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HORTICULTURE.

Abies, Albertiana, bearing cones, 386; Doug-
lasii, 1605; for timber, 246 ; Gordoni-inapumila,

1535; Morinda, 145, 313: pcctiiiata Massoni,

1470
Abyssinian mixture, the, 1472
Acacia Riceana, 1316
Acclimatisation, 89^, 1179
Acer Negundo vanegatum, 1410
Actiiiiopteris radiata, culture of, 244
Adiantum cuneatum, culture of, 217 ; pcruyia-

Aquatic plants, culture of, 636
Aquatics at Chatsworth, 793
Aquilegia cocrulea, 799 : cxim: Skii

1251
of the word, 1505,

, 457 : 1573
Adulteration of Seeds Bill, 6

japonicuiT 104; ulosum \ . Schrr

Agapanthus umbellatu?, 928, 957, 1028
Agarics, the specific characters of, 1408
Agave americana, flowering of, 527 ; cucullata,

897 ; cuspidata, 315 ; filamentosa, 8
Agaves, a chapter on, 8
Ailantus as a timber tree, 7, 43, 76, 279 ; glandu-

1 3sa, 660; curious form of, 1504
Air. diagram showing the daily mean tempera-

ture ui the, at Chiswick and Greenwich, 735 ;

temperature and humidity of the, 381
Alarm Bell of Atri, the, 1479
Albert Embankment, the, 1470; planting the,

1573, 1604
Albert Hall, the Royal, 1180
Algeria, market gardening in, 278, 309 : severe

Allamanda nobiUs, 927
Almond tree, the, 568
Alnus glutinosa rubronervis, 703
Aloe Croucheri, 104
Aloe fibre, 1536
Alpine plants, nature and history of, 559 : pro-

tecting, in winter, 1411
Alps, ancient vegetation of the, 696
Amar\'llis conspicua, 1058; (Hippeastrum) Leo-

poldii, 733
Amateur's conservatory, healing, 248^312
Ambroslne, 1085
America, gardeners in, 1412 ; the discovery of,

s68 ; maritime plants of, 1667 ; culture of the
Tuberose in, 1376

American blight, cure for, 387, 421

American flowers, gigantic, log
American Pomological Society's proceedings. 351
Ammonia and vegetable dyes, 1543
Anderson, Dr. T,, death of, 1478
Androsace pubescens, 104
Anemone blanda, 140 ; sylvestris, 863
Angra:cum Ellisii (Hort.), 499
.Ajimials and plants, diffusion of, 72 ,

"
Annuals, selection of, 15
Anona Cherimolia, 10
Ambers, M. Chatin on dehiscence of, 5C0
Anihurium ornatum, 1535
Antitlammine, 1117
Aniigonon leptopus, 861
Antipodes, a plant from the, 701
Antirrhinum, remarkable double-flowered, 987
Antirrhinums in pots, 385
Ants, and Wilkie's composition, 1092 ; how to

destroy, 667, 1060, 1282, 1314, 1347, 1378, 1444,
1507

Apple bark louse, the, 74, 247
Apple, Beauty of Hants, 1508 ; Mrs. Ward,

38s ; The Fairy, 348
Apples, Cordon, treatment of, 1535
Appleby's fumigator, 313, 492
Apricot tree, large, 863 : standard, 1091, 1135,

* ^3+7
Apricots, large, 1060

Aquilegia, di

1572, 1603
Architecture, garden, 563
Arai his, subterranean pods of, 1126
Arliiiiis procera, fine specimen of, 10
All iiiii-; zrrstts Benthamia, 386
An.li.ingel mats, 1251
Arclied trellis at Welbeck, the, 1635
Architecture, garden, 563
Aristolochia grandiflora var. Hooken, 664
Artichoke and Potato grafting, 635
Artificial supports, &c., 1148
Arum palaestinum, 348
Ash, the gall midge of the. 1731
Asparagus beetle, the, 44
Asparagus, colossal, 1382 ; culture of, 1219, 173

in France, 664
Aspai6gus trade m France, the, 732

Atri, the Alarm Bell of, 1479
Aucubas at Litllebourne, 701
Australia, destruction of timber in, 103 ; flora of,

1567 ; successful exportation of grafts to, 6

Australia, South, crops in, 1316, 1348, 1379
lAutumn cultivation, on, 1375
Auricula culture, 310
Ayrshire, wild plants in, 927
Azalea Fran<;ois de Vos, 459
Azaleas, hardy, new varieties of, 954

Babylon, hanging gardens of, 1350
Banbury, Lapagena rosea at,>i2i8 ; Onion grow-

ing at, 1374, 1475
Barberries and Blackberries, 386, 421

Bark, Larch and other, 1124
Barkeria spectabilis superba, 897
Barleria Lichtensteiniana, 73 '

Barnes, Mr.' William, memorial to, 6, 14, 4j
Barrow, garden roller, 1029
Barry, Mr.' aismisyil of, 695'

Basket, a new flower, 701 -

Batatas, note on culture 6f, 416 .

Bazaar, at Enville, 1022
^

'

Beans, haricot, as esculents, 1313, 13*47 ^

Eeaucarnca'recurvata, 1445 \_

Bedding, geometrical, 1187
Bcdding-out, at Kew, 1442 ; single Petunias for

1347; Tagetes for, 1218; yellow Calceolaria;

for. 1184, 1219, 1J15,
"

Bedding plants, spring, 401 765.; yellow, 10, 213

Beech, insects on, 389
Beech, the Weeping, 1701

Begonia boHviensis, 762; X Chelsoni, 897 ; x Wcl
toniensis, 1506' "^

Beetle, the Asparagus, 44
Bees :—Brood-conibs, management of. 1510
gleaning supers, 534 ; combs in cottSge hives

1062 ; history of the bee' egg, g6i, 997, 1030
hives, 1281, 1640 ; management of, 834, 1350
queen cell, the, 1221 ; queen Encasements, 45
summary of the above, 1606

Beet, Chilian, 10 ; Dell's crimson, 1059 ; fo

ornamental purposes, 1476, 1540
Belvoir, spring gardening at, 627
Bennett, Mr. J., death of, 1765
Berberis nepa?ensis, 12

^

Bezi Mai Pear, the, 173-' «

' Bicton Gardens, the condition ol, 7
I Biennials, herbaceous, 213

,
Birds, architecture of, 560 : a plea for, 895, 927,

991. 1092
Bishop Stoi-tford Vines, the, 420, 460, 497 : pro-

,
bable causes of failure of, 4951 5^4

I

Bitlerne, Gardeners' Improvement Society, 104

Blackberries and Barberries, 386. 421

Blanching Endive, French method of, 596
!
Blandfordia aurea, 104

I
Blenheim Palace Gardens, 961 : the orchard-

i, remarks on, 769
Boilers, trial of, in Paris, 559
Books attacked by moths, 79
Books on gardening, 493
Books, notices of new, 794, 1052, 1566, 1706

Books, reviews of :—Alphand's Les Promenades
dc Paris, 1381 : Baillon's Histoire des Plantes,

534 : Beddome's Ferns of Southern India, and

of British India, 534 : British Association,

report of 3gth meeting, 316 ; Cannart d'Ha-

male's Monographic Historique et Litt^raire

des Lis, 1254: Centra! Park (New York)
Commissioners' Annual Report, 1509: Clarke,

on the Medical Properties of Vegetables, &c.,

352 : Cooke's KSndbook of British Fungi,

1478; Crombic's Lichenes Britanmci, 179;

Edwards, Our Domestic Fireplaces. 534 ;

Fcnnell's Book of the Roach, 1221 ; Field's,

The Greenhouse as a Winter Garden, 1414;

Foreign Journals, 216, 462, 500, _ 1188, 1221,

1254 ; Germain's Nouveau Dictionnaire de

Botanique, 178 ; Henfrey's Elementary Course

of Botany, 2nd edit., 1083 : Hooker's Icones

Plantarum, 388, and Student's Floraof the Bri-

tish Islands, 833 ; Houghton's Seaside Walks of

a Naturalist with his Children, 1126 ; John-

ston's Map ofthe British Empire, 534 :
Letheby

on Food, 991 : Letters of Sir Charles Bell, 492 :

Loudon's Amateur Gardeners' Calendar, 44 ;

and First Book of Botany, new edition. 423 :

Lyell's Geographical Handbook of all the

Known Ferns, 423 ; Martin's Microscopic Ob-

jects, 179 ; Meikle's Window Gardening for

Town and Country, 930 : Mioiiel's Nouveaux
Materi
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Carbolic acid to destroy insects on plants, 597
Carex paniciilata, notes on, 146
Carludovica rotundifolia, 635
Carnation, parasite on leaves of a, 382
Carp, mortality amongst, in France, 6g6, 732
Carriage drives, floral displays in, 1218
Carrots, sowing, 532
Caslleton_{Jamaica) Botanic Gardens, 422

144 ; French nursery-

Cattleya x Dominiana lutea, 1477 ; Trianas var.

lo iHort.), Ill ; Trianas var. Penelope
(Hort). 111; Trian^ var. Atalanta (Hort.),
Ill ; Trianae var. Venus (Hort.), iii ; velu-
tina, 140, t373

Cattleyas, cool treatment of, 281
Cauliflower, autumn, 1504, 1572 ; Veitch's giant
antumn, 1478, 1702, 1734

Cecidomyia Botularia, 1731 ; Pyri, 1054
Cedar of Lebanon, 631 ; diseased, 632
Celery, fine specimens of, 1631 : keeping late,

Cellular tissue, alteration of, by parasitic Fungi,
1 501

Cement, hydraulic, 353
Cemeteries, American, 43 ; suburban, condition

of, 921, 990
Centaureas, the propagation of, 1672, 1734
Cephalonia, the Currant crop in, 1219
Cephalotus follicularis, 1186; Fortunei fosmina,

1287
Cephaelis Ipecacuanha, 350 ; propagation of, 146
Cerasus Laurocerasus rotundifolia, rii
Cercis SiHquastrum, 176, 214
Cereals, development of rust and mildew
492 ; root blight, in Australia, 210

Cereus fulgidus, 15^5
Ceropegia Sandersoni, 173
Chama;dorea graminifolia, 897
Chamaerops, the genus, 952
Champerion, note upon vu
Channel Island Cabbages,
Chapman's patent flower-i

vegetable cases, 1640
Charlock seed, 421 ; legil

Chatsworth, aquatics at

631, 798 ; Vine culture at, ^21
Chatsworth conduit edging tde, the, 892, 956
Chequers, 144, 386
Cherimoyer, the, 10
Cherries, stoneless, 493
Cherry, the Burghley Park, 1057
Cherry trees not bearing fruit, 767, 797, 862

;

unfruitful in pots, 830, 862
Cheshire, North, fruit prospects in, 797
Chester, Eaton Road Nurseries at, 424 ; Newton

:yard at, 282

573
Lses, 797, 829, 957

. 456
9, 43 : fruiting of, 76,

Chiswick, abandonment of, 209, 247, 2S0, 313 ;

arrangements respecting, 456 ; a handful of
flowers from, 628 ; experiments at, 663 ; the
herbaceous border at. 1155 ; experiments with
various manures on plants at, 1730 ; on the
meteorological observations at, 731 ; orchard-
houses at, 703, IOS4, 1086, 1182

Chloralum, 1502
Chlorophyll, 12 ; movements of the grains of,

493
Chrysanthemum frutescens, 794
Chrysanthemum growing at Liverpool, 628 ; at

Stoke Newihgton, 1510; at the Temple Gar-
dens, 1542

Church and schViol decoration, 496
Churning song, 1543
Cider presses, 1091
Cinchona culture under glass, 211 ; at St.

Helena, 73, 798 ;
plantations in India, 565

Cinchonas, note on hybridism among, 423
Circumlocution In the French Forest Depart-
ment, 794

Cities, water supply to, 598
Citrus triptera, 1535
Clematis Jackmani, 1410; not a greenhouse

plant. 858
Clematises, hardy, 175; as exhibition plants,

546 ; for decorative purposes, 142
Climate, effects of, upon life, 139
Cloche, the, 145
Coccus conchiformis, 74 ; floccifcrits, 308
Cochineal, production of, 794
Cochlioslema Jacobianum, flowering, 655, 663,

1599, 1632
Coco de Mer, m the Liverpool Botanic Garden,

Cocos Weddelliana, 494 : flowering of, 793
Coslogyne prascox var Wallichiana, 1539

;

psittacina var. Huttoni, 1053 ; viscosa, 1085
Cofl^ee a disinfectant, 352
Coffee trees, borer in, 492 ; mode of applying

carbolic acid to, 1342
Cogs, 422, 498
Cole Orton, the Vinesat, 212
Coleshill, the Gardens at, 1734
CoUioure (Pyrenees), snow storm at, 243
Colour in tree scenery, &c., 1023
Columbine, novel forms of, 826
Colombo, manufacture of straw hats in, 1535
Combe Abbey, talking Vines at, 421
Commelina, Bengal species of, 1311

Committee, Scientific, of Royal Horticultural
Society :—meetings of the, m, 249, 315. 499,
566, 632. 703, 800, 897, 1477, 1638 ; subjects
brought before the :—Abutilons, grafted, 315 :

Bridgesia spicata, 315 ; Camellia, curious ex-
crescence on the bark of a, 315 ; Chiswick
meteorological records, iii, 249, 499, 800;
Date stone attacked by Fungus, in, 249 ; im-
perfect hybridisation, 1639 ; letters from Mr.
I. Anderson-Henry, 703 ; manna-like substance
on Peach leaves, 897 : manures, experiments
with, at Chiswick, 315, 499, 800; Potato and
Artichoke grafting, 632 ; Vme aphis, the, Soo :

variations m the offspring of cross-fertilised

Peas, III
Commoners* rights, 103
Compass plant, the, 1213
Congress, Horticultural, at Oxford, 347, 420,

496, 564, 889 ; papers read at the, 987, 992,
1024, 1029, 1054. 1057

Conifers, in Ireland, 461 ; on ploughed land,

town, plants for, 214 ; shading blinds for,

1506, 1539
Cooke, Mr., on Guarana, 1535
Corbularia Bulbocodium, 864
Cordon Apples, treatment of, 1535
Cornish Heath, the, found in Wales, 317
Cornwall, market gardening in, 1246; weather

in, 531
Corsica, notes from, 76S
Coryanthes, liquid secreted by the flowers of,

Cossus hgniperda, 895
Costmary, or Alecoast, 1217

Cottager's shows, 600, 1123
Cottage garden essays, 498, 565
Cottage gardening, 456. 565, 798
Cottage gardens, management of, 629, 666
Cottage, under gardeners', at Wimbledon House,

1214
Cotton department of India, report of the, 1405,

1730
Cotula coronopifolia, 308
Cotyledon agavoides, 1535 ; californica, 1535 ;

fulgens, 153s ; gibbiflora metallica, 1535
Cratsegus lobata serotlna, 1535
Cranberry culture in New Jersey, 1029, 1090
Crassula lactea, 109
Crates, Vine growing in, 460
Crocus, species of, 420, 460
Cricket St. Thomas, the gardens at, 1446
Crinoline, the Strawberry, 696
Crops, condition of, up to midsummer, 959
Crotalaria Cunnlnghamii, 104
Croton maximum, 1668 ; variegatum var. angus-

tifolium, 1540 ; Veitchh, 1668
Crotons, colour of, 1605
Croutting frogs, 497
Crystal Palace, dinner-table decorations at, 889
Cucumber, Heatherside Rival, 1183 ; John,

1382; " Sooly Qua." 800
Cucumbers, making hotbeds for, 317
Cucumber plants, abnormal, 954
Cucumis Anguria. 210 : Hookerii, 1503
Cuckoos, habits of, 1442, 1476, 1504, 1539, 1603
Cnpressus Lawsoniana aurea, 315; L^wsoniana

erects vlridis, 249, 279 ; Lawsoniana gracilis,

Curcuhgo recurvata striata, 1477
Currant bush pruning, 176
Currant crop in Cephalonia, the, 1219
Currant Lee's Prolific Black, 145
Cuttings, stealing at flower shows, 894, 927
Cyanophyllum spectandum, 703
Cycas circinalis, 993
Cyclamen giganteum, 490 ; persicum kermest-
num. III ; persicum, culture of, 109, 500

Cyclamens and Primulas, 177
Cymbidium canallculatum, 1117
Cynips Curtisii, 1312
Cyperus alternifolius variegatus, 9

D.CMONOROPS plumosus, 315, ,1086
Dahlia arborea, 663, 889 ; imperialis, .

Dahlias, notes on the new. of 1869, 352
Danesbury, the flower garden at, 629
Daphne elegantissima, 1219
Dardanelles, Oaks at the. 1156
Date, structure of the albumen of the, 76

Dean's patent fumlgator, 245
Deckenia nobilis, 561
Dendrobium chrysanthum, 1218 ; chr

1311 ; crtissinode, 417; cucullatum gigar
Dalhousianum, 600 ; thyrsifiorum,

ophyllum'i, 897
timber tree, 9
in, 1476

499.
Veitchlan

Deodar, the, 4
Devon, North, Muslii
Diamonds, 568
Diatomacese, peculiar markings on the, 527
Dicecious plants, morphology of the flowers ii

559 ; morphology of sexes in, 1342
Diffusion in plants and animals, 72
Dimenuon thermometer, 498
Dinner-table decorations at the Crystal Palac

S89 ; plants for, 1027, 1090
^" " retusa, 1149
Diospyros 1

fruit '39
bolivDipladen:

crassinoda,

Disa grandtflora at Fe
macrantha, notes on h;

Dodecatheon Jeffreyanu
dum, T667

Dodecatheons, cultural i

Dog^vood of gunpowder i

Carrifere, 3

1673

:
with edible

Mart

Meadia frigi-

ufactun

Dolo 43. T77 .

cylindrica, 1535 ; Guilf
porphyrophylla, 1477

Dracontium datum, 344, 382
Drowning persons, Chinese mode

ing, 7
Drought, the, in France, 957
Dutch Scientific Society of Haarlem,
Dwelling-house, planU for the, 1732
Dyes, ammonia and vegetable, 1543

Conservatory, heating 248 ;

THiNG-up vegetables, 1506, 1539, ^573, 1604,
35. 1672

Earwigs, trapping, 1217
Eastnor Castle, on the veteran Vinesat, 1277
Eaton Road nurseries, Chester, 424
Echeveria agavoides, 387 ; secunda glauca,

Echinopsis oxygona, 862
Eclipse expedition, the English, 1502
Edinburgh Botanical Gardens, 112
Edging tile, the Chatsworth conduit, 892, 956

Education of gardeners, 1541, 1570, 1604, 1632,

1637, 1670, 1703, 1730
Egg-plant, culture of the, 631
Electricity, effect of, upon wine, 636; in plant

life, 860
Electric bells and hothouses, 281, 349
Electric thermometer, new, 421, 633 ; Rothnie's,

or the Victoria, 1473
Ely, fruit growing at, 1154 ; Vine growing at,

Encephalartos giganteus, agg ; Lehmanni, ferti-

lisation of, 103 ; mirabihs, 499 ; vUlosus, 767,

796, 829
Endive, French method of blanching, 596 ; cul-

ture, 277
Engineering diflliculties, 1127
English local floras, 1151, 1279, 1407, 1700
Entomologist, American, 596
Entomology and the scientific committee, 381
Enville, bazaar at, 1022

Epacris, culture of the, 142
Epacris hyacinthiflora carminata, 387
Epidendrum mlcrocharis, 1246
Epimediums, notes on, 698
Equlsetum arvense, 599
Eranthis and Leucojum, flowering of, 35<

Eranthis hyemalis, diagram representing dates
of flowering, 53

1 the.

; the strongest, 1251
on the, 1115, 1119 ;

141

1

Fruit gatherer, Bouckard's, 1285
Fruit gathering, 1379, 1347, 1476 ; cabinet

r.
^^34

Fruits, on judging, 1056, 1090, 1187
Fruit growing at Ely, 1154, 1214
Fruit sunstruck, 1507
Fruit-room, construction of a, 283
Fruit trees, girdling, 416 ; upon walls, man.
mcnt of, 1533 : management of young,
protecting wall, 667, 700, 958

,of I

Fruits and vegetables, list of good
^73

.

Fuchsia coccinea, remarks on, 1

Fuchsias, m
gating, easy r

Erbswur: 1730

superba, 457 : vagans, found i

573. 1605, 1673

Erica hyemalis
Wales, 317

Eriogaster lanestris

Erilrichium nanum,
Erythrina Parcelii,

Esculents, Haricot
Esparto grass, 176
Eucalyptus ficifolia

cultu:

Eugenia Jambos, fruiting of, 386
Eupatorium gracile odoratum, g
Evergreen parterres, 1022
Evergreen screen, in London, 456
Evelyn, John, and his friends, 1159
Evergreens for towns, 1700
Examinations of gardeners, 140, 825, 1438
Exhibition buildings at South Kensington, 307,

349
Exhibitions,

Ferns and thei

Ferns, drying.

Disa grandiflora at, 1155, 1217
culture, 246, 384
1479; hardy, 8g6 ; semi-scien-

tinc names of, 1029; tree, 1126, British tree,

532 ; to raise from seed, 79, 279
Fern stem, structure of a, from the Lower
Eocene of Heme Bay, 382

Fertilisation of flowers by Insects, 595
Fibre, method of separating from vegetable, 763
Ficus dealbata, 703
Fig. Grosse Monstrueuse de Liparl, 765
Fig trees, covering up, 1605, 1634, 1671
Figs, making cuttings of, 181
Fir, the silver, 1672, 1702, 1734
Flax, New Zealand, 530
Flies, smother and cholera, 1341 ; the plague of,

1316, 1347, 1378
Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, 108, 172
Floral criticism, 1599
Floral registers, 531
''loras, Enelish local, 1151, 1279, 1407, 1700
lorists' Flowers, Metropolitan Society for the
Encouragement of, 1052 ; bedding Pansles,
769, 834; Calceolarias, herbaceous, iiSg;
Chrysanthemums, 1510, 1542 ; Cyclamen,
culture of the, 500; Dahlias, new, of 1S69,

352 ; Fuchsias, new, 567 ; Gladiolus In 1869, 179 ;

list of, 250 ; Hollyhock, the, 1157, 423; new,
of 1869, 44, 112 ; Pelargoniums, show, 898,
1094; Pentstemons at Chiswick, 1317; Petunia,
fringed, 704 ; pink Pelargoniums, J414 ; Pom-
pon Chrysanthemum, the, 1574; Tropaeolums,
as bedding plants, 1381 ; Tulips, early flower-

single, 996; Verbenas, the, 803;
pots, 1349; Violet, the,

:w, 567
thod of, I

Fumigation, tobacco for, 11

Fumigators, Appleby's, 313;
245 : Drechsler's patent, 72

Fumigators, patent, 348
Fungi, parasitic, alteration of

1501 ; Dr. Hallier's investigai

Fungus excursion and dinner a

Fungus show at Kensi

ford, ]

igton, remarks on

Fungus I

Gall I

oots of trees, 247, 349, 385 ; on
, 460, 702 : on Vines, 701 ; contro*

(12. 349. 498, 563. 632, 766, 798,
6, 959. 99^. 1027, 1636, 1705

Galls, the teachings of, 1346
Game cover, plants for, 42
Garden architecture, 563
Gardener's agent, a self-styled. 1310
Gardeners and their employers, 1 149, 1 704

;

iheating, 1673 ; education of, 1469, 1541, 1570,
604, 1632, 1637, 1670, 1703, 1730 ; examina-
-' of, 140, 1438

grievances. 866, 1287 ; incumbrances,
n the olden time, 1318 ; in
the patron saint of, 13, 74,

Gard.
logr ; London,

248, 280, 460
Gardeners" Improvement Society, Bitterne,
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

1251. 1315
,

Verbena cultu

1446
Flower basket, new pattern for a, 701
Flower garden at Danesbury, 629
Flower market, the London, 1052
Flower pot, perforated enamel, new, 172
Flower pots, drainage of, 313 j sizes of, 633
Flower sermon, the, 770, 958
Flower show appeals, 1027, 1092, 1155, 1282
Flower show, at Paris, 761 ; in New England,

Flo'

1503, 1632

.44;
Chiswick, 628

;

595 :_ in religioi
_

. „ .

opening and closing of, 1437 ; preserved
glycerine, 499 : spring, 247

Fluids in plants, rate of ascent of, 1502
Fly-trap, a new, 461 ; and wasp-trap, 1252
Forage plant, Maize as a, 926
Food Journal, the, 39
Food production in China, 962
Food, the new German. 1730
Forest appointments in India, 986
Forest and chace of Malvern, the, 1536
Forestry, certificates in, 1503
Forests, influence of, upon climate, 1412, 150

Gardening, cottage and window, prizes for
essays on, 39 ; window, 530, 562 ; subtropical,
1058 ; in Paris, 1213 ; on Irish, 1440, 1537 ;

old-fashioned, 636 ; prize, 8g6, 1029

Gardening, town :—Annuals for, 389, 425 ; An-
tirrhinum, culture of, 79 ; bedding-out, 671,
739. 771 : bulbs for, 1447 ; Chrysanthemum
culture, 283, 963, 1031, 1095, 1287 : and selec-
tion of, 1543 ; edgings, renovation of, 181 ;

grass seeds, sowing, 317 ; Hyacinth culture,
dressing.

of, 4,y : Mushrc ulturc 1255:

Fourcroya Sell
Fowler's Garde

flowering, 1666
rs' Insecticide, 1124

propagating, 528 ; galvanised i

French Forest Deparl

„794
circumlocution In,

in, 533 ; Asparagus. Mushroom culture in,

trade in, 732
French Mangolds, for bedding out, 1571
Frog eaters, the French, 180
Frogs, croutting, 497
Frost on May 4, effect of the, 628
Frost, effect of, on ripe Grapes, 1733 ; preserva-

tion of plants from, 11 87

spring treatment of, 353 ; Pink
propagation, 899; planting trees, 216 ; plants
suitable for, 47, 79, 425, 463, 535, 963 ; propa-
gating, notes on, 1191 ; rockery, planting
Ferns on a, 147 ; shrubs for winter garden,
1383 ; tools required for, 15 ; trees for, 216 ;

weekly operations, 79, 113, 147,317,463.671,
T^Sy 803, 890, 931, 998, 1031, 1063, 1127, 1319

Garden, kitchen, charm of a, 8
Garden Uterature, 666, 734, 831

Garden memoranda :—Aston Lower Grounds,
Birmingham, 1284 ; Battersea Park, with plans,
1157 ; Blenheim Palace, 961 ; Broomfield
Lodge, 568 ; Cadland, 14 ; Coleshill, High-
worth, Wilts, 1734 : Cricket St. Thomas, 1446;
Eaton Road Nursery, Chester, 424 ; Edin-
burgh Botanical Gardens, 112; Ferniehurst,
770 ; Garden Reach, Camberwell, 635 ; Gun-
nersbury, 1126 : Heckfield Place, 1190, 1382;
M. Linden's establishment at Brussels, 865 ;

Merriott Nurseries, the, 1414 ; Milford Nur-
sery, Godalming, 170 ; Newton Nurseries,
Chester, 250 ; Nuneham Park, 930 : Stoke
Park, 1222, 1350 ; Temple Gardens, 1542 ;

Thoresby (with plan), 46, 77 ; Wimbledon
House, 1317.

Garden peg, new. 1348
Garden Reach, the gardens at, 635
Garden roller barrow, 1029 ; ditto, water-cart,

Gardens, hanging, of Babylon, 1350
Galvanised iron frames, 531
Gentiana acaulis, 176, 386; treatment of, 75,

Geometrical bedding, 1187
Germs, origin of living, 1599
Ginger culture, 347
Gingilie oil, 1382
Ginseng, notes on, 1184
Gladiolus cruentus, 105
Gladiolus, dimorphism in, 1187
Gladiolus, in i86g , 179 ; selection of, 250 ; show

of, 107, 178, 247
Glaisher, Mr., on rain, 1598
Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 3S1 ; museum of
Economic Botany, ^15

Glass structures, heating and ventilating, 156S
Glass walls for fruit and flower growing, &c.,

Gleditschia sinensis, 7
Gloxinia, culture of the, 562
Gloxinia, Scariet Gem, 566
Glycerine, flowers preserved in, 499
Goat moth, the, 893
Golden Seal, 421
Goldfussia anisophyll;
Gongora portentosa, ;

Goodyera Dawsonian
Gooseberries, weights of prize,
Gooseberry bushes, on pruning, 106, 176
Gourd, monstrous root of a, 1438
Gourds, bottle, poisonous, ngi

flowering of, 177, 348

discolor, 1605
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Gourds and Pumpkins, notes on, 114S

Graft, influence of stock on, 6
Grafting, remarks on, 75 ; skin, 1599
Grafting, Vines, 176, 385 ; Hawthorns, 532
Grafting \vax, a substitute for, 1502
Grape, Black Damascus, 3:2 ; Black Muscat of

Alexandria, 313 ; Golden Champion, 927 ;

Chilwell White, 1125 ; Muscat Hamburgh,
314 : Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, 154^ '• ^^^

Royal Ascot, 1573; Waltham Cross, 1640;
White Lady Downe's, 349, 385

Grape culture in pots at Newstead Abbey, 1118

Grape growing, in orchard-houses, 1155 ; at

Woodstock, 1247, 1474 : at Wortley Hall, 137S

Grape-room at Heckfield, the, 1412, 1442
Grapes, on colouring, 1116 ; effect of frost

on ripe, 1733; from old Vines, 1282; keep-

ing late, 1540, 1606; late, 533, 1572, 1734:
new, 1703: preserving, 1443, 1476 ;

preservmg,
at Heckfield, 1505: new, notes on, 1636; shank-

ing, 1060, 1635 : varieties of, not well known, 42
Greenhouse ventilation, simple plan of, no
Grevillea Banksii, 1535
Grindelia hirsutula, 1282
Ground vineries, 246
Guarana, Mr. Cooke on, 1535
Gueldres Rose, poisoning by the berries of, 1566
Gunnersbury, the gardens at, 1126
Gymnogramma Laucheana gigantea, 105 : tar-

Gyn 1 argenteum pumilum, 1666

, Dutch Scientific Society of, 1213
Habenarias from South Africa, note on, 1674
Habrothamnus elegans, 421 ; fasciculatus, 1447
Hainan, notes from the Island of, 1705
Hairbell, or Harebell? 1059
Handy conversion rules, 770
Hawthorn, the, worked on the Pear or Quince,

458
Hawthorn hedges, method of shearing, 436
Heat, generation of, by Fungi, 1156
Heather, and its applications, 1278, 1314
Heath, the Cornish, found in Wales, 317
Heaths, hardy, culture, and list of, 245
Heckfield Place, the gardens at, iigo; the

Grape room at, 1382, 141 2, 1442: Melon
growmg at. 1218, 1252, 1281, 1314, i347. ^379-
1410: Vines at, 532. 599, 632

Hechtia Ghiesbreghtii, 1117
Hellebores in Sussex, 248 ; varieties of, 14a

Helieborus trifolius, 317
Heliotropes all the year round, 41
HepLiticas, 386
Htrrbaccous perennials, 1053
Herbaceous plants, 765
Herbarium, sale of Von Martius', 595
Herbs. Mint and other sweet, 1151
Hereford, Fungus excursion and dinner at, 1310
Herrenhausen, the Palms of, 799
Histological notes, 146
Historical trees at Fulham Palace, 73
Hive, the honey-trough and bar-frame, 1052
Hollyhocks, culture of, 424
" Honesty," 109
Honey, rose-coloured, 1698
Horticultural Congress at Oxford, 347, 564

;

papers read at, 987, 992, 1024, 1029, 1054,

1057

Horticultural buildings at the Oxford Show,
1091

Horticulture for women, 598
Hose for watering streets, 732, 736
Hothouse heating, 420 ; building, extending
system of, 1673

Hot-water pipes, arrangement of, 1378
HUgel, the late Baron, 1149
Hundred Horse Chestnut tree of Mount Etna, 12

Hyacinthus candicans, 897
Hyacinths, home grown, 8g6 ; culture of, in

Hybridisation, prizes for plants illustrating the
phenomena of, 140

Hybridity, on imperfect, 1634
Hyde Park Pelargoniums, 39
Hydrangea paniculata, 121S ; stellataflore-pleno,

703 : Thunbergii floribus persicis, 922, 1699
Hydrangeas, Japanese, 1473 ; culture of, 1063
Hydrastis canadensis, 421
Hydraulic cement, 353
Hylurgus piniperda, 212, 281, 313
Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii, 418

IiiERts, or Candytuft, 831
Icehouse, a modern, 1475
Ice, storing, 10
India, report of the Cotton department of, 1405
Indian Corn, cultivation of, logi, 1092
Indiarubber, 1535; its history, commerce, and
supply. 275

_

Tni^ect enemies, 699 ; foreign, 923
Insect larvse, 956; poisons, 424 ; fertilisation of

flowers by, 595 ; colour of, 596
Insects, how to destroy, 1671
Ipecacuanha, on the introduction of, 350, 1085 ;

propagation of the, 146
International Exhibition prospects, 385, 1406
Iphipus Roei, 923
Ipomcea, aftording Tampico jalap, 13
Ireland, Conifers in, 461 ; Gardening in, 1440,

'537
Iresine Herbstii, 497 ; v. Fungus, 563
Irish gardening, on, 1440, 1537
Iris iberica, 663, 1667 ; Pavonia and chalce-

donica, 1218; reticulata, 144,281 : susiana, 1410
Ivies, garden, 11, 42

Jacobinia ciliata, 1567
Japan Chestnut, the, 456
Japan, dwarfing trees in, 1191, i

Jardin des Plantes at Paris, tb

Jardin fruitier du Museum, 11

Journal of Botany, Seemann's
Judas tree, the, 176, 214

Kales or Borecoles, 1704
Kalmia latifolia, malformation of, 1028

Kensington Gardens, the flower walk in, 1566
Kensington Road alterations, 793
Kentias, new, from Lord Howe's Island, 991
Kev/, bedding-out at, 1343, 1442 ; directo.

report on, 890 : route map and guide tOf

Kidney Bean for winter use, the, 1412

Kitchen garden, the charm of a, 8

Laburnums, purple, 767, 831 ; sports on, SgS

Lachenalias, at S%vyncombe Park, 666

La Muette, Parts, 281 ; cost of maintaining,

gigante;
244

Lselia elegans

Lapageria rosea, culture of, at Banbur>', 1218

Larch and other bark, 1124

Larch and Spruce scale insects, 767
Larch timber, 1540
Laurel, fruiting of the common, 1218

Lawn mowers, 797, 829, 357
Lawn mower, the " Archimedian," 311, 893, 928,

1027, 1085, 1090
Lawn in bad condition, 1155; to improve, 1187

Lawns, bone dust for, 1705, 1734 ; destroying

weeds on, 1734
Lead poisoning, 1127
Leaf-stalk, minute anatomy of the, 1116

Leaves, skeleton, 79
Leeds Horticultural Exhibition, 313
Leopoldinia pulchra, 494 ; flowering of, 793
Lettuce, Bunney's Incomparable Green Cos,

107 ; hardy Dutch white Cabbage, 928 ; Prin-

cess Royal, 1038
Lettuce culture, French or English, 108, 145,

178 : in orchard-houses, 75
Leucojum vernum, diagram representing dates

of flowering, 531
Leveillfi, Dr., death of, 276

Lianas, or tropical climbers, 383
X Libonia penrhosiensis, 249
Lichen-Flora, Rev. W. A. Leighton's, 1730

Life, effects of climate upon, 139
Light, influence of, upon plants, 386 : influence

of. upon vegetable development, -^17

Lignite, structure of a, from the old red sand-

stone. 146
Lilies, M. Duchartre on, 1183, 1246, 1343, 1439,

1570, 1670
Lilies and their kind, 733
Liliums, potting, g
Liiium auratum, 600, 1060, 1218, 1281 ; aura-

tum Alexandra, 1090 ; Leichtlinii, 1219

;

speclosum, 1149 : Thunbergianum florc-pleno,

1374 ; tigrtnum splendcns, 1225

Lily family, revision of the, 1278

Lindley Library, the, 1442
Linarias, hybrid, 8ci6

Liriodendron tulipifera foliis luteo-marginalis,

Lisianthus Russellianus, 1123

Literature, garden, 666
Lithospermum fruticosum, 1705 ;

purpureo-

Littsea geminiflora in flower, 1052

Littlebourne, Aucubas at, 701

Liverpool, visit of the British Association to,

1246 : Horticultural Society at, 1665

Livistonia australis, flowering, 664
Lloyd, Mr.

J.,
death of, 180

Lobelia Punty, 958
London parks and thoroughfares, 248

Looker's patent capped frames, 347
Loudon, Mr. James, death of, 1447
Luculia gratissima, 531, 563. 599- 799 : culture

of, 385
Luculias on the spur system, 460
Luis optei 1503
Lycaste leucantha, 1540
Lychnis diuma, anthers of, attacked by smut,

763 : Ustilago on the stamens of, 986
Lycopodiaceae, affinities of, 1085

ternifolia, iiSi

Magnesian limestone soils, no
Magnolia grandiflora, 349
Maize as a forage plant, 926 ; for table, 382 ;

Rev. T. C. Br.5haut on, 1633
Maize plant, diseased stem of a, 1502

Malformations in Galium Aparine, 492

Malus floribunda, Siebold's, 691, 796
Malvern, the forest and chace of, 1536

Manures, application of, to mixed herbage, 663 ;

trogenous, 1058 : for nursery grounds, 1672 :

influ ;of '
, the growth of plar

Manuring, Dr. Voelcker on the principles of,

992
Maple leaf, the, 1190
Marantas and Calatheas, 924
Maritime plants of American lakes, 1667

Market gardening in Cornwall, 1246; in Al-

e^eria, 278, 309
" Marmorata," what does it mean? 11

Mais, .A.rchangel, 1251

Mauritius, Botanic Gardens, 422, 1477
Maxillaria ctenostachya, 30
Mealy-bug, hints on means of destroying, 15

Medical students, the education of, 1278

Medinilla magnifica, 632, 668, 70T

Meehan, Mr., on the seeding of Petunias, 1470

Paterson's Superb, 145; (Ji

»qo ; Victory of Bath, 898
Melon grovmig at Heckfield, 1218, 1252, 1281,

1314, 1347. 1379. 1410, 1475, 1507
Melon seed vegetatmg in the fruit, 1156, 1187,

1219
Melons, to prevent the attack of insects, 457
Memorial trees,

7
Merriott Nurseries, Somerset, the, 1414
Mesembryanthemums, 1373, 1443 ; for bedding
purposes, 563

Meteorological observations, 421 ; at Chiswick,

731
Mr. Lowe's paperMeteorological phi

on, 76
Meteorology, 140 ; in relation to horticulture, 209
Methven, testimonial to Mr,, 528
Metropolitan Buildings and Management Bill,

596
Metropolitan commons, 1598
Metropolitan Florists' Society, 1278
Metropolitan improvements, 1597
Mignonette, origin and culture of, 895 ; tree, 1063
Michauxia campanuloides, 281
Milford Nursery, 179
Miltonia Warscewiczii, 417, 1117
Mimetic plants, 664, 700, 767 ; list of, 732
Mimulus luteus albo-marginatus, 105
Mint and other sweet herbs, 1151
Misrepresentation, 10
Mole cricket, the, 763, 831
Mole-traps, ,^32

Monolena pnmulaeflora, 309, 344
Mormodes Cartoni, van, 16, 38; Colossus, 1117 :

tibicen, 1085
Morphology of the flowers in some dicecious

plants, 559
Moss, the use of, in rooms, 664
Mount Etna, famous Horse Chestnut tree of, 12

Mulberry tree, the, 216, 828
Mulberry trees, in pots, 1052 ; trained against a

Musa Ensete, 214
Muscan tree, 313, 349
Mus 1315

i, notes on the genus, 802

Muscat Vines at Wrotham Park, 531
Museum of natural history, 1052
Mushroom culture, 346; in France, 533 : out-of-

doors, 568 ; in town, 1255
Mushrooms, curious phenomenon in, 664 ; in

North Devon, 1476
Mushroom spawn, 11 56
Myosotis dissitiflora, 668, 700, 767, 831

Myrmica molesta, 497

Bulbocodium, 665
Narcissus, 599- a bouquet of, 664
Naples Botanic Garden, 315
Nectarine tree, a notable, 928
Nerine Fothergillii, 1636
Newburgh. U.S., letter from, 1706
New England, a flower show in, 1444
Newfoundland, Reeks on the flora of, 13
Newton Nurseries, Chester, 250
New Zealand, the Screw Pine of, 1282 ; natu-

ralised plants of, 1666
New Zealand Flax, 530
New Zealand vegetation, 1375, 1440
Nitrogen, sources of, 1123
Nomenclature of garden plants, 527
Nottingham, Royal Horticultural Society's pro-

posed visit to, 1180, 1310, 1314, 1410
Notylia albida, 987
Nuneham Park Gardens, 930
Nurseiy catalogues, French, 830, 862, 894
Nursery grounds, manure for, 1672

Oak galls, Balaniform, 1312

Oaks, pollard, in Richmond Park, 1248 ; pollard-

ing, 1538 : the Michaux grove of, 1566 ; at the

Dardanelles, 1156 , ^

Obituary :—Anderson. Dr. T., 1478 ; Bl. -, Mr.
W. 14; Bennett, Mr. J., 1765; Broome. Mr.

S., 146; Brown, Mr. J., 15 : Burgess, Mr. J.,

770 ; M. Victor van den Hecke de Lembeke,

456 ; Baron Charles von HUgel, 923 ; Leveilte.

Dr 276- Lloyd, Mr. J., 180; Loudon, Mr.

James, 1447: Pollock, Sir F., 1148; Ru-
precht, M., 1478; Sladden, Mr. John, 79; Sow-
erby, Mr. J. E., 276: Sykes, Major R., 316;
Veitch, Mr. J. G. 1117 : Walsh, Mr. B. D.,

216; Watson, Mr. J. A., 1126; Wilkie, Mr.

A., 282
Odontoglossumblandum, 1342 ;Galeottianum,39

;

leucopterum, 104; limbatum, 417; odoratum,

104 :
prasinum, 987 ; triumphans nigrescens,

499 ; Wallisii, 104 ;
Warscewiczii, 103

CEnanthe crocata, poisoning by, 1084

CEnothera (Godetia) Whitneyi, 1667

Olive, economy of the, 459
Oncidium calanthum. 39 ; crista galli, 1470

:

cryptocopis, 827 ; Hartwegii van parviflorum,

10S5 ; leopardinum, iii : lepidum, 1053 '.

Limmmghei, 1667 ; Papillo van Kramen,

1444 ; rusticum, 1053 ; splendidum, 249, 1213 ;

Semele, 39 ; varicosum van Rogersii, 277

;

Oncosperma Van Houtteanum, 703, 1667

Onion growing at Banbury, 1374, 1443, 1475

Ophrys insectifera, 386 ; Speculum, 1117

Opium production in Wurtemberg, 1407

Opuntia Ficus indica, 1470 ; Rafinesquiana, ii8i,

Orange culture in St. Michael's, 1219

Orchard, Gilbey's patent glass, 996
Orchard-house management, 425, 569, 637, 739,

963, 1127, 1287 : Pears for an, 1479
Orchard-houses at Blenheim, 1216; at Chis-

wick, 703, 1054, 1086, 1 182

Orchid culture, 40, 75, 105, 177. 214, 311,463,

564, 631, 763, 796, 928, 959, 1411, 1635
Orchid importation, 955

Orchids at Chatsworth, 561, 631 ; hardy, 859
Oreodoxa regia, 527
Organic germs, on, 1534, 1565
Oribata geniculata, 1503
Origin of species, 695
Osberton and its changes, 78,
Osmunda, a fossil, 960
Osmundas, cultivation of, 1118
Over-cropping, on, 1571
Oxford botanists, 1024
Oxford, horticulturists at, 859 : notes about, 953

,

the great show at, 985, 1021, 1026, 1058

1667
Pceonia ofllicinalis aureo-limbata, 105
Palestine Arum, the, 348
Palms, Dr. Seemann's articles on, 277, 418, 494,

561, 697. 764,. 827, 895, 989, 1023, 1085
Palms, alternation of functions in, 737 ; as deco-

rative plants, 6 ; for dining-room decoration,

245 ; germination of, 925 ; hardy, for the sub-
tropical garden. 829 ; of Herrenhausen, the,

799 : at Kew and the Botanic Gardens, Re-
gent's Park, S64, 897, 1027 ; note on, by Dn
Spruce, 700 ; outdoor cultivation of, 1315

Pandanads at the Paris Exhibition, 794
Pandorea austro-caledonica, 1085
Pansies, bedding, 668, 769, 991
Pansy, double, 1282
Papyrus, the, on the Cyane, Syracuse, 314I

Paris gardens and the war, 1534
Paris, town gardening at, 857 ; letter from, 1666 ;

ondit
Parks, London, arboriculture in, 533
Parks and open spaces round London, 171
Park scenery, planting, 417, 529
Parsley, Covent Garden garnishing, 1061

Parnassia palustris, 1217
Passiflora edulis and incarnata, 1411 ; Xinnesii,

891 ;
quadrangularis, 1378

Passiflora quadrangularis as a conservatory
climber, 1282, 1476

Passifloreae, natural history of the. 1674
Passion-flower, the, 1409 : new hybrid, 891
Passion-flowers, on cultn^'od, 1213
Patent laws, the, 1641
Pattern post, the, 1406, 1566, 1666

Pea, Bunyard's Invicta Marrow, 1604 ; the

Hundredfold, 176, 210, 248
Peas, does colour indicate flavour amongst? 1572 ;

early, 532, 600, 798, S30, 831, 863, 894, 956,

991 ; notes on, 1088 ; trial of, at Seaham Hall,

1506 ; new plan for raising, 422

Pea louse, the, 603, 701, 736 ; remedy against

the, 667
Peaches, Early Ascot and Marquis of Down-

shire, 1506
Peaches, late, 1410 ; preserving, 863. 890

Peaches and Nectarines, notes on, 1573 : M>*-

Rivers' seedling, 1631 ; supply of, in Pans,

1116 ; in America, 1707
Peach grove, extraordinary, 927
Pear, the Bezi Mai, 1732 ; the Brockworth Park,

Pear leaves, pustules on, 858

Pears, Belgian, historical m
fomian, 386; ^, ^

how to raise new, 173: affected

stroke, 1444 ; large, in Melbourne, 1255

Pears, M. Dccaisne on, 1632

Pear trees, new method of budding and grafting.

Pear tree gall midge, the, 1054

Peat, burnt, 701

Pelargonium fumarioides. 105 ; hispidum, T05 ;

rutsefolium, 140; Schottii, 140; sisonifolium.

Pelargonium, pitcher-shaped leaf in a, 528

Pelargoniums, report on bedding, 528 ; diseased,

347 ; double-flowered, report on, 458 ; double

Zonal, 1085 ; Gold and Bronze, at the Leeds

show, 863, 894, 927. 958 ; new Zonal, 1148 ;

variegated Zonal, 796, 830
Pentstemons, hardy species of, 562, 767 ^^^
Perennials, herbaceous, 213, 1053 ..''-^

Perforated enamel flower-pot, 172

Perfumes, prizes ofl"ered for, 104

Peristrophe angustifolia aureo-variegata, 387

Persea gratissima, 1506
Petunia, fringed, 704 , , ,.
Petunias, out-of-doors, 1504; smgle, for bedding,

1347 : Mn Meehan on seeding of, 1470

Phacecorynes funerarius, 699
Phalasnopsids, notes on, 924
Phalffinopsis amethystina, 173^ :

Luddemannt-

ana, 928 ;
Schilleriana, and its culture, 385

Phajus Wallichii. 632

Phcenix farinifera, 957 . /
Philesia, pleiotaxy of the penanth in, 960

Phlox stolonifera, 768

Picea amabilis, 11 :
cephalonica at Haynes

Park, 42 ; lasiocarpa, fruiting of, 276 ;
nobilis,

637 ;
Nordmanniana, 10, 1316

Pigeons contraband of war, 1190

Pine-apple fibre, 829

Pine beetle, the, 107, 145. 212, 281, 313.. i378

Pinguicula, delevopment of the flowers m, 27O

Pink "Coflins." 2S1, 314, 349 ^ ,

Pinus Benthamiana, notes on, 146 ;
excelsa,

hardy, 532 : sylvestris, a mite injurious to.

Pitcher pUnts, raising from seed, 1057
1372;

form of, 826

Plant growth, root or leaf, 7

Plant, the compass, 1213

Plants and animals, diffusion in, 72

Plants New Garden, described : — Adiantum

nenivianum, 457: Amaryllis (Hippeastrum)

Leopoldi, 733; Barleria Lichtensteiniana 7^:

Brassia farinifera, 923 ;
Calochortus Leichtlinii.

i6«: Campsidium chilense, 1182: Cattleya

velutina, 140, 1373: Coelogyne psittacina van

gS^lol-x^y^i^S^^fS

chrysotis, 1311 : D. crassmode, 417 ,
i-^io

_

relusa 1149: Dracontium elatum, 344.

aurata, 493 ; Hydrangea Thunbergi.,
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417 ; Moiioli

hya, 39 'Mittonia Warscewiczu,

,. mulseflora, 309 ;
Rlonnodes

Notylia albida

dium calantkum, 3Q ; O. crista gaili, 147°:

O. cryptocopis, 827 ; O. Hartwegii v:

parviflonim, 1085 ; O. lepidum, 1053 ; O. n
ticum, 1053 ; O. Semele, 39 ; O. splendidui

O. 77: o.

1053 ; O. Warsccwiczii, 560 : Odon
toglossuai blandum, 1342 : O. cariniferum.

560 : O. Galeottianum, 30 : O. leucopterum

104 ; O. limbatum, 417 ; O. odoratum, 104 ; O,

praainum, 987 : O. Wallisii, 104 ;
Pandorea aus

tro-caledonica, 1085 ; x Passiflora Innesii, S90
a) sachal:Polygon (Til

Primula verlicillata, var. simensis, 597 ; Spi-

ranthes Weirii, 923 ; Stelis Endresii, 1373

:

S. glossula, 1373 ; Strophanthus Bullenianus,

1471 ; Tacsonia (Bracteogama) tomentosa, 955 ;

Tillandsia Lindeniana, 859 : Todea Wifkes-

iana, 795 : Vanda cneritlescens, 529 ; V. Parlshii,

890

Plants, list of portraits of garden:— Acacia

Riceana, 696 ; Abies Gordoniana pumila,

^535 ; Aerides japonicuni, 104 ; Aloe Croiich-

eri, 104 ; Androsace pubescens. 104 ; An-
thurium ornatum, 1535 : Antigonon leptopus,

696; Arenaria ptirpurascens, 696 ; Bland-

fordia aurea, 104 ; Brodisa coccinea, 1535

;

Cereus fulgidus, 1535 ; Citrus triptera. 1535 :

Clavija macrophylla, 696 ; Cotyledon aga-

voides, 1535 : C. catifornica, 1535 ; C.

fulgens, 1535 : C. gibbiflora

Cratasgus lobata SL'r"'tin,n, i

Cunningham i i , i 4
1
" : 1

n-:

Cycl

Prichardia pacifica, 703
Primrose^ Chinese, attempt ) grow the.

._d Cowslip, crossing the, 663

Primula cortusoides, var. amcena, 632 ; farin

II ; sinensis semi-duplex striata, 387 ; \

duplex, 632 : verticillala, var. simciisis,
j

hardy, 1152, 1217, 1673
Privet berries, poisonous, 280, 349
Prize gardening, 8^6, 1029
Prunmg and training, 762
Public parks, management of trees in, 455
Pyrus domestica, 39, 76, 106

Dahlia imperi.Ll

696; DendroM
catheon Meadi
cylindrica, 1535

15 ; Crotalaria

.4 i"".;i. r;-:-! pctiolata, 6g6

1

'

.
'

I Miibidiumcana-

, , i
> '\ !. Allium nudicaule,

11 l.i-.iM-: I , uni. 696 ; Dode-
fricidum, 1667 ; Dracaena
Enlcyanthus japonicus, 696

IS35 : Erythroc'hiton hypophyllanthus, 734 ;

Gladiolus cruentus. 105 : Grevillea Banksii,

1535 : Grevillea PreissJi, 734 ; Gymnogramma
Laucheana gigantea, 105 ; Hechtia Ghies-

breghtii, 1117 ; Hernandia Mcerenhoutiana,

696; Hoya australis, 734 ;. Iris iberica, 1667

Jerdonia indica. 734 ; Linaria tristis, 734
Milto
albo-r

734 ; Mormodes Colo:

(Bulbocodium) monophyllus. 734 ; CEnothera
(Godetia) Whitneyi, 1667 ; CEnothera margi-
nata, 734 ; Oncidium Limminghei, 1667 ; On-
cosperma Van Houtteanum, 1667 ; Ophrys
Speculum, 1117 ; Orthosiphon stamineus. 734 ;

Padus cornuta, i66;r ; Paranephelius uniflorus,

734 : Pseonia officinalis aurco-limbata, 105 ;

Pelargonium fumarioides. 105 ; P. hispidum,

105 ; P. rutxfolium, 140 ; P. Schottii, 140 ; P.

sisonifoUum, 140; Phalaenopsis Parishii, 734;
Rhynchotechum ellipticum. 1117 ; Sedum
albo-roseum. 140; S. cordifoUum, 140: Sola-

num venustum, 1117 ; Stylophorumjaponicum,
1117 : Tacsonia quitensis eriantha, 1667 ;

Tillandsia Lindeniana, 1117 ; Tricyi'tis macro-
poda. T41 ; Uropctalum umbonatum, 1667

;

U. Welwitschii, 1667 ; Vanda ccerulescens,

1117; V. Denisoniana, 141 ; Vanilla Phalse-

nopsis, 141

Plants and flowers, on judging, 1054
Plants as manufacturers, 1567 ; double flowered,

v;iriegation in, 957 : flowering and branching
of, 1085 : for the dwelling-house, 1732 ; for

early forcing, 79 ; for a London conservatory,

;
herbaceous, 765 ; herbacc'

Rain, Mr. Glaisher on, 1598 : monthly
in 1869. 47

Rainfall, heavy, 954
Ranunculus aconitifolius flore-pleno, 79
Ranunculus order, the, 1185, 1374
Raspberry culture, 177, 246, 314, 349
Raspberry, McLaren's prolific, 1406
Rat catching, Burmese mode of, 497
Reeks on the Flora of Newfoundland, 1

Registers, floral, 531
Renanthera Lowii, 1060
Rendle's plant protectors, 175. 213, ;

T'. bell-glasses, 313
Reseda odorata eximia, 635
Retinospora obtusa erecta, 315
Rhamnus Frangula, 1604
Rhaphis humilis, 703
Rhododendron multiflorum. 387 ; Nutt
Rhus Colinus, 280
Rhynchotechum ellipticum, 11 17

Ribes sanguineum, diagram showing
ing- 531

Silk famine, the, 71

Silk Supply Association, 39.137'
Silkworm disease, 108, 144
Silkworm, Bombyx Yama-mai, directions foi

rearing, 595
Silkworms, cultivation of, 1278

Sitonia lineata. 701, 736, 798
Skeleton leaves, 176,314
Skin grafting, 1599
Sladden, Mr. John, death of, 78
Smilacina bifolia, 826, 1443, 1475

Societies :

—

Birmingham Rose show, 960; flower an(

fruit show, 1125 ; autumn show, 1640

Bristol Chrysanthemum and fruit show, 154

Bury and West Suffolk Horticultural, 960

Crystal Palace, 736 ;
Mr. Paul's show of po

Roses at, 762 ; June show, 832 ; Rose show

893
Darlington Horticultural, 1706
Devon and Exeter Horticultural, 1541

Dundee Horticultural, 1220

Edinburgh Botanical, 350, 601, 768, 109:

Hereford, Fungus exhibition, 1380

Leeds Horticultural, 802

Leicester, plnnts as sanitao' agent-;, 316,

Linnean, 13, 423, 960, 1674
Liverpool Horticultural, 1574
Madras Agri-Horticultural, 670
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural,

ph.

familiar,
, 493: int

1603 ; influ

of clii

o{\
relating to production
li metic, 664, 700, 73:

naturalised, of New Zealand, 1666 ; ne\

of i86g, 37 ; old, in new positions, 349

;

pots, sewage for, 348 ; position of, in relation

to temperature, 532 ; preservation of, from
frost, 1187; progressive changes in, 1030;
regarded as sanitary agents, Mr. Ingram's
paper on, 316, 351 ; sexes of, 988 ; sexuality of.

, Mr. T.,

1507, 1567, 1666
nial t 1405, 1470 143S,

Road making and repairing, 565, 834, 867, 1156
Robinia inermis, 11S7
Rockery, plants for a, 348
Root blight, 1281

Ropes, natural, used in packing Cotton in the

Brazils, 802, 833
Rose, Globe White Hip, 1060, 1218: Gloire de
Dijon, as a stock for MartSchal Niel, 803, 830
Mdlle. Eug^n:
M.

Verdie 499 : Marquise de

315
Rose growing, 834, 862

Rose grub, 603
Rose hedges, remarks on, 1223

Rose show, a, 180

Roses, 831 ; for exhibition, 128: ; |

pots, Mr. Paul's show of, 762 ; 1

1059; protecting, 1572, 1605;
Hole on, 1029 ; raising new, 958,

lew, 736 : old.

Rev. S. R.
1027 :

yellow.

Rose tree, large, at Hounslow, 991
Round Island, notes on history of, 960
Rouen, gardening notes from, 831

Royal Horticultural Society in the provinces.

1051, 155

826. 922 ; for stony ground,
and their insect enemies, 1

Plant life, absence of, from thi

pared with that of animals,

472:

147.

Plant protectors, Rendle's, 175, 213, 348, 281
Plant stages, 211
Plantations, management of, 1538, 1672, 1702
Planting in sand hills, 1474 ; in streets, 1087
Pleroma Benthaniianum. 1605, 1673 ; elegans,

1540
Plums, late, 1377 ; preserving Golden Drop,

1314
Plum, Duke of Edinburgh, 1125 ; Sandall's, 1311.

1347: McLauglin's Gage, 1707
Poinsettia pulcherrlma culture, 276. 353
Pollard Oaks in Richmond Park, 248 ; in the

Forest a

Pollen, cor
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Vin^ pruning, 281; "B.''

.959:

Vine;, the Bishop Stortford, 420, 384, 497, 1059 ;

probable causes of failure, 495; at Broomfield
Lodge, 797, 862, 928 ; at Castle Kennedy, 9

;

at Chatsworth, 1059 ; at Cole Orton, 212 ; at
Combe Abbey, the talking, 349, 421 ; at East-
nor Castle, 1277 ; at Heckfield, 532, 599 ; at
Raby Castle, 496, 532 ; at Wells, 928 ; at
Wrotham Park, 531, 564,667

Vines, aerial roots upon, 310 ; bottom-heat for,

ito: destructive influence of Fungus on, 599 ;

diseased, 701; ezrly T'crsus late, 141; Fungus
on. 701 ; longevity of, 176: notes on, 314;
on renovating, 1699; prizes for old, 1311 ;

talking, at Combe Abbey, 460, 497 ; and Vine

Vineyard, at Champerion, note upon the, 2S2
Vineyards, CaUfornian, 704
Viola Blue Perfection, 350, 895 ; cornuta, var.

Perfection, 386 ; lutea, 631 ; Marie Louise,
173 ; the Dog's-tooth, 1411

Violets, Neapolitan, 598; culture of, for London
Markets, 11 26

Voelcker, Dr., on the principles of manuring, 992

Wall fruit trees, management of, 1572 ; pro
of, 958

Walnuts, preserving, 1281, 1314. 1347
Walsh, Mr. E. D., death of, 216
Wasp and fly trap, 1252
Wasps, early appearance of. 178 ; to destroy

Scott's destroying, 1148
Water cart, a garden, 1060
Watering streets, hose for, 700, 732, 736
Watering, notes on, 1711
Water, new invention for the supply of, 41
Water supply to cities, 598, 732
Water tanks, 1504
Watson, Mr. J. A., death of, 1126
Weather in Cornwall, 531 ; in March. dt>n

Weeds on lawns, 1219

(The Gardeners' Chronicle
( and Agricultural Gazette, Vll

irgest

Welbeck, the arched trellis at, 1635
Welfia regis, 764
WelHngtonia gigantea aureo-variegata,
Wellingtonias, 145, 1571 ; coning of, 75

in Europe, 457; at Glynn Park, 1704; a
Orton Hall, 107

. 7 4
.

a

Whitewash, 180
Wild Service tree, the, 39, 76. 106, 144, 177
Wilkie, Mr. A.,deathof.282 *^' "
Wimbledon House, the gardens at, 1317 ; undc

gardeners' cottage at, 1214 1

Wind on trees, effect of. 1473
Window gardening. 530, 562

'

Wine, detection of logwood in, 867 ; effect of
electricity upon, 636 1

Wine growing in Europe, 534 ;

Wireworms. how to destroy, 1219
|

Wistaria sinensis, 632 ; culture of, 667 ; bearing, I

seed, 1379 I

Women, horticulture for, 598 ; horticultural !

school for, 140
I

Wood Leopard moth, the, 42, goo
Wood lice, tenacity of, to life. 3S6 !

Wood paper, iiai
'

Wood preservation, 38S, 1031 1

Woodstock, Grape growing at, 1247, 1474Worms in lawns, 564; to destroy, 599
' *

Wortley, Vme growing at, 1634
Wounds, dry earth for. 282
Wrotham Park, Muscat Vines at, 531, 564. 667

Year, events of the old, 5 ; 1729
Yucca aloifolia variegata, propagation of, no:

Uraconis. 828 ; Treculeana, 928
\ ucca. the known forms of, 828, 923, io83, 1092,
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AGRICULTURE.

Abingdon, annual ploughing match at, 1359
Acorns for feeding cattle, 1387, 1513 ;

poisonous,

1550 ; poisoning of cattle by, 1482 ; supposed
poisonous effects of, 1579

Agriculture, Austrian, 258 ; Belgian, 86, 153,

224, 285, 323 ; British and foreign, 1583 ;

French, 577: Italian, 23; Irish, 1135 ;

of Portugal, 1714 ; Prussian, 679; Swiss, 543 :

Welsh, 1041
Agriculture, and food production, 742 ; foreign

war and English, i486 ; principles of, 1075 :

pupils in the Imperial School of, 1066 : rational,

1300; reflections on British, 1325 ; science in,

1 195, 1296; steam in its relation to, 1452;
theory of, 507

Agricultural economy, 774 ; education, 537

;

estimates, 321, 393 ; examinations, 901 ;

gleanings, 1356
Agricultural Hall, horse show at, 806, 813
Agricultural improvements, Mr. Mechi on, 83
Agricultural industry and invention, 391
Agricultural labourers, 1233,1264; competition
among, 1546 ; condition of, 219, 221 ; drinking
habits of, 258

Agricultural pel

Agricultural produi

Agricultural progress, 17 ; in Gloucestershire,

50 ; returns for Great Britain, 183, 188 ;

science in France, 55
Agricultural societies, a suggestion to, 153

;

uses of, 1387
Agricultural statistics, 224, 395, 609, 713; of

Australia, 1259; of Ireland, 1134, 1261

Agricultural noteworthies, Caird, Mr. James,
C.B., 1547: Grey, Mr. John, 641; Holland,
Mr. E., 1645: Hudson, Mr. John, 255;
Ransome, Mr. Allan, 967 ; Smith, Mr.,
Woolston, 467

Alderney cows, 190, 542
America, dairying in, 873
American gang-ploughs, 1611
Analyses for farmers' clubs, reports of, 253
Animals on the Continent, diseases amongst, 1321
Ashgrove farm, the, looi, 1363, 1580, 1614
Ashgrove, Kirtlington and Woolston fai'ms, 1516
Australia, south, agricultural statistics, 1579
Austrian agriculture, 258
Autumn culture. 1105
Aylesby, Riby, and Rothwell Farms, 212, 395
Ayr, sewage of the town of, 14S7

B.

Bacon curing, 1232
Bacon fly, the, 644
Balance sheets, 86
Banbury root show, 1552 ; sewage farm, 358
Barley, extraordinary crop of, 1332
Barton homestead, the, 808

Beans at wide intervals, 1614
Beer, harvest, 1492
Beet-sugar and Sugar Beet, 779 ; English manu-

facture of, 1546; increase in production of,

323
Birkdale, trial of double-furrow plough at, 1716
Birmingham horse show, 1130
Blind leading the blind, the, 842
Blount's Farm, Mr. Prout's experience at, 1514
Bog turf as fuel, prizes for essay on best manner
of using, 1163

Boilers, testing of, in France, 328 ; incrustation

of, 432
Bone dust, mixed, and coprolite superphosphate,

1520
Book-keeping, scientific, 86. 361, 507
Books Noticed : — Agricultural Economy in

China, 782 ; The Agricultural Labourer.
1204; A Journey from Madras, &c., 473;
Almanacs for 1871. 1719; Atchley's Price
Book, 260 ; A Medley of Rhymes for

Children, 718 ; annual report of the Botley
and South Hants Farmers' Club, '"1743 ; Beet-
root Sugar, 545 '. British Sheep Farming, 579 ;

Carter's Farmers* Calendar, 327 ; Character and
Condition of the Linseed Cake Trade, 1170 ;

Considerations on Agricultural Education in

General, 156: Continental Farming and
Peasantry, 580 : Co-operative Agriculture, a
Solution of the Land Question, 1319 ; Descrip-
tion of a New Method of Treating the Sewage
of Towns, 1235 ; Emigration to Virginia
(East), 1170; Farmers' Har\'est Companion
and Country Gentleman's Assistant, 846 ;

Guano, Correspondence on, 88 ; Handbook of
Small Farm Management, 1331 ; Hindrances
to Agriculture (from a Scotch Farmer's Point
of View), 910 ; History of Eastern India, 473 ;

How Crops Feed, 878 ; Ireland in 1839 and
1869, 259 ; Irish Land Question, igi ; Journal
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
1458 ; Land for the Million to Rent, 1554 ;

Letters on the Land Question of Ireland, 260 :

Manure for the Million, 1427 ; Memoirs of a
Map of Hindostan, 473; Notes on Fields

and Cattle, 1618 ; Our Farm of Four
Acres, 1687 ; Photographer's Annual
and Almanac for 1S70. 327 ; Practical
Remarks on Agricultural Drainage, 681

;

Principles of Agriculture, 1075, 1298 ; Pro-
ceedings of the Agri-Horticultural Society of

Madras, 1491 ; Quarterly Journal of Science,

56, 580, 974, 1427 ; Record Map of the War,
1267 ; Report of the Commissioner of Agricul-

ture and Arts, for the Province of Ontario,

717 ; Report on the Cultivation, by Means of
Sewage Irrigation, of the Lodge Farm, Bark-
ing, 1394 ; Report of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, on the Economy of Road Main-
tenance and Horse Draught through Steam
Rolling, 814 : Report of Rivers Pollution
Commissioners, 290, 942, 974 ; Saddle and
Sirloin, 648 ; Sanitary Arrangements for

Stock, 751 : Science of Manure as the
Food of Plants, 1362; Stables, and Stable
Fittings, 1319 ; Successful Farming, 1586

;

The Sugar-Beet and Beet - sugar, 681 ;

Sutton's Farmer's Year Book, 260 ; The
Impossibility Overcome, &c., 1267 ; Timber
Trades Price Book. 567 ; Transactions of the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-
land, 613: Treatise on the Land Tenure of
Ireland. 25 ; Treatise on Land Surveying in

Theory and Practice, 25 ; Waste Labour to

Waste Land, 8g ; Wheeler's Illustrated Book
on Grasses, 398

Bothy, the farm, 969
Bread, on household, 1067
Breeding and feeding, on, 1612
Breeding of Shorthorns, on the, 776
British agriculture, Mr. Mechi on. 1456
Bullockfold, the, 1548
Buscot Park, weaning of calves at, 806
Butchers, a hint to, 971
Butter, the adulteration of, 5S1 ; good, 1425 ;

how to make, 1264

Cabbage, the cultivation of, 1266, 1390
Cabbage plant, on the, 1226
Cadzow Forest, white cattle in, 1066
Caird, Mr. James, C.B., portrait of, 1547
Cake question, the, 1710
Calf, to fatten a, 512
Calves, weaning of, at Buscot Park. 806
Cambridge local e.\aminat!ons, 1453
Cambridgeshire Fens, 906 : labourers in the, 540
Carrots, 1520, 1550, 1579, 1582, 1614
Cart-horses, Mr. Colson on, 24
Cattle :—Capabilities of various land to maintain,

1515 ; Christmas sales of, 1712 : Cruikshank's,

Mr., annual sale of, 428 : comparative weights

of different breeds of, 121 ; the Devon breed of,

1677 : driving in South America, 393 ; Duck-
ham's record of Hereford transactions, 1610

;

foreign competition in, 117 ; foreign importa-

tion of, 901 : Herefords, Mr. James' herd of,

838 ; Hereford i'. Shorthorn and Devons. 715 :

How can they be soiled in yards, 805; Irish,

and pleuro-pneumonia, 1169 ; Utter for, 1424 ;

live weights of, at the Smithfield Club, 50 ;

management of fatting, 150 ;
quarter-ill in,

6S0 ; sale of Herefords at Shrewsbury, 675

;

sale of Longhoms at Crossredy, 287 ;
poison-

ing of, by acorns, 1482 ;
power of transmitting

type and colour in, 505 ;
progress of Durham

cattle in the colonies, 505 ; spring and sum-
mer keep for, 1224 ; the Teeswaters, 1679 :

transit of, by sea, 1613 ; the Warlahy herd of,

1579 ; white, in Cadzow Forest, 1066

Cattle, Contagious Diseases Act, the, 939
Cattle Defence Association, Home, 357
Cattle disease, 324: Professor McBride on the

prevention of, 775, 845 ; Mr. Kilby's investi-

gation in, 467, 504 ; in the United States, 49
Cattle food, implements for the preparation of,

1034 ; the yield of, in France, 869

Cattle insurances, Mr. Read, M.P., on, 1678

Cattle market, new foreign, 1514
Cattle plague, the, 1295 ; in Germany, 1417 : on

the Continent, 1289, 1450 ; in foreign stock,

1386; Order of Council on the, 1353
Cattle shows and ploughing matches, 1518

Catde truck, Reid's, 18

Cereals, improvement of, in East Lothian, 1164

Central Chamber of Agricuture and the Farmers'

Club, 3ig 322 ;
*' How not to do it," 254 (see

Chambers of Agriculture, address to, 746
Cheese, French, 1588; the production of, 848 ;

ripening, 1613
Cheese factories in England, 581

Cheese making, the factory system, 430
Cheshire, the labourer in, 576
Chemistry, Woolston, 841
Chickens, disease in, 1227
Churning, notes on, 260

Clay cracking and sewage, 1582

Clay farming, 1614 : in Sussex, 1737
Clay land, cuUivation. on, 1131, 1481; relative

value of, 1551
Climate and soil, 116 ; of Ireland, the, 847
Clover Dodder, the, 941, 1070
Coccinella septempunctata, 1392
Consular reports, 1356, 1^14
Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1033
Contagious diseases, on, 1161

Continental farming, 19

Cooking, on, 1423
Co-operative Society of Agriculture, 1066

Co-operative stores at Tort^vorth, 182

Composts, on, 1455
Corn averages, the, 973; and Michaelmas rents,

^359
Corn buyers deductions on payment to farmers,

717
Com market, the probabilities of the, 1391

Com prices, review of the, 1258, 1290

Cotswolds, Wheat and Barley growing en the,

»o73
Cotton in India, report on, 1710
Cottage building on the Prince Consort's farms,

J036
Cottage Improvement Society, the Central, 21

Cottages, at Balmoral, 394 ; on Eastbum Farm,
3 ; at Riby, 54 : labourers', 1518, 1582

;

teson, 607; Mr. Neville's, 22
Couch-grass, forking out, 1296

3. Alderney, 190
Critic, how to meet a, 1201
Crops, appearance of, 678, 807, 874, 905, 1038,

1070 ; bad account of, on the Continent, 934 ;

on the blue lias stone brash district in Somer-
set, 1237 ; damage to, by hares, 975 ; in Essex,
940, 1232 ; estimates of the, 906 ; forage and
root, 1418 : about Maldon, Essex, 1201 ; maxi-
mum, 1392; Mr. Mechi's estimate of this

year's, 869 ; near Pontefract, 1232 ; remarks
on the, 779, 839 ; reports on the, 707, 709, 748 ;

rotation of, 846 ; tabular report on tne, iioo,

1 136
ross breeding, on, 968

Crude potash salts, 1515
Cultivation, depth of. by steam-power, 154

istomary " education. 542

lagement of, 1428
Dairy factory, an American, 545
Dairy farming. 22, 113S ; in America, S73 ; in

Philadelphia, S15
Dairy produce, Ireland, 435
Dead meat, the trade in, 1263
Disease, losses by, 467
Dorsetshire, the agricultural labourer in. 713,

1 198
Dragett, 1614
Drainage of land, 119 ; application of steam-
power to, 577

Drainpipes in pasture land, 86
Drought, the, of 1870, 906, 1225 ; and trees,

1424; land drainage and steam tillage in,

905, 937: lessons of the, 1260; Mr. P.
Mathews, recollections of, 1194 ; to mitigate

the. 1 166
Drying hay or corn, Gibbs' method of, 82
Dry sewage manure, 153
Dumfries, the Highland Society's show at, 1304
Dung, Woolston, 810

Eastburn Farm, cottages on, 120
East Lothian, improvement of cereals in, 1164
Education Act, elementary', compulsory clause

in the, 610
Education Bill, the, 392 ; Mr. Forster's expo-

sition of the, 286 ; remarks on, 427
Education, agricultural, 537 ;

" customary," 542
Egg, structure of an, 83
Eggs, how to keep, 752, 839, 935
Enclosures, fences and, 288
Encyclopedia, London's Agricultural, 14(9
Engine, semi-fixed, Clayton & Shuttleworth's,

1229 ; economical, 470
England, waste lands of. 574
Entails in Scotland, 716
Essex farming, 512
Eviction, damages for, 573, 674
Ewes, breeding, treatment of, 225
Examinations, agricultural, 901 ; the Highland
and Agricultural Society's, 393 ; by the Royal
Agricultural Society, 428

Exhibition pigs, 290
Experimental plots, i

Eye, har\'est home al

Farm agreements. 714, 777. 746, 941, 1041 ;

restrictive clauses m. 1000 ; and tenant-right,

874, 903, 971, 1040; Woolston, 807

Farm bothy, the, 969
Farm buildings :— Barton Homestead, 808 ;

City Fields Homestead, Henlow, 257 ;

Coleshill, near Swindon, 540 ; the Royal
Dairy at Frogmore, 506 : Flemish Farm, 743 :

Home Farm, 676 ; Norfolk Farm, 1S6; Prince

Consort's Shaw Farm, 468

Farm capital, 155, 578, 606 ; interest on, 224

Farming covenants, 611

Farm engines, economical, 432, 506 : locomotive

engines, 151

Farm experinienrs, 225
Farm, the first prize, looi, 1712 ; the second

prize, 1036 : in Belgium, a small, 872 ; manure
of the. 119; notes on the prize, 1040; orchards

on, 1292 ; plants, origin of, 1169 ; roads, 643,

644 ; a suburban, 871 ; Mr. John Treadwell's,

1038
Farmers' calender, the, light and stifl^land culti-

vation, 288, 322
Farmers' clubs (see Societies)

Fanners, advantage of combination amongst,

:3 ; politically left to them-

selv ,841
Farm horse li

Farming, Continental, 19 : dairy, 22 : good,

what is? 708 ; Handy Book on, 1738 ; high,

1 1 70: highest art of, 81; light land, 1000;

natural aids to, 260 ; what is the style of,

which ought to be ? 1643
Farming stock, change in mode of insuring,

Farm Memoranda :—A Melbourne Tallow Fac-

tory, 1044 ; an American Dairy Factory, 54s ',

Anick Grange, Northumberland, 718; Ash-

grove Farm, 1363 : Auchlossan, Aberdeenshire,
15S7 ; Balinasloe, Mr. Pollock's estate near,

435 : Banffshire (Boyne district), 156, 291,

435. 910. 1395 : Beacon Farm. Long Island,

1687: Blount's Farm, Sawbridgeworth, 1554:
Braydon Manor. Charlhams, and Casde
Hill, 1364: Britannia Farm, Bedford. 1107;
Briton's Farm, Honichurch, 1427 ; the Byre
at Tillyfour, 751 : Carse of Gowrie, 1555 '•

Charnwood Forest, 1171 ; Cheviot hill sheep
breeding, 944 ; Flodden Field, 878 : Gray-
stone, near Alford, 1364 ; Hampshire. 57, 327,

580, 943, 1139, 1524 ; Herkimer County, New
York. 1428; hill farming in the North of
England, 1204 : Hoveringham, Notts, 1235 :

Isle of Ely, 975 ; Lammermuir Sheep Farm,
511 : Landes of Gascony, 1268 ; Maidenhead,
1076; Merse of Berwickshire, igi, 718, 97SJ
1139, 1618; New Forest, the, 580, 719; Nor-
mandy, 1299 : Ormskirk and Scarisbrick, 648 ;

Ravensdale Park, 1171 : Romford Sewage
Farm, 1139 ; Roxburghshire, 157, 782 ; Small
Dairy Farm, 681 ; South Gloucestershire, 1491

;

Staffordshire dairy farms, 25 ; Streat Road
Station, Chester County, Philadelphia, 815 ;

Tattenhall Farm and cheese factory, 614 :

Tillyfour, 1331; Upper Winchenden, i395

;

Vale of Pickering, Yorkshire, 124 ; Vin-
cennes, the Emperor's model farm at, 89

;

Wark, near Coldstream, 847 ; Wanvick Sewage
Farm, 7S2 ; Wester Ross, 363, 943> 1523 :

West Gloucestershire, 545, 1204 ; West Sussex,

227, 473, 846, 1076, I4S9, 1719 ; Wheat grow-
ing in Minnesota. U.S., 545; Willow Hall,

Thorney, 1460 ; Yorkshire, 5forth Riding of,

191, 435, 681, 1107, 1459
Farms ;—Aylesby, Riby," and Rothwell, 222,

395 : large or spiall, 1454 ; prize, 22 ; the size

of, 1644 ; small, 394
Faringdon, ploughing match at, 1328
Fat stock, zvrj/« Beetroot-sugar, 1516; versus

dairy stock, 943
Fences, farm, 1074 ; and enclosures, 288

Fen country, the, 1514
Fever, Spanish or Texas, 741
Fibre, paper, 779
Fisken s method of steam cultivation, 542 ; v,

roundabout, 780, 906
Flax Dodder, the. 149
Flax, for paper-making, 53S
Flooring, sparred, 1720
Fly-blown sheep, 678
Food for cattle, straw as, 1227, 1713 :

expendi-

ture of, by respiration, 429 ; home grown,

1 198 ; preserving, 1300.

Food, the war and our supplies of. 1428

Foot-and-mouth complaint, the, 1168, 1226

Foreign Correspondence :—Belgium, 86 ; Bo-^

logna, 23 : Cabana de Los Alamos, Buenos
Ayres, 1551 : Evry-sur-Seine, 941. 97^ :

Galicia, 258; Hildesheim, 470 ; Kansas, 154:
Neuchatel, 543 ; New Zealand, 610, 1041,

1583 ; Paris, 55, 324, 470, 543, 716. 749,

842, 907, 1232 ; Prussian agriculture, 679

;

South Amboy, New Jersey, 1168 ; Toronto,

1488 ; Transylvania, 1615; Valenciennes, 577;
Zschopau, Saxony, 1456

Foreign Consuls' reports, 715, 1714
Forage and root crops, 1418
Fox-hunting, 1582, 1683, 1742
Fowl-keeping, 1613, 1683, 1712

France, agricultural instruction in, 70S ; weather

and crops in. 907
French agriculture, 1520; purchases of Wheat,

French peasant farmers, distress amongst, 1678,

1709, 171

1

Frogmore, the Royal Dairy at, 506

G.

"G. A. H." and C, W. Goode, 121 ; and Mr.
Smith, 875 ; and Smith's tackle, 1359 ; and
" West Indian," 810, 842, 941

Galega officinalis, as a forage plant. 1035

Game, 218 ; and gun licences, 775
Game Bill, Mr. P. Taylor's, 751 ; Amendment

Bill, 255
Game Laws, the, 53, 154, 813, 838 ; in Scotland,

alteration of the. 120, 640
Gang-ploughs. American, 1611

German potash salts, 1294
Glasgow sewage, iiS
Gloucestershire, steam cultivation in, 1389 ; the

labourer in the, 505
Glover's paring plough, 432
Gorse as food for stock, 607
Grass, a run at, 1076
Grass lands, conversion of, to arable cultivation.

Grasses, notes on, 1354
Grain, the best for seed, 1359: desiccated, as

cattle food, 1519 ; the preservation of, 1365 ;

effects of war on supplies of, 1204

Greenwich, rainfall at, 838
Grey, Mr. John, portrait of the late, 641

Guano, native, 433 ; Pemvuui, remaining stock

of, 150 : spurious, 18

Gun Licence Bill, the, 1098

Hares, damage to crops by, 975
Harvest and the crops, 1133 : Mr. Sanderson's

report, 1201 : of 1870, 1232 ; reports, 1097,
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1100 : after the, 1293 :
productiveness of last

year's, 2S6 ;
prospects, 940; the past, 1261 ;

m
Wales 1105 _

Harvesting in wet seasons, 122

Harvest work, a correspondence on, 1201

Hay and straw, grinding for food, 1350

Hay. characteristics of good. 581

Hay dn'ing. estimate and remarks upon, 1105

Haymaking. 781

Heavy land, a breeding flock on, S77

Hedge plants, 433
Hedge fences, management of, 1234

Hemp-mowing or cutting machine, prizes for a,

1258
Hereford cattle, Mr. James' herd of, 838

Herts, crops in, 1167

Highway or road repairs, 470

Hildesheim, Potato culture m, 470 . .
,

Holland, Mr. E., portrait of. 1645 ; testmionial

Mangel Wurzel dinner, a, 1547
Malt duties, deputation to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer on the, 356, 393
Malt-tax, the case of the producer, 360

_

Manure, the "A. B. C.,'' 1070. 1195 :
artificial,

777 ; agricultural and commercial value of,

S43 : artificial distribution of, by water drills,

1305 : of the farm. 119 : farmyard, 543, 1458 ;

fish offal as a, 606 ; lime as, 1295 ; cost of,

911; realisation of the chemical value of,

436 : science of, 1392 : the value of. 840

Manures, 1391 ; analysis of, from Winfrith Far-

mer's Club, 152 ; and cattle food, adulteration

of, 258 ; Dr. Cameron's report on. 1068

;

complementary, 749 : home-made, 97a ;
their

manufacture, commerce, and use, 396, 431 ;

nitrogen in, 1581

Market Drayton, ploughing matches at, 1488

Marl at Bromley, analy

... .. breedin;

Indian, 379

4 ; buying, 6S2 ; disease,

.ake, Howard's, 1167

shoe, the Charlier, 1231

power, cost of, 55 ; v. st

[jg by steam-power. 1420

t Islingto

Ho Lancashir

Howard's engines, and Mr. Mechi, 154; horse-

rake, 1 167 ; new double plough, 1452 :
i^urn-

over plough, 1387
Hudson, Mr. John, portrait of the late, 255

Hypothec, the law of, 1516 ; and servants' wages,

of Mr. Alexander's farm i

163
Implements for preparation of cattle food, 1034

Industrj' and invention. 391
Inoculation, the efficiency of, 1258 ; and pleun

pneumonia, 77S
Ireland, the agriculture of, 1135 ; the small farm

in, 714 : the climate of, 847

Irish Land Bill, the, 934, 966 •
<Janiages for

eviction, 573, 674 ; purchase by tenants of the

land they occupy, 708 ; Mr. Gladstone on the,

774 ; Mr. Howard on the, 752 ; Mr. W. Bence

Jones' paper on the, 467 ; Mr. C. S. Read,

M.P., on the, 359
Irish Land Question, the, 84, 117, 153. ^85: Mr.

Gladstone on, 254 :
" G. A. H." on, 257. 258 :

"G. A. H." and Mr. Spearing, 221 ; Mr. Mar-
lay on the, 323; "T. C." and " G. A. H.

"

o"» 324
- . ^

Irish tenants, attitude of, 531
Irrigation and drainage incompatible, 1742

Irrigation, 161 1 ; "A Light Land Farmer " on,

1157 ; Mr. F. Genge on, 717 ; neglect of, 902 :

shower-wise. 1228

Islington Cattle Market, prices at the, 1711

Italian agricultures, 23
Italy, La Petite Culture in, 358

, the relations oi.

__ ___ .
the Great Braxted

Labourer's Friend Society, 1354; and 36-inch

ploughing, 154
Melbourne, a tallow factory at, 1044

Meteorological report for Januarj'. 221

Milk, the best time to skim, 26 ; churn more, or

skim deeper, 1428 ; notes on, 581

Millet, 969
Mowing and reaping machines, 875
Mowing machines, draught of, 1171

Mountain sheep farming, 90
Mustard growers and buyers, T456

Mustard seed; does it pay for growing? 507

N.

wall map of the, 775
Forest, the, 361

Zealand, Thistle growing in, :o6(

: for Potatos, 971
-ay, stock of hay in, 1130

R.

Railway, conveyance of stock by, 1325
Rainfall at Greenwich, 838; of 1870, t20i ;

influence of moon on, 1422

Ram breeders, Cotswold, 290
Ransome. Mr. Allan, portrait of, 967 ; Mr. J. A.,

presentation to, 1^50
Ransome's double plough, 1456, 1487
Reapers, Burgess & Key's i-horse, 223 : trials of.

Reaping-machine trials at Evry-sur-Seine, 941,

972 ; in France, 870, 1137
Regional Concours of the Nord, the, 934
Reid's cattle truck, report on. i8

Riby, labourers' cottages at, 54
Rinderpest, on the rapid spread of. 1257 ; on the

Continent, 1577
Road steamer, the, 433, 1041

Roads, of the farm, 643, 644; on occupation,

narks

K.\NSAS, emigration to, 154
Kainit potash salts, 1550
Kirtlington farm, the, 1646

La Beuce, 971
Labourers, agricultural, 1581 ; condition of. 219,

221, 1203: in the Cambridgeshire Ferns, 540;
in Cheshire, 576 : in Dorsetshire, 713, 1198

;

in the Vale of Gloucester, 505
Lambs and their diseases, 153 ; breeding and

feeding of, 325 ; best system of summering,
1001 : rickets in. 675, 816

Lancashire, house scavenging in, 1069, 1104
Land agents, 1041
Land drainage, 119 ;

drought, 905, 937
Landfast stones and st(

Land, heavy, the right

and steam tillage

ploughing, 23
for laying down.

-OgrasL,
Landlord and tenant, Mr. Lawes' explanation,

S41 ; relations of, 1325; and land agents,

n68 : Smith of Woolston as a, 643, 677, 715
Landlords, a prayer for, 1044
Land scheme, Irish, analysis of the Government.

291
Land-tax, the real, 55
Lands, reclaiming waste, 433
La Petite Culture, 257
Lawes, Mr., on unexhausted improvements, 503,

^ 509, 775
Leases and agreements, 11 37, t2<

1424
Leeds Smithfield Club, the, 1679
Light land farming, 1000
Lille (France), exhibition at, 806
Lime as manure. 1295

232* 1359,

Linlithgow and its sewage, 1456
Local expenses as a guide, 1583
Local rates, Mr. Grey on, 1265
Local taxation, incidence of, 1162
Locomotive engines, farm, 151

Cottage Improvement Society, the,

possibility of ripening, 465

I Wales, 1 1 34, 1167, 1

Oats, and Oat plants, 1201, 1264 ; in a sing

ear, 1224, 1232, 1328 ; on weighing, 546

Obituary :—Angus, Mr. John, 934 ; Dixon, M
H. H., 428 ; Foljambe, Mr. G. S., 2t

Holmes, Mr. Robert, 1524 ; Loudon, M
James 1491 : Purdon, Mr. W. S., 1524

Tuxford. Mr. G. P.. 1483
Objects of the Royal Agricultural Society, 805

Oilcake, pure, 1197
One hundred per cent,, 1392
Orchards, on farm, 1292

Orlingbury. Fowler's steam-plough at, 86

Outdoor relief, on, 1262, 1291

Oxford farm prizes, 837 ; the show at, 965, 999

• 779
. , ^ „

ii ; materials for, 810;

home growth of vegetable fibre for, 675

raris, agricultural exhibition at, 286 ; com,
cattle, and forage in, 1226

Parish, how to manage a. 1555
Parochial registers, 1515
Pasture land, drainpipes in, 86

Pea, everlasting, as a fodder plant, 11 37
Pea-nut, the, 970
Peat, utilisation of, 1610

Peterborough plough trials, the, 1419

Philadelphia, dairy farming in, 815

Phospho-Guano Company, the, 1000

Phosphatic raw materials, sampling of cargoes

Pigs', exhibition of, 290 ; Mr. J. Coates', 1715
Pleuro-pneumonia, carbolic acid as a cure for,

1679, 1710 ; and inoculation, 778 : preservation

against, 150: treatment of, 1716

Plojgh, double-furrow, 1550: Glover's paring,

Root show at Reading, 1610

Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution, 805

Royal Agricultural College, 708, 1683, 1738

Royal Agricultural College Club, the, 1742

Royal Agricultural Society, annual visits of the

1579; Journal of the, 1385, 1513; objects o

the, 805. 810

Salt for agricultural purposes in France, 435
Sanitary improvements, 1304

Seeding, thin, 745 ;
personal experience of, 673 ;

thick and thin, 971, 1041 : tillage and, "3^^

Seed trade. ShawSc Son's annual circular on the,

Seeds, the adulteration of, 1710

Sewage, and the committee of the British Asso-

ciation, 286 ; controversy, one side of the,

1097: extensive use of, 933: Glasgow, 118;

town, Mr. W. Hope, V.C, on, 320

Sewage, irrigation, Mr. J. B. Denton on,

1681 ; examples of, 711, 747. 778, 1451,

1549 ; dry, 153 ; liquid versits dry, 838 ;

memorandum on, 1390; Mr. Morton's report

on, 360 ; near Paris, application of, 538 ;
upon

sand, 545, 1167 ; uses of London, 1322 ; utili-

sation of, S74, 1326, 1420, 1424, 1488

Sewage cart, pneumatic, 1391, 1456

Sewage Farm, the Banbury, 35S ;
Barking,

1227; Mr. Hope's, 1418; Warwick, 782

Sewage farming, 397, 429, 539, 574 ;
^^^- J-

Bailey Denton on, 35s, 1739
Shaw Farm, Prince Consort'

Sheep :—A breeding flock

breeding on the Cf

Howard';

1456
Ploughing,

, 1387 ; Ransome's double,

I, 187 : draught of horses

Harton, 121, 189 ; at Wel-Ploughing match
lingborough, 1290

Ploughing, trench, 470
Ploughs, traction engines drawing, 324 ; double-

Poor-rates, &c., 394
Portugal, agriculture of, 1714, 1740

Potash salts, German, 1294 ; Kainit, 1550

Potato, Paterson's Bovima, 1425. 1498, 1456,

Potato crop, the, 1137 ; in the Wisbech district.

Potato plant, the, 225 ; in danger, the, 1099

Potato cultivation, 1583 ; in Hildesheim, 47a

Potato planting, 715
Potatos, nitre for, 971 ; for seed, choice of, 678 ;

method of preserving in France, 1355

Poultry and birds, on, io68

Poultry :—On classifying, 871 ; cramming, 1739 :

chickens, disease in, 1227 ; management of

young, 539 ; feeding young, 226 ; Crystal

Palace show of, 117; eggs, how to keep,

839, 935. 1451; feeding stuffs for, 806; fleas

in the poultry yard, 539 : house for, 429 ; Mr.
Hutchison, of Carlowrie, on, 321 ; Ipswich

show of. 1580: Jungle fowl, the, 19, 51;

on keeping, 1292: keeping cochins, 1679;

Launceston show of, 773 ; Mr. Mechi's, 1035 ;

rearing young turkeys, 966 ; show of, at Dub-
lin, 607 ;

Spalding show of, 903 ; Southampton
show of, 1515 : the Sultan, or Serai Taaouk
fowl, 709, waste of food, 151; white Dork-

ings, loor ; Woodsome show of, 1163 ; yearly

Poultry Market, the Christmas, 1744
Prize farming, profits of, 1712

Prize farms, 22 ; are they a good or an evil ?

1201 ; the Oxon
Prize system, Mes
Property, charges
Prussian agricultu

Pure oilcake, 1197

heavy land, 877 ;

„., ^„ Hills 243; breeding,

and feeding of lambs, 325 ; carriage of, by

rail, 363 ; Cotswold ram breeders, 290 ; custom

of rousing-up fatting sheep in Cumberland,

321 : fly-blown, 678 : Mr. Hewer's sale of

Cotswolds. 595 ; sheep, the improved Ken-

tucky, 1229 ; management of ewe flocks, 117 ;

milk for lambs, 287 ; Needham Hall flock of,

675 ; photographs of, 1035 ; Mr. Preece's ram
sales, 1035 ; purity of the Shropshire breed of,

1322 ; ram sales, 1067, 1098, 1130, 1227 ;
report

of, in Lincolnshire, 429 ; rickets in lambs, 675.

816 : Mr. Rigden's annual sale of, 1195 ; sales

of, 1227, 1259, 1292, 1355, M19: show condi-

tion, what is meant by, 1067 ; Stafford flock,

sale of the, 1195 ; tick on, 906; tick, and
" louping-ill," the, 610, 678

Sheep farming, mountain, 90
Sheep farm, Lammermuir, 511

Shorthorns :—Mr. Adcock'ssale of, 709, 775 :
Mr.

Bates' herd, notes on, 870 ; Beaumont Grange,

sale of, 257, 321 : Berkeley Castle herd, sale

of. 185 ; Biddenham, sale of. 606 :
Bingley

Hall, sale of, 287, 357 : on the breeding of.

776 ; Burghley Park, sale of, 429 ; Mr. Bolton s

herd of, 151 ; Brailsford Hall, sale of. 1549 :

Mr. Butler's sale of, 1355 ; Caperby herd of,

357 : Mr. Cochrane's purchases of, 1035. io93

:

Cynthius [25,864}, pedigree of, 806: Didmar-

ton herd, the, 185 ; Mr. J. G. Dixon's herd,

1 163, 1227 ; Mr. T. T. Drake's sale of, 838,

103s : Duchess tribe of. origin of the, 185 ;

memoranda on the, 256; Farnley Hall

sale of, 321 ; Mr. Faviell's sale of,

393 : Mr. Fawcett's sale of, 1451 ; Lord

Fitzharding's annual sale of, 393 : Messrs.

Game & Son's sale of, 1227, 1387 ; Mr T.

Harris's sale of, 1227, 1292 : Mr. Hodgkin-

sons herd of, 539; Mr. C. Howard's herd,

539 : sale of, 642 ; interesting births of, 393 ;

Kingscote herd, changes in, 151, 429 : Lune
Bank herd, sale of, 221 : Mr. Lynn's sale of,

1419, 1483 : Mr. Mann's herd of, 51, 221, 257 ;

Mr. Meadows' sale of, 870 : Mr. R. M'Dou-
gall's herd, 1163 ; Messrs. Mitchell's sale of,

119s; Moreton Grange, sale of, 467; Mr.

Murton Tracey's sale of, 606, 675 : Nunwick
Hall, sale of, 1355 ; Old Mere Hall herd, cata-

logue of, 806 ; sale of, 966 ; Osberton Hall

herd, sale of, 573, 642 ; Sir George Phillips'

sale of. 1322, 1451; Mr. Pulver's pnze ox

1712; sales of, in 1869, 19; Mr. Saunders

sale of, 1322; Mr. Sheldon's herd in the

United States, 539 ; show of, at Chelmsford,

570 : Sholebroke herd, sale of the, 467, 573 ;

Siddington herd, changes in the, looi, 1712 ;

Sovereign (27,538) at Dublin, 606 ; Mr. A.

Stable's herd, condition of, 802 ; Mr. Stani-

forth's sale of, 1195, 1292 ; successful sales of,

571 ; Sweetheart 3d, produce of, 774 ; Thorn-

ton's circular on, 221, 709 ;
Thornville, sale of

the, 934 ; Mr, Torr's sale of, to Mr. Brassy,

M.P., 870: Mr. D. P. Walesby's sale of,

1355 ; Lord Walsingham's catalogue, 505

;

Mr. Willoughby Wood's sales of, 117, 642, 743,

1067 : Winterfold and Turner's hill herds, the,

934 ; value of pedigree in, 709 ; review of the

year's sales, 1738
Show, how to feed for, 1419
Smithfield Club, show of the, 55, 1609, 1647,

1679 : annual meeting of the, 1644

Smith, Mr. (Woolston), autobiography of, 51,

84 ; v. Chamber of Agriculture Journal, 1519 ;

and "G. A. H,," 121, 153, 189; as a landlord,

643, 677, 715 ; and the land agenL';, 940
Smith's tackle, 875
Snatch crops, cultivation of, 1193

Arts, American system of associated dairies,

1655, 1684
Bath and West of England, Council meet-

ings. 5C9, 813, 1233, 1490 ; Taunton show, Six
Bingley Hall cattle show, 1615
Blofield and Walsham, 1522

Buchan, high farming, 1170
Cheshu-e, 1328 ; inoculation for pleuro, 87
Cumberland, 1394
Derbyshire, 1393 ; artificial manures, 843
Devonshire, the agricultural labourer, 1233,

Harleston, Norfolk, annual show, 909
Highland and Agricultural, 150, 813, 907,

)oi2, 1520, 1716; Dumfries show, 1042

Inverness, storing Turnips, 1586

Institute of Surveyors, 611

Lincolnshire, meeting at Halton, 1362

Manchester and Liverpool, 1194

Melplaish, the Devon breed, 155= '• influcHcc

of the moon, 123
Mutford and Lothlngland, 1427

Newbury, application of capital. 471

Norfolk, meeting at Wayland, 1362

Northumberland, annual show, 1137

Peterborough, 1392
Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution,

842
Royal Agricultural College CUib, 1032

Royal Agricultural, improvement of Ireland,

" Royal Agricultural of England, annual and
monthly council meetings, 190, 324, 508, 644,

749, 780, 941, 1071, 1489, 1653 ; annual report

of the consulting chemist, 1684 ; the Oxford

meeting, 972, 1002, 1042

Royal Agricultural of Ireland, show at

Ballinasloe, 1106
Royal and Central Bucks, 1296

Royal Dublin, 1168

Scottish Meteorological, 1203

Tyneside, annual show, 1073
ValeofAlford, 1169
Warwickshire, 23, 1359
Yorkshire, show at Wakefield, 1072, 1106

Chambers of Agriculture :—
Banbury, rotation of crops, 846

Central Chamber, the, S13 ; annual meeting,

Cheshire, uniformity in weights, 716

Cirencester, cultivation of Sugar-Beet, 1425 ;

prevention of cattle disease, 845 ; top-dress-

Devon Centi-al, the Game Laws, 56 ; small

V. large farms, 1426
Essex, adulteration of food and manures,

"58 com buyers' deductions, &c., 717 ; Game
Laws, 750

Scottish, entails in Scotland, 716

Shropshire, unexhausted improvements, 12a

Staffordshire, farm capital, 578 , . . ,

Swindon, influence of Chambers of Agricul-

ture, 88
Whitby, dairy fai

vation, 1717

ng,

i-ARMERS' ClUDS :-
Athy, management of hedge fences, 1234 ]

exhaustion of the soil, 1296, 1329

Ayrshire, farm fences, etc., 1585

Blandford, origin of farm plants, 1160;

principles involved in the breeding of stock,

Boroughbridge, farm fences, 1074

Botley, cakes and other cattle food, 1584 ;

treatment of woods. 290. 326

Brecon, veterinary medicine, &c., 578

Caermarthen, cropping, 612

Dalrymple, fat v. dairy stock, 942
_ ^

Dorchester, food for farm stock, 1742 :
""•

Framlingham.mowlng and reaping machines,

87s
Haddington, Wheat crop and insect ravages,

Hadleigh, Sugar-Beet and Mangel, 1719

Hexham, 1073 ; local rates, 1265 ;
sterility

in soils, 647 . « , ,

Ixworth, Suffolk, a breeding flock on heavy

land, 877 : modification of the four-course

system, 1360
Kelso, Cabbage cultu:

manure, 1458^
Kingscote, farmyard ;

farmyard

nter our live stock, 1718 ; Wheat and Bariey

growing on the Cotswolds, 1073

Lavenham, cart-horses. 24 ; breeding and

feeding of lambs, 325 ; farm capital, 155

;

horse breeding. 814 ; how to draw the largest

value from the land at the least expense, 1361 ;

waste of force in agriculture, 1521

Limerick, pigs, 1617

London, annual dinner, 1686; English

tenant-right, 645, 679: exhaustion of soil,

&c , 509 ;
grass lands, 226 ; sewage farming,

362, 397 ; the Fen country, 1520 ; the size of

the

....^, 1656 p
Maidstone, farm stock diseases, &.C., 579

Morayshire, haymaking. 781

Newbury, condition of the labourer, 120

e corn averages, 973^.,
^ ,_^ ^,^

Newcastle, qu;

exhaustion of, 1070 ;

thfield' Club, 1490 ; anual show, 1647,

167Q ; annual meeting, 1686

Wigton. Turnips and Mangel Wurzel, 1617

Soil and climate, 116; e.x^— "*^ '«-«

-

sterility in soils, 647

Sorgho as forage. 1041

Sorghum saccharatum, 903

Sowing, thinner, 610

Spade husbandry, 394.

.„,,-_27,i484, 1613;

Fisken's method of,

ndabout. 780; Fowle
"

Spring hoeing, the policy of, 639

Steam cultivation, 83, 184, " '-^

cost of, 224, 397. 432 :

542; ^'^'^^^
f-.^j^""* "h" and "Looker-

^.ynf"?.^^'
"'. "g'

a:' IL" and "West In-

Gloucestershire,

357

,, ^j , Lord Kinnaird's

'and reclamation, 1358;

1520; at Tiptree, 258:

relation to agriculture, 1452

S:Cer^£;S-;S^". -3; saving ho««
Steam-power

Sterm'mUing. economy or,JiA,

ploughingi
cost of, 287 : and



Index.

" '.Vest Indian," 53 ; Fisken v. roundabout,
67S, 748, 780. 906

Stock:—Continuance of disease in, 1033 ; convey-
ance of, by railway, 1325 ; experiments in

feeding, 83 ; feeding and management of, 51 ;

live, for the West Indies, 1137 ;
principles in-

volved in the breeding of, 1457 ; transit of, in

Great Britain, 708
Straw and dung, 940 : relations of, 842
Straw as food for cattle, 1227, 1713 ; and Mr.

Smith, 906
Straw and roots consumed on the land, 577
Straw question, the, 039 ; Mr. Mechi un the,

971
Straw 7K manure, 875
Suburban farm, a, 8^r
Sugar-Beet, cultivation of, 1425, 1683, 1716
Sugar-Beet and beet-sugar, 779
Sugar-Beet manufacture, in relation to the fer-

tility of the soil, 320
Sugar-cane, northern Chinese, 903
Swine, Prof. Lowe on improvement of, 151
Swiss agriculture, 543
Sydney, agricultural show at, 1553

Tallow factory, a Melbourne, 1044
Tamworth, yield ofcom around, 1514
Taunton, Bath and West of England Societ>''s

show at, 773 ; cattle at, 811 ; implements at,

812 ; the trial fields at the, 812
Taxation, local, incidence of, 743, 1514
Tenant-farmers, our, 223
Tenant-right, 115, 150, 777 ; Mr. Corbet on, 605,

640, 645, 679 ; and farm agreements, 874, 903,
g?!, 1040

Tenure, security of. 910
Thame, ploughing match, 1264
yheory of agriculture, 507
Thick and thin seeding, 971
Thin seeding, 745 ; seedings of Wheat, 1424 ;

sowing, 1359 ; sixty years of, 937
Thistle growing, an offence in New Zealand,

Thompson's road engine, 320
Tillage and seeding, 1131
Tiptree farm, 1232 ; progress at, 1202 ; and the
farming reports, 1167 ; and its neighbourhood,
1328 ; the labourers and the poultry of, 1164 ;

notes from, 779, 810, 1105 ; rents and profits,

1137 ; steam cultivation at, 258 ; a walk over
the, 542, 715

Tithe commutation, 86
Tithe rentcharge, the permanent fixity of the.

433
Tortworth, co-operative stores at, 18

Traction engines drawing ploughs, 324
Trench ploughing, 470
Trifolium, different varieties of, 574
Turkeys, rearing of young, 966
Turnip crops, substitutes for deficient, 1741
Turnip fiea, a plague of the. S06
Turnip-fly, remedy for the, 838
Turnpike Acts Continuance Act, the, 53, 813
Turnpike roads, 23 : trusts and highways,

of, :

Turnpike system, wastefulness of the,

1 for, 935 ; Mr. J. B. Lawes on, 503, 509,

lited States Agricultural' Comi
cport, 545 ; cattle diseases in the, 49
tica tenacissima, probable value of, ic

Vacranxv, its causes and prevention, 1230
Vegetable physiologists, a question for, 432
Veterinary inspection at ports of debarkation,

W.

Walf.s, harvest in. 1105; Oat growing In,

1167, 1200, 1 134; Mr. Smith's report on, 1071
Waste lands of England, 574 ; reclaiming, 433
Warwick Sewage Farm, 782
Water, Cirencester, 1423 ; economy of, 1326 ; a

gallon of, 1355; supply to villages, 1132,
1 162

Water-pipes made of Burgundy cement, 675
Weather, hot and dry, hints for, 1039
Weights, uniformity in, 716 ; false, 775
Weights and measures, the metric system of,

Wellingborough, ploughing match at, 1296
Welsh agriculture, 1041
"West Indian "and Smith's tackle, 1:501

West Norfolk, crops in, 1157
Wet seisons, harvesting in, 122

Wheat fly, on the ravages of the, 1065 ; remarks
on, 1129 ; the different species of, 1162

Wheat, the fly which produces gout in, 1577
Wheat, autumn sowing of, 1422 ; ball or smut in,

1483 ; as a biennial, 967
Wheat crop of 1870, 1196; in South Essex. 1136
Wheat drilling, 1612 ; effect of nitrate of soda
on produce of, 428 ; experiments on, sown at

various widths, 428 : French purchases of,

871 ; growing In Minnesota, 545 ; how to grow
a poor crop of, 1260: insects destructive to,

14S8 : New Zealand, red bearded, 1168 ; smut
in, 1549, 1614, 1684; unfavourable appearance
of the plant. 470, 507, 542

Wheat and Barley growing on the Cotswolds,

1073
Wheat rust and Berberry rust, 1324
Whirlwind, a, 1105
Windsor farms, the Prince Consort's, 904
Woods, treatment of, 290, 326
Wool, increase of importations of, 11G3
Woolston chemistry, 841 ; dung, 810: facts and
" G- A. H,'s "estimate, 397 ; farmagreecnents,

807; farming at, 1296; " G. A. H" and
" Looker-on," 83, 121 : Woolston smasher,
the, 154 : steam cvltivation at, 20 ; straw, 971

Year, prospects of the, :

Year, Mr. Mechi on the

York market and Us wal«
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Abergei-die, tnidesman's cottage at, 1037
Abies Pinsapo, 669
Actiniopteris radiata, 244
Adiantum peruvianum, 457
^cidium Eerberidis, 1324
Agarics, specific characters of, 1408

Agave filamenlosa, 8

Agriculturists, noteworthy :~Caird, Mr. James,

C B., 1547 ; Grey, Mr. John, 641 ; Holland,

Mr. Edward, 1645 ; Hudson, Mr. John, 255 ,

Ransome, Mr. A., 967
Agroslis alba, 322
Ailantus glandulosa, curious form of, 1505

Air, mean temperature ot, at Chiswick and
Greenwich, diagrams illustrating the, 435

Alopecurus pratensis, 288

Alverstone double coltaee. 1037
Amaryllis (Hippea-struni) Leopt^Idi, 733
American ''gang-plough," 161

1

Anchor, Campain'Fpatent, ioo3

Anthoxanthum odoratum, 288

Apple bark louse, the, 74
Apple, Mrs. Ward, 385
"Archimedean" lawn mower, 311

Arrhenatheriim avenaceum, 288

Asparagus beetle, the, 44
Aston lower grounds, plan of, 1284

Aylesbury, Riby, and Rothwell farms, 222

Barleria Lichtcnsteiniana, 73
Barton Homestead, the, 808

Battersea Park, panel flower-beds at, 1158

Baxter's patent corn-weighing machine, ion

Beech, the weeping, 1701

Bee hive, the honey-trough bar-frame, laaa, 1510
Bees, the queen cell. 1221

Belgium, illustrations of an old method of cook-

ing food for cows in, 872
Bell & Roper's stacking-machine, 1681 ; thresh-

ing-machine, 1681

Berberry rust, 1324
Biota pendula, 669
Boiler, Weeks's upright tubular, 1061

Brasier's patent Flax-preparing machinery, 1009
Brickfield cottages, Osborne estate, 1036
Bull's patent plant case, 1372
Burgess & Key's new hand-delivery rcaping-

Bumham Beeches, 669
Button-hole bouquets, diagram illustrating size

of oiled silk for, 177

Cairo, Mr. James, C.B.. 1547
Calochortus Leichtlinii, 1632
Camellia branches, curious outgrowth from, 1116
Campsidium chilense, 1182
Carnation leaf parasite, 3S2
Cecidomyia Tritici, 1162
Central Cottage Society's plan. No. 4, 21

Ceropegia Sandcrsoni, 173
Chair, new garden, 1125
Chatsworth conduit edging tile, 892
Chiswick, the orchard-houses at, 1054, 1087
Church and school decoration, diagrams for, 496
City Fields Homestead. Henlow, Beds, 257
Clayton & Shuttleworth's semi-fixed engine, 1220
Clematis, Jackman's, grown as an exhibition spe-

cimen, 346 ; illustrations showing the value of,

Clover, vririeties of, 574
Coccus conchiformis, 74 ; flocciferus, 308
Cocos Weddelliana, 495
Coleshill, farm buildings at, 540
Com weighing machine, Baxter's patent, loii
Cossus ligniperda, 895
Cottage, under-gardcners', at Wimbledon House,

Cottages, labourers', plans of, 21, 44, 608 ; plans
of, designed by Mr. Slater and Mr. Strick-
land, 1518 ; Alverstone double, 1036 ; at Brick-
field, Osborne estate, 1036 ; the model of 1851,
1036 ; at Riby, 54 ; tradesman's, at Abergeldic,
i'337

Cows, illustrations of an old method of C(

food for, in Belgium, 872
Crioceris Asparagi, 44
Croton maximum, 1668 ; Veitchii. 1669
Cucumber plants, abnormal stems of, 954
Cucumis Anguria, 210
Cultivator, Fowler's patent turning, 1650
Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta viridis, 279
Cycas circinalis, 923
Cynips Curtisii. H12
Cynosurus c

Dactylis glomerata, 288
Dahlia imperialis, 459
Dairy at Frogmore, 506
Danesbury, flower garden at. 630
Date, diagram showing structure of the albu

men, 276
Dsemonorops plumosus, 1086

Dean's patent fuuiigator, 245
Deckenia nobilis, 561
Dioscorea retusa, 1149
Dodder, the Clover and Flax, 150
Dracontium elatum, 344
Drechsler's patent fumigator, 72

Fagl'S sylvatica pendula, 1701
Farm iDuildings :— Barton Homestead, 808;

Coleshill, near Swindon. 540 ; Flemish Farm,
744 : Prince Consort's Home Farm, 676 ; at

Kirtlington. 1647
Farmhouse, an Italian, 358
Farm locomotive engines, 152
Farms :—Aylesbury, Riby, and Rothwell, 222 :

City Fields Homestead, 257 ; Prince Con-
sort's Home, 676 ; Shaw Farm, 468 ; Norfolk,
i86, 187 : Windsor Farms, plan of, 904

Festuca durluscula, 322 : elatior, 289 ; lotiacea,

322 : ovina, 323 ;
pratensis, ^23 ; rubra, 289

Fig, Grosse Monstrueuse de Lipari, 765
Flax-preparing machinery, 1000
Flemish Farm, Prince Consorts, 744
Floral registers, 531
Flower-bed, geometrical, 1187; at Battersea

Park, 1158; at Kew, 1343
Flower garden at Danesbury, 630 ; atThoresby,
46

Fly-trap, a new, 461
Fountain, a portable self-acting, 1062
Fowler's patent turning cultivator, 1650 ; six-

furrow balance plough, 1650
Frogmore, the dairy at, 506
Fruit, wall, new method of protecting, 958
Fumigator, Appleby's registered, 492 ; Dean's
patent, 245 ; Drechsler's patent, 72

Gang-plough," American, 1611
Garden chair, new, 1125
Gardens at Aston, plan of, 1284
Gilbey's patent glass orchard, 996
Glass range, new design for a, 1569
Glass walls, Beard's patent, 861
Gleditschia triacanthos, 66g
Goat moth, the, 895
Gooseberry bushes, method of pruning and
growing, 106

Gourd, malformed root of a, 1438
Grass mowing machine. Wood's, 1651
Grasses, illustrations of, 288, 322
Greenhouse ventilation, plan of, no
Grey, Mr. John, of Dilston, 641

H.

Haymaker, Howard's central action, 165:

Holland, Mr. Edward, 1645
Home Farm, Prince Consort's, 676
Hornsby's " Governor " self-raker, ioo3
Horse-rake, Howard's patent self-acting, 1

Hot-house, Ormson's new form of, 1062
Howard's central action haymaker, 1651
double-furrow plough, 1452 ; new rt

machine, 1680; tumwrest plough, 13SS
Hudson, Mr. John, 255
Hydrangea Thunbergii, 1699
Hydronette, a new, 1062

Hyophorbe Verschaffcltii, 41S

Ice stack, representatioi
Insect enemies, 699
Italian farm-house, 358

Lasioptervx obfuscata, 1163
Lawn-mower, the "Archimedean," 3
Leopoldinia pulchra, 495
Lianas, or tropical climbers, 383
Lilium Thunbergianum flore-pleno, i

T.,olium italicum, 322 ; perenne, 323
Looker's patent capped frames, 347

M.

Macadamia temifolia, n8i
Maize plant, monstrous stem of a, 1502
Maranta Veitchii, 924
Melon, Paterson's .Superb, 145
Monolena primulffiflora, 309
Murray & Co.'s double-furrow plough, 1651

O.

Oak galls, balaniform, 1312
Oaks, pollard, in the forest and chase of Mai'

vern, 1536; pollard, in Richmond Park, 1248
Oats, varieties of, 430, 431
Oncidium varicosum var. Rogersil, 277
Orchard, glass, Gilbey's patent, 996
Orchard-houses at Chiswick, 1054, 1087

Palm, the dwarf cocoa-nut, 1023
Palms, germination of, 924
Pear, the Bezi Mai, 1733 ; llrockworth Park, 1603

Peas, a new method for raising, 422
Petunia, fringed, 704
Phacecorynes funerarius, 699
Phalienopsis amethystina, 1731
Phleum pratense, 289
Physianthus albens, fruit of, 1446
Plant case. Bull's patent, 1372
Plant cover, new form of, 826
Plant protectors, Rcndle's, 175, 248
Plant stage, new form of, 211

Ploughs, American gang, i6n ; Howard'
double furrow, 1452 ; Howard';
1388; Murray & Co.'s double furrow, 1650:
Ransome & Co.'s double furrow, 1009 ; Ran-
some & Co.'s ist prize, 1651 ; six-furrow

balance, 1650

Plough draught, diagram of, 1487
Poa alpina, 323 ; nemoralis sempervirens, 323 ;

pratensis, 323 ; trivialis, 289
Poppy capsule, monstrous, 1672
Potato flower, malformed, 1021
Potato, malformed, 103
Prince Consort's Norfolk Farms, 186, 187
Puccmia graminis, 1324

R.

Ransome, Mr. J. Allan, 957
Ransome & Co. s 1st prize plough, 1651 ; double-
furrow plough, 1009

Raspberry, McLaren's Prolific, 1406
Rat catching, Burmese mode of, 497
Reaping-machine, Burgess & Key's new hand-

delivery, 223 : Howard's new, 1680
Registers, floral, 531
Rendle's plant protectors, 175, 248
Riby, labourers cottages at, 54
Ridger and subsoiler, the Woolston, 85
Rockwork for alpine plants, 602
Roots, specimens of, shown at the Agricultural

Hall, 1652

Self-rakek, Hornsby's, the "Gove
Smasher, the Woolston, 85
Smith, Mr. W., of Woolston, 496
St. Fiacre, rood screen of, 13

Stacking machine. Bell & Roper's, 16

Strophanthus Bullenianus, 1471
Sub.soiler, the Woolston, 85

Tea, improved pan for drying, 1538
Thames Embankment, plan of gardens on

Thermometer, new electric, 633 ; the Vic
electric, 1473

Thomery, Vine culture at, 41
Thoresby, plan of flower garden at, 46
Tillandsia Lindeniana, 859
Tinea sarcitella, 79
Todea Wilkesiana, 705
Threshing machine, Bell &. Roper's, 16S1
Trifolium, varieties of, 574

Vanda Cathcartii, 1409: cccrulescens,

Ventilation, greenhouse, plan of, no
Verschafleltia melanochffites, 697
Victoria electric thermometer, the, 147;
11-11

supply, machinery for, ii

Vine culture at 'Thomery^ ,_^
Vinery, section of an early, 14

W.

Wklfia regia, 764
Wheat fly, different species of, 1162; which
produces gout in, 1578

Wheat rust, 1324
Wimbledon House, under-gardeners' cottage at,

Windsor Farms, Prince Consort's, plan of, 904
Wood Leopard moth, the, 42, 900
Wood's grass mowing machine, 1651
Woolston ridger, smasher, and subsoiler, S5

Yucca draconis, 82S
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R HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—The ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
havinE fixed on JuLY 6 for one of their Exhibitions, after the same
date had been advcrtiseti by the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY for their ROSE SHOW, the Council have altered the

Meeting announced for that day to WEDNESDAY. June M. There
will be NO MEETING at South Kensington DURING JULY.

FLOWER, FRUIT, &c., SHOW.—The Exhihilio

1 THURSDAY, June 23, 1870. Schedules in January.
GEO. F. ISARRELL, Hon. Sec.

The Roses of tbe Season are those of
)AUL AND SON. The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.
TRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free on application.

T
Splendid Roses.

Y the SALISBURY ROS
CATALOGUES ready.

JO

H

N KEYNES, Castle Street Nurser)', Salisbur)'.

Rose Catalogue.
'OHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

fur 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES, ^3 ioj. per 100; Dwarfs on

Manetti, 401. per too,— Fine plants and kinds.

W. JACKSON, lllakedown Nursery, near Kidderminster.

STANU,\RD ROSES, best kinds, -is. yl. each ;

strong CABBAGE PROVENCE ROSES and ROSE DE
MEAU.X, ». bd. pordoion

W. HOOPER, New Wandsworth, S.W.

RICHARD SMITH'S ROSE LIST,
containing all the leading and most popular kinds of Roses,

may be had free by post
RICHARDJiMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worceste r.

FTFT Y^ THOU SAN D"TEA-S C ENTED
and NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, all the most popular and be

kinds, at V- to 181. per dozen. DESCRIPTIVE LIST on applicatii
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Paul's Rose Catalogue.
" A very complete and able catalogue."

—

Floral World,

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of^ROSES is now ready, and will be forwarded

M A N E T T I STOCKS.

w.

THOS. CRIPPS Ai

Manetti Stocks.
M. PAUL has a few thousand MANETTI
STOCKS, extra fine, to offer in the Trade. Price, low, given

application. Waltham Cross, London, N.

.lUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS-

SUTTONS' /i IS. COLLECTION of VEGETABLE
SEEDS for an ordinary size garden. Carriage free.

for 1S70, grati:

SUTTON

B
Grape Vines.

S. WILLIAMS' stock is remarkably fine, and in
' ^ood condition. Can] supply all the best kinds. Prices on

1 and Paradise Nun , Upper Holloway, London, N.

B
pines.

S. WILLI.^MS h.as all the best kinds, in splendid
condition, warranted clean. Prices on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Golden Champion Grape.
OSBORN AND SONS can supply good CANES of the

above-named remarkable GRAPE, which has again been
exhibited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high character
previously formed of it. Price loi. dd., 2ir., and 307. each.

. S.W'.

Vines.

JAMES CARTER and CO. can
well-grow-n CANES, growth "'

Varieties and Prices, see /
"- "

JAMES CARTER and
a38. High Holborn, W.C.

offer Strong,

VINES.—The leading sorts, i

strong, very short jointed, hard -

these cannot fail to produce a heavy crop. Als(

planting out.

M. ROCHFORD, Market Gardener, Page Gr< , Tottenham, N.w E REQUIRE, at once, some good 2 and 3-yr. old
CROWN BOB GOOSEBERRIES. Say quantity you offer

rice to Messrs. FRASER, GOAD and KATFORD,
lopsgate Street Within, London.

FOR SALE, about
Dessert and Kitchen !

8x. per bushel.

J. SCOTT, The Nurser

TEN ORANGE and TWO LEMON TREES for
SALK, height from 6 to 8 feet, with stems about 3 feet For par-

ticulars apply to J. GIBSON, Jun., 29. Bridge Road West. Battersea.

O RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, Vines, and Figs.

n and Seed Merchant, Worcester.RICHARD SMITH, Nun

c HRISTMAS TREES.—Very hands.

RICHARD SMI

BRIERS for BUDDING. — First-rate St.indards,
Half-standards, and Dwarfs. For price, apply to

WILLIAM DILLISTONE, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Fc'i
Amateur for EXCHANGE e

To the Trade Only.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON'S WHOLESALE LIST
of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK (contaning 75 pages) may be

had post free on application.
The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Spruce Firs.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge
Wells, have a large Stock of the above, in all sizes, from i to lo,

12 and 15 feet. Prices on application.

JOHN CARTER, Nursery-, Keighley, Y'orkshir

BS. WILLIAMS' DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
. of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, &c., for 1870, is now ready
; post free, on appli

1 .and Paradise Nur:
, L^pper Holloway. London, N.

fit

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on aiijjlication, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of
garden SEE1)S. grown from carefully selected stocks.

Seeds.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM and FLOWER SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had on application. This List contains only
such varieties as may be depended on, after^trialsand comparisons.

The Royal Nu I, Slough.

w
Larch, Scotch, Spruce, Quick, &c.

FARNSWORTH h.TS to offer a large quantity of
the above, which are strong grown and well rooted,

rices and Samples on application at the Nurseries, Matlock.

ANTED, LARCH, ij to 2 feet and 2 to 3 feet.

Price and number to offer to

JOHN CARTER, Nursery, Keighley, Yorkshi

HOLLIES WANTED. --THREE THOUSAND
GREEN HOLLIES, = to 3 feet. Mustbe well rooted-Address,

stating lowest cash price, to

Mr. RIDDELL, Hindlip Court Farm, "'--

WANTED, STOCKS of RHODODENDRONS and
COMMON HOLLIES, fit for immediate grafting. Apply,

&c.,to
WM. WOOD ; sfield, Uckfield, Sus!

Planting Season.
^HE SUBSCRIBERS announce that their PRICED

LIST for the season may now be had on application.

WM. URQUHART AND SONS, Dundee

Novelties for the Vegetable and Flower Garden.—See
SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST for 1870, gratis

and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
)HILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of VERBENAS of i86q <it 3*. per dozen, in pots: also 24 New
FUCHSIAS of i86Qal3r.

Nursery : Bexley Heath, Kent.

To the Trade.

CHOICE SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK
SEED, saved only from plants grown in pots. 7J. M. per dozen.

GEO. MACINTOSH, High Road. Hammersmith, London, W.

To the Trade.-Continental Flower Seeds, &c.

GEO. MACINTOSH (Agent to F. W. Wendel, Seed
Grower, &c., Erfurt, Prussia) begs '

"'"'

prepared

C-'

C-'

C'

1870: VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.
PRICED CATALOGUE post free on application

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Seed Merchants, &c., Newton "

'Jursenes, and 102, F.a.stgate Street, Chester.

N^

Home-grown Agricultural and Garden Seeds.
AND K. SIIAKI'ES WHOLESALE
CATALOGUE of HOMEGROWN SEEDS is now ready.H

The prices are very low, and the quality of the Seeds very fine.

'Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

EatabU&hed 1806.
HANDASYDE and DAVIDSON have to intimate
that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK is now ready,

ill be fon,vardcd on application.

Seed Warehouse : 24, Cockbum Street, Edinburgh.
Nurseries: Brunstain Glen. Musselburgh.

To the Trade.
HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, fine Seedling

Plants, established in Single Pots, 2S. 6d. per dozen, lbs. per 100,
on application to THOMAS PERKINS, 43, Drapery, Northampton.

Cash or reference required from unknown correspondents.

To tlie Trade.
DOBSONS' PRIZE CINERARIAS are acknowledged

to be very superior in quality; being saved exclusively from
named flowers that have invariably been awarded ist Prizes for

'^"'^

'dOBSON and SONS, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

To the Trade.
DOBS'ONS' SUPERB PRIMULA SINENSIS

FIMBRIATA, both Red and White, may be depended upon
for fine fringe and colour, and cannot be surpassed.

DUBSON AND SONS, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

Felargonlimis for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French.
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

prices ;— 100 plants, distinct sorts, for 50J. ; 50 plants for 30*; or

35 plants, distinct sorts, for 20s , hamper and package included.
Lrown Nursery, Reading^ ^^

Special Offer.—Madame Lemoine.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers strong Plants of this

most beautiful of Double Pelargoniums, in single pots, 6s. per

dozen, LORD DERBY, finest Pelargonium grown, 4^ per dozen.

Package included. Terms cash.
Cemetery Nurscr>', Gravesend. -^^

NUTTING AND SONS have just received
consignment of the above fine Lily, and offer them 11. t

to zx. 6rf. each.
Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E,C.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Fifty Seeds of this handsome
and richly scented hardy Lily, free by post for 13 stamps.

TRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIFLORA.—Fifty Seeds of this

splendid hardy herbai

LUlum aiiratiun.

WM. PAUL has to offera magnificent lot ofthe above,
Dutch-grown roots, at 21. dd., y. 6rf., and «. eacft; 24s., 36^..

and 50J. per dozen ; a few extra large roots, js. 6d. each. The usual

discount to the Trade off the dozen rates when ordered by the dozen.

PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

^ GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 238. High Holborn. London
E

A
Extra Strong Roots for Forcing.

SPARAGUS, SEAKALE, and RHUBARB,
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

To tlie Trade.

WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-
STER'S No. r, and BADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, Src,

on offer, at advantageous prices,
, .. ,

FREDK. GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade. Beds.

EARLY POTATOS. — Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal and
Milky White, all true and sound. Prices, low, given on appli-

cation to ISAAC DAVIES, Brook Lane Nursery, Ormskirk.

UTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY.
The best Potato for the main crop. Price 51. per peck.

For description, seep. 5 of th is week's Paper

Q UTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOUR-BALL.

H
Seed Fotatos.

AND F. SHARPE'S WHOLESALE LIST of all

, tlic new and best varieties of Early and Late POTATOS is

ady, and may be had on application. The quality is very line,

ving Establishment, Wisbech.

Early Rose Potato,

HAND F. SHARPE have just imported a very true

. Stock of the above extraordinary prolific POTATO, direct

from one of the best growers in America; and are prepared to olfcr

the Trade at a reduced price
Establishment, Wisbech.

QURPLUS STOCK of PRINCE ALBERT,
O LINNEAS, and VICTORIA RHUBARB ROOTS: strong

SFAKALE true FASTOLF RASPBERRIES, ex;tra strong CHINA
ROSES ; Yellow Spanish, and White Portugal BROOM, transplanted

this year. ^Chesg.
p^.^r, j,g_ ^^^^ Lane Nurserj-, Ormskirk.
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KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEli
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he

believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 9 feet, ^os. to 601. per dozen. Transplanted
April, 1869.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 6, 7, to 10 feet, 7s. 6d. to ioj. 6d. each. Trans-
planted August, 1868.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 5, 6, and 7 feet, 75. 6d. to ais. Splendid
ed April, 1869, 10 to 12 feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

Surplus Stock.-Very Cheap.

IMEN CONIFERS
EVERGREENS, handsome

! \ ' II :rij\vn, for Lawns, Pleasure
iiil, uid Parks, have been re-

III. 11 insplanted, and are full of

ilth iiiid vigour. For Descrip-
(is. also Prices of other sizes, see
CHARD SMITH'S LISTS.

circumference.
ABIES EXCELSA, the Com

D 8 feet high. ^5 £y
Spruce Fir, beautifully furnished.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 5 to6feet,6or. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet. 84J. per
. each, and

several thousands of these large Deodars. A
; August, 1868 ; many since April, i86g.

CEDRUS ARGENTEA, 6to7feet,42j.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 t

„ „ GRACILIS, 4
round, 7J. 6c

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 feet, 4

lozen:8toiofeet,
since September, 1868.

Moved September, 1868.

feet, 30J. to ^21. per doicn

;

feet, 60s. per dozen, j^20 per i

emo'vcd sinceAueust, 1868.' Purchasers may select from
stock of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high.

PICEA NOBILIS, hundred' '

high, all recently remove
; "f splendid specimens, 5, 6, 7, to 10 feet

d. .Tiirl .Tro undoubtedly the finest plants
', % .h ....- ^-rafted,

\.
'- i.-i?t, 3IS. to 43s. each, and

, and 9 feet high
PICE.\ MAGNIFIC
PICEA PINSAFO 4,5:6 "i

Its, 10 to 15 feet high,
> 635. each. Some grand

flants, 10 to 15 feet high, transplanted April, 1869.

FJA AUREA, beautiful specimens, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high
;

20 feet in circumference. This plant originated in this Nui

THUIA GIGANTEA.s, 6, toizfeethigh. Moved August, 1868.

THUJA LUBBII, Stoidfeet high, and as much in circumference;
transplanted April, i8oq.

THUJOl'SIS BOREALIS, 5 to feet, 7 and 8 feet round : 42*. to 60s.

per doien ; 7 to 8 feet, 71. 6d. to lOi. 6d- each. All removed since
August, 1868.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 105 feet, 71. 6d. to los. 6-^. each ;

J, 8j and^ feet, 211. to 42s. each. Transplanted in August.
JO. Transplanted Sept., 1868.

6, 7, 8, and 9 feet, 211. to 42s. ea
PINUS AUSTRIACA,3feet, /5
PINUS CEMBRA,8toiofeet, 10 to 12 ft. round, tos. 6d. to 215. each.
YEWS, the COMMON ENGLISH 4,5,6,7,8, 10, and 12 feet high.

nds, all ( -ntly I

I 5. 61 7. 8, 10, and 1

1; invaluable where

standards, with from 3 to 5 feet of gold,

ordinary together, many thousands of the following

HOLLY, VARIEGATED SILVER and GOLD, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet.

HOLLY, GOLDEN QUEEN, magnificent plants, 4 to 8 feet high,
and as much in circumference.

HOLLY, SILVER QUEEN, 4, 5, and 6 feet.
WATERER'S HOLLY. -This variety originated in this Nursery;

we have hundreds 4, 5, and 6 ft. high, 10 and 15 ft. cir

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY. -Standards, 10s 6d, to
HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specim

seen. Moved, April, i860.

HOLLY, COMMON GREEN, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
thousand. All moved since April, 1868.

HOLLY, Green varieties of the Allowing kind
of splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868-9

—

LAURIFOLIA and SCOTTICA, 4. 5, 6 to 10 feet high.
HODGINS'

I
ANGUSTIFOLIA,

YELLOW BERRIED,
| MYRTIFOLIA, &c.

4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high.
STANDARD, WATERER'S and GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES,

4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6 to 10 feet in circumference. A
large number.

N.B.—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupying al

rbor-vits, American, 5 to 6 feet

, Siberian. 3i to 4 feet

le, double, in pots, strong
Hartogia capensis (Cape Laurel);

:nt through to any Railway
a on the narrow guage lines,

^m It a moderate cost, thereby saving

^J delay and expense of packing.

per dozen.

Laurel, narrow leaved, 2 to 2i feet

,, Portugal, 2\ to 3 feel

Picea balsamea. selected, 4 to 5 ft.

Quercus ilex (Evergreen Oak). 15
to 18 inches [34 inches

Rhododendron ponti

2 feet

Abies canadensis

Holly, screw-leaved, green, ij to

Philtyrea pleafolia, a to ai ft. [2 ft.

At i8s. per dozen.

a 6 feetnsis,5
,, ^.,^^.,-.0, ^ tos ICL^

Alaternus, broad^leaved, 2 to 2} ft.

Arbor-vitas, American, 6 to 7 feet

,, Siberian, 4 to 4^ feet

Aucuba japonica, 18 to 21 inches
Bo.x. green tree (pyran\ids, very

handsome) 2^ by 2| feet

Hartogia capensis, 2 to 2i feet

Laurel, narrow leaved, 2I to 3 feet

At 245. per dozen.

Abies elegans. 18 to 24 inches I Ivy, green

Rhododendron pontic
bushy), 2 to 2i feet

,, hybrids, fine varieti

, 4) to. 5 feet

feet

Phiilyrea oleafolia, very fine, 3
5 Lawsoniana, 4 to 5 feet Rhododendrons, hynrids (

/ leaved, green, 2 to 2i
]

^ varieties}, 21 to 24 inches

I

Taxus japonica, 15

At 30J. per dozen,

ine, 6to7 Ivy, green

elegans, 3 to aj feet

bor-vitffi compacta, 2i to 3 feci

Cuba japonica, very bushy, a to

I (Weeping Spruce),

2i to 3 foct
Arbor-vitae compacta, 3 t

,, Siberian (very fine) 5 1

Cuprcssus Lawsoniana,

;

, Schottii, 3 tu3t feet

Juniperus chine:

,, drupacca, 34

lie), 6 t

o 6 feet

'.\ feet

isis, 3 to 3I feet

to 24 inches

_ to 3l feet

„ __idis pendula, 3 to 4 feet

Laurel, Portugal (pyramids, very
fine), 4 to 5 feet

Pinus laricio, o to 7 feet

Taxus elegantissima (gold leaved),

,, drupacea,

„ glauca, 3 ti

„ Leeana, 3 1

Junipen

, Irish, 5 to 6 feet

D 30 inches

At 48J. pel

I
Ihurifera^n

i-:riT'tt\°

,. laricio, 7 to 8 feet

Tnujopsis Dorealis, 5

To the Trade.
SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM. KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new
variety of LAURUSTINUS, having now grown it for five

years past for Stock. It has been seen growing in his Nursery by

,
of

W, K. feels great confidence in offering i

5 feet, full of bud, per pair, 161. ; second s

third size, 2 to 3 feet, dn -js. ; fourth size, i\ u
Floral Nursery. Hailsham,

2 feet, do., $s.

Choice Garden Seeds.

MESSRS. BOETTNER BROTHERS, Seed
Growers, Greussen. near Erfurt, Prussia, have just published

their new PRICE LIST of SEEDS of all descriptions, for the present
season, which mav be obtained on application to their London Agents,
Messrs. R. SIL'BERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower

Street, London, E.C.

New and Genuine Seeds.—Carriage Paid.
S. WILLIAMS. Nurseryman and Seed
Merch.\nt, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway,

London, N.
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

B.

iOf > :, 6d.,
NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.

nd 84J. each.

Per packet—J. d.

Dies»

e dark Beet
;' matchless RED CELERY ..

matchless WHITE CELERY (new)
h CUCUMBER (Woolley's improved \ iety)

ENDH
All'thc Year RoundCAliBM.I I.I I I rrE
Wheelers' Tom Thumb I \|;|;X' I II 1 I UCE
Lee's immense hard)- en <! ' MUM.

I
IIC I'TUCE (new)

Webb's Climax MEL'iN, Un liu. ,i llivoured Green-fleshed
variety ever offered; w.is .i".u.Iril iirst Prize at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, RcKcnl's Park, liinc 30 1869 (new)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON , Scarlct-flesK, excellent flavour,

and 12 days earlier than any other known kind (new)
NunchamPark ONION, quite distinct from any other variety..
Earley's selected double curled PARSLEY (new)
Laxton's Supreme PEA (ne\v) per half-pint

Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PEA (new)
Cullingford's Champion Marrow PEA, the finest-flavoured

Wrinkled Marrow in cultivation (new) .. .. per quart
Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest and best variety in

Orangefield dwarf Prolific TOMATO !'. '.'.
'.'.

'.'. '.'.

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Williams' superb strain'of PRIMULA, Red,

White, or Mixed..
"

CALCEOLARIA (Neill'

CINERARIA"(Wcath.

Mixed.." is.6d.t-3s.6d., and

6d.,^s. Od.,znd

ain)

choice
!.6d.,y.6d.,aj\d 5

GERANIUM, LE GRAND

6 feet

5 feet

3 S feet

tiference.

:h.

feet high, by the

a immense stock

sidcrablj' of ground ;

fair able.
be wished or obtained. The

BOX, Green and Variegated, 4, 5, 6, to 8 feet,

BOX, do. do,, fine pyramids, up to 8 feet.

BAYS, standards and pyramids.
LAURUSTINUS, standards.
AUCUBA JAPONICA, thousands of beautiful plant9, all moved i9<

3 and 4 Icet high.
AUCUBV JAPONICA Berr td hu idreds ij to 4 feet high: in t

per dot. and upwards.
^r,

I! 1

f \nL

RHubuDLNDl I

be pleased to suppl

c from £7 1NDl UNb ihL I or kndb
£12 los ppr 100, and up\ ards

PHuDt DTNDRGN POXHCUM good plants for Cov.

KHOD( DEXDRONS—Of theseSTAN

being from 20

possess ;

sold,
probably no kind

legans, 1

Rhododendrons, standards.

I.irge

from 15 to 30 fei

etter adapted ft

of whi,standards than that \

supplied to Rotten Ro'
of many other kinds.

RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and great
variety in colour, from £5 to /lo loi, per 100. Sample on appii. a-
tion. Large and handsome plants by the 1000, 41 "

"

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants, ;iio per
D 8 feet hie

AZALEAS
AZALEAS, splendid plant

high, and as much in

KALMIA LATIFOLI^^
with bloom, £510^1.

ANIlROMlCliA IL(
HARItY HIAIHS,

kinds, £s per i

of the
nfcrc

^st varieties, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet

, bushy, healthy, and covered

i healthy plants, moved April, 18G9,
i_u>i.>k,u »i><> UI.0 11.3, 1.13. i.<j iZs. per dozen.

As well as the above, the Knap Hill Nursery contains upwards of
aoo Acres of ordinary NURSERY STOCK of a superior class, such as
Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen), Roses, Ornamental
Trees for Avenues, &c.
A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded

on application. Purchasers to any extent are strongly recommended
to make a personal inspection of our stock, and obtain the pric
the spot. No Catalogue can fairly describe many of the plant

The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Woking

D 6 feet

to 5 feet

osTeet
At

ii, 7 to 8 feet

7 to 8 feet

compacta, 4 to 4)

, thurifera, 6 to 7 feet

bies albcrtiana, 7 to 8 feet,

IDS. 6d. each
, Douglasii, 8 to 10 feet, js. 6d.

\

10 to 12 feet, io(. 64.; extrz

fine, 13 to 15 feet, 151. each
, orientalis, 4 to 5 feet, 61.

;

6 feci, 71. 61^. ; 6 I

„ iperus Smithiana, 3* to 4 feet

„ thurifera, 5 to 6 feet

'! viridis pendula, 4 to 5 feet

Pinus laricio, 8 lo 9 feet

Taxus, Irish, 6 lo 7 feet

Wellingtonia gigantea, 2} to 3 feet

Taxus elegantissima, z to aj feet

Thuiopsis Dorcalis, 6 to 7 feet

Wellingtonia gigantea, 3 to 3! feet

. 7 f^cl

inibricata, S '

8fect,42J. ; 8t

8 feet,

9 feet, $25. 6d.;

Q to 10 feet, 63^. t

Juniperus densata, 6
7 to 8 feet, 7s. 6d. eaci

„ thurifera, very fine, 7
6j. ; 8 to 9 feet, ys. 6d. each

Laurel, Portugal, pyramids, ex
fine, 7s. (>d. ; very large, im. i

Picea grandis, extra fine, 5 to 6 1

15s. ; 6 to 7 feet, 21s. each

RICHARD SMITH, Nurser:

1 lasiocarpa, 2| to 3 feet, 151.

1 to 3i feet, 2IJ. ; 3ji
to 4 feet

JS. 6d.; 4 to 4i feet, 421.

,i to 5 feet, sai. W. each

, Pinsapo,3 to3lft., lOJ

4 ft., 15J. ;4to4i ft.,

si ft.
,
3 IS. 6J. ; Si to6 ft.

,
42J. (

o8feet,6j. i8 to

4 feet.Wellingtonia gigantea, 3)

Yews, for hedges, about 12 feet
high, 46 years old, recently
transplanted, 31J. 6d. each

n and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHN I \l i;i .\ ' XNUlDLsblMA
CI \ 1 H \N

I
III s MACROSIPHON BICOLOR (new)

LLAKkl,A I \ I I^.RII'ETALA, TOM THUMB (new)
C(iN\i'l\ri I s MINOR UNICAULIS(new)
DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM (new
ESCHSCHOLT/.IA AURANTIACA (new)
EUTOCA SERICEA, very dwarf, with pretty deep

flowers (new)
HELENIUMBOLANDERI, dwarf perennial species (ne\

cd FRENCH MARIGOLD.beautifullystriped

Parson's New TREE MIGNONETTE
NEMOPHTLAATOMARIA ELEGANS inew)
OXALIS TROP^OLOIDES VIRIDIFOLIA, green-leaved

' :ty (new)

B arc, without exception,
i being scarlet, purple and

without '

t, DU
rt-hite, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two fori

purity in the latter ; th
"

immense spikes of blo(

an(i for ribbon borders. Per coUectior
PURPLE QUEEN STOCK, a very dwarf

the flowfjrs are verj' double, and splenc
Win TF TI- N-WFKK STOCK, Waimov

I

r : ,
I

... -.1 '.vhite Stock in cultiv;

IM. :
I i K SWEET PEAS,

white flowers, very robust and dwarf in habi
;n great abundance pur<

ery effective in spring and s

WALLFLOWERS, Saunders' fine dark variety . . . . . . i o
ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA FLORE-PLENO (new) .. i O

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER. VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, post free, on

CAREFULLY SAVED GARDEN SEEDS.

ARTHUR HENDERSON & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES

Is now Piiblislicd, nnti can be forwarded r'o?t Free on application.

The VEGETABLE SEED SECTION oontains—

Selected LISTS of the best varieties of each kind most worthy of cultivation, also some excellent new sorts

of both VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of sterling merit ; .attention is also directed to the Pine-apple

Compact-top BEET (the finest and richest flavoured variety extant), carefully saved, true from the original stock.

Also the new DWARF WATERLOO BEET ; top leaves rich metallic crimson
; growth true, even, and regular.

This beautiful foliaged variety may with advantage be cultivated in the flower garden as a border, ribbon, or edging

plant ; its root is a trifle larger than the Pine-apple Compact-top, flavour excellent, full of a sweet saccharine juice,

colour crimson, texture tender and uniform throughout.

The FLOWER SEED SECTION contains—
Imported GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS in Collections ; Choice Strains of FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS;

a careful LIST of FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES of the season
; HORTICULTURAL REQUISITES of

every kind, KNIVES, PROTECTING M..\TERIALS, HORTICULTUR,\L MANURES, &c., &c.

N.B. Everything in this Catalogue is priced.

PINE APPLE PLACE, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, \V.

1^ All Seeds Carriage Free.
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W
Cedrus Deodara.

FINE SPECIMENS, 7, S, 9. la, lu 15 feet, at is. per ioot,

M. MAULE AND SONS have to offer a large
pplyof extra fine EVERGREEN TREES and SHRULS,

c springing up daily in i

DICKSONS ANIXO , .\

I, Walcrluo Place, Efiinburi;h. Ik,; In ^

about to plant to their vcr>' large anil hca
TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAI
which are now in fine condition for Transpl.in

on very exposed ground, are finelyrooted, and
ripened. Samples and Catalogues on applica

be quoted where lart;e quantities^are t.ikcn,

MKN and Seedsmen,

i-yr. Larch ..

r-yr. Scotch Fir
2-yr. Scotch Fir

|.yr. Oak V. '.'.

L-yr Spanish Chest-

Horse Chest-

400,000 i-yr. Sycamore

Any order a

)3-vr. Elm ..

) i-yr. Holly .

.

) i-yr. Sweet Kay

i-yr. Crab Stock

. Oak, in drills, i^ to

al feet . . . . ao
> Elm, i) to 3) feet .. 20 o
I Spanish Chcsmut,

2 to 3 feet . . . . 30 o
. Horse Chestnut, 3 to

I Irish Yews, 3 104 ft.,

planted (per 100) 60 o
I American Arbor-

well rooted (per 100) 25 o
1 £5 will be delivered free at Dublin on ship

board on application to MICHAEL BURKE, Drumlargan Nurser)-,
Summcrhill. County Mcath, Ireland.

JOSEPH SMITH, J UN., Moor Edge Nurseries,
Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire, has to offer the following,
from grounds that must be cleared, viz, (at per 1000) :

—

ASH, Common, li to 2 feet, i8y. ; 2 to aj feet, 22s.

ASH, Mountain, i} to 2 feet, lis. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s.

ALDER. li to 2 feet, 161. ; 2 to 2i feet, 20J.

ELM, Wych, ij to 2\ feet, iSs.

FIR, Scotch, 9 to 15 inches, igj. ; i to li foot, 20J. ; ij to 2 feet, 2$s.

FIR, Spruce, i to ij foot, 15s. ; ij to 2 feet, 25s. ; 2 to 2i feet, 305.
OAK, English, li to 2 feet, i8s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 22f.

TIN US MARITIMA (Sea PineJ, 2-yr. seedling, 3^.

„ transplanted, 6 to 12 inches, 85. ; 1 to li foot,

PRIVET, Evergreen, li to 2 feet, 2or. ; 2 to 2\ feet. 25s.

QUICKS, 2-yr. transplanted, Ss. ; 3 yr. transplanted, loi.

SYCAMORE. 2 to 3 feet, 30s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 401.

WILLOWS, Bedford, 2 to 3 feet, iSs. ; 6 to 8 feet. loai.

BROOM, Yellow, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. ; White, 2 to 3 feet, 401.
•.6d.

to ig inches, £6 l

,£i4:=io2ifret,,tifoot,^8; li to»reet,

ABIES ALBAj to 4 feet, 151.

ARBOR-VITA^ Amcricai
BROOM, White, 3 to 4 feel

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 2 to 3 feet, g
LIMES, I to li foot, 6s. ; li to 2 feet gj. : 2 to 2} feet. I2j.

And a large general Nursery Stock, of which CATALOGUES r
be had post free. NB. Prices to the Trade on application

The Largest and Best Onion Is

a U T T O N S'
^^ IMPROVED READING,
1 irjjc, heavy, and mild flavour.
Specimens of this variety.

ghmg

hrbited .

lb. each, and

the Cattle Show.

I
post free.

Cheaper in large quantitiea

SUTTON AND SONS,
Seedsmen to the Queen,

Reading, Berks.

UTTONS' MATCHLESS
BRUSSELS SPROUT.

Veri' early ; compact habit.

The stcmg are completel
fine globular sprouts, which

:overcd

cofdclic

Price ts. per packet,

pout free.

For PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST

of

Now and Choice Seeds,

apply to

UTTON AND SONS
Seadsmen to the Queen,

Reading.

s ILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any
(quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best

Red
Spider

(^ I S H U R S T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tfirips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

WhoIesaU by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
iied.

(Limited),

Batterica, London, S.W.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSP^^ATED PERUVIAN
GUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,

I one bag upwards, at the following cash prices. Remittance to
mpany order ;

—

( ine Bag, containing 2 cwt ..^^i 4 o
: Bags, containing 10 cwt. g 10 o

"'
V,01d jewrj', London, S. E.

,

London Agent for " Rccs & Co.'s Biphosphated Peruvian Guano
Company, Limited."

The Biphosphated Peruvian Guano combines the stimulating power
of I'cruvian Guano with the nourishing properties of Superphosphate.
it is sent out in sealed bags, and each bag is guaranteed by Scllera

T. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to
luigland ; Professor J. T. Way, of

REES AND COS. BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in line condition. It is believed to
be the best Artifici:

/oefcker. Dr. Andi
with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
uciivercu 111 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Keighlev, Maxsted &

Co., Hull.
Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,

Esq, 23, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.
Agents for South-West of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith & Co.,

Ag.
^tol.

, ES! X, Herts, and Middlesex—Mr'cin for Kent, Surrey, Sussex,
John G Barry, 8, Old Jewry, Lond.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs, Richard Connon & Co. , Glasgow and
Aberdeen.

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin.

'"
ted).

THOMSON'S STYPTIC prevents Bleeding in the
Vine, and all other Plants. Manufactured and Sold by JOHN

i":;! ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
V_^ roif. per lb., or 84s. per cwt.
WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nurserj'man and Seed Merchant, Leeds.TOBACCO TISSUE,

for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the
Insects, and not injure the Plants, and Bums without the assistance of
Blowing. Price 3*. 6d. per lb., carriage free. A reduction in price for

: Hon. Board of Customs.

)00LEY'S TOBACCO POV^DER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at if. , 2J. M. , and 51.

Powder Distributors, 21, 6d. and 3s. 6d. each.
'I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants,"—Geo. Eyles, Supierintcndcnt, Royal Horticultural

"Zt"'
Wharf, Wapping, E.

'

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in cveiy

Aericultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, ComUill

London, EC. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

iilver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society)

:

SHEEP, y. id. : CATTLE. 41. jrf. ; OX, u, iiif.

List by post. GATES and FENCING of every descriptiol
St. Pancras Iron Work Company, Old St. Pa l.London, N.W

s

J A

HAW'S
For Samples and Prices apply to

J SHAW Asn CO, ag, Oxford Street. Manchester.

I A M \ l.S, for Covering Garden Frames.—
II - I AGANROG MATS are the cheapest and mosi

I A Inch gives the size of every class of Mat,

jLK.t' iN, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

^ RELOAR'S FINE~~CbCO"A-NUT"~ MATTINa
^ warranted unbleached. No other kind is durable,—all other kinds
; dear. Catalogues free by post.

T. TRELOAR, Manufacturer, 67, Ludgate Hill. EC,

T^

TANNED GARDEN NETTING fnr Presenini; Sttd
Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Fiosi HI i-i Tl r I

^ nnd
Fence for Fowls, 6;c. One yard wide 1/ i I il 1 c

r their Ap
ondon, Vi

VRIGHT AND CO.. William
:nl5, Messrs. HOOPER and CI >

GEORGE HALL, lale Manager to the late Saynors'
Firm. He was for 30 years in their employ.

GEORGE HALL and SUN'S celebrated PRUNING andBUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c., may be obtained from the
most respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in he Kingdom,
„i— A :— t^'rance, Germany, Holland, Piussia, Russia, &c,

the same as the late Saynoi
all the latest improvements
CAUTioN.-None are gc

1 be manufactured,

Horticultural Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLINi;, and

COLLECTING MACHINES, for 1869.

Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, can be returned at once unconditionally.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

First Prize Medal at the International E.Thibition, London. 1863.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, i86g.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lackt-n Exhibition,
First Prize Medal at the Linct-nc Exhibition,
First Prije Medal at the Brussels Exbibilion. on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

Green's Patent Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and
have carried off every Prize that has been given, in all cases of
competition.
The extraordinary success of Green's Patent Lawn Mowers is an

established fact. During the last five years the demand has been
nprecedented^ which alone is a proof of their superiority over all

others. The following their characteristic featurt

worked with far

are the least liable to get ol
Green's Patent Lawn Mowers combi

sharpening, and when the cutters becc
lund, they can be reversed again and

than any other Lawn Mower.
2d. They a
;r. 3d. Thi

of the c s against t : bottom blade,
^ing to

jin(T the sliarp edge

: peculiar adaptation of the
Illustrated Price Lists free

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds ; i

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S." " '" ' :d on the day they are received.N.B.—All orders a

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for i86g.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, S:c.

The unprecedented Sale for 1S68, notwithstanding the Dryness of

the Season, forms the most convincing testimony tiow much these
advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to intimate that, among all the

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they are the only
Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
awarded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

Steel on both Sides of each Blade, so that when the Cutler becomes
blunt by running one way, it can be reversed, thus bringing the oppo-
site or sharp edge of the Cutter to act against the Sole-Plate. In
addition to this, A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Machine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reserve at the back; when thefront edge gets worn down, the

Jiatc has only to

"ront. It will bt

iingle-cclged Soli

cribbing with these Mai

Illustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on application.

A SHANKS AND SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and
37 Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

SS" A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at 37, Leaden-

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-horse power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Bealer Rlate.s .nnd all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED^BEATER^ PLATES (Gray's Patent).

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees and Manuf iclurtri

These PJates have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates pre\iousl

C. andS. are prepared to supply Threshing' Machine Owners and the Trade in any quantity; and they would caul on purchaser!

spurious imitations in C,Ml-stecl,wiiich, from their brilllcncss, are exceedingly daneerous to use. CAtlTION -Infringers of thn

whether maimers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.i
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led and beautiful

To the Trade.
DOBSONS' SUPERB BALSAM.—These are large

and double, and the colours rich and decided.
DOBSONS" FINE CYCLAMEN.—A fine strain of this increasingly

popular flower, ftion.

DOBSONS' SWEET WILLIAM.-Selected from a splendid collec-
DOBSONS' SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK.—Saved from

pot flowers ; very double and rich in colour
DOBSONS' ANTIRRHINUM. — Produce

DOBSON AND SONS. \v Ill, :. •:.
i

^ , Rose Prices, from P.

LEVEQUE KT KIl.S. .\ II-,
Boulevard del'II'^pit.il. l',,r;-,, ! . i

TREES, in first quality, as plants aim s,jns u
100 Standards, stronn heads, loo surts ,.

100 Half Standards, strong heads, loo sorts
100 Dwarfs, strong heads, loo sorts

1000 Dwarfs, strong heads, 200 sorts
100 Tea Roses, grafted, in pots, or on their c

New USperc unt).

Genuine Clioice Flower Seeds. Carriage Free.

JOHN H. LEY, St. John's Road Nursery, Croydon. S..
can, with confidence, recommend the following, which cannot be

surpassed, either for quality or cheapness ; price only regulated by
quantity.
FERN SPORES, saved from T. H. L.'s valuable collection of Exotic

Ferns, sown now, as described, with each packet, will produce many
fine varieties during the summer: as. 6d. and 3^'. &/. perpkt. mixed;
ditto, collection of 30 sorts, in separate packets, lor, 6a.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA SUPERBA, now ofl"ered by J. H. L. for

the first time; habit compacity, upright ; colour sky-blue, highly com-
mended wherever shown ; is. and is. dd. per pkt.

PRIMULA, finest strain in cultivation, is, 6d. and 21. 6*f. per pkt.

CALCEOLARIA, herb; - .
.

CINERARIA, from exhibition
bALSAM, Camellia and Rose-flowered.
CYCLAMENj Wiggins', is.

: pfrpiiCANDIDISsiMA??j."per pkt.''' CINERARIA^MARITIMA, (d. per
pkt. PYRETHRUM GOLDEN FEATHER, 6rf. and 11. per pkt.

All other Seeds at reasonable prices, quality guaranteed. Cash, or
reference from strangers, is requested.

Lauru3 latifolia.

LPAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay les Sceaux,
• near Paris, France, is now filling the numerous orders received

for this splendid Novelty. Persons wisning to secure good plants are
requested to send their orders as soon as possible, fur the plants

TREE STOCKS, at the following r

Doucin, do.

Paradis, do
Plums (real St. J ulien), do.

I their own rooTs, ;(;i2" per 1000; Bengals, three best ;

00; Mar6chal Niel, on Standards, i6j. per dozen.
Young Seedling FOREST TREES and SHRUBS,

- Alder, / " . " . ^
5REEN

at per 1000, 100,000, and i

DWARF ROSES.—Special Offer to the Trade.
M. L. Paillet has several thousand fine Dwarf Roses he will send

carriape free to London, packing included, at £i(> 10s. per 1000, best
telection. Cash on deliverj*.

All orders must be sent to L. PAILLET, as nbove; or to his
Agents, Messrs. ^ILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower
Street, London, E.C.

NOW READY, POST FREE ON APPLICATION,

PETER LAWSON & SON'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED SEED CATALOGUE

OF KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

The True SANDRINGHAM CELERY, EMERALD CUCUMBER, DELL'S SUPERB BLACK BEET,
SANDRINGHAM SPROUTING CABBAGE, INCOMPARABLE WHITE DUTCH CABBAGE LETTUCE.
BANBURY IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION, and other recently introduced VEGET.ABLES and
FLOWER SEEDS, are fully described and are recommended.

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C. ; and EDINBURGH.

GENUINE SEEDS ONLY.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
V.r.r, TO ANNOfN'CF, TH.\T THi;iK

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
for 1870,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS .\ND OTHER GARDEN REQUISITES,

Is now published, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

FERDINAND JUHLKE'S SUCCESSORS,
SEED GROWERS AND MERCHANTS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA,

BEG TO INFORM THEIR crSTOMERS THAT THEIR

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF IMPORTED FLOWER SEEDS, &c.,

Is now ready, and will be for\v.irded Gratis and Post Free on application to their

LONDON DEPOT, 139, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

PRIZE MEDALS; ERFURT and HAMBURGH. DICK RADCLYFFE AND CO., Managers.

THE EOYAL SEEDSMEN.
|

" The advantages of procuring Seeds direct from the Growers cannot be over-estimated. THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN.

ES CARTER & CO.'S
NEW AND UNADULTERATED VEGETABLE, FLOWER, AND FARM SEEDS,

HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS, AND SUPPLIED DIRECT TO THE CONSUMER.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
FOR LARGE AND SMALL GARDENS WILL PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

AMERICAN

STONE

Carter's First Crop Pea,
The earliest in cultivation

; price 2s. per qu.art.

Hundredfold Pea, or the Cook's Favourite,
Seep. 1280, Gur,ic-iiL-i-s' C/iiviiii/c; December ii, 1869.

7s. 6d. perqrt., 4s. per pint, sealed packets.

Paterson's "Bovinia," or Cattle Feeder
Potato.

The heaviest cropper known. Per lb,, Is. 6d.
7 lb., 9s. ; per bushel (561b.), 65s.

Collection of Vegetable Seeds, No. 2.

Price 21b. (packing included),

Suitable for a Small Garden, containing—

Cems Nonpareil
„ Broad windsi
,, best French .

„ Scarlet Runni
Beet, St Osyth

Kail, new, Asparagus
„ Dwarf Scotch

Brussels Sprouts, best .

.

Broccoli, Carter's Cham-
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BUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN SEEDS.

CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON AND SONS are now prepared to receive

OnJers for their

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS
For the VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN,

and which will produce a valuable supply during the

whole year.

FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
No. I COLLECTION, for a large Garden, Carriage Free £330
No. 2 COLLECTION, for medium sized do., Carriage Free 220
No. 3 COLLECTION, formedium sized do,, Carriage Free i 11 6
No. 4 COLLECTION, for an ordinary sized do. , Carriage Free i i o
No. 5 COLLECTION, for a small do., Carriage Free. . . . o 15 o
No. 6 COLLECTION, for a very small do o 12 6

FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN.
No. I COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail £2 2 o
No. 2 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail i 11 o
Nq. 3 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail i i o
No. 4 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail o 15 o
No. 5 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail 10 6

THE FORWARUEST PEA KNOWN IS

Buttons' Kingleader.
The Royal Horticultural Society tested carefully the

merits of the leading kinds of Early Peas, and in the
Gardeners Chronicle, June 27, 1868, the following brief
but emphatic statement appeared:—"The earliest form
of all was Ringleader. Several of the Peas blossomed at
the same time, but Ringleader was fit to gather first."

Price Ss, per quart, cheaper in large quantities.

The best Potato for the Main Crop is

Buttons' Berkshire Kidney.
Raised and selected from among 40 Seedlings of the

Fluke. Having planted it side by side with the different

varieties of that class, we have proved it to be by far the
best of them all, and quite a fortnight earlier. The tubers
are of good size, very numerous, and remarkably clear
skin. It is most valuable for the main garden crop, and
has been remarkably free from disease, while other
varieties growing close by were almost destroyed.

Price 5s. per peck, cheaper by the bushel.

The best Potato for the Latest Crop is

Buttons' Red-skinned Flour-ball.

This Potato has the peculiar merit of producing tubers
all of full size, and weigliing from 12 to 20 ounces each.
While most other red varieties boil yellow, this is white,
and is most correctly described as Flour-ball. For supply-
ing tJie London dining rooms especially, we feel confident
it will supersede every other kind when sufficiently known.
In a field where many other sorts were all more or less

diseased, our Red-skinned Flour-ball was entirely free,

which we can only attribute to its remarkably vigorous
growth. It is a Seedling, and wc offer it now for the first

season.

Price 7s. 6d. per peck, cheaper per bushel.

Buttons' £1 Is. Collection of Vegetable Beeds,
For an ordinary sized garden, forwarded carriage free

by rail, contains the following new and excellent
varieties :

—

auart Suttons' Ringleader Pea
n. Early Warwick do.

I pint Princess Royal do.
1 do. Prizetaker do,

I do, Champion of England do.
I do. Veitch's Perfection do.

I do. Scir rdo.
1 do. Vi(

1 do. Taylor's Windsor Beans
1 do. Early Longpod do.

I do. do., Cotta
I do. Sprouts, brusscls
I do. Broccoli, Superb Early Whit
: do. do., Purple Sprouting
ido, do. Ilalmcny Park

I do. Savoy, Green Curled

I packet Savoy, Drumhead

er, Stockwood

, Improved Reading
I do. do., Brow
\Aq. do.,SIIvei
ido. do,. Blood Red

: do. do., Long Red Surrey

1 do. Thyme
1 do. do.. Savory Winter [W
1 do. Lettuce, Suttons" Sui
[ do. da. Black Seeded Bath (.

I do, do., finest mixed
[ do. Vegetable Marrow
I oz. Parslcj-, Extra Curled

Vines, Five ShUlings each.
EWIS WOOUTHORPE having an enormous stock,

1 begs to offer strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the

,"^'%'

ursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

E XTRA STRONG FRUITING VINES.—
Two Thr,i|.^,iiv| rl,,„-.,Minted thoroughly ripened Canes can be
led of HI. i.

;
II .11, Mil h, Coldcn Champion, Mrs. Pincc, and

THOMSONS WHITE LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.
—Plants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keeping in

cultivation, are now being sent out. The Canes arc strong and
thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

Price 21.T,, 431,, and 631. each.
THOM.\S METHVEN, Leith Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh.

F
vines, Extra Strong Fruiting.

RANCIS &. ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
several thousand extra strong, thoroughly well-ripened, short-

nted VINES to offer, of the best known kinds, including the new
cs of this season. Inspection invited. All who have seen them

them to be as fine a lot of Vines as were ever grown. Price
List free by post on appli

The " Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

Vineries.
T OHN KEYNES has for several years grown some of

ever having been checked in their growth.
They comprise all the leading varieties, and arc now fit for immc-
iate forcing, being well ripened at the lop. LISTS will be forwarded
n application.

Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury.

O'
PYRAMIDAL APPLE TREES, fine stuff, best s

Dwarf-lrained MOOR PARK APRICOT TREES, 30s. per doien.
CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nurs n, Je

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION—Notici! is hereby eiven that the ANNUAL

GENERAL MEETING of the SUBSCRIBERS will take place at the
Bedford Hotel, Covcnt Garden, on WEDNESD.W, January 12 next,

for the purpose of RECEIVING the ACCOUNTS of the Society for

a be taken at 6 o'clock precisely. The Balloi

Six

BUTTONS' NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1870
is now ready, and may be had gratis on application.

1^^ All Goods Carriage Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING. BERKS

SATURDAY, JANUARY i, 1870.

Of late ye.irs it has been our custom at the

beginning of a new cycle to cast a parting glance
over the Events of the old Year, and thus in

a measure to " be off with the old love, before

we are on with the new." There is this great

advantage attending such a revision, that it

enables us as it were to take stock of the

general condition of horticulture as reflected in

our pages during the year, without entering so

much into matters of detail, as a chronicler

is bound to do at the time the events are in

actual progress. At such a time, to borrow an
illustration, it is often difficult to see the wood
by reason of the trees of which it consists.

Of discussions on points of horticultural politics,

if we may so call them, the most important has

been that relating to the adulteration of seeds.

Public attention vvas directed to this matter by
the reports of the sub-Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and the comments made on
them in our own columns, and in those of our con-

temporaries. A zealous band, comprising several

of the leading provincial .and metropolitan seed

firms, set themselves to the disagreeable task of

washing their own dirty Unen, and of compelling

others also to wash and be clean. Of course,

there was considerable difficulty attending the

task, and, as is usually the case, obstacles were
thrown in the way. A Minister of the Crown
deprecated any legislation on the matter. Others

thought that no good result would accrue from it.

The traditional coach-and-six would readily pass

through the gaps. John Bull would sit .at

home with whitened hands and empty till, while

his less scrupulous fellow-trader across the

herring pond would pile up his kiln fires .all

the higher, and mix all the more R.ape-secd

with his Turnip, if the " cookshops " of the

Borough were closed. It was astonishing to see

how these and sundry other obstacles were d

pcrsed, like chaff before the wind, when the

examination before the committee of the House
of Commons revealed the extent to which the

practices complained of were carried, even by the

leading houses of the trade. After those revela-

tions all opposition ceased ; the Bill was enacted,

and will become law in May next. Meanwhile,

wc may state, as one good result coming within

our own knowledge, that it is no longer an easy

matter to get any of the " 000," or the " such as

you use.'' We believe the trade themselves will

form the best police to prevent the recurrence of

these dishonourable transactions.

The scheme for the education of officers
destined to serve in the forests of India has also
been warmly discussed, which will, we have reason
to think, be attended with the good result of
causing some arrangements to be made whereby
the necessity for any prolonged residence at the
forest schools of Germany or France will be
obviated.

The horticultural tourneys of the year have
been as numerous as ever. The Tuesday meet-
ings of the Royal Horticultural Society never
lack interest or variety, as the numbers who
attend them testify. The Scientific Committee
has not been by any means idle, as our reports
have borne witness. Of the great provincial
shows, that held under the auspices of the Royal
Horticultur.al Society at M.anchester was in some
respects a disappointment, owing m;iinly to the
unsatisfactory local arrangements, brought about
by the unfortunate want of harmony between the
metropolitan and the Manchester societies. A
novel and pleasant feature at this gathering, was
the establishment of a " Congress " for the read-
ing and discussion of papers, an institution that
we hope to see continued on similar occasions,
with the addition of some club-room, where the
members may find a rendezvous for social con-
verse. The Manchester National Show, and the
Royal Caledonian Autumnal International,appca-
to have been eminently successful.

Abroad the event of the year in the matter of
exhibitions has been the great International
Horticultural Exhibition at St. Petersburgh, in

M.ay last, and fully reported in our columns at

the time. Considering all the difficulties of time
and place, this was a very successful exhibition,

while the gracious hospit.ality and courtesy
accorded to strangers by the Russian officials,

from the Emperor downwards, will not soon be
effaced from the memory. Equally successful

as an exhibition with the Russian, the Ham-
burgh show did not partake so much of the

prestige att.aching to the series of " Interna-

tionals," of which the former made one. The selec-

tion of judges .at the foreign exhibitions seems
not to be regulated by our notions of the right man
in the right place, and: hence very considerable

dissatisfaction arose among the British exhibitors

when they saw their productions adjudicated

upon by men who, while no doubt men of honour,

were at the same time not always competent to

till the office of judge. If these exhibitions are

really to be International, there must be no
childish system of judging tolerated, but the

most capable, as well as the most honest of

jurors, must be appointed, and allowed to fulfil

their office unswayed by patriotic or official

prejudices.

Our foreign correspondence, as usual, has been

of much interest. The special features and pecu-

liarities of Russian gardening necessarily occupied

a considerable share of attention. With the

accounts of gardening in this vast northern

empire may be contrasted the accounts given of

matters of horticultural interest in Algiers, Spain,

Hindostan, Australia, the West Indies, and

North America. Vines and Potatos have occupied

a very large share of attention in our Home
Correspondence, and deservedly so, from their

practical importance, as well as on account of

the curious physiological problems, on the right

solution of which successful culture so largely

depends.
Our obituary record, always necessarily painful,

is this year particularly so. from the loss of three

men—chiefs in their several departments. All

who know aught of the Royal Horticultural

Society, or of the London International Horticul-

tural Exhibition of 1S66, will appreciate the

magnitude of the loss sustained in the death of

Sir Charles Wentworth Dilke, under parti-

cularly distressing circumstances. The death of

Robert Thompson, of Chiswick, as well as that

of James Veitch, of Chelsea, have been too

recently commented on to render any further

notice necessary at this time ; while unfortunately

our first number for the new year has to include a

biographical notice of one of our foremost plants-

men. William Barnes, We must defer till the

ensuing number a review of the new flowers or

fruits introduced during the past year, merely

adding now that the prospects of the forthcoming

season are such as promise full activity and

interest to all concerned in horticulture.

To our readers and our contributors, through

whose aid we h.ave been enabled to chronicle

the deeds of past years, we tender our hearty

acknowledgments ; and we solicit the, favour ot

their continued help, that we may more perfectly
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carry out our endeavour to render the incoming

period to them, and to ourselves, " a happy new
year."

It is gratifying to see that a taste for Palms is

at last beginning to set in. More than one

attempt has been made to bring about so desir-

able a result, and at one time we thought with

but slight success, yet there can be no doubt that

a movement to grow and use Palms is now on

foot. Collections of respectable dimensions, in

addition to our national one at Kew, are now
to be met with in some of the large nurseries

about London. Up to the present time there has

been a disinclination to undertake the cultiva-

tion of this magnificent tribe of plants. It

was thought that a natural order which con-

tained the tallest monocotyledons, boasted the

most extensive leaf exp.ansion (Rhaphia), the

largest spathes, the greatest number of flowers

(Sagus), and the biggest tree-fruit known in the

vegetable kingdom (Lodoicea), did not contain

many members easily convertible into garden

pets. But it was entirely overlooked, that if there

are Palms which overtop some of the tallest

trees, forming what St. Pierre poetically

termed a forest above a forest, there are also a

number of diminutive species, some scarcely a

foot high (Malortiea), which even after they have

attained their full dimensions, are admirably

adapted for ordinary conservatories and green-

houses; that Palms, almost without exception,

are striking objects of elegance and beauty, the

moment they put forth a few leaves ; and that

it is not at all requisite, as with many other

plants, to wait patiently for years before the eye

can be gratified by a display of those qualities

for which a species is cultivated.

On the Continent, where cultivators have to

contend against a winter climate much less

favourable to the growth of these plants than our

own. Palms are, and have been for years, much
greater favourites than with us. Several reasons

are assigned for this. The taste has been

fostered by their system of window gardening.

Our mode of heating the room by means of

open fireplaces, which allow the temperature to

cool down towards morning to a prejudicial

degree, and create dust and often smoke, and
our plan of closing the shutters from within, has

had the very opposite tendency. We don't hear

of any young bachelors here, as on the Continent,

devoting a corner of their room to the growth of

choice foliage plants, amongst which Palms of

various kinds occupy a prominent place. .Such

an arrangement, even if made in spite of all

impediments, would soon end disastrously, and
the traditional pots of Aucubas, Laurustinus,

Box, and Deodars, outside the window, would

speedily have to be resorted to again, in order to

enjoy the sight of at least some green leaf or other

during the winter. It is in consequence of such

fundamental differences in the construction of

Continental dwelling houses as compared with

ours, that in England we do not find establish-

ments where Palms are grown by the thousand,

as Fuchsias, Calceolarias, and Pelargoniums

are. The hitherto limited demand for the article,

by the well-to-do middle class, affords a reason

why Palms are with us higher in price than they

are on the Continent, though for climatic and
other reasons, Ave could grow them cheaper

than our Continental competitors. Curiously

enough, it is the comparatively high price which

Palms still maintain in England that is assigned

as a reason why their cultivation has not made
more progress amongst us than it has. But this

can relate only to some of the newer and rarer

species ; the older and commoner kinds may
be had for almost the same price as on the

Continent. Moreover, if Palms be compared in

price with that of any other plants used for deco-

rative purposes, it will be found that they are

actually the cheapest in the end. Whilst Pelargo-

niums, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, and plants ofa like

description have to be renewed each time they

are required, and the money paid for them is

irrecoverably lost, a Palm, provided there be a

place to keep it in, may be used year after year

without losing any of its beauty or effectiveness.

Fortunately, although our sitting and drawing-

rooms may not be so easily convertible into

psetido-conservatories, as are those of the

Continent, we enjoy the great advantage of

having more greenhouses and conservatories

attached to our dwellings than our neighbours

have, and, from our milder climate, we can

keep them in order at less cost than Ihey

6an> It is therefore only natural to assume

that as soon as the Palmomania has once taken

possession of us, we shall far outstrip them in

the collections we accumulate. It is well known
that a whole nation cannot pass through such a

phase, as we think is now approaching, without

conferring not only much and lasting benefit

upon horticukure and all the branches of human
art connected with it, but also soUd results upon

science. With the view of contributing to this end,

ha\-e in preparation a few notes, showing what

material—thanks to enterprising travellers and

plant merchants— is already in our gardens, and

what remains yet to be done to convey to people

who stay at home some faint notion of the tribe

of plants which Linnsus designated as the princes

of the vegetable kingdom.

It is recorded in a recent number of the " Sud-

Est," an .agricultural and horticultural journal published

at Grenoble, that a gardener near that place has con-

tributed another interesting observation on the question

of the Influence of the .Stock on the Graft. He
grafted the Pear called Deux Yeux and Poire de

St. Pierre on the common Hawthorn, Crataegus

Oxyacantha. In due time fruit was produced possess-

ing the flavour of the Deux Veux Pear, but resembling

that of the Hawthorn in a certain amount of rough-

ness, and especially in form. The Deux Yeux Pear is

naturally elongated, slightly twisted, and rather

pointed ; the graft-hybrid is of shortened oval form,

almost precisely like that of the Cratregus. The colour

has also been changed, it is deeper ; as to the flesh,

it is firmer, and the fruit keeps better. In commenting

on this case M. Verlot, confirming his own opinion

by a reference to that of M. P.\UL MoRTETTE, remarks

that although the Pear succeeds for a time when gi-afted

on the Hawthorn, it is not of long duration, because as

the growth of the Pear is more vigorous that that of

the Hawthorn, there is formed at the junction of the

scion with the stock a large swelling. M. Verlot,

while admitting that the nature of the stock may
influence the flavour of the produce of the scion, is

sceptical .as to its producing any effect on tlie form of

the frait. Practically the use of the Hawthorn as a

stock for the Pear is condemned, owing to the limited

duration of the gi-aft, and its use for this purpose should

only be had recourse to in cases where the soils are

unfavourable either for the free stock or the Quince

We cannot shut our eyes to the increasing number of

cases of alleged graft-hybridisation. Very few of these

cases have been submitted to the rigid scrutiny of com-

petent observers; nevertheless, thenumberof the alleged

cases is now so considerable, that the necessity for

inquiry and direct experiment becomes urgent. So
many interests are involved in this question, that it

must not be pooh-poohed because it runs counter to

general experience and belief Admitting, for the

sake of argument, that some of the recorded cases

are what they pretend to be, it must still be granted

that they are quite exceptional, but this very circum-

stance renders further investigation all the more desir-

able. In our search after the why and wherefore of

the exception, we may perchance be able to light

upon some of the " reasons why " for the gener.al rule

—

itself greatly standing in need of fiuther elucidation.

.—- The following extract from the annual report

of the HoRTicuLTUR.\L Society of Victoria for

1869, is interesting commercially and practically, as

well as scientifically. It appears that the Australian

Society received from Chiswick, in April, 1S6S, some

cuttings of fmit trees, taken in October, 1S67. " There

being no stocks in a condition for grafting when the

cuttings were received (April), the scions were pre-

served until the following August, when they were

grafted." It will thus be seen that a period of more
than nine months elapsed from the time they were cut

from the trees ; nevertheless 66 Apples, 72 Pears, 24
Figs, 5 Vines, and 8 Plums have been saved of this

consignment. The experiment is exceedingly interest-

is it proves conclusively ihat in the form of cut-

all the new varieties of fruit trees may be intro-

duced with the certainty of success. The importance

of this result will strike all who have experienced the

losses and disappointments attending the importation of

the trees. The introduction of new varieties is by this

means rendered a very simple and inexpensive matter.

A case of six cubic feet capacity will contain some
thousands of cuttings, the trees of which would require

a space equal to many hundreds of tons measurement.
Another advantage Avith the cuttings is that the cas»

may be hermetically sealed and stowed away like ordi-

nary merchandise, whereas special instructions as to

care (which is seldom exercised) have to be given as to

the stowage of the cases containing trees.

We leam from an announcement issued

with the last number that the Editorship of the

"Illustration Horticole"—one of the best of the

Continental publications devoted to horticultur.al

botany—is to be entrusted in future to M. E. Andre,
well known in this country in connection with Sefton
Park, Liverpool, an accomplished gardener and a prac-

tised WTiter, but with less claims as a botanist than his

predecessor, M. Lemaire. The publications of

M. Lemaire on garden botany have been vei-y ni

rous, and his knowledge of Cactacea; and of succulent

plants has rarely, if ever, been equalled. In addition

his extensive acquirements as a botanist, M. Lemaire

a scholar. M.any of his .articles on plants mentioned

ancient literature are .almost encyclopa'dic in their

allusions to classical authors. In his zeal for accuracy

of spelling in the case of names of plants derived from

the Latin and Greek languages, M. Lemaire has

occasionally displayed a little too much of the peda-

gogic spirit to be quite acceptable to some of his

confihra. Nevertheless, though in some cases M. Le-

maire's contest has been somewhat Quixotic, there

can be no question as to the substantial value of his

labours ; and we trust that horticultural literature will

long continue to be enriched by his learned dissertations.

The following letter from an old rival of

Mr. William Barnes', a notice of whose life appears

in another page, does honour to the writer, and will,

we doubt not, be well responded to :

—

You have no doubt heard of the death of our friend,

William Barnes, .and, like myself, with deep regret.

He was one of a race of sound English g.ardeners, and

something must be done to perpetuate his memory. What

say you to a lithographic portrait, in the best style of art,

a copy to be presented to each subscriber to the fund,

the surplus copies to be sold, and the proceeds given

to the funds of the Gardeners' Benevolent Society ? The

portrait of an honest man must be an ornament to every

house, and I am sure it wiU always aiford his friends

pleasure to explain who and what he was. My contribu-

tion is ready at any time. Joseph Good.

'e.iiloK o! Garikiiers Chronicle £2 =

Proprietor of Notts Guardian . . ..110
Mr. Joseph Good i J o

Mr. Speed, Chatsworth 110
Mr. W. J. Epps I I o

Messrs. Cole & Sons, Wlthington i i o

Mr. Joseph Speed iio
Mr. W. Ingram, Belvoir Castle i i o

Mr. W. Robinson i i o

Mr. G. Westland, Witlcy Court i i o

Mr. W. P. Ayres
, !

' °

Subscriptions may be forwarded to tlie Editors of

the GardfiuH Chronicle, and of the Notls Guardian,

Nottingham.

We have been requested to publish the follow-

ing statement of expenses incurred in promoting the

Seeds Adulteration Bill of 1869. The sub-

scribers whose names are given constituted the com-

mittee, of which Charles Sharpe, Esq., of Sleaford,

was chairman ; Thomas Thornton, Esq., of London,

treasurer ; and E. J. Beale, London (Carter & Co.),

J. Robertson, Dublin, and R. Edgar, Esqs., Edin-

burgh, were honorary secretaries. It will be seen that

after payment of all expenses there remains a balance

of £2 ly. 8(/., which has been handed over to the

Editors of the Gardener^ ChronicU, by whom it has

been presented to the funds of the Gardeners Royal

Benevolent Institution.

SuiscriUrs to the Seed Adiiltcrittion Fund mil.

.Alexander, G. J, Dublin {.i-i lo a

Ashwin & Co., Stratford-on-.\von 12 10 o

Beck, Henderson & Child, London 12 10 o

Bell, John, Norwich 50°
Carter, Dunnett & Beale, London 12 10 o

Dickson, F. A., & Sons, Chester '2'° °

Dickson, J., & Sons, Chester '210 o

Dickson & Turnbull, Perth is 10 o

Doughty, J. G.. & Son, Lincoln

Drummond & Sons, Dublin
Edgar, Robert, Edinburgh
Edmondson Brothers, Dublin
Farrell, F., & Sons, Dublin
Finney, S., & Co., Gateshead
Hogg & Robertson, Dublin
Hui^t & Son, London
Kennedy, Thos,,& Co., Dumfries
M'Hattie, J., Chester

M'Kenzie, T., & Sons, Dublin .

.

Mackey, J. W., Dublin
Matthews. R. B., Belfast

Rainey, W., & Son, Boston
Raynbird, Caldecott & Co., Basingstoke

Sharpe, C, & Co., Sleaford

Sharpe, H. & F., Wisbeach
Stuart & Mein, Kelso
Sutton & Sons, Reading
Thew& Son, .\lnwick

Thornton, Kennedy & Hey, London .

.

Waite. Bumell & Co., London .

.

Ward & Co., Bristol

Wheeler, J. C & Sons, Gloucester

Wyles, J., & Co., Grantham
!s, John, & Co., Oswestry

Less petty expenses for stationery,

banker's commission, &c
Paid Messrs. C. H. T.ihourdin's acct.

In a recent number of "Nature," Mr. G\VYN

Jeffreys calls attention to the fact, that Plant Life

appears to be absent from the Ocean, with the excep-

tion of a comparatively narrow fringe (known as the

littoral and laminarian zones), which girds the coasts,

and of the "Sargasso" tract in the Gulf of Mexico.

"During the recent exploration in H. M.S. Porcupine

of part 'of the North .\tlanlic," says the writer, "I
could not detect the slightest trace of any vegetable

organism <tt a greater depth than 15 fathoms. Animal
organisms of all kinds and sizes, living and deail, were

everywhere abundant, from the surface to the bottom

;

and it might at first be supposed that such constituted

the only food of the oceanic animals which were

obser\'ed, some of them being zoophagons, others sar-

cophagous, none phytophagons. But inasmuch as all

animals are said to e.xliale carbonic acid gas, and on
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their death the same gas is given out by their decom-

position, whence do oceanic animals get that supply of

carbon which terrestrial and littoral or shallow-water

animals derive, directly or indirectly, from plants ? Can

any class of marine animals assimilate the carbon con-

tained in the sea as plants assimilate the carbon

contained in the air ? The usual theory, that all animals

ultimately depend for their nourishment on vege-

table life, seems not to be applicable to the main

ocean, and consequently not to one-half of the earth's

surface."

One of the plans often effectual in resuscitating

persons rescued from drowning, is to tickle the nostril

either with a feather or by administering a pinch of snuff.

Have the Chinese learnt this mode of treatment from

us, or have we to learn something from them ? At
Hankow, it appears, they really treat their drown'

people with something of the intelligence of Europeans,

for when rescued they are provided with a change of

clothing ; and if other methods fail, a little of the burnt

ashes of the pods of Gleditschia sinensis is placed

in the nostril, which, it is said, causes the person to

sneeze, when he speedily revives. Whether there

is anything peculiar in the properties of these pods we
are unable to say, but repeated pinches of the ash have

failed in our case to produce even a single sneeze,

though both snuff and pepper have an instantaneous

effect ; therefore it does not seem probable that these

pods will ever be imported into this country in very

considerable quantities for use by the Royal Humane
Society, though we understand the Society has been

making some inquiries about them.

Have any of our readers any experience

of the AiLANTUs as a Timber Tree? We see

that, both in France and America, it is gaining

ground in the estimation of practical men. Experi-

ments made in France—we quote from the " American

Agriculturist"—show the wood to have less density

than that of the Oak, and greater than that of the Elm,

while it is superior to either of the two in elasticity

and tenacity. * * Ailantus planks have been

exposed to the weather for 27 years, without shelter or

paint, and the wood is still perfectly preserved. The
w-ood is useful for agricultural implements, and it

neither warps nor cracks. It saws readily, and after-

wards acquires great hardness under exposure to the

air. The Ailantus grows so freely in this country,

that it ought not to be a difficult matter to ascertain

whether its timber is as serviceable here as it is said to

be across the water. The flowers of the male plant

(but not those of the female) are objectionable from their

unpleasant odour.

We have received a long statement relating to

the condition of the Gardens at Bicton from Mr.
Robert Begbie, who denies the accuracy of several

of the particulars mentioned in our report of the con-

dition of these gardens in the spring of last year. Mr.
Begbie's communication has been handed to our re-

porter, who in reply maintains that in all material points

his report was substantially correct. This subject

has been recently discussed in one of our law courts,

when the verdict of the juiy, from the evidence liefore

them, was of such a nature as fully to confirm the

favourable opinions published in our columns. Mr.

B-\RNEs' character as a man and a gardener is so

thoroughly well appreciated by his compeers, and was
so successfully vindicated in open court, that we must
decline to insert Mr. Begbie's communication, and
confine ourselves to the general statement that he dis-

sents alike from many of the statements of our reporter,

as well as from much of the evidence by which the jury

was guided in its decision.

Winter-time is the season of all others to show
what Shrubs do well by the Seaside. We have
recently seen thriving on the Kentish coast, and making
a great contrast to the now leafless and, in such situa-

tions, generally stunted, wind-bent, deciduous trees,

Austrian Pines, Euonymus japonicus (in some cases

covered with fruits), evergreen Oaks, common Bays,
Veronica Anderson! (in bloom) Lavatera arborea,
Tamarisk, Gorse, and other shrubs, as green and fresh

as if there were no such things as " nor'-easters " or
"sou'-westers." By the way, it is odd ho<^ certain

plants are planted in certain places, and not in others

apparently equally suitable. For instance, Atriplex
Halimus, so common on the Dorset coast, is never seen
in Kent ; while the Tamarisk and Tree Mallow, so

common in the latter county, are comparatively rarely

seen further to the west.

The Societe Royale de Flore of Brussels

announces a great International E.xhibition of

Roses, to take place on April 27, 1870. The Society
undertakes to pay all the expenses of the transit of
plants, &c., for this exhibition. Schedules may be
obtained on application to the Secretary, M, Lubri-:rs,

Rue du Berger, Ixelles (Brtissels).

We perceive that the volume of the Bor.\NlCAL
Magazine for 1869, just completed, is gracefully and
appropriately dedicated by the Editor, Dr. Hooker,
to his artist-colleague, Mr. FiTCH. The " Botanical

Magazine," with its unbroken series of 5000 plates, is a

work with which all connected may well be proud,

and to whose conductors botanists and horticulturists

owe a heavy debt of gratitude.

Our excellent American contemporary, the

"Gardeners' Monthly," contains in a recent number the

following announcement ;
— ** Miss Mary Hovey has

been offered the Horticultural Professorship in

the Kansas Agricultural College.

There is a vacancy in the Professorship of

Botany in the Royal College of Science in

Dublin, owing to the resignation of Professor Wyville
Thomson. We believe that among the candidates for

the vacant appointment are Dr. Perceval Wright,
the newly-elected Professor of Botany in Trinity

College ; Dr. M'Nab, and Mr. Dyer, of the Royal
Agricultural College, Cirencester.

MEMORIAL TREES.
The subject of memorials has in all times attraci

the attention of men. The conqueror's column pr^
serves for ages the fair fame of the hero in whose honour

it w'as erected. Churches have been built to comme-
morate, with thankfulness, the success in the field of

some one on whom the fortunes of war had been

showered. The vast piles of the Egyptian pyramids

encumber the plain with a breadth of base and height

of apex that eclipses all other memorials, and tell

clearly what ideas were predominant in those early

days on this subject, while they show the magnitude of

the resources of a people that could rear such monu-
ments. We see in the Scottish cairn a very humble
imitation of the same style of thing, where a cone or

pyramid of field stones, has been flimg together by

friendly hands, to commemorate and honour a departed

friend ; hence the common phrase, " casting a stone to

his cairn ;
" or the reverse, as in the following quota-

tion,
—" He hath nae coronach (funeral service), nae

cairn, wha shamed the land that bore him." Cairns

are also raised to mark the spot where an innocent

party had suffered death, as we read in Burns

—

'

' Thro* the whins, and by the cairn

Whaur hunters fand the murder'd bairn."

The caini is pre-eminently the work of the people,

each stone being an offering. The country people will

pick up a round stone, and carry it a long way to lay

it on the cairn of a friend ; and in this way, after a

time, the pyramid of unhewn stones gets to be a con-

spicuous memorial. Prince Albert is honoured in the

Highlands by a cairn, the country people thereby paying

their tribute of respect to the memory of a prince cut

off in his prime.

At most of the old family seats in England there are

certain trees which are held in especial veneration as

belonging to periods marked and memorable on

account of events occurring at the time such trees

were planted, and I cannot do better than head the

list with the following example of a memorial tree.

When "our good Queen" honoured the Earl of

Ellesmere with a visit at Worsley Hall, her Majesty

was pleased to commemorate the event by planting

a fine evergreen tree on the lawn, which, to the

credit of the illustrious planter be it said, is doing

well. I saw it only a few days ago. Now, not only

will " the Queen's tree " be shown by father to son, and

marked in the local traditions, but hundreds of years

hence it will record with accuracy the date of its

planting, for its concentric rings will faithfully tell the

number of winters that have gone over its head, every

year being religiously wedded with a ring.

Events, such as births, marriages, or deaths, occur-

ring in families of the "ancient line," are subjects for

memorial trees. I have assisted illustrious persons to

plant trees, and have deposited coins under the plant,

as is done when the foundation stone of a building is

laid with ceremony ; and I recollect with what indig-

nation a lady once answered me, when I named the

removal of a certain tree that occupied a situation

vastly too good for such a style of plant
—" That tree,"

she said, "was planted to commemorate the birth of

my sons (twins), and is therefore sacred." Byron has

drawn with a masterly hand the lordly baron in his

old baronial hall, with a kind of ministering angel,

more properly guardian angel, under the garb of the

Black Friar :—
" Who still remained
Unchased. unchained,

And wouldn't be driven away.

By the marriage bed of their lords, 'tis said,

He flits at the bridal eve ;

And 'tis held as faith to their bed of death

He comes but not grieve.

When a child is born he is heard to mourn."

I need scarcely remark that such a ministering spirit

adds much to the dignity of the illustrious house to

which he is attached.

I w as on one occasion shown some remarkable Oak
trees in Staffordshire, the property of Lord Bagot,

and the wood is marked in .the county maps as Bagot's

Park—part, no doubt, of the ancient forest. One

majestic tree was measured by our party, and was

about 20 feet in girth at 4 feet from the ground—a tree

of great beauty, with a symmetrical mushroom-shaped

head. Now, if such a tree were to be cut down before

it decays in the centre, and the annual rings were

counted, it would take us back to its sapling life—
ay, to its rising from the acora—say about the time

when the English King Edward was exchanging blows

with Brace at Bannockburh (about 1314), for it must

have been a goodly tree wlicn Mary Queen of Scots
was born, 200 years later. Unlike the random reason-
ing often resorted to in geological data, the Oak tells
the truth in such a way that no one can dispute it.

This is, indeed, the language of trees, "giving time a
tongue." The sand runs down the glass, the shadow
declines upon the sun-dial, and the seasons of summer
and winter come round as if they taught us only the
smaller lessons ; but what are they to a living chronicler,
waving his arms majestically before your hall door,
recording on his oaken tablet some 20 or 30 generations
of men, as if in scorn at the shortness of their lives

when compared with his own. When a real lover of
trees gets a view of some goodly Cedar of Lebanon
for the first time, he can comprehend clearly the
ganing of that fine passage in the Apocalypse

;re the destroying angel is directed to spare the

"Hurt not the earth, nor the sea, nor the

Many trailing shrubs, wdien mounted on a tall stem,
make excellent weeping shrubs for confined spaces,

such as at the graves in the public cemeteries. The
Cotoneasters belong to this class. The solemn, sad,

sepulchral Yew, although a graceful ornament to the

churchyard, is by no means a weeping tree ; but the
upright variety, Taxus baccata hibernica, the Irish

Yew, when properly pmned to a single stem, and not
allowed to form a bush, will do the Cypress style of

cemetery work at the grave much better than the

common Yew ; and being not only a slow grow-er, but
also a small tree, will keep within bounds for a long

time.

I have before me long lists of weeping trees, but
some, like the Weeping Ash, weep so clumsily that

they are out of character in scenes where grief has
power. The Weeping Willow (Salix babylonica) is by
far the most characteristic of the whole group ; it is

unfortunately rather tender in the northern counties,

but we see it on the banks of the clear streams in tlie

south and Avest of England, at most of the paper manu-
factories, in perfection, waving its long slender branches

gracefully over the water, and reminding eveiy one by
its trivial name of the Jewish captivity in Babylon,

where Willows grew by the watercourses, and
beauteous maidens wept their lives away under the

shade of the trees, while sitting listlessly on the banks

of the river. Weeping Willows are to be had at

IS. dd. each, and therefore they are within the power
of most persons to get and plant as memorials ; and

whatever other plants, such as the Weeping Elm and

the like, may do, the Weeping Willow will always

hold the first rank in illustrating unutterable woe, and

that with a gi-acefulness peculiarly its own.

I would fain draw attention to the subject of living

memorials, without saying a word against the humble

cairn, the sandstone slab, the marble tomb, the monu-

mental brass, or the efligy in armour or other mode
whereby loving hands testify their respect—but these

are all for deaths only. Such, however, is the great

variety of trees, adorned with all sorts of attractions,

that it is easy enough to find one suitable to be planted

by a queen to commemorate a visit, or one to be

planted on a "bridal eve," or " when a child is born."

It has been said that the Dutchman plants a few Abele

Poplars when he has a daughter born, to be a

portion for her when she is married. The vast

extent of waste land in this kingdom that, if planted,

would produce good timber is something to be deplored.

The quick growing trees produce an excellent return

of profit in an ordinary lifetime, and as such planta-

tions will shelter the arable land, and improve the

climate, they are traly memorials of good landlords.

Trees maintain a constant war with the winds : hence

we read that the angel wht) held the four winds was

instnicted not to let the tempest loose to destroy the

fair forests that had for ages adorned the landscape ;

and it is a happy and a consoling thought that the tree

which you plant as a memorial, will certainly be

counted worthy of heaven's protection to the last,

Ale.x. Forsyth, Salford.

ARE ROOTS OR LEAVES THE E/RST
PRODUCTION OF VEGETATION IN
SPRING?

I HAVE no intention of entering minutely into the

controversy which has been going on in your columns

on this subject, especially as it refers to the case of the

Vine. I think the leading article (p. I329> 1869) is

very much to the point, as far as Vines are concerned,

for they are exceedingly plastic and bending in their

ways, and will make roots or foliage first, just accordmg

as circumstances favour the development of these respec-

tive organs. This, however, is a very different thing

from the ordinary rule of Nature, taking vegetation gene-

rally. So also are the freaks and efforts of transplanted

trees .and shrubs, when by such a process their ordinary

modes of action and life are disturbed, and their system

violently checked. It is not surprising that under cir-

cumstances like these Nature should move somewhat oiit

of the ordinary routine, and make efforts to repair

damage, and, so to speak, restore the balance

of disturbed power. The action of roots or tops

under such conditions does not, I should say, furnish us

With facts which can be legitimately applied to sett e

the question, as to whether plants or trees make roots

or tops first under their ordinary and more natural
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Such action on the part of roots anil tops
|

and the plant is not

A CHAPTER ON AGAVES.
A. FILIFEKA (Salra-Dyck) is a compact plant,

belonging to the group with filiferous-niargined leaves

and spicate inflorescence, and exists in gardens under

two or three tolerably distinct varieties. A. filifera

V. densa has leaves about 1 foot long, with very

sharp red points, and their breadth is about \ inch.

What is generally acknowledged to be the true A.

filifera (S. D.) has leaves iz to 14 inches long,

and I-J inch broad, but extremely rigid; the whole

plant presenting a remarkably symmetrical slightly

hemispherical contour. Spike 6—8 feet high, with

greenish flowers. Probably this is A. filifera v. latifolia

of the Continental catalogues. A third plant has

leaves from i foot to 20 inches long, and 1 5 inch wide,

but they are not so rigid as those of the two last-

named plants ; indeed, the lower leaves are reciurved,

th™eytable physiologist, in the same way as functional Agavea; at Kew, on the authority of General Jacob

derangement furnishes the doctor with interestmg details,

which, however, cannot be adduced to determine the

exact mode of action in the healthy subject.

Many a gardener has potted deciduous shrubs m late

autumn, after the fall of the leaf, and plunged their roots

in bottom-heat, keeping their tops cool, and the result of

such treatment is the formation of a mass of young white

roots, without any motion in bud or branch. The Vine

so treated will act in the same way. But let anyone

observe the rapidity of growth which takes place in

many of our trees under ordinary circumstances m the

end of May and June, and see how rapidly they push

forth the whole length of the season's growth, and it

will be found that in many instances the process extends

over only what I .'think may be justly termed a few

days. Some of these trees, if felled and left lying m
early spring, would make similar growth. Doubtless

the fountain of such a rush of organisable matter poured

to every part of a tree is (as referred to at p. 1329, I bCg)

the stored-up material of the previous season. This, 1

think, has been regarded by all reliable physiologists as

the ordinary course.

As to the Vine, it may be made to play the most

fantastic tricks imaginable, and does play them without

any intentional making on the part of the operator.

Who that has struck Vine eyes in quantity has not

observed that, out of a number cut from the same

shoot, and placed in the same pot or pan, some will

make 2 inches of top growth before they throw out a

single root, and some will make long and strong roots

before the bud even begins to swell or move. It has more

than once or twice been incumbent on me to root out

Vines from cold outside borders after they have made

considerable top growth, and in none of these instances

did I observe the slightest sign of movement on the

]iart of the roots. In numerous cases I have added

fresh instalments to the extremity of Vine borders in

which young vigorous Vines were growing in dry and

warm borders, and have found, particularly in the

case of roots that had found their way down among the

masses of open rubble below the soil, young white grow-

ing-looking roots, while the Vines were at rest. I

have planted Vines in inside borders between the front

walls of vineries and the hot-water pipes, laying a

portion of the stems of the Vine in the border to such

an extent as to throw the roots beyond the pipes more

into the interior of the house, and have several years

afterwards cut the portion of Vine . layered away

entirely, finding that but one of the roots had ever

moved at all, but that the Vine had furnished itself

with roots near where the stem emerged from the

ground, and underneath the pipes where the heat had

effect on the soil. I have planted Vines without

layering any of the main stems, and no further back

than last spring examined regularly when the young

white roots began to bite the soil. In such cases, no

bottom-heat being enjoyed by the roots, I found the

tops grew considerably, and developed leaves for a

time, till the shoots were a foot or so in length, and

then came a halt, and they would flag under bright

sun and air, and so continue for 10 or more days, till

the old roots began to send out young crow-quill-like

rootlets, and then they started to make rapid and vigor-

ous top-gi-owth. Why did such Vines make a growth,

and why halt till young roots began to be formed ? My
own way of accounting for it has been that, the stored-

up material being exhausted, they had to wait till roots

were formed that could send up more in sufficient quan-

tity to be manufactured into the elements of growth.

Vines do curious things sometimes under different

circumstances. Old Vines have been sawn off at their

junction with the soil—entirely separated from their

roots, and made to grow vigorously that same year,

and to bear a crop the following. I have forced one

half of a Vine to break in December and ripen its

crop in April, and the other branches of it to break in

April and ripen in September, the whole of the roots

being in an outside unheated border. The April part

of it gave compact bunches, as black as jet, and with

not a shanked beny, while those ripening in September

did not colour well, and were more or less shanked.

These facts may interest some of your physiological

readers, and teach us who write not to be too dogma-
tical, while physiology as applied to horticulture is not

much more than out of long clothes. David Thomson,

Driiinlanng.

made of A. filifera v. longifolia, which is in all proba-

bility the same plant. This last has a spike of choco-

late-coloured flowers, and has lately flowered in the

Kew collection, where our illustration, (fig. 1) was

taken. A few notes on this fine plant may be inte-

resting to those interested in succulents.

When these flowers first expand the filaments are short,

and folded back (replicate), the style also being shorter

than the lobes of the perianth, but these organs eventually

lengthen to 2 inches before the anthers shed their pollen.

After the flower has been open for some time, the fila-

ments shrivel, and hang loosely from the mouth of the

tube ; but the stigma, not being sufficiently advanced to

be fertilised with the pollen from its own flower, the

style remains for a day or two longer in a horizontal posi-

tion, in order that it may catch the pollen as it falls from

the flowers that open in succession immediately above

it. The perianth tubes secrete large quantities of

nectar, which attract numerous insects, as wasps, flies,

&c., and which no doubt assist in the fertilising process,

as they struggle through the dense mass of filaments

that impede their progress from flower to flower.

Another beautiful plant belonging to the filiferous

group is A. schidigera (Lemaire), Bot. Mag., t. 5641

(A. filifera v. pannosa, Schiede), with leaves i foot

long and 4-inch broad, of a bright green colour,

marked with white longitudinal bars. It has also

white margins to its leaves, from which are given ofT

recurved and rather woolly filamentary appendages.

Flower spike 6 feet high. Flowers pale green. A
variety with longer leaves is known on the Continent

as A. schidigera v. longifolia.

A. geminiflora (Gawl.), syn. Bonapartea juncea

(Wild.), Littffia geminiflora (Tagl.), is a neat and very

ornamental species, representing the "spicate junci-

form " group. Seedlings of this species vary consider-

ably, some having the margins of their bright green,

rash-like leaves, filiferous, and others being entirely

destitute of these thread-like appendages. Amongst

the larger-growing species, there are many admirably

adapted for ornamental purposes ; their bold, striking

forms harmonise well with classical architecture, indeed,

nothing can equal them for the decoration of massive

terraces, &c., and other architectural features.

The old A. americana, and its variety variegata,

to which we may add A. Hookcri, A. Jacquiniana,

.\. Karatto, A. univittata, and A. fourcroides are

amongst the best for this purpose.

A. glaucescens is a splendid caulescent species, with

large, thick and glaucous leaves, 2 feet long, and is one

of the most distinct species we have.

These plants require for cultivation a good fibrous

1 loam with a little sand, and a few crocks intermixed ;

they are partial to an abundance of water during their

growing season, but care must be taken during the

dull winter months, as they are rather apt to rot if

water lodge in the centre of the plant.

It is not supposed that every one has convenience for

,. complete collection, but a few of the best species

may be grown in nearly every establishment, and \yill

prove extremely useful for outdoor decoration during

the summer months, whilst they may ornament the

conservatory during the winter. F. W. B.

THE CHARM OF A KITCHEN
GARDEN.

It has often been said that "Order is Heaven's

first law." With much truth it may be affirmed that

it constitutes the chief charm of successful kitchen

gardening. There can be no pleasure in the mess

and muddle of a disorderly garden. Doubtless,

too, these things are less common than they once

were. Still they are far from extinct, and some culti-

vators even seem to think order incompatible with good

crops. They put things in anyhow—anywhere

—

regardless of everything but a good yield. They act

as if things did better by chance than design. They

seem to have a vague foreboding that a "place for

everything, and everything in its place," would in

some mysterious manner lessen the amount of produce.

Their gardens are a meaningless medley—a labyrinthine

maze of monotonous patches, a dreary entanglement of

(Jnions and sweet herbs. Parsley and Peas, Turnips and

Beans, Carrots and Globe Artichokes, Celery and

Cabbages, bush fruits and French Beans, fruit trees and

Beet-root, Leeks and Borage, Broccoli and Strawberries,

Kale and Potatos.

In some such gardens I have seen as many as six

plots of Onions, a dozen patches of herbs. Strawberry

plots by the score, and everything everywhere, and no

quantity of anything anywhere. The excuse that I once

heard offered for this patch cropping was rather remark-

able. The gardener gravely affirmed that it enabled

him to find out where everything did best. It was

justly observed that he did not seem to have profited

much by his experience, as he grew about the same

quantity upon the genial as the ungenial spots. Patch

botanist wlir

noble plants.

has paid particular attention to these
^ In Continental catalogues mention is

* A. filifera var. = A. filamciuosa in Hon. Kew
hemispherical, steniless. Leaves 18—30 inches 1

broad, ensiform, with dark pungeal apices, dil.ited

die base, slightly contracted immediately abo'

Plant sub-

,g, il inch
,nd swollen

the leaves entire, with the exception of a few slender, flexuose

filaments 2—3 inches long. Scapes rigid, erect, 10—12 feet

high, the lower portion covered with protuberances arranged

spirally (i), each be.-u-ing a sub-erect bract 3—4 inches long.

Spike many flowered, cylindrical. Flowers, including the

exserted stamens. 3 inches long ; tube green, lobes of the peri-

anth dull purple, borne in pairs (gemmate), each pair bcmg

subtended by a flexuose, tapering bract. Pediceb very short,

with minute bracteoles. Ovary glabrous, somewhat hexagonal in

section. Perianth tube as long as the ovary, slighUy funnel-

shaped. Lobes as long as the tube, oblong, acute, revolute.

Filaments subulate, about 2 inches long, .\nthers linear, elongate.

Style 2j inches long, linear. Stigma obtusely trilobed.
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cropping might be justifiable one year as an experi-

ment, but scarcely for more, as the very result of the

test should lead to the accumulation of the crops into

masses around the centres that best suited them.
But such a mode of testing is scarcely needed. The

practised eye can tell where each crop is likely to do
best. Besides, the whole kitchen garden ought to be
suitable, or capable of being made so, by the help of
manure, for any crop we grow, so as to admit of
system of systematic rotation.

The latter becomes much more practicable when the
whole of each crop is grown together. The only
exception I make to this rule is in the case of tall

crops, such as Peas and Scarlet Runners. The former are

grown wide asunder, among such crops as Cauliflower,

Broccoli, and sometimes Potatos, so as to have the
light and air all around them ; and the latter as orna-
mental boundary lines to plantations of other vegetables.
These aregrown in blocks or masses, salading on borders,

herbs in a garden to themselves, Parsley as garnishing
lines to secondary walks ; and the effect is pleasing, and
the result abundance. This massing of sweet, crisp,

succulent, healthy vegetation, is as pleasing in its way
as the massing of flowers by the thousand in another
place. We have, in fact, many visitors who seem to
prefer the kitchen garden to any other portion of the
grounds. But then I must add that most of the main
walks have narrow lines of floral beauty, and that all

of them are cut off from the main fruit or vegetable
quarters by 6 or more feet of fruit borders, furnished
with pyramidal Apple or Pear trees, which, whether
in leaf, flower, or fruit, are things of real beauty,
symmetry, and order ; and that they fill the fruit-basket so
well that we have just taken in a 3 acre orchard
into the lawn or rosary, and trust to those trees and a
few lines of cordons and espaliers for our full supply.
With the exception of one Mulberry tree we have no

others in the garden, consequently we have no contest
between fruit tree and vegetable roots, a condition
which I heartly condemn not only on the ground of
maintaining order—a place for everything, and every-
thing in its place—but with the view of reaching the
highest success in both fniit and vegetable culture. The
wants of the t«o classes of crops are very different.
What would be wholesome food for vegetables is

rank poison or sheer injury for fruit trees, and
it is a positive reflection upon the science and
practice of our times, that so many cultivators
will still insist upon attempting the impossible feat
of growing both to the highest perfection, upon the
same ground, at the same time, and by means of the
same appliances. Instead of this waste of power and
expenditure of talent in attempting the impossible, let

these be directed to the orderly arrangement of the
ground at our disposal, and then every kitchen garden
will be divided into fruit and vegetable compartments—the former constituting a garden by itself, or skirting

.•egetables with well furnished borders of conicalth(

trees or bushes. Thus the charm of order and beauty
will be thrown around the garden devoted to utility,

and the quarters be left free at all times for the spade
of the trencher, the drainer, the digger, the manurer,
and the hand of the planter and harvester of their
perfectly developed, abundant produce. D. T. Fish.

Uoiuc Corrtsjionbcuce.

The Castle Kennedy Vines.—''According to Mr.
Fowler, 10 years may be considered the life of a Vine
as grown upon the Castle Kennedy plan ; and if such
is the fact, we must confess that the light is not worth
the candle." In reading the above paragraph I was
somewhat startled, more particularly as it appeared in
a leading article of the Ganiencrs ChronicU (Dec. 11,
1869, p. 1277), but in turning over the leaf I felt greatly
relieved when I found that it was not Editorial, but
signed " P." As 10 years have now passed since
many of the Castle Kennedy Vines were planted, my
first impression was to run down to the vineries, and
see whether any life yet remained in the Vines, or
whether they were all as dead as "P." makes them
appear. From the little I can gather of " P." in the
above paragraph, I have come to the conclusion that he
must be a thorough-going liberal, seeing that he gene-
rously, if not very justly, puts words into my mouth
which I never gave expression to, and then takes for
granted that these events have come to pass ; and thus,
within the compass of one short paragraph, tries to
destroy not only the Vines at Castle Kennedy, but
also the prestige of ai;rated Vine borders. But
notwithstanding, there must be considerable vitality
in the principle of aerated borders, for what " P.

"

calls in another part of the same article, "the now
fashionable aerated borders," must be greatly on the
increase, otherwise the designation is misapplied.
This increase may reasonably be expected, because
the principle of aerated Vine borders is in harmony
with sound practice ; is a means of raising the tempe-
rature of the soil around the roots—and thus greatly
increasing the root action ; and is an aid in balancing the
artificial heat, which in all glass structures, to a lesser
or greater extent, is made to surround the stem,
branches, leaves, and fruit of the Vine during the
growing season. I have now for nearly a quarter of a
century been experimenting on this subject, and have
occasionally advocated it in the pages of the Gardener^

Chroiiicle and other horticultural periodicals ; I have
also practically, and somewhat successfully carried it

out at Castle Kennedy, and been the means of intro-

ducing it to many other places. And now that aerated
Vine borders are so unmercifully condemned by "P.,"
and my practice in regard thereto put on its defence,
I think that I cannot do better than refer " P." to two
places where it has been judiciously and successfully
carried out. A few years ago, when called upon by
the Earl of Strathmore to prepare plans for his

princely gardens at Glamis Castle, Forfar, I had an
opportunity of introducing aerated borders in all the
fruit houses of the principal range of forcing houses,
which is 400 feet in length. These gardens while
being formed, and since, have been under the able
management of Mr. Johnston, whose reputation as a
successful Grape grower is already well known in

Scotland. The fruit grown and shown by him at the
late great International Show at Edinburgh, requires
only to be named to remind those who saw it of its great
superiority. It was grown on aerated borders, and canied
off nearly all the principal prizes at that exhibition.
There were also some magnificent Grapes shown,
particularly Golden Hamburghs, which were grown at
Caimwynn House, the property of Sir William Wallace,
Bart., which also competed successfully, and created
much interest : these also were grown on aerated
borders, the construction of which I had the honour to
superintend. I am not one of those who believe, or
would wish others to believe, that aerated borders
lone will produce fine Grapes ; it is only one point in

good management, and, as far as I am able to fomi an
opinion, I believe it to be an important one, but, like

most other things, there is a right and a wrong way of
doing it. It is quite possible, and not an uncommon
occurrence to overdo it, and then condemn the system.
Another common mistake in connection with aerated
Vine borders is to make the borders too shallow ; they
should be from 24 to 4 feet, deepest in the dryest and
shallowest in the wettest climates. If "P.," who pro-
bably lives in a dryer climate than I do, would
judiciously aerate his Vine borders, and make them
sufficiently deep, I will answer for it that no evil con
sequence will follow to his Vines, but the reverse
whether he adopts the ordinary system of pruning, if it

does not cramp them too much, or prefers the "extension
system of Vine management," against which I have not
one word to say. So long as his Vine borders remain
unexhausted, so long will his Vines remain in perfect
health (all other conditions being favourable), and no
longer, the length of time depending on the quality of
the soil, which, if favourable to the growth of the Vine,
and in sufficient quantity, may continue for many years,
and if not, may require to be partially or wholly
renewed every 10 or 12 years. When the borders are
properly constructed, this can be done without losing
a crop of fruit, or othenvise seriously injuring the
Vines. Archibald Fmulcr, Castle Kc-nnedy, Stranraer.

Vine Budding.—There was no doubt at all about
the Vine budding case which I mentioned at Man-
chester. It was real honest bark-budding, such as one
performs upon a Brier stock on a fine summer evening
in the "leafy month of June"—not grafting bewitched.
The bark of the Vine will "run" as completely as
that of any other plant, if the portion of the shoot
operated upon be sufficiently ripened. I may add that
my practical result was a magnificent rod, and good
subsequent crop. R. T. Clarke, Welton Place, Daventry.

Sambucus racemosa.—A tin canister full of
berries of this shrub was sent here from Switzerland
in September, 1863. The seeds were immediately
sown in a drill in the comer of the kitchen garden, and
soon came up thickly enough. The following summer
many of the plants made shoots from 4 to 5 feet high.

They were then dug up and transplanted, merely to

give them more room, and 12 months afterwards they
were transferred to the shrubbery borders, where they
grew amazingly, and in 1S66 had a nice crop of berries

on. In 1S67 the bushes were literally loaded with
fruit, which the blackbirds, after they had once tasted

them, took great pains to destroy in as short a time as

possible. The trees were now too big for the places
they occupied ; moreover, we seemed to be in some
danger of being overrun with them, so they were once
more dug up, a lot of them thrown away, and the
remainder planted as permanent bushes. They stood
all this knocking about with impunity, and in 1S6S
were again covered with fruit ; but, strange to say,

during the past summer there has not been a
berry to be seen on any of them. This hardly
bears out the idea that the plant requires a hot
summer. F. H., Osmaston Manor, Derby.

In the park here is a plant of this shrub about
6 feet high. It blossoms freely every year, but the fruit

rarely remains long enough on the racemes to make
any marked display. Rough winds and sudden
changes of temperature appear to be mainly influential

in causing the premature falling of the fruit. It may
be inferred that it would do best in situations that are

high, dry, and shelteretJ. Loudon says that it makes a
fine display in Paris gardens. Bath.

The Deodar. — Nothing has surprised me more
than to find some of your correspondents recommend-
ing this tree to be largely planted as a timber tree.

Even if its timber were known to be valuable when
produced in this country, I think it would only be in

very favourable localities that it could be so planted

with a hope of profit. In my nurseries the Deodar
was killed m 1837, and again in i860, and what has
happened twice may happen again. Looking upon
the Cednis Deodara merely as an ornamental tree, I
know no tree, unless it be the Araucaria imbrica'ta,
which has so disappointed people's expectations. As a
young plant it is a beautiful and graceful object, but as it

gets older its shoots, in place ofbeing long and pendulous,
become short and stiff' in most situations, and, what is

worse, are often unhealthy looking. I have seen no
old Deodar that bids fair to at all equal the Cedar of
Lebanon in appearance. I do not think it is equal in
hardiness to this grand old tree, but even if it were, it

has the habit of putting out its young shoots earlier in
the spring ; and in the midland counties these are so
often cut by late frosts, that I think the unhealthy and
stunted appearance of the trees may be thus accounted
for. Were compensation offered for the loss sustained
by nurserymen in the year 1S60 for Deodars alone,
I wonder what would be the sum at which it would be
assessed. Surely it cannot be right to recommend such
a tree to be planted for timber? J. R. Pearson, Chilwell.

I cannot altogether agree with Mr. Barnes'
letter on the Deodar (see p. 1279,1869). We are here
12 miles from the sea and with the South Down Hills
between us, yet notwithstanding that some Deodars are
tolerably sheltered from the south and south-west, the
chances are that if we have a heavy gale of wind
blowing from either of those quarters they suffer
in the loss of branches. Instead of affording shelter to
exposed tracts of countiy, I believe it to be a tree that
requires great shelter if it is ever to attain any size.

Geo. Graiithiim.

Cyperus alternifolius variegatus.—When this
plant was first sent out, one of your correspondents,
having been to Kew, was told [by whom ?] that the only
way to produce variegation was to grow the plant in pure
silver sand. At that time I was living on the borders of
the New Forest, Hants. Poor peat being plentiful, I got
some, and put about a sixth part of sand. Having a
small plant in a thumb-pot, I repotted it into a 32-inch
pot, and nothing could have been more beautiful than
the foliage was. The late Mr. Barnes, of Camberwell,
also wrote, having grown his in hungry peat with the
same success. I believe the plant to be an aquatic ;

if kept in a small pot, and placed in something to hold
water, the plant enjoys it, and the variegation is

much better than otherwise. If Mr. Bennett gives his

plants a liberal shift once a year, I am bound to say he
will have to use his scissors to cut out the non-variegated
parts. In regard to resting the plant during the
winter season, I think it is the most useful then for any
purpose ; but that is a matter of taste. I have two
plants growing in stiff loam and sand, and the foliage

is almost white. They are in 6-inch pots, and have
not been repotted for two years. I think most pro-
bably that Mr. Bennett, like myself, uses the scissors

occasionally to keep his plants true to their colours.

T. C, VVanuieh.

Chimonanthus fragrans.—I have been interested

with the information respecting the fruiting of Chimo-
nanthus fragrans, elicited by the reference to it in my
paper in " Nature," having been assured by one of our
leading nurserymen that it never fruited in this country.

Can any of your correspondents furnish instances of
the fruiting of Jasminum nudiflorum, and under what
conditions? Alfred IV. Bennett, 3, Pari Village East,

Regent's Park, December 27.

Eupatorium gracile odoratuin is in flower here
now, and I am much pleased with it, as it does well in

a warm greenhouse. Before the first lot of flowers is

open there is a second lot showing on the same plant.

It will be very useful for bouquets, coat flowers, and
general decoration. Strike in February and March

;

pot in any ordinary good soil, and plant out-of-doors in

June. Take up early in September, and with the

ordinary care of a Verbena it may be had in flower all

the year round. I should think, from what I have
seen of it, it will be everybody's plant when better

known. IV. Ho^rnrd, Balham, S. IV.

Bouvardia jasminiflora and longiflora are very

useful, sweet-scented, winter-flowering plants, much
neglected bygardeners in general, inconsequence of their

not having a proper place for them. They require a
warm, light, airy house, close to the glass during the

autumn, winter, and spring months, and during the

summer to be planted out in the open garden, in good soil,

repotting again in September. They may be increased

by cuttings or seedlings, as they seed very freely.

Place the plants in a warm moist house six weeks
before you take the cuttings, then they strike veiy freely

in the spring
;
pot in good rich fibry peat and loam,

adding coarse sand ; syringe the plants daily. In case

red spider appears, syringe with clear soot or sulphur

water, and if green-fly shows itself, smoke with tobacco-

paper. B. jasminiflora is the freest of the two, but

longiflora has the largest flowers, and is the sweetest

scented. When the pots are full of roots, water with

liquid manure frequently. All kinds of Bouvardias

like the same treatment, with the exception of the

rough-leaved one, which will not stand the syringe so

much. IV Hmnrd, Bedford Hill, Balham, S. IV.

Bulb Potting.—Your correspondent, "M.," inci-

dentally alludes (see p. 1310, 1S69) to my not being

explicit enough in speaking of the potting of bulbs of
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Nerine. I am one of those who think that bulbs may

be potted at any time under certain conditions. If they

be growing, both root and top, they must be exchanged

from a lesser to a greater size of pot, with no attempt to

disturb the roots at all, further than to pick out the loose

potsherds that have been used as draining material.

This remark applies to all bulbs, Nerines, Liliums, &c.

Root formation is going on in Liliums when the tops

are apparently at rest. It is therefore good practice to

pot rather too early than too late ; in other words,

October is better than February. The latter month is

the preferable month if extension of pot room without

meddling with the roots is the intention. In most

places the Lilium bulb balls are somewhat reduced,

so that new food may be presented in less pot space.

Upon the whole this seems to me to be the correct

cultural plan. Any month later than November is not

suitable for interference with the ball, because the

breaking of it up means the destruction of root fibrils

to a greater or less degree. L. auratum, for instance,

is a much more gi'oss rooting plant than its compeer

Lilies, and I would much rather deal with the potting

of bulbs of that species immediately after stems showed

symptoms of decay, than in the dead of winter or m
early spring. All depends, however, upon the care of

the operative gardener. Lilium bulbs, as a rule, are

very impatient of drought, and require to live over the

restinf season in a moist medium, unaccompanied with

heat.
°"

Like the Hyacinth, the Lilies make their roots

best in a state of quiescence, or even in total darkness ;

and like them the stems burst away with increas-

ing vigour in proportion to the kind of attention they

receive, if attention it might be called, in the so-called

quiet or dormant season. A.

Picea Nordmanniana.—In the report of the

" Proceedings of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh
"

for November, published lately in the Gardeners'

Chronicle (p. 12S4, 1869), an error occurs, for which,

I believe, I am to blame, having drawn up that report

for the newspapers. The cones exhibited at that

meeting by Mr. Bissett, and which had been produced

this season at Moncreiffe House, Perthshire, were not

those of Picea cephalonica, as stated, but of P. Nord-

manniana. I am not aware of the cones of this species

having arrived at maturity in Scotland before. The

tree produced 18 cones, from which a small quantity of

fully ripened seed has been obtained. John Sadler,

I Ice-Secretary and Curator, Botanical Society,

Yellow Bedding Plants.—I agree with your cor-

respondent, " T. P. T.," in stating that Mr. Bennett

has suggested a very poor substitute for the Calceolaria.

I have had as much experience in both spring and

summer bedding as any man. For many years I have

grown the Pansy very extensively for the decoration of

the flower garden in spring, at which time of course

they make a grand display, associated with the Myo-
sotis, Silene, Wallflowers, and other plants. But to

recommend it as a summer bedding plant would be

quite contrary to my experience, and I think it would

befightingagainstreason. Admitting everythinginfavour

cfffi'e Pansy as a spring bedder, I also venture to assert

that ninety-nine out of every hundred gardeners will

recognise it as not eligible for a place in the summer

garden, much more to take the place of the Calceolaria

—a plant which, if properly treated, will be the source

of very little disappointment. C. H.

Aquilegia eximia.—An Aquilegia from California

is in the gardens, or was so a year or two ago, under

thenameofA. eximia. Van Houtte ("Flore des Serres,"

Jan. 1S57, with a coloured figure). Mr. Thompson, of

Ipswich, who knows so well most herbaceous culti-

vated plants, ascertained that the same species had been

published by Lindley in the Gardeners' Chronicle, in

1854, as A. califomica. Accordingly I called atten-

tion to it under that name in the " Proceedings" of the

American Academy, 7, p. 32S. But I find since that

there is a still earlier and characteristic name, and a

good description and figure of the species, :. c. , A. trun-

cata, of Fischer and Meyer, in "Index Sem. Petrop.
,"

suppl. 1S43, which is copied into the l8th volume of the

" Linnaja," also in " Walpers' Repert." 5, p. 6 (1S45),

and finally, the second fasciculus of the huge " Sertum

Petropolitanum," which purports to be issued in 1S46,

contains a good figure. The species is perfectly recog-

nisable by its reflexed spreading sepals and truncate

petals, these reduced to a spur, with hardly a vestige

of lamina. A. Gray, Cambridge, Mass. , U. S.

Misrepresentation. — Though our neighbours

acrpss the Channel absorb much parliamentary time in

the verification of powers, we can hardly expect you to

waste space or impose upon the time of your readers by

allowing us to verify quotations. For this reason I

content myself with a simple denial of any misrepre-

sentation of Mr. McMillan, and in proof of my exact-

ness in stating the names of others I confidently appeal

to his letter at p. 1161 (1869), and to the three sentences

in which I advert to it near the bottom of column r,

p. 1279. To those who believe with Mr. McMillan

that pumps raise water by drawing it up with their

valves or suction, I commend the perusal of any

elementary work upon natural philosophy. D. T. Fish.

[We can insert no more on this topic. Eds.]

The Cherimoyer (Anona Cherimolia).—May I

ask if you know any example of the Cherimoyer

having set fruit in this country ? It blooms abun-

dantly, but I have never heard of its producing fniit.

In the tropics, both the Cherimoyer and its near ally,

the Custard Apple, ripen without difficulty ;
and from

the stnicture of the organs of the genus Anona, there

seems no reason wdiy we should fail in England. S. B.

[We do not. Eds.]

Storing Ice.—I should be glad of any information

as to the cheapest and most effectual mode of storing

ice, wdiich is not intended to be opened for use till

Auoust or September. Would a stack thatched with

leaves and branches of Fir be as good as one thatched

with straw ? H. 0. [The cheapest mode of stormg

ice IS undoubtedly by stacking it in heaps, and under

proper conditions the plan is thoroughly effectual. We
reproduce from our volume for 1S48, an illustration

showinc a section of an ice stack, accompanied by the

remarks thereupon of Mr. W. Ingram. The full par-

ticulars will be found at p. 812 of the volume referred

to :
" Wherever the choice of situation, &c., is com-

manded, the economical and effectual plan of building

stacks on the surface of the ground should be pursued.

Those unacquainted with the last-mentioned plan m3.y

find the subjoined description ol the system which 1:

practised here (Hatfield) with unvarying success, useful

The position chosen for the ice stacks is peculiarl]

suitable, being the north side ol a considerable embank-

ment or dam, which stretches across a hollow, and

causes on the south side, by intercepting the drainage

from surrounding slopes, a large piece of water, which

supplies the ice. The embankment has the further ad-

vantage of being clothed with timber trees. The

stacks are built on the dry side of this bank, which

slopes gradually to the bottom, and is made hard

and smooth to receive the ice. No drains are per-

mitted, the angle of the slope being sufficient to carry off

the drainage from the ice. The body of ice is supported

by a wall of Fern and leaves, 4 to 5 feet in thickness,

which is built up in the first instance, and subsequently

hored up and secured by hurdles. The ice is thrown

within this circular wall, and well pulverised. It is

built in a conical fonn, or perhaps it takes rather the

shape of the common haystack. The ice is rammed
as closely as possible in a compact mass. A little clean

straw is first strewn over the top ; a covering of Fem
at least 18 inches in thickness follows, after which its

complete security from rain or the action of the atmo-

sphere is ensured by a thatch of straw, made so that on

the decrease of the ice its simultaneous fall may not be

prevented by the sides of the stack. As this cannot

always be exactly done, the roof should be examined

occasionally in the course of the season, and its gradual

descent provided for. Inthewoodcut (Fig. 2) Arepresents

the ice, B the wall of Fem, and c the thatch. The size

of the enclosed space for ice was in one case 24 feet by

20 feet, and in another 21 feet by 16 feet, the extreme

height being 15 feet."—Another economical plan,

practised in Herefordshire, is described at p. 838, 1856,

by Mr. Maxton. He digs in a dry bank with a north

exposure and shaded by trees, a circular hole 12 feet

diameter at top, 2 feet at bottom, and 8 feet deep, with

a common drain, the outlet of which is covered with

loose rubbish, to prevent the ingress of air. Faggots to

the depth of I foot are put over the bottom, then clean

dry straw over the faggots and round the sides 6 inches

thick. The ice is well broken, and rammed in till the

hole is full, and is then piled up in the shape of a cone,

covered with a layer of straw, then with P'era 2 feet

thick, and finally thatched with Laurel boughs. This

plan does not fail to keep a supply during summer and

autumn, or until fresh ice is obtainable. Eds.]

Eucharis amazonica.—This is a plant which will

amply repay every care that is bestowed upon it. With
judicious management, and a moderate stock of

plants, it may be had in bloom at almost any period of

the year. I prefer it through the winter months, and

if hardened oft" gi'adually it will stand for a long time

in the conservatory or in the drawing-room. I have a

plant now in bloom with thirteen spikes, each bearing

from five to seven beautiful white blooms. This plant

has flowered three times this year (iS6g). I grow it

mixture of peat and leaf-mould, with the addition

little silver sand and broken charcoal. After the

plants have done flowering I place them in a cool

house for a short time, and keep them a little drier

than before, after which I place them in a good moist

temperature, giving plenty of water at the roots until

the plant shows flower, when a little liquid manure

water is given. Though not equal to the above, the

pretty Eucharis Candida is well worth growing, being

smaller in size. A. Wright, Sunnyside, Regenes Park,
j

Arbutus procera.—I enclose a photograph taken

of an Arbutus procera, which had not fewer than

150 bunches of fruit-berries, resembling Grapes in

growth, some measuring quite 10 inches in length. The

beiTies are scarlet in colour, and somewhat smaller

than those of the common Arbutus. J. H. Vivian,
_

Singleton, Sioansea. [A very fine specimen. Eds.]

Chilian Beet.—"Tap" seems to have been very

unlucky with his Chilian Beet last summer, and, as he

asks for the experience of others on this subject, I

write to say that my plants were beautiful, and I intend

to have some for bedding purposes eveiy year. They

grew 24 feet high, and the colour of the leaf-stalks was

wonderfully rich ; in some of the plants crimson, in

peculiarly
|
others scarlet, and in one of them bright orange. We
lifted the plants a few weeks ago, to pot them for con-

servatory decoration, as we consider them very useful

for that purpose in the winter, and they are very oma-

ental mixed with other plants. J. Doneraile, Dotter-

aile Conrt.

We think your con-espondent, " Tap, Dublin,"

must have got seed of a very inferior kind of B. chilensis,

from the description he gives of it, if, indeed, the right

thing at all. The variety, adapted for ornamental and

subtropical bedding, dilTers in one or two important

particulars from the common Beet. It never makes

any bulb whatever, and the midrib of the leaf, which

forms one-third of its entire width, is perfectly flat,

and of a most brilliant colour. If your correspondent

would like to give it another trial, we shall be most

happy to present him with a few seeds of the right

kind. Butler, M'Culloch &^ Co., Cement Garden

Market. [It is a variety of Beta Cycla. Eds.]

Vine Growing.-At p. 1277, 1869, is a paper on

this subject, signed " P." which stands as a leading

article. It is illustrated by a figure of a Vine trained

according to the waiter's ideas of what is desirable, and

he says his experience and physiological knowledge

are both at fault if certain good results are not obtained

by this mode of pruning and training. It strikes me,

most wonderful results will be obtained wherever a

Vine is seen thus trained. Did any Vine grower ever

see side shoots opposite to each other, as in that figure?

In the little book I published on the Vine, I believe

will be found the first attempt to prove the evil of

shanking to be the result, oftentimes, of close pruning

and stopping growing Vines. To the persistent stop-

ping of a Vine and removal of green foliage from

it during the greater part of the season when it

would naturally be making both shoots and foliage,

may, I think, be attributed most of the evils with which

Vines are afflicted, and also their premature decay.

What can be more absurd and unnatural than to say to

a Vine, when one-third of the season of growth has

passed, " If you make another leaf I will cut it off?"

The origin of this system of over-stopping is not

difficult to discover. When the old long-rod system

was generally followed, one cane was carrying the

fruit whilst one or more strong canes were carrying

nothing but leaves, and were growing vigorously all

the season. Close stopping of the fruiting cane was a

necessity on this system, it was advantageous to the

fi-uit and was not injurious to the Vine. But

on the single-rod system how very different are the

circumstances. A young Vine growing in a rich border,

allowed the first season to ramble at will, makes plenty

of healthy foliage, and, as a consequence, plenty of

healthy roots : cut to a single short rod the following

season, fine fruit is the natural result. The side shoots

being stopped one or two leaves above the bunches,

the sap is concentrated, and the fruit is improved in

size and appearance. The leading shoot continuing to

(TOW all the season carries a large amount of well-

developed foliage, and so eveiything is satisfactory for

several years ; but when the whole Vine is

carrying fruit, then the evils of over -stopping

make their appearance ; the unnatural restriction

of a Vine's growth to a few weeks, and the removal of

large numbers of green leaves, begin to tell upon

its health, and shanking, want of colour, red

spider, mildew, &c., make' their appearance. Now
I contend that if Vines are not planted too closely, if

every time the shoots grow they are allowed to make
two leaves, and if green foliage is never removed, a

Vine may continue to grow or extend all the season,

an uniform growth may be obtained, and nothing

will occur as far as training is concerned to injure its

health or shorten its life. The so-called extension plaii of

growingVines appears tomeamost clumsyway of getting

out of the difficulty so many feel, and so few acknow-

ledge. Of course if my reasoning be correct, everynew

rod carried up the house in place of a Vine destroyed,

\n\\ give health and vigour to an over-stopped Vine.

But even if Vine after Vine be destroyed, till a whole

house is furnished with one variety only, there must

come a time when this Vine will be expected to carry

fniit on every rod, and then if close stopping is
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practised, it will be found that the evils arising from the

practice have only been postponed. It is more than

20 years since 1 saw the Cole Orton Vines. I see

**P." says that for more than that period no old bark

has been removed from their stems. Does he intend to

convey the idea that loose old bark is ornamental or use-

ful ? Having been always led to believe such bark useless,

indeed, that its removal was caused by an effort of

Nature to get rid of what was injurious, or might
become so, I cannot see any reason why it should not

be annually removed ; if "P." sees any good reason

for its retention, I should be glad to hear it. It strikes

me that, as a possible harbour for insects, it must be
undesirable. I really do pity the poor amateur desiring

to commence the culture of the Grape Vine, and fancy the

more he hears and reads the more he must despair of

learning. A multitude of questions present themselves

to his mind to perplex his judgment. If, in spite of all the

differences of opinion, our unfortunate amateur deter-

mines to make a commencement, his troubles have only

begim. When his house is built, and his Vines are

growing, every person who enters his vinery has some-
thing to object to. Plis house is badly constructed

;

the materials, or form, or position of his borders are

faulty ; his mode of training is quite wrong ; the heat

he employs excessive or inadequate ; the amount of

moisture insufficient, or in excess of what is requisite
;

his Vines are quite wild, or too much restricted in their

growth; in fact, it is difficult to believe anything is as

it should be after hearing the remarks of his visitors.

And what is worse, if he changes all this he vnW still,

in the opinion of most of his critics, be quite as far

from correct practice as ever, for what one recommends
three will condemn. To such an one I would say, fix

upon one person whom you know is successful, take his

instructions in every particular as gospel till you have
proved them. Listen to what others say, and think about
it, but follow your selected guide till success or failure

is the result. If you believe from what you have heard or

seen that you can improve on his practice, make the

attempt with due caution, and do not blame him if you
fail ; but till you feel sure you understand something
about CJrape growing have only one teacher. Above
all, commence the culture of the Grape with the convic-

tion that cultivation of any fruit is a far more easy and
simple affair than quacks and over-clever people would
lead you to suppose

; yet that though evei7thing is easy
to those who know how to do it, a certain amount
of knowledge is necessary even to grow a good
buncli of Grapes. J. R. Pearson^ ChihvcIL

Professor Mapes, an American chemist, tells us

that I lb. of potash in the manure of the farmyard is

worth more to the land than lOO lb. taken from a felspar

rock, though the chemist cannot detect any difference

in the two articles. And he adds; "No chemist
living can tell the difference between carbonate of lime
taken from a piece of Westchester limestone, and that

taken from a chalk cliff in England. Yet, looo bushels

of the former spread on an acre of land makes it barren
for years, while the chalk fields of England are fertile."

Hence, I presume that Mr. Cramb has been unfor-

tunate, and met with a lime possessing those destnic-

tive properties contained in Westchester limestone, and
which no chemist can describe. Vit'is Vitlpes,

or, perhaps, has lost, its characteristic. Species
making among modern botanists is happily not so
flourishing as in the old times,—much more care is

taken. There are two or three Ivies which at first

sight would seem to be species. H. taurica, with its

very small leaves, and H. "Ragusiana," the H.
Roegneriana of many catalogues, with its enormous
thick leathery leaves, are very distinct ; but I have
observed a fine plant of the former gi-owing on the wall
of a village church, showing a tendency at the
extremities of its shoots to put forth the leaves of
our old friend, H. Helix ; in the latter I have
seen no change. On the walls of the same church
are fine specimens of H. *' algeriensis, " evidently
very nearly related to the Irish Ivy : its leaves are
larger, with a thinner texture ; it may probably grow
on the lower Atlas, as reported, hence its name. The
best position for Ragusiana is a wall, exposed to
the south or south-west, its leaves then become mon-
strous, measuring 6 to 7 inches in diameter, and at this

season are really beautiful. It is asserted by some that

it is from the Caucasus. I am induced to point out a
channing use of the Irish Ivy, viz. , as a covering for
the borders of shrubberies. I happen to know of a
very old and large plantation of evergreens and deci-

duous trees, the surface of the soil covered with a
dense cai"pet of Irish Ivy ; the effect in winter, when
the sun shines, is veiy bright and cheery. With sub-
mission to the author of the paper on Ivies, read before
the Linnean Society, it was at least a strange produc-
tion to place before a learned society, for it was merely
concerning the leaf variation of one species of shrub

—

a subject interesting and important enough, if it had
been treated in a manner worthy of the learned body
before whom the paper was read. Hcdera.

Garden Ivies.—It would have been gratifying to

fin'l the results of any independent researches on Ivies

coincide with my own ; and after seeing Mr. S.

Hibberd'sTemarks(C^;Y/c«^v•J' Chronicle, l86g, p. 130S)
I carefully read his "Sketch of the Affinities, Forms,
Uses, and Cultivation of Garden Hederos," ("Gar-
deners' Weekly Magazine," 1863, p. 396, sq.), but did
not meet there any successful attempt either to reduce
the genus Hedera to intelligible limits, or to work out

those microscopic characters upon which, in my
opinion, the specific distinctions of true Ivies depend. As
between the writing of Mr. Hibberd's first and second
paper on Ivies, my labours were published, not only in

their original place, but in several others, including the

Gardenos^ Chronicle^ it may be allowed to be a pardon-
able conceit if I regard as my own those parts of
Mr. S. Hibberd's communications to the Linnean Society
which relate to the specific characters of Hedera.
I may state that to my knowledge there is no satisfac-

tory or complete account of garden Araliace^s extant,

that of Decaisne and Planchon in the " Revue Horti-
cole " having never been completed, and that of
C. Koch in his " Wochenschrift," though completed,
being antiquated. It would therefore be desirable, now
that these plants are becoming appreciated, to publish
some well-digested papers on them. Be>-tholdSeemann.

Dr. Seemann's temperate but firm letter is

likely to be of public benefit, as it will in a measure
tend to arrest the custom of giving long unmeaning
Latin names to varieties of garden shrubs with but few
distinguishing quahties. We may aslc with justice

—

What's in a leaf, to demand such grand-sounding names
as marmorata, and elegans, and aurea, and pallida ?

Surely some appropriate English names could be found
to mark the leaf variation of one of our most common
English plants. I am inclined to believe, after all,

that, in our Northern hemisphere at least, there is but
one species of Hedera, our old friend H. Helix.
H. canariensis (the Irish Ivy), with its scaly pedicels,

and H. chrysocarpa, with its yellow berries, would
seem to be species, but Wallich made the latter

H. Helix, although found in the Himalayas ; and it is

probable that the former, under cultivation, would lose,

Calceolarias.— I quite agree with the advice given
by Mr. Hutchison, at p. 1136, 1869, as to securing a
cool and rich bottom on which to grow this charming
tribe of plants, but their success does not so much depend
on the nature of the soil, provided the medium in which
they are grown is not too heavy, but made tolerably

rich and sufficiently fine and firm, and, above all, that

the roots are screened, by a rich surface dressing, from
the direct rays of the sun. In the spring of 1867 I had
a rectangular bed of some considerable size formed in

front of my sitting-room window ; it is raised 7 inches
above the general level of the garden, and is sur-

rounded by a handsome edging of artificial stone. The
soil and clay were removed from this bed to the depth
of 3 feet, and a drain laid in the bottom, over which
9 inches of old mortar and brick rubbish were placed,
in order that the drainage might be more perfect; the
remaining portion was then filled up with good sound
marly loam. In the bed thus prepared Calceolarias
and other bedding plants grew and flowered exceedingly
well. In the following season the bed was again
filled with the same description of plants as before.

The Calceolarias, however, refused to grow, and might
be described as almost a total failure. This last season
I determined to have another trial, and, if possible, to

secure success. With this view I had the portion of the

bed intended for Calceolarias dug out pretty much as

Mr. Hutchison describes, and had plenty of good
well-rotted manure put in, and mixed well up
with the soil to within a few inches of the surface.

The other plants grew strongly enough, and required
no such aid, as the whole bed was then prepared and
planted on May 17, and arranged as follows:—The
centre of the bed was filled with a double row of Stella

Pelargonium, and belted with a broad band of Aur
floribunda Calceolaria, which was margined with
wide edging of purple Verbenas, along the centre of

which, little compact plants of Mrs. Pollock were
inserted at inlei-vals, and as a protection alike from the

ill effects of frost and wind, small branches of Yew a

foot long were stuck thickly over the whole bed.

These were removed on June i, and the bed well

trodden down ; 10 days afterwards the surface of the

bed was stirred over, and a plentiful supply of tepid

manure-water poured over it. The whole surface

was then covered over an inch in thickness, with
a mixture of charred turf and superphosphate of

lime, in such proportions and in such conditions

as the farmers use for drilling with their Turnip
seeds. The plants were then pegged down closely

over the surface of the bed, the Calceolarias having

their tops pinched out ; they were a most unpro-
mising lot, being of attenuated growth, and fully

9 inches in length, but notwithstanding this they grew
admirably, and produced flowers in great profusion.

I hatl the satisfaction, too, of seeing the best results

arise from a surface dressing of the same material

applied on a line of Cerastium, planted on a hungiy
bank of clayey soil, as an edging to a broad band of

different Ivies ; the surface was well stirred, and a

heavy watering given before the application, soon after

which the plants started into healthy and robust growth.

At p. 1 160, 1S69, mention is made by Mr. Bennett of

the ill-success attending the cultivation of Calceolarias

in the " Dukeries," and their vicinity. I have a vivid

recollection of nearly all the grand gardens there

enumerated, and they are certainly much more favour-

ably situated than this place, which is 600 feet above
the level of the sea, unsheltered alike from the south,

east, and west, and over which the gales from the

English Channel spend their force with unmitigated

fury. Yet, notwithstanding all these disadvantages,

' the bed I have attempted to describe would have com-
pared very favourably with any bedding-out gardening
I saw in the public gardens or parks about London
during the summer. N.

Tricks of the Trade.—" An Old Nurseryman"
suggests I was rather "disappointed than deceived ;"
and, as I think it important that nurserymen should
accurately describe the plants which they have to sell,
I return to the subject of my Picea amabilis. The first

firm, to whom I applied, treated me honestly. They
told me they had no seedling plants of the tnie P.
amabilis, and, of course, as I was making a collection,
I did not want a doubtful one. The two other firms
told me they had seedling plants of P. amabilis,
and I was deceived till I saw the letter they
wrote to the nurserymen who had supplied me
with a graft, in which they state that they could
not send the true variety from seed. Whether or
not there are other varieties called in the trade
P. amabilis does not alter the matter. The customer
who wants P. amabilis should know this, and not be
induced to buy what may turn out something else.

As far as regards myself, I think it very likely the
heads of the firms who misinformed me, did not think
much about the matter, but handed it over to a
subordinate, who acted in what he considered the usual
way of business. Richard Smith, of Worcester, in his
catalogue, says—" Not one of this noble tree has been
raised from seed since Douglas first imported
it. It is readily distinguished by its leaves, which
are more divided at the tip than any other
kind." I believe this statement to be tme, and that
the P. amabilis is in reality, when genuine, perfectly
distinct, not only in its leaves but in its general cha-
racter. This is seen in the gi-afted plant I have, which,
surrounded by trees of the same order, stands out
vividly amongst them. The cultivation of plants and
trees is to my mind so noble a profession, and so proper
to raise the mind above mean or ignoble motives, that
I am sorry when I see any inclination amongst nursery-
men to resort to the subterfuges which are beginning to
cast disgrace upon English dealing, to sap away the
commercial honour and welfare of this country. B. M.

Tobacco Smoke.—I notice that your correspondent,
Mr. William Smythe (p. 1283, 1869), adverts to the
necessity for a good and cheap mixture for fumigating
purposes. A short time ago we used a mixture,
powdered very fine, and apparently containing a large

quantity of saltpetre, or some such ingredient ; but
that did not answer. In our houses we generally put
the paper (obtained retail at lo^'. a lb.) into a flower-

]iot, with a hole at the side near the bottom, having
first put in a few live coals. Then the operator, or

rather the fumigator, must with a pair of bellows puff

away for dear life, that is, for the death of the

obnoxious insects, he meanwhile being in the centre of
the smoke, to enable him to continue blowing. Now,
it is not everyone that can stand being " smoked ;

" so

that, as the job must be done, cannot some of your
correspondents suggest a better and pleasanter method
of fumigating? As Mr. Smythe suggests, we want a
better and cheaper material ; and I for one want to see

some one "bring it out," and with it a good and
healthful manner of using it. Youngster. [Dean's

Patent Fumigator is an excellent one ; and we have
also formed a good opinion of Drechsler's, about which
we shall have more to say shortly. The latter is the

most convenient we have seen for fumigating without
going inside the house. Eds.]

Primula farinosa. — Having read Mr Bennett's

paper on the Primrose (see p. 1307, 1S69), also at

various times descriptions of'the same family by other

writers, I often wonder that the Bird's-eye Primrose is

not named, as this species is considered by some to be
the prettiest of all the Primroses. I presume that as

the plant is wild and veiy rare in most localities, and

said only to be found wild in the north of England and
Scotland, it is not commonly cultivated. This species

grows on the sea banks in this locality (Seaham) com-
monly. I have seen it growing by the thousand. I

consider it one of the prettiest species, if not the best.

I have had specimens under cultivation i foot or more
across, much superior to those in a wild stale. It is a
species muchadmired. The corolla becomes ratherdeeper

rose-coloured by cultivation. The plants, when in flower,

are very conspicuous, the corolla rose-coloured and the

mouth surrounded with a yellow-notched glandular

border ; the umbels are few flowered ; the leaves are

powdery beneath, in some specimens on both sides.

If any person would like to tiy a plant I will send him

one or two in spring, as the plants are difficult to find

at this season. Robert Draper, Seaham. [A real gem,

but we fear not likely to giow freely enough for general

flower garden purposes, besides requiring special con-

ditions for its growth. Eds.]

What does "marmorata" mean .'—Mr. Shiriey

Hibberd informs us (p. 1309, 1S69) that it "does not

mean veined or coloured like marble, but hard and

cold like marble." I have looked in vain for any

authority for such a translation of the word, and must

therefore beg leave to dispute it. It comes from the

obsolete Latin verb "marmoro," to make of marble,

and was originally used to indicate anything cased or

covered with, or made of. marble. The word used by

Pliny, when meaning "like marble for hardness " is
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"marmorosus." Besides this, there is another Latin

adjective, "marmoreus," which primarily meant
'"made of marble," and was used in that sense by
Cicero and Ovid ; on the other hand, it will be found

to have been used metaphorically by various authors,

Virgil using it as descriptive of a lady's neck,

Lucretius of colour, Ovid of ice. From ancient I turn

to modern authorities. Dr. Lindley says that

marmoratus means "marbled; traversed by irregular

veins of colour, as a block of marble often is." And
as in botany, so in entomology—Dr. Burmeister
explaining that it means "when the markings are

variegated like marble." Upon what authority does
Mr. Hibberd assert that the word has not this

meaning? I have shown that the idea of "hard and
cold like marble," should be rendered by mannoreus,
or marmorosus. IK T.

Vine Roots.—The discussion now going on about
Vine roots moving with the leaves or without them is

very interesting. If your readers will turn back to

p. 125 of your volume for 1S63, they will find a veiy
practical paragraph on the subject. I have tried both
the plans there mentioned. The Vines with the roots

excited are really splendid, with shoots as thick as a

good walking-stick, and which will bear a good
crop next year. The others will not be fit to bear until

1S71. I should like to thank the writer of that article,

if I only knew his name. .5". B.

Berberis nepalensis.—I do not think that this

plant is nearly so well known as it deserves to be. In

autumn and winter it is one of the prettiest of berry-

bearing shrubs. It is well adapted for ornamental

purposes, and few possess a more pleasing harmony of

colour in the combination of their leaves and fruit.

The latter, though not so numerously produced
as they usually are on the common B. microphylla,

are of a much brighter red, slightly drooping and
the eye quickly rests on them owing to their clear

shining appearance. The plant, in style of growth, is

not unlike our native Berberis, and its leaves are larger

than those of the other species referred to, being of an
ovate shape and a glossy dark green colour. It is an

ornamental shmb, quite worthy ofgeneral adoption ; and
those of your readers who wish to procure a choice

selection of hardy plaiits to embellish villa gardens

with, or for the purpose of adorning .slopes or other

raised banks, would find in it a very valuable addition

to kinds that are better known. R. A. C.

Vines and Vine Leaves.—If we are to believe

everything that is said of the Vine, we must consider it

one of the most useful plants under the sun ; the

root, the old stems, the leaves and young shoots, the

fruit and tendrils, all have their respective qualities.

I once saw a remark made by a horticultural writer,
" that Vine leaves made a capital manure for the Vine
itself, and improved the fruit both in quantity and
quality." What a brilliant idea ! We all know the

qualities of the fruit ; do we all know to what purposes

the leaves may be applied? J. Hall, Esq., in the

"Philosophical Magazine," says, "I find that on
being dried {which must be done in the shade)

and infused in a teapot, the leaves of the

Vine make an excellent substitute for tea. I

have also found, on being cut small, bruised, and
placed into a vat or mashing-tub, and boiling water
poured on them, in the same way as malt, the

prunings of the Vine produce a liquor of a fine vinous
quality, which, on being fermented, makes a very good
lieverage ; and, if distilled, produces an excellent spirit

of the nature of brandy. 1 found also that the fer-

mented liquor from the prunings, especially the
tendrils, when allowed to pass the vinous, and to run
into the acetous fermentation, makes exceedingly useful

vinegar. I once tasted some wine in Derbyshire made
from the summer clippings of the Vine, which was far

superior to the ordinary wine made from Grapes
in this country, and nearly equal to the English
Champagne made from the Gooseberry. Vine
leaves, as well as the tendrils, have an astringent

taste, and were formerly used in cases of diarrhoea,

haemorrhage, and other disorders requiring refrigerant

and styptic medicines. The sap of the Vine is called

lachryma, and is recommended for calculous disorders,

and is still used for weak eyes. The tendrils of the
Vine were extensively pickled by the ancient Romans,
and considered a great delicacy. The old stems of the
Vine can be used in the following manner, with a
very pretty effect :—Mark out an oval upon the lawn,
say 6 feet by 3, and drive in stakes all round, about a
foot apart. Twist several Vines together in the fonn
of a rope, so as to form the handles of the basket, and
insert the ends firmly in the ground at each end of the

oval. Now weave the Vines into the spaces between
the stakes, xintil the side of the basket is 12 or 15 inches
in height ; then saw off the stakes level, and fill the

basket with good soil, and plant what you think fit.

At each end a good climber should be planted, and
trained to the handle of the basket. If this is done
nicely, nothing can equal this rustic basket, especially

if the colours blend harmoniously together. A. I. P.,

Tottenham.

Chlorophyll.—" When Doctors differ who shall

decide ? " In your last number is a notice of Pro-
fessor Lawson's paper, read before the Ashmolean
Society, Oxford, on chlorophyll. It is therein stated,

in speaking of the optical properties of chlorophyll,

that particular attention was called (by Professor

Lawson) "to theobsei"vation made by Professor Stokes,

which had disproved the old theory that chlorophyll

could be separated into two primary substances

of a yellow and blue colour. He {Professor

Lawson) dwelt also upon the fact that Mr. H. L.

Smith's careful comparison of the spectrum of the

endochrome of diatoms with that of chlorophyll, went

far to prove the two substances to be identical. Chlo-

rophyll had been formerly supposed to be a product of

the vegetable kingdom only ; but more recently a

green colouring matter closely allied to chlorophyll, if

not identical with it, had been detected in many of the

lower fomis of animal life. These discoveries, in the

opinion of the author of the paper, illustrated in a

striking manner how the supposed gap between

the two kingdoms was filled up." On com-

paring these statements with those given by

another eminent professor, quite recently, I find a

totally different conclusion drawn from apparently

identical experiments. In the July number of the

"Microscopical Journal" (p. 59), I find it stated that

Professor Stokes "has succeeded in extracting two
distinct green bodies from ordinary plant chlorophyll."

In the November number, 1S69, of the "Journal

of Anatomy and Physiology," the same writer,

Mr. Ray Lankester, enlarges upon his former

statement, and it is there stated (p. 127) that

chlorophyll "is a highly complex and protean

body, splitting up into, and containing normally

even more than the tw^o green and two yellow bodies

assigned to it by Professor Stokes." Perhaps the

writer forgot to add the two yellow bodies to the two
green in the "Microscopical Journal." He further

observes :—" When plant green in its many forms has

been further studied {and I hope soon to give some time

to it), the nature of chondriochlor (a name given

to the green colouring matter of Spongilla and Hydra),

and other chlorophylloids, may be expected to receive

some explanation ; at present there is a tendency to

confuse them all together, under the name of chloro-

phyll." Then follows a strange contradiction of Pro-

fessor Lawson's statement regarding Mr. H. L. Smith's

diatomin :
—"An example of this has come to my

notice while this abstract has been going through the

press. Mr. H. L. Smith declares, in 'Silliman's Jour-

nal,' that diatomin is identical with chlorophyll,

because it gives a band in the extreme red.

I do not consider that the band proves this

at all, it merely tends to associate the brown endo'

chrome of diatoms with the chlorophyll gi'oup.

Plant green does not give simply a band in the ex-

treme red ; and great care will be required to prove

the identity of the diatomin band with any chlorophyll

band. Mr. Smith's observation assuredly does not

tie the Diatomacese any closer to the vegetable

kingdom, as he appears to think, since chloro-

phyll-like gi-een substance is known in many of the

lower animals." It would be very desirable if more
light could be thro^^^l on this subject, so as to recon-

cile these discordant statements. It would also be

desirable to have a fuller explanation, supposing it to

be true, of Professor Lawson's statement— "That
these discoveries illustrate in a striking manner how
the supposed gap between the two kingdoms were

filled up?" A Student. P.S. As the authorities quoted

appear to differ in the spelling of the word chlorophyll,

one giving " 11," and the other a single " 1," may I ask

you to say which is correct ? [The double 1 is the more

correct, but there is a general tendency to clip off redun-

dant letters, especially in compound words. Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Mount Etna : the "Hundred Horse Chest-

nut Tree" {Castagno dei Cento Cavalli).—Among
the gigantic trees of which mention is made in botani-

cal works, this extraordinary Chestnut tree holds a

conspicuous place ; and in books of travel its name is

always coupled with that of Mount Etna. Strange to

say that in modem books no recent or detailed account

of it can be found, as far as 1 know. Sicily, and

especially Mount Etna, are yearly visited by hundreds

of tourists, mostly English ; but I dare say that very

few of them have ever thought of looking for this old

inhabitant of the wonderful volcano.

I must however admit that many of them would
have been perhaps disappointed in finding only the

hardly recognisable remains of what they wished to

admire. The different writers, who, generally speaking,

have copied one another, give to this ancient trunk a

circumference of about 150 feet, and relate that in the

15th century a Queen Giovanna d'Aragana, on her way
from Spain to Naples, stopped at Catania, and visiting

Mount Etna was surprised by a tremendous storm,

against which efficient shelter was found under the

dense foliage of this tree for herself and a hundred cava-

liers in her suite. Hence the name, say the authors,

but no really historical proof exists of such a royal

visit. After that time, according to the same authors,

a small house and a chapel were erected in the interior

of the hollow trunk, and later a seccatoio was built

there. This seccatoio is a kind of closed room, in-

tended to smoke and dry the Chestnuts gathered in the

surrounding forest, to which purpose the trunk itself

was compelled to afford the necessary fuel for self con-

sumption and ruin.

Giving to these notices whatever value they may
deserve, here is what I have seen myself of this old

tree, while making a tour in Sicily during the summer
of 1S6S. The spot is easily reached in an hour,

by walking from Giarre, a railway station on the line

between Catania and Messina. The road, of course, is

somewhat steep, and rapidly passing through the suc-

cessive lanes of Cactus, Orange trees, and Vines, before
entering the forest of Chestnut trees at about 2500 feet

above the level of the sea, suddenly the ancient tree

stood before me, before I was aware that 1 was even
approaching it. Nothing indeed made it distinguish-

able among the crowd of the surrounding trees. The
path I followed sank 5 feet below the surface of the

adjacent ground. Passing through the very trunk, on
my right was a moderate-sized and thriving young
trunk ; on my left two more, looking quite indepen-
dent one from another, and these are all that remain
of the gigantic tree.

It was only after a closer inspection that I was able

to perceive that, in fact, these three distinct-looking

trees sprang out of three different points of the circum-
ference of the decayed parent tree, which was still to

be traced on the ground, notwithstanding the crossing

path, and the dense vegetation of Ferns and Brambles.
This is indeed no unusual occurrence in this kind of
tree, where a portion of the trunk decays off, whilst

young layers spring out vigorously, to be destroyed in

their tuni, but still maintaining the individual existence

of the parent tree. Admitting that such is the case,

and that the old trunk might have been in possession

of nearly a circular base, 1 found that the diameter of
the latter ought to be calculated at about 50 feet, giving

to the whole trunk when in its full glory the enormous
circumference of more than 150 feet ; and I must add
that this statement agrees with formerly published
descriptions. The height of the three trunks does not
exceed that of the surrounding trees, and their branches
afford only a moderate spreading, cut as they have
been again and again with great irreverence by the

ignorant people of the neighbourhood for fuel. The
branches were abundantly covered with unripe fruits,

belonging to the small wild variety of Chestnut.

Not far from this historical tree stood another, smaller

in size and fame, called the Ship Chestnut Tree {Castagno
della nave), on account of three branches vertically

springing to a great height from the same trunk,

and bearing some resemblance to the masts of a
ship : it was, however, entirely consumed by a fire

accidentally lighted in the preceding year. Beautiful

forests, chiefly composed of Chestnut trees, formerly
covered to a large extent the flanks of Mount Etna,
but the fire of the volcano, and, more than all, the
depredations of the inhabitants, have greatly ruined
them. Much to their praise the intelligent proprietors

have lately commenced to make extensive plantations

of Chestnut, Pine, and other trees which are best suited

for the dried up volcanic soil. E. O. Fenziy Florence.

Calcutta.—The following extracts, from a letter

from Mr. Scott, of the Botanic Gardens, to Dr. Hooker,
may interest some of our readers:— "I have
already mentioned that we are getting up an avenue of
Amherstias in the line of road from the main entrance
to Kyd's monument ; these are now looking remark-
ably well. I have them all surrounded with trellises,

covered alternately with Antigouon leptopus and Jac-
quemontia vjolacea. By the way, the former is a tmly
magnificent climber, flowering more or less for nearly

nine months in the year. In the end of the cold season,

and at the beginning of the hot, it quite rivals the
Bougainvillea, presenting quite a sheet of bloom. It is

admired by all visitors, and many are the applications

which I have for 'that pretty mauve climber.'

"The collection of Orchids is now reallyvery fine and
rich in Indian species ; but we are still poorin American.
The main house is So feet long, 68 feet broad, and
7 feet in height, flat-roofed and covered all through
with grass.* A side table, 6 feet in breadth, sur-

rounds the house, and in the centre are four others 12
feet in breadth. This, you will see, gives me large

accommodation, yet I have nearly all full. With the
exception of the Phalcenopsis and such like, which I

grow on Teak blocks, all the other epiphytal species

are in my open-sided pots, and growing in a mixture of
lumpy charcoal and pieces of brick. I find them to thrive

better in this mixture than in anything else. Peaty or
heating soils simply murder them wholesale in the rainy
season. I tried them also in cocoa-nut fibre, but this

got quite mouldy in the rains, and furthermore in the

hot season, when we were watering them from our tanks,

we got a small Gasteropod introduced, and which
increased so rapidly amongst the cocoa-nut fibre, and
preyed so largely on the rootlets of the Orchids, that I

really thought we should get our collection destroyed,
and furthennore have the bother in future to filter all our
water. I thought, however, of trying the plants in

charcoal and brick, and had them all turned out from
the cocoa-nut fibre. This has proved effectual ; never do
I see one of the gasteropods now, and it is pleasing to

see the strong vigorous roots so freely ramifying in the
above mixture. The Ferns in our little glass conser-

vatory are doing splendidly, the house has quite the
appearance, and all the plants are as healthy as in

any of the houses at Kew. Ferns, however, also do well
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in the Pepper houses. In one of these, a house 50 feet

long by 15 feet broad and 21 feet in height, I have a

group of the Sikliim Tree Ferns, 50 in number, planted

in the centre bed. Their stems vary in size from

4 to 7 feet in height. These are much admired by the

Calcutta folks, many of whom of course never saw a

Tree Fern before. In another portion of this house

I have the Mangosteen, Durian, and others of the

Strait fruits, with various spices, in a thriving state.

There are one or two other similar houses I have full

of specimen plants of the larger but non-arborescent

Ferns, Aroids, and dwarfer and less hardy Palms, both

of which put in a very effective appearance."

Societies.

LiNNEAN : Dec. 2.—G. Bentham, Esq., President,

in the chair. W. R. Guilfoyle, Esq., was elected a

Fellow. Mr. Flower exhibited specimens of Draba

aizoides, from Pennard Castle, near Swansea, the

station where it was originally found by Dr. Turton in

1803 ; also, from St. Vincent's Rocks, specimens of

the depauperated state of Allium sphierocephalum,

described by Boreau as A. Deseglisii. The following

papers were read :—I. J^iam of Newfoundland, by

H. Reeks, Esq. This flora consisted of a list of

372 species of flowering plants and Ferns, besides

varieties, compiled during an ornithological trip to

Newfoundland, from August, 1866, to August, 1868.

Six species besides Calluna vulgaris and Botrychium

Lunaria (?) were noted as new to the flora of North

America, while three of them, to which provisional

December 19.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the

chair. It was announced that a new part of the
" Transactions," containing Dr. Welwitsch's Flora of

Angola and Benguela, with numerous plates, was just

ready for distribution. The following papers were
rearl :— I. On a Species of Jpomxa, affording Tampico
Jalap, by D. Hanbury, Esq. In this paper the author
gave some account of a species of jalap recently im-
ported from Tatnpico, and distinguished in commerce as

Tampico jalap. This drug he stated to be derived

from a new species of Ipomosa, for which he proposed
the specific name of simulans, in allusion to the resem-

blance which it bears to the true Jalap plant (Ipomcea
Purga). II. On the necessity of a reform in the

Generic Nojnenclatiire of Diurnal Lepidoptera, by a
revie'iV of the genera proposedfrojji the timeof Linnteus to

theyear 1816. By W. F. Kirby, Esq. ; communicated
by H. T. Stainton, Esq. III. A Catalogue of the

aculeate Hymenoptera and /ch?teumonidecv of India and
the Eastern Archipelago, with Introductory remarks by

A. R. Wallace, Esq, By F. Smith, Esq. ; communi-
cated by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

Brittany and its Byways : some Account of its

Inhabitants and its Antiquities, during a residence in

that Cou?itr}i. By Mrs. Bury Palliser. London :

John Murray. Svo, pp. 314.

The name of Brittany is very suggestive. The country

is full of interest to the student and antiquarian, as

frequently little wells hollowed in the top, used, instead
of plates, to hold the soup. Over the table, suspended
by pulleys, are two indispensable articles in a Breton
dwelling—a large circular basket to cover the bread,
and a kind of wooden frame or rack, round which the
spoons are ranged. Forks they do not use. Festoons
of sausages, with hams, bacon, candles, skins of lard,
onions, horse-shoes, harness, all hang suspended from
the ceiling, which consists of fagots of hazel sus-
pended by cross-poles. The floor is of beaten earth.

One narrow window admits the light, and there are no
outhouses. The manure-heap is generally at the house-
door, and the pigs andpoultryseem on an equally intimate
footing as they are in our Irish cabins. The Breton's
cottage has often no garden to occupy his leisure hours

;

and the men, after their daily work, resort to the
cabaret to spend their time and their earnings." Mrs.
Palliser tells us "that agriculture is very backward in

Brittany, but the land produces abundance of com. It

is threshed out direct from the field, on a clay floor

{aire). Beet-root and Clover grow luxuriantly, and in

some fields the pretty Red Clover (Trifolium incar-

natum) carpets the country with its crimson flowers."

The volume is nicely printed and embellished with
numerous beautiful illustrations. As a specimen of
these we subjoin a cut (fig. 3) of the beautiful rood
screen of St. Fiacre, as likely to interest some of our
readers—St. Fiacre being the patron saint of gardeners.

For the use of the block we arc indebted to Mr.
Murray. Of his history Mrs. Palliser gives the follow-

ing particulars :

—

**St. Fiacre, or Fiaker, was an Irish monk of the

names were given, appear not to have been previously

described, namely, Viola Burtoni, Euphrasia purpurea,

and Iris biflora. Prof C. Deway, D. D.
,

gives

186 species of Carex for North America, but Mr.
Reeks had only identified 29 in Newfoundland, and but

38 Grasses out of the 258 said to grow in the United
States and in Canada. The classification and nomen-
clature adopted were taken from Prof. A. Wood's Class-

book of Botany, published in 1866 by A. S. Barnes

& Co., New York. II. Note on Capparis divari-

cata, and C. Heyneana, by Dr. Cleghom. Of the 20
species of Capparis enumerated by Wight and Amott,
several are involved in obscurity, and the C. divaricata

of Lamarck is included amongst the " species scarcely

known." This plant the author believes he has
gathered at distant points of Southern India—as

Dhar%var, Mysore, Coimbatore, since Lamarck's de-
scription accords well with his plant. The fruit

agrees in character with that of C. stylosa. Lamarck's
description was made from the linear-leaved fomi,
which, according to Wight, is peculiar to young shoots,

and does not flower, but it is now known that this

form bears fruit. Having examined Wight's and
Wallich's specimens, the author concluded that C.

divaricata. Lam. ; C. diversifolia, W. and A. ; and C.

stylosa are all forms, perhaps permanent varieties,

refcrrible to one species, to which Lamarck's name
must be given. The true C. divaricata, the narrow-
leaved form, is abundant in very dry districts, while
the variety with ovate-lanceolate leaves occurs gene-
rally nearer the ghats, where the climate is more moist.

The beautiful C. Heyneana, which is the C. formosa,
Dalzell, but not the C. formosa. Wall., the author had
collected in Canara and Cochin. The colour of the

large flowers is pale blue or lilac, with a yellow spot

at the base of the petals ; and the plant was considered
to be well worthy of introduction to our hothouses.

well as to the mere tourist or pedestrian, on account

of its history and numerous legends, its relics of

medieval architecture, and still more ancient dolmen,

and its picturesque coast-scenery. Much, too, of the

interest attaching to Brittany centres in its quaint

inhabitants and their singular manners and customs.

Mrs. Palliser's volume consists of a condensed

account of the history of Brittany, and a description

of the principal towns she passed through, and the

chief abbeys, castles, and cathedrals she saw during a

tour through the country—apparently enlarged
" jottings " from a note-book added to and assisted by

some popular guide-book.

The author is so much more to our taste when she

describes the abodes and the domestic manners and

customs of the country and its inhabitants, than when,

in somewhat didactic style, she gives an account of

battles, conspiracies, and murders, that we cannot help

wishing she had told us more about the people, even at

the expense of some of the legends and historical details

with which the book is plentifully besprinkled. Take,

for instance, the following account of the "interior"

of a Breton dwelling—"By the side of the fire, in the

one room of which most of these cottages consist,

fixed against the wall like the berth of a ship, stands

the bedstead or 'lit clos' of old oak, shut in by

carved and well-wadded sliding panels, often inscribed

with the sacred monogram. The two mattresses,

paillasse, and ' cossette de plume,' are piled up to such

a height as barely to admit of its tenants creeping into

the bed. In front is the customary chest, containing

the family wardrobe, answering the double purpose of

a seat and the means of ascending into the bed. Often

we have seen cupboards on each side of the large

chimney, with two shelves, which served as beds for

the juvenile members of the family. Forms and a

polished table complete the furniture ; the last has

seventh century, who, according to tradition, obtained

from the Bishop of Meaux a grant of as much ground

out of the forest as he could dig a trench round m one

day's labour, for the purpose of making a garden and

cultivating vegetables for travellers. Long time after

the peasants would show the ditch ten times larger than

was expected, and relate how, when the Irishman took

his stick to trace a line upon the soil, the earth dug

itself under the point of the stick, while the forest trees

fell right and left to save him the trouble of cutting

them down."
Altogether we can recommend the volume as an

interesting compendium for those who are contemplat-

ing a tour in Brittany.

Among Recent Publications, to some of

which we shall have to refer at greater length at

another time, are The Amateur Gardener's Calendar,

by Mrs. Loudon ; revised by W. Robinson—The Parks,

Open Spaces, and Thoroughfares of London, by

Alexander M'Kenzie—Flora sylvatica, being Figures

and Descriptions of the Timber Trees of the
_
Madras

Presidency, by Major Beddome — Les Chenes de

I'Amerique Tropicale, etc., par F. M. Liebmann.

acheve et augmente par A. S. Oersted (Oaks of

Tropical AmeVica)—Nouveau Dictionnaire de Botan-

ique. par E. Germain de Saint Pierre (New Dictionary

of Botany) — Bulletin de la Federation des So-

cietes d'Horticulture de Belgique, 1868 (Report of

the Federation of the Horticultural Societies ot

Belgium)—De Cinchonse speciebus quibusdam, scripsit

F. A. G. Miquel (Description of some species oi^m-

chona, including those grown in Java)-Indian Works

and English Engineers, bvjohn Bourne, C.E.—Howto

Use the Barometer, &c.,'by Rev. R. Tyas-Vegetable

Physiology, in a series of easy lessons, by Edwin i.an-

kester, M.D., F.R.S.—Prodromus Systematis Naturalis
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regni vesjetabilis, &c., editore et pro parte auctore

Alphonse De CandoUe, pars decima sexta :
this

contains the systematic description of the follo^ving

orders : Daphniphyllacea; and Buxacese, by J-
M""er,

of Argau ;
Empetracece and Cannabinea: by Alphonse

De cLdolle ; Urticacere, by H. A Weddell
;
P.pe-

race^e, by Casimir De Candolle ;
ChloranthaceK, by

Count Solms, of Laubach ; and Garryaces by

Alphonse De CandoUe-The Useful Weather Guide

for the first Six Months of the \ear 1870, by

Eleanor Rugg Byrne.

Garden Memoranda.
Cadland, the Seat of E. A. E. Drummond,

Eso —" If you want to see Cadland at its best, now is

the^time to come. " Such was the emphatic invite I had

the pleasure of receiving some months since from Mr.

Harnett the worthy gardener, and to which I made in

person a very speedy response. A neat little steamer

ferried me across the Southampton Water to Hythe,

and from thence a walk ofabout three miles brought me

to the London Lodge entrance, which, I was infoniied,

was about a mile from the gardens through the park

Tust in front of the gardener s house is a prettily

arranged flower garden upon turf, consisting of a series

of round beds, with a double edging of box to each,

the latter being about 9 inches apart, and between

them nice white sand is laid, producing a very neat

effect. The majority of these beds were fi'^f^j™"'

Stocks, chiefly for the purpose of testing their bedding

Qualities, and if what I saw of them then 15 to be taken

as a fair sample of their fitness, I can say at once that

whilst some are for that purpose nearly useless, others

answer admirably. Here I was hrst introduced to

those beautiful East Lothian Stocks, which Mr.

B S Williams has sent out, the colours of which are

white scarlet and violet-purple. Anything finer than

this last for bedding I never saw, the colour is so

unusual in our parterres and so effective. A.11 of them

are of good habit, from 10 to 12 inches in height,

and producing about 90 per cent, of double flowers.

My opinion of these Stocks is, that they are the

suit of a carefully selected strain of home-gi'own

pyramidal kinds. The notion that we must go to

Germany for good summer Stocks, is now quite

exploded Then there were some other pyramidal

kinds the best of which is the blood-red, a very effec-

tive kind, of a rich colour. The canary-yellow comes

very double, but the yellow is s,o indistinct as to pro-

duce the appearance of a dirty white. There can be

no doubt but that good strains of these pyramidal

Stocks, of distinct colour, would make grand beds.

Close by are the plant houses, which are chiefly

devoted to the rearing of furnishing materials of all

kinds for the house and conservatory. Here Mr.

Harnett showed me some seedling Coleus, which he

had raised from Marshallii, one of which, named

Drummondii, was a decided improvement on Her

Maiesty, which was giowing close by, both in colour

and size of foliage. In a long range of pits I noticed

some capital Petunias growing for exhibition ;
and,

further on, a span-roofed house devoted to Melons and

Cucumbers, growing in rich profusion. Close by is a

range of vineries, to which a large new lean-to for late

woik had recently been added. The Vines and the

crops they produce afford evidence of great skill and

attention on the part of the gardener, as well as being

a source of pleasure to his employer. The new

vinery is fitted both in front and behind with a simple

apparatus for ventilating it, to work inside the house. By

the raising or lowering of a handle, air in any quantity

is given or reduced instantly along the whole length.

This was fitted up by the estate smith, under Mr.

Harnett's personal supervision, and it is most efficient

in its working. Along the front of the house young

Vines, mostly new kinds, are planted, and are doing

well To the iron pillars that support the centre some

Black Hamburgh Vines are planted, and tramed to fill

the top of the house for the present. The growth one

of these had made deserves special mention, it being

planted in May of last year (1868), and cut back nearly

to the in-ound. It made a strong growth last season of

about 24 feet, which was this year cut back to 12 feet.

When I saw it, it was carrying 20 bunches of fruit, that

bid fair.'when ripe, to weigh iS lb.

Leaving the houses, we next look at the kitchen

garden, which is about 6 acres in extent, surrounded by

fine walls, well covered with trees, that are here, as

elsewhere last season, produced but a poor crop of fruit.

Vegetables, however, are grown well, and in large quan-

tities. Of Peas alone about 4 pecks are sown yearly,

affording a continuous supply, almost without intermis-

sion, every season from the middle of May to the middle

of October. The ground here slopes to the south, and at

the bottom of the garden are a couple of fine ornamental

fish ponds, surrounded by a sloping surface of green turf

On the north side the useful and ornamental is well

combined in along row of Scarlet Runner Beans, about

100 yards in length, that quite shuts ofi" the kitchen

garden, and along its base is a border filled mth a variety

of flowers. On the south side extends a row of shrubs,

and at intervals some luxuriantly-giowing specimens of

Magnolia giandiflora, full ofenormous flowers at the time

of my visit At the western end is situated a dehghtftil

arbour, embossed in a mass of Ferns and climbers,

amidst which the Japanese Honeysuckle grows and

T 7 TTTTT;; ctnndsl been a verv effective arrangement of triangles of Coleus

flowers in rich profusion. Just in font o this stands ^een a ery e e

J^ ^^rredby the poor growth

;as I am informed) one of .die finest =Pe™-- °f '^
^fthe latter, which here for summer work was a c,

de'ciduous Cypress in the
'

kingdom. The girth of its

stem, 4 feet from the ground is .0 feet 7 '-hes -d rt

is about 85 feet in height. It is a fine timber tree,

and the picture of health and vigour.

R turning to our starting-point, the gardener

house, a broad well-kept walk, with a border on either

siSe filled with hardy and tender flowering plants

nms along the upper side of the kitchen garden towards

The house Here I noticed that all along the front of

hLe borders a double row of Pfrgomum cuttmgs

had been put in, in a careless sort of way, ^ ° y'hich

were growing, and promised to look gay short y, as

well S make fine plants for lifting in the autumn.

Close by the mansion stands the eonservatory-a large

and lofty house, that would make a fine -mn^rv. but

of the latter, which here for summer work was a com-

parative failure. The pleasure grounds extend over

several acres, and the very neat and excellent order m
which all is kept, merits special commendation. A. D.

©Ijttuatg.

ana loiiy House, mai „«...-—--— -
, „," -i^

is unfitted for the growth of soft-wooded plants It

however, made to look gay with a P™f"^'° "^
^"^^

jects admirably adapted for the P"P°^f ^ ^"4 "'^^j,°

the flower g.arden. That I should get a quiet wa k

round, and fake notes of what seemed to be special y

worthy of observation, I thought to be =^' 'l^e trea m

store for me ; but it seemed to have struck Mr, Harnett

otherwise ; for, proceeding to the top of the mansion,

we could see, if not all the world, at least a con-

siderable portion of it, as well as the whole

eff-ect of his magnificent floral display. From this

position, and right before us, was to be seen the glorious

expanse of the^Southampton Water. On the opposi e

bank of the river the most P™™>"<t" S ^""ItrMrl
immense pile of buildings known as the R°y.^l ^ ^'oria

Hospital, at Netley, a noble asylum for invalid soldiers.

To its right is the pretty little marine villa belonging

to the Earl of Hardwicke, whilst for miles in and the

country, even as far as Portsdown Hill at Portsmouth

lies open to view. Still more to the right is the old

pile of Calshot Castle, and beyond that, as far as thi

eye can reach, are the waters of Spithead. Turning to

the south the Isle of Wight is distinctly seen, and all

around to the west extends the New Forest rich m
woodland scenery. Turning once more directly to the

front is seen the ancient town of Southampton, with Us

splendid docks, filled with some of the finest steam-

ships in the world; and far beyond this, right up o

Red Lodge and Basset, all the country is distinctly

visible, and the entire view fonns one of the grandest

and most picturesque that the plodding workers in

life can often gaze upon.
, . . . ,

There is no mistake about one thing, this is the place

to see the flower garden. One might imagine that the

whole had been laid out from here, so admirably does

it all fit to each other. Right in under us runs a very

broad terrace-walk, the whole length of the mansion, and

beyond this is margined with vases filled with flowering

plants, and at its extremity is a small enclosed parterre

garden called the Temple Garden, after a building of

that character situated within it. This is filled with a

variety of plants producing flowers convenient for

cutting from ; then, coming more to the front, are m
close conjunction two large beds resembling Princes

Feathers, one being m.ade up with a base of Viola

cornuta, flowering freely, with lines of Lerastium,

yellow Calceolaria, Tom Thumb Pelargoniuin, Purple

King Verbena, and Bijou Pelargonium to form the

feathers. The other had a base of Golden Feather,

and in addition to some of the above were also lines

of Iresine Herbstii, Christine Pelargonmm, and blue

Lobelia. A small oval bed looked very pretty with a

centre of scarlet, and alternating triangles of blue

Lobelias and Cerastiums. Some serpentine beds were

filled with centres of Iresine Herbstii, bordered with

Christine Pelargonium and edged with Gnaphalium

whilst others had centres of Ageratum and margins of

Rubens Pelargonium, a bright rosy scarlet kind, that

is most eff-ective for beds. Just off the righthand corner

of the mansion was a large bed resembling a St. Cathe-

rine Wheel, having a centre of Dents Heliotrope,

margined with Mons. Martin Pelargonium, two wings

being filled with Christine, and the others with Stella

and Cerise Unique, the whole edged alternately with

Viola 'cornuta and Lobelia. A perfect gem was a round

bed, having in the centre a star of Centaurea ragusina,

the angles being filled with Coleus, and edged with

blue Lobelia and Cerastium, whilst in another bed a

very pleasing e«"ect was produced by a centre of Coleus

from which radiated narrow, sweeping scrolls ol

Cerastium, blue Lobelia, and yellow Pansy. At

Cadland the Pansy always does well, and is wonder-

fully eff'ective ; it should be struck from cuttings m the

autumn, to make strong plants for the spring, and it will

flower profusely all the summer. The descriptions of

the beds noticed here are given because they appeared

the most striking ; but they form but a small part of

the whole.
, r » 11

Mention must, however, be made of two small

enclosed gardens that are seen on either side of the

front, and farthest removed from the house
;

these

resemble parterres, and are filled with much care and

taste. Very eflective was a bed in the centre of one,

filled with subtropical plants ;
and others, having

diamond centres of the Rev. Mr. RadclyR-e golden

zonal Pelargoniuin (what a capital dwarf bedder this

variety is) and Purple King, margined with blue

Lobelia and Mrs. Pollock, were very beautiful ;
in

some of the beds Rubens and Excellent look ed fine,

but all were good. On an outside border of each of

these gardens, fronting to the house, what would have

In our last we had the painful duty of briefly record-

in» the death of Mr. William Barnes, of Camber-

well, concerning whose career we are now enabled

to add some interesting particulars. Mr. Barnes

was born on October 23, 1S09, in the county

, ,„„. of Surrey, in wdiich county his father lived as a

"^ bft gardener. At the age of nine or ten years the son also

Jommenced the career of a gardener, being even then an

enthusiastic collector and admirer of British plants.

About three years later he left home and came

to London, where he was employed by Mr. Moore,

the then great early fruit, plant, and vegetable giower,

of the Kings Road, Chelsea. At this time Mr.

Moore's foreman and manager was William Barnes

brother James, late of Bicton. In the year 1S24,

William Barnes was under gardener at the Earl ol

Onslow's in Surrey, from which place he went to the

Messrs Young's nurseries at Epsom, and from thence

to Plastow Lodge, Bromley, where horticulture was

then in its zenith. Some three years later he was

engaged as gardener to George Warde Norman, Esq.,

of BromleyCommon, Kent, where he soon began tocarry

out his ideas in plant growing. Although the place

was small, with very little glass or other convenience,

he grew stove and greenhouse plants. Heaths, Azaleas,

and New Holland plants in general, to such perfection

as never before had been seen, surpassing all the great

plant growers of the day, as may be seen recorded

in the •' Proceedings " of the Horticultural Society of

London, before the Cardc„c-ys' ChronicU came into

existence. The story of his triumphs in this depart-

ment is thus recorded in the Nottingham Guardmn .•—

"The first time Mr, Barnes ever exhibited was at

Chiswick, when he came out with a collection of 50

stove and greenhouse plants, and took the 1st pnze, the

first gold ICnightian Medal, value ;^Io, ever awarded by

the Society. As a contrast to the enormous plants

exhibited at the present time, we may say that Mr.

Barnes conveyed his 50 plants in one van with one

horse! but, as an example of the progress he made m
plant-growing, we may state we have seen his collec-

tion when he required eight vans and 16 horses to con-

vey the same quantity of plants. Cramped for means,

having only five small houses (two of them filled with

Vines—one, which filled the larger house, the finest

Muscat of Alexandria Vine perhaps in Europe, being

nearly 200 years old, and still in vigorous healtli)—

the wonder was how Mr. Barnes could produce

such gorgeous collections, especially as his excel-

lent employer did not care about exlnbitmg, but

would rather have kept the plants at home. Ihus

the expenses of conveyance to shows, and also ot

replenishing the collection with novelties, fell mamly

upon Mr. Barnes. To go to Bromley Common in the

exhibition season, say a few days before one of the

great shows, and firom what you could see in the glass-

houses you would return with the conviction that

' Barnes could not show at all.' Such has teen the

avowal of scores, but they did not go into the back

sheds and Mushroom-houses, neither did they explore

the barns nor look under the Cedar trees upon the lawn,

where plants of rare excellence would be set out in the

full light to colour. The.se things, unless they were

intimate friends, they'did not see, and hence conpluded

that Barnes had nothing to show. On one occa-

sion, and the last time Mr, Barnes showed a large

collection at Chiswick; he had staged a superb group

of so stove or greenhouse plants in flower, not having

a duplicate plant of any kind. The 1st prize was

given to his rival, because she had two plants of this,

two of that, and two of the other thing—facts which,

with discriminating judges, would have placed the

collection incontestably second. Mr. Barnes returned

home disgusted. On the following morning (Sun-

day) Mr. Norman went to him in the garden,

and condoling with him for the wrong to which he had

been subjected, gave him, as a solatium, a cheque

for ^'So. We see the tears in our honest friend's eyes

as he told us a few days afterwards of this act of

considerate kindness, and we mention it now, perhaps,

for the first time as a public fact. Never afterwards

did IMr. Barnes show the large collection at Chiswick,

remarking to us, ' I can take my own van, and clear

;^io and my expenses ; while by showing the large

collection, if I gain the 1st prize, I am frequently

a loser by the expenses.'. Shortly after this, when

the want of the Bromley collections made a sad

gap in the shows at Chiswick, it was tauntingly

asserted that those only abstained from showing there

who were sure of being beaten, pronouncing at the

same time a grand eulogium upon the Ealing Park

plants On the following Wednesday was the great

show at the Royal Botanic Gardens, and Mr. Barnes, to

resent the taunt, took up the gems of his collection,

and they were gems, and beat the Chiswick prize col-

lection with ease,—causticly retorting upon Dr. Lmdley,

' They are not good enough for Chiswick, but they

are good enough to beat the best you can get there.
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No one but those who, like Mr. Barnes, have

had the cost and anxiety of exhibiting, can have

any idea of the labour involved. On more than one

occasion we have known Mr. Barnes pay more than ;^6o

for horse-hire alone for six shows. Add to this the hire

of vans, wages of men, paj-ments at toll-bars, and inci-

dental expenses, and it will be easy to sec that plant

exhibitors may purchase their whistle at toogreataprice."

For some years William Barnes continued in the employ-

ment of Mr. Norman, in whom he found an excellent

master and true friend. Finding, however, tliat this

place did not afford sufficient scope for his abilities, he

left for the service of Robert Hanbury, Esq. , of The
Poles, near Ware, in Hertfordshire, in which position

he continued until the Camden Nursery, Camber-

well, passed into his hands, and became under his

management, in some respects, a model nursery.

Here he continued to carry on his favourite pur-

suit of specimen plant growing until his death,

much respected by all who knew him. He
was one of the originators and first members
of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, and

also one of five brothers, all of whom were brought up
to and followed the profession of gardening. Four of

them are now dead, the oldest, Mr. James Barnes,

gardener for many years to Lord and Lady Rolle at

Bicton, being the only survivor. Mr. William Barnes

will be buried, in accordance with his expressed wishes,

at the Forest Hill Cemetery, which he laid out and
planted some years ago.

Died on the 23d ult. , at Newtown, Bromley,
Kent, in his 71st year, Mr. John Brown, many years

gardener to the late Lord Herbert of Lea, at Wilton
House. He was much respected by his lordship, so

much so that in i860, when, owing to impaired health,

he retired, his lordship considerately settled ;!{^ioo per

annum upon him for his life. He w-as a good practical

gardener, and much respected by his brother gardeners.

{for the ensuing week.)

plant nouses.
With the new year let those who are troubled with

the presence of that detestable pest, the Mealy-bug^ in

any of their stoves commence such an onslaught upon
them as will thoroughly rout them out. This is the proper

season to undertake the operation, the plants being

partially at rest, and there is perhaps rather more time

for such work than there will be by-and-by. To say that

it is not possible to destroy this pest where it has

thoroughly established itself, seems feasible to those

who know its endurance and reproductive powers. I

nevertheless assert that, with a thorough determination

to be free of it, it is to be overcome even in the worst of

structures, and under very adverse circumstances. I

believe there is nothing better towards attaining this end
than crushing each one between the finger and thumb ; at

least, so I have experienced in more than one successful

undertaking of this kind. Each infested plant should

first have every vestige of the insect or its mealy cover-

ing crushed out with the forefinger and thumb, and after-

wards sliould have a good dressing with some mixture,

such as Gishurst compound or Fowler's insecticide.

The roof of the house and every other part should be pro-

perly cleansed, even to whitewashing with fresh slacked

lime, or otherwise painting, as varied surfaces require.

Then the surface soil of all borders should be taken far

away, and fresh soil substituted in its place. But the

operator must not rest here, for now the real fight for

mastership will commence. From out of the minutest

interstices the pest will ever and anon creep forth :

let these intruders be cnislied one by one. The
males are more slender than the females, and hence a

quicker eye is necessary to detect them. By destroying

them before they are permitted to form fresh nests, good
and sure work will be done ; and it is only in so far as this

part of the business is unflinchingly carried out that a
successftil end is to be looked for. I may here mention
that the Mealy-bug has been known to form a lodgment
upon Vines. If such an instance is now to be met with,

the same remarks will apply, but a stronger solution

should be used—say, equal parts of either of the above
preparations, soft-soap, sulphur, and tobacco liquor ;

and if the bark upon the rods has not been stripped too

closely, a tablespoonful or so of spirits of turpentine or

paraffin may be added. Then, again. Pines are some-
times attacked, and it has been asserted by some autho-
rities that if Pines so infested are shut up over a bed
of heating horse-dung, the Mealy-bug is forthwith
destroyed. But my advice is to bum them, cleanse
the structure, and procure a fresh batch of plants.

This wretched pest is often introduced by the careless

admission of plants which are infested with it from
other collections. A remark which the late Dr.
Lindley made to me at one of the Kensington meetings
may not inaptly be quoted here, viz., "Like all

suspected plants those near that specimen (speaking of
one perceptibly infested) should be placed in quarantine
as ' suspected,' until a clean bill of health, free of
suspicion, can be obtained." So I would advise a
certain quarantine for all fresh introductions into large

plant establishments. I have little to add in the way
of routine this week. Damp is the main enemy the
gardener has to contend against. Give as much air as

possible, even a little by night, if it can be given with-

out the risk of lowering the temperature too much, and
keep the pipes or heating media just as warm as the
hand, to aid the sluggish air in attaining a little n
buoyancy.

FORCING HOUSES.
The shortest day is past, and with the advent of

increased light and, let us hope, warmth, those who
have charge of forcing operations will begin to

'

' look up,

"

for it is very slow and hard work to force successfidly

against days constantly decreasing in length. This, how-
ever, must not cause the operator to change his routine
very materially at first, though the rigid formula pre-

viously prescribed may be somewhat relaxed, and with
the increase of light a slightly more liberal treatment
may be afforded. Those Fifien'cs which were shut up
for the purpose of forcing a month or five weeks ago,
will now begin to show the effects of the confined
warmth. The buds will be swelling, therefore a larger

amount of moisture may be permitted in the structure

commensurate with the increase of heat which may
now safely be given. Do not, however, be too liberal in

the admission of atmospheric humidity, when once the

youngleaves arepushed beyond the scaly coveringswhich
protected them in the first instance ; otherwise some
danger will exist of their damping, or, as it is generally

termed by the craft, "fogging" off. Attend to the

bottom-heat of all Pine pits^ tic., bearing in mind, in

the case of old flues, that these may cause the tan con-

tiguous thereto to become over dry, and that, as a

consequence, the heat therein may have materially

decreased ; hence a moderate soaking with warmed
water will be necessary. With the first signs of
blossoms expanding in the Peach or Nectarine houses

let the heat be increased to a mean of about 6l° by day,

with a decline of lo" or 12° by night. Keep the atmo-
sphere as dry as possible ; this will be the more easily

done if former suggestions have been attended to. In
regard to Figs^ which are being pushed into growth,

I say start steadily, and do not by any means
afford too high a temperature at first. A mean of

from 50" to 53" by night, with an increase of S** or lO**

by day, will be ample for the present. The weather
which I have anticipated in the past Calendar or two
has come, and put us all more or less on the qui viTe.

All know that snow is a non-conductor of heat or cold,

and is of all things the worst thing to mix with ferment-

ing matter, or even to be permitted to lie thereon for any
length of time. No snow should be permitted to rest

longer than is absolutely necessary upon such materials,

or even in too close communication therewith. No
trouble should be spared to separate any which, may
have fallen upon heaps of litter or leaves which are

undergoing the sweetening process. Sow Cucumber
seeds for early frame work ; if proper convenience does
not exist, court the good offices of a neighbouring friend

to sow them for you.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Should the weather which prevails whilst I write

(frost and snow) continue, attend to the necessary daily

covering and uncovering of all cold frames, where the

subjects they contain are in a leafy growing state.

Keep all snow swept away, so that what light there is

may not be impeded in its passage. According to the

duration or continued intensity of the frost continue to

place additional layers of litter around the roots of

Roses, Fuchsias, Wall Climbers, Bulbs, and other plants

which are likely to require an additional supply. Even
the tops of Poses may need protection of some sort.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed with all trenching operatiom. Advantage

should also be taken of inclement weather to get

out of hand all those necessary little odds and ends

which occasionally absorb a certain amount of time in

all gardens. I refer to making and otherwise preparing

small yfoewr stakes for pot plants, labels of various sizes,

and/f^j' with which to peg down Verbenas, &c., in the

ensuing summer. Besides these the stock of Onions

will require looking carefully through, sorting out such

as have " started " to be early planted out into the open
borders for use as '* ScaUions," &c. Sort and wash all

pots requiring either operation, and attend to the soil

bins or heaps, turning the latter so that the frost may
exert its beneficial influence on all parts alike. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.

The principal operations to be carried out in the

garden at this season consist in getting manure on to

the beds and borders, and preparing suitable composts

for pot plants. There is also another little job which
should be done now during bad weather, that is, to

thoroughly clean out the tool-house, and have all the

tools sharpened and put into good working condition.

This will save much trouble and time at the busy
season. To give some idea of the tools required

for a single-handed garden, I append the follow-

ing list, which will be found amply sufficient :

—

One No. 2 steel-plated spade, one 5 -pronged Parkes'

patent fork, one of the most useful digging tools

;

one edging iron, a line reel and spindle, one pair of

short and of long shears, one Dutch hoe and draft hoe, a

12 and 6-toothed iron rake ; and also a wooden rake,

which comes in very useful at the fall of the leaf; an

iron roller, a trowel and dibble, one hand-saw and
bill-hook, a nail-bag, hammer, and pruning-knife

;

one scythe and rubbers, and a Green's Patent

Silens Mcssor mowing machine; two large and one

small watermg pots, with coarse and fine roses to
each ; and a wheelbarrow, with movable top for leaves.
The garden mats, as imported, have loose rough ends,
which should be re-tied into knots, before using thorn,
to keep them from coming to pieces. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK {LONDON),
For the eight days ending Dec 251, 1869, as observed at the Horticultural

Gardens.
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speciniL-n).

—

D. Thuja pendula.

—

P. Nicotiana longi-

fiora.

—

A. F. B. Centrostemma acuminatum, frequently

known as Cyrtoceras reflexum.

—

J. G., Beaumaris, A
small-leaved form of the Sweet Bay Tree (Laurus
nobilis).

—

D. S. Hypnum (Thuidium) tamariscinum.

—

A. P. Lupinus arboreus.

Unfruitful Fruit Trees : Monte Christo. It is diffi-

cult to tell exactly what you had better do to your
trees without inspection. If the wood is very thick and
crowded we would recommend you to thin it out con-

siderably, so as to allow free access of the air and light

to all parts of the tree. If they are growing very vigor-

ously try the effect of shortening some of the stronger

roots. In either case thin out—not shorten the branches
a good deal.

Peaches and Nectarines : J. P. Early York, or, belter

still, Early Grosse Mignonne Peaches ; and Roman
Nectarine.

Vine-Roots : S. B. There will not be much, if any,

cause for anxiety if you take care to search out and
remove all the principal ones, which can readily be done
without risk of injury to those of the plants which

Vines : Learner. In your comparison with Peaches, you
overlook the different natural habits of the two.
Undoubtedly there should be extensive leafage, but
when there is something like a balance between this

and the roots, that suffices. In the case of potted

Peaches there are fewer roots, and therefore the balance
is kept up by fewer leaves. As you put it, the question

is not fairly stated. Assuredly the one-Vine system
would not give you better crops, and at the same time
relieve you altogether of cultural care ; neither would
it be wise to jump from one extreme to the other.

The gradual extension of a vigorous Vine, which shows
itself to be at home in its position, is a very different

course to that.

Errata.— In Dr. Spruce's paper, p. 1332, par. 7, for
" heat or moisture," read "heat or motion ;" in par. 10,

for "unlikely," read "likely."

Communications rfxeived.—A. P.—J. D.—W. P.—G. W.—
T. C.~R. B.—P. W. M.—W. M.—A Foreign Nurseryman.—
E. G.--W. T.—E. B.—J. B.—Somerset.— Prof. Dccaisne.—
H. T.—E. M.—T. T.—J. T.—Robin.-A. F.

[n;rhets.

CO VENT GARDEN.—Jamtary i.

The closing period of the year is usually a dull one in

general business, and especially is this so at the present
time, as there is great depression of trade, and an
unwillingness to embark in anything requiring additional
capital ; at the same time, stocks are heavy. The foreign
consignments are unusually large. Home produce is also
plentiful, especially in the case of Grapes and Pines. The
late frost has had but little influence in retarding the
supply of outdoor produce. The Potato market con-
tinues dull, at former quotations. Flowers chiefly consist

of Pelargoniums, Mignonette, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums,
Primulas, Poinsettias, Heaths, Tulips, and Hyacinths.

Apples, p. i sieve .

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush.
Filberts, per lb. .,

Grapes, per lb.

Artichokes, p. doz.

Bcel, per doz.

Broccoli, per doz.

Brussels Sprouts,

Lemons, per 100 ..50—10 o
Melons, each . . i 6 — 30
Oranges, per 100 ..60 —12 o
Pears, per doz, . . 30— 60
Pine-apples, per lb. 3 o — 50

Vegetables.

s.d, s.d.
HorseRadish.p.bun. 30 — 50
Leeks, per bunch ,. 02 — 04
Lettuces, p. score .. 10— 20
Mint, per bunch ..04 — 06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10—16
Onions.pcr bunch . . 04 — 09
Parsley, per bunch . 02 — 04
Salsafy, per bundle .10 — 13
Scorzonera, do. ..10—13
Seakale, p. punnet.. 20 — 26
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 30
Radishes, per doz... 10 — 16
Tomatos, per doz. ..09—16

2 — 04 Turnips, pcrbunch .04 — 06
Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 8oj. to 105J. ; Flukes, do.,

80J. to 120J.

>— 3 o
p— 2 6

3— I 6Cabbages, p, doz.

Capsicums, p. 100.. 20 — 26
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, p. bund. ,. 10 — 16
Cucumbers, each . . 16 — 10
Endive, per doz.
French Beans, p. :

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch

6 —

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. Il contains a selection of the
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

To the Trade.
DOBSONS' CELEBRATED PRIZE

CALCEOLARIA.—New Seed 1869, now read >^ of [his un-
equalled strain; only sent out in scaled packets. The principal
Prizes have been awarded our Collections whenever exhibited at the
Crystal Palace, Royal Horticultural and Botanic Society's Flower
Shows, besides numerous Prizes at Provincial Exhibitions. A very

t alio'

) SONS, Woodlands Nurscr^', Isleworth, W.

JOSEPH MAY begs to offer selections of KITCHEN
GARDEN SEEDS of the best quality, according to size of

Garden, at los. 6d., zis.. and upwards.
LISTS forwarded on application.

(Many years with Mr. Keman, when in Russell StrceL)
35. Brydges Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of our choice strain,
nice, wcll-rootcd healthy plants, free by post, at ai. W. per
dozen, and laj. dd. per 100.

AZALEA INDICA, blooming plants, in 50 varieties, at ir, each ; not

CRASSULAS, in 10 choice named, for js. 6d.
ACACIA, in 6 varieties, blooming plants, for 6s.

CYTISSUS, fragrant, 12 blooming plants for 6s.

ROSES, in pots, la choice varieties of Tea, Noisette, Bourbon, and
China, for 9*. ; 24 varieties, i8s. ; 36 varieties, 375. ; Hybrid
Perpetuals in pots, 13 varieties, 8i. ; 24 for 15s. ; 50 for 3«.

STOCK, Night-sccnted, 12 for 6j.
^

PIMELEA HISPIDA, blooming plants, 121. per doien.
DESFONTAINEA SPINOSA. good plants. 12s. per dozen.n r-^,r,-y .,^,.^ ^. „

:ncs, Lancastcr.)R, STIRZAKER, Siou

Clirysanthemums.
ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from
his great collection of Chrysanthemums, for /i; 25 Pairs ditto,

"
; best JAPANESE

.ington, N.

TAMES CARTER and CO. have a beautiful Stock of
f.' Seedlings, in excellent condition, of their choicest Strains of
CALCEOLARIA. CINERARIA, and PRIMULA, in 60-pots. fit for

potting-on immediately for early Spring Blooming. W orthy the
attention of those who have omitted to sow at proper time. Price,

JAMES tARTER^AND CO.. 237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C. ;

and Cr>-stal Palace Nurseries, Forest Hill. S.E.

G
Gladioli—Seedlings, and by Name.

LADIOLl SEEDLINGS (first-class), per

;ood flowering bulbs.
LEVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, 132 and 134, Boulevard dc

rH6pi lal, Paris.

Seeds Direct from the Growers the best means of
Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTON'S' PRICED 1. AT.\LOGL'E of (•.ENL:INE
HOME-GROWN SEEiJi is now ready, and may l,c liad uralis

'nd post free on appli
SUTl ) SONS, Seed Gr< , Reading.

New and Unadulterated Seeds.
PRIZE MEDALS 1851 and i86j.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s spring
CATALOGUE of above is in the Press, and will be ready the

first week in January. It contains every Novelty deserving of merit
in Flower and Vegetable.—South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I (Uritish 1 crns .ind llicir varieties. 36 pages,
including pries. ,r ir !:. r I,,, r liis PRICED DESCRIP.
TIVECATAI'" '

i

I- i il
I ' lie FERNS, No. 7.

, Kent.

New Catalogue ot Dutch Bulbs, Plants, &c.
ROBERT I'AKKLk Ugs lu .(i.i.ounce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli, Hyacinths, Liliums,
Narcissus, Tulips, and other bulbs, Miscellaneous Plants, Fruit
Trees, Sweet Violets, &c. , is now published, and will be forwarded to

'' ' .- . »' - - -. - ng, Surrey, S.W.

WANTED, one good Standard BRUGMANSIA
ARBOREA, 5 to 6 feet stem; one ditto SANGUINEA, 3 to

4 feet stem : one ditto FLAVA, 3 to 4 feet stem ; also LILY OF THE
VALLEY roots by the bushel; Double PRIMROSES and HEPA.
TICAS, of sorts, by the 100. Send price and full particulars to

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

To the Trade.
G.EORGE R. DAVIDSON, The Nurseries, N'ewry,

Ireland, offers Two Acres of THORN S, ayr. old, 10 to 18 inches

;

1 000,000 FOREST TREES ; 40.000 COMMON LAUREL, trans-
planted, bushy plants, li to 3 feet; large lot PORTUGAL LAURELS,
2 to 3 feel. Samples sent on application.EVERGREEN HEDGES.

AMERICAN ARBOR-VlT.iE, 4 to s feet, at 40!. per 100;

S to 6 feet, at 6ot. perioo.
SIBERIAN ARBORVIT.'E.j to 2) feet. 401, perioo; 2) to 3 feet.

Rlril 1

RICHARD -

DECIDUi'l
ORNAMENTAL I

with their generic,
height, time of flow

''"'
RICHARD SMITH, Nur?

r- 1 l< ' . R I:EN and
' . .STANDARD

I mm; PLANTS,

1 and Seedsi

Autumn Planting^
PETER LAWSON AND SON will be glad to send

their CATALOGUE (just published) of FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, free on application.
The stock of LARCHES, SCOTCH FIRS. AUSTRIAN and

CORSICAN PINES, Sic, comprises some millions of healthy, well-
grown plants, and special offers will be made for large quantities when
personal inspection is not convenient.

Edinburgh and Londi

Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Evergreens,
PLANTS for G.\.ME COVERS. CO.MFERS. RUSES. &c

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS invite
the attention of Planters to their very large stock of the above,

which in extent and variety is not excelled by any Nursery in the
Kingdom. Their Nurseries, which are very bleak and exposetf, extend
over some 150 Acres, and their plants are well known to be unusually
hardy, as well as in the most perfect health and condition in every
respect ; and arc found to thrive admirably when removed to other

PRI' 11'' \ I \I I" I'F.S post free upon application. Estimates

Til. : . s and "Old" Established Seed Warehouse,

i Huk.N 1 L).N begs to intimate to the Trade that""""''
be surpassed for health and
len soil, and the stock, very

the Stock offered bclo'

s TOOK. All
'

l^'^L

Scotch, 9 to I

ThO'
Chinei irbor- 15 inche:

Wandsworth Common Nursery.
Ten minutes' walk from Clapham Junction.

MR. ROBERT NEAL begs to invite the attention of
the Nobility, Gentr>-. and the Trade in general to his verv

extensive and healthy stock of PLANTS, consisting of a large
collection of Standard, Pyramidal, and Dwarf-trained FRUIT
TREES, of all sizes; Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Coniferous and
other Evergreens, Forest and Ornamental TREES and SHRUBS;
-' large collection of RHODODENDRONS, all the very best in
ultivatic

•pie (e,
, from deep ( 1 and dark

purple (cveiy shade), up to white, and Hybrid Seedlings, and all the
leading kinds of Scarlet, both Standard and Dwarf, set with Bloom-
buds, which he can su^p]/ in large quantities at a very low price.

CATALdGUEwillbcs applic

^ Special Trade Offer.
C< NAIRN AND SONS. Seedsmen and Florists,O* 62, Pilgrim Street, Newcastlc-on-Tyne, have the following to
oner, all pure, prices on application :—
BALSAM (Smith's), in separate colours.
BROCCOLI, NE PLUS ULTRA, the best April Broccoli in

CELERY, SANDRINGHAM, well known as being the best White

w ANTED, a PARTNER in a NURSERY {sleeping
'^ ".''„'^°'" 3 "?w Branch Nurser>'. A good residence

Fleet Street, EC.wANTED, a HEAD GARDENER.—A married

Gibbs & Co,, Seedsmen, Down Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

Borougli of Bradford.
WANTED, as PARK GARDENER, by the Corpo-

ration of Bradford, a thoroughly competent person to fill the
of HEAD GARDENER at Peel Park. Wages 30,1. per

Corporation Offici

diiicu v^niccs, on or ociore aaiuroai
W. T. McGOWEN, Town Clerk.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER;
must be married, without children. Wife will have to take

charge of a lodge, and must be a good Laundress,—Apply, by
with full particulars of recent employment, to N., c;

Charles Barker & Sons, 8, Birchin Lane. London, EC.

'ly, by le

: of Me:

W^
OaMrntr,' Chrimidi Office, W.C.

WANTED, as PROPAG.ATOR and GROWER of
SOFT-WOODED PLANTS, a middle-aged sober Man.

Wages £1 per week. Apply, by letter only, stating age and where last
employed, to JOHN MORSE, Nurseryman. Durslev.

W^ Wages
*Ir. SEA

WANTED, in a Small Nursery, near London, a
steady, persevering, Married MAN.—One that understands

Growing Plants for Market and General Nursery Work. Must have
a good character for honesty and sobriety.—Apply personally to Mr.
T. SURMAN, Lavender Hill Nursery. Wandsworth Road, Surrey.

To Bailiffs, Gardeners, &c.
WANTED, on February 2 next, on a Farm of about

230 Acres, a MAN and WI FE (without incumbrance preferred),
to take charge of a small Dairy for family, attend Poultry, &c- The
Man must understand the usual course of Husbandrj', the Feeding of
Stock, Cultivation of Hops, &c. One that understands Gardening and
could take charge of Glass. Propagating, and Growing Fruit for Sale
would be preferred.—Apply, stating salary, age, rcicrcncc, &c. , to
M. M., Box No. 18, Post Office. Hereford.w
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Buttons' Selected Stocks of Farm Seeds.

SUTTON AND SONS art now prepared to make
quoiation, for thrir sclccttd stocks of FARM SEEDS, which

admired at the recent Smithfield Club Cattle Show.—Apply, stating

quan t le
g'j,"||.^.;.,j ^^^ SONS. Seed Growers, Reading.

Farm Seeds.

CH.'\RLES .SH.^RPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merch.»xts. Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUES of

FARM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

Suttons' New and Clean Grass Seeds.

SUTTON AND SONS, ha\-ing completed the cleaning
of their N.VrURAL GRASS SEEDS, will be pleased to send

samples and lowest tluotalions. They are of unusual line quality this

season, and can be relied on as perfectly free from weeds.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Merchants, Reading, Berks.

DELLS JET BL.ACK-LE.\VED BEET surpasses
the Perilla as a decorative plant, and is decidedly the best Beet

in cultivation, being uniform in height and colour, also hne for culinary

purposes. Price is. 6d. pel or. The Trade supplied. To be had genuine

DAVID MITCHELL, Nursery-man and Seedsman, Edinburgh.

MUSHROOM SP.AWN, 4;. per bushel; printed
directions if required.

MVATTS ASHLE.WED KIDNEY POT.^TOS.
PHEASANT'S EYE EARLY REGENT POT.ATOS.

A quantity to be disposed of

JOSEPH MAY. Seedsman, Sic, 35. Brydges Street, Covent Garden.

PE A S.— Maclean's fine Wrinkled Marrows,
Premier, I Early Emerald.
Little Gem, Advancer.

For full description see CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE, now ready.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Notice to the Trade.

JAS. FAIRHE.-\D and SON, 7, Borough Market,
London, S.E., beg to offer the following PEAS :—Sangster's No. i,

Ditlistone's First Early, Champion of England, McLean s Advancer,
and Priretaker. All from select stocks, and of Crop 1869. Prices on
application.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.
S.INGSTER'S No. I PEA . . . . lor. per bushel
BEDMAN'S IMPERIAL PEA .. .. los. per bushel
ALTRINGHAM CARROT .. .. sfa. percwt.
LONG RED SURREY CARROT .. 56.. per cwt.

EARLY SCARLET HORN CARROT 80s. per cwt.
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE .. .. 7Ss. per cwt.

Special prices will be gladly sent for any other description of Seeds
upon application. Any quantities may be nad, either large or small.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, ;. Aldgate, London.

Potatos.
CHARLES TURNER'S SEED CATALOGUE

contains a Select List of Kidney and Round varieties, including
two new kinds, now offered for the first time,

UNION, a Round variety, and BEACONSFIELD, Kidney.
The latter received a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Seed Potatos.

JOHN AND GEORGE BELL, Covent Garden Market,
London. W. C. . beg to call attention to the prices of the under-

mentioned SEED POP-ATOS :—
PATEk.snNS VICTORIAS, .£6 lot. per ton.
EARLY SHAVVS. £8 per ton.

-MVATTS EARLY PROLIFIC, jTS per ton.

RED FLOUR-B.\LLS. large croppers, ^10 per ton.

In Ion lots andupwards.

To the Wholesale Trade.
HERBERT H. NICHOLSON, Seedgrower. Great

Clacton (near SL Osylh), Essex, has the following SEEDS to

otfer, for cash only :

—

ROBINSON'S PRIZE CHAMPIO.N OX CABB.\GE, 801 per cwt.
NONPAREIL CABB.4GE lis.

WHITE CELERY (Leviathan) 95s.

SELECTED DARK RED BEET 140s.

STUDENT PARSNIP 80s.

MYATT'S CURLED PARSLEY 2S1. per bush.
STUBBLE TURNIP 8s. „

&c- Also all the Annual FLOWER SEEDS, at low prices.

HE SHIPLEY PROLIFIC FRAME CUCUMBER.
—This is a new Cucumber, of most extraordinary productiveness

having had as many as 19 Cucumbers on two young plants ready for
cutting at the same time, with many more coming on. It has a ver>'

smooth skin, of a rich deep green colour, and grows from t8 to 20
inches long. It has also tne advantage of being a first-rate variety
for winter work. Price u. 6d. and 2S. 6d. per paclcet.

GEORGE JOHN CHILD, Seed Merchant and Nurser>man,
49, Uarley Street, Bradford, and Bradford Nurseries, Shipley.

It can also be obtained of—
London . . . . Messrs. Keck, Henderson & Child.

„ Hurst & Son.

„ Nutting & Sons.
Norwich Ewinglt Child.

Other Names to follow .is rect-ived^

Genuine Seeds of Superior StoclES.

F
SEEDSMEN TO THE QVEEN.

R.^NCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street,

jid the " Upton" Nurseries, Chestci

Complete Assortments of Choice VEGETABLE SEEDS, for
A Year's Supply,

t select character, each.variety being

r Seeds free by Post o

B'

t produce the above variety, which possesses the hardiness of thi

parent and surpassing it in siie and quality. I have every confide;
Its giving the same satisfaction which was give
Mammoth was originally sent out. Having tht _ , ,

enabled to supply tne seed genuine. Price is. 6d. per packcL
CUCUMBER, FOSTER'S XL, fine long Ridge.—Is a remarkably

I the stock of

; hardy long dark green Cucumber, and c

'i the greatest confidence. It i

1 be
nd keeps
isficd that

R
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed cforn and Seeds."

Prize Medals,

G tries from whence they come. Sec WHEELERS'
LITTLE BOOK for 1870, price6rf., post free; gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER A.SD SON, Seed -Merchants, 59, Mark Lane,

W!
price 6d.

;
gratisWHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for

Cijstoraers.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed -Merchants, 59, Mark Lane

BEANS, HARLINGTON WINDSOR.—
A new and superior variety-

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

EET, EGYPTI.\N TURNIP-ROOTED,
quite new. tine rich colour, good flavour ; Is. per packet,
ated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870, price 6d., post

B

COCOA-NUT CABBAG E.—
A new and very early ^-ariety, is, per packet- Illustrated in

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870, price 6i-,post free; gratis to
Customers.

J. C. WHEELER AXD SON, 59. Mark Lane, London, E.C-

PA T E R S O N S' SUPERB MELON-
This e.xtraordinary Melon was raised last summer by Mr,

Paterson, gardener to Mrs. Hanbury Leigh, of Pontypool Park.
It weighca 24 lb., and measured 42 inches in circumference. It is

illustrated (from a photograph) in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK

}. C. WHEELER AND SOX. 59. Mark Lane, London. E.C.

Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.
CHIVASand weaver respectfully invite the especial

attention of Planters to their very extensive, healthy, and
grown Stock of the above.

being the most exposed in the North-W
Counties, and free from all

of plants almost a certainty.
PRICED CATALOGUES post fre.

.ficial shelter, render the safe 1

appHc

Suspension Bridge.
Eaton Road Nu ;s, and 108, Easlgate Street, Chcstei

Forest. Fruit, and other Trees.
AMES DICKSON and SONS' NURSERY STOCK
is SOT surpassed in Britain; therefore, they have every con-

Orders, and inviting intending planters to visit

private road from the foot of the Flookersbrook Railway Bridge.
PRICE LISTS on application.

[Old Established Xursery and Seed Business.)
•• Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

Fruit Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries. Merriott, Somerset, will be
• glad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PEARS. 700 do. of
APPLE, 170 do. of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with other kinds in
proportion. Standards, 6 to 7 ; Pyramids, 6 to 7 ; and Bushes. 3

orkc , Fruit Trees in England, price 1

CATALOGUE free on applic

COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

CORN .MANURE, for SprinB Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LI.ME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES-

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITR.^TE of SODA
CT Dock Warehouse; SULPH.\TE of AM.MONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &C- E. PURSER, Secretary

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, EC.

may be obtained r

O.XFORD MEETING, 1870'

FARM PRIZES.
A PRIZE of a PIECE ofPL.-VTE. value

100 Guineas, offered by lA.MES MASON,
Esq., and a SECOND PRIZE of FIFTY
" OUNUS offered by the Society, will be
iven to the Occupiers of the two best
nagcd Farms (which shall be entered
competition! in the district comprised

ihin a line drawn through the 'Towns
of Reading, Great Marlow, Aylesbury
Buckingham, Banbuo', Stowon-the-Wold,
Lcchlade, and back to Reading.

The Competition is limited to Tenant.
Farmers, and the LAST DAY of ENTRY
is SATURDAY, February 26.

Further particulars and Forms of Entry

don, W. H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

w I. DILLISTONE,
HORTICULTL'R.^L AUCTIONEER and VALUER,

Sible Hedingham, Esseic.

M
T.'H'iTii auratum and Deodara Seed.

R. J- C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION at' " Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, _\V.C.. on

Cljcligncultiirat^a^rtle.
SATURDAY, JANUARY i, 1S70.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I...,,.... . f North of England Chamber of -Agriculture, atJanuary 4^ Newcastleupon-Tyne.

Never perhaps in this century has THE New
Year been launched with a freight so rich in

promise, with such assurance of deep and mani-
fold interest to the agriculturist, as that whose
birthday now appears upon our pages. To
those who can look back to the early decades of

this nineteenth century the history of British

husbandry presents a succession of phases that

becomes more strikingly instructive as each fresh

chapter opens out, and throws the light of after
knowledge upon the past.

The collapse of farming prospects which
followed upon the feverish stimulant of a pro-
tracted war,—a war which had pressed upon the
home resources of the soil, and, coupled with
short harvests, had driven up the prices of produce,
and with them the rent of land to a height which
made the return of Peace a word of fear to Agri-
culture, inverting natural order, and prayer,—that
collapse when it took place found the country
with an area forced under tillage that seemed to
threaten the strangest of human ills—the curse
of ple':ty—and drove the Rent-payer and the
Rent-receiver as joint petitioners to the Legisla-
ture for Protection,—protection from a food
invasion that was looked upon as ruin to
the British plough and a scourge of British
acres more to be dreaded than the passage of a
foreign army, or a plague of locusts. Strange is

the retrospect now of those years when 'dis-
tressed agriculture ' assailed the ears of Parlia-

ment, session after session, asking for legislative

relief, demanding a remedy—against itself ! Since
the very scale of import duties that should bar
the oiitt-r door, opened the inner door of home-
competition ; and production seemed to have
overtaken population.

Who amongst the wisest of that day could
have foreseen the time when, with open ports
that receive from foreign soils half the bread that
we consume, the husbandry of Great Britain
would be offering a lesson to the world, and that
not less in the chemistry and mechanics of the
soil than in those industrial and social combina-
tions which beginning from ploughing-matches
and local farmers' clubs, have now reached the
organised form of Chambers of Agriculture, one
for each county of the kingdom, all converging to

a common centre in the Metropolis, proposing
and discussing with a general voice, at once pro-

vincial and central, the questions that belong to

every branch of rural industry.

It would be a task worthy of no ordinary pen
to wTite in detail the annals of this remarkable
period, to describe the progress that has taken
place from that faltering and fitful infancy whose
cry was so familiar to the ear during the early part

of the century th.at has now struck ' threescore

years-and-ten ; ' through the various stages of

adolescence that led to the stature and condition

in which the year 1S70 finds the agriculture of

this Island, independent, self reliant, no longer
asking for c-xtrinsic aid ; nay, rather, hearing
with mute surprise the p.Tlinode of " Protection

'

chanted from those very quarters that once cried

out upon the tax-favoured owners and cultivators

of the Land !

But if strength comes with manhood so also

does responsibility. No sooner have some of the

problems of British agriculture found partial

solution than there comes the cry from the Sister

Island, a cry to be attended to, and dealt with,

and that speedily too ; yet not with haste, or

passion like its own, but with the judicial courage
of experience that can afford to be calm, and is

determined to be just ; that hopes all things, and
believes, too, with that patient faith that can look

through the mist and tempest of the "ignorant

present time " to that certain though deferred

harvest that never fails, to those who have studied

well the conditions, and the soil, and sow with the

hand of care in the furrow of truth and justice.

Let us not imagine for a moment that we are

not concerned in that cry. The maxim is many
a century old that says " Your neighbour's house

cannot burn but yours is in danger." It is not

so long ago that ' Tenant-right ' was an English

cry : nor has it entirely ceased to be so, though

happily its tone and character must ever be

different, according as the circumstances vary.

But amongst all the features of the Irish land

question there is no phrase that has so bristled

with conflicting opinion and discussion as this.

It seems the very Sphinx of the agrarian

problem, and each writer in turn believes himself

the /Edipus. It is a good thing, it is a bad

thing ; it is the right thing, it is the wTOng

thing ; it is the salvation of Ulster, and it is the

pest, not to be followed by any means : it is

everything in turn, provided only that that may
mean the opposite and contradictory in turn ot

everything else. Sihil sic impar sibi !

Is not the very word itself an instance of those

pregnant phrases which, on Plato's principle of

the generation of contraries, imply their own

opposite .' a sort of concrete self-betraying patro-

nymic that unconsciously lets out, with its name,

it's parentage and pedigree. Might one venture
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(while the fire of Christmas fun is not yet quite
extinct upon the hearth,) to address it in Pin-

daric vein, as the ill-requited poet did that

doubtful animal that bore the palm of speed
at the Olympic games,

—

" O successful Mule !

Victorious offsprings of the Ass,"

for surely the word itself suggests most question-
able origin.

Could Tenant-right have ever been coined where
Tenant-7i/;'^;/^ had not had pre-existence ? Some
plants contain the poison, and the antidote grow-
ing upon the same stalk, some are even said to

produce them in succession. Is this a specimen
analogous with the latter tribe? Do men com-
monly give name and speciality to ' Rights

'

except where the negation of them is the general
experience ? Does not the exception presuppose
the rule ?

This would be the fair presumption. Be it a
good thing, or be it a bad thing in itself, it presents
the spontaneously developed remedy for a general
complaint affecting the land-tenure of a particular

country. So far, it is, relatively, a good thing.

But do we find it elsewhere established, where
agricultural tenures are at their best? If not,

it would there be pronounced, relatively, a bad
thing : and in legislative dealing with the sub-
ject, the attempt to make it general (if it be
indeed possible to crystallise a Custom into

Law) would be to extend a bad thing because it

is better than a worse thing. No wise legislator

would be content with this.

It has been, not inappropriately, compared,
amongst other comparisons, to the sum paid, on
purchase of a commission, beyond the regulation
Horse-Guards price. If the profession of the
Army became unpopular, this bonus would dis-

appear : and so would tenant-right if the demand
for farms in Ireland were less than the supply of
farms vacant. And here is its unwholesome
mark : for, if it be the comprehensive expression
not merely of tenant-improvements but of every
advance of land-value from other causes, even
the purchase of it would not extinguish it ; for,

the elements that produced it would survive.

And, of those, the worst is the want of other
callings, of other investments of capital far more
productive than this profitless depositary of funds
locked up on entry, to reappear at exit, with
little gain to an}', except as ' caution-money * for

the landlord's guaranty.

It would appear then that if tenant-right be a
good thing, it is for want of a better: and as
physicians tell us that counter-irritants will

often remove a disease that no direct remedy will

touch, so perhaps the laws that could give
trading, mining, manufacturing activity to the
latent resources and industry of the sister island

would do more than direct agricultural legis-

lation can effect, to draw away the land-locked
virus that has had too much to do with tenant-
wrong, and something too with tenant-right.

Happy indeed will it be for both countries if,

by the opening of another year, the causes shall

be at work—wc can hardly look for more—that

may bring into healthy working order the land
system of our fellow-subjects in Ireland, which
has already received a far greater share of
study here than has ever been bestowed upon
our own.

Our Market Reports will for the future

be found after the last page of the Agricultural
Gazette^ immediately following Notices to Correspon-
dents ; but a short statement on the tendency of prices

during the week will be given as heretofore in this

place.—The Com market on Monday exhibited a ten-

dency to greater activity, and prices advanced : the

tendency has continued in most country markets during
the week, to the extent of \s. or thereabouts per qr.

-The Metropolitan Cattle Market, brisker than
usual on Monday, was again active on Thursday,
though prices were barely maintained. A change in the

weather, which has tended during the past week to

confidence in the meat market, is again unfavourable,
and may injuriously affect coming prices. In the

Seed market stock are held firmly,and a brisk trade is

expected, A fair amount of business has been done
in the Wool market, and the state of things is pro-
nounced hopeful.

Messrs. Dobell & Co., whose manure figured

as a Spurious Guano in the English Agricultural
Society's recent list of published analyses, write to say
that they sold the material in exactly the condition in

which they received it, merely putting it into bags
;

that they sold it (five tons) at £^ \os. per ton in bags,
delivering it to the carrier, and paying the cartage

;

that when the sale was made, the following analysis

was shown, and the purchaser was distinctly told that

in the case of such low-priced guanos (as to which

there was great uncertainty), they invariably declined
to guarantee the analysis :

—

Smupie of Paiagonian Giutno ex Magdaline and Sophie,
receivedfrom Messrs. G. C. Dobcil&' Co.

Azotized organic matter with fixed salts of Ammonia.

Phosph.ite of lime
Fixed alkaline phosphate
Ditto and sulphates and
Sulphate of lime..
Carbonate of lime
Water
Sand and other earthy in

that though, to suit the wants of some customers,

they occasionally, but rarely, deal to a small degree in

inferior guanos, the great bulk of their sales is of the

Government Peruvian guano, which is forwarded to

the purchasers by the Mersey Dock and Harbour
Board from the ship or stores without coming into

their hands ; that the purchaser was perfectly aware,
both from the low price and the analysis, that he was
purchasing an inferior article ; and that Dr. Voelcker's
analysis is in some respects more favourable than that

on which they sold.

An excellent report of the sen'iceableness of

Co-operative Stores in country places was lately pub-
lished by the Earl of DuciE. The store at Tortworth,
Gloucestershire, which his lordship described, has
lately undertaken the daily sale of milk in the neigh-

bourhood. The district being principally one of

dairy farming may be said to flow with milk, but

hitherto, strange to say, milk has been almost impossible

to procure. Daily purchasing a large quantity, however,
and thus taking it in a way in which the farmer is

willing to dispose of it, the store now undertakes the

work of distributing it retail, to the very great advantage
of all classes in the locality. The following are some
of the details recorded in Lord Ducie's published

report :

—

In March, 1867, some 20 of the most intelligent

persons in my employ met and agreed to attempt a co-

operative store for groceries. Nearly ^^50 was subscribed
by them on the spot as share capital, and a committee

elected. Suitable accommodation was easily pro-

vided, rough shop-fittings were extemporised, stores were
purchased, and in a few days sales commenced. Ready-
money payment was established, and has ever since been
rigidly enforced.

' The committee was composed of persons of various

grades, including day-labourers. A carpenter working
half-time at his trade, and giving his aflerooons and
Saturdays to the store, with the occasional help of a
schoolboy as clerk, was found sufficient to carry on the

business. Beginning with but a moderate amount of

skill, he has improved with practice, and has kept himself
fairly on a level with the increasing custom.

" The store is conducted on the principle of the
northern co-operative societies ; the goods are sold at the
ordinary shop prices, and at the end of every quarter a
division of profits is made among the purchasers. Share-
holders take double the profit of non-shareholding
customers, and receive in addition 5 per cent, per annum
interest on their paid-up share capital.

" The system of quarterly di\idends insures at least a
quarter's saving, and the store operates to some extent as

a savings-bank ; labourers who had always been behind
the world find themselves at the end of a quarter in the
novel position of capitalists, and are astonished to learn

that while they have been receiving their goods at the
usual prices, and of better quality than formerly, a fund
has been mysteriously accumulating which is their own,
and which is large or small in proportion to the extent of
their purchases. A man with a large family, and whose
expenditure on the necessaries of life is consequently
large, thus finds a new light thrown upon the text which
assures him that happiness is among the possessions of
him whose quiver is full of young children.

" The majority of the poor are deeply, almost hope-
lessly, in debt at the \illage shops. Some, however,
roused by the advantages to be derived by dealing at the
store, have already freed themselves, and others are for

the first time stimulated to forethought and economy in

order to rid themselves of their habilities and to avail

themselves of the benefits which their more prudent or
more prosperous neighbours enjoy. The moral action of
the store thus becomes of great value, encouraging a
virtue which precept alone has long failed to promote.

" The shareholders at the end of the first year are as
follows :—Labourers, 25 ; carpenters and masons, 11

;

tradesmen, 9 ; farmers, 6 ;
gardeners, 6 ; clergy, gentle-

men, and domestic servants, and various occupations, 10.

Large purchases have been made by non-shareholders,
receiving only half profits.

"The sales have been—for the first quarter, ^"320

;

second, ^349 ; third, ^^468 ; fourth, j^5ii. The dividends
to shareholders have been, in the pound expended—for the
first quarter, 3J. ^. ; second, 2j. gd. ; third, y. id.

\

fourth, 31. 6rf. For various reasons, which I need not
dbcuss now, it is not probable that the dividends will in

future range higher than 35. in the pound. These are the
general results ; but I think that the following statistics of
individuals will prove of greater interest. I take as typical
cases the accounts at the end of the year of three labourers
who joined at the commencement

—

Dividend on
Paid-up Capital. Money Expended.
..^100 .. ..^500

B
^ o 19 3 -• 3 17 3

These men earn i2j. each per week ; the difference in the
amount of their dividends arises from the different amounts
expended by each. A, for instance, has a large family,

some of whom add to the family income ; his purchases
have been large, and the result is a dividend which much
more than pays the rent of his house and garden. These
men have also received 5 per cent, upon their paid-up
capital.

"The total sales for year ending June 30, 1869,
amounted to j^2694.

' The dividend was ;^203, and the interest paid on
capital j^2o.

"The number of shareholders is now 120, against

73 in 1868.
" The capital embarked amounts to ^^525.
" The total results since the opening of the store in 1B67

are as follows :—Sales, ^5124 i6i. ; dividends, ;^429 iBf.

;

interest on capital, f^-^x 131.
'

' As there are now but few non-shareholding customers,
receiving only half dividends, the receipts of the share-

holding customers, no longer swelled by the profits made
upon the former, are much smaller than they were at first."

A circular on the subject of Game has been
addressed to Chambers of Agriculture throughout the

country by Mr. G. F. MUNTZ, in which he says :

—

" Ihe great source of grievance between landlord and
tenant concerning game arises from an increase in the

quantity presen'ed after the commencement of a tenancy.

"An effectual remedy against such disputes would be,

that the food to be provided for feeding game by the
tenant, and the cost of the damage done by it to his crops,

which he agrees to bear, should be clearly defined in value,

and stated in the lease or agreement of tenancy."

Mr. MuNTZ, believing that injury by game is

capable of accurate valuation, submits that

—

" if a tenant agreed to keep sheep or other stock for his

landlord's convenience or pleasure, he would assuredly

require that the number of sheep should be defined ; and
if the landlord doubled the number after the agreement
for the tenancy had been signed, the tenant would doubt-
less require, and be entitled to have, a corresponding

amount allowed off the rent to be paid for the farm."

The proposal, therefore, is that the following conditions

be mserted in all agreements of tenancy :

—

"The tenant shall provide, from the produce of the

said farm, keep for game, and shall be subject to damage
to crops by game to the value of j^ per annum, and
the landlord and the tenant shall each one appoint a pro-
fessional valuer to value the amount of keep consumed,
and of damage done by game every year, who shall make
a valuation accordingly, on any day to be agreed upon,
between the ist day of July and the 14th day of August,
having first agreed upon an umpire ; but in case such
valuers do not agree in the amount of their respective

valuations, then they shall refer to the umpire, whose
award shall be final ; and in case the amount of such
valuation for keep and damage shall exceed the sum
agreed upon, stated in the lease or agreement of tenancy,

then the landlord shall allow such excess to the tenant as

a deduction off the rent to be paid for the farm."

The real difliculty is not much removed, we think, by
this ; nevertheless it has the advantage, as Mr. MUNTZ
points out, that thus

—

"The figures representing the cost agreed upon, and
also the actual cost, must appear annually before both
parties.

" If such an arrangement were carried into force, land-
lords would see the amount they are willing to pay for

game, and what it really costs : besides which, the usual

cost of preserving, that is, the food consumed annually in

the country by it, could be ascertained.
" The working of the plan suggested would be this :

—

Mr. Blank takes a farm, say of 300 acres, for which he
agrees to pay ^600 a-year rent, and also to find keep for

game, reserved for Mr. A., his landlord, and to bear all

damage done by it to his crops to the value of j^30 per
annum. In July, the appointed valuers view the crops,

and make a valuation of ^^45 for keep and damage to

tenants crops, of which a copy is sent to landlord and to

tenant. The amount agreed upon when entering a
tenancy being ^^30, the landlord has to allow the tenant

the difference, viz., ^15 on the rent to be paid for the

farm."

Mr. Reid, of Granton, the patentee of an
improved Cattle Truck, sends for publication a report

by Mr. A. Cherry, the police veterinary surgeon for the

City of London, stating the result of his examination of

12 animals conveyed from Aberdeenshire to London in

two trucks, one of which was the patent waggon, and
the other an ordinary railway cattle truck having a roof

and spring buffers. Mr. Cherry awaited the arrival of
the waggons at midnight, December 11—12, at

Holloway, and the following are the points of his

report :

—

" The atmosphere in the closed 'patent waggon' was
the most pure, though the beasts (six) had been put in

56 hours before ; the other six had only been in the truck
40 hours. This was owing to the stale of the excretions;

in the first they were healthy, in the latter deranged,
therefore the more prone to be decomposed. But the
most remarkable point was the different appearance of
and the manner of the beasts themselves—in the ' patent
waggon ' quietness and repose (one was lying down),
and all were ruminating ; in the other (open) truck there
was a look of anxiousness and uneasiness. Of the cattle

from the ' patent waggon," the first that got out appeared
to slip, and for a few steps went stiffly ; the others got out
readily, but leisurely, and went into the cattle-pen, where
there was an abundant supply of water ; one only looked
at it, but none drank. From the open waggon the cattle

were eager to get out, and as soon as they reached their

pen they drank most greedily. The cattle from the
' patent waggon * looked healthy, and handled as if they
had just come out of a well-managed byre. The others

were also examined. Their skins were clammy, the

horns hot, and their appearance starved-like. The
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conditionformer were

slaughtered ; the latter would require several days before

they would be fit."—Mr. Cherry adds, in praise of the

new mode of transit, "whatever produces derangement of

the ordinary healthy functions, whether by privation or

any other cause, the flesh of such animals when slaugh-

tered will not what the butchers call 'set,' z.t:., will not

become 'firm,' but remain 'flabby," in which state it is

more liable to become decomposed or putrid, hence the

advisability of bringing cattle to market in as near an
approximation to health as possible. Any one at all

acquainted \vith the meat in the London markets and
butchers' shops in the months of July and August will at

once detect the difference between that which has been

killed at and sent from Aberdeen from the London killed

meat. This difference does not depend upon the better

quality of the beast, but upon the state in which the

animals were at the time of slaughtering ; the one ' sets
'

firm and hard, and therefore resists for a longer period

decomposition, whilst the other, not ' setting ' properly,

is not in a condition to resist for so long a time ; indeed, I

have known flesh putrid of an animal slaughtered but

some 30 hours before."

be at once taken to be obtained by Mr. Sheldon, of Geneva, U. S., for six

Duchesses, sold to Messrs. Wallcott Sc Campbell, for
the unprecedented sum of iioo gs. each! Neither
must we omit to mention Bride of the Vale, sold to the
above-named firm for looo gs. Such prices as these
must be particularly encouraging to English breeders,
as indicative of the high value attached to British stock
on the other side of the Atlantic.

OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

On glancing at the following table, and espe-

cially on comparing it with the similar one published

last season, the following interesting facts will be

brought to light. The table contains a register of 42
sales, nine of which were held in Scotland and Ireland,

against 31 English sales of importance last year.

Although, including the greater number of British

Shorthorn sales, the total number of animals sold in

1869 does not far exceed that of the English sales last

season, when 1423 cattle were brought to the hammer,
the average price over the entire number of sales

published m these columns during the past two years

is closely accordant : thus we have in 1868

—

1423 Shorthorns, realising an average of 35/. 7J. each ;

and in 1S69

—

1585 Shorthorns, realising an average of 35/. $s. each.

This year we cannot boast such an average over a
considerable number of high-bred stock as in 186S,

when 30 cows and heifers sold at an average of

1S7/, 15J, 6d. each, but the sale of three Princess cows
fi)r an average of 341/. 5-r. each last year, is fairly

cclipsedby that of three Siddington (Kirklevington)cows

for 460/. each. It will be seen that prices have been well

maintained: 650 gs. for 2D DuKE of Collingham,
and 500 gs. for Mr. F. Leney's Grand Duke of
Kent, being higher figures than any given around a

sale ring the previous year. With regard to the aver-

ages obtained, Mr. Bowly and Mr. Stiles Rich, so long
associated together as breeders, head the list. The
former, with his average of £^2 i6s. over 39 animals,

excels the latter by a few shillings only in his wonder-
ful average over 56 head, and this fact undoubtedly
gives Mr. Rich's sale the precedence as the most sue

cessful of the season.

Sales, 1869.

Mr. J. Armstrong
Mr. Stiles Rich
Mr. Chaloner
Thelate A. Turriff

Mr, E. Bowly .

F. Leney & Son
Lord Pcnrhyn .

Mr. Wortley .

Mr. Ainslie

G. W. Roberts .

W. A. Woolcr .

Mr. C. Lency .

Mr. Gcbhart .

Messrs. Angus .

Late Earl Radnor
H. J. Sheldon
Rev. MrHolbeach
Mr. R. Barclay..
Booth (Gotham)
Mr. E. J. SholHck
Mr. J. Gamble .

.

The late Mr. B.
Wilson..

P. J. Kearney .

.

Mr. J. K. Fowler
Lord Braybrooke
Mr. A. Subles .

.

Mr. J. H. Jones
Wm. Woodward
Rowland Wood..
RevMr.Suniforth

(BelmontJ
Various proprictos
Mr. Meakin
Mr. T. Chrisp
DukeofRichmond
Major Barton ..

Col. Fisher
Mr. W. S. Marr..
Mr. J. Innes .

.

Sir W.S.Maxwell
Messrs. GiU .

.

Mr. C. H. Abbot.

April
ftlay

.585,

1641 3
1193 6
1588 13

[763 o o
684 10 o
647 16 8

H13 S I

S41 I t

660 (?]

735 o (

560 8 c

864 3 (

483 m
502 18 i

1194 18 c

650 34 560H

44 8 :

32 16

46 17
25 18 ]

35 6 8

The results of sales both at home and abroad during
the past season indicate a continued and increasing
demaird for pure-bred Shorthorns. Never before in ^ -

the annals of Shorthorn history have such prices been Surely, this will be called progress, and may ultimately

Devon and Sussex cattle closely resemble each.

other. It is interesting, therefore, to hear the opinion
of Sussex men, interested in the improvement of their

famous breed, as to whether any cross has been made
between the two varieties. This is especially important,
since the statement has recently been advanced that

the improvement of Sussex cattle is due to the intro-

duction of Devon blood. Mr. Darby, of Marklye, at

the public dinner of the Hustpierpoint Fat Stock
Show, flatly contradicts tliis statement, and many
succeeding speakers bore out his remarks by their own
experience. That on certain occasions the experiment
of crossing the two breeds has been made is not dis-

puted ; but that the Sussex breed, as a breed, has been
admixed with Devon blood, is stoutly denied.

Thirty very prime Shorthorn beasts, and
150 Down and half-bred sheep, were sold at Windsor
on Friday, the 17th ult. The prices realised were
very excellent, fully equaling former prices at sales of

Royal stock. The sale realised 1200/. The highest

price for beasts was 45/. lOJ'., and the lowest, 21/. 15^.

The highest price for sheep was yoi'., and the lowest

36j-. The average for the beasts was 30/. 6s. , and of

the sheep, 40j-.

POULTRY.
Mr. Tegetmier in his "Poultry Book," after a

careful description of the Jungle Fowl (R. Gallus

Ferrugineus), by common consent looked upon as the

wild prototype of our domestic breeds of fowls, thus

speaks of it in terms which at once enable us, as it

were, to see the bird before us :—If the tail of a small
game cock of the black-breasted red variety were
depressed so as to be carried horizontally, it would be
difficult to distinguish the bird, provided it had not
been dubbed from the descendants of its wild pro-

genitors, and now roaming at large in the Indian
jungle. The jungle fowl is found all over conti-

nental India, wherever jungle exists. In favourable

situations, such as the narrow strips of cultivated land
in the woods, I have, after the crops have been
reaped, seen as many as 20 or 30 together

gleaning about in the stubble ; and where the

country is thinly inhabited they will in twos
and threes advance pretty boldly into the open.
Excessively timid and waiy when approached in open
spots, they take wing as readily as partridges, flying

rapidly to the jungle, with rapid beats and alternate

sailings of their wings. Alighting generally within
the edge of the covert, they run so long and swiftly as

to render it hopeless to follow them. There is no bird

more difficult to approach, or even to see, in the

jungle. The cocks may be heard of a morning or
evening crowing all around, but the utmost precaution

scarcely enables the sportsman to creep within shot

or sight of the bird. The hen, too, announces the

important fact of having laid an egg with the same
vociferation as in the domestic state, but is silent ere

the stealthiest footstep can approach her hiding-place ;

and, gliding with stealthy feet luider the dense foliage,

is soon far away in the deep recesses of the jungle.

To a stranger it is not a little curious to hear the

familiar sounds of our farmyards issuing from the

depth of the wild forests. The crowing of the cocks,

the cackling of the hens, the chirruping of the chickens,

are precisely the same as we have been accustomed to

hear since the earliest dawnings of our intelligence

;

and, associated as the homely sounds are with civilisa-

tion and domestication, they appear out of place in the

solitude of the jungle !

If there be a subject on which men are, or

should be, of one mind in a house, it is the institution

of turkey on Christmas Day. The railroad, penny post,

and other dangerous innovations, destroyed many
traditions that had been generally received, and, in

default of contradiction, believed in by every one. No
picture of a mail coach, changing horses at the

appointed inn, on a frosty Christmas night, was
ever considered complete unless barrels of oysters, and
one or two hampers, each containing a turkey, were in

the foreground, and on the lamp-irons. The whole is

changed. Breeding, ; feeding, and consumption, all

take other phases as the world wags on. It is no
longer the tradition of the family that the Christmas
cheer should pass unrivalled, although there be still

some houses in which olden custom retains its prestige.

In the present day, the keenest buyers and the largest

are generally wholesale houses in divers trades, who
give away large numbers, both of turkeys and geese, at

Christmas, to their different clients, doubtless on the

principle of giving the sprat for the salmon. A great

writer once said that the man who made two ears

of corn to grow on ground that had hitherto pro-

duced but one, was a public benefactor. What then,

may we say to the men who bring up young fowls,

weighing 10 lb., and young turkeys, weighing 20 lb. and
more, when 5 or 10 had been the former figures.

turist. That there are men in the country who do
appreciate such produce, and do their best to develop
It, may be conceded, when Cambridgeshire farmers
take for their Christmas turkey sales in London from
£1200 to ;^l5oo. French dealers find it answer to
buy up the geese in the north and north-western dis-
tricts of France, and then send them here to sell.
As Christmas Day was on Saturday, opinions in the
country were divided as to which would be the best
days for the sale of the big birds ; the consequence was
a broken market extending over a whole week, with
unequal supply and demand, and fluctuating prices.
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday things sold well,
and in bulk ; Thursday buyers became more shy ; and
on Friday, after the early morning, they were scarce.
The average of the turkeys was not equal to that of
last year, either in size or quality ; and with the
exception of the flocks of a few of the best feeders, the
crooked breasts were terribly frequent. The increasing
numbers of the black Norfolks, as compared with the
grey Cambridgeshires, speaks much for the former
breed, and we predict for it still further patronage.
The handling of the Cambridgeshire birds was perfect

;

they were picked, put into shape, and hung up
without tear or scratch. Farmhouse turkeys, although
perfect in many instances as regards quality, had
suffered terribly in the killing, and were consequently
damaged as regarded their sale at top price. Irish
turkeys were inferior in every way to those of last year,
as were the geese. French geese and turkeys make
great prog;ress and good prices, and as the French are
now learning our modes of killing, picking, and packing
for sale, the produce sells freely. Large sums of money
find this week their way into the Pas de Calais, the
environs of Cherbourg, and the department of Sarthe,
in payment of geese and turkeys. English geese in
the Christmas market varied much, and the really
home-bred and farm-fed birds made great prices, while
the feeders' birds, Irish or Dutch by birth, and fed on
anything that would make flesh at a small cost, were
looked at with distrust, and made but small prices.

A novel feature in the London market was the
presence of countiy buyers for the best turkeys, and the
principal firms of Manchester, Liverpool, &c., were
well represented. The average prices may be taken
about as follows :

—

Cambridge cock turkeys, first quality, ";^20 to ^^30
the score; do. do., good but smaller, £1^ to ^19.
Norfolk and Suffolk cock turkeys, best, ;!{^20 to £26 ;

do., smaller, ^14 to ;^i8. Cambridgeshire hen
turkeys, best, £12 to £1$ the score ; do., smaller, £<^
to £ii. Norfolk and Suffolk hens, £'/ los. to £12.
Country turkeys (cocks), ;r;^io to ^16 ; do. hens, £y to

;^io. French turkeys (cocks), 12s. to 17^. each by the
case ; hens, 9^. to lOj-. by the case. Largest French
geese, by the case, 8s. to lOj. each ; smaller do., 5^. 6d.
to ys. 6d. Best English geese, ^^ii to ;,^I2 the score ;

smaller do., £S los. tO;^9 ioj. ; feeders' geese, £6 los.

to ;^8 los. per score. The large Surrey and Sussex
fowls were unusually good in equality and remarkable in

size, many of the best of them realized easily £6 per
dozen, and some ruled as high as £S per dozen.

In reply to the question of a correspondent on
ill health in her poultry yard, we advise, if her
fowls have at present full liberty, that they be penned
up for a short time, and fed carefully, so that they may
have nothing of an irritant or stimulating nature.

When the symptoms are first perceived in any bird,

give at once a tablespoonful of castor oil. If the dung
next day be green and loose, repeat the dose. Let the

birds have but little water, and that clean. If they be
at liberty on a farm homestead, the only plan will be
to go round at night and catch off their perches the

birds that are affected, and shut them up by themselves.

Encourage them by feeding to get away from the

building and dungyards, where they drink the drippings

and drainings from manure heaps, &:c.

CONTINENTAL FARHTING.
It is evident, from his speech at the late general

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
that Mr. Read, M.P., expects that something very

interesting upon the above subject will appear in the

next issue of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society. Let us hope that he may not be disappointed,

and that we may find therein what will prove useful in

an "agricultural as well as political sense."

As I strongly suspect Mr. Read's allusion to the

political usefulness of the late and coming criticisms on
foreign agriculture concerns their bearing upon
what will be a very absorbing question during the

coming year, I hope that something tangible may be

laid before us, wherewith we may be armed with such

facts and data as will contribute somewhat towards

settling the qtuzstio vexata hinted at.

Regarding the recent contribution to our stock of

infoi-mation upon Continental agriculture, by Mr.

Howard, M.P., I must say that I cannot reckon

myself amongst those who are satisfied with the

production ; and I was puzzled to know whether Mr.

Read's remark, that "John Bull is apt to be veiy

conceited and stupid," is not likely to be perpetuated

to a proverb, through the paper read before the

Central Fanners' Club on November i.

It struck me that Mr. Howard, in his paper, looked

given for a number of pedigreed cattle as those I be deemed worthy the attention of the British agricul- I
at everything agriciUtural from a stand-point rather
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English, and I consider that in giving us his experi-

ences and opinions on Continental farming he ought
also to have glanced at the circumstances which may
have given existence to such systems, especially when
he contrasts foreign agriculture with our own.
Mr. Howard's description of Belgian farming was

not, to my thinking, by any means satisfactory

;

perhaps I may have been misled by those who hold

that "Belgium had the reputation of being the best

farmed country on the Continent." If it were so, I

must say that a late visit to the country was not calcu-

lated to dissipate what I had previously gathered from
repute. My impressions were that the Belgians are

an industrious, thrifty race, not wanting in intelligence,

and that they are a happy and contented people.

Their fare may not be luxurious, they may wear
sabots and coarse garments, but they perhaps may
belong to that happy class of economical philosophers
who think that "man wants but little here below,"
and that men's riches are measured as much by their

desires as by their possessions. Certainly the "land-
lady of the village inn," no matter how much her
sympathetic commiseration may endear her to us, is

not the most trustworthy witness as to the content-

ment of a people.

When we look at what has been done in land recla-

mation, and consider the elements with which the

Belgian has to deal, I think we must concede that

great progress has been made in that country. A
large quantity of land has been reclaimed from tidal

influences. A considerable extent of sandy land, which
in a state of Nature was covered by an unprofitable

vegetation, has been brought into cultivation, and it is

well known that tlie strong and willing arms of the

Belgian peasantry must be credited with the largest

share of those works, as of implements, machinery,
or the capital wherewith to procure such, they had little.

It must not be forgotten, too, that the quality of the
major portion of the country is not of the best.

Analyses show that the Belgian soil is generally inferior

to ours, and the remarks of a recent writer are worthy
of notice:—"With only equal manuring, the soil of

Belgium would be exhausted sooner than ours. Indeed,

if the Belgian farmers did not preserve the manure
producing products of their farms with the gi'eatest

care, their light soil would long since have shown signs

of deterioration." Mr. Howard might have described
the peculiarly careful and successful utilisation of liquid

manure and night-soil, as well as the way in which the
refuse of the Rape and Flax products is sedulously
returned to the soil.

Taking these matters into consideration, I maintain
that Belgian farming has not received its due share of
consideration from thefarmers' club. Thequestionshould
have been, have the farmers of that country adopted
that system which is best calculated to promote their

material interests? I hold that there is no parallelism
between the objects of English and Belgian farming.

Here we have a large manufacturing population
which must have its beef, and, according to the views of
many members of the farmers' club, its beer. We have
a soil moderately fertile, and our social state is alto-

gether different from that of Belgium. There we find

a population engaged in, and dependant mainly upon,
agriculture. If it should occur, or if it be desirable,

that Belgium should alter her present state, by which
she will become more of a manufacturing country, and
like to ours, then, I say, let her import " Ye manners
and customs of ye English "— let her turn her atten-
tion to the production of such articles as are desirable
in a manufacturing country ; but so long as she is almost
purely agricultural my idea is that she is doing pretty

Mr. Howard, in conclusion, makes a rather awkward
statement, and asks a not very logical question upon it.

He says—" I have arrived at the conclusion that with
the land cut up into small farms, a greater number of
people can manage to live or exist upon it. The
question then arises—Which is the more desirable state

of things, a system under which the greatest popula-
tion can subsist upon a given area, or a system under
which the greatest amount of food can be raised?"

If the subdivision of land is followed by an increase
in its capability of supporting human beings, what
object is gained by increasing the size of the farms,
although such change might be the system " under
which the largest amount of food can be raised at the least

cost?" The object of agriculture is the production of food
and the irresistible laws of supply and demand have a
wonderful effect upon agriculture, although the bucolic
mind does not always recognise their workings. What
would be the result of producing the "largest amount
of food " if we had not people to consume it ? A very
large quantity of meat is produced in South America,
but its price is very much below that of London
markets. It may be that a small cultivator of either
his own or a rented property works harder, and fares

no better than an English labourer, but most of our
lecturers forget that he keeps and increases a small
property in his land, that he has something to fall back
upon in time of sickness, and that labour is always
sweeter when given for one's-self rather than a stranger.
The pride of ownership, too, is as strong in the small
occupier as in the squire of a thousand acres.

It seems to me that Belgium is now one of those
ideal countries upon which writers on political economy
dilate when treating the question of production and
population. There we find population increasing • the

lower classes of soils are being rendered productive
;

the available soils are being better cultivated ; emi-
gration is going on.

It is all very well to give a glowing account of rich

prairies, &c. ; these places will be found out and
populated in time ; but the tenacity with which a

people holds to the land of their birth cannot be very
easily overcome : and it seems an almost immutable
law that people will not emigrate unless driven to do
so by force of circumstances.

I cannot conclude this already over-long letter better

than by giving an extract from Mr. Baldwin's pam-
phlet on "Belgian Agriculture." I need scarcely

remind some of your readers that Mr. Baldwin is no
mean authority on such matters.

"The great landlords live upon their properties for

10 or u months of the year, and spend the remaining
month or two in their town residences, which, as a
rule, are situated in the capitals of the several provinces.

"Their expenditure circulates in the country, distri-

butes emploj-ment among the trading and labouring

classes, enriches the country, and creates a bond of

sympathy and good feeling among all classes. * * The
cultivators of the soil in Belgium are divisible into two
classes—namely, those who cultivate their own land,

and tenants. It is needless for me to advance any
argument to show that the men who cultivate their own
land are more prosperous and happy than the mere
tenant. The proprietor has for his income both the

tenant's profit and the landlord's rent. He has all the

elements of self-respect, and is, in a social point of
view, better off than the mere tenant.

'

' The tenant-farmers of Belgium appear to be contented
and happy, they have acquired much skill in the

culture of the soil, they are most continuous in their

industry, they are exceedingly thrifty, they live tem-
perately and frugally, and they pay high rents, but

they are willing and able to pay their rents, and they

do not appear dissatisfied with their lot, or disaffected

towards their rulers.

"All the landlords whom I met assured me the pro-

perties which were most subdivided gave the highest

rentals. In other words, small fanners paid higher
rents than large farmers for the same class of land."

T. a

STEAM CULTIVATION: IVOOLSTON.
I HAVE been much amused by the controversy be-

tween Mr. Smith and " G. A. H.," and as lookers-on

oftentimes take less excited views, and see more of the

game than the players, I venture to trouble you with a

few observations which have occurred to me on the

subject matter of this spirited encounter.

" G. A. H." charges Mr. Smith with being **so

coxy,"—a charge which, in my opinion, rebounds upon
himself, for he exhibits very marked symptoms of the

same complaint. Nothing could well exceed the jaunty

style of his letters, the last of which begins with a jeer,

and ends with a delicious bit of swagger. He boasts of
his extensive knowledge of mechanics and accounts.

What he may know of mechanics it is impossible to

say, as he vouchsafes no information on the point;

with his figures I shall presently deal.

I will endeavour to follow " G. A. H." from begin-

ning to end. After his criticism on figures and esti-

mates he says—"What have we to do with horses?"
and further tells us, that horses have nothing to do with
the question. I say that they have a great deal to do
with it, in the opinion of all practical men. Such
persons, when contemplating the introduction of
steam ploughing or cultivating on their farms
will, as a matter of course, calculate whether they can
dispense with any horses, or how many ; or, if the

number cannot be reduced, how much less the cost of

maintenance of the team will be owing to the aid

afforded by steam. I can readily understand cases

where, owing to peculiar circumstances, the number
cannot be conveniently reduced, but they may in such
cases be kept at one-third or one-half less expense. In
other cases tlie number usually dispensed with varies

from a third to one-half.

In making these statements I am not, like that
eminent mechanic and accountant, "G. A. H.," fortified

by the "best authorities," but I personally know the

men by w hom these calculations have been not only
made but practically carried out. I repeat, then, that

horses have a great deal to do with the question.

Notwithstanding what the "best authorities" may
tell " G. A. H.," the number of horses required to

cultivate a given quantity of land will depend on its

situation and character. It is an easier task for four
horses to cultivate and do the general work of 100 acres
of land lying compact round the homestead and all flat

or level land, than for six to do the same number of
acres where one part of the farm is situated half a mile
away at one end of the parish and the other a mile and
a-half away at the opposite end, and of so hilly a
character that for a horse to draw an empty waggon
up the steeps was hard labour, I would remind
" G. A. H." that there is other work to be done on
the farm besides making seed-beds, and this is

materially increased under a set of circumstances such
as I have last described. " G. A. H." must also
remember that his horses must be of the best quality,
and of an age when their physical qualities are at their

hlighest pitch, they must also be highly kept and well
tended ; and even then he will, in ordinary seasons,

before his four horses have finished their 100 acres, be
puddling and treading the life out of the land, while
the "smasher " man has done weeks or months ago in

the best part of the season, and his horses are quietly

grazing in the meadow, feeding at little expense, and
grooming themselves, i would recommend " G. A. H."
to rub his glasses and consult "the best authorities " a
little further.

" G. A. H." next comes out with a tremendous
flourish about the small farmers, whom he tells us Mr.
Smith wants to bamboozle into buying "steam
smashers." I have read, I believe, every letter which
Mr. Smith has w-ritten on the subject, and state most
unequivocally that his invariable advice to men of this

description has been to join together in the purchase of

a set of apparatus. I know men who have done so. I

also know other small holders who have purchased
sets, and, after completing their own work, have gone
out for hire, with satisfaction to themselves and their

customers. I further know that Mr. Smith might,

had he been so inclined, have annually broken up some
hundreds of acres on this plan. He has frequently

given a neighbour a good turn by smashing up a field

or two for nothing, but he never would descend to

what he calls "haggle cart." If Mr. Smith had seen
fit to do as some of his followers have done, even
" G. A. H," would have allowed is. 6d. per acre for

interest, depreciation, &c., to pass unchallenged. As
he has not done so, he is in all common fairness and
honesty entitled, in making a calculation for public

guidance, to claim that which neither the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, nor any other body or person, until

the advent of this clever "mechanic and accountant,"

has ever publicly disputed.

"G. A. H." complains that Mr. Smith's figures do
not represent facts. I-et us put his own to the test,

and see what they represent. He comes out bold ly

and states, that the Woolston seed-beds, instead of

costing 6j. S(/. per acre, really cost 17^. 2(/., and that

the actual sum chargeable for interest, depreciation

&c., is I2J". per acre. If these figures represent a

fact, Mr. Smith has, since his commencement of steam

cultivation, used up a couple of sets of apparatus, and
made a hole in the third.

I have departed a little from the order of

"G. A. H.'s letter for the sake of perspicuity, but I

hope to leave no portion of it unnoticed.

To return. " G. A. H." finds fault with Mr. Smith

for saying that, in comparing the cost of steam work
with that done by horses, and the implements they

drew, it has not been usual to charge interest on the

latter. I assert that Mr. Smith is right. At all

events, I ha\e never seen it so. The writer turns in

triumph to Mr. Morton for confinnation : so far from

this, liowever, if he will open his eyes and look again

at his own quotation, he will see that that gentleman
says not a word about interest. In comparing the cost

of two different forces of the farm, it ij absurd to talk

of what the best farmers do when they make up their

annual balance-sheets.

Another of "G. A. H.'s" facts is, that "every good
farmer at the end of each year makes up an annual

balance-sheet." This I utterly deny. I think that 99
out of every loo good farmers never think of wasting

their time for any such stupid purpose. A farmer who
is so far master of his business as to know how to rent

land and how to manage it when he has got it—whose
eye and hand will teach him how to select a bullock

which will grow and feed—whose experience tells how
much labour of every kind he ought reasonably to

have for his money, and whose skill enables him to

direct that labour with the most telling effect, need not

trouble his head about balance-sheets. Given the con-

ditions of success, and success will inevitably follow.

The essentials I have enumerated being wanting, no
fanciful array of figures will convert failure into

prosperity.

In the business of farming balance-sheets are mere
fallacies. I will put a case by way of illustration. A
farmer of the " G. A. H." type takes it into his head
at the end of the year to make a balance-sheet. On
entering the stackyard, for the purpose of stock taking,

he finds a number of stacks. He cannot tell within a

long way how many quarters they contain, and it is

impossible to know what they will fetch when threshed

and sold. He must estimate.

He next visits the bullock-yard, and in the sheds
finds a number of beasts he does not know within 4//,

to is. a stone what they will fetch when realised. He
must estimate again. So with his sheep, pigs, &c.,

which, owing to a fluctuating market, may vary in

value between the time of estimating and selling.

When he conies to the implements he is quite as far

at sea, for at public autions I have oftentimes seen
second-hand tools sold for more than they cost when
new, and implements for a larger sum than they cost

when brought second-hand on to the fann five or
10 years previously. Hence what is the good of
making a balance-sheet which six months, or possibly
as many weeks will show to have been not worth the
paper on which it was written ?

" G. A. H." tells us that many of the farmers about
him trade on borrowed capital. I am sorry for them,
and hope that such is not his own case. I find tliat

I have quite enough to do to pay rent with one hand
;

and if he has, especially as he is advanced in life, to

pay with both. I would give him a friendly hint to pay
more attentiori to th^ field and the fold, and less to
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letter writing, especially on subjects which he evidently

knows but little about. If, as I hope, he is in better

case, and he is not too busy just now making up his

accounts, and feels anxious for a little further discus-

sion, I will, as my balance-sheet does not trouble me,
pay him the most polite and prompt attention.

LMkcr-oi:.

THE CENTRAL COTTAGE IMPROVE-
MENT SOCIETY.

The improvement of the dwellings of the working
classes, whether agricultural labourers or arti-sans, is

one of the most desirable ends to which any Society
can devote itself. It is the task which has long been
set before itself by this Society, which has
attempted to accomplish its purpose both
by improving cottages already in existence,

and by inducing proprietors to erect new ones
constructed with greater attention to the

health, convenience, and comfort of the in-

mates than formerly. The latter being the

most promising and permanently useful part

of the design, the Society has directed its

chief efforts to the construction of cottages.

To this end it has devised and published
plans, which being erected in all parts of
England have proved the practicability of
producing greatly improved dwellings at a
cost upon which the rent will return a fair

rate of interest. In these plans special

attention has been paid to the importance
of providing separate sleeping rooms for the
parents and the different sexes of children

;

and of surrounding homes with accom-
modations which allow of the obser\'ances

of the decencies and proprieties of life.

The above is for the most part quoted from
a circular advertisement issued by the

Society : and having before us a number of

the reports, plans, placards, and pro-
spectuses issued by it during the last 10 years,

it appears to us that we can hardly do a
greater service than let our readers know
what this Society and its energetic secretary,

Mr. H. Martin, have been doing during
that period.

Taking as their motto, " As the home so
the people," a number of gentlemen,
among whom may be mentioned the Rev.
H. Killick, of the Strand ; Mr. W. G.
Habershon, architect ; Mr. G. H. Whalley,
M.P., and others, directed their attention
so long ago as 1861 to the best means
of concentrating the efforts of the bene-
volent on this tiuestion. An architectural

museum was opened at 37, Arundel
Street, Strand, where information of all

kinds connected with the subject, including
models, plans, records of actual experi-
ence, and specimens of every kind of mate-
rial and equipment involved in cottage-
building could be inspected and ob-
tained.

Plans of cottages were designed, dis-

cussed, improved, and published ; ami in

1S62 a pair of model cottages on one of
these plans were erected near the Eastern
Dome of the Great Exhibition Building, and
they were visited by many thousand persons,
including many English landowners and
foreigners of distinction. At the annual
meeting in 1S62 it was announced that 700
copies of the Society's plans and specifica-

tions had been issued, and that no fewer
titan 171 cottages had been, or were being,
erected on these plans in different parts of
the country.

In the report for 1866 the Council of
the Society point out that various local

associations for cottage improvement are
successfully at work : thus the Maidstone
Cottage Improvement Company has a
capital of ^^2900, and pays a dividend of

5 per cent., and the Hertford Building
Company has a paid-up capital of 2^3000,
and have long paid a dividend of 4 per cent.
In this year's report it is also announced
that the Exhibition model cottages had
been removed and reerected at Lewisham,
close to the Manor Pound, on the high road
to the Ci^stal Palace, and that every facility

for viewing them will at all times be readily given.
The report also announces the award of Mr. Bailey
Denton's ^25 prize for the best labourer's cottage to
Mr. John Birch.

In 1S67 an exhibition of cottage plans, sent in by no
fewer than 1 50 architects and others competing for the
Society's prizes, was held in the public room of the
Society of Arts. The prize plan, however, it turned
out, could not be erected for the sum specified as the
limit of cost, viz., £10%.
A plan of triple cottages was that year published,

comprising in one building three unequally-sized
dwellings, so as to accommodate families of different
numbers and requirements.

In 1868 the report of the Council 'announced that

90 cottages on their No. 3 plan were erected at Penge,

and let at prices varying from bs. to 7^. a-week—that
iS pairs of cottages on No. 4 plan were erected by Mr.
Rowbottom in Linden Street, Windmill Road, Croydon
—that 18 cottages on the same plan were erected at

Walthamstow by Mr. Clarke, an old friend of the
Society ; and that the triple plan above alluded to had
been adopted in cottages built by the Rev. T. H.
Murray, at Stowe ; Dr. Hare, at Turweston, Brack-
ley ; and the Rev, J. Tooke, at Washbrook.
The President of the Society is, this year, his Grace

the Duke of Marlborougli, and Lord .Sondes is Vice-
President. The Council includes the names of Mr. E.
Chadwick, C. B. ; Mr. Habershon, Dr. Hawkesley,
Captain Dashwood, of Kirtlington, and others ; and Mr.
H. Martin continues its secretaiy. We hope we have

Ground Floor.—Sitting-room, bedroom, or work-room, as may be required, 13 fe

by 10 feet, containing a press-bed and two clipboards. Kitchen, 12 feet by 9 feel

fitted tip with oven and boiler range. Pantry and store-closet under staircas
Wash-house, SJ by 7 feet 9 inches, with fireplace, fire-clay oven, copper, sink, ar

lent bedrooms, 12 feet by i

stoves, and store-cio:

Stated enough to claim for it the interest of the reader.

Ladies as well as gentlemen may very well be invited to

interest themselves in the doings of the Society. We
may add that the annual subscription of £\ consti-

tutes membership, and that the Society's address is

37» Arundel Street, Strand. Members receive copies

of all the plans and publications issued by the Society.

As a material auxiliary in carrying out its important
objects, the Society has formed a museum, which
it is hoped, when complete, will exhibit by means of
models, plans, books, or papers, a collection of the

best designs, not only for the dwellings themselves, but
of improvements in heating, lighting, and ventilating

which may be applicable to them ; and a vast amount
of information on cognate subjects. One of the main
points of usefulness of the museum will be the fact of

Its forming a central point where persons may find the
acts, thoughts, and doings ofcountry and local societies ;
and thus profit by their experience, their errors, and
their successes.

The following designs for cottages have been (up to
December 1st, 1S69) published by the Society :—
No. I.—A pair of cottages, e.ach of which has a kitchen

and second room, to be used either as a sitting or extra
bedroom, with two good bedrooms on second floor.

No. 2,—Has two bedrooms upstairs, one room having
a moveable partition, for the better separation of children,
if desired.

No. 3,—Has three bedrooms, with the addition of a
convenient scullery or wash-house, &c.

No. 4. —Model cottages, as erected near the Inter-
national E.xhibition, 1862, contain superior
accommodation to meet the requirements of
the artisan class, while, at the same time, a
very moderate rent will give a fair return on
the outlay to the landlord.

No. 5.—Triple plan ; the centre cottage
has one bedroom upstairs, and two rooms
below

;
the left-hand cottage two bedrooms

;

right-hand cottage, three bedrooms upstairs,
and eacli two rooms below, with wash-house.

No. 6.—A single cottage, one storey high,
with three bedrooms.
No. 7. — (Prize plan) new design (with

three sleeping rooms in each cottage) arranged
so as to be built singly or in pairs, or in rows.
To this plan was awarded a prize of^lo by the
Royal Agricultural Society, at their meeting
in July, 1869, at Manchester; and also
the highest dfploma of honour at the Inter-
national Exhibition of Amsterdam.

The question of cost is one which pre-
sents great difficulties, and is liable to much
variation from trade fluctuations in wages
as affecting the expense of building and the
price of bricks, &c., and to these must be
added great differences in the economy of
builders and employers. Thus the Alex-
andra Cottages at Penge (Plan No. 3)
although built in large numbers together,
which is in itself an element of cheapness,
are stated to have cost £2%o the pair, while
equally substantial pairs have been put up
by Major Munn, at Faversham, for ;^I75 ;

and by Mr. Kibble, at Hadlow, for .,^200.

Again, Mr. Rowbottom's No. 4 cottages at
Croydon, cost ;^265 the pair ; while Mr.
Clarke's, at Walthamstow, cost but ^£'225;

and the pair put up by this Society at the
Great Exhibition of 1862, by contract, cost
only;r2i6.

The experience of the Council has con-
vincd them that it is unwise to sacrifice

stability and convenience to an overweening
desire for cheapness, and that the only
direction in which any further reduction of
cost can be made must be in the outlay
required for materials. To this end they
have, in Plan 4, and in the triple plan, sub-
stituted, by way of experiment, concrete for

brick, with the result of a saving of at least

20 per cent. These concrete cottages are

situate at New Hampton, on the South-
western line of railway, and are well
worthy a visit from all those who feel an
interest in the improvement of the dwellings

of the working classes. Twelve different

systems of applying concrete may be seen

at the museum.
In the month of January last year, the

Council received a communication from the

Royal Commissioners on the Employment
of Women and Children in Agriculture, on
the subject of cottage building, in which
appeared the following passages: — **In

reference to the question of designs for

cottages, the Commissioners desire to direct

attention to a point which has come before

them very prominently. A great preference

appears very generally to be given by the

wives of agricultural labourers to cottages

having all the rooms on the ground floor.

They say they are better able to look after

the children or tlie sick where they are in

sink'^and rooms adjoining the living room ; when the

mother is upstairs for any domestic purpose
feet, with the younger children cannot be so safely

left alone, and other obvious risks and
inconveniences are likely to ensue. Some

influential landowners are therefore returning to

the plan of having all the rooms on the same floor,

although at increased cost to themselves. The designs

for improved cottages published by the various societies

are for the most part on the plan of the upper storey.

"

The plan No. 4 upon the Society's list, being the one

erected as a model pair of cottages near the Exhibition

Building in 1862, is represented in the annexed draw-

ings. It will be seen that the views of the Commis-

sioners are so i\rr anticipated that one bedroom at any

rate is provided on the lower floor, thus adapting the

house more especially to the frequent case of an invalid

or aged inmate, and otherwise making it better fitted

to the tastes and habits of the class for whom it is in-

tended. It will also be seen that space is economised

in this plan by the short central staircase connected
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directly with the doonvay ; that material is economised

by having the bedroom windows in the gable, and

putting the bedroom itself more in the roof than would

otherwise be possible ; that fuel and warmth are saved by

the central position of the fires and chimneys ; that strength

and safety are secured by the central wall from floor to

ridge ; and that ample scullery and outhouse accom-

modation is given in an attached building of one storey.

Altogether the plan has been well considered, and

is very good. The principal fault is that the doorways,

being on opposite sides of the house, cannot both have

good aspects ; and although the windows of the living-

room, being on one side, can both receive the sun, yet

the aspect of the front door is certainly important. It

is considered so important, that in the Kirtlington

cottages, designed and erected by Captain Dashwood,

the cottages No. 4 are placed, not back to back, but

in a continuous row, all facing one way.

To this and other farm cottage buildings we shall

refer in future numbers of the Agrkulliiral Gazette, and

we shall be very much obliged for any information any

of our readers can give us on the cost and plan of

cottage building of which they have had experience.

)mx CoTrtsponkiitc.

Mr. Neville's Cottages.— In the Agrieidtwal

Gazette of Dec. 18, 1S69, you notice the Rev. C.

Neville's plan of cottages. I have examined the plan,

which appears to be a fair one, if each cottage had

only two bedrooms, and a solid wall were carried up

between the two dwellings ; but in the attempt to

provide one cottage with a third bedroom (which is

urged as the strong point of the plan) I foresee the

destruction of privacy (which cottagers appreciate), as

the one bedroom being over part of the other cottage

would necessitate divisions upstairs that cannot effec-

tually deaden sound. The having downstairs only one

door and no second fireplace cannot be recommended.

As agent to an estate I have had gicat experience in

the building of cottages ; and I feel confident that by

the erection of cottages on such a plan I should gi\e

satisfaction to neither the cottagers nor to my employer.

I trust some of your readers may give us the advantage

of their experience. D.

Steam Cultivation: Fowler's System.—I have

been much interested of late in reading letters on

steam cultivation. Much as I am averse to public

letter writing, I do not like to let these discussions pass

without venturing to offer to my brother farmers a

little of my experience on the subject. With regard to

what is termed the roundabout system, I consider it to

have been a very useful thing hi its way, more

especially where a person happened to have a lo-horse

power engine. Eight years and a half ago a neighbour

of mine started a set of roundabout tackle, with a cul-

tivator. Six months afterwards I set up a Fowler's

14-horse power double cylinder traction engine, with

clip-drum, &c., a four-fuirow plough with digging

breasts, and a seven-tine balance cultivator ; and for

three or four years I entertained doubts whether in so

doing I had acted wisely, my fann lying principally in

high-backed lands and small irregular enclosures. But

through the kindness of my landlords, who have

allowed me to remove fences almost ad libitum, and

the purchase of a second 14-horse engine, and working

upon the double-engine system, I have at length

dispelled all my fears, and satisfied myself

that I have now arrived at a simple and per-

fect system. The only implement that had not

given me perfect satisfaction was the "balance culti-

vator," which, from the weight of the suspended portion

in front, was apt to jump and slip its work when cross-

ing uneven ground. I accordingly this summer pro-

cured one of Fowler's tumround cultivators, the opera-

tion of which I consider perfect, and I now believe that

1 am master of everything in connection with the steam

plough—the principle of the double engine being the

only practical one, and the several processes of

ploughing, digghig, and cultivating going on to my
heart's content, with the implements 1 now possess for

such purposes. Since I commenced work in April last

my tackle has earned for work done for myself and

neighbours (estimating my own at the price they will-

ingly pay me) 600/. This has all been done by the aid

of three yomig men taken ofif my farm within the last

three years, being the only hands required for working,

with the exception of a lad for carting the water. My
first staff turned out badly, under the supposition I

could not dispense with their services. I now think

very little more of starting off my two engines with

their gear, than I do in starting a team of horses. A
neighbour of mine was observing to me the other day,

that when I was at work for him in the summer,

after finishing one field, the whole apparatus was

out of it and into another as quickly as his own plough

teams. The advice that I would submit to my brother

farmers, who may be contemplating steam cultivation,

would be this, you may order a double-engine set with

safety, but be satisfied with nothing less. If the steam

plough has not hurt me in the embryo state it was

in when I commenced, and I assure them it has not,

there can be no doubt whatever of its success under its

full and improved development. In furtherance of

these views I should recommend a set of Fowler's

double-engine apparatus for about 1000 acres of arable

land, and as so much is seldom in one man's hands it

seems practicable that farmers having land adjacent, or

ly so, should combine in the purchase, form rules

„ ..-ork week and week in turn, making the engines in

the winter do the other heavy work of the farm, such

as threshing, chaff-cutting, grinding, &c. For my own

part, I would willingly join in such a partnership, or

advance money upon it if required, testifying thereby

my full confidence in such a concern. What a good

introduction to business the management of it

might be to many a farmer's son, or other respectable

person in a parish, keeping the accounts. I have

neither time nor inclination to reply to any discussion

that may arise on the contents of this letter. Eight years'

experience has satisfied me of the successful results of

this system. I feel that experience to be of great value

to myself and others, and such as might save future

steam cultivators a great weight of anxiety and great

needless expense. I should be happy to impart its

fruits, as far as in my power, to any one hesitating

about this serious outlay. I repeat, it can not only be

done in safety, but so as to form a remunerative mvest-

ment. A farmer can have a set of his own, share it

with others, or do as I am doing—work his own land,

and let it out the remainder of the time. But great

caution is necessary in the first instance in deciding

whether the system is applicable under any circum-

stances to the peculiarities of the desired locality, what

would be the requisite power of the engines, and what

the size of the diflerent implements suitable to the

nature of the soil, &c. If all this is not understood at

first, it is an experience dearly purchased afterwards in

the expense attending any change of such costly imple-

ments. It is only at the end of eight years I have been

enabled to hit on such as in the utility and construction

of which I believe improvement can no further go.

Some idea of the saving of horse-labour maybe formed

from the fact that I now work about 550 acres of nearly

all heavy clay land, with an average of about 12 horses,

and have sown this autumn 2S0 acres, and finished by

the middle of November. John Walker WatU, Orling-

bitry, Wetltiigboroiigh.

Double-Furrow Ploughs.—The following is my
report of double-furrow ploughing in Scotland :

—

While the steam-plough, from its elaborate acces-

sories in the shape of machine, engiiie, gearing, &c.,

makes first cost an important consideration with the

farmers of our countr)-, this double-fuiTOw is within

the reach of every farmer. First cost with the dearest

makers is 15 gs. ; and I observed one of the prize

implements in a competition field yesterday, on the

lands of Nether South Bar, near Bishopton, priced at

9/. \os. It will be observed that each of these ploughs

turns two furrows at a time ; they are drawn by three

horses, and can be guided in all cases by one man.

The agriculturist, therefore, saves the labour of one

man and a horse, while on light soils two good Clydes-

dale horses is sufiicient to drag the implement. The
economy is obvious to every observer; for, taking a

moderate estimate of labour, first cost is recouped in

from three to six weeks' work of the implement. As
an instance of this, farmers in every county are on

the alert, and local societies are getting up com-

petitions to bring forward ploughs to meet their

special requirements. Coming to the more imme-

diate trial of yesterday, I do not remember to have

seen either stubble or lea ploughing in general so

well handled. The well-known plough-makers, John
Gray & Co., had a wonderful success, being placed 1st

in stubble and lea ploughing, with the same implement,

priced at 13 gs., and taking 2d prize with the cheapest

implement in the field, price £() lOf. Mr. Murray's

plough was also a capital implement, and commanded
general attention—the competition on stubble, in fact,

being between the two firms. Mr. M'Raith took 3d

position in lea, but nothing could approach the splendid

work of the man guiding the premier plough

"twilling," or burying of the sward was as perfect as

could be done by the best single-funow plough. The
following are the decisions, in their order of me

Stubl'le Pterttrl'inr.—j^t, Messrs. Gray, Uddirgston, price

;£i3 IV : 2d, Messrs. G. W. Murr.iy & Co., Banff (Messrs.

Lyall & Son, Glasgow, agents! ; 3d. Mr. Pirie, Aberdeen (exhi-

bited by Mr. John Gibb), price £13 los.

Lea Floughing^. — 1st, Messrs. Gray, Uddingston, price

£13 131. : 3d, Messrs. Gray, Uddingston, price {,q loi. ; 3d, Mr.
M'Railh, Gadder, price i,\it.

We have had competitions in Stirling.shire, Wigtonshire,

Aberdeenshire, Mid-Lothian, Morayshire, Lanarkshire,

Forfarshire, and Renfrewshire. At these competitions we
notice Pirie, of Aberdeen ; Fowler, of Leeds; Mitchell,

of Peterhead ; Murray, of Banff; Guthrie, of Mont-

rose ; Montrose Foundry Company ; Ransomes, Sims

& Head, of Ipswich ; Howard, of Bedford ; Gray
& Co., of Uddingston ; Ponton, of Linlithgow ; Sellar

&Son, ofHuntly ; Shivas, of Kenmundy ; and M'Raith,

of Cadder—a formidable list of names, tending to show
the absorbing claims of this so-called new implement.

It really had its origin last century ; in truth, the efforts

of Lord Sommerville to introduce a double-furrow

wooden plough are well known in agricultural circles,

and were met at the time with that obstructive indiffer-

ence which characterised the age. James Anderson,

Meadoivbaitk, Uddingston, N.B., Dee. 22.

Dairy Farming I do not think Mr. C. F.

Brinklow injures my estimate of " dairy farming." I

w-as comparing a large "breeding" farm with the

same fann worked as a "dairy" farm. He speaks of

buying in heifers m May, and selling them out in

October at a profit of £% per head, rather a large

profit to make on a heifer by five months' feeding on

grass ; and if he has land that will do it, all I can say

it is worth much more than 50J. per acre. The

only part of my estimate which he attacks is that

wherein I say that 40 young beasts, 6 to 12 months old,

eat as much food as 20 full-grown cows. Will he tell

me how many cows he considers these young beasts are

equal to ? Surely he will allow they eat as much as

10 cows—40 against 10 ; well, then, 10 cows less

would only reduce my estimated suiqslus £,\io. Mr.

Brinklow's estimate, however, is really no guide when

he takes so small a number of cows as four. He puts

down y. per week as the expense of milking and

foddering his four cows. At the same rate my 140

would come to ;^S 151., which is pure nonsense. He
puts down, again, another 5j. per week for com-

posting, heating, chaining, rolling, and a lot of other

things ; but those expenses are the same, whether I

work a dairy or a breeding farm. If Mr. Brincklow

would pick my figures to pieces, I would feel obliged

to him, for I want to see if there be any fallacy in

them. There is one point he might have fastened upon,

but he has not, viz., the cost of dairymaids ; but, in my
opinion, the trouble of rearing calves, if brought up by

hand, is quite as great as the trouble of making butter

and cheese : and if the calves are not brought up by

hand, then each cow must bring up her own calf, and

the breeding farm would lose the £^(10 daiiy profit

which I put down to its credit. My estimate,

observe, refers to a farm suitable for breeding purposes,

and I set out by saying that the same sort of land

which suits for breeding also suits for dairy farming.

If a man had a farm, equal to Mr. Brincklow's

94 acres, all in Grass and capable of fattening eight

beasts to each 9i acres in five months of summer, so as

to leave a profit of /8 per head, he would be a great

fool to turn it into a breeding farm. He had much
better buy in beasts to fatten during summer, and then

take in sheep to winter ; the wintering alone on such

land would pay the rent of 50J., or very nearly.

G. A. 11.

Prize Farms.—You recently referred to the noble

prize offered by the High Sherifi"of Oxfordshire for the

best cultivated fann in the district of the Society's

annual shows, and you made some comments thereon,

n my opinion, the cost of cultivation ought to have

considerable weight with the judges. A and B may
farm side by side, the land be in both cases capitally

managed, and the crops abundant. Judged externally

it would be difficult to award the palm, but if, on

inquiiy, it turns out that the expenses of B are annually

^100 or ;^20O a-year less than those of A—why, B is

clearly the best farmer. This is no fancy theory, but what

every farmer with good obser\'ing powers must meet

with in many instances. In fact there is the difference ofa

good living between the good and bad management of

the forces of the farm. In the one case, every blow

dealt is well-directed, well-timed, and tells accordingly.

In the other case, for the sake of routine, or to please

the eye, a large amount of mischief is done, which

will, if not before, be apparent at harvest. It is a

constant habit of mine, with a view to testing my own
practice, when I walk over any friend's farm which

shows signs of good management, to inquire first

how many working horses are kept, and next,

how much the annual labour bill comes to per

acre. I will make a comparison. One farmer

still clings with affection to his dear old turn-

over plough. He has a good ploughman, hence

the furrows are beautifidly straight, and the harrow

and roll have been tmsparingly applied. Four or five

great hulking fellows have gone over the field to level

it, by breaking down every clod which was as large as

a Walnut, and roll every little tussock of Grass into

the fuiTOw. A liberal amount of seed has been used,

and when it first appears aboveground it may present

a beautiful appearance. Another farmer prefers the

cultivating system, either by steam, or horses, or both.

After his operations the soil is in many cases left more
rugged and uneven ; in other words, somewhat cloddy.

Some of the stubble or surface refuse may lie

about it, and give to the field a somewhat
untidy appearance ;

probably, too, only a moderate

quantity of seed has been sown, and on its first

appearance the plant may look thin. Up to a certain

point the first field I have described will look the best,

but in the long run the other will generally beat it. The
threshing-machine will reveal the secret, if it be not

apparent before. In the one case the rain, after passing

through these beautiful furrows, finds its way over the

glazed surface underneath to the water-furrow, and

thence to the nearest brook, carrying with it a great

part of the essence of the manure which the

soil may contain. In the other every drop of water,

owing to the land being torn apart like a yeast dump-
ling, and hence open and porous, descends where it

falls, enriching the suDsoil with fertilising ingredients,

admitting also of its thorough aeration. In awarding

such an important prize, I think that more than one

huiTied visit should be paid to each competing fai-m.

I have no desire unduly to exalt one system of culti-

vation over another, but I am desirous of expressing an

opinion that sho%\'y fanning, which maybe done regard-

less of expense by an opulent man, may not necessarily

be profitable farming. An example fann, howc\er
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nice it may look, which is carried on with insufficient

profit, not to say loss, is clearly not an example farm

for the farmers of this country to follow. Farming,

like any other business or profession, should be con-

ducted on commercial principles ; and he is undoubt-

edly the best fai-mer, as well as the gi-eater benefactor

of the community, who produces the greatest result at

the least cost. F. IV. Bipiail, Loughton, Bucks.

Land-fast Stones and Steam Ploughing.—
" H. H." must know that if a steam-plough meets a

land-fast stone, either the engine must be pulled up by

the obstruction, or something must break. Theore-

tically, the steam on the piston ought to be weaker

than any other part of the machinery, but it very

seldom is so. If a Smith's smasher were to meet a

land-fast stone it would most likely cease to be the

smasher, and become the smashed. If a Fowler's

plough or cultivator were to meet one, I am inclined

to think the rope would break before the implement.

There is, however, one system of steam cultivation in

which land-fast stones v.-ould simply result in stopping

the plough, and that is " Fiskins Flying Rope." In

Fisken's plan there are two windlasses, which move
themselves along each headland and pull the plough

between them, somewhat as in the double-engine

system. Each windlass has an ordinary winding-drum

(set horizontal), and this drum is put in motion by a
** friction clutch." When the plough is to be started

on its journey, the windlass-man screws down the

"friction clutch" until the friction is just enough to over-

come the resistance of the plough, and off the implement
goes. Of course if the implement meets with a stone

or other obstruction, the clutch slips, and then the

implement and the winding-drum simply stand still,

while all the rest of the machinery goes on, no breakage

of any sort taking place. Why this "friction clutch"

should not be applied to all other systems of steam-

ploughing I really do not know. I am afraid

" H. H. " will hardly find a steam-plough pay him on
an occupation of iSo acres arable. This represents

135 acres of actual plough each year. Now a round-

about tackle will cost ^500, and 15 per cent, on that,

for wear and tear, interest, and depreciation, would
amount to £,']% or \\s. id. per acre. To this he
must add about 5.r. hd. per acre for wages, oil, coals,

and water; making the total cost about i6j. "jd. per

acre, or thereabouts. If, however, '* H. H." already

has an engine powerful enough to drive a roundabout
tackle (a nominal lo-horse will do it), then his "extra"
outlay would only be ;^250, and the item of iij-. id.

would come down to ^s. 6d., and the total cost of

steam ploughing would be lu. per acre, because he
need reckon nothing for the wear and depreciation of

his engine, which he already has, and no doubt
provides for. G. A. H.

To " H. H., Leicestershire," T may say that a

Lothian farmer of 500 acres, yesterday told me that

although during the last four months he had removed a

large number of stones, someofthem weighing 15 cwt.,

qe had never broken any part of the machinery, except

occasionally a point from the diggers. He attributes

this to the slow and careful working of the engine. It

is evident that he has been moving soil that had never

been previously disturbed. He uses Fowler's l2-horse

engines, which with tackle, &c., cost nearly ;^iooo.

J. J. Mechi, Dec. 28, 1869.

Foreign Correspondence.
Bologna: Italian Agrkitltur-e.^—ln this district

there are no large properties or farms as in England,
nor the very small ones of Ireland, but instead of these

we have medium farms. There are a few larger

holdings, not conducted as in England, but rather

several small farms united. Each farm is of a size to

be cultivated by one family of labourers ; the number
of persons in a family will be about 12. In this

district a farm such as above alluded to will be about

25 to 50 acres in extent. The average rent is about
32J'. per acre. It is all good land, and varies little in

quality. The farms are nearly all let out to the

labourers on the metayer syiiexn, the proprietors residing

in the adjacent towns. The general opinion in this

country is, that so far as the labourers or their families

are concerned, the metayer is the best system. The
length of the contracts is nine years, but sometimes as

short as three years. The general opinion is that it

would be better if leases were of longer duration.
Leases are in writing, some even are printed, and
explain all that the farmer has to observe, not
only for the rotation of crops, but the manner
m which the work is to be done ; and also

as to the management of the beasts or cattle.

Large farms can be bought at about ;[^2o per acre, and
small ones at about ^22 los. The principal pro-
ducts are : Hemp, Wheat, Indian com, and green
crops. The rotations are, in lands good enough for

growing Hemp, Wheat after Hemp ; and on the lands
not good enough for Hemp, Indian corn after Wheat,
and sometimes Trefoil, Wheat, and Hemp. Wheat
yields about 14 bushels per acre ; Indian corn yields

* Mr. J. Howard, M.P.,ha5 published, as an Appendix to his
recent paper on Continental Agriculture, the answers received
from_ correspondents in various parts of Europe to a circular
inquiry, intended to ascertain the leading features of local agricul-
ture. Some of them we shall collate and present under this section
ofo : Paper from t

about 215 bushels per acre; Hemp yields about

lof cwt. per acre. They are beginning now to use
bones and other artificial manures, but for the Hemp
lands it has long been the practice to employ crushed
linseed-cake at the rate of about I3 cwt. per acre, cost-

ing about £^ \6s. per acre. The medium depth of
cultivation for cereals is 18 inches (?), for the Hemp crop
even deeper culture is resorted to. Roots are not grown.
As the system of viStayage prevails, little work is done
by the day. When it is, the wages are from %d. to

\od. per day in winter and spring, and \s. ia, in

summer. For extra work, such as cutting Wheat,
Grass, and threshing, the wages are Ij-. (id. to is. lod.

The women belonging to the families on the mHayer
farms work in some way or other. Hired women are

paid about one-fourth less than the wages paid to men.
In this district {Bologna) there are plenty of labourers to

be had, but it is not so in other districts. Within the
last 10 years day labour has increased in cost more
than double. There is no special tax for the poor; the
destitute are supported by charitable societies depen-
dent upon voluntary contributions and legacies. In
the sense understood in England, there is no Game
Law here. There has lately been one passed prohi-

biting the destruction of birds during the hatching
season, and no man can shoot on the land of another
without leave. Mr. Whiimore, Agriaiitural Ejtgiii

Bologna.

Sotielies,
roval agricultural improvement

society of ireland.
The Half-Yearly Meeting of the Society

was held lately in the Society's rooms, Dublin, Lord
De Vesci in the chair. Captain Thornhill, secre-

tary, read the half-yearly report, as follows :

—

In laying before this general meeting the usual half-

yearly report of the Society's transactions, your Council
are enabled to state that the financial arrangements
have not been affected by the determination to hold
the annual exhibition of the Society for 1869 in a
remote district of the province of Munster. The
meeting at Tralee, in August last, may be considered
as a success, having regard to the advantages likely to

be derived from the operations of the Society i

locality hitherto unvisited. Generally, the classes

were fairly represented. The display of implement
was particularly good, and the extensive sales effected

must, doubtless, have proved remunerative to the
exhibitors. The thanks of the Society are eminently
due to the gentlemen comprising the local committee,
by whose untiring energy the arrangements of the
showyard were efficiently carried out. The province
of Connaught being, according to your charter,

the next in rotation in which the exhibition of 1S70
ought properly to be held, it was confidently expected
that, as is usual on such occasions, the President of
the Society might have been enabled, at the banquet at

Tralee, to announce the locality in that district which
had been selected for the purpose. No proposal having
at that time been received, the Council, anxious that

the province should avail itself of the opportunity thu
offered, decided upon extending the period for receiv

ing applications beyond the usual time, and, on
October 28th last, at their monthly meeting, your
Council, failing any application being so received, pro
ceeded to take into consideration the claims of Dublin,

in respect of which a guarantee had been lodged, and
also those of the town of Drogheda, from which a highly

influential deputation attended, prepared to qualify in

the usual manner. On a division, the invitation of

Dublin was accepted. Subsequently, however, consi-

derable anxiety was shown by the inhabitants of Ballin-

asloe and the adjoining locality that their provinceshould
participate in the advantage ofhaving the exhibition held

within it ; and the guarantors from Dublin having con-

sented to waive the right already conceded to them, the

necessary guarantee from Ballinasloe was prepared and
forwarded to the Council, by whom, at their meeting
on November 25, it was accepted. The national

exhibition of the Society for 1S70 will, therefore, takt

place in the province of Connaught in proper rotation

the guarantee from Dublin remaining, by kind permis
sion of Messrs. Purdon, Walshe, and Robertson, in

the hands of Council, for consideration at a future

period. Your Council have adopted the suggestion of

a committee appointed to arrange an equitable scale of

premiums to be paid to local farming societies, by
which they will in future receive l<^s. in the pound on
the amount subscribed by their members to this Society.

Since your last half-yearly meeting, two prizes have
been offered for essays—one for Thorough Drainage
and the Improvement of Reclaimed Lands, and the

second for Dairy Management. The former was
awarded to the essay by Mr. Thomas Weldon Trench

;

the latter to Mr. James Byme. These essays will

appear among the published transactions of your Society

for the current year. In May last a letter was received

by the Council from the Right Hon. Lord Digby, to

the effect that, on the occasion of his lordship having
become the possessor of "The Hall Challenge Cup,"
as the most successful competitor for works of drainage

in three several years, it was his intention to place at

the disposal of the Society a valuable piece of plate to

be competed for under similar rules and conditions.

This cup has since been received, and your Council

trust that this liberality on the part of his lordship may
have the effect of continuing competition in this most
important branch of husbandry in Ireland. It is cus-
tomary that the election of president of the Society for
the ensuing year should be arranged at the December
meeting, and your Council recommend that Sir Arthur
Knox Gore, Bart, be appointed to fill that office for

1S70. Annexed is a statement of receipts and expendi-
ture of the national cattle show at Tralee.

Balance-SIieci, Tralee SJunv, i8(3g.

Dr.
By expense of secretary and deputation to Tralee at

,, secretaries and accountant's expenses at the show
„ clerk of the yard's expenses .. .. ;^ii 15 o
,, do., do., gratuity .. .. .. 10 o o

,, judges' travelling expenses and stewards' beds .

.

,, veterinary surgeons

,, printing, advertising, and sundries

,, money premiums awarded .. .. ^687 15 o
,, medals do. 12 ig 6

£

10 3

14 6

Mr. MacFarlane said he regretted very much that

there had been a departure from the nile usually

adopted by the Society—that of considering and
deciding at the annual show of the Society where the
following one should be held. It would be veiy well

worth while considering whether they should not go
back to that rule, so as to have it carried out, and
make arrangements to have it determined where the

subsequent show should be held. What had occurred

this year had been attended with much inconvenience

and great unpleasantness.

The motion for the adoption of the report was then

put and carried.

jrAR WICKSHIRE.

Turnpike Roads : IVanvkk^ December 18. —
Mr. F. WiLMOT, of Moseley, read a paper on the

future maintenance of turnpike roads. He made the

following suggestions :— (i). That all tolls be abolished.

(2). Trust debts to be valued at their fair price, and
apportioned to counties, and paid by loan raised on
the security of county rates, such loan to be repaid by
equal instalments for 40 years. Trust property to vest

in County Roads Board, and turnpike officers to be
compensated. (3). All roads within a county, except

streets, to be, as to expenditure and general manage-
ment, under the control of a board to be called " The
County Roads Board." (4). All roads to be divided

by the County Roads Board into two classes. The
first to comprise the present turnpike roads, except

those which have become disused as main roads, and
these shall be called " the County Roads." All other

roads to be comprised in a second class to be called
*' the Parish Roads." (5). All roads comprised within

a highway district, or within the jurisdiction of boards

established by 5 and 6 Will. IV., cap. 50, to be
maintained and repaired by the machinery of such

respective boards, and roads not so included shall be
maintained, if county roads, by the County Roads
Board ; and if parish roads, by the authorities of the

separate parishes liable for their repair. (6). The
funds for the repairs of the county roads, repayment of

loan raised by discharge of turnpike debts, and interest-

thereon, and the salaries of the officers of the county

boards, to be provided—half by a uniform county rate,

and the other half by a subsidy from the national ex-

chequer, to be wholly reimbursed, partly by a charge

upon trade-horses and carriages {which now claim

exemption from tax, but contribute largely to toll), and
partly by a slight increase in the rates of the assessed

taxes at present levied upon other classes of horses and

vehicles. The funds for the repairs of parish roads to

be raised as at present by separate parish rating. And
(7), the County Roads Boards to appoint, besides a

clerk and treasurer to the board, a properly qualified

officer to act as chief surveyor, whose duties shall be

similar to those comprehended in the office of " general

superintendent " created by the South Wales Roads'

Act, 7 and 8 Vict., cap. 91.

Mr. WiLMOT said two objections would be raised to

this plan. In the first place it would be stated that

the imposition of increased assessed duties would tax

the class of I'oad users who paid them beyond the bene-

fit they would receive by the remission of tolls.

Another objection would be that tlie area of county

ratal includes towns of considerable size which keep

their own highways in repair free of cost to the general

public, and such towns would be entitled either to

exemption from the general rate for repair of the county

roads, or their streets should be maintained at the cost

of the common fund. In answer to the first point, Mr.

Wilmot said it had been ascertained that not more than

half of all the tolls in the kingdom was being paid hy

county ratepayers. Comparing the tolls paid by any

large manufacturer with the actual use made of the

roads, it would be admitted that the proportion of both

which was attributed to the ratepayers, was really

less than one-half on which his suggestions were based.

As to the second objection, he said that the use and

necessity of strf'-ts in the county ratepaying towns
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was of tlie same nature as that of the second-class

highways in parishes, and although in their cha-
racter they differed widely, still their maintenance
might fairly be placed on the same footing of

separate parochial rating. The annual cost of main-
tenance of turnpike roads in England was in round
numbers ;!^59o,ooo, to which must be added ;i^i25,ooo,

being the estimated instalment for liquidation of trust

debts in a term of 40 years. If the scheme he had
propounded were adopted the rates necessary to raise

one-half of the annual charges would be be i li/. in

Warwickshire, I^i^. in Staffordshire, 2i</. in Worces-
shire, l\d. in Leicestershire, 2d. in Northamptonshire,
Z^ef. in Oxfordshire, and 2^d. in Derbyshire. To
raise the other moiety of the annual cost he proposed
increased duties as follow, which would be found suf-

ficient to recoup the exchequer to the full extent of its

aid : Carriages with four wheels, drawn by two or

more horses, an increased charge of loj. would realise

an additional duty of ;i^i5,ooo; and 10s. on ditto,

drawn by one horse only, would give ;{^36,c>oo extra.

Then ^£^40,750 might be realised by a further charge of

5j. upon two-wheeled carriages ; and ;i^8oooby increas-

ing the duty upon carriers from £2 6s. Sd. to £^, and
from £1 6s. Sd. to £2 los. By raising the duty upon
horses paying full duty 5^., another amount of ^43,750
would be obtained ; and an extra charge of 6j-. upon
other horses would yield ;^l20,ooo. Horses used for

trade purposes (but not to include horses kept for agri-

cultural uses), now exempt, to be charged ;i^I Is., from
which source /^^ i

, 500 can be obtained ; and finally a new
tax of ;^3 and £2 to be imposed upon vans, waggons,
carts, drays, used for trade, which would give ;^50,ooo.

The total amount of revenue to be derived from these

increased duties will be ;^345,5oo per annum.
Mr. G. F. MUNTZ moved that the best thanks of the

meeting be given Mr. Wilmot for his valuable paper,

and that a committee be appointed to consider his pro-

posals, together with any other suggestions offered for

the best mode of providing for the future maintenance
of turnpike roads ; also that such committee be in-

structed to frame a plan, if practicable, for the pui-pose

named, which could be approved and adopted by this

Chamber, as the basis of a Bill to be introduced into

Parliament.

Lord Leigh seconded the motion, which was put

and carried.

Farmers' Clubs.
LAr/£.V//A.V.

Cart Horsks.—At the late monthly meeting of

this Club, Mr. CoLSON read a paper, giving an estimate

of the cheapest way of feeding cart horses. He knew
of one gentleman whose horses had been kept on
Mangel and hay since he got his Mangel off the

ground. A horse would eat 10 or 1 2 bushels of

Mangel a week, and if they estimated the value of that

at 16s. a ton, there being 40 bushels in a ton, the cost

for Mangel was between 4J. and 5^. a week. That
was as much as com, and when the cost of hay was
added he thought it would come to as much as the

corn and hay which he used. A horse would eat

about 1 4 cwt. of hay per week, which, taken at 2s. ^d.

a cwt., would come to 3j-. ^^d. He put the hay at

2s. 3^. a cwt., because he considered that was
its value to consume on the farm, and if they were
to put it at the selling price, 4r. 6d., he

thought that would not be fair. He knew another

gentleman who fed his horses with 5 stone of

bean-meal at is. a stone, and two stone of Maize at i id.,

making a total of 6s. lod. a week. He should take

this statement from September i to June I (40 weeks),

which amounted to ;i^l3 13-r. 4^. ; add to that 14 cwt.

of hay per week at 2s. 3*^'. per cwt., /^6 i^s. ; and
supposing the gentleman had Vetches for his horses,

12 weeks, at 7 rods per horse per week, that at 6d. a

rod would be £2 2s. If they had to buy Vetches, he
believed they would have to give a shilling a rod, but

for a farmer to consume on the land he thought 6d. was
a fair price. The total cost for a year upon this system

was ^22 lOJ. ^d. Another gentleman kept his horses

on five stone of bean-meal per week, with a bushel of

bran, the meal and bran being worth 5-r. 9(/., which
for 40 weeks would be £\\ loj., to which the hay
must be added as before, £6 15^., and the cost of

sending the horses out to grass 12 weeks, at ^s. per

week ; and this brought the total cost under that

system to £20 \s. He, however, thought horses in a

meadow did more harm than good.

He next came to his own system, which he had

adopted for 30 years, with very satisfactoiy results.

During the 17 weeks of October, November, December,

and January, he gave them oats value 5^. per week,

£4 \s. ; hay during the same period, i4c\vt. per week,

£2 \\s. In Februaiyand March, eight weeks, he gave

them oats as before, 5J-. per week, £2 ; and instead of

hay he gave them half a peck of meal at night, because

he had not hay enough, at a cost of 4^. a week, £\ \2s.

April and May, oats 5^. a week for nine weeks,ji^2 %s.\

hay in the same period, £\ "js. June, July, and

August, Vetches night and day for 13 weeks, 7 rods

per week, at 6d. a rod, 3^-. 6d. a week, £2 $s. 6d.

September, four weeks, 3 bushels of bran per week,

lis. \ clover and grass, 2s. per week, %s. This made

a total cost for the year of ;^I7 4^. 6d. He always

gave his horses a month on bran at hai-vest time, which

was as good as medicine, and a plan that kept the

doctor out of the yard. He had not had the veterinary

in his yard for his horses since harvest, nor for several

months before, and he believed his way of feeding

them would keep them in health. He considered oats

and hay the best things to feed horses upon. He had

now completed his task. He hoped there would be

plenty of opposition, so that they might arrive at the

point they all wished to reach, viz., how they could

keep their horses in the cheapest way. During the 12

years he was at Icklingham he never lost but one horse,

and that was from inflammation of the lungs. He was

at the house of a gentleman the other day who had a

great deal of tail Barley which he would not sell,

because the price was low ; he had it ground and gave

it to his horses, and lost three valuable animals. If

they had been fed with oats, he (Mr. Colson) did not

believe one of them would have died. His horses cost

him £1"] 4j. 6d. for every item during the year.

Mr. Hustler : Will you tell us why you put your

hay at 2s. 3^'. per cwt., when it is worth 4J-. 6d. ?

Mr. Colson said he did not think that hay was
worth that to a farmer who was not allowed to sell it.

As to the use of Mangel, he did not think farmers

wanted to do that when they could make gj. a stone of

beef, and loj. of mutton.

Mr. Wright observed that Mr. Colson had put the

Mangel at the full price, and why should he not also

allow a fair market price for the hay ? Beef and
mutton paid well, it was true, but surely hay was
worth something for bullocks. If the market value

was put on one article, it ought also to be placed on
the other, in comparing two systems.

Mr. Gayford said that his shorter experience

somewhat bore out the plan which had been laid

before the meeting. It was to give a little bran in the

har^est time. His horses were regularly worked, fed,

and watered, and it was very essential to give them
food easy of digestion. It was also in his opinion

highly important for farmers to look after the horses

themselves. As to the use of Beet, he thought in the

Spring time when the weather was a little warmer a

few Beet might be advantageously given as a kind of

corrective. He believed that these roots acted in

much the same manner as did the early Grass. He
believed it right to give the horses a few. putting roots

in the manger whole with a little chaff, letting the

animals crush them for themselves. To give horses a

good number of Beet at this season of the year, before

they were ripe, must have undoubtedly a bad effect.

Mr. Thomas King said he always selected the best

animal he could purchase, an animal with a good con-

stitution. He fed his horses according to the work.

During harvest he gave them a fair quantity of com,
and directly after harvest he gave them what he

thought they really required to go through the work.

He had been in the habit of giving them a bushel of

oats, and of Maize and beans broken together, and all

the hay and stover they liked, and he worked them as

harder hard as he could. In fact, nobody worked horses

than he did. In regard to the use of Mangel he thought

a few were useful in the spring time. He considered

that Mr. Colson was quite justified in not putting the

hay at the price it would fetch if they were allowed to

sell it. Very few were allowed to sell the hay, and,

therefore, it ought not to be estimated at the market

prices ; but the same ought to be said of Mangel also.

As to the use of bran in the harvest time, it might

be all very well, but for his own part he never gave

his any. He did not know that they required

it, for he was in the habit of turning his horses

out at night. During the summer he had Vetches for

them, or green Clover. He liked the old system of

keeping and attending to horses, with a manger and
rack in the stable. He had been told that there was
no better way than having horses baited in the stable,

and having a bit of stover put into the rack to keep them
in health. He liked to have good sheds for the horses

to go into ; sheds well sheltered ; but let the animals

be first baited in the stable and then turned into this

shed. When they went into the stable from the yard

they relished the food much better than they otherwise

did. By turning them into the yard they would stand

the weather much better. He did not think there was
anybody who lost fewer horses than he had : and his

father lived until he was 75 years of age, and he lost

only one horse whilst he was in business. In conclusion,

Mr. King said his advice was to keep horses well, and

work them hard, and that in his judgment was the way
to keep them in health.

Mr. Robert Hawkins was sure it cost him"on the

average nearly I2J. a week to keep his horses. He had

put figures together on several occasions, and he found

that the amount came to considerably over lOs. a week.

He thought a farmer should put his hay and stover at

what he would have to pay on a fair valuation. This,

in his opinion, was the soundest principle to go upon ;

and, putting all things together, he could not keep his

horses for anything like the amount named by Mr. Col-

son. He did not believe in giving bran in harvest, and

after harvest, for, particularly on heavy land farms,

that was a very important time, and horses ought to be

kejit well. The horses were pushed about in carting,

they had late hours, and there could not be that atten-

tion given to them in the morning they required before

they commenced work again. It was highly important

that horses should be well fed with corn at such times.

If horses were let down before Michaelmas on heavy

land, it was impossible to get the work into a right con-

dition. He believed Mr. King was nearer the mark
in giving his honses two bushels of corn, and all the

hay and stover they liked. As to the use of Mangel,
he had been in the habit for years of using certain

quantities. An instance had been refened to in which
a farmer had given his horses as many as 12 bushels

a-week ; he should not think a horse could eat that

quantity for long. The horses in Essex were kept
very much on Mangels, and they never gave them
more than 6 bushels per week ; and that was too

much. He was in the habit of putting the roots

through the mincer, and mixing it with chaff, and he
found that the horses licked it up, and they did very

well upon it. He did not find this food relaxed the

horses, and it was useful in preserving the hay and
stover.

Dr. White also addressed the meeting, referring to

the question of mincing the Mangels, and he remarked
that eating and drinking was the only pleasure the poor
animals had, and he thought it was a cruelty to shorten

it. If they had Mangels, let them have them after they

had done their com.
Mr. Wright: Whole?
Dr. White : Yes, if they have got any teeth.

The Chairman : The question appears to me to be
between Mangels and no Mangels, and pulp or whole
Beet.

Mr. Baker did not think a farmer could keep his

horses under from los. 6d. to lij-. 6d. per head per
week. He agreed with what had been said, that to

keep a horse in good working condition it must have
from 6 to 8 pecks of com a week, as well as hay, and
as for the latter article, and in fact for all, he thought

a fair value should be set upon them in estimating the

cost of the keep of horses. He concurred in Mr.
Colson's observations as to giving horses bran during
the harvest, but at the same time it was not the period

of the year at which horses generally were lost. The
loss took place at the change of the season, when the

weather was changing from hot to cold. October or

thereabouts was the time when horses for the most part

were lost, and that, too, frequently through want of

care and forethought. In his opinion, many horses

were lost through too much cut chaff. If a horse had
much cut chaff for a length of time he thought the

services of the veterinary surgeon would have to be
called in. Many farmers, too, were fond of feeding the

animals with pea straw. He believed that this was
the most indigestible stuff horses could be fed on.

Dr. Barkway said he had kept horses for 20 years,

and he gave them cut hay and straw. He did not lose

his horses, and he thought he might say they would
bear comparison with many people's. Many farmers

studied the number of acres they had, and kept a cer-

tain number of horses, but he considered that if there

was an extra horse it would be much better in the end.

Mr. T.\LBOTT remarked that about 30 years ago it

was a saying that a man and a horse cost much about

the same each, but a great alteration had taken place

since that period. That rule did not hold good in the

present day. He found that manual labour far

exceeded the cost of keeping a horse. Not that horse

keep was cheaper than it was at that time, but manual
labour had increased in value. He knew that it cost

many shillings an acre more to cultivate now than it

did at the period he was speaking of. Many gentle-

men were of opinion that it was advisable to let horses

have as much hay as they pleased. In that he could

not agree. He thought there was no dearer food than that

of hay, unless it was at the prices named by Mr. Colson.

With regard to crushing the com, he must say he
thought that the most economical plan ; and he must
also give his adhesion to the cutting of hay. But it

was impossible to carry out one universal rule, and no
mle could be applicable in^ all cases, times, and
seasons.

Mr. W. BiDDELL said his experience was that a
half-fed horse would only do half work, and in the

long run would be found to be a much dearer animal
than the full-fed and the full-worked. He did not act

up to quite Mr. King's quantity of com, but if horses

had hay, he (Mr. Biddell) thought a bushel and a half,

or 6 or 7 stones, would be found enough. Last year
he had little or no hay, and he never saw his horses

look so well, but he substituted half a bushel of com
for the deficiency in the hay. The prices named by Mr.
Colson were far below what he could keep his horses

for ; and the prices of the hay were below what it

could be grown for. Taking into consideration the

weight per acre, it would be foundjthat in the majority

of years farmers, at those prices, would lose by their

meadows. His opinion was, that in the majority of
cases they over-valued hay. As to the question of
breeding, his advice was that if they could buy a horse

four years old for ^^30 to do so, and let other people
turn their attention to the subject of breeding. He
was convinced that horses could not be bred and kept
for the money. He believed in what Dr. White said,

that mastication was necessary for an animal. He came
to the conclusion that his bullocks did not do so well

with prepared food as they did when they had to chew
a little. He had no doubt but that they did much better

than they did when the food was converted into

a pulp and required little or no mastication. As for

Tares, for his own part he thought but little of them.

If they were worth only £4 an acre and the seed C3st

£2 he thought they became dear, but there were many
seasons in which he could not do without them, and
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he looked upon thcjn as necessary evils. With reference
to the kind of corn to be t;iven to horses he was parti-

cularly struck with the practice of a large firm, the
Messrs. Pickford. Their practice was to give their
horses whichever corn was the cheapest per ton.
Mr. GAYFORDsaid he would notput Beet intoan empty

manger, but if there was a certain quantity of chaff,
the horses in eating the Beet in the natural way would
bruise them, and would lick up sufficient chaff. He
was an advocate for giving the Beet whole.
A desultory conversation ensued, in the course of

which it was suggested whether it was judicious to
allow horses to work so long as they were now in the
habit of doing without stopping to bait. An opinion
was also e.\pressed that by a different arrangement
more ploughing might be done in one day.

A Treatise on the Land Tenure of Ireland, ami
on the Injlucms which Retard Irish Progress. By
G. A. Dean, author of works relating to the Tenure,
Value, Management, and Cultivation of Land, &c.
Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer. Pp. 86.

Mr. Dean has long been known as a land agent and
agricultural writer, and his e.tperience in both England
and Ireland fits him for the discussion of the difficult
subject to which this work relates. His pamphlet is,

however, too diffuse and verbose, and his recommen-
dations too hazy and indefinite to exert the influence
which one imagines to belong to the conclusions of so
experienced a man. What can we make, for instance,
of the following :

—

" A tenant right for Ireland should, as far as practic-
able, apply to the Irish system of husbandry (where
there is one !) and partake of the character of that
established in England, by "the custom of the
country

;
' but even this varies in different counties,

and must do so, where various modes of cultivation arc
practised, and where there are various descriptions of
soil under cuUivation.

.''L«^<^s at rack-rents we strongly advocate; but,
with an equitable tenant-riglit, many farmers would
probably prefer yearly hiring to leases for a stipulated
number of years."

Mr. Dean believes that " the benighted condition of
Ireland arises from the circumstance of a large majority
of the people professing the Roman Catholic reliMon
and their instruction, such as it is, being left to Roman
Catholic priests."

He believes, nevertheless, that " the future peace
and prosperity of Ireland are in the hands of the pre-
sent Government."
He is also of opinion that Ireland was never in so

prosperous a state as now. His suggestions begin with
—(I). '* Power for tenants upon quitting their hold-
ings to recover from their landlords all moneys expended
by themselves in permanent improvements, provided
such improvements have been made with the written
sanction of the landlord or his agent ; a fair deduction
being made therefrom for the benefit already derived
by the tenant

; such benefit, if the parties do not agree
to be ascertained by reference to an umpire to be
appointed under this Act.

\'iJ^l
^'^' '° "PP'y '° "" improvements made

withm five years of passing the same, provided one of
the said umpires shall certify that such improvements
are of a permanent benefit to the property."

It appears to us that an enactment providing repay-
ment to an outgoing tenant of all permanent improve-
ments, for which he has not already received a full
reward, provided he has the written sanction of the
landlord for them, would be simply worthless,
flow many instances are there in which the
required circumstances exist ? .So of No. 3 • —
"Where a tenancy is determined by the landlord on
account of the non-payment of rent, or breach of cove-
nants, or for any cause whatever, the tenant shall be
entitled to recover all the compensation he would have
been entitled to, had his lease expired, or his yearly
tenancy been determined by notice ; less rent due and
depreciation of tlie farm from improper cultivation and
dilapidation. By how much will outgoing tenants
benefit by such a provision as this more than the law
allows them now ?

The most striking passages in the pamphlet are thos.
quoted from the late Professor .Shilling :—

'^^^''^
i^

"""^ character he gives of his countrymen
in his work on the ' Science and Practice of Agricul-
ture. He writes—' It is the con.Iuct and character of
thc people, rather than the soil and climate of a
country, that confers comfort and happiness; their
energy, perseverance, industry, and economy, combined
with knowledire.

to contend with, or insurmountable obstacle in his way
—these difficulties and obstacles, in a majority of cases
his own creation.

'

j j
>

" ' Pie is rack-rented
; he wants capital ; his land is

poor
;
the seasons unpropitious ; his crops fail ; the

laws are adverse, or not sufficiently protective ; the
Government is hostile to his interests; he blames
everybody and everything but himself, and his grievances
are magnified and trumpeted forth on all occasions

;
biit It is our duty to pause, and if possible, determine
where the blame rests, and whether these complaints
are w'ell founded. His land is highly rented, and yet
he will take more of the same quality, and at the same
price If he can get it ; and he will injure or persecute a
neighbour should he offer to take a portion of his
trouble off his hands. He wants capital; yet he will
not put in requisition the parents of all capital—his
liands and his soil. His land is poor

; yet he will not
lake the proper means of swelling his dungheap, nor
house-feed his cattle. The seasons are ailveise, and
his crops fail

; yet he will not take proper steps to
counteract bad seasons—drain and deepen his land
He calls for, and waits on new laws ; like the waggonerm the fable, he lies in the slough, and calls upon
Jupiter.

'

" 'Thus then, it will be found, that all'this formid-
able list of grievances—these crying evils, with a host
of auxiliaries which we have not yet mentioned—arise
from two simple causes— the man's own 'ignorance
antl indolence.'

"

We are persuaded that the remedy for Ireland's
troubles is just what Professor Shilling said, " industry
.and education." The less the idea is fostered that any
influence ai extra is to be brought to bear upon the
case, the more the Irish tenant-farmer is left to the con-
viction that fate depends simply on the man himself, just
as It does in England, the better for him will it be. If
Government offer facilities and advantages with a view
to meet evils due to artificial circumstances not easy
now to set right, it may make its offer contingent on
conditions of its own requirement—and thus urge con-
ditions which it believes to be wholesome and beneficial
on the acceptance of both landlord and tenant in Ireland
—but the idea of its power to interfere in however slight
a degree fur the direct redistribution of property, which
has been fostered by interested agitators, is the wildest
delusion. To do Mr. Dean justice, no such delu-
,sion IS fostered by his pages, but we fail to gather from
them any definite idea of how he would have thc Irish
difficulty treated.

25

with knowledge,

" 'These incontrovertible facts can never be suf-
ficiently impressed upon the people of Ireland. Man
ought from infancy, to be taught to stand and look
upright

; to depend upon himself for a character and
station among his fellow-men, and that his future
welfare and success in life are best achieved by his own
exertions. '

" ' Without knowledge and discipline man is an indo-
lent animal, and his sagacity is perpetually on the rack
to find out plausible excuses for his neglect. With our
Insh farmer this is particularly the case ; procrasti-
nation is his great enemy ; he has always some difficulty

A Treatise on Land Surveying in Theory and
Practice, giving the best Methods of Sun'tying and
LrMhng Jor Statistical, Estate, and Eii<;ineeriiig
Purposes ; together with full explanations, 'h'c. By
John A. Smith, C.E. Longmans, Green & Co.

In this treatise, to quote its modest and candid preface,
" the author has aimed at bringing before the reader
the best methods for practice in the art of land survey-
ing, and the most convenient fonnula for computations
111 working out the required results. As the subject
embraces surveys for statistical, estate, colonial, and
engineering purposes, it has been a leading object to
attain jiractical excellence in the field and office work
required of surveyors and engineers of skill and ability.
This object will be best secured by holding practice
subject to theory, properly applied, so that sufficient
verifications may be readily had and the degree of
accuracy easily ascertained. The operations requiring
attention for securing these essentials of a good survey
are concisely, yet fidly, described, without specially
directing the attention of the reader to a different faulty
practice, in order to condem it, except in some cases
where practice has been apparently, but not properly,
based on theory. In describing surveys in which
theory has been much disregarded, and the instru-
ments used not suitable for the service, the author has
drawn attention to, and thrown out suggestions for,

improvements in the means and on the modes for
making these surveys. Although land surveying is by
no means a new subject, still, until a comparatively
recent period, the art was not skilfully practised. Even
at the present time authors of works on the subject do
not sufficiently realise the existence and extent of the
obstacles the surveyor encounters in the field—particu-
larly in extensive surveys."
The work is very full and explicit, well illustrated

by examples, diagrams, and figures ; and exhaustive of
the whole subject of surveying and levelling. We can
thoroughly recommend it to thc student or apprentice.

"'Ti ^T""-
'" '^^,"' "'''" f'^"^'' »'»"' ;^'4, to fatten inother districts, where provender is abundant ; and it smore profitable to sell than to finish then at home

cotiderahr "'T "^^^l-"'i'y °f Ploughed St
considerable, or where there is some good feeding
turf, the practice is different. Cows from I
superior dairy are brought to market suffi-
ciently fat for summer beef about July, and in late
years they have sold at ^24 or ^25. Heavy high-bred
cows are seldom sacrificed in this way, their owners
preferring to keep them on to December, when the
little mountain of beef, called by courtesy a heifer is
generally worth C^P or ^45. Cast cows, condemned
to become beef on next summer's pasture, are wintered
moderately on about 3 lb. to 5 lb. of cake, with roots
and chop (straw chaff), and in the neighbourhood
of Burton-on- Frent three-quarters of a bushel of grains
instead of roots, which are reserved for the milking
stock. Store animals are wintered on "chop" and
roots (or grains), and are turned out to Grass hardy,
and with the rough hair of their coats unshed. Milk-
ing-cows are tied up in sheds during the winter months,
from November till early in May, when the Grass-fields
are again ready for them. A dairy-farmer regards his
ploughed land as merely subordinate to the require-
ments of the dairy—yielding food and litter for the
winter months. By tying the cows in sheds, one-half
the litter that would be required in open yards is saved.
In the neighbourhood of Burton spent Hops are used
for litter, at 3^. /^. a ton. Hops absorb the
urine and are fit for immediate use ; they have
the best effect when applied fresh. The long straw
from horse stable is picked over for littering calves.
Large herds—50 or 60—should be divided into two
lots, as they do better, and do not trample the pastures
so much on coming up to be milked ; a weak cow is
less driven, and the danger of infection reduced. The
usual time of calving is early in April ; for breeding
purposes, February would be preferred, as early calves
get strong, and are more easily wintered ; but April is
the period most desirable on cheese-farms, because the
cows are then in full profit at the best lime of year,
when the best cheese is made, and when the natural
supply of food is greatest. Cows receive no artificial
food during the summer, except in bad seasons, when
the best farmers allow cake. In large dairies, where
there must always be a certain number of cows that
calve irregularly, thc process of cheese-making is con-
tinued all the year, but superior cheese can only be
made on Grass. A first-rate cow will yield /'14 worth
of cheese, at 6Qr. a cwt. of 120 lb., and the year's pro-
duce of the cow will be :

—

Cheese /,, „ .
Wliey butter 200
ciif ;; ;; ,

° °

Whey for pigs ,, i lo o

Farm Memoranda.
Daiky Far.ms of Staffordshire.—Dairying, or

cheese-farming, is carried on more or less in almost
every part of Staffordshire. It is the mainstay of its

farming, except on the small extent of land which is toe
light for Grass, and it is pursued even on the tops of
the hills which are too lofty for Wheat-growing and too
exposed for the growth of trees, or for ordinary cultiva-
tion. First-rate pasture land is worth £?,o or £^ an
acre, and the same land, in arable, would be worth
only ^50 or /60. Dairy farmers breed their own
stock and keep up their herds by drafting in thc young
animals in succession. They sell all old, barren, or
draught cows in the autumn clearing fairs. In
ordinary seasons, when the root crop is good, these

X,IO 10 o
Cheese-making is occasionally continued all the year
round ; but in general the winter's milk is disposed of
by suckling or butter-making. An eminent cheese-
farmer informs me that his average price in the past
10 years has been 74j-. per 120 lb. ; his highest and
lowest prices of the year's make have been Soj. in
l865 and 1868, and 65^. in 1861. His average yield
of cheese in the same period has been 2 cwt. (120 lb.)
per acre of land summer-grazed, and 4 cwt. per cow.
The sales are made three times a-year—in August,
November, and Ajjril. Cheese loses weight rapidly.
Another farmer, who makes cheese all through the
winter, gives 44 cwt. per cow as his average. The
average yield of Wheat on these two farms is rather
under 4 quarters per acre. Cows are not generally
milked for 10 or 12 weeks previous to calving. The
best cheese from regular good pasture is made after
the middle of May. The common size of cheeses is

from four to six to the cwt. of 120 lb. ; the large
cheeses of 50 lb. to 150 lb. are made chiefly on the
Cheshire side of the county. The size is to a great
extent a matter of fancy and custom on the part of
masters and servants ; at the same time cheese on
strong soils is liable to "heave" (ferment) during the
process of drying, and in some cases it is considered
necessary to remove a portion of cream, instead of
using " \yhole" milk. The flavour of cheese is affected
by artificial food. Over-stocking is a temptation and
a mistake, which has given occasion to a saying, " If
you want more milk, sell a cow !

" The only stock
allowed to pasture with the cows are a few horses ; they
eat close, and are not objectionable. Sheep feed with the
young stock on the inferior pasture ; and should never
mix with the dairy. One ewe, witli her progeny, to

three acres of Grass is considered a sufficient stock of
sheep. Ewes wintered on the best system are fed on
hay and stravv-chafl[', malt-dust, oats, &c., and run on
the store pasture in the day-time ; the dry food keeps
them in health, and is necessaiy to their well-doing
even when Grass is plentiful. On rich land, near
Barton, where grains for winter feeding can easily be
obtained, a liberal feeding is practised ; the head of
stock kept on a farm of 120 acres of arable and
180 of good Grass is as follows, during the summer :

50 cows, 20 2-year-old heifers, to calve next spring,

20 yearlings, 20 calves, 60 ewes. About 27 acres of

hay are mown. Mr. Meakin, the tenant, fattens his

cast cows in July and August, giving them cake on the

pasture^. During the drought of last summer all his

neat stock had about three-quarters of a bushel of grains
- day. For the year ending April 5, 1869, his outlay
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on food was ;^500. The price of grains varies, 2.d.^

3(/.,and 4i/. to even yt/. per bushel, according to demand
and season. The usual system of wintering young
stock is to give them i bushel of Mangel a-day, with

straw-chaff and no com. This food is said to come off

the farm. But on the heavier clays meal is cheaper

than roots. On the poor heavy clays, worth only 20s.

an acre to rent, bare fallow is considered a safe and
inexpensive system. On such land a common rotation

is—Bare fallow. Wheat, seeds for two or three years
;

Wheat or Oats. Or Tares are eaten off on the fallow,

or removed for horses, cows, and pigs. The strong-

land fanner, on good subsoils, begins the fallow with

a lO-inch furrow before winter with three or

four horses. As the horse and manual labour on
dairy farms can be concentrated, when desired, on the

limited extent of ploughed land, a rotation of crops

need not be adhered to so carefully as on arable farms,

where a little irregularity disturbs the adjustment of

labour ; the cropping is often very irregular and
severe. Good deep marls, into which the plough may
go any depth without change in the character of the

soil turned up, may, with good treatment, be cropped

successively with com, without apparent exhaustion.

Deep ploughing is then essential, and helps to prevent

com from becoming laid. Heavy clays with inferior

subsoils are seldom ploughed more than 6 inches deep.

The first ploughing is given in spring ; three plough-

ings follow during the summer : it is considered

necessary to plough very heavy land five times. The
width of the lands is 9 feet to 12 feet ; these are drilled

at one bout, and in some instances the Wheat is

sown and ploughed in : 2 bushels is a common
seeding for fallow Wheat. The fallows are seldom

touched with the harrow till the time of Wheat
sowing. When roots are grown, the heavy-land farmer

ploughs in autumn, having first broadshared the land

and made every effort to clean it. Seeds, after lying

several years, are often followed by Oats, Wheat,
Beans, Wheat ; or fallow is followed by Wheat, Bar-

ley, Beans, Wheat. Stubbles, to be followed by
spring com, are ploughed early in autumn, worked and
cleaned, dunged and ploughed again late in winter or

in spring. Wheat after Oats is dressed with 3 tons to

4 tons of lime, which costs \os. 6d. per ton at the kiln.

Lime is applied on fallows in April and May previous

to sowing Turnips, or in the autumn after Tares, or on

seeds previous to sowing Wheat. The usual dressing

is 3 to 5 tons. The universal use of lime may be

partly attributed to the necessity of a corrective after

several years' seeds. It acts as a medicine, not as a

manure ; it checks slugs, and prevents club in Cab-
bages. Land is found to lie better for Wheat on the

9-foot ridges than on the fiat, however well the land is

drained and tilled. When Wheat follows Oats, the

stubble is broadshared—the land cleaned before plough-

ing ; a three years' lea followed by Wheat receives a

half-fallow, and should be ploughed before midsummer, in

which case an outgoing tenant is entitled to two-thirds

of the crop of Wheat, as in the case of bare fallow.

With a good seedsman, com is often sown broadcast

by choice. Horse-hoeing com is not practised. Seven
quarters of Oats are a large crop, only obtained when
artificial manure is used, and perhaps the general

average does not exceed five quarters. Many farmers

look too much to their cheese for profit, and to their

corn-crops as merely supplying food and litter for cows.

Leas are ploughed once only for Oats. In case of an

old lea, the land is ploughed about Christmas, so that

it may settle and the Grass rot ; a one-year-old lea is

ploughed and sown as wanted. The principal root-

crops are Swedes and Mangel. They are cleaned and hoed
by the milkers and odd hands, working by the day. The
scarifier used in spring is usually drawn by four hor

walking in the furrows. The cultivation of the Cabbage
is greatly extending. It comes into use when other thing:

begin to fail, and it is by far the best succulent vege-

table for milking-cows—keeping up theyield of milk and
preserving better than any other food some portion of

the quality which cheese loses when the cows quit

their natural pasturage. Cows fed on Cabbages are

always quiet and satisfied, while on Tumips they often

scour and are restless. Cabbages are given whole
on the pastures, and later in the season are either

pulped or placed in the trough whole. When frosted

they are liable to produce hoven, unless kept in a

warm shed to thaw before being used ; 56 lb. given at

two meals are as much as a large cow should have in a

day. Frequent cases of abortion are caused by an
over-supply of green food. Cabbages are excellent for

young animals, keep them in health and preventing

*' black leg." A calf of seven months may have
20 lb. a day. The seeds, sown in corn to lie three

years, are a mixture, costing about 28j-. an acre, and
containing some of the perennial Grasses as well as the

Clovers. For permanent pasture, sow in June without

a crop, after spring fallow and 3 tons of lime ; the seeds

used are I quarter per acre of purchased Yorkshire

hay seeds, to which are added about 61b. AVhite

Clover, 3 lb. Alsike, 2 lb. Trefoil, I lb. Cow-grass, 2 lb.

Rib-grass, and r peck Italian Rye-grass. The appli-

cation of bones to pastures, exhausted by years of

depasturing with dairy cattle, has been generally

resorted to ; and in the case of wom-out pastures, the

effects upon the herbage have been marvellous. They
are not found to answer on dry light land, but they

seldom fail on the moister heavier soils which have

been underdrained ; 3 or 4 cwt. per acre are applied,

and occasionally heavier dressings fur more jiermanent

improvement. Rough pastures arc greatly improved
by grazing them close with ewes in winter \\hen they

are receiving dry food. By giving grazing animals

1, the herbage is gradually improved, and made to

yield good crops of hay. Old turf-fields of poor cold

wet clay, producing but little Grass, and that of an
inferior description, may by this means, after draining,

be made to yield sweet Grass, thick at bottom, and full

of good herbage. H. Evcrshed, in R. A. S. joHnial.

©tittuavg.
The late Mr. Foljambe.—We regi-et to see the

death announced of Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton,

long known a.s an e.xhibitor at the meeting?; of the Royal
Agricultural Society and the Smithfield Club. For
several years he had suffered the severe affliction of

blindness, nevertheless (we quote from the Mark Lane
Express) nothing escaped him ; and Mr. Jonas Webb
was wont to say that he wished he could be made judge

at the Royal and Smithfield Club for the term of his

natural life. He had a flock of both Southdowns and
Leicesters on his park. The former w-ere his favour-

ites ; but the latter for five years, in the teeth of very

strong competition, took the gold medal or silver cup
at the Smithfield Club. London and Birmingham
were his Christmas fields, and this year he was not

pleased when he heard that he had "split" Lord
Walsingham and Lord Sondes in the light-weight

class of Southdowns. Of late years, he had done

a great deal with Shorthorns, and began his Booth

blood by hiring bulls from Mr. Carr. RoEiN opened
the ball for him by beating, solely by his very superior

handling, Mr. Fauke's Friar Tuck, the 1st prize

Royal bull-calf, when they met at JDoncaster ; and

Knights of the Bath and the Garter have made their

names known since then in still wider fields. His
white cow Cherry Blossom won a 1st prize at Smith-

field last year, and proved to be in calf with a white

heifer. About three months after calving she died

very suddenly, and we believe that "The Squire's"

last walk to his farm was to learn the particulars. This

was about a month before his death, and he was soon

afterwards seized with bronchitis, from which he could

never wholly rally. Still, he retained his interest in

all that was going on, and he saw- both Mr. Woods
and his herdsman shortly before his white o.x and the

.Southdowns went to London, and inquired with much
of his old zest if they seemed up to the mark. To
those who had not seen him for some time he seemed

to be gradually failing ; but no great change took place

until 42 hours before his death, when he fell into a

state of strange listlessness. Dr. Gull was consulted ;

but the strong man was bowed at last. He was buried

at the church which he erected in his own park to the

memory of his first wife ; and on Thursday a large

and sorrowful crowd—rich and poor commingled

—

from all the country round stood by "The Squire's"

grave.

Miscellaneous.
The best Time to Skim Milk.—When milk is

allowed to sour before it is skimmed, the layer of cream

appears more bulky and of greater consistency, but it

does not produce so much nor so good a quality of

butter as cream properly raised and skimmed from

milk before it sours. On this point we possess some
interesting experiments by Sannet, who put aside two

equal quantities of milk, of which the first, skimmed
after 30 hours, yielded 30 lb. of butter, and the second,

skimmed after a lapse of 60 hours, only 27 lb. of

butter. In another experiment, two equal quantities

of milk yielded—the one when skimmed after 30 hours,

31 lb. of butter ; and the other, after 60 hours, 29 lb.

of butter. In both experiments in which the milk was
skimmed after 30 hours' standing, the skim-milk was
still sweet, and the cream not so thick and less in

bulk than that thrown up after 60 hours' standing.

The cream which rises first is always richer in butter

than that which is thrown up later, and it also pos-

sesses more of that peculiar aroma which gives to

butter that rich nutty flavour and smell which impart

so high a degree of pleasure in eating it. Of one

thing we may all be assured—the quicker cream can

be made to rise the better the quality ; for cream,

like all perishable substances, does not preserve

its original properties for any great length of time.

Choice keepable butter can only result when the milk

has been kept sweet, as the souring develops curds.

But while the cream should be taken from the milk

before it is sour, the cream, on the contrary, is allowed

to have a pleasant acid taste before churning. Wcslcnt

Rural

January i, 1S70.—/<'i? Ploughing, in the few

places not frozen out, should now be finished. It

frequently occurs that ploughing may be done during

the afternoon, but not in the morning, owing to the

frost overnight ; and however short the yoking may
be, it should now be embraced, so as to get the land

turned up to the weather. In northern and more
elevated districts, when once frost sets in, the mid-day

sun has little effect ; consequently, ploughing must be

deferred to open weather. In some places tlie plough

is seldom "frozen out,"' and farmers are thankful for

a degree of frost that will enable them to do the

work of carting.

Old Grass-lands, with much moss or matted sur-

face, keep out frost, and may therefore be broken
up when the plough is frozen out elsewhere. Some
plough broad, shallow, and flat, purposely to have few

seams, more especially when the subsoil is bad ; others,

when the bottom is sound, skim-plough and cover the

sod with a shallow furrow of 2 or 3 inches from below.

Very great caution, however, is necessary in turning up
the subsoil of old grass-lands, more especially in the

case of feiTuginous clays or inert soils of any kind into

which the roots of the Grass have not penetrated. But

in sound, healthy soils, full of vegetable matter, the

best plan is to cover the skim sod with a furrow-slice

from below, well loosening the bottom with a subsoil

plough, as this not only promotes the drainage below
but the rotting of the effete vegetable matter above,

thereby forming a healthy seed-bed.

Draining operations, where required, should now be

concluded on grass and other lands mtended for the

plough. Meadow or pasture stubble lands intended for

stifle burning, and old grass-lands for paring and
burning, may be reserved for drainage next month.

Unreclaimed lands may be drained at any time, but

when to be hand-trenched or ploughed up for green

cropping during the ensuing season, then the draining

should have been done during the previous summer or

autumn months, so as to get them ploughed or trenched

up to mellow in the frosts of winter. But this rale

cannot always be observed, for the want of hands to do
the work ; and, therefore, when the drainage cannot be

done before now, the work of ploughing or trenching

should follow as closely as practicable.

Frozen Out.—In the present frosty weather, where the

plough and spade are both frozen out, carting is the rale.

When the land for Tumips is near the homestead, and

the roads good, some farmers object to carting out

manure at this season, preferring to turn it in the yards

before seed time. If cattle boxes require to be

emptied in mid-winter, this may be done just novr.

Wheel the manure from the boxes, and spread it

evenly over the yard, trample it down and litter it over

;

or a layer of earth from a headland or hill, previously

collected, may be carted in and spread over the manure
from the boxes. This will furnish employment for the

odd hands upon the farm, and the horsemen and teams

may be employed carting marl, &c., as directed last

month.
Snouifalls.—Never plough in or trench dowir snow ;

but a covering of snow often keeps out frost, so as to

permit the works of drainage and trenching to be suc-

cessfully carried on in frosty weather, when otherwise

they would both be at a standstill. No greater length

of drain should be opened in such a case than can be

finished before night ; and if the weather is stoiTny and

unsettled, the opening and closing should go on
together, so that the hands can leave off at any time.

Thus, if the drain is fourspit deep, four spades follow

each other as close as the men can work, clearing

out the drain to its depth. A fifth puts in the pipes

and covers in, laying down the green sod carefully if

intended to remain in Grass. A few bundles of

straw will protect the drain until next morning.

In trenching, the snow should be thrown upon
the surface of the newly trenched land, clearing

no more than one trench at a time, and in very frosty

weather we have seen the men cover the edge of the

last trench with snow at night, to save the trouble of

picking in the morning. In this way the labourers

may be employed in draining and trenching when
without the snow they would be idle.

Old crooked stone fences remove, and build new
straight ones, enlarging fields when necessaiy. The
carting of the stones may be done in frosty weather,

the stones being thrown from the old fence into the

carts. Dry stone dykes or walls may be built at any

time when the stones can be handled ; but we should

commend stone and lime walls, as they occupy less

space, make the best fences, and are, upon the whole,

the cheapest in the long ran.

Stubb up crooked and worn-ottt Tltorn and other

hedges, and plant new ones, when the thaw comes,

as directed last month. The work should be done

at the expense of the landlord, or accounted for to

the tenant ; and now that the demands of steam

tillage implements and mowing and reaping machines

are imperative, the work should be done without

delay—so much yearly, if it cannot all be done in

one season. Some huge old hedges supply an amount
of firing sufficient to pay for stubbing them out,

while the ground recovered for cropping will do more
than pay for the planting of the new hedges, the land-

lord lAimishing the Quicks, and draining pipes for the

old hedge ditches.

Live rfiv^—Cartmg Turnips for the cattle at the

homestead forms a very important work at this season

on famis where storing in pits or bams is not practised.

Some keep a horse or two horses carting daily, and in

some cases the harm done to the land in wet weather

is not easily calculated, the fields towards the gatew.ays

being rutted up to the cart axle. The use of broad

wheels obviates some of this harai, but in wet weather

the Tumips are exceedingly dirty, while in frosty

weather they are hard. In the former case the cattle
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scour from tlie quantity of curth consunictt, and in tin

latter may be seen shivcriny all the time they are feed

ing. An extra allowance of corn may check the
scouring and keep the cattle fattening, but the loss

in both cases is serious. The better plan is to

store tlie roots in the field in dry weather,
if they cannot be carted home. But most
Turnip soils will pennit of carting in dry weather
if the carts have broad wheels, and in storing for

stormy weather it is better to top and tail the roots and
put them neatly up in bins or bams than to heap
togetlier large quantities as they are pulled, for the tops
soon decompose and become worse than physic to the
cattle, ir. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bark Ashes : Inquirer. It will prove useful as a dressing

for coarse pastures. The spent bark, or "Ian," as it is

called, may be used as a sponge for liquid manure, and
applied to stiff clay plough-lands, with some chance of
doing good.

Books. We know no work specifically on artificial

manures.
Gas-water : Inquirer. In may be put on grass-land
with advantage. You had better apply it in wet
weather—300 or 400 gallons per acre—and you need -

not add sulphuric acid beforehand. Gas lime is a
mixture of caustic lime, carbonate of lime, and sul-
phuret of calcium, it may be made into compost with
ditch clearings, &c., and turned over several times
before use, when its sulphuret of calcium becomes
gypsum ; and it is a useful top-dressing, not, however,
of very much value.

Kohl Rabi : J, L. We are unable from personal know-
ledge to say whether Kohl Rabi will cross with the
Swedish Turnip

; but from analogy we should say it

would, if conditions were favourable— as, for instance,
if they are in bloom at the same time.

Tanner's waste : Inquirer. It is a strong and good
manure, containing hair and fleshings; it will yield
ammonia on decomposition, and may be applied to
Bean stubble before Wheat sowing, or before white
corn crop of any kind with advant,age.
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[arhcts.
ENGLISH WOOL.

Markets, though wearing the holiday character of the
season, have been firm, with a very fair amount of
business, and general hopes and expectations are enter-
tamed that the new year will show a more hopeful state of
things than has been the case for some time past.
Current Prices of English Wool. Per lb.—j. d. s. d

r LEECES—Southdo^vn hoggets 1 i to i 2
Half-bred ditto .

.

. . .

.

12 12
Kent Fleeces ''13—14
SouthdouTi ewes and wethers .. .. o oi i 1

Leicester ditto .. ..12-1^
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — i 6

Combing .. ..10 18

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Dec 31.
Best Fresh Butter igi. per dozen lb.
second do. do ,jj

Small Pork, 51. ^d. to y. id. ; i'arge Pork',' 4^. zrf. to
41. Sd. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
Monday, December 27.

There was a very short supply of English Wheat to this
mornmgs market, which brougln an advance of is. per
qr. upon the prices of this day sennight. The attendance
was poor, but the business transacted in foreign was at a
similar improvement. Barley, Beans, and Peas were un-
changed in value. Oats were 6ii. to is. per qr. dearer.
Flour firm at extreme rates.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk— — fine selected run— — Talavera— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barley, grind. Sdisl, 29110 3ij..Chev.— Foreign . . grinding and distilline
Oats, Essex and Suffolk

I

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato'24—26iFeed ..— '"''
Potato;23—25|Feed .," —25 Feed .

.

Foreign

S»Jl^r,''o°''
*° Oardenera.-wiien you ask forAYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRI7F

,,.
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, .ce that v„u eel Ihfm

1 tu, witnout wtiicn none arc genuine.
S. & C. regret ha. Gardeners and others, but ;

-' — '-'-
, of cc

iold for the genuine one
jc made to them of Knives whieli
h arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers
-.and BUDDING KSiVES ate the best and

\Vhite 40—49 Red 37—45
42—33 Red 40—50
56—58:
— iRed..

40-53:
39—42 Malting

25, Malting ..

Foreign Poland and I

RVE-)

-Tick
1

36—49

, Foreign ....
KANs, ivia2agan....35.
— Pigeon ....501. to 5&1., .Winds.

,— Foreign Small 41—43
EAS, \\'hite, Essex, and Kent. .Boilers|37—42— Maple, 4ii. to 45^ GreyJ4o—42

33—36

36—49

Infei

HA Y.~fer Loado/s6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Deceml
: Meadow Hay 78J. to 84J,

30.

rdo. 60

Inferior do —
Straw 26 3

Cumberland Mark
Sup. Meadow Hay 8+1.
Inferior do. .

.

New do
Superior Clover

7» .— — Straw

I Inferior do 90 i

I Prime 2d cut ..100 i

Inferior do 80
' Carles James Easto,
Thursday, December 30.

I
Inferior Clover . . qsj. to I

New do —

HOPS.
BoKorcH Market, December 28.

Messrs, Pattenden and Smith report the market ii. <,

healthyslate. Stocksof new English are almost exhausted. Foreien
Pnces rule very firm. '

Harrow .

Longpod.
Egi-ptian
Suffolk .

Flour, best marks delivered.. per sackl39—43|
"

1— jdditto ditto 28-40jCountr>...l28-4o— roreien per barrel (22—25 Per sack.. I29—55

Friday, December 31.

The weather from the 24th to the 29th inst. has been
frosty, and in the northern districts much snow has fallen.
Business throughout the markets of the kingdom has
gradually improved under the influence of cold weather,
and the better tone noticed in our last having gained
strength we can now report a general advance of ut, to 2r.
per qr. on Wheat from the late lowest rates. The trade,
however, has not been extensive, owing to an absence of
speculation caused probably by the nearness of the
expected large arrivals from the Black Se.a, and the cir-
cumstance that our farmers are supposed to hold more

erage quantity of this year's crop, their
ucuvcries so far having been very moderate. Excepting
a decline of ea". to ir. per qr. on home-grown Oats in the
Scotch markets, Spring Corn of all sorts met a fair
inquiry at hardening rates, the recovery in the value
of Oats being fully is. per qr. here. Flour moved
off rather slowly, but the extreme rates of the
preceding week were paid on the business done. The
supplies off the coast consisted this week of 13 cargoes
of which, with those left over from last week, there
remained for sale last night 22 cargoes. Throughout the
week the floating trade has hardened, Bariey alone being
neglected. Wheat has recovered ir. per qr. from the late
decline

;
Maize was in better demand at an improvement

of 6d. per qr.
; of Rye one cargo was disposed of at

rates
;
Linseed, Rapeseed and Cotton-seed were"'

disposition to enter into transac-

J^
Glass for Garden Purposes.

^,ardsofi2S years.

TROPAGATING

inches in diameter

BEE GLASSES, wilh ventilating hole through knob,

t inches in diameter . . 01. M. I 9 inches in diameter .

IMPROVED PATENT

! WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

ill! \ I I
, iatentplate,rolledplate,crown

•, IIIIKITCULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL. COLOURED
:v description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest

THIS. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

JAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., 180. Bishopsgale Street Without, E.C.

iteadv

tions for forward shipment

The arrivals of English and foreign grain are short, with
the exception of foreign Oats, which are liberal. The
attendance at this morning's market was poor, the busi-
ness done in all descriptions of grain was limited in extent,
and prices remain nominally as on Monday.

Arrivals.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, December 27.

yVe have a fair supply of Beasts for the day : trade ...

active for choice kinds, but on the average prices are
httle altered, The number of Sheep is small, so also is
the demand; indeed, our late quotations cannot be
maintained throughout. Calf trade is scarcely as good as
on Thursday. Our foreign supply consists of 665 Beasts
2730 Sheep, and in Calves

; from Scotland, 120 Beasts •

from Ireland, 300; from Norfolk and Suflolk, no- and
520 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scol Hert
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and
Half-brcds .

.

Do. Shorn

5 6tos 8
5 2-5 6

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn

& 2d quality

5 4t05 8

4 0—5
Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

. . . .

Calves .. -.4 o 6 'o
' Pigs . . . . 4 0—6 o

Beasts, 1718 ; Sheep and Lambs, 9345 : Calves, 114 ; Pigs, 60.

Thursday, December 30.

The supply of Beasts is good, and there is a fair demand
for them, although prices on the average are scarcely as
good as on Monday. The number of Sheep is not very
large, yet it exceeds the demand

;
prices are rather lower,

and a clearance cannot be effected. Calves are selling
about the same as of late. Our foreign supply consists of

Bariey. Flour.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.THOMAS Mll.LINciTON and CO.,
87, Bishopw.ui- Mitet Willi, <ut, London, E.C.NEW LIST for ORCIIAKI) Ilnl SF, i;LASS as supplied to Her

Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry', Mr. Rivers, and the leading Horti-
culturists of the United Kingdom.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
i 4ths.

I

3tds.

r3i 3rf 151 61/ 16* 9rf:i8j od

r8j od\2os od\22s oti 24s od

S.MALL SHEET SQUARES, 15 oz.. per 100 feet.

l.jin. in. (in. in. [in. in.
| jths. I tds. I 2nds. I

'.

9. .by 7 "I

) fccL

by 8 Ira by 9 |i2i by r

oiby S| i2j by 9I t3 by 10 lis by to'
1 by 9, 13 ,by 9 pstbytoiis by 11
t| by 9ill2 by 10 114 by to I14 by ii

LARGE SHEET SQUARES,'

5i by I

Liverpool, December 28.—There was a good business
in 'Wheat, at 2d. to 31/. advance since this day week on
both descriptions. For Flour there was a fair demand,
and prices favoured sellers. Beans, Oats, and Oatmeal
were held for extreme rates. Indian Com w.as in better
request, at an advance of 6d. per qr. ; round yellow
29J. 6d.

Av

97 Beasts, 1770 Sheep, and 169 Calves.

Best Scots, Hcrc-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

4105

s. d. 1. d.
I

Best Long-wool:
5 6tos 8 Do. Shorn
5 2—5 6 Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—5
3 4—4 4 Do. Shorn .

.

. . —

5 6—5 8
I
Calves ,. .'.' 4 "0—6
Pigs .. ..4 0—6

45 8 37 :

n in in
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

ORMSON'S PATENT ECONOMIC BOILERS.

FLOW PIPE.

From the Construction of these Boilers, it will be at once seen that the object of the inventor is to economise fuel, by concentrating its entire force and vertical action on the

surfaces of the Boiler, and not wasting it by Heating Brickwork and Chimneys, a fault common to the great majority of Boilers now in use.

These Boilers are made of the best Welded Wrought-iron, of good substance, having no overlapping plates, holes, or rivets, and are therefore perfectly secure against failure

from exp.ansion and contraction of the metal, an occurrence so frequent and fatal to all fonns of Cast-iron Boilers.

Please to state diameter and length of Pipe to be Heated.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

A.ND HOr-W.\TER APPAR.VrUS MANUF.\CTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER M.VJESTY'S ROYAL PAL.\CES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GREEN'S
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.

They can be set to work at a nominal cost, i

which answers the purpose of Foundation .and Ashpit

THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
much as no brickwork is required ; as will be t;een from the above drawins. ihey are placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate

fact we guarantee them forFrom the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order

ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the pui-poses for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warcliouses, Workshops, ice,

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
St, They require no setting in brickwork. 6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers b)' means....... ...

^^ T-pipes.

be readily cleaned out when required
2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.

of T-pipes.

7th. By means of mud doors, they 1

5th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be
fi.xed in.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS
;

and 54 & 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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HOT-WATICR APPARATUS of every description,

fixed complete in any part nf ihe country, for Warming Green-

"^^Sf^

H'
?9M

.. No.
per yard

H"OT-WAlKR PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7 on illu<

trated sheet
ELBOWS „
TEE PIPES ..

SYPHONS .. .. No. ^3

George" ROBINSON, Dial Wn Works, Stourbr
London Warehouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, Paddingtor

LASCELLES- MACfllNE-MADE
melon lights. Each.

iGft. by4ft. Lights, 2in. thick, unglazed.. ;Co 5
Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.
Sheet o II o

; portable Box, not
Painted .

Painted fi

Handles o
Packed an'

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do
GREENHOUSES

Woodwork only Prepared and Fitted
Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . . , t

Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . . . c

Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . c

y Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E,C.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR HEATING CON'SERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH
TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
Begs to state that the immense ntniiber of

PAJ£NX|/ APP \RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him
in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOUTH
KEN.SINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmanship; while the great advantages

obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; EFFECTS a SAVING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of .Apparatus erected compared
other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints ; can be erected by
any Gardener; .an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED,
INSURING NO EXTRAS. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railw.ay Station ir

England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Four-inch. Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
Apparatus Complete. Erection. I Size of House. Apparatus Complete. Erection.

2^9 o o ... ;£2 o o SO feet by IS feet ... .^1710 o ... £3 o c

II IS o ... 3 10 o 7S feet by IS feet ... 20 o o ... 30c
15 o o ... 2 IS o I 100 feet by IS feet ... 26 o o ... 3 S ^^

Bath and G.as Work Erected in Town or Country. The Trade Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c., Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUF-\CTURER, AND HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Size of Uou^e.

20 feet by lo feet

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. GR*\Y begs to call the attention of the XobiHtv, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a g

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers

one-third less the amount required by any other.

form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.
1 economy of Fuel, doing its work with

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International lixhibitiofi. May 24, 1862, p'tgc 2,76.

" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circul.nr plan, I rather than a square, il Seems feasible that the lioilcrs on the
but the oval form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubci* more completely within rani^c ol

preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact ouming fuel ; and this bcinf; so, the change, though a slight
with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement,".

1^" They are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

OBSEEVE.
THE PATENT A 1 HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,

T. H. P.

POSSESSES ADVANTAGES

Its heating surface

exceeds all others, its

efficacy exceeds all others,

its economy exceeds all

others, and its durability

and simplicity aVe un-

equalled. Several have

been in use for some

time, and many arc now

being fixed in various

parts of the country.

They have been severely

tested and compared witli

other Boilers, and in all

cases have proved them-

selves to be what they are

designated, viz., A i.

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENTEES,

DENNIS & COMPANY,
PRESENTED BY NO OTHER TUBULAR, CONICAL, OR SADDLE

BOILER AT PRESENT PRODUCED.
Hot-water Heating in

connection with tliu

above is carried out with

great success by the-

Firm, who are prepared

lo give Estimates for

carrying out the most

extensive, as well as

elaborate systems of

heating—satisfactory re-

sults being guaranteed in

every instance.

T. H. P. DENNIS AND COMPANY, HORTICULTURAL Builders and Engineers,
ANCHOR IRON WORKS, CHELMSFORD.

National Flower Show June, 1867.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE AWARDED TO
rHE PATENT TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER,

with the following note :—
__The judges consider this one of the most powerful and useful

s for general purposes."
: Boiler possesses the t

so that It furnishes a i

n respect of fuel,"

—

t
Magazine for August 2^, iJ-j/.,

The Gardener.—"Of boilers, by far the best, according to our
judgment, was the Terminal Saddle. —Jf. Tiiomson.

T0URN.1L OF HoRTicuLTUHE.—" I have no doubt that the Boiler that
will burn any kuid of fuel is the Terminal Saddle."—G. Abbey.
Gardeners' Chronicle.—" The Terminal Saddle contains the best

old and modern mventions. If a substantial cheap article be wanted,
get this improved Saddle. It will last a lifetime "—March 14, 1868.

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester

:\i

Hothouses for the Mmion.-Notice of Kemoval
i:M.\N ami MORTON beg to give
'.ilr.iiis and the I'uItIjc that in consequence of

' ' ,....,.
J j.^^

KNEother purpos,
STREET, K

offer^MOTn,'

lanuan-, 1870.

A PAMPHLET

«ly all

.,'and

:.ists of Trees, Sic, by S. HEREMAN, Chatsworth, post free tor
3 stamps.
HEREMAN AND MORTON, Horticultural Builtlers and Hot-

valer Engineers. Country Works in Gloucester, Coventry, near

Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and
Conservatory.

^c the belter kind of IK
bLk\ VlOKltb and ha\c constructed i

finest in the kingdom

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles

o
h\ post The Trade supplied

RNAMTM \T r \\ INGTILESforConsen-itories,
IHlls ( i as cheap and durable as Stone,

UL red J cipable of forming a variety of

ROSHER at the r

Red
1

SILVER SAND (KEIGATEJ at the ibove addresses—
j+r per Ton, is 2d per Bushel ->! per Ion extra for delivery

u ithm three miles and to any London Railway or Wharf Quantities

of 4 Tons IS per Ton less A coarser grained Sand 45 per Ton more.

Samplesof Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
_ .-c-xtt^

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockenes or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest r

-AddR

Aliberal dis.

iby
Trade.
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Bradbury, Evans, & Co.'s List of Books.
THE FIFTH VOLUME of JOHN LEECH'S

PICTURES of LIFE and CHARACTER, from the Collection of "Mr. Punch," &c.

Boards, 12^. ; half-bound in morocco, i8j. Uniform with the First Four Series.

" This volume is full of spirit and humour, and in no way inferior to its predecessors. It deals with the subjects
of the day, or we should rather say of the age, as it treats of the Great Exhibition, theatres and operas, our rifle

meetings, our croquet, billiards, whitebait dinners, servant-galism, Bloomerism, Alpine travelling, fishing, the hunting-
field, Bantingism, Hampstead Heath, Life at Scarborough and at Brighton, the ' Crush-Room' at St. James's, the
Derby-day, the worlds of Cabdom and Bumbledom, the streets, the ball-room, the dog-days, the police, and finally,

the irrepressible 'John Thomas.' Like Juvenal of old, so John Leech could say with truth

—

' Quicquid agunt homines, volum, timor, ira, voluptas,
Gaudia, discursus, nostri est farrago libelli.'

We may add that this is the very last volume of the productions of Leech's fertile pencil which will appear, at all

events in this shape."

—

Times, December 10.

The "PICTURES of LIFE and CHARACTER," by JOHN LEECH, may now be
had complete in 5 vols., boards, each 12^-. j or in 3 vols., bound in half morocco, ;^4 is.

THE '^ HANDY-VOLUME SHAKSPEAREr A choice
Miniature Edition, in 13 vols., 32mo. size, printed on a slightly toned paper of fine quality,

with a new, clear, and readable type, on a page free from notes—the Text arranged from a
close comparison of the most trustworthy editions. In cloth, with case, 2 ij-. Or in more
expensive bindings, viz. : the Guinea and a-Half Edition, in crimson French morocco, gilt

edges, with case ; and the Three-Guinea Edition, in best morocco or russia, gilt edges, with
case and lock.

" This is indeed a Handy-volume edition. It is an edition that Johnson would have prized, as he would have
been enabled to use a volume, with its flexible cover, over the fire, and then, when he had done, to put it in his

waistcoat-poclcet, or return it to its convenient case. Bound in morocco, with gilt edges, or in limp russia covers,

in an elegant case of the same material, these volumes would form a princely present ; and recalling our own youthful
remembrances, we know of notliing that would have enchanted us more than such a set of books as the Handy-
volume Shakspeare. '"

—

Bookseller,

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA. The New Re-issue of
the English Cyclopedia is now complete, and the publication of the Supplementary matter,
bringing each Division down to the latest date, having commenced, constitutes this work
the newest and most complete Encyclopfedia in the English Language. In 24 vols.

4to, cloth, including Inde.x, price £12, ^s. ; or in 12 vols., half calf extra, £\^ "Js.; and
half red russia. £i'j igj-.

" In its completed form, the English Cyclopaedia is destined, we are sure, to prove of immense value. It is well
written, and its vast stores of knowledge are so arranged as to be readily accessible. It is so copious that the student
need not doubt that he will find the information he may reasonably expect in a work which is ofTered to him as a new
Dictionary of Universal Knowledge, its cheapness, combined with excellence, marks it out for a very wide circula-
tion. We repeat our congratulations to Mr. Knight, who has so honourably brought his important undertaking
to a close."-

—

Daily News.

The Supplementary Volume of Geography is now ready, cloth, 15^-. — The other
Supplements are in progress.

CHARLES KNIGHTS HISTORY of ENGLAND.
"A History of the People as well as a History of the State." Profusely Illustrated
with upwards of One Thousand Steel and Wood Engravings. 8 vols, with an elaborate
Index, &c., cloth, ^3 i6s. ; or handsomely bound for the library, in half calf gilt,

extra, l^ 5^.

" We know of no History of England so free from prejudice, so thoroughly honest and impartial, so stored with
facts, fancies, and illustrations, and therefore none so well adapted for school or college, as this ' Popular History of
England.' "

—

AtheniFuin.
So observes Mr. Charies Knight, in his admirably comprehensive Popular History of England, from which no

topic that concerns the history of the English people—not even this question of the history of parish registers—has
been omitted

; that book of Mr. Knight's being, let us say here, by the way, the best history extant, not only for, but
also of, the people."— C/iar/a ZJ/c/tm/j "AH the Year Round."

PUNCH'S TIVENTY-FIVE YEARS of HISTORY:
1S41— 1S65. With an " Introductory Key" and " Notes" by the Editor to each half-year.
"A work without which no Public or Gentleman's Library can be said to be perfect."
25 vols., blue cloth, gilt edges, ^10 los.

" Future generations may look to these volumes in blue and gold, and tell to a nicety what the men and Women
of the present day are like, can recover the evanescent fashions, can learn the fashionable foibles, can tell how the
great men of their time appeared to their humorous contemporaries, can hit to a certainty the leading chatacteristics
as well of things as of men. . . . This peculiar faculty of caricature, with pen as well as with pencil, has always
distinguished ' Punch,' as these volumes testify. ... It cannot be said that ' !>unch ' has lost very much of its
mterest with the passing time ; for though there are, of course, some, there are very few of his jokes and allusions
which an ordinary well-read man need fail to understand

; and to the more recondite of them the explanation given
with every volume of the re-issue supplies the key. To go through the volumes categorically would be equal to a review
of the political, social, fashionable and literary history of the time through which ' Punch ' has \i\ei."—Slandard.

NEW YEAR'S GIFT BOOKS. Illustrated by Popular
Artists, and sold in handsome bindings by all booksellers throughout the country.

w

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. By C. H.
Bennett. 2\s.

BROWN, JONES, and ROBINSON. By
Richard Doyle. 21J'.

By RichardMANNERS and CUSTOMS.
Doyle, i^^s.

PENCILLINGS from PUNCH.
Leech. 31J. 6a'.

By John

CARTOONS from PUNCH, By JOHN
Tenniel. aix

FOLLIES of the YEAR. By John Leech. I2j

THE CAUDLE LECTURES. By Charles
Keene. los. bd.

STORY of a FEATHER. By G. Du
Maurier. \os. 6d.

THE NEW TABLE-BOOK. By Frederick
ELTZE. 2IJ-.

O R K S on BOTANY.
PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Com-

prising the Names, History, and Culture of

all Plants known in Britain, together with a full

Explanation of Technical Terms. Edited by
Samuel Hekeman. Price 25^. An entirely New
Edition, medium 8vo, cloth.

THE LADIES' COMPANION to the FLOWER
GARDEN. By Mrs. Loudon. A Revised
Edition. Edited by C. Edmonds, Chiswick.
Price js. Eighth Edition. Fcap. cloth.

HOW to L.W OUT a GARDEN. From a Quarter
of an Acre to a Hundred Acres. By Edward
Kemp. Price 18^. Third Edition, enlarged.

Illustrated with Plans, Sections, &c. Demy 8vo.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL WORKS.
THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM. By Dr. Lindley.

Price 25J. In one Volume. 8vo, cloth. With
upwards of 500 Illustrations.

SCHOOL BOTANY. By Dr. LiNDLEV. Price SJ. 6(/.

In one Volume, 8vo, half-bound, with 400 Illustra-

tions.

ELEMENTS of BOTANY. By Dr. Lindley.
Price 9-T. In one Volume, 8vo, cloth.

MEDICAL BOTANY. By Dr. Lindley. Price y.
In one Volume, 8vo, cloth. With numerous
Illustrations.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. By Dr. Lindley.
Price i.f. For Self-Instruction and the Use of

Schools.

BOOKS for BOYS and GIRLS.
Illustrated by

Cloth gilt,

MARK LEMON'S FAIRY TALES.
C. H. Bennett and Richard Doyle
ys. 6d.

TINYKIN'S TRANSFORMATIONS. By Mark
Lemon. A Companion Volume to the "Fairy
Tales." Illustrated by Charles Green. Cloth gilt,

price js. dd.

YOUNG TROUBLESOME : or, Master Jacky's
Holidays. Coloured Etchings by John Leech.

7J. 6d.

TOM MOODY'S TALES : a Book for Boys. Edited
by Mark Lemon. Illustrated by H. K. Browne
("Phiz"). ST.

THE MISER : a Story for Young Girls. By Hope
Inslovv. Illustrated by Miss Paterson. Taste-
fully bound, 2i. 6d.

s
'Phi

PORTING WORKS.
Illustrated by the late John Leech, G. Bowers,

&o.

14J.SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
HANDLEY CROSS. iSs.

ASK MAMMA. 145.

PLAIN, or RINGLETS? 14^.

MR. FACEY ROMFORD'S HOUNDS, i^t.

A MONTH in the MIDLANDS, roj. 6,/.

•,« Sold by all Bookstllcrs.

XHE HANDY-VOLUME
-•- SERIES. Each Volume 2J. 6d.

THE TIN TRUMPET. By Horace Smith, Author
of " Rejected Addresses."

THE GORDIAN KNOT. By Shirley Brooks.

ESS.\YS on MEN and MANNERS. By W. Shen-
STONE.

DR. JACOB. By M. Betham-Edwards.
HAPPY THOUGHTS. By F. C. Bubnand.

THE TALLANTS of BARTON. By Joseph
Hatton.

ASPEN COURT. By SHIRLEY Brooks.

OUT of TOWN. By F. C. BURNAND.
%* Other Volumes arc preparing for Publication.

c HARLES READE'S
NOVELS, A uniform crown 8vo Edition, with

Illustrations.

IT is NEVER TOO LATE to MEND. sr.

HARD CASH. 5.1.

THE COURSE of TRUE LOVE NEVER DID
RUN SMOOTH. 31. 6d.

THE CLOISTER and the HEARTH. 5^.

CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE. 31. 6d.

DOUBLE MARRIAGES; or, 'White Lies. 4J.

LOVE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG. 4J.

PEG WOFFINGTON. ^s. 6d.

GRIFFITH GAUNT. 5^.

FOUL PLAY. By CHARLES Reade i)nd DiON
BoucicAULT. Price 5^.

LONDON : BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., ii, BOUVERIE STREET, E.G.
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T HE ATHEN/EUM of THIS DAY, Janmry i

printed throughout in Larger J-ype, and has assumed a Larper

*^

Amone the Contents of the first number of the year are a SPEC
ARTICLE on th6 LITEKATURK of the PEOPLE; Papers oi

Publications of Spain, Portugal, and Denmark durinK the Past Year ;

Articles on Conington's Horace, Modem Tactics of the Three Anns,

Messias luda:orum, The Icelandic Tongue, A'c, &c. ; in addition to

the ordinary Musical, Dramatic, Literary, Scientific, and Artistic

Reviews and News of the Week.
The ATHEN-^UM may be ordered of any Bookseller or News-

agent, price Threepence.
Single Copies sent by post on receipt of four postage stamps.

PubiishcdbyJOHN FRANCIS, 20. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C

" Glimpses at Irisli Gaxdens."
By Mr. RICHARD DEAN, now publishing in

THE GARDENERS' RECORD: an Irish Fortnightly
Journal. Post free, 4d.

Dublin: THOM.A.S KDMONDSON. 9, Dame Street.

Llnneaji Society.
Thisdav is published, price /i, the First Part of Vol. XXVII. of the

nPRANSATlONS of the LINNEAN SOCIETY of

-L LONDON; consisting of the SERTUM ANGOLENSE of

Dr. Wclwitsch.
Sold by LONGMAN and CO., Paternoster Row, and by M

KIPPIST, at the apartments of the Society, Burlington Housi

Piccadilly ; of whom may be had all or any of the preceding volume
The Fellows of the Society are requested to apply to Mr. K:c requcstei

s of 10 and 4 o'Cfocfc.-

Now ready, price 4s. 6d. cloth, post free on receipt of stamps,

LICHENES BRITANNICI seu Lichenum in

Anglia, Scotia, et Hibernia vigcnteum enumeraiio, cum coruin

stationibus et distributione. Scripsit Rev. Jacobus M. Crombie, M.A.

Now ready, the New Volume for i86ij of

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Drawings, carefully

coloured, and Descriptions of New and Rare Plants. By
Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S. 7a Coloured Plates. 421. Annual
Subscription, post free, 421., in advance; a single Number, post

free, for 12 stamps.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. Drawings, richly

coloured, and Descriptions of the Choicest New Flowers for the

(iarden, Stove, or Conservatory. 48 Coloured Plates. 31*. 6d.

Annual Subscription, post free, 311. W. in advance; a single

Number, post free, for 33 stamps.

FLORAL PLATES in great variety, beautifully coloured by hand,

M. each, 5s. W. a dozen, 401. per 100, assorted. A doien or more scnl

post free on receipt of stamps or post office order. A New List,

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Now ready, Third Thousand, with upwards of 400 Figures, View*
Plans, One Vol., large octavo, handsomely bound, i8s. cloth,

rpHE PARKS. PROMENADES, and GARDENS of
X PARIS. By W. Robinson, F.L.S.

The TitTus {October aist) :~
*' For a long time we have not read a more interesting and instruc-

tive book than this. It is a large and handsome volume, profusely
illustrated with well-executed woodcuts .... Mr. Robinson has
been sharply attacked for advancing his views, but we are bound
say that he maintains his position manfully,
think successfully .... From beginnin
reading, and we do not undertake to do more
of its most notable features."

For summary of contents, and opinions of leading journals, see large
advertisement in Gardeners' CkronicU for Nov. 20, i860.

London; JOHN MURRAY, and all Booksellers, Nurser^-mcn and

The Nursery and Seed Tr^dc ::arter & co.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUiT
(by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre Rcctorj', Brand- '

Glenny's Garden Almanac, 1870.

NOW READY, containing a List of all the latest
Novelties in Flowers and Fruits, and full

Amateur Gardeners. Price ii. ; post frc-

T. T. LEMARE, I. Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row, Lc , E.C.

ACROSS of PRINTS for 3^. 6</.—A Job Lot of
ENGRAVINGS, 156 various. Plain and Coloured, including

subjects by eminent Painters and Engravers, different sizes, suited fur
Framing, Screens, Scrap-books, Artists, Retailing, &c. The whole
post free for 42 stamps.—J. REYNOLDS, 174, Strand.

EGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
J SOCIETY, 10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London, E.C.

The Right Hon. the Lord Chancellor.
'Th'- pi i>! H'>n fhr? Lord Cairns.
iii-ii V I! :i irW. Bovill, Lord Chief Justice, C.r.

T.dward Vaughan Willia

L,L.M.su...nt, l.s^.",O.C. '

Edward Smith bigg, Esq.
Robert Bayly Follett, Esq., 1Robert Bayly Follett, Esq., Taxing Master ill Chancery.

FINANCIAL POSITION on January i, 1869;

Claims and Honus paid 1,650,0
Annual Accounts have always been published in full

SECURITY.—The --

imes the total :

subscribed Capital oi £,1,

L-Wf

Fund amounts to no less than seven
The further guarantee of a fully

WHOLE-WORLD POLICIES granted for a sing
lox. per /too, where no special Liability to forcig

amongst the Assured. A valuable provision for Polic.,„
Claims between two divisions. Very moderate Non-bonus Prcniiurr
The GENERAL CONDITIONS of Assurance printed thereon a

specially framed to secure to Policies of the Society, when on
issued, absolute freedom from all liability to futi

rp HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-I- (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
John Glutton, Esq., g, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq,, Kirtlington Park, Oxford
Henry Farquhar, Esa, (Messrs. Herries, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St

Tames Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, MP., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House

Wiglonshire, N.B.
John Ploratio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E C
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), a, Princes Terrace

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R H. Somerset, Esq. ,Q. C, , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S W
Henry W. West. Esq., Q,C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

,n), 9, Lower

Wei'shpool.^
"'''''' ^""'"''" ^'>=>'-' ^

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
'' *"'-' ^^

nt, including the erection of Cottages and
I of settled and other Eetates. and to

upon the land, redeeming principal and
No investigation of title is required.

»v?Jc^'^' ^^ further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

St '

6fl \)v
'^'"^ pirector. No. 1, Great Geoi^e Street,

R
Evening Lectures.

OYAL SCHOOL of MI.NI-.s. ]<
RAMSAY, LL D . I 1 -

.

THE GENERAL LAN D "DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchines, Enq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq. | Sir William Tite, MP

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid offby a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessan-, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to HOR.A.CE BROI^, the Secretary, at the

Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Uuke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace : Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading is " Frigi Domo " Netting.
n, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

" FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide " ^.- PC i'ard r

r yards wide
An improved make, 2 yards wide

>ved make, 3 yards wide

per yard,

per yard r
Scrim Canvas, 79 inches wide, 70 yards long, sjrf., (>\d., 7\d., y\d.

throughout the Kingdom

Heating Apparatus.JM E R E D I T H continues to supply and fix

• HOT-WATER APPARATUS in VINERIES, and ever\
description of HOTHOUSE BUILDINGS, &c.

The Vineyard, Garston. near Liverpool.

The only Stove without a Flue.
NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for

WARMINt; HALLS, SHOPS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c-

Thcse Stoves 'burn without attention or replenishing
12 to 24 hours. From i2j. W. to SixGuincas. PATENT
FUEL, 4(. (yi. per bag.

STOVES made expressly for Greenhouses, to Burn

' Ironmonger,
361, iig, New-

:e, Bayswater, W.
a post free.

" Every Cottage bhould be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli
Iron Cisterns.FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more

• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises
(Ida Wharf), arc prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices|

F. HRABY AND CO.,
London ; or through all re?

N.B. Open Tanks of di

carriage.

Cottam'B Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best manner,
of Superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method. Illustrated

Price Lists on application to CuTTANI and CO., Iron Works,
a, Winsley Street,

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarkersAW AND CO. 'S PATENT.-Pricur Printed
and Specimens sent post free on application: also

Halls, &c.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4J. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FlSHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire

FA. HAAGE'S WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
• TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society,

acknowledged to be the neatest, cheapest, and best Training Slicks
and tallies made.
The above can

Blackith. Cox's Quay, Lower Thames S
Retail of the principal Seedsmen and Florij

The New Vade Mecum (Invented & Manufactured by
/ 1 HARLES H. VINCENT, Optician, of 23, Windsor
\-J Street, Liverpool), consists of a TELESCOPE well adapted for
Tourists, &c.. to which is added an excellent MICROSCOPE of great
power and first-class definition, quite equal to others sold at ten
times the price. Wonderful as it may seem, the price of this ingenious
combination is only 3^. 6d. ; and Mr. Vincent sends it (carriage free)
anywhere, with printed directions, upon receipt of Post-office order or
stamps to the amount of 31, lod.

" Invaluable," the invariable report.

THE "VOWEL" WASHING MACHINE
sent to all parts of Great Britain upon trial, carriage free.

Particulars free by post.
BRADFORD and CO., 63, Fleet Street. London, E.C. ; Cathedral

Steps, Manchester; 23, Dawson Street, D ublin.

OSLER'S CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS.
wall lights and LUSTRES for Gas and Candles.

CHANDELIERS in Bronze and Ormolu
MODERATOR LAMPS and LAMPS for INDIA.

TABLE GLASS of all kinds.
ORNAMENTAL GLASS, English and Foreign.

uted.

Established 1807.

KITCHEN REQUISITES (including Brushes and
TurneoO.—WILLIAM S. BURTON has every article for the
hing of Kitchens arranged in four sets, each complete in itself:

..68 8 8,24 8 ilio 12 9I3 18 I

..21 I o IS I 6 7 19 0I3 3 s

No. 3. do. small do.
No. 4. do. the smallest do.

Any single article may be had at the same price quoted for it in the
different lists.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Fuunishing Ironmonger
by appointment to H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, sends a Cnta*

loguc containing upwards of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock,
with lists of prices and plans of the ao largo Show Rooms, post free.

—

39, Oxford Street, W. ; i, i.\, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street
; 4, c, and 6,

Perr^'-s Place, and i, Newman Yard.
With the present rajlway facilitieSj the cost of delivering goods to the

c HRISTMAS PRESENTS and NEW-YEAR'S
GIFTS for all who court the gay and festive scenes.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, preserver and beautifier of the
Hair beyond all precedent. ROWLANDS' KALVDOR, for impart-

the complexion, and a softness and delicacy

3 the breath. Sold by all Chemis
Ask for "ROWLANDS'" Article-

Vermin, Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessan , increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs. Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
topre\ent over gorging Cfe-inly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron. Price of fittings per Cow, 55J.

free of COTTAM and CO,, Iron Works, 2, Winsley
the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
ited, together with several important Imnrovement

Stable Fittings juBt secured by Patent.

B
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy

lilk. Sold only in i lb.,) lb.

JAMES EPpS AND CO.. Homteopathic Chemists, London.

Sauce.—Lea & Perrlns'.THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids diges^tion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.
) PERRINS'SAUCE.

bottles and label

i of Lea & Pebrins c

1 Sauces throughout the World.

DINNE FORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA. -^

The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the bent mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,
and Infants.

DINNEFORD'AND CO., 173, New Bond Street, London;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

cIQCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at if. tid., 2S. gd., 4s. td., and llj.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
in use the last 6g years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes at i;. l\d.t as. gd., 4;. 6d., andjif,

CCOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at u. lirf,, as. gd., 41. 6d,, and ru.

clOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
in use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at I J. tid., 2s. gd., 45. bd., and its.

CIQCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLIIEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at ij. ijrf., 2S. gd., 4J. (id,, and Ilf,

'NDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1869.— Gentlemen,
, —I feel it a duty I owe to you to express mygratitude for the great

nefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS
jr a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from mdigestion and

ind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without

deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable

pills I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Kease give this

publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be afflicted-—1 am,

rentleman, yours truly, HENRV Allpass.—To the Propnetors of

Norton's CamomUe Pills.
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MAN LEY HALL MANCHESTER
NEW HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

WHOSE IS THE BEST BOILER P

The most practical answer ever given to this all-absorbing question is, the New Apparatus in

operation at the above

It is considered the " largest " and " most perfect " ever erected, being a " wonder " in heating.

It works like a model, and is unequalled in Great Britain.
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Rose Catalogue.
"OHN CR.\NSTONS ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is Dc^v mdy, znd viU be Sfr.r post free cd s^fiit^doa.
The N crsenes, Kiag^s Age, near Hereford.

I CHARD SMITHS

IIFTY THOUSAND TEA-SCENTED

r readjr, aad will be fbrvarded

Tbe Roses of the Season are tboae of
PAL"L .\ND SON. The "Old" Nnrseries, Cheshnnt. N.

PRICED DESCRIFTITE LIST pog 6eeoo 'n""""-^^M A N E T T I STOCKS.
THOS- CRIPPS

For immediate use, 3or- ner moa"
ase, seanw siie, ajt jper looa
SON. >" urser>-n:e3, Taobridge WeHa.

LEEDS (SPRING) FLOWER SHOW w-fll be held
in the Ltfeds Roj-al Park on E.V5TER MONDAY. TUESD \V

and WEDNESDAY, April rS, 19, and aa -\s this wiU be the first
Spring Show held in Leeds, I shall be glad to receive soggestions_.L -—__- ,._ praes, so that the Show may be

"*" ""^
"

'
: be issoed

THOMAS CL.\PHAM. Prrjprietoi

T T ST
00 appticatioo.

Manetti Stocks.
PAUL has a few thousand MANETTI

STOCKS, exwa nne, to_oSrr is^the Trade. Price, low, given

T.fiJTiTn auratnm.
VXT M. PAUL has to offer a magnificent lot ofthe sbtyr^
T T DutcJ»-grCT»Ti roots, at 2t 6i, ^td., a=id jt each; 241:, j^.

and 501. per dozes : a few extra large roots, tx. &£each. The osoal
diacocat to the Trsde cS the dozen rsies -x'tj^ crrJered by tae d-^'-n

PAUL'S Ntirva-Ies. Waldiam Cn^ss. Loodoa, N.

AND SONS have
ccosignmenT of the above one Lily, and ofier Tt*Tffi ;

Seed Warthccses. 60, Earfaican, Loatoa. E.C.

ILIUM .A.URATUM.—Fifty Seeds of this handsome
M—A ard riciih" scenrol hardy LiJy, &« br post fiw 12 *»»mpg
TRITOMA UV.UXA GRANDIFLOILl—Ftfty Seeds' of tlrts

>YRETHRUM AUREUM (Golden pEATHEai. and
LOBELLV SPECI05.t—Enoagh Seed cf either to pradoce^jor—„ C!—_ ;.- ^^^ g.^. jj Stamps.

y. Ealham Hill, Loodoa. S.W.

To tlie Trader
HERBACEOUS C\LCEOL.\RLAS. fine Seedfing

Plants, estabtisfaed in Si^e P«3, 3s. ^L per dozen, x6k. pa- ksl
on applicaiion to THOMAS PERKiys, 42, Draperr. Northas^con.

Cash or refisTEJce required mxn TT-nt
;
TJ-;Ti coiTespocden^s.

>V KI

Gemdne Seeds.
CUTBUSH A.VD SONS Catalogue of

"CHES ''•o«--«'« i^.=». --J ^T^.^-,— ^^.

r. [«=

'

a CalliraI^oa,wilJi such DOreisesa
Highgate Xgrscries. Looriop. N.

E t GARDEN REQLTISITK
KEPT ia STOCK at

C.mTER'S N>> Seed WaiehoMe. 137 & a^. High Hogxitj. Lopiicn

HERBERT 1

Greac Cladoa. ._ ,. ,

FLOWtR aad \'EGET.\BLE SEEDS, of his
FOR S-^.E. lists CO appligaliop.

NICHOLSON, Seed Grower.
St Osjth, Essex, has a large qcajuiiy of

s TLART AXD CO., Seed Growers, Nice

—

Seed

WaJihaia Cross. Tjwrffi. >*_

otil the end of lanaary.
Leeds Royal Parle

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION-. iSko. JL.NE 3 to 10. ONE THOCSAXD

POUNDS in PRIZES. To be held in the BOTANIC GARDENS
M.\NCHESTER. Schedules are ready, and can be had on anpiioiion
to the L'ndersigned-

Botanic Gartjens. Manchester BRUCE FINDLAY.

C
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, Sc.

<H.\i. JOS. BL.ACKITH. onlv surT.nnng Partner of
' the late Finn of BETHAM.t.N-D BL.\CKITH, b^ toannoance

that he intends in fntnre to conduct Business at the same address
under the style of CH.AS. JOS. BL.A.CKITH a.vd CO., and booesti^
recei%-e a continuance of the favours cf the Trade
Co^'s and Hammood's Quays. Lower Thames Street. Lottdoo.—Jan. 3.

BUTTONS £3 y. COLLECTION of G.\RDE^s
»—' SEEDS, carriage free. For contents see outside pate of this
week s paper.

EstabUsbed 1806. i
HiBiie'«T0wn Agilcaltaial and Garden Seeds.

TH.\ND.\SYDE AND DAVIDSON haw to intimate ! TT * '•' ^ ^- SHARPES WHOLESALE
• that their C.\T.ALOGL-E ofNURSERY STOCK btKlwreadr i

-'-'-• CATALOGUE of HOM&GROWN SEEDS is now ready,
aad will be forwarded oo apfiiicaliao. The prices are rery low, and the quality of the Seeds rery t\ty

Seed Warehouse : m, Cockbom Street, Edisborsh. Seed Gitywing Esta^l^shtnmt, W csbech.

Nurseries : Brmatain Glen. Mcsselburgli.
1 "V" E\V and GENUINE GARDEN. AGRICUL-

To tllS Trade Only. .i-' TUR-^L asd flower seeds, special Pnces aisl

THOS. CRIPPS ASD SONS WHOLESALE LIST adTanageoosoeirsofabove.cnappliczdoato
of GENER.AL NURSERY STOCK Icootaninj 75 paees) may be

ALFRED LEGERTON. Seed Merchant, 5. Aldgate. Loodaa, E.

had post free °°^gj|ogg^
^_^_^^^^^^^ ^^^ I 1 CVH - \-EGETABLE and FLOWXR SEEDS.1870;

QUTTONS- £2 2s. COLLECTION of GARDEN^ SEEDS, carriage free. For contents see outside page of this
weeks paper.

^^

aUTTONS- ji;i iij. 6d. COLLECTION of GARDENkJ SEEDS, carriage free. For contents see outside page of this
week s paper ^
s

D

UTTONS- £1 IS. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, carriage free. For contents see outside page of this

TTON AND SONS. Seedsmen to the Qneeo. Reading.

C
OBSON AND SONS' PRIZE FLOWER SEEDS

second to none ia qualir>"-

t.\LCEOL.\RLA—Sealed packets, u. 6J.. 2t. oa..
~J 3r. 6i, and 5«. First Ptiies, Crystal Palace, Homcnltoial'

Botanic and Reading, &t
^INER_\RL^ I. . W., and 51. Sixty First Prizes

)RIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRL^TA RUBRA and
ALB.V Separate. «. 6rf. and y. : mired, tr. » W. . and sr

T^ALS.\M.—A particularly fine strain ; eight varieties,

YCL.\MEN PERSICUM and Varieties, u. and
ts.M.

CARLET INTERMEDL\TE STOCK, ^^ry double.
and rich in colour ; &i aad ir.

SUPPLIED by 300 Leading Seedsmen and the
Growers, T. DOBSON A-ND SONS, Woodlands Xureer%-

Isjcworth. London, W. *

'

D'
PEL.\RGONIUMS. French. Fancy, and Show.—

Strong plants, in 36 best ^-aiieties. +1 per dozen.W HOOPER. Nc* Waadsw "^

—

Gladiolns Biendileyeosis.—To the TraderTAMES CARTER, DUXNETT, Md BE.\LE haveW afinestockofSowerincF. . : .:• - r rer toooonapjlliatioo.
337 and 338 H . W.C

Verbenas, Verbenas.
"DHILIP LADDS is r . .^ r, : - -

. u: 30 new varieties

ii-r-u T??¥i^ "^ '^^ " 5' ?=-" = = ="• ^u pots: also a. NewFLCHsI.^ of i86q at 3r. per doien. in poti
Nursery : Bexle>- Heath. Kent

TOTICE.—Gentlemen. Gardeners, and others ha%'inF
^-^^^'-'-^ BLOOMS. ROSES. ORCHID FLOWERS, &c,

y DISPOSE of them, m any t^uantiiy, through the Winter and
BOFF, Florist, HoUowav, Isl^gtoo, London,'

retunied »ilhin at houts. LHstance from Loo^xi no object.

Sitmea Firs.
,

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, NURSESTMES, Tunbridge ' Nui^eries, and loa. East^ate S-Jeet. (

Wells, have a lai^ Stock of the above, ia all sizes, from t to to,
I Seed

ta and 15 icex. Prices 00 application.

RIERS for BUDDING.
Half.standards, and Dwarfs. For price, apply _

WILLl.AM DILLISTONE, Sihle Hedingham. Essei.

Lardi, Scotcb, and Spruce.
TT/'ITTY A.ND SON have a large quantity of the above
IT to ofier. Price and Samples may be had on application.

The Norseiies, Cottingham.

CAT.\LOGUE of

w ANTED, Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 3 feet.
Send sample and price to

JAMES BIRD. Nprserymaa, Dowaham.

H^

W
^StTsStane Gro^c, EdgWare.

SCARLET DOGWOOD, so vahiable for Game Covers.
as Hares or Rab^ts do not eat tt, may be had ai half the usual

cUastj from
\ Grore Nursery, Hillsbonacgfa, Co. Down.

RICHARD SMITHTNu

The Royal Ncrseries. Sloogh.

Garden Sppds
CHARLES SHARPE a.nd CO.. Seed Growers

and Mebchavts, Sieaford, Lincctnshire, will be g!ad to send.
. ^ .:—?„ .U-: PRICED CATALOGCZ of

G.VRDEN SE
applicaiioo.

ilv sciccicd stocks.

c
Farm Seeds.

HARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and MEBCB-U.TS, Sleafotd, Lincolnshire, will be g'.ad to Sc2d.

applicaticc, '

TELEGR.\PH CUCUMBER.—Packets for 13 or 25
Stasnps, of CH.\!LLES YOUNG, The Norsety, Balham Hill,

Loodon. S. W.—Price to the Trade o

CUCUMBER, Choice TRICOLOR GERANIL'if,
and STRAWBERRY PLANTS, Wholesale and Retail.

G. WALKLING, Nurseryman, High Read and College Pait,
Lewisfaam. SE
UTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY.

The best Potato for the main crop. Price 5r per peck.
For descriptioo, see p 64 of tnis week s Paper-

Peaches. Nectari..)es. Pluais. Pears. Apples, t~j

RICHARD SMITH. N n and Seed Merchant. ^

TEN 0R.\NGE and T^VO LEMON TREES for
S.\LE, height finra 6 to 8 feet, with stems about 3 feet. Foe par-

ticclars apply to J. GIBSON. Jen.. 39. Bridge Road West. Batteisea.

B
Grape Vines.

S. \\TLLLAMS* stock is reraarfeablT fine, and i

j;ood condition. Can supply all the best kinds. Prices <

3oria and Paradise Nurseries, fpper HoHowa.y, L-ondoo, N.

B. 5. WTLLL-VMS has all the best kinds, in splendid
cooditioo. warranted '^'^" ^Prices <xk appjicatioc.

\'ictoRa. aad Paradise N Cpper Holtoway, Loodoo, X.

Golden Chan^ion Grape.
OSBORN AND SONS can supply good C\NES of the

above-^iamed rcmaricable GRAPE, which has again been
exhibited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high '^•VTtn'^
prerioasly formed of it. Price loc 6dL, sir. , vxAjas- each.

Vines. FiTe fihirrnigs eacb.

LE\\TS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,
begs to offer strong Frciiir^ and Planting CANES <£ all the

leading sorts, at 5*. each.
I_ W.'s system ofpacking saves nearly half the cost of caniage.

Munro Nursery. SJbte Hedinghani, Essex.

tlKMOughly ripened.

Orape, tec I.

KS. The Canes
Immwitate caiiers arc respectfiJly requi

UTTONS" RED-SKIN FLOUR-BALL.
Fcr descriptioo.

SfTTON . SONS, Sced^ien to the Queen, Readiog.

Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPES WHOLESALE LIST of ali

• the new and best nrieries of Eaiiy and Late POT.\TOS is

now ready, and may be had on applicacoo. The qcalisy is very dnc,

and prices low.
Seed-Growing Essablishmmt, Wlsoecn.

Eaziy Bose Fotatoi

HAN"D F. SHARPE have just imported a very troe
• Scock rf the above ezxraocdoary proline POTATO, dngg

it to the Trade a£ 2 redtxcd price
Seed-Growing Estabfisfimmt. Wisbech.

To the TradeL
TTHNDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, S.ANG-
\\ STER-S NcL
o£er. a£ adT^ntagec

1, a=d B.\DM.\N"^ IMPERIAL PEAS,

"FRXOKTOEZ^ ^eed Mercfcan!: arse Grcwer. B^gEJesw^de. Beds.

E A S.— Maclean's fine Wrinkled
I Eariy Ezaerald,

CAT.ALOGVE. c

CHARLES fuR>'ER^ DESCaLPTITE

The Royal Nar^

Hotlce to the Trade.

J AS F\IRHEAD and SON. 7. Borough Market.

'Loirfoa. S.E.. be- toofitr the *i>C?^fC£5-^^-r^=°?^?^^'
Diffistooe-s rust fc5y. aiai»p>« of E^^^ McL^s -^^^
and PriKCakcr. Afl ftwn sefcc* aiocfcs, aad of Crop 1869. Pr»es 00

anpticatioa.
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RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-

tion, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment
under Glass, also their synonymes, quality, size, form, skin, colour,

flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c. PVce by post

for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Vines, Extra Strong Fruiting
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &_SONS have

several thousand extra sti

jintcd VINES to offer, of the I

SI id Pyramid
StandariT and Ilu-arf-lraincd I'tACFIES and NECTARINES; fii

bushy LAUKELS and I.AURUS Cr>LCHICUM. up to 4 fc« ; extra

bushy LAURUSTINUS and PORTUGAL LAURELS, it to 3 feet

:

a large collection of Standard and Dwarf Perpetual, Dwarf China.
anti ctimbinff ROSES of the leadinir sorts; deciduous flowering

SHRUBS; ASH. 2 to 5 feet; LARcll. SCOTCH. SPRUCE, and
AUSTRIAN FIRS, and all kinds of FOREST TREES; strong

Evergreen PRIVET and THORN OIHCK for Hedges. All the

"^/^"^^"bURGESS. The NurE , I.on. I Road, Cheltenha

Forest, Fniit, and other Trees.

JAMES nn'KsnN wn SONS' NURSERY STOCK
is NOT snr|' I

-
i

III 1:1 I I II
: ther'^fore, they have EVERY CON-

FIDENCE in snlii 1

I"
' milting intending planters to visit

their EXTENM '
I > I i ^, «hich can now be reached, on

fool, in seven m :. ,t iiii- 1 li' -lor Railway Station, by their new
private road fr..>m tlie im't ni tin.- Moukersbrook Railway Bridj

'Nur; , Chestei

J.
APPL

Fruit Trees for Sale.
SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, will be
elad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

• ;d to. The Trees consist of looo sorts of PEARS, 700 do. of

K, 170 do. of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with other kinds in

:ion. Standards, 6 to 7 : Pyramids, 6 to 7 ; and Bushes, 3 to

hJRh ; also very fine Dwarf-tr.aincd Trees of all kinds, of

)r LTOWth, are offered'- •"'-"best work ni, i,i,,i ..^c^
med I.i'^t or Index -^unt -m' .

-.;. :,.l .1 -
. : .\V''l r-.r TREES, DECIDUOUS

Forest Trees, Fniit Trees, Evergreens,
PLANTS for GAMK mVKKS, c (INIFERS, ROSES, &C

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONSiiavite
the attention of Planters to their verj- large stock of the above,

which in extent and variety is not excelled by any Nursery in the

Kingdom. Their Nurseries, which are verj' bleak and exposed, extend
over some 150 Acres, and their plants are well known to be unusually

hardy, as well as in the most perfect health and condition in every
respect; and are found to thrive admirably when removed to other

PKirri' '\l U-^mTRS post free upon application. Estimates

111. I rTiS and "Old" Established Seed Warehouse,

c
forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.

HIVAS AND WEAVER respectfully invite the especial
attention of Planters to their very cxtens'ivc, healthy, and wcU-

;rown Stock of the above.
Their Nurscnrs b'-mtx the most exposed in the North-Wcstem

:o.n,ti, ,
I , ill artificial shelter, render the safe removal

.ful.ur inlv.

IK'I' I!' i !
' .1 'ES post free on application; estimatesand

Eaton Road Nur- , and loS, East£;.ile Strt

w Fruits, Fruits.—Ground must be cleared.

M. DILLISTONE begs to offer Strong TREES
of the following, for cash only :

—

s. d.

Ari'LES, Standards,

PEARS, Standards, 12 distinct kinds

Pl'lIMS, fine I'ynimi'ils, u"distlnc't' kinds
.. .. 17 6

..90
34, in 13 distinct kinds 17 6

PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRICOTS, very hand-
some. Dwarfs per doz. Q o

CHERRIES, Dwarfs, vers- fine » 7 6

Post OfTicc Orders on Castle Hedingham.
See W. DILl.ISTONE'S CA lALOGUE ofChoice Spring Flowers-

&c., free on applicati

Nu

) FLAVA, 3 to 4 feet stem ; also LILY OF THE
EY roots by the bushel; Double PRIMROSES and HEPA-
>, of sorts, by the 100. Send price and full particulars to
T. JACKSON AND SON, Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

SURPLUS STOCK-—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples
;

standard Plums, Pears, Apples ; Standard and Half Standard and
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currants,
Manetti, and Crab Stocks: Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia.
Common Laurel, Variegated and Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,
English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.
Samples, with height and price, on application to

VV. VIRGO AND StJN, VVonersh Nursery, Guildford.

TR.-\NSPL.3iNTED LARCH, i to i| foot, 15 to
21 inches. li to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet SPRUCE FIRS, SCOTCH

FIRS, UEECH, ASH, SYCAMORES, THORNS, &c., of various
sizes. Dwarf-trained PEACHES and NECTARINES and APRI-
COTS, very fine, 181. to 30s. per dozen. GOOSEBERRIES and
CURRANTS, 8j. to los. per 100. ARBOR-VIT/ti, AMERICAN,
SIBERIAN, LOBE'S, &c-, 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet. ENGLISH YEWS,
li t0 2 feet. 251. per too; 2 to 3 feet, 40s. per too; 3104 feet, 60s. per 100
CATALOt;UE of Nursery Stock free by post on application to

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Malton"Yorkshire.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEK
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he

believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to g feel, 305. to 60s. per dozen. Transplanted
April, i86q.

ABIES DOUGLASII. 6, 7, to 10 feet, 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. each. Trans-
planted August, 1868.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 5, 6, and 7 feet, 75. 6d. to 21J. Splendid
' Its, moved April, 1869, 10 to 12 feet high, jg and 20 feet in

AbTeS EXCELS'a. the Common Spruce Fir, beautifully furnished,

q. 6, 10 8 feel high. £5 £7 iw., to ^12 iw. per 100.

Re dwarf vanelics of Spruce, such as pumila pygm^a, rircEonij

Clanbraiiliana, &c-, large numbers, many of them 20 and 30 years

CEDRUS DEODARA, 5 to6feet,6oi. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet, 84*. per
dozen ; 10 to 12 feet, 10s. 6d. to 211. each, and upwards. We have
several thousands of these large Deodars. All nave been removed
since August. 1868 ; many since April, i86g.

CEDRUS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7 feet, 42?. to 60s. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet,

^s. bd. to los, 6d. each. All removed since September, 1868.

RUS LEBANON, 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September, r868.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 30s. to a-2S. per dozen;
8 to 10 feet, y. to 101. 6d, each.

„ „ ARGENTEA. 3 to 4 feet, and as much in

circumference, 7s. m. to loi. 6d. each

„ „ GRACILIS, 4 to 5 feet high, and 7 nnd 8 feet

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 'feet, 42J. per dozen, £15 per 100 5 to 6
feet. 60J. per dozen, £20 per 100 ; 7 to 8 feet, 75. 63. to loj 6rf eiLh
All removed since August, 1868. Purchasers may select fro 1 a
stock of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high

PICEA NOBILIS, hundreds of splendid specimens, 5. 6, 7 to 10 feel

high, all recently removed, and arc undoubtedly tne finest plants

to be found in any Nursery. None are grafted.
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 5, 6, to 8 feet, au. to 42*. etch and

upwards. Splendid Plants, moved August, 186S, 10 to 15 ftei h ^h
PICEA LASIOCARPA.—Hundreds of most beautiful plants, 4 5 6

8. and 9 feet high. All removed 1868-69.

PICEA MAGNIFICA, 3, 4, and 5 feet.

PICEA PINSAPO 4, 5,6, andSfect, 21s. to 63s. each. Some [.n i

plants, 10 to 15 feet high, transpl.^nted April, i36o.

THUJA AUREA.beautfful specmicns, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high 10 t

20 feet in circumference. This plant originated in this Nurstri

PIN US AUSTRIACA,3fect,/5per 100. Transplanted Sept ,1868
PIN US CEMBRA, 8 to 10 feet, 101012 ft. round, los. 6./. to 21s. e.ich.

YEWS, the COMMON ENGLISH 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high.
Thousands, all constantly removea; invaluable where immediate
eflfect is sought.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these in large
numbers, and of all sizes, as pyramids, globes, and worked as
standards, with from 3 to S feet of gold, and up to 10 feet high,

YEWS, IRISH, handsome plants, up to 10 fee'
'--'•

HOLLIES,—The slock of Hollies at this Nu
with in Europe; it comprises, as well a;

;ether, many thousands of the following

HOLLY, SILVER QUEEN, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

WATERER"S HOLLY.—This variety origi:

we have hundreds 4, 5, and 6 ft. high. 10 and 15 ft. circumfer<
' originated in this Nursery;

thousand. All moved since April, 1868.

HOLLY, Green varieties of the following kinds. An immense stock
of splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868-9:

—

LAURIFOLIA and SCOTTICA, 4, 5, 6 to 10 feet high.
HODGINS" ' -'^"'•T.d-'T^Trr.^T T -

YELLOW BERRIED,
lAN^t'StlFOLIA,
I MYRTIFOLIA, &c

STANDARD, WATER
3 feet in circumference.

O'
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Autumn Planting.

)FTF,R I.AWSON AND SON will be glad to send
11,,., I I \ I \ I

" I
i 1 1"".! published) of FOREST and ORNA-

Edinburgh and London.

"'O the TRADE. — Fine furnished plants of
PORTUGAL LAURELS, from 2 to 4 feet

LAURUSTINUS,2t03fcet | YEWS, 3 to 5 fcM
EVERGREEN OAKS, 3 to 4 feet

AUSTRIAN 'pines, t

T
Garden Seeds.

HE COUNTRIES ^from WHENCE they
- -Inallycamc. See WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870,

London, E,C.

^ CHINACOMMON and CRIMSON CHINA ROSES, strong

No reasonable offer refused, as the ground is bound to be cleared.

JOHN MORSE, Nurseryman, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

T THORNTON begs to intimate to the Trade that
• the Stock offered below cannot be sunjassed for health and

fibrous roots. All been grown in maiden soil, and the stock, very
extensive, is offered at low prices :—

15 inches
I
Spruce Fir, i to 2, and 2 to 2! feel

P. Laric
P. rigida, 2 to 3 fee

P. taurica, i to li foot
P. Pinaster, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet

Turkey Oak,
Cryptomcria japon;

feet

, Sur

Wandsworth Common Nursery.
Ten minutes" walk from Clapham Junction.

MR. ROBERT NEAL begs to invite the attention of
the Nobility, Gentry-, and the Trade in general to his very

extensive and healthy stock of PLANTS, consisting of a Iar;;<.-

collection of Standard, Pyramidal, and Dwarf-trained FRIUT
TREES, of all sizes; Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Coniferous and
other Evergreens, Forest and Ornamental TREES and SHRUBS;
also a large collection of RHODODENDRONS, all the very best in

cultivation, and are of endless variety, from deep crimson and dark
purple (every shade), up to white, and Hybrid Seedlings, and all the
leading kinds of Scarlet, both Standard and Dwarf, set with Bloom-
buds, which he can supply in large quantities at a very low price.

CATALOGUE will be 1 applic

CHARLES NOBLE requests the attention of large
buyers to the following, which he requires .cleared before

Spring :—
ROSES.

50,000 Dwarf, Hybrid-Pcrpciual, and Tea-scented.
A quantity of Standard and Half Standards,
75,000 Manctti Stocks, fine as usual.

FRUIT TREES.
Dwarf-trained Peaches, Plums, and Pears.
Maiden Peaches and Nectarines.

,, Pears and Apples,
„ Chcrrj' and Plum.
2and3-yr. PYRAMID APPLES and PEAR?.

GOOSEUERRIES, CURRANTS, FILBERTS, and COl! NUTS.
TREES and SHRUBS.

English Oaks, 2 to 5 feet,

,, „ 3 years in drills.

Spruce Fir, 2 to 5 feet.

Liurcl. iito3f- -

Itirtli, 5 to 7 fee
Poplars, 5 to 13 feet.

FOR GAME COVER.
Spira;a callosa.

Dcutzia crenata flore-plcno.

Berberls'ia"*^^
^'

and Colchicurr

duici

Skir

Rhododendron ponticum.
,, hybrid seedlings.

All sizes, from 1 to 3 feet, by the dozen, 100, or 1000.

CATALOGUES sent on aoplication. Special quotations for large
quantitites, and all will be sold at a heavy discount for cash.

Bagshot, January- 6.

B ROCCOLI, ELLETSON'S NEW SURPRISE,
Large late White Protecting.—A great improvement upon the

iuainmoth Cauliflower Broccoli sent out 20 years ago by those
eminent Market Gardeners, J. & J. Ellotson, of^Thomgumbald, who
have for many years been so successful in the cultivation of Broccolis,
and who by great industry have si-i far improved upon the old kind a.s

to produce the above variety, which possesses the hardiness of the
parent and surpassing it in si/e and quality. I have every confidence in
Its givinc the same satisfaction which was given when the stock of
Mammoth was originally sent out. Having the entire stocky I am
enabled to supply the seed genuine. T'ri^'' f ' '^•1'

CUCUMBER, FOSTER'S XL, fin..- ! i,_' i:i

fine hardy long d.^rk green Curumh'.f,
1

1

mended with the greatest conlidcncc Ii
, .uid keeps
lisfiedthat

Wheeler's First Early Pea
IS as EARLY as ANY, and a BETTER CROPPER ;

2J. per qt. Sec WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870, price
6rf.

;
gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Merchants, sg, Mark Lane
London, E.C.

A
Beans, Harlmgton Windsor.NEW and SUTKRIOR VARIETY.

J. C. WHEELKR AND SON, 511, M.irk L.mc, London, EC.

Q
Beet, Egyptian Tumlp-rooted.

UITE NEW, fine rich colour, good flavour : ij. p.

packet. Illustrated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 18;
price 6d., post free

; gratis to Customers.
J. C. WHEELER AND SON, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Cocoa-nut Cabljafie.ANEW and very EARLY VARIETY; is.

packet. Illustrated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for i

price 6d.. post free : gratis to Customers.
J. C. WHEELER AND SON, 59, Mark Lane, London. EC.

Paterson's Superb Melon.
THIS EXTRAORDINARY MELON was raised last

summer by Mr. Paterson, Gardener to Mrs. Hanburv Leigh,
of Pontypool I'ark. It weighed 24 lb., and measured d2 inches in

' "llustnaled {from a photograph) in WIIEELERS'

; Lane, London, E.C.

F

Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street,
and the " Upi , Chester.

of Choice VEGETABLE SEEDS, for
A Year's Supply,

ions, from $s. to -JS. 6rf., free by post.

and Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
jiracticil Cultural Directions, will be scni

• most select character, each variety being

Garden Seeds ;

r Seeds free by Post or Rails

RICHARD SMITH'S 2rj. Collection ofVEGETABLE
SEEDS contains the following approved kinds. Carriage free.

Prizetaker, i pint.

Advancer, i pint.

Blue Scimctar, i pint

Beans—Tayloi
sor, I pii

Early Longp

» Imperial Wind-

remarkably

French Dwar/, i pint.

Scarlet Runners, i pint.

Beet—Nuttings' fine Red, \ 02.

Korecole—New Hearting, packet.
Scotch Curled, packet.

Brussels Sprouts—finest, packet.
Broccoli—Early white, packet.
Purple Sprouting, packet.
Walcheren, packet.
Worcester, late white, packet.

Cabbage—Early Nonpareil, pkt.

Worcester Incomparable, pkL
Wheeler's Imperial, packet.
Red Pickling, packet-
Curled Savoy, packet.

Carrot-Early Scarlet Horn, i oz.

lames's Intermediate, i nr.

Imperial Altringh;

QTUART MACDONALD and CO., Seed Growkks^ "';'' ,^;,' " '"'•' "*"
I

''' ?S. Southampton Kow, Ilulborn, Londbn.S.TLAI I M
'

1 1IJ-.
I I

.
,-, I ij. s superb strains of c"a*

CINI 1; -, r
.

',
. • I

,
M IONS and PICOTEESV

TO L,\.\]
Trat.spLh

GAME COVIJ
Prices and Sto.

ooutnampion Kow, Ilolbom, London.
lupcrb strains of CALCEOLARIAS,

Tt^dn?"'',
"COTEES, are the linest iiLlbl ot Choice and karc Seeds for-

requiring 2, 3, and 4-yr.

RICHARD SMI I lis I. IS] ., I M !M,]':'iiliN"W
DECIDUOLI ,.,HI:l.|;s, l:ll.,l.,,|i| Mir.., . MANDARDORNAMENTAL 11:1:1.:.,, L Ll.\IIJl.\i, .,„J 1 VU .Svlivti PLANT.S

with their generic, specitic, and English names, native country'
height, tunc of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free by

RICH(UJD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester

IVERYS NONSUCH LETTUCE.—The^bSi
— .. ^"7!"'.' ,^""='y '" cultivation. ,i. per packet, sealed with
initials M. A. I.

AlsoIVERY'S NONSUCH CELERY, trnc, own saving; acknow.
ledged by all who have grnwn ir ^-^ i^- • ' ^ a ".^ _ii _.i_._

varieties. Price to the Trails,,,
The Trade supplied un ,

M. A. IVERY, H,a

• fn flavour to all other

I I'OM SPAWN.
.__ iii m, London, S.

GENUINE TOBA.< < > i\IJ i:, mI the finest quality,
lorf. per lb , or 8ss. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Leeds.

PPLEBY'S GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER,
in 2 lb. and 4 lb. packets. Testimonials too numerous for ins.

tion. Price on application V
HENRY .'VPPLEBY (Fo

men}. Dorking. Surrey.
. IVC17 & Son, Nu

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majest\''s Royai. Letters Patent, and by Permissicw
OF THE Hon. Board of Customs.

)OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

Cucumber— Smith's fine Frame

StocKwood Ridge, packet.
Endive—French Curled, packet.
Leek—Musselburgh, packet.
Lettuce — Champion Cabbage,

Pans White Cos, packet.
Bath Cos, packet.
Drumhead, packet.

Mustard—White, 4 oz.
Melon—Choice kind, packet.
Onion—Reading or Spanish, i oz.

Parsley—Fine Gamishir.^,
Radish—Wood's Early Framc,:.'0
Early Scarlet, 2 oz.
Turnip, mixed, 2 oz.

Spinach—Summer, ) pint.

NOTICE.
G L D E N

~ C H A tvTP I n' GRAPE.
TWO PRIZKS (£5 :ind £3) WILL RK GIVEN PA'

OSBORN & SONS, qF Fulham Nursery,
For the best and second best bunch of tlio above nrtraed remnrkablo Gmpo exhibited nl South Kensington,

on Wednesday the 7th of September next. The Prizes to be awarded by the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society.

PETER JAMES PERRY,
SEED MERCHANT, BANBURY,

nEr;s to announci: that his

PRICED CATALOGUE of GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
Is now ready, and may be had Post Free 011 application.

lie also calls attention to his

BANBtTRY IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION,
Twelve Bulbs of which variety were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Rooms, on

December 21, 1869, and were awarded a "Special Certificate."

Priee per Packet, Is. 6d. and Ss. 6d.

(^ I S H U R » T
^-^ COMPOUND.
Used by m.iny of tlie leading

Gardeners since 1S59, acainsc
Ked Spicier, Mildew, 'iririps,

'ly, and other BKght, in

Red
Spid.

wholesale by

TRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

fied.
(Limited),

Battersea. London, S,W.

s TIFF N

F^

•r,67, LudeateHill.E.C.

>, for Covering Garden ' Frames.

—

I 1 1
;
A N ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

ii: li ^ivcs the size of cvSry class of Mat,

, : , < ommcrcial Street, Shoreditch, London.

I'A I'ENT^TETAiM^PLdUGH
. HiK may be SEEN at WORK in every

London, E.C. ; and SitON H U R D
Hver Medal of the Roval Agricultural Sol
SHEEI>,3S. 5rf, ; CA;ri;LE,js. 2rf. ; U.X, 55. iia!."

R'.

'^«i ^ft •^/^ ^A\.,.—

;

Street.
Inventors and Manufactun

Compton Street, Londoi
, J. REYNOLDS ;

d and Priced Catalogue of Poultry Fences, Wire
Netlind. &c. , forwarded post free. Awarded the only Prize Medal in

England for Wire Work, Great Exhibition, i86g.

I PES,w
No. : a do. eachELBOWS .

TEE PIPES .

SYPHONS .

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Work;

.

London Warehouse. 16. Grand Junction Wharf, Paddington

/ 1 EORGE HALL, late Manager to the late Saynors'
vZT Firm. He was for 30 years in their employ.
GEORGE HALL AND SCJN'S celebrated PRUNING and

BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c, may be obtained from the

most respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in he Kingdom,
1,&C.

.ilhs tile fate Saynors always made during their iifetin

: unless marked "Geo. Hall & Son.'

Other marks would c'ause dis.appointment, as these blades are

tempered by a process known only to the Makers.
_

Engravings of Patterns, with PRICE LISTS, gratis on apphcalton.

Horticultural Cutlery Works, Sheffield.
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Notice.

TiURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of
X GARDEN and FARM SEEDS will be supplied liberally by
BUTTON AND SONS.
For prices apply (staling quantity required) to SUTTON AND

SONS. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

' *' "'
for Cropping well and economically, Soil,

Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Durati
HeiRht. Colour. Storinr;, Use, Flavour, and other qualities c

This List free by post tor one stamp. Seeds direct from the
the surest way to success.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

H
Camellias, Azaleas, and Epacrls.

ENRY WALTON, having a large stock of the
above, finest plants possible, well set with bud, being all hqpie

Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashir

c ALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of our choice strain,

line lie.illhy plants, free by post, 2j. 6d. per doz., or i2j. td. per
:

|il,.i I
.''!;.

I ill pots, 20s. per loo.

Z\I [ I
I'!' \ ,;n1 EPACRIS, in great variety, bloomins

it^, .
, '>KS in pots. Tea-scented, Noisette. Bourbon,

' 1 , . . .1 r-ty, 9r. per doz. : Hybrid Perpetuals, in pots,
icr II I if sorts, 6j. per doz. ; Moss Roses, sorts, 6s.

H. .^KD R. STlRy.AKER, Skerlon Nurseries, I..ancaster.

Gladioli—Seedlings, and by Name.
LADIOLI SEEDLINGS (first-class), per loo, 7s.

;

, . Eoae Prices, from Parts.
EVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, 132 and 134,

i lloulcvard dc I'HOpital, Paris, befs to offer the followiiiK ROSE

) Owarfs, strong heads,
) Dwarfs, strong heads, 200 s
) Tea Roses, grafted, in pots,
New sorts, i860 ..

New sorts. 1868 ..

New

NOTED FOR GOOD SEEDS.

HOOPER & CO.'S

CATALOGUE OF SEEDS, ETC., FOR 1870,
May be had upon application.

Gentlemen and Gardeners about to make out their Orders are respectfully requested to send for a copy.

HOOPER AND CO., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Now Ready, Post Free on application,

PETER LAWSON & SON'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED SEED CATALOGUE

OF KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, GARDEN l.MPLEMENTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

The True SANDRINGH.\M CELERY, EMERALD CUCUMBER, DELL'S SUPERB BLACK BEET,

S.\NDRINGHAM SPROUTING CABB.AGE, INCOMPARABLE WHITE DUTCH CABBAGE LETTUCE,
BANBURY IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION, and other recently introduced VEGETABLES and

FLOWER SEEDS, arc fully described and are recommended.

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C. ; atid EDINBURGH.

J (15 per c

To the Trade.
SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDAI.IS (NEW)

WM. KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new
variety of LAl'KUSTINUS, havinir now _grown it for five

most severe weather.
W. K feels i^reat confidence in o

5 feet, full of bud, per pair, ifo. ; si

third size, 2 to 3 feet, do 7s. ; fourth s

^JiW"

Sprtng Flowers.
WOODTHORPE begs to offer the

\'iol.i odorata pendula, the new
Weening Violet of New York,
li, 611. each

Violet, The Queen of Violets

indigo-blue, 6j. per dozen

eltv.

fi^'^ and
25. p._do,.

The Ciar, the fi; ___ „..„.
Violet, 6j. per dozen

rrimroses, double white, 41. p.doz
Double lilac, 41. per dozen
Double yellow, 6s. per dozen
Double crimson, I2J, per dozen
Double purple, lis. per dozen

Hepaticas. single blue, doubl.
red. single blue, and singh
pink, 41. per dozen

Single white, gr. per dozen
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of N^ ..„..„ ^„„.^. , ,„,

Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and General Nursery Slock, free u

Rovcr.and Rosy Gem. 3s.
' - "^ cfolia, the gold-bfot

, fine
6r- per dozen

Aucubaefolia, the gold-blotched,

alpincs,

Cistus, fine named varieties,
41. per do/en

Rocket, double white arid purple,
4s. per dozen

Polyanthus, superb hybridised
per dozen

^. per dozen
A choice and varied Collection of

Herbaceous and Rock Plants,
in pots, 251. per 100

Dwarf Roses on Manetti, in pots,

Munro Nursery, Sible Hcdingha;
, Es!

GENUINE SEEDS ONLY.

JAAIES VEITCH & SONS
l;i.(; TO ANNuLNCi: THAT TIIEIK

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
for 1870,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS AND OTHER G.VRDEN REQUISITES,

Is now published, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

w
EDINBURGH— %'^^v, Warehouse, 3, Hanover St.

Nurseries—Dean P.\rk.

LONDON 59, Mark Lane, E.C.

E beg respectfully to notify, that we have entered into Partnership, and purpose carrying

on our Business of SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN, from this date, under the Firm of

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, & CO.
We avail ourselves of the present opportunity to express our cordial thanks for the support we have hitherto

experienced on our separate account ; and in soliciting a continuance of the same for the new Firm, we do so with an

earnest assurance that we shall heartily devote our personal attention, and our increased facilities in the several

branches of our Trade, to the interests of all Customers who favour us with their patronage.

1ST January, 1870.

DAVID MITCHELL, Edinburgh.

ROBERT AUGUSTUS ARNOTT, London.

THE ROYAi sE^sMEN.

I

jhe Advaiitages of Procuring Seeds Direct from the Growers cannot be Over-estimated.
I

''^^^^"J^^*^''-

iCAETEE'S COLLECTIOIS ofVEGETABLE SEEDS; s^^&
(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

THESE COLLECTIONS PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE \TlGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

Collection of Vegetable Seeds No. 1.
Price 12s. 6d. (packii

small Cottage Garden.
included). Suitable for a

j

Carter's First Crop Pea,
The earliest in cultivation

; price 2s. per quart.

Hundredfold Pea, or the Cook's Favourite.
Illustrated at p. 1280, Ganlencrs' Chronicle, 1869. In

sealed packets, 7s. 6d. pcrqrt., 4s. per pint.

Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle Feeder Potato.
The heaviest cropper known. Per lb., Is. 6d

7 lb., 9s. ;
soil)., 65s.

'

CoUection of Vegetable Seeds, Uo. 2.

Suitable for a Small

Collection of Vegetable Seeds No. 4.
Price 63s. (packing hicluded). Suitible for larger

Gardens.

For detailed Table of these Collections, see C.-\RTER'S
SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870, fonvarded Gratis
and Post Free.

Laxton's "Alpha" Pea,
The earliest Wrinkled variety, in sealed packets,

7s. 6d. per half pint.

Collection of Vegetable Seeds No. 3.

Price 42s. (packing included). Suitable for a Garden

of half an acre. ^^_
Carter's Champion Potato,

The best for forcing, 5s. per peck.

Laxton's Supreme Pea,
Described as "a Grand Pea." In .sealed packets, half

pint, Ss. 6d. ;
pint, 4s. 6d. ;

quart. 8s. 6d.

NEW POTATOS (American) (Imported Seed

from the Raisers). The Early Rose, Is. 6d. per lb.
;

I
Bresee's Prolific, 3s. per lb. ; 'CIima.\, 3s. per lb.

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.
Po^t Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purcliasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAUI-; PAID.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
OF

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
To suit Gardens of various sizes,

lOs. 6(1., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

New and Choice Vegetable Seeds.
I'lt packet.

—

s. d

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI i <

Dell's fine Dark BEET I <

Williams' Matchless RED CELERY i c

Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new .. i (

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety 1 i

Digswell Prize ENDIVE o(
.\ll the Year Round CABB.^GE LETTUCE . . o (

WTieeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE . . o (

Lee's Immense Hardy Green CABBAGE LET-
TUCE, new I (

Webb's Climax MELON, new z <

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety
Was awarded First I'rize i ' " ' "
Regent's Park, June 30, 1869,

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed,

excellent flavour, . and 12 days earlier than any
other known kind, new

Nuneham Park ONION, quite distinct from any
other variety . . . . ,

.

Earley's selected Double Curled PARSLEY, new .

.

Laxton's Supreme PE.A, new .. .. per half pint

Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PEA, new, do.
Cullingford's Champion Marrow PE.\, new, per quart

(The finest flavoured Wrinkled .Marrow in cultivation)

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, new
{Tnc earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

Orangefield Dwarf Prolific TOM.^TO

36

B
New and Unadulterated Seeds.

UTLER, M'CULLOCH and CO.'S SPRING
CATALOGUE of the above, containinj; a carefully selected list

ivelties in Flower and Vegetable Seeds, is now ready, and will be
IKjst free on application.

South Row, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a Centurj".

Pelargonliuns for the Million.

JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled Collection of French,
F'ancy, and Show v.iri' (

i

n ^ ' 1, , at the following low
prices ;—too plants, disliu. ^-i plants for 301; or

25 plants, distinct sorts, fur ,1
1

u kage included.

Special Offer.—Madame Lemolne.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers strong Plants of this

most beautiful of Double Pelargoniums, in single pots, 61. per
doicn. LORD DERBY, finest Pelargonium grown, v per dozen.
Package included. Terms cash.

Cemeter," Nursery, Gravcsend.

Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part L (British Ferns ,Tnd their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy F. ; 1 n; : his PRICED DESI^KIP-
TIVE CfATALOGUEof l;l I

. : ! < llC FERNS, No. 7,

Foot's Cra y N ill. Kent.

To tlie Trade.
CHOICE SCARLLl I ,\ 1 l.k.M l-.DIATE STOCK

SFKlr.s,v,.-,lr,„l, fn.ni |,l,,i,ls ^r.,« 11 nr (i..

L^H, H I R...

-s. bd
I

To the Trade.- Continental Flower Seeds, &c.
/^EO. MACINTOSH (Agent to F. W. Wendel. Seed
V.T Grower, &c.. Erfurt, Prussia) begs to announce that he is now
prepared to receive orders for the above. CATALOGL'ES free on
application. High Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

Chrysatnthemums.
ADAM FORSYTH, m answer to numerous appli

cations, begs to olTcr 50 Pairs CU I'lINGS, best varieties, iron

his great collection of Chrysanthemums, for C: ^5 I'»'rs ditto

los. id.: 23 Pairs POMPONS, lOi. M, ; t2 Pairs best JAPANF^SI
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 6s. Any of the above forwarded post frei

on receipt of Post Office order or stamps for the amount.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

M Choice Garden Seeds.
ESSRS. BOETTNER BROTHERS, Seed
Growers. Greussenj near Erfurt, Prussia, have just published

ROYAL

New and Choice Flower Seeds.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White,

or Mixed 2j. 6d., y. 6d., anti 5 o
C.\LCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 2S. 61/.,

3J. 6c/., and 5 o
CINERARI.A, Weatherill's extra choice strain,

2j. 6d., y. 6d., and 15 o
CVCL.\WEN, Wiggins' Prizeslrain, is.6d.,2s.6d., Sl "3 6
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain . . is. 6d. and 2 6
GERANIUM, Le Grand .. .. li. 6(/. and 2 o
GLOXINI.\, from the finest erect varieties is. and 2 6
HOLLYHOCKS, Chater's splendid varieties, mixed i o
P.\NSY, from Prize flowers .. .. l.f. and 2 6
PINK, finest double-fringed varieties.. is. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize strain is. and
VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS 2.1, 6rf. &
ASTER, Dwarf, Victoria 'WTiite, very fine ..

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA .. u. and
CENTRANTHUS MACROSIPHON BICOLOR,
new

CLARKEA INTEGRIPETALA, Tom Thumb, new
CONVOLVULUS MINOR UNICALUS, new ..

DELPHINIUM CON.SOLID.'\ CANDELABRUM,
new . . . . . .

ESCHSCHOLTZLA. AURANTIACA, new..
EUTOCA SERICEA, very dwarf, with pretty deep

violet flowers, new
HELENIUM BOLANDERI, Dwarf Perennial

species, new
LILIUM AURATUM
LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA -ALBA,
new . . .

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

Williams' Improved FRENCH MARIGOLD,
beautifully striped and very large

Parson's New TREE MIGNONETTE
NEMOPHILA AlOMARIA ELTiGANS, new ..

OXALIS TROP^OLOIDES VIRIDIFOLIA,
green-lea\ ed variety, new

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGAT.-\, new
PYRETHRUM PARTHENIFOLIUM AUREUM,
Golden Feather. . , . . . .

.

is. and
E.AST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three

colours .

.

(These are, without e.xcention, the finest ever offered, the
colours being scarlet, purple and white, and of remarkable
brilliancy in the two former and purity in the latter: the flowers
are very double, and produce immense spikes of bloom; they
make a grand display in beds and for ribbon borders.)

PURPLE QUEEN STOCK, a very dwarf and
beautiful variety, the flowers are very double, and
splendid colour . . . . . . . . . . ,

,

WHITE TEN-WEEK STOCK, Wallflower-leaved,

( this is the purest and finest White Stock in cultivation.)

IMPERIAL PURPLE SWEET PEAS, very large o 6
T.\CSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid green-

house Climber .. .. .. .. .. ..26
TROP.^OLUM GOLDEN KING of TOM
THUMBS, new r o

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new .. 1.1. 6a'. and 2 6
CThis is an interesting and extremely useful

;r, and invaluable during the late autumn month's.)

WALLFLOWERS, Saunders' fine dark variety ..10
ZINNIA ELEfiANS PUMILA Flore-pleno, new., t o

B. S. W.'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and .AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready. Post Free, on application,

PRICE LIST ol" seeds ofall descriptions, for the pi

season, which may be obtained on application to their London A|

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, s. Harp Lane, Great 1

Street, London. E.C.

T"
HHE^GARDENERS'
INSTITUTION -Nolice is h

GENERAL .MFFllM;.-f'ii. <'}•
Bedford Hotel, '"'

• ' 1
'- -.

'
V

for the purpose '.1 I
I ' ' I

I

the present year. ; I
i

>

alsofor the purpi.s' .
I

' I' m I 1 i i I

The Chairto be t..kti. .,1 0..1. 1..^.^ 1..

8 o'clock precisely.— ]."> order,

14. Tavistock Row, (Jovent (harden.

ng Papers have been delivered: any Subscriber

TI.EK, «

ed one fs rcsjwctfully requested to make immediate
applicitl'ii

R(i\\] II. T I H ULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
1.1 ,

I
|..., w. _W. EcF.RTON Hubbard, luri..

Eso .nil, , ,: 1 i . < Meeting, February 16, a PRIZE nf FIVE
POUMl.T 1 .: ....1 . .\ 1 .jiiCtJTT.VGE GARDEN INt;, and THREE
POUNDS for an ESSAY on WINDOW GARDENING.

Particulars of the above, as well as of some others not yet an-

nounced, will appear in the revised Schedule of I'riies, which will be
ready in a few days, and can be had on application.

SATURDAY, JANUARY S, 1870.

The beginning of another year—another span

of time, affords a convenient opportunity for

taking a retrospective glance over the annals of

that which has departctJ, with the object of noting

the most important of the NOVELTIES acquired in

the shape of plants and flowers. They have been
mustered in hosts at our flower shows and floral

meetings, they have been pictured in profusion in

our garden and scientific periodicals, they have

been carefully housed and multiplied in our

nursery gardens ; and they have been, or soon will

be, distributed among plant growers by our pl.ant

merchants and traders. .Some are of special

interest to the botanist ; some commend them-

selves to the florist by an advance towards his

standard of perfection ; and some give promise of

being acquisitions in the garden, either perma-

nently, or until by progressive development their

places are filled by better things. It is these

latter, especially, of which we now propose to

take a rapid sui-vey.

We begin with the Palms and Orchids—the

princes and nobles of the vegetable world, the

former of which are surely but slowly making
their way to popularity, and which they will do the

more rapidly when the demand for them permits

of greater moderation in price. Amongst them
we have at least half-a-dozen species, which may
be regarded as both new and choice, namely,

Welfia regia, an Amazon Palm, nf very distinct

aspect,with smooth slender leaf-stalks, and deeply

bilobed leaves, which, while unfolding, are of a

pretty bronzy tint ; Deckeria nobilis, a tropical

American species, with pinnate leaves, bearing

numerous whitish spines on their stalks ; Sea-

forthia Veitchii, a fine Australian species, with

pinnate leaves, in the way of S. clegans
;
Marti

nezia Lindeniana, a remarkably distinct plant,

with broad bilobed leaves on glaucous leaf-stalks,

armed with long slender spines, and a native of

I

tropical America ; Plectocomia elongata, a Ja-

vanese species, with bilobed leaves, whitish

! p.->\vdered stems, and prickly Icaf-stalks ; and

Thrinax havanensis, a remarkably elegant
slender-stalked Fan Palm, from the \Vest Indies.
These are all worth adding to any collection
of tropical fine-foliaged plants.

Among Orchids we may specially record two
new Indian Dendrobcs, of great beauty, with large

white blossoms, in the way of those of Uen-
drobium infundibulum ; these are D. Jamcsianum,
distinguished by the asperities on the lateral

lobes of the lip, and D. cariniferum, to be known
by its strongly keeled sepals. Epidendrum
syringothyrsum, from Peru, with tall reed-like

stems, bearing large terminal panicles of rosy

purple flowers, is a handsome addition to its

genus ; while in Vanda Dcnisoniana, from
Burmah, we have a charming white-flowered

Vanda. Trichocentrum tigrinum, from Ecuador,
has been chronicled as the prince of its family, its

large Miltonia-like flowers having a rich purple

lip, with white tip and orange calli. Pescatorea
Wallisii, with its great waxy-looking creamy-
white flowers tipped with purple, rs a Central
American introduction of merit ; the Mexican
Mormodes uncia alias Greenii, with its pendulous
racemes of large yellow red-spotted flowers, is

probably the most beautiful of its family ; and
Brassia Lawrcnceana longissima, with its tawny
richly-spotted sepals 7 inches long, may be
awarded the premier rank amongst Brassias.

Then, of Oncids, we have some fine novel-

ties in Oncidium splendidum and O. fuscatum

—the former from Guatemala, with a very large

yellow lip ; the latter from Peru, and having the

lip pure white in the front half, .and purple

in the basal portion. Of Odontoglossum Alex-

andra, the variety Warneri, shown at one
of the Floral meetings, is probably the finest yet

seen, both as to size and colour ; while two
varieties of Odontoglossum triumphans, named
respectively Marshallii and Wilsoni, stand in a

similar position with respect to their type. The
Vanilla Phakcnopsis, of Madagascar, is a charm-
ing leafless climber, bearing umbels of large

blush-white flowers, with a trumpet-shaped lip,

rosy outside and orange within. Finally, among
the Lady's Slippers, we get the Indian Cypripe-

dium niveum and C. Parishii, the first white with

violet-coloured dots, the second with greenish

buff flowers having port-wine colouretl warty

petals ; while to these must be added C. Harrisi-

anum, one of Dominy's hybrid Orchids, which

has dark purplish glossy flowers of great beauty.

Ferns are not so numerous as in some former

years, but they furnish some fine acquisitions. Of
stove Ferns, Gymnogramma Laucheana gigan-

tea, a garden variety raised in Belgium, deserves

mention for its bold character and rich colouring ;

the Davallia (or Acrophorus) hemiptera, of

Borneo, with its creeping rhizome and dwarf

slender pinnate fronds, forms a gem for basket

culture ; and Davallia pallida, alias Mooreana, a

Bornean species, with great decompound yel-

lowish green fronds, is one of the grandest

Ferns yet introduced. Greenhouse Ferns have

received notable additions in the Adiantum
Capillus-Veneris magnificum, which almost rivals

A. farleyense in the size and fringiness of its

pinnules ; in Pteris serrulata cristata magnifica,

an English seedling, of drooping habit, with

immense crested tips to the divisions of its

fronds ; and in Asplenium fernandezianum, a

dwarf tufted plant from Monte Video, with

slender pinnate proliferous fronds. The eastern

Struthiopteris orientalis, introduced from Japan,

forms a distinct and welcome species of its family,

with dimorphous fronds, and is nearly, if not

quite, hardy.

The first place amongst Stove Plants may be

given to the Godwinia gigas, from Nicaragua, on

account of its botanical interest and gigantic

stature, it being one of the largest Arads of

which particulars have yet been published ;
with

its monster rootstock of between 5 lb. and 6 lb.

weight, its leaf-stalk of 10 feet high, and its

spathe of 2 feet long, on a stalk 3 feet high, it

rhallenges attention. Griffinia dryades is a

remarkable Brazilian Amaryllid, with tall scapes

bearing from 10 to 13 large blue-lilac flowers.

In Posoqueria muhiflora, also from Brazil, with

its terminal cymes of fragant white flowers,

which have slender tubes 4 inches long, we

seem to have gained a magnificent stove shrub.

The Godoya splendida, again, of Colombia, is

described as a shrub with large, white, fragrant,

lily-like flowers in thyrses of 10 to 15 together,

and such a plant must be grand in the extreme,

if at all manageable. A Bornean Rhododendron,

shown as R. Lobbii, but perhaps the same as K.

longiflorum, with whorled leaves and tubulai-
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crimson flowers, is of an attractive character.

Aphelandra acutifolia, a Peruvian Acanthad,

with deep vermilion-red flowers ; an Ecuadorian
Melastomad, known at present under the name
of Bertolonia primulteflora, but which belongs

rather to M. Triana's new genus, Monolasna,

and which we shall shortly figure and
describe under its proper name—remarkable for

bearing a profusion of rosy flowers nestling in

the centre of the broad lustrous leaves ; and
Orthosiphon stamineus, an Indian Labiate, with

a raceme-Hke inflorescence of long-stamened

pale bluish-lilac flowers, furnish other novelties

of note. In Begonia Sedeni, we gain a garden

hybrid, one of the handsomest of its class, with

a profusion of carmine-crimson flowers. Stove

creepers furnish Cobcea penduliflora, a species

from the mountains of Caraccas, with green
flowers having the edge of the corolla cut into

pendulous lobes 3 or 4 inches long ; and two
species of Vitis—chontalensis and javalensis,

both described on good authority as bearing in

profusion cymes of scarlet flowers. The foliage

division of stove plants furnishes a fair contin-

gent. We have Ledenbergia roseo-asnea, a

tall Phytolacca-like plant from the Amazon
country, with large, shining, coppery-green

leaves, rosy-violet beneath, and apparently

of a decidedly ornamental character. Dracaena
magnifica, one of the finest of the genus, with

bold, broad, oblong, erect leaves, of a soft

reddish bronzy hue, bordered with red ; and
D. excelsa, an aUied plant, similar in colour, but

with spreading leaves, are both from the South
-Sea Islands, and both decided acquisitions.

Fittonia gigantea, also novel and good, resembles
F. (Gymnostachyum) Verschaff'eltii, but is much
larger ; it is from Ecuador. Dieffenbachia
nebulosa furnishes a good addition to that group

;

it is a hybrid between D. Weirii and D. picta,

and is remarkable for its stocky habit, and its

spreading mottlcy-leaves, which are more or less

spotted with white. Another desirable Arad is

the Alocasia Sedeni, a cross between A. metal-
lica and A. Lowii, and intermediate in character,

apparently also very closely resembling another
novelty which has been called A. hybrida,
obtained from the same cross in another establish-

ment. For these cross-bred productions we have
to thank our English hybridisers, the Dieffen-

bachia being one of the Chiswick productions.

We have comparatively few Greenhouse Plants
to notice. The finest of them all is Cordyline
indi\isa tatifolia, a broad-leaved variety of one
of our best and grandest decorative plants.

Another distinct species is Cordyline Guilfoylei, a
striped-leaved sort, obtained from Australia, and
which in some stages takes on a tint of red ; this

appears likely under good culture to make a fit

subject either for exhibition or greenhouse orna-
mentation. Phormium tcnax Veitchianum varic-

gatum, the striped-leaved form of the smaller
growing rigid form of New Zealand Flax, is, like

its allies, a good plant. So is Aralia Sieboldii

aureo-marginata, a golden variegated form, quite
distinst from the ordinary white-blotched one.

Thibaudia acuminata is one of a showy family of
Vacciniaceous South American evergreen shrubs,
well adapted for conservatories. In Calceolaria
Henrici we ha\e a reminder of some of the old
shrubby species of Slipperwort, the loss of which
is a matter of regret ; the present Andean plant
bears clear yellow flowers in profusion. The South
African Mackaya bella is a really beautiful Acan-
thad, producing numerous racemes of pale lilac

slender-tubed flowers, which are marked in the
throat with transverse purple lines, and hence
suggestiveof those of some Goldfussia. Riehardia
melanoleuca, also South African, has white-
spotted leatves like R. maculata, and pale yellow
expanded flower spathes, with a black-purple
spot at the base. Cotyledon californica, the
Kcheveria californica of gardens, a species pro-
ducing a rosette of ligulale-lanceolate farinosely-

glaucous leaves, and forked racemes of yellow
flowers, is a really pretty dwarf gi-ecnhouse suc-

culent, eclipsed however by Cotyledon fulgens, a

tall-growing Mexican plant, with obovate-spathu-
late glaucous leaves, and a large panicle of
nodding red and yellow flowers.

Among Hardy Trees and Shrubs we have a
Maple, a Tulip tree, and a Birch to recommend.
The Maple is Acer rufinerve albo-limbatum, a
noble Japanese tree, with broad palmately-lobed
leaves, margined and mottled with white ; the
Tulip tree is Liriodendron tulipiferum .aurco-

pictum, a variety with the leaves blotched in the

centre with yellow ; and the Birch is Eetula alba

pendula elegans, which is said to be an improve-

ment on the old weeping Birch, inasmuch as

its flexile branches drop down perpendicularly,

instead of arching or curving downwards, as in

the older sort. Thuja gigantea (Lobbii) aureo-

variegata, is a most effectively variegated golden

form of one of our most elegant and valuable

hardy Conifers ; while Cupressus Lawsoniana
albo-spica, and C. Lawsoniana pendula alba, are

two remarkably distinct silvery white forms of

another indispensable hardy Conifer, the first

with erect, the last with drooping branches.

The Versailles Laurel, Prunus Laurocerasus

macrophyllus, is said to be remarkable for its

very large leaves, and to be hardy and vigor-

ous in growth ; while the Chinese Ligustrum

Quihoui, also cultivated in the French gardens,

is described as being a very ornamental

shrub, with coriaceous roundish-obtuse leaves.

To these we may add two Cotoneasters—C. pros-

trata and C. congesta, as being pretty small-

leaved prostrate berry-bearing evergreens ; two

fine Yuccas—Y. argospatha, with the bracts of

the inflorescence of a satiny white, and Y.

acutifolia, with stiff erect leaves, and a closely

columnar inflorescence ; and three Bamboos,
namely, the Japanese Bambusa viridis striata,

the Chinese B. violascens, and the North Japan
B. Duquilioi, both Yuccas and Bamboos being

introductions of the French gardens.

Finally, of Hardy Perennials we may invite

special attention to the following plants :

—

Clematis ajthusifolia, a remarkably distinct sub-

shrubby species, with tubular bell-shaped

yellowish white flowers. Acanthus longifolius, a

Dalmatian species, with long pinnatiparted leaves,

and rosy wine-coloured flowers, seated in the

axils of wliitish green-veined spiny bracts ; a

very handsome plant. Hoteia japonica variegata,

a charming variety, in which the principal veins

of the leaves are marked out by yellowish lines.

Iris stylosa, an Algerian spring-flowering species,

with \iolet-coloured handsomely banded flowers.

Lilium Maximowiczii, a slender-growing Japanese
sort, with drooping orange-scarlet black-spotted

flowers. To the class of Rock Plants some wel-

come additions have been made in the alpine

rosy-flowered Dianthus neglectus, the Pyrenean
pink-flowered Lychnis Lagasca^, the alpine rosy-

lilac Iberidella rotundifolia, the Swiss rosy-

purple Primula pedeniontana, the Tyrolese white

carpet-growing Androsace pubescens, and the

Antarctic orange-berried Nertera depressa. We
ha\e, moreover, a distinct new annual, of

branched habit, and promising appearance,

producing large orange-yellow flower-beads, in

the Coreopsis aristosa, recently introduced from
the United States of America.

In the Fruit department, the acqui.sitions

during the past year have not been of so

numerous or important a character as usual.

This may in some degree be accounted for

through the uncongenial nature of the last

spring, which rendered the bygone year memo-
rable as the most disastrous that has ever

occurred, for certain of our hardy fruits,

—

Peaches and Nectarines, for example,—which
were almost entirely wanting in many parts of

the country. It is of novelties, however, that we
now desire to speak ; and in respect to the

Grape, the king of fruits, we certainly have it.

Last year we alluded to the labours of

Mr. Pe.\rson, and his success in hybridising

the scented Fox Grapes of America with our
better flavoured European varieties. This is

an important step, and Mr. Pearson
deserves our special thanks. His hybrids,

although not large in either bunch or berry,

possess the true Strawberry scent of the parent,

and are veiy pleasantly flavoured, especially one
which is now called M. de Lesseps. Following
in the same wake, we have another scented grape
from Mr. Melville, called the Perfumed Muscat.
In appearance this somewhat resembles a small
Muscat of .Mexandria, and is very pleasantly

flavoured ; it is said to have been derived from
the Muscat Hamburgh. Then, as a standard late

white Grape, we have to welcome Thomson's
White Lady Dov.ne's, a varietypossessing all the
good qualities of its black parent. Lady Downe's
Seedling. Another promising white Grape has
been seen once or twice this season from the
gardens of the Earl of Dartmouth ; and we
may also notice a curious sport from the

Citronelle, resembling, in the peculiarity of its

colouring and marking, the old Aleppo or Varie-
gated Chasselas.

To Mr. Rivers we are again indebted for

all that is new and good in- the class of

Apricots and Peaches. In the former we
acquire Golden Drop, a small very early sort ;

and New Large Early, a very decided improve-

ment on the old form. In Peaches we obtain

a good useful variety in Large Early Mignonne,
ripening about a week earlier than the Early

Grosse Mignonne : and in Nectarines another

early sort, and withal of first-rate quality, named
Lord Napier, and raised from a stone of the

Early Albert Peach.

In the already overburdened list of Apples we
are yet indebted to i\Ir. Lawrence, of Chatteris,

for a very pleasing addition to our stock of winter

dessert fruit in Mrs. Ward, one of the most
sprightly-flavoured, pleasant, and beautiful little

Apples yet introduced, having the appearance of

a Court of Wick, with the colour of the Scarlet

Nonpareil, from which it was raised. We may
also notice, as a pretty ornamental sort, rivalling

the Pomme d'Api in beauty, and of good quality

into the bargain, an accidentally-crossed seed-

ling of the Red Siberian Crab, raised by Mr.

Jennings.
In Pears we have nothing to chronicle.

Many varieties have been brought fonvard,

but all have fallen short this season in point

of flavour—a point, perhaps, for which the season

is mainly to blame. In Plums we have a valu-

able addition, as an early dessert fruit, in Dry's

Seedling, a large, roundish-oval, reddish-purple

variety, very pleasantly flavoured. Raspberries,

which are not often prolific of novelties, furnish

us with one, M'Laren's Prolific—a double-bearing,

large red variety, producing enormous crops on
the young shoots ; its chief merit thus being its

lateness. In Black Currants also, a new or

possibly an old variety comes to the front, and
is named Lee's Prolific Black ; it is larger than,

and an improvement on, the Black Naples, and
possesses the merit of hanging firmly on the

bushes for a long time after being ripe.

Melons annually furnish us with some fresh

material, or fresh names at least, and the flavour-

ing of Melons is mainly a matter of cultivation.

Few finer flavoured or more distinct Melons,

however, have we tasted than that of Mr.

Gilbert, named Burghley Green-flesh. Then
again, we have a new Italian variety in Triomphe
de Nice, of very fine quality. In Strawberries,

Mr. Standish presents us with the Ascot Pine-

apple, a very high-flavoured early sort, having

all the characteristics of La Constante, but much
earlier ; and, from Dr. NiCAlSE, who has done so

much in the way of raising and improving the

Strawberry on the Continent, we have a
batch of eight large and handsome varieties,

which have not yet, however, been proved in

this country.

Turn we now in conclusion to VEGETABLES,
which, although the least attractive, are perhaps

the most important of all our garden products.

In Vegetables improvement has hitherto been
mainly effected by careful selection of the

general stock. But now the hybridiser's hand is

upon them, and, in Peas especially, a gi-eat revo-

lution has been eftccted by Dr. Maclean, Mr.
Laxton, and others. We have not, it is true,

this season to record anything so very decided

as last year ; but Mr. Laxton has many pro-

mising things on hand, for which we shall look

forward with eagerness. In Messrs. Carter's
Cook's Favourite we have one promising addi-

tion. In Potatos, Mr. Fenn has been working
with a will, and to good purpose, for to him we
are again indebted for another sterling acquisi-

'tion in the Rector of Woodstock, an early round
variety of first-class excellence ; and in Mr.
Turner's Beaconsfield Kidneywe obtain another

—a large and beautiful, clear-skinned tuber of

fine quality. The high - sounding American
varieties, of which so much was expected, have
been proved of but little value ; the Early Rose,

akhough a good cropper, is of poor quality, while

the Early Goodrich is recommendable as a pro-

lific early sort, of fair quality. In Beets, Messrs.

Veitch & Sons supply us with the Chelsea

Beet, which, for uniformity and sweetness of

flavour, has rarely been surpassed. In Lettuces,

the Sugarloaf is an improved variety of the

Brown, or Bath Cos. In Cucumbers, the winner
of the past year's race was Blue Gown, a black-

spined, long, handsome variety, of fine quality

and prolific habits.

Further wo might go, did space permit ; for in

many other classes there are improvements and
novelties more or less decided, to be found.

Nowhere do we find retrogression, but a steady

progress. " Onwards " must then still be our

motto, so that the review of our achievements in
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the bringing forward of new fruits and vegetables

in the year 1S70 may contrast favourably with

that of the past.

From the schedule of the Manchester
National Horticultural Exhibition, which is

to open on the 3d of June next, we learn that special

prizes, amounting to upwards of ;£"i30, will be distri-

buted, under 14 classes, to a variety of subjects,

extending from Odontoglots to Cucumbers, and from

Pine-apples to Pansies. The highest in amount is the

citizens' prize, ;r^30, for 16 stove and greenhouse plants.

In the other part of the schedule, which extends to

73 cl.xsscs, with ji'900 allotted as prizes, there is the

usual ^'ariety ; and we are glad to see that groups of

miscellaneous plants, 30 for amateurs and 50 for

nurserymen, are invited. These groups are to be

arranged for effect, "with or without a proportion of

cut flowers ;
" they are also to be " in pots not exceed-

ing an average of 8 inches." Both in the case of the

admission of cut flowers, and in that of the size of the

pots, some further explanation of the intention of the

framers, seems necessary. Is it meant that, provided
the whole 30, taking the case of the amateurs, do not

exceed 240 inches in the aggregate, some plants may
be in 5-inch, some in 20-inch pots ? The optional

introduction of cut flowers appears open to objection,

on the ground of introducing the element of uncertainty

into the competition. The higher of the leading prizes

in this part of the schedule vary from ;^I5 down to £•].

With fine weather, and the spirited support usually

accorded to this exhibition, it must be one of the great

floral gatherings of the year.

We have been requested to announce that Mr.
W. Egerton Hubbard, Jun., has placed the follow-
ing Prizes at the disposal of the Royal Horticultural
Society, namely, the sum of ;^5 for the best essay on
Cottage Garbemng, and the sum of ^^3 for the best

essay on Window Gardening. What Mr. Hub-
bard seeks to obtain is a series of plain practical

directions, such as even uneducated people may easily

understand, and such as may enable cottagers to utilise

their gardens to the utmost, as well as to obtain from
their dwelling-room windows the greatest amount of
embellishment—in a word, to secure the best results

fi-om their efibrts in gardening, whether indoors or out.

This information is intended to be printed on cards,
and placed in the hands of the secretaries of Cottage
Garden Societies, &c., for distribution. The essays
intended for competition are to be delivered at the
offices of the Society, at South Kensington, on or
before February 16.

We are informed that at a recent meeting of
the Council of the Royal But.^nic Society, Mr.
James De Carle Sowerby, in consequence of
advanced age, resigned the office of secretary, and Mr.
William Sowerby, who had filled the post of
assistant secretary for many years, was appointed to
succeed him. Mr. Sowerby was one of the founders,
and was nominated secretary in 1839 by the Royal
Charter of Incorporation. At the same meeting Mr.
Thomas Don was appointed superintendent of the
Society's gardens.

We learn from "La Belgiqne Horticole "that the
Botanic Garden at Brussels is likely to pass into
the hands of the Government, and that the fine range
of greenhouses w ill be converted into courts for fine
art exhibitions.

It is happily not often that our advertising
columns contain such an announcement as that which
heads our New Year's D,ay issue, and which is to the
effect, that the Royal Botanic Society has fixed
one of its great summer shows for the same day on
which a meeting of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety had long before been advertised to take place-
that meeting being the South Kensington Rose Show.
Such an act of uncoiu-teousness might have befitted the
days of fierce and uncompromising rivah-y, but seems
utterly inexplicable in times when it h.as been under-
stood that the two Societies were jogging on peacefully
together. The fact remains ; and the Rose Show has,
in consequence, been shifted to June 29, as announced
in the advertisement above refened to.

" There is a wide-spread nimour," says the Pal!
Mall Gazette," vi]\k\\ wehope mayproveto be unfounded,
that it is the intention of Mr. Ayrton to show his
zeal for economy in the Office of Works, by cutting ofl'

from Hyde Park its annual supply of Pelargoniums.
This measure would save so little, and cause so much
general annoyance, that we cannot help fearing it must
be in contemplation. Let us hope it will remain • in
contemplation,' and never be carried practically into
effect. If we got .as good a return for every penny of
our taxation as we get for the few pounds which have
of late years been expended in adorning the parks, we
should have no reason to grumble—if every junior
Lord of the Treasury cost as little, and did as good
service as one of these Pelargoniums, we should have
great cause for satisfaction. It would be hx better, if

our finances really are at so low an ebb that we cannot
aflbrd the few flowers which give so much pleasure to
thousands, that the Government should take in its

own I hands , the letting of chairs, which i!i a lucra-
tive business, and expend the proceeds in beautify-
ing the parks ; by," employing the junior members

of their body to take the money, and offer the seats for

hire, the young men would be usefully occupied, and
all expenses saved beyond the original outlay. We
recommend to Mr. Ayrton's attention an ingenious
plan whicli, according to one of the German papers, is

adopted by the gipsies in the Hop garden at Pesth to

prevent the possibility of money which passes from
hand to hand being appropriated by collectors. The
gipsies give that one of their party whose business it is

to collect money a living fly, to be held in the left

hand, while he holds the collecting dish in the right.

He must bring back the fly alive and well as a token
that he has confined himself strictly to the duties of
collection. If the fly is w^anting, he receives no share
of the contributions he has collected. By adopting
this simple method, Mr. Ayrton might be sure that

every penny thus collected would flow into the Exche-
quer, and the spectacle of a youthful statesman, with a
bluebottle in one hand and a chair in the other, would
do more than anything else to show how conscien-

tiously our rulers are treading the path of rigid

economy."

We learn from a recent prospectus that the issue

of Seemann's Journal of Bot.a.ny will be sus-

pended, unless its sale can be increased so as to cover
tile expenses of the publication. It appears that up to

this time the deficiency has been supplied fronr the

purse of the Editor, obviously a very unsatisfactory

state of affairs. It is to be hoped, for the credit of

British Botany and British botanists that the only publi-

cation in this country devoted entirely to general botany
may receive such increased support as may render a con-

tinuance of its useful services possible. With the view
of giving greater prominence to British Botany, it is

proposed that the interests of that department should
be intrusted to Mr. J. G. Baker of the Royal Kew
Herbarium, and Dr. H. Trimen of the Botanical

Department of the British Museum, than whom no fitter

persons could be found. The subscription price is

reduced to I2j. per annum, payable in advance to the

publishers, Taylor & Co., Little Queen Street, W.C.

We hear rumours of a new gardening monthly,
to be published in Edinburgh under the title of the

Villa Gardener, the idea being to adapt its con-
tents specially to the wants and aspirations of villa

gardeners.

The following letter from M. Decaisne,
relating to a species of DiosPYROS with Edible
Fruits, and hardy in North Europe, has been
forwarded to us for publication :

—

" You have so often, and with so much justice, called
the attention of your readers to the injury done to horti-

culture by the incorrect naming of plants, that I ask per-
mission to call attention to one of these errors, in order
that it may be corrected at the earliest possible moment. In
the ' Revue Horticole ' of August i, 1869, p. 284, was pub-
lished a note on the flowering and fruiting in the Museum
of a Diospyros. to which the author of the article gives

the name of the true D. Kaki. Now, this so-called true

Kaki differs much from tlie plant noticed by Krempfer,
and which is a shrub from the warm and temperate
regions of China. The plant cultivated in the open air of
the Museum is, on the other hand, a plant of Mongolia
and the North of China. It was carefully described 40
years ago by M. de BuNGE, under the name of Diospyros
Schi-tse, at p. 42 of his Enumeration of the Plants of
the North of China. It is called at Pekin by the
name of Kai-tsame-tsen. The writer in the article

in the * Revue ' having learnt that the plant

cultivated in the Museum was not the tme Kaki
g.-we it tlie name of Diospyros costata, as if it were really

a new species, and which name moreover is b.-idly chosen,
as it indicates an abnormal state of the fruit. Thus the

same author has within a few months given two names
to the same plant, and comuiilted moreover two grave
errors, the one in recording tlie fructification in the
climate of Paris of a species derived from hot climates, the

other in giving a new name to a tree carefully described

40 years ago \i^:ii). The Diospyros Schi-tse, of BuNGE,
differs in many points from D. Kaki. Its leaves are

almost glabrous, of elliptical form, shortly acuminate ; the
flowers are solitary ; the calyx is silky in the part concealed
by the fruit, which latter often attains the size of a large

Peacli. of a brown, reddish-orange or deep red colour,

These fniits, as M. BuNGE remarks, contain from 8 to

12 seeds, or more commonly are completely seedless, as

stated in letters from China, which I have received from
M.VI. EuGiNK Simon and A. David, who li.ave, more-
over sent me drawings of the fniit. I should not have
thought it worth while to point out these errors if they
were not likely to be injurious to horticulture, and if they
were not of a nature to mislead amateurs by leading them
to look forward to the successful culture of D. Kaki in

the North of Europe. As I believe that the Diospyros
Schi-tse is the only one sufficiently hardy to take rank
among our fruit trees in the North of Iiurope. I have
deemed it desirable to publish the only true name under
which it should be known and propagated. The fruit of

the Diospyros Schi-tse should be completely bletted before

eaten ; it may then be compared with the " marmalade
'"

of Plums or Apricots. It is eaten in great quantities at

Pekin, where the Kaki cannot ripen. J. Decaisne."

We learn that Messrs. J. M. Johnson & Sons,
of Castle Street, Holborn, announce their intention of

bringing out a new and cheap periodical, called the

Food Journ."VL, to be devoted entirely to the very

important subjects of food and public health. These
two great questions are so prominent now-a-days, and
embrace so many details of personal interest, that we
cannot, even on purely selfish gi-ounds, refuse to listen

to them, especially when put before us in any other but

a professional and technical guise. The adulteration
question will be largely and carefully dealt with, and
many of the leading sanitary writers of the day wili
contribute to the pages of the journal.

The public will learn with satisfaction that the
Silk Supply Association, 3, Castle Street, Ilolbom,
London, is promoting the introduction into this
country of silk reeling, an entirely new industry, which
cannot fail to prove a great boon to our poor operatives
now suffering from the long continued depression of the
silk trade. The system is explained in a pamphlet by
Thomas Dickins, Esq., J. P., the president, who
recently read a paper on the subject before the Society
of Arts, and will be still further elucidated in the
Journal of the Association, to be published monthly,
and to which communications from those interested are
now invited. We shall shortly publish some further
remarks on this subject.

New Garden Plants.
Odontoglossum Galeottianum, a. Rick.

Racemo paucifloro ; bracteis triangulis spathaceis magnis : se]

dorsali triangulo, sepalis lateralibus subEcqualibiis c.irina

petalis oblongis acutis ; labello ima basi unj.ii ,
, 'n , ii.

ungue callo adnato, lamina triangula siil ..
i

.

There is a gi-eat pleasure in at length seeing appear
a hitherto quite obscure species, as in the present case.

Our plant exists, to our knowledge, only in six dried
specimens, two of which are in the Reichenbachian
collection. Dr. Lindley never saw it. We had only
A. Richard's not very useful diagnosis. It is very near
Odontoglossum nebulosum, Lindl., but differs at first

sight by the linear wings to the column. The flower
is white, bearing a few brownish bars at the base of the

petals. The long white callus, three-lobed at its apex,
is covered with yellow streaks. For this rarissiina

avis we have to thank Mr. S. Low, who obtained it

among plants of Odontoglossum Cervantesii. Can it be
a hybrid between that and O. nebulosum ? It is like

the first in bulb and growth, as Mr. Low states, and
our specimens bear evidence. Perhaps it may appear
here or there amidst O. Cervantesii, which is easily to

be recognised as soon as it flowers. H. G. Rclib. fil.

Maxillaria ctenostachya, sp. n.

Caulescens ; foliis subbulbo diphyllo vaginantibus pluribus, folio

summo laminigcro, foliis reliquis triangulis ancipitibus carinatis,

laminis llgulatis acutis : inflorescentiis distichis, squamis trian-

gulis carinatis pluribus (13— 15) imbricantibus : floribus exsertis

secundis, bractea appressa acuta parva ovarium subsequame :

mcnto obtusangulo parvo ; sepalis triangulo ligulatis acuminatis :

petalis subaequalibus : labello trilobo subventncoso, lobis laterali-

bus obtusangulis, lobo medio ligulato obtuso producto, flavo

furfuraceo, carinis tcrnis semilatis a basi in basin lobi medii,

ibi abrupto catloso confluentibus, utrinque superaddita carinula

serrata abbreviata.

A very interesting species, in a morphological

point of view. The floriferous axes are covered with

imbricate carinate triangular sheaths, and thus they look

like stems of Lockhartias. From the axils of the

sheaths arise the peduncled exserted flowers, which
are ochre-coloured, and very like those of Maxillaria

lepidota, Lindl., belonging to the "acaules" group.

Their tails are so long that they remind one of a

Brassia. It was imported from Costa Rica by Messrs.

Veitch. H. G. Rchb.fil.

Oncidium calanthum, sp. n.

AITino Onc-iHIo r.n-niOMs^nn.i :
paninib vhihili miviiua a,,!,-.- hctc-

quinis ill b.i^i, iLipulis Icrnt-, cxlus utrini|ui;, l;anlH^, rustri-

formibiis acutis gcmmis ante carm;xs ; culumna; alts triangulis

hinc lobulatis, rostcllo ornithorrhyncho, tabula rhombea basi

constricta.

A veiy rich flowered golden-yellow Oncid, with a

twining and in part heteranthous inflorescence. Messrs.

Backhouse imported it from Ecuador, or Pern. H. G.

Rclib. fil.

Oncidium Semele, Lind. Rchb.fil.

Affine Oncidio' formosissimo panicula ampla diffusa : sepalis

ligiilatis dorso medio carinatis : petalis supra unguem hastato

oblongis obtuse acutis ; labello statim in auriculas latas oblongo-

ligulatas obtusas dilatato, isthmo brevissimo obcuneato subnulio,

iacinia antjca reniformi magna subemarginata, callo baseos

multipapuloso, carinatis rhombeis geminis papulosis ante-

positis, columna; alis triangulis lobulatis, tabula lata rhombea.

Flowers smaller than those of the Oncidium

calanthum, yellow, with a very few purplish streaks and

blotches. It was discovered in Ecuador by Director

Linden's excellent and successful collector, Mr, WsHis,

//. G. Rchb.fil.

THE WILD SERVICE TREE.

There is no more difficult subject for the English

botanist to decide than that of the n.ativity of our

various forest trees. Even those that are tolerably well

known to have been introduced, have yet, manyof them,

such hoar antiquity, as to render it next to impossible,

even approximately, to fix the date of their introduction.

Until within the last few years there was growing m
the midst of the exquisitely wild sylvan retreat of

Bewdley Forest, in Worcestershire, a solitaiy tree

which might well be appealed to in proof of both of

the above propositions.
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This tree is described as a native plant in different

Floras under the name of Pyrus domestica. Thus,

Hooker says,
—

*' P. domestica, Sm., Sorbus domestica,

L., true Service tree : a solitary tree, in Wyre Forest,

near Bewdley, Worcestershire ;
" and more recently,

Mr. Syme says of it, that " the only instance of its

occurence in this country is that of a single

tree in Wyre Forest, on the borders of Worcestershire,

no doubt not tmly native. It has also been reported

from Cornwall, but on old and unconfinned authority."

The speculations as to its forming a part of our native

flora will be set at rest for the future, as we have to

regret the total destruction of this solitary tree, it

having been destroyed by fire by some mischievous

boys in 1862—a circumstance feelingly related by our

friend, Mr. Edwin Lees, as follows, in the "Botany of

Worcestershire." Speaking of this part of the county,

lie says:— "In connection with Bewdley and Wyre
Forest, Mr. George Jordan merits high commendation
as an untired explorer and guide for many years, and
still, at the great age of 85, retaining much botanical

zeal. While his strength allowed he was ever ready

to lead the way to the purlieus of the forest ; as a fine

nosed herbalist he was rarely at fault in his favourite

ground. Having many times guided the Worcester-

shire Club and its members to the time-honoured

though decfepid Sorb tree {P. domestica), which
he regarded with almost filial love, its wanton
destruction by ruffian hands was a source of much
grief to him, and he gathered up with decent care the

relics that were left of the limbs of the old veteran,

some of which he yet retains. Mr. Jordan brought

a flowering branch of the Sorb tree to the great

meeting of naturalists at Malvern in June, 1855."

Mr. Lees gives a woodcut of the tree in its winter garb

in 1856, and on a sketch which I myself made of this

celebrated tree in June, 1847, I find the following

notes :
—" Sorb tree, Wyre Forest, 5 feet 4 inches at a

yard from the ground. It now only presents a few
leaves at the tips of the branches." Indeed, it at

that time showed signs of decay, but its loss in a

manner so wanton is still to be deplored. At the

same time, as my kind friend and companion in many
a ramble, has secured me a memento of the tree, and
of our rambles to its site, as also a gift of affection, I

may be permitted to describe it. The wood of the

Sorb tree is described in "English Botany" as very

hard, and as being held in great repute for making
mathematical rulers and excisemen's gauge-sticks, until

foreign woods of other kinds superseded it.

The result, then, of Mr. Jordan's pious care was to

share the remains of tins precious tree with my friend

Mr. Lees, who kindly had a portion turned into an
elegantly shaped vase, 8 inches in height, surrounded
with a rim of carvings representing the fruit, and on
the side is a plate of silver bearing the following inscrip-

" THIS VASK,

Made from a branch of the old Sorb tree (Pyrus domes-
tica) once growing in Wyre Forest, and the only wild

example in Britain (now destroyed), was presented to

Professor James Buckman by his friend Edwin Lees, of
Worcester. October. 1869."

I need hardly say that an equal weight of silver

would not be so precious, and that not on account of

the superstition connected with the tree, but as a pledge
of that friendship which seeks the rarest material, and
fashions it with the choicest workmanship for the

bestowal upon its object. At the same time, as some
further account of the tree, and the superstitions con-

nected with it, can hardly fail to be interesting to

your readers, I beg to offer the following notes :—The
leaves of this tree are pinnate, and resemble those of

the Mountain Ash ; the fruit, however, unlike that of
the latter, is pear-shaped. Its Pears, indeed, are some-
times eaten. Thus Mr. Syme observes—" This fruit is

extremely austere when at all unripe, but when mel-
lowed by frost and keeping it becomes soft, brown,
and eatable, somewhat like a Medlar, though to most
people less agieeable." This Pear-bearing tree, as

stated by Mr. Lees— " The country people call the
Witty Pear tree from the shape of its fruit, and the

Mountain Ash they simply call the Witty, or Witten,
tree, and ascribe protective powei-s to both, though the

former is considered the superior. Now, Verstegan
states that ' Witega,' or * Wytega,' was a Saxon term
for a prophet, so here we have the origin of the name
*Wytty' or 'Witten,' and find it was the propheti-
cal, or knowledge-giving tree. The term is used in

Wycliffe's Bible, as signifying 'knowledge,' in the well-

kno\\n passage in St. John's Clospel :
—

' Widder I

goe ye witten, and ye witten the way.' So law papers
still retain the expression, 'Worcestershire to wit.'"*
In Halle\\eirs Archaic Dictionary wc find the word
thus expressed :

—" 'Witty,' knowing, wise.

' I uysse thou art a wytty man,
Thou shalt well drynk iherfore."

"

M.S. Cantab.

Mr. Lees, in the book just cited, further adds :

—

'* The charm that, especially in Scotland, has been ever
attached to the wood of the Mountain Ash or Roan
tree, is \\'ell known :

—

' Witches have no power,
Where there is Roan tree wood."

And it would seem that our Witty Pear tree pos-

* From "Pictures of Na
r.T..S.,S:c.,p. 375.

sessed the same efficacy in times when witchery

was attached to old ladies rather than young ones, and
they were toasted accordingly. The poet says

—

' Rowan tree and red thread
Keep the witches at their speed."

And Mr. Lees further states that the fmit of the Sorb

tree used to be hung up in the foresters' houses

a security "from the witch;" and he met with

honest woodcutter in Wyre Forest, who admitted

carrying a piece of the common "Witchen," or

Mountain Ash, in his pocket, but, to be on the safe

side, he thought that Witty Pear tree, especially its

fruit, might be rather stronger in the way of protection,

Reverting again to this single specimen of Sorb or

Service tree, though it found a place in our flora

as a "native to the manor born,' yet its destniction

can hardly be considered as leaving a blank in

aboriginal flora, as there is much reason to think that this

very tree was introduced to the forest in ancient times

by some recluse hermit or wizard. A reputed "wise man,"
as Mr. Lees suggests, " fixed his abode at this spot, and
planted this sanctified tree, whose leaves and fruit he

probably distributed as a protection from witchcraft,

not without claiming his * dues ' for giving the means
to combat successfully against sorcery."

On my visit to the spot I detected some heaps of

stones near the tree, and I have no doubt that a care-

ful search might serve to unravel some of the mystery

which shrouds this formerly mysterious object.

Viewed in any light, then, the wild Service, Sorb,

or Witty Pear, has an interesting history ; and I am,
therefore, not without hope that these few notes may
be welcome to some of your readers, y. Buckman,
Bradford Abbas, Dorset.

ORCHID CULTURE.
I REGRET my inability to answer the queries of

"G. H.," at p. II13, 1869, regarding the habit of

Dendrobium Falconeri and the dimensions of its bulbs,

having never had the good fortune to meet with the

species here, but when I find it I shall be glad to

furnish the information required. "G. H." may rely

on the temperatures given by me at p. 991, 1S69, for

they are not guessed at, but taken from 12 months daily

observations near the elevation at which Dendrobium
Falconeri is found. In this locality the " Ivy among
Orchids " is undoubtedly Vanda Cathcartii. I once
found a plant of it at an elevation of 2000 feet above
the sea, completely covering, for a height of 10 feet,

the trunk of a tree 12 feet in circumference. It was
laden with flowers, and neither a spot on its beautiful

foliage, nor a square inch of the trunk of the tree, w
to be seen ; this was by far the finest Orchid plant of

any species I have ever seen, either here or in England.
My disappointment may be imagined when, some
time afterwards, on taking a friend to see my splendid

plant, I found only the bare trunk of the tree. Some
one had found it, and had it carried bodily away,
although it must have been a good load for two Coolies.

In other places I have seen it climbing along trees for

15 or 20 feet, but in a more straggling manner.
"G. H. "remarks that he thinks the well-grown plants

at home surpass anything found in a purely wild state ;

and, so far as size of individual plants is concerned,

this idea in many instances is correct, for, in a wild
state. Orchids, like other plants, have a "struggle for

existence" with other species crowding around, and
not giving them room to spread ; but if by a lucky
chance a single plant gets a favourable situation

entirely to itself. Nature soon shoots far ahead of

artificial cultivation, and in exposed places, even where
the plants are crowded, though small, they flower far

more profusely than any I ever saw at home. In their

wild state the majority of Orchids flower most abun-
dantly, but in England I never saw an Orchid-house
with any great number of flowers in it at one time

;

and I have often heard it stated that the paucity of
flowers produced deterred many gentlemen from grow-
ing Orchids.

It appears most surprising that Orchids should natu-
rally be so tenacious of life, and yet be found so
diflicult to cultivate. Something must be wrong with
the present system, and Nature should be studied to

remedy the defect. To shade heavily, and ventilate

sparingly, are, if I mistake not, common practices in

Orchid culture, and yet directly opposed to Nature, It

is true that many of the species are occasionally found
in dark, shady places, but they cannot for a moment
be compared \\\x\\ plants of the same species
found fully exposed to the sun and rain. Abun-
dance of air also appears to be essential to the
welfare of the plants, for they are most abundantly
found high up on isolated trees, where they catch
every breeze, and it is surprising how quickly they
sicken and die when the tree happens to fall among the
low jungle beneath, thus placing them beyond the
reach of the breeze. There are a few species that

certainly will not thrive if fully exposed, but they are
remarkably few and far between. A most notable
instance is Vanda Cathcartii, which I have never seen
except in very shady and moist situations, very generally
on trees overhanging rushing streams. It cannot
withstand drought for any length of time, hence the

great difficulty in transmitting it alive to England.
However, to know these things can be of very little

service to those who arc disposed to accept the warning

given by Mr. Anderson at p. 1040, 1S69, "against

imitating Nature too nicely. ' This appears a strange

doctrine to me, and 1 hope is not considered orthodox
among Orchid-growers ; for I am certain that the

nearer Nature in her more favourable aspects is

imitated, the more chance there will be of success.

W^ere Nature more studied than it is, there would
not be so many complaints about the deaths and
deterioration of the plants, as witness the remarks on
the genus Phalcenopsis at p. Illi, l86g ; but as

remarked by Mr. Anderson, "Orchid growers are

hard to advise;" and to corroborate this remark he
deems injudicious the advice given to dispense with

shade from November to the end of February, given in

my former communication. I am glad, however, to

see that " G. H." found this treatment to answer, and
I console myself with the idea that it is in accordance
with Nature. As a proof of the injudiciousness of this

advice, a plant of Broughtonia sanguinea is brought
forward, "which is said to be grown in Jamaica pretty

much exposed to sun-heat," and a black picture is

given of the results produced by " suspending it close

to the glass in the face of a full meridian sun, in the

months of June or July" in England, may it have
previously been never so well established. The usual

establishing process is to keep the plant constantly

moist in a thickly shaded pit, and surely from such a

place no one would think of bringing any plant to

subject it to such treatment. Not a few plants get their

deathblow while undergoing the establishing process.

To so great an extent are the blinds used, not only in

Orchid culture, but in almost all branches of horticul-

ture, that the sun would appear to be the gardener's

greatest enemy, instead of being his best friend. It is

a wonder that no one ever thought of shading his

Vineries. I do not for a moment think that the

blinds can entirely be done away with, for I know that

they are necessary to the successful cultivation of many
plants, and also for prolonging the flowering season,

&c. ; but they are, in the majority of instances

too thick, and too frequently used. j. A. Gammie,
Go^'crnment Cinchona Citltivation, Dorjcding^ Decem-
ber a^, 1869.

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.
In treating of perennial bedding plants, I think

it will be advisable to enumerate them in their

alphabetical order, so that none may escape obser-

vation. I cannot mention all the spring flowering

perennials here, and therefore I only intend to refer to

those that have been well tried, and have proved them-
selves well adapted for spring decoration, giving the

preference to those suitable for spring bedding. The
first genus from which I shall cull will be that of the

Alyssums, and I shall only select one, viz., Alyssum
saxatile compactum, which is a very dwarf, compact,
free-flowering variety of the common Madwort. This
old-fashioned flower is so well known that it needs no
minute description ; suffice it to say, that it is one of the

hardiest, freest-flowering, and most striking objects a
garden can possess ; it is, in fact, everything that can
be desired to constitute it a first-class bedding-plant. It

is very accommodating
; you can safely remove it

when it has done flowering to any out-of-the-way place

for the summer, and there it will prepare itself for

fresh duty the following spring. These old plants,

however, require a little more care than young ones
do, in removing them from their summer quarters,

so that they may receive no check. They should be
planted in October, and they will be ready to remove
again in May, so as to make room for their more fashion-

able rivals. There is, however, no occasion to trouble

about old plants, as young ones are produced from seed
very freely, and I should always give the preference to

strong seedling plants, rather than those of more mature
growth. The best time to sow the seed is in June, and
by the end of August they will be fit for transplanting ;

but it must be borne in mind they will not flower very

freely the first year ; they flower the best the second
and third seasons. It is necessary, therefore, to sow a

little every year to keep up a succession of strong

blooming plants. It is frequently a difficult matter to

procure seed true ; I have made several attempts, but
failed. At last I purchased a plant of the true

variety, and planted it upon my rockwork, and for the

last four years it has produced sufficient seed to raise

many thousands of plants.

The next important family is the Anemone, which
includes many charming subjects for the spring garden.
Anemone coronaria and its varieties exhibit such a
combination ofgorgeous colours, that they become indis-

pensable to every garden. The colours include all shades
of scarlet, red, blue, rose, and striped, so that they are

exceedingly effective from Februaiy until May. This
species grows from 6 to 8 inches in height, producing
masses of deep green elegantly divided foliage, which
forms a striking contrast with its showy flowers. The
best time for planting the bulbs is from October until

December, but you can plant them as late as March,
though they will not then flower until June. This plant

requires a good depth of rich loamy soil, with plenty
of manure incorporated with it ; the bed should then
be surfaced with a compost of decayed cowdung and
leaf-mould, into which the bulbs should be planted,
covering them with a little coarse road sand. As soon
as the plants begin to decay they can be taken up, but
it \% not necessary to do so. All of the Anemones will
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flower much earlier and much finer if allowed to remain
in the ground. A. hortensis anil its varieties, commonly
called the Star Anemone, require similar treatment
there is quite as much diversity of colour among them,
and they are as free flowering as A. coronaria, and fully

deserve equal attention. 'I'iiere are several ]iiore very
beautiful .species, but you cannot succeed witli Ihem
unless you can plant them permanently. A. apennina,
A. nemorosa fl.-pl., A. nemorosa rosea fl.-pl., A. pal-
mata, and several others, require this treatment.

Arabis comes next in our alphabetical arrange-
ment, but most of these are mentioned in a former
paper as most suitable for edging purposes. The
common A. albida blooms simultaneously with the
Alyssum, and forms a striking contrast with it. After
the Arabis is removed from the beds in the spring it

should be pulled to pieces, and planted out for the
summer in some shady border, as it soon gets unsightly
unless frequently broken up. There is also a purple
variety, sent out last season under the name of A. pur-
purea, but the shade of colour is so slight that I could
not recommend it. A. blepharophylla is a decided
acquisition, and will surely become a valuable plant
for spring bedding ; its flowers are of a bright rosy
purple, and are produced very freely. There is also
another variety which is spoken very highly of, viz.,

A. japonica, but I have not seen sufficient of it to forrn
an opinion of its suitableness for massing.

Ne-xt come the Aubrietias, which claim more atten-
tion than I can possibly give them here. They are
unique in gi'owth, very free-flowering, and will thrive in
almost any situation. They fonn neat compact cushions
of deltoid-shaped foliage, of a pleasing dark green
colour, which is surmounted in spring by innumerable
lilac or purple flowers ; they continue in full flower from
three to four months, but bloom occasionally during
the whole of the year. There are several species and
varieties. Among the principal may be mentioned
A. purpurea, A. deltoidea, A. hesperidifolia, A.
Mooreana, A. grandiflora, A. grjeca, besides the varie-
gated form of A. purpurea, which has been mentioned
among the hardy edging plants. The three latter are
the best and most distinct. A. grandiflora is a large
flowering variety of deltoidea, producing large lilac
flowers in gi-eat profusion, but the habit is not so good
as that of its parent. A. gra;ca is a beautiful species
from the mountains of Greece ; it forms neat compact
cushions of its greyish green foliage, which renders it

very distinct from all those previously mentioned ; it

flowers very freely, and continues in bloom for a longer
period than most of the other species. A. Campbellii
is a most beautiful variety, producing very freely
its large flowers of a deep violet-blue colour ; it does
not grow so freely as any of the others, but when once
planted in a favourable spot, suitable to its require-
ments, it forms a most striking object.
The whole of the species reproduce themselves freely

from seed, but the hybrids will not do so ; the seed can be
sown at any time during the spring in the open ground
and will make nice plants the following spring. The
seedlings should be transplanted as soon as they are
large enough to handle, selecting showery weather for
the purpose, and you will find they will make good
plants for the spring beds the same year. When you
remove your plants in the autumn, take care to do so
with a good ball of earth, so that they may receive no
check, for this greatly improves their flowering in the
sprmg. As soon as they have done flowering, they can
be removed with impunity, broken up, and again trans-
planted for further duty. The varieties, such as
A. purpurea fol. var., A. grandiflora, and A. Camp-
bellii must be increased either by division or cuttings,
the latter mode I should recommend. Take ofl" the
young shoots as soon as possible, after the plant has done
flowering, say when half an inch in length, and insert
them in pots filled with very coarse sandy soil ; they
should then be placed in a cold frame, close to the
glass, and treated as appearances suggest.

Varieties of the common Daisy (Bellis perennis) are
very useful for spring decoration, and can be used in a
variety of ways with very pretty eflect ; they are on
account of their dwarf habits, best adapted for edging,
but that depends entirely upon the arrangement of the
bed. Bulbocodium vemum is a charming hardy bulb,
blooming in February and March ; clumps of it
have a charming appearance in the borders, but it
cannot be recommended for bedding, as it requires
permanently planting, and this applies generally to all
hardy bulbs. Caltha palustris fl. -pi. , the double Marsh
Mangold, is a striking plant for a damp spot, admir-
ably adapted for the borders, but not for the beds
Another good plant for a similar situation is the double
Cuckoo-flower, Cardamine pratensis fl.-pl., also Carda-
mine trifoliata, which should be found in every collec-
tion. I must not omit to mention the Cerastium, a very
interesting gVenus, which deserves notice in a selection of
this kind. It should have been noticed among the
edging plants, as the species are all well adapted for
this purpose

; the dense white foliage forms a striking
contrast with any mass of green.
To the genus Cheiranthus belongs the Wallflower—

C Cheiri, an invaluable plant for the spring adornment
of our gardens. There are several very pleasing
varieties, all of which deserve notice ; the old-fashioned
double yellow and double blood Wallflowers are both
too well known to need any description—the two latter
are increased by cuttings, the former by seed. Among
the alpine species we find C. alpinus, which forms

dense cushions of foliage, which are smothered in eariy
spring with its clear sulphur-coloured flowers; it is very
free in growth, and thrives in almost every situation

;

it is propagated by cuttings, similar to the Aubrietia.'
Cheiranthus Marshallii is an orange-coloured variety of
alpimis. quite as free in growth and in flowering as its

parent
;
both of these can be used with advantage in

the spring beds, and can be safely removed after they
have done flowering

; you can frequently pull them to
pieces with advantage, and treat them like the Au-
brietia. There is also a variegated form of the common
Wallflower, which has a very pleasing appearance
especially when mixed with the plain-leaved varieties.

I must not pass by the Convallaria (Lilyof the Valley).
If you have any quiet secluded nooks be sure and fill

them with these ; the single white, the single rose, the
double v.arieties, and the variegated forms are all 'well
worthy of cultivation. There is also another beautiful
species, called C. bifolia, othenvise, Smilacina bifolia,
which is among the rarest and most beautiful of our
British plants ; it forms a dense mass of light green
delicate foliage, which is smothered in the early spring,
with its still more delicate pure white flowers ; it simply
requires planting in a shady nook, and to be left alone,
when it will increase in size, and consequently iri

beauty every year. Another rare and beautiful plant,
for a similar position, is Cortusa Matthioli ; it is not
unlike Primula cortusoides, but it is much more
beautiful.

Corydalis bulbosa is a chamiing hardy bulb, with
very delicate and pleasing foliage, which is covered in
spring with puce Fumaria-Iike flowers. C. nobilis is

another beautiful species, with bright yellow flowers.
Crocus Aucherii is a new dwarf species from Greece,
producing very eariy in the spring deep orange-coloured
flowers. I shall only mention the Cyclamens, which
appear next in order in my selection of spring flowers,
since I intend making them the subject ofa future paper.
My next is a species of the Hound's-longue, viz., Cyno-
glossum Omphalodes, sometimes called Omphalodes
verna, which is valuable for planting in a damp shady
spot

; its sky-blue Myosotis-like flowers nestling among
its light green foliage, have a charming appearance,
it is among the first harbingers of spring, and should
be found in every garden. I hardly like to pass
by Dielytra spectabilis, as it blooms so eariy, but it

generally gets injured by the early frosts, and therefore
cannot be depended upon, but for indoor decoration
this plant stands unrivalled. D. eximia flowers well
out-of-doors, and is one of the best of our border
flowers, but it does not bloom so early as D. spectabilis
A. I. P., Tottenham.
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.V'l. the unskilful water the surf-ace, but instead ofreaching the roots, the hard soil excludes he wa erwhich only tends to the further hardening and b"k ngo the surface, while the roots remain dry below^Many young trees thus perish in hot weather -oTsurviving, make a feeble growth, and thus are mor4

liable to destruction by winter frosts. Where how
ever, trees have been neglected till the period of severe
drought, and where watering becomes necessary, the hard
surface should be removed as far down as the roots will
admit, and the water then poured on, and the earth
replaced. Mellowingthe surface and mulching will after-
wards prove very beneficial. Mulching or coverin-r the
ground about the trees with straw and stable litte'r or
leaves, will (if timely performed) obviate the neces'sitv
of watering even in extreme cases. Midsummer
droughts will scarcely affect trees thus protected in
connection with a clean, mellow surface. As the t'ime
required for their fruiting depends very much on their
management, while the quality, even more than the
amount yielded, is influenced by the treatment they
receive, it is well worth some pains and labour to give
them every advantage. As soon as the trees arrive from
the nurseiy, they should be planted without delay in
their respective places, previously selected and pre-
pared for them, and be firmly staked, watered and
finally mulched. This will conclude nearly all that is
necessary the first season, with the exception of per-
haps a little pruning and pinching in of the summer
growths. Edward Bennett, OsheHon, Worksop

Ionic Contspnkiitc.

YOUNG FRUIT TREES.
It frequently occurs at this season of the year, when

people are busy planting fruit trees, that the question is

asked, how long shall I have to wait before my trees will
come into bearing? and, again, how shall I manage them
from the time I get them from the nursery, so that they
inay be brought quickly into profitable bearing ? The
tirne required for fmiting depends entirely on two
things, viz., size and age of the trees, and proper
management. In these days Pears worked on the
Quince, Apples on the Paradise, and Cherries on the
Mahaleb stock, may be purchased in the autumn to
bear a full crop the following season ; therefore those
who wish for quick returns can have them by payin
little higher pnce for their trees.

The remarks which I am about to oflfer refer more
particularly to the management of ordinary-sized trees
(not grown as bushes) purchased from a nursery.
Everybody knows perfectly well that half-starved
children and cattle cannot thrive, and yet they expect
young fniit trees not only to thrive and grow, but to
yield good crops, when not receiving a fiftieth part of
the attention that is bestowed on a half neglected herd
of cattle. Crammed in the first place into small holes
dug in hard soil, and afterwards left to chance, to
be overgrown and choked by coarse weeds and grass,
they are quite sure to refuse the injustice of repaying
with a good crop such negligence, not to say utter
starvation at the roots.

With respect to proper treatment, the first thing is

to get good soil. To set good trees on bad land is like
sitting down to dine with enqity dishes ; there is

nothing to support the growth of the tree, nor any
food to supply it with proper nourishment. Therefore if
the soil is not already good, it should be made so
previous to planting. If the trees are expected to
thrive well, the first thing is to obtain sufficient depth
of soil to enable the roots to extend themselves freely,
and to hold moisture without drying up in protracted
droughts

; this may be obtained by digging large holes
8 feet in diameter, and 2 feet deep, and filling them
with good earth. The soil should be kept clean and
mellow for many feet about each tree during the whole
season. Treated in this way the degree of moisture
which the earth will retain a few inches below the
surface, compared with the meagre supply in a hard or
grass-grown surface, is surprising, and it renders water-
ing rarely necessaiy. It is a frequent occun-ence
to find young fruit trees which have been well
transplanted and properly cared for in the spring
entirely neglected at midsummer. The soil becomes
hard, its moisture is withdrawn, and its fertility

lessened by a growth of grass and weeds. To remedy

Vine Extension.—As an advocate of the Vine
extension system, I am induced to give you my experi-
ence. Fourteen years ago we planted two vineries
here, six Vines in each house of eight rafters ; each
occupied its allotted space for the first four years ; from
that time I have gradually extended them, till at the
present time we have only two Vines in each house.
Their health and fruitfulness have been the admiration
of all who have seen them. But now comes the
struggle—one Vine or two in a house? This, I think,
we must decide. My employer, who was at first
against the extension system, is now in its favour, as he
says the quality of the fruit is much superior ; but I
must say he had no other reason for our Vine extension
than the above, and giving them more room as they
became older ; the roots have liberty inside or out, the
front wall being on arches. "Sacred to the Vine
roots " is not written here, as our borders are yeariy
cropped. I know one vinery in tliis county (Cumber-
land), built the same season as ours, that now has its
second batch of Vines on the limited system. There
may be seen a beautiful instance of the Vine extension
in the gardens of a nurseryman near here. This Vine
was not planted with a view to grow Grapes, but to be
a shade to a plant-house, and was planted without
ceremony. The crop this Vine bears is something
wonderful ; it has no border, and where its roots have
gone to no one seems to know. It was an old Vine
when I knew it first— 15 years ago, and it seems to
improve each year. I could point to another instance
of the extension system where the Vines have borne
heavy crops for a great number of years, and are still

doing well. Here, again, there appears to be no pre-
pared border. To what must we attribute this success ?

My humble opinion answers—extension. John Taylor,
Rose Hill Lodge, Botchcriy, Carlisle.

The Deodar. — I have been interested in the
discussion on Deodars, and am quite certain that,
except in soils which have much .sand, none will be
ever so valuable for timber as Cedars of Lebanon. I
have planted them for 20 years on magnesian and,on
carboniferous limestones, on new red marls, &c. , and'all
in open situations, not too much exposed, and find that
the bark of all have that unhealthy gloss (not green)
which all woodsmen know betokens disease. But
there is a tree which grows quite as fast in good cool
soil, which "cuts" very much like Beech in felling,
very unlike common Spruce or valley-grown Scotch
Fir or Larch. I allude to the Abies Morinda, one of
which I have just cut down ; although not so bushy as
a Deodar, it is much taller, though of the same age.
I can safely recommend this for planting in red
maris, which are cool but not wet. I have little

doubt that it will make at least as good timber as
" yellow deals. " Somerset.

Heliotropes all the year round.—I am much
obliged to Mr. Culverwell for his advice about the
Heliotrope (see p. 1331, 1869), but I certainly cannot
accept it. Neither can I let his remarks on that weedy
plant, as he terms it, pass unnoticed, though it may
appear weedy compared with his Luculia gratissima,
which, according to the description given, must be a sight
worth seeing. I have no desire to say a word against
the Luculia, but I question whether every one would
succeed in getting it to grow so freely as it does with
your correspondent. Does it answer as well in every
case for cut flowers as the Heliotrope, and is its per-

fume as grateful as that of the latter? I fancy I hear
some lady saying—no ; indeed, I know ladies that would
object to it as being too powerful. Therefore, I must
still adhere to all I have said in favour of the

Heliotrope, as I feel sure its grateful perfume will ever

be a recommendation in its favour. Besides, it may be
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had in bloom all the year round, as the continual

cutting of the blooms induces it to make fresh giowtti,

which, as a matter of course, gives a succession of

flowers, whereas the Luculia, according to i\Ir.

Culvenvell's version, will not bloom more than five

months out of the 12. Perhaps I may some day feel

inclined to introduce a plant of Luculia gratissima, but

certainly not with the intention of replacing the

Heliotrope. G. R. Allis^ HaHsholme Hall^ Lincoln.

Garden Ivies.—Dr. Seemann has spoken plainly,

and attached his name to his communications. What
remains, as between him and me in connection with

this subject, those who have read his book and my
paper can decide for themselves. To "Hedera"and
" W. T." I have nothing to say, for I make it a rule to

avoid discussion with people who are ashamed of their

names. Shirley Hibberd. [We do not insert communi-
cations without knowing the names of their writers.

Certainly the writers in question have no need to be

ashamed of their names, though it may not always suit

their modesty to have them published. Eds.]

Tricks of the Trade.—Is your correspondent
*' B. M.," at p. 12S0, 1869, aware that three different

plants are sold in the English trade under the name of

Picea amabilis ? Of the true Abies amabilis (Forbes)

(not Picea) I can coiToborate the nurseryman's state-

ment, that no seedlings of it are to be found in the

trade, neither in England nor on the Continent, but of

Abies nobilis robusta (magnifica) and A. grandis,

CaiT. (lasiocarpa), the two other kinds which are

known as Picea amabilis, there are plenty of seedling

plants to be had. We have several times received from

different seedsmen, seeds of Abies amabilis said to be

tnie, but we never succeeded in raising a single plant,

nor do I know of any one else that has. I should

like to know why English nurserymen persist in

confounding the genus Abies with Picea. It is

really a pity to see in some of their catalogues how
Abies, Picea, and Tsuga, Biota and Thuja, are mixed
up together. I defy any person who is not well

acquainted with Coniferce and its nomenclature, to

succeed in finding in such catalogues what they are in

want of. As a book which should be consulted by
nurserymen who are preparing their lists, I recom-

mend the last edition of M. Carriere's " Traite General

des Coniferes. It is the best and completes! treatise

issued up to the present time. A Foreign N'lirscryman.

Cheap Tobacco.—I would strongly advise your
correspondent, Mr. W. Smythe (see p. 1283, 1869), to

grow his own Tobacco for fumigating purposes. Hav-
ing done so myself for some years I can speak with

confidence as to its efficiency, if properly prepared. My
mode of preparation is very simple, and probably not

new to many of your readers. I procure seed of the

Virginian variety, and sow it in a shallow box or

pan, about the first week in April, and then place it in

a warm house or frame. As soon as the seedlings are

strong enough to be handled, they are potted offinlo small

6o-si2ed pots, and grown on until the end of May, when
they are gradually hardened off, preparatory to being

planted out in the open ground, which should pre-

viously be well manured and trenched. The plants

are put out about 2 feet apart, each way, and the

ground is kept clean during the summer ; they then

make a fine growth. About the end of August the leaves

are stripped off to about halfway up, leaving the top-

most ones on the plants a fortnight longer, to allow of
theirfurther development. Theyare then placed in a cool

house or diy shed to dry out the sap, which takes

about two or three weeks. During this time they
should be turned over every two or three days. When
the leaves become quite brown in colour, they are

packed in a box, and a heavy weight is put on them
to induce slight fennentation. After remaining in this

condition for a week they are taken out and again
spread out to dry. This process of drying and packing
is repeated three times. The Tobacco then acquires its true

flavour, and is fit for use ; so much so that I am obliged
to keep it locked up to prevent its being taken by the

men. Tobacco, so prepared, will destroy all insects

that any known preparation of its kind will kill, besides

being perfectly harmless to the most tender plant. I

need scarcely remind Mr. Smythe that he must not
glow too great a quantity, or he will infringe the

revenue laws. I generally plant about 2 poles of
ground, and that will grow about 20 pounds of good
wholesome leaf. I would advise those of your readers

who have not already done so to give this method a
trial. H. Beasley^ Ecton Hall Gardens.

Grapes.—Mr. Ingram, in his interesting article on
Grapes (p. 1331, 1S69) gives the names of some
varieties worthy of cultivation, especially Mr. Pearson's
new seedling with a strawberry perfume. In addition,

I wish to draw attention to an old variety not very
well known, namely, the Black Monukka. This Grape
is, I think, the bonne bonclie of all the race hitherto

raised ; for besides being seedless it possesses a crisp,

juicy, refreshing flavour, and the beiries may be eaten,

skins and all, with the greatest gusto. [We quite agi'ee in

this estimate of the Black Monukka. Eds.] It is like-

wise one of the very best black Grapes for using in jellies,

its very long small shouldered bunches yielding an
immense supply when clipped off in small clusters for

that purpose. Another early stove Gmpe, the Purple

Constantia of Speechley's catalogue, is not grown or

known so well as it ought to be where a collection of

Grapes is required. It is one of the veiy highest

flavoured of perfumed Grapes in the Frontignan sec-

tion, and a great bearer. C3f course none of the above
varieties are show Grapes, but where the palates of our

employers are to be consulted, they ought to be grown
for that purpose in all large collections. I have grown
a French Grizzly Grape here for some time, which I

believe is named the Gromier du Cantal in the cata-

logues ; and where variety is wanted in the dessert it

is a desirable sort. Grown here in a Muscat house it

shows immensely large well shouldered bunches, and
when quite ripe is of a transparent rose colour, and
with a very juicy and brisk flavour. For a collection of

show Grapes, affording variety, it islikewisewelladapted,

from its peculiar tint of colour. IVilliam Tillery.

Game Cover. — About a year ago there was
a good deal said by several of your correspondents

about the best shrubs for game covert, but I don't

think anyone spoke of the Bramble. Now, in the

West Riding of Yorkshire I have seen Bramble coverts

that put a very experienced old himtsman into raptures,

and I do not think that hares or rabbits bite the

Bramble much. Accordingly, I want to get a good

quantity of it into certain bare portions of the woods
here. Can anyone give me advice in the matter?

Among other doubts, 1 have two—would cuttings do,

placed where they are to remain? and which is the

best kind of Bramble for the purpose? The small

sort, called LambeiTy, seems to me the best. H. T, AI.,

Gatehouse^ Scotland.

The Wood-Leopard Moth (Zeuzera xsculi).

—

Please give me the name and means of destruction

of the wood-boring insect of which I send you

an example. The piece of wood sent is from the

end of a bough, into which the insect bored its way.

It was at least 3 feet longer when it commenced its

ravages. The branch was cut from the tree about two
months ago, but it still continues its boring operations.

\V. P. If. [The grub is the catei-pillar of the Wood-
Leopard Moth (Zeuzera jesculi), ofwhichwe givean illus-

tration. No. I represents the lan-ae, 2 the chrysalis.

3 the male insect, and 4 a group of the eggs. As in the

bough sent, it bores up the middle of the solid wood of

the young branches of Apple, Pear, and Plum trees,

and sometimes Elm. We presume the best remedy
for them is to cut off and bum the attacked branches,

but they are not in such force in this country as to do
much harm. Mr. Newman says that they are never in

such excess as to destroy the trees, and adds : *'We
have even observed that fruit trees thus infected bear

more abundantly than those which are perfectly

healthy "—a physiological phenomenon, the meaning
of which horticulturists will be at no loss to understand.

Mr. Curtis, the \\Titer of the article from which the cut

is taken, says: ** Fruit trees may be protected from
these mischievous ]ar\':E by painting them with whale-
oil soap, as recommended in this Journal, vol. ii.

p. 304 ; and no doubt if tobacco smoke could be forced

into perforated trees, it would drive out the larvae, just

as rats are ejected by water. We should be glad if

** W. P. H." would send us a few more specimens of
the grub and injured branchlets, for the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's collection of economic entomology in

the South Kensington Museum. Eds.]

Bedding Calceolarias.—These suffer more from
"coddhng" than almost any other plants that are
used for sunmier bedding. Really they require but a
minimimr of care after all, and are much more capable
of withstanding severe frost than we usually give them
credit for. For some years past I have not potted one
plant that was destined for bedding, nor put them
under glass ; for, having proved that they do as well
without glass as with it, I have seen no necessity to add
to my care concerning them in winter. Nothing makes
a better frame for the winter reception of cuttings than
some three-quarter or inch boards, and if these are
afforded on the outside the additional protection and
support of a little soil or ashes, that is sufficient. The
cuttings may be put in in October, and the space of

4 inches allowed between the soil and the top of the
frame. No covering will be needed until frost sets in,

when a board top can be placed over them, which may
remain as long as the frost does, and be again removed
with the return of mild weather. No matter how hard
the soil may be frozen, provided, the covering is not

removed until the thaw is complete, no evil results will

follow. These cuttings will by April have grown into

bushy and robust plants, that can be transplanted any-

where by the aid of a garden trowel with the greatest

ease. Such plants as these will rarely if ever fail, and
get so firmly established in the soil that a continuous

bloom will inevitably result. This I have invariably

found, even in hot diy soils, to be the case,—the effect

no doubt of the thorough seasoning they have under-

gone during the previous winter. I have now growing
in such a wooden box as I have described, a large

number of seedling half-shrubby Calceolarias that had
nothing but |-inch boards between them and the external

weather. During the late frosts they were closed up for

a week, and must during that time have been frozen very

hard ; but when I uncovered them on the 1st, I found
them looking as fresh as ever. Depend upon it the

Calceolaria is much more hardy than we imagine, and
should be treated accordingly. As a yellow bedder,

aurea floribunda still ranks as first favourite, ami
deservedly so, as its gorgeous masses of orange have
not yet been surpassed. Treat it as a robust youth,

and it will repay for the labour expended, but if

coddled look out for failures. A fine old kind, that is

much esteemed, is Kayii Improved ; its continuity of

flower is remarkable, the trusses are smaller, and the

colour less bright than in the fomier kind, but it is on
the whole more reliable. A profuse yellow blooming
plant is indispensable in the summer flower garden,

and certainly for that purpose the Calceolaria has not

been superseded. Alex. Dean.

Picea cephalonica.—The following life-history ofa
specimen of Picea cephalonica which is growing at

Haynes Park, Bedfordshire, the seat of the Rev. Lord
John Thynne, may be of interest to those of our

readers who are trying that tree in Britain :—The tree

is perfectly hardy in Britain, but it is very rarely a free

grower. In the severe winter of 1860-61, Mr. Palmer's

tables show that it was only killed at four places, and
much injured at one out of 67 reported on. The four

places where it was killed were in Oxford, Norfolk,

Stafford, and Yorkshire, and it was much injured at

Flitwich House, not far from Haynes Park ; thus

apparently supporting the view that the inland coun-

ties are the least favourable to plants of doubtful hardi-

ness, those nearer the sea having naturally a milder

and more equable temperature. According to an old

catalogue, the tree in question was planted in 1840,

Some years ago the leading shoot or bud was destroyed,

most probably by squirrels, and the main strength of
the tree went into two of the side buds which grew
stronger than the others, and, becoming great branches,

spread out even beyond the lower ones, and the points

turning upwards, gave the top of the tree the appear-

ance of an inverted umbrella without a stick. While
in this state the tree bore cones several times, and pro-

duced good seed. In 1865 the leading shoots of these

two large branches began to grow upwards, and to

increase vei-y much in size ; but it was evident that, if

the weight on the extremities of these branches

increased much, there would be great danger of the

tree splitting. In the end of March, 1867, a thorough
examination of the tree was made, and a bud about the

size of a pea was found in the centre of the top of the

stem, where the bark of the two large upper branches

divided ; there were also several other buds pushing
out. It was determined to give this centre bud a
chance to make a leader, the other buds were there-

fore rubbed off, and the two large branches were cut off

at from 18 inches to 2 feet from the stem, and some
others shortened. During the summer following the

bud grew several inches, and had every appearance of

a leading shoot. In the autumn the upper branches

were again cut in, and the tree Ijrought as much as

possible into a conical form, which it had entirely lost.

The new leader continued to grow during the two
following years, and in November last it measured

4 feet loj inches in length and 5 inches round at the

base ; the growth of the present year measuring 3 feet

2 inches. The other dimensions of the tree are:

—

Feet ins.

Height to the base of new leader 16 6

Circumference of stem at base . .. .. 53
Ditto at 5 feet from grotmd .. 3 loj

Ditto just below the two large upper branches . . 28
Round the two large branches at i fuot from ) i 8

the tree f 1 10
Circumference of the lower branches, from 80 feet to 90 feet.

I am indebted for these details to Mr. F. J. Thynne, who
has been kind enough to procure them for me. And.
Murray.

The Schedule of the Royal Horticultural
Society.—While there has been a manifest desire on

the part of those who arranged the schedule this year

to popularise these meetings, and to encourage all

lovers of flowers and plants, I regiet that they should

have been so ill-advised as to make some {what I can-

not but call) egregious blunders. May I ask what
grower of variegated Pelargoniums ever adWsed
August as the month in which they were to be shown ?

It is evidently intended to be a sort of test of their

value, and yet not one of them can possibly be in

character. Then, again, as to the Gladiolus show in

August. I was told that great things were to be done
for "us Gladioli growers." And yet what has been
done ? Two very liberal prizes have been offered by
the President and Mr. Wilson, but they are as sure to

go to Mr. Kelway as the Dutch prizes for Hyacinths
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were to Messrs. Cutbush and \V. Paul, and no one

grudges tliem to him. In the open class, of course, no

private gi^ower can compete with men who grow

50,000 bulbs ; so that there just remains the chance of

one's getting a prize for six. See liow it works. My
neighbour, Mr. Bunyard, who grows largely, says it is

no use trying to compete with Mr. Kelway ; and I

myself was about to have stages, &c., made, in hopes

of a keen competition amongst amateurs, and now I

must give it up. D.^ Deal.

Ailantus as a Timber Tree.—Seeing a question

asked at p. 7 as to the value of this tree for timber, I

am induced to inform you that there are two very fine

specimens growing in the grounds here. They are 50
feet in height, and measure 5 feet in circumference at

12 inches above the ground. At 4 feet high they

measure 4 feet 5 inches. They are both handsome
specimens, but unfortunately one of them is growing
too near to a fine Cedar of Lebanon, which is 60 feet

high, and has a circumference of bole of 12 feet 9 inche:

at 5 feet above the gi-ound, with branches spreading

out giacefuUy all around, covering 2S0 feet of ground,

Just by is another fine Cedar, planted by the late Duke
of Wellington on August 17, 1827, Perhaps there is

not another tree of its kind in England that has grown
so fast as this one. If you desire it, I will, someday,
give the height and general dimensions of this speci-

men. The Ailantus will have to be cut down to make
room for the development of the Cedar, then I shall

be able to give you some account of what the timber is

worth. John Chapman^ Kingston Lacy Gardens^ IVim-
barne, Dorset [Please do. Eds.]

Vine Budding.—The bark of the Vine stock is cut

clean off, according to the size of the bud to be put on,

inserting the lower end of the bud in a sUt, so as to

keep it finn. I have practised this kind of budding
the laterals of old Vines for five years, but the results

were not satisfactory, until I discovered that the last

week in August or first week in September was the

best time to perform the operation, and also that each
bud must be protected from the drying influences of the

atmosphere by bandages of cotton wool or other similar

material, which have to be kept constantly wet for three

weeks. Unless this is done, budding of Vines will not
be satisfactory, and people who profess to have budded
Vines never have done them satisfactorily. I do not
call successful budding that which gives you only one
*' take " in half-a-dozen, or perhaps more, and no fruit

even from that ; but if budding in September is managed
properly, every eye will take, and show fruit just as

freely as the natural buds of the Vine. The wood
should be in a half-ripe state, and pliable, so as to

bend uniformly upon the cut that it is to cover.

Z. Stet'ens, Trentkam Gardens^ Staffordshire.

Chimonanthus fragrans.—I am able to add evi-

dence that the above produces and ripens its seed in

this country. Twenty-seven years ago I was admiring
the fragrance of the blooms of this plant at Fowls
Castle, in company with Mr. Brown, the highly
respected gardener. We found a small pod containing
two or three seeds, which Mr. Browm allowed me to

bring away. I raised a plant from one of the seeds,

which is now a huge fellow, against my dining-room
chimney, and covered at this time with its fragrant
blooms. Mr. Brown is still at Powis Castle, and no
doubt remembers the circumstance. He seemed a
little surprised at the time to find a seed-pod. My
tree, though blooming every Januai^y, has never pro-
duced a seed-pod. IV. M. Rowland, Bishop's Castle
Vicarage^ Salop.

Sensational Vine Pruning.—There are plenty of
writings truly on all that relates to the Vine, Vine
pruning, and all its belongings. We get wonderful
reports every now ami then, of wonderful practices
and like results—big stories of big bunches, and big
returns, which for a time create a great sensation.

Sensational, yea poetical writings we have too, occa-
sionally, even in the pages of the practical Ganteners'
Chronicle. I have seen nothing lately, however, to
compare in any way with an article about Vine pruning
by your correspondent '* David Tell Fact" (p. 1307,
1869), which is very likely to give rise to perplexity
and confusion. •* David," some time ago, gave us an
interesting account of the Vines at Bishop Stortford,
and told us some valuable facts, as I supposed. *' P."
rudely interferes with his theme, when down comes
*' David," not with facts, but with what seem more
like flights of fancy. If what "David" tells us are
facts, then our noted Vine pruners and Grape culti-
vators are but barbarians and savages, despite
their having lived all their lives in beautiful
gardens, which is said to be ennobling. Mr.
Miller, of Bishop Stortford, may well cry, "Save
me from my friends. " For * * David" tells us that ye, yea,
and all of ye, who prune your Vines on the whip-stick
style, are "barbarous hackers" and "savage pruners."
This, if interpreted strictly, almost amounts to a libel

on the great majority of English Grape growers. It

reminds me of some penny-a-liner's description of a
glorious murder case. "The leading shoots nm up "

" like race-horses ;" "but the eye of the savage" " is

upon them;" one, two, three, four, five, "and they are
beheaded." " Life trembles in the balance with death ;

it, however, conquers;" the "leader is decapitated," and
the savage no longer sticks at trifles, but " one—pinch,
two—cut, three—slash, and so on," Why the Polecats

'

(Pollards) in our woods "have a more pleasant time of
it compared to the barbarous cruelties perpetrated upon
our Vines." We should think so, but, sei'iously, is

this gardening? After wading through a good deal of
this thrilling style of writing, "David" at last recom-
mends something, and here it is :

" When root action
is excessive"—that is, I suppose, meant for when they
grow too strongly, a thing which I have never seen
occur in a well-made border—" it is much safer to deal
with it directly by root-pnming than indirectly by top-

cramping, or close-pmning. " , Top-pmning is a
" barbarous cruelty," but root-pruning is a bene-
ficial "surgical operation." Here this, O ye
savages ! I forebear comment, but leave those
who like the advice to adopt it, or those
(if any) who have practised the root-pruning of
their Vines to tell us the facts of the case. "David
Tell Fact " is right in stating that Vine borders may be
made too porous, but altogether wrong in his belief

that "firmness, amounting to obstinacy, is one of the

best physical conditions of a Vine border." There is a
happy medium in this as in all things else. The
example given by me, and alluded to in support of this

idea, was of the " roots clustering round the broken
bricks, &c.," in the walk, and why? Because of the

regular supply of moisture about these bricks, and the

easy access of the air—in other words its porosity. B.

Dolomite.—When Mr. Cramb read his paper at

the Manchester Congress, on the injurious effects of
magnesian limestone on his Vine borders, I was fortunate

enough to be present, and in my simplicity thought it

one of the most practical papers I had ever listened to
;

and as I had paid dearly for my infonnation on Grape
culture, I was delighted to see one hidden danger
brought to light without expense, and the gardening
world duly warned off one rock on which Mr. Cramb
had run foul. I had never seen the author of the
paper until he stood up to address his Grace the Presi-

dent of the Society, and his fellow gardeners, in Con-
gress assembled ; and I have no intention here of
going minutely into the subject, or of repeating the

arguments that were adduced viva voce at the Congress,
still less to repeat what your correspondents have
communicated to the Gardeners' Chronicle ; but I must
not pass over what I deem an unfair statement of Mr.
Cramb's views, for while he made out a clear case
against magnesian limestone, he did not say one word
against limestone in general. The particular class of
rock known as magnesian limestone, exists in vast bulk
in this country and on the European continent, as well
as in that of America, and may frequently be seen
polished as marble. There is a fine bed of it in the
neighbourhood of Mansfield, in Nottinghamshire,
forming, perhaps, the best building-stone in England,
and which the Mansfield people thought should have
been used in building the Houses of Parliament. Now
this magnesian carbonate of lime is not like the chip in

porridge, that can do little good or harm by its

presence, but is a gigantic affair, with a well defined
character. It is called dolomite, in honour of the cele-

brated French geologist, Dolomieu. The Mansfield
specimen, when burnt as lime for mortar, is of a dark
grey colour, by no means inviting in appearance when
compared with such as Buxton lime ; and my inquiries

have elicited the admission, that however valuable as

a building material, it was of no use whatever to the

land as manure. Not only does it yield immense
blocks of stone for building purposes, but every frag-

ment can be burnt to make lime mortar. The differ-

ences in carbonate of lime, as found in the quarries of

this country, are very great indeed, as may be seen by
comparing the printed analyses issued by the lime
burners at the principal quarries. I got a very full

account of one from Yorkshire, some 10 or 12 miles

south of Sheffield, stating the district of Huntingdon-
shire and the fens as examples of soils where its best

effects were produced. Ardwick lime, burnt in the

suburbs of Manchester, sets under water, and its mortar
is valuable on that account, but few would think of

using Ardwick lime for purposes of fertilising land.

In "Maunders' Scientific and Literary Treasury,"

publislied by Longman & Co., 1858, there occurs the

following note :
—"The lime resulting from the calci-

nation of magnesian limestone is said to have an
injurious action on vegetation." It is, therefore,

evident that some 10 or 12 years, ago, dolomite had
its character as well defined in regard to agriculture

as Mr. Cramb has shown in respect to horticulture. A
lebrated chemist in Manchester made a fortune by

calcining magnesia for medicinal purposes, and every
one has seen the peculiar lettered bottle, with " Henry's
Calcined Magnesia " in high relief thereon. In like

every one has seen the ordinary kiln where the

lime burner calcines the limestone for building, for

agriculture, and the like. Now, if the limestone and
the magnesia will retain their characters after such a
fieiy trial as calcining, no one need be deceived by their

action as powerfiil chemicals. The wise King said, if

you thrash a fool—ay, if you pound him in amortar—his

foolishness will not leave him ; but what is that to subject-

ing an article for hours to a white heat as is done with

lime, t^'c. , and yet the Hme retains its power, and so does the

magnesia, the one to constipate and the other to relxx.

It would be well if your correspondents would confine

their remarks to dolomite, and not ramble over the

very extensive field of lime, for that word embraces

host of articles very d

a volume might be written on the subject, showing
what soils and crops certain limes would benefit. No
one has ever doubted that lime is beneficial in the
formation of Vine borders, any more than they would
doubt of its fertilising a field of Bariey

; but pretty
strong doses of dolomite are not without danger to
certain plants in field as well as garden. I am no
partisan in this disputed case. I have never seen
Mr. Cramb save at the Congress, and never spoke to
him ; I only write now to cast my mite into the scale
of facts, hoping that tmth may in the end be elicited.

Alex. Forsyth, Islington Square, Salford.

The late Mr. W. Barnes,—In the memoir of this

great plautsnian, at p. 14, it is mentioned that he spent
some time at this nursery. It was here that he com-
menced in earnest the study of botany, and fii-st

became acquainted with British plants. He has fre-

quently told me of his love for botanical subjects, and
how he employed almost every moment of leisure in

exploring Epsom, Banstead, and the adjacent neigh-
bourhood in quest of Nature's gems, and how richly
his homely-constructed herbarium was stocked from
these sources. It was one of his objects to ascertain
the number of British plants growing wild throughout
the length and breadth of the celebrated Derby Course.
He enumerated 48 species, and 51 species form the
maximum up to the present time. His love for plants
was great, and in all his peregrinations, whether on
business or pleasure, plants of all denominations com-
manded his attention, and appeared to possess a
charm for him. Ransley Tanton, F R.H.S., E-pwm
Nurseries, Surrey.

Foreign Correspondence.
American Cemeteries.—The Greenwood Ceme-

teiy, New York, is a place of public recreation,

second only in importance to the parlvs already
described. In form it is nearly rectangular, measuring
about a mile across in one direction, and a mile and a

quarter in the other, consisting ofsome 600 acres of land.

Its surface is beautifully diversified by hill and dale,

and the planting and laying of it out are, upon the

whole, all that can be desired. It is traversed by
about 20 miles of carriage roads, walks being equally

numerous and extensive, and affords employment all

the year round to considerably over 200 workmen.
To Major Douglas belongs the credit of the design for

this cemetery, which was laid out some 30 years ago.

During the first four or five years of its existence its

success as a commercial undertaking was somewhat
doubtful ; but after that time its value as a burial

ground began to be fully recognised, and now it is one
of the most coveted of cemeteries. Owing to the

innumerable windings of the roads and walks consider-

able intricacy pervades the place, which is laid out in

what may be called the gardenesque style ; and the

undulating character of the ground, heightened by
judicious planting, adds much to its beauty.

Prominent among hills in this cemetery, or at least

eminences of considerable elevation, may be named
Vista Hill, encircled by Vista Avenue ; Battle Hill,

Woodland Ridge, flanked by Woodland Avenue

;

Walnut Hill, surrounded by Hawthorns and hardy
Azaleas ; Forest Ridge, with its accompanying
avenue ; Pine, Holly, and Meadow Hills ; Mulberry,

Birch, Cherry, and Lawn Girt Hills ; Fountain Hill,

Myrtle, Locust, Tulip Tree, and Bay Grove Hills ;

Orchard Hill, Aspen, Vine, and Alpine Hills, and
Oak and Larch Hills. Among dells are Cedar,

Crescent, Forest, Grassy, Evening, and Bay-side Dells.

To paths the names of plants have been given, such as

Olive, Arbutus, Hazel, Almond, &c. Avenues are

named in a similar manner, the names of trees of larger

growth, as Acer, Elm, Chestnut, Cypress, &c., being

chosen. Of water scenery I have little to say ; what
may be termed lakes, of which there are several in

different parts of the gi'ound, are too small to require

comment.
The view from Battle Hill, with river scenery in the

distance, is giand and extensive, and the number of

flowering shnibs and trees is greater than is to be

found in English cemeteries. The masses of white

flowers with which Greenwood Cemetery is ornamented

are very effective ; among them are Magnolias, Comus
florida, Spirajas, and white Lilacs, which, when
planted as they are here, in connection with dark green

evergreens, are shown off to excellent advantage. This

is more particularly the case in the neighbourhood of

Fern Path. Green glades and banks of evergreens

surround sylvan water, a description of scenery with

which white marble tombs form a striking yet agree-

able contrast. Arbor and Landscape Avenues have bold

and beautiful surroundings in the way of masses of

evergreens and open greensward, while nothing could

possibly exceed in magnificence as regards floral beaiity

Magnolia Avenue, when the noble trees from which its

name is derived, are in full bloom. Three pieces of

ornamental water which lie between the northern and

western entrances are very prettily situated amidst

charming scenery of a somewhat thickly -wooded

character.

The names of trees and shrubs just given in connec-

tion with avenues, paths and hills, plainly indicate the

character of the planting employed in this Transatlantic

, ... cemetery. It consists in massing together certam kinds

lar in their action ; indeed, I of vegetation in such quantities as to be most effective :
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here one is sheltered from fierce sun-rays by umbra-
geous forest-trees ; there groups of Magnolias and

Cornus fiorida break in upon the view, forming flower-

ing masses, which, when seen against suitable back-

grounds, as they are here, have, as has been slated, a

chaste and pleasing appearance ; w'hilst, over some of

the more important tombs hang the golden tresses of

Laburnum. Those early gems, the Snowdrop, Crocus,

Hyacinth, and Narcissus, loo, have not been forgotten ;

on the contrary, they have been planted in select

positions in such profusion as to greet the advent of the

floral year with a hearty welcome. In short, as much
asle and style are displayed in the decoration of

American cemeteries as in their parks.

An important matter in relation to Greenwood
Cemetery is its drives and walks, all of which are very

circuitous, leading one to believe that the ground
traversed by them is even greater than it really is. The
naturally imdulaling character of the site, too, together

with the strong contrasts brought into play in the way
of scenery, likewise favours this impression. No
straight carriage road, leading direct from the entrance-

gate to the church, as is the case in some of our London
cemeteries, is to be found here, where, indeed, there

exists altogether more variety than is to be met with in

places of the same description either in England or on

the Continent. French cemeteries, for the most part,

are stiflT and formal, their staple ornamentation in the

way of arborescent vegetation being theTree of Life. The
English style of treating such ground is, I need scarcely

say, essentially Geiman, though that is no disparage-

ment, inasmuch as one of the most admired of American
cemeteries is to be found in Cincinnati, and that was
laid out by a Gemian. But what we want in England
is a greater amount of fine specimen trees in our

cemeteries, the monuments which they contain seldom
having sufficient leafy background to throw out their

fine architectural effects to advantage ; and roads and
walks more tastefully laid out than we in many
find them. Yew trees too, favourites in churchyards

though they be, are used to a greater extent than they

should be in our cemeteries, which should contain also

a fair proportion of deciduous trees as well as ever-

greens. Indeed, no better situation could possibly be
found for an arboretum than some of our cemeteries

furnish ; an opportunity, now that we are forming so

many new places of the kind, that should not be lost

sight of. Where, for instance, could we find a better

place for a pinetum than Woking, which is equally

favourable to the growth of American plants ?

In minor points of decoration, such as that ofgraves,

much diversity of taste prevails. Strewing flowers

on graves is a time-honoured custom. In France
profuse floral ornamentation is bestowed on the last

resting-places of departed relations or valued friends
;

in America, too, this custom also exists to a large

extent, while we in England are more moderate in our
practice in that direction. Although this must be
admitted to be the rule with us, there are nevertheless

many exceptions to it, in confirmation of which it may
be staled incidentally that at Bewdley, when I knew
it, a posey of newly-blown flowers was affectionately

laid on the grave of a little girl daily for years, and may
be even now for anything I know to the contrar)-, while

%vreaths of immortelles, carefiilly attached to tombstones,

may be seen in most cemeteries. In Greenwood many
hedge in graves with evergreens, against which when
kept low and trim there can be little objection ; but in

after years, when the cemeterj' shall have become full

and closed, such multitudes of miniature hedges, if not
removed, would form a perfect jungle, and detract from
the grandeur which the place might otherwise be
expected to assume.

With reference to closed cemeteries, or rather grave-
yards, it may be stated that it is a great mistake to

remove all headstones, except such as are laid down
flat, as we do in England. That mode -of dealing with
churchyards robs them of half their interest. Where
too thick, if permitted, we would certainly remove
some of the less important of the gravestones, but all

others we would retain in situ. What led to the
meditations of a Harvey should surely be appreciated
by us, and we would not have even the graves levelled.

We would (at the risk of being accused of a Hiberni-
anism) have all closed graveyards thrown open to the
public, with whom the little inequalities of surface in

question would find favour rather than disregard, and
groups of tombstones, overhung with Laburnum,
Scarlet May, or even half hid amongst Clematises,
Honeysuckle, or Sweet Briers, would form charming
associations that could not fail to be appreciated. Any
combination indeed of tombstones in an erect position,

with flowermg and evergreen shrubs and trees judiciously

selected, would have a far better effect than flat grassy
surfaces, such as are now to be found in most of our
closed metropolitan graveyards. Even under the

shadow of our great St. Paul's Cathedral, what need
prevent us having a few clumps of evergreens,

enlivened even by the queen of flowers herself?

Trinity Churchyard, in the Broadway, New York,
is laid out in the foiin of a flower garden, and
is even planted with subtropical plants, the walks
being led so as to avoid objects that from their nature

could not be removed. St. Paul's, which is contiguous
to it, has also been converted into a garden, but in this

branches of which nestle little cots for

which, on account of their keeping insect

receive the greatest possible attention, not only in

New York, but also in other American cities. Would
that our Spitalfields and hundreds of other closed

churchyards in London and elsewhere, presented the

same well-cared-for af>pearance as these two closed

churchyards in the Broadway, New York. Joseph

Nrivton.

sparrows, I assuredly wait upon him who intelligently and per-

check,
;

severing'ly plods on in search of it.

The Amateur Gardeners Calendar : hdng a

Monthly Guide as to what should he Avoided, as well

as wha't should be Done, in a Garden in each Month.

By Mrs. Loudon; revised and edited by W. Robin-

son, F.L.S. With numerous illustrations. London :

F. Warne & Co. Crown Svo, pp. 376.

The demand for new editions of books like the present,

the original of which was published in 1847, and was
at the time favourably noticed in our columns, is a

healthy sign of the times, showing that a taste for hor-

ticulture is spreading amongst the middle classes, who,
in these days of fierce competition and commercial anta-

gonism, need more than ever such soothing, softening,

elevating influences as the culture of a garden affords.

The merchant with his employes, the professional man,
or the well-to-do artisan, may turn for refreshment

from the bustle and turmoil of life, to find in his

garden the very thing he seeks for—repose ; and in

Mrs. Loudon's well known Calendar is probably one
of the best of the book-guides designed for teaching

inexperienced persons the leading features of gardening

as in these days practised amongst us, since in its pro-

duction the literary skill of the authoress was supple-

mented to a large extent by the practical experience of

one of our most intelligent gardeners, the late Mr.
H. C. Ogle, to whom the little volume is especially

indebted for a series of extremely useful hints in the

shape of advice regarding tlie avoidance of certain

operations as to which inducements might arise to per-

form them out of season. Indeed this is, in our view,

one of the most suggestive portions of the book.

Another very interesting and useful section bears the

heading of Garden Enemies, and is chiefly devoted to an

account of the insects which do so much damage to

garden plants. This section of the book is nicely

illustrated, and we borrow from it, as a sample, the

annexed figures and description of the Asparagus
beetle :

—

"The Asparagus beetle (Lema or Crioceris asparagi)

is very troublesome at this season (May). In its larva

state it is very desti-uctive, as it not only eats through

the stems of the young Asparagus plants, but it also

destroys the leaves and the seed. The perfect insect,

which is a most beautiful beetle, is only about a quarter

of an inch long, but it is most brilliantly marked with

red, a rich bluish-black, orange and cream colour. The
back and wing cases are marked with a kind of cross,

whence the insect derives its

I>opular French name, Porte

croix. It takes its scientific

name of Crioceris, which is

derived from two Greek
words signifying ram's horns,

from its antennas beingshaped
somewhat like the horn of a

ram. Fig. 6 represents a

branch of Asparagus infested

with the Asparagus beetle

in its different states. In
this figure a a are the eggs,

b b the lar\'ce, e c the exuviae

of the larv'x, d the imago, or

perfect insect, and e is part

of thebranchnot yet attacked.

The upper figures show the

eggs a, the larva b, the pupa
e, and the perfect insect d^

greatly magnified. It has

been obsened, that these

insects prefer beds of seedling

Asparagus, so that where
there are beds of seedlings

they should be carefully ex-

amined, even if the beds of

old plants are found to be
free. It is extremely diffi-

cult to destroy these insects

when the Asparagus plants

have been suffered to get

into leaf, as the beetles, from
their very small size, can
scarcely be seen among the

leaves ; and when they are

perceived they turn to the

under side of the stalk,

tending some floral gem, or some pomological prize, • or drop down, feigning death. They should,

may possibly meet with the coveted relief from the
|

therefore, be sought for at the time of cutting the

daily recurring toil which oppresses him. Such Asparagus shoots, as they are then more easily dis-

an one, when first led to turn to this source of
j

covered. When it is found that they have infested a

relief, would be apt to find himself bewildered
j

bed, the long stalks of the Asparagus, when they are

by the variety of objects claiming his alien- cut down, should be carried away to the reserve ground

tion, and revealing to him his own lack of
|

and burnt, as the female insect lays her eggs upon the

knowledge and experience ; and greatly would he need, I
branches ; and if the Asparagus stems when cut down

and much would he appreciate, some friendly guide, I
were laid upon the bed, as is usually the case, the

like the Calendar before us, to help him forward to

success. But the guide must be intelligently followed,

for the art of gardening is not to be acquired off-hand,

and both limited experience, and the absence of sound
elementary training, will be found to be serious

hindrances to its pursuit. The inexperienced cultivator

needs to be admonished, not only what to do, but
what to avoid, as the seasons revolve in their course ;

and happy he if his monitor succeeds in keeping his

mental vision clear while he passes him through the

mazy paths of verbal instruction in the various practical

operations which, from week to week, and month to

month, claim his attention. In an art so complicated
as that of horticulture, influenced as it is to a large

extent by disturbing influences, of which the variations

of soil and climate may be cited as prominent and
evident examples, it becomes well-nigh impossible
that even the simplest instructions can be intelligently

understood, without some amount of practical ex-

perience ; and hence arises one of the greatest difficul-

ties with which the \mters of gardening handbooks
have to contend. It is easy enough to direct the

unpractical man to dig here, and to cut there,

to sow in this manner, and to plant in that ; but

eggs would remain there till they were hatched in the

spring."

In the present issue, which is neatly printed, the

matter has undergone revision, and additions have

been made in respect to questions which have come
to the surface since the original edition was published.

Amongst the more prominent of these are ground

vineries, orchard-houses, subtropical gardening, varie-

gated Pelargoniums, the large-flowered Clematises,

cordon training, &c. Thus worked up to the present

time, the book may be recommended as one well fitted

to supply the wants of the class of readers to which it

is more especially addressed.

Florists' Flowers.
It is usual, as it is also well, to make a record of, and

present in a condensed form, such of the New Flowers
of THE Year as may be regarded as acquisitions.

New flowers represent the operation of two active

principles in the horticultural world—the one, ceaseless

activity on the part of hybridisers and producers ; the

other, the attainment of a higher level of comparative

perfection—the great reward that sweetens and recom-it is ten to one that the direction

terpreted, till some friendly hand shows the way, or
| penses the labours of the active producer. Each

repeated failure in one direction leads to success by
|

succeeding year, which is but a period of activity,

churchyard there are fewer flowers than in that just I
pointing in another. So much by ^^ay of caution that brings its quota to the sum of general results ; and this

named. Both contain some noble trees, among the there is no royal road in gardening, though success will
,
gathering into general results has been likened to the
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tracing of the course of a great river—there are

several independent streams, but they all tend in one

direction, until they converge and unite in one onward

course. For the exhibitor and the flower gardener

new flowers have special attractions, and to present to

these particularly, and to all interested in gardening,

the leading flowers of the past year, is the object of

this communtcation.

As a much wanted blue bedding plant, Mr. Chafer's

dwarf Ageratum Imperial Dwarf is destined to fill

a great void in the flower garden. Up to this

time Purple King Verbena has been depended on

for any satisfactory approach to the pleasant hue

of blue in the outdoor garden, for after all

the gorgeous Salvia patens is not adapted for

general use. To the Ageratum, which, in addition to

its dwarf habit and freedom and continuity of bloom,

has a good hue of deep lavender blue, must be linked

the valuable new Viola comuta var. Perfection, which
gives the fine deep blue of the Imperial Blue Pansy,

and a multitude of blooms of a size approaching those

of the ordinary bedding Pansies. Its origin is involved

in mystery, for though claimed to be a seedling raised

at Rolhersfield Park, it has cropped up in several

places at the same time, and there is no doubt as to its

identity in each instance. It is a fine summer bedding

plant, but its adaptability for spring work has yet to be
shown. Those who have erroneously confounded it

with the Good Gracious Pansy of Beaton, or what was
more generally known as the old double purple kind,

or, later still, as the Princess Alexandra of Messrs.

Carter & Co., have done Viola Perfection a great

injustice, though unintentionally. Vet another blue

bedder, viz., Veronica Blue Gem, of great promise,

both as a decorative plant for the greenhouse and a

serviceable plant in the flower garden, of remarkably

close habit, and a singularly free bloomer ; it cannot fail

to answer all expectations formed of it.

Of the new type of dwarf Antirrhinum, Messrs.

E. G. Henderson & Sons offer a batch of something
like 12 varieties, which, if the descriptions correctly

represent the flowers, are something good ; certain it is

that the dwarf-growing forms manifest the possession of

colours that can lay claim to novelty. They are repre-

sented as growing from 6 to 8 inches in height, so there

must be unusual dwarfness of habit. Especially are

these valuable, because the Royal Horticultural Society

offers prizes at one of its meetings for Antirrhinums in

pots, and these dwarf-growing forms are the very things

for the purpose.

New show Auriculas multiply very slowly, and some
of the leading flowers of the present day occupied the

same position several years ago. Mrs. Butcher (Butcher),

a fine grey-edged flower, is the only addition of the

past year, and can lay claim to a splendid finish when
in perfection. Of the beautiful alpine varieties, Mr.
Turner has exhibited his particularly fine flowers, viz.,

Bnmette and Constellation, both shades of rich claret-

crimson, with those clear bright golden centres so

extremely effective in this hardy class of Auriculas.

New Azaleas have been fewer in number than in

previous years ; and of those exhibited the best have
been La Superbe, a fine flower, remarkable for the

smoothness and substance of the flowers and their bold

expanded form, the colour being a deep bright fiery-

red, with a blotch of violet coloured spots ; and
Madame Van der Cruyssen, a large bright rose-coloured

flower, of good shape, though somewhat flat, and well

spotted on the upper lobes. The next best were
George Eyles, soft pale salmon-red, a bold and showy
flower, large, and tolerably smooth, and likely to

develop next season into a higher type of quality; and
Reine Marie Henriette, with large but roughly-edged
pale fleshy pink flowers, having white edges and deep
rosy puqile spots. This quartette are all, I believe, of

Continental origin, and surpass in quality, as shown,
the productions of the English raisers. Of the last,

Advancer (F. & A. Smith), a variety in the way of

Frost's Perfection, but more perfect in form, is the most
promising, and will doubtless be seen in better condi-

tion during the coming season.

Of Camellias, two splendid forms have been added
to the list of varieties regarded as the cream of these

splendid flowers. In Kelvingtonia the flowers are of
remarkable beauty and unusual size, w-ith an immense
guard petal and a tufted centre, the colour dark rose-

carmine, freely blotched with white ; singular to state,

the origin of this grand flower appears to be involved
in much obscurity. In La Maestosa the flowers are
bold, and have very broad petals, of a carmine-crimson
hue, slightly blotched with white ; the foliage is

peculiar, inasmuch as the leaves are short and rounded.
Of new Carnations, but one variety appeared, and

that a fine creamy white clove flower, of large size, full

substance, and sweetly fragrant. Mr. Turner's fine

new Picotees, Admiration and Miss Turner—the former
classed with the purple-edged flowers, the latter with
the red-edged division—are welcome additions, the first-

named especially, for its great size and novelty, and
vividness and breadth of the colour lacing. Perpetual
Picotees, Ascot Yellow (Standish), and Prince of
Orange (Perkins), are also fine additions to these most
useful flowers ; the first named has the deepest coloured
edging, but both are of good habit, large size, and free

in blooming. Pink alba multiflora, a handsome pure
white forcing variety, also ranks high, and like the new
perpetual Picotees is a vigorous grower.
New Chrysanthemums have been described so

recently in these columns that it suffices to state that
Messrs. Salter & Son have been most successful in
producing some fine new forms, especially in the
grotesque Japanese section. Adopting a classification
sanctioned by use, these curious flowers, of varying
types and hues of colour, might well be termed Fancy
Chrysanthemums, seeing that they set at defiance the
properties of the florist, and yet are of the highest value
for conservatory decoration during the autumn and
winter. Such new varieties as Emperor, Giant, Man-
darin, Negro, and the Sultan, show well the marked
advance made in the improvement of the Japanese
varieties. Of the large-flowering varieties, Duke of
Edinburgh, Miss Hope, and Mrs. Wreford Major,
fully sustain the character of Mr. Salter as a raiser

;

and the novel but acceptable Anemone - flowered
varieties, Marginata and Princess Louise, are excellent

additions.

Notwithstanding the reputed decline of the Cine-
raria, raisers are not discouraged, and in the past
season Messrs. F. & A. Smith received two First and
one Second-class Certificate for new flowers. The two
best were Orb of Day, a flower remarkable for the
richness of colouring it displays, the florets being of an
intense velvety crimson, with a narrow zone of white
next the grey disc ; and Royal Purple, a fine and
striking flower, the pips of a deep violet-purple, a
narrow white zone round a pale disc, and next to this,

inter\'ening between this and the purple, a zone of
bright crimson, which gives it a very lovely appear-
ance. The other, Ino, has a narrow edge of rosy
crimson to a broad pure white ground.

Unquestionably one of the most successful floral

results of the past year has been the production of the

fine new series of early-blooming Clematis, raised from
C. Fortunei and C. Standishii by Mr. Charles Noble,
of Bagshot. The flowers are of great size, and range
in colour from deep hues of dark violet to pure white.

Blooming earlier than Jackman's fine kinds, though
probably neither so hardy nor so robust in growth, they
will yet have their appropriate functions, and, both in

the greenhouse and conservatory, their splendid flowei-s

will be effective indeed. Albert Victor, shaded lavender-

purple ; Lady Londesborough, pale lilac, large and
showy ; and Miss Bateman, pure white, are the cream
of Mr. Noble's flowers.

The novel and distinct Coleus M. Sainson, marks
quite an advance in the development of these useful

foliaged plants, and, it may be said, promises to lay the
foundation of a new race. The leaves of this curious
form are of a pale whitish green hue, with dark leaf

markings margined with bright carmine-red, and though
shown small in size, yet promised to be effective.

So few Dahlias have not been produced for several

years past, but these few generally of high class quality,

and singular to state, not one really good fancy variety

put in appearance at any of the meetings of the Floral

Committee. Of the ordinary show flowers, Aristides

(Rawlings), crimson-purple, shaded with dark ; Har-
vard (Fellowes), a soft bright hue of lilac-rose

; Queen
of Vellows (Parker), a fine bold orange-yellow self;

Provost (Turner), suffused with orange-red on a yellow
ground ; Royalty (Rawlings), bright gold, the centre

petals tipped with brown ; Toison d'Or (Turner), a
fine yellow self; and William Lund (Burgess), deep
crimson-maroon, were adjudged worthy the highest

award the Floral Committee can give to new flowers.

Notwithstanding that a general resort is had to the

Continent for new varieties of that charming summer
flower, the Gladiolus, it is pleasant to note that

English raisers are not idle in this direction. Messrs.

Kelway Sc Son, who are unsurpassed as exhibitors, have
obtained three First-class Certificates for new flowers,

a pretty good index to the quality of their seedlings.

Such flowers as Accius, Cherub, Medina, and Free-

mason well supplement the finer forms obtained from
the Continent, and show the desire of English growers
to keep pace with their Continental brethren. /!. D.

(To be Continued.)

and supplied with food, she arrived in very r-ood
condition. I was desirous of placing her at the head of
- -trong swarm, so that I might obtain, as soon as

Queen En'casements. — Perhaps there are few
more unaccountable occurrences in an observant
apiarian's experience than the discovery of a small, but

hard and densely packed ball of living bees, in the

centre of which will be found, if the trouble be taken
of carefully unravelling the tangled knot, their own
queen, living probably, but in a more or less moribund
condition. This is a sight, however, which seldom
comes under the notice of the ordinary bee-keeper
who does not aim at much beyond the commonest
methods of management. The scientific bee-keeper,

particularly if he attempts much in the way of making
artificial swarms and raising artificial queens, will not

have pursued his peculiar observations and manipula-
tions very long before he will have one or more
instances of this very interesting, though at the same
time very disagreeable encasement of a queen occurring

under his own immediate notice.

The first case of the sort that I remember as taking

place in my own apiary was attended \vith fatal conse-

quences. A Ligurian queen was presented to me by a

friend residing at a considerable distance. Having been

sent in a moderate-sized nucleus box, accompanied with

the bees of the small artificial sv/arm by which she was
reared, and all being sufficiently well packed, ventilated,

possible, the full benefit of her breeding powers, and
be enabled to raise numerous young queens from' her
provided she proved by her progeny to be a pure-bred
Ligurian. .She was therefore enclosed with a few of
her subjects in a perforated zinc queen cage, which was
fixed among the combs of a hive from which I had
previously removed the common queen ; and having
been allowed to remain for 24 or 36 hours in this con-
dition, the cover was drawn, and she, with her fellow-
prisoners, was set at liberty. The latter were seized
upon and killed instantly, but the queen disappeared
among the combs. A few hours after, observing some
signs of excitement, I opened the hive, and discovered
the queen encased in a dense mass of bees. Having
separated theni carefully, by catching each individual
bee and throwing it away, her persecutors were reduced
to two or three ; and now was the critical time. I
had great difficulty in preventing these from inflicting a
fatal sting, and had to crash one or two of them
between my fingers to avoid such a catastrophe.
Having freed her from their embraces, I again clapped
her into the queen cage, and shut her up among the
combs for another period of imprisonment. Like some
kings and queens in our own history, she was only
secure from a violent death by being subjected to the
rigours of a prison.

When I thought that a sufficient time had elapsed,
and that the bees would surely have become accus-
tomed to her presence, and acquainted with her per-
son, she was again set at liberty. The hive was
allowed to remain undisturbed for some hours, at the
end of which, on going to ascertain the result, I found
her lying dead on the ground outside the hive.

I have had other cases of queen encasement, in
which an attempt was made to disengage the queen,
and to confine her in a queen's cage ; but they have
nearly always, but not invariably, proved fatal.

I have had other instances where the same sort of
encasement has taken place, but the bees have of their

own accord gradually unfolded themselves, loosened
their grasp of each other and the queen, and she has
come out of the ordeal scatheless. Occasionally I

have found a wing or a leg crippled, or altogether
missing, having been maimed in the crael embrace of
her subsequently loving subjects. Although I have
raised a very large number of artificial queens, ray
plan of late years has been to let the hives or small
swarms alone, and on no account to disturb them
or the bees to which strange queens have been
given, for many days. Although I have no reason to

doubt that the same kind of queen encasement has
frequently taken place, yet I have hardly ever lost a
queen from this cause since adopting this plan. I

believe the very anxiety of the bee master too fre-

quently defeats his object—the bees are excited to

anger which they would not otherwise have manifested.

To sum up in a few words, in raising artificial queens
and swarms, avoid premature and injudicious meddling,
and fewer casualties will occur from queen encase-

ments. S. Bevaii Fox.

Garden Memoranda.
Thoresby, the Residence of E.\rl Manvers.

—The princely residence of Earl Manvers is situated

in the midst of an extensive park, 10 miles in circum-

ference, and containing about 5000 acres of land. On
the north side the park joins tlie Duke of Newcastle's
estates at Clumber, while the west abuts on the

picturesque village of Budby.
To the west of the mansion there is a broad and

spacious lake, more than a mile in length, which is

supplied by a small river. On the lake are a number
of small pleasure boats, several handsome vessels, and
one full-rigged ship, which I was told was built in the

neighbourhood of Gainsborough. The rustics suppose

it to be the identical vessel which Mother Shipton
prophesied would "sail over Nottingham Forest."

The present mansion is to be superseded by a new one,

built in the Elizabethan style of architecture. The site

is well chosen ; it is on a gentle rise of ground near

the Rookery, and about a quarter of a mile from the

kitchen gardens. When the new Hall is completed,

and the furniture, paintings, &c., are removed, the

present Hall, which is not remarkable architecturally,

is to be taken down, and the flower beds turfed over,

but the pleasure grounds will remain much as they are.

The kitchen gardens, with the forcing houses, &c. , are

situated about half a mile to the north-east of the

present house, while the principal flower gardens sur-

round the mansion, and are seen from the HSU windows.

Entering the flower garden (in September last) from

the park by the east end of the mansion—to the left

there were a number of flower beds laid out in

geometric order, and on each side of the terrace walk

in front of the house there were two other sets of

beds corresponding with those just named. Referring

to the beds marked in the subjoined plan (fig. 7),

among those that deserve special notice were Nos. i

and 12, with the centres of Verbena venosa, and edged

with Dactylis glomeratafol.var. ;2, 2, centre Pelargonium

Cybister, next one row of Pelargonium Lady Plymouth,

with ijie outer edging of Polemonium cceruleum varie-

gatum, an elegant silver-leaved plant for decorative
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purposes, dwarf and compact. The corresponding I effective bed, with the centre Pelargonium Flower of

beds, 3, 3, had the centre of Pelargonium Golden Chain, Spring, surrounded with three rows of Verbena Purple

with a broad band of Lobelia speciosa. 4 had the ! King, and the outer edging Verbena Crimson King.

6, 7 and S were beds in the fonn of

diamonds cut into four quarters, with

the lines, 6, of ."-Stella Pelargonium, then

the two quarters, 7, 7, Coleus Verschaf-

feltii, and the corresponding quarters,

8, S, Centaurea candidissima. This

bed, though not so massive in its propor-

tions as 4 and 5, was yet chaste and

beautiful. Beds 19, 19, were very

beautiful, the plants used were all

common ones, yet the effect was such as

left nothing more to be wished for. The
centre was Pelargonium Christine, en-

circled with one ring of Verbena Purple

King, and the whole belted with a broad

band of Cerastium tomentosum. Of
the most striking Pelargoniums I may
mention Lady Constance Grosvenor, a

variety much in the style and habit of

Cybister, with intense fiery scarlet

flowers, immense truss, free bloomer,

with the advantage of being dwarf and

compact in habit and growth. Bayard

was of all other Pelargoniums the most

V

Pelargonium, of Mr. Pearson's raising, that he has at

present sent out.

From the flower garden, in a westerly direction,,

there was a ribbon border communicating with the

pleasure gi'ounds, planted as follows :^lst row, Ceras-

tium tomentosum ; 2d, Calceolaria Sparkler and Kayii

alternately ; 3d, Carnations and Picotees ; 4th, Age-
ratums

;
5th, Dahlias ; 6th, Hollyhocks and Castor-oil

plants. Leaving the flower garden and wending our

way to the left, a splendid scene opened on our view.

Instead of being in a nobleman's private flower garden,

it might have been imagined that we were transplanted

into some Transatlantic forest, for as we looked

around—
'* Majestic woods of ever vigorous green,

Stage above stage, high wanng o'er the hills
;

Or to the far horizon wide diffused

A boundless deep immensity of shade."

Below the flower garden there is a broad sweep of

grass, dotted here and there with choice evergj-eens,

that extends to the narrow lake, which receives its

supply from the larger lake above. To the right, in

the shrubbery, there is a rushing cascade, crossed by a

light and elegant bridge, and what otherwise might have

been merely a plain, tame run of water is now rendered

picturesque and beautiful ; for the water is made

REFERENCES TO THE PLAN,

Verbena venosa, edged with Dactylis glomerata foliis variegatis.—2, Cybister Pelargonium, and band of Pelar-

gonium Lady Plymouth, with the outer ring of Polemonium coeruleum variegatum. — 3, Golden Chain

Pelargonium, edged with two rings of Lobelia speciosa.—4, Pelargonium Le Grand, next three bands of

Verbena Purple King, edged with two rings of Pelargonium Flower of Spring, the flowers picked off.

—

S, Pelargonium Flower of Spring, next three rings of Verbena Purple King, and two outer rings of Verbena

Crimson King.—6, 7, and 8, Cross of Pelargonium Stella ; 7, Coleus Verschaffeltii ; 8, Centaurea candidissima.

—

9, Pelargonium Christine, edge Coleus Verschaffeltii.—10, Pelargonium Excellent, edged with Golden Feather

Pyrethrum.— II, Pelargonium Flower of the Day, edged with Verbena Purple King.—12, Verbena venosa,

edged with Dactylis glomerata foliis variegatis.— 13, Calceolaria Golden Gem, edged with Verbena Crimson

King.— 14, TropsEolum coccineum, edged with Lobelia speciosa.— 15, Centaurea candidissima, edge Pelar-

gonium Little David.— 16, Pelargonium Stella, edged with yellow Pansy.— 17, Ageratum, edged with Pelar-

gonium Flower of Spring.—18, Pelargonium Stella, one band of Pelargonium Flag of Truce, and three outer

rings of Lobelia speciosa.—19, Pelargonium Christine, next a band of Verbena Purple King, edged with two

rings of Cerastium tomentosum.— 20, Pelargonium Amy Hogg, one ring of Golden Feather Pyrethrum, edged

with Mrs. Pollock.— 2t, Pelargonium Le Grand, one line of Perilla nankinensis, and edged with Mrs. Pollock.

22, Pelargonium Golden Chain in centre, edged with Iresine Herbstii.—23, Nierembergia gracilis, edge

Lobeha speciosa.— 24, Pelargonium Lord Derby, edged with Nierembergia gracilis.—25, Pelargonium Silver

Gem, edge Tropscolum coccineum.—26, Pelargonium Golden Chain, edged with Clematis Jackmanni.

—

17, Pelargonium International, edged with Alyssum variegatum.~28, Centaurea candidissima, edged with

Pelargonium Little David.—29, Pelargonium Golden Fleece, edged with Imperial Blue Pansy.— 30, Helio-

trope.—31, Centaurea candidissima, edged with Golden Feather Pyrethrum.—32, Pelargonium Trentham

Rose, edged with Verbena Purple King.—33, Ageratum, edged with Verbena Crimson King.—34, Pelargonium

Flag of Truce, edged with Lobelia speciosa.—35, Coleus Verschaffeltii, edged with Pelargonium Golden Chain.

—36, Pelargonium Christine, edged with Iresine Herbstii.—37, Pelargonium Bayard, edged with Viola

coruuta alba. — 38, Pelargonium Christine, edged with Verbena Purple King.— 39, Pelargonium Lady
Constance Grosvenor, edged with yellow Pansy.—40, Coleus Verschaffeltii.—41, Pelargonium Christine,

edged with Verbena Purple King.—42, Pelargonium Amy Hoi^g, edged with Viola cornuta alba.—43, Pelar-

gonium Flower of Spring, edged with Iresine Herbstii.—44, Centre line, Verbena Crimson King, and a hne

on each side of Alyssum variegatum.—45, Centre line, Centaurea candidissima, with one line on each side of

Lobelia speciosa.—46, Rhododendrons mixed with Gladiolus.—47, Fountain.

A. Mansion. B. Gravel Walks. C. Grass.

centre of Pelargonium Le Grand (whicH was in fine

condition), next three lines of Verbena Purple King,

and the two outside ro\\'s of Pelargonium Flower of

Spring, with the flowei-s all picked oft. 5 was a very

conspicuous ; it is a crimson-scarlel nosegay, witli a

wonderfidly free blooming habit, large symmetrical

trusses, set on beautiful dark green loliage. It .is

allowed by competent judges to be the best bedding

" To ripple and shine.

With the glory and dash of a miniature Rhine."

In the distance, and almost opposite the house, we
catch a glimpse ^of the Chestnut avenue, an unbroken
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vista a mile in length. As we rambled on I noticed

a nice specimen of Pinus Cembra, a very large and
venerable old Oak, also a very fine plant of the Fern-
leaved Beech. Descending to the water's edge, we
crossed another ornamental bridge, that brought us on to

a small island planted entirely with Roses, and which
might have been called the Land of Roses, and was just

the spot where some of our gi'eat Rosarians would
love to revel amidst the glories of the Queen of
Flowcr:5. QuinCnt Read,

(
To be Coniinited.)

^artrcn #pcniti0ns.
(FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
I HAVE before suggested that Tritonia aurea, one of

the most showy of our late autumnal blooming plants,

should not by any means be allowed to become dry at

the ball, for the underground growth should never be
permitted to go to rest, in the proper acceptation of the
term—and for this reason : immediately the flowering
stalks show signs of exhaustion in the autumn, young
growths emanate from the old tuber at the base of each
ilower-stalk, and these, if properly encouraged, make
by far the finest growth. Hence, by keeping the balls
moist, such encouragement is afforded. I do not
advise shifting them yet. By shifting, I mean putting
the old ball into a pot one or more sizes larger. This
should not be done until the young leaves are some
6 or 7 inches above the soil. Where a division of the
plants is intended, the operation should be performed
immediately the young growths appear through the old
soil. The latter should be entirely removed when
dividing them ; after which the bulbs, old or young,
with the young gi-owths attached, should be carefully
placed, whole and uninjured, into fresh pots. The
latter should be properly prepared beforehand by filling

them about three-parts full of soil. Place the young
underground shoots rather thickly when repotting, "

find that they do better when thus treated. Press the
soil firmly between and around the roots, and bring the
tip of each young growth upward into its proper place.
They thrive best in a compost, made up of one part
very fibrous loam—if the smaller particles are sifted
out so much the better—and three parts of fibry peat,
with a good sprinkling of leaf-mould and silver sand.
Like their near allies, the Ixins, and other Cape of
Good Hope Iritis, they do not require any more
warmth than is necessary to keep out frosts. They do
well in cold pits, or any other similar position, where
such an amount of protection can be afforded.
Indeed, like some of the AlstrHmerias (along with
which they afford a pleasing variety), they will do in
the open border if protected from ungenial extremes of
weather. Treated in the above manner my plants
annually produce stems laden with their peculiarly tinted
blooms, some 3 and 4 feet in height. Those who do not
practise the autumn potting of Japanese and kindred
Liliums, should at this time ascertain whether they
have stored their stock away in a sufficiently cool place

;

for, if otherwise, it is possible that a premature activity
has been induced, and that they may require the
shifting-on, or potting, as the case may be. Some
remarks in a late number by "J, M." are very
sensibly put. I have bulbs of Liliums, which
have received the ordinary cool treatment,
and which have leaves still gi-een upon their active
stems whilst I write ; so that "circumstances materially
alter cases " in this, as in many other matters. Old
bulbs or plants of any of the persicum strain of
Cyclamens, which are at this time pushing up their
flower-stalks, would be materially benefited by receiv-
ing an occasional application of manure-water. If the
surface soil upon the balls is overgrown with Moss, it

should be removed, and a fresh surfacing of wholesome
compost, containing a little dried cow-dung, broken
small, should be pressed firmly in its place.

FORCING HOUSES.
Those who may have Early Vines in flower should

maintain at this season a moderately dry atmosphere.
It would be advisable to assist them in process of fertili-

sation by dusting the pollen on to the pistils, especially
in the case of Muscats, Sweetwaters, &c. A good
temperature should be maintained,—this, in fact, should
average from 68° to 70°, according to the dul-
ness or otherwise of the outer weather. Do
not let the warmth decrease below 60" to 62° by
night at this stage. Fresh, sweet air is also of much
importance, and should be carefully admitted on all

proper occasions. Pines will need about the same tem-
perature as for last month, that is, from 63° to 65° by
day, with an increase of 5° to 7° by actual sun-heat,
and a decrease by night of 4° or 5°. Keep the surface
of the tan-beds frequently moistened over by sprinkling
with tepid water, &c., and occasionally stir the surface
of the tan with a stick, to afford an amount of humidity
to counteract the drying tendency of the artificially

heated air, as it will not do to syringe the Pines too
frequently at this time. Keep the evaporating pans
constantly charged with moisture, and the floors damp.
I would here again suggest that the night temperature
should be allowed to fall three or four degrees, rather
than insist upon such a mean as will cause an excessively
parched atmosphere. Introduce successional batches
of Strawberry Plants into a -Peach-house, • or other-

similar stnicture ; advance moderately with the
forcing of such subjects. Those who force Cherries
should carry forward the operation very gently. A low
temperature, from 42° to 46°, will be ample wannth if

fire-heat alone is used. Of course, it may grow up
more freely with natural warmth. Keep up a moist
atmosphere constantly.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
In resuming the subject of ornamental plants suitable

for amateurs and others of limited means, I may
refer to ornamental trees and shrubs apart from climb-
ing plants. I will first of all run through the list of
ornamental trees, leaving plants or shrubs of more
lowly growth till the last. The Double Crimson
Thorn (Paul's), is perhaps amongst the most beautiful.
As a variegated plant of the " first water" Acer Negundo
variegatum would, whether as a dwarf or standard, afford
the most pleasing contrast to the fonner ; and again, to
form a trio, what could be more suited than the well-
known Copper or Purple Beech—and especially the
larger leaved improved F. s. macrophylla. The Weep-
ing Ash is a well-known and distinct object, forming one
of the most beautiftU of Nature's bowers. Standard
Almonds, such as Amygdalus domestica, A. nana, and
especially the double variety, A. persica flore-pleno,

are very pleasing objects in the early spring. Ailantus
glandulosa (Tree of Heaven) has a tropical-looking
appearance when in leaf, though of rather stronger
growth than those previously enumerated. The cut-

leaved Weeping Birch (Betula pendula incisa) looks
pretty as a standard. The double-flowering Cherry
(Cerasus Avium multiplex) is like the Almond above-
mentioned, yet very distinct ; the flowers, which have
longer petals, are plentifully produced in spring.
Colutea arborescens (the Bladder Senna), with its olive-

green foliage and strange, puffy, bladder-like seed-pods,
has much that is interesting. For the sake of variety,

the Corneliari Cherry (Comus mascula) and its varie-

gated form, C. m. variegata, flowermg as they do
rather abundantly ere the leaves peep forth in the early

spring, may be added. Turning to the well-kno\vn
Laburnums, we have in this division one of the most
strikingly pretty objects, and one having a great amount
of botanical interest. I refer to the Cytisus Adami

—

a supposed hybrid, the flowers of which are more or
less of a reddish purple tint, others being of a bright
yellow ; whilst here and there amongst the blooming
wood push forth branches entirely of the dwarf purple
Cytisus. There are others belonging to this class which
are very pretty objects, and may be obtained where the
varieties needed are not limited, without occupying
further space in their enumeration herein. A beautiful
hardy tree is the Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipiferum),

the foliage of which, independently of its peculiarly
striking blossoms, is extremely handsome. Paulcrwnia
imperialis is a very ornamental tree, with large leaves.
Populus nivea is a fast-gi-owing variety, preferable even to

the Abele, with the leaves white beneath. Primus triloba

blooms somewhat in the way of the Almond in early

spring, the blooms being less densely packed together,

but individually much larger. Acacias (Robinia), in

three or four varieties, have very chaste foliage,

independent of their blooms ; they also make very
pretty standards. The several varieties of the
Sumach are exceedingly beautiful, more especially the

Venetian (Rhus Cotinus). The dark crimson, double-
flowered, white and yellow varieties of the flowering
Currants (Ribes) are sufficiently known to render further

notice unnecessary. The scarlet-fruited.£/r/«-(Sambucus

racemosa) bespeaks by its name its owm peculiar merits,

and deserves further trial. Amongst the many lovely

Spineas choose S. aritefolia, which makes so beautiful

an object with its white plumes of inflorescence. Of
Brooms (Spartiums), standards are procurable of the
showy white Portuguese and the yellow varieties.

Amongst Elms, Ulmus emarginata is very showy as a
variegated one, and somewhat new. Amongst Vibur-
nums, the striking old Guelder Rose is to be found,

and should not be rejected.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Earth up those Peas or Broad Beans which were

sown some time ago, and which are fairly through the

ground. A few rows of Early Potatos may now be
planted upon a warm sunny aspect, to succeed those from
the late frames. Get together the necessary fennented
materials for the early frame Potatos, Carrots, and
Radishes, with as much dispatch as possible, for the

days will now quickly become longer. Where it is

intended to fresh plant PIorse-Radish, or to make fresh

beds \vith the crowns of such as have, according to

olden usage, been saved, let the necessary space be
cleared and prepared as opportunity offers. Those
who plant crowns in trenches should have these made
alone. The best method, however, is to thoroughly
trench a piece of ground, heavily manuring it at every
spit, with some such material as rotten leaves. Then
dibble in, in neat rows, such thin long lengths, from a

foot and upwards, as are procurable. They quickly

form usable stufi. W. E,

mould, which should be composed of about two-thirds
of good turfy loam chopped fine, one-third of well
rotted dung and leaf-mould, and a good portion of
silver sand, well inccnporated. The bottom of the
pots should be covered to the depth of about 2 inches
with broken pots, and on this a layer of rough pieces of
loam should be placed, to keep the drainage free from
obstnictions. When potted they should be watered
very sparingly at first, and be placed in a position
secure from frost. When there seems no reason to
fear frost the bulbs may be put out into the open air,

in dry ashes, in a position tolerably free from draughts,
and where they can be in the full sun. As the flowers
commence to expand they should be removed indoors.
An effective bed may be made out-of-doors if a warm
position is selected. This should be prepared by dig-
ging out the soil to the depth of iS inches ; the bottom
should then be covered with brick rubbish, and
be filled in with a similar mixture of soil to that
recommended for potting them in. The bulbs should
be planted 9 inches apart, about 4 inches below the
surface. The bed will require protection from rain
and frost, and when in bloom a canvas cover should be
placed over them. J. D.

l^

TOWN GARDENING.
Good bulbs of the beautiful Lilium auratum,

L. lancifolitcm, L. rubrum, and L. album can now be
obtained at a moderate price. I have no doubt of

their doing well and giving great satisfaction if potted

at once. The roots should be placed singly into

24-sized pots, about 2 inches belpw ttis surface 9f jtjte

> ?5

5 fti
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STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK [LOXDOX),
For the Week endingjan. 5, 1870, as observed at the Horticultural
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Tuesday 4
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T'
Right Hon. Viscount Cc

bermcrc.
Edwardjohn Hutchings, Esq.John C. Cobbold, Esq

Henry W. Curric, Esq.
I
bir William iitc

' I5AILEY DENTON, Principal Eng
t' kind are executed by the Com-

J "Landowners who prefer executing
work by their own Agents.
rnants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

T of such improvements.

No investigation of title

, Whitehall Place. Loi

T HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of P^^rIiamcnt.)

lohn Glutton, Esq., 9, WhitehallPlacc, S.W.

s Street, S.

Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,
Wiglonshire, N.B.

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Prmces Terrace.

Hyde Park. S.W.
Granville R H. Somerset. Esq.. Q.C. , 6. Park Street, Westminster, S.W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charles 'Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Cocd-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all ptirposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and
the Clergy in rcspe ' '-''"'
The whole oulh

upon the land, rede
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i. Great George Street.

O XFORD MEETING, 1870.

FARM PRIZES.
A PRIZEofariECE ofPLATE, value

.ffercd byJAMES MASON,

given to the Occupiers of the two best
managed Farms (which shall be entered
for competition) in the district comprised
within a line drawn through the Towns
of Reading, Great Marlow, Aylesbur)-,
liuckineham, Banbury, Stow-on-thc-\Vold,
Lechlaoc, and back to Reading.

and the LAST DAY of ENTRY
SATURDAY, February 26.

Further particulars and Forms of Entry

The Compelitioi

H. M. JENKINS, Secretar)'.

>AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

LORN, Seed, MANt;RE. and Oilcake Merchants.
^ Address. 26, Seed Market. Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.
~

'
" nd prices jDost free on application. Prize Meda'

for Wheat ; 1862, for :cllent Seed Corn and Seeds.

'HE LONDON MANURE
(Established 1840)

ready for delivery, in fine condi

COMPANY
Have no . ,. , . „

CORN MANURE, for Spring Usi
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED UUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES.

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITR.\TE of SODA
ex Dock Warehoust
SALT, &c.

Offices. 116. Fenchurch Str<

REES ANii ms Rirnosrii.'
GUANi

ready for delii

be the best A

rih uf England—Messrs. Keighley, Maxsted &

!)ire .tnd neighbouring Counties—\V. S. Gladstone,
.^^<,.,^i, -... Jl.Ul Street, I.ivcrpooT.

Agents for South-Wcsl of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith & Co.,
Ilrislol.

Agent for Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Essex, Herts, and Middlesex—Mr.
John (;, Barry, 8, Old Jewry, London.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs, Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and
Aberdeen.

Messrs. AII.ni, I
I
, ,,i.! ,

.'. < ,,
. Dundee.

AgenlsforIi.ini '
, 1 I Gladstone & Co., Dublin.

Price /;i .
I !.,. 10 Rail or Wharf in London.

REESANiii.i ;
,

;, ,! 1 liruvian Guano Company (Limited),
|2, KingWilli.uii M. I, I

,.i„t,,i., |.„c.

PERUVIAN 1^1 IVKRNM KN'T GUANO, iltj lOs. per Ion.

Esq

KEES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,

from one bag upwards.
Address, JOHN G. BARRY,

8,01djewn', London, E.C.,
London Agent for " Rees & Co.'s Biphosphaled Peruvian Guano

Company, Limited."
The Biphosphatcd Pcruv i.in Gu.ino romhines the stimulating power

of Peruvian Guano with Ih- ;ri.|
1 r.itcrtics of Superphosphate.

It IS sent out in Scakil I

, 'is guaranteed by Sellers.
Write for Copy of Ai..il., I

>:
I . r. Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Apricultural s.,. 1. 1 I ,,.,,..,
. Professor j. T. Way, of

rleadii

NIGHTSOIL MANURE CONCENTR.\TED.—
__ Prepared under the direction of the Corporation of Rochdale.

I Powdc! 3 thai used
free from the objectionable

smell 01 iNlgnisoli.

In its preparation fire-heat is not used,
of Nightsoil and urine are retained. It 1

than the nightsoil and ashes collected i

may rely on the Lanure
the Corporation, in the experiments it has madc,"and in the
faclure, not being purely a money profit, but the improved Sanitary
slate of the Town, and also to solve the problem of the preparation of
Nightsoil so as to make it convenient for carriage and not offensive

With all kinds of produce, H
has beei itislacti

ultural and Agricultural.

s Mr. HARESCEUGH. Town Hall, Rochdale.

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any
quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best

yet obtained. Price Lists on application 10 Mr. JOHN ARNOLD,
Builder. 29, Clarendon Square. St. Pancras. N-W.

MANUFACTURER of MANURE, established 16
- years, wishes to appoint a few respectable AGENTS. Good

post, with, occujfation, &c., "Manure

Suttons' New and Clean Grass Seeds.

SUTTON AND SONS, having completed the cleaning
of their NATURAL GRASS SEEDS, will be pleased to send

samples and lowest ouotations. They are of unusual fine quality this

season, and can be relied on as perfectly free from weeds.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Merchants. Reading, Berks.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDIllNC PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT P.\RK1;R begs to announce that his
CATAI.Oi.n , ,1 ,, ,1, ;

Iicscriplive Lists ofthe finest known
in cullivalinii .' ' . .,-.1, is now published, and will be
forwarded to .i[i|. 1

-. ks of SHEDS have all been procured
from the best i. ill arc warranted genuine, and are
offered at the 1 < :

1
1-;. |irircs. Intending purchasers arc re-

quested to comp.-irc tlic jiriccs with those of other houses.
Exotic Nurscrj', looting, Surrey, S.W.

Decorative Beet.

DELL'S JET BLACK-LEAVED BEET surpasses
the Perilla as a decorative plant, and is decidedly the best Beet

in cultivation, being uniform in height and colour, also hnc for culinary
purposes. Price ir. 6d. per oz. The Trade supplied. To be had genuine
from MITCHELL, ARNOTT AND CO., Edinburgh; and 59, Mark
Lane. London. E.C.

To the Wholesale Trade.

HERBERT H. NICHOLSON. Seedgrower, Great
Clacton (near St. Osyth), Essex, has the following SEEDS to

offer, for cash only ;

—

ROBINSON'S PRIZE CHAMPION OX C.4BBAGE, 8oj. per cwt.
NONPAREIL CABBAGE 112s, ,,

WHITE CELERY (Leviathan 051. „
SELECTED DARK RED BEET lios. „
STUDENT PARSNIP 8oj. ,,

MYATT'S CURLED PARSLEY 28s. per bush.
STUBBLE TURNIP iBs. „

&c. Also all the Annual FLOWER SEEDS, at low prices.

To the SEED TRADE.
HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE CUCUMBER.
CUTHILL'S BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER.
OSBORNE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECTING BROCCOLI.
DOUBLE CRESS.
IMPERIAL LONG YELLOW MANGEL (superior stock).

All new of 1869, and true, of own growth, offered cheap.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset.

Potatos.
CHARLES TURNER'S SEED CATALOGUE

contains a Select List of Kidney and Round varieties, including
two new kinds, now offered for the first time,

UN ION, a Round variety, and BEACONSFIELD, Kidney.
The latter received a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

POTATOS, SEED.—Early Ashleaf Kidney (old sort).

Lemon Kidney, Early Handsworth, Oxford, Dalmahoy. Golden
Dwarf, and Fluke can be supplied in quantity. ARTICHOKE,
JERUSALEM, of fine quality, fcr present use, or for seed, in quantity.
SEAKALE, 2-year-old roots. ASPARAGUS ROOTS, I and a years.

For prices, which will be reasonable, apply to

H. AND R. STIR2AKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Seed Potatos.

GEORGE SIBBALD. Drumgealh, by Dundee, has for
Sale a large stock of the following kinds of his own growing,

true to name ;—Paterson's Victoria, Walker's Early, Rinloul's Don,
Eariy Oxford, Daintree's Early, Fluke Kidney, Royal Ashleaf Kidney,
Myatt's Kidney, Sutton's Racehorse Kidney, Sutton's King of Kidneys,
Early Rose Kidney, Moua's Pride Kidney, Sutton's Berkshire Kidney,
Ashfeaf Kidney, Early Red Kidney

.ipplif

M
Paterson's Bovlnla (New "Cattle Feeder" Potato).

R. PATERSOX, the cclehraled raiser of this and
other of our best roiatob, writes;— •' The enormous quantity of

20 Tons per acre can be grown on land where ' finger and toe ' destroys
Turnips ; also on land where Mangel cannot be grown profitably. It

contains a large amount of farinaceous matter, and will keep in good
condition for 12 months."

All particulars on application.—Specially appointed agents,

TAMES DICKSON and SONS, ro3, ICastgate Street, and

Seed Potatos—Choice selected Stoclcs.

[AMES CARTER and CO. are now prepared to
execute orders for the following new and popular varieties :

—

POTATOS.
The Earlv Rose ^ Imported seed direct ( per lb., is. dd. : 7 lb., 91. ;

Brcsec's I'rolific > from the Raiser in { „ 3s. [56 lb., 651.

The Climax J America. I .. y.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle Feeder, p. lb., 11. 6rf. ; 7 lb. , ()j, : 56 lb., 65^.

The Queen's Potato, as used at the Royal tabic, i7S. per peck.
The Ashtop Fluke, much recommended, lis. per peck.

Carter's Champion, best for forcing, $s. per peck.

Milky White, very popular, 4s. per peck.

Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, +1. per peck.
Fluke Kidney, very choice seed, 7S. 3d. per peck.
Early Handsworth, earliest round variety, 35. 6rf. per peck.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238,

High Ilolborn. London. W.C.

w.
Johnstone's Si. Martin's Rhubarb.

P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen,
Dundee, N.B., have pleasure in offering the above new

icty of RHUBARB, which thev ha'

he earliest and best sort in cultivat

: of a batch of Seedlings fron

s to either of these

I'arictics. It forces better than any variety I know, and has a
iplendid coloui

r. 6d. each. Usual Dis

t Garden Market, W.C.

Sheflield—Messrs. Fisher, Holmes
&Co.

Lichficld-Mr. Edward Holmes
Exeter—Messrs. Sclater & Co.
Andovcr—Mr. Wm. Miller

Glasgow—Messrs. Austin &
M'Aslan

Dublin—Me;
& Sons

-M(

Joseph Berry

srs. John Jeffries
& Son

Downham—Mr. Adam Bird
York—Messrs. James Backhouse
& Son

Kilmarnock—Messrs. W. & P.

Further Names published as received.

GENERAL TRADE NURSERY LIST may be had c

Malton—Mr. E. Taylo
,, Messrs. J. Slater & Son

London—Messrs, Hurst & Son
Stirling—Messrs. W. Drummor

w DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingh,im, Essex.

WANTED, an active PARTNER, in a small
Nursery, Florist, and Jobbing Business, in Islington. Lease,

41 years. ,£50 cash required.
Apply to G. R.,32, Rotherfield Street, Islington.

WANTED, a PARTNER, in an Old-established and
Provincial Nursery of the highest rcspectabilily. From the

position and reputation of the establishment, this Mould form an
excellent opening for a Gentleman of moderate capital, business

habits, and knowledge of the Trade.
Messrs. PROTHEROE ,

Leytonstone, N.E.
M0RRI5, The Ameri

To Florists and Nurserymen.

TO BE LET, a HOUSE and FOUR LARGE
GRIiENHOUSE.S, containing 5000 feet of Glass, well arranged,

and heated with water,- large Packing Rooms, Sic., and adapted tor
Stock to be taken, about £110.jing a large Business. Stock to be taken, about £1

]. HANKS, Eololph Villa, Cambridge Road, II lilh.

Romford.

MR. WM. DILLISTONE has received instructions
to SF.LI, hy AUCTION (weather permitting), at the Corn

Exchange, Romford, on FRID.AY, January 14, at 12 o Clock precisely
a splendid assortment of Choice HARDY SHRUBS and CONIFER/E
including some splendid specimens of CEDRUS DEODARA. AR AU-
CARIAS, &c. ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS,

SATUIWAV, JANUARY 8, 1S70.

One of the most interesting parts of the
Reports on the Diseases of Cattle in the United
States, and more especially on the Lung Plague
and Periodic Fever, is that which contains the

account of the investigations which were made
with a view to ascertain if possible whether there

is any reason to believe that parasitic growths in

the blood or elsewhere have anything to do with

the malady. Our friend, Mr. H. W. Ravenel,
who has published several volumes of dried

specimens illustrative of the Fungi of Carolina,

undertook to e.\amine those of Texas, while Dr.

Billings and Brevet-Major Curtis applied

themselves more immediately to the examination
of the fluids of diseased cattle with reference to

the presence of cryptogamic growths. After all

that has been said as to the fungous origin of

cholera,* and the confident assertion by Dr.

Hallier that each form of fever has its own spe-

cific cryptogam, this became a necessary, and,

in its general bearing, a very important object of

inquiry. The examinations, which were carefully

conducted, do not give the very slightest reason

for supposing that there is any truth in the sup-

position. It may be perfectly true that minute

bodies known under the name of Micrococci and
Bacteria may be present even in the fluids of

apparently healthy individuals, but our authors

say expressly
—

" In a general way it may be stated

that all abnormal appearances observed in the

fluids examined were such as might be attri-

buted to putrefaction. Although much remains

to be learned as to the causes and nature of this

process, the tendency of modern science is to

class it as a species of fermentation, which may
be defined as a particular mode of decomposition

of organised bodies, accompanied by the growth

of cells of a fungoid character, supposed to be
active agents in the process."

The Fungi which were generated in the fluids

were the common forms which occur generally

in decomposing fluids, and as regards the more
minute bodies above mentioned their nature is

not at present accurately known. It is true Mr.

Ravenel informs us that Dr. Hallier raised

from the blood and bile of diseased animals an

organism which he calls Coniothecium Stilesia-

num, of which he says, " Perhaps you may
succeed in finding out the places where the

Coniothecium grows in Nature. At all events,

it is a parasitic Fungus growing on plants, and
to be looked for in the food of the wild bullocks."

This is, however, jumping to a conclusion in the

same way as he did with respect to the supposed

origin of cholera from a Fungus derived from

Rice plants ; and, after all, the supposed Coniothe-

cium may merely be a form of some of the com-

mon moulds, and may have as little to do with

the genus as the much talked-of Urocystus

had with respect to the Urocystus occulta of

Rabenhorst.
We feel very thankful to Dr. BILLINGS and his

colleagues for their patient investigation, as it is

highly important that attention should not be

drawn off from more rational views by mere

fanciful notions. The following observations are

worthy of attention :

—

'• It seems probable, in view of the results of

the above experiments, that some ofthe Bacteria

and Micrococcus germs are really fungoid in cha-

racter, and capable of development into higher

forms.
" If the above expressed view of the nature of

these bodies be accepted as probable, the results

of the culture experiments with fluids of disease

and healthy animals can readily be understood.

xpenmenls
suggestioii.

The Rice grew splendidly- I watched it

;hc whole of the time that cholera was

single Fungus could i find cither <

• In a letter just received from Meerut,

with reference to the Ric£ plant had been rnadi

there is this passage
daily, and throught

present, and not a siugic * uhkus (->.

dead leaves, or on the seed or nusk.
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In many animals, whether healthy or diseased,

there are no Fungus germs in the blood. We
have kept vacuum tubes of blood for four months,
and at the end of that time the contents were per-

fectly normal. In other animals there are
probably germs in the blood during life, as shown
by the fact that in vacuum tubes filled from
them, the blood putrefied, and the usual

mycoderms developed. But that these germs
can develop and multiply, without dead organic
material as a pabulum, is very doubtful.

" As was stated at the beginning, our object

was to determine the presence, and as far as

possible the nature, of these germs. The query
as to the connection between them and disease,

whether they should be considered as specific

causes of the disease or as carriers of contagion,
or as the signs of the destruction of vitality of a

part of the fluid or tissues in which they are

found, said destruction being due to some other
cause, is one of great interest, for the answering of

which, however, the lancet and injection tube

will probably be far more efficacious than the

microscope and ' culture apparatus.' " M. J. B.

During the earlier history of the Smithfield

Club the whole of the animals were slaughtered

and weighed before the prizes were awarded. In
this competition weight was the principal test

upon which the awards were based. This
practice, however, was ultimately abandoned,
and the system adopted of judging animals
by inspection and comparison of their

several points of merit as animals, of the
particular class in which they were exhibited.

In summing up in this manner the total of the
good points of any animal, a mistake may occa-
sionally have been made ; nevertheless the system
has acted well, and its results, on the whole, have
been highly satisfactory'. While the former system
made weight of beef—presuming there was no
deficiency in the quality of the same—to govern
decisions (so that lumpiness, coarseness, and
even a mis-shapen frame were not incompatible
accompaniments to a prize medal), the new
mode, while encouraging early maturity, so as to

get great animal weight at any fixed age,

requires the animal to possess size, symmetry,
style, handling (combining quality of flesh, skin,

and hair), fineness of bone, straightness of limb,

and uniformity of flesh ; and these, except in rare

instances, can be found only in animals of pure
descent, bred Avith great care, from parents
possessing, as far as possible, the special points

regarded as characteristics of high merit in the
eyes of modern judges.

It is clear, therefore, that the modern practice

has been the means of creating the very excel-

lencies that it demanded, and to no inconsiderable
extent has been the means of carrying out the
objects of the Club, by encouraging the breeding
of animals of a more perfect character. It has
thus, also conduced to the material prosperity of
the Club, and the success of its annual meetings,
as well as permanently benefited the general
meat supplies of the country. The fact, indeed,
is quite clear that, under this system, we have
got quit of the patchy Shorthorn, the shelly

Devon, the thick-skinned Hereford, and the
flat-sided, long-faced flabby pig ; and we have
cattle beautiful in form and colour, soft and
velvety to the touch, yet with beef firm and
elastic as india-rubber, level as a table on the
top, and round as a barrel on the sides, on short
legs, standing square, and covering an immense
parallelogram of ground ; and, finally, weighing,
at an early age, much more than the lofty, long-

legged, light-middled, big-ended beast of other
days, whose heaviest beef was in those parts
which are too coarse to make " a roast " of.

At the present time, however, although the dead
or carcase weight of the cattle exhibited is not
known before the award of prizes is made, the
live weight of the animals is, nevertheless, taken.
These weights form an interesting record of
comparison from year to year, and, so far, a test

of the comparative merit of the best animals in

different years, in the two points of weight and
early maturity.

In judging between animals, it can, however,
only be a true test on the one point of

weight, and cannot nullify a combination
of other points of excellence in another
animal which may happen to weigh less on the
scale. Thus it will be seen that at the Smithfield
.Show, in most instances, the prize beast was not
the heaviest in its class, and in some it was the
lightest. Indeed the very worst animal in the

yard (with the exception of the uncultivated

specimen of the bovine species brought from
La Plata), viz., the Welsh half-bred ox, was about
the heaviest beast shown, his live weight being
I ton 7 cwt. 3 qr. 19 lb. ; while Lord Avle.SFORd's
ox, the winner of all the possibihties, both at

Birmingham and Smithfield, weighed only

19 cwt. 2 qr. 23 lb.

While the live weight test fails as an absolute

measure of the merits of any animal—and, indeed,

is an only item in the account which the success-

ful animal has to fully satisfy— it affords scope for

some very interesting comparisons between
classes. The live weights of class against class,

and oi breed against breed, may be summed up
with advantage ; and an average taken that will

afford some useful conclusions. This use of the

materials before us will be understood, when
it is considered that in taking a whole class we
get a full average of all the points of excellence in

both—that is, in taking 3-ycar-old Short-

horns against 3-year-old Herefords, the average
of merit of the Shorthorns, in size, touch, and
quality, will be equal to the average of

the Herefords in the same points. They,
therefore, stand on equal ground, when we ask

the scale to decide the question of the two
breeds as to the point of early maturity, and
as to their relative capacity to make beef
in any fixed given time—at two years old or

four years old, as the case may be. Anyhow, the

facts supplied are true as far as they go, and
they are essential to any calculation as to the
most economical mode of converting fodder into

marketable flesh. To the inquirer, moreover,
they are interesting as furnishing him with
ascertained facts, which he can use, as he would
use bricks, in the construction of an edifice of
opinion.

These reasons will be sufficient for the com-
pilation of the following tables of the weights
of prize animals at the late Smithfield Show.
The live weights are from official sources. If

the carcase weight be desired, it may be esti-

mated by using the following data, which show
the percentage of the live weight which is beef in

the case of three classes of animals of various
weights, according to Mr. Ewart, of Newcastle-
on-Tyne,—the first class being well fed and well

bred ; the second well bred, not well fed ; the
third neither well bred nor well fed.

LIVE WEIGHTS OF CATTLE SHOWN AT THE AGRICULTURAL HALL, DECEMBER 6-
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remember," he informs us, "when there was more
fighting, ihicving, sheep stealing in our parish alone,

than there is in all the county now. Labourers are

better off in ahiiost every way. Wages have doubled

since that time. A bushel of Wheat was always con-

sidered a man's week's pay : now it is the value of two
that they receive. I won't say but they were a stronger

set of men, as it seems to me, than they are

;

but that, perhaps, is because there were not so many
chances then of work elsewhere, and so the best, who
now get draughted off to better paid employment,
remained upon the farm. Anyhow they are better fed

now than they used to be. And there isn't the smug-
gling—there isn't even the poaching—there isn't the

waste of time at fairs—there isn't the ignorance and
-vice—there was. They know better, they love their

books more, they ar'n't so brutish, pounding one another

about, they do love one another more.—-And the land,

too, is better managed than it was. Perhaps there isn'i

much more got out of a cow than there used to be,

but there is a lot more got off the land. What used to

be cut off the crown of the ridge is now got right over

the whole of the field. That is true of grass land, but

it is truer still of the arable. A man used to get

20 bushels of Wheat where now he must get nearer

40 to be as well satisfied. And he needs it all ; for,

with more labourers in his employ, and more wages to

give to each of them, he has also more rent to pay. I

have kno\\'ii rents raised three times in 20 years ; and
it is £2, and even ^3 Tnow, where it used to be
less than 30J-. The landlord has felt the benefit as

well as the labouring man. And all I wish is, that

instead of pulling dovm the cottages, and driving

labourers away, every owner of a farm were bound to

build good homes for all the men the farmer needs to

work it," This is a pretty good account of a secluded
country parish in a dairy county. We doubt not that

the experience upon the hill district of the county is as

satisfactory as that thus told us of the vale.

Mr. Smith, of Woolston, has an interesting

autobiography in the current number of the Farnu^i-^s

Afagazifu; which, well deserves penisal. The following

are his conclusions on a comparison of steam cultivation

with that by horse-power :

—

" The gains on the side of steam culture as carried out
by me are : increase of depth of culture, from 6 inches
under horse-culture to from 10 to 12 inches under steam-
power culture, at a much less cost per seed-bed yearly,

from quite £1 per acre under horse-culiure to from
6f. Qd, to los. per acre. Under steam-culture a much
cleaner .system of working is got than under horse-power,
the former never needing a fallow, while the latter needs
one every fourth year on our clay soils. The result from
all this is a great increase of produce, due first to having
all the land in crop instead of a fourth part of it in fallow

yearly, and the remaining is due to a greater fertility of

the whole—in my own case full 2 qr. per acre yearly or

my heavy clay land, and my land is not exceptional, for

the Board of Trade has shown that there are yearly

800.000 acres of fallow in this country on Uke soil to my
heavy clay. These 800,000 acres must be multiplied by
four to represent the quantity of land worked under the

fallow system. This gives 3,200,000 acres of heavy land
especially needing steam-power upon it, and if my data of
gain aretaken as abasisof calculation, and spread over
large quantity of acres, there is shown to be a clear gain
of over j^i2, 000,000 a-year, to be had as gains of thf

country. Surely such a sum as that is worth trying for,

especially as it can be won without any increased tenants'

capital, excepting the little lost in making the change from
one system to the other."
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impress upon our readers the importance of arriving at
our conclusions by recognised methods. Just as the
thermometer is now admitted to be a safer guide ir

cheese-making than the hand, so the scales and weight
will be found a better index to progress in cattle and sheep
than the eye and the touch. Well would it be for the
young farmer if he would cultivate a little more exactness
in ascertaining, for instance, both the weight offood and
water consumed, and the amount of milk yielded in
return, by cows. Every farm should be provided with
a weighing macliine of such a kind as to allow of
cattle being weighed from time to time. The
food ought to be weighed to the cattleman
with the same strictness that materials are weighed
from the storeroom of a factoiy, and the fort-

nightly or monthly weighing of some or all of
the animals would soon supply the farmer with a
series of figures, valuable both to him and to his

agricultural brethren. We do not WTite entirely with-
out experience, for we can testify to the great interest
awakened in the mind when the time for again testing
progress arrives. In these days of high rents, rising

wages, low prices, and foreign competition, it behoves
us to lose sight of no means of increasing our know-
ledge of our profession. We suspect that many of our
most "knowing ones" really know very little as they
ought to know it—exactly. How many pounds of hay
will put on I lb. of carcase weight ? How many pounds
of hay are equal to I lb. of linseed-cake ? What relation

has oat-straw to hay for feeding purposes? Is cotton-
cake or rape-cake the cheaper food ? There are hosts

of other questions requiring solution, but which can
only be solved by the scales and weights. We again
insist that farming cannot rank either with other
manufactures or businesses until these questions are

strictly inquired into.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

How slow is the British farmer in adopting an exact

system of conducting farming business. We speak here
particularly of the feeding and management of stock, and
our complaint is this, that we have the greatest difficulty

in really finding out the plan of feeding pursued in any
given case. The horses get a fe7ii Oats, and are fod-

dered with hay ; the cattle get a fairish quantity of Tur-
nips and hay, and a good allowance of meal, or cake ;

the pigs are done liberally, or the reverse, according to

the notions of the fanner. In the same way the result:

are enveloped in mystery, and it is but seldom that any
test is applied in order to find the increase in live

weight, consequent upon a certain amount of food t

sumed. So much is this the case, that we are in

danger of being considered as unpractical, for

broaching the idea of altering what appears to

us to be opposed to true economy. Fanners
are to a very considerable extent experimenters.
They are constantly telling each other that they
have tiled such a food for stock, and that they are
favourably impressed with it, or the reverse. They
will give you their opinion upon cooking food, cutting

chaff, the relative advantage of a large or small
quantity of roots, the relative profitableness of sheep
and cattle, as well as upon various other subjects con-
nected with stock management. With regard to these
opinions, ba-sed as they are on what is somewhat
boastfully called "experience," there is one pecu-
liarity worthy of note, namely, that the observations of
practical men are so contradictory that the unfortunate

tyro who attempts to reconcile them is lost in con-
fusion, and learns at length that his only plan
is to try for himself Living as we do in a
scientific age, it is not likely that this state of things
can continue, and we wish at this moment to

Already notices of spring sales are appearing.
The Faniley Hall sale is fixed for March 3 ; the late

Mr. Mann's herd will be dispersed on the 1st of the

same month ; and the nth will witness what is spoken
of as the first periodical sale of Shorthorns at Berkeley
Castle. This last herd originated in the purchase of
some good heifers at Darlington, and subsequently
repeated crosses of pure-bred bulls from Kingscote and
other noted herds have greatly improved the quality of
the stock. At a later period, and very recently, many
important additions have been made to the Berkeley
herd. The following cows, which have recently added
heifer calves to the herd, will be recognised as bearing
names once familiar at Didmarton ;

—

Queen of Tyre,
Star ofEve, Florenlia \%th. Pearl of Peru. Maid of Tyre
has lately contributed a bull calf. All these calves are

by 2n Duke OK CoLLiNGHAM, and Belvoir Belle\\t&

produced a cow calf to Colonel Kingscote's famous 30
DtiKE OF Clarence. Besides these, the cows bought
by Lord Fitzhardinge at Mr. Bowly's sale in the spring
have not been idle. Accordingly we find

—

icnl yi has produced a roan b.c. to 3D Duke of Claro
icnt nth has produced a roan b.c. to 3D Duke of Waterloo

Musical t2tk has produced a roan b.c. to6TH Earl of Walton
The calves are of good colour, healthy, large, and full

of hair. Most of the cows, which are looking very
well, arc in calf to LoRU WiLD Eyes 5TH, a useful

sire, bought at Siddington.

Last week it was erroneously stated in the

summary of Shorthorn news, that three Siddington cows
had made upon an average ;^46o each. The average
realised was ;^36o.

February and March I have heard them emit that
peculiar cackle, tuk-tuk-tuk-tuk-tukauk ' by which
every one knows a hen in a farmyard proclaims to the
good housewife a fresh acquisition to her larder. The
flesh of the jungle fowl, under favourable circumstances,
IS the most delicious of all game, but that of the old
cock is beyond human powers of mastication."

POULTRY.
Last week we Ijorrowed from Mr. Tegetmier's work

on poultry an excellent sketch of the jungle fowl, now,
by common consent, looked upon as the wild progeni-

tor of all our breeds of domestic poultry. The follow-

ing remarks upon the habits of this interesting bird

will, we think, not be without considerable interest to

our readers :
— " Owing to its secluded life the breeding

habits of the jungle fowl are very little known. The
question has arisen among naturalists as to whether the

cock in its natural state is monogamous or polygamous.

I am inclined to think the latter from seeing always so

many hens to one male bird, and this in every season

of the year. The period for incubation varies accord-

ing to locality, but is generally at the beginning of the

rains, viz., June. I have seen eggs, however, in March,

and Jerdon says the hen breeds as early as January and
as late as July. She selects for this purpose some
secret thicket in the most retired and dense part

of the jungle, scraping together a few leaves

on the ground by way of nest. She remains as part of

the cock's seraglio, until some seven or ten or a dozen
eggs have been deposited in the above spot, to which
she stealthily repairs every day, and finally quits her

party, and retires alone and unseen to perform the

duties of incubation. The chicks are hatched as usual,

in about 20 days, and follow their mother soon after

they have emerged from the egg-shell, and she leads

them about, teaching them how to find their own
sustenance, till they are big enough to shift for them-

selves, by which time the young cocks, finding thai they

cannot, with honour, come within a few yards of one

another without a battle, separate—each one taking a

ber of hens with him. These particulars I have

gathered from native informers, but I can add from my thereafter, Z'375
experience that, either the season of incubat'

UNCULTIVATED LANDS,
Their Reclamation and Improvement.

There are in the United Kingdom vast tracts of
land which at present are lying comparatively idle and
almost unproductive, but which by a small outlay could
be greatly improved and made to contribute to the
support of the people five or ten times what they do at
present. I know personally of vast tracts of land
which at present are only yielding a rental of 2s. or 3^.
or 4J., or at most

Sj-. per acre, a large portion of which
is at this moment fit for the plough, and all the
remainder of which, by a trifling outlay, might be
turned into good arable land, capable of supporting ten
times the stock which it supports at present. Let it

not be supposed that this is an exaggeration. I myself
have a large estate, which a few years ago was let to
yearly tenants at an average rent of 3J. 6d. per acre,
portions being let at a considerably higher rate,
while other portions were of course let at much
le-ss ; and yet on some of the worst parts of that
land, lying at an elevation of iioo to 1200 feet
above the sea, I am now growing excellent crops of
Turnips, Swedes, Carrots, Mangels, Oats, Barley, Rye,
Rye-grass, and Clover. There are throughout the
Principality of Wales immense tracts of the same sort
of land, at present supporting perhaps one mountain
sheep to each acre, but which, by a very moderate out-
lay, could be made to support ten times as many. I
remember some years ago, a friend, in driving with me
through some lands of the sort I name, expressing sur-
prise that people should emigrate to Australia when
there were such vast tracts lying wild at their very doors.

It may be asked how is it, when there is so much
competition for farms, that these lands are not run
after by farmers ? But the answer is very simple. No
farmer, unless he be a man of large capital, and unless
he obtains a long lease, could afford to enter upon
such land. Now, a farmer with plenty of capital, is

usually a man well up in life, and he has lost the spring
and the enthusiasm of his early years. A man well
to do, and somewhat stricken in years, is not fond of
settling in a new country, neither is he fond of a specu-
lation which will require several years before it begins
to make him any return for his outlay, and a still longer
period before it returns the capital he has laid out. It

seems to me, then, that these lands can only be brought
into profitable cultivation at the expense of the land-
lords ; but as very few of the landlords are overburdened
with surplus capital, they are not likely to enter
personally upon the ^speculation. There is, however,
a means of doing it which, it seems to me, might be
profitably adopted, and that is through the various
Land Drainage and Improvement Companies, all of
whom have very extensive powers for the advance of
money (without any inquiry into title, and without
reference to entails or mortgages), provided the money is

to be applied in the improvement of the estate. The
improvements which are required to render these lands
fit for the occupation of an educated faiTner are good
buildings, roads, fences, and drainage, all of which are

"landlord's outlay," and are fully within the powers of
the companies I allude to. An average outlay of £$
per acre on such improvements would render these

lands fit for the occupation of a first-class tenant if he
were prepared to make tlie necessary outlay for lime
and artificial manure to start the farm into fertility ; and
if we reckon 10 per cent, on the outlay and 5.;. per
acre as the starting rent, these lands would not cost a
fanner more than i5j-. per acre of rent when fitted

with every reasonable appliance for their profitable

cultivation.

Now let us suppose a case. Suppose a young enter-

prising and skilful farmer, possessed say of ^^3000
capital, sees 500 acres of such land, which is let at

present for 5^. an acre, and suppose he goes to the

landlord of it and says : " If you will let me have

these 500 acres at their present rent, and wUl agree

that ^^2500 (to be advanced by such and such a land

comp.any) shall be expended on it during the first two
years, I will take a lease for 21 years, and will agree

to pay 10 per cent, on the outlay (over and above the

present rent) so as to repay the whole outlay in 14 or

15 years, and leave you the full profit of it during the

last six or seven years of my take.' I venture to think

the landlord would prick up his ears, and if he heard a

good character of his proposed tenant, would be very

apt to fall into his views, because it would treble the

value of his property in 15 years without a single

shilling of outlay on his part.

Now, let us consider what would be the farmer's

position, supposing the outlay to be made at the rate of

;{;'l5oo during the first year, and £icxx> during the

second. His actual rent for 500 acres would be as

follows :—1st year, ^^125; 2d year, ^275; every year

hereafter, £iTS- During the first year he would in

11 probability lo.se ^'250, besides spending /250

uncertain, or that the hens lay in cold weather with no I lime' and artificial manure, making his " actual outlay

more ulterior view than domestic birds, for both in | that year ^^'500. During the second year he would
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expend about /350 in lime, salt, superphosphate, and
paring the drained land, and he would lose perhaps
;^i5o more in farming, making his outlay for that year
also ;^50o. During the third year he would expend
about 350/. in lime, salt, and superphosphate ; but he
ought to make 350/. of farming profit, so that his

actual outlay that year would be nothing. During the
4th and 5th years he ought to make at least looo/.—say 400/. and 600/, ; so that at the end of five years
he would have his whole capital replaced, and he
would then have a farm, with 16 years to nm, that
ought to produce him at least 60x3/. a year of farming
profit, if not more.

Upon a 500-acre farm of the land I speak of, there
would probably be 450 acres suitable for cultivating,
and 50 acres rough hill-side pasture, including roads,
fences, and land under buildings.

The 450 acres would be cultivated on a five-field

system, thus :— 1st year, winter Oats or winter Barley
or Rye ; 2d year, roots ; 3d, spring Oats, with Grass
and Clover seeds

; 4th, Rye-grass and Clover
; 5th

year, pasture ; and each division would be 90 acres.

Such a farm would, when in full cultivation, keep a
breeding stock of 400 ewes, selling out every year
400 sheep 30 months old in September and October,
and would fatten in winter 120 beasts, or even more if

no corn was sold.

The lands which I speak of lie at an elevation of 800
to 1500 feet above the sea. But they produce, never-
theless, excllent crops of Oats, Winter Barley, Rye,
and roots of all descriptions, while Italian Rye -grass
and Clover flourish remarkably well, giving very early
and very plentiful feed for the ewes in April, and if the
sheep are folded carefully over it the quantity of Grass
it will produce is very great. For roots the climate is

the best possible, and 25 tons of Swedes and 30 tons of
Turnips are an average crop from an acre. The land
is usually found partly dry and partly wet, but there is

never any difficulty at those altitudes in finding an out-
let for the drainage water.
The Dry Laiid we break up by sending a cultivator

over it, working about 4 inches deep, with four horses
to tear up and break the roots of the sod. We then
sow about 5 cwt. of salt to the acre broadcast, and
leave it for the winter frost to kill the Grass. In spring
we plough it up about 6 inches deep, giving it 2 tons
of lime to the acre, and then we sow it with Oats. In
consequence of the land having been first broken
with the cultivator, it comes up to the plough as easily
as old broken-up land, and makes a very good seed-
bed with very little trouble, and the mass of old Grass
buried with the salt makes an excellent manure. If
the season is favounable, the first crop of Oats should
be a fair average, but whether or not, it leaves the land
in excellent order, either for a second crop of Oats the
next year, or for roots, whichever is preferred, and
after that it will come into regular rotation.
The Wet Land has to be treated in a different way,

for upon it the old sod is so tough and imperishable
that more severe means must be taken to destroy it.

Land at such an elevation, if wet, has usually a thin
layer of black peat, varying from 3 to 6 inches thick,
and resting on a bed of clay, and this when drained
makes the best land of all, if we can only mix sufficient
of the clay below with the peat above. Lime has an
amazing effect on this sort of land. It dissolves the
peat, and forms it into a manure that seems specially
adapted for Turnips, and I fully believe that such land
will continue to bring a first-rate crop of Turnips every
time it comes into rotation throughout a 21 years' lease,
without any other manure than lime and salt— say
2 tons of lime and 5 cwt. of salt to the acre each time
it is prepared for roots, that is to say, every five years.
I have myself used superphosphate on this sort of land,
in conjunction with lime and salt (but not put on at the
same time, say an interval of several weeks), and I am
of opinion it is money thrown away ; the lime and salt
are all that are required. This peaty land, however,
when first broken up must be pared and burnt. There
is no getting over this, and it is all nonsense
for any one to say it is bad farming. I
have myself tried ploughing up without burning,
but it is no use. You get no crop the first year,
and very little the second, and the third year the
old tough sods are still there to bother and trouble you.
I have tried, too, ploughing it up with four-horse
ploughs 13 inches deep, so as to buiy the clod com-
pletely, intending to leave it undisturbed two years,
putting in my second crop with a slight scuffling of the
cultivator ; but that also is no use. You bring up the
bad sour subsoil, and your first crop, therefore, is not
one-third of what it should be, and the second little

more than half a crop, and at the end of two years the
clods are only half rotted. In fact, you only get one
crop out of two years' working and seed, and yet at the
end of the two years your land is not in as good tilth as
it would have been after one crop if it had been pared
and burnt.

After paring and burning we send the cultivator over
it twice, going about 3 or 4 inches deep the first time,
and about 5 or 6 inches deep the second time, taking
care to cross at a slight angle only, for to cross it

at a right angle will not do, as the cultivator tears it

up in great clods. We find these two cultivatings
produce a sufficient tilth for winter Oats or winter
Barley or Rye, one of which should be the first crop
on that sort of land, and if, besides the ashes, you have
given it two tons of lime to the acre, it \vill produce a

first-rate crop. The following autumn, after the crop
is off, it ploughs up easily enough, as the double turn
of the cultivator has broken up the tough sods, and a
winter's frost renders it quite fine enough for a crop of
spring-sown Oats, which should be the second crop on
that sort of land, and then the third year it is in excel-
lent order for roots. When this land comes to be
ploughed for roots the second autumn it ought to be
ploughed up with four horses, 13 inches deep, so as to
bring up a quantity of the clay subsoil. This lies

exposed to the winter frost, and in spring it should be
cross-ploughed, with a pair of horses, 6 or 7 inches
deep, so as to mix the subsoil a little,

and bring up some of the better soil. Then put
on 2 tons of lime and 5 cwt. of salt to the acre, and
harrow it all down smooth. Then sow broadcast

4 cwt. of supeiphosphate to each acre, and throw it up
into ridges with the double-mouldboard plough. Then
drill in the seed with a common double ridge-drill

without any other manure. This is the only time that

I would give such land superphosphate, and the plan
of sowing it broadcast just before ridging up is one I

have always followed, and always found most success-
ful, for it brings the superphosphate right into the
middle of the ridge (where the Turnip is going to
grow), and yet so spread that the roots cannot fail to
find it at once. When the crop of Turnips is off, this

land will be in thorough condition, fit to grow any crop
that the climate will ripen. There will be a good
surface soil, 13 inches deep, made up of a mixture of
peat and clay manured with 4 tons of lime, 5 cwt. of
salt, 4 cwt. of superphosphate, and the ashes produced by
paring and burning.

If I were a farmer taking such land, I would take
care to have the money intended to be spent upon it

expended only in works of real necessity. As a matter
of course, I would put up a good substantial farm-
house, stabling for 12 horses, houses for 120 cattle, a
small granary, a wool store, and an implement shed.
All wet land must, of course, be drained, and a good
boundary fence put right round the farm, and if the
farm were intersected by any public road, I would put
fences along the sides of it, but cross divisional fences I

would not care much about. Any one going to keep a
large number of sheep on artificial grasses and roots
must have a great number of hurdles, and where sheep
are folded fences are of small value comparatively. A
tenant who has to pay 10 per cent, on all outlay has a
direct interest in seeing that no money is thrown
away, and that nothing is spent except in works*
that will be reproductive. Labourers' cottages
suitable for the country, and in a convenient situa-

tion for the men attending to their work, would always
repay a fanner even at 10 per cent, per annum. The
cost of a labourer's cottage, built for use and not for

ornament, is a deal less than many people suppose. In
the country I speak of £2^^, judiciously expended,
will erect half a dozen very comfortable labourers'

cottages. Building materials are cheap all through
Wales, now that it has been intersected by railways,
and the cost of fencing and draining is also moderate.
A double wire fence, with a young hedge between, can
be erected for about \s. per lineal yard, and if three or
four rows of trees are put on one side of the hedge, it

will cost no more, because any landlord would be glad to
supply the trees, and pay for putting them in ; but even
if he did not, it would not add more than i \d. per yard
to the cost. On all land which needs draining, clay
suitable for pipe-making is to be found, and the cost
of erecting a tilery is not very much. Drain-pipes can
be made and burnt for I2.t. (,d. per 1000, and if we
add zs. bd. per 1000 to repay the outlay on the plant,
it will make the actual cost of drain-pipes close to the
spot where they are going to be used, only 15.1.

per 1000. With pipes at this price, £^ per acre will

drain land, 3 feet deep and 7 yards apart, including
every expense.

I feel satisfied that my estimate of /'2500 to cover
"landlord's outlay" on a farm of 500 acres, is

amply sufficient. It would not be easy to find more
than 150 acres of wet land on such a farm, and ^^750
would drain that; and I consider the following an
approximate estimate of what would be necessary :

—

We hear a great deal just now about the depression
of trade, the increase of pauperism, and the necessity
of emigration. But why emigrate to the colonies when
there is plenty of vacant land lying at our very door ?

The wealth of this country consists of the labour of her
people. Keep the people idle and our wealth
diminishes ; set them to labour at reproductive
works, and our wealth immediately increases.

Every emigrant from our shores is a dead loss to the
country, if there is work for him to do at home. A
farm of 500 acres in the hands of a skilful agi-iculturist

will give employment to about eight families ; and if we
reckon five to a family, that represents 40 individuals.

A thousand such farms established would relieve the
labour market as much as the emigration of 40,000
souls ; and with this advantage, that we keep our people
at home earning good wages, and every penny they
spend goes in some shape or other to support some
other branch of native industry. A thousand such
famis established would give an annual revenue of
;^i, 500,000 to be expended in this country, whereas at
present those same lands are only producing a spend-
able revenue of ^250,000. A judicious outlay, then, of
two and a half millions of money would increase the
annual income of the people one million and a quarter,
thus giving a return of 50 per cent. Surely such
an enterprise would be a more sensible employment for

British capital than to sink it in foreign loans, or to

embark it in foreign railways. G. A. H.

Drainage, 150 acres .£750
F.irm-hoiisc and offices 400

buildings 750
' cottages . . . . , . . . 2504. Labou

5. Fences
6. Roads and ndrics

Total ouday /2500

Of this outlay something like ^^1500 would be
expended on the spot amongst the people there, and of
course would greatly benefit them, while £\ooo would
go to buy materials at some of the outports, and to pay
for skilled workmen brought from a distance. Every
penny, however, of the outlay benefits some one or
other, but it is not so much by the present outlay as by
the future annual produce that the country is to be
benefited. At present these lands are producing at the
utmost about loj-. per acre, say 5.1. for the landlord's
rent and 5^. for the tenant's gross profit, so that 500
acres would be producing altogether only ^^250 a year
towards the support of the people. When, however,
the land was improved in the way I speak of, the gross
produce of 500 acres would be at least ;^i 500 a year,
or six times as much as its present produce ; and the
whole of this would in some shape or other go to the
support of the people.

THE GAME LAWS.
[At the recent inter\'iew of a deputation from the Scottish
Chamber of Agriculture with the Lord Advocate, to express the
views entertained by the Chamber on the subject of the Game
Laws, the following statement was made of the grievances of
which the farmer complains ;—

]

Mr. Wilson, of Edington Mains (President of the
Chamber), said that the subject of the Game Laws had
been fully discussed in the Scottish Chamber of Agri-
culture, and that its members were perfectly unanimous
as to the oppressixe nature of the grievance and the
exceeding desirability of its being obviated or removed.
He would frankly tell his lordship, however, that the
members of the Chamber were not at one as to the
best means of accomplishing that end. He need not
remind his lordship that his predecessor in the office of
Lord Advocate gave a pledge—after several private
individuals had failed in getting Bills carried with that

object in view—that he would bring in a Bill in the
next session of Parliament ; and their primary object
in coming there to-day was to urge upon the present
Lord Advocate that he should fulfil that pledge by
bringing in a Bill to afford relief from the evils

experienced from the operation of the Game Laws as
they at present exist.

He might state in general terms that this was
an evil which had been growing exceedingly of late

years. There were parties who for a long course
of years had suffered exceedingly from the existing pre-
servation ofgame, and the damage which this occasioned
to their crops. The evil was not diminishing, but
was rapidly on the increase. The number of proprietors
preserving game was gradually becoining greater.

The modem idea of sportsmen seemed to be that
they could not get good sport unless they had an ex-
traordinarily heavy stock of game. The fashion now
was for a proprietor to go out, not with his keeper, as
used to be the custom, but with large parties and a
large attendance of drivers ; and they were not .satisfied

unless they shot a large quantity of game. The pro-
prietors also exchanged field days, every one being
anxious to show that he had as well-stocked preserves
as his neighbour had, while the heavier the stock of
game the heavier was the loss to the farmers. He
would remind his lordship that the value of land had
of late years greatly increased throughout the country,
as was shown by the greatly increased rental ; the
modes of husbandry were changed from what they
used to be ; the business of farming had now to be
conducted at an enonnously increased expense from
that at which it used to be practised ; and when a great
portion of the produce of the soil was destroyed by those
wild creatures, such as hares and rabbits, it told very
heavily on the margin on which the farmer had to work.
The daiTiage done to the crops was often serious in
the extreme. In fact, it was perfectly practicable that
a landlord, taking advantage of the Game Laws as they
at present stand, might, if he had the conscience to do
it, niin any tenant out at the door by sufficiently multi-
plying the number of animals on his estate ; and, after
all, the farmer would have no means of defending him-
self There were cases where the thing had been
carried to such an extent that the farmer was actually
ruined ; but, short of that, there were a great many
fanners who had their means of meeting their engage-
ments and maintaining their families very seriously
encroached upon by the destruction caused, especially
by hares and rabbits. It was in regard to the hares
and rabbits that the complaint almost exclusively
existed, and their excessive multiplication. If they got
rid of that grievance, he did not believe that the
tenantry would complain of partridges and grouse.
There were few cases in which there was loss sustained
from pheasants ; they were comparatively helpless
creatures, and could not take care of themselves. They
were more like poultry than game ; and so far as his

experience went, it was only in the vicinity of policies

that pheasants were in excess. But, again, where there
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was a great multiplication of pheasants you will invari-

ably find a multiplication of hares and rabbits in pro-

portion. Then, besides the great pecuniary loss and

damage occasioned by the operation of the Game
Laws, there was produced a great amount ol irritation

and estrangement betwixt parties who ought to be

acting cordially together. It seemed to him that it

was perfectly impossible that a really cordial state of

feeling could exist between proprietors and tenantry

where one party was the means of injuring the other to

the extent which prevailed in various parts of the

country, in connection with the preservation of game.

It seemed to him a most miserable thing that for the

sake of those wretched hares and rabbits there should

be so much heartburning and alienation of feeling

throughout the country amongst those who ought to be

acting together as one man. There was undoubtedly a

large amount of that heartburing, and it was still a

greater pity that it was increasing.

He thought it was perfectly relevant, in connection

with the business on which they had waited on his

lordship, to remind him also of the great social evil

that was wrought in the community by the great

increase of poaching. The fact was, that where the

game increased poaching increased. And there is no
doubt that where this is the case a great number of men
who would have been earning a livelihood in an honest

way are tempted into these breaches of the law ; they

are sent to prison ; when they come out they are worse
than when they went in ; they have become bad members
of society, discharging their duties neither to society

nor to their families. He (Mr. Wilson) thought the

farmers, whom the Chamber of Agriculture represented,

were entitled to expose, as far as they could, the hard-

ships which resulted from the present operation of the

Game Laws, as well as the social evils that grew out of

the mischief connected with it. It was not merely the

direct loss which many farmers sustained from the

ravages of hares and rabbits ; but there were a number
of other evils that went along with it.

His lordship might be aware that there was what he
might call a taunt with which they were constantly

met, when they complained of the grievances under
which they laboured and the evils that resulted from
the operation of the Game Laws. The taunt was
this
—" But you go and sign leases in which you bind

yourselves to preserve the game ; and you have your-
selves to blame for that." Well, that just led him to

impress upon his lordship that the case was one in

which they required to get redress by public means.
The farmers really could not defend themselves. If

fanners were to prosecute the business of farming, they
must have land to farm. But now that the matter had
been agitated, these reservations as to the preservation

of game were, he might say, becoming so universal

that he believed it would not be long till not a lease in

Scotland would be granted unless it had such a reser-

vation. If a farmer, then, refused to give such a
reservation, he would lose the farm he had occupied,
and he would not get another. He must either sign

that or turn his attention to some other means of live-

lihood, or go to the colonies. He could not help him-
self under present circumstances. It was therefore

gratuitous to say that farmers were to blame for putting
their names to their leases, and agreeing to the reserva-

tion regarding game that was required by the landlord.

That was the reason why they thought that the
Government of the country should come to their aid

;

for surely it was a subject worthy of their consideration
that the food for the people of the country should be
got in the largest possible quantity, and that it should
not be wasted by what was really vermin. If the
community generally were aware of the enormous
quantities of food that were destroyed by hares and
rabbits, they would probably be more alive to the
importance of the subject. The rabbits and hares sold

at from Is. to y. each in the market ; but before they
brought that value they had destroyed far more than
double that amount ; and that was, therefore, the
most unprofitable way of sending agricultural produce
to the market that could possibly be imagined.

But owing to the extent to which game preserving
was now carried, and the means that were taken to

preserve the game, there were other evils which the
farmers sustained. For instance, in order to get a great
head of game, proprietors employed a large number of
gamekeepers ; and the consequence was that they had
almost exterminated the natural enemies of these
verniin. The result of course was that they were all

the more annoyed with other verniin that caused much
damage. They were quite invaded, for instance, with
woodpigeons. At one time he regarded the accounts
that came from America in reference to the prevalence
of woodpigeons as mere travellers' tales, but of late he
had seen whole fields grey with them on farms in our
own Scotland. The destruction they committed was
something serious. It was not so in his younger
days. And then, from the same cause, some of
their best home steadings were swarming with rats

and mice
The Lord Advoc.we : You are quite at liberty to

kill rats and mice ?

Mr. Wilson : That is quite true. But your lord-

ship, I have no doubt, would be astonished if you
knew the sums of money that fanners have sometimes
to expend in trying to destroy the rats in a steading.
That is all in consequence of their natural enemies
being destroyed. You cannot, in very many cases,

keep the cats from getting into the traps of the keepers
and being destroyed. Then the evils of which we
complain have been greatly increased by the Act of
1S62, by which the police were gradually converted
into gamekeepers. Rabbits, before that Act was
passed, were not game, but by a side wind, as your lord-
ship may be aware, they have been made game—they have been put in the same category with
hares. 1 hold, therefore, that the evils of which
we complain have been aggravated and increased by
that measure.

The Lord Advocate : There is no law I am
aware of that forbids tenants, people lawfully on the
land, from killing rabbits.

Mr. Wilson : The Act of 1862 tends directly in the
way of increasing the number of these rabbits. But
there was another thing that many had felt to be an
aggravation of the evils that grew out of the operation
of the Game Laws as now administered : it was, that in

consequence of the multiplication of the hares and
rabbits the proprietors had been in the habit of sending
large numbers of these to the market. He took occasion
last summer to question the assessor of taxes on the
subject, and found there was no tax, local or other-

wise, levied on the proprietor on that account. It was
regarded as a sort of perquisite to the proprietor's

family—not as income at all. This, he thought,
was very unfair dealing, seeing that the farmers,

on whose crops the hares and rabbits fed, had to

pay taxes on all the income they made from their

occupation.

[Other members of the deputation afterwards addressed
the Lord .^dvocate, and to their remarks we may here-
after direct attention.]

TURNPIKE ACTS CONTINUANCE
ACT, 1869 (32 AND 33 Vict. c. 90).

[At a time when legislation on this subject is imminent, and whe:
the subject is being discussed at F.-iriners' Clubs and Chamber
of Agriculture all over the kingdom, it may be well to print the
following analysis of the late annual Turnpike Act.]

This Act, according to its long title, is " .^n Act to

continue certain Turnpike Acts in Great Britain, to

repeal certain other Turnpike Acts, and to maki
further provisions concerning Turnpike Roads." It

object, therefore, is threefold—to continue certain

Trusts, to repeal others, and to make provisions for turn-

pike roads generally. The two foi-mer it does by
arranging the Acts to be continued and repealed under
five schedules, and then by applying a section to each
schedule. Thus by sect. I tlie 11 Acts specified in

the first schedule are repealed after November i, 1869.
By -sect. 2 the 39 Acts specified under the second
schedule are to expire June 30, 1S70. By sect.

3 the II Acts specified under the third schedule
are also to expire June 30, 1870. Some of
these would have expired during June and July of the
past year, so that they were continued. By sect. 4 the

36 Acts cited in the fourth schedule are continued
until November I, 1870, unless Parliament in the
meantime otherwise provides ; and by sect. 5 the three
Acts specified in the fifth schedule are repealed on and
after November I, 1S70, unless Parliament in the
meantime otherwise provides. Sect. 6 enacts that

all other Acts now in force for regulating, making,
amending, or repairing any turnpike road in Great
Britain, which will expire at or before the end of the

next session of Parliament, or which but for the
passing of this Act would have been repealed by the

31 and 32 Vict. c. 99 (/. c, " The Annual Turnpike
Acts Continuance Act, 186S "), shall continue in

force until November i, 1S70, and to the end of
the then next session of Parliament, unless Parlia-

ment in the meantime otherwise determines.

Sect. 7 supplies the necessary statutory explanation

required relative to doubts that have of late arisen

relative to various local Acts under 3 and 4 William IV.,

c. 80, and 12 and 13 Vict., c. 87, which have
expired during the last five years, by affording the

trustees or commissioners thereof power to make the

statements required by those Acts to the .Secretary

of .State, so as to enable him to elucidate and lay the

same before Parliament in accordance with the statu-

tory provisions thus made.
An index is also given to the several counties. Trusts

therein, schedules, and Acts under which the Tntsts

respectively are held. Thus, there are 29 counties in

first column, 109 Trusts in the second, as many Acts in

the fourth, and the schedule of this Act is placed
opposite each Trust in the third column, /.c, the

schedule by which the Trust will be affected.

It has seldom been the lot of an agricultural writer

to review with a favourable eye highway legislation ;

and sweeping as the above Act is, it can hardly be
received in any other light than preliminary to a more
general reformation, in compliance with the pressure of

existing circumstances. Since the opening of railways

not a few turnpike roads have become almost deserted,

while the traffic upon others has been increased. In a

third case the traffic has been deviated from the turn-

pikes into the common roads and lanes of the country.

And this, too, is not all, for steam locomotion

on common roads begins to loom in the distance,

as one of the grand realities of the future.

It were difficult, therefore, to say what the pressure

of existing circumstances will be, and what the

demand upon this or that road Trust, say Novem-

I, 1870. More particularly speaking, if a trac-
tion engnie or horse team with a tractive force
of 30 lb. can haul 1000 lb. on a stone tramway, and if
a tractive force of from 60 lb. to 90 lb. is required to
haul 1000 lb. on our present turnpike roads on an
average, and a tractive force of 150 lb. on our common'
gravel roads, more than one question arises for the
solution of road trustees and commissioners, whether
steam-power or horse-power is to be used on their
respective roads for traction. We recollect of an honest
landowner compelling the trustees of a ten-mile Trust
to remove one toll-bar and straighten and level
the road from end to end with its surplus funds

;

and the money thus spent would have laid down
a double stone tramway the whole length of
the road—stone quarries being at hand ; and in many
cases the solution of the question at issue hardly
requires more than the effort ofan honest purpose ; for a
single line of trams would suffice for a traction-engine on
contract in removing farm produce to towns and rail-

way stations, and bringing back in return manure,
seed, feeding-stuffs, &c., at so much per ton per mile.
It will no doubt be said "we have not got this length
yet." Granted: but 32 and 33 Vict. c. 90, brings
us close up to it, for it obviously throws upon road
trustees and commissioners the onerous duty of using
the respective roads under their trust for the public
welfare, in a manner so as to reduce the expense of
conveyance to a minimum.

" WEST INDIAN'' AND STEAM
PLOUGHING.

I OBSERVE tluit "West Indian" thinks Mr. Smith's
replies to my letters, and also his letter to the Times
worthy of careful perusal, because of "the fulness of
his communications." I certainly have failed to find

out this "fulness." All Mr. Smith's communications
are mere " estimates of cost." He does not give the
actual cost of anything, although he gives the actual

amount of work done. But all the other steam plough
men give quite as full accounts of work done. I have
before me at this moment a small quarto pamphlet sent

me long ago, by Fowler & Co., and entitled " Reports
and Testimonials of Fowler's Steam Cultivating

Machinery." In it there are a vast number of reports,

giving acreage done, men employed, money spent,

number of days working, and many other details. I

opened this book at random, and it so happened that

it opened at page 62, and the following is a conden-
sation of the letter which is printed on the page in

question, and which is signed " C. W. Goode," and is

dated November 21, 1862 :

—

"My bailiff has supplied the work done from his

daybook, and has allowed for headlands in eacli field,

so that the quantities given are what have actually been
cultivated by steam from February 2S to November 21,

1862, during which time we have worked 147 days,

including removals.

Lnnd gone over 505 acres 2 roods.
Ploughed . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

17U ,, o ,,

Dragged 95= ,, 3 ..

Scanned 1517 ,, 3 ,,

Crushed 1&3 M I ..

*
' The total quantity of ground moved for the first time

is 505 acres, and by adding 170 acres ploughed to 15 17
acres scarified, you have 1687 acres for the total quantity

of land * gone over.' While doing this, 952 acres were
dragged and 163 acres were clod-crushed, the respective

implements being attached to and drawn after the

scarifier or plough. The payments for coal and oil

consumed up to this date amount to less than ^70.
Water-cart and horse, at 4J. per day, ;i^30. Wages
paid to men and boys (not including your men
(Fowler's) who came to instruct), ^^95. Interest and
wear and tear, at 15 per cent, for nine months on ^900,
is ;^ioo 5J-. ; making a total cost of ;!^296 5j-., or about

3^. dd. per acre for the ground gone over, without

allowing anything for the dragging and clod-ciushing

and the use of engine for threshing, which will far more
than cover the cost of horses for helping in removal and
carting coals. My farms are upwards of 750 acres in

extent, of which about 700 acres are arable, and by the

nid of steam tackle I believe I shall not require more
than 13 horses to work them."

I think this gives as full details as any Mr. Smith
has furnished, and "West Indian" will, no doubt,

observe it is a roundabout tackle, of the species made
seven years ago, which did this work. The
"scarifying" is what Mr. Smith calls "smashing," the

"ploughing" is ordinary turnover. This is a very

instructive letter, but " West Indian " must not jump
to the conclusion that y. 6d. per acre was the cost of

"steam cultivation" on this farm. If he refers to the

figures he will find that the whole quantity of land

ploughed and cultivated was 5054 acres, and these

repeated scarifyings, dragharrowings, and clod cnish-

ings, were to produce a seed-bed. The whole sum,

then, ^296 5J-., was the cost of " making a seed-bed " on

505 J acres, or about lis. 8|^. per acre. As to the work

here called "scarifying," as compared with Mr. Smiths

"smashing," any one who has seen a Fowler's " culti-

vator" and a Smith's "smasher" can form a pretty

correct idea of the sort of farm work they will each

do. Messrs. Burrows & Stewart exhibited at Man-

chester one of "Smith's" five-tine steam cultivators,

and it looked like a child's toy compared with Fowler's

implement.
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And now let me liave a word with "West
Indian" about not requiring a plough ! Does "West
Indian" really believe that Mr. Smith works his

land without a plough? What is the meaning of
his "ridge ploughing." Mr. Smith is so fond of
inventing new names, I do not wonder that people get
confused. If " West Indian " understands farming, he
must know that after land has been in Grass we must
turn it over to get it into cultivation again, and it

matters little whether it is turned over by an ordinary
plough or by a ridge plough, the object of both is the
same—to get the sward covered up so as to kill it and
rot it. Manyhorse farmers who have never meddled with
steam ploughs have given up ploughing oftener than once
in three years, working their land the other two years
with a common cultivator ; and if Mr. Smith claims to

be the originator of that system, I much fear he will

find a host of assailants who will hit him quite as hard
a blow as any I have attempted to deliver. If "West
Indian " will go and look at one of Smith'.s cultivators,

he will not be at all surprised at my telling Mr. Smith

hard at work all day), and can return to its place to

work a roundabout as regularly as the farm horses go
home to their stable, perhaps he will begin to think a
traction-engine is not quite such a foolish thing as in his

philosophy he deems it now, especially if he should
find that it really does not stick in the mud one-half so

much as his own water-cart. G. A. H.

LABOURERS' COTTAGES AT RIBY.
From the account of Mr. Toit's farm here, given by

Mr. H. M. Jenkins, Secretary of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society, in the current number of their

Journal, we quote what he says of the labourers and
their accommodation on the farms :

" The labour account of a fann measuring nearly

2300 acres is necessarily a very heavy item in the

expenditure, although between 500 and 600 acres are

in permanent pasture and meadow. Mr. Torr
estimated it roughly at about ;^6o per week ; and on
carefully going through his accounts I found that it

of Potato-ground in one of the fields. The superioi*

men are paid equally well in proportion, a part of
their emolument, however, being a good cottage, rent

free, which may be valued at 2s. per week, according
to the standard rent for such houses in the neighbour-
hood. At Aylesby there are 10 of these cottages,

which are let with the farm. These are occupied by
the Aylesby foremen (two), the head shepherd, head
waggoner, gi-oom, two yardmen, carpenter, and two
labourers. .Some of these cottages, and some at

Riby, have been rebuilt by Mr. Torr, at his ov\ti

expense, by a process which he modestly terms
"moving them," and which involves not only a change
but a considerable improvement in materials, accom-
modation, and site. Those at Aylesby have acquired
a great reputation since the visit of Prince Napoleon
in 1S62, as his Imperial Highness was so struck with
their many excellent points, that he took away with
him plans and elevations, copies of which we reprotluce
[in Figs. 8, g, and 10.]

"The following statement of the wages earned by

Fig. 8.
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front elevation of a pair op labourers' cottages.
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he is not a good mechanic. Neither will it sur]orise

him to read in the report of the Leicester trials in 1868

(see p. 474 of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal,

vol. 4) :
—"The implement—one of W. Smith's culti-

vators witli five tines furnished with broad feet—was
not suitable for the hard and baked surface, and left a

very irregular and ridgy bottom, disturbing a consider-

able depth at one part, and barely entering the soil at

another, the work altogether being inferior to any done
by Howard's or Fowler's tools." When " West
Indian " asks Mr. Smith to give an opinion upon
"steam as a motive power on a farm, that is, the use

of a traction-engine, &c.," he surely must have
forgotten the correspondence which took place

in your own Journal on this very point ; or is it

possible that someone else is using "West Indian's"

nom lieplume? If I mistake not, both Mr. Smith and
"West Indian " were in the mPUe ox\ that occasion,

and Mr. Smith gave small hope of a "road locomotive
"

ever being useful as a farmer's implement. Neverthe-

less, notwithstanding the Woolston fiat^ " West
Indian " need not despair. We shall have road loco-

motives capable of doing a great deal of farm cartage.

When Mr. Smith sees an engine which can go home
every evening for coal and water (sufficient to keep it

never falls below /3000 per annum. This seems a

large sum for the number of acres under tillage, and I

therefore analysed the accounts for the several farms,

with a view of ascertaining the cause of so great an

expenditure. The tillage-land at Rothwell and Riby

does not cost more than 30^. per acre per annum, the

whole of the additional money being spent at Aylesby.

This might have been, to a certain extent, inferred

from the fact that a large proportion of that farm

consists of strong clay land, and that what appears on

our map as chalk rubble is overlain liy a thickness of

2 or 3 feet of tenacious loam, which makes it also very

heavy to work. But beyond these facts there is also

the very important one that at Aylesby are kept the

valuable breeding herd of pure Shorthorns, and the

scarcely less valuable flock of pure Leicesters. The
large cost of making implements, as well as the wages

of the ordinaiy carpenter and blacksmith, also come
into the Aylesby account, which, if deducted, would
leave the cost of tillage about 35.V. per acre.

" The wages given are veiygood, and generally Com-
parable with those ruling on the Yorkshire Wolds.

The ordinary labourer gets from I3J-. 61/. to 15^. per

week in money (according to the season, and the price

of Wheat), and he has the privilege of cropping a plot

the principal meil employed by Mr. Torr will be more
intelligible than any verbal description :

—

Forfinan, Aylesby

—

/, t. d. £, s. ti.

One year's wages in money . . . . 39 o o
Cottage and g.irden, &c,, value .. .. 500
Other privileges: Malt ., ;i;2 10 o

P.g .. too

Forcmntl, Riby—
One year's wages in money
Cottage and garden, &c., value .

Other privileges : Malt . . Ji'.

Pie .. 1

,, Poult, rearing 1

Fcr,-man, Rolhwell-
One year's wages in motley
Cottage and garden, &c., value .

Other privileges : Mall . . £,*

Pig .. >

Poult, rearing i

SltttlirrJ, Ayjcsty—
One year's wages in ttiSney

Cottage and garden, &c., value

Other privilagSi
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Slifplurd, Riby—
One year's wages i

Collage and gardci

Other privileges 300
37 o o

Carpenter, Aylesby—
One year's wages at 3J. (3d. a-day . . 54 12 o

Extra, IS. per week 2120

Waggotter, Aylesby

—

One year's wages in money .

.

* . 32 o o

Cottage and garden, value .. •• 500

The foremen board about 13 youths, who are

engaged by the year at May-day, at wages averaging

£\z each, and for whose board the foremen are paid as

follows for each lad per anmim :

—

Money .. .. .. -Cio o o

BO stone bacon, valued at 6x. per stone . . 600
icow 400
6 pecks malt, at Sj-. per bushel .. . o 12 o

Pig in foldyard, valued at .

.

.

.

. . 100
Potato-ground, valued at o 8 o

Izz o o

It may be considered worthy of remark, that no

labourer, however aged or infirm, who has been in

constant work on either of the farms, has ever been

sent to a Union. However, the poor-rate comes to

IX. lo^d. at Aylesby, and is. lod. at Riby, the total

rates at the former parish being y. lo^^/. per acre, and

2s. 9*/. per acre at Riby.

COST OF HORSE-POWER.
" G. A. II." claims that I should pay interest upon

the cost of my tackle; let us see what he and others

pay, on this principle, on their horses. I think steam cul-

tivation will come out advantageous in the comparison,

in even a greater degree than has been supposed. I will

take Mr. Morton's data as my guide, dividing the

several items by 282, the number of horses he collated
;

and I shall charge £1 6j-. for interest on each horse,

and then rearrange what I drew the other day in your
columns, and thus see how matters stand. The ^ySiy
for cost of food, &c., when thus divided, stands at

£2$ per horse. The ^Syo needed for keeping good
the implements stands at £^ per horse, and the ;i^424i

for ploughmen's wages and for boy, &c., stands at

jQlS per horse. Now, the interest on these items stands

at, for cost of food, &c., 28^-. per horse : needed for

implements, ^s. per horse ; and for ploughmen and
boys, I5J-, per horse : and I will fix the price of a horse,

&c., at ^45, as before. Now, let us look at the

picture, and we will take horse-culture first, from
March, 1S69, to March, 1870:

—

Cost of 10 horses, with implements, &c., at

;C45 per horse ;^45o o o
Interest thiireon, at 45J. per horse .

.

. . 22 10 o
Food, &c., for 10 horses, at ^28 per horse ., 280 o o
Interest thereon .. ., 14 o o
For keeping good the implements, at £i per
horse 30 o o

Interest thereon .. i 10 o
Ploughmen and boys for 10 horses, at £15

per horse ,. 150 o o
Interest thereon 7100

;C95S 10 o

Now, on the steam culture side of the picture, as my
horses work only, on an average, 1 18 days, or two-fifths

of a year only, I shall charge them for ploughmen and
boys with only two-fifths of a year, for the men are

employed the other three-fifths of the year on the land,

cleaning it, &c.

Stbam-power Culture from March, 1869, to March, 1870,
Half the cost of engine £ic,o o o
Interest thereon 7 10 o
Cost of tackle 216 o o
Interest thereon .

.

.

.

.

.

, . . . 10 16 o
Cost of five horSes, at £45 per horse ., .. 225 o o
Interest thereon 11 5 o
Food for five horses, at ^28 per horse . . 140 o o
Interest thereon .. ,, 700
For keeping good the implement, at £2 per

Interest thereon .. .. o 15 o
Ploughmen and boys for five horses two-fifths

of a year, at £15 per horse per annum .. 30 o o
Interest thereon i 10 o
Balance oil the side of steam-power .. .. 140 14 o

jCgss 10 o

The landlord's work tliat I am doing with my five
horses ought to have been pulled off, yet I pass it.

If, then, "G. A. H." will have interest of money he
will find the tables are turned against him,for in this little

fannof mine, only 163 acres arable, ;^I40 14J. tenant's
capital is needed for the year's work under horse culture
more than under steam culture—interest, &c., on all in-
cluded. He would have it, and what does he get by it ?

He gets the cost on horses' operations shown beyond
their fair marketable value, just for the fun of showing
my cost of seed-bed beyond its real value or cost up to
9j. 2f/., while his, under horse culture, must go up to
2$s. per acre, or more. I will not, however, alter my
mode of estimating to please " G. A. H.," therefore
my extras shall stand at is. 6d. per acre, and my cost
of seed-bed will stand at 6s. 8d., for Wheat, an acre.
Now, I must talk a bit about my being a " desperately

bad farmer," because I kept six horses to work my 112
acres of arable land. I confess that I did need that
number to work it 6 inches deep, and for some
years before I began to apply steam-power. I tried,
With that number, to work one field each year deeper
by subsoiling it in the ordinary way, yet failed

for the want of time at the proper season in No-
vember and December. This it was that led mc on
to ap]3ly steam-power ; but then, according to

"G. A. H.," there must be some bad farmers about
here now, for the farm on the north side of my own
employs 9 horses to work 135 acres, and the one on
the south side employs 6 horses to work 105 acres.

**G. A. H." could, according to his own conceit, do
on those farms with fewer horses. That may be, but
the fact is plain that those are the numbers on these
farms now.

I will now notice "West Indian's" two questions.

Firstly, "motive power on a farm." I have no faith

whatever in it. At Warwick show I had a locomotive
engine that could not be made to go over a spot where
a pailful of water had been thrown down. Mr. Aveling
tells us at p. 1263, that its disadvantages are—"The
difficulty in moving the engines on wet land. This
difficulty has been almost entirely removed by increas-

ing the diameter and width of the driving wheels."
We must remember that the last two years have been
dry ones, yet we may have wet ones again. Then
comes the question, how shall we get on then ? No
better, in my opinion ; and Mr. Aveling's word
" almost " is doubtful; but let us leave this and tiy

other grounds. We have so many jobs on a farm that

need the power of a. single horse only, that it appears
clear to me that we must keep some horses ; and as we
must keep some let them do the carting, for it will be
a waste to do that with an engine with the horses kept
in idleness. I say again, that I have no faith whatever
in a locomotive for carting, &c.

Secondly, " the increased fertility of the land." It

has been mainly due to the deeper working of the soil.

This has enabled me to crop all my land every year
with com crops. I have not kept any additional stock.

The last two years I have used some superphosphate,
and that is all I shall keep on with this, for I must not
expect to get com crops yearly upon this heavy land of
mine without some additional manure than just the

ordinary manure made from the straw grown upon
the fann.

A word to " H. H., Leicestershire." Keep the steam
pressure on the engine low when working fields that

you know have stones in ihem. The implement will

then pass slowly along, and when it strikes a stone it

will jump over it or throw the driving band from the

engine, and this avoids breakage. The stones must
then be taken out by hand labour. I cleared them
from my heavy land in this way. JViiliam Smithy
Woolston^ Bldchhy Station, Bucks, Dccctnber 20.

gome dflmspnkncf.
The Real Land-tax Not only in your paper,

but everwhere, we find writers expressing their
astonishment that so few persons employ their capital
in the improvement or reclamation of land, but I have
never seen any notice taken of the one great impedi-
ment to such outlay. This impediment is the British rule
of taxation. Directly land increases in value the assess-

ment is raised, and no breathing time is given to the
capitalist to recover himself We are always saying
that, if tenants are to do anything, they must have a
long lease, so that they may reap the fruits of their

outlay. The some argument applies to the outlays of
landlords or capitalists. Rates and taxes vary greatly,

but are often a third of the rent. Now, supposing an
owner is willing to invest money in improving his land,

and is satisfied with 5 per cent. In order to enable him
to obtain this, the improvement must pay, not 5, but 6^
per cent. Those who have contributed nothing to cause
this increase in value, reap a large share of the benefit.

And when it is further recollected that the im-
provement of land, unless undertaken by very skilful

persons, who of course must be a small minority, is a
mere commercial speculation, in which loss is possible
as well as gain, can we wonder that many men prefer
a good railway debenture, which is subject neitlier to

poor rates, highway rates, nor to the other numerous
lancets which cause the agriculturist to bleed ? There
is, however, no chance of any change in the law,
because some improvements in husbandry do continue
to be made, notwithstanding all discouragements. But
there w-ould be nothing unfair if an owner, upon giving
notice that he purposed improving his land, should be
allowed to remain at his then assessment for a reason-
able space of time. G. S.

The Smithfield Club Show.—Can there be any
improvements made in the management and proceed-
ings of the Club in reference to the show ? The
exhibition hall is nearly all that can be desired, and
the arrangements there made for the great meeting are
very satisfactory. The stock is shown in admirable
order and comprehensive design. The cattle stand
quietly and comfortably in long rows nicely tied to

their ringles, with classes of sheep in their front occa-
sionally. This prevents uneasiness from confronting
each other. The sheep occupy the outer area of the
middle hall. The pigs are a separate show to them-
selves, in a very airy and convenient compartment,
entered from the south-east comer of the hall. A
visitor must be extremely fastidious in taking excep-
tion to these general and pleasant arrangements. This
great and imposing exhibition has long ago become a
national One, and it is doing a national service to sug-

gest and be the means of carrying out any great and
effective improvements, I had the pleasure to visit
the late show ; it was a very pleasing and highly
mterestmg, shall I say, little show. I saw no animal
in any class that stood out especially prominent before
his fellows, but all, with solitary exceptions, exceed-
ingly good and praiseworthy, denoting as much care
and talent in breeding and fatting as heretofore.
If there was one thing more than another that
arrested my attention it was the paucity in number
of exhibitors of that class I want to see most
represented at such meetings—the farmers—the occu-
piers and cultivators of the soil, and for whose
more special advancement in knowledge of stock and
ultimate benefit the Club was established, /. e., to
show them as a class what attainments could be made
in the breeding, management, and fatting of farm
stock. I certainly do rejoice to find our beloved Queen,
her royal son, and so many of our nobility and gen-
tlemen, so laudably and nobly engaged in promoting
our country's progi'ess by their scientific breeding and
management of this said farm stock. They have the
means, and can conduct these highly useful experi-
ments of fatting and management in a way that few
fanners can afford, or can attain to. Their exhibi-
tions of our domestic animals at this show do them
infinite credit, and long may they persevere in such
meritorious contests. But while I say this, I cannot
forget that such exhibitors shut out in some measure
the tenant-farmer. His chance of successful competi-
tion is comparatively small. Those brave men of this

class who do carry off honours by attention to and
pride in their "hobbies" are generally men of sub-
stance and mark—closely favoured by, or, it may be,

allied to the "squire" under whom they hold, and
who rejoices in his tenant's enterprise and success.

The common tenant-farmers, notwithstanding, are in a
great minority as exhibitors at these great gatherings.
This is wrong : they ought to be the principals. The
only reason they are not is simply owing to their slight

chances of success in competition with those above-
named. I want the Club to issue a long series of
prizes to be contended for by tenant-farmers only. I

believe the competition would be so great that the
Agricultural Hall would be far too strait for the
numbers of animals that would be sent in. I urge
this advisedly, because I know that very many tenants

are under the impression that these competitions can
only with advantage be indulged in by men of wealth,
and that the only interest they have in them is the
pleasure of a visit when the show is held. What a
wonderful advancement our country would experience
if the feeding and fattening of stock in the most
approved way were generally practised by tenant-

farmers. They must be stimulated to this by such
encouragements as I have suggested. We must no
longer be compelled to compete with the higher classes,

but with our brother tenant-farmers. A high general
prize for the best animals in the show in their respec-

tive classes would be enough to bring in a competition
between all exhibitors, and I for one should rejoice to

find a tenant-farmer head the show, and the oftener the
better. The Club might, as an experiment, try some
of the leading classes first for at least two or three

years—say a Shorthorn class for tenant-farmers, and a
Southdown class for the same, and one or two others

where the upper class of exhibitors take most ground.

I name this hoping to excite some discussion upon the

point, as I feel assured the great bulk of tenant-farmers

are relaxing in their efforts to produce first-class

animals. I am well aware that the disastrous cattle

plague damped many energies ; but that has passed

—

let us renew our efforts. O. F.

Foreign Correspondence.
Paris : Agricultural Science in France. — Our

ingenious neighbours are at present pushing their

love of research especially in the direction of agri-

culture, and doing all they can at once to bring all

the light that science can supply to bear upon the art,

and to introduce a knowledge of it into general educa-
tion ; no object can possibly better deserve the atten-

tion of savants and professors, and although some Will-

o'-the-Wisps may be created and mislead for a time, the

great science of the earth and the supply of food must
in the end benefit greatly by such endeavours. One of

the subjects that has attracted special attention of late

is the part that the alkalies play in vegetation. W^e all

know that without potash or soda, or both, plants

cannot arrive at perfection, that is to say, cannot pass

regularly through all the stages of their life and produce

the means of their own multiplication. This principle

settled, it remains to discover what proportions of the

alkalies are necessaiy in each case. Chemical research

has not yet arrived at very definite results on this sub-

ject ; the principal point ascertained is that with respect

to the greater number of plants cultivated on a large

scale potash is far more necessary than soda.

MM. Peligot, Payen, and Otter, eminent chemists,

are now busily occupied in carrying out this investiga-

tion more completely, by careful analyses of the ashes

furnished by plants after burning. When such residues

are washed in water, and the solution evaporated, the

following highly interesting and important fact is dis-

covered, namely, that potash and soda are found in

different proportions, not only in the same kind of
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plant cultivated in various soils, l)ut also in difteient

plants cultivated in the same soil. From evidence

such as this, furnished by many experiments, under
various circumstances, it is impossible to avoid the

conclusion that plants have the power of making, as it

were, a choice amongst the assimilable substances

which they meet with in the soil. It cannot yet be
asserted with certainty of Wheat, or any other great

crop, that either of the alkalies is or is not indispens-

able to its perfect development ; any such conclusion

would, it is believed, be erroneous ; but it may be

stated, with every appearance of probability, that the

presence of potash in the soil is most important for

Wheat, and for all other cereals. This is a step towards

the solution of a question of great scientific interest and
practical importance.

A communication was made the other day to the

Academy of Science, from M. Herve Mangon, an
engineer-in-chief of Fonts et Chaus5ee5,on the physical

properties of arable land, in which it is argued
that chemical analysis is insufficient alone to determine
the effective value of arable land. The author of the

memoir recommends, in the first place, microscopic
examinations ; when the component parts of the soil

are finely divided by levigation in water, the micro-
scope enables the observer to perceive great differences

between the particles—he finds fragments of broken
minerals and small crystals, affording precise informa-

tion respecting the geologic origin of the soil.

One of the next most important points is to deter-

mine the calorific properties of the soil, its conducti-

bility, the radiating power of its surface, and the

nature and quantities of the gases condensed within it.

A given quantity taken from the soil of a field is found
to contain from 2 to 10 volumes of gas, and even
more, the amount and the nature of the gas varying
with the fertility of the soil ; the phenomena of oxida-

tion in various cases may thus be explained.

The extraction of the gases should be made in vacuo
and at a low temperature. M. Mangon has by long
and careful research established the fact that the gases

traverse the earth with various velocities, and thus is

explained the difference in the composition of the gases

confined in two soils which appear to be placed under
similar conditions.

The elasticity of the vapour of water in arable land
depends on the nature of the soil, on the temperature,

and on the proportion of water which it contains ; it

becomes equal to that water in the liquid state at the

same temperature only when the earth contains suffi-

cient water to saturate its power of absorption. M.
Mangon has measured the tension of the vapour of
water in soil by three distinct modes which check each
other, and has drawn up tables for reference on the

subject ; he is still pursuing his experiments, and will

shortly make known more of the results obtained.

That which precedes deals entirely with scientific

investigation. Much is being done, also, for the propa-
gation of scientific knowledge and a due mixture of

that with practice in agricultural instruction. M.
Gossin, professor at the Agricultural Institute of Beau-
vais, is now directing the publication of a complete
course of agricultural studies by himself and other

professors. Two volumes of this course, by M. F.

Masure, professor at the Lycee of Orleans, have just

appeared—the "Elements of Chemistry, applied to

Agriculture, Domestic Economy, and Industry ;
" and

*' Theoretical and Practical Notions of Agriculture, for

the use of Primary Schools,"* containing a large amount
of valuable information at the lowest possible price.

M. Masure maintains that agricultural instniction

without practice is fruitless ; the book that a pupil

reads, or the lecture to which he listens should be a

resume of that which he has seen with his own eyes, or

touched with his own hands. Every professor should
have a model fami or field in which the principal culti-

vated plants can be grown in a careful and methodical
manner. But there is another difficulty ; the teachers

in the common schools, who alone can reach the young
agricultural mind, have all to learn themselves.

Knowing this, M. Masure has here, in fact, produced
a manual for the use of teachers as well as of pupils,

giving with the theory instructions relating to experi-

ments, excursions, and cultivation. In the larger work
the plan is also essentially practical ; the principles of

chemistry, organic and inorganic, as well as the neces-

saiy elements of physical science, are fii"st given
succinctly, and then the teacher is instructed in the

mode of demonstration of each principle, and in the

methods of carrying the theory into absolute practice.

In an appendix a list of the apparatus required for an
agricultural laboratory is given, together with explana-

tions respecting its use, and the mode of conducting
experiments. For a sum equal to 6^. iO(/., says

M. Masure, a laboratory may be furnished with all

that is necessary for serious experiments, the analyses

of soil, and other operations, and he tells his readers of

what it consists.

What is here stated is sufficient to show that

neighbours are doing their best to sow agricultural

science and art broadcast, or rather, perhaps, we
should say, to drill it into the land—to cause the actual

cultivators of the soil to work with more effect by
teaching them the why and the wherefore of their

operations. We shall take an early opportunity of

showing what progress has lately been made in France
towards incorporating agricultural science in secondary
and superior instruction.

Our neighbours have carefully studied the agricul-

ture of Great Britain, and have liberally acknowledged
the benefits they have derived from the study ; they
have adopted much of our machinery, and as much of
our practice as suited the peculiarities of their soil and
climate ; and it is not at all unlikely that their able
chemists and indefatigable professors will repay us

handsomely by their investigations, experiments, and
example.

Sotixttcs,
DEVON CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
A Discussion on the Game Laws : Neivtou

Abbot.—After a paper read by Mr. C. J. Wade, the

President of this Society, at its late meeting here, the

following discussion took place :

—

Mr. G. Stooke had no sympathy with those who
went for unconditional and absolute abolition of the

Game Laws. He would rather see the landowner reap
the benefit of the tenant's injury than see a lot of idlers

let loose on the country with no restrictions on them.
Many people, he thought, went in for the total aboli-

tion of the Game Laws because they thought there

would be no penalty then ; but they must remember
that Dick, Tom, and Harry might then go over the

farmer's land with impunity. He thought that game
and rabbits should be regarded in the eye of the law as

the property of the occupier, and then an understand-

ing might be come to by the owner and occupier. It

was true that the landlord would, to some extent,

dictate terms to the tenant, but then, in return, the

tenant would be able to say on what terms he would
let the game back again to the landlord. They would
then be able to make up in some measure for the

damage done by the game, and at the same time tenants

generally would be proud to give their landlords a

i day's sport. There then could be a proper
understanding as to the shooting, and the tenant would
be able to have some voice in saying who should be the

lessee. He thought there ought not to be a third

party like this coming in between landlord and tenant,

He would also try to assimilate the Game Laws to the

Dog-tax ; he would reduce the cost of a certificate to a

mere nominal sum, and call on every man who carried

a gim to pay, say, loj-. a year, and that would deter

many a poacher who now slinks about with a gun,

and he believed the revenue would be a gainer.

Mr. J. Creed thought that every person who kept
a large slock of game should pay compensation to the

tenant for all injury done, and he felt that if the com-
pensation was paid the tenant had nothing more to

complain of But then, on the other hand, there would
be a complaint from an outsider, and that would be the

consumer, who would say there was so much consumed
by the game, which would otherwise be brought into

the market. He felt that if they legislated severely on
the game question it would be the means of driving the

game altogether out of the country, and that, as an old

sportsman, he should not like to see. If the tenant

had power to call in a valuer who should say the

amount the tenant had suffered from the game, and the

landlord should pay this amount, then he thought the

matter as between the landlord and tenant would be at

an end. He should be sorry to see the tenantry of

England drive the game question so hard as to drive

the landlords away from them. He did not think they
should want to have House of Commons legislation on
the matter, but as Englishmen they should assert their

right, and he did not think that if they came honestly

before the landlords that right would be refiised.

Mr. Northcotte (Christow) said, on looking in

history he saw that the origin of shooting was in a most
barbarous age, when it was necessary for the savages to

use bow and arrows or some weapons to kill wild
animals for subsistence. But as soon as the country
became more populous it was found necessary to till the

soil, and the weapons were laid aside. We were now
in a commercial stage, and what did they want of
shooting now ? He held that the agriculturists were
entrusted with a very great mission, and that was to

grow food for the people, and if they did not do it

some others would. At the time the Free-trade
measure was passed it was said to farmers, *' Oh, you
needn't grow anything more," but they found it neces-

sary to grow more and more. But the game had done
a great deal in destroying much of their produce, and
he was of opinion that in the last dozen years the Game
Laws had mined more produce than would have
paid off the whole of the National Debt. There
was of course a difference in the amount of injury done
to different estates by the rabbits. He was on one
estate where scarcely %s. worth of damage was done by
the rabbits. On the estate he was now occupying he
had a 4-acre field, and last year it was sown with
Wheat ; he manured it well, and in about 10 days the

Wheat came up, and it was no sooner up than the

rabbits bit off every blade ; when he threshed that

Wheat the whole produce of the field was three bags
and six pecks. The injury was not only the loss of the

crop, but there was also the waste of the manure. He
thought the tenants should have a safeguard for the

outlay of their property of two years' rent.

Mr. H. H. Watson (Totnes) said he had been

struck by the tendency of one or two of the speakers,

who had led them to believe that the landowniers

would leave the country if the game was going to be
destroyed. He could not help thinking that many of
these fancies were imaginary, for he did not believe

that the landlords were so unpatriotic, so selfish and
unwise, as to think of such a thing for one moment.
As to the injury that was done to the people of this

country by the ravages of the game there could be no
two opinions. It was thought by some that it was
only a question between landlord and tenant, but it

was very much larger than this. He believed that the

tenant was not fairly compensated, nor would he ever

be, for a surveyor who was called in could not give a
fair estimate, for he could not tell to what extent the

crops had been damaged. It was very discom^aging to

a tenant, after he had laid out a lot of money, to find

his crop destroyed, and each succeeding crop injured.

It would affect not only the farmer himself but also the

landowner. The public generally had an interest in this

question, inasmuch as they must be fed from the produce
of the land. He was surprised to hear some gentlemen
say the Game Laws were inviolable.

Mr. SowTON (Ipplepen) thought that the tenant

should have the rabbits for himself, that he should be
allowed to kill them any way and at any time he
thought fit. Then he thought the great evil would be
destroyed. As to partridges and pheasants, he did not
think there was any very great ground for discontent

about them. As to the lease, what was the use of a
farmer dictating to the landlord ? The landlord would
say, **I must have the game," and if the tenant

demurred at this, the landlord could say, " If you
don't like it, 20 others will have it."

Mr. CoULTOX (Paignton) agreed with nearly all

that had been said by Mr. Sowton. As far as hares,

partridges, and pheasants went, he did not think they
did much harm in this county to the crops. He
thought, however, that the rabbits should be entirely

under the control of the tenant, who should have the
power to trap, ferret, and destroy them at any time.

He thought that where hares and winged game did ^i
worth of damage in the county, £,2.0 damage was done
by the rabbits. Every right-minded landlord who
went over a farm, and saw the injury done by rabbits,

must feel that it was not right to allow such a state of
things to exist. Then, as to the keepers : he should
like the tenant trusted more and the keeper less—there

should be gi"eater confidence between landlord and
tenant. He had seen, and of course there were, good
honest gamekeepers, but some of them were as great

scoundrels as ever existed. He regretted to see that

the landlords were not present to-day, for it was a
question which materially affected them as well as the

tenants. He concluded by proposing, " that this

Chamber is of opinion that the tenant should have
the full power to trap, net, or destroy the rabbits at

any time."

The Quarterly Journal of Science. Conducted by
Sir W. Fairbaim. Bart., F.R.S. ; W. Crookes,
F.R.S. ; Robert Hunt, F.R.S. ; H. Woodward,
F.G.S., F.Z.S. ; and James Samuelson, Editor.

No. XXV., January, 1S70. Longmans.

The current number of this most interesting Quarterly
contains more than usual for the agricultural reader.

There is a study of the sewage question occupying 12

of its pages ; and an account of the French Imperial
School of Forestry also possesses agricultural interest.

In addition to these the contents are more varied

than in past numbers they have been. Articles on
Light and Sound, on the Total Solar Eclipse of August
last, on Instruction in Science for Women, on Idiocy,

on Fuller's-Earth, and notices of various scientific

publications make up, together with those already

mentioned, and the usual chronicle of science, a very
readable number of the Journal. The following is an
extract from the Agricultural Chronicle, giving the
history of the latter end of 1869 :

—

" The past three months have bristled all over with
topics of agricultural interest—many of them, unfortu-
nately, involving disagreeable experience. It is certain,

now that a large portion of the Wheat crop has been
threshed, that the har\'est of 1869 has been very much
below the average productiveness of past years ; and the
low prices which Wheat commands, owing probably to no
one wanting com in the general market of the world
except ourselves, whatever their benefit to the nation at
large, have materially aggravated to English farmers the
injury of a deficient yield. The foot-and-mouth disease—

•

a cattle plague of more or less virulence and frequency
ever since 1839, when it first appeared—has been unusually
general and severe during the past autumn. It is now,
however. beUeved to be on the decline. Though rarely
fatal, it is a painful malady, stopping the milk of cows
and wasting the flesh of fatting cattle, and thus destroying
the property of stock owners. It is generally supposed to
be an importation from the Continent ; but though that
probably was true 30 years ago, it can now hardly be
doubted that the disease has become indigenous. Careful
quarantine, both at the ports of debarkation and in home
localities wherever it exists, has, however, all along been
urgently demanded, and it has been at length conceded,
so that we may hope to see the evil reduced within less

serious limits. The miseries of cattle transit, whether by
land or by sea, have been urged on public attenticn.

especially by the interest which Miss Burdett Courts has
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taken in the subject. The use of a railway cattle-truck,

in which live stock shall ha\e access to both food and

water on a long journey, is most desirable ; and it is

believed that the inferior condition in which cattle after a

railway journey reach the metropolitan market from great

distances, when they have had no refreshment on the

road, must at length make consigners of such cattle

willing to pay the expenses involved in the provision of

better accommodation. An experiment directed by Miss

Coutts, in which six cattle were sent from Edinburgh to

London, shows that cattle will eat and drink upon the

way with great comfort to themselves and great advantage

to their owners, if they have the opportunity. The con-

dition of Ireland, which is to a great extent an agricul-

tural question, has of late occupied the public mind more
painfully than any other topic. -Among the most valuable

and suggestive of the many pamphlets which have been
lately published on this subject is one by Mr. James
Caird, in which he insists upon the curative influence of

the lease of land for a term of years, as that which by its

proved effect elsewhere is more likely than any other

agency within our reach to be seniceable in Ireland.

The Lothians of Scotland, which are the very model farm of

British agriculture, were a century ago as badly off as

Ireland is at present. Since 1780, owing chiefly to
' enabling laws ' affecting the condition of strictly

entailed estates, the principle has become established, and
the practice has become universal there, that the duty
of the landlord is to provide the farm with buildings and
other permanent improvements, and that the duty of the
tenant is to find the capital for cultivation under the
security of a lease for a fixed term of years. It is the
influence of the lease for a term of years that has been
so wonderfully illustrated in Scotland ; and Mr. Caird
would accordingly confine all Government assistance in

land improvement to estates and farms let on lease
; and

in other ways he would urge on Irish landlords and Irish

tenants the acceptance of the lease, certain that it would
create fertility and insure industr>' and promote content-
ment in Ireland, as it has elsewhere.—A very striking
picture of foreign agriculture has been drawn by Mr.
James Howard, M.P., in a lecture before the London
Farmers' Club. He has proved conclusively that the
small-farm system prevalent in many Continental countries
is greatly inferior to our own plan of large holdings in

almost every particular in which they admit of comparison.
In the actual maintenance of a large population directly
on the land \vc presume the former must be acknow-
ledged superior ; but the condition of both occupier and
owner under such circumstances is shown to be below that
of the Enghsh farm labourer, while the labouring class in
such a case are in a miserable plight indeed. The small-
farm system, and, still more, the small-estate svstem. mav
possibly be defensible on other grounds of State policv,
but for its power to turn the soil to the most useful
account ; and for its power, or rather want of power, to
' stock ' the country with an intelligent middle-class
population, it admits of no defence. Mr. Howard's
excellent paper is indeed a sufficiently convincing proof
that English agriculture, in spite of our higher northern
latitude, is on the whole more productive than that of
such districts as he had visited ; and that taking even
Belgian farming with which to compare it, and with which
it h;is been occasionally contrasted to its discredit, the agri-

culture of our country is on the whole superior, whether as to
its produce of grain and of meat, or as to its maintenance of
an intelligent and well-conditioned tenantry.—The condi-
tion of the English agricultural labourer has lately

occupied the attention of several farmers' clubs, and it

seems proved that the mere labourer in the country is, on
the whole, better off than the mere labourer in town.

" The Beet-sugar manufacture is prospering. Mr.
Duncan's factory at Lavenham is answering his purpose,
and it is also answering the purpose of the growers of
Sugar-Beet in that neighbourhood, so that in all proba-
bility we have at length secured the establishment among
us of a new industry, from which, judging by its effect in
agricultural districts of France and Germany, the best
consequences may be anticipated.—The results of the
application of sewage-manure to land have been reported
at Lodge Farm, near Barking, and elsewhere, as having
been this year satisfactory. It is impossible to doubt that
this subject will soon rank with the very foremost in

agricultural and social importance."

The Timber Trades Price Book. By William
Richardson, Accountant. Longmans.

A nseful pocket companion, giving in eight separate
tables (i) the price per foot run, and its equivalent per
120. 12 feet, irrespective of thickness or weight ; (2) the
prices per foot run of various sizes, from 24 inches to

5 inches wide, and the equivalent price per Petersburg
standard of 120.12 feet li x iii and per standard oY
120.12 feet 3 X 9—and so on through the other six
tables having relation to the kind of calculation con-
tinually recurring in trade transactions.

Farm Memoranda.
Hampshire: Dec. 27.—In taking a review of the

past year it must be acknowledged on the whole to
have been favourable to agriculture, for although the
price of corn has been lower, yet the season for all

agricultural operations, including the harvest, has been
propitious. An excellent spring and summer for
working and cleaning the land for various crops,
followed by a fine autumn for cultivating in antici-

pation of another year, and, finally, one of the best
Wheat seasons ever known, taking all soils into con-
sideration, which has enabled the fanners to sow a
large breadth of Wheat, now looking, in most instances,

vigorous and healthy, with a full plant. The autumn,
too, has been especially beneficial for all stock, whether
on the pastures or arable land, the summer having
been dry ; when the aiitiimn rain's came, which they

did with great moderation, the Grass became most
abundant, and nearly all kinds of grazing land has
continued available for the cattle until a much later

period than usual, as evidenced by the store stock of
the country showing generally in fine condition (except
in cases where the foot-and-mouth disease has oc-
curred) ; and sheep, also, have done remarkably well
whilst feeding on the arable, and in no season can we
remember when a larger amount of meat has been
made between .Michaelmas and Christmas by fatting

sheep, nor with greater benefit to the land, for with
very few exceptions the animals have had a compara-
tively dry and healthy layer, even on the coldest soils.

Tlie prospect of cattle food for the coming season is

good, but not excessive. The root crop, which at one
time promised unusual abundance, is now found to be
much over an average. The Swedish Turnips, being
the chief dependence, are not large, and the weighing
of the crops has been somewhat disappointing in the
acreable result. The hay crop was a good one, and
secured in good condition, and there is a full average
quantity for use left in the county; and as feeding stuffs

are easy to buy, higher prices for hay cannot be
expected, more particularly when it is found that on
the best conducted farms straw is used in admixture
with hay to a large extent, not only for feeding bullocks

and farm horses, but for sheep also of all ages. We
cannot, however, help mentioning that it is now
becoming a common practice to give farm horses a
certain amount of root food during the winter months
in admixture with chaff, the best being Swedes,
Mangel, and Carrots. The exhibitions of fat stock at

Christmas have been well attended, and the supply of
well-fed animals, whether of cattle, sheep, or swine,

has been of a good average both as regards numbers
and quality, the price being somewhat higher than last

year for both beef and mutton.

The show^s connected with sales by auction are

attracting much notice in various counties in England,
particularly where medals to the breeders are given,

the late exhibition for prizes held at Southampton
being a prominent one. And we would here remark
that there seems to be some monotony in the holding
of cattle shows year after year ; and although there

seem ;o be but little, if any, progi-ess made in the
excellence of individual specimens of stock, it must
not be considered that these exhibitions are useless,

because althougli the elder and more experienced
members of the societies are continually dying off, yet
there is a large number of young aspirants in the
agricultural profession, to whom, as well as the public
at large, these exhibitions offer a lesson not so readily
attained in any other way.

We are pleased to say that the horned ewes, so
many of which are kept in the Southern Division, have
yeanetl a great number of lambs ; the early Down ewes
have also just commenced lambing. It is satisfactory

likewise to report that the stock flocks upon the chalk-
hill farms are in a healthy condition, which, we trust,

forebodes a good fall of Iambs during the next few
months.

It is a matter of great importance when we notice

that every year a larger number of bullocks are taken
in to feed the straw produce, and receiving oilcake,

rape-cake, &c. , in addition, upon many of the hill

farms, where for many years past the straw and its

conversion into manure has, in many instances, been
very much neglected.

In conclusion, let us look forward to the future in

the hope that some of the great social and agricultural

questions foreshadowed by Farmers' Clubs and Chambers
of Agriculture will be carried out and decided by
Parliament in a satisfactory manner during the coming
year. Joseph Bhtmidl^ Southampton,

Ja.nuary S.— Turnip Land.—As the crop is cleared

off, either by carting or folding, plough or rib. Dry
open soils are generally ploughed, but many prefer

ribbing, or raftering, as it is in other places termed
;

wet bottomed land is thus the better kept dry and
exposed to the weather. Such land, whether the

Turnips are carted off or consumed by sheep, is always
more or less poached, and the poaching is rectified by
the weather when thus laid up high and dry. After-

wards it is again ribbed, or raftered, so as to turn up
the bottom of these stetches to the weather. In early

fine seasons this may be done by the close of the

month, but more frequently during the ensuing

one, and in late seasons in March and even April

in our northern counties. Unless thoroughly

drained, so as to allow the heaviest rains to percolate

to the drains, the water will flow in the open furrows

between the drills or stetches. In such cases the

land should be carefully water-furrowed ; and from
the liability of the stetches to cnimble down in frosty

weather, or rather when the thaw comes, the water-

furrows should be gone over after every storm. Rib-

bing, too, is a gi-eat protection to the manure in such

soils, while the cross-ploughing in the spring time more
thoroughly incorporates it with the land than one close-

ploughing at this season. The work is sometimes done

by a double-mouldboard plough, as in setting up drills

for manure ; but we have always found the common
plough to answer better, each furrow being turned

upon its own width of unmoved land : much, how-
ever, depends upon the nature of the land. When
wet-bottomed soils are much rutted here and there
with carting, it is more difficult to hold a double than
a single-furrow plough.

Water furro^us in Wheat fields, gi-ass, or ploughed
land, go over, and allow no stagnant water to be seen.
At the same time examine drains to see that the under-
drainage is also all right, and that no washing in of
earth during a storm has taken place. Taken in time
it is easy to set matters right, but it is otherwise if they
are neglected at this season for weeks and months in
succession.

Water meadoii's attend to as in December, the
intervals of flooding must depend upon temperature.
As a rule, never float over ice. When, therefore, the
surface freezes shut the sluices, and turn on the water
again when the frost is all out. Avoid washing the
surface in heavy floods ; in rainy weather, therefore, it

may be necessary to lower the sluice so far in the even-
ing to obviate harm during night. Experienced water-
men judge by the head or height of water at the
sluice.

Irrigation works may be executed during open
weather, for river water, for farm sewage, town
sewage, or any combination which the circum-
stances of the case may suggest. From the present
state of rivers and all flowing streams and springs,

the levels arc easily determined, so that much grass-
land may be irrigated at a few shillings per acre, and
as fast as the waterman can spread the water over the
panes. Rainwater and farm sewage may be
collected and so doctored at the time of application,

w-ith guano or some soluble fertiliser, as to suit

any sort of land or crop. The Barking system of
irrigation is a combination of iron pipes with open
gutters. Through about two miles of iron piping the
sewage is conveyed, from the outfall, across the marsh,
and at its termination on the farm is discharged into

the reception tanks, from which it flows over the farm
in open gutters by gravitation. The reception tank, or
any number of reception tanks, which the surface of the
land recjuires, may be j^laced at different levels. And
even the two miles of marsh land might be irrigated by
means of branch piiKs, \\ith hydrants and reception

tanks. The Barking system therefore suggests much
that can be done throughout the provinces in the

application of river or rain water, farm sewage or
town sewage, successfully to land.

Meado7c>s that are intended for hay and that require
top-dressing should now be cleared of the ewe flock,

store sheep, or live stock of any kind. Tussac Grass
and weeds of every kind dig up and cart off as directed

last month, before applying the compost. Rich com-
posts are more evenly spread by manure distributors

than the shovel, but heavy doses of inferior sorts

apply on the old plan. Soft flat meadows
when occasionally flooded seldom require top-dressing.

Irrigation is the best plan for fertilising them ; but
when large doses of compost have to be applied—clay
or marl—advantage should be taken of frosty weather.

If, however, they carry the carts without harm, the

work is best done in open weather, with the exception

of claying and marling. All top-dressing should be
well bush or chain-harrowed in as soon as spread.

When the compost does not wash in properly to the

routs of the Grass, it may be advantageous to harrow a

second time towards the close of the month, or early

in February before vegetation commences.

Fat stock are now generally disposed of, if ripe, but

some keep on for the spring growth. Care, however,
requires to be taken at this time, otherwise the upshot
is unfortunate. Our improved breeds, which arrive at

early maturity, will now bear forcing, but not equally ;

so that unless very gi-eat care is taken in the selection

and housing of stock and in the quantity of cake or

corn allowed, animals disposed to spring growth will

grow bone faster than flesh, while those of an obese

type will' be liable to inflammatory attacks.

Sheep folding attend to. This is generally a trying

season for the shepherds in the Turnip field, however
hardy flocks may be naturally. The mountain breeds

of Wales and of the North will do better on the hill-

side amongst Heath and Furze than in the fold in bad

weather. Even in cases where the roots are stored and

fresh, heavy rains are very injurious, more so than snow-

storms. In either case, when storms are of short dura-

tion, often during night, it is seldom advisable to

remove the flock. In places where snow lies for a

length of time, and the weather continues stormy, it is

better tn take home the sheep tn the strawyard or

place them under cover until the storm is over. As a

rule there should be sufficient houseroom on every farm

for all the live stock upon it during bad weather.

Under cover sheep require to be well ventilated. Close

low hovels never suit them well, even although sub-

divided by hurdles. Sheep will thrive better under the

shelter of a hedge than in such a place, and in tempo-

rary shieelings better than in more expensive buildings.

The old maxim, " Shelter is food," is a tnie one, and

when sheep have to endure the inclemency of snow

or rain in the open field, an extra allowance of cake

and corn must be given, othenvise they will lose flesh.

Now that straw nets are woven at a cheap rate it would

pay well to afford sheep more shelter than they now
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get by subdividing the folds into pens by means of

stuffed luirdles set up slanting so as not to blow over.

jr. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Alsike Clover : N. C. A. Prior asks the origin of the

term Alsike. It is, we believe, Swedish.
Bones ano Acid : Inquirer. Apply 3 or 4 cwt. per acre

for Swedish Turnips. They are worth j/^5 los. to £^
per ton. C'oprolites and acid can be had for ^^4 a ton.

Farm Cai'ITAL : In peroration to Mr. Mechi's paper,

p. 1337 c, 1869, for "pinching enemy," read " pinching
economy."

The Prairie Grass : Ignoramus. It is a Bromus.

iliirhcts.
ENGLISH WOOL,

There have been symptoms of a decided revival in

business, and wherever sellers are prepared to take late

rates, transactions are pretty considerable. The belter

grades of wool are evidently in a smaller compass than
many believed, and we think before long prices will show
a distinct upward tendency.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.—j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i 1 to i 2

Half-bred ditto 1 2 — 1 si
Kent Fleeces 13—14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — i i

Leicester ditto . . ..12 — 13
Sorts—Clothing 010— 16

Combing ID — 18

HA v.—per Loadof-^6 Trusses.

, Thursday, January 6.

Prime Meadow Hay Sos. to 87^. Clover, old
Inferior do.

Prime ad cut

Inferior do.

Sup. Meadow Hay 841. to gzj.

— — Sti

JoSuperior Clover

COALS.—January 5.

Hastings Hartley, it^s. gd. ; Holywell Main, i6j. 6d. ;

West Hartley. 15^. gd. ; Walls End Harton, i6j. gd. ;

Walls End Hetton, iq.r. ; Walls End Hetton Lyons.
i6s. 9d.; Walls End "Hawthorn. 16s. ^d.\ Walls End
Russel's Hetton, 17^. ' 9;/. ; Walls End South Hetton,
18-f. 9f/. ; Walls End Tees, i8j. gd.—Ships at market, 11

;

sold, 10.

LEADENHALL POULTRY, ^c.

Thursdav, January 6.

A very dull trade ; supply small. A good deal of stale

and inferior Poultry and Game in the market.

Ducklings

Turkey pullets

Wild Ducks

"

Surrey Fowls, coi

Do. chickens
Barn-door Fowls
Leverets . . t

Teal and PIov

each 5 <

„ 26-30
„ 20—26

Pigeons
Tame Rabbits
Wild Rabbits
Partridges .

.

Pheasants .

.

Hares

each :

o English Eggs, p. 100, i

.
I
Foreign do. „

r. yi. each ; Fresh Butter,
. bd. per lb.

9 o-io 6

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.~Jau.
Best Fresh Butter 19s. per dozen lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, January 3.

We arc but moderately supplied with Beasts ; choicest
qualities are readily disposed of at full rates. The number
of Sheep is quite as large, if not larger, than was expected,
trade is not very brisk, yet on the average prices are good,
and a clearance is effected. Trade is dull for Calves, at

rather easier rates. Our foreign supply consists of 1183
Beasts, 3780 Sheep, and 73 Calves ; from Scotland, 250
Beasts ; from Ireland, 430 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

730 ; and 1237 from the Midland and Home Counties.

5 8-5

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & id quality

5 4to5 6

s. d.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 6t05 10

Best Shorthorns.. 5 0—5 S

sd quality Beasts 3 4—4 4
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

Beasts, 3830 ; Sheep and Lambs, 17,810; Calves, 83 : Pigs,

Thursday, January 6.

We have a very short supply of Beasts, and a j_

demand, consequently Monday's quotations are fully

maintained. The number of Sheep is also small, yet the
trade in tliis department is slow ; however, prices are not
lower. The demand for choice Calves very much exceed
the supply, prices have therefore advanced. Our foreign

supply consists of 178 Beasts, 965 Sheep, and 79 Calves,

MARK LANE.
MoND.w, January 3.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
as small, generally in bad condition, and met with a

slow sale at about the prices of this day se'nnight. There
moderate attendance ; the business done in foreign

Wheat was in retail, at barely last week's rates. Barley

and Beans were unchanged in value. White Peas rather

heaper. The Oat trade was steady
;
prices unaltered.

Flour as last quoted.

tJ^Es^scx, Kent,' Suffolk. White'4ii—49 Red
— fine selected runs.. do. 42—53 Red
— Talavera 56—58!
— Norfolk— Foreign

:v, grind. &dist,29f to 31J.. Chi

Foreign .. grinding and distilling|23—25 Malting ..

Oats, Essex and Suffolk laa—24I— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato'24— 26 Feed
— Irish Potato'a3—25 Feed ....

— Foreign Poland and Brew 2a—25 Feed
Rye ,33—38, Foreign .

.

RvE-MEAL, Foreign I

Beans, Mazagan 35^-. to 37^. . .Tick'3fi—49 Harrow . . 36—49— Pigeon ....50J. to 565. . .Winds,
j

— |Longpod. . —
— Foreign Small 41—43 Eg>'plian . 38—40

EAS, White, Essex, andKent..BoilerS|37—42 Suffolk
..J39—43— Maple, 4Tf. to 45^ Grcyiss-42 Foreign . . '35—38

Maize — Foreign ..^29-31
1, best marks delivered.. per sack|39—43'

|

— [Red

39—42 Malting .

Frid.w, January 7.

The weather during the past week has been damp and
mild, with some heavy showers. The expected Black Sea
fleet, which must now be near at hand, continues its

depressing influence, and this, together with the hea\'y

stocks in the chief ports of the kingdom, as disclosed by
the statements made up at the end of the year (and which
will probably show them to be twice as large as last year)

with the absence of frost, caused a dull trade during the

past \\eek, and a decline of fully is. per qr. on Wheat,
where sales were forced. Spring com of all sorts was a
slow sale at barely former rates, excepting best samples of

Malting Barley, which maintained their late extreme
prices. Flour was neglected, and prices have declinnd \s.

s. per sack and 6d. per barrel in several of our leading

markets. Since Friday last 27 cargoes arrived off" the
coast, of which, with those left over from last

week, there remained for sale last night 41 cargoes.

The trade in cargoes arrived off the coast was very slow
during last week ; the prices of Wheat, Maize, and
Barley were slightly in buyers' favour. We did not
notice any disposition to enter into business for fonvard
delivery, one solitary transaction in Maize excepted.

Rapeseed, Linseed, and Cottonseed, were steady in A-alue.

The arrivals of English grain this week were small, and
moderate of foreign. There was a very poor attendance
at market this morning, the little English Wheat on offer

sold at about Monday's quotations, but millers

showed little disposition to purchase foreign except at a
reduction in price, and as holders were generally firm very

little business resulted. Spring com of all descriptions

was steady at about Monday's prices.

Arrivals.

English ,

Irish .

Foreign ,

Wheat. Barley.

9450

Floi

Liverpool, January 4.—At to-day's market we had
only a limited attendance of country millers and dealers in

Wheat. A small amount of business was transacted, at a
decline of zd. per cental. Flour was also extremely dull

of sale, at prices perhaps a shade easier than last reported.

Indian Corn met a slow retail demand, at prices ranging

a trifle under those of last Friday. Oats and Oatmeal
dull. Peas inactive. Beans in limited request, at a
decline of about 6<f. per qr.

AVKRAOES.

Average

44 3

43 8

37 6

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

ad quality Beasts

5 6tos 10

5 4-S 8

3 4-4 4

4to5

Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Beasts, 674 ; Sheep and Lambs,

5 S-5 :

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—5
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

Calves . . • 4 o—

6

Pigs — -

.85 ; Calves loi ; Pigs —

.

SEED MARKET.
The seed trade still rules quiet. Samples of new

English white and red Clover seed are very scarce ; fine

qualities of foreign are held at high rates. Advices from
the United States speak badly of the new crop of red

Clover seed ; a good quantity of old American red has
been recently reshipped to New York, so that it is not at

all probable we shall get any supplies this season from
that country. French Italian is is. per bale dearer on the

other side. ' Scotch and Irish Grasses are this year very

cheap and plentiful. English Rape seed is exceedingly

scarce, and continues to advance in price. White
Mustard seed also exhibits an upward tendency. Feeding
Linseed is just now in slow demand.

John Shaw & Sons, r6, Water Lane, London, E.C.

HOPS.
EoROUGH Market, January 7.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smitli report that the new year has
opened with a better demand for Hops of all descriptions.

Stocks of New English are nearly e.xhausted, and have
advanced fully 55. per cwt. in value since this day week.

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punclied parchment, 4 inches

long, 45. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston. Lincolnshire

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the r,>uccn for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Cr\-stal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew; Professor Lindley for the Hurlicultural Society, &c.

ism
adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural

FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. od. per yard run.

Four yards wide y. od. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide . . 11. gd. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2S. Sd. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 73 inches wide, 70 yards long, sld., 6ld., 7id., yld,
and S\d. per yard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, 6ld. and 8J</. per yard;
J*f. extra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, WTiolc and Sole Manufacturer,
7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nurscry-

d Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

AMES PHILLIPS and CO,
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
supplied by them to Mr. Rivlivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society.

', Clergj', and Gentlemen of the Unitea

Lacn Box contai 3 feet. The prices only apply to the
20 by 12, 20 by 13. 20 by i-i, 30 by 15.

16 oz, to the foot.

The above prices include the bo.xcs, which ar

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz- , in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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(RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, conimcndcd by the Royal Horticultural

"'

'i'hc above can be liad, of all siicj

CHARLES J. ULACKITH
wholesale of

ND CO.,
i Street, London, E.C.

:ipal Secdsi

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlieii you ast for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUnPlNd KNIVES, see that vo,

Observe the mark SAYNOR. ako ihe Corporate Mar.

Warr/

npclled '

Corporate >fark, Obta

\G KNIVES are the

ished upwards of 123 ye

Cottajii's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best manner,
of Sui)eri.>r Wrrmfihl Iron, by an improved method. Illustrated

Trice Lists .m r\|>plii nion to CuTTAM AND CO., Iron AVorks,

2, Winslcy Slreet, 'Lxfurcl Street, London, \V.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

F.&G. R0SHER,M;
Queen's Road Wesi

.

Illustrated Price Lists free by po'

cs|K.ci:illy suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slues and Insects, lake up little

ninm, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, consc
quently being much cheaper.
GARDENT VASES, FOUNTAINS &c., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design,
nufacturcrs, Upper Ground Street, Hlackfriars.S.E
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland.N.E.

The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

;„ ki,.„ j-gj ^j^^ bun colours, and capable of forming a variety ol

Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sneets of Pave
th prices, forwarded for sclecii

WHITE'GLAZED tiles, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larden
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Brick

of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copiii

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.
To be obtained of F, & G. Rosher, at their premJs

. Copings

S'.
nd to any London Railway o

FLINTs'and
PEAT and L(

'

Vases and Fountains, for tlie Garden and
Conservatoiy.ANDREW H A N D Y S I D !•: and CO

* V Hritannia Iron Works, Derby : and 32, Walbrnok, London
ihographcd Sheets of Designs and Price Lists post free on

(COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED

-^ — Works 2 'U nsley
\ Street London W where the
eral mporta t Inprovements n

CARTER'S "PRIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS.

J. C. AND CO. having secured their immense Stock of NATUR.\L GR^VSSES in splendid condition, are prepared to execute orders for Grass Seeds for Pastures, Lawns, &c.

The germinating quahty (after most careful testing) is assured to be first-rate ; and, from the grcat.pains taken by Messrs. CARTER to adapt the Mixtures of Grasses to

suit the particular naturb of the soil intended to be laid down, the possibility of failure can scarcely be entertained.

It is only necessary \\hcn orderinij to give a general description of the soil, situation, ^^c.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (choicest quality).

For HEAVY SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre. For MLUa.M SOILS, 28s. to 3Ss. per acre.
1

For LIGHT SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per .acre.

Second quality cheaper. Reduced rates for more tlian to .\crcs.

CARTER'S " ROYAL MIXTURE " FOR LAWNS, 20s. per bushel
{as used in the chief European Royal Gardens).

For tin: fullest informalion to insure successful Seeding down Land to Cras.'^, sre

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1870.

Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH IIOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

FLOHZ PIPE.

NOTICE.

OKMSON'S P.VTENT ICONCENTRIC
SADDLE P.OILER.

ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
The Nobilit)-, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by HENRY ORMSON as a specimen of his first-class and substantial style of

building Horticultural Structures. Also his Patent Wrought-iron Boilers, by which the new Hothouses,

and many other Buildings are heated on a very extensive scale in the above great establishment.

Confidence in Cast-iron Boilers is now, to a very great extent, lost in consequence of their continual

cracking and failing, and are being replaced by ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED WROUGHT-IRON
BOILERS, which are not only free from all danger of cracking, but have proved themselves far more

economical in consumption of fuel.

HOTHOUSES MANUF.\CTURED BY STEAM MACHINERY. BEST M.\TERI.\LS AND LOWEST PRICES.

F/ans, Specifications, and Estimates for Erecting Conservatories, Hothouses, and Hot-imter Apparatus of every description m all

parts of ihe country and abroad.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROY/\L PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

AND TO THE ROYAL HORlICULTUR.\L SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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NOTICE.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, LONDON.

ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY, LONDON.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, LONDON.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, DUBLIN.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, LIVERPOOL

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, CAMBRIDGE.

ROYAL WINTER GARDEN, DUBLIN.

ROYAL DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART, LONDON.

Il is Willi ijrcat gratification that we announce our permission to refer upon any occaision to the various

HEATING APPARATUSES at the above, where our " ONE BOILER SYSTEM
HAS FOR YEARS BEEN SUBJECTED TO THE MOST CRITICAL TESTS WITH EVERY SATISFACTORY RESULT.

Is is maiclilcss for efficiency, and is woikiiic; the largest apparatus on record.

These arc no theoretical statements. Imt positive facts, and it is not too much to adU, that no boiler can boast a parallel.

For List of Details, sec " ILLUSTRATED BOOK of DESIGN'S " (lath Edition), \shich can be obtained by addressing a note to

JOHN WEEKS AND COMPANY,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS, &c., KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GREEN'S
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE .\BOVE BOILERS .\kE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
1 brickwork is required

;
1 be seen from the above drawing, the ? placed upon a Cast-Iron Sole-plateThey can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch ;

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that ihey will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
ist. They require no setting in brickwork.

[

6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means

2d,' They are complete in tliemselves, having perfect means of regulation. of T-pipes.
., , . .

3d They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers. 7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned ou when required.

4th They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon 8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke. turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.
I

fi.\ed in.

1^- PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN anu SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ;

and 54 & 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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RIDDELL'S PATENT ELASTIC JOINTED SOCKET PIPE
FOR HOT OR COLD WATER, GAS or STEAM.

P.\TENT DATED 12TH JUNE, 1869.

These Joints are the most perfect ever produced. A 4-inch Joint, which will bear a pressure of 200 lb. to

the square inch, can be made by an inteUigent labourer in 4 minutes, and it can be removed as quickly without

injury to pipe or joint.

Nett Prices, delivered into Buyei^' Vans, from Stock, at the WORKS, HANGER LANE, ST.\MFORD
HILL, N., for cash with order:

—

9 feet lengths .

.

6 feet lengths .

.

Elbows .

.

Syphons .

.

Patent Joints ..
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HOT-WAIER APPARATUS of every descriptioi
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Grec

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.
Manofacl , 6. n.-inksi e. So' a"

MHothouses for the Million.—Notice of Removal.
"ESSRS. IIERKMAN and MORTON be^ to gi\

nadc

the offices occupied by lliem at 7,
1'

other purposes, they have taken I j

STREET, REGENT'S OUADR \

applications for prices of Sir I 1

other information respecting HmtIi
Apparatus of every description, shoul
January, 1870.
A PAMPHLET and PRICE LIST, Stc, with 15 ilhi

scription, and testimonials, will be sent post free on receipt of two
stamps.

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION,
nth Views and Sections of Houses, Hints for Heating,, complete

HEREMAN, Chatsworth, post free for: of Trees
13 stamps.

HEREMAN AND MORTON, Horticultural Builders, and Hot-
untry ^Vorks in Gloucester, Coventry, near

, Paisley, and Aberdeen.

F
Everj- Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank," Disraeli. '

iToa Cisterns. i

RABY AND CO. having laid down more
cnsive and Improvad Machinery on their Deptford premises
kRF),are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,

|

i\LVANISED or PAINTED, ol superior quality, at reduced prices, 1

BKAHY AND CO., Limned, Fitzroy Works, Euston Koad,
r through all respectable Ironmongers,
en Tanks of different sizes packed one in another to save

plenishing
PATENT

O

The only Stove without a Flue.
ASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for
WARMING HALLS, SHOPS, GREEN-

HOUSES, &c.

These Stoves burn without at
12 10 34 hours. From 121. M. to i

FUEL, 4S. (>d. per bag.

STOVES made expressly for Greenhouses, to Bum
.nil Winter by filling up with the Patent Fuel every

4S .

fordStreel, . ^ -j ..-.

gate Street, E.C. ; and Leinster Terrace, Bay
Prospectuses of Patterns and Prices post free.

SLER'S CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS.
WALL LIGHTS and LUSTRES for Gas and Candles.

CHANDELIERS in Bronze and Ormolu.
MODERATOR LAMPS and LAMPS for INDI.\.

TABLE GLASS of all kinds.
ORNAMENTAL GLASS, English and Foreign.

Mess, Espoi . and Furnishing Orders promptly
ALL articles marked in plain figures.

LON'DON—Show Rooms, 45, OXFORD STREET, W.
BIRMINGHAM—Manufactory and Show Rooms, Broad Street.

Established 1807.

BY HEE MAeTBSTY'S EOYAL LETTEES PATENT.
TO Mr.F.T A W.WT WHICH HAS BEEN LONC, FELT PA' THE HORTrrULTL'R-\L PUni.IC,

MAW & CO.'S PATENT IMPERISHABLE TERRA-COTTA PLANT MARKERS
Are oflFered as a cheap and permanent substitute for WOODEN and ZINC TALLIES for the Labelling of Plants in Pots and in the Open Border, and for suspending

to Roses, Orchids, Ferns, Fruit Trees, &c. These Labels, unlike Wood and Zinc, combine perfect durability with a lasting legible inscription, and form an elegant adjunct
to the Garden and Conservatory for the naming of Horticultural and Botanical Collections. They are also invaluable for the labelling of Wine Cellars and for general use
in situations where other materials are perishable by damp.

Commended by the Editors of the Gardeners' Chronkk, and the Floral Committee of tlie Royal Horticultural Society. (See Cardci
Can be procured from the Manufactory, or through any Nurseryman, Seedsman, or Ironmonge

3^ bv h inch.

S\ i ..

Xo. 7
No. 8

No.

j/f opplication.

8 by I incli.

nch di:

"
3^ by 3 incb.

45

9 3i by 2^ inch.

'o =j .. ^\ .. „ - . -.

Can be seen in use nt the Royal Gardens, Kcw
;

tlie Gardens of tbc Roval Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies, Battersea Park, the Royal Botanic Garden at
Edinburgh ; and Botanic Gardens. Glasnevin. near Dublin, &c.

.

Dimthnsfor -writing on the Labels with Bhuk-lead Av/f//.—Apply a little white-lead paint thinly over the part to be written upon, arid whihi toet, write with a hard fine-
pointed black-lead pencil. The writing will be perfectly indelible and un.afTected by wet immediately the paint is set.

Black Enamel Writing on the LaMs.—.\\\ the above sizes can be supplied in scvcinl colours, ready written upon, with black enamel, having the appearance of jet black
ink, but perfectly permanent. On receipt of Lists of Names, Estimates of Cost will be sent for any quantities of Pot or Border Labels, Suspending Labels for Orchids Roses-
Ferns, Fniit Trees, ,.S:c. Consecutive Sets of Numerals printed on the Labels, and Labels for Wine Bins, ready written with Enamel, kept in stock.

MAW k CO.'S ENCAUSTIC TILE and GEOMETRICAL MOSAIC PAVEMENTS and WALL LININGS
FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, ENTRANCE HALLS, VERANDAHS, DAIRIES, &c.

Printed Patterns of various Designs suitable for the above will be forwarded on application, and Drawings, free of charge, of any of the Designs adapted to the g-iveil
dimensions of spaces proposed to be Paved, will be supplied, accompanied by estimates of cost, including the expense of laying or othenvise. .Applications for Estimates should
be accompanied by an exact plan of the space drawn to scale, with all the dimensions marked in figures, and care should be taken that the size and position of all door-entrances
and recesses that have to be paved are correctly represented

;
and when the walls are not exactly parallel, the measurements between the opposite aneles, as well as alon<' each

wall, should be given. WHITE GLA2ED TILES for DAIRIES, &c.

Address—MAW AND CO., BENTHALL WORKS, BROSELEY, SALOP.
The Telegraph and Railway Station at Ironbridge, on the Severn Valley (Great Western) line is within three minutes' walk of file Works,
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S. Owens & Co.,
iHYDRAULIC ENGINE EiR S

,

WHI n FRIARS STRFFT I 0\D(1\ VC

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACXING HYDRAULIC RAM.
useful Self-acting Apparatus, which worlds day and night witliout needing attention,

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be detained

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

Oak<No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all

No. 54*. THE C.\SSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Right Hon. tlie Earl of Ksscx.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS ofallsizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

Galvanized Iron Tubs.

designed for the

No. 37. DEEP WICLL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. POKT.\BLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam rower.

No. 46>z. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54<7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S OWENS AND CO Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &e., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID M.\NURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars takm in anyfart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTKATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

GiREEN'S PATENT SI LENS MESSORS,
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

LLECTING MACHINES, for 1869.

give *Everj' Machine is warranted 1

approved of, can be returned at once unconditionally.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS,

t the International Exhibition, London. 1862.

t the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.

tthc Namur E.xhibition.

t the Gand Exhibilion.
t the Lacken Exhibition,
tthe Lincene Exhibition,

First P

Medal a

Medal a
Medal a
Medal a
Medal a

Prize Medal a
Prize Medal a

Medal a

the llri

t the Hamburg K>
Green's Patent Lawn Mowers have provtd to be the best, and

have carried off every Prize that has been given, in all cases of
competition.
The extraordinar>- success of Green's Patent Lawn Mowers is an

established fact. I.JurtnL' the last five years the demand has been
unprecedented, which alone is a proof of their superiority over all
others. The folk ^ - - ' ^ - -...*'

worked with far p:
are the least liable to ^jct out of order!
Green's Patent Lawn Mowers combine all the advantages of self-

sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running oneway
und, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the sharp edge

„ 2d. They are
c than any other Lawn Mower. 3d. They

h operation can be do;

^ le peculiar adaptation
possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Li;

TfK)MAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Lecd:
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, Lon^
N.B.—All orders are executed on the day they

THE SOCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER
COLOURS.-The WINTER EXHIHITION of SKETCHES

and STUDIES is NOW OPEN. 5, Pall Mall East. Ten till Five.
Gas on dark days,

E
WILLIAM CALLOW, Secretary.

VENING LECTURES to WORKING MEN.
ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn Street.

The THIKJJ CdliRSE of this SEsifON, consistini; of SIX
I.ECTIM;1 -, ,:: ,^, ^TI'DY of applied MECHAt<ICS. by
•"rofcss.i \

'

, M \ , will be COMMENCED on SATUK-
DA\,I, l,.k. Ticlicts may be obtained by Worliing
Men. .1,1,, 1:1 ' inng, January 15, from 7 o'clock, upon pay-
ment ..I ,, I ...,,i, -,,, I ,,. ill a. for the ^vhole Course.

ipplicant, who is

piece of paper, for which the Ticlt
Adttress, anti Occupal

icha
TRENHAM REEKS, Rcjis

rPHE QU.'VRTERLY REVIEW, No. 255, will be
-L published on SATURDAY, January ij.

I. MR. TENNYSON'S HOLY GRAIL.

IV. THE LAND QUESTION in FRANCE.
V. ERA of GEORGE the SECOND.

VI. The RIG VEDA.
VII. NEW ZEALAND and OUR COLONIAL EMPIRE.

VIII. PAPAL INFALLIBILITY.
IX. MISS AUSTFN ,in<l MISS MITFORD.

3IS1I iAri,iJk(
\V, Albemarle Street.

T
Advertising In Ireland.

HE GARDENICKS' RECORD, published Fort-
,

nightly, by THOS. EUMONDSON.g, Dame street, Dublin. The
only Horticultural Journal published in Ireland. Price nd., post free.

Price Sixpence

THE GARDENER, a Montlilv Magazine of
Horticulture and Eloriculture. Edited by WILLIAM Th

Dalkeith Gardens, N.B., Author of the " Practical Treatis
Culture of the Grape-Vine," &c.. and Richard Dean, Ealing.
Subscription, 6s. : or free by pi

WM. bLACKWOOD r Row, Londoi

Glenny's Garden Almanac, 1870.

NOW READY, c.hi liMiiiL; ,i I ist of all the latest
Novelties in Flowers and Fruits, and full instructions for

Amateur Gardeners. Price ir. ; post free, ii. id.

T. T. LEMARE, i, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
(by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre Rcctorj*, Brandon),

as now carried out in a New House creeled for the purpose, in the
Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chtswick, Second

luch enlarged.

T

Garden Ivies.
The Full Text of Mr. Shirley Hibbkrd's Paper on Garden Ivic^.

communicated to the Linnasan Society, togellicr with a Coloured
Plate of Ivies, will be found in

HE FLORAL WORLD and GARDEN GUIDE
for DECEM HER. 1869.

The " Floral World " is published Monthly^ each Number containing
a bcauliful Coloured Plate and many Wood Engravings. Price 6d.

GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS, 5. Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

THE^FLOR/UL WORLD and" GARDEN GUIDE,
Edited by Shihley HibberD, is the best and cheapest Monthly

Gardening Magazme, with Coloured Plates. Price 6rf., Monthly.
No. i-.for January, commences a New Series, with a Coloured Plate
of FUCHSIA PERFECTION,nowready,sent post free for7stamps.
GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS, 5, Paternoster Row, London, EC.

Third Thousand, with upwards of 400 Figures, Views, and Plans,
One Vol., large octavo, handsomely bound, i8j. clolh.

THE PARKS, PROMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS. By W. Robinson, F.L.S.

The Tinus (October 2rst) :—
" For a long time we have not read a more interesting and instruc-

tive book than this. It is a large and handsome volume, profusely
illustrated with well-executed woodcuts .... Mr. Robinson has
been sharply attacked for advancing his views, but we are bound tu

say that he maintains his position manfully, and we arc inclined to

thmk successfully .... From beginning to end it is all worth
reading, and we do not undertake to do more than give a brief outline
o( its most notable features."

mmary of contents, and opinions of leading journals, see large

Messrs. CARTER & CO., 238, Holboi
lied, at Wholesale prices, by

GROSS of PRINTS for 31-. 6rf.—A Job Lot of
ENGRAVINGS, 156 various. Plain and Coloured, including
cts by eminent Painters and Engravers, different sizes, for
ng. Screens, Scrap-books, Artists, Retailing, 8ifi. _The

A
Fram
post free'ro'r''^''s't'amps!—J.''reVnoLDs', i7!l'"siran'd,°W.C.'

'c\
ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, preserver and beautifier of th(

Hair beyond all precedent. ROWLANDS" KALVDOK, for impart-
ing a radiant bloom to the complexion, and a softness and delicacy

D'

C^
Coble, M.P.S., Broad Row, Yarmouth: "I have great pi.

stating that many persons, to my knowledge, have derived great
benefit by the use of Dr. Locock's Wafers." They give instant relief

to asthma, consumption, coughs, and all disorders of the lungs, and
have a pleasant taste. Price is. i\d. and 7S. gd. per Box. Sold by all

Druggists.

C UTLERY, WARRANTED. —The most varied
lent of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted,
WILLIAM S. BURTON-S, at prices that arc rcmunera-
iuse of the largeness of the sales.

Table Dessert Carvers
Ivory Handles, per dozen.

3l-inch ivory handles .

.

3J-inch fine ivory balance handles
4-inch ivory balance handles ..

Ditto, with silvered blades .

Nickel electro silver handles .

Silver handles of any pattern .

r.6d.

Black horn rimmed shoulders
Ditto, very strong-riveted handles . . 12 6 96
WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Iron-

monger, by appointment, to his Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, conl^iinin- upwards of 700 lUustra-
trationsof his unrivalled i-i.. i

,
.. (i, i ,

r
, r Prices, and Plans of the

20 Large Show Rooms, pn^i '
' >

1 1 I Street, W. ; i, lA, 2, 3,
and 4, Newman Street; 4. s. 1

.
1 .--; and i, Newman Yard.

With the present railw,t\ !

(jd, undertake delivery at a small

BREAKFAST. — EPPS'S
GRATEFUL and COMFORT!

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a lli.

the natural laws which govern the opcr.it:

nutrition, and by a careful application of thu tu

.selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our bn
delicately-flavoured beverage which may ijv

lilk. Sold only in i lb.,ilb.

.

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homceopathic Chemists, London.

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.

c°< E'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
n boxes at is. lid., 21. gd., 4s, Cd., and 11

QO( E'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 6g years for

INDIGESTION.
1 boxes at i;, i{.^., as. gd., 41. 6d., and 11

QO( S ANTIBILIOUS
In use the last 69 ycar.'i for

(JOC ,E'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 6g years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
n boxes at is. lid., 2s. gd., 41. 6d., and rr

QOC E'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
I boxes at IS- lid., ai. gd., 4s. 6d., and lu.

9.— Gentlemen,
titudc for the gre.it

EaMOMILE PILLS.

J pain from indigestion and

INDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3. i

—I feel it a duty I owe to you to express r

benefit I have derived from taking N<.iRTC"
For a length of time I suffered cxcruciaiin..

.

wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every itii.^uj ^....^y~

deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable

pills I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this
, ,-_-. r.^. .,_ L-_-c. .r .(;-„_ ...ho may thus be afflicted.— I am,

LLPASS.—To the Proprietors of
publicity for the benefit of
gentleman, yours truly,

'*

Norton's Camomile Pills.

gentleman, yours truly, Henrv Al
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SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON & SONS, Seedsmen to
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PORTUGAL,
HIS HIGHNESS THE PRINCE HALIM PACHA OF EGYPT, THE PRINCE DHULEEP SINGH, &c. &c.

BUTTONS' COLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
1. A Complete Collection for One whole Year's Supply

2. A Complete Collection, in quantities proportionately reduced

3. A Complete Collection ditto ditto

4. A Complete Collection ditto ditto

5. A Complete Collection ditto ditto

Carriage Free £3 3

ditto 2 2
ditto 1 11

ditto 1 1

15

6. A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 12

7. A Complete Collection, extra quantities, for a large Family Carriage Free 5 5

The sorts included in these Collections are those which have proved to be the most prolific, best flavoured, and most worthy of general cultivation, and of which we have

therefore grown large crops of seed. We exclude from our Collections not only inferior old kinds, but also such new ones as we have been unable to test the merits of, and

wliich are selling at high prices. By this means, and from the great convenience experienced in supplying every purchaser with the same sorts, we .are enabled to furnish a

Complete Collection at much less expense than when a Gentleman or his Gardener makes his own selection
; but if the latter mode of ordering is preferred, we shall be happy

to forward a Copy of our SPRING C.\T.\LOGUE and .AM.\TEU R'S GUIDE for 1870, which contains prices of every article.

QUANTITIES CONTAINED IN SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS.
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LEADING ARTICLES, &•€.-

Agricultural improvements. . 83

Beet-sugar in Europe 8j

Cinchona trees at St. Helena 73
Cordova International £xbi-

Gladiolus exhibition 73
Oxford meeting of Koyal

Horticultural Society 7»
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Soils for Vine culture 73
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Feeding cattle
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Belgian a^ricultufi
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:
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Swindon Chamber of Agri-
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Waste Labour to Waste Land i

GARDEN MEMORANDA -
Thoresby ;

FARM MEMORANDA—
Vincenncs, Emperor's farm at 1

OBITUARY—
Mr. JohnSladden ;

CALENDAROFOPERA TIO.\

Farm work of the week 1

Garden operations
Town gardcninj::

;

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for a REVISED COPY
of the SCHEDULE of PRIZES^as several Very Important Alteba-
TIONS have been made therein, rendering the first issue too imperfect

10 be retained by those to whom they were forwarded.—South
Kensington. Jan. ig.

LEEDS (SPRING) FLOWER SHOW will be held
in the Leed* Royal Park on EASTER MuND.W, TUESDAY,

and WEDNESDAY, April 18, 10, and m As this will be the first

Spring Show held in L^eds, I shall be glad to receive suggest!

G
rark. THOMAS CLAPHA M, I'mpriMor.

RAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

MANCHKSTKR - ready, and can be liail c

i; FINDLAY.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, ftc.

CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH. only surviving Partner
the late Firm of BF.THAM AND ULACKITH, bess to announ

that he intends in future to conduct Business at the same addre!
under the style of CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH and CO., and hopes

e of the favours of the Tradi
Coy's and Hamitiond's Quays, Lovrer Thames Street, London.—Jan. 3

I C H A R D S M I T H^S fTO^E^LTsT
containing all the leading and most popular kinds of Ruses

may be had free by post.

RICHARD SM I TH^,

I I FT YF TEA-SCENTED
and NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, all the most popular and best
at OS. to i8<. per doien, DESCRIPTIVE LIST

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcesl
1 applicatic

w
Paul's Rose Catalogue.

• A very complete and able catalogue. "-Fforj; WarU.
VI. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now readj-, and will be forwarded

8^
SUTTONS* COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS,

for one whole year's supply, complete particulars forwarded gratis

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen. Reading.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED VADE MECUM for

1870 is in the press, and will be published in a few days, Tost
free, ii. : free to Customers.
JAMES CARTER AND CO., a37&a38, High Holbom. Ix>ndon, W.C.

N^
ALFRED I.EGERTON, Seed Merchant. 5. Aldgate, Lc

B
Grape Vines.

S. WILLIAMS' stock is remarkably fine, and
' good condition. Can supply all the best kinds. Prices 1

ictoria and Paradise Xurscrics, I'pper Holloway, London, N.

B
Pines,

. WILLIAMS has all the best kinils, in splendid
condition, warranted clean. Prices on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To BE DISPOSED OF, about 80 Fruiting and
Succession PINES, clean, healthy plants. Any reasonable

offer taken.
Mr SMITH, C.ardcner, W^slmill Road, Ware, Herts.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nec-tarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Vines, and FiBS.

RICHARD S-MITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

c HRISTMAS TREES.—Very handsome SPRUCE
RICHARD SMI

To thel Trade Only.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SONS WHOLESALE LIST
of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK (contaning 75 pafies) may bo

had post free on application.

The Nurseries. Tunbrid^e Wells, Kent.

Spruce rirs.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON. NuKSERYMEN, Tunbfidge
\Vells, have a large Stock of the above, in all sites, from I to 10,

la and 15 feet. Prices on api>lication-

w,
English Oak.—Special Offer.

ABRAHAM .\ni) SON. of the Goldworth
Nuf^rrir,, V,-, I" , , ^tirrtv Hale R. Donald & Son), offer

can I.T n
I
\i

, 1 III ( >.\'Vi, 2 to a^ feet, at 151. per 1000;

p, 5 In '1 I---'
' 1 1, for cash. Apply as above.

FINE tr.ih ;. n,;. ] !,\KCH and other FOREST
TREES, 1 lU U 1 1:1. l.S :ind SHRUBS. Samples sent.

Crown Bob. Kcd Ashton, Killcman, Whitesmith, &c, Gooseberries,
and strong Currant Trees, at £4 pcf

\V. JACKSON . . Bcdalc, Yorkshir

PICEA NOBILIS.—A few fine Cones to DISPOSE of.

Price on application to

[CKSONS Al

Edinburgh.

TUBEROSES.—Splendid roots, just ready, price 3.?,

per doien ; extra picked bulbs, 6s. per dozen. Plenty for the

Trade. Prices on appl'

HOOPER AND CO., Sccdsi [larden, London, W.C.

Mezereon, Uezereon.

WM. ALLISON (late Chas. Schofield), Nurserv-
MAN. Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, has a large stock of specimer

plants of Meiereon, from 2 to 3 feet high, very bushy, for Sale. I'nct

on application, ^_^___^^

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 ii now ready, and will be sent post free on application.
The Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

s

The Boaes of tbe Uason axe tbose of
AUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries, CheshunI, N.
PRICED DESCRI PTIVE LIST post free on application.

To Uie Trade.
TANDARD ROSES, £3 los. per 100; Dwarfs on

Manctti, 405. per loo.—Fine plants and kinds.
W. JACKSON, BlaTcedown Nursery, near Kidderminster.

TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, splendid plants.

60.000 DWARF TEA, NOISETTE, antf other ROSES in pots, well-
grown, clean, and healthy. CATALOGUES free on application,

\VM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near
Ucklield, Susses^

M A N E T T I

For immediate
STOCKS.

THOS CRIPPS /

30». per 1000.

ise, .second size, aSJ. per looo.

SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

vv
Hanetti Stocks.

M. PAUL has a few thousand MANETTI
STOCKS, eitra fine, to offer inlthe Trade. Price, low, given

WANTED, Strong CUTTINGS of all Ihe best sorts
of BEDDING OERANIUMS, State price perioo or too.

THOMAS GREENSIDE. Jun., Great Wyrley, near Walsall,

B
Beta cliUensls.

UTLER. MCCULLOCH, and CO., are enabled to
offer SEEL) of the true variety of this magnificent foliage plant

ckcis 1*., and 2S. 6d., sent post free.

South Row, Covcnt Garden Market, W.C.
Eitablishtd upwards of a century.

For Ten Days Only.

L ILIUM RURRUM and ROSEUM. — Splendid
bulbs, will throw from lo ti. 20 blooms, 51. per doz. TULIPS,

in 10 choice varieties, single and double, 21. per 100. Post-office Order

D
New Catalogues.

OWNIE, L.\IRD, AND LAING, Frederick Street,
Edinbur);h, and Stanstead Park, Forest Hilt, London, bejj

nil New Plants a r ready, and may be had free on applic

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S N ew Seed Warehouse , 337 & 238, High Holborn. London

HERBERT H. NICHOLSON, Seed Grower,
Great Clacton, near St. Osyth, Essei, has a large quantity of

FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS, of his own growing, all new.
FOR SALE. List applic

STUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice—Seed
Merch.\nts. 5. Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

(RESIOVED from 85, Southampton Row.)
WHOLESALE LIST' applic

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH .\M> SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARIil-.N, l-.\KM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
best kinds in Cultivation, w itti such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

QTUART. M.\CDON.\LD. AND CO., Seed
kr Growers and Srtn Merch.\sts, 85, Southampton Row, Holborn,
Lond..n, WC,
S, M \- O1 's Will il F.SAI.i; LIST of all the choice Flower Seeds

Home-grown Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. Sll\lll S WHOLES.'VLE
. CATALOGl'l. ll.iMl ,1 ' .\VN SEEDS is nowready.

The prices are very low, ,, :
,

,
1 ih.- Seeds very tine.

c HARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM and FLOWER SEEDS is

ready, and may be had on .ipplication This List contains only

varieties as mav be di-prnrli-fl on, :iftcr trials and comparisons.

c
Garden Seeds.

H.\RLES SH.VRri''- am. 10., Seed Growers
and Ml^RCH.SNTS. blcafonl, l.iiic. liishirc, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their ne^v I'klCED CATALOGUE of
t;ARDEN SHEDS, grown from caretully selected stocks.

Farm Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUES of

FARM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS. See pages 70
and 92.-337 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

AltTER'S " COLLECTldNS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS, See pagcB70andQ2.

- High Holb237 a tlolborn, London, WC.

c-^

c
c

ARTER-S NEW PEAS, Sec, See pages 70
nd 92,-237 and 238. High Holborn. l.ondon. W.C.

ARTERS SELECTED SEED POTATOS. See
pages 70 and 92.-237 and 238. High Holborn. London, W.C.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS.
Sec pages 70 and 92.-237 and 238, High Holborn, London. W.C,

ARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870 is

ready, and will be forwarded, post free, on application.

237 and 238, High Holborn, I.onjon, WC,

H
For Seed.

ALLETT'S
I
PEdTgREE BARLEY and OATS.

T page 8t of this Paper

B. G. ROBINSON, R.,y. )M Ford.

D
To the Trade.—Show Pansy Seed.

OWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAINCi, I'ldinburgh, have
to offer ,T liroitcii .(ii.o.titv of thi' ahove. saved from their owr

brated Coll.-. 11. .n I'n. .. |.<r oiin.-.- ..n .,|. plication.

Gladiolus Brenchleyensls.-To the Trade.

JAMES CAk'IKK. DUNNKTT, and BEALE havf

a fine stock of flowering Bulbs Lowest price per 1000 on application

237 and 238 High Holborn, London, W.C.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP L.'\DDS i-5 now sending out 30 new varietie

of VERBENAS of 1869 at 3J, per dozen, in pots; also 24 Ne
FUCHSIAS of i860 at 3S, per do;

Bexley Heath, Ke

ERB.\CEOUS C.'^LCEOL.'iRIAS, fine Seedling
Plants, established in Single Pols, is. 6d. per dozen, 165. per 100,

application to TIIt)MAS PERKINS. 42, Draperj', Northampton.
Cash or reference required from unknown correspondents.

H

F
Cineraria Seed.

AND A. SMITH, in answer to numerous
applications, beR to announce that they have entirely SOLD

, and are unable to supply otherwise than in iheir usual retail

''

"fhc Nur-ieries, West Dulwich.

LlHum auratimi.
M. PAUL has to offer a magnificent lot ofthe above,
Dutch-grown roots, at a*. 6d, js. td., and ^5. each; 34J., 361.,

,d 5or. per doien ; a few extra large roots, 7s. 6a. each. The usua

crfi.nt to the Tradeoff the doienrai "
' -

PAUL'S Nurseries, Walth;

w
O BE SOLD, a large quantity of White-scented
DOUBLE NARCISSUS BULBS. Price, largest size, 8s. per

Elm Grove, Erighto
5, Eryanston Terrace,

ONG gun CUCUMBER, warranted true,

i decidedly the best sort in cultivation. Four seeds, ii. Post free

ready money.
SEP. THORNHILL. Beeslon,

To the Trade.

INDSOR and LONG-I'OD BEANS, SANG-
STER'S No, I, and BEDMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, &c.,

offer, at advantageous prices.
w
FREbK, GEE. Seed Merchai •r. Biggleswade, Beds.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

RICHARD WALKER can supply, for cash

home-grown WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, 2j, per lb

all new and genuine: mixed laced PINKS, 20s, per 100; old Crimso

CLOVES,

ICHARD WALKER has the following to offer, for

cash : spleiidid SEAKALE, for .[orc'^e. e«raSne, 9'- P|r 100

:

J\ cash : splendid SEAKALE, for forcing

fine GHEN'T ASPARAGUS, for forcing, Ci
SEAKALE, for planting. 3s. 6d per 100

Biggleswade Market Card.

To the Trade.-Henry's Hybrid Leek, Genuine.

D OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sending

out the above unrivalled LEEK, in sealed packets, at 61. per

dozen, or 40s. per too packets.
. ..n t a e tr

Edinlurgh ; and Stanstead Park. lorest Hill, London, S,E.

P OTA TOS(S ELECTED).U E E D - -O PRICED LIST „.. -

IAMES DICKSON and SONS, " N
ipplic

i"Nu ;, Chester

True Early Rose Potato.
.

r^ HARLES SHARPE and CO., Sle.^ford,'have received

V^ a large consignment of the above from America, and arc awe to

offer them in quantity. Price on application,
"

' Seed Potatos. „ e n
AND F. SHARPE'S WHOLESALE LIST of a

- *K,. n^vr and best var ctics of Early and Late 1*01 AH^s *

eadf-fand miy be had on application. ^The quality ts very hne.

Early Rose Potato.

AND F. SHARPE have just imported a very me

Stock of the above extraordinary P'°''J=I'°^Crid 'to offer

one ofthe best growers in America; and are prepaica to outi

the Trade at a reduced pri^ce.^

H

H
e at a reducea price. ,

Seed-Growing Establishment, WisbccH.
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NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE PAID.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES.
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
OF

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
To suit Gardens of various sizes,

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

New and Choice Vegetable Seeds,
I'er packet —J d

Williams' -Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Dell's fine Dark BEET 10
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY jo
WiUiams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new ..16
Telegraph CUCUMBER, WooUey's improved variety i 6

Digswell Prize ENDIVE 06
All the Year Round CABBAGE LETTUCE ..06
Wheeler s Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE ..06
Lee's Immense Hardy Green C.\BBAGE LET-
TUCE, new I c

Webb's Climax MELON, new 26
(The finest flavoured Green-fleshcd variety ever offered.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, June 30, rSeg.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed,

excellent flavour, and 12 days earlier than any
other known kind, new 26

Nuneham Park ONION, quite distinct from any
other variety .

.

.

.

. , .

.

.

.

..10
Barley's selected Double Curled P.ARSLEY, new ..10
Laxton's Supreme PE.A, new . . . . per half pint 2 o
Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PEA, new, do. 2 o
CuUingford's Champion Marrow PE.\, new, per quart 3 6

(The finest flavoured Wrinkled Marrow in cultivation.)

Earley's Defiance TOM.A.TO, new 26
(The earhest and best variety in cultivation)

Orangefield Dwarf Prolific TOM.\TO .. ..06

New and Choice Flower Seeds.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White,

or Mixed 2j. W., 35. 6<^., and
C.\LCEOL.\RI.A, Neill's extra choice strain, is. bd.,

y. 6d., and
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain,

25. 6d., y. 6d., and
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain, is.6d.,2s.6d..&
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain . . is. bd. and
GERANIUM, Le Grand .. .. ir. 6rf. and
GLOXINIA, from the finest erect varieties \s. and
HOLLYHOCKS, Chater's splendid varieties, mixed
PANSY, from Prize flowers . . .

.

u. and
PINK, finest double-fringed varieties.. u. and
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize strain is. and
VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties
Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS ar. dd. &
ASTER, Dwarf, 'Victoria 'White, very fine .

.

CENTAUREA C.\NDIDISSIMA .. ir. and
CENTRANTHUS MACROSIPHON BICOLOR,

CLARKEa'iNTEGRIPETALA, Tom Thumb, new
CONVOLVULUS MINOR UNICALUS, new ..

DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM,
new

ESCHSCHOLT21A AURANTIAC.\, new..
EUTOCA SERICEA, very dwarf, with pretty deep

violet flowers, new
HELENIUM BOLANDERI,' Dwarf Perennial

species, new , . .

.

LILIUM AURATUM .. .

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECT.\ ALBa',
new . . . . .

.

Williams' Improved FRENCH "ilARIGOLD'
beautifully striped and very large . . .

.

,

Parson's New TREE MIGNONETTE
NEMOPHILA ATOMARIA ELEGANS new '

OX.\LIS TROP.«OLOIDES VIRIDIFOLIA,
green-leaved variety, new

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA. new"
PYRETHRUM PARTHENIFOLIUM AUREUM.
Golden Feather.. ., jj and " 6

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three

'

colours 26
(These are, without exception, the finest ever offered, the

colours being scarlet, purple and white, and of remarkabit
bnlhancy in the two former and purity in the latter; the flowers
are very double, and produce immense spikes of bloom: they
make a grand display in beds and for ribbon borders

)PURPLE QUEEN STOCK, a very dwarf' and
beautiful variety, the flowers are very double, and
splendid colour .... i qWHITE TEN-WEEK STOCK, WaliflowerJeaved;

(This est and finest White Stock in cultivation
)IMPERIAL PURPLE SWEET PEAS, very laree o 6

TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMH. splendid green-
house Climber .... 26TROP^OLUM GOLDEN KING of' TOM
THUMBS, new .. r o

V'OLA CORNUTA ALBA, new '.'.
is'. 6d. aild 2 6

(1 his is an interesting and extremely useful variety, pro.
ducing in mat abundance pure white flowers, verv' robust anddwarf in habit, which renders it very effective in spring andsummer, and invaluable during the late autumn months )

WALLFLOWERS, Saunders' fine dark vanety ..10
ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA Flore-pleno, new.. I o

B. S. W.'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready. Post Free, on application.

GENUINE SEEDS.

V/ILLIAM PAUL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT IIIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be forwarded Free by Post on application.

Many of the most critical and choice Seeds are either Iiome saved or have been saved
specially for him, and can be recommended with the fullest confidence^

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

GENUINE SEEDS ONLY.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
V.T.r, TO ANNOUNCF. THAT THEIR

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS

for 1870,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS .\ND OTHER G.VRDEN REQUISITES,

Is now published, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NUR.SERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SEEDS CAEEIAGE PKEE.

Now ready, Gratis and Post Free, an niustratod

CATALOGUE of GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL and FLOWER SEEDS,

GARDEN SUNDRIES, HORTICULTURAL ELEGANCIES, &c.

Forming a most complete List of Requisites for the furnishing of a Garden, Conservatory, &c.,

with Instructions for Sowing, &c. , &c.

DICK RADCLYFFE AND CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

SEED GROUNDS—ERFURT, PRUSSI.\.

PETER JAMES PERRY,
.SEED MERCHANT, BANBURY,

JiEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

PRICED CATALOGUE OF GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS
I3 now ready, and may be had Post Free on application.

He also calls attention to his

BANBXTRY IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION,
Twelve Bnlba of which variety (weighing I2| lb.) were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Rooms,

on December 21, 1869, and were awarded a "Special Certificate."

Price per Packet, Is. 6d. and 8s. 6d.

CAREFULLY SAVED GARDEN SEEDS.

ARTHUR HENDERSON & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES

Is now Published, and can be forw;rrded Post Free on application.

Tie VEGETABLE SEED SECTION contains—

Selected LfSTS of the best varieties of each kind most worthy of cultivation, also some excellent new sdlls

of both VEGET.\BLE and FLOWER SEEDS of sterling merit ; attention is also directed to the Pine-apple

Compact-top BEET (tb« linest and richest flavoured variety extant), carefully saved, true from the original stock.

Also the new DW.\RF W.'VTERLOO BEET ; top leaves rich metallic crimson
;
growth true, even, and regular.

This beautifsil foliaged variety may with itdvantage be cultivated in the flower garden as a border, ribbon, or edging

plant ; its ro-jt is a trifle larger than the Pine-apple Compact-top, flavour excellent, full of a sweet saccharine juice,

colour crimson, texture tender and uniform throughout.

The FLOWER SEED SECTION contains-

Imporied GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS in Collections ; Choice Strains of FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS ;

a careful LIST of FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES of the season; HORTICULTURAL REQUISITES of

every kind, KISTVES, PROTECTING MATERIALS, HORTICULTUR.\L MANURES, &c., &c.

N.B. Everything in this Catalogue is priced.

PtNE APPLE PLACE, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,

1^ All Seeds Carriage Free.
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Now Ready, Post Free on application,

PETER LAWSON & SON'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED SEED CATALOGUE

OF KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

The True SANDRINGHAM CELERY, EMERALD CUCUMBER, DELL'S SUPERB BLACK BEET
RANDRINGHAM SPROUTING CABBAGE, INCOMPARABLE WHITE DUTCH CABBAGE LETTUCE^
BANBURY IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION, and other recently introduced VEGETABLES and

FLOWER SEEDS, are fully described and are recommended.

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G. ; and EDINBURGH.

SEEDS WHICH MAY BEJ)EPENDED ON.

HOOPER & CO.'S
ASSORTMENTS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

CONTAINING A SUPPLY FOR TWELVE MONTHS' REQUIREMENTS,
-No. I.—For largest Gardens, Can-i.ige Free ..£s o o

|
No. 4,—For smaller Gardens, Carriage Free .,.^1 5 o

No. 2.—For large Gardens ditto .,30 o No. 5.—For smaller Gardens o 15 o

No, 3.—For smaller Gardens ditto ,. 20 o 1 No. 6.—For smallest Gardens .. ., .. o 10 o

NEW POTATOS for 1870.-Early Rose, is. 6d. per lb. : 7 lb. for 95- : i bushel (561b.) for 65s. Bresee's King of the Earlies
(10 days earlier than the above), was sold for 50 dollars a tuber in .America last season, 6j. per lb. : 7 lb. for 401. Bresec's Prolific, 3s. per lb.

;

7lb. foriSt- M. Climax, 3(. per lb. ; 7 lb. for iSs. 6d. Paterson's Bovinia (enormous cropper), is M. per lb.
;
7lb. for as. -.i bushel (56 lb.) for

65s The Queen's Potato (Perfection), 12s. per peck; 451. per bushel. Full descriptions in HOOPER A.so CO.'S SEED CATALOGUE,
Part I., gratis on application.

HOOPER AND CO., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

EARLY GOODERICH POTATO. — This variety was sent iis

three years since by an eminent American Nurseryman, and having thoroughly tested it, we can recom-

mend it as by far the HE.wiEST croppkr of any very early Potato known to us, and it must prove an

acquisition where earliness and a full crop is an object. The tubers are round and full sized ; and the

foliage is very distinct, being remarkably broad and of vigorous growtli. Price 21s. per bag containing i cwt.,

delivered carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations.

We can also supply DALMAHOY, GRYFFE CWSTLE, DRUMMOND'S PROLIFIC, WALKER'S
REGENTS, &'c. Prices on application.

WM. DRUMMOND and SONS.
Seed and Nursery Establishment, Stirling, N.B,

VEITCH'S IMPROVED EARLY ASHLEAF KIDNEY POTATO.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SONS
BKr; TO Ol'FI.R

THIS SPLENDID FORCING POTATO,
ny flattering Testimonials have appeared in tlie Oiinfe/

Price 5s. per peck.

V/t* and other pubhcations,

In the Gardeners' Chronicle, July ii, 1868, p. 740, Mr.
J. Edlington, Wrotham Park, Bamet, writes :

—"This
Potato with me this season is really first-rate. As its name indicates, it is without doubt a great improvement on the

old Ashleaf. It is prolific, early, and its flavour, when properly cooked, is excellent, I purpose employing it another
season rather extensively for forcing purposes."

In the "Journal of Horticulture," July 16, 1868, p. 48, the Editor remarks, in reply to "J. R. P.":
—"The

sample sent is very good of this very good variety. As the tubers are quite ripe, we have no doubt that you will

succeed in raising a second crop this year, for it is a cjuickly-growing and quickly-maturing variety."

Report of Sample sent in February, 1868, to Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chis^uick, for Trial.

"Your IMPROVED ASHLEAF POTATO proved to be very early, fit for use June 29th, very flowery, and
beautifully white.—A. K Barron, Superintendent."

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAU, CHELSEA, SAV.

BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for STIFF CL.\Y SOILS,
SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for HE.WY LOAMS.
SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for MEDIUM LOAMS.
SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for LIGHT LOAMS,
SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for LIGHT SANDS.
SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for SHARP GRAVELS.
(SUTTONS' Permanent Pasture MIXTURES for SHEEP DOWNS.

The sorts contained in these Mixtures are grown in different localities,
nd gathered separately by the hand expressly for this purpose, by which
means all no.xious weeds are excluded. They consist of the most nutritive
kmds of Fescues, Poas, Sweet Vernal, Perennial Clovers, Lohums, &c., and
are mi.xed in such sorts and proportions as are most suitable to the soils to be
laid down. In this we use our discretion, in accordance with our many years'
experience in all parts of the kingdom, as well as in other countries.

Prices. -SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURE for the above soils, 28s. to 32s. per acre : carriage free.
SUrrON.S' cheaper mixtures, SOs. to 26s. per acre ; carriage free.MIXTURES for One, Two, Three or Four Years' lay are also prepared for the above soils at from

12s. 6d. to 22s. per acre ; carriage free.

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE for Improving old Pasture should be sown during the early
Spring months. A great improvement in the quantity and quality of the bucceeding Hay crops may be
effected by sowing from 6 to 12 lb. per acre of this Mixture. Price 9(J. per lb., 80s. per cwt ; carriage free.

i'OrfuU Instructions on the Formation and Improvement of Grass Lands, apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, READING, BERKS.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEK
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the followmg

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5109 feet, 30J. to 60s. per dozen. Transplanted

ABIEfs"6o5GLASII. 6, 7, to 10 feet, 7*. W. to 10*. (4. each. Trans-
planted August, 1868,

ABIES ORIEI^TALIS, 5, 6, and 7 feet, 71. 6J. to 2ij. Splendid
-'~-*.s, moved April, i86g, 10 to u feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

mfcrence.
ABIES EXCELSA, the Common Spruce Fir, beautifully furniahcd,

5, 6 to 8 feet high, Is, £7 los., to /12 10s. per loo.
Ine dwart varieties of Spruce, such as purpila pygmaea, Gregorii,
Clanbrazil lana, &c., large numbers, many of ihem 20 and 30 years'
Growth.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 5 to 6 feet, 6oj. per dozen
; 7 to 8 feet, 84*. per

dozen ; 10 to 12 feet, tor. 6d. to an. each, and upwards. We have
several thousands of these large Deodara. All nave been removed
since August. 1868; many since April, 1869.

CEDRUS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7 feet, 421. to 60T. per dozen: 8 to 10 feet,
7J. bd. to los. 6d. each. All removed since September, 1868.

CEDRUS LEBANON, 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September, 1868
CUI'RESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 30J. to 421. per dozen:

8 to 10 feet, St. to los. 6rf. each.

,1 ,. ARGENTEA, 3 to 4 feet, and ae much in
circumference, 7s. bd. to 10s. 6d. each.

GRACILIS, +to 5 feet high, and 7 and 8 feet

stock of many thousand's of'this fine plant, s to 8 feet hit;h,

PICEA NOBILIS, hundreds of splendid specimens, 5 6, 7, to 10 feet
high, all recently removed, and are undoubtedly the finest plantf
to be found in any Nursery. None are grafted.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA.s, 6, to 8 feet, 21J. to 435. each, and
upwards. Splendid Plants, moved August, 1868, 10 to n; feel high.

PICEA LASIOCARPA.—Hundreds of most beautiful plants, 4, 5 6,
8. and g feet hi|:h. All removed 1868-69.

PICEA MAGNmCA, 3, 4, and 5 feei

splaiiled April,"'i86g,

63s, each. Some grandPOj 4, ^, 6. and
Slants, 10 to 13 feet nign. tr;

JA AUREA, beautiful specunens, 3, 4, 5,'and'6 feet hie
20 feet in circumference. This plant originated in this Nursei
and our stock is unsurpassed.

THU^A GI^GANTEA. 5, 6, to 12 feet high. Moved August, 1868,

ifect high, and as much iTHUJA L0BBII,8t
transplanted April,

TIIUJOPSIS BOREALlS.sto feet, 7 and 8 feet round; 421. Ic

per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, ys. 6d. to loi. 6d. each. All removed s

August. 186S.

WELLlNGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 tog feet, 7s. 6d. to loj. 6d. e,

6, 7. 8, and_Q feet, 215. to 42s. each. Transplanted in August.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 feci, Is per 100. Transplanted Sept., il

PINUS CEMBRA.S" - ''— r. __•-..,." •

! KLEGANTISSIMA.—We have these in large
I 'I sizes, as pyramids, globes, and worked as
Im'Iji 3 to 5 feet of gold, and up to 10 feet high.
iiUsunie plants, up to 10 feet high.
itock of Hollies at this Nursery is, we believe, the
net with in Europe; it comprises, as well as
together, many thousands of the following

HOLLY, SILVER QUEEN, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—This variety originated in this Nursery*
we have hundreds 4, 5, and 6 ft. high, 10 and 15 ft. circumference.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY,—Standards, iw. td. to 211. each.
HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specimens we have

1 14 feet high, by the

of splendid plai

LAURIF0LIAandSCuTTICA,4. s,'6 to 10 feel high.
HODGINS',

I
ANGUSTIFOLIA,
|MYRTIFOLIA,&c.YELLOW Berried,

STANDARD, WATEK^R'S and GOLli'EN QUEEN HOLLIES,
4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6 to 10 feet in circumference. A
large number.

N.B.—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupying ^t
derably over 6 acres of ground ; finer or
t be wished or obtained. The prices are

. .-, _---„ , 4, 5. 6, to 8 feet.

BOX, do. do,, fine pyramids, uji 10 8 feel.

BAYS, standards and pyramids.
LAURUSTINUS, standards.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, ihouaanda of beautiful plants, all moved i868,

Sand 4 feet high.

UBA JAPONICA, Berried, hundreds, li to 4 feet high; in th«
open ground and in pols, from i8s. to laoj, per doz. and upwards.

A^1ERICAN PLANTS.—The Stock of American PUnts at Knap
nil

"
.

.. -.; believe, as fim
nth i...._ to be I

(ciiig devoted
illODODENDRONS,

than, anything of its

:onsiderably over 50 acres of land
We shall be pleased to supply

—

RHODODENDRONS, the finer kinds, by name, from';^? i

/12 los. per 100, and upwards.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from jfiio

of many other kinds.
RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and grest

variety in colour, from £,S to Zio los. per 100. Sample on applica-

tion. Large and handsome plants by the 1000, 4 to 8 t'cet high.

AZALEAS, the very best ktijds, nice plants, ^to per 100, upwards.
AZALEAS, common kinds. £1 per roo.

AZALEAS, splendid plants, of the finest varieties, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet

high, .ind as much in circumference.
1-CALMlA LATirOLIA, nice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered

with bloom, £$ to £10 per 100,

ANDROMEDA FLOKIBUNDA, /? to j^/ 101 per 100, and upwards.
HAKliy HE.\rilS, a very fine collection, every plant a specunen.

and all removed in i86g, from 2

ERICA CARNEA, for

ERICA MEDITERRANE/
May, and smells like i

blooming, many thousands.

healthy plants, moved April, 1869,

covered with berries, 125. to i8j. per dozen.

J the above, the Knap Hill Nursery contains upwards of

r class, such a

,ic.
A PRICED and 'descriptive CATALOGUE will be forwardcJ

m application. Purchasers to any extent are strongly recoramendea

o make a personal inspection of our stocic, and (ibtsm the pnces on

he spot. No Catalogue can fairly describe many of llie plant* we

' The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Woking

3400
theN.B.—There is now no difficulty in tending Plonls through

same truck, without package, fjroin Woking 19 slsimf any Ksflway
Elation in England.
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Established 1806. EV E
AMERl

and wiil be forwarded on appl

Seed Warehouse; 24, Cockbun

Britlsli Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

st.-inins Part I (British Ferns and their varieties. 36 pages,

incliidii.L- nrirtsof 1 lardy Kvoii,- Kerns) of his PRICED DESCKIP-
:;UEofBKITISll and EXOTIC KER--- -TIVE I

, Hill, Kei

ESSRS. LITTLE and BAL L.\ NTYNE,
NuRSERVMES and Seedsmi-in, Carlisle, respectfully beg leave

to intimate that mr, \v. BAXTER SMITH
Has been appointed sole Manager of the Business, and they feel

that this arrangement will give satisfaction to their 1

He will be
ved

from the' best selected stocks^ the growth of which will be correctly

proved before they are sent out. We trust by following this course to

secure an increased share of public favour, and to merit the continuance

of the confidence which has been placed in the Firm for so many years.

PRICED CATALOGUES of SEEDS, PLANTS, &c, may be

obtained on application. „ ,. , , ^ a
44, English Street, Carlisle.—Januarys, 1870.

P.S. Mr William Clarke, recently in the service of the firm, is no

onger in their employme nt. ^___
Laurus latifoUa.

LPAILLET, Xurseryman, Chatenay les Sceaux,

. near Paris, France, is now filling the numerous orders received

for this splendid Novelty. Persons wishing to secure good plants are

requested to send their orders as soon as possible, for the plants are

now getting very limited in number.
, ,.^r.,,,.„

il.\. PA1I.EET offers also to the Trade a large quantity of FRUI T

TREE STOCKS, at the following rate

R E E f

AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT.'E,
5 to 6 feet, at 6or. perioo.

SIBERIAN ARBOR-VIT^, 3 to 3l feet,

a. per 100 ; 3 to 3I feet, 6or. per 100

;

RICHARD SMITH, Nui

HEDGE
t, 40s. per 100 ;

4 feet, 841. per

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth timber use in arts, native country and size there, situation,

toil, and other information, with copious Index of their syiionyines.

Free by post for six postage stamps.

s
To tHe Trade.

FECIAL CHEAP
Dwarf-trained Morello and othc:

True KENTISH FILBERTS.
Dwarf-trained PEARS,
Standard-trained PEARS, extra fine.

Dwarf-trained ('.REENGAGES and other PLUMS.
STANDARD PLUMS.
STANDARD ROSES.

, .

ARBUTUS UNEDO, 9 inches to 3 feet, extra fiiie-

HERBERIS BEALLI, 9 inches to 3 feet.

Double FURZE.
lUNIPERUS SINENSIS, i

PHIJ
'

THl)
VIA, fini

n's), 9 to w
.ck of

iches.J splendid variety (Rolii

YUCCA RECURVA, fine.

Standard SPANISH CHESTNUTS.
, CHICHESTER ELMS, fine, 6 to 10 feet.

BEECH, 8 to 10 feet.

BOX for edging. ,

CEANOTHUS AZUREA {best variety), and a variety of

other good and useful CONIFER.^, CLIMBERS, &c
PRICED CATALOGUE free on application,

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, Nurserymen, Florists, and Seeds

,
Maidsl le, Kei

Per
Pears, extra choice
Quince, do.

Doucin, do," ;:

Paradis, do

Per 1

first choici

;:—StTindards, Rood, ^a per

D\V
M. I, V.\

\KV ROSES.—SfECi;

1 London, packii

. Offe
vvarf Roses he will s

_ included, at ^16 los. per 1000, I

aL...-i.i.."... Cash on delivery.

AH orders must be sent to L. PAILLET, as above: or to

Ajicnts, Messrs. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great lo

Street, London, E.C.

Special Offer.

JOHN CR-\NSTON. having a large surplus stock of

the undermentioned articles, will be happy to furnish special

quotations, both wholesale and retail,

ROSES.—Standards and Half Standards, all the leading Pcrpctuals.

Dwarfs, do. do., very fine plants for bedding or lilting.

Dwarf Standard, Tea ' "' . .-.
-

potting.

nted. Noisette and Chin;

FRUIT TREES —Dwarf-ti
welUruwn Trees.

Pyramids do. do.

Standard-trained Peaches and Nci
Standard Pears, Plums and Cherries, very fine.
( '.ooscburries, upwards of 200 varieties, 3 and 4-yr. old plan

\'incs, strong fruiting and planting Canes.
CONIFER/E,—Handsomely grown specimens, 6 to 10 feet

Pinus austriaca, all quartered and recently transplanted,

andj to 4 feet.

Spruce Fir, quartered, 2 to zj^, and aj^ to 3 feet.

Wellingtonia gigantea, verj' hne, 2 to s'A , 2% to 3, and 3 l(

Thuja aurea, beautiful plants, 9 to 12, 12 to 15, and 15 to li

Thuja gigantea, Lobbii, Abies Mcnziesii.

Thujopsis borealis, &c
LAUREL, Common and Portugal, Mahonia aquifolia, &c
WEEPING ASH, 6 to 10 feel, very fine.

ENGLISH OAK, 2 to 4 feet.

ASPARAGUS, 2 to 3-yr. ; RHUBARB, SEAKALE, &c.

Planting Season.

DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the attention of those

about to plant to their very large and healthy Stock of FOREST
TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
which are now in fine conHiti'n. C-r PrvinspUnting. They are growing

on very exposed ground, If ; I md their wood is thoroughly

ripened. Samplesand' ;^^;ation. Special prices will

be quoted where lartje M >

Wandsworth Common Nursery.
Ten niiiiutes" walk from Clapham Junction.

R. ROBERT NEAL begs to invite the attention of

the Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade in general to his very

extensive and healthy stock of PLANTS, consisting of a large

collection of Standard, Pyramidal, and Dwarf-traincd FRUIT
TREES, of all sizes: Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Coniferous and

other Evergreens, Forest and Ornamental TREES and SHRUBS;
also a large collection of RHODODENDRONS, all the very best in

cultivation, and are of endless variety, from deep crimson and dark

purple (every shadel, up lo white, and Hybrid Seedlings, and all the

leading kinds of Scarlet, both Standard and Dwarf, set with Bloom-

buds, which he can supply in large quantities at a very low price.

CATALOGUE will be sent on application.

Surplus Stock.-Very Cheap.

SPECIMEN CONIFERS
VI and EVERGREENS, handsome
d well-grown, for Lawns, Pleasure

and Parks, have been re-

Goldeu Champion Grape.

OSHORN AND SONS can supply good CANES of the

above-named remarkable GRAPE, which has again been

exhibited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high character

previously formed of it. Price icu. M., 21s., and w. each.

Fulham Nursery, London, S.W.

Vines. Five Shillings each.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,

begs to offer strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the

leading sorts, at 51. each.

L. W.'s system of packing saves nearly half the cost of carriaf^e.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

THOMSON'S WHITE LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.
—Plants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keeping in

cultivation, are now being sent out. The Canes arc strong and
thoroughly'ripcned. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

Price 21J. ,
42s. , and 63s. each.

THOMAS METHVEN, Leith Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Vines.

TAMES CARTER and CO,
rJ well -grown CANES ^

now offer strong,

^^ j-.„ ..™, For description of

oiiciit-o..^ .,...., .v.- AUTUMN CATALOGUE, now published.

IAMES CARTER AND CO., Seedsmen and Nurserymen, 237 and
-, High Holborn. W.C

vines.
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Autumn Planting.

PETER LAW'SON and SON will be glad to send

theirCATAI"-:' r r-., , ;,.,l,lishcJ) of FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TKFI ~ - • -II

CORSICAN ri

grown plants, ^ii

personal inspccti

CH FIRS, AUSTRIAN and
some millions of healthy, well-

made for large quantities when

Edinljur^;h and Londoi

Cedrus Deodara.
FINE SPECIMENS, 7, 8, <j, to. to ts feet, at is. per loot.

M- M.\ULE AND SONS have to offer a large

. . supply of extra fine EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS,
calculated to give immediate effect to Parks, Cemeteries, and Planta-

tions, and suitable for scrceninc and blocking out new Buildmgs, that

are springing up daily in the vicinity of all large towns.

w
Prime Nursery Stock.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
• above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

quantities, consistinc o( ALDER, ASH. BEECH. CflESTNlIT,
ELMS: FIR. SCOTCH, do. SPRUCE, do. SILVER; OAK. COM-
MON and TURKEY; POPLARS. SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large breadth of fine HAZEL
and strong THORNS ; an immense stock of Evergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the u^^ua! sizes

Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c
CHIV.\S AND WEAVER respectfully invite the especial

attention of Planters to their very extensive, healthy, and well-

grown Stock of ihe above.
Their Nurseries being the most exposed in the North-Western

Counties, and free from all artificial shelter, render the safe removal

of plants almost a certainty.

PRICED CATALOGUES post free on application; estimates and
special prices for large quantities.

The Eaton Road Nurseries having been largely extended, an

entrance is now obtained immediately on reaching Queen's Park by the

suspension Bridge,
Eaton Road Nun and 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Spring Rowers.
WOODTHORPE begs to offer

large double
Kine of Viok
indigo-blue, 6s.

double red, 6s. per do;

Double Ncapolit
dark blue

DoublewhiteTree, I2J

Giant single Tree,
attractive novelty, i

The Czar, the fine

Violet, 6s. per dozen
Primroses, double white. 41. p.doi
Double lilac. 4s. per dozen
Double yellow, 6s. per dozen
Double crimson, I2J. per dozen
Double purple, 12s. per dozen

^

Hepaticas, single blue, double in pots. 25s.

red. single blue, and single I Dwarf Roses

Double black, 2s. 6d. each
Helianthemum, the dwarf Rock

Cistus. fine named varieties,

45. per dozen
Rocket, double white and purple,

4J. per dozen
Polyanthus, superb hybridised

Gentiana acaulis, 6s. per dozen
Herbaceous Pceonics.cjj. per dozen
Hollyhocks, new named varieties,

pink, 45. per dozen
Do. do., in pots, 8f. per do;

>ible Hedincham. Essex.

Special Offer to the Trade.

ROHERT I'AKKI 11 : "(('T the undernamed
h..mc s;nL-,l s|M . p: all are genuine, and

LETTUCE, Cos, Brown or Bath, black seeded.

NASTURTIUM, H«

POTATO.

lixcd-

all, mixed.

Milky White (Wheeler's).

FLOWER SEEDS.
rilN VOLVULUS MINOR, fine mixed.
KSCHSCHOLTZIA CROCEA ALBA ROSEA.
LARKSPUR, Tall Branching Blue.

MYOSOTIS SYLVATICA (Cliveden varictyl-

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA. fine mixc
PYRETHRUM PARTHENIUM AUREUM.
STOCK. Scarlet Intermediate.
TROP.-EOLUM, Tom Thumb.

VIOLA CORNUTA X'lha
flavun-

Tooting y, S.W.

Specimen Conifers, &c.

WILLIAM BRYANT (late (Jeo. Batlev) begs to

invite the attention of intending planters to the following

LIST of handsomely-grown TREES and SHRUBS, which have been

recently Transplanted, and are in every way sU^rb :—

ABIES DOUGLASSII, splendid plants, 10 to 15 feet high, 2o to

27 fcr-t in rirr„mf^r.-nre.

ABIF.S i:\< i.is\ 1 I ,\NBRASILIANA, I foot by4-

CEDKl -> M >h \ ! \, m.ignificenl .specimens, 6 to 16 feet high, 12 to

48 I
' 11' 0-

CEIii;i ! ' KoBUSTA, 6to8fcct.
CUTM I \\S.6to lofeet.

CUI-kl -
I

^
I \ .\ ' 'MAN A, 3 to Sfcct; fine plants. 10 feet high,

CUPRESSUs'^'mACROCARPA, 4 to 6 feet.

PICEA LASIOCARPA, 3 to 5 feet, hands'

feet in circumference : these arc invalua

PICEA PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet; hands(

PINUS BENTHAMIANA, 3 t

PINUS INSIGNIS, 6 to 8 feet;

f feet high, 12 feet

) feet high,' 30 feet

TAXUS BACCATA ^ASTIGfATA (Irish Yew), 2 to 10 feet high.

TAXUS BACCATA ELEGANTISSIMA, splendid plants; 5 feet

high, 12 feet in circumference.
TAXUS BACC.VrA VARIEGATA, 3 to 6 feet ; fine.

- -.. ^plants.

THU}A AUREA.ato^fc'ct.
THUJA ORIKNIALIS, 1 toiofeet.

THUJA ORIENTALIS VARIEGATA, 4 to 5 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 8 to 10 feet ; handsome plants.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA,3 to Sfect, 10 to 15 feet high, 18 to 24

feet circumference.
BOX (TREE), Green and Variegated, 6 to 8 feet, fine specimens.
LAUREL (PORTUGAL), extra fine specimens, 3 to 5 feet.

OAK (EVERGREEN). 4 to 10 feet.

LIME (WEEPING), fine trees, ao feet high, girth of stem, 2 feet,

F.I.M, fine ornamental trees in great variety.

Prices on application to the Nursery', Rugby.

o
M, from 9 to 24)nche5,

J- K'

Overstock of Magnolia grandiflora & Portugal Laurels.
TO BE SOLD CHEAP, FUR CASH.

J A. DYER, of the North Town Nurseries. Taunton,
• has to offer as under :

—

MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA (True Exmouths).
bushy plants, in pots. 3|4 to 4 feet, 36s, per dozen.

,. ,, 3 feet, 30J. per dozen.

,, ,, 2'4 feet, 241. per dozen.

,, ,, I !i 102 feet, 18.S. per dozen.
PORTUGAL LAUREL (Transplanted).

Bushy and good rooted stuff, 3 to ij'^ feet, 301.

3'A (eet, 25J.
1

„ „ 1 to ij< foot.
, 25J. per

O NE HUNDRED and FIFTY THOUS.'^ND
LARCH. li to 2 feet, and 3 to 4 feet.

S,ooo PINUS .-VUSTRIACA. 3t0 3fcct: li

SILVER FIR, I to 2 feet I moved in 1865-

> ASH. 2 to 3, and 4 and 5 feet.

1 SYCAMORE. 2 to 3. and 4, 5, and 6 feet.

ELM, WYCH, H to 3, and 3, 4, and 5 feet.

LIMES, RED, 2 to 3, and 4, 5, and 6 feet.

ASH, MOUNTAm, 2103, and4, 5, and6fect.
CHESTNUT, SPANISH, li to 2i feet,

i POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 2» to 3, and 4

YEVVi'ENGLfsH,'4"lo 6 feet; line pyramidal and well

rooted, often transplanted.
Strong plants of Horse Chestnut, Sycamore, Mountain Ash, Norway

Maple, Birch, Limes, Turkey Oak; Poplar, Abele, Lombardy, and
Ontario; Willows, Laburnum, &C., from 7 to to feet, which can be

upplied by the 100 and 1000. For prices, whjch
pply

" " "^ ...--
> R- STIRZAKER, Skerton Nur

To Market Gardeners and Others.

SUTTON and SONS having grown largely of the
following excellent PEAS, can

low prices for large quantities :

—

Ringleader
ardest kno'
tons' Improved Early Cl

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS IIAKIIY IlF.DDINt; PI.ANTi SWIFT

VIOLEI'S, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce thai his
CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

in cultivation of the above.named, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants. The stocks of SEEDS have all been procured
from the best possible sources : all arc warranted genuine, and ari*

olTcred at the lowest possible prices- Intendin? purchasers

initials M. A. I.

Also IVERYS NONSUCH CELERY, true, own saving ; acknow.
ledged by all who have grown it to be superior in flavour to all other
varieties. Price to the Trade on application.

The Trade supplied with superior MUSHROOM SPAWN.
M. A. IVERV, Hanover Nursery, Peckham, London, S.

CUTHILL'S BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER.
OSHORNES WINTER WHITE PROTECTING BROCCOLL
DOUBLE CRESS.
I.MPERIAL LONG YELLOW MANGEL (superior stock).

Allr I- of i:

STEPHEN BROWN
, ofow

We
ivth, offered cheap.

Notice to the Trade.

JAS. FAIRHEAD AND SON, 7, Borough M.arket,
London, S.E., beg to offer the following PEAS :—Sangster's No. i,

Dillistone's First Early, Champion of England, McLean's Advancer,
and Prizetaker. All from select stocks, and of Crop 1869. Prices on

Blue Prussian.

''P.1 !S. apply,
SUTTON AND SONS. Seed Gr(

\'eitch's Perfect!
Hair's Dwarf Man
Yorkshire Hero.
Prirctaker Green T

ng quantities required,
Reading.

UPECIAL OFFER to the T
'^ Per bushcl.-j. d. 1

Pci

Dillistone's First Eariv Peas, lo o Early York Cabbage
Sangsler's No. i Peas . . 90 I^rge York Cabbage
Redman's Imperial Peas . . g 6

I
Ennel

-

' "

" " Royal Peas 12 6

Pniclaker Peas
Dickson's Favoui
Aliringham Carrt

; Peas

Id Market Cabbage .

Drumhead Cabbage

Whi

Scarlet Horn Carrot

Specil quotations for oiht

c Globe Onion „
n Globe Onion ,,

Srnrlet Radish, bush.

Scott's New and Genuine Seeds.
SfOTT'S Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset, are replr

ry choice stock of seeds, new and choice VEGF/1" A V

....d FLOWER' SEEDS, choicest Exhibition ASTERS, ST
MARIGOLDS. &c., and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of p
and best quality.

Collections of Ciioic
, .. £3 3 o|No. 3

: Vegetable Seeds.

No.

£sj

Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

SEEDSMEN TO THE (.lUEEN.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the "Old" Established Seed Warehouse. io6, Eastgatc Street,

and the " Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

Complete Assortments of Choice VEGETABLE SEEDS, for

No.
A Yei

.£1 3

s Supply.
|No. .

No.
,

I
No. 6 S

. -Assortments of Choice Continental and English

FLOWER SEEDS.

Also Smaller Collections, from 5s. to 7s. M., free by post.

CATALOGUE of New and Select \'egctable and Flower Seeds,

Potatos, &c., for 1S70, wRh practical Cultural Directions, will be sent

Post Free upon application. . u .

Their Seeds are all of the most select character, each variety bemg
saved from the best stock known of its kind.

All Orders for Garden Seeds amounting to £7 value, delivered

Carriage Free to an_y part of the Kingdom, Potatos, &c,

R
r Seeds free by Post or Rails.

ICHARDSMITH'S2i.r. Collection of VEGETABLE
SEEDS contains the following approved kinds, Carriage free.

Prizetaker, i pint.

Advancer, i pint.

Hlue Scimetar. i pint-

Veitch's Perfection, i pint,

Harrison's Glory, i pint.

3eans—Taylor's Imperial Wind-

Johnson's Wonderful.
Green Windsor, i pint.

Royal Cluster, i pinL
French Dwarf, i pint.

_ .
packet.

Uroccoli— Early white, packet.
Purple Sprouting, packet.
Walcheren, packet.
Worcester, late white, jjacket.

Cabbage—Early Nonpareil, pkt.

Worcester Incomparable, pkt.

Wheeler's Imperial, packet.

Red Pickling, packet

:
Celery-

, Fine Giant Ke
Cress—Australia

Cucumber— Smith's fine Frame,

StocKwood Ridge, packet.
Endive—French Curled, packet.
Leek—Musselburgh, packet.
Lettuce — Champion Cabbage,

Paris White Cos, packet.
Bath Cos, packet.
Drumhead, packet.

Mustard—While. 401.
Melon—Choice kind, packet.
Onion—Reading or Spanish, i o^.

Keeping.
^lood Red, *
Silver Skinned, *oz.

Parsnip—Hollow Crowned, i oz.

Parsley—Fine Garnishing, per pkt
Radish—Wood's Early Frame.i'or.
Early Scarlet, 2 oz.

Spinach—Summer, § pint-

Winter, i pint.

Turnip—Eariy Six-Weeks, i oz.

Early Green-top, i oz.

Orange Jelly, i oz.

Tomato—Large Red, packet
Vegetable Marrow, packet

uliflower—Early London, pkt.

-'or larger and smaller Collectic

J DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcest

PE A S.— Maclean's fine Wrinkled Marrqws,
Premier,

|
Early Emerald,

Little Gem,
|

Advancer.
For full description see CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE, now ready.

POTATOS. SEED.—Early Ashleaf Kidney (old sort).

Lemon Kidney, Early Handsworlh. Oxford. Dalmahoy, Gnlde
Dwarf, and Fluke can be supplied in quantity. ARTICHOKE
JERUS.\LEM, of fine quality, for pi

kOOTS, I and 2 )

r prices, which will be reasonable, apply to

H- AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries. Lancaster.

H
To the 'Wholesale Trade.

ERBERT H. NICHOliiO.N, Seedgrowee, Great
Clacton (near St. Osyth), Essex, has the following SEEDS to

n ,.'•, , t I II- CHAMPION OX CABBAGE, 80!. per cwt.

I

I III
I

I inthan) 95J. „

MYATTS CUKI.Kn I'ARSLEY 28s. pe
STUBBLE TUKiNIl' l8s.

Stc Also all the Annual FLO\VER SEEDS, at low pric

c
Potatos.

HARLES TURNERS SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Select List of Kidney and Round varieties, including

^lough.
t the Royal Horticul-

/^ EORGE STRRAI,n, ! tnii>i-<;it'li, by Dundee, has for

iriir 1., NMi^' '"''l^-,i'.'i'',..i,''. \ !. f. ,' ',.\\\'\ "!''s I' i.u"\intouT3 DonJ
I .i I

I I I. -.1.
I

'
I ,1 . I

I I
.1. I' -

'. Vshlcaf Kidney,
M , I' . I . ,

I
,

.
,'

I .
I

. I

' I'i'iH of Kidneys,
I ,1 1', r, .'.. 1, i.|ii. \ ,

,M..ji
I

. rini I . i.i'i
,

-1.1 ii'ii I- I ksTiirc Kidney,
\>iti,^.ii ivuiiici) 1 .liii ivi.l Jvi.li.. , .w,..- <i;>.,.iii 4 cvvL superfine

Early Dvvail' York L"ABl!.\GK SKKl'
Prices on application.

THE SHIPLEY PROLIFIC FRAME CUCUMBER.
—This is a new Cucumber, of most extraordinary productivenes*

having had as many as 19 Cucumbers on two young plants ready for

culling at the same time, with many more coming on. It has a ery
smooth skin, of a rich deep green colour, and grows from 18

icly

GEORGE JOHN CHILD, Seed Merchant and Nurseryman,

49, Darley Street, Bradford, and Bradford Nurseries, Shipley.

It can also be obtained of

—

London . . . . Messrs. Heck, Henderson & Child.

,. Jas. Carters Co.

BROCCOLI. ELLETSON'S NEW SURPRISE,
Large late While Protecting —.\ great improvement upon the

Mammoth
' the !

the : of

^..rtL....^ .V. ^^t,^., ...e strl I
1

',./, per packet.

CUCUMBER. FOSll U .1
,

: . Kidi:^e -Is a remarkably

fine hardy long dark gr.. n • h '. ,. .,,1 r.ne that can be recom-

mended with the greatest o'nfiikiKc It is very prohfic, and keeps

its colour to the last All who have seen it growing are satished that

it cannot be surpassed, and those who have tried its flavour are

convinced of its excellent quality. Length, 12 to 18 inches, is. per

packet. Trade supplied.
, ,. ,

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, the Yorkshire Seed Establishment,

57, Queen Street. Hull

w Johnstone's St. Martin's Rhubaxb.
P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, NURSERYMEN
Dundee. RB, have pleasure in offering the above nev

ty'of RHUB.A.RB, which ihc

the earliest and best sort in cultivation

"as one of a batch of Seedlings from Vi.

- - fortnight earlier than any of the rema
- ."

-
J i^

:ijs. alwaysbeside Prince Albert and Lir

confiden^^ ... „
1 The raiser of it describes

"-loria ; the Seedling Plant

inder of the lot, ancTgrown

and giving

splendid

L larger

Strong Roots, 2s.

tity .

r than them,

ShcfReld—Fisher. Holmes & Co.

Lichfield-Mr. Edward Holi

Exeter-Sclater & Co.
Andover—Mr. Wm. Miller

-John Jeffries & Son

^.rHoopcr'& CoT.Covent Garden Market, W.C
May be had true from—

Ja

Tunbridge Wells — Thos- Cripps

&Son. „ ,.
Northampton—Mr. F. Perkm
East Retford—Mr. W. Wright
Malton—Mr. E. Taylor

„ J. Slater & Son
London—Hurst & Son
Stiriing—W. Drummond & Son

Derby—Mr. Edwin Cooling

GENERAL TRADE^NURSERV LIST may be had i

QILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire m any

fe ouantiiv.-This Sa^d is ackn^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^V^'oK
&Tri^: cfa^endo^^'lqu^r kT' Pancras n\v. Sma. orders

executed ^the \Vharr, Mn.iden Lane, Norr|iWestem Railwflj l^cpot.
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The Advantages of Procuring Seeds Direct from the Growers cannot be Over-estimated.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS

(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

THESE COLLECTIONS PROnUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

COLLBCTION ofVEGETABLE SEEDS No.l COLLECTION ofVEGETABLE SEEDS No. 2 COLLECTION ofVEGETABLE SEEDS No.3

Price 12s. 6d. (packing included). Suitable for a ' ^ Price 21s. (packing included). Suitable for a Small
. p^.^^.^ ^qb. (packing included). Suitable for a Garden

1
of half an acre-

small Cottage Garden,

Carter's First Crop Pea,
The earliest in cultivation

;
price 2s. per quart.

Hundredfold Pea, or the Cook's Favourite.
Illustrated at p. 12S0, Gird,iters' ChroiiUlt, 1869. In

sealed packets, 78. 6d. perqrt., 4s. per pint.

Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle Feeder Potato.
The heaviest cropper known. Per lb., Is. 6d.

\

7 lb., 9s. ;
561b., 65s.

Garden

COLLECTION ofVEGETABLE SEEDS No. 4
Price 63s. (packing included). Suitable for larger

Gardens.

For detailed Table of these Collect ionf, see

CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET

FOR 1870,
for\varded Gratis and Post Free.

Carter's Champion Potato,

The best for forcing. 6s. per peck.

Laxton's Supreme Pea,

Described as " a Grand Pea." In sealed packets, hal'

pint, Ss. 6d. ;
pint, 4s. 6d. ;

quart, 8s. 6d.

NEW PEA, LAXTON'S ALPHA, the earliest Wrinkled variety.

THE
ROYAL SEEDSMEN

The following Reports

are published t er

iaiiin, as gi\en by

the various authori

ties :

—

"A blue wrinkled marrow

(the result of a cross be

tween Laxton's Prol fic and

Advjjiccr), heicbt 3! feet

a first early sort, earl er

than Little Gem and Ad
Tinccr. This Pea produces

pods from the bottom to the

lop of the haulm, ai d there

fore needs no recommenda

lion as to prolificacy the

pods, which are larger than

any other wrinkled marro

are well filled with Peas

which latter, when cooked

are said to be of a \ cr h

flavour. This is altoge her

a desirable acquisit on and

to it the Fruit Comm ttee of

the Royal Horticultural

Society lately awarded a

First-class Certificate —
Cardtntrs' Chronicle

August 31. 1869.

"Messrs. Carter & Co

exhibited 3 fine sample cl

Lajtton's Alpha Pea a

wrinkled marrow of fin

flavour, which has
j

itself to be a des rabl

acquisition, to xsi >ch

FIrtt-cIasiS Certificate vis

^v'cn."—Royal HoHi ititu

tal Society, Fruit Con
mitta, July 6, i86g.

THE
ROYAL SEEDSMEN.

\1| ha, obtained by

n-s nc I-ixton's ProlifK:

1 „ pod with Advancer, is

ndcrful Pea, as early as

1 II stone s Early, but 4

blue r nklcd marrow, with

in ne sc pcxls curved at the

I
1 1 1 ke Auvcrjine, the

1 (.as la i,c of a deep green

I ur about 2 feet 6 inches

hfEh not branching." Vidt

Report of the Chiswick

Ir^l cf Early Peas.

—

ters' Chronicle^

J il> 6 1867.

I hat Mr Thomas Laxton

1 IS been pre-eminently suc-

cs f il m raising from seed

s n c I nc new varieties of

IS 5 abundantly proved

Ti 1 tnl of the same at

sMck —"The earliest

\lpha a very fine and

I tic \aricty, with long

^ed and well filled pods

he Rht IS about 3% feet,

It IS si ghtly mixed with

plants of a kind simi-

haracter to D. fa-

ne (ThrPeahassince

n arcfullj- wiected.)

ic Report upon the Early

It Chis -Gar-

tictc, Ju

Mr Laxton's Peas of

jxar are full of promise,

la i a fihc early variety,

I a large curved pod."

ffical Report of Royal

ultural Committee.—

Chr
,
186&

P1r5t-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. [Fix-

7s. 6d. per half pint, in sealed packets.

Photograph.

)

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS,
Consisting of showy varieties, of easy culture, ,ind such as will produce a pretty display in the Conservatory and Flower Garden throughout the se

An'assortment of 12 choicest varieties FRENCH .^STER.
An assortment of 16 choicest varieties GERMAN STOCK.
13 Showy hardy DWARF ANNU.ALS, including Tom Thumb Nasturtium,

Saponaria, Blue Neinophilla, &c.

CoUectioa B
An assortment of 12 choicest \arieties FRENCH ASTER.
An assortmenurf 16 choicest varieties GERM.'\N STOCKS.
3 Choice EVERLASTING FLOWERS, for Winter Bouquets.

3 Showy NEW ANNUALS, for Bedding.

13 Shoivy hardy DWARF ANNU.\LS, including Tom Thumb Nasturtium
Saponaria, Blue Neroophila, &c.

Collection A, price 10s. 6d., Post Free for lis., contains
12 Showy tender ANNUALS (to be sown in frames, and then transplanted or sown in

open borders at the end of .^pril), for Summer and .\utumn blooming;, including

ce Phlo.x Dmmmondi, Balsam, Celosia, .-^maranthus ruber, Perilla nankinensis,

lia, &c.

price 15s., Post Free for 15s. 6d., contains—
2 Showy tender ANNUAI^ (to be sown in frames, and then transplanted or sown

in the open borders at the end of April), for Summer and Autumn blooming,

including choice Phlox Drummondii. Balsam, Celosia, .Amaranthus ruber, Perilla

nankinensis, Zinnia, &c.
6 Hardy PERENNIALS for .-Xutumn and Spring blooming, including Hollyhock,

"Waliflower, Gaillardia, Alvssum saxatile, &c.

LARGER COLLECTIONS, gls. 6d., 42s. 6d., and 64s„ Post Free.

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.
Posl Free. One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers,

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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BUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN SEEDS.

CARRIAGE FREE.

THE FORWARDEST PEA KNOWN IS

Buttons' Kingleader.

The Royal Horticultural Society tested carefully the

merits of the leading kinds of Early Peas, and in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, June 27, 1868. the following brief

but emphatic statement appeared :—" The earliest form
of all was Ringleader. Several of the Peas blossomed at

the same time, but Ringleader was fit to gather first."

Sutton's Ringleader Pea is also the best variety for very

late sowing. The following is extracted from the
Gardeners' Chronicle :

— " Late Peas are indeed a luxury-.

I sowed Sutton's Ringleader the second week in July, and
gathered one peck of well-filled pods the second week in

September. I sowed two rows a fortnight later, and
gathered Peas on October 6—a really good dish—much to

the satisfaction of my employers. I have to-day {October

13) picked another good dish of Peas from Plants which
show no appearamce of mildew."— E. Hawthorn,
Gr. to P. Kemp, Esq., Go/dwell House.

Price 2s. per quart, cheaper in large quantities.

SUTTONS' GUINEA COLLECTION
OF

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,
FUR AN ORIJINAKV iiUE (iARDEN,

(forwarded Carriage Free).

1 pint Princess Royal do.

I do. Prizetakcr do.

t da Champion of Enjiland do.

I do. Vcitch's Perfection do.

I do. Scimitar do.

I do. Victoria dr,,

1 do. Lonepod Beans
I do. Taylor's Windsor do.

\ do. Dwarf Kidney do.

i oz. Beet, Sultons' Dwarf Red
I packet Kale, Curled Scotch
I do. do., Cotlaeer's

I do. Sprouts, Brussels

1 do. Broccoli, Superb Early White
r do. do., Dalmcny Park
I do. do.. Purple SproutinR
I do. do., Waicheren

i 01. Cabbage, Suttons' Imperial

\ do. do., Wheeler's Imperial

§do. do.,Nonpi "

i do- do.. Hill's

1 packet do., Pi

1 do. Couvc Tronchuda
4 01. Mustard, White
a do. Cress, plain
1 do. do., Curled
t packet do., American
I do. Savoy, Green Curied

Should any of the abov
SUTTON will be pleased

place of those omitted.

I packet Savoy, Drumhcid
I do. Cauliflower. London
I do. Celery, Superb Whilo
I do. do.. Superb Fink
1 do. Cucumber. Stockwood

I do. do.. Brown Globe
i do. da, Silver Skin
\Ao. da. Blood Red

1 do. do., Long Red Surrey

1 do. do., finest ..,

I do. Vegeuble Marrow
[ at. Parsley, fine Curled

[ packet Tomato, n __
! oz. Spinach, Round
do. do. , Prickly

>QZ. Radish, Beck's Short-top

e not be required, Afessrs.

to substitute others in the

For furtlier particulars of

SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS
SER

SUTTONS' SPRING CATALOGUE
AND

AMATEUR'S GUIDE for 1870, Illustrated,

containing much useful information,

I'rice One Sliilling, Post Free, Gmtis to Customers.

AND

BUTTONS' SHORT SELECT SEED LIST,
Gr.ttis and Post Free.

For LIST of

NEW SEEDS and POTATOS for 1870,

See SUTTONS' Abridgeid Catalogue,

Gratis and Post Free,

^^ All Goods C'nrriagc Free, except very small

Parcels. Five per ceol. allowed for prompt payment.

SUTTON AND SONS,

ROVAI, RF.RKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
I^EADING,

D
Pure Seeds.

OWNIE. LAIRD, and LAING'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE, containing all the most approved new and old
;ics of VeRctablc, Flower, and Acricullural Seeds, is now ready,
I'll! be sent postage paid to all applicants.

Stanstcad Park, Forest Hill, SE. ; and Edinburgh.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—At a GENERAL MEETING of the Members

of this Institution, held on WEDNESDAY, January 12. for the pur-
pose of electing THREE PENSIONERS on the Funds, the following
communication from the Committee was read :

—

' That in consequence of the death of several Pc;

Pen'. . _ ..

It was moved, seconded, and resolved unanimously, that the recom-
mendation of the Committee be adopted.
The Meetini- then declared Henrv BiNSBV, Elizabeth Elliott,

Charles Smith, and George Takrant dqly elected Pensioners of
this Society.-Bv order, E. R. CUTLER, Sccrctarj-.

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C, Jan. 13.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

i„, .„' Committee), at S. Kensington ,.i
Jan. "9lDitlo (Scientific Committee! .. .. :

Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. :

- 30—Linnean

The .Silk Famine is running its course.

Already have silken fabrics become almost solely

an article of hixury. The imports of raw silk have
fallen off 40 per. cent. ; the prices have risen

100 per cent. The well-known useful silk can no
longer be manufactured profitably, because it can-

not be produced at a price which can compete
with other fabrics. Manufacturers, therefore,

arc abandoning their trade ; and weavers have to

seek other work, or suffer the extreme poverty
and want which attend partial employment. A
general distress presses upon the whole trade,

excepting the few branches occupied in pro-

ducing the richest and most valuable classes of

goods, for which wealth and fashion are at all

times content to pay the inevitably enhanced
cost.

Such is the statement (and we believe it is

strictly true) which is put forth by the President,

and under the sanction, of a new Association,

entitled the " Silk .Supply Association," which
was organised during the past year for the pur-
pose which its name implies.

The Associiition obviously means work, and .at

once puts aside the liilletantc attempts at intro-

ducing new silk material, such as the Tusseh
silk, the Ailantus silk, iS:c., as play, and
unworthy of serious attention. " These yield

tibres," it is said, " which, although continuous,

are very inferior as substitutes, and altogether

unsuitable for the general purposes of true silk.

Fabrics from those fibres may be classed with

alpaca, wool, or linen, but can never attain among
textile fabrics the value of true silk.'' We quite

concur in this judgment, and our readers may
recollect that it is the opinion which we have all

along expressed.

The aim of the Association is to increase and
improve the supply of silk of the Bombyx mori,

or true silkworm, and the means by which it

proposes to do so are to take steps

—

ist. To stimulate the production of silk by cottage cul-

tiv.ition antl othenvise in every countr>' where the Mul-
berry tree is capable of giving food to sjUvWomis.

and. To encourage the introduction and exchange of

the eggs of the best kind of silkworms in silk-producing

districts.

3rd. To offer practical suggestions and encouragement
to the producers of silk for improving the quality, and
securing a better classification, and for ensuring greater

care in the reeling of the silk.

4th. To promote the cultivation of silk in the various

silk-producing districts of India, where the production of

silk has not recently increased, and in other districts of

India, where the cultivation of the silkworm has almost

ceased, but which are known to possess special advantages,

by the growth of the Mulberry tree, and the habits of the

people, for its propagation.

5th. To promote the importation of cocoons from
countries not well able to reel them.

6th. To communicate with the Foreign, Colonial, and
Indian Departments other Majesty's Government, and to

obtain the .aid of the English representatives in the British

Colonies, and Consular .Agents in all foreign countries, to

]5romote and extend the cultivation of silk.

It is intended that all the officers in connection with the

proposed Association shall be honor.iry, and that no pay-

ments be made except for rent, clerk's services, printing,

postages, and office management

.

In furtherance of these objects it is proposed

also to publish a monthly journal devoted to

silk, its cultivation, manipulation, &c., to be called

"The lournal of the Silk Supply Association,"

and in the meantime, and as a foretaste of the

Journal, the Association has published a " Guide

to Sericulture," which its President, Mr. DiCKIN.s,

has written, and which we may hereafter notice
separately.

Our immediate object is, first, to draw atten-
tion to the Association and its objects, and to
back them, so far as they seem to us to be
judicious, and next to olTer a caution against any
steps which seem to us questionable or inju-
dicious. The aim is so praiseworthy that no one
who is anxious for the well-being of his fellow men
can refuse his sympathy. But the subject is one
in which great interests are already at stake,

and any tampering or injudicious interference
with them may be attended with the most serious
consequences. Its course, therefore, requires
wary walking, and we give the best evidence of
our interest in the movement, and our desire
to support it, by offering suggestions on one
or two points, to which we would invite serious
consideration.

A matter of great interest to the Association,
although not perhaps of equal importance
to the silk trade, is the prudence or proba-
bility of success of the attempt to rear silk-

worms for silk in this country. Mr. DiCKINS
says, in his "Guide:"—"The author feels now
justified in recommending the growth of silk

in this kingdom as a remunerative agricultural

produce. Various unsuccessful attempts have
been made, the last serious one having been
in 1S25, but of the causes of failure some no
longer exist, and others are remediable by ex-
tended knowledge, improvements on former
systems, and especially by the facilities now
afforded by steam locomotion. The objections
as to climate and labour arc easily disposed of,

indeed a temperate and cool climate produces
the best silk." We cannot agree with this. As
we understand it, the real difficulty in the way of

producing silk in this country is, not that Mul-
berry trees cannot be grown, ancl silk produced
well enough, but that the cocoons produced are

inferior in weight to those produced in competing
countries.

Mrs. Whitby, a lady who made the experiment
commercially, and published the result, found
that her cocoons were on the average only dt fifth
of the weight of those from the north of Italy.

Now, no British producer thus handicapped,
with five to one against him, in addition to higher

wages and climatal disadvantages, could hope
successfully to compete with the producers on the

Continent, except when some accidental circum-
stances, such as the disease, puts the latter Hon
de coticours. We think, too, that Mr. DiCKlNS
treats the disadvantages of the English climate

too lightly, and commends the effect of such a
climate too highly, when he says in relation to

England that a temperate and cool climate pro-

duces the best silk. We should like to know the

facts on which he grounds this statement. It

appears to us to be erroneous, witness the

inferior quality of the British and Japanese
cocoons. But assuming that at least a temperate
and cool climate is not unfavourable, a variable

one certainly is. We could quote the report in

the Appendix to his own book against him on this

point ; and if temper.ite and cool climates pro-

duce good silk, it can, at any rate, never be said

that they produce the best silk, for the best is from
Novi, and from Novi stock transferred to Algeria,

neither of which places can rightly be called

temperate or cool. But although we do not

think the production of silk can be conducted to

profit in England except when the disease is in

France, we do not mean to say that it should

not be attempted. We may lose our labour

whenever the disease goes, but we fear there is

no immediate prospect of its departure, and
what this country would be better fitted for

during its continuance than producing light silk

for manufacture would be growing " graines " or

eggs. As Mr. Dickins truly says, those grown in

this country would be every whit as good as the

Japanese—always provided that we keep out the

disease. But this would be the great difficulty if

Sericiculture were once seriously begun in this

country. We know that the disease has already

been in it from graines imported from France :

but there is no reason to think that it has taken

root. There was nothing for it to take root upon.

It killed all the produce of the imported French

graines, and there was an end. The field, we hope,

is free—but one of the first subjects for the

Association's consideration should be, how to

keep it so.

Having thus drawn attention to ;the aims of

the Silk Supply Association, and pointed out

what appears to us to be the chief difficulty in
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the way of introducing Sericiculture as a branch

of industry in this country—a difficulty which

may prove surmountable or not—we proceed

to remark further, that there is ample scope

for the operations of the Association abroad,

where it may do great good by opening new

sources of supply and extending and improving

the old. But this field, too, has its difficulties
;

and what we said as to wary walking especially

applies to this. It would be a horrible thing if

we English, in our meddling with an industry

with which, as yet, at least, it may be said we
have nothing to do, should be the means of

wholly extinguishing it, and so adding to the

misery and distress which it is our object to

relieve. We are led to this consideration by

finding that the second article in the pro-

gramme of the Association is " To encourage

the introduction and exchange of the eggs of

the best kind of silkworms in silk-producing

countries." .Such a plan properly carried

out might do no harm, but it is so fraught

with danger that we protest against its introduc-

tion at all. The injudicious zeal of a single

ignorant clerk might destroy every source from

which the old world at present receives unin-

fected graines.

Every one knows that the silk disease began in

France ; that it gradually invaded the rest of the

silk-producing countries of Europe, passed on

into Asia, destroyed the Indian trade, and thence

has gone on into China. Latterly the chief

resource of the silk growers in Europe has been

graines or eggs from Japan. Being separated

from China by a tract of sea, the disease has not

penetrated to that country ; and it has been gene-

rally thought that it, as well as Australia and
America, might be regarded as secure from

infection, because itwas not easy to see how it could

reach them, for it cannot be imagined that any

one would be so reckless or wicked as to propose

to introduce infected eggs. And yet, unless the

Association is put on its guard, this is one of the

very things it may do. The President in his

book seems not to be aware of the immunity of

Japan from disease, or of its significance, for he

says the disease " has not appeared in England
nor in Egypt, and is but very little known in Japan
or China." It has appeared in England, for

if he reads Dr. Wallace's last little book
he will find that his French imported graines

produced worms which all died of it, and
not only his, but others also. We have no
doubt it has appeared in Egypt, although on

the spur of the moment we cannot cite chapter

and verse for it. So far from being very little

known in China, the imports of that country to

Great Britain alone fell between the years 1857

and 1S64 from 9,000,000 lb. of silk per annum,
to 3,000,000 lb., the great fall taking place in

1864, when it fell in one year from 7,000,000 lb.

down to 3,000,000 lb. Japan we believe to be,

happily, as yet entirely free from it. Of course

we cannot prove this. No man can prove a
negative. But we have never heard of its appear-

ance in Japan, and we think we should, had it

come. A very interesting report of a tour

by Mr. Adams, Secretary of Legation at Japan,
and three silk inspectors of silk firms in Yoko-
hama, through nearly 300 miles of the silk

districts of Japan, published as an appendix to

Mr. DiCKlNS' own " Guide " makes not the

slightest mention of it, although it speaks of

other diseases, or supposed diseases, from which
the worms suffer. It may, perhaps, be said, and
we hope we shall be told, that the Association

never had an idea of doing anything so mad, and
yet had we not spoken it might very well have
happened. To one who supposes that the disease

is already in Japan, there could be no object in

refraining from sending graines to Japan if it

were otherwise desirable—and certainly but for

that it would be desirable, for the cocoon of the

silkworm of Japan is a very small inferior article,

not a third of the size of the Italian cocoons. But
when the chance of infecting the whole district

with the disease is taken into account, the advan-
tage offered ceases to have any attraction. When
the disease is gone it will be another thing ; then

what is now almost criminal will become
meritorious.

As things go on at present, however, there

seems little chance of that most desirable con-

summation being soon attained. We are very

much disposed to go along with the theory pro

pounded by Mr. Andrew Murray in his

Report to the British Commissioners on the

Products of Useful Insects in the Paris Exhi-

J)ition of 1867, \Yith certain signific;int excep-

tions, all other epidernics, after having thoroughly

ravaged and desolated a country or a city, have

taken their departure, leaving the district to

recover itself The only exceptions have been in

certain great cities or commercial centres, to

which a fresh concourse of people was con-

stantly flowing, such as Mecca, Cairo, Constanti-

nople, London, S:c. Mr. MURRAY argued that

in the ordinary case where the epidemic went

away, it, like a flight of locusts, had eaten all the

food that was open to its attack ; or, like a fire,

had consumed everything that was combustible,

and that the explanation of its continuance in

such places as Mecca or Constantinople was the

constant arri\-al of fresh food or fuel for the

epidemic in the shape of fresh victims. He main-

tained that it was the same with the silk disease ;

that it was the constant importation of fresh

graines into the district before it had got

thoroughly free from the infection, that perpetu-

ated its presence, and that what was needed for

its cure was a temporary cessation of the importa-

tion of graines into infected countries. Now
whether the theory be sound or not, it has at

least the negative support of facts both before

and since it was promulgated. The remedy indi-

cated has not been applied, and the disease is as

bad as ever, and more widely extended than

ever. We do not think, therefore, that any one

interested in the subject would be wise wholly to

disregard the possibility of the explanation being

well founded, and we hope that the Association

will take what we have said in good part, and
reconsider the second part of its programme.

With these qualifications, we wish the Associa-

tion all success, and shall be happy to do any-

thing we can to promote its interests.

We subjoin a figure of Drechsler's Patent
Flmigator, to which we have incidentally alluded on

one or two previous occasions. It consists of an iron

cylinder, enclosing a strong wire basket, which, by

means of cog wheels placed underneath, and a handle

projected from the side, is made to revolve with greater

or less velocity as desired, and thus diffiises the smoke
from the ignited material contained in the basket,

which smoke is carried off and delivered into the house

by means of a square horizontal chimney of consider-

able length and capacity. We have had the Fumi-

gator several times in use, and are well satisfied with its

performances, a large house having been filled by it ^^ith

smoke in some 10 or 12 minutes, and with certainly not

a larger, probably a smaller expenditure of tobacco

than in other cases, since, by merely sprinkling it with

water from the hand, it is readily kept in the con-

dition of smother-burning—more so, we think, than
'

those cases where hot embers have to be used. The
two special advantages this apparatus presents are these :

— I. It may be set in operation by simply igniting a piece

of paper with a lucifer match, and thus the trouble and
inconvenience of running about to get burning embers
is altogether saved. 2. It may be used most readily

without subjecting the operator to be "smoked"
like the insects he is bent on destroying ; for, by
putting the chimney through an aperture, such

might be made by having a loose half-brick in the wall

of the house or pit, or in any other more convenient

way, the operator may stand outside while he is working
the machine, and pouring forth into the interior its

narcotic smoke-clouds. The tobacco or tobacco-paper

requires to be occasionally damped, while the machine
is in operation. Frames and pits are fumigated by
inserting the chimney under the front part of the sash,

and then setting the machine in motion, With some
slight additions the apparatus becomes adapted for

winnowing seeds, and may be used for a variety of

other purposes,

At a recent meeting of the .SiK-cial Committee

appointed at Oxford to aid in cari-ying out a Grand
Exhibition in conjunction with the Royal Horticul-
TURyVL Society of London, on the igth of July next and

following days, during the visit of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, the Secretary (Mr. W. R. HoBBS)
reported that the London .Society had published its list

of prizes, amounting to upwards of ^^470, and had

also given £2% as a special prize ; and several special

prizes were also reported, from the Gardeners

Chronicle and other horticultural and floral publi-

cations. The sum of ^^25 has been voted by the

committee of the Oxford Horticultural Society,

and an effort is being made to raise donations from

the nobility, ladies, gentry, and clergy of this and

the neighbouring counties, so as to enable them to

offer a sum for special prizes equal to that of the

London Society. The donations already received

include £\0 from the High Sheriff of the

county, ^10 from the Right Hon. E. Card-
well, ;^io from W. W. Wootten, Esq., and ;C5

each from the Warden of New College and Mr.

Nutting, besides a number of smaller amounts. The
special committee appointed for this show are : the

Right Hon. the Earl of Abingdon, President;

Herbert Parsons, Esq., treasurer; W. Wootten
Wootten, Esq., and John Thomson, Esq., hon.

secretaries ; the Worshiphd the Mayor of Oxford ; the

Rev. the Warden of New College ; the Rev. R. H.
Charsley ; the Rev. W. J. Dry, Weston-on-the-

Green ; the Rev. S. J. Hulme ; the Rev. Robert
Main; Mr. Aid. Cavell ; Henry Churchill,
Esq., Deddington; Mr. Henry Grant; Mr.

Henry Gammon ; Mr. John Ring ; Mr. Benjamin
Robinson ; Mr. John Walker, Thame ; and the

general committee for 1870, with power to add to their

number.

During the violent gale which raged throughout

London and its suburbs on Saturday last, at about

mid-day, when at its height, a terrific gust bore with

hill force on the RosERY at the Crystal Palace, and

completely lifted a section of the corrugated iron

forming the roof of one of the 12 arches, which, in

falling, carried away with it three of the other arches.

Soon afterwards the great flag-mast, upwards of loofeet

high and 4 feet in circumference at the base, which

stood in the centre of the Rosery, was uprooted from

the ground, and blown through the opening previously

m.ade, though fortunately without injury. Considerable

damage was also done to the trees in the park.

It is with much pleasure that we are enabled

to state that, through the active exertions of Messrs.

Kelway and others, the meeting at the South Ken-

sington Gardens, at which Gladioli are to be ex-

hibited—August 17—promises to be a most attractive

one. .Subscriptions have been obtained through the in-

strumentality of gentlemen interested in this flower, as

was done in former seasons with the Variegated Zonal

Pelargonium, with the view of offering some liberal

prizes, open to English and foreign growers. Among those

who have responded to this invitation may be

mentioned M.M. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co.,

who subscribe £% y. ; M. SoucHET, £ii ; M.
Charles Verdier £2 ; M. Eu(;ene Verdier, £\.
Several English growers, both amateurs and nursery-

men, have promised to meet this liberality of the

foreign growers by subscribing to the fund, and we
hope to have a large list of contributors to publish.

The number of prizes cannot be determined till the

amount of subscriptions has been ascertained; so that

it is most desirable that any person who may wish to

add his name to the list, should do so at once, by com-

municating either -with Mr. Richards, Royal Horti-

cultural Gardens, South Kensington, or with the Chair-

man of the Floral Committee. The prize list will be

published as soon as possible, and will be entirely in

addition to the prizes already .advertised by the Society.

It is proposed that a liberal prize should be offered for

the Ijest six English seedlings. The subscriptions

already promised are as follows :
—

Mr. Vincent, Sluckcy
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are dependent on the geographical distribution of

animals; A rcmarkal)le illustration is furnished

by two plants belonging to the same genus, grown

in the botanic gardens in Italy, Lobelia syphi-

litica and L. fulgcns ; the flowers of the former are

abundantly visited by Bombus terrestris and italicus,

and freely produce seeds ; the latter, notwitlistariding

its beauty and its great store of honey, is never visited

by insects in the neighbourhood of Florence, and never

bears seeds spontaneously, but can be readily fertilised

by artificial impregnation. Professor Delpinu con-

jectures that it is naturally fertilised by
humming-birds. He believes that the scarlet

colour of the corolla, so common in the

tropics, but comparatively rare with us, is

especially attractive to small birds, but

offensive rather than otherwise to hymen-
optera. As a rule, scarlet flowers are large,

bag-like in form, horizontal in position, and

with the nectar completely separated, which

would of itself perfectly prevent their fer-

tilisation by insects. The largest European

flowers, such as the Pceony and large Bind-

weed (Convolvulus Sepium) are fertilised by
sphinxes and rose-chafers.

The speedy publication of Mr. MoN-
gredien's work on Trees and Shrx/bs for

English plantations is announced.

The following quotation is not with-

out interest as bearing on the discussion

carried on in our columns as to the supe-

riority of certain Soils over others for the

culture of Vines. It is taken from a speech

of the celebrated French Minister, M. Drouyn
DE Lhuys, and is taken from the pages of

the Scotsman newspaper of Jan. i. The
facts here given bear out in a very direct

manner the opinions advanced by our cor-

respondent " B.," at p. 1231, 1869 :

—

"French Whics. — M. Drouyn df, Lhuvs
gave some interesting information on French
wines the other day, at the opening of the inter-

national Wine Growers" Congress at Beaune. of

which he was chosen president. He said the
cultivation of the Vine now extends over 79
French departments, producing nearly 71,000,000
hectolitres of wine, which, at the average price of

23 francs per hectolitre, represents a total value

of 1.600,000,000 francs. If we calculate the ex-

penditure of each wine-grower's family, con-
sisting on the average of four persons, at 1000

francs a year, it will be found that this branch of

ilidustry alone satisfies the requirements of

1,600,000 families, or 6,500,000 of the popula-

tion. To this number should be added about

2,000,000 carters and traders, all of whom par-

ticipate in the profits. It may, therefore, be
stated without exaggeration that the cultivation

of the Vine feeds one-fifth of the whole popula-
tion of France, and produces a revenue equal to

one-fourth of the value of the agricultural pro-

duce of the country. M. Drouyn de Lhuvs
also stated that the ground on which the Vine is

cultivated is generally useless for any other pur-

pose, and that Vines will grow on all kinds of

soil. At Cape Breton it grows on the quartzi-

ferous sand of the dunes ; in Medoc, on sand,

mixed with pebbles ; in Anjou, on clay ; in Cham-
pagne, on chalk. The wine known as Hermi-
tage is produced from Vines growing on granite rocks,

and the best vineyards of Burgundy are on limestone
cUffs and marshy ground."

It is not often that a translation can be said to be
better than the original. Such may at least be affirmed

of the accompanying version of a pseudo-poetical and
quasi-grammatical Advertisement, which we ex-

tracted from a Tottenham paper some time ago (p.

1062, 1869). The gardener in question owes the

honour done to him by translating his efiusion, to

*'E. A.,'' while for its publication he is indebted to

"La Belgique Horticole." Query—Has he obtained

a situation any the sooner on account of his poetical

talents?

" Un jardinier vivait paisiblement,
Quand une mort cruelle emporta sa maitresse.

Que Ton juge de son tourment,
Lorsque pour comble de d^tresse.

On I'envoya chercher un autre logement,
Lui qui sur son jardin ^puisant sa tendresse
Ne m^ritait qu'un compliment

II cherche maintenant une place nouvelle,
Affirmant qu'il est sans d^faut,

Et qu"i celui qui veut du talent et du zele
C'est tout i fait I'homme qu'il faut."

An official notification in the .57. Helena
Guardian states that several thousand seedlings of
Cinchona Trees have been raised in the Government
nursery from seed forwarded by Dr. Hooker from the
Royal Gardens, Kew. The young plants will be dis-

tributed amongst the landed proprietors in those parts

of the island considered by the superintendent of the
Government plantations to be suitable for the growth
of this tree, and will be planted tmder his directions.

yVe further gather from a statement in the French
journal, Les Mondes, that Dr. Vinson has plants
enough of Cinchona officinalis to plant (enseinemcr)
the whole island of Reunion. This intelligence was
communicated by General Morin at a recent sitting

of the French Academy of Sciences.

New Garden Plants.
Barleri.\ Lichtensteinian.\, Nees v. Esenh.

" Fruticosa procumbens ; spicis sessilibus secundis ; bractcis dorsa-
libus ovatis incumbentibus apice spinosis bracteolisque lanceo-
latis spinoso-dentatis ; foliis ovato-oblongis spinoso - dentatis
mucronatis petiolatis tomcntosis : calycis laciniis cxterioribus
maximis late ovatis spinoso-acutatis dentatisque, 9-11 nervibus
hirtis. Ad Grootrivicr Prom. Bon. sp." Necs v. Esenbeck in

D, C. Prod, xi,, p. 235, anno 1847.

This is one of the most peculiar-looking plants we
have ever had the fortune to see, and though it is desti-

tute of the attractive colours which render so many of

its fellow Acanthads such favourites in our stoves, it is

very far from inelegant. The stracture of the flowers,

and the arrangements apparently intended to prevent

cross-fertilisation and K) secure self-fecundation, invest

part of the spike (secund). Each bract is ovate-
acuminate, mucronatc, spine-toothed, i -ribbed with
prominent and curved veins, and an inch to an inch and
a half long. The calyx consists of four sepals in two
rows ; the two outer sepals are apprcssed, the posterior
one, B, nearest the stem is suborbiculate, mucronatc.
spine-toothed and ciliate, many ribbed, about an inch
long ; the anterior sepal. A, nearest to the bract is

similar to the preceding, teeth smaller and unarmed
;

these two sepals project at the sides beyond the bracts,

and completely hide the two inner sepals c, which
decussate with the outer ones, than which they
are much smaller {|-inch long, one line broad),

linear, spathulate, acute, ciliate at the base.

On the posterior side of the flower, between
the two inner sepals, is a vacant space,

apparently indicating the position of a fifth

suppressed sepal. The corolla D is slightly

larger than the inner sepals, of a brown colour,

tubular, tube compressed from back to front,

dilated at the base ; its limb is divided into five

short, ovate, erect, overlapping lobes, two
external to the three others, and all so tightly

appressed that they close the mouth of the

corolla. Stamens 5, attached to the tube of

the corolla a little below its mouth—2 fertile,

3 sterile ; filaments erect, hairy ; anthers of

fertile filaments erect, adnate, sagittate, oblong,

black, 2-celled—cells splitting lengthwise, and
towards the centre of the flower. PoUeir

gi-ains large, globose, reticulated. Ovaiy about

two lines long, oblong-ovoid, compressed from
back to front, 2-cclled, with axile placentas

;

ovules 4, two in each cell, each orbicular,

ascending, the lower one overlapping the upper
one. Style cylindrical, ultimately longer than

the corolla, curved at the apex, where it ter-

minates in an obliquely truncated stigma. The
fruit, which we have not seen, is described as

tetragonal.

The inflorescence, with its curious one-sided

arrangement of bracts, resembles in general

appearance that of some composite, as Carlina,

but is lateral, not terminal. The construction

of the flower seems to favour self-fertilisation,

as will be seen from the following facts : t|ie

two outer sepals are closely pressed together, so

that it is not altogether easy to separate them,

the edge of the larger of the two sepals is

vpiny, and the teeth wmild mhiii lather todeter

than favour the accf,, '.f nucK, The corolla

is completely conccilril wiihin the sepals, its

lobes are also tightly appressed and clip the

stigmatic end of the style, and prevent its

passage from the flower, so that the stigma is

always included. If young flower-buds be

examined, the style will be seen to be erect

and straight (o), but as the style lengthens and
comes into contact with the lobes of the

corolla, its further progi'ess is arrested, it

becomes curved (F), and in the fully developed

flower, D, the style forms a complete loop,

owing to the stigma being retained within

the corolla. Such are the appearances pre-

sented by the flower, and the inferences deduced

from them. 'We have had no opportunity of

testing how far those inferences are borne out

in practice. For specimens of this singular plant we
are indebted to Mr. W. Bull. Fig. 12 shows a branch

with the under-side of the inflorescence ; fig. 13 shows

the details of the flower. A and B are the two outer

sepals, natural size, forced open, showing the erect

flower in the centre ; c represents the two inner sepals,

separated, natural size ; D shows the corolla, enlarged ;

E is a section showing the arrangement of its lobes ;

G and F represent ovaries, with the young style beginning

to become curved. M. T. Al.

it with additional attractions for the plant lover. We
will first give a general description, and then allude to

some of the mor" striking peculiarities, of the plant.

The shrub -s covered over its whole surface

with close, white, hoary down. The branches are

slender, virgate, sub-angular. The leaves are opposite,

1-2 inches in length or longer, linear-lanceolate, entire,

mucronatc, with a central rib and numerous arched

veins, tapering at the base into a very short stalk.

The flower-spikes are axillary, 2-3 inches long, ovoid

or oblong, consisting of a large number of closely packed

overlapping bracts, all turned to the fore or lower

HISTORICAL TREES.

The interesting article by your able correspondent,

Mr. Forsyth, at p. 7, suggests to my mind that an

account of some of the rare and beautiful trees m the

gardens of Lord Ravensworth would not be unaccept-

able. Of the beautiful Maiden-hair tree, there are two

specimens of nearly the same Ueight ; but unfortunately,

as far as is known, they are both of the same sex.

Another rare tree is the Sophora japonica. It is said

that this tree was first introduced into this country by

Mr. Jas. Gorden in the year 1753, and planted when

2 feet high in the place where it now stands, by the

late John Ord, Esq., the then proprietor of Pursers

Cross. To show the rapid growth of the Sophora,

1 may state that in the year 1809 this tree was 50 feet

high ; its girth, at 3 feet from ground, 9 feet 7 mches ;

in 1812 its girth was 10 feet. It first flowered m the

year 1807. There are two healthy trees of this

Sophora, nearly 30 feet high, in Lord Ravensworth s

gardens, at the present time. Mr. Wood, the gardener,

acting under the instructions of his employer, guards

the remains of the original Sophora as sacred. About

6 feet of the trunk still stands, the girth at the present

time being 16 feet. Many more rare trees are ° be

seen heref such as Juglans nigra, or Black Walnut

&c., but as there are older specimens of these to

be found in the country I will not describe them heie. 1

maj-, however, mention that at this place was raisea,
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about 100 years ago, from a pip or seed of the New-
town Pippin, the Apple known as ** Orel's Apple," and

it was, I believe, first distributed in this countiy by
the father of the present Messrs. John & Charles Lee
of the Hammei'smith Nurseries.

At a short distance from Lord Ravensworth's

is the nursery of Messrs. Osborn & Sons, where
may be seen the original Quercus fulhamensis, nearly

200 years old ; also in the nursery, a fine specimen

(neai- the public road) of the Quercus Suber, said

to be a seedling of the far-famed Cork tree, known as
'* Bishop Compton's tree," the history of which is, that

it was planted in the year l686, when Bishop Compton
held the see of London. This tree is said to be the oldest

Cork tree known in Britain : its height is 50 feet ;
girth,

3 feet from the ground, 9 feet 10 inches. Whether we
look on the Cork tree at Fulham Palace gardens as

an historical or memorial tree, it recalls memories of

the pa^t. Mr. London, afterwards gardener to King
William, was the gardener then at Fulham Palace.

His name it would be unpardonable to omit in con-

nection with this raie old tree, as I presume it may
have been planted by him, although it is looked on
as a memorial oi Bishop Compton. It is said of him by
his apprentice Switzer, also by Evelj-n, that Mr.
London was the greatest gardener of his day, Sec.

He was the originator of the firm of "London
& Wise," of Brompton Park, whose nursery was the

most extensive one known at that time, and if the stock

had been valued at id. per plant it would have realised

upwards of ;!^40,ooo. Quercus Ilex (or evergreen

Oak) is still to be seen at Fulham Palace gardens; this

tree was considered the handsomest specimen of the

sort known in England, but the snow, which did such
damage to telegraph wires and to many a noble

tree throughout England in 1865-6, so crippled

this once grand tree, that those who knew it as the

oldest* and grandest specimen of Q. Ilex, would, after

that unfortunate fall of snow, have scarcely recognised

it. It was said to have been planted at the same time

as the Cork tree—in the year 1 686 ; height, 35 feet

;

girth, II feet.

And now for the Judas tree. This is considered

to be the very oldest tree of the sort in England j

it, too, has a history, for it is supposed to be
the same sort of tree as that on which Judas hanged
himself. To see its beautiful purple flowers in con-

junction with those of the While 'I'horn and yellow
Laburnum in May, one would wish to loiow it by
some other name than the one which recalls the
"traitor's kiss." The height of the Judas tree at

Fulham Palace is 40 feet, girth 8 feet 6 inches. It was
planted 16S6. Juglans nigia, or Black Hickory, is a
wonderful tree, and was probably planted some years
before those I have noticed as being planted, and
known as Bishop Compton's trees. I tind the famous
botanist, Ray, a great friend of Bishop Compton's,
while giving an account of the i^are trees at Fulham
Palace, describes the Juglans nigra as being then of good
size: the height of this tree is 70 feet; girth, 3 feet from
the gi'ound, 15 feet 9 inches. 1 have often been soiry

that this fine timber tree has been so long overlooked
by our landed proprietors in this counti-y ; it is truly a
wonderful tree as seen at Fulham, and its wood takes a
polish as beautiful and dark as Mahogany.

Tlie Pomegi'aiiate planted at Fulham is trained to

the south-west front of the Palace. There is no account
of its origin so far as 1 know, but in the year 1S3S it was
killed down by what some call Mui-phy's frost, and,
judging from the girth of the old stem, from which the

present tree spmng, I should say it was upwards of
loo years old, I find that the best mode of flowering
tills, the double-flowered Pomegranate, out-of-doors
in this coimtry, is to give it the same treatment as the
Vine,—that is, it flowers best on the last year's shoots,

some of which ought to be left a foot or so long ; or by
pinching the shoots in summer you will then be able to

have abundance of bloom, so useful for bouquets,
ike, in the month of July and August. I think the
fortunate possessors of such relics ought to guard them
as real treasures, and to the honour of the present
bishop be it said, that he takes a great interest in them

;

and let us hope, while his lordship has the guardianship
of these trees, they will be held sacred to the memory
of good Bishop Compton, who did more to encourage
gardening than any other gentleman of his time,
JJ. Cunningham, "

THE APPLE'BARK LOUSE.
This insect has received various scientific appella-

tions-^Coccus conchifomiis. Coccus arboreum linearis,

Diaspis linearis, &c. The most generally adopted specific

name is conchiformis, first given by Gmelin, in allusion

to its shape and appearance, which is very much that of
a miniature mussel-shell, and it has been placed in

divers genera of Coccida;, as Cocciis, Chermes, Leca-
nium, Aspidiotus, and Diaspis. The genus in which
it has been placed by the most recent author who has
treated of tliese insects, Boisduval, is Cheniies, and his

name is Chermes conchiformis ; but we prefer to retain
it in the wider genus Coccus in the meantime, until we
see what Dr. Signoret, who is now engaged on a
monograph of the whole family of Coccida?, says on the
subject. He may, perhaps, find some better generic

characters than have yet been proposed. But what's in

a name ? Let us pass to the creature itself.

The male is, w^ beheve, still unkno^\ni ; but

the female, or rather its house or shell, or more
strictly speaking back, is a small oblong flattish

brown scale, shaped like a mussel-shell, but usually

more curved and sometimes bisinuate, fixed to the

smootli bark of fruit trees, chiefly the Apple and Pear.

The colour is biu-nt umber, except at the ends {and

more particularly the smaller end) which are pale

burnt sienna. It sometimes occurs in immense
numbers, covering and crowded over the bark from
the root to the ends of the twigs, and even
lying across each other, and extending occasion-

ally, although more rarely, to the leaves and fruit.

This scale is the dried carapace, shell or back of the

female. Boisduval supposes that it must couple and
lay its eggs in the autumn, because it dies in the

winter, and tliis dried carapace covers the eggs until

about May 15, when they come out. If one of

the scales be removed (as can easily be done with the

point of a needle), from 13 to above lOO excessively

minute eggs may be seen under it ; these are slightly

elongated, showing white or yellowish. When they

come out in May they spread over the bark, where at

first they appear like very small white points. The
male, when discovered, will probably turn out to be,

as is the case with many crustaceans and some insects,

disproportionately small ; and it is not improbable that,

as in the allied family of aphides, parthenogenesis may
be common.
The reader will find a fuller description and figures

of it (which we here reproduce in Fig. 14) in our third

volume (1843) pp. 735-6, from the pen of the eminent

entomologist, the late Mr. Curtis, under his «^w rtt'//?/w/^

"Ruricola." A conespondent of the "Gardeners'
Magazine," whom he quotes, says: "I believe this

disease is mostly, if not entirely, confined to wall-fruit

in the open air, standards not affording them sufficient

warmth and shelter during our winters, especially in

Scotland, where they have been very abundant and
very troublesome." And Mr. Curtis adds : "Although
it is generally trained trees that are most attacked by
the mussel-scales, I have seen standards so covered by
them that they were completely hide-bound, it might

be said, so that it was impossible for the trees to

increase in size."

When a tree has been infested with this scale for

some years the fruit does not ripen, the tree dwindles

away, and finally dies ; and in the United States, to

which it has been imported, it has been found that this

is especially the case when the tree stands by itself, so

that the scale cannot spread to others, and its whole
numbers are concentrated on it alone. Where it has

facility for spreading, it has been observed that after

badly infesting a tree for two or three yeai^s it leaves it,

giving rise to the supposition that by tlaat time it has

exhausted the nutrient properties of that tree, and goes

on to pastures new on others. The number of eggs,

too, under the carapace has been observed to be
greater on a thriving tree than on a weak one.

It is a native of Europe, and appeal's to have been
first described by Reaumur in 173S, who found it on
an Elm in France ; and, as already mentioned, it has

been introduced from tliis country into North America
on exported Apple trees, and is now on the whole the

most pernicious and destructive to the Apple tree of

any insect in that countr}'. It has spread far to the

west, having reached Michigan in 1 856, when Dr. Asa
Fitch gave an account of its progress. As has often

been obsei"ved, where hurtful insects have been intro-

duced from one country to another, it has been found
to do great injury at fii-st, but after becoming fully

naturalised it does less damage.

Many are the devices which have been tried to pro-

tect the trees from this scourge, and to extii-pate it

from districts where it has established itself. Mr.
Curtis recommended, what we are afraid would be
found to be the veiy unpractical remedy of scraping

the bark with a wooden knife, so as to bruise and
crush the females without lacerating the tree, and
immediately after to wash the trunk and branches with
some gas-tar, A more easily executed process is that

recommended by Boisduval, as practised successfully in

France, vi2., to paint the tree vidth weak wet lime.

In America various remedies have been tried, some of

them impositions, others really good. Of the former
was a secret hawked about in the prairie districts as

perfectly sure to destroy these lice, which turned out to

be simply an infusion of quassia, with which the trees

were to be wetted from a syringe or watering-pot. This

was soon discovered to be worthless, or effectual only

hen applied to the young newly-hatched lice, at which
time infusion of tobacco or soapsuds would be a more

economical and still more effectual remedy. The
application of strong lye, potash-water, whitewash,
dry ashes, sulphur, and many other articles has
also been tried with more or less success. The
most successful, however, appears to have been
the following, which are described by Dr. Asa
Fitch in his work on the "Noxious Insects of New
York.'' The first is apparently not recommended
from his o\ra personal observation, but is quoted from
the " Michigan Fanner," vol. 13, p. 82, where
Mr. A. G. Hanford gives a very favourable account of

the effects of tar and linseed oil, beaten together and
applied wann with a paint-brush thoroughly, before

the buds begin to expand in spring. This when dry
cracks and peels oflf, bringing off the dead scales with

it. Trees, which were thus treated, and which had
advanced only a few inches in previous years, grew
from 2 to 24 feet the next summer. The other remedy,
and which is the last we shall mention, has the

advantage of Dr. Fitch's impr'wiatur, he having him-
self examined the trees on which it was tried. It was
the device of Mr. George Kimball, of Kenosha,
Wisconsin, and was tried at a time when the whole of
that district was overrun and dying from these insects

—

" a tree only living about three years after it became
badly infested, and on almost every farm several

dead trees might be seen, and many more which
were so far gone that they could never recover.

"

His plan was this : he boiled leaf-tobacco in strong

lye until it was reduced to an impalpable pulp, which
it becomes in a short time, and then mixed with it soft

soap (which had been made cold, not the jelly-like

boiled soap), to make the mass about the consistence

of thin paint, the object being to obtam a preparation
that could not be entirely washed from the tree by the
first rains, as lye, tobacco-water, and most other washes
are sure to be. The great advantage of this is that it

not only kills the present inhabitants of the tree, which
probably any other close application which would
exclude the air might do, but after the tree is cleared
it seems to render it distasteful to others, and so

prevents a fresh brood making their way to it from
neighbouring trees. The fibres of the tobacco diffused

through the preparation apparently cause a portion of
its strength to remain wherever it is applied longer

than any application which is wholly soluble in rain-

water can do. Mr. Kimball began by trimming the
trees well, so that every twig could be reached, by
the paintbrush, and applied the preparation before the

buds had much swelled in the spring. Two men, who
were strictly charged to take their time, and be sure
that they painted the whole of the bark to the ends of
every twig, were occupied a fortnight in going over 150
young trees, and Dr. Fitch adds, that when he saw the

trees in the latter part of the September after, "this
composition was still plamly to be seen upon the rough
bark of their trunks, and upon the under sides of their

limbs, resembling a whitish mouldiness of the bark.
The trees had grown very thriftily, and yielded well,

whilst only a single scale could here and there be found
upon the twigs of the present year's growth, all the
older parts being entirely free from them. Although
trees, perishing with lice, were standing in the adjacent
yards and gardens, it seemed these insects preferred
starvation at home rather than being poisoned by
invading these trees ; hence it appears that one thorough
application of this preparation is sufficient to destroy
all the insects upon the trees, and to protect them from
invasion from neighbouring trees for a period of two
years ; for free as the trees were from these insects in
September there can be no call for a renewal of this

composition upon them the coming spring." A. M.
[It is to be hoped that in case of any of our readers

trying any of the above prescriptions they will ChronkU
the result. Eds.]

The Nationality of St. Fiacre.—I should like

to be permitted to make a few remarks on the passages
relative to St. Fiacre, the patron saint of gardeners,
quoted by your reviewer in the notice of Mrs. Palliser's

book, "Brittany and its Byways," at p. 13. St. Fiacre
is said by Mrs. Palliser to have been an Irish monk,
with remarkable powers, if we may credit tradition,

of amplifying boundary lines, and subsoiling gifts,

which I am able to assert, from recent experience, might
be profitably emulated by the Bretons of the present
day. I should be veiy sorry to take anything, the
retention of which is likely to confer honour, from our
Hibernian confreres, but still I must question the

accm"acy of Mrs. Palliser's history, when she makes
Ireland the birthplace of St. Fiacre. That eminent
man (for I am sure the judgment of the gardening
fraternity must not be disputed in a matter so important
as the selection of a patron saint) was born in Scot-

land, and was pre-eminently a son of Caledonia, as

his father was Evan, 4th King of Scotland ; he visited

France as a missionary, and died in the odour
of sanctity. It is said that his relics, depo-

sited at Meaux, were visited by -many pilgrims,

and the name of "Fiacre ' was given to hackney
coaches, from " a multitude of sick and infinn people

who were conveyed in them to the saint's shrme." I

have a tender recollection of the influence of the

good saint, as in ^^jours de ma jeumsse I had the
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privilege of a holiday witli the rest of the garfoiis

mniinfi-rs in ihe gardens of Louis Philippe, on the

fele of St. Fiacre, which I spent veiy happily amongst

the Roses, with my old and valued friend Monsieur

LaflTay, at Bellevue, and more with Madame Laffay,

both Rose and lady ; and I was not sorry to find,

visiting Paris a year or two ago, that the saint's day was

to be celebrated by a gi-and flie and assemblage of

gardeners, to which as an old lih/ot I was of course

invited. If my reading of history he disputed in

regard to the nationality of St. Fiacre, I shall fall back

upon the theory of probabilities, and ask how it is that

a cold ungenial northern clime, like Scotland, should

become pre-eminent for the production of fruit and

flowers ? How is it that somanyScotchmenshoulddevote
themselves to horticultural pursuits, and so successfully

(unhappy man that I am that I was not born beyond

the Tweed), that royal and regal places are ever at

their command. The answer and explanation of these

well-accredited facts is at once suggested. Flora and

Pomona's pet and Evan's son, the good St. Fiacre, left

his blessing, and, perhaps, a happy family of horticul-

turally-disposed Fiacres, behind him. His benign

influence has shone upon the Land o' Cakes, and
flavoured many a cup of brose with the scent of Roses ;

and Scotland's gardeners, almost unwillingly, have for

centuries been under the special patronage of one of

the most respectable saints in the Calendar—to wit,

the good St. Fiacre. The rood loft you have figured,

with the representation of the saint, is fast falling to

decay in the ruinous chapel ; we unblessed English-

men may perchance propitiate his saintship by assisting

in the restoration of a shrine specially dear to him. In

these days of testimonials will anybody join me (English

biett aitendu) in a subscription to be devoted to the

restoration of the chapel of the patron saint of gardeners

—St. Fiacre ? William Ingram, Bdvoir. [Since the

fiacres (of London) have been so much favoured of late

by the Chancellor of the E.xchequer, and up to this

time have done nothing to show their gratitude, we, as

Englishmen, do not see the necessity (in these hyper-

testimonialising days) for propitiating his saintship,

even though we incur the penalties of chclu—well, we
mean bell—book, and candle. Eds.]

Gentiana acaulis.—Possibly the whole army of

alpine plants does not furnish a more beautifiil—I had
well nigh said splendid 1—edging plant than this. It is,

however, diflicult to treat and to grow well. Many no
doubt could write of their ill success, but there are

perhaps but few who could say that they have succeeded
in cultivating it to their satisfaction. And yet the

Gentian I refer to, and its beautiful ally, G. vema, are,

we are assured, but native weeds, G. acaulis growing
somewhere in the Principalities—whether in North or

South Wales I have no knowledge—and G. vema being

an inhabitant of England. There are one or two
noticeable features in connection with their success-

ful culture which, if made use of, may afford material

aid to those who may not have hitherto succeeded
with them. I find that the kind of soil in which
G. acaulis really thrives thoroughly well is com-
posed in the main of the soft flour-like dark yellow
loamy sand in which Rhododendrons have been
observed to grow moderately well, in addition to

which about a fifth of its own bulk of good peat should
be added. Perfect drainage is also, it would appear,
of the first importance ; aspect also has much
to do with Its successful culture. Indeed I

have proven that whilst it will do and thrive well
upon one side of a bed as an edging, it ceases to

grow, or even to e.xist upon the other or opposite side,

this even to the extent of exhibiting a dwindling look
as it just rounds the comer from the side where it does
so well. The aspect it thrives best in is one nearest

approaching to north-east, where it is freely blooming
at the present moment—other parts rounding to the
eastern side, though healthy in the matter of growth, at

the same time have not a flower upon them. The
plants whicli I speak of are planted upon a somewhat
mound-like form sloping to the aspect described. The
soil is kept as fimily as its component parts will permit
of, and the whole edging has a thick mulching once a
year with well decomposed and sifted leaf-mould.
This is sown in amongst the gi'owths, and left to waste
itself amongst the shoots and upon the soil. I never
permit the surface to be forked or othervvise roughed
over beyond what is necessary in the removal of weeds,
leaves, &c. Nor does this plant take so long to esta-
blish itself, and to make a display, as some would sur-
mise. If planted in Febmary, it affords ample display
in the second spring and early summer following,
and constantly onward for years, afibrding, as I have
already said, plenty of flowers at this dull season,
December— January, when scarcely a Daisy flower
can push forth, though of course varying somewhat
according to the seasons, whether they be felicitous
or otherwise to the foiTnation of an autumn bloom.
There is reference made to this lovely plant in an
American volume before me, which, both in the
description and the matter of culture, is very tersely
put, and is as follows :—" Gentiana acaulis, with its

large, deep blue Gloxinia-shaped flowers, if grown in
deep rich loam, makes a lovely edging in early
summer." Very many have tried to grow this plant
by simply dotting the plants promiscuously into
herbaceous borrlers, and amongst herbaceous plants.
Of such a mode of culture I cannot add anything very

encouraging. To grow it well, it not only needs a

properly chosen place set apart to its use, but such

further attentions besides as I have stated above.

William Earley, Digs-welly Welwyn. [We have seen

it in great beauty, in a south-west aspect, planted in

similar soil to that recommended by our coiTespondent,

and afterwards paved under with medium-sized pebbles.

At Harlaxton, near Belvoir, we have also seen it doing
splendidly. Eds.]

Orchid Culture.—Mr. GammieVs letter at p. 40
leads me to write to you again upon the climatic con-

ditions required by Orchids. "This correspondence
commenced with the discussion of the treatment re-

quired by Dendrobium Falconeri, but as we are now in

mid-winter, when the advantages of the several systems

of growing this Orchid cannot be spoken of with

certainty, I shall postpone the subject till the Spring,

when I shall be glad to hear how Mr. Salt's plant has
passed the winter under its cold treatment. I take Mr.
Gammie's remarks to apply particularly, as regards heat,

light, and air, to the treatment of such Dendrobiums as

come from the locality where he is located, and I turn

to his letter as he advises, for the temperatures he gives :

—

From November to Febmary, inclusive, minimum at

night, 42° to 50°; day, from 50° to 65°; with sun-Iieal,

70" to 75" ; March, April, gradually raised ; from May
to end of August, minimum at night not lower than
65°—day, 70° to 75°, with sun 85° to 90°, or higher.

Now these arc not by any means excessive tempe-

ratures ; let us take those of the large conser-

vatoi-y at Chiswick as given by the late Mr. Thompson

;

May minimum, 51°, maximum, 79°
; June minimum,

58°, maximum, 83°
; July minimum, 58°, maximum,

So° ; August minimum, 56°, maximum, 77° ; Septem-
ber minimum, 54°, maximum, 71° ; October minimum,
50"^, maximum, 65°. What the highest maximum
reached was I am not quite certain, but I think 96° :

however, Mr. Rivers gave us the other day 105° as a

temperature he had observed in one of his unheated
houses—a Dendrobium would, I should think, grow
wonderfully well hung in a basket in such a tempera-
ture, and should its bulbs be more liable to suffer from
sun-heat tlian the tender Vine leaves? I will send
Mr. Barron a couple with pleasure, if he wishes to tiy.

Mr. Gammie's description of the place where he found
Vanda Cathcartii gi-owing, agrees with Mr. Wallace's

finding V. Lowii in Borneo, which island, he says,

enjoys the most unifonnly high and humid temperature
in the world ; and yet V. Lowii must needs want to

grow hanging near the water mnning from a hot
spring. I had thought we were living down cool treat-

ments. A friend of mine used to write about the cool
treatment his Orchids got, while gi-owing in his vineiy,

till one day I asked him if his grapes were good, as I had
not heard of good cool-growing Black Hamburghs
taking prizes. He thought awhile, and then said—"We
speak comparatively." When we have a thermometer,
it is better to bring all comparative statements down to

its standards. One of your correspondents gave us at

p. 1278, 1869, some infomiation upon the home of the

Mexican ever-bearing StrawbeiTy—Ambato, having an
elevation of from 7000 to 9500 feet, with a mean tempe-
rature of 59° to 76' ; also of Guachi, 9000 feet high, and
a mean temperature of 60". Here rainy weather is

almost as rare as frost. Contrast this with Quito,

where 10 months out of the 12 are rainy. This is

also an Orchid country. I turn to '* Earth and Sea,"
a book I have been reading with interest, and I find

Quito has an elevation of 9543 feet, is the capital of

the republic of Ecuador, and had a population of

So,ooo in 1858. I turn to the table of the heights of

the snow-line in English feet, where I find that on the

south side of the Alps it is given as 9150 feet, Andes
of Quito, 15,680 feet. What can any one say more?
These 80,000 inhabitants are living above our European
snow-level. The snow-line of the Himalayas is given,

north side, 19,560, south side, 15,500 feet. The
reason of its being higher on the north side is owing to

the dry atmosphere of Tibet. On the south side,

gi-ains flourish at 11,800 feet, shrubs at 15,200, and
the Tea plant grows eveiywhere at 5000 ; and here

the Brothers Schlangintweit mounted to the greatest

height ever attained by man, 22,000 feet. Some of

these scraps of information are needful when we re;id

of a Strawberry wanting a nearly stove treatment, that

comes from an elevation of 9000 feet, and Vanda
Cathcartii growing at 2000 feet ; and they must, I think,

be highly interesting to all Orchid cultivators. G. If.

Violas as Yellow Bedding Plants.—Mr. Bennett
is quite right in what he says (p. 1310, 1869) respecting

the Violas and bedding Pansies. From long and
intimate knowledge of their habits, and having exten-

sively used them for bedding puipjoses, both in wet
and dry soils, I have long since come to the conclusion

that they have few equals amongst bedding plants ;

only give them proper treatment, and they will produce
a continual display of bloom from the end of March to

the beginning or end of November. At the time I

write (January 4), we have here a bed of the variety

known as V. lutea grandiflora, from which dozens of

flowers might be gathered ; and all through the

early spring, summer, and autumn months this bed
has been a perfect mass of yellow flowers. The same
may be said of it in Battersea Park, where it has

attracted the notice of many who have recorded their

opinion of its usefulness as a bedding plant. There
is little doubt but that it will entirely supersede the

yellow Calceolaria as a yellow bedder [?], for no
weather seems to spoil its efl'ectiveness

; it has stood
the scorching summer sun, 15° of frost, and all the
varied changes of temperature that occurred from
March to January. The secret of successfully
cultivating this valuable plant, as well as of
all Ihi'i.ilin \'iMla^, is to give them liberal treatment
the (ollcuMiiy nii|>lcplan securing them all that they
rcr|uMi : I, in )iicparing the bed previous to planting
them uul, li.uc Uic gi'ound trenched to a good depth,
placing a thick layer of manure in the bottom of every
trench ; 2, mix a little well-decomposed manure
amongst the surface soil after the trenching

has been finished, in order to give the plants

a good start, while as the season advances they will

send their roots down in search of the manure in the
bottom of the trenches, which will .supply them with
sufficient food to sustain them during the heat of

summer ; 3, should the w'eather continue dry and hot

for any length of time, they will, like other bedding
plants, require frequent and copious soaking of water.

If the above plan of cultivation is carried out, we
shall hear very few complaints of the Violas ; they
will be grown much more extensively, and everybody
will i)c chavnrcd with their beauty and usefulness.

J. Wills, F.R.//.S., Royal AshUuniham Nursery,
King^s Road, Chelsea, S. W.

Coning of the Wellingtonia.—In answer to Mr.
Bowie's inquiry (p. 1330, 1S69), I beg to state that

although hundreds of plants of various sizes, from
iS inches upwards, have produced cones in different

parts of the kingdom, very few of them have yet pro-

duced male catkins, and from this cause the cones have
of course neither produced seeds nor attained their

natural size. The cones which are impregnated by
the pollen of the male catkins vei-y soon gi'ow away
from the barren cones, and may easily be discerned at

a distance in consequence of their extra size. The
fruitful or seed-producing cones of the Wellingtonia,

when fully growm, are about the size of a Walnut, and
in shape something between that of the cones of

Cupressus macrocarpa and of Cedrus Deodara. The
cones formed and impregnated in one year do not perfect

their seed till the next September or October, 12 months
later. I gave an account of the cones and seeds some
years since in the " Florist and Pomologist" (1 856,

p. 248), and left a batch of nice young plants raised

from these seeds m the nureei-yof rare plants at Bicton.

yames Barnes.

Grafting.—I recently received a letter from an

amateur friend, asking for some gi'afts of the French
Crab Apple, to be sent him in the spring. " Be sure,"

he says, "send me straight upright shoots, as they

form straighter trees than those taken from the lower
branches." I believe it is a common opinion that the

new tree is influenced by the part of the old tree from
whence the grafts have been cut. My experience, how-
ever, does not favour this opinion. I can see no differ-

ence. Cultivators sometimes arrive at eiToneous con-

clusions through reasoning on false analogies. The
improvement in com and other crops by successive

selections of the seed, has induced some to think that

similar changes may be made by successive selections

of grafts ; but when seed is planted, a new individual

or new variety is produced at each germination, while

grafting or budding is only a perpetuation of the same
individual or variety. It may, indeed, be modified for

the time being by external and constantly acting causes;

but its nature cannot thus be permanently changed.

The quality of a Pear is often greatly altered by graft-

ing it on the Thorn, Apple, Quince, &c. ; but it again

resumes its former character wdien grafted back to its

original kind of stock. A certain variety of the Apple
may be changed in quality and productiveness by being

transplanted into a different soil, but trees propagated

from the latter, and sent back into the foi-mer soil, will

not retain any of the change. No pennanent influence

appears to be wrought upon the variety, the stock does

not change the character of the species of trees which
may be grafted on it—not even that of the variety, if

the connection between the stock and scion is intunate;

but by a particular variety of stocks the tree is often

modified differently as to the dimensions of its parts,

its general aspect, and the flavour and size of its fmit,

though perhaps in a very sligjit degree, and also in the

duration of its existence. E. Bennett, Oshertou.

Orchard-house Lettuces.—I have been told by
my neighbour, that acting under the advice of the glass

advertisers, there are many amateur gardeners trying to

grow winter Lettuces under bell-glasses, or as they

temi them now, cloches. Why, I remember " the

stupid old things," as we boys called them, being tried

nearly 70 years ago, and soon kicked all to pieces by

our garden labourers. Still folly will repeat itself, and

bell-glasses be used—for a very short time, and then

their introducers and the glass advertisers will have

their due share of abuse—and deserve it. I live out

of the gardening world, but follow my own bent, and

read lustily if I can find anything sound and good

about gardening to read. We must, however,
" rei'enoi! a nos moutons," I'est A dire, " lailues

de serres." I have a low house, built on the

orchard-house principle, in which I have a border

60 feet long and 6 feet wide, cropped with wuiter

Lettuces. They were sown in September, where tliey

stand, in rovfs, and are now in full gi-ow-th ; the sorts
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lliat are the most succulent and tender are the Tennis

Ball or Tom Thumb, and the Grand Admhal. The
Cos Lettuces are not nearly so tender and crisp as the

last-named, which, without tying, is so crisp that it

breaks to pieces on being dropped from the hand.

My border in this house, as I have said, is 60 feet long,

and nearly 6 feet wide ; this has given room for

60 rows of Lettuces, 10 in a row. They have been

very luxuriant all the autumn, so that it has been quite

pleasant to see their bright greenness. During the

late severe frost some small Archangel mats were

thrown over them. With this slight protection they

have resisted the late frost, and are this morning as

bright and as green as ever, (I send you specnnens

to show they have not been tied up.) Sixty

rows of Lettuces as above give me 600 ; the same

border would give space enough for 20 rows of cloches,

three in each row, each ,r/i)f//i' occupying 18 inches of

width, and leaving a path between them 2 feet wide

between each row, or the cloches will soon come to

grief from the toes of the workmen. Referring to a

contemporary, in an article comparing cloches with the

improved ground vinery and Rendle's patented erec-

tions, I find that the cultivable space in a cloche is one

square foot ; this will with difficulty give room enough

for five such Lettuces as I have sent to you. We thus

have, from 60 cloches, 300 Lettuces, with much trouble

in protecting, giving air, and sustaining constant

breakage, unless the workmen wear woollen slippers.

What a backward step for us English to take, to think

of employing glass after the French fashion of

Louis XIV. 's time—the length of folly can no farther go.

When travelling in France, I have often pitied the

patient small market-gardeners found near most of the

great towns in France, toiling from 4 A. M. to S P. M. in

summer, and never seeming to get fonvard, their tools

and their " appurtenances " all so inferior to ours ; and

I have strongly wished I lived near them to show
them how to take advantage of their bright sun and

warm soil, by employing glass in the English fashion,

so as to have early crops of fruit and vegetables. I

should probably have had my notions ridiculed, for your

Frenchman thinks he is one of a nation clever beyond

all others, and I should probably have received the

reply given to an English ploughman, who told his

French brother ploughman to keep his eye forward,

and plough straight fun'ows instead of crooked ones.
" Ah ! monsieur, you may talk, but don't you see

that, by going here and there, I stir all the land,

while you with your straight lines always leave a slice

unstirred. Bah! c'est betise Aiiglaise." Anti-cloche.

Ailantus as a Timber Tree.—We have for some
years attempted the growth of Ailantus glandulosa, but

find it so susceptible of frost that it is entirely useless to

us here, either as an ornamental tree or for timber. It

grows freely, as your correspondent observes, in some
cases making a shoot of 3 feet or more, which is as

certainly destroyed by the first frost to within as many
inches of the last year's wood. We destroyed a tree

last year which had stood in our nursery for iS or 20

years, and when cut down it was not more than 8 feet

high and 3 inches in diameter at the thickest part of the

stem. Our nursery grounds lie at an elevation of

Io8 feet above the sea, and about 20 miles distant

from it. yos. Robson &> Son, Bank Foot Nurseries,

Hexham, Northumberland.

Tricks of the Trade.—Vour correspondent
" B. M.," in p. 1 1, has given us words in season. The
cultivation of plants and trees, otherwise the calling of

a nurseryman ** pure and simple," is indeed a noble

profession, leading man, through Nature, to the contem-

plation of the great Source of Nature ; the trade of a

seedsman, too often associated with that of nurseryman,

is a mere trade of buying and selling, and has but a

poor relationship to that of the cultivator. I have

read the remarks of " B. M." about Picea amabilis

with much interest, for many years ago I essayed in

vain to procure the tiiie kind ; at last I received a

young tree from Mr. Barron, then of Elvaston, which
he assured me was the tme kind, as it had the

invariable characteristic of the species—a very small

cleft at the tip of each leaf. I still possess this plant,

which is a dwarf compact bush, of a very deep green,

and although so old, it is barely 3 feet high, I have not

been able to find this little cleft in any other species of

Picea. Thinking of " trioks of the trade,"—which, I

hope, owing to the growing intelligence of the day, are

at their last gasp—I have been led to notice a certain

degree of meanness, resulting perhaps from jealousy

—

the meanest of all business feelings, and which
I hope, if adverted to in your columns, will

soon cease to exist. It is the apparently wilful

omissions in describing trees and plants to which I

allude. Honour is not given where honour is due ; for

in reading the various fmit lists I find no acknowledg-
ment of the sources whence have been derived many of

the new kinds of fruits, no inverted commas to denote

that the descriptions of them are quotations—for how
otherwise could correct descriptions be given of fniits

never seen. This is, however, perhaps of less conse-

quence than the total omission of the name of the

originator uf a new kind of fruit, the work of many
year's of care and attention. With new varieties of

flowers now raised so abundantly, and so ephemeral in

their nature, the omission may be passed over, but

when I see the name of my friend Thos. Rivers, the

raiser of new fruits, entirely ignored, I confess to

feeling some indignation at this "trick of the trade."

It is well knowni that for many years he has

devoted himself to the raising of new fruits, only a

small portion of which has been made known to the

public ; for, independently of the number of years

required to bring a fruit tree, raised from seed, into a

bearing state, many years must pass before the tme
character of its fruit can be arrived at. To illustrate

this I may mention a Pear Mr. Rivers raised from the

Easter Beurre more than 30 years ago ; it was cultivated

for nine years as a standard, was found to be hardy and a

good bearer, but was thought tobetooacidforthis climate,

was not tried against a wall, and its culture was discon-

tinued. It is only within these last few years that a friend

from Bordeaux, to whom it was sent, told Mr. Rivers

that his Winter BeuiTe, alias Beurre d'Hiver of Rivers,

was the best winter Pear known there. There are

many hundreds of seedling Pears at Sawbridgevvorth,

as 1 happen to know, which, as they have been raised

from carefully fertilised sorts, will probably make a

sensation in the Pear world, on their appearance, long

after Mr. Rivers is "gathered to his fathers." A
list of those that bore fruit last season would be of

interest, but they must bear again and again before

their qualities are fully ascertained. The time and

care thus required are sufficient to show that due

honour should be given to any English cultivator who
endeavours to raise fruits adapted to our English

climate. I will now proceed to notice the omission

I have referred to, in Mr. Richard Smith's catalogue.

I do this without the least unkind feeling towards him,

merely to point out to nurserymen the necessity of a

generous policy in all their doings, and the policy of

giving honour to the person deserving it. I now quote

from the catalogue I refer to :
—" Alexandra (seedling

Noblesse) ;" this is wrong,—it is not the seed-

ling Noblesse, a sort raised 40 years ago by

Mr. Rivers ; the quotation is from Dr. Hogg.
"Dagmar (new). Dr. Hogg (new), Early Alfred (wew).

Early Beatrice (new). Early Louise (new). Early

Rivers (new)." Ten or twelve other kinds of Mr.

Rivers' Peaches are described in the catalogue, not

one of them credited to the raiser ; and all of them,

except two, having merely the word " new " attached

to their names. Eight kinds of Nectarines, all seed-

lings, raised by Mr. Rivers, are in like manner passed

over without the acknowledgment I think due. Two
out of three of the Plums in the list are duly acknow-

ledged, and so it is probable that the compiling of the

list was tmsted by Mr. Smith to some person who
was unacquainted with what should be a sacred custom

with all catalogue makers. Mr. C. Turner's compiler enu-

merates 12 of Mr. Rivers' Peaches without any acknow-

ledgment whatever, not even the word "new" to them.

I could name other catalogues compiled with the same
carelessness, for it is impossible that any motive could

exist to lead to the numerous omissions ; and I write

this notice of the practice to point out to nurseiymen

their duty to "do as they would be done by," and

above all not to forget, when they quote from authori-

ties, those little things with a great meaning attached

to them—inverted commas. Ol>si-nvr. [The code of

Botanical nomenclature might well be applied here
;

priority has its rights. Eds.]

Chimonanthus fragrans. — Noticing that the

records of the fruiting of this plant are receiving some
attention at the hands of your correspondents, and

thinking that Mr. Bennett may perhaps be glad of

additional testimony on the subject, I am happy to

record an instance which came under my own observa-

tion. I well remember, some four or five seasons ago,

having gathered ripened fruits from a fine shrub of

Chimonanthus fragrans, which was trained to a wall

having a south aspect, and fully exposed to the sun, at

Brantingham, in East Yorkshire ; and at the time

looked on the circumstance with considerable interest,

as being, presumably, of rare occurrence. Has any

one remarked a like circumstance in any locality as far

north as this? R. C. Kingston.

Sambucus racemosa.—We have here two fine

bushes of this plant, about 12 feet in height, and

8 feet through, which are growing in great luxuriance.

As far as hardiness is concerned, they appear to be

quite at home. Unfortunately, they have as yet

produced but few berries, a circumstance which I

attribute to the spring frosts destroying the bloom.

Last spring both plants were a mass of bloom in the

third week in April, but it was all destroyed by the

frosts in May, which proved so disastrous to the fniit

crops. P. W., Moore Ablie}/, Kildare.

I was sui-prised to see " S. S." speaking of

the scarlet-berried Elder as a rarity, and as of doubtful

hardiness. Eighteen years ago I saw it doing well at

Tunbridge Wells, and there had been hard winters

about that time I think. I have seen it wild in

Switzerland, where the cold is greater than with us.

There is a good large shrub of it at the South-Westem
Railway Station at Dorchester. H. T. lif.. Gatehouse,

Scotland.

Wild Service Tree.—Professor Buckman's inte-

resting notes on the " Wild Service Tree," in your last

issue, recall to my mind that it is knowii in this county

(Sussex) by a name that I have been unable to find in

any book, viz,, Chequer tree, and the fniits Chequers.

It is generally known to all classes in the county, as it

is sometimes planted for undergrowth in the woods,

and here and there a specimen remains undisturbed,

forming a tree, and it is almost invariably designated

as above, though some few call it "Silver Pear," on

account of the silvery-white of the under surface

of the leaves, and the form of the berry. I have

some doubts whether the fruits of P. domestica

and P. torminalis are not both known under the name
of Chequers, but I am unable to settle this point at

present. Whether my orthography of the word is

correct I cannot determine, and I am equally at a loss

to discover the signification of the term as the name of

a tree, and its applicability in the present instance.

There are several country inns in my neighbourhood

with the mitten sign of the Chequers, and I do not feel

certain about the allusion, as there is nothing more than

the name ; but, of course, it can have no reference to

the tree. I dare say the origin of the name, as applied

to the tree, is simple enough, though I am unable to

ascertain for myself. The fruit of the tree is collected

and stowed in the same manner as the Medlar in this

county, and is not much inferior in flavour, though

very much smaller. In some parts of the county, too,

the bunches of fniit are strung round a stick and sold

at so much per stick. It is not a common tree, though

frequently met with in our plantations, and occasion^

ally in what appear to be original woods, but always

as a planted tree. I should feel obliged to any

of your correspondents who will, if they can, en-

lighten me upon this subject through the medium of

your paper. I/.

Professor Buckman will be pleased to hear that

there are still living specimens of the wild Service tree,

Pyrus domestica. We have two trees here, one was

vei-y much disfigured about two years ago by the wind
breaking off two large branches. The other is a fine

healthy specimen, of the following dimensions :—height,

61 feet ; spread of the branches, 10 feet : circumference

of bole, at 12 inches from the ground, 10 feet 6 inches,

and at 3 feet high, 7 feet 10 inches ; the length of the

trunk from the ground to the first branch is 9 feet

6 inches.. T. Jones, Gr., Ribston Hall, Wetherby,

Yorkshire. [There is a young tree in the Oxford

Botanic Garden, but not wild. Eds.]

Societies.
The following extracts relating to meteorological phe!

taken from the report of a lecture by Mr. E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.,

delivered at the Nottingham Literary and Philosophical

Society on the 6th instant]

Such phenomena as the great snowstorms of olden

days must be of rare occurrence ; certainly, of late

years we have not experienced any of these remarkable

snowstorms that have been recorded in history, and

which require not only an unusually great fall, but a

violent gale blowing at the same time, in order to

produce the disastrous effects which we read of in old

chronicles, as for example :
—" In 1615, at Youlgrave,

Derbyshire, on January 16, began the greatest snow

which ever fell uppon the earth in man's memory. It

covered the earth 5 quarters deep uppon the playne,

and for heapes or drifts of snow they were very deep,

so that passengers, both horse and foot, passed over

gates, hedges, and walles. It fell at ten severall tymes,

and the last was the greatest. It continued by daily

increasing until March 12, without the sight of any

earth eyther uppon hilles or valleys, uppon which

day it began to decrease, and so by little and little

consumed till May 28, and then all the drifts were con-

sumed, except one uppon Kinder Scout, which lay till

Wilson week." In 1620, occuiTed the 13 days' snow,

known as the "13 days' drift," where on Eskdale Moor,

out of 20,000 sheep, only 45 were left alive. With regard

to floods, civilisation has checked their ravages to a gi-eat

extent, engineers have raised the river banks, and this

has had the effect of diminishing the amount of water,

which, otherwise, would have flowed out of the proper

course. Had this precaution been neglected, aird, at

the same time, the drainage of the land been carried

out, the floods would have been even more destructive,

because drained . land conveys the rain more rapidly

into the rivers than before these artificial channels of

communication were made. The recent great flood

was mainly caused by a sudden heavy rainfall imme-

diately succeeding a sharp frost, which, having frozen

the ground, prevented its penetration ; hence its un-

usually rapid conveyance into the rivers of England.

Camden says that in the year 245, in Lincolnshire,

many thousand acres were flooded by the sea which

have never' been recovered, and in 353 there was a great

flood in Cheshire when 5000 persons and an innumer-

able quantity of cattle perished. According to

Hollinshed, in October, 14S3, the river Severn over-

flowed for 10 days, and caiTied away men, women,

and children ; and on October 5, 1571, a tremendous

gale and flood occurred between Hummerston and

Grimsby ; 20,000 of the cattle and sheep perished,

houses were blown down, bridges washed away, and

many ships wrecked. In our own time we have

experienced excessive frosts, such as those of 1814,

i860, and 1864. Perhaps as low a temperature has been

reached this century as in years gone by. Nevertheless

we have not had frosts of long duration, such as those

which, for weeks together, have kept our great rivers

encased in ice. In the year 220 and 759 great fi-osts

lasted five months ; in 1035 a frost occurred on Mid-

summer's Day (June 24) so intense that corn and
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fruit were destroyed; in 1534 a great fro^t lasted from

November until February, the river Thames being

frozen some miles below Gravesend ; ami in 1564 a

great frost occurred in London at Christmas ; the

surface of the Thames being as solid as a rock ; the

population left the streets to walk the whole distance

from Westminster to London Bridge on the ice, and

Queen Elizabeth was daily on the river. The frost

broke up suddenly into fearflil inundations, bearing

down houses. Whittock says that at Alrewas, in

Staffordshire, in 1607, there wa^ "a grcate froste and
snowe, the which begane the fyfte (hyc of December,
and so continued until the foiirctcnth daye of February,

1608, all which time all our rivers weare frozen in

moste partes that they would bear horse and man
loaded ; the moste parte of the milles weare so frozen

up that they could not grynde any come but with

much adoe, and did much hurte to many things, as

wheate, grasse, and herbes." The Thames was frozen

over, and the people crossed from Southwark to

Lambeth. At York the river Ouse was frozen

over, and people crossed on the ice. Evelyn has

recorded that in 16S3 there was a great frost with

fearful destniction of trees and plants. Great Oaks
suffered, the bark having been rifted by the frost, on
ihe estates of Lords Weymouth, Chesterfield, and
Ferrars. Elm, Ash, and Walnut were cleft by the

frost ; the Oaks on being cleft made a noise like a gim.

Yews and Hollies were in some places killed, and the

ice on the river Thames was 11 inches thick. Nearly
all the birds perished. Very curious frosts have from
time to time occurred, such as showers of rain freezing

as the moisture fell, until the great weight of the ice

was too much for the trees, and branches broke, and
even the trees fell bodily. Such a storm occurred in 1671,
during three days, according to Dr. WalUs, F.R. S.

The years of drought like the flood years have been
numerous. We have had such in our own times, and
have witnessed the burning of corn and forests. Exces-
sive droughts or excessive rains often were not isolated,

but had occurred for several successive years. The last

two summers were instances, although the past year
had a greater drought in Scotland, the rivers being so

low that in September he (Mr. Lowe) walked over the

Tay at Dunkeld, where in the succeeding month the

waters were above 2S feet deep. In summer, heat and
drought were always companions ; if rain did not fall to

cool the atmosphere the temperature increased. In 993
and, again, 994, the summer was so hot that the com and
fmit dried up. In 1 114, on April 4, the river Thames,
in London, was so dry that children w-aded over
between the bridges and the town. Ll'nder London
Bridge the water was only knee deep, and the river

Medway, in Kent, was dry. Stow says that in mo
the river Trent, at Nottingham, was dry from morning
until 3 P.M. for a mile in length, so that it could be
passed with dry feet. In 153S and 1539 it was ex-

cessively hot, and the rivers were dried up in summer

;

and in 1541, at Nottingham, there was a remarkable

drought, almost all the small rivers were dried up, and
the river Trent demolished to a straggling brook.

Much cattle died for want of water. In 15S1, on
December the 21st, " At Alrewas, in Staffordshire, was
the water of Trent di"yed up, and sodenly fallen so ebb,

that I, John Falkner (vicar), went over into the hall

meddow in a lowe pair of showes, about 4 of the clocke

in the aftemoone, so it was never in the remembrance
of any man there living at that time in the droughtest

year that any man had known, and the same water in

the morning before was bankefull, which was very

strange." In 1 591, in spring, an uncommon drought
happened in Nottinghamshire, the Trent and other

rivers being almost without water. In 1661 the river

Dei^went was so wonderfully dried up that in many
places there was no water and people might go over
dryshod. The advantages derived from the interchanges

with different nations in our trade transactions, make
it perhaps impossible that we could suffer from famine
as in years gone by, for we find that in 272 there

was a famine in Britain so grievous that people
ate the bark of trees. Also in 13151 there was a dreadful

famine in England, when the poor ate horses, dogs, and
cats. In 1316, after three years' adverse seasons, all the

grain was destroyed. In Nottingham the people were
driven to eat horses, dogs, cats, and vermin, and even
children were stolen and eaten. *A few years later

(1348) a pestilence of a temble character occuixed in

London, in which 50,000 perished. Every now and
then a destructive gale passed over England, the most
destructive had been one in 944, when in London alone
1 500 houses were unroofed

; great gales also occurred
in 1570 and 1658, and as recently as January, 1839, a
most alarming gale occurred throughout England,
200 persons losing their lives near Liverpool.

Slowly, but surely, the science of meteorology was
advancing ; and the day was not far distant when it might
be placed on the same foundation as astronomy. It was
the connecting link that was now required. We had a
knowledge of heat, of pressure, of vapour, and elec

tricity, but something else was required wliich would
give us laws that would bind all the phenomena of
Nature together. Mr. Lowe proceeded :—We can
obser\'e actions at work, which extend to certain

limits ; we can see effects, such as great heat,
great cold, great floods and their resultants, great
thunderstorms and gales ; but we cannot yet make out
the cause of the great heat, cold, and downfalls of
rain, snow, and hail. We see a law that gives us

heat in summer and cold in winter, that the tempera-
ture gradually increases from January to July ; but as

to what those dihlurbing influences are wdiich make the

thermometer in June 40° on one day, and 90° on
another, or in December S* below zero on one day
and 55* on another, we are as yet in the dark.

One circumstance we do know, at all events within

certain limits, and that is, that the earth in its own
hemisphere has a certain increasing temperature from
winter to summer ; whilst in the opposite hemisphere
it has a certain decreasing temperature from summer
to winter ; in other words, that in each year there is

the same temperature in the same hemisphere. The
whole amount of heat does not vary. So that the

difference we feel becomes due to lateral displacements,

i.c', if it is hotter than usual with us, it must be colder

than usual somewhere else. So, likewise, with the

indications of the barometer, if it rises in one locality,

it must fall elsewhere, for the pressure of the barometer

is due to gravitation, a vertical pressure of a certain

weight, which becomes altered laterally.

No doubt every one has read in the newspapers a

weather prediction of a severe winter, based on the

assumption that severe frosts recur every loyeai's, i.e., in

every year ending with the figure 9 ; and no doubt every

one has thought that, were such the case, it certainly

would not have required a weather prediction to point out

a fact that \\'ould have been known many generations ago.

Now, if we take the 98 great frosts which have occurred

since the year 220, we shall find that 13 have taken place

in years ending with 4, and that figure 9 is not the lucky

number. Mr. Lowe pointed out that there is a practical

value attached to investigations that embrace all these

phenomena of Nature which have occurred from the

most remote times. By analysiswe arrive at the important

fact that, using 1650 years, we cannot discover a recurring

whole year period. We shall, therefore, either have to

assume that there are a number of rings of heat and
cold, independent of each other, or that we shall have

to embrace the great frosts and droughts of other

countries of the northern hemisphere in the hopes of

finding shifting waves of heat and cold. Perhaps,

more probably, the cycle will be found to be one con-

sisting not of whole years. However, it matters not

whether the departure of 6° or 8° in mean temperature

occurs in winter or summer. If this departure can be
established the cycle will be found. If we take the

period of maxima in solar spots and of magnetic varia-

tions, we shall have to assume a period of 1 1 years and

40 days, and it is possible that this may be the

true cycle, though we are not yet in a position

to prove it. Investigations into this subject have
many difficulties to be overcome, but there

are encouraging facts that give rise to some hopes
of ultimate success. A period of 1 1 years and 40 days

would bring a recurring severe winter every 100 years

nearly, and such a view receives the following con-

firmation :—Great frosts in II14 and 1215, a great

frost in J515, another in 1614, another in 1714-15, and
another in 1814, making five recurrences at intervals of

about 100 years. But there is something further than this,

there are the recurring 1 1 years and 40 days, and we
find severe frosts in II25, in 1505, in 1826, in 1838, in

1849, and in i860. So that, if this period should form

the correct one, then the recurring one of 187 1 wdll be

in summer, so that we may experience a more un-

favourable summer than even that of i860. I do not

assert that 1 1 years and 40 days is the true cycle, but

merely point out that more recurring frosts are to be

got from this assumption than any other. If we take

the number of frosts in the iSth century, and add to

them those of the I9lh centuiy, we find the result on

the 70 years coincides with that of the i8th century ; if

we take the heat and drought in the same manner we
still come at the same result, and were there not several

whole cycles in the 170 years it is extremely doubtful as

to whether we should have found so close a resem-

blance J therefore, this is another encouraging fact.
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llotitcs of §0ohs.
Sertum Angolense, &c. A Description of cerbiin

new or Hllle kiinoii Plants, olisei-zied in Angola ami
Bcngnda. By Frederick Welwitsch, M.D. ; with

26 plates. (Transactions of the Linnean Society.

1869.)

The last issued part of the Transactions of the Linnean

Society is devoted to the description (in Latin) and

illustration of numerous plants collected in Angola, by

Dr. Welwitsch. The technical descriptions are pre-

ceded by an account of the physical geogiaphy and

vegetation of Angola. Although we have not here

accounts of flowers to rival those of the superb Camo-
ensia or Baikiea, also discovered by Dr. Welwitsch,

and described in a former part of the Transactions, yet

a selection from Dr. Welwitsch's large and admirably

selected herbarium naturally comprises many plants of

great botanical interest. Such is a Sterculiaceous genus

(Octolobus), showing much resamblance to Anonacecc.

Monodora angolensis furnishes seeds having many of

the properties of Nutmegs, and which are used for like

purposes. Oncoba Welwitschii has splendid rosy

flowers, resembling in form those of Stuartia or Gor-

donia. Of the curious Myrothamnus flabellifolia, a

shrub having much the aspect of our Myrica Gale, and

like it having an aromatic perfume, but with fruits

remain closely rolled up and pressed against the stem,
and so dried up as readily to be pulverised between the
finger and thumb, a striking reflex of the arid soil.

No sooner do the spring rains fall than the plant, pre-
viously to all appearance dead, immediately revives,

unfolds its green fan-like leaves, and thus once more
bedecked with its cheerful looking green foliage, pro-

duces its flowers and fruit.

Two or three singular Passifioreae, with the habit of

Violace^e, are mentioned, a circumstance which leads

Dr. Welwitsch to remark that in tropical Africa—where
long experience has taught us to look for "Anthro-
pophagi and men whose heads do grow beneath their

shoulders," and other similar eccentricities — many
plants belonging to genera whose members usually are

of climbing habit, have erect stems. This change

occurs especially in the higher regions, and in poor
soils. In the lower regions of Angola, for instance,

the Vines (Ampelidea?) have their usual climbing habit,

while in the more elevated district of Huilla the species

of the same family have erect stems. A similar cir-

cumstance is noted by Dr. Welwitsch in some Cucurbits,

in Gloriosa abyssinica, in Clematis, in some Dilleniads,

&c. Acanthosicyos horrida, an extraordinary Cucurbit,

with fruits of the size of an Orange, and with pleasantly

acid-flavoured pulp, is recommended for cultivation in

the arid districts of Africa, on account of its power
of resisting drought and the attendant unfavourable

climatic conditions, its power of binding the loose

sand, and, last not least, for its gi-ateful pulp and juice

—

against the excessive use of which, however, a prudent

caution is given. There are many parched spots, as in

Pern, Spain, or in Australia, where such a plant would

be most valuable, and perhaps not the least service Dr.

Welwitsch will have rendered will be the making known
this valuable plant. Anotlier drought-resisting plant is

a Grass, a species of Aristida, which Dr. Welwitsch

calls prodigiosa, because, although from the similarity

of its colour to that of the soil it readily escapes the

notice of the botanist, yet it furnishes to multitudes of

zebras, antelopes, and hares, as well as to flocks of

domestic cattle, an agreeable forage, and, indeed, during

the dry season supplies them with their only food.

Rhipsalis Cassytha is remarkable as the sole represen-

tative of Cactacea; in Africa, and this is not the only

instance of the presence of American types in that

continent, as species of Symphonia, Cacoucia, and

Cyrtopera, are also mentioned as having been

found in the same spot with the Rhipsalis just men-

tioned. The most remarkable point as to this identity

of American and African forms is this, that the latter

do not occur on the African coast facing the American

shore, nor in the woods near the coast, but in the

upland regions in the interior, far away from the sea.

Brasenia peltata, for instance, an aquatic plant, occurs

in a lake at an elevation of 5000 feet, and more than

130 miles from the Atlantic. These are facts for the

botanical geographers and the geologist to consider.

Mussrenda splendida is described as "inter congeneres

facile ornatissima." Ascolepis protea, a Cyperaceous

plant of much elegance, derives its name from the

wonderful series of varieties it exhibits—varieties

exceedingly numerous, and some very different-looking

from others, yet so linked one to another by inter-

mediate forms as to preclude their being considered as

distinct species. Having been privileged to inspect

Dr. Welwitsch's series of specimens selected to show

the range of variation in this plant, we can endorse his

remarks on this point, and bear grateful testimony to

the great value of such carefully collected and selected

specimens as Dr. Welwitsch amassed in such numbers

while sojourning in the wilds of Angola.

Dr. Welwitsch's fame as a traveller and naturalist stood

in no need of the enhancement the present publication

will give, but it will assuredly elicit expressions of

gratitude from all working botanists, whether specially

concerned with African vegetation or no. At the same

time, the critical annotations, and the notices as to the

useful properties of the plants described, will induce all

interested in plants, scientifically, a;sthetically, or econo-

mically, to ask for more from the same pen.

Garden Memoranda.
Thoresby, the residence of Earl Manvers

(concludedfrom p. 47).—Crossing the park we arrived at

the kitchengardens, where neatness, order, and regularity

were predominant. The space inclosed within the walls

is 5 i acres, including the outside borders and orchard

84 acres. There is a border about 12 feet wide, which

mns round the outside wall, except the portion with a

north aspect. These borders are cropped with such

vegetables as are dwarf in habit, and not great mi-

poverishers of the soil. The whole are belted with a

broad irregular border of the choicest shrubs, including

many rare and beautiful Conifers, such as Araucarias,

Thujopsis borealis, T. dolabrata, Picea nobilis,

P. Nordmanniana, Wellingtonia gigantea. Junipers ol

sorts, Cedrus Deodara, Cupressus Lawsomana, vane-

gated Yews, &c. The whole of the walls suiToundmg

the kitchen garden, besides the glass houses, have Been

erected ;vithin the last eight years. Tlie wall with
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an east aspect was planted entirely with Pears

—

riders and dwarfs alternately ; indeed, this system

was adopted on all the walls. It has its advantages

over planting only dwarfs, for the walls were covered,

and the riders were bearing nice crops of fniit. As
the dwarfs get up and monopolise the wall, the riders

will be cut away to give place to them. The south

wall was planted with Apricots from the west corner to

the massive gilded gates in the centre ; from the gates

to the east comer were Plums, Cherries, and Pears.

The wall to the west was all Pears again. The inner

walls are covered with Plums, Cherries, Pears, and

other fruit trees, as well as Gooseberries and Red
Currants, which can be protected with very little

trouble, and are usefiil in a large establishment like

Thoresby when the bush trees are all over.

All the trees were in vigorous health, and every branch

trained with the utmost care and exactness. The
borders for the whole of the wall trees are properly

drained with rough material, on which is placed a layer

of turf, grass side do^^•nwards. The compost for the

borders was prepared «-ith as much care as if it had

been wanted for Vine borders. The walls are covered

with a trellis of galvanised iron wke. The wires are

fixed horizontally, about 4i inches apart, and are passed

through holdfasts projecting about three quarters of an

inch, so that the wires are about half an inch from the

wall. The wires pass through iron plates at each end

of the wall, through which they can be strained from

each end. The plates are made quite firm to the wall,

and to maintain the wires equidistant the holdfasts are

about 4 feet from each other. The appearance is neat,

and the trees thrive well against the trellis, nor is the

wall damaged by nailing. The whole arrangements

have been made on a grand and liberal scale ; and

what Mr. Henderson has done in the way of fruit

culture he has done well, and he is now reaping the

results in an abundant supply of fine fruits.

Entering the kitchen garden, through the gates just

mentioned, the first objects that arrested attention

were two beds of flowers down each side the centre

walk in the pannelled style of planting, which is far

more effective than the ordinary ribbon fashion. These

borders were planted as follows :—The borders are

12 feet wide, and about 400 feet long. At the distance

of every 12 feet a circle was formed, 5 feet in diameter.

These circles were planted with Centaurea candi-

.dissima and Pelargonium Little David alternately

from end to end ; then, beginning next the walk,

there was a row of Cerastium tomentosum ; 2d,

a row of Pelargonium Tom Thumb ; 3d, a row of

yellow Pansies. Then in the same position on the

opposite side the border, the back row was Pelargonium

Trentham Rose, and Verbena venosa mixed ; 2d row.

Verbena Crimson King ; 3d, Tropjeolum luteum.

The grotmdwork between the circles and marginal

lines was Viola comuta, 5 feet wide. Passing to the

top of this walk, I noticed another border, which runs

nearly the whole length of the garden ; it is 560 feet

long and 12 feet wide. The border is on the lower

side of the walk, and on the opposite side there is a

grass slope, which I shall refer to again. This border

was one of the finest I ever saw. It was in the same
style as the two borders above named, but composed of

different plants ; at the distance of every 12 feet a circle

was drawn, 5 feet in diameter. These circles were
planted alternately, from end to end, with Pelargonium

Cybister and Verbena Crimson King. Then beginning

at the front, next the Box edging, there was a row
of yellow Pansies ; 2d, a row of Pelargonium Little

David ; 3d, a row' of Viola comuta. Then on
the opposite side the border, in the same position, the

back row was Pelargonium Stella ; 2d row-. Calceolaria

Kayii ; 3d row. Verbena Purple King. The ground-

work between the centre clumps and the marginal lines

was Cerastium tomentosum, 5 feet wide.

I must not omit to mention the splendid rows of

yellow Pansies. Much has been written about yellow
bedding plants of late, and it is now an undisputed fact

that in many gardens the yellow Calceolaria proves a
failure. The yellow-foliaged Pelai-goniums consider-

ably aid the flower gardener, and the Golden Pjtc-

thrum has also proved a useful foliage plant. But this

yellow Pansy fills up a gap which neither Pelargo-

niums nor Pyrethrums can supply. It produces a

profusion of bright golden flowers throughout the sea-

son, which alike Avithstand the evil effects of wind,

rain, and drought. Beyond the beds of flowers there

was a row of Pear trees about 5 feet high, trained

as espaliers to a neat framework of iron, which
entirely excluded the view of the plots of Cabbages,
Cauliflowers, &c. , beyond ; for however beautiful

ribbon or pannelled borders may look by the side

of kitchen garden walks, the effect is entirelv

destroyed when placed in close proximity to Cab-
bages and other common vegetables. When in the

centre walk I observed behind the espalier^; a row of

Tritoma Uvaria, with its singular-looking flowers just

peeping above the Pear trees. I had long heard of

the success attending ^Ir. Henderson*s vegetable culture

at Thoresby before I saw the place, and in this

department I was highly pleased. I noticed a large

plot of Beet of various sorts, and that known as Deli s

Crimson was the most beautiful in foliage.

The ranges of houses are erected on a terrace 80 feet

wide, at the upper portion of the garden. The terrace

is separated from the other part of the garden by a

grass slope about 5 or 6 feet deep, before alluded to.

All the houses in the front range are span-roofed. The
first house in the range, 25 feet by 13, was devoted to

Melons, just ripening ; two veiy fine varieties, to w-hich

Mr. Henderson drew attention, were Fordel Hybrid,

and Bailey's Eclipse ; the fridt was handsome shaped

and well flavoured. The second house, 25 feet by

13, had Cucumbers growing in the side beds ; these had

been in bearing from Febmary up to the time ofmy visit

in the middle of September, and they were still good.

In the centre bed were Pine suckers, in excellent

health. Passing into the third house, 40 feet by 18,

which is for fruiting Pines, some of wiiich were in

pots and others were planted out, I am only doing

justice to Mr. Henderson by stating that it is the finest

collection in the district. The Thoresby Queen is a

beautiful and distinct variety, and only requires to be

better known to be more extensively cultivated. One
thing was very observable, all the plants were dwarf

and sturdy, and the foliage thick and leathery, and

offering a marked contrast to the lanky, rusty objects

we sometimes meet with. On the outer benches were
nice plants of Gesnera ciimabarina and other usefxil

plants for decorative purposes. The fourth house,

40 feet by 18, was for successional Pines, and
they approached closely the fine specimens in No. 3,

just mentioned. The fmit of many was just beginning

to show, and the Thoresby Seedling, generally known
as Thoresby Queen, was very conspicuous. On the

benches round the house, among other things, I

noticed a lot of the new Gesnera exoniensis, a very

handsome winter-blooming plant, with fine dark velvety'

foliage, and which produces a multitude of extremely

brilliant orange-scarlet blossoms. It makes one of the

prettiest dinner-table plants in cultivation. A house, the

fifth, 25 feet by 13, is to be an early vinery, but when
I saw it, it was used for Cucumbers and pot Vines.

The sixth house, 25 feet by 13, is used for early Straw-

berries, of which about 1600 pots are forced. After

the Strawberries are over it is used for Melons.

The seventh house, 25 feet by 13, was the Fig-house,

the plants in which were all in excellent health.

Some were planted out, and others were in pots, but

those in pots were evidently the most prolific. Brown
Turkey was very good, and ripened well, I give the

precedence to Castle Kennedy, Figue d'Or, and Dalte,

The eighth and last house in the range, 30 feet by 20,

was a plant stove. Here were fine specimens of

Croton variegatum and Croton angustifolium, from

6 to 8 feet high, like huge " pillai-s of gold,"

Also nice young plants of Croton interruptum and
Croton irregulare, two new varieties recently intro-

duced by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, and deserving a place

in every collection of plants with fine foliage.

.\locasia Jenningsii was also a novelty, from the same
firm as the two preceding. The ground colour of the

leaves was a glaucous green, covered with very dark

almost black blotches, which produced a brilliant and
striking contrast. For exhibition purposes it will

always prove useful, and for table decoration nothing

can be more effective and handsome. There were
also some very fine Ferns, and noble specimens of

Cyanophyllum magnificum, Anthurium magnificum,

and all the leading sorts of Dracaenas.

The back range of houses was chiefly devoted to the

cultivation of Grapes and Peaches, with the exception

of the magnificent conservatory in the centre of the

range. The vineries are large, spacious houses for

lean-tos, and the crops of Grapes very fine. Taking
them in the order in which we passed through them,

the first was a Peach-house, 45 feet by iS, the second

in order of forcing. There were two sets of trees, one
trained to an iron trellis in the front of the house, and
the other to the back w-all. The second house in the

range was a vinery, 45 feet by 18, planted with Lady
Downe's, Black Alicante and Raisin de Calabre. Here
were some huge bunches, reminding one of the descrip-

tion of the Grapes that once grew in the Vale of

Eschol. The Raisin de Calabre had 12 bunches to each
Vine, and they averaged 6 lb, or 7 lb. each ; some of

the best bunches would weigh g lb. or 10 lb. each.

All the Grapes in this house were fine in colour and
finish, and the foliage was healthy, clean, and lu-xuriant.

The third house in the range was also a vinery, of the

same dimensions as the two preceding ; the fmit was all

gathered except a few bunches of the Gros Guillaume,
wiiich were of extraordinary size. Beneath the Vines

were some good plants of Lomaria gibba and Cycas
revoluta. The conser\-atory is 45 feet by 25. In the

centre there was a bed planted with Camellias, growing
into nice specimens. Besides the Camellias there were
plants in bloom arranged on benches round the house.

All the popular greenhouse plants that generally bloom
in autumn were well represented by good and healthy

specimens, and these were interspersed vith many of

the new Coleuses. Many of the latter were very beau-

tifiil, among the best may be mentioned Baroness
Rothschild and Princess Royal, both were very rich in

colour. The next, and fifth house in the range, was a

vineiy planted last spring, and the sixth house was an
early vinery ; the fmit was all gathered, and the Vines
all pruned ready for another season. The wood was
strong and promising. The seventh house was an early

Peach house. The last three houses were each 45
feet by 18, the same as the first three in the range.

The next was an unheated Peach case, 126 feet

by 12. Here the same tale was to be told,

as in many a place during the last season, the Peaches
were very scarce, yet the trees were in excellent health.

In another part of the garden are several other houses :

among them one large pit was fiUed with Heaths,
another with Azaleas ; several low span-roofed houses
had miscellaneous collections of greenhouse plants,

magnificent specimens of Tree Mignonette for winter
work, and fine plants of the Epiphyllums and Solanums

;

whole pits were filled with Cinerarias and Primulas,

and several with successional Pines. One long house,

nearly 100 feet long, was filled with Pelargoniums in

boxes that had been stmck in the open air ; and another

pit we noticed, full of Centaurea candidissima, stmck
separately in small pots, and the thick fleshy leaves tied

to small stakes to keep them steady.

The gardeners' house is situated in the inside of the

kitchen garden on the east end of the terrace before

alluded to, parallel with the ranges of houses, and
commanding a pleasant view of the panel border that

skirts the upper portion of the garden. It forms a

decided contrast to the inconvenient back sheds, un-

healthy, ill-ventilated rooms over stables, and low damp
lodges in which gardeners too frequently have to reside.

Mr. Henderson may well be congratulated, not only on
this point, but on the excellent condition of every

department imder his charge. Quintin Read.

We vegret to have to record the death on the 3rd

instant of Mr. John Sladden, surgeon, of Ash, near

Sandwich, in his 58th year. Mr. Sladden was well

known as a keen florist, and took great pleasure in

raising new varieties of the Gladiolus and other florists*

flowers.

Miscellaneous,
OSBERTON AND ITS CHANGES.—Owing to the

changes at Osberton, consequent on the death of Mr.
Foljambe, a reduction in the gardens at that establish-

ment, so successfully managed by our correspondent

Mr. Bennett, is decided on. Mr. Bennett's skill as a

plantsman is such, that a visit to Osberton has been

always considered as a great horticultural treat.

^arbfii #)3crations.
(for the ensuing week.)

• PLANT HOUSES.

The beautiful Eucharis amazonica^ if treated specially

for Christmas or mid-winter blooming, will have
finished flowering by this time. It would be advisable,

where the plants are not engaged in forming young
leaves, to afford them a slight period of rest at this

time. This may easily be done by withholding water
from them, except such an amount as may be necessary

to keep them from flagging or too greatly deranging

their system. A cool place will likewise be more suitable

for them during such a time ; a warm comer in any
greenhouse free from draught will suit them admirably.

Those who have a good stock of this lovely plant,

and flower it successionally, should introduce another

lot into a good high temperature, and if into a little

bottom-heat so much the better. When a nice amount
of heat is assured, and the plants commence an active

growth, they cannot well be watered too frequently if

perfect drainage is secured. Sponging the leaves is of

very great benefit to them, as, independently of the

assistance which it affords to the bulbs in carrying out

their regular functions, it tends materially to enhance
the beauty of their deep green leaves. Particular

attention shotUd now be given to the staking or tying out

of such specimen plants as may require this operation.

The grower must judge for himself whether any speci-

mens are sufficiently supported to carry them safely

through another season of activity, and if any doubt
exists on this point they should be attended to at once.

In putting new stakes into the pots, great care should be
taken not to injure the roots any more than can
be helped. To facilitate this, let every stake be
nicely pointed, and the sides rounded off in such a

manner that no sharp edges are left to bmise the roots

as they are forced .down through them. In forcing

the stakes into the balls, always select an intermediate

space between the base of the plant and the inner side

of the pot. Too frequently stakes are pushed down
close to the inner side of the pot, where the roots,

being confined, congregate and elongate around the

outer portion of the ball, and thus sustain great injury.

In t)ing a plant, make it assume as natural and artistic an
outline as possible, and by no means give it that

cramped formal appearance w-hich was so prevalent a

year or two since. What does it matter if a healthy

thriving branch does thrast itself beyond a given circle,

or mars the effect of an otherwise tmly formed figure ?

There can be no merit attached to cultivation where
studied restraint is the system adopted. Where is the

beauty of a plant with a faultlessly circular outline

that has an inner circle sufficiently large to empound
the trainer himself?—a fitting place for him, too.

Rather encourage, first of all, a stifl, sturdy main stem,

as nearly self-supportmg as possible, and then cultivate

such a form as will, as far as practicable, represent

the native beauty of a plant ; and far greater merit

will thus be realised than the most laboriously,

wrought formal shapes can ever attain to. Poinscltias
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should receive less water when their flowering period

is past. Give to Begonias which h.tve filled their pots

well with roots, and are flowering freely, an

occasional watering with clear liquid manure.

Very httle alteration will be needed in regard

to the routine of plant-house management. To
counteract the effect of mild external weather, give a

more liberal supply of air. This, whilst it will aid in

maintaining the minimum temperature necessary at this

time, will also tend to imbue the plants with additional

vigour, especially soft-wooded ones in active growth.

Htdychiums should now, in part or whole, be examined

and placed into a good stove heat if they are required

to flower early. Hard-wooded plants, such as Azaleas

and the like, must be watered very carefully. The
buds are now fully formed upon them, and the nearest

approach to a period of non-activity having arrived,

cultivators should be very particular on the above point.

Give late specimen Cinerarias their final shift, in a

compost possessing more loam and of a more staple

nature than was previously used.

FORCING HOUSES.

Early Vineries must not by any means sufTer by
sudden falls of temperature. Whatever degree of warmth
has been previously maintained, great care must be

taken to keep it up, carefully and gradually raising it a

few degrees at a time, as the light increases and the

Vines advance in growth. Vines past the flowering

period should have the necessary stopping, thinning,

&c., done, as any neglect or putting off of these

duties involves absolute loss. It is not essentially

necessary that Pot Vines should be trained in any

particular form after the crop has been secured, hence

a good leaf surface may in any way be encouraged

after the first stopping has been performed. See that

a proper temperature (averaging a mean of about 78^

or 80 ) exists in the bark-beds of all Fineries, and do

not yet let the top heat materially exceed a mean of

60° to 62°. In instances where Early Peach-houses

are so fonvard as to need such attentions, let disbud-

ding of the shoots be proceeded with in the same way
as with Vines, and anticipate the requirements of each

tree by taking off a few buds occasionally, instead of

all at once. Early Strawberry plants which are in

flower may be subjected to a temperature of 64^ or 66°

before air is given in the fore-part of the day. They
must, however, have a plentiful supply of fresh air

during the rest of the day. Let the temperature

fall to 55° by night, and even if it be 5° lower no
harm will befall the plants. Do not syringe them
at such a period, but when the flowers have set do so

both night and morning. Forward Figs should have

the more prominent young growths pinched back at

the fourth joint or leaf. These will now require a

temperature of from 56° to 58° by night, with an

increase of about 10° by day. Crowd the forcing-

pits now with every kind of plant that will bloom early.

The most suitable for this purpose are Rhododendrons,

Sweet Briers, Lilacs, Solotnon's Seal, perpetual flowering

Carnations, Pinks, &c. ; Frunus of the triloba section,

Kalmias, Andromedas, Weigelas, Azaleas, both Indian

and Ghent, Deutzias, Syrin^as, Guelder Rose, Roses,

Cinerarias, Sec. Such subjects force very kindly ; heat,

moisture, air, and as much light as possible will all be
needed, in well-balanced proportions.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Continue the necessary pruning operations and the

subsequent nailing in upon all mild and fitting occasions,

removing rambling useless young shoots from Pears,

Apricots, and the like, using every legitimate effort to

reduce the length of the existing spurs, and training

fresh young wood into all vacancies. Take ofl^, and
place by the heel, such scions or cuttings of shoots

from trees as may be wanted for future grafting.

Well ripened young growths of the preceding year

.ire those best adapted for such a purpose.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
I would add a word regarding the plantfng of

ornamental trees in continuation of my previous remarks
on tliis subject (see p. 47). There should be no
promiscuous and ill-studied planting, judgment and
forethought should always be brought to bear upon the

work—the manner in which trees will contrast with
each other should be considered ; and when a proper
contrast has been worked out, another consideration is,

how the plants individually, in the matter of form, habit,

or size, will accord with other subjects, such as shrubs
of more lowly growth, buildings, landscapes, walks,
roads, or the like—not now, but by-and-by, when they
have attained to fair dimensions. These and all

similar considerations must be fairly weighed and
taken into account, if a display in keeping with the
requirements of a cultivated eye is to be attained.

Calceolarias, Verbenas, and the generality of such
subjects as are intended for the beds in May, must now
undergo a careful supendsion, so as to ascertain if any
sorts are too greatly reduced in number from any
cause. If such is found to be the case, the stock
should be placed forthwith in moderate heat to induce
growth preUminar)' to the early formation of cuttings.

If these are already formed upon any desirable sort,

do not attempt to strike them yet, but rather induce an
active root action, which will conduce to a more
plentifid supply at an early date. Those who have
a few late struck and potted-off cuttings of any new or
choice plants, such, for instance, as Iresine Lindeni,

would now do well to give the balls a shift mto pots a

size larger, and into a rich compost ; placing them in a

nice warm temperature, to induce more strength and

to famish a more plentiful supply of cuttings ne.xt

month,
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The early Asparagus bed—such, in fact, as was
forced—may now have the old roots taken off and
replaced by fresh ones, where convenient pits and
bottom-heat exist, otherwise fresh successional beds

should be made, as previously suggested. The
late frosts having in most instances greatly injured the

crop of Greens upon old Cabbage stimips, it will be

advisable to clear them off, and to trench the groimd

well in preparation for future crops. Some time since

I suggested the desirability of getting in a supply of

forced Mint, ready for any emergency. A successional

supply should now be placed in, to succeed that w^hich

is already in use, Forward sorts of Potatos, not

required for very early use, shoiUd, if much sprouted,

and if they lie too closely together, have the young

shoots rubbed off; otherwise, if left, the tubers become
much weakened, and the shoots will be long, weak,

and dwindling. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
That most popular border flower, the Antirrhinum,

which produces a great diversity of colour, will bloom

nearly all the summer if not allowed to go to seed.

Seed should be sovii now, in a small frame, or in a

contrivance such as "Looker's patent propagating

boxes," which are very useful for raising small seeds

and cuttings. When the plants are well up, they

should be pricked out about an inch apart around the

sides of 48.sized pots, and placed in a cold frame, so as

to protect them from bad weather until May, when
they should be planted out either in the borders or on

rockwork, where they will make a fine display. The
Golden Feather (Pyrethrum aureum), a showy foliage

plant, and the pretty little Lobelia speciosa also, do well

if treated in a similar maimer. The Angelica (Arch-

angelica officinalis) is a grand plant for town gardens,

as it thrives under trees and in the most confined

situations. It grows from 2 to 3 feet high, and pro-

duces bright green foliage, which has a very lively

appearance in early spring. The seed should be sown

in May in the open border, and be planted out at this

time. The Lily of the Valley will flower in the spring

if transplanted now in lumps, and covered with leaf-

mould, &c. Keep the lights off frames at all times

when the weather is fine and mild. Clear the plants

from all dead leaves, and lightly stir the soil on the

top of the pots. Water very sparingly, and oiJy on fine,

bright mornings, which will fortify the plants against

damp, should the frames have to be closed in case of

frost. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK i^LOKDOX),

For the Week ending Jan. 12, 1870,33 obsened at the Horticultural

Gatdens.
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roinseitias. Meaths, Primulas, and Tulips and Hyacinths,
w'liicli arc plcnliful and good.

Apples, p. A sieve .

.

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush. .

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Artichokes, p. doz. .

.

Beet, per doz.
Broccoli, per doz. .

.

Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. .

.

Capsicutns, p. 100.

.

Cfejrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.
Celery, p. bund. ..

Cucumbers, each . -

Endive, per doz. .

.

French Beans, p. 100
Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch
Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 75^.

Melons, each .. 16 — 3 (

Oranges, per 100 .

.

6 o — 12 (

Pears, per doz. .

.

30 — 6 <

Pine-apples, per lb. 4 o — 6 (

J o to 6 o
I

HorscRadish,p.bun.
• o— 301 Leeks, per bunch .

.

; o— 26! Lettuces, p. score .

.

I

Mint, per bunch .

.

! o^ 3 o Mushrooms, p. polt.
: o — 1 6

I

Onions.per bunch .

.

! o — 261 Parsley, per bunch .

.4—081 Salsafy, per bundle .

;
6— 3 o Scorzonera, do. ..

: o — 16 Scakalc, p. punnet.

.

6—3 o I Shallots, per lb. ..

6— 20' Spinach, p. bushel.

.

!
6 — 30 Radishes, per doz. .

.

18 — . .
I
Tomatos, per doz. . .

! — 04 Turnips, pcrbuiich .

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS be supplied liberally by

SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Flukes, do.,

POTATOS.Southivark, January 10.

During the past week the arrivals by rail have been
large, but limited coastwise ; the large quantity at the
waterside left lover from former arrivals is more than
equal to the demand. Trade very dull, and the prices of
the former week were not maintained. Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 70^. to 90J. ; Lincolnshire do.,
60s. to 80J.

; Kent and Essex do., bos. to 8oj. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., yoj.'to looj.

Special Offer.—Madame Lemolne.
"Yy'ILLIA^IB.\DMAXJ^fters strong Plants of thi;

Pelargoniums for the Million.TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,
tj Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low
prices :—100 plants, distinct sorts, for 50J. ; 50 planls for 30?; 01
25 plants, distinct sorts, for 2w., hamper and package included.

Crown Nurscr>', Reading.

^ To the Trade.
(CHOICE SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK

SEED, saved only from planls grown in pots. is. 6d. per or.
GEO. MACINTO:

>nly Iron
SH, Hig lith, London, W.

GTo the Trade. -Continental Flower Seeds. &c.
EO. MACINTOSH {Agent to F. W. Wendel, Seed
Grower. &:c,. Erfurt, Prussia) begs to announce ih;« he is now

prepared to receive orders for the above. CATALOGUES free on
application. High Road. Hammersmith, London, \V.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST~^rEVERGREEN and
r>Rv?f,yv-^\°T'^^4*i?-^'^S-^"O^^I^ENDRONS.STANDARDORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS.
L'- K,

.^"' S'^?':?'*'' specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &a, and general remarks, free by

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester
t>iCHAkU SMITHS FRUT:T"TriST~^^tainT~a
-1- \J sketch of the various formsof Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-

_ New and Unadulterated Seeds.TDUTLER, M-CULLOCH and CO.S SPRINGJ^ CATALOJ^UEof the above, containing a carefully selected list

ready, and will be

(Garden, London, W.C.

D
Great Eastern Seed Establishment.

AVID GOLD McKAYS Illustrated CATALOGUE
of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, embracing the most

' ready, free by post c

Nursery and Seed Grounds,

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, with Prices, Directions for Croppirrg well and economically, Soil,
Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Height, Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described.
This List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Gladioli-Seedlings, and by Name.
/^LADIOLI SEEDLINGS (first-class), per 100, 7s.

joo Gladioli, by name, 10 sorts 8s.

All'lngo
LEVEQUE ET FILS, Ni

rHfipital, Paris.

_ Notice.
TTi LI2ABETH BARNES, Widow of the late William
-LJ Barnes, of Camden Nursery, Camberwell, London, desires to
inform the Friends and " .r .. ^ . ......
SeneraJly, that it is her i

eretofore at the above premises ; and that
by unremitting and strict attention, and by
he best possi
kindly extended to lier laVc Husband.

ible qual
cd to her

Deceased, and the
"Y ON the ;

s her resolvi

, supplying evcr>
L share of the liberal :

PTo Farmers, &c.
ARTNERSHIP.—A Partnership is offered on a
First-class Mixed Husbandry Farm, in Yorkshire ; sire upwards

of 600 Acres, situation very gootl. and within :
"

"

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF}, of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen,— Further particulars eiven on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery, Si. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25. single ; thoroughly
understands the profession.—J. B., Arlington Cottages, Finchlcy

GARDENER (Head),
Orchids, Ferns. Stove aiu

Gardening,—A. B., Post Office

GARDENER (Head).—A Young Ma
the profession in all its branches. Can be w

G. R.. Post-office. Blandford, Dorset.

—Age 29, married ; understands
Greenhouse Plants, Vines, and general
Stanley Bridge. King s Road, Fulham .

GARDENER (Head), first-class. — Thoroughly
competent in every department ; also the Mangcmcnt of Woods

and Plantations. Liberal wages required—WILLIAM WILSON,
West Dean, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38 ; a successful Culti-
vator of all kinds of Fruits. Flowers, and Vegetables- Wife as

Laundress.—GARDENER, Mr. Bedford, Post Street, Godmanchester,

GARDENER (Head). —Middle-aged, married, no
incumbrance; great practical knowledge in all branches of the

profession. Good character. — T. HOLBROW, Church Cottage,
Frcemanlle. Southampton.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 38, married, four
children; understands the profession in all its branches.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38. married; thoroughly
practical in ever>' department. Good Grape Grower, and Flower

and Kitchen Gardener. X^nderstands Woods, Land, and Slock, and
the general work of an Estate. Can be highly recommended —S. J.,
W^st Street, Somcrton, Somerset,

GARDENER (Head), where ability and energy
combined with economy are required.—Age 32; thoroughly

conversant with Planting, Laying-out New Grounds, the Formation of
Rockwork, Ornamental Ponds. &c. Wife a good Laundress. —^,^,T.,.x.^o r. Yard, Wcsterham. Ke)

GARDENER (Head) ; age 32, no incumbrance.—
A Gentleman is desirous of recommending his Head Gardener

practical Gardci
address of the G_-
field, Uckfield, Susi
address of the Gcntleman.-

xceptionable r

May's "
Street, London, EC.

H. May's General Advi

c
Appointment of Farm Manager.

ROYDON LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH.
Bcddington Sewage Irrigation Farrn—Notice is hereby given,

Beddir..
d will be reauircd to devote the

the office. Salary ;Ci5o a-yc

ical K: .. „.
of his time to the duties of
ence. A Printed List of the

be obtained by applying

Town Hall, Croyd-

be performed
ications, accompanied 6y Testimonial,, „
Clock on Tuesday, Ianuar>' 18.

By Order of the Board,
R. T. CHEESWRIGHT, Clerk.

Pruning, Lifting. Cropping. Treatnr

flesh, flavour,
for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurser^-n

sURPLUS STOCK.—Pyi
Standard Plums, Pears, Apples

1 and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

imid Plums, Pears, Apples
;
Standard and Half Standard ani
kinds : Gooseberries, Currants

Berberis aquifolia
mancLti, ana urao blocks: Ausir
Common Laurel, Variegated and Green Box,' Privet, Scotch
English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.

les. with height and — — 1:--.-— .-

W. VIRGO AND Si

Sample:
fi applic

, Woiiersh Nurser>-. Guild ford.

TTTANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a first-class,

,/..'..-^"„^%'^^,j;f(4^°
'^h^ 'hf •^"'i'-'^

Management of extensive

s, Stove, a

Salary /:

Dublir
Hedgclong, Orafton

I HEAD WORKING GARDENER.—
thorough practical knowledge of Vim

WANTED,
Must have-.

Kitchen Garden Culture, Cows, Pigs, and Meadow Land; ..„ .

required, but a thorough knowledge of Successional Flow
dressing and^eeping upa Conservator)- indispensable. Wife

tith lodge.—C. D.,
chffdrer

z Sons, Readir

1 experienced WORKING
) Plan and Lay-out Gardens, &c Also a

itheNurscry.-R. THORNHILL, Bowdon

AChrysantliemunis.DAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli.
cations beg-s to oPfer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties fron

his great collection of Chrysanthemums, for /i; 2= Pairs ditto
los. 6d.: 25 Pairs POMPONS, lai. 6rf • 12 PaiA hc^t TAPANF^r

1 receipt of Post Offii

much pleasure :

)ns that they are nc
LOMARIA GIBB

ay, at loi. 6d. each,

application,-TheNursc r7e';:\Vi^hin^';;;n':"n^/r'Mfn.l'^,^
'^'^'^'^ '

J ^i^^.? CARTER AND CO. have a beautiful Stock of
Ilent condition, of their

., ^..-.ERARIA, and PRIML
:dialely for earl^ Spring Bio

I of those -who hav
fii. per 100, 31. per dozen.
JA^IES CARTER AND CO.. 237

choicest Strains of
A, in 60-pots. fit for
ling. Worthy the

d 238 High Holborn, W.C.
;nd Crystal Palace

Q ALCEOLARIAS. Herbaceous, of our choi

; plai

AZALEA INDICA and EPACRIS. in great varietv 1
plants I2J. per doz. ROSES in pots, Tea-scented, Noisette. 1and China, in great variety, 9^- per doi. ; Hybrid Perpctuafs
Vs. per doz. : Climbing, of sorts, 6s. per doz. ; Moss Roses
to 125. per dozen.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER. Skerton

< Prices, ft-om Paris.T E\^QUE ET FILS, Nurserymen. 132 and 104
;^„ BoH'evard de rHOpital, Paris, begs to offer the following ROSE
1 Kt,lLb, in first quality, as plants and ;

100 Standards, strong heads, 100 sort;
I Half Standards, strong heads, loc

r choice) :-

I Dwarfs, strong heads, i

r on their
16

. 1870 (ig per

W1ANTED,
Flower and Kitchen Gardenin;

her, and with unexceptionabl

a W^ORKING GARDENER (where a
kegtl, who thoroughly understands Vines, Pits,

ic need apply unless perfectly
Slate age and wages.—

E. S., Linden Hall, Burton, Westmoreland.

Orchard-house Mi
'

LillingK

an experienced GARDENER, well
rowing Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also in
rement. None need apply but those who arc

nmcndcd.—W. B.-\LLARD, Es<].,Wood-
, Leamingtoi

To Parents and Guardians.WANTED, an active, intelligent, well-educated
Youth about 15. as an APPRENTICE, in a l.irge Private

Garden. Moderate Premium,—A. B., Post Office, Bur>- St. Edmund's

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-aged,
single; thoroughly practical and experienced in all branches,

including the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Oranges, Lemons and Citrons, Stove Plants, and Exotic Fernery, and

, Middlesex. W.
/ 1 ARDENER (Head).
VT understands Vines, Orcha
Kitchen Gardening, &c—W. '

Single-handed.—Age 32 ;

"its, Frames, Flower and
nicy's. East Bridgeford,

3, Ilsham Cottages,

Gardener to the late
jagcmcnl with any Lady or
Gardener.-S. GARLAND,

GARDENER (Under), in
man's Garden.—Age 20: four y

Penryn Cottage, Reform Street, Andover Road,

/:;' ARDENER (Under) or IMPROVER,
V.X Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden. — Age 'j

character.—A. B., The Cedars Lodge, Sunbun', Middlei

H. G., IhcNu

FORE M A N. — A
understands Forcing in a

W. H. B., 171. Maiden Road. Ha

;teady, active Young Man
I its branches Good charactcr.-
'erstock Hill, London. N.W.

FOREMAN, in a good Estabhshment.—Age 24 ; first-
class testimonials from several good establishments.—J. M.,

Nuneham Park Gardens, O.xford.

M^
eluding Seed

tW( Office, W.C.

To the Trade.
and TRAVELLER. —Age 30;

th all branches of the Trade, in-

:>od Salesman.—K. L., Gardtners'

To the Seed Trade.
MANAGER or TR-WELLER.—Twelv

cncc in all branct
Retail Trade,and si.\ year;
The fullest inquiry solicited. Unexceptionable rcfcrt
and general character.—A. G. S,, 15, Bull Ring, Birmin

LAND AGENT.—A person of great experience desires
are-cngagement —H. A H . G.^idnicrs' ChrtynicU Office, W.C.

w/"ANTED, a highly respectable Man. as HEAD
SHOPMAN, who thoroughly understands all branches of the

'

, and is capable of fillingSeed Trade, and who has had great c

man of good address and fin
SHARPE AND CO., Sleaford.

bu
Responsibility. He r the a

; capacity.—CHARLES

W To the Seed Trade,
ANTED, a competent and energetic Young Man
to act as HEAD SHOPMAN; one who thoroughly under-

me need apply whose

Address, giving references.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
STEWARD or FARM BAILIFF.—Age 48. married,

no incumbrance: can take tl " " '
'

ivhether ried .

t Garden, Londo^
single

i branches,
stand the

ting age, .

to M,, M
itigati.

Hooper & Co., Seeds

To the Trade.
SPECIAL OFFER of LAVRl'STINUS PYRAMIDMI9 (NEW)w" ':^'"^'"

•

-

years past for

KNIGHI"

of flowers during the

5 feet, full of £ud, per pair, i6s. ; secon/size -

third size, 2 to 3 feet, do 7s. : fourth size, i) to s'fi

Floral Nursery-, Hailsham. Sus:

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).TAMES CARTER and CO. having manv applications

u
^°^

}\^- J^^P^^' ''^l"«5t that tbo^e WANTING'sITUATIONS
T^'-^V^r

^A\*E, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS forENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

ti'^ns?
?"*" Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-

TAMES CARTER and CO. .'a?? & 238! Hig^' Holborn, London. W.C.
'. he has made

^*T'i?7SVI'i[',-'tl5.^'^^^Sl ADDRESSES, &c., of GARDENERS,
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of vanous qualifications, who

MTL'S Nun

BAILIFF and GARDENER, or BAILIFF only.—
Married, no incumbrance; is practically acquainted with the

Management of Heavy and Light Land, Buying and Selling of Slock;
likewise Gardening in all its branches. Held both situations for many
years.—A. B., Post Office, Bletchley, Bucks.

thoroughly understands the Cult— - „. _....
Land, the Buying and Selling of Stocic, and
Agricultural employ '"

"

of both Light and Hea\-}'
;k, and every branch of

fe has a thorough knowledge of
Dairj', the Breeding aiid Rearing of Poullr)',&c.—F, R.,^^,

_ To Noblemen and Landed Proprietors.
TTNDER-STEWARD, FARM BAILIFF, or other
vJ respectable and confidential position upon an Estate, where

ability, energj-, and mtcgrity are required—A Gentleman, possessing
very considerable practical experience in Architecture, Land Sur-
veying, &c, and a_general^ knowledge of Agriculture, Horticulture,

" ' ' '~
'

oad and Brick-making,of Lands, Farm Account;,
desires an engagement. Unexceptionable referen^..,
—CERES (care of Housekeeper), at South-Easte
Office, Borough, London.

to character, Si.c.

Waltham Cross. London, N.

W5,

selected,—Highgate Ni

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
s at all times on their books MEN of variousqualifications,
actcrs will bear the strictest inquirj'. Any Gentleman
ilication would save time by clearly stating the duties to

wages offered, &c.. so that suitable Men may be
, London, N.

SHO

To the Seed Trade.
PORTER, or ASSISTANT. — Ten years'

T,.3, St- John's Terr

STABLE, &C
look after Pony and Chaise, and to make himself generally useful.

.A Lad (age 16) desires a situation to
i Chaise, and to make himself generally use"

Helper in the Stable. Twelve months' good character.—W,
Mr Sarman, Florist, High Street, 1
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament )

Directors.

Tohn Glutton, Eso., 9. Whitehall.Place, S.\V.

Vrederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.

Henry Farquhar, Esq., {Messrs. Hcrrics, Farquhar & Co.), i6, St.

lames Street, S.\V. _ „
Lord Garlics. M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wifftonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq. [Managing Director), 2, Pnnces Terrace.

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R H, Somerset, Esq ,Q.C., 6, Park Street, Wcstmmster, S.W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 3, Lower
nman Square, W., and Coed-y-Macn,

Welshpool.
The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.'"''' — i:_..:j— J I— - —'-charge

ligation of title is required.
r 25 ye

T^
Di

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq.

iohn C, Cobbold, Esq.
[cnr>-W. Cun- "

I

The Right Hoa Viscount Com-
bermerc.

Edward John Hutchings, Esq.
Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind arc executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repmd to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter 1

No investigation of title necessary*, and no legal expenses inct

Application to be made to HORACE BROKE, the Secretar>',

Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.
at the

Albert Inetitution. or

f^ L.\SXEVIN AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL
VT and MODEL FARM.
The FIRST SESSION of 1870 has just COMMENCED at the

above Establishmen L
The Course of Instruction embraces Lectures on :

—

1. Agricultural Chemisto' and GeologA-, by W. K- Sullivan, Ph.D.,
Professor of Chemistrj', Royal College of Science,

7. Botany and Vegetable Physiology, by D. MooRE, Ph.D., Director,

rhe?t?
V.S.

4. The Theory and Practice of Agriculture, by Mr. Sm\th and the

The Establishment is now open to a class of paying Pupils, who in

addition to instruction by Lectures, receive also instruction in the
Practice of Agriculture on the three Farms into which the land is

dividcd-viz. :

A Spade-labour Farm of ^j acres ; a small Farm of 25 acres, which
is worked with simple and me-tpcnsive implements, and a large Farm
of nearly 150 acres, on which are employea the most improved agricul-
tural implements and machines, t'arious rotations and systems of
farm management are pursued.
The charge for paying Pupils is £,20 a year, pa>-ablc quarterly, in

advance.
Extern Pupils are permitted to attend the Lectures, and take part in

the general business of the Farm, at a charge of £2 a quarter.
A distinguished Veterinary Surgeon, Mr. Charles Steele, of the r2th

Lancers, will commence a Course of Lectures on the STRUCTURE
ahd DISEASES of FARM ANIMALS, on FRIDAY, the 14th insL,
at 3 o'clock P.M.
The Model Farm is within three miles of Dublin.
For further information apply to the Secretaries, Office of National

Education, Marlborough Street, Dublin ; or to the Superintendent,

JOHN BENNET LAWES.
Offices : 59, Mark Lane, London.

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin :

"' -nby Street, Cardiff.

MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTR.\TED CORN and GRASS MANURE,

be obtained at any of the above addresses, c

w I. DILLISTONE,
HoRTrcLXTURAr. Auctioneer and Valuer

Siblc Hcdingham, Essex.
'

w To Agents and Landowners.
ANTED, Onp, Two or more ACRES of LAND,

HOUSEand LARGE GARDEN, suitable for a Florist,
1 f tz. u...i.„ .j-j^g South-East preferred.—A B,

kvisham, S.E.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.
FARM PRIZES.

A PRIZE of a PIECE ofPLATE, value
100 Guineas, offered by JAMES MASON,
Esq., and a SECOND PRIZE of FIFTY
POUNDS offered by the Society, Avill be
given to the Occupiers of the two best
managed Farms (which shall be entered
for competition) in the district comprised
within a line drawn through the Towns
of Reading, Great Marlow, Aylesbury,
Buckingham, Banbury, Stow-on-tne-WoId,
Lechlade, and back to Reading.

The Competition is limited to Tcnant-
Farmers. and the LAST DAY of ENTRY
is SATURDAY, February 26.

Further particulars and Forms of Entry

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary-.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery- in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian

, of Soluble Phosphal_.
^ith Salts of Potash. See reports of Di

. , — .,„.,, . ,„."essor Way, _»• " -
* "

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which ,

bcanng the Company's Trade Mark. Th.
long as the seals remain unbroken.
Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Kcighley, Maxsted &
Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,

Esq. , 23, Old Hall Street, LivcrpooT.
Agents for South-Wcst of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith & Co.,

. Herts, and Middlesex—Mr.

R
PERUVIAN GOVERNMEJ^f GUANO, £13 i

EES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIANGUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,
from one bag upwards. *

Address, JOHN G. BARRY,
, .

8, Old Jewn-, London, E.C,
London Agent for " Rees & Co.'s Biphosphated Peruvian Guano

Combaxiy, Limited "

iphospnated Peruvia

'','* '^^} ^^ 1" Sealed bags, and each bagis guaranteed by Sellers.
Wntc for Copy of Analysis by Dr Voelckcr. Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England ; Professor f T. Way, of
London ; ancf other leading Chemists,

AMERICAN and other CAKES a

A MANUFACTURER, of MANURE, established 16
years, wishes to appoint a few respectable AGENTS. Good

Commission,—Address by post, with occupation, &c., " Manure
Agency," at 158, Bishopsgatc Street Without, London.

w
COBN, Seed, M,

Address, 2(5, Seed Slarket, ^iark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

H
PED I G REE

weighing 57 lb. per bushel. Als(

and PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN OATS.
For price and full particulars of above, and of Pedigree Seed Wheats,

apply to the Originator of the System, Captain HALLETT, F.L.S.,

Just p"ubli5hed. PEDIGREE in CEREALS
;

Seed Potatos—Choice selected Stocks.

JAMES CARTER and CO. are now prepared tc

execute orders for the following new and popular varieties :—

POTATOS. •
The Early Rose 1 Imported seed direct ( per lb., is. 6d. ; 71b., or.

Bresce's Prolific } from the Raiser in < „ y. [56 lb., 651
The Climax J America. (. „ y.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle Feeder, p. lb. , is. 6d. : 7 lb. , <>J. ; 56 lb., 651
The Queen's Potato, as used at the Royal table, 12s. per peck.

The Ashtop Fluke, much recommended, its. per peck.
Carter's Champion, best for forcing, $s. per peck,
Slilky White, ver>' popular, 41. per peck.
Rivers' Royal Ashleai, 4s. per peck.
Fluke Kidney, verj' choice seed, 2s. -^d. per peck.
Early Handsworth, earliest round variety, 3s. 6d. per peck.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and EE.ALE, 237 and 238
High Holborn, London. W,C.

U T T O N S' CHOICE SEED POTATOS,
planting. Much cheaper by the bushel, sack, or ton—prices of

whicn may be had on application.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY, the best Potato for the main
crop. Raised and selected from among 40 Seedlings of the Fluke.

s

quite a fomight earlier. The tubers a „ , ,

ous, and remarkably clear skin. It is most valuable for the
garden crop, and has been remarkably free from disease.

other varieties growing close by were almost destroyed. 5^. p. peck.
GOLDEN BLOSSOM, excellent, fine flavour, good cropper, 41. p. peck.
EARLY WALNUTLEAF, true slock, very fine, 3s. W. per peck.
MONA'S PRIDE, very cariy, small foliage, 4J. per peck.
THE KING OF POTATOS, one of the best in cultivation,

31. 6d. per peck.
PRINCE OF WALES' KIDNEY, an abundant cropper, shallow

PATER'sON^S BOViNIA,thenew Cattle-feeding Potat.

THE EARLY ROSE 1 The best of the Amei
THE EARLY GOODRICH J each u. 6<f. per pound

"'I. Sec SUTT'^'^'"' f^^='^

. M. p. lb.

HEADLEY'S SEEDLING POTATO
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Richard Headley, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced a
diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, verj' hardy, and superior in flavour

to any kind hitherto in cultivation. AlthouEii a second early variety,

ripening by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping
perfectly sound and fit for use until the following August.

Opinions of the Press.
" R. Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate; white,

mealy, and excellent in Rzvomx. —Gardmers' ChronicU, Oct. 30, 1869.

" White Kidney. A verj' fine variety ; a heavy cropper; uniform in

size ; ripening off all at once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish,
dry, mealy, and of the most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy crop w
harveslea July 14."

—

Gardeners' Magazine, Jan. 30, i86gi

"Seedling Potato (R. Headley). In shape the tubers resemble tho

of the Fluke. They arc like those also in flavour, but are mo
mealy."

—

youmal ofHorticulture, Oct. 21, 1869.

Price 5*. per peck. The usual discount to the Trade.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTADLISIIED 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition.CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BQilES, lir Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
1".,^?*=^ Warehouse; SULPHATE o( AMMONIA, FISHERY^^'^ *" E PURSER, Secretar>-.

Offio 116, Fenchurch Street, EC.

Garden Seeds.

THE COUNTRIES from WHENCE they
originally came. See WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870,

price 6d., post free : gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Merchants, S9. Mark Lane,
London, EC.

Wieeler's First Early Pea

tS as EARLY as ANY, and a BETTER CROPPER
is. per qt. See WHEELERS' LITTLE POOK for 1870, prio

f. : eratis to Customers.
SON, Seed Merchants, 59, Mark Lane

A
Beams, Hajlington Windsor.

NEW and SUPERIOR V.\RIETY.
J C. WHEELER AND SON, 5q, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Q
Beet, Egyptian Tumlp-rooted.

UITE NEW, fine rich colour, good flavour; is. per

^ packet- Illustrated in WHEELERS* LITTLE BOOK for 1870,

price 6d., post free ; gratis to Customers.
J. C WHEELER and SON, 59. Mark Lane. London, E.C.

Cocoa-nut Cabbage.ANEW and very EARLY VARIETY; zs.

packet. Illustrated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870,

price td., post free ; gratis to Customers.
J. C. WHEELER and SON, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Paterson's Superb MeloxL
THIS EXTRAOK'I 11 \M'\ Ml 1,()N was raised last

summer by Mr. l': i- Mrs. Hanbury Leigh,
of Pontvpool Park. Ii il measured 42 inches in

circumference. ItisiMu^tr :
1 . . , rcgraph) in WkEELERS'

LITTLE B9OK for 1870
WHEELER r iQ, Mark Lane, London, EC.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, with immediate possession
a large and influential West-End FLOWER and SEED BUSi'.

NESS, old established, and doing a good business in Plants, Cut*"
Bulbs, Seeds, and Fancy Goods. This is a chance seldom to
ith for an energetic Young Man. Long Lease may be had.

France.—To Horticulturists.
O BE LET. for Flower Seed Growing, from Five

to Ten Acres of LAND, in an agreeable part of France.
Gentlemen, Amateurs, or practical Men with small Lapital will find
this a good opening, and may get a very quick and profitable return for
their labour and outlay.
Application by letter to be made tc

Square, Bloomsoury, London, W.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Seeds and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STiA : I.L bv AUCTION,
at tiis Great Ro.m.. ' -vent'Gardcn, W.C., on

FRIDAY. January 21. .i;
' k precisely, an Importa-

tion of CALIFORNIAN ; i I i 11;, >_..nsisting of Wellingtonia
gigantea, Abies Dougla^ii, Thuja i;ii',Tnic3 "' . . . >

r.

thamiana, Sabiniana, and Lambertla
Lawsoniana; al.so Picea Nordman

,

4000 Bulbs of LILIUM AURATUM, just ;

Com Excliange, Botley, Hants.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions to
SELL by AUCTION, in the Grounds adjoining the Corn

Exchange, Botley, Hants, on MONDAY, January- 17, at 11 o'clock
punctujUly, a fine Assortment of NURSERY STOCK, consisting of
Standard and Pyramidal Fruit Trees, Trained Peaches, Plums, &c ;

also a large quantity of Evergreens, Coniferae, Perpetual and other
Roses ; Strong Quick, Privet, Hardy Climbers, &c.

Full particulars in Catalogues, to be obtained at the Dolphin Hotel,
Botley; or of the Auctioneer, Goldworth Nurseries, Woking. Surrey.

M
Bugle Hotel, Fareliam, Hants,

R. W. ABFL\HAM is also instructed to SELL by
AUCTION a splendid Collection of FRUIT TREES,

Watford, Herts.
EXTENSIVE SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. HUMBERT AND COX are instructed by
the Executors of the late Mr. Greenus to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, The Railway Nurseries, Watford, on THURSDAY,
January 27, and following days, at 12 o'clock, the STOCK in TRADE,
comprising 25,000 Firs and Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, fine specimen
Trees, Flowering Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Hardy Herljaceous
Plants (in Lots to suit Private Buyers) ; also the Trade Erections,

s before the Sale ; and Catalogues had (free

U.MBERT AND COX, Auctioneers, &c.,

s Street, S.W, ; and Watford, Herts.

C|c|igrini(titra[ia^cttf.

SATURDAY, JAiVOARV 15, 1S70.

The doctrine of faith without works, in agri-

culture, has been openly preached in a recent

publication.* We are told that " THE Highest
Art of Farming is to grow continual corn

crops without manure, which the Bengali ryot

succeeds in doing to the confusion of the theorists.

And his process is fundamentally identical with

that pursued by those irrepressible farmers in

England, who succeed in growing corn after corn

without, or with exceedingly little, manure, after

Baron LlEBiG has demonstrated the impossi-

bility of doing so." The author declares he
" has never seen an exhausted clean farm in

England." He informs us that, "the English

advanced practical farmers have steadily rejected

the mineral theory ; they have rather marked out

for themselves a form of the struggle-for-existence

theory : they assert that on a tolerably retentive,

even poorish clay, they can grow corn for ever, if

they can only keep the land clean, especially from

Grasses and Sedges, which, as allied plants, com-

pete most closely with corn. They oppose LlEBiG

at every point ; they talk of ploughing as a neces-

sary evil, only to be resorted to in extremity, and

they till mainly by the cultivator, the scarifier,

and the hoe." Again, " The advanced English

farmer is partial to cultivators, and when he

ploughs, he can never get a man to plough fleet

enough for him."

The writer must have left England before the

steam cultivators began to smash up the land a

foot deep ; he never went through our cLay dis-

tricts after harvest, and saw us breaking the

ploughshares in those terribly hard stubbles

which are all to be ploughed, if possible, with a

deep furrow, before the Christmas dinner is

eaten : he has not read of what is so often said at

our farmers' clubs, or written in our journals, on

the subject of deep cultivation, or he would

< ' On the Growth of Rice in East BengU : ^-ifK' Naturnl

Laws of Husbandr>-. " A pamphlet reprinted from the Calcutta
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not have connected shallow ploughing and
modem English farming. It is true there are thin-

skinned soils with bad subsoils. The chalk farmer,

for instance, sometimes has only 3 or 4 inches

of topsoil, on which he grows Turnips, by heavy

dressings, feeds them off with plenty of corn, and
ploughs fleet, because he would not lose his

manure in the chalk rock below; but most farmers

plough 6 or 8 inches once in four years, and many
plough and subsoil twice the depth.

Perhaps our author's recollections refer to light

chalks, where, on Hants hills or on Cambridgeshire
slopes, his " father fed his flocks." He mentions

the " English rotation of Wheat, July harvested,

then white Turnips fed off in February, then

Barley ;" and attributes the " excellence of the

Barley, not to any rest the land got (on the LiEUiG
theory), but to the capital autumn tilth the land

got from the two or three hoeings bestowed on

the Turnips."

A suitable seed-bed is desirable both for

Turnips and Barley, but we must not give too

much credit to the cradle in which the child is

rocked. Growth, vigour, and future maturity

depend, not on rocking, but chiefly on nourish-

ment. We assure the Rice grower from Cam-
bridgeshire that however much the two tilths

might have done for the Bariey, a great deal

more was done for it by the li cwt. of guano and
2 cwt. of superphosphate applied to the Turnips,

and by the cake, beans, and hay given to the

sheep which consumed them. A good corn crop

cannot be grown except with high farming.

'Ihcrc are other plans besides the above.

Oats and Barley freciucntly follow Wheat on
strong land, without Turnips, especially in Grass

districts where litter is scarce. The Wheat
stubble is ploughed deeply after harvest, another

ploughing follows early in February, and in this

cradle the corn is rocked, with 3 cwt. of guano
for nourishment. The second corn crop is pro-

fitable to high farmers and ruinous to others.

The fact is, almost everything the English
farmer now-a-days can do is done by means of

bones and brains— his own brains and somebody
else's bones. Both are desirable, no doubt ; but,

though he might get pretty good crops with

rather less brains, we are sure he would grow
nothing worth naming without the bones. We
have heard that a pasture, broken up, is " a mine
of wealth," and will produce several crops of

corn without manure. But the mine is exhausted
in time by working it, and new land is im-
povcrishecl by cropping without manure ; how
then can our author " suspect that its mecha-
nical capacity as a mere retainer of moisture is

one of its most important offices both in Eng-
land" and in Bengal ? " It is all very well to

suspect " that the vital force in plants can effect

revolutions which LiF.niG cannot," and that pos-

sibly " a growing plant may supply itself with

phosphorus and silica out of air and water in

•which LlEUIG can find none." Unfortunately,
nothing of this kind happens. When our worn-
out cow pastures arc exhausted of phosphates,
we h<ive to apply bones to them at a cost of £^
or £6 an acre ; and when our fields arc
exhausted of soluble silica, the corn gets laid for

want of the flinty stiffening in the straw. Unless
the soil is the storehouse of plant food, how are
we to explain the cumulative results of high
farming ; the chemical effects of paring and
burning and of deep tillage ; the unexhausted
fertility of the prairie and the forest, where vege-
tation decays for centuries on the spot ; and
then again the rapid decrease in the yield of the
crops under pioneer farming ?

The writer of the pamphlet we arc noticing

rejects an established theory on mistaken evi-

dence, so far as English farming is concerned.
We believe that he has equally mistaken the
facts which lay before him in Bengal. The
"natural laws of husbandry" arc the same every-

where, and we learn from other writers on the
agriculture of India that, the law of compensa-
tion by restoration of the ash constituents

removed in the crops, is recognised in the prac-
tice of husbandry that prevails in that country.

Our author puts forth a theory which is

certainly in opposition to science, and also, we
think, to common oliscrvation. Il i. .ipiirilly

logical conclusion from the false \'i li^ h is

laid down, that manure and dc(|i nlli ^^ , liy

which the plant is directly suppliuil wuli locjd,

are of less importance than English farmers have
believed them to be. And it is equally consistent
to doubt the truth of the general opinion as to

the cause of the perennial fertility of the inun-
dated plains of the Ganges and the Nile. The

writer is " sure the water does not deposit any-

thing," and declares his belief that " an excellent

crop of Rice might be grown if it were, for

" experiment, watered witli distilled water, pro-

vided enough distilled water were given." We
know something about irrigation and even inun-

dation in this country, and we find that the

quality of water depends on what it holds in

solution. For instance, when it carries with it

the "waste" of North London, it causes a gravel

soil at Barking to produce a succession of heavy

crops ! We have seen water that was perfectly

clear and yet highly fertilising, and we know that

water flowing through chalk is not of the same
quality as that which passes through the primi-

tive strata of Devonshire. The plains of the

Ganges are watered by fertilising streams that are

swelled by a thousand rills, having their source

in the vast snow-clad range of the Himalaya.
Water and carbonic acid have the same solvent

power, and primitive and sandstone rocks con-

tain the same elements of plant food, among
these gigantic mountains, as in localities more
often explored by the chemist. We are told,

"Baron LiEBiG never has seen Bengal;" but

there is no reason to suppose, therefore, that the

silent agencies of Nature are not working
obediently to universal laws. We would rather

conclude that the present interpreter of the

natural laws of husbandry in Bengal has not, at

present, bestowed on his task the necessary

amount of knowledge and patience. All the

other evidence in India, as in England, is entirely

opposed to that which we have just quoted. Dr.

Francis BuCiianan, who surveyed a consider-

able portion of Hindostan, in writing of a district

in Bahar, after describing " the vast pains that

have been taken to adapt the country for Rice

cultiv.ation by collecting and conducting water,"

mentions that in some years the torrents

from the mountains overflow their channels

for a day or two, during the heaviest fall

of rain, and do some occasional injury ;

but such inundations in general improve the

fertility of the soil, over which they have

extended." Dr. Buchanan describes the dis-

trict of Dinajpur, in the northern part of Bengal,

as a country not particularly flat, with many
rivers, and a good deal of land near them, so low

that it is inundated to the depth of 20 feet, and
is consequently unfit for cultivation. The banks
of these rivers are not, as is often the case in

alluvial countries, raised above the more remote

parts by a more copious deposition of sediment.

The soil is in general remarkably rich, though in

some places covered by beds of sand. The
sandbanks of rivers are called "chora" lands,

from their situation, and they are alternately

cultivated and allowed to lie in waste. Some of

the " mixed " soil, having a proportion of clay, is

extremely rich, bearing a great variety of

lofty fruit and flower-bearing trees, luxuriant

Bamboos, and a rank vegetation, which
shades the cottages. When this land is

near enough to the houses of the cultivators to

be manured, it produces rich crops of Mulberry,

Sugar-cane, Ginger, and Turmeric ; or a crop of

summer Rice, followed by Wheat, Barley, Mus-
tard, and other oil seeds and pulse, also plants

for chewing and smoking, and vegetables for

kitchen use. Where the soil is a rich clay, it

yields two crops in a year, and pays a high rent.

The first crop is Cotton, the second sorisha (a

species of Sinapis, or Mustard), which is the

great winter crop raised on land that has given a
summer crop of Rice. It is also frequently mixed
with Wheat, Lentils, or other pulses. A great

variety of aromatic, narcotic, and textile plants,

Melons, Gourds, &c., are grown, and many of

them are manured. In the south of India,

where the climate is drier, as well as hotter,

irrigation is the siiu qiid noil of agricultural

production. But the rivers are smaller, and
water is applied artificially and in more stinted

measure ; it is not, as in Egypt and Bengal,

a substitute for the ordinary means of restoring

fertility to the earth. All manures arc collected

with extraordinary assiduity.

We must reserve any further notice of the

agriculture of India to a future occasion ; for the

jjresent we are content to point out that any
theory of agriculture which is based on erroneous
premises is mischievous, as, in fact, all opposi-

tion to truth must be, just in proportion to its

extent and prevalence. Our .author is mistaken
in his opinion that English farmers are opposed
to the teaching of science. They understand the

practical necessity of " restoration," and they

know how dearly we ])ay for manures. It is

true there is great public ignorance and apathy

as regards the neglect of the waste of towns. At
present only the sanitarj' aspect of that subject

has been forced practically on public attention.

But intelligent men are quite aware that what

is now removed from our towns as a pollution

will be ultimately applied to the land as a manure,

because the fertility of the soil can otherwise

only be maintained by means which are already

costly, and which may become impracticable or

insufficient.

The tendency of prices in the com market is

still rather downwards. Both foreign and English

Wheat are somewhat cheaper than they were. On
Monday in the Metropolitan Cattle Market trade was

brisk. On Thursday supplies were in excess, and

prices fell. Wool is gradually rising in price, and

stocks are held firmly. In the seed market good
Clovers arc dear. Other seeds are cheap.

Mr. H. Kanis-Jackson, of Mark Lane, in a

letter on the grain trade which he has contributed to

the Tinas, says, " The average price of Wheat for the

five years 1861-5 was 47^. (>d. ; the present average is

3J. gJ. per quarter below a level taken from a mean
that included two very abundant harvests. It is,

therefore, open to suppose that at present value is

unduly depressed, and may be followed by a reaction

upwards. He does not expect such a rebound for

the following reasons, among others :

—

"Writing last January, I concluded we wanted only

6,000,000 cjr. of Wheat for the year ; now, the

imports of Wheat and flour for the present year are

9,616,000 qr,, or, say, 3,500,000 qr. in excess ;
and if

1,000,000 qr. of this be allowed for the difference of

har^c5t beginning in 1868 and 1869, there will yet be, or

ought to be, 2,5oo,oooqr. in stock in the United Kingdom ;

and, in fact, this is just the quantity that I expect will be
returned during the present week as warehoused in

I^ndon, GUisgow, Hull, Bristol, Gloucester, Cork, &c.

Tliis bulk, abided to the bulk afloat, probably another

2,000,000 qr., makes so large an aggregate, that nothing

short of disaster could now lift value beyond the common
2s. to 3^. per quarter, that fluctuate, like the ebb and flow

of the tide of commerce, always between buyers and
sellers."- An International Exhibition of home and
foreign products of art and industry is to be held in the

city of Cordova, in the Argentine Republic, to com-
mence on October 15, 1870. Agricultural imple-

ments are expected to occupy a chief place, and the.se,

il is thought, will be largely supplied from England and
America, AH kinds of manufactures are at the same
time invited, and in the depressed state of many of our

foreign markets the new field rapidly opening up in the

interior ])rovinces of the River Plate is likely to be
regarded witli interest. Agricultural machinery in-

tended for the occasion must be forwarded from this

country to the port of Rosario, whence, at the exjiense

of the National Government, they will be conveyed by
the Argentine Central Railway direct to the Exhibition.

Forms of application for space and full particulars may
be obtained from Messrs. J. M. JolINSON & SoNS, of

Castle Street, Holbom, London.

Messrs. Baruchson & Co., of Liverpool,

report an increase of nearly 100,000 tons in the pro-

duction of Beet-sugar in Europe, which will probably
reach 725,000 tons, against 625,000 tons last year. No
one who has carefully studied the progress made of

late years, can doul:it but that in a very few years

1,000,000 tons will be produced annually. It now
alreacly exceeds tlie quantity furnished by the most
iini)ortant of all the sugar producing countries, viz.,

Cuba. The value of this great industry and its

collateral advantages may be better estimated by
looking at the number of manufactories which at

l)rcsent exist in the following countries :—France, 475 j

Belgium, 120; Zollvcrcin, 297; Austria, 200; not to

mention many tliousand spirit distilleries and alkali

works, all the result of this industry.

Mr. W. A. GiBBs' Method of Artificially
Drying Hay or Corn need not be here described

at length. Last week a most interesting series of
models illustrative of this invention were, through
the courtesy of the Duke of Sutherland, exhibited

at Stafford House, to a considerable number of scien-

tific men and agriculturists. It is sufficient to remind
our readers of the agent employed by Mr. GlDBS
in drying wet and bulky materials, namely, a current of
hot air, that lias just passed over the heated surface of a
furnace, thrown by means of a fan into a closed

chamber containing the wet hay or corn. Thus, not
only heated air, but the products of combustion, arc

brought into contact with the wet material, and drying

is quickly eiTcctcd. On looking -at this exceedingly

simple machinery, two or three important questions

arise whicli, according to Mr. Ginns, may be

satisfactorily answered. First, is there any danger

of fire ? We are told not, as the large proportion

of carbonic acid, and otiier incombustible gases,

renders the air unable to support combustion.

Thus we are informed that even red-hot cin-

ders, thrown puii^osely into the dried and heated

ma.ss, failed to kindle it. Secondly, the rapidity of

the process is an important item towards success. Nine
thousand sheaves may be dried in 24 hours with the
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largest set offiins, or 9 acres, if we assume 1000 sheaves

to fairly represent the produce of I acre. As to

economy, that is a matter which requires to be fiirther

tested, but the cost must he excessive, which would

deter the farmer from using it in case of a very wet

han-est. Mr. Giebs tliinks that, when required, the fan

blast should be taken to the field with a traction engine,

accompanied with trucks, such as were used on the Bri-

tannia farms last hanest. The com would be dried in

the field, and carried home on the trucks. No doubt

Mr. GiBBs' valuable apparatus will be largely employed

in various manufacturing processes as well as in agri-

culture. The past two seasons have been too favourable

for har^•est operations to allow Mr. GlBBS' machinery-

fair play, but should we be visited by a wet season,

those who, like the Duke of Sltheri..\nd, have

invested in the apparatus will be in an enviable position.

Mr. Mechi writes to the Times as follows on
Agricultl-R-^l Improvements :

—

" It is a remarkable fact , that while we have an enomious
surplus capital seeking for profitable emplo^nnent, so httle

of it find its way to agricultural improvements. There are

several land drainage and land improvement companies
ready and willing to invest capital in necessary agricul-

tural improvements, but there is little demand for it,

although at least ^100.000,000 could be very profitably

employed in drainage alone. There are some instances in

my immediate neighboiu'bood where permanent drainage

has been effected by such companies, at a cost annually

of about 7/. 6*/. per acre, to liquidate principal and
interest. I c.tn safely state that the crops on such drained

land have been increased in value annually from 20/. to

40s. per acre, even at present low prices, and thi s without

any outlay of capital on the part of either landowner or

tenant beyond the aimual paj-ment of ^s. 6t/. The want
of drainage will this wet season be severely felt on a \"ast

extent of land, and prove a costly agriculttiral neglect.
" It is now some 26 years since 1 drained all this land,

and every drain acts perfectly now, so that we may look
upon it as a permanent improvement merely requiring a
careful attention to the outlets and a clearing away of any
roots that may reach a drain.

" I am sorry to say that there is still pre\-ailing a very

erroneous impression that it is of no use to drain the heavy
claj-s or tenacious tile earths because the water cannot
pass through them. This is a great mistake ; for even at

40 feet and 50 feet apart and 5 feet deep my drailis on
such soils are dischar^ng abund.intly, although made a
quarter of a centurT.' ago.

"Altogether, there is an enormous scope for improve-
ment by investment of capital in agriculture.

'
' Experience has taught me that not only does such

investment greatly increase our store of home-grown food,

but it likewise \-astly enlarges the emploj-ment of hum;
laboin.

" Draining must not be less th.-m 4 feet now. for over

30-horse power engines are already cultivating to the

depth of 30 inches to 36 inches, and it is expected that

engines of 50-horse power will soon be preferred as most
economical."

We should like to know where steam-engines are

now cultivating to the depth of 30 inches to 36 inches.

Some e.xperience in the measurement of tilth makes us

doubt big words on that subject. And, referring to the

general management of whole districts, we believe the

deepest cultivation in the countr}* is still to be found on
the horse-cultivated farms in the Lothians of Scotland.

A long discussion took place the other day at

the meeting of the Cotmcil of the Society of the Agricul-

turists of France, under the presidency of M. Drouyn
DE Lhuvs, when the views of a large number of lead-

ing men respecting the commercial Tre.\tie3 with
Engl.and were expressed, and it was decided that

the general meeting of the Society, which had been
fixed for February 24, should be held a month earlier,

in order that the whole question of the maintenance or

denunciation of the treaty with England should be
fuUy discussed in all its bearings. The Government
will, it is beUeved, have an enei^etic ally in this new
society, as far as relates to lhe*commercial treaties.

Our able correspondent, '*G. A. H.," the
author of the paper on Lajid Reclamation in last week's
Agricultural Gtiu'llc-^ has been good enough to send us
a sample of Oats grown on recently enclosed land in

Radnorshire, and just threshed, to illustrate the practi-

cability of reclaiming wild lands, as pointed out by
him in the paper to which we refer. The sample sent

is perfect. The Oats are short, plump, clean, and
unstained.

weighed both at the beginning and end of lliis first ' oil, the whole being so intimately mixed as to be
fortnight, and after that the different style of feeding or eminently digestible. The yolk in fact is designed by
management contemplated might be commenced. Nature to form the first food of the chick at tlie periodWe have supposed a trial between malt and barley ;

|

of hatching, and is one of the most nutritive of all
let it then he only between these two foods, or, in 1

known articles of food. The yolk is enclosed in an
other words, let eveiy- other condition be alike in both exceedingly delicate membrane, which prevents its
cases, and the sole difference of management consist in admixture with the white. In breaking a number of
the relative proportions of these two feeding stuffs. In e^s into a Ixisin there may be observed a small circular
order more clearly to explain our meaniiig, we shall

suppose homed cattle to be the subjects of the experi-
ment : to one Jot we shall give, say 40 lb. of roots, a
known quantity of hay, linseed-cake, and malt ; to the
other lot we shall give 40 lb. of roots, a precisely

speck on each yolk. This speck is the radiment of the
young chick, and the constmction of the e^ is such
that on whichever side it is turned the rudimentary germ
is always uppermost, so as to receive the heat from the
breast of the setting hen. The mechanism by which

similar quantity of hay and linseed-cake, and such a ' this is managed is ver>' simple : the lower side' of the
quantity of barley-meal as would correspond with the ' yolk is weighted by two twisted heavy masses of very
allowance of malt given to the first lot. In this case it I firm albumen, called the Chalayce, which, hanging
will be seen that similar cattle have been placed imder
such conditions and upon such diet that there is a fair

presumprion that if one lot does better than the other,

the result is due to the barley or the malt, as the case

may be, and this because in every other point the

treatment has been identical. This is trying an experi-

ment up«n cattle feeding under the best conditions for

insuring success, but the restilt is not decisive, and
always requires confirmation, as we can by no means
be sure that constitutional difiTerences in the indi\idual

cattle rather than peculiarities in the treatment may be
the cause of the different effects registered.

In w-eighing cattle great care is requisite, and exact-

ness is b^t insured by weighing them at similar periods

of the day, when the contents of the stomach and
intestines may be supposed to be about the same.

These remarks are .suggested, first because we con-

sider it important that every one should tmderstand the

leading characteristics of a good experiment; and,

secondly, becau;

down, keep the germ constantly uppermost on which-
ever side the egg m.ay be l.iid. Contrary to general
belief, these ballasting w eights are found in all eggs,

whether laid by pullets or old hens. It should not be
imagined that tire yolk is a mere unorganised hquid ; it

is composed, like the white, of concentric layers, which
may be seen when it is boiled hard ; and from the germ
a tube runs to a central hollow ca\ity that is also often

to be noticed when an egg boiled hard for salad is cut
across.

IVOOLSTON, ''G.A.H.;' AXD
'• LOOKER-OX."

The .agricultural Achilles sulks in his tent, and
" Looker-on " puts on his armour and comes out to

fight in his stead. I wonder he did not sign himself
Patroclus. What a wonderful man is " Looker-on."
He has actually found out that if a farm of too acres is

assured that most excellent I
divided into three parts, one being half a mile off, and

results would be obtained, were stock-feeders to insti-

tute a few simple experiments upon the relative merits

of various dietaries, both as a means of laying on flesh

and producing milk.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

In" conducting experiments upon the feeding of live

stock, simplicitj- is of the greatest importance. Nature
must be asked only one question at a time, by which
we mean that the conditions of the experiment should
be so arranged that the result should embody a decisive
answer. If, for instance, it be desired to test the
merits of malt against barley, it would be desirable to

select for the experiment cattle or sheep which had
imdergone a similar previous treatment, of the same
age and breed, and as nearly as possible of identical

condition. These preliminaries having been
arranged, we shall suppose the two lots of animals to
be placed under as similar circumstances as possible
with regard to accommodation, and it would be
advisable to place both experimental lots upon as
similar a dietary, for at least a fortnight before the
absoluteexperiment commenced. The animals should be

POULTRY.
Beyond the fact that an egg consists of yolk,

white, and shell, little is poptilarly known respecting

its stmcture ; and even a less amount of knowledge
prevails regarding the changes that occur in it during
the development of the embryo. In these, as in all

other cases, ignorance leads to serious errors in

management, and consequently, to severe losses in

practice. The first part that claims otur notice is the
shell. This, which usually weighs about one-tenth of
the entire egg, is formed of carbonate of lime. The
materials of the egg-shell do not, however, form an
uniform layer, but are arranged in such a mamier as to

leave pores or minute apertures through which the

moisture of the e^ can evaporate, and the external air

gain entrance, to support the breathing of the unhatched
chick. The particles of carbonate of lime are
arranged in somewhat the same manner that the

bricks are placed in a dome or arch. By this

means enormous strength is given to the shell.

It may, perhaps, surprise many persons to be told

that the strongest man cannot crash an egg if his

strength be fairly and tmiformly applied. This experi-

ment is easily tried by placing an egg end\vays between
the palms of the hands : it will be found that the

greatest exertion fails to crush it when it is fairly and
evenly pressed from end to end. The structure, how-
ever, of the shell, that gives this great strength to

the fabric, is entirely disarranged during the process of

incubation. .\t the period of incubation the particles I convs.

of carbonate of lime are confused together, and have
lost all their regularity of arrangement ; hence the

egg-shells at this time become very brittle, and the exit

of the young bird is easily accomplished. So different

is the arrangement of the particles in the shells of

hatched and unhatched eggs, that they can readily be
disringuished by microscopic examination. It is this

peculiar change of stmcture that causes the cracked

sound given out on mo\ing the eggs in a nest when they

are nearly hatched. Inside the shell is the membrane or

skin. This, which is formed of delicate interlaced fibres,

another a mile and a-half away from the homestead, it

takes more horses to work it ! He tells tis also that

horses find it e-asier to work on the level than up-hill.

Like Dominie Sampson, I .am inclined to cry, *' Pro-
digious ! " When I read a bit further, too, I am all

but stntck dumb at my own temerity in writing about
such an awfiil man, he is so great an authority himself

that he despises tlie best authorities, under whose wings
I modestly thought to shelter mj-self. What a rich

fellow he is to. He disdains men who trade on borrowed
capital, and pities them ! I wonder if he pities the

Bank of England, the London and Westminster;

and the London Joint Stock B.anks, all of whom
trade with borrowed capital. His hint about

paving less attention to letter-writing is very

friendly, but as his postscript invites me to break a
lance against him, I must reject the hint and accept

the challenge. He tells me that if Mr. Smith is coxy,

I am coxy too. This It* ouogue argument reminds me
of the schoolboy's "you re another.". ** Looker-on"
is a fanner, and as a farmer ought to know that like

begets like. I wish that he would tell me where it

was that I told him I was *'an eminent mechanic and
accountant." No doubt I expressed an opinion that

I knew more about mechanics and accounts 20 years

ago than Mr. Smith does now, but I am sorry to say

that does not entitle me to the high position " Looker-
on " would award me. A boy at school may know
more than "booby,'' and yet after all be only last but

one in a large class of mediocrities. Any one who
looks at a Woolston smasher can easily see that Mr.
Smith is no great mechanic, and any one who reads

his criticisms of the Tiptree accounts can see he

great accotmtant. Facile princtps int^r

is a saying which I have no doubt

Looker-on " knows well. As " Looker-on " is so

great an authority about horse work on a farm, and
objects to my estimate of four horses, iviU he tell me
and your readers how many horses ought to be em-
ployed in working a farm of 112 acres of arable land,

partly light and partly heavy, Ijing in a country

similar to that around ISletchley Station ? I hope, in

giving his answer, he will remember it must be a farm,

because three patches of land separated by long

distances hardly come under that name. If a man had

one patch at John o' Groat's house and another at the

appears • single, but is in reality double. The two
|

Land's End, and his homestead at the North Foreland,

skins separate at the larger end of the egg, forming an it would hardly constitute a farm

air chamber, the size of which is a verj- good criterion

of the freshness of the egg. '\Mien first laid this air

ch.ijnber is not larger in extent than a threepenny-

piece, but 35 the egg is kept the moisture evaporates

Looker-on" denies that farmers balance their

accotmts to see if they have made a profit or a loss,

and tells us " that 99 out of everj' 100 'good ' farmers

never think of wasting their rime about such a stupid

through the pores oTthe shell, and as the fluids diminish
j

purpose." He saj-s that " balance-sheets are mere

air necessarily enters to supply their place; hence the fallacies," and "puts a case, byway of illustration,'

air chamber becomes larger and larger, so that on to show how impossible it is! Now, does "Looker-

breaking the large end of a stale e^ we sometimes see a on" suppose the London and North-Western Railway

cavitj- that seems to occupy a quarter of the shell. Inside Company ever make a balance-sheet, and if so, do they

the skin or membrane is the substance known as the "estimate?'' Or, to come down to a more humble

white of the egg. This is a thick glairy liquid, forming grade, I suppose "Looker-on" deals with a grocer.

usually more than half of the entire weight. Most Now, does he suppose a grocer ever takes stock to

persons imagine that the white is uniform throughout, m'ake a balance, and if he do, how does he manage to

but in reality it possesses a peculiar stmcture, being find out how m.-my ounces of pepper and pounds of tea

arranged in layers like those constituting the coats of he has got, and how does he suppose he foretells the

an onion ; these lavers, which are firater and more dense exact price they will sell for ? If " Looker-on cannot

toward the centre,' can be readily seen atod separated understand how this is done, he had better consult an

from one another in the white of a hard-boiled ' accountant. But I think that even his friend Mr.

egg. The difficulty of mixing white of egg with
j
Smith could tell him, notwithstanding his bemg ""/".'!

water or other liquids depends on the existence to comprehend the Tiptree accounts. I sun alraia

of these livers, which must be beaten up before it can there are a great many farmers in this worid ''"'''"

be dissolved. The remaining portion of the egg is " Looker-on's" assertion be tnie, must be content to oc

known as the yolk or yelk. This consists of albumen classed not amongst " good " farmers,

.and w.ater mixed with a very large proportion of yeUow I As "Looker-on" keeps no accotmts, ana
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makes a balance or takes stock to see how he stands,

it is quite hopeless to make him understand that

farmers cannot keep horses and make a *' profit'' out
of their farm without paying interest on the cost price

of their horses. Profit consists of the clear surplus

which remains over after paying every expense, incUtding

the ordinary rate of interest on the capital employed.
Some men may mix up their profits and interest

together, but that does not alter the fact. If a farmer
has ;^looo which he could lend out and get ^50 a year
for, without any trouble or exertion of his o\\'n, that is

"interest." If he employs that ^1000 in farming,

and finds at the year's end he has ;i^ii50, or ^^150
more than at the beginning, ;^5o of that is " interest,"

and ^100 is "farming profit," and the remaining
^1000 is his original capital. But now let us come to

Mr. Smith and his horses. I say Mr. Smith's horses

have nothing to do with the cost of steam ploughing,

"Looker-on" says they have. Now Mr. Smith was
not saying "My seed-bed with horses used to cost me
so and so," but " My seed-bed with steam power only
costs me 6s. Sd. per acre." What, then, is it to us

whether he paid for his engine with gold or with bank-
notes or with horses ? His steam-ploughing apparatus

cost j^500, or at all events his manufacturer will not

supply one for less ; and whether that ^^500 be paid in

gold or in notes, or in Wheat or in horses, has nothing

whatever to do with the question. Tlie ^500 had to

be paid in some shape or other, and if that ^^500 or

;C375 of it was engaged in doing nothing but "plough,"
then the cost of ploughing must be charged with inte-

rest on that sum, and with a sufficient sum in addition

to pay for all repairs and for the replacement of the

capital when the engine and implements are worn out.

The usual allowance to cover these things has hitherto

been 5 per cent, for interest, 5 per cent, for repairs,

and 5 per cent, to replace the capital when the imple-

ment is worn out. Mr. Smith only allowed is. 6(f.

per acre to cover those three items, and I showed that

on his 100 acres it only amounted to ^7 loj-. per
annum, or just 2 per cent, on ;^375, the amount of

capital sunk in the ploughing apparatus. You, sir,

pointed out that Mr. Smith's u. 6d. per acre meant
I2J. per day ; and that, said you, for 100 days, comes
to ;^6o per annum. Mr. Smith adopted your expla-
nation {thereby falling into a neat little hole), and I

thereupon joined issue, and showed that to make
up ^60 at IS. 6(/. per acre, Mr. Smith must
]ilough Soo acres a-year, which represents an arable
farm on the four-field system of nearly lioo acres;
whereas Mr. Smith had never ploughed more than
100 acres, and my 12s. per acre is simply this ;,;^6o

divided over 100 acres. Mr. Smith adopted your
admission that ;^6o a-year was a fair sum to put down
to cover interest, repairs, and replacement of capital ;

and thereupon I showed that his estimate of is. 6if.

per acre must be raised to 12^., leaving his other
items as he himself fixed them, namely, men, coals,

water, oil, 3j-. 2i/., and scuffling with horses, 2s.
;

and these three sums make up my 1 7^. 2(f. per acre.
All the nonsense which has been written about the
Royal Agi-icultural Society fixing 200 days as the
basis for awarding their prizes is simply "twaddle."
The Royal Agricultural Society are not infallible any
more than the Pope is ; and if they really did
what is alleged, they made a very silly mistake,
because everyone must know that English fanners
cannot plough 200 days in the year, seeing that their
land is occupied with growing crops for at least half
the year, and during the other half there are only 156
working days. I repeat, then, the cost price of Mr.
Smith's horses had nothing to do with the alleged cost
of his seed-bed. So far as it was concerned the horses
might have been hired in by the day to do the job,
because the horse ^\'ork is put down at 2s. per acre for
one cultivating or scuffling, and that 2s. per acre is

supposed to cover eveiy expense connected with the
horses, their implements, and their drivers. Now,
"Looker-on" declares that Mr. Smith's horses, and
their prime cost and keep, had to do with the
cost of steam ploughing, and ought to be de-
ducted therefrom. {He supports Mr. Smith, who
makes that assertion.) I will, therefore, conclude
this long letter in a way somewhat peculiar.
When I was a boy I remember a very celebrated
attorney who used to make out his briefs for counsel
in the ordinary verbose style, because he could not
make the usual charges for' them otherwise, but along
with them he always sent what he called "a dagger
brief," and which contained the pith of the matter in
a very few words. He was a great favourite with the
barristers, for if a barrister had a brief prepared by old
"Dagger Brief" he very seldom lost his case. I will
follow old " Dagger Briefs " example.
The dispute between Mr. Smith and myself is as

follows :—Mr. Smith has for many years cultivated
1 1 2 acres of arable land, upon which he has employed
what he calls his steanfi-smasher. He asserts that
with his steam-smasher he has regularly made a seed-
bed for Wheat, each year, at a cost of 6s. Sd. per acre,
wliich consists of 3^. 2a'. for men, coals, water, and
oil (those figures I accept), 2s. for scuffling once over
with horses in spring (which figure I also accept}, and
is. 6</. for interest, repairs, and replacement of capital,
and these last figures I dispute, and declare to be a
fallacy. Mr. Smith admits that his apparatus, includ-
ing the engine, would cost ^500, but as the engine
(costing ;^25o) is employed also at threshing, half her

cost, or ;i^i25, is deducted, making the actual capital

engaged in steam ploughing ;ir375- This sum is

admitted by both of us, but Mr. Smith declares that,

having sold three horses, he is entitled to deduct the

value of these horses from the capital, and also to

deduct the cost of their keep. This I dispute, and
thereupon we join issue.

Now, following the example set by " Looker-on," I

will "put a case," and then ask him some questions

upon it. Suppose that "Looker-on" were a young
farmer, and had just taken 112 acres of land near to

Bletchley, and which he intended to farm on Mr.

Smith's plan, never ploughing more than 100 acres

each year. And suppose Mr. Smith had persuaded

him to spend ;i^500 in buying a Woolston roundabout
steam-smasher, but as the steam-engine was to be

employed in threshing, half its cost, or ^^125, is to be

put down to that department, and only ;i{i^375 is the

capital sunk for steam ploughing. And suppose this

steam-plough is to be employed solely on the lOO acres

at home, and is never to work for hire with any of the

neighbouring farmers. And suppose the adjoining
fanner comes to him, and says, " My young faend, do
not spend any money in horses, I have more than I

require, and I will be happy to do your horses work for

hire at very moderate rates ; here they are, and amongst
them you \\ill find that I will scuffle your land with
horses in spring once over (after the steam-smasher has
been across) for 2s. per acre." Now, with these figures

before him, will "Looker-on" be good enough to tell

me and your readers

—

1st. How he can make a seed-bed for Wheat for

6s. St/, per acre.

2d. How he can reduce the ;^375 capital sunk for

steam ploughing apparatus, seeing that he has sold no
horses ?

3d. How he can reduce the cost of steam ploughing
by deducting from it the cost of keeping three horses,

seeing that he has never kept a horse at all, and never
intends to keep one?
These are my questions ; they are plain and simple,

and I ask " Looker-on " to give answers equally plain

and simple. But I warn him beforehand, that if he
attempts, like Mr. Smith, to confuse the matter with a

cloud of figures, in order to conceal his own defeat, I

will not allow it. I will sweep his figures away as I would
a swanii of flies, and if he fail to give me a plain and
simple answer, I will claim that my literary dagger has
struck home, and, as far as wordy warfare can do, has
killed both himself and his friend at Woolston.
G. A. H.

THE IRISH LAND QUESTION,
From all I have heard and read on the subject,

I think there are few who really know the practical

difficulties that are in the way of legislating so as to

give ^atisfaction.

Proprietors think generally that if a fair and equit-

able measure be passed, giving the tenant on quitting

his land compensation for effectual drainage, fencing,

buildings erected by him, and any other unexhausted
improvement he may have made, he ought to be satis-

fied, and it is all he ought to expect. So he would
under certain circumstances, but the question is, will

the tenant be satisfied with this in the present state of
affairs ? I think not ; he well knows that such a

measure would give to many a landlord a better claim
than he has at present to the land, and get rid of some
of his difficulties ; while other landlords would avail

themselvesofthe powers there given, and take possession
of the soil themselves.

What would be the tenant's prospects when he is

turned out of his land, and loses his means of existence

in a country where there are so few resident landlords,

large farmers, or manufacturers who employ a large

number of hands, as in this country, on regular weekly
wages? The only choice left him under suchclrcumstances
would be to emigrate, or else add one more to the
ranks of the disaffected and miserable population in

the suburbs of the larger towns. Is it a wonder, then,

that he becomes reckless, goes in for fixity of tenure or

long leases, and conspires against the man or the
Government whom he conceives is about to bring all

this misery upon himself and his family ?

Surely there is a remedy for this, and the only prac-
tical one that I can see is, for the Government by
themselves, or by assisting companies or others, to

purchase estates in different parts of the country, and
thoroughly drain and reclaim them, and afterwards let

them, or cultivate them, according to circumstances
—first erecting a sufficient number of cottages for those
to be employed. This would provide employment for

all those who may be turned out of tlieir lands, and
entirely alter the peasants' views ; he would no longer
cling to the soil as he now does, but would in many
cases voluntarily give up his land for regular employ-
ment. I say this because I have experienced it, and
have had it from the mouths of hundreds myself, that

they would prefer constant labour at fair wages to

holding a small quantity of land ; but the Irish peasant
is very shrewd and far-seeing, and does not like giving
up his land unless he can see something permanent in

what is offered as a substitute.

It may be asked—What are fair wages? I have
employed a large amount of labour in Ireland at all

prices, and I believe that labour at 2s. per day is the
cheapest. Give an Irishman this, and treat him with

firmness, but with civihty and as a fellow-creature, and
you will be served by a willing hand, and get full value
in return. I believe the man who deals in a straight-

forward way with the Irish, and is consistent himseS", is

as safe in Ireland, even jit the present time, as in any
part of her Majesty's dominions.
A plan similar to tliat I have suggested, if carried

out, would, I beheve, in a commercial point of view,
be a paying one, and would in some measure recom-
pense for the loss of the resident proprietor, and the
absence of manufactures ; it would soon produce a
different feeling in Ireland, and alter the stale of

things altogether. It would also render legislation on
the Land Question comparatively easy ; but there are

more difficulties in the way than many conceive in

dealing with it without first finding employment for

the people.

I fear I have already made my letter a long one, and
I have only touched on what I conceive to be part of the

duty of the State towards Ireland. There are veiy
many others relating to private proprietors, the sale of

encumbered estates, &c. , which I would fain have
spoken of, but time does not permit, yohn B. Spcariugy

Bcenha7n Lodge, near Reading, Jan. 10.

MR. W IL L IA M SM I TH,
OF WOOLSTON.

[The following extract is taken from an .lutobiography in the

"Farmer's Magazine" for January, where it appears with
a portrait.]

At the death of my father in 1837 I came in posses-

sion of my farm, now known as the Woolston Farm,
and thus stood the representative of the family who
had possessed it for 200 years. It consisted of 86 acres

of grass-land and 5 acres of ploughed land upon the

flat, near the house; and on the clay hill, I g mile

from home, there was a grass field containing 9 acres,

and four fields of what was called ploughed land, con-

taining together 38 acres ; yet in each of these fields

there were two acres of roundabouts or waste land, most
of which was said to be worthless for cultivation. In

all 136 acres. The ploughed land was worked upon
the four-course system, viz., first year dead fallow,

then followed Wheat, and after that Beans, and last

of all came Wheat again. Barley or Oats came as

the last crop occasionally. Four good horses were
always kept to work this 35 acres of arable land,

and very frequently there were five kept to do it

with the work of the whole farm. I at once ploughed

up the 8 acres of roundabouts or idle land in the

four ploughed fields, and thus increased my ploughed
land to 43 acres.

In 1842 I bought a ploughed field containing 13
acres, adjoining my land upon the flat near home. Soon
after this I ploughed up fields now known as Nos. i,

3 part 2, 4, and 5, containing together 42 acres, and
thus increased my ploughed land to 98 acres ; and soon

after this 1 bought another field of grass-land near to

my flat land. I at once ]>loughed it up, and thus

increased my arable land to 112 acres. To work it, it

needed six good horses ; and to save the carting of the

heavy land com and manure I ^ mile, I built a bam
and yard upon it.

In 1845—after having worked my heavy land upon
the dead fallow and three-crop system, and finding that

the crops were not over-productive, about 20 bushels

per acre, fallow land included—I came to thfe conclu-

sion that subsoiling must be good upon such land, so

I had a subsoiler made, and tried the first time on field

No. 2, heavy land, by ploughing the field across to

make sure that the trial should be fair. I subsoiled a
piece across the middle, leaving the top and bottom of

the field unsubsoiled. The land had been manured
alike. In the February following I planted the field

with Beans : they all came up well together ; but in

May it could be seen that those on the subsoiled land

were taking the lead, and by the end of May they were
fully 8 inches the highest, and they kept the lead up
to harvest, when it could be plainly seen that they

were not only the highest but the fullest of com. This
convinced me that deeper culture was needed for

Beans, but with only six horses I could not find time

before Christmas to plough and subsoil in the ordinary

way a field of land a-year for Beans, for the plough
needed four horses to work it, and the subsoiler needed
three—seven good horses in all ; therefore, as I had
only six, I was obliged to make any shift to do a bit at

all. I did not like it, so I contrived the plan of

ploughing my land in ridge, a yard from ridge to ridge;

and then subsoiling round the ridges ; in this way I

could ridge first, and then subsoil half an acre a-day

with four horses. The work was heavy to the man,
as he had to hold the plough sideways all the time.

In the Febmary following the land was planted with

Beans, one row on each side the ridge. They thrived

well, and I had a good crop. After harvest I took my
subsoiler and pulled it with four horses along every

ridge, and thus cracked the land, and then passed a

powerful cultivator, worked with six horses, across the

ridges, smashing the whole to a depth of 6 inches, and

thus prepared my land for \\Tieat the next year. I

liked the plan, and continued to work upon it till

1855, when I began to work with steam-power. It had

one drawback, viz., heavy work to the man.

In 1S55 it occurred to me tliat if I combined a

powerful double-mouldboard plough and two subsoilers

together, and worked it with a steam-engine, I could
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throw up a vitlge a yard in width and subsoil it at one

operation, and I resolved to make a trial of it by

setting my blacksmith to work to make a com-

bined ridger and subsoiler ; and I also had made a three-

tined smasher upon the same principle, by merely sub-

stituting another subsoiler, or rather a powerful tine

in the place of the double-mouldboard plough. I

then provided myself

with a windlass, &c.,

and a 7-horse power
engine, and in De-
cember of that year,

after selling off three

horses to make room
for the engine, I

made a start. The
first day's trial

showed many defects

in my arrangement.

The implements were
right but the speed
of the engine was
wrong, for it was
much too fast, for

the implement when
set to work at a depth
of 6 inches held the

engine with 50 lb.

pressure of steam
upon it at a dead
stand. We relieved ^^^^ ' ^

the engine by taking "
- - ' ^

the implement out of " -

the ground 2 inches ;

at this depth (4 in.

)

the engine made the

implement trot across

the field full five miles an hour. The lookers-on, who
looked old and shook their heads when they saw the

engine stuck fast, now laughed as they trotted along
with the implement. Yet the depth (4 inches) for ridging

and subsoiling would not do for me. The turning
of the implement at land's-end would not do with
one rope in front to pull the implement along, and
the other hooked on behind to

pull the back rope up ; for as

soon as the implement had been
stopped \ve had to pull with
the strength of three or four

men to unhook the back rope,

and at turning the first time we
lifted the implement with levers

to place it in position for going
back. This done, and hocking
on the rope, we trotted across the

field again, but as soon as we
stopped the second time I had the

back rope unhooked and pulled

on to the front of the implement,
and hooked it to the stem of the
front wheels with a strong 3
hook ; and without the aid of
any lifting or levers we set the
engine to work to pull the

implement round itself, which it

did in first-rate style, and thus

saved for ever after all the lever-

ing and pulling. Our anchorage
was bad ; they were wooden ones, needing holes dug in

the ground (at the end of each bout), 3 feet wide and
from 2 to 3 feet in depth, and as I had got a number
of these holes prepared ready for the first day's
trial, the lookers-on asked whether I had got a lot of
graves dug ready to buiy them. I could stand all that.

Besides making use of these holes, I had to contrive,
|

before I started, ano-
ther anchor, for with
the two that I had
received as a set I

could not start ;

therefore I fixed upon
a stile-post for a

third, fixing the

snatch-block to it

with a strong rope.
As soon as the im-
plement had crossed
the field four times,

I told the lookers-

on that I had seen
enough, but that if

they would like to

trot round again

they might. They
should, was the re-

ply, and so away
they went, for some
half-dozen times,

and all was over for

the day. I got new pulleys put upon the engine and
windlass, to reduce the speed of the implement to
about two miles an hour ; a set of new anchors {iron

ones)—those now known as the Woolston anchors ;

a fourth snatch-block ; and a turning bow for the
implement, to attach the ropes to, to enable the
engine to turn it easily at land's-end. As soon as

I had got all this done I started again, and got off

well, using the smasher, and completed two fields—No. i

and No. 2 light land—containing together 25 acres,

anil we packeil the tackle up till the March following,

when we brought it again to work No. 3 heavy land

over twice for Peas (under horse culture it would have
been dead fallow), and we got on well, for we smashed
the 12 atres and crossed it by steam, and then scuffled

it once by horses ; we then burnt a lot of the Twitcli

Flu 16 —TIIL RII Lr \NL St I! II

that we had dragged out, and then drilled in the Peas.

All this was done in 10 days, and at harvest I had a

good crop—5 qr. per acre. We then packed up the

tackle again, and after harvest we set-to again, and the

best thing that can be said about what I did then is to

re-write what I wrote to the A/uri Lau€ Express, on

November 13, 1856.

Fig. 17,—THE WOOLSTON SUBSOILER.

[We need not reproduce the correspondence, which
gives the history of Woolston Steam Cultivation, as it has
already appeared in our columns.]

Now, I will show and explain my implements :

—

Fig. 16 is my ridger and subsoiler with which I started

in 1855. It' is a ridging plougVand subsoiler, arranged

in a strong^frame, with a pair of wheels in front and

Fig. 18.—THE WOOLSTON SMASHER.

another pair at the middle of the framing to regulate

the depth, and the front wheels are also the guiding

wheels. There is also an additional pair of wheels to

raise the plough at land's-end ; the subsoiler being set

so as to penetrate 4 or 5 inches deeper than the bottom

of the trenching plough. By this operation the land is

trenched, subsoiled, and laid up dry for the winter

more effectually and in better style than is done in our

gardens with a spade. I never had a failing crop

from work done by it, and the after operations for tlie

succeeding crop have always been found light. The
implement is but little known, therefore I am the more
desirous of giving it here to make it more generally
known, and the more so as the work done by it is vastly
valuable.

Fig. 18 is my smasher, with which I started in 1855.
As will be seen,

it has three tines

arranged in a strong

frame, and the

depth of working is

regulated, and it is

guided the same as

my ridger and sub-

soiler. It is a very

valuable implement
for breaking up Bean
and Pea stubbles in

the autumn. It clears

a width of from 30 to

36 inches. I con-

tinued to w^ork it

for several years ;

but after giving.j^loo

and my 7-horse en-

gine for a more
powerful engine, I

liad constructed for

me a vei"y powerful

five-tined implement
upon the same prin-

ciple, covering a

width of 48 inches,

with which I can
with the more power-
ful engine average 8

acres a-day ; whereas, with the three-tined implement

and 7-horse engine, I could do only 5 acres

a-day, therefore the cost of operation is brought

down from 5,1. 2</. to Is. 2d. an acre.

Fig. 17 is my sub-soiler, with which I subsoiled

round the ridges under horse-culture, before I

adopted steam-power, and which I find veiy useful

Now, I will explain how I use

them. My field No. i (heavy

land) was worked after a crop

of Wheat with the ridger and

subsoiler. The land lay in the

state in which the implement

left it until Februaiy (a careful

man previously to this having

walked every ridge, and took

everything objectionable in the

shape of Dock or Twitch, &'C.,

from it—3 acres a day is not

more than a short winter day's

work at this job), when I planted

the Beans one row on each side

the ridge. This placed the rows

from 18 to 20 inches from row

to row. After planting, the

land was harrowed, to pull

down the ridges and cover in

the Beans. The Beans were

hand-hoed over three times, to

keep the land clean from seed-

ing weeds, and I had a good crop of Beans. As soon

as the Beans were harvested, I set my smasher to

work to pull up the Bean stubble, and cross-cul-

tivated it with horses, and that was all that was

done to it before planting it with Wheat. Next year

this field will be ridged and subsoiled agam for

Beans, and go through the same process as it did for

the preceding crop

of Beans, and so

on — Wheat and
Beans as long as I

lue
Now , I will leave

the heavy land, and

go to the light land

held No. I. It was
^\ heat last year, and

has been manured
ind ndged and sub-

oded for roots next

y Lai A careful man
will look over it in

the winter, and take

e\ eiything objection-

able aw ay. He will

do three acres a-day,

I am certain. In

Match I shall put

four horses to work
to pull my subsoiler

alongevery ridge, and

thus split them. The part for Mangels I shall pass a

han-ow over, and drill in the seeds ; and the part for

Swedes will get a cultivating once over in April after-

wards (a harrowing or two), and the seeds will be

drilled in. The horse subsoiler does more than the

splitting of this ridged land for roots ; for with it and

the common plough I ridge up and subsoil all my head-

lands round my ridged work, and in a drysprmg I may

on my heavy land split my ridges before planting the
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Uuniis. This in dry wcalher in February is a very good
operntioil.

(Wc Insl week extracted from this paper the conchiding
l)assagc, in which the ndvaniages of steam cultivation are

tleclared, and need not, therefore, now repeat it.

Joiiic Contsponknte.
Belgian Agriculture. — If your con, ,|i,,ii,l, ni

" T. ('.," \\liu cniinot Iia\c rcail my jiapfi :i(i< ikk, 1\.

will (;ivc Ills name, I shall he jileasctl lo ili.iii. ih.

cnusiiuiiv he has raised hi his leller which appears in

yum i.iluiims oflhis week, but I have no mind lo enter
the lisN ;ij;ainsl an anonymous writer. The report of
llic Iviv.il A'-ricuIlural .Society's Commission upon
liil;;l,)ii M Ih uliin.- will very shortly ap|)ear. Should
iIh-

I

piindence go no further, T would
simply :! k ).ini leaders to suspend judgment upon
the points at issue until they hove heard what Mr.
lenkins and Dr. Voclcker havf lo say on the suhiect.

J,im,s Ihnmrd, Jia/fui;/, y,„i,„i>y 5.

Tithe Commutation.-- Septennial Averages.

—

As many of yoiu' reailcrs may feel anxious to know the
results of the Corn Averages for Ihc seven years to

Christmas, 1869, jivdilished in the Litmloii Cnflle of
this evening- vi/., Wheal, Cj. 3 Jr/. per imperial bushel

;

Darley, 4,r. (i\il. ; Oats, 2.f. Iljr/.— I beg to slate for

their information that each £100 of lillie rent-charge
will, for llio year 1870, amount l.i /'104 I,f. oJ,/., or
nearly % |)er cent, miu-e than last year. Tlie following
shows the worth of /lOO lithe rent-charge for the last

seven years :

—

For llie year 18C4 ;£io.i 3 loj
'86;

tract work on each of the kinds of work should also be
given, and so .should the particulars about his own work.

1 must have another word upon the "interest of
money" ipiestion. Mr. Mechi'.s balance-sheet, jjub-

lishcd in your paper, January 23, 1869, shows a gross
profit for the year of ^^525 \y. M. for " rent ,1nd profit

on farm capital," and he divides it thus :—Rent, ;i256;
interest of money and tenant's ]irofit, ^269 i ^.t. 61/.

Tliis .liows nininlv thai Mr, Mcrhi did n<.l rn.'nmljcr

wlion I :

1850, rs

il III

III .Ih :;hily,

1 which c\ci"y practical fanner in Kng
1 ; and 1 considered tlieiii in tliat

It lo the jr„l/.- /,h /•:,/,,

was any analysis made to sho\v the state of the land on
which those experiments were made ? For some soils,

according to their constitnenls, arc more adaiited for,

or will sliow better results than others, when treated
with farmyard or artilieial manure, as the case may be :

the one may be rank, the other the contrary. I may be
informed thai chemists, in determining llie constiiiionts
of manures, do not give the various constituents under
the same denomination, but I may lie iierinitted lo ask.
Is it not ]K)ssible lo do so ? or at all events, to note
their ecpiivalents. As observe I'rofessor Voclcker, in
analysis of spurious guano sent by Mr. Alexander
llowdcn, Marston Court, rcmbridge, Herefordshire,
gives 28.53 tribasic phosphate of lime as being equal
lo 13.07 of ])lios])horie acid. May not some such
ii|ii.ili .iiImihiI tliL' \ annus i.,,ii.iiiiunih nl soil, manures.

be III

Led l.,i Wli,

•see.

1607.,

1868..
.8r,,j..

1870..

58

The average value of ;i'loo tithe rent-charge for the

J.( years elapsed since the passing of the 'i'ilhe Com-
nuitation Act is ^fioo I9.t. $lif. Afoiilac^ii,- Afanio//,
Editor of" VVilluh's Tithe Comniiilatioii Tallies," 26,
MoHt/elier S,/iMie, .S. jr., y,„i. 4, 1870.

Drainpipes in Pasture Land.-- In the various
papers lately inserted in your eolumns, no notice is

taken of one very important point which often, no
duiilit in the course of a few years, makes the best laid-

out draining in pasture-lands quite useless, I mean the
liability of drainpipes to become entirely choked by the

In my own case 1 laid a drain
in a |i,hii,ii Ih 111, |.i.ili.ilily about 30 inchc
whi.li .11, 11. i.il

I

iK .,t hist, lull in live or six

year. Ihi, |iiii. 11 ili,,, and the pipes, on being
taken u|.,»eu I..11H.I oUfnly lilled witli tlic roots ofsome
plant. As there were no trees within great distance,
il was plain that the evil must arise from some plant
forming part of tlie herbage of the held, and 1 eould
only ttllribulc il to the common Iron-head (Ccntaurea
nigra), which was very abmidanl. My object in writing
is lo ijoiut out ail uncxiieeled obstacle to elTeclual

drainage, and lo inquire whelher it would be obviated
by additional depth, or by Ihiowing plenty of broken
stone over the pipes, or by any other means? J\ P. C.

Cottages.— I sent the Gardeiiets' Chroiticle and
Ai^iictiltwal Gazette, containing the Society's collages,
lo Lord Kivcrs, for him to see. When I was st.aying.at

Rushmore Lodge some little time back, he look me to
see two cottages that he had built at liirdmore Green—
a picturesuue spot—in the Cranborne Chase, which
surrounds the house. 1 thought them very convenieiil,

made of excellent malorials, and well executed. 1

guessed them to have cost j^450. I wrote to Lord
Kivers for an account of them, and received the follow-
ing answer :—" My cottages have three rooms
upstaii-s, with a lireplaee in one ; one silting-room
below, with back kitelien, oven, and pump, and a
small pantry. There is one lank for \o hn.'slieads of
water for the two cottages. The pi,:;'i\. . I'u. llnnise,

and 'convenience' to eacli are all ul wmul, with
tiled roof. Tlie cottages are all biii k .iml nle niof,

with windows sliding on rollers. The bricks and tiles

had to come from Donhead, about seven miles. The
The rooms were of good
»e tliree bedrooms for

m be lii-st-ralc without llicm.

w illi an oak lloor to bricks or

warmer. \V. F. Kadehffe,

Fowler's Steam-plough at Orlingbury Mr.
Walls' evidence (p. 21) t;oes against the clip-drum and
balaucc-cultivaliu-. and lor the turnround cultivator,

mid he has got the double-engine tackle upon trial. 1

chum his tmnround cultivator, for it is constructed
iqion my principle, branded with "Fowler" instead
of "Sniitli." IMr. Walts' expeiuliture is no guide to
us. Il may have been profitable to him as a coii-

iiactor: but we want all the iiarticulai-s, vij:., the
quantity of each kind of work done on each man's
l.uui. with the lime needeil. the quantity of coal and
wilier tor each Icind of work on eaeli of the severid
ficUls, siaiini; wlieihcr they are heavy or light laud,

and the depth ai which the land is worked," also tlic

number and cost ol men euqiloyed. If he will set lo
aiul give us this next year, he will render good service
to ngiiciillure. The price he cliaiijes per acre for cou-

cost oflhe pair\
si/e. It is cs
laniilies. \,. ,

1 piele, llus,,,,
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animal cliarcoal, superphosphate of lime, crushed

bones, turf ashes, powdered oilcake, rags, and woollen

refuse, lime, marl, fecal maUcre, and town nuul.

The usual depth of cullivalion for cerealsis 6 to 7 inches

;

roots. 8 to 9 inches. Deep ploughing is not generally

practiseil. On small farms the land is sometimes dug to

a depth of 8 or 10 inches. The average wages of

farm labourers arc is. id. per day without food, and 7j(i'.

with food. Thema.ximum wage without food is i.r. Si/,

for men and lli/. for women; the minimum is g^/. for

men and 6;/. for women. With food tlie maximum
wage is llif. for men and 6<i'. for women ; the minimum
is $(1 for men and 31/. for women. ^V'orl;lleollle

engaged by the year do not rccci\e anything extra at

harvest-time, but day labourei-s are paid 2.t. 5(/. toj.r. 2</.

per day at this season. In many parts the harvest is

gathered by men working by the piece, who earn from

4J. to 4s. ()(/. per day. In the cultivation of tlie soil of

Belgium it is computed that the labour amounts to

27,50O,ooomen'sworking days, and 14,660,000 women's
working days. Manual labour is becoming more and

more rare in Belgium, on account of the great develop-

ment of industry and the high wages obtamedby work-

men who leave the country for the seats ofmanufacture.

The insuflicicncy of manual labour is partly supplied

by the use of machines, which have much increased

of late, particularly threshing machines. Reapei-s and
mowers are not yet much used. Wages have increased

2d. to 3(/. per day since 1846.

Hired farm servants are lodged at the homestead.

Day labourers arc lodged at their own expense in

small houses which belong to or are let to them. A
labourer's house in the countiy costs from £6 to £S
a year according to its size. In the poorer parts of the

country a similar house lets for only jCz 8s. a year.

The general usage in Belgium is, that each family has
its own separate habitation, even in towns. In the

countiy one never finds several families in the same
house. Every family in rural districts has a kitchen

garden, and very frequently a small field, which furnish

Fotatos and grain for the family consumption.
These gardens and fields are hired.

rienro-pneumonia has made ravages in Belgium
on several occasions, particularly on iJie firms of Beet-
root distillers, who fatten much cattle. No good
curative is known. Dr. Willcms de Hasselt has pro-

posed inoculation as a preventive, and tliis method is

practised by a large number of distillers and fanners,

who maintain that it gives good results. The special

commission, however, instituted by the Government to

experiment upon this system, has not been able to con-
clude anything positive from the numerous experiments
which it has carried on for several years past. The foot-

and-mouth disease is prevalent at this moment in almost
all parts of Belgium. The animals suifer from a fort-

night to three weeks, but few die. Cleanliness and the

use ofoximel (a mixture of water, vinegar, and honey) are

the means employed for combating the disease. Small-
pox and foot-rot are not frequent amongst our sheep.

Landed property pays rates to the Government, the

province, and the parish. These rates are based
upon the assessed income fixed by the assessor. The
assessed income is generally 25J. less than the real

income. The contributions to the Government vary
somewhat, according to the different districts of the

country under consideration. It is on an average
calculated at the rate of 0.067 of 'he assessed income.

The contributions to the province are on an average
0.15 of those paid to the Government. The contri-

butions to the parish are veiy variable, according to the
districts. They vaiy from 5 to 50 per cent, of tlie contri-

butions to Government. There are no special taxes on the

land for the support of the poor. The summary of the
taxes noted above may be estimated on an average at

5j. 61Y. per acre. These taxes are based on the income
of the proprietor derived from his possessions. The
farmer has also to pay personal taxes towai-ds the

Government, province, and parish expenditure. The
poor are relieved by the Imreaiix de biaifaisance^ or
public relieving offices, in the rural parishes. In towns
there are, besides the hureau.r de iktifaisatice, hospital

boards (administrations di thospice). These two insti-

tutions, which are under the control of the Government,
have for the most part—the hospital boards (adminis-
trations dc Vhospict^ always—properties of more or less

importance, resulting from donations, legacies, &c.
The bureaux de hienfaisancc are subsidised by the
parishes when they have no longer suflncient resources.
Several hospital boards, those for example at Brussels,
Nivelles, and Namur are very rich, and cannot find
ways to employ all their revenues.

In some provinces in Luxemburg, where the
land is hilly and small watercourses abound, the water
is used in the winter for artificial ii ml'.h um. but
the results are not very satisfactory, l"..ui . nir .iiiou

is generally badly conducted. The iniii n im , will

not go to the necessary expense for levclimg the laud so
as to facilitate the regular distribution and flowing ofl

of the water. It is only in that part of the provinces
of Antwerp and Limburg, known under the name ol
" Campinc " that well-established inigation is found.
With the view of fertilising this region, whicli 25 years
ago waji quite uncultivated, Government caused to be
constructed about 120 miles of canals, which are fed
by the River Meuse, and which ser\'e simultaneously
for navigation and irrigation. Since the year 1848 we
have been able to create, by means of these canals,
irrigated meadows, which occupy now a superficies of

about 9250 acres. The insufficiency of water has not
permitted us to extend them more. The soil of the

"Campine" district being on about a level, it is set

out in ridges for irrigation, and this is effected by lap-

ping the main courses. The comparative expenses
come to about 52,r. 61/. per acre. A new law on water-

courses is at this moment before the Chamber. Its

application will probably admit of the utilisation, for

the profit of the agriculturist, of those riches which are

at present lost or badly employetl on account of the

state of the watercourses. Irrigation would then
develop itself in a manner quite impossible at the present
time. Sewage water has not been used for

irrigating in Belgium up to the present time.

An English public company (the Belgian Public

Works Company) are canying out at this time at

Brussels an important work of purification, which com-
prises the utilisation of the sewage water of this town
for the irrigation of 150 acres of meadow situate in the

valley of the Seune. But this portion of the work is

not yet begun, and it is likely that it will not

give a good result, because the extent of the

meadows to be irrigated appeal's much too limited

for the quantity of sewage water to be employed.
There is a very stringent Game Law in Belgium ; the

result is, that .so mucli game is often preserved, that

farmers have freciuently to complain of its ravages.

The right of shooting is always reserved by the land-

owner, if not for hisowai pleasure, for letting to othei-s.

About 3.r. per acre is paid for the right of sporting.

M. y. Uclerc, Inspector General of Agriculture,

Belirium.

Societies.
cuF.xiiiiu:.

Inoci"I,.\tion" I'oR Pi.iiUKo.—At a late meeting,

the .secretary, Mr. Ricky, read the following report of

the deputation appointed to proceed to London to

inquire into the value of inoculation as a preventive of

pleuro-pneumonia. The deputation, it will be remem-
bered, consisted of Mr. Jackson, Mr. Aston, and Mr.
Ribgy :—
"We are sorry to have to say that the results of our

inquiry respecting the efhcacy of inoculation as a preven-
tive of pleuro-pneumonia in cattle is not as satisfactoiy as

we could wish. All the cowkccpers we saw in London
spoke favourably of it, but the opinion in its favour we
found was evidently given more as an expression of hope
and of feeling than of direct testimony from actual experi-

ence. They resorted to it on a first attack of the disease,

said they, but as a rule did not inoculate so long as their

stocks were healthy. When asked why they did not inocu-
late all their cows as soon as they came into their posses-
sion, or when they were quite free from the disease, as a
safer precaution if their theory was correct, they answered,
' There was always a risk of some cattle dying from the
cftects of inoculation, and they thought it best to let well

alone.' The utmost support of the practice we got was
that they thought their losses were less in an attack of

plcuro wlien their cattle had been inoculated than when
they had to combat the disease without this protection,

iiince the plague had swept away their cattle their sheds
had been comparatively free from pleuro, but now it w'as

making its appearance -again, and they were again resorting

to inoculation.

"That they did inoculate largely before the time of the

plague was confirmed to us by Mr. Priestman, a veteri-

nary surgeon having an extensive practice among cattle,

who was recommended to us by Professor Simonds, as

the best authority on the question in I^ndon, and who
supplied us with a list of 57 names of persons for whom he
inoculated 4514 cows from the year 1858 to 1863, and
many cattle keepers, he informed us, practised the opera-
tion themselves in their own stocks.

"On the other hand he admitted that some cows took

the disease after having been successfully inoculated, and
that some died from its effects. The proportion of deaths

was difficult to state, he said, as the rule with them w.as

to sell their cattle to the butcher as soon as attacked.

Their practice was to keep their cows in good condition,

and as they were always meat it paid them better than to

attempt their recovery.
'

' We visited nine large dairies in different parts of the

town and suburbs, being introduced and accompanied by
Mr. Priestman, and saw the effects of inoculation in

several of them in different stages. The operation in itself

is very simple. The hair being cut close off on one side

of the end of the tail for about an inch square an incision

is m.ade lengthwise well through the skin with a sharp
pointed knife and held open while one or two drops of

matter are dropped in out of a bottle. The selection of

the virus or matter is most important. Mr. Priestman
prefers obtaining it from the lung of a cow that has had
the disease three or four days only, and using it as soon
as possible, as stale matter induces swelling of the tail and
often necessitates its being cut off. A blow on the tail

after the operation, and before the wound is properly
healed, should be avoided, as it will cause much s\\clling

and may soon result in mortification. Careful attention
should be given daily, and prompt means used to reduce
inflammation as soon as it appears. Of the 4514 which
Mr. Priestman inoculated, 32 died from its effects, or
three quarters per cent., and 248 were seriously affected

but ultimately recovered.

"We also had the advantage of a conversation with
Professor Brown, of the Veterinary Department of the
Privy Council, on the subject, in the course of which he
slated that he had little faith in its effects. The evidence
of its success was most conflicting. Professor Gamgee he
knew was enthusiastic in its praise, but he had known
cattle to die of pleuro that he had inoculated, some of

which had suffered the loss of tlteir tails from the operation.

Proirv,, 1"'-^. !" --"d, iii.i ,,„,M,i,,h,| cattle in the
^•"' ""^' "'"" " ''" ""' '

"
'

'"'
I 1' id obtained the

s.iii"' •"iin.H.i I, nil. ,1, u.ih ii,. 1,1,111.1
I roin a diseased

COU :, \MV^. U u,.., llUt; Vi,v llkilyihat fcW caSBS Of
lilcuiu, or perliaps none, oecuned m some dairies in Lon-
don alter moeulation

; but it was also true that there weremany tlairies which had not been visilnl by it for ytiirs in
which inoculation h.ad never I" . n |,i,i, n , ,| k, i, ,1,',,,, ^g
the experiment being m.adi- ,ii iii m 1.1 ,,1 \|, 1 ,Viig.

m.ache, in Cheshire, in j)l,i. n 1,1 ), ,1, , h-.tiic
side of beasts suflcriiu; from \i\.uu, in. I . \|H.-.n.. il,anto
the ellivis ,,1 ,-,„u.il;).i„, 1„- ,. ,,,m.,,| ,|ku the ifial would
not in.'M- mil. Ii 1 ,1 !» |n ii.

, 1, liiiicrs that had not been
Mioriil iir.l -li.iiiM .,1 ,, l,r |il i, . il «iil, them. Sonic cattlo

"^ '"'' "lii'li «i' ;;.iilh i> il 1111 iileiiially may not
'«• »"

'
""' "^' "

I
'" il"

' liniiber. Dutch
eaiiK, «. ,iii' iiiiii, villi, led le

,
11, ,111 . Ill,ickB of pleuro

and dise.ise generally llian any ol the iMiglish breeds in
London. An instance of the recovery of 25 cows out of
60 from plague was given us, 21 of which were Dutch
and only four English. Foot-and-mouth disease seemed
to prevail more or less in most of the d.airics we saw, and
it was thought that pleuro often followed in its wake.
This, however, did not appear to deter dairymen from
maliing fresh |)urch.ascs. One man had just given ^^90 for
three cows, which he would have to place in the same
shed with about 20 others, nearly all of which had got
foot-and-mouth disease. Milk selling in London we
thought must be profitable. Two only of the sheds we
visited were in good keeping. One, containing about
120 cows, w.as a dark, ill-arranged building, and so
crowded that we wondered not at the proprietor's state-
ment that he had lost 16 cows per month for months
together from iileuro I

" Mr. Priestman strongly recommends the use of
carbolic aeid in cases of pleuro and foot-and-mouth
disea.e, :in,i lie luniished us with a det.ailed report of the
tre.itiih ill li, hi, I pursued in 18 different stocks of cattle,

.111.1 the ii ,iih , 1 te proposes to apply it as a disinfectant,
diluted \Mili n.iler, on Ihe tlimr, u'.ilK, .iml ..ilhig, or
roof of the shipiLHi,. .i|i|.li,'.l \Mih ,1 iiiie;,, , I ml to
administer u nihrn.iMi ihi, e im,, , |„i ,i,,v ,„ .unable
proportions ; and iiss.-rts Ih.il w h-n le., . | , ,,, lv .in,i plenti-

fully, it is 'pleiiio's master,' and soon tlri\es away the
fooi-and-mouth complaint. Professor Brown also spoke
favourably of the treatment."

Ml. .\ST..\ ^ai.l he lluni-hl ll xeemed scarcely
ncce-s.iiy lb. 11 be -IimiiM a.\A .null. me to the able
repuii iu,i re, I, I b\' ilie Meiii,ii\, nil ilieie weretwo or

tln-ee rcuKuksih.il he sluniKl like t.. make. From what
he had seen and heaiil in the Loiuloii dairies, and from
inquiries he had made in the country for a number of
years, he was in favour of inoculating cattle for pleuro-

pneumonia. He would not attempt to argue that it

secured entire freedom from the disease. Those who
were acquainted with the experiments made in the

country and on the Ginl,bienl, imi.t a.lniil Ibal there

was a certain iicrceniaee ••! .iiih «lii,li h.i.l been
inoculated that were li.ible 1,1 hil.e ihe ..an jLe-n ; still,

if they had been opeiai.d n] 1 .1 jjiui)ei ni.uincr, he
believed that the .111,1. 1. w.ae not so numerous or

virulent, and the i....\.iie^ w.ie greater from those
inoculated th.an otb. 1 . Ii aj.peared from an experi-

ment made on the Continent some few years ago on
rather a large scale, that 34 per cent, of the cattle

removcil from healthy districts to those whicli

were affected entirely escaped contagion, 66 per
cent, were afiected with the disease in a greater

or less degree, and 17 per cent, of those died.

He had a conversation with a farmer on Tuesday
evening, residing within about two miles of Tarporley,

who lately had plcuro. On inquiry he ascertained he
had only six cases, three of which had proved fatal,

while there were three recovered. After the first four

cases he inoculated all his cattle ; one was suffering

from the disease at the time, and this recovered. He
had also another all.u be. I afi, 1 tlie .iii.a.ilion, but this

also had recovered, mi iImi which was

about ten weeks .1;;.., in, 1.. I. b,.,! ...lUimicd in a

healthy condition, lie a|.|ieaied !.< b.ivc strong faith

in the operation, considering it was inoculation which
had arrested the progress of pleuro.

Mr. jAClvSON said he vi'as very happy to confirm the

very correct report read by the secretary. In addi-

tion' to it he would read the following letter, which

he had received in reply to one he h.ad addressed to

a large cowkeeper, living at ICenninglon Park Road,

London :

—

"B<^, Kennington Park Road, Dee. 15. 1869.

"My dear Sir, We have |inuii-erl inoculation for the

last ij'y.ii. w nil \,i\ i;.>..ii 1. nil,, in. I in e\ery instance

thai lb.- . aiil.. hiM' i..-i .1 p.. I
111 11 ..I ihi II t.iils'they have

kepi I in. Ill pi, 111..
I

III. nil \\ . Iie.e lost several

bv Ih, I Ill ill. .11 nil i" III. ml.. III.- I....h, but that we
II I. i 1

; ,11a 111, 11 «iH II.. I lake when

inoeiil. lied. .111.1 nlV..iii-s.- 11 Is II.. I a plv^ eiilivc ;
neither

dowelbinkit is much good unless lliey are inoculated

when first they are brought into the sheds. Our own

men that attend to them perform the operation, and great

eaic is required in choosing the lung at the slaughter-

house.— 1 remain, yours tnily, .

" G. Jackson, Esq. "JAS. HiGGS.

Some time ago he was reading a paper, by Mr.

Howard, M.P., reported in the "Journal of the Far-

mers' Club," part of which was to the following effect

:

— "Pleuro-pneumonia has made such ravages that

M. Dumont and many others have adopted the prac-

tice of inoculation ; the pus is obtained from the Mate

Veterinary College, and inscrtcl at the tail. If the

operation is performed in hot weather the tad drops off

through mortification setting in, but when d.pne m cool
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weather no injurious consequences ensue. Having
suffered much from this fatal disease among my cattle

I was determined to try it, but have hitherto been
prevented by order of the veterinary inspector of the

county, "who has acted on the advice of Professor

slaughter it, take the virus from its lung, and inoculate

the rest, and he should confidently calculate upon saving

them. Mr. Slater then referred to the case of a friend

who had been for some years residing in South Africa,

where he said inoculation was veiy generally practised,

Simonds. The Professor opposes the practice ; but and he laughed at the ignorance of the Cheshire

those practical Belgian farmers who have had exten-

sive experience, regard it, to use M. Dumont's own
words, as a 'sovereign remedy.'" Since this he has

addressed a note to Mr. Howard, and had received

this reply :

—

" Dulwich House, Surrey. Xov. 27, 1869.
" Dear Sir,— It would afford me much pleasure if I

could give you any further information on the question of

inoculation than is contained in my lecture on Continental

Farming ; all I can say is, that many sound practical

farmers in Belgium, Germany, and France, seemed to

place much faith in the practice. M. Dumont, of Fleunis,

Belgium, is quite an authority in that country. On his

farm I saw a considerable number under inoculation.
" I have suffered much upon my own farm from pleuro-

pneumonia, and hence I strongly urged on Mr. Forster

before the introduction of his Bill the necessity for dealing

with this and the foot-and-mouth complaint, as well as

making provision for rinderpest. I agree with you that

the only plan to rid the country of this ruinous disease,

pleuro, is combined exertion to stamp it out. I believe

the virus remains active for an almost incredible period.

For three years in succession it broke out on my farm in

one field, and months elapsed in the last case before fresh

stock were put into it, I am yours, very truly,

"James Howard'
" P.S,—The Government departments of France and

Belgium would doubtless supply information on the sub-

ect. I had a talk this week with Mr. Forster about ino-

culation, who thought it was not a matter for Government
to undertake, but rather for the Agricultural Societies. I

think the Royal Agricultural Society might fairly be called

upon—it has plenty of funds."

He (Mr. Jackson) had a strong impression at first that

inoculation was like a good many other things that had
been tried to prevent the spread of pleuro, and was
unwilling to believe that there was much to be relied

farmers, who were only just making experiments to

test its value.

The Chairman (Lord Egerton) said, after the very

able report which had been read, the question to con-

sider would be this—whether the Chamber considered

itself in a position to commend to the farmers of

Cheshire the process of inoculation. He confessed

that after the strong opinion which had been pro-

nounced by the gentlemen in London upon the subject,

he hardly thought they were in a position to make a

positive recommendation to that effect. He should

like to make a remark with respect to carbolic acid.

He {Lord Egerton) had had the foot-and-mouth disease

through the whole of his stock, and they found the

use of carbolic acid diluted, both in washing the mouth
and feet, and in some cases taken internally, to be of

the greatest value. At the time of the rinderpest he
lost a great number of cattle out-of-doors. They took
the remainder into the shippon, where they remained
nearly a year and a half shut up, chlorine gas being
freely used, and they found it the best disinfectant that

could be employed. It never affected either the

cattle or the men, and it was no inconvenience

whatever. He was happy to say that in conse-

quence of the able measures taken by the Chief

Inspector, Captain Smith, with the co-operation

of the farmers, pleuro had not spread very extensively

in this county. The number attacked from the 28th

August to the lith December was 123, out of which
26 had been killed for burial, 31 for meat, 23 had died,

38 had recovered, and 5 were under treatment. In the

case of foot-and-mouth disease during the same period

2269 had been attacked, 4 killed for burial, 3 for meat,

II had died, 1935 had recovered, and 316 were under

treatment. He might say likewise that the other day
one of the committee on the subject had looked

upon m It ; but from the mquines he had made, and
; ^^^^ ^^^counts of Capt. Smith, and had found that it had

from a statement made by a neighbour of his who had
^^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^ ^ g„,a]j expense indeed, not exceed-

been to Australia and had considerable experience in /-g^ f^,. ^^^e three months, and out of that a-half
connection with the matter there, he was strongly

, ^^ two-thirds had been paid for the dresses of inspec-
inclined to come to a difterent conclusion. About fi

years ago a cow was brought out to that gentleman
from England, which, in about three months after

landing, was seized with pleuro. She was slaughtered,

and all the animals in connection with her were
slaughtered too, and it was hoped that these strong

measures would stop the spread of the disease.

Unknown to them, however, some bullocks had been
in connection with the cow, and these, being travelling

bullocks, went up the countiy about 200 miles, and
spread the disease along the whole track. Slaughtering

was largely resorted to, but that was impossible in all

cases. What they did not slaughter, however, they

inoculated, and they found the practice exceedingly

beneficial. They seemed to consider that they

stopped it quite as much Tiy inoculation as they

did by slaughter, and he said that he inoculated

thousands himself. If they inoculated with virus of a

particularly malignant kind they lost them : but

generally speaking the losses were not serious, and they

had so modified their virus that they could calculate

upon a very small percentage of death. He did not

recommend the inoculation of healthy stocks unless

there was a likelihood of their coming in contact with
the disease ; but when there was actual disease he
recommended all the cattle in contiguity with it to be
inoculated. It was quite true that it could not be
looked upon as an absolute preventive. Unfortunately
in his own locality they had the pleuro about six

months ago, introduced by a cow brought from
Wrexham fair. After slaughtering nine or ten they

sent for Mr. Dunn, of Tarporley, and inoculated the

rest. Afterwards three cases occurred. One was
violent and they slaughtered it ; the other two were
milder and they allowed them to live. Since, then

they have had no cases of pleuro whatever. This
would seem to throw some doubt upon the value of
inoculation, but the general impression in the neigh-

bourhood was that the virus had not taken proper
effect, as only three or four of the dozen cows which
were operated upon seemed to have suffered inflamma-
tion in the tail. He would only say further that had
he a case of pleuro in his own stock he would consider

it his duty to inoculate the w^hole stock at once.

Mr. RiGBY said he believed the pus was considered

best when it was taken from a beast that had had the

disease three or four days. They did not like to take
matter from cows in the last stage of the disease, as the

blood might he poisoned, and this would produce
mortification.

Mr. G. Slater said he had been sceptical in regard

to inoculation, but he was pretty nearly converted.

He had some conservation lately with a man ofgi'eat

practical experience, who had lost three or four of his

cattle by pleuro, and had then inoculated the whole of

his stock, numbering 30 or 40, and had saved every
one of them. He (Mr. Slater) asked him particularly

what he would recommend in reference to healthy

stock, and he said—he certainly would not inoculate

healthy stock unless the disease made its appearance,

as there was a little risk and expense wdth it, but when

tors and other things which would not recur. The
county then might feel that they had a very efficient

body of inspectors at a very small expense. With
regard to stock, he should strongly recommend that if

they tried the experiment they should do it with cattle

of a certain age. Very young stock were not at all

liable to the disease. It went through the whole of his

(the Chairman's) herd of oxen, but out of 700 head in

the adjoining park out at ley not one was attacked.

Cows in milk, and especially those in full milk, were
much more liable to the disease, and when they had it,

they had it far more severely.

Sir/NDON.
The Influenxe of Chambers of Agricul-

ture.—At the first meeting of the Swindon Chamber
of Agriculture a paper was read by Mr. T. Arkell,
the President, upon this subject.

Mr- Arkell said—In taking the first part of the

subject—What have the Chambers done ?—if we only

look to their effect upon Acts of Parliament passed

during their three years of existence, probably not

more than two or three measures have been altered or

improved by their influence. The one that strikes me
most forcibly is the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act,

passed last session. No one, I think, will be bold

enough to deny that the discussion and agitation carried

on by the several Chambers last year (although we did

not get all we required for our safety) had considerable

influence on that measure through our representatives,

and we got more than the Government first intended

we should ; and as a proof that what we asked for was
nothing more than justice, and that which was neces-

saiy to keep our stock free from foreign diseases, the

alarm and agitation increases rather than diminishes

since the passing of the Act, as the measure has proved

inadequate to prevent the introduction of disease into

this countiy.

Another instance of Chamber influence is seen in

reference to turnpike roads. The next best thing to

having a good Act of Parliament passed, is to prevent

a bad one passing. In the report of the Central

Chamber for 1S6S, it is stated that in their opinion, as

no settlement of the question can be satisfactory which
is based upon the exclusive rating of real property, Mr.
Knatchbull Hugesson's Turnpike Trusts Bill should be

opposed, which I believe was done effectually, and Mr.
Hugesson in moving the second reading on June ly,

admitted that the Chambers of Agriculture had been
extremely agitated about the measure.

Another measure has been discussed by several of

the Chambers. I mean the County Financial Boards.

The question has been agitated for years on the ground
that those who pay the county rates should be repre-

sented in its expenditure, which no doubt is quite

propei

I may also mention that the appointment of a com-
mittee of the House of Commons to inquire into the

bearings of the Malt-tax had the approval of the

Central Chamber, and I tmst the evidence taken will

ripe for legislation, which will, from their discussion

by the Chambers of Agriculture, educate the country

as well as our representatives, and in due time
become law.

I often look back with satisfaction at being one of a
verj' few at a meeting in London to establish the Cen-
tral Chamber of Agriculture. I am not quite sure

whether I did not pay down the first pound as a
member to Mr. Clay, who was the principal person in

calling the meeting ; and I cannot at a better time urge
all tobecome members to increase the funds at its disposal.

We have in these Chambers a connection, a sort of

agiicuUural union, we never possessed before. In years

gone by, at any agricultural meeting or dinner, if any
speaker opened his mouth on agricultural politics he
was almost always hooted down with tlie cry of '* No
politics ! no politics !" This sort of negative politics,

encouraged by the landowners, lasted all through the

agitation of the Com Law Repeal, no doubt much to

the satisfaction of the commercial and trading classes,

and the Government who were then legislating for their

benefit. Had Chambers of Agriculture been in exist-

ence then, do you think that the Corn Laws would have
been repealed without the repeal of the Malt-tax?

Should we not have said, there are two unjust laws in

existence—one to make Wheat dear, another to make
Barley cheap—but both to make bread and beer dear !

Repeal them both ; let us have a fair field and no
favour ; but the influential agricultural politicians of

that day {the landowners) were afraid of the repeal of

the Malt-tax, or at all events they were uneducated as

to what was beneficial to agriculture.

Again, referring to the third annual report of the

Central Chamber, I find there are 66 Chambers and
branches, consisting of about 15,000 members, with an
estimated income of about ^7000, and represented at

the Central by 90 deputed members, and a subsciiption

of ;^22o. These 66 Chambers do not embrace the

whole of England and Wales, there being some large

portions of counties, like Wiltshire for instance,

lo English and 10 Welsh, apathetic counties, without

any Chambers in 1868. Let us hope they have or are

about forming some, and so add to our influence.
** What remains to be done, and how to accomplish

it ? " My impression is not to undertake too many
subjects at once, but watch the signs of the times, see

\\hat measures the Government are about to introduce in

the coming session affecting our interest, and be pre-

pared to discuss them. For this reason I was anxious

to see our members present, to know from them what
measures are likely to come before tliem at the meeting

of Parliament. If I were to give any opinion as to the

most urgent on our behalf, I should say

—

ist. The amendment of the Bill of last session, so as to

make it compulsory to slaughter foreign animals

at the ports of debarkation.

2d. The revision and extension of local taxation.

3d. The repeal of the Malt-tax, to cheapen the raw
material of beef, mutton, and pork.

But if I name what in my opinion are most likely to

; introduced, I should say— ist, a Compulsory Educa-

tion Bill, the funds to support it to be raised principally

from the present ratepayers ; 2d, a Turnpike Abolition

Act, the roads to be repaired principally by the present

ratepayers ; 3d, the repeal of the tea and sugar duties,

in preference to the repeal of the Malt-tax,\which I

trust our representatives will be strong enough to

oppose successfully—the two fonner upon the ground

that no more Acts of Parliament be allowed to pass

affecting the expenditure of money collected by rate,

until an extension of the law of rating to other property

besides real. A stand should be made somewhere :

it ought to have been made before. During the

last 30 years rates have increased to a considerable

extent.

There is another diflicult question wdiich will require

considerable discussion before it is satisfactorily settled

—Game, or Game Laws. I am inclined to think

the discussions that have taken place on the preser-

vation of ground game have not been without benefit

to many already, and I look more to the redress of

this grievance through moral suasion than by Act of

Parliament. I don't believe gentlemen, or even

common men, can continue to inflict so intolerable

a nuisance as keeping a large quantity of ground game
is to the farmer, in the face of free discussion of the

injustice involved ; and I look to a gi'adual abatement

of the nuisance, for I am afraid (being a bit of a sports-

man myself) that if legislation took place at all, it

would not be confined to ground game.

be produced and the question taken up at an early day,

he had an animal suffering three or four days, he would
|
No doubt there are other questions, although not yet

lloltfcs 0f §00llS.
Guano. Correspondence bchucen G. C. Dobell &= Co.,

Professor Voelcker, and'H. M. Jenkins, Esq., Secre-

tary of the Royal Agricultural Society. Liverpool

:

Lee & Nightingale, l6, Castle Street.

The publication of an analysis of Patagonian guano,

supplied by Messrs. Dobell to Mr. Howden, among
a number of others gibbeted by the Agricultural

Society, has given rise to an angry correspondence.

We gather from it that the guano in question was
"genuine as imported ;" that it was sold on an analysis

which fairly indicated its quality, and that it was not even

guaranteed as comingup to the analysis. It is also plain that

whichever analysis of the two that have been published
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be taken as representing the character of the bulk, low

as was its price, it was sold at considerably over its

intrinsic value.

On these facts our opinion istliat the Society did good

service in publishing this instance of manure-market

experience on their list of inferior guanos. It is right

that farmers sliould know the purchase of these com-

paratively worthless fertilisers to be against their inter-

ests, however cheap they be ; and no method so effectual

can be taken as to nail up examples of this kind along

with vermin of even worse description. Moral delin-

quency is not charged by this act—but farmers are

warned of the risks that they incur.

As to other matters, we are clearly of opinion that

no ordinary reader of Dr. Voelcker's report upon this

case will understand his words, to which Messrs.

Dobell object, as throwing any doubt upon their

truthfulness in the statement which they make as to

the "genuineness" of the guano in question. We
agree with Messrs. Dobell in thinkmg that it would

have been only justice to them if the price at which

the guano was sold had been given along with its

analysis ; and we think with them, that as further

explanations were sought from the purchaser of their

guano before the report of its composition was

published, so also opportunity of further explanation

should have been given to the firm who sold it.

We do not think it at all helps that firm to have

dragged into the controversy their other personal

relations with their customer which have no public

interest.

We have only to add that Mr. Howden has since

published a letter, which should be read in connection

with the pamphlet. Messrs. Dobell will no doubt make
whatever reply to it they may think it needs, and pro-

mising that this reply we shall be very happy to give,

we add the following extract from Mr. Howden's com-
munication to the secretary of the Society :

—

" Messrs. Dobell say in their statement that ' Mr. How"
den was distinctly told, when the sale was made, that in

tlie case of such low-priced guano (as to which there was
great uncertainty) we invariably declined to guarantee

the analysis.' That such a reser%*ation was made, or that

anything was said by Messrs. Dobell suggestive of risk in

purchasing this 'guano,' I most positively and distinctly

deny. They stated that the guano was genuine ' Pata-

gonian guano,' and that the analysis was a fair one they

had just had taken by the well-known chemists ' Huson
and Arrott.*

" It appears to me to be ridiculous—to say nothing
more of it—to say that the fair purpose of showing an
analysis is to be taken as anything else than a fair repre-

sentation of quality to which the goods sold shall have a
reasonable correspondence. Messrs. Dobell say further,

that 'Mr. Howden was perfectly aware, both from the low
price and the analysis, that he was purchasing an inferior

article.' To this I have to answer that I was aware from
the analysis given that the guano was one of a rather

inferior class ; but I was not aware that it was spurious,

or that its quality was so inferior to the analysis given, as

Dr. Voelcker's analysis shows it to be. But that I relied

on its being genuine I'atagonian, and on its being
up to the analysis given, I should certainly not have
purchased it. 1 well recollect on my saying that the price,

though small, was too much for such an analysis, Mr.
Dobell assuring me that it was a fair analysis for Pata-
gonian guano, and that there was something peculiar

about Patagonian guano, which, though, compared with
other guanos of the kind, it showed but a poor analysis,

yet. contrasted by its effects in the field, showed always
very favourably, the results from it in the crop being
always much better than the analysis would indicate. He
stated that he had just sold a considerable quantity of this

same cargo to another customer of his, who had great expe-

gi -'nee in manures, and this person had been making the

same remark as to this peculiar property in Patagonian
auano.

" I may observe also that the price (which, by the way,
as Messrs. Dobell seem to endeavour to make it appear
s low as possible by detailing that they carted the stuff to

^he railway, I may mention was for nett cash without the

customary deduction of 2^ per cent.) is not out of the

common range of price for ordinary phosphatic guano. I

have for the last eight or ten years used such guano
largely, at somewhat similar prices, and with satisfactory

results."

Waste Labour to 'Waste Land. A Special Plea,

K^'e. Industrial Employment Association, 35,
Parliament Street, S.W.

Land reclamation seems, just now, to occupy the

thoughts of many. Our correspondent, " G. A. H.,"
advocates it in the general interest as a good agricul-

tural investment ; our correspondent, Mr. Spearing,

who has had large experience in both islands, advo-

cates it as especially the work to be encouraged
and directed by the Government in Ireland ; Mr.
James Howard, M.P., has, we hear, a scheme of the

kind especially directed towards the solution of the

Irish difficulty ; and here we have a series of letters by
Admiral Wiseman, the chairman, and Mr. Francis

Fuller, hon. secretary to the Industrial Employment
Association, on the prevention of pauperism and crime

by affording immediate and remunerative employment
to the masses. We doubt the wisdom of some of the

suggestions given in these letters, and do not think the

following "practical measure" would tend to diminish

the rates or diminish pauperism :

—

"Within a convenient radius from I ,ondon numerous
farms are obtainable upon lease at easy rentals, and upon
which children and able-bodied poor could be put to work
immediately and profitably—the former to be brought up

healthy in body and mind, imposing no burden upon the

rates, but producing the cost of tlieir maintenance and
education, and the latter to earn at least subsistence
money, until 'times mend,' and employment at their

usual avocations is once more to be had by those who may
prefer it.

" It may startle some of your readers to say that such
farms are available within an easy distance from London.
But I state a positive fact, from my personal and profes-

sional knowledge of it ; and I can, when called upon so to

do, point out several eligible ones, not tenanted, but ' in

hand,' so that no existing occupier need be disturbed, and
which the owners would be glad to let at a few shillings

per acre more than ordinary tenants would pay. "Very

tolerable land can be rented at not more than 30J. per

acre, which, treated by spade husbandry, would yield

enormous returns, to the proportionate reduction of

the poor-rate, and in due course the rescue of thousands

from the humiliating predicament of pauperism. There is

no labour that can be properly put upon a famt but will

pay. The very' young and the very old—of course except-

ing the extremes at either stage of life—can equally have

their capabilities turned to account with pleasure and
benefit to themselves. It is an operation, moreover, that

could be commenced immediately, and with virtually im-

mediate productiveness in the shape of the certain returns

in the next han'est "
!

!

No doubt " there is no labour that can be properly

put upon a farm but will pay ;" we doubt, however,

entirely whether boards of guardians dealing with their

paupers as suburban dairy farmers, are likely to put

labour properly on a farm. The scheme, if attempted

to be carried out, would be certain to increase

the rates.

Farm Memoranda.
The EMfEKiiRS Muiiel F.\rm at Vincennes.—" The farm is a comfortable-looking place, without

any attempt at superiority in point of building or pic-

turesqueness, and the division between the fields is a

sunk dry ditch or a rough paling. The first thing we
visited was the principal byre or cow-house, containing

200 cows. It is a long, straight, and rather wide

building—high, well lighted, and well ventilated. The
cows face each other, having a space 6 feet wide

between them, 4 feet of which is a deep asphalted

trough. Each cow had a considerable space allotted

to her, and was fastened by a leather strap round the

neck with a ring and chain ; at the other end of the

chain is a second ring, that slips easily up and down an

iron bar placed horizontally at the head of each stall

—

an arrangement we had often seen before. The cows

could lie down or stand in any position, and were pre-

vented from actually crossing the trough by a couple of

iron bars run across the top of their .stalls, so wide
apart that the animals could get well forward to drink.

Low racks on one side of their stalls were full of hjiy,

and they are fed upon that, chopped Mangel Wurzel,

and Beetroot.

" Turnips grow too badly and scantily in that part of

France to be available. The divisions between the

stalls were low and of neatly-painted wood ; a grating

allowed all liquid manure to drain down into a sub-

drain with a good incline, which carried it completely

out of the buiUling to a huge tub placed at a con-

venient distance from the byre. At certain hours a

cask of water at one extremity of the byre floods the

trough ; and it was an interesting sight to see such a

number of animals drinking at once, splashing up the

water in each other's faces, and evidently enjoying

themselves. It is scarcely possible to give an accurate

idea of the fine appearance of the cows, or of the

variety represented in that one place.

" The Emperor never does anything by halves, and he

has agents all over Europe, who have the means of

outbidding all competitors, the result of which is to

bring together stock that, as a whole, are quite un-

equalled. There were Ayrshires and Shorthorns that

had carried off prizes at the principal agricultural

shows in Scotland, England, Ireland, and France

;

red Durhams and superb black polled Angus cows.

The Devons were facing magnificent Swiss animals,

with their enormous frames and huge udders ; Brittany

cows with their deer-like heads ; hardy Highland cows

scarcely to be distingnishe<l in shape and make from

the sturdy little north country French animals ; Dutch

cows with their ungainly rounded backs, and good

milking qualities ; even the gazelle-eyed Brahmin cows

«ere there, and all evidently quite at home. In some

of the stalls newly born calves were happy with their

mothers, to whom they are taken at stated times, and

with whom they remain during the night for the first

few weeks.
" In a building close by were the bulls of the

different breeds, comfortably housed in loose boxes.

" We asked the manager which breed gave the best

milk, on the whole, and at the same time gave the

largest quantity. He said the Swiss, and that the

average quantity was six to nine English quarts at a

time. They are milked twice a day. Looking at

their immense udders and great size, one can quite

believe the statement. He said their milk was very

nearly as rich as that of the Aldemey cows, and he

gave us some to drink, which certainly verified his

assertion. These large cows are great feeders, and

are quite distinct from the small, active cows that are

met with all over Switzerland ; and it is from this

large and profitable breed that the famous Swiss

cheeses are made. After lingering in this place of
byres, we went to see the sheep ; they were also well
housed, chiefly in wooden buildings, but with spa-
cious paddocks in front. There were Southdowns,
Leicesters, Cheviots, and various other kinds, of which
the black-faced Highland breed and a small species
from the Pyrenees (the prettiest as far as shape went)
were the most conspicuous. There were also some
very good specimens of the only fine breed to be found
in France, the pre sale from around and below the Pas
de Calais.

" We next inspected the pigs. They were all inside

a building in small loose boxes, the ventilation more
than imperfect. The stench was dreadful ; nothing
but a firm determination to see all enabled us to go
patiently from pen to pen. Here, as in other things,

the Emperor has laid all Europe under tribute.

Improved Berkshire and great Yorkshire pigs

;

improved Suffolks, with the shortest possible snouts

;

the large Westphalian breed, and the smaller kind
from Austria, with numberless other sorts, made
it a very interesting collection ; but the place of

honour was filled by an English pig called Fairhope,

which had gained many a prize in its own country.

After recovering a little in the fresh air, we next bent

our steps to a large shed where some old-fashioned

and cumbersome machinery was kept in motion by
the ceaseless round of a huge blindfolded Swiss ox.

The object of this was simply to chop the Mangel
Wurzel, &c. , for the cows, as not 50 yards off there

was a blazing fire, used solely for steaming food for

pigs ; we could not help considering how speedily a

Scotch farmer would have combined economy and
efficiency, and done away with this waste of time and
labour. A man was in charge of the ox, two men in

charge of the fire, and at least 12 men and women
were feeding the machine, and this with coals at 50.?.

a ton. We inquired of the manager why the pigs were
warmly housed and so warmly fed. He said, ' They
are kept so warm in England, and in order that they

should thrive, we continue it.' We asked the exact

acreage of the farm, and the manager said, ' It

depends upon the stock ; sometimes we have to hire a

few fields, and sometimes not. We always have to buy
food. '

' Does the farm pay, then ?
'

' Well, it

generally covers its expenses. We never make butter ;

we sell the milk in Paris, and it always sells well,

and the young .stock, being valuable, fetch high

prices.' In fact, it is simply a breeding farm, in \\hich

expense is no object. The word * model ' is a com-

plete misnomer. There is a very pretty rustic

summer-house in a small garden, where the Empress
and her ladies sometimes go to drink milk out of Sevres

cups with the Imperial crown upon them.

"The most curious thing in such a poultry-loving

country as France is the absence of everything in the

shape of i)oultry—there are even no pigeons. The
manager said

—
' We used to h.ave an enormous quan-

tity, but they were stolen so continuously that we were
obliged to give them up. They were very valuable,

and it was, of course, a great temptation. ' (This was
added in an apologetic tone. ) Insensibly, as it were,

we looked towards the fortress of Vincennes ; the

manager caught our glance, and gave a satirical smile

and the inevitable French shrug.

"The only horses on the establishment are the white

Norman breed for the farm work. They are heavy

and powerful, and well .adapted for the soil they have

to work. Almost all the farm implements have the

names of English makers. The stock on this model

farm is assuredly well worth seeing, but most of our

readers will agree in the opinion that none of our clear-

headed, practical north country farmers would approve

altogether of the management. There appeared, for

instance, to be a great deal of waste. Owing to the

racks in the cow byre being so low, the animals trod a

good deal under foot ; and the hay being cut over-ripe,

the trough in the cow byre w.as strewed with the seed,

which in our own country and in Holland is used

with such advantage mixed with other things. We
saw it swept away before the animals were entered,

and asked if they made any use of it. The manager

smiled again, and seemed quite amused by such an

economical idea. As we returned to Paris we talked

with our friend over what had most struck us. He
had been both in England and Scotland, and admired

the farms and management exceedingly. We spoke of

a probable time when France would support the

Emperor's efforts more heartily, and take a greater

interest in agriculture ; but our friend seemed very

incredulous, and said that though there were isolated

cases of agricultural pursuits being adopted by pro-

prietors, so long as a man could work an ox during its

best days, and then sell it well (French cooks having

the talent of disguising inferior meat), he was not likely

to give high prices for stock. ' And there is another

reason. We are naturally fond of our centre—Paris.

Out of Paris we do not exist—we vegetate ;
and I do

not believe that the pursuit of agriculture will ever

attract us—it is not in the people. The Emperor is

filling the country with a better breed of animals, and

in that he does all that he is ever likely to accomplish.'

'But the saving of money?' 'Bah, mon c/:er,' he

said, ' there are three things .against the realisation of

your dream—want of taste for it, want of capital, and

want of habit. After all, what does it signify ?
'
And

with this morsel of French philosophy or pococurantism

V!e conclude." Inverness Courier^
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Miscellaneous.
Mountain Sheep Farming.—There is no point

of management that the older floclc-masters insist so

much upon as a good supply of mountain hay. In a

paper which Mr. Aitchison, of Linhope, read a few-

years ago before the Teviotdale Farmers' Club, of

which he is president, he obsen'ed : "Sheep make up
nearly half the rental of Scotland, and yet landlords

are sadly remiss, and very little is done for them.

Sheep drains, sheep stells, and march fences have

done much, but still more is expended on 40 acres of

wet low land than would put a sheepwalk in form.

Com, beans, and bran with hay may enable the flock-

master with a heavy purse and a willing heart to tide

through the dreary time till verdure begins, and

nature dethrones art on the hills, but still mountain hay

must be the sheet anchor. Go in for mountain hay,

and the storms of winter may drift up the valley, and

tempests whistle over the hills in vain." Again,
" Partial feeding is worse than no feeding, as the

sheep listlessly wait on it ; and no longer, in the ab-

-sence of fresh weather, search after regular food. Giv-

ing it in handfuls may do for calm weather, but sheep

hecks will alone prevent the wind from pilfering, and
save one-third of the hay." His recommendation was
that every hiresell of 30 score should have four enclo-

sures of a few acres each, with sheep houses and hecks,

which should be limed and cut two and two, in alter-

nate years, and this plan has been pretty generally

followed." Mi: H. Dixon in Royal Agricultural

Society's yoiimal, I

January 15.— JV/icat stnoing may be prosecuted in

open weather, as the land is cleared of Turnips, or

otherwise got ready. We have seen a farmer sowing
Wheat in low land by the sea-side when the more
elevated part of his farm was covered with snow, hnee-
deep in places, and getting in the seed too in afincpromis-

ing seed-bed. It is generally good policy to sow onastale
furrow, but in the present difficult weather you must
sow as soon as the land is ploughed, yoking the drill,

and finishing as you go along. In the absence of seed-

drills the old practice was for the sower to follow the

last plough with the harrow at his heels. The exten-

sion of the practice of storing root crops in autumn, and
the use of the steam-plough and seed-drill, are greatly
reducing the area of land ploughed and seeded with
Wheat at this season. But even under this improved
practice there is much Wheat land that cannot be
sown earlier, and whenever a good seed-bed can be had
it is better to sow than to put off till spring, which may
be late and unfavourable. Some sow regardless of the
seed-bed, under the impression that future frost will

correct present harm ; but the old rule of the seed being
at the footland before the sower in a rainy day is out
of date; for, apart from the sacrifice of seed, frost will

not correct land that has been poached both with im-
plements and the horses' feet—on the contrary, nothing
can be more ruinous to heavy Wheat land.

Clay, Marl, and Chalk.—Cart an<l apply to land
that will carry the teams. Marls are of a very diver-
sified character, clay containing a portion of chalk
or lime being in some places calcareous earths

—

gravelly marls in others. They are all well kno\vn
in the localities where found, but their value is too
often under-estimated. In frosty weather they may
be applied not only to grass-land, but ploughed land
for spring com or root crops, and harrowed or
grubbed in wlien the thaw comes to incorporate
them with the staple. A good dressing of clay will

double the value of some lands ; frost very soon breaks
it down, so as to deprive it of its adhesive character,

and thus fit it for incorporation with arable or ploughed
land, or for bush-harrowing into grass-land. Nodules
of chalk often require alternate rains and frosts to

break them do^^n for the bush-harrow. In such cases
it is not well adapted for grass-lands ; but chalk may
easily be crushed or ground by machinery to a
sufficiently fine state for application to the land,

and may be spread by a broadcast manure-distributor
in frosty mornings when it cannot be done in the
afternoon ; or from the carts, as lime, with .shovels

or it may be laid down in heaps, and then spread,
Unlike quicklime from the kiln, chalk improves hy
exposure to the atmosphere, and therefore when
carted at this season it should be applied immediately.
Some dig and cart into hills in the summer time,
lobe ready for autumn, winter, or spring use.

Lime Compost, prepare. Where land lies at a con-
siderable inclination, the earth which the ploughs, &c.,
bring out to the lower land's-end accumulates, so that
eventually a spit deep may be carted off and laid up in

hills for compost. I'his is best done in frosty weather.
The scourings of ditches, parings from roadsides, and all

sorts of earthy matter fit for the same purpose, are thus
collected together. These hills should be turned over
once or twice before farmyard dung or lime is mixed
with them. Where lime has to be procured from a dis-

tance. It may be carted, and the quicklime mixed with
the compost hills in turning them. With earth full of
vegetable matter, this makes an excellent lime compost
for grass-lands, and if the lime and earth are ]->roperly

mixed in the turning, the compost will be ready for

application in a week or ten days. In other words,

when cool it is ready for application, which should be
done in dry, open weather, when the compost can be
well harrowed doivii to the roots of the Grass. There
is no rule as to the quantity of lime that requires to be
mixed with a cubic yard of earth ; some mix a bushel
of shells from the kiln, but it depends upon the nature

of the land and the effect the farmer wishes to produce.
In the form of compost the smallest quantity of lime
will produce a favourable effect. But when there is

much Moss, effete vegetable matter and sourness in the

land, a much larger quantity of lime should be used.

The compost then should have a whitish appearance,
from the proportion of lime in it, and should be applied
comparatively hot.

Warping.—The high floods of the season are favour-

able for carrying out this operation, both naturally and
artificially. There are only a few places where river

water can be let in naturally to warp land lying at a

lower level. It is otherwise with the artificial practice,

for by means of pumping apparatus and machinery for

breaking down clay or any sort of earthy matter in

flowing water, advantage may be taken of flood-water

to warp extensive areas of land. Thus bogs might
often be artificially warped with advantage ; so may
most ofthe fen lands of England. In point of fact, large

areas of peaty soil in Lincolnshire and the West Riding
of Yorkshire have already been so warped ; and there are

large areas of poor sandy and gravelly soils that can be
t'arjied in like manner. It does not require a very

great fall to convey clay, marl, and earthy matter

in suspension by gravitation, as high floods increase

the velocity, and the earth may be broken down with

the spade, and conveyed to the land in the common
carriers of irrigated land.

Threshing.—Much com is threshed out this month,
for market, let the weather be wet or dry. Farmers
whose threshing machines are driven by water, and
who have a short supply in dry weather, take

advantage of floods to thresh out and stack what
straw is required for litter or summer use when the

supply of water fails, but care should be taken tliat the

outsides of the stacks are dry, when taken into the

barn, otherwise the wet butts will damp the grain

in threshing. Those who use steam and horse-

power thresh out in frosty w-eather, and so do
those who have a full command of water. Some cut

up large quantities of straw and liay into chaff, salt and
store it past in bins for consumption during the busy
months of spring. Others object to stale straw or

chaff, and thresh daily, or stack after stack, so as to

have fresh straw and chaff daily. If corn has been
badly harvested or the grain laid when cut, threshing

and salting may improve the chaff, but clean straw

in the sheaf and stack is always best newly threshed.

Chaff-cutting and Root-pulping.—With the large

chaff-cutting and chaff-sifting machines now in use

the straw can be yelmcd with hay and cut up as fast as

threshed and carried to the bins by traveller bands and
salted. But chaff should always be given to live stock

mixed with less or more pulped roots and meal at this

season, and all this is now done at one conjoint opera-

tion by machinery ; and the storing of the prepared or

cooked food thus manufactured involves several im-

portant considerations of economy. Thus the mess
should lie for some time before it is served to stock,

and the length of time will depend upon the tempera-

ture of the weather, or, rather, of the place in which
the food is kept, and the quantity of each of the

different feeding materials of which it is composed, as

straw, hay, roots, meal, salt. Then we have the kind

of straw, as wheat-straw, oat-straw, barley-straw,

with the kind of roots, as Turnips, Swedes, Mangel,
Carrots ; and kinds of meal, as pea or bean meal,

barley-meal, oatmeal, Indian corn meal, linseed-meal,

ground cake, (S;c. ; and lastly, the demands of the

different kinds of stock and season. It is very evident,

therefore, that every farmer must be left to make his

own rule as to what should be done as to supplying

the raw materials, and the length of time they require

to lie after being mixed before the cooked mess is

served. To beginners we may however say, err upon
the safe side, and not let the mess lie too long to

sustain injury from femientation, or, rather, putrefac-

tion. See that roots are perfectly clean and free from
rottenness and everything that will induce the putrefac-

tive process.

Early Lambs.—In our .southern provinces lambing
continues throughout the month. Sudden outbursts of

rain, sleet, frost, and sno^\', are now and then

experienced, but the storms generally are of short

duration, the weather upon the whole being favourable

as compared with March and April in the north.

The sudden changes, however, are trying, and ewes do
better under cover on pnl]ied Carrots, meal and clover-

chaff, than in the open field. October and November
lambs are being sent to the shambles, their dams, in

some instances, being ripe to go with them. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cattle Food : H. P. In feeding store cattle and
sheep on concentrated foods, as oilcakes, meals, &c., it

is desirable at all times to mix them with a bulkier
food, as bran, chaff, pulped roots, &c. Bran is \alued
higher by the chemist than by the practical man. Its

nutriiivf' \alue is diminished hv its l^\nti^e effect as

food. Can anyone tell us, from experience, its approxi-
mate feeding value as compared with first-rate meadow
hay?

CopROLiTES : S. Can any one say what average per-
centage of moisture is lost in the process of grinding
phosphates into a fine powder by means of horizontal
stones ?

Draught-horse Power : Inquirer. You will find all

that is known on the subject in the Useful Knowledge
Society's book on the horse. We will make an extract
next week.

Gas Lime : An Original Subscriber would feel much
obliged by Mr. Chambers, bailiff to the Strines Calico
Printing Company, kindly saying what quantity of gas
lime per acre he ploughs into his land in preparation for

Potatos, as mentioned in the Agricultural Gazette.

Lime : D. M. We would make a compost with vegetable
matter of any kind, and apply so much as would contain

80 bushels per acre, as a top dressing on pasture land
which is very mossy and light.

Maize for Horses : J. D. H. It is largely used in the
stable when cheap enough. We believe, however, it is

preferred especially for cart and farm horses ; and
nothing beats good Oats and Beans for the hunter or
the hack. See the report of the discussion before the
Lavenham Farmers' Club, p. 24.

Sewage : A. B. We are asked for any tmstworthy
examples in England of town sewage being profitably

converted into a dry manure. We know of none.

ilarhcts.
ENGLISH WOOL.

There has been a good demand, and some of the classes

of foreign wool competing with English fleeces, such as
Oportos, Egyptian, coarse South American, &c., have been
dealt in at \d. to \d. per lb. advance, and are now held
for still more money, with very limited stocks. We look
for a decided upward move next month.
Current Prices of English Wool. Wx lb.—j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets 1 i to 1 e
Half-bred ditto 1 2 — i 24
Kent Fleeces 13 — 14
Southdown cwcs and wethers .. .. o oj — x i

Leicester ditto . . ..is — 13
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — 1 6

Combing 10—18

II.4 v.—per Loadof^6 I'russcs.

Smithfield, Thursday, Januar}' 13.

; Meadow H.ty 8oj. to 87J. Clover, old ..

Frit :2dc
Infcriot-do 80 90

I Carles James Eastok.

, Thursday, January 13.

I

Inferior Clover . .loSi-. to 116

New do — —
Straw 34 38

JosHLA Baker.Superior Clover .. 126

COALS.—January 12.

Holywell Main, 16s. 6d. ; West Hartley, 15J. gd. ;

Walls End Acorn Close, 17J. -^d. \ Walls End Harton,
i6j. (^d. ; Eden Main, lys. ; Walls End Braddyll's

Hetton. ijs. 6d. ; Walls End Elliot, iSs. 3d.; Walls End
Haswell, i8s. 6d.\ Walls End South Hetton, i8j. 3^/.;

Walls End Tunstall, i6j. 9^. ; ^\^llIs End Hcugh Hall,

18J. ; Walls End East Hartlepool. i8j. ^d. ; Walls End
Tees, iSs. 3(f.^Ships at market, 70; sold, 64.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Jan. 14.

Best Fresh Butter 19J. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 17^. ,,

Small Pork, 55. on', to 5^. ^d. ; Large Pork, \s. -zd. tO
4J-. 6(/. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, January 10.

We have a shorter supply of Beasts, and the average
quality is verj' good ; trade is active for choicest qualities,

at fully last week's quotations ; a fair clearance is effected

of all kinds. The number of Sheep is nearly the same as
last Monday ; trade is brisk for them, and choicest

qualities make rather higher prices. Choice Calves are
very scarce and dear. Our foreign supply consists of 497
Beasts, 2340 Sheep, 119 Calves, and 140 Pigs; from
Scotland, 297 Beasts ; from Ireland, 600 ; from Norfolk
and Suffolk, 1050 ; and 1130 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

loras, «:c.

Best Shorthorns.

.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds ,

.

Do. Shorn
5 8-6

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d qualit

5 6to5 S

Calvi 0-6 4
Pigs .. ..4 o—

6

Beast-?, 3578 : Sheep and Lambs, 16,770 ; Calves, 149 ; Pigs, 350.

Thlrsdav, January 13.

We have a large supply of Beasts and only a moderate
demand, prices for all kinds are consequently lower ; our
top quotations are only realised in a few instances for

choicest qualities ; several lots remain imsold. There are
a few more Sheep than on I'hursday last, but we are not
overdone with best descriptions, and Monday's quotations
are pretty well maintained. Choicest Calves continue
dear. Our foreign supply consists of 744 Beasts, 850
Sheep, and 96 Calves.

Best Scots, Here
fords. &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

zd quality Beasts

Best Downs
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

Be.-i'^ts iSio

and

5 4tos

5 0-5
0—4

I

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn .

.

. .
-

I Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—5
j
Do. Shorn .

.

. .
—

Lambs . . .

.

. . - -

! Cahcs . . .. 40—6
Pigs .. ..40-6

4t05 8

:
Sheep and Lamb«, 5505 ; Calv
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MARK l.ANE.

The supply of English Wlieat to this morning's market

was very small, and was cleared at the quotations of this

day se'nnight. There was a fair attendance, and a

moderate demand for foreign Wheat at a decline of is.

perqr. upon last Monday's rates. Barley was unchanged

in value. Beans and white Peas were is. to is. per qr.

cheaper. The Oat trade was quiet at last week's prices.

Flour was difficult of sale, and rather lower.

,

J.inuary ;

.do.

Tala

4C5—49 Red

.

42—53 Red.

,

56-58
— iRed.,— — Norfolk

— — Foreign 38—53'
BARLEY,grind.S:dist,29St0 3if..Chev. 39—42 Maltir
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 22—25 Maltir

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 22—24
— Scotch and Lmcolnshire. .Potato 24—26 Feed
— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed .... 21—24
— Foreign Poland and Brew 22—25 Feed 19—2:

Rye .^
32—38, Foreign .. 33—36

Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan yzs. to 375. . .Tick'34—49 Harrow .

— Pigeon .... 50J. to 56J. . .Winds.
|
—

1
Longpod.

— Foreign Small 41^43 Egyptian . 38—40
Peas, White, Esse.v, and Kent.. Boilers 34—42 Suffolk .. 36—43— Maple, 4ti. to 45i-. Grey'35—42 Foreign .. 33—37
MaIzs _

— [Foreign .. 29—3;
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—43— 2d ditto ditto 28—40 Country. . j2iS—40
— Foreign per barrel 122—25 Per sack.. 1 29—55

Friday, January 14.

Since the 7th inst. we have had. alternately, frosty and
mild weather, with high winds and hea\y rain. The
frequent changes in the weather lead millers and dealers

to e.\pect an early re-opening of the Baltic ports, and, as

the Black Sea cargoes are dropping in, the excessive stocks

in our seaports on the 1st inst. have had no chance of

being diminished, a dull trade has continued during the

past week, with prices of Wheat fuliy u. per qr. lower for

all sorts. Best Barley steady, other sorts moved off ven,'

slowly. The tendency of prices for Oats, Beans, and Peas,

lias been adverse. Flour was neglected, and where sales

were forced prices declined fis. per barrel and u. per sack.

Since Friday last 126 grain and seed laden vessels

arrived off the coast, of which, with those left over from
last week, there remained for sale last night 8g cargoes.

The above cargoes having chiefly arrived during the last

day or two, sufficient time has not elapsed for the distri-

bution of samples to the out-ports. Business in Wheat
has been to a fair extent during the past week, inferior

sorts were sold at a reduction of about u. per qr., whilst

better qualities, being comparatively scarce, hardly receded
in value : Maize was quiet and rather cheaper to sell

Barley was neglected at the beginning of the week, but
inquired after at the close : Rye exhibited a drooping
tendency throughout. In cargoes on passage and for for

ward shipment business remains in abeyance.

The arrivals of English Grain and foreign Wheat and
Barley are small, and moderate of foreign Oats. There
was a poor attendance at market, and the business done
in WTicat was of a retail character at about Monday s

quotations, prices rather in favour of Buyers. Oats were
dd. per quarter cheaper, other descriptions of spring coni
were unchanged in \-alue.

Arrivals.
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§^^3 CARTER'S "

P

RIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS, g^^^
J.

(_ . ANli CO. having secured their immense Stock of NATURAL GRASSES insplendid condition, are prepared to execute orders for Grass Seeds for Pastures, Lawns, &c-

The germinating quality (after most careful testing) is assured to be first-rate ; and, from the great pains taken by Messrs. C.-^RTER to adapt the Mixtures of Grasses to

suit the particular nature of the soil intended to be laid down, the possibility of failure can scarcely be entertained.

It is only necessary when ordering to gi\e a general description of the soil, situation, &c.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (choicest quality).
For HEAVY SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre.

1

For LIGHT SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre.
|

For MICDIUM SOILS, 28s- 10 3Ss. per acre.

Second quality cheaper. Reduced rates for more than 10 Acres.

CARTER'S "ROYAL MIXTURE" EOR LAWNS, 20s. per bushel; Is. per lb.

{as used in the chief European Royal Gardens). Sow 3 bushels per acre.

]'nr Ihc fullest information to insure successful Seeding down I.nnd to Grass, sec ESSAY in

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1870.

Post Free, One ShiUing ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

NEW SEED POTATOS.
THE

JAMES CARTER AND CO. are n.

ASH-TOP FLUKE POTATO.
IV prepared to execute orders for this Potato, which has proved its clai

ith the best varieties in general use.

H^

v.\Lvi:s
GF.ORGK ROBINSON, Dial Ii

London Wareliouse, i6, Gr.inH Junctii
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GREEN'S
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
IHE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that they w ill serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS;
1st, They require no setting in brickwork. 1 6lh, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexerl to the Boilers by means
2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation. of T-pipes.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers. 7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

4th, Tlicy are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon 8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke. turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be
51h, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.

|
fi.\ed in.

1^- PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS
;

and 54 & 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

NOTICE.

ORMSON'S I'.VTFM CO.WOLUIED
BOILER.

ORMSO.NS I'ATICNT CONCENTRIC
SAUULE BOILER.

ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
The Nobility, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by HENRY ORMSON as a specimen of his first-class and substantial style of

building Horticultural Structures. Also his Patent Wrought-iron Boilers, by which the new Hothouses,

and many other Buildings are heated on a very extensive scale in the above great establishment.

Confidence in Cast-iron Boilers is now, to a very great extent, lost in consequence of their continual

cracking and failing, and are being replaced by ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED WROUGHT-IRON
BOILERS, which are not only free from all danger of cracking, but have proved themselves far more

economical in consumption of fuel.

HOTHOUSES MANUFACTURED BY STEAM MACHINERY. BEST M.ATERIALS AND LOWEST PRICES.

Phitts, S/nriJkatwns, and Estimates for Erecting Conservatories, Hothouses, and Hot-water Apparatus 0/ every description in al!

parts of the country and abroad.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUF/VCTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER M.\JESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

AND TO THE ROYAL HORI ICULTUR,'\L SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD. CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

J Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

Manaf.ictory, 6, Bankside, Soutnwark

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., and

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, 2d. ; three

yards, id- ; and four yards, 4^. per yard in any quantity. May be
CHAS. WRIGHt ''" """

E ARCHER'S ' FRIGI DOMO." —
sed by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

d Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of

Devonshire, late Sir J, Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading 1b " Frlgi Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made ot prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floncultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS.
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, u. itd. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. od. per yard run.

Four yards wide 3s. 6d. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide .. is. f)d. per yard,

nproved make, 3 yards wide . . zs. Sd. per yard r

throughout the Kingdoi

II \ \ D ^ S I I> 1: AND CO.,
J idr> lit.ib\

I
j2 W.ilbtuok, London.

Works have for the last 40years been wel'

, of fine Iron Castings. The use of Cast-

TRELOAR'S FINE COCOA-NUT MATTING,
warranted unbleached. No other kind is durable,—all other kinds

are dear. Catalogues free by post.
T. TRELOAR. Manufacturer, 67, Ludgate Hill, E C

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which ^ives the size of every class of Mat,

al Street, Shoreditch, London.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate ^fark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S, & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

the cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 ye

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. GRAY begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c,, to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAB BOILER.
Acknowledged bv practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers /or quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

'fi Gardeners' Chronicle 0/ Itito-nation

is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a s

Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bi

bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel

;

ih the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram
|
is no doubt an i

Extract from Report :

" The upright form of Boiler
but the oval form given to Mr.
preferable in conseqm

li Exhibition, May 24, 1862, fttgt 476.

luare, it seems feasible that the UoiI«rs on the
ing the tubes more completely within range of
um this being so, the change, though a sfight

1^" TJi^y are made of all sizes, which, xoiik prices, may be had on application^

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

Five largt Sheets of Designs and I ncc I isls post frtc fitr stamps.

A. H &. Co make the better kmd of IRON and GLASS CON-
SERVATOR! Lb aid have constructed some of the largest and
finest in the kingdom

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
.ARCHITECTS DESIGNS C.4REFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, NAV.

T. H. P. DENNIS c^^ COMPANY, Patentees,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS IN WOOD AND IRON.

iUi.lL: ai^i

-5?"^^^^^*"Si^^^?^Ff^i-j-^^^^^^^'^zs^^z^

T. H. V. UKNNIS AND COMPANY beg to direct the attention of Noblemen, Gentlemen, NurserjTnen, and Gardeners, to the many and varied improvements (hey hare
made in every description of Horticultural Erections. They continue to Manufacture Buildings of the highest order in Wood, Galvani«ed Metal, and their highi,v APPROVED
Patent Wrought Iron Construction. They have much pleasure in announcing tliat by the aid of modem appliances, in their Manufactory, all kinds of HorticuUural Building

will be supplied at the most moderate prices consistent with the high standard of their workmanship. Every description of Garden Structure arranged, designed^ and heated on
T. H. P. D. AND CO. 'S improved system, will be guaranteed to fully ansu'crthc purpose for which they are intended.

Gentlemen waited upon by members of the Firm to advise and arrange for contemplated Building^s.

Our NEW HOT-WATER BOILER and other Specialities and P^itented arrangements are described in other Advertisements, and also in our Catalogue, which may be
had on application.

^__

ANCHOR IRON WORKS, CHELMSFORD.
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" Every Coltaec should be provided wiih a Water Tank." DismtU.

Iron Cisterng.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more

GALVANISED or PAlNTEU, of superior quality, at reduced prices,

and at very short

An Illustrated Price List of Galvanised Iron, and other of Er.\BY'S

special Manufactures, sent on application.

F. BRABY AND CO., Limited, Fitiroy Works, Euston Roiad,

London ; or through all respectable Ironmongers.

N.U. Open Tanks of different sizes packed o

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

d Insects, take up little

clown incur no further labour
'" grown " Edgings, conse-

nllv beincr much cheaper,

ARDF.N VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in

of great durability and superior

finish, and in much variety of design.
" -oundStreet, Blackfriars.S.E.

^ , _. . jsland Road, Kingsland,N.E.

"lll'usl"rate(rPnce Lists' free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls Corridors, Balconies, Stc, as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

designs. Likewise mnre cl.iboratc designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

ment, with prici.s, forwarded for selection. „ ..
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dames, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, ic. Grooved and other Stable Paving Hncks
of great durability. Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes. Slates, Cements. &c.

To be obuined of F. & ti. RosHER, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE). at the above addresses—
us. per Ton, is. id. per Bushel; 2j. per Ton extra for delivery

within three mile-;, and tn .inv London Railway or Wharf. Quantities

of 4 Tons, i^ pel 1 ..n I' A < ..irskf grained Sand 45. per Ton more.

Sampli
""

FtiN
PEAT i

r Ferneries. KENT

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.
IHOMAS MILLINGTON AN

15s td.tbs <id i8£ od

Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry, Mr. Rivi

culturists of the United Kingdom.
ORCIIAKD-HOUSE SIZES.

in. in. 4tlis. 3'd

20 by 13 .
'

20 b*' I'iper ,oofeet/^i^i^^20by

14J-

er lOO eet
^^^ „ Lgs „,(

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, 150?-, per 100 feet.

in in.lin. in.tin. in.lin. in. I 4th5. I 3ds. I
2nds. I IJest.

6 by 4, 7, by
5, |, fv J, 9, ty 7, 1 i,s 3^ ,jt M 14s oi 155 &i

6»by ijl 7|by 5II 81 l*/ ^Y 9l by 71/1 ^1 I I

Per 100 feet.

10 by 8 IIJ by 5 ,121 by ioiii4i by loi)
|

I I I

lolby 8|i2iby <)t 13 by .0 15 by 10 L ,„ g.i,„ oj ,5s 3^,75 &i
11 by 9 13 by 9 13I by io( 13 by 11 f '" ** ' »*=.>'
iilby 9ili2 byiolM by 10 1 14 by n J ) | 1 1

51 by 10)

6 by 10
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers fitted ivith Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pump,
Water and Steam Gauges, dfc, <2fe., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „ „

Horse Power Cylinder. Diameter. Stroke. Boiler. Height. Diameter,
. 2 ft. 4 m.

i6|

18

28 4520

The Fly-wheel Shaft is

along X ith the

•upplUd

I and 3, if not fitted with Governors, less ^^5.

iently long to admit a drum beingfixed on if required, whi,

fine any diameter ordered, at an extra cost according to size.

The above Engines and Boilers occupy a very small space, and will be found admissable in places where no other

form of Engine and Boiler could be fixed. They are especially adapted for use by Contractors and in Warehouses,
Mills, Dyehouses, Workshops. Printing Offices, Farms, &c., &c. For exportation they are invaluable, being sent

out in complete Working Order, ready for immediate use. They are made in an exceedingly substantial and simple
manner, every part being perfectly easy of access, and consequently can be readily understood and managed.

The Boilers are fitted up with Strong Welded Tubes, intersecting the fire-box (varying in number according to

the size of the boiler), and a mud hole is placed opposite each tube for the purpose of cleaning them out. They are

tested up to 200 lb. pressure to the square inch.

The Foundation Plate answers the purpose of Feed Water Tank, in which the water is healed before passing

into the boiler, and also of an ash pit, and no brickwork or foundation is required.

The Fire-box is so constructed that Coal, Coke, or Wood can be used as Fuel,

Extract from the Gardeners^ Chronicle^ December ii, 1869, p. 1293:

—

" Vertical Engines continue to merit growing patronage. They have their advantages over the horizontal engines, not only in construction as to the working and extra

and unequal tear and wear of the piston and cylinder, but in their adaptation to light work—as grinding, chaff-cutting, and root-pulping. The small area of space they occupy is

also greatly in their favour. Of late years very great progress has been made in the cattle feeding department of farm practice, hence the growing demand for engines of this

class ; but this is not all that must be reported, for they are evidently also entering into comi>etition with their rivals in the threshing bam. They have long been in extensive use

by builders for hoisting and pumping, being made locomotive by means of rails ; and constructed on this plan they are proving equally effective and advantageous in the brick-

field, quarry, wood-yard, large dairies for churning, laundries, for driving washing machines, and the like. Add to this the growing use of a heavier class of engines for steam
culture, which necessitates as it were the employment of small vertical ones at the homestead, it is easy accounting for the growing popularity of the latter at all our implement
exhibitions. In construction there is a close similarity on the whole, but in details of mechanism they are diversified. Something of course depends upon the special purposes

for which they have been made, and whether they are to be used outdoors or indoors, and whether they are to bum coal or coke, and so on.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING. ROLLING, AND

COLLECTING M.\CHINES.

Fx'cry Machine tisfactioH, and if not approved of
onditionally.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREENS PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London. 1862.

First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.

First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Bmssels Exhibition, on two occasions.

First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have

carried off every Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an
established fact. During the last five years the demand has been unprecedented,

which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their

characteristic features :— ist. Simplicity of constmction, every part being free of access.

2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3d. They
are the least liable to get out of order.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-

iharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by mnning one way round, they can
be reversed again and again, bringing the sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom
blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar

adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Lists

free on application.

N,B. All Orders are executed on the day they are received.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

HAND ROLLERS. J^ Fm2^ih^1faf»

24 in. 26 in. 4 10 o !^^B^M /I^^^PPI 30 in. 42 in. 11 15 o

These ROLLERS possess many advantages over all others ; they are made in

two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording greater facility for turning, and

the outer edges are rounded off, or turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks

left by other Rollers. They are manufactured of the best materials, and are got up in

a manner surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS, 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also

made in one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to

answer many requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller

at pleasure.

PRICES.
24 inches by 26 inches ^40°
20 ,, 22 3 = 6

16 „ J7 2 10 o

Ddivertd Carriage Free la all the priitdpal Railway Slalions and

Skifjiing Ports in Enslaml.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

s should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Adven
lARDS, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbi;ry, Ev/v«o, *x ^u., ._^...u^>. o..vv.. .^^....^. «. v. ..«..., -^..j «.

41, Wellington Street, Parish of St, Paul's, Covcnt Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, January 15, 1870.
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LEEDS (SPRING) FLOWER SHOW will be held
in the Leeds Royal Park on EASTER MONDAY, TUESDAY,

and WEDNESDAY, April 18, 10, and m As this will be the firat

Spring Show held in Leeds, I shall be glad lo receive suggestions
either as to entries, classes or prizes, so that the Show may be
satisfactory in every respect. Schedules will therefore not be issued
until the end of January.
Leeds Ro^-al Park. THOMAS CLAPHAM. Proprietor.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 1870, JUNE 3 lo la ONE THOUSAND

BRUCE FINDLAY.

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. SPECIAL PRIZES for ROSES.
Prizes amounting to nearly £-m will be given for Roses alone.

Prizes over 20 Guineas are oBcred for the best la Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.

The Exhibition will be held on J U LY 13. Full information may be
"-- '— WM. PALI.ETT, Secretary.

RB. HAZLETT, Bakek, Foofs Cray, would feci
• obliscd if any one would INFORM him where I.\MES

OSBORN .s LIVING (late Gardener to Viscount Sydney, Frognall.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH, only surviving Partner of
the lateTirm of BETHAM and BLACKITH, begs to announce

that he intends in future to conduct Business at the same address,
under the style of CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH AND CO., and hopes to
receive a continuance of the favours of the Trade.
Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.—Jan. 3.

VERY GARDEN . R E Q U 1 S I T F,

KEPT in STOCK at
CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 338, High Holborn, London.

D^
CIALCEOLARIA.—Sealed packets, u. 6d., 2S. bd.,

' 3! ("I., and ss. First Prizes, Crystal Palace, Horticultural,
nic and Reading, &c.

C^ , 6t/., and ss. Sixty First Prizes

B^
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varietie

S'
SUPPLIED by 300 Leading Seedsmen and the

Growers, I. DOBSON AND SI.>NS, Woodlands Nursen',
Islcworlh, London, W.

C^
p^
V^ i

€'

C^
Ci

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, an'd will be sent post free on application.

DOBSON AND SONS' SEED CATALOGUE,
gratis and post free.—Woodland s Nursery, Isleworth, W,
HODODENDRON SEED (clean new seed).

Price upon application to
JAMES DICKSON and SON, 102, Eastgate Street, and Newton

s TUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice—Sf,ed
5, Tavistock Row, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.
MOVED from 85,

--"^ "

WHOLESALE LIST •

rpUBEROSES.—Splendid roots, just ready, price 3s.
-1- per dozen ; extra picked bulbs, 6j. per dozen. Plenty for the
Trade. Prices on application to

HOOPER AND CO., Seedsmen, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

The Roses of the Season are those of
)AUL AND SU.\. TIh' "Ulil" Nurseries. Cheshunt, N,
PRICED DESt'Kll'TIVK LIS T |„,M free on application.

I C H A R D SMITHS ROSE LIST,
containing all the leading and most popular kinds of Roses,

be had free by post.

and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

R
may be had (rec by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nun

F'

To the Trade.
TAND.-VRD ROSES, £} 10s. per 100 ; Dwarfs on

Manelti, 40J. per 100.—Fine plants and kinds.
W. JACKSON, Blakedown Nursery, near Kidderminster.

vv
Manettl Stocks.

M. PAUL has a few thousand MANETTI
STOCKS, extra line, to offei In'.the Trade. Price, low, given

lication. Waltham Cross, London, N.

M
THOS. CKIPPS ,

STOCKS.
Tunbridge Wells.

M Lily of the Valley Roots.
ESSRS. HAWKINS AND BENNETT, Florists,
Twickenham, S.W., have a quantity of the above to dispose

of. Price per yard upon applic

G [.ANT VIOLETS. — Large free-flowering Plants,
highly scented, to be had ofM essrs . HAWKINS AND BEN N ETT, Florists, Twickenham, S.W.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP L.'^DDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of VERBENAS of l8&) at 31. nor dozen. In pots; also 24 New
FUCHSIAS of i860 at 3!. per dozen, in pots.

Nursery ; Bexicy Heath, K

D
To the Trade.—Show Pansy Seed.

OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, Edinburgh, have
'- -" - t limited quantity of the above, saved from their own

O
Golden Champion Grape.

SBORN and sons can supply good CANES of the
d remarkable GRAPE, which has again been

. of it. Price loi. bd , 21 J. , and 30?.
Fulham Nu rsery, London, S.W.

B
Grape Vines.

S. WILLIAMS' stock is remarkably fine, and in
• ^ood condition. Can supply all the best kinds. Prices on

'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Pines;
S. WILLI.\MS has all the best kinds, in splendid

" condition, warranted clean. Prices on application,
.'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

INES'WANtED.—Alotof BLACK'llAMBURGH
VINES, for cutting down, required, to grow for .inoihcr

in. Anyone haviiifj such on hand, to sell cheap, may hear of a
omcr by applying to

X, P., Messrs. Hurst, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Apples.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has still on hand a few
• busheUofbe^ DESSERT APPLES only, at 8j. pe r bushel.

ORCHARD^HOUSE TREES. Fruiting in Pot"s^
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Vines, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

c HRISTMAS TREES.—Very handsome SPRUCE
FIRS, 4 to s feet high, at iw, per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseri-man, Worcester.

" PIRvEA PALMATA.—By far the handsomest species
' hitherto imported. (See Dr. Hooker, *" Botanical Magazine,"
'. 285.) Price loj. M. each ; in quantity, a special price will be given.
rhe honour of importation is due to Mr. Fortune; the honour of
tribution (in England) to CHARLES NOBLE, of whom fine plants
1 be obtained,—Bagshot, Jan. 20^

English Oak.—Special Offer.W ABRAHAM AND SON, of the Goldworth
• Nurseries, Woking, Surrey (late R. Donald & Son), offer

80,000 clean grown ENGLISH OAK, 2 to 2,'3 feet, at 151. per 1000;
at 3000, 5 to 6 feet, at 12s. per 100, for cash. Apply as above.

price (carriage paid to Belfast) from
L. T. DAVIS. Ogle's Grove Nursery. Hillsborough, Co. Down

.

BUTTONS* /S 3J- COLLECTION of GARDEN
10 SEEDS, for a large Garden, carriage free.

8' M.
S^

Gladiolus BrenclileyenBis.-To the Trade.
rAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE have

aline stock of flowering Bulbs. Lowest price per loooon application.

lyi and ^38, Hish Holborn, London, W.C.

To the Trade.- Continental Flower Seeds, &o.

GEO. MACINTOSH (Agent to F. W. Wendel, Seed
Grower, &c., Erfurt, Prussia) begs to announce that he is now

pieparcd to receive orders for the above. CATALOGUES free on
application. High Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

w Lllliun auratum.
M. PAUL h.-is to offera magnificent lot of the above,
Dutch-grown roots, at Is.td., 3s. 6rf., and 5*. each; ?4r.,36»-.,

r dozen ; a few extra large roots, 75. &f each. The usual
the Trade olT the doren r.ates when ordered by the do^en.

and 501. per dozen ;'--
3 the Trad
PAUL'S Nu :s, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Betterldge's Superb Quilled Asters.
pH.\RLES TURNER begs to offer new seed of the
Vy above Kxhibition ASTERS, in collections of I2 varieties, includini;
the fuie new variety, OXONIAN. 55.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough

) SONS, Seed Merchants, S:c.,

HERBERT H. NICHOLSON, Seed Grower,
Great Clacton, near St. Osyth, Essex, has a large quantity ot

-
' ving, all new.

FOR SALE.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, of his

N EW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

Garden Seeds.
pHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
KJ and MiiiicHANTs, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE ofGARDEN SEEDS, grown from carelully selected stocks.

/CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
V^ and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be i

\RM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

c
Seeds.HARLES TURNM.-.k'S CATALOGUE of

KITCHEN GARliI ., IM: M t„1 FLOWER SEEDS is
ready, and may be ti tl 1 his List contains only

W^
Genuine Seeds.

CUTBUSH AND SON'S Cataloglte of

best kinds in Cultii

H
Home-grovra Agricultural and Garden Seeds.
AND V. SlIAkl'i: S WHOLESALE
CATALOciUE i.r ll< >Mf I ;[.! tWN SEEDS is now ready.

H^ALLETT'S PEDIGREE BARLEY and OATS.

1 page rr g of this Paper.

WANTED, a quantity of VICTORIA RHUBARB
Stools. Apply (o

A. ANn E. BATH, Colgalcs Farm, ll.^lslcnd. Seven Oaks, Ken t.

To the Trade.—Henry's Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
OWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING are now sending

the above unrivalled LEEK, in sealed packets, at fir. perD
, ^.ickets.

Edinburgh; ancl Stanslead Park, Forest Hill, London. S.E.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
RICHARD WALKER can supply, for cash,

home-grown WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, !t. per lb.,

all new and genuine ; mixed laced PI N KS, sot. per 100 ; old Crimson
CLOVES, 1

RICHARD WALKER has the following to offer, for

cash : splendid SEAKALE, for forcing, extra fine, c^. per too

;

YORKSHIRE hi: I'

splendid cropper, d..i

quart, or 55. per gallon. .\

Mr. JAMES M \

.\ feet
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SEEDS OF STERLING MERIT.

Messrs. Veitch Si Sons
DESIRE TO DIRECT PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING

CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS.

BEET, DELL'S CRIMSON.—A very handsome medium-sized variety, of deep red
colour and excellent flavour. The foliage, which is of an intensely bronzy purple shade, renders it

also one of the very best for bedding purposes Per packet, ir.

BORECOLE. VEITCH'S DWARF LATE CURLED.—This excellent and very
hardy variety, which comes in much later than the ordinary Uwarf Green, is of dwarf habit, and
beautifully curled. It stands the coldest seasons uninjured, and we cannot too strongly recom-
mend it Per packet, iJ.

BROCCOLI, LAUDER'S GOSHEN SUPERB LATE WHITE PROTECTING.
A splendid late variety, heading as late as J une, pure white, and ver>' hardy ; strongly recommended
to us by Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith Gardens Per packet, us. 6rf,

BROCCOLI. SNOW'S SUPERB WINTER WHITE.—Guaranteed true. The
best winter variety in cultivation Per oi., 6s. ;

per packet, is. 6d.

CAULIFLOWER, VEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT. — This new and extremely
valuable late variety is perfectly distinct from any other sort. The leaves are long and tapering,

and the habit of the plant is robust, but very upright and compact. The heads are magnificent,
beautifully white, large, firm, and compact, and being; thoroughly protected by the foliage, remain
longer fit for use than any other sort, if sown in May it will succeed the Walcheren. and comine in

between that variety and Snow's Winter Broccoli, will be a great acquisition to all gardens. Wc
cannot too strongly recommend it .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Per packet, 2J, 6t/.

CELERY. VEITCH'S SILVER WHITE.—A variety of excellent flavour, beautifully
solid and crisp, of medium growth, and very hardy, withstanding the wet when other varieties have
perished Per packet, is.

DALE'S CONQUEROR (WHITE SPINE).—As an exhibition
ailed; length from 3 feet 8 inches to 3 feel, flesh of excellent quality; has received

many'first i>rizes. A gardener who was awarded four first pri7.es for this sort during the past
mmer, writes us to say, " it is the best and most productive Cucumber for summer work I h.ive

er seen." Per packet, is. 6d.

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS at loi. 6d.. 21s.. 42s.. 1

CUCUMBER, MASTERS' PROLIFIC. — Without doubt one of the finest

Cucumbers in cultivation, being equally suitable for summer or winter growing ; very free bearing,

and of excellent quality. It is a seedling from the Sion House, but much more prolific, and ofa
hardier constitution than that variety. The fruit, which averages from J2 to 15 inches in length, is

very handsome, and the handle remarkably short Per packet, 11.

ENDIVE, FRASER'S IMPROVED BROAD-LEAVED.—An excellent large variety
of great hardiness, being invaluable for winter cultivation Per oz., is.

LETTUCE, HICKS' HARDY WHITE COS.—A splendid variety, very hardy,
l.irge, and crisp ; stands a long time, and is well adaptedior either spring or autumn sowing

;

strongly recommended .. .. .. ^. .. -. .. Per 01., li. oc,

MELON, QUEEN EMMA.—A remarkably handsome fine flavoured variety, obtained
from the Heckfield Hybrid Melon, crossed with Meredith's Cashmere. The flesh is almost white,
exceedingly melting and juicy, and with a very thin rind. Its constitution is excellent, and it will

be found a very desirable variety, whether for exhibition or dessert Per packet, is. td.

PEA, LAXTON'S SUPREME.—A Green Marrow of excellent quality, with very
long, well filled, cur\'ed pods. Described by the growers as " a grand Pea," attaining a height of
about 6 feet, and as early as Daniel U'Rourke. It has r ' '

'-
- > ^ -.-

_
^

Royal Horticultural Society

TURNIP, VEITCH'S RED GLOBE.—This excellent variety should be grown in

cvcr>' garden- It is far superior to the Red American Stone, both in flavour and shape, and has the

additional very great advantage of remaining a long time fit for use. Per 01., 6rf. ; per pint, 31. 6rf,

POTATO, VEITCH'S IMPROVED EARLY ASH-LEAF KIDNEY.—We desire
again to direct attention to this excellent variety, respecting which we have received many very
flattering testimonials during the past summer. It is quite distinct from ever>' other sort, and may
fairly be described as the best Ash-Leaf Kidney in cultivation, being a very heavy cropper, of
excellent quality, and a first-rate forcer As the stock is very limited, ezirly orders are necessary to

secure a supply Per peck, $s.

f., and 105J-. each. In all respects similar to those advertised by other Firms.

J.
\-.

COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEBS for Cottagers' Gardens, Schools, &c.
;d sons will be liapjjy to supiily those on \ery liber.%1 terms, and will have much pleasure in forwarding prices on application.

FLOWEB SEEDS.
ASTER GIANT P.^ONY-FLOWERED PERFECTION. — An excellent new

y, combining the best qualities of theGiant Emperor and Trufiaut's Pa:ony-flowered_ Asters.
The \ the st Emperor, whih

collection of eight distinct colours.nixed, per packet,

CINERARIA ACANTHIFOLIA.—A remarkably handsome plant, of compact habit.
with very elegantly shaped oval serrated leaves, ofa beautiful silvcr>- white colour. One of the
finest silvery ^liage bedding plants yet introduced Per packet, 2S. 6rf.

DAHLIA IMPERIALIS.—A magnificent foliage plant, of noble appearance, attaining
a height of 12 feet. It is also exceedingly ornamental as a late flowering conservatory decorative
plant, each of its numerous branches termmating with a grand paniculate inflorescence of beautiful
white flowers. See Gardeners' CkronicU of April ii, 1868, p. 380 .

.

Per packet, iJ. and as. 6d,

DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM, fl.-pl.—Quite a new and very
elegant dwarf race of Larkspurs^ growing to a height of about i foot. Close to the ground the s

DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGII DIADEMATUS, fl.-pl. (Double Diadem Pink).—

A

splendid and striking variety, of luxuriant but dwarf and compact growth. The flowers, whicn have
a diameter of a to 3 inches, are very regular and densely double, comprising all shades of colour,
from lilac, crimson, and purple, to deepest black purple, each petal consisting of two distinct tones,
surrounded by an elegant white or light coloured edge Per packet, ii.

PHLOX DRUMMONDII HEYNHOLDII (True Scarlet Phlox).—A splendid
novelty, of verj- compact habit, and which will prove most useful either for bedding purposes
or pot culture. This variety is quite distinct from the one already known under the name of

Per packet, i*. td.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA PUNCTATA ELEGANTISSIMA. — A
beautiful neuj quite distinct, and constant variety ; a really fine addition to those already in

cultivation. Its flowers are deep velvety crimson, strongly fringed, and regularly marked at the
borders with small snow white spots Per packet, 2*. W.

RESEDA ODORATA MELIORATA (Improved Large-flowered Pyramidal
Mignonette).—This new Mignonette is quite distinct from, and far superior to, the old lar^c-

flowered variety, on account of its giant pyramidal growth, and its remarkably large flowers, which
are of an orange-red colour Per packet, 11.

SOLANUM WARSCEWICZIL—A magnificent plant, with immense lobed leaves
of a deep green colour. It attcuns an average height of 6 to 8 feet, and when planted
in masses produces a grand effect. Il is probably the best of the large-leaved Solanums yet
introduced Per packet, is.

LARKSPUR, DOUBLE DWARF RANUNCULUS-FLOWERED. — A very
handsome variety, attaining an average height of i foot, and covering itself with small but beautiful

Ranunculus-shaped flowers Mixed colours, per packet, ii.

STOCK, EAST LOTHIAN.—This magnificent variety is of dwarf and compact
habit, furnishing itself with immense Hyacinth-like spikes of bloom. Mr. Thomson, formerly of
Archerfield Gardens, who has grown it very extensively, describes it as unrivalled amongst effective

< ^
^-'- sort it will

'

beddmg plants, and if grown m a nch sou it will keep up a succession 01 bloom irom July tin the
end of November, after which the plants may be potted and kept to make a further display during
the following summer. Per collection of three colours (scarlet, white, and purple), separate, 21. ba.

bedding plants, and if grown m 3

following s

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA.—The flowers of this variety, which are of a pure white
colour, are produced in great abundance. The foliage is bright and striking, and the
plant is of the same dwarf habit as V. cornuta, to which it will form an effective and pleasing

Per packet,

,

CHOICE FLOEIST ELOAVEES.
ANTIRRHINUM, saved from the ne'

AURICULA, from a splendid colleclic

BALSAM, Camellia-flowered, choic

from the Dalkeith collection

CARNATION, choicest mi.\ed, from a priie collection .

.

CINERARIA, saved from a first-class collection
COCKSCOMB, dwarf crimson, from selected plants
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, from finest prize strains ..

,, in separate colours
DAHLIA, from English show flowers
FUCHSIA, choicest mixed, saved from named varieties only .

GERANILJM, Gold Tricolor, from a first-class collection

„ Silver Tricolor, from the finest varieties .

.

,, Zonal, from the best varieties
GLADIOLUS, saved from the finest hybrids
GI.OXIN !,\. iViiiii nur own collei..tii>ii I'l drooping and erect-flo'
Hi'l I Mi"' l..

,

: ,.
. . 1

.
i C A.-rsonh-

PL!. 1, choicest mixed

Per packet.-

choicest, mixed
PETUNfX HYBRIDA, choice
PHLOX, herbaceous, from the newest and finest varieties 6d. and i o
PICOTEE, first quality, choice, mixed 15. and a 6
PINK, choicest mixed laced varieties, from a prize collection u. and 3 6
POLYANTHUS, very choice, saved from finest gold-Iaccd flowers only 10
PRIMUU^ SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA, very choice 36

„ „ RLTBRA, very choice z 6
,, ,, choicest mixed a 6
,, „ FILICIFOLlA ALBA, (Distinct and beautiful varieties, with long > 2 6
„ „ „ RUBRA t undulate Fem-like foliage }a 6
„ „ RusseU's Pj-ramid Red, fTwo splendid varieties, throwing the Bowers) a 6
„ „ White, t well above the foliage J 3 6
„ „ KERMESINA SPLENDENS, a very showy large-fiowering variety.

STOCK, Intermedin

,, Lie from seed
FIMBRIATA CRIMSON EMPEROli, rich crimson coloured flowers,

with a golden yellow throat, producing a splendid effect
FIMBRIATA STRIATIFLOkA, a distinct and beautiful variety, with

dark stems, flowers while, irregularly striped with dark rose .

.

s Scarlet, our own saving, verj- superior 6d. and
SWEET WILLIAM, Bragg's Improved, fin.

VERBENA HYBRIDA, from finest
xed

SUBTBOPICAIi and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS.
MESSRS. VEITCH and SONS have secured supplies of Seeds of the most admired plants in this important section, full descriptions of which will be found in their

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE for 1870, which will be fonvarded Post Free on application.

Assortment of 12 best \arieties of the above, 5^.
|

Assortment of 24 best varieties of the above, los.

The "CHELSEA" BLIGHT COMPOSITION, for destroying Mealy-Bug", Black and White Thrip Scale, Greenfly, &c.

—

MESSRS. VEIICH and SONS having for some time used, with great success, a Composition for destroying insects on plants, have determined to offer it for sale, believing it

will be a real boon to plant cultivators. MESSRS. V. and SONS have always found this Composition more efficacious than any other they have yet tried, and it has been
constantly used by them for cleaning ail kinds of Stove and Greenhouse, Flowering and Foliage Plants, Orchids, and even Ferns, with the exception of the more deUcate kinds,

and the success whicli has invariably attended its use induces them to introduce it to the public. Full instructions as to its application accompany each bottle.

Bottle sufficient to make i gallon of Mixture fit for use, is. 6d. ; 2 gallons, 3^. ; 4 gallons, 5s. 6d, ; 8 gallons, ioj". 6if>

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS.
CARRIAGE PAID.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
'IUN'CP: that III'"^

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

for 1870,

Containing many New and Choice Varieties, is now ready. Post Free on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
I'RIZE MEDALS, 1S51 AND 1862.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, & CO.'S
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOE. ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1.
I

No. 2. I No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No. 5.

£2 2s.£3 3s. £1 10s. £1 Is.
I 10s. 6d.

ies of whicli may be vai'ied to suit tlieThe above Collections contain only useful varieties, the quanli

requirements of Customers.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections; also carefully selected LISTS
of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES ill FLOWERS and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage paid. Allpackets offlower Seeds sent Post-paid. Ao Chargefor packages.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

THE LONDON AND CONTINENTAL SEED COMPANY,
68, WELBECK STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, LONDON

(Late RENDLE and COMPANY, of PLYMOUTH).

This Company was formed by the purchase of the large and extensive Business formerly
carried on by Messrs. Rendle 6r= Company, of Plytnoulh; and the Directors have much pleasure
in stating that they have made arrangements with Mr. Rendle, one of the Partners of the late

Firm, to be the Managing Director.

COLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
A COMPLETE COLLECTION for One whole Year's Supply for a large Garden . .

^3'
'3''""'

. . £i 17 "^o

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, in quantities proportionately reduced "'2
2 o .. 118 o

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, in quantities proportionately reduced in 6 .. i 8 6
A COMPLETE COLLECTION, in quantities proportionately reduced i i o . . o 19 o
A COMPLETE COLLECTION, in quantities proportionately reduced o 15 o —
A COMPLETE COLLECTION, for a small Garden o 12 6 --

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, extra quantitif

The Ca Pai

.
for a large Establishment .

.

' 0/ Collections Nos. i, 2, 3, 4, and 7.

All Parcels Carriage Free.—All parcels above the value of 20J. will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, and to all the Steam Ports in Ireland.

Important Discount.—A discount of 2s. in the Pound w ill be allowed on all Orders.

THE GENERAL CATALOGUE of SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN
is just publibiied, and can bo had Post Free on application.

THE ILLUSTRATED GENERAL CATALOGUE of SEEDS for the FLOWER GARDEN
Can be had Post Free on application. For Catalogues and further information apply to

LONDON AND CONTINENTAL SEED COMPANY, 68, WELBECK STREET,
CAVENDISH SQUARE, LONDON, W.

Vines, Extra Strong FrultlnK
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

several thousand extra strong, thorouylily well-rinencri <I,nri
iointed VINES to offer, of the best known ki.ijs, SJKllie new
ones of this season Inspection invited. All who have seen them
pronounce them to be as fine a lot of \ ines as were ever crown. Price
List free by post on application.

The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
' h of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for CuUiva-

re, Pruning, Lifiinj^ Cropping, Treatmentlion, Soil, Drainage. Mai
under Glass, also tneir synon
flesh, flavour, use, growth, dui
for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, \V

JURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples;
* Standard Plums, Pears, Apples ; Standard and Half Standard and

Common Laurel, V.Triegitcd ;

English Oak,
•'

W. VIK>.

iTRONG ^

Large horizi

MAPLES and PEARS.—
Apples and Pears; fine

SlandarxTand Dwarftrained PK.\CfiES and N'ECTARINES; fine
bushy LAURELS and LAURUS COLCHICUM, up to 4 feet : extra
bushy LAURUSTINUS and PORTUGAL LAURELS, i* to 3 feet ;

I of Standard and Dwarf Perpetual, Dwarf Chirlarge collectio

and climbing ROSES of the leading s ______
SHRUBS; ASHj^ 2 to 5 feet; LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, an3

flowering
_--. JCE, and

AUSTRIAN FIRS, and all kinds of FOREST TREES; strong
T- T,Ti.,r,^T. ,_j -T^TT^nvT ^ . v , -^ ,,. , ^j. jjedgcs. AH thc

well rooted. Prices
PRIVET and THORN QUICK for Hedges. All the

CHARLES BUI'

W
rie s, London Road, Cheltenham

lid must be cleared.
^ to offer Strong TREES

APPLES, Standards, i? dis

PEARS, Standards, 12 distinct kinds 10

,. =4 ), .. 17
PLUMS, fine PyTantids, 12 distinct kinds 9

PEACHES, NECTARI^iks, and APRICOTS,' veri-* han^l
'^

some. Dwarfs per doz. Q
CHERRIES, Dwarfs, very fine „ 7

Post Office Orders on Castle Hedingham.
SeeW. DILLISTONE'S CATALOGUE of Choice Spring Flowc:

&c., free on application ; also, of Roses, New Plants, &c.
Nurseries, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Forest, Fruit, and other Treea.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS' NURSERY STOCK
is NOT surpassed in Britain ; therefore, they have every con-

''-iting Orders, and inviting intending plar' . - -
-

{Old Established Nursery and Seed Business.)
'New 1" Nu , Chester.

Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Evergreens,
PLANTS for GAME COVERS, CONIFERS, ROSES, &c.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS invite
the attention of Planters to their very large stock of the above,

which in extent and variety is not excelled by any Nursery in the
Kingdom. Their Nurseries, which are very bleak and exposed, extend
over some 150 Acres, and their plants are well known to be unusually
hardy, as well as in thc most perfect health and condition in every
respect ; and arc found to thrive admirably when removed to other
oarts of the country.

Estimates

and "Old" Established Seed Warehouse,

Fruit Trees for Sale,

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, will be
• glad to receive orders for thc above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PEARS, 700 do. of
APPLE, 170 do. of PLUM, ISO do. of CHERRY, with other kinds in
proportion. Standards, 6 to 7; Pyramids, S to 7; and Bushes, 3 to

5 feet high; also very fine Dwaif-trained Trees of all kinds, of
superior growth, are offered. The above are described in the
" Orchardist," the best work on Fruit Trees in England, price is. 6d.
in stamps, A printed List or Index sent gratis.

J, S. also offers a splendid stock of FOREST TREES, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS in every variety.

CATALOGUE free on application.

Cedrus Deodara.
FINE SPECIMENS, 7, 8, 9, 10, to 15 feet, at is. per loot.

WM. MAULE AND SONS have to offer a large
supply of extra fine EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS,

to give immediate effect to Parks,'' '"'-
-

suitable for screening and blocking <

e springing up daily in the vicinity of all largi

The Nun , Bristol.

The Northampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to offer the following',
which are all stout and well-rooted :

—

Fine Larch Fir, 4 to 6 feet, transplanted 1868.

Scotch Fir, 2 to 3 feet.
j
Berberis aquifolia, i to li feet.

' to 3 feet. 1 Green Box, I i to 2, and 2 to 3 feet
Strong Whitethorn Quick.

Stock of the above, they m
"

"

"

/ be had on application to

52, Slarket Square, Northamptoi

^^^ CARTER'S " PRIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS.
J. C. AND CO. having secured their immense Stock of NATURAL GRASSES in splendid condition, are prepared to execute orders for Grass Seeds for Pastures, Lawns, &c^

The germinating quality (after most careful testing) is assured to be first-rate ; and, from the great pains taken by Messrs. CARTER to adapt the Mixtures of Grasses to
iuit the particular nature of the soil intended to be laid down, thc possibility of failure can scarcely be entertained.

It is only necessary when ordering to give a general description of the soil, situation, &c.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (choicest quality).
ForHE.WY SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre.

|

For LIGHT SOILS, 283. to 32s. per acre.
|

For MEDIUM SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre.

Second quality cheaper. Reduced rates for more than lo .Acres,

CARTER'S "ROYAL MIXTURE" FOR LAWNS, 20s. per bushel; Is. per lb.

(as used in thc chief European Royal Gardens). Sow 3 bushels per acre.

For the fullest informal ion to insure successful Seeding down Land to Grass, see ESSAY in

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1870.

Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEREE
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the fo"owmg

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he

believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,

and as finely rooted as can be desired.

AHI ES ALBERTUS, 5 10 9 feet, 3". to te. per dozen. Transplanted

.'yP"U .,%!;, . .. „f.., „ M .„ .OS. M. each. Trans.
AlilES DOt;GLASII.6,7,

1

planted Aug
z feet, 71. (>d. 1

IS, S, 6, and 7 feet, 7s. 6d. Splendid
20 feet infcet'higlr, 15 and

e Fir, beautifully furnished,

s pumila pygma;a, GreKorii,

» of thcl

AllIES EXCELSA, the Common Sprui

5, 6, to 8 feet high, jCs, Cl >o*'. to L^'-

Tlie dwarf varieties of Spruce, such

Clanbraziliana, &c., large numbers,

CeSru's DEODARA, 5 to 6 feet, 60J. per dozen
; 7

rio7en ro to 12 feet los. fxi. to 211. each, ana upv

s"ver.Vl thousands of these large Deodars All have been r

since August. 1368; many since April, 1869.

CEDRHS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7feet, ^i. to 60.. per dozen, 8 to

7.. M. to .or. M. each. All removed since September, i8<a

CEDKl'S LEBANO.N, l5, 7, to 10 feet. IVIovcd SepI

3 and 30 ye

to 8 feet. 84!. pe
ards- We hav

^•.likus
CUfKESSUS L.WVSONIAN A, 6 to 7 feet, 301^

feet, 5j.

ARtiENTEA, 3

W.I

cumfcrence, ^s. bd.

GRACILIS

4 feet,

,. Si. toioi

5 feet high. nd 7 and S feet

JUNIPER, CHINESE
lund, 7J. (id. t

05 feet, 42s. per dozen, £15 per i<», 5 to

,i;U^. per dozen, iio per .0^7 '°
'^'^S ^,'; ScffrS'

sand's of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high.

„dreds of splendid specimens, 5. 6, 7, to 10 fe.

. moved, and are undoubtedly the linest plan

Nursery, None are grafted,

s IAN A, 5, 6, to 8 feet, 2is. to 421. each, and
:
'."_„• i;..Lj A ..„„.t, 1868, 10 to 15 feet high,

t beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6,

Tioved 1868.69.

PICEA M'AGNIFICA, 3, 4, and 5 feet

-Hundr<

TTIRESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
a^ and THUJA LOEBII, ii; ain; ,u,j„ti.y.^

^^..^jifS/^sl'Se'
idge Wells,

,' E, which r

O .ACCOLABIUM~l3IGANTEUM. — For SALE a

specimen plant, in perfect health, of this ^="''("1 O'^J;]!' ''".l,",!

two large leading growths and one small, bearing three spikes partly

Price 25 guii

ABIUtf, 32, Chai>el Street. Grosvenor Square, 1-c

STRONG, Healthy, Fruit-bearing RED GRAPE
CURRANTS, lOi

"' "---- '^—- """"» "o-
R.aby Castlt

loj, per 100. Strong, truit-bcaring

, per 100. DWARF MOSS ROSES, c

ittance or reference from unknown con

FIELD BROTHERS/Tar^

LACK CURRANTS,
own roots, SOS. per 100,

FRUIT
M 1 Standard Pel

100 I
Standard PI

TREES.
,
50s. per 100

h 50s. per 100

d Damsons, 30s, to 40s,

Northampti

XLi Standard Apples, 45s.

Standard Cherries. 40! _

2 and 3-vr. I'vramid Apples, Pears, Plums ;

per 100, A LfST of sorts on application to

FREDERICK PERKINS. Bedford Road

Forest Trees, Fruit^rees. Evergreens, &c.

CHIVAS AND WEAVER respectfully invite the es

attention of Planters to their very extensive, healthy, an

grown Stock of the above. j - ,i,„ M.^ril, V
Their Nurseries being the most exposed in the North-

\

Counties, and free from all artificial shelter, render the safe 1

of plants almost a certainty.

PRICED CATALOGIJES post free

special prices for large quant;

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE PAID.

having been largely

iiiow obtained immediately on reaching Queen

Eaton Road Nun )8, Eastgate Street, Chester.

s

1 63J. each. Some grand

Dlants 10 to I"; feet hgti. transplanted Apnl, i86g. ....
TH&JAYuReI.beautff.l spcc/Jnens 3. 4, 5- «"d/. "J>.ghj

20 feet in circumference. This plant onginatcd m this Nui

per dozen

;

August, i8i

WELLINGTIJ
6,7, 8,,-111. 1

.

PINIIS Al --i

ncdia

.uKht,

;OLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA,—\Ve have these in large

icrs, and of all sizes, aspyTamids,
.ith from 3 to 5 fc ^

VlXl ES,-The '^'tock'cJ 'il'oilfes"at't'hi5 Nurser'"y is, we believe, the

finest to be met with i"„E"<>P=^„J,'jr''oT"he"fon;

YEWS, IRISH, hand

lobes, and worked
feet high,

feet hfgh.

r

HOLLY, VAKIECAI ED SILVER

111

HOLLY,

•.^.5,«'A8.

s, 4 to 10 feet.

) 8 feet high.

f feet high, by the

An i

J feel high.
splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868.9:

LAURIFOLIA and SCOTTICA 4, 5. 6

YELLOVV iERRIED, ^
_^^^

^MYRJIFOLIA, &c

STANDARD, WATE^'l^lvi^and' GOLdVn QUF.EN HOLLIES,

4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6 to 10 feet in circu

large number.
N,B,—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock

the present moment considerably
"

better rooted plant:

1 of ground ; 1

t be wfshed or obtained. The prices

fair and reasotiable.

BOX, Green and Variegated, 4, s, 6, to 8 feet.

To tie Trade.

E C I A L CHEAP O F F E R of

warf trained Morcllo and other CHERRIES,
rue KENTISH FILBERTS.

Dwarf-trained PEARS.
Standard-trained PEARS, extra fine.

Dwarf-trained GREENGAGES and other PLUMS,
STANDARD PLUMS.
STANDARD KOSES. ,

ARBUTUS UNEDO 9 inches to 3 feet, extra hne.

liERBERIS BEALLI, 9 inches to 3 feet.

Double FURZE.
JUNIPERUSSINENSIS, itosfeet.
PHILLYREAS, fine and healthy, 2 to 4 feet.

THUJA AUREA, splendid, 21 inches to 3 feet

.. ORIENTALIS ELEGANTISSIMA, fine stock of

this splendid variety (Rollisson's), 9 to =o inches,

YUCCA RECURVA, fine,

Stand.ard SPANISH CHESTNUTS.
., CHICHESTER ELMS, fine, 6 to 10 feet.

BEECH, 8 to 10 feet.

Bt)X for edging. , . . r
CEANOTHUS AZUREA (best variety), .="^ »»?"«)• of

other good and useful CONIFER^E, CLIMBERS, &c
PRICED CATALOGUE free on application.

Tllns, BUNYARD AND SONS, Nurserymen, Florists, and Seeds

ncn, Maidstone, Kent.

3 6 feel. al6os. perioo.

SIBERIAN ARBOR.VIT.-E, 2

3i feet, 60s, per ic
' SMITH, trScHa;

EN HEDGES,
, 4 to S feet, at 40J. per 100

2i feet, 40J. per 100 ; 2I to 3 feet

31 to 4 feet. 84s per 100.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSF.RVMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
or

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
To suit Gardens of various sizes,

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63a., and 84s. each.

New and Choice Vegetable Seeds.
Per packet.

—

S. (t.

Williams' Alex.indra BROCCOLI i6
Dell's fine D.ark BEET i o
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY lo
WiUiams' Matchless -WHITE CELERY, new . . i 6

TelegraphCUCUMBER, WooUey'siniproved variety I 6

Digswell Prize ENDI^VE o6
All the Year Round CABBAGE LETTUCE .. o 6

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE . . o 6

Lee's Immense Hardy Green CABBAGE LET-
TUCE, new I 9

Webb's Clima.'i MELON, new 26
(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever offered.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed,

e.vcellent flavour, and 12 days earlier than any

other known kind, new 2 S

Nuneham Park ONION, quite distinct from any

other variety .

.

.

.

.

.

. • . • .,10
Earley's selected Double Curled P.\RSLEY, new ..10
La.\ton's Supreme PEA, new . . . . per half pint 2 o

Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PE.'\, new, do. 2 o

Cullingford's Champion Marrow PEA, new, per quart 3 6
(The finest flavoured Wrinkled Mariow in cultivation,)

Earley's Defiance TOMATO,
id best

Orxingefield Dwarf Prolific TOM.\TO o 6

ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, ijivinE site, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliaee,

„^«...,l, timh,T. use in arts, native country and sue there, situation,

lus Index of their synonymes.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DFXlPUOUSSHRUBS.RHODCpENDRONS STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWININ(> i'LANTb,

with their eeneric, specific, and Enghsh names, native counto-.

height, time of flowenng, colour, &c., and general remarks, free by

'^"^VlCHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worceste r.

r^NI E S a~n~d E L M S

Standard Limes, 8 to lO feet, with fine straight stems and good

heads, isoJ. per loo; 21s. per dozen.

(.hichcster and Hertfordshire Elms, straight and stout, 10 to 12 feet,

loa^. per 100 : i^s. per dozen. 12 to 14 feet, 125*- per 100; iftr, per dozen.

Priic to the Trade on application to ..,,,.„ , .?
1.

EWINC. AND CHILD, The Royal Norfolk Nursenes. Normch.

LAURUSTINUS, standards.

a
and 4 leet high.

UBA JAPONICA, Berried, hundreds, il

A^^ERICAN PLAN
Hillis.webei
kind to be m(
being devoted

, „ _, feet high; in t

froni 181. to 120J. per doz. and upwards.

The Stock of American I'lants -
"-

RlU»Di_iI>i.:

RHolMili'l

M .,..v ^^, than, anything of its

ith in England, considerably over 50 acres of land

We shall be pleased to supply—
., from layers, named kinds

en sent as sample on application.

kinds, by name, from £.7 10s. to

I
shy plai

RHODOltl .M

STANdArD ^RHODODENDRONS,
number of the oldest andfinests
being from 2<

circumference. There i

standards than that 1

UM, good plants for Cover, from £,

Of these we possess a larj

rimens in the countrv, mar.
ads var>'inj:r from

probably no kind Tjetter adapted for

azaleas; common kinds, jCs per iw.
, . a ^ t .

AZALEAS, splendid plants, of the finest varieties, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet

high, and as much in circumference.
, , , , , _, ,

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, nice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered

with bloom, ^^5 to £10 per too.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, A to I7 loj. per 100, and upwards.

HARDY HEATHS, a very fine collection, every plant a specimen,

and aU remq\'ed in 1869, from ios. to 40s.
;

F.RICA CARNEA. for v ,y thousand

ERICA MEDITERRANEA ALUA,
' "

to May[ and smells like new-mow
Gardenmg. ... > . •, n^

SKIMMIA fAPONICA, nice healthy plants, moved Apnl, 1S69,

covered with berries, 12J. to iSj. per dozen.
_

As well as the above, the Knap Hill Nursery contains upwards of

900 Acres of ordinary NURSERY STOCK of a superior class, such as

Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen), Roses, Ornamental

A'^PRTcED^and'DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded

on application. Purchasers to any extent^ are strongly recommended

i readily reached by train from Waterloo to Woking

Station in Eng land. _

QYCAMORES or PLANES, 7 to 9 feet, 35. per dozen.

O LABURNUMS. 6 to 7 feet, 25. per dozen.

ASH and HORSE CHESTNUT, 3 to 4 feet. 3(M. per rooo.

OAKS, 2 to 3 feet, <fi.
per 1000. BEECH, i'^ foot, 121. per 1000.

LAURELS, 1 foot, 5*. : \li foot, 65. ; 3% feet, 7J. per 100.

PINUS AUSTRIACA and EXCELSA, 3 feet,
4f-

per dozen.

ROSES, 2 feet and upwards, ^. per dozen ; less than 2 feet, 6s. per doz.

Fine CUCUMBER SEED, 71. per lb. ; td. per oz.

For cash only.

A. WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon. Essex.

TWO MILLION WHITE THORN, 2 and 3-yrs

transplanted, also in quantity, extra fine.

Black Italian Poplar, do., 3 to 4 ft

Do., do., 4 to 5 ft

Hazel, do., 3 to 4 feet.

Ash, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.

Do. do. 3 to 4 f

Alder, do., 2 to 3 ft- and 3
Beach, do., i'4 to ? feet.

Wych Elm, do., 2 to 3 feet ;r osii;

'v'larire g'ramily of'pORTUGAL and COMMON LAURELS
BOX, WHITE and YELLOW BROOM. Samples and prices or

'''fREDERfcK PERKINS, Bedford Road Nursery, Northampto

CHARLES NOBLE requests the attention of large

buyers to the following, which he requires cleared before

''^""^=-
ROSES.

50,000 Dwarf, Hybrid-Perpetual, and Tea-scented.

A quantity of Standard and Half Standards.

75,000 Manetti Stocks, fine as usual.

FRUIT TREES.
Dwarf-trained Peaches, Plums, and Pears.

Maiden Peaches and Nectarines.

„ Pears and Apples.

„ Cherry and Plum.
2 and 3-yr. PYRAMID APPLES and PEARS.

GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, FILBERTS, and COB NUTS.

TREES and SHRUBS.
English Oaks, 2 to 5 feet

,, „ 3 years in drills.

Spruce Fir, 2 to 5 feet.
, ^ , , .

Laurel, li to 3 feet; (

Birch, 5 to 7 fee

Pop! a:

FOR GAME COVER.
Spir a callo-

beds iar

Sklr

aquifolia.

japonica.

Erica carnea and herbacea.
.. Menziesii.

Rhododendron ponticum.

„ hybrid seedlings.
All sizes, from i to 3 feet, by the dozen,

1 application. Spe^-"'
_ jold at a heavy disc

Bagshot, January 6.

New and Choice Flower Seeds.

Williams' superb slraiii of PRIMUL.\, Red, Wliite,

Mi.«d 21. e,/., 3J. M., and 5 o
C.^LCEOL.^RL'i, Neills e.\lra choice strain, zs. bd.,

35. 6d., and 5 o

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain,

2J. 6r/., 3J. 6r/., and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain, xs.6d., zs.6d.,& 3 6
BALS-'\M, 'Williams' superb strain ,. is. 6d. .and 2 6

GERANIUM, Le Grand .. .. u. 6</. and 2 o
GLOXI.NIA, from the finest erect varieties is. and 2 6

HOLLYHOCKS, Ch.atcr's splendid varieties, mixed I o
PANSY, from Prize flowers .

.

.

.

is. and 2 6
PINK, finest double-fnnged vaiiclies.. is. and ;

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize strain u. and
VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS 2S. 6J. BL-

ASTER, Dwarf, Victoria 'White, very fine .

.

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA .. IJ. and
CENTKANTHUS MACROSIPHON BICOLOR,

CLARKEA INTEGRIPETALA, Tom Thumb, new
CONVOLVULUS MINOR UNICALUS, new ..

DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM,

ESCHSCHOLTzVa AURAN'VlACA, new..

EUTOCA SERICEA, very dwarf, with pretty deep

violet flowers, new ,

.

HELENIUM BOLANDERI, Dwarf Perennial

species, new . . . . . . .

.

. . • •

LILIUM AURATUM
LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA,
new . . . . . .

Williams Improved FRENCH MARIGOLD,
beautifully striped and very large

Parson's New TREE MIGNONETTE
NEMOPHILA ATOMARl.A. ELEGANS, new ..

OXALIS TROP/EOLOIDES VIRIDIFOLIA,
green-leaved variety, new

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEG.\TA, new
PYRETHRUM PARTHENIFOLIUM AUREUM,
Golden I-'cather li. and s 6

E.'VST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three

colours 26
(These are, without exception, the linest ever offered, the

colours being scarlet, purple and white, and of remarkable

brilliancy in the two former and purity in the latter; the flowers

arc very double, and produce immense spitces of bloom ; they

make a tjrand display in beds and for ribbon borders.)

PURPLE QUEEN STOCK, a very dwarf and

beautiful v.ariety, the flo\vers are very double, and

splendid colour 10
WHITE TEN-WEEK STOCK, Wallflower-leaved,

new .

.

JO
(This is the purest and finest White Stock in cultivation.)

IMPERIAL PURPLE SWEET PEAS, very large o 5

T.\CS0N1.\ VAN VOLXEMII, splendid green-

house Climber 26
TROPvEOLUM GOLDEN KING of TOM
THUMBS, new 10

VIGL.^ CORNUT.\ ALBA, new .. is. 6d. and 2 6
(This is an interesting and extremely useful variety, pro-

ducing in great abundance pure white flowers, very robust and
dwarf in habit, which renders it very effective in spring and
summer, and invaluable during the late autumn months.

)

WALLFLOWERS, Saunders' fine dark variety ..10
ZINNIA ELEG.'VNS PUMILA Flore-pleno, new., i o

B. S. "W.'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready. Post Free, on application.
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A
Chrysantlieimmis.

DAM FORSYTH, in unswer to numerous appli-

cations. bCRS 10 ofTcr 50 I'airs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from

his trrcat collection of Ciirysanthemums, for £i; 25 Pairs ditto,

tos id- 25 Pairs I'OMPONS, los. M.; 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 6i. Any of the above forwartfcd post free

on receipt of Post Office order or stamps for the amount.

Brunswick Nursery. Stoke Newington, N.

Autumn Planting.

PETER LAWSON AND SON will be glad to send
their CATALOGUE (just published) of FOREST and ORNA.

MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, free on application.

The stock of LARCHES. SCOTCH FIRS. AUSTRIAN and
CORSICAN PINES, &c.. comprises some millions of healthy, well-

prown plants, and special offers will be made for large quantities when
personal inspection is not convenient.

Edinbur^rh and London.

Prime Nursery Stock.

J SCOTT, Meiriott, Somerset, has to offer the
• above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

ouantities, consistins of ALDER. ASH, BEECH. CHESTNUT,
ELMS; FIR. SCOTCH, do. SPRUCE, do. SILVER; OAK. COM-
MON and TURKEY; POPLARS. SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,

nd in all the uals

o,
Native Scotch Fir, of fine quality.
S A L E. by the SUBSCRIBE R.

3 3 yr Seedlings, i-yr, transplanted, 3j. per :

o 2-yr. Scedlines, 2-yr. transplant
3 RHODODENDRON PONT.'

Samples sc

J. ROY, Jun., Aberdeen.

riCUM, from 9 to 24 inches

M
Wandsworth Common Nursery.

Ten minutes' walk from Clapham Junction.

R. ROBERT NEAL begs to invite the attention of

::""';'].:'::,
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Notice.

PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS nil! be supplied liberally by

SUTTON AND SONS.
For prices apply (stating quantity required) to SUTTON AND

SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Notice.

ELIZABETH BARNES, Widow of the late William
Barnes, of Camden Nursery. Camberwcll, London, desires to

inform the Friends and Patrons of the Deceased, and the Public

Kenerally, that it is her intention to CARRY ON the BUSINESS as

heretofore at the above premises; and that it is her resolve to endeavour,
ittention, and by supplying every article of

the best possible
Itindly extended t e Husband.

share of the liberal support

Special Offer.

JOHN CR,\NSTON, haiing a large surplus stock of

the undermentioned articles, will be happy to furnish special

quotations, both wholesale and retail.

ROSES.—Standards and Half Standards, all the leading Pcrpetuals.

Dwarfs, do. do., very fine plants for bedding or potting.

Dwarf Standard, Tea.i • - .„.,..

pottin
l.sccnted, Noisette and Chinas, suitable for

Standard-trained Peaches and Nectarines.

Standard Pears, Plums and Cherries, very fine.

Gooseberries, upwards of 200 varieties, 3 and .}-yr. old plants.

Currants.
Vines, strong fruiting and planting Canes.
CONIFER^E.—Handsomely grown specimens, 6 to 10 feet.

Pinus austriaca, all quartered and recently transplanted, 2 to 3 feet,

and 3 to 4 feet.

Spruce Fir, quartered, 2 to 7%, and 2?^ to 3 feet.

Wellingtonia gigantea, very fine, 2 to ^H, 2^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

Thuja aurea, beautiful plants, o to 12, 12 to 15, and 15 to tS inches.

Thuja gi^ntea, Lobbii, Abies Menzicsii.

Thuiopsis borealis, &c.
.

LAUREL, Common and Portugal, Mahonia aquifyha, &C.

WEEPING ASH, 6 to to feet, very fine.

ENGLISH OAK, 2 to 4 feet.

ASPARAGUS, 2 to 3-yr.; RHUBARB, SEAKALE, &c
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford

Specimen Conifers, So.

WILLIAM BRYANT (late GEO. BATLEv) begs to

invite the attention of intending planters to the following

LIST nf handsomely-grown TREES and SHRUBS, which have been

CEDRUS DEODARA ROBUSTA, 6 to 8 feet.

. 3 to8 feet : fine plain

PICEA LASIOCARl
ferencc : these are invaliiablcwherc immediate effect

PICEA LOBBII, 2 to 4 feet, line.

PICEA NOBILIS, 2 to 5 feet.

PICEA PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet: handsome plai

in circumference.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 4 to 7 feet.

PINUS BENTHAMIANA,3t0 5feet.

PINUS INSIi:

PINUS MARn IN
PINUS PVKFX M
TAXODIUM M M
TA.XUS AMI I

TAXUS BA< I 1 I

TAXUS BAi 1 A I

high, 12 |-etl o. .

TAXUS BACCA I.

THUJA GIGANT

08 feet; fine specimens, ro feet high,' 30 feet

riSSIMA, splendid plants; 5 feet

R I EGATA, 3 to 6 feet; fine.

THUjA LOBBII, 6 to 10 feet.

THUJA WAREANA, 5 to 8 feet ; fine plants.

THUJA AUREA, 2 to 4 feet.

THUJA ORIENTALIS,3toiofeet.
THUJA ORIENTALIS 'PARIEGATA, 4 to 5 feet.

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS, 8 to 10 feet; handsome plants

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA,3to Sfcet, 10 to 15 feet high, 18 K
feet circumference.

BOX (TREE), Green and Variegated, 6 to 8 feet, fine sjiccir

LAUREL (PORTUGAL),
OAK (EVERGREEN),
LIME (WEEPING), fit 3 feet.

PETER JAMES PERRY,
SEED MERCHANT, BANBURY,

EEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

PRICED CATALOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
Is now ready, and may be had Post Free on application.

He also calls attention to his

BANBTJK.Y IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION,

Twelve Bulbs of -which variety (weighing 123 lb.) were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Rooms,

on December 21, 1869, anci were awarded a "Special Certificate."

Price per Packet, Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d.

GENUINE SEEDS.

WILLIAM PAUL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be forwarded Free by Post on application.

Many of the most critical and choice Seeds are either liome saved or have been

specially for him, and can be recommended with the fullest confidence.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

Now Ready, Post Free on application,

PETER LAWSON & SON'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED SEED CATALOGUE

OF KITCHEN G.\RDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, G.\RDEN IMPLEMENTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

The True SANDRINGHAM CELERY, EMERALD CUCUMBER, DELL'S SUPERB BLACK BEET,
S.\NDR1NGHAM SPROUTING CABB.\GE, INCOMPAR-^BLE WHITE DUTCH CABBAGE LETTUCE,
BANBURY IMPROVED WHITE SPANISH ONION, and other recently introduced VEGET.\BLES and

FLOWER SEEDS, are fully described and arc recommended.

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C. ; and EDINBURGH.

3 the Nurserj', Rugby

EARLY GOODERICH POTATO.— This variety was sent us
three years since by an eminent American Nurseryman, and having thoroughly tested it, we can recom-

mend it as by far the heaviest cropper of any very early Potato known to us, and it must prove an

acquisition where earliness and a full crop is an object. The tubers are round and full sized ; and the

fohage is very distinct, being remarkably broad and of vigorous growth. Price 21s. per bag containing i cwt.,

delivered carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations.

We can also supply DALMAHOY. GRYFFE CASTLE, DRUMMOND'S PROLIFIC, WALKER'S
REGENTS, &c. Prices on application.

WM. DRUMMOND and SONS.
Seed and Nursery Establishment, Stirling, N.B.

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN. The Advantages of Procuring Seeds Direct from the Growers cannot be Over-estimated. Z^^^^'^'^^^^^'^^^'

CARTER'S^ ' ^
COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS

(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

THESE COLLECTIONS PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. i. price

I2J. 6d., packing included, suitable for a small

Cottage Garden,

CARTER'S FIRST CROP PEA, the earliest in culti-

vation, price 2-5. per quart.

HUNDREDFOLD PEA, or the COOK'S FAVOURITE
(illustrated at page 1280, Gardeners Chronicle, 1869),

in sealed packets, js. 6d. per quart, 4J. per pint.

PATERSON'S BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER
POTATO, the heaviest cropper known. Per lb.,

IS. 6d.
;
7 lb., 9^. ;

561b., 655.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 2, price

ais., packing included, suitable for a Small Garden.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 4, price

63.1., packing included, suitable for large Gardens.

For detailed Table of these Collections, see

CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870,

forwarded Gratis and Post Free,

LAXTON'S "ALPHA" PEA, the earliest Wrinkled
variety, in sealed packets, js. 6d. per half pint.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 3, price

42J.. packing included, suitable for a Garden <rf half

an acre.

CARTER'S CH.\MPION POTATO, the best for

forcing, 5J. per peck.

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA, described as "a Grand
Pea." In sealed packets, half pint, zs. 6d.

;
pint,

4J. 6d.
;
quart, 8j. 6d.

NEW POTATOS, American (imported Seed from the

raisers). The Early Rose, 15. 6d. per lb. ; Bresee's

Prolific, 35, per lb. ; Climax, 3-(. per lb.

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.
Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Beta chUensls.

BUTLER Mcculloch, and CO.. are enabled to

offer SEED of the true variety of this magnificent foImKe plant

in packets
''.,':if^^^^,- t™,''nr.V,'rden Market. W.C.

Established upwards of i

Special Offer.—Madame Lemolne.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers strong Plants of this

most beautiful of Double Pelargoniums, in single pots, fa. per

LORD DERBY, finest Pelargonium grown, 45. per dozen.

Pelargoniums for the nUUlon.
AMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,

Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

plants, distinct sorts, for 50J.

- ' for 205., hamper and
.

rown Nursery, Reading-
25 plants, distinci

New Catalogues.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, .\nd LAI\G, Frederick Street,

Edinburgh, and Staiisi- i r .:
,

I : m Hill, London, beg to

intimate that their DE'-i 1:1 ' ' ID CATALOGUES of

Garden, Flower, and Agn. . hnlus, Florist Flowers,

and New Plants are now n :
, i Iree on application.

Established 1S06.

THANDASYDE and DAVIDSON have to intimate

. that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK isnow ready,

and will be forwarded on application. ^ ,. ,

Seed Warehouse : 24, Cockburn Street, Edinburgh.
Nurseries : Brunstain Glen, Musselburgh.

Great Eastern Seed Establlsliment.

DAVID GOLD MCKAY'S Illustrated CATALOGUE
of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, embracing the most

extensive Collection to be met with out of London, both of Home and

Continental origin, including a newly arranged LIST of GLADIOLI,
is now ready, free by post on application.

Seed Warehouse, Market Hill; Nursery and Seed Grounds.
Springfield, and Great Cornard, Sudbury, Suffolk.

R"
ICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, with Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil,

Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Height, Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qu;

This List free IJy post io'r one stamp. Seeds dir

' Rf(?HARD SMITH, Seed Mercha

t from the Grt

%l^t §mk\\txB€lpmdt
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in support of this view, and we have done. It is

well known that in the case of conservatory
climbers of vigorous habit—Tacsonia, for instance

—they will not produce flowers if cut back with too

keen an eye to secure neatness ; their branches
must be suffered to run freely—that is the
professional phraseology—before the inflores-

cence will reward the cultivator. How grand
are many of our noble stove climbers when they
thus have opportunity to grow in some degree
after their natural habits. How charming the

Luculia, which Mr. Culverwell describes in

our last volume, and how unlike the ordinary
appearance of the plant ! The same principle

applies in all these cases, the chief difference

being, that the Vine is the more tractable of the

subjects we have instanced.

Some time since Mr. Uphill, of Moreton,
Dorchester, was good enough to forward us specimens

of PoTATOS in which shoots terminated by small

tubers had fomred in the interior of the parent tuber,

and having at length burst the rind, appeared filling

tip the cleft. It will be remembered that a short dis-

tance within the rind of the Potato is a ring of vascular

tissue, faintly conspicuous to the naked eye, but easily

visible on microscopic examination ; from this ring pro-

ceed the vessels that supply the "eye," and which, of

course, under ordinary circumstances are directed out-

wards towards the rind. In the present instance the

vessels, checked by the persistent rubbing off of the eyes

on the exterior, confined their operations to the interior,

and at length succeeded in developing shoots inside the

Potato, as explained in Mr. Uphill's note, which

we subjoin, merely adding that we do not remember to

have seen a similar case before in the Potato, though
in Turnips and Carrots we have witnessed occasionally

something similar :

—

What difference can it make, when the house
is full of rods, whether they all start from one
stem or root, or from several, the treatinent

being alike in both cases ? Thus asks a corre-

spondent, apropos of Vines and Vineries, tht

question having been suggested by the recent

discussion in our coluinns in reference to tltc

rival systems of Grape growing. It is evident

that our querist is an unbeliever in the extension

system, and concludes with some prima facie

justification, that in increasing the number of the

sources of nutrition he must be securing an

advantage as regards the health and productive-

ness of the inmates of his vinery. We think,

however, that he misses the point of the disputa-

tion ; for whether the many stems and many roots

will prove to be advantageous, inust surely depend
in some degree on the habit of the particular plant

under consideration. We are not now about to

enter at any length into the subject, but propose

to address ourselves briefly to the above inquiry

from this one point of view.

We ha\'c said that whether in filling a house
with healthy and prolific rods, the many steins and
many roots, or in other words the many sources

of supply, have any advantage over channels
of supply more limited as to the number of their

conduits, will depend greatly upon the habit of

the plant under treatment. This may, perhaps,

be made plainer by an illustrative example. Sup-
pose we were dealing with a houseful of Tea
Roses. In this case the natural habit of the

plant would not be adapted for filling the house
from a single stem, and it would be found that

one rafter, or at the most two, would be as much
asthe Rose would conveniently furnish, since this

space would afford scope enough for it to develop
something like its natural growth. Now the case
would be very different with the Vine. The Vine
is naturally a rambler, and its habit being
to spread, far and wide, it is constitutionally

adapted for this manner of growth. True, it is a
very docile plant, and bears repression to a
certain extent, yet .after all repression is repression,

and there is a tendency in the plant to rebel, by
pushing out rapidly in all directions, unless indeed
the repression has been carried so far that the
vigourof itsroots has been subdued, andits natural
robustness tamed down by the too close and too
successful application of the system of famish-
ment. Let the Vine, however, have headway,
and if it be planted in congenial soil and under
favourable—yea, oftentimes, under adverse—con-
ditions, its leaves and its roots will take care of
each other ; and the result in its case is, and
must be, fertility, supposing the treatment in

other respects to be sound.
One other example in the opposite direction

Fic.

" The rotates sent are of i368 growth, and which were

several times sprouted in the spring and early part of the

summer, which had the odd effect of causing them to

break from the inside and grow in the interior of the

Potato. It appears that Nature, being repeatedly

frustrated in her efforts to reproduce in the usual way,

tried an opposite course, and was so far successful, until

the young tubers burst the old one and disclosed the fact.

Possibly it frequently happens when Potatos are kept so

long, but as I have not hitherto observed it, I forward it to

you."

An important decision on the question of

Commoners' Rights was pronounced by the Master

of the Rolls on the 14th inst. The following extract

from the Times report will put our readers in possession

of the main facts of the case :

—

"Smith v. Earl Brownlow.— T/ic Berkhamstcad

Common Case.—The suit was instituted by the plaintiff,

on behalf of himself and all other the freehold and copy-

hold tenants of the manor of Berkhamstead, to obtain a

declaration that they are entitled in respect of their

tenancy to the right of pasture and other commonable

rights, including the right of herbage and pannage (/. c,

the right to feed swine on the mast and acorns), and to

cut Furze and Gorse over four pieces of w.Tste land known
generally as Berkhamstead Common. A right to

estovers and a right to use the whole of the same common
for walking, driving, and riding on horseback, and for the

enjovment of air and exercise, and for amusement and

recreation, were also claimed by the Bill. The suit was

occasioned by the act of the late Earl, w^ho had railed off

a large portion of the common in question, about 400 acres

in extent, with a high iron railing, so as practically to

exclude the commoners from the enjoyment of the rights

to which they allege themselves to be entitled as tenants

of the manor. The manor of Berkhamstead, which in

the opinion of the Court had been proved to comprise

both the borough of Berkhamstead and the hallimote of

Northchurch, is in circumference about ir miles, including

the common in question, and the tenants of both manors

enjoyed indiscriminately and in common the whole waste.

His lordship, after reviewing the evidence and the tech-

nical objections that had been raised, was of opinion that

the plaintiff was entitled to a declaration in his favour as

regards the right of p.asture and other commonable rights,

and an injunction would be granted to put an end to the

encroachment on the commoners" rights, but this decree
would not establish the right of estovers, nor the right to
use the common for purposes of recreation, as to which
the evidence was entirely of modem date. The costs
must follow the event. It was true that the present
defendant did not himself erect the fence, nor did he
seem to desire by any active steps to support the encroach-
ment ; and if he had abandoned the case when he succeeded
the late Earl, the estate of the latter alone would have
been liable for the costs ; but he had thought it proper to
stand in the place of the late Earl, and must accordingly
p.ay the costs. His lordship concluded by expressing his

ion that the case was quite one for trial before a court
of equity, and that the alleged pendency of an action for

trespass brought by the Earl need not affect his decision
as to the costs.

The "Belgique Horticole" records the fertili-

sation and fructification of Encephalartos Leh-
M.\NNI under interesting circumstances. It appears
that M. Jean Verschaffelt, of Ghent, imported
from the Cape a number of plants of this species. The
tninks were received in a dormant state, and deprived
of their leaves. When placed in the stove they began
to show signs of life—some produced fronds, and others

inflorescence, male and female. The pollen from the

stamen-bearing catkins was dusted over the female
cones in the ordinal^ W'ay, and the result was the

production of numerous fertile seeds. The fertile cones

of Encephalartos Lehmanni resemble in form and size a

large Pine-apple.

Orchidophilists will rejoice to hear of the re-

discovery of the glorious Odontoglossum Warsce-
wiczii, hitherto known to us only by the plate in

Reichenbach's "Xenia," for which a drawing of the

ill-requited traveller whose name it bears, supplied the

materials. Since the appearance of the figttre, every

botanical collector visiting the isthmus of (Central

America has searched—and until now searched in vain

—for this plant, which is probably the most beautifiil

species of the genus to which it belongs. As the

fortunate finder wishes the habitat to be kept, for the

present, a profound secret, we have nothing further to

communicate beyond the intimation that living plants

may be expected in the course of the ensuing season.

Every one must have seen, but apparently few

have thought it worth their while to record, ihe

singular Shedding of the Branchlets of the Tama-
risk. At this time of year by the seacoast, where the

shrub is planted, the ground is strewn with the fallen

twigs. The learned call this natural pruning Cladop-
rosis ; it occurs in many plants, particularly in Thuja,

Taxodium, Glyptostrobus, &c.

In connection with the systematic Destruc-
tion of Timber in Australia, it is stated in

"Nature" that in the Ballarat district this destntction

has been accompanied by a corresponding diminution

in the rainfall, and that since 1S63 there has been a

more or less regrilar reduction, from 37-27 inches in

1863 to 14-23 inches in 1868. The Government has

recently appointed an Inspector of State Forests,

whose duty it will be to prevent the waste of timber,

and establish nurseries of forest trees in various parts

of the colony.

We are requested to state that the following

premiums, relating to Perfumes produced from

Plants in the British dependencies, have been placed

at the disposal of the Council of the Society for the

Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,
for the term of seven years, by Dr. Septimus Piesse,

F.C.S. :— I. A premium of £^, for I lb. of Otto

of Bergamot, of tli value of lbs. or more in the

London market, being the produce of plants (Citrus

Bergamia) grown in Australia, New Zealand, Natal,

any of the British West India Islands, or any other

British colony or dependency. 2. A premium of £e„

for one ounce of Otto of Roses, of the value of 20.f. or

more in the London market, being the produce of aiiy

variety of Roses grown together in one plantation in

Australia, New Zealand, Nat,al, any of the British

West India Islands, or any other British colony or

dependency. 3. A premium of £\0, for a canister of

enflowered butter or fat, so scented with any kind

or sort of flower, either by infusion or enfleurage, or by

means of these processes jointly, of the weight of 3 lb.

or more, and of the value of bs. per lb. in London.

The said butter or fat to be enflowered or infused with

flowers grown for the purpose in Australia, New Zea-

land, Natal, any of the British West India Islands, or

any other British colony or dependency.

At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on Tuesday last, Mr. Bateman announced

that he would give a prize of ^5 for the best collection

of cut flowers of varieties of Cattleyas, indigenous in

cool countries, with the stipulation that the flowers

were to become the property of the Society, for distri-

l)Ution amongst the ladies present on the day of com-

petition, and which was fixed for the first meeting of

the Society in 1871.

We have received from M. Rafarin the fol-

lowing particulars relating to the admission of

Candidates—"aspirants elhies"—into the establish-

ment of the " Fleuriste de la Ville de Paris "

for the year 1S70 :— i. The candidate must be of the

full age of 18 years, must bring evidence of his bemg

the person he represents himself to be, must possess an

acquaintance with the rudiments of gardening, and have
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been engaged in it^ practice for at least a year, 2. The
administration allows the following sums to be paid to

the candidates in return for their services—for the first

three months 60 francs, for the succeeding three

months 70 francs, and for the ensuing six months
So francs a month. The year having expired, the
candidate "aspirant" may be admitted as a pupil
(i-/<\-v), when the monthly salary is raised according to the
ability of the pupil, to 85—90 francs and upwards. In
order that the course of instruction may be as complete
as possible, the candidates and pupils will be employed
in succession in the different departments, and will have
to conform to the regulations laid down for the foremen
and workmen ; should they require to leave the

establishment, they must make their wishes known to

the foreman a fortnight in advance ; and they cannot
receive any salary that may be due to them except on
the days appointed, that is, from the 8th to the loth of
each month.

The Anniversary Dinner of the Horti-
cultural Club was held on Wednesday evening at

Anderlon's Hotel, Dr. W. H. Sankey presiding, and
Mr. W. P.^UL occupying the vice chair. .Some
splendid Grapes were presented by Mr. Meredith,
and the harmony of the evening was enhanced by the

capital singing of some of the lady friends of the Club.

Considerable dissatisfaction having been ex-

pressed, and not without reason, as to the plan followed
in making the annual change in the constitution of the
Floral Committee, we were glad to learn that the
whole subject was to receive the attention of the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society at its

last meeting, and that it was probable that a proposal
of an equitable nature wouUl be made with a view to

jjrevent tlie occurrence in future of the grievances of
which complaint has been made. We hope shortly to
be able to announce the result of the deliberations of
the Council.

The subjoined correspondence, which we ex-
tract from the Times, \v\\\ be of interest to many of
our readers who have to make Declarations for ob-
taining licences for Assessed Taxes :

—

( To the Editor of the Times.)
_".\ vague sense of uneasiness and alarm exists in the

minds of men as to what is to be the accepted interpreta-
tion of the words used in the ' Declaration to be made
for obtaining licences for assessed taxes ? ' and this feeling
is not likely to be allayed by the conflicting answers which
are being sent out from the Board of Inland Revenue.
The following three replies have been received within the
last few days, and are to some extent supplemental to
Mr. Pedlar's, which was published in the Times of
Wednesday last. I am, sir, your obedient sen'ant,

" LiNNiNGTON Ash. "

"Holsworthy, Devon, Jan. 15."

" Court Bam, Clawton, Holsworthy, Devon'
December 27, 1869.

"Sir,—.Another point I shall feel obliged to be informed
on. Are persons wholly following an agricultural pursuit,
and making their living wholly or principally by agri-
culture, to pay for, firstly, ' a gardener ;

" secondly, or
'other servant?' The words of the Act are, 'persons
wholly or partially in any of the following capacities,'
under which gardeners are enumerated, and stable boys,
&c. I apprehend, in my own instance, as a gentleman,
I should be liable, although I do not keep a professional
gardener, but only employ one of my day labourers
partially in the garden and pleasure-ground. But would
a mere farmer be liable if he sends his farm labourer, or
one of his farm ser\'anls living in the house, partially to
cultivate the garden, which has neither wall nor glass? I
am sorry to thus trouble you, but I have a twofold object
in view—the one, that I may make my own declaration as
the law contemplates

; the other, to inform some agricul-
turists in the neighbourhood. I have the honour to be,
sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) " Walter Wm. Melhuish,
"A Commissioner of Taxes, and a J. P. for Devon.

" The Secretary, Board of Inland Revenue,
Somerset House, London."

(Reply.)

" Inland Revenue, Somerset House,
London, W.C, Jan 3, 1870.

" Sir,—In reply to the inquiries contained in your letter
of the 27th ult. , I am desired to inform you that in a case
where armorial bearings are used, both on a carriage and
otherwise, it will only be necessary, in filling up the
declaration paper, to return them once, but. of course, at
the higher rate ; and, as regards the employment of a
farm labourer partially as a gardener or groom, that the
case would come within the terms of the Act requiring
payment of licence duty. Any person, whether a farmer
or not, who may etnploy, wholly or partially, a gardener
or a domestic ser\'ant in any of the capacities enumerated
in the declaration paper would be liable.

" I am, sir, your obedient ser\'ant,
" W. M. RossETTi, Assistant Secretary.

" W. W. Melhuish, Esq."
'

' Holsworthy, Jan. 6.
" Sir,—Attached to most of the houses in this town are

very small gardens, which are principally used for
vegetable purposes, and require (each) about six days'
labour to keep them in proper culture for a year. I shall
feel obliged to be informed whether, if a farm labourer is

employed to perform the above labour, the party employ-
ing him is liable to pay the duty of 15^. imposed on every
one who partially employs a person in his garden.

" I am, sir, your humble .and obedient servant,

"George I5raund.
'' The Secretarj', Board of Inland Revenue, Somerset

Hpuse, London,"

[Kcply.)
" Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London, W.C.

J.ln. II, 1870.
" Sir,—In reply to your inquiry of the 6th inst. , I have

to acquaint you that the Board will not charge licence

duty as for a male ser\'ant, in respect of a farm labourer
employed occasionally as a jobbing gardener.

" I am, sir, your obedient sen-ant,
(Signed) " W. M. RosSETTI, Assistant Secretary.

" George Braund, Esq."

" Holsworthy, Jan. 8, 1870.
"My lords and gentlemen,—May I request the favour

of your opinion on the following case, in accordance with
the recent alterations in respect of assessed taxes ? ' A.
pays for a licence for a man who acts as a general servant,
whose work is to look after ' A. 's

' horse and carriage, tc

work in 'A.'s' garden, and to cut up wood, &c., for

'.\.'s* house. One day in each week 'A.' employs a
labourer to assist in the garden. Is 'A.' liable for a
additional licence for the "labourer so employed in W.

garden.— I have the honour to be, my lords and gentle
men, your obedient ser\ant, " LiNNlNGTON ASH.

'

' To the Board of Inland Revenue, Somerset House,
London."

(Reply.)
"Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London, W.C,

Jan. 13, 1870.
"Sir,— I am to acquaint you, in reply to the inquiry

contained in your letter of the 8th inst., that a person
not liable for licence duty in respect of a labourer only
occasionally employed in his garden by the day.— I am^
sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) "W. M. Rossetti.
Mr. L. Ash." "Assistant Secretary.'

— The following account of a local Society has
been sent us by a correspondent. As such institutions,

properly managed, are likely to be very useful, we insert

this notice in the hope it may stimulate others to do
likewise :—The Bittemc and West End Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Society has just issued its annual
eport, from which we gather that it is proving success-

ful in its operations, so far as it has gone. As yet
these have been limited to the circulation amongst its

members of weekly and monthly gardening publications,

thereby diffusing a large amount of valuable and
interesting information upon subjects that are essential

to a gardener's education. It is right, however, to state

that the committee express themselves as by no means
satisfied with the extent of their success, for the Society
was not receiving tliat amount of practical support
from garileners, amateurs, and cottagers, in the locality,

that it deserves, and especially had they to express
their surprise that gardeners did not more
jenerally avail themselves of its advantages. The
local gentry had greatly assisted, by becoming
honorary subscribers, in the hope that those in their

employ would heartily strive to reap the benefits it

afforded. The publications circulated weekly are
three copies of the Gardeners' Chronichy three of the
"Journal of Horticulture," three of the "Gardeners'
Magazine," and one copy of the " Gardeners' Record."
The monthly magazines are the "Gardener" and
"Florist." The weekly subscription per member is

i(/., and the papers are supplied to each with great
regularity. The balance-sheet for the past year shows
an income of £•] os. 4(/., and the expenditure of
£^ \s. i(/., leaving a balance of £% \CjS. 3^/., which
they hope to use in further extending the Society's
operations during the present year.

New Garden Plants.
Odontoglossum odoratum, Liudl.

P.aniculatum, sepalis petalisque cuneato-oblongis .icuminatis cris-

puHs : labello utrinque basi erecto trianguloangulato, deinrepH-
cato in laminam triangulam aciiminatam hinc crispulam angu-
lalam, callo didymo supra centrum utroque laminato bidcntato

;

colunina clavata medio vatdc angulata, cirrhis tcrminalibus
antrorsis basi dente adventitio, angulo membranacco utrinque
s\x^^rxA6x\.o.—Odontoglossum odoratum, Lindl. Orch. Linden,
no. 86 : Id. Folia i., Odontoglossum, no. 4.

It is a great satisfaction at length to have this plant
alive before us. We have had great annoyance with it.

Odontoglossum odoratum and constrictum both bear
the same Lindenian number, 623, and have been con-
founded by both Messrs. Lindley and Linden, so that,

for example, Dr. Lindley gave O. constrictum for it to
Achille Richard, and Director Linden insists that a
broad-flowered branched form of O. constrictum is O.
odoratum. \q\. \.)\e verba ipsisshna^ "labello . . . lobo
termedio acuminato " of O. odoratum, and "epichilio

subpandurato " of O. constrictimi, should solve the
question and clear up the unhappy confusion of the
Lindenian specimens in the herbaria. The specimens in

the Lindleyan herbarium are correct, and we have from
Dr. Lindley two typical flowers of his odoratum, and
that is the only Lindenian, 623, belonging to O. odoratum,
we have ever seen, all the others belonging to O. con-
strictum. To increase the difficulty I find there is in the
herbarium of Dr. Lindley a sketch, with expanded side
lobes of the lip (not even of a typical one), giving quite
a wrong idea of the plant, and making it appear as if it

had a hastate flat lip, with very rounded side lobes. Our
other specimens come from Merida : Moritz (1095),
Wagener; N. Grenada: Linden, 1267, Schlim, 71,
721. It is a very pretty thing, bearing a rich panicle
of stellate flowers, much acuminate and crisp, of a nice
golden yellow with brown blotches. The Up, too, is

of same colour, with awhite callosity. The column
is whitish, with brown spots. Now the difliculty about
Odontoglossum odoratum being solved, there arisen a

new sorrow. We believe Odontoglossum glorio-
sum, Rchb.fil., in its typical form, to be widely differen-

from odoratum, and more than a white variety, showt
ing different colours and "cirrhi," and a different

callus. Yet we are suspicious, that among the small
flowered varieties there may be some which are nothing
else than a white variety of odoratum. Ah ! when at

length shall we have the necessary assistance of scientific

travellers, making full inquiries where alone they can
be properly solved—on the spot ?

As to the confusion arising from the same number
having been given to two different plants from Merida
and La Guayra, we scarcely believe M. Linden has
ever distributed under one number plants from two
localities, and we do not understand how the mistake
arose. Our specimen is due to M. Wallis's researches

in the Meridan Sierra Nevada, and it has been lately

sent by Director Linden. H. G. Rchb. fit.

Odontoglossum Wallisii, Lind, Rchb.fil.

Paniculatum (?) ramo fractiflexo paucifloro grandifloro ; sepalis
petalisque ligulatis acuminatis ; labcUi ungue ligulato, utrinque
erecto, callo parvo interposilo basin versus, lamina pandurata
aiitice retusa cum apiculo, calHs ternis falcatis utrinque in basi
antcpnsitis callis ascendentibus furcatis, utrinque pilis arach-
noidcani lanam efficientibus bilineatis in disco ; columna gracili
basi utrinque angulata, alis trianguHs scrralis, infra juxta foveam
augiUatis.

Much in the way of Odontoglossum Lindleyanum
and O. lacenim, Lindl., in Herb. Hook. The
flowers bear honey coloured sepals and petals marked
with brown streaks. The pretty lip is white,^with a
violaceous anterior part, and marked with similar

streaks on the base. The pandurate anterior part, as
well as the triangular serrate wings, give very remark-
able characters to this novelty. It was discovered in

New Granada by Director Linden's invaluable lynx-
eyed traveller, M. Gustav Wallis, to whom it is

dedicated most thankfully by us. //. G, Rchb.fil.

Odontoglossum leucoptkrum, Lind.^ Rchb.fil.

Foliis pergamencissub-bipedalibus oblongo-Ianceolatis acutts ; pani-
cula amplissima, ramis fractiflcxis ; sepalis complicato-unguicu-
lati.s oblongis acutis undulatis; pctalislate unguiculatis oblongis
acutis ; labello triangulo utrinque basi dilatato angulato : callo

gemino tumido ligulato apiculato velutino a basi versus discum
velutino ; callis falcatis paucis biseriatis antcpositis seu extus
appositis : columna glavata sub fovea angulata, ala triangula
par\-ula utrinque juxta stigma.

—

Odontoglossum leucopterum,
Lind., Rchb. nl., in Seemann's Bonplandia, ii., p, 279 (1854).

Scpala alba, carina externa niediana viridi. Tepala alba, basi
brunneo bistriata, guttis antepositis brunneo purpureis paucis.
Macula: ac guttae multa: kermesina: in labello.

A very pretty plant, bearing numerous flowers a little

smaller than those of Odontoglossuni constrictum,
cream coloured, with chocolate-brown streaks and dots
on the petals, and some purplish violet spots on the
lip. The grand panicle bears zigzag branches.
Originally discovered by the late Schlim, it has now
been met with a second time by M. Gustav Wallis,

who sent specimens alive to Director Linden, with
whom the plant is now in full flower. H. G. Rchb. fil.

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.
Aerides japonicum, Dot, Mag. t. 5798.

.\n interesting greenhouse Orchidaceous epiphyte,
having a short stem, short linear-oblong obtusely-bilobed
leaves, and pendent racemes of several pretty white
flowers, having the lateral sepals slightly barred with
brown purple, and the obovate spathulate purple-spotted
lip marked with a dark violet central ridge. Introduced
by M. Linden, and subsequently by Messrs. Veitch
& Sons, from Japan.

Aloe Croucheri, Bot. Mag. t. 5812.
This very handsome greenhouse succulent, somewhat

resembles A. acinacifolia in habit, being s'temless, with
spreading ligulate unequally trigonous leaves, a foot long,

dark green, marked with oblong whitish spots, and bear-
ing branched scapes, with numerous long racemes of
pendent curved tubular flowers, pale rose-coloured in the
lower half, white with green veins above. It has long
been cultivated at Kew, origin unknown, and is now
named in compliment to Mr. Croucher, "under whose
care the succulent plants of the Royal Garden are placed,

and to whose zeal and especial love for this class of plants
the collection owes much of its value and interest." It

belongs to the group Gasteria, of which Dr. Hooker
remarks : "I suspect it will prove to be as good a genus,
both in habit and floral characters, as most of Liliacese."

Androsace pubescens, Bot. Mag. X. 5808.
.•\ lovely little Primulaceous alpine, from the lofty

mountains of Dauphiny, the Pyrenees, &c., forming a
dense carpet-like tuft of numerous short branches, with
crowded rosulate linear-oblong or oblong-obovate cili-

ated leaves, and excessively numerous white flowers with
faint yellow eye, solitary at the ends of the branchlets.

Cultivated and flowered in the splendid collection of
alpines at Messrs. Backhouse's nursery, York.

Blandfordia aurea, Bot. Mag. t. 5809.
A beautifi:il Australian Liliaceous perennial, with numer-
s rigid distichous narrow grass-like channelled leaves,

and a scape i foot to i| foot high, bearing at top from
s to five large campanulate golden-yellow flowers.

Flowered by the Messrs. Veitch & Sons, in July, 1869.

Crotalaria CuNNiNGHAMir, Bot. Mag. t. 5770.
A remarkable-looking greenhouse Leguminous shrub.

lothed throughout with velvety glaucous pubescence,
and having ovate obtuse leaves, and dense racemes of
large yellow-green flowers, which are marked with purple
lines on the reflexed standard. Native of the dry, almost
desert, regions of North-Western and Central Australia,

and raised and flowered by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

Efia vestita, Bot. Mag. X. 5807.
A curious and attractive Orchid, which has been exhiT

bited fig Trichotosia feroN. Its stems bear coriaceous
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lanceolate leaves, and long pendulous flexuose

singular reddish orange flowers—the flowers and rachis

especiaily, and to some extent the leaves and stems, clothed

with rust-coloured hairs. The bracts are large, orbicular-

ovate, white, with a blood-red tip. It has been found in

Singapore, the Philippines, and Borneo. The specimen

figured flowered with Mr. Wilson Saunders.

Gladiolus ckuentus, Florist and PomoL, 1869, 121
;

Dot. Mag. t. 5810.

A strikingly handsome species of Cornflag, growing

from two to three feet high, with large linear-ensiform

leaves, and a distichous spike of numerous large broadly

campanulate, bright blood-red flowers, with blunt obovate

emarginate segments, the two lateral lower ones marked
by a white transverse red-spotted zone running out into a

lanceolate stripe. Introduced from Natal by Mr. Bull,

and now in the hands of Messrs. Standish & Co., who
have successfully employed it for cross-breeding puq:)0ses,

and have now a large crop of seedlings obtained from it.

GYMNOGRAMMA LAUCHEANA GIGANTEA, LIIIlist. Hort.

t. 576.

A remarkable fine Gold Fern, having the general

features of G. chrysophylla but distinguished by its broad

leafy decurrent lobulate pinnules, which give it a pecu-

liarly bold aspect. The under surface is of rich deep
golden colour. It \\as raised by M. Stelzner of Ghent,

and is said to liave been obtained by sowing the spores of

G. Laucheana mixed with those of G. Stelzneriana.

MiMULUS LUTEUS ALBO-MARGiNATUS, Florc des Scrres,

t. 1822.

A variety of the well-known hardy perennial Monkey-
flower, in which the leaf-stalks are rose-coloured, and the

leaves broadly margined with blush white. It is cultivated

in the Belgian gardens.

PvEONIA OFFICINALIS AUREO-LIMBATA, L'llllist Horf.

t- 579-
A fine hardy herbaceous Ranunculaceous perennial,

the flowers of which have broad deep crimson guard
petals, surrounding a central tuft of narrow spreading
ones, which are crimson bordered with yellow. It is a
garden variety, and was raised by M. .\mould, of

Nancy,

Pelargonium fumarioides, Refug. Bot. t. 29.

A greenhouse annual or biennial, with slender diffuse

stems, deltoid, bi-tripinnatifid leaves, and inconspicuous
white flowers, with the petals shorter than the calyx. Intro-

duced from South .Africa by Mr. W. Wilson Saunders,
j

Pelargonium hispidum, Refug. Bot. t. 30.

A handsome, free-flowering, greenhouse shrub, with
hairy stems, and cordato-deltoid, palmatifid, serrato-den-

ticulate leaves ; the stems are copiously dichotomously-
branched at top, producing from 20 to 30 umbels of

large purplish flowers, of which the two upper petals are
obovate-cuneate, and the three lower ones narrower.
Introduced from South Africa by W. Wilson Saunders,
Esq. The leaves have a scent similar to, but fainter than,

that of P. tomentosum.

will find that he cannot with impunity deviate so much
from purely natural conditions. Cattleya Aclaudia?,

C. marginata, and such-like Liliputian subjects, will not
thrive under the ordinary pot culture rJgime. Neither
will many of the Saccolabiums, Phalosnopsids, the
dwarfer Aerides, and Vandas grow apace, with their

oots imbedded in cube feet of sphagnum ; but that by
10 means destroys the theory I set out with—that the

cultivator is to keep pace with the limes, and cultivate,

the highest sense of the word, the plants that will

submit to be cultivated by him.

Then, again, the artificial atmosphere, of course, is

natural at the best. For that very reason you must
give up all idea of periods of drought and periods of

moisture common to foreign climes. In that respect you
must take the next best move practicable, that of having
a dryish day atmosphere and a wetter night one.

You must "go in" for diumal changes as against

periodical changes, and, upon the whole, if the thing

is done intelligently, the issue is well. Moreover, in a

house you will have congregated together plants from
a variety of districts, differing considerably physically

and in all other respects ; and it is just probable that

the treatment, atmospherically speaking, particularly

in respect of moisture, which may be good for the one,

may be killing for the other.

As to the shading necessary, I have evidently mis-

understood Mr. Gammie's original teachings in that

respect, I took it to be rule absolute, in the case of

Dendrobium Falconeri, to dispense with the blinds. I

now see he counsels shading fi-om May to November.
I agree with him that, except in our country,

April to October would be the better limits. But I

hold that, generally speaking, in our houses in Eng-
land, and particularly on the Continent, there must be

a greater degree of shading than what Nature afford

to plants growing under the most favourable

ment—very often for good, sometimes for evil. He may
all the more icaddy be pardoned, therefore for feeling
his way in a doubtful case, before accepting any condi-
tions, however favourable, in a state of Nature. James

,
yaiiuayy 11.

*

Aiidc}

NOTES ON THE "-DOGWOOD'' OF GUN-
POWDER MANUFACTURERS.

In a letter, Mr. G. E. Frere, Roydon Hall, iJis-,,

remarks—"Are you aware that the wood which is

called ' Dog^\'ood ' at the gunpowder works, and used
in the manufacture of the finer kinds of powder for
small arms and fowling pieces, is not Cornus sanguinea,
but Rhamnus Frangula, and that the main supply of it

is imported into this country from Belgium and
Prussia ? This last-mentioned circumstance makes me
think the K. Frangula ought to be more frequently
cultivated in England, for it is quite out of
character that the nation should be dependent on
foreigners for the supply of an important material of
defence. Failing to procure plants from the English
nurseries, I looked into the catalogues of the
Edinburgh nurserymen, and I find the Messrs. Lawson
quote it amongst ornamental trees and shrubs, at Ij.

to TfS. 6d. each ; while Reid, of Aberdeen, does not
mention it at all. Of course there is no planting it by
the acre at Lawson's price. If you have any means,
by labeling the Rhamnus Frangula in the Edinburgh
Botanic Garden, or otherwise, of informing the public
that it is the Dogwood of gunpowder makers, you will

be doing a national benefit thereby ; and perhaps
nurserymen may then turn their attention to its cultiva-

tion for coppice wood."
The notice by Mr. Frere of the use of the Rhamnus

Frangula, or Alder Buckthorn, as it is called, in the

is notThe sun playing upon glass has a powerful and "^^""^f^^f"^^
^^

^^t, if ^

1 m
withering efTect upon mott Orchid plants. Some of; ''^'^f'
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produ
n favourable seasons. It could

in hedge-rows, or used to form
as it bears cutting-in remarkably well. It

could also be planted with great advantage on many

ORCHID CULTURE.
To reduce the death -rate of cultivated Orchids to a

minimum, how are wc to proceed? Are we to shape
our course in accordance with natural habitat, in respect

of temperature, soil (so called), moisture, shade, or no
shade ? I have always been sceptical as to following a

blind leading,—not that I undervalue the smallest item
of information that collectors on the spot have furnished

us with, but I hold that the strongest evidence of

natural conditions must be weighed in the balance, and
judgment and experience must assess its value in

catering for the best artificial home. By all means let

us have all knowledge of the physical conditions of the

country of their nativity, and every particular respecting

successful growth and profuse inflorescence. I hope

—

indeed 1 know—that neither publicly nor privately have
I said anything derogatory to the observations of col-

lectors or observers, else I would hasten to make the

amende honorohle. At p. 76, 1865, I acknowledge
information from them to be " most valuable ;

" and,

again, at p. 1040, 1S69, I reiterate that " Orchid
growers are at all times exceedingly indebted to those

gentlemen who give infonnation concerning native

habitats." I am, therefore, surprised that Mr. Gammie,
after a fresh perusal of my views, should remark that

"to know these things can be of little service to

those who are disposed to accept the warning of Mr.
Anderson against imitating Nature too nicely." A
cultural line of treatment based upon a remove or two
from natural conditions is not considered orthodox by
that gentleman. Without going into the whole case,

or treating the matter elaborately, let me cite an instance
or two where artificial cultivation, even in Orchids,
triumphs over a cultivation of natural circumstances.
Take the family of Cattleyas, for instance. These, as a
rule, judging by what we see of imported plants, are in

the main purely epiphytal. Well, being so, accord-
ing to Nature, we European growers imitate the plan,

and grow all our Mossia^s, &c., upon blocks of wood or

stone, or anything which roots cannot penetrate, and
what kind of specimen plants are producible ten years

hence? I would like to compete against them and
their curator, let him be the best grower in the king-
dom. But such an issue is not restricted to Cattleyas
only. Take the well-known Lycaste Skinneri, take
Odontoglossum grande, and the same comparative
results will be the outcome. Take Vandas and Aerides,
and I will guarantee thesuperiority of plants with their

roots in pots embedded in sphagnum against those of
any kind of block treatment you like to devise.
Take the other side of the picture, from a purely

giowth point of view, and the experienced cultivator

As to tempevature and air circulation I have found railway embankments, both m England and Scotland
;

no good result from experimenting contrariwise to the ?""' •''''",''' '=-'"!= ^'f'^'' P'^"""? " ^?^^ succeed well,

plants in a state of Nature. In that respect particularly !
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no deviation of consequence is attended with good '
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results. Bar this, however, that in the case of localities !

^he subject of usmg charcoal-produc.ng plants for

where hoar-frost makes its appearance without doing
J

g""V~";''ey."'n'™es is a niost important one, and ^

devastating work, I would not like to practise upon vvh.ch the Highland and Arboncultural Societies should

plants that have come thence unscathed, and expose ' \^«P, prominently forward for prize papers, m order

them to the hoar-frosts of our country. Looking to the

minimum of 42" (see p. 991, 1869) as a season of rest

for D. Falconeri in its native habitat, that is what we
consider cool, almost Andean Peruvian treatment.

Against that and the higher temperature of 90° at the

that it may be fully investigated.

The genus Rhamnus now numbers about 26 different

species and varieties, and all are probably suited for

gunpowder charcoal. A few of the species are sub-

tropical, some are natives of North America, others of

solstice, accompanied with blinds, I have nothing to Spain, Switzerland, and the South of Europe while

say. What I did admire was the extreme health and Rhamnus Frangula and R. catharticus, although

beauty of .Mr. Salt's plants—not one but half-dozens of
^

Continental species, are likewise considered as natives

them grown under comparatively cool treatment, warmer o* Britain,

certainly than Mr. Gammie's standard in winter, and
not so warm in summer. I had grown it, and all but

failed in our East Indian climate, and was glad to

record such undoubted examples of success in a cooler

temperature than I had been accustomed to give it.

I am concerned also in defending the successful

British Orchidist from incapacity in his art

Gammie says (p. 40)

Dr. F. Buchanan Wliite has recently discovered the

Rhamnus Frangula in the parish of Contin, Rosshire ;

he says—"The plants (of whose number I cannot,

owing to the dense growth of other bushes, speak with

certainty) were in well-established bushes, about 4 feet

in height, flowering freely, and growing in a marshy

gr°"nd. Its associates were all native plants—Alder,

'ln"^'their"wi'id state the
' Willow, Birch, Sweet Gale, Common Heather, &c,

"

majority of Orchids flower most abundantly, but in

England I never saw an Orchid house with any gi^eat

number of flowers in it at one time, and I have often

heard it stated that the paucity of flowers produced

deterred many gentlemen from growing Orchids." I

don't know when Mr. Gammie left England, but I

should imagine it must have been many years ago. Had
he ever seen the display at the International from Mr.

Robert Warner's collection alone, and that of Mr.

Turner, of Leicester, not to speak of the premier nursery

collections, he could scarcely have made such a remark.

Ever since these great things have been done, enter-

prising collectors have sent home quantities which,

as a rule, have been well cared for ; and it is

no uncommon thing, now-a-days, to see Orchid

flow-ers, and flowers in abundance, every month of

the year. I might even invite Mr. Gammie—whose
observations, supposing I differ from him in some
important particulars, I have read with interest

and profit—to come and see Meadow Bank any month
in the year, in the hope that I should be able to disabuse

him of the unfavourable impression he has gathered

concerning' the British grower, in the matter of inflores-

cence. Ko gentleman need be scared with a phantom
of that kind. The culturist at home has many oppor-
tunities of studying the eccentricities of plant life, of

watching its progress day by day and hour by hour,

such as the most attentive observer at a natural habitat

cannot possibly have. A collection of Orchids under
a good eye at home is about as well known to the gar-

dener as sheep to a discerning shepherd. If conditions

appear to be unfavourable to the growth of any par-

ticular species, they can be altered, according to judg-

This circumstance shows there is no limit in Britain to

its cultivation, if parties feel inclined to grow it for

profit.

It is not improbable that many other genera of

shrubby plants are capable of producing a fine quality

of charcoal as well as the Common Alder, the Alder

Buckthorn, and Dogwood, all now in use. Experi-

ments could be made on the following British woods

(if they have not already been tried) :—The Sea Buck-

thorn, Common Maple, White Hawthorn, Rowan tree,

Bladder-nut, Spindle tree. Barberry, Guelder Rose,

Wayfaring tree ; also the Hazel, Birch, Hornbeam,
Blaclc Sloe, Furze, Broom, or even the Ivy, which, in

many districts, is injuring our forest trees to a great

extent ; likewise several exotic shrubs and trees, now
largely cultivated in this countiy. Experiments could

also be made with dried roots of many of our forest

trees. After felling, such roots are generally left in

the ground to rot, and are often very troublesome. If

any, or all could be turned to account for producing a

useful charcoal, it would hold out an inducement to

remove them from the ground, which could then be

used for planting, or for agricultural purposes.

The high price which the wood and branches of the

Rhamnus Frangula bring in the British market—-^lo

to ;^I4 a ton—is certainly an inducement for land-

holders to turn their attention to the cultivation of

the Alder, Buckthorn, Dogivood, or any other trees

and shrubs found best calculated for producing the

finer kinds of charcoal. The dry Buckthorn brandies

are sent from the Continent in the form of com-

nressed faceots, and peeled previous to being charrea.

Since the above was written, I have received,
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through the kindness of Mr. P. S. Robertson, a

sample of the gunpowder-wood from the Roshn Mills,

with the following letter from Messrs. Hay, Merricks

& Co. :

—" We have pleasure in sending you a sample

of the Dogwood we use here in the manufacture of

gunpowder. The sample sent is of English growth,

in the county of Sussex, and the price varies froiii ;i^io

to ;i^i4 per ton, according to quality. We require all

peeled and packed into bundles of 100 pieces in each.

The wood is cut generally in May and June." The
specimen sent from the Roslin Mills was subjected to a

microscopic examination, with recent woods of Buck-

thorn and Dogwood, and turns out to be the true

Alder Buckthorn {Rhamnus Frangula.) Besides

structure, it can readily be distinguished, both in the

fresh and dried state, from the Dogwood {Comus san-

guinea) by turning yellow immediately on being

moistened, which is not the case with Dogwood. If

Dog^vood is really a charcoal-producing shrub, no

plant could be so easily grown, as cuttings can be got

in quantity. They will soon strike root, and grow as

free as a Red or Black Currant.

The misnomer of Dog^vood for Alder Buckthorn
ought to be corrected by all powder manufacturers, as

it is apt to lead to unpleasant consequences, by parties

growing and supplying the tnie Dog%vood, and after-

wards refused by manufacturers as not being the Dog-
wood required by them. y. M'Nab^ Royal Botanic

Gardens^ Edinburgh^ in ** Farmer."

PRUNIiVG GOOSEBERRY BUSHES, &-c.

The practice of pnuiing these bushes is thought
little about, and little understood by many cottagers.

It is even held in contempt by some who get part of
their livelihood by the sale of the fmit they produce.
Any excuse is made rather than follow the advice to

prune, so that the bushes grow on until they become an
impenetrable thicket : then they are, with bleeding
hands and ruffled temper, consigned to the flames, antl

replaced by young ones be-

fore one quarter of the

profits they are calculated

to yield are reaped. It is

not the age of the bush
that has made it useless,

but bad management. 1

know Gooseberry trees 50
years old and more, which
still bear good fruit, are

still manageable, and likely

to live years longer. They
have, moreover, been se-

veiely pnmed, which goes
to prove that pruning does
not shorten the life of trees

to such a degree as some
would have us think.

" Oh," said a Gooseben-y
gi'ower to me, "do you go
over every tree like that ?

"

"Yes," said I. "Why," wa.s

said he, "it would never
pay me to do so, for I

have acres of them !
" " Is that not a reason why

you should be more particular in your treat-

ment?" " Oh," said he, " I go over my trees with a
pair of shears, and just top off any stray shoots."
Now, that treatment only makes matters worse ; the
bushes become more dense, and, consequently, air

and light are more efficiently excluded, and the
existence of the plant as a useflil fmit-bearing
bush, shortened. Hear what another says: "I
should like big Gooseberries, and at the earliest

time possible. I want to fill the quart with the least

trouble in picking, and this, too, when the price ofgieen
Gooseberries is high." Now, here are two extren;es,
both to be guarded against. Although the Gooseberry,
in a green state, is, perhaps, most profitable for a cottage,
yet big Gooseberries are not good for tarts, not nearly
so good as small ones. And the treatment necessary
to get big fruit, is not required for the bushes which are
allowed to giow fruit for tarts. These should be picked
clean when saleable, other trees under different treat-

ment being kept to grow big fruit which is to be allowed
to ripen. Most people who sell fruit of this kind do
not care so much to lengthen out the supply, or to have
them late—liy planting in various situations—as to have
a good general crop, and sell off while the price is

high.

I shall, therefore, proceed to make a few remarks on
pruning. Here the experienced differ, but I shall state

my system. The pruning of a bush required to pro-
duce Gooseberries, to be consumed in a green state, can
best be done by thinning out the bush, t. e.^ cutting out
altogether all the branches that seem to be spent ; then
thinning the fii-m branches and shoots, not shortening
them, cutting away all those which cross one another,
leaving them all free. The birds even do not
make such havoc on the buds of these slender shoots
as on the stumps when shortened. A branch or two
may be allowed to grow up in the middle of the bush

;

the shoots should be well thinned out. These branches
will afford protection to other parts of the bush, and if

not allowed to grow into such proportion as to suffocate
the whole, will be more profitable tlian otherwise. Let
every branch stand clear of its neighbour—which is

the last remark to make on pruning a bush.

Now for dessert fmit a somewhat different practice is

advisable. The size and flavour of the fruit are the

chief essentials to ensure. As this can only be done by
the free admission of the sun and air, the pmner has it

entirely in his hands. While some of the properties of

the fruit are brought up by the roots, some are taken

in at the fmit itself ; so that without the air, moisture,

and the sun have free passage through the bush, the

fmit will not perfect in this respect. I prefer the bushes
termed dwarf standards, as shown in Fig. 20, which
is intended as a suggestion for a plantation of bush
fruits. These are got by cuttings about 16 inches

long, having all their buds, with the exception of four

or five nearest the top, cut off. These buds when
grown form the foundation of the bush.

Thinning of these, too, is the best mode of pruning.

They should, however, be kept more open, and by
no means have any branches in the centre of the bush.
I do not even, for these bushes, recommend shortening

the shoots, except where required to furnish the tree

with a fresh branch. Cutting the last year's bearing

shoots clean out, and leaving another set for the

ensuing season, is the practice I have found to answer
best, the fmit being more exposed to the influence of the

sun. The practice of shortening is sure to produce an
abundance of shoots, which only tends to shade the

fruit and render the bush unshapeable. The very strong

shoots should be entirely removed ; if fmit should form
on them they are not so fine as on the smaller-sized

shoots. It is not always that a shoot is found in the right

position, yet much can be done by foresight. A
pmner should look a year or two a-head, and by
cutting at a bud in various directions he can turn a

poor-shaped tree into one of a better t\-pe.

The cottager seldom realises the value which a few
Black Currant bushes are calculated to produce. The
fruit of these when ripe is worth from 4//. to S(/.

per quart. Thus a full grown well managed tree

is worth is. per year. Six perches, growing 25
good sized trees, would produce at that rate, SOJ. Tliis

As to the time to perfonn this operation Nature
is our best teacher. When she divests the trees of their
clothing she appears to say, the descent of the sap
which still remains to go down will in its course
heal the wounds, and by depositing a kind of oil and
resin make it secure against frost in winter, and against
bleeding in spring. However, early pruned trees are
noticed to have stronger gi'owth than later pruned ones,
which speaks it a healthy practice. From the latter

part of October to the end of November is considered
the proper time. Many defer it until spring on account
of the attacks from the birds, but it is better to pmne
and protect, than allow the birds to divest of its buds
the part you want to form the tree, and then to prune.
Both Nature and science point to early autumn
as the best time to plant these as well as most
other fmit trees. Practice has also proved it ; the
soil is warmer than at a later period. This warmth
induces the formation of fibrils at once, thereby
setting agoing the process of feeding almost directly.

Those fmits like a moderately good deep soil. The
Goosebeny enjoys the sun, while the Currants are
apparently not so particular, but are the better for it, as
all other fmits are which require to be ripened before
eaten. Bush v. Brake.

Jame Comsiionbeiitf.

Scillas.—Surely there are no very early flowering
bulbs more charming than the Scillas ; last spring
(1S69) they were more than usually beautiful, and gave
a succession of flowers from the end of February till

nearly the end of April. I kept a sort of journal of their

time of flowering ; the different species and varieties

made their appearance in the following order :— i, S.
bifolia ; 2, S. bifolia mbra

; 3, S. bifolia alba. Of the
first and third I have beds of many hundreds of bulbs.

4, S. sibirica, the most beautiful and the most enduring
of all ; my bed of from 1000 to 2000 bulbs was quite

enchanting, there was such
a long succession of flowers

;

5, S. italica and S. amcena,
very pretty ; 6, S. non
scripta ; 7, S. non scripta

alba ; S, S. non scripta

carnea, very distinct
; 9, S.

nutans \ 10, S. peruviana
alba; li, S, peruviana:
the two latter put forth their

leaves in October, and in

spite of frost seem to grow
all the winter. If from
Peru, they must have their

home on the high slopes of
the Andes. Scillas seem to

like a stiff, moist, soil. My
soil where they grow, is

dark and heavy, resting on
the boulder clay, full of
chalk stones : it is never
stirred except with the

Fi^- 20- hoe, to destroy the weeds.
This solid soil seems favour-

mubt be taken as the maximum of yield, good situation able to nearly all kinds of bulbs, for my beds of
and soil, &c., taken into account. But if divided by
two, how many are there who, having this amount of

ground and trees, get even half of that amount? The
principal part of pmning of these trees is also thinning.

It will readily be seen on looking at a tree that

some branches—generally those which have borne
fmit—are sticky, and less vigorous than the others.

These should be cut down to the bottom. Some keep

Scillas have remained as they are from 10 to 15
years. Many others bulbs seem to like this let-

alone treatment, for the Narcissi, Hyacinths, Cro-
cuses, and others, stand here untouched for many
years, and form themselves into perennials, blooming
abundantly every season. I once had a large

bed of the Persian Iris, which remained in statu

quo for some 20 years, and every season put forth
their bushes as long as possible to one stem at the

^

thousands of its pretty fragrant flowers. 1 think I
bottom ; they look well, but eventually a branch

j

remember some traveller in Northern Syria remarking
ted, and is supplied from near the I'oot, and thi

bush then gets out of shape. The bottom of the bush
is now fomied into a kind of stool, from which an end-
less supply of shoots will come up. These, pmned
with a little foresight, will give a supply qf shoots to

form the bush when the upper branches have exhausted
themselves in bearing fmit. Trees treated thus will

live for a long time. The branches should be kept so
thin that the sun can peep in at summer time, and as
the day rolls away have a look all around. Never
shorten the younger shoots, except those you want to

form into the bush. These should be cut to the bud
best adapted to that object.

The Red and White Currant—the former especially

—

cottagers would find profitable if well managed. These
plants bear chiefly on spurs ; the pmning is there-
fore tei-med shortening back. Supposing a good sized
bush is to be pmned, there will be found in the centre a
quantity of useless spray or imripe wood, which ought
first to be cleared away. Now each branch should be
taken and examined to ascertain if it is sound and
healthy ; if healthy, shorten the young shoot at the top
to six or seven buds ; also shorten the side shoots
which are not strong, to two or three buds. Cut out
all strong shoots to one bud ; those which are thrown
out from the spur small, and not more than 3 inches
long, might be left entire. These will bear the
largest clusters of fi-uit. Of course care must also be
taken here to keep a supply of branches. This is done
by leaving some shoots at the bottom and training
them up gradually, as wanted. The best .shape for

these trees is that of a goblet, which will ensure plenty
of air, and permit the sun to act freely on all its parts.

that some of the hard clayey deserts there were, in

February and March, gay with the blossoms of spring

flowering bulbs, and when he travelled through the

same districts in May, they were hard and dry, with-

out any signs of the beauty be had witnessed. Some of
my beds of Scillas I treat as follows :—In the month of
May, towards the end, the dying foliage is cleared off,

2 or 3 inches of manure from old hotbeds are placed

on the surface, and the different kinds of Pelar-

goniums, such as Mrs. Pollock, Luna, &c., are planted
between the rows of Scillas ; they grow well, and are

a great ornament all the summer. In the following
spring the Scillas come forth as usual, and never fail

to gladden early spring with their brightness. T. R,

Wild Service Tree.—There is a wood in North-
amptonshire which had at least a score of these trees in

it, some dozen years since. When a boy I have with
other lads gone many times to gather the fruit,

which we used to relish in those days, though I

question if any of the same party would now go far out
of the way to get a bunch of them. It would be
interesting to leani in what parts of the country the tree

does occur, for I have not seen it since I left that

neighbourhood, y, JV. A'., Bolton Hall Gardens.

The statement at p. 39 respecting the

destruction of the wild Service tree in Worcester-
shire suggests another question, viz., as to the

occurrence of the plant in nurseries and shmb-
beries. There is good reason to believe it is

by no means common, and certainly it is often

unknown, for when ordered on the strength of cata-

logues, the plants supplied have proved to be eithfr
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Mountain Ash, or some of the varied forms of Pyrus

Aria : the nurserymen being obviously unconscious of

the difference. In the Oxford Botanic Garden is a

fair-sized tree, which in some years produces fruit,

from which seedlings are occasionally raised. By tire

kindness of Mr. Baxter, a small plant was furnished to

the park here. It grows very slowly, though quite

healthy. As is generally the case, the best account of

the plant is to be found in Loudon, who says it used to

be common in Loddiges' nursery at Hackney. But/:,

J,v,u,uy 13.

The Pine Beetle.—I send you shoots cut from

Scotch Fir trees, badly attacked by the beetle, Hylurgus

piniperda, which may be the gi'ub doing so much
damage to Finns insignis in South Devon, as reported

by your correspondent (p. 12S3, 1869). The wood
from which the shoots were taken is of natural

growth, and is several acres in extent, growing on a

gentle slope towards the north, altitude about 500 feet

above sea level ; the trees are from 3 to iS feet in

height, and from 10 to 20 years old. Previous to the

summer of 1S6S healthier trees could not be seen any-

where, but during the summers of 1S6S and 1869 they

were so unmercifully attacked by these destructive

creatures that I am about to advise the cutting down of

the wood, as it is utterly ruined. It would be very

useful if other correspondents would note any damage
they may have noticed done to Pines by insects. A
Forester. [This is the first instance that has come under

our notice of the ravages of the Hylurgus piniperda

proving so serious in this country as to lead to the

cutting down of the plantation in which they occur.

We would suggest to our correspondent that, if he puts

his intention into execution, he should leave a portion of

the wood standing, in order to see what would have
been its fate had it all been allowed to stand. He
obviously appreciates the importance of such observa-

tions, and the experiment can do no harm, for he will

not think of immediately planting Scotch Fir on the

same ground. We suggest this respite for a portion of

the wood, because we can recall to memory so many
instances where injury from the attacks of insects has
been hastily assumed to be fatal, and yet the trees

which have been left have recovered. The extra-

ordinary vicissitudes in different years in the number
and spread of insect enemies always leaves us in corre-

sponding uncertainty as to the fate of the trees

attacked. Eds.]

Yellow Bedding Calceolarias. — Permit me,
through the medium of your columns, to state the

treatment which I have seen followed with these plants

for several years, and in various places, with almost

unvarying success. That there is evidently a disease,

constitutional or otlierwise, prevalent among this class

of plants, few will deny, but much may be done to coun-

teract its effects by judicious treatment. The following

remarks do not apply to the old variety, known as

amplexicaulis, and one or two others, but to all the

more hardy kinds, including the well known aurea

floribunda. Towards the end of October or beginning

of November prepare a two-light box, or more, accord-

ing to quantity (hand-lights will answer equally well),

by placing over the bottom a layer of brick rubbish,

clinkers, &c. ; a small quantity of lime sprinkled in

will prevent the ingress of worms ; over this place

about 4 inches of sandy loam ; a little silver sand may
be sprinkled on the top, but this is not absolutely

necessary ; make the whole firm and perfectly smooth
on the surface. Procure the cuttings by choosing those

of a green colour, and of free growth ; those

that assume a sickly yellow colour, and others that are

running up to bloom should be discarded, as they will

- be almost sure to end in failure, and consequently dis-

appointment. Insert the cuttings, 2 or 3 inches apart,

over the surface of the bed ; fix them well, and give a

gentle watering. Keep them rather close for a few
days, gradually increasing the amount of air. By
Christmas they will be found to be well rooted, when
they should have the lights drawn off on all

favourable occasions ; cover up only to prevent the

ingress of frost ; as they proceed in growth stop them
at once. Towards the end of F'ebruary, if the weather
prove favourable, select a piece of open but rather

sheltered ground, with a hard bottom of coal ashes,
rough gravel, &c. ; on this make a bed, or several, as

required—about 5 feet in width will be found very
convenient. The bed need not be more than 5 inches
deep, composed of rich sandy loam. Insert the plants
in rows 5 or 6 inches apart, or further if the number be
limited ; fix them well, and give a good watering.
Some protection must be afforded them for a time on
cold nights, and sometimes on cutting windy days.
This can be easily effected by bending hoops over the
beds, and covering with mats. Spruce boughs, &c.
By the middle of May, if attended to in the shape of
weeding, occasional watering, &c., they will be strong
bushy plants, covering the bed. Before transplanting
soak the bed thoroughly with water, take a spade or
large edging iron, and cut down to the bottom of the
bed in the centre of each row, likewise between
each plant ; the spade can then be inserted
under each plant, and they will come up
in little squares, full of roots, like lumps of turf; they
can then be placed on trays or hand-barrows, and
conveyed to the flower garden. The beds or borders
for their reccptiun should be composed of soil of a
loamy nature, trenched two spits deep, with a little

rotten dung incorporated with it. Firm the plants

well in the bed, watering at the same lime. If the

operation of removal be done carefully, the plants will

scarcely feel the shift ; water in dry weather, and an
inrh of a worn-out Mushroom bed will be found
beneficial in the shape of a mulching as the season

advances. The result of failure in many cases (though
not always) is caused by having a sickly, starved, pot-

bound lot of plants, at bedding-out time, which just

recover in time for the next season's propagating ; or
perhaps, ere that time arrives, they are consigned to

the rubbish heap. The old system of planting on
raised beds, high in the centre and low at the sides, is

very detrimental to the well-doing of those Calceolarias

that are situated in the centre of the bed—as in such a

position it is a difficult matter to retain that moisture
and coolness about them that is so essential to their

welfare. Two plants, which have already proved
themselves very deservmg of cultivation as yellow

bedders, are Viola lutea and the larger flowering

variety, V. lutea giandiflora, as sent out by Mr.

J. W. Wimsett ; planted rather thickly in a moist rich

soil they will be found to succeed well, and continue

in beauty for a long time, if the decaying blooms are

occasionally removed. J. R. H., Daylesfordy Oxon.
I quite agree with Mr. Dean's remarks (p. 42)

in advocating the hardy treatment of the Calceolaria,

and encouraging in as far as possible a dwarf sturdy

growth during the winter months, for on ensuring a

well grounded constitution will in a great measure
depend the subsequent display, providing that the

selection of varieties is such as will suit the soil and
situation, and withstand the searing influence of the

summer sun ; for depend upon it, that inattention to

this is the primary cause of so much complaint and
want of success. Mr. Dean says that aurea floribunda

is still the favourite. Well, where it succeeds I have
no wish to dispute it a front-rank place ; but with me
this variety is not worthy of a position, as it succumbs
to the summer's drought. Treat it as I may, not one-

third of them will suiTive the month of August,
while such varietiesas Yellow Prince and Gaines' Yellow
grow and flower luxuriantly during the season. They
are varieties possessing first-class qualifications, rich in

colour, and of dwarf habit, yet of sufficient growth to

ensure continuity of bloom. During the last two trying

seasons they have been greatly admired. In the princely

gardens of the Earl of Stamford at Enville, where
bedding-out is so extensively and well done, the last

two named varieties, last autumn, were pre-eminently

conspicuous ; and Mr. Taplin told me that aurea
floribunda was very uncertain there, as I know it to be
in other instances. Thus it will be seen there is no
rule without an exception, and where one variety of
Calceolaria does not succeed another may, and does
perfectly : and a man is right by all means to use the

bridge that takes him safest over the stream. I find

it advantageous to mulch the beds and water freely, to

maintain the plants in a growing state. Tliere is no
substitute for the Calceolaria for summer decoration

that at all bears favourable comparison ; there is a rich-

ness, a nobleness of aspect, in a mass of Calceolaria,

whicli is obtained from no other yellow-flowered plant

in the flower garden. Geo. JVesflaiid, IViihy Court.

Wellingtonias.—A specimen of this tree now
growing at Orton Hall, Huntingdonshire, the seat of

the Marquis of Huntly, is 36 feet high, the circum-

ference of the tnmk at its base is 5 feet 8 inches, cir-

cumference of the branches, 45 feet. There are others

on the place varying in height from 10 to 30 feet,

some of them showing a great many cones, which are,

however, as yet perfectly green, from which we must
infer that they take two years to ripen their cones,

which is somewhat strange, seeing that the trees are such
fast growers. I have noticed in some of the horticul-

tural journals some remarks on these trees dying from
Fungus or some other unknown cause, which suggests

the startling question —is the Wellingtonia likely to

be a long liver? What a shock this will be to some
who may have planted them extensively, as is tlie case

here. Now, as it is only 39 years since they were first

introduced to this countiy, and as there are but very

few deaths out of so many hundreds which have been

planted, I think that question may safely be left for

the rising generation to answer. P. Sharpe.

Lithospermum purpureo-cceruleum. — Those
who take an interest in alpines will be glad to know
something of an unique specimen, or rather mound, of

the above, which I had the pleasure of seeing a sliort

time ago. The elevation on which the object in

question stood, was formed by roots and stones along

with ordinary garden soil, and had a circumference of

38 yards, and a central elevation about 7 feet above the

level of the adjacent lawn. Just imagine this large

circular space, of a conical shape, rising gently in the

distance and early in summer, all clothed, from brow
to base, with lovely blossoms of a deep blue colour

;

and some idea may be formed of the rich treat in store

for those who are so fortunate as to visit Colworth
during the month of June. In order to prevent anyone
from being disappointed, it should be mentioned that

the entertainment under consideration will contain

little, if anything, to suit the mere sensational

palate, for it is to consist of a simple hardy flower,

surrounded by art, nursed by Nature, and rare because

of neglect. It is no more than an illustrious example
of those modest gems which used to enliven the

landscape in the vicinity of nearly every gentleman's
mansion during the boyhood of men now old. Such
an ornament is crownetl with delightful associations,
and its preservation through the din and excitement
caused by the fanciers of Scarlet Pelargoniums is an
honour to its owner. Colworth is the property of
Charles Magniac, Esq., M.P., and is beautifully situated
about eight miles from Bedford, and close to the
Sharnbrook railway station. Although I have confined
myself to a single species of it, there are many others
of sterling merit left untouched, which I hope to notice
on another occasion. Indeed, every department of
practical horticulture is well represented and skilfully

managed by Mr. D. Mackillnr, the intelligent gardener
of the establishment. J. D.

The Gladiolus Show—As a lover of this beautiful
flower, and as one who has taken some interest in
endeavouring to promote its cultivation, I should like

to say a few words about the proposed exhibition, and
the extra prizes which Mr. Dix and Mr. Kelway, with
such praiseworthy energy, are endeavouring to promote.
Last year I attempted to get up a special show at the
Crystal Palace, the directors very handsomely offering

to give £'^0, which they would have increased to 2"75-

I obtained the promise of about ;^25, but before
accepting the Company's money, 1 thought it was
but fair to see whether such an exhibition could be
obtained as would compensate them for the outlay
I therefore wrote to the several subscribers, and asked
what amount of staging they would require, and the
answers were quite sufficient to persuade me that it

must be a failure, and so I wrote to Mr. Williams,
and gave up the project. I am glad therefore that

others have taken it up, and as Kensington is not the

Crystal Palace I have no doubt an effective exhibition

may be obtained. But there are some points to be
considered:—!, as to foreign gi'owers ; it would be
manifestly unfair to ask them to compete with English
nurserymen, because it would be impossible for

them to stage their flowers effectually, and there is

no flower in which staging is of so much importance as

the Gladiolus. Tlieir flowers will have to travel some
200 or 300 miles, be probably sorely bruised in the
journey, and then set up in Hyacinth glasses or somc-
tiiing of the kind, tumbling about in all directions. An
English gi-ower could bring up his flowers 50 or lOO
miles without injuring a petal, and put them up in

stands exactly suited for them. I would therefore

suggest that a class be made especially for the foreign

growers ; and the most graceful thing to do, to my
mind, would be to offer, from the money collected here,

prizes to them, and let their subscriptions go to prizes

for English grown flowers. Again, as I have already

said, there ought to be a separate class of good prizes

for amateurs. It is impossible for an amateur with 400
bulbs to compete with a man who has 4000 or 40,000,
and it ought to be a matter of consequence to induce

amateurs to come forward. Then again, as to English

seedlings, caution is required here ; I know of but two
persons who rear seedlings to any extent, and it might
be a matter of consideration whether it would not be
better to offer the prize for the best six seedlings of

English or foreign growth. Finally, I would say, let

the schedule be prepared by those gentlemen in whom
Gladiolus growers would have confidence ; and as

the exhibition is to be held at Kensington, oh

!

let it not be held in that dreary council-room,

but in the conservatory. I feel it to be impossible

to write just now about the Gladiolus without

refen'ing to the great loss sustained in the death of

my lamented friend, Mr. John Sladden, of Ash. His
latter days have been days of great suffering, and we
shall miss from amongst us an enthusiastic florist, and
a kindly and genial man. Z*. , Deal.

I was glad to see that the beauty of this

gorgeous autumn flower was about to be recognised by
the Royal Horticultural Society, by their giving some
handsome prizes for it in August next. The date,

however, fixed, is too early for us growers in the mid-

land and northern districts ; and if there is to be an

exhibition of the flower annually, I think the first

week in September would suit all growers best. [Not

the foreign exhibitors, as their blooms would be

over by September. Eds.] Of the Gandavensis

section of Gladioli, it is only Queen Victoria,

Shakespeare, and other light-coloured varieties of

their blood, that flower by the middle of August

in this locality, even when the bulbs are planted

very early. The great growers of the flower can

always find plenty to cut throughout the season for

exhibition purposes, and they should only be allowed

to show in a class by themselves, like the great Rose

growers. I should be glad to add my name to the

list of subscribers for a guinea, with the proviso that

the greatest share of the subscribed money is to be

given, in liberal prizes, to small growers, such as gar-

deners and amateurs, and for a class for the best English

raised seedlings. IVilliam TtUcry.

Bunney's Incomparable Green Cos Lettuce.—-

I have gro\vn this Lettuce for the last two seasons along

with Moorpark, Neapolitan Brown Cos, &c., and find

it stands longer with me before running to seed than any

of the others. In other respects I find it to be first-rate,

being quite hardy, large, crisp, and sweet, and requiring

but little tying. In shape it resembles the Moorpark,

but it is larger than that variety. I can strongly recom-

mend this Lettuce to all who desire to have a first-class
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Lettuce in the heat of summer. John Frascr, Gf.y x

Ashhy Hall, Lincolnshire.

Gentiana acaulis.—As your con-espondent Mr.
|

Earley does not allude to one mode of treatment, which
1 have found to answer, and which I supposed had

been well known, it may be that it is less Icnown than

it deserves to be. It is supplying the roots with de-

caying pieces of branches of ^\ood on which to fasten.

I remember struggling against an unresponsive edging

of Gentian in Fifeshire for years, when all at once a

part of it began to do well ; on lifting some of the

thriving plants, and dividing them lo fill up blanks, I

found their roots embracing a rotten twig, or branch,

which had been delved into the border with leaf mould.

I took the hint, and supplied the rest of the edging

with similar bits of rotten wood, and the whole edging

became a thing of beauty and a joy to everyone that saw
it—fill except at one comer, where some speciality inter-

fered to prevent its getting fair play. I mentioned our

success, and its supposed cause, as a discovery, to some
of my gardening friends, who told me it was well

known. If you piint it in your Chronicle it will be still

better known, and we may have the advantage of ascer-

taining by fresh experience of those who read it, and

may try it, whether our success was really due to the

rotten bits of wood, or was only a coincidence. C.

French v. English Lettuce Culture.—"Anti-

Cloche" has, like a true Briton, spoken out boldly with

reference to the revival of the old kitchen garden bell-

glasses ; for so, I believe, we in England were wont to

call them. He probably knows, as most gardeners

who have moved much from home know, that there

are few gardens of any standing in the horticultural

world, but what have sundiy odd lots of these old bell-

glasses stored away in seed and fniit rooms, owing to

the fact, that in the use they have not answered the

expectations formed by the original purchasers of them.

Believing, as I do, that neither in the matter of lawns,

summer flower gardening, tropical gardening, or

forcing, whether undergroimd, in the caves, or above
ground, do the good gardeners across the Channel really

beat us, whatever may have been advanced to the

contrary—considering, of course, the greater difficul-

ties the British gardener has to deal with—I never-

theless do maintain that in the simple matter of

Lettuce growing in winter, the French gardener does

beat us, and that—so at least it is said—by the simple

use of the old kitchen bell-glass or cloche. There is

one question in connection with the cloche and its

use w^hich has never yet been made clear to me,
and which, it may be, has an important bearing

in this controversy, and that is,
** Have we

on this side of the Channel a knowledge of

the ordinaiy management necessary to produce these

satisfactory results?" "Anti-Cloche" speaks of the

shoe-toes of clumsy workmen coming in contact with

and so breaking the glasses up in process of air-giving.

Now it strikes me that at the full growing period no air

is given to the plants by the Parisian cultivator—that

is, after the preliminaiy preparation has been made.
If not, much labour and risk from breakage is avoided.

This I infer from the fact, that, as all observant gardeners

know full well, young winter Cauliflowers and the like,

even to the aforesaid Lettuces, in ordinary frames, or

hand-lights, will do and thrive equally well through the

winter, if the lights are left always on, and no air be
admitted save and except what reaches them through

the existing apertures. Of course they are not nearly

so hardy in consequence. But my remarks bear upon
a different subject. As I have only had time to make
a cursoiy acquaintance with Mr. Robinson's work, in

which these and other matters are alluded to, I may be
pardoned for asking him the simple question whether
the Parisian Salad grower does not choose a fine di-y

period upon which to place a regiment of cloches over

a given quarter of Lettuce plants, and whether air is

ever given afterwards or not ? If not, a " frim" growth
is induced, in a somewhat rarified, moderately dry air,

at no cost for labour. If Mr. Robinson could give us

some such information as this to base our practice upon,

we should indeed have something to thank him for. If

regular air-giving is an essential, and such attentions

are constantly needed as are required to grow specimen
plants, or to force a house of Grapes, then I must say

with "Anti-Cloche," give me a low house, built on the

orchard-house principle, in preference. William Earley
y

Digr.oell.

Silkworm Disease.—The first origin of epidemics,

epizootics, contagious and infectious diseases, affecting

man and animals, is clouded in great mystery, and any
small fact which at all seems to offer any elucidation is

deserving of record. Some 12 or 14 years ago, when
residing at Cottons, adjoining Romford, having in the

garden two large Black Mulberry trees {very fruitful

and healthy), I one day, when in Covent Garden
market, bought, I think, a score of silkworms about
three quarters of an inch in length, and took them
home. At first I kept them on the giound floor, which
was some eight or ten steps above the gi'ound outside,

in the usual card-board trays, and fed them upon newly
gathered Black Mulberry leaves. They soon, however,
began to sicken, and I think a marked diminution in

their rate of giowth and voracity were the first symp-
toms observed, and they soon refused to eat at all, and
then died. In the daytime, in fine weather, I placed

them outside, with a view of ascertaining if their illness

could possibly arise from anything like confinement

;

and the last I had I removed to the top room of the

house,—but all to no purpose, they all died, and I then

made an early visit to Covent Garden, and upon telling

of my ill-success to the old lady from whom I had bought

them, she showed me some of the batch from which
mine had been taken, and which had giown prodi-

giously, and were most robust. Obviously there must

have been something injurious at Cottons to silkworms,

and it would be easy and interestuig to repeat the trial.

Some years prior to the time named above, to save the

trouble of picking out the old eaten leaves, I used to

place the leaf-stalk between two pieces of laths, \\\i\\

a few layers of wet cotton rag tied together, and when
the silkwonns required fresh leaves it was only neces-

sai-y to place these thus secured among those required

to be removed, when the worms soon travelled to the

fresh ones. A groove with sponge I would suggest

instead of rag. This would save much labour. IV. A.
IVooler.

Vanilla planifolia.— Since my communication on

the above appeared in your columns two years since, I

have had many inquiries respecting the temperature

required to gi-ow and fmit it in. I was not prepared to

give a decided answer to all inquiries, but I promised

to do so through these columns when I had tried a few
experiments by planting it out in different temperatures.

The large plant, which was the subject ofsome discussion

two years since, is still giowing in the successional

Pine-pit, in a mixture of peat and charcoal, the tempe-

rature of which rarely exceeds 50° in winter, and

frequently it is even lower than that, the summer
temperature varying from 55° to 65°, and above. The
plant is now in the best possible health, and gi'owing

vigorously. It is heavily laden with fruit, veiy many
of the pods being of great length. The plant covers the

entire back of the pit, 40 feet in length, and abouL

3 feet in width. In June, 1868, I planted out a youn^
plant in the fruiting Pine-house, in a mixture of peat,

charcoal, and mortar rubbish, the temperature of this

house ranging from 65* to 85°. It grew amazingly,

and this season it has 12 pods of fruit upon it. It

would have borne several more, but the first flowers

escaped my notice, and consequently were not set.

1 also placed a second plant in quite a cool house, one

used for bringing for\vard Roses, the temperature being

kept but a little higher than a greenhouse. This plant

has not made so much progi-ess, but I have six pods of

fi-uit upon it. This plant has been but little cared for,

being, I may say, entirely left to chance, with the

exception ofsetting its fruit, in order to see liow it would
succeed in a cool temperature and with rough treat-

ment. I am now satisfied it will grow and fruit in a

comparatively low temperature ; the only tiling re-

quired is the knowledge of the art of fertilising the

stigma, an operation which, though simple, requires

gi-eat care and some skill. It is requisite, therefore,

that the Vanilla should be planted and trained, so

that when the flowers expand they may be easily got

at to be fertilised. They open for the most part during

the night, or early in the morning ; therefore, the best

time to fecundate the flowers is in the morning, and

this must be attended to daily as long as the plant is in

bloom. X find from six to eight pods sufficient to set

in a cluster, although I have some clusters with from a

dozen to 14 pods upon them ; but of course the fruit is

much larger when a smaller quantity is grown in a

cluster. I have sent a specimen for your inspection. I

have both larger and smaller pods. Edward Bennett,

Osberton Hall, Worksop.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Floral
Committee.—I have just received, from tlie Royal
Horticultural Society, a commimication which informs

me "that in makmg the annual changes in the con-

stitution of the Floral Committee your name was chosen

as one of those whom the Council were compelled to

withdraw from that body." In another and a later

communication of an official character, I learn that the

names removed, besides my own, are those of Messrs.

Iveiy, of Dorking, Jackman, of Woking, and J. G.

Veitch, of Chelsea. My aim in writing is to raise the

question of the principle on which tlie Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society proceeds "in making the

annual changes in the constitution of the Floral Com-
mittee." During the three years I have sat on the

Floral Committee, my attendance at the meetings has

been so regular that I have only been absent from a

very few of them—in 1869 from two meetings only.

During 1S69 Mr. Ivery was present at a few meetings;

Messrs. Jackman and Veitch at, I believe, not a single

meeting. I presume the names of these gentlemen were
removed in consequence of the infrequence of their at-

tendance. But, on what principle is my name removed?
I put this question because, in an editorial remark
appended to a communication from Mr. Keynes on the

sanre subjeet, which appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of the 2d October last, it was stated "that it has been
customary—and we think it a proper custom^to make
a slight change annually, so as to admit some three or

four new members ; and in order that this may be done
without injustice or invidiousness, we believe the plan

of selection has been to strike off those whose attend-

ances have been fewest during the year." If this prin-

ciple be an approximately just one, then the striking

off of my name certainly savours of injustice or

invidiousness, as my attendance will favourably con-

trast with that of any other member. The custom
hitherto adopted at the last meeting of the Floral Com-

mittee in each year was, for the secretary to read a list

of attendances of each member during the year, to

strike out the names of a few of the members whose
attendances had been the lowest, and to substitute

others, it being understood that the list of names so

modified was to be submitted to the Council for their

concurrence. At the last meeting of the Floral Com-
mittee, on December 21, no list of attendances was
read—no mention was made of striking out a single

name—a few nominations were made, and the large

majority of the members of the Committee went their

way, many of them censuring such a state of things as

involving much personal uncertainty, neither called for,

nor wise in its operation. T feel that I have not been
fairly treated, especially when, on looking over the list,

I find retained the names of gentlemen whose average

attendance during 1S69 falls considerably below my
own. Richard Dean, Ealing,

Gladioli at the Edinburgh International
Exhibition.—In Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing's (of

Edinburgh) lists of French hybrid Gladioli for 1869 and
for 1870, I find the following paragiaph, to w-hich I

beg to call attention :— " D., L. & L. were this year
awarded the ist prize for the finest collection of

Gladiolus blooms at the autumn exhibition of the

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society." Pray what
does this mean ? So far as I know, there was no
autumn exhibition of the Royal Caledonian Horticul-

tural Society held under that name. It was merged
this year in the Great International Exhibition. At it

we were awarded the 1st prize for the finest collection

of Gladiolus blooms. The prize was fairly and honestly

won. William Mcin, F.R.H.S. {for Stuart &^ Mein,
A^so).

/Vine Restriction v. Vine Extension.—"P.," in

a leading article (see p. 1277, 1869), revives the

interesting question of Vine extension, and points out

some facts to show why it should be adopted by modem
Grape growers. By the light of the engraving by
which he illustrates his remarks, his extension system
might be supposed to run to the one-Vine-one-house

principle, and the whole bent of his argument is in

favour of age being represented by an extending

dominion of root and leaf action. His argument, in

fact, amounts to this : Given a good border and a

healthy plant, and the older it is, provided there

be discrimination and ability at pruning time, the better

is it calculated to yield crops that, as the Yankees
say, will beat creation. I demur to such leading,

and will call in the evidence of the best fruit

and plant growers to combat the point. Take
the case of hardy fruit trees in an orchard, and what
of their history ? Is it from aged fellows in a good
state of health that you are to expect fmit that will take

position at South Kensington or any of the autumn or

winter shows throughout the kingdom ? Or if you are

deteiTuined to represent pomological advancement,

from what kind of trees will you send up Apples or

Pears for dessert ? Will it not be from young vigorous

plants, that have generated and produced such quality

of fruit as is not only beautiful to look upon, but pleas-

ing to the palate ? Is it not by judicious root and
branch pruning, by keeping them within prescribed

limits, and by setting them a-going again with a new
lease of life ? Encourage their dominion heavenwards
and earthwards, and you have no end ofantagonistic ills

to contend with. Bycanker and blight the constitution of

your trees become impaired, and even without them the

root extension in the best media is not calculated to re-

ciprocatethat power of production which younger oreven

contemporary plants well handled can do. You may
have an increased return, but what of that ? Quantitative

production is generally at the expense of qualitative

results, and therefore the argument in favour of un-

limited extension pales before the cultural student.

He has to cater for an aristocratic palate : it is no part

of his plan to cater for or feed the indiscriminating

million, and that is just what extension beyond very

ordinary dimensions leads to. Take again the case of

the plant giower, and what is his object? Not certainly

to have a gieat multitude of flowers in an ill-conditioned

state, as to persistency, size, and colour ; nor to have

plants of beautiful foliage rendered less beautiful by the

wearing-out process by which age is accompanied,

telling upon the size and substance of the leaves, and

the contour of the whole plant. The corrective process

of advanced culture must come in, and w here it is not

practicable to interfere with the knife to limit root and
branch extension upon the fresh lease principle, they

must be sacrificed and younger plants must take their

position. After your own capital leading article upon
limiting the size of specimen plants, in order to have

freshness and vigour to the highest degree presentable,

both at home and upon the exhibition table, judge of

my surprise to see the position assigned to an article

condemnatory of the principle there propounded and

enjoined. One has only to look to the huge specimen

plants tabled by our foremost exhibitors, to see the

necessity of a moderate restrictive system. Wonderful

they are, no doubt, as specimens of skill, but the

wearing-out process, to the practised eye, is beginning

to tell upon them ; and the trusses, spikes, flowers,

foliage, all combine to show that the plants are

approaching the afternoon of life. Coming to the Vine

itself, what is the evidence adduced in favour of this

extension system by your correspondent? It has a

positive and a negative face : positive as regards Mr.
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Henderson's excellent Grape giowing ; negative in

reference to the Bishop Slorlford Vines. But what

does all this prove in the first instance ?—that Grape;

of very good quality can be shown upon the exten

sion system, which nobody doubts ; and in the second

instance, that failure may occur in any vinery or vine-

yard under improper management. For every instance

that can be cited as to the extension system producing

prize Grapes—as that is the test upon which "P."
founds his theory, I could enumerate dozens where,

in respect of size of bunch, beny, and general excel-

lence, as assessed by judges of modem times, Grapes

grown upon the restrictive system, and pruned season

after season like '* whipping rods" or walking-sticks,

would beat them out of court, I must stipulate, how-
ever, for "youth " on my side ; and with that, every other

thing being equal, Mr. Henderson and other growers

with aged plants could not approach me. At the

great international shows held in Edinburgh in 1865

and 1869, who took the prizes, and from what sort of

plants as to age aiid culture came the prize Grapes?

Ml'. Meredith and Mr. Fowler were the great cham-
pions for quantity and quality of fruit, and what of

their system of cultivation? Readers will find my
opinions at length on both places published in this

Journal at pp. 901, 1023, 1145, and 1320, 1867, in

pp. 894 and 967, 1868. All their plants are grown
upon the restrictive system, and Mr. Meredith's,

in particular, in many cases, are only 18 inches

apart. Mr. Fowler's are from 3 to 4 feet, and
in some cases a double rod is taken up, but the

general rule is the one rod system, which may be
extended to two, according to the notions of the

gi-eat majority of our Grape growers ; but, beyond
that, none of them would vouch for placing the same
quality of bunch upon the table, nor could they calcu-

late upon anything like imifonn results. Mr. David
Thomson cultivated Grapes, both in regard to

quantity and quality, probably fully as good as any
man that ever tried them. My estimate of his work
in that way will be found at p. 1 1 39, 1868; and
what was this ascribable to ? To young Vines,

to good management, without and within, and to

pruning upon the fishing-rod principle. Any kind of

pruning, however, would have done well enough with
such stores of organisable material to draw from, and
hence it is not so much a "cut-to-the-best-bud" prin-

ciple as it is the vigour of youth. But, again, taking

1S69, what do we see?—such an array of Grapes in

the Assembly Rooms of Edinburgh as might have
astonished the world if its inhabitants could have
seen it. And from what kind of Vines were these splendid

Grapes cut ? From Vines which, as your columns tell

us at p. 1004, 1867, were not at that time planted !

Mr. Johnston, of Glammis Castle, as is well known,
was the grower ; and few that had the privilege

of seeing his productions will soon forget them. I

hold, therefore, that although the Cole Orton old Vines
have done well, that younger plants, equally well

managed, would have done better. A great deal is

made of the cut-to-the-best-bud principle, but it bears

upon the vei-y face of it a predisposition to weakness.

We may prune young Vines of from i to 15 years

standing to the latent eye, and they will produce an
abundant yield of bunches of such a size as is desirable

in all respects to gi^ow to proper proportions as to size

of berry, and then finish so as to be presentable at

table, i hold, therefore, it is a mere begging of the

question to argue for prominent eyes, which may pro-

duce by the way three or four bunches, which must
in turn be reduced to one by the operative gardener.

It is no use bolstering up a system by an out-of-the-way

effort, which must again re-act at the most punishing
period of the season—the colouring time. From the

above statistics of success on the restrictive system of

growth, any one will see that it is not, for good prac-

. tical purposes, at all desirable to prolong the life of
the Vine unless for mere fancy, to enlighten phy-
siologists, and to astonish the credulous. One can
well understand the respect engendered for aged
trees, they beautify the landscape, but give nothing
to the gourmand. Gigantic stature and a leafy garniture,

L to speak not of forestry gains, are a sufficient return

I

for admiring eyes. What delights the palate must be
I grown for the palate, irrespective of all sensational

whims. To keep pace with the times we live in, an
effort must be made, on the appearance of decline, to

correct the physical condition of the borders, to intro-

duce a new colony of plants to take the places of those
that have served "their day and generation." This
may not at all times be practicable or convenient. If
interests of economy are to be studied, I would rather
raise my voice, and give my vote for getting a new cane
away upon its own account from the lowest lateral of
the closely spurred Vine, cutting the latter away, and
even turning up the border, root-pnming the plants,

and incorporating a little fresh material, to give the
whole a better mechanical and chemical consistency,

than I would extend either branch or root dominion.
The farther away from home the more liable to acci-

dents ; the nearer home, with plenty of sources of
supply, without being cramped as in pot-culture practice,

the greater, depend upon it, are the chances of success.

Youth and beauty in a proper sphere of work can
always vie, for physical endurance and physical outcome,
against the most laboured attempts of pampered age ;

and the Grape Vine, although it can put forth plen-
teous foliage in the second century of its lifetime,

cannot be coaxed or induced by any process of culture
to yield its luscious fruits in such perfection as will please
the fastidious palates of those whom the gardening
fraternity have the lionour to serve. The strongest argu
ment in favour of the extension system is the inevitablt
natural deduction that the more the foliage is encou-
raged, the greater will be the extent every other way
as regards trunk, branches, and roots. But then comes
in again the poser of an extended branch manufacture
out of proportion to the space available, as regards a
satisfactory production of fmit. It cannot be called an
economical mode of culture that will allow laterals to
sprawl about in all directions, holding fast by their
tendrils, and becoming so intermingled as to be repre-
sentative of chaos. But then look to the infringement
that is likely to take place physically in respect of
branch fightingwith branch, and leaf fighting with leaf, to

elbow themselves into the best position available for light,

and all more or less suffering. Granted that by such a
code of cultural laws, properly carried out, you may

prove the position of one Vine ; but then look at the
glowing space occupied, and the less room for "strings
to your bow " in the aggregate yield of a house of any
given size. No doubt in many places the so-called

restrictive system is abused in the too free manipulation
of laterals after the first stopping, but dealing with it

sanely, and looking before you for a future year's

successful crop, you must stop the laterals hard and
fast wherever they entrench upon others' quarters which
have a co-ordinate right of position. I look upon the

extension system from this point of view, i. e., in the

shape of encouragement of either principal shoots or

laterals, as of first importance for extending the dimen-
sions of the Vine for propagation or any other purposes.

As a generally satisfactory fruit-producing system of
cultivation, where people are to look for great results

in respect of crop, size of bunch, size of berry, finish,

and any other thing which ought to be introduced into

the estimate to call a bunch of Grapes superb, we
must abide by a very moderate extending system, what
some ^vriters nowadays call restrictive ; and if, as was
said above, we have plants with youth on their side,

and a good root-growing medium to sustain them, we
need have no fear of the results. A.

Crassula lactea.—This plant, which was intro-

duced into England nearly 100 years ago, is now
rarely seen except in collections of succulents. Surely
the purity and abundance of its tmy white star-shaped
blossoms ought to make it a general favourite, coming
into bloom as it does in this dreary month of January,
when so few delicate flowers are to be had. There is

a figure of it in *' Loudon's Encyclopaedia ; but all the
dictionaries make its flowering month to be September.
Like most of its order, its blooms last a long time out of
water, and it should therefore be a valuable plant for

bouquets and button-holes. I fell in with some plants
of it lately at Mr. Haynes* nursery at Penge, where I

was pleased to find that the propagator had had
'nstmctions to make as many flowering plants as

possible for next year. W. T.

Dipladenia Martiana, alias crassinoda. — A
striking case of a plant bearing an utterly erroneous name

lie by which it is now universally known, and which,
in all probability, it has held ever since its introduction to

European gardens—is furnished by the well-known
stoveplant, "Dipladenia crassinoda." Fromhaving long
been familiar with this plant, and relying on the accu-

racy of the name so constantly applied to it, my sur-

prise at discovering its falseness was great, and having
in consequence paid some little attention to its recorded
history, I have thought the facts of the case it presents

worthy of publication in your columns, and of interest

to cultivators generally. In this case the name
crassinoda'' was first applied by Dr. Gardner

to a plant he discovered near the summit of the

Corcovado mountains in Brazil, and which he de-

cribed, referring it to the genus Echites, in Hooker's
' London Journal of Botany" {i. 554). Professor A.
De Candolle in revising the order Apocynacece in the

Prodromus" (vol. viii.), founded on this and several

allied species {all of which had previously been refen-ed

to Echites) the new genus, Dipladenia. Here, then,

we have the first occurrrence of the name Dipladenia
crassinoda (see Prod. vhi. 676) applied, as we have
seen, to Gardner's plant—No. 250 of his Brazilian

collections. This plant is described as a "tuberous-
rooted shrub," growing "about 2 feet high:" and it

was by accidentally seeing one of the original specimens
with the name " D. crassinoda" attached to it, that I

first became aware that our garden favourite has no true

claim on the name. Two plants of the same genus
could scarcely present a greater difference in their

general appearance than do these. Gardner's plant

has stiff, thick, woody shoots, densely crowded with
foliage, the much swollen nodes (the clue to the

specific name) being only \ of an inch apart. The
leaves are narrowly lanceolate, slighly acute, coria-

ceous, and in size about 2—2i inches long, by ^ an inch

bruad ; the flowers arising from the axils of the upper-

most leaves. So far good, but here follows the mistake.

The introduction into English gardens of the plant now
generally cidtivated appears to have taken place

soon after the publication of the eighth volume of the

"Prodromus;" and on being figured in the "Bota-
nical Register," vol. xxx. t. 64, it was most unfortunately

mistaken by Dr. Lindley for the counterpart of Gard-

ner's plant, an error which, in gardens at least, has

been perpetuated to the present day. It seems utterly
mipossible that Dr. Lindlcy couM liavc ever seen any
original type specimen, or such an error as confusing
two plants of such distmct appearance could not have
arisen. It is indeed surprising that, from the descrip-
tions he had before him, he should have felt so satisfied
as to their identity as actually to cite Gardner's locality
in giving the history of his plant. (See "Botanical
Register," vol. xxx. t. 64.) Dr. Miiller, of Geneva
in working up the Brazilian Apocynace^e, detected
Lindley's error, and refered his plant to the Dipladenia
Martiana of A. De Candolle. This, then, is the name
under which, by all good right, our well-known garden
favourite must henceforth be known ; and as, in a
similar manner, a usurper has long been cultivated as
Vanda insignis, the true plant having only recently
been introduced, it is to be hoped that D. Martiana
may no longer be allowed to usurp the name of a con-
gener, which, if I mistake not, does not exist (and
probably never has existed) in English gardens. R. C.
Kingston.

" Honesty."—This is certainly one of our most
useful spring blooming decorative plants, and is so well
known that I should not have here referred to it, but
for the wish I have to correct a statement made by a
writer on spring flowers, not long since, as to the proper
time of sowing it. He intimated that August was the
best time for this purpose, but experience has proved
to me that to secure strong bushy plants in April, 2 feet

in height and 15 inches through, and a mass of bloom,
the sowing should take place in the month of May
previously. They should be treated entirely as other
hardy annuals, and pricked out 6 inches apart when
large enough to conveniently handle ; this will allow
the plants to giow dwarfand robust. For the back rows
of ribbon borders, or the centres of large beds, the
"Honesty" is invaluable ; it is also eminently useful when
planted either singly or in clusters about the shmbbery
borders. Whilst for those who require large quantities

of early cut flowers, a stock of it must prove of gpreat

assistance. I have gi-own three distinct colours of it-
purple, lilac, and white ; the latter is the showiest of
them, but at the same time I believe the most scarce.

The flowers of the dark kind will also often assume a

flaked or variegated form, but this characteristic is

simply a sport. I think there js no garden, however
grand, that will not be improved by the cultivation

growth of a little " Honesty." A. D.

Gigantic American Flowers.—Tropical America
enjoys the pre-eminence of producing the largest floral

development in a good many natural orders, there being
the Victoria regia amongst Nymphoeacere, the Brug-
mansia Candida amongst Solanacea;, the Lasiandra
macrantha amongst Melastomace^s, the Sapranthus
nicaraguensis amongst Anonaceoe, the Godwinia gigas

amongst Aroide^, &c. Until I discovered Sapran-
thus nicaraguensis {Gardeners^ Chronide, 1869, p.

1334), tropical Africa was supposed to possess the

largest Anonaceous flowers in existence (Monodora),
and now I leani from your columns (/. c. p. 1330)
that Dr. Welwitsch has found in Africa an Aroid even
larger than my Godwinia gigas. As I "out-monodored"
him in the Anonacea;, of course I must not grumble if

he " out-godwinias" me in Aroide^e ; but I still trust

that when actual measurements are produced, America
may yet come off victorious in the question. There
is no reason to assume that the few specimens of

Godwinia measured in Nicaragua were the largest ever

produced in the country, and there is every reason to

assume that if my specimens, after suffering somewhat
in their passage to England, attained the past season

dimensions equalling within a few inches those of the

plants in Nicaragua, they may exceed them even if Mr.
Bull really does begin to cultivate them. Berthold

Seeman }l.

Cyclainen persicum.—T think of all winter and
spring blooming plants this is the most pleasing, and

yet how seldom we see it grown to any extent. This

may be attributed not altogether to want of space or

convenience for gi'owing it, but rather to the plant not

being known and valued as it should be. As a dwarf

decorative plant for the greenhouse or conservatory it

stands unrivalled ; when interspersed with Primulas on

the front row of a stage or platform the effect is most

pleasing. Equally useful is it to those who have a

demand for cut flowers during the dreary winter and

early spring months. The sweet-scented kinds are, I

think, indispensable for bouquet making, imparting as

they do the most delicious odour, little inferior to that

of the Violet ; and after yielding such a succession of

flowers as few plants will do, depriving them of their

blooms as fast as they open, there is then enough in it as

a fine foliage plant to please the most fastidious. Any
amateur, with only the means at hand of an ordinary

frame and greenhouse, may grow it to perfection ;
and

to such I will offer a few hints on its management. In

the latter part of Januaiy last a packet of seed was

sent me, being selected from a famous collection of

plants grown at Strawberry Hill, near London. I

sowed it at once in a well drained pan, the compost

containing equal parts leaf-mould, dried cowdung,

and loam, with a fair admixture of silver sand, and

placed it in a dung-frame already prepared for propa-

gating purposes. After well watering, I covered the

pan with a pane of glass. Treated in this waygenm-

nation soon took place, and consequently the plants
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quickly showed themselve:^ well above the surface.

At this stage they should be removed to a shelf near

the glass in a warm greenhouse. This puts a stop to

anything like damping, and also prevents them from
becoming drawn. It is necessary that this point should

be well borne in mind—not to allow them to become
long and weak in the leaf-stalk prior to being pricked

off, success in a great measure depending on keeping

the plants strong and sturdy. I ha.ve generally found

them strong enough to handle in five or six weeks
from the day of sowing, potting them singly tJien into

small 60-pots, and replacing them on the greenhouse

shelf until the end of May, tlien to receive tlieir final

shift. If they are properly attended to after this as to

watering, shading, air-giving, &c., nothing can be

better than a frame or pit to grow them in during the

summer. As a rule, 48-pots are the most convenient

size ; of course plants of this age come into flower

sooner and bloom more profusely than they would do if

allowed too mucli pot room. As autumn approaches,

it is well to get them on a drier bottom ; the early part

of September is quite late enough to house them.

From the packet of seed above alluded to I have
upwards of 200 plants promising for three months
longer a splendid show of bloom. With the conviction

that' the merit due to this most interesting class of

plants is not established so universally as it deserves to be,

1 feel that my time has not been altogether wasted in

bringing it more prominently to the notice of your

amateur readers. TAos, Turner^ Gr. to E. T. Simpson^

Esij., JVaiioHj yo7-i:.

3ottom-heat for Vines.—In the discussion that

has gone on for some time in your pages for and against

applying heat to the roots of the Vine, there is one fact

that has come under my obsei-v-ation which I have not

seen mentioned
on the subject

have tried bottom-heat for Vine borders correspond:

with mine in this particular, a very valuable argument
in its favour will be brought forward. The fact I

allude to is that Grapes growing in a heated border

never shank—at least such has been my experience in a

small house here; while in others, with unhealed borders,

we are troubled more or less with that annoying dis-

ease. I shall be glad to hear whether the opinion oJ

others coincides with _my own, or otherwise. 7*. DoL-
son, Whitburn Halt, Sunderland.

Timber Trees.—What trees shall we see recom-
mended to be planted for timber next? "Somerset,"
p. 41, recommends Abies Morinda, a tree which here

scarcely can exist, which is so often injured by spring

frosts that it quickly becomes both ugly and unhealthy.

This appears to me worse than recommending the

Deodar for that purpose. J. A\ Pearson, Chihudl.

Tricks of the Trade. — At p. 76 there are

some remarks on Mr. Smith's and Mr. Turner's

catalogues by *' Observer." I have not Mr. Smith's

catalogue by me, but on referring to Mr. Turner's list

of fruit trees, I find he has given a full and fair descrip-

tion of the varieties complaineil off, namely, Peaches and
Nectarines. I am quite of tlie same opinion as
" Obsei'ver,"—give "honour where honour is due,"

—

and should be pleased to see the raiser's name attached

to each variety, but as that lias never been the custom
hitherto with nurserymen, it is scarcely fair to accuse

Messrs. Turner and Smith of " tricks," for following

the universal practice. What purchasers require is a

true and faithful description : in this respect I have seen
none superior to the annual catalogue issued from
Slough. The question "new" is a very open one

;

can a variety of a few yeai-s' standing, that is in the

hands of hundreds, be called "new?" Are nursery-

men to commence a ne^^' practice by adding the names
of every raiser, or only attach " Rivers" to those varie-

ties emanating from Sawbridgeworth ? for I obser\'e

he is the only raiser named by "Observer."
We have other men, whose names stand high as raisers

of good fruit, and the omission of names in nurseiy-

men's catalogixes is about the same with one as

another. I say, again, with " Observer," that I should
be pleased to see all honour given to those who have
spent a good portion of their time in the improvement
of our different kinds and varieties of fmits. I think,

to attain this end, we must not begin with the nursery-

men. They only followed in the track of the Fmit
Catalogues of the Royal Horticultural Society. There
we find that the name of the raiser is not given except to

distinguish certain varieties. It is an acknowledged
authority, and \\\i\i the help of it many nurserymen get
uptheirfmit lists. I would, therefore, humblysuggest that,

in the next catalogue issued by the above society, the

name of the raiser (when known) should be added to

each variety. I am extremely sorry an anonymous
*' Observer " should attempt to throw obloquy on two
names of such liigh standing in the profession. J. Pincdl.

[We have received several communications from corre-

spondents, whose views on this subject coincide with
those of Mr. Powell. Eds.]

Yucca aloifolia variegata.—It may be worth
recording that the heads of large plants of tliis kind

'ill strike freely from cuttings. Some time ago we had

sore to me. I at length detennined either to kill or to

cure, and accordingly I cut off the head 8 inches below
the foliage. This I prepared as a cutting, inserted

it in a 12-inch pot, and plunged it in a good strong

bottom-heat in the back part of a lean-to Cucumber-
house, giving it a slight syringing two and three times

a day for a month. After I3 weeks had elapsed it had
filled its pot with roots, and was in due time potted

into a good sized pot. It is now 6 feet high, and
occupies a No. i pot, and a better specimen is hardly

to be found in the country. For decorative pur-

poses this plant cannot be overestimated, and should

have a place in every conservatory, while for exhibition

purposes it stands unrivalled. Thomas Simpson, Broom-
field, Chelmsford.

Chimonanthus fragrans. — A small plant was
planted on a south wall here some few years since.

For the last three or four years it has bloomed
beautifully, and produced a good quantity of well-

ripened seeds. I have distributed amongst my friends

most of the seeds, and I hear it has vegetated veiy

satisfactorily. W. H. Monntford, The Gardens, h'inmd
Park, St. Asaph.

This plant produces fruit almost evei"y year at

Dalhousie Castle. This year I observe several fruits

already set. R. Gray, Gr., DaJhousie Castle. [Is it

C. fragrans or the variety grandiflora which has fruited

in the cases recorded? Eds.]

Fumigating.—If " Youngster " wishes to have a

simple and effectual mode of fumigating his plant

houses, without going to the expense of a fumigator,

1 would recommend the following plan :—Dissolve

2 oz. of saltpetre in about a pint of water, with this

thoroughly wet some thick brown paper, and when
dry cut it into squares the size required. For a small

pieces,

square, rolling it the same as you would a jam
pudding, tying it in the middle ; then put it on a small

flower-pot in the house, light both ends, and leave it

to do its work. Qiuen Orpet.

Greenhouse Ventilation.—We subjoin a section,

which is self-explanatory, of a plan of ventilating

greenhouses, designed by Mr. W. Cunningham,
nm-ser>'man, of Newton Road, Burton-on-Trent, and

communicated to us by Mr. J. A. Mason, who informs

us that in practice it answers perfectly. Its construction

is very simple, and it is both inexpensive and not liable

to derangement. It is an ingenious modification of the

lantern system of ventilation.

Magnesian Limestone Soils.—As Mr. Forsyth

is open to enlightenment on the question of magnesian

limestone soils (p. 43), 1 hope to convince him that he

is in error when he doubts their fertility. Where
North Derbyshire joins this portion of Nottingham-

shire, and as far as Mansfield, the soil is all on the dolo-

mite limestone formation, and it is reckoned by famiers

the best soil they have, when deep enough. Some-
times in dry warm summei-s, such as in 1868 and in the

past summer, this soil when near the rock gets hard

and cracks, and the corn ripens prematurely ; but even

in last summer one of the best crops of Wheat I saw-

grew at Whitwell, near this, on the side of a magne-
sian limestone hill, where the soil was only about

8 inches deep. This limestone A\-hen burnt is of the

same dark grey colour as described by Mr. Forsyth,

but I should no more think of using it in its caustic

state in Vine or fruit tree borders than I should think

of using a strong dose of salt for such a purpose. Its

pernicious effect is seen for years when used in quan-

tities for top-dressing grass - lands, or even when
ploughed in the soil. It makes a famous dose when used

fresh burnt for theTurnip-fiy, and for caterpillars, such as

the slimy Sawfly caterpillar, on the Cherry trees. When
used in a composition of sulphur, soft soap, and clay,

and painted over Peach trees infected with mildew, it

eradicates it, and keeps insects down after a few years'

winter dressing. I have likewise tried this com-
position on Pear and Apple trees on the walls, to kill

a large plant here measuring nearly 9 feet high, with a 1
the scale and the Apple mealy-bug, with the best effect,

stem 13 inches in circumference at 6 inches from the
,

Some years ago a gieat quantity of peaty sour soil,

pot. The plant had a beautiful head of about 3 feet, I
mixed with tussocks of reed roots and other grasses,

the remainder being a naked stem, and as it was by no 1 was excavated from the sides of a lake. This mass
means a straight stem, it was for some time a great eye- 1 was mbced with this lime in a quick state, and after lying

exposed to the air for three or four years, the lime

thoroughly reduced all the grass roots, and the compost
was used with the best effect on light sandy land as a

top-dressing. When the late Mr. Mearns fii-st came to

Welbeck, he skimmed many acres of turfy soil off the

top and sides of a magnesian limestone rock. This soil

was used to renovate some old Peach, Nectarine, and
Apricot trees on the walls, which had been for years

martyrs to gumming and mildew. Some of these trees

were as old as Speechley's time, and some had been
planted by Mr. Thomson ; and it was astonishing,

what with the fresh soil and the painting the young
wood with the lime composition, how soon they

became healthy and fmitful. Mr. Mearns likewise

used this soil for his Vines planted in chambered
borders, without any admixture of other soils or

manures of any kind. It was put into the

borders as pared off from the rock, and only a por-

tion of the turf was chopped to cover the Vine

roots with, and the Vines prospered as well as could be

desired, both as regards fruitfulness and fine healthy

wood and foliage. These borders, however, were too

shallow, being only 18 inches deep, for when the soil

got consolidated, it cracked in warm dry summers, and

I had to make them deeper by adding fresh turf. In

April last year I planted some young Mayduke
Cherries and Apricots in turfy magnesian soil, and they

made such a wig of fibres in it that I thought of send-

ing one up in autumn to one of the meetings of the

Fruit Committee, but the carriage of it turned out a

weighty consideration. The magnesian limestone

rocks, from which all our supplies have been taken,

have been denuded of their top soil for years, but they

are again forming another covering. The chemical

agency of heat, frost, and rain in Nature's gi'and

laboratory makes the disintegration of these rocks go
gradually on, and then vegetable life adds layer after

layer of fertile mould. When the new kitchen garden

was formed here, all the borders of the Peach-houses

were made with the magnesian limestone soil, without

any mixture of manures or other soils whatever, and it

is impossible for trees to be healthier or more fruitful.

It likewise forms to a great extent the chief ingredient

as regards soil in all the Vine and fruit tree borders

lately planted in the same garden, and 1 have never

been able to detect any ill effects from its use.

William Tillery, Welbeck.

I think Mr. Alex. Forsyth, p. 43, has

hardly improved upon Mr. Cramb in the matter of

Vine soil, or, if my memory be accurate, correctly

stated what he advanced. I think he (Mr. Cramb)
considered all calcareous matter to be injurious to the

Vine, not dolomite limestone only. Is it possible that

Mr. Cramb used burnt or quick lime in his borders ? I

cannot help thinking he must have done so. I see no
reason to think dolomite limestone, in its natural

state, could be injurious to the Vines ? Many plants

contain and require magnesia, and many soils on the

magnesian limestone are exceedingly fertile. But burnt

or caustic lime is quite another thing. The magnesian

limestones vary very much in the quantity of magnesia

they contain, /. e., the relative proportions of carbonate

of lime and carbonate of magnesia vary very much even

in the same quarry. Carbonate of lime contains 43 per

cent, of carbonic acid, and carbonate of magnesia

51 per cent., which is all driven off by the heat ; the

lime and magnesia are then in a caustic state. Caustic

lime soon absorbs water and carbonic acid from the

air, and thus returns to the state of mild lime. Caustic

magnesia absorbs both much more slowly, and thus

remains caustic much longer. The alkali, which is

in a caustic state, will the more greedily unite itself

with acids formed in the soil by the decomposition of

vegetable and animal matters, thus forming soluble

salts ; and in this way it is supposed that the amount of

magnesia taken up by plants may be injurious, or even

poisonous. If Mr. Cramb used burnt dolomite lime-

stone, I can quite understand why his Vines should

suffer. I use dolomite lime for building, and where a

heap has been made up the soil is rendered barren for

years after\vards. J. R. Pearson, Chihvcll.

Societies.

Royal Horticultur.vl: T^kw-^h' 19.—James Bate-

man, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual prehminary
business being concluded, the Rev. J. Dix announced the

awards of the Floral Committee, and the chairman, in the

absence of Mr. Wilson, those of the Fruit Committee.
The Rev. M. J.

Berkeley then called attention to a speci-

men of Philodendron crinipes, from Mr. W. W. Saunders,

on which the petioles of the leaves were covered with

adventitious excrescences, similar to tliose met with in

some Begonias. In reference to a plant of Cissus (?) porphy-

rophyllus, in the same collection, Mr. Berkeley said there

was some doubt as to whether it did not properly belong

to the genus Piper, as"many of the species of that genus
produced as large leaves as the plant in question, which
had not yet flowered in this countr>^ Sprays of a specimen

of Pinus lasiocarpa, and of a seedling from it, the latter

somewhat differing in character from the former, were also

exhibited.

Mr. Bateman then made some comments on the

Orchids exhibited, and announced that the next meeting

would be held on February 16.

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair. A letter from Mr. Geo. Maw was
read relating to the method of carrying out the proposed

experiments on the effect of variously-coloured light on the
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ripening of fruits. &c. A highly important communication

from mV. Laxton was then read, relating to some changes

and variations in the offspring ofcross-fertiUsed Peas, from

which the following is an abstract :—
"The seeds exhibited were derived from a single

experiment. Amongst these seeds will be obsen'ed some

of several remarkable colours, including black, violet,

purple-streaked and spotted, maple, grey, greenish, white,

and almost every intermediate tint, the varied colours

being apparently produced on the outer coat or envelope

of the cotyledons only. The Peas were selected for their

colours. &c., from the third year's sowing, in 1869, of the

produce of a crop in 1866 of the early round white-seeded

and white-flowered garden variety. Ringleader, which is

about 2\ feet in height, fertilised by the pollen of the

common purple-flowered Maple Pea, which is taller than

Ringleader, and has slightly indented seeds. I effected

impregnation by remoWng the anthers of the seed-bearer,

and applying the pollen at an eariy stage. This cross pro-

duced a pod containing five round white Peas, exactly

like the ordinary Ringleader seeds. In 1867 I sowed these

seeds, and all five produced tall purple-flowered, purplish-

stemmed plants, and the seeds, with few exceptions, had
all maple or brownish-streaked envelopes of various

shades, the remainder had entirely violet or deep purple-

coloured envelopes ; in shape the Peas were partly

indented, but a few were round. Some of the plants

ripened off earlier than the Maple, which, in comparison
with Ringleader, is a late variety ; and although the pods
were in many instances partially abortive, the produce was
very large. In 1868 I sowed the Peas of the preceding

year's growth, and selected various plants for earliness,

productiveness. &c. Some of the plants had light-

coloured stems and leaves ; these all showed white flowers,

and produced round white seeds ; others had purple

flowers, showed the purple on the stems and at the axils

of the stipules, and produced seeds with maple, grey,

purple-streaked, or mottled, and a few only, again, with
violet-coloured envelopes. Some of the seeds were round,

and some partially indented. The pods on each plant, in

the majority of instances, contained Peas of like character,

but in a few cases the Peas in the same pod varied slightly,

and in some instances apod or two on the. same plant

contained seeds all distinct from the remainder. The
white-flowered plants were generally dwarfish, of about the

height of Ringleader, but the coloured-flowered sorts

varied altogether as to height, period of ripening, and
colour and shape of seed : those seeds with violet-coloured

envelopes produced nearly all maple or parti-coloured

seeds, and only here and there one with a \iolet-coloured

envelope, that colour appeared again only incidentally,

and in a like degree, in the produce of the maple-coloured
seeds. In 1869 the seeds of various selections of the

previous year were again sown separately, and the white-

seeded Peas again produced only plants with white flowers

and round white seeds ; some of the coloured seeds, which
I had expected would produce purple-flowered plants,

produced plants with white flowers and round white seeds

only, the majority, however, brought plants with purple

flowers and with seeds principally marked with purple or

grey, the maple or brown-streaked being in the minority.

On some of the purple-flowered plants were again a few
pods with Peas differing entirely from the remainder on
the same plant ; in some pods the seeds were all white, in

others all black, and in a few again all violet, but those plants

which bore maple-coloured seeds seemed the most constant

and fixed in character of the purple-flowered seedlings, and
the purplish and grey Peas, being of intermediate character,

appeared to vary most. The violet-coloured seeds again
produced almost invariably purplish, grey, or maple Peas,

the clear violet colour only now and then appearing, either

wholly in one pod or in a single Pea or two in a pod. All

the seeds of the purple-flowered plants were again either

round or only partially indented, and the plants varied as

to height and earliness.
" In no case, however, does there seem to have been an

intermediate-coloured flower, for although in some flowers I

thought I found the purple of a lighter shade, I believe

this was owing to light, temperature, or other circum-
stances, and applied equally to the parent maple. I have
never noticed a single tinted white flower, nor an indented
white seed in either of the three years' produce. The
whole produce of the third sowing consisted of seeds of

the colours, and in the approximate quantities, in the order

as follows : viz., ist, white, about half ; 2d, purplish, grey,

and violet (intermediate colours) about three-eighths ; and,

3d, maple about one-eighth.
'

' From the above I gather that the white-flowered white-

seeded Pea is (if I may use the term) an original variety,

well fixed and distinct entirely from the maple, that the
two do not thoroughly intermingle, for whenever the

white flower crops out, the plants and its parts
all appear to follow exactly the characters of the
white Pea ; and that the maple is a cross-bred variety

which has become somewhat permanent, and would seem
to include amongst its ancestors one or more bearing
seeds either altogether or partly violet or purple-coloured

;

for although this colour does not appear on the seed of the
maple, it is very potent in the variety, and appears in

many parts of the plant and its offspring from cross-
fertilised flowers, sometimes on the external surface of, or
at the sutures of, the pods of the latter, at others on the
seeds and stems, and very frequently on the seeds, and
whenever it shows itself on any part of the plant,

the flowers are invariably purple. I have also
deduced from my experiments, in accordance with th'

conclusions of the late Mr. Knight and others, that the
colours of the envelopes of the seeds of Peas, immediately
resulting from a cross, are never changed. I find, how-
ever, that the colour, and probably the substance of the
cotyledons, are sometimes, but not always, changed by
the cross-fertilisation of two different varieties ; and I do
not agree with Mr. Knight, that the form and size of the
seeds produced are unaltered, for I have on more than
one occasion observed that the cotyledons in the seeds
directly resulting from a cross of a blue wrinkled Pea,
fertilised by the pollen of a white round variety, have been
of a greenish white colour, and the seeds nearly round
and larger or smaller, according as there may have been

a difference in the size of the seeds of the two varieties.

I have also noticed that a cross between a round white

and a blue wrinkled Pea will in the third and fourth
generations (second and third year's produce) at times

bring forth blue round, blue wrinkled, while round, and
while wrinkled Peas in the same pod ; that the white

round seeds, when again sown, will produce only white
round seeds ; that the white wrinkled seeds will, up to the

fourth or fifth generation, produce both blue and white
wrinkled and round Peas ; that the blue round
Peas will produce blue wrinkled and round Peas,
but that the blue wrinkled Peas will bear only
blue wrinkled seeds. This would seem to indicate

that the white round and the blue wrinkled Peas are

distinct varieties, derived from ancestors respectively

possessing one only of those marked qualities, and, in my
opinion, the white round Peas trace their origin to a
dwarfish Pea, having white flowers and round white seeds,

and the blue wrinkled varieties to a tall variety, having
also white flowers but blue wrinkled seeds. It is also

noticeable, that from a single cross between two different

Peas many hundreds of varieties, not only like one or both
parents and intermediate, but apparently differing from
either, may be produced in the course of three or four

years—the shortest time which I have ascertained it takes

to attain the climax of variation in the produce of cross-

fertilised Peas, and until which time it would seem useless

to expect a fixed seedling variety to be produced, although

a reversion to the characters of either parent, or of any one
of the ancestors, may take place at an earlier period. But.

in conclusion, I may perhaps, in furtherance of the objects

of this paper, be permitted to inquire whether any light

can. from these obser\'ations or other means, be thrown
upon the origin of the cultivated kinds of Peas, especially

the ' maple ' variety, and also as to the source whence the

violet and other colours which appear at inter\'als on the

seeds and in the offspring of cross-fertilised purple-

flowered Peas are derived ?'"

Mr. William Earley exhibited through Dr. Masters

some roots of Parsnips, bent horizontally in the middle of

their length. The cun--ature was explained by the fact

that the manure had not been forked in deeply enough
;

hence the roots, on reaching the manure, were not

inclined to go further, but did their best to avail them-
selves of the food at the high level. Dr. Voelcker alluded

to some even more remarkable illustrations of the same kind

in thecaseof Beetroots grown on the Sewage Farm at Bark-

ing, and where the manure was applied superficially.

Mr. Glaisher reported on the results of his investigation

of the meteorological records at Chiswick, and remarked
that, though the observations had for the most part been
made with much painstaking and method, yet in many
particulars, and especially as regards the minimum ther-

mometer, the records were so untrustworthy that little

could be placed on them. Many of the other

observations, especially those of the barometer, could,

r, be utilised with safety. Mr. Glaisher then
stated that he had made arrangements for the supply of

instruments to the Society, and for the continuance
of the observations under his ovnti supervision, so that in

future errors would speedily be detected and remedied.
Professor Ansted remarked that the value of the observa-

tions depended almost as much on the abiUty of the
obspr\'er ns on the perfection of the instruments.

The Chairman exhibited a Date stone attacked by a

Fungus, while the surrounding pulp was healthy. This

led to a conversation as to the manner in wliicli Fungi
found access to closed cavities, in the course of which Dr.

Charlton Bastian expressed his belief that the Fungi were
often formed in the situation where they were found, and
were not introduced from without. He stated that he

had seen the cells in the interior of a young shoot filled

with Bacteria, and moreover that he was satisfied from

actual obsen-ation that Torula-like or fungoid bodies were

actually developed from the Bacteria. Mr. Berkeley

expressed his doubts on this subject, considering that the

alleged development of Fungi from Bacteria had not been
proved. Dr. Bastian's work on this subject will shortly be

published.

Floral Committee.— Rev. Joshua Dix in the chair.

This was a remarkably good meeting for the season, the

council room looking quite gay with Orchids, Cyclamens,

Primulas, Sec. Of the former were a splendid group from

the gardens of Lord Londesborough, at Grimston Park,

consisting of a noble specimen of the handsome Laslia

anceps Barkeri, with upwards of 20 fine spikes. L. fur-

furacea, a fine Mexican variety, somewhat difficult to cul-

tivate, with one good flower ;
Odontoglossum Alexandrae,

a noble spike, with 10 large and finely developed flowers ;

the curious though pretty Oncidium Kramerianum, O.

leucochilum, and O. leopardinum, a pretty Peruvian

species with yellow and deep chestnut-brown flowers.

Special Certificates were awarded to the two first-

named and the collection, and to the latter one

of the First-class was given. To Mr. Parsons, gr..

Danesbury Park, a Special Certificate was also

given for a fine specimen of the dwarf Odonto-
glossum Rossii. with six fine white and purple flowers.

From Mr. B. S. Williams also came a fine group, con-

taining a large specimen of Ansellia africana, with four

fine spikes ; AngrEecum sesquipedale, with four superb

flowers ; A. ebumeum virens, a very healthy robust

specimen, with four nice spikes ; and some fine cut flowers

of Laslia anceps delicata, &c. A Special Certificate was
awarded. Messrs. Veitch also staged a large collection,

which gained the same award. In this group were a good
example of Barkeria Skinneri, with 13 fine spikes of

warm rose-coloured flowers ; Odontoglossum cordatum,

a pretty species from Guatemala ; Dendrobium crassinode,

and D. macrophyllum Huttoni. with pretty purple and
white flowers ; the new Cypripedium Harrisianum ;

Sacco-

labium giganteum, with two handsome spikes ; and Lselia

anceps, with 10 fine spikes, &c. From Mr. Wilson,

gr. to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, came a collec-

tion of cut flowers of Cattleyas. amongst which the

following were selected for First-class Certificates :—

C. Trianae van lo (Hort.), a large deep blush with

purplish rose lip, paler at the edges ; C. Trianse

Penelope (Hort.). a large warm lilac flower,
a broad lemon-coloured bar on the lip ; C.

Triana; var. Atalanta (Hort.), pale rose, with deep' rich
purple lip ; and C. TrianaE: var. Venus (Hort.). resembling
the latter in colour, but larger, and tinged with orange in
the upper part of the lip. To Mr. Wiggins, gr. to W.
Beck, Esq., Isleworth, Special Certificates were awarded
for a fine batch of well-grown Cyclamens ; and a collec-
tion of Primulas, including some pretty striped flowers of
great substance. The same award was also made to a
group of Primulas, containing some flowers of immense
size, from Mr. Edmunds, of Hayes. Mr. J. Welch. Park-
field House, Hillingdon. sent specimens of a high-coloured
strain of Cyclamen persicum named kermesinum, a desir-

able acquisition, with rich carmine-rose flowers, to which
a First-class Certificate was gi\'en. From Mr. C. Green,
gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq. , came a small group of
mteresting plants, consisting of Anemone capensis, a
scarce plant, with the habit of A. suffruticosa ; a species of
Anthurium with deeply lobed leaves ; the large-leaved

Cissus (?) porphyrophyllus. and a fine pale-flowered variety

of Odontoglossum Cervantesii, Prizes were offered for

nine Ivies in pots, and nine hardy Conifers. Of th6
latter, the Messrs. Veitch were the only exhibitors. Their
collection comprised well-furnished specimens of ThujOpsis
dolabrata. Picea bracteata, and P. magnifica ; Retinospora
plumosa. R. obtusa nana aurea. a small plant of stunted
growth, but pleasing in colour, and the graceful drooping
R. filifcra ; with a fine specimen of the handsome Crypto-
meria elcgans. In the class for Ivies the competition was
very good, considering that this group of plants is a com-
paratively new one for show purposes ; now, however, that

the growers have taken them in hand, judging from the
neatness of the specimens shown, there is no reason why
tlie boldest fohaged variegated forms should not be
improved, and grown for the decoration of cool green-

houses, and indoors in winter, and for terraces in summer,
for which purposes they are eminently adapted. The
ist prize was taken by Mr. Turner with compact pyra-

midal specimens of H. algeriensis. H. grandifolia

(canariensis) latifolia maculata. a large-leaved showy kind ;

H. grandifolia (canariensis) arborescens ; and of small-

leaved "varieties, H. Helix major and H. Helix minor; H.
elegantissima, silvery variegated ; H. lobata major

;
H.

marmorata minor^ and H. lucida ; all very healthy and
well furnished specimens. Mr. W. Paul was 2d with H.
Roegneriana. a dark leathery-leaved variety ; H. Roegne-

riana arborescens. a shrubby growing kind, with bright

dark green foliage ; H. arborescens baccata lutea, in

fruit ; H. canariensis foliis aureis, &c. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son also staged a nice group of smaller

plants than the above, to which an extra prize was given ;

also a large and beautiful collection of green-leaved and
variegated forms, which received a Special Certificate.

Mr. Wm. Paul sent several varieties of Laurels, amongst
hich one named Cerasus Laurocerasus rotundifolia was
warded a Second-class Certificate. The plant was rather

nail, but if it retains its close compact growing habit it

will be acceptable as an improvement on existing kinds.

Fruit Committee.—The Rev. George Kemp in the

air. At tliis meeting, which was well attended, several

prizes were offered for culinary Apples and Pears. The
competition in the class for the former was very spirited,

good collections being shown by Mr. Gardiner, gr.,

Eatington Park ; Mr. Parsons, gr., Fairlawn, Acton Green;
Mr. Parsons, gr., Danesbury Park; and Mr. Earley, gr.,

Oigswell Park. &c. Mr. Parsons, Danesbuiy, took the

St prize with fine dishes of Blenheim Orange. Burr Knot
and Wellington ; and Mr. Earley the 2d, with excellent

amplcs of Golden Noble, Yorkshire Greening, and the

Gooseberry Apple. Mr. C. Ross. gr. to C. Eyre, Esq. ,

Welford Park, Newbury, was ist in the class for Pears,

with very handsome specimens of Uvedale's St. Germain
and Calillac ; Mr. Hobbs, Thames Bank, Great Marlow,

coming in 2d, also with large and fine examples

of Catillac. Mr. Gardiner, gr. to Sir T. Dyke Acland,

Bart., Killerton, Devon, contributed good specimens of

Verulam, Vicar of Winkfield, and Bellissime d'Hiver. an
excellent stewing Pear, not generally cultivated. From
Mr. Meredith, The Vineyard, Garston, came a splendid

basket of Grapes, consisting of Black Alicante, Muscat of

Alexandria, and Lady Downe's Seedling, all large and in

fine order : a Special Certificate was awarded. The same
award was also made to some finely flavoured and well

kept Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, sent by 'Mr. Fowler,

gr. to the Earl of Harewood, Harewood House. They
were cut from the old Vine at that establishment, which

last season produced over 400 bunches, and were fully

ripened in September. To Mr. Paul, Waltham Cross, a

Special Certificate was also awarded for a beautiful

collection of Apples. From Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the

Marquis of Exeter, came a good specimen of the Smooth-

leaved Cayenne Pine-apple, which had been produced by a

plant grown on the "cutting over" principle. Mr. Sharpe,

Tangleymere. Guildford, sent a fruit of a Pine re-

ceived from Bahia, which was sound and juicy, and

much better in flavour than imported Pines usually are.

Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carington, sent a dish of the

fruit of Solanum betaceum. known in gardens as

S. Guisados. which was said by Mr. Berkeley to be good

when cooked ; also some very good home-grown Lemon?.

Messrs. Carter & Co. exhibited a collection of English

and new American Potatos, and several varieties of Beet.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural :

7<z«. 17 (42d annual meeting.)—Mr. S. P. Callender m
the chair There was a numerous attendance. From the

report of the Council it appeared that, profiting by the

experience of the past, a great exhibition would be held m
Whit-weck 1870. A special prize fund would be again

established! which it was hoped would be large enough

to permit of the guarantee fund being dispensed xnth-

The Council regretted that the Royal Horticutural

Society did not hold its July exhibition m the gardens

,

but it was imperative to presen*e the nghts of the pro-

prietors and subscribers. The chairman, in moymg tne

adoption of the report, ^ongi-atulated the pro-

prietors on the improved financial condition of the
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Society's aflairs. During the year the permanent debt

had been reduced to the extent of nearly £1000, besides

which a new Orchid-house, costing ^^230 14s. 8ti., had
been erected in the gardens, out of the year's income ; and
after paying interest and all charges they had saved

about ;^i23o. With a few more years of success like that

of the last two years they would be enabled to entirely

clear the gardens from debt ; and then this large sum of

;^iiooor ^1200 per year might be applied towards im-

provements. The report was adopted. Thanks having

been voted to the retiring Council, and to the donors of

prizes, &c., the Council and officers for the ensuing year

were appointed.

It would appear that the total income of the Society

for the year was upwards of _^40oo, derived from :

—

Fellows' subscriptions .. .. .. .. £2510 11 o
National Horticultural Exhibition .. .. 1733 18 7

Musical promenades .. .. .. .. 292 7 6
Privilege for sale of refreshments .. .. 100 o o
Miscellaneous receipts 125 3 6

And that the profit on the year's account was £12$^ 17 7

The meeting was then made special for the purpose of

receiving and considering the following motion :
— " That

on Sundays every proprietor have free admission to

the garden from the hour of z o'clock in the after-

noon to sunset, for himself or herself and the resident

members of his or her family, including resident tutors

and governesses, and for strangers {introduced personally

by proprietors) having no place of abode or business

within ten miles from the gardens." On a scrutiny of the

voting papers,- it appeared that there were for the opening

1 19, against 183. The motion was therefore lost. The
total number of proprietors was stated to be 418.

Florists' Flowers.
In resuming, from p. 45, the record of the

Novelties of the past Year, let us begin with

that fine old florist's flower, the Hollyhock, which is

yet dear to many. Its improvement is carried, on by

Messrs. Chater, Downie, and others, as it was in days

gone past, when the honoured names of Bircham and
Paul had made it famous. In Cams Chater, dark

crimson ; Constance, pale flesh ; Junia, blush, suffused

with soft pink ; Leah, yellow, with a dark shading ;

and Walden Queen, pale rose, Mr. Chater has a fine

batch of new flowers of superb quality. Report
speaks highly of Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing's new
batch, though they have not been produced at any of

the floral meetings held in London.
Of large flowering Pelargoniums, Admiration

(Foster), Corsair (Foster), Heroine (Foster), Lady of

Lyons (Foster), and Northern (Foster), all fine flowers,

add new glory to the well-worn laurels of this raiser.

Some of the best of the flowers exhibited this season are

Iield over for distribution another year, but the foregoing

comprise some good new things. Mr. Wiggins offers

a large batch of Mr. Beck's seedlings, so that there is

no fear of this gi-ower's name being lost to floriculture.

Mr. Turner's batch of six new fancy kinds, viz.,

Agrippa, East Lynne, Excelsior, Lady Carington,

Leotard, and Mamiion, are unquestionably the finest

kinds ever offered, and will give a good account of

themselves by-and-by on the exhibition stage. Of
great size and substance, and comprising some fine

self flowers of new and distinct colours, they indeed

represent an advance very satisfactory to note.

As compared with 1S68, there has not been such a

large number ofnew forms of the various sections of bed-

ding Pelargoniums produced, though they are plentiful

enough for all practical purposes. Coleshill (Eckford),

Duchess of Abercom (Mann), Illuminator (Mann),
and Lord Stanley (F. Sc A. Smith), represent the

cream of the ordinary zonal section ; the advance
being not so much in novelty of colour as in the massive-

ness and superior finish of the flowers. In Marie
Lemoine, Victor Lemoine, and Wilhelm Pfitzer, good
additions are made to the double flowered class—one
rapidly rising in popular estimation. The advance is

marked by the presence of dwarf, compact, close grow-
ing habit, and freedom of bloom ; and in the two last-

named are found flowers of full substance, and of showy
scarlet and crimson hues. The nosegay class shows an
even more decided advance in the way of fine well-
formed stout flowers, still allied to the large trusses that

make the nosegay section so valuable for outdoor
decorative purposes. In Claudius (George), Gustave
de Rothschild (Tirebuck), Harry George (George); Lady
Hawley, Lady Kirtland, and Stanstead Rival, Messrs.
Downie, Laird Sc Laing's new batch ; in Sydney
Dunstan (George), and in Mr. Smith's fine new kinds,
Soleil and W. E. Gladstone, can be found a batch of
nosegays that are a great honour to the several raisers.

In regard to the Ivy-leaved section, such a break has
been obtained that, in importance, it amounts to a kind
of floral revolution. What Mr. Wills has done in
the way of hybridising the Ivy-leaved kinds
after much patient labour, has been imitated by Messrs.
Ford and Eckford with results similarly successful, and
in Willsii and Willsii rosea. Gem of the Season (Ford)
and Lady Edith (Eckford), the floral world is put into

possession of some valuable acquisitions, having the
habit and growth of the Ivy-leaved varieties added to

novel coloured flowers, rotmd and smooth, like those of
the zonal kinds. For house decoration these hybrids
will be most valuable. In Compactum (Turner) and
Mr. Lambert {Harnivin) are obtained two good addi-
tions to the variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums. With
the exception of Imperatrice Eugenie (Downie & Co.),
the gold and bronze section has only presented subjects
inferior to those already possessed ; and of the varie-

gated zonal section, of which new varieties have been

sparingly produced as compared with the rush of last

year's produce, but two golden-edged varieties have

been selected for First-class Certificates, namely, Mac-
beth (Bell & Thorpe), and Peter Grieve (E. G. Hender-

son & Son) ; and only one silver-edged kind, namely,

Lass of Gowrie (E. G. Henderson & Son). Of the

ordinary variegated section, Bright Star (Turner), and

the white-flowered Waltham Bride (W. Paul), are both

good, the leaf foliage effective, the habit compact, and

yet robust. That useful section most requiring im-

provement, the golden-leaved varieties, has shown no

advance on what we already possessed.

That charming spring flower, the Chinese Primula,

which has of late years exhibited such a capacity to

produce variation, has this season exemplified this, in a

remarkable degree, in the case of such splendid forms

as rubra magnifica (Williams), Wonderful (Weatherill),

and Waltham White (W. Paul), which are distinct and

varied, and, it is said, capable of being reproduced from

seed. In Miss Kingsbury and Snowflake, two fine double

flowered, forms, Messrs. Windebank and Kingsbury
make capital additions to the fine varieties they have

produced in previous years j and in the lilac form of

P. corlusoides amoena, Messrs. Veitch & Sou have a
valuable acquisition.

The fact that Mr. Turner is to send out a batch of

13 new Verbenas, raised by Mr. Perry, of which nine

have obtained First-class Certificates, is a pretty con-

clusive proof that in respect to the Verbena there is no

retrogression. Out of Mr. Eckford's batch of eight new
kinds, four have obtained First-class Certificates, and
thus fully sustain Mr. Eckford's reputation as a raiser.

Notwithstanding its pretty general banishment from
the flower garden, the Verbena must be in large demand,
as the raisers appear to be as active as ever. Of Mr.

Perry's flowers, Ada King, Butterfly, Rev. Joshua Dix,

R. H. Vertegans, and Rising Sun, might be singled

out for especial mention ; and of Mr. Eckford's lot.

Countess of Radnor, Eclipse, Harry Eckford, and

Lady Ann Spiers.

So much for the floral retrospect of 1869, and who
would be prepared to say that there is any falling off in

the \\ay of enterprise and persistent labour on the part

of our florists ? Notwithstanding that it might be reason-

ably supposed each year's improvements tend to limit

to some extent the chance of producing new and
improved fonns of floral beauty, yet the ceaseless

activity of Nature does year by year yield from its

bountiful supplies new evidences of its rich treasures,

ever ready to be called into being if intelligence, and
skill, and patient work be invested in such a goodly

enterprise. /^. D.

Garden Memoranda.
The Royal Botanical Gardens, Edinburgh.

—Twenty-eight imperial acres are now included in the

gardens, these dimensions being an increase of 14 acres

upon the original enclosure. The extension has been
carried out by adding to the ground the old garden of

the Horticultural Society, which immediately adjoined

it. Through the plans and aiTangements of Mr. M 'Nab,

the curator, great benefits are being gained by tlie

enlargement. The limited space previously at disposal

prevented anything like a scientific arrangement of the

various classes of trees ; the contributions had simply

to be placed where there was room for them, and
visitors were left to find them as best they could. While
in this state, it was impossible that the gardens could

serve any good practical pui-pose, for to the gardener and
planter such establishments can only be useful in so

far as they permit of an adequate idea being formed
from actual observation of the effects and respective

merits of the difTerent species of each genus, planted in

distinct and properly arranged groups. The additional

space which Mr. M'Nab has now imder his control

affords him scope for carrying o*it grouping and
practising landscape gardening in a manner which in

time must have a beneficial effect over the entire

country, for in this Avay instruction is conveyed which
otherwise could never be obtained. Wlien proprietors

kno\v that in the Royal Botanical Gardens they can

see in health and vigour a scientific arrangement of the

various genera and species of trees from which they

might wish to make selections, it is natural that before

planting they will avail themselves of the opportunity

thus afforded, and ascertain what it is possible for them
to do in the way of ornamenting and improving their

property.

It is satisfactory to know that to a large extent this

desirable purpose is now being served by these gardens.

Their whole aspect has undergone a change since their

extension. The monotonous crowded groups have
been opened up, and the different genera, as far as

possible, collected together from their previous dis-

orderly intermixture. Apart from the utility of the

new arrangement and freer space, the effect produced
is sufficient recompense for the efforts made, as the

grounds now afford a veiy excellent specimen of land-

scape gardening—a number of delightful vistas haWng
been opened out by lifting and replanting ; while in the

arrangement of the trees every attention has been paid
to required harmony of colours, and the walks and
elevations have been formed with admirable skill.

Even in these wintry days the landscape part of the

garden has quite a gi'een and attractive appearance.

from the judicious intermixture of evergieen and
deciduous trees, and the grouping of the different

varieties. But the great benefit derived from the

extension of the grounds is the formation of an
arboretum, one of the chief divisions of which
consists of the Coniferce. The importance of these to

planters is every year becoming greater. The
specimens are constantly being multiplied, and it is

very desirable that justice should be done to them, as

they are brought home by travellers. In a piece of

ground 28 acres in extent it is, of course, impossible to

bring to maturity all kinds of forest trees ; and a selec-

tion only can be made. Mr. M'Nab has taken up the

ConiferEe complete, and in this respect the garden pos-

sesses a very great attraction, and one which will no
doubt prove of excellent service. This complete section

shows what might be done in the forest department if

space permitted. The Elms, Limes, Oaks, &c., though

numerous in the grounds, are but a mere sprinkling in

each class compared with the number of varieties to be

obtained. The Coniferce in their various groups have
all been planted within the last two years or so, at all

seasons. So successfully has the transplanting been
carried out by Mr. M'Nab that of 2800 trees trans-

planted only two have perished. Many of the trees

removed weighed fully three tons. The Pinacete form
the largest group, and contain perhaps a greater

number of varieties than is comprised in any collection

to be found elsewhere.

The complete growth of Conifcra: is one of the most
serviceable branches of cultivation that could have
been adopted, but there is equal necessity for develop-

ment in other departments. There is great need, for

instance, of a house to be entirely devoted to the culti-

vation of Ferns—both the tree and herbaceous varieties.

Moreover, attention must before long be given to the

Palm houses, for the accommodation in the existing

buildings has become much too small for the fine plants

now growing within them, and the same want of classi-

fication and arrangement prevails there that existed in

the garden in regard to the Coniferre previous to the

extension. We believe that representations have been

made to the Government as to the necessity for erecting

new houses, in order to permit both of the unrestricted

growth of the trees, and also of the required

classifications. The present handsome house, it will

be remembered, was erected about 10 years ago, and
it was only after many appeals to the Board of

Works that the grant was given for it. The fine

healthy Palms had long outgrown the old house to

which they were confined. Season after season

the leaves pushed through the roof, and had
to be cut and the roof reglazed. At length, after one

vigorous tree had again broken through its confine-

ment, and been allowed to grow in splendid luxuriance

high over the roof of its prison-house, a photograph of

it was taken, and sent up to London, as tlie best means
of convincing the authorities of what was wanted.
This had the desired effect. With little delay, in-

structions came down that every care was to be taken

during the cold weather of "that Palm," and that a

grant for a new house would be asked for on the earliest

opportunity. The opportunity in due time came, and
the result was the erection of the present handsome
house which now adorns the gardens, but which, evea
with the adjoining buildmg, is no longer capable of

affording the amount of accommodation required. The
allowances granted to the National Botanical Gardens
have, unfortunately, never been more than barely suffi-

cient to maintain them in a moderately stocked con-

dition. The great sei-vice which it is possible they may
render the country ought to secure for their claims

some amount of liberal attention, especially when such

skilful and zealous service has been obtained for them
as that given by Mr. M'Nab.

In the course of the improvements which are being

carried out, some very novel features have been given

to the gardens. The materials of the 'Old wall which
divided the grounds from the Horticultural Gardens,

and which has recently been removed, have been used

by Mr. M'Nab to excellent purpose in the construction

of a rockery, which may well serve as a model for such

works—not so much from its mere picturesque effect,

which too often is alone studied, but because the plants

are there permitted to grow as they ought to be—full,

free, and unconfined. Generally, plants on rockeries

are found running through each other, with scarcely

any classification, and with litde or no anangement,
but here any specimen may be picked out without the

least confusion or trouble in search. The rockery is

not yet extended to one-half the size that is intended,

but the space already occupied approaches a quarter of

an acre, and the work may be considered as the

nucleus of an undertaking which, when completed,

will be one of the best tilings of the kind in the

country. There are already more than Soo different

specimens of alpine and other plants in the part

foi-med, and such a collection, presented in this

interesting way, is of course of great value.

Miss Burdett Coutts, while recently in Edinburgh,

paid a visit to the gardens, and -planted a memorial
Oak ; a ceremony, we believe, which that lady had
not previously performed. Still more recently another

memorial Oak was planted by Mr. Jenner, a gentle-

man who is perhaps unsurpassed in the wami interest

which for many years past he has taken in the gar-

dens, and who is well-known as one of our most
zealous and successful botanists. EdiuNtrgh Paper.
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(FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Those Camellia plants which made a strong growth

during the past summer will now be pushing their

wood buds prominently at the apex of the young shoots

;

to induce more buds to break, and thus to maintain

a more bushy habit, it is advisable to break off these

very strong buds. By removing them at this time, the

less promment buds towards the base of the shoots will

have ample time to develop themselves more fully, so

that at. no_ distant date each shoot will be enabled to

make threeor more good growths in the place of a single

strong one only. Camellias may even be pruned in

severely with the knife, where it is necessary to reduce

the bulk of the head, or to form dwarfer and more

bushy plants. The plants may be pruned back or cut

in as soon as theyhave finished flowering. And thesooner

this is done the better, even if it be necessary to force the

flovversopen, 'upon those plants which are to be so treated.

This will give the old wood more time to form the

necessary number of young buds, preliminary to

making growth when the warm spring sun arrives.

Cafe Pelargoniums will be found to thrive rather more
during mild days, such as occasionally occur at this

time. Should the wind be buoyant and searching, let

the air blow freely into and amongst the plants. .Such

specimen plants as are not intended for late blooming,

should now receive their final shift. The necessary

fumigating for the destniction of green-fly should now
be performed rather more frequently than during the

past dull weather, when little growth, or, indeed,

increase of insect life was possible in such cool green-

houses as this class of plants are grown in. Fumigate

at well-regulated intervals, more as a prevention than

as a cure. In instances where this operation has not

been regularly performed in stoves, a good fumigation

should now be given, for it will be seen at this time

that aphis pests are on the increase. Varieties of the

beautiful autumn-blooming Diclwrisandra, of which the

v. thyrsiflora is the best I know, should now be started

into active growth in a nice bottom-heat, with a stove

temperature. As herbaceous perennials from the

Brazils, their further general treatment will be under-

stood. Those who do not possess this plant should

sow seeds of it at once.

FORCING HOUSES.

According to the forwardness of early Pineries, so

must the work within them be continually pro-

ceeded with. Disbudding, and the tying out of the

young shoots, must be attended to. Next, the

thinning out of berries, when these are forward

enough to require it. When the berries are well

set, and commence swelling perceptibly, advance the

temperature to a mean of 70°, and keep all other

necessary accessories, such as syringing, watering,

atmospheric humidity, &c. , well up to such a degree of

heat, bearing in mind that the more dry artificial

heat required to carry fonvard the different stages

of growth, the greater will be the amount of

moisture absorbed from the atmosphere. Hence
it is essentially necessary that the moisture should

be constantly replenished or made good. In the

hands of good cultivators an occasional supply of

warm and buoyant humidity may be furnished by just

damping over the pipes wdien moderately warm, only so

warm, in fact, that the steam is made to rise slowdy, and

is only just perceptible. I would not recommend very

young beginners to do this except with great caution.

They should be especially careful not to throw water

either casually or purposely upon pipes which are any-

way approaching to hot. The steam which would be

created thereby, rushing up in its highly heated state,

would too certainly cause the berries to "rust,"

thereby causing the best prospects to be blighted.

These remarks apply also to fruiting Pines,, or to such as

must be pushed quickly along, regardless of a not over

robust growth. Other Pine-plants, which are younger,

should be kept very quiet. Nothing that is likely to

excite them into growing should by any means be

permitted. Those who, from the want of better

means, are constrained to grow early Cueitmbeis in

frames, should proceed actively wdth the prepara-

tion of the materials for making the beds—the best

are fallen leaves, and good wholesome stable litter.

This last should always be formed of Wheat
straw, in preference to any other, as it lasts so much
longer, and as such maintains the heat better :

a very essential requisite in connection with the

making up of hot-beds, which necessarily should main-
tain a good heat to the last. The seedling Citeumbers,

which are up and have pushed the third, or as it is

sometimes termed, " the rough leaf, " should be potted

off into 60-sized pots in a nice rich compost consisting

in the main of finely-sifted leaf-mould. These should

then be kept as near to the glass as possible, and be
fully exposed to the light. Cherry trees, which are in

bloom, will be much assisted if the flowers are gently

.shaken, so as to distribute the pollen better. A
temperature of from 44° to 46" by night, with an
advance of 8" to 10° by day, will be ample for them
at the present time. Of course a nice buoyant
and moderately dry atmosphere must be insured

by the constant admission of fresh air upon all proper
occasions.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed with the pruning of wall fruit trees. In

some instances, in the case of old trees, which have
been grown upon the spur system, the older spurs will

have become rather long, and hence somewhat un-

sightly. Some of the more prominent of such shoots

should be cut out near to the main or parent branch.

In the majority of instances they have the means at

their base to form another spur, as dormant buds are

generally clustered around the base of the spurs, which
are ready to take the place of the others when removed.

Finish dressing Orehard-hpuse trees in pots, by remov-

ing as much of the old soil as possible, so that more
of a better and fresher material may be substituted.

Where the potting of any trees of this kind was delayed

the autumn let it now be done without further

delay. That is, so far as shifting any into larger

pots is concerned. Otherwise I would not advise

the regular potting of any at this time, considering

that it is too late to tear the roots and soil from such trees

as are required to produce fniit early in the season.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Those who have a good succession of Brussels Sprouts

should now, in view of clearing a portion of the ground

at an early date, mark out a part, the heads of which

may be taken off as needed for use. This will induce

the remaining Sprouts to grow more freely, and so

facilitate the removal, if these alone be put to use. Put

successional batches of Sea/cale, Rhubarb, and Barbe de

Capueiu or Chicory into the Mushroom-house. Remove
every form of protection from off flowering Broccoli and

young CauUflcnvers during mild periods. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Dig all vacant Beds and Borders, except where there

are many plants, in which case defer digging until

March, for I find, by experience, that plants in town

stand the weather better if the soil is left undisturbed

during the winter. The bulbs of Hyacinths, Tulips, and

Crocuses, &c., that yet remain abovegi'ound, should be

at once planted, if the weather permits. Good gravel

walks are an important requisite at all times, both for

their appearance and utility. Now is a good time to

make them. Commence first by marking them out the

required w idth ; the earth should then be taken out

about 12 inches deep, so that 8 inches of brick rubbish

can be put m the bottom. This will make them

firm, will keep down worm casts, and prevent

weeds from growing through. In making new

walks, great attention is necessary in regard to the

level of the ground on which they are intended to be

made ; so that when they are finished they may slope

towards the lowest part, and thus carry the water away

easily. Where the ground is level, and there is no

declivity to carry off the water, it will be necessary

to put in a cesspool of open brick work in the

bottom of the walk, so that it can be drained

by means of sink stones placed at intervals at

the edge of the walk ; for, if this precaution be

not taken, the water will remain upon the walks

after a heavy rain, and leave a deposit of soot

and dirt, which will render them unsightly and

unfit for use. It will also be necessary to raise the

walks about 2 inches in the centre when completed,

so that the water will not remain on the surface.

The month of March is the best time for finally com-

pleting walk making, but as that is a busy month, I

think it advisable to get forward as much work as pos-

sible, and to complete them, with the exception

of the final layer of fine gi'avel. The walks will then

present a bright appearance for the summer. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK (LONDON),

Forthe Week ending Jan. 19, 1870, as obsen-ed at the Honicullural

Sunday !

Monday :

Tuesday :

30,074

30-374

30.082 29.979

Temperature.
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at former prices. In the Flower Market, Poinsettias (cut)

may still be bought at is. each ; Scarlet Pelargoniums, 3^.

to 4J. , larger sorts 6j-.
; Primulas, 35.; Cinerarias, 6^. per

dozen trusses; Azaleas, 4J. to 6s., and Cyclamens, is. 6d.

per dozen blooms ; Maidenhair Fern, is. 6d. per dozen
fronds. These prices will rule without much change for

another fortnight.

Fku

Apples, p. J sieve .

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush.
Filberts, per lb. ..

Grapes, per lb.

Asparagus, p. bunc
Artichokes, p. doz.

.

Broccoli, per doz. .

Brussels Sprouts, j

Cabbage.«i, p. doz.

.

Capsicums, p. 100.

Carrots, p. bunch ,

Cauliflowers, p. do;

Celery, p. bund. .

Cucumbers, each .

Endive, per doz. .

French Beans, p. ic

Garlic, per lb.

3—14 c

3—30
3—26
>— 3 .

Lerr
Melons,

nges, per 100 ..60-
Pears, per doz. .-30-
"'

apples, per lb. 6 o -

Vegetables.
?. s. d.

,

s. d,
—15 o Herbs, per bunch ..02-

> to 6 o HorseRadish.p.bun. 3 ot
Leeks, per bunch ..02-
Lettuces, p. score ..10-
Mint, per bunch ..10-
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10-

6
,
Onions,per bunch ..04-

3 — 26, Parsley, per bunch .02-
\— o 8

I

Salsafy, per bundle .10-

Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 75J.

75J. to 115J.

, do
Seakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel..
Radishes, per doz. .

.

Turnips, per bunch .

Vines, Five Shillings eaclL
EWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,
begs to offer strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the

. W.'s system of packing saves nearly half the cost of carriage.
Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

roughly ripened. Immediat
Price 21S,,

THOMAS METHVEN,

s WHOLESALE LIST of all the choice Flo'

B
To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.

ETHAM AND SON, Custom House. Shipping and
General Transit Agents, beg to inform them that they receive

Cox & Hammond's Qu.

c
Correction of Catalogue.HARLES NOBLE regrets that, bv a Printer's

Mistake in his TRADE CATALOGUE (just issued), he is made
lu offer certain kinds of VIOLETS. All will please understand the
prices are intended to apply only to those kinds with an asterisk
attached ;—these are coming into fine bloom, and orders arc solicited.
-Bagshot, Jan. 20.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery. Matlock,
Derbyshire, begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE of

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK is now ready, which he will be
happy to forward on application. It contains a large Stock of Forest
Trees, Hardy Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, American
Plants, &c
The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrous

nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots so as to ensure

WILLIAM COCKS begs to offer 2-yr. Seedling
QUICK, I to 2j^ feet: fl-yr. transplanted OAK, iJ^tosJ^ feet;

MYATT'S EARLY PROLIFIC and DALMAHOY 'POTATOS.
Saniples and Prices on application lo Old Nurseries, Donington,

COLEUS, COLEUS.—Queen Victoria and Princess
Royal, the best two, 2J. per doien, or laj. per 100; strong old

plants, with cuttings, 3s. per dozen ; six or twelve best varieties for
oedding, -zs. per dozen, or 12s. per 100.

Twefve new VERBENAS (1869), 3s.

CUCUMBERS, —Hamilton's Invincible, the longest and finest
grown, 8 seeds for 13 stamps ; Scott's Long Green, a good sort,
12 seeds for 13 stamps.
MELONS. —Hcckfield Hybrid Malvern Hall, and Meredith's

Hybrid, each, per packet of 12 seeds for 13 stamps.
EVERGREEN OAKS, from i-yr. seedlings, per 1000, i^i.

EDWIN HILLIER, Nurtcr>nian, Winchester.

Special Offer to the Trade.
DOUBLE GERANIUMS. &c.—Marie Lemoin

dwarfcst grower and freest fiowering double yet sei
15s. per dozen ; Wilhelm Pfitzer, dwarf grower, and free flo\
15J. per dozen.
Madarnc Lemoine, 6^. per dozen. ^, ,,_.

Capitaine L'Hermit|6j. per dozen.
| Triomphe, 6j. per dozen.

dc Nancy, 6j. per doze
phe, 6j. per '

per dozen.

healthy plants, in jz-sized pots.The above are good
for travelling. Orders

, Prince of Orange, which received five Firet-c1ass Ccrtificatcl
during last s
FRED. PERKINS, Seed \Va , Regent Street. Lcamingtoi

To the Trade.
SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM. KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new
variety of LAURUSTINUS, having now grown it for five

years past fur Stock, It has been seen growing in his Nursery hy
many eminent Nurserj-men, by whom it has been pronounced a line,
hardy, compact plant, of sterling merit, the habit being robust,
compact

:
flowers pure white, nearly twice the size of the old varieties

and very sweet-scented, with a continuation of flowers during the

, do., ]

FI01 Nursery, Hailsham, Su

MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Cariisle, respectfully beg leave

to intimate that ^j^ \y BAXTER SMITH
has been appointed sole Manager of the Business, and they feel sure
that this arrangement will give satisfaction to their numerous friends

MR. SMITH has had a very long and extensive experience in every
department of the Nurscrj-and SeedTradc in connection with the Firm
of Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, of Edinburgh and London, and he
will now devote his whole attention to carry on the Business of the
i-irm with the most careful and prompt attention. He will be
especially careful in providing pure and unadulterated Seeds, saved
from the best selected stocks, the growth of which will be correctly
proved before they are sent out. We trust by following this course to

; ^^ share of public favour, and

obtained on applic

PS. Mr. \^llia ..._,
longer in their employment.

Paul's Rose Catalogue.
" A vcrj- complete and able catalogue."

—

Floral World.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on application. The stock of Plants is large and excellent.
Pauls Nurseries, Walth.im Cross. London. N.

Marechal Niel Rose.
)AUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

strongly recommend, as the best way of growing this Rose,

i from past ba
,ch : 241. per do:

TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, splendid plants.

60,000 DWARF TEA, NOISETTE, ancf other ROSES in pots, well-

grown, clean, and healthy, CATALOGUES free on application,
W'Nl. WOOD .\ND SON, Woodlands Nurser>', Maresficld, near

Uckficld. Sussex.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Landscape Gardening.WWOOD AND SON will have much pleasure in
• furnishing designs and executing to any extent LAN DSCAPE

GARDENING in all its various branches, including Forming, Re-
forming, and Planting Parks, Lawns, Pleasure Grounds, Cemeti

good workmanship.

Dri?\Vo

WANTED, an active PARTNER in a Small Nurser>-,
Florist, and Jobbing Business in Islington. Long Lease. l,^Q

cash required.
G, R., 32, Rotherfield Street, Islington, N.

WANTED, a PARTNER, in an Old-established and
Provincial Nursery of the hiehest respectability. From the

position and reputation of the establishment, this would form an
excellent opening for a Gentleman of moderate capital, business
habits, and knowledge of the Trade.
Messr

Leyton,
PROTHEROE and MORRIS, The An

. N.E.

M^
s and wages required, to the Royal Exi

WANTED, in the Countr)'. as FOREMAN and
SHOPMAN, a respectable married Man, to take charge of a

few Greenhouses and assist in the Shop and Warehouse. Must be of
good address, able to attend to Cus
useful in or out of doors.—Apply b
Messrs. Hurst and Son, 6, Lcadenha 1 Street, E,C.

W^
^veck,—JOH.N CAVE, Market Place, Spalding.

WANTED, a working, energetic MAN, to MANAGE
the OUTDOOR DEPARTME.NT ofaSMALL NURSERY,

need apply but one who is a good Writer, and who understand
tlon and Cultivation of Tioses, - - -

ELWAY .^ND SON, Langport.

WANTED, an active, industrious M.AN, as OUT-
DOOR PROPAGATOR, willing to make himself generally

useful. Single Man preferred. Wages joj. per week.—FREDERICK
PERKINS, Seed Warehouse, Regent Street, Leamington.w ANTED, as ESTATE BAILIFF,

Woods, Repairs, &Cj and pay all parochial outgoings, <

character for integrity Practical experience
preferred to mere polish and theorv-—Applic
ticulars as to their previous engagements, and name their Referees', b
letter only, to BAILEY, NORMAN, AND BROWN, Land Agent?
8, Spring Gardens, London, S W,

WANTED, a highly respectable Man. as HEAD
SHOPMAN, who thoroughly understands all branches of the

Seed Trade, and who has had great experience, and is capable of tilling
a Situation of considerable Trust and Responsibility. He must be a

of good address and first-rate business capacity.—CHARLESman of good address and nr;
SHARPE AND CO., Sleaford.w\NTED, a DAIRYMAID, iipetem take

the makir _
also understands Baking. She )

25 and 35 years of age,—Apply,
Calbourn, Newport, Isle of Wig

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

MR. WM. PAUL begs to announce that he has made
arrangements by which he will be enabled in future to furnish

Gentlemen with the NAMES, ADDRESSES, &c., of GARDENERS,
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of various qualifications, who
are open to Engagements. The fullest particulars as to sen-ices
required and wages |jiven should be forwarded with application.

—

PAUL-S Nuri Valthai
, Cross, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to slate that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to
be undertaken, wages offered, &c, so that suitable Men may be
elected. -Highgale Nun , London, N.

To Gardeners and BalllB^ (Head, Foremen, or Under)
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many apphcations

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for
ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring

may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the
tions in reference to testimonials as to ability, h ,JAMES CARTER AND CO., ^y] & 838, High Holbom, London, W.C.

> ability, honesty, &c

G^
G. R.. Post-office. Blandford. Dorset.

GARDENER (Head), age 42, married.—Edward
Bennett, in consequence of the death of his late employer,

G. S. Foljambc, Esq., begs to offer his services to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener,
fully competent in every branch of the profession, including Specimen
Plant Growing, Early and Late Forcing, Spring, Summer and
Picturesque Gardening. He has been for years a most successful
Exhibitor, and a well-known Horticultural Writer. Testimonials of
the very highest order, with ii years" excellent character.—(")sberton
Hall, Worksop, Notts.

GARDENER (Head).—Understands Stove, Vines,
Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening in all

branches : also Land, if required. Abstainer.—G. H., Bealen, Baker,
Walford New Town, Herts.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married, no
brance ; great practical knowledge in all branches of the

ifession. Good cnaracter. — T
:emantle, Southamptoi

-T. HOLBROW, Church Cottage,

G^
, Lower Norwood, Su;

Good character.—HORTUS, 3, Lin

) H. F., Post Office.

GARDENER (Hea d).—Age 29, married, iio

incumbrance: thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Good character from present and previous employers,—

J. B., Milford, Godalming, Surrey.

Flower, and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Ooodch
Post Office. Seven Sisters Road. Holloway, N

Good character.—H. D., Wood's

r^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 42. married,

Clifton Place, Clifton,

Gardening, &c ' Good
d former employers.—Mr. SALTFORD,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, one child
only.-A Gentleman is desirous of recommending his Head

Gardener, a steady, industrious man, who well understands every
branch of his profession. Six years' character.—T. C. R., care of
Wm. Wood & *

, Maresfield. Uckfield.Sus:

GARDENER (Head).—-Age 38, married ; thoroughly
practical in every department. Good Grape Grower, and Flower

and K.itchen Gardener. Understands Woods, Land, and Stock, and
the general work of an Estate. Can be highly recommended.—S. J.,
West Street, Somerton, Somerset-

GARDENER (Head), age 29. — Mr. T. East,
Wolveton Gardens, Dorchester, can confidently recomi ""

*"""

Foreman, he having filled his present situation for four ye

and Kitchen Gardening, ;

ically acquainted with Fruit, Flowe
ell up in Forcing.

(^ ARDENER (Head), married.-W. Swan, late
vJT Gardener to T. Jones, Esq., Whalley Range, desires a re-engage-
ment. Thoroughly practical ; first-class Grower and successful
Exhibitor of Orchids. Best references.—W. SWAN, 40, Augustus
Street, Chorlton Road, Manchester.

GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged, married, no
incumbrance ; active, and thoroughly competent in all branches

of Gardening, having had great experience in large Gardens for the last

thirty years. Wife can Manage Dairy or Poultr>'. ^Excellent character

GARDENER (Head).-Married, no incumbrance;
has a thor'-'i'crh pr:t'-tii-il knowledge of Forcing Fruit, Flowers,

and Vegetables, lu 1 M 1
, 1. . ,1 , .f Kitchen and Flower Garden, and

Woods, nd V\

Mr, HurrePs 1.

GARDENER (Head), middle - aged, single.—
G. H. Richards being desirous of an engagement as Head

Gardener, begs to inform Noblemen and Gentlemen that, from his

long experience in the Cultivation of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants (Orchids included), Cucumbers, Melons, Flower and Kitchen
Garden, &:c. , he canhave first-class testimonials—All particulars on
applic dG. H. R.. Nc I Nur« ;s. Chester.

GARDENER.—Age 31, one child, six vears of age ;

Understands the profession.—F. A. CHAPMAN, J. Bullock,
Esq., Guarlford Court, Great Malvern.

GARDENER.— Age 27, married, two children; prac-
tical, and thoroughly understands the profession, including Early

Cottage, Park Road, Freemantic, Southamptoi

GARDENER, BAILIFF, or FORESTER.—

A

sensible, intelligent, middle-aged Christian Man, who, through
the loss of his Master, after a faithful service of 25 years, needs a fresh
situation. He can be strongly recommended for any place of trust by
the Lady who inserts this Advertisement.—J. S., John Deacon, Esq.,
Mabledon, Tonbridge, Kei

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23 ; seven years' experi
ence. Willing to make himself generally useful. First-cia

testimonials.—W. C. Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N-

GARDENER (Under), where one or more are kept.

—

A Young Man: in a Bothy preferred.-HEAD GARDENER,
Harrington Hall, Spilsby. Lincolnshire.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 21, respectable. Good reference.—Mrs. CROMPTON,

West Street, Dorking, Surrey.

FOREMAN. — A steady, active Young Man ;

understands Forcing in all its branches Good character.

—

W, H. B.. 171, Maiden Road, Haverstock Hill, London, N.W.

iFOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR (First-class).—
Age 29; thoroughly experienced in all branches of the Trade.

Highly successful with Rhododendrons, Conifers, Roses, &C.—R. S,,
Post Office. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

BAILIFF and GARDENER (or either separate).—
Married, respectable ; perfectly understands the duties connected

with each branch, on the most modem and practical system. Wife an
xperienccd Devon and Wiltshire Dairy woman ; perfectly understands

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
;<TEWARD or FARM BAILIFF.—Age 48. married,
J no incumbrance; can take the entire Management of a large

thoroughly understands the Management of Cattle, Sheep,

. Maresfield, near Uckfield, Susi

FARM BAILIFF (Working).—Age 30, respectable
;

thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Land, and Breeding
and Rearing all kinds of Stock. Wife would undertake Dairy or
Poultry if required. Good character from last employers.—J. M.
BROOMHAM, Kingsuympton, Devo

A GENT and ESTATE BAILIFF (age 38).—

A

Xi. Gentleman wishes to recommend a throroughly trustworthy
Person, who has been in his employ for i;^ years in the above capacity.
He is an excellent Farmer and most efficient Accountant, and will
receive the highest character —A. B, Messrs. DaJton & Lucy,
Booksellers. Cockspur Street. Charing Cross, London. S.W.

[MPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 19; trustworthy.—For character, &c, apply to Mr. GILL,

'
^

IS, Gatton Hall, Reigate, Surrey.

TRAVELLER,
knowledge of the Plant

the Provinces, will soon be op«
ences.—A. ANDERSON, Tht

good experience, with a good
and the Seed Trade of both London and
1 for an engagement. Excellent refcr-

Eagle Temperance Hotel, Rugby.

SHOPMAN.—Age 26.
the Seed Trade in all it

Australia preferred. Good tl _

amount of salary to HORTU S, Post Office. Newcastle-on-Ty

Scotch ; ten years' experience in
branches. United States, Canada, or

—Address full particulars and

SHOPMAN (As
WAREHOUSEMAN.—

A

Wholesale and Retail Biisines?

4T), or UNDER
s 20 ; SIX years' expenci
Good reference.—A. B., i
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Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq.

John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Cu " "

the work by their own Agent;

I
The Right Hon. Viscount Cc
bcrmere.

Edward John Hutchings, Esq.

Tenants may also, by arrangement with Iheir Landlords, proem

Estate, and paid off by a :

No invcstigalion of title necessao'. and no legal expenses incur
Application to be made to HORACE BROKE, the Secretary,

Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

rpi

Tohn Glutton, Esa., 9. Whitehall Place, S.W.
r'rederick L, Dasfiwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford,
Henry Karquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Herrics, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. M.P., 8<, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John iforatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Prmces Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W

Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates,"and ._
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses arc liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 35 years.
"'- investigation of ti"

Albert Institution, or
/^LASN'EVIN AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL
VJ and MODEL FARM.
The FIRST SESSION of 1870 has just COMMENCED at the

above Establishment.
The Course of Instruction embraces Lectures on :

—

1. Agricultural Chemistry and Geology, by W. K. Sullivan, Ph.D.,
Professor of Chemistry, Royal College of Science.

2. Botany and Vegetable Physiology, byD. Moore, Ph.D., Director,
Royal Dublin Society's Botanic Gardens.

3. The Structure and Diseases of Farm Animals, by Charles Steele,
V.S.

'

4- The Theory and Practice of Agriculture, by Mr. SMYTH and the
Superintendent.

The Establishment is now open to a class of paying Pupils, who in
addition to instruction by Lectures, receive also insimnion in th^
Practice of Agriculture on the three Farmi
divided—vir. :

A Spade-labour Farm of $}
is worked with simple and inr

of nearly 150 acres, on which
tural implements and machines. Var'ioi
farm management are pursued.
The charge for paying Pupils is £^0 :

ivhich the land i

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at
London, Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.TOHN BENNET LAWES.
ti Offices : 59, Mark Lane, London.
Branch Offices ; Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 2*, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.

LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
TANURE
LAWES'
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, 01

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

NIGHTSOIL MANURE CONCENTRATED.—
Prepared under the direction of the Corporation of Rochdale.

The above Manure is in the state of a Powder, so that it can be used
with the Hand, Spade or Drill, and is free from the objectionable
smell of Nightsoil.

In its preparation fire-heat is not used, and all the natural properties
of Nightsoil and urine arc retained. It is at least eight times slrongci

wns; and the Purcl
__ . . strength, the purp

the Corporation, in the experiments it has made, and in the 1

facture, not being purely a money profit, but the improved Sanitary
state of the Town, and also to solve the problem of the preparation of
Nightsoil so as to make it convenient for carriage and not offensiv

With all kinds of produce, Horticultural and Agricultural, its us
has been highly satisfactory-. The Corporation is prepared tn delive
it at the Rochdale Station at £1 per Ton, or to arrange for its deliver

Address Mr. HARESCEUGH, Town Hall, Rochdale.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oi

H
CHEVALIER BARLEY, which was awarded the First Priie three

years in succession {1867, 1868, 1869I, at the Birmingham and Midland
Counties Show. Yielded, at Brighton, in i86g, 10 quarters per acre,

weighing 57 lb. per bushel. Also PEniGREE BLACK TARTARIAN
and PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN OATS.

For price and Tull particulars of above, and of Pedigree Seed Wheats,
apply to the Originator of the System, Captain HALLETT, F.L.S.,

S'

payable quarterly, in

Adistlnguished VeterinarySurgcon. Mr.CHARLES STEELE, of the lath
Lancers, will commence a Course of Lectures on the STRUCTURE
ahd DISEASES of FARM ANIMALS, on FRIDAY, the 14th inst

the Superintendent,

.,^,. „...,,..„, „alue
i, olfered by JAMES MASON,

Esq., and a SECOND PRIZE of FIFTY
POUNDS offered by the Society, will be
given to the Occupiers of the two best
managc'l I-.,rms (which shall be entered
r..r ci^mpciuii.n) in the district comprised
williin a line dr.iwn through the Towns
of Reading, Great Marlow, Aylesbury,
Buckingham, Banbury, Stow-on-thc-Wold,
Lcchladc, and back to Reading.

The Competition is limited to Tenant-
Farmers, and the LAST DAY of ENTRY
is SATURDAY, February 26.

„ , . . , F'urther particulars and Forms of Entrymay be obtamed on application to
la, Hanover Square, London, W. H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

rpHE LONDON MAN ITlUi "COMPANY
-^ (Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,CORN MANURK, for Spring Use
p_iy_OLVEp_ BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands

Also Genui
ex Dock \Vi
SALT, &c.

SUPERPHOSPHATES
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
mouse; SULPHATE o( AMMONIA, FISHERY

E. PURSER, Secretarj'.
Offices, ii6, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

"DEES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
J-y GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now
ready for delivery in nuantity and in fine condition. It is befieved to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
i.ovemmenl Guano

; it contains SI per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
o to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Voelcker Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson,

hrfj^L'i '"n'
="' ^^?;i "='' "' »'"'l' is secured by a leaden seal,

long af the sia"^""' .""'' '^'^' analysis is guaranteed so

'^^'"'co 'hu1|'°
'^°"'' "' England-Messrs. Keighley, Ma.xsted &

"^''''F;!j"i'H',M'u''?,^c"''
"=ishb°uring Counties-W, S. Gladstone,

Esq., 33, Old Hall Street, Liverpool,

'srist f
"""""^"'s' of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith & Co.,

Agent for Kent, Surrey, Sussex. Essex. Herts, and Middlesex-Mr
John G. Barry, 8, Old Jewry, London

Aberde^'^"''""'""'""
'^"^''"'^ Connon & Co, Glasgow and

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R, F. Gladstone St Co., Dublin.

T> 1^51° *" B?J !S"'
delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

3»fKin| wSi^S- |,r«';'fflon' e"""'"
''""° '^"'"'''"^ *''"'"'''•

PERUVIAN GOVERNMeS-T IJUANO, £13 10.. per

"DEES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN-LU GUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,
from one bag upwards.

Address, JOHN G, BARRY,
, J .

8, Old Jewn', London, E.C.

,

London Agent for " Rees & Co.'s Biphosphated Peruvian Guano
company. Limited."

The Biphosphated Peruvian Guano combines the stimulating power
ot 1 eruvian Guano with the nourishing properties of Superphosphate.
It IS sent out in Sealed bags, and each bag is guaranteed by Sellers.
Price £11 per ton; discount for cash.
Write for Copy of Anaksis by Dr. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England; Professor L T Way. of
London; and other leading Chemists.

H
Notice to the Trade.

LAXTON'S NEW I'FAS, ALPHA and SUPREME.
URST AND SON beg to state that they are holders

.MCMILLAN'S QUEEN of the MANOR, 'they have ah
largely of LAXTON'S PROLIFIC Descriptions of
C.VTALOGUE, which may be had on application. They h;
present a good supply of the true RED and WHITE ITALIAN
TRIPOLI ONION, and the GIANT ROCCA, all of which arc
scarce this season.

SON, 6, Lcadenhall Street, E.C.

^nn

HURST A

Seed Fotatos.
GEORGE SIBBAT.D, Dnitni;c,nth, by Dundee, has for

Sale a large stock of ihc foMouinf kinds of his own growing,
true to name i-Patersoi/, , 1, \ 1 r's Early, RintouJ's Don,
Early Oxford, Daintree's I

' i --., Royal Ashleaf Kidney,
Myatt's Kidney, Sutton's 1 ' -

I
,
siitton'sKingofKidneys,

Early Rose Kidney, Mull I
•. :.

; i iillon's Berkshire Kidney,
Ashleaf Kidney, Early K-l Kiln' .\l,i, about 4 cwt. superfine
Early Dwarf York CAliRAiiE SEED

Prices on application.

H
Seed FotatOB.

AND F. SHARPE'S WHOLESALE LIST of all

the new and best varieties of Early and Late POTATOS is

ready, and may be had on application. The quality is very

|!»**fn»VI'ew and Clean Grass Seeds for Exportation.
ViJ U 1 ION AND SONS, havintr COiniJ elt^fl tlu- rlMninwO of their NATURAL GRASS SEEDS wil be ole-" e,l ? . Jof their NATURAL GRASS SEEDS,

nd lowest quotatic
ity this season, and c"an te reiic'd on "aT peSe'ctiy

tND SONS. Seed Merchants. Reading. Berks

unusual fii

free from weeds.
SUTTON

Garden Seeds.

THE COUNTRIES from WHENCE thev
originally came. See WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870

price6<f.. post free : gratis to Customers. *

J. C. VVHEELER AND SON, Seed Merchants, S9, Mark Lane,

Wheeler's First Early Pea
IS as EARLY as ANY. and a BETTER CROPPER

^. per qt. See WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870. price
6d. ; gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER .

London, EC.
SON, Seed Merchants, 59, Mark Lane

A J.

Beans, Harllngton Windsor.NEW .ind SIM'ICRKIR VARIETY.
C. WIIEELEK ..\Ni> SUN, „, Mark 1 :uir. London. EC

Q
Beet, Egyptian Tximlp-rooted.

UITE NE'W. finench colour, good Have
packet. Illustrated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870,
price 6rf. . post free ; gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON. 59. Mark Lane. London. E.C.

per

Coooa-nut Cabbage.ANEW and very EARLY VARIETY; is. per
packet. Illustrated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870,

'"j. C. WHEElIr and SON°'^5,"Mark Lane. London. EC.

Faterson's Superb Melon.
THIS EXTR.'\ORDINARY MELON w.is naised last

summer by Mr. Paterson. Gardener to Mrs. Hanbury Leigh,
of Pontypool Park. It weighed 24 lb., and measured 42 inches in

Hustrated (from a photograph) in WHEELERS'

by M
Park.

. Iti!
LITTLE BOOK for 1870.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON. 59. Mark Law M. D I I S T O N

M
SALES BY AUCTION.

Llllum anratum.
R.J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
' ' Great Rooms. 38. King Street, Covcnt Garden,

THURSDAY, t hall-past 12 o'clock precisely, 16,0

Bugle Hotel, Fareham, Hants,

MR. W. .\BRAHAM is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION a splendid Collection of FRUIT TREES,

CONIFER.*, HARDY EVERGREENS, ROSES. QUICK,
PRIVET, CLIMBERS, direct from .adjacent Nurseries, in the Bugle
Hotel Yard, on MONDAY, January 24. at It o'clock.
See Catalogues, to be obtained at the Hotel ; or of the Auctioneer.

WatfordTHerts.
EXTENSIVE SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. HUMBERT and COX are instructed by
the Executors of the late Mr. Greenus to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises. The Railway Nurseries, Watford, on 'rHURSDAY,
February 3. and two following (*

..." ., .....^.^.^

T-.>»,M.< ^prisinn 25,0-- "--

HoWeiiiij; o,t,uu3, vjictiii,uu3t . ia,,i .

(in Lots to suit Private Buyers); also the Trade

TRADE. I

o'clock, the STOCK L

. ^,..j Firs and Forest Trees. Fruit Trees, fini.

i-lowering Shrubs. Greenhouse Plants. Hardy
Buyers)

May be viewed two days before the Sale ; and Catalogues had (fr

by post) of Messrs. HUMBERT AND COX, Ai
88, Sl James Street, S.W. ; and Watford. Hei

Notice.

MR. DUCKH.^M'S SECOND PERIODICAL SALE
of HEREFORD CATTLE is I'llSTPONED until TUESDAY,

February 8. being the dav bcfnrc Itt-n r,.ii! Friir

itructions to

Famley Hall, near Otley.
IMPORTAN 1 s Ml I i| Mini: I

i|m

MR. STR.\FF0K1I I, f.iMiiir-d Willi I

announce for SALE by All IluN, «illi

THURSDAY. February 24, THIRTY HEAD of very superior and
Pure-bred SHORTHORNS, the property of F. H. Fawkes, Esq.,
Farnley Hall, near Otley. being a choice selection from his justly famed
Herd, which h.is been long and carefully bred from the best sources,

position at the Royal Agricultural Society of
nd other Nai

"sMn 'Squai ,

itley, Yorkshir

unty Sho-

London, RW. ; or of Mr.

and prices low
Seed-Crowing Establishment, Wisbech.

Early Rose Potato.HAND F. SHARPE have just imported a very true
• stock of the above extraordinary prolific POTATO, direct

from one of the best growers in America; and are prepared to offer

it to the Trade at a reduced price.

Seed-Growing Establishment. Wi sbech.

Seed Fotatos—Cliolce selected Stocks.

J.^MES CARTER AND CO. are now prepared to
execute orders for the following new and popular varieties :

—

POTATOS.
The Early Rose ) Imported seed direct ( per lb., ts. 6d. ; 71b.
Bresee's Prolific V from the Raiser in < '

'"

The Climax i America. t ,, y.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle Feeder, p. lb., rr. 6rf. ; 7 lb. , Qi. ; 36 lb. , 651

[56 lb., 651,

Carter's Champion, best for forcing. 55. per peck.
Milky White, very popular, 4J. per peck.
Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, 41. per peck.
Fluke Kidney, very choice seed, 2j. jd. per peck.
Early Handsworth. earliest round variety. 3.T. 6d. per peck.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237 and 238,

High Holborn. London, W.C.

s;

^ fornight earlier. The tubers arc of good _._ , . ^

ous, and remarkably clear skin. It is most valuable for the main
garden crop, and has been remarkably free from disease, while
other varieties growing close by were almost destroyed, 5s. p. peck,

GOLDEN BLOSSOM, excellent, fine flavour, good cropper, 45. p. peck.

EARLY WALNUTLEAF, true stock. \ cry fine, 3^. 6d. per peck.

MONA'S PRIDE, very early, small foliage, Ji. per peck.
tii'e' best ulti^

PRINCE "OF" WALES' KIDNEY, an abundant cropper, shallow

Cattle-feeding Potato, ir. 6rf. p lb.

M'
Extensive Sale of Pure-Bred Shortboms.

R. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
without any reserve, on TUESDAY, March i, at i o'clock, at Th
nric mile (r.-.m \Var%vick, the entire Herd bclonning to the late

Mr H'-nrv Nf^M. 1( consists of about EIGHTY HEAD of BULLS»
CI'Wt ti'l 111 M I };s, bred for a period of 40 years from some of the
okl<-.i '

. . Nfiiy. About one-half the Herd is ofthecele-
br.tt' I ' ' I'urc-bred Bulls from Sir Charles Knightley's
herd li i

'- -i [.t several gcneratic

CIjc lignailtmiil §i\idk,
SATURDAY, JANUARY 22, 1S70.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
^ _

(Institute of Surveyors (adjourned discussion on
January 24^ Mr. Hope's paper on Town Sewage).

It is hard to imagine any fresh ideas on so

well worn a subject as TENANT-RIGHT. But our

readers will find in another page a discussion of

that subject by Mr. Evan D.wies before the

Shropshire Chamber of Agriculture, which, if it

does not throw altogether new light upon an old

topic, at any rate states the argument in favour

of an enactment of tenant right in an unusually

clear and forcible way. Mr. Davies points to a

large class of tenantry in this country in favour

of whom tenant-right has \-irtually already been

enacted. The tenants for life, who really have

the making of the law, ha%-e claimed to charge

their estates—and that is their successiprs—

for unexhausted improvements, and the claim of

those who hold from year to year is of the very

same description.

The landlords required, the landlords pe-

titioned, and the landlords obtamed from the
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Legislature an Act of Parliament to enable them
to claim from their successors compensation for

unexhausted improvements. If a measure of this

description was found necessarj* for a life tenant,

how much more necessary for a tenants-at-wiU ?

If the landlord, although sure of his holding for

life, considered it impolitic to effect any improve-
ment on his estate without the power to charge
such improvement on his successor, how much
more a tenant subject to six months' notice to

quit, and such notice often the result of the

caprice of an agent, or the evil suggestion of a
gamekeeper? If the landlord refused to trust to

the generosity of his own son to recoup him for

improvements effected on the estate without an
Act of Parliament to compel him to do so, is it

unreasonable of us if we say we cannot trust those
who are no kindred in blood and often unknown
in person, unless we have an Act of Parliament to

compel them to do that which is just and right?

This is Mr. Davies' argument. We do not see

how a landowner can avoid its obvious conclu-

sion. It would not do to say that many of the

improvements which the tenant has made, and
for which he desires protection, are really but

picklocks by which he has been enabled the

more effectually to rifle the landlord's treasure-

box. Drainage is, no doubt, such a picklock

—

giving access to treasures in the soil, otherwise
inaccessible, which are properly the landlord's

property. But drainage is one of the leading
improvements under the Lands Improvement
Acts, by which landowners charge on their suc-

cessors the costs of their estate improvements.
These Acts are among the most useful pieces of

legislation of late years. They have secured the

proper improvement and equipment of land
which must otherwise have remained in miser-
able plight from generation to generation. No
doubt some such security as they give to life

tenants, which shall in like manner induce a
more enterprising outlay on the part of the

tenant-at-will, in ordinary farming operations,

will be equally fruitful of advantages.
Hear Mr. Davies once more :

—

'

' Talk of our seeking landlords' wrong. Wliat do we
seek? Nothing more or less than a measure that will

induce us to lay out our money more freely in the
improvement of the landlords' property. I have been
often told, and I have no doubt other farmers likewise, to

send my sons into Norfolk or Lincolnshire to learn farm-
ing. There I am told that they will not only see farming
in the very highest state of perfection, but they will meet
with men of the greatest intelligence in action and thought.
And how have those two counties so signalised themselves ?

"Why, simply, that no Norfolk man would take a farm of
any landlord without a lease, and no Lincolnshire man
without a clause in his agreement securing to him com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements on the termi-
nation of his tenancy. The high position of these two
counties is the very strongest argument that can be
adduced in favour of the measure I have now so im-
perfectly laid before you, and I cannot resist calling your
attention to a short extract from Caird on Lincolnshire
farming. He says :

—
' In the parish of Limber, 60 years

ago, four tenants occupied 4000 acres of land at 2.^. 6f/.

per acre, and became bankrupts. The rent is now 20j.,

and the tenants prosperous ; and in Blankney several
thousand acres were let as rabbit warrens at aj. per acre,
which now let at 2o.t., and in both cases with the increas-
ing wealth of the tenants ;' and Mr. Caird thus sums
up :
—

' It was very fortunate when the time for this
transition arrived. The leading landlords were liberal

and enhghtened men. They saw the advantage of
encouraging tenants to embark their capital freely ; and
as leases were not the fashion of the county, they gave
them that security for their invested capital which is

termed tenant-right, or compensation for unexhausted
improvement.

' So you see, the granting of that measure
which we now desire was the means of raising the tenants
from bankruptcy to a state of affluence, and the land-
lords' rent from zs. 6if. to goj. Can I say more than this?

'

The peculiarities of climate and the physical
and chemical properties of the soil determine the
character of the plants that flourish on it. This
is a maxim of iinmediate and practical influence
on the practice of Enghsh farmers, notwithstand-
ing that it is generally illustrated and confirmed
by the great facts regarding latitudes and con-
tinents which make up the geography of plants.
The amount of rainfall sometimes controls
vegetation. Thus in the United States the
abundant moisture of the New England and
other Eastern States has covered even poor land
withfloble forests. But in the Far West the dry
climate prevents the growth of timber, even on the
richest soils. The country is there covered with
interminable prairies and occasional patches of
scrub Oak. Fine timber is found only on the
river banks. In South Ohio and Kentucky, on
the Trenton limestone, there are noble forests of
Oak, Elm, Locust, Chestnut, Hickory, Beech,
Tulip tree. Maple, &c., with an undergrowth of
cane-brake. Here circumstances have effected
a singular change in the natural growth of the

forest. The cattle of the settlers first destroyed
the cane-brake by cropping the leaves, then a

growth of fine Grasses took possession of the

land, and afforded famous " wood pastures,"

sheltered from the sun. Then came the heavy
Shorthorn cattle, introduced from England, whose
trampling altered the physical condition of the

soft rich soil, and caused the extirpation of some
kinds of trees.

The shallow-rooting Beech grows where the

subsoil is hard and compact. The Oak and
Hickory find deep root-hold in clays, loams, and
friable soils. The great deciduous Cypress is

called the " swamp Cedar," from the spot which
it selects for its giant growth. The Fir occupies

the poor dry sands. Seventeen hundred miles of
" Pine barrens " fringe the coast from Virginia to

the Mississippi for an average width of 130 miles,

and on this wide tract there is very little

other vegetation that subserves the wants of

man. The same poverty-loving tree is the only

one that grows on land which is plentiful in

Alabama, the Carolinas, and the South generally,

and which has been exhausted by cotton culture

and then abandoned. The change in the physical

and chemical condition of the soil has caused
singular rotations of timber trees. The broad-

leaved trees which flourished before the spoiling

of the land can no longer establish themselves.

The narrow-leaved Fir, with its hardy habit,

exhaling little and requiring little to sustain its

growth, can alone exist on the impoverished
site.

The cause of this has been referred to the

gradual change in the climate, and especially to

the rainfall having decreased after the removal
of the forests. We do not think it is a fact that

the Fir affects diy climates, it certainly thrives in

many that are moist, but it undoubtedly marks
poor soils. In Canada the natural forests of Fir

are on the worse land, those of broad-leaved

trees are on the better land. In Britain the Fir

thrives where the Oak, Elm, &c., would starve.

Plants have a life of their own ; their powers
of life, their capacity to extract food from the

soil, their habit, all influence the phenomena of

vegetation. Palms flourish on the naked sands.

The wild Thyme which carpets the surface of the

bare chalk down requires the air of the hills, and
does not thrive in the sheltered valley below,
even if removed there with a cartload of its

native earth. It still finds the chemical conditions
of its growth ; but something is wanting, and it

sickens and dies in two or three years. Turnips
grow to a larger size in cool climates, where their

growth is extended over a long period, than
where the summer temperature is hot : therefore

they succeed better in England than in America
;

the contrary is the case with Pumpkins. These
differences must be referred to habit. No micro-
scopic examination of the tissue has at present
discovered the cause of differences like these,

however much of other truth it has revealed

that is interesting.

But to return to the exhausted cotton soils.

The fact that the Fir replaces the broad-leaved
trees, must, we think, be referred to the reduced
fertihty of the soil, not to a change in the climate.

A parallel case has occurred constantly in the
badly farmed districts of France and Germany,
where land that once grew Wheat is now so im-
poverished that farmers resort to Rye and Buck-
wheat—crops endowed with a habit which enables

them to extract nutriment from poor soils. The
subject of the exhaustion of soils recently en-

gaged scientific authorities in a wann controversy,

and any facts relating to it are important as

throwing light on points in regard to which our
knowledge is deficient, and our practice defective.

If it be necessary to add a moral, we would say,

eschew exhausted soils, so as not to have to seek
for poverty-loving plants.

The com trade is still extreinely inactive ; and,

notwithstanding the very low prices which have lately

ruled, Wheat was still a shilling cheaper in Mark
Lane on Monday last, and did not recover the decline

at Friday's market. In the Melropolitan Cattle

Market both beef and mutton, influenced by the mild
weather and the large supplies, and uninfluenced
apparently by the excellent quality of what has been
sent to market, has been cheaper by at least 2d. per
S lb. At Thursday's market trade was tolerably active,

at Monday's quotations.

The London Farmers' Club have announced
the following subjects for discussion during the ensuing
session:—On February 7, "Grass-land—when to be
profitably broken up, and when more profitably kept
in pasture," introduced by Mr. Clejient Cadle,
Gloucc-iter ; M.aich 7, " .Sew.lge farming," by Mr. J.

I

B.iiLEY Denton, 22, Whitehall Place, London

;

April 4, "Exhaustion of soil in relation to landlord

covenants, and the valuation of unexhausted improve-
ments," by Mr. J. B. Lawes, Rothamsted, St. Albans ;

November 7, "The fen country," by Mr. A. S. Ruston,
Aylesby House, Chatteris; December 5, "The size of

farms," Mr. J. Tr.\sk, Highleaze, Yeovil. The dis-

cussions are held in the club rooms at the Salisbury

Hotel, Fleet Street, and will commence at half-past five

o'clock, P.M. There are no meetings in January,

June, July, August, September, or October.

The Rev. Canon Girdlestone thus made it up
with his Devonshire neighbours at the late annual

meeting of the Devonshire Chamber of Agriculture. He
said :

— " I hope I am not presuming too much in sup-

posingthat the invitation to meto be here to-day partakes

somewhat of the nature of an olive branch. If J am
correct in this, I am as anxious to accept the^olive

branch as you can be to offer it. If there have been

any hard words passed—if I have sounded the alarm
perhaps rather too loudly for some sensitive ears—if

there have been faults on either side—and generally

there are some faults on both sides—then I say let us

forget it all, and let bygones be bygones. This
county, as we all well know, has many honourable
and glorious traditions—traditions of war, art, com-
merce, trade, and manufacture. I, for one, as a man
of peace, cannot express any wish that her glories

in war should be renewed. I wish most anxiously

that all her future victories should be marked,
not by blood, but by the peaceful traces of education,

improvement, enlightenment, and civilisation. Let us

then all unite for that which I say forms the greatest

and most noble mark for all of us to aim at, viz., to

improve the social position ofevery one with whom we
live and mix. Let us, with a pull altogether, unite to

do our best to make Devon—this county of ancient

tradition and renown, this garden of England, as it is

justly called, with its almost Italian climate and fertile

soil—the best cultivated county in the empire—a county
in which its lando^vners should be far and widely
known as most kind, considerate, and liberal, in their

treatment of their tenants ; in which the farmers should
be know'u as the most intelligent, well educated, en-

lightened, and enterprising of their class ; and in which
the labourers should be spoken of as the best paid and
best educated, the most contented, thriving, thrifty,

happy, rosy-cheeked peasantry in the world."

Mr. Mechi has appeared, among other useful

capacities, in that of almanac WTiter. The clergyman
of the parish of Norton-in-Hales, issuing a sheet almanac
to his parishioners, obtains the assistance of the Essex
agriculturist, who prefaces the calendar with a number
of useful paragraphs, from which we make the follow-

ing extracts :

—

"On Weeds.—Twenty-five years of experience as a
farmer, have taught me that the growing crops should
have no competitors to share their food, but that all the
ground should be for their own sole use. If an accurate
table could be drawn up of the loss caused by weeds in

the United Kingdom, the sum would amount to several
millions sterling. Labour is never more,profitablyemployed
than in extirpating weeds. Deep-rooted old weeds are
best got rid of by very deep cultivation—say one plough
following in the track of another—the mouldboard being
removed from the deeper plough. I always double-plough
thus in the autumn on the fields intended for Mangel or
roots. Docks and other strong weeds should be spudded
out of pastures or Clovers. I cut out weeds from Clovers
in the spring. My Wheat and Beans are horse-hoed with
Garrett's horse-hoe, in the spring, two or three times. The
greatest esal the English farmer has to contend with, in

my opinion, is Twitch or Couch-grass. The more you cut
it to pieces and harrow it about, the more it spreads.
Without doubt the cheapest and best way is to fork it out
with steel forks, and then carry it off the land, every piece
being picked off by boys or women in suitable weather.
If it cost JOS. or even 20s. an acre, it is money well laid

out, for Twitch, being of the same nature as the Wheat or
cereal crops, will most surely devour the hon's share, and
leave a miserable harvest for the farmer. I often get six

or seven quarters per acre of Wheat. This I could not do
'f I left Twitch or weeds in the soil. I have seen heavy
lands so full of Twitch that it resembled a pasture. In
such a case paring and burning is the best remedy ; or,

should it be a ver>' dry summer, the land may be summer-
fallowed. The best time to fork out Twitch is after

harvest, when the plant shows itself. There can be no
excuse for having Twitch in a root crop. Baron Liebig
says that a Wheat plant has no greater enemy than
another Wlleat plant.

Manure and Feeding.—A great reform is coming in

matter. The days of manure-heaps and open farm-
yards are numbered. Wlien cattle are kept under cover
(with ample ventilation), the floors paved and cemented,
and all the manure absorbed and mi.xed with the straw and
carried periodically to the field and there spread and
ploughed in, this bullock-fold will be found equal to the
sheepfold. People say that it is the feet of the sheep that

o much good, but in reality it is the liquid and solid

manure. In open farmyards much of the best of the manure
washed away and lost. My shed-manure excels bones,

superphosphate, guano, and all artificial substances, on
my land. A landlord cannot do his ten.ant better ser\'ice

than by putting up an enclosed and covered cattle-yard,

and charging him 5 per cent for the investment. If you
wish to enrich your land and increase your crops, feed

your animals as far as you can with food th.at did not

grow on your lands, such as cake, beans, malt-combs, and
bran. It pays to do this, as I know by 25 years of prac-

tical experience.

"Motive Power.—Never use a man where you can use
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a horse, because the force is so much greater, and llie cost

only cquaJ. By the same rule, never use a horse where

you can use steam ; because steam never tires, and a

steam horse costs less per day to keep than a live horse,

and can do more than double the work of a live horse."'

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The British farmer is no stranger to foreign com-
petition. Up to very recent times, however, his

live stock were exempt from the rivalry of foreign

markets, and the production of beef, mutton, and
other animal products was looked upon as peculiarly

unassailable. This cannot now be held witli truth.

How long our beef and mutton trade will be protected

by our insular position is doubtful, but the farming
body have lately beeir aroused to the fact that their

cheese trade is slipping out of their hands. It is not

our intention here to give a digest of the proceedings of

the Derbyshire Agricultural Society, but it is a signi-

ficant fact that that body have appointed a committee
to organise a cheese factory upon the same principle

as those which have been the means of effecting such a

great improvement in the cheese produced in America.
A factory involves science, /.(•., system; rigid cleanli-

ness, enforced by constituted authority ; e.xact tem-
perature, tested by the tliermometer at various periods

of tlie cheesemaking process, and strict economy with
regard both to material, waste products, and labour.

The result of this is uniformity of sample beyond what
can be obtained in private dairies, especially in the
case of small farms, where the apparatus and accom-
modation is almost necessarily imperfect. We sincerely

hope the factory system may be thoroughly organised.

from several distinct species. Sheep liave been domes-
ticated from a very ancient period, and their bones
have been found by Ruttimeyer in the Swiss lake
dwellings. Sheep assume very different characters in

various parts of the world. Thus, Pallas describes an
eastern race with a long tail, including 20 vertebra:,

and so loaded with fat that it is sometimes placed on a
truck, which is dragged about by the living animal. The
horns of sheep present an endless diversity of character,
being sometimes absent, especially in the female sex,

and in other cases amounting to four or even eight in
number. It is remarkable that multiplicity of horns is

generally accompanied by great length and coarseness
of fleece ; this is, however, not invariable. Great heat
acts directly on the fleece, and several accounts have
been published of the change which sheep imported
from Europe undergo in the West Indies. Dr.
Nicholson, of Antigua, states that after the. tliird

generation the wool disappears from over the
whole body, except over the loins, and the
animal then appears like a goat with a dirty door-
mat on its back. A similar change is said to take
place on the west coast of Africa ; although, on the
other hand, many wool-bearing sheep live on the hot
plains of India. A slight difference in clunate or pas-

ture sometimes, as is well kno\vn, affects the fleece

even in this country, hut the tendency may be checked
by careful selection. We conclude this notice with
the description of two semi-monstrous breeds propagated
successfully in America and France. In 1791 a ram
lamb was bom in Massachusetts, having short

crooked legs, and a long back like a ttunspit dog.
From this one lamb the Otter or Ancon breed was
raised. These sheep transmit their peculiarilie:

truly that, according to Colonel Humphreys, he had
and that, while it enables us to successfully compete

|
only heard of one questionable case in which an Ancon
ram and ewe had not produced Ancon offspring. A
more interesting case is recorded in the Report of the

Juries for the Great Exhibition (1851), namely, the
birth of a merino ram lamb on the Mauchamp Farm in

1828, remarkable for its long, smooth, straight, and
silky wool. By 1833 M. Graux had raised rams
enough to serve his whole flock, and after a few more
years he was able to sell stock of his new
breed. So peculiar and valuable is the wool, that

it sells at 25 per cent, above the best merino
wool ; even the fleeces of half-bred animals are valu-

able, and are known in France as Mauchamp merino.
If the Mauchamp and Ancon breeds had originated a
century or two ago, we should have had no record of
their birth, and many a naturalist would no doubt have
insisted, especially in the case of the Mauchamp race,

that they had descended from, or been crossed with,
some unknown aboriginal form.

POULTRY.
The Potiltiy Show of the past week, including

1500 pens, has been one of the finest displays ever
exhibited at the Crystal Palace. The spangled Ham-
Isurghs, the gigantic Brahmas, the popular Dorkings,

and the sprightly Bantams were among the best

classes. **Houdans'* and " Crevecoeurs," French
breeds, were also well represented. The judges of

the poultry were Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay ; those

f the pigeons, Messrs. Percival and Corker. Among
the prizetakers are the following names :

—

Dorlihigs: J. Martin, J. Clift, W. Denison, W. Woodhousc, J.

Robinson.—Coc/(;«s .- H. Mapplebeck, W. A. Taylor, Mrs.
Williamson, F. W. Zurhorst.—Bm/i«M.r; F. James, H. Ling
wood, H. Maynard, A. Worthington, F. Crook.

—

Spanish : H.
Lane, E. CoaVii.—HoudaH : W. O. Quibell, T. Crowley.-
La Flic/ie: Hon. C. Fiuwilliam.—//<i"rfv<re/ti: W. A. Hyde,

Pattison, Miss E. Browne, F. Pittis, H. Beldon, Rev. W.
Sergeantson, Mason, and Walker.

—

Game: S. Matthew, W.
Pope, and J. R. SmA.—Polish : D. Mutton, T. Edwards, and
G. C. Adkins.

with all comers, it may relieve the families of dairy
fai-mers of a drudgery hardly consistent with comfort.

The following sales have recently been effected

at Holly Bank by Mr. Willoughby Wood -.--Fiddity ith,

a roan, calved August 8, 1S64, by ioth Duke of
O.XKORD, dam Fidelity 31/ by BusHIRE (14,213),
and Mermaid, by Earl of Walton, have both
been purchased by Mr. Hart, of Bulkeley, Malpas,
Cheshire. Also Duke of Sutherland, bred at

Brockton House, by LordLiverfool—dam Tryphciia

by 4TU Duke of Oxford—has been sold to Mr.
Loverock, near Burton- on-Trent.

SHEEP.
Few subjects are more important to the stock

breeder than the management of his ewe flock. We
would esteem it as a kindness, if our readers would
favour us with their views on this section of live stock
management, even if their opinions took the form of
adverse criticism on the few remarks we have now to

make. During the summer the ewe flock lives some-
what hardly, being brought into better condition shortly

before the time of admitting the ram. It is with the

winter management, however, we have now to do.

Should the ewes be placed upon a liberal allowance of
Turnips, and be kept upon the arable land, as is done
in the Cotswold district ?—or, .should theybeallowed'to
run thinly over grass-land ? What allow^ance of extra

food is requisite, and in what condition should they be
maintained? To such questions it is difficult to give
general and decided answers, although they ought to

occur to every sheep-master, and to be dealt with
according to the peculiarities of his flock and of his

farm. We incline to the plan of keeping the flock

in healthy, moderate condition, which, in an open
winter like the present, may be accomplished with very
littH extra food : they should run over the pastures, receiv-

ing a restricted quantity of Swedes or yellow Turnips.
Not only is this an economical method ofkeeping ewes,
but it is safer, when they are heavy with lamb, than the
]ilan of placing them upon arable land, when the

po.ached conditiun of the grotmd, and consequent diffi-

culty of locomotion, may bring on abortion. In
Northumberland, where the custom prevails of taking
Oats instead of Wheat after Grass, this plan is gene-
rally pursued, as the Clover leys lie unbroken up until

mid-winter, when they are ploughed so as to secure a
stale furrow by March. In the greater part of the
south of England, where Wheat is taken after seeds,
the arable fanner is not so favourably placed for keep-
ing his ewes on grass-land, his leys being all broken
up as early as possible for the October seed time.
At the present season ewes should be brought into
fair condition, both to give them strength to bring
forth their young, and to stimulate a good flow of milk.
Care at the same time should be taken not to make
them fat, as this is aUke extravagant management and
likely to induce inflammatory symptoms after partu-
rition. Any description of the lambing shed, or
details of the management of ewes during and after

lambing, would be wearisome and ineffective here. The
subject, however, is interesting, and will be again
refeiTed to in the course of the spring ; and the free

ventilation of opinion on such an important point
cannot fail to be of use to those engaged in sheep
breeding.

The following interesting facts appear in the road ; and supposing the Legislature were to pass a law

section on Sheep in Mr. Darwin's book on domesticated (as now proposed) that every Irish tenant was to be

animals. Great confusion exists in the minds of entitled to compensation from his landlord for anything

naturalists as to the wildj progenitors of our flocks, he had done upon the land, and supposing all these

although most authorities agree that they are descended I people took it into their head some miserable morning,

THE IRISH LAND QUESTION.
Mr. Spearing settles this question in a way which,

however satisfactory he may think it, is about as

practicable as the well-known proposition to sink the

island under the Atlantic for 15 minutes and then bring

it up again. Does Mr. Spearing know that his propo-

sition is pure "Communism," and simply the French

workshops of 1848 over again? If the State is to find

work for discontented Irish peasants, why should not

the State equally find work for the unfortunate ship-

builders in the east end of London, and for the starving

silk weavers of Bethnal Green and Coventry ? Suppose
Mr. Spearing owned an estate in Ireland of 1000 acres,

on which there were 200 tenants holding from 2 acres

up to 20 acres each, and averaging 5 acres to a tenant ;

and suppose when the son of each tenant married that

his father allowed him to build a cabin in one comer of

his httle farm, and let him fence off a quarter or half an

acre for a Potato garden, and when a second and a

third son married he did the same, and when a

daughter married he allowed the son-in-law to do

ise—the whole farm being 5 acres—what would
Mr. Spearing say?—would he allow it? And sup-

posing he did allow it, as many an Irish landlord

"las done,—not for any benefit that he himself has

eceived by it, but from pure soft-heartedness, which

prevented him turning these poor people into the high

as they did m 1847 and 1848 (stimulated by famine), to
give up their cabms and emigrate to the United States,
and suppose Paddy, the father, came to Mr. Spearing
and said,—"Please, your honour, I and my children
are going to America, but they have each built a neat
little cabin on your property, and there is not a boy in
the parish would build the like for a ten-pound note •

and they have built neat little pig-styes by the side of
them that would cost at least a pound apiece to build •

and they have made an elegant ditch round the Potato
gardens, which has a bank 44 feet wide and a trench
3 feet broad and 3 feet deep, and there is not a man in the
parish could make a ditch like it for a shilling a perch,
and there are 20 perches of it to each, so that is another
pound, making only ;^I2 each, for the four cabins and
Potato gardens. Please your honour, will you be after
giving me my £i,%, and letting me go to America?"—what would Mr. Spearing say ? Would he not be
very apt to reply that Paddy had put up these cabins
and pig-styes, and made these ditches for his own con-
venience, and that it was no manner of use to the land-
lord ; that the cabins only occupied good ground, and
were no earthly use to any one except an Irish peasant,
and they were all going away ; and that to pull them
down and get the ground into cultivation again would
cost him at least a pound each ; that the ditches, so far

from being a benefit, were a serious injury ; that each
occupied 350 square yards (for an Irish perch is 7 yards)
ofgood land, or more than quarter of an acre to the four

;

and that it would cost at least £z to level them, and
even then no crop would grow upon that part of the
land for several years, and that instead of paying Paddy
£i,^ for his "improvement" he thought Paddy ought
to pay him at least £\2 for the damage he and his boys
had done. And suppose Paddy thereupon said, " Oh,
then, your honour, we must go to law ; there is a new
law passed by Cardinal Cullen and Mr. Gladstone,
and so we will leave it to a jury to decide,"

And now will Mr. Spearing or any one el.se tell

me who are to be the jury ? If it be a jury of squatters,

no doubt Paddy would be satisfied, and would get his

£i,?>, but what about the landlord? If it be a jury of
landlords, no doubt the landlord would be satisfied,

but would Paddy or his compeers believe that justice

had been done to him ?

My father was an owner of land in Ireland, and
when I was a boy I liave often gone with him to

collect his rents. One of my brothers is an owner
of Irish land now, and another member of my
family is so likewise. I have a number of cousins
and friends all Irish landowners, and I know several
Irish land-agents. I have other relatives and friends

who are landowners in Scotland, and others, again,

who are lando\vners in England, and I am myself an
owner of land in England and in Wales, and I know
the \v.ay in which people deal with their tenants, and I

have no hesitation in saying that Irish tenants are far

more leniently dealt with than tenants either in Scotland
or England. This is done partly because the landlords
pity their poverty, and partly because they are hopeless
of being able to benefit their estate by any changes they
could possibly make. The curse of Ireland is that manu-
factures and commerce have never taken any hold there,

.and it is the peculiar temperament of the people which
has driven capital away. No two Irishmen were ever yet

employed by one master, but what they laid their

heads together to combine against him. Instead of

looking upon their employer as a friend, they look

upon him as their enemy. Trades unionism, which
has only raised its head in England to any serious

extent within the last 30 or 40 years, w'as rampant in

Ireland before the close of the last century, and
capital shrunk back from the ugly monster. Capital

is a timid damsel, but she is also a sensible one, and
when once she has shmnk abashed from Irish soil, it

will need something more than Irish blarney to induce

her to pay a second visit. Mr. Gladstone may kick

down the Irish Church, and Cardinal Cullen may
establish his Popish universities, and Mr. Bright

may buy up the landed estates of the great London
companies, the assurance offices, and the English

noblemen who possess Irish properties, but not one of

them will do the countiy one bit of good until they

can persuade capital to come back there, and set up
manufactories to employ the people, and until they can

persuade those people not to shoot down and drive

away the owners of capital who came amongst them to

employ them and to do them good. As to "Govern-

ment " purchasing estates and draining and improving

them to give employment to the Irish people, I, for

one, as an English tax-payer, protest against it ; and I

venture to predict that the overwhelming majority of

English and Scotch tax-payers will do so likewise.

One paragraph in Mr. Spearing's article is the purest

" bosh " that anyone could write ; here it is :
" Pro-

prietors think that if a measure be passed giving the

tenant compensation for unexhausted improvement, he

ought to be satisfied. So he would under certain

circumstances, but the question is, will the tenant be

satisfied with this in the present state of affairs? I

think not ; he well knows that such a measure would

give to many a landlord a better claim than he has at

present to the land, and get rid of some of his diffi:

culties !"
T 1 1 -1

Mr. Spearing evidently thinks that some Irish land-

lords have bad titles, and, therefore, could not make

their present tenants pay if at any time they chose to

refuse Mr. Spearing should know that if a tenant
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has once '* attorned" to his landlord—that is to say,

has ever paid him a shilling of rent—the courts of law
would make very sliort work of him if he attempted
thereafter to dispute his landlord's title. I expect

there are very few tenants indeed in Ireland who have
not attorned to their landlords, and if so, in what way
could such a measure as he hints at improve the land-

lord's title ?

I have no doubt Mr. Spearing is greatly enamoured
of his idea of Government buying up the land, and
Government setting the people to work, and Govern-
ment paying them wages, and Government being a

great beneficent landowner ; but did it not occur to

him that Government in this country is simply the

people themselves, and that if the Government are to

find the money to do this, they must take it from the

people themselves? But if Government find that some
part of the people liave money and that others have
none, they must take from those who have, for they
cannot take from those who have not; and as the

money is to be given to those who have not, would it

not be much simpler for Government to pass a
general law that every one who has a shilling shall

throw it into one general stock, so that the whole may
be rateably divided. I hope Mr. Spearing, if he have
any property, is prepared to join in this nice little

reaiTangement, and I hope he is also prepared to

advocate a similar rearrangement and division once a
quarter at least ; for we should all get desperately
uneven again before three months were out. It would
be well, however, before we begin, to ask Louis
Napoleon or our American cousins to pay us a visit,

for otherwise I am afraid there will be a vast number
of big houses vacant ; because where none of us have
any incomes, I do not see how any one is to occupy
them. I should think Buckingham Palace and Devon-
shire House would both be to let, and I do not feel at

all sure but what " Bearham Lodge, near Reading,"
would be so likewise. G. A. II.

HORSE-POWER versus STEAM-POWER.
Mr. Smith's Mistakes.

In a recent Number (p. 55) Mr. Smith gives us
an " estimate " of the relative cost of horse-power and
steam-power, as applied to jiloughing. But it is so
full of mistakes that I hardly think even "West Indian"
will deem it worthy of careful reperusal. Mr. Smith
has hitherto farmed 1 12 acres of arable land, of which
he has never ploughed so much as 100 acres in anyone
year, and before he got steam-power he employed six

horses upon it ; but since he got steam-power he has
only employed three horses. Now to use six horses
upon 112 acres of arable land was plainly a piece of
wasteful extravagance. If Mr. Smith's 112 acres were
really a farm, and he could not work it with less than
six horses, then I say that Mr. Smitli was a very bad
practical farmer. I myself, as I mentioned once before,
have a small farm in Sussex of 290 acres, upon which
there are 147 acres of arable land. It is on the Weal-
den clay, well known to be one of tlic heaviest soils in
England. It is a hilly farm, not a single field upon it

lying anything like level, and not one of them like
square ; nevertheless it is worked with five horses, one
of which cost .^35 and the other four considerably under
;£'25 each. Mr. .Smith and his friend " Looker-on "

have a very great contempt for my farming abilities, a
contempt in which very possibly they are fully justified,

for I do not pretend to know the weight of a bullock
by the touch, or tell the breed of a sheep the like of
which I never set eyes on before. I will, therefore, go to a
much higher authority than my Sussex experience, in
support of my assertion, that six horses to work 112
acres of arable land is quite preposterous.

In the last number of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety's Journal, from page 3S6 to page 508, will be
found a number of most interesting reports of the inode
of cultivation adopted on a number of the best farms
in England, managed by some of the very best farmers.
These are men that even " Looker-on " cannot sneer
at as paying too much attention to letter-writing, and
too little to field and fold. Well, then, what do we find
here? Why, that the number of horses used on the
farms visited was as nearly as possible three horses
to the 190 acres of actual arable land ; not to the
100 acres of farm, but to the 100 acres of actual arable.
All the farms were strong land, and some of them very
heavy land. In some the proportion of horses was
considerably under three to the 100 acres, and in others
it was over, but in none did it ever go below 2j, neither
did it ever rise so high as 3 J.

Well, then, with these data before us, I think I am
fully justified in saying that Mr. Smith ought to be
able to work his 112 acres with four horses without the
aid of a steam plough. It seems that with the aid of a
steam plough he actually keeps three horses, and there-
fore only saves one horse 1 Now, what will Mr. Smith
say when I tell him that one horse is all he could
expect to save on so small a fann by using a steam
plough, if it be used only in the way that Mr. Smith
uses it ? Mr. Smith simply uses his steam-power to
plough and nothing else. He does all the scuffling,

all the harrowing, all the sowing, all the rolling, and
all the carting with horse-power. People are terribly
apt to think that ploughing is the only horse work upon
a farm. Why, on a light land farm it is not one-fourth
of the whole horse work, and on a heavy land farm it

is not one-third of the horse work. Perhaps Mr.
Smith and '* Looker-on " will rub their eyes (I could

not be so mde as to say their spectacles) when they
hear this, but I do not think " West Indian " will,

because he does not pretend to be so very " practical,"

and so the chances are he has " thought " more. Now
let us take a few figures. On a light land farm one
pair of horses to 75 acres of "actual plough " is the

usual allowance, but light land is never "ploughed"
more than once, and a pair of horses will easily do
from an acre to an acre and a-quarter per day ; they
will, therefore, only be from 60 to 75 days in each year
ploughing, but as there are 311 working days in the
year, deducting Sundays, Christmas Day, and Good
Friday, it is plain the horses will not be occupied one-
fourth of their time in ploughing. Now, let us look at

heavy land. Clay land is usually ploughed twice on
the average, and one pair of horses to 50 acres of
actual plough is the usual allow'ance. But a pair of
horses will plough and cross-plough an acre in two days,
therefore a pair of horses will be 100 days ploughing
and cross-ploughing 50 acres, or less than one-third of
the whole working days in a year. Mr. Smith's proper
number of horses then being four, and the work of

ploughing being less than one-third of their whole work,
he could only save one-third of his horses, if he got the

ploughing done by steam-power ; and as he could not

use two horses and two-thirds, of course he must use

three and only save one.

Now, then, let us proceed to another point. Mr.
Smith gave us a very valuable quotation from Mr.
Morton's paper. ^Ir. Morton had collected the

statistics of 21 farms, and on these he found that there

were 282 horses kept, whose yearly cost was as

follows :—
1. For food, for depreciation in 'value, and for blaclc-

smith's and saddler's bill ;C7.8is
2. For wages of ploughmen and boys employed with them 4, 241
3. For repairing and keeping good the implements .

.

870

Making in all Ia^,^i^

But to this -vve must add interest on the money
whicli these horses cost. Now, if we allow
their average value to be ^^25 each, it would be
pretty near the truth ; but let us estimate them highly,
and call them ^"30 each. Well, 2S2 horses at ^30,
would amount to /8460, and 5 per cent, on that would
be ;.^423, which, added to /i2,926, gives us ;i^i3,349

as the yearly cost of 2S2 horses, or £^1 6j-. 8(/. each
horse. Now it will be observed that this sum covers
e^'ery expense connected with the horse, — it pays
interest on his first cost ; it pays for depreciation in

value ; it upholds, and repairs, and pays for the depre-
ciation of his harness, and all the implements that he
works ; and it includes the wages of those who work
him and take care of him.

Well, then, let us look at Mr. Smith's farm of
112 acres {.so far as the cultivation of it is concerned)
when worked with horses and with steam-power :

—

Capital for HoRSE-rowER.
1. Four horses at ^^30 .. .. .. .. ..£,110 o o
2. Two ploughs at ^5 .

,

. . .

.

.

.

. . 1000
3. One double-mouldboard plough .. ., .. 500
4. Harrows, rollers, scarifiers, and all other imple-

ments, the same in both cases ; therefore, they
disappear from the "contrasted a

Total capital sunk for horse-power £,1^^ o o

Now let us take steam-power :

—

Cai'itai, for Steam-i'ower.
1. Three horses, at /30 ^go o o
2. Steam-ploughing apparatus, including h.ilf cost

only of engine .

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

, , 375 o o
3. Harrows, &c., same in both cases, and therefore do

not appear ,

.

.

.

.

.

—
Total capital sunk for steam-power . . £,^h^ o o

This shows that steam-power in his case requires
;i^33o more capital. Now let us see the annual
cost :

—

Annual Cost for Hor.se-power.
X. Four horses, at £,^^ 6x. Zd. each, which includes

^vages. interest, wear and tear, depreciation,
and all expenses £,\%(j 6 8

2. Interest, wear and tear, and depreciation upon
three ploughs (costing ;Ci5) at 15 per cent, per

Annual Cost with Steam-power.
I. Three horses only, at ;C47 6x. 8rf., which includes

all expenses .. .. .. £,x\2 o o

ploughing apparatus (cost A375, at 15 per cenL 56 5 o
3. Coal, oil, water, and wages working steam-plough

(see Mr. Smith's own account. October 30, p.

1145), ^11 IS. yd. and £g ly. nd. .. .. 20 14 8

..£21^ 19 8

It appears, then, that to work such a farm as
Woolston, 112 acres, with steam-power, in the way Mr.
Smith works it, would require /330 more capital and
£2y Sj-. extra expenditure, or 5^. per acre extra cost

for steam cultivation. This is a very different result

from what Mr. Smith arrives at.

What a nice little interest account Mr. Smith makes
out. By Jove, sir, Shylock was a joke to him. A
little while ago and he would not have interest in any
shape. Now he is so enamoured of it that he actually
proposes to charge interest on the food he gives his
horses day by day, and the wages he pays his men
week by week ! I think he had better go and ask an

accountant what interest means, and huw it is usual to

calculate it, at least among Christians—Jews are said to

have a way of their own.
Mr. Smith's paragraphs, too, addressed to "West

Indian" and " H. IT," are delightful. He had a
locomotive at Wanvick that "jibbed," and would not
be coaxed over a spot where a pail of water had been
thrown down ! Surely the water was bewitched, or

possibly the engine was like Balaam's ass, and saw
what its master could not see. As to the advice he
gives '* H. H.," how is he to get over 8 acres per day
if he keeps the steam low? If " H. H." will have
steam-power, let him put on a friction-clutch ; it will do
a deal better than " low " steam, or making the plough
"jump over a stone ! G. A. H.

GLASGOW SEWAGE.
[Extracts from a report by Professor Anderson to the magistrates

of Glasgow.]

According to Messrs. Bateman and Bazalgette, the
sewage of Glasgow, independent of the rainfall,

amounts to 70 gallons a-day per head of the popula-
tion, which is equivalent to 119 tons per annum. The
rainfall of Glasgow is about 38 inches yearly ; and as
every inch of rain falling on an acre of land weighs
rather more than 100 tons, and the area of the city of
Glasgow is 5063 acres, there must fall upon it every
year 19,239,000 tons of rain, all of which passes by the

sewers. Assuming the population at 500,000, this

gives rather more than 38 tons of rain per head. The
excrementitious matters from each head of the popula-
tion must therefore be diluted with 152 tons, or say, in

round numbers, 150 tons of water. The excrementi-
tious products, when diluted to this extent, yield a
sewage containing 2.60 grains of ammonia per gallon,

and may be estimated as worth two-thirds of a penny
per ton.

A calculation such as this appears to me to give a far

more accurate estimate of the average value of Glasgow
se^\'age than can be obtained by even the most pro-

tracted series of analysis of the contents of individual

sewers, and I am satisfied that it may be accepted as

representing its true average composition. It is, then,

manifestly a very dilute sewage, but its inferiority to

that of other towns is not so great as might be supposed.
Tlie sewage of Rugby contains (as examined by Parlia-

mentary Commission) 6.5 grains of ammonia per gallon,

and is, therefore, about two-and-a-half times as valuable

as that of Glasgow. As both tlie water supply and
rainfall at Rugby are small, its sewage must be more
concentrated than that of most towns. It is certainly

more so than that of London, where the sewage and
rainfall together amount to about 100 tons per head,
and must, therefore, contain 4.41 grains of ammonia
per gallon. From these data it appears that the sewage
of Glasgow must be worth about two-thirds that of
London ; and this estimate I am satisfied may be ac-

cepted as a near approximation to the truth.

In fixing the value of the Glasgow sewage, there is,

however, one other point to be noticed, in regard to

which doubts have been expressed. It has been
asserted, that its value is more or less completely neu-

tralised by the presence of different kinds of manufac-
turing refuse, which it is supposed must be injurious to

plant life, and that it is thereby rendered unfit for direct

application to the soil by irrigation. The analysis

already given lend no countenance to this view.

So far from the refuse matters from manufactories in

general injuring the sewage for agricultural purposes,

many of them are positively beneficial. A very strik-

ing illustration of this is offered by the sewage of Main
Street, Bridgeton, which contained no less than
6.6 grains of ammonia per gallon, mostly in the state

of sulphate, and which was undoubtedly refuse from
the large coal-tar works in that neighbourhood. By
this refuse the contents of that sewer had been raised

to a standard far above that of any other examined.
The same thing applies, though in a less degree, to the

refuse of distilleries, printworks, and many other
manufactories. The spent wash contributes to the
sewers the soluble nitrogenous matters and salts of the

malt and grain ; and the same substances are ob-

tained in the refuse of dye works ; while the alum,
chromate of potash, pnissiate of potash, and other
substances used, add potash, which is so valuable to
the plant.

On the whole, I am of opinion that manufacturing
refuses enrich rather than impoverish the sewage ; and
as the estimate I have already made of the value of
the sewage of Glasgow takes no account of these
substances, I believe it will pro^e to be under rather

than above the truth. In all the observations I have
made, I have founded on the quality of the sewage
of Glasgow as it at present exists ; but whatever
method of disposing of it may be ultimately adopted,
it can scarcely be doubted that some means of
diminishing its quantity must be adopted. The rain-

fall, which amounts to nearly one-third of the whole
matter passing through the sewers, may obviously be
excluded ; and Messrs. Bateman and Bazalgette are of
opinion that the enormous \\aste of water may be con-
siderably reduced. A large proportion of the refuse

water from manufactories may also be excluded.
Much of it is only discoloured and rendered unsightly

by use ; and provided it contains no putrescible matter,

it may be allowed to flow into the ri^'er without pro-

ducing any injurious effects. By this means, I have
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no doulit, the value of the Clasgow sewage may be so

increased as to enable it to bear comparison with that

of any other large town.

It remains for me to express an opinion as to the

method by which the sewage of Glasgow may be most

advantageously utilised. The plans which have been

proposed for the utilisation of sewage are extremely

numerous, but they may be divided into four classes

—

1st, dry processes ; 2d, processes dependent on pre;

cipitation ; 3d, processes dependent on the separation

of the excrementitious matters from other refuse ; 4tJi,

irrigation.

The first of these methods I think it unnecessary to

consider ; for, though some of them undoubtedly fulfil

all that is retiuired in a sanitary point of view, the

cost of carrying them out on a large scale would,

I am satisfied, prove extremely large ; and, even

supposing it possible to employ them with a reason-

able chance of partially recovering expenses, they

involve such a revolution in the domestic habits of

the population as to make it almost impossible to

introduce them.

As regards processes of precipitation, I have al-

ready, eleven years since, expressed an unfavourable

opinion. That opinion was much criticised at the

time ; but it has been completely confirmed by the

course of events. Several of the most feasible pro-

cesses of the kind have been tried on a considerable

scale, but all have proved failures ; and no other

result can be expected from a process which must be

content to sacrifice the ammonia, on which at least

three-fourths of the value of sewage depends. A variety

of processes have been proposed, which aim at

separating the excrementitious matters from the general

sewage, and subjecting the highly concentrated matters

thus obtained to a variety of manufacturing processes,

by which they are to be converted into dry manures.

Many of these processes are highly ingenious ; but

they are given to the public in so crude a state, that it

is difficult to form any estimate of the cost of carrying

them out in practice.

Independently of this, however, I am satisfied that

any plan which contemplates a double set of sewers is

likely to fail, owing to the amount of care and atten-

tion which it would require on the part of the public.

Double sewers would require the use of a double set of

vessels, in which the different kinds of refuse may be

conveyed, each to their appropriate sewers ; and I

believe it would be impossible to get the necessary

precautions adopted. Servants would take the easiest

way for themselves, and the refuse would be constantly

poured into the wrong sewers.

There remains only, then, the method of irriga-

tion, which I believe to be the one most

likely to succeed in practice. It has already borne

the test of experience, and at Edinburgh, Croydon,

and other places, has proved eminently successful.

I think it unnecessary here to enter into any details

on this matter, because the present state of the

(|uestion has been very fully discussed by Messrs.

Bateman and Bazalgette in their report. With the

opinions they have expressed I fully concur. I am
satisfied, indeed, that the use of the sewage of Glas-

gow by irrigation would go far to cover the large

expense of conveying it to a distance. To support any

other plan in the present state of our knowledge would

be to advise the Coiporation to embark in a commer-
cial speculation of very doubtful character, which might

involve a very large useless expenditure.

THE MANURE OF THE FARM.
Bv Judge French.

Tie a piece of muslin over a tumbler kept filled with

water, and put upon the muslin a half-dozen Peas so

that they will rest on the water, and suspend the

tumbler in a sunny window by three or four strings,

and the Peas will not only vegetate, but will grow a

foot or two high, and blossom with thrifty stems and

leaves. Probably they will not produce Peas, but as

to the rest I will bear witness from personal obser-

vation.

It is common in propagating houses to start plants,

as Grapes, from single eyes or cuttings of various

kinds, by placing them in shallow beds of pure sand,

and with water, heat, and light they speedily strike root

and send up leaves and steins, and form a plant fit to

set in open ground for ordinary culture.

Experiments often repeated have shown that a plant

may be raised in a flower-pot from a seed, and receive

no nourishment but pure water, and yet shall far

exceed in weight all the soil in which it grew.

In all these cases the plants receive all they want
from the ordinary essentials of plant growth, air, light

heat, moisture. To mature a profitable crop, how
ever, we find practically that something besides air

light, heat, and moisture is essential, and that some
thing is not pure silex, however well silex may answer

for the first process of germination.

Besides our processes which change the physical

character of the soil, as drainage, and pulverisation by
ploughing, and the like—besides what may be called

amendments of the soil, as when we mix sand 1

clay or peat—we must systematically add something

which we call manure, or the richest soil will by-and

by be exhausted.

It is not my purpose to advance any new theory ; I

wish merely to make clear to the mind what a little

efiection might make manifest to anyone. The air,

and heat, and light, and moisture, will usually do their

part with no artificial help. And again, most of our
soils contain enough of sand, so that we do not haul on
40 loads, more or less, of compost to each acre, to

supply either of these essentials.

The want of manure is the limit of our cultivation on
most New England farms. We might readily double
and quadruple our crops if we had only manure
enough. Chemists, no doubt, tell us correctly what
elements make up the matured crop, and the chemist
knows better than we how many embarrassments Nature
interposes to his investigations,—how the life-principle

modifies chemical processes in the soil, and exerts

influences which he cannot measure. In general we
know what we want to add to the soil by knowing
what we take from it, as shown by chemical analysis.

I shall not attempt to define what kinds of fertilisers

we should apply to our land, but I desire rather to

impress on the farmer the folly, or at least the waste-

fulness, of much of his labour in applying to his farm
what he calls manure.
With many farmers quantity seems to be the great

oliject, and their manure-heap seems valuable in pro-

portion to its size. They haul from the fields the

headlands and the middle furrow, and all they can

scrape of ordinary soil, into their barn-cellars, to the

amount of hundreds of loads annually, and in a few

months haul it out again upon the same fields mixed
with manure from their cattle. Again, it is quite com-

mon to team wet swamp mud a mile or two to be used

in compost. So far as dry material is needed to

absorb the liquids of the cellar, any dry soil may be

useful, and a reasonable amount of sand even may be

used as a divisor to render manure fine and convenient

of application ; but it is well to remember that soil

from the field hauled into the cellar and out again, is

not by that process rendered valuable. Peat and

swamp-muck contain usually valuable elements of

fertility ; but we often fancy that our teams are loaded

with manure, when in fact they are toiling all day to

haul water upon farms already too wet. The true

value of some of the substances which we are in the

habit of using in our compost heaps is well expressed

in a valuable essay by Dr. James R. Nichols, published

in the "Agriculture of Massachusetts" for 186S. He
thus disposes of two of our favourite articles, leaves

and peat :

—

"A bushel of well-pressed dry leaves, as they fall from
the trees in autumn, weighs about 41b. ; by further drying

they pan with a little more than 30 per cent, of water held

in the cells of the leaf structure. A cord of absolutely dry

leaves will weigh about 3251b., reckoning 100 bushels to

the cord. In weight, then, a cord represents about 1

twelfth of a cord of wet barnyard manure, and if they

contained the same amount of fertilising material in the

same condition, would be equal in value to that amount
of manure. But this is far from being the fact. Tiie

dried leaves I have found to stand relatively to the leached

organic matter of manure as lo to 30 in ash value, and
when the soluble salts of manure are taken into account,

the comparative value is as 10 to 60. weight for weight.

A cord of dry forest leaves, made up of the usual deciduous

varieties. Maple, Beech, Oak, &c., has an actual manurial

value of not over 50 cdnts, reckoning stable manure at eight

dollars the cord. Will it pay to collect them ? Certainly

not for the amount of fertilising material they contain. As
litter or absorbents in the stable, leaves have some value,

but much less than straw, inasmuch as they lack the

reedy character of straw, and because they are far more
difficult and slowly decomposed.

'

' A pound of good, thoroughly formed peat, taken

fresh from the meadow upon my farm, lost of water in

drying a little more than 14 oz. A farmer, drawing from

his meadow a cord of peat weighing 4000 lb. , has upon his

waggon 3500 lb. of water, and but 500 lb. of the dry

material he seeks. This, dried and compressed, could be

placed in a couple of our largest-sized farm baskets. The
amount of ash constituents in the pound of peat after dry-

ing was a little less than 10 per cent. ; so that when we
reduce the heavy load of peat which, to the eye, appears

so bulky and valuable, down to its contained inorganic

principles, we find the whole amount to be less than 50 lb.

I hope not to be misunderstood in the matter. The ashes

are far from being the only manurial part of peat ; and as

in burning some of the most valuable elements are

volatilised and lost, it is not good economy to burn peat

for the purpose of securing the ashes. Fresh peat,

allowed to ferment in contact with lime, is changed into

new substances capable of nourishing plants ;
and where

it can be easily obtained, it pays the farmer well to secure

a good supply. I cannot help remarking, however, in

this connection, that many of the statements made by our

chemists and journal writers regarding the value of muck
or peat are simply absurd, and are proved erroneous by

practical experiment. The great value of peat, after all.

lies in its absorbent qualities."

The "Report of the Department of Agriculture"

for May and June gives a paper by Dr. Antisell upon

the " Value of Sewage Deposit of the City of Wash-
ington." It seems that a large part of the sewage of

the city is discharged into the broad canal on the

northern border of the public grounds west of the

capitol. Dr. Antisell speaks of the emanations from

the canal as " potent causes of disease," and it is

stated that " the colour and odour of the mud give

vivid and strong impressions of fertility." A careful

analysis of this mud is given by him, and the result

shows that it has no value as manure which will pay

for transporting it at all. From too lb. of the mud
dry enough to transport, 25 lb. of moisture may be

dried. The remaining 75 lb. he found to contain

71.2511.. of insoluble sand and silicates, and 3.751b.
of saline matter. From one ton he estimates that
fertilising materials to the value of 98 cents may be
obtained, "to obtain which the farmer would have to
haul 13001b. of water, and 800 lb. of useless sandy
clay." I will conclude my sermon with the following
moral reflections :

—

1. Although, as a good citizen of a commonwealth
which has a prohibitory liquor law, I have a profound
respect for cold water, it seems to be folly to haul a
ton of it many miles for the sake of 250 lb. of peat or
muck, which is then half sand.

2. However essential silex may be to vegetation, yet
since most of our soil contains plenty of it, it is unwise
to cart it into our cellars except as an absorbent, or to

use upon peats and clays.

3. We may learn from Dr. Antisell that the sense of
smell is a very unsafe test of the value of manures.
Two or three dead cats will scent a ton of spurious
superphosphate to an intolerable degree, while the

pure article is nearly inodorous. His statement also

shows our liability to mistake bulk for value, and con-

firms opinions of scientific men, so often given, that

the sewage of cities in the common system of drainage,

is practically worthless for agricultural purposes, be-
cause too bulky to pay freight.

4. When we consider that 90 per cent., at least, of
even our farm manure is water and sand, we may see

that a very small bulk comprises all that is really

valuable, and that it is not incredible that 500 lb. of
the right stuff per acre is enough for a crop, and that

commercial fertilisers honestly made, and properly
inspected and certified, may be profitably used in the

production of valuable crops. After consuming the

fodder raised on our farms, we must look in that

direction for the further supply of manure. American
Country Ge)itUman.

LAND DRAINAGE.
A Paper bv J. Scott, Hermongers Farm, Rudgwick.

In a fomrer article I somewhat briefly referred to the

injurious effects of an excess of water in a soil, and
endeavoured to show the necessity which then exists

for the institution of an efficient system of land drainage,

the object of which is to render it pennanently dry, and

so to regulate the supply of water that while the soil

shall have every facility for absorbing the necessary

quantity of moisture, stagnation shall be prevented by
the withdrawal of all superabundance. Almost all

grounds require it, in whole or in part, and it is seldom

that even one small field can be enclosed without drain-

ing some proportion of it.

The causes which render the soil wet must first be

considered ; when these are known and understood, it

will be easy to decide upon the best means of pro-

viding a remedy. But in this consideration the strata

of the district must be taken into account, as well as

the contour of the surface, and the texture of the super

and sub-soils. We have often seen farmers commence
to drain a bog or a field with no other idea than that of

making a unifonn system of drains in and around the

parts where the water came to the surface, and quite

undecided in their opinion as to the propriety or impro-

priety of the course they were adopting. Who need

wonder that such guesswork should prove futile, and

that the drainage should require to be re-done, thus

involving a double cost, which, there can be no doubt,

a little mature consideration would have entirely

obviated?

If the surface of the ground is level, and the

structure of the soil uniform, the drains may be arranged

at regular intervals apart, with the feeders at right

angles to the mains, and the necessary slope must be

gained by cutting deeper towards the outfall. An
undulating surface requires the mains to be placed at

the lowest levels, and the minor drains should run into

them in the direction of the inclination of the ground.

When the surface inclines there will generally be

sufficient fall for discharge if the drains are cut through-

out to a uniform depth.

If the strata consist of soils of various retentive

power, their relative positions, both on plan and in

section, must be regarded in the arrangement of the

drains. It is want of attention to this point which is

the true source of so many fruitless attempts at success-

ful drainage. Instead of following ready-made rules

for fixing the proportionate depths and distances of

drains in light and heavy soils, we must determine

these points by reference to the thickness and order of

the substrata no less than by the character or texture of

the supersoil.

If the upper bed is retentive and of such depth that

the drains cannot be cut completely through it, the

best system to adopt will be that of shallow drains at

close intervals ; and, on the contrary, a pei-vious ma-

terial should have deeper drains at wider intervals. If

a comparatively thin bed of clay rests upon a porous

substratum, the drains should be cut into the latter, or

through it, according to its depth ; and they must m
any case be laid at small intervals. When the case

occurs, as it sometimes does, that a free supersoil, about

3 feet in depth, overlies a comparatively thin bed 01

clay, it is often advisable to limit the depth of he

drains to that of the porous bed. By Penetrating the

clay the land would be better drained, but "> .''"'"S '°

there is a risk of exposing springs if they exist below
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the clay. When springs, which are fed from a higher

level, lie immediately below a clay substratum which
exceeds the practicable depth of the drains, recourse

may be had to tapping by means of an auger-hole or

vertical bore, which will open a communication to the

drains by which the contents of the springs will be
carried off.

The drainage of deep and wet boggyland is a gradual

process, requiring sometimes years to reach the proper

depth. The drains should at first be cut as deep as

the sides will stand, and gradually deepened as the

land subsides, taking care always to keep the open
trenches well cleaned out. When the land has become
sufliciently consolidated, the usual pipe drains may be
put in, but they should be laid rather beyond the

depth which would be thought necessary in a fimier

soil of the same nature. If the moss will not cari7 the

ordinary pipes, it will be advantageous to use the sole

and tile fonn of drain, making the sole of the same
width as the bottom of the drain. Or, the same end
may be served by resting the pipes on layers of rubble

stone, and covering them with one or two
layers of the same.

Marshes, and even lakes, which occupy

a bowl-shaped cavity, rendering di'ainage by
the ordinary means impracticable, have oficn

been completely drained by boring or digging

through the impermeable surface layer when
it is not thick, and rests upon a porous sub-

stratum of sufficient depth to bear the water

and drain it off from the surface. But this

method should not be tried without due atten-

tion to the disposition of the sectional strata

of the district, for if the porous soil is sur-

charged with water from a higher level, the

proposed cure will prove an aggi'avation of

the existing evil.

The circumstances affecting the proper dejith

and distance of drains are very numerous. Deeji

drains are longer in beginning to flow, but, if

the soil is porous, they will carry off the sur-

face water after heavy rains sooner than shal-

low drains. They also drain a gi'eater bulk of

the soil, and allow the water time to deposit

the particles of mould and manure which it

carries in from the surface of the gi-ound.

On an open soil which the water pene-
trates freely, the drain will draw from a con-

siderable distance if the depth is made
proportionate ; but on stiff, compact soils,

percolation will be greatly hindered, and
therefore the drains will draw from a less

distance than on free and open soils where
ready escape. No amount

will compensate for excessive dis-

tance on a compact soil, because the material

either resists the passage of the water alto-

gether, or the removal is so slow tliat the

drainage is worthless. It is also evident that

drains may be laid too deep, for the same
causes which hinder the lateral course of the

water are obstructive to its vertical descent

in the soil.

The requirements of vegetation must also

be considered in determining the proper depth
of drains. The depths to which the rootlets of
the plants penetrate may afford some indication

of how far the free subjacent water should

be retained below the surface. As its avail-

ability for their supply will be regulated by
the porosity of the soil, the bottom of the
drains should be at a less distance from tlie

roots on a heavy soil than on a light one. In

dry summers, grass- land especially is subject to

great injuiy, o\ving to the depth of the drains

below the rootlets being beyond the capillary

powers of the soil.

Another circumstance which will occa-
sionally have an influence in regiUating the
depth, is the rate of fall which can be obtained,
according to the surface-levels of the district.

Theoretically, water will flow if there is but
the smallest possible deviation from a horizontal
line, but in practice this is not suflicient, for it implies
a perfectly smooth and regular bed, a condition which
cannot be expected to exist in land-drains. The water
should not pass too quickly tlirough the soil before it

has time to deposit its nutritive ingredients, but
neither should it be allowed to stagnate, as it will do if

the drains are deeper than it can readily permeate, or
if the fall is insufticient to induce a free discharge.
When the drains arc sufficiently active, they will not
allow the water to stand on the surface longer than a
few hours after heavy rains.

For purposes of cultivation the drains should seldom,
if ever, be laid at a less depth than 3 feet from the
surface of the gi'ound. In some cases 2^ feet may be
sufficient, but where all other circumstances are favour-
able 3 feet should be the minimum depth.
The dimensions found most efficient in actual

practice vary from 3 to 5 feet in depth, and from 9 to

45 feet apart, according to the closeness or porosity of
the soil ; and the cost of cutting and filling varies

from $(f. to i4(/. ]->er rod, according to the depth of the
drain and the hardness of the substrata.

The laying of the pipes should be entrusted to a
careful workman, who is paid day's wages, as more
attention in the performance of the work is thus

insured than when it is done by the drainer at piece-
j

separate entrances above, and to each is attached a

work. It is very important that the capacity of the
]
garden about half a rood in extent. The rent charged

pipes should be of ample proportion to the quantity of to the farm-labourer for this accommodation is is. 3^.

water they have to discharge. If the fall is consi

derable, a pipe of less dimensions will be sufficient

than if the inclination had been smaller.

COTTAGES ON EASTBURN FARM,
NEAR Driffield, Yorkshire.

[The following paragraphs (with the woodcuts) are taken, by
permission, from the current Number of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Journal.

At each homestead is a hind's cottage, constructed

with reference to the system of employing and boarding

a certain number of lads who are engaged by the year.

These lads, of whom there are seven at each farmstead,

are hired at Martinmas, and are paid from £,() to ;,^i8

each per annum, according to their ability, length of

service, &c., the average payment being about ;i^i3. change in the la

They live with the hind, who is paid by the occupier
|
appoint other pers

per week.
The average annual expenditure for labour, including

harvest and turnip hoeing, is about 30J-. per acre on the

whole acreage of the farm, say 1300 acres.

Bedroom Floor.

the water finds

of depth

y^ HOUSE

MEMORANDUM RESPECTING AN
ALTERATION OF THE GAME LAWS
IN SCOTLAND.
Any change in the law which should authorise and

induce tenant-farmers, generally, to become, in their

own persons, killers of rabbits, hares, and other game,

as a necessai-y occupation for their own protection on
the farms they occupy, would lead to a very undesir-

able change in their habits and pursuits, most disad-

antageous to themselves. In the same way, any
which should authorise them to

jns to do this duty for them, would
lead to unpleasant feelings and differences,

Fig. 22.—plan of a hind's cottage at EASTBURN, illustrating and misunderstandings with their landlords,

-PTJT^ AUDAMnr^fTTM-p irr,o T,r,A^PT^rMr' tat^o wthout end. It would be easy to enlarge on,THE ARRANGEMENT FOR BOARDING LADS. , . 1 -n i. •. ii.- i r *i 1-1.
explaui, and illustrate this part of the subject,

especially as regards the innumerable evils

certain to be engendered by servants killing

game on the land rented by their masters.

A landlord would naturally and inevitably

dislike to see men with guns and dogs roaming
over his estate, while he himself might have
abstained from doing so, and even if doing

no ^\rong act, such persons would inevitably

raise a belief that they were doing what they

ought not to do, and this it would be most
difficult to disprove.

Such would be the evil effects of any of the

changes in the law which were proposed in

the last session of Parliament.

It is conceived that a different system and
scheme would be much preferable, as an
abatement of the intolerable nuisance and
grievance to which very many, but by no means
all, tenant-farmers are now subjected, of which
they most justly complain, and for which a

remedy must be found.

Let the sheriff in each county in Scot-

land be ordained by law to select within his

county a sufficient small number of discreet

and sensible persons, whom he shall denomi-

nate game inspectors, or by some better name.
Let him be directed and required by law,

whenever a case of injury from excess of

game and consequent complaint shall be
brought before him, to call upon any two of

such persons to inspect any farm on which it

shall be alleged that an excessive and injurious

quantity of game, (or rabbits and hares,

alone) exists and is maintained, who shall

.

forthwith report to him the result of their

inspection, and the amount of injury, \\'ithin a

specified period. Let the sheriff, having duly

considered such report and estimate of damage,
be empowered and required to give decree in

terms of such report and estimate, against the

landlord, who must be called into court and
licard before such decree shall be pronounced,

and unless he can prove to the contrary of

the report of the inspectors, the decree shall

go forth and the money shall be paid, or de-

ducted from the rent next to be paid by the

tenant.

Tlie tenant, having thus been empowered
to ^pi'ly for such inspection, and having so

ap]ilied, let it be in the power of either party to

appeal from the decision of the sheriff-substitute

ti» the sheriff-depute, whose judgment, on

appeal, shall be final.^^ The whole proceedings to be conducted in a

sumniary manner, no written pleadings—oral

discussion alone—but a written record.

It is believed that if a few cases were dis-

posed of in this manner, in several counties, a reason-

able state of things would be speedily brought about
throughout the whole of Scotland.

A smart reduction from rent in one year would
render it pretty certain that there would be no similar

deduction, but a great deal less game, in the next year,

—and the owner of the soil is the proper person to

reduce the quantity of game.
Let the sheriff have a power to inflict a penalty on

the tenant who shall make a complaint which is not

sustained by the report of the inspectors, and let the

subject of costs follow the issue of the inspection.

It is believed that, under a system of this kind, the

good relations between landlord and tenant would be

much better maintained than under a law which made
tenant-farmers the redressers of their own grievances.

It is a great object not to make changes where

changes are not required ;—on some estates, the

subject of game is never heard of, because there is no

grievance and no ground for complaint. It is most un-

desirable to introduce change in such cases, which

would be certain to create great and instant evils,

which do not at present exist. It would be a great

evil that killers of game should be introduced on estates

and farms where there is no excess of game, and no

^^^^

A--—

^
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Ground Floor.

of the farm %s. 6(f. per week each for their board.

The hinds get 17J. per week besides a cottage rent free,

an allowance of potatos for the household, and sundry

perquisites for his ^\'ife's troid^le.

The hind's cottages are designed specially with a

view to prevent the hind and his family being incon-

venienced by so many young men liviiig in the house ;

and the annexed plans will show how admirably this

has been arranged, the portion devoted to the hind and
his family being almost entirely isolated from the living

and sleeping rooms appropriated to the lads. The
"men's kitchen," it will be seen, contains a staircase

leatling to the men's bedroom, which is not accessible

from the main staircase ; it also contains a copper, and is

indirect connection with the washhouse and the pantry.

The ordinary labourer's wages are 2s. 6d. per diem
;

but in harvest-time wages run as high as iSj. per week,
with meat in addition. An allowance of two pints of

beer per man is also given in harvest time and on
threshing days ; some of the labourers live on the farm,

and others in neighbouring villages ; but in either case

it is a characteristic of them that they remain on the

same farm from youth to old age. There are four good
roomy labourers' cottages on the farm, each of which
contains a parlour, kitchen, pantry, and outhouses on
the ground floor, with three good bedrooms having grievance and no complaint ; why should the innocenf
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suffer for the guilty? Suclr persons would have no

propL-r duly to perfurni— they would themselves

constitute a great nuisance—and could only do that

which would be wrong, and create evils of many kinds

v\hich do not now exist.

Let remedies therefore be confined to the places

where they are wanted. The system proposed in this

paper provides a remedy quite effectual, and exactly

co-extensive with the surface over which the giievances

to be redressed extend, or may extend, and no further.

It has been attempted to make this statement as

brief as possible. T. F. K.

Jome dbomsponbente.
Comparative Weights of Different Breeds.

—

In the AgrkuUiiral GazdU of January S is a very

interesting history of the early days of the Smithfield

Club, when the animals were slaughtered and weighed

before the prizes were awarded, and weight was the

principal test upon which the aw^ards were based. It

states " at the present time, however, although the dead
or carcase weight of the cattle exhibited is not known
before the award of prizes is made, the live weight of

the animals is, nevertheless, taken." This live-weight

test
*

' affords scope for some very interesting compari-

sons between classes," which the writer has very

correctly given in a table of the live weights of cattle

shown at the last meeting of the Smithfield Club, and
which shows the superiority of the Shorthorns in

the classes of Devons, Herefords, and Shorthorns.

But from a statement given in the Sussex Express of

December 28, it appears to me that the Sussex breed
should be allowed to come into competition with the

other three classes. The report of weight and age
there given shows that in two classes of steers—the

animals compared being the eight 1st prize steers in

the two classes for each breed, viz., under 3 years and
3 months, and above 3 years and 3 months—the

Sussex breed have decidedly the advantage. The
following is the letter from the Sussex Express

:

—
Sussex Breed— Weight for Age. — Much having

been said of late about the Sussex beasts being crossed
with the Devon, and as possibly some Sussex breeders
might be lead astray by the false report, and induced to

try the experiment of crossing with the Devon to their

cost, I have made a strict comparison of the four pure
breeds, and as the result may be interesting to the
breeders of Sussex cattle, I enclose it for insertion in your
paper. The animals compared are the eight ist prize

steers exhibited at Islington this year in the two classes

for each breed, viz., under 3 years and 3 months
old, and above 3 years and 3 months. The result

is as follows, sinking, in each case, the weight of the calf

at the fall :—
Steers wider 3 years a?td 3 jiwnths old.

Age. Cwt. qr. lb.

Devon, 38I months ..14 o 6—or 40 lb. per month from birtli.

Hereford, 38 months. . 16 3 z6—or 50 lb. „ ,,

Shorthorn, 38 months . 19 2 23—or 58 lb. ,, ,,

Sussex, 33 months ..17 3 10—or 62 lb. „ „
Steers ahove 3 years and 3 mottths old.

Devon, 45 months . . 14 3 o—or 36 lb. per month from birth.

Hereford, 49 months . . 19 o 6—or 43 lb. ,, ,,

Shorthorn, 47 months . 20 i 6—or 48 lb. ,, ,,

Sussex, 45 months ..22 2 3—or 56 lb. „ ,,

A> Heasman.

Woolston, " G. A. H.," and " Looker-on."

—

" G. A. H." says that I am a wonderful nran. I am
obliged to him for the information. I was not aware
of the fact before, and as no one else besides himself
seems to have discovered it, I suspect he must be a

great genius. He tells us that Mr. Smith tries to con-
fiise the matter by a cloud of figures, I retaliate by
telling him that he tries to confuse by a mass of
verbiage. " G. A. H." grounds his opinion of my
cap.abilities cheifly on the fact that I stated that if a
firrm of 100 acres is divided into three parts, one being
half a mile off, and another a mile and a half away
from the homestead, it takes more horses to work
it, and that I said that horses found it easier to

work on the level than uphill. I see nothing wonder-
ful in having expressed such an opinion, but I should
think " G. A. H." a wonderful man if he atteinpted to

deny it. " G. A. H." says I must be a rich fellow ; I

deny it. He further says, I disdain men who trade on
borrowed capital ; I deny it. I am sorry for farmers
who trade with borrowed capital, but I do nol pity the
Bank of England, the London and Westminster, and
other banks which do so. It is their trade to borrow
money from one customer and lend to another,
but that is not the trade of the man who manufactures
bread, beef, and beer. "G. A. H." next asks me
to tell him how many horses it will take to work 112
acres of land round Bletchley station. I reply, it is a
question entirely of circumstances. Not, he observes,
consisting of three patches of land separated by long
distances. He must know as well as myself that there
are many farms of this description, and that a man who
happens to occupy a scattered faim of this kind cannot
justly be charged with being a bad farmer, because he
employs more horse-power than one who has a more
compact occupation, I will not, however, shirk
"G. A. H.'s" question, but say, unreservedly, that in

the case he puts I would prefer to keep six horses
instead of four. On heavy land I believe that there
is but one way to ensure a crop, and that is by being
wellforward with every operation ;and any other expense
in horse keep will be repaid by securing this result.

"G. A. H." asks me if I do not suppose that the
London and North-Westeni Railway make balance-
sheets. I do not suppose at all ; I know that they do,
as I am in the habit of seeing them. I also know that
other railway companies, as well as banking and insur-
ance companies, have made periodical balance-sheets,
and some of my intimate friends have been awfully let

in by them. Let me tell " G. A. H." that I want to
be insttaicted in figures neither by himself nor Mr.
Smith. I am perfectly conversant with single and
double entry, and would undertake to show a profit or
loss in any concern (where the iteiris were chiefly
elastic) in which " G. A. H." could not stick a pin.
Figures, unless they represent facts, are, notwithstand-
ing, valueless. "G. A. H," talks about twaddle, and
that the Royal Agricultural Society, like the Pope, are

not infallible. It seems to me that he thought nobody
infallible except himself. Nothing, however, could be
more twaddling than the paragrjiph in which he tells

us that if a farmer who employs ^looo in farming, and
finds that at the end of the year he has ^1150,
£yi is interest, and the remaining £100 is profit.

" G. A. H." winds up by putting a case, but it is

such a case as never has been, nor is likely to be,

reduced to practice. I do not suppose that any man
will ever find horses to do the work of another's farm.

He also puts some questions, not on what I said in my
former letter, but on what Mr. Smith, or somebody
else has said. If he reads my letter again, he must admit
this. He has not denied a single proposition I made.
When he talks of sweeping away my figures as a

swann of flies, and exulting over my literary defeat, he
reiriinds me of what I have somewhere read, that if

the old story of the lion and the unicorn had been told

by the unicorn, we should, no dottbt, have had a very

different version. Looker-on, _

Mr. Smith and " G. A. H."— "G. A. H." be-

gins, "The agricultural Achilles sulks in his tent."

Now there is plenty of published evidence to prove
how much or how little truth there is in this bit of

banter. He is a fast random writer, from whose
wild hits, however, I do not shrink. The high-

flown flourish in his last paragi'aph, about his "literary

dagger," had nearly escaped me. I confess that I do
not claim to possess his high attainments, yet I have a
brother a high wrangler, a nephew who came out
second classic of his year, and is now a Fellow of St.

Jolm's, Cambridge, and senior examiner for this year's

classical tripos ; another nephew, a wrangler, who has
some time since been called to the bar, aird I may add
to this another nephew who is hard on for classical

honours. Therefore, although I am only a plain
farmer, I anr not destitute of literary aid, if needs be.

Yet I do not seek the untried dagger to which he
alludes. I now call upon the great giant to stand forth

and show us how he gets on with the load of interest

that I packed upon his back last week, and how he
likes Air. Mechi's mode of treating the interest of
money question explained in my letter this week.
IVilliam Smith, Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks,
yanttury 1 7.

Steam Ploughing.—The remarks I have made on
this subject from time to time iir the Agricultural
Gazette have not been intended to advocate any system
in jjarticular, but to draw the attention of my brother

farmers to the immense advantages to be derived from
steam, in reducing the expenditure on the mechanical
operations of the farm, ensuring deeper and more
effective cultivation, greater economy of manures and
of labour, the aeration of the land, and the increased

efficiency of the drainage. No doubt I have prefeired

the roundabout system to the direct tackle, but simply
on account of its price bringing it within reach of the

150 to the 250 acre farmer, and of its adaptability to

small fields. A common error into which the advocates

of the larger tackle fall is in supposing that Bedford-
shire or Lincolnshire, for instance, is all England—that the

farms are all large, with large fields—and that the farmer

of capital, having introduced a double engine tackle for

his own convenience and profit, the surrounding

smaller men must in due time become dependants.

That farms of 150 to 250 acres are capable of

bearing the expense of steam, is plainly shown :

indeed, have we not the evidence of the judges at the

Leicester show as to the latter size ?—nor are exaiuples

wanting as to the fonner. Mr. Smith of Woolston
stands foremost as "a hard worker in the agri-

culturist's cause." Any one can now exclaim,

"Aha! this is the way;" but, pray, who opened
the way? Was it Mr. .Smith, or those who followed

him? In previous paragraphs on this subject I have
alluded to other matters which, I am sony to

say, are often overlooked in farming practice.

My hope is that my brother farmers will not

allow themselves to be caught in this trap of

steam hiring,—I mean as a rule,—but endeavour

to have a tackle of their own, and where not practicable

draw a neighbour's thoughts into the same groove as his

own, and work one between them. One considered to

be a competent judge observed that the "wear and
tear, cost of removals, loss of time, &c., added so

much to the expense that work costing ^s. at home
could not be done with a fair profit at less than double

that price, or los. per acre." "G. A. H." quotes a

letter of 1862, but may I not ask. Is not the evidence

given to the public in the columns of the

Agricultural Gazette of January 20, 1866 — four

years later—of mcuc weight? Did "G. A. H."
accept Mr. SmuhV public invitation, given ni your
columns, to see the work done by the implement ? I
s.aw the ridge plough at work on the day in question,
and also followed our host and instructor, Mr. Smith'
over the farm; there were, I think, 23 or 24 gentlemen
present, and I did not hear anyone express disappoint-
ment in any way. Does "G. A. H." mean Clover by
the w-ord "Grass?" If the former, farmers are guided by
various circumstances, of season, time, &c. , in preparing
them for Wheat ; some break them up and make a
bastard fallow ; this I believe will get into practice
where steam has been introduced ; others plough them
with the horses requisite, where portable engines, in
particular, are in use. West Indian.

" G. A. H." and C. W. Goode "G. A. H."
has placed C. W. Goode in the box to witness against
me, or rather to put the extinguisher upon me, if he
can. 1 have by me a copy of Fowler's reports,
including Mr. Goode's of Nov. 21, 1862, and can
confirm all " G. A. H." says except on one point, and
that is where he tells " West Indian " that he "will
no doubt observe that it is a roundabout tackle of the
species made seven years ago which did this work,"

—

that is, Mr. Goode's work. Now " G. A. H." must
have been very short-sighted, for if his eye had looked
to p. 5 of the catalogue from which he was quoting, he
would have seen that it was a clip-drum set, therefore
working upon the direct-action plan. Now let us see
whether C. W. Goode can extinguish my 6s. %d. an
acre for Wheat seed-bed. " G. A. H." says that the
whole sum of ^296 5.r. represents the making of seed-
beds on 5052 acres of land, or about lis. ?,%d. an acre,

interest and all included. Here he jumps at conclu-
sions—therefore wrong again ; for he showed that

13 horses were needed upon the farm, yet does not tell

us what part they take in seed-bed making. Let us

set their share against interest of money, and I beat
Mr. Goode double. I can give "G. A. H." soine-

thing more recent from Mr. Goode, for in the "Facts
of Interest to the Farmer " there is a report

dated November 27, 1865, in which he tells us

that down to that period he had done " at least

4000 acres" of cultivating and ploughing. Now
if we pull the 1687 acres done in 1S62 from the

4000 acres, we fiird that he did only about 2213 acres

in the three following years, so that he had in that time
cooled down from 1600 acres to 700 acres a-year.

What he has done since I cannot tell "G. A. H."
anything about, for I have not seen a subsequent
report from that quarter. It may be that he, like Mr.
Watts, has changed his clip-drum for a two-engine set.

"G. A. H." next compares my implements with

Fowler's, by making it out that those made upon my
principle, and shown by makers at Leicester, were bad
ones in comparison with those shown by Fowler.
Whose are Fowler's cultivators ? Mainly mine ; and
here is what I wrote about it after my visit to the

World's Fair in 1862 ; and I will add a letter of what
I said then about the clip-drum and turnover plough :— '

' The clip-di-um tackle stood by for those to buy
who like, and who have got plenty of loose halfpence to

pay for it. The old-fashioned four-furrow plough
stood next : that must go out of fashion before England
can be cultivated by steam-power. Near it stood a
seven-tined balance gi-ubber, the tines of which are as

bright as silver, and of the identical pattern of the

Woolston grubber. This is gi'eat honour done to the

Woolston man. Mr. Fowler discards the giubber
tines that he brought to light in 1859 (three years after I

had publicly proclaimed for steam cultivation), and pro-

claims to the world that the Woolston grubber is the best."

According to the evidence of "G. A. H.," Fowler
& Co. are my best makers, and that is all ; but then

Mr. Watts tells us that this balance-grubber "jumps
and slips its work," and that he is now working a
Smith's, made by Fowler. Therefore, when " G. A. H."
is talking for Fowler he is actually talking for me, and
he must now be beginning to see that I spoke rightly

.about the clip-drum and old plough when shown at the

World's Fair in 1S62. The old plough is nearly dead,

and so is the clip-dnim, and the balance-cultivator

jumps and slips its work, and is fast making way for

Smith's turn-round implements, whether made by

Fowler & Co. or other makers. William Smith,

]Voolston, Bletchley .Station, Bucks, Jan. lo.

A Ploughing Match.—The 26th annual plough-

ing match came oft at Harton , near South Shields, the

other day. The land being slightly cnisted by frost,

nuade it awkward work for the competitors. Never-

theless some good work was done in all the classes ;

but the time—seven hours and a half to plough half an

acre is outrageous—when three hours and a half is the

time given in the midkand counties for the same task,

and goes to show that swing-ploughs are slow in com-

parison to the wheel-ploughs. 1 was surprised to see

Messrs. Ransome's champion man (Barker), who is

sent to teach the fanners how work should be done,

take above seven hours to finish his half acre ; it was

enough to petrify a lively body to witness the creeping

pace of these Durham ploughmen, imitated and

practised by the crack ploughman of England.

Though they are slow they are sure, for there is some

first-rate farming in the district. Much mterest was

taken in the working of one of the Messrs. Howard s,

of Bedford, celebi-ated double-furrow ploughs, which

had to suffer long neglect through the slow movement
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of their agents, who after getting tlie three horses

necessary, forgot the swingle-trees ; so a sort of make-

shift arrangement was got up, and a start under difficul-

ties was made, and some very good work done by it

;

and we must say this will be a most valuable farm mi-

plement, being light in draft, efficient, and expeditious.

A Moving Member.

Harvesting in Wet Seasons. — In the notice

which you very kindly gave last week of the models at

Stafford House, the question as to the cost of the pro-

cess is again raised. Now as this is really the vital

question of the whole matter, it was the one to which I

devoted from the outset of my experiments (now nearly

10 years ago) the most careful attention, in order to

obtain sound and reliable facts on all points. It will,

I think, be conceded, that to drive machinery by means

of horses is much more costly than the use of steam or

water-power, but yet on many farms it would surely be

better in a wet season to employ the horses to help to

dry the crop as well as carry it home if it could be so

done with "sufficient economy for practical purposes."

In order to ascertain this fact I substituted last season

horses for the steam-engine, and obtained the following

result :— .

Labour-cost of Drving H.av dv Horse-I'owek.

Two horses and boy to drive, per working day of

loihours {." 5 6

One boy to pull wet hay off the cart "^ ?
Two men to feed it into drying-house, at 3^. . .

o 6 o

Two men to guide the lever forks, at 3f 060
One man to throw dr^- hay out of house, at 35. . . ° 3 °

(2ii. for lol hours = 25. per hour) .. ...£110
When aload of hay (of 18 cwt., i.e., 36 trusses) contains

2 cwt. of water, requiring to be expelled before it is fit

for stacking, it can be dried in three quarters of an

hour by half a cwt. of coke.

Three quarters of an hour, at 2S. per hour . . . . {,0 \ <>

Half cwt. of coke, at II. per cwt ° ° °

io s o

From this total cost of 2J. per load must be deducted

the usual expense of finishing hay in the field, which

varies very largely, according to the climate and the

nature of the weather at harvest time. On dry, cold,

and cloudy days, the writer found, by careful estimate,

that six loads of hay, in the condition named above,

took 10 men and one' horse (in the hay-tedder) 4J hours

to render them fit for stacking, which would put a cost

of fully 2x. per load upon the hay thus finished, besides

which it is obvious that if rain comes on whilst hay is

being shaken out in the field, all the previous labour

cost is wasted, and the hay itself injured ; whereas, by

the help of the drying-house, whatever cost is incurred

has a positive and certain result, and whatever hay is

made by this process is saved and stacked in fine con-

dition. Taking the above estimate as a 'starting

point, any practical farmer may ascertain how

much it will cost him to dry his hay in any

state of wetness in which he may be compelled to

deal with it. He need only weigh 30 or 40 oz. of it

from the field, dry it before a fire to the proper

"stacking point," and note how much it has lost in

weight by such drying. If the loss is in proportion of

2 to 18, it will cost IS. per load to finish it ; if 4 to 18,

it will cost 4J. per load to finish it ; if 8 to 18, it will

cost 8j. per load to finish it ; or if 16 to 18 (i. e.,

nearly its own weight of water), l6j-. per load. But

when the season or the climate require us to deal with

hay in this extreme condition of wetness, the steam-

engine should be used instead of horses ; the waste heat

from the boiler will then largely reduce the charge for

fuel, and the cheaper and greater power will materially

lessen both time and labour. For calculations of quan-

tities and cost of drying Wheat and other grain crops,

I would ask leave to refer to p. 10 of my Essay on this

subject, which gives, as the highest cost of dealing with

such crops in their wettest probable state, a nett extra

charge of 2s. per quarter on the grain thus saved. I have

just received the gratifying intimation that the High-

land and Agricultural Society of Scotland have

awarded their large Gold Medal to my paper on this

subject, in which full details of the above-named experi-

ments are given, and as this paper will probably be

published shortly, I will not trespass any further on

your space until I have permission to lay it before you

for the consideration of your readers. IV. A. Giiis.

Sottctics.
shropshire.

Compensation for Unexhausted Improve-

ments.—Mr. Evan Davies opened a discussion on

this subject. He asked :—Why is it necessary to

discuss the merits of a question the principle of which

is now admitted by all except a few interested ones ?

The fact is, the Legislature refuses to take action

upon any matter until a large amount of agitation has

taken place upon it. All those great measures passed

of late years, which the country has now cause to be

proud of, have been the result of pressure from without,

rather than any initiative quality from within. Why
does the tenant-farmer require this protection now?

In one word, he has progressed. The very cry

for this protection is the surest sign of a spirit of im-

provement and advancement in the pursuit of agi-i-

culture. Had we been content to farm as our fore-

fathers did before us, had we been satisfied with the

least possible amount of produce raised at the least

possible expense, had we been satisfied to leave our

fences, as Colonel Corbett said at our club dinner,

7 yards wide, had we been content to allow our farms

to remain undrained, to see our cattle unhoused, and

our cottagers uncared for, then, perhaps, the want of

compensation for unexhausted improvements would

have been unnecessary and unasked for. But, what is

it we require ? Nothing more than what others have

obtained. The landlords asked it. Why may not we?

The landlords required, the landlords petitioned, and

the landlords obtained from the Legislature an Act of

Parliament to enable them to claim from their successors

compensation for unexhausted improvements. If a

measure of this description was found necessaiy for a

life tenant, how much more necessary for a tenant-at-

will ? If the landlord, although sure of his holding for

life, considered it impolitic to effect any improvement

on his estate without the power to charge such improve-

ment on his successor, how much more a tenant subject

to six months' notice to quit, and such notice often the

result of the caprice of an agent, or the evil suggestions

o a gamekeeper ? If the landlord refused to trust to

the generosity of his own son to recoup him for im-

provements effected on the estate without an Act of

Parliament to compel him to do so, is it unreasonable

of us if we say we cannot trust those who are no

kindred in blood and often unknown in person, unless

we have an Act of Parliament to compel them to do

that which is just and right ? In arguing this question,

let us take the case of a tenant taking a farm out of

condition, as under the present system they always will

be taken out of condition, as no man in his senses, if

he can see the termination of his tenancy, but what

would take all out of the farm he could if unprovided

with the means to obtain compensation for unexhausted

improvements. Well, "ihis tenant, an enterprising

young man, at once lays out his capital freely, drains,

manures, renews fences, and brings the farm into a

creditable state of cultivation. Having done so as

tenant-at-will, he at once becomes a slave to the caprice

of others ; a wrong vote at an election, a frown from

the agent, or a quarrel with the keeper, may at once

rob him of the chance of obtaining the benefit of his

improvements, and make him feel that a drawn sword

was suspended over his head by the merest thread.

But this question must now be taken out of the

category of landlord and tenant. Vv'ith our rapidly

increasing population it becomes a national question,

affecting the feeding of our teeming millions.

Talk of our seeking landlords' wrong. What do we

seek ? Nothing more or less than a measure that will

induce us to lay out our money more freely in the im-

provement of the landlords' property. Gentlemen, I

have been often told, and I have no doubt other

farmers likewise, to send my sons into Norfolk or

Lincoln.shire to learn farming. There I am told that

they will not only see farming in the very highest state

of perfection, but they will meet with men of the

greatest intelligence in action and thought. And how

have those two counties so signalised themselves?

Why simply that no Norfolk man would take a farm of

any landlord without a lease, and no Lincolnshire mar

without a clause in his agreement securing to him com

pensation for unexhausted improvements on the termi-

nation of his tenancy. The high position of these two

counties is the very strongest argument that can be

adduced in favour of the measure I have now so im-

perfectly laid before you, and 1 cannot resist calling

your attention to a short extract from Caird on Lincoln-

shire farming. He says :
" In the parish of Limber,

60 years ago, four tenants occupied 4000 acres of land

at 21. iid. per acre, and became bankrupts. The rent

is now 201., and the tenants prosperous; and in

Blankney several thousand acres were let as rabbit

warrens at is. per acre, which now let at 20j. , and in

both cases with the increasing wealth of the tenants ;

"

and Mr. Caird thus sums up :
" It was very fortunate

when the time for this transition arrived. The leading

landlords were liberal and enlightened men. They

saw the advantage of encouraging tenants to embark

their capital freely ; and as leases were not the fashion

of the county, they gave them that security for their

invested capital which is termed tenant-right, or com-

pensation for unexhausted improvement." So you

see, gentlemen, the granting of that measure which

we now desire was the means of raising the tenants

from bankruptcy to a state of affluence, and the

landlords' rent from 2J-. bd. to 20J-. Can I say more

than this ?

But before I sit down, you must permit me to read

the last paragraph from one of the prize essays of the

Wenlock Farmers' Club. The essayist, speaking of

the general advantages that would accrue from the

adop1ionoftenant-right,says:—"Theparamountduty

of the Government, the basis of the national prosperity,

is the well-doing of the people ; and that people at this

very moment are suffering more or less from two great

evils of over-population— a want of employment and a

want of food. In direct antithesis to this, the pro-

ducible land of the kingdom is cultivated as if there

was actually a scarcity of labour. The natural question

that arises here is, how comes it that one evil is not

made to destroy the other by the application of the

labour to the land ? Simply because there is a hesi-

tation as to embarking capital to bring them together,

and yet in the face of this hesitation it is generally

allowed that nothing will pay a better interest than

money laid out in the improvement of the soil. The
people want employment, the land wants more culti-

vation. The use of capital refused, and yet no use of

capital known to pay better. Paradoxes explained and

removed by the one simple remedy and right—security.

Give but that, and you make the island as it should be,

mainly dependent on its own resources for food and its

people for support." At the close Mr. Davies pro-

posed the following resolution :
—"That in the opinion

of this meeting it is necessary for the encouragement of

a better system in the cultivation of the land that some

legislative enactment should be obtained giving to the

tenant compensation for unexliausted improvements in

the case of buildings and draining, the landlords' per-

mission having been obtained."

[An animated di

Discussion.

led, from which we make the

following extracts]

Mr. J. Bather had hoped to hear a discussion on a

system of compensation for unexhausted improvements,

but there had been nothing of the sort. At the bottom

of all that had been said there lay an assumption that

improvements belonged to the tenant, and that the

tenant had a right to compensation. This had not

been explained as he should have liked to have heard

plained. They ought to look at the way in which

land was let in this county. If they did anything to

fetter a landlord in letting his land, or a tenant in

taking it, they would not be doing a very wise thing,

whether it was done by legislation or otherwise. A
man ought to be allowed to do the best for himself,

whether as a landlord or tenant. He was sure no

prudent man would put down his capital unless he had

reasonable security that he would receive it back again.

He thought that the system they proposed would be a

miserable system in itself, and he felt sure that it would

be the worst thing that could happen for the agricul-

turists of that county. They were only inventing a

millstone to hang round their own necks. They might

depend upon it that the improvements would not be

paid for by the landlord, but by the incoming tenant.

Some of the things claimed by the outgoing tenant as

improvements might not be considered such by the

incoming one. The draining might be considered use-

less ; the manures as so much ashes. He considered

that'landlords could be trusted on the whole, but there

were some that could not be trusted ; then he would

say, get a lease from those that could not be trusted,

and thus let them use their own discretion.

Mr. BowEN Jones said Mr. Bather had asked some

one to show him what a man was entitled to. He asked

him (Mr. Bather), in reply, was a man entitled to his

capital who left in six months? If Mr. Bather had fur-

nished a house, would he think it just if he could not

take his furniture away when he left? Agreements

were generally one-sided ; therefore tenants preferred

to be guided by the custom of the country. With

respect to leases, they got bad farming under them,

because, at the end of a lease, they would not highly

cultivate the land when they knew they had got all they

could out of it. He took it that if anything was done

that was an improvement the incoming tenant could

better afford to pay for it.

The Chairman, Mr. Jasper More, said he was

surprised that no one had referred to the committee on

agricultural customs, which had taken evidence on the

question before them from all parts of England. After

the evidence of 54 witnesses before the committee, the

chainnan, Mr. Pusey, now suggests the following

report to the House of Commons;—"That it is

advisable, as well for increasing the productiveness of

the soil as for the object of widening the range of

employment for the village labourers, within his own
neighbourhood, to render the principle of tenant-right

or improvement general throughout England, by giving

it prospectively the validity of a custom, subject, how-

ever, as any other custom, to be dealt with and modi-

fied by mutual agreement between landlord and tenant."

This, however, was rejected by the committee. What
they did carry were resolutions to the effect that differ-

ent uses conferring a claim to an outgoing tenant for

various operations in husbandry have long prevailed in

different counties. That this claim extends to the crop

which the outgoing tenant has sown and leaves in the

ground, as remuneration for the preparation of the soil

for tillage, for the straw, hay, and dung left on the

farm, and for growing underwood. That this wider

system of compensation to the outgoing tenant seems

to be highly beneficial to agriculture, to the landlord,

and the tenant ; but that though it is highly desirable

that no difficulties should stand in the way of its exten-

sion by the voluntaiy act of landlord and tenant, to

make it compulsory would be met by invincible diffi-

culties. Such was the result arrived at by the majority

of the most experienced men of the most opposite

views.

Mr. Evan Davies said : Most of those who had

spoken had forgotten the national benefits. Were the

people of the present day to pay the price they did for

beef and mutton, when there were thousands of acres of

land in the country not under cultivation? They

ought to keep the land in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, to produce food for the population. He thought

Mr. Bather's remarks uncalled for. He would just

mention two cases. A. and B. take two farms under a

a good landlord. A., by draining, &c., brings his

farm to a high state of cultivation, from degradation ;
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while B., who farms well, refuses to make the improve-

ments which A. has, and the consequence is tliat when

a change takes place in the landlord, A. has liis rent

raised 20 per cent, and B. has his lowered.

The Chairman put the resolution to the meeting,

and it was carried unanimously.

MELPLAISN, DOKSET.

The Influence of the Moon.—At the late

meeting of this Society, Mr. John Pope, of Symonds-

bury, in the chair. Captain Edwards read a

paper on this subject. He said : Popular opinion

has in all ages claimed for the moon a vast number

of influences which do not seem to appertain to

its mere physical attraction. The vicissitudes of the

weather which have been supposed to follow the

course of the lunar phases might be imagined, if they

could be shown to have any reality, to be produced by

atmospheric tides or currents arising from the moon's

attraction, like the tides of the ocean. But I shall

endeavour to show that there are no grounds whatever,

either in theoiy or observation, for imputing to the

moon any such influence, and that, as a matter of fact,

there is no such accordance or correspondence whatever

between the lunar phases and the changes of the

weather. Accordingto popular opinions and traditions,

the moon is responsible for a vast variety of influences

on the organised world. The circulation of the sap in

vegetables, the qualities of grain, the goodness of the

vintage, are severally laid to its account ; and timber

must be planted, transplanted, and felled, the harvest

cut and gathered in, the juice of the Grape expressed,

and its subsequent treatment regulated at times and

under circumstances having determined relations to the

aspects of the moon, if excellence be looked for in these

products of the soil. According to popular belief the

moon also presides over human maladies, and the

phenomena of the sick chamber are governed by lunar

phases ; nay, the marrow of our bones and the very

weight of our bodies suffer increase or diminution under

its influence. Nor is its influence limited to mere
physical or organic effects : it extends its sway into the

region of intellectual phenomena, and notoriously

governs mental derangement. If such doctrines and
opinions were limited to particular nations, and only

l>revailed at particular epochs, they would be less

entitled to serious consideration. But it is a curious

fact, and one which it is difficult to account for, that

many of these doctrines prevail, and have prevailed,

among nations and peoples so distant and unconnected,

that it is impossible to imagine the same errors to have

had the same origin. At all events, the extent and long

continuance of their prevalence entitles them to grave

consideration.

On Plants.— I propose, therefore, at present to state

some of the principal facts and arguments bearing on
these points, and shortly examine how far they can

be reconciled with the established principles of astro-

nomy and physics. It is believed generally, especially

in the neighbourhood of Paris, that in certain months
of the year the moon exerts great influence upon the

phenomena of vegetation. Gardeners give the name of

"Red .Moon" to the moon which is full between the

middle of April and the close of May. According
to them the light of the moon at that season exercises

an injurious influence upon the young shoots of plants.

They say that when the sky is clear the leaves and
buds exposed to the hmar light redden and are killed

as if by frost, at a time when the thermometer exposed
to the air stands at many degrees above the freezing

point. They say, also, that if a clouded sky inter-

cepts the moon's light it prevents these injurious

consequences to the plants, although the circumstances

of temperature are the same in both cases. The fact

observed by the gardeners and agriculturists is real,

subject only to the objection that their observation of

it has not been sufficiently extended. Had they seen the

effects produced on clear and clouded nights which are

not moonlit, they would have discovered the moon's
innocence of the offence they charge her with. That
these phenomena are wrongly ascribed to the influence

of the moon, will be easily comprehended by any
one who is familiar with the physical principles which
govern the radiation and reflection of heat. A
clear and unclouded sky cannot reflect back to the
earth any of the heat which is radiated by bodies on the
earth ; but if the sky be clouded the heat thus radiated
will be reflected back to the earth in a gi-eater or less

degree. If, therefore, the firmament at night be clear

and unclouded, all bodies on the surface of the earth
radiating towards it, and receiving back no part of that
heat by reflection, will lose temperature, will become
colder ; and this fall of temperature will become
greater with bodies which are strong radiators than
with those which arc feeble radiators. But if the firma-
ment be covered w^ith clouds the heat which all bodies
on the surface of the earth radiate will be reflected back
to them by the clouds, and, receiving nearly as much as
they emit, their temperature will be maintained. The
leaves and flowers of plants are always strong radiators
of heal, and on a clear and unclouded night they lose

temperature continually by this radiation, not receiving,
at the same time, any return by reflection ; but if, as
has been before explained, the sky be clouded, they
will receive as much as they give, and their temperature
will not fall. The moon, therefore, has no connection
whatever with this effect, and it is certain that plants

would suffer under the same circumstances whether the
moon is above or below the horizon.

An opinion is also entertained that timber should be
felled only during the decline of the moon ; for if it be
cut down during its increase it will not be of good or
durable quality. This impression prevails in various
countries. But can there be imagined in the whole
range of natural science a physical relation more
extraordinary and unaccountable than this supposed
correspondence between the movement of the sap and
the phases of the moon ? Certainly theory affords not
the slightest countenance to such a supposition ; but
let us inquire as to the fact, whether it be really the

case that the quality of timber depends upon the state

of the moon at the time it is felled. M. Duhamel, a

celebrated French agriculturist, felled a great many
trees of the same age, growing in the same soil, and
exposed to the same aspect, and never found any dif-

ference in the quality of the timber, when he compared
those which were felled in the decline of the moon
with those which were felled during its increase ; in

general they have afforded timber of the same quality.

It is a maxim among gardeners that Cabbages and
Lettuces which are desired to shoot forth early, flowers

which are to be double, trees which are desired to pro-

duce early ripe fniit, should be severally sown, planted,

and during the increase of the moon ; and that, on the

contrary, trees which are expected to grow with vigour

should be sown, planted, grafted, and planned during

the decrease of the moon. These opinions are altogether

erroneous. The increase or decrease of the moon has

no appreciable influence on vegetation, and the experi-

ments of several eminent agiiculturists have clearly

proved this. Pliny states that if we would collect grain

for the purpose of immediate sale we should do so at

the full of the moon, because during the moon's
increase the grain augments remarkably in magnitude ;

but if we would collect the grain to presen-e we should
choose the new moon. So far as it is consistent with
observations that more rain falls during the increase of

the moon than during its decline, there may be some
reason for this maxim ; but Pliny can scarcely have
credit for grounds so rational ; besides which the differ-

ence in the quantity of rain which falls during the two
periods is so insignificant as to be totally incapable of

producing the effects adverted to.

It is a prevalent notion in some parts of Europe that

the moon's light is attended with the effect of darkening
the complexion. That light has an effect upon the
colour of material substances is well known in physics
and in the arts. Vegetables and flowers which grow in

a situation excluded from the light of the sun are
different from those in colour which have been exposed
to its influence. The most striking instance, however,
of the effect of certain rays of solar light in blackening
a light-coloured substance is afforded by chloride of
silver, which is white, but which immediately becomes
black when acted upon by the rays near the violet

extremity of the spectrum. This substance, however,
highly susceptible as it is of having its colour affected

by light, is, nevertheless, found not to be changed in

any degree when exposed to the light of the moon, even
when that light is condensed by the most powerful
burning lenses. It would seem, therefore, that as far

as any analogy can be derived from the qualities of this

substance, the impression of the influence of the moon's
rays in blackening the skin receives no support.

On Health.—Pliny and Plutarch have transmitted

it as a maxim that the light of the moon hastens the

putrefaction of animal substances, and covers them
with moisture ; and that if a wounded mule be ex-

posed to the light of the moon during the night the

wound will become irritated, and frequently become
incurable. The answer to this is, animal substances

exposed to a clear sky at night are liable to receive a

deposit of dew, which humidity has a tendency to

accelerate putrefaction. But this effect will be pro-

duced if the sky be clear, whether the moon be above
the horizon or not. The moon, therefore, in this case

is a witness, and not an agent, and we must acquit her
of the misdeeds imputed to her.

It is a very ancient remark that oysters and other

shell-fish become larger during the increase than during

the decline of the moon. The fact, however, has been
carefully examined by many, who have compared shell-

fish taken at all periods of the lunar month, and found
that they exhibit no difference of quality. An opinion

is prevalent among butchers that the marrow found in

the bones of animals varies in quantity according to the

phase of the moon in which they are slaughtered. This
question has been examined by a series of observations

continued for 20 years with a view to test it, and the

result was that it was proved completely destitute of

foundation. Sanctorius, whose name is celebrated in

physics for the invention of the thermometer, held it as

a principle that a healthy man gained 2 lb. weight at the

beginning of every lunar month, which he lost towards
its completion. This opinion appears to ha\e been
founded on experiments made upon himself, and affords

an instance of a fortuitous coincidence hastily gene-

ralised. The error would have been corrected if he
had continued his observations a sufficient length of

time. It is a prevalent opinion that births occur more
frequently in the decline of the moon than in her

increase. This is also incorrect. It is a maxim,
handed down by Pliny, that eggs should be put to

hatch when the moon is new. In France it is a maxim

generally adopted that the fowls are better and more
successfully reared when they are hatclied at full moon.
As these differ I must leave you to decide which if
either, is correct.

'

The influence on the phenomena of human maladies
imputed to the moon is very ancient. Hippocrates had
so strong a faith in the influence of celestial objects,
especially the moon, upon animated beings, that he
expressly recommends no physician to be trusted who
is ignorant of astronomy. Hence in diseases the lunar
periods were said to correspond with the succession of
the sufferings of the patient. Of these absurd notions
there is now no relic except the term lunacy, which
still designates unsoundness of mind. But even this
term may in some degree be said to be banished as a
medicinal one, and it has taken refuge in that receptacle
of all antiquated absurdities of phraseology—the law—
lunatic being still the term for the subject who is

incapable of managing his own affairs. The eclipses
of the moon were long considered injurious to health.
In 1693 an unusual number of persons died in Italy at
the time of a lunar echpse, but an epidemic fever which
was then raging had, doubtless, more to do with these
deaths than the moon.

Oil the Weather.—Captain Edwards then proceeded,
taking up the second and main part of hi-; address

—

the influence of the moon on the weather. The phy-
sical laws which govern the phenomena of our atmo-
sphere and regulate the changes of the weather have
always been a favourite topic of speculation. The con-
nection of the lunar motions with the tides was ap-
parent long before the influence by which the moon
produced the rise and fall of the waters of the ocean
was explained ; and this gave countenance, at a very
early period, to the idea that that body had an in-

fluence on the atmosphere, if not as certain and regular
as on the ocean, still sufficiently so to furnish gi'ounds
for conjecture as to changes of the weather. Ancient
prognostics derived from the moon were in the first

instance used as indications of the state of the atmo-
sphere by persons too simple to trouble themselves
with the philosophy of cause and effect ; but when
these appearances came into the hands of philosophers
they were at once elevated to the rank of physical

causes. Such notions were in keeping which made the
moon the boundaiy between change and passiveness

on the one hand and the active powers of Nature on
the other. Although from age to age the particular

circumstances connected with the moon, by which the

atmospheric vicissitudes were prognosticated, were
changed, still the faith of mankind in general in

her influence on the weather has never been shaken.

Many, it is tnie, may discaixl predictions which affect

to define, from day to day, the state of the weather.

There are few, however, who do not look for a change
of the weather with the changes of the moon. It is

worthy of remark that this persuasion is strongest

with tliose most interested in fore-knowing the weather.

No navigator, from the captain to the commonest
seaman—no agriculturist, from the largest fanner to the

field labourer, ever doubts the influence of new and full

moon on fair weather and foul.

In a work on gardening I find a chapter on the

means of telling the weather, in which the supposed
influence of the moon's changes has precedence over

the indications of the barometer, the thennometer, and
the rain-guage ; the former being characterised by the

author as natural, and the latter as artificial data.

Why the variations of the atmospheric pressure and
temperature should be regarded as less "natural"
indications of the weather than the moon, the author

does not say. In one of the weather almanacs lately

in circulation there appeared a table professing to

indicate the relation between the changes of the

weather and the moon's phases, entitled " Herschel's

Weather Table." The general public have fallen into

a mistake in supposing that this absurd affair has been

sanctioned by the authority of the illustrious astronomer

whose name it bears. Whether the table in question

is really the production of any person bearing that

celebrated name, I cannot say ; but you may be assured

that neither of the eminent astronomers who have

rendered the name of Herschel ever memorable has

had any concern in it.

As you must all know, panics of different kinds have

occuxTed in England. In 183S, the English public

were seized with what I shall call a weather panic.

There was at that time a rage for weather prognostics,

produced apparently by an unusually rigorous and

long-continued frost, which took place in the months

of Januaiy and Febniary. In one of the numerous

almanacs which were then circulated, it appeared that

the author, named Patrick Murphy, had predicted

the coldest day. So extreme was the public

excitement at the moment on this subject that the book

was actually purchased, though its price was high, by

the hundred thousand. So urgent was the demand for

it, that the shop of the publisher was obliged to be

protected by the police, who, to keep the thoroughfare

unobstructed, marshalled the expectant purchasers in a

queue, which extended to an incredible length. Yet

will it be believed that when this weather almanac was

read, with the actual changes of the weather, its pre-

tended predictions were found to fail in 17 cases out ot

24 ! The imputed influence of the moon on tne

weather may be considered either as a question ol

theory or a question of fact.
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Let us coiibider for a moment the theoretical question.

If the moon acts upon our atmosphere by attraction, as

she acts upon the waters of the ocean, she will produce
atmospheric tides. Thus, as there is high water twice

daily, so would there be high air twice daily.

The same causes also which at new and full

moon produce spring tides, and at the quarters neap
tides, would produce spring and neap atmospheric
tides at the same epochs. At new and full moon,
therefore, the air ought to be higher daily, at noon and
midnight, tlian at any other times during the month,
and, on the other hand, at quarters it ought to be
lower. The barometer, therefore, should be always
highest at new and full moon and lowest at the

quarters ; and were this the case the weather at new
and full moon would be fair, while at the quarters bad
weather would generally prevail. But this is not the

popular opinion, the traditional ma.\im being that a
change may be looked for at new and full moon ; that

is, if the weather be previously fair, it \v\\\ become ibul,

and, if previously foul, fair. Investigations have been
made at the Paris Observatory for 12 years, and it has
been found that the effect of the lunar attraction on the

barometer at the epochs of the high and low atmo-
spheric tides could not have exceeded the l6-Iooth part

of an inch—a quantity such as could have no conceiv-

able effect, on the weather. It is evident, then, that if

the moon has any influence on our atmosphere it cannot
proceed from any cause analogous to that wdiich pro-
duces the tides of the ocean.

But let me dismiss the theoretical view of the ques-
tion and inquire as to the facts. Toaldo gives the
result of observations extending, at Padua, over a period
of 45 years. He was himself an avowed believer in

the moon's influence, not merely upon the atmosphere
but even on the state of organised matter. In his

memoir he has not informed us what atmospherical
changes he has taken as changes of weatlier ; and it is

fair to presume that the bias of his mind would lead
him to class the slightest vicissitudes under this head.
But, further, in recording the changes of weather
coinciding ivith the epochs of the phases, he did not
confine himself to changes which took place upon the
particular day of the phase. On the pretext that time
must be allowed for the physical cause to produce its

effect, he took the result of several days. At the new
and full moon he included in his enumeration all

changes which took place two or three days before or
two or three days after the day of new or full moon

;

while for the quarters he included the day preceding
and the day following the phases. It appears, then,
that by the changes coinciding with a new and full

moon recorded by him are understood any changes
occurring within the space of from four to six days,
and for the quarters those changes which occur within
three days. At e\'ery seven new moons the weather
changed at six and only settled at one ; for eveiy six
full moons the weather changed at five and settled at
one ; for every three epochs at the quarters there were
two changes of weather. With such a calculation the
only wonder is that the proportion he has found was
not more favourable to his hypothesis.

A Mons. Schubler examined this question with con-
siderable care so recently as 1830. His calculations
were founded on observations extending over 28 years.
So far as these may be relied on it would follow that
there was less change of the weather on the average the
days of the moon's changes than on any others. A
stronger argmnent against the moon having an influence
upon the weather cannot, I think, be adduced than the
following :—After a cycle of 53 years, the moon being
on the same day of each successive year at the same
distance from the earth, her influence, so far as depends
on distance, will be the same, and will produce the
same effect on the weather ; thus, if the state of the
weather throughout the year 1S16 should be examined,
it ought to be the same as we are now having, and next
year it should conespond with the weather of 1S17

;

but it is well known that no calculations can be made
on this data.

In conclusion, I will mention the absurdity, which
you will all remember, of Mr. Saxby's predictions

;

opposed tohim we have the authority of our Astronomer-
Royal, who has asserted that the coming weather, as a
rule, cannot be predicted with any certainty for more
than 24 hours. The point, and the only point of im-
portance, that remains for discussion, is whether,
regarded as a mere matter of fact, any correspondence
between the changes of the moon and those of the
weather exists, as is popularly supposed. I think that
the short examination of recorded facts which I have
made proves that it does not.

Farm Memoranda.
V.M.E OK PiCKKRING, YORKSHIRE : Tcnciiil Right.—In this district we have no leases and few written

agreements, and the custom is this:—The out-going
tenant, after his tenancy expires at Lady-day, is still

entitled to reap one-third of his tillage of the farm the
following autumn. The com on that portion of the
land and the straw belong to him. The straw he may
not remove, but may make a temporary )'ard and turn
it into manure (which manure belongs to the on-
coming tenant), so that it is the eatage of the straw
rather than the straw itself which belongs to the off-

gomg tenant. The off-going tenant, however, may not

take his follo\\'ing crop where he has pulled off his

Turnips, or mown seeds, or gi'own Potatos. About
half the tillage of a farm is in green crops (/. t'., Turnips,
seeds, Potatos, &c. ), and half is in corn : say on a farm
with 90 acres of tillage, 45 acres of each (we have no
naked fallows) ; the off-going tenant woidd be
entitled to take 30 acres of following corn crop,

leaving 15 acres for the on-coming tenant. It

need hardly \x said that the following crop is taken
on the best part of the land if there be a
difference. The manure of the farm, which is in the
fold-yard or in compact heaps, is turned over
and laid of an even depth and measured, and is valued
by two men, one named by each of the parties, which
valuers call in an umpire in case of a difference.

Occasionally, though rarely, both parties name a single

man to value, who then acts as umpire at once. It

generally happens that, instead of the following crop
being actually reaped by the off-going tenant, his right

is valued by the person or persons appointed to value
the manure, and paid for in cash by the on-coming
tenant by two instalments, one at Christmas and one at

Candlemas, allowance being made, on the one hand,
for the cost of reaping, harvesting, and threshing, and
on the other hand for the eatage of the straw. The seed
bill, /. ,-., the bill for Clover, &c., sown by the off-

going tenant in his last year, is produced, and is

allowed to him in the valuation ; but he forfeits this

if he has pastured the young seeds. The valuation
is given simply in a lump sum, and it is surprising

how few disputes arise. In order to secure a good
following crop it is the interest of the off-going tenant

to do fairly by his Turnip lantl, and generally to keep
the farm in a tolerably good state of cultivation. The
custom is, therefore, very much to the landlord's

advantage.

It has been stated to me that the law in Ireland
recognises nothing of this nature, although a larger
tenant-right is claimed by the tenant, and enforced as

best he can with a blunderbuss. If this be so, it might
be a mutual advantage to exchange such a claim and
such a process of recovery even for a smaller tenant-
right recognised by law, and capable of being enforced
in a manner less exceptionable.

So far as a tenant-right secures good cultivation it

is a gain to both owner and occupier ; but when it

exceeds this and gives the tenant a share of the land-
owner's property without paying for it, it is clearly a
loss to the proprietor. And though the first tenant
might gain by having a portion of his landlord's pro-

perty handed over to him, yet, as the next man would
have to buy out this right before entering on his farm,

all this part of his capital would lie comparatively dead,
or, at best, could only be ex])ected to pay at the rate of
other landed investments, and his proper business as a
farmer would be comparatively starved.

In a degree a large tenant-right puts a tenant so far

in a position of a part owner of the freehold, and a
nation of freeholders farming their own land means
small farmersand bad cultivation. E. S. Caylcy, IVydalc,

Brompton, York (in the " Pall Mall Gazelle").

P.S. The district referred to extends from the

borough of Malton to the borough of .Scarborough, and
is bounded on the south by the East Riding and on the

north by the moors.

Jan. 22 : Rihhhig or Raftering.—Turnip lands and
stubble lands tliat were ribbed or raftered immediately
after harvest, to lie over winter, may in favourable
weather be ribbed or raftered again just now, whether
intended for spring com or root crops. The practice

was at one time more common on certain friable soils

or stubble lands intended for root crops than it is at the

present day, under the impression that it preserved

"bone" in them. It can only be commended as

exceptional, and better adapted for our northern pro-

vinces, when harvest and seed-time are late, than for

southern, where autumn fallowing and early spring

sowing is the rule. There are, however, exceptions to

this rule in the south, where the practice may l^e fol-

lowed ; but if manured on the stubble in autumn for

Beans, it may not be advisable to re-rib where planting

is early, provided the bottom is sound. If, however, the

bottom requires to be turned up to the weather, then

this ribbmg may be advisable, keeping the manure in

the middle of the stetch, and using the roller next

month if the stetches are not consolidated by the

weather, so as to fit them for Bean planting. Where
manure has not been applied, some give the land a

stroke of the harrows and then cross-plough, with a

close deep furrow. Sometimes Rye-grass and Clover
stubbles, or leas as they are more commonly termed,
are ribbed in December, re-ribbed this month, scarified

across, and then either drilled or sown broadcast with
Wheat ; and this applies to Turnip land.

Hedges.—Pleaching hedges is best done in open
weather, but in several prominent and sheltered places,

under the influence of the sea-breeze, frost is seldom
so severe as to interfere with the work beyond a day or

two. And even then the superfluous wood and ac-
cumulations of effete earth about tlie roots may be carted
away and fresh lime compost dug in, should such be
required. In many cases a liberal do.se of quicklhne,
dug in hot, will convert the whole of the effete vege-

table matter about the roots into a iiealthy state, so as
to set up strong vigorous shoots from the newly plashed
hedge. Frost seldom penetrates to any great depth
in such effete matter, even in elevated inland exposed
situations, so that it can be dug during all weathers.
The hot lime should be thoroughly incorporated in

•^•gg^^S ; "one but plants with healthy roots should be
left; stubb out sickly and diseased or rotten roots ;

there is no use in leaving them. Gaps which cannot
be closed by pleaching may be filled up from old
fences that are being stubbed or that are intended to be
so next year ; and if old plants cannot be got from this

source, it is better to stubb up part of the fence to be
plashed for filling gaps than to fill up short spaces,

here and there, with young Quicks. The spaces thus
cleared should then be trenched and planted with a

new hedge in the usual way, well manuring and liming
the ground. But the rule is not imperative, although
some affirm it is, for short gaps in a pleached hedge
may be filled up with young plants, provided the ground
is properly prepared for them and the plants arc
healthy and of sufficient age, for under these conditions
they will start and rise as vigorously as the shoots from the
newly ]:)lashed live wood. The droppings from hedges
in rainy weather have a pernicious influence upon the soil

in which they gi'ow, and if this kills out the old plants
in course of time it would be unreasonable to expect
young Quicks to thrive. The same mle applies when
the subsoil is unsound in places. A few inches
of moorband, or other obnoxious bottom, dug out from
below, so as to let down the roots, will relieve the
subsoil-poisoned part of a hedge, and thus prevent gaps,
while quicklime, or lime compost, dug in, will have the
same corrective and ameliorating effect, when the roots

are injured from droppings, the poisonous matter being
converted into wholesome food. Gaps on chalky and
calcareous soil may indicate a deficiency of clay, or the
like, and on rocky soils a want of depth. In such
cases loosen the bottom as much as practicable, and cart

on fresh soil, for a few inches will sometimes set up a
vigorous fence, which before was becoming stunted in

growth, and sickly—overgrown, it may be, with Moss.
So with old hedges that require plashing, for [in the
majority of cases it is the droppings, or subsoil, or both,

that is the primary cause of decay.

Gorse hedges funiish a valuable supply of green food
for milch cows and other stock. They are cut with a

short scythe, or bagging-hook, as when Gorse is grown
on the flat, or with a hedgebill, or shears ; and care

should be taken in the cutting to preser\-e both the
health of the plants and form of the hedge, otherwise

gaps will be produced by the injured parts ceasing to

defend cattle. They are only adapted for the poorer
class of ferruginous soils, \\'here other kinds of hedges
will not gi'ow, and on .such they should be more extensively

grown than they are. A nan'ow mound, faced at the bot-

tom with a rough stone wall, from I foot to 2 feet high
on both sides, makes the best foundation. Sow next

month in our southern provinces, and in March and
April in our northern. Gorse fences are also sown in

poor sheep pastures, both for food and shelter, and the

ground may be prepared for seed just now, by gather-

ing up three or four furrows into a narrow ridge by a

common plough. Or, if the ground is too rough—un-
level and stony—for the plough, the work may be done
by simply breaking the surface with a pick and spade,

so as to form narrow seed-beds, at intervals of 20, 50,
or 100 yards asunder, or just a.s the flockmaster sees

fit to provide food and shelter for his flock. We have
converted a very poor stunted heath of several hundred
acres into a fine sheep-walk by such means.

Store Cattle keep growing in bone and flesh. The
too common plan of stinting the young stock in the
yards, to pamper the fattening cattle in the stalls

or boxes, is penny-wise and pound-foolish. The
veiy reverse of this is the sounder practice, for the
last year's calves require very careful keeping during
this month, otherwise a year's growth may be sacri-

ficed, and something more ; for besides the loss in

gio\\'th, they are more difficult to fatten next year.

Give them plenty of pulped roots and chaff with meal.
It is better to dissolve the salt in water, and sprinkle

the solution over the chaff, than to mix dry, especially

in frosty weather, as the dry salt falls to the bottom.
In moist weather the salt absorbs moisture from the
atmosphere, and being thus dissolved it is absorbed by
the chaff, but not always equally. But the chaff can
be equally wetted with salt water, which will make
the meal adhere to it, so as to fonn, with pulped roots,

a wholesome diet. Thus fed, a young ox will both
gi-ow and fatten on a less quantity of feeding materials

consumed ; whereas, when otherwise fed on the same
c^uantity of feeding material, 'given separately—the straw,

as it comes from the threshing-machine, at one time,

the frozen or dirty Turnips as they come from the

field at another time, and the dry meal by itself,—it

will starve this year, and prove a profitless fattener

next. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
^iOOKi, : Subsf-ribcr. The 'Farmers' Calendar" {Warne
&Co., Bedford Street, Covent Garden) is the kind of
book you require.

Hops : Maize. They are grown all through Belgium and
Germany. Wire is used as support to the plant with
perfect success.

Meat : Maize. The following paragraph is to some ex-

tent an answer to your question :—The Food Committee
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of the Society of Arts liaving been furnished by the

Colonial Office with samples of preserved meats from

Australia (boiled beef and boiled mutton in tins), have,

after a careful examination of the same, made a report, in

which they say that
'

' the meat is thoroughly sound ; the

fat is not excessive ; the gelatine is slightly defective,

as compared with some other samples which the

committee have formerly had from Australia ; the

texture of the meat is good ; and the flavour and
nutritive qualities appear to equal those of other

specimens from Australia which have come before the

committee, but are not equal to those of the sample
from her Majesty's Victualling-yard at Deptford, of meat
pre5er\'ed in that establishment by the process now in

use there. How far this differenee may be due to the

nature and condition of the meat itself, previous to its

preservation, to the climate in which it is preserved, or

the mode of preserving it, the committee cannot say,

but they recommend that specimens of the meat pre-

served at Deptford should be sent to Australia, together

with full details of the process of presenation."

ENGLISH WOOL.
Markets have been rather quieter, but no disposition is

evinced to give way in price. We consider the temporary
lull mainly due to the present political excitement in

France, and fancy it will not be of long duration.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.—j. d. s. d.
Fleeces—Southdown hoggets .. .. .. 1 1 to i e

Half-bred ditto i 2 _ i ^4
Kent Fleeces .. .. .. ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .

.

. . o oj ^ 1 i

Leicester ditto .. ..12 — 13
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — 16

Combing .. .. .. .. ..10 — iS

HAY.^>er Loadof'^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, January zo.

Prime Meadow Hay Zos. to 87*-. Clover, old . . . . i2or. to 1 3ar.

Inferior do 60 7° j Inferior do 100 no
Rowen — — Primezdcut ..100 no
Inferior do. .. .. — — [ Inferior do 80 90
Straw 28 34 i Carles James Easton.

CuMUERLAND Market, Thursday, Januarj- 20.

Sup. Meadow Hay 84J. to gaj.
[
Inferior Clover .. 90^.10114.?.

Inferior do 70 76 New do — —
New do — — Straw 32 36
Superior Clover ..126 132 | Joshl'a Baker.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.~Jau. 2

Rest Fresh Butter 19?. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 17^. ,,

Small Pork, a,s. Zd. to 5^. ^d. ; Large Pork, ^s. od.

4s. 4d. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, January 17.

We have a larger supply of Beasts, and the quality is

very good ; the weight of beef is much greater than we
have seen here for some time past, the Christmas week
excepted

;
prices arc lower, and a clearance cannot be

effected. There are a few more Sheep, and the demand
is smaller ; trade is slow, at rather lower rates. Good Calves
arestiU scarce and dear. Ourforeign supply consists of i668
Beasts, 2035 Sheep, 133 Calves, and 290 Pigs ; from
Scotland, 280 Beasts ; from Ireland, 383 ; from Norfolk
and Suffolk, 980; and 613 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

s.d.
Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 3 to—4 8

4t05

3 8—6
-5 8

J. d. s, d.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . , 5 2t05 4
Best Shorthorns.. 4 10—5 a
2d quality Beasts 3 o— 3 10
Best Downs and

Half-breds .. 5 8-5 10 Calv.
Do. Shorn ....
Beast-s, 3S44 ; Sheep and Lambs, 17,570; Calves, 167 ; Pigs, 420.

Thursday, January 20.

We have a short supply of Beasts, but the demand is

by no means large ; trade is tolerably active, at last

Monday's quotations. The number of Sheep is very
small, quite equal, however, to the demand ; the few
choice qualities on offer are readily disposed of at full

prices. Calves are selling as on Monday. Our foreign
supply consists of 364 Beasts, 1690 Sheep, and 30 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Beast

'. s. d.

4t05 6Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

Ewes & 2d quality 3 10—

4

Do. Shorn .. .. — .

Lambs .

.

. . . . — ,

Calves .. ..38-*
.. .. - .. I Pigs .. .. 3 8-5

Sheep and Lambs, 4645 ; Calves, 168 ; Pigs, 35,

HOPS.
EoROL'Cti Market, Januar>- 20.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a good demand for
all classes of English 1869's, at an advance of from 5^^. to
loj. per cwt. on last week's prices. There is more inquiry
for Americans and other sorts, the tendency being dearer.

COALS.—January I9.

Buddie's West Hartley, 151. -^d. ; Hastings Hartley,
15J. yi. \ Holywell Main, 16^. 6d. ; West Hartley
ISJ-. yi. \ West Wylam, i6j, yi. ; Walls End Haswell,
19J. ; Walls End Hetton, 195. ; Walls End Russel's

Hetton, 17J. 6(/.; Walls End Stewarts, i8.f. kd. ; Walls
End Hartlepool, i8j. 6d. ; Walls End Ea&t Hartlepool,
\%s, 9</,—Ships at market, 46 ; sold, 42,

MARK LANE.
Monday, J.-inuary 17.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was very small

;
picked samples were tal<en at the prices

of this day se'nnight, but inferior and out-of-conditioned
lots were u. per qr. cheaper. There was a good attend-
ance, but a limited demand only at last Monday's rates
for good fresh Baltic ; other descriptions were is. per qr.

lower. Prime Barley was unchanged in value ; other
kinds, as also Beans and Peas, could only be sold at a
reduction of u. per qr. Oats were a slow sale, at a
decline of 6d. per qr. Flour was neglected.

Price per imperial Quarter. .r. s.^

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White 40—49 Red.

,

fine selected runs.. do. ,42—53 Red.,— — Talavcra 56—58I

— — Norfolk — Red— — Foreign 38—53|
ARLEY,grind.&dist.,26jt0 3oJ. .Chev. 39—42 Malting .,— Foreign . . grinding and distilling 22—25 Malting .

.

ATS, Essex and Suffolk 22— 24I— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 24— 26 Feed— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed ....— Foreign Poland and Brewisi—24'Feed
VE

!

32—38 Foreign .

,

\ E- M EA L, Foreign
I

I
I

KANs, Ma^agan 30.^. to 37.?. . .Tick.32—49jHarrow ..32—49— Pigeon ... .505-. to 56.?. . .Wind-i.
j

— Longpod. , —
— Foreign Small 41—43 Egyptian .38—40

"" ^ andKent..Boilers'32—42 Suffolk ..35—43— Maple, A

Ma
M5^- 32—42 Foreign

39—43

1

I

28—40|Country . .28—40

;33—37
29—31

22—25 Per sack, .lag—55

\, best marks delivered.. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Friday, January 21.

During the early part of the past week we have had
dull, mild weather; but since Tuesday it has been colder,

with snow in the northern districts. The absence of

seasonable frost, and the continuance of supplies from
various quarters cause millers and dealers to reduce their

stocks rather than increase them by fresh purchases, and
the result has been a slow trade throughout the markets
of the kingdom, with a further decline of nearly u. per qr.

in the value of Wheat. The trade in spring com of all

descriptions has been dull, and the prices were mostly in

buyers' favour. Flour was a difficult sale at a further slight

reduction. The arrivals off the coast consisted this week
of 1 13 cargoes, of which with those left over from last week
there remained for sale last night 73 cargoes. Samples of
arrived cargoes having been fully distributed, and a fair

choice of Wheat being on the coast, buyers for the Irish

and Scotch ports have competed with those for our
English markets during the past week—so that a large

proportion of the fleet has now been absorbed at gradually
hardening prices, some of the sales showing an advance
of 6d. to IS. per qr. from the late lowest prices. Maize
commanded more attention at previous rates. Barley met
with a quiet sale, and Rye has been generally held above
buyers' views. In cargoes on passage and for forward
shipment business remains in abeyance.
The arrivals of English grain this week are small, of

foreign moderate. There was a poor attendance at this

morning's market ; English Wheat brought Monday's
prices, and for foreign the demand was limited at the
quotations of that day. Spring com wa= steady, Oats
bringing an advance of 6d. per quarter.
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Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.

MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

fon
cultii

irded t applic
all

le prii

;Nut

e all been procured
: warranted genuine, and are

Intending purchasers are rc-

rser^', Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Scott's New and Genuine Seeds.

J SCOTT'S Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset, are replete
• with a very choice stock of seeds, new and choice VEGETABLE

and FLOWER SEEDS, choicest Exhibition ASTERS, STOCKS,
MARIGOLDS, &c., and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of purest

and best quality.

Complete Collections of Choice Vegetable Seeds.
No. I ^3 3"

No.
^5 J

To Market Gardeners and Others.

SUTTON and SONS having grown largely of the
following excellent PEAS, can supply them, very true to name, at

Veitch's Pcrfectic

Jickson's Favourite. I
Hair's Dwarf Mammolh.

'rincess Royal. Yorkshire Hero.
Jlue Prussian. I Frizetaker Green Marrow.

For lowest prices, apply, stating quantities required, to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

New Cucumbers,

GEORGE EDWARD has great pleasure in offering

seed ofthefollowingfirst-ratc CUCUMBERS, feeling satisfied that

they will fully maintain the characters that have been given to them.

EBOR.—This will prove to be the most useful variety grown, cither

for Market or Gentleman's Gardener for everyday use. In packets
of six seeds, 2J, 6ii. The following is the opinion given in the

Gardemrs- Chronicle, and the " Cottage Gardener:"—
" ^'.MK 'ii limber, raised from Edward's Eclipse, crossed with

r I "
1,11, inii which you say is one of the strongest con-

t I ]irolific variety known, belongs to the spined

Edward's Ecli.

a most useful size."

—

Cottage Gardener, Dec 9,

EDWARD'S ECLIPSE, in packets of si: . . _. A brace of
the'Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle. The

n, on December 19, 1868:—
spine variety, of crisp flavour, and having

edy,

CARNATION and PICOTEE SEED,
tion, which contains all the best varieties in ci

100 seeds, IS. each.
Can also be obtained of-

Messrs. Hurst & Son, London I Mr. John Kc
Mr. Charics

'
;ynes, Salisbury

r. Lharlcs Turner, Slough
r. John Shaw, OxforfT Street,

I
Mr E. Taylor, Malton

w Jolmstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb.
P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Nl'RSErymen.
Dundee, N.B., have pleasure in offering: the above new

icty of RHUBARB, which they have confidence in recommending
as the earliest and best sort in cultivation. The raiser of it describes
it " as one of a batch of Seedlings from Victoria; the Seedling Plant
was a fortnight earlier than any of the remainder of the lot, anagrowi

than any variety I know

Strong Rooi
ForT.

London Agents—

I

Sheffield—Fisher, Holmes & Co.
Lichfield-Mr. Edward Holmes
Exeter—Sclater & Co.
Andover—Mr. Wm. Miller
Glasgow—Austin & M'Aslan
Dubfin—Joseph Berry & Sons

:r—John Jeffries & Son

. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C,
lay be had true from

—

Northampton—Mr. F. Perkins
East Retford—Mr. \V. Wright
Malton—Mr. E. Taylor
„ J. Slater & Son

London—Hurst & Son
Stirling—W. Drummond & Son
Derby—Mr. Edwin Cooling
Kelso—Sti— " *'--

Kilmarnock—W. & T. Sam;
Chester—F.& A Dickson & Son

„ James Dickson & Son
Tunbridge Wells— Thos. Cripps

Birmingh?
Taun

&Me:
m—Felton & Sons
T. A. Dyer

I applic

Broccoli ; Hammond's Imperial Hardy Wblte Broccoli
The BEST BR(.)CCOLI in cultivation. Read the following report

WILLIAM ARMITAGE and SON. Huddersfield,
having secured the Stock from Mr. Hammond, offer it in

IS. packets ; usual allowance to the Trade. Any one in the Trade
desiring this BROCCOLI should send at once; owing to the already
large demand, the stock is very limited.

Prfun the " Gardener's Magazine," May 30, 1868.
" Hammond's Imperial Hardy White Broccoli. We have received

samples of this vanety from Mr. W. Hammond, market gardener,
Birkby, Huddersfield, Yorkshire. The heads arc large, even in
outline and hemispherical, so close that there is not space anywhi
for s

' '
' -

-'
'

weig

From the " Gardener's Magazine," yune 13, 1868.
"Hammond's Imperial Hardy White Broccoli.—Several corres

pondents have inquired after seed of this variety, and in one casi
stamps are forwarded to us for a supply, We have returned thi

stamps to the sender, and informed him, as we now for the hundredth
time inform everybody, that we do not trade in seeds, pi;

kind of nursery produce. In the note on this Broccoli,;
told our readers all we knew about it, and gave the name and address
of the cultivator to whom we were indebted for the sampli

;fai;
samples of about 8000 grown for market. Hundreds of then
" " " 3 lb. each. The plant is of dwarf robust habit, and stands the

i, and have alwavs
i the only

Little Gem,
,

For full description see CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE, now ready.

The Royal Nu: , Slough.

HEADLEVS SEEDLING POTATO.—
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Richard Headley, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced a

diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, ver\' hardy, and superior in flavour

) any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,

pcning by the middle of July, it has the great merit oi keeping
perfectly sound and fit for use until the following August.

Opinions of the Press.
R. Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate; white,

;ly, and excellent in flavour. —Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct. 30, 1869.

White Kidney. A very fine variety ; a heavy cropper ; uniform in

; ripening off all at once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish,

dry, meajy, and of the most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy crop was
harvested July 14."—Gardeners' Magazine, Jan. 30, 1869.

" Seedling Potato (R. Headley). In shape the tubers resemble those

of the Fluke. They are like those also in flavour, but are more
a.\y."—JoHr}tal ofHorticulture, Oct 21, 1869.

Price 51. per peck. The usual discount to the Trade.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

ILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any

Mr. JOHN ARNOLD,

S'

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
lod. per lb,, or 84J. per cwt.

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nursery-man and Seed Merchant, Leed

"PPLEBY'S GENUINE TOBACCO
in 2 lb. and 4 lb, packets. Testimonials too numer

an. Price on application to

HENRY APPLEBY {Foreman
en), Dorking, Surrey.

A
Iverj' & Son, Nun

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
and best article lor Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price, IS. «4- V" 'b- > over ro lb., is. irf. Tobacco Paper, u. per lb. ;

/j AS. per cwt. Post-oflice Orders payable at Fleet Street.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E. ; late

10, Cough Square. EC.

T
, and not injure the Plants, and Burns without the

Blowing. Price 3s. 6d. per lb., carriage free. A reduction in price for

^'foS had of Messrs. R. ROBERTS and SONS, 112, St. John
Street, Clerkenwcll, London, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen and

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patf.nt, and bv Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is., 3S. 6rf., and 5*.

Powder Distributors, 2s. M. and 31. bd. each.

Gardens, South Kens:
Sole Manufacturer,

Wharf, Wapping, E.
«Zi^

Royal Horticultural

A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

Red
Spider

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

ising for Vines and
Has outlived many
intended to super-

WTiolesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
i. CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea. London, S.W.

Seeds Carriage Free.

rn H E NEW
HOLZEISERNE

GARDEN FURNITURE,
FLOWER POTS, &c.

\ complete ILLUSTRATED
LIST gratis and post free.

-Erfurt, Prus?

RUSSI-W WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLirs commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The ab \ecanbeh^d of all siircs, wholesale of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.-
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and mo

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mi

mercial Street, Shoredttch, London.

Archangel and Petersbui^ Mats.
BLACKBURN and SOIMS have received a large
nsignment, and are now offering them at very low prices.

"' Street, Lc 'wood Street, London, E.C.

carefully selected the best for seed to keep it

I have grown it upwards of
, the best for seed to keci

Broccoli that we can rely upon to stand the winter In this locality
The samples sent to you were fully exposed to the sun, which soon
changes their colour, but if shaded with a leaf the heads are as white
as snow.' The great size to which this variety may be grown is, in our

> great recommendation ; but there are thousands of
who believe in large Broccoli, and to such this will be

for those who prefer smallish heads (as we do), planting
mplish their object, and render the

. . . r against severe winter weather. Any
urther mquiries on this subject must be addressed to Mr. Hammona,

r. Birkby, Huddersfield.
To be had through the London Trade.

valuable.
rather thick will no doubt

lly self-protective against

HESSIANS and SCRIMS forSHADING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to $d. per yard, advancing ^d.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 311., 3j-i<'-i 4*^ }!?'^ and 5j<i
72 -1 I- .1 4'-^« ,5'.^'' .fia , 6!:^</,,and up

J.BLACKBURN ^ ' .
,. i - .

Greenhouses and Conservatories.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural Works
• 106, Mare Street, Hackney, E. Established 20 years. Good

substantially made GREENHOlJSES, glared, ready for fixing, 42 feet
long, 13 feet wide, £p ; 21 feet by 13 feet, /;28 ; xa!^ feet by 10 feet, £15
handsome CONSERVATORY on hand; 35 feet by 15 feet, £110.
Nurserj-men's LIGHTS, £,2$ per 100 feel.

DEEP WELL PUMP, for a Well 120 feet deep, with
horse-gear complete, to be SOLD a Bargain, in consequence of

the Farm being now supplied by public waterworks. Can be seen, or
particulars obtained, on application to

tMESSRS. J. AND F. HOWARD, Britannialron Works, Bedford.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmorc Garcfens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, 8i.c.

The hest Shading is " Frigi Domo " Nettii^.
White or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS-
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. (d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide 11. od. per yard run.

Four yards wide 35. 6<f. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide . . is. 9.I per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2J. vd. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sJrf., 6id., 7\d., "jld.

and SJrf. per yard.
Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, l\d. and 8Jrf. per yard

;

Jrf. extra for cut lengths,
ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of all Nursery-
mcn and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO,
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergj', and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feeL The prices only apply to the siies stated

Squares 20 by i?. 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality . . . . 15* <>' iqs.td.

Third quality . , . . i5s. oii 221. 6rf.

Seconds i%s. bd 26*. orf,

English nos. od 271. od.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, 16-oz., in 100 feet bo.xes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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NOTICE.

ORMSON'S PATENT CONCENTRIC
SADDLE BOILER.

ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
The Nobility, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by HENRY ORMSON as a specimen of his first-class and substantial style of

building Horticultural Structures. Also his Patent Wrought-iron Boilers, by which the new Hothouses,

and many other Buildings are heated on a very extensive scale in the above great establishment.

Confidence in Cast-iron Boilers is now, to a very greaf extent, lost in consequence of their

continual cracking and failing, and are being replaced by ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED
WROUGHT-IRON BOILERS, which are not only free from all danger of cracking, but have

proved themselves far more economical in consumption of fuel.

HOTHOUSES MANUFACTURED BY STEAM MACHINERY. BEST MATERIALS AND LOWEST PRICES.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates for Erecting Consen'atories, Hothouses, and Hot-iuatcr Apparatus of every description in all

parts oj the country and abroad.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTUR.\L SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD. CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GREEN'S
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS,

SQUARE BOILER.OBLONG BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they arc placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order
;
in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that they will ser\'e all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means

ofT-pipes. .

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a root or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may oe

fixed in.

ist. They require no setting in brickwork.
2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention,

(^- PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ;

and 54 & 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers Jilted luilh Goverjwrs, Eqjulibrinm Th^ollle Valve, Slop Valve, Safely Valv
Waler and Steam Gauges, &c., &e., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—74 lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour,

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „

Feed Pump,

Horse Power Cylinde: Diamctc

3J ii

Height.
4ft. oi

18

,
.and 3, if not fitted with Gove

iitly loitg to admU a drum beingfx

.,io
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Hothouses for the Million.-Notice of Removal.

MESSRS. HEREMAN and MORTON Ik-r tu g
notice to their Patrons and the I'uhl^. ili.if m i -ris. ,,n(nct

the offices occupied by them at 7, I'all Ma
s, they nave IotheVpurposes,' they liave taken larger ru,

STREETrREGENT'S QUADRANY, W
applications for prices of Sir I. PAX'i '

i - '
'

'
'

other information respectins Horticultural l'"''"'^
[

Apparatus of every description, should be made alter the I

AN AND MORTON, Horticultura
ineers. Country Works in Glouci

, Paisley, and Aberdeen.

llcati

s

TTOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description.
-LX. lixcd complete in any part of ihf- cnmurj-, for Warming Grccn-

I.A.^< I'. 1.
1

.!> .M.\< 'HINE-MADE
MKI.ON LICirrS- Each.

G ft. by 4 ft. Lights, a in. thick, unglazed. . £030
led and Glazed v

Sheet
with stout portable Box,
Painted

Painted four coats, :

Handles on
Packed and Delivered

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Light5, do.

,, la
I-'insburj' Sli

Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .

.

Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork .

.

Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use .

Works, lai, Bunhill Row, E.t

OBSEEVE.
THE PATENT A1 HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENTEES,

T. H. P. DENNIS & COMPANY,
POSSESSES ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER TUBULAR, CONICAL, OR SADDLE

BOILER AT PRESENT PRODUCED.
Its heating surface

exceeds all others, its

efficacy exceeds all others,

its economy exceeds all

others, and its durability

and simplicity are un-

equalled. Several have

been in use for some

time, and many are now

being fixed in various

parts of the country.

They have been severely

tested and compared with

other Boilers, and in all

cases have proved them-

selves to be what they are

designated, viz., A i.

Hot-water Heating in

connection with 1

nbove is carried out \\ I

great success by tl e

Firm, who are prepai d

to give Estimates for

carr)ing out the most

extensive, as well as

elaborate systems of

heating—satisfactory re-

sults being guaranteed in

every instance.

T. H. P. DENNIS AND COMPANY, Horticultural Builders and Engineers,
ANCHOR IRON WORKS, CHELMSFORD.

HOT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PI PES
••II.IiKS, S;c., delivered in London. Liverpool, Ilristol or

HOT-WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7
trated shi

ELDOWS .. .. I

TEE PIPES .. ..I
SYPHONS .. .. 1

VALVES
GEORGE ROBIN

London Warehouse. i«
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THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr, Robinson's interesting- Book on French Gardening, arc now

ready. Prices and p:irticulars of the Aire and Calder Glass Company,
83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock is kept ; also at 36, Long Acre.

J. GUODERIDGE, Agent.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that jou£etthem
Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but i

' ompelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of comm
quality, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caus
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were n t

their make all of which arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers
S. & C-'s PRUNING and EUDDIXG KNIVES are the bcbt ir I

the cheapest in the markit,
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 jears

and depth of Feeding 1 roughs Water Cistern and!
to prevent over gorting Cfcanly durable r--'
being all of Iron^ Pric.. of Fittings per Co-

nly durable and impervious to m'fccti

J., Iron Works, 2, Wmslcy
,_^^_ _ _. __ , et, London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

NDREW HANDY SIDE AND CO.
Britannia Foundry, Derby. | 32, Walbrook, London.

The Britannia Iron Works have for the last 40 years been wel
known for the production of fi ' -
iron permits a delicacy of
siblc in cheap Sti

IV e large Sheets of Designs and Price Lists post free for 6 stamps.

H & Co make the better kind of IRON and GLASS CON-
i\ATORlES. and ha\c constructed some of the largest and
St in the kingdom.

Roster's Garden Edging Tiles.

IHE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
'^—vMciaUic Ware, Terra-Colta, Stoneware, and Redwarc. aiid

of (Treat durability. The plainer sorts are
rspccially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
hey harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

' once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDENT VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much wiricty of design.

F.&G, Rosiii^R. Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, ]?lackfriars,S,E.
Queen s Road West, Chelsea, S W. ; Kingsland Road. Kingsland.N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade suppHed.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conser^-atories.

_
Halls, Corridors I!;ilcr.nics Sic, as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and huH f-,-,I.-.ur'., .md capable of forming a variety of
designs I a. . :„

1
'.. ,. designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

ls, Cements. &c.

S':ILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
k_7 14s. per Ton, is. ad. per Bushel; ar. per Ton extra for delivery
within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Too more.
Sainples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRfCK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.
F. & (;. KOSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.
Aliberal discount to the Trade.

sati:,faui

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR HEATING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH
TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
Begs to state that the immense number of

J

^1/ APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by hi

in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOUTH
KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

a guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good vt'orkmanship , uhile the great advantages
obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight jomts with
neatness of appearance; EFFECTS a SAVING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other svstems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints ; can be erected by
any Gardener: an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED,
INSURING NO EXTIL\S. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway Station in
England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Four-inch Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
Size of House. Apparatus Complete. Erection. I Size of House, Apjjaratus Complete. Erection.

20 feet by 10 feet ... ^^900 ... ^200 50 feet by 15 feet ... £17 10 o ... ^^300
30 feet by 12 feet ... 11 15 o ... 2 10 o 75 feet by 15 feet ... 20 o o ... 300
40 feet by 15 feet ... 15 o o ... 2 15 o I 100 feet by 15 feet ... 26 o o ... 350

Bath and Gas Work Erected in To\vn or Country. The TRADE Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c., Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

RENDLE'S ^ PATENT
GROUND VINERIES AND PLANT PROTECTORS.

'^'4

P\TE\T STR-\\V BERRY GROWER AND PROTECTOR

NEW TARIFF AND CABBIAGE-FREE TERMS.
/« coiisi-i^uciicc of the increased ilemand for the Potent Ground Vineries and Plant

Protectors, the Patentee has determined to supply them on the Lowest Terms.

The following Prices are for the Patent Grooved Bricks and the Glass :—

The Patent
Grooved Bricks
can be placed

ordinary
Kiln Bricks
t on the Flat.

Full directions

for fixing them
will be sent with
ach Invoice.
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices. Printed
I'atterns, aiid Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterna of Ornamental Tile Tavements for Conservatories, Entrance

Halls &c MAW and CO., licnlhall Works, Broscley,

LABELS. LABELS—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4J. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on dcliverj;. _Sample_^ Label

Preserve your Wall-fruit Trees from Spring Frosts.
EVERYONE MAY FIX HIS OWN WALL-COVER.

BEARD'S PATENT NON-CONDUCTING
METALLIC WALL SCREENS, manufactured at the Victoria

Works by C. Bu:ard, Horticultural Engineer, Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk.

These Screens maj be con\crted it pica;

houses.—Full particulars of their adaptal
obtained at the Works by enclosing stamp where also an Illustrated

Catalogue may be obtamed for 12 stamps containmg full particulars of

glazing and v

sing and valuable s>s in both patent

Reduced Price, January 18, 1870.

"DEYNOLDS' PEA GUARDS (Ninth Season),

gr. per dozen; two dozen carriage paid to any Railway Station

in England

«?l
\w%.v^ft ^^''g^^^^\

No. 480.

Quality greatly improved by the addition of a longitudinal stay.

Terms, ready money only. P. O. orders to be made payable at Greek
Street.

Inventors and Manulacturers, J. REYNOLDS and CQ., 57, New
Corapton Street, London, W.C.

An Illustrated and Priced Catalogue of Poultry Fences, Wire
Netting, &c., forwarded post free. Awarded the only Prize Medal in

he United Kingdom for Wire Work, Great Exhibition, i86g.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• exten'^ive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

(Ida Wharf), arc prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices,
and at very short noiii.c.

. Open Tanks of dil;

nage.
i packed 1 1 another t

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870,
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The unprecedented Sale for 1868, notwithstanding the Dryness of

the Season, forms the most convincing testimony now much these
advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to intimate that, among all the

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris E.xhibition, they are the only
Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
awarded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

Steel on both Sides of each Bladi
blunt by runnmg one wa> , it can
Site or sharp edge of the Cutter

been makinff

flit \shcn ihc Lutter becomes
ersed, thus bnngmg the oppo-
t against the Sole Plate. In

..^^...^., t^ ,.„,= ^ ^ 8i Son no\% make the Sole Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Michtne ^Mth Two rdgcs—one in front as usual, and
one in rescr\e at the back , when the front edge gets wurn down, the
Elate has only to tif unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the
ont. Itwi[l Ijc si;L-n at a glance that this arrangement enables the

cutting parts to lat,t twice as long as in other machines, where the
single-edged Solc-ijlate must be entirely renewed when the edge is

Every Machine warranted
approved of can beat once returned. " " "" '

'

with full particulars, sent free on appiicat""""
Iron Works, Arbroath;

Illustrated Cir.
A. SHANKS , „^

27( Leadenhall Street, London, E.C,

» Mowers always kept at ay.Leadei

T. TRELOAR, Manufacturer, 67, Lud);ate Hill, E.C,

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO,. 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

H U R D
(Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society):

SHEEP, 3s. srf, ; CATTLE, 4s, 2d. ; OX, 5s iid
,isl by post. GATES and FENCING of every description

ork Company, Old St. Pancras

THE SOCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER
COLOURS.—The WINTER EXHIBITION of SKETCHES

and STUDIES is NOW OPEN. 5, Pall Mall East. Ten till Fire.
Admission is. Gas on dark davs.

WILLI.\M CALLOW, Secretary.

PROFESSOR TENNANT, F.G.S., will CONTINUE
a COURSE of LECTURES on MINERALOGY applied to

GEOLOGY and the ARTS, at King's College, London, on
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY MORNINGS, at 9 o'clock, during
February and March, :ing January 28. Fee_;Ct
A COURSE of LECTURES on MINERALOGY and GEOLOGY

will also be delivered on THURSDAY EVENINGS at 8 o'clock.
These begin January 27, and will be continued to Easter. Fee £.1 is.

Professor TENNANT gives PRIVATE INSTRUCTION in
MINERALOGY and GEOLOGY, illustrated by a large number of
Spe< t his residence, 149, Strand,

Price Sixpence^

HE GARDENER, a Monthly Ma
Horticulture and Floriculture. Edited by Wii

Sold by all Books,

Advertising In Ireland.

THE GARDENERS' RECORD, published Fort-
nightly, by THOS. EDMONDSON, g. Dame Street, Dublin. The

only Horticultural Journal published in Ireland. Price 4d., post free.

Glenny's Garden Almanac, 1870.Now READY, containing a List of all the latest
Novelties in Flowers and Fruits, and full instructions for

Amateur Gardeners^ Price is. ; post free.

T. T. LEMARE, I, Ivy Lane, Patei r Row, London, E.C.

Third Thousand, with upwards of 400 Figun •s, and Plans,

T
One Vol., large octavo, handsomely bound, i8i. cloth.

HE PARKS, PROMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS. By W. Robinson, F.L.S.

The Times (October 21st) :—
_

" For a long time we have not read a more interesting and
tive book than this. It is a Jarge and handsome volume, profusely
illustrated with well-executed woodcuts .... Mr. Robinson has
been sharply attacked for advancing his views, but we are bound to
say that he maintains his position manfully, and we are inclined to
think successfully .... From heginning to end it is all worth
reading, and we do not undertake to do more than give a brief outline
of its most notable features."
For summari^ of contents, and opinions of leading journals, see large

ad'

]

Seedsi._ .

The Nursery and Seed Trades supplied, at Wholesale prices, by
Messrs. CARTER & CO.. 238, Holbom; W.C.

A!
,ught will be those

of a master."

—

Gardeners' Chn
'* We cannot too strongly recommend Mr. Thomson's treatise t

tjiorougmy practical and sure guide to the cultivation of the Vine.

' SONS. Edinburgh and Londo

H
n 8vo, price 7:

ANDY ROOK of the FLOWER GARDEN :

Being Plain Practical Directions for the Propagation, Culture,
and Arrangement of Plants in Flower Gardens all the Year Round.
Embracing all classes of Gardens, from the largest to the smallest.
With engraved Plans, illustrative of the various systems of Grouping
in Red? and Borders. By David Thomson, formerly of Archerfield
and Dirleton Gardens, now Gardener to his Grace the Duke of
Buccleuch, K.G., at Drumlanrig.

" in thenual has been long wanted, and the right r

I practical volume, which we recommend to our readers with-
resen.'ation."—y^«r«a/ ofHorticulture.

: are acquainted with the results produced by the able author,
as with his book, and can therefore pronounce the book the
the subject yet written, or likely to be written for a long time

ND SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Just published, crown 8vc>, price ^s. 6d,,

BOOK ABOUT ROSES: How to Grow and
Show them. By S. Reynolds Hole, author of "A Little Tour

in Ireland."
Opinions op the Floricultural Press.

" Such a man ought to have something worth hearing to say to those

A

until they have finished it."

—

GardeKtrs' Ma^stt

c the pleasantest and the best yet v

y captivating book^ containing a gT< ^_. __
about the Rose and its culture, given in a style which c

fail to pWa^e."—Journal of Horticulture.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Nesbit's Practical Mensuration and Land Surveying.
A thoroughly revised Edition, augmented by a Treatise on Levelling,

price OS bound,

A TREATISE on PRACTICAL MENSURATION,
in Ten parts ; containing

—

Canals, Maripitg, Ponds, Mill-
dams. Embankments, Quarries,
Coal Heaps and Clay Heaps.

Conic Sections and their Solids.
The most useful Problems in
Gauging according to the New

1 of Supcrfict

Artificers' Works, illustrated by
:he Dimensions and Contents of
1 House.
ensuration ofHays tacks.Drains,
' Antmonv Nesbit, New Edit

Imperii Measu
Plane Trigonometry
application to the Mensi
ofHeights and Distances.

Trigonometrical Surveys.
A Dictionary of the Term;

ith

uch improved.
ng. The Two Tr

illustrated by above 700 Practical Examples and about 300 Woodcuts.

KEY to NESBIT'S PRACTICAL MENSURATION,
containing Solutions to all Questions which are not answered in
that work ; with Reference to the Problems, Rules, and Notes, by
which the Solutions are obtained. Corrected to correspond
throughout with the Improved Edition of the Treatise, izmo.
price s*. bound.

Also may be had, with numerous Plates, Woodcuts, and Engraved
Plans, in 8vo, price 12s. cloth.

NESBIT'S PRACTICAL LAND-SURVEYING, for the

A DVERTISEMENTS for THE ROYAL
.

AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL „,us. be forwarded to the

I K,«rTiT„ ?s no^.fT'"'"'ii''k'""'J'" "/''" '" "'«'' 1'"^"="°
lU insertion, as no attention will be paid to them othr-rwiv

----^^Bl'acktiar^^S^'^'
^'^ ''^^'' ''""^'^^^' ^"^'^s'lS; Stamford

HE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
(by the Rev. John FouNTAiNE, Southacre Rectory, Brandon!

as now carried out in a New House erected for the purpose in theGardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick 'sccond
Edition, much enlarged.
Free by post for 7 stamps, to the " Journal of Horticulture" Office

171, Heet Street; or to the Author. '

GRICULTURAL LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—
L Two Index Sheets, of 12 selected Designs each, price 31 each
by post, for 38 stamps.

GRICULTURAL LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—
24 Designs

; Photocraphio Drawings, Specifications, and Con-
1 wo Guineas each T)esign. Single Designs, without Spccifica-

n and Contract, One Guit
srON, 48, Charing Cross, W.

-enth Edition, price i6j.

MEDICINE. DescribingMODERN i'^. 11

the Syiiii.i .

'

Comprehensive .Mi.dii....l \..

%.'r- J' Graham, M.U, Fallow of the KoyarCo7leerof''physTciaii^^
c Clergy,

Treatment of Di
IS, &c. Forming _

lies, Emigrants. &c.

Edinburgh.
" Popular works have been published by several medical practitioners

—but none of them equaJ those by Dr. Graham."—Medical Circular
' Far excelling every publication of its class. "—.ffriVwA 5(aHrfarrf.
London; Published by SlMPKIN, MARSHALL & Co. Sold by

all Booksellers.

ACROSS of PRINTS for 35. 6(/.—A lob Lot of
ENGRAVINGS, 156 various, Plain and Coloured, including

subjects by eminent Painters and Engravers, different sizes, for
Framing, Screens, Scrap-books, Artists^ Retailing, &c. The whole
post free, by r

,
for 42 stamps.—J. REYNOLDS, 174, Strand, W.C.

The New Vade Mecum (Invented & Manufactured by/CHARLES H. VINCENT, Optician, of 23. Windsor
KJ Street, Liverpool), consists of a TELESCOPE well adapted for
Tourists, &c to which is added an excellent MICROSCOPE of great
power and first-class definition, quite equal to others sold at ten
times the price. Wonderful as it may seem, the price of this ingenious
combination is only 31. 6rf. ; and Mr. Vincent sends it (carriage free)
anywhere, with printed directions, upon receipt of Post-office order of
stamps to the amount of 31. lod.

r^OMFORT and WARMTH in BED.—The PATENT
\J EIDER and ARCTIC DOWN QUILTS, manafactured by
WILLIAM S, BURTON, combine Lightness with Warmth. Tbey
can be washed like ordinary coverlets, and without unpicking, and
used cither to supersede blankets or as ornamental counterpanes.
Prices—Eider Down, from 161. to £(> ; Arctic, 71. lo 35^.

CLOCKS, CANDELABRA, BRONZES, and LAMPS.
—WILLIAM S. BURTON invites inspection of his Stock of

these, displayed in Two Large Show Rooms. Each article is of
guaranteed quality, and some are objects of pure Vertu, the produc-
tions of the first manufacturers of Paris, from whom William S.
Burton imports them direct.

Clocks, from fja j tio £45 o o
Candelabra (the pair), from . . . . o 13 6 to lO 10 o
Bronzes, from o 4 6 to 16 16 o
Lamps (Moderateur), from . . . . o o to goo
Pure Colza Oil, per gallon 036

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger,
by appointment, to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a

Catalogue, containing upwards of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalled
Stock, with Lists otPnces and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms,
post free.

30, Oxford Street, W. ; r, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and
6, Perry's Place ; and i, Newman Yard.
With the present Railway Facilities, the cost of delivering goods

to the most distant parts of the United Kingdom is trifling. William
S. Burton will always, when desired, undertake delivery at a small

BREAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :
—" By a thorough knowledge of

the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and

. Sold only in 1 lb., Hb.

JAMES EPPS and CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,
and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,
without .pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTON, Esq., Ware, Herts.

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at is. i^d., 9j. gd., 4s. 6d., and its.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
In use the last 69 years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes at is. i\d., ai. gd., 4s. 6d., and iis.

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at is. i\d., 2s. qd., 4s. td., and its.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS
In use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at IS. lid., 2ft, 9rf.,4s. bd., and iif.

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at is. ijrf., 25. gd., 4s, bd., and lis.

INDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1869.—Gentlemen,
—I feci it a dul\' I I.we to voii to express my gratitude for the m-eat

benefit! have,!, n ! ; .1.
,
NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.

For a lenfjth of in I 1 11. iating pain from indigestion and
wind in the st. ,,

, , i, 1 [(i._.j nearly every remedy without

deriving any beri<(. I ,1 ,:li,:.,i ,1. 1 i.iking two bottles of your valuable

pills I was quite t, r ,, ; 11a! state of health. Please give this

publicity for the benctit of lliose who may thus be afflicted.— I am.
ntleman, yours truly, Henry Allpass —To the Proprietors of

orton's Camomile Pills. .

nth Edit

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—Extract

of a letter from Mr. MORBIS Banks, Chemist, 3, High Street,

Birmingham. — " I have much pleasure in stating that I do not

remember keeping a remedy for coughs, asthmas, &c., that sold -so

freely, or gave such general satisfaction." They give instant reliei

to asthma, consumption, coughs, and all disorders of the breath and

lungs. To Singers and Public Speakers they are invaluable lor

clearing and strengthening the voice, and have a pleasant taste.

Price u. iHti. and as. gd. per Box. Sold by aU Druggists.
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SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS, .^
CARRIAGE FREE.

SuTTONS' Complete Collections lipmm

USEFUL VEGETABLE and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
'^^^

FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS OF HOME-GROWN
VEGETABLE SEEDS.

5 ^er cent. alUywed for cash payments.

Post-office Orders payable to Sutton & Sons, Reading.

No. 1
Complete
Collection

for a
Large Garden
£3 3

Carriage Free.

BUTTONS' COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE ENGLISH
AND CONTINENTAL FLOWER SEEDS.

To produce a beautiful display during the

No.l
Collection

£2 2
Free bv Post <

Rail.

No. 2
Complete
Collection

or a Medium-
sized Garden
£2 2

"arriage Free.

No. 3
Complete
Collection

for a Medium-
sized Garden
£1 11 6

Carriage Free.

Ifo.4
Complete
Collection

for an Ordinary
Sized Garden
£110

Carriage Free.

No. 5
Complete
Collection

for a Small
Garden

15s.

No. 2 No. 3 No. 4
Collection Collection i Collection

£1 11 6 £110 15s.
Free bv Post or Free by Post or Free by Post or

Rail. Rail.
I

Rail.

No. 5
Collectior

lOs. 6d
Free by Post or

Rail.

No. 6
Complete
Collection

for a very
Small G.arden

12s. 6d.

Smaller
Collections

2s.6d. to5s.
Free by Post or

R.ail.

The sorts included in these Collections are those which have proved to be the most prolific, best flavoured, and most worthy of general cultivation, and of which we have

therefore erown large crops of seed. We exclude from our Collections not only inferior old kinds, but also such new ones as we have been unable to test the merits of, and

which are selling at high prices. By this means, and from the great convenience experienced m supplymg everv purchaser with the same sorts, we are enabled to furnish a

Complete Collection at much less expense than when a Gentleman or his Gardener makes his own selection
;

but if the latter mode of ordering is preferred, we shall be happy

to fonvard a Copy of our SPRING CATALOGUE and AMATEURS GUIDE for 1870, which contains prices of every article.

SUTTONS' "GUINEA" COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
For an ORDINARY SIZE GARDEN, Carriage Free, contains the following excellent and productive varieties :—

t Vciich's Perfection do.

.. Green Windsor do.
I. Scarlet Runner do.

). Beck's Gem do.

>. Dwarf Kidney do.

01. Beet. SuHons' Dwarf Red
packet Kale. Curled Scotch
do. do., CoilaRcr's
do. Sprouts, Brussels
do. Broccoli, Superb Early White
do. do., Dalmcny Park
do. do., Purple Sprouting
do. do, , Walcheren

Cabbage, Suttons' Imperial

;aniparable

en Curled
; do. do., brumhead
do. Cauliflower, London

t do. Celery, Superb Whit

I packet Ccico' Superb Pink

I, improved Reading
I do. do.. Brown Globe
\ do. do , Silver Skin

S do. do.. Blood Red
1 packet Melon, best (lavoured
I uz. Carrot, Early Horn
I do. do., Long Red Surrey
I do. do., Intcrmedialc

; do. Leek, Musselburgh
1 do. Thyme
: do, Winrci

t do. do.. Black Seeded Bath Cos
I do. do., finest mixed

\ do. do., Wheeler'
\ do do. Nonpareil

And forwarded, Carriage Free, on receipt of Post-office Order for the amount, payable to Sutton & Sons, Reading.

t do. Radish, Beck's Short-top

For DESCRIPTIVE LIST of SEEDS and NOVELTIES for the j

SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE FOR 1870, SUTTONS' ABRIDGED LIST FOR 1870,

SUTTONS' CLEANED GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

For PERMANENT PASTURES,

20s. to 32s. per acre,

Carriage Free,

FOK

pare: liAWNS, and CRICKET GROUNDS,

18s. per bushel.

Carriage Free.

Special estimates givei

made for large quantities.

and considerable reductii

For IMPROVING OLD PASTURES,

by Sowing in the Early .Spring,

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE,

costing 4s. 6d. to 9s. per acre.

For 1, 2, 3, and Years' Lay,

12s. 6d. to 22s. per .acre.

Carriage Free.

Full instructions on the Management of Grass Lands

gratis on application.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT PASTURE GRASSES AND CLOVERS,
PRODUCING ABUNDANT CROPS OF HAY AND SUPERIOR PASTURAGE.

Two bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clover Seeds usually supplied per acre.

For STIFF CL.\Y SOILS,

For HE.A.VY SOILS,

For CI-I.\LKY SOILS,

For MEDIUM LOAMS,

For HEA\'Y LOAMS,

For LIGHT LO.\MS,

PRICES :-SUTTONS' BEST QUALITY MIXTURES
BUTTONS' CHEAPER QUALITY MIXTURES

For SANbY SOILS,

For SHEEP DOWNS,
'

For BLACK PEATY SOILS.

28s. to 32s. per acre (Carriage Free).

SOs. to 26s. per acre (Carriage Free).

All Goods Carriage Free {exxept very small parcels). Five per cent, allowedfor cash payments. Special quotations givenfor large quantities.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING, BERKS.

Editorial Communic
KvANS, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City

Printed by \ViLLl.*.M Richards, at the Office of Messrs, Bradbury, t-VANS, & Co., l^ombard btreet, Greene oi» n i

Richards, at the Office, No, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—bATi,RDA\, j,
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LEADtXG ARTICLES, fi-c—

Anemone blanda 140

Clover Dodder (with cui) .. 150

Effects of climate upon life. 139

Gardeners' Maminations .. ]

Highland aod Agricultural

Horticultural school for

Meteorological register. . .. 140
Plcuro-pncumonia 150
Prizes lor hybrids 14Q

Koyal Horticultural Society 140

Tenant-right 150

NEiV GARDE.V PLANTS^
Cattleya velutina 140

ORIGINAL ARTICLES—
Analyses of manures 152

Clematis, the (with cuts) .

.

142

Earlyr. late Vines (with cut) 141

Farm locomotive engines
(with I

Solanum pseudo-capsicum.. 141

HOME CORRESPONDEXCE—
Abies Morinda 145
Belgian farming 153

HOME CORRESFONDEXCE-
Gamc Laws, the I5'

Irish land question 15;

Lambs and their diseases .. i

Lee's Prolific Black Cur-

Mechi'/Mr.'riu^d Howard's
engines J

Nurserymen^ catalogues .. i

Paterson's Superb Melon

ith, Mr., and"'G. A.H."

Potato grafting 145

"Wcllingtonias
WooUton smasher, t

FOREIGN CORRES.
Kansas : Emigraiioi

SOCIETIES—
Edinburgh Botani
Lavcnham : Farm Capital . . 155

The Roses of the Season are those of
PAUL AND SON, The '-Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt. N.

PRICED DF.SCRIPTIVE LIST post free on application. 'S
Tlie Forwardest Pea known Is

UTrONS' RINGLEADER.'—See illustratic

p, 118 of this week's Paper.

on

per dozen. DEStRIPTIVE Li's'f o

RICH.^RD SMITH, Nurserimaii. Worccst
splcn.

quart, ors^. per

JOHNO for 186

Rose Catalogue.
CRANSTONS ROSE CATALOGUE

I is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

New Roses for 1870.>

JOHN KEYNES' LIST of NEW ROSES for 1870
is now ready, and will be sent on application.

Castle Street Nurscr>', Salisburj*.

OISETTE ROSES, in pots, of all the best s

24J , and 30*. pert"
WM. wo6d

Uckficid, Sussex.
SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

M A N E T T I

For summer
THOS. CKIPl'S ANI

STOCKS.
me?i &bridee Wells.

Uanettl Stocks.
PAUL has a few thousand MANETTI

SrOCKS, extra fine, lo offer in the Trade. Price, low, given
1 application. Waitham Cross, L.Tidon. N.
W^r<

CALEXDAROFOPERATJOXS
Farm work of the vfcck ... . 157 __
Garden operations 147 celebra^ed'Coll"

To the Trade.—Show Pansy Seed.

DOWNIK. L.-\IRD, AND LAING, Edinburgh, have
to offer a limited quantity of the above, saved from their own

CALCEOL-ARIA.—Sealed packe
3^. dd., and 5f. First Priies, Cr>'St

jid Reading. &c

satisfactory in ev
until the end of I

Leeds Royal Park-

Lccd

y respect. Schedu
that the Show may be

ggcsiions

ill therefore

THOMAS CLAPHAM, ProprJetc

200LOGICAL GARDENS, CLIFTON.
HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS, 1S70;—

SPRING SHOW, THURSDAY, June 2.

ROSE SHOW, THUKSI).\Y,Jul)>7.
Schedules of the ahove are ready, and can be obtained on personal

application at the Gardens, or by letter addressed to the Secretary,

Zoological Gardci\3, Clifton.

CINERARIA.— li., 2s. bd.. .ind v. Sixty First Piizes

^ in.i» )'ears.
\

P'rTMULA sinensis FIMBRI.'iT.\ RUBRA and
ALliA. Separate, ». fid. and sr. ; mixed, it., sr. fid., and 5/.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
JUNE 3 to la ONE THOUSAND
•eld in t

ready, and can be had on applicatio

ichester. BRUCE FINDLAV.

MANCHESTER Schedules
to the Under!

TWELFTH YEAR
GALA, YORK, JUNE ij,

f the GR.\ND YORKSHIRE
;. FLORAL FETE.

PRIZES neirly KIVF, HUNDRED PO

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

SPECIAL PRIZES for ROSES (Open 10 All England).
1st, Collection of 73 Roses, 1st Prize, a Cup, or j^io lor. ; zd Prize,

ad. Collection of <8 Roses, is

3d, Collection of 36 Roses, is

The Exhibition will be held t

Prize, a Cup, or Ci S« I sd, [.t 2r.

Prize, a Cup, or £3 3X. : ad Li I*.

I JULY 11. Fufiinformation ma.
wSl. PALLETT, Secretar

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, jcc.

CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH, only surviving Partner of
thelateTirmof BETHAM AND BLACKITH, begs

rUBEROSES.-
per dozen; extr

Trade. Prices on application to
HOOPER AMD CO., Seedaroen. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

To the Trade.
ITALIAN TUBEROSES.—Just imported, verystrong,

round roots. Lowest price per looo on application to

JAMES CA*""" ...-.^— ^ ..

London, W.C.
JAMES CARTER, DUNN ETT, and BEALE, 237, High Holborn,

Gladiolus BreiichleyeiiBls.-To the Trade.
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT. and BEALE hav<

a &ne stock of flowering liulbs. l-owc5t price per loooon application
337 and 338,lligh Holborn, London. W.C.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of VERBENAS of i860 at 3* per dozen, in pots: also 21 New
FUCHSIAS of 1869 at 3* per doicn, in pots

Nursery- : Bcxley Heath, Kent.

R
The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ICHARD WALKER can supply, for cash,
SCARLET KING DAISIES, WHITE DAISIES, CROWN

-A particularly fine strain ; eight varieties,

and/CYCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varietii

SCARLET INTERMEDL\TE STOCK, very double,
and rich in colour; W. antl If.

SON'S'

Betterldge's Superb Quilled Asters.

CHARLK,-- H kNl;K lic<,'S to offer new seed of the
above Exhibii^oi. A'.lFHs. ,n collections of il v

Ihe fine new variety. >.\'1M.\N, 5<.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Grape Vines.

BS. WILLI.^MS' stocl: is remarkably
» eood cf

and in
Can supply ail the best kinds. P

Upper Holloway. Londoi

B.
Fines.

S. WILLIAMS has all the best kinds, in splendid
condition, warranted clean. Prices on application.

:toria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade.

finest kinds, are offered. Pi

THOS. RIVERS .

ice per lOOorpcr score given on applic
) SON, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

t DESSERT APPLES cW TED, several Thousand GOOSEBERRY
TREES, of the best sorts.

FINK, Market Gardener, Mortlakc, Surrey, S.W.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples Vines, and
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Nlerchant, Wo

CHRISTMAS TREES.—Very handsome SPRUCE
FIRS, 4 to 5 feet high, at 15*. per^doien.

RICHARD SMITH,

IiRESH SEED of CUPRESSUS L.4WSONL4NA
and THUJA LOBBII, in any quantity. For prices, see f

74 and 7e of our TRADE CATALOGUE, which may be had post

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

R H.-^MNUS FRANGULA.—The price of plants,

quantity, will be furnished upon inquiry.

PETER LAWSO.N AND SON, Edinburgh and London.

WANTED, LARCH. 2 to 3 feet.—Forward :

and quote price, to

I

N

O. JEFFERIES and .SONS, the Royal Nurseries, Cirt

nples.

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Mehchants, Steaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
Boat free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of
GARDEN SEEDS, grown from carelully selected stocks.

Farm Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to tend.

fJst free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUES of
ARM SEEDS, grown from i:arefully itelecled slocks.

100,000 Transplanted Spruce Firs, 2 to 3 feet.

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Malton,
Yorkshire, begs to offer hne well furnished plants of the above a

r(^asonable prices. Samples and every particular on application^

TREES and SHRUBS, &c., strong, healthy, and
wellgrowa Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Edinburgh ; and 59. Mark Lane, London.

Conifers Seeds.

E COOLING has to offer fine new seed of PICEA
. NOBILIS, ABIES CANADENSIS, CUPRESSUS LAW

SONIANA, &c Price per pound or ounce on application.
.Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby

" The Earliest of All was
p I\(;LE.\DER." Vide Royal Horticultural
1 »- ! v's report on Karly Peas.—For description, illustration,

.Is of this Pea, see p. 138 of this week's Paper,
1 i ^ -N AND SUNb. .Seedsmen to the Queen. Keadint:.

'tiMKsHIRE HERO PEa\. 2^ feet, fine flavour,
ropper, dues mt rei|ulre slicking. Price I*. 6</. per
gallon. .\ M-iiiui.tiiec- must .icconipany all orders,

Mr. JAMES M, \ 1 I
,
M ,ik. i Lavington, Wilts.

To the Trade.
WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-

STER'S No. I, and BADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, &c.,
offer, at advantageous prices.

FREDK. GEE. Seed Merchant and Grower. Biggleswade. Beds.

rpELEGRAPH CUCUMBER SEED, warranted true,
which is, without doubt, in every respect, the best in cultivation,
seed^, iJ. ; 13 seeds, ». bd.

THOMAS KITl.EV, Oldfield Nurser>-. Bath.

EHUBARB STOOLS WANTED.—.A large quantity
of the Victoria required, for about 3 acres. State price to
tND E. B.^TH, Colgates Farm, Halstead, Seven Oaks. Kent.

J. SFAVEN, Stud House, Hampton Court, Middlesex, S.W.

SEED POT.-VTOS (S
PRICED LISTonapplicatior

JAMES DICKtON AND SONS, " Newton" ;

L E C T E D .

c
I'rue Early Eose Potato.

HARLES SHARPE and CO., Sleaford, have
received- a large consignment of the above from Americai and
iblc 10 ofTcr them in quantity. Price on application.

POTATOS
clean and I

Station, Norih-E
PETER STEVENSON, Ju

OTATOS. — 1000 bushels of the finest sorts in
cultivation. See List and Price of lo to 20 sorts.

WM. DILLISTONE, Nurseries. Sible Hedingham, Essex.
N.B. 10,000 ROSE BRIERS to spare.

WHEELERS' MILKY WHITE POTATO,
warranted true- {^ per ton, or i8f. per sact of 2 cwt.

Delivered to the Calnc Railway Station. Terms cash.

A. L. CmVERS, Gorton Hill, Calne, Wilts.

PATERSON'S VICTORIA POTATOS won the First

Prize at the Staffordthire Agricultural Show; First Prize and
Highly Commended for the Second at the Birmingham Show. Price

SJ. per 56 lb. Alf^oafew MILKY WHITES, 71. per 561b.

Mr. PEARCE, Measham. Atherstone.

Important Notice to Potato Planters.

rO BE DISPOSED OF. a f..nv Tons of DALMAHOY
P(>TAT<1S, g.x.d wmplc and true Price £6 per Ton, delivered

> Bedford Stations. Sack^ ciirn.

THO.MAS FANE, Bedford

FOR SALE, 8

price iSr. per bushel
G. WILKINSON. Skirbcck. Bnsi

To the Trade.—Henry's Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOWXIE. LAIRD. ANii LAING are now sending

out the above unrivalled LEEK, in scaled packets, at 6i. pec
dozen, or aos. per 100 packets.

EdinburKh ; and Stansiead Park . Forest Hill. London. S.E.

UTTONS' PERMANENT P.-\STURE GRASSES
and CLOVERS,—For prices of various Mixtures for various Soils

p. 149 of this week's Paper.

HALLEIT'S PEDIGREE BARLEY and 0.\TS.

! Adv. of this Paper.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEl'T in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 238, High Holborn . London .

/^ARTERS~GENUINE SEEDS. See page 136.

237 and 338, Hit:h Holborn, London, "VV.C.

c1 ARTER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS. See page 136.

237 and 238. High Holborn, London, W.C.

cARTER'S GRASS SEEDS. See page 102.

237 and 238. High Holborn. London. W.C.

C ARTER'S NEW PEAS for 1870. See page 136.

237 and 238. High Holborn. London. W.C. ^_^

C^
1ARTERS GENUINE SEEDS. See page
/ 237 and 238. High Holborn, London, W.C.

136.

THOMAS METHVEN'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of GARDEN, FLOWER and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS is now ready, and inay be had post free on

application. 15, Prince's Street, Edinburgh.

STUART AND CO., Seed Gkovvees, Nice—Seed
MERCHANT.S, 5, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

(REMOVED from 85, Southampton Row.)
WHOLESALE LIST sent free on application.

ERBEkT H. NICHOLSON, Seed Grower,
Great Clacton. near St; Ojvth, Essex, has » 1^5 1_"^,"f>;."'_Li urear uiacioii. Ileal oi. v^>, i^, ..ja^*, ..».• - — to- .,—;,-

FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS, of his own growing, all r

FOR SALE. Li appi:

^W and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on application to

ALFRED I.EGERTON, Seed Merchant, s, Aldgate, London, t.
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NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE PAID.

B. S. A¥ILLIAMS,
NURSERYMA>? AND SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
OF

KITCHEN GAEDElSr SEEDS,
To suit Gardens of \-arious sizes,

lOs. 6d., 21s., 4Ss., 63s., and 84s. each.

New and Choice Vegetable Seeds,

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI ..
.""'"' V. 16

Dell's fine Dark BEET 10
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY 10
Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new ..16
Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved v.ariety i 6

Digswell Prize ENDIVE 06
All the Year Round CABBAGE LETTUCE ..06
Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE ..06
Lee's Immense Hardy Green CABBAGE LET-
TUCE, new 10

Webb's Climax MELON, new 26
(The I'uicst flavoured Grcen-flc5licd variety ever ofTcred.

^Vas awarded Firsl Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kegenl's Park, June 30, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-neshed,

excellent flavour, and 12 days earlier than any
other known kind, new . . . . . . ..26

Nuneham Park ONION, quite distinct from any
other variety . . ..10

Earley's selected Double Curled P.^RSLEY, new ..10
Laxton's Supreme PEA, new ., .. per half pint 2 o
Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PEA, new, do. 2 o
Cullingford's Champion Marrow PEA, new, per quart 3 6

(The finest flavoured Wrinkled Marrow in cultivation.)

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, new 26
(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

Orangefield Dw.arf Prolific TOMATO . . ..06

New and Choice Flower Seeds,
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA. Red, White,

or Mixed .. . . . . 2j. 6(/., 3J. 6d,, and
C.ALCEOL.ARIA, NelUs extra choice strain, 2s. 61/.,

3.;. 6d., and
CINERARI.A, Weatherill's extra choice strain,

2j. 6d., 3J. Sd., antl

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain, is.QJ..2s.(>d.. &.

B.\LSAM. Williams' superb strain .. u. 6tf. and
GERANIUM, Le Grand .. .. i.t. 6^. and
GLOXINI.A, from the finest erect varieties is. and
HOLLYHOCKS, Chafer's splendid varieties, mixed
PANSY, from Prize flowers .

.

.

.

is. and
PINK, finest double-fringed varieties.. is. and
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize strain is. and
VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS zs. 6d. &
.ASTER, Dwarf, Victoria White, very fine .,

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA .. u. and
CENTR.\NTHUS MACROSIPHON BICOLOR,

CLARKE.-\' INTEGRIPETALA. To'n'i Thumb, new
CONVOLVULUS MINOR UNICALUS, new ..

DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM,

ESCHSCHOLTZIA AUR.ANTIACA. new..
EUTOCA SERICEA, very dwarf, with pretty deep

violet flowers, new
HELENIUM BOLANDERI, Dwarf Perennial

species, new .. ., ., ., ,. ,.

LILIUM AURATUM
LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA,
new

Williams' Improved FRENCH MARIGOLD,
beautifully striped and very large . . .

.

.

.

Parson's New TREE MIGN'ONETTE
NEMOPHILA .'ATOMARI.A ELEGANS, new ..

O.XALIS TROP.-EOLOIDES VIRIDIFOLI.\,
green-leaved variety, new . . .

.

.

.

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA. new
PYRETHRUM PARTHENIFOLIUil AUREUM,
Golden Feather. , .. ,. .. rr and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three
colonrs
(Tiicse are, without exception, the fniest ever otTcred, the

colours being scarlet, purple and while, and of remarkable

make a grand display in beds and for ribbon borders )

PURPLE QUEEN STOCK, a very dwarf and
beautiful variety, the flowers are very double, and
splendid colour i o

WHITE TEN-WEEK STOCK, Wallflower-leaved!
new 10
(This is the purest and tmesl WTiile Slock in tuilivalion )

IMPERIAL PURPLE SWEET PE.AS, very lar^e o 6
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII. splendid green-

house Climber . . . . . , . . .

.

36
TROP.EOLUM GOLDEN KING of TOM
THUMBS, new 10

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new .. ij. 6t/. and 2 6
(This is an interesting and extremely useful variety, pro-

ducing in grcnt abundance pure white flowers, very robust and
dwarf in hibil, which renders it very effective in spring and
summer, and invaluable during the late autumn months.)

WALLFLO\\'ERS. Saunders' fine dark vanety ..10
ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA Flore-pleno, new., i o

B. S. W.'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FLOWER. VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready, Post Free, on application.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
!;>i( «!? ^';<-

? 'ft*;; w'.>^-

:

ESSRS. Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.,

M;SIkE TO DIRLCT IWRTICULAR ATTENTION' TO

THE FOLLOWING SEEDS OF STERLING MERIT.

NOVELTIES.
Aster Giant Paeony-flowered Perfection.

Cineraria acanthifolia.
Ter packet, as. 6J.

Bahlia Imperialis.
Per packet, 11. and 21. (id.

]

Delphinium consolida candelabrum fl.-pl.

Dianthus Heddewlgii diadematus fl.-pl.

lioublc Diadem Tink, Tcr packet, i!

Phlox Drummondi Heynholdi.
True Scarlet Phlox, Per packet, 15. 6ii.

For descriptions of the above and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, see .-Vdvertisoment in G.irdcii

of January 22, 1870, p. 98.

Primula sinensis fimbriata punctata
elegantissima.

Per iia.:kct, 2:. 6.L

Reseda odorata meliorate.
Improved lart,'e-llowcrcd Pyramidal .Mii:nonetlc Per packet. 15.

Larkspur, double dwarfRanunculus-flo'wered

.

Per packet. Is.

Solanum 'Warsoewiczii.

Stock East Lothian.
Per collection of 3 colours (scarlet, white, and puritlo), separate, 2s. 6d.

IMPOaTED COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS,

Obtained direct from tlie most celebrated Conti;

slronglv rccomniended as bein;

Asters.
flowered, iDwarf Chrysanthi

Tall Chr^'santhemum-flowered, ti

Perfection Parony-flow
do. do, do.

t colours, separate ,

3 do. do.

3 do. do., do.

: Catalogu.

Truffaut's Globe Pseony-flowcrcd,
Pomponc Imbricated, 12 do. do., do.
Improved New Pfcony Perfection, 8 do. do,, do.

Crown or Cocardeau, 6 do. do., do
Rcid's Improved Quilled, 12 do. do., do.

Victoria, very fine, 10 do. do., do.
Ranunculus-nowered, 8 do. do., do
Dwarf Bouquet (Boltze), 6 do. do., do

For padccts of the above in finest mixed coloui

page 3!

Messrs. V. and SONS were awarded a Special Certificate for the
e\-cclleiicc of their Asters, of which they exhibited a large collection at

the Koyal Horticultural Society's Mceung, September 4, 1866.

Stocks. s. d.

Dwarf German Ten-Wcckj la distinct colours, separate . . ..26
Large-flowering German Ten-Week, is do. do., do. . . ..26
Pyramidal large-flowering Ten-Week, rz do. do., do 2 6
Earliest-flowering Autumn. 6 do. do., do 16
Emperor large-flowering, 8 do. do., do. 30
Brompton, 12 do. do., do. - '

Cocardeau or Giant Cape, 6 do. do.^ do. t 6

For packets of the above in finest mixed colours, sec Catalogue,

Antirrhinuios.
From Mr. Cox's splendid .collection, see Gitrdtrun' ChranuU of 1868,

page 820.

Assortment of 18 finest varieties, separate, 3S.

Smith's Camellia-flowered, in 9 distinct colours, separate, 3i. 6d.
Camellia-flowered or Blotched, in 8 do. do., do., 3S. 6d.

Kose-liowcrcd, in 8 do. do., do., zs. 6d.

:\] Growers, sent out in the original papers, and
of the very best quahty.

Hollyhocks.
S.ived from a choice collection, in i<i nanied v.ir;i'lies, 51 6J

Ipomoeas.

Larkspurs.
Double dwarf Rocket Hyacinth-flowered, in 10 distinct varieties

Double dwarf Ranunculus-flowered, in 6 distinct varieties, as.

Double tall Stock -flowered, in 8 distinct varieties, m.

Marvel of Peru.
Assortment of 12 lincsi v^iiiclics, separate, is, 6.^,

Ornamental Grasses.
Collection of 50 finest varieties, (ts.

Collection of 25 finest varieties, 3*. 6d.

Conection of i; finest varieties, 2».

Ornamental Gourds.

Carnations and Picotees.
oiiretl, in 13 vara. I IV-rpctual or Tree, St

irictics Perpetual FUikc, in i

varieties Perpetual Bizarre, in

Birarrc and Self,

The above superb collections, y. (>d. each,

Cockscombs.
arf varieties, in 12 distinct colours, separate, a

Double Heliclirysums.
so:t!oent of 10 splendid \':»ricties, separate, is

Everlastings.
Aasoriinenl of 25 best varieties, separate, 4s.

Assortment of 12 best varieties, separate, ai.

Giant Gourds.
Collection of 12 finest varieties, separate, w. 6d.

Petunias-
Assortment of 12 varieties, separate, 4s.

Phlox Drummondi.
t of 12 finest varieties, separate, 2J. W.

Poppy.
PjEOny-flowcrcd, in 10 distinct colours, separate, li. W.
Carnation, in m distinct colours, separate, ii. (xt.

Fortulacas.
3>ouljlc-flowered, In 6 tincst varieties separate, ts 6<t.

Singlc-tlowcrcd, in 8 finest varieties, separate, tn. (id.

, 3J.

Wallflower.
German, double, in lo splendid vj

Zinnia elegans.

Doubie-flowered. in 8 distinct colours, separate, ri. td.

siingle-flowercd, in 6 distinct colours, separate, ir.

Pacttets of the above in Mixture, see Catalogue.

SXTBTROPICAL AND ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS.
MESSRS. VEITCH .,\nd SONS have secured supplies of Seeds ol the best .-.nd most adiTiired Plants in

this important section, full descriptions of which will be found an their VEGi-TABLl:. and FLOWER SLLP
C.VTAL.OGUE for 1870,' which will be forwarded Post Free on application.

Assortment of 12 best varieties of the above. SJ'-

-Assortment of 24 ,, .> ,, to^-

The "CHELSEA" BLIGHT COMPOSITION, for destroying Mealy-Bug, Black and

White Thrip, Scale, Greenfly, <&c ME.SSRS. VEITCH and SONS having for some time used, with

CTCat success a Composition for destroving insects on plants, have determined to ofier it for sale, believing " *"' fe

a real boon to plant cultivators. MESSRS. V. .*ND SONS have always found this Composition more efficacious

than any other they have yet tried, and it has been constantly used by them for cleaning all kinds ot ^'°\e •^"'^

Greenhouse, Flowering and Foliage Plants, Orchids, and even Ferns, with the exception of the more delicate Unas

and the success which has invariably attended its use induces them to introduce it to the PuDUc rmi

instructions as to its application accompany e.ach bottle. Bottle sufficient to make i gallon of Mixture ht Jor

use. is. 61/. ; 2 gallons, 3^. ; 4 gallons, 5s. dd. ; 8 gallons, icu. &i.
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SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL and FLOWER SEEDS,

GARDEN SUNDRIES, HORTICULTURAL ELEGANCIES, &c.,

Is now ready. Gratis and Post Free.

Fonning a most complete List of Requisites for the fumisliing of a Garden, Conservatory, &c.,

witli Instructions for Sowing, &c., I'io.

139, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.
I

SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS.
CARRIAGE PAID.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
B1.G5 TO ASNUUNCi; THAT IlIS

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

for 1870,

Containing many New and Clioice Varieties, is now ready. Post Free on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

GENUINE SEEDS.

^VILLIAM PA.UL
BEGS TO AX.NOUN'Ci; THAT HIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be forwarded Free by Post on application.

Ma7iy of the most critical and choice Seeds arc cither hojne saved or have been saved

specially for him, and can be recommended loith the fullest confidence.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

Corner or ^:^\~'\
HALF-MOON ST., ^—

)

PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS

GRASS SEEDS

FLOWER SEEDS

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

CATALOGUES FORWARDED POST FREE TO ANY ..\DDRESS ON APPLICATION.

CAREFULLY SAVED GARDEN SEEDS.

ARTHUR HENDERSON & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES

Published, and be forwarded Post Free on application.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEK
Solicits the notice of intending Planters lo the following

LIST of Specimen CONlFI-:i<S, &c.. all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 9 feet, 30s. to 60J. per do;;cn. Traiibplanicd
April, i86(].

ABIES DOUULASII, 6, 7, to 10 feet, js. 6d. to los. 6d. each. Trans-
planted August, 1868.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 5, 6, mid 7 feet, 7s. 6d. to ais. Splendid
vcd April, i86g, la to 12 feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

Tifcre

ABIES 'EXCELSA, the Common Sprue*

S, 6, 10 8 feet high, £5, £7 iw,, to £12
The dwarf varieties of Spruce, such a , . . ,^
Clanbrazi liana, &a, large numbers, many of them aoand 3oycari'
growth.

CEDRUS DEODARA,5to6fec^ 601. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet, R4S. per

utifuily furnished,

I pu'mila pygmara, Gre^oi

several lliu

since Ai[(;ust. 1868; many since April, i80g. ,

CEDRUS ARGENTEA,0 to 7 feet, 4M. tofioi. per dozen; 8 tn 10 feet,

Ts, 6rf. to 10s. (kf. cadi. All removed since September, 1868.

CEDKUS LEBANON, 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September, 1868.

CUI-RESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 30s. to ^2s. per do«n

;

8 to 10 feet, 5s. to 101. 6d. each.

„ „ ARGENTEA, 3 to 4 feet, and as much in

circumference ys dd to los. 6d. cacli.

CV \CILIb 4 to 5 feel high, and 7 and 8 feet

nd 71 6a 1

Jl-^

PICE\ N :iLI

PICEA. N(.RI

PICL\ LASI
8 and q fc

PICL^ M V

PICEV r

d specimens, 5. 6, 7, to 10 feet

u doubtcdly tne hnest plants

8 feet 215. to 42s. each, and
Vut,u , 1868, 10 to 15 feet high,
most beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6,

n 63s. each. Some grand

2 fee 1 rI Moved August, i

f,h and as much in circumft

feet 7 and 8 feet round ; 43s. 1

each. All removed s

"&

\L\

I planted in August,

_ " .nsplanted Sept. , 1868.

n feet' lo'to ft'round, lOi. 6d. to sis. each.

NGLISH 4 5 6 7 8, 10, and 1 a feet high.

i remo ed n aluablc where immediate

ANTISSlMA —^Ve have these in large
,

es as
I J a n d clobes, and worked as

\n\\S iriSH haj dsome plants up o o fc thigh." '" ' -^' rseryis
compri . ,

many ' thousaids of the following

"H.n. of sorts, 4 to ID feet.

8 feet high,

1,-ited in this Nurserj';
1 15 ft. circumference.
ici. 6d. to 21J. each.

est specimens w« have

..^ o, to 14 feet high, by them
ng k nds. An immense stock

\ELLO\\ BEPRIED

STANDARD, WATE;
4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high.

AER-S and C ^' "'
th heads G

.nd GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES.

ished or obtained. The prit

The VEGETABLE SEED SECTION contains-
Selected LISTS of the best varieties of each kind most worthy of cultivation, also sortie excellent new sorts

of both VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of sterling merit ; attention is also directed to the Pine-apple

Compact-top BEET (the finest and richest flavoured variety extant), carefullv saved, true from the original stock.

Also the new DW.ARF W.ATERLOO BEET; top leaves rich metallic crimson; growth true, even, and regular.

This beautiful foliaged variety may with advantage be cultivated in the flower garden as a border, ribbon, or etlging

plant ; its root is a trifle larger than the Pine-apple Compact-top, flavour excellent, full of a sweet saccharine juice,

colour crimson, texture tender and uniform throughout.

The ELOWEE, SEED SECTIOIT contains—
Imported GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS in Collections ;

Clioice Strains of FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS;
a careful LIST of FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES of the season ; HORTICULTURAL REQUISITES of

every kind, KNIVES, PROTECTING MATERIALS, HORTICULTUR.'VL iL-^NURIiS, &c., &c.

N.B. Everything in this Catalogue is priced.

PINE APPLE PLACE, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,
1^ All Seeds Carriage Free.

I,AURUSTINUS.Slandard».
. , . , , „,„

AUCUE.\ JArONICA, thousands of beanlirol plants, ail moved 1868,

J
and 4 Jcct liigli. ...
UBA J.\PONICA, Berried, hundreds, li to 4 feet high; in the

open ground and in pots, from i8s. to 120.S. per doi. and upwards.

AMEKICAN I'l.ANTS.—The Stock of American Plants at Knnp
Hill is, we believe, .is line as, and more extensive than, anything of its

kind to be met witli in England, considerably over 50 acres of land

being tlevi.tcd 1" llnir cultivation. We shall be pleased to supiily-

RHOlJ»>l)l,NI)K"NS, nice busily plants, from layers, named kinds

/=: per ilxi. ijo per 1000. A dozen sent as sample on application.

RIIllDODENllkoNS. the tincr kinds, by name, from £7 "» to

/i 2 lot, per 100. and upwards.
RHODODE.XI-iRUN PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from ^to

SI'a'nii'IKu 'luioDODENDRONS —or these we possess a large
. .-

- . :

in .the cOBTttry, many

adapted for

.,^, „^ , many of which we
n Row. We have also Rhododendrons, standards,

of many other kinds.

'There is probably

.jf many omer kiiius. .,,,,, ,RHODODENURUNS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and

variety in colour, from £5 to £10 10s. per 100. Sample on api

tion Large and handsome pfints by the 1000, 4 to 8 feet high.

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants, ijio per too, upwards

AZALEAS, common kinds, &.per 100.
.

AZALEAS, splendid plants, of the finest varieties, 3, 4. S, and 6

high,
-'^ ' "

KALMI.

jplic

AN I'

ERIL..

Gardening.

ice plants, bushy, healthy, and

NDA, £s to £7 tos. per too, and u|

fine collection, every plant a spi

iiy thousands.

SKIMMIA lAPONICA,
covered with berries, 12s. to i&s. per dozen.

As well as the above, the ICnap Mill Nursery contains upwards of

200 Acres of ordinary NURSERY STOCK of a superior class, such as

Fkiwerfng Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen), Roses, Ornamental

^A"RTcED"a"nd'l?ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ™ll be forwarded

on aScation Purchasers to any extent are su-ongly recommendetl

?o.^ake a personal inspection of our stock, and obtain the pnces on

Se spot "no CatalogE; can fairly describe many of the plants «-c

°The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterioo to Woking

in^ommu es

difficulty, in sendiiie Plants through in the
"

- Vaee. from Woking to almost any I-ail«as
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To the Trade.
SPKCIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM. KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new
variety of LAURUSTINUS, having now crown it for live

for Stock, It has been seen K^owint; in his Nursery by

npact; Sowers purt e the s

and very sweet-scented, with
most severe weather.
W. K. feels CTcat confidence in offering it in fine specimens

S feet, full of bud, per pair, 16s, ; second size, 3 to 4 feet, do.,
third size, 2 103 feel, do ys. ; fourth size, li to 2 feet, do., 55.

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

L ILIUM, in 80 superb varieties. Choice selections,
51,91., las., i8t. , and s^s. per dozen.

GLADIOLI, in qoo splendid varieties. Choice assortments, js., y,,

GANDAVENSIS.
BRENCHLEYENSIS,
BOWIENSIS,

per dozen ; 1 . per

IKWSIS, a*, per dozen ; its. per 100.

CATALOGTJES free on application.
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS.

100 distinct and showy varieties 31

100 superior and new varieties 51

Per dozen, 41. . 61.
, o* , t2s. , and iRj.

CATALOGUES free on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Wcston-buper-Marc, Somersetshire.

Special Offer.

JOHN CR.\NSTON. having a large surplus stock of
the undermentioned articles, will be happy to furnish special

quotations, both wholesale and retail.

ROSES.—Standards and Half Standards, all the leading Pcrpciuals.
Dwarfs, do. do., very tine plants for bcddinjr or tjottiiii'

Dwarf Standard, Tea-sccntcd, Noisette ;

pottir

F.xtra tall'Standard Roses, 6 to 8 feet stems,
("limbing and Pillar Roses.
Roses for forcing, of extra size.

New Roses for 1870, 30 varieties. Plants ready enrly in March.
FRUIT TREES.—Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums and Chcriit

cberries, upwards of a :s, 3 and 4-yf. old plai

(ing Cane^.
CONIFER^.-

^ ^ __^ _.._ __^.
Pinus amtriaca, all quartere"d and recently transplanted, _

and 3 to 4 feet.

Snriice lir. cjuariered, a to aj^, and 2J4 to 3 feet.
UcIlmKionia Ki^.ii.tca vcfj- fine, a to a*^, 3% to 3. and 3 to 4 feet,
hiij.iaurca.bcautifut plants, Q to la, la to 15, and 1510 18 inches.

I hiija Riganlca, Lohbn, AUics Mcnziesii.
Tlnijnpiis borcalis, &c.

hf",}l-,.\'h'-^°.'"V^°"
^"'^ Porlugal, Mahonia aquifolia, &cWEKPINt, ASH, 6 to 10 feet, very fine.ENGLISH OAK, 2 to 4 feet,

ASPARAGUS, 2 to 3-yr.; RHUBARB, SEAKALE, &c
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MEDALS, 1851 AND i86i.

for this splendi.l

requestco to s( i> l

now getting vir\ I

M. L. Paillft.
TREE STOCKS,

Pt

Laurus latifolla.
N: I I KVMAN, Chatenay les Sceaux,

tilling the numerous orders received
I 11^ wishing to secure good plants are

I
.

soon as possible, for the plants arc

> the Trade a large quantity of FRUIT
wing rates;—
* d. Per 10,00a—;£ J. d.

PlumslrealSt.JuIien),do.

Half Standards, £2 igs. per i

3ns:—Standards, good, £4 per 100;
Low Budded Dwarfs, /16 per 1000;

; Bengals, three best sorts, £g per
o; Mar£chal Niel, on Standards', i6j. per dozen.
Young Seedling FOREST TREES and SHRUBS, 1, 2, or 3-yr. old.

,...k „, A„_:_ A,j__ *,.. ...._. -ch, Qucrcus, Thorn, Mapl.Acacia, Alder, Ash, Beech,
&C. : and EVERGREENS of all , Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

:arriage free to London, packing included, :

ielection. Cash on delivcrj-.

All orders must be sent to L. PAILLET. as al
^.gents, Messrs. SILliERRAD and SON, 5, Harp La>

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, & CO.'S
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1.
I

No. 2. I No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No. 5.

£2 23.£3 3s. £1 10s. I £1 Is.
I

10s. 6d.

arieties, the quantities of which may be varied to suit theThe above Collections contain only
requirements of Customers.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections; also carefully selected LISTS
of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWERS and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

Orders ajiiouitiijig to 2is. sent Carriage paid. Allpackets of Fiower Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargefor packages.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.
Established upwards of a Century.

NEW LARGE

ITALIAN TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1.

No. 2.

LARGE FLAT BLOOD-RED.
GLA.NT ROCCA, ihc largest Onion

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4, EARLY WHITE, c^uliest of all.

These varieties are grown in Italy specially for us, from large selected bulbs, and can be highly recommended.
They attain a much larger size than tlie ordinary French Globe or Flat Tripoli, or indeed any other kind of Onion,

hen sown at the ordinary season in March, and are also of a more mild and delicate flavour. To grow them to

perfection they should be sown in July and planted out the following spring, 8 or 9 inches apart, on land that has

been dug 18 inches deep, and well manured ; tht-y will then grow to an enormous size. Our Italian grower has
produced Onions of these varieties weighhig 41b. each. Should any of the bulbs after planting start for seed, it is

ly necessary to take off the top, the bulb will then continue to grow as usual.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in

consequence of the short crop last season, the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,
nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent

disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, S.E.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, & CO.'S

PRICED LIST of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1870,

' published, and may be had Post Free on application.

NEW AND CHOICE SEEBS.

Early CARACTACUS PEA.
McLeans little gem pea.
Large flat While ITALIAN TRIPOLI OfiloN.
Large Red ITALIAN TRIPOLI ONION;
Haywood's While QUEEN CELERY.

NORluTfiS GIANT CUCUMBER.
huriitll's ni.OOU-REU IlEET.
Hammonds Improved Hardy While BROCCOLI.
Burnell's Imperial While COS LETTUCE.
The Early ROSE POTATO, | Early CLIMAX POTATO'.

The above varieties catl be recommended with the fullest cuitfidoicc.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED MERCH.A.NTS, SOUTHWARK
.STREET, LONDON, S.E.

''^^''^fe^yS""^"^''^
Advantages of Pro(;uring Seeds Direct from the Growers cannot be Over-estimated.

;

the EovA^sEmsMEN.

^^»M? "carte r'S~ ' s^fe?
COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS

(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

THESE COLLECTIONS PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. i, price
lit. bd., packing included, suitable for a small
Cottage Garden.

CARTERS FIRST CROP PEA, the earliest in culti-
vation, price 2J. per quart.

HUNDREDFOLD PEA, orthc COOK'S F.WOURITE
(illustrated at page 1280, Gardeners Chronicle, 1869),
in sealed packets, 75. bd. per quart, 4J. per pint.

PATERSONS BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER
POTATO, the heaviest cropper known. Per lb.,
IS. 6d.

; 71b., gs.
;
56 lb., 65^.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. z, price

21S., packing included, suitable for a Small Garden.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 4, price

63J., packing included, suitable for large Gardens.

For detailed Table of these Collections, see

CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870,

forwarded Gratis and Post Free.

LAXTON'S "ALPHA" PEA, the earliest Wrinkled
variety, in sealed packets, ys. 6d. per half pint.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 3, price

42i., packing included, suitable for a Garden of half

an acre.

CARTER'S CHAMPION POTATO, the best for

forcing, 5J. per peck.

L.AXTON'S SUPREME PEA, described as "a Grand
Pea." In sealed packets, half pint, 2S. 6d.

;
pint,

4s. 6d.
;
quart, Ss. 6d.

NEW POTATOS, American (imported Seed from the

raisers). The Eariy Rose, i,t. 6d. per lb. ; Bresee's

Prolific, 31. per lb. ; CHina.\, 35. per lb.

For full descriptions', see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.
Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis: to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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F
Vines, Extra Strong Fruiting.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON it SONS have
several ihousand extra strong, thoroughly well-ripened, short-

~ - - . . -js^ including the new
who have seen them

jointed VINES t
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THE FOKWABDEST PEA KNOWN
SUTTON'S

HOME-GROWN SEEDS
ST PRIZE

SUTTONS' RiNGLEADER.I
PRICE- 2s. per Quart, cheaper by the Peck or Bushel.

In 1868 the Boyal Horticultural Society carefully tested the merits of the leacUng kinds of Early Peas, and in that report,'which

ai^peared in the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, Jvine 27, the following brief but emphatic statement appeared :-

" THE EARLIEST OF ALL WAS EINGLBADEE."

UNSOLICITED

TESTIMONIALS
In favour of SUTTONS'

Rmglcadcr Pea.

ALiy 20. — Trow Mr. H. Beams,

dr. fo Sir Charles Pressley,

Fcni Hill, Farnborough.

" I gathered to-day a good disli

of your far-famed Ringleader Pea.

I have groNvn it now three seasons

in succession, and never began

gathering later than May 24."

A/ay 27.—/";w// Mr. T. Hoi in

WAY, Gk to Ixjrd Grantlc\,

\ \ oncrsh.

" I picked your Ringleader

Pea a week ago from this dav.
'

May zs. — From Capt. C. W.
Ford, Kchton Lodge, Kehton,

" I sowed yonr Ringleader Pea

on the 2ist Januan,', and picked

the first dish to-day, this being

much earlier than I have ever

done with any other Pea."'

7///V 17. — From Mr. Joseph
IVf F,RR 1CK , T/jc Gardens, Le
Court, Petersfield.

"Your Ringleader Pea this

vcar was the most prolific early

Pea I have ever grown, and I was

very pleased with it."

April 2. — From J. BARTON
Akland, Esq., N. Peel,

Rayigitata, Ntnv Zealand.

"You may perhaps Kke to

know of the success of your Ring-

leadcF Pea in the southern hemi-

sphere. I had it from you last

yerlr, and picked Peas on Novem-
ber Ti, which is 14 days earlier

than I ever picked before. My
residence is 1000 feet above the

sea level, or they would have been

earlier still. I would only add
that all the seeds I have received

from you at various times have

been most satisfactor\-.

"

UNSOLICITED

TESTIMONIALS
In favour of SUTTONS'

Ringleader Pea.

JuJic 12.—/>w;» Mr. A. MAXIM,
Gr., Purley Park.

" Your Ringleader Pea deserves

all its fame. I sowed the first lot

on the 2d of February, and

gathered on the 4th June. I

could have gathered four days

earlier had I wished, from well-

filled pods. 1 also made another

sowing on the 22d February, by

the side of your valuable Champion
Pea, and I gathered from Ring-

leader June the loth ; the Cham-
pion will be about six da5'-s after,

all sown on a south border. I

must say great praise is due to you

for bringing out such a distinct

early Pea as the Ringleader."

Jtily 10.—From H. WoOLLETT,
Esq.. Bcxhill, Sussex.

"Your Ringleader Pea is the

first in this district."

January ^.—From Mr. J. Straii-

LiNG, at Mrs. Tanner's, The

Ryalh, Seatort, Devon.

"Your Ringleader Pea is de-

cidedly the best early Pea I have

Juiuary 18. — From Mr. B.

1 KWi's. Gr., Brecon Road,

'rthyr Tydvil.

I consider Suttons' Ringleader

to be first-rate in every

pect. In the year 1865 I

\ed it in tho last week in April,

d gathered a nice dish in the

s cond week in June, which was

cnlv about six weeks from the

me of sowing, I think they

cmnot be surpassed."

August 17. — From Mr. John
Williams, Gr. to G. H. Hors-

fall, Esq., Eitkerdine Hall,

Ruabon,

"Your Ringleader Pea is the

finest and earliest Pea I have
ever grown."

SUTTONS' RINGJjEADER PEA, the forwardest known and best for late sowing.

June x2.~From Mr. CHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

" We gathered a good dish of Suttons' Ringleader on May 28. These were so^vn

and grown in the open ground, without any protection. Six rows of Daniel O'Rourke
were sown at the same time, from which our first gathering was on June 8. Ringleader
has also the advantage of being dwarfer ; and I do not hesitate to pronounce it the best

early Pea that has been grown here. No other Pea has been gathered about here at

the date mentioned."

From Mr. E. HAWTHORN, Gr. to P. Kerap. Esq., Go/dwell House.

" Late Peas are indeed a luxury, I sowed Suttohs' Ringleader the second
week in July, and gathered one peck of well-filled pods the second week in

September. I sowed two row s a fortnight later, and gathered Peas on October 6

—a really good dish—much to the satisfaction of my employers. I ha\'e to-day

(October 13) picked another good dish of Peas from plants which show no appearance
of mildew.

"'

SUTTONS" RINGLEADER PKA is included in all MESSRS. SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS nf VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY. For
particulars of wliirh, with LIST of TTIOICE NOVELTIES for the FLOWER and KITCHEN CJARDEN. sec

SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE FOR 1870,
Price One Shilling. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTONS' ABRIDGED LIST FOR 1870,
Gratis and Post Free.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FREE [except very smallparcels). Fiveper cent. allowedfor cashpayments. Specialquotationsgivenfor large quantities.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE OUEEN, READING, BERKS.
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c HARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of

KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS •-

ready, and may be had on application. This List contains cii

may be depended oil, after trials and campansons.

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogiie of

KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, suid FLOWER SEEDS,

Home-grown Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. S H .-^ R P E 'S W H O L E S .\ L E
. CATALOGUE of HOMEGROWN SEEDS is nmv ready.

The prices arc vert' law, and the quality of the Seeds very fine.

EstabllBbed 1806.
THAND.^SYDE AND D.WIDSOX have to intimate

. that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK isnow ready,

and will be forwarded on appli

Seed and Nursery Establlsliment, Dumfries.
ESTABLISHED 1787.

THOM\S KENNLDV AND CO., Dumfries. N.B.,
will be clad to send Copies ol their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUES of \ cgellble and Flower Seeds, &c.. Farm Seeds.

&.C , and Forest, I ruit and Ornamental Trees, &c, to any address.

B\

the

HARD SMITH S SEED CATALOGUE
ii-i ti>: T ( ntf-niHr nf Time for Sowing, particulars of Collcc-

I I -- I for Cropping well and economically. Soil,

bcason, llardincss. Duration, rnrm,
I 11- riivour, and other qualities described.

ML Stamp Seeds direct from the Growers,

RK HAKI) SMITH, Seed Merchant, W
New Catalogues.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, Frederick Street.

Edinburgh, and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London, beg to

intimate that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of

Garden, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, Gladiolus, Flori:

and New Plar r ready, and may be had free on applic

c
Correction of Catalogue.

HARLES NOBLE regrets that, bv a Printer
Mistake in his TRADE CATALOGUE (just issuid), he

n kinds of VIOLETS. All will pi.

iched ;—these
agshot, Jan.

unci

understand the

ly to those kinds with an asterisk

J line bloom, and orders are solicited.

Great Eastern Seed Establlslunent.
DAVID GOLD .McK.WS Illustrated C.A.TALOGUE

of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, embracing the most
extensive Collection 10 be met with out of London, both of Home and
Continental origih. including a newly arranged LIST of GLADIOLI,
is now ready, free by post on application.
Seed Warehouse, JIarket Hill; Nursery and Seed Grounds,

Sprint'li,-!! .^n.l Cr,-:,, c.mard, Sudbury-, Suffolk.

ND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mcr-

AST LOTHIAN INTF,RMEDI.\TE STOCKS.—
February is the best month for sowing ihese celebraled stocks,

/ailed both for Howcr t:.itT.lcnini; .infl Un- |)oi culture. May be had

rHOMAS METin r

a;
VINES. STRA\\'P.KlvRV

IKI.LIAS, Pot

and t: RE ofplai apply

To the Trade.—Coutlnental Flower Seeds, &c.

GEO. MACI.NIOSH (Agent to i'. W. Wendel, Seed
Grower. Sic.. Erfurt, Prussia) begs to announce that he is now

prepared to receive orders for the above. CATALOGUES free on
application. High Road, Hammersmith. London, W.

Warranted German Flower Seeds.

MESSRS. BOETTNER BROTHER'S (Seed
Gkowers. Grcussen, near Erfurt, Germany), new PRICE LIST

of ASTERS, STOCKS, 81C., genuine and finest quality, can be had
gratis and post free from their London Agents. Messrs. R-SILBERRAD
ANC .SON, s, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street, EC.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (liritish Ferns and their varieties. 36 pages,
including prices of H.ardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESIJRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of RRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

^Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hill, Kent,

E.
icTs for their

> be sent out the fir;

on as the orders are received. Prices to the Trade
-The Nurseries, Withingtun. near Manchester.

LlUtun auratum.

WM. PAUL has to offerama^ificent lot of the above,
Dutch-prown roots, at 2J, 6rf., y. 64., and 51. each ; 24J., 36^.,

and soi, per dozen ; a few extra large roots, 71. 6d. each. The usual

M Llllimi auratum.
R. LEUTSCHEU Colchester. Importer ofJapanese
Orchids, Bulb-i, Seeds, &c., has just received a^small Consign-

rp RANSFLANTED OAK, very stout, i* to 2 ft., 135.

;

J- do., 2 to 3 feet, 175.6^. per 1000. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA,
p to 13 inches, a;7s. 6if. ; 13 to 20 inches, 35*. per 1000, 35. and +r. per 100.

Samples on application to

J. J- MARRIOTT, Highficld N ur5er>' . Matlock. Derbyshire.

Beta chilenals.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. have great

pleasure in being able to offer SEED of the true variety of the
Tiagnificent

;ing ;

foTiailiagc plani

.SPRING CATALOGUE, s. .
1

South Row, < I

fully described

. W.C.

lor tJie Million.
nvaiied t. olieclion of French,
5 now ready, at the following low
Js, for 50*. ; 50 plants for 30s ; or

i package included.

Pelargoniui
JAMES HOLDER'J^

Fancy, and Show varietii

Lspfant^dStmlt"'"'

Special Offfer.—Madame Lemolne.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers strong Plants of this

most beautiful of Double Pelargoniums, in single pots, 6r. per
doien. LORD DERBY, finest Pelargonium grown, 4s. per dozen.
Package included. Terms cash.

Chrysanthemums.
DAM FORSYTH, in answer tt

1- cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best

appli-

of Chrysanthemums, for £1: 25 Pairs ditto,

lor. M.: as Pairs POMPONS, ros. M. : 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, Any of the above forwarded post free

•ipt of Post OfBce order or stamps for the amount-
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of

GARDEN and F.\RM SEEDS will be supplied liberally by
SUTTON AND SONS.
For prices apply (stating quantity required) to SUTTON AND

SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

n

T

ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, fohage,
th. timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation.
And other information, with copious Index of their synonymcs.
by post for six postage stamps.

wo HUNDRED THOUSAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, splendid plants.

DWARF TEA, NOISETTE, antfothejROSES in pots, well-

w
Paul's Rose Catalogue.

A very complete and able catalogue."

—

Ftcral World.

M. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready, and will be for%varded

,:...:_. The stock of Plants is large and excellent.
*

ss. Loncfon, N.Paul's Nun , Waltham Cross.

SATURDAY, "JANUARY 29, 1S70.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
THUliSDAV, Feb. 3—I.innean 8 P.M.

Horticulture has contributeii more than

any other branch of natural science to our know-
ledge of the Effects of Climate upon Life.

It is natural that it should have done so. For
every animal that has been removed from its

native home, and subjected to a new climate

and phase of life, thousands of plants have been
so treated, and as plants are more manageable
and more easily observed than animals, it was
inevitable that more facts bearing on the influence

of chmate on life should be accumuLated by the

observers of the vegetable kingdom, provided

only that they were as competent, as diligent,

and as numerous as the observers of the animal
kingdom,—qualifications which, we presume, no
one, at any rate no reader of our journal, will

dispute that they possess.

It is not therefore as depreciating the merits

of what has been done, nor as complaining that

more has not been done, that we invite our
workers to additional exertion in this branch of

scientific labour. It is that their veiy diligence

in the past, and the magnitude of the material

which they have accumulated, has rendered the

acquisition of more information necessary to

enable us to understand that which we have.

The special point to which we at present desire

to direct the attention of our readers, and more
particularly those in foreign lands, relates to

what we may call reciprocity in climate. At
first sight one might think it safe to assume
that wherever plants of one countrj- thrive

in another, those of the latter will also thrive

in the former. Generally speaking they do.

But it is not a rule. Sometimes the reciprocity

fails—and it is especially where it does so that

information regarding the circumstances attend-

ing the condition of the plant, both in its old

and its new countPi', is wanted. For it is plain

that there must be identity, or close similarity,

in the apparent conditions of life, before we can

look for reciprocity in result. It is no want of

reciprocity on the part of America to England
for example, if in return for supplying her

with English plants which thrive, we find that

some desert plant from her sandy, waterless

wastes, does not thrive here when planted in a

bog, or that a sea-side plant does not thrive on
the top of a highland mountain. But what we
want to know is, why, when the conditions are

apparently the same in both countries, the plants

do not always equally thrive .' Of course we
know that there must be some important dif-

ference in condition—the very fact of non-

thriving implies as much ; but although it

implies as much, it does not tell us what
the difference of condition is, and it is from a

study of these exceptional cases that we look to

learn not only the cause which has prevented

reciprocity, but also indirectly to learn something

of the nature of the subtle influences which go to

make up "' condition of life,'' and of the still more
mysterious element of life on which the individual
" constitution " of organic beings depends.

If, for instance, wc compare the north and
middle of the United States with England, we
find some of these anom.alies. Although the

climate is so nearly the same that most of the

plants of the one countiy thrive in the other, a

certain number do not. The American Lime
thrives in England, but the English Lime does

not in the United States. The Canada Poplar

is common and thriving in this country, but the

Lombardy Poplar, although long establibhed in
America, is now dying ont. There arc plenty of
large old trees, but they are all going back ; at
their best, and in the most leafy season of the
year, they are now no better clothed than ours
are in the month of November, when half their
leaves are withered and gone. On the converse
side, we may instance our Scotch Fir and
Spruce, which do well in America, but the
American Pinus resinosa and Balm of Gilead
are unsatisfactory in England ; the former never
makes much way, and the latter, although healthy
and thriving when young, never lives longer than
about 30 years.

Of course for these and all other unusual cases
we have an explanation ready. Who ever caught
a horticulturist without his answer .' As the
old saying has it—for every hole we have a pin.

As regards the Lime its failure is accounted
for by >a beetle, Saperda Candida, which attacks

its roots ; and which, after the tree had been well

established, has nearly exteiTninated it. It is

true that beetles do not generally attack healthy
trees. Their mission is nather to remove those
which are moribund, and likely soon to decay,

and it is rarely that they leave native plants for

exotic species. The latter have very generally

an immunity from insect attacks. The Lom-
bardy Poplar, again, is going, because only one
sex of the tree was originally introduced ; and all

the trees in the country are from cuttings of that

stock, and they are now all dying because the

stock is worn out. But this ingenious explana-

tion is open to the answer that the truth of the

theory that all the cuttings, buddings, or other

reproduction of a tree (other than by seed), die

about the same time, is not yet proved or

admitted ; and if it were, it seems strange that,

knowing or believing it, and with plenty of

nurserymen in every to^'n of America, and fort-

nightly communication with Europe, plenty of

seeds of the Lombardy Popkir should not long

since have been imported into that country.

The short life of the Balm of Gilead in Europe
again is disposed of by the assertion that the tree

is naturally shortlived, and that it is not more so

in England than America.
All these explanations may be true, but it

would be satisfactory not to have to take them
on trust and cr cathednl, but to have them dealt

with, as all statements on matters of science

should be—held to be wrong until proved to be

right. Every statement, assertion, explanation,

or theoi-y, ought to be treated as disputed, and
all imaginable objections started to it, and fairly

met and discussed. Most of them must be

cap.able of instant solution by those on the spot.

In Nova Scotia ever)' one must know whether

the Balm of Gilead is shortlived or not. At
New York every botanist can tell whether all

the Lombardy Poplars are of the same sex, and
every nurseryman can say whether the young

plants of it are raised from seed from

Europe, or from cuttings from the old ones. At
Philadelphia, anyone who sees a dying English

Lime (if any remain to die), should be able to

say whether the tree is sound at heart or not.

We invite observation to such facts. If horti-

culturists, and more especially the nurserymen

in Canada, the United States, both east and

west of the Rocky Mountains, Chili, Australia,

New Zealand, and any other country which has

supplied England with hardy introductions,

would only give us a list of the English plants

they have introduced, or tried to introduce, in

their respective countries, with the amount of

success which has .attended their efforts, we

should at once have a great amount of valuable

information. Nay, if they would only note their

failures, which would not take much time to do,

even that would be of importance. We trust

some may be induced to do so ; and we are sure

none who do will repent the trouble.

A COPY of the balance-sheet of the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution for 1S69 has been

placed in our hands, from which it appears that after

paying in pensions nearly .£'800 during the year, and

after purchasing .,^350 in Three per Cent. Consols, and

after the payment of all necessary expenses, there still

remains an available b.ilance to be carried over. The

expenses of management are moderate (save apparently

ill the item of postage)—a fact which, we fear, does not

show much for the promptitude of the subscribers

Under these circumstances we are glad to find that all

four of the candidates at the recent election were

placed on the pension list. At the recent annual

meeting Robert Wrench, Esq., was re-elected as

treasurer; H. W. Peek, Esq., M. P., as a vice-president,

in the room of the late Sir Wentwonh Dilkx, Bart. .

Messr.s. Thomas Osborn and W. HURST as
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trustees in the room of the late Mr. James Veitch,
and of Mr. J. A. Henderson resigned. Messrs.

,

Edmonds, Lee, and Fuksvth, were re-elected as

auditors ; while the committee received an accession of

new blood by the election as members of Messrs. John
Lee, Robert Marnock, E. J. Beale, A. Dickson,
Thomas Moore, and Charles Pilcher, in the room
of others retiring by rotation; while Mr. B. S.Williams
fills the vacancy caused by the death of the late Mr. W.
Barnes. Messrs. James Gray, W. B. Booth, J. E.

Koch, John Green, and T. Taylor, were elected

arbitratoVs, and Mr. E. R. Cutler was re-elected as

secretary. The Earl of Derby has consented to pre-

side at the anniversary dinner, to be held in the sum-

mer of the present year. We may add, that there are

at present on the pension list 27 men, receiving ;r^io per

annum, and 27 women, receiving £,\2. per annum.

The following Circular, containing some in-

teresting information, has been distributed among the

Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society :—
"The Council have the satisfaction of announcing to

the Fellows of the Society that arrangements have been

made with Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition

of 1851 (in connection with the proposed annual Inter-

national Exhibitions to be held by the Commission) for the

completion of the gardens and arcades, without entailing

anv liabiHty on the Society. The Commissioners will also

construct conservatories on the upper arcades, by which

the hrst floor of their permanent exhibition buildings to be
erected on the annexes adjoining the central arcades will

be ]jut into direct communication with the Society's con-

servatory. These works will be completed before May i,

1871, the date fixed for the first of the series of Inter-

national Exhibitions. The exhibitions will consist solely

of objects which have some special interest or recom-
mendation : and while pictures and other attractive

works of Art will form part of each exhibition, selected

manufactured objects, of a few classes only, will be
admitted in any one of the series, so as to extend this

branch of the exhibition over a sufficient number of years

to allow time for improvement, before the same class

of objects is again brought for%vard. [Information as to the

natureofexhibitiOHshas been given by us at p. 837, 1869.]

Whilst these exhibitions will be held in connection with

the gardens of the Society, which will participate in any
profits that may arise from the exhibitions, not only will

the present rights and privileges of the Fellows be main-
tained, but considerable advantages over the public, as

respects admission to the exhibition itself, will be given

to them. Another subject in which the Fellows are inte-

rested, and may look for information from the Council, is

the progress of the Royal .Albert Hall. By means of it

the Society hopes to obtain an additional access to the

garden, and better accommodation for their shows,
meetings, library, reading-room, &c. , and they cannot but

feel that the prosperity of the garden, and to some
extent that of the Society itself, must be materially influ-

enced by the success which may attend this and the other

undertakings which Her Majesty's Commissioners have

entered upon on their estate. The Council have there-

fore pleasure in informing the Fellows that the building is

proceeding with rapidity and success, and that there is

no doubt that it will be finished and ready for opening by
the same time as the new exhibiton buildings in the

annexes."

All this sounds promising for the Fellows of the

Society. We may, however, express a hope that steps

will be taken to render the Lindley Library available

before May, 1871. We do not know whether it is the

Society or the Trustees who are answerable for the

delay. In any case it is not creditable that the library

should remain in its present condition.

Two prizes, of the value of ;i^io and £^ respec-

tively, have been offered by Major Trevor Clarke
to the exhibitor (whether amateur or nurseryman) who
may. during the year 1S71, obtain the largest number
of marks for specimen plants illustrative of the pheno-
mena of Hybridisation sho\vn at the meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society. In awarding the marks,
we are informed that judges will be instructed to con-
sider the following points :— i. Crosses hitherto unat-

tempted. 2. Results of great horticultural excellence.

3. Results of great botanical or physiological interest,

as for instance between supposed genera or distant

species. 4. Results well illustrating the eflects of

hybridisation. 5. Plants raised by the exhibitor. 6.

Difficult or supposed impossible unions. 7. The largest

meritorious exhibitor of hybrid plants during the

season of 1870. The plants should, if possible, be
accompanied by both parents, or at least one. Plants

may be shown as cut specimens where removal of the

whole plant is impracticable. The plants may be shown
as cut specimens in water.

In reference to the proposed Gladiolus
Show next summer, we are requested to state that it

was arranged at the Floral Meeting on January 19,

amongst the subscribers to the prize fund for the
exhibition on August 17, that a meeting should be held
at South Kensington on February 16, at i p.m., at which
the subscribers and others who may wish to support

the Show by their contributions are invited to attend,

in order to consider the final arrangements, and the

number of prizes to be offered.

We had occasion last week to mention that the

Meteorological Register kept for so many years

at Chiswick had been placed in the hands of

Mr. Glaisher for revision, and that the same distin-

guished physicist had also consented to reorganise the

system of obseiYations carried on in the garden, and
tQ enstire the accuracy of the n^w iristniments to be

supplied to the Society. We have now the pleasure to

state that, pending the necessary alterations, Mr.

Glaisher has kindly consented to fumish us with a

record of the meteorological phenomena for the week,

as observed at Blackheath, and also a summary of the

state of the weather in various parts of Britain, and

which will, we hope, be of service to our readers. We
shall shortly advert to the whole subject of the relations

of meteorology to vegetation, and in the meantime,

lest any should regret the omission from our columns,

even temporarily, of the Chiswick record, we may say

that only a sense of the necessity of the omission would
have induced us to break the continuity of the records

which have for so long a period been made in our pages.

Subjoined is the result of Gardeners'
Examinations, held under the auspices of the Royal

Horticultural Society, December 7 and 8, 1869 ;—

-

Charles Burley, R. H. S.,

Chiswick
George Downton, ditto

George Haskins, ditto

Alfred Jones, ditto .

.

Alfred Bradley, Eitham
_

.

.

Charles Boswell, Denbies,

W. Read, Royal Gardens,
Kew

Walter Davis, New Hamp-

Fruit Floriculture.

Cert. Marks. Cert. Marks.

We learn that the Parks Committee of the

Metropolitan Board of Works has recommended that

Mr. M'Kenzie be employed to assist in the preparation

of the plans for planting on the plots of ground on the

Thames Embankment, North, to purchase the

necessary trees and shrubs, and to superintend the

works of laying out and planting, and that the sum of

200 guineas be paid to liim for perfonning those ser-

vices, such sum to include all travelling and other

expenses.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society, has, we learn, decided that the various

Committees shall in future be elected for one year

only, so that at the end of each year the functions of the

existing Committees will cease until they are re-ap-

pointed, as was indeed the original custom. The old

members will be eligible for re-election on the new
Committees. Some other arrangements are, we are

told, under consideration, by which, it is believed, all

cause for any feelings of irritation, such as have some-
times been excited on the part of individual retiring

members, will be removed.

New Garden Plants.
Cattleya velutina, Sp. n.

Pcrigonio bene cnriacco ; sepalis Itgul:

• Among early spring flowers, Anf.mone blanda
deser\'es notice. This pretty plant, which blows in

this country some months before Anemone appenina,

is clearly a variety of that species. A good account of it

will be found in BoissiER's "Flora Orientalis." This

author considers it distinct, founding his opinion upon
the younger caq^els in the Italian plant beingsurmounted
by a style of equal length with themselves, in the

radical leaves being broader and more divided, their

outline being triangular and not roundish, while the

segments have a longer petiole ; the sepals, moreover,

are covered with more or less appressed down. The
divergence from these characters is not sufficient to

justify us in considering the plant as more than a

marked variety, which does not, however, seem to be
so precocious in its native localities as it is when in

cultivation. It occurs in Corfu, Macedonia, and one
or two other localities of Eastern Europe, and appears

to be pretty generally dispersed over Asia Minor, some-

times not making its appearance till the snow melts in

early summer. It is clearly the variety 7 parvula of De
Candolle, foliis fere sessilibus, the localities assigned

for which are Iberia, Caucasus, and the banks of the

Simois. Its very early appearance in our gardens,

even before the Yellow Aconite, makes it a most
desirable object of cultivation, notwithstanding its

diminutive size. M. y, B.

We extract from the American "Gardeners'

Monthly Magazine" the following particulars relating

to a Horticultural School for Women :
—" The

working plan of the school comprises a farm, to be

procured in the vicinity of Boston, containing about 20

acres, 5 acres to be used for the cultivation of small

fruits, flowers, salads, and such vegetables as are

suitable for cultivation by female labour, the rest to be

devoted to mowing and pasturage ; a good dwelling-

house capable of accommodating about 30 inmates
;

a barn large enough for the farm stock ; an experi-

mental plant-house, for growing flowers and early

vegetables, and the fonvarding of plants for field crops.

The control of the institution is to be vested in a pre-

sident, secretary, treasurer, and 24 managers—one-half

of which shall be women—who will be aided by a

competent instructor, an experienced farmer, and the

other necessary assistants. The pupils will be instructed

in plain sewing, the use of sewing machines, and all

kinds of housework, as well as in horticulture ; the

lecturers and teachers in kindred branches of labour

and service will be employed from time to time. It is

intended to receive pupils to the number of 25, who
are to be from the ages of 16 upwards, of good cha-

racter, fair education, and able to work as may be

required. The course of instruction will extend through

two years. The estimated cost of procuring the farm

and out-buildings and maintaining the school for three

years to be 30,000 dollars.
"

The Sandringham Sprouting C.\bbage,

judging from a specimen which has been sent for our

inspection, is likely to be a useflil addition to the list of

hardy vegetables. It is described to u'i as a Cabbage,

the result of a cross between McEwen's Cabbage and
the Brussels Sprout, the latter being the seed-bearing

parent. It forms a head like a small Cabbage, and
has the stem clothed with moderate-sized sprouts,

which form close heads, much in the way of the

branches of the Brussels Sprout, except that they are

larger. W^hen cooked they are exceedingly sweet and
tender, with quite the flavour of a mild Cabbage.

' This c.-vndidatfl \ iin?d for the As!

hinc lobosis ; iabclli laciniis lateralibus

rolumnam involventibus dorso libcram,

cvatasubacutadenticulata vcnis omnibus discoque

This fine new species, of which we have only seen a

flower, is described as having **a terete stem 18 inches

high, supporting a pair of oblong acute leaves, 8 inches

in length and about 1 4 inch in width ; from the top of

this stem grows a sheath, whence the flower-stem

emerges. In this instance two flowers were produced,

but, probably, when the plant is more vigorous, a

larger number maybe developed." The flower is as

large as that of Cattleya bicolor, olive-green, with

some purplish spots in rows. The lip is highly

penciled, the side lacinire are semiovate and as small

as in Cattleya Walkeriana, Gardn. (bulbosa, Lindl.);

the anterior lacinia very large, ovate-apiculate, crispo-

toothletted. The disc between the side lacinipe is

yellow, with some purplish streaks ; the radiating

veins on the side lacinire are purplish ; the whole
anterior part of lip is rosy, with dark purplish veins,

and wholly velvety. The column has a beautiful

purplish border around the androclinium and many
purplish spots.

It is a very interesting and intricate novelty. The
pollen apparatus is quite genuine, as in all Epidendrums.
Hence, if it is a mule, it is at least from genuine
Cattleyoid parents. If we were entitled to offer some
hypothesis, we might suggest that it may have descended
from Cattleya Walkeriana, Gardn. (bulbosa, Lindl.), and
from C. Schilleriana, Rchb. fil. The sepals and petals

arc very near those of C. Schilleriana, yet not so un-

dulated, and the velvet of the anterior part of the lip

can only be derived from that species. On the other

hand, the shape of the lip is very much that of the lip

of Cattleya Walkeriana. One might be led at first

sight to compare it with Cattleya guttata, yet there are no
asperities on the anterior part of the lip. The flower

is said to be very sweet-scented, so much so as to

perfume the whole house in which it is grown. We
have to thank Mr. Thomas Moore for a flower which he

received from J. Broome, Esq., of Manchester, with the

information that it is probably Brazilian, having been

received in a collection obtained through an agent

whose headquarters are at Rio. The sepals, are, we
learn, naturally recur\ed. H. G. Rchb.jiL

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS,
Pelargonium rut^efolium, Re/ug. Bot. t. 27.

One of the fleshy-rooted perennial species of Pelar-

gonium, producing radical pinnate leaves, the pinnse of

which are bipinnatifid, with linear segments, and erect

scapes, bearing an umbel of narrow-petaled yellow

flowers, the upper petals reflexed. Introduced from
South Africa by Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, through his

collector, Mr. Cooper.

Pelargonium sisonifolium, Refug. Bot. t. 28.

A greenhouse shrubby species, with thick succulent

stems, swollen at the nodes, bearing pinnate leaves with
rhomboidal toothed segments, and umbels of small white
red-veined flowers. Introduced from South Africa by
Mr. Cooper.

Pelakgonium Schottii, Bot. Mag. t. 5777.
This handsome Pelargonium is nearly related to

P. chaerophylluni, a hybrid raised about 50 years ago
between P. fulgidum and P. sanguineum. It has succu-
lent stems, pinnate leaves with crisped lobate segments,

and umbels of bright crimson showy flowers marked on
each petal with an elongate broken black blotch running
out into veins towards the base. Cultivated at Kew, and
in Mr. W. Wilson Saunders' rich collection, having been
received from the Continent.

Sedum albo-roseum, Rcfug. Bot. X. 33.

A hardy Crassulaccous perennial, producing numerous
stout ascending stems, \h foot high, broad oblong-

spathulate lea\es, and large terminal corymbs of white
flowers with rosy-tinted stamens and carpels. This
Japanese plant, though introduced many years since,

does not appear to have been hitherto described.

Sedum cordifolium. Refug. Bot. t. 34.

A hardy Crassulaccous perennial, with reddish-brown
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Stems, ik foot high, broad cordate -oblong leaves, the

rounded basal lobes of which slightly clasp the stem, and

alternately-branched corymbs of crowded white flowers,

tinged with reddish-purple. Us native country is

unknown, though it has been for some time in cultivation.

Tricvrtis macropoda, Gartcrtflora, t. 613.

A hardy or half-hardy perennial, belonging to the

Mclanthaceas, with glabrous stems, ovate-oblong am-
plexicauUeaves, and terminal and axillary solitary flowers,

with greenish-yellow segments, dotted inside with purple.

Introduced to the St. Petersburg Botanic Garden.

Vanda Denisontana, Bot. M.ig. t. 5811.

A very distinct and desirable Orchidaceous epiphyte,

producing strap-shaped, acutely-bilobed leaves, and five

or six-flowered racemes of pure white flowers, which bear

only a few orange streaks at the base of the lip. Dis-

covered by Lieut. -Colonel Benson in the Arracan moun-
tains, and flowered by Messrs. Veitch & Sons.

Vanilla PhalvKnopsis, /^/(jr^^/^-T 5(rrrtv, t. 1769-70.

A remarkably showy stove Orchidaceous epiphyte, o'

chmbing habit,' furnished with fleshy, leafless, rooting

stems, which bear from their nodes umbels of large blush-

white flowers, the lip of which is trumpet-shaped, rosy

tinted on the outside, and of a deep orange hue within.

The species, which is native of Madagascar and the

Seycheells, is closely allied to V. WalkerBe, and is cultivated

by M. Van Houtte.

EARLY VERSUS LATE VINES.

There has been much controversy as to which will

continue to produce fruit for the longest period, early

forced Vines which get clear of their load when ripe, or

rather when black enough for table or market, or late

Vines which have to carry their fruit from four to five

months after it has ripened. I am not prepared to

settle the question, but I propose to make a few prac-

tical remarks before going into the merits of the

'

annexed transverse section of

an early vinery for fruiting pot

Vines.

It is very well known how
willing the Vine is to bear fruit

from ripe or unripe wood. The
latter I will leave to enthusiasts

to fruit,—it has been done and
can be done again ; the former

I will principally refer to.

The Brobdingnag bunches,

which both in present and for-

mer days occasionally take pre-

cedence at our horticultural

exhibitions, on inquiiT generally

turn out to have been produced

from young Vines of three

or more years' growth, and from

which a limited crop is taken.

Once overcrop the Vine in its

first stages of fruiting, while it is

willing to fruit, and such bunches

are never heard of again until the

borders are aerated afresh, when
an unforeseen difficulty at once

arises (fortunately not in all

places)—that of going into tlie

park again for fresh turf, which
is often peremptorily denied, too

much having, it is said,beentaken

already. If a speculating mer-

chant fails to secure the object

he has in view he tries again and again, even with his

last penny, until he succeeds. But once let the anxious
and ambitious cultivator of the Vine miss his mark,
and talk of going into the park for turf, and he feels

himself placed in rather an awkward position, unless

those he has to deal with are open to reason.

I revert again to the question of early Vines being

killed through early forcing, according to the belief of

many cultivators. In some cases it may be so. In my
town case I have forced the same vinery for upwards of

12 years, and I firmly believe the last crop was better

than the first. I had no means of knowing the age of

ihe Vines, but they were not over 50 years old. Once
n this time I stripped the old surface of the border
until I came to their roots, and added a good space to

the front of the border, using a turfy loam, that the

Hop plant delighted to grow in. I never knew these
Vines fail in giving a crop, and I never could obser\'e

that they were injured in any way by the early forcing.

The borders were about 4 feet deep ; the natural soil

was a fine brown loam, about 10 feet deep, resting on a
bed of gravel,- which was all the drainage the borders
had. Generally the Vines in this vinery kept their

leaves longer in proportion than those in the later

vineries, which I have no doubt was the cause of their

keeping so healthy and fruitful. As to keeping Grapes
late upon established Vines, I am doubtful if this does
not tell more against them than mere early forcing.

For instance, I have proved to my satisfaction in the
case of Vines in pots, bearing fruit ripe in March and
April, and clear of their fruit at an early date, that they
always break stronger than those which have ripened
late, and carried their fruit up to March and April. I

am of opinion that the late Grapes take more nourish-

ment from the Vines than is generally imagined ; and
I also obser\'e \vith the Vines in our late vinery, that

the sooner the Grapes are cut the stronger they break
the following season, and show larger bunches than in

gases where they are allowed to hang veiy late.

I would draw attention to the accompanying section

of a vinery (fig. 23) wherein I used to fruit upwards of

70 pot Vines yearly, some 20 years ago, commencing to

cut in April; the sorts were Black Hamburgh, St. Peter's,

Black Prince, White Frontignan, Black Frontignan,
Grisly Frontignan, White Muscat, Canon Hall Muscat,
KempseyAlicante, BlackMorocco, called also the Liver-

pool Grape, Josling's St. Albans [Chasselas Musque],
and Chaptal. The house in question had Vines well

established in an outside border, and by a manoeuvre
in the front lights they were easily turned out-of-doors,

and tied to stakes along the front of the house, and
rested there until the early Grapes were ripe, w-hen the

Vines were cut with the bunches thereon, and hung
up in a cool fruit-room, in order to take in the

established Vines, which, according to the season,

were often showing their bunches as they lay outside.

I may state, that as long as I grew pot Vines I had
yearly two crops of Grapes off" this house. Although the

Vines were grown in pots, they were not fruited in pots,

the pots being required for next year's succession of

Vines. By referring to the section, it will be seen that a

wooden trough ran along the front part of the house, with
another half way up the rafter. These troughs were

1 7 inches wide and 22 inches deep ; the pit in tlie

middle of the house was filled with fermenting mate-

rials, with pots plunged to their rims. The temperature

of the house was kept low until the roots or spongioles

began to move round the sides of the pots. In a short

time the eyes began to swell, and by keeping them
perfectly level at this early season, they were induced

to break with the utmost regularity, with a bunch at

every eye. Some rich turfy soil mixed with fresh horse-

droppings was aired and warmed in the pit previous

to planting the Vines out into the troughs. The
troughs being well drained, with a layer of sods over

the drainage, we began at one end of the trough to

found from later experience that it is only loss of time
beginning with too low a temperature—if the fruit is in
embryo it will come. One particular must be strictly
attended to, to get the canes to break regularly when first

introduced into a high temperature, as the sap is sure
to flow to the highest part of the rod. I have found
that tying the canes to a straight rod, and keeping them
perfectly level, was the only chance of securing a
regular break ; afterwards they can be moved to any
position, y. Miliei\ Worksop Manor.

plant the Vines, carefully turning them out of their pots,

and putting them into the troughs, filling in all round

the balls with the above-mentioned rich soil, pack-

ing the balls of the Vines as they came out of the pots,

pretty close to each other, and at the same time ram-

ming the soil perfectly firm, both with the hand and

with a wooden rammer, so that it might retain the

waterings to a certaint extent. The Vines planted in

the lower trough reached up to the second trough, or

the middle of the rafter ; while those planted in the

upper trough went to the top of the house, so that

the entire roof was filled with canes about 15 inches

apart. If proper attention is paid to the breaking of

the Vines before they are tied up to the wires, such

a roof cannot fail to present a pleasing sight in the

shape of a mass of fruit, to cut from and come again.

I well remember my first attempt to fruit pot Vines

on the above principle ; the system was novel, and
interesting from being especially connected with some
pleasing facts. In those days I found the Black Ham-
burgh to be the best for pot culture ; the Frontignans

next. Josling's St. Albans was a sure fruiter, and

seldom cracked under this system of cultivation, and

was generally rich in flavour. The larger sorts I dis-

carded after my first year's experiment, and grew Black

Hamburgh principally. As to bottom-heat, I believe

they had all that they required from the temperature of

the house. They were watered plentifully with liquid

manure until ripe. I strongly recommend the above

system where quantities of Grapes are required early,

if the system can be properly carried out. There is no
trouble with top and bottom-heat, as in outside borders

;

all is immediately under the eye of the cultivator ; no

risks of starving or overheating the roots, and when
the Grapes are ripe the Vines can be thrown away, and

the succession lot brought from another department to

get ripened oflTfor next year's crop. One of the prin-

cipal features is to get the canes ripe early, and rested

previous to forcing. With the buds well up, I have

SOLANUM PSEUDO-CAPSICUM,
Amongst plants for dinner-table or conservatory

decoration during the dull months of winter, I know of
none more useful or effective than the above. One
can scarcely imagine anything more suitable or season-

able for a winter's evening party than a small plant

with a clean stem of about 18 inches, and a bushy
head of rich green foliage, amongst which its bright

scarlet berries cluster in such rich profusion that the

branches are actually made to droop with their weight.

During the past autumn I have visited many gardens
both in England and Scotland, in which this useful

member of the Solanum family seemed quite neglected

or forgotten. This induces me to give you the details

of a mode of culture under which my favourites thrive

amazingly ; indeed, its application to some much
neglected and apparently worn-out specimens wrought
quite a transformation.

Presuming that the intending cultivator has neither

old nor young plants to begin with, he must commence
with seedlings. Seed can easily be obtained from any
seedsman. Weatherill's strain is undoubtedly the

best. It should be sown in heat in October, and when
the seedlings are large enough they should be pricked

off into thumb pots. Grow them on in a temperature
of about 55° min. They will

make but little progi"ess till the

days begin to lengthen, and will

not require a shift till the end
of Januai-y, when they should

be potted into 4-inch pots, in

a compost of rich fibrous loam.

As soon as they commence to

grow, remove them to the

coolest part of an intermediate

house, where air and light can

be freely admitted. Where
there is not the accommoda-
tion of a house of this kind,

the warm end of a greenhouse

or pit will do equally as well.

On no account let them be-

come drawn and weakly ; keep
them stubby, though the growth
may be slow. The side shoots

should be removed as they make
their appearance, so as to en-

courage the leading shoot to

make a clean straight growth.

Shift the plants into 6-inch or

7-inch pots as they require it,

and stop the leading shoot when
it attains the desired height.

When the pits are cleared of

the bedding plants in spring, re-

move the Solanums into them,

and plunge the pots up to

the rims in coal ashes. It will probably be the end

of May or beginning of June before this can be done,

so that if the weather is mild no artificial heat

will be required. Air should be given freely during

the fore part of the day, and be taken off" rather early

in the afternoon, at the same lime giving the plants a

good syringing. Frequent attention must be paid to

the stopping of the shoots ; look over them once a

fortnight for this purpose, and by letting the finger and

thumb do all the training a good symmetrical head will

soon be formed. As the summer advances give

air gradually, more and more freely, and by the

end of July the lights may be removed entirely.

A liberal supply of water must be given, as the plants

soon fill the pots with roots. A few hours neglect in

this respect will show itself by a discoloration and loss

of foliage. Weak liquid manure may be applied to them

often ; 1 have found no better material for this purpose

than guano. As it is desirable to keep the plants in as

small pots as possible, liberal feeding must be resorted

to, in order to maintain them in health and vigour.

The plants may be left fully exposed till the middle

of September, when they will be thickly studded with

benies, to ripen which the lights should be replaced,

and a little fire-heat applied when necessary during the

autumn. It is not desirable to continue the cool treat-

ment too long, as the foliage becomes discoloured; and

plants with a succession of berries (as there is sure to

be) will remain in full beauty for more than three

months if kept in a temperature of 55* minimum. A
conservatory suits them admirably.

.

About the end of February they begin to shed their

berries, and as many forced spring flowers come m
about this time, they may be removed to any out-of-

the-way comer in an intermediate house, first prunmg

them in quite closely in a similar manner to the plan

adopted with show Pelargonium'^. The operator need

K<. .,n,1fl». y>n or.nrphHn*;inn of CUttln? tOO close, 3S 1be under no apprehension of cutting too

have seen them break strong and ^vell, even trom
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three or four years old wood. When the young "breaks"
are about an inch long, shake them thoroughly out of
the old soil. I have sometimes found it necessary to

use the garden-engine to do this well. Repot them
into 6-inch pots, using as before a rich fibrous loam.
They may remain in these pots the whole season if it

is not the intention to grow large specimens. I

believe in most cases plants in 6 and 8-inch pots

will be found the most sei-viceable. After pot-

ting, keep them close and warm for a few days, to

encourage root-action. Reduce the temperature
gradually till the plants get well established, when
they may be removed to a cold frame, and be treated

in the same manner as detailed for seedlings. By this

method plants may be kept of a suitable size for table-

decoration for several years, and will produce better

crops of berries than younger plants. To keep up the

stock by replacing any that show signs of debility, a

few seedlings should be raised annually. Those who
prefer cuttings may strike any number in an ordinary
propagating pit in the spring. IK B. U.

HELLEBORES,
No hardy plants flower so early as do some of the

Hellebores, and none deserve more general cultivation.

The whole of the species of Helleboms are perfectly

hardy, of exceedingly free growth, and will well repay

the little care that is required in their cultivation. They
thrive in almost any soil and situation, but they certainly

grow best where they receive a partial shade.

H. atyo7-ubeJis, syn. H. olympkus rttber^ is a tall ever-

green species from Austria, which grows from 15 to 18

inches in height, and produces long, stiff, light-gieen

foliage, and pui-plish-coloured flowers ; these form a

very pleasing contrast with its foliage. It flowers freely

in Februaiy and March, and often before that, but the

time of flo\;*ering depends in a great measure upon the

season. It is readily increased by dividing the roots

in spring.

H. colckiats is one of the most rare and beautiful of

this family ; it is by far the best of all the red-flowering

species. It grows very freely, and throws up immense
trusses of large bright red flowers.

H. cnprms is an early blooming species, flowering in

Januaiy. It giows about I foot in height, and produces
numerous copper-coloured flowers.

H. fistidiis, or the Stinking Black Hellebore, is

found growing in many parts of this country, especially

in the woods of Sussex. This species grows to the

height of 2 feet, and throws out numerous branches
near the top, from each of which issue large greenish

flowers, slightly tinged with purple at the edge. It

flowers in large ti^usses during February and March,
and the seed, if allowed to drop, will germinate the

following spring. This plant emits a very nauseous
odour, hence its name ; but it must not be discarded

on that account, as it presents a very lively appearance
during the early spring months.
H. fiiger is the true Black Hellebore or Cliristmas

Rose ; it is one of the best of this family, and more
generally known than any of the others. It grows very

freely in a damp shady situation, and flowers most
profusely. The flowers are very large, and are pro-

duced on naked footstalks 4 to 6 inches in height.

Nothing can have a more charming appearance at this

season of the year than estabhshed masses of this

beautiful plant. It commences flowering in December,
and continues without intermission frequently until

March.
H. niger grandifltyrus is a much stronger growing

variety than the former, often forming masses of large

foliage from 12 to iS inches in height. It flowers

about the same time as H. niger, but is much larger,

and is of a more pure white colour. This variety is

sometimes called H. niger var. major.

H. olympkus is a beautiful species from India, and
deserves as much attention as H. niger. It grows about
iS inches in height, and produces large greenish white
flowers, which, in contrast with the delicate light green
foliage, render the plant exceedingly effective.

H. orientalis is another pretty dark-flowering species,

but it does not grow so freely as many of the others.

I have never seen a good specimen of this plant, and I

am inclined to think it requires a little protection

during the winter.

H. purpurascens is a dwarf species, not exceeding

12 inches in height. It flowers very freely in Febmary
and March, and succeeds in any ordinai-y border ; the

flowers are of a purplish green colour, upon stalks

3 or 4 inches in height. It is a native of Austria, occur-

ring in woods, as do most of the species of this family.

H. viridis is a British species found growing in abund-
ance in Derbyshire and a few other places, generally

under the shade of trees. It has upright cylindrical

stems about I \ foot in height ; the upper leaves are

stalkless, while the lower ones have long stalks. The
flowers are large and of a gi'een colour, and are pro-

duced in March. This plant also emits a nauseous
odour, and is, like most of its race, extremely poison^

ous. It is easily obtained by seed in the ordinary way.
I might mention many more members of this family

quite as interesting as those enumerated, but they an
comparatively scarce, and but little known, such as H,

odorus, H. giaveolens, H. vemalis, H. pedatus, and
H. chinensis, not forgetting our old ever-welcome
friend, the Helleborus or Eranthis hyemalis, the Winter
Aconite. A, I, /*., Tottenham.

THE EPACRIS.
Few things in the way of greenhouse plants make a

better return for the trouble they require, or are less

expensive at this dull season of the year, than the

Epacris. Although placed in close proximity with the

king of flowers—as the Camellia may be termed—it

gives rather than receives beauty from such an associa-

tion. Their slender shoots, covered with every tint of

colour from white to crimson, and sometimes nearly all

these colours are combined in one flower, form a beau-

tiful contrast to the large leaves and gorgeous flowers of

His Majesty. Flowering as they do just at the same
time, and both at that time enjoying the same tempera-

ture, they mix well together. If kept in health these

two kinds of plants, with the addition of a few

Cyclamens and Iresines and Primroses, will at this

season afford much more healthy enjoyment than the

steam of a stove, or the faint peifume of an Orchid-

house, with all their varied occupants. Perhaps few

enjoy flowers more than those who have but one little

house, who can but badly afford the daily attendance

of a professional, and who are lefl: to their own
resources, perhaps four days out of six. The remarks

which I shall make will be more especially for the

benefit of those thus situated.

The Epacris requires little house room after the winter

months are over. Tiie house can be filled with other

subjects as the season advances, which is another thing

in its favour. These flowers need not be confined to

the noble mansion, where there is no end of gardening

appliances, and houses and plants are in abundance.

Hear no excuse about their *'miftines5." Young ladies

want them for wreaths, and ladies for bouquets. The
gentleman, too, after the dreary sameness of the desk or

of the wood, has greater pleasure in consuming his cigar

while sitting among plants of such charming colours.

I know of an instance where many pounds were spent

by a gentleman in the purchase of these plants after

gazing with admiration on a few well-grown specimens

full of flower. Yet, before the year was out, most of these

plants were dead as brooms. The question is, why people

bring about this disappointment, and give up growing,

or, rather, buying these plants. Some, or all, of the

following reasons may be given— 1st, wrong soil ; 2d,

bad potting; 3d, over potting; 4th, injudicious prun-

ing ; 5th, exposure to cold draughts ; 6th, confinement

in heated air ; 7th, unskilful watering. Many folks have
as crude notions about the management of a house of

plants, as they have with respect to a piece of ground

with Cabbages in it. How, say they, can a thing help

growing in such a place? They forget that, in a house.

Art must do for the plants what Nature does for the

Cabbages in the open ground.

The Epacris, as well as the Erica, to which most of

the following remarks equally apply, is found grow-
ing on mountains where the soil consists of decomposed
vegetable matter—doubtless decayed plants of the

same species—which is washed into crevices of the

rock, where they are well drained. The soil, therefore,

is not "bog" nor black clayey soil, but a light woody
fibrous soil, such as is found under the heath which for

ages has been growing on the same spot. A little sand

will be beneficial, mixed with this light soil. Soil of

this nature retains the properties necessaiy forthe growth
of these plants for many years. I have known plants

undisturbed remain in health for a dozen years. In

potting or shifting these plants into larger pots, care

should be taken that none of the thread-like roots

are destroyed. I would have even the crocks at the

bottom remain, if the roots have covered them,

rather than disturb them. Scratching the ball all over,

as some do, is an abominable practice, and should

be avoided. Some recommend large shifts, others

small ones. The additional anxiety of the large shift

in the matter of watering, souring the soil, &C., will at

once convince anyone that the most prudent practice is

the small shift. Care should always be taken that the soil

is firmly placed all around the ball, not leaving any
hollow places. To my mind small plants—that is,

plants occupying 8 or lo-inch pots—are preferable to

plants of larger dimensions. In fact, a large plant

of any Epacris is a poor figure when examined.
In potting, drainage is an important point to be

attended to. When once this is done well, few things

keep their drainage better, with regard to their roots,

than these plants. They should, therefore, have some-
thing they like to root in immediately over the crocks.

A layer of heath will be found a good thing, if not the

best ; the plants will root in it, and make firm every
particle of it, thus ensuring a perfect drainage besides

giving the plant an additional supply of soil.

Some fail in pruning. It is dune either at the wrong
time or in a wrong manner. If we go again to the

mountain we shall find the Heath or Erica pruned
down close, yet in perfect health. The goat or the ass

constantly carries on this pruning among them. Those
in a house should be pruned down as soon as the

flowers begin tolook shabby. Now I prefer close pruning,

and am prepared to contend that it is best. Long
shoots covered with bloom are better than huge cone-

shaped plants with 3-inch shoots, with hardly 2 inches

in flower, and this seldom all over the outside, while
the inside is full of bare sticks and rottenness.

Long shoots covered with bloom look best, are more
useful, and I believe the plant is kept in better health,

and is longer lived, by the adoption of the usual cutting

down process than by allowing the plant to become a

thicket. By cutting down close, I mean leaving only

an inch or so of the last year's shoot. Weak shoots

may be left at 6 inches or more, as these will draw the

sap until the stronger shoots get to such a size as to

take the lead. Care should be taken to prevent the

young shoots receiving checks from cold draughts, and
also not to place the plants near or into any artificially

heated air, such as near heated flues or pipes, &c.

A thick mystery seems to hang over the particulai'

laws laid down with regard to watering these plants

in the minds of some amateurs. They adopt a stated

time, such as once a day or once a week, to perform
that operation, and then, as is too often the case even
with gardeners' assistants, without any discrimina-

tion, they give all a shower alike. Nothing can be
more prejudicial to the health of the plants than this

practice. Every plant will not be found alike in its

requirements. The health, situation, size of pot, state

of drainage, will vary the condition of the soil accord-

ingly. Water when the state of the soil asks for it

;

and, in order to acertain this, a close examination is

necessary. Let the same sjanpathetic feeling prompt
the action as it would do in dieting a child ; treat each
plant as if it were the only one. Those who do this

have found out the secret of plant growing.

The time of the day best suited for watering plants

is when air has been admitted into the house. The air

will caiTy off" the evaporation which often makes the

soil appear damp when it is not. Another reason for

doing it at this time is, that the dampness caused bywater
running through the pots will escape in a measure ; for

when water is given it should be given in abundance,

so that all the roots in every part of the ball are well

saturated, otherwise, some of the roots will remain dry
although apparently at the surface all is well. A good
brick pit should always be an ncccompaniment to a
conservatory, if no other house exist. This need not

be adjoining, but may be out of sight from the

house, in the kitchen-garden yard, or at the back of the

dwelling-house. This pit should be divided into com-
partments, such as nursery, hospital, convalescent

home, &c. For if plant pests are allowed to establish

themselves in such a place as a conservatory, dis-

appointment and vexation will surely ensue on the

part of the o\\'ner. He will be baffled in his attempt
to clear them and preserve the neatness and the floral

display which such a stmcture is expected always to

present. When the Epacrids are cut down, they
should go into the pit—that compartment which is

clean should have clean plants placed in it ; those

plants which have to undergo a cleaning should go
into the hospital, ^:c. The plants should stand so as to

have all the light possible—on inverted pots or bricks.

Never put them on bare earth—coal-ashes should be
placed over that, if no other thing is used to rest the
plants upon.

When the plants are att down and placed in this pit

a comparatively close atmosphere will benefit them,
and aid their breaking. Little heat beyond that suf-

ficient to keep out frost need be ajiplied—no bottom-
heat is necessary at any time. Air should be freely

admitted an hour or two every day, when no danger of

frost is anticipated, in order to dry the foliage of the

plants, which in a young state is apt to damp off! In the

latter part of July and beginning of August the plants

will have made nice long shoots. They should then be
set against a north hedge or wall. Care should be
taken that no pest, in the form of insect or mildew,
exists on Roses or any other thing that may be against

the wall. They should here also be set on pots, or

bricks, with a bit of slate between to prevent any
worms getting into the hole at the bottom of the pot
the plant is in. After a week or two in this situation,

they would be benefited by a move where more sun
would shine on them, this would ripen their wood.
The pots should, however, be protected by tying a few
Feni fronds around them, as the sun is apt to dry the
soil through the side of the pot, which the thread-like

roots cannot endure. They can remain here until

heavy rains or frosts threaten, when they should he
removed to the house for flowering ; here they will,

among other things, help to cheer the mind and enliven
the spirits of their possessors in the dnilest period of
the year. H. M.

THE CLEMATIS FOR DECORATIVE
PURPOSES.

In these sensational days, when surprises of all kinds
are fashionable, it is not wonderful that our recent
acquisitions in this fine genus of climbing plants,

through the introduction of the larger-flowered Japa-
nese kinds, and the triumphs of the Messrs. Jackman
& Son of Woking by hybridisation, should be turned
to account, and made to hold a conspicuous place
in ornamental gardening. Those who have not seen
the leading kinds in the full vigour of established

growth have a real pleasure in store, for whether we
look upon them simply as hardy bedding plants

capable of giving us sumptuous masses of matchless
colour for several months duringthe summerand autumn,
or as plants suited by their habit of growth to cover
masses of rock or root-work or any mural niin with
verdure and beauty, or whether we regard them in the
more classic form of plants adapted for clothing the
massive pyramid, or for wreathing the garden arcade
or the basket with a chain of beauty—suspended over

chasms or rustic banks by the sinewy arm of the
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hoary Oak—we shall find them unsurpassable in

•iplenilour ; so nnich so, (hat even the climbing Rose

must for actual display sink into the shade when

compared with the gloiving colours of the Llematis.

Nor is this all, for treated as pot plants, and tramcd

upon suitable trellises for the decoration of the conserva-

tory, the terrace, or the balcony, the Clematis promises

to become one of the most useful plants in cultivation.

Whether our great horticultural societies have yet

In the centre of one bed, which was planted in 1867, a few

stakes about 8 feet in height were placed, and these being

well covered with the Clematis, formed a perfect floral

pillar, which gave a good effect. The other bed, planted

in November, 1868, was equally good. The plants were

planted at about 2 feet apart, and were carefully trained.

Some attention is necessary in regard to training, for if

the shoots are allowed to become entangled, it is after-

wards difhcult to get them apart, so as to maintain the

perfect proportions of the beds. At Ribbesford this had

the open beds ; in fact the former were a little seared
in the leaf, as if the situation had been too hot and dry
for them, while those upon the beds, I have reason to

know, remained fresh and vigorous so late as the end
of October. Thus these beds had been in fine

condition for four months, and were really splendid for

three month.s—and that, be it remembered, at the end
of the season, when teirder plants generally are getting

shabby. Su rich and glowing are some of the

seen their way to offering prizes for well grown
collections of these plants, I know not j but if they

have not, I hope another season will not pass without
their doing so : for I feel certain that a well grown
collection of these large free-iiowering varieties of

clematis would form a splendid gi"0up for exhibition

purposes.

The following account, written originally for the

"Florist and Pomologist,"maynot be without interest,

been scrupulously attended to. The plants are annually

cut down and the beds well manured. The soil they do
best in is a light sandy loam, well manured, and liberally

watered during the growing season, for on maintaining

the plants in a growing condition for the greatest length

of time possible depends in a great measure the continuity

of bloom.
"The idea is entertained by many that the blooming

season of these plants is not of sufficient duration to

warrant their adoptiop for bedding purposes. In this

colours, that at a distance the beds might be mistaken

for dense groups of Irises, so unusual are they in

a.spect.

One of the most useful purposes to which these

Clematises could be put, would be to drape a ruin,

or to cover unsightly banks or slopes. They will

grow almost anywhere, if the roots of other plants do

not rob them of their fair share of food, and nothing

more is necessary than to throw in a few tree roots or

inasmuch as it describes some of the finest groups I

have yet seen :

—

" In the garden of Mr. Essington, Ribbesford House,
Bewdley, there are two magnificent and noteworthy beds,
whifh, when I saw them in September last, were appa-
rently in tlie height of blooming. It is difficult to imagine
anything more strikingly beautiful than they were, or any-
thing that could produce a more gorgeous effect. Being
associated with the general arrangement of bedding
plants, the superiority of the Clematis was very apparent,
the purple bedders being altogether eclipsed by the masses
of rich violet purple of C. Jackmanni, which is one of the
best for bedding purposes. The beds were round, about
IS feet in diameter, and well raised towards the centre.

doubt I frankly own to having been at one time a par-

ticipator, having formed but a vague idea of their capa-

bilities ; but I have learned that by judicious treatment the

season of flowering may be so prolonged as to do away
with any objection on that point. To those who still

doubt I would say, give them a trial, and you will not be
disappointed with the result."

It is a noteworthy fact, that the Clematis appears

more at home in the open when trained over the

ground, or festooning from pillar to pillar, as shown
in the engravings (figs. 24 and 25), than when trained

against a wall. When at Ribbesford, I noticed that

the same varieties when trained against a wall were

not nearly so fresh and lasting as those growing upon

rough branches for them to scramble over. While,

however, it is •evident that the Clematis will grow

almost anywhere, let it not be infeiTed that they do not

well repay the use of good soil. The most suitable for

their cultivation appears to be a deep rich sandy loam ;

and therefore upon heavy soils it will be necessary to

drain the beds, and to trench-in such a portion of

vegetable matter as will bring the soil to the proper

consistency. Good soakings of liquid, dunng the

growing season, especially after the plants have been

planted a year or two, will be found to be of great

benefit.

As to pruning, when the plants are once established
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they m:

irround

for bedding purposes, be annually cut to the 1 occurs the damage, as spongelets have not the power grower need possess. This gentleman, it would appear
'"= manner of Hops

; but for festooning it
,

of selection. Will "B." favour me bv stating whether grows his Grapes in a soil nearly approaching to lime,
will of cou^ be desirable to retain the wood in its his coal-clmkcrs and broken bricks contain lime, and if and "B." tells us that their quality was such as to
entirety so far as it is properly npened, and hence in i so, to what extent. They must, I think, possess a ' " astonish the world. " Really, can this be true ? One
the wnnter pruning cut with that object WTien considerable portion, or how was it possible for

j thing I am certain of, from my o^vn personal know-
gromng m a wild natural manner it will be wise to

]
him to eclip'se his' neighbours by the wonderful

prune as httle as possible. superiority of his Grapes ? Whatever may be the
The engravings, which it must be obsen*ed are from opinion of other gardeners, I fear that the coal-clinker

photographs, and not drawings, show very plainly borders at Isleworth, so approvingly spoken of by
what the niant will do whpn iiiHirlnncIv tT»ofo^ I " R " !,„.„ verj- few merits to recommend them, or

sitions to the notice of your readers. George Wesllatid,

Withv Court.

Vine Soils,—"B." has certainly made a strenuous
effort to show the readers of the Gardeners' Oironkk
how egregiously I have erred in my estimate of Vine

ledge, and that is, that the Grapes produced by Mr.
Knight in 1S65, at the Edinburgh International meet-
ing, were certainly not of such a character as to

- - - . .= -.... ,' I —'
I

— > " "1-1- sv -f"-'--" " "1 "astonish the world," and we cannot suppose that
What the plant will do when judiciously treated " B.," have verj- few merits to recommend them, or Mr. Knight would bring fonvard any but his best pro-
accordmg to the mstructions conveyed in the preceding why, in this progressive age, should they not have ductions. The varieties, so far as I can recollect, were
remarks. Among the best vaneties for decorative extended throughout the kingdom? I have quite White Muscat of Ale.vandria, Tynninghame Muscat,
purposes may be mentioned :—Clematis Jackmanni, recently received a letter from ilr. Coleman, gr. to Burchardt's Prince, and two or three more kinds.
C. Riibro-«olacea, C. Kubella, C. Pnnce of W'ales, Earl .Somers, Eastnor Castle, containing an unsoli- Grapes of a better quality may be seen any day
L. Lady Bo^ill and C. Thomas Moore. cited statement on the subject of Vine soil. He savs, in an ordinar)- amateur's garden. In this statement I

I hese remarks will, I trust, be of use to those who '

' Since I last saw you I have lifted a number of Vines, cast no reproach upon Mr. Knight's abilities as a Grape
purpose planting this season. It ls gratifj-mg to know five years old. They were planted in a mixture of producer, being thoroughly convinced that the soU
that the use of the Clematis will in some measure igneous and calcareous turf, not by any means well plays a more important part than any particular system
abndge our preparations for bedding out, and at the incorporated, and I found ten to one more roots in the of management. Now, in all honesty if we are to
same time rnipart a glow of colour new to the flower former than in the latter. A Black Hamburgh planted value "B.'s" preceding statements in proportion to
garden and not to be obtained from any other source, m igneous soil produced bunches last year weighing 5 lb. accuracy of the latter, they are not worth an ounce ofAny plant that mil lessen the annual preparations for Till I adopted this kind of soil I was never able to chaff. I, for one, have done with this subject, and
the bedding system must be a gam, and therefore it is grow a perfect bunch of Muscats." Chalk, when ' shall not recur to it again, at least untU I acquire moremth pleasure that I_ recommend these hardy acqui-

j
deprived of its earthy matter, is a pure carbonate

; information. Alexander Cramb, Tcrhuorth.
of lime, less caustic than newly slaked lime, but it . . . , -r-i-

wiU, by constant e-xposure, like the former, lose its
|

,/"* reticulata.—This is one of the most lovely of

causticity, but still retain a damaging property ; and if 1

j'" """^ "^"y ^P""g ''"'^5' ^'^^ <">« ^^at is hardly

the character is magnesian, the biting action will be so
™o^™. or I am sure it would be more eageriy sought

much more powerful. To my own I may add the 't'^'''
'^ ^ "^"™ °' !''«"», and was introduced into

testimony of Mr. Meredith, publicly given at the
""^ country some 50 years since, but like many more

Manchester discussion. The atmosphere is constantly '
°^ °'"' ^°°^ °^^ favountes has been almost lost sight of,

dissol\-ing rocks, reducing them to dusL This action the i

"??'" " '"'^ re-introduced. It is one of the hardiest of

- -, . limestone does not escape, and the residue is a carbonate ^' our spiing bulbs, of the easiest cultivation, and
soU, and cautioned them anxiously against placing any which when held in an excess by the soil destroys the ^™°»' indifferent to the treatment it receives, for with
dependence upon what he has been pleased to call roots—nor roots only, as it operates with great force on I

'^ ''''^' return of spring the dwarf grassy stems of this

unproved statements. " B. 's " strictures are doubtless I some of our softer metals, which we might suppose are
channing Ins appear. It grows in clumps, from 9 to

to some very conclusive, but when thoughtful minds more resisting than the spongelets of plants. As an
begin to investigate, with the sole object of eliciting , instance, some years ago we found it necessary to
truth, they discover that his collection of facts is insuf- remove a lead pipe which had been lying only a few
ficient, and his arguments of no force. " B." has not 1 years in calcareous soil, and it may surprise "B,"
openly asserted, but has tacitly implied, that I have

j

to be told that it was eaten into holes by the lime. On
protested against the use of any but purely siliceous I renewing an old Vine-border last autumn where the
soil. Now I have advanced nothing of the kind, ^\'hat soil contained 60 per cent of hme, the house having

, . , ,

1 have said and still maintain is, that this description been planted exclusively with the White Muscat of i

'"^ °'"^'' °^>'' "'hich quite repaid me for my walk. It

of soil will produce Grapes of better quality than calca-
j

Alexandria—the same to which I referred in my Man- '

""^ " clump composed of some five or six bulbs in a
reous soil But let it be obsened that there is con- I Chester paper — I found the roots diseased, the

5:inch pot, and which had heen potted late in

siderable difficulty in securing soil entirely free from ' spongelets eaten away as if immersed for a short time
lime. The soil we use at Tortworth contains between

;

in a corrosive fluid. In an adjoining house, where the
2 and 3 per cent., an amount scarcely deserving of

|

border was exactly the same, no difference whatever
notice, but go on increasing the quantity of lime, and

j

existing as regards drairmge, the soil a fibrous
according to the rate of progression will the quality of

i

siliceous loam, holding a very small percentage of lime,
the fruit deteriorate. Only increase the calcareous to the Vines bemg a miscellaneous collection, I have
80 per cent., such as is to be found over the greater e.xamined the roots, and found them perfectly healthy,
part of the Cotswold hills, and under no system of not a blemish of any kind to be seen. The produce of
management do I believe that Grapes of even second-

1
last year was excellent—the iluscat with which I have

rate quahty can be produced. I do not hold it to be an 1 had so much trouble was brge in the bunch and berry,
mdispensable condition, that the selection of soil should and highly coloured ; the other kinds were equally
be confined to the new and old red sandstone, as it satisfactor)-. The Vines have only been planted two
may be had equally free from lime from igneous rocks,

j

years, and have not arrived at their full strength.
" B." tells his readers, but on what authority I know What is the cause of the difference between the two
not, that my .statement's are only pet theories, and are <^ ? Is it not due to the erosive or caustic property of \ arrangement "would " "be

'

Accurate "''linr^meiriribir:

^lowZoTel^?,^ f ''P'^'' } "^y be the hme that acts both upon the leaden pipe and the secondly, if it were numerically arranged it wouldallo«edtorepeat that expenence was my only teacher, I \ine roots, eatmg into the one and cankering the other' • -

and the lessons I have thus learned I hold to be of
|
Whatever qualities "B." may possess, his energy i

more value than all "B.'s" instructions. I am also I indomitable. He first rushes over a great part of t*-'

charged with supplying a few facts only, and filling up
the deficiency with mere opinions. "Are we," says
"B.," "to be led from a soliUry example in the and inquires how Grapes are managed in France, and

returns with what he imagines a weight of
extremely limited actual experience of Mr. Cramb to
such a hasty conclusion, and protest against the presence
of calcareous matter >" Now I would ask "B." in all

candour, if 14 years' incessant inquiry, conducted with
care, in a great number of cases, and under a variety of
circumstances, may fairly be said to be, "a soUtary
example in the extremely limited actual experience of
Mr. Cramb ?" I would just notice further, that my
attention has been engaged on the subject of Vine soil
for at least 30 years. I may mention that I started on
a gardening excursion about three years ago, and landed
first at Combe Abbey, and can affirm, without the
slightest exaggeration, that the crop of Grapes was
magnificent,—not a large bunch to be seen here
and there only, but heai-y throughout, and nearly of
an equal size. I asked Mr. Miller whether such results
were attained by what is usually called " practical
management," or whether they were the effect of
soil? when he replied, without hesitation, " Whatever
my success may be, it is principally due to the mineral
property of the soil I have employed," collected, as I
aftenvards found, from the red sandstone formation.
Next I passed on to Trentham, where the Grapes
under Mr. .Stevens' management were in no point
inferior to Mr. Miller'.s. Now, according to "B.'s"
own showing, the soil employed is the new red sand-
stone, and must contain but a trifling quantity of lime,
or the Rhododendrons in the pleasure-ground would
neither grow so freely nor look so healthy. I have no
intention of discussing the question as regards the
physical arrangement of soil, but I may repeat again
that porosity, up to a certain limit, is one of the most
active agents in developing the energies of plant life.

Deprive soil of this property, as the merest tjTO
knows, and we effectually shut out those gases that
feed the roots. But it is equally certain that, should
the physical state be exactly suited to the demand of
any plant or class of plants, the atmosphere has very
little control over the mineral constituents, to alter
their condition, whether beneficial or hunfitl ; hence

12 inches in height, and produces freely flowers of the
most brilliant rich purple colour, with a band of orange
at the base. It is one of the most charming plants for

early decoration that can be imagined, and anyone that
has not yet seen the plant should do so this season, and
thus form an idea for themselves. I had the good
fortime to see a specimen at the Hale Farm Nurseries

November. The foliage I should think was at least

15 inches in height, of a deep glossy green colour, very
stiff and pointed. There were three flowers already
expanded, and I counted five more which will shortly
open. These were surrounded by the fohage, which
gave the plant a most charming and interesting

appearance. A. I. P., Tottenham.

Nurserymen's Catalogues.—I beg to suggest to
nurserymen the propriety of printing a British general
nurseiy catalogue, to be prepared and arranged by a
competent committee of the trade. The value of this

publication, if properly arranged, will be—Firstly, a
guide to all the trade who may desire to publish
catalogues of their own. The spelling, descriptions and

save much trouble in writing, as in many cases the
numbers only might be used instead of long names

;

thirdly, it woidd inform purchasers what was a fair
kingdom, asking the opinion of this and that gardener

j

price for any plant named therein, and if a trade
'"

r£??.f„°^f
theory, and l^tly crosses the Channel directory was given with it, no doubt the number sold

.„ „ . .
J

.
t:-

- .,^ ^jj^ would more than cover the expenses. I have spoken
dence ^ -• • -

- - -

sufiicient in future to stifle all opposition. " B." refers

to the astonishing results that have been produced at
The Denbies by the use of calcareous soil, but has
utterly failed to mention how much lime it contains.
With justice it may be called calcareous without holding
more than a small portion of cab;. Without wishing
in the least to bring any discredit on Mr. Drewett as a
Grape grower, I cannot help saying, how frequently
do startling results occur, and again with equal
rapidity sink out of sight. Mr. Drewett's Grapes
may have been excellent, but, so far as I know,
have failed to attract general attention. What we
so greatly desire, is to establish, as far as it can be
done, a permanent instead of a transient effect. It is

very evident that " B." is hardly pressed,
not have brought forward Mr. Drewett's Trebbianos
with the view ofstrengthening his position, for, as every-
body know.s, this is the very Vine, among all

others, that will endure the greatest amount of ill treat-

ment, and still produce large bunches, as it is in truth
its nature to do so. The mere fact of a dish of Grapes
being awarded a first prize at any of our metropolitan
or local shows is by no means a reliable test of superi-
ority. True, they may be the best in their class, while
their merits are only second-rate. Having disposed of
"B.'s" remarks, so far as they are founded upon in-

formation he has obtained from others in her Majesty's
dominioiLs, in so far as they are worthy of notice, let us
now accompany him to the neighbourhood of Paris,
and listen to what he has further to bring forward in
support of his views. It is singular that in the outset
"B." tells us that the soil is very calcareous, and
the Grapes inferior, but solves the difficulty by tra-

ducing the cultural ability of the French gardeners,
asserting that they are ignorant of the management of
the Grape Vine. To prove that the French gardener
is actually in fault, Mr. Knight, then gardener at
Pontchartrain, is brought fonvard to testify that mere
external manipulation is the only requisite that a Grape

of this to several distinguished members of the trade,
and I find that their opinions are in accordance with my
own. A Nurserymait.

Chequers.—Your correspondent " H." inquires
about the derivation of this name. Dr. Prior derives
it " from choker, the Choke Pear [Pjtus communis, L.],

being an antique pronunciation of the word which we
find in the humourous old ballad of The Frere and the
Boy, I.115 :

—

" Whan my fader gyveth me mete
She wolde thereon that I were cheke"—

(i. e. choked). I believe, however, that the name

—

which in Kent and Sussex is certainly also given to
P. torminalis—will be found to take its origin from the

he w-ould
I
peculiar dotted appearance of the fruit, which, I think,

_.i,u:
jj ^j^^ j^ j^^ observed in P. Aria. The same word is

used in Gerarde's name, " Chequered Daffodil," and
Withering's "Chequered Tulip," for Fritillaria INIelea-

gris ; and this is universally understood as referring to
the chessboard-like markings on the flower of this plant.
The sign, "The Chequers," is usually represented by a
board painted in squares in this fashion. In connection
with this, we may note the name " Chess-
apples," given by Ray for P. Aria. The name
"Silver Pear" would be far more applicable to
P. Aria than to P. domestica ; is it possible that " H."
has confused these two species? It is not, I think,
generally known that P. domestica is as frequent in
Sussex as would appear from his remark. The white
underside of the leaves of P. Aria has gained it several
names, including its ordinary book-title, "White
Beam,"—the Hampshire " Witten-beam " (which
curiously reminds one of the Dutch " Witte-boom,"
given by the colonists at the Cape to Leucadendron
argenteum) ; "White Rice" (from the German or
Teutonic reis, brushwood), and "Hoar-withy;" the
Buckinghamshire " Widbin," evidently a corruption of
'

' White Beam, " and others. All these, and the
absence of corresponding ones for P. domestica, point
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to p. Aria as the rightful owner of " Silver Pear

;
" but

it is impossible to generalise from local use. Perhaps

" H." will set the matter at rest by stating whether the

last-named species is known by any local name in

Sussex. I take this opportunity of reminding your

readers that I am still actively engaged in collecting

the names of plants in popular use, and that any infor-

mation bearing upon, or folklore connected with them,

will be very gladly received. James Britten, Royal

Herbarium', Ke-w, W.
There is a Wild Service tree in this

neighbourhood, some 30 feet high, in a hedgerow

adjoining an orchard. Walking in the woods a week

or two since, I came upon several bushes of it that had

been cut down three years previous with other wood

for Hop-poles and other purposes ; it goes by the

name of Chequer-wood, and the farm labourers use it

in preference to other wood to make flails for threshing

com. There is an inn named the Chequers Itm in

this neighbourhood. A. Jaekson, Edenbridge, Kent.

[The Wild Service tree, that is, Pyrus torminalis, is

common in West Kent. It is the true Service tree,

P. domestica, which Professor Buckman alluded to at

p. 39. Eds.]
Those interested in this tree wUI be glad to

learn that there is one growing in Dickson & Tum-
buU's nursery, very nearly as large as the one men-

tioned by Professor Buckman—the height is 25 feet

;

circumference or girth at 3 feet from the ground, 4 feet

I inch ; 9 feet ditto, 3 feet ; circumference of branches,

66 feet ; then branching off into three equal branches.

The fruit is the shape of a Pear, with silver down ; the

leaves arc pinnate. 7*. F.

Silkworm Disease (see p. 108).—When at Ber-

gamo, in North Italy, in the year 1858, I took a

cicerone from the hotel to show me the sights, and

finding him a man of education and a gentleman, I

asked him how he came to be in the position in which

I had found him. He told me that he had been a

leaf merchant, and that it was his business to buy up
the crop of leaves of Mulberry trees while still on the

trees, and employ people to gather and sell them to

those who reared silkworms, but that the Vine dise.-L-c

had that year extended to the Mulberry trees an i

poisoned the silkworms, and that having entered int.

engagements with the proprietors of the trees and ha\-

ing no sale for his leaves, he was a ruined man. Perhap*

Mr. W. A. Wooler may find the disease to have

attacked his trees also. R. C. A. P. [We do not think

the identity of the silkworm disease and that of the

Vine has been proved. Eds.]

Potato Grafting.—Last year about this time a

gardener called at Lucombe, Pince & Co. 's, having at

the time a fine Potato in his hand, upon which he set

great value as being new. It was a long Kidney

Potato called the Giant King, with eyes scattered over

its whole surface. I begged him to cut me off" one

eye, which he did ; but fearing there was not suffi-

cient of the Potato to support the growing eye, I

grafted it upon a fine Paterson's Victoria in this way :

—After carefully removing the eye, I fastened the two

parts together firmly with pins, and tied them. This

I did in the presence of Mr. Pince. I then planted it

in a good position, and it grew very strongly, and I kept

earthing up as it grew till it was quite ripe, when I

dug the produce. This amounted to fully a peck and

a-half of Potatos of different sizes, from 2 to 9 inches

in length, and apparently all alike—smooth kidneys,

with eyes at one end only. This is the most remark-

able part, as both the Potatos I used have eyes at

different parts. I have had a few cooked, and find

that they are floury, and have a very fine flavour, and

I intend to plant the whole again this season, when I

shall be happy to let you know the result. 5. Randall,

Exeter. [Pray do. Eds.]

Lee's Prolific Black Currant.—Allow me to

correct a mistake which appeared in your columns at

p. 38 as to Lee's Prolific Black Currant being

"possibly a variety." I beg to state that it is one of

a batch of seedlings raised in i860, and which fruited

for the first time in 1S63 ; but the plants were not

allowed to fruit again (being cut up for propagation)

till the plants from which the fruit was sent to the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting were put out for

fruiting last season. George l^e, Clevedon. [-Vll such

information should be given whenever anything is

fii-st exhibited as new. Eds.]

Wellingtonias.—There is some mistake about Mr.

P. Sharpe's statement {Gardeners' Chronicle, January

22, p. 107), that it is now 39 years since the Wellingtonia

was first introduced to this country. The tree was not

discovered until 1850, aa I conjectured, by G. M.
"Wooster, whose name, coupled with the date, "In
1850," was found carved on one of the largest trees

(Hercules) of California. But from a work published

in 1865 by Chapman & Hall ('" Scenes of Wonder and
Curiosity in California"), it appears that Mr. Wooster
"disclaims all title to the discovery, and gives it to

W. Whitehead, Esq., who, whilst tying his shoe,

looked casually around, and saw the trees, June, 1S50."

It was not until 1853 that Dr. Lindley published his

account of *' Wellingtonia" from matenals supplied by
Messrs Veitch's collector, the indefatigable William
Lobb. Berthold Seemann.

In la.st week's Gardeners^ Chronicle, p. 107,

Orton Hall, Huntingdonshire, are given. It may
be interesting to intending planters to learn that the

parent seeds of these plants were sown in March, 1S57.

Six hundred plants came up, consequently these

trees, including the largest, which is 36 feet in height,

are only 13 years from seed. During the first seven

years of their gro^vth much attention was bestowed on
their training, but no knife was allowed to approach
them. The benefit of substantial planting is e-vhibited

in the dense habit and symmetry of these trees. It may
be here noticed that four of the Wellingtonias alluded

to were planted, in direct opposition to the theory of

the time, in a conglomeration from the stick-yard of all

the chips, twigs, bark, &c., the accumulation of years,

only adding one-third earth ; and up to 1S69 this ill-

favoured compost has proved to beharmlessto thegrowth
of Wellingtonias. yolm Reid, Haigh Hall Gardenj.

Abies Morinda.—Your correspondent from Chil-

well may well find difficulty in raising Abies Morinda,
it being a mountain tree, impatient of low damp places.

I can only repeat that mine never suffer, whereas all

my Deodars (some scores) show a "weather" side,

e-xcepting one, which is very much sheltered, and is in

a well-manured old kitchen-garden ; all are about 400
feet above the sea, and, for the most part, face the

north. I hope to send you a section of this so much
abused, but (in its proper place) perfectly hardy tree.

Here, Wellingtonia, Taxodium sempervirens, Crypto-

meria, and Pinus excelsa, are a little browned in

winter ; the Morinda never, nor the Pinus insignis.

Somerset.

Paterson's Superb Melon.—The extraordinary

Melon represented by the accompanying woodcut
(Fig. 26) (prepared from a photograph, for the use of

which we are indebted to Messrs. Wheeler, ofGloucester),

was raised during th

ceming them. Ever)body knows how to supply
Lettuces from May to September. September's
beginning, then, must see a sowing made of two or
three good hardy kinds, such as the true hardy
French kinds, that will stand 30" of frost without
snow or any other covering. At the foot of walls of
south and west aspects we have hundreds planted in

threes, ready for the cloches to be placed over. Every
alternate three only will be covered just now, for this

reason, that those not covered get a slight protection

from the bell-glass next them, and so on. These
plantations were made from the September seed-beds,

ft-om the largest and best plants, and the beds have
still a large quantity of small stuff ready for another

plantation to bring up a succession ; while another

sowing now of seed will carry on the supply till May.
The Lettuces we are cutting now were half-grown out-

of-doors, and lifted with balls in October, and planted

in leaf-mould in Melon frames on beds of leaves ; or had
we an orchard-house low enough, like " Anti-cloche's,"

I would have put them there as more convenientperhaps

;

so that I am no despiser of frames or orchard-houses, it

will be seen, for suppljnng tender Lettuces at a period

when protection is easily applied. "Mais revenons a

nos moutons maintenant, c'esta dire cloches du jardin."

Though I have been instrumental in introducing the

French bell-glasses into this coimtry, I have no interest

in them any more than I have in orchard-houses ; but I

say this from experience, that there is no appliance yet

invented that will pioduce Lettuces in such perfection as

this cloche, at this time and onwards—that is to say, from

New Year's Day till May. Let any one try a bell-

glass over a young Lettuce that has stood 20* or more
of firost. The great mass of roots it possesses in pro-

portion to its head or leaves, after being covered and

sun-heated, soon rushes up into double its size. Apart

from its utility as a Lettuce protlucer, the cloche is

infinitely superior to the hand-light for Cauliflowers ;

for the price of one hand-light we can buy nine

cloches ; one handlight commonly holds three Cauli-

flowers, and one to each cloche makes a great difference

to the produce. .\nd they come in so handy for dozens

of other things, that I consider them invaluable about

a garden—so valuable, indeed, that I intend to augment

ray stock of them another year. Though they were

invented in Louis Quatorze's time, I think none the less

ofthem for that. I think none the less of orchard-houses

or orchard-house trees in pots, because they were to be

seen in France in Louis Quatorze's time ; at least,

pot or tub trees, if not orchard-houses, were to be seen

in every old woman's garden. " Still folly will repeat

itself, "—repetitions of furniture and dress ; thefashionsof

such periods will be folly in some people's eyes no doubt,

but folk the age of Irentaine see and walk in a diflferent

groove. Though neither, perhaps, can see their way clear

to grow ail orchard-touso tree under a clceke, and neither

can afford to have a low orchard-house for growing

Lettuces in, I don't think the amateurs or cottagers of

Britain will have cause to abuse the introducers of ' '

, ,, „ .
-

,, „ r 't-u^V •'I J stupid old things." At least " Anti-cloche " seems
by Mr. Paterson, gr. to Mr. Hanbuo- Leigh ; it weighed

! ^^
V^^

_^^,„
,j„S

^^ ;„ ,^^ ^„„,i„p . ^„i, „„„ „rrro
24 lb., and measured 42 inches m circumference. It

was raised from the Netted Scarlet-flesh, crossed with

the Black Rock. The fruit is of exquisite flavour, and
very handsome, with fine rich scarlet flesh, and, as seen

the only abuser in the meantime ; mais nous verrons.

H. Knight, Floors Gardens.

French v. English Lettuce Culture.— Mr.

Earley, referring to this subject in your last

by the dimensions given, of extraordinary size, and v^nber (p. 108), asks me a question ; before replying
weight. It produced l6g seeds, which is all the stock

j
^^ j^;^ j ^.^ endeavour to remove one

of it.

Fumigating.—If " Youngster" wants an easy and

effectual way of fumigatinghis plant-houses without fumi-

gating himself, let him take a common riddle or sieve

of the usual size, as small in the mesh as will prevent

the cinders falling through ; a lining of damp moss
should be put round the inside of the riddle, to prevent

the wood being burnt ; a small quantity of red cinders

should then be placed on the riddle, which should be

set on three flower pots to give it draught, just inside

the door of the house. Enough tobacco-paper to smoke
the house should be put on, with a little damp moss all

over it. Let the fumigator get outside and shut the door.

If the tobacco is inclined to blaze, give it a slight damp-

ing, with a fine rosed watering pot. When the house

is full, which it will be in less than five minutes, put

out the fire, or lift the whole to another house. J. R. ,

Ferniegar, Helensbttrgh.

The Pine Beetle.—In the autumn of 1S66 I

planted 25 acres with Scotch Firs and Larch, the land

had previously grown a crop of timber of the sorts

before-mentioned. The young plants were attacked
j

in the following spring with a quantity of brown
beetles. They punctured the bark all up the stem of

the plants, the result being that 99 out of 100 died. I

replanted a small portion of it the second spring, and

the result was the same as before. The land at the

present time lies destitute of plants. The ground is

elevated, and chiefly consists of peaty soil, with a

north-east aspect. I should be thankful for any

information that would lead to their destruction.

W. Grosvcnor, Prospect Xursenes, CAeddleton.

Cloches.—It seems to me, on reading the letter of
'

' Anti-cloche, " that the right use of the eloche is certainly

not properly understood by him, and it may not be by

many others. As to how I used the cloche in France I

refer your readers to an article in the " Gardener " of

errors

under which he labours. In discussing matters of this

kind it is desirable that we thoroughly understand the

exact point in dispute, or our words are wasted. A
not uncommon and far from sensible way of discussing

the merits of a mode of cultivation is to assume that it

is the same as something else tried before, and then, of

course, without any fair examination, condemning it and

its advocates. Not a few have done this in the case of

the cordon, by saying it was the same as the espalier.

In the present instance it is done in the case of the

cloche. 1st. " Mr. W. Earley is in error in consider-

ing the cloche another name for the old kitchen garden

bell-glasses." The cloche differs from these, first in

shape, second in clearness, third in price, fourth in

utility. The cloches, each r6 inches in diameter, are

bought by the Parisian market-gardeners for less than

;/^40 per icoo. The produce grown under each in a

single winter and spring more than pays their cost. The

old-fashioned bell-glasses, alluded to by Mr. W. Earley,

cost, as I am informed by a London market-gardener

who has a number of them, at least seven times as

much as the cloches : they are of a tawny bottle-glass

hue, and are found so useless in proportion to their

cost that thev have nearly disappeared. 2d. Mr. W.

Earley is mistaken in stating "that there are few

gardens of any standing in the horticultural world but

what have sundry odd lots of these old bell-glasses

stored away in seed and fruit rooms." The truth is,

that there are very few gardens of the aforesaid stand-

ing, or private gardens of any kind, that have them.

Where thev were u>ed thev have been long superseded

by the hand-light. Mr. Earley may, however, be

interested to learn that they are yet in use m some

market gardens near Loudon. Mr. Eariey says,

"there is one question in connection mth the cloc/ie

and its use which has never been made clear to

mer'and^that he proceeds to "P'^''"
"'—"''"^''"

^J'"

reler your readers to an article in tne •tjaraencr 01 > is given to the plants under the ^''''''''j °''. "y^.

1S6S. To tcU how I use them now, some hundreds of I am somewhat surprised that a reader ot, ana a

miles farther north, is the object of this paper, which writer in, your journal, should put to ""e sncn H
• -J. __:..j: .: , ti,;, .-n-icmiK-h as I have already Stated tnat notin la.st weeks (jtiraeners c/ironicie, p. 107, miies ntuici nuini, is me uujei-i 01 .uij. pajjii, ..u.v^ ....iv.. .... j--- ., _. y l . i„3j

he dimensions of some of the Wellingtonias at I may in a measure remove any narrow prejudices con-
' tion as this, inasmucn as 1 na e
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only was no air given to some of the more important

winter and spring Lettuces for a considerable time, but

I gave a special notice of the Lettuce Petite Noire,

distinctly stating that from the day it was so-\vn till the

day it was cut for market it never got any air at all.

From his note people might imagine that I had in my
book treated the subject in the curtest and haziest way,

whereas there is a special chapter devoted to this

subject, and a diagram is given, showing the various

stages of the plants under the cloche^ and an illustration

showing the Lettuce Petite Noire as seen under the cloche

in early autumn. Three pages are specially given to

the cultivation of this highly important winter Lettuce

of the Paris cultivators, and it is therein stated dis-

tinctly that in the course of its culture it never [directly]

gets any air | W. Robinson.

Societies.

Edinburgh Botanical : December 9, 1869. — Sir

Walter Elliot, the newly elected President, in the chair.

The following communications were read :—

1. On the Structure of a Lignite from the Old Red
Sandstone. By W. R. M'Nab, M.D., Edinburgh.
The transverse section exhibits no trace of annual
rings, but the structure agrees with that of the Coniferge,

in there being no large openings, all the cells being of

very nearly the same size. As the stem has been greatly

compressed, the cells are more or less flattened. The
longitudinal sections exhibit at certain parts peculiar

punctated discs. The external disc is slightly oval, closely

resembling the circular discs of the ordinary Conifers, but
the central dot is replaced by an elliptical opening,
exactly the same as the peculiar central markings found
in the punctated tissue of the Cycadeaceas. The long
axis of the central opening corresponds to the long axis

of the external disc. These markings are 5-6oooths by
3-6oooths, external diameter ; the centra! elliptical open-
ing being nearly 4-6oooths long, and i-6oooth broad.
They seeni to be smaller than the ordinary coniferous

punctations, and as in the sections they are only to be
seen with great clearness in one place, it is not be
wondered at that they had escaped observation. The
tangential section shows the medullary rays cut across.

In the transverse section, the medullary rays can also be
seen very clearly. \\Tiat are the relations of this lignite

from the old red sandstone? The discs are cycadeaceous,
but the structure of the rest of the stem precludes the idea

of their stem being cycadeaceous. The transverse section

shows a^ very much closer relationship to the Conifene ;

but, as far as I know, all the Coniferge, with the exception
of Salisburia, have circular dots in the punctated tissue.

The peculiar form of the punctated markings indicates

also a rather close resemblance to scalariform tissue—an
almost intermediate step between scalariform tissue and
true punctated tissue. The presence of medullary rays,

the uniform size of the cells, as seen on transverse section,

and the presence of punctations, although they are
peculiar, seem all to point to a close relation to the

Coniferas. As I cannot refer the lignite to the carboni-

ferous genera Dadox-ylon, or Dictyo\7lon, it seems possible

that it will have to be referred to a new genus ; if so, I

would venture to suggest the name of Palaiopitys Millerii

for the old red sandstone lignite now described. The
relation of the markings found in the lignite to those of
Salisburia is of pecuhar interest. The Salisburia is known
to have leaves very closely resembling those of certain

Ferns. May it not turn out that some of the so-called

Fern-like leaves from the older formation should be
referred to plants resembling the Salisburia of the

present day. Murchison* states that plants from the
old red sandstone of Caithness, examined by Professor

Quekett, exhibited a true coniferous structure, allied

to Araucaria. The lignites from Caithness, examined
by Quekett, are therefore quite distinct from the

lignite of Cromarty, discovered by Mr. Miller.

11. Histological Notes. By W. R. M'Nab, M.D..
Edinburgh.— i. On the Structure of the Adventitious Roots
of the Portugal Laurel. These adventitious roots were
submitted to a careful microscopic examination, and were
found to present the usual histological characters of true

roots. They arise in patches, more or less large, from
the branches, but not in any regular order, their position

on the branch not giving any clue to their relative age.
The bark was always ruptured and pushed aside by the
rootlets, showing that they have a deep-seated and not a
superficial origin. Sections made in various directions

showed that the roots are in direct relation to the cam-
bium layer; and, in certain sections, the medullary rays
could be traced for some distance into the adventitious

root. All the cells of the medullary rays in the neighbour-
hood of the rootlet were filled up with small rounded
starch granules, which gave the characteristic blue re-

action with iodo-chloride of zinc solution, The apex of
the root was covered with the mass of loose cells common
to ordinary roots, and forming a slightly developed
pileorhiza. When sections were placed in carmine solu-

tion, the active cells at the growing point became, as
usual, brightly coloured. One section was left, by
mistake, for a long time in the carmine solution ; this,

when taken out and carefully washed, showed a coloured
matrix, in which the apparently loose cells were immersed.
These cells, although apparently loose, can be always
removed with the section from slide to slide. It is thus pro-
bable that the cells, instead of being loose as described, are
more or less immersed in a gelatinous matrix, probably due
to the degeneration of the primary cell-wall. I have not
been able to get the same appearance again, as the root-

lets were all destroyed before the above obsen.'ation was
made. The appearance was certainly not due to some of
the colouring matter remaining between the cells, as every

attempt was made to remove it without success. The
only difference between these adventitious and the true roots

is in their position and irregular mode of growth. In their

^ SUu \ (3d cd,), pp. 390, 391,

growing by addition to the growing point, and in histo-

logical characters, they are indistinguishable from true

roots. Root hairs were also produced in abundance by
the epidermis.—2. On Intercellular Substance and Cuticle.

At the meeting of the Botanical Society held last January
I communicated a paper on the staining of certain vege-
table tissues. In it I took occasion to remark that the
cuticle covering the external parts of plants could be
readily stained with carmine, the so-called intercellular
substance remaining colourless. During the year these
experiments have been frequently repeated, and always with
the same result—that while the cuticle was quickly and
deeply stained with carmine, the intercellular substance
remained colourless. Careful observation of the growth of
cells in the yoimg roots of the white Mustard, the Canary
Grass, and the garden Pea and Bean, have led to the
conclusion that the so-called intercellular substance is in

reality the original or primary cell-wall—that as growth
goes on this primary cell-wall becomes thickened by the
addition of numerous more or less marked layers on the
inside. In the stems of many plants it requires some
care to be able to demonstrate that the cell-wall and
thickening layers are separate. In the layer of cells of the
epidermis, on which the cuticle rests, the outer surface is

in general greatly thickened, while the inner parts of the
cells are only thickened at the angles at which the other
cells join. This thickening at the angles is often so great
that the cell appears almost filled up, or the thicken-
ing appears as a continuous layer. In the epidermal
and sub-epidermal cells of the Ivy the thickening
is so great that without careful examination the
thickening might be considered continuous. On the
more or less thickened external surface the cuticle rests,

and may be considered as thickening occurring outside
the cell-rt'all. We have many examples of this thickening
outside a cell-wall, the covering being analogous to a cuti-

cular layer. ,'\s in the extine and inline of the pollen grain

—

the intine representing the primary cell-wall, the extine the
cuticular layer—the intine is the more important part,
because the extine may be very thin or wanting, as in the
pollen of Zostera. The outer covering of many spores
{the exosporium) is also another example of a cuticular
layer on a single cell. The so-called intercellular sub-
stance, as seen in sea-weeds, &c., seems to be a degene-
rated and gelatinous condition of the cell-wall, and of an
entirely different character from that of the cuticle. From
all the observations I have made. I think we must reject

the statements ofWigand, Schacht, and others, regard-
ing the identity of intercellular substance and cuticle, a^
untenable.

III. Notice of Hieracium stohnzferum, W'aldst. and
Kit.'; H, glomeratum. Fr. ; and H. prcealtuyn, ViU., as
occurring in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. By Pro-
fessor Balfour.

JV. Nolicc of Additions to the Botany of Shetland,
since the publication of Edmondston's "Flora." By
Mr. Jobn Sadler.

V. Off. ihc Propagation of the Ipccacuan Plant {Cephaelis

Ipecacitanka\. By Mr- M'Nab. The Ipecacuan plant has
recently been attracting much attention from the belief

that it will become, like the Cinchona, a profitable

plant to cultivate in various districts of India. The
Cephaehs Ipecacuanha is a native of the moist woods
of Brazil, and was first introduced into the British gardens
in 1830. It is a plant of remarkably slow growth. The
largest now in the Botanic Garden is scarcely i foot in

height, although more than 30 years of age. The method
hitherto adopted for propagating the Cephaelis (as far as
1 am aware) is by cuttings, but of these not more than
one or two can be got at a time, and at very long
intervals. By this slow method of propagating, the
Cephaehs must always remain exceedingly scarce. The
roots, or rather rhizomes, of the Cephaelis are moniliform.
A few of these were taken from one of the plants in the
Botanic Garden during the month of August, 1869, and
after being cut into small transverse sections, they were
inserted in a horizontal position over the surface of a pot
prepared with drainage and white sand. This pot was
placed under a hand-glass in a warm propagating bed
and kept moist. A few weeks after, the cuttings showed
buds on the upper side, roots being also sent out from the

under surface. The plants are now beginning to grow,
each being furnished with two leaves, the largest measur-
ing I of an inch over. In order to meet the demand
which, in all likelihood, will be made on nurserymen for

plants of the Cephaehs, it is well to know how it can
be propagated independently of cuttings, and at the
same time without injury to the parent plant.

VI. Notes 071 the *' Dogwood" ofPou'derManufacturers.
By Mr. M'Nab. [See p. 105.]

VII. Notice of Rusens acukatus. By Mr. M'Nab.
Mr, M'Nab exhibited a specimen of the Ruscus
aculeatus, or Butcher's Broom, covered with rich crimson
berries, sent by George E. Frere, Esq., of Roydon
Hall, Diss, with the following letter:

—"Some years

ago I found this plant in a state of ripe fructifica-

tion. It is brought every Christmas into the market
at Brighton for the decoration of houses at that season.

I had never seen before, in any other part of England,
more than one or, at most, two berries in any one
clump of the plant, and I wished very much to get it

to fruit in pro^sion at this place. " I was reminded that

the plant was dioecious, and I found friends to supply me
with female plants. Soon after I received them it was
suggested to me that my plants might possibly not have
been hitherto barren, because they were of tbe male sex,

but for want of impregnating agencies. I saw, a day or

two since, an article in 'Nature,' by A. W. Bennett, who
calls attention to the fact that the normal time of flower-

ing of the plant is almost the depth of winter, when the

number of insects that can assist in its fertilisation is

ceytainly very small. Mr. Bennett also remarks on the

incorrectness of the periods generally given in the text-

books of Botany for the flowering of each species.

Hooker, in his ' British Flom, ' and Sowerbv, in his original

edition of ' Enghsh Botany,' give March and April for the

flowering of this plant." Mr. M'Nab mentioned that,

although several large clumps of the Butcher's Broom

exist in various parts of the Botanic Garden, he had never

seen ripe fruit on any of them. All the plants but one

have a dark green colour, all are very compact, and are

now covered {December 8, 1869) with rudimentary fruit-

buds, but no male flowers have yet been obtained. The
one above alluded to, a tall light green variety, has a few

incipient scales on the side of the leaf. This may be

the male plant, but as it is not growing beside what

is undoubtedly the female plants, no seeds could

be perfected. The specimen sent by Mr. Frere. although

containing numerous ripe berries, has also a number of

apparent rudiraentaiy fruit-buds for next year, similar to

those now seen on the plants in the garden. It is difficult

to say at what stage the impregnation of the ovules takes

place. The plant is recorded as dioecious, and flowers

during March and April, and possibly this is the time

when the male blossoms expand. It will be interesting to

ascertain whether these rudimentary fruit-buds, now cover-

ing the plants, remain as they are till the month of March,

when the male flowers expand. I have just received from

the nursery gardens of Messrs. P. Lawson & Son, two

specimens of Ruscus, one called R. aculeatus, and the

other R. aculeatus rotundifolius. The former is identical

with the one cultivated here, and is also covered with rudi-

mentary female flowers. The specimen called R. aculeatus

rotundifohus is also covered with buds ; but after a careful

microscopic examination all turn out to be male buds,

while the specimen sent from England by Mr. Frere haS

male buds and ripe fruit on the same branch. From the

state of the male buds on both plants alluded to, it seems
impossible that these male flowers can have the stamens

sufficiently developed before March or April.

VIII. Notes on Carexpan iculata. By Mr. M'Nab. The
Roval BotanicGarden has recentlybeen presented with three

plants of Carex paniculata, sent by Mr. Archibald Gorrie,

forester to the Earl of Leicester, Holkham Hall, Norfolk.

The plants measure, from the base of the roots to the ex-

treme points of the leaves, 8 feet 6 inches, independently of

what must have been cut off in the lifting. They have

been growing in deep rich soil, as 3 feet of the lower por-

tion of each has been bared of the peat ; the part remain-

ing is filled up with a mass of longitudinal roots or fibres,

each nearly half an inch round. The circumference of

the upper root portion of the largest plant is 5 feet

3 inches wide, from which a large crown of leaves pro-

ceeds. One of the plants has an upright stem above the

peat, I foot 9 inches long, and 3 feet 6 inches in circum-

ference, composed of the dead portions of the leaves

;

from the top of this pseudo-stem the large tuft of leaves

is growing. The stem of this plant between the leaves

and the peat has the lower base of the fallen leaves quite

short and brown, appearing as if they had been destroyec}

by fire. It is impossible to guess at the age of these

gigantic Sedges ; but, judging from the quantity of

decayed leaves round the base of each plant, and the

way the peat seems to grow or rise round them, they

must at least be a century old. Very few fruit-spikes

were observed, and of those found the heads were com-
paratively small, the largest not more than aj inches

long. Some idea may be formed of the size and weight

of these plants from the fact that it required three men to

lift each of them. Mr. Gorrie writes :
— " Wc have some

taller and heavier plants than any of those sent. I

observe they grow strongest when the roots get into the

water. I am told, when foxes abound, they are very fond

of lying on the top of the Carex tussocks, and basking in

the sun. This gigantic Carex is very common on sodden
peaty soils in Norfolk. I have also seen it at the Duke of

Grafton's, and at other places in Suffolk, likewise near
Bury St. Edmunds."

IX. Notes on Pinus Bcnthapiiana. By Mr. N'Nab.
Mr. C. W. Peach, of Haddington Place, Edinburgh, exhi-

bited a largecone, ripened at Overton, Orton, Peterborough,

the seat of Charles Bodger, Esq., under the name of Pinus
macrocarpa. This cone is b\ inches long, and 14 inches in

circumference. Mr. Bodger writes:—"The tree stands

the centre of my garden. It bore three drooping
les in 1868 on the main stem, where that season's wood

shot from ; no signs since of any more. It has made two
shoots from branches since the cones were taken off, onQ
each season. There are 23 spreads of branches from the

main stem. I beUeve it has been planted where it now
stands for 22 or 23 years. The tree is 34 feet in height,

and 23 feet across the branches. The circumference of

the stem at the surface of the ground is 4 feet." Pinus
macrocarpa is by many considered as synonymous with
Pinus Coulteri and P. Sabiniana. The cone sent by,

Mr. Peach agrees with the description of Pinus Ben-
thamiana. of Hartweg, which we have never seen in

cone. Numerous plants are cultivated throughout the

country, raised from cones, introduced about twenty
years ago, under the name of Pinus Benthamiana. The
cones were 4^ inches long, and 7 inches in circumference.
The habit of the plants, and the size and arrangement of
the leaves of many of them, resemble the true P. Ben-
thamiana. It is not improbable that all will turn out to
be Pinus ponderosa, or a variety of it. In all cases a
few cones ought to be sent home with seeds for identi-

fication.

©tittuarg.
We regret to have to .innounce the death of Mi.

Samuel Broome, the well-known gardener of the

Inner Temple, who died of apoplexy on the 22d inst.

The following particulars are from the Times of

Thursday last i

—"Mr. Samuel Broome, long honour-

ably known to the London public, and especially to

the members of the Bar, as the gardener at the

Temple, died a few days ago somewhat suddenly. For
nearly 40 years he had endeared himself to that branch

of the profession, and to the Benchers in particular, by
the assiduous care he took in cultivating and adorning

their little oasis in the heart of the City of London, by
the honest pride with which he followed his vocation,

and by his simple and kindly manners. Of l^te
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years especially he was brought conspicuously into

note by the marked success with which he

cultivated the Chrysanthemum, always a work of

difficulty amid the London smoke ; and his winter

flower-shows in the Temple not only charmed

the ordinary denizens of the place, but attracted

hundreds of people from various parts of the metro-

polis. Originally he was a Staffordshire man, having

been bom at Weston-under-Lizard, and having served

his apprenticeship there in the gardens of the Earl of

Bradford. He afterwards came to London, and ulti-

mately settled in the Temple, where he was gardener

for 38 years until his death. He was accustomed to

boast that his last year's show of Chrysanthemums was

the best he ever had, and to attribute much of his

success to the operation of the Smoke Prevention Act,

passed some years ago." In .-iddition to the above we
have the following from Mr. Broome's old friend and

coUeagtie, Mr. J. Dale, of the Middle Temple Gar-

den :
—" Mr. Broome was for 38 years employed in

the gardens of the Honourable Society of the Inner

Temple, and for the last 27 years he frlled the re-

sponsible post ofHead Gardener. Beingalways the same
genial, warm-hearted, persevering man, he was alike

respected by rich and poor, and earned for himself

the reputation of being a tnte philanthropist—not that

he was rich, as the word goes, in this world's goods,

but he was ever ready to give valuable counsel and
assistance to the humbler classes, and to those who
find riches and abundant pleasure in the cultivation of

one of God's best gifts to man, the flower. Specially

did he devote himself to the one most suited for town
gardens—the Chrysanthemum ; and his knowledge of the

culture of this flower rendered him a general referee to

those desirous of obtaining information concerning it.

"To know * Sam Broome,' as his friends called

him, was to know a man of sterling worth. He died

suddenly, on the morning of the 22d inst., at the age
of 64, greatly respected, and very deeply regretted by
all who knew him." It is unnecessary to add more to

this genuine and well-merited tribute to the memory of

a fine specimen of his race and profession.

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
A GOOD batch of Caladmms^ Gloxinias^ and Ackimcnes

should now be placed in a high temperature to induce

active growth and an early display. In potting the

Caladiums the old soil should be entirely removed and
the tubers should be put into the smallest sized pots into

which they can readily be placed, there to make
the preliminary start. I will suppose that Gloxinias

have been already potted, but where this is not the

case the same remarks apply as to the size of pots.

The same soil will suit all three at this stage, only

the Achimenes will prefer rather more sifted leaf-

mould in admixture with the peat and sand than the

other two. The latter should not be potted so firmly as

the other two, and if the tubers be placed singly or

otherwise in pots, a most liberal drainage should be

afforded. Shallow pans are best for starting them in,

as they can be readily potted off after the young shoots

have grown sufficiently large. They will all need a

temperature of 70* to 75' to start them efficiently, and at

first should not have very much water afforded them, nor
in fact till signs of activity are manifest. The moisture

afforded to the pots from any bed of fermenting mate-
rials in which they may be phmged would in fact be
ample, and suit them exactly. All Heaths and Epa-
crids should have the surface of the soil in the pots

freshened at once, if at all gi-ecn or soured. Remove all

decayed leaves, flowers, &c., from the centre or other

parts of the plants, and afford a plentiful supply of air.

Induce such subjects as Dendrohium jwbtie, Maxillaria

aromatka, and other similar plants, to push their

flowers more freely by removing them into warmer
structures, and so obtain and maintain as many bloom-
ing plants as possible at this dreary season.

FORCING NOUSES.

Amongst Vines, which are blooming at this time, the

Muscat of Alexandria in inexperienced hands does not

always "set" v^ry kindly. The temperature should
be gi-adually brought up to a mean of from 67* to 69*

by night, and from 73° to 75° by day, by the aid of
fire-heat alone, allowing an increase of from 7" or 8° by
sun-heat besides. Well damp the floors and all cool
surfaces twice a-day, say at half-past 8 a.m. and half-

past 3 P.M. Give as much air as possible at all times.

A httle should be admitted in the front in the vicinity of

the pipes, so that the internal air may be put into motion.
Where the flowers are fully expanded and the pollen is

ripe for use, gently shake the bunches with the hand
as is done in the process of early setting of Grapes
generally. The latest show Pines may now have the tern

perature advanced to 65* by night, and up to 86" or SS**by
day ; shut up soon after noon, and insure a nice amount
of warm atmospheric hiuntdity. Look after the necessary

supply of fresh tan or other fermenting materials

preliminary to a rearrangement in a short time. Get a
sufficiency of good soils under cover, that they may
have ample time to dry and become mellowed by the

time they are wanted. /'/Hf'i- which are ripening should

not be permitted to remain upon the plants until fully

ripe, if they are not intended for use immediately they

are cut. Make up the last Mushroom-beds \\\ those

houses intended to grow them for winter use only
;

these will then last the season out. Where it is not

convenient to plant out a frame or pit with Early
Potatos at once, let the necessary number of tubers

intended for any given structure be potted singly into

small pots, and be placed in any house where an inter-

mediate temperature can be insured, there to make a
preliminary growth. Sow French- Beans in 60-sized

pots for successional use, and keep friends with the

cook by keeping up a good successional supply of

Tarragon, Mint, Sec.

HARDY FLOIVER GARDEN.
Amongst Shrubs, both evergreen and deciduous, the

following are to be preferred to many others :—Of
Hardy Azaleas, commonly known as Ghent Azaleas,

there are more than 100 varieties, the choice of which
must be left to the purchaser. AucubaJaponica has

increased in variety wonderfully since the male varieties

have been introduced ; the bemes on the female plants

add greatly to their beauty. The Arbutus, or Straw-

berry tree, indigenous in some parts of Ireland, is one
of the most constant of evergreens. Of Box trees,

perhaps Buxus latifolia, sundry variegated varieties,

and the Minorca Box, or B. balearica, are the most
distinct. The varieties of Cistus, or Rock-rose, show
nnich variety of colour ; they are very dwarf, and
should have a dry situation to gi-ow in. The woolly

and Alder-leaved varieties of Clethra produce showy
spikes of white flowers. The red and white-

flowered Cydofiia^, with their singidar fmits,

flower early in the spring, and have been too much
neglected of late. Deutzias, Daphnes, and IVeigelas

are all good, very hardy, and make in the early spring

a very showy contrast. Fuchsias sanguinea and

Riccartoni are sufficiently hardy to plant in the open
borders if a slight mulching be placed over the roots in

winter. The dwarf Brooms or Genistas, having yellow

flowers, are suitable for rockwork, &c. The Syrian

Hibiscus (Althaea frutex) has large showy flowers.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Space does not permit me to do more than suggest

that all the pruning operations be pushed forward

quickly, and that a sowing of marrow Peas be made in

the kitchen garden, and that all arrears of digging,

trenching, &c., be worked up with all despatch. As
the days increase in length, so in proportion will the

gardener's duties multiply. The forwarder these

operations are, therefore, the better will his chance be

of meeting all future demands on his time and atten-

tion. IV. E, _^____
TOll-'N GARDENING.

The best situation for a rockery is one facing S.W.,
and where it is shaded with trees. It can be made to

present a pleasing and ornamental appearance if built

as directed at p. 1260, 1869, and is capable of holding

a great variety of beautiful and interesting plants which
will do well in town, such as many of the British Ferns.

Several of the curious Sediims will flourish during the

summer, but will require potting to keep them through

the winter. The pretty little Linaria Cymbalaria, and

most of the Antirrhinums, thrive well. No class of

plants differ more in their nature and habits than the

Ferns, some thriving in swamps, some on rocks, some
on trees, and some on ruins. We must therefore, in

forming the rockery, endeavour to supply their natural

wants, and imitate Nature. The Royal Fern, Osmunda
regalis, should be planted in a mixture of bog and sand

in a slight excavation, so that it can be flooded with water

;

Blechnum boreale, or Hard Fern, should be placed

higher and drier, in rotten wood ; Ceterach ofiicinarum

thrives in old mortar rubbish, and Scolopendrium oflfici-

namm, or Hart's-tongue Fern, will do well in old brick

rubbish. I have found these and many others to thrive

in VC17 confined place , if attention be paid to the soil,

and the plants be well syringed on fine moming.s and

evenings. A few roots of the common Primrose and
Pansy, and of Iris get^nanica make a nice variety, J. D.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Satirimy, January 32, 187a

Portsmoulh .

Blackheath .

Over Court
(Bristol)

I'.ccles (Salford)

Hraflford

Temperature <

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON

i

JUARY 26, 1870.

Month

Day.

Hygromctrical Deduction
from Glaisher's Tables,

Sth edition.

Temperature (

N.N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
Calm.

ughout the day ; a little snow fel

lughoiit ;alittlesnow fell during the momine
23.—Large amounts of cloud prevailed, and thin r.iiii fel

24,—Cloudy during the day ; variable at night.

25.—A very fine day ;
generally cloudless.

aS.—Verj- tine ; cloudless ; slight fog in the morning.

JAMES GLAISHEK,

Notices to Correspondents.

Received : J. Har-

to Dasylirium,

We cannot tell

Those who have

Barnes Memorial. Subscription promised: Dn Ar
strong, Peckham House, £
lock, Lilford Hall, lar. bd.

Beaucarnea : IV. T. Liliacese, ni

syn. Pincenectitia.

Galvanised Wall Nails: //. P
you where these are to be obtained,

them for sale should advertise them.

Gas for Hot Water Apparatus : Inquirer. We do

not know if this has been tried on the large scale. For

small houses Trotman's apparatus answers well.

Grafting Wax : Inquirer. Excellent grafting wax is

made of three parts beeswax, three parts rosin, and

two parts of tallow. For otherrecipes see "Thomson's
Gardeners' Assistant."

Heating Apparatus: A. V. Your valves are in the

right places. It would have been a better arrangement

if the stove had been under the greenhouse, as it would

have been in more direct contact with the boiler, and the

water would havehad less distance to travel before getting

back to the boiler. You appear to have the same
quantity of pipe in both houses ; if so, you should double

the amount in the stove. The valves should regulate

the flow ; turn on just sufficient to the greenhouse, and
turn full on when the greatest heat is required. The
pipes under the walk may have sunk down; if so,

they will not work : they should have been placed in a

brick drain.

Irish Nurserymen: D. Aid. We cannot undertake to

recommend any particular firms. See our advertising

columns
;
you will find a list in " Hogg's Gardeners'

Year Book."
Names of Plants : Flora. Kucharis amazonica. For

information respecting its culture, see pp. 10, 78 of this

Journal—A'. Y. The Alexandrian Laurel, Ruscus race-

njosus.

—

S.P. I, Microlepia polypodioides ; 2, Lastrea

tenericaulis ; 3, apparently Tecoma grandiflora,—send

when in flower. The Unaslaschkan Romanzowia is

staded by Stendel to be the same as Saxifraga nutans.

Hooker and Bentham refer it doubtfully to Hydroleacese.

We are not aware that it has been introduced.—

//. T. B. R. Your plant is Kleinia or Cacalia articulata,

commonly called the Tallow-candle plant.— W. Iman-

tophyllum miniatum.— fA S. Dendrobium nobile,

Peat : D. M. We cannot recommend dealers,

suit our advertising columns.

Tree Transplanting Machine: W. S., Hampstead

Heath. We do not know. Those who have such things

should advertise them.

Communications Received :—J. R,—E. B-—C- Q-—J-
R-—

W S. S.—Constant Reader.—G. E. (next week).—W. H.—
B. D.-W. C—Inquirer.—W. G.-C. L.-X. Y.—W. C.—

J. F. L.-A. F.

Con-

larkts.
POTA TOS.—SoiMwark, January 24.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise and by

rail have been more than equal to the demand, which is

limited. Trade continues in a languid state. Quotations:

—

Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 70J. to 90J.; Lincolnshire do,,

(MS. to 80J. ; Kent and Essex do., 60J, to 80J. ;
Dunbar

and Kast Lothian do., 70J. to looi.; Perth, Forfar, and

Fifeshire do. , 60s. to 75J. ; Ditto Rocks, 6qs. to 65^ ;
French

nnd Belgian Whites, 55^. to 6ot.

CO VENT GARDEN.—January ^
The cold during the past week has somewhat interfered

with the supplies of home-grown produce but has not

caused any material advance in prices. Fo;:«d.3ege-

tables arc ample for all requirements. Contmental

cargoes have arrived in excellent condition. The supply
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of Oranges is not so heav-y. Asparagus, Artichokes, ne
Potatos, and the usual assortment of salading, reach
three times a week.

Chestnuts, p. bush.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 —15 o
Artichokes, p. doz... 3 o to 6 o
Beet, per doz.
Broccoh, per doz. .

.

Brussels Sprouts, p.

i sieve ..

Cabbages, p. doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, p. bund, .

.

Cucumbers, each .

,

Endive, per doz. .

,

French Beans, p. 100
Garlic, per lb.

3—30
D— 2 6

3— I 6

6-3<

: 6— :

Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 75^. to i

Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o — i

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p. bun.
Leeks, per bunch .

.

Mint, per bunch .

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions,per bunch ..

Parsley, per bunch .

Salsafy, per bundle ,

Scorzonera, do. ..

Scakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel..

Radishes, per doz, .

.

Turnips, per bunch .

75^. 15^.

50,000 2 to 3 feet LARCH.
10.000 q to 6 feet ALDER.

Stout, transplanted, and well-rooted,
to Mr. CHORLEY, Midhurst, S

Prime Niirsery Stock.

J SCOTT. Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
• above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

quantities, consisting of ALUER, ASH, BEECH. CHESTNUT,
ELMS; FIR. SCOTCH, do. SPRUCE, do. SILVER; OAK, COM-

,nd TURKEY; POPLARS, SYCAMORE, WILLOWS
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large t

and strong THORNS ; an immense stock of Ev.
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the usual sizes.

breadth of fine HAZEL

O,
Native Scotch Fir, of fine quality.
SALE, by the SUBSCRIBER,

) 2-yr. Seedlings, i-yr. Iransplantcd, V. per looo.

1 2 vr. Seedlings, z-yr. transplanted, 8s. per lOoo. Also,
) RHODODENDRON I'ONTICUM, from 9 to 2< inches.

J. ROY, Jun., .\bcrdcen.

D
Planting Season.

ICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the attention of those

'

and healthy Stock of FOREST

very exposed ground, arc finely rooted, and ihcir wood is thoroughly
ened. Samples and Catalogues on ap"''"''^ '" '"' "'" '

'

quoted where large quantities are taki

Special prices will

To tbe Trade.
GFARNSWORTH has to offer a large quantity of

• the undermentioned, which are strong grown and well rooted ;

sample on application at the Nurseries, Matlock :—
KIRCII, 3 to 4^j' feet, twice transplanted, 301. per 1000.

LARCH, 9 to 15 inches, I2j. per 1000.

SCOTCH, 1!^ to 2 feet, 201. 1 i"^ to 2!^ feet, 23s. per 1000.

SPRUCE, I to I'A feet, lis. ; 1S4 to 2^i feet, 20s. per 1000.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 1-4 to 3 feet, twice transplanted, sos. per 1000.

LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, 70s. ; OUICK, strong, i8s. per 1000.

i-yr. PRIVET CUTTINGS. 4s. : 4-yr. Double WHIN, 401. per tooo.

3-yr. seedling RHODODENDRONS, 7s. 6d. per 1000.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRAD E.—
-_ Dwarf-trained Morcllo CHERRIES, 3-yr., splendid stuff.

Dwarf ir.iincd vyr. Sweet CHERRIES, ten leading sorts, 151. per doi.
stniiiL; t ut->iack extra fine Bushes, 3-yr., 55. per doicn, 351. per 100.

Rider I rained CHERRIES, 30J. per dozen
PEACHES and NECTARINES, Cos. per doien.

Half Standard H.P. ROSES, 3 feet, splendid stuff, best sons,

Large LAURUSTINUS, 4 and 5 feet, specimens, 3ar. per dozen.
„ Common LAURELS, 6 to 8 feet, £k per 100.

W. KNIGHT. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

GUIS VAN HOUITE begs to state that his
i CATALOGUE, No. 130-131 H. J, is still to be had from his
:nls. Messrs. R. Sll.nrBBAn Jc SOM, 5, Harp Ijinc, London, EC.
is l-,il.,l,.i:uc contains the H.VKHV I'EKENNIALS. ORNA-

•.
I M I I'M -.

I ,.i - M I
i I.-, I iiMI

I K^, ROSES of all

I
I I

:
I M-, mdry

, Tyda

1 "I c. \ ', : I liK I I , , s] M 1 I \ I ,\ 1
i X . I I ;,.r 1870 is now ready,

and issfiul.. hisu5u.,lCust.imcrs
The GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS are enumerated in Lonii

Van Houtte"s Catalogue, No. 130-131 H. J., but their description cai
only be found in the French issue of the same Catalogue.
The Parts4, 5, and6ofVol. XVIII of the FLORE have appeared

their contents can be found at p. 409 of the Seed Catalogue. Price
of subscription for the Volume of 12 Parts, ^i los. (more than Oi

j^sat.

ILLIAMS' PARADISE GEM MELON,
uarr.intcd true.—A fruit of rare excellence, which will give

"*
' ' ' " ' ' ''

, being so free to set, very

RICHARD SMITHS LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
h their generic, specific, and English

: of flowering, colour, &c , and general i

RICHARD SMITH, Nup 1 and Seeds;

EVERGREEN HEDGES.
AMERICAN ARB0RVrr.1i, 4 to 5 feet, at 40s. per 100;

5 to 6 feet, at 60s. perioo.

SIBERIAN ARBOR-VIT-t, 2 to 2i feet, 40s. perioo; 2I to 3 feet,

50S. per too ; 3 toJi feet, 601. per jco : 3J to 4 feet, 84s. per 100.

RIClftRD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester

SPIR,«A P.'^LMATA.—By far the handsomest species
hitherto mportcd. (See Dr. Hooker, " Botanical Magazine,"

No. 285.) Price los. 6d. each; in quantity, a special price will be given.

The honour of importation is due to Mr. Fortune ; the honour of

distribution lin England) to CHARLES NOBLE, of whom fine plants

can be obtained.—Bagshot, Jan. 20.

Cedrus Deodara.
FINE SPECIMENS, 7, 8, 9, 10, to 15 feet, at 11. per loot.

WM. MAULE AND SONS have to offer a large
supply of extra fine EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS,

calculated to give immediate effect to Parks, Cemeteries, and Plant

w Landscape Gardening.
WOOD AND SON will have much pleasure in
furnishing dciiRHS and executing to any extent LANDSCAPE

ous branches, including Forming, Re-
forming, and Planting Parks, Lawns, Pleasure Grounds, Cemeteries,
Orchards, Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens. The Making of New

"
, at the lowest prices

GARDENING

WANTED, a WORKING PARTNER, in a Nursery
and general Forcing Business, 12 miles from Covent Garden.

A good opportunity for a steady, honest, and industrious Man.
A. B., r. Crescent Road, Brentwood, Essex.

w-^
Epacrids, Azaleas, Camellias, and a

Plants are extensively grown. State aEj--

long in last situation. None need appiv %
sobriety, and ability will not bear the sii

Messrs, Hugh Low & Co.. Upper Clapton,

WANTED, a first-class PLA
Exhibition. Wages ^<

honest, energetic Man nectf

.I'.'i >\\ ! R, for

JOHN SHAW, Nu
Manche' ^_ _,

ANTED, a MARKET GARDENER, by a
Gentleman who acts as his own Head Gardener, and who wishes

by sales to develop the resources of the Garden, which is extensive,
and fully stocked; has Stove-houses, Vineries, and Conservatory.
Must keep the accounts, be willing, active, and obliging, and earnest

ring to make the garden produce valuable by sale.—Apply
VYNT--" '''.-.- ^ - . .

Ireland

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, with plenty of
experience in every department, and a good will to use it in the

interest of his employer. Good character.—HORTUS, 2, Linton
Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

C"1
ARDENER (Head). —Married, no incumbrance ; a

J^ steady, trustworthy^ and energetic Man ; thoroughly practical

in every branch of Gardenmg, having had many years' experience in

the Management of Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardens.—Good
character.—T, R,. 25, Eleanor Road, Waltham Cross, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34: thoroughly
understands the Management of Vines, Pines, Stove and Green-

house Plants, Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, and Kitchen and
Flower Gardening. Good references.—A. B., 20, Hethpool Street,

Hall Park, Paddington, W.
^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33
only.—A Gentleman is desirous of

Gardener, a ;

branch of his
^

Wm. Wood & Son, The Nun

,
married, one child

recommending his Head
ho well understands every

Six years' charactcr.—T. C, R.,

, Maresfield, Uckficid, Sus;

)H.MERVYND'ARCV IRVINE, Esq., Castle In

WANTED, for a superior Farm House,
WORKING GARDENER, who understands Vii

H-, Mr. Vickers, g, Cowper's Court, CornhJll, E-C.
, &c-

WANTED,
House; n

Mr KENDALL. 25, Drur>' Lane."l^ndQn , W.CT

WANTED.
Seed Busin

Office, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.
JUNIOR ASSISTANT, to a general

s in the Country.—X. Y., Gardeners^ Chronicle

WANTED, a DAIRYMAID, competent to take
charge of a Dairj' of '4 Cows, and thoroughly experienced in

the making of Butter, Cheese, &c, and in Potting Butter, and who
also understands Baking. She must be strong, active, and between
25 and 35 years of age—Apply, by letter, to Mr. JOHN M'LEAN,
Calbourn, Newport, fsle of Wight.

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen—Funher particulars triven on application to Messrs. E, G.
HKNDERSn.N AND SON, Wellinslon Nursery. St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

w Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBL'SH AND SON beg to state that they

" ncs on iheir books MEN of variousqualifications,
II bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
ivould save time by clearly stating the duties to

n, wages offered, &c. so that suitable Men may be
-HighgateNur- .'London, N.

*

To Gardeners and BaUlffs (Head« Foremen, or Under)
T AMI'> CARTER and (_'0. having many applications

ionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-
tions in relerence to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.
JAMES CARTER AND CO-, 237 & 238. High Holbom. London, W.C.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
SUTTON and SONS ha\ing gro\s-n largely of the

following excellent PEAS, can supply them, very true to name, at
low prices for large quantities :—

Ringleader— the for- 1 Fortyfold Green M
wardest known. fpion. 1

Champion of England,

Dickson's Favourite.
Improved Early

i Royal.

Veitch's Pcrfeciic
Hair's Dwarf Mammoth.
Yorkshire Hero.
Prizetaker Green Marrow.

For lowest prices, apply, stating quantities required, to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

SCOTT'S NEW and GENUINE SE'EDS.—
Scott'i Superb Crimson Beet, Melville's Triple Curled Borecole,

Scott's Eclipse Brussels Sprouts, Merriott Green-top Carrot, the
Favourite and Davis' New Giant Green Cos Lettuce, Bailey's Priie
Eclipse Melon, several New Peas, Scott's Early Oxhom Kidney
Potatos, and many other varieties of new and choice Vegetable Seeds— fully described in J. SCOTT'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE

Flower Seeds ; post free o
ondi,

I. bCOTT, The , Yeovil, Somerset.

Notice to the Trade.
LAXTON'S NEW PEAS, ALPHA ajid SUPREME.

HURST AND SON beg lo state that they are holders
of half the stock of the above valuable varieties ; also the

HUNDREDFOLD or COOK'S FAVORITE, and the entire stock of
MCMILLAN'S QUEEN of the MARROW. They have also grown
largely of LAXTON'S PROLI FIC Descriptions of all in
CATALOGUE, which may be had on application. They have at
present a good supply of the true RED and WHITE ITALIAN
TRIPOLI ONION, and the GIANT ROCCA, all of which are

:this
HITRST AND SON, 6, Lcadcnhall Street, E.C

MR. WM. PAUL begs to announce that he has made
arrangements by which he will be enabled in future to furnish

Gentlemen with the NAMES, ADDRESSES, &c, of GARDENERS,
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of various qualificatioBs, who
are open to Engagements. The fullest particulars as to services
required and . . . . ^

PAUL'S Nun
given should be fon,varded with applic

, \\ altham Cross, London, N.

C';;^

ARDENER (Head).—Understands the profession in
T all iis branches. Can be well recommended.—G. R., Post Office,

Blandford, Dorset,

GARDENER (Head).—Married ;
thoroughly practical

in every department. A good Grape Grower, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardener ; well up in the general Work of an Estate. Unex-
ceptionable character.—J. D., Taplow, Maidenhead.

1

GARDENER (Head) ; age 32, no incumbrance.—
A Gentleman is desirous of recommending his Head Gardener

any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly

GARDENER (Head), orGARDENER and BAILIFF.
—Middle-aged, married, no incumbrance; is well experienced

in both capacities ; is a thoroughly practical Gardener and Farmer,
an excellent Florist, well up in Forcing, and thoroughly under-

stands the routine of Gardenmg generally. Can be higtily recom-
mended. Satisfactory reasons given for leaving present situation.—

L. W.. 7. Bond Street, Sandficlds. Swansea.

GARDENER (Head, Single-handed, or otherwise).—
Age 23, single; has had experience in Forcing Fruit, Flowers,

&c. Please state wages, &c., to T. BLOW, Wolveton Gardens,
Dorchester, Dorset.

G icd. Good reference.—W. W., 18, South Road, WimblcJ

GARDENER (Head), where two or more Men are
kept.—Age 30, single; thoroughly practical in everj- department

of the profession. Can oc highly recommended.—T, B,, Post Office,

Woodstock, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
Age 28. married, no incumbrance; thoroughly understands Eariy

and Late Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, Flower, and
Vegetable Culture. GoodtestimonJals.-J, B .. Firbeck Halt, Rotherham .

GARDENER.—Age 29 ; well versed in Plants and all

kinds of Fruit, &c. Excellent character.—A. B., 30, Camellia
Cottage, Tonsly Road, Wandsworth.

GARDENER.—Age 31. married, one child
;

good
knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Grape Growinc.

Early and Late Forcing, and all the routine of the outdoor Dcpartnn

&c, A total ab "
" -

- -

employers.—X.
London, W.C.

practical Gardener. The Subscribers will furnish the
' " -Wm WOOD & SON. Nu

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no incum-
brance ; a first-class practical Man, fully competent in every

good character.—GARDENER, Brad-

GARDENER (Head), middle-aged, single.—
G. H, Richards being desirous of an engagement as Head

Gardener, begs to inform Noblemen and Gentlemen that, from his
long experience in the Cultivation of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants (Orchids included), Cucumbers, Melons, Flower and Kitchen
Garden, &c., he can have first-class testimonials—.Ml particulars on
application to G. H- R., Newton Nurseries. Chester

GARDENER.—A. Graham, Gardener to the late

Ix)rd Broughton, will be open for an engagement on April r.

Has had extensive experience in first-class places in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland. Five years' good character from present situation,

where the Forcing of Vines, Peaches, Cherries, Piums, Apricots,
Strawberries, Melons, Cucumbers, Pines, Asparagus, &c, has been
carried on extensively. Can Draw Plans for all kinds of Horticultural

Buildings, Pleasure Grounds, &c., andcarry them out according to the
latest improvements. None but
A- G. , Tedworth Gardr; , Mn . Wilts.

or otherwise).—Age 24 ;

rtcncc. Good reference frofn

, Ealham, S.W.

GARDENER (.^

married ; nine > r

present cmployer^—J. ,-

G~ARDENER (Smglc- handed), or GROO^I and
GARDENER.—Age 24, married, no incumbrance: a steady,

sober Man; understands Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening; can milk. Wife good Laundn

GARDENER, where one or two are kept. —Thoroughly
acquainted with the profession. A small place preferred.

—

T. H., Qucnington Green, Fairford. Gk '

'

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed, or will make
himself generally useful).-Age 21; good character.—J. SKILL-

ING, Mill Cottage, Mitcham Common.

C^
ARDENER (Under, or Improver).—Age 21 ; has

T been in the Gardens four years. Would make himself useful.

Good character.—G, CHEESEMAN, Binstead House, Rydc, Isle of
Wight.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.—
A steady, active Young Man, possessing a good general know-

f the profession ; can take charge of Men.-R. R., Post Office,ledge ol the protci

RicTimond, S W.

FOREMAN, where four or five are kept ; or SECOND
FOREMAN in a large establishment —Age 24; can obtain two

years' good character, and be well recommended for sobriety.—H. J.,
Post Office, Cobham, Surrey.

;• good character.—C. A., Post Office, Cookham, Berks.

PROPAGATOR (General).—Well up in Hard and
Soft- wooded Plants, also Azaleas, Camellias, Conifen, Roses,

Rhododendrons. &c. First-class practice.-R. W., 25, King St., Derby.

PROPAGATOR or GROWER (Soft-wooded).—
Age 24; good reference if required,—Y. Z., Mr. Thomson,

Nurseryman, \\nmbledon, S.W.

QEED TRADE.—A Young Ma

preferred—W, S, R., Post Office, Bumham, Bucks.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.WOO D R EV E, FORE.STER, &c.—Middle-aged,
married ; well up in the Raising and Transplantation of Trees

for Fencing, Underwood, Ornamental b'hrubs. Fruit Trees, &c. Wife
understands Dair>- and Poultry. Twelve years' character.-W. H,,
Mr. Gough, 12, Chancellor Road, West Dulwich, Surrey, S.W.

LAND AGENT.—A Person of great experience desires
a rc-engagement.—H. A. H,, Gardeners' CkronicU Office, W.C.

LAND STEWARD, or FARM BAILIFF.—Great
experience in the Management of Stock, of which he is a good

Judge. Hightestimonials.—J. M, Messrs. Carter, Seedsmen. Holborn.

BAILIFF.—Age 47, married ; active, of energetic
habits, respectably connected. Thoroughly practical in Modern

Farming, Steam Cultivation, Draining; good Judge in Stock, Buying,
Selling, and a good Accountant ; Management of Woods, Repairs, &c,
—F. B , Post Office, Fumeux Pelham, Buntingford, Herts.

G:
character

To the Nursery and Seed Trade.
SALESMAN or MANAGER, in a first-class Nursery.

—Age vj, married, one child ; is a good Correspondent, and has a
good knowledge of Nursery Stock, both indoors and out —^V., Pcsl

iffice, Worcester^

SHOPMAN.—Age 26, Scotch ; ten years' experience in

the Seed Trade in all its branches. United States, Canada, or
Australia preferred. Good reference.—Address full particulars and
amount of salary to HORTUS. Post Office, Newcastle-nn-Tync.

-A. Z., Post Office, Welling.

KITCHENMAID, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
family, where aScuUerymaidis kept.—Two years' good character

as Kitchenmaid, Further recommendation if required.—A. C. L. C,
48, Middle Street, Stroud.
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HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)T

TnhnCIutton. Esq., O.Whitehall Place, S.W.

Frederick L. Dasfiwood, Esq., KirtHngton Park. Oxford.

rT I.' Vin- Frn fMc<;<ir< Hemes, paraunar fit

Henry Farquhar, Esq., (M< i, Farquhar & Co.), i6, St.

Tohn"l'&«55'riwd,''E5q„ ., KinB'5 Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

Granville R Kyjcr, Esq. (Managine Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hvdc Park, S \V, ., ,.. . ^ ,.,

Granville R II Somerset,Eiq.,Q,C.,6,Park Street, Wcstminster.S.W.

Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., lo, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 3, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,

Welshpool. .... r It

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Arricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and

FarnT Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Cterg:' in respect of their Glebe Lands. .,, . . ,

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.

No in^stigation of. itle^is required^
apply to GRANVILLE R.

\o. I, Great George Street,

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermcrc.

John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchings, Esq.

Henry W. Currie, Esq. I
Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Agricultural Improvements of an j; kind arc executed by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid

the work by thei

Tcnai
thee

Landowners who prefer

may also, by arrangement with their Landlords,

nofs
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the

Landowni
ion of title necessary, and no legal expcnse.i incurred.

Application to be made to HORACE^BROKE, the Secrctar>'

Offices of the Company '"'
, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

TD OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES will

take place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates

must not be above 21 years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent

n by March 31 may be had on application

:o H. M. JENKINS, Secrctar>'.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

O XFORD MEETING, 1870.

FARM PRIZES.
A PRIZE of a PIECE of PLATE, value

100 Guineas, offered byJAMES MASON.
Esq., and a SECOND PRIZE of FIFTY
POUNDS offered by the Society, will be
given to the Occupiers of the two best
managed Farms (which shall be entered
for competition) in the district comprised
within a line drawn through the Towns
of Reading. Great Marlow, Aylesbur)-,
Buckingham, Banbur)*, Stow-on-tnc-Wold,
Lcchlade, and back to Reading.

The Competition is limited to Tenant-
Farmcrs. and the LAST DAY of ENTRY
is SATURDAY, February 26.

Further particulars and Forms of Entry

don, W. H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND CO.MPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address. 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals rRei
for Wficat; l863.for"6, —•'* -

:ellcnt Seed Corn and Seeds.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in line condition. It is believed to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
(Jovcrnment Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
6 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Voelckcr. Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogslon, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt, bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark, The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Keighley, Maxsted &

Co^ Hull.
Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,

";{
''"'"' """

' John G*. Barry,"8,'"i5fd''jcw>-\ Lo^n^don.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin.

Price C^i per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,

from one bag upwards.
Address, JOHN G. BARRY,

The Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano combines the stimulating powe
f Peruvian Guano with the nourishing properties of Supernhosphai
I is sent out in Sealed bags, and each bag is guaranteed by Selici

ind other leading Chei

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at
London, Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOH EN NET LAWES,
: 59, Marl: Lane, London.

Branch Offices ; Market Street, Shrewsbury; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

Womanbv Street, Cardiff.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVM) HUNKS.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEA'r, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addi

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established i8<o)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE ol AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, Stc. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

SHELL GRAVEL, for Gardens, Conservatories, and
_ Terraces ; clean, dry, and neat in appearance, used in the Parks

and the Horticultural and Botanic Gardens,—Sold by FRANCIS AND
CO., Surrey (foot of Vauxhall Bridge), London, S.W.

R^

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any
quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best

yet obtained. Price Lists on application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD,
builder, 29, Clarendon Squarr, St. Pancras, N.W. Small orders
e:^ecuted at the Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Westem Railway Depot.

KENT FIBROUS PEAT, of first-class quality for all

potting purposes and American Plants, price 6j. per cubic yard,
livered at the Famingham Road or Sevenoalts

J

Parks and Gardei . JESSUP, Famingham Wood, Farninghai

THOMSON'S STYPTIC prevents Bleeding in the
Vine, and all other Plants. Manufactured and Sold by JOHN

YOUNG AND SON,Dalkcith, and may be had of all Nurserymen and
Seedsmen. Price 31. per bottle.

H
CHEVALIER BARLEY, which was awarded the First Priie three

years in succession (1867, 1868, 1869), at the Birmingham and Midland

Counties Show. Yielded, at Brighton, in i86g, 10 quarters per acre,

weighing 57 lb. per bushel. Also PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN
and PEDIGREE WHITE CANADUN OATS.

For price and full particulars of above,and of Pedigree Seed Wheats,

apply to the Originator of the System, Captain HALLETT, F.L.S.,

Brighton^

TO THE TRADE.—Fine Stocks of the following :-

MANGEL WURZEL.
Y'ellow Globe. | Long Yellow. | Red Globe. | Orange Globe.

TURNIP.
White Garden Stone. I Stratton Green 1 Grey Ton Stone.

Stubble.
I

Round.
I
Dale's Hybrid.

RADISH, Wood's Early Frame, our original genuine kind,

applit

Merchants, Hu tingdoi

WOOD AND INGRAM, Seed

WILLIAM COCKS begs to offer 2-yr. Seedling
QUICK, 1 10 j'/ feet : a-vr. transplanted OAK. i^ t03'^ feet

;

MYATT'S EARLY PROLIFIC and DALMAHOY POTATOS.
Samples and Prices on application to Old Nurseries. Donington,

Spalding.

Garden Seecls.

IHE COUNTRIES from WHENCE they
originally came. Sec WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870,

Wheeler's First Early Pea
as EARLY as ANY, and a BETTER CROPPER

;

:. per qt. See WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1S70, price

ND SON, Seed Merchants, 59, Mark Lane

Beans, Harllngton Windsor.
NEW and SUI'ERIOR VARIETY.

. J. C, WH EELER AND SI IN, w. M-irk Lane. London. EC.

Q
Beet, Egyptian Turnip-rooted.

UITE NEW, fine rich colour, good flavour; is.

packet. Illustrated in WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for I

J. 'C. WHEELER AND SON, 59. M a rk Lane, Lond.

Cocoa-nut Cabbage.
NEW and vi

packet. Illustrated

6<f.. post free
;

gr.Tti

J. C. WHEI'.l.l^.K .

A
, M.irk Lane, London. E.C.

Paterson's Superb Melon.

THIS EXTKAOkDIN.VKY iMELON -was raised last

summer by Mr. Palcrson, Gardener to Mrs. Hanbury Leigh,

of Pontypool Park. It weighed 24 lb., and measured 42

circumference. It is illustrated (from a photograph) in WH
LITTLE BOOK for 1870.

J. C. WHEELER A

photograph) in WHEELERS'

SON, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

TO the SEED TRADE.
HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE CUCUMBER.
CUTHILL'S BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER.
OSBORNE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECTING BROCCOLI.
DOUBLE CRESS.
IMPERIAL LONG YELLOW MANGEL (superior stock).

All new of 18^, and true, of own growth, offered cheap.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset

Little Gem.
For full description see CHARL

CATALOGUE, now ready.

1 Ear
Adv

.ES TUB

SUTTONS' GR-ASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS.
Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT P.4STURE MIXTURES for STIFF
CLAY SOILS. HEAVY LOAMS, MEDIUM LOAMS, LIGHT
LOAMS, LIGHT SANDS, SHARP GRAVELS, SHEEP DOWNS,
and BLACK PEATY SOILS.
The Sorts contained in these Mixtures are grown in different

localities, and gathered separately by the hand expressly for this
' ' ans all noxious weeds arc excluded. Thev

Lritive kinds of Fescues, Poas, Sweet Vernal,
iums, &c. , and arc mixed in such sorts and
suitable to the soils to be laid down. In this

n accordance with our many years' experience

purpose, by which 1

consist of the r

Perennial Clov,
proportions as a

through any of the appointed Agi tughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

allF
SUT'

ell a in other
TONS' BEST MIXTURE for the abo'

^SUTTOrfs' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s, tc

"mixtures fir One, Two, Three, or Four '

,,i,,i I.., lin ..ii.i... Sells, at from mdd. u. .

,! 1 ! .

'- ri -^iiVATING MIXl ri'1

iii|,, I, .1 ii'. 'lu.^ntity ana quality III
1'

n.i^ ; r .11. I. I li\ SI .wing from 6tol2lb ini

'nee lyi per lb., 3ai. per cwt., carriage fre

per

1^,

suixoN ,

and improvement of Gra

D the Queen, ReadinR, Berks.

R
The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

I C 1 1 .\ l< n W .\ I . K I
. k can supply, for cash,

, 2<, per lb.,

old drimson

RICHARD WALKER has the following to offer, for
cash: splendid SEAKALE, for forcing, extra hne (« ner 100 •

fine GHEN-r ASPARAGUS, for forcing, /t per 1000. or V per too

•

SEAKALE, for planting, 3J. 6rf, per 100.
'^ '

Biggleswade Market Gardens.

w M.

Sibic Hcdingham, Essex.

^EED BUSINESS for DISPOSAL. —Old
^-3 established and genuine concern, 7 miles from town ; long lease
Goodwill, Stock, Fixtures. &c.. JC150.—F. M. SEARLE, Au
6, Bishopagate Street Without, London, E.C.

To Market Gardeners.

TO BE LET. at Lady Day next, THREE ACRES
of GARDEN GROUND, and TWO ACRES in GRASS, &c.,

all walled in. Gardener's House, Workman's Lodging Room, large
range of Glass Houses stocked with Vines, &c. The walls covered

rs. Situated at Astley, three miles from the Stourport
Severn Valley Line.

Mr. MARTIN CURTLER, Solicitor, Worcester ; or WILLIAM
BOWEN, The VVoodhouse, Shrawlcy.

Static

SALES BY AUCTION.
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, February r, at half past 12 o'clock precisely. Light and

M Consignment of Plants from Holland.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, YEWS,

(then ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

300 lb. of Seed of Cedrus Deodara,
lUST ARRIVED in FINE CONDITION, and 14,000 VERY

FINE BULBS of LILIUM AURATUM, from JAPAN.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, February 3. at half-past ii o'clock precisely, t4,ooo
splendid BULBS of LILIU.M AURATUM, just arrived from Japan ;

TOolb. of CEDRUS DEODARA SEED, just arrived per Mail Steamer

;

Casks of AMARYLLIS BULBS; SEED of LAPAGERIA

Spring Grove. Middlesex, W.
CLEARANCE SAM. ..I \ AI,rAI;LE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. prothI';roi'; and morris win sell
by AUCTION, on the Plantation, in the Thornbury Road,

Spring Grove, near the Spring Grove and Isleworth Station, on the
South-Western, London ancT Windsor RaiUvay, on MONDAY,
February 7, at 12 for r o'clock precisely, b\' order of the Proprietor,
without reserve, the valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprising
choice Evergreens and Conifers, including 2500 Portugal Laurels,

3 to 4 feet; 1000 Common Laurels, 3 to 4 feet : 500 .' -
^- ' ""

500 Green Hollies, 3 to 6 feet: Arbor-vita:, TRuia
tonias, Araucarias, Arbutus, Berbcris. &c Likewise about
Standard, Dwarf, Pyramidal, and Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums,
Cherries, &c., in collections; 500 Standard ana Dwarf Roses, in

variety: a large quantity of Deciduous Shrubs, including 800 Lilacs,

4 to 5 feet : Privet, Ribcs, Snowberry, Guelder Roses, Laburnums,
flic, : r5o yards Box Edging, some haray Climbers, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

, Welling-

Preliminary Notice.

Messrs. protheroe and morris have
received instructions from Mr. John Mailer, to offer for unre-

rer%-ed SALE by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Brunswick Nursery,
'

I, Middlesex, thewholeofthevaluableNURSERYSTOCK,

Extensive SaJe of Nursery Stock.
10 BE niSPOSEU OF, by PUBLIC .'AUCTION,

™i .h^ \V,-M SI, uv Street Nursery, Kilmarnock, on THURSDAY.
, I., ,, I, ..(lock, the saleable portion of the NURSERY

«'
:

. the Sequestrated Estate of Dreghorn & Aitken,

™!;;::i'T;';i

Union Bank, Kilnl

.nd the Stock to be Sold c

i and all particulars may be had

ihe Public Sale, with the Glass-houses
.;c Disposed of privately, offers for which
ribcr up till March 1.

DAVID LAURIE, Trustee.

M
Bedding and Hothouse Plants, Outdoor Effects.

"R. COX will SELL, on FEBRUARY 19, at

Hampstead, the contents of VINERIES, CONSER-
VATORY, .STABLES, YARDS, and GROUNDS ;

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2% 1870.

.MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

( North of England Chamber of Agriculture (Suh-

FebriaRY rj jccts: Tenant right—Highway Management—
\ Agricultural Statistics)—2 P.M.

It is now some lo years since we experimented

upon the germination and growth of the Flax

Dodder, Cuscuta epilinum, the details being

thus published in our journal for September lo,

1859. From that time until the present we have

been anxious to secure some ripe seeds of its

congener, the Cl.ovER Dodder, Cuscuta trifolia,

and in this our endeavours were only very

partially crowned with success until the past

season, when a conspicuous patch of it made its

appearance in a Clover crop.

As it made its appearance in a field " hained
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up for seed, we at once had it hurdled off

in a piece of about 3 yards each way, malcing a
square of 1 2 yards. The parasite, as we watched it

from time to time, never got beyond the hurdles,
but it completely destroyed the whole of the
Clover plant within the boundary. There
it stopped safely, affording us time and oppor-
tunity for observation until the Clover seed was
carried

; and then as the plant shot up again it

was folded with sheep, when, sad to relate, our
shepherd, without any regard for the hurdles, to

say nothing of a want of respect for science,
removed the boundary, and the whole mass was
trodden into the earth by the flock. Here was a
sad ending to a crisis we had waited for, for ten
long years ! In that time we have had many
troubles, have been betrayed by false friends,
have been misrepresented to real ones, " have
loved and have lost," but the climax to our mis-
fortunes has been the loss of our Clover Dodder.

.Still, as " each cloud has a silver lining," we
arc to be congratulated upon the circumstance of
having saved a few seeds as they became ripe,

and we are now enabled to describe their mode of
germination and growth from actual experiment
and trial in the same way as we did ten years
since with respect to the Flax Dodder.
As we might expect, the whole process of ger-

mination of the Clover parasite is so exactly
that of the Flax Dodder that it will perhaps
be well to refer to our drawings in the
Agricultural Gazette of .September 10, 1859.
The testa of the seed of the Flax Dodder
is there seen to be elevated to the apex of
the plumule. In the germinating seeds of the
Clover Dodder, on the contrary, the testa always
remains at the radicle end, and as the young
plant, when attached to the Clover, is lifted

from the ground, the testa is usually left in the
soil, as in the figure below.
The seeds of Clover Dodder are little more than

half the size of those of the Flax Dodder,
and consequently the young thread-like plant
on its first germinating is more delicate; Fig. 27
is an example of its early mode of growth.

Clover Dodder seed was sown with Cow-grass
Clover (Trifolium pratense perenne), Common
Red Clover (Trifolium pratense), Alsike Clover
(Trifolium hybridum)—on all of which it soon
established itself ; and there can now be no
doubt that it goes through the same phases
and in much the same way as before recorded of
the Flax Dodder.

It will be unnecessary here to enter into any
lengthened description of the plant ; it is beauti-
fully figured in the new edition of Sowerby's
" English Botany," Plate DCCCCXXIX ; and we
quite agree with the learned Editor of that work
when he says that " this plant comes very near
C. epithymum, of which it is not improbably
merely a sub-species." Indeed, we look upon it

as a foreign form of the latter, which has no doubt
been introduced in Continental seed samples.

It is altogether smaller and more delicate than
the Flax Dodder, and maintains this from its

starting into life until it seeds, when its minute
fibres become matted into such thick masses as
ultimately to bear down and utterly annihilate
its foster parent, so that in this thick tangled hair-
like state there is no wonder the French should
give it the name of perncquc. During the time
of its perfect inflorescence it gives out abund-
ance of a not unpleasing odour, on which account
it has been called C. suavcolens, now known as
C. hassiaca (Tficff.), a figure of which (not over
clear or accurate) is given in the volume of the
"Tninsactions of the Woolhope Naturalists' Field
Club" for 186S. It occurred on Lucerne at

Vembridge, in Herefordshire, and Mr. CROUCH
remarks :

—"The Lucerne was raised from seed
purchased in London, and was of probably
foreign growth." It is just possible that the
slight differences observed in some of our home
and foreign forms are due to the different nature
of the plants upon which they grow. It is, how-
cver.amistaketo saythat "each species of Dodder
attaches itself to its favourite crop, and no other
will nourish it," as stated in Sowerby's " English
Botany "—for we have grown the Flax Dodder
on several plants, and among others on one as dis-
tinct as the Tomato, but it wants a series of
experiments to decide whether any great differ-

ences result from these causes ; and in as
far as the Clover Dodder is concerned, we have
not yet tried to grow it on any but the Clover
family, but we have succeeded on the following :—Trifolium incarnatum, T. pratense, T. pratense
perenne, and T. pratense medium.
That the Clover Dodder sometimes occurs in

large and frequent patches in our Clover fields is

quite certain, and yet it is on record that out of
150 agricultural gentlemen from all parts of
England, at one of Mr. Mechi's celebrated
gatherings, not one farmer could tell wh.at it was.
The country people, however, know it as Strangle-
weed, and in Gloucestershire we have heard it

called Devil's Guts, a name no doubt intended to
mark the detestation in which it is held.

Anyhow, where the Dodder has been
observed in our crops it has always been an
object of something like superstitious feeling : few
believing that it is actually produced from seed.
One correspondent says he could never detect
any seed, and the noxious plant seems as though
it was bred spontaneously. Upon this subject,
of course, the botanist will want no further
evidence than its well-developed flowers. Pro-
fessor Syme says ;—" The Dodders are all

annuals, and commence life usually in the earth,
where the seeds vegetate, and whence they climb
on to the objects of their attack, attaching them-
selves by minute tubercles to the surface of the
stalks." And in another place he says, " the
seeds possess the double power of germinating
in the earth or in the capsule." Our own experi-
ments convince us that they germinate only in

the ground, and go through the phases repre-
sented in our figures. The plant grows very rapidly
when it has started, and as it is so abundant, it

then becomes a curious question as to how it

had been so difficuh to obtain its seeds as to
make it a matter only imperfectly accomplished
in 10 years. The truth is, that in farming the
first crop is entirely destroyed ; it makes but
little way in the early part of the season, and this
is for the most part cut down either by depastur-

r^'

1. The t\vistO(J thre.ij-like getni, with the radicle just escaped
from the testa.—2. An upright thrcid-like gemt, on the look-
out for a foster-parent, us testa still attached.—3. Seed of
Clover Dodder.—4. Seed of Flax Dodder.

ing or the scythe. It is thus the second growth
that is usually observed, and this without great
care has hardly time to ripen its seed.

The question—How to get rid of this pest in

Clover—is one that constantly recurs. Many plans
have been recommended, such as tearing away the
Dodder fibres with a rake. Mowing and burning
to the extent of the circles is, we think, the least

onerous of all plans. Various chemical solutions
have been commended, such as salt and water, or
solutions of sulphate of iron ; these are certain
to kill the Dodders, as they kill the Clover, but
it is a troublesome and expensive plan, whereas
the scythe is more expeditious and less costly.

Of course prevention is better than clire, clean
seed is the remedy, for in no case do we know of
it as "natural to the soil," in whatever sense that

phrase may be used ; it is introduced with the
seed, it really and truly germinates in the soil ;

but, once coiled round the Clover, its independence
ceases, and it is from that moment a true para-
site, hence entirely without leaves : but its thread-
like fibrils climb from plant to plant of the foster

parent, sending out aerial roots, which penetrate
into its bark, and so " suck the verdure out on't."

The history of the Clover Dodder may be
considered as of as great interest as simplicity;

and we rejoice in being enabled, from actual
experiments, to explain a matter about which
there has hitherto been no little mystery. B.

At Monday's market, in Mark Lane, (here was
but little trade. Only good samples were .saleable at
last week's rates. Inferior qualities could only be sold
at a reduction. Beans and Peas were is. and 2.r. a
quarter cheaper. On Friday the few sales of Wheat
made were at about Monday's rates. At the Metro-
politan Cattle Market also prices have been somewhat

lower. On Thursday prices were steady at Monday's
rates, and with a continuance of the present frosty

weather they may be expected to improve.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., has published the fol-

lowing definition of Tenant-Right from the English
farmer's point of view :

—

"It is not fixity of tenure ; it is not payment for the
goodwill of a farm ; it is not rental based upon a Govern-
ment valuation

;
it is not even 21 years' leases. It is simply

compensation for the tenants' unexhausted improvements.
In other words, it is a demand for the extension to the whole
of England of the tenant-right which now exists generally
in Lincolnshire and partially in some other counties. The
custom of the country where this right prevails is for the
incoming tenant to pay the out-goer a certain fixed pro-
portion of the money he has recently expended in build-
ings, draining, artificial and mineral manures, feeding-
stuffs, &c. The land is almost all held under yearly
tenancies, with a six months' notice to quit, and yet,

thanks mainly to the tenant-right, Lincolnshire is one of
the best, perhaps now the very best, farmed county in
England. It is, indeed, hard to understand how the
extension of this custom should injuriously affect the land
market, or in any way alarm the most timid of mortgagees.
There is no other district south of the Tweed, save perhaps
West Norfolk, in which the value of land, by the expendi-
ture of the tenant's capital, has been so enhanced, for in
one generation the rental of thousands of acres has been
raised from 5^. to 3a;. an acre, and the fee-simple of the
land from ^10 to ^50.

At the general meeting of the Highland and
Agricultural Society on Wednesday of last week. Miss
BuRDETT CouTTS w.as elected as a lady member of
the Society, and 89 other candidates were also added
to the list of members. The country meeting of the
Society for 1871 was appointed to be held at Perth.
Further details regarding the Dumfries show in the
coming summer were sanctioned. The following list

of prize awards was announced :

—

The Gold Medal or iiio (i) to William Alfred Gibbs, Gillwell
Park, Sewardstone, Essex, for a Report on the Hot Blast Fan
used in Harvesting.— (2) to W. W. Hozior, of Tannochside,
Bcllshill, Glasgow, for a Report on Agricultural Drainage.—(3)
to Robert Hutchison, of Carlowrie, Kirkliston, for a Report on
the Dietaries of English Agricultural Labourers.-(4) to George
Malcolm, factor, Invergarry, Inverness-shire, for a Report on
Striking the Fiar's Prices.—(5) to the late W. Paterson. Union
Street, Dundee, for a Report on Propagating New Varieties of
Potatos.—(6) to Patrick Shirreff, Haddington, for a Report on the
Means employed by him for Obtaining a New Variety of Wheat
called King Richard.—(7) to N. P. Stewart, Cemacs, Llanrwst,
N. Wales, for a Report on Dipping, Pouring, and Smearing Sheep.
The Medium Gold Medal or £$ (11 to George Armatage,

M.R.C.y.S., Linslade, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.fora Report on
the Duties of the Veterinary .Stirgeon in examining Horses as to
Soundness.—» to said George Armatage for a Report on
^'etcrinary Contracts.— (3) to Robert Laidlaw, Chapelhope, Scl-
' irkshire. for a Report on Dipping. Pouring, and Smearing
'I'.cp.— (4I to John Milne, Laithers, Turritf, for a Report on the
Vsi^iculture of Aberdeen and Banff shires.—(5) to Andrew
Siucll, M.R.C.V.S., Milngavie, Glasgow, for a Report on the
I >uties of a Veterinary Surgeon in Examining Horses as to
s.iundness.— (5) to Robert Hutchison, of Carlowrie, Kirkliston,
r>r a Report on the Effects of the Dry Season 1868 on Trees
and Shrubs.
The Minor Gold Medal to John Blaikie Webster, Forester to

Su- William Vemer, Bart., Church Hill, Verner's Bridge, Moy,
Ireland, for a Report on the Growth of the Roots of Coniferous
Trees after Felling.

The Silver Medal to the author of a

Dry Season i858 on Trees ant! ;

"Hortus Siccus."
It stated that the directors had re.solved to publish

the Report on Agricultural Drainage, by Mr. Hozier, in a
separate form for sale, so as to place it within the reach of all
interested in such operations.

It was further announced, as regards the chemical
department of the Society, that the number of analyses
made for members of the Society during the past year
had amounted to no less than 372, embracing the
analyses of soils, waters, manures, feeding-stuffs, and,
in fact, all theordinary articles of agricultural consump-
tion. "This exceeds the analyses made by Dr. Voelcker
for the Royal Agricultural .Society, although the
number of members of that Society exceeds that of the
Highland and Agricultural Society by more than 1000.

Dr. Anderson reports that some improvement in the
quality of different manufactured manures is slowly
becoming manifest. One of the most troublesome
matters in this respect lies in the great difference in the
quality of different manufactured manures, none of
which can be described as adulterated in the strict

sense of that word, but which differ so greatly that,

though sold at the same price, one may be worth ;^I,

£2, or even ^^3 per ton more than the other. This
occurs to such an extent that, by the judicious choice
of manures, the farmer can often effect a very material
economy, and numerous cases have occurred in which
£t°t £20, and /30 have been in this way saved on
comparatively small purch.oses of manures. During the
past sea.son the series of experiments extending over a
rotation have been continued, and a set of experiments
on the action of different manures on the Potato have
been successiully carried out.

A correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette re-

ports thus of the remaining stock of Peruvian guano :

—

"The following deposits of guano, which are as vet
practically untouched, exist to the north of the Chinc'ha
Islands. \'iz. :

—

Tons. Estimated net proceeds.
Guanapa Islands 2,500.000 ist class £6 per ton .£15,000,000
Lobos Islands {two}, .

.

Macabt Islands (two) . . 1.500.C

J 2d

Not less than 8,000,000 tons

The above statistics; were published

;fi46,ooo,ooo

El Com^rcio of
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Lima, on June 13, 1863, and are said to be from actual

^ .; and measurements. Now. assuming that the sales

are 500,000 tons annually, it follows that even at that

rate of consumption there is enough guano to last for 16

years, excluding theChinchas and other deposits entirely^'

The experiments in inoculation, as a preser-

vation against jileuro-pneumonia, which have been

undertaken for the Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture,

have been reported on by Mr. W. SMITH, M.R.C.V.S.

.

and the following is his summary :

—

"Inoculated, 87; attacked with pleuro-pneumonia, iz

died and slaughtered, 9 ; recovered, wholly or partially,

3 ; remaining at present healthy, 75.

"Thus we see."' he says, " that only 12 animals out of

the 87 inoculated were attacked with pleuro-pneumonia,

and these, I confidently believe, took the disease in a

natural way, for these reasons, that they were not at all

affected locally by the operation ; and that inoculation for

other contagious diseases in animals, such as small-pox in

sheep, rinderpest and foot-and-mouth disease in oxen,

communicates the specific malady to nine-tenths or more

of those operated upon in a form either mild or more or

less virulent." Mr. Smith adds :

—

"I do not attach much importance to the results of

these experiments. They are, in my opinion, insufficient

and incomplete. I think, however, they incontestably

demonstrate two facts : First, that pleuro-pneumonia
inoculation, when scientifically performed, is a harmless

operation, and not likely to cause an extension of the

disease, and that the loss of animals tails' and other unto-

ward effects, when they occur, are produced by the igno-

rance and want of skill of the inoculator ; secondly, that

it differs in most essential points from the conditions

induced by inoculations in other contagious diseases,

such as small-pox or cattle plague."

At the annual ploughing and hedge-cutting

competition of the Northumberland Agricultural

Society, held on Tuesday, upon the farm of Mr.
Thomas Chartres, Turvelaws, Wooler, the follow-

ing was the number of competitors in the various

classes :—Class i, for swing ploughs only, 41 com-
peted. Class 2, for youths under 18 years of age, for

swing ploughs, 12 competed. Class 3, for wheel
ploughs, 4 competed. Class 4, for double-furrow
ploughs, 8 entries. This is the first time that these ploughs
have been introduced into the Northumberland Agri-
cultural Society's matches. For hedge-cutting there

were 29 entries, and out of this number 27 competed.
The hedge-cutting was very good. This is decidedly

the greatest ploughing match of the district, and a large

number of visitors from all the surrounding districts

frequented the fields where the matches were held, and
were evidently delighted with the excellent \\'ork that

was executed. Mr. Jacob Wilson, of Woodhom
Manor, Morpeth, discharged the duties of secretary in

a most praiseworthy manner.

In the Court of Common Pleas, on Wednesday,
judgment was given in the case of *' Dickons z'. Hay-
wood," in which the plaintiff, a farmer, near Mans-
field, had obtained ;^5oo damages against a local

game association for libel. The slander was contained

in a letter \vritten to the agent of the Duke of Port-
land, plaintift's landlord, and through the letter

having been written, Mr. Dickons had been ejected

from his farm. A rule nisi to set aside the verdict had
been obtained, but the Court has decided that the

decision of the jury must stand.

much respected Mr. W. Buwly cautiously commenced
the system, gradually adopted it for all his cattle, and
spoke highly of it. The following is the recipe I had
from his man :—A furnace of 70 gallons is sufficient

for 15 cows. Fill the furnace with water and boil

;

then put in 10 lb. of flour per cow, stirring, and boil

gently for an hour
; put 3 bushels of chafifper cow into

a long trough {a cow will eat in the day 6 bushels),

then mix half the boiled meal, and after allowing it to

stand for half an hour give it to the cows ; the remainder
of the meal will be similarly mixed in the afternoon.

A catalogue of Mr. Bolton's herd, of The
Island, county Wexford, has just been published, con-
taining the names and pedigrees of 53 cows and heifers.

The interest of this catalogue is increased by the
insertion of occasional notes on the honours taken by
the various animals composing the herd. First in the
list stand several representatives of the Princess or
Gu/yntte tribe ; next come two B/ossoms, descended
from Bloom, No. 22 at the Chilton sale, followed by
other representatives of Mr. Mason's famous old stock.

Buttercup 2d, by yoUNG Windsor, and of the Anna
by Pilot tribe, and others of the Calomel or Chalk
family ; Boyal Mistress, by RoYAL BUCKINGHAM,
descended from Water Witch by Royal Buck ; and
three Woodbines of the Buttercup by 2D DuKE OF
Northumberland family, all strike the eye on look-
ing through the list, as being descended from good old

tribes. Reference to the commencement of the
catalogue shows that considerable pains have for long
been taken in the selection of male animals. The
system pursued we are told, in the few prefatory remarks,
has for long been to secure the best bulls possible

;

lately, however, the sires have been chiefly of Booth
blood, eight of the last being almost entirely so.

Several changes have lately taken place in the

Kingscote herd. Prince of Clarence has left

Kingscote, having been let to Lord Sudeley, at a high
figure. Good judges consider this bull to be as fine an
animal as his sire, 3D DuKE o^' Clarence.
Lord Red Eyes 2D has returned from Lord Suffolk's

herd, and Duke of Dursley has taken his place ;

Duke of Claro 5TH has been sold to Sir George
Jenkinson, Heir of Clarfnce 4TH to Mr. Ferris,

Maningford, and Duke of Carlo 5TH to the Hon.
G. H. S. Estcourt. A very short time since we had
the pleasure of looking over the magnificent herd at

Kmgscote, and were much struck with the style and
rich abundant coats of 3D Duke of Clarence's stock.

He is a magnificent animal, and it is pleasing to learn
that almost all the cows in the herd are in calf to him,
and that he has proved himself an admirable sire.

appetite. Many a poultry yard is coaled with corn
and meal. As it is important that fowls should have
fresh mixed food, a careful poultry feeder will always
rather mix twice than have any left, and it is occasion-
ally beneficial for the birds to have a scanty meal. It
is common to ask what is the best food for making
fowls lay? High feeding of any sort will do it, but
more particularly hempseed and lallowchandlers
greaves. The former is given whole, the latter should
be chopped fine and then put in a bucket and covered
with boiling water. The mouth of the bucket should
be covered with a double sack or other cloth, so as to

exclude air and confine the steam till the greaves are
softened. When they are nearly cold they may be
given. These will make them lay, but it is only for a
time : premature decrepitude comes on, and disease in

many forms appear. A less forcing system of feeding

will, therefore, generally be adopted with advantage.

OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

Mr. W. J. Edmonds thus speaks of the manage-
ment of fatting cattle :— I apprehend that the problem
we want to solve with regard to stall-feetling is what
food, or what proportions of different kinds of food,

shall we give our fatting cattle in order to make the

greatest weight of meat at the least cost. I have
heard of graziers who have given to large heavy oxen
as much as 14 lb. of oilcake per day, with hay ad libi-

tutn^ but most of us would be inclined to say that such
feeding was extravagant. We know that it is useless

to give an animal more stimulating and nutritious food
than it can assimilate, for if we do the excess is voided
by the animal ; and although we may have a very rich

manure we have a very expensive one. I am an advo-
cate for steamed food, as 1 have tried it on a large

scale, and found it answer admirably. For fatting

cattle I should recommend two parts hay and one part
straw, or, in forward animals, three parts hay and one
part straw cut into chaff. Those of average size will

eat somewhere about 5 bushels per day, with 4 or 5 lb.

of oilcake and half a peck of mixed meal. Barley and
Peas or Beans ; if cheap also a proportion of Wheat,
to be increased to i peck per day in a month or six

weeks after they have come to stall ; the oilcake and
meal to be boiled in water for half or three quarters of
an hour and thrown in the form of rich soup over the
chaff, and well mixed, to which add a little salt. The
perfumearisingfrom such chaffisthat ofnewly-made hay,
and the animals eat it with avidity. The mixture with
the chaff should never be made more than 12 or 14
hours before it is used—seven or eight hours is still

better—or it becomes a little sour, and they do not like

it so well. A double quantity can be boiled on Satur-

day, to be mixed in tubs and used as required. My
Christmas cattle were fed in this way, with the addition
of a peck of roots, and the six best were sent to London
and made £y) each into pocket. In support of my
own view of cooked food, I may mention that the late

SHEEP.
Colonel Kingscote, of Kingscote, recently sold a

few Sussex wethers which had originally been intended
for the Birmingham Show, but were subsequently con-
sidered scarcely good enough. These sheep were
22 months old, and were purchased and slaughtered by
butchers in their own neighbourhood at <^d. per lb.

—

the heaviest weighed 44 lb. per quarter, and realised

;^6 I2J. ; and the lightest 35 lb. per quarter, equal to a
money value of ^5 5j-.

SWINE.

Few English writers on live stock have done more
for their subject than the late Professor Lowe, and his

opinion on any subject connected with the improvement
of our native breeds of stock is worthy of respect.

We have before us, in the large edition of his "Domestic
Animals," a coloured plate of a Berkshire pig, the p
perty of Thomas Astley, Esq., who is spoken of as one
of the first improvers of this wide spread race. The
picture in question represents a well-formed animal,

well covered with hair, and of a mixed tawny red and
black colour, very different from the black with white-

slreaked forehead, and white points, of the breed, as now
seen. At a pleasant agricultural gathering atColeshill,

shortly before the late Earl of Radnor's sale, the

original colour and appearance of the Berkshire pig
was the subject of some interesting conversation, and
the company had the advantage of hearing Mr. Moor,
Mr. H, Humphreys, and other experienced men speak
on the subject. It appears that the present colour has

long been associated with the Berksire breed, and men
of middle age spoke of it as having been always the

same from their earliest memory. It appears, however,
that a tawny white or brown colour mixed with black,

had been prevalent early in the century ; and taken in

connection with the coloured engraving above alluded

to, a black and tawny or reddish brown appears to have
been the original colour. The present uniform tint is

probably due to Chinese crosses and to careful breed-

ing. That black is not a veiy fixed characteristic of the

race is evidenced by the liability Berkshire pigs always
exhibit of becoming spotted with white on various parts

of their bodies ; and also it has been again and again

remarked that a white sow crossed with a black boar is

likely to produce a white litter. We speak on this

interesting point under correction, and with a view of

eliciting fiirther information upon it.

POULTRY.
In most poultry yards, says a good authority,

more than half the food is wasted. The same quantity is

thrown down day after day without reference to the

time of the year, alteration of numbers, or variation of

FARM LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.
As the subject of farm locomotives seems to have

considerable interest for many of your readers

("West Indian" among the number), I \\'ill, with your
permission, describe a locomotive engine, which I have
designed for my own use, and which is at present being
built for me by Messrs. Kinsey, Norton, Hill & Co.,

of Nottingham.
I may observe, that I am perhaps somewhat peai-

liarly situated. I use very large quantities of lime and
salt for manure, and of coals for pipe burning. During
the past year I have dra^vn more than 1500 tons, and
as my farmyard is nearly 1 1 miles away from a railway

station, a good traction-engine is an object, but I have
not lost sight of the fact, that I also want an engine to

plough, and to thresh, and, if possible, to draw out my
manure from the farmyard to central positions on my
farm. My land lies iioo feet above the sea, and the

total rise from the railway station is in round numbers
1000 feet, along a very winding road. The greater

part of this road is a gradual rise, varying from i in 50
to I in 22 ; btit there are three very stiff hills, of

I in 14, I in 12, and i in 8. An ordinary

traction-engine would be quite useless. The road

winds so much, the engine would be constantly

stopping to unlock or lock the wheels, for as to com-
pensating gear, not to mention that the noise of it

when in operation would frighten most passing horses

into fits, it seems to me a compensation humbug. The
horizontal position of the boilers, too, is another serious

objection ; either we must stop at the top of a hill to

pump water in, so as to make the boiler safe, and stop

again at the bottom to pump it out, to prevent the

engine priming, or we must run the risk of burning our

fire-box and melting our leaden plug, possibly causing

a serious explosion.

But a still greater difficulty was the hill of i in 8.

No ordinary engine with smooth wheels would go up
such a hill, and draw any load behind it worth consi-

deration. A traction-engine weighs 8 or 10 tons, and
unless it would face this hill, and draw a waggon
behind it carrying 6 or 8 tons of lime, and weighing

8 or lo tons gross, it would be no use to me. Now there

is only one engine in existence which could do this with

lawftil wheels. I say advisedly lawful wheels, because

the wheels which Aveling, and Fowler, and Roby and

Howard, put upon their engines are quite illegal, and

contrary to the Act of Parliament, and those who use

them are liable at any moment to be stopped by the

road trustees, and forbidden to work them on turnpike

roads. These wheels have wrought iron bars rivetted

on across the tires, or else cast-iron projections cast

upon these, which are, in fact, so many cog-wheels

working along the roads. There is, however, as I

said, one engine which would face this hill, and that

is, Thompson's road steamer, which has india-rubber

tires ; but the enormous expense of Mr. Thompson's
engines put them quite out of the question as farm

implements, for, besides their first cost, the india-

rubber very quickly rots if not kept in constant use,

entailing thereby an anmial expense of something like

^150 for their renewal.

I was therefore driven back upon my o\xx\. resources,

or else I must give up all idea of having a road loco-

motive suitable for farming purposes. Now, the qua-

lities which I considered it necessary an engine should

possess to make it suitable for me were as follows :—
1. The engine must be able to go up and dowm any

hill without the slightest risk of uncovering the top of

the fire-box, from the water being too shallow over it.

2. The engine must be able to go round any comer
without stopping to unlock or lock one of the wheels.

3. The engine must be capable of doubling the strain

upon the pistons in a moment if called upon to over-

come an unexpected difficulty.

4. The engine must have smooth wheels, and yet be

able to go up a hill of i in 8, drawing a load

behind at least equal to its own weight, say a gross

load of 20 tons if its own weight were 10 tons.

Now the engine which I have designed to fulfil these

conditions is a very simple affair, and presents no great

novelty except in one point, the driving-wheels, and

experience alone can prove if they will work or not ;

but even if they should not I have not left myself

without a line of retreat. The engine will have an

upright multitubular boiler, and two 8-inch cylinders,

but instead of having these two cylinders both actmgon

one crank shaft, I have the crank shaft cut in two m
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the middle of its length, .so that each cylinder acts on
its own crank only, and that crank works the driving-

wheel on its own side only, each driving-wheel having
its own separate axle, on which it revolves freely, inde-

pendently of the other : consequently the engine will

twist about in any direction the steersman pleases; and as

the boiler is upright, it cannot possibly uncover its fire-

box when going up or down hill. Although I have,

as shown in the following figure, two separate crank
shafts, I take care to set them tnUy in line, and pro-

vide them with a clutch which can be thrown in or out

of gear at pleasure, so that when put in gear with the

cranks at right angles, the engine will practically be
the same as any ordinary double-cylinder engine, and
will enable us to pass out the whole power through
either end of the shaft, upon which there will be two
fly-wheels, one turned for a belt to work a threshing-

machine, the other grooved for an endless rope band to

work a steam-plough on Fisken's plan of a flying rope.

I may observe that this arrangement of two cylinders

and separate crank shafts has another advantage, because
on everyfami there is agreat deal of light work, chaff-cut-

ting, pulping, iSic. ; and to put a large, powerful engine
to it is like putting a giant to do the work of a dwarf.

When such work has to be done the steam will be let

on to one cylinder only, the other standing idle.

In so far, then, I have filled my first two conditions

;

I have got an engine which will never uncover its fire-

box, and which will turn round any corner. The
third condition is that I must be able to double the

strain on the pistons at any moment, and this I provide

for as follows. My boiler is to be made as strong as

any railway locomotive, and is to be worked always
with 120 lb. on each square inch of the safety-valve

;

that is to say, 135 lb. into a vacuum. It will be a

nominal 8-horse, having rather more than 160 square

feet of water-heating surface ; but, being upright, it

will also be a superheater, having rather more than 80
feet of superheating surface. The pistons are 8 inches

diameter, with 12-in-stroke, and will run at 300 feet

per minute, or 150 revolutions of crank shaft. Now,
such a boiler would never supply such cylinders at

such a speed with 135 lb. steam. But each cylinder,

besides having the usual link motion for reversing, will

be supplied with a third eccentric, working a separate

cut-off valve ; and it is my intention to cut off at a

vei7 early period in the stroke, making the expansive
power of the steam do most of the work. When
working as a locomotive the cut-off will usually be at

one eighth of the stroke, which gives a theoretical

strain on the pistons of 3726 lb. ; but if I suddenly
change the cut-off to one-third instead of one-eighth
(and I can do so in a few seconds, without stopping
the engine), the theoretical strain becomes 7973 lb.,

or considerably more than double ; and if I chose to

make the cut-off one-half, then the theoretical strain

would be 995S lb., or nearly three times the ordinary
strain. Of course, in cutting off at one half the pistons

would not go at the same speed, because the boiler

could not supply steam fast enough ; but that would
not signify : my train would move more slowly but
still it would overcome its obstacle. The boiler

would, however, supply steam to keep up the full

speed of 300 feet if the cut-off were made one-fourth

;

and at such a cut-off the theoretical strain on the
pistons would be 65S3 lb., which is about as great a
strain as a nominal i8-horse portable engine could
exert working with 50 lb. on the safety valve. I

have thus, then, provided for the third condition,
and now the fourth remains.
How am I to make a smooth-wheeled engine

go up an incline of i in 8 and draw both itself

and a waggon behind it as heavy as itself, that is to

say, to make each ton of the engine haul up two tons
gross load. It is a well-known fact, proved by many
experiments, that if a \\heel be loaded on the axle with
one ton (2240 lb.), and set upon a common road, a
strain of 600 lb. applied at the rim will make that
wheel slip round. But in any traction engine it is not
possible to get more than three-quarters of its own
weight to bear on the driving-wheels, therefore a single
ton of weight in the engine only gives three-quarters of
a ton on the driving-wheel, and a traction strain of

450 lb. (three-fourths of 600) will overcome the adhe-
sion and make the wheel slip. Now a traction strain of

450 lb. cannot possibly draw two tons (44801b.) up an
incline of i in 8. This is easily demonstrated. To
move two tons along a level macadamised road at the
rate of three miles an hour, or 264 feet per minute,
requires i-horse power, or 33,000 foot-pounds per
minute. But the rim of the wheels would be moving
at the rate of 264 feet per minute, and dividing that into

33,000, we get 125 a^ the traction strain for 2 tons on
an ordinary road that was perfectly level. But if 2 tons
are moving up an incline of i in S at the rate of
264 feet per minute, they rise 33 feet in a minute, and
44S0 (2 tons) multiplied by 33, give 147,840 foot-

pounds as the power necessary to raise the load that

height ; and if we divide this by 264 (the speed of the
rim of the wheel), we get 147,840-^ 264 = 56oas the
strain at the rim of the wheel. Adding this to 125 (the

strain upon a level) we get 685 as the total traction

strain at the rim of the driving wheel requisite to move
2 tons up an incline uf i in 8 ; and as I have shown
before that 450 is the limit of the adhesion, it is quite

plain the wheels would slip, and no smooth-wheeled
engine could possibly go up an incline of i in 8 and draw

a load behind it equal to its own weight. Now, the plan

I have fallen upon to increase the adhesion is to make the

tire of the wheel flattenupon theground. An india-rubber

tire would do this, but india-rubber is too costly and
too perishable ; I therefore propose to make the tire of

my wheel thin elastic steel, and to make the spokes

volute springs, so that both may yield as the wheel
rolls round. Whether these will be durable or not

experience only can tell, but even if they should not I

have not left myself altogether without a line of retreat.

These elastic wheels, however, serve several purposes

besides enabling the engine to go up steep inclines.

The engine, by means of them, will be altogether hung
upon springs, for the fore carriages will have common
semi-elliptic springs, and I also think they will enable

the engine to pass over soft ground without sinking

into it. I expect the surface bearing on the road will

be ten times as great as that of an ordinary round wheel
with rigid tire ; so that the average pressure on each

square inch of road will only be one-tenth part of what
it would be with rigid wheels—which is a very material

point in going over soft places, \yith these wheels,

then, I expect to fulfil my fourth and last condition.

I have mentioned above that the engine is intended

to be worked at a very liigh rate of expansion, and it

is in this expansive principle that one great element

of its economy, and I hope its success, will subsist.

The cylinders are nominally 12-horse, and the boiler

is nominally 8-horse, but by cutting off the steam early

in the stroke the boiler will be amply large to supply

the cylinders. A common portable engine works with

50 lb. on the safety-valve (65 lb. steam), and does not

expand beyond shutting off the steam a little before the

headlands, but the implements will be Fowler's, for, so

far as I can form an opinion, there are no implements
made that can compare with them.

J As for power, provided Fisken's flying rope does its

duty, I am not the least afraid of not being able to pull

any plough that has ever yet been made. Whatever
gives way, I do not think the steam on the piston will

be the weakest point of the machine.
I may mention that the extreme size of the engine

will be 14 feet 3 inches by 6 feet 6 inches wide on the

road, or 7 feet 6 inches over the fly-wheels, but as they
are high up and would clear a gate-post it could quite

easily turn in at any farm gate, and as the front wheels
work clear round, it could turn itself right round in a
road 20 feet wide. The driving-wheels will be 15 inches

broad, and the front 9 inches, but the two front wheels
will be brought close together, so as to give it the

steadiness of a three-wheel engine in going over uneven
ground.

If my farms were large enough, I should undoubtedly
use two engines, and work the plough between them,
for there is a simplicity about that mode which will

always commend itself, and for very large occupations
or for hiring out it is no doubt the best. The loss of
fuel by one engine standing idle while the other is at

work is a mere bagatelle. The waste of fuel in any
engine takes place by the evaporation of the water, and
as long as the steam is kept shut in and the dampers
closed the waste of heat is very trifling, provided the
boiler is well lagged.

In my case, however, I could not afford two engines.

One is ample to do all my carting, all my threshing,

and all my ploughing with a roundabout, reckoning
60 days for ploughing. Now, a second engine would
cost me quite ^400 extra, and must be put down
entirely as an extra charge against ploughing. When
my farms are all in order, I shall only have 700 acres

under rotation, three years in crop and two years in

Grass ; and this only gives 420 acres of actual plough
each year. Now, 15 per cent, on ;^400 would come
to ;^6o a-year, and that would add about 3j-. per
acre to the cost of ploughing, besides requiring me
to find ;^40o additional capital.

In conclusion, allow me to say that if I desired to

use india-rubber tires to my wheels, I would do so
without caring three straws for Mr. Thompson's
patent. A traction engine was exhibited by Bray at

the Great Exhibition of 1S62 with india-rubber tires,

and a thin steel tire outside it. But, besides this,

more than 20 years ago Mr. Gumey and others had
steam carriages nmning about the streets of London,
all of which had india-rubber tires, and the common
complaint was that people ran great risk of being run
over because these things came up so noiselessly

behind them. G. A. If.

ANALYSES OF MANURES, FROM
THE WINFRITH FARMERS' CLUB.

[The foUowing has been forwarded to us by Mr. Reader,
Hon. Secretary to the Winfrith Farmers' Club, after publica-
tion at the instance of that Club.]

Fig. 28.

end of the stroke to produce the recoil, say at nine-

tenths of the stroke. My engine will generate steam
with 120 lb. on the safety-valve {1351b. steam), and
when ploughing will cut off at one-sixth of the stroke.

Now, I cubic foot of water raised into steam with

50 lb. on the safety-valve, and cut off only at nine-

tenths of the stroke, will do a theoretical duty of

3,227,040 foot-pounds ; but the same cubic foot of water
if raised into steam with 120 lb. on the safety-valve,

and cut off at one-sixth of the stroke, would do a

theoretical duty of 8,438,109 foot-pounds. But the

consumption of water and of coal in the two engines

will be in the inverse ratio of these two numbers
;

therefore, 8,438,109 : 3,227,040 : : looo : 382. That
is to say, if a common portable engine required

1000 gallons of water to perfomi a certain work, my
engine, owing to its high expansion, ought to perform

that work with only 382 gallons ; and the same rule

will hold as to coals. But this is one of the great

points I aim at, namely, to reduce the quantity of water.

One pound of coal in a well made portable engine will

boil off from 6 to 8 or even 10 lb. of water, therefore

the cartage of water is a very serious item. In my
engine the water cistern will be made to hold about

700 gallons, and there will be a pump to enable it to

fill it from any stream or pond. But this quantity (700
gallons) will be ample for the longest and hardest day's

work, so that I expect the engine to go every evening

when the ploughing is over to fill her own water
cistern and return to her place, and so dispense with
all horse-work in carting of water.

The system of ploughing which I mean to adopt is

that known as Fisken's flying rope, w'xih two self-

moving friction-clutch windlasses \\orking on opposite

Of the following manures, No. 3 must be regarded
apart and as a special manure. The others are of the
kinds called nitrophosphate and superphosphate

—

the items of their analyses will show them to

graduate from the one class to the other.

Respecting these, the insoluble phosphate consists

partly of bone-ash, partly of mineral phosphate, a
few only containing a little bone. In respect

of the attackability of the insoluble phosphate they

may be arranged in decreasing order as follows :

—

2, 12 (8, 13), I (5, 4, 7), 6 (II, 9), 10—those within

a bracket being sensibly alike.

Moisture
Organic matter, Ac. .,

Silfceoiis matter ..

Silicic acid.

.

•Phosphoric acid, soluble

t „ _
insoluble

Sulphuric acid
Carbonic acid ..

Chlorine
Oxide of iron and alumina
Lime
Magnesia .

.

Pota<^h

No. 3.

*Equal neutral phospha
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Clover, Peas, Beans, Potatos, on soils poor in potash.

We consider its market value about £$ per ton.

The use of potash as a manure has lately attracted

much attention, and the results of the numerous experi-

ments have been various, proving its efficacy to be

greatly restricted by circumstances, so that great care

is required in judging of the advisability in a case of

using this expensive article.

It appears that as a muriate of sulphate it is followed

with good results when used with phosphates on poor

light soils deficient in potash, for Clover and Grasses,

and doubtless generally for plants requiring potash. It

cannot be wholly replaced by soda (salt) for such, and

if not procurable in sufficient quantity from the land,

it must be supplied in some form or other, the same as

any other element required, and the result depends on

all these requirements being met. "We believe the

have given him his full quota of justice in saying this I

much :—If " G. A. H." is not an Irishman, his hot-

headed and ill-considered letter cannot do aught else

than cause those who look upon the Hibernian as a
" rattlin', tearin' " sort of body to give him credit for

,

being at least akin to "Paddy." But surely if he
were an Irishman he would not write thus of his

countrymen. If he is an Englishman, what a pity

that the patrimonial acres in Ireland were not largely

apportioned to such a cool calculator as *' G. A. H.,"
;
whose example of deliberation, forethought, and con-

sideration for those inferior to him would be the means
' of regenerating the country, and thus there would be
no occasion for its submersion. Let us hope that

"G. A. H." is the only gentleman of warm tempera-

I ment belonging to his family, and that his relatives in
' Ireland, ** too numerous to mention," are managing

utilising town sewage for agricultural purposes, such
plans ur systems to be shown by models or drawings at

the forthcoming shows. The judges in this depart-
ment ought to be gentlemen possessing a practical
knowledge of agriculture, as well also of civil engineer-
ing. I feel certain that if this suggestion were acted
upon, it would greatly assist in solving this most im-
portant question, and by so doing the science of agri-

culture would be benefited, and our large cities and
towns improved in a sanitary as well also as in a pecu-

niary point of view. y. DuthiCj Preston^ ^«. 26.

Lambs and their Diseases.—I have had eight

died, and having inspected them after death, I have
found in them all tapeworms in their intestines and
purgings, and that was the cause of their death. I should

be glad to know if flock-masters or practical men can
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if, during the course, he is inquisitive. It is pro-

bable that all who have heard Mr. Howard's paper,

as read by himself, or those who have become
acquainted ^vith it through the public papers, may not

coincide in the opinions of the author. I had con-

ceived ideas very different from those expressed by Mr.

Howard, I had also read the opinions of others more
competent than I am to judge in the matter, and I

must say that I was not pleased that all my air-built

castles should so soon be threatened with destruction.

I have seen in Belgium much that I considered

admirable ; I have become acquainted with a people

who, though uncouth in look and having an air of

depression, are yet in reality not such clowns as we
might suppose ; nor are there the heartburnings or

longings that we find in those with whom we are

better acquainted. Undoubtedly the English labourer

is paid higher wages, and he generally supplies him-

self, or is supplied, with a more nutritious and costly

diet ; but I am supported in the view that the Bel-

gian is as happy and satisfied as the English labourer.

It has been said that, "English travellers, as they

hurry through Europe, pronounce the peasantry of

every Continental country poor and miserable, its

agriculture and social system a failure, and the English

the only n-gime under which labourers are well off.

It is truly enough the only n'gime under which
labourers, whether well off or not, never attempt to be

better. So little are English labourers accustomed to

consider it possible that a labourer should not spend

all he earns that they, the travellers, habitually

mistake the signs of economy for those of poverty." As
regards their management of the land the following

are not the views of a people deficient in points of

careful, and I might say scientific farming. We might
wish that as much might be said of farmers in districts

of our own country. " In Flanders they have a perfect

knowledge of the relative importance of different sorts

of manure. The Flemish say that whoever withholds

a sufficient fodder from his lands and his cows can

never raise a sufficient profit out of cheese. This is

the cause that the manure is well paid for in Flanders,

and that into the very centre of the country it is

imported in abundance." And again, in noticing

improvements :—" In former times, in Flanders,

they were of opinion that husbandry was impossible,

without pastures. They kept then less cattle, and,

although the farmers could dispose of more ground, it

could not be brought to a sufficiently fertile state, and
the profits were smaller. It is since the improved
manner of husbandry has been introduced that Flanders
has become an example for other countries." In the

last quotation we find an argument against Mr.
Howard's depreciation ofpetite culture. With reference

to the coming report of the Royal Agricultural Society's

Commission I shall \<'elcome its contribution to our stock

of information upon the subject under discussion. We
are led to expect an exiiaustive treatise upon Belgian

farming, and I tnist we may not be disappointed. T.

Cai-roll^ Coalville^ Leicester.

The Woolston Smasher.—At page 85 you give

drawings of three of Mr. Smith's implements, and at

page 86 you insert some remarks of Mr. Smith, which
are both amusing and astounding, for he claims Fowler
& Co.'s newturnround cultivator as being his invention.

He says, '* I claim his tumround cultivator, for it is

constructed on my principle, branded ' Fowler' instead

of Smith. " Prodigious! I saw Fowler's new culti-

vator at the Smithfield Club Show, and a very ingenious

plan it seemed, for it lifts the working parts of the

implement clean out of the giound It struck me when I

saw it that possibly the suspension plough, invented by
Mr. Beard, of Stowe Park, and made by Kinsey & Co.,

of Nottingham, might have suggested the idea, but that

a Woolston smasher had done so was far beyond me.
I had seen a smasher, but I thought I would take a look

at your woodcut again. So I went and got my very best

treble magnifiers, and nibbed the glasses very clean, but
for the life of me I could see nothing in "figure 18,

the Woolston Smasher," which lifts the tines out of the

ground. So I supposed there must be some other point

of resemblance, and I turaed and twisted the paper in

all directions, but not a thing could I detect any
likeness in (for after all a giant might be like a dwarf)

until at last a hazy idea passed through my puzzled

brain. Shade of Beau Nash ! I exclaimed, surely the

man cannot have the hardihood to claim for his own
the Bath chair arrangement in front, the long handle
and s\vive!-Avheel which every old lady in Bath was
familiar with long before Mr. Smith was begotten ?

Is this what Mr. Smith claims to be his "principle?"
or is it the two little wheels with a hand-lever which
I see stuck behind the others in "figure 16, the

Woolston ridger and subsoiler?" If it be the hand-
lever, did Mr. Smith ever see a Coleman's cultivator?

It, to be sure, has a hand-lever too, but then it does not

lift the implement, it only lifts the tines out of the

ground, and no doubt it is easier to lift the whole than

a part ! But, after all, what does it signify ?~a child

could lift his toy cart and put it upon the table, but it

would take a stronger man than Mr. Smith to lift a

real dungcart. G. A. If.

Mr. Mechi and 36-inch Ploughing.—I see that

Mr. Mechi has gi'eat faith in the steam-plough, although

he has long hesitated to adopt it at Tiptree. He
believes that already the land has been ploughed

30 inches deep, and that 50-horse engines are shortly

to open it up 3 feet deep. But is not Mr, Mechi
endowed with the spirit of prophecy ? Did he not tell

us at Chelmsford, in 1852, more than 17 years ago,

—

" I see all this in the distance, it is a mere question of

time. I see mighty engines tearing up furrows a yard

deep, and making the land look like a sea !

'' How
grand ! What a splendid sight it must have been at

Chelmsford 17 years ago to look upon the worthy
alderman, "his eye in a fine phrensy rolling," deliver-

ing his mighty prophecy, this Daniel of the nineteenth

century. But alas ! how are the mighty fallen ; is it

possible that the old gentleman is getting blind, and
has mistaken a mole-plough for a cultivator ! Or is he
getting deaf, and has he only heard of this 30-inch

ploughing? For if so, perhaps his friend told him 13,

which his indistinct hearing converted into 30. IF/io

can Tell.

Depth of Cultivation by Steam-Power.—In
commenting on my letter to the Times about 4 feet

draining being requisite, owing to the very deep culti-

vation, you speak of "big words." On reference

to the report of the Steam Cultivating Committee,
appointed by the Royal Agricultural Society, I read

at p. 361, vol. 5 (new series) of their Journal :
—" Mr.

Smith has also begun to subsoil Hop grounds between
the rows of poles—a single tine on the cultivator going
2 feet deep, with a space at bottom iS inches breadth."

If this can be done with a 10 or l2-horse engine, it

would be no great stretch of imagination to calculate

on 30 to 36 inches with a 30-horse engine, and at a

still greater depth with a 50-horse engine, I am informed
that the 30-horse engines are doing 36 inches, going
a second time across the first work. At all events it

is manifestly unsafe to perform shallow drainage in the

face of such approaching changes. On a fann in

Essex 50 acres were broken up 20 inches deep, at a
contract price of lis. per acre, and I was informed
that owing to a number of gi^eat clay stones and im-

pediments, the contractors (an Essex firm) lost ;^50 by
the job. We know that draining engines draw the

great mole-plough through the soil at a depth of 3 feet.

J. J. Mechi, Jan. 20.

Mr. Mechi and Howard's Engines.—In the

paper which Mr. Mechi read at Framlingham the

other day, I find the following sentence: "Said an
implement maker to me at the show last week, a

farmer declined to buy one of the great traction engines

because his gateways were too narrow. The implement
maker wondered, smiled sarcastically, and thought
many things, some of which he told me." The widest
engines made are Howard's, 8 feet 10 inches across

;

and some time ago I declined to buy one of Howard's
engines, although I was on the outlook for a good
engine, and one reason I gave was that it was too wide
for my gateways. A 9-foot farm gate has only 8 feet

8 inches clear space, and as I have nearly 200 such
gateways on my land, I thought it would add un-
reasonably to the cost of my engine if I had to alter

all my gates to suit it. No doubt a rich London
alderman would think nothing of such a trifle, especi-

ally when he contemplates ploughing land 30 or 36
inches deep ; but a poor farmer must suit his end to

his means. The width of the engine, however, was
not my only objection. Howard makes very good
ploughs, and I have used no other for ten years, but a

good plough-maker is not of necessity a good engineer.

The old comic song, "She's my very particular

Friend," has immortalised the name of Cartwright

as a dentist, and if I wanted a tooth stuffed or

a stump drawn, I should probably go to a Cart-

wright ; but for a more serious operation, cutting

off a leg or setting a broken arm, I really would
prefer Sir William Ferguson. When I declined

to buy Howard's engine, I had not seen it, I had only

seen a drawing of it, but that was quite enough forme.
Some time after I was at the Bath and West of

England Show at Southampton—last May I think, and
there I saw one of Howard's engines for the first time.

It was pulling a 3-furrow plough, and turning o^er
three very neat furrows, but by no means deep. In the

same field, a short way off, I saw three of Fowler's
horses working one of his "Pine's patent ploughs,"

and turning over two funows at a very good rate, and
without any apparent distress. The furrows seemed to

me as wide and as deep as those done by Howard's
steam-plough, but then, to be sure, there were only two
instead of three. I had a friend with me, but whether
I smiled sarcastically and thought many things, I really

do not know. Possibly, I thought Fowler was doing a

bit of the sarcastic in sending a Pirie's plough and
three horses to compete with the Bedford steam-engine,

but I certainly thought my money was a great deal

better in my pocket than spent on one of Howard's
engines—;!^8oo to do the work of four and a half horses !

So I blessed my narrow gateways, and was thankful

for small mercies. A?i Old File,

The Game Laws.—Mr. G. Stookes' speech at the

Devon Central Chamber of Agriculture [AgHculttiral

Gazette, Januai^ 8), was the most reasonable of the lot

there given. He said he would try to assimilate the

Game Laws to the Dog-tax, and made a sensible pro-

position to reduce the certificate to a mere nominal
sum, say lor. ; and I feel quite confident the revenue
M'ould be a gainer. Under the old law with the dogs
some were under age, some one thing and some another,

and half of them were shepherds' dogs ; but now if

they are over six months old it does not matter wliat

they are; if they are dogs they must pay. Under the

old law those who thought well to pay did so, and
those who did not were not forced, so the honest

man paid, and the rogue got let off ; and I am sorry to

say the game licensing is got into just the same sad mess :

those who like to pay do, and those who don't {and

there is a lot of them) get off; so there, too, the honest
man has the worst of it. As Mr. Stookes says, if every

person without exception, young or old, who earned a
gun was obliged to take out a certificate, the g\ms
would get into better hands, and I think we should
hear less of distressing accidents ; and then there would
be no difficulty in finding out who had got a license

and who had not. No matter which way you turn,

you see some little child or another with the deadly

weapon ; some will say they are felt shooting, some
shooting small birds, some one thing and some another,

and they shoot anything else they can get near : but if

each one had to pay ioj. a year for canying the gun,
it would put an end to all these excuses, and you would
not see quite so many of the children with them.
No measure has been passed during these last few
years that has given more general satisfaction than
dog licensing ; it seems to suit everybody, as now an
honest man can keep a dog for a moderate licence ;

and I think if the game licensing was altered, and
brought on the same terms as the Dog-tax—no excep-

tion except "under age "—I think that would give
universal satisfaction, and I feel confident the revenue
would be a gainer, as it would bring all to book
who don't take out a certificate now ; so if ever they
were carrying a gun, if there was any doubt about
them some one would be sure to inquire if they had got

a certificate. I think veiy few shooters are asked for

their licence. Now, if my suggestions could be
brought into operation, 1 think the very great evil now
existing would be remedied, and I hope ere long Mr.
Stookes' proposition will get through Parliament and
become law, as I am sure something must be done in

the matter before fair taxation in this respect can be
obtained. Trusting that abler pens than mine will take

the matter up, and that we shall hear what the sporting

world thinks of the question, so that it can be publicly

discussed, when I think there would be something done
in the matter, I hope this may excite some of the
excise and police to look into the matter. A Stibscribei:

Foreign Correspondence.
Kansas : Emigration to the Prairies of IVestern

America.—Will you let me inform your readers that

there are to be had in the Neosho Valley, Kansas,
United States, freehold fanns of any extent, from
100 acres upwards, at prices varying, according to selec-

tion, from 2 to 10 dols. per acre. A dollar is about
4.r. 2d. One-tenth of the purchase money is to be paid
down, and the remainder spread over equal payments
of ten years. This land, from which I have just

returned, with power to negotiate the sale and settle-

ment thereof, consists of nearly a million and a-half

acres, and is but 14 days' journey from England. If

any of your readers should be inclined to try their for-

tunes in this rapidly rising country, they will find a
cordial welcome from a hospitable people, speaking the

same language as themselves, and proud of their

common descent.

The prairie is a vast natural meadow, the surface

slightly undulating, the soil of unequalled richness,

being a dark sandy loam of many feet in depth lying

upon the limestone rock. That, added to the splendid

climate, enables them to gi'ow immense crops of nearly

everything. I know of one instance where a fanner
this year grew upwards of 50 bushels of Wheat per
acre, then sowed Hungarian Grass, and the same
autumn cut from two to two and a-half tons of hay per
acre ; then reploughed the land, and it is now Wheat
again. But Wheat is considered by them quite

secondary compared with their wonderful crops of
Indian com, specimens of which I brought with me,
some collected from fields averaging 100 bushels per
acre. Many English and Scotch farmers are already
there. The cost and manner of opening a farm is as
follows : a frame-house, weather boarded—and such
houses are very comfortable—20 by 25 feet, and 12 ffeet

in the sides, which allows of a lean-to attic, costs about
160 dols. ; and two ordinary men can (as I have seen
it done many a time) put up such a house in lo or
12 days ;^a cooking stove costs about 30 dols., a
few articles of plain furniture, and then home is ready.

Crockery had better be taken, as it is very dear.

Next come out-of-door purchases, which are a spart

(two) of horses — cost about 300 dols., harness

30 dols., waggon 100 dols., a cow 30 dols., breaking
plough 30 dols. That leaves, out of looo dols., a
balance of 320 dols. for living until the first fruits of the
land are obtained. And this can be materially in-

creased by working occasionally for his richer neigh-
bours, who will gladly employ both him and his team
until he turns the comer, and can afford to employ. If

he has money enough without, he will find plenty to do
on his own farm, making together, in careful hands, a

sufficient ; and many now opulent settlers had far

less, although a man having capital, the greater his

advantage. Add to this the passage by sea, cabin,

£12 ; or steerage, £6 ; and railway journey, £6.
Assuming a steerage passage, which I should by no
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means recommend, the expense of getting tliere will Ije

about £1$. Then the very easy instalment to be paid to

secnre the land, at, say a medinm price of 5 dollars per

acre ; the one-tenth will be 50 dollars. Thus, I I

rougjilyshown, that for about ;£'20O a man can obtain a

freehold farm of 100 acres, of some of the finest land I

ha\'e ever seen, requiring no draining, no grubbing or

timber felling, no back-aching, life-long struggles to get

the land cleared, but at once as ready for the plough

the fairest English pasture. And quite as ready

markets for his produce as in this country, with

ways within 10 to 15 miles of him. It will cost him
nothing to keep his stock, as there is limitless

pasturage, and he can cut hay for winter provision

much as he w-ill. The American mowing machines

appear to me perfect. I have myself cut in a day, with

a pair of hoi-ses, from 7 to 10 acres of heavy prai

Grass, nearly 2 tons to the acre, and making excellent

hay. I must say the Americans are behind u^

scientific farming ; but they are certainly before i

ready ingenuity. The marvellous quantity of hay
only a couple of men will get together would
JLStonish some of us English routine farmi

However, they are great admirers of English farming,

and no doubt each can learn of the other. I will not

trespass more upon your valuable space, except to say,

I shall return, I hope, to the Neosho Valley at the head
of a large colony in the spring ; and anyone desirous of

going with me will have my assistance to secure thei

passage by sea and rail, and the advantage of my
judgment in selecting their land. And I think you will

allow me to add, from the many years you have known
me as a practical agriculturist, that my experience
may be useful to many. All detailed information can
be obtained on application to me, at the office of the

Neosho Valley Settlement, Messrs. King, Son &
King, Land Agents and Surveyors, 39, Lombard Street,

City ; and a pamphlet of the Neosho Valley forwarded
on the receipt of 12 postage stamps. Sawyer Speitce,

Laud Agent to the Commissioners of the Un.
Pacific Railroad, Southern Branch.
[We allow Mr. Spence thus fully to advertise his

proposals, believing that emigration is a great step
upwards in the lives of many Englishmen, and that
the Neosho Valley well deserves favourable considera-
tion at the hands of intending emigrants. Of course,
however, having no personal knowledge of the locality,

we must disclaim all responsibility ; and the proposal
must be most carefully examined before it is acted
upon.]

Smt^\i,%,
LAVENHAM.

A Discussion on Farm Capital.—The following
conversation followed Mr. Mechi's recent lecture here
on this subject :

—

Mr. R. Garrard, Brundish, would like to ask Mr.
Mechi how it is possible for a tenant to put £Tp an
acre upon the land if he has no security for it. He
thought Mr. Mechi's estimate of the amount of capital
a tenant had invested in the land rather low, and that

it was something like £10 or £\z an acre in this

district. At present the amount of capital lying in the
valuation between incoming and outgoing tenants was
very large, but if the tenant were to put three times the
amount of capital in the land of course the covenants
would be very much higher, and he doubted whether
he would see his capital back again.

Mr. G. Ling, Bedfield, had for a long time thought
their friend Mechi was simply a beacon for farmers to
beware of, and that opinion was confirmed that night.
Mr. Mechi talked to them about putting a lot of
capital into the land, but he had seen his own figures
to the effect that he gave £7.'^ an acre for the Tiptree
Hall farm, and then laid out nearly ^50 an acre as
landlord's permanent improvements, and then it was
to have ^20 an acre as tenant's capital, which amounted
to ^12,000 on the 160 acres. His profits were
;^6oo a year at the extreme, which was 5 per cent, for
his money, includmg landlord's and tenant's capital,
and a man must be a very bad judge of laying out his
capital if he could not make it pay more than 5 per
cent. The landlord would claim z\, 3—some might
want 4 per cent, for their outlay ; and if that was paid
to the landlord how was the tenant to live? Mr.
Mechi was a self-appointed teacher of farmers—and he
had got a lot of very inapt pupils. If he (Mr. Ling)
wanted information he would prefer to go to a man
who farmed 200 acres at say 30^-. an acre rent and loj-.

more for rates and tithes, and who, he knew, had
brought up 8 or 10 children and given them a good
education. He always looked on Mr. Mechi as an
amateur fanner, which was the same as an amateur
runner or sculler—he did not do it for gain. There
was no difficulty in making a lot of fat bullocks—it

could be done with money, but the question was, how
about the pay? It was all very well to talk about
growing food for the people, but what he said was,
** Let us grow food for ourselves first."

Mr. H. BiDDELL said he had opposed Mr. Mechi as
much as anyone, but he did not term him a self-

appointed instructor. He thought him a very willing
adviser, but they were at liberty to take or reject his
advice—but they should be very careful to do so in the
same kindly and good-tempered manner in which it

was given. For his own part, if he were not restricted

as to capital, he should examine some of Mr. Mechi's
suggestions very closely before he should think himself
justified in using capital as he advised. He understood
Mr. Mechi to say that the employment of more capital
would answer better on poor land than good land. Now,
between Wilford Bridge and Oxford Quay was a large
quantity ofvery poor land, worth perhaps is. an acre, and
he would ask whether it would pay better to put £\t,

or ;f20 an acre capital on that land than on such land
as they would find in a circuit of a mile and a-half
round Framlingham Castle, the rent of which would be
37^. an acre. His own opinion was, that if this great
capital were used, the better the land that it was used
on the better return would be obtained.

Mr. Mechi expressed the hope that some gentleman
would state what he thought was a sufficient tenant's
capital in Suffolk.

Mr. Ling said about here It was generally thought
that a man who farmed his land best with the least

money was the best farmer. The man who made a
little money go a long way was the best. The tenant's
capital in this district might be set at about £10 an
acre on the average.

Mr. G. GOODWYN said Mr. Mechi believed that he
could produce a much larger amount of food from
cultivated arable than from the pastures. He (Mr.
Goodwyn) did not deny that, but they must look
to their balance-sheet for the results. Mr. Mechi said,

that with the pastures but a small amount of labour
was required. Now, labour was a very serious item in

their expenditure, amounting to from 30J. to 40^. an
acre. At the present time stock brought more remune-
rative prices than some cereal crops, and it became a
serious question whether it was desirable to continue to

reduce the amount of pasture land at the ratio which
had up to the present prevailed, for it was by means of
the pastures that stock was kept. Another effect of
Mr. Mechi's proposal would be to sweep away altogether
an immense mass of men now engaged in agricidture,

and the result would be that the competition for occu-
pations would be much less and the landlords would
not get such high rents ; and he must confess he
regarded it as a thing to be contemplated with much
seriousness when it would put hors de combat a fourth
or a third of the present tenantry of the kingdom.
Twenty or thirty pounds an acre was a formidable
amount to invest in an occupation. Mr. Garrard had
said the valuation paid by the incoming tenant is so
much capital lying dead instead of being lively ; and if

more capital were put in the land of course the valua-
tion would be heavier. Mr. Mechi contemplated
getting rid of all fences and trees and substituting
steam for the present source of labour. By so doing
he would, of course, sweep off the horses and men too,

for he told them one man could work an engine
of 30 or 50-horse power, whereas it would take 25 men
to work 50 horses. Then what an enormous amount
of capital would be sunk in these engines.

Mr. Mechi said the pair of 30-horse engines to
which he had alluded, with the tackle, cost ;f4Soo, and
they were doing cultivation lo inches deep at is. bd.

an acre, after paying interest on the outlay. These
enormous engines were used as a matter of economy,
and it w.as considered that 50-horse power engines
would be cheaper than 30.

Mr. Goodwyn did not suppose any one in this neigl:

bourhood had any experience of cultivating 2 or 3 feet

deep, but some years ago subsoiling was the fashion
on poor lands, and in some of them the result seemed
to be that all fertilising power was done away with for

several years. He supposed Mr. Mechi would accom-
pany this with heavy manuring, aud it seemed to him
almost impossible to make manure enough for that.

Mechi spoke of keeping more stock per acre, and
yet he sold the straw off the farm. At present the
difficulty was to find straw enough. He knew Mr.
Mechi would turn round and tell him that he should
cover the yards ; but Mr. Mechi should tell the land-
lords to do that.

[r. P. Read (Framlingham) argued that closely

connected with the question of agricultural capital was
that of labour, and asked, if labour was unenlightened
and unskilful, what was the use of their capital? He
urged the necessity for a better system of education,
and as an illustration of the necessity, said if an agricul-

tural labourer came to his shop and wanted a boot-lace
and had to take off a boot, a good half-hour was

ed. Education would make them quicker, and
without it we should be left in the rear by other Europ-
ean countries. He would like to ask Mr. Mechi how
many men he would think it advisable to have on a
undred acres of land, what wages he paid them, and
hether he liked an intelligent or a stupid man best ?

—

because there were farmers in this district who posi-

tively preferred stupid labourers.

"r. Mechi said he paid ordinary labourers io.r. and
horsemen I is. a week, but almost all his work was
done by the piece, and a man earned about ^^35 a-year.

Mr. Read said that was about ^5 a year more than
they made here. He would take it las. a week and
the harvest.

r. Mechi said his men earned about £(1 for their

harvest, and beer worth about \<^s. besides. They had
to cut the Wheat and see it on the stack at i ij-. bd. an
acre, and most of his crop was Wheat, and at that rate

they earned the £(> in about a month.
Mr. Read contended that the present scale of wages

was insufficient to maintain labourers so as to enable
them to do a good day's work and educate their
children.

Mr. Corrance, M.P. (President), said if the whole
of the appliances Mr. Mechi had mentioned were
brought to bear, the tenant's capital would not be less
than ^40 an acre, and he wanted to see how far that
view was borne out. Whether it was practical was a
totally different thing. Theory must precede practice,
and the one unanswerable argument against putting
that amount of capital in the land was that they had
not got it. It would, however, be useful to see
whether the possibility existed for the appliance of that
amount of capital if they had it, and with that object
he would follow Mr. Mechi through a few of his state-

ments. He agreed that capital goes abroad to increase
the profits of foreigners, and employ foreign labourers
in competition with us when we buy foreign produce.
Mr. Mechi further said this was a pity, because not
more than £i, or ^5 per acre was employed on the
average on the land under cultivation, and that state-

ment was borne out by the estimate of M. Lavergne in

1854, which was £1 Ts. per acre, half the land being
pasture. This miserable sum might bring something
back ; and from a series of calculations he had made
he had come to the conclusion that £\ capital per acre
would bring a return of not more than 5 per cent., and
he defied them to make more. That was, supposing
the farm contained 100 acres and the capital was ;^40O,
they would get the not very .adequate remuneration of
£zo. If they had .,^600, and the percentage were the
same, they would get .^36—not a labourer's wages ;

and if £\cxk>, the profit would be .^50. Mr. Mechi said
they might go to ^^15, ^'20, or £zt, an acre. Now, to
apply the test. He had assumed that the return would
be 5 per cent, whatever the amount of capital employed,
but lie had come to the conclusion that under circum-
stances as at present existing, without the large supply
of town manure, without the assistance of landlords, in

the way of covered yards and the other improvements
Mr. Mechi advocated, ;£'i5 per acre might, under the
best possible management, produce 15 per cent, profit.

That was the maximum he thought could be obtained
under the present circumstances, and if they employed
a greater capital they would find the profit would be
diminished, and with ^20 an acre they could not get
more than 10 per cent. ; and with ^^'25 an acre they
would go down to 7 or 5 per cent. Applying this to a
farm of Ico acres with ^^500 employed, the profit

would be £l^ ; with ^'1000 capital it would be, at 10
per cent., ^Tioo; with /isoo, at 15 per cent.,/'225

;

with ;f2000 they had passed the maximum and found
the scale descending, and would only get 10 per cent.,

or £20') ; and with ^2500 they would only get 5 per
cent, or £^^.

Mr. Corrance then referred to the question of
breaking up the pastures, the policy of which he ques-
tioned until both landlord ami ten.ant had the capital,

reminding them that farms with a fair amount of pas-
ture were most sought after, and that every acre of
Grass which is broken up made more capital and more
labour a necessity. Their Grass might be very poor,
and badly treated, but it was an immense accommoda-
tion. As to the description of land to which more
capital might be most advantageously applied, he
thought the poor clay lands could so be improved in a
greater ratio than others. The next question was,
where the additional capital is to come from, and why
landlords would not take the money which the Land
Drainage Companies woxdd lend on such easy terms?
The deficiency of capital arose first from the fact that
the farming class, as a class, were not wealthy. A
commercial man with money hesitated about taking a
farm, knowing that he will lose a great deal of money
before he can get an adequate result. The main reason
rested on the principle of political economy—that capital

will go where it meets an adequate return and where the
conditions arefavourableto its employment. What would
produce these favourable conditions ? High profits, low
taxation, good security. A man with one thousand pounds
would not put it into a business in which a very moderate
profit of 8, 9, or 10 per cent, was made, and he was
exposed to an enormous burden of taxation, some special

and some general—the local burdens alone, falling on
landlord and tenant, amounting to no less than

;^57 15^. \od. on every hundred acres. If a man had
a sum in the funds at 3, 4, or 5 per cent, would he put
it into farming, where the profits would not be greater
and he would have to pay such heavy rates ? He would
say, " No, I will employ my capital in brewing or some
other trade, for why should I make it subject to such a

Then, another reason was the low security.

This brought him to the question of leases and agree-

ments. His idea of security was that the tenant should
not invest any capital at all over which his landlord

could have any absolute command. It was monslrou:?

that a tenant on a yearly hire or short tenancy should

bring in capital to be subject to the will of any other

man. It seemed monstrous to him in these com-
mercial days, though it did not 20 years back, when
the state of things was more of a patriarchal nature,

and they occasionally heard of a landlord at Christmas

returning his rent to a tenant who had been unfor-

tunate, but they did not hear of that now. They stood on

other relations altogether— business relations—.and

those relations ought to rest on a sound and solid foun-

dation, and his conclusion was, that all permanent

improvements, such as fann buildings, cite, ought to
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be absolutely done by the landlord, if his capital

permit, or if the security he could offer permit ; for

though he had not always capital, credit was equally
good. If we could remove all the capital that the
tenant has invested, not only here but in Ireland, on
the security simply of good faith, and put it on the
landlord's back, -we could stand on thoroughly sound
relations. To give the tenant adequate security for the

capital he would invest, he would always give him
four years to prepare to leave the occupation. That
was the form of agreement that had been adopted on
his father's estate, and if the tenant could sec a good
four years before him, to get a fresh occupation, and
prepare to leave that which he then held, he thought
they would agree with him that there would be no
necessity to talk about fixity of tenure or any such non-
sense. There had been a total want of knowledge
on this subject. He contended that if a landlord
allowed a tenant to lay out ;!^iooo in permanent
improvements on the estate he really alienated from
himself a portion of the fee-simple. Customs of the
country had dene good work and were of enormous
use, but only until the two parties could come to fair

business-like working relations with each other. In
conclusion he asked Mr. Mechi what inducement they

could offer to bring capital out of the coffers of the

wealthy men to be employed in the cultivation of the

land?

Mr. BiDDELL said the President told them that the

profits of farming ranged from 5 to 15 per cent.,

according to the amount of capital invested, and then

he said that capitalists would not take money out of the

banks or the funds, where they got 2^ to 3 or 4 per cent,

to put it in the land, because of the taxation. He
(Mr. Biddell) thought if the commercial man knew he
could make 10 per cent, of his money he would not be
frightened by the taxation cry into letting it remain
where it returned only 2^ or 3. Why did not capitalists

come and invest their money in farming ? Because they
did not believe that it paid—they knew better, that was
the reason.

Mr. Mechi, in reply, said the real point at issue is

whether it would be better in his case to put his ^^16
on one acre or two. He had arrived at the conclusion,

from his experience, that the £16 will pay a better

percentage on one acre than on two of his land, and he
went further and said, if he had ;^5 an acre more he
could do better than now—he could buy his cattle and
sell his com when it suited best, could keep more stock,

make more manure, and giow greater crops. Now,
there was one difference between him and many of
them. His landlord—and he always spoke kindly of

him, for it was himself (laughter) —had done what the

President said he ought : he had made the conditions

favourable to the employment of capital. That was tlie

most important word the President had said that

evening. His conditions were favourable for the

employment of capital. Was that so, as a rule ? He
said it was not. They were shut in by fences and
trees, they had not covered yards in many cases,

and many appliances were wanting, and he
therefore asserted that the landlords had not

put the land in a condition favourable to the employ-
ment of capital. His landlord had, and he paid him
the fair interest of 4 per cent, or 40/. per acre instead

of the 20s. which was about what it was worth before

the farm was improved. They must compare the con-

ditions as well as the operations, and he said if he had
;/Ji6 an acre invested in their land he could not derive

the same profit he did from his own, though he paid

the higher rent for the improved conditions ; and if he
had to pay the diminished rent for his own land in its

former unimproved state, he could not make the per-

centage he did now on his;£'i6. Let us hope the time
will come when landlords will think it right to put the

land into this condition by their own capital, or that

which they can get elsewhere. It was admitted that

the average produce per acre was from £2 12s. tO;^4.

That was unsatisfactory, and arose in a great degree
from what Mr. Goodwyn commended so much—^poor

gi-ass-land, which was not estimated to produce more
than from 40J-. to 45^. per acre. It was said that

grass-land required little labour, but the question was
whether, if that land was broken up and farmed with a

large capital, the return, after payment of the expenses

in produce and profit, would not be greater than
now. His experience was greatly in favour of arable

land.

The President : Where is the capital to come
from ?

Mr. Mechi would say to both landlord and tenant, if

they take 200 acres instead of400 they would double the

capital per acre directly. If a man with 200 acres would
be content to take lOo with the same capital he now
employs on 200, he would be much better oft ; and the

same may be said of the landlord. Half the land in

the kingdom is unimproved, and if they had less it

would be better both for the tenants and the country

generally. He reminded them that this was no longer

a pastoral age. If he had all his land under pasture he
might put all the capital he could on it but could not

make it pay him. He knew pasture is acceptable

because it employs very little labour and requires very
little capital.

The President : Where would you breed?
Mr. Mechi : Where I can grow great crops of Tares

and roots and other food. Never mind if you can give

them plenty of food and air and, not too much exercise.

The President : Can you breed in yards without
Grass ?

Mr. Mechi : To be sure ; I have 30 calves a-year.

Mr. Biddell : Where do the calves come from?
Mr. Mechi : From the cows, of course.

Mr. Biddell ; Where do the cows live ?

Mr. Mechi said it \ya.s not necessary to liave

pasture. Give the animals plenty of com and cake
and clover hay and so on, and they would produce as

good animals as any one—in fact, he believed the best

animals were not those produced on poor grass-land, but
as he had mentioned. He then alluded to restrictions,

asking whether they thought if he had been tied down
to a particular rotation suitable only to a small capital

that he could put a large capital on the land with
advantage ? When they produced an enormous
quantity of manure by the employment of large capital

they produced large crops of roots, &c., which they
could sell off the farm, but under their present condi-

tions they could not sell those crops without diminish-
ing the fertility of the land. Mr. Goodwyn professed

a very great deal of feeling for the labourer, but he
(Mr. Mechi) did not believe in it. Of course, Mr.
Goodwyn had a fine feeling for the men in his employ,
but if he could do with one-fourth of the number he
would, without a moment's hesitation.

Mr. Goodwyn : Of course I should.

Mr. Mechi said : Then what became of the cry,
" What are the labourers to do?" The farmers had to

look to the cheapest way in which they could raise their

produce. They had the natural and proper kind feel-

ing towards the labourers they must of necessity

employ, paid them according to the market, looked to

their welfare, education, and so on ; but don't tell him
(Mr. Mechi) that they were afraid of not having
employment for their labourers. What they wanted
was to reduce the amount of labour. The same was
the case with horses. They had no love for their horses

if they could supersede them by a cheaper power. If

they now proposed to a manufacturer to put horses in a

wheel to drive his machinery instead of steam, he
would think they had gone back a hundred years,

when a man wore his breeches three years instead of

having a new pair every six months. The landlords

had not, accordingto modem principles, done their duty.

It was a failing on their part rather than a fault ; but

steam was changing all that, and he anticipated the

time when there would be freedom of action and
security of investment on the part of the tenant

such as now existed to a great extent in Scotland.

What had made Scotland, but 19 years' leases

and freedom of action ? A Scotchman, if he
could raise a good crop of Potatos, and it would pay
him to send them to the London market, did so. The
great point was that a tenant must not reduce the

fertility of the soil below what it was when he took the

land ; and if his action is to increase rather than

diminish it, he ought to be as free as air to produce
that which is suitable to the requirements of the popu-
lation. He treated all his farming transactions as a

matter of business, and he said that it paid him best to

raise 40 tons of Mangels on i acre with one ploughing,

one rent, rates, taxes, seeding, Sec, than to grow the

same quantity on 2 acres with these expenses doubled.

Mr. KnatchbuU told him he had seen 68 tons of

Mangels to an acre.

Rev. H. E. Knatchbull said he saw, at the

Smithfield show, a sample of Mangel certified to be
part of a crop that weighed 100 tons to the acre. On
inquiiy he found the acre was an Irish one, which gave

66 tons to the English acre.

Mr. Goodwvn said Mr. Mechi misunderstood what
he said about the labourers. He said breaking up the

pastures would increase the demand for labour. As a

matter of business he should reduce his farming to the

least expense. He proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.
Mechi.

Mr. Mechi proposed a similar compliment to the

President, and the meeting ended.

Ilotitcs 0f gadis.
Considerations on Agricultural Education in

General, in the Journal de VAg)-UuUure. 1869,

vol. 4, pp. 321 to 341. Paris.

Under this title M. Chevreuil, the eminent chemist,

and President of the Imperial and Central Society of

Agriculture of France, has reviewed the whole subject

of scientific education in connection with agriculture,

and the arrangements lately made for the education of

agricultural professors at the Jardin des Plantes.

After a preliminary examination of the services that

abstract science may render to agronomy, the author

proceeds to show that chemistry and other sciences

have done much less for agriculture and industry, and
to point out where the two stand in the same relation

to science, and wherein they differ in circumstances.

Our space will not allow us to follow M. Chevreuil

through his examination of the course of study

established at the Jardin des Plantes, and an outline of

it has already been given in our columns ; what we
propose to do is to give his views of the practical value

of such education in raising the general level of agri-

cultural knowledge.

All who have given any attention to the subject will,

we think, agree \\ith M. Chevreuil when he says :

—

** Practical instruction can only be given on the farm,
but scientific education may be given in towns." After
protesting against the unpractical views of professors of
pure science, and, with equal force, against tlie general
want of theoretical knowledge amongst practical agri-

culturists, the writer asks what will be capabilities of
young men who, after having passed througli the
normal schools, have attended the two years' course of
scientific study in Paris? It must be recollected, he
says, that the decree establishing these courses of
instruction has reference to young men destined for

teachers, and not to manage farms ; agronomic educa-
tion, then, such as can be given, and is given, at the

Museum of Natural History—that is to say, the schools

attached to the Jardin des Plantes of Paris—is sufficient

for them ; for what it is necessary for them to know is,

evidently, the various principles of agronomy, principles

which constitute the bases of the natural sciences which
are there taught. It is these principles, together with
a rigorous system of h, posteriori reasoning, which
should be taught them, not in the form of a dogmatic
resumtf, but combined with the results of precise experi-

ments. The mind of the pupil thus prepared will

acquire that practical sense which will enable him to

estimate at their just value a mass of writing, for which
agriculture is the pretext, but which is in reality only the

expression of flippancy, ignorance, and charlatanism.

The pupils then pass two years at the Museum, not
with the view of afterwards cultivating a domain, but
in order to assist as teachers in spreading just ideas of
agriculture over the countiy. The experiment is now
being made, it is not yet accomplished, and a decisive

opinion upon the results would be certainly premature

;

nevertheless, judging from the past, there is every cause

to believe that the end in view will be realised. Twenty-
four young men, chosen out of 600, were sent to Paris

without having been in any way prepared to fellow courses

of instmction, perhaps too numerous and too varied
;

but they have shown by the attention they have given
to the lessons, and by the answers subsequently given

to questions by the professors, that the hopes of the

Government have not been disappointed, and that there

is every reason to believe that the new institution, if

judiciously managed, must be successful.

After completing their studies, these young men,
formed into teachers, will study the agricultural con-
dition of the locality to which they are sent, and will

become authorities. Some of these teachers may
become agronomic inspectors ; thus a new career will

be opened to them, and their position and acquirements

will enable them to render profitable agricultural

service.

The scientific and the practical man are at present,

says M. Chevreuil, so wide apart intellectually, that the

former is often totally unable to give his aid, because
cases and questions are put before him with such an
entire absence of scientific method, in such loose and
general terms, that in spite of the desire to be of ser-

vice he is forced to keep silence. It is hoped that

these young teachers will in a measure supply the

wanting link. ** The agricultural pupils learn at the

Museum that there can be no science of agrculture with-

out a knowledge of the causes which contribute to the

success of crops ; that these causes are, on one hand,
forces, such as heat, light, electricity, and ponderable
bodies—such as the principles of the atmosphere, of

natural waters, of the soil, of manures, &c. ; and that it

is these ponderable bodies, all endowed with molecular

attraction, which, under the influence of the physical

forces, give to organised bodies the means of living and
increasing in bulk and in weight."

Science knows the action of those forces, and of

those ponderable bodies in their relations with plants

and animals ; but, says M. Chevreuil, very tersely and
effectively "the difficulty of the agriculturist is in

the proper appreciation of relations for any given

locality." It would not be easy to express in few
words the obstacles that inter\'ene between theory and
practice.

That a number of well-instructed young men who
have passed through the scientific courses of the

Museum, and who are especially devoted to the teach-

ing of agriculture in provincial colleges and schools,

promise to be of great value in gradually marrying
science to practice, there can hardly be a question ; at

any rate, our neighbours are taking every possible

means to lay a sound foundation for improvements in

agriculture ; and whether they attain their end in the
manner expected is of small consequence, for real

scientific instruction cannot be without its effect even-
tually, and nothing but good can come by placing

science within reach of practical men, and leaving

them to avail themselves of it or not according as their

success, their wants, or their fancies may dictate ; and
when such sensible and praiseworthy attempts are

being made on one side of the Channel in aid of agri-

culture, a nation on the other side cannot surely be
indifferent.

Farm Memoranda.
Banffshire, Boyne District : January 17.

—

Since the year came in we have had rather backward
weather for ploughing, sometimes frost for a few days

very severe, then fresh for a few days, but before the

old bone was out of sheltered places, frost set in again,

SO that there is a good deal of lea to plough yet, and in
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the upper part of the county a good deal of stubble

remains unplouglied, and we may say ploughing is a

month back by wliat it was at this date last year

Stackyards stand out well, also the Turnip fields, but

so much bare frost has injured them a good deal,

where they were not furred up. Live stock of all

kinds are in good demand and bring good prices, and

our county is said to be free of disease, and has been

for some time, which is a great matter. Now that most

farmers have got rid of a good part of their fat stock,

they generally buy a few stores at the fairs to eat the

Turnips as they see them stand out. Also a good

many of our Shorthorn sales come off soon ; the only

one of importance in this district is that of Mr. Long-

more, Retlie, who generally sells from 1 5 to 20 bulls

and a few heifers in the beginning of March. A good

many of the farmers in this district have lately renewed

their leases, and are now commenced to drain their

farms, which creates work for our labourers, who other-

wise would not be well off, but provision is cheap this

year, at least oatmeal is not much above half what it

was this time last year ; and grain of all kinds is cheap

in proportion. Potatos keep well in the pits and are

cheap also, and if it were not for his cattle, the farmer

would shake a light purse. W. J.

Ro.XBURGHSHiRE, TwEEDSIDE : Jatiuaryz^.—The

variable temperature we have had this winter, com-

mencing early in December with very keen frost, which

was scarcely out of the ground ere we had a fall of

snow, and again the thermometer as low as 14°, has

kept famt labour far behind. Turnips were very much
damaged by the first frost, perhaps a third of their value

will be lost, and unfortunately there were fewer stored

than usual when we were caught by the weather. It is

surprising how the stock have thriven on them, both

sheep and cattle doing well, though getting little extra

feeding, ami with Turnips quite fogg>' ; of course they

eat a great many more of them than they could were

they all sound. There is never much Wheat grown in

this neighbourhood, but with the frost and wet together

the ground has never been in good order, and this year

there is scarcely a field sown with Wheat to be seen in

the district.

Fat cattle are beginning to come out, and are fetching

remunerating prices. Old sheep will be pretty v;ell

cleared out now, and the hogs, of which there is a large

number feeding, have scarcely commenced to come
into the markets ; they have so far been very healthy,

with the exception of a few lots that have had the

murrain. This disease still continues in the county

amongst cattle, but is not so prevalent as it was in

November, and it seems to be of a mild character.

Good fine coloured Barley and Oats of good weight,

which are scarce, continue to bring good prices, but

inferior samples are difficult to sell at low rates. Feed-

ing stuffs of all kinds are lower than they were last

year, and there is more demand for the low-priced

varieties than for the dearer cakes. The cake bills

were so heavy last winter that this season we are obliged

to be very economical. //

Miscellaneous.
The Landlords. — Mr. Goodlct. Bolshan, be-

lieved there was not an agricultural cluli in the country

that has done more for the interests of the landlords

than the Eastern Forfarshire. This might seem an ex-

traordinary statement. They were not looked upon

with the most favourable eye by the landlords ; but if

landlords knew their own interests rightly, they would
see that they were anxious to promote the interests of

all connected with agriculture—landlords, labourers, as

well as tenants. Sometimes when they met as an as-

sociation their opinions were not always agreeable to

many of the landlords ; but these opinions were no

worse of being ventilated, as they were the sincere and

honest convictions of their own minds. If the land-

lords knew them better, they would like them better,

and would think more of them ; but they were so sur-

rounded with an atmosphere of legal gentlemen and

gamekeepers, that they could not see the tenants. He
hoped belter days were coming. They had been agi-

tating about the hypothec, and Game Laws, and various

other questions ; and really he was beginning to think

in a short time the landlords would find it to be for

their own interests to have hypothec abolished and the

Game Laws, if not done away with, at least materially

modified.

—

Report of late vieeting of Eastern Forfar-

shire Farmers^ Association.

January 29.—Early sown Beans and Peas gene

rally com better than the later sown, and they have t

better chance to escape fly (aphis). In favourable

situations many sow about the close of this month,

beginning of February. In such places there is ample
time after harvest to autumn fallow the land either on

the flat or stctch system, the manure in the fonner

being ploughed in, and in the latter drilled. In either

case the land requires very little preparation at this

season to fit it for seed, and perhaps in the majority

the teams are not allowed to set a foot upon the land,

the seed being dibbled in as soon as the ground is sufli-

ciently dry to carry the feet of the workmen without

poaching. For Beans it is seldom advisable to yoke

the plough at this season, more especially on land that

had been well cultivated last autumn by steam ; but on

land not manured it may be otherwise for Peas, if the

work of smashing or ploughing and of seeding is to be

done by steam.

Oat Serji'ing towards the close of January and begin-

ning of February is in many cases preferable to sowing

at a later period, as the crop, like that of Wheat,
covers the ground before the dry weather sets in.

The practice is more common in our southern pro-

vinces on soils liable to be burnt up about May, and

also on land where late sown crops are liable to lodge,

than in the north. But the above reasons have obvi-

ously a very extensive application, for in all places

where Wheat is sown at this season, in preference to

later in the spring, so may Oats in not a few instances,

where a dry seed-bed can be had, so as to obviate the

heavy losses sustained from the above extremes, viz.,

too little and too much straw.

Renm'ating Grass-lands. — Worn-out meadows and

pastures on close bottoms that require subsoiling, sub-

turfing, prior to top-dressing, and the sowing of fresh

seeds, should be worked and finished as soon as the

weather will permit. In many cases, if not the majority,

the more advisable course is to break up such land,

either by ploughing, digging, trenching, at an early

period, or by paring and burning later in the season
;

but there are numerous exceptions where the Grass

cannot be spared, the demands of the live stock on

the farm being imperative in this respect ; hence the

several operations should be finished with all possible

despatch, so as to profit by the first start of spring

growth. The land should be first thoroughly drained,

otherwise the loosening of the subsoil, or soil under the

green sward, will do very little good. The work

is best done by manual labour, the green sod being

removed by a turfing iron, and placed immediately

the dry or looser soil ; but the expense is consider-

able. By a subsoiler under a paring plough, with the

turnover removed, the work may be done by horse or

steam-power for very little. Ant-hills, Tussack Grass,

and everything of this kind, should previously be

carted off, so as to have a smooth level surface for the

plough. After a good top-dressing of lime compost,

well chain-harrowed in with Grass seeds, a rich green

sward will rapidly spring up the moment spring

^getation commences.
Dykes.—In reclaiming stony land, the stones thrown

to the surface in trenching are carted into large

hills, termed consuming dykes, and hill pastures

and woodland are enclosed by ring and subdivision

fences, formed by rolling together large stones, so

to form a nide wall or dyke. Were the interstices

between the stones in both these and similar cases filled

up with earth dug from the foundation, such fences

would form excellent seed-beds for Gorse or Furze, so

to form Gorse hedges, which would yield a crop

more valuable in most cases than an equal area of the

cleared ground, pasture, or woodland ; and besides

the annual cutting of Gorse at this season, they would

afford much more shelter in exposed places than the

bare stones. In many places it would pay well to form

shelter hedges of this kind, and between two such fences

belts, formed of various kinds of wood, to suit the

land, might be planted at this season in open weather.

Early Potatos may be planted in dry warm soils in

southern counties where they can be grown. Thedemand
is increasing in all our large towns with[the increase of

population, while the extension of railway conveyance

is everywhere giving encouragement to the practice.

Low lying lands subject to frosting are not suitable

for their growth, but they may be grown at higher

elevations and further north than is generally credited.

The land should always be manured in the autumn, so

as to leave as little field work at this season as possible.

They are grown in drills or ridgelets, and on the flat.

Split the drills, plant and cover, and on the flat plant

in eveiy second or third furrow. The potato sets

should be ready a week or ten days beforehand, and

free from all mouldiness when planted.

To'U'n Snmge ana IJijuid Manures of all sorts

adapted for Italian Rye-grass or other crops grown
may be applied to warm dry soils in our southern

counties, where vegetation commences thus early,

weather permitting ; and the slight frosts and snow-

storms experienced in such places may be overcome or

kept off, as it were, by the sewage. The first cutting

of Grass is often invaluable for milch cows, ewes and

lambs, and for mixing with straw chaff for all sorts of

live stock, more especially where the improved breeds

are kept and forced forward to early maturity and

heavy weights. Sewage may also be so applied to

force forward Rye, Vetches, Clover, and other forage

plants for early soiling. Dry, wann, sandy, and

gravelly soils may be sewaged for Potatos, Parsnips,

Carrots, Mangels, Cabbages ; and winter crops of the

latter may be forced forward.

The Frost.—If the sharp weather experienced while

we write should last, of course seed operations are im-

possible ; and the work will be confined to carting out

manure upon the land, and carting stones and lime and
tiles and market produce.

The Dairy.—Butter dairies for to^vn supply require

to be kept at as uniform a temperature, by artificial

heat, as practicable, and at the same time well venti-

lated. Opinion is somewhat divided as to what the

proper temperature should be this season, in dry frosty

weather and in mojst the range being from 55°to 62°

;

but in practice one of the greatest difficulties experienced
is to keep the different departments dry as well as warm,
owing to the fickleness of the weather. In cheese
dairies this is "one of the dead months."

Of Dairy Pork large supplies are produced at this

season by butter dairies, the young porkers thriving

amazingly on their meal well steamed, with butter

milk. Bacon hogs keep warm and dry, and force

onwards.
Highland Sheejnoalks.—This is a trying month for

hill shepherds. Most of the stocks are in the low-

lands, the more elevated walks being without a sheep
;

on the intermediate grounds a daily supply of hay is

given when the ground is deeply covered with snow.

\V. P.

Notices to Correspondents.

Poultry : Aberdeen. The Dorking cock is the best

bird to use ; and a poultry authority assures us that

the best bird with which he is to cross is the

Dorking hen I

Skim-Milk : Youug Beginner. It will not answer the

same purpose as new milk, nor will it by itself fatten

anything. Used in making gruel it will answer very

well, if you can keep digestion right.

lilnrhcts.
CO.iLS.—January 26.

Buddie's West Hartley, 15J. ^d. ; Hastings Hartley,

15J. ^d. ; Holywell Main, \6s. ; Throckley East Wylam,
15^. ; Walls End .^com Close, zjs. 6d. ; Eden Main.

i-js. gd. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton iSs. ^d.; Walls
End Haswell, 19-1. 6./. ; W'alls End Hetton, iqr. 6d. ;

Walls End Russel's Hetton, -iys. gd.; Walls End Hartle-

pool, t8s.6d.; Walls End Heugh Hall, i8^. ; Walls End
East Hartlepool. jSs. gd.\ Walls End South Kelloe,

iZs. ; Walls End Tees, lis. gd.'\ Brancepeth Cannel,

i8j.—Ships at market, 91 ; sold, 70.

ENGLISH WOOL.

Business has continued much on the same scale as last

week. Wool firmly held ; a fair consumptive demand,
but no life or spirit. All bright-haired kinds are in very

short supply, others are also getting into a smaller

compass.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb. —j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i i to i «

Half-bred ditto i 2 — i 24
Kent Fleeces 13—14
Southdown ewes and wethers . . . . o oj — i i

Leicester ditto . . ..12—13
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — 16

Combinff .. lo — 18

HA Y.—per Load of if, Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, January 27.

Clover, old . . .

Inferior do 80 c

Charles James Eastoi

, Thursday, January 37.

I Inferior Clover . . gor. lo i

New do —
Straw 33

1
Joshua Bake

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Jan. a

. . 19J. per dozen lb.Best Fresh BulK
Second do. do. .

.

Small Pork, 4J. 8<i 55. ^d. ; Large Pork, 4X. od, to

bd. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, January 24.

The number of Beasts is smaller than on Monday last,

and there is a good attendance of buyers. The choicest

descriptions are rather dearer, but on the average there is

not much alteration in price. The supply of Sheep is

larger ; the demand is, however, pretty good, and prices

are scarcely any lower. Choice Calves are dearer. Our
foreign supply consists of 1088 Beasts. 4360 Sheep, and

104 Calves ; from Scotland, there are 209 Beasts ; from

Ireland, 439 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk. 1080 ; and 717
from the Midland and Home Counties.

J d. i. d I s. d. s. d.

4to5 6Best Long-wools
' Do. Shorn . . . .

—
Ewes & 2d quality 3 10—4

;
Do. Shorn .. .. —
Lambs . . . . . .

—
Calves .. ..4 0-6
Pigs .. ..4 0-6

19,565 ; Calves, 148 ; Pigs, i

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 4105

Best Shorthorns . . s 0—5
2d quality Beasts 3 o—3 :

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 8—6

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Beasts, 3533 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Thursdav, January 27.

The supply of Beasts is good, and trade very dull

:

prices are lower for all descriptions, and a clearance

cannot be effected. The number of Sheep is very much

larger than on a Thursday for some time past
;

they

cannot all be disposed of, although there is a disposition

to take rather lower than we quote. Calves are rather

lower. Our foreign supply consists of z68 Beasts, 2815

Sheep, and 132 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns.

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Down
Half-bred'

Do. She

. d s. d.

Best Long-i
Do. Shorn

8—s o Ewes & 2d quality

D— 3 8 Do. Shorn
Lambs

6—5 8 :
Calves

I Pigs

2to5 4

Beasts, 895 : Sheep .tnd Lsmbs, .2,635 :
Calve«, 180 :

Pigs, 5.
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MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, Januarj' 34.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was again small, and realised the prices of this day
sennight. There was a fair attendance, but foreign

Wheat was in limited request at about last week's rates.

There was no change in the value of Barley, Beans, or

Peas. The Oat trade was quiet, at an advance of 6^. per

qr. upon the prices of last Monday. Floiu: was in

moderate demand at late quotations.

PRH Q^
T, Essex, Kent, Suublk. White 40—49 Red

— — fine selected runs.. do. 42—53 Red 40—50_ _ Talavera 56—58
— — Norfolk — iRed....
„ — Foreign 38—53;

BARLEV,grind.S:disL,2&t0 3oJ..Chev. 39—42 Malting . .134—38
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling 22—25 Mailing .. [30—40

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 22— 24— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato 24— 26 Feed .... —
— Irish Potato 33—25 Feed 21—24— Foreign Poland and Brewj2i—24 Feed ....19—21

RvE 1

32—38 Foreign . . 33—36
RvE-MEAL, Foreign

i

'

Beans, Mazagan. .. . 30J. to 375. . .Tick 32—49 Harrow . . 32—49
— Pigeon • . . .505. to 56J. . .Winds, 1

— .Longpod. . —
— Foreign Small I41—43 Egyptian .

1

38—40
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 32—42 Suffolk

— Maple, 4Tr. to 45*. Grey 32—43 Foreign
35—43
33—37
129-3

28—41

Maize ...*.... !'...-
|

— Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack'39—43— 2d ditto ditto 28—40 Country .

— Forei^ per barrel 22—25 Per sack

.

Friday, January 28.

The cold weather has given more tone to the "Wheat

trade throughout the Markets of the kingdom, and
excepting home-grown out of condition, which was sold

at a further reduction, the tendency of prices for best

quahties has been upward, but we have no decided im-

provement to quote. The value of Oats and Barley

remained unaltered ; Beans and Peas moved off slowly

on rather easier terms. Buyers of Flour found no ditfi-

culty in supplying themselves at late rates. The supplies

off the coast consisted this week of 36 cargoes,

which, with those left over from last week, there re-

mained for sale last night 29 cargoes. The trade in

Wheat off the coast was steady, at fully former prices
;

Maize and Barley were sold at 31/. to dd. per qr. reduc-

tion ; Rye sold on rather easier terms. In cargoes on
passage, and for forward shipment, business remains
suspended, ex'cepting Maize for summer shipment from
the Danube, in which a large trade at Iiardening prices

has been effected.—Paris, January 27. 1870. The trade

in Wheat and Flour is very inactive at about late rates.

The six marks are quoted at equal to 34?. i>d. per 280 lb.

The stock at the Halle is estimated at 9280 cwt.

The arrivals of Grain, both English and foreign, during

the week, were small. There was a very poor attendance

at market this morning, and but little demand for Wheat,
the few sales made of either English or foreign were at

about Monday's quotations. Spring corn was unchanged
1 valu

Ar

Foreign

1850

Manchester, Jan. 27.— The trade since last week
has remained in the same quiet state as for some time past,

without, however, leading to any material change in

values. At our market this morning buyers showed very

little disposition to operate, and Wheat, whether English

or foreign, met a slow sale, at the currency of this day
se'nnight. P'lour was difficult to quit, but not quotably
lower. In Oats or Beans there was no material alteration.

Indian Com was 6i/. per qr. cheaper.

Dec. x% .

— 25
Jan. I

43JIW/

43 5

43 8

36

F

Genuiiie Seeds of Superior Stocks.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the "Old" Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastcatc Street,

:he " Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

s of Choice VEGETABLE SEEDS, for

ir's Supply.

Also Smaller Collections, from 51. to ^s. 6rf., free by post.

CATALOGUE of New and Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
Potatos, &c, ,for 1870, with practical Cultural Directions, will be sent

Post Free upon application.

Their Seeds are all of the most select character, each variety being
saved from the best stock known of its kind.
All Orders for Garden Seeds amoautinff to £,-3 value, delh'cred

Carriage Free to any pari of the Kingdom, Potatos, &c., excepted.
Flower Seeds free by Post or Rails.

w Jolinstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb.
P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen,
Dundee, N.B., have pleasure in offering the above new

ety of RHUBARB, which they have conftdence in recommending

and giving a larger
varieties. It forces

splendid colour."
Strong Roots,

:

For Testi
London Agents—Mca

better than any

t. M. each. Usual Discount to the Trade,

nonials sec previous Advertisements,
srs. Hooper & Co., Covcnt Garden Market, AV.C.
May be had true from

—

John Jeffries & Son
Downham—Mr. James Bird
York—James Backhouse & Son
Kilmarnock—W. & T. Samson
Chester—F.& A Dickson & Son

James Dickson Sc Son
Tunbridge Weils — Thos. Cripps

Derby—Mr. Edwin Cooling

H
Seed Potatos.

AND F. SHARl'liS WHOLESALE LIST of aU
the new and best vatielies of Early and Late POTATOS is

eady, and may be had on application. The quality is very fine.

and prices lov
Sced-Gn ; Eslablishncnt, Wisbtch.

Early Eose Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have just imported a very true
Stock of the above extraordinary prolific POTATO, direct

from one of the best growers in America : and arc prepared to offer

it to the Trade at a reduced price.

Seed-G-rowing Establishment, Wisbech.

Seed Potatos.

GEORGE SIBBALD, Dmmgeath, by Dundee, has for
Sale a large stock of the following:^ kinds^of his^own growing,

Racehorse Kidney. Sollon's King of Kidneys
EaVly Rose Kidnev, Mona's Pride Kiduev. Smlon's Berkshire Kidney,
Ashieaf Kidney, F.ar!v Red Kidney. Also about 4 cwL superfine

Early Dwarf York CAilBAGE SEED.
Prices on application.

HEADLEVS SEEDLING POTATO.—
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Richard Headley, Esq., of Staplcford. It has never produced a
diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, very hardy, and superior in flavour

to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,

ripening by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping
perfectly sound and lit for use until August in the following year.

Opinions of the Press.
" R. Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate; white,

mealy, and excellent in flavour. —Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct. 30, 1869.
" \\ hite Kidney-. A vcrj' fine variety ; a heavy cropper ; uniform in

sire ; ripening on all at once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish,

dry, mealy, and of the most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy crop was
' ' ' " " irdnurs' AfarazCue. Tan. 10. i860.

mblc those

i^'\
Dyer

rLm—John CatteU
Leicester—Harrison & Son'

& Son. i Cheltenham—Thos. Hampi
Further Names publi<;hcd as received.

GENERAL TRADE NURSERY LIST mny be had on appl:

New Cucumbers.
i^l EORGE EDWAKU ha. i^R-at pleasure in offering-
VTsccd<-.fih^f..i:nwin,M,i-.i r ,ir c I_'L L"M HERS, fccUng Satisfied that

llicy will fully 1.1 ii
.

ili.
. n \. icrs that have been given to them.

EBOR.—This I .
r|,,.- most useful variety grown, either

for.Markr.! •
'

' ndcncr forevery-day use. Inpackets
of six itciis, - ' .; 1 n i'linwing is the opinion given in the
Gardenen' i^ni^-mcU, .md tlic " Cottage Gardener:"—

" Your Cucumber, raised from Edward's Eclipse, crossed with
CraJgp's Prolific, and which you say is one of the strongest con-
stitution and most prolific variety known, belongs to the spincd
class. The samples of fruit sent are good lookinc, evenlv swelled,

of moderate length, and oi good average quality."

—

Cardeners
CkronieU, Dec, 4. 1869.

"The specimen you sent, which you state is a cross between
Edward's Eclipse and Craigg's Proline, is very handsome, and of

a most useful size."

—

Cottage Gardener, Dea 9, 1869.

EDWARD'S ECLIPSE, in packets of six seeds, ij.6rf,—Abrace of
the above was sent to the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle. The
following was his opinion, on December iq, 1S68 :

—

" A handsome white spine %'ariety, of crisp flavour, and having
the recommendation >-ou mention j it is a desirable variety."

REYNOLD'S PERPETUAL BEARING.—The most useful and
prolific Cucumber in cultivation for winter forcing, free growing
habit, smooth thin skin, not seedy, siic medium. In packets of
six seeds, j*. td.

CARNATION and PICOTEE SEED, saved from G. E.'s collec-

tion, which contains all the best varieties in cultivation, in packets of

in flavo

,ual di5

, Cha

Surplus Stock.-Veiy Cheap.

C^PECIMEN CONIFERS
yj and EVERGREENS, handsome
and well-grown, for Lawns, Pleasure
(irounds, and Packs, have been re-

cently transplanted, and are full of
health and vigour. For Descrip-
tions, also Prices of other sizes, see
RICHARD SMITH'S LISTS.

cks for I trtn and upwards may
rnt through to any Railway

per dozen.

Laurel, narrow leaved, 3 to a) feet

Portugal, 2i to 3 feel

6 feet
[?4'inclie:

Rhododendron ponticum, 21 t(

Hnlly, screw-leaved, green, t\ X

Gorsc, double, in pots, strong
Hartogia capensis (Cape Laurel),

,

li to 3 feel ' I'hillyrea oleafoli

At iSr. per dozen.

Abies canadensis, 5 to 6 feet
|
Phill^Tea oleafol

„ c.>:cclsa.4tD5lcct
Alatcmus, broacTleavcd, 2 to ai ft

Arbor-vitJE, American, 6 to 7 feet

,, Siberian, 4 to 4) feet

J2ifU [2fU

handsome) 3\ by aj feet
Hartogia capcnsis, 2 to 2^ feet

ery

v leaved, a) to 3 feet

Pinus

I to 3 feet

balsamea, 5 to 6 feet

austriaca. 3 to 4 feet

usilex,2to2i feet

Rhododendron ponticum (very
bushy), 3 to 2I feet

„ hybrids, fine varieties, 18 to 21

Taxus japonica (Japan Yew),

Abies clegans, 18 t<

Arbor-vitiB, Siberia

At 34J. per doicn.

iches I Ivy, green trei

J 5 feet Laurel, Portu|

15 inches

, 18 to 24 inches

leaved, green, 3 to sj ' varieties), 21 to 24 inche;

!
Taxus Japonica, 15 to 18 inches

At 3or. per dozen.

I Abies canadensis, extra fine, 6 to 7 ' Ivy, green tree, extra fine and
bush)', 2 to 2i feet

Juniperus chinensis, 3 to 3! feet

Mr. J. Wimsett, Chelsea, S.\Y.
Messrs. H. & F. Sharpe, Wisbech
Mr. John Cobb, Sunderland
Mr. A. Balfour, Newcastle-on-Tyne

cr, Slough
Oxford Street,

O
Fatersons' Victoria Potatos.

N SALE, for Planting, One Thousand Bushels of
FATERSONS" VICTORI.A POTATOS, grown on turf down f'jr

years, from seed supplied by Messrs. Paterson, Dundee. The

a of the fin

Mr. I lllkcii.
: . apply

linqham.

:&'

SEED MARKET.
The seed trade continues quiet but firm. The quantity

of home-grown red Clover seed on our market is

exceedingly small, and the quality very indifferent ; for

the few parcels on offer the long prices demanded prevent

business; this season's new seed, it should be remembered,
is saved from Clover seed sown in the spring of 1868, and,

as, owing to the e.xcessive drought of the following

summer, a large proportion of this failed, there was only

a very small acreage left ; and as on this the plants were
unusually poor and thin, the yield of 1869 has in conse-

quence been very limited. Foreign Clover seeds maintain,

their values ; the same can also be .said of all descriptions

of Alsike and white Clover seed. French Italian is firm

at the recent advance. Bird seeds are without change-

John Shaw & Sons, i6. Water Lane, London, E.G.

HOPS.

BoROiiCH Market, January 2S.

Messrs. Pattendcn & Smith report the market steady

at the advance, with a very bare supply of English

samples. Americans and other sorts are coming more
into request, late quotations being well supported.

Seed Potatos—Choice selected Stocks.

JAMES CAR'IMR and CO. are now prepared to
execute orders for the following new and popular varieties >-

POTATOS.
The Early Rose ) Imported seed direct f per lb., is. 6d, ; ^Ib.,

Bresce's Prolific > from the Raiser in J. „ y- '

The Climax J America. I ,. v.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle Feeder, p. lb., ii. 6rf.: 7 lb, o*-; 56 lb., 65s.

The Queen's Potato, as used at the Royal table, 121. per peck.
The Ashtop Fluke, much recommended, in. per peck.
Carter's Champion, best for forcing, 51. per peck.
Milky White, ver>' popular, 4s. per peck.
Rivers' Royal Ashieaf, 4s. per peck.
Fluke Kidney, very choice seed, ar. 3if. per peck.
Early Handsworth, earliest round variety, 35. 6d. per peck.
TAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 338,

High Holborn, London, W.C.

SU T T O N S' CHOICE SEED POTATOS, for

planting. Much cheaper by the bushel, sack, or ton—prices of
whicn may be had on application,

SUTTONS" BERKSHIRE KIDNEY, the best Potato for the main
crop. Raised and selected from among jo Seedlings of the Fluke.
Having planted it side by side with the different varieties of that

class, wc have proved it to be by far the best of them all, and
quite a fornight earlier. The tubers are of good site, very numer-
ous, and remarkably clear skin. It is most valuable for the main
garden crop, and has been remarkably free from disease, while
other varieties growing close by were almost destroyed. 5s. p. peck.

PRIKCE OF WALES' KIDNEY,

PATERsSrJ^'^^OviNIA.the
THE EARLY ROSE, the best of the

abundant cropper, shalloi

Cattle-feeding Potato, is. 6<f. p. lb.

15. 6rf. p. I

And other excellent' varieties, See SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVI
CATALOGUE, gratis and post free on application.

N B- Potatos as well as Seeds carriage free

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berk^ Seed Establishment, Reading.

,, elegans, 2 to 2I feet

Arbor-vitse compacta, 2i to 3 feet

ba japonica, very bushy, a K
2i feet

Cr>'ptomeria Lobbii, 6
„ viridis, 6 to 7 feet

Abies inverta (Weeping Spruce),
24 to 3 feet

Arbor-vit^ compacta, 3 to 3I feet

,, Siberian {very fine) 5 to 6 feet

Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 5 to 6 feet

Juniperus chinensis fccmina, 3 to

,, densata, 3 to 4 feet [3! feci

„ Scholtii, 3 to 3i feet

Abies inverta, fine specimens, 3 to

Arbor-viiac compacta, 3! to 4 feet

„ Siberian {very fine), 6 to 7 feet

Juniperus chinensis, 3! to 4 feet

„ „ fccmina. 3} to 4 feet

„ drupacea, 24 to 30 inches
„ Leeana, 4 to 5 feet

,, drupacea, 18 to 24 inches

4 feet

> 4 feet

3 7 feet Pinus austriaca. 4 to 5 feet

I Thujopsis borealis, 4 to 5 feet

At 36J. per dozen.

At 481. per dozen.

ifeet

18 to 24 inche;

,, Irish, 5 to 6 feet

J uniperus phocnicia, 3 to 4 feet

,. Schottii, 3* to 4 feet

„ thuriferaiflncense Juniper),4tc

„ virginiana, 6 to 7 feet [5 feel

Picca Nordmanniana, 18 to 24 ms,
Pinus austnaca, | to 6 feel

,, laricio, 7 to 8 feet

Thujopsis borealis, 5 to 6 feet

05 feet

„ Schottii, 4 to 5 feel

a.3lt
6 feet

^ ,.08 feet

vindis pendula, 4 to 5 feet
, virgini

Abies Menziesii, 7 to 8 feel

,, monstrosa, 7 to 8 feet

Arbor-vitx compacta, 4 to 4^ feet

Juniperus chinensis, very fine, 511
6 feet

,, densata, 5 to 6 feet

,, glauca. 5 to 6 feet

,,
phccnicia, 5 to 6 feet

laricio, 8 to g feet

Taxus, Irish, 6 to 7 feet

WcUingtonia gigantea, 2) t

At 60s. per dozen.

Juniperus virginiana, 8 t< < feet

albertiar

ridis pendula, 5 to 6 feet

Laurel, colchic (very fine), 8 to 10
feet [5 to 6 feet

! ,. Portugal, pyramids (very fine),

I

Picca Nordmanniana, 2 to a^ feet

I
Pinus Cembra, extra fine, 6to 7 ft.

I

Taxus elegantissima, 2 to 2J feet
I Thujopsis borealis, 6 to 7 feet

1 Welliagtonia gigantea, 3 to 3! feet

8 feet,
I

Pii

„ Douglasii, 8 to 10 feet, 71. 6d. ; I

lo to 12 feet, 101. M. t extra 1

fine, 12 to 15 feet, 151. each
| „

,, ori'entalis, 4 to 5 feet, 6s. ; S to

6 feet. ys. 6rf. ; 6 to 7 feet,

Araucaria imbricata, 5 to 6 feet,

21*. ; 6 to 7 feet, 31s. 6d. ; j to

8 feet, 42.1. ; 8 to 9 feet, 525. 6<f.;

9 to 10 feet, &3t. to 84s. each
Juniperus densata, 6 to 7 feet, 6s. ;

7 to 8 feet, 7J. 6d. each
„ tnurifcra, very fine, 7 to 8 feet,

6j. ; 8 to g feet, 71. orf. each
Laurel, Portugal, pyramids, extra

fine, 7s. 6a. ; very large, lOJ. 6d.

Picea grandis, extra fine, 5 to 6 ft.,

'37 feet, 2is. each

lasiocarpa, 3\ to 3 feet, 15s.

3 to 3i feet, 21s.
; 3! to 4 feet,

31J. 6d.
; 4 to 4j feet, 43s. ;

4i to 5 feet, S2S. 6d. each
„ nobilis (best glaucous var.)„

18 to 24 inches, js. 6rf. ; extra
fine, 2 10 2i feet, loj; 6rf.; ai to
3 feet, 15s. each

,, Nordmanniana, 4 lo 5 feet, igr

;

5 to 6 feet, 21J. ; 6 to 7 feet,

3W. 6d.', 7 lo 8 feet, 42J, each
„ Pinsapo,3to34ft., zos.6d.; 2\to

4fi.,i5J. ;4t0 4ift-.2w. ;5to
5ift.,3iJ. 6d.: si to6fL, 421.03.

Pinus Cembra. 7 to 8 feet, 6s. ; 8 to

g feet, 7/. 6a. each
Wcllinglonia gigantea, 3} to 4feet,

Yews, for hedges, about 12 feet
high, 46 years old, recently
transplanted, 31S. 6rf. each

RICHARD SMITH, Nurscr>Tnan and Seal Merchant, Wocccster.
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C^
ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,

T lorf. perlb,,or8)s. pcrcwt
. ., ,

WILLIAM RUSHFOETH. Nurseryman and bcctl Merchant, Leeds.

>PLEBY'S GENUINE TOriACCO PAPER,
CX in a lb. and 4 lb, packets. Testimoni.ils loo numerous for tnscr-

'h'eNr" APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nursery-

in), Dorki

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.^The cheapest

and best article lor Smoking Greenhouses and Dcstroyins the I'ly.

Price, IS. Jrf. per lb. ; over 10 lb., is. id. Tobacco Paper, is. per lb.
1

£s AS. per cwt, Post-office Orders paj'able at Fleet Street.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blactfnars Road, S.E. ; late

10, GouBh Square, E.C.

T"
OBACCO TISSUE,

for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the

Insects, ,ind not injure the Plants, and Burns without the assistance of

Blowinc. Price 3s. (xi. per lb., carriage free- A reduction in price for

°'K ^c^h-i'd "f Messrs. R. ROBERTS
Street, Clcrkenwell, Londi

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Hek Majesty's Royal Letters Tatest, and oy Permis;

Gardens. South Kcu^
Sole Manufacturer,

Wliarf, Wajjping, E.

:. 6rf. each.
.\phidi;s on Roses and

.
I

I -, ir .,!. Royal Horticultural

T.",Y. PnoLKY'llonded Warehouse, Sussex

G S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
ardencrs since 1859, aeainst

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
C.rrrn Fly, and other Blight, in

Wintt^r Dressing for Vines and
IVuH Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended lo super-

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE C O M P A N Y

(Limited),

Battcrsea. London, S.W.

HOT-WAIER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Grecn-
i, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

Manufactory, 6. K.ii

side, London, E.C.

TO BE SOLD, a GRAPKKY, 15 feet wide, by 65 feet

lon^, fitted up with Hot-water Apparatus ; and some splendid
VINES, just coming into bearing.

C. G., Post Office. Reading.

ijHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870,
)i-J The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATK, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The unprecedented Sale for 1868, notwithstanding the Dr>'ness of

the Season, forms the most convincing testimony liow much thc^c
advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to intimate that, amooi; all the

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they are the only
Fir to whom the Jurj* awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
awarded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

Steer on bolh"Sic
blunt b.

'sharp c3gc of tlie Cutter I : agamst the Sole-Plate. In

make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
idges—one in front as

when the front edge gets worn down, the
ivcd and the unused edge brought to the
glance that this arrangement enables the

single-edged Solc-plal wed when the edge

being blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.
The Lawn when mo

mooth as a piece of vclv(

Works, Arbroath ; and

approved of can be at once returned.
I

Illustrated Circulars, with full part
A. SHANKS AND SONS. Den;

27, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.C.
iJ^ A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at 27,Leaden

hall Street.

~T\ ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her M^esty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Sliadlng Is " Friel Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfL-ct non-

conductor of heat or cold, kc-c-pii]^ a iLXtd temperature v.-hcrc it is

applied. It is adapted for ail Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO "NETTING, 3 yards wide, i.t. 6d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide i.!. orf. per yard run.
Four yards wide y. od. per yard.
An improved make, a yards wide . . is. nd, jDcr yard,

proved make, 3 yards wide . . 2x. EW. per yard
Sci

Hcssi.i

wide, 70 yards long, slrf., Old., yid., yjrf

dc, 6id. and 8ld. per yard;

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK, in every
ilturol County in England.

apply to JOHN FOWLER an^d CO., 71, Cornhill,
d Steam Plough Works. Leeds

.
London,

A
Vases and Fountains, for tlie Garden and

Conservatoiy.NDREW HANDYSIDE and CO.,
Rr nnn a Iron \\ orks Derbj and 3" \\ albrook London.
\ c lar„c Sheets f Dcs o-ni -ind f rice 1 st free fir s x stamps.

t e may be
.re il an Illustrated

in ng full particulars of
facture m both patent

Reduced Price, January 18, 1870.

pEYNOLDS' PEA GUARDS {Ninth Sea

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on French Gardening, arc now

ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire and Caldcr (ila^s Company,
83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock is kept ; also at 36. LnncAcrc

J. GOODERIDGE. Agent.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and
87, Bishopsgatc Street Without, London, E.C

NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as supplied t

Majesty, the Nobility, Gcntr>', Mr. Rivers, and the leading Horii-

CO..

) Her
itrj', Mr

s of the United Kingdom.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

anils. 1 Best.

161 gd iSs od

23S od
1

24s od

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, 15 oz., per 1

by 5 8 by 6 9 by 7 s (>d\i4i otf 15s 6d

10 by 8 liz by 9 jt2i by iol|i4i by ion
[ [ |

I

Toiby Siiaiby 9I 13 by 10 15 by 10 U,js Qdliis gd\i5s ^d.iji t
11 by 9 13 by 9 i3i by loi 13 by 11 f'" V" '+* y 3- -» /

iii by 9iii2 by 10 114 by 10 i 14 by 11 J I I I
i

LARGE SHEET SQUARES, 15 oz., per too feet.

4i by Mi
15 by II

;^*byi.i

by I

.4 by .2
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s
Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that vou get them.

Corporate Alark, ObtainTiark SAYNOR, al;

. without which
S. & C. regret having to

many complai

F
Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Dtsraeh

Iron Cisterns.
BRABY AND CO. having laid down more

and Improved Machinery on their Deptford pi

and other of I1rab\ s

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Heds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., and

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, arf, ; three
yards, -^d. ; and four yards, ^d. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
CHAS. WRIGHT AND CO.. William Street, Ncwark-on-Trcnt,

or their Acents, Messrs. HOOPER AND CO., Cove
;
Garden Market,

London, W.C.

,---- \entilation or breed
rmm Haj Rick dispensed «uh as unnccess-ir\ inLrcased width
I depth of Feeding TrouLhs Water Cistern and Patent Drop Cover

» „, -. gorging Cleaulj durable and impervious to infection.
1 Ince of Fittings per Cov. ssr
free of COTT\M and CO Iron Works •» \\ insley

Street (opposite the Pantheon) Oxford Street, London, W .where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fillings just secured by Patent.

being all of Ir(

S HAW'S
and Prices apply to

', Oxford Street. Manche^

TRELOAR'S FINE COCOA-NUT MATTING,
warranted unbleached. No other kind is durable,—all other kinds

arc dear. Catalogues free by post.

T. TRELOAR , Manufacturer, 67, Ludgate Hill, EC.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS arc the cheapest and most
durable. Price List, which ^ives the sue of every class of Mat,

:ial Street, Shorcditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
BLACKBURN AND SONS have received a large
consignment, and are now offering them at very low prices.

, &c., on application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

HI
ich He:

yard, advancing ^d.
\d,, vAd.. 4rf. A^d. and sM''-
4J^«-i5ia''-i6a., (>]^d,,ax\d up'

and ScriiT, „ , ._

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Cai
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

I~
R 'O " N ^ H U R D L E~
(Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society)

:

SHEEP. 55. jrf, ; C.\TTLE, As.^d. ; OX, 55. iid.

The New Vade Mecum (Invented & Manufactured by
/CHARLES H. VINCENT, OPTICIAN, of 23. Windsor
yj Street, Liverpool!, consists of a TELESCOPE weH adapted for
Tourists, &c., to which is added an excellent MICROSCOPE of great
power and first-c'ass definition, quite equal to others sold at ten
times the price. Wonderful as it may seem, the price of this ingenious
combination is only 31. 6d, ; and Mr. Vincent sends it (carriage free)

anywhere, with printed directions, upon receipt of Post-oHicc order of
stamps to the amount of 3s. lorf.

RENDLE'S
PATENT GROUND VINERIES AND PLANT PROTECTDRS.

The following important Letters have just been forwarded to the Patentee, who has received

permission to publish the same ;—

COPY OF LETTER FROM W. FERRAND, ESQ., COPY OF LETTER FROM MR. WM, INGRAM

LATE M.P. FOR DEVONPORT.

Belvoir Castle, Grantil\m,

"January 24, 1870.

" Sir,

" Mr. Ingram, of these Gardens, has shown

me your Patent Ground Vineries and Plant Pro-

tectors, which ansiucr admirably. Be so good as to

send to my gardener, Mr. Siioos.mitii, St. Ives,

Bingley, Yorkshire, 500 feet at once by Midland

Railway.

" Yours faithfully,

" W. FERRAND.
" Mr. Rendle."

Mr. Ingram is Gardener to the Duke of Rutland, and is one of

the highest authorities in Horticulture,

OF BELVOIR CASTLE GARDENS.

" Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham,

"January 26, 1870.

" Mr. W. E. Rendle,
' 6S, Wclbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London.

" Dear Sir,

" I have employed your Plant Protectors for

growing Lettuces during the ivinter, and no plan that

I have tried has answered so toell.

" The tiles are placed to allow glass 22 in. by 14 in.

to slide in the grooves, this gives space for three rows

of Lettuces, and forms a convenient little pit. The
protection given is greater than I expected, for although

we have had 12° of frost, the growth of the plattts

does not appear to have been checked.

'' The successful application of your plan for

securing a supply of Cos Lettuce struck the gentle-

man (W. B. Ferrand, Esq.), who wrote to you, and
led to the order you refer to.

" The few examples of the semicircular tiles came
too late in the season for the purpose you recommend
them, but I made use of them for ripening some
Tomatos, which they did completely.

" I will give your tiles a fair trial as I promised, and
send you the result later in the year.

" I am, yours truly,

" W. INGRAM."

FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS OF THIS VALUABLE INVENTION, APPLY TO THE P.ATENTEE.

MR. W. E. RENDLE, 68, WELBECK STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, LONDON, W.
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PATENT
GREEN'S

MPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ,\kE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for
ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
1st, They require no setting in brickwork. 6ih, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means
2d. They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation. ofT-pipcs.
3d, They take up little room, and can be put in pLaces inaccessible to other Boilers,

i

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.
4th, They are economiscrs of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon

j

Sth, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or
"Pt'on of smoke. turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be,vhich the fire acts in a direct manner, and the <

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attentii fi-\ed i

PKtCE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and

54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

FLOW Pipe.

NOTICE.

ORMSON'S PATENT CONCENTRIC
SADDLE BOILER.

#^g:fi ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
*""* The Nobility, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by HENRY ORMSON as a specimen of his first-class and substantial style of

building Horticultural Structures. Also his Patent Wrought-iron Boilers, by which the new Hothouses,

and many other Buildings are heated on a very extensive scale in the above great establishment.

Confidence in Cast-iron Boilers is now, to a very great extent, lost in consequence of their

continual cracking and failing, and are being replaced by ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED
WROUGHT-IRON BOILERS, which are not only free from all danger of cracking, but have

proved themselves far more economical in consumption of fuel.

HOTHOUSES MANUFACTURED BY STEAM MACHINERY. BEST MATERIALS AND LOWEST PRICES.

Plans, Specifications, ami Estimates for Erecting Conservatories, Hothouses, and Hot-water Apparatus of every description in all

parts of the country and abroad,

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
TUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES

AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
AND TO THE ROYAL HORFICULTURAL SOCIETY.
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H
Greenliouses and Conservatories.

FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural Works
106. M.ire Street. H.-irkruA', E. Established 20 years. Good

:cd, ready for fi.xiiiy, 42 Tcct

loiiji, 13 feet wide, ^^o : 13 feet, ^28 i 12J2 fci

3S feet by 15 feet, £,11

w.

6 ft, by 8 ft. , Double Light^,_do.^

VVoodw

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS, Each.

-i6ft- byjft. Lights, 3 in. thick, un^lazed.. jCo 5 o

Pai ntcd four coats, j

Handles on
Packed and Delivered

Railway van .

.

Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . ..

\\
Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork , . . o

,,
Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . o

yjnsbury Steam Joinery Works, lai, Bunhill Row, E.C-

Establistied Fifty Years.

"AMES WATTS and CO., Hothous
and HotAVatek .\vv\^\ivi Maxl-factl;

^r\{\ LtLMIlk I 1 MIIL\ LO\LS and
f^^yy

\ n His all s zes C hzcd 1 d Pa ntcd com[ Ictc ready

for inimed ate use pncked and sent to all pirts of the Kingdom

Strong ZINC H\NDt I VSSES all s zcs

References to the Nobilit>, Gcntrj, and Trade 111 most of the

Counties in England

National Flower Show June, 1867.

delivered in London, Liverpool, Bri

HOT-\V.\TER PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7 on illus

iratcil sheet per yart

ELBOWS .. .. No. 12 on do. eacl

TEE PIPES .. .. No, 33 on do. „
S^^HONS .. .. No. 23 on da „
VALVES

GEORGE ROBINSON, Works, Stourbridge.

London Warehouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, Paddingtr

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW ANi. CO,S PATENT.— Prices. Primed
Patterns, and S,,. ,

,„,.. s, ,.. ;,./ 1, , . pplication ; also

PattcrnsofOrnamcnl,il I . C ..: f
'

: .rlr^ Entrance
IIalls,_&c. MAW A-. ' "

,
r V.

.
.

. 1. y, _
LABELS. LAPiT ^,^!'.\i:' HMI N i' or CLOTH

LABELS.—Tree i.r ri.ir.t L.ilicK, punclied ii.irchmcnt. 4 inches
long, 4J. per icxx', it T<>,r«x>hir ^5i,,c.ish on delivery. Sam2lc Label
sent on receipt I'f ,1 ;ifst,iL;L- ^laniit, Ordcre delivered free in Lohdcri

by JOHN FlbHKK and l_i.> , Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mk. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvcnK-nt on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to ail other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

n Gardeneks' Chronicle 0/ International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page ^y6.Extract from Rcpon
** The upright form of Boili

but the oval form given to M _,
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes
with the fire. The usual form of a fun

rcular pla

said to be

being a parallelogram

rather than a square, it seems feasible tliat the Boilers

plan should bring the tubes more completely within i

burning fuel; and this being so, the change, though i

is no doubt an improvcmcnL",

l^* They arc made of all sizes, which, with prices^ may be had on apptiaitioH,

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER^S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

T
FIRST-CLASS CERTIEICATE AWARDED TO

HE PATENT TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER,
with the following note :—

"The t'T'f-'v •-.^'^'«\fr this one of the most powerful and useful

Boiltrs 1..1 ; r ,i |.,,.|,>.-.cs," . .

GakI'I '-' .1 —"This Boiler possesses the rare merit of

sucking I I 11 ihc fire, so that it furnishes a maximum of

Sower 1.1 .i t, '!Mii outlay in respect of fuel."

—

S. H. (Sec

lagaztHc Uy, A,.^u^L^4. 1S67.)

The GAKUi;stR.—" Of boilers, by far the best, according to our

judgment, wasthe Terminal Saddle, —IF: Thotnson.

Journal of Horticulture.—" I have no doubt that the Boiler that

Will burn any Itind of fuel is the Terminal Saddle."—G. Abbty.

Gardeners' 'Chronicle.—*' The Terminal Saddle contams the best

old and modem inventions. H « substantial cheap article be wanted,
get diis improved Saddle. It will last a lifetime '"—March 14, 1868.

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Bioughton Lane, Manchester.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR HEATING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH
TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
Regs to state tlint the immense number of

|

API'.\R.\TUS annuallv Designed and Erected by hii

in all parts or the Kingdom, and for the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY .at SOUTH

-' KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

satisfaiiinn, is a guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmanship; while the great advantages

obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance : EFFECTS a SAVING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipei or Joints ;
can be erected by

any Gardener; an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED,
INSURING NO EXTR.\S. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway Station in

England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Fotir-incli Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
Size of House. Apparatus Complete. Erection, I Size of House. Apparatus t:oniplclc. Erection.

20 feet by 10 feet ... /9 o o ... ^^200 50 feet by 15 feet ... ^1710 o ... ^^300
3ofeet by 12 feet ... 11 15 o ... 2 10 o 75 feet by 15 feet ... 20 o o ... 300
40 feet by IS feet ... 15 o o ... 2 15 o I 100 feet by 15 feet ... 26 o o ... 3 5°

Bath and Gas Work Erected in Town or Country. The Trade Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c., Sole Manufacturer,

IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATU.S MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICTJLTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IH3S IjHi-JiOV Li) bi^i,l-AGJ.lJ.\U iiiUi-vAOJ-iC KAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and
suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Fann Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
]

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanieed Iran Tubs.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble BaiTels for Horse or
! jjo. 54/.. THE C.4SSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

No. 46.'. IMl|oyED'DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
^.^^ ^ WTi0UGHTTR0N''pORTlELE PUMPS oralI.i.es.

No. 49<;. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use. No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 50 and 54<7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description. ^^.^

;, ij^jpRoVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction. Garden use.

S OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPAR.^TUS, B,>\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.\S WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE -distribution, FIRE MAINS
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. yarluulars Ukcn h, any part of Ihc CoHniry. Fla„s and Estimates/iin,isl,cJ.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAH BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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POBTABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-horse power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
Willi r'atiiu RiMlcd Steel RiLIkJ liciur lines nnd all oth.i recent Improvement^.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

N
Olenny's Garden Almanac, 1870.OW RICAUY, eonuiiiiiin; a List of .ill the latest

Novelties in Flowers and hruiis, and lull
tciir Gardeners. I'rice is. : post free. ii. id
. T. I.KMARE, 1, Ivy Lane, I'atcniostcr Uow 1

CL.VYIO.N .\MJ SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees antl Manufacturers.

These Plates have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates previously in u

C. AND S. are prepared to supply Threshing .Machine Owners and the Trade in any quantity; and they would caution purchasers ajjai

spurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from their britlleness. are exceedingly dangerous to use. C.\CTI0N.— Infringers of this Pat(
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CAT.\LOGUES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH.
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 7S, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

A LONG-FELT WANT PROVIDED.
A NEW ERA

EVERY PER30.V lOSSEiSINC

IN THE HORTICULTURAL WORLD,
G.\RDEN CAN NOW ERECT fer HIMSELF a GREENHOLSE at a TRIFLING COST.

DENNIS & COMPANY, Chelmsford,
Have succeeded in producing a really good, strong, and useful Building for less than £S' so simple In ii:

construction that any ordinary mechanic can fix it with ease, Uiereby doing away with the cost of expensivt

mechanics' time and iraveUing fares,

LEAN-TO, with Front Lights to Open (Class B.)

Suitable for Cuciimber or Melon Houses. .Stoves or General Forcing Houses. Small Vineries, Greenhouses,
Peach-houses, itc. They are made only of the followmg external widths, \nth two glass ends and one door,

including i6-oz. Horticuliural Glass, cut up, and one priming coat of paint on the wood framing :

—
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers fitted with Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pump,
Water and Steam Gauges, &c., &c., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

Water, 1 Cubic foot „ ,,

Horse Power Cylinder. Diameter.
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Farm-horse Licences
Frost in Aleeria
Goodyera tiawsoniana
Guano, official report on
London parks ana thorough-

Perforated enamel flower-pot
Steam cultivation

opegias (with cut) . . . . 1

m buildings {with cuis)

Plant protectors (with c

Steam ploughing
Vine pruning

A ploughing match .
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, the
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1^" N'oTin:.— 7Vk GARDENERS' CHROXICLE
««</ AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will, on and tiflcr

March 4. be published on Friday, at 2 p.m., instead of
OH Saturday, as Iiitherto.

Advertisers will please send their Copy a day
EARLIER than vsnal.

G^
POUNDS in PRIZES. To
MANCHKSTEK. Schedule!
to the I'ndersigned.

Botanic Gnrdcns, Manches BRUCE FINDI.AY.

L OUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTU R.\L
SOCIETY.

PECIAI. PRIZES for ROSES (OjMn to All England).
tinn of 72 Ro;

-
4,i Ros.

iv'll bclleld <

Open tc

iCup.

Priie, a Cop,
JULY 13.

c IV.—
.- . .. , fy arc

' Greenhouse in Hloom

J. STOLLARD, Secretar)-.

appl.

Grape Vines.
:k is rem;
upply all the best kinds.

ries. Upper Holloway. Londoi

BS. WILLL\MS* stock is remarkably fine, and in
• ^ood cond:

' " " "

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS h.TS all the best kinds, in splendid
• condition, warranted clean. Prices on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Vpiftr4iollo*\'a>', London, N.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fruiting and planting'. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOt;UE post free on application; also CIRCULARS of

To the Traile.

STANDARD PEAi HES .and NECTARINES.
Fine standards of the above, with clean Mtr-l-hl .l-m^, nf nil t

finest kinds, are offered. Price per looorper s. ii h ii

THOS. RIVERS AND StJN, Nurseries. ^

WILLIAMS' PARADISE I.I I MM-'
warranted truc.-A fruit r.f r.^r,. . .

,
l.hvi!„:

early, good size, .ind fin

To Purchasers of Farm Seeds.
/^lARTERS ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
Kj CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free (gratis to pur.
chasers). All kinds of Farm Seeds at very low prices.
JAMES CARTER AND CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

High Holborn, London,J\\\C

S"
UPERIOR GERANIUM SEED,
stock

M'

R

•^ "I I
* . ^ I

!
I

• - 6.f, and upwards; also
1 I I I I -I i

1
1

. 1: I .1 M I
' ti M \ K I. at IS. 6rf. each ; and

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
'

nH.Xkli W.\I,R|:r cm miui.Iv, for cash.

Sli'i

THOMAS KITLEV.

O'
'11:

RICHARD SMITH. \

T"
REES irtid silk I

i -, o
well-grown. Pried ' WW'-.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, .\ND CO
chants, Edinburgh ; and 59, Mark Lam

. healthy,, and
on application,

n aiyi Seed Mer-

N \TIVE SCOTCH FIR ; seedlings and transplanted,

*K to 3 feet, and under ; offered at \er\' reduced prices by
WILLIA.M UROfllART ANO SONS, Dundee.

Coniferse Seeds.

E COOLING has M f.i; r fine new seed of PICEA
• NOBILIS, AblKS lANAliKNSIS, CUPRESSUS LAW-

SON I AN.\, &c Price per pound or ..uncc on application.
Mil ,sh Ni , Derby.

WILLIAM COCKS begs to offer 2-yr. Seedling
QUICK, I to i'i feet ; 2-yr. transplanted OAK, i^ loM feel

;

MYATT'S EAKLV prolific and DALMAHOV POfATOS.
Samples and Prices on application to Old Nurseries, Donington,

riTO

WANTED, CUPRESSUS O
(;ood, we 1 tri.w II ijl.iius, 3 to

'

State p, ;..•..: p. '-.tnii A, sr.N.^.ir

^^ \<\ -.W M' V I
I ..I

E
UD^Jfo";

"",'.

'
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KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEE
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIKS ALBERTUS, 5 to 9 feet, 30J. to 6oj. per dozen. Transplanted

D feet, 7s. 6d. 1
. 6d. each. Tr£

, Spruce Fir, beautifully furnished,

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MEDALS, 1851 and 1S62.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, & CO/S
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1. No. 2.

£2 2s.

No. 3. No. 4.

£1 Is.

No. 5.

10s. 6d.

nay be varied to suit the

6 feet, 60s. per do
; ID to 12 leet, lOJ. 6d. to 21s. each, a
1 thousands of these large Deodars.

CEDRUS

CEl!)RUS LEBANON, 6, 7,

t April, 1869.

AlU
wards. Wc ha'

ivcd

GENTEA,6to7feet,42j. to 601. per dozen; 8 to 10 feet,
' September, i86a

d September, 1868,

30J. to 42s. per doicn

;

„ „ ARGENTEArs to 4 feet, and as much in

circumference, 71. 6d. to los. 6d. each.

„ „ GRACILIS, 4 to 5 feet hifih, and 7 and 8 foet

JUNIPER. CHINESE, 4°o'Vfee't,42J.'pe"dozen, £15 per 100: 5 to 6
feet, 60J. per dozen, /,20 per 100; 7 to S feet, 7s. 6d. to tos. 6d. each.
All removed since AuRust, 18^. Purchasers may select from a
stock of many thousands of this fine plant, 3 to 8 feet high.

3 feet

tplaj

PICEA NOBILIS, hundreds
high, all recently removed, and are undoubtedly t

to be found in any Nursery, None are grafted.
PICEA NORDMANNIANA.s. 6, to 8 feet, 21s. to

upwards. Spl,;n(liil I'l.ims, moved August. 1868, 10
PICEA LASIuC.VRI'.\.-UMiHlreds of r

8. and feet liifilv All icmoved 1868-69.

PICEA MAGMEICA, 3, 4, and 5 feet,

PICEA PINSAPO, 4, 5, 6 and 8 feet, zis. to 63J. each. Some grand
plants. 10 to 15 feet nigh, transplanted April, 1869.

THUJA AUREA, beautiful specimens. 3, 4, 5. and 6 feet hi"''"-- ' --" '^'•=" plant -'^---^ =- --^-

THi
Till

urpassed,

14 feet high, and
feet high. Moved AugusI

ansplanted in Augu
Transplanted Sept.,

0,7, o, and 9 feet, 211. to 42J. ea
PINirs AUSTRIACA, 3 feet, £5
PIN US CEMBRA, 8toiofccl, lotoiaft. round.ioj, 6d. toaii. each
YEWS, the COMMON ENGLISH 4. 5, 6, 7. 8, 10, and 12 feet high.

Thousands, all constantly removed: invaluable where immediate
effect is soueht.

.nd ELEGANTISSIMA.—Wc have these in large
"" - - - •- Tlobes, and worked as

1 up to 10 feet high.
3 feet high.
i Nursery i

' "

many thousands of the foil

s, 4 to 10 feet.

) 8 feet high,

YEWS, IRISH, handsc
HOLLIES.—The s

finest to be r

ordinary si/es,

WATEREK -
we have h

PERRY'S \\ J

and 6 feet,

.iriety originated
high, 10 and 15 I

-Standards, los. C

li,—The fioest specimens

.S.,6.A8.

isplanted in 1868-9:-

YELLOW Berried,
4.5.6,

STANDARD, WATEJiER'S
4 to 6 feet stems, with heads
large number.

N.B.—Purchasei
the present moment considerably c
belter rooted plants cannot be wished c
fair and reasonable.

BOX, Grten and Variegated, 4, 5, 6 to 8 fei

BOX, do. do., fine pyramids, up to 8 feet.
1.*-.^.. -— dardsandpyn

mference.
J. each.

14 feet high, by the

An immense stock

feet high.

The above Collections contain only useful varieties, the quantities of whit
requirements of Customers.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections ; also carefully selected LISTS
of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWERS and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

Orders amounting to 2iJ-. sent CaT^iage paid. Allpackets ofFlower Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargeforpackages.

SOUTH ROV/, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.
Established upwards of a Century.

Corner of

HALF-MOON ST.,

PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS

GRASS SEEDS

FLOWER SEEDS

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

CATALOGUES FORWARDED POST FREE TO ANY ADDRESS ON APPLICATION.

obtained. The prices a

BAYS, _ _ „ _
LAlfRUSTlNUS, standards.
AUCLIiA TAPOMCA, thousands of beautiful plants all r

^ [ul4 „.,.

AUCUUA JAPUMCA, Herricd, hundred:
open ground and in ijots, from iSs. to la _ „AMERICAN PLANVS.-The Stock of American Plant;

HiN IS, we believe, as fine as, and more extensive than, anything of
kind to be me' —' — c-i.-j ;j. _-,.,. _ ' f*-

.

\ to 4 feet high ; in the
per doz. and upwards.

Knap

RHODODENDRONS
£5 per 100, l^ per

th in England, considerably over 50
We shall be pleased

|ers,
sample on ._^.._,

name, from £y

bushy plants, from laj-i

id upwards.

of land

apptiRHODODENDRONS the fii

£12 ros. per 100, and upwarua.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from jTk

STANDARD ^RHODODENDRONS.-Of these we possess a large
numbej of the oldest and finest specimens in the country-, many

with heads varying from 15 to 30 f'ccl

upptii

is probably no kind 1

rail roseum elcgai
We have also Rhododend

RHODuLiENDRONS, fin

tion, "Large and'hands<
AZALEAS, the very best k

r adapted for
f which we
5, standards,

, and great

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THE

NEW V.^RIEGATED

JAPANESE SPIR-ffiA,

AND FOLLOWING SELECT

NOVELTIES in FLOWER SEEDS

FOR THE PRESENT YEAR.

For full descriptions, see

CATALOGUE No. 140,

Containing all the Improved Sorts of

FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Post Free on application. rOLY.MNIA EDULIS (EalablcroolcJ Ornamental Plant).

,
of the finest varieties, 3, ^, s, and 6 feet

nign, ana as much in circumference. >
J. ti J.

KALfilA LATIFOLIA, nice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered

SPIR.a;A JAPONICA AUREA VARIEGATA.
This highly interesting pltint is a most beautiful form of the fine green-leaved species (S. japonica), which, for

its decorative effect, has been so greatly admired at the various Horticultural E.>diibitions during the last two
seasons. The present pl.ant is a hardy herbaceous Perennial of remarkably neat erect growth, i to 2 feet in height,

with glossy red tinted stems, and triply three-lobed dark green leaflets, richly traced throughout with gold coloured
veins. The flowers are produced in large, erect, densely-flowered, snow-white plumes—like racemes—and thus
forming an exceedingly graceful decorative t.able plant, cither singly or in groups, and equally beautiful for

promiscuous decoration in the Consen-atory, Drawing-room, or Vestibule. 21s.

cry plai

As well as the abo>
3 Acres of ordinary NITRSERY STOCK of

ubs (Deciduous and Evergrei

a hay—indispensable for Winter

moved April, 1869,

Koses, Ornamental

healthy plants,
ar. per doien.

Knap HiH Nursery

Flowering Shi

A PRICED and'DESCRirTIVE CATALOGUE will be fonvarded
on application. Purchasers to any e.%tent are strongly recommended
to make a personal inspection of our stock, and obtain the prices ont^ spot. No Catalogue can fairly describe many of the plants we

^
The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Wokinem 40 minutes. "

NB—There is now no difficulty in sending Plants through in thesame truck, without [package, from Woking to almost any Railway
btation in England.

AQUILEGIA CCERULEA, fine specie
CALLISACE DAHURICA
CINERARIA ACANTHIFOHA ..

DAHLIA lUPERIALIS ROSEA
DALEA MUHSI
DALECHAMPIA ROEZLIANA ROSEA .

DENDROCALAMUS STRICTUS ..

EOPEPON VITIFOLIUS
GAHNIA EliONOCARPA
GLOBULARLA TRICHOS.*
GODETLA UNDLEYANA,
HELICHK.YSUM .MINIMUM ATROPURPUREUM

1CCINEUM
IS ATROROSEUM PI
ROSEUM PLENUM

HEPATIC.\ ANGULOSA
IBERISUMBELLATA, dwarf lilac

,, „ „ white
LAPAGERIA ROSEA
LARKSPUR, CANDELABRE.n

,. new dwarf Ranunc
LEPTOSYNE MARITIMA ..

LINUM GRANDIFLORUM ROSEUM"
. PUMILA GRAND
SPECIOSA ALBA

LOBELIA PUMILA GRANDIFLORA

led (Reseda odorata

s New Tree (Reseda Parsoni) .

MYOSOSTIS LATIFOLIA
„ OBLONGATA

NICOTIANA CAVOLO, best for ciijars

PTVi
SILL
TROP/LOLUM PRI>

FIMBRIATA MAGNU.M BONUM.
J

UBERRIMA, double-flowered
F WAL^S

WALLFLOWER GOLDEN TO.M THUMB
Dwarf, early.blooming yell

ZEA (.Ml" —ic) GRACILLi.MA

THE WF.LLINGTON NURSERIES, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, W.
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J. C. Wheeler & Son,

SEED GROWERS,
GLOUCESTER; and 59, MARK LANE,

LONDON, E.C.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON'S CELEBRATED SEED POTATOS.

WHEELERS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY
We can recommend for earliness, flavour, size, and crop. In comparison with the Ashleaf it is as early, whilst it

produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior to tliat \ariety. We can recommend it with the most
perfect confidence, and have much pleasure in referring to the annexed letters, speaking in high terms of its earliness

and excellence. 3s^ q^ p^j. ^^^^ . ^qs, per bushel (56 lb.)

Speed, Gardnur
Penrhyn CastU.

"Your Gloucestershire Kidney
turned out so well that I feel I cai

the RifihL Hon. Lord Penrhyn,

, which I had from you last yeari

. Treasure, Trwkesbury Un\
" I grew last year more than 120 lb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys per

1 says 1401b., and I think he

WHEELERS' MILKY WHITE
4s. i)ei* peck; 14s. iter bushel (561b.)

i Rreatly delighted with the Milky Whi
It was the best _ „ _ .

Robinson, U'ihhaiift-strad, Bedford.
" Your Milky While Potatos are s

grew, and just what suited i

oF^^i:,

better Potato in every way. They have been very
, and came on the ground before the autumn rains

of the larger ones should
'""

" " nicety- I have

set in. Those who have never baked
lore. I do so. The name you have given them suits them .

lid they been thanked again and again for recommending th-

WHEELERS' GUINEA COLLECTION OF GARDEN SEEDS.

;h Queer
>r's\Vin(

vourile Peas

I quart Taylor's "XV incisor Eeans
I quart Early Longpod Beans
t pint Green Longpod Beans
[ pint Scarlet Runners
% pint Dwarf French Beans
[ packet Wheelers" cMra fine Beet
[ pnrl"t l^-^r'-r-w CfT-lor] PoreCOlc

, Tripoli Onion

I jM. k ->[,
. A s -III "tb Winter Broccoli

I pd...ktt LiitUui. > Mammoth Broccoli
I patkct Adams Larly White Broccoli
I packet Wheelers' Imperial Cabbage
I packet Cocoa-nut Cabbage
1 packet Red Pi^kHnj,' Cabbage J^ oz. Silver Sk

" I am much pkn . I v. nl, . u (.ulnea Collection of Garden Seeds
received to-dav : il' . jtl and liberally selected."—Rev.
J. LuKr " "

: pac Mu
I M<:loi

,i.dJvc

; Leekpacket Usury's
packet Wheelers' Tom Thumb Letti

packet Giant White Cos Lettuce
packet Hardy Hammersmith Lettuci
o2. Mustard
oz. White Spanish Onion

' Keeping Onion

' I take thi?

that
:

iceeded it. 1 sha:

% my friends to yoL

isfactic

,nd alsc

—P. M. G. Williams, M.K <

"The Seeds reached mc s.it. i, i, II

thank you for so liberally mctlin^; my
llic excellent way in which your seeds

I ••_. morning, and I have to

lufit. Nothing can exceed
: put together, and I never

I oz. Snowball Turnip
r oz. American Red Sione Turnip
[ oz. Orange Jelly Turnip
[ packet Summer Savory
[ packet Capsicum
I packet ChUi
[ packet Tomato
r packet Vegetable Marrow
[ packet Sweet Marjoram
1 packet Sweet Basil
t packet Thyme | i packet Gourds

' \"ii to my friends. Year after ye

&c."—Rev. C. liAHNWELi,, Ficaragr,
' Your Little Book

tple;

:rIy."_Jo

-F. J. Hit
with seeds. iThey gave

^^^'''.ffS'. I'incohtshi't

-Captain Wasey. FoxUv Grovel
sider your seeds excellent, lor the last t..„ ^. ..„« 3,;a-
led no others. "—Captain H. St. John, R.N., Thornbury.

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE. is. per packet, Post Free.

THE

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE

IS A NEW
AND

VERY EARLY VARIETY,

PERFECTLY DISTINCT, OF

MOST EXCELLENT

FLAVOUR.

It should be planted i8 inches

apart.

Will yield an early and

continuous supply.

This Cabbage is a decided

novelty, and a

great acquisition.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
Large packet, Is. ; Smaller packet, 6d., Post Free.

ucc is a very good sc

r to Haron dc Kutzcn.
uld thank Messrs. Wheelei, Stafford Fa,

ely for wii
packet of their celebrated Tom Thumb Lettuce."—

H

another packet of the best Lcttut
\ Thumb."—11. P. Webb.

PATERSON'S SUPERB MELON. is. per Seed.

Gardner foMrT'^S,,^/!""
™%™^=d d,"^i"g "« l^^^' summer {,869) at Pontypool Park, by Mr. Paterson,

n^i M„»„ ? Q w fl ^ ^ ^'^^i
".^y<='gh>:d 24lb., and measured 42 inches in circumference. It was raised from

carle^ flesh- and.; fe.' .""n"" r'"'
'-^^ '^'"^'' '*°'=''> °^ "''"'^'"^ fl^™"-"' ""d very ;>andsome, with fine richscarlet Hesh

,
and as seen by the dimensions given, of extraordinary size and weiffht It oroduced im seedq andthis IS all the stock there is of it. Patersons sSperb Melon can only be obtained trae of

P'°'""="' '^9 seeds, and

J. C. WHEELER and SON, of GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870, Price 6d., P^st Free. Gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER and SON deliver all Seeds and Seed Potatos Carriage Free bv Rail (exccDtinff verv smiUparcels), and all Flower Seeds Free by Post. Five per cent, discount for cash.
^ KxCLpting very small

J. C. WHEELER and SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER; and
59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE PAID.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
To suit Gardens of various sizes,

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

New and Choice Vegetable Seeds.
»»..,,. , .. Per packet.

—

s. d.
Williams AIe.\andra BROCCOLI 16
Dell's fine Dark BEET 10
Williams Matchless RED CELERY.! !! "10
Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new .! i

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variclv i 6
Digswell Prize ENDIVE .. .. .. .'.06
All the Year Round CABB.\GE LETTUCE ..06
Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE . . o 6
Lee's Immense Hardy Green CABBAGE LET-
TUCE, new ,0

Webb's Climax MELON, new 26
(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever offered.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Refient's Park, June 30, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed,
excellent flavour, and 12 days earlier than any
other known kind, new ..26

Nuneham Park ONION, quite distinct from any
other variety .

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

, . ..10
Farley's selected Double Curled PARSLEY, new ..10
La.xton's Supreme PEA, new .. .. per half pint 2 o
Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PEA, new, do. 2 o
Cullingford's Champion Marrow PE.A, new, per quart

(The finest flavoured Wrinkled Martow in cultivation )

Barley's Defiance TOMATO, new
(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.!

Orangefield Dwarf Prolific TOMATO

36

New and Choice Flower Seeds.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White,

or Mixed 2^. 61/., y. 61/., and 5 o
CALCEOLARIA, Neills extra choice strain, 2s. 6d.,

y. 6d., and 5 o
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain,

2s. 6d., 3J. 6d., and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strjiin, is.6d.,Qs.6d., & 3 6
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain . , zs. 6d. and 2 6
GERANIUM, Le Grand .. .. ij. 6</. and 2 o
GLOXINIA, from the finest erect varieties is. and 2 6
HOLLYHOCKS, Chater's splendid varieties, mixed i o
PANSY, from Prize flowers .. .. is. and 2 6
PINK, finest double-fringed varieties.. ij. and
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize strain is. and
VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLAN UMS 2.t. 6d. &
ASTER, Dwarf, Victoria White, very fine .

.

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA .. is. and ;

CENTRANTHUS MACROSIPHON BICOLOR,

CLARKEa'iNTEGRIPETALA, Tom Thumb, new
CONVOLVULUS MINOR UNICALUS, new ..

DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM,
new . . .

.

. . . . . . . . .

.

ESCH.SCHOLTZIA AURANTIACA, new..
EUTOCA SERICEA, very dwarf, with pretty deep

violet flowers, new .

.

. .

HELENIUM BOLANDERI, Dwarf Perennial
specit

LILIUM AURATUM
LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA,
new , , . .

Williams' Improved FRENCH MARIGOLD,
beautifully striped and very large . . . . ,

.

Parson's New TREE MIGNONETTE
NEMOPHILA ATOMARIA ELEGANS, new ..

OXALIS TROP^OLOIDES VIRIDIFOLIA,
green-leaved variety, new . . . , . . .

.

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new
PYRETHRUM PARTHENIFOLIUM AUREUM,
Golden Feather.

.

u. and 2 6
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three

colours . . . . . . . . . , . . ,.26
(These arc, without exception, the finest ever ofiered, the

colours being scarlet, purple and white, Eind of remarkable
1

brilliancy in the two former and purity in the latter; the flowers
are very double, and produce immense spikes of bloom; they
make a grand display in beds and for ribbon borders.)

PURPLE QUEEN .STOCK, a very dwarf and
beautiful variety, the flowers are very double, and
splendid colour .

.

. . . . . . . . . , I o
WHITE TEN-WEEK STOCK, Wallflower-leaved,

(This is the purest and finest White Stock in cultivation.)

IMPERIAL PURPLE SWEET PE.AS, very large o 6
TACSONIA V.AN VOLXEMII, splendid green-

house Climber 26
TROP.EOLUM GOLDEN KING of TOM
THUMBS, new 10

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new . . is. 6d. and 2 6
(This is an interesting and extremely useful variety, pro-

ducing in great abundance pure white flowers, very robust and
dwartin habit, which renders it very effective in spring and
summer, and invaluable during the late autumn months.)

WALLFLOWERS, Saunders' fine dark variety ..10
ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA Flore-pleno, new., i o

B. S. W.'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FLOWER. VEGETABLE, and AtiRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready, Post Free, on appUcation.
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duyBantbemumB.
ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

ralloin, bciJfi to offer 50 I'airj CUTTINGS, best varidicn, Iro

l.ii iTC.'tt collection of ClirytaiitlicmuinH, for jCt; 25 I'alm dill

lof Srf.i 55 fiiirn I'OMI'ONS, 10/. 6rf. ; 13 Pair, bc.t JAI'ANI'.SK
(;ilkVSAN'l'llKMirMS,r.i. Any of the above forw.-irdcd pom free

I ( iM I'll

I

,
JIanly KvcrKreclii*, Ornamental Ti

i,«rc.

Nnrncry In In a very cxpoKed 1

<ry Nursery, Matlock,
Ills CATAI,Oi:UK of

ready, wbicli lie will be

, llie Boll of a lil.r

RanunculuBoa, Anemones, Flower Seeds, Ice

CTYSO, I'l.oKIST, &c., Wfinintrford, Ik-rks, offcl

• h.rcr or Bitiall n«»ortment« of tlicnc Ilcauliful I'lowers, whii

1 an be iielil hafcly by JlOKt.

KANUNCUI.USKS, 35 choice named «ort«, for.

Wandsworth Common Nursery.
T,.n n. c.' w;,lk f..,n, I l„|,l,.,.n J„.,.ti..n,

Tl/f k, KOl'.h.kT Nl'.AI. l.r|;., t.. iiivil.- llu' ntli-nli.

L'lL'CtiollS,

Ills 3'., 51,

11 CO on aonll

1 ALI'INK

Ter doditn, At., 6r., 01., i»., and l8r.

CATAI.OIJUKS free on application.

STUI'llKN DRdWN, WcMon-»npcr-Marc, Soiner!iel»liir

To the Trade.
SI'KCIAI, (lI'l'KIl of I M II M ,1 , rVKAMlDAI.IS (NKW).

WM. KNIOIIl li'ii -'I' I. for llie above 11™
va,i,U- ,,f lAI 11 ,11.1 ., Ii.v.nt- now i(ro«n It for fiv<

v;,,.; i.n I:., M-.l h I,.,. l»o, ;,e,., Krowini,- ft bin Nnr»ery by
111 iiM ' 1 1

urn, by n III nil it liaH been pronounced a fine,

IkimIi. . ..n|.. I

I
if Hterlinff merit, tlic baliil beini; roliitit,

i.>i>i|.. I
.

11 , y r. '.'.Iiite, nearly twice tile nine of tbc old vnrieticH,
mill .1, .1 ..III. Willi a ci.iilinu.ition of (lowcrH durinn tlie

Special Offer.
OIIN CR.NNSTON, liavinR a large surplus slock iif

llie iiiuliiinnili.iniil iirti. lin. will lie lm|i]iy to rnrnisli sp '

'

lid Chinas, suitable for

WKKI'INi; A
I'.NIil.lSH II,

ASl'AKAliUS

1>1':.\UTII'-UI, Sl'RlNG KI.OWERS.—Now r(?,icly,

' ' in .itionK plants :—
11I,1'ATIi:AS, sorli., .|«. pcrdoicn.
I'UIMKDSiK.S, donbic l.il.i.

, .|. : dunlib- While (u, per dorcn.

iAtS, dol
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Prime Nurseiy Stoolc.

SCOTT, Mcninll. Scmuisct, hn

EI.MS; MRjSldlCH.
MON aii.l I'l'KICKV;
WALNUTS, oiKl YEWS

SYCAMORI'.S or TT^AN'ES, 7 to 9 feet, 3.1. per dozen.
t \1M' ^^'^^^<, f"' 1,-. - iVrt, "^ pcrdozcii.

' A. WILKIN, Tipircc, Kelvcdon, Essex.

w-v,',v;;
,1 roK'rr(;.\i.

To the Trade.

IT^RESH CONIFl^ROUS SEEDS.
^ ABIES, cxcelsa. Common Fir, per ic» il>., sot. ; per lb., a/.

„ iKJCtiiiaia, Common Siiruce, ix-t ioo lb., 38*. ; per lb., 6/.

, Appollinis, per lb., lor. ; per 02,, lorf.

,, balsnmca, ix:r lb.> 10s. ; per oi., icxf.

„ Itnmoiiiaiia, 1000 seeds, 15*.

„ canadensis, per lb., 14J. ; per 01., ir.

,, .nIh.T, per n>., iRt. : per oz., is. 4d.

r. 6rf. ; nobilis, per

Strubus, pt-r 100 lb., 475*. ;
pcr lb., $1. 6.1.

svlvcstris,
" '"

Hcnthami

i.v<-: ncroz., lorf.

-s 6ii. ; ricnta, per 01.,

1 lb., 9J. ; pcroz., 9./,

. . ijr. ; per 01., u. irf.

-y brf. ;attica,pcrlb., i8f.
; pcro

MC(i. pcr lb., i3f. ; per 01., u.
iiw Id,, iooj. ; per lb., u. 31/.

, K16.T. : per lb., IS. 3J.

;
perlb.,6rf.

475J. ;
pcr lb., t - - ..

Pine, too lb., 1501. ; per lb., i*. qd.

, per lb., 4f, 6rf. ; per oz., t

'1 l\,'!sl'.6S!^:^l'rolX/.

lifolir

i, per
r lb.

, q

aiis, pcr lb.,' 3*. ; occidcntftlis mircft v.iricgatn,
, (.A ; m r..nm!,ilis, per 11..

,
7*. ; pcr o?.., M.

il'i 'M \, liMiif, .1, 11... M I (In, I2J. ; 25,000 seeds, ajos.

I
I \

,
I

I

II . I 1 \ porter of Seeds, Ktc,,

' ' >
. I

I
I I

' ! ^1"1'',DS, in fresh quality,

*iblc

rcttucslcd i

,'ith lo

Cottlngliam Nurseries.-Established 1788.

IIUI.I. r.Sl'AUI.ISHMKNT, 7, MARKKT ri.ACF..MA K 'V I N AND SON respectfully offer as
follows :-

Al'I'LES, pyramids, on Taradise, a and 3-yr., from 15J. pcr dozen.

I'EARS, pyrai

a and 3-vr
TLUM.S, pyrii

CIlKKKn-'s,

ACKR M':i

oiiK, froln 9*. per dozen.
. ,ii»l 3-yr. ,9*. to au. per dozen; Pear,
. 11 : standards, fine, la*. per dozen.
^< .Hid aif. iicr dozen.

•n; Ch)ncsc, a to 3 feet.

AUCI ); \, I
......... I 1.1, II. !..

,
\

' ilnyrn. .,

A/..'\l.l' \, null, i.'fn .1 li, ,
, , u iicrdozcn.

Al/ni 1 \, I
,

I 11 I. ,.>(. pcrdozcn.
1U)\ I !>! !, , 1^1 ,' I.I,; |.. I .l../cn.

lURCIl. n.-vv. u.i |.n, , V. ni |. il, ,\U. per doZCU.
HKKIIKKIS, l>;ll^^inii, i u. I'j Lull, biisliy, 6.T. pcr dozen.
CAMMLI.IAS, line, immed kind.s, a or 3-yr., aii. to 36s, i>cr dozen.'
CRYl'Tt)M]-;U[A, japonica, i foot, fine, 31. pcr dozen, 161. per 1

^5 per 1000.

CUI'IiKSSl'S, I,;iwN(.ni,in,i. k"'!'! variclv. 1o.^ to 60J. per dozen.

3*. to 6*. pcr 100.

3 35s. pcr 100; tricolor, do., 30

LAT \'.i I I \. I II
I

! .1 II

l.II \ ,
' '

,
I

I
i

1
. ( n ; auratum, 181. to 30J, pcr dozen.

Lllil - 1 I
i M

,
. . :; .1 I, : .. i

, , j 10 4 fcel^ os, per dozen.
LII A' ,

iMJM.I.
, I

f I

1
II ' I, ) ).. 1 Ih?, ; white, 3 to 4 feet, 6.t. per doz.

LAURKt.,fau...sk:., inu-, ^, per dozen; Colchic, fine, 6j. pcr dozen ;

PortuRdl, bushy, a to 3 feet, 40J. to 75*. per 100.

OAKS, a to 3 feet, 27.1. 6rf. per 1000.

I'OPI.ARS.ofkinds, 8to 14 feet, its. to 3^. per lOO.

PI.ATANUS, sio6feti,f>.«. pcr dozen.

I'INUS CEMHRA, iJ u> iH inches, 12s. per dozen.
(jUICKWOOI), 3 yr. triinspliiited, aoj, per 1000.

R(1SI''.S, fine nniiKd kinds, (Uvjirfs. in pots, (XiS. pcr 100.

,, ,, ,, rrnni l!ic (jroimd, joj. per 100.

To Planters.
JOHN NICI-SON has a si»Ieiulia stock of the followinR
ff I'rri's, wliirh hr will supply at t;rcaily reduced prices to effect

I ''I I'll '' M^. ni .Ii ills, la to 18 inches; transpl.intcd, a 103 feet.

\ 11. Ill
t

I'
,
iin, pl.iutcd

I
HORNBF.AM, 3t04fl.,lransprftnteti

1.
1
Ml I 1 1.1 IC'-^I ^, .'I ,ill ihc best kinds

M\Mllis|M. Ks
I ^ Strong THORN QUICK

cspondcnts, or salfsfactory 1

irl's Hill N«rser>'. Bristol.

^.^"^^

rp HE GOLDEN V.\RIEr,.\TKDWELLlNGTONL'\.X iMrstclas? Certificate from Royal Horticultural Society of
Kn.-l.ind, 1866.

Fir-.t-cUsN (\nilRMto from RovanTori;aiU,ii.it S,.,l.lv of Ireland. 1867.
Kn-si., t.iss CrrnrtrKc nt M:in>-hfM.T l-M.-rrM^.-n ,1 1M.,l,ition, i86;.
Ki.M , l.i-.-. (.ti,iH-.ue;u KiiMilniiili I itr .: ,ii I I .!,,]. iiion. 1869.

" it is vcr>; beautiful."—Kditors oi Oardouti' Ch>vnielt.
" A pj-mmid of superbly coloured v.iricgntion."—Editor of Ganlttun'

lay and expense of packint;.

)\lo.k
I

Laurel, narrow Ic.ivcd, a toil feet

Arbor-vita:, American, 5 lo 6 feet ' Qucrcus ilc

J, Siberian, 3! to 4 feet I to 18 im
Corse, double, in i>ols, strong Rhododend:
Ilartogia capensis (Cape L.-iurcl), Holly,

lucal,

nea, selected, 4 to 5 1

X (F.vcrRrcen (_>ak)|

;hcs [34 incli

ponticuni,
leaved, ereen, il to

Phillyrea olcafolin, a to a| h. [a ft.

At 18*. per dozen,

eel
;
rhillvie;. ole.ir.ilia. »| to 3 feet

O i\ by i\ feet
j

inches
wnsLS, a to affect Tnxus japonic.! (Jap.in Ve
jw leaved, a| to 3 feet I la to 15 inches

At 341. per dozen.

Ivy, Rreen tree, 18 to 34 inches
" jrtURal, pyramids, 3 t

inchcH

t.>S feet

feci

„ clci:-ans, a to a) feet
\rbor-vitic compacta, a) to 3 tcct
Vucuba ja|K>nica, very bushy, a to

At 36*. pcr dozen,

iverta (Wecpinff Spruce),

[3i feet

Smithiann, 3 to 3I Icet
idis pcn(UtIa,3 to 4 feet

1, Portuj;al (pyramids, very

!USC|CK«I
t8 to 24 i

> 7 feet

(Kotd leaved),

ish,5to6fect

At 43f. per dozen,

a, fine specimens, 3 to 1 Junipcrusphocnicia. 3 to 4 feet

,, S.hciiii, n* I" 4 (cet

-.-.trMO.fi.-! I.> , r-r-,
I

,, tlt1^ilVr,Mnr.1,^^•Junlpc^),4lO
.'' ' ' .. -' i.,.M,,,,M,.7lecl [sleet

6 feet

5 10 6 feet

At 48X. pcr do,

a,4to.sfcct
I

Juni
nncnsis, 4 to 5 feet „ il

4 tos feet
I

., V

1,410;: feel I I

4 to 5 feet \\

At 60J. pci >i<<

Abies Mcnzicsii, 7 to 8 feet

., inonstrosa, 7 to 8 feet

Arbor-vitn: compacta, 4 to 4) feet

Juniperuschincnsis, very hue, sto
fi feet

„ dens.ila, 5 to fi feet

,, (;l.-iuca, s lo 6 feet

erect
,
plifrmcia, 5 toeicet

,
,^mithiana,4tosfeet

,
ihurifera, 6 to 7 feet

Jiiiiipcru.s viixiinana, S to 10 Icet

,, viridis peiidula, 5 to G feet

Laurel, colchic (very line), 8 lo k
r,,, ' f5.o6r<ci

,, r. itiir II, |i\ I iniids (very line)

I''
. .1 JlOJlfel

I .
, . . n., fincSKi?!!

I i>i.i,ilaa| reel
I I |. .1-. I'-i. ,lll^, 6t07 feet

U flli.iKIoni.i CIK-UIM, 3 to 3I feet

bics nlbcrtiann, 7 to 8 feel,
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THE NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION OF NAPLES,
NOW BEING DISTRIBUTED BY

James Carter & Co.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

JAMES CARTER and CO., OFFER THEIR

CHOICE SELECTED STOCKS OF THE FOLLOWING ONIONS.
THE NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION of NAPLES, Is. per packet. I

ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ONION, Is. per packet.
EARLY WHITE NAPLES ONION, Silver-skinned, vei-y fine, NEW LARGE WHITE GLOBE TRIPOLI ONION, Is. per

Is. per packet. I packet.

NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION OF NAPLES.
Carters Select Stock, awarded a S/ectat Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

A splendid variety of Onion, of delicate flavour, large globular shape, and light brown skin. Cultivation for .Autumn sowing :—Sow in July and pUnt out the following
Spring, 8 or 9 inches apart, on land that has been dug i8 inches deep and well manured. Sliould any of the bulbs after planting start for seed, it is only necessary to take off the
top, the bulb will then continue to grow as usual. If sown in the Spring, this variety will produce larger Onions than any Spring sort.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

These Collections produce a plentiful supply of Choice Vegetables all the year round.
COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. i. price

I2J. 6i/., packing included, suitable for a small
Cottage Garden.

HUNDREDFOLD PEA, orthe COOK'S FAVOURITE
{illustrated at page 1280, Gardeners' Chronicle, 1869),
in sealed packets, yj. 6;/. per quart, 4J. per pint.

P.\TERSON'S BOVINIA. or CATTLE FEEDER
POTATO, the heaviest cropper known. Per lb.,

\s. 6d.
; 7lb., gs.

;
561b., 65J.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 2,

price 21 J., packing included, suitable for a Small
Garden.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 4,

price 63 J., packing included, suitable for larger

Gardens.

For detailed Table of these Collections, see
CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870,
forwarded Gratis and Post Free.

L A X T O N ' S "ALPHA" PEA, the earliest

Wrinkled variety, in sealed packets, ys. 6d. per

half pint.

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA, described as "a Grand
Pea." In sealed packets, half pint, 2s. 6d.

;
pint,

4J-, 6d. ;
quart, 8s. 6d.

For full descriptions, see CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1870, Post Free. One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 3, price

42J., packing included, suitable for a Garden of half

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE suitable for Uritaiu^ giving size, price, popul;

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliaf,-!

growth, limber, use in arts, native countrj; and
ription, lorm, colour,

country and size there, si

:upious Index of their syn

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
\vith their generic, specific, and English names, native country,

height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free Ijy

'"
'^ RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman , Worcester.
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faint reflection, we conceive, on the Office of

Works. In fact, he believes that eleven additional

parks could be added to the metropolis, without

any excess of annual expenditure beyond that

already voted by the House of Commons for the

maintenance of the London parks. We wish we
could think likewise ; but as there are no data sup-

plied by which to test the assertion, our readers

must take it for what it may be worth.

The next measure proposed—although this is

an opportunity that may probably be equally open
to the public forty years hence— is the abolition

of all private rights in London squares, and we
presume the residents in those squares will be
expected to contribute their quota towards the

metropolitan rate for effecting the improvement,
and depriving them of their privileges, unless

the country will kindly bear a portion of the

expense. It seems hardly necessary to point out

that most of the squares are private property,

and can only be acquired as other private pro-

perty is, by paying for it ; and that the owners
of the squares, moreover, would have to com-
pensate the residents in the houses surrounding
the scjuares for the breach of contract this would
entail, which would enhance the price. There is

no reason why such a principle should not be
extended to the seats of the nobility and gentry

throughout the country ! Even if the sc[uarcs

could by any inexplicable process become the

property of the Metropolitan Board of Works, it

is extremely doubtful whether the public would
gain any appreciable advantage from them, since

they would probably become popular playgrounds
for the children of the adjoining alleys and mews,
which would render the surrounding property
liable to very considerable deterioration, and
hardly conduce to the beauty or cleanliness of

the town.

We can sympathise with the Board in not
obtaining possession of Leicester Square, although
they seem to have adopted somewhat singular

means for conciliating the present owners of the

square. They placed in various portions of the
square notices intimating their intention to take
steps for its future management. These proceed-
ings were very naturally resisted by the owners
of the square, who brought an action for trespass
against them. The action was successful, and
on appeal the verdict was confirmed ; so that

after great expenditure in litigation, the Board
found they had taken means but ill adapted to

the end. We think the ratepayers may fairly

question such use being made of their money.
Our limited space prevents us entering into

some remarks referring to the disused cemeteries
in the metropolis. We are glad to agree that a
considerable improvement might be effected in

them by a little judicious planting, but at the
same time it is an open question whether it would
be advisable to remove all gravestones that are
uninteresting, as the resting place of the dead has
always been an object of \ cneration to English-
men, and we can hardly conceive on what
grounds of moral equity one grave should be held
in greater respect than another, unless some
serious inconvenience creates the necessity for
showing a distinction. We sliould also be glad
to see any improvement that could be made in

the thoroughfares of the metropolis, and rows of
trees no doubt might be planted mth effect in

some places, as in continuing the line of the
avenue from the broad walk in the Regent's
Park to Portland Place, through the gardens of
Park Square, an impro\ement we prominently
advocated in our columns (1S65, p. 410).

We cannot help wondering how it was that
some beneficent genius did not abridge the
remarks advising the absence of flowers from
our public promenades. The Geraniums are
to Mr. McKenzie what a red rag is to
a bull ; and when he reflects that all these
flowers cost inoney that might be spent
at Barnes, or elsewhere, in the suburbs, his
indignation knows no bounds. There is a rumour
that tlie new First Commissioner intends to
curtail the sum devoted to the summer decoration
of the parks, and to look after gardeners and all

those sort of persons ; but he has confessed he
is not to be considered as an authority in these
matters, and we are inclined to believe him.

However, the great object of this pamphlet, and
which has induced us to follow its observations
thusfar, is to advocate thctransfercnce of all public
works in the metropolis from the Office of Works
to the Metropolitan Board. The career of the
Albert Life Insurance, of Overend & Gurney,
.md of various railway companies, has not created
that confidence in the public mind in the

administration of City men, that the author of

this pamphlet professes to expect. For our own
part, we would rather have a First Commis-
sioner—even, we were going to say, Mr. Avrton
—whom we can criticise and possibly displace,

than a Board which can hardly pretend to any
special knowledge of the Art side of matters they

are called upon to decide. The Office of Works
presents many anomalies, but a City adminis-

tration might be worse.

We perceive that Mr. B.\tem.\n' is announced to

deliver a lecture on the Wellingtonia—the Gre.\t

Tree and the Great Man—at the Charlotte Street

School, Pimlico, on Tuesday evening next, the

proceeds to be devoted to charitable purposes. May
the learned lecturer have an audience befitting the

greatness of his subject

!

• Mr. Thiselton Dyer, lately Professor of

Natural History at the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, has been appointed to the chair of Botany

in the Royal College of Science, Dublin. We
see some of our contemporaries raise an outcry against

this appointment. For our own parts we know nothing as

to the merits of the case further than this, that Sir.

Dyer is a very competent person to fill the appoint-

ment in question.

Gardeners—"Town Gardeners," especially

—

will feel honoured by this tribute from "Punch" to

the memory of " Sam Broome." It is headed

—

"A Blessing on an Old Broome.
" Poor old Broome, art thou gone ! and shall we hear

Thy annu,aly«/>/Ai/f never more,

O'er the Chr)-.santhemum5 that were so dear

Unto thy honest heart, as, year by year,

They decked the Temple Garden's swarded floor !

" Like Henry Brougham, thy greater homonym,
Thv pride and joy was to see cleared aw.ay

The stagnant, stifling smoke-clouds, that made din

The Temple of the law, and on Thames brim,

,\likc for flowers and lawyers darkened day.

" .\nd when the Smoke-Act passed— and
stream

Steamers forbore to smoke, and on Thames shore

Ghimney-shafts ceased from sooty mouths to teem

The blacks, that turned to griminess the gleam
Of the Chr>'santhemums thou didst adore

—

" Never was simple man more glad than thou.

Never were gentler pride and joy than thine

—

Pleased to see pleas'd crowds round thy Pompous bow,
Children, maids, barristers of parchment brow,

Who rarely noticed sun's or blossom's shine.

" Along Thames bank thy blooms stood brave and bold,

The brighter for the brick and mortar round :

And if thy flowers were flowers of gold.

So innocent none grew from Temple mould,
None so enriched, yet cumbered not, the ground.

" How oft, when autumn davlight in the West
Was blended with the City's lurid flare,

P.ile cheeks and aching brows thy flowers have blest.

That breathed a breath of Nature and her rest,

On brains o'er-wearied with law's cark.and care.

" Farewell to thee, kind, honest, old Sam Broome,
In botdons d'or above thee bloom the mould

—

No London smoke distress thee in the tomb,
.\nd vvhoso'er i' tlie Temple fills thy room.

May the new Broom sweep clean as did the old.

Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co. have sub-

mitted to our inspection a specimen of a Perforateii
Enamel Flower-pot, introduced by theni with the

view of insuring the perfect aeration and drainage of

the soil in which the plant is potted. For this puqjose

the side and bottom of the new flower-pot are pierced

with a series of fine holes (about 100 to the square

inch), which are sufficiently small to prevent the mould
sifting through the pores, and yet large enough to

admit, not only of the evajioration of all superfluous

moisture, but the ready access of air to the mould
itself. Hence the two conditions essential for the suc-

cessful cultivation of land—viz., the oxygenation of

the earth, either by digging or ploughing, and the

partial desiccation of the soil by means of draining

—

are effectually accomplished, and that in the simplest

possible manner. So that, not only is it impossible for

the roots to become soddened by an excess of moisture

remaining stagnant in the pot, but the soil is continually

being enriched by the " eremacausis " (or slow com-
bustion of the carbonaceous matter in the earth) which
necessarily ensues immediately the mould is brought

into connection with the atmosphere, and by the con-

sequent regidar supply of carlionic acid and ammonia
to the roots. Such is the theoiy upon which the

efficacy of the new perforated flower-pot is founded ;

and this is, say the inventors, proved to be fully borne

out in j^ractice. Of this we cannot yet speak from
experience, but the invention is elegant, and deserves a

trial.

We published at p. loS, some remarks refeiring

to a letter adilressedto the Council of the Royal Horti-
CULruR.M. .Society' by one of the gentlemen recently

removed from the Floral Com.mittee. The official

reply received to that letter, a copy of which we have
seen, merely states that "the Council decided on the

gentlemen whom they would this year invite to act on the

Floral Committee after a full consideration of the sub-

ject." Of course it could hardly be expected but that

the Council would uphold its dignity under the circum-

stances, the more so as it appears there has been no abso-

lute rule laid down as to the manner in which the

annual changes in the Committees shall be made ; and
therefore it is open to the Council to do just as it

pleases. It is almost too much to expect from corporate

human nature that which we do expect from honour-

able individuals—a confession of a mistake, but at

any rate the members of the several Committees have a

right to know precisely on what terms they hold

oftice, and what are the conditions under which they are

liable to be removed. If the members of these

Committees are to be mere puppets in the hands of the

Council, to be pulled this way or that way as that

august body may choose, the authority of the Coin-

mittees as a whole, and the self respect of their

individual members, will be reduced to a minimum.
We do not believe that this is the intention of the

Council, nor is it likely that it would be submitted to

by the Committees. We prefer to retain the hope
that the new arrangements which are to be made will

satisfy the equitable requirements of the case, and pre-

vent the recurrence of proceedings such as those which
have given rise to this discussion.

Mr. Fish sends us an interesting illustration of

the fact that Vine roots will live and grow for a period

of five or less years without any top growth at all :

—

"In the specimens sent there .are a dead root and a
living growing extremity. The living portion received

nothing through or beyond the dead portion. Neither

along the entire distance between the two—which, in the

case of the specimen with the upper portion tied on to the

under, was at least a yard—has a shoot or leaf of any kind

been produced. The" roots, nevertheless, were in active

growth, with abundance of spongioles feeding apparendy
m the usual manner. The discovery of the large speci-

men sent was made in this wise. A set of old Muscat
Vines, which were prized on account of family associa-

tions, were transplanted into a new border six years

ago. It is my practice at this season of the year to

remove the worn-out surface soil and replace it with new.

This season the renewing process was carried deeper

than usual. In removing the earth we came upon the

Ihames 'ai'Scst root sent. It seemed in splendid condition, root-

ing aw.ay as one likes to see them do, but by the removal

of the earth its main branch was laid bare ; and
my disappointment and astonishment were great when
I found that it terminated in rottenness ; and I believe

that the connection nuisl have been severed soon after the

Vines were transplanted. During the process of removal

several of the roots looked somewhat suspicious. Many
were cut off, but all that seemed to have a chance of

living were left. This is doubtless one that refused to

profit by its chance of new life. On examining the

rotten portion, you will, I think, come to the same con-

clusion, that it has been dead many years. [Yes.] But I

have more positive evidence to offer on that head. Five

years ago we resolved to renew another house of Vines.

The portion of the border next the house was taken out.

the new soil introduced, and a brick wall built up between
the new border and the old. A few days since part of this

wall was removed to see if further extension was necessary.

It was not. But outside the wall plenty of old roots were

found, and in full growth, like those sent. They were
all unattached, and h.ad made no attempt to form tops."

We do not remember to have heard of a precisely

similar case before in Vines, though every one must
have observed how long the vitality lasts in the roots of

trees left in the ground and severed from the top. The
fact is somewhat analogous to that of the subterranean

tubers of some Orchids, wdiich increase and multiply

below the ground for years without putting up a leaf.

In the case of Fir trees, the stumps of which are said

occasionally to increase annually by the formation of

woody rings, Goeppert has traced a junction or

"anastomosis" between the roots of the slump and

those of adjacent perfect trees.

It would appear, from some remarks of Mr.

Anderson in the current number of the " Florist,"

that Gooijy'era Dawsonian.a must henceforth be the

name of the plant known in gardens as Anajctochilus

Dawsonianus, the plant on producing its flowers

—

white, in a hyacinth-like spike—proving to belong to

the latter genus. One great advantage which this plant

possesses over others of its race, consists in the facility

with which it may be cultivated. " As a nde, each

Ansctochilus has a little artificial atmosphere for itself

enclosed by a bell-gla,ss, but this thrives far better

without any coddling of the kind. Its fine foliage

becomes of an intenser hue of dark velvety umber-

brown, when left exposed to the ordinary stnte of a

stove atmosphere, and as a consequence the texture of

]

the leaf is much firmer, and less liable lo gel injured

' either by inferior cultivation or, by A\hal is allended

often with fatal effects, the long duration of dark days.

It seems to get along well under the ordinaiy food

treatment given to Indian Orchids."

An extraordinary Frost has been experienced

in Algeria. It appears, from a letter addressed to

Dr. HooKERby Colonel Pl.vyfair, the British Consul-

General, that the last three days of the old year were

very severe all over the country, but that in the neigh-

bourhood of Algiers a hard frost prevailed, and sheets

of ice were formed in the garden of the British Con-

sulate— "a thing," Colonel Pl.\yfair says, "not
known since the French occupation of Algeria. The
effects of this unusual visitation, in a countiy where

many tropical plants flourish in the open air, has been
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to kill such introduced plants as Bamboo, Cherimoyers,

Guavas, Bananas, as well as a good many other plants,

which were growing in an unhealed greenhouse, such

as Mavantas, Stephanotis, Allamandas, and Passifloras.

Colonel Playfair says—" Truly this is a delightful

climate to live in, but a most perplexing one for a

horticulturist ; the heat of summer and the cold of

winter, want of rain, siroccos, locusts, &c., are evils

that no care can entirely guard against. The

Musa Ensete is very much injured, but the Jardin

d'Essai lies so low that it is doubtful if it ever actually

froze there. The garden of the British Consulate, on

the other hand, is high and veiy cold."

M. Van Houtte, in the last number of

the " Flore des Serres," annoimces the new Violet

Marie Louise .as a variety of great merit and

excessively odoriferous, the flowers very large and

very double, brilliant and distinct in colour, having the

outer part of a lavender-blue, and the centre white.

The foliage is shining, the peduncles long and finn, and

altogether, he says, the new variety is one of very

choice quality, bearing an entirely novel aspect.

saw on sticks, September 6, at Mr. Sturt's, most noble

lines of Veitch's Perfection. Mr. .Sturt said they were
delicious. The haulm was laden with pods, nine Peas

in a pod. My readers cannot hurt themselves by selec-

tion from *' my catalogue." I'V. F, Radclyffc.

CEROPEGIAS.
These plants are not met with in <

growing, but very little when at rest. This last

remark applies more particularly to those species with
thick tuber-like stems. F. W. B.

HOW TO RAISE NEW PEARS.
I feel that I can recommend to the young porao-

1 logist no occupation more interesting tlian that of
: collections as

; raising Pear trees from the pips of our finer kinds of
frequently as might be expected from the singularity and Pears. The operation is very simple, for he has only

even elegance of their flowers. Indeed it is rare to
|
to save the pips of a favourite Pear, and at once to

meet with them at all, except in botanic gardens. In * plant them in a flower-pot, say 6 inches in diameter,

;ardening, as in other matters, people are the slaves of
|
filled with fresli mould, lusing his finger and thumb so

fashion, and virtually ignore the existence of floral

beauties if they do not happen to be a la vwde.

Our figure represents a recently introduced species,

Ceropegia Sandersoni, figured a short time since in the
" Botanical ilagazine," and which is perhaps the most

striking of the whole group. The stem is long, about

as thick as a goose quill, and, as remarked by Dr.

Hooker, is somewhat like that of a Vanilla. The leaves

are ovate-cordate in form, thick and fleshy, and borne

on short round petioles. The peduncles are axillary,

3—4 flowered. Flowers large, of the peculiar form

represented in the engraving ; they are of a pale gi'een,

mottled and veined with darker gi'een, and have a pecu-

liarly translucid appearance. The 5-lobed hood is ciliated

along the margin, mth flat, white, capillary processes.

This peculiar plant is one of the discoveries of Mr.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
We live in an age which abounds in bewildering

catalogues, and also of "puffing" and "anti-puffing ;

"

I have thought it may be of service to beginners if I

name some of the above that I know to be good.

Fruits.

Peaches.—Early .\lfred and Princess of

Wales, a noble Peach. They are seedlings

raised by Mr. Rivers. These older Peaches

are excellent here— Early York, Grosse

Mignonne, Royal George, Noblesse, Belle-

garde, and Barrington.

Xcitarincs.—Rivers' Pine-apple and Rivers'

Orange, both splendid ; Roman, Violette

Hative, Elruge, and the Old White Necta-

rine. I do not recollect the names of the

raisers of the six older Peaches and four

Nectarines mentioned above.

Pears. — Summer Beurre d'Aremberg,

Vineuse, St. Jlichel Archange, Poire Peche.

liana's Hovey, Beurre Bachelier, Beurre

Hardi, Beurre Superfin, Doyenne du Comice,

Josephine dc Malines, BeuiTe d'Aremberg,
I'ergamotte d'Esperen, Beurre Diel, and
1 )uchesse d'.\ngouleme.

.Apples. — Cornish Gilliflower, Ribston

Pippin, Hughes' Golden Pippin, Cox's

( h-ange Pippin, Winter Peannain, Old Non-
i:)arcil, and Boston Russet. For kitchen and
dessert : Blenheim Orange.

Grapes.—Black Hamburgh ; Early .Smyrna,

Primavis, Early Golden, Early Silver, and
Chasselas ilusque de .Sillery. These five

are Frontignans and delicious. They arc

all grown in pots without heat in my little

\inery.

.Melons.—Scarlet Gem, Climax, Graham's
Melon, Beechwood. The two first, respec-

tively scarlet and green-flesh, are admirable,

and of perfect cylindrical shape.

Cherries on the Mahaleb stock.—Guigne
tres precoce, Frogmore Bigarreau, Early

Lyons, the noblest of all ; Bigarreau Napo-
leon, and Large Late Black Bigarreau. The
three last are specially fine and good.

They were planted last spring (April 2),

and bore great crops. They are now full

of Cherry buds in bouquets on the main
stalk. They take up scarcely more I'oom

than a walking-stick.

Plums.—For dessert : De Montfort, Green-
gage, Transparent Gage. For the kitchen : Diamond,

j

Sander
Dove Bank, Mitchelson's, and Belle de Septembre. river.

Red Raspberry.—Fillbasket. There are a considerable number of species men-

CtfMrfw/v/.x—Walnut Green, the best flavoured ofjtioned as having been in cultivation at one time or

all; Whitesmith, Red Champagne, and Warrington, i

another, though it is to be feared that most of them have

For bottling • Ironmonger I

disappeared. Almost all of them are twmmg plants, and

.Stra:d,erries.—VAv^x^ Eliza, Dr. Hogg, Mr. Rad- ">eir young shoots manifest that spontaneous revolving

clyffe, Lucas, Frogmore Pine, Cockscomb, Wonderful, P°wer which is so remarkable a feature in twining

Bicton Pine, Royal Hautbois, and Galande-a red ,

P'^n'^ generally. Darwin tells us that one of the

.\lpine, and the best of the race. They are all hardy,

of fine flavour, and good bearers.

Natal, who found it near the Umgeni

Vegetables.
Potatos.—Royal Ashle.af, Gryffe Castle, Yorkshire

Hero, Taylor's Yorkshire Hybrid, Pebble White, and
Cobbler's Lapstone.

Ridge Cucumber.—Fogmore Ridge.

Ldtiiee.—Dixon's " All the Year Round."
Carrots.—The Long Horn.
Parsnips.—The Student.

Onions.—The White Spanish.

Cabbages.—Turner's Improved Nonpareil, Green's
Early, Wheeler's Improved.

Beet-root.—Pine-apple.

Garden Turnips.—Early Stone, still the best ; and
Early .Six-weeks, good. My Potatos were dug up last

year by August 7, and I had capital crops of the above
Turnips after them. The spring-tops of the Early
.Stone are delicious.

Peas.—These caiTied me to September 26, without

sticks: Little Gem, Tom Thumb, Sangster's No. i. I

pecies examined by him moved in a direction opposite

to that traver.sed by the sun, and not in the same

course, as happens with the Hop and many similar

twiners. The colour of the flowers is usually some-

what dingy, a dull purple hue speckled with white spots

being the predomuiating colour ; but in other instances,

as in the present one, a light green colour prevails, in

others a red tint, blended with cream colour. The
form of the corolla is sometimes grotesque, often

elegant. C. Bowkeri has singular pendulous lobes

produced from the margins of the flower-tube, and

swaying to and fro at the lightest touch. C. Wightii

is a vei-y graceful species. C. stapeliiformis has an erect

fleshy stem, like a Stapelia. The species are natives of

India, the Indian Archipelago, or the Cape of Good
Hope.
They may be gi'own easily in an ordinary plant

stove, where their singular flowers will develop them-

selves to perfection, and attract quite as much attention

as plants with more showy blossoms. A compost of

turfy loam, leaf-mould, and sand will suit them
admirably; they require an abundance of water when

as to press them into the mould to the depth of an
inch, and in the centre of the pot, in a circle 4 or

5 inches in diameter ; the pot should then be plunged
in sawdust or cocoa-nut fibre, and the surface of the

mould covered to the depth of 3 or 4 inches with the

same material. Early in March this should be removed,
and the young trees will soon make their appearance.

To add to the interest of these young things, a label

should be placed in the pot at the time of sowing,

stating the name of the Pear whence the pips were
taken. In the month of April the young plants may
be potted singly into small pots ; when they are fully

established they may be planted into a rich border,

about a foot apart ; they will make vigorous growth,

and after two years may be planted where they are

to remain till they show symptoms of coming into

bearing. This final planting should give a
distance of from 3 to 4 feet apart.

I have to-day (January 20) amused myself

with looking over my numerous seedling

Pear trees, from I to 25 years old. There

are many hundreds of them, yet no two are

exactly alike, either in foliage or shoots. It

is, however, the latter that we must, at

this bare and lifeless season of the year,

look at and find some interest in, for there is

not a thorn or a twig but has some interest

in it to the eye of the cultivator. It is also

gratifying to observe, or to fancy you can

observe, n'importe which, the marks of

race in seedling Pear trees. My attention

this morning was first called to a row of

seedlings, about a dozen, from the Chau-

montel Pear, from luifertilised * flowers, the

trees five years old. Now in this row the

mark of race is apparent, as there is a sort

of family resemblance ;
yet every tree diflTers

in minute characters, one beingthorny, another

without thorns, and so on. The next two

rows are trees raised from Williams' Bon
Chretien, the flowers also unfertilised. These

trees are most robust and distinct, with

yellowish bark, prominent buds, erect habit,

and altogether a most marked and distinct

race, with some curious exceptions, such

as two or three being formidable thorny

bushes, and one or two of delicate growth.

I confess to having a le,aning to thorny seed-

ling Pears, they look .so robust and inde-

pendent, and they generally produce the best

fruit ; this is, I thmk, contrary to some Con-

tinental theoi7', which has now passed away.

The next b.atch of seedlings are from Wil-

liams' Bon Cliretien, from flowers fertilised

with pollen of Glou Morceau. These trees

are most interesting, from theirdivergence from

those above-mentioned ; some of them have

.stout robust laterals tipped with a sharp thorn,

reminding one of Gleditschia horrida. Ol

these I have great hopes. A row of trees

raised from Grosse Calabasse next attracts

notice, by the robust habit of the trees,

many of which, althoug;h at the utmost but

six years old, have formed incipient blossom-buds.

These trees, now two dozen in number, seem to

adhere to the habit of the parent sort mth but^ slight

variations. A row of trees raised from the Seckel,

crossed with Duchesse d'Angouleme, is interesting on

account of the strange mixture of habit, for no two are

alike—some inclining to the weak habit of the Seckel,

and others partaking of tlie robust habit of the other

parent. It is curious to observe the adhesion to race

in seedlings from the Doyenne d'Ete, they seem all

alike, with a dwarf habit and thoniless shoots, while

some of the same kind raised from flowers fertilised

with Gratioli of Jersey, are so distinct in habit, and

are thorny and robust beyond belief. I have, how-

ever, seen nothing more marked in its departure from

the pai-ent.al h.abit than some seedlings raised from that

magnificent Pear Van Mons Leon le Clerc, one of the

largest and finest Pears known ; its habit is, as a rule,

feeble, and it seems to require a fine soil and climate.

The seedlings from flowers fertilised with those of Poire

Prevost, and those from unfertilised flowers, are alike

thorny and robust. Winter Nelis has given birth to

trees all rather delicate in growth, and some among

them little thorny bushes, very unlike Pear trees. In

contrast to these are some trees raised fi-om Gansel s

Late Bergamot (of the late Mr. Wilhams). They are

stout, with large spines and most distinct,.

There is something most marked and interesting in

Josephine de Malines Pear—it is so perfectly distinct,

. Ti,:, ,.™ i. „^M il,rn„<ThnLit in the Sense of not fcrlilised

ci.nlly.
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not only in its fruit but in its habit ; it was raised by
what may be called chance, in contradistinction to what
was then called the system of Van Mons,* by an old

soldier, Major Esperen, then living at Malines,

and who about the same time raised that fine

late Pear, Bergamotte Esperen. As far as I recol-

lect, the old soldier prided himself on raising these

two Pears by chance, thus beating the system Van
Mons (reminding one of George Stephenson beating
Paxton in Cucumbers), by which no such distinct and
good Pears had ever been produced. Several seedlings

fi'om the former sort have been raised in England and
in Belgium, all much resembling the parent, but, as far

as I yet know, all ripening earlier. The uncrossed seed-

lings raised from it here very much resemble the parent
in habit, but t\^'o batches, one from Josephine de
Malines crossed with Beurre Diel, and another crossed

with Grosse Calabxsse, are vei-y remarkable for their

deviations. I fear I am spinning out my Pear seedling

yam to a tiresome length, but I camiot help noticing

some seedlings from the unfertilised or uncrossed
flowers of the Seckel Pear, so smooth in its shoots and
so upright in growth, which are as full of thoms as the

common Hawthorn ; and also some from Beurre
d'Amanlis and Beurre Hardi, both vigorous growers
without the least spiny tendency, yet all the seedlings

from them are beset with long sharp thorny spines. It

lias been often questioned, if a young seedling Pear
tree could be brought into giving fruit prematurely by
grafting a scion from it on an aged tree. At one time
I thought this quite feasible, but from having been lately

more careful in my experiments, I am inclined to think

that both the seedling growing on its own roots, and
the graft taken from it, advance step by step—their

culture being equally cared for—towai'ds bearing fruit.

Some few years since I had some choice seedling Pears
jilaced in pots, and when they were one year old I had
their leading shoots cut off, and grafted into some Pear
trees on Quince stocks, two or three years old, also in

pots. These trees, their pots plunged, stand in a warm
position, and seem to advance /^zr/ /^jx//. No differ-

ence whatever can be seen in the formation of their

buds, now large and apparently incipient blossom buds.
The two most noticeable sorts ai^e seedlings from Prince
Albert and Josephine de Malines.

I have thus far described a few, a very few, of the
seedling Pears here that have not yet borne fruit, and
I may now perhaps be allowed to devote a few words
to trees of various sizes from 10 to 20 years old and
upwards that have borne fruit in abundance. They are
trees raised from good kinds from unfertilised flowers,

and have proved of much interest, although not of
much commercial value. Good kinds of Pears may be
raised from seed with gi-eat facility, but it is not an
easy matter to raise better Pears than we already
possess, the great advance to be made will, I think, be
in seedling Pears raised from flowers judiciously
crossed. This has been done here by growing the
trees in the orchard-house in pots ; and then, under the
direction of some one careflil and calculating, by having
the different kinds crossed. This has been done here,
not by my own head or hands, but by one young and
full of pleasant enthusiasm as I once was. Reflecting
on the culture of Pears in pots under glass till their

blossoms and young fruit are safe from atmospheric
influences, I venture to prophecy that, ere many years
are passed, it will be found to be the only safe mode of
cultivating choice Pears with perfect success in England.

I will now proceed to describe some of the seed-
ling Pears alluded to that have borne fruit here.
The first group deser\'ing attention consists of about
100 trees about 15 years old, all of most vigorous
giowth. They proved last season of great interest, for
in spite of the severe frosts at the end of May, nearly
all of them bore large crops of fruit.

The first rows of the above gi-oup are seedlings
from the Louise Bonne of Jersey, and are full of inte-

rest, for not only is their habit robust and distinct, but
their fruit was remarkable for its beauty and goodness

;

all like the parent sort, none better in quality, but differing
in their seasons of ripening, so as to prolong the Louise
Bonne season for some weeks, and they were all appa-
rently more hardy than the parent,—for while the. May
frosts destroyed all the fruit on 3000 trees of the parent
sort, the seedlings were unscathed. One tree of this

batch attracted my notii;e to a great extent ; it is about
15 feet high, with fine bright leaves and bark, and
upright growth, reminding one of a young Cumbrian
in vigour. Its fniit was large, handsome, and good. I

was so taken with the seedling that I at once adopted
it, and called it the Rivers' Louise Bonne. It must
have further trial.

Another tree of the same gi-oup was so loaded with
fmit as to make it pendulous, and its branches are at

this time thronged with blossom spui-s. The fruit was

like the parent sort, not quite so large, but melting and
excellent. Several others of the Louise Bonne seed-

lings bore well, and have been distinguished by letters,

so as to be recognised ; some few years must elapse

before their qualities are fiilly kno'wn. Among this

group of trees are seedlings from Winter Nelis and
many other good kinds, all chance seedlings, by which
I mean from naturally fertilised flowers ; all bore good
crops, but none were superior to their parents. M.
Carriere, in *' Revue Horticole," calls such Pears "fmits
du hazard," and adds that '*un bon hazard est pre-

ferable a une mauvaise certitude." Judging from such
chance Pears as Doyenne du Comice, Josephine de
Mahnes, and others, chance or "hazard" has done
much for Pears, but we have still to learn the results of
careful crossing. In the group above described is one
seedling from Knight's Monarch, which, till last

October, was a most interesting tree ; its shoots were
smooth and vigorous, and it seemed as if it would
prove an improved Monarch. Alas for hope ! it bore
a full crop, which ripened on the tree in October, and
was like an inferior Swan's Egg, one of the reputed
parents of the Monarch. In looking over numerous
seedling Pears, from 20 to 25 years old, I was struck

with the adherence to race of the Beurre d'Aremberg.
There are here manyseedlings from this fine winter Pear,

which have borne fruit, and good fniit, but not one later

or larger than the parent sort. I hoped to obtain one
as large as a Catillac, which is an old and unrivalled

fruit du hazard, but I have hitherto been disappointed ;

it may come, as may a Josephine de Malines, of the
Catillac size, and with its present fine quality.

In raising seedling Pears, hope and disappointment,
and disappointment and hope run a race, which to the

observant horticulturist is of never failing interest—an
epitome of life ; but I can safely recommend the pursuit,

for it keeps the mind in a pleasant state of unrest,

hoping to the end, and smiling at disappointment.
T/ws. Rivers.

* The theory of Van Mons was that Pears raised from seed,
after several generations, became improved, and inclined to give
fruit when quite young, so that after a sixth or eighth generation
of one variety the seedlings would commence to bear at five or
s\x years old ; so that by parity of reasoning, seedlings from one
of the latest of his seedlings should produce from its pips trees
that would bear when two or three years old. Prince Albert is one
of the latest of Van Mons' seedlings, but my young trees raised
from it, now some five or seven years old, give no sign. The
truth is, it was an illusion, for I have found seedlings raised from
the Autumn Eergamot and the Brown Beurre, the oldest of our
garden Pears, come into bearing at the same age as those raised
Irom the seventh or eighth generation of the Van Mons Pears,
which ought to have borne fruit at three years old, according lo
the theory of Van Mons.

THE PRUNING OF THE VINE.
If there is any one branch of horticulture in which

the gardeners of this country excel more than in another,
it is assuredly in their knowledge of, and in their cultiva-

tion' of, the Grape Vine. The glorious Grapes of Old
England, like its roast beef, are celebrated in every part
of the globe, and correspondingly so, the skill of the
British gardener in producing them The Vine is not a
plant indigenous to this countiy ; yet here its cultiva-

tion, its requirements, and its capabilities are best under-
stood, and its fruit is to be seen in its greatest
magnificence—a magnificence so great, indeed, as to

form the wonder and glory of our own, and the envy of
other lands. This great excellence of Vine culture is

not a thing of to-day. It has been so for years. Per-
haps, however, at no previous time have there been so
many fine Grapes gi-own, or good general cultivation

been so widespread as at the present day.

On all that relates to the Vine and its cultivation,

book upon book, and treatise upon treatise have
been written; and more discussion has been excited than
on any other subject of horticulture. To the pro-
duction of a good crop of Grapes far more interest

is attached by nine-tenths of English gardeners than
to that of any other crop, for on that principally

figured at p. 127S, 1S69, which I must confess I

scarcely understand ; my physiological knowledge may
be at fault, but, like Mr. Pearson, p. II, I think
we shall have to wait a good while ere *'P." is

enabled to transform an alternate-leaved plant like the
Vine to an opposite-leaved one.* I am not very clear

either about "P.'s" pruning theories. I should like

him to explain it a little more fully. In practice, I
have found one good bud at the base of a shoot to be
as good as half-a-dozen, and if so, why need we have
more? With respect to "the regidar succession of
young shoots which have not borne fruit," in general

practice it is only eveiy alternate shoot that is allowed
to bear a bunch, but I have never observed that the

shoot which did not bear a bunch increased one whit
more or produced better buds for the following season,

than that which bore the fi-uit ; so that I fail to see

the necessity of perplexing one with a rule of thumb
precept of that sort. The riUe has been and will still

be, to preserve the best "shows." What we want
to arrive at is a true knowledge of the amount of pro-

perly developed leaves required to produce a pound of
fruit. That ascertained, and the knowledge how to

retain or develop the various organs to the fullest

extent, the thing ought to be simple enough.
If it is commanded that our Vines shall attain a patri-

archal age, and still produce good Grapes, I know ofno
plan that will suffice so well as what is called the exten-
sion system. From experience I have proved the benefits

of that system with some Vines in a very large house,
by simply extending the more promising Vines on
either side, and taking up young rods in the place of
others which were cut out, treating these yoimg rods
as independent Vines, all being pruned on the close-spur

principle, which, with due deference to "P.," I
maintain is the best. In this way every succeeding
year these Vines are allowed a greater amount of
properly developed leaves, and a gi^eater space than in

the preceding, and thus root and branch are made to
keep pace together so far ; yet there will come a time
whenfurtherextension will benolongerpossible, and then,

the evil of restriction may be just as great as now with
a single-rod Vine, and probably gi-eater, as the greater
the frame\\-ork the more oil will be required to set the
machinery in motion each spring ; every portion of
old wood, every knot, and every scar, has each season
to receive its annual coating of woody matter; the

more that is required for the old, the less, it is only fair

to assume, will in proportion be left for the new.
I have never seen the Vines at Cole Orton, but

have often heard of them. If my infoi-mation is

correct, the celebrated Vine at Cole Orton is planted
at one end of a small brick pit of 20 or 30 lights, and
allowed to ramble there on the "anyhow" system.
The Vine is only allowed to bear about a score of
bunches, and it is cultivated specially and solely for

exhibition purposes. Here is a Vine, then, which has
never borne anything like a crop of fruit, held up as an
example of first-class culture. I ask, is it a fair one ?

Or is it one worthy of imitation ? I look for something
better. It would be interesting to have placed side by
side the relative value of the crops produced, &c., by
this greatly praised Vine, and those from the much
maligned Vines at Bishop Stortford, or anywhere else,

grown on the whip-spur style.

The whole gist of the matter turns upon the question
depends the credit of a gardener m tins country

|
of returns. Admitting that the Vine will live longer by

with his employer. _As^ remarked to me by the ate
^

gradually allowing it to extend itself-although too
^

!;
1^^ r?-

^^' '"^'' """''^^ energetic manner, "A
j
,nuch may be done in that ^vay, for Vines, lik? otlier

good dish of Grapes on an employers table makes
^

pj^nts, have a limit of giwth-yet it is a question
amends for many shortcomings, yet scarcely any amount whether within a course of say 25 years, by the restrictive
of excellence^isplayed elsewhere serves to coiiipensate , modem system as now practised in neariy all our good

ferior Grapes." One would suppose from all

this that in Vine cultiire we must have attained nearer
to a state of perfection than in any other branch ; and I

believe we have. But yet although our knowledge is

great, and much has been done, more may undoubtedly
still be accomplished.
Your correspondent "P." (pp. 1229 and 1277) has

done good service by boldly directing our attention to
what is acknowledged by all as rather a weak part of
our system of Vine culture—the reason why our Vines
wear out. It is a well known fact that most of our
best examples of Grapes are produced on young plants,

which after a few years, having filled their allotted space,
and produced a certain amount of fruit, begin to fall

off; but all do not diminish in the same ratio, some
examples continuing for a long time to produce fruit

equally good with the first, and others actually improve.
Reasoning from this, and supposing all to have been
treated alike in respect to pnming— the subject in

question—we may infer that other causes than that of
close pmning must be made accountable for the differ-

ence exhibited. Is it fair then to speak so severely
against the adoption of one particular system without
sufficient or direct evidence that such has been the
cause of the evil? It is perfectly fair to assume so,

yet other causes there may be. Borders, for instance,
are frequently made of materials which suit the require-

ments of the plants exceedingly well for a time, yet
soon get wom out and completely exhausted. Other
soils, again, are slow in action, yet lasting in quality,

and in such cases the vigour and constitution of the
plants will be found more enduring.

With the main spirit of " P.'s" articles I very
cordially agree, and am a warm advocate of what is

termed "the extension system of Vine pruning" in

certain cases—not altogether indeed after "P.'s " model.

gardens, a greater and a better return would not be
secured. I am inclined to think so, considerably ; and,
if so, then assuredly the present popular method is the
best. In most gardens it is an easy matter to renew a
Vine border. In my own case I am compelled to adopt
the extension plan, through the enormous expense,
amounting almost to impossibility, of procuring suitable

soil. If the object is the life or size of the Vine, let

us have the extension system; but if it is fniit and a
good return, then in nine cases out of ten I would
recommend the ordinary method,—a short life, and a
meny one. I think, contrary to P., that " Le jeu en
vaut bien la chandelle."
The importance of a full leaf development to the

Vine cannot be overrated : it cannot, indeed, be over-
done. This is not, however, the mere production of
shoots and leaves, as many seem to suppose. A certain
space can only contain a certain quantity, or allow the
exposure of a certain leaf-surface to the beneficial effects

of light and air. If leaves are crowded the one acts

injuriously to the other, the effects or offices of all

are interfered with, and half the number would do
more good. Mr. Miller's plan of allowing the leading
shoot of his Vines to travel do\\'n the back of the house
is no doubt good, provided the leaves can develop them-
selves, and perfomi their function properly. The
same may be said of the young shoot from the bottoni
of the rod every season ; all tend to a good end,

—

increased root action. Space, however, must be found
between the rods of the Vines for this shoot, [We have
seen it allowed to nan over the surface of the border.

* There is some misunderstanding here. It is surely not diffi-

cult to find two buds on a short-jointed Vine stem sufficiently near
to produce side shoots that for all practical purpo.ses would appear
to be opposite in a figure of the small si2e of that referred to.

And this, we presume, is all that is intended. Eds.
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Eds.] and the question is, is this space employed tu the

best advantage? I think not, I am of opinion that this

space would be occupied to greater advantage by a

more extended development of the side shoots, as

recommended by Mr. Pearson (p. II). Vines in houses

must be pinched and pruned ; and it is sheer nonsense

to talk about its being unnatural to do so. A certain

amount of restriction is absolutely necessary. Our duty,

then, is to adopt that which our reason makes us believe,

and practice has proved, to be the best. Experience has

taught me to believe in close spur pmning in winter,

and in summer in stopping the side shoots at the second

or third leaf beyond the fruit, and again, as Mr. Pearson

recommends, at every second leaf as growth proceeds,

until the end of the season. By thus just stopping the

young tips of the shoots, and never removing any
expanded foliage, no decided check is administered, but

only a gentle repression of the forces in one direction,

leading to their probable evolution in another.

A stranger, unacquainted with our gardens, or with

our Grapes, on reading the Gardeners^ Chronicle of the

past few weeks, especially the comments on "P.'s"
articles by '* David Tell Fact" and others, would
naturally suppose, as regards Grape-growing, that we, the

gardeners of England, were the biggest ignoramuses

possible; and ifwe cannot cultivate Grapes, but "prune
them and whip them to death," like so many savages,

what then do we know ? I had imagined the case far

different, and that in Grape-growing we really did know
a little—something. What say our Thomsons, Mere-
diths, Hills, Millers, and Stevenses to this? Wherefore
all this nonsense about unnatural pruning and pinching ?

The Vines must be pruned, the Vines must be pinched,

and that perpetually. Leave them to Nature, and wait
the result. Is there anything natural in a garden
except weeds, &c,, or in our cultivation of the Vine,

except crops of red spider and mildew, which gardeners
in their so called unnatural way contrive to do without
The pioducc of the Vme by our cultivation, by

darkness—with what results to vegetable life some of
the oldest amongst us can remember. Then followed
a rebound from darkness into light. Light became
the be-all and end-all of cultural success. Like most
reactions, this one also ran to excess. Not that any
permanent stnicture for the growth of fruit and flowers
can well be too light. From base to summit such
buildings should be flooded with light, like that found
in the free air—pure and undefiled. Of course the

presence of so much light involves a great loss of heat,

and our heavy coal bills and expensive coverings are

the costly offerings we lay before light's golden shrine.

We employ a maximum quantity of glass to afford a
minimum amount of protection, and to cover the
smallest modicum of space, as was pointed out years ago
by your \eteian correspondent Mr Alexander Forsyth,
m " Loudon s Gardeners' Magazme ' By so domg wc

healthy than the Grapes in this vinery when I saw them
last summer. The Trentham Black Grape was literally
loaded with fruit, fme in bunch and berry. The fifnire

shows patent tile sides from top to bottom, but common
bricks are likewise used, with equal or greater advan-
tage. Most of the protectors for Peas, Lettuces, Potatos,
Kidney Beans, Peaches, Strawberry and plant growing
are now fonned on this plan. They vary in height and
width, according to the purposes for which they are
applied. They can likewise be made to grow with the
growth of the plants. A crop of Peas or Potatos, for

instance, grows rapidly, and touches the glass
; place

another brick or two, or a patent tile, into the sides, and
head room is instantly provided.

Fig. 30 shows a new circular form, for the growth of
Cauliflowers, or for the protection of tender plants on
lawns, flower borders, or pleasure grounds, or the growth
of early Rhubarb, monster plants of Strawberries, &c.
By turning, the glass face can be made to front the sun,
or look towards the North Pole at pleasure. It can there-

fore be used either to forward or retard plants. It

forms also one of the neatest means I have yet seen of
sheltering and saving such plants as Pampas Grass,
Daturas, and young Pinuses, from winter frosts.

They have some special advantages over all other
temporary shelters, such as cloches, hand-lights, and
curate's vineries. Their sides conduct heat slowly,
and radiate little or none. Being strong, they can be
protected with litter in severe weather without
any risk of breakage. By simply altering the
height of the two walls in relation to each other,

any pitch of roof may be obtained. By this

means the transparent face will always face the
source of heat, and never look, in winter or spring,

to the chilling east nor heat-stealing north. The flat

sides likewise facilitate covering over the glass, and any
covering material will lie readily upon the top of these

protectors This quality will be thoioughly appreci-

ated by those who ha\e fuel t^ cover the surface of

our unnatural practices of pi-uning and pinching, is

ten hundred times improved from its natural condition.

We cannot alter Nature, it is true ; we can only aid,

assist, and direct. In Nature plants pinch and prune
themselves, yet in a very clumsy manner. We may be
said to assist Nature simply by our pinching and
pruning, and the results speak for themselves in our
crops, and also in the greater size and vigour of the

plants. The '* extension system," even as advocated
by '* P.," has no more right to be called "natural"
than any others. Indeed, by prosecution of the idea

of extension in pmning here, and pinching there, yet

not without, a Vine may be grown so much bigger than
it can ever be found in a state of Nature, that it is

actually more unnatural than the smallest "whip-
sticked " Vine in the kingdom.

"P.'s" articles are in the main good, and will, I

have little doubt, serve a useful purpose by directing

attention to the question raised. They are not above
criticism, however, which I have attempted in a friendly

manner. B.

RENDLBS PLANT PROTECTORS,
Permit me to call attention to the development of

a new thought—the application of an old idea to new
purposes—that has been making rapid strides towards
perfecting itself during the past year. I allude to

Rendle's patent Plant Protectors, which have already
been noticed in these pages (p. 605, 1S68). The idea
worked out in these is as old as that which originated
the first shelter for plants. Warmth was the first

thing thought of. The old gardeners saw that frost

killed plants, therefore they made haste to keep that

away from them. They did not see that darkness like-

wise killed plants, more slowly, but with equal cer-

tainty, and therefore they were less careful about
furnishing plants with light. All the old semi-opaque
plant-houses had their origin in an exaggerated estimate
of the importance of heat. Caloric was the one thing
needful. To this they sacrificed light and air. They
early learned the lesson, that both these meant cold ;

And thus they came to err grievously on the side of

waste glass, and throw away heat. Sufficient light for

all such plants as early Peas, Radishes, &c., during
winter can be admitted through the upper or sky line.

Opaque sides would prove cheaper, warmer, safer,

stronger, and obviate the necessity for side coverings,

unless during the most severe weather.

Such opaque sides, with a transparent roof, constitute

the kernel of Mr. Rendle's inventions. He abolishes

glass sides, and substitutes brick or earthenware—the

old plant dormitories in fact, reduced to liliputian sizes,

and converted to new uses. It may be urged that

neither is this idea original. As long as 40 years ago a

writer in "Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine " propounded
the mode of growing the heads of Cauliflowers in

garden pots, and covering them over in severe weather
with lo-foot lengths of footboards. Possibly Mr.
Rendle may never have heard of this ; but if he has, he

has marvellously advanced upon it. For a thin pot

he offers us a thick tile or a portable wall of brick, and
for an opaque board, a sheet of 16 oz. glass. The
germ of tiie flower-pot h»i developed into a series of

perfect portable miniature houses, adapted to all

purposes, from the growing of Grapes to the keeping

up of a daily supply of Mustard and Cress for our bread

and butter. There is scarcely a fniit, flower, or

vegetable that may not be propagated, raised, grown,
forced, or preserved by the use of these plant and fruit

protectors.

As they were described in the Gardeners' Chronicle

last year, I will merely advert to some of the altera-

tions and improvements that the year's experience has
suggested.

The original protectors for Grape growing were
large semicircular tiles, with the upper side filled in

with a sheet of glass laid into a groove in the ends of

the tiles. This form was difticult and expensive of
manufacture, and took more material than was abso-
lutely needed. This has given place to a protector

with the two sides formed of patent tiles or common
bricks : if the latter, finished off by a patent groove tiie

at back and front, for the reception of the glass (see

fig. 31, representing a ground vinery as used at Saw-
bridgeworth during the year). Nothing could look more

hand-glasses, cloches, or curate's vineries in the teeth of

a tearing March wind. Bottom-heat could readily be
given to crops in these protectors by digging out a

trench of soil, and filling the floor surface with hot dung.

I mean to try Melons in them this summer, and report

the results. For the blanching of crops, &c., the glass

might give place to slates or tiles, and Lettuces and
Endive be thus preserved throughout the winter. In

fine, I believe, since the Conservative Boiler has col-

lapsed, that probably the palm for originality and use-

fulness in the field of horticultural invention for the year

1S69 must be given to those simple, portable, and useful

protectors of Mr. W. E. Rendle. D. T. Fish. [We
believe the "handiness" of these protectors will shortly

be enhanced by a device for the more ready removal of

the glass, when necessary. Eds.]

Hardy Clematises.—Allow me to supplement Mr.
Westland's excellent remarks on these showy plants (p.

143) by recording the experience we have gained in

their cultivation. We plant out of pots into open ground

any time from the month of .September to the end of

April, using a liberal quantity of the very best old

rotten manure well mixed with leaf-mould, also a fine

mixture of calcareous soil, if this is near at hand.

Every season we pmne back a portion of the plants in

the month of November to within 4 or 6 inches of the

surface ; these will flower the first week of July. To
obtain a succession of bloom we prune some of the

plants as above, and the remainder at the end of April

;

these latter will flower profusely a month later than the

others, that is, from August until the November frosts

destroy the bloom. After the November pruning we
mulch the surface round the plants with good rotten

manure, and turn this surface-dressing in by the middle

or end of February ; or, should this be objectionable, the

manure is forked in in November. These varieties,

being perfectly hardy climbers, and also peimanent

bedding plants, it is immaterial which course is adopted,

provided they are renovated every season to make up
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for the annual " waste of power " accruing from their

marvellous inflorescence. We make it a rule to prune

back for every purpose, but probably this may to some

degi-ee be left to the discretion of the gardener, though

even foi- festooning it would not be desirable to retain

more than one-half or two-thirds of the young wood,

accoi-ding to its ripeness, and where it can be done I

believe it will be advantageous to cut back to within

2 feet of the base of each plant. When properly cared

for, these varieties of Clematis will grow oil an average

from 10 feet to 15 feet in a season. It is, however,

very important to turn in some good old rotten rnaHlire

about each plant every autumn. G. Jackmaii, Woking.

Hundredfold Pea Will you allow me to state,

in reply to numerous inquiries I have received, that I

know nothing of Hundredfold, or "Cook's Favourite"

Pea, which is being catalogued and sold ns Laxton's?

The distributors allege that it originated from a ci-oss of

my Prolific Longpod with Ne Plus Ultra. If this is

the case, more than ordinary expeditious means have

been resorted to by the enterprising fim)s who have

sent it out, to get a stock of it, as Prolific Longpod did

as It is called, and when cut to show the sap

Tlie sap of each is thus in active motion, the stock

in advance of the scion. The grafting of Vines in this

condition is a matter of absolute certainty. It is well

to leave, when heading down the stock, a shoot with a

few leaves beyond or above the gi-aft, to draw up

whatfever superabundant sap there may be, until

the graft itself is strong enough. The scions taken off

in winter must be kept at rest until required. It

is well, however, a day or two previous to performing

the operation, to introduce them to the same tempera-

ture as the stocks, so as to excite the required action

already described. The best mode of grafting is the

common tongue, and it is just as easy to graft on old

stems as on young ones, care only being required to join

the iimer bark of each to each. Wlien the pieces are

fitted together, tie them tightly with a piece of matting,

and cover ovef all, 16 exclude the ait, with a coating o

Miotic L'Homme Ltfoil—a cold gtafdrtg wax, which is

bettel- than clay Or IVIoss, or any other inaterial that

can be Used. H'.]

LongSVity of the Vine.—There is biie point

hich has Hbt.fceen noticed as, in my ojjinion it
not become their property until 1865, audit is reason

able to presume that cross-fertilisation would not be
]

should be, iii the discussion of Vine extension

attempted imtil after the variety had been seen in the
•

pod, and tried ; and if a cross were eflected in 1866 it

would give a single Pea to start with for growth in I S67.

For I have ascertained by many experiments that a

single Pea only in a pod resulting from a cross can be

relied upon to produce one fixed v.ariety, and that the

produce would require several years' selection to attain

a true stock, and several seasons' growth to get a bulk

for sale. This, however, may be open to the expla-

nation that a cross was attempted and a selection inade,

in the belief that cross-fertilisation had been effectual ; in

that case, all the Peas in the pod would probably pro-

duce one variety, and a true stock of it would follow

without the necessity for much further selection. Thomas

Laxton, Stamford, February I.

Grapes : an Explanation.—In explanation of Mr.

Cramb's remarks in the latter part of his letter, at p. 144,

regarding the Grapes sent by me to tlie International

Horticultural Exhibition of 1865, I wish to say that

they were the produce of Vines two years old, and

were shown as such ; and after travelling many hundred

miles, no doubt they had a pobt appearance in com-

parison with those carried by hand to the show. Tliose

I exhibited in Paris at the International of 1S67 were

the produce of the same Vines, but two years older, Or

in other words, four years old from eyes, with the

exception of the Chasselas Napoleon rod, which I cut

down with eight bunches of Grapes on, in order to show

what an English Grape-grower couUi do with one of

their own varieties of Grapes, which was only two years

old. Dr. Hogg saw this production at the .Society's

rooms previous to its being taken to tlie Exposition, and

of wliich he spoke very highly. Ateight 6ntorfifleeh«;eries

of shows I exhibited Grapes, including pot Vines, the

finest ever seen in France. For these, principally, and

other exhibitions of plants, &c., I was awarded a

Silver Medal and a work of art of the value of ^^30.

H. Knight, Floors Castle Gardens.

Esparto Grass.—I shall be very much obliged if

any of your correspondents would give me any informa-

tion regarding the culture of Esparto Grass, or Spanish

Grass. I wish to know liow it is grown, whether from

seed, root, or otherwise ; the best climate and localities

to grow it in ; and any advice your correspondents could

give me as to wliether it could be cultivated on tlie

west coast of India, sa.y from Bombay south to Ceylon.

J. A. W., Glasgaiu.

Grafting Vines I shall be glad to know the best

method of grafting Vines, and when the operation

should be perfomied? Should the Vines be started

first ? Should they be in full leaf, or should they be

grafted before they brealc ? Inquirer. [The grafting of

plants is literally the placing together of two pieces of

living wood m sucli a manner that the rising sap of the

one may mix witli that of the other. It is tliis

mingling of the sap which forms the union, as the old.

wood itself never unites. To succeed, then, in grafting,

it must be performed at a time when the sap is in

motion, and that is at the commencement of active

growth. The Vine is a plant possessed of an enormous
supply of sap ; so that, if cut just at the commence-
ment of growth it will, as iswell knoM-n, bleed to such an

extent as to materially injure the plant. If grafting

the Vine, then, is performed too early, the veiy exuberance

of the sap prevents the union. If performed very

much earlier, the sap not being in motion the parts get

dried up, and union is again prevented. After the

Vines have got into full leaf, the sap becomes more
dense (excepting on young growing shoots) and dried

up, so that no union can then take place. There is a

period, however, just after the full tide has passed,

when'the first leaves have about become fully developed,

atid are able to perform their functions of elaboration,

when the sap, although still flowing freely, is

gradually getting denser, during which gi'afting may be

performed witli every success. The precise con-

dition of the stock may be ascertained by . inserting

the edge of a knife into the bark, when, if it bleeds

copiously, wait a few days ; if gently, graft at once.

When the stock is cut, the sap should exude gently all

over ; and it is well to liave the scion in the same con-

dition, i.e., with the buds just on the move, or chitted

the unnatural feeding in the case of a resti-icted Vine.

What a fellow \6\m Bull is to feed ! How strongly he

"goes in" for stimulants! His very Vines must

ndulge in consuming all the stimulants known to

operate on plant life. He makes a heap of them ; and

to make sure work of a thorough intoxication, plants his

Vine in the midst of it. the more voracious the

plant becomes tlie better does it please. To make sure

work that nothing but stimulating materials come in

its way, it is cemented into it. By-and-by the stimu-

lants get " flat," real food is scarce, fresh stimulants

are applied, which reach one-third of the fibrils, the

others miserably existing, until one after another theroots

die for want of moisture or natural food. The soil Ise-

coming exliausted, all stimulating material fails to give

it the necessary life-giving qualities of the natural

soil. The top declines year after year until the system of

the Vine is irrecoverable, and it must be removed.

Now, I don't tliink this pictme overdrawn ; at least, in

many instances. The question I wish to bring forward

is—Has food— tliat is, the quality and quantity of

nutritioh—consumed by the Vine in its youth, had

any effect oh the teirili of its existence ? Is there such

a thing as forcing the Virte iiito, shall I say^ miheAlthy

fatness ?—a condition when all its tissues in very youth

are injured by an unnatural and undue influx of feeding

matter? May thev rtot—i.e., all the tissues—by this

hieli feeding be placed in such a coiidition that, when

older, through an insufficient amount of the same pro-

perties passing throiigh them, they becoflie enfeeliled ?

May not the nerves of the plant, so to speak, be over-

taxed in youth so as to refuse in after-life to answer

their functions ? What if one-half only of the channels

thrbligh which the sap, flows are in use? bt What if

they are only partially filled ? Miist not their coatiiigs

sufier from want of use, or, it may be, irant of

cleahsing? May not contraction take place, and

disease set in in those parts where no human eye can dis-

cover it ? Then why shall we put so much confidence in

extension merely as a cure for the ills of a Vine, or to

extend its term of existence? Most if not all the

instances noticed in favour of extension, are of Vines

carelessly planted—the roots are to be found "nobody

knows where." If it were necessary I could bring

more evidence of the fruitfulness and health of Vines

the roots of which received no other care than good

draining. But I think these instances of what may be

termed natural planting go to prove that high feeding

in youth, with regard to the Vine, is more injurious to its

term of life than any restriction can be. A Vine is a

hard plant to kill ; no plant I know of withstands the

battle ivith "savages" so well W'hen it is known '-

hat are the leaf-producing properties of the soil

distinction to fruit-producing properties, or that of

wood, we shall know how to make a border, and keep

a border expressly for the Vine. While we are in want

of this information let us aid Nature as far as our

knowledge goes, but not force her into undue activity

in youth by the application of artificial manures, which

in after life cannot be maintained. For what is the

object of growing Vines? Is it to get sensational

bunches of fruit at any cost ? Is it to Hiake a name

at the loss of the Vines? When people find two

medium-sized bunches of fruit well ripened are equal if

not better than one bunch, which is as heavy as both,

this pushing the capabilities of the Vine so as to shorten

its existence will end, this everlasting border-making

will be discontinued, the whole thing will become more

simple and more satisfactory. We shall not be threat-

ened with the reward of a barbarian, on the one hand,

or be compelled to have miles of glass roofs on the

other, ff. M.

Gentiana acaulis.—I do not think your correspon-

dent (see p. loS) will find any difficulty in growing the

Gentiana acaulis in any garden soil, if when once

planted it is left alone, and never disturbed, nor

smothered up with other plants. I grew it largely

here some years since in the spring garden, but owing
to the plant not liking the removal twice in the year,

and the short duration of the blooming season, I

discarded it from the spring beds, and' planted a

number of patches in the herbaceous beds. Those

patches increase very much like the common Daisy,

motioh.
I

and have to be cropped in often to keep ihelrt within
" bounds. The beds are well manured every spring

th rotten grass and leaves, mixed together, and

forked in about the roots. If the spring is warm and

di-y, with plenty of sun, it is truly a lovely spring

plant, but unfortunately the flowers cannot stand the

bad weather we so often get in the north of Yorkshire.

William Cuher-Mll, TJtorpe Perrmv.

Skeleton Leaves.—About five years ago I observed

in the Gardeiters' Chronicle a recipe for making

skeleton leaves, similar to the one quoted for the benefit

of your correspondent " Cestrian" (see p. 79), and

since that time I have made several experiments, on

various kinds of leaves, but always without a particle

of success. I have used solutions of different strength,

but in each case have met with the same disappoint-

ment. Would any of your correspondents who may
have successfully tried the experiment, kindly favour me
with a little more detailed information as to the stretigth

of the .solutions required to bring about the desired

result? A. Fames, Castle Ashby Gardens.

Gooseberry and Ciirrant-bush Pruning.—My
experience of cottage gardens in this neighbourhood

leads me to believe that their owners generally under-

stand the cidlivation of these fruit bushes very well,

with the exception that they are too negligent in

keeping up a proper supply of young ones. In ordi-

nary fruiting seasons the price of ripe Gooseberries or

Black Currants usually average i,t. per gallon, a much
lower price than that quoted by your correspondent,—

a

fact that w-ill show plainly how largely these fniits are

grown. I think the tendency amongst Gooseberry

bushes to die off in large branches at a time when the

trees should be in the height of their growth and pro-

ductiveness, is due more to hard pruning than to any

other cause. It should be borne in mind that both the

Gooseberry and Currant propagate or renew them-

selves naturally by suckers, and, consequently, manifest

a great tendency to develop that form of growth after a

certain number of years. The maintenance of a clean

stem can thus rarely be obtained, except at the expense

of life itself I suspect the 50-yr. old bushes mentioned

by " Bush v. Brake "
(p. I06) must have gone through

many of these renewals, and have about as much of the

original tree in them as the celebrated gun, that was

still tile same, hut had had a new " lock, stock, and

liarrei. " Ah old Gooseberry plantation is generally

one of the nlOst unsightly objects in a garden, antl

iserable attempts at renovation are often made by

planting young bushes as the old ones die out, failure

almost always resulting. No safer plan can be

adopted to maintain an eflicient supply of clean bushes

and fine fruit than the plantation of young trees, in

iiumber equal to one-third of the entire number grown.

1 his should be done about every third or fourth year,

and in quarters of fresh soil devoted exclusively to

them, and not in the old-fashioned and objectionable

manner of putting them all round the quarters next the

walks. The best manure for bush fruit is to be found

in a well-rotted rubbish-heap, stufl" that is sufficiently

nutritive without developing that coarse growth usually

engendered by strong manure. Forking should be

done sparingly amongst the roots, except where, when
in a young state, the rows are sufficiently far apart

to admit of v^etables being grown for a year or

two between them ; and this is much the wisest plan,

as it allows of that after-expansion of growth so

essential to the health and production of the trees. I

have often been surprised to see tlie extraordinary quan-

titv of fruit that bushes so cared for will produce, the

failure of a crop being a rarity. Perhaps in cottag*

gardens the better plan is to have these descriptions bt

fruits planted in rows at wide intervals across the

garden, tlie intervening spaces being cropped with

vegetables. This arrangement, however, must depend

somewhat upon the shape of the ground ; fot small

gardens it is usually the most economical. Where the

bushes are carefully tended, no portion of the gardftit

will yield so lucrative a return. For consumption by

the cottager's family, next to the Apple, the fruits of

the Gooseberry and Black Currants are the most

wholesome and useful. It would indeed be well if

every cottage possessed in winter its carefully preserved

store of jam made from these fruits, and when we com-

pare the very high price towards which butter is now
tending, with the low figure at which sugar can be

obtained, it is somewhat a matter for surprise that in

our rural cottage homes, nice, wholesome, home-made

jam is not more generally consumed. However, the

consideration of these things might lead us into ques-

tions of domestic economy, that this is not the proper

place to discuss ; and I will leave it by expressing the

hope that in these, as well as in other matters, the

people may become yet more "educated." A. D.

Judas Tree.—In the grounds adjoining Dulwich

College, Surrey, is a tree of this species, probably once

larger than the one mentioned at p. 74 ; it has been

greatly reduced in size by the wind, but notwith-

standing is still of large dimensions. My attention

was drawn to this tree last season by seeing a number oi

carriages that were en route from the Crystal Palace

drawn up by the side of the road ; the occupants mean-

while were busily engaged in admiring its great beauty.

A thought struck me that in such a situation as the

backgrounds of the Palace afford, large clumps of this

tree intermixed with Laburnums, Pyrus spectabiUs,
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double-blossomed Cherry, different varieties of Thorns,

&c., might be so planted and arranged as to make a

grand spring display. Indeed avenues of these trees

could, in such extensive public grounds, be planted with

good effect, and would certainly create a nine days'

wonder every -season. I would not recommend the

planting of fruit trees in public gardens, otherwise the

Apricot, Peach, Almond, &c., are very beautiful when
in full bloom, and should be more extensively planted

as ornamental trees for the backgrounds of shrub-

berries and other suitable places in large private

establishments. The Judas tree is not half so exten-

sively planted as it deserves to be. There are two
varieties, viz., the Canada and common Judas tree,

Cercis Siliquastrum ; they were both growing in one
of the shrubberies near the mansion at Perdiswell Hall,

Worcester, eleven years since ; but the common one is

by far the most beautiful of the two, and is called by
the Spaniards the Tree of Love. From this variety Sir

Offley Wakeman used to have the flowers picked for

flavouring his salads, although I believe they are both

equally good for the purpose. This tree differs in the

height it attains in different parts. In some they will

form fine trees, as stated by your correspondent,

whilst in others they will not attain more than from
12 to 14 feet, sending forth young branches irregtdarly

from the very bottom. The stem of the tree is of a

dark greyish colour, and the branches, which are few
and irregular, have a purplish cast. The leaves are

smooth, of a pleasing green ou the upper surface,

hoary underneath, and grow alternately on long foot-

stalks. The flowers are of a fine purple or puce
colour ; they come out early in the spring, in clusters,

form the old wood, growing upon short foot-stalks.

They exhibit their flowers in clusters in different

colours early in the spring, before the leaves are grown
to such a size as to hide them, and are also noteworthy
from the difiisrence of the upper and lower surface of

the leaves—the one being of a fine green, the otlier of

a hoary cast ; so that on the same tree, even in this

respect, there is shown variety, as may be seen when
the varying direction of the winds causes the upper and
lower surfaces to be alternately displayed. The wood
is stated to be of great value, for it polishes exceedingly

well, and is admirably veined with black and green.

I believe there are two or three varieties of this species

(the common one), for I once remember seeing almost
a white variety and a flesh-coloured one. Edumi-d
Bennett^ Oslvrton, IVufksop. [We fully endorse our corre-

spondent's statements as to the beauty and interest of

this tree when in bloom. Out ofbloom it is not of '

' good
habit." The stem is often curiously twisted on itself.

Close to the Herbarium at Kew is a tree of this species,

showing this spiral twist remarkably well. Eds.]

Cyclamens and Primulas.—I beg to enclose for

your inspection leaves and blooms of Cyclamen persi-

cum and Primula sinensis, also a Camellia bloom. Rela-

tive to the Cyclamen, the leaves and blooms are from a

few varieties of persicum, improved by hybridising in

three years from what may be termed veiy common ones.

Mr. Turner's letter, at p. 109, reminds me to .say a

word in their favour. They ought to be plants for

the million, and far more extensively cultivated. Where
room is not an object, and conservatory or house decora-

tion is carried on to any considerable extent, they are

really worth having a house devoted to their entire culti-

vation—comprising, as they do, almost every tint of

colour, and coming into bloom as early as October and
lasting till May, "no small oasis in the midst of a

desert." To give an illustration of their easy culture, I

gave a lady friend of mine at Kensington a small plant

three years ago, which has since been treated as a

window plant ; it is now in flower, and showing five or

six dozen blooms. However, a bad plant is not worth
house room. The Primulas are two varieties, which
have kept constant for the last two years. The white

I consider a great acquisition, very hardy and free-

flowering, coming into bloom during the winter months
without the least assistance. The Camellia bloont is

from a sport, quite constant, but I am not satisfied

about its being distinct from existing varieties. Gtvrge

EdgertoH, Stra^vbct-ry Hill. [The leaves and blooms of

Cyclamen were magnificent ; the Primulas good ; the

Camellia not sufficiently distinct. Eds.]

Orchid Culture.— I send herewith two pieces of
Orchids to show two different modes of cultivation.

No. I, a piece of Dendrobium nobile, came from a

first-class Orchid-house last spring, and was grown under
the vapour-bath and shading system. No. 2 are

growths from No. i, without shading, and plenty of

air. No. i was affected with the spot. As soon as I

received them the leaves were painted with a mixture

of lime, sulphur, and soft soap, about the consistency

of thin paint—the mixture at a temperature of about

75°. 1 have not observed the spot to spread at^Il, or the

new growths to be affected by it. Allowing for excep-

tions to any rule, the question naturally arises, with all

our splendid glass structures and heating appliances,

do we not coddle veiy many of our plants too much ?

Many illustrations of this could be given. Camellias

treated almost like Laurels make better growth, and
seldom or never drop their buds, Take the Pine for

example, what our employers want is a Pine to look at,

and to eat afterwards with a relish, and not a Pine to

look at and send from the table without being eaten.

Doubtless there are a great many of the former, but a

great many more of the latter. I think that by

trying to imitate Nature too closely we often frustrate

her designs. Geo. Edgerion, Strawberry Hill. [No. 2

was at least twice as large, and showed fully twice the
amount of vigour apparent in No. i. Eds.]

Dolomite.—The annexed is the analysis referred to

in my letter on dolomite, printed at p. 43 of Gardeners'
C/n-onicle, January S, 1870 :

—

Carbonate of lime 53-0O
Carbonate of inagnesi.i . . .

.

. . 44. 50
Silicate of alumina .

.

. . .

.

.

.

40
Potash ,at
Phosphate of alumina and iron 15
Phosphate of lime and magnesia.

.

.. .20
Free alumina 40
Peroxide of iron 4,
Protoxide of Iron 36
0.xide of manganese atid loss .. .. .55

The quarries are situated at a placed called Dog-
Kennels, near Worksop, Notts, and were worked by
Messrs. W. & J. Holmes, lime burners. The analysis

was made by Mr. James Haywood, analytical and
consulting chemist, Sheffield, on January 26, 1S47.
Some eight or ten years ago I called at the Dog-
Kennels Lime Works, and was very kindly told what
the Messrs. Holmes considered their dolomite was
good for, and that it answered admirably on the peaty
fen land of Lincolnshire, and on the red marls of the

same county there cannot be a doubt ; indeed, for

inert peat, and still more inert red marl, the fiery

character of a carbonate, half lime and half magnesia,
would meet its match, and might be allowed to do its

worst—the risk of damaging such soils by any reason-

able dose of lime would be like that of setting the

Thames on fire. Alex. Forsyth, 9, Islington Sqiiar

Salford, Jan. 22.

Button-hole Bouquets.—On a former occasion

(p. 109, l86g) I advocated the use of glass tubes for

keeping flowers fresh in the coat. The price of these
tubes varies more than that of any article I ever

bought. In Covent Garden tliey are 3^/. each ; at

some of the glass shops 4r/. is the price ; during the

summer boys hawk them near the Royal Exchange at

\d. each ; while those who will take the trouble to go
to a shop in Holborn, at the corner of Fetter Lane,
may have the pick out of hundreds of all sizes and
colours at 6(/. a dozen. On the same occasion I gave
the dimensions of the most convenient size of tube, for

the information of those who might not care to buy
their experience (as I have done) by recklessly invest-

ing in a dozen "of sorts." But some people have an
objection to glass, they cannot Itandle it without

breaking it, it cuts their fingers, or, horribtle dictu, finds

its way through when they sit upon it ! To meet these

objections, silvered and gilt metal tubes may now be

seen in the shop-windows, the hook with which they

are to be suspended from the button-hole being an

acanthiform leaf of severely architectural proportions.

This does not accord with my views of good taste.

Those who cannot readily procure glass tubes will find

the following plan worth their attention, if they wish

to keep flowers fresh in a hot room. Having lightly

bound up amongst the stems a few long pieces of Moss,

put the bouquet into a glass of water, and when the

Moss will not soak up any more water, bind round the

stems a small piece of oiled silk (which can be bought

at any chemist 5), fastening it with thread or fine wire.

The annexed engraving (fig. 32) shows the exact size of

the piece of oil silk to be used, being the form which I

have found to be most convenient to wrap round the

stems of any ordinary coat-bouquet. I am thus parti-

cular in giving the size, because I have found larger

pieces of this silk inconvenient and clumsy to use.

IV. T.

Wild Service Tree Professor Buckman should

have headed the article on Pyrus domestica (p. 39),
" The Service Tree," not the "Wild Service Tree,"

which is P. torminalis, a totally different thing. As

"J. W. K." writes of seeing a score of these " wild"
Service trees in a wood in Northamptonshire, he pro-

bably refers to P. torminalis, which, I may add,

grows wild generally over the boulliern counties, and is

very common about the north of London, where there
are some very fine trees, loaded with fruit in the autumn,
which is delicious after the first early frosts have set in,

I believe it is still exposed for sale in the market places
of some southern towns. "Bath" says nurserymen
often supply Mountain Ash for the Service, so it may
be of "service" for him to know that many botanists

consider these two trees to be identical, or, in other
words, that the true Service tree is only the Mountain
Ash"domesticated."[?] As for P. Aria being seirt out for

P. domestica, it is probably owing to their popular
names, for they are all indiscriminately called " Sorbs."

Here P. Aria is common in gardens, and the London
boys trespass a good deal in October and November for

the delicious " Sorbs." IV, G. Smith,

Sophora japonica.—If memory can be trusted, a
rather large tree of this species was to be seen a fe^v

years ago trained on the front of a house in a street

at Kew, or betw^ecn Kew and Richmoitd. The house
was said to be that in which Mr. Alton, formerly

superintendent of Kew Gardens, resided. Can any of
your readers say if the tree can still be found, and what
is its size ? Bath. [The tree is still there ; perhaps some
of our Kew friends will furnish the desired information.

There is also a fine tree in the Oxford Botanic Gardens,
and tiiere was, a few years ago, a fine tree in the Chelsea

P.otanic Garden, but the sewers have killed it. Eds.]

Raspberry Culture,—These should be planted

from 3 to 4 feel apart, if the canes are sufficient in

number and in length. One-half of the canes should be
taken from one stool, and placed with a half of another

stool, and be tied together, a stake driven down in the

middle being the support. They will then form an

arch, which should be continued throughout the rows.

I ought, however, to have first said that five or six

stout canes are enough to leave when thinning them
out. I find this plan of arching them better than

tying them upright. My reasons are^tst, the stake

cannot injure the roots when driven down ; 2d, the

fhtit is more easily gathered, and has a better chant;e

of ripening
;
3d, the young wood for the next year's

supply can be more easily taken away, and will be

more exposed for ripening the wood than if growing

around the fruiting canes. These plants like good

deep soil, and good mulchings with manure from a

pigstye. They like to make toots near the surface of

the soil ; therefore, the less they are disturbed the

better. Cottagers who have but little room may do
much by a little foresight. For instance, the paths

could be covered with fruit, and such as Pears and

Apples could be grown over Cun-ant and Gooseberry

liushes, in such a way as is shown at p. 106. The soil be-

tween them all should receiveagood mulchingonce a-year.

These trees, if tied out as they grow, by fastening a

stiff twig to the old wood first, and then straightening

the young shoot upon it, would eventually become self-

supporting, and would require no more attention than

pruning, i.e., cutting or pinching back the spurs in

summer, and cutting away unsightly knaris in winter.

Every bit of wall should be used on every aspect—the

Mayduke and its class of Cherries on the south, west,

or east walls ; the Morello on the north walls. The
pruning of these consists in the rubbing off in their

young state all foreright shoots, and thinning out those

that remain. These will require fastening with shreds,

as the slender branches, especially of the latter kind,

cannot support themselves. What a pity so many cot-

tages are covered with that greedy plant, the Ivy 1

Often does this plant cover space which might be occu-

pied by some fruit tree which would at quarter-day

show its value by helping to pay the rent. I hope

these few remarks may be of some service to the many
toiling labourers who have bits of garden, but do not

know all about what might be done in it. How they

are to get this told them is the next question. If I had

the means I would put these remarks in the form of a

"tract," and have a few millions printed and circulated

amongst them, but I have not. A little more interest

in their garden would induce many cottagers to stay

at home to make money, instead of going away and

spending it. Bush v. Brake.

Yellow Bedding Calceolarias.—I am afraid your

correspondent, at p. 42, will lead many of your

Northern readers astray, when he says that Calceolaria

cuttings may be put in in October without requiring any

covering until frost sets in. I do not doubt /or a

moment but that such treatment would answer in the

South, but I certainly am inclined to think differently

if practised in the North. I have found in the north of

Yorkshire that the second week in September is quite

late enough to put in cuttings of the Calceolaria, and

in North Lancashire, the last week in August or the

first in September. I have tried them later, but they

do not answer so well I usually shade and keep diem

close for about a fortnight, then harden them off by

degrees, and afterwards take the lightsoff on mild dry

days. I keep them moderately dry during winter, as I

find they stand the frost better. I usuallyplantloutm 4-feet

beds, about the third week in April if the weather per-

mits, and have hoops and mats thrown over them in case

of frost. I have always treated Calceolarias m this

manner, and have been veiy successful with them.>. s.

Flowering of Goldfussia anisophylla, &c.—

I have never through all my life been able to flower

Bougainvillea spectabilis. The principles on wmcli

the flowering of plants ought to depend seemed clear
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enough, but I could never get this plant to acknowledge
their binding force. I have also endeavoured to imitate

exactly the conditions under which others have flowered
it, but with no better success. I am inclined to ask, do
we know much about these principles ? Do those who
think they know how to flower Bougainvillea have
annual success ? A principle that will only work occa-

sionally is suspicious. I put these questions from some
curious observations on Goldfussia anisophylla. A few
years ago I noted that some plants in our collection

tlowered profusely, while others had no blossoms.

Supposing the plants might have been obtained from
two sources, we propagated only from the flowering

kind. These plants are all grown together, each one
under exactly the same circumstances as the others,

and yet many of them flower abundantly, the others

not at all. I can only come to the conclusion that

there are yet some hidden laws which regulate the

production of flowers whicti physiology, ^^ith all its

wonderful development in modern times, has not

revealed to us. T. Jf., Philadelphia, United States.

The Gladiolus Show.—Is it really necessaiy the

Gladiolus show should be lield as early as August 17?
I can endorse every word of Mr. Tillery's as to the

unreasonableness of selecting a time when the plants of

three-fourths of the growers will not be in bloom. I

have attended the Crystal Palace show for several

years, and have there seen Messrs. Kelway's Gladioli

from Somerset and Messrs. T)o\\nie's from Edinburgh
in close competition. Why then fix a time which will

only suit the convenience of Messrs. Kelway and a

few more from the South, and entirely ignore the

claims of the Messrs. Downie, Stuart &; Mein, Harrison,

and the other eminent Northern and Midland growers ?

Are the regulations of the Royal Horticultural Society

so like unto the laws of the Medes and Persians as to

entirely preclude the show being held a week, or, better

still, a fortnight later, when all the Gladiolus exhibitors

would be able, if so inclined, to join in the fray ? But
I would add a further suggestion, viz., to put it off

to the next meeting, on September 7, at which prizes

for Dahlias are given ; and as the Hollyhock exhibition,

which is also fixed at present for August 17, would be
likewise put off to September 7, a magnificent show
could be then held of all these superb autumn flowers.

1 have not yet been an exhibitor of the Gladiolus,

but nothing would give me greater pleasure than to

break a lance with *' D., of Deal." I fear such will be
out of the question this season, but I hope I may
be spared to do so another ; but then if the same early

date is again to obtain, Mr. Dombrain, as far as I am
concerned, would have to ride the lists in vain, for cer-

tainly my flowers would not be there. 1 repeat, that

if the Southern growers will persist in holding this great

tiladiolus show in the enforced absence of most of the
great growers of the flower, they will be making
it a very onesided affair. And now a few words
with respect to another flower, with w^hich I am
somewhat more conversant, I mean the Hollyhock.
The meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, on
August 17, is for Gladioli and Hollyhocks as well ; and
all I have said of the former is still more applicable to

tlie latter. With the exception of Messrs. Chater,
Minchin and Kehvay, the Hollyhock growers mostly fail

from the frost, and yet, as with the Gladiolus, the
exhibition is fixed for a time when all but
the South will be kept from the field. Last
year, at the Royal Horticultural Society's show on
August 17, the only Hollyhock exhibitors were the
Messrs. Chater and Kelway among the nurserymen,
and, with the exception of myself, the amateurs were
conspicuous by their absence. As it was I tried hard
to get six spikes for the open class, but could not
succeed, and I only just managed to scrape together a
dozen blooms, when a week later I should have had
scores. I then again ask, why should the Northern and
Midland growers be so entirely shut out ? If the Royal
Horticultural Society is to be deemed simply a metro-
politan society, well and good ; but if it is to be taken
as the representative of the general horticulture of the
country, then I say its arrangements are partial and
unsatisfactory. In proof that a later date would be
much the best, and fair for all, I may mention that at

the great Brighton show on September S, Mr. Chater,
of Essex, Mr. Minchin, of Oxfordshire, Mr. Kelway,
of Somerset, Mr. May, of Bedale, Yorkshire, and my-
self, from Lincolnshire, were all engaged in a fierce, yet
friendly. Hollyhock tournament—Mr. Kelway, more-
over, having at the same time a very tough battle with
Mr. Paul, of Cheshunt, for the Gladiolus premiership

;

whilst at Edinburgh, on the same day, the lovers of
both flowers were holding a gi-and jubilee at the Inter-
national. Have I not then proved that August 1 7 is

much too early, and a later date the right and proper
thing? And now a word for my worthy confi'^re^

'*D., of Deal." At the meeting on February 16,

should any hitch arise, or should he find the Royal
Horticultural Society obdurate, then let me beg of him
to revert to his last year's scheme of a national Gladiolus
show at the Crystal Palace, the authorities of which, I

feel certain, he would find both more liberal and accom-
modating. Let the autumn show be revived, with the
exception of the fruit going to the wall for the nonce.
Let the exhibition be for the Gladiolus in particular,

and for the other autumn flowers, the Hollyhock,
Dahlia, Rose, &c., in general. There is no place like

the Palace for a floral display, and deep is the regret

of all florists at the discontinuance of its autumn show.

1 trust the above remarks will not be too severely

animadverted upon, as they are dictated solely by my old

love for the Hollyhock, and my new one for the

Gladiolus. Ed-ward Ha'cke.

We are glad to learn that there is to be a

special exhibition of Gladioli this autumn. The time
fixed {August 17) is, however, unfortunate for us

Northern growers, being too early. As far as we can
understand, this early date was fixed for the conve-

nience of the Continental growers, and it will suit them
well, as their flowers will then be in perfection. To
them we mainly look for new varieties, and it would
be well were the new flowers exhibited at the London
meetings. Purchasers could then buy them with more
freedom after having seen them ; but could special

prizes not be got up for these new flowers alone at a

time to suit the French growers, and a general exhibi-

tion be held later in the season? In our northern

climate it is about the end of August before we look
for some of our finest spikes to be in full flower. We
think it is to be regretted the exhibition should have
been fixed at such an early date, being convinced it

will keep many of our large growers away. Although
we are some 300 miles from the scene of action, had
the time been fixed for a later date we would gladly

have sent up a stand, and have entered the lists against

our Southern and Continental friends. There is no
flower we knoA\', better adapted to travel, than the

Gladiolus. Stuar( c^ Mein, K'elso.

Early Appearance of Wasps.— I killed hereon the

22d a queen wasp, and to-day, the 27th January, a second
(wasp enclosed) ; they were both killed in the green-

house, where we generally every season kill a good
many, but I never remember killing any so early. Our
favourite songster, the thrush, delighted us for the first

time this season with his melody on the 20th. John
Taylor, Kose Hill Lodge, Botcherhy, Carlisle, Jan. 27.

Forcing Seakale.—It happens sometimes, where
regular supplies of this vegetable are called for, that

difficulty is experienced in procuring continuous quanti-

ties equal to the demand, from the open ground, from
under heating material, as the case may be, or from the

Mushroom-house, where some crowns have been
brought to bear under its influence. It happens, too,

that occasional uneasiness is felt in keeping going the

requirements from the places just named betwixt
successional lots, and to supply a want this sort of
contrivance may possibly be available to some :—As
many crowns as are thought necessary for the object

sought should be lifted and planted into pots about
12 inches across, covering them with other ones of a
similar size, so as to exclude light. When this is done,
let them be removed so as to be under the influence of

any heat that can be found suitable for stimulating

them into grow-th. In this manner I have frequently

observed a couple of dozen roots placed in a vinery on
the "move," and in the course of a few weeks after-

wards I have seen very satisfactory results unfolded for

the labour entailed. In caixying out the idea it need not
be confined to hothouses altogether, either, for the

warmth of such as a fermenting manure-heap should
answer the same purpose, were the pots properly placed
in it at a convenient time. R. M.

Ruscus aculeatus.—I was much interested by
the report, at p. I46, of the paper read by Mr.
M'Nab before the Edinburgh Botanical Society
on the flowering of Ruscus. I can speak with
certainty of hvaving gathered the plant in full flower
during the first half of January on the Holmwood
Common, near Dorking, and elsewhere in Surrey,
in several successive years, even during the pre-

sent winter, notwithstanding the severe frost at

Christmas. I am not, however, so certain of having
gathered other than female flowers. If the male
flowers do not appear till March or April under ordi-

nary circumstances, it is a most remarkable fact, as the
stigma is to all appearance in a receptive condition in

January. I should be exceedingly glad if any of your
readers can throw any light on the mode of fertilisation

of this interesting plant, a point on which I am very
curious. Is it quite certain that Mr. Frere's plant,
alluded to by Mr. M*Nab, had "male buds and ripe

fruit on the same branch ? " [One of our plants has or
had. Eds.] The fact that the female flowers have barren
filaments would make it very difficult to distinguish the
two kinds of flower-buds when in a rudimentary condi-
tion, even with the aid of a microscope. As far as I know,
the plant is truly dicecious. [Sometimes monoecious.
Eds.] Alfred JV. Beiuiett, 3, Park Village East.

French v. English Lettuce Culture.—Whilst
I have to thank Mr. Robinson for his prompt reply to
my inquiry regarding the proper use of the cloche (see

pp. 108 and 145), I am impelled, from the peculiar tone
in which he has thought proper to give that answer, to

ask a small space to reply to his strictures. It will be
fresh in the recollection of the reader, that whilst
I dwelt specially on the antiquity of "the cloches or
bell-glasses," as they are w^eekly termed in the adver-
tising columns of this Paper, and with Mr. Robinson's
name attached— Mr. Robinson says "that I am in
error in considering the cloche as another name for the
same ;" I distinctly stated that the French beat us com-
pletely in Lettuce culture by their use. I did not
"assume that we had ever attempted the culture of
this salad with them, and failed, previously;" so that

1 caimot understand why this and the " Cordon :•.

Espalier" controversy—so foreigir to the matter—should

have been introduced into the reply. Neither can

I see why a weekly reader, or writer, in the Gardeners^

Chronicle should of necessity be thoroughly posted
up in all that Mr. Robinson may have written.

Even though I pride myself more in the use of the

spade than in my book-lore, I will maintain that

hitherto we have been beaten completely in the use of

the ^* cloche or old kitchen bell-glasses," which, as Mr.
Knight says (p. 145), are as antiquated as the Louis
Quatorze epocli, though so modern, according to your
correspondent's affirmation, as to be in use around
London to-day ! Of course their clearness is improved
by modern manufacture. Shape is improved by expe-

rience, and cheapness through the removal of the duty.

In size the alteration is really nil. Why Mr. Robin-
son should say that articles which, in their original

manufacture, are necessarily expensive, are conse-

quently devoid of "utility," and not worth trial, I

know not. Now, then, as to actual Lettuce culture by
the aid of the kitchen garden bell-glass—for there is no
necessity for English gardeners to use the term cloche.

According to Mr. Robinson there is nothing expensive
in the production of the beautiful winter Lettuces
we see imported into this country, either in the

matter of labour, or in the original purchase of the
necessary glasses, which are decidedly cheap ; hence it

becomes a fair speculation to purchase a certain

number and prepare for the results. After reading

Mr. Knight's communication, I must enter my opinion

on the side of transplanting, in preference to sowing
them where they are to remain until fully grown. I

am inclined to believe that it would take too many bell-

glasses to keep up a supply for even a small family.

Then there are other considerations regarding the

sowing, and never afterwards giving air directly.

They need thinning, I have no doubt ; weeds will make
head if not frequently warred against ; and then in

the matter of slugs I may ask another question—Have
they no slugs in France ? Three or four "weemites"of
seedling Lettuces would stand a poor chance boxed
or " cloched " up with but a single slug, for months in

succession. I cannot see how I can be said to have
underrated the fulness of infonnation contained in Mr.
Robinson's work, having expressly said that I had only
had time to make a "cursory acquaintance" therewith.

The subject was mooted by "Anti-cloche" in a

spirited manner, and I considered it would prove ad-

vantageous to " strike whilst the iron was hot." I do
not now despair but that a few valuable "sparks "of
information may be forthcoming, as the subject is one
of some importance to the British gardener. I send
you some Lettuces, which I have pulled up from the

open border. No. i has had no protection afforded

whatever in any form or shape ; I have hundreds such.

No. 2 has had a frame placed over it for a few weeks.
This is attained to by the selection of seed of the more
hardy plants and transplanting at intervals apart, so as

to insure a firm, hardy growth. They are of the true

Old Brown Cos (black-seeded). These, with the aid

of bell-glasses, would foiTn fine stuff". Will the Editors
give their opinion ? William Earhy. [Admirable
examples for the time of year. Eds.]

^otitts 0f §O0lvS.
Nouveau Dictionnaire de Botanique, &c. Par E.
Germain (de Saint Pierre). Paris and London :

Bailliere. 8vo. Pp. 1388. Figs. 1640. (New
Dictionary of Botany, &c.)

Considering that this work represents the thought and
obser\'ation of one mind, and the elaboration and com-
pilation of onfi author's pair of hands, it may truly be
looked on as something remarkable. Nevertheless, it

has precisely those faults which one would expect to

find under the circumstances. It reflects the views
and opinions of the author, when it ought to be an
epitome of the general condition of the science.

Subjects in which the author takes a personal interest,

those in which he has thought much and worked much,
receive greater attention than do other matters of equal
importance, but with which the author is not so per-
sonally familiar. Thus the dictionary becomes the
dictionary of M. Germain, the botanist, rather than a
dictionary of botany. In turning over its pages we are
constantly coming upon long articles on certain special

subjects—well-written, excellent articles in their way,
but out of all proportion to the other articles, and at

the same time taking up space which would be better
occupied by the insertion of matters of which little or
no notice whatever is taken. Let us cite one or two
instances as they occur to us in turning over the pages ;

—

"Absorption" occupies in its treatment about a dozen
lines contftning a most meagre and imperfect account of
that important faculty in plant life. True, there is a
cross reference to " Endosmosis," to which subject we
find five lines devoted ! On the other hand, to the
theoretical questions connected with the origin of
species {a^c's du j-t-gne Vc'g^tai) nine pages are given.

The explanation of the term " Aiguillon" takes up half
a page, while eight or ten lines suffice for Amentacese.
Less than half-a-dozen lines are occupied with the
definition of tendrils, *' cin-us ;" a few more to the words
"grimpant" and "volubile;" and this is all we find as

to climbing plants, and, so far as we have been able
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their singular spon-

pages are occupied
to discover, nut a

taneous movements
the question of spontaneous generation, eight with

tliat of the origin of the vegetable kingdom, more than

twenty with an account of the method of making an her-

barium, while forty are devoted to the word "herborisa-

tion. " The word " pith " [moeik] receives for its explana-

tion eleven lines, in which very little information is given

as to the nature of that substance, while five pages are

devoted mainly to an enumeration of the names of the

genera of Mosses. The account of the Botanical

Society of France occupies four pages, including a list

of the niles and regulations, and of the presidents

and vice-presidents from its foundation to the present

time—information out of place in such a book, at least

so far as these details are concerned.

We might cite very many instances of similar dispro-

portionate treatment, were it necessary to do so. But

having indicated what we take to be the main defect of

the book before us, let us hasten to acknowledge that

many of the articles, especially the longer ones, are

clearly, correctly, and agreeably written, evidently with

the view of satisfying the requirements of general

readers desirous of making themselves acquainted with

the present state of botanical science, and with the

questions most in debate at the 'present day among its

votaries. Several times since the book has been on our
table have we, by way of testing its value as a work of

reference, turned to it to illustrate some point or another

that has occurred to us in our daily occupations,

and if we have too often found it wanting in its pro-

fessed character as an encyclopaedia, we have been
compensated by the attractive style in which many of

the subjects are treated. The style is not so much that

of a learned dissertation, as of a readable, yet trust-

worthy essay. With many of M. Germain's notions we
entirely coincide, and though, in the interests of

students, we have deemed it right to call attention to the

disproportionate treatment of certain subjects as con-

trasted with that of others, we do not wish to unduly
disparage the work or impute to the author any want
of accurate knowledge of his subject, or inability to

handle it properly. We ought not to conclude without

saying that the book is clearly printed and lavishly

illustrated with excellent woodcuts.

&c. Scripsit Rev. Jacobus
Reeve & Co. Small 8vo,

Lichenes Britanni
M. Crombie, M..

pp. 13S.

This is, what its title says it is, an enumeration of

the species of Lichens natives of the British isles,

together with their synonyms and indications of the

habitats'and stations wherein the plants grow. The
order of arrangement is that of Nylander, the tongue in

which it is written is Latin, for the gi'eater convenience

of foreign botanists ; and we believe that the work has
been carefully and conscientiously drawn up, and will

therefore prove acceptable to all who study Lichens.

Microscopic Objects; figured and described by

J. ^[. Martin. Van Voorst.

"The design of this work," says the prospectus, "is
to supply a want felt by many who possess a

microscope, viz., that of a book in which they can find

an accurate drawing of any object in their cabinet or

which they may readily procure." The work is to be
published in monthly numbers, each containing eight

plates and eight pages of letterpress. The specimen
number before us contains i6 figures of vegetable

tissues as seen under the microscope. They are rather

roughly executed, but they are faithful representations,

and they give the tyro a better idea of what he is to

expect to see than more elaborate and artistic repre-

sentations would do. The distinction between diagrams
and transcripts from Nature is not always sufficiently

impressed on the student, who is apt to be disgusted

because he is not able to see things as clearly as the

diagram represents them. We wish well to the present

publication, and shall say more concerning it when it

has advanced further.

Catalogues Received.—y. Carter &= Co.'s Gar-
dener's Vade Mecum for 1870, and Barr cr" Si/gdeu's

Seed Catalogue ; both, as usual, encyclopaedic in character.—Sutlon ^ Sous' Amateur's Guide, and Wheeler 6-'

Son's Little Book, are more select, and got up in very
handsome v^rappers.

—

J. Veiteh &• Son's Garden and
Flower Seeds; also List oS G\ad\o\\.~~ IV. Bu/Z's Seed
Catalogue.— !^. Paul's Select Seed List.—Z?. Radclyffe
fr" Co.'s Seed Catalogue ; this firm also issues a Sheet of
Horticultural Elegancies, such as Fern cases, flow
stands, &c., which is worth inspection ; and an Album of
Carnations, &c., consisting of dried petals of the flowers,

by which customers can make their selections.— C.
Turner s Seed Catalogue.—/^. Caunclis Illustrated

Floral Guide for 1870.-^9. S. Williants Seed Catalogue.
—Dow7iie, Laird ^ Laitig's Seed Catalogue.—5//;* /^r.

M'Culloch dr' Co.'s Seed Catalogue.

—

Lamoureux <S= Co.'s

Price Current of Seeds.

—

R. Parker's Seed Catalogue.

—

W. Cutbusk ^ Son's Seed Catalogue.— Wm. Wood 6^
Son's Seed Catalogue.

—

Chiva^ ^ Weaver's Seed Cata-
logue.

—

Jas. Dickson df Sons' Forest and Ornamental
Trees ; also Seed Catalogue, and Sheet of Horticul-

tural Implements. — G. J. Child's General Nursery
Catalogue. — D. G. McKay's Seed Catalogue. —
The London and Continental Seed Co.'s Seed Catalogue.
— W. Thompso7is Descriptive Catalogue of Flower Seeds.

S. Glendinning^' Sons' Seed Catalogue.—£. G. Hen-
derson dr* 5o«'i Seed Catalogue.

—

Osborn &• Son s Hcivdy

Trees and Shrubs, a carefully prepared and trustworthy list

'—Wm. Rollisson b' Sons' New Roses for 1870.— PVni.

d 6^ Sons' Seed Catalogue; also Directions for
Sowing and Culture.— 7', Kennedy & Co.'s Forest and^

^^1 'lYees and Seed Catalogue.—5/«////. 6^
Cultural Guide and Seed Caisdogue—yosefi/i
•'s Prix-Courant pour le printemps 1870

—

C.
Hubcr et Cie.'s Catalogue de Graines pour 1870. des
V^getaux. &c.— 7. Sieckmann's Pries-Verzeichniss iiber
Georginen (Dahlias), a very full list, extending to 30 pages.— Vilmorin-Andficux et Cie.'s Catalogue Gimeral de
Graines et Plantes

; also Suppl6ment aux Catalogues.—
Waitc, Buruell. Hug^^ins 6^ Co.'s Seed Catalogue.—
T. Sampsons Seed Catalogue.— IK Samson 6- Co.'s
General Catalogue.— W. E. Dixon's Seed Catalogue.—
E. Sang ^ Son's Seed Catalogue.—^. Taylor's Seed
Catalogue.

Florists' Flowers.
The Gladiolus in 1869.—A visit just paid to my

bulb-room reminds me that what may now, I suppose,
be considered my annual report on the Gladiolus, is

still unfurnished for the year just ended ; and my expe-
rience as a practical ctiltivator tells me that, to be of
use for the guidance of florists for 1870, the sooner it

is before the public the better. To begin then : the
year 1S69 was, I think, on the whole, unsatisfactory
for the Gladiolus. I planted the bulk of my stock in

the second week of February, and all were in the
ground before the end of the month, in the soil they
seem to like best—fresh loam enriched with a moderate
supply of old cow-dung, and made friable by the addi-

tion of some river sand. Too heavy manuring I have
found injurious, as it tends greatly to increase the pro-

pensity to rot and melt away which the bulbs of this

flower are specially liable to. They showed above-
ground in due time, and then for nearly two months
had to contend with bitter east winds, and almost
nightly frosts ; and though I cannot say that I lost a
single bulb outright in the early season, the evidence
of the struggle for life was plain to the most
careless observer, in the stunted growth, and pale, sickly

foliage of the entire slock. About the middle of June
things began to mend, and thenceforward a rapid growth
took place, but the main bloom was later than usual,

and there was a marked deficiency in the rich vigorous

appearance of foliage and brilliancy of spike, which a
good grower is fairly entitied to expect as the reward
of his labours.

My note-book tells me also that a large proportion
of my stock did not bloom at all, being marked late

—

that is to say, that the check in the early summer was
too much for them, and that all they were able to

accomplish was a growth of about 2 feet, but no bloom.
In those late cases the bulb has almost invariably come
up sound, which is a consolation to a certain extent.

While speaking of taking up, it may be well to state

that where a spike is cut while in full bloom, there the

chance of the loss of the bulb seems to be gixatly

increased. This is, I suppose, only natural, as the

sudden shock of beheading must be very severely felt

;

and it is an important consideration for exhibitors

whether they will in the first instance submit to the

heavy sacrifice of cutting the 50 to 100 fine spikes

necessary to put in an appearance, with in all the classes

at one of our important shows—which spikes, be it

remembered, would continue in all their brilliant glory

at home for at least two weeks had they been left

uncut,—when they bear in mind that they are not only

denuding their gardens of their choicest gems for the

moment, but largely increasing the chances of failure

of their best bulbs for the time to come. This is a

matter I have carefully noted, and I should like to

know what growers generally think about it, as any
circumstance that tends to increase the great cost of

keeping up a first-rate stock of Gladioli cannot fail to

be deeply interesting to a considerable section of the

floral community.

The novelties of the past season have in several

instances proved decided acquisitions, and the follow-

ing, fi-om our greatest producer, M. Souchet, seem

likely to hold a leading position for some years to come

;

I give them as I meet them in my note-book, not

necessarily in the order of merit :—Thomas Methven***,

purple shade of crimson, shaded with rose ; good spike,

and good substance ; better than Homire, also a new
flower, and rather similar. Monsieur Legouve****,

brilliant ponceau, white throat, faint lilac blotch, large

solid flower ; very like an old favourite of mine. Marshal

Vaillant, but finer in all respects, and, what is of great

importance, fully a month earlier. Madame Desportes,

white, lightly feathered with rosy lilac, blotch of same

shade, large flower, and splendid spike. Argus**"*,

rich ponceau, feathered with a darker shade of

same, pale straw throat, fine spike. Schiller,

splendid pale straw, rich bright velvety crimson

throat; very fine spike, quite distinct, and a. great

gem. This note was taken on August 25, artd as a

matter for amusing comparison, I next give a descrip-

tion taken on September 27 of another spike of the

same variety in a neighbouring bed :—Blush, pale straw

throat, with rich blotch of bright velvety crimson,

heavy rose feathers, grand spike. Of course the lapse

of a month made all the difference, but the two spikes

were so unlike that they could have been shown
together side by side as two separate varieties had it been

possible to have brought them together. Racine****,

bright rosy crimson shaded with white, splendid spike.

Buffon***, bright crimson and rose shaded, striped with

white and crimson flakes. Madame Dombrain, splen-

did soft rose, bright rosy crimson throat and feathers,
good spike and good shape ; one of the very best.
Virgile****, rich glowing ponceau, crimson blotch, good
spike. Marie Stuart****, whitish blush, rosy crimson
throat and feathers, grand spike ; and a second spike
from the same bulb, soft white, faintly tinged with
lovely pale pink on throat and feathers ; both different
but grand in either state. Some few others were late,

so I am unable to report on them, but Due de Monte-
bello I have heard well spoken of.

Of seedlings, a few fine things have been shown, and
I am inclined to think "D., Deal," was greatly
mistaken when he stated his belief that the number of
persons growing seedlings to any extent was limited to

two—that is, if he included Old Ireland in his observa-
tions on English growers in the Gardeners' Chronicle of
Jan. 22 ! , We have at least two raisers of seedlings
resident near Dublin, and possibly others that I do
not know of. There was one splendid flower, shown
by Captain Nicholson, of Glenmore, near Drogheda,
one of our most successful exhibitors for the past two
years, and named Glenmore, after his own place. It

was a most brilliant flower, good at all points, and
reminding one very much of two of the best varieties

John Standish has ever produced—Ensign and Carmi-
nata. 1 also fortunately had two of my best seedlings
for the year in bloom at show-time : both are distinct,

and quite up to the right standard. Oliver Goldsmith,
warm blush, shaded rosy crimson feathers, throat
tinged with bronze ; very large flower, splendid shape,
fine spike. Had this flower been sent out by
M. Souchet, I would have said at once that it had
come from the same strain of seed as Madame
Dombrain and Thomas Moore. The second I have
called Earl Spencer, after our present most popular
Viceroy : rich orange scarlet, shaded ; throat while,

with crimson blotch, feathered with very dark clarcl-

brown—a seedling, I think, from Meyerbeer. Those
two have been proved for two years, and may, I think,

be fairly relied on. If my judgment was as crude to-

day as it was some eight or ten years ago, I should

probably be calling public attention to some 40 or 50,

in place of two new varieties of my own ; but I am
not unmindful of the advice of a veteran and kindly

critic to young authors :
—" Burn more, and print less."

In the taking up and saving of Gladiolus bulbs, the

lateness of the season causes great difficulty, as it is

scarcely possible to get them out of the ground in

detail where there is a large stock. I adopted the

plan last season of taking all mine up in one day, as I

do my Tulips ; I placed them at once in their boxes in

one of two new conservatories which I had just built,

kept up a smart heat for about 12 days, and then

removed them, well saved and in good order, to the

fruit and bulb room for the A\'in<:er. They are now in

fine condition, that is, all that came out of the ground

healthy. The number of shrivelled up, leathery, dead
bulbs is quite as large as usual, and the cause of this

great mortality remains still unexplained.

I omitted to state that I planted all my stock about

3 inches deep, and top-dressed them in June and July.

I watered gently everyday (as soon as the real summer
weather set in), from the end of June to the middle of

August. I have made a list of about 30 each of those

classes of Gladioli, the best, the middle, and the

cheapest sorts, and I should have sent them on to you,

but that lists of names, though really necessai7 and

useful now and again, look so like repetita cramhc^ from

the mere monotony of the thing. However they are

available at a short notice, should you care to have

them. [Please send them. Such information is useful

to many. Eds.].

We have now fine hard sunny weather, with mode-

rate frosts at night, and we are hopeful, consequently,

of a genial spring, and fine summer to follow. Our
fruit trees give splendid promise, but all depends on the

spring. We have commenced the year auspiciously by

electing, as our chief magistrate, a gentleman who is a

Press-man, an agriculturist, and a florist and pomo-

logist all in one ; so let us hope for a prosperous floral

year all through. J. F. Lombard, Dublin, Jan. 26.

Garden Memoranda.
MiLKOKD Nursery, nkarGudalming, Sukrlv.-

These extensive and well-known nurseries, which were

frequently noticed by Loudon in his ** Gardeners'

Magazine " some 30 years since, when in the occupa-

tion of the late Mr. William Young and his partner,

Mr. George Penny, A.L.S., were at that time famous

as the first English home of many new plants raised at

that period, chieflyfrom thecontributions of Philip Barker

Webb, Esq. , an eminent botanist, who was proprietor

of the grounds. Since the death of Mr. Young, which

occurred rather more than six years since, the business

has been carried on by his son, Mr. Maurice Young,

the present occupier, who has in the intei-val cleared

off a large quantity of overgrown trees, and filled the

whole nursery with a young and vigorous stock, nuich

of it of great rarity and value, and now growing rapidly

into excellent specimens.

These nurseries are distant about one mile alike froni

the Milford and the new Godahning station of the

Portsmouth Direct railway, where they occupy between

70 and 80 acres of suitable ground m an excellent

situation, on either side of the Portsmouth road, as it

passes through the interesting and pretty village ol
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Milford. The entrance is on the northern side of the

road, into a rectanpilar piece of ground 4 acres ni

extent, and of a deep sandy loamy texture, and whu-h

may be termed the propagating and specimen depart-

ment of the nursery. It is divided across tlie middle

by a broad walk, having wide liorders on cither side,

and which are adorned by many handsome forms of

evergreen trees, including Thujopsis, Cupressus,

Juniperus, Picea, Abies, and many others, which at

this season have a peculiarly rich crfeet. Associated

with these may be noticed many neat examples

of Osmanthus and Retinospora, alike in their green

and variegated forms. A nice dense form of African

Cypress, 4 feet in height, w.as an attractive object ; its

sinpdar red-tinted foliage contrasted well with all

about it. A magnificent Golden Larch is proliably,

after the Elvaston specimen, the finest in the

country. There were also present several examples of

the Golden Chinese Tuniper, a beautiful plant, which has

originated in these grounds, but which is not yet sent out.

The dwarf Irish Juniper, Fortune's variegated Hamlioo,

the Leopold Sycamore, and (Jolden Elms, were distri-

buted along the front of these borders, and were further

supplemented by Lilium auratum and the varieties of

Gladiolus, these latter producing a charming effect

' iiuiunm months. Ihis

.1 I .
unci by awide border,

nun ..if evergreen trees are

arranged in separate rows, (;nl.lLn Yews, Cryptomeria

elegans, and Euonymus radicans variegatus forming a

border to the walk. The ground on the lower side of

the main walk is arranged in rectangular brakes, on

which coniferous and other evergreen trees are princi-

pally grown. Distributed over this portion of the

ground are some remarkable forms of fine trees. Tilia

alba pendula is more than 30 feet in height, and is

very handsome. Picea nobilis, Nordmanniana, Pinsapo

and nobilis, are each 27 feet in height, well furnished

with bianclii'^, and very handscune. The original

plaiil "f Ihf C.ililen Chinese Juniper, which has its

home in these i^ioumls, is some lo feet in height, of a

conical form, with a golden head. A variegated silver-

margined Chestnut, which was also raised in this

nursery, is present in considerable numbers, and is

very attractive. Taxodium sempervirens is more than

30 feet in height. .Some standard forms of the Weeping

Birch, which was first cared for in this nursery, are

attaining considerable size, and their pensile weeping

branches produce an excellent effect.

The whole of the ground on the opposite side of the

main walk is devoted to the various propagating and

during the

jiortion of the grouivl

onwhich moderatc-^i/

nursery purposes.

70 feet in length ni

cases along the cc

benches im cither

and 14 feet wide.

frd propagating stove,

,1 I
I

1',:
1 HI \\ ilih, has closely-glazed

III,. I. II ii I nine length, and open

siilr; ;iii.iiliir suive is 50 feet long

a walk runs along its centre, and

losely-glazed cases occupy both sides of the house.

Hoth thi

emljryo pbnl . ..(

which wc p:iiii. iiLi

Juniper, ^la!'n.lll.l

Ihe Japanese n.,Ml

l)n.lrably the mosl

were umU-igiiing I

the rare -)f Ihal i

under whose umea .ingcarethisi

Another

filled to overflowing with

trees and shrubs, amongst

ed the new Golden Chinese

Ilii, Sec. : and the whole of

.vliirh (his nursery contains

, mIIi ( lion in the kingdom,
,, III multiplication, under

ilili- imipagator, Mr. Hurd,
illectionhas increased

span-roofed house

—

like the othiis, very effectually heated by hot water

—is 100 feet long and 15 feet wide. It has a wide bed

down the entire length of its centre, and benches on

either side. Standing on the floor at the entrance at

either end are some comjiact examples of standard

Hays. Fortune's new hardy Palm occupied a consider-

able portion of the benches on either side. A good

specinn-n <>( Aviilia Sieboldii in flower, and many nice

ph\iii- mI innlli 1 .1/e occupied the benches. Amongst
ihi- inuliiiii.lr .1 J.ijianese and other beautiful plants

wliirli II' I iiiiinl iliis house WC noted a compact speci-

men of Retinospora plumosa, 3 feet in height ; Retino-

spora plumosa aurea is 2 feet in height and 4 feet

G inches in circumference, and is very beautiful
;

Retinospora plumosa varicgala is 2 feet high and 4 feet

6 inches in circunifeicnce ; a compact specimen

of Thuja pyginiva is al)out 2 feet in circumference ;

Ligustrumcoriaccum is also iS inches in circumference.

We also nolicid Raphiolcpis ovata, Hydrangea Otaksa,

and II. panuiil.itiv |;raii.linora. Moreover, there was a

great array of seedling Aucubas, the golden character

of whose disiiiut anil gorgeous foliage was very telling;

many of these bi-autifiil plants were also heavily laden

with large coral berries.

Closely .adjoining this house n double range of pits,

recentlyerected, 220 feet in length .and 7 feet in width, .are

chiefly filled with plants in pots growing onwards into

specimens. Wenoticed a considerablenumberof the

Osmanthus rotundifolius, of which Mr. Young purchased

the imported plants ; the bro.ad-le.aved silver Euonymus,

several golden-blotched varieties of Cupressus Lawso-

niana, also quantities of different species of Retinospora

and other Japan novelties, as well as Tea-scented Roses,

of which a large stock is grown. A quintuple range of

wide pits, each 90 feet in length, is filled with cuttings

of hardy Conifers, as well .as other trees and shrubs ; of

the hatter there were large qu.antilies of Aucubas and

variegated Hollies. Closely adjoining these there arc

nine other ranges of long pits, filled to overflowing with

struck cuttings from the stoves : some of these ranges

nr? cQY«re4 Vfitl\ glass, others Iwve uprotcetion of dried

heath. The whole remaining iiortion of the ground,

unoccupied with the houses and pits, is divideil into

narrow spaces by lofty well kept heilges of Yew

and Chinese Juniper ; in the spaces thus formed the

whole of the young stock, when sufliciently rooted, is

planted and moved onwards until ready lo be trans-

ferred to tlic open nursery. Here we noticed vast

(luanlities of Japanese pliints, as well as gold and silver-

striped Hollies, Aucubas, &c., of which there were

large quantities in all stages of growth, many of which

were handsome plants, heavily laden with fruit, and

well adapted for table and room decoration ;
there were

also large quantities of young Deodars, strong and

robust in character.

A somewhat novel mode of shelter is adopted

here, when the hedges are wide apart ; it is to plant

standard Weeping Birches somewhat sparsely across

the beds, the branches of which not only break the

force of the wind, and in some measure intercept the

frost, but are also eflective in sheltering the plants

from the fierce rays of the summer sun. Protection by

dried heath is also extensively and .successfully practised

in these grounds.

Another portion of the nursery, 41 acres in extent, of

excellent land, is in three divisions, again .subdivided by

walks and paths into rectangular brakes, in which are

grown large quantities of green and variegated Hollies,

Yuccas, Yews, Atlantic and other Cedars, Aucubas,

Araucarias, Junipers, &c., in large ijuantities ; here, too,

forest trees and coppice plants are well and excellently

grown. A portion of this nursery, 13 acres in extent,

was added by purchase two years since. The ground

was all deeply snbsoiled and trenched ; a broad walk

was formed round the field, and planted with Common
and Portugal Laurels, Yews, Araucarias, Douglas,

Mcnzies, and other Firs ; and the centre portion was

filled with Chestnuts, Thorns, Ash, and similar plants,

which are now in process of removal for sale. On the

southern side of the road there is a field of 8 acres, in

which quantities of Scotch, Larch, and other Firs are

well grown. Alder and Hickory are also in great

request for renovating Coppices, .and are here in

quantities. We also noted seed-beds of Portugal

Laurels, Mahonias, Scarlet Oaks, &c. Adjoining this

field is another of 5 acres in extent, of a deep hazel

loam, which is devoted chiefly to the cultivation of

fruil trees and Roses. Of the former we observed some

excellent examples of Apples, alike in standard, dwarf,

anil pyramid forms : of the latter there is a large

breadth in fine condition, and comprising all the lead-

ing sorts worked on strong standards ofdiflerent heights,

,ell as dwarfs on the Manelti stock. Another field

of suitable land, 3 acres in extent, is employed in

raising Hollies, Quicks, and sundry other plants from

seeds, and which is required for stocking these exten-

sive grounds. Mr. Young being also engaged in farm-

ing operations has the opportunity of changing his

rotations occasionally, and substituting a crop of roots

in succession to trees.

Another well sheltered field, of suitable .soil, and

10 acres in extent, is devoted to the cultivation of

American plants ; and here are Rhododendrons, in fine

yoiing plants of all the best named varieties, in all

shades of crimson, white, and purple, besides a large

stock of the older varieties, as well as of R. ponticum,

for wood and cover planting. A'.

occupied a sub

Duke of Graft

1 the gardens of theJinate position ii

, at Kuston Hall.

That John Lloyil was a keen observer of fa,cts in

most branches of natural science besides botany, may
be gathered from his occasional contributions to the

later volumes of the " Phytologist," and some few

communications to our own columns in past years.

He had been in his time a capital walker ;
nothing

pleased him more than a good long botanising ramble.

A very favourite part with him was that interesting

district in Surrey and Hants—south and south-west of

Hind Head and the intervening country towards Sel-

bourne, of which the village of Thursley marks about

the centre of what may be called Lloyd's wanderings ;

every yard of it was perfectly known to him—one

result of his researches hereabouts being that he

actually gathered four out of the six British species of

Lycopodium, including the L. alpinum. But very

many of the most distant parts of the kingdom

had been at one period or other visited by him

—

Scotland, Ireland, and the Channel Islands ; and

last of all, and latest in life, the central and most

interesting parts of North Wales. In the year 1867

the writer of the.se lines had the pleasure and the

advantage of his companionship, and again in the

last year (1869) for several weeks, and his delight at,

and admiration of our Merionethshire scenery and

vegetation were, so to bpeak, unbounded. The fresh-

ness of the mountain air seemed to Irave a most

invigorating efliict upon hiin, and he made no difliculty

of a walk from this village (Llandderfel) across the

mountain to Llangynog and back in one day—or over

that other noted grand pass to Llan-y-mowddy, besides

almost daily excursions more or less distant in other

directions—the furthest day's ramble involving a walk

of not less than 18 or 20 miles, a rather formidable one

for a man who had seen 77 years and more. //' P.

On lanuary 24, dicil John Lloyd, gardener,

in the 79tli year of his age—one of those characters

who, without the least attempt at display or effect,

could scarcely help being noticed, known, and esteemed

|iretty extensively by men of his own profession and

pursuits. His name and his character were best known

among succulent plant growers, an<l Fern collectors.

He had a wonderftil success in cultivating both these

tribes of interesting plants ; and with regard to succu-

lents, he cerlainlywas gifted with a most extraordinary

ability in distinguishing species—a tiuiek and pene-

trating eye to catch at once the points of difference

between one species and another : this was more

especially observable in his knowledge of Aloes, Agaves,

&e., and caused him to be known as the Richard

Bradley of our times. This peculiar talent, added

to the strictest intcgi-ity and upright dealing in all

transactions, caused him to be much valued by his

employers ; and when it was found that his strength

was failing, and that no adequate provision for his

declining yeai-s had been mttde, several of those who had

benefited by his faithful services made up for ]>im

a small annuity to help him along in the close of

his earthly career. Although he had not had the

advantage of any great amount of early education,

John Lloyd had made the most of all opportunities to

acquire knowledge wherever it was to be got at, and

the .amount of general knowledge that he posse.ssed was

something quite out of the common. This rendered

him a valuable companion in a botanising or a garden-

visiting ramble, for his information was not only varied

and extensive, but it was of a depth which could not

very easily be exhausted or drawn dry.

Leaving his native home in Herefordshire in early

life, he came to London, and his first employment was

in the old Brompton Nursery of Harrison & Co., and

nearly the whole of his life was passed in the vicinity

of the metropolis, except that for a kvf years he

Miscellaneous.
The FKiiNcii Fkoc Eati'.ks. —That the French

arc a nation of frog-eaters was the firm belief of our

grandfathers, and even of our fathers, and the belief

still exists, no doubt, among a considerable number of

our jieople. But of thousands of Englishmen who
have been to France, those who have seen frog.'i al

table are few indeed. The fact is, that as the French

have become eaters of beef and mutton (formerly

scarce things among them), they have less need than

they had of such flimsy food, and neglect it accordingly.

Still, the consumption of frogs, though greatly declined,

has not ceased, and the newspajjers mention vast

quantities being sent in from Lnxeml)urg, saying

nothing of the home production. One single dealer in

Luxemburg is said to have forwarded 200,ocx) in three

weeks. It is only the legs of the frog that are edible :

they constitute a dish very like chicken (I have tasted

them). But the journals tell us that of late the heads

of the frogs have been employed in hospitals for soup,

and the skins sold in restaurants. And how think yon

do the eating-house keepers utilise the skins? In

making turtle soup ! 7'/u' /'ins.

A RosK Sitow.—As the judge enters, the exhibitor

leaves the show, first turning to gaze once again upon

the exquisite beauty of the scene,—the long avenues of

Roses, the fairest examples which the world can bring

of its most lovely flower. The flat surface of the boxes

is pleasingly diversified (or should be) by the stately

Palm, the graceful Fern, the elegant Humea, by

Croton, Caladium, Dracscna, Coleus, and the like,

which not only prevent the uniformity from becoming

monotonous, and the repetition wearisome, but soften

agieeably that blaze of colour which would be, without

such contrast and interruption, too bright for mortal

ken. These are jjlaced at regular intervals in the

centre of the tables, singly or in groups. Pretty speci-

mens of the silver-leaved Maple (Acer Negundo

v.ariegatum), about 4 feet in height, were thus freely

introduced, and with admirable effect, at the last

Birmingham Rose Show. S. R. Hole, in " Gardener."

WniTKWASit.—The sulphate of baryta is said to

possess many advantages over lime as a material for

whitewashing walls. Four ounces of glue are soaked

for 12 hours in tepid water, and then placed, until

boiling, in a tin vessel with a quart of water, the

vessel being placed in water, as in the usual process of

melting glue ; the whole is then stirred until dissolved.

Six or eight poimds of sulphate of baryta, reduced to

an impalpable powder, are put into another vessel

;

hot water is added, and the whole stin'ed until it has

the .appearance of milk of lime. The sizing is theii

added, and the whole stirred well together, and applied

in the ordinary way whilst still warai. Builder.

(FOR THE ENSUING WEEIC.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Specimens plants a{ Fuchsias, Heliotropes, and other

similar free-flowering and useful subjects, which are

planted out in warm greenhou.ses, would now be much

benefited by being moderately supplied at the roots

with tepid water. This will induce the young shoots

and flowers to push more vigorously, and so bring tUem

forward at an eariier date thni> othenvise would be the
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case. Luculias wliich have finished flowering will

now require direct attention in all instances where they

are planted out, especially in regard to keeping the

growth well within hounds. This plant docs not,

as a rule, like very severe cutting in, and yet it will

make very rambling growths ; the shoots often become

so elongated as to reach the full extent of the alloUed

sp.ice, at the same time th^l the base, or middle of the

plant, is left perfectly bare. Where it is not practicable

to cut these straggling shoots in, an effort should lie

made to tic down the head, or at least a portion of it,

if this can be dipne without making the specimen loo

unsightly. .Some few Orchidaceous Plants will now
be pushing fresh growth, and should accordingly

receive every encouragement, especially Oncidiuin

fitxuostitn, Zygo^dalums, Epidemlrums, and sundry

others of a similar habit. Those plants wdiich require

i^iore pot room should be carefully shifted at once ;

others not needing so much .shoulil have all the

foisp materials which may lie upon the surface of tho

balls removed, and have a surfacing of fresh materials

placed in its stead- These materials should be tlie

best of their kind, porous, fibry, and sweet, and the

firmer they cm be placed around the base of the jilaiUs

the better. .Such plants a.s. the above should receive

moderate root waterings, and should be placed in the iriQ^t

favourable positions in the house for obtaining li.ght.

Be very careful, however, not to let the soil become
too wet or sodden aliout the roots. Where there

is room, it would be advisable upon the first oppor-

tunity to pot off ,15 many as possible of the autumn-

struck cuttings intended for summer bedding purposes.

Those who have vineries and other similar structures at

work may make good useof thera, filling them with plants

of this description, if they be free from insects. Do
not, however, pot off more now than you can find room
for, in a cooler position, in a month or si.x weeks' time,

and where they may be somewhat hardened off aftci

the first roots have been made, and a fair start has been
given to them.

FORCING HOVSES.
Where the berries upon early Vina arc so forward as

to be swelling, increase the temperature to a nican

of frojii 74° to 76', allowing a further rise of 7° or 8° by
sun-lieat alone, with a decrease by night of 8° or 9°

from the mean suggested. Give as much fresh air

as po.ssil)lc upon all proper occasions, but not in such a

manner as to allow it to blow too freely upon the

Vines, but endeavour to cause it to gently pervade the

whole stniclure alike, or, in other words, endeavour as

often as possible to change the whole body of air

for a fresh one. Be careful not to start too early

any house of Grapes in. which the Vines, from

some cause or other, did not ripen tlieir wood
early and well last season. The ptore any Vines

may have been taxed in the past season, so much the

greater is the necessity for permitting them to break

naturally. Gi\c young successioual Pines an arlvance

of about 3° more heat now that the length of the days,

and with it the amount of light, is increasing. By afford-

ing air in the morning to fruiting Pines, manage to shut

up early with a moist atmosphere, and allow the thermo-

meter at such a time to reach from 88° to 90° by the

aid of sun-heat. Do not, however, permit too high a

night temperature. Strawberries, after the preliminary

week (jr fortnight's housing in an intermediate structure,

may now be pusliod along freely. They delight in a little

buttonidie.al at the .starting time. Keep them, while

in llowcr, moderately <lry, until well set. I have before

advised ihc same treatjnent in regard to Peaches and
Nectarines in (lower. Gently jerk the wire trellis-work,

to which these are fastened with the hami when the sun

shines, and when air is on freely, and a nice buoyant

atmosphere ]>revails. Pot off young Cucitmlicr jjla^ts,

where required, immediately the third or rough leaf

is shown. Use moderately dry, nicely warmed soil, and
give a soaking of water, heated to about 95°, on the

following day, which will induce them to root freely.

'Jn jjniiing them bury the .somewhat drawn fo<jt-slalk-^

a lillle, so Ihal roots may be emitlcfl from them, to aid

in foiiiiing a vigoroiLs plant. .Shade them, if the sun

.shines freely, for a ,coupJe of days, and keep (hen) well

up to the jjiaiis.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
In continuation of my remark-s on ornamental Shrubs,

I need only refer to the Hollies, so numerous have the

varieties become. Of yunipcrs there is also a great
variety; the ("arpet Juniper (J. prostr.ata), and the Savin

(j. Sabina) arc characteristic and distinct, and of mode-
rate growth. I must also notice the Sioeet Bay (Laurus
nobilis), the Lanender (Lavandula spica), the many
beautiful Ptconies of recent introduction, Lilacs, Arbor-
wVtf" (Thuja aurea, T. pyramidalis, and T. plicata espe-
cially), y^vs, both golden and plain, the Launtstimts,
&c., as plants generally known and to be relied on.

I cannot here enter into the long list of Conifers. I may
however, refer to the very beautiful Thujopsis borealis,

than which a more handsome one does not exist,

and of which there is a variegated variety. The
very singular and no less beautiful Maidcn-kair tree

(Salisburia adiantifolia) should not be omitted by any
one. The Tamarisk, a native of .Southern Europe
and the Levant, thrives remarkably on or near

our sea coa.st, and really de.scrves to be planted

more extensively. Nor should the Adam's Needles

(Yucca filamentosa, Y. gloriosa, and Y. recu

hf. overlooked, a.s they gro\v freely and add yaric,'}'

everywhere. Amongst " bog -earth plants," more
comnionly called American plants, ^ve have some
exceeilingly interesting things, such as Aixdrc'xsdas,
Ledums, the pretty little Box-leaved VI/i//t«'o/-^ (I'olygala

Chamajbuxus), Rhododendrons, tlie lovely evergreen
•'St Ihc

v.\ A

.si bcai.tiful of

uhich
former of these bloom

Kalmias (which

North American inli.ilihi:.

autumn blooming /

'

of the class, the <lv, ,,; 1

an early spring fluv\i.i.n^

flowers in autumn. Tin
away in defiance of frost, snow, or any form of
weather, very early, the flowers lasting a long
time upon the dwarf neat-growing plants. I would
also especially call attention to Daphne Cneortim
as one of the prettiest of bog-eaitl) plants, than
which no plant is better adapted for an edging to

Rhododendron beds. I may al.so mention two others

suitable for other soils besides peal, viz., the blue-

flowered I.ithospermuvi ffuticosum, and the :^ho\yy old

red and white Afczereons. I finish with a reference to

the evergreen Oak, Quereus Ilex, yvhiph is a very
cflcctivc tree in any landscape.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Pruning should be strenuously pushed forward im-

mediately the weather becomes favourable, as the sap

will soon l)ecQinc actiye, anil make the buds iilumii,

prcliminaiy to bursting. Bush fruits may also be

pnmcd \\-ilh some chance of receiving less injury to the

iJu^l^\^l^^ii iciiLtni from birds than would have been the

case li.hi iln\ hull ]iruned earlier. Thp longer Goi>Sf-

berries lur li II ilic bcller, on this account. In pruning

st.andnrds, or any fmni nf Imslics, always leave the

niitldle of each as o|n n :i , im il.le, so that light and

air may have free .ulnn , imii ilnoughout the branches.

Remove the suckers .ind snnil.u growths which push

from the base of hilhcrtt and sindlar kinds of nuts.

Particularly attend to the pruning of Peach and
Nectarine trees at the earliest possijjle time.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
As soon as the ground is fit to wqrk upon, push for-

ward the preliminary preparations for the general crops

which are intended to occupy given quarters. Light

soil will require moving but little after having been

(mce thoroughly dug over. Heavy soils, on the con-

trary, cannot be too freely exposed to the influence of

the air by lightening them up. Make a first sowing of

Watcheren Caulijlaiuers in a pan, and also sow for the

first batph qf Peas where the ijractice of transjilanling

pot or box-sown plants is carried out. W. P..

TOWN CAKDENING.
Should the weather continue open, the present i:^ a

favour.able time for dressing Lawns and Grass plots.

All daisies and other weed.s slioukj be extc}7ninaled ;

and a coaling of rtjlten dung or fresh loapi should be
pread over the .surface. This should be well and

frequently biushed aboul, and be vvell rolled in fine

weather. Trim the edgings ifcatly with the edging

iron ; and if it is intended to sow Grass seeds or lay

turf, the grountl should now be forked up rough and
have all the coarse rubbish pickeil out. It will be better

to defer sowing the seeds or laying the turf until the end

of the month. Where edgings to beds or borders are

juired, they should now lie put down. The best kind

fijr small gardens in towns is that made of wood, neatly

scolloped al the top and painted. If Crimson Thrift

or London Pride is ])laiilcd, or seed of the Virginian

Stack is sown close to this, a lively edging is formed.

Ornamental tiles are very neat and effective, but if

great care is not taken they are liable to be broken

when digging or rolling. For i;(|uares and larger

gardens Ivy makes an excellent edging, if trained on

wires, strained about 3 inches from the ground. The
Virginian Creeper, if treated in the same manner, makes
a pretty change during summer, and it will grow almost

anywhere. The best of all ec)ging^, if neatly kept, is,

however, a Grass verge, about 9 inches wide. J. O.

TEMt'BHArUSK OE TllF. A/K At^'" FALL OF KAtN A'/

niFPnituNT STATIONS
IJUKINC THE VVKKK liMniNG SATljKUAY, JA^IUA^V 2^, 1^70.

NMtirL-l.am
.SliclTicId

EJijibureh
Dundee ..

Abcrtlcca

ST-im Of THS WMATHUR AT BLACKIISATM, LOKJ?ON,
FOK Tiir. Wkek ENn.NG Wkdnpsijav, Fruhimkv 3, ,8,a

, 1870.

tlAf.
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Lichen, the general opinion is that it does not do any
harm.

Transplanting i.akge Dam.son Tree : IHd. This
should be accomphshed at once, or if not done soon wait

till October next. Excepting the top is very large and
wants pruning, you need not interfere with it. Nothing
would be gained by lopping it back now and planting

next year. In moving trace out and preserve all the

roots you possibly can.

Co! IMUNICATIONS RECEIVED :—Adams & Grant—p. M.—Thoth.
E. B.-G. H.—T. W. iM.—R. M.—.Sutton & Sons.— F. H.
P. Wolkensttin.-J. W.—.^ .Sub.-H. J. C.-P. Fry.—T. S.

-W. H.—C. A.-Fem.— M. J. -A. F.—H. H. C.

tlarkcts.
CO VENT GARDEN.—February S'

There is not much improvement to be noted, the markets
nere being generally well supplied, with the exception of
good Apples, both dessert and culinary sorts, which are

scarce. Foreign imports are well kept up. and salading
generally is much improved, both in quantity and
quaUty. St. Michael's and other first-rate descriptions of
Oranges have advanced considerably. The Potato trade

is still very heavy, with no change in prices. Such flowers
as Heaths, Cyclamens, Primulas, Tulips, Cinerarias, and
Cytisus racemosa are now plentiful.

Fruit.

Apples, pi sieve ..

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush. .

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

I to 5 o Lemons, per loo .

.

— I o Melons, each—14 o Oranges, per loo .

.

— 09 Pears, per doz.—10 o Pine-apples, per lb.

Vegetables.

s.d.

3— 1 6

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 —15 o
Artichokes, p. doz, . . 3 o to 6 o
Beet, per doz. . . z o— 3 o
Broccoli, per doz. . . 10 — 26
Brussels Sprouts, p.

i sieve .

.

. . 2 o — ri o
Cabbages, p. doz.

Capsicums, p. loc

Carrots, p. bunch
Cauliflowers, p. di

Celery, p. bund.
Cucumbers, each
Endive, per dor.
Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch

6-30

:
6—

:

HorseRadish.p.bun. 3 o to
;

Leeks, per bunch . . 02 — <

Lettuces, p. score .. 10—:
Mint, per bunch .. 10 — :

Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — :

Onions,per bunch .. o 4 — <

Parsley, per bunch .02 — <

Potatos, new, p. lb. 04 — <

Salsafy, per bundle .10—]
do.

Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 75J.

Seakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p, bushel.

.

Radishes, per doz. .

.

4 I
Turnips, per bunch .

Flukes, do.,

POTATOS.—Southwark, January 2.^.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
very hea\y, and the market much glutted. Trade very
dull, and prices declining. This day's quotations:

—

Yorkshire Regents, per ton, yos. to 85.^r. ; Lincolnshire do.,
60J. to 75 J. ; Kent and Essex do., 6o.r. to 75^^. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., 70^. to 95J. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do. , bos. to jos. ; Ditto Rocks, 6oj. to 65J ; French
and Belgian Whites, 50J. to 55^.

O Growers and Si
London, W. C.

S., M. & Co. 's WHOLESALE LIST of all the choice Flower Seeds
in cultivation forwarded applic

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOWLINC AND Ct tM I'ANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, M n-.-it r, .,,.!' i, ,, ,m<k Merchants.
Address.26, Seed M.Tl ,. M

1 ! KC. ; or Basingstoke.
Samples and pnces j.. mmh. PHic Medals, 1851

for_\Vhcat; 1862. for "
1 uid Seeds."

To the Trade.
CATTELL'S ECLIPSE BROCCOLI, as. per lb

The HORTICULTURAL SUPERB, y. per lb. The best am
latest Broccol is grown.

RINGLEADER PEAS^ true, L^.J??"" bushel, ps. per quarter.
WM. HORLEY, Toddingtoi

ATERSON'S VICTORIA POTATOS won the First
Prize at the Staffordshire Agricultural Show; First Prize and

Highly Commended for the Second at the Birmingham Show Price
5s. per 56 lb. Also a few MILKY WHITES, 7j. pers61b.

Mr. PEARCE. Measham, Atherston^

)OTATOS. for Planting.—TwentyTons of Dalmahoys,
do. Myatt's^Prolific. and a good selection of about so useful sorts

ting prices, for cash. Price Lists on application
":c., Market Place

H.
Seed Potatos.

AND F. SHARPE'S WHOLESALE LIST of all
and best varieties of Early and Late POTATOS is

;ation. The quality is \ery fine,
.' ready, and may be had on appli

eed-Grcwing Establishment, Wisbech.

H.
Early Rose Potato.

AND F. SHARPE have just imported a very trae"'"'
' '

'

tmordinary prolific POTATO, direct
1 America ; and are prepared to offer

Slock of the 3bov<
from one of tht

it to tlic Trade at a reduced prii

Seed-GrouingE^tablishmcnt, Wisbech.

RICHARD WALKER has TlielbliSving to offer.lcTr
cash :-SEAKALE, for planting, 3s. 6d. per leo; splendidASPARAGUS, for planting, i^s. per rooo. or 2j per 100 MvaSifrI.CAN RED POTa'tOS have produced over iftonrto thelcre this

year, ill per cwt,

Biegleswade Market Gardens.

E A S.— Maclean's fine Wrinkled Marrows,
Premier,

| Early Emerald,

CATALOGUE,
The Royal Ku

,
Slough.

To tlie Traile.
SUTTONS' RINGLEAnER PEA.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY POTATO.O UTTON AND SONS can supply the above, very true

D
Seed Counties, Suffolk and Essex.

AVID GOLD McKAY, Seed Grower, Sudburv
„^„„Suffolk, begs to olTer complete Collclions of VEGETABtE
SEEDS, carnage tree.

No. I COLLECTION .. iillNo. s COLLECTION .. £,
No. 3 COLLECTION .. £1

Alterations made to suit purchasers

.

Any lady or gentleman ordering the above may depend on having
really " Pure Home-grown Seeds.''CATALOGUES free on application

The " Old " Eslablished Seed Warehouse, Sudbury., SuW,|k

habits, and knowledge of the Trade.
Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, The Americ

Ley N.E.
1 Nurs

WANTED, a steady, industrious GENERAL
NURSERY FOREMAN or MANAGER, one in whom ever

confidence can be placed, and who thoroughly understands Buddini
and Grafting of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c. : a knowledge of indoor worl
also indispensable- To a deserving man libera] wages will be given.-
SAMUEL DYER, Nurseryman, Bridgwater.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, for a Pig
Farm near London.—A person who thoroughly understands the

well as Buying and Selling. Liberal arrange

WANTED, an active Young Man for NURSERY
and OUT-DOOR WORK.-Must be a successful Grafter

and Eudder.—Ajpjjly^ hy^ letter, with reference and wages required
H. CARRINGT , Nu , Mile End, near Stockport

WANTED, a GARDENER, who understands the
Names and Cultivation of Alpine and Herbaceous Plants and

Ferns, and the Construction of Rock and Rustic Work. He will have
the care of a Greenhouse and small Kitchen Garden. To anv
having a natural taste for and knowledge of the above sutyect liberal
wages will be given.—Apply by letter to Mr. CL.ARK, Bcechn
Sydenham Hill, London, S. E.

WANTED, an active industrious Man as UNDER
GARDENER. Wife good Laundress. Excellent character

mdispensablc —Rev. J. E. R., Careby Rector^', Stamford.

To tbe Seed Trade.
WANTED, as ASSISTANT, a Young Man, of good

appearance and address, having a thorough Knowle^e of
Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—.\pplv. stating references and expecta-
tions of salary, to JOHN B. ivfcKENZIE and CO., Seedsmen,

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

w Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to stale that they

II times on their books MEN of variousqualifications.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under)
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many apphcations

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME. ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS forENTRY in li.eir FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

inay rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most st'ingent regula-
tions in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c
JAMES CARTER AND CO., 237 & 338, High Holbom, London, W.C.

MR. WM, P.AUL begs to announce that he has made
arrangements by which he w ill be enabled in future to furnish

Gentlemen with the NAMES ADDRESSES, &c., of GARDENERS,
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of various qualifications, whc
are open to Engagements. The fullest particulars as to
required and wages given should be forwarded with appi
PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E GHENDERSON AND SON, WelUngton Nursery, SL John's Wood',
London, N.W,

GARDENERS (Experienced).—JOSEPH Meredith,
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool, begs to intimate to

Ladies and Gentlemen requiring the above, that he has on his
REGISTER some excellent MEN for every class of situation, whom

nd from his personal knowledge of th

/COLLECTOR of NEW and RARE PLANTS.—Has
V^ had nearly five years' experience in different countries for an
eminent London Firm, and has hitherto proved himself successful in
allhisexpeditions.-JOHN TUCKER, Nurseries, Faringdon, Berks.

GARDENER (Head), age 36, married.—Sir Walter
James is anxious to rccomrncnd a Man as above. Thoroughly

practical in all dcp; -W. H,, Retteshanger, Sandwich, Kc

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35. married
; great

practical knowledge in all branches of the profession. Good
ictcr-—A. M., Vale Lodge Gardens. Lcalherhead, S u rrey.

G'^iVii
Blandford, Dorset

ARDENER (Head).—Understands the profession in
'" "'" "" hes. Can be well recommended.—G. R., Post Office,

GARDENER (HEAD).-Middle-aged ; with plenty of
experience in every department, and a good will to use it i

mteresi of his employer. Good character.—HORTUS, 2, Li
Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 27. married, no
brance ; understands Early and Late Forcing. Stoves, Pla

and the profession in all its branches. Can be well recom—H. A,, Martin's Library. Lee Gn

ARDENER (Head).—Age ^5^ married, t^
children ; practically acquainted with Pines, A'lnes, Melons, and

Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening.—H. NORRIS. Wandsworth Lodge. Upper Tooting

GARDENER (Head), single.—A Gentleman is desirous
of recommending his Gardener, a Man of great knowledge in

his profession, and capable of taking a first-rate situation. — A Z
(Single), Wm. Wood & Son's Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38 ; a successful Culti-
vator of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Wife as

Laundress.-GARDENER, Mr. Bedford, Post Street, Godmanchcster,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29. married, no incum-
brance; thorough knowledge of Early and Late Forcing, Stov(

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.-E. M
Green. Crickhowell, Brecknock.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; thoroughly practical
in every department. A good Graiw Grower, and Flower and

I
Taptow, Maidenhead-

ARDENER (Head).—Married ; understands his
profession. Wife a good Laundress. A]5o a Younc Man

as UNDER GARDENER, age 21. First-class references.-A. M ,

Post Office. Sunbury, Middlesex,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married;
understands the Management of Vines. Fruit Trees, and Green-

°^^.*^?:|t°.hl^"^^^'^ Flower Gardening. Fiveyears' good character.-GARDENER. Bisbrooke Hall. Upping%

GARDENER (Head). — Age 43 ; great practical
experience in Scotland. England, and Ireland; first-class ii

Grapes, Fruiis, and Plants. If wanted, Wife good Cook and Dairj'
Highly recommended by a Lady, also, three vears' good character -
S. P., 4, Green's Cottages. Merton Road, Wandsworth, Surrey.

GARDENER ( Head).— E. Culley, who is now leaving
>.

"^V. W Buller, Esq., is desirous of obtaining another situation
with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a superior
Gardener, who understands the profession in all its branches, and has
been a successful Grower of Orchids. Testimonials of character, &c.,

,

of the highest cUss.-E. CULLKY, The Gardens, Strete Ralegh,

the Advertiser.—FLORIST, Post Office, Leek, Staflordshir

GARDENER (Head), age 29.—Mr. T. East,
Wolvcrton Gardens, Dorchester, can confidently recommend his

Foreman, he having filled his present situation for four yc,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, one child
only.-A Gentleman is desirous of recommending his Head

Gardener, a steady, industrious man, who well jjndcrstands everjr^

GARDENER (Head), age 29. single.-Mr. J. Hope,
Weston Park, Shifnal, can confidently recommend his Foreman,

he having filled his present situation for four years to his

GARDENER (Head), age 36, married.—
W. Brownbridce, Gardener to W. Martin Edmunds, Esq.,

Worsbrough Hall, is open for engagfing with any Lady or Gentleman

Can be highly
Hall, r

of a Man who underslanSs Gardening in all its branches,
ded.—W. B., The Gardens, Worsbrough

. Yorkshir

GARDENER (Head), middle - aged, single.—
G. H. Richards being desirous of an engagement as Head

Gardener, begs to inform Noblemen and Gentlemen that, from his

long experience in the Cultivation of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants (Orchids included}, Cucumibers, Melons, Flower and Kitchen
Garden, &c., he can have first-class testimonials—All particulars on
application to G. H. R.. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

GARDENER (Head), where three to five men are
kept,—.\ge29; understands the profession in all its branches.

Good references as to character, &c.—E. H, William Trotter, Esq.,
Wateringbur>- Place, Kent. _^__

ardening; also

;s. Cucumbers, Melons, &c. Good character.—H. H.,
, Holloway Road. N.

GARDENER(HEAD),orGARDENERand BAILIFF;
age '42, married.—Edward Bennett, in consequence of the

death of his late employer, G. S. Foljambe, Esq., begs to offer his

services to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a
firsKlass practical Gardener, fully competent in every branch of the
profession, including Specimen Plant Growing, Early and Late Forcing,
Spring, Summer and Picturesque Gardening. He has been for years a
most successful Exhibitor, and a well-known Horticultural Writer.
Testimonials of the very highest order, with it years' unexceptionable
characte r.—

O

sbcrton Hall. Woiksop

-J. S.. 20. Holly Grove. Balhai

GARDENER (Under), where improvement can be
had in Glass-house Forcing. Four years in last situation.

Excellent character.—C. C, 5, Wilton Street, Grosvenor Place. London.

GARDENER (Under), in the houses preferred.
—Willing to make himself useful. Two and a half years' good

character.—S. M., Rose Cottage, Halfway Street, near Eltham, Kent,

/^ ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—Ag

FOREMAN(Age2s).—William Stewart. Gardener
to W. H. H. Broadlcy, Esq., M.P., Welton House. Brough, East

Yorkshire, can, with the greatest confidence, recommend his l-oreman
in the above capacity to any Nobleman's or Gentleman's Gardener in

PROPAGATOR (General), or FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR.—Well up in Hard and Soft-woodcd Plants,

Azaleas, Camellias, Coniferx, Roses, Rhododendrons, &c., alsoj

PROPAGATOR (Soft-wooded).—Thoroughly under-
stands the profession. Eight years' good character.— P. P.,

Worth House, Tiverton. Devonshire.

PROPAGATOR, of Roses and Rhododendrons.—
Age 27, married ; a successful Propagator of Roses.—A. B.,

Wood & Son's Nurseries, Maresfield. near Uck field, Sussex.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Landscape-Gardeners.
LAYING-OUT GARDENS, &c.—Advertiser (age 32,

single) offers his ser\iccs to any one having new Gardens to Lay-

Good reference.

F^
FARM BAILIFF anrl ESTATE OVERSEER.—

Age 33. married; has had considerable experience in the above
capacity, including Buying and Selling of Stock, the Supervision of all

Buildincs and Repairson a largdEstatc, the Laying-out and Draining of
ling and Selling of Timber, the Management and payment
' " pairs on the Estate, and isfullyqualified to undertake

a similar situation--D. C. P., Mr. Chadwell, Stationer, Peterborough.

BAILIFF.—Age 47, married ; active, of energetic
habits, respectably connected. Thoroughly practical in Modem

Farming, Steam Cultivation, Draining; good Judge in Stock, Buying,
Selling, and a good Accountant ; Management of Woods. Repairs, &c.
— F. J^. Post Office, Furneux Pclham. Buntingford, Herts.

BAILIFF andGARDENER, or BAILIFF only.
Middle-aged, married ; thoroughly understands the Culture

both Li^ht and Heavy Land, Buying ana Selling of Stock, and likcw
<-..j ;_ _.. -._ L ,.._ -, .r. _ . .. . . consequence

of

AGENT and ESTATE BAILIFF (age 38).—

A

Gentleman wishes to recommend a throroughly trustworthy

the highest character. —A. B, Messrs. Dalton & Lucy,
Booksellers, Cockspur Street. Charing Cross. London, S,W.

A GENT or LAND STEWARD.—A Scotchman ;

-C\. brought up a practical Farmer, and has had large expei
of Landed Property. Can give the best oire
and ability.—F. J. A.. Messrs. Thos. Gibbs & Co.,

the Management of Landed Property. Can give the best ofreferenci
ter and ability.—F. J. A.. Messrs. Thos. Gibbs & Ci
the Royal Agricultural Society of England, Half Mo<

character.—A. PHIFPEN, The Gardens. Dillington Park. Ilrr

N!-*. ^ age la, accustomed to Gardening, desires a Situation in a
respectable Nurser>'or Private Establishment.—HORTUS, Gardeners'
CkrmicU O ffice, London. W.C.

JUNIOR ASSISTANT. MESSENGER, or otherwise,
*

Seed Establishment.—A respectable Youth, age r6,—J. P..
I Cook'«: Post Office, Edgware Road, London, W.
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BUTTONS'

GRASS SEEDS
FOR AI,r> SOILS, CARRIAGE FREE.

idant Crops of Hay ,

Pasturage.

SUTTON & SONS
Having completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATUR.\L GRASSES, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTTJRE MIXTTJBES,

which are prepared for the following Soils and purposes :

—

STIFF CLAYS.— To be met with in the London, Kim-
mcrjdge, Oxford, and Lias Clays.

HEAVY LOAMS.—Of the same formations as the pre
ccHinc, but when they have been subject to surfacctadmixture:
and cultivation.

GOOD MEDIUM LOAMS.—On the Marls of the Old
and New Red Sandstones, the Gault, and the Ijrccngands.

LIGHT LOAMS.—Of the same formations as the pre-
ceding, but of somewhat lighter character.

LIGHT SANDY SOILS.— On New Red Sandstone,
sands of the inferior Oolite, soils visited by Sand Drifts ; also
those covering up the stiff Lias and the Tertiary Sands of the
Dorset Heaths,

SHARP GR,WELS.—Such as the Flint Gravel drift
which overspreads so much of the Southern and Western part
of England.

CHALKY SOILS.—As the Mountain Limestone, the
Oolites and the Chalks proper, where not too elevated.

SHEEP DOWNS.— The elevated and more exposed

BLACK PEATY SOILS.
The Sorts contained in these Mixtures are grown in different localities,

and gathered separately by the hana expressly for this purpose,
by which means all noxious weeds are excluded. They consist
of the most nutritive kinds of Fescues, Poas, Sweet Vernal,
Perennial Clovers, Loliums, &c., and are mixed in such sorts and
froportions as are most suitable to the soils to be laid down,
n this we use our discretion, in accordance with our many years'

experience in all parts of the kingdoi

PRICES :-
well

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre,
Carriage free. 2 bushels Grass Seeds and \7 lb- Clovers supplied
per acre.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 208. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

SUTTONS' RENOV.XTING MIXTURE, Qd.perlb.
;

80J. per cwt. Sow 8 lb. to 12 lb. per acre.

SUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and CLOVERS
For ONE YEAR'S L.W. 13s. 6d. p. acre, carriage free

For TWO YEARS' Lav. 17s. 6d. p. acre, carriage free

For THREE or FOUR YEARS' L.\Y, 22s. per acre.

Special estimates given for large quantities.

BUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.
Lowest price per cwt. or bushel on application.

BUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE ..
" .7a 9

HARDY PURPLE-TOP SWEDE .. ..07
IMPROVED HARDY WHITE SWEDE . . o 10

SUTTONS' GREEN-TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP o 10

SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP do. do 010
SUTTONS' LINCOLNSHIRE RED;GL0BE do. o 9
SUTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE do. o 8

SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE do. o 9
SUTTONS' SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE

MANGEL o 10

SUTTONS' BERKS PRIZE do 10
SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDI.\TE do. i o
SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED do. ..16
Other good sorts of M.XNGEL . . .. id.Xa 1 o
SUTTONS' IMPROVED GREEN KOHL RABI 3 o
Ordinary GREEN do 36

SUTTONS'

FARMER'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1870,
Containing complete List of Prices of genuine Farm

Seeds, is now in the press, and may be had Gratis and

Post Free on application.

@- ALL GOODS CABBIAOE EBEE,
E.xcept very small Parcels. Five per cent, allowed for

cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

READING, BERKS.

QUTTONS' IMPROVED READING ONION,
SUTTONS' MATCHLESS BiFu'ss'elS SPROUTS, is. per packet.
IIKDFORDSHIRE CHAMnON ONION, ij. per packet
^"^

'Jl'i^.II^i'?."^'
'*=*= "^^^ outside page of this week's Paper.SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

O THE TR.'\DE.-Fine Stocks of the following :-
MANGEL WURZEL.

Yellow Globe.
| Long Yellow, | Red Globe. | Orange Globe.

TURNIP.
White Garden Stone. I Stratton Green 1 Grey Top Stone.
Stubble.

I
Round.

| Dale's Hybrid.
RADISH, Wood's Early Frame, our original genuine kind.

Lowest prices on application to WOOD AND INGRAM, Seed

H
PED IGREE

CHEVALIER BARLEY, which was awarded the First Prire three
years in succession (:867, 1868, 1869), at the Birmingham and Midland
Counties Show. Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, 10 quarters per acre,

For price and full particulars of above, and of Pedigree Seed Wheals,
apply to the Originator of the System, Captain HALLETT, F.L.S.,
Brighton.

w M. D I L L I S T O N E.
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

UEED BUSINESS for DISPOSAL. —Old
^O established and genuine concern, 7 miles from town; long lease.
Goodwill. Slock, Fixtures, &c., ^150.—F. M. SEARLE, Auctioneer,
6, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C^

TjIOR immediate disposal, a FLORIST'S
JJ BUSINESS in good working condition, and well Slocked, within
a short distance of Covent Garden, the Proprietor going Abroad. No
reasonable offer refused. For particulars apply to

Mr. BRIGDEN, King William Street, City, EC.

TO BE DISPOSED OF. with immediate possession,
a large and influential West-End FLOWER and SEED BUSI-

NESS, old established, and doing a good business in Plants, Cut
Flowers, Bulbs, Seeds, and Fancy Goods, This is a chance seldom lo
he met with for an energetic Young Man. Long Lease may be had.
Capital required, £200—8. B.. Post Office, Wcslbourne Grove. W.

FOR SALE by Private Contract, the STOCK and
LEASE of a NURSERY in a Main Road, at Brixton, S.W.

comprising Dwelling-house, ii large Greenhouses, Pits, &c., heated
with hot water ; well situate for the Cut-bloom and Jobbmg Business,
being near two Railway Stations, in an improving and increasing
neighbourhood.and well slocked with establisned and valuable Plants
for Cut Blooms, in addition to the ordinary stock of a Nurserj-.
Apply to G. W. CROOK, Esq., 50, Moorgaic Street, E.C. ; or to

Mr. JAMES STEVENS, Auctioneer and Agent, 9. Cloak Lane
Street Station, E C.,and Clapham Common, S.W.

TO BE LET, a FARM of 108 Acres, principally
Pasture. 8 miles north of London, affording great facilities for

supplying Milk to the Metropolis, together with a Small House
adjacent. Anyone retiring from business, and fond of Agricultural
pursuits, will find this very suitable to him.
For further* particulars apply to Messrs. EDWIN FOX

BOUSFIELD. Land Agents, a^, Gresham Street, Bank, F.C

M Devon and Cornwall.
R. ROBERT SMITH has now on OFFER several
really good improvable ESTATES, varying in size from 30

cres, at the now prices of from /q lo £-20 per acre. Buildings and
3er included. Nothing but Draining and better Farmmg is
ired to make these valuable properties. Loans for ever>' class of

improvements and reports of Propertv,_wiih Plans and Particulars of

M
SALES BY AUCTION.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,on

>DAY, Februarj- 8, at half-past rz o'clock precisely, 240 Pens of
; POULTRY and PIGEONS from the yards and lofts of well.
1 breeders and exhibitors.

On view the morninc of Sale, and Catalotrucs had.

Plants and Bulbs from Ghent and otber Parts.

MR. |. ('. .STICVKNS will SELL bv .\Ul.'T10N, at
his'r.rr.it Knnms, 18, Kiiic Street, Covent ti.irderi, W C, on

Wr.DNF.SD.W, February 9, at tialf-pa^t 12 o'clock precisely,
CAMF;LLIAS, Indian and (Jhent AZALEAS, Standard and Dwarf
ROSES. CONIFERS, AUCUBA, LAURUS'rlNUS, DRAC/F.NAS,
YUCCAS. ERICAS, LATANIAS. Dwarf-trained, Pyramid and Stan-
dard FRUIT TREE.S, choice GLADIOLI and RANUNCULI for
spring planting ; Rustic Seats, Stools, Vases, Baskets, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

T.ninnt auratum.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on

THURSDAY, Februar\' 10, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 10,000

fine BULBS of LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from Japan.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 31, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, February 17. at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

CALIFORNIAN TREE SEEDS, just arrived.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Pamley HaJl, near Otley.
IMl'iiKrANf SAI.K nf MloKlHi'RNS,

MR. STR.M'I'ORD is f.u<.iired with instructions to
announce for SALE by AflTMN, without reserve, on

THURSDAY. February 24, TlflRTY HEAD of very superior and
Purebred SHORTHORNS, the property of F. H. Fawkes, Esq..
Farnley Halt, near Otley, being a choice selection from his justly famed
Herd, which has been long and carefully bred from the best sources,
and maintained a high position at the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, the Yorkshire, and other Nationaland Ijounty Shows.
Catalogues, with pedigrees, may be had on appli

13, Eu Squai .

r Otley, Yorkshir
London, KW. ; or of Mr

M
Spring Grove, Middlesex, W.

ESSRS. I'ROTHEROK AND MORRIS will SELL
id Isleworth Railway St.it - i \\

,

and London and Windsor Line, on Mi'h ,, i ,

I o'clock precisely, by order of the Propri' i i

i, ..
,
,.

valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprisiru' . l,< ,. ,

i ,,,,,,
Coniferous Shrubs, about aooo Fruit Trce^, suu SuuMl.,r<l nti.l 1

Roses, a quantity of Deciduous Shrubs, 150 y^ds liu\ Ldt-'iiiL' I

Climbcrs;&c.
^"t»'"t>.

On view, and Catalogues had at the Office on the Estate.

THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S EXTEN-
SIGN OK LINE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, Brunswick Nursery, Lower

Tottenham {five minutes' walk from Park Station on the Great Eastern
Railway) on TUESDAY, February 15, and two foUowinc days, at
12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve, by order of Mr. John
Mailer, who is compelled to surrender possession of the Land by Lady
T.

^^ the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, .

4 feet ; 4000 Rhododendrons, 4000 handsome Ccdrus Dcodara,

mental and Forest Trees, Hardy Climbers, Herbaceous Plants,
together with 5000 choice Greenhouse Plants, consisting of choice
Double Camellias, Azalea indica, Genista, Acacia, Ericas in flower,
Pelargoniums, a matchless stock of Bouvardia longiflora alba ; also
5000 Erica hyemalis in thumbs, thriving young stuff, &c.

thr<
ndofthe

days prior to the Sale. Catologu
le, E.

, had . the

Annual Sale of very Handsome Englisli-grown
Camellias.

MESSRS. PROTHEROK and MORRIS mil SELL
by AUCTION, at 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.C., on

FRIDAY, February 18, at half-past 12 o'Ctock precisely, about
200 choice Double tJAMELLlAS, beautifully set with Bloom Buds;
AZALEA INDICA, 300 Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the best
varieties, Selected FRUITTREES, HardyAMERICAN PLANTS,&c.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms, as

above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, N.E.

Edmonton, N.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an important CLEARANCE SALE

of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, the Land being imme-
diately required for the ' Eastern Railway Exi

M ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. C^Woplvenfit Son to SELL byAUCTION,

days, at ii'for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the whole of the valuable

NURSERY, comprising an extensive assortment of choice Evergreen
and Coniferous Shrubs, and about 40,000 clean-grown Fruit Trees;

7000 Standard and Half-standard Roses, &c.
Further particulars will appear in future Ad>

Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce for SALE by
AUCTION, without reserve, on FRIDAY, Februarj- 25.

THIRTY HEAD of valuable SHORTHORNS, the property of

Mr. W. W. Slye, of Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster, consisting of
ipecimensof Bates, Gwynnc, Charmer, Knightley, and other noted

ication to Mr.

Berkeley Castle, GloucestersMre.
SALE of SHORTHORN BULLS and HEIFERS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
without reserve, on FRIDAY, March 11, at the Home Farm.

Berkeley Castle, about a dozen very choice pure-bred YOUNG
BULLS, by Bates' sires, and from well-selected dams, of Messrs.
Bowly, Rich, and Holland's stock. Also will be SOLD a number of
IN-CALF and NEWLY CALVED SHORTHORN HEIFERS, of
great milking properties, and several pure-bred Berkshire PIGS.
Catalogues, with pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place.Lontkin ; or of OCTAVIUS LONC, Esq., Berkeley
Castle, Gloucestershire.

C|c|igriatlterd(iajcttc.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1S70.

. r Central Council of Chamber of Agriculture, at the Sails-
~ °l bury Hotel.

The Agricultural Returns for Great
Britain for 1869, with abstract returns for the

United Kingtiom and the British Possessions

and foreign countries, have been published during

the past week. The summarj' figures, giving the

leading truths which are thus detailed, were before

the public last autumn ; and now we can read the

facts, county by county, over the whole of Great

Britain, and country by country over almost the

whole of Europe.
There is no more interesting volume in the

farmer's library than the octavo blue book of

70 pages, which here represents the year's work

of a most valuable department of the Board of

Trade. We see that the Norfolk Chamber of

Agriculture last week recommended that for the

future .agricultural statistics should be collected

only .at decennial interv<als. Why should they

object to the publication of the truth ? What
possible good can be achieved by remain-

ing in ignorance for nine years out of ten ?

Why should any man object to letting the

facts be known .? They will inevitably meet him.

Docs he prefer meeting them in the dark ? It

seems to us to be quite outside the field of argu-

ment—to be self-evident and beyond dispute

—

that whatever the facts, and circumstances, and

conditions be, in the midst of which any trade is

carried on, any interest is situated, any indivi-

dual man is placed— it is for the advantage of

the trade, the interest, and the individual, that

they should be known. Unquestionably the facts

may be most important ; they may be service-

able, they may be disastrous. Let us learn them,

then, and let us help to teach them. Let us

urge the continuance of the effort that is being

made, each year more successfully, to publish

the truth regarding English agriculture as

soon after each year's harvest as it can be ascer-

tained.

There are many most important facts taught

in Mr. Fonblanque's report which it is ex-

tremely desirable to make known
;

and our

readers will find in this and the following

numbers of this Journal the successive tables m
which they are presented.

Meanwhile we may call attention to the gre.at
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reduction of the live stock of the country since

1S68, a result no doubt of the diminished supply
of food for cattle furnished by both arable and
pasture lands in that year. There were 70,000
fewer cattle, 350,000 fewer pigs, no less than
1,110,000 fewer sheep in 1869 than in 1S68.

The sheep stock, which in 1868 was nearly

21,000,000, was in 1S69 less than 20,000,000. Of
course this is a blow not only upon the food pro-

ductiveness of the country, but upon the efficiency

of the great machine by which fertility is main-
tained in this country. The horse stock is

this year for the first time enumerated—thanks,

we believe, to the remonstrances of Mr. James
Caird ; and we now learn that we have 1,141,996
agricultural horses at work in England, 1,561,061

altogether in Great Britain, and within 2000 of

2,000,000 in the whole United Kingdom.
Turning now to the crop reports — about

340,000 more acres are returned as being in the

hands of English farmers in 1869 than in 1 868

—

23,370,639 acres in England, and nearly double
that amount in the United Kingdom. Confining
ourselves to England, the increase in Wheat is

about 20,000 acres, in Barley 84,000 acres, in

Oats 22,000 acres, in Rye 14,000 acres, in Beans
45,000 acres, in Peas no less than 100,000 acres';

the last being a result of the year's inquiry so

remarkable that one is glad to have a satis-

factory explanation of it. On the whole, there

are 7,785,033 acres in corn crops in England in

1869, against 7,499,218 acres in 186S. Of green
crops, again, there were in England 2,759.098
acres in 1868 against 2,585,019 acres in 1868,

including an increase on every separate crop

—

Potatos,Turr>ips, iSic, Mangel, Carrots, Cabbages,
Vetches, Lucerne, &c. The Clover crop was less

in 1869 than in 1 868 by no fewer than 365,000 acres,

that being no doubt the extent which was ploughed
up and sown chiefly with Peas, but also with
other crops, in consequence of the failure due to

the drought of the year before last.

We refer to another page for that portion of
Mr. Fonblanque's report which relates to the

agricultural statistics of this country'—leaving it

till the following and successive weeks to present
the Tables in detail to which the report refers.

One remark may be made here upon a Table
which will be observed in the report classing the
counties of England under two divisions, the one
being grazing counties, and the other corn
counties. It will be seen how large a propor-
tion of pasture land nevertheless appears in

the corn growing counties, and how large

a proportion of arable land occurs in the so-

called grazing counties. It appears to us, how-
ever, that the facts regarding the stock main-
tained by these two areas respectively are not
likely to be accurately ascertained by the mid-
summer inquiry which was addressed to them.
The sheep stock of arable land would certainly
be much greater during the winter and spring
season than during the summer and autumn, and
we must not, therefore, too hastily generalise
upon these returns—or form too confident an
opinion as to the relative productiveness of food
for man of the two sets of counties respectively.

We are in the habit of thinking that, in Steam
Cultivation at any rate, English agriculturists
are a-head of their Northern brethren. And this
prejudice is not in the least disturbed by the
report and discussion on the subject which took
place at the general meeting last week of the
Highland and Agricultural Society. The
Marquis of Tweeddale, himself an authority on
the subject of deep tillage, reported that the com-
mittee appointed to discuss the question of
steam cultivation were of opinion that it would
require much more information on the subject
before it could be said that steam cultivation
would be as suitable for Scotland as England,
The Secretary then read the following conclu-
sions of the committee :

—

" ist. The committee observe that cultivation by steam-
power is much more common in England than in Scot-
land. It cannot be said that the farmers of Scotland do
not possess practical knowledge, skill, and economy in
the management of the land, and yet they seem to adhere
to ploughing the land with horses, which the committee,
however, believe is. as a rule, much better done in Scot-
land than in England.

"2d. The committee are of opinion that before a
steam-plough can be adv.ant.ageously emploved, the land
should be thoroughly cleared of all large stones and other
impediments to the free action of the plough, and that
this can be most effectually done by having the land pre-
viously ploughed by horses to the depth of 14 inches, in
the same manner as the committee saw done at Yester by
the Marquis of Tweeddale,

"3d. The committee are further of opinion, that where
fleep cultivation is desired (that is, not less than from i?

to 14 inches) the double engine system of FovvLElt appears
to be best suited, as the action of the engine is more
direct, and a much less extent of rope is required. Deep
cultivation must, however, entail a great strain on the
implements, and consequently increased risk of breakage.

"4th. Where a shallow furrow (that is, not exceeding
8 inches on ordinary soil) is .all that is required, the single
engine and mov.able anchor system of FonxER, or the
roundabout system of Howard, but with Fowler's
balance-plough, seem well adapted. Fowler's system
requiring a shorter rope and fewer hands to work it, but
necessitating the plough to work at right angles, or
nearly so, to the engine, is therefore not well suited for
uneven sided fields. Howard's system, from the engine
remaining stationary, does away with the strain on the
engine mo\ing along the soft headland, and the con-
sequent poaching and compressing of the soil, but
requires two additional men to work it. and a larger
extent of rope. It is also better adapted for fields of
an irregular shape, as the plough with the movable
snatch-blocks and anchors will work in any position.

"5th. The committee arc also of opinion that, on a
large farm having a comparatively flat surface, with fields

of not less than 20 acres, as nearly square as possible,

and free from stones or other obstacles, and where three
or four pairs of horses can be dispensed with, steam
cultivation will probably be highly beneficial as an
auxiliary to horse-power, as the work can be done with
g:reater celerity and the ground cropped at the proper
time, whereby an increased return would be likely to ensue.
On a smaller extent of land there does not seem to be
sufficient scope for the profitable employment of 5 steam-
plough.

"6th. The committee consider that further experience
of steam cultivation jn Scotland is necessary, in order to

ascertain the actual expense of it, and the endurance of
the engines and apparatus. On all the farms which they
have inspected the machinery is comparatively new, and
it is not to be expected that much outlay should be
required to keep it in good order."

These gentlemen appear to ignore the evidence
which has grown up here, and which is now
perfectly conclusive : they are still engaged in

learning the alphabet of their subject. If they
had condescended to inquire into the experience
of many years over thousands of acres which we
can point to here, they certainly would not have
committed the leading agricultural society of the
North to such a lame and hesitating utterance

upon the great agricultural success of modern
days. Mr. Waldegrave Leslie's suggestion
about the application of steam-power to the
double plough, and his reference to Thomson's
properly named " road " locomotive as possibly

serviceable as a draught power across fields,

both betray the same astonishing ignorance of

the subject ; and we strongly recommend, if the
steam-cultivation committee be reappointed, that,

if they think there still remains upon the subject

anything necessary for the conviction of a reason-
able iTiart, they should cominit their whole
powers to their two best men, and let them take

downward tendency. I\Ionday's prices have beeir

barely maintained on Friday, in Mark Lane. In
the Aletropolitan Cattle IVIarket on Thursday, the

supply of all kinds of fat stocli \yas agt^jn jn exces^ of

the demand.

Our readers will find in another page the first

of a series of articles on F.-VRM Buildings, in which
we propose to give examples of rural architecture of
various dates, illustrating the principles by which the

landowner should be guided in the equipment of his

estate. For the present number we are indebted to

Messrs. L0NGIM.\N, who have most kindly permitted
us to use the blocks by which their costly work on the

Pri.nce Co.nsort's Farms was illustrated, which was
published seven years ago. Others of that series of
illustrations, together with engravings specially pre-

pared for us, will appear at intervals iri the current

volume of the AgrkiiUurat Gazette.

Mr. W. E. Welby, M.P., publishes the

following communication fi-om the Chancellor of the

E.XCHEQUER on the subject of Farm Horse Licences .—

"II. Downing .Street, "Whitehall, January 29,
" Sir,—In your letter to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer dated the 27th inst., you inquire whether
farmers will be charged licence duty for their farm horses
when used

—

" I. To draw coals, which is done in some instances
' with the sole object of relieving the labourers in the
farmer's employment, or other poor persons, from the cp^t

of carriage.

'

" 2. To draw material for repairing the p<-iri5h roads.
" In reply, Mr. Lowe desires me to inform you that in

law farmers would be liable to duty for any of these acts,

but in practice.
" I. The Board of Inland Revenue will charge the duty

if the horses are ' let out for hire' for the purpose of draw-
ing coals : but if the drawing of the coals is only done
occasionally and as an act of charity, without any profit,

the liability will not be enforced.
"2. Farm-horses used for drawing materials for the

repair of the parish roads will be charged if (as is mostly
the case) the farmer receives any remuneration, whether
in money or in .abatement of his rates.

" I am, sir, your obedient servant,
" Mr, 'W. E. Welby, M.P. " C. RiyEiis Wilson."

We publish here the official report on the

guano of the Guanape Islands, which has been for-

warded to us with the report of the Monthly Council of
the Royal Agricultural Society :

—
" The guano of the Guanapd Islands partalces of a

composition varying much according to locality and
depth. In general, on the North as well as on the South
Island, the superficial strata exposed to the vicissitudes of
the atmosphere are deficient in soluble salts, and con-
sequently in ammonia, augmenting the proportipn of
phosphate of lime. In the lower strata, on the contrary,

the quantity of ammoniacal salts augments, thus diminish-
ing the phosphate of lime. It is probable that by the
action which has dissolved the ammoniacal salts pf the
superficial strata, it may have penetrated by infiltratiqn

into the strata underneath, thus increasing the richness of
the latter ; so that in the end the ammonia, which forms
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in agriculture, one of the principal elements being wanting

for plants ; and in case it could not be sold, as was sug-

gested, to manufacturers of chemical productions, it could

be utilised very well by mixing it with the guano from thi

Lobos Islands, which in general contains a strong propor

tion of phosphate of lime, and, per contra, is veiy poor ii

ammonia. By mixing the material in question this guani

would be improved, and would cause the value of thi

guano of the Lobos Islands to be enhanced, equalising it

with the guano of good quality.
" Sonic of the samples of guano from GuanapiS subjected

to analysation contain a strong proportion of water, so

that when the guano is pounded in a mortar with the

object of rendering it more homogeneous before proceed-

ing to an.alyse it, it collects and forms a sticky paste.

"At first sight it would be said that this guano had

been wetted ; but recognising the great hygrometric

power which guano has, and knowing that the sample in

question had been extracted in winter time, when the

atmosphere of the coast is almost entirely saturated with

water, the great quantity of moisture which it contains is

easily explained.

"i myself at another period made some experiments

for studying the hygrometric power of guano, by keeping

exposed to the open air a certain weighed quantity of

guano, and 1 have beheld it increase or diminish in

weight according as the weather was more or less dry.

"The element which is of most value in guano, after the

ammonia, is phosphoric acid ; but, as is known, almost

the whole of the phosphoric acid contained in the guano
is found combined with lime, forming a phosphate of

lime, tribasic, not very soluble in water, and consequently

absorbed with difficulty by plants. Various chemists who
busy themselves with the study of guano have thought,

and with justice, that by rendering the phosphoric acid

contained in guano more soluble in water, and conse-

quently easier to be absorbed by plants, the value of this

material would be augmented.
'

' So for many years Mr. N'esbit advised mixing guano
with sulphuric acid, the which, by uniting itself with part

of the lime, leaves free a part of phosphoric acid, which
forms with the other portion of the lime a phosphatic acid,

easily soluble in water. Mr. Richardson put this theory

in practice, and even asked for a patent for the transforma-

tion and amelioration of guano.
"Now, as not the whole quantity of phosphoric acid

contained in guano is found in a state insoluble, under the

form of tri-phosphate of lime, I have deemed it necessary

in the analysation which I have made to make known
likewise the proportion of soluble phosphoric acid which
the guano of Guanap6 contains, as will be seen by the

table giving the result of the analysis."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Thornton has issued a catalogue of a portion

of the Berkeley Castle herd, the property of Lord
Fitzhardinge, which will be offered for .sale on

March 11. The catalogtie contain? the names of

13 young bulls, and 14 cows and heifers. As in the

case of most of the famous Gloucestershire Shorthorn

herds, Bates' blood predominates, a large proportion

of the animals being directly descended from Sidding-

ton, Didmarton, and Dumbleton stock. Among the

bulls we may mention the following as possessed of

very attractive pedigrees :—i'.^RON Waverley, by
13TII Grand Duice, long used at Didmarton, and
from Flora M'Ivor by 3D DuKE OF Lancaster.
The following calves are also likely to command
attention :—Hardinge the Dane, by 30 Duke
OF Waterloo, purchased at the last Didmarton
sale for 140 gs., and out of Mr. Bowly's

Musical iit/i, a very pretty heifer, bought at

Siddington by Lord Fitzhardinge for 70 gs. ;

Harold, by 6th Earl of Walton (26,070), and

from Musical 11th, a Siddington heifer, sold for

100 gs. last April ; and lastly, Duke Farewell and

Lord Chief Justice, both by 2D Duke of
Collingham, and of the Ursula tribe. The list of

cows and heifers contains the names of Lancaster list,

by Prince of Wales (27,188) ; Victoria and Virtue,

bred by Earl Ducie, also by Prince of Wales,
and descended from Nena, by Trajan (12,238). The
remainder are " principally bred from first-cla.ss York-

shire cows purchased some years ago in Darlington,

and since crossed with pure-bred bulls."

We are able to give the following news regard-

ing well-known Shorthorn stock bred at Didmarton,

and sold at the dispersion of that famous herd to Mr.

J. W. Larkings, of Ashdown House, Essex. Jlolly-

berry has produced a nice roan bull-calf to 2D Duke
OF Collingham, and Floreuiia %th, and Queen of
Tyre, have each added a heifer calf to the same excel-

lent sire. Many of the cows are in calf to 3D Duke
OF Waterloo, a bull sold for 140 gs. at the last Did-

marton sale, and Duke of Kirklevtngton, which
as a yearling brought 105 gs., is growing into a remark-

ably fine animal. The herd now boasts four females

by 2D Duke of Collingham. Further, with refer-

ence to the same tinbe of Shorthorns, we may add that

Lord Dunmore's Waterloo i&th has produced a roan

bull calf to 2D Duke of Collingham.

Mr. Bowly has sold his good old bull, 7TH
Duke of York, to Mr. Cheney, of Gaddesby, where

we hope he will be useful for some time longer, despite

the symptoms of decrepitude he has recently exhibited.

Mr, Dixon's new book, entitled "The Saddle

and the Sirloin," contains the following information

upon the origin of the Duchess tribe :— '' Belvedere
of the Princess tribe (1706) was the bull which Mr.

Bats? BeleQt?d tq taring out the Duchesses, He was

small and plain, and with rather rough shoulders, but

as soft as a mole in his touch. The brothers Colling

had a most faithful disciple in the Kirklevirjgton philo-

sopher, as his celebrated show bull DuKE OF
Northumberland was by Belvedere, dam
Belvedere, and was thus bred on precisely the same
principle as four of their leading animals

—

Comet,
The Ox, Punch, and Broken Horn ; rather an

instructive comment on the popular timidity which
eschews even an approach to in-breeding. Mr. Bates

led the Shorthorn ranks of the Royal Agricultural

Society, both at Oxford and Cambridge, and it was his

lot to breed the second 1000 gs. bull, and to

fashion the models of the moulds upon which such

cows as id Grand Duchess, Oxford l$t/i, and
Duchess 11th were duly cast and quickened. Still no

one contributed more towards .Shorthorn progi'ess

than Mason, of Chilton, who got rid of the open
shoulders and improved the fore-quarters generally.

His sale in 1S29 was refreshing to breeders. Earl

Spencer bought a bull and 16 cows and heifers, and
Captain Barclay, who began in 1S22, laid a still more
solid foundation with Lot 20, Lady Sarah. Such
a splendid lot of cows as those at Chilton were seldom

seen together, and the one from which Earl Spencer

bred most was No. 25 (36 gs.), or Wiseton's dam.
Whitaker of Burley held his first sale soon after. He
had always gone for milking tribes, and laid much
stress upon the purchase of Magdelina by Comet (155)

the only cow kept out of the Ketton sale catalogue."

Some excellent stock has recently been pur-

chased for Mr. Bihier, of San Francisco, California, by

Mr. Dodds, of Mount Pleasant, Wakefield. It

includes Cherry Prince 2D, a yearling Shorthorn

bull, bred by Mr. Atherton, of Chapel House, and a

2-year-old heifer, Lady Hudson Baxter, bred by

Mr. Baxter, of Elslack Hall, and in calf to 2D Duke
OF Wetherbv (2i,6iS). Accompanying these cattle are

two very fine entire dray horses, Young Conqueror

rising four years old, and Honest Tom, rising three

years old. The first-named of these horses was
purchased from his breeder, Mr. John Manning, of

Orlingbury, Northamptonshire. Honest Tom
bred by Mr. Turner, of Doncaster, and purchased from

Mr. Hoyland, of Wingheld, Derbyshire. Mr. Bihier

is the owner of 200 mares, and as the race is rather

light in form, he has selected two heavy powerful

horses as likely to improve the breed.

POULTRY.
I TAKE the present opportunity of giving you

an account of my fowls for the past year. On
December 8, 1S6S, I had eight hens and eight pullets ;

on the 17th I bought four pullets, on the 22d two

hens, and on the 25th one hen and one cock. I had

no cock before. This one proved to be a great eater,

so I did not keep it long, but killed it. I bought five

more hens and one cock, I think in March, but I have

no account of it. I sold some barley to the neighbour

so that that is mixed in the account with the eggs.

I till

.869.
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up in bank shares and ulcl stockings, is not borne out by
my experience. I have a large number of small

tenants, and their condition is generally very pre-

carious. They have not, in many cases, the means or

the knowledge which would enable them to extract

from the soil its yearly value, and without indulgence

in bad seasons they can hardly hold their own.
The position of the small

proprietor on the Continent

is often alleged to be one of

great comfort. On this

point I should be glad to

have the opinion of practical

men. It may be the case

in some instances in the

neighbourhood of towns,

where the cultivation of the

ground is very careful, and
the produce sells high ; but
in the south of France,

where I was for some time,

the small proprietors were
neither well off, particularly

industrious, or well edu-
cated. One, a man better

to do than the others, was
firmly persuaded theOidium
was caused by the railway,

10 miles distant; and no-
thing could be^poorer than
the labourers.

I

A very great difficulty in

any Irish Land Bill must be

the habit of paying con-

siderable sums of money for

the good-will, and the right

of entrance on a fami

or house. The result gen-

erally is, that the tenant

has spent all his avail-

able cash for the right

FARM BUILDINGS.^
I. The Prince Consort's Norfolk Farm: Windsor

Great Park.

The annexed sketch represents the cattle-yards and

buildings of the Prince Consort's Norfolk homestead,

as seen from tlie grass-field to the south-west of them.

ofpossession, and begins

to farm without enough,

if any, capital. It is a

very bad practice for

both landlord and tenant

;

but what between Rib-
bonmen and local pre-

judice, it is extremely
difficult and dangerous
to prevent.

Another thing has

stmck me very much in

this discussion on Irish

land. It has been taken
for granted by a large

portion of the Press,

that the anxiety to hold

land in Ireland must not

only be accepted as a

fact, but encouraged by
the Legislature. In
reality, it is not only

among those who have
no other means of sub-

sistence that this craving

for land exists, but

among many who would
do better without it.

The doctor has a farm

;

the innkeeper leaves his

house to a dirty house-

keeper, and goes to his

farm.

I went the other day
to buy some plants of a

a nurseryman, who was
at his farm, leaving his

garden to go to waste.

When I asked, lately,

what an old coachman
was laying up his money
for, I was, of course,

told it was to get a

farm. In Ireland it is

thought a man is bom a
farmer, as he is a poet,

and that there is a social

dignity in farming that

no other trade affords.

A quiet settlement of

the Irish Land Ques-
tion has become now
very difficult. If, how-
ever, any measure vio-

lates the laws that regu-

late produce and supply,

or attempts by artificial

means to stay the in-

evitable movement
which capital, intelli-

gence, and science has

begun, not only will the

prosperity of Ireland

be retarded, but those

rt The homestead,

i> CumberLind Lodge and gardens.

c The Queen's Schoi)l.

if Paddocks and shed.

Fig. 34.—MAP OF THE PRINCE CONSORT'S NORFOLK FARM.

homestead, across the Great Park and at the farther

end of it. Including a large extent of poor, open, and

almost unenclosed pasture-land on its eastern side, the

Prince Consort's Norfolk farm is a tract of about 700
acres, 200 of which, or thereabouts, are arable. The
soil is very light : a great deal of it is a light sand, and

while a good deal is a stiffish loam adapted for Wheat
and Beans, it is all capable

of Tuniip cultivation. It

is thus adapted to the Nor-
folk system of management,
which was adopted here

when George III. was the

tenant of the farmr. Since

that time a large quantity of

the lighter land on the

eastern side of the farm,

which was cultivated on that

plan, has been laid down in

permanent Grass. The four-

course rotation, with occa-

sional '* stolen " crops, as of

Trifolium, Vetches, Rape,
\c. , is still adopted on the

lieaver portion of the arable

land which remains. Pro-

bably one-fifth of the land

may be in Clover and
IJeans. Mangel Wurzels
and Swedes form one of the

regular "breaks" in the

rotation; one-half in general

being carried off the land

and the remainder fed on it

with sheep whenever the

land will admit of it. Chan-
dler's liquid manure drill is

used in putting in both
Swedes and Mangels on the

lighter soils of this farm,

with good effect. A
considerable quantity of

artificial manure, guano,

and superphosphate is

thus applied ; from ;^300
to ;^400 worth in all per

annum is used on com
and green crops. The
cultivation has hitherto

been done with 12 or 13

horses ; but it can be
cultivated with about
eight now that it shares

in the work of the steam-

plough.

The compact form of

the farm, the central

position of the build-

ings, the arrangement
of the fields, and their

accessibility by roads,

are all well shown in

the map {fig. 34). The
arable fields are num-
breed, the following

being an ordinary year's

cropping of the land

:

—No. I, Oats, 38 acres ;

No. 5, Beans 20, and
Clover 15 acres ; No. 2,

Mangel Wurzel, 39 acres

;

No. 3, Turnips, 32
acres ; Nos. 7, 8, and

9, Wheat, 57 acres ;

No. II, winter Barley,

19 acres.

From this list of crops

it will be seen that,

counting the Bean crop

along with the Clover,

the place of which it

occasionally takes, about

one-half of the land is in

green crops, and the

other half in gi-ain. The
large proportion of Tur-
nips and Mangel Wurzel
is needed for the main-

tenance of a flock of

some 400 Hampshire
sheep, which, with the

help of the Flemish
Farm, are kept here, as

well as of a herd of

nearly lOO pure-bred

Devon cattle of all ages.

The Devon herd is the

principal feature of the

farm. It has arisen since

1856, when, contempo-
raneously with the com-
mencement of the Here-
ford herd at the other

farm, the Prince Con-
sort, through Major-

periodical seasons of distress will be certain to recur I They are situated about two miles from the Flemish I General the Hon. A. N. Hood, now Viscount Bridport,

which owe their origin to bad legislation and national " * We have to express our best thanks to Messrs. Lon^ii^&
purchased the nucleus of his future stock.

ignorance. Brhisley Marlay, Feb. I,
|
Co. for the loan of the wood-engravings used seven years ago in the | costly work, published by them, on the Prince Consort's farms.
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1 theIt must suffice to say, that all tlxe best names

history of the Devon lireed are represented in lliis

herd ; and it is from the stock of Messrs. Quartly,

Halse, Farthing, Turner, and Mogridge that the best

things in the Prince Consort's Devon herd liave

descended. It is simply a breeding stock ; there is no

dairy; the calves remain with the cows all the summer,

and the accommodation

for them, in pastures,

paddockswith sheds, and

the old-fashioned build-

ings of the farm, is very

good.
The drawings repre-

sent the arrangement and
construction ofthe several

parts of the homestead.

They are of the old-

fashioned kind, wooden
and thatched ; barn,

stables, and sheds, being

arranged around a large

quadrangle, of which
Mr. Brebner's comfort-

able residence and its

offices occupy one side,

while below and on the

sunny side lie other sheds

and yards for stock.

The homestead has the

merit which old thatched

buildings often have of

comfortable lair and
housing for the live

stock. They have also

the questionable meiit of

picturesqueness, which is

often the result of a

rambling arrangement,

not to speak of dilapida-

tion and decay. Here,

however, everything is

kept in good and trim

repair ; and the picturesque-

ness is the result of position

on sloping ground among
trees, of high thatched roofs

and gable-ends, rather than

of the lack of any plan of

arrangement. The plan,

however, on which they

have been built is not a

good one ; and it will at

once be seen from our draw-

ings how much labour is lost

in conveyance of food and

litter to the cattle, when the

process, as it must be con-

ducted here, is compared
with the process as carried

out at the Prince Consort's

Flemish Fann. The build-

ings date from the reign of

George III., who was for

many years tenant of this

fann. His Majesty's bailiff,

Mr. Hatch, ultimately occu-

pied the farm upon his own
account. George IV. again

took it into royal occupa-

tion, Mr. Ingall being His

Majesty's bailiff undei Sii

Samuel Hawkes. He ^\l^

succeeded by Mr. Kendall

as manager under \\ illiam

IV. Messrs, Kendall and
Day and Godwin followed

as farm managers, under
General Wemyss, who super-

intended the Royal farms

for her present Majesty.

After the death of General

Wemyss, Mr. Brebner came
here from Bagshot, and the

farm was then placed under
the superintendence of Ma-
jor-General the Right Hon.
Viscount Bridport.

The history is interesting

chiefly as showing that the

land has nearly always been

in the occupation of the

Crown.

PLOUGHING BY
STEAM,

The subject of .steam-

ploughing is evidently oile

which interests a large sec-

tion of your readers, and as

it has perhaps an equal attraction for myself, I will, with

your permission, call attention to one particular system,

which has had less favour shown towards it by those

using steam-ploughs than in my opinion it deserves—

1

mean Fisken's plan of a flying rope. Your readers will,

of course, take my remarks simply for what they are

worth ; but I would observe that I have no interest in

any way, direct or indirect, in one system more than I
In Fisken's method the engine (which may be a

anotlier. I am simply a spectator. It is possible I
,

common portable) is fixed at one corner of the field, or

put a higher estimate upon this system than it deserves, t if possible, outside the field, and the fly-wheel is

and that some of your readers have tried it and found
.
grooved to receive an endless rope band twisted round

it wanting. If so, perhaps they will let us hear about it. This endless rope (which must be common hemp
it, and thus the discussion will do good. or manilla, in order to get sufficient adhesion), is about

I saw the system of a flying rope at work for the five-eighths of an inch diameter, and is carried on
porters 3 feet high all

round the field with an
anchored pulley in each
comer, and a very simple
arrangement near the

engine for tightening or

slackening it according

to the state of the wea-
ther. "When the engine

is once started it is never

stopped, so that this rope

is kept in constant motion
at the same speed as the

rim of the fly-wheel, say

from 25 to 30 miles an
hour, and it is therefore

called a flying rope.

On two opposite head-
lands two windlasses are

placed facing each other,

and the flying rope being
twisted round a pulley

on the top of each,

gives the means of set-

ting the windlasses in

motion at pleasure, for

of course these pulleys

are kept in constant mo-
tion by the flying rope.

Each windlass has a
small drum or pulley,

round which a wire rope,

stretched along the head-

land, is twisted, and as

this can be put in gear

at pleasure, the wind-

lasses can he moved along

the headland from time to

time, so as to keep them
always opposite their work.

In addition to this, each

windlass has a large wind-

ing-drum for working the

ploughing rope, and this

latter drum is put in motion

by a friction-clutch, which

the windlass-man screws

down each time he starts

the plough to a point just

sufficient to overcome the

resistance of the plough,—

a

most excellent arrangement,

for if the plough should

meet a land-fast stone the

clutch would slip, the plough

stand still, and all the rest

of the machinery go on as

if nothing had happened.

The windlasses pull the

plough backwards and for-

wards between them, and
move fonvard along the

headland a few feet as each

journey of the implement
is completed, in precisely

the same way as if they

were a couple of traction-

engines. There is one man
at each windlass and one

man at the plough, and of

course one man at the

engine,—say, three unskilled

and one skilled man, instead

of one unskilled and two
skilled men, as in the

double-engine system.

It must not, however, be

forgotten that in the flying-

rope system there is no cart-

ing of coals and water along

the headlands, which, in

wet weather, in a clay

country, becomes almost an

impossibility. Neither does

it require an elaborate sys-

tem of telegraphing, which

is requisite in the rounda-

bout, where the windlass-

man is often nearly half a

mile off"from the implement.

But if the system has its

advantages, so also it has its

drawbacks. The flying-

rope is running at a great

speed, 25 or 30 miles an hour, and is by no "leans a

pleasant neighbour to rub against, but then it is portered

fully 3 feet off" the ground, and is plainly in sight. 1
ne
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first time at the Manchester show in July. I went there

prejudiced against it, but I came away satisfied that it

was both simple and practicable. In your number for

July 24, 1869 (p. 801), you gave a very excellent de-

scription of it as worked at Manchester ; but as many of

your present readers may not have that number of the

Agricultural Gazette by them, I will re-describe it here.

ipe, too. has to be altered in length every time the

field is changed, but then it is only a hemp rope, and

is quickly cut and quickly sphced-any common

labourer can learn the way in a few minutes. No
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doubt the rope is also perishable, and may require

renewing once a year ; but if so il is cheap, and I am
inclined to think it might be kyanised without injuring

its adhesion. On the whole, then, it seems to me the

advantages are greater than the drawbacks.

Now let us look at what it actually did at Man-

chester. At p. S02 (July 24, 1S69), you report that a

10-horse engine "hauled during the trials an 8-furrow

Fowler balance-plough, going from 7 to 8 inches deep,

at a speed ofabout three miles an hour." I myself saw

the implement at work also, and I measured the depth

of the furrow in several places on the land side, that is

to say, next the unploughed ground, and I found it to

be 74 inches, but I did not think it was going quite so

fast as you name. Let us, however, calculate what the

speed you name would do. An 8-furrow plough turns

over 6 feet or 2 yards wide at each journey, and if it

were going three miles an hour, that would be

1760x3 = 5280 yards; and as this was 2 yards wide,

we get 5280x2=10,560 square yards as the quantity

turned over in one hour of actual work. But we have

to allow for time lost at the headlands in turning

the implement, and if we allow one and a half hours

for this, and half an hour for breakfast, and one hour

for dinner, that would make three hours to deduct out

of 12 hours (a whole day's work), and that would leave

nine hours during which the plough would be actually

running. Now, nine hours at 10,560 square yards

would come to 95,040 square yards, or 19 acres i rood

i9 perches as one day's work, ploughing 74 inches

deep. The field in which this work was done seemed

to me to be a Rye-grass and Clover lea two years

down and mown shortly before. The soil was light,

but veiy much dried up from the great heat of the

summer. From my own observations, however, I

think this quantity is e.\aggerated. I timed the plough

twice across the field, and then stopped it, and my im-

pression was that it was going 2^ miles an hour, but

from data, as to size of wheels, &c., which I aftenvards

got from Mr. Fisken, I calculated out the possible

speed, and my conclusion was that the plough was

going just about two miles an hour. I did not time the

strokes of the engine, but allowing what I deemed a

fair but quick stroke to the piston, I came to the con-

clusion that the real speed of the plough was

what I say, about two miles per hour. But even at

two miles per hour, the quantity of ground ploughed

in a day would have been about 13 acres, or as much
land as 20 or 22 horses worked in pairs would have

done, for I do not think a pair of horses would have

ploughed at the utmost more than an acre and a

quarter per day of the land I saw. Now I think that any

system of steam-ploughing which will enable a]io-horse

engine to plough 13 acres per day, and do the work of

20 or 22 horses, is decidedly worth consideration.

I have no doubt the high speed of the flying

rope will strike many of your readers as [being a

serious objection. Nevertheless, one soon gets accus-

tomed to it, and it is the essence of the whole system.

If one rope is going 15 miles an hour, and another

only one mile an hour, a strain of 100 lb. on the fast

rope is equal to a strain of 1500 lb. on the slow rope,

and consequently, the fast rope need only be one-

fifteenth part as strong as the slow rope, and all the

anchors, pulleys, &c., aie reduced in the same ratio.

To hold the corner pulley of a roundabout, where the

strain at the plough is 4500 lb., requires a very

strong anchor; but to hold the corner pulley of a flying

rope, which is only carrying a strain of 300 or 400 lb.,

is a very simple affair. This is the principle Mr.

Fisken has adopted, and it certainly seems to be an

ingenious one. No doubt the flying rope requires an

arrangement of anchors and pulleys set up round the

field, to be ploughed just as the roundabout does, but

then they are of a much lighter description, and more
easily fixed, and are never moved until the field is

finished. Besides which, they can be used to work the

same field several times over with different implements,

because the windlasses can be worked back again up

the field after having gone down,—a thing ^\'hich cannot

be done with the roundabout without relaying out the

rope and refixing the anchors. No doubt the round-

about is much improved by mounting the comer
pulleys on movable disc anchors, and to relay it with

these would not be very diflicult, but still the balance

of convenience lies with the flying rope.

As to the right sort of implement to be used in

steam cultivation, it has always occurred to me that

as yet we have not got the right thing. My idea would

be a plough and cultivator combined, to w'ork together.

As to the balance-plough being unsteady from the

overhanging weight, there is a very simple way of

diminishing that which I am surprised has never

occun-ed to Fowler & Co. I mean a counter-weight

(like the counter-weight of a Cornish pumping-engine)

which could be turned over each time to the working

end of the plough, and would add so nruch to the

ploughman's weight.

There is, however, no reason why the same sort of

implement might not be fitted to Fowler & Co.'s new
'

' turn-round " frame, which seems tome an excellent plan,

and with which all sorts of implements can be worked.

If any of your readers have actually tried Fisken's

flying rope I am sure, if they would give you the

results of their experience, it would be confeiTing a

benefit upon us all. Whether the results were in favour

of or against the system is quite immaterial ; what is

required is actual experience. The report of a failur

well described is often more favourable to progress than

that of a success achieved.

Next week, if you will allow me, I will enter into

some calculations as to the cost of steam-ploughing.

C. A. H.

AGRICULTURAL RETURNS OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

[The following is the portion relating to our own country of the

just published report presented to the Board of Trade by
Mr. Fonblanque.]

The number of returns obtained from occupiers of

land in Great Britain is larger in 1869 than in 1S68.

The increase is chiefly caused by infonnation having

been obtained in 1S69 from a large number of occupiers

of small holdings, in consequence of nrore precise

instructions for the collection of the returns. In 1868

returns were required from "holdings of more than

small pieces of garden ground," but in 1869 the returns

required were from '

' holdings of and above one quarter

of an acre.''

The additional number of returns obtained in 1869,

being chiefly from holdings of very small extent, will

not account for any considerable portion of the. increase

in the total acreage returned in 1869 as compared with

1868. The larger part of the increase is due to

more complete and accurate returns by occupiers of

hand in some districts ; but the cultivated area is also

increasing by the reclamation of waste lands.

In the first two tables, abstract returns are given for

each division of the United Kingdom ; the figures for

Ireland having been furnished by the Registrar-General

for Ireland. The figures for the Isle of Man and the

Channel Islands, in these and other tables, have been

specially collected for the Board of Trade, as upon
previous occasions, under the direction of the local

authorities.

For the United Kingdoirr the total number of acres

returned as under all kinds of crops, bare fallow, and

Grass, was 46,100,153 in 1869, against 45,652,545 in

1868, showing a difference in favour of 1S69 of

447,608 acres.

Of the total acreage returned in 1869, there were

under com crops (including Beans and Peas) 1 2,000, 1 1

1

acres, of which 9,758,037 were in Great Britain, and

2,207,970 in Ireland ; under green crops (including

Potatos) there were 5,065,933 acres, of which 3, 575,067

were in Great Britain, and 1,468,895 in Ireland ; under

bare fallow there were 761,369 acres, of whiclr 738,836

were in Great Britain, and 20,981 for Ireland ; and

under Grass, there were of Clover and other Grasses

from seed, 5,149,552 acres, of which 3,448,726 were in

Great Britain, and 1,669,800 in Ireland, .and of per-

manent pasture there were 22,811,284 acres, of which

Great Britain had 12,735,897 and Ireland 10,046,877

acres.

The acreage under com crops as retumed in 1869,

was divided between the different kinds of crops in the

following manner :—In Great Britain, of the total

number of 9,758,037 acres devoted to com crops,

3,688,357 acres, or nearly 38 per cent., were under

Wheat ; 2,251,480 .acres, or 23 per cent., were under

Barley or Bere ; 2,782,720 acres, or 28 per cent., were

under Oats ; 64,099 acres, or 0.6 per cent., were under

Rye
; 575,204 acres, or nearly 6 per cent., were under

Beans; and 396,177 acres, or 4 per cent., were

under Peas.

In Irehand, the land under corn crops was very

differently apportioned. Of a total of 2,207,970 acres.

Wheat was grown upon 218,117 acres, or to the extent

of about 13 per cent. ; Barley upon 223,338 acres, or

o per cent. ; Oats occupied as many as 1,684,788

acres, or 76 per cent. ; and Rye, Beans and Peas

together only amounted to 18,727 acres, or barely

I per cent of the land under com. Although so large

a difference is shown between the proportionate acreage

under com crops in Great Britain and Ireland, the

percentage proportions for the principal crops will be

found not to differ very much in Ireland and Scotland.

As regards green crops, the following are the results

for each kind of crop in 1S69 :—In Great Britain, of a

total of 3,575,067 acres, 585,211, or 16 per cent.,

were returned as under Potatos ; 2,171,526, or 60 per

cent. , as under Tumips and Swedes ; 292, 742, or 8 pel

cent., as under Mangels ; 14,344, or 0.4 per cent., as

under Carrots; 145,251, or 4 per cent., as under

Cabbages, Kohl Rabi, and Rape ; and 365,993, or 10

per cent., as under Vetches, Lucerne, and any other

green crop, except Clover or Grass.

In Ireland, of the total of 1,468,895 acres tmder

gieen crops in 1869, 1,041,837, or 71 per cent., were

under Potatos ; and 321,880, or 22 per cent., were under

Turnips and Swedes.
Upon comparing the returns of 1869 with those of

1868, the total acreage under corn crops in Great

Britain show"s an increase of 324,505 acres, and as com-

pared with 1867, the increase in 1869 is as inuch as

473,257 acres. The cultivation of com crops, as

shown by the returns, has been extended in each of the

two years since 1867, the result no doubt of the higher

prices of com in 1S67 and 1868.

The acreage under Wlieat in Great Britain shows an

advance in 1S69 over iS58 of 36,232 acres, but m :S6S

there was an increase of 284,249 acres over 1867.

Barley shows an increase in 1869 against 1868 of

100,000 acres, which is only a recoveiy of the decrease

in 1S6S as compared with 1867. Oats have not varied

much in acreage in the last three years, but in 1869

there is an increase over 1868 to the extent of 25,000

acres. Beans had a larger acreage in 1S69 than in

1868 by 45,000 acres, .and it was in excess of the

acreage under that crop m 1S67. Peas were grown

upon 100,000 more acres in 1869 than in 1868, and

although the acreage under Peas was smaller in 1868

than in 1S67, the acreage in 1869 is much above that in

1867.

In Ireland in 1869, as compared with 1S68, there

was a small decrease in the acreage under Wheat ; an

increase of 35,000 acres in Barley ; and a decrease of

15,000 acres in Oats.

The green crops in Great Britain occupied a larger

total acreage in 1S69 than in 1868 by 189,000 acres,

and by 76,000 acres than in 1S67. There is an increase

in the acreage under each kind of green crop in 1869.

Potatos were more largely grown than in the two

previous year^ ; the increase of acreage in 1869 being

43,000 acres over 1868, and as much as 93,000 acres

over 1867. But the acreage under Potatos in Great

Britain is still only a little more than one-half of the

extent of the land devoted to that crop in Irehand.

As regards Turnips and Swedes, the acreage has

varied but little in the last three years. In 1869 there

is an increase over 186S of 6cxX) acres, but the total is

below what it was in 1S67.

The cultivation of Mangels increased largely in 1869 :

there was an increase of 43,000 acres over 1868, and

over 1867 the smaller though still considerable addi-

tion of 34,000 acres. The acreage under Carrots is

small, and the fluctuations from year to year are not

important. The crops of Cabbage, Kohl-Rabi, and

Rape are classed together, and show a larger acreage in

1869 than in 1868 by 30,000 acres, but over 1867 the

increase is not more than 11,000 acres. The acreage

under Vetches, Lucerne, and any other green crop,

except Clover or Grass, in i86g, is larger than in 186S

by 64,000 acres, but it is below the acreage of 1867 by

58,000 acres. Vetches or Tares are the most largely

cultivated of this class of crops, and the acreage under

them was greater by 48,000 acres in 1S69 than in 1868.

The acreage under Potatos and other green crops in

Ireland in 1869 differs but to a small extent from what

it was in 1 868.

The other crops to be noticed are Flax and Hops. In

Great Britain, 20,923 acres were retumed as under

P'lax in 1869, against 17,543 acres in i858. This crop

is chiefly gi'own in England, the acreage under Flax in

Wales and Scotland being but small. In every county

in England some acres of land are returned as under

Flax ; but it is only in the counties of York, Lincoln,

Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, Somerset, and Dorset,

that the acreage of the crop was above or about

1000 acres in 1S69. Flax is not nearly so extensively

cultivated in Great Britain as in Ireland, where 229,000

acres were under that crop in 1 869.

The acreage under Hops in England, to which

division of the kingdom the cultivation may be said

to be confined, is retumed in 1869 at 61,785 acres,

against 64,455 acres in 1868, the decrease being

attributed to the prevalence of low prices for Hops.

About two-thirds of the acreage under Hops is in the

county of Kent. The other counties in which Hops
are planted to any extent are Sussex, Hereford,

Worcester, Hants, and Surrey.

The quantity of land under bare fallow in Great

Britain in 1869 is less by 220,000 acres than it was in

1868. The decrease is greatly owing to more correct

returns of the land which should properly come under

this denomination. The alteration, to obtain this

object, made in the heading of the columns for bare

fallow in the forms for collecting the returns of 1869,

has been previously explained. In Devonshire the de-

crease in the acreage retumed under bare fallow \%

exceptionally large, and the increase in permanent

pasture in that county shows that the land has been

more correctly classified. But the increase in the

acreage under corn crops in 1869 also contributed to

diminish the quantity of fallow land. The quantity of

arable land annually allow'ed a season of rest is a point

of much interest in connection with the drainage of

land and the rotation of crops as practised in different

parts of the country.

The variation in the acreage Under Grass remains

to be noticed. There is a large decrease in 1869
as compared with 1 868 in the number of acres in

Grass under rotation, amounting to 511,000 acres for

Great Britain, and it is even larger in comparison with

1867. A part of this difference is owing, as in th^

instance of bare fallow, to more correct classification,

which led to the transfer to
'

' permanent pasture " of

land which in previous returns was entered as " Grass

under rotation: "but the fadureofthe Cloverplant in the

dry summer of 1S68 caused a large diminution hi

the acreage of Grass under rotation in 1S69.

The acreage under permanent pasture in Great

Britain shows an increase in 1869 of 599,000 acres over

1S6S, and of 768,000 acres over 1867. This increase

is more than sufiicient to make up for the decrease in

the acreage of Grass under rotation. In some of the

Grass districts permanent pasture has been more fully

returned in 1S69, and it has also been increased by the

reclamation of mountain and other waste lands.

With respect to the returns of the number of live

stock in 1869, it may be observed that, as regards Great

Britain, the number of horses is for the first time

included. Horses have always been returned in
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Ireland, and were also included in the agricultural

returns formerly collected in Scotland ; but they have

bfeeh omitted from the returns collected in Great Britain

imtil I86g, when it was considered that the interest so

generally taken in the available supply of horses, and

thfeir importance as farming stock, rendered it unad-

visable any longer to exclude them.

At present the number of horses in Great Britain has

only been ascertained so far as they are in the possessioh

of Dcciifiiers of land. The total number so returned

upon June 25, 1S69, was 1,461,000. It is estimated

that there may have been at the same date an addi-

tional number of 500,000 horses in the metropolis and

other towns. The total number of horses in Great

Britain would thus amount to about 2,000,000. The
number of horses returned for the town and country

districts in Ireland in i86g was 527,000.

As regards the live stock used for food, there \VaS a

decrease in the number returned in Great liritaiit ih

l86g. The number of cattle and sheep w-as reduced

o\Ving to the falhue in 1S68 of Turnips and other

descriptions of autumn and winter food. The number
of pigs was greatly lessened, chiefly in consequence of

the contihiied dearness of corn, but in some parts of

thfe counti-y tht^i-fe \Vei-e lossefe from disease in the winter

of 1868. Cattle show a reduction in Great Britain of

lio.doo ih 1869 as colhpared with 1868, but the

nunlber in I869 is 320,000 above the number of 1867.

Ih Ireland the number of cattle increased in 1869 over

1868, in which year there was a decrease from 1867.

The number of sheep ih Great Britain is less by

1, 173,Dob in 1869 than in 1S68, but the number in

1869 is larger by 619,000 than it was in 1S67. In

Ireland there \vere 174,000 fewer sheep in 1869 than

in 1868. The difference in the relative number of

sheep and cattle in Great Britain and Ireland is very

gi-eat. To e\'ery head of cattle there are in Great
Britain about $k sheep, and in Ireland I5 sheep. Cattle

are, however, kept in larger numbers in Ireland, in

plt)pcJrtion to the acreage, than ih Great Britain.

The decrease in the number of pigs in Great Britalii

is 378,000 in 1869 As compared with 1868. There was
a much larger falling off in 186S as compared with

1867. The difference between 1S69 and 1867 is rather

more thati one million, which is equivalent to a diminu-
tion of 35 per cent, in the number of pigs ih Great
Britain in two yeArs. The number of pigs kept in

towns, and by cottagers having less than ^ of an acre

of land, are not included in the returns for Great
Britain.

There is an iricreasfe of 217,060 pigs in Ireland in

1869 as compared witli 1868, but that is not equal to

the decrease in 1868 as compared with 1867. Pigs are

generally supposed to be very numerous in Ireland,

but the average number to every 100 acres of occupied
land differs but little Jn Ireland from what it is in

Great Britain.

Tlie returns of cattle, sheep, and pigSj taken as they

are in the month of June, which is generally considered
to be the best period of the year for collecting agricul-

tural returns, show a supply for food short of the actual

quantity. The number of calves, lambs, and pigs, born
and killed for consumption between the time of collect-

ing the returns from year to year, is not ascertained,

and as regards lambs and pigs the number not accounted
for is probably considerable.

A comparative table of some of the chief results of
the agricultural returns for the counties of England
when divided into grazing and corn districts was com-
piled and published with the returns for 186S. A
similarly arranged table, but in greater detail, has been
prepared for 1869.

The total acreage returned for counties in the two
divisions is so nearly equal in quantity that, of the total

acreage returned for all England, 52^ per cent, is in

the grazing or western division, and 474 per cent, in the
corn or eastern division, but the differences in the
agricultural condition of the two divisions are very
marked.
Thus of the total acreage in the grazing division,

25 per cent, is under corn crops, against 43 per cent,

in the corn division. Green crops occupy 9 per cent,

of the total acreage in the grazing and 14 per cent, in

the com division. The land returned as under bare
fallow in England is nearly equally divided between
the two divisions. But the proportion of fallow to the
total acreage, lefts the permanent pasture, or to the
acreage of arable laud in each division, is 5.5 per cent.
in the gi-azing against 4. 3 in the com division. This
diffei'ence leads to the inference that moor or waste
lartd is WTohgly returned as fallow in some of the
grazing counties. The proportion of the acreage under
Clover and Grass under rotation is nearly the same in

each division, viz., 9 and 8 per cent, respectively.

Permanent pasture occupies 54 per cent, of the acreage
in the graziiig and 31 per cent, in the com division.

Of the land under Wheat in England, thert is but

39 per cent, in thfe grazing against 6r per cent, in the
cdm division. The proportion under Barley varies a
little more, being 38 per cent, in the grazing ahd
6i per cent, in the corn division. Under Oats there is

more land in the grazing tlian in the com division, the
proportions being 52 and 48 per cent, respectively.

The proportions of the land under both Beans and
Peas are largely in favour of the corn division, viz.

,

for the two crops 72 and 75 per cent, against 28 and
25 per cent, in the grazing division.

The proportion is revei-sed in the case of Potatos, of

which as liiuch as 61 per cent, of the acreage under
that crop is in the grazing against 39 per cent, in the

corn division. Of Turnips and Swedes 45 per cent, of

the acreage is in the grazing, and 55 per cent, in the

corn division. The proportions of Mangel and other

green crops are largely in excess in the corn division.

In the grazing division there is not very much more
land under Clover and Grass under rotation than there

is in the corn division, the percentage proportions

being 54 against 46. Under permanent pasture there

is nealdy twice as much land in the grazing as in the

corn division, the forhier having 66 per ceht. and the

latter only 34 per cfent. of the permanent pasturfe in

England.
"With tespect to the relative nunlber of live stock

in the grazing and corn divisions, there were,
when the retut-ns were tnade, on Jurte 25, about
as niahy horses in the one as in the other

division, but of horses under two years of age there was
a larger number In the grazing counties. The cattle

ivere nearly twice as humerous in the grazing division,

and the sheep \\'ere in nearly equal numbers in the two
divisions. There were about the same number of pigs

in each division. The relative number of cattle and
sheep in the two divisions would doubtless be mlich

altered at a later period of the year, owing to additional

stock being then kept irt the corn counties to consume
the root crops.

The counties grouped in each division are the same
as were selected last year, and are arranged for the

purpose as far as practicable in geographical order fr

north t(J south.

The grazing division includes the counties of North-
umberland, Cumberland, Durham, \Vestmoreland,

York (North and West Ridings), Lancaster, Chester,

Derby, Stafford, Leicester, Salop, Worcester, Here-
ford, Monmouth, Gloucester, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset,

Devon, and Cornwall.

The corn-growing division includes the counties of

York (East Riding), Lincolui Nottingham, Rutland,

Huntingdon, Warwick, Northampton, Cambridge,
Norfolk, Suffolk, Bedford, Bucks, Oxford, Berks^

Hants, Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.
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round cultivator. Fowler & Co. may to some extent

vary the construction of the Woolston smasher, never-

theless their turnround implements are all made upon

the Woolston principle, and for this turning-round the

Woolston man had a special patent. But ** G. A. H."
has run away from the main question—interest of

money, for he has not a word to say about Mr. Mechi's

plan of treating it. Therefore I have now done with

him, let him write what he may. William Smith,

Woolston, Bletchhy Station, Btich, January 31.

Alderney Cows.—In your Paper for April 19,

1862, p. 367, there is a letter from my late brother

about a disease, from w'hich many of our Alderney

cows have at different times died, and also your opinion

of the disease. My brother, in his description, omitted

to state that a swelling comes under the lower jaw, or

rather under the chin. The labourers, I believe, call

it "bottled." Do you, knowing this symptom of

the disease, give the same opinion of it, and recom-

mend the same remedy as you did in the Paper

mentioned above ? Could the disease arise from too

much breeding in ; from keeping the cows out at Grass

day and night up to Christmas in a high and exposed

part of the country ; or by the so-called " hardening
"

them when calves by too much exposure ? They do

not appear to have the disease until they have had at

least one calf—sometimes three or four. They some-

times recover, but not generally. C. P., Steiukley

Grange, Bucks. [The symptoms described indicate

chronic disease of the digestive organs due to improper

food. The swelling tinder the jaw is only one of the

results of general debility. It would be useless to

suggest any treatment without knowing something of

the system of management. Channel Islands cattle

(except those bred in this country) are delicate, and

readily succumb to ordinary causes of disease.]

Societies.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND,

Monthly Coun'CIL : IlWnesiiay, February I.—

•

Present : Lord Walsingham, Vice-President, in the

chair ; the Earl of Lichfield, the Earl of Powis, Lord

Chesham, Lord Tredegar, Lord Vernon, Sir Watkin
Wynn, Bart., M.P., Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Booth, Mr.

Bowly, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Davies,

Mr. Dent, M.P., Mr. Druce, Mr. Edmonds, Mr.

Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Holland, Mr. Hornsby, Colonel

Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Lawes, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mil-

ward, Mr. Pain, Mr. Ransome, Mr. Rigden, Mr.

Shuttleworth, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr. Webb,
Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following members w^-e elected :

—

Baillie, Hugh Smith, Househill, Nairn, N.B.
Binney, Charles H., North Cheam. Sutton, Surrey

Botfield, Rev. W. B. Gamett, Decker Hill, Shifnal

Bull,
J.

H. W., Great Walford, Shipston-on-Stour

Carter, J. Quartly, Arborfield. Reading
Clarke, E. C, Manor Farm, Haddenham, Thame
Clifton, T. Henry, Lytham Hall, Lytham
Cockburn, George. Newcastle-on-Tyne
De Mornay, Alfred, Cold Harbour, Wallingford

Fair, Thomas, Westwood, Lytham
Fisher, E. Knapp, Market Harborough
Fisher. John. Wood House. Cross Hills

Ford, Francis CohiUe, The Ridges, Hartfield, Tunbridge
WeUs

Fowler, Richard, Brompton Farm, Aylesbury
Fowler, William, Pauntley, Navent
Franklin, Thomas. Ascott, Wallingford
Franklin, W. Taylor, Ascott, Wallingford
Garrett, Richard, Carleton Hall, Saxmundham
Godwin, John. Troy Farm, Doddington, Oxon
Hall, Marriott, Thorpe Salvin. Worksop
Higgs, John Birch, Brewood, Penkridge
Jackson, James, 6, Chapel Street, Preston
Lane, John, Winslow Hall, Bucks
Latham, Thomas, Witlenham, Abingdon
Little, Herbert J,,

Thorpelands, Northampton
Manley, Augustus East, Manley Hall, Lichtield

Marshall, James, Low Horton, Cramlington
Marsland, William, Baguley Hall. Northenden
Masters, Albert Edward, Nevenson Hall, Chelmsford
Mitchell, John, The Beacon, Penkridge
Owen, Gritifith H., Ymwleh, Tremadoc
Parr, John, Cropwell Butler, Bingham
Phelps, H. G. Hart, Ridley Parsonage, Wrotham
Roberts, Joseph, Caswell House, Witney
Singleton, John, Poulton Le Fylde
Smith, Samuel, Somerton, Deddington, Oxon
Stilgoe, Nathaniel, Manor Farm. Adderbur)', Banbury
Thomas, William, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton
Tomlin.

J.
R., Stoke Field, Newark

Tompkins, John, Town Farm, Irvinhoe, Tring
Tovey, Joseph, Cirencester

Turner, John, The Grange, Ulceby
Wharton, G. Livingston, Grovehill, Beverley

Wheeler, John, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour
Whittall. Thomas, Bailey Inon, Llandrindod Wells
Wingfield, John H. L., Tickencote. Stamford
Woodcock, Richard, Wolverhampton
Wyatt, Robert, Acton Hill. Stafford.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented

the report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's

receipts during the past two months had been examined
by the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball li: Co.,

the Society's accountants, and were found correct.

The balance in the hands of the bankers on January 31

was ;^I748 4J. \\d. The balance-sheet for the quarter

ended December 31, 1869, and the statement of sub-

scriptions and arrears, were laid upon the table ; the

amount of arrears then due being ;^I 150. One hundred

and fifty-nine members have given notice during the

past year of their withdrawal from the Society.

The committee reported that Mr. Wilkes, the junior

clerk, wished to retire, owing to his health failing, and

his having an engagement better adapted to him. They
wished to express their entire satisfaction with Mr.

Wilkes during the nine years that he has been in the

employment of the Society ; and they recommended

that Mr. Hine, who has been employed as temporary

clerk for some years past, should be appointed to suc-

ceed Mr. Wilkes, "rhe Manchester country meeting

account was laid before the Council, by which it ap-

peared that the receipts exceeded the expenditure by

;^9I52 II J. 3^/. It was recommended that the name
of Mr. Davies be added to the list of the committee.

This report having been adopted, a conversation arose

with regard to the award made against the Manchester

local committee for compensation to the tenant of the

trial-fields ; and Colonel Challoner gave notice that, at

the next Monthly Council, he would move—" That a

sum of irsoo be given to the Manchester local commit-

tee in aid of the extra expenditure occasioned by the

compensation awarded to the tenant of the trial ground."

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (Chairman) reported

that the committee recommended the publication of

the February Number of the Journal as soon as pos-

sible, without waiting for the usual statistics. They
also recommended that the annual lists of the Council

and committees shall in future be circulated in March
instead of February.—This report was adopted.

General Oxford.—Lord Walsingham (Chairman)

reported the recommendation of the committee that the

Oxford Stock Prize-sheet be finally closed.—This report

was adopted.

Education.—Mr. Holland (Chairman) laid before

the Council the syllabus of subjects for examination in

agricultural chemistry, botany, geology, land survey-

ing, and mechanics ; and he reported that the com-

mittee recommended them being printed and circulated

amongst candidates, together with a syllabus of subjects

in general chemistry and in anatomy and animal

physiology.—This report was adopted.

Chemical. — Mr. Dent, M.P., reported that the

committee had had before them the correspondence

between Messrs. Dobell and the consulting chemist and

secretary of the Society. They decline to enter into

the correspondence between Messrs. Dobell and

Howden. They are satisfied that the sample of guano

sent to Dr. Voelcker was described to him as " Guano
genuine as imported," and that Dr. Voelcker's analysis

of the manure was correct.

It is no part of Dr. Voelcker's duty to inquire from

the seller the price of an article submitted to him for

analysis, but to give a correct analysis ; and in cases

where the constituents of such articles appear to be

agriculturally valueless, this committee recommend the

publication of the analysis to be continued. The
object of publishing these analyses is not merely to

show that the dealer is charging more than the value of

the article sold, but to warn the purchaser against

buying at any price an article which is of only a nominal

agricultural value.

Professor Voelcker reported on a correspondence

from the Foreign Office on the subject of guano now
being imported from the Guanape Islands, that he had

made analyses of five diff'erent samples from bulk,

which vary considei-ably in composition, and generally

resemble Peruvian guano damaged by water. The
variation in samples is so considerable that purchasers

should be careful not to buy this guano without a

guaranteed analysis. This is corroborated by the

analysis furnished in the official report forwarded by the

Board of Trade to the Society, where, out of 13 samples,

the amount of ammonia varies from 3.8 to 18.8 per

cent.*

It was moved by Mr. Milward, and seconded by
Mr. Jacob Wilson, " That Messrs. Bowly and Sanday
be paid for their services as judges at lilanchester, in

accordance with the letters of the Secretary to them."

After a discussion on the question whether there

existed any rule to the contrary, which was decided in

the negative, the motion was put from the chair, and
earned unanimously.

Lord Vernon having moved the resolution of which

he had given notice, it was seconded by Mr. Milward,

and a rider was added, at the suggestion of Mr.
Thompson. A discussion then arose as to whether

judges were paid for their time, or only a sufficient sum
to cover their expenses ; and it was stated by Colonel

Challoner and Lord Vernon that cases had arisen

where members of Council had resigned their seats in

consequence of their inability to perform the duties of

the office of judge to which they had been elected with-

out the usual payment. Lord Vernon, Colonel Chal-

loner, and Lord Walsingham also commented on the

desirability of obtaining the aid of the most competent

men whether they are on the Council or not. Ulti-

mately the resolution, as amended, was carried, with

one dissentient, as follows:—"That judges who are

members of Council may be paid as other judges, by
special vote of Council after a month's notice,

""

ing the general meeting, and excluding from the

Society's meetings the discussion of all subjects having

reference to measures pending, or to be brought forward,

in either House of Parliament. He sketched the

history of the last reference of this subject to a com-

mittee ; but as that committee had never reported, he

wished to refer the matter once more to a committee

for consideration. He also stated that many subjects

enumerated in the existing charter as objects for which

the Society was established, could not be discussed

without reference to politics and to necessaiy legisla-

tion. Mr. Thompson stated, that although the time

fixed by the charter for holding the annual meeting was
very inconvenient, he did not think that alone would

justify the expense of obtaining a new charter. He
also drew a distinction between the functions of the

Legislature in passing laws, and those of the Society in

dealing with questions after those laws had been made.

After a further discussion, in which Col. Challoner,

Mr. Holland, and Mr. Dent, M.P., took part, the

question as to the date of the annual meeting was, on

the suggestion of Mr. Thompson, referred to the com-
mittee for the revision of the bye-laws.

It was moved by Mr. D. R. Davies, seconded by
Mr. Jacob Wilson, and carried unanimously, that Sir

Watkin W. Wynn be elected steward of live stock.

Letters were received from the authorities of Shrews-

bury, Stafford, and Wolverhampton, announcing their

intention of inviting the Society to hold its country

meeting for 187 1 at their respective towns; and the

Secretary was instructed to forward the usual documents

to the mayors of the competing localities. Mr. Jacob

Wilson gave notice that at the next Monthly Council

he would move— " That the committee for the recom-

mendation of judges be appointed at the March Council,

that this committee s hall sit in April, and that the abso-

lute appointment of judges shall take place at the May
Council."

Letters were read from the Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, enclosing reports on the cultivation of

Flax, received from her Majesty's Representatives at

St. Petersburg, Brussels, and the Hague ; and from

the Secretary of the Board of Trade, enclosing a do.

cument entitled, "Notes on a new method of culti-

vating and increasing the productiveness of the soil."

Thanks were ordered for these communications. [The
report on Guanape Island guanos will be found given

as a leading paragraph on p. 1S4.]

Farmers' Clubs.
SMITHFIELD.

February I.—At the meeting of the Council this day,

the Earl of Powis in the chair, the stewards reported

on the cases referred to them as to the qualifications of

certain animals at the last show. The Hon. Secretary

was requested to communicate with one of the exhi-

bitors in reference thereto, and the reply to be laid

before a Special Council, which the President was
requested to order to be summoned in May.

Mr. R. J.
Newton, of Campofield, Woodstock, and

Mr. Wm. Sanday, of RadclifTe-on-Trent, were elected

stewards of live stock for the ensuing three years. Mr.

Joseph Druce and Mr. Robert Leeds were re-appointed

stewards of implements for this year.

The Council proceeded to revise the prize sheet for

this year's show. In the Scotch homed classes it was
determined to substitute the words "West Highland
breed," and to establish distinct classes for "other

Scotch horned breeds." Steers or oxen of any age, the

prize of £,\o and Silver Medal to the breeder ; heifers

or cows of any age, the prize of ,7^10 and Silver Medal

to the breeder.

It was resolved to establish in each of the following

divisions of sheep, viz., Leicesters, Cotswolds, Lin-

colns, Southdowns, Hampshire or Wiltshire, .Shrop-

shire and Oxfordshire, a new class for pens of three

ewes above three years old and that must have had a

lamb, the prize of ;^io and Silver Medal to the breeder.

It was resolved

—

That the prizes for 2-year-old Southdowns be—ist

prize, £i^ ; 2d, _^io. Also that the 2-year-old class for

Hampshire or Wiltshire Downs be discontinued.

Also that in the 2-year-old Oxfordshire class there be
only one prize of ,^10.

Also that the Ryeland, Cheviot, and Dorset divisions

stand before the Mountain in the prize sheet ; the Cham-
pion Prize Plate of j/^ioo for the best beast in the show ;

the Champion Prize Plate of ^^50 for the best pen of

sheep in the show, be again offered ; but that the Cham-
pion Plate for the best single sheep be discontinued. In

the condition of the Silver Cups in the divisions for Shrop-
shire, O.icfordshire cross-bred, or any other breed, the

words i-year-old be inserted, so as to limit the compe-
tition to i-year-old sheep, as already in the Southdown
divisions. That the prizes in extra stock, steers or oxen,

and cows or heifers, be increased from _^5 to j^io. That
all the Silver Medals for single sheep in extra stock be
abolished ; and in lieu thereof a Silver Cup, not exceeding

/5 in value, be given for the best wether in the following

divisions :— ist. Leicesters, Cotswolds, Lincolns, and
Kentish or other Long-wools ; 2d. Southdowns, Hamp-
shire or Wiltshire Downs

;
3d. Shropshire, Oxfordshire

h; s;;i";ri:iSfiji:^;anerthe^a;;^;;n of the ^^-':^^s^'Y^l::;rc^ ^ t^,"begn's^^?tt
best single pig in extra stock.

The wording of rule 17 was amended.

It was resolved

—

That it be an instruction to the judges' selection

Council to the inconvenience arising out of the condi-

tions of the charter, fixing the date and place of hold-

• The detailed official report is published on p. 184, having been
forwarded to the Society by the Secretary of the Board of Trade,

with a request that it should be made public.
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committee not to appoint as judges any persons who will

act as judges at the Birmingham Cattle Show the same
year.

It was resolved—
1. That more stringent means be taken to prevent

(jxhibitors and others entering the hall previous to the

clay of judging, and that the attention of the directors of
the Agricultural Hall Company be specially called to this

point.

2. That the Club shall engage an official of its own,
in order to check any persons who may have got past the

ordinary door-keeper hitherto appointed.

3. That the exhibitors and attendants in the imple-
ment galleries shall not have access to the ground floor,

and that they shall have a distinct ticket, and be admitted
tjy a doorway so arranged as to allow of their going direct

to the galleries.

4. That the stewards be empowered to incur sucli

expense as may be found necessary to carry out the above.

It was resolved

—

That the stewards be requested to revise the classifi-

cation of breeds to be adjudicated upon by each set of

judges.

The report of the showyard committee as to pro-

posed alterations was read, and referred to the same
committee to go into further details, to confer with the

directors of the Agricultural Hall Company, and to

report to the Council to be helil in May.
The implement committee was reappointed for the

present year, with the same powers as heretofore.

Letters were read and referred to the implement
committee, also a memorial respecting the charges and
arrangements for cattle conveyances was referred to

the stewards.

The Hon. Secretary was requested to communicate
with the Privy Council and the Metropolitan Board of
Works, to see if the advertisement relative to the
licence for holding the Club's show could not be ciu"-

tailed, by omitting apparently unnecessary details.

The following were elected members of the Club :

—

Wm, Webb Turner, of Chyiigton Seaford, Sussex
;

Mrs. Gei-ard Cresswell, Appleton Hall, Sandringham,
Lynn, Norfolk.

A vote of thanks was passed to the Right Hon. the
Earl of Powis, the President, for his able conduct in

the chair.

Reforms Necessary for Ireland.—" isi. The suppres-
sion of agrarian crime.

" 2d. Law to declare that at the expiry of the term
contacted for, landlord and tenant shall be alike free.

" 3d. The gradual consolidation of holdings.
" 4th. The extension of the lease system : the term of

lease to be 21 years.
" 5th. Compensation for tenants* improvements.
" 6th. Government to reclaim the bog area.
" 7th. Powers to tenants for life to charge the inherit-

ance for capital expended on improvements.
" 8th. A competent court of appeal to settle differences

that may arise between landlords and tenants as to rent
provements. The party who loses to pay the total

cost.

"These reforms, I submit, would equallv respect the
rights of the landlord and protect tlie interests of the
tenant. They would benefit no class at the expense of
another, in\olve no loss of capital to either owner or
occupier, cause no sudden or violent changes, and raise
no barriers to social progress. On the contrary, with
crime repressed, the relation of landlord and tenant
adjusted and mutually respected, small holdings which
pauperise the occupiers merged into compact farms, the
lease system extended, and a fresh avenue, through the
conversion of the vast reclaimable area, opened up for
labour, Irish agriculture would become worthy of Irish
soil, landlords would secure larger revenues, tenants
making larger outlays would realise larger returns,
labourers getting ample employment would secure higher
wages, and an increased supply of food would be supplied
for an industrious population."

The Irish Land Question. By James Sanderson,
Pall Mall East. E. Stanford, 6 and 7, Charing
Cross, S.W.

The reader will find here the confident utterance of a
practical man after personal inspection of the sister

country, after long labours as a land agent in this

country, and after early education and experience in

the North. There coidd hardly be a fitter witness, so
far as professional accustomedness to the subject is con-
cerned : and Mr. Sanderson's discussion of it has the
merit of giving constant proof by quoted instances, and
of displaying courageous confidence in those principles

which have been illustrated by experience elsewhere.
The following are extracts taken from one or two of

|

o'rer'it In a ve^"hort''timerand inrandition vrrJ-littTe

Farm Memoranda.
North Riding of Yorkshire : Jan. 24.

Farm operations during January have been much
impeded by the wet and changeable character of
the weather. The ploughing done has been very
limited, and though the days have been many in

which we have had frost, yet seldom so intense and
durable as to allow the cartage of manure to be got on

ther, the low prices and continued heaviness
of the markets afford no inducement for the delivery of
grain, and thus reduced to a minimum another branch
of useful employment.

For sheep on the Turnip break the weather has been
extremely unfavourable, and even on some of our
dryest lands they have for several days been removed
to the Grass ; their progress in the acquisition of
mutton has during the month been little, while the
ungenial weather rendered the consumption of food
more than an avei-age. So much for comfort and the
economy of it.

The young Wheats look blanched, and are back-
ward for the season

;
genial weather would doubtless

speedily effect a great change, but there seems little

reason to suspect them to be overtaken with the
danger last year's plants were threatened with, viz.,

winter-proud.

The foot-and-mouth disease still lingei-s amongst us :

we have had upwards of 1 50 head attacked, one case
proving fatal. It seemed to attack most severely the
fat and other animals highly fed. Milch cows (except-

ing two or three newly calven) and young stock got

CIjc Mak's mmk.

Iiis principal chapters :-
j
deteriorated. The newly calven ( .vere affected in

t Condition of Irdand.~''T\\Q. Irish tenant for the udder, the milk curdled and difficult to draw,
many years has had no deficient harvests, no blighted

|

hard swelling appearing first in one quarter and
idden

i then in another. The only treatment was washing the
mouth with alum water two or three times a day

hopes from Potato famines, no vicissitudes from
reversions in the prices of his produce, and abo'
severe pressure put upon him to pay an exorbitant rent.

On the contrary, he has—from raising chiefly stock and
dairy produce, by far the most remunerative from the
enormous prices it has for a long period realised—reaped,
and is now reaping, a larger share of prosperity than the
English farmer. This prosperity is doubtless extraneous.

during its soreness, and poulticing the feet of those
which showed much lameness.

During the month our markets have been well
supplied with fat stock, and though during the past week
tlieir tendency has been to heaviness and lower prices.

and not the result of native industry or of the judicious ' yet prime heifers yet make <)s. per stone of 14 lb,

expenditure of native capital. The condition of the
peasant labourer, too, has vastly improved. He now
readily gets employment, and during the last 20 years has
added 30 per cent, to his earnings.
"With all this prosperity, foreign though it is, the

moral and social condition of Ireland is without parallel
during the present century. Increasing prosperity breeds
only increasing disaffection, and the greater the privileges,

the louder the complaints. Almost every day records a
foul agrarian crime, and the demon of murder, screened
by cowardly witnesses and intimidated juries, stalks openly
through the land, choosing for his victims those who are
Ireland's greatest benefactors.
" The rent of land is a point of considerable import-

ance, as several practical writers have stated that land in
Ireland is over-rented. Having during the last two years
valued for rental over 800 farms in England, representing
a capital value of about j^5, 000,000. I may be pardoned
for giving my opinion on this subject somewhat con-
fidently. Comparatively speaking, the best land is the
lowest rented. I have walked over a large area of land in
Tipperary, which fattens a bullock and several sheep per
acre, and which is held for the low rent of 30j-. per acre. In
England, the same land would readily realise 70J. I do not
hold with the general view entertained that land in Ulster
is higher rented than in the South. On the contrarv,
1 consider that without reference to the rich grazings in
Meath, Limerick, and Tipperary, that land is lower rented
in the north than in the South."

Mr. Sanderson then discusses the subject of land
tenure, ad vocating the leaseandcondemningtenant-right,
except under some more rigid and authentic form of it

than now generally prevails. He states his objections
to the various suggestions of previous \vriters, discusses
the general subject of compensation for improvements,
and ends with the following :

—

Sheep come to hand in fewer numbers, and do not
participate in the dulness ; small, well-fed wedders
being worth close on to 9^/. per lb.

Pigs, both pork and bacon, are scarce and dear
the quotations for the former gj. dd., and the latter

%s. 6d. per 14 lb. JV. J. M., Jan. 24.

Merse of Berwickshire : January 31.—If not
such a hard winter as some we have seen—the mini-
mimi air temperature occun'ed yesterday, 17"—this is

certainly a severe one. Saving a few inches of snow
about Christmas, our frosts have been of the blackest

;

and under their influence Turnips of all sorts are
reduced to about one-half their original value in feeding
and "staying" qualities, so that an inconveniently

I

large crop is now brought within the limits of suffi-

ciency. The intervals of open weather have been too
short to admit of any renewing gi-owth ; and even
Swedes have not, since the first frost in November,
been in a condition to keep in store beyond a few
weeks ; a strong argument for early storing. Live
stock of all kinds have done well during the quiet

weather, but store sheep are the better for hay or oat-

straw, now that Turnips are so hard. Gamekeepers'
stock make more of the Swedes ; the regiUars by night
at their own sweet will, and the flying column by day,
scarce to be scared by the exhibition of a gun.
Such portion of Wheat as was above-ground looked

well during fresh weather : at present it is encnisted
with rime, and not a snow-flake to cover it. Ploughing
for spring corn is decidedly in arrear, little having been
done this year. Of grain markets it need only be
remarked that good spring com is much cheaper than
what stood all the weather. J. T,

February S-Sl-ccI com should now be in readiness
for eariy sprmg sowing. When threshed indoors veiy
gi-eat care is necessary to keep the different kinds of
any one grain separate. As a rule two kinds should never
be in the com barn at one and the same time, even grant-
ing that both are in brand new sacks ; and, after
being placed in the granaiy, there are many unseen
ways by which they are often mixed. Hals and mice
old threshing machines, and still older bams, floors'
skirtings, and walls give a great deal of bother when*
threshing out seed. The day's wages of a carpenter in
the summer time, to close up all the seams and open-
ings in which the grain lodges beyond the reach of
the barn broom, is a poor savmg ; and if the repairs are
not done in the summer time they should be so before
the threshing of seed corn commences. Dry com sticks
to the wet dirty feet of careless senants, goes into
their shoes and clothes, and more harm is done in thi.^

way than many imagine.

T/if vitality of seed corn should always be tested
in a flower-pot, or under a sod before sowing, in order
to ascertain how much seed will be required per acre ;

and we believe proof of this kind is more than usually
necessary during the cuiTcnt season, especially in some
districts. The normal vitality of Wheat, Barley, Oats,
Peas, Beans, and the Clovers are far from being uniform
year after year, even in our best climates ; and it will
be found that the harvest of 1869 has a greater number
ofblanks than its predecessor (1868), generally speaking.
There are no doubt many exceptions, but such can only
be ascertained by the flower-pot or sod. To sow bad
seed—the half of which is dead before it was threshed
—and then to blame the coming season for the paucity
of braird, with perhaps a large percentage of sickly

plants which come to nothing—is short-sighted folly.

In examining our flower-pots w-e have not only to

compare the number of seeds brairded with what was
sown, but also to note the percentage of healthy plants

;

and if this is low try another stack, and if it is equally
sickly, the pmdent course is a change of seed. In most
parts of Scotland Clover requires to be bought every
year, and in not a few Wheat and Barley ; also, in bad
years, Oats.

Chaiige of Seed.—We do not think that any difiiculty

will be experienced in getting good seed, but we should
advise those who require a change to look out in time
and to deal with men in whom confidence can be placed.

Good sound seed is always cheaper in the end than are

inferior samples, for although the former may cost a

fourth more money, yet if it brairds a third more plants

—and these all healthier than those of the latter—the

balance in its favour is manifestly much greater, all

things considered, than some at first sight may imagine.
There is perhaps no subject fraught with greater

importance than the proper seeding of the land.

Sp7'ing Wheat should now be got into the land the

moment a proper seed-bed is obtained, so that it may
braird evenly and vigorously. Give to-day no credit

for the weather of to-morrow, but let every day begin
and finish its own work. The weather, too, is gene-
rally very unequal, for there may be " fill dyke " in one
place and a tempting seed-bed in another. The
thorough drainage of the countiy has greatly improved
its meteorological characteristics, but with an improved
climate and cultivation heavier crops are grown, and
these require to be earlier sown, in order to avoid

lodging and loss at harvest time.

Candlemas Term.—About this time in Scotland

married servants who have houses and gardens are

re-engaged for another year, i.e. from Whitsunday, 1870,
' to Whitsunday, 1871 ; and when situations are to be
vacated at the ensuing Whitsunday, new engagements
take place. Although engaged from year to year,

steady hands often *'sit out their masters," becoming
highly respected members of society in the district ; and
more encouragement should be given them, by better

cottages and gardens, thus to settle in long service.

Yoitng stock of every kind attend to early and late. In

breeding districts many time their cows to calve about

the beginning of the month, in order that one cow may
afterwards bring up three calves—two from this time

onward, and one after they are weaned. Some bring

up four calves, two at a time, others only two calves,

one at a time. The calves bought in are got from smalt

cottage farmers and town dairymen, and very great

care requires to be taken just now, and indeed at all

times, not to introduce contagious disease with the

young calves. Some prefer bringing up their calves

with the pail ; others putting them to the cows. Calves

generally thrive better when fed the latter way than

the former, and on less milk, but when fed by hand
many additions are made to the milk, as oatmeal

gruel, Clover-hay tea, boiled Turnips, &:c. There is a

gi^eat art in feeding with the hand, so as to teach the

calf to drink slowly. There is also no little judgment

required in feeding the cows both ways, in order to

supply wholesome milk ; for it is a well-known fact that

anything bad, as rotten roots, eaten by the cow, goes to

her milk and physics her calf, thereby producing many
of those bowel complaints and other maladies so

frequently experienced. With the abundant supply of

roots and spring forage crops now grown, milch cows

kept exclusively for breeding purposes are timed to calve

cariier than in former times, in order that the calves niay

have the full advantage of the summer Grass—so that
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: a decline of is. per qr.

February .nay now be taken for calving time jnsteaU ^-^^^;^^^-^
of March, and even April, if we go back to the last .^^1 j^^^.^j._

century. Stock breeders are alive to the importance I
H

. .
i

early calves, and cows must be attended to accord-

ingly. This advance in stock management requires

more and better household accommodation, for calves

require large, well lighted, and well ventilated separate

pens. IV. S. __

Barley was a slow sale,

s. per qr. cheaper. Beans

The Oat trade was dull,.

Flour was rather easier.

Whe White 39—49 Red
]

3&—4S
Red.

Notices to Correspondents.

F4R\l Encinfs Cor Vi'e are unable to recommend

'manufacturers or tradesmen. Consult the reports of

the English .Agricultural Society s judges.

SEWAGE Gr.\s|-. Mr. Richard Bi,,„s oi l^lvers'on

writes thus :- Twice latelv I have heard complaints of

he action of sewaged grass, i. Tliat butter m.xde

from cows fed on it will not keep. 2. Ihat milk from

the cows fed on Grass from the Craigentmny tneadows

is miwholesome. I have little doubt that both asser-

tions are false, but should be glad if you, or one of your

correspondents, would inform me from personal "-

perience, whether there is any truth

[There is no tnith in either.]

them or not ?

decline of 6d. per qr

T, Esse.x. Kent, SuBblk,
— fine selected rur

— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign ^^^53

iv, grind. S:dist,2&to 30J. .Chev. 139—42 Malnng

Foreign .. grinding and distilling "
'^ - .."-

.
56-5S— ;Red.

Barl:

O.^TS, Esse.t and Suffolk - .,

— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato 24-261 Feed ..

_ Irish Potato 23—25 Feed ..

— ForeitTi Poland and Brew 21—24 Feed .

.

RVE .
.° .f/... 32—38 Foreign

Rye-meal, Foreign -
'

,.

Be.^ns, Mazagan .... 29^. to 37i._._:Tick 31-49 Harrow

Foreign . . .

.

;, White, Esse
Maple, 41J.

;oj. to sfo. . .Winds.

, and Kent.. Boilers'

)45i Grey

—
I Longpod.

^-—43 Egyptian
32—42 Suffolk .

32—42 Foreign .

— .Foreign .

39—43

1

28—40 Country .

22—25 Per sack.

35—43
33—37
29—3

E FARM SEEDS
AT VERY LOW PRICES.

iCtS.

ENGLISH WOOL.

No material alteration has taken place,

still continue in demand, and, o\v

choice parcels are hard to buy. I

sellers make a slight concession,

inclination to buy largely.

CUKRENT Prices of English Wool.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets

Half-bred ditto ..

FLOUE,'be'st marks delivered, .per sack

— 2dditto -ai""

— Foreign per barrel

Friday, Februar>- 4.

The stocks of Grain in our markets have not

I

diminished during January (the arrivals for that montli

1 being the largest for many years past), and as those m
I the Russian and American ports are fast increasing,

giving promise of early and considerable further ship-

ments, while our west coast ports begin to be largely

Lustre Wools supplied with French flour, the trade tnroughout the

to their scarcity, markets of the kingdom has been very dull during the

grades, where past week, and where sales were forced Wheat prices

there appears

Kent Flc.

Southdown
Leicester

Sorts—Clothing
Combing

Having Harvested their Crops of FARM

SEEDS in very fine condition, are prepared

to supply their Choice Prize Stocks at the

following low quotations :—

CARTER'S PRIZE STOCKS.
IVrll). -J-. d.

CARTER'S IMPERIAL HARDY
SWEDE— aclcnowledged to be the best in

cultivation ° 9

HA v.—per Loadof 2,6 Trasses.

Smithfield, Thursday, February 3.

e Meadow Hay 751- to 84^- Ctover, old

Inferior do.

Rowen 5°

Inferior do —

Cumber

Sup. Meadow Hay 84J.

Inferior

126

D Market, Thursday, February 3,

Inferior Clover . . 9SJ

New do.

76 New do,

r Clover

Whitechapel, Tht

Fine Meadow Hay 72^. to 78^.

Inferior do 60 70 I

I'rirae New H.iy . .
— —

|

Inferior —

«a.= ..», *^ per qr. ; this decline not being sufficient to

,
bring buyers forward readily. Excepting fine malting

Per lb -t d sd Barley, the value ofwhich remained unaltered, spring com

.; t itoi 2 of all sorts has been neglected, and prices were in buyers

• • i»= -' =i' favour. Flourwas6<;. per barrel and i.t. per sack cheapen

. . I 3—1 4 ', Since Fridav last 103 Grain and seed laden vessels arrived

• ° °5 ^ '
off the coast, of which, with those left over from last week,

'

o _; g 'there remained for sale last night 107 cargoes. The trade in
'

I o — I 8 1 cargoes arrived off the coast was slow during the preceding

week Buyers waiting for the fresh fleet from the Black

Sea known to be near at hand, the few sales effected

show a decline of nearly is. per quarter, from previous

rates, for Wheat. Prices of Maize gave way slightly.

Barley met with a slow sale, .and for Rye there were only

purchasers at a reduction of is. dd. per quarter. In

cart^oes on passage and for forward shipment, nothing ot

interest is to be reported.
, , . „ .

The arrivals this week of English and foreign Grain are

small There was a poor attendance at this morning s

market and but Uttle disposition shown to purch.ase

Wheat, the business done in either Enghsh or foreign was

at less money than on Monday last. Oats were bd. per

quarter cheaper; other descriptions of Spring com un

changed in value.

CARTER'S
an immense cropper

LONDON SWEDE,

SWEDE, and other

. . id. to

Inferior do.

Inferior do 80 9(

Charles James Easton

36

LIVERPOOL
ordinary- varieties

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE
MANGEL, remarkable for fineness of qu.ality

CARTER'S CHAMPION YELLOW
INTERMEDI.\TE MANGEL, the best oval-

shaped x-ariety

CARTER'S MAMMOTH PRIZE
LONG RED MANGEL, a splendid variety.

,vs to a great size

rsday, Februarj- 3.

Prime old Clover. .122.

Inferior do. do. . . 95
Prime 2d cut do. . .

—
New Clover.. ..105

Inferior do 90

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Feb. 4.

Best Fresh Butter 191. per dozen lb.

Second do. do ^7^- , '» o. ,

Small Pork, v. Sd. to 51- Sd. : Large Pork, 3s. Sd. to

4^. 411'. per 8 lb.

Wheat.
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Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the "Old" Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street,

and the " Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

Complete Assortments of Choice VEGETABLE SEEDS, for

A Year's Supply.
. '-li 3 o|No-4 li I o

No.:
No. 3 6 i

No. <

sofCho; e Continental and English
5 S

Also Smaller Collections, from 51. to 75. 6rf. , free by post.

CATALOGUE of New and Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

Poiatos, &c., for 1870, with practical Cultural Directions, will be sent

Post Free upon application.
Their Seeds are all of the most select character, each variety being

saved from the best stock known of its kind.
All Orders for Garden Seeds amounting to £3 value, delivered

Carriage Free to any part of the Kingdom, Potatos. &c., excepted.

Flower Seeds free by Post or Kails.

Jolinstoiie's St. Martin's Rliubarl).W P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, NURSERYMEN,
• Dundee, N.B., have pleasure in olTcring the above new

variety of RHUB.VRB, which they have confidence m recommending
as the earliest and best sort in cultivation. The raiser of it describes

it "as one of a batch of Seedlings from Victoria: the Seedling Plant
was a fortnight earlier than any of the remainder of the lot, and grown
beside Prince Albert and LinnEeus, always 10 days earlier than them,
and giving a larger quantity of superior stems to cither of the;

splendid coloi

than any variety I know, and has a

the Trade.

It forces I

; Roots, 2J. W, Ctich. Usual Discc
Testimonials see previous Adv
-Messrs. Hooper & Co. , Coven

May be had true from—
[Garden Market, W.C.

Exctei
Andovcr—Mr. \Vm. Miller
Glasgow—Austin & M'.Vslan
Dubim—Joseph Berry & Sonsiseph Berry & Sons

—John Jeffries & Son
-Mr. James Bird

5 Backhouse & Son
Kilmarnock—W. & T. Samson
Chester—F.& A Dickson ^ Son

East Retford—Mr. W. Wright
Malton—Mr. E. Taylor

„ J. Slater & Son
Liverpool-Thos. Davies & Co.
London—Hurst & Son

„ Fraser, Goad & Ratford.
Stirling—W. Drummond & Son
Derby-Mr. Edwin Cooling
Kelso—Stuart & Mcin
Birmingham—Fclton & Sons
Taunton— I. A. Dyer

-Harrison & Sons
Northampton— >rr. F. Perkin Cheltenham—Thos, Hamptc

Further Names published as received.

GENERAL TRADE NURSERY LIST may be had on applic

New Cucumbers.
(^ EORGE ED\\'ARD has great pleasure in offering
Tseedofthefollowingfirst-rate CUCUMBERS, feeling satisfied that

they will fully maintain the characters that have been given to them.

EBOR.—This will prove to be the most useful variety grown, either
for Market or Gentleman's Gardener for every-day use. In packets
of six seeds, 21. 6rf. The following is the opinion given in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, and the " Cottage Gardener : "

—

"Your Cucumber, raised from Edward's Eclipse, crossed with
Craigg's Prolific, and which you say is one of the strongest con-
stitution and most prolific variety Known, belongs to the spincd
class. The samples of fruit sent are good looking, evcniv swelled,

of moderate length, and ol good average t\\xa\\iy."—Gardeners
Chtvnicle, Dec. 4, 1869.

ndCr;
i betw

i Prolific, is ver>' handsome, and of

crisp flavour, and having
1 desirable variety."

—The most useful and

oth thin skin, not seedy, size medium. In packets

CARNATION and PICOTEE SEED, saved from G. E.'s collcc-

Can also be obtained of—
Messrs. Hurst & Son, London I Mr. [ohn Keynes, :

Mr. J. Wimsett, Chelsea, S.W. Mr. Charles Turne
Messrs, H. & F. Sharpc, Wisbech Mr. John Shaw, .\ford btreet,

lUTTONS' REXOVATIXG MIXTUKJ:. for

I of the Paslun

Notice to the Trade.
and SUPREME.
ihat they are holders

LAXTON'S Kl-

HURST AND S(l\- 1 :

of half the stoc k

HUNDREDFOLD or i
,

MCMILLAN'S QUEKN .•'... M >
I

largely of LAXTON'S I'K.illl-
CATALOGUE, which may be had on application. "They have at
present a good supply of the true RED and WHITE ITALIAN
'TRIPOLI ONION, and the GIANT ROCCA, all of which arc

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadcnhall Street, E.C.

To tie Trade.
BOLTON AND CO. offer to the Trade fine Slocks of

CUAMl'ION of ENCI AN1> IF \
PKI.'l I M.i I, >,l:l

I

, Nl \ri;o\VrEA

WURZF.L. Price £5
Estni selected PURPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP, handst

£2 per bushel.I weight-producing qualities. I

LTON & CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

CHAMPION of ENGLAND ..

PRIZETAKER
EARLY IlLUE SURPRISE ..

SANGSTER'S No. i

DILLISTONE'S FIRST EARLY
DICKSON'S F.AVOURITE ..

VEITCH'S PERFECTION ..

MCLEAN'S ADVANCER
EARLY EMPEROR ..

BADMAN'S IMPERIAL
id well hand-picked.

TAMES FAIRHE.M)
Notice to the Trade.

O
Carter';

PEAS—
Suttons' Ringleader,

Dillislone's Early Prolific. I

Sangster's No. i, or Daniel
'

OTiourke.
Dickson's Favourite.
Bishop's Longpoddcd Dwarf.
Early Surprise.

'N\ 7, Borough Market,

Burbidje's Eclipse.
Denver's Havelock.
Champion of Eneland.

\*eitch's Perfection.
McLean's Little Gem.
McLean's Advancer.

To Market Gardeners ajid Others.
SUTTON and SONS having grown largely of the

following excellent PEAS, can supply them, very true to name, at

wardest know
Dickson's Favou
Princess Royal.

Sl'TI

I
Champion of Enirlaiid.

1
Veitch's PerfectUin.
Hair's Dwarf Mammoth.

cqu!r
IniR.

Seed Potatos—Choice selected Stocks.
JAMES C.\R1I-.R AM) i_o. arc now prepared to

execute orders for the followinK new and popular varieties :

—

POTATOS.
The Earlv Rose ^ Imported seed direct ( per lb., is. 6rf. : 7 lb., or.

;

Bresee's Prolific > from the Raiser in < „ 3s, [56 lb., 05s.
The Climax ) America. t „ js.

I'alerson'sRovinia, or Cattle Feeder, p. Ih., ir. 6d.;7Vb.,ns
The Quecn-s i'olato, as used at the K..yal table, i^s. per p^
The Ashtop Fluke, much recommended, iis. per pec ic

Carter's Ch.inipion, best for forcinjj, 55. per peck.
Milky Wliite, vcrv popular, 45, per peck.
Rivers' Royal Ashleal, ^. per peck.
Fluke Kidney, very choice seed, 3s. 3rf. per peck.
Earlv H.Tndsworth. earliest round variety, v. &/, per peck.
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND UEALE, 237 and

High Holborn, London, W.C.

S lb., 6sf.

SUTTONS' CHOICE SEED POTATOS, for
planting. Much cheaper by the bushel, sack, or ton—prices of

which may be had on application.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY, the bt-<;t V•^\:^xo for the m.nin
crop. Raised and selected from amon;^ ii - .:;

1 . 1 1 K. ill.

III'.' I
"'\ y w v>.' KIDNEY, an abundant cropper, shallow

I \ 1 I
1-'%^ l';' i\

I MA, the new Cattle-feeding Potato, grf. p. lb.

THE EARLY Ri iSK, the best of the American varieties, i.f. 6rf. p. Ih.

i

And other excellent varieties. Sec SUTTONS' DESCRU'TIVE
CATALOGUE, gratis and post free on application.

GSeed Potatos.
EORGE SIBBALD, Drunigeath, by Dundee, has for
Sale a large stock of the followinff-kinds of his own crowinff.

Early Oxford, bamtree's Early Fluke KTdnc"
h.idncy,Suttons Racehorse kidney, Sutton's King of Kidneys

Sutton's Berkshire Kidney,
so about 4 cwt. superfine

.,...ly Rose Kidnev. Mona's IVum i-wmn
Ashfeaf Kidney, Early Red Kidney.
Early Dwarf York CABBACE SFKIX

s on applic

Paterson's Potato Plant.

MRS. PATERSON begs to intimate that, having for
many years assisted her late husband in the propagation of the

Potato Plant and other ways m his business, and havinR retained all
the old assistants, she will now conduct the Potato Seed Business in her
own name. All Orders sent to her will be executed with great care

id promptitude. It might be well for parties to order direct, as they
: selling a Blue Po

Mrs. P.^TKKSON would respectfully call attention to PATERSON'S
BOVINIA, or CATTLE-FEEDING POTATO; the most valuable
tuber known, and the first season out.

PRICE LISTS to be had on application.

38, Union Street, Dundee.

HEADLEY'S SEEDLING POTATO.—
This tinrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Richard Hcadlcy, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced a
diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, very hardy, and suiwrior in flavour
to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,
npenm;j by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping
perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the following year.

Opinions of the Press.
" R, IL^idlcv. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate; white,

mril-', r^M'l < vifllfiit in flavour, —Gardaters' Chronicle, Oct. 30[ iS6g.

.

" '^'^
'' " 1^ i-'ii - A very fine variety; a heavy cropper: uniform in

^1^' ' it once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish,
0T\

.

In- most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy crop was
har>,

:

i
liii\ M — ''.I'^ffffi' jl/aeyziW, Jan. 30, 1869.

" :?e^Jl..i^ lui.a.i Jv. Headlcy). In shape the tubers resemble those
of the I'liikc. They are like those also in flavour, but arc more
mealy."

—

Journal ofHorticulture, Oct. 21, 1869.
Price gs. per peck. The usual discount to the Trade.
lED FRYE-ALFREI] i'ER, The Nur;

, Chatteris, Cambridgeshir

rHE LONDON

DISSO
SUM I

PKFf
MAN'.

Also Gennin'
ex Dock War.
SALT, &c.

(E.ST,\1

Offices, 116, Fcnchurch Stn

COMPANY

NIGHTSOIL MANURE CONCENTRATED.—
Prepared under the direction of the Corporation of Rochdale.

The above Manure is in the state of a Powder, so that it can be used
with the Hand, Spade or Drill, and is free from the objectionable
smell of Nightsoil.

t £1 per Ton, or to arrange' for its delivery

i Mr. HARESCEUGH. Town Hall, Rochdale.

W
See reports of Dr.

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analys

and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,

, ;x, Herts, and Middlesex—Mr.
John G. Barry, 8, Old Jewry, London.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs, Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and
Aberdeen.

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
.^ ni, fr |,,|-,ni-M. -.r-, R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin.

IV'- Ml p. ,
1...1, ,1. li.,,-. ,| Irce to Rail or Wharf in London.

11 I '
'

. I ' I -^ l: I'h.i
]

I, !- il Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

rr GUANO, i:i3iog. pert

13EES AND CO.S EIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
XV GU.\NO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,

G. BARl
8, Old Je _.. _

London Agent for " Rees & Co.";

Company, Limited."
The Eiphospnated Peruvian Guano combines the stimulating power

r I'lriivuTi (.itniio with the iiourishingproperties of Superphosphate.
:

is - ' II Ml :^' I' I 111. uhI e.icli bag is guaranteed Dy Sellers.

4&3 CARTER'S " PRIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS.
J. C. AND CO. having secured their immense Stock of NATURAL GR.-^SSES in splendid condition, are prepared to e.\ccutc orders for Grass Seeds for Pastures, Lawns, &c.

The germinating quality (after most careful testing) is assured to be first-nate ; and, from the great pains taken by Messrs. C.\RTER to .adapt the Mixtures of Grasses to

suit the particular nature of the soil intended to be laid down, the possibility of failure can scarcely be entertained.

It is only necessary when ordering lo gixo a general description of the soil, situation, &c.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (choicest quality).
ForHIi.WY SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre.

I

Fur LIGHT SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per .acre.
|

For MEDIU.M SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per acre.

Second quality cheaper. Reduced rates for more than lo .\cres.

CARTER'S "ROYAIi MIXTURE" FOR LAWNS, 20s. per bushel; Is. per lb.

(as used in the chief European Royal Gardens). Sow 3 bushels per acre.

For the fullest information to insure successful Seeding down Land to Grass, see ESSAY in

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1870.

Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasci-s,

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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GARDEN MANURES are specially prepared for every
crop Krown in either Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns, Vine

Borders, &c., by the undersigned. They are conveniently paclced in

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leic

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be appMcd during the months of February and March.

NITKATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London, Liverpool, and otner ports, at lowest market prices.

O H N bTT N NET L A W E S.

Offices : 59, Mark Lane, London.
Branch Offices ; Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Et

Womanby Street, Cardiff.

N I TURNIP MANURE.
I A ED BONES.

I I Ilt'SPHATE of LIME.
I x I, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

1 Quay, Dublir

LAWF'

MAN
LA )RN and GRASS MANURE,

any of the above addresses, or

hroughout the United Kingdom.
E of SODA, SULPHATE of

S^t

icuted at the Wharf, Maiden Lane. Norlh-Westerri Railway Depot.

UTEVENSON"S ABYSSINIAN MIXTURE.—This
Kj most effectual remedyfocPreventing and Destroying Plant Insects

vet introduced, especially Mealy-bug, Brown and White Scale, Thrip,
'Red Spider, Green and Black Fly, &c., without injuring the most
tender foliage.

This invaluable mixture for the Destruction of Plant Pests can be very
highly recomintndLd : it h.Ts rciuivcd the very highest commendations
from some of th.- \< i.lm.; li.ni. nli mists in the country who have given

Sold in bottlis, ,
(,/

, and 55. 6d. each, with directions

for use on each !
i I .f most Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

Sole Manul.vt.i , 1 I I \ l.NSON, Lark Hill, Timperley,

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
lod. per lb., or 841. per cwt.

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Leeds.

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.— The cheapest
and best article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price, IJ. 4rf. per lb. ; over 10 lb., is. id. Tob.icco Paper, 11. per lb. ;

£4 AS. per cwt. Post-office Orders payable at Fleet Street.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Elackfriars Road, S.E. ; late

10, Gough Square, E.G.OBACCO TISSUE,
for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all theT

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
IIUTYIUKK TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters P.\tfnt, and bv Permission
01' THE Ho.N. Board or Customs.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nnrserj'men, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is.,j!. 6<f.,andss.

Powder Distributors, 21. 6rf. and 35. 6d. each.

Gardens, South Kensington. May 7,

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOL:
Wharf, Wapping, E.

EY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

G S H U R
COMPOUND.

Used by
Hardeners
Red Spider, Mild(

of the leading

, . and other Blight
solutions of from t to 2 oun
to the gallon of soft water,
of from 4 to 16 ounces a;

Winter Dressing for Vines
Fruit Trees. Has outlived m
preparations intended to su;

:. 6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Macni- C^^l^LE COMPANY
fied.

(Limited),

Battcrsea, London, S.W.

I
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T. H. P. DENNIS & COMPANY, Patentees,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS IN WOOD AND IRON

iJiii!
^ffijrfh -i.'uh

.1

"ynj III

i;
' '

'""'''
'^"i' ', ,' ''- '" ''"'^^' "'" ""'^"l"""' "^'i' """. '"-nii.n, n Mn-mmcii and l .irrtaicr-, to th.> nnm ukImii I mipnjvrmcnts they liav^maae '" exery dcbcriptiun ol Horln-ullural Lrectionb I hey continue to Manufacture Buildings of the highest order in Wood, Galvanized Metal, and their highly approved

Fatent Wrought Iron Construction They ha\e much pleasure in tnnouncing that by the aid of modern appliances, m their Manufactory, all kinds of Horticultural Buildiiies
will be supplied at the most moderate prices consistent « ith the high standard of their workmanship Y.\ erv description of Garden Structure arranged, designed, and heated on
1

.
H. F. U. AND C O. b improved system, will be guaranteed to fully answer the purpose for which they are intended.

Gentlemen waited upon by Members of the Firm to advise and arrange for contemplated Buildings.
Our NEW HOT-WATER BOILER and other Specialities and Patented arrangements are described in other Advertisements, and also in our Catalogue, which mav b<=

had on application. ^ '

ANCHOR IRON WORKS, CHELMSFORD.

Henry Ormson
Is determined, with the aid of NEW AND VALUABLE MACHINERY, and an

experienced STAFF AND WORKMEN, so t<i improve and facilitate the MANUFACTURE
OF HORTICULTURAL STRUCTURES that they may be buih OF THE BEST
MATERIALS at a MUCH LOWER PRICE than has been possible heretofore.

CO M P ETITION SOL I CITED.
MANY OF ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED WROUGHT IRON

BOILERS have been substituted for CRACKED CAST IRON TUBULAR BOILERS
during the past winter months, and have been found MUCH MORE ECONOMICAL IN
CONSUMPTION OF FUEL. Prices on application. Please to state length and diameter

of pipe to be heated.

THE HEATING DEPARTMENT always engages his especial personal attention, and he

feels justified in saying that in simplicity, safety, durability, and economy of fuel, combined with thorough

effectiveness, his system cannot be surpassed.

Knowing the absolute necessity for well regulated and properly arranged Ventilation, he makes it a

matter of first consideration.

H. O. having competent Draughtsmen and an efficient Office Staff, is prepared and will be happy to

forward Plans, Estimates, and Specifications, by post or otherwise, and to wait personally on any Ladies or

Gentlemen who may desire to see him on their Grounds.

H. O. is also in the habit of furnishing Estimates, and building from Drawings prepared by Architects,

and is kindly permitted to refer to many of the most eminent in the profession. He has also much pleasure in

stating that he can refer to many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry, in all parts of the kingdom, where he

has been employed to build some of the finest and best arranged Glass structures known at the present time.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-W.\TER APPAR.VTUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER M.\JESTVS ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

EHgi]ics and Boilers fiilcd zvith Governors, Eqiiilibrunii Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pump,
IVater and Steam Ganges, &c., &e., eomplcte.

Consumption of Fuel—7° lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „

Horse Power Cylinder. Diameter. Stroke. Boiler. Height. Diameter.

16|
23 17

. less ^5.
^HppliCinfixed 071 if required, lohiih i

extra cost according to size.

,ill be found admissablc in places where no other

* I, 2, .ind 3, if not fitted with I

The Fly-wheel Shaft is made sufficicittly long to admit a drum
along with the Engine any diameter ordered, .

TIio abo\'c Engines and Boilers occupy a very small space, ai

form of Engine and Boiler could be tixed. They are especially adapted for use by Contractors and in Warehouses,
Mills, Dyehouses, Workshops, Printing Offices, Farms, &c.. &c. For exportation they are invaluable, being sent

out in complete Working Order, ready for immediate use. They are made in an exceedingly substantial and simple
manner, every part being perfectly easy of access, and consequently can be readily understood and managed.

The Boilers are fitted up with Strong Welded Tubes, intersecting the fire-box (varying in number according to

the size of the boiler), and a mud hole is placed opposite each tube for the purpose of cleaning them out. They are

tested up to 200 lb. pressure to the square inch.

The Foundation Plate answers the purpose of Feed Water Tank, in which the water is heated before passing
into the boiler, and also of an ash pit, and no brickwork or foundation is required.

The Fire-box is so constructed that Coal, Coke, or Wood can be used as Fuel.

Extract fiom the Gardeners' Chronicle, December 11, 1S69, p. 1293 :

—

" Vertical Engines continue to merit growing patronage. They have their advantages over the horizontal engines, not only in construction as to the working and extra
and unequal tear and wear of the piston and cylinder, but in their adaptation to light work—as grinding, chaff-cutting, and root-pulping. The small area of space they occupy is

also greatly in their favour. Of late years very great progress has been made in the cattle feeding department of farm practice, hence tlie growing demand for engines of this
class ; but this is not all that must be reported, for they are evidentlv also entering into competition with their rivals in the threshing barn. Tlicy have long been in extensive use
by builders for hoisting and pumping, being made locomotive by means of rails ; and constructed on this plan they .are proving equally effective and advantageous in the brick-
field, quarry, wood-yard, large dairies for churning, laundries, for driving washing machines, and the like. -Wd to this the growing use of a heavier class of enjjines for steam
culture, which necessitates as it were the employment of small vertical ones at the homestead, it is easy accounting for the growing jwpularity of the latter at all our implement
exhibitions. In construction there is a close similarity on the whole, but in details of mechanism they are diversified. Something of course depends upon the special purposes
for which they have been made, and whether they are to be used outdoors or indoors, and whether they are to burn co.al or coke, and so on.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS L.\W.\ MOWING, ROLLING, ,\ND

COLLECTING M.\CHINES FOR 1S70.

Every Machnu .

P-^^^

I III fiction ind if not approved of,

. uncondition ill)

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREENS PVTENT L \WN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal it the International I \hibition I ondon, 1862.
First Fnze Mtdal at the Intermtional Exhibition Dublin 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Lvhihition
First Piize Mcdil at the Gand Exhibition
First Prize Medal at the Lacken Lxhibilion
First Prize Mtdal it the I inetne Lxhibiti m
First Prize Mcdil it the PrussLK I- xhib
First Prize filed il at the Hamburg Lxhibiti

I t\\ occasions.

GREEN'S P.\TENT LAWN MOWERS ha\e proved to be the best, and have
carried olT every Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

The extraordinary success of GREEN'S P.VTENT L.\WN MOWERS is an
established fact. During the last five years the demand has been unprecedented,
which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their
characteristic features :— ist. Simplicity of construction, every part being free of access.
2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3d. They
are the least liable to get out of order.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-

sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can
be reversed again and again, bringing the sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom
blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced pereon, owing to the peculiar
adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Lists
free on application.

N.B. All Orders are executed on the day they arc received.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.\WNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GR.\VEL P.\THS.

HAND ROLLERS.
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14, TICHBOENE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT, LONDON, W.

Sir J. Paxton's Hothouses for the Million
I Live been |iro\ed Ijy 10 years' cxpeiienee 10 be the siinplcsl and elie.iiieil )iiade—as Lean-lu Roofs

FOR COVERING PEACH WALLS OR FOR EARLY VINERIES,
AND AS SPAN-ROOF^ FOR ORCHARD-HOUSES, VINERIES, GREEXHOUSES, FORCING PITS, &c.

Prices given for covering any extent of Wall or Ground, on receipt of particulars as to height, length, and width required. Other systems of construction and
entilation adopted if preferred ; but these are usually more expensive and not so readily erected by local carpenters.

Nothmg cin be . easy than to build them nothing more simple than to remove them -Duly \ 11 Maj

MANUFACTORIES— LO.XDON, GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, ULVERSTONE, PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN otih.

L for ORNAMENTAL CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &c., to Designs, Sketches, or Specifications ; also for HEATING
nplete anywhere in the United Kingdom.

REFERENCES can be given to works executed in e\ery county of England, and many in Scotland and Ireland.

A P.VMPHLET, with views of various styles of Glasshouses and Conservatories, and PRICE LIST of Patent Roofs, Post Free for 2 stamps.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT, VV.
(Removed from Pall Mall East.)

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

GREEN'S
^^=—=^=—

PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS,

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-Iron Sole-plate,

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ;
in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
ist. They require no setting in brickwork.

,
6ih, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means

2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation. I ofT-pipes.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers. 7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned ut when required.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon 8lh, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof ot

which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke. turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may De

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 34 hours without attention.
j

fixed in.

I^- PKICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ;
and

54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,

fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

Plans and Estimates on applica

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheap
Manufactory. 6, Bankside. South

London, E.C.

Greenhouses and Conservatories.

H FREEMAN anu SONS, Horticultural Works,
. I06, Mare Street, Hackney, E. Established so years. Good

substantially made GREENHOUSES, glazed, rcadj- for fixinff, 42 feet

long, 13 feet wide, £50 : 21 feet by 13 feet

handsome CONSERVATORY on han
Nurserymen's LIGHTS, [,-2%

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England. ^ , .„
Vor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

,„..,,il^et°L
, 35 feet by 15 feet.

HOT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PIPES,
BOILERS, &c., delivered in London, Liverpool, Bristol -

HOT-WATER PIPES, Nos. I

trated sheet
ELBOWS .. .. No. 12

TEE PIPES .. .. No. 33
SYPHONS .. .. No. 23

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON,

London Warehouse, 16, Grar
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s HAW'S TIFFAN
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SlIAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

SHAW'S TIFFANY.—No. i. 5^. per piece; No. 2,

6j. ; No. 3, 7s. ; No. 4, gs. ; and every Garden Requisite at the

Garden Repository, 32, James Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

CHARLES BROWN,
\ RELOAR'S FINE COCOA-NUT MATTING,
warranted unbleached. No other kind is durable,—all other kinds
dear. Catalot-ncs free by post.

T. TKI'XOAR, Manufacturer, 67, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which ^ives the size of every class of Mat,
for^varded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS have received a large
• consignment, and arc now offering them at vciy low- prices.

Price, &.C., oil application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for SHADING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to 5^, per yard, advancing lid.

54-inch Hessian ajid Scrim, 3^., ^'Ad., i/i. A%d. and ^%d.

£2 ,, ,, ., 4l4d.,$l4d.,6d., 6%d.,and upwards.
ACKBURN AND SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas

Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870,
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE. WIND-GUARD. &c.
The unprecedented Sale for 1868, notwithstanding the Dryness ol

the Season, forms the most convincing testimony now much these
advantages have been appreciated.

; & Son beg I

addition to this, A S & bos now make the Sole Plate or Bottom
Bladeof their Alaclune «ilh Two Edges—one m front as usual, and
one inreser\e at the back when the front edge gi-ts w rn down, the

plate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edt,e brout,ht to the

front. It will be seen atafclince that this arrangement enables the
cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machm(,s, where the

single-eoged Sole plate must be entirely rene\sed when the edge is

being blown past the Box during the pre\alence of wind
Tnlere is no nbbmg with these Machines. The Law

has a most beautiful appearance, being as smooth as a piece of vcl
nbbmg with thes'e Machines. The Lawn whei
lutiful appearance, being as _ . . . .

Every Machine v>ai-r.int(.d In [^ivc ample satisfaction, and if 1

approved of can be n

Illustrated Circul.

A. SHANKS AS

27, Leadenhall Street, Loitdoi

THE SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION and
SALE of SHORTHORNS will be held in BINGLEY HALL,

eiRMiNGHAM, on THURSDAY, March 3.

The liNTRIES CLOSE on SATURIMY, February- 12,

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary-.

Offices of ihe Society, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

"p OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES wilj

take place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates

must not be above 21 years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent

in by March 31 may be had on application

to H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

Hai
, W.

O XFORD MEETING, 1870.
I-ARM PRIZES.

A rriZP ofalltCF of PLATE, value
100 t u nca ff red b> I \MES MASON,
Esq indi SI CON D 1 RIZE of FIFTY
n UNDS off red by the Society, will be
t. f I tl up crb f the two best

II r> wl ch shall be entered
the d strict comprised
1 through the Towns
Marlow, Aylesbury,

ur> Sio v-on-thc-WoId,
L k to Read ng.

1 ! I. Lun pel t on sin ted to Tenant-
Farmcrs, and the LAST DAY of ENTRY
is SATIJRDAY, February 26.

Further particulars and Forms of Entry

:,''London, W. H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

DlRECTORS-
Thomas Chapman, E«|., F.E..S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, E«q. bermere.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchings. Esa
Henry W. Currie, Esq.

| Sir William Tite, M.P.
J, BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay,

Estate, and paia oit by a 1

Landowners in a shorter
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

. HORACE BROKE, the Secretary, at the

John 11 o.

.1, Whitehall Place, S.W.
I. Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.

I , (Messrs. Herries, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

-'^, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

lioralio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

"""JV".'^
K. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Pnnccs Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.

, Q. C, 6, Park Street, Westminster. S.W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P.. 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Improvement, includi „ ,.
Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergj- in respect of their Glebe Lands.
TIr- \\h..lc njil.iy riri'l expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

Now ready, with an Index, Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.,

AGEOGR.APHICAL HANDBOOK of all the
. KNOWN FERNS, divided into si.x Territorial Divisions;

Compiled from the most recent Works. By K. M. Lyell.
JOHN MURRAY. Albemarle Street, London, W.

Glenny's Garden Almanac, 1870.NOW READY, containing a List of all the latest
Novelties in Flowers and Fruits, and full instructions for

Amateur Gardeners. Price is. ; post free, is. id.
T. T. LEMARE, 1, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

I"!

HE IRISH LAND QUESTION. By Tames
. Sanderson, Pall Mall East, London. Price is. Published by

E. STANFORD. 6and 7, Charing Cross, London, S.W.

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and

of g:

S. Hereman, Chatsworth. Third
HEREMAN and MORTON;

Quadrant, London, W.
14, Tichborne Strt

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
(by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre Rectory, Brandon),

as now carried out in a New House erected for the purpose, in the
Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick. Second

Third Thousand, with upwards of 400 Figures, Views, and Plans,
One Vol., large octavo, handsomely bound, i8j. cloth.

THE PARKS, PROMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS. By W. Robinson, F.L.S.

The Tiiites (October 21) :—" For a long time we have not read a more

For
n Gardi-ncrs^ CkronicU for No'

London: JOHN MURRAY, and all Booksellers, Nurserymen and
Seedsmen. The Nursery and Seed Trades supplied, at Wholesale
prices, by Messrs. CARTER & CO., 238, Holborn, W.C.

Til the Press,

ALPINE FLOWERS
;
with many beautiful Illustra-

s of Rock Gardens,

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic (-Economy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
7S. 6d.

rpHE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR, TheX Structuke Ct^vssii-iCATioN, AND UsES OF PLANTS. Illustrated
upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36s., with
upwards of 500 Illustrations.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY. STRUCTURAL
AND PiiYSioi.oGiCAt. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

This nplel

-. IHust
the

Professor Li'ndlev, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are oublished in one octavo volume, price 12s.

ual of Botany for Medical
..- ..ave maue mem— ' ""-' ---'- ''--

Author's " School Botany."
N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 55.

rvTi-r- r T pi*M TiiF Author's Preface,
"The Vcgtt.il l.n I 111 ..niains, among a large quantity of

_.i 1-_. .

'"-s useful species employed

greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of
purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that those

iCO., . no I

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.
In 8vij, with 08 Woodcuts, price ais, cloth.

IHE THEORY and PRACTICE of
HORTICULTURE; or, an Attempt to explain the Chief

I, and has been transl
languages. Being i

s. He has thus greatly
ijgical doctrines ' h an
ch ought to be and the
ar compendium of the
art, of horticul ure —

A
A New Edition, Enlarged, being the i.

PRACTICAL TREATISE on the CULTIVATION
of the GRAPE VINE,by Wir.r- - ^ ^ ivy.i

rith the full confidence tl'^at

if a master."

—

Gardiners' Chronicle.
strongly recommend Mr. Thomson's trcatis

:
the lessons they are taught will be those

thoroughly practical and sure guide to tlie culti% I of the Vine."—

A
Just published, crown 8vo, price 71. dd.,

BOOK ABOUT ROSES: How to Grow and
Show them. By S. Reynolds Hole, author of "A Little Tour

til they have finished it."

—

Gardeners^ Magasi

about the Rose and its culturergiven in a style'^which i

fail to please."—7o««ia/ of Horticulture.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

H^
.ijping

li.rlicld

nted, and the right r

\ K-sv-i..,i -j.ui.Hai.'fllorticnltun
e arc: aLLiuaiiiLcd uith ihc results produced by the able author,
I as with his book, and can therefore pronounce the book the
1 the subject yet written, or Hkcly to be written for a long time

1< 1'. (illustrated by Diagrams) on
''MA GIGANTEA—or the GREAT TREE
W-will (DV.) be delivered in CHARLOTTE"

'"». by James Eateman, Esq. M.A.,

AL.KU ULl LkAL LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—
Two Index Sheets, of 12 Designs each, comprising the whole of

the Designs included in the following advertisement. Price 3s. each

;

or, by post, for 38 stamps.

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS' rOTTAGKS.—
24 Designs; Photographic Drawing-^, ^^l n,., h,,) Con-

tract, lor Two Guineas each Design, i In i 1, , been
mostly approved by the Inclosure Conlnll^

1

i

, been
erected. Single Designs, without Specilit.ui'

1
. l ' mr m t, One

Guinea each. E. and F. N. SPON, 48, Chdin.^^ e,,.^^, \>.

T
Now ready,

HE MONEYS of all NATIONS, with their correct
Value in English Currency. Six copies sent free by post on

receipt of two penny stamps.
T. KOliERTS AND CO., S.Crane Court, Fleet Street, London. EC.

ACROSS of PRINTS for y- 6d.—A lob Lot of
ENGRAVINGS and LITHOGR.VrilS, bv eminent Artists,

156 various, different sizes, some r, t - ,1 IT .iii... Foreign, and
Marine Views, Rural and Doimi. , I . u, ,1c Figures and
I'onraits, &c., post free, by return, I i

;

J. REYNOLDS , ir, ' w

REAKFAST. — El'l'SS CO CCA.B
the natural laws which govern the operations of dige;
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.--
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,
and Infants.

DINNEFORD j - - -
-

and of all Chert

, Herts.

c LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at is. lid., 2S. ^., 4s. 6d., and 11

cIQCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 69 years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes at u. i\d., 2s. grf., 45. 6if.,and 11

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at is. i\d., as. tjd., 4s. 6d., and iis.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
in use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at js. i)^., 2s. gd., 4$. 6d., and ns.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at s i\d 2S gd 45 M and iir

tihc principles and good culti\

"MJK 1 SI 1()\ - I 1 s
I

t ^ Tooo —Gentlemen,

. _ rt ho may thus be a 11 c ed
truly Henry Allpass —To the Propr c of

n le P lis

treated ot."—Gardtntn' Chronicle.

London; LONGMANS, GREEN, 3 CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

ANOIHLR CURE of CONSUMPTIOM by DR
LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—Miss Boyd w-ritcs 1(

Messrs. Bell & Co., 6, Cross Shore Street, Greenock:—" Nov 16

1869. My parents and seven of our family have died of consumption

My brother was declared to be in the last stage of consumption, an

pronounced incurable by three medical men ; but by the use ol IJ^

-

LOCOCK'S WAFERS he is completely restored to health. —bold Dy

all Druggists, at is. I'Ad. per box.

,nd
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W}'^ SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE. W^^
SUTTON'S — SUTTON'S

HOME-GROWN SEEDS ^-^ ^-^ HOME-GROWN SEEDS

Sutton & Sons,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, EEADING,

HAVE PLEASURE I.N CALLING ATTENTION TO SOME AALUABLE

NEW POTATOS, NEW VEGETABLES, AND NEW FLOWERS,
WHICH THEY STRONGLY RECOMMEND FOR TRIAL.

THE BEST POTATO for the Main Crop—SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY.

I///

SUTTONS' lil'.kl-LSIIlKI'.

KIDNEY POTATO
This was raised and select 1

from among forty seedlings of tl e

Fluke; Having ourselves planted

it siilif'ijy side with tlio different

varieties of that class, we ha\e

proved it to be by far the best of

them all, and quite a fortnight ^^

earlier. The tubers are of good

size, very numerous, and re

markably clear skin. It is most

valuable for the main garden crop

and has been free from disease

while other varieties growing close

by were almost destroyed.

Price 5s. per Peck. Mucli cheaper by the Bushel or Sack. Trade Price on application

SUTTONS' lU.KKSHlRE

KIDNEY POTATO.
JiK. 28, 1S70.— /•';>>« Mr. DAVID

SUTTONS'

COMPLETE COLLECTIOX?

OF CIIOICC

VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Z3

taken miiiitroui piizci

Per ounce Is. (post free).

No. 2, carri.age tree .

.

2 2

No. 3, carriage free .. in
No. 4, carriage free .

.

i i

No. 5, carriage free .

.

015

No. 6 o 12

Piirlkiilays of conteiils gralh

on application.

Buttons' New Matchless
Brussels Sprouts.

ylubiilar sprouts, of iltlitKnis lla'

i Per packet Is.

BUTTONS'

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS

OF SHOWY

FLOWER SEEDS,

.\'o. I, freebypost or iail.,^2 2 c

SM.VLLER COLLECTION.':
2J. bJ. to lat. (>,l.

rs of contents gratis

application.

BoxALL, Gr. to Miss Dacre,

Thurcscroft, Shanhy Green.

The Suttons' Berkshire

Ividney you sent me last spring

answered remarkably well. One

Grllon produced Three Bushels."

For DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of SUTTONS' CHOICE
I'OT.VTOS for Planting, and

]")wcst Prices for large quantities,

apply to Sutton & ?o^s,

"/l'^

Bedfordshire Champion
Onion.

Vi-ry (lisllncl ; bctwc.-i. i:l"l«; ami pcar
hapc ; lari;c, and mild flavour.

Per packet Is.

SUTTONS' CHOICE NEW FLOWER SEEDS, Free by Post.

ASTER, GIANT PJEONY-FLOWEBED
PERFECTION.

A new Aster, obtained \.\ careful hybridisation of the

Giant Emperor with llu- be-t varieties of Truffaut's

Pceony-fiowered. This strain combines the character-

istics of both parents, and exhibits in a marked degree

those quahties for which they are so justly valued. The
flowers are as large a* the Giant Emiieror, verj' double,

and of perfect Pceony form.

12 varieties, separate, 5^. 1 6 varieties, separate, y.
The same, in mixture, per packet, ij-. 6d.

BALSAM,
IMPROVED CAMELLIA-FLOWERED.
This magnificent strain surpasses in extraordinary si-^',

perfect form, and brilliancy of colour, any hitherto
introduced. Four varieties, separate, 25 seeds of each,
2J. 6d. ; the same, in mixture, is. 6d.

DIANTHTJS HEDDEWIGII DIADEM-
ATUS FL.-PL.

An exlruHK-ly InMniiln! mti-MuLiion, of dwarf a

compact habit, with iaige aiul \ciy double rtowers of
shades of colour from lilac to the deepest black purple
Price, per packet, 2s. 6d.

GERANIUM, ZONAL TRICOLOR.
This seed has been saved from the choicest varietie:

and carefully hybridised ; it is certain to produce a I

proportion of plants with beautifully variegated fol:

Price, per packet, 2-(. 6iL

MIGNONETTE,
NEW GIANT PYRAMIDAL RED.

An improved variety, of great \alue for beds or pot
culture. It grows in a compact pvramid. from li to

2 feet in height, with extremely large flower-spikes, of a
charming red colour. Price, per packet, is.

PHLOX DRUMMONDI GRAF GERO.
A new dwarf pyramidal Phlox, very distinct in its

habit from any other variety. Height about 8 inches,

forming a compact bush 5 inches in diameter, and pro-
ducing numerous spikes closely set with flowers, which
are red or lilac, having a white eye. It remains in bloom
throughout the entire summer. Price, per packet, zs. 6d.

PHLOX DRUMMONDI HEYNHOLDI.
Xew scarlet Phlox. Very fine, and of brilliant colour;

ilwarf and compact habit ; invaluable for bedding. Price,

\n.T packet, 2J. 6J.

PRIMULA SINENSIS MAGNUM BONUM.
'iliis strain is one of the mobt beautiful and effective

,1 I
' '1, with a vigorous habit. It produces large con-

irusses of very rich violet-crimson flowers,

Ml
, liin°:ed, and of good form and substance. Price,

.l&l.- . 6</.

/'
DOUBLE WHITE ZINNIA.

.A new pure white variety, quite distinct. In

iTjbricated and very double. F'nce, per packet, :

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES of GRASS SEEDS, FARiVI SEEDS, VEGETABLE SEEDS, and FLOWER SEEDS Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING, BERKS.

Richards, at the Office, No

s should be addressed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Husincss Letters to " The rublisher," at the Office, 41. WcllinRton Street, Co
lARDS, at the Office of Messrs. Uradbuhv, Evans, Hl Co., Lombard Street, I'rccinct of Whiiefriars, City of Loiidun, in '

41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. PaulS, Covent Garden, in the said County.—S.\turday, i'ebruary 5, 1870.
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1@- Notice-— T-/!^ G.\RDENERS' CHRONICLE
a«rf AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will, on and a/ler

MARCH 4, fe published on FRIDAY, at 2 P.M., instead 0/
on Saturday, as hitherto.

Advertisers will please send their Copy a day
earlier than usual.

cOUNT THUN, F.R.H.S., recommends to the
Honiculturists in England FRANCIS JOSST (now in that

ntry for improvement) to the same friendly kindness they have
different periods to his deceased Father, the welUk

Francis Josst, Head Gardener at Tetschen, in Bohemia—The Schl.

Tetschen-on-the-Elbe, Bohemia, Feb. 3.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT February 16. at II o'clock

R^
1 ESSAY on COTTAGE GARDENING and ils for an ESSAY

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 1S70, JUNE 3 to 10. ONE THOUSAND

POUNDS in PRIZES. 'To be held in the BOTANIC GARDENS,
MANCHESTER. Schedules are ready, and can be had on application
to the Undersigned.

Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

LAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL SC5c IETY.—
AUGUST 16, 1870.-prizes of £20, {.I'i, £io, and /;, ore

offered for a Collection of 20 Plants, 8 Stove or Greenhouse in Bloom,
6 Fine Foliage Plants, and 6 Exotic Ferns.
Clay Cross, Chesterfield. J. STOLLARD, Secretary.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fruiting and planting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE post free on application: also CIRCULARS of
Mmedith's Vine, Pine, Peach, and Plant MANURE.c. Pine, Peach, and Plant MAN

The Vineyard, Garston, Liverp

B
Qrape Vines.

S. WILLIAMS' stock is remarkably fine, and in
> good condition. Can supply all the best kinds. Prices on

ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

B
Pines.

S. WILLIAMS has all the best kinds, in splendid
« condition, warranted clean. Prices on application.
ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

_ To the Trade.
QTANDARD PEACHES and NECTARINES.—
V^ Fine standards of the above, with clean straight stems, of all the
finest kinds, are offered. Price per looorper score given on application.

THOS. RIVERS AND SON, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

o
RICHARD 'smith. Nurseryman anc/ Seed Met

ESCHALOTS WANTED.— State quantity and price,
for cash, to

WILLIAM ARMITAGE and SON. Seed Merchants, Huddersfield.

N ATIVE SCOTCH FIR ; seedlings and transplanted,
iji to 3 feet, and under ; offered at very reduced prices by

VVILLIAM URQUHART and SONS, Dundee.

T O THE TRADE.] —
a.yr SEEDLING HOLLY (very stout).

arbor-vita;, 6 to 5 inches, itoi^ feet.

J. THORNTON, Healherside Estate, Bagshol, Surrey.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mei
Chants, Edinburgh; and 59, Mark Lane, London.

Coniferss Seeds.

E COOLING lias to offer fine new seed of PICEA
. NOBILIS, ABIES CANADENSIS, CUPRESSUS LAWi

SONIANA, Sic. Price per pound or ounce on appUcation.

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.
Thi. N>>rc»rl»E Vi..r.'e A.-.- .,-.,. Vt^r^lnrA

New Roses for 1870.
_JOHN KEYNES' LIST of NEW ROSES for i8

ready, and will be sent on application.
Nursery, Salisbury..

Tlie Roses of the Season are those of
)AUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free on application.

D
Ne'W Roses for 1870.

ESCRIPTIVE LISTS free by post on application.
EWING AND CHILD, the Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

ROSES on the Manetti Stock, worked under-ground,
very fine, 8i. per dozen, 50s. per too; LAURELS, a to 6 feet i

SPRUCE FIR, 2 to 6 feet,by the 100 or 1000. Prices on application tc

S. WALTERS. Nursery, Hilperlon, Trowbridge, \V ilts.

10 OSES, established in 6-inch pots, for Forcing or
Xt Greenhouse culture; extra fine plants of Tea.scented, Noisette,
Hybrid Perpetuals, &c , at 30J. per dozen.
W'.M. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussct

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready early
in March, in 30 best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

LIST free on application.
HENRVBEN NETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near Salisbury

New Roses for 1870.
JOHN FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

London, E.,begstoannouncc that his LIST of NEW ROSES for
hich contains a selection of the best varieties only, may be had

The young plai : healthy and promising.

To the Trade.
ITANDARD ROSES, f^ ^os.
' Dwarfs on MANETTI, fine, 40s. per 100.

Finest plants and best kinds.
W. JACKSON. Blakcdown Nursery, near Kiddei

UIXTY THOUSAND TE.\-SCENTED andO NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, of all the best sorts, at 9S., US., i8j.,

241., and 30s. per dozen.
WM. WOOD

Uckfield, Sussex
SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

RICHARD SMITHS ROSE LIST,
containing all the leading and most popular kinds of Roses,

may be had free by post.
IiIC_HARD SlflTH. Nurser).man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—Select and
comprehensive LIST of all the best varieties in cultivation, now

ready, post free on applic.'ilion,

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, and CO., Nurserj-men and Seed Mer-
chains, Edinburgh ; and 59, Mark Lane, London.

NOTICE.—Gentlemen. Gardeners, and others, having
CAMELLIA P.LOOMS, KOSKS, ORCHID FLOWERS
ay DlSro^j ,.i I Hi \I n, ,ii>', ,|,, .,.;,[> throughout the Winter

d Spring to U' I
11; I II I,, Islington, London, N.

M R. TEl I

JAPANESE
:Q afew very lii

L. tigrf

(sweet scented), and Aen
falc;

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.
BETHAM AND SOX, Custom House, Shipping and

General Transit Afjciits. beg to inform them that they receive
and forward SEEDS, PLANTS and GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
from and to al! parts of the world, at charges as low as possible.
Cox& Hammond's Quays, and Omce, 9. Lower Thames Street, London.

T>'
CALCEOLARIA.—Sealed packets, is. 6d., 12s. 6d.,

3J, td., and 51. First Prizes, Crystal Palace, Horticultural,
Botanic and Rcadini;, &c.

/^INERARIA.~i , 6d., and 5J-. Sixty First Prizes

B^
/CYCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varieties, ts. and

S'
SUPPLIED by 300 Leading Seedsmen and the

Growers, J. DOBSON AND SONS, Woodlands Nursery,
Isleworth, London, W.

DOBSON AND SONS' SEED CATALOGUE,
gratis and post free.—Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, \V^

ry\0 P.T-: sni n. ^heap, a large number of PLANTS,

1 Gardens, Marlborough, Wilts.

QUI lu.\;-N LUl.LECTIONSof GARDEN SEEDS,
io for one whole year's supply; complete particulars forwarded gratis

3 SONS, Seedsmen to the Que(

D
To the Trade.-Show Pansy Seed.

OWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING, Edinburgh, have
offer a limited quantity of the above, saved from their own

applic

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of VERBENAS of i86g at 31, per dozen, in pots ; also 24 New
FUCHSIAS cf 18693131. per doren, in pots.

Nursery : Bexley Heath, Kent.

IjIRESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
and THUJA LOBBIF, in any quantity. For prices, see pages

71 and 75 of our TRADE CATALOGOE, which may be had post free.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

H,
strong Transplanted Qnlck.

AND F. SHARPE h.-ive a fine stock of 3-yr

cd (^JUICK, which they are prepared to offer

S^
UT TONS' CLEAN CLOVER SEEDS.

BUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK for 1870
^-J is now readv. cratis and post free.

rpRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS,
J- Gatdciurs' Chronicle, page 205.

New MELONS, p. 203.

New LETTUCE, new BROCCOLI, &c., p. 205.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

M ANETTI STOCKS.
For immediate use, 3or. per 1000.

For summer use. second sire. 2t:s. per 1000.

Tunbridge Wells,THOS. CRIPPS

STUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice—Seed
Merchants, c, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

(REMOVED from 85, Southampton Row.)
WHOLESALE LIST 1 t free o applio

New Garden Seeds.

BOLTON AND CO. have a Fine Assortment of all

kinds ofGARDEN SEEDS, both for the Kitchen Garden and
Flower C^irden. It includes all the novelties of the Season.
BOLTON AND CO.. Seed Merchant s, Wood Green, London, N.

EW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on application to

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, s, Aldgate, London, E.

CH.A.RLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of
GARDEN SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

c
Farm Seeds.

H.\RLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants^ Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad I

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CHAS. JOS. BL.\CKITH, only surviving Partner of
thelateTirmofBF.TIlAM ,..|. 1:1 \rKlTH, begs to announce

that he intends in future 1 1 I
1

u .s at the same address,
under the style of CHAS [. II < 1.1 I II AND CO., and hopes to

Cox's and''Hammond's(j.,,i; ,
I . .. s street, London.—J.an. 3.

EVERY G A R IJ !•; N REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK .at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

C^
c^
c^
c^
/BARTER'S SELECTED SEED POTATOS. See
V^* page 203. 237 and 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS. See page 203.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

H^ALLETT'S PEDIGREE BARLEY and OATS.

See Advertisement on page aig of this Paper.

^ RAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS, very fine 2-yr.

~T roots, 21. 6d. per lOO, 211. per 1000,

STEPHEN BROWN. Seedsman, &c., Weston-super-Mare.
G
The TRUE READING ONION SEED

(Improved) may be had direct from
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

n applic

D
To tlie Trade.—Henry's Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
OWNIE, LAIRD, ANii LAING are now sending

;d 1,1';EK, ill sealed packets, at 6s. per

Ydl

I)
RUMHEAD CABBAGE PLANTS, 2S. 6d. per looo,

t per 10,000, free on rail. Remittances to accompany all orders.

CH

R

ISTMAS QUINCEV, Seedsman, Peterborough.

Q E eTd P O T A T O S (Selected).
O PRICED LIST on application.

JAMES DICKSON
PRICED LIST on appli

k'^ON ANn SONS. "Ncwl

ROYAL ASHLEAF POTATOS.—A few Tons of the

true sort arc offered, at £12 per ton.

THOS. RIVERS AND SONS, Nursery, Sawbridgewonh.

POTATOS.—A fine sample of Paterson's Victoria,

clean and true to name, at £5 per ton, delivered at Raskelf

Station, North.Eastern Railway. No order executed under one Ton.

PETER STEVENSON, lUN., Rainton. Thirsk.

c
True Early Rose Potato.

HARLES SHARPE and CO.. Sleaford, have

received a large consignment of the above from Amenca, and

ibic to offer them in quantity. Pricr
n— .—

American Early Rose Potatos (true).

1 UTTON AND SONS have received an importatu

) of the above. Lowest price per bushel may be had on apphcatit

SUTTON AND SONS. Seed and Potato Merchants, Reading.

s
Potatos for Field Culture.

. .

UTTON AND SfiNS rm Mi'iply the best varieties

N.B. Potat
SUTTON . Reading

Apply t

The best Potato for the Mam Crop Is

OUTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY.
S Very pr^ific, fine quality, free from disease. Pnce s=. per peck,

cheaper b^t^heb^ushej
SONtseedsmen to the Queen, Reading.
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Veitch Memorial.
SECOND LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS,

Amount already Advertised, £320 5s. 6d.

H.R-H. the Duke of Cambridge, K.G A.

The Duke of Devonshire, K.G. ..

The Earl of Abergavenny, Eridge Castle

The Earl of Craven, Connbe Abbey ..

The Earl of Dunraven.Adare Manor, Ireland .. .- •

The Countess Dowager of Abergavenny, Birling Manor -.

Louisa Lady Ashburton, Mclchet Court, Hants

Right Rev. Bishop Sumner. Farnham Castle

The Lord Leigh, btoneieigh Abbey
The Lord Egerton of Tatton, F.R.H.S. .

.

The Lady Caroline Nevill, Birling Manor
The Lady AupustaMostyn, Birling Manor .. .. .-

The Lady Cuflum, Hardwickc House. Bury St. Edmutids .

.

The Ladv Williams. Tregullow, Scorrior Cornwali - - -

.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Eart., Trafford Park, Manchester

SirCharles W, Dilke. Bart.. M.P
Sir D. Cooper, Bart., Prince's Gardens

M. T. Bass, Esq., M.P., Rangemore
C. Beard. Esq., Purv ?t, Edmund's .

.

Hon. Mrs. R. J . i
.

' ' tester

Dr. Robert DiLks.M,, 11.,^ i.....-ih .. ... ..

T. S. W. S- Erie iJra.x, fc.sq . M i .. uliarborough Park..

Bruce Findlay, Esq., Botanic Gardens, Manchester .

P. W. Flower. Esq., Tooting
Tohn Gibson, Esq., Battcrsea Park

J. T. Gibson, Esq., Bridge Road, Rattersca

Rev. F. P. Gridlestone, Hawkstone
John Haines, Esq., Kensington
R. Hanbury, Esq..The Poles, Ware
Mrs. Harrington, F.R.H.S
G. H- Tnd Ile.itly. Ksq.. Ji

John

. Adelphi

t- Russell Reeves. Esq., F R.S.

S. Rucker, Esq., F.L.S., Wandsworth
A. Scrutton, Esq., F.R.H.S
Rev. Edwin Sidney, Comard Parva..

S. Sinipson, Esq., \Vhalley Range ..

Rev- Thomas Staniforth, Storrs, Windermere
Rev. W. Thickens, Coventry
Mrs. G. Torr, Garbrand Hall, Ewell
WcbbTothiil. Esq., Junior Carlton Club ..

ArchibaldTurner, Esq., Leicester ..

M. Jean Verschaffelt, Ghent
Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Cie.. Paris .

.

S. Williams, Esq., The Laurels, Putney
Adam C- Williamson, Esq., We'-
Prof Percival Wright. Trmity (

Mr. G. C, Adams, fierW. Miller

Mr. M. Aheme, Foreman, Arunde! Castle Gardens
Mr- W. Allan, Gr., Rendlesham Hall, Woodbndgc
Mr. J. Allan, Gr , Ashurst Park, Kent
MnH. Allen, Gr,, Normanby Park, Brigg
Mr J. Allward, Gr., Lower Woodside, Hatfield..

Mr. J.
Anderson. Gr., Meadow Bank

Mr. T. ApHng, Lillieshall House Gardens .

.

Mr. G. Baker, Sister House. Clapham Common..
Mr. W. P. Baker. Broomwell House
Mr. T. Bannerman, Gr., Blithfield Hall, Rugeley
Mr. A. F. Barron, Chiswick
Mr. Barton, Gr., Dunsany Castle

Mr. H. Baugh, iManchester
Mr. J. Beck, Gr., Critchjsl House. Wimboume .

.

Two Under Gardeners at Critchel House .

.

Mr. J, Eennet, Brickhill Manor Gardens .

.

Mr. J. Berr\', Nevill Park
Mr. T. Binder, Gr,, Talacrc Hall, Rhyl .

.

Mr. W. Binder, Gr., Roby Hall, Liverpool
Mr. Birrelle, Peatswood
Mr. T. Blair, Gr., Shrubland Park, Ipswich
The Foremen, Shrubland Gardens
The Journeymen, Shrubland Gardi

Elo\hain, Gr., Brickhill Manor, Fenny Stratford

Mr. T. C. Boston, Crystal Palace Nursery, Sydenham
Mr. Bousie, Gr.,_Quantock Lodge, Somerset

Mr. T. Bray, Lawn Gardens, Swindoi
Mr, G. Breesc, Gr., Kci
Messrs_^T. Erid^eford & Sons, Sackville Street, Dublir

Manlcy Hall Gardei

,
Killamey.

Sridgetorc! & "

\v~Broadbridgc, Gr.', Walton House, Warwick
o Under Gardeners at Walton House .

.

. C. Brockhurst, Gr., Ectlev Court. Crewe ..

Mr. G. Brc , Eailit 1 Cast
irk Gardens

.

Mr. G. Brown, Foi

Mr. J, Brown, Gr,. I'ark \yeni, iwa
Mr. W, Brown, Gr.. Merevale Hall.

Mr D. Buchanan, Gr., Dyrham Park, Bamet ..

Mr. W. Buckley, Tooting Nurseri-

Mr. R. Burns, Gr., Loughcrew, Oldcastle, Ireland

Mr. 1. Burt, Sevcnoaks
Mr R. Butter, Gr.. Cocklev Clay Hall, Swaflham
Mr, G. W. Caldwell, Knulsford

Mr G. Cameron, Gr., Goodwood
Mr. W. Campbell, Gr., Castlci

Miss Isabella Clarke, Kinmel Park, St. Asaph
Mr. H. ClaxtoQ, Readcomb ..

Mr. G. J. Cloke, Womersley House
Mr. T- Cobban, Wenlworth

Mr. H. Coombs, Gr., Buntingsdale, Market Drayti

. T. Cotterill, Foreman, Manley Hall Gardens

. W. Cox, Gr., Kipling Hall, Catterick..

. J. Cozens, Gr., Bladoi "
. R. Dalrymple, ~ "

, Hadzor House, Droitwich
, D. Dani'el.'Gr'., Broke Hall, Ipswich .

.

ssrs. Danks & Ni.ton, Nottingham
. Dartnell, Coombe Wood Nursery
W- Davidson, Gr., Sandon Hall, .Stone

Four Under Gardeners at Sandon Hall
Mr, D. D. Davis, Gr., Cricket St. Thomas, Chard
Mr. H. Day, Gr., Theydon Grove, Epping
Mr. T. Deadman, Stowe, Bucks
Mr. J . Deas, Gr., Silbum Towers
Messrs. Dickson. Brown & Tail, Manchester .

.

Mr. W. Dodds, Gr., Ashton Court. Bristol

Two Under Gardeners at Ashton Court .

.

Mr, T. Donald, Gr., Hampton Court Palace
Mr. R. Draper, Gr., Scaham Hall
Under Gardeners at Scaham Hall
Mr. Drummond, Dawson Street, Dublin .-

Mr Finlay Dun. Weston House

, Highworth
I ColeshiU House .

.

hiswick House ..

^ shall House, Newport..

.rv Ha'li, Nuneaton'
'.'.

^un, Waterford .

.

rtdgebun,', Luton .

Co., Sheffield

Mr, T. Fishtr. Litllecotc Hall
Mr. Flemin". Gr.. Cliveden, Maidenhead.

.

Mr. W, Folkes, iMarston
Mr. C. Ford, Foreman, Drinkslone Gardens
Mr. S. Ford, Gr., St. Leonard's Lodge, Horsham
Mr. W. Forsyth, Gr., Gunnersbiiry Park. ,*

Mr, R. Foulgei " ^
' '^

Mr- W T. Fov ,.,..- .

Mr- 1, Frascr, Gr, Ashby-de-la-Laund
Mr. \V. Fraser, Under Gr., Bushey Grove
A Friend, AfrG. Lamb
Mr. I. Fripp, Gr., Puckaster, Niton, Isle of Wi|

C. Frisby, Gr., Blankney Hall. Sleaford

P. Frost, Gr., Dropmore, Maidenhead
T. Galletly, Gr., Rise Park, Hull

Mr, W, Gardiner, Gr.,

Two Under Gardeners at Weston House .

.

Mr. J. Gardner, Gr., Elsham Hall, Erigg ..

Mr Gcot^e, Gr., Balmore House
Three Under Gardeners at Balmore House
Mr. J. Giles, Gr., Santry Court, Dublin .

.

Mr. H, Gir\'an, Gr., Holkham Hall, Wells
Four Under Gardeners at Holkham Hall .

.

Mr. B, Godbold, Gr., Chipstead Place, Scvenoaks
Mr. J. C, Gooding, Gr, Grittleton, Chippenham
Three Under Gardeners at Grittleton

Mr. A. Graham, Gr.. Tedworth, Mariborough .

.

Mr. M. Gray, Gr., Upleatham, Redcar .

.

Three Under Gardeners at Upleatham
Mr, T- Gulson,^(rW. Miller

Mr, W. Haly
Mr, L Harris. Park "Wern Gardens
Mr. F, Harrison, Gr., Osmaston Manor ..

Six Under Gardeners at Osmaston Manor.

,

Mr. T. Harrison, Darlington
Mr 1. Harrison, Gr., Tyntesfield, Bristol..

Mr. 1. Hawkins. Abbey Gardens, Scilly .

.

Mr. I- Heath, Gr.Hursley Park
Mr. J. Hendry, Gr., Wiltiamstrip Park, Fairford

Mr. W. Heme, Gr., Inglewood House, Hungotforfl
Mr. C. Higgins, Foreman, Abhton Court Gardens
Mr. S. Hin, Gr., Kilraore Palace, Cavan ..

Mr. W. Homton, Foreman, Gunnersbury Gardens
Mr. W. Hosegood, Gr., Castle Coole, Enniskillcn
Mr, A. Hossack, Gr. Alderley Park, Congleton .

.

Mr. A. Hunt. Gr., Davenham Bank, Great Malvern
Mr. J. Jckc, Gr., Oakley Park, Market Drayton
Mr. T. Jack. Gr., Battle Abbey
Foreman and Under Gardeners at Battle Abbey
Mr. W. Jackson, Gr., Keddlcston Hall. Derby
Mr. T. Jaynes, Gr., Hoolcy Hall, Coulsdon
Mr. G. Johnston, Gr., Glamis Castle
Foreman and Under Gardeners at Glamis Castle
Mr G, Jones, Foreman, Davenham Bank Gardens
Mr. H. Jones, Gr., Minterae, Dorchcstei

A. S. Kemp, Gr, Houghton Hall, Shiffnal, Salop.

.

T. Kettles, Gr, Archerfield, Drem ..

T- Keynes, Salisbury
K- C, Kingston. Gr, Brantingham Thorpe .

" ' " Brantingnam Thorpe .

rs Castle, Kelso
Floors Castle ..

n Bassett ..

; Under Gardeners at Colston Bassett,

.

Mr G. Lamb, Jun., Colston Bassett Gardens .

Mr. Lawrence, Foreman, Rise Park Gardens
Mr, W. Lee, Gr, Blenheim Palace
Under Gardeners at Blenheim Palace
Mr T. Lees, Gr., Tynningharae

ich Park, Cheam

nd Under Gardeners, at Hawkesyard

Mr S cfiincrj', Edwardstone House, Boxford

Mr! J. Clarke, Gr., Bromley Hill

Mr. T Lessels, Gr, Aqualate, Newport
Mr W. Loader, Gr, Blaiie Castle, Bristol

Mr J, Lorimer, Fernichurst, Shipley
Mr A. Love, Lyons
Mr, G. T. Lucas, Gr, Westonbirt, Tetbuty
Under Gardeners at Westonbirt
Mr- D. Lumsden, Gr^Bloxholm Hall, Sleaford
Mr. G. Manderson, Gr. Lark Hill. Liverpool .

.

Mr li. Mason, Gr., Ardgillan Castle, Ealbriggan
Mr D. Matheson, Gr., Meikleour House, Perth
Mr A. Mauie, Bristol

Mr W. Maxton, Gr, Ashburnham Place, Battle
Mr. J- Maxwell, Gr., West Shandon, Helensburgh
Mr J, McClean, Swainslon, Calboumc ..

Mr J, McClelland, Gr., Haggerstonc Castle, Beal
Mr, D- Mcintosh, Gr, Marston House, Frome
Two Under Gardeners at Marston House
Mr Allan McLean. Stevcnslon
Mr, A. McLeod. Gr., Newbattle Abbey, Dalkeith
The Under Gardeners at Newbattle Abbey
Mr W. Meads, Gr, Minley Manor, Farnborough
The Under Gardeners at Minley Manor .

.

Mr. J. Mcldrum, Kendal
Mr T. Mc 7 Castle

oseph Meredith, The Vineyard, Garston .

.

Mr lohn Meredith, Royal Exotic Nursery
Mr T. Merrifield, Foreman, Hursley Park Gardens

Mr W Milford, Gr , Manley Hall, Manchester
Elcvrn r.-,.i"r Kirrl-n-rs at Manley Hall ..

Mr I. Mr.-. '.I ,
' .,lli.n House, Cullen .,

Th..- I a Cullen House ..

Mr I .

: i;. Johnsto:
vah, Tn

orth Park, Durham .

.

Mr A. Motlat,' Gr,,'Hmdiip Hall. Worcester
Mr T. Moffat, Temple Housc^ EailjTnoie

Mr Morgan, Tunstall
Mr. A. Morse. Gr, Broomwell House, Bnslington .

.

Mr G- Moses, Gr, Orchardleigh Park, Frome
Mr. W. Moult, Gr., Ravcnsworth, Gateshead .

.

Mr W. H, Mountford, Gr, Kinmel Park, St. Asaph .

.

Foreman, two Under Grs., and Labourers at Kmmel Park

Mr W. Muir. Gr, Oulton Park, Tarporley
Mr Need. Fulham V. '-,.

Mr W. Nichol, Gr, Drinkstone Park, Eury St. Edmund s

Mr C, Nightingale, Gr., Cornard Par\'a, Sudbury
Mr, N. Niven. Drumcondra
Mr A Oliver, Gr, Eslington Park, Alnwick ..

T Oliver, Eslington Park Ga
, Osboi Jordans, IJn-

, PenG, Pah...., ,- - -.

T. Parker, St, Michael's Nurserj', Ei

T, Parsonage, Tan-y-Ralll, Abergeli
:dl

'.

Mr. }. Parsons, dr., Hayes Place, Eeckenham .

Foreman and Under Gardeners at Hayes Place

W, Pass, Gr., Fence House, Macclesfield

T. Paton, Gr., Charlcote Park, Warwick
G. Paul, Cheshunt
W. Payne, Chester..

Mr T Phillips, Stowe, Bucks,
Mr J, Pike, Royal Exotic Nurserj'

Mr C. Pilcher, Gr to S. Rucker, Esq-jWandswo
Mr R. T- Plum, Sutheriand Villa

Mr J- Poulter, Gr., Coolhurst Park, Horsham .

.

Mr H. Pritchard, Gr, Bodelwyddan, St. Asaph
The Foreman at Bodelwyddan Gardens .

.

Mr, T. Rabone, Gr, Alton Towers, Cheadle

The Under Gardeners at Alton Towers .

.

, Eglinton Castl '

Rentoul, Whi
Mr T. Roberts, Gi

Mr J. Robei
Llanfair, Bangor

J, Mary Street, Dublin .

.

Roger, Gr., Berry Hill, Maidenhead
Mr J. Routledge, Gr., Howlish Hall, Bishop Auckland
Mr G. Rushmore. Tendring Hall, Colchester .

.

Mr. J, Russell, Caltc "
, Bridge Castle

; Under Gardeners at Eridge Castle

W, Rust, and Young Gardeners at

r House, HaddingtonMr. A. Shearer, i.

Mr. W. Shearer, Jiomoay
Mr W. Shencssy, Gr, Woodside, Darlingtoi

Mr Sinclair, Royal Exotic Nurset^'..

Mr. D. Smith, Gr., Rodbaslon Hall. Penkridge

Mr. F, Smith, Inglewood House Gardens..
Mr F. Smith, Manley Hall Gardens
Mr- G, Smith, Gr., Normanhurst Court. Battle

The Under Gardeners at Normanhurst Court
Mr. G. Smith, Gr., Vice-Regal Lodge, Dubhn
Mr J. Snow, Gr.. Saltram, Plympton
Mr J. Sowray, Gr., Highnam Court, Glouceste

Foreman and Under Gardeners at Highnam Court

Mr W. Speed, Gr, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor
The Under Gardeners at Penrhyn Castle .

.

Mr W. Stewart, Gr, Wclton House, Brough ..

Mr J. Stirton, Coed Coch, Bettws
The Foreman at Coed Coch Gardens
Mr T. Sutton, /^rW. Lee •

Mrs. TaffcjMcriden, near Coventry
Mr F. Taylor, Foreman, Manley Hall Gardens
Mr W. Taylor, Gr, Longleat
Mr W. Thompson, Readcomb
Mr Wm. Thomson, Gr, Dalkeith Park
Mr G. B. Tillyard, Gr, Brocklesby Park, Ulceby

The Under Gardeners at Brocklesby Park
Mr J. Tindall, Gr, Sprotborough Hall, Donca-itcr _...

Mr Wainright. Norton
Mr A. Walker, Gr, Cas
Mr R. Walters, Gr^ Ashneia nouse
Mr G. Ward, Gr, Bishop Stortford

Mr, R. "Ward, Foreman, Manley Hall Gardens ..

Mr. K- Webb. Gr, King's Weston, Bristol . . .

Mr G, Webley, Gr, Henlcage Park, Westbury-on-Trj

Mr C. E, West, Gr, Carton, Maynooth
Mr A White. Foreman, Ashton Court Gardens
Mr W. Whitiaker, Gr, The Laurels, Putney .

.

Mr 1. S, Whiltem,^<trW. Miller .. .. .. -

Mr W. Widdowfield, Gr,, Hackthome Hall, Lmcoln .

Mr T- Wilkinson, Gr, Newby Hal!

Mr E. S. Williams, Hollowav
Messrs. Williams & Co., City Road, E.C.
Mr J. Wilson, Gr, Arundel Castle

The Under Gardeners at Arundel Castle

Mr. J. Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight
Mr R- Wood, Bury, Gosport
Mr W. Wood, Gr, Oldfield Grange, Coggeshall

Under Gardener at Oldfield Grange
. Wood & Ingram. Hun'

Mr, J. Woodward, Gr., Garbrand Hall, Ewell .

.

Under Gardeners at Garbrand Hall

Mr W, Wright. Gr , Plas Newydd, Bangor
Under Gardeners at Plas Newj'dd
Mr G- Young, Gr, Leigh Park .. ..•,
Foreman and three Under Gardeners at Leigh Park

Y'oung Gardeners at Royal Exotic Nu
TheFo '

' '^ '

The Under Gardei
Two Under Gardeners a

Seven Under Gardeners
Two Under Gardeners a

T and Under Gardeners at Battersca Park

t WoUaton Hall

*^* T/ie Siihscripfion JJst itnll he closed

Botanic Garden.s, Chelsea, Feb. §, 1870.

n Mm'ch 25.

THOMAS MOORE, Hon. Secretary.
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CUCUMBER, ARMITAGE'S SATISFACTION,
Is. per Packet, Five Seeds.

Having tested tliis variety at oi;r Nursery, its merits cannot be too highly stated, for it was admitted liy all who
saw it growing, as one of the most prolific, best in shape, large, smooth, good colour, and quality not surpassed.
Recommended witli confidence.

WILLIAM ARMITAGE and SON, SEED MERCHANTS, HUDDERSFIELD.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. SHARPE
HAVE KIN'F. STOCKS OF

THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF SEED POTATOS,
Which tliey offer to the Trade at low prices :

—

E.IRI.Y SANDRINGIIAM KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
AMERICAN ROSE KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
DAINTREZ'S EARLIEST
KING
DRUMMOND'S PROLIFIC ROUND
DALMAHOY
FO.XE'S SEEDLING

EARLY FORTY FOLD
„ FLOUR-BALL
„ COCKNEY
„ BRITISH QUEEN
„ MARTIN'S GLOBE

PATERSON-S VICTORIA, i

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

POTATOS.
GRYFFE CASTLE, or BLACKSTOUN IDON,

In Bags, containing 1 cwt., 10s. 6d. ; 2 cwt., 20s., [Bag included.

For quality and quantity this variety is pre-eminent, being" as early as the Dalmahoy and yielding- as hca\7 a
crop as the Regent. It is suitable either for the Garden or the Farm. The "Gardeners' Magazine" says regarding
it:
—"An excellent Potato, cropping well, free from disease, and elegant upon tlie table." W. F. Radclyffe, in

Gardeners Chronicle, says :
— " If you keep three Potatos, buy these—Royal Ashleaf, Gi^-ffe Castle, and Hero ; they

will carry you from June to June.

"

RED BOG.— Extensively growii for the early supply of the Glasgow market. A fine Potato.

DALlilAHOY, WALKER'S REGENT, PATERSON'S VICTORIA.
The above are all carefully selected stocks, specially grown for Seed on Peat soil, and well worth the attention of

parties desirous of obtaining a pure stock. Price per ton or per sack on apphcation.

SMITH AND SIMONS, 36 and 38, HOWARD STREET, GLASGOW.

Seeds.CHARLES TURNERS CATALOGUE of\J KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM and FLOWER SEEDS isnow ready, and may be had on application. This List contains only
sucli varieties as may be depended on, alter trials and comparisons

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CalaloEue ofKITCHEN GARDEN, FARM and FLOWER SEEDS
'?*'?>'.J"',''?

f'« "" application, h contains a selection of the'
Ids in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Established 1806.
HANDASYDE and DAVIDSON have to intimate
that their CATALOGUE ol NURSERY STOCK is now ready.

Nun : Brutistain Glei

New Catalogues.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING, Frederick Street,

Edinburgh, and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, Ixindon, beg to
intimate that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES ol
Garden, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, Gladiolus, Florist Flowers,
andNcw Plants arc now ready, and may be h.ad free on application.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Dumfries.
ESTABLISHED 178;.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Dumfries, N.B.,
will be glad to send Copies of their DESCRIPTIVE PRiCED

CATALOGLIES of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c., Farm Seeds,
&c.,and Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, &c., to any address,
post free, on application.

Spitng Flowers.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE will be liappy to fonvard,
free, his CATALOGUE, conlaininc Lists of all the most lovely of

the early Spring-blooming Plants, Violets, Primroses, Hepatieas,
Daisies, Rockets, &c., S:c. : also the best new and choice Plants of the
Season, with Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and
well-grown Nursery Stock.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, with Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically, Soil,

Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Height, Colour, Slorine, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described.
This List free by post tor one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Britisli Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

inrludinir prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nurser\-, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Double Italian Tuberoses.

SUTTON AND SONS having received their usual
importation, can supply the above beautiful flowering root at

•xs. 6d. per dozen,
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

HARDY HEATHS,
24 plants, in 12 van.

48 plants, in 24 varietie;

Many
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nur;

in 50 varieties, free of package:
:ties, two of each for 71.

i, including choicer varieties, for 18s.

pplied by the i

THE FIFTY DOLLAR POTATO.
BRESEE'S KING OF THE EARLIES.

When cultivators, who know what thev are about, eagerly giveio Guineas per Tuber for a New Potato, and the possessor of it refuses loo Guineas for a Peck, we feel bound

to believe that it possesses extraordinary merits. Such, however, have been facts connected with the above new kind. It is of American origm, produced by the raiser of the

celebrated Early Rose, and fully a week earlier than that very early variety. Flesh white, cooks well, and is of the best quality for table ;
also a great cropper.

The eyes may be cut out for planting.

PBICE-66. per lb., 7 lb. for 40s.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED ON ADVANTAGEOUS TERMS.

HOOPER AND CO., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, j^g AdvatitagGS of Pfocurlng Seeds Direct from the Growers cannot be Overestimated.

COLLECTIONS
GARTER'S
OF VEGETABLE

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN.

SEEDS
(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS

THESE COLLECTIONS PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL

COLLECTION ofVEGETABLE SEEDS No. i, pntje
I2J. 6rf., packing included, suitable for a small
Cottage Garden.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. a,
price 2is., packing included, suitable for a Small
Garden.

HUNDREDFOLD PEA, or the COOK'S FAVOURITE
(illustrated at page 1280, Gardeners' Chronicle,

1869), in sealed packets, ys. bd. per quart,

4-;. per pint.

PATERSON'S BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER
POTATO, the heaviest cropper known. Per lb., grf.

;

14 lb., 7J. 6(/.
;
per bushel, 2\s.

HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 3, price

ifls., packing included, suitable for a Garden of half

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 4.

price 63J., packing included, suitable for larger

Gardens.
For detailed Table of these Collections, see

CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870,

forwarded Gratis and Post Free.

LAXTON'S SUPREiME PEA, described as "a Grand

Pea." In sealed packets, half pint, zi. 6</. ;
pint,

4J. 6(1'.
:
quart, its. 6d.

LAXTON'S "ALPHA" PEA, the earliest

Wrinkled variety, in sealed packets, js. 6d. per

half pint.

for full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.

Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers,

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE PAID.

B. S. AVILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
ov

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
To suit Gardens of various sizes,

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

New and Choice Vegetable Seeds.

Backhouse's Winter Wliite Protecting BROCCOLI .'. i 6
Dell's fine D.ark BEET 10
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY 10
Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new ..16
Telegraph CUCUMBER, WooUey's improved variety i 6
Digswell Prize ENDIVE 06
All the Year Round CABBAGE LETTUCE ..06
Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE ..06
Lee's Immense Hardy Green CABBAGE LET-
TUCE, new .. .. .. 10

Webb's Climax MELON, new 26
(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever olTered.

Was aw.irded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Re;:ent's Park, June 30, i86q.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed,
excellent flavour, and 12 days earlier than any
other known kind, new . . .

.

. . ..26
Nuneham Park ONION, quite distinct from any
other variety .

.

. . . . .

.

,

.

..10
Earley's selected Double Curled PARSLEY, new ..10
Laxton's Supreme PEA. new . . . . per half pint 2 c
Hundredfold, or the Cook's Favourite PEA, new, do. 2 o
Cullingford's Champion Marrow PEA, new, per quart 3 6

cultii

ley s

I'l.e e
2 6

Orangefield Dwarf Prolific TOM.ATO

New and Choice Flower Seeds.
Williams' .superb strain of PRI.MULA. Red, White,

or Mixed 2J. 6</., 3,1. 61/., .and 5CALCEOLARIA, Neill's e.\tra choice strain, 2j. W.

,

CINERARIA,
2s. 6d., 3j. 6d., and c:

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain, is.6d..2s.6J., Sc 3BALSAM, Williams' superb strain . . is. 6d. and 2
GERANIUM, Le Grand .. .. is. 6d. and 2
GLOXINI.A, from the finest erect varieties is. and 2
HOLLYHOCKS, Chafer's splendid varieties, mixed i

PANSY, from Prize flowers .. .. ij. and 2
PINK, finest double-fringed varieties.. is. and 2
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize strain ij. and i

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties i_
Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS zs. 6d. & ! 6
ASTER, Dwarf, Victoria White, very fine ..

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA .. ij. and
CENTRANTHUS MACROSIPHON BICOLOR.

CLARKEa'iNTEGRIPETALA, Tom Thumb new
CONVOLVULUS MINOR UNICALUS, new ..
DELPHINIUM CONSOLIDA CANDELABRUM,

ESCHSCHOLTzVa AUR,ANTIACA.' new'. '.

'.

'.EUTOCA SERICE.'V, very dwarf, with pretty deep
violet flowers, new

TO THE TRADE.

Messrs. Stuart & Co.,
WHOLESALE SEED MERCHANTS, 5, TAVISTOCK ROW, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

SEED GROUNDS—NICE. FRANCE.

AMARANTHUS' ELEGANTISSIMUS (Ue'
handsome.

CALCEOLARIA HYBRIDA, tiered and spotted,
CARNATION, from finest sho

LOBELIA LITTLE GEM, pure white, i

„ MISS MURPHY, beautiful*

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, saved from scle(

PE-fUNIA HYBRIDA, choicest named French varieties.
PINKS, finest laced English show flowers.
PRI.MULAFIMBRIA-rA(Hayes'Covcnt Garden strain), white.ex.

lilac, with white bore
VILLAGE MAID.M

PRICES, TO THE TRADE ONLY, ON APPLICATION.

STUART AND CO., NICE and LONDON.

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MEDALS, 1851 and 1862.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, & CO.'S
COMPLETE

No. 1.

£3 3s.

COLLECTIONS FOR

I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.

I £2 2s.

ONE
I

No.

YEAR'S SUPPLY.
4. 1 No. 5.

The above Collections contain only useful

requirements of Customers.

£1 10s.
I £1 Is.

I

arieties, the quantities of which

10s. 6d.

nay be varied to suit the

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections ; also carefully selected LISTS
of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWERS .and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

rdcrs itiiwiinliitg to 2is. sint Carriage paid. Allpackets 0/Flower Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargefor packages.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

Established up-wards of a Century.

Dwarf PerennialHELENIUM BOLANDERI,
species, new

LILIUM AUBLATUM ..

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECT.A ALB.a!
new . . .

.

Williams' Improved FRENCH "MARicOLD,
beautifully striped and very l.-irge ...

Parson's New TREE MIGNONETTE
NEMOPHILA ATOMARIA ELEGANS 'new

'"

OXALIS TROP.BOLOIDES VIRIDIFOLI.V
green-leaved variety, new

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGAtV new"PYRETHRUM PARTHENIFOLIUM AUREUM
Golden Feather u „„,.'

.

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of 'three

'

CAREFULLY SAVED GARDEN SEEDS.

ARTHUR HENDERSON & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES

Is now Published, and can be forwarded Post Free on application.

The VEGETABLE SEED SECTION contains—

Selected LISTS of the best varieties of each kind most worthy of cultivation, also some excellent new sorts

of both VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of sterling merit; attention is also directed to the Pine-apple

Compact-top BEET (the finest .and richest flavoured variety extant), carefully saved, true from the original stock.

.'Mso the new DW.ARF W.\TERLOO BEET ; top leaves rich metallic crimson
;
growth true, even, and regular.

This beautiful foliaged variety may with advant.lge be cultivated in the flower garden as a border, ribbon, or edging

plant ; its root is a trifle larger than the Pine-apple Compact-top, flavour excellent, full of a sweet saccharine juice,

colour crimson, texture tender and uniform throughout.

The ELOWEB SEED SECTION contains—
Imported GERM.\N FLOWER SEEDS in Collections ; Choice Strains of FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS ;

a careful LIST of FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES of the season ;
HORTICULTURAL REQUISITES ol

every kind, KNIVES, PROTECTING M.ATERI.-\LS, HORTICULTURAL MANURES, &c., &c.

N. B. Everything in this Catalogue is priced.

PINE APPLE PLACE, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.
1^" All Seeds Carriage Free.

colours
(These are, without .

scarlet, purple
brilliancy in the two former and purity i

are very double, and produce immense sp
make a grand display in beds and for ribboi

PURPLE QUEEN STOCK, a very-dwarf and
beautiful variety, the flowers are very double and
splendid colour .

.

WHITE TEN-WEEK S-foCK, Waliflowe'rjeaved"
new
(This is the purest and finest WTlite'stock'in cultiva'tion 1

"
IMPERIAL PURPLE SWEET PEAS, very lartre (TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid green-
house Climber .

.

,

TROP.^OLUM golden" KING of' TOM
'

THUMBS, new .

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new .'! ij."6rf. aiid :

.
(This IS an mtcrestmg and extremely useful variety, pro-

t abundance pure white flowers^ very robust and
t, which renders it very effective in spring and— --. " ivaluabledunng the late autumn months

)WALLFLOWERS, Saunders' fine dark variety
iZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA Flore-pleno, new..' i

B. S. -W.'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE I

of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTUIi.AL
SEEDS is now ready. Post Free, on application. I

GENUINE FARM SEEDS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BKG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE OF AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
Is now published and will be forwarded free on application.

Special atteniiioii

FOR 1870

devoted to the preparation of GRASS SEED MIXTURES to suit all soils and situations

These Mixtures cannot be surpassed in Quality

.

tXfRNlPS, MANGEL WTrRZEL, AND OTHER SEEDS,
From the most carefully grown and best selected stocks.

ii;J e quantities arc required, J. V. AND SONS will have much pleasure in quoting special pt ices.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W,
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GENUINE SEEDS.

^^^ILLIAM PAUL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be forwarded Free by Post on application,

Malty of the most critical and choice Seeds are either home saved or have ieen

specially for him, and can be recommended with the fullest confidence.

'cd

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL and FLOWER SEEDS,

GARDEN SUNDRIES, HORTICULTURAL ELEGANCIES, &c.,

Is now ready, Gratis and iPost Free.

Forming a most complete List of Requisites for the furnishing of a Garden, Conscr^•ator)', &c

with Instructions for Sowing, &c., &c.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA

The SEEDSMEN'S Parliamentary Reform
EAFFLED FOE, 1869.

The weight of its moral influence illustrated in the Trade Announcements of 1870, by the Subsc
and Non-subscribers, as per following quotations :

—

cds of StcrliiiR Merit."
I

" Home-grown Seeds.
" Seeds which may be depended on."

" Noted for Good Seeds."
" The Advantage of Procuring Seeds Direct from the Grc

" New and Unadulterated Seeds."
' Choice Vegetable Seeds,"
" New and Genuine Seeds,"

" Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks."
" Carefully Saved Garden Seeds," &c., S:c., &c.

BABB & SUGDEN'S ANNOUNCEMENT.
FLOWERS.

" Bright gems of earth, by which perchance we see
What Eden was,—what Paradise may be."

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

BARR & SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

New Melons.
GILBERT'S BURGHLEY PARK GREEN-FLESH, a superb new

Melon, raised by Mr. Gilbert, Gr. to the Marquis of Exeter. On
September 21 last it was awarded a First-class Certificate by the
Royal Horticultural Society. It has been placed in our hands for
distribution, and we feel confident in recommending it to our

"Gardener's Year Book-"—"Burghley Park

yet\

undish-o
Flesh

,

and Victory of Bath. First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural
Society, i86g," 3s. bd. per packet.

TRIOMPHE DE NICE GREEN-FLESH, a first-class new Melon.
From the " Gardener's Year Book,"—" Triomphe dc Nice : Fruit
large, round, ver>' prominently netted. Skin pale yellow, or
greenish yellow. Flesh green. vcr>- thick, firm yet melting, the
greater part eatable and possessed of a particularly fine aroma.
Flavour rich and excellent. —Barr & Sugden, First-class Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society, i86q." 2s. 6d. per packet.

The above first-class Melons can be had genuine from any of the
following Seedsmen :

—

Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserj-men, Kingston-on-Thames.
„ Veitch & Sons. Nurserymen, King\ Road West, Chelsea.
„ W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin.
„ Downie. Laird & Laing, Nurserymen, Forest Hill.

Mr. Robert Sim, Nurserymai

New Lettuce.
DR. LIVINGSTONE, a

Brown Cos, the mot

ing Cabbage Lettuce, extremely hardy, and literally all heart,
tender, sweet, delicate, and solid; in a collection of i<;o ottier
samples it was by far the best in every respect, and throughout the
spring months was conspicuous in its distinctness from all others.

From its compactness it may probably be a good "Cloche" variety.
IS. and as. dd. per packet.

New Broccoli.
BARR'S CHAMPION, one of the most distinct Broccolis in culti-

vation, and one of the hardiest, is uninjured by the most severe
weather; the flower is well protected, and when allowed to attain
its full size, with good culture has produced heads as much a.s

4 feet in circumference. Sow in March, or, in warm localities, in
April. 2S. 6d. per packet.

New Cabbage.
BARR'S NEW DWARF, a very superior hardy early variety, with

close compact small heads, of delicate flavour; if successional
sowings are made it will yield a valuable supply during the autumn
and winter months, u. per packet.

New Cauliflower,
KNICKERBOCKER, a most valuable late ^-ariety," possessing

the fine qualities of Sladtholder, but with a shorter stem and
shorter leaves, producing larcc, compact, snow-while heads, and

of summer the best of any.

New Carrot.
NEW EARLY FLANDERS SCARLET, this variety is longer than

the Early Scarlet Horn, quite as early, and possesses exceedingly
fme qualities. 4d. per packet, 11. per oz.

New Onions.
IMPROVED BROWN SPANISH, an exceedingly fine, firm, large,

superior keeping qualit

jrUNDREDFOLD, described in the Gairiefters' Cht-sntiele a', a hybrid
between Laxton's Prolific and Nc Plus Ultra? The sample growr
at the Horticultural Gardens, however, had all the appearance of
being ihe green variety selected from Laxton's Prolific. The Pea
is also called "The Cook's Favourite," a somewhat homely title

which, probably, has been suggested by its well-filled pods
; 4 feet,

yr. fyi. per quart, and the new Ten-week Maiic from P'

For full particulars see CATALOGUE, p. 54.

To Intending Purchasers, free on application, BARR and SUGDEN'S DESCRIPTIVE SPRING
CATALOGUE for 1870. A useful Manual for the Amateur In the Selection of Flowers for the Adornment pf

the Garden, and Vegetables for the use of the Table,

. jd On„.., „.

flavoured, and a heavy cropper.

GIANT MADEIRA, FLAT, ( sown in au'tumn!alS^he large:

< of any sown in spring, they ai

>. „ GLOBE, i exceedingly mild, but do m
v keep long. 15. peroz.

MA0EIRASANTA ANNA, importedfrom the island, an exceedingly
fine variety, u. per or.

GIANT ROCCA, a very large variety of Flat Tripoli, for upHnff and
autumn sowing, is. per oz.

New Cucumbers.
BARR'S INTERNATIONAL, white spine, the best and the hand,

somcst Cucumber for exhibition purposes, being long and
straight, carrT,'ing its blossom when the fruit is 30 inches long,
Qs. 6d. per packet.

BARR'S METROPOLITAN, very solid, fine flavoured, and produc
tive, CO to 30 inches long, dark green, somewhat prominent black
spines, and sliqhtly ribbed; a fine exhibition varietv. 21. 6d. p. pkL

BATTEN'S CRITERION, white spine, dark olive-green, very
straight, short-necked, free bearer, fine constitution, ij. 6ei. p. pkt.

BATTEN'S GEM, black spine. 34 to 30 inches, rapid grower, fine

cropper, short handle ; aji exhibition variety, is. 6rf. per packet.
DR. HOGG, a new black spine variety, b cross between Eugenie and

Imperial, fruit 20 to 74 inches long, very straight and handsome,
produced In clusters of three or four, ai, 6d. per packet.

Table Maize.
Placed in our hands by the Rev. T. C. Brehaut, Her Majenty's Com-

missioner at the Paris Exhibition of 1867, to report on the state of Fruit

Culture on th£ Continent. Twenty varieties of very superior qu^ity,
'-'

'

— -n^-..- -e latest received.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, .SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEE
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 9 feet, 305. to Ooi. per dozen. Transplanted
April, 1869.

AlilES DOUGLASII. 0, 7, to 10 feet, ys. 6d. to los. 6rf. each. Trans-
planted August, 1868.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, S, 6, and 7 feet, 71. 6d. to sit. Splendid
plants, moved April, 1869, 10 to 12 feet high, 15 and 20 feet in
circumference.

ABIES EXCELSA, the Common Spruce Fir, beautifully furnished,
S, 6, to 8 feet high, £5. £7 los., to /12 to*, per 100.

The dwarf varieties of Spruce, such as pumila pygmfca. Gregorii,
CI anbrazi liana, &c., large numbers, many of them 20 and 30 years'

CEDRUs'DEODARA,5to6feet,6or. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet. 845. per
<ln£c/i ; 10 to 12 feet. loj. 6d. to 21s. each, and upwards. \Vc have
Sf \cr,-d thousands of these large Deodars. All nave been removed
sinrc AuRiist. 1868; many since April, 1869.

CI^l Mil >j .VliGENTEA, 6 to 7 feet, 42^. to 60J. per dozen; 8 to 10 feet,

. 6d.>
per dozen;

„ „ ARGENTEA, 3 to 4 feet, and as much in
circumference, 7s. m, to loj. 6d. each.

„ „ GRACILIS, 4 to 5 feet high, and 7 and 8 feet

JUNIPER, CHINESE,4to 5Vcct,42i. per dozen, £15 pcrioo; 5106
feet, 601. per dozen, ;£2o per 100; 7 to 8 feet, 7s. ad. to 10s. 6d. each.
All removed since August, 1868. Purchasers may select from a
stock of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feel high.

PICEA NOBILIS. hundreds of splendid specimens, 5. 6, 7, to 10 feet

high, all recently removed, and arc undoubtedly the finest plants
to be found in any Nursery, None are grafted.

PICE,\ N0RDMANNIANA,5, 6, to 8 feet, 2ij^ to 42s. each, and
upwards. Splendid Plants, moved August

SIOCAkPA.—Hundreds
8, and 9 feet high. All removed 1868

I'ICEA MAGMFICA.a. 4, and 5 feet.

PICK.v PINSAP(),4,^,6 and8tcet, 21J. to

pl.inls, 10 to 15 fctt high, transplanted Apr
TIir.lA AURE.X.bc.iutiful speciincns, 3, 4,

I beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6,

63s. each. Some grand
April, 1869.

, 4, 5, and 6 feet high ; 10 to

originated in this Nursery,

2 feet high. Moved Augu'
ference ;

nd ; 42s. to 60J.

'•' A. 3 feet, £$ per 100. Transplanted Sept., 1868.

,
1^ In 10 feet, 10 to 12 ft. round, los. 6d. to 21s. each',

.luN ENGLISH 4.5,6,7.8. 10, and 12 feet high;

constantly removed; invaluable where immediate

YEWS, IRISH, handsc

together, many thousands of the following

; variety originated i

) a, high, 10 and 15 ft.

^ —Standards, los. 6d
ference.

specimens we have

HOLLY, CC

HOLLY, Grc

14 feet high, by the. >.U1,^N.4,5 6,7,8,
ovcd since April, 1868.

etics of the following kinds. An
:, all transplanted in 1868-9:

—

ric
lAl
MYRTIFOLIA, &c.

t be wished or obtained. The prices a

box', do. do., fine pyramids, up to 8 feet.

RAYS, standards and pyramids.
LAURUSTINUS, standards. „ ^ „^„AUCUBA JAPONICA, thousands of beautiful plants, all moved 186S,

Sand 4 feet high.

UBA JAPONICA, Berried, hundreds, li

open ground and in pots, from iSs.

RHODODENDRONS, nic ishy plai , from layers

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C,

, -- _, feet high; in the

„_.. „ ,.-„, per doz. and upwards.

A^fERXCAN PLANTS.—The Stock of American Plants at Knap
:;i ;,- ...,. >%oi;..r. .le An<- ac anH mnrp pYFrmiivp than, anything of its

cres of land

_..._,. 'aStnd.
£% per too, ^Cw per lOOO. A doien sent as sample on application.

RHODODENDRONS, the finer kinds, by name, from £7 los. to

612 10s. per 100, and upwards,
DODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from ,Gio

STANDARD 'rhododendrons—Of these we possess a laree

number of the oldest and finest specimens m the country, many
bcine from 20 to 30 years old, with heads varying from 15 to 30 feet

in circumference. There is probably no kind better adapted for

standards than that we call roseum eleeans. many of which we
supplied to Rotten Row. We have also Rhododendrons,standards,

of many other kinds.
rhododendrons, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and great

variety in colour, from £$ to £to <os per too. Sample on applica-

tion. Large and handsome plants by t he 1000, 4 to a tcet hign.

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants, ;Cio per 100, upwards.

AZALEAS, common kinds, £s P"
AZALEAS, splendid plan

hirh, and as much in c

KALMIA LATIFOLIA
th bloom. £s to '

KOMEDA PLC
HARDY HEATHS, a very fi:

and all removed in 1869, from 20J. to

ERICA CARNEA. for winter blooming. ..._.^ -.---

ERICA MEDITERRANEA ALEA. remains :n bloom from 0«oh.

to May. and smells like new-mown hay-mdispensable for Wmter

SKimSlA°*rAPONICA, nice healthy plants, moved April, 1869,

covered with berries, 12s. to i8s. per dozen.

As well as the above, the Knap Hill Nurser

200 Acres of ordinary N V RSERY S I'OCK of a s

Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen),

i, of the finest , 5, and 6 feet

ference.

plants, bushy, healthy, and covered

lins upwards of
,r class, such a,
;s. Ornamental

— , strongly recomiTiendc4

personal inspection of our sfock, and '•''Wi.",;';= „?".'=," "J<- /!...i„-,';. ..,„ fairly describe many pf Ihe plants »o

The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Wokins

40 mmu
.

difficulty in sending Plants through it; the
- ' -- -T almost any Railway

the spot. No Catalogue

offer.
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To tlie Trade.

SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new

variety of LAURUSTINUS, having now grown ,t for five

vcars past for Stock. It has been _-- „

many eminent Nurserymen, by whom it has

hardy, compact plant, of sterhng merit,

compact; flowers pure white, nearly twice It

and very sweet-scented, with a continuatu

W K feels great confidence in offering

S feet, full of bud, per pair, i6s. [second s

03 feet, d„
,

Floral 1

2
'feet, do., 5J.

HOMSON'S WHITE LADY DOWNE'SGRAPE,
—Plants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keepmg in

«ation, are now being sent out. The Canes are strong and

lUghly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.
T,_:— — 42J. , and 631. each,

Walk Nurse

third s

Seeiis.-Bose8.—Gladioli

FREDERICK PARSONS, Son and Successor to

Mr. George Parsons, begs to call
=»"ff

'»" '°
^'?„^';f°,Ves J

&Ld%°'a^S'ftrve;See'rcU°fu%"\ecfed'l';om

F P '?^oinp°ete Collections of Cfarden Seeds, suitable for gardens of

:, 60s. : N< 4(M. : No. 3
approved of piower Seeds, from

F. B. in sealed collections.

^Fi'rs'^cl'a«''strains of CALCEOLARIA, rr. M. and «. M. per

i , r-iNFB4RIA 2! 6d perpacket; PRIMULA,!!. M.perpackct.

""PARSONS^NEW HVBrATrEE MIGNONETTE.-Thi, new
.r V»- ,,.l,,innmual- it is robust in gTowth, of very compact

h'i'f.,"a;^d"Sroi:fy"LTt^'F pVhso»^ h|been imp™^^^^^

carefll selection for the last >=Jf";». ""ii,
"^^

^.UMs If it 1 feet n
become a universa favourite. He

^f
8""" P'?"'',™^'',^^. 'M\ '-",

height and 8 feet in circumference in nine montns irom me

If

mgrmode'S^'reTprnts take about five months from the

In sealed pad
'gladiolus.—Aiuperb collection of named varieties.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHtEYENSIS, by the do«n, loo, or looo.

^fOS°eI^-f"p "has a fine collection of Standard, Half-Standard and

Dwarf to offcrj at very reasonable prices. Price

quantity retiuired

F. PARSi)NSj -,

Gate Nursery. Key:

luaniity rcquucu.
F. PARSONSj 27 and 28, W e; Road, Brighton; and Hs

'iljiraft^S^^oiv'aEr'General Office. Brighto,

Beta cilleiisls.

Golden Champion Grape.

OSHORN AND SONS can supply good CANES of the

above-named remarkable GRAPE, which has again been

hibited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high character

eviously formed of ' '^
'

u. .,. Price ,

—

J—
Fulham Nursery, London, S.'r

THOMAS METHVEN,'Leit'h\ i, Edinburgh.

Vines, Five SUllllngs each.

T EWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,
'

• '- :rong Fruiting and Planting C-\NES of all the

s nearly half the cost of carriage.

Grape Vines and Gloxinias.

J HOUSE offers a large stock of BLACK
• HAMBURGH, ^'

PINCE. No better Cane

'^'Ako some first-class roots of GLOXINIAS, in 24-5izc pots, will

make fine Show plants for the coming season.

Eastgate Nurser>', Peterborough.
..^.^^ F .-T-T?,^,. ; ready, and will be sent

;RPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, AppleSUivii^w-j .jiw,,.^.—. j.» , . --rr-
Standard Plums, Pears, Apples ; Standard and Half Standard _

Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currarits,

Manetti, and Crab Stocks; Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifol

Common Laurel. Variegated and Green Box, Privet, Scotch !

English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.

Samples, with height and price, on application to

W. VIRGO AND S(jN, Wonersh N ursery, Guildford

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, and CO. are enabled to

..ff„. CFirTi nf the TRUE varictv of this magnificent foliage plant

;

offer SEhl) of the
T;«^=^5,'f,'^>„^i^^ ^„j i, l-„,|y described in their

S PIR.'E'V PALMATA.—By far the handsomest species

hitherto" imported. (See Dr. Hooker. " Botanical Magazine

No 28s 1 Price los. U. each; in quantity, a special price will be given
:\ 0.205. J '^"'-'^i ;",,- '

i Tiue [0 Mr Fortune; the honour of

dis'!;Ltio"n (in EngZTto CHARLES NOBLE, of whom fine plants

can be obtained—Bagshot, Jan. 20. ,

ECOLE AND SONS have much pleasure ra

. announcing to their Friends arid Pa'rons 'hjit they -ire now

&ir/A°[2Te s!n.t1^he-LsrictVn-ky^°a';'f4'4,-P"
strict rotation as the orders are received. Prices to the J raac. on

apiilicatlon—The Nurseries, Withington. near Manchester.
—

Coelogyne cristata.

-DICHARD S. YATES. Sale, Cheshire, respectfully
l~C . , ._ rn,^i.;^e rh.it hi« unrivalled stock of the above

oming into bloom. He
W3 Guineas each. There
70 Spikes on each Pot

JTV informs growers of Orchids that hi

arc this year specially fine, and ^r*^

many of them havjnfi five flo-

OncGuii

Good plants fron

w
Cedrus Deodara.

FINE SPECIMENS, 7, 8, 0. m. to 15 feet, at u. per loot.

-- - MAULE AND SONS have to offer a Large

ipplyofe.tra fine EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUKS,

ulated 10 give immediate effect to Parks. Cemeteries, and Planta-

;". aird sSifable for screening and blocking out ne,v Bnildings, that

springing up daily i

Vif;'?;";'.?
°' ^ i ?of

'""
'

SURPLUS STOCK, at reduced prices.—

10,000 fine Dwarf ROSES on Manetti. Pyramid PLUMS of

sorts. ARBOR-VIT/E, MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA. RED CEDARS.
Portugal LAURELS, EVERGREEN OAKS, SWEET BRIAR.
SPRUCE FIR. and BALM of GILEAD ditto. English OAKS,
SYCAMORE, &c Sizes and price on application to

THOMAS PERKINS , 42, Drapery , Northampr-

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, giving sue. price, PoP"l^

and botanical names, derivations, ''""'P''o^"^./orm,^colour^,.^fobage,

fXlIJid'She
J'

i"nforma"o'n: wtlli" coplouHnd'es onheir s'ynonymes.'

»^— 1- - ---. r postage stampsFree by post for s

ICHARD SMITHS LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUSSHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,

height, time of flowerrng, colour, &c., and general remarks, free by

''""pit H A Bn^SMrTH^Nurservman and Seedsm an. Worcester.

r^(ELOGYNE CRISTATA, best variety, for Sale.—

fkgl,^2,r/fltv:?A^Teirs^ike?tL^ri^d?f:fln"f
specimen ORCHlDS.in fine condition. Apply In

ler specimen ^jr^y-i^tuj, wi "'.^ ^v.. "-.---.

Mr. JACKSON. Cross Lanes. Northallei

QTRONG SPRUCE FIR, for Coverts and Plantations.

O 50,000 extra transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.

25,000 extra transplanted, 3 to 4 feet.

Will be Sold cheap. Apply for all particulars 'p

Messrs. \VJACKSON AND CO., Nurseries. Bedale, Yorkshire.

ChrysanthemtunB.

ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from

his great collection of Chrysanthemums, for.ii; 'S ™". ^'i'S
lor. Id.; 25 Pairs POMPONS, tor. M. ; 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
CHRYS.\NTHEMUMS. 6j. Any of the above forwarded post tree

on receipt of Post Office order or stamps for the amount.

Brnnswick Nursery. Stoke Newington._N^

'oo(i Plants.

MELON, GOLDEN QUEEN (Stuart & Mein).—
Fruit of medium size, 3 to 2'^ lb. in weight, round shaped,

:rrp,T„larIv netted, extremclv thin-skinned, iuicv, tender, melting, and
1 beautiful grcc.- -

res during the past i.vu ^ta.u..... ... .u.j. —
; the Royal Horticulturaf Society

In July. i86j.

.. ..o^ „..'3rded t'h^ .-. r--
Exhibition, held at Manchester, u. per packet. _„„.„ ,,,.^„c

;neral CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,

AMERICAN ARBOR-VlT.-E.
r J^ to 3 feet. 31. per dozen. 12s. per 100.

2 to 3j^ feet, 3s. per dozen, 155. per 100.

2 to 3 feet, 3J. 6(1. per dozen, los. per 100.

^A to 3J^ feet, 4J. per dozen, 20s. per too.

3 to 4 feet, 4J. 6a. per dozen, 22s. per 100.

See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Dariey DaleNursenes, Matlock.

T~ARGE^NAMENTAL TREES for AVENUES.
1J -Fine selected Trees of the Scariet arid Common HORSE
CHESTNUTS, and other Ornamental Trees, 7 to 8, 8 to 9, to to 14 feel.

Extra fine picked PINUS AUSTRIACA, four times transplanted,

'™\l"'<VOOD ""isD °s"oS^'"Th°e"N„rse,i.s, Maresfield. near

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRAD E.—
Dwarf-trained Morello CHERRIES, 3-yr . splendid stuff,

2if. per dozen,
arf-traincd 3-yr. Sweet CHERRIES
Strong cut-back extra fine Bushes.

;

Rider Trained CHERRIES, 30s. per dozen.
PEACHES and NECTARINES, 60s. per dozen.

Half Standard H.P. ROSES, 2 feet, splendid stuff, best sorts,

LargriAURUSTINUS. 4 and 5 feet, specimens, 30s. per dozen.

„ Common LAURELS, 6 to 8 feet, ^5 per 100.

W. KNIGHT, ri.ir.il Nut,i;rs. il.-iiNh.im. Sussex.

Abbey Nurseries.
Ill intending

,. .,<1,.- General
rpassed

..^ ,,r.,es i„.\TALC
^

be had free on appli

Lelcest

THO.M.\S WA 1

Planters and the I r

Nursery Stock, he has tin

quality, and offered

Wholesale or Retail, ,..>, u.. ..,.« ..^

APRICOTS, Standard Maidc

lATALOGUES,

rp HE GOLDEN VARIEGATED WELLINGTONIA
X First-class Certificate from Kojal Horticultural Society of

Firs^clit-fcatefromRovalHorticult^^^^^^
MaJiVhester International Exhibition. 1867.

lass cJniiicai; at Edinburgh International Exhibition, 1869.

Medal at Hamburgh International Exhibition <>«"

It-class Certificate i

plaMs-haCrbeen distributed through F

iwitzerland. Belgium. Italy. Holland, Sic

Austria, Pruss!

taly. Hollana, «c ..... .

;d by the leading Nobility of this kingdoi

nials have been received.

-iiisvcribeautilut"-EditorsofCanioi<rs'a.rj>).i.rfc
" A pyramid of superbly coloured variegation. "-Editor «i Gardmiri

'
"ff'e'ver the distinctive characters of _ -. --i.

o.» ;.. ,l.i« snlendid acQuiston. —Editor oi Irish Ft.

""S Bri£l'compa?erwith Biou a„rea-a pillar of beauty,

M'DonaM, Wooistock, Co. Kilkmny ; &c. Sic
t • -. j

Ch?omo-lithographs of the parent .';" ^.y Day & Son L.m.ted^^^

superior cards, 10 ty 8 inches, very faithful in outline, but deficient

representing the glorious colour of the original These are sent f

bv post for 35 stamps, and one sent to each purchaser.

PRicES^Virst Size, extra choice, 2., to. 27 inches, Is 5!. : Sect

Sifeyve" fine .5 to ,8inches, ,£2 2. ; TTiird Size stout and fine, =

?i intJie". Ci "• : Fourth Size, nice little plants. 8 to .0 inches, lo-

R HARTLAND. The Lough Nurseries. Cork. January 19,

ety seemed fixed, they
•

*-
/Gasrlti.

"r)ICE\ NOBILIS.— Suitable for Avenues or Oma-
X mental Planting.-500 Picea nobilis, from seed, flnely-fumished

Trees -'A to 4 feet high, with good leading shoots and splendid roots

-rl:. rafrfnrnian Pinc is thorough y hardy, sound in constitution, of

rapid growlh.Totve",^ plrticular^ojiituatiL if planted in good loamy

2?1 ¥t takes the very highest rank as a remarkable, noble, and beau

ifui Tree The above to be sold very Cheap. Price on application t,

iiui iitt. — „...,„ iT^T ^trrc ...r. cr\ WanH«woTth Nursery

At KICU IS, Slanaara iviaioen, j.iuoi r.iiK.

CHERRIES, Standards. Dwarfs, and Pyramids.
CURRANTS, White Dutch.
PEARS. Standards and Pyramids.
PLUMS. Standards, chiefly Victoria.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
.-VRROR-VIT/li {of sorts), single specimens. iJi tog fc

AUCUBA JAPONICA. single specimens, i to 2 feet.

BOX. Tree (of sorts), i« 10} feet.

CHESTNUTS, Scarlet and White, St.andards, ; to 8 fc

ELM, Ornamental (of sorts). Standards, 4 to 13 fccL

LABURNUM, English, 4 to 8 feet.

POPLAR. New Si&cr. s'/i to 8 feet.

O.-VK. English. Transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 5 feet.

SPRUCE FIR, single specimens, t'A to 3 feet.

ROSES, Dwarf, most of the leading and newer kinds.

RICHARD SMITHS FRUIT LIST contains

sitetch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultiv

tion. Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,. Trcatm

under Glass, also their synonymes, quality,

flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season,

for one stamp. „
RICHARD SMITH, Nurser>'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

rill be
refully

Fmlt Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset
• clad to receive orders for the above, which will be ...... ,

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PEARS. 700 do. of

APPLE, 170 do. of PLU.M, 150 do. of CHERRY — - -'— '—'- -
proportion. Standards, 6 to 7 : Pyramids, 6 to y . a,,u ^"^'..-=.

5 feet high; also very fine Dwarf-trained Trees of all kmd

DICKSONS AM
I, Waterloo Plan-

about to plant to their

TREES. FRUIT TRI 1

Planting Season.
MEN and SeedsMen,
-all the attention of .those

illhy Stock of FOREST

on very exposed ground, Q,^ ....

ripened. Samples and Catalog

e quoted where large quantl
on ap'plic

To Planters.

JOHN NELSON h.as a splendid stock of the following

Trees, which he will supply at greatly reduced prices to effect

ENGu"lI~OAK. in drills, 12 to 18 inches ; transplanted. 3 to 3 feet

ASH 3 10 4 ft . transplanted I
HORNBEAM, 3 10 4 ft., transpfanted

Standard ROSES, of all the best kinds T-„nBV otiick:
M-\NFTTI STOCKS I

Strong THORN QUlCh.

MYATT'S ASHLEAF POT.«iTOS.
„„.f,„„r„ refer-

Terms cash from unknown Correspondents, or satisfactory refer-

""
yjHTNTLiS'N°."sj°Michael^IiliNursery. Bristol.

Prime Nursery StocK.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the

qua^titieT'ionsfstirS'T^DE-R"? A"H,"Bk1ck", C%°fNU^
*IMS. Sir sroTtH do SPrOcE, do. SILVER; OAK, COM-
ftoN^and ViPrKEY; TOPLTRS^SYCAMOR^
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large breadth of fine HAitl.

and strong THORNS ; animmense stock ofEvergreen and Deciduous

Shrubs, a t low prices, and in all the usual sizes.

S"
YCAMORES or PLANES, 7 to 9 feet. 3.1. per dozen.

LABURNU.MS, 6 to 7 feet. 2s. per dcucii.

ASH and HORSE CHESTNUT. 3 to 4 leti.
, 1

"

OAKS, 3 to 3 feet. 5J. periooo. BEECfl.i', 1

-^

LAURELS. 1 foot, St. ; i^ foot. 6s. -.^'A ^'"

PINUS AUSTRIACAandEXCELSA. 3fi.

ROSES, a feet and upwards, 91. per dozen If

Fine CUCUMBER SEED, 7>. per lb. : I

A. WILKIN, Tiptr
..ily.'

''"

KeKedo

per doz.

Ii only

iperior growth, are offered. The above
' Orchard

ibed the

work on Fruit Trees in England, pnce ij. 6d

inted List or Index sent gratis,

splendid stock of FOREST TREES, DECIDUOUS

Wandswortli Common Nursery.

Ten minutes' walk from Clapham Junction,

MR ROBERT NEAL begs to invite the attention of

the Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade in general to his very

extensive and healthy stock of PLANTS consisting of a large

collection of Standard. Pyramidal, and Dwarf-trained FRUI

1

trees" of all sizes; St'andard and ^^:"< ^°^^l' ^fi^S\,fl
other Evergreens, Forest and Ornamental TREES ajid SHRUBS,
3soa large^colleition of RHODODENDRONS, all the v'T b«t

J
cultivation, and are of endless variety, from deep crimson aiid „<'»'''

ouTOle (ewi^shade). up 10 white, anj Hybrid Seedlings, and all the

Sng k^nX of Stirlft, both Standard and Dwarf, set With Bloom-

buds, which he can supply in large quantities at a very low pnce.

CATALOGUE wiTl be sent on application.

-p R E S H C OH^\%: E R O U S SEEDS.

1XTILLI.\M P.AUL has to offer, of superior quality,

VV Half-Standard and full Standard trained PE-\CHES and
7J. fid. each..

71. 6d. to iM. orf. each.
:ry fine, ir. 6d. to

NECTARINES, 5s.

STAND'ARD"A^PLE'srPEARs''an'd"p'LUMs'

PYRAMID APPLES on Parad
These may be planted the

Messrs.' FISHER, HOLMES.
Sheftield.

F,.H CO. offer GLADIOLI, fine bulbs, cheap varieties, for

|'REN&H'LE?'ENsY"int'ense carmine-scarlet, fine spikes, per dot.,

GAND'A'vENs'lS,'vc™ilion,' spotted yellow, per doz., is. 3* ; per

per doz., 2s. fid. ; per 160, i6s.

English and Continfental nanicd

SEEDLTNGsTiniportcd, 'choice' mixed, per doz,, 2J. ; per 100, r4J. ;

SEe'dl'iNGS, fine mixed, per doz.. is. 3"'- ; per 100. 8s. ; Jier 1000. 701.

A fine collection of named vancti(:s. 35, to laj.

ing PRICED CATALOGUES may be

orest and Ornamental Trees "

Shrubs, Conifersc, American PI

ith dcscript - "

ipecial personal attention to the VEGE

i8j. per dozen.

^ . „ ^_..ice and Pear stocks, is. 6d. to 35. 6rf. each.

Dwarf'TraineVAPPLES, PEAfe. PLUMS, CHERRIES, PE.ACHES
.,—1 vni^T A DTvrc Tf f^ to 5s. each.

00^^. per dozen..
, ..

GAND'AVENSIS, selected rot

SEEDLINGS from the fine

., per dor.,3i. per I

The folio
lad, post free,

mbirs, «;c

Dccidu

. Roses, with descriptions

MEN I

No. 6. Vej;. 1

No. 3. Irapo.

No. 9. Agi

special personal aiicimuii .u,,.^ . ^ui.
-d AGRICULTURAL SEED DEPART

selected from the most rcliabli

!, and other requisites.

.\11 Seeds carriage paid.

Agents for Geor^'llffl"!- s'on-rcijbrated Garden Kii.,...-

iVrs FISHER, HOLMES, AND CO., Nurserymen, Seeds;

"scftd Warehouses : Sheffield and Rotherham.
Nurseries : Handsworth, near Sheflield.

and nectarines':

Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Evergreens. &c.
~"

CHIVAS AND WEAVER respectfully invite the especial
...,..«.:..» ..r pUn.B.c ,n th..ir very extensive, healthy, itid well-

Thelr Nu.m.,« ucng
Counties, and free from all

of plants almost a certainty.

exposed in the North-Weste
ificial shelter, render the safe

plants almost a certainty.

PRICED CAT.4LOGUES post free on applicat

spetiial prices for large quantities.
The Eaton Road Nurseries having been largely extended, j,.

entrance is now obtained immediately on reaching (Jueen's Park by the

suspension Bridge.
Eaton RoadJ^urscries^andjoS, Eastgate Street, Chester^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen engaged m Planting.

THE RED LODGE NURSERY, Southampton, will

be found replete with a magnificent collection of hardy

CONIFERS of all sizes, which, from frequent removal, will transplant

with a certainty of success.

Choice named scarlet and othei

Also the Pnntirn nnd Hybrid varic

I ARE ROSES, Sic.

V is earnestly and respectfully solic

ABIES, excelsa. Common F
pectinata, Common Sp-
AppoUinis, per lb., roi

balsamea, per lb., i

o lb.. 501. ;per lb.,&i.

100 Ih " -
—"• "

2..s<id.

per iw, lu.. ^.^ , K-- •"-! —; J
:, per 100 lb., 38J. :

per lb., 6d.

„ Brunoniana, 1000 seeds, _

canadensis, per lb., 14J. ;
per 01., is.

„ alba, per lb.. i8t. ; peroz., IJ. 411.

" cephalonica, per lb., loi. ; per oz., loif.

,. Fraseri, per oz , 2S. ()./.

Khutrow(Moriiida), too seeds, 31. M.
orienulis. per lb., 20s :

per oz., i«. 6d. ; nobilis, per c

" Nofdmanniana, per lb , 30J. ; per oz , Is. M.

„ Pinsapo, per lb., i6r. : per oz., is. 31I.

„ ReginaeAmalia, perlb., los. ; per oz. lotf.

. rubra americana, per oz. , 2S 6<f ; Pichta, per oz
.
loi

CRYPTOMERIA. japonica. perlb..9t. ;
peroz..grf,

,. Lobbii. per oz. 4S. SI* , . . „,— .

CUPRESSUS, Corneyana, per oz , 9! ; funebris, per oz.,

.

„ Lawsoniana, per lb., 90s, ; per oz., 6s, 3d.

,, Lamberliana, per or, loJ, 6rf,

CEDRUS, atlantica, clean se*d, per lb,, 12B, ; per oz., is.

., Libani, clean seed, per lb,, 15!. ; per o«,, is. M
I i7n I PERU S, czsia, p«f ttt, , «s- iW. i attica, per Ib^ , 18s.

;

IS. 6d. ; virginiana, clean seed, p«r lb., (3s. ;
per oz, 1

LARIX, Common Larch, per 100 lb,. loos :
per Ib^ is, ii

PINUS. austriaca. per 100 lb,, io6s, 1
per lb,, is, 3".

„ Cembra, per 100 lb,, 36s, ; per lb.. 6d.

montana. per loolb., 160J. ;
perlb.,2j.

„ Strobus,perioolb.,47^. ; perlb.,ss. 6d.
"

sylvestris. Common Pine, 100 lb,, isos, ; pet lb
,

is, 1

„ Benthamiana, peroz,, I2S.

,, halepcnsis, per lb., 4s. 6rf. ;
per oz., M.

Mu
..per lb.. IIS

'¥.•

ri .< ry IS earnestlyand rcspcctlully solicited, rriceo 10 iiit

lud every information may be obtained of the Pro- \
prices,

W. H. ROGERS. possiW

SALISBURIA. adi;

SEQU0L\. sempcrvircns, per oz., 3s. oa.

THl'IA, aorea, peroz.,3s. ; compacta,per lb., 9s. ; ^.. --. j-. .

Intermedia, per oz . is. 6d. ; occidentalis, perlb., 3s. 6d. ;

oricntalis, per lb,. 3s, ; occidentalis aurea varicgata,

per or, , 6s. ;
pyranudalis, per lb., 7s. ! per oz., ad.

WELLINGTONIA.gigantea, 1000 seeds, I2s, ; 25,000 seeds, 3S0S.

ROBERT NEUMANN, Importer and Exporter of Seeds, &c,

begs to offer the foregolng'corflFEROUS SttDS, m f'^^h qnality.

•-the Trade. A List of a great many other sorts, with lowest

application. Orders arc resjeafullyjequesled " '""" ="
tion. uraers are rcspci-iiuiiy i^h'

Th< Nlitseritiii Erfdrt; Ptussia.
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Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,

Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the folJQwinK Ir--

prices :—loo plants^ distinct

25 plants, distinct—" *"

lorts, for 501. ; so plants for 305 ;

,=, .u, ^^., hamper and paclcage included.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

MADAME
^K, at 3!. per

oosen, soou; ^ui,,ii-i,, ... 5u,i», „. ™. per 100. All good plants, ip

3-inch pots :
paclcage free. Orders are booked now for April and May

WILLIAM POTTEN can now supply M
LEMOINE, at fo. per dozen; Mrs. POLLOCK

dosen, good; ZONALS,

^ A pficed'iriST of most of the new and leading s

""IvTlLIAM rOTTEN, Florist Sissinghurst, Slaplchur!

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.—In strong Plants,

at the following low prices per dozen, for cash :—Mrs. Pollock,

2r 6d. ; Lady Cullum, its. ; Sunset, 31. ; Sophia Dumaresque, 31. 6d.
;

Jtalia ITnita, y. ; Picturata, 3r. 6d. ; Gold and Bronze Zonals —
Beauty of Caldcrdalc. 35. 6./- : E, G. Henderson, 6j ; Duke of Edin-

burgh, Q». ; Her Majesty, 6r. ; Luna, «. 6d. ; Neatness, 2r. 6rf.

Baskets and Packing, is. for a single dozen, and 6d. for every sub-

sequent dozen. Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER, the Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Cheap, Cheap, Cheap.
TRICOLOR an.l ' !i 1 MxdONIUMS, in good

plants, at the fll., h :-Mrs. Pollock, 3s. per

dozen ; White Lady, lu ,
I .

,
' ; Italia Unita, IJ. ;

Glen

Eyre Beauty, 6r. ; Cr>'sl I
I '

'
. -" i

Luna, 31.; Beauty of

Oullon, 35. : Perilla, 4S. ; Lr.rd DL-rb\ . 4.^. ; Leonidas, 45.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARl.'\S, from seed pans, Srst-rate

strain, good plants, ii. 6J. per doi

EVERGREEN HEDGES.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT^, 4 to s feet, at 40J. per looj

5 to 6 feet, at 60s. p(

50s.

SIBERfAN AKBOrViT.*, 2 to al feet, 40s. per 100

;

'. to 3i feet, 60s per loo; 3i to 4 feet, 845. per
CHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcestei

Charles Nohle
Is CLEARING GROUNDS of the FOLLOWING STOCK:—
DWARF ROSES, fine plants, finest kinds, 40J., Joj.,

60s. per 100; £1$ to £s^ per 1000. (Half Standards and Standards
cheap in proportion).

" "— cErSPRUCE FlR, remarkably fin

3)4 t 35s
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SuTTONS' Grass Seeds for all Soils,
CARRIAGE FREE.

^PRODUCING ABUNDANT CROPS OF HAY AND SUPERIOR PASTURAGE. |

SPECIAL ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR LARGE QUANTITIES.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES.
SILVER MEDAL.

.SUTTON.S' MIXTURES

FINE GRASS SEEDS,

FOR PARK LAWNS AND
PLEASURE GROUNDS,

18s. per bushel.

As supplied to the Crysl.il P.ilace Companj

.SUTTONS' MIXTURES

FINE GRASS SEEDS,

FOR GARDEN LAWNS AND
CROQUET GROUNDS.

20s. per bushel.

As supplied to the princip.il Estates in

the Kingdom.

PREPARED FOR EVER\ DESCRIPTION OF SOIL

Complete imtmitions on t ain^ and aftet managimtnt sent with the s id..

SXJTTONS' BEST MIXTXJItES, 28s. to 32s. per acre. 1
BUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTtTRES, 20s. to 26s. per acre.

Carriage Free. Carriage Fi

SUTTONS' BEST aUALITY MIXTURES OF GRASSES AND CLOVERS
FOR ONE YEAR'S LAY. 1 FOR TWO YEARS' LAY, 1 FOR THREI-: OR FOUR YEARS' L.AV,

13s 6cl per acre. Carriage Free. I 17s. 6d. per acre. Carriage Free. I 22s. per acre. Carriage Free.

CHEAPER MIXTURES CAN BE SUPPLIED.

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE FOR IMPROVING OLD PASTURES
Slioilkl he sown in the early spring monllis. It will produce a great improvement in the tiuality and quantity of the hay, and of the pasturag

Sow 6 to 12 lbs. per acre. Cost 4s. 6d. tO 9s. per acre.

SUTTONS' PRESENT PRICES OF HOME-CROWN FARM SEEDS
NEW AND UNADULTERATED. CARRIAGE FREE.

SEEDS DIRECT FROM THE GROWERS THE BEST MEANS OF PREVENTING
DISAPPOINTMENT.

MESSRS. SUTTONS' ROOT SEEDS are saved from choice selected and fully developed Bulbs.

Purchasers of large quantities liberally treated with.

BUTTONS' FAEMEE'S YEAE BOOK FOE 1870,
Illustrated, now in the Press, may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

MANGEL WURZEL.
Lowest price per cwt. on application

Per lb. —.t.

GOOD YELLOW GLOBE .. o

GOOD OR.ANGE GLOBE .. o

GOOD RED GLOBE .. .. o

GOOD LONG RED .. .. o

GOOD LONG YELLOW . . . . o

SUTTONS' SELECTED YELLOW
GLOBE o

SUTTONS' SELECTED OR.ANGE
GLOBE o

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE, fine quality

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG
RED (was awarded First Prize,

Birmingham, 1869)

SUTTONS' GIANT LONG YEL-
LOW

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE PRIZE,

the heaviest Globe variety in

cultivation..

FISHER HOBBS'ORANGEGLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
YELLOW OVAL, or Common

Intermediate . . . . ,

.

KOHL RABI.
SUTTONS' LARGE GREEN ..

LARGE PURPLE
LARGE GERMAN GREEN

TURNIP SEEDS.
Lowest price per bushel on apphcation.

SWEDISH. Per lb. —J.

SUTTONS' CHAMPION. —The
best Swede in cultivation. 'Very

hardy ; has gained numerous

Prizes again this season

.

PURPLE-TOP
SKIRVING'S
H.ARDY WHITE ..

KING of SWEDES..
H.\LL'S WESTBURY .

GIANT TANKARD
MARSHALL'S PURPLE-TOP
GREEN-TOP GOLDEN MELON o

TELLOW-FLESHED TURNIPS
SUTTONS' G R E V. N -TO

P

YELLOW HYBRID .. . . o 10

SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP
YELLOW HYBRID .. . . o 10

YELLOW SCOTCH PURPLE-TOPo 9

YELLOW SCOTCH GREEN-TOP o 9

YELLOW TANKARD .

.

ORANGE JELLY .

.

DALE'S HYBRID ..

FOSTERTON HYBRID ..

WAITE'S ECLIPSE

WHITE-FLESHED TURNIPS.
Lowest price per bushel on application.

Per lb.—.1. d.

SUTTONS' RED PARAGON ..09
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE ..08
HARDY GREEN ROUND ..08
SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP MAM-

MOTH 10
POMER.\NI.\N WHITE GLOBE o 9
T.ANK.-^RDS, of sorts .. ..010
WHITE GLOBE o
GREY STONE o
SUTTONS' EARLY SIX-WEEKS I v

SUGAR BEET.
WHITE SILESIAN GREEN-TOP o 9
WHITE SILESIAN RED-TOP., o 9NEW IMPERIAL 10

FIELD CARROT.
WHITE BELGIAN .. ..10
LARGE GREEN-TOP YELLOW

BELGIAN 16
RED INTERMEDIATE .. ..16
ALTRINGHAM 16
LONG RED CATTLE .. ..13

COW CABBAGE.
SUTTONS' I.MPROVED DRUM-

HEAD 26
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION do. .. 2 6
OXHEART, NEW EARLY ..3 6
LONDON MARKET, .and others . 3 6
THOUSAND HEADED .. ..26
FLAT DUTCH 20

CLOVER SEEDS.
Samples and lowest price per cwt. on

application. Per lb.

—

s. t

COMMON RED, or BROAD, 7ji/.too 1

YELLOW TREFOIL,orHop,4W. to o
WHITE, or DUTCH- .. ir(/.to i

ALSIKE. or HYBRID .. is. to i

COW-GRASS(true perennial) lo^rfto i

GIANT PERENNIAL WHITE,
IS. 4^/. to I

MIXED PERENNIAL, for Per-

manent Pasture . . . - . . i

MIXED CLOVERS, for Alternate

Husbandry .

.

.

.

. . i

Ditto, for Lawns i

RYE-GRASSES.
Lowest price per quarter on application.

Per bushel.—s. d.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, best

quality . . .

.

. . ,.60
Ditto ditto, second quality, 45. ^d. to 5 o
PACEY'S PERENNIAL .. ..6 6
EVERGREEN RYE-GRASS, or

Perennial Devon Eaver . . ..70
BUTTONS' DWARF PERENNIAL

RYE-GRASS, 501. per c\(t.

ANNUAL, or Common, best quality 5 6
Ditto ditto, lighter seed . . 4J. to 5 o
ITALLAN RYE-GRASS. good

Enghsh Seed . . . . 5J. to 6 o
SUTTONS' Improved ITALLAN

RYE-GRASS, as supplied to the

Metropolis Sewage Company . . 7 o
FRESH Imported SEED, cleaned 7 o

Do., in bales as imported, 32^.10 40J. p. cwt,

All Goods Carriage Free, except very small parcels. 5 per cent, allowed for cash payments.

SUTTON .\>'D SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE OUEEN, READING, BERKS,
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Llllum auratum.

WM PAUL has to offer a Magnificent Lot of the

above, at i.. M., =•., 2«. &i., and 3.. M., each; la., iSi, »4>-,

and 361. per doien. The usual discount to the Trade off the dozen

ates, when ordered by the dozen.

T'AUI.'S Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Llllum auratum.-Seed and Bulbs.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply fine flowering Bulbs
as under .-

S[ze No. t . . lot. W. each. | Size No. 3 . . Jr. each.

Size No. 3 . . 7J. 64. each. I
Size No. 4 . . 3> each.

Imported Flowering Bulbs, IS. to 51. each ; and fresh gathered,

%»eli-ripened Seed, 11. and ai. bd. per paclcet, post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

ELCH-POOL HORTICULTUR.A.L SOCIETY,
SEPTEMBER 15 -The following (open) PRIZES will be

given. The entrance money in each class (to be paid to the Secretary

at the time of entrance) will form 3d or more Prizes in such class m
proportion to the number of entnes. j£ ^- _ * **

Four bunches of Grapes, any sort or sorts . . 10 o Entrance 10 o

One Pine, any sort .. .. . ..310 „ 36
Collection of Fruit, 5 kinds distmct (Grapes

and Pines excluded) 5 » • S »

Collection of Vegetables, 8 kinds, distinct ..50 „ so
Cut Roses, 34 distinct, I tray of each ..50 ., 50
Dahlias, 34 blooms, distinct 50 1. 5 o

Hollyhocks, 34 blooms, distinct ..50 „ 50
Gladioli, 48 spikes, distinct So „ So
Asters, 12 blooms, distinct 2 10 „ a o

Most tasteful Table Bouquet 2 10 „ 3 6

All ENTRIES to be made to the SccreUry on or before THURS-
DAY, September 8, staling amount of space required, and all Articles

to be ready for the Judges by I3 at noon on the day of Show.
Welch-Pool, Feb. 8. D. P. OWEN, Hon. Sec.

This Advertisement will not be repeated.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

IRo>-aI
Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

Committee], at S. Kensington .. i

Ditto (Scientific Committee) . . ..1
Ditto (General Meeting) . . . .

-

Thl-rsday, — 17—Linnean \

If a bomb-shell had fallen into the Council-

room of the Royal Horticultural Society
last Tuesday afternoon, it would scarce have
causedmore astonishment than did the suggestion

of the Council, in its report to the annual general

meeting, to abandon the establishment at

Chiswick on the earliest opportunity. Of course

those of the Fellows who know much of the

workings of the Society, its embarrassed finances,

the comparatively few years the lease at Chiswick

has to run, and other circumstances, ought not

to have felt surprise at the announcement. But

they did nevertheless, and so would the tenants

of a house in a besieged city feel consternation

if a shell crashed through the roof Under the

circumstances they ought not to feel astonished,

but no doubt they would do so. We refer our

readers to the third paragraph of the report,

published in another column. That paragraph,

even now that the report is adopted, docs not

appear to us to pledge the Council or the Fellows

at large to any definite course of action. ]t merely

asserts that a change must be made sooner or

later, for various assigned reasons, and that the

present time would, owing to the opportune

bequest of the late Mr. Alfred Davis, be a con-

venient season to consider how best the desired

change can be made. If it means more than

this, then the Council are much to blame for

bringing the matter forward without giving due

notice of its intention to the Fellows, in order

that they might have been enabled to consider

so important a matter for themselves, and given

or withheld their consent to the proposal after

the reasons prp and con had been properly con-

sidered. Having confidence in the honour of the

Council, and knowing the interest felt by its

members in the promotion of the best interests of

the Society and of Horticulture, we certainly do not

share the views of those speakers at the meeting
who considered that a trap had been laid for the

Fellows to fall into ; and that it was intended that

this matter should be settled quietly and off-hand

without giving the general body of the Fellows
an opportunity of expressing their views. Be
this as it may, the Council to our thinking
showed great perverseness in not giving plain

answers to plain questions. True, the ques-
tioners talked a good deal at random, and intro.

duced matters wholly irrelevant to the subject at

issue ; but when at length, as was really the case,

plain questions were put, they should have
received plain answers. But, after all, these are

matters of comparatively little consequence in

comparison with the fact that Chiswick must be
disestablished. We suppress lamentations, for

they are idle, and we have not words to express

them. Fine writing and sentiment are out of

place. The fact stares us in the face that Chis-

wick must go. The matter of the lease alone

determines that point, always supposing the

scanty information as yet accorded by the

Council to be absolutely correct.

We lay stress on this last clause, because we
deem it the bounden duty of the Council, before

taking any further steps in the matter, to publish
for the information of the Fellows a detailed

statement of the reasons why Chiswick nrust be
abandoned. They should state publicly what
steps have been taken to secure a renewal of the
lease, or whether or no it be not possible to obtain
a lease, say, of half the present garden, and let

the remaintler be given up. Half or a quarter

the present area would be ample for the require-

ments of an experimental garden, and school of

horticulture.

We began this article with the notion that we
would be very brave, and submit to the inevitable

operation. We conjured up in our own minds
all the benefits that would accrue to horticulture

and science by a smaller establishment, one
more under control than Chiswick, but as we
write sentiment will get the better hand of our

reason. Our pen, nevertheless, shall not be the

reflex of our feelings. We reiterate our conviction

that Chiswick, with all its glorious memories,
must go ; but for the sake of those Fellows who
have not had such opportunities as we for know-
ing the facts of the case, and of arriving at an
opinion, we beg the Council, if only for pity's

sake, to explain tenderly, but fully, the necessity

for a change announced with a suddenness that

might well shock the members of the Society,

young or old.

Every one interested in Meteorology—and
what gardener, what physiologist is not ?—must
have experienced a feeling of profound satisfac-

tion at the recent announcement that new
arrangements for the registration of meteorolo-

gical phenomena, as observed at Chiswick, or

wherever the future garden of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society may be, are in course of being carried

out under Mr. Glaisher'S superintendence.

For some time past there has been an uneasy

feeling that the Chiswick records were not as

worthy of credit as they ought to be. We regret

to find that this suspicion has been verified in

many points, though there is still reason to hope
that the discrepancies in some of the tables are

not so serious as entirely to destroy the value of

the extensive scries of observations carried on in

the garden of late years. We say of late years,

because the earlier records and those made sub-

sequently under the late Prof D.'iNlEL'S auspices,

with good instruments, are probably irreproach-

able so far as they go, and they have, as our

readers know, formed the basis of much that has

been written in the " Theory of Horticulture,"

and other volumes, whereof the application of

meteorology to practice forms part.

In applying the data afforded by meteorolo-

gical obser\-ations to physiological or cultural

purposes, there is this great difficulty, that we
have to deal with living organisms. No one

can say what life is. Some of the phenomena
we now call vital may possibly be no more than

peculiar phases or special combinations of

physical forces—that is a question for physicists

to decide. But whether or no, every physio-

logist and every cultivator knows that the

indications of the barometer or of the ther-

mometer, or the condition of the hygrometer, are

not sufficient of themselves to account for the

phenomena witnessed in living beings. The
" constitution " of a living organism—we write

of necessity vaguely—is in some points more
sensitive than mercury or spirit, while, on the

other hand, changes which greatly affect the

mercurial column have little or no perceptible

effect on the organism. This is particularly so

in the case of atmospheric pressure, the varia-

tions of which have apparently but little influence

on plants. If this be true, it follows that many
of the observations, so carefully made and so

accurately recorded, are for cultural purposes of

comparatively little value. In the instance of

plants, we have, as it were, to treat every case on

its own merits. It is not merely external condi-

tions and local circumstances that we have to

consider, but the nature of the plant itself, its

condition at any given time, and its power of

resisting untoward agencies. The plant which

will at one time resist a temperature of 32° Fahr.,

will at another succumb at a considerably higher

degree. Of course this depends upon the stage

of growth in which the plant is at the time of

exposure—upon its consistence, woody or other-

wise—the rarity or density of the fluid it contains

—and on a variety of other circumstances well
known to practical men .and to every physio-
logist, circumstances dependent more on bygone
weather fluctuations than on those now witnessed.
The inference from all this is this, that it is not
only the existing conditions of the atmosphere
that ought to be looked to, but also those which
have preceded it. This is a point intelligible

and simple enough for all to understand, and yet
how very often do we see the gardener or agricul-

turist tacitly ignore it and attribute the whole of
the ill effects he witnesses to present changes.
A moment's reflection serves to correct the error,

but it is easy to see how the very facility of
observing the mercury descend and ascend
almost before one's eyes, and of witnessing the
corresponding changes on vegetation, may aud
does often lead to this exaltation of the present
over the past.

This tendency might, we think, be overcome
by adopting measures which in themselves
would give intelligent gardeners more interest in

the observation and record of metcrological phe-
nomena, by making them see more clearly than
they do now the exact bearing of the fluctuations

exhibited by the instruments on the plants they
have to take care of Let us explain ourselves

more fully. We have been taught by Bous-
singault, Gasparin, Quetelet, Glaisher,
and others, that a plant requires a certain

amount of heat to exist at all, so much more to

perfect its woody structures, more still to enable

it to flower and ripen its seeds. As practical men
we know that these deductions are in the main
accurate ; that they correspond with facts which
come daily under notice ; that they explain why it

is that certain plants can, and others cannot, be
profitably cultivated in certain countries ; why it is

that a crop in one countiy ripens in so many weeks,

and why in another it requires so many more.

These facts are patent enough to upper class

gardeners, and to persons of any education, but
they are not brought home to ortlinary workmen
as they might be, and as we think they ought to

be. We would suggest, therefore, that at the daily

observation of the maximum thermometer, not

only the actual temperature recorded by that

instrument at the time of observation should be
recorded, but that the sum of the maxima,
observed since any particular date fixed on,

should be ascertained and recorded, by the very

simple process of adding the maximum degree
observed each day to the sum of those recorded

on previous occasions. In this way the gardener
would have an opportunity day by day of seeing

the amount of sun-heat received by his plants, he
would see whether the daily increase were above
or below the average, and in the case of plants

subjected to artificial temperature, he could regu-

late his fire-heat accordingly.

We would specially desire to see the aggregate

amount of heat, as ascertained by a thermometer
fully exposed to the sun, recorded in this way,

because in the case of plants growing under the

shade, in diffused lights, the conditions of the

problem become more complex, and the difficulty

of ascertaining precisely what are the effects of

temperature and what of light are proportionately

increased. On the other hand, when we turn to

the minimum thermometer and its records we are

apt to forget that its indications, below a certain

point, are simply useless, as far as regards plants.

If the activity of a plant be arrested at a

certain degree, as we know it is, still more
if it cease to live at all below a certain tempera-

ture, wherein for cultural purposes is the advan-

tage of recording those degrees, which are simply

inert as far as regards living organisms ? A plant

can but die—and if it be killed outright, what can

it matter to the gardener that the thermometer

registered 10" below killing point ?—if it only

showed a tenth of a degree below that point the

result would be the same. We need hardly say

the killing point varies very considerably in

different plants—each plant, in fact, has a zero of

its own, which must be determined by practical

experience, and which no thermometer of itself

would indicate. The necessity of eliminating

useless temperatures from records prepared for

the use of the cuhivator is insisted on by

M. Alphonse De Candolle in his veiy

valuable work, " Geographic Botanique," and it

may be illustrated by the fact that certain plants

produce their flowers at a time when, according

to the meteorological records as ordinarily con-

structed, the mean temperature, even in compara-

tively low latitudes, is at or below freezing pomL

Alpine plants, for instance, even in January-

receive the benefit of an amount of heat not
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estimated by the ordinary records of mean
temperature.

Another point of vital importance, of which

ordinary meteorological records take little or no

notice, is the duration of favourable or unfavour-

able temperature. We get maximum and
minimum and mean temperatures and mean
daily range, but we do not get what it is very

important we should have, if it be possible, the

time of day when the thermometer records

highest or lowest, and the length of time that a

high or low temperature prevails. When a plant

is at rest, it can resist a lower degree than when
it is in full activity, and it can often withstand

for a short time an intensity of cold which would

be fatal were it continued for a longer period.

These are truisms, no doubt, but they are all

important to the cultivator, and could the pheno-

mena we have mentioned be recorded, this would

prove of great value for physiological purposes.

We suppose the only method of e\cn approxi-

mately determining the

points we have mentioned, is

by the combination of self-

registering and self-record-

ing instruments, such as is

effected at the chief observa-

tories by placing the instru-

ment between a gas-light

and sensitive paper made to

travel by clockwork me-
chanism with a stated regular

movement, so that as the

temperature increases or de-

creases, the mercury in the

tube cuts off or admits light

to fall on the paper. On this

paper is thus traced, minute
by minute, throughout the

24 hours, the height of the

mercury. It is clear this

ingenious process could

hardly be applied to the

maximum or minimum ther-

mometer, but at least it

would give us a valuable

document to compare with

the records obtained in the

ordinary manner from the

exposed thermometer.
So far, then, as the tem-

perature of the air is con-

cerned, we, as cultivators,

particularly want to know
the aggregate amount of use-

ful temperature at different

heights above the soil in any
given time, the exact period

at which favourable or unfa-

vourable changes occur, and
their duration. Of certain

other matters connected with
temperature, and other me-
teorological phenomena in-

fluencing vegetation, we must
speak on another occasion.

Now that the utility of

Bei.l-glasses (cloches) for cer-

tain cultural purposes is once
more the subject of discussion,

we may mention that in a recent

Number of the *

' Compt es Ren-
dus," M. Th. ScHLOSiNG points

out that the power of absorbing
mineral ingredients in solution

from the soil is diminished by cultivating plants under
glass and thus lessening the amount of evaporation

from their surface. A Tobacco plant so grown absorbed

17 per cent, of mineral matter instead of 20 per cent.,

as it would do under ordinary circumstances. The
production of vegetable acids was diminished by one-

half—that of resin and cellulose to a less extent, while

the nitrogenous ingredients were not materially

decreased, Starch was present to the extent of 20
percent, instead of to looth per cent. only. Thus when
evaporation is reduced in amount, a portion of the

starch remains unused, and consequently accumulates
in the plant. Assuming the correctness of M.
.Schlosing's conclusions, the immense importance to

cultivators is obvious. If the two staple food in-

gredients, the nitrogenous matters and the starchy

ones, can be augmented by limiting evaporation, Mr.
KoBiNSON may indeed cry, Vh'i: la Cloche !

• We have just received the following notice from
Dr. F. VON Mueller:—"The fungus which causes

here (in Australia) the terrible Root Blight in

Cereals (Take-all of the colonists) seems a new species

of Xenodcchus (X. Cerealium) allied to X. ligniperda,

which destroys the wood of Firs, Beeches, &c." There
surely must be some mistake here. It is an extremely

unlikely matrix for a species of Xenodochus, the only , all, the fruit is either ornamented^with alternate stripes

known species growing on the leaves of the greater of white, varying from green to yellow, or at least

Burnet, while wood is a still more unlikely locality. It show some indications of them. M. Naudin raised

is possible, from the last paragraph, that the supposed plants not only from seeds communicated by M.
genus Xylostroma is meant. It is highly desirable

!
ViLMORlN, but also from some derived from Algiers,

to have specimens of both. There was nothing of
j

where it is cultivated, and found it very prolific,,

the kind in the examples submitted last year to the
j

insomuch that about nine plants yielded a thousand

Scientific Committee, by Dr. Gilbert. M. J. B.
\
ripe fruits. The species to which it is perhaps

Seeds of CucUMis Anguria (fig. 37), a plant
j

most nearly allied is C. Figari, but that has a perennial

which for some time was a puzzle to botanists, were root-stock, and bitter fruit. We may observe, that

received at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens ! in all the three, the distinctive structure of the genu:

at Chiswick from Messrs. Vilmorin, and were widely

distributed last spring. It bore frait in a frame at the

Chiswick Gardens, from whence it was figured in the

"Botanical Magazine," t. 5817, and in our own
garden in the open air, and it would doubtless have

borne a larger number of fmit h.ad the season been as

propitious as that of 1S6S. The plant

Cucumis is evident, namely, the occurrence of two
stamens with two cells each, and a third, dimidiate,

with a single cell, the connective in the 2-celled

stamens being elongated, bifid, and papillose. The
pickle dealers take care to inform us that, as the pickle

is prepared abroad, they cannot answer for its purity,

of some
i

It is, however, possible that the green colour may be

interest, not only from its being largely employed in i due to the employment of potash, which is often quite

what are called West India pickles, together with 1
as effective in giving a bright green tint as any

ripe and unripe Capsicums and slices of the fruit and
,

deleterious ingredient. M. J. B.

portions of the inflorescence of the Papaw, besides
j

Our attention has been called to the fact that

bein" ascertained at Paris to be a useful vegetable when ! the statement made in our last issue, to the effect that
'^

the Hundredfold Pea was
"catalogued and sold as Lax-
ton's," is incorrect. We have
also seen a letter from Mrt
Laxton, dated July 26, 1869,

wherein he offers to the distri-

butors of the Pea in question

six varieties of new Peas, the

quantity of which is in all 30
quarts and \ pint, for £,^^0 \-

These new Peas were, we leam,
considered by Messrs. Carter
and Messrs. Hurst not suffi-

ciently distinct to be introduced

to the public as novelties. In
this offer the quantities vary

from 4 pint, I quart, 2 quarts, to

\ bushel ; hence if Mr. Laxton
disposed of all his new Peas
that were sufficiently fixed in

character in 1S6S, it would seem
that the new sorts he wanted to

sell in 1869 were fixed and con-

sidered by him fit to send out in

one season. This is the view
taken by the raisers of Hundred-
fold, who feel aggrieved that

doubts should be thrown on the

origin of the Pea in question,

and consider that these doubts

were satisfactorily removed by
Mr. Laxton himself in the con-

cluding parargaphs of his letter.

From the Schedule of

the "g5th Exposition" of the

SOCIETE ROYALE DE FLORE of
'

Brussels, which has now reached

us, we find that the exhibition

is to take place on the 24th,

25th and 26th of April, in the

Botanic Garden at Brussels, the

Special Intern.vtional Exhi-
bition of Roses foi-ming part

thereof. Those who are inter-

ested in the subject should
therefore correct the date of

.April 27, given at p. 70, on the

authority of the Belgian journals.

The Rose exhibition extends over

12 classes, while the general

e.xhibition comprises subjects

under 93 classes. Entries should

be made by intending exhibitoi^s

not later than April 19, the

particulars being addressed to

the Secretary, M, Lubbers,
26-2S, Rue du Berger, Ixelles,

from whom schedules and all

eds have become ! necessary information may be obtained.dressed before the integuments of tht

hardened, but also from its being the representative in

the .\ntilles of an African fonn of the genus. The fact

that the species of Cucurbita, C. perennis and digitata,

occur in North America may be considered in favour of

its being really a West Indian species, but it is possible

that it may have been introduced from Africa, like

some other plants, by the negros. The species was
confounded formerly with Cucumis prophetarum and

C. myriocarpa, but N.^UDIN, who has made an especial

study of Cucurbitaces?, is of opinion that the three are

distinct. C. prophetarum has extremely bitter fruit

and angular stems, and has, moreover, the leaves

nearly white orcinereous from the presence of a multi-

tude of short hairs. C. myriocarpa, as the name implies,

bears a great quantity of globular fruit about the

size of a Gooseberry, which falls off with the slightest

shock when ripe. It is, moreover, far more hardy

than the other two species, and comes up natu-

rally from the fallen fruit both at Paris and Vienna,

when it has once been sown, like the common
Squirting Cucumber, and we believe that the same fact

has been observed in this country. The leaves in this,

as in C. Anguria, are green, and the fruit is not bitter.

C. Anguria has less angular stems, the peduncles are

stouter, and the fruit oblong and much larger. In

The first Number of a new Monthly, entitled

the Food Journal, is on our table. The new-
comer is to be devoted to the subject of "food in

eveiy possible aspect and variety, and particularly in

its national bearings, such as economising our present

resources and obtaining new ones. " On the latter

point we are promised a speedy consignment of kan-

garoo sausages. By all means, say we, let us taste and
try, and if we find them nice we shall not fail to express

our thanks to the "Food Journal." If the "Food
Journal " prepare, as we have no doubt it will, a

savoury mess of pottage, and leave the public with the

spoon, we have no doubt whatever of the success of

the publication.

Some people affect to disparage gardeners and
gardening as ministering rather to the luxuries than to

the necessities of life. Such folk would do well to read

a lecture of Mr. W. Ingram's on Plants as Sani-
tary Agents, a full report of which appears in the

Lticester Advertiser of the 5th inst., and from which we
shall, on another occasion, take the liberty of making
some extracts.

Another new variety of the Tulip tree !-

M. Gay, of BoUwiller, has obtained a variety with
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yellow-edgetl leaves, the LiKiODINDRON TULIPIFERUM
I

the same intensity of light from base to summit, the
FOLiis LUTEO-MARC.iNATis, the leaves of which are bottom of one being elevated so high as to escape the
described by M. Van Houtte, to whom examples I shadow thrown by the top of the next. So placed, and
had been submitted, as being all alike margined with

|
by the aid of frequent turnings, each plant may be

yellow in a very even and regular manner. M. Van i moulded into one of those charming models of successful

Houtte observes, that though the " sugar-plum " culture, possessing equal strength from base to summit,
(Jyagt'^) demanded was much beyond his calculations and being all round alike. In connection with this

of any probable return by sales, and therefore he failed terraced stage in the centre of the house, tolerably wide
to acquire the property in the plant, yet he could not shelves may be carried round the sides, and thus the

abstain from recording M. Gay's good fortune in being advantages of both forms of staging may be secured,

the possessor of such a distinguished novelty. All details relating to distance from the glass,

breadth of shelves, height of rise between them, &c.,
must be determined by the character and size of the
house, the nature of the plants cultivated, and the
purposes for which they are grown. The distance

from the glass may range from i to 10 feet, 4 feet being
a useful average ; the width of shelf from 6 inches to a
yard, and the rise between the shelves from 4 inches
to 4 feet. As a general rule, the wider and loftier the
house, or the larger the plants grown, of course the
further the distance from the glass, the wider the
shelves and the greater the distance between them, and
z':ce versd. It must likewise be obvious that where
stages are so wide as to render it necessary for men to

mount them for watering, &e., they must be further

from the glass than where all work upon them can be
done from the side.

The leading characteristics of all good stages may be
summed up under the heads of strength, cleanliness,

lightness, permeability, and durability. The import-

ance of such qualities in plant stages must be so

obvious that they need not be insisted upon at any length.

There must be no doubt about the strength of a stage.

The weight that many of them have to bear is enor-

PLANT STAGES.
I AM not about to discuss the ve.xed question of stage

or no stage ; that can hardly be considered an open

question. Speaking broadly, for decorative and

artistic arrangement, stages are mostly ignored. Their

obtrusive prominence and unyielding stiffness, make sad

havoc with graceful groupings, and the massing together

of beauty. But the two arts, those of cultivation and

of the display of the things cultivated, are two widely

different things. For the former purpose plant stages

are often indispensable ; for the latter they are worse

than useless.

There are many, however, who use stages for

effective display \\'ho neither seem to know nor admit

it. Single plant stands are improvised of stocks of

wood and pillars of stone, while pedestals of china

ware or cement are placed at different points for the

elevation of plants. Such elevators are often exceed-

ingly effective in providing suitable base lines for the

exhibition of choice specimens or groups of plants.

All the varieties of plant stages resolve themselves

into two general forms, with variations—the flat or
i

mous, and the bare possibility of a crash and smash

table stage, and the tier or stair-shaped one. I consider would prove an intolerable nuisance,

the stair-shaped stage is generally the most useful. The ' Being assured of strength we look next for cleanli-

flat one, however, is not without its advocates, ness. The stage must not only be clean, but be easily

and for many purposes stages of this form are kept so. Few things are ninre incongnious amid the

serviceable enough. At best,

however, flat plant stages differ

from the floor of the house mainly

in this, that they raise the plants

nearer to the light. The same
object might often be secured by
simply lowering the roof and sink-

ing the footway, when the base of

the house would answer most of

the purposes of a plant stage.

The matter would thus resolve

itself into one of sightliness, con-

venience, and expense. On the

two former grounds stages would

be preferable ; on the latter, pro-

bably, the floor would have it.

Brick retaining walls by the sides

of the borders would be cheaper

than stages, and obviously more
durable. By covering the enclosed

space with clean shingle or other

porous substances it would be

rendered cleanly, and perfect drain-

age would be ensured.

One of the worst drawbacks

to flat stages is that, unless for

plants of the smallest size, the head of one plant

is apt to destroy the base of another all over the

area of the stage, unless on the outer edges. It is

just possible, should the plants be of a regularly

graduated height, to avoid this evil by careful arrange-

ment, but in practice this is seldom done. Even
when plants may be of unequal heights, they are often

arranged without much regard to the effects of their

shadows upon other plants, and the consequence is

that a great many specimens are ruined in their youth
by overcrowding upon flat stages. It is always a com-
paratively easy matter to renew the top of a plant, but

a fresh base is not so easily laid, and, indeed, can

hardly be provided excepting by the very radical

process of beheading, and thus sacrificing all previous

growth for the sake of a fresh start, which ought not to

have been needed.

Further, unless the plants on flat stages are carefully

arranged as to stature, they will be placed at most
unequal distances from the glass, and this will give rise

to great inequalities of strength and capacity for blos-

soming. Except, then, for the storage of small stock, the

growth of standards along with dwarfs, or the cultiva-

tion of plants of regularly graduated heights, flat or

table stages are hardly to be commended. Where
they are used the most common arrangement is a table

stage on each side, and a path down the centre of the

house. To prevent the best portion of the house from
being wasted by such an arrangement, a second stage,

or shelf, is generally perched up in the apex of the

house, and there used for seed pans and small things.

But it is mostly inconvenient of access, and at times

the old adage, " out of sight out of mind," is apt to be

applied to the roof-shelf with the most disastrous

results. One of the surest modes of escaping such pro-

voking catastrophes is the substitution of staired and
tiered stages for flat ones. By placing such a stage in

the centre of the house, the plants can all be placed at

equal distance from the glass, or at a lesser or greater

distance at pleasure. The whole of them are under
the eye, the chance of neglect thus being reduced to a

minimum. Each plant may likewise be subjected to

Fic. 38.

charms of beauty, the bloom of health, and the pleasures

of good culture, than a foul, filthy plant stand. Again,

the stage should be light,—so light as not to be

obstrusive from its sheer bulk, nor throw shadows by

its mass ; light enough to be well nigh invisible, and to

convey the idea of elegance where it does come into

view. It must not be lost sight of in this relationship

that stages are, after all, very subordinate things.

Their place is under the plants, and as much as may
be out of sight, and therefore there is something

radically wrong either in the culture or arrangement of

that house in which we are arrested by the stage, more

than charmed by its occupants.

Permeability is another characteristic of all good

stages. They must afibrd a free passage for the water

from the bottom of the pots ; and this egress should be

instantaneous. There must be no hindrance, not even

for a moment, else ultimately the bottom soil and base

roots will become, the former soddened into sourness,

the latter afflicted with dropsy, or attacked with

rottenness. On some stages the pots fit so closely to

the shelves, that a kind of capillary attraction is estab-

lished between the two ; the air is barred out, and

consequently the water is .shut in the pot. Any
amount of internal drainage is useless in the absence of

an outlet for water. To plants resting on an impenne-

able base, disease, death, and decay tread sharp upon

the heels of life and beauty. Finally, plant stages

ought to be durable. The trouble, turmoil, and

expense of renewal are great, and ought to be avoided,

therefore whatever material is employed for the

making of plant stages it ought to be the very best of its

kind.

And this brings us to consider the best material for

their manufacture. We are pretty well limited to

wood, slate, stone, earthenware, and iron. The first is

decidedly the worst material, the last the best, for the

purpose. Heat and moisture speedily make sad havoc

of the best timbers that may be employed. Oak will

indeed last many years more than deal, under such try-

ing conditions ; but then its weight, and even its expense,

or actual cost, and the labour of making up, are very

great. The best deal, favoured with careful coatings
of paint, is perhaps the best wood for plant stages

;

but it certainly lacks durability. Dismissing wood,
if possible—it is seldom really possible to do so in prac-
tice—let us proceed to slate and stone. These, if freely

perforated with holes, make good stages. There is

in many quarters a prejudice against them, based on
the assumption that they are too cold for the roots of

plants. It is needless to say that this prejudice rests

upon a mere fallacy—a confounding together of the

actual temperature with the conductive forces of

different bodies. Slate or stone are neither colder nor
hotter than wood within the same house, unless,

indeed, they are directly exposed to the direct action of

a powerful source of heat or cold ; and it has not yet

been proved that the roots of plants are one or the

other. The different conductive powers possessed by
the materials used for plant stages is of little, if any,

practical importance. The danger from the employ-
ment of slate or stone for stages is not from starvation,

but stagnation ; and this I propose to remedy by free

perforation. Earthern or china ware has seldom been
used for plant stages on a large scale. If, however, it

could be made of sufficient strength to carry the

necessary weight, such materials would form stages of

equal beauty and cleanliness.

Iron, however, is doubtless the best of all materials

for plant stages. It possesses every needful character-

istic in the highest degree. It is strong, clean, light,

and durable, and can readily be rendered porous to any

extent. In a molten state it can be moulded into the

most beautiful forms, and malleable iron possesses

sufficient ductility to describe the most elegant patterns.

It can be cast, cut, or made up into any length or size,

and under the twin forces of heat and skill it is as

pliable as clay in the hands of the potter. Its corrosive

properties can be checked or rendered innocuous by

dressings of paint or varnish, or its nist neutralised or

driven out of it by a stream of electricity. Most of us

are familiar with cast-iron stages,

but wrought-iron has not been so

generally employed ; the latter,

however, either alone or in com-

bination with other substances,

forms the best and surest stage.

Wrought-iron frameworks impart

strength and security, while the

frame may be spanned over and

formed into shelves with slabs of

slate or stone.

One of the most ornamental and

useful stages that I have ever seen

was of the latter description. It

was erected at Lyndford Hall, in

Norfolk, by Mr. Beard, of the

Victoria Works, Bury St. Ed-
mund's, in the centre of one of the

patentee's conservatories, and had
a most chaste and elegant effect.

It was a four-tiered stage, having

a centre and three shelves all

round. The accompanying wood-

cut (fig. 3S), showing a cross section

through the middle of the stage,

will give a clearer idea of its char-

acter and appearance than any verbal description. The
simple yet strong framework of the stage was made

of wrought iron. The sides of the shelves are formed

of angle iron, one side forming the upright edge of the

stage, and the other a projecting ledge for the support

of a slate slab that formed the bottom of the shelf.

The indispensable drainage was provided by a layer ot

fine spar being spread over the surface of the slate,

which gave a delicate look of silvery brightness and

cleanliness that formed a charming contrast to the bright

red pots that rested on its surface. The iron was var-

nished with white enamel paint, and the whole effect

was light and ple.asing in the extreme. The very plants

seemed conscious of the beauty oftheir resting-place, and

put out their freshest leaves and loveliest flowers accord-

ingly. At the time of my visit, "without spot," was

the verdict written upon house, and stage, and the

living plants within the one and upon the other. I hear

that further improvements have since been eflected in

these stages. This seems hardly possible. Such an

elegant, useful combination of iron, slate and spar

seemed all that could be desired, and the most charming

thing in stages that could possibly be made. D. T. F.

cultivation of the cinchona
unb.:r glass.

Since first I had the satisfaction of raising the

C. ofiicinalis from seed sent me from the mountains of

Uritusinga, I have devoted some attention to the

cultivation of different species of Cinchona under glass.

This has extended over a period of about 10 years,

during the larger portion of which my experiments

have been carried on in a conservatoiy which I had

constructed for the purpose, and which, though on

quite a limited scale, enables me to estimate what

might be done by means of the appliances at the

disposal of the directors of our botanic gardens. 1

have worked through a fair amount of mistakes and

misfortunes, and have now about 20 different fornis

(species or varieties) of Cinchona in various
^^<='°l

development ; and of these, recently flowering, one
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plant of the C. officinalis,* one of the var. Colorado
del Rey, and one very forward in bud of the (as yet

uiidescribed) C. Forbesiana. I have also still in

blossom a plant of the Howardia caracasensis about
10 ieet in height, and covered with flowers for the last

two or three months. Such a result, if exhibited to

the whole pharmaceutical world, as it might be at

Kew, could not fail to excite interest, and, moreover,

the possession of living plants gives the opportunity of

observing many things not apparent in dried specimens.

The facilities thus afforded for physiological inves-

tigation are also very important to those who delight

to trace the beautiful contrivances and manifest design

everywhere apparent in Nature, and to whom well-

observed facts are more interesting than mere mecha-
nical theories of vegetation. As aii instance, I was
recently examining, together with a botanist well

acquainted with the Cinchonse in their native woods,
some beautiful trebly-scrobiculate leaves of my plants,

and we agreed that inspection demonstrated the im-

probability of a theory recently advanced as regards

the scrobiculation, which ascribes its origin to an

inherited defect derived from the attacks of insects.

The tmth being, on the contrary (as I have often

observed), that insects are not found to attack this part

of the leaf in preference, but are much more addicted

to some other- portion of the plant. The additional

beauty of the leaf derived from the scrobicules, and
their great regularity, must be seen to be appreciated,

presenting an appearance quite unlike that of an

accidental monstrosity.

As to the light to be thus thrown on botanical

arrangement, I may mention the opportunity afforded

of raising the seeds proceeding from the same bunch of

capsules, and observing thus, as I am doing at the

present moment, the amount of variation to be observed

in the children of one parent plant.

The very difficulties to be overcome in imitating, as

far as possible, the climate and soil of the mountain
regions of the Andes, present many subjects of not

unfruitful consideration.

The influence of light upon vegetation will force

itself upon the attention in all the varied aspects of the

question, as, indeed, presenting some of the most
formidable difficulties in the cultivation of plants so

sensitive as these are to the deficiency of stimulus in

the dreary months of winter, and to the excess both of

heat and light in our summer above that to which they

have been accustomed. The effect of difierent coloured

rays of polarised light, of a greater or less amoiuit of

actinism, necessarily comes into view.

The leaves of many species are particularly sensitive

to light, and turn towards the rays of the sun in a
manner sufficiently remarkable. In some kinds the

structure and colouring are very beautifnl, and woul<f

quite repay cultivation with this object in view. They
are frequently covered with a lustrous epiderm, as

described by Dr. Weddell, in reference to the Calisaya.

This epiderm seems, as in the case of some other plants,

largely composed of wax : when this is removed, either

by mechanical injury or by chemical solvents, the leaf

suffei-s, and the oxidation of the juices becomes manifest.

It is not easy to imagine from dried specimens the

great variety of structure and characteristic peculiarities

which the leaves present ; but when once well observed,

the aspect of the plant fixes itself in the memory.
The respiration of plants, as affected by a too retentive

soil or by too abundant application of water to the

roots, has to be studied, and it is also necessary to

mark the period of hibernation or repose, and to

encourage rather than to interfere with rest at this

period, a period which seems in India to be very
accurately marked, and which, even under glass, it is not
difficult to trace.

Then the nutrition of the plants will require much
care. It may, at first sight, seem requisite simply to
provide the needed soil ; and very pure sand, such as
Reigate sand, rich loam, and bog earth, in proportions,

varying according to the species,—when mixed, as I

find desirable, with broken brick, — will suffi-

ciently afford this. But there is more than this

;

for we shall find, if we study the plant, that it is

desirable to supply it at the period of its most active

vegetation ^vith food, ministered as much as possible

in a liquid form, and therefore more easily assimilated.

For as regards the life and growth of the plant we
may, in a certain sense, adopt the saying of Thales,
that "all things are from water," for all things must be
in solution (either aqueous or aerial) before they can be
changed into the living substance of the vegetable.

Now the natural solvent is rain as it falls from the
clouds, and in the normal state (as observed by Weddell
and Markham) of the Cinchonset the roots spread
superficially through a loose mass of earth and decay-
ing vegetation, amidst which they absorb, together
with the rain-water, various mineral substances, and
also gases, especially carbonic acid, presented to the
spongioles in the manner most to their advantage.

* This plant was cut down, and the produce of sulph. qui
which I derived from it is recorded in my " Quinolog^ of the
East Indian Plantations," p. 3. It is now again grown up to a
height of 8 feet 6 inches. Mr. Broughton has recently found
in five exceptionally fine trees, desiendants of the sister of the
above, 6.20 of purified alkaloids per cent.

Or sulphate of quinine (obtained crystallised) 3.46 per cent.
Sulphate of cinchonidine ,j 1.94 ,,

Also cinchonine,

t The C. succirubra prefers a stronger soil, and, perhaps,
this account, is more easy to cultivate than some others.

M. H. Struve* has recently demonstrated the

existence, under certain conditions, of nitrate of

ammonia, together with ozone and oxygenated water,

in rain and snow ; and M. Deville has found in snow
and rain, collected in the neighbourhood of the hospice

of St, Bernard, a similar composition, at least in so far

as nitric acid and ammonia being present in greater or

less quantities. I learn from Dr. Anderson that some
species of Cinchona flourish at Darjeeling, although the

rainfall averages 127.30 inches for the year,+ of

which 82 inches fall in three months of the summer.
But then the character of the soil and slope of the hills

is such that the rain-water after having bathed the roots,

passes away immediately from them; for Dr. Anderson,

as everyone else, finds the Cinchonie to be most im-

patient of water at the roots. This is difficult to

imitate, and the change consequent on the scarcity of

rain-water to that derived from springs has (apparently)

cost me the health of some valuable plants. Then,
again, as the leaves can form chlorophyll only in

sunshine, and can only then derive nourishment from

the air, it must be remembered that, in dark and

gloomy weather, we must supply less water and less

nourishment to the roots, or the harmony of Nature will

be destroyed, and the consequences may be fatal.

From the same considerations it will follow that too

much artificial warmth in the night season will be

injurious ; and, indeed, the plants never seem to thrive

better than when a considerable range of temperature

between day and night is allowed to exist. I have

found great practical benefit from adopting the system

of double glazing, leaving a stratum of air about 4
inches in thickness between the sheets of glass. Tliis

tends greatly to prevent sudden chills, which are

injurious, and also to retain a larger amount of

moisture in the air surrounding the plants. This is

much required, and best secured by syringing the leaves

with tepid water twice in the day, avoiding the col-

lection of water around the roots. It is important to

provide well for their drainage by means of broken

bricks or tiles ; 4nd 1 find an advantage in conducting

the warni water of the return pipes below the level

surface of the ground, so as to secure a slight and

constant elevation of the temperature. I have a

thermometer pltmged iS inches in the bed of earth in

which my largest plants grow, and I have not noticed

this below 50" F. in wmter. I think that the proper

range of temperarure might be placed at frontt 55° in

winter to 65** in summer.
It is very important to alloW as mnch access of fresh

air as possible. It nrast be remembered that these ari

mountain plants, loving free air and altei"riate mist and
sunshine, whilst the hot, close atmosphere of the lower

valleys is always injurious to their perfection as quinine-

producing plants, and generally fatal to then- giowth.+

The very condition of life depends on the constituent

molecules of an organised body being never all in

repose ; and wllilst these are, on the one hand,

received from without, on the other hand effete

particles are continually expelled from the plant, whilst

others are deposited in the formed tissues, thus building

up gradually the solid portions of the structure. In

this manner plants live, gi'ow and multiply under the

influence of the vital force ; and if these phenomena
were more constantly under the notice of our writers on

Nature, we should perhaps be able nationally to

elaborate something better than mechanical theories of

life, forced upon our acceptance with an amount of

confidence bearing an inverse ratio to the proofs pro-

duced. We should, perhaps, not be told that " there

is no real difference between vital and physical forces."

Even the theory of cell-formation as the origin of all

living things, though true as to the manner in which
Nature works, yet does not elucidate her mysteries. It

seems to solve more than it really does explain, for

what is the cell but the boundary within which Nature
canies on her operations? ij and, after all, what are

these ? and what is life ? Whoever watches the

manner in which Nature acts the tedile with her cells

—

('*diruit, cedificat, mutat quadrata rotundis")—will

think little of the cell itself, and much of that which it

contains. If I take in my hands a brick, I have a

specimen of material by which, through adding brick

to brick, the four walls of a house may be constructed
;

but I should not be able thence to reason out the

nature of the stirring active life which those boundary
walls might contain. The addition of brick to brick

might very well illustrate the phenomena of aystal-

lisation, but the activities of life within the plant much
more resemble the course of reconstruction of a great

city like Paris, in which an imperial will, availing

• " Journal de Pharmacic ct de Chnnie," November, 1869, p. 357,

t Bcardmore, " Manual of Hydrology," p. 3^0,

t I have recently had the opportunity of observing the same
result as produced by sunilar causes in Indix Two specimens of
red bark were sent over for analysis from " Balmadies," a
Cinchona plantation belonging to Mr. Rhode. One of these

presented the usual appearance of East India succirubra bark.

Mr. Broughton informs me that it was grown in a valley adjoining
the Neilgherries, at an elevation of about 4000 feet. Mr. B. made
an examination of it. Though actually lower in elevation tfian

the site of the lower Crown barks on the Ncdiwattum plantations,

which produce much cinchonidme, it is tolerably rich in quinine.

"The climate differs from these latter by this peculiarity, that

during the dry season fogs and mist roll up each day from the

western coast, and moisten the leaves and shade them from the
baking Indian sun. The other specimen had the aspect of
the C. rubra dura of the Germans, and contained less quinine, but
more than twice as much cinchonidine. It came "fi-om the hot
bottom of the valley."

§ See "Chemismus der Pflanzenzelle,' von Dr. H. Karsten.
Wien, 1869, pp. 5, 6, &c.

itself of the all-arranging genius of a subordinate

functionary, acts for the good of the whole, and caring

little for the four walls, or for any number of them,

if standing in the way of its well-devised projects,

adapts the materials even of previous structures to the

exigencies of the new thing that has to be produced ;

and who will deny that the result is admirable?

It is thus that practical experience in cultivation

leads to the review of theories which must be cast

aside when they have served their turn, or demolished

when they stand in the way of real science, which
means knowledge, and not speculation.

In the address of the President I observe with

pleasure the remark that *' a country stroll of half-an-

hour will yield material for thought and investigation

available for many a day ;
" and may we not extend,

the application of the lines which he has quoted to the

more difficult, but not less remunerative, objects of

study presented by the cultivation of plants in circum-

stances so different to those of their native habitat?

The very difficulties we encounter are a source of

pleasure in overcoming them, and enable us to ap-

preciate more fully that infinitely varied Wisdom
which has appointed everything beautiful in its season,

and all things in measure and number and weight.

jVe quid nimis is a golden rule for everyone that

attempts to cultivate the Cinchonas under glass. To
neglect this would be to ensure failure in the under-

taking, y. E. Howardi F.L.S.^ in the ^^Pharmaceutical

yaurnal,

"

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
Information is requested respectitig the under-

mentioned firms :—Messrs. Parsons & Co., West Ham
Lane, Plaistow ; and Messrs. Collier Brothers, iS,

Newgate Street.

pome Corrcspanbence.

The Pine Beetle.— I observe in the Gardeners^

Chronicle a notice of an attack on a plantation of

Scotch Firs by the beetle HyUngus pinipeida, and your

remarks thereon. Some two or three years ago I

reported, in tlie Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, an attack {as I concluded) from the same
enemy on a plantation of my own of remarkably fine

healthy Pinus austriaca. On going to this plantation

one day, I was surprised at seeing some inches of the

terminal shoot of each branch turned yellow, which
was quite unaccountable to me. I pointed this out to a
friend, a naturalist, and he at once named the enemy,

and asked if there were any moribund Fir trees near at

hand, as the embryo of this was usually deposited under

the bark of trees in that state. I recollected that a

Scotch Fir had been cut down within a few yards of

these P. austriacas two years previously, and had not

been removed, which my friend considered sufficient to

account for, and as probably the source of, this mis-

chief. He advised me to have the shoot of every

branch affected cut off just below tlie part affected, and
burned. I adopted his advice, but feared the trees so

treated would be permanently disfigured, as this

involved cutting off most of the leading shoots at some
distance from their origin. I was pleased to see the

following summer new shoots proceeding from the

points of amputation. The trees have long since been

completely restored to their original health and beauty,

and no sign of the existence of the enemy has been dis-

coverable since. I send these few remarks, from recol-

lection, for the information of your correspondent, in case

you may not have the Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society to refer to. C. Laurence, Cirencester.

The St. Petersburg Exhibition.—At p. 1064

(rS69), Mr. R. Warner states that the persons who had

sent plants to the St. Petersburg exhibition were refitsed

by the railway companies free p.T.sses for the return

journey, and that the same managers of the exhibition

who had declared in print that any one sending plants

by railway should have free passes for the return

journey, admitted they could not compel the railway

companies. To obtain a free return pa.ssage, a certifi-

cate stating that the plants had really been sent to the

exhibition was necessary. These certificates were

delivered by myself, and were never refused to the

proper persons. The Imperial Horticultural Society

has not heard that the railway companies refused free

passages to persons who were furnished wdth the above-

mentioned certificate. If Mr. Warner has made his

statement without any grounds, he will, I hope, acknow-

ledge it ; if not, we shall be much indebted to him if

he will name the persons who had been deceived, as

he mentions, and what railw.iy company refused

the free return passage, and who of the managers

of the St. Petersburg Exhibition admitted that they

could not compel the railway company. P. Wolkeitstetn,

Secretary of the Imperial Horticultural Society of Russia.

[Our correspondent is rather late in his inquiries. We
live so fast here in England that we have well nigh

forgotten the minor incidents pertaining to the

exhibition, though the recollection of the cordiality

and magnificence of the reception atforded to our

compatriots will not speedily be effaced. Eds.]

The Vines at Cole Orton.—If, in the discus-

sions that take place in your columns, corre-

spondents would speak only of what they know
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to be facts from their own personal experience, much

valuable space, and much stormy argmnent, would

be sa\ed. But when a writer begins to argue upon

"what he has heard," there is no limit to the curious

statements that may be made. I am induced to write

the above, after having read a few lines in an article

on "the pruning of the Vine," at p. 174, lit which

the writer says, " I have never seen the Vines at

Cole Orton," and adds— "If my information is

correct," &c. As the owner of the Vines in question,

1 beg to inform " B." (with all courtesy) that he has

been greatly misinformed. No particular Vine here

has been devoted "specially and solely to exhibition

purposes," nor is one Vine more "celebrated" than

another, as my gardener (Mr. M. Henderson) has

taken 1st prizes from every early house I have. There

are several other Vines in the " small brick pit, " which

is about 40 feet long, and the " ramblmg" has merely

been allowed to fill up the space caused by the removal

of other Vines which have failed from various causes.

Every Vine in all the houses has borne its full share

of Grapes as long as I can remember them ; and,

judging from what I see at other places, I should say

they were rather overcropped than otherwise. As "B."
adds, "The whole gist of the matter turns upon the

question of returns, " and with these I have always been

perfectly satisfied. I may add that, though only an

amateur, I take great interest in Grape growing, and

am frequently in the hoiises, so that I am well able to

speak as to the equal cropping of Vines. George II.

Beaumont^ Cole Orton Hall.

Cheap Tobacco.—Mr. H. Beasley, at p. 42,

recommends the home growing of tobacco for fumi-

gating purposes, and speaks very favourably of its

efficiency. I have grown it for many years, but always

found it of little value when used by itself. It

required to be mixed with half Tobacco or tobacco-

paper to be of any service in destroying green-fly or

thrip. And again, there is not one in fiftywhom it would

pay to grow it, or, who, indeed, has the means to do so,

as in the spring every available space is filled with

bSdding-plants, cic. Mr. Beasley cautions me not to

grow too great a qu.antity. May I ask him what

quantity 1 can grow without infringing the revenue

laws ? I think 5 square yards only is allowed by the

Revenue. Since my letter appeared in your columns at

p. 1283, 1S69, I have received three letters from well-

known tobacco-paper manufacturers, w^ho have tried

the mixture which I use, and speak of its efficiency in

the highest praise. I hope soon to hear that we are

to be supplied with good and cheap Tobacco for fumi-

gating, and also for making tobacco-water when
required, which will be a great boon to gardeners and

nurserymen. Since writing the above, I have received

orie of Mr. Appleby's fumigators, and some compound
tobacco paper for trial. I find it to be a most efficient

means of getting rid of greenfly and thrips. The fumi-

gator is simple in construction, and may be easily used

by any one, without injury to the most delicate plants.

The compound bums freely, without blowing, or

requiring any attention after it is lighted, and soon fills

the house with smoke. I fumigated four houses with

2 lb. of this compound, with very good results. I put

some red hot asTies in the bottom of the pot, placed the

Compound (well pulled to pieces) into it, and shut down
the lid. The fumigator was left in each house until

the latter became full of smoke. I put i lb. of the

compound into the pan when I commenced, and after-

wards added some before putting it into the other

houses. I like a wet evening for fumigating houses, as

the heavy atmosphere keeps the smoke in them longer

than it can be retained when the weather is fine.

William Smythe, the Gardens, Elmham Hall.

Calceolaria aurea floribunda.—I should like

to say a few words about this as a pot plant, for

decorating a greenhouse or a conservatory, and

also to describe my method of cultivation. Perhaps

Some may object to it as a conservatory plant, but

iVhen it is mixed with the darker sorts, such as C. Victor

Emmanuel and the shrubby kinds, it is a sight well

worth seeing. About the end of October I select from

the border some nice dwarf bushy plants, which I then

plant into a turf pit in some good loamy soil, and pro-

tect them from frost. Plenty of air is given to them in

fine weather, In the month of February I lift them
and pot them in lo-inch pots, and tie them out neatly,

each shoot to a separate stake. They are then placed

in a light airy house, near to the glass, where they are

allowed plenty of air and kept free from insects. When
they commence to show their flowers I remove them to

the conservatory, where they continue in bloom for

about three months. I have grown plants in this way

3 feet through and one mass of flower. Oiaen Orpet.

Yellow Bedding Plants.—When I started the

subject of yellow bedding plants, I did so with the

hope of finding a suitable substitute for the Calceo-

laria in places where it is found impossible to grow it

with any degree of certainty ; and I stated I had not

met with anything more suitable for the purpose than

the yellow Pansies. I have never thought or wrote

about substituting the Pansy for the Calceolaria where

it could be successfully grown, for I admire the Calceo-

laria as much as any man, and consider, for flower

garden arrangements, as a yellow bedder it has no equal.

But though I admire the Calceolaria, it is not to be

depended upon in all seasons and places. There are

places near here where all sorts of soil and treatment

have been tried, but without success ; and I may state

that in four large establishments near here (Osberton
excepted), where bedding is carried on to a great extent,

scarcely a Calceolaria (comparatively speaking) is to be
seen, while at three of the establishments Pansies are

grown by the thousand with good effect, and the fourth

relies on the golden foliage of the Pelargonium, Now,
as the yellow Calceolaria is not to be depended on in

either of these establishments, it is requisite that a
proper substitute should be found. And with that view
I opened the subject, which has certainly up to the

present time led to nothing satisfactory. It is true we
have heard how diffi^rent parties winter and treat their

Calceolarias, and no doubt these hints, coming as they

do from practical men, will be found of service to some
of your readers j but the real question at issue is,

putting the Calceolaria out of the question, can any of

: numerous readers recommend a better continuous

yellow flowering plant than the Pansy suitable for the

flower garden? Mr. Quintin Read, in his notes on
Thoresby, at p. 78, remarked, " I must not omit to men-
tion the splendid rows of yellow Pansies. Much has
been written about yellow bedding plants of late,

and it is now an undisputed fact that in many
gardens the yellow Calceolaria proves a failure.

The yellow-foliaged Pelargoniums considerably aid

the flower gardener, and the Golden Pyrethrum
has proved a useful foliage plant. But this yellow

Pansy fills up a gap which neither Pelargoniums

nor Pyrethrums can supply. It produces a profu-

sion of bright golden flowers throughout the season,

which alike withstand the evil effects of wind, rain,

and drought." This much I stated in my communi-
cation after my visit to Thoresby, Rufford, and Sand-

beck, where the Pansies are so extensively and well

grown. Each has its favourite yellow, which I have

previously described in these columns ; and I would
recommend those who disbelieve in the merits of Pansies

for bedding purposes to visit the above named esta-

blishments, and I believe they will be convinced by
ocular demonstration that I have not over-rated their

merits as bedding plants. With regard to the

coddling method of wintering the Calceolaria, which

some of your correspondents allude to, especially Mr.

A. Dean, this is perfectly correct—some people treat

them more like exotics than half-hardy plants, which
they are. My Calceolarias are all wintered in low
span frames, 13 feet long and 5 feet wide : four of

these frames are annually used for the purpose—6000
plants being about the number annually propagated.

The cuttings are inserted about the end of October, and
remain there during the winter ; in sharp frosty weather

some long litter is thrown over the frames for protec-

tion ; in the spring, as soon as the weather is con-

sidered safe, these frames are entirely removed, and

the Calceolarias, with the exception of C. amplexicaulis,

are fully exposed. These frames are constructed with

movable lights, so that plenty of air can be admitted

at any time ; this is all the coddling mine get. The
yellow varieties I use are :—C. amplexicaulis : this is a

grand autumn plant, and always to be depended upon,

although more tender th.an most varieties ; beds of this

and purple King Verbena mixed are very telling.

C. aurea floribunda : this variety is very free-flowering,

but if allowed to bloom early, there is towards tlie autumn
nothing to be seen but bloom-stalks and seed-vessels.

C. viscosissima : this grows freely, but does not bloom so

well. An old narrow-leaved variety, better known now
as Gaines' Seedling, is in some seasons very eflfective

and flowers fi-eely, but I jhave seen it in some parts in

a hot season without a flower during the whole sea-

son ; it rarely dies off with me. Yellow Prince of

Orange and Trentham Yellow complete the list of yel-

lows in use here. A variety called Golden Chain proved

a decided acquisition at Thoresby last season, and

appeared to be certain. There is also a very old

variety grown in "the Dukeries," that was sent out

many years ago by the late Mr. Widnall, and known
now by the name of Dwarf Clumber ; this variety I

have seen very good, it is very dwarf and compact.

Edward Bennett, Osberton.

Herbaceous Perennials and Biennials.—Now
that the rage for ribbon gardening is somewhat abating,

and we are harking back again to those grand old

herbaceous plants which our ancestors delighted to

cultivate, but which a few years since were well nigh

doomed to extinction by an universal deluge of scarlet

Pelargoniums and yellow Calceolarias, there is one

singularly handsome plant which I am astonished to

find almost unknown and ungrown—I mean that

remarkable and magnificent biennial, Michauxia cam-

panuloides. I do not know why this is, for it comes

up freely from seed, will grow in almost any soil, and

is perfectly hardy. I had a bed of it last year, each

plant being between 4 and 5 feet high, and a perfect

pyramid of large, snow-white. Passion-flower like

blooms. The effect produced is still more striking if

the plants are placed singly in a mixed border, as you

would plant a Dahlia, with plenty of room to show

themselves off. It is a plant greatly beloved by bees.

Your correspondent "A. I. P.," when writing on that

beautiful family the Hellebores, has omitted to mention

H. trifolius, otherwise called Coptis trifoliata, but a

very true-looking Hellebore. It is, I think, second in

beauty to none of its race, and to see it growing on

my friend Mr. Ellacorabe's rockery at Bilton is a sight

worth going a long way to see. Helleborus atrorubens
is a perfect gem of gems. I have a plant now just
coming into bloom with about a hundred flower-stems.
Its lovely purple pendent bells, crowded with yellow
stamens, make it, I think, one of the prime
ornaments of the spring garden. There is another
very lovely and desirable little spring plant just now
pushing up into bloom, I mean Crocus Sieberi or
nivalis. Its beautiful lavender-blue blooms, based with
yellow, would iuake an almost unequalled spring bed,

side by'side with one of Eranthis hyemalis and the Ane-
mone blanda, about which your correspondent " M. J. B."
so eloquently writes, and which I wish he would tell me
where to get. [Try Backhouse. Eds.] By-the-by, Ane-
mone ranunculoides is another gem of the spring parterre,

which one seldom sees. Some few years since, through
the kindness of a friend, I procured a few roots from
the wild habitat at Abbott's Langley. They have
increased with amazing rapidity, and in a month or two
I shall have two or three glorious golden patches.

There is a white variety of Anemone apennina, which
is indescribably beautiful. I found it growiitg abun-
dantly near Tivoli, three years ago, and dug up a
number of roots, but they unfortunately perished before

I got home. Can any reader of the Gardener^
Chronicle supply my loss ? The Roman Squill, Belle-

vallia romana, whose spikes of gi-eenish white bells

will recal inany a saunter in the grounds of the Villa

Doria, or the meadows by the banks of the Tiber, is a

bulb which every spring garden should have. Tricho-

nema Bulbocodium, another most lovely denizen of the

Italian meadows, with large purple Crocus-like flowers,

and linear grassy leaves, is a plant which every one

should grow. I have a bunch or two which I dug
from the hills near Fidena;, which I treasure with much
pride. And then there is that charming little striped

Crocus suaveolens, with which the English burial-

ground at Rome is studded on the very earliest spring

day. I dug up a large bunch when attending poor

Gibson, the sculptor's, funeral, but, alas ! they were

so diy and shrivelled when I got home, that I

was baulked of my hope to plant a lasting

floral memorial in my Buckinghamshire garden. Who,
too, that has driven out into the Campagna, and

remembers the pretty pink, star-like flowers of Erodium
romanum which studded the banks, will not try to

grow it in their gardens at home? It does so well

that it becomes a perfect weed, and is no mean com-

panion to its more gorgeous brethren Erodium

hymenodes, with its heads of French-white and purple

flowers, and E. Manescavi, with its umbels of magenta

bloom as big as Geranium sanguineum. Ornithogalum

exscapum, too, that beautiful Star of Bethlehem, with

its large white flowers scarcely rising out of the ground,

with which all the meadows on the Appian Way are

so thickly studded ; and the yellow and green Gagea

lutea, and the white and pale lavender varieties of

Muscari botryoides, and the green-tipped white bells

of Leucojum vernum, and the exquisite white and pale

lilac Triteleias uniflora and alliacea (the latter by some

called Leucocoryne alliacea), and those beautiful

Fumitories, Corydalis nobilis, capnoides solida, and

cava albiflora—how beautiful they are, with a host of

others too numerous to mention now—how easily

gi'own, but how seldom seen. What has become of

"the great double yellow Cowslip" which old

Hill figured, and Miller described a century ago, and

which, with a double white Cowslip (not Hose-in-Hose),

our forefathers used to grow ? Where, O where have

these grand old things gone ? H. Harpur Crraie, The

Rectory, Drayton Beauchamp, Triiig.

Rendle's Plant Protectors.—With all due respect

to Mr. Fish's judgmeftt, I must say that to me these

appear as mere toys, which are anything but useful to

the gardener. Rendle's plant ptotectors are all very

well as they appear in your columns, but I cannot see

that their adoption will fill our vegetable baskets earlier,

more abundantly, or more cheaply than by using our

old-fashioned hand-glasses and dung-frames ; and I am
quite sure that those who may use them will find their

glazier's bill trebled. Much of the value of protectors

consists in the ease with which they are removed from

one place to another. Compare the removing of a two-

light box or frame with as many of these protectors as

will cover the same space of gi'ound. Mr. Fish speaks

of raising them on bricks, when necessary, for head

room. Has he managed to do this without pulling the

whole down ? or has he lifted it at one end or other-

wise, without breaking glass ? If they are perched on

the bricks, what is to support the stnicture on each

side ? Again, if they are filled with Lettuces, and we

will say those best for use first are in the middle, and

the protectors are 3 or 4 yards long, how does he get at

them without pulling the whole down ? The last tune

I saw them some of the tiles were on the top of the

glass as well as the glass on the tiles. How many of

the beautiful squares of glass were smashed I will not

venture to say. The glass being merely mserted m the

grooves of the tiles, if anything causes the latter to give

way on either side, the result may be imagined,

especially as glass is not the most flexible of thm^,

neither are the plants which it covers. I may De

wrono in my estimation of these protectors, and i nave

no dSubt but that they will find favour ^v.th some

amateurs and lady gardeners ; but I do not hfs ate to

sav, that to the practical gardener, who frequently h^

thb^ s. d. question mstilled hito him, they «all be of
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the same rehtive value as Peter Pindar's razor seller's

commodity was to Hodge, the carter. W. P. R.,

Hohvood.

Forcing Seakale.—A better plan than that sug-

gested by your correspondent, " R. M." at p. 178, to

force this desirable esculent, is to head the stools

down, cutting them off about 2 or 3 inches below the

crown, and to insert them in pans of sand, covering

them with pots of the same size, and keeping the sand

well saturated with tepid water. Any out-of-the-

way corner where heat is available will answer the

purpose for gi'owing it. Those who have a Mushroom-
house can grow any quantity by placing the pans on

the evaporating troughs. Seakale produced in this

w^ay will be equally as fine as that recommended by

your correspondent, besides being obtained with such

a saving of time and labour. This plan also obviates

the necessity of destroj-ing the whole bed of roots.

Thos. Turner, Walton, Wakefield.

The Beechwood Melon.—In Mr. Radclyfle's

selection of fruit I was delighted to see that he included

the above. If well grown, I have no hesitation in

saying it is the finest Melon in cultivation. Some
years since I saw a house devoted entirely to it at

Bowood. It contained the finest lot of fruit I ever saw.

I have been told since that it is a difficult variety to

manage, being a shy setter and bad grower ; certainly,

at the time I saw it, there was not a shadow of this

infirmity. Would ^Ir. Scammell kindly enlighten us

on this point ? P. T. T.

Conservatory Plants.—I am desirous to obtain

a list of the plants most suitable for a London conser-

vatory without artificial heat ; that is to say, plants

which can stand the heat under glass of July and

August, and the cold of an exceptionally severe winter,

which in a well built conservatory, forming part of a

London house, may occasionally be as low as 28° or

26*. In my case I began by having a coil of hot -water

pipe, heated by half-a-dozen gas jets, but what between

neglect of the servants in not lighting the stove until

some days after the December frost had set in, and the

injurious effects of the gas once the stove was in use, I

came to the conclusion I had better give up the stove,

and stick to those plants only wliich can stand a slight

touch of frost once in a way. With me, in the frost of

December, or since from the fumes of gas, Tradescantia

zebrina is dead, while two Passinoras, Heliotrope, Co-
boea scandens, and Adiantum cuneatum, have lost their

leaves. On the other hand, Ficus repens [stipulata],

on the damp wall of a fountain, is alive, as also are Hoya
carnosa, Cissus antarticus, Lapageria rosea, and Bigno-

nia capreolata. In the plant line my wants are :— I.

Evergreen climbers with strong foliage, for covering a

trellis 10 feet high ; 2. Greenhouse Ferns, also ever-

green ; and, 3. Rockwork plants, suchas Sedums, Saxi-

fragas, &c., but able to stand the summer-heat of a
glass-house without becoming drawn and spindly. P.
[Cissus antarcticus is no doubt one of the very best

evergreen plants for such a house, and we should try

Jasminum revolutum and WalHchianum. Of green-

house Ferns the Japanese evergreens, as Lastrea opaca,

hirtipes, Standishii, erythrosora, and Sieboldii would
be suitable ; also Woodwardia orientalis, and many of

the choice varieties of our native Scolopendrium, with
Polypodium vulgare cambricum, omnilacerum, pul-

cherrimum, and some related varieties ; all of these are

effective. The Saxifraga sarmentosa will succeed in

such a house. Have any of our readers had experi-

ence of other plants which meet "R.'s" inquiry? Et)S.]

Musa Ensete.—This plant does admirably well,

under ordinary care, where it has room enough to

expand its lange and splendid leaves. Not long since,

in a house of such things, I saw three fine specimens of
it, about 15 feel high, with scarcely a blemished leaf on
any of them. On an average each of them bore 10 fine

leaves, which varied in length from 5 to 10 feet by 2 in

breadth. The plants were bought as young ones nearly
two years since, and they have stood in the places where
I saw them for over a year and a half. They were grow-
ing in strong rich soil and out of tubs, and set at regular
distances apart, along a central bed of the house where
their appearance was as effective as any one could have
desired. Some of your readers who know the Musa
Ensete can imagine what splendid objects these must
be, and how well adapted they are to show off a nice

conser\-atory, especially at a time when flowers of any
kind are not over plentiful, and when other foliage

has sometimes enough to do to compensate. And
besides this, it is worthy of some consideration to

know that such noble examples of vegetable life are
brought to view by the expenditure of much less labour
than is required for some others, that as substitutes

would not look so well. P. M.

Sophora japonica.—In answer to the inquiries of
your correspondent, " Bath," in Gardeners' Chronicle oi
Saturday last, p. 177, respecting the Sophora japonica,

I may say that the tree is growing close to, and trained
against the wall of the house in which the late Mr.
Aiton, Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, &c.,

resided. The trunk is about 4 feet in girth, it seems
to have grown very freely, and has been frequently

headed back to the height of the front wall of the

house, about 20 feet. I also send you dimensions of

two fine trees growing in the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew : the one, at 3 feet from the ground, has a trunk

girth of 12 feet 5 inches, height 50 feet, circumference

of branches 210 feet ; the other, girth of tnmk 8 feet, I

height 45 feet, circumference of branches 195 feet.

These are fine objects in the gardens when covered

with their lovely white flowers. There was also a fine

tree, six years ago, in the grounds at Syon House.
yohn Smith, Cii7-ator, Poyal Gardens^ Keiv.

Vine Soils.—As the loam from the Mansfield
magnesian formation has been mentioned by Mr.
Forsyth, I may be allowed to state my experience

in the use of that soil, and I may say, in the

outset, it will not be found to aid Mr. Cramb's
theory in any one particular ; indeed, so far as I can

see, Mr. Cramb has assumed a false position, for

though magnesian lime in its burnt or caustic form may
be highly injurious to vegetation, I doubt if it can be
considered so while in the form of stone. On the

contrary, we find it, as Mr. Tillery has explained, pro-

ducing the finest crops ; therefore while it may be per-

fectly true that the Vines at Tortworth have failed,

may it not be equally true that the cause to which
Mr. Cramb attributes his want of success is not

the real one ? — at any rate we have ample proof

that loam direct from the face of the magnesian
limestone rock has produced Grapes of the finest

quality for a great number of years past ; and surely a

fact of that kind is not to be ignored by one simple

failure, unless that is more directly attributable to mag-
nesian limestone than at the present time is made
apparent by Mr. Cramb's statement. Now I calculate

that during the time I was at Berry Hill I used in the

formation of Vine and Peach borders, and for the

growth of Pines and other cultural purposes, upwards
of 6000 loads of the dolomite loam, and I had no
fault to find with it. It all came direct from the

quarries. For the cultivation of Vines in pots nothing

could possibly be finer. The plants grew in it with a

luxuriance not to be excelled, while the permanent
Vines, Muscats included, would bear comparison with

the best not only in the county but in the country.

Now this loam had to be carted two miles, and this

fact alone should be sufficient to demonstrate that the

expense would not have been incurred if the soil had
not been worth the cost, and superior to that which we
could have procured from the red sandstone formation

close at home. Nothing could exceed the profusion and
vigour of the Vine roots when growing in pots, so

dense did they become that it was impossible to shake
the soil away from them

;
just the same was it with the

Vines in the open borders, they grew with a luxuriance

which could not be surpassed, and yet there was no
addition of rich manure to the soil, but merely brick

rubbish, some charcoal, and half-inch bonedust. For
the cultivation of the Vine, Melons, and Cucumbers,
and plants of all kinds, I found this soil all that I could
desire, so much so that I cannot call to mind a
single plant that refused to grow in it. It may not be
out of place to remark that the limestone in the neigh-

bourhood of Mansfield does not crop up on the surface,

as it does in some parts of the district, but generally it

is overlaid by a layer of clay, varying from i to 3 or

4 feet in thickness, and then comes the loam ; but still

in other places where the loam has come direct from
the surface of the rock, success in the cultivation of the

Vine was not less marked. One fact connected with
the use of this loam may be noted. For years two
plants of the Royal George Peach had been much
infected with mildew, and wash and dress with sulphur

as much as we might, still the pest was there, so as to

spoil the effect of a very fine wall of trees. Reflecting

that diseases in fruit trees, in fact in all trees, arise as

much from the want of constitutional vigour as from
the liabilities of some special varieties to take them, I

determined to lift the trees and replant them in fresh

soil. This was done, and the trees were placed in the

dolomite loam, and since the removal there has scarcely

been a trace of mildew, red spider, thrip, or green-fly

upon them, but, upon the contrary, the foliage every
season has had a vigorous black-green robust appear-
ance,—demonstrative of the suitableness of the soil, as

well as the treatment which the trees had received.

From the preceding statement it will be perceived
that I cannot join Mr. Cramb in his crusade against the

dolomite—on the contrary, I have every reason to be
satisfied with it ; and therefore, in the interest of Vine
cultivation, I think it is pity that Mr, Cramb should
have raised the cry of " Wolf, wolf," when, if we may
judge of the experience of others in the use of the same
kind of soil, he has nothing but veiy innocent lambs
in the fold. Surely when Mr. Cramb speaks of 60 per
cent, of lime in the Tortworth soil, he must be in

error; a soil nearly two-thirds lime must be a curiosity.

Thomas Speedy Chatsivoi'th. [Perhaps an analysis of
the soil might throw some light on the conflicting and
perplexing statements made on this subject. Eds,]

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana.—Those of your
readers who have to maintain a succession of bloom
during the winter months are well aware how few
really useful plants there are for this purpose that come
into bloom naturally at this period. Allow me to

draw attention to the above named plant, which is

figured and described in " Paxton's Magazine of
Botany," vol, 15, p, 176, and where it is thus spoken
of:— '* We are unacquainted with the native country
of this fine species of a new genus, nearly related

to Justicia. It was introduced a few years ago
into Belgium by M. Galeotti, of Brussels, and
has since found its way into several of the Con-

tinental nurseries. In 1846, Messrs. Rollisson, of

Tooting, received a plant from M. Makoy, of Liege,

under the name of Aphelandra Ghiesbreghtiana."

Although it has been introduced so long it does not

appear to be generally known, and, apparently, is not

much in demand, seeing that it is not mentioned in

many trade catalogLies. This, perhaps, may chiefly be

accounted for, by its having hitherto been grown as a

stove plant ; for when so treated it has a tendency to

assume a loose, straggling habit, giving one but a poor

idea of its real merit as a decorative plant. When
growTi under cooler treatment it is of good habit, and
very free flowering. It commences to display its large

panicles of bright scarlet flowers early in January, and
continues in bloom till the middle of February,

requiring no higher temperature than that of an
ordinary conservatory. Cuttings of young wood put

in when the plants are pruned early in March, strike

freely in bottom heat. The young plants should be
potted on and grown in a warm frame through the

summer months, and should occasionally be pinched

back, to produce a nice bushy habit. When the

summer is over, the treatment given to tender green-

house plants will suit it well. J. W,

Judas Tree (Cercis Siliquastrum). — In the

grounds of the Magdalen Hospital, a very ancient

endowed charity in this city (Bath), is a large tree of

this species. It is about 40 feet in height. The circum-

ference at 3 feet from the ground is 63 inches, and it

continues of the same size nearly up to 10 feet above
the roots, when it divides into many large branches,

some of which have been lopped and mutilated. It

shows little sign of decay, though it is known to be
fully of too years' growth, and is probably much older.

It blossoms freely every spring. Bath.

The True Service Tree.—From the interesting

correspondence which has succeeded my remarks on
the true Service tree, I am led to suppose, not only

that the tree in question is very little known, but that

there is much confusion with respect to the whole
genus, from which it has arisen that we have been
referred to the wild Service tree as occurring in dif-

ferent parts of the country, while there is reason to

believe that the only apparently wild example was the

one I mentioned as having existed in Wyre Forest, but
which has been lately destroyed by fire. In order to put

the matter in a clearer light it will be well to consider

the modem genus Pyrus to consist of two former
genera, namely, Sorbus and Pyrus. The first includes :

—Plants with simple more or less lobed and notched
leaves : I. Sorbus tonninalis, wild Service tree

;

2. S. Aria and its varieties. White Beam
; 3. S. fen-

nica. Bastard Mountain Ash. Plants with pinnate leaves

of from five to six pairs of serrate leaflets ; 4. S. Aucu-
paria, Mountain Ash, Rowan

; 5. S. domestica, Service

or Witty Pear tree. The last includes : 6. Pyrus com-
munis, wild Pear ; 7, P, Mains, Crab Apple. Of
these No. 5 is our Service tree, which is further distin-

guished from the Sorbs by its pyriform fruit ; but it will

be seen that No. I has the trivial name of the " wild
Service tree," and it is probably this latter which has
been mistaken for the Witty Pear. Hooker calls the

S. torminalis the *'wild" Service, and the S. domes-
tica the '*true" Service, by which I would now desig-

nate it. My friend, Mr. Edwin Lees, of Worcester,

says that the latter tree was obser\-ed by Sir R. Throck-
morton in the Pyrenees ; but in his own exploration of

this chain he failed to find it. Possibly it may
be in this case, as in others, that the S. Aucuparia
has been mistaken for the true Service, and in-

deed Bentham says, "The cultivated Service tree

(Pyrus domestica, Eng. Bot. t. 350) has pre-

cisely the foliage of the Rowan P., of which it is

believed by some to be a mere variety produced by cul-

tivation. The flowers are rather larger and the styles

often woolly, but the only real distinction is in the

fruit, which is very much larger, assuming the form of

a little Pear " (Handbook of the British Flora, p, 204).

However the mistake has arisen I will not attempt to

decide, but I am quite of the opinion expressed by your
Bath correspondent: "When I have asked at the
nursery, and other gardens, for the true Service tree I

have always been shown either the Mountain Ash or

some variety of the Beam tree, Pyrus Aria." There is,

I think, reason to conclude that the true Service tree

is rarely met with in cultivation, and this is perhaps
accounted for from the extreme slowness of growth of
the tree, so that it would be \ery long before it would
make any show in the nursery grounds or in plantations.

Perhaps some of our nurserymen could add a few notes
on this interesting question. James Buckman. [We
believe it is a difficult tree to graft, for want of a know-
ledge of the proper stock. Eds.]

Orchid Culture.—If it were not too presumptuous,
I should like to have called this, my gossiping letter,

by the title given by the charming French writer to his

little book, " Tourautour de mon jardin." I have been
expecting to hear more upon Phaleenopsids, as the
paper upon this subject at p. 1 1 10, 1 869, of your
journal said "to be continued ;

" and I have one that

seems to me to be a case in point, that is to say, it has
arrived at the stage, according to the writer of that

article, which will be its culminating point. It has
now seven leaves, the two largest are 14^ inches

by 4I inches, and 134 inches by 4 inches. It

produced me two young ones last year, one of which
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is still upon the plant, and now lias two flowering

shoots, thc buds of which are just upon the point of

expanding; the largest with 53 flowers, the smallest

with 16, making 69 in all. I bought it as quite a

small plant five years since—sort, Schilleriana. I have

a second I bought a year later, with five large leaves,

bearing 43 flowers. Now I was advised to sell both

these plants last year, for the reasons given in that

paper, but preferred to wait the event ; and in

the case of the first, I have got for reward

two young plants, notwithstanding that it flowered

well, though I do not remember the number of the

flowers. I do not wish to say that the writer is in

error, or that the common belief of gardeners is in-

correct ; but is it not possible that age may have more
to do with such ending than size? Mine has been five

years ip my possession, say, seven years old in all,

should this seventh be its unlucky number. Phalx-

nopsids are not annuals. Take a Balsam : if you care-

fully prevent its seeding Nature directs that it should

still try to work out its mission, and it goes on flower-

ing ; but I question its li\'ing a second year—is it

seeding, then, that kills them ? Mr. Stuart Low
showed me the dead plants of the importa-

tion mentioned, andl am sorry I did not examine
them more closely, that I might have seen the size

they had grown to. Clearly, if they commence to go
back at any certain point, it must be following out a

law of their nature ; and should we not be able to find out

what that law is, that so valuable a class of Orchids

should be relieved from the vague fear that surrounds

them ? For my part I should as soon think that a Vanda
would die off; it has the same habit of throwing out

roots as it grows taller. I have three plants as tall

as myself, and the roots in the pots are as active

as those above, and I think this P. Schilleriana

seems to be what is called forming a leg. Suppose I

get a block from a newly cut down tree, and fix it

against it, would not the roots it throws out between

the leaves cling to it? If anyone knows of plants being

grown thus, or as Mr. Gammie describes finding Vanda
Cathcartii, I should be glad to hear. I am told we
are to have an importation established on blocks. I

have bought some of all the imported Dendrobiums,
and have been looking them over, and I find that

D. Devonianum, and what I got for D. Wallichianum,

but which I think will prove to be D. nobile interme-

dium, are the only two that have not produced bulbs

double the size of the imported ones. To have doubled

these last would have required bulbs some 4 feet

6 inches long. I have had D. chrysanthum nearly 5 feet.

Odontoglossum Alexandra? and O. Bluntii are advised

to be grown on the cool system. Mr. Williams says

they produce lovely spikes of bloom when kept quite

cool, adding that they grow at Bogota, at an altitude

of 7000 to Sooo feet. Santa Fe de Bogota is in the

Republic of New Grenada, on a plateau 8958 feet above

the sea, in latitude 4* 35' north. I have not been grow-
ing mine on what is called cold treatment, and ray strong

plants give 12 and 13 flowers, weak ones 7, 8, and 9,

and hardly a plant missed flowering. I have been

wondering if those ever-bearing Strawberries that

require a stove treatment, grow at Bogota. When
at the Jardin de la Ville de Paris I saw they care-

fully covered the pots of Caladiums and Alocasias

with Moss, which plan I adopted on returning home,
with good effect. Upon reading at p. 1206, 1869, in

your journal, a paper on the Aloe, it struck me that it

might be the same reason that induced Pines to prefer

rooting among the crocks, and that mossing them
might be of advantage ; I therefore had some tried,

and believe it is greatly to their advantage, but being

winter time it takes longer to be certain. G. H.

Achapesnorricher Hardy Ridge Melon (see p.

1258, 1869).—Since the introduction of this Melon by
our house some few years back, we have found a steadily

increasing demand for it, and are constantly receiving

confirmations of our description of its merits as a hardy
Melon from those who have tried it. The name given it

by the person from whom we purchased the seed, was the

same as that under which he received the original seeds

from the Ionian Islands. We know of no meaning
for the word, although by this time, from constant use,

we have quite mastered its pronunciation. James
Carter £r^ Co.

Societies.

Royal Horticultural : February 8, Anniversary.—
James Bateman, Esq., F. R.S., in the chair. After the min-
utes of the last annual meeting had been read and signed,

Mr. Fortune and Mr. Booth were appointed scrutineers of

the ballot for the election of Council and officers for the

ensuing year ; these gentlemen subsequently reported that

the nominees of the Council had been unanimously
elected, namely, the Lord Bishop of Winchester, S.

Rucker, Esq., and Dr. T. Thomson, in the room of James
Bateman, Esq., D. H. D. Burr, Esq., and Lord Londes-
borough ;

while the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., John
Glutton, Esq., and Lieut. -Col. Scott, R.E., were respec-

tively re-elected as President, Treasurer, and Secretary.

The Chairman then proceeded to make some obser-

vations on the nature of the report from the Council,

which had not arrived from the printers. He first alluded
to the change in the days of meeting, from Tuesday to

Wednesday, a change upon the success of which he had
had his doubts, but he was glad to find that it had been
effected with very little trouble, and hitherto with marked
success. The nature 'of thc arrangements made between

thc Society and Her Majesty's Commissioners, in respect
to the completion of the gardens, was then com-
mented upon, after which Mr. Bateman completely took
the meeting by surprise by stating that the Council had
considered it necessary to propose the abandonment of
the Chiswick garden—partly on account of the great
difficulty of growing plants with anything like success
within reach of the smoke of London, and partly on
account of the deficiency of funds. It was painful, he
said, to think of leaving Chiswick. but sooner or later it

must be done, as the lease had only 11 years to run ; but it

would be by far the better course to meet the difficulty
boldly, and look out for another garden within a conve-
nient distance from London ; and as a late Fellow, Mr.
Alfred Davis, had bequeathed to the Society the sum of
£-2000. this could be applied in paying the expenses of
removing.
The Assistant-Secretary then read the report of the

Council which had arrived in the meantime, and from
which we make the following extracts :

—

" I. Besides the usual account of the routine business
of the Society which it is the duty of the Council to give at
this time, there are two special subjects which they have
to bring before the Fellows, both of them, as they think,
important to the welfare, and likely to add to the pros-
perity, of the Society.

" 2. The first has reference to the annual International
Exhibitions about to be established on the annexes by
her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851
(see Appendix 1. 1. The communication which has been
recently issued to the Fellows will have informed them
that the Council have entered into an arrangement with
the Commissioners of a mutally beneficial character. A
copy of the agreement with them w\\\ be found subjoined.
These arrangements will, the Council believe, materially
benefit the finances of the Society, and also secure to the
Fellows personally important privileges as respects the
terms on which they can obtain admission to the Inter-

national Exhibitions. The Commissioners also undertake
to finish the gardens without throwing any further liability

on the Society.

"3. The second subject of importance relates to the
working garden of the Society. For some years past the
Council have seen the necessity of changing their experi-
mental garden from Chiswick to some locality better

suited for their operations ; for the results of the cultivation

there, owing to its low, cold, damp position, combined
with the gradual increase of smoke and houses around it,

are yearly becoming less satisfactory, whilst the expendi-
ture entailed by the establishment is constantly increased.
Moreover, tlie termination of the lease will of itself neces-
sitate a change in a few years. A garden conveniently
situated in pure air and with good soil would enable the
Council to carry out their horticultural operations with
increased efficiency and at reduced cost. An obstacle
which would have hampered them in carrying out this

change, \iz., the expense of establishing a new garden,
has been {as they believe) opportunely removed by a valu-
able bequest to the Society by their late Fellow Mr. Alfred
Davis, which will enable the Council to effi^ct this improve-
ment, and at the same time preser\'e the memory of the

bequest, and of Mr. Davis' interest in the Society, in a
permanent shape.

"4. As regards the financial condition of the Society,

the Council have to report that there has been a slight

increase in the number of Fellows, and the number on the
books is the largest on record. The actual amount of

subscriptions received for i86g was ^7193 ; in 1868 it was
£7113 ; the number of transferable tickets taken out has
considerably decreased since the present monetary depres-
sion commenced. The receipts from the exhibitions of the

Society were about the same as of 1868, with which those

last year are fairly comparable, the number of shows and
the amount of money offered in prizes being similar in the

two cases. The promenades have been better attended
and more productive than in the preceding year.

"5. The country shows having, both at Bury and
Leicester, proved to some extent remunerative, the

Council anticipated that there might have been a con-

siderable surplus from the exhibition at so large a place

as Manchester. In this they have been disappointed.

The returns will do no more than meet the expenses.

Notwithstanding this, they regard the institution of these

country shows with satisfaction. In eveiy instance they

Iiavc been productive of benefit to horticulture, have
spread knowledge among the people, and indirectly

benefited, the Society.
'

' 6. In their last report the Council mentioned that they

were taking measures to secure the more rapid publication

of the proceedings of their different committees. This
they carried into execution, but as the expense for dis-

tributing them to all the Fellows by post would be too

great, it was intimated that those who might desire it

would receive them on application to the Assistant-

Secretary. Accordingly at each successive Tuesday
meeting copies of the proceedings of the previous meet-

ings have been distributed to those Fellows who applied

for them. Those who have not availed themselves of this

privilege will get the back copies on applying at the

office.

"7. The success of the fortnightly fruit and floral

meetings, hitherto held on the Tuesday afternoon, but

now held on Wednesday, has been so marked, and the

attendance at them so numerous, that the Council have

been induced to make an important change in the

Society's working as respects its exhibitions generally.

These meetings have been chiefly made successful by the

zealous co-operation of the Fellows, but especially of the

exhibitors, who have not only brought to them the new
and rare productions for which they desired to have the

Society's certificate of approval, but large and beautiful

collections of flowers, already weU established in the esti-

mation of horticulturists, and have thus added such attrac-

tions to the meetings as really to convert them into

important floral exhibitions. Seeing that they have prac-

tically assumed this position, the Council have thought it

best to combine the general exhibitions with them. This

arrangement, while commending itself to the exhibitors

by reducing the total number of floral meetings and exhi-

bitions, will have thc effect of adding to the numbers of
those which specially attract the great body of the Fellows
and the public. By distributing thc prizes also over a
greater number of days, the exhibitions will be rendered
more independeut of the weather, and less perilous to the
Society.

"8. The Fruit and Floral Committees have worked
thoroughly well, and their decisions continue to be
accepted by the country with confidence. The Council
have under consideration a scheme for improving the
mode of election to these bodies, as membership is now
an office much prized by the practical horticulturists.

"9. The Council also refer, with the greatest satis-
faction, to the working of the Scientific Committee. This
committee, at the date of the last annual report to the
Fellows, had made a good commencement of their labours.
The large attendance of its members at every meeting has
now given ample proof that the subjects brought before
the Society afibrd matter of sufficient interest to engage
the thoughts and attention of the leaders of the different
branches of natural science.

" 10. Another effort to promote the advance of horti-
culture on which the Council look with satisfaction, is

their collection of insects injurious to vegetation now
forming and housed in the South Kensington Museum.
Some of the Fellows have kindly aided their efforts to
procure materials for this collection, and as many have it

in their power to contribute, the Council trust 'that ere
long the blanks existing in the cases already put up may
be filled, and a large accession of material procured. This
is a matter in which every one possessed of a field or
garden has a personal interest.

" II. The Lindley Library has not received many
accessions during the past year, which is probably due to
its not yet being deposited in a sufficiently accessible place.

The Council expect that as soon as the Royal Albert Hall
is completed this deficiency will be supplied, and in the
meantime remind the Fellows of the Library, and again
invite contributions.

"12. A new Orchid-house has been erected for the recep-
tion of a fine collection of cool Orchids which has been
presented to the Society by Mr. Bateman. The Council
feel that the thanks of the Society are due to Mr. Bate-
man, not only for this handsome donation, but for the
great personal trouble and labour he voluntarily under-
takes for the instruction and entertainment of the Fellows
at their fortnightly meetings.

" 13. The system of examination for young gardeners
established by the Society, and carried out partly with the
machinery of the Society of Arts, continues to work well.

"14. It will be seen from the report of the Chiswick
Board of Directors (Appendix III.) [which we shall publish
next week] that unusually large collections of seeds, plants,

and cuttings have been distributed among the Fellows

during the past and present years, and the ballot lists will

show that the plants have been new and valuable : some
of these were produced at Chiswick. They ha\e also been
able to supply some foreign and colonial establishments
witli collections of cuttings of fruit trees; the Horticultural

Society of Victoria, and of Port Elizabeth, Natal, in

particular have especially desired their thanks to be con-
veyed to the Society for donations which they regard as

important.
"15. It will be seen, therefore, that amidst the varied

objects to which the Council have had to give their atten-

tion, they have not overlooked the importance of horticul-

tural intercommunication with the colonies. The annexed
prospectus (Appendix I.) will show that they have also

taken the necessary steps to secure the advantage of inter-

national competition for horticulture at the approaching
annual exhibition of art and industry.

Aim*. L, referred to above, consists of the programme
we have already published at p. 140.

App. II. Terms 0/ Arrangement between Her Majesty's

Commissionersfor 1851 and the Royal Horticultural
Society consequent upon the Annual International

Exhibitions to be held at South Kensington in 1871

andfollowing Years:—
The Society to give to the Commissioners the perr

to admit to the gardens all visitors to the pro-

posed International Exhibitions ; and the use of the

northern arcades from April i to October 31. the Com-
missioners providing in lieu thereof, for the use of the

Society, a covered communication on the roofs of these

structures between the orchard-house entrance and the

conser\'atory.

"All receipts for admission to the gardens or Inter-

national Exhibitions from M?y i to September 30 taken

at the entrance to be the property of the Commissioners,

and out of such receipts the Commissioners to pay to the

Society id. out of each shilling so taken.
" The cost of bands for the horticultural shows and for

the promenades during the five months of the Inter-

national Exhibition to be defrayed by the Commis-

sioners.
' Fellows of the Society to have the privilege of pur-

chasing season tickets for the International Exhibitions

with a reduction of one guinea per ticket on the price

charged to the public ; one such season ticket to be

obtainable for every two-guinea subscription paid to the

Society.
' Fellows of the Societv to have the privilege of pur-

chasing tickets of admission for their friends to the horti-

cultural shows and promenades at a lower price than is

charged to the public at the doors, such tickets carrying

with them the privilege of admission to the whole of the

International Exhibitions.
" The whole proceeds of the sale of such tickets to the

Fellows of the Society for the horticultural shows, and id.

in the is. on the tickets sold for the promenades, to be the

property of the .Society. . ^
"Two days of the week, as at present, the price of

admission to the exhibitions and gardens to the genera

public to be nut less than 2.. 6d. For hort.cultuml

exhibition days, the price of admission to be regulated by

the Expenses Committee.
. . fi„,vu

•
It IS understood that the Commissioners will finish

the arcades and make such improvements in the gardens
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as may be necessary to provide increased promenade
space, now so much required.

" The present exclusive privilege of the use ty the
Fellows of such portions of the annexes as are not
required in carrying out the objects of the Commissioners
not to be interfered with.

The adoption of the report having been moved by Mr.
Rosher and seconded by Mr. Blenkins, who. at the same
time, expressed his regret to hear of their relinquishing the

Chiswick gardens, Mr. S. H. Godson proceeded to

question the Council on the propriety of deciding the fate

of Chiswick, upon which thousands had been spent, at this

meeting, without gi\ing the Fellows time to consider the

subject, or any sufficient opportunity to express their

opinions ; and he would put it as a question of prudence
whether the Council should not call 3. special general

meeting and submit the whole question to the Fellows.

and if they decided to abandon Chiswick. his voice would
be only one raised against it. He also asked if the

Council had been in communicatiop with the Duke of
Devonshire's agent, as to the renewal of the lease, and
proceeded to animadvert on the doings of the Council in

past years as in the present.

Mr. A. Grote said he thought the Council only con-
tended, in the proposition made in the report, that it was
not worth while retaining Chiswick for so short a time as

In reply to Mr. Godson, Mr. Wilson Saunders (than

whom no more staunch friend of Chiswick could be found)
advocated the abandonment of Chiswick on prudential

considerations. He considered that they were at present

spending much and getting little in return, and that they

might spend their money, in the furtherance of good cul-

tivation, and in making scientific experiments, better

elsewhere than at Chiswick. The Council had
been in constant communication with the Duke
of Devonshire's agent, and the only concession which
they had obtained—and that not a shght one—was
the power to remove, at the expiration of the lease, all the

property belonging to the Society that could be removed.
Mr. Saunders therefore considered that the time had
come to abandon Chiswick. and that now, when circum-
stances seemed favourable, was the proper time to endea-
vour to secure a freehold garden of less extent in some
more favourable situation, and to which the property at

Chiswick could be removed at once. He considered it

most essential that the Society should secure a freehold

garden, and then whatever happened at South Kensington
the Society would still be able to carry out its main object

—the promotion of horticulture. This he maintained had
hitherto been done mainly through the agency of Chis-
wick. Chiswick gardens and Chiswick shows had created
a general taste for horticulture, the consequence of which
was that there was no town or village of any magnitude
without its horticultural show, and at which objects of
great merit were not exhibitet^. Chiswick. he said, had
done its duty, and had done it well, but the Society must
keep up with the times, and now that from various cir-

cumstances Chiswick was untenable, it must be given up
as soon as possible.

Major Clarke followed in the same strain, greatly
lamenting the necessity of abandoning a garden with
which so many associations were connected.

Mr. Good expressed his dissatisfaction at the proposed
abandonment of Chiswick. and also at the fact that the
two-guinea Fellows were designated by the same title

as the older members. He would suggest that two grades
should be made, the one to comprise the yoi

Fellows, who should in process of time be draughted off

amongst the older Fellows ; the younger members to

bear the name of Associates. He also considered that
the Council had been too liberal with the debenture
holders.

Mr. Godson again pressed his question, as to whether
the Council would summon a special general meeting to
consider the question as to the abandonment of Chiswick.
The Chairman, in reply to Mr. Godson's observations,

stated that the present Council were not responsible for
what was done 20 years ago, and that they had no
objection to call a general meeting, if that appeared to be
the wish of the present meeting. He considered that
the opportunity afforded by Mr. Davis' legacy was most
opportune, and proceeded to speak upon the disadvan-
tages of Chiswick. In reply to Mr. Good, he suggested
that a committee of privileges be appointed, \nth Mr.
Good as chairman.

Colonel Scott advocated the necessity of economy, and
compared the great outlay at Chiswick with the small
number of Fellows who visited it.

Mr. Godson moved that the meeting be adjourned,
in order to give the Fellows time to digest the report.

Dr. Masters asked the Council if the report could not
be adopted without necessarily pledging the Fellows to

the immediate abandonment of Chiswick.
The Chairman said he did not wish to press the point

upon the Fellows.

Colonel Scott regretted that Chiswick could not be
carried on without great loss, and added, that in conse-
quence of the monetary depression, the sale of transferable
tickets had largely decreased, and that the financial em-
barrassments of the Society, which had, in spite of great
efforts to the contrary, persisted since 1830, depended
upon the expenses incurred at Chiswick.
The adoption of the report was then agreed to. and a

vote of thanks to the Chairman, including a recognition of
his donation of Orchids, carried unanimously, concluded
the business of the meeting.

FOREIGX JOURNALS.
The periodicals mentioned below, which have accu-

mulated on our table, contain many subjects of interest.

We first take up an old friend, the Flore des Serres, of

which M. Van Houtte has just issued, in one part, the
4th, 5th, and 6th Numbers of his i8th Volutne ; this

contains iS plates, of which nine are double ones, and
all are admirable specimens of chromo-lithography.

Let us glance through the book. We have first a very

pretty, delicately spotted, purplish-blue Gloxinia

(speciosa) Voic Lactee^ a charming flower, of the

punctated type. Next comes Tapdnotcs Carolinic, a

Brazilian Gesnerad, whose large buUate, handsomely
shaded, shining leaves, show up the white haiiy

inflated flowers. Camellia (japonica) Princess Clotilde,

an Italian seedling, obtained from tricolor, looks gay
and tempting with its flowers of medium size, quite

double, the broad petals freely and boldly striped and
spotted with reddish crimson ; it seems to be a valuabh
acquisition amongst the heavily-striped Camellias.

Dcntzia crenata Jlo7-e albo-pleno is a pure -v^-hite

variety of one of the best of forcing plants for spring

use ; as Spiraia palmata is certainly one of the finest of

all hardy herbaceous plants. Aetini^pteris radiata^ a

beautiful little Palm-Hke Fern, is admirably represented,

Another plate is devoted to Begonia rosirfiora^ one of

Messrs. Veitch's recent novelties. Rhododendron
Princess of Wales takes a double plate ; it is a hand-
some hardy sort, with purplish margins and pale centre,

raised in the Milford nurser\'. Three varieties of

Azalea indica, which also occupy each a double plate,

are, judging from the figures of them, grand acqui-

sitions. The first, Leonii Van Hontte, is a magnificent

white, of large size, faultless form, and having the

upper segment dotted with green ; Madame Iris

Ic Felnn'e is a fine double carmine-crimson, spotted with
dark dots towards the centre ; and Marie Van Houtte
is a large w-hite flower, slightly streaked with bright

carmine, and having a tuft of small petals in the centre;

they all appear to be varieties of first-class excellence.

Then we get some more of M. Van Houtte's splendid

hybrid Gesnerads. Plectopoma cueodonioides triumpha^is

is a most floriferous plant, of branched habit, with
moderate sized leaves, and large delicate lilac flowers,

thickly spotted in the throat. Another, Plectopoma
na:gelioides siiave-rosettm, wnth something of the

Noegelia habit, has larger shaded velvety leaves, and
large bright rosy pink flowers. Plectopoma nccgelioidcs

Co7ib}-i has green leaves, and bright carmine flowers

with white spotted centre, suggestive of some of the

large flowered Pentstemons, only far brighter in colour.

These hybrid Gesnerads, M. Van Houtte observes,

form p)Tamids of 2 feet high in the adult plant, and are

regularly furnished with their showy flowers from the
base to the summit. Pose Ptr: Dombrain is a beauti-

ful picture of a high-coloured Bourbon Rose. The
pretty little Primula intermedia^ an English hybrid,
with the habit of P. ciliata, and bearing purplish
flowers, is a little gem for the alpine border. Rhodo-
deyidron Angc Verfaef, a Belgian hybrid, must be a
very attractive sort ; it shows a fine head of bloom, is of
a bright and lively light rosy tint, with paler borders, and
is spotted throughout, but most heavily so on the upper
segments. One of the prettiest flowers in the book is

the last

—

Achimenes bleu, of which M. Van Houtte
remarks— *' a defaut d'un merle blanc (rara avis) voici

un Achimenes bleu ! et celui-ci n'est pas du *bleu de
jardinier,' mais un vrai bleu, franchement bleu !

"

Numerous practical papers are interspersed throughout
the book.
The llth and I2th Numbers, completing the l6th

Volume of L'lUustration Horticole, have just been
issued. We here find a good figure of Odontoglossum
triumphans, a remarkably handsome Orchid from New
Grenada. Vriesia Lindeni^ as here figured, is a totally
different plant from that figured as Tillandsia Lindeni
by Dr. Kegel in the "Gartenflora," the inflorescence in

this case consisting of a broad oval distichous spike of
densely imbricated rose-coloured bracts, from which
issue the violet-blue flowers ; it a very interesting and
handsome Bromeliad. FittoJiia gigantea is coloured
similarly to F. VerschafTeltii and Pearcei, but has larger
leaves, and is altogether of stouter and more erect
growth—a really valuable decorative plant. In
Hoidletia tigrina, from New Grenada, we have a hand-
some Orchid, with pendent racemes of large red-spotted
flowers, the petals of which are of a brighter hue than
the sepals. Of Cochliostema Jacobiamwi^ a reduced
figure is given. Finally, Camellia (japonica) Sangalli
is a closely imbricated double white, very regular, of
medium size, much resembling the old double white.
La Belgique Horticole completes its volume for

1869, also with a double number, the first illustration

of \vhich is the Tillandsia Lindeni, with an ovate spike
of rosy-coloured cymbiform densely imbricated bracts,

just alluded to as figured in " LTllustration Horticole,"
under the name of Vriesia Lindeni. It would appear
from Dr. Kegel's figure that two plants must have been
distributed under this name. The second illustration

is a pretty plate of Oncidiiun cucullatum var. 7udn-
gcnujn^ a neat-gi'owing alpine species with white
flowers, having the sepals and petals purple. The
number also contains portraits of Gen. Greig, the
President of the Imperial Horticultural Society of
Russia, and of Dr. Regel.

Of the Gartenflora, the Numbers for September,
October, and November, 1869, have reached us, and
in these we find the jfoUowing subjects figured :

—

Oxalis valdiviensis, a free-flowering dwarf yellow
annual species, recently distributed by Messrs. Veitch.
Lonicera tatariea, one of our hardiest flowering shrubs,
showing six varieties with diflferent coloured flowers.
Lathyrus cirrhosus^ a perennial species with rosy-
Golotired flowers. Fitionia gigantea^ alluded Xo above.

Mimulus Tilingiy a dwarf Califomian species ofMonkey
Flower, which Dr. Regel thus distinguishes from its

allies :—Stems angular : M. luteus ; stems terete

—

corolla with an open throat : M. rivularis, M. cupreus;
stems terete—corolla with the throat closed : M.
Tilingi. The new species appears to resemble M.
cupreus in size and stature, but has yellow flowers.

Phormiiim tenax Cookii, the P. Cookii of gardens, and
which, on account of the confusion existing between
P. Cookii and P. Colensoi, Mr. Berkeley at one of the
Floral meetings proposed to call P. tenax Veitchianum ;

it is the smaller growing more glaucous variety of the
broad-leaved type, not the narrow-leaved species,

which is P. Colensoi. Steudnera colocasicsfolia, a stout-

growing Arad, with peltate ovate leaves. The
November number contains a detailed account of the
system of horticultural education followed in the agri-

cultural school of Copenhagen ; the course of study
extends over a year and nine months, and includes

physics and meteorology, chemistry, constitution of
soils, botany, agriculture, horticulture, levelling and,

surveying, and drawing : an examination in which
subjects is held annually ; also some other interesting

papen?.

The more recent Numbers of L'Horticulteur
Francais contain coloured figures of Cypripedittm
speciabilis, of which we learn from the "Flore des
Seri'es" that an importation of living plants has just

been received from its native country, Canada

;

Lespedeza bie^olor, a slender purple-flowered ftlandchurian

leguminous shrub ; and Camellia (japonica) Contessa

Tozzoni^ a new Italian sort, with very pale rose-

coloured flowers.

In the first Number of anew Portuguese horticultural

publication, the Journal de Horticultura Pratica,
got up after the model of the French " Revue Horti-
cole," is a coloured plate of the North American
Hihisctis speciosus, a showy plant, with palmatifid
leaves, and large scarlet flowers.

The issues of the Revue Horticole for the present
year contain coloured illustrations of the Pecker a bots

;aune, a yellow-wooded as well as a yellow-fruited Peach,
and therefore an ornamental tree as well as a dessert

fruit ; and Hebeclinium urolepis, a somewhat coarse-

looking Brazilian composite. The woodcut figures

represent Androlepis Skinncri, a new Bromeliad ; two
species of AmpelopsiSy with tuberous and napiform
roots respectively; the Secateur a tcfiant ; and some
illustrations of M. Grin's method of pinching the leaves

of Peach trees.

The principal articles in Otto*s Hamburger Garten
und Blumen Zeitung are the following :—On the
cultivation of "market plants" for the Berlin and
Potsdam flower market, by Herr A. Schaper ; Brazil

as represented at the recent international horticultural

exhibition at Hamburg, by G. Wallis ; fruit-tree

culture in pots ; on garden flower-beds ; culture of
Asparagus, by C. A. J. Kruse.

©fittuav».
It is with great icgiet lliat we liave to announce thf

death of Benjamin Dax.n Walsh, one of the most
scientific as well as practical entomologists of America.
Born at Frome on September 2i, l8oS, and educated at
Trinity College, Cambridge, his love of American
institutions led him to migrate to tlie New World in
1S3S, leaving several brothers and sisters in England,
oneoftheformer ofwhom, J. H.Walsh, "Stonehenge,"
is the present Editor of Tlie Field. Selecting Illinois
as the scene of his labours, he ultimately settled at
Rock Island, and having obtained a sufficient compe-
tency in business, he entirely devoted hiinself to
entomology during the last 1 2 years of his life, which
was closed on November 1 8 last by a lamentable
railway accident His chief writings are to be found
in the publications of the Boston Natural History and
Philadelphia Entomological Societies. They exhibit
profound thought, and have a far wider bearing than
merely descriptive memoirs. His articles on Phyto-
phagic species and on Phytophagic varieties are
especially important, although strongly tinged with
Dar%Wnism ; indeed, we are informed that he was a
schoolmate with Darwin, and though he took up the
latter's work on the Origin of Species with great pre-
judices against the development hypothesis, yet he
became a thorough convert to Darwinism after he had
once studied it. In 1867 he was appointed State
Entomologist of Illinois, with a salary of 2000 dollars
per annum, and his first annual report was published
as an appendi.x to the State Horticultural Transactions
for that year. He was also the chief Editor of the two
excellent and eminently useful work.s, the "Practical
Entomologist" and the "American Entomologist."
His style of writing and comments were extremely
pithy and decisive, reminding us constantly of those of
the late Dr. Lindley. 7. 0. IV.

Miscellaneous.
The Mulberry Tree.—It would almost seem as

if a good song were not appreciated now, if we may
judge from the wretched trash one hears in these days.
Subjoined is one of a better stamp, but of whose
authorship we are not aware. Our copy is headed by
a sketch of Cruikshank's (tSoS), showing three country
squires in frilled shirts and hessian boots, one of whom
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is singing beneath a very apocryphal-looking Mulberry

tree, while the audience, glass in hand, and pipe in

mouth, is listening with rapt attention :—
" THE MULBERRY TREE.

" The Sweet Brier grows in the merr>' green wood,

Where the Musk Rose diffuses his perfume so free,

But the bhght often seizes both blossom and bud,

While the mildew flies over the Mulberry tree.

" In the nursery reared, like the young tender Vine,

Mankind of all orders and ev'ry degree.

First crawl on the ground, then spring up like the Pine,

And some branch and bear fruit like the Mulberry tree,

'* To the fair tree of knowledge some twine like a twig,

While some sappy sprouts with its fruit disagree ;

For which we from Birch now and then pluck a sprig,

WTiich is not quite so sweet as the Mulberry tree.

" The vast tree of life we all eagerly climb.

And impatiently pant at its high top to be ;

Though nine out of ten are lopp'd off in their prime,

And they drop like dead leaves from the Mulberry tree.

" Some live by the leaf, and some live by the bough,
As the song or the dance their vocation may be

j

And some live and thrive, though we know no more how
Than the dew that flies over the Mulberry tree.

" But like Weeping Willows we hang down the head,
When poor wither'd Elders we're destin'd to be

;

And we're minded no more than mere logs when we're
dead.

Or the dew that flies over the Mulberry tree.

•' Yet like Lignum-vit^e we hearts of Oak wear,

Or the Cedar that keeps from the cankerworm free
;

While the Vine-juice we drain to dissolve ev'ry care.

Like the dew that flies over the Mulberry tree."

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Amongst stove Ferns, that handsome and useful old

favourite, Adiantum ameatum^ if well grown, is the

most serviceable to the gardener. To grow it well

it should be allowed a season of rest every year,

or otherwise be given such treatment as would suit a

deciduous species, which I believe it to be. Those
plants from among the main stock which are showing
signs of ripening may now be placed upon their sides

on a moderately cool moist bottom ; in this position

the fronds will ripen, and become of a yellowish hue ;

these, when they subsequently die, should be neatly

cut down as close as possible with a sharp knife.

After this operation is performed another six or eight

weeks' rest may be allowed. Pour a little water
occasionally over the outer sides of the pot, should the

plant show symptoms of being too dry. Do not pot

them until a little fresh growth is formed ; but should
the young fronds start into growth sooner than is

intended, give them every encouragement, for to

check or endeavour to keep them back afterwards
is certain to cause much injury to the plants.

Many other kinds of stove Fenis will now
require some alteration in the matter of potting, &c.,

especially the hardier kinds, such as Bleckniiniy PUris^

Nephrolepis^ Davallia, Asplenium cicuiariuiHy Didy-
mochLcna, &c. The three former of these, as is well
known, make roots plentifully, and unless the balls

are somewhat reduced at the time of potting, very
large pots will be required before the plants become of

large dimensions ; hence it will be necessai-y to reduce
them, and especially if the plants are intended for

household decoration, for which purpose they are

extremely useful. Those who require Fuchsias to

flower early, whether successional or otherwise, should
now place some plants in a position >vhich will encou-
rage them to break, after having been first pruned,
shaken out of the old soil, and repotted in a fresh com-
post, which should be rich and light in its nature.

They should be potted in the smallest sized pots
which the roots can be got into. Heat is not abso-

lutely required to cause them to break. Care must be
taken to afford only a scanty supply of water until fresh

young roots arc formed. AVhere the plants are wanted
to grow away quickly they should have both bottom
and top heat. Where there is a scarcity of Salvia
patens, cuttings may be induced to form by placing
the old crowns in heat. The upright Scarld LoheVhu
of the fulgens type may also be increased, where the
stock is too limited, by potting and encouraging them
to grow, and subsequently dividing them. Seeds of
this very showy plant arc now attainable, which afford

very pleasing variations of colour. Sow a few Balsams
for the earliest bloom.

FORCING HOUSES.
Persistently remove all unnecessary side shoots from

Vines. Commence and finish the thinning of all Grapes
at the earliest moment, when they are sufficiently ad-

vanced in size. Always encourage as good a leaf-surface

as possible, nevertheless with the consideration and
understanding that there must be a limit according to

the size of the stmcture, &c., or, in other words, that

excess of foliage is injurious if so densely packed that

each leaf may not be able to perform its necessary
offices perfectly and unintermptedly. Air may now be
given to Pines on fine mornings as early as 9 A.M.,
increase it by 10 A.M., and take it wholly off at 2 P.M.
The mean temperature should now be by fire-heat

alone : 68' by day and 60" by night, with an increase

of 5° or 6° by sun-heat when practicable. Still keep to

the winter nile a few weeks longer, /. e., only expend
so njuch atmospheric moisture as will just carry
through the early part of the night, so that the
artificial heat will consume it by the morning.
Peaches and Nectarines should now have air afforded
them daily, to endow them with such vigour as will
tend not only to produce a good crop of fruit this year,
but also give firm, well-built wood for next year's
crop. Let the heat rise proportionately to the sunshine,
and give air proportionately to both. Let the day
heat rise freely without fear if these points are well
attended to, but don't allow the night temperature to

be high. A maximum artificial night heat may push
things forward, and would do so in fact, but in a weakly,
sickly, and unhealthy manner.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Preparations should now be made for planting beds

of Ranunculuses. I stated early last autumn that the
beds should then be prepared. Where this was not
done, a piece of ground should now be trenched and
well manured below the planting depth. No fresh
manure should be so placed that it comes into

immediate contact with the roots. The bed should
be well settled down before planting. A rich loam
suits them best. They may be planted in rows about

6 inches apart, and about 4 inches apart in the rows. They
should not be placed deeper than i^ inch in the soil.

The following are good old sorts :—Melange des

Beautes, Henriette, Negre (syn. Naxara), Temeraire,
Queen Victoria, Coronation, Grace Darling, Duke
of Sussex, Felix, Eliza Giles, No Mistake, and
Charlotte. Those who intend flowering any in pots,

will do well to place the roots in layers into some
moderately moist soil for a fortnight previously to

potting. The sooner the Turban varieties are planted

the better, if the weather proves favourable, February
and early in March being the proper time for planting

all the kinds when early spring plantings are to be
made. Ranunculus seeds may now be sown.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
\Vherc there is not a sufficiency of early plants

Cabbages should now be aown along with Celery for a
first crop, and, where not already done, Cauliflcnvers.^ to

succeed the latter winter-stood autumn-sown ones.

Turn over the ground on a warm sunny aspect for the

first out-door sowing of short or French horn Carrots.

Freshen up the soil between plantations of young
Caulijlffwtrs in frames, &c., and keep a look-out after

mice and other nocturnal depredators, both in regard
to these and to sown Peas^ Broad Beans, &c., as they

sometimes cause great havoc before they are found out.

Give air to Caulijlo^vers in fratnes both night and day
after this date, unless veiy severe weather ensue.

These will soon be wanted for planting out, and should

undergo, by proper gradation, the preliminary hardening

process. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Trees and Shrubs may be safely removed any time

this month, if the weather is open. The operation of

planting requires care, for on it depends future success

in towns. In the first place the ground should be

dug about 2 feet deep, and holes should be opened
sufficiently large to take 6 inches of fresh mould all

round the roots. The plants should be removed with

as much soil about their roots as possible. The next

thing is to place the tree in the hole, in such a manner
that the roots may be about the same depth in the

gTTOund as they were before being taken up ; then fill up
with fresh mould from the country, and see that it is

well let in amongst the fibrous roots. After filling in the

earth, tread it down firmly all round the tree, and then

drive down by the side of each a strong stake, to prevent

them from being disturbed by the wind. Occasionally

water them as the summer advances. The following

shrubs and trees will all do well in town if thus

treated;

—

Evcrgreeiz Shrubs: Aucuba japonica, Ala-

ternus. Box, Hollies, Rhododendrons, Hypericum, St.

John's Wort (most of the hardy species do well

under trees), and the Ligustrum latifolium, or broad-

leaved Privet, which is one of the freest growing

shrubs. The Deciduous Shrubs are—Althaea frutex.

Bladder Senna, Daphne Mezereum, Gum Cistus, Guelder

Rose, Ribes sanguineum, Lilacs (especially the Persian),

and the Viburnum Lantana, or Wayfaring tree, a very

showy shrub when in flower ; for covering walls and
trellis work, Irish Ivy, Virginian Creeper, white

[asmine, Jasminum nudlflorum, and Periploca grceca :

the latter is a very fine climber for wirework.

The following are Standard Trees, and should either

be planted at the back of the shmbbery, or singly :

—

Ailantus glandulosa, the Common and Weeping Ash,

Almonds—the Sweet and Bitter, Mountain Ash,

Upright and Weeping Birch, Catalpa syringrefolia,

Thorny Acacia, Double-blossomed Cherry, English

and Wych Elms, Laburnums, Mulbeiry, the Balsam

and Lombardy Poplars, Sycamore, Common and

Silver Maples, most of the Crataegus or Thorns, and

the Oriental Plane—this tree is quite at home in town,

growing luxuriantly in the most confined places. I may
here remark, from the experience which I have had

of planting trees in town, that to amputate the limbs

of a tree, at the time of planting, is extremely

prejudicial to their well-doing, because it exposes

every orifice to the drying influence of the smoky
atmosphere, and they not only break feebly, but many

die in consequence of the operation. 1 would recom-
mend that limb pruning, if necessary, be left till the
following season, when there will be quicker action
from the roots to start the tree into growth. j(. Z>.

STA TB OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON.
For the Week ending Wednesday, Fbbruabv 9, 1870.

Barometer

32** Fahr.

29,56
29.56

2957
29.85

Hygrnmctrical Deduct
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CapiUus-Veneiis
; 5, Adiantum formosum

; 7, Lastrea,

Filix-mas
; 9, Goniophlebium appendiculatum ; 11,

Adiantum cuneatum ; 12, Diplazium decussatum. —
F H. Acrostichum alcicome.—y. H. i, Lycopodium
clavatum

; 2, Lycopodium Selago
; 3, a Sedum, not

recognisable.

—

Nciv Sub. i, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 2,

Pteris cretica albo-lineaia
; 3, Asplenium flaccidum var.

New Roses : IV. B. Smalc. The only complete list

we know of is that published a month or two since in

the " Florist."

Plums on Blackthorn : W. S. asks for replies to the

following questions :—How far does the Blackthorn
dwarf the Plum ? WTiat sorts of Plums succeed best

on Blackthorn ? and what sort of Blackthorn is most
suitable for the purpose?

Pot Vines : D. They are generally considered not worth
forcing the second year. You may, however, obtain a
few bunches from them.

Primulas: Witidchank 6^ Kingshury. An excellent

and varied assortment, of first-rate quality.

Propagating Roses : A Subscriber. You will have
small chance of success with Rose cuttings planted in a
hotbed this or next month, unless the cuttings are wood
of this year's growth—that is, forced cuttings. You
would probably not root one out of 20 cuttings of

last year's wood ; of forced cuttings you might root

90 per cent.

RiciNUS ; R. . For a greenhouse we recommend the

varieties called R. sanguineus and R. africanus. These
plants are, however, much more suitable for the open
air during summer, and, in sheltered situations and
good soil, grow into grand objects. Canna Bihorelli

and Warscewiczii.
Erratum.—At p. 180, col. a, 38 lines from the top, for

"nobilis," read "Cembra." In the tenth line of the

last paragraph but one, for a "broad walk," read a
" broad belt."

Communications Received :—A. D.—X. Y. Z.—B.—D. P. H.
- Holkham.—W. B. C.-A. P.—J. C. H.—H.—J. F. McE.—
W. M.-W. B. S.—J. H.-J. M.-R. S.-A.-A. J. P.-G. S.

-A. McK. (next week).

larhtts.
CO VENT GARDEN.—February 12.

There has been a very short attendance here, owing to
the change in the weather, which had a marked influence
on some articles, and a continuance of which will

materially affect the prices of all outdoor produce grown
in the market gardens round London. The supplies from
Cornwall and the Channel Islands and Continent continue
regular, and rather on the increase.

Applies, p. i sieve ..

(_'obs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p, bush. .

Filberts, per lb. ..

Grapt-s, per lb.
i

Pine-applcs, per lb. S o -

Vege

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6

Artichokes, p. doz. ..30
Beet, per doz. . . a o
Broccoli, per doz. ..10
Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10
Carrots, p. bunch ..04
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 1 6

Celery, p. bund. ..10
Cucumbers, each ..16
Endive, per doz. ..16
Garlic, per lb. ..08
Herbs, per bunch ..02
HorseRadish,p. bun. 3 o

Potatos, York Regent

Lccks, per bunch .. o 2 to o 4
Lettuces, p. score .

.

10— a o
Mint, per bunch .. 10 — 16—-26 Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — 16
Onions,per bunch .. 04 — 09
Parsley, per bunch . 02 — 04
Potatos, new, p. lb. o 4 — 06
Salsafy, per bundle . 10—13
Seakale, p. punnet. . a o — 36
Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 2 o^— 30— ..

I

Radishes, perdoz, . . 10 — 16— 041 Tqmips, per bunch .04 — 06— 50;
;, per ton, 75^. to locu. ; Flukes, do..

POTATOS.—Soutkwark, February j.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and
by rail are still in excess of the demand. The trade con-
tinues very dull, and prices declining. Quotations:

—

Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 70J. to 85^. ; Lincolnshire do.,
60s. to 75J-. ; Kent and Essex do., 6oj. to 75J.

; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., 70.!. to 95^.; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do. , 6oj. to jos. ; Ditto Rocks, tos. to 65J. ; French
and Belgian Whites, 50J. to 55^.

tal and ProfitableMOUNTAIN ASH. a most On
Tree for Underwood. It will grow upon soil too pnr>,

Hazel and most other plants used for a similar purpose We
"PP'y good plants-
>criooo: 2!^ to 2% f«t, ;

)r 27s. 6d. per 1000. See CATALOGUE,
JAMES SMITH. Parley Pale Nu :s, Matlock.

D OUBLE WHIN, GORSE or FURZE
U1.EX EUROP.^A FLOREPLENO.

Excellent plants, all extra, transplanted—package included :—
9 to 15 inches, 2j, 3rf. per dozen, iii. per too.
12 to 18 inches, 31. per dozen, 135, per too.

nchcs, 3r, td. per dozen, i6j. per 100.

Spring Grove, Isleworth, W.
'p O BE SOLD, a large and valuable stock of choice
J- EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, includine
PORTUGAL and COMMON LAURELS, HOLLIES, LILACS,
LABURNUMS, SNOWBERRY, &c, &c.
Application to be made at the Office opposite the Spring Grove StatioiL

ARIS,
I

SUTTON'S' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GIvASS SEEDS, was

w To the Trade.
INDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-
STER'S No. t, and BADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, !ic,

iffer, at advantageous prices.

FREDK. GEE,! ,
Biggleswade, Beds.

pOTATOS
JL do. Myatt's
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1^ OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The EXAMINATION of CANDI-
DATES for the Society's PRIZES wil

take place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates

must not be above 21 years on March 31,

Copies of the Form required to be sent

in by March 31 may be had on application

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

, Hanover Square, London, W.

THE SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION and
SALE of SHORTHORNS will be held in BINGLEY HALL

BIRMINGHAM, on THURSDAY. March 3. •

The ENTRIES CLOSE on SATURDAY, February IJ.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

Offices of the Society, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.—The PROFESSORSHIP of NATURAL

HISTORY is VACANT, by the appointment of William T. Thiselton
Dyer, B..V, late Junior Student of Christ Church, Oxon, to the Chair
of Botany in the College of Science, Dublin. The Council will be
happy to receive APPLICATIONS from Gentlemen desirous of suc-
ceeamg Mr Dyer. Letters may be addressed tothe Principal.

RIBES ATROSANGUINEA, dark flowering Currant.
Fine plants, aj^ to 3J^ feet, 31, per dozen ; 141. per 100 ; double

flowering, a^' to 3!^ feet, 31. per doicn ; tjj. per 100
BROOM, White Portugal, 1^ to a feet,zj. 6i. per doren ; las. perioo;

3 to 4 feet, 3J. per dozen : t8r. per
Ohi," - " "

, Common Yellow ?3.f"<i
See CAtALoSuk

JAMF.S SMITH, Parley Dale Nur

per dozen ; i

!5, Matlock.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, a6. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prici free on application. Prize Medals, i8sr,
, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seed;

NOTICE to PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS.—
Unfavourable weather for the Turnip and other Roots stand-

inc for Seed having set in since Messrs. SuTTONS' LIST. of Reduced
Prices was sent to Dress. Messrs. Sutton resoectfullv advise their
friends to obse
LIST, limilin^
This Notice Ts offi:red to prevent disappointment or misunderstaiid-

ing in respect of Orders which may be sent when the season is more

The CATALOGUE will be ready on or about the tith i

I Berk : Seed Esiablishir -Feb,

Improvement of GraEs Lands, at from 4s. 6d. to 9s.
per acre.

SUTTONS' RENOVATI.XG MIXTURE should
now be sown. 6 to ja lb. per acre.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

Mangel Wurzel Seed.HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
• Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varieties, and

including SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOP YELLOW GLOBE,
The Stocks are very fine, and all of 1869 growth. "^

'

Seed-Gr. , Wisbech.

Choice Farm Seeds.
BOLTON AND CO. ofTertlieirdioice stock of ORANGE

GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL, price is per cwl Fine stocks
of LONG YELLOW MANGEL and SUTTONS' INTERMEDI-
ATE YELLOW; also their extra selected stock of PURPLE-TOP
SWEDE TURNIP, the distinguishing features of which are its
handsome form and great weight producing qualities

;
price £2 per

T O the SEED TRADE.
HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE CUCUMBER.
CUTHILL'S BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER.
OSBORNE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECTING BROCCOLL

D
of 1869, and true, of own growth, offered cheap.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman, Weslon.soper-Mare, Somerset.

Seed Counties, Suffolk and Essex.
AVID GOLD McKAV, Seed Grower, Sudbury,
Suffolk, begs to offer complete Collctions of VEGETABLE

SEEDS, carriage Tree.

No. I COLLECTION
No. 3 COLLECTION

Alterations made to suit purchasers.
Any lady or gentleman ordering the above may depend on having

really " Pure Homegrown Seeds. ''CATALOGUES free on application.
The " Old " Established Seed Warehouse, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and nower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

from the best
|

offered i
,

quested to compare the' prices with those of other'ltoL_.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

t possible prici

PE A S. — Maclean's fine Wrinkled Marrows,
Premier,

| Early Emerald,
Little Gem,

|
Advancer.

For full description see CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE, now ready.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Tile Forwaxdest Pea known UUTTONS' RINGLEADER."
Trice 31. per quart ; cheaper in large quantitie";.

R
"Tbe Earliest of All was

INGLEADER." Vide Royal Horticultural
Society's report on Early Peas.—For description, illustration.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
SUTTON and SONS having grown largely of the

following excellent PEAS, can supply them, very true to name, at
low prices for large quantities :

—

Ringleader — llic for-

wardest km
Dickson's Favou
Princess Royal.

I

Champion of England.
Vcitch's Perfection-
Hair's Dwarf Mammoth.
Yorkshire Hero.

H
Notice to the Trade.

LAXTON'S NEW PEAS, ALPHA and SUPREME.
URST AND SON beg to state that they are holders
of half the stock of the above valuable varieties ; also the

HUNDREDFOLD or COOK'S FAVORITE, and the entire stock of
MCMILLAN'S QUEEN of the MARROW. They have also grown
largely of LAXTON'S PROLIFIC Descriptions of all in

CATALOGUE, which may be had on application. Thev have at
nresent a good supply of the true RED and WHITE ITALIAN
TRIPOLI ONION, and the GIANT ROCCA, all of which are
scarce this season.

HURST AND SON, 6, I.eadcnhall Street, EC,

To Purchasers ol Farm Seeds.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free (iiratis to pur-

chasers). All kinds of Farm Seeds at very low prices.
JAMES CARTF.R AND CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 337 and J38,

High Holborn, London, W.C.

(ij UTTONS' HOME GROWN FARM SEEDS,
free. Present prices will be found on p. 308 of this

week's Paper. Special quo'

post free on applic:

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsi ^ the Queen, Reading, Berks.

H
CHEVALIER BARLEY, which was awarded the First Prire three

years in succession (1S67. 1868, 18691, at the Birmingham and Midland
Counties Show, "yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, 10 quarters per acre,

weighing 57 lb. per bushel. Also PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN
and PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of Pedigree Seed Wheats,
apply to the Originator of the System, Captain HALLETT, F.L.S.,

Brighton.

w [. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham. Essei:.

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, a FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, ingood working condition, containing 20,000 feet of

Glass, more or less, all erected within the last ten years.—Apply on the

Premises. G. WELLS, Grove Nursery, Coleman Street, Camberwell, S.

SALES BY AUCTION.
TotteiUiam, N.

PEREMPTORY NOTICE TO QUIT, IN CONSEQUENCE OF
THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S EXTEN
SION OF LINE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, Brunswick Nursery, Lower

Tottenham (five minutes' walk from Park Station on the Great Eastern
Railway), on TUESDAY, Februar>' 15, and two followine days, at

12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve, by order of Mr. John
Mailer, who is compelled to surrender possession of the Land by Lady
Day next, the whole of the vaiaable NURSERY STOCK, com-
prising thousands of choice Evergreen and Coniferous Shrubs, mclud-
mg 15,000 Chinese Arbor-vitic, 7000 Juniperus. 5000 bushy Aucubas,
5000 Variegated Hollies, i to 6 feet; 6000 Tnujopsis borealis, 4000
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 6200 Green Hollies, 1 to 6 feet ; 5000 Thuja
aurea, i lo 4 feet ; 4000 Rhododendrons, 4000 handsome Cedrus Deodara,
I to a feet, &c. ; 6000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best kinds

;

aooo clean-crown Fruit Trees, Vines in pots, Currants, sorts ; Orna-
mental and Forest Trees, Hardy Climbers, Herbaceous Plants,

together with 5000 choice Greenhouse Plants, consisting of choic<

;, and of the Auctic . Leyt.

AnnuaJ Sale of very Handsome EngUsh-grown
CamelUas.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, EC, on

FRIDAY, February 18, at halfpast la o'clock precisely, about
joochoice Double tiAMELLIAS, beautifully set with Bloom Buds;
AZALEA INDICA, 300 Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the best

varieties. Selected FRUITTREES, HardyAMERICAN PLANTS.&c.

Plashet Park, E.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, the

Land being required for other purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Frost to SELL by AUCTION, -with,

out reserve, on Ilie Premises, Plashet Park Nursery, Green Street,

near Stratford, Essex, on SATURDAY, February 10, at la o'clock

precisely, the whole of the Valuable NURSERY STOCK, including

400 bushy Aucubas, 350 Chinese Arbor-vitae. Common and Portugal

Laurels, Evergreens, Hollies, Sec. ; handsome Standard and Dwarf
Roses, of the best varieties: clean grown Fruit Trees, some double

,d ronal Geraniums, Cinerarias, _&c.

Edmonton, N.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, the Land being immediately required for the Great
Eastern Railway Extension.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. C. Woolven & Son to SELL by

ind 1 ) following days. o'clock precisely each day, the whole

J500 fine Irish anti English Yews, 1000 Retinospora

8 feet; 1000 Araucaria imbricata, 2000 Cupressus nyia.,,.^..,.^, .g^.

Thuja Lobbii, 3000 common Laurels, 3500 Green Hollies and Portugal

Laurels, 1000 Sweet Bays, 3500 Ligustrum ovalifolium, 8000 Pines,

Euonymus, i to 3 feet : Wcllingtonias, Thuiopsis, and

Manetti Stocks in dormant
Standard-worked Thorns, and a

large quantity of other Ornamental Trees : 30,000 strong Quick,
' '

' ' Roses in pots.

On view three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on thi

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstone, E.

N.B. All the Greenhouses, Pits, and Pot Plants will be sold at I

later date, of which due notice will be given.

M
Turnham Green, W.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have

R

Furthe r pnrticulars will .ippear in futu re Advertisements.

To Gentlemen, Florists, and Gardeners.
BKDDINi-iTON CORNER, MITCHAM.

W. FULLER will SELLby AUCTION, asabove,
. on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, February 22 and 23, at
. -- o'clock each day, the valuable BUILDER'S STOCK,

nhouse. 34 ft. by 16 ft.

i6ft. byio ft., each fitted with Hot.wa... ..^,. .._ .

Frames with Lights, measuring respectively 20 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in., 14 ft.

8 in. by 7 ft. 6 in,, 35 ft. by 6 ft., ando ft. bys ft.. Also 2000 Specimen

M Seeds.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

.r„i,„t'.','',?,',"',??°""'3''King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, onIHIIRSDAY, February 17, at half.past la o'clock preciselvCALIFORNIAN TREE SeJeDS just arrived.
" ^'°"' P'<=<:i«ly.

On view the morning oi^Sale, and^atalogues had.

Orchids, Seeds, andnLlUes.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will HELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C . onTHURSDAY, February 17, at half.past ra o'clock precisely,

an imporiation of ORCHIDS from New Grenada, consisting of
Odontoglossums, Oncidium Wcltoni and Krameri, Stc, in very fine
condition ; seoo LILIUM AURATUM from Japan; 300 Ih. of
CEDRUS DEODARA SEED, and various other Coniferous Seeds.

g of Sale, and Catalogue;

Eastdown Park, Lewlsham.
IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

R. EPPS is instructed to SELL by AUCTION on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, February 16 and 17, at

'Clock precisely, on the' Grounds of Mr. Savillc, Eastdown Park,
Lewisham, 10,000 very choice and handsome TREES, SHRUBS, and

'
'

:imens of Conifera:, Thuja

M
PLANTS, cansisling of hand;
Lobbii, gieantea; Thujop:
handsome Targe Thuja aun

Lawsonin
Irish Yewi'Pinu's

Cembra.ausinaca.excclsa; Piceanobilis, Arbor-vitje.of sorts; Common
Yew. Common and Portugal Laurels, Aucubas, Rcrberis, fancy and
¥)ld blotched

; Hollies, Rhododendrons ; Deciduous Shrubs, Ornamental
rccs. 10 to 13 feet : Poplars, Chestnuts, Birch, Lime, Mountain Ash,

Maple. Sycamore. &c, ; Irish Ivies in pots, large quantity of well-grown
FRUIT TREES of the leading kinds, Standards, Pyramids, Dwarf

sisting of Apples, Cherries, Plums, Pear,id Dwarf-t
Peaches, Nectarine-
15 large trained Plun-

newest and bcs^t
'

. .

Herbaceous Plants, Picotccs, Carnation;
and Two-lighl Garden Frames, nearly n
Builder's Cart, r

ell-rooted, compact, and handsome.

, Blessington Villas, Lee Road, Lewis

Gooseberi
bearing state, of the best
ty of Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the

i, warranted
'SES of the

large quantity of

cellent opportunity of pur-
n be hacf, all of which are

, S.E.

Burghley Park. Stamford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STR.\FFORD has the honour to announce that
he is favoured with instructions to oflTer for SALE by

AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY. March 17 next, at the
Dairy Farm, Burghley Park, about THIRTY HEAD of SHORT-
HORNS, the property of the Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter, including
some superior Young Bulls, and a choice selection ofCows and Heifers.
The Sires used arc principally of Kirklevington descent.
Catalogues, with pedigrees, are now in preparation, and will be

announced, with further particulars, in future Advertisements,
London ; n, Euston Square. February- 10, 1870.

Cljc|igriailtiirai^;i^ftfc.
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-RUIT

What is the single thing in the habits and cir-

cumstances of Agricultural Labourers to

which more than any Other—to which, indeed, more
than t-Tery other put together—one must attribute

their misfortunes .' We presume there is not an
employer, not even a mere neighbour, hardly,

indeed, a fellow labourer, but must say that it is

the constant and excessive use of into.xicating

drinks which is the bane of their life, the ruin

of their serviceablcncss, the blight of their

families and homes. There is no other class

of society where the extremes of character are

at once so wide apart, and seen so close

together. One might even say in hardly any
are the extremes of outward condition sepa-

rated by a greater interval than is often seen

in adjoining cottages among country labourers.

The very heights of unselfish excellence are

occupied by cottagers, and so are the utmost

depths of miserable worthlessness. The decent

comforts of a well-ordered household are to be

seen in almost every village close to the rags and
misery of reckless poverty. And it is to the

destruction of time, and means, and strength,

and self-respect, which is due to drunkenness

(often, indeed, merely to habitual drinking), that

the difference is generally due.

A very striking report to the Council of the

Society of Arts has been lately pubhshed, in

which Mr. Paynter Allen contrasts the condi-

tion of Ealing and Brentford, near London, and
attributes, apparently with justice, the unfortunate

plight of the latter to the excessive drinking

habits of the labouring population there. The
evil probably exists in its worst forms in the

lower suburbs of our great towns, but in every

country village, and almost on every farm, the

contrast is equally obvious, and its cause is

constantly at hand.

The discouragement of a vice so widespread

and so miserable in its results would tend, we
believe, more than anything that can be named
to the progress of agriculture, to the advantage

of all interested in farming, and even to the

fertility and productiveness of the land. Even,

then, if on this lower ground alone, we cannot too

heartily applaud the step which has been lately

taken in connection with this subject by a number

of Kentish clergymen. They have circulated a

memorial in which a county association is sug-

gested, having for its object the counteraction

of the temptations and facilities by which

drinking habits are formed. They justly say

that these habits largely prevail ; that among the

causes of these habits is the frequency of the
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houses which are licensed for the sale of drink ;

and that drinking habits tend deplorably to ini-

poverishment, disease, curtailment of industry,

crime, and irreligion.

They do not suppose that there is any specific

remedy which will banish a disease of such

deep root and extensive ramifications, but they

think that if earnest-minded men would act

together, they might at least curtail its sources

and weaken its power.

They suggest, therefore, the formation of an

Association, having for its object the counter-

action of the temptations and facilities by which

drinking habits are formed.

The operations of such an Association would

be determined by its members. And they do not

anticipate them.

The following, however, wjU occur to many as

offering themselves for adoption :

—

To watch against, and, where possible, to restrain

the further multiphcation of drinking house

localities where there is, obviously, no deman

them.
, , , ,

To stimulate a more efficient control by the pol

e.\isting houses in which the law is evaded.

To take measures—for the establishment of sound

benefit societies unconnected with public-houses— for

the promotion of village flower and industrial shows—

for the extension of the allotment garden system—

and for the assistance of parochial efforts of various

kinds to win people to sobriety, and rational amuse-

ments.

This is the substance of the address, to which

w^e gladly give whatever publicity w;e can. The

proposed association ought to exist in every

county. It ought to include landlords, farmers,

and labourers as well as clergymen. It ought

especially to consider, with regard to their influ-

ence on this subject, the existing kinds of wage

and methods of payment for agricultural labour.

No one can make a more influential contribution

to the welfare of the agricultural labourer in this

respect than the agricultural employer,

Mr. Cadle, of Gloucester, read a capital

paper on the Conversion of Grass Lands to

arable cultivation before the London Farmers'

Club last Monday. We are not able to give the

report in full, but our readers will see from the

extracts in another page that the subject was well

handled by a practical and trustworthy man.

The proportion of grass-land which a farm,

according to Mr. Cadle, ought to have, in order

to the best management of it and of its live stock,

is one acre to every three under the plough. It

is only, or almost only, when the quantity

exceeds this proportion that he would entertain

the proposal to break it up. And there are large

areas wholly Grass of certain specified kinds

which he would retain in Grass, whether any arable

land existed on the farm or not. It is a curious

confirmation of Mr. Cable's judgment, that on

farms, described elsewhere, in such admirable

hands as those of Mr. TORR, of Riby, where we

may suppose the will of the tenant to have

reigned almost undisputed, the proportion of

pasture is very nearly that which Air. Cadle
recommends. When the proportion in an essen-

tially arable district is much larger than this,

Mr. Cadle would recommend all the lighter soils

adapted for sheep husbandry to be broken up, in

order to the reduction of the Grass to the speci-

fied proportion. And he very ably urges on the

landlord the considerations which are most likely

to overcome his prejudices against such a course.

He calls the landlord's attention, for example, to

the great improvements made in arable land

farming within the last 30 years, as compared
with what has been observed in pasture. There

are numbers of arable farmers who spend a sum
more than equal to their rent in artificial foods

and manures, so there is little fear of such men

culture. They would thus be made to produce immense

crops of rootsi artificial grasses, and com. Vast breadths

of these soils would yield capital crops : first, of Polatos,

then of Wheat, next Turnips or Mangels, Swedes,

Carrots, and Cabbages for stock ; again Potatos, again

Wheat, and then Clover or seeds, followed by a com crop,

to be further supplemented by roots again, and so on

continuously. This little island of ours ought to be

the standing ground for fatting stock enough to feed

the nation, and would grow more roots, more Grasses,

and more animal food. Scotland grows splendid root

crops. Who can tell to what amount our home supplies

of animal food might be made to extend?"

Mr. Cable's paper was listened to throughout

with the greatest attention by a large agricultural

audience, and an interesting discussion ensued

upon the subject of it. Mr. C. S. Read, M.?.,

took his standpoint on the personal interest of the

tenant-farmer. Grass-land when broken up must

pay the farmer better than it did as Grass, other-

wise its breaking up cannot be justified.

Examples were referred to, where farmers had

broken up grass-lands with promising hopes, and

yet were losers in the end, although the land was

well drained, subsoiled, and manured. On the

other hand, " ugly beggarly cow pasture " was

quoted, which, although far from promising in

appearance, nevertheless yielded plenty of fine

rich butter. Mr. Read also strongly recom-

mended the improving of grass-land by sheep-

folding.—Mr. Smvthies, whose experience lies

in the opposite quarter of the compass from

Norfolk, in the warm moist climate and fine

grazing lands of the West, also advocated ^-ery

great caution in breaking up paying grass-land

to aeration. He does not think grass-land can be

overdrained, even if the drains be only one

yard asunder. The better the land is drained

the more available moisture it absorbs from

the atmosphere and retains for the supply of

the roots of the Grass ; whereas the stagnant

water of imperfectly drained land is poison.

He agreed with Mr. Read that manure is the

true agent in improving grass-land, a plentiful

supply soon restoring very poor worn-out grazings

to their original fertility.— Mr. H. TretheWY
put more stress upon climate than the previous

speakers—contrasting the dry, cold, east winds of

Norfolk with the moist warm winds of the West,

so favourable to the growth of Grass. He repro-

bated anv attempt to reverse the order of things

which climate had thus established. He doubted

the propriety of robbing arable land by sheep-

folding on the Grass— a practice becoming

too common in Bedfordshire and the Midland

Counties. The most advisable course is to

give both pasture and arable land fair play. He
did not advise the breaking up of grass-land that

was capable of improvement by a more generous

system of manuring. He took exception to Mr.

Smvthies on draining ; did not think wet grass-

land required much draining so long as the

Grass w-as rich ; but where water-plants make
their appearance, then drain, not so close,

however, as for arable land. Certain districts

have Grasses peculiar to them, and if others are

sown they will die out, and be supplanted by the

natural sorts.

Mr. Coussmaker repeated an advice of caution

relative to breaking up grass-land, an advice

in which landlord and tenant are generally at

one. Our live stock are the finest in the world,

and they are the produce of our pastures. We
don't want foreign stock, but we want to improve

our pastures, so as to rear and fatten more stock

for the shambles.—Mr. Bradsh.aw, on laying

down arable land to Grass, considers that a thin

seeding of corn affords shelter from the sun

during summer, and that the stubble affords

shelter during winter. If without corn, he

would sow Grass seeds in July, so as to get the

Grass established before winter. He agreed

land only when Wheat is at a paying price

The practical difficulty in breaking up Grass is

the uncertainty that attends corn tillage.

Mr. Congreve considered the possibihty of

farming grass-land at a loss. He objected to

the too common idea that grass-land requires

less capital than arable land to farm' successfully,

mentioning examples in Leicestershire of y;2o per

acre being invested in stocking grass-land. He
referred to the expense of dressing with bones in

Cheshire 30 years ago, at the rate of I ton per

acre, and noticed the injurious eft'cct of bones on

the milk of cows and on the cheese made from it.

Mr. Howard, M.P., summed up the discussion

given to the subject by the several speakers from

The different parts of the great grass-field of

England. He also gave a resume of his own

experience, and concluded by showing Mr. NeaLP
tiiat the Farmers' Club had given a greater pro-

minence to dair)' affairs than to almost any other

agricultural su'oject.

Notwithstanding short supplies of English

Wheat on Monday last at Mark Lane, sales could be

effected only at a reduction of 2s. a quarter ; and the

trade has been lifeless during the week. In the

Metropolitan Cattle Market on Thursday trade was

firm at Monday's reduction of price. The seed

market partakes somewhat of the general depression in

Mark Lane.

, . , , ,, , with Mr. Cadle and Mr. Trethewy as to
running their land out. He compares a large

^^^^j^age, and the Grasses natural to the land,
district of arable farms with one of pasture, and is ,, f"

'

struck with the marked difference of the tenantry

the comparison in every case being in favour of

the arable farmer. He quotes a practical farmer

writing in the Mark Lane Express of June 24,

1867, who, after showing the value of the Turnip

crop, says :

—

' If then the Turnip, or rather the root crop is so

valuable, why are farmers to be so closely restricted to

certain courses or rotations of cropping? and why are

such large breadths of moderate, not to say inferior grass-

lands to remain under pasturage ? If modem culture and

modem applications of manures and feeding stuffs are

worth an^'thing beyond the old order of management

—

and no one disputes their worth—they would tell sur-

prisingly upon the conversion of such lands into arable

• In the 30 parishes in which tliey minister, with

of 19,463, the number of public-houses and beer-h(

giving one drinking-house for every 35J dwelling-hou
152

Bone-compost he considers the best top-dressing

for grass-land, quoting the example of Cheshire

on the subject.

Mr. Neale seconded the maxim of C. S.

Read, Esq., M.P., that profitableness to farmers

is the proper test of the practice. He drew

attention to losses sustained by those who had

broken up their grass-land, in consequence of the

cattle plague. He suggested that agi'icultural

societies and farmers' clubs should give more
encouragement to this branch of farming than

they now do. Mr. Neale criticised the paper

and discussion, on the ground that sufficient pro-

minence had not been given in either to the

importance of dair\- farming.

Mr. Dring took a corn-paying view of the

I subject, i. e., recommending to break up grass-

. On Wednesday evening, in the House of Com-

mons, Rord Robert Montagu asked the "Vice-Pre-

sident of the Committee of Council whether the Govern-

ment had determined that there shall be a foreign

cattle market in the metropolis, and, if so, whether a

site has been fixed upon. In reply, Mr. FoRSTER ex-

plained that the Government have endeavoured fully

to carry out the Act pas.sed last session. By that Act

the Corporation of London have power to make such

market, and if it shall not be made by the end of next

year, then the Corporation of London will lose certain

advantages, and especially the market monopoly. The

Government have been in constant communication on

the subject with the City authorities, and have every

reason to believe that the Corporation will undertake

the duty imposed upon them.

At the Council meeting of the Central Chamber

of Agriculture on Tuesday last, under the presidency of

Colonel ToMLINE, M.P., the following resolutions, on

the " Best Mode of Providing for the Future Mainte-

nance of Turnpike Tmsts and Highways," were

introduced by Mr. JABEZ TuRNOUR, of the Peter-

borough Chamber :

—

That the Council is of opinion that all Turnpike

Tmsts should be abolished simultaneously, and that the

maintenance of all public roads should be settled on a

permanent and equitable system."

•That, as the interests of the whole community have

been promoted by the existence of the improved means of

traffic, it will be unjust to charge the remaining debts

upon rateable property only, and that these debts ought

to be liquidated by the national Exchequer."

'That the Council considers indispensable either a

revision of the rating system, so as to bring under contri-

bution the general wealth of the districts through which

the roads pass, or the alternative of part payment of the

ro.id expenditure out of the Imperial revenue."

After a lengthened discussion, Mr. Knatcheull-

HUGESSEN, Under-Secretary of State for the Home
Department, addressed the Council, not so much, he

said, as a member of the Government, but as a land-

owner and agriculturist, who wished to learn and to

lake counsel rather than to declare a policy. He asked

the forbearance of agriculturists if the Government, in

the overwhelming pressure of business, clid not find it

possible to redeem literally the promises tliey had given

of agricultural legislation. He declared himself per-

sonally in favour of a general road system, which, in its

local management, should distinguish between highways

and turnpike roads ; the former of which should

depend for their maintenance on highway districts,

while the latter, as being main arteries of communi-

cation, sliould be maintained by rates levied over a wider

district. A large majority of the Highway Boards with

which the Goverrunent had been in communication,

had declared emphatically in favour of the Highway

Act, with the working of which they expressed them-

selves as entirely satisfied. The fault of the Act was,

that it was of a permissive character, permissive legi.s-

lation being inconclusive and unsatisfactoiy. He
would advise the Chamber to keep to what is prac-

ticable, and then an issue might be arrived at which

would be gratifying to them.—Mr. Corrance, M.P.,

objected that the reports of the working of the Highway

Act are procured from the secretaries of the Highway

Boards, who of course are interested in giving a good

account of themselves.—It was agreed that it would be

better to wait to see the proposals of the Government

before proceedmg actively in the matter ; and, on the

suggestion of Sir Massev Lopes, an amendment which

Sir George Jenkixson had proposed to the original

resolution and the resolutions themselves were \vith-

drawn.

The annual Bimiingham show and sale of

Shorthorn eattle will take place this year at Bingley Hall
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on Thursday, March 3, being a month earlier than the I

show was held last year. Prizes of £$0, £is> -ind £S
are offered for bulls above 12 and under 20 months old,

and 2'20, £^°< =>n<i ^5 fo"' bull-calves between 6 and

12 months old. There are also two prizes of ^10 each,

one for the best male and the other for the best female,

in two other classes. Since the establishment of the

Royal Agricultural Society, probably no exhibition has

been started which is calculated to have a more import-

ant influence on the herds of the Midland Counties,

which cannot fail to be greatly improved by the intro-

duction of the class of well-bred sires such as intending

purchasers are enabled to select at Bingley Hall, and

by whom the advantage of these exhibitions cannot be

too highly esteemed. As an instance, we have known
one tenant-farmer travel 2000 miles and spend £yo
before meeting with a sire to his mind : ultimately he

secured one at 80 gs. , but of course the expenses should

be added to the cost, thus bringing it over /'iSO. The
only restrictions with reference to the animals sent for

exhibition are that they shall have at least four crosses

of pure blood, and must be for absolute bmulfide sale,

if any price is offered exceeding the reserve of 20 gs.

Exhibitors are reminded that the entries close on Satur-

day, February 12.

The annual Agricultural Exhihition
of Paris is announced to open on the 14th and

to close on the 23d inst. We have not yet

received the programme, but understand that the

concours will include not only cattle and implements,

but also poultry and other domestic animals (alive and

dead), roots, seeds, &c., butter, cheese, and dairy

produce, and implements of all kfnds. The show was
held last year, as our readers will remember, at the

new cattle market of La Villette, but the attendance

was so poor that the authorities determined to hold it

this year in the heart of the town, at the Palais de

rindustrie, in the Champs Elysees. For many reasons

an unusually fine show may be looked for.

Another letter on Farm Horse Duties :—Mr.

RUTHERFURD, of Easton, near Grantham, put the

following case to the Chanxellor of the Exche-
quer :

—

" The tenants on the estate under my management are

bound by their agreements to ' furnish a waggon, with a

team of horses and a driver, one day in each year for

every ^^75 of rent, for any purpose the Landlord may
think fit, without charging any satisfaction for such team.'

The occupiers of farms on the property have for many
years discharged this obligation by carting coals to the

mansion on the estate occupied by the landlord, and

I beg respectfully to inquire if I an) correct in assuming

that the horses so employed are still exempt from duty,

on the ground that the service thus given by the tenants

is, in fact, an equivalent for rent, and must, therefore, be

held to be a ' purpose of husbandry?'
"

The following is the reply :

—

'
' Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London, 'W. C.

Feb. 3, 1870.
" Sir,—The Chancellor of the Exchequer having for-

warded to this Department your letter to him of the 27th

ultimo, I am desired by the Commissioners to acquaint

you that they will not insist upon payment of duly for a

horse kept solely for agricultural purposes, which may
occasionally only be employed in drawing coals, bricks,

&c. , to its owner's house, or to the house of the farmer's

landlord, in conformity with any provision in that behalf

contained in the lease under which the farm is held.
'

' I am, sir, your obedient ser\'ant,
"
'W. M. RossETTi, Assistant Secretary.

"JohnT. Rutherfurd, Esq."

At a recent meeting of Dorchester Agi-iculturists,

Mr. Stanhope's report on the condition of the

agricultural labourer in that county was discussed.

—

Lord Ashley dwelt on the advantage of paying the

labourer in money instead of in kind, and recom-

mended sanitary supervision with regard 10 sanitary

matters. He was perpetually travelling over England,

and saw labourers who earn from lOi. to I5.r. weekly,

but they are not as stiff-backed or broad-shouldered

as the Dorsetshire labourers, who earned, it was said,

only <js. weekly.—Professor BucKMAN held that the

Dorsetshire labourer is as well, if not better, qualified

for work than the labourer of any other county in

England. He expressed his disbelief of the statement

that his earnings are only 9.1. weekly. He denied

that in Dorset, as a rule, men do the work of boys ;

he thought that, with few exceptions, it is just

the contrary. Regarding the Dorset cottages, they

are not worse than those in other parts of

the country ;
generally speaking they are better.

The landlord had, however, no encouragement to

improve them, so indifferent were the labourers in

keeping them tidy. Then, again, the rent, often

IS. per week, does not warrant his expending money in

repairs, and as he has disproportionate burdens in the

shape of taxes to bear, it was not likely that he would

thus spend his money. He thought sanitary matters

should receive attention by the appointment of parish

supervisors. Respecting wages, he recommended the

total abolition of the system of payment in kind.

Better cottages, better schools, and parish supervision

were, he considered, three great wants in respect to

improving the condition of the agricultural labourer.

—

Mr. John Flover, M.P., pointed out that sanitary

matters have received the attention of boards of guar-

dians, who have effected great improvements in the

parishes. Regarding the state of the cottages, he

thought that agricultural societies do much towards

their improvement by the system of offering prizes for

the best cottages. If any age is fixed for prohibiting

the working of boys in the field, under 10 years he
thought to be suitable ; up to that age they should

receive the best education possible. Improved cottage

accommodation is, he considered, only a question of

time. At no distant day the labourers of this county
will, he held, be housed as they ought to be.

— Mr. Allnutt's meteorological report for

January points out the singular division of the month
into two contrasted halves ; the former stormy, the

latter calm ; the fonner warm, the latter cold. The
columns of mean temperature (one for the past month and
the other for 50 years), with the deduced diurnal results,

show how persistently high and persistently low have
been the thermal manifestions ofJanuary in its first and
second moieties. From the 1st to the 15th the night

temperature but once sank to the freezing point of

Fahrenheit. The range during this period was from
29" to 45^. From the iSth to the 30th the temperature

was consecutively depressed. On the 27th and 28th

the minimum night register was respectively 23", and
these are the lowest temperatures of the month on the

southern coast. During the month there were 13

frosts, some of considerable severity, but the unusual

heat at the commencement of the new year so pene-

trated the ground that the subsequent cold made but

slight impression, except on the very superficies.

to HuBBACK (319) and the Stuuley Bull (626).

Among the bulls used since the commencement of

the herd we may mention Phcenix (6290), and
Meteor (10,526), after which Knightley bulls were
principally employed,! as Ivanhoe (9240), Rebec
(15,132), Rubens (15,209) and Amiens (14,095).
" The two last sires. Bull's Bay (lot 60), and
General Bragg, are of the same blood, and were tliq

last two bulls sold at the final Fawsley sale in 1865."

This extensive and well-got-up catalogue contains

the pedigrees of 83 animals, 23 of which are bulls.

The sale, which will be conducted by Mr. John
Thornton, will take place on March I, at The Asps,

one mile from Warwick.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTtE.

The small herd of Shorthorns at Lune Bank,

late the property of Mr. Houseman, were sold by

auction on Tuesday (the 1st inst.), Mr. 'Vince officiating

as auctioneer. The 10 animals sold realised on an

average only ;^28 each. ]V/iite Strawberry, the first

on the list, is a 12-year-oId cow, bred by the late Mr.

Troutbeck, of Blencow, and is four months gone in calf

to Knight of the Harem ; she brought 21 gs,

Wild Rose, a lo-year-old cow, by a Warlaby bull,

Duke of Buckingham (14,428), and of the Wild

Eyes tribe, made 29 gs. ; Nartforth Strawberry, by

Baron Hartforth (23,361), a Lune Bank bull, and

descended from Old Strawberry by Chorister, and

Strawberry by Wellington, made 34 gs. ; Pride of

the Harem, by Knight of the Harem, and of the

Medora family, was sold for 30 gs. Knight of the
Harem is also of the Medora by Ambo tribe, and was
got by Lord Oxford (20,214), a pure Duchess and

Oxford bull imported from America, and bought by

the Duke of Devonshire for 400 gs. 'This animal, now
four years old, was purchased for the small sum of

34 gs. Hartington, by Knight of the Harem,
and boasting a long pedigree on the female side, back

to Wild Eyes by Emperor (1975), combines in his

lineage some of the best strains of Booth and Bates

blood, and he is own brother of Knight of Buck-
ingham, the property of Messrs. Hampton, of Apples-

ham, near Shoreham, Sussex. He brought 40 gs., the

highest price obtained. Lastly, two young bulls,

Blencow and Cloth of Gold, both by Knight of

THE Harem, and respectively of the Strawberry and

Wild Eyes sorts, made 22 and 124 gs. each.

The seventh issue of Thornton's Circular fully

equals, and in some points excels, its predecessors in

interest. A reprint of the result of the Barmpton sale

after the decrease of Robert Colling gives us the oppor-

tunity of comparing the past with the present, and the

general average of ^94 \2s. lod. over 107 head dis-

posed of in 1 818 and 1820, at a time of great agricul-

tural depression, is certainly well worthy of notice.

Taking the highest average during the past season,

that obtained by Mr. Bowly, of £^2 i6s. over 39

animals, we see how far it falls short of the sum obtained

at the dispersion of the great parent herd. Next follows

a continuation of the history and transactions of the

earlier Shorthorn breeders, in which much interesting

information is given respecting the first proprietors

of our most noted tribes. Thus Mr. Robert Colling's

cattle are stated for the most part to have been

descended from four families, a detailed account of each

of which is given. The Circular is then continued and

concluded in the usual manner, with notices of past and

future salesj births, private sales and lettings, an

obituary of eminent agriculturists, and lastly, a long

catalogue of Shorthorn cattle for private sale, compris-

ing 109 head of pure-bred stock.

• The catalogue of the late Mr. Mann's herd, so

long bred at The Asps, near Warwick, is before us. The

herd, we are informed, has been in existence for neariy

40 years. It was commenced with purchases from Mr.

Bellamy, one of the eariiest introducers of Shorthorns

into Warwickshire. Neariy one-half the animals trace

their pedigrees through the Dido family, to Mr. Bel-

lamy's Stock, which was full of Colling blood. The

Dido family was brought prominently into notice at the

Milcote sale in 1868, when Edit/i was reserved by Mr.

Adkins, and her daughter Diatia was sold for 120 gs.

One animal bred at Fawsley will also be noticed in the

list, namely, Sylphide, now nearly 12 years old, by

Sarawak, dam Pintail, by Janizary. There arc

13 female and 5 male representatives of the Messrs.

Ceilings' Bright Eyes by Favourite, dxm. Old Bright

Eyes, by Favourite tribe, and tracing directly back

" G. A. H." AND MR. SPEARING.
The Irish Land Question.

Mr. Spearing is not pleased with n^y criticism of

his letter, which I termed " Communism," and tells

me I should read more attentively, and not put con-

structions on words and sentences they are pot intended

to convey. Here are his own words :

—

" Proprietors think generally that if a fair and equit-

able measure be passed, giving the tenant on quitting his

land compensation for effectual drainage, fencing, build-

ings erected by him, and any other unexhausted improve-

ment he may have made, he ought to be satisfied, and it

is all he ought to expect. So he would under certain cir-

cumstances ; but the question is, will the tenant be

satisfied with this in the present state 0/ affairs f [Italics

are mine.] I think not ; he wellknows that such a measure

would ^iz'e to many a landlord a better claim than he has

at present to the land [italics are mine], and get rid of

some of his difficulties ; while other landlords would avail

themselves of the powers there given, and take possession

of the soil themselves."

Now, will Mr. Spearing kindly tell us what is the

meaning of this sentence, if the meaning I have put

upon it is not the correct one ? No measure such as

he speaks of could give a landlord with a "good " title

"a better claim than he has at present," so far as I

can see. Will Mr. Spearing show how it could ? As
to Mr. Spearing's assertion about what proprietors

think generally, I venture to differ with him. I do

not think proprietors expect at all to be called on to

pay for "fencing, or building, or other unexhausted

improvements," executed without their sanction or

consent, and I cannot see that my "supposititious

Paddy " in any way exceeds the claims that would

really be made if any such silly and unjust law were

passed. Mr. Spearing says that he spoke of

" efficient " work, but 1 refer him to his^ own letter.

He only uses the word "effectual" as applied to

dr.ain.age. What is an " efficient building," and what

is "efficient fencing?" Will Mr. Spearing be good

enough to say ? Paddy no doubt thinks his cabin a

very efficient shelter, and the fence round his Potato

garden a very efficient fence, and so they are to him

and to men of his class, but they are very inefficient and

totally useless to the landlord if he, the tenant, leave them

and no other tenant of the same class is ready to take

them. Now, are Mr. Spearing and those who have

so recklessly thrown down this apple of discord pre-

pared to advocate that landlords should be bound to

pay for such things when done without their consent ?

"G. A. H." is not so ignorant of the present state of

Ireland as Mr. Spearing supposes. As far as "the

law" is concerned "G. A. H." is quite sure that if he

bought an estate in Ireland he could go and take pos-

session of it, and turn all the tenants off unless they

had leases, and these leases must have been brought

under his notice before he bought, or if not, then the

vendors would have a difficult question to settle with

him. Whether "the law" in the present state of the

country could be carried out or not is a different

question, and we may thank wild speaking and writing

for having brought the country to the present pass. If

Mr. Spearing knows Ireland, he must know right well

that there is not one tenant in a hundred—nay, I think

I might safely say, one in a thousand—who ever

attempts to improve his land. He must know

that the great bulk of Irish tenants belong to

a class who have no idea of improvement what-

ever, who have not anything like the same

knowledge of farming that an English labourer has, for

the simple reason that in most parts of England now

the labourers see pretty good farming going on around

them, whereas an Irish tenant is surrounded by men as

poor, as ignorant, as reckless, and as improvident as

himself If the fanners of England and of Scotland

were swept away, and if instead of them the land was

given over to a parcel of men no better educated and

no more intelligent than English and Scotch farm

labourers were 100 years ago, and with almost no

capital to work their farms, and each man occupying

only from 5 to 10 acres of land, does Mr. Spearing

suppose that English and Scottish agriculture would

thrive as it does now ? This is the plain English ot

the question, this is it stripped of the fine feathers in

which politicians think fit to dress it up in order to

train their own party ends. And supposing sucti a

change to be effected, what would M>-. Speanng

think if a measure were to be proposed that these

men and their descendants
for

:' the occupiers u. u.^ .- / • ^
to hold at the moment the Act P^^^^f^'^^O'

whaV would he say if another Act were proposed
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and passed, authorising tiiese men, mere ignorant shulk behind a hedge to shoot an unconscious victim,

peasants, entirely unacquainted with any system of 1 and then, when the deed is done, not to move a finger

farming except the rudest, to do what the'y please to arrest the villain, g. A. H.

with the land, to subdivide it into miserable patches

and run up huts and pigstyes thereon, to make ditches

and banks and fences of any sort or description as

pleased their fancy, or otherwise to " improve " the

land in the extremely scientilic way their great agricul-

tural knowledge fits them for ?—and then, after it was all

done, and their own mismanagement and idle and

indolent habits had brought about a grievous famini

they were to be entitled to turn round

AYLESBY, RIBY, AND ROTHWELL.
Pkeliminary Geological Notice.

[The following is Mr. H. M. Jenkins' account of Mr. Terr's farm:

given in the J.

acknowledge
engraving.]

Two of the farms now to be described have long held

the landlords I either collectively or separately, a prominent position

and say "Oh, we are going away from this miserable
j

in the history of British agriculture. Aylesby aiid

country, which will support us no longer, but we want !
Riby, like Skipworth and Torr, are names which will

from you the cost of our improvements ; and if you do always be associated with advanced ideas of good

not pay us our full demands we will leave it to a jury
,

farming and successful breeding.

to decide?" I wish your readers to consider whether
,

Aylesby was held successively by the two Skip-

this is an over-statement of the case or not. And now worths, father and son, m the days of the Bakewell

I come back on Mr. Spearing, and ask him the Ram Club, when Leicester sheep-breeding was a con-

question I asked him before, "From what class are the test for giants. It consists of 940 '^"^"™-\ "^ ^eld

jury to be drawn?" for I put aside as simple rubbish
,

under Mr. T. T. Drake, of Amersham, Bucks, at an

the suggestion that Government are to

buy up estates in different parts of the

country and set the people to work
upon them at fair wages.

Mr. Spearing objects to my assertion

that Irish labourers combine. It is a

pity he cannot persuade all the manu-

facturers of England to be of the same

opinion, for I presume he is well aware

there are many works in which Irish-

men will not be employed at any price,

simply because - of their character for

plotting. And after all, what else is to

be expected of them, when their whole

life is one continued membership of

some secret society or another ?

" T. C." who is most unmistakably

an Irishman, and apparently one of

those who, having finished their educa-

tion in the .school of St. Omer's, come
over to this country to carry out the

principles so well indoctrinated into them
by their clever instructors, tells me I am
one of those who excite class against

class, while he is plainly seeking to

enlist the sympathies of the tenant-

farmers of England in favour of the

same class in Ireland. Every one who
knows Ireland, and knows of what stuff

(with a few brilliant exceptions) the

tenantry of Ireland are composed,
knows what folly it is to talk of them in

the same breath with the bold and manly
race who occupy the soil of England
and of Scotland. It is about as rea-

sonable to compare the one to the other,

or talk of them as belonging to the same
class, as it would be to liken the Red
Indians of the backwoods to the proud
descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers of

New England, because they both happen
to be denizens of the great North
American continent. And now as to

setting class against class, I venture to

tell "T. C." that the men who set

class against class are those who say to

an ignorant and excitable people that

they are the finest peasantry in the

world, that the island they live in is

an emerald, but unfortunately "set in

the crown of a stranger ; " that the

land they occupy is rightfully their own,
and that their landlords, although they
and their predecessors have possessed

the land for more than 300 years, are

only Saxon oppressors, whom to "go
out and tumble with a revolver " is a

great and godlike act, worthy even of
commendation from the minister of a

religion which ought to be a religion

of peace and goodwill. There are those

who, when a man has skulked behind
a hedge, watching in safe security the

approach of his victim unconscious of his coming doom, I annual rental on a Ladyday entry, with a very liberal

and then shooting him as he would some noxious tenant-right agreement, and no outgoing crop.

Lincolnshire 'Wolds. Slingemere Coi

ioGc'imshY'

to CxnTby

Sotlnvrll

l-jes>^-«l ch

4

Sc.»Lr—One inch to Iho t

Fig. 39.—GEOLOGICAL MAP OF FARMS AT AYLESBY, RIBY, ANn ROTHWELL.

fringe along the foot of the Wolds. North of the

village, as may be seen in the map, lies a mass of

clay, which forms the subsoil of the great portion of the

strong land on the farm ; and there is an outlier of the

same subsoil south of the road called Barton Street.

This road may be taken as a very convenient, and it is

certainly a very natural, line of division, to assist us in

describing the physical features of the district. It runs

along the line of a dry valley, and divides almost com-

pletely the strong land from the light, the only excep-

tion being the outlying patch of clay just mentioned.

This clay is one of those glacial drift-deposits to which

geologists now give the name of boulder-clay, but

which in former days were known by various names,

such as till, erratics, diluvium, and so forth. It is the

same as that termed "plastic clay" by Mr. John
Algernon Clarke in his prize essay on the " Farming of

Lincolnshire" in the 12th volume of this Journal. The
section beneath the map of Aylesby and Riby shows

the configuration of the surface on the Aylesby farm.

The slope of the valley from Barton Street towards the

clay-land on the north is seen to be very

gradual, while on the south, after the

intervention of a very narrow plain of

chalk, the surface rises somewhat
abruptly and boldly to the true Lincoln-

shire Wolds.
Most of the gravel, or, as I prefer

to call it, chalk rubble, is covered with

a good depth of from 2 to 4 feet of

loam, which is simply a washing from the

clay-landabove. Theother peculiarityto

be noticed is the occurrence of a patch

of "silt loam" between the principal

masses of clay and the outlier. This

is very poor land, and owes its poverty

to its geographical position having

formerly contracted the mass of water

which washed the loam from the clay,

and thus, by increasing its velocity,

prevented its depositing those coatings

of "old warp " to which the rest of the

chalk rubble now owes its fertility. The
clay portion of the Aylesby farm con-

sists of about 300 acres, in a dozen fields.

It is a very cold subsoil, and has a

covering of only 6 or 7 inches of loam ;

but it has recently been subsoiled by
steam-cultivation. It is all thoroughly

under-drained at a depth of 4 feet. The
chalk portion, or Wold land, consists

of 340 acres, and has a top soil consist-

ing of from 12 to 18 inches of marly

loam. The " chalk rubble" and "silt

loam " comprise about 300 acres, 210

of which, having the deep loamy soil

just mentioned, are in permanent Grass.

The Riby farm may be divided into

two nearly equal portions, one of which

(the Home Farm) runs for nearly two
miles along the southern side of Barton

Street. With the exception of a very

small patch of chalk (marked 4 on the

map) it consists entirely of the .same

"chalk rubble " as that at Aylesby ; is

similarly covered with from 3 to 4 feet

of strong fine loam, and is the best

land farmed by Mr. Torr. The remain-

ing portion, or the Riby Wold Farm,

is a little larger than the Riby Home
Farm, and consists entirely of chalk

covered with about iS inches of marly

soil. It slopes to the east and south,

and the harvest here is about a week
earlier than at Rothwell, also a Wold
farm, in consequence of its better aspect

and lower elevation ; but there is no
artificial shelter to increase these natural

advantages.

At Rothwell the subsoil is also chalk,

which is here covered with from 16 to

1 8 inches of a light marly loam. It

is situated at the extreme height of the

North Lincolnshire Wolds, and forms an

s back." Formerly, and not many years

sod-wall may

beast, who, when the cowardly assassin has made
his escape, talk of him merely as one who has

carried into execution " the wild justice of revenge."
These men, who preach this wretched balderdash to

their ignorant and poorer fellow countrymen, I beg to

tell " r. C," are they who set class against class.

But lest " T. C." should think of claiming me for

his fellow countryman, let me assure him, that although
I was born in Ireland, and lived there long enough
to know it well, not a drop of Irish blood flows in

my veins. It happens that I come of a Scottish

and an English stock, although, if I had been the

descendant of one of the early English settlers, I

most assuredly would not have looked upon myself as

an Irishman. A man is not a horse because he happens
to be born in a stable, not even if his forefathers before

him had been born in the same stable for many genera-

tions.

If " T. C." would allay the feeling of ' class

against class, let him go back to Ireland and tell his

brethren that in England we think it the act of cowards

The Riby farm has been in Mr. Torr's family for

about a century and a-half ; it measures 720 acres,

and is held under Colonel Tomlinc, M.P. for

Grimsby, at an annual rental, on a Mayday entry,

with an outgoing ocrop. Rothwell consists of 420 acres,

and, being a parsonage farm, is held under the present

rector, who, it is almost unnecessary to say, has only a

life-interest in it. Mr. Ton* also occupies 200 acres of

marsh-land, mostly his own property, at Immingham
and Stallingborough, on the banks of the Humber.
The whole of the land at present in Mr. Torr's occu-

pation therefore measures 22S0 acres. The proportions

of Grass and tillage are the following

Tillage. Total.

Aylesby is about five miles west of Great Grimsby,

and the village is situated just on the commencement of

for a whole country-side to look on and see an assassin ' the chalky gravel or rubble which stretches as a kind of

elevated '

ago, it was a rabbit-warren, and a wa
even yet be seen, though it is in process of demolition by

the present occupier. "The only bit of pasture on this farm

is a little field of 16 acres, situated, as may be seen on

the map, where the road from the village of Rothwell

branches, on the one hand to Grimsby, and on the

other to Croxby. It is used principally as a "city of

refuge," a sanatorium, or such like. While describing

this farm, it may be worth mentioning that it is

dixided into seven fields, exclusive of the small pas-

ture. One of these is nearly 100 acres in extent, and

the other six are worked in pairs (of one small and one

large field), each pair making up about the same acre-

age. The four-field shift at Rothwell is therefore a

vei"y simple matter to an-ange.

The only peculiarity of climate which it is necessary

to mention is, that the north-east winds from the German
Ocean in the spring very much retard spring cultivation.

[Mr. Jenkins' description of these farms occupies

several pages of the Society's "Journal," and must be

given in several successive numbers of the Agrkttltural

Gazette. The above, meanwhile, will ser\e for an

introduction.]
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ONE-HORSE REAPERS.
Burgess & Key's new Hand-Delivery Machine.

Considerable improvements in mowers and rc^ipers

have been recently made by Messrs. Burgess & Key,

of London and Brentwood. At tlie Plymoutli

meeting the judges reported their direct thrust on the

knife unquestionably "a permanent improvement,"

and Messrs. R. Homsby & Sons, who met with so

much success at Manchester last summer, have, very

much to their credit, adopted it under licence. But

the direct thrust, as it has popularly been termed, with

the self-lubricating apparatus which accompanies it,

forms only a part of the patent system under notice as

applied for the first time to a I-horse hand-delivery

reaper for com crops and Clover or other forage plants.

The system, apart from self-raking and swathing

apparatus, track clearers and dividing shoes, consists of

three parts, each subject to various modifications as

field-demands, &c. , may render necessar)', v'

self-lubricating apparatus; (2), "direct thrust;" (3),

crank gearing and apparatus for altering the angle

and elevation of cut, and for throwing in and out of

gear. The former two have been in use for some time,

but they have been greatly improved in mechanical

detail since the Manchester meeting. The annexed
illustration of their i -horse reaper will enable us the

better to describe its construction and the advantages of

the new system generally. The engraving represents a

right-hand machine with shafts, the width of cut being

5 feet, but they are made either right or left-handed,

and with shafts or pole, as ordered.

The gearing and drivers seat, it will be seen, are

carried outside the main or motor wheel. By this con-

struction (i) the motor wheel can work close up to the

standing crop. Under good driving the angular strain

upon the cutter bar is thus reduced by a reduction of

side leverage to the extent of 6 inches. (2) The weight

or pressure on the outside or land wheel is reduced

;

consequently, (3), the

horse-power is reduced,

and also the tear and
wear upon the working
parts. It will further be

seen that the driver's

seat is behind the main
axle, which both relieves

the horse's back of pres-

sure, and equalises the

angle of draught. It is

a well known fact, that

when the shafts press

heavily on the back of

the horse the rise and
fall are great, however
elastic may be the step

and free the movement

;

but when the pressure

is «//, the angle of

transition is nearly uni-

fomr. In cutting Clover

the sparred platform is

removed, and a track-

clearer."put on ; and the

main wheel, standing

close up to its work,
permits of the width of the track-dearer being reduced
to a minimum, which will further reduce the horse-
power, especially when the crop is heavy. As the
resistance here is at the extremiy of the side leverage, a
saving of 2 or 3 inches is very important. At one time
the broad track-clearersof mowers so increased draught
as to surprise their manufacturers when they first entered

the grass field ; but sound mechanism is now better

understood, and the small reduction in the breadth of

the track-clearer under notice further reduces horse-

power and the tear and wear upon the machine.
Such is a general outline of the new i -horse reaper,

and we shall now notice the details under the three

parts of the system already mentioned.
The patent for the self-lubricating apparatus covers

various forms of construction, and the principle

is so simple that it is surprising how it was not dis-

covered and reduced to practice sooner. It is applied
to all the bearings of the machine under notice, and
consists of a cotton wick, supplying to each bearing oil

from a well, as fast as required—no more, no less

—

one supply being sufficient to last a whole day.

The "direct thrust" is a popular and very convenient
technical term, but seems the reverse of what it implies.

It means that the three dead points are in a line when
crossing centres, and it is a well-known fact that when
the crank-pin crosses centres, as it does twice during
every rotation, there is no thrust on the connecting rod,

hence the technical term dead-points. Thus in the
annexed printer's rule diagram—if the four cyphers

equal times and nearly at an uniform velocity of cutting
|

honest one too. A p.atchy animal will not pass with
stroke, when the connecting rod is of sufficient length. ;

him over a level animal, though the former be fatter in
In other words, the to-and-fro movements of the knife ' certain points. He looks to lean as well as to fat. He
are performed in equal times, and nearly at a uniform
velocity and cutting power throughout their length,
is otherwise when the centre of the crank-shaft, 3,
above the line, which is shown in the diagram, for then

that it takes the best points of two good animals
to make a Gold-medaller ! He is not a breeder of
"bovines," but buys chiefly, though not only, his
fatting stock from Hereford fair. When they arrive at

the to-and-fro strokes of the knife are unequal as to
|

home, he does not at once put them iiuo hot byres,
time, velocity, and cutting power, while the friction

from the greater obliquity of stroke is excessive. Even
when the dead-points are in a line, if the connect-
ing rod is too short the velocity and cutting power
of the knife during the to-and-fro strokes are unequal.
Engineers have long been familiar with the fact that

the velocity of the piston is not uniform throughout the
length of the barrel. By increasing the length of their

connecting rod, the Messrs. Burgess & Key have
greatly reduced the angularity of the stroke of the
crank-pin, the friction and tear and wear of the knife,

(i),
[

and the power required to drive it, while the velocity

and cutting powers of the knife during the to-and-fro

movements are very nearly uniform.
From the clear position in the driving of the crank-

shaft and the motor gear on the main axle, that of the
spindle of the driven gearing or pinion will readily be
understood. It will also be seen that the axle of the

main wheel is not in a line with the axle shown to

which the shafts and framing are connected. In other

words, there is a crank movement with two centres,

which constitutes the most important feature in this

part, as by means of a lever close beside the driver's

seat the driver can raise and lower the cutter-bar, and
throw the crank-shaft out of and into action, by working
the lever backward or forward, as the case may be

—

the one way in raising and throwing out of gear, and
the other in lowering and throwing into gear. The
vertical drop-lever with rachet into which it works, as

shown at the side, will readily be recognised from its

but allows them to remain at Grass for some little time
till they have recovered from their journey.

Mr. Ford has an admirable South Down flock—the
same may be said of Mr. Farquharson, Mr. Sturt, and
Mr. H. Fookes,—550 of which are breeding ewes. It

is one of the purest South Down flocks in England,
Mr. Ford having bred for many years from the stock of
the late Mr. Jonas Webb. He has now a quantity of
pure-bred Webbs, very handsome, and of great sub-
stance and small bone. He has also hired very good
rams of the Duke of Richmond and Mr. Ellman. It is

his opinion, that however good a flock may be, it is

good to change the blood. He sold, on the 9th of
September last year, 100 of his outgoing ewes to Mr.
John Strange, the well-known dealer, for 53J-. per
head, who took them to Chichester Market, and
sold 30 of them to a Surrey breeder to breed
rams from them, the remainder being sold for a similar
purpose. Mr. Strange has bought them for many
years, which shows that they answer a good
purpose. His wether lambs, sold out annually in

August or September, go to the butcher. Mr.
Mr. Ford is a high feeder, both in the stall and out ;

and a great quantity of fat beef and mutton is sold out
every year. This is the true way to farm. When I

was at Rushton he used oilcake, corn and rape cake.

The last he has much given up, as some animals do not
like it. After the ewes have lambed he gives them
oilcake, corn, and chaff at four times in the day,

:
instead of once a day, as is the custom on some farms.

ring or key handle, and by means of it the finger-bar These greedy feeders sometimes tlie from gorging too
much at one time.

Mr. Ford is a regular

feeder throughout the

year. He considers

"good luck" and "bad
luck " to mean often

good and bad manage-
ment. He also con-

siders it a bad plan to

give too many Turnips
—specially frozen Tur-
nips—to sheep in the

last period of gestation.

This and a lack of dry
victuals he deems to be
one of the causes of

dead lambs and an "un-
lucky" lambing season.

Mr. Ford is not a
frequent competitor in

London, but when he
sends an animal it is

one that arrests the

attention of the judges.

During my residence

at Rushton I remember
three successful Baker

Street competitors, which I often handled. The first was
a Hereford steer, which ran 2d to Mr. Heath's ox, which

won thegold medal at Birmingham the previous year, and

had the advantage in age. The next was a Devon cow,

1st prize in her class, bought of Lord Portman, who,

as breeder, got the medal. She was a real beauty.

Mr. Ford has got the portraits of both. It is curious,

but true, that Lord Portman, who is a capital judge,

offered this cow to the agent of the late lamented

Prince Consort, but the agent did not think her good

enough ; a more expensive animal was bought, but fell

to second honours. The other 1st prize Devon
heifer was a pure Quartly, and a great beauty. Mr.

Ford bought her and three other yearlings of Mr. Louch,

tenant to Mr. Bankes. As regards country honours, I

will only speak of last year. At Blandford, Stur-

minster, .Southampton, and Dorchester he won with

every animal and every commodity sent. At Bland-

ford he won the 1st and 2d prizes for steers, the 1st

and 2d prizes for heifers, the 1st and 2d prizes for

chilver lambs, the 2d prize for working oxen, and the

1st prize for the best sack of Barley. At Sturminster

he won the 1st prize of £t, with his Hereford ox,

bred by Mr. Taylor, of Herefordshire, lately deceased ;

hence he could not get a breeder's certificate, which

prevented this noble animal from going to Islington.

It weighed over 81 scores, and was sold by weight at

14J. per score. Mr. Ford sent also a Devon ox, which

was placed 2d to the above ox ; but as, according to

the rules, no exhibitor could take more than one prize

in the same class, the prize fell to Mr. Coates, whose

ox was placed 3d. At Southampton two shows were held

the same day. At the cattle market show the above

Devon ox won the lo-guinea goblet. At Mr. Perkins'

auction and sale-yard show the above Hereford ox won

the lo-guinea prize and silver medal for the breeder.

He also won the Mayor's jo-guinea prize for the best

animal of any kind or breed in the yard. Mr. Ford

also won the 1st prize for the best fat lamb, and also

for the best fat calf. At Dorchester the same Devon

won the 1st prize. These pre-Christmas shows brought

to Mr. Ford £li^ \2.s.

Fig. 40.—NEW ONE-HORSE RE.\PER.

frame can be regulated for cutting at any length of

stubble, parallel to the surface or obliquely at any

angle the state of the crop may require. It will also

be seen that the cutter-bar is free to follow the undula-

tions of the land, both in cutting corn .and Clover.

There is much novelty under this head no less simple

than promising. We have long been familiar with the

crank movement in raising and lowering our cultivator,

and although the mechanism is totally different, the

principle is sufiicient tocommand attention. W. Burncss.

OUR TENANT FARAfERS.
Mr. John Ford.

We take great interest in our live stock ; scarcely

less interesting are our tenant-farmers ! They are a

most valuable class, to whom the landlords, clergy, and

commonalty should feel obliged. The county of Dorset

is much blessed with a great number of worthy men of

the class of tenant-farmers. I propose, however, to

speak now of my esteemed friend, Mr. John Ford,

without disparagement of the many other distinguished

agriculturists in the county. He rents a farm at Rush-

ton, near Blandford, of Mr. Sturt, of Crichel ; and

during my 14 years' tenure of the living of Rushton he

rented my glebe lands, and farmed both excellently.

He is highly esteemed by Mr. Sturt and by all classes,

and specially by the labourers. During the time I was

at Rushton I do not remember any unpleasantness

between him and his labourers. Some masters are

always changing servants, and some servants are always

changing masters. When this is the case I always

know where the fault lies. All the servants and all the

(numbered I, 2, 3, 4) represent the dead-points, and masters cannot be bad. As a stock and crop farmer X

the line z the connecting rod, then I is the dead- know none superior to Mr. Ford. His management,
point at the knife ; 2, the dead-point or crank-pin as a stall-feeder of Herefords and Dcvons, is excellent,

at the other end of the connecting rod ; 3, the I always observed that his fat animals, ready for Baker

crank-shaft ; and 2 and 4, the two positions of the Street, would eat gladly a handful of straw—

a

crank-pin at the extremity of the to.and-fro move- proof to me of judicious feeding. I believe that the

ments. What, then, is the improvement made ? only medicine he used, when very fat animals lost their

Simply this. The angular thrust of the crank-pin on appetites, were sulphur and Epsom salts, a half a pound

each side of the line of centres is equal, performed in
j

of each. He is also a good judge ol stock, and an
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I need enlarge no more on this head. I will con-

clude by saying that I highly value the friendship of

Mr. Ford and his excellent wife, and beg leave to

acknowledge their many kindnesses to me during my
14 years' rectorate ; and I hope that the above account

may stimulate other tenant-farmers to "go a-head,"

and cause them so to act as that the labourers under

their care may say of each of them, during failing

health, as I have often heard the labourers of Rushton

say of Mr. John Ford, "Ah! sir, he will not only

be missed, but wanted." IK F. Radclyffe, Okeford

Fitzpaine, Dorset,

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, I868-9.

Population, Area, Abstract of Acreage under Crops, &c., and Number of Live Stock,
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on the main question raised

—

la petite culture, Mr.

Carroll says that in conclusion I make '*a_ rather awk-

ward statement, and ask a not very logical question

upon it," viz., "I have arrived at the conclusion

that with the land cut up into small farms, a

greater number of people can manage to live or

exist upon it. The question then arises which is

the more desirable state of things, a system under

which the greatest population can subsist upon a given

area, or a system upon which the greatest amount

of food can be raised ?" Mr. Carroll, although he very

unnecessarily casts a sneer at *' the bucolic mind," has

altogether failed to grasp the obvious meaning of the

very plain passage he quotes. In this I admitted the

argument put forward by the advocates of la petite

culture, that under such a system a larger population is

maintained upon a given area, but by this I did not for

a moment admit what Mr. Carroll concludes. He
suppos:es that I intended to admit that the minute

"subdivision of land is followed by an increase of its

capability of supporting human beings." That is quite

another point, and one I altogether deny. I maintain

that on the small farms of Belgium and France the

produce of both com and meat is far below that of the

large farms, and in this opinion I am fortified by Pro-

fessor Voelcker and eminent landowners and agricul-

turists in Belgium and France. The minute subdivision

of land, although it leads to high rents leads also to

poverty, not only among those who farm the land, but

to the deepest poverty among the class below—the

pieasantiy. I believe that its general adoptipn in this

country would prove most disastrous, and as so little

stock is raised by these pctits cultruateurs meat would
soon be at famine prices. Our great population can be

supplied with graui from every part of the world, but

for itsbeef and mutton it is dependent upon a compara-
tively small area ; hence it is a snbject of the highest

national importance that a system of farming should be
pursued which leads to the greatest production of meat.

James Jlir.cayd, Bedford, February 7.

The Potato Plant.—Of late years a great deal has

been done for the improvement of the Potato plant,

and I believe no man has done so much as the late

William Paterson, of Dundee, who devoted many
years of his time and much of his means to that cause.

By adopting his method of propagation, so simply

shown forth by him in his report on the Potato plant,

for which the Highland and Agricultural Society

awarded him their gold medal, the Potato may still

be kept amongst us as an article of food. Leaving
out the numberless varieties of seedling Potatos he

propagated and gave to the world, Paterson's Bovinia,

or Cattle Feeder, at least deserves a few remarks.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., of Covent Garden, London,
say—" It is a gigantic Potato, extraordinary in its

dimensions, a complete disease resister, and heaviest

cropper known." I also add Mr. Wm. Paterson's

report on his Cattle Feeder—"Taking Victoria and all

the endless varieties of Potatos I have propagated, the

so-named Bovinia, or cattle feeding Potato, brought

out by me in 1864, and to be given out this season, is

the most valuable tuber and most prolific of all my
productions, and will be a most valuable boon to the

nation." It is extraordinary in constitution, and
vigorous enough to combat successfully both atmo-
spheric and insectivorous adversaries, in fact a complete
disease resister; a magnificent cropper, contains a large

amount of farinaceous matter, and greatly supasses

all former cattle feeding Potatos : being much less

coarse iii its nature it will keep good for 12 months,
and is also excellent in the spring for table use. The
enonnous quantity of 20 tons per acre can be grown on
land where " finger-and-toe " destroy the Turnips,

also on land where Mangel cannot be profitably grown.
With extra culture the quantity of 40 tons per acre have
been grown [Where? and When? Ed.], many of the

tubers weighing from lib. to 61b. weight. A fact

worth knowing :—Care should be taken after lifting

the "Bovinia," as well as all other seedling Potatos,

after being pitted and properly covered with straw and
a slight covering of earth, to allow the air to circulate

freely through the pit sufficiently to dry them before

covering them for the winter. The reason of this care

is the enormous size of the tubers. Should the late

William Paterson's system of Potato propagation be
carried out, I would recommend it being done by
some public body, as it is an experiment far too costly

for an individual in ordinary circumstances, even when
Potato-plum seed is now to be had in almost any
district from Paterson's seedling Potatos. X.

The Treatment of Breeding Ewes.—In the
Agricultural Gazette of January 22 appeared an article

on the treatment of breeding ewes, during the time of
their being in lamb, and a request was made that some
of your correspondents would give your readers some
account of their experience. I hoped to have seen in

last week's issue that some able writer would have taken
the matter up, but as no sign has been made, I venture
to send you a short letter, describing the system I have
adopted for the last 25 years, with my own flock, con-

sisting usually of about 300 Lincoln ewes, 200 of
which are generally shearHngs, and the others Z-S'hear

and older sheep. The plan that I adopt is by no
means singular, in fact I may say that it is the ordinary
practice of the flock-masters of the Isle of Ely. By
referring to my farm diaries I find that for many years

past I have always put the rams with the ewes the last

week in September, and I invariably place each
shearling ram with 80 ewes, and each 2-shear ram to not
more than 60 ewes, but as the whole flock run together
during the autumn and winter I cannot tell which ram is

best. After these ovine Sultans have been with their

Sultanas about five weeks the harem is broken up,
and the ladies are distributed over the pastures for the

winter, to the extent of about two to the acre ; prior
to this, however, they are all [subject to the process of
being dressed with the mercurial ointment, which
effectually kills the "tick" and makes the sheep rest

easily throughout the winter and spring ; the oint-

ment also promotes the growth of the wool, and, pro-
vided the work is carefully performed, no fear of sali-

vation need be apprehended. The plan I carry out
with regard to this dressing is to have about 30 to 35
sheep brought up from the rest of the flock in the
evening, and placed in a covered yard for the night

(this shelter helps to dry the wool) for the man to dress

the following day. The wool is parted along each side

of the back, avoiding the centre, as, if wet weather
follows the operation of smearing, the rain falls

upon the parted surface, and the animal is very liable

to take cold, and ill effects will follow ; also along each
side across the ribs, and again on each side about
6 or 8 inches lower down, and one long seam
from the collar over the breast, along the belly

to the paps, then down each shoulder and thigh

—

the ointment being smeared all along the various part-

ings as they are separated, to the extent of about I lb.

to six sheep. When the shepherd has finished his

day's work the sheep are returned to their former

pasture, for I believe it is highly imprudent to change
the food of the animals directly after the application of

the ointment ; and I have heard of a case in which a

number of sheep thus dressed were driven from Grass

to a piece of wet Coleseed, and nearly the whole flock

died—in my opinion, merely from the change of diet

and the damp lair. The sheep remain on Grass up to

the time of their lambing, receiving no com or artificial

food unless the snow falls heavily, and then hay is

taken to them daily until the weather is less inclement.

During the lambing season, which with my flock

generally lasts nearly a month, the shepherd and his

" page "are constantly in attendance upon the ewes, the

sheep being driven up every night to a large fold near

the out-buildings, and as the lambs are dropped each

ewe is driven under cover into small pens composed
of four sheep "trays" or hurdles "wattled" with straw,

and the lamb placed with her for about 24 hours, or

until it can follow at the ewe's foot, the €we receiving

Mangels during the time she is shut up. In very bad
weather the ewes receive a little gin with some lauda-

num in it as a cordial directly after lambing ; and as

the shepherd mixes the medicine himself, I generally

find that there is an immense quantity of the spirit

used at this time ; but as the poor fellow and his boy
are up nearly all night in the cold of early spring, I

think this little self-indulgence is to be excused.

By this time (the middle of March) the Grass

should be growing, with plenty of which the ewes and
lambs require no artificial food ; in fact, I seldom or

never use corn or cake for my flock. By this it will be

seen I am rather old-fashioned in my notions, and by

no means a "high" farmer ; however, I have always

managed to pay my debts in full, and can offer my
friends a fair glass ofwine " when they come my way,"

and these comforts arc derived in a great measure from

the money made by sheep breeding. Nemesis, Feb. i.

Steam Cultivation :
" G. A. H. " and " Looker-

on."—^I am somewhat surprised, and not a little dis-

appointed at the reply which "Looker-on" vouch-

safed (p. 121) to my answer to his challenge, and I

venture to think that some of your readers, too, will

sympathise in my disappointment. I thought, and

I have no doubt they thought, that I had met with

some professional pugilist, who was quite determined to

knock me into the middle of next week, for he told

me, quite with the air of a practised bruiser, sure of

his victim, that if I felt anxious for a little further dis-

cussion he would pay me the most polite and prompt
attention. I accepted the challenge, a somewhat bold

proceeding on my part, for there were two to one (and

at that time I little knew "West Indian" was going

to come up so usefully to the rescue, exposing several

of "Looker-on's" fallacies, and retorting back

upon him some of his own advice, which I had no

space to attend to), but my acceptance of the challenge

seemed to be the very last thing " Looker-on " looked

for. Like Bob Acres, his valour forthwith oozed out at

his fingers' ends, and, like a well-known and valiant

knight, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, to whom he bears a

very remarkable resemblance, he blurts out, "An I

had known he was so cunning of fence, I had seen

him hanged ere I had foughten him." It is a pity

that " Looker-on " had not gauged his courage and his

intellect more correctly before troubling you with his

grand flourish of trumpets, and making you the bearer

of a cartel which was to end in so ignominious a

retreat. Where is that polite and prompt attention he

promised me ? Alas 1 two-thirds of a column on

p. 121 is all he can show for it, and your readers

can judge of its quality. To me it looks more like the

rush of a bull at the red flag a matador holds up

before him than the onset of the polite and valiant

Paladin he professed to be. The first half of his letter

might be summed up in three words, which he repeats

I know not how often, "I deny it." He calls my
definition of interest twaddle. But, instead of calling
names, why docs he not confute it, and point
out to your readers the fallacies which make
it twaddle? He tells me I have not denied a
single proposition he has made. So, lest there might
be anything I had overlooked, I went back and read
his previous letter over very carefully, and I am sorry

to say I cannot see a single proposition he has laid down
which requires any attention from me except the one to

which I have alluded, and which I fear I have
answered only too soundly to meet his approval.

Shall I repeat it to him ? Here are his words :
—" He

{'G. A. H.') says, 'What have horses to do with the

question?' I ('Looker-on') say they have a great

deal to do with it, in the opinion of all practical men.
Such persons when contemplating the introduction of
steam-ploughing or cultivating on their farms will, as a
matter c^ course, calculate whether they can dispense

with any horses." This was what "Looker-on" said,

and a very specious proposition it was, and very likely

to mislead many a practical man who could not see

through the sophistry of it, because it mixed up two
questions together. I exposed the fallacy by a simple
rcductio ad absttrdiim, or, in plain English, by running
it to a point that showed the utterabsurdity of it. I gave
the case, not of a farmer already at work with horses

—

which only confused the case—but of a farmer just going
to begin, and who was free either to use or not to use

a steam-plough as pleased him, and I called upon
"Looker-on" to reply. But the polite and prompt
attention I was promised only produces the following :

—

" * G. A. H.' winds up by putting a case, but it is such

a case as never has been, nor is likely to be, reduced to

practice. I do not suppose any man will everfind horses to

do the ivork of another's farm. ^^ (The italics are mine).

Now, let me tell " Looker-on" that within a radius of

three miles around my farmyard I could find nearly

two dozen small farmers, occupying from 5 to 30 acres of

land, who keep no horse, and whose whole horse-work

is done by their neighbours, and paid for at certain well

understood rates, sometimes in money and sometimes

in labour at sheep-shearing, or harvest, when labour is

hard to get. Perhaps " Looker-on" will say these are

mere cottars and not farmers ; nevertheless they, as

a general rule, are owners of their own little places, and
grow their own little crops, and keep their cows and
sheep, quite as well as their wealthierneighbours. Nay,
more, I was about three months ago walking by one of

these little places, and I pointed out to my companion
the number of sheep and cattle upon it—and which both

of us knew to be the usual stock kept on that place,

which as to quality of land was scarcely equal to the

average of my own farm j and I said if my land kept as

much in proportion, I ought by the rule of three to

have more than twice as much stock on it as I had.

However, passing this by, let us admit that these are

cottar farmers ; well, I will give him another case. I

myself for a year and a half worked a farm of 286a.

3r. 27p. of heavy clay land without a single horse of

my own, or a single horse fed upon the farm. I hired

horses, and ploughs, and implements from several

neighbours, at so much per acre, and so much per day,

according to the sort of work, and more than half that

land was arable. Now then I have shown " Looker-

on " that it is possible to meet with persons " who will

find horses to do the work of another's farm " for hire.

And therefore (as this was his only excuse for not

replying) I now again call upon "Looker-on" to

give me an answer to the case I put, and to the

questions I asked in my first letter to him on

page 84. If he fail to give me an answer, then I

leave your readers to judge what is the reason of his

silence, and, to use his own simile, to say which is the

lion and which the unicorn. And if, failing to give me
an answer, he also fails to admit he is unable to do so,

I will take leave to tell him that he had better leave

Mr. Smith in future to fight his own battles ; for he is

most assuredly the better and the pluckier swordsman

of the two. G, A. If.

Farm Experiments.—There has been a great

deal written lately, both interesting and uninteresting,

about smashers, ridgers, &c., and likewise a good many
instructive balance-sheets published—subjects of great

moment to all farmers. But now I want to enlist the

sympathy and aid of some of your correspondents in a

subject less profitable, but perhaps equally amusing,

namely, a seiies of experiments with different kinds of

giain of the harvest of 1S60, to ascertain the amount of

vitality, &c. I have had in my possession for several

years a small quantity of Wheat, and also of Oats and

Bariey, given me by Professor Oliver. The names of

the different growers and the weights are attached.

I should like to try them now, and keep a part for

future trials, and I have sufficient to give a small portion

of each to two or three others who would like^ to

conduct an experiment with them. I purpose sowing

a certain number of seeds of each kind, and registermg

the proportion that germinate, afterwards planting them

out and watching the result ; but as some have better

opportunities, and are better qualified for the task than

myself, I should be pleased if they would co-operate

with me. Any suggestions, too, that may be offered

regarding the best mode of procedure would be welcome.

Any gentleman wishing to have seeds should app'y to

the Editors of this Paper, to whom I shaU send what

I have to spare. H, [Not yet received.]
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Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

Fehttayy 7 ; Grass'lands.-~K\. the first monthly meet-

ing of the Farmers' Club, the Chairman of the year,

Mr. J. Howard, M.P,, presiding, the question fixed

for consideration was "Grass-land—when to be pro-

fitably broken up, and when more profitably kept in

pasture;" the introducer being Mr. Clement Cadle,
of Gloucester. The following are extracts from the

introductory paper :

—

The subject has not been brought before the Club for

15 years, when Mr. J. Wood, of Ockley, Sussex, intro-

duced, ** The expediency of converting grass-land into

tillage." The result of that meeting was that the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted, viz., *' That this Club

is of opinion that grass-land of fair quality will be found

most profitable in that state, but that inferior pastures

would yield more profit to the occupier, a greater rent

to the landowner, and more food to the community, if

converted into tillage." Mr. Wood, by very ela-

borate figures, showed the profits of plough land over

those of Grass to be £\ \%s. ^d. an acre per

annum, and said that cattle may be profitably kept

under cover; and in the course of the discussion

Mr. Paine drew the line at 2'^s. per acre rent, under

which value land might be profitably converted to

tillage. In 1S47 the subject was also before your Club,

when it was introduced by Mr. Shaw, jun. ; and the

chairman, the late Mr. Fisher Hobbs, in opening the

meeting, amongst other remarks, said :

— " Amongst
practical men there can, I think, be but one opinion of

the importance of the subject. Those gentlemen who
live in arable districts will agree with me that in travel-

ling throughout the country we cannot but feel sur-

prised at the vast extent of grass-land we see, in com-
parison with the arable land. The greater portion of

the grass-land of this kingdom is moreover very badly

managed. One-third of those grass-lands are of

decidedly inferior quality^ and might be advantageously

broken up and converted into arable land, thereby

employing more than double the number of labourers,

producing more stock—that is to say, more beef and
mutton—and at the same time go through its rotation

ingrowing green crops." Mr. Shaw brought forward

some very conclusive arguments in his paper, followed

by a good discussion, in which the late Mr. Hudson
stated that he had a good deal of experience, and that

such land broken up would produce more beef and
mutton in twoyears than it would as pasture in four. Mr.
Turner also stated that he had broken up land that had
produced more of the necessaries of life in three years than
it had previously in 20 as pasture land. The following

resolution was arrived at :
— "That it is the opinion of

this meeting that a large portion of the inferior grass-

land of this country might be broken up and brought
into cultivation to the advantage of the landlords, the

cultivators, and the labourers of England, by greatly

increasing the employment, food, and wealth of the

kingdom." In 1S46 the subject was also before the

Club, introduced by the late Mr. R. Baker, of Writtle,

when it was decided " that many descriptions of grass-

land would be best brought into cultivation by the

system of paring and burning, provided root crops be
first taken ; but upon the richer soils it is doubtful

whether the object may not be effected by the ordinary
method of cultivation." As will be gathered from the

resolution, the paper and the discussion turned princi-

pally upon the best way of breaking the land up, but
during the discussion Mr. Hobbs said he had a field for

which he could afford to pay the landlord double rent,

if allowed to break it up. I will now endeavour to

give you my views, and it is with the desire and
expectation of hearing your more experienced and
practical opinions that I venture to address you this

Lands most Profitable in Grass.—The class of land
that may be most profitably kept in Grass is— first, the
feeding or fattening lands, where cattle or sheep will

become fat during the summer months without the aid
of artificial food ; secondly, where the grass-land is not
more than one-fourth the area of the farm ; thirdly,

stiff heavy soils that will not carry sheep to consume
the roots on the land if converted to arable ; fourthly,

some of the shallow pasture land having only a few
inches of soil ; and, fifthly, those hilly fields that would
be so expensive to work as tillage.

(i). The feeding and fatting 1 ands, where cattle and
sheep will become fat during the summer months, without
the aid of corn or artificial food. This class of land is no
doubt the most profitable that a farmer can have, as it

yields him a greater return, with less trouble and expense.
It is more sought after, and commands a higher rent than
any other class of land similarly situated, and therefore I

would not propose breaking it up ; but a good deal may
be done in the way of its improvement. Perhaps the
greatest evil this class of land (taking all districts) has to
contend with is floods ; and. although much has been
done by the passing of the Land Dramage Act {1861),
which enables landowners to combine together to removt
water-wheels and other obstructions to the free passage of
the water, and the land on streams and rivers had been
improved thereby, still we want more facilities to be givei

so that it may become more general. Drainage is also
means of great improvement, although much care must
often be exercised not to over-drain it—it is sufficient to
remove the stagnant water. It is not requisite to dr\'

quickly, as in the case of arable land ; therefore the

deeper the drains, and the wider apart they are—provided
the stagnant water is removed— the better. Many
thousands of acres of this class of land have not been
drained for want of an outfall ; but this can now be gene-
rally provided, as far as adjoining proprietors are con-

cerned ; and where sufficient fall is not supposed to exist,

on careful examination more is often obtainable than was
thought possible to be got. Wbere the expense is too

great to remove mills, the land above might often be under-
drained, and arrangements made for a portion of the

water-power to be used in pumping such under-drained
land. Irrigation may also sometimes be adopted for

improving this class ol land, and many other modes,
which would extend my paper to too great a length, if

entered into, such as renovating with fresh Grass seeds,

ng, &c.

(2). Where the grass-land is not more than one-fourth

; area of the farm. Here a good deal of caution

requisite before coming to the conclusion that any may
be profitably broken up, although in some cases it may. I

should prefer in this case to try and improve it in its pre-

sent state by manuring, renovating with fresh Grass seeds,

consuming roots upon it, irrigation, and other modes of

treatment, but in some places the land is so light, and has
such a tendency to grow Couch-grass, that even this small

portion of Grass may be reduced with profit. One of the

best ways of improving meadow land is to haul the roots

and fold the sheep upon the meadows, in the same way as

the arable land farmer would upon his tillage, giving

them a fresh pen every day. By this means the meadows
will be regularly dressed, instead of the sheep lying on
those portions of the field that least require dressing, or

in a road or some old hedgerow. This, with the con-

sumption of plenty of corn or oilcake, is a certain way of

improving meadow land. If straw is plentiful, it may be

cut into short litter, and strewed about the pen each day,

when it will be trodden into the land by the sheep ; and if

by this means the arable land is robbed of some of its

manure, the increase in the hay crop will more than

counterbalance it.

(3). Stiff hea\7 soils that will not carry sheep
to consume the roots on the land if converted

to arable. 1 1 is not desirable to break up and
^convert to arable this class of land, except under
particular circumstances ; and sometimes it may be
more profitably managed by a medium course of treat-

ment, such as I will notice presently. Of course the

great drawback to stiff, hea\7 soils is that you are so

dependant on season for working the land to the best

advantage ; and if you grow much of that improving crop

^roots, you have such difficulty and expense in hauling off

the roots that it makes a material difference— so much so,

that I should recommend trying to improve it as meadow
land. Some fields of this class can be profitably broken
up (if very well adapted) for WTieat and Beans, and also

growing good Mangels. Theconsumptionof roots as before

mentioned, renovating with fresh Grass seeds, boning, and
other manuring may be adopted to improve it. Another
mode is planting Apple and Pear trees ; for, if the farmer

could manufacture the materials he produces without restric-

tion (sugar and spirits, for instance), a new era would
dawn upon this class of pasture land. It appears to me
that sugar can in no way be so cheaply produced in this

countryas upon the Apple or Peartree. Nosecding, hoeing,

ploughing, manuring. &c., isrequired as in growing Beet;

the only expense is to plant the trees and pick the fruit.

The principal drawback is that you cannot insure a crop
every year ; but 10 or 12 tons of Apples to the acre

are no uncommon crop, and the value of these fruits

are continually increasing, in consequence of the demand
in the manufacturing districts.

(4). Some of the shallow soils having only a few
inches of soil. A good deal of the Down land comes
under this head, and of this cla^s of land I cannot say I

have had much experience ; but of course if only 3 or

4 inches of soil are available, it is useless to attempt to

make good tillage, although some of these light soils

make very fair Turnip and Barley land, as on the oolite

(Cotswold Hills), for instance ; and here the preferable

system seems to be to lay it down to Sainfoin for a term
of years, and the quantity of Sainfoin hay sometimes
produced per acre is astonishing.

(5). Those hilly fields that would be so expensive
to work as tillage. I have had a good deal of experience
as to the expense of working hilly arable land, and my
belief is, that the difference in the expense is never esti-

mated high enough, for besides the extra labour to the
horses, you cannot get anything like the quantity of work
of any kind done as you can where the land is level,

especially in ploughing, hauling on manure, couching,
and cleaning the land ; but circumstances often do arise

where this hilly land is so poor and bad that something
must be done, and I will not take upon myself to say it

may not sometimes be profitably broken up, especially

where the larger proportion of the farm is pasture, but in

all probability the medium course is preferable.

Lands most Profitable as Arable.—The following may
be enumerated as the most important sorts of land that

may be profitably broken up :— 1st. The high and dry
land that will carry sheep well, especially where the

pasture land is more than half the area of the farm.

2d. Where the pasture exceeds one-third or one-fourth

the area of the farm. 3d. The alluvial deposits or

loamy soils by the river and brook sides, where the

stream runs so rapidly that in the formation of the

land only the coarser sand and gravel is deposited, and
consequently the finer particles of clay, so necessary to

make up a good fatting soil, are taken on by the floods

to a more level space. 4th. Some of the loamy soils

that will not carry sheep, where the land is convenient
for buildings, and the pasture exceeds half or one-third

the area of the farm. 5th. The clay lands that will

not carry sheep, but, when drained, grow the best of

roots and plentiful crops of corn, and where the

pasture exceeds half the farm.

( I ). The first on the list of pasture lands that may be pro-

fitably broken up is the high and dry inferior pasture land
that will carry sheep well, especially where the pasture
land exceeds half the area of the farm. Here much of
the class of pasture is poor and dry. and principally

grazed with sheep, which bite the few fine Grasses so
closely that they are gradually lost, and from its tendency
to grow Couch-grass the grazing with sheep increases this

tendency and thus retards improvement, as they do not
like to eat it unless it is kept very closely grazed, conse-
quently it gradually kills the finer Grasses. This is the
class of land that may be most profitably converted to

tillage, for roots can be grown and consumed on the land,

and I acre of roots and i acre of Clover or seeds, with
the Wheat and Barley straw, supposing it to be farmed
on the four-course system, will keep a good deal more
stock than 4 acres of the original pasture, and surely the
acre of Wheat and the acre of Barley will pay for extra
labour and capital. If the pasture land is one half the
area of the farm, there can be no question as to the desir-

ability of breaking up, especially as the roots can be con-
sumed on the land by sheep.

(2). Where the pasture land exceeds one-third or
one-fourth only of the area of the farm. Here a httle more
consideration is necessary, for I consider one-third pasture
to two-thirds tillage the most advantageous proportions to
make the most of a farm. Still there are many cases that
have come under my notice where even if only one
quarter of the farm is pasture, some of that quarter may
very profitably be converted, if the land is very good for

growing roofs and corn and bad for Grass. Where sheep
are the principal stock kept, there is not the necessity for

so much pasture, as they can be kept in the summer on
the Clover and artificial Grasses eked out as their keep
now is by Mangels, com. and Cabbage during the summer
months.

(3). The alluvial deposits or loamy soils of the
river and brook sides, where the stream runs so rapidly

that in the formation of the land only the coarser sand
and gra\el is deposited, and consequently the finer par-
ticles of clay so necessary to make up a good fatting soil

are taken on by the floods to a more level place. I have
had some experience of this class of land, and where it is

not very liable to floods it makes some of the best tillage

obtainable. On the banks of the river Wye, which is a
very rapid river, there is a good deal of this class of land,
especially between Hereford and Ross, combining all the
requirements for growing corn and keeping sheep, but
which will not fat cattle, and would be doubled in value
by being converted into arable land. Since writing the
above, I am informed that a large landed proprietor,

below Hereford, is extensively breaking up exactly the
class of land to which I am alluding, but, I believe, more
with the view of laying down again than as making tillage.

(4). Some of the loamy soils that will not carry

sheep, where the land is conveniently situated near build-
ings, and the pasture exceeds one-half or one-third the
area of the farm. This is a little different from the last

class of land, inasmuch as the farmer has the expense of
carting off the roots ; still, under the circumstances men-
tioned above as to buildings and with a sufficiency left,

some of the pasture may be profitably broken up to tillage,

but more care is requisite than in the former cases.

(5). The clay lands that will not carry sheep, but
when drained grow the best of roots and plentiful crops of
com, and where the pasture exceeds one-half the farm.
This is the most ditficult class to define, as to converting
it into tillage for a permanency or not ; still, if the pasture
exceeds one-half the farm, it may often be profitably done
where it is well adapted for stock and convenient to the
homestead, and a further advantage may be gained by
breaking some up and growing roots, these roots to be
taken and consumed by sheep on the other pasture land.

Having now disposed of the land that may not be
broken up, as also that which maybe profitably converted
into tillage, I come to a very large class of land that has
been to some extent passed over—viz., the poor heavy
clay pasture. Down lands, hilly and mountainous tracts of
land, and numerous other lands that will suggest itself to
your minds tliat is not first-class for growing com, and
still may be made to produce greatly increased crops of
Grass by the medium course already alluded to, which is

its being simply broken up to tillage for two or three

years and relaid to Grass. The great drawback to this

not being more successfully carried out than it is at present

is. that sufficient attention is not paid to the selection of
those Grass seeds suitable for the locality, and other
circumstances attendant on the case, and also to the fact

that Grass seed is not put on in sufficient quantity ; for

we not only want to get a plant for stock, but a very
thick one. if you want to get the full benefit the land is

capable of producing, and I have never yet seen a fresh

land pasture field too thick. Instances have come under
my notice of land, laid down to Grass in April, cutting
more than a ton of hay an acre in September.

Treatment of Nnvly Broken-up Grass.—Before con-
cluding my paper, I will refer to one subject that you
will, no doubt, have observed that I have scarcely
touched upon, and that is, how the land should be
treated in breaking up. A few years ago I should
have had no hesitation in giving my opinion on the
course to be pursued ; but having been since engaged
in making a detailed valuation of the Clun Union, in

Shropshire, consisting of some 85,000 acres, 15,000 to

20,000 acres of which has probably been enclosed
within the last 20 years, I had special opportunities of
witnessing a great variety of ways in which this land
was treated in being broken up to tillage, and when
I saw that the owners of, perhaps, three adjoining
fields would each adopt a different course, I came to

the conclusion that no one system could be much
better than another as to be indiscriminately recom-
mended. There are three common modes of treat-

ment, and it must be left to the farmer himself to

decide which he considers best for his particular

case :— 1st. To breast plough and pare and bum,
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2d. To pare and store the turf up in heaps to rot.

3d. To double plough. Where the land is very

spongy, and infested with insects, perhaps the first is

preferable, especially if there is any difficulty in

getting it firm enough to grow Wheat ; but as by this

means you lose vegetable matters, if you can do with-

out the burning it is better, while if stored in heaps

you always have a reserve of manure either for that

field or any other ; but at the same time there is the

expense in both these systems, which is considerable.

The first seems to be preferable on the oolite and

lias formation ; on the latter, especially, is burning to

be recommended. Mr. Randell, of Chadbury, near

Eversham, has done wonders with his arable land by

, burning it, but on the sandy and lighter soils burning

would no doubt be wrong. Whatever system is

adopted it will almost always be necessary to lime

heavily with fresh quicklime, for old turf appears to get

in a kind of acid state, and these acids sometimes

require neutralising before the land will grow corn well.

Mustard and Rape, seeded on newly broken up land, I

have seen recommended, but as I have had no experi-

ence in this, perhaps some gentleman w'ho has will give

us the result. I will now conclude, as I have given you
the class of land that ought not to be broken up, that

which may be, and also a medium course, which I

believe might be very often profitably adopted on each
class of land, and be the means of doubling the increase

of food now obtained from much of the inferior pasture

even on hill and mountain land, and which I have every

confidence in recommending to your notice from what
has come immediately under my own observation ; and
if from our discussion to-night we can show that even
one-half the 22,000,000 acres of grass-land in Great
Britain and Ireland can be improved to the extent of

los. per acre per annum, we prove that a saving would
be effected to the country equal to ;^5, 500,000 every
year ; and therefore I think our labours will not have
been in vain.

Farm Memoranda.
WestSusse.x : February T.—The winter season is

passing away, and has upon the whole been mild. The
root crops are lasting out well, and the hay ricks are
looking better than we could have expected. We have
not till now had much rain, though generally damp,
but now we have had 24 hours' steady downfall, and
the ditches and drains run full, and it will be some
time before the land can be worked, and we are getting
rather behind ; Peas and Beans ought to be in, but
must wait a few days longer.

The most forward of the down ewes have now
lambed, and upon the whole the crop of lambs has
been good, and the flocks are healthy. There have
been a good many couples sold in our market at about
the usual prices, or perhaps rather higher, and all stock
sheep are very dear, but in good supply, and the best

mutton sells at about ds, per stone, while beef is scarce
and dear. The foot-and-mouth disease has been rather
prevalent, but is now nearly gone

;
great precautions

were taken to ward it off for a time, with partial suc-
cess, but complaints were made that the expense of
doing so was too much, so official inspection was put a
stop to, perhaps not the most judicious thing to do, but
no harm has yet happened on that account, and, as
there is still a danger in bringing diseased stock
to the market, no one is likely to do so knowingly.
But it is a pity that cattle dealers do not give
their cattle a little more time on the road,
and a little better treatment, as they would
come to market in better order than they
do, would fetch more money, and be worth much
more to the buyer, as they lake about a fortnight to

get into a healthy state after travelling so much ; and
should any of them get unwell when in so weak a
state, there is a great chance of losing them. We had
the condition of lean stock much better after the cattle

plague than for many years before, and I have no
doubt they gave more satisfaction to both buyers and
sellers then. There is very little now doing upon the
farm except top-dressing pastures and ploughing when
the weather permits, but we hope soon to get a little

more forward.

There is a very large supply of Wheat and other
com in our market, and, as everywhere else, it is a dull
sale ; and though the crop has been good in some
places, in others there is a deficiency, and the farmer is

not likely to reap a very large profit this year.

There are a great many hands unemployed, and so
the rates are heavy, but not quite so high as last

winter
; but as we hardly ever find good hands

out of work, it follows that the character and
abilities of the working classes would pay for being
improved, and we hope that the legislation now in
view may have that effect. G. S.

February 12.

—

Autumn Wheats.—In eariy spring
it may be well to fill up blanks in the Wheat field,

taking care to leave the newly-sown seed in a proper
.seed-bed for brairding vigorously. Now also, except
in frost and snow, is a good time for sowing guano, or
any of the salts of ammonia, &c., should the land
require manuring. Some prefer delaying the applica-

tion of spring fertilisers to the time of hoeing ; but the
hoes will do no harm, and if the plants require food,
the sooner they get it the better, for the Wheat ear is

formed at a very early period of life. If grub appears,
sow salt liberally.

A proper Seed-bed is the "watchword" of the farmer
at this season, and "early to bed and early to rise

"

his "sheet anchor," without which it is hopeless to
carry on high farming successfully in our fickle
climate. It is certainly interesting to contemplate how
the land under steam tillage and artificial manuring is

influenced by the ups and downs of the barometer, but
if the seed can be got into the land so as to come away
evenly, healthy, and strong, but not over-proud, the
rest may be left to Nature and the coming months.

Thick and Thin Seeding is one of the controversial
topics of the season, but if farmers would study and
test the vitality of their seed, the philosophy of a good
seed-bed, and the arithmetic of their bushel and broad
acres, the equinoctial gales so common would be hushed
into a calm. The number of seeds vary—for easy
calculation say 500,000 is a bushel of Wheat, which at

2 bushels of seed per acre would give 1,000,000 plants,

if theyall sprout and grow. There are 6,272,640 square
inches and 43, 560 square feet in an acre. Throwing
aside the odd 272,640 square inches, this would give
one plant to every 6 square inches, or 24 plants to every
square foot, thick seeding. But if half the seed is dead,
and if half the plants from the remainder are sickly and
die after brairding, what is the difference between thick

and thin seeding? Obviously bad seed, with perhaps a

worse seed-bed at this season !

Clumping Turnips, to clear the land for Wheat,
Barley, or Oats, is an important work, seldom done in

our southern districts, but it is common in the North,
where more difficulty is experienced in storing before
winter. The present severe weather indicates the need
of the work. The Turnips as they are pulled are thrown
into carts with as little earth as possible. They are

next planted on some piece of Grass or stubble land
near the homestead, very often in the empty part of the
stackyard, as close to each other as they can be placed,
the roots on the ground and the green tops uppermost,
which form a [^close covering sufficient to protect the
bulbs from the weather. .Set the large bulbs first, aud
then place the smaller ones above and between them so

as to make a close thick covering of green top. In
this way a large field of Turnips may be stored on a
small area of land, and wann growing weather is more
to be dreaded than frost and snow. Should the large

bulbs offer to run to seed, begin at the side you left oft

planting, and replant, tailing the roots, this time to
check vegetation.

Storing Turnips may 'be done in early spring as in

autumn, when they begin'to run to seed. The opera-
tion in the latter case is the same as in the former, and
it should be done the moment an exuberant vege-
tation commences ; and as a healthy growth is the
index of sound roots, dead ones shoiUd be thrown
aside for immediate use. This mode of storing is to be
preferred to that of clumping—for green top at this

season is produced chiefly at the expense of the

bulbs ; and this is not all, for unless clumped
Turnips are very carefully cleaned, the half-rotten

and etiolated tops and tails prove bad physic for the

cattle, which practically means that you should top and
tail close the greater part of the clumped roots. In wet,
soft, but growing weather, when carting would do
hami to the land, some open up a narrow trench with
a double turn of the plough, top and tail the Turnips
into the bottom of the trench, and then cover with
another turn of the plough. This way growth is

checked, and the bulbs preserved for the time being,

and carted home when the land dries ; others cut off

the tops close with a scythe, but although this is soon
done, it is but a penny, wise expedient. If the land at

the lime is too soft for carting, the better plan is to top
and tail, and with baskets collect into heaps of a cart-

load each, then cover with earth, and cart home when
the land dries.

Milch Co7us, whether newly calved or heavy in calf,

require careful attention to their respective wants.

It is an old saying and a tme one, that "a good
milch cow is never dry ; for when she ceases

to fill the pail it is that she may supply the wants of
her calf," and the truth of the adage should be practi-

cally exemplified just now ; the plain truth is simply
this, that the cow should be as well fed, and kept in as

good condition when she is supplying her calf, as when
she is filling the pail. Milk and butler dairymen, who
have to supply large towns daily all the year round
require to keep their cows accordingly, some going dry
while others are coming into milk—the calves being
fattened for the shambles with the exception of
animals of promise, kept on for breeding and milk.

Cows require a larger proportion of roots than
fattening cattle, and steamed roots, mashed with chafl

and meal, is generally considered to yield a richer

quality of milk and better flavoured than pulped roots.

Cabbage and Gorse are fine cow feed ; but sewage
Grass, and the early cuttings of other forage plants, are
far better, and should always be used as soon as they
can be had.

Cattle of all sorts continue to require the most vigi-

lant attention. The increase of light and temperature
gives a stimulus to animal life, bone, nerve, and
muscle, so that care requires to be taken that the daily

demands of each find a suitable supply in the food con-

sumed, otherwise the upshot will be unfavourable.
None of our domesticated animals enjoy more the
invigorating influence of the lengthening day than the
pigs and poultry. If neglected hitherto lice begin to
grow amazmgly, a perfect torment to animals of all
kinds, pigs and poultry not excepted. Various washes
have been proposed, but the best is an improved diet
with the free use of the currycomb and brush. Keep
fattening sheep-pens dry. Give an increase of cake,
corn, and hay-chaff to sheepfolds as they require it. In
wet seasons^ sheepfolding is a barbarous practice, ami
should be given up for pens under cover. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Framlingham Farmers' Club ; Farm Capital. The

discussion reported at p. 155 as having taken place at
Lavenham, really took place after Mr. Mechi's paper
here. Lavenham was printed accidentally instead of
Framlingham.

Treatment of Ewes: GJM. Article received, and
appears in another page.

Parluts.
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could only be effected at a reduction of 2s. per qr. upon

the prices' of this day sennight. For foreign there was

a limited inquiry only, and tiie business done was in

retail, at a decline of is. to 2s. per qr. Barley and Peas

were u. per qr. cheaper. The Oat trade was dull, and

prices must be quoted 6d. to is. per qr. lower. Flour

was sold at a reduction of 6d. per barrel and is. per sack.

Price per imveual guARTER. 's. s.'

Wheat, Essex, Kunt, Suffolk. White 37—47, Red..
— fine selected r

— Talavera .

— Norfolk .

Foreign

.do.

,EY, grind. &di5t, 2611 to 30J..Chcv.

Foreign .. grinding and distilling

;, Essex and Suffolk

Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato

Irish Potato

Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE-I

{Red.,

24—26jFeed ...

21^4' Fe^ •
32—38 Foreign .

, Foreign
s, Mazagan 29^. to 37^.. .Tick 31—49 Harrow

— Pigeon 50s. to 5&r. . -Winds. — (Longpod.
— Foreign Small 41—43 Egj-pti;

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
[

32—42 Suffolk . . 35—43
— Maple, 41s. to 45^ Grey 32—42 Foreign .. 33—37

Maize —
!
Foreign .. 29—3

Floub, best marks delivered.. per sack 39—43— zd ditto ditto 28—40 Country . .
28—40

— Foreign per barrel I22—25 Per sack..l2g—55

Friday, February 11.

Up to the gth inst. the weather continued mild and wet,

but on that day frost returned, and has since continued.

During the past week the trade has been lifeless, and where

sales of Wheat were pressed holders had to submit to a

decline of is. per qr. on foreign Wheat, and is. to zs. per

qr. on home-gjown throughout the markets of the king-

dom, the condition of our new Wheats being much com-
plained of Birmingham reports of yesterday advise

rather more firmness. Excepting a few of the Scotch

markets, where former values were slightly exceeded for

Barley, this article has been neglected, and prices were

IS. per qr. lower in most of the east coast ports. Oats

moved off slowly with prices against sellers. Beans and
Peas declined is. to 2s. per qr. in the early part of the past

week, but the return of frost seems to harden prices again.

Flour was written 6c/. per barrel and is. per sack cheaper.

Since Friday last 187 grain and seed laden vessels arrived

off the coast, of which, with those left over from last week,

there remained for sale last night 130 cargoes. The float-

ing trade, in spite of large arrivals, has been steady during

the past week, the business done in Wbeat off the coast

was on a fair scale at improving rates ; Maize and Rye
participated in the better tone, but Barley was neglected

and cheaper to sell.

The arrivals of grain during this week of both English

and foreign have been very small. There was a poor

attendance at this morning's market, but the English

Wheat on sale was taken readily at Monday's quotations,

and the business done in foreign was at the extreme prices

of that day. Barley, Beans, and Peas were unchanged in

value, but Oats brought rather more money.
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MANLEY HALL, MANCHESTER
NEW HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

WHOSE IS THE BEST BOILER ?

The most practical answer ever given to this all-absorbing question is, the New Apparatus in

operation at the above.

It is considered the "largest" and "most perfect" ever erected, being a "wonder" in heating.

It works like a model, and is unequalled in Great Britain.

NOTE THE CONTENTS.
Reference
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GENUINE FARM SEEDS
AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Having Harvested their Crops of FARM
SEEDS in very fine condition, are prepared

to supply their Choice Prize Stocks at the

following low quotations :

—

CARTER'S PRIZE STOCKS.
Per lb.—J. d.

CARTER'S IMPERIAL HARDY
SWEDE— acknowledged to be the best in

cultivation .. .. .. .. .. ..09
CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE,

an immense cropper .

.

.

.

.

.

..09
LIVERPOOL SWEDE, and other

ordinary varieties .

.

. . . . ^d. to o 10

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE
MANGEL, remarkable for fineness of quality i o

CARTER'S CHAMPION YELLOW
INTERMEDIATE MANGEL, the best oval-

shaped variety . . . . .

.

.

.

, . i o

CARTER'S MAMMOTH PRIZE
LONG RED MANGEL, a splendid variety.

grows to a great size 16
MANGEL WURZEL, ordinary

stocks . . .

.

.

.

. . . . 8</. to I o

DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE
TURNIP, of quick growth and good quality i o

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE
TURNIP, the largest and best white Turnip o 9

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE
TURNIP 09

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE
TURNIP 08

CARTER'S CHAMPION HYBRID
TURNIP, Green-top or Purple-top, splendid
stocks o 10

Special low quotations for large quantities.

~
;U\lKjol]d'!)(/_

JAMES CARTER and CO., having completed their
stocks of Grass Seeds, are prepared to execute orders from carefully
cleaned samples of the choicest quality. The arrangements made by
Messrs. Carter to provide Mi:

' " " " ' .

Particular nature of the soil t<

ility of failure. To AgricultU'
Grass, Messrs. Carter wnul
ESSAY on ih

for 1870 (sec p;
lo purchasers.
When ordcri _ . _ .,

give a general description of the soil and position 'of the land, when ;

suitable Mixture will be prepared,

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
For LIGHT SANDY SOILS I For ALLUVIAL SOILS
For LIMESTONE SOILS For HIGH LYING CLAY SOILS
For LIGHT CHALK SOILS For POOR CLAY SOILS
For SANDSTONE SOILS ] For FERTILE CLAY SOILS

28s. to 32s. per acre.
Special low estimates for quantities of more than lo acres.

LOOK TO YOUR GRASS LANDS.
CARTER'S RENOVATING MIXTURE should be

sown on Meadows that have suffered from the past dry
seasons. The Mixture includes the most desirable Grasses
and Clovers for Hay Crop, and succeeding Green Feeding,
and will soon restore a first-rate Permanent Pasture. Sow
8 to 12 lb. per acre. 9d. per lb., 80s. per cwt.

For full instructions for Sowing and after-treatment, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED

FARMER'S CALENDAR FOR 1870,
Post Free (>d., gratis to purchasers.

JAMES CARTER AND CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

J. C. Wheeler & Son,

SEED GEOWEES,
GLOUCESTER; and 59, MARK LANE,

LONDON, E.C

C. WHEEXER AND SON'S CELEBR.\TED SEED POT.\TOS.

WHEELERS' GLOTJCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY
We can recommend for earliness, flavour, size, and crop. In comparison with the Ashleaf it is as early, whilst it

produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior to that variety. We can recommend it with the most
perfect confidence, and have much pleasure in referring to the annexed letters, speaking in high terms of its earliness

and excellence. ^^ ^^ ^^^ pg^fe ; 12s. per buskel {561b.)
*'

I have grown your Gloucestershire Kidney here for the last five
j
this year. I had not a diseased one amoni; them, and double the crop

years Svith all other early kinds, and find yours to be much the from any I have had for the 14 years I have planted on these premises.'*

earliest."—Mr. Speed, Gardener to ike Right Hon. Lord Tenrhyn, —Nathaniel Treasure, Tewkesbury Union.

Penrhyn CaslU. « \ grew last year more than i2oIb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys per
" Your GIoucestert.hirc Kidney, which I had from you last year, perch and of first-rate quality. My man says r4oIb., and I think he is

turned out so well that 1 feci I cannot do better than have some more ' ri^ht."-Rev. James L. May, West Putford, North Vezwt.

WHEELERS' MILKY WHITE.
4s. per peck; 14s. per bushel (561b.)

" I was greatly delighted with the Milky While Pota
It was the best sort I ever grew, and just what suited n
Robinson, WilskatnpsUad, Bedford.
" Your Milky White Potatos are all you say of them,

;

was rather shy of them at first, as one of your correspondc
were rather liable to disease. 1 have now tried theoi thrt

in every way. They have been very

set in. Those who have never bak
do so. The name you have given th

been thanked again and again foi

WHEELERS' GUINEA COLLECTION OF GARDEN SEEDS.

; qua:
ish Queen V

s^indst
I quart Early Longpod Beans
I pint Green Longpod Beans
1 pint Scarlet Runners
J4 pint Dwarf Ficnch Peans
1 packet Wheelers' extra fine Beet
I packet Green Curled Borecole
I packet Asparagus Kale
I packet Brussels Sprouts
1 packet Walcheren Broccoli
I packet Snow's Superb Winter Broccoli

I packet Elletson's Mammoth Broccoli
t packet .'\dam's Early White Broccoli
1 packet Wheelers' Imperial Cabbage
I packet Cocoa-nut Caobage
t packet Red Pickling CabBage

nuch pleased

1 or. James^ Green-top Carrot
[ packet Early London Cauliflower

[ packet Seaiy's extra fine Celery

\ oz. Curled Cress
I packet Australian Cress
! packet Wheelers' Longford Cucumber
r packet Stockwood's Ridgc Cucumber
1 packet Bromham Hall Melon
I packet Moss Curled Endive
[ packet Henr>''s Prize Leek
[ packet Wheelers' Tom Thumb Lettuce
[ packet Giant White Cos Lettuce
[ packet Hardy Hammersmith Lettuce

[ or. Student Parsnip
• or. Wood's Frame Radish
t or. Olive Radish
[ oz. Mixed Tumip'Radish
[ packet Savoy
- -

: Spir
, Wii r Spmach

; 02. Snowball Tun
; oz. American Red Stone '.

; oz. Orange Jelly Turnip
1 packet Summer Savory
\ packet Capsicum
[ packet Chili
I packet Tomato
[ packet Vegetable Marrow
1 packet Sweet Marjoram

ivcd

Colic. I of Garden Seeds
day '; they are peculiarly well and liberally selected-"

N, FTvllcrffchan, Pembroke.
ke this opportunity of expressing my great satisfacildrt \

edcd it. I shall

mending my friends to you,
as they will receive prompt
reasonable price."—HENRY
" The seeds I had from yc

when g;

Baker, Stroud.
z and reliable seeds, a

knowlcdged by evcp.'one who
of the cleanest and best crops in the parish of Llauri

P. M. G. Williams, M.R.C.S., Trevardud, Letterstone.

he excellent way in which your seeds arc put together, and I 1

packet Sweet Basfl
packet Thyme | i packet Gourds

opportunity to mention you to my friends. Year after year
;eas maintain their excellent character, and I have never

experienced any disappointment in the matter of seeds, cither failing
t commg I

&c."—Rev. C. Barnwell, Vicarage, Dtif>in£St. Nidiolas.
'^ ' " -' ' a very great favourite with us. I don't

catalogue put together so orderly."—JoHN
'Little Book'

Bevan, Marshfield.
" I say with confidence that your ' Little Book ' is the best catalog

of seeds out ; it pleases evervone."—F. J. Hills. Brisg, Lineohtskit
*' Last year you supplied me with seeds. They gave

satisfaction."—Captain Wasey^ ./?«;*_j' Cnw.

I have used no othei

r,i, luxley t

«llcnt. For the last two or three s^...
-Captain 11. St. John, R.N., ThffrHbury.

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE. Is. per packet, Post Free.

THE

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE

IS A NEW
AND

VERY EARLY VARIETY,

PERFECTLY DISTINCT. OF

MOST EXCELLENT

FLAVOUR.

It bhould be planted 18 inches

apart.

Will yield an early and

continuous supply.

This Cabbage is a decided

novelty, and a

great acquisition.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
Large packet, Is, ; Smaller packet, 6d., Post Free.

Tom Thumb Lett

iamilv and Inends. ror a summer i,ctluce ! I

oquaT"—GeoROe F. a. Flower, Stafford Fann.

' Vuur Tom Thumb Lettuce is a very good
d,"— T. Young, Gardener to Baron de Rutz_ ..

' Major Wabry would thank Messrs. WheeJei. .^ .- send him another
lebrated Tom Thumb l^U\ice"~lVoodbine Hill.

)UKh to send me another packet of the best Lettuce
.' Tom Thumb."—H. P. Webb.

PATERSON'S SUPERB MELON. is. per Seed.
This extraordinary Melon was raised during the last summer (1869) at Pontypool Park, by Mr. Paterson,

Gardener to Mrs. Hanbury Leigh ; it weighed 24 lb. , and measured 42 inclies in circumference. It was raised from
the Netted Scarlet-flesh, crossed with the Black Rock; of exquisite flavour, and very handsome, with fine rich

by the dimensions given, of extraordinary size and weight. It produced 159 seeds, and
of it. Paterson 's Superb Melon can only be obtained true of

J. C. WHEELER and SON, of GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK L-^NE, LONDON, E.C.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1870, Price 6d., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON deliver all Seeds and Seed Potatos Carriage Free by Rail (excepting very small
parcels), and all Flower Seeds Free by Post. Five per cent, discount for cash.

J. C. WHEELER .and SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER ; and

59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.
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'HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(F.l

PREPARED GUANO

1S40)

MANGEL and POTATO MANURES
, „„„ .

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse! SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT,&c.

-- r,..„c,,„ .

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London, Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES.
O Offices : 59, Mark Lane, London.

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin j

Womanby Street, Cardiff.

>IT TURNIP MANURE.
LVED BONES.

LAWESS SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. ,...,„^,
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, oi

throuEh any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GuXnO, NITRATE of 3UDA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

G-
in price. CATALOGUE, with ample

ypSEFH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leicester.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, best quality, yr. 6./.

per Ion, delivered into trucks at Rcigate. Best quality PEAT,
LOANf, GRAVEL. &c.

Apply to W. SHORT. Horticultural Depot, Redhill, Reigate

KENT FIBROUS P EAT, of fir st-class quality for al

potting purposes and American Plants, price 6j. per cubic yard
delivered at the Farningham Road or Severn

don, Chatham and
is of i6 yards to
cly used and appri _

Parks and Gardens—T. JESSIP, Farningh;im Wood. Farningl

ft-]
iTEVENSON'S ABYSSINIAN MIXTURE.—This

. _ t effectual remedy for Preventing and Destroying Plant Insects

yet introduced, especially Mealy-bug, Brown and White Scale, Thrip,

Red Spider, Green and Black Fly, &c., without injuring the mosi
tender foliage.

This invaTuable mixture for the Destruction of Plant Pests can be very
highly recommended ; it has received the very highest commcndatiorts
from some of the leading horticulturists in the country who have given

1 fair trial. Testimonials on application.
jold in bottles, at u. 6d., v., 4s. 6d., and

.. use on each bottle. May Be bad of most _ _

Sole Manufacturer, F. STEVENSON. Lark Hill, Timperley,
AGENTS WANTED.

THOMSON'S STYPTIC prevents Bleeding in

Vine, and all other Plants. Manufactured and Sold by JOHN
YOUNG AND SON, Dalkeith, and may be had of all Nurserymen and
Seedsmen. Price ga. per bottle.

/^ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of e finest quality,
V_^ lod. per lb., or 8+j. per cwt
WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Leeds,

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.— ThT^iiTpe'st
and best article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly

Price, II. 4d. per lb. ; over 10 lb., u. id. Tobacco Paper, is. per lb.

£4 AS. per cwt. Post-office Orders payable at Fleet Street.
JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E.; lat<

10, Gough Square, E.C.

APPLEBYS RFfilSTKRED FUMIGATOR and
COMPi'l Ml KM ;\i

< <. [-..VPER (requires no Rlowing).-
Sold in alb. .ml

;

i;i,:c upon application. For Testi
monials see G.ii./ - 1 Ust week, p, 104.

Genuine I ^>i:\' • <<
1 \l I R in sib. and 4]!in 2 lb. and 4 lb. Packets.

T OBACCO TISSUE.
for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the

SONS, 112, St. John

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTV-FRF.E TOllACCO.

klAjESTv's Royal Letters Patent, and by I

OI' THE Hon. Board op Customs.

)00 LEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
nd Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Gardens, South Ki

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
' "' ,6rf.,and5s.

6d. and 35. 6d. each.
illing the Aphides 01

, Superintendent, Royal Ho

In Tin
Powder Distribute _.. ^_.

'I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses
i."—Geo.

May 7, 1868.

A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Susi

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

;. 6d.

WholesaJe by

PRICE'S PATENT
.CANDLE COMPANY

fied.
(Limited),

sea. London, S.W.

rriHORLEVS HORSE and CATTLE SPICE
-1- Coax the Appetite when all other compounds have failec
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IKON CRFFNHnisrs (.HP Vll I III \N WOOD
Beard's Patent Non-conducting and Ventilating

Metallic Glass Houses

•class Certificate at the Grand Manchester Horticultural

Ificates at the Royal Horticultural Sho'

fof'Best Sj-stci

, Tor Ki
Putty ; One Prize for Best System ot Patent V

Prize for S., F. & Co.'s Improved Flovier Stands.

blazing \

Churches, Factories, Railway Stations, &c.,
Full particulars and Prices of the Patent Houses, glazed with

26 oz. Sneet Glass from ts. sd. per foot super and upwards ; as also

Illustrated Catalogues for ii postage stamps^; may be obtained on
application to CHARLES BEARD, Victoria Horticultural Works,
Bury Si- Edmund's.
PATENT GLAZING BARS, to screw on wood, may be had

separately. Full particulars for stamped envelop.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

«<SP^W=^«^^?^Fi

Henry Ormson
Is determined, with the aid of NEW AND VALUABLE MACHINERY, and an

experienced STAFF AND WORKMEN, so to improve and facilitate the MANUFACTURE
OF HORTICULTURAL STRUCTURES that they may be built OF THE BEST
MATERIALS at a MUCH LOWER PRICE than has been possible heretofore.

COMPETITION SOLICITED.
MANY OF ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED WROUGHT IRON

BOILERS have been substituted for CRACKED CAST IRON TUBULAR BOILERS
(ku-ing the past Avinter months, and have been found MUCH MORE ECONOMICAL IN
CONSUMPTION OF FUEL. Prices on application. Please to state length and diameter

of pipe to be heated.

THE HEATING DEPARTMENT always engages his especial personal attention, and he

feels justified in saying that in simplicit}', safety, durability, and economy of fuel, combined with thorough

effectiveness, his system cannot be surpassed.

Knowing the absolute necessity for well regulated and properly arranged Ventilation, he makes it a

matter of first consideration.

H. O. having competent Draughtsmen and an efficient Office Staff, is prepared and will be happy to

forward Plans, Estimates, and Specifications, by post or otherwise, and to wait personally on any Ladies or

Gentlemen who may desire to see him on their Groimds.

H. O. is also in the habit of furnishing Estimates, and building from Drawings prepared by Architects,

and is kindly permitted to refer to many of the most eminent in the profession. He has also much pleasure in

stating that he can refer to many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry, in all parts of the kingdom, where he

has been employed to build some of the finest and best arranged Glass structures known at the present time.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majestv,
AND HOT-WATER APPAR.\TUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PAL.^CES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTUR.'^L SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility. Gentry, Nurserymen. Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle 0/ International Exhibitio
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seem

but the oval form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should briiifi the tubes
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel ; and this being
with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram

| is no doubt an improvement."

They ,

; being a parallelo;

ladc of all

May 24, 1862, fagt. 476,
feasible thai the Boilers on the o\al
lore completely within range of tht.

Oj the change, though a bfi^ht orit

TTOT--WATER APPARATUS of every description.J-i hxcd complete m any part of the country, for 'Warming Green,
houses, t.onbcrvatories, I'orcmg Pits, &c.

rlans and Estimates on application
J. JONES ANi. SI INS, IS, King Street, Clicapside; London, E.C.

MgiuilacLory, 6, Banksidc, Southwark

Established Fifty Years.
'

T,\MES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders^ and lioT-WATtR Apparatus Manufacturers,
353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

which, with prices. May be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR HE.VTING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH
TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
Begs to state that the immense nunibt r

APP.^RATUS annually Designed and Erected bv him fr

in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the RO\ \1 \^

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOL III

KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unnv il.ed

satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of design, superior matenals, and good workmanship , w hile the great advantages

obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perlectly tight joints with

neatness of appe.arance ; EFFECTS a S.WING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints can be erected bv
any Gardener: an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED
INSURING NO EXTR.'VS. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway Station 111

England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

SiieofHousi
20 feet by 10 feet

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

Two Four-incli Pipes along One Side and One End of House.

£-- £^7 £3

2 IS

Bath and Gas Work Erected i

;of He

I

50 feet by 15 feet

75 feet by 15 feet

I 100 feet by 13 feet 20 o o 3 5 o

or Country. The Trade Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates fonvarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c.. Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-W.-VTER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

200 Id ,\Ii;l.ON BOXES and
lazed and Taiiitcd complete, ready

.'ucumhi-;r
LIGHTS, all sues

,tc use, packed and sent to all parts of ihe Kingd<
Strong ZINC HAND-GLASSES, all siics.

s to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in mc
Encland.

^^^
OT W\TER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Mitenals supplied fur Heating

<,KFrNHIIUSFS,

Hill Mil
Elhci T rii,

tion kept m stock
WKOUUHl and CAt-T IRON

CONICAL SVDULE, and IM
I'ROV ED PCILL S, also Elliptic,
Boilers, from 24* each

>Kr VBLE BOILERS, on Stand,

and are perfectly water tight
Goods, of the very best manu

facttire, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
(Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

Ground Street, London, S.E. , Surrey
side Blackfriars Bridge).

PORTABLE BOILER. ELLIPTIC BOILER.
Price List on application.

PATENT
GREEN'S

PROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate,

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit. . ,,., ..u(
From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order

;
in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer penod.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, ice.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:

ist. They require no setting in brickwork.

2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon

which the fire acts in a clirect manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last from i2 to 24 hours without attention.

6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means

ofT-pipes.
.

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be

fi.xed in.

PH/CE USTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ;
and

54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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w.
MACHINKS f.

S. BOULTON AND CO.'S NEW PATENT
LAWN MOWING, KOI.LING, and COLLECTING

These Machines posucss important advantages. By the introduction
'f a Radial Link, the adjustment of the various parts is rendered
xceedingly simple, Brcak,if;c's arc entirely avoided, by making the

landlesand all or!,, i 1. ],- i, , r malleable iron. They adapt thcm-
ind suitpersons of any heicht

)osc, This arrangement also

admits of their i . J .Her. by folding back the front

cutting end. Kit r, M . ii,,,. j , « nrranttd to give entire satisf

to the purchaser, and it um approved of can be returned
Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, sent free by post on applicatic

w S. BOULTON & CO.'S DOUBLE CYLINDER
and BALANCE-HANDLE GARDEN ROLLS.

) the Orass <

These articles are re-ill> in

materials. They are divided

turned with case and withou
being rounded off The price

Camaec piid to any Station m Lngland
20 in. long by 18 m dnm ^2 17 I 24 m Jung b> aa m di;

22 „ 20 > ^ 7 I
2<' „ 24 M

SINGLE CYLINDDK ROLLS Carnage jiaid.

18 in. long by 18 m diam /^i 15 I 22 m long by 22 in dif

20 „ 30 J, 2 SI 34 .. 24 It

Rose Lane Wurks, Norwich.

orkmansl^ip and

R O T E C T YOUR
First-class Maclilne-iuade

WIRE GAME NETTING, GALVANISED after

MADE, sent carriage paid to any station in the Kin;;dom at Itic

following very low prices :

—

3 feet high, 2-incli incsli. No, ig £;ijaf,'c. price 3^it. per yard.

3 feet l,iKl.,<litl"..i;n.., |.i: '- ->,.< tv rvird
a fcet hi;:l>, I' iti. I. ni. .1. . price 5>iii. per yard.

3feot higli, 'liilii, ilitt.
,

l"-r yard.

All Netting r.uliiKj I.,; i. ". .in be returned at once.

WS. BOULTON AND CO.'S 36-gallon SWING
. WATER BARROW—Oak Tub.

Carriage paid to any station in England.
Price, /l «.; Ditto, with two tubs, ^^3 3s. ; Spreader and valve, 15J. extra.

SWINC WATER BARROW, witTi galvanised iron tank. To hold
18 gallons, price J^i 15.. i Ditto, Sogallons, £1}!

Rose I-anc Wocks, Norwich.

w.

Lane Works, Norwich.

w.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. To hold

140 gallons, price ;(;io ; aoo ditto, £111 ; fim ditto, /;t4.

Galvanised Iron Pump and 10 fecttindia.rubber suction pipe, price

£3 lor. Spreaders, 151. each
Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND
beg to submit their KiaiUClCD PRICES as follows :

PROPAGATING

nches in diameter

.. 3 6

:: 11

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches in diameter , . os. 6iL I 9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

24 inches long . . 21. o<f
, 16 inches lori;

for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT

PAINTS of _ _

SHEET and ROUGH PXaTE GLASS, SLATES of all sues,
BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE.KOLLEDPLATE.CROWN,
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
and every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

JAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., 180, liishopsgatc Street Without, E.C.

F
Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron CiBtems.
BRABY AND CO. having laid down more

I extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises
Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,"*" »-^»-.^ -/ : 1:,.. _. reduced prices.

liscd Iron, and other of BRABV*S

Ca," Limrietil_ Fitiroy Works, Eualon Road,

i packed one in another to save

and depth of^Fccdiiig 1 roughs. Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,

being all of Iron. Price of Fittmgs per Cow, 551,

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works,?, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W , where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent

CO.
Horticultural Glass Warehouse.

THOMAS M I L L I N G T O N ant
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C

NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as supplied to
Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry, Mr. Rivers, and the leading H.
culturists of the United Kingdom.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Best.

Dbyi2,

ofeet-^
15s 6d i6s gd iBsod

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, 15

6 by 4 7 by 5 8 by 6 9 by 7 \\
6* by 4il Tihy 5*1 8* by 6il gj by 7*/!

Per 100 feet.

|io by 8 |i2 by 9 |i2) by iD}|i4l by loH I

loi by 8J i2i by gi 13 by 10 15 by 10 M
II by 9 13 by 9 i3i by loi 13 by 11 f'
"i by 9ili2 by 10 1 14 by 10 1 14 by 11 J |

|3ds.
I

2nds.
I

Sest.

I2s6if 145 '^hs* 6d

s gd\i^ <)d\ip 2^ I7< (^

LARGE SHEET SQUARES, 15 oz., per 100 feet.

Sbyle
by 17

The above Prices are only for the Sizes stated ; if a quantit
other Size be required^ a Special Price will be given.

SHEET GLASS.
In Sheets for Cutting up, averaging from 6 to 9 feet sup

4ths quality, per 30ofect case, 361. 4ths quality, per 200 feet c

in. in.

M by 12
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ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES. Jermyn Street, W.—
I'n.lfs-ior KAMi-KY. 1-1.1'. F.K.S. will COMMENCE a

COlIRsi i I H 11.: M -.1 . Ill )
I )

I .ni, i.FJ'I.oGV, on TUES-
DAY M . 1 . !.. M. , ,

..
1 .

1.. he ...niinued on each

COMMi -. .1 1
[I i I . 1 V 1 M'TUKES on

APPLIKl) MF.CHANirs, nn Tri-I'''. M 1 .
! .-[.riiao' 15. at

12 o'clock, to be continued on each j-m '^> v . Thursday,
and Tuesday, at the same hour, Fc- [

[^
TKl - M I

r
.

i

. Kccl3trar._

LONDON and COUNTY HAN KIN' . * uMPANY.
Established 1836. Subscribed Capital, jC^-Soo.ooo. in 50.000 shares

of ^50 each. Paid up capital, ^1,000,000. Rescr\'c fund, ^500,000.

Directors.

Nathaniel Alexandei

,

Thos. Tyrincham Barnard, Esq.
rhiJip P'altijn Hlyth, Esq.
John William Hu
Thomas Slock Cc
Frederick Fn

Frederick Harrison. Esq.
Lord Alfred Hcrvcy.
William Champion Jones, Esq.
Edwd. Harbord Lushington, Esc
Tames Morley, Esq.
William Nicol, Esq.

Inspectors of Branches—H. J. Lemon, Esq., and C. Shcrring, Esq.

ChiefAccountant—}amcs Gray, Esq.
Secretary-¥. Clappison, Esq.

Head Office—21, Lombard Street.

Manager—Whitbread Tomson, Esq,
Assistant Manager—William Howard, Esq.

At the Annual General Meeting of the Proprietors, held on Thi
the 3d February, 1870, at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon
Station, the following Report for the year ending the 3^-^' ^*""

1869, was read by tne Secretary. William Champion J

In presenting to the Propri etors the balance-sheet of the Bank for the

half-year ending the 3rst December last, the Directors have the pleasure

to report that, after paying interest to customers, and all charges,
allowmc for rebate, and making provision for had and doubtful debts,

the nett profits amount to ^87.669 los. lod. This sum, added to

ji;6,22S 17*. jd., brought forward from the last account, produces a total

of £93,895 17s. jrf.

The usual dividend of 6 per cent, for the half-year is recommended,
together Avith a bonus of 2!, per cent., both free of income-tax, -which
will absorb ;£8s,ooo, and leave £S,Bg5 17s. srf. to be carried forward to

profit and loss new account. The present, added to the J une dividend,
will thus be 17 per cent, for the year 1869.

The Directors have to announce the retirement of John Fleming,
Esq., from the board, and the election of Edward Harbord Lushington,

,Es<K,

Frederick Hai
who, being eligible. oflTer themselves forr
The dividend and bonus (together £j. i^

tax, will be payable at the Head Office, 01

and after Monday, the 14th instant.

Balance-sheet of the London and Co
Dr. Company, 3ist December, li

To Capital paid up
To Reserve Fund
To amount due by the Bank for

customers' balances, &c ^£131305,679 1

To liabilities, on acceptances, co-
vered by securities 3.068,856 i

To profit and loss balance brought
from last account . - . . .

.

61*25 1

To gross profit for the half-year,

after making provision for bad
and doubtfuldcbts, viii 250,478

IHL LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliaraent.J

Henry Farquhar, Esg,, (Messrs. Herrics, Farquhar & Co.l, 16, St.

Lord Garlics, m'.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,
Wigtonshire, N.B.

John Iforalio Lloyd, Esq., 1. King's Bench Walk, Temple, F.C.
OranyUIc R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), «, Princea Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W,
Granville R. H. Somerset,E5q.,r).C.,C,rark Street, Westminsters.W.
Henry W. West, Esq.,Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildmgs, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy m respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 35 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

R\DER. Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

rj.1

John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John HutchJngs, Esq,
Icnry W. Cu)

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Agricultural Improvements of any kind arc executed by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to HORACE BROKE, the Secretary, at the

Oflicesofthe Company. 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY, 10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London, E.C

TRUSTEES,
The Right Hon. the Lord Chancellor.
The Right Hon. the Lord Cairns," Right Hon. Sir W. Bovill, Lord Chief Justice, C.P.

Right Hon. Sir ^•^- -^ ,r_ __ „-,•'.

Hon, Sir Georg
Thou
John ._.

. ._
Edward Smith Bigg, Esq.
Robert Bayly Foiretl, Esq., Taxing Master in Chancery.

FINANCIAL POSITION on January i, 1869.

^.

By cash on hand at Head Ofllice and
branches, and with Bank of
England

r stocks and securities .

.

3untcd bills and advan<

;Ci,99S.S38 J

1,846,023 1

9,402,260 8 8

:epted by the Bank, as par

s and fittings 341,342

expenses at Head Office and

To rebate on bills not due, carried to ne

To dividend of 6 per cent, for the halfy
To bonus ofaj^ per cent

To balance carried fnr^va^d .,

Annual Accounts have "always been published in full detail.

SECURITY,—The Assurance Fund amounts to no less than seven
imes the total annual income. 'J he further guarantee of a fully
iubscribcd Capital of ;Ct.ooo,ooo.

WIIOLE-W'ORLD POLICIES cranted for a single extra payment
»f lOJ. per j^ioo, where no special Liability to foreign residence then

""'
" " ' " of full age when assured, after five y

. charge for foreign license, allow
unrestricted residence in any part of the world.
NINE-TENTHS of the total Profits divisible every five years

amongst the Assured. A valuable provision for Policies becoming
Claims between two divisions. Very moderate Non-bonus Premiums,

'i'hc GENERAL CONDITIONS of Assurance printed thereon are
specially framed to secure to Policies of the Society, when once

'
' 'ute freedom from all liability to future question.

Just Ready, price 6i.,

JOURNAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND, Vol. VI., Part I., Ho. iX., Now

Series, containing :

—

Report on the Agriculture of Belgium. By H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S.
Farm Labourers, their Friendly Societies, and the Poor-Law. By the

Rev. J. Y. Siratton.
On Straw Chaff. By Samuel Jonas.
Reports on Steam Cultivation. By Jos. Snowball.
The Pot.ito in Jersey. By C. P. Le Cornu.
Report of the Consulting Chemist for 1869.

Field Experiments on Mangels. By Dr. Augustus Voelckcr.
On Beetroot Pulp. By Dr. Augustus Voelckcr.
Report on Cheshire Dairy-Farming. By H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S.
Report on the American Cheese tactory System. By H. M. Jenkins,

of the Reclaimed Bog-Land of Whittlesea Merc.

1 for bad and doubtful debts

£(>a^ 17

350^78 6

0.704 ,3 7

J Audit

We, the undersigned, have examined the foregoing
and have found the same to be correct.

(Signed) WILLIAM NORMAN,
R. H. SWAIN E,

London and County Bank, January 27, 1870.

The foregoing report having been read by the Secretary, the follow-
ing resolutions were proposed^ and unanimously adopted :

I. " That the report be received and adopted, and printed for the use
of the shareholders,"

3. That a dividend of 6 per cent., together with a bonus of »% per
cent, both free of income-tax, be declared for the half year endmg
December 31, 1869, papabic on and after Monday, the 14th instant, and
that the balance of jCS.Sgs 171, srf. be carried forward to [)rofit and loss

9. **That Frederick Francis, Thomas Stock Cowie, and Frederick
Harrison, Esquires, be re-elected Directors of this Company "

4. "That William Norman, Richard Hinds Swaine, and Will,
Jardine, Esquires, be elected a'-'-

''"- •*- -

5. **That the thanks of thi

Directors for the able manner in which
of the Company,

s for the

y have conducted the afl'air;

' That the thanks of this meeting be presented to the auditors o
the Company for their services during the past

i the general

n having quitted the chair,

Extracted from thi

(Signed) . WLLUAMNlCaL, Deputy Chain

'F. CLAPPI90N, Secretary.

T ONUON and COUNTY BANKING COMPANY.
JLJ -Notice is Hereby Given that a DIVIDEND on the Capital of
the Company, at the rate of 6 per cent, for the half year ending
December 31, x869, with .1 BONlfs of al^ per cent., will be I'AID to
the .PropnetoBS, either at the Head Qffite, si, Lombard Street, or at
any of the Company's Branch Banks, on and after MONDAY, the
14th instant. Uy order of the Board.

W. McKEWAN, General Manager.
31, Lombard Street, February a, '870.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
(by the Rev. John Fountains, Southacre Rectory, Brandon),

as now carried out in a New House erected for the purpose, in the
Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick. Second
Edition, much enlarged.
Free by post for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171. Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and

Vegetables, and Plans of Glasshouses, Hints for Heating, &c. Jty
S. HerEMAN, Chatsworth. Third edition, post free, 13^.
HKREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent's

Quadrant, London, W.

In large crown 8vo, cloth, extra, 7s. 6d.

OTJDON'S AMATEUR GARDENER'S
CAIJCNDAR; being a Guide as to what should be avoided

done in a Garc"
Almost cntir
F.L.S., Author' of "Gleanings from Frencfi

Gardens." &C.
FREDERICK WARNE and CO., Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

Third Thousand, with upwards of 400 Figures, Views, and Plans,
One Vol., large octavo, handsomely bound, i8j. cloth.

THE PARKS, PROMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS. By W. Robinson, F.L.S.

The Times (October zi) :—" For a long timewe have not read a more
interesting .ind instructive book than this."

For summary of contents, and opinions of leadingjournals, see large
advertisement in Gardeners Chronicle for Nov. 20, 1869.

London: JOHN MURRAY, and all Booksellers. Nucserymen and
Seedsmen. The Nursery and Seed Trades supplied, at Wholesale
prices, by Messrs. CARTER & CO., 238, Holbom, W.C.

In the Press,

ALPINE FLOWERS
; with many beautiful Illustra-

tions of Rock Gardens, Natural and Artificial.

Fourth Edition^ much erilarged, with 40 Engravinas on Wuod,
coloured Frontispiece, and Six Panoramic ftf aps, Post 8vo, cloth, 121

^^!I,^.?-.,^'?.'^>.^^^.^^*^
on the SHORES of theW 'mediterranean; or, the Rii le, ItalyVV MEDITERRANEAN; or,

Corsica, Sicily, Algeria, Spain, and Bi

J. IIENKY Hknnbt, M,0.
From the Times, December ai.

" The book is a thoroughly good one for its purpose, and should b.

studied by all who have need of the kind of knowled^-e that i

*^''"

JOHN CHURCHILL and SONS, New Burlingtpn Street.

Now ready, wiih an Index, Posn 8vo, 71 Orf

A GEOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK of all theKNOWN FERNS, divided into six Territorial Division--
Compilcd from the most recent Works, By K, M. LVEtl

'*"»»^"" .

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, London, W

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Norihumberiand, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. I'axlon for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kcw ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Ac.

The best Shading is " Frlgl Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is
applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING.a yards wide, u. dd. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide if. qrf. per yard run.
Four yards wide 31. W, per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide .. is. qd. per yard.
An improved make. 3 yards wide . . 2j, 8rf, per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, 5!^,, 6\d., y\d., 7lrf.
and %\d. per yard,

Hessian Canvas, 54 and j» inches wide, 6irf, and SJrf. per yard;

The New Vade Mecum (Invented & Manufactured hy
/ ^ HARLES H. VINCENT. Optician, ..f 23. Windsor
V^ Street, Liverpool!, consists of a 1 1.1 1m i Ml well adapted for
Tourists, &c., to whiobis added aii«.>.i . II' rii Mh i;ii>( upEof great
power and first<lass definition, quiif^ <.|.iil i.. i.ili.r-; sold at ten
times the price. Wonderful as it may strm, ili'- in. <• ,.\ this ingenious
combination is only 31. 6rf. ; and Mr ^'l^^ \ s 1 •,,mk it (carriair^ fr«-el

anywhere, with printed direction^ upon recci
stamps to the amount of 3*. jod.

l-office order of

FENDERS, STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,
FIRE-IRONS, .nnd CHJMNEY-PIECES.-Buyers of the above
quested, btlMir Imillv <lc< iding, to visit the SHOW-ROOMS.

variety, novelty, beauty of design,

; Regis r Stov. Sf.to^Cgss-
Bright ditto, wiBh-Or-roolu ornaments ., , , jC3 8j, to ^^33 10s.
Bronze Fenders ,. .. y. dd. to £5 12s.

Steel and < >r molu Fenders Xrom j^ 31, to /as.
Chimri.*\ I'n-, rs froraZi &s. to j^ioo.

Fir-.- 1 r : -ii '!
I i. I . . , .. from 3s. 3a. the set to £4 41.

{ ^^' \> ' I •'
'

I 'S.—WILLIAM S. BURTON has
V.' , I

' 1 -
i„s of COAL SCOOPS on SHOW, of whic

vary from iff, od. to 1505. Plain
inc-lined, from 4s. 6d. ;

ith Hand-scoop, from
from 19J. ; highly

with . ivory handl
choice selection of Wooden Coal

Boxes, with iron and brass mountings. WILLIAM S. BURTON
confidently asserts this lo be the largest, and at the same time the best
and most varied, Assortment in the World.
WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, bv appointment,

toH.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, containing
upwards of 700 Illustrations of hi.s unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
Prices, and Plans of the ao large Showrooms, post free.—39, Oxford
Street, W. ; 1, 1 a, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's
Place; and 1, Newman Yard.
With theprestnt RAILWAY FACILITIES the cost of delivering

Goods to the most distant Parts of the United Kingdom is trifling.

WILLIAM S, BURTON will always, when desired, undertake
delivery a t a small fixed rate .

BREAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :
—" By a thorough Jcnowledge of

the n.ttural laws which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with 3
dclicatelv-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors' tills.

"

Made simply with boiling water
and 1 lb, lin-lined packets, labelled—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homosopathic Chemists, London.

lilk. Sold only in \ lb., 1 lb.

T H E
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

d aids digestion. Unrivalled for piqu;
Ask for LEA AND PERRINS' SAUC

the appeti

Beware of

vailed for piquancy and tlavoui

UCE.
1 of Lea & PzBRiNS on all

throughout the World.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and indigestion ; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, .especinlly adapted for Ladies, Children,

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

C10RNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
-' tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtained their comnlcle removal in a short period,

without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTON, Esq., Ware. Herts,

ipOCK LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE SAFEST

•FAMILY APERIENT.
Imboxcs at is. i\d., 2s. gd.. 41. 6rf., and

/^OCKjLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
^^ in use the last 69 years for

•INDIGESTION.
In boxes at is. lid., as. gd., 45, 6^,, and its.

pOCK LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
In use the la^t 69 years for

r^ocK LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at is. tid., 21. gd., 4s. 6d.,and 11

r^OCK LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at if. i\d. , 3t. gd.

,
45. &f. , and It

INDIGESTION.- Berkeley, Sept. i.

-I feci it a duty I owe to vou to express i.r,

benefit I have derivetl from taking NOKTCiNs
FQr_a.]cngth of time I suffered cxcruciatin),' |i.ii

wind in the stompcli, l).-ivin(,' tried nearly .

any benefit at all, but after talcing tw.o

pills I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Hease ijive t

publicit>' for the benefit of those who may thus be afflicted^—_i_a

•jidai

publicity for the benefit of
eentleman, yours truly.

"
e. .J ..

„j,J|^
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers fitted ith Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Piimp,

Water and Steam Ganges, &e., &e., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „

Horse Power Cylinder. Diameter. Stroke. Boiler. Height.
4ft. oi

40

nadc s

28 ., 17 .. o 5 .8 .. .. J

2, and 3, if not fitted with Governors, less ^^5.

ntly long to admit a drum beingfixed on if required, which t •uppliedThe Fly-wheel Shaft i

along with the 'Engine any diameter ordered, at an extra cost accordiiig to size.

The above Engines and Boilers occupy a very small space, and will be found admissable in places where no other
form of Engine and Boiler could be fixed. They are especially adapted for use by Contractors and in Warehouses,
Mills. Dyehouses. Workshops, Printing Offices, Farms, &c., &c. For exportation they are invaluable, being sent

out in complete Working Order, ready for immediate use. They are made in an exceedingly substantial and simple
manner, every part being perfectly easy of access, and consequently can be readily understood and managed.

The Boilers are fitted up with Strong Welded Tubes, intersecting the fire-box (varying in number according to

the size of the boiler), and a mud hole is pl.aced opposite each tube for the purpose of cleaning them out. They are
tested up to 200 lb. pressure to the square inch.

The Foundation Plate answers the purpose of Feed W^ater Tank, in which the water is heated before passing
into the boiler, and also of an ash pit, and no brickwork or foundation is required.

The Fire-box is so constructed that Coal, Coke, or Wood can be used as Fuel,

Extract from the Gardeneri Chronicle, December 11, 1S69, p. 1293 :

—

" Vertical Engines continue to merit growing patronage. They have their advantages over the horizontal engines, not only in construction as to the working and extra

and unequal tear and wear of the piston and cylinder, but in their adaptation to light work—-as grinding, chaff-cutting, and root-pulping. The small area of space they occupy is

also greatly in their favour. Of late years very great progress has been made in the cattle feeding department of farm practice, hence the growing demand for engines of this

class ; but this is not all that must be reported, for they are evidently also entering into competition with their rivals in the threshing bam. They have long been in extensive use
by builders for hoisting and pumping, being made locomotive by means of rails ; and constructed on this plan they are proving equally effective and advantageous in the brick-

field, quarry, wood-yard, large dairies for churning, laundries, for driving washing machines, and the like. Add to this the growing use of a heavier class of engines for steam
culture, which necessitates as it were the employment of small vertical ones at the homestead, it is easy accounting for the growing popularity of the latter at all our implement
exhibitions, in construction there is a close similarity on the whole, but in details of mechanism they are diversified. Something of course depends upon the special purposes
for which they have been made, and whether they are to be used outdoors or indoors, and whether they are to bum coal or coke, and so on.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND

COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1S70.

Every Machi. ntt-d to give entire satisfaetion, and if not approved of,

: ictumed at once unconditionally.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at llie International Exhibition, London, 1862.
First Prize Medal at tlie International Exhibition, DubUn, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg E.xhibition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have
carried off every Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

The extraordinary success of GREENS P.-\TENT L.\WN MOWERS is an
established fact. During the last five years the demand has been unprecedented,
which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their
characteristic features :— ist. Simplicity of construction, every part being free of access.
2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other La\™ Mower. 3d. They
are the least liable to get out of order.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-

sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can
be reversed again arid again, bringing tlie sharp edge of the cutters .against the bottom
blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar
adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Lists
free on application.

N.B. Alt Orders arc executed on the day they are received.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.AWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GR.\VEL PATHS.

Horse Power.

HAND ROLLERS.

PRICES OF

ROLLERS
Fitted with Shafts,

suitable for Pony or

Horse Power.

Ltnglh.

33 in.

36 in.

" IS

13 'o

IS 10

17 10

19 10

These ROLLERS possess many adv.mtages over all others ; they are made in

two parts, and are free to revolve on the a.>tis, affording greater facility for turning, and

the outer edges are rounded off, or turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks

left by other Rollers. They are manufactured of the best materials, and are got up in

surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS, 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also

made in one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to

answer many requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller

at pleasure. ^^__^

PRICES.
24 inches by 25 inches L^ ° °

red Carriage Free to all the frincipal Railway Stations and

Shipping Ports in England,

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Editorial Communications should tie addressed to " The Edit
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. BrAudup.!., i:,vn.n3, « v-u., iA.uiu.tiu oncci, ticcun-i ui >*ni[eiriara, ^.ny 01 1

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, WellinRton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covcnt Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, February 12, 1^0.
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BRUCE FINDLAV.

E
CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 338, High Holbom. London

N ATIVE SCOTCH FIR ; seedlings and transplanted,
iJ4 to 3 feet, and under ; offered at very reduced prices by

WILLIAM URQUHART AND SONS, Dundee.

N
New Roses for 1870.

JOHN KEYNES' LIST of NEW ROSES for 1870
is now ready, and will be sent on application.

CasHe Street Nursery , Salisbury

Tbe Roses of the Season axe those of
)AUL AND S(JN, The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.
PRICEO lll.SIKIlniV>'. LIST pr„t free on application.

New Roses for 1870.
DESCRIPTIVE LISTS free by post on application.

EWING AND CHILD, the Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich

ROSES on the Manetti Stock, worked under-ground,
vcrj' fine, 8j. per dozen, 501. per 100 ; LAURELS, 2 to 6 feet

SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 6 feet, by the too or 1000. Prices on application t(

S. WALTERS, Nursery, Hilperton. Trowbridge, Wilts.

Hybrid Perpetuals, &c. , at 30J. per doien.
WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckfield, S

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready early
in March, in 30 best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

LIST free on application.
HENRY BENNETT, Manor F.irm Nursery, Stapleford.nearSalisbury

New Roses for 1870.

JOHN FRASER. Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
London, E, begs to announce that his LIST of NEW ROSES for

1870, which contains a selection of the best varieties only, may be had
on application. The young plants are healthy and promising.

c
Camellias and Azaleas.

HARLES TURNER can supply well-budded
Plants, to bloom this season, from m. to 305. per dozen.

"" " "
Slough.

D
To the Trade.—Show Pansy Seed.

OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, Edinburgh, ha
""

limited quantity of the above, saved from thei
celebrated Colle, :perc applic

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of VERBENAS of i860 at 3s. per dozen, in pots; also 34 New
FUCHSIAS of 1869 at 3s. per dozen, in pots.

Nursery ; Bexley Heath, Kent.

Geranium Cuttings.

TWO THOUSAND STRONG CUTTINGS,
good bedding varieties, including GOLDEN FLEECE,

BIJOU, AMY HOGG, &c., at 51. per 100.—Address, GERANIUM,
35, Upper Charlton Street, Portland Place, London, W.

D'
CALCEOLARIA.—Sealed packets, \s. 6d.. 2S. 6d.,

3J. td., and SJ. First Frizes, Cr>stal Palace, Horticultural,
Botanic and Reading, &c.

SIXTY THOUSAND TEA-SCENTED and
NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, of all the best sorts, at 91., i3J., i8i.,

»4J. , and 30J. per dozen.
WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near

R ICHARD SMITHS ROSE LIST,
containing all the leading and most popular kinds of Roses,

nay be had free by post.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.
The Nurseries, Kind's Acre, near Hereford,ANETTI STOCKS.
For immediate tise, 30*. per 1000.

For summer use, second size, 35*. per 1000.
THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

c 6(/.. and 5J. Sixty First Prizes

riYCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varieties,

SUPPLIED bv 300 Leading Seedsmen and the
Growers, I. DOBSON AND SONS, Woodlands Nursery

Isleworth, London, W.

D^
T RADE ANNOUNCEMENTS,

Gardentn' Chronicle, page 305,
MELONS p. 305.

BUTTONS' COLLECTIONS of GARDEN and
FLOWER SEEDS. For prices of various si.cd Collections see

outside cover ria£;c of this week's Paper.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fruiting and planting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE post free on application: also CIRCULARS of

Meredith's Vir '^ " *

R
To Uarket Gardeners, &c

ED and BLACK CURRANTS.—.\ large quantity
of both kinds, 3 and 4-yr. old Hushes, of the best sorts. Apply,

A CLE ND SONS, The Nur?

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COR NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

s from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.
w
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserym'an and' Seed Merchant, Worcester

HALF a MILLION FRUIT TREES.—Many
thousands are Fruit-bearing Trees, and all in excellent healtn

and condition to transplant
nich are moderate^ upon application.

JAMES DICK.SON and SONS, "iJew

Better from Seed than Cuttings.
PYRETHRUM AUREUM (GOLDEN FEATHER).

Enough Seed to raise 500 plants for 13 stamps, of
CHARLES YOUNG, Balham Hill Nursery, London, S.W.

T71RESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
JJ and THUJA LOBBII, in any quantity. For prices, see pages

71 and 75 of our TRADE CATALOGUE, which may be had post free.

THOS CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge VVells.

Berberls, Berberls.
BERBERIS .'\QUIFOLI.^.—Fine twice transplanted

Berberis aquifolia, I to i!^ foot, 301. per 1000: cheaper if
* ),ooo taken. Apply to

JOHN PERKINS , Sen., 57, Market Square, Northampti

C^
c
c
/"lARTER'S SKLlv I^ P-tgg 2},g. 2 37 an. I

- ,

/"lARTER-S GEM r
V_^^ ^and 761. _037 and 2:58,

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS, Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on application to
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London , E.

S'TUART and CO., Seed Growers, Nice—Seed
Merchants, 5, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

(REMOVED from 85, Southampton Row.)
WHOLESALE LIST sent free on application.

TO FERN GROWERS. — The Advertiser will be
happy to supply strong roots of ASPLENIUM LANCEO-

LATUM, atM, per root.

A, '/,., Post Office, Tavistock, Devonshire.

M

Forest Trees, for present planting, quality superior: prices upo;

'James DICKSON and sons, " Nevkton " Nurseries, Chester.

TREES and SHRUBS, &c., strong, healthy, and
well-grown. Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants. Edinburgh ; and 59. Mark Lane. London.

25,000 eittra transplanted, 3 to 4 feet.

Will be Sold cheap. Apply for all particulars to

;. W. JACKSON AND CO.. Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshir

Box Edging Wanted.
pOTTER AND FERRIGE, " The Nurseries," Sutto

To tbe Trade.
BOLTON AND CO. have a fine stock of NEW

GARDEN SEEDS, at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N
To the Trade.

BOLTON AND CO. have a fine stock of NEW
FLOWER SEEDS, at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed .Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

To the Trade.
BOLTON AND CO. have a fine stock of NEW

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO , Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

lUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK for 1870
f is now ready, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading^

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.
BETHAM AND SON, Custom House, Shipping and

General Transit Agents, beg to inform them that they receive
and forward SEEDS, PLANTS and GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
from and to all parts of the world, at charges as low as oossible.

Oftice, Q. Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

To the Trade.MESSRS. STUART and CO.,
Whole-sale Seed Merchants,

5, Tavistock Row, Covent (harden. W.C. Seed Grounds—Nice. France.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of
GARDEN SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.
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Spring Flowers.
LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE will be happy to fonvard,

free, his CATALOGUE, containing Lists of all the most lovely of
the early Spring-blooming Plants, Violets, Primroses, Hepaticas,
Daisies, Rockets, &c., &c. ; also the best new and choice Plants of the
Season, with Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and
well-grown Nurser>' Stock.

Monro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Ctuysantliemams.
ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from
his great collection of Chrysanthemums, for £1: 25 Pairs ditto,

JOS. id.: 25 P.Tir5 POMPONS, loj. 6i ; 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 6s. Any of the above forwarded post free

D OUBLE.WHIN, GORSE or FURZE,
ULEX EUROP/EA FLORE-PLENO.

Excellent plants, all extra, transplanted—package included :—

The above can be supplied by the looo, in p
dozen, ?2j:. td. per loo. Sec CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurf

9 to 12 inches, 5s. per

:s, Matlock.

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MEDALS, 1S51 AND 1862.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, & co.'s
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1.
I

No. 2. I No. 3.
I

No. 4.
|

No. 5.

£3 3s.
I

£2 2s.
I

£1 10s.
I

£1 Is.
I

IDs. 6d.

The above Collections contain only useful varieties, the quantities of which may be varied to suit the

requirements of Customers.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections ; also carefully selected LISTS

of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWERS and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

Orders amounting to zr j. sent Carriage paid. Allpackets ofFlower Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargefor packages.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

CHOICE SEEDS.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons,
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING TH.4T THEY HAVE SECURED SUPPLIES OF THE BEST AND MOST ADMIRED

SUBTROPICAL AND ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS,
NOW SO MUCH USED FOR THE SUMMER DECORATION OF THE FLOWER GARDEN.

A BESCRIPTIVE LIST wiU be found in their SEED CATALOGITE for 1870, which wUl be forwarded Post Free on application.

The Collection includes the following useful kinds :—

ABUTILON DUC DE MALAKOF.^Folia?e large, hairy, with a crimson hue, very orna-
mental ; flowers cream coloured, veined and striped with crimson

ACACIA LOPHANTHA.—Very elegant and gracefulfoliage.ofquick growth, and close erect habit

ACANTHUS LATIFOLIUS,/ Leaves bold in outline, of a dark polished green, retaining their 1

„ MOLLIS. t freshness till the end of the season i

AMARANTHUS MELANCHOLICUS RUEKR.—Rich dark red foliage, bright and distinct,
excellent either for massing or ribbon bordering

ARALIA PAPYRIFERA (Chinese Rice-Paper Planl).—A free-grOwing plant, with large and
very handsome foliage, fine for groups or masses ; requires a deep rich soil

" ELEGANS^^' {
'''*° beautiful new varieties from Australia}

„ SIEBOLDII.—A fine ornamental foliage plant, with bright glossy green leaves .

.

„ SPINOSA (the Angelica Tree of North America).—Beauttrul foliage, with prickly leaf-
stalks and stems

ARTEMISIA JUDAICA.—Very compact growing, with foliage the colour of Centaurca

BF.ET, DELL'S CRIMSON—Splendid dark bronzy purple foliage; excellent for bedding or
ribbon bordering ; the root is also one of the best varieties grown for table

BETA CICLA. var. (Chilian or Brazilian Beet).—A richly-coloured large-leaved plant, with very
bright broad midribs, which vary in colour from deep waxy orange t " '

'

exceedingly show
tolishetS (

/ Very omamen
I of robust an
< grey-silvery
I for their goc

ital and striking foliage plants,

and vigorous growth, with large

Ivery leaves; highly recommended 1-

good habit; fine for specimens on \

large I

•nd«.d >

EOCCONIA CORDATA ROTUNDIFOLIA .

„ .. YEDDOENSIS
FRUTESCENS , .

„ JAPONICA I \°^ _^ lawns or in groups,

BORECOLE, Variegated.-An extra choice strain, with beautifully variegated foliage, of all shades

CANXAS.
The following are selected as the best and most

supplied. For descriptions see Seed Catalogue, page 31.

DISCOLOR FLORIEUNDA
EXPANSA
GAEONENSIS
GIGANTEA MAJOR

es, but inany other

PERUVIANA
PKEMICES DE NICE
PURPUREA HYBRIDA
RENDATI.ERI
SELLOWII
WARSCEWICZII

ROSEA

ANNEI ORANGE GRANDIFLORA FLORI-
ROSEA BUNDA IZOIDES
SUPERBA HYBRIDA WARSCEWIC.

KETELEERIl
KRELAGEA DISCOLOR
LEMON EI
MAXIMA
MUS/EFOLIA
NIGRICANS

Per packet, 3rf. to is.

CANNABIS GIGANTEA (Giant Hemp),-A very ornamental and paceful plant, of rapid
^owth, with hajidsome cut foliage ; excellent for small groups or as single specimens .

.

CERASTIUMBIEBERSTEINII, silvery foliage/. „ . <• j „ \
„ TOMENTOSUM, silvery foliage '[««<:'!"':« f" cdgingsj

CENTAUREA BABYLONICA A handsome plant, with large silvery foliage

„ CANDIDISSIMA, a splendid silvery foliaged plant

,» FENZLII, leaves large, of a glaucous-green colour, flower-stem 3 feet high,
producing a large and fine canary-coloured flower

„ GYMNOCARPA, silvery foliage, very graceful and fine
CHAM.EPEUCE CASSABON.Ef Plants of very striking appearance, with handsome spiny)

„ DUCANTHAl foliage, well suited for subtropical garden. /
CINERARIA MARITIMA, a very elegant silvery foliaged plant

„ PLATANIFOLIA, large and very handsome glossy green foliage
CR.AMBE CORDIFOLIA—One of the finest of perfectly hardy large-leaved herbaceous plants

;
: for beds or bordei

CUCUMIS PERENNIS..-.A perfectly hardy trailing plant, with bold rough lekvt
green colour, excellent for covering rough banks or training on trcllis-wSrk, &&

DAHLIA IMPERIALIS.—A magnificent foliage plant, of noble appearani

of a glaucous-

attaining a height of
12 feel. See Gardeners' Ckromclt of April rt, 1868, page 380

DATURA FASTUOSA HUBERIANA fl-pl._A splendid plant, gro,ving 3 to 5 feet highand branches dark purple, flowers size and form of Datura Irborea, very double. Iredeep lilac oiit*:iHp atiH ii/hitr* inEiH* ' ' w *., ".^
t inside

ECHEVERIA METALLIC.\—A magnificent
"^ .nzy pink coloured foliage, having

;pla.
: for as

ms.Sedums,
ring plants, with succulent foliage

riking effect, and likely ii

s of Echeverias, Semperviv

.. ( Handsome dwarf-prt
SECUNDA .. .A producing a distm

I) It GLAUCA \ become very popular for edgingsT
ERVTHRINA CRISTA-GALLI (the Coral Tree).-A splendid shrub, with handsome shining

foliage, and having beautiful bunches ot crimson-scarlet flowers

EUCALYPT^^S GLOBULUS,-A quick-growing plant, of upright branching habit, and distinct._. TL- i_ _L I
"oung are of a Square form, and have a winged or feathered
s the young leaves, are of a peculiar whitish glaucous colour.

which changes to a dark green as the plants

FERDINANDIA EMINENS.-One of the talli

attaining a height of i2 feet, fine large foli.ige

FERULA COMM^t'NI3|(Giant FcnncI).—EIegant plants, of noble aspect L'ith graceful deep)
foliage J very useful during the spring and early s

large bright green
legant

GIGANTEA \

GERANIUM CAN'ARIENSE.-A very graceful and omaniemal plai

leaves frequently attain a length of i% to 2 feet, and being dccpl
appearance . . . .

GOURDS, ORNAMENTAL.-CoUcctions of 24 finest varieties

„ „ Collections of 12 finest varieties

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Grass).—A well-known large and very effective ornamen-
tal grass ; fine for specimens on lawns

HEDYCHIUM GARDNERIANUM.—A Yioble-looking plant, somewhat resembling a Canna in

growth, and producing a large spike of yellow, sweet-scented flowers

MELIANTHUS MAJOR.—Fine large cut glaucous foliage, a very handsome and ornamental
subtropical plant ; fine for the centre of a bed or group

NASTURTIUM OFFICINALE VARIEGATA.—A beautiful and very bright golden variegated

variety of the common Water Cress, suitable for edgings and marginal lines, and reproducing
itself perfectly true from seed ; it should be grown in poor soil .

.

NICOTIANA GLAUCA f Magnificent varieties of Tobacco,")
GRANDIFLORA PURPUREA
MACROPHVLLA GIGANTEA
WIGANDIOIDES . ( for subtropical work.

PERILLA NANKINENSIS.—A well-known purple-foliagcd plant

PHORMIUM TENAX (the New Zealand Flax).—Long and narrow Iris-like foliage, very
distinct, and fine eithcr.for groups in the flower garden or room decoration

POLYMNIA CANADENSIS .. .. /Magnificent subtropical plants, of rapid growth, with
|

„ GRANDIS I remarkably handsome cut foliage; line for massing. J

TYRETHRUM GOLDEN FEATHER.—A superb dwarf bedding plant, of close compact habit,

with beautiful yellow foliage J excellent for groups or lines

rith *le.

1 cultivation :—

BICIIfTTS.

very ornamental i

OBERMANIIBRAZILIENSIS VIRIDIS
ALBIDUS

I
COMPACTUS
INSIGNIS
MACROCARPUS

Per packet, 3<f. to 6d.

RUDBECKIA NEWMANNII|^g5^^yi^g ^ Helianthus. with fine showy foliage}

SALVIA ARGENTEA, beautiful large eilvcry foliage

„ CHIONANTHA, a fine variety, with lanceolate glaucous woolly leaves, g '

long, and large white flowers ; fine, recommended

„ PRATENSIS LUPINOIDES, large green foliage, very showy

from the PhiDipine Islands

SOLANTTfiTS.
e beautiful of the class remarkable for their fine foliage, which,

.•.^.,, -s covered with various coloured spines, formed on both sides of the leaves. They
litable for subtropical work, and the flowers of some of the sorts are very attractive.

ACA.NTHOCARPUM t LACINIATUM I PYRACANTHUM
BALBISI I

BET.\CEUM | MACROCARPUM I ROBUSTUM

The following comprise the r

- all very s

:UGANTEl)M I
MARGIN.A.TUM
Per packet, 3;^. to

SOLANUM WARSCEWICZII.—A magnificent plant, wit

colour. It attains an average height of 6 t

VERBASCIFOLIUM

immense lobed leaves of a deep green
...„ „„ . _. S feet, and when, planted in masses
grand effect. It is probably the best of the large-leaved Solanums yet

ntroduced

STACHVS LANATA.—Foliage white and woolly, fine for planting in shade or under treees, and

desirable for edgings or lines in borders '

UHDEA PYRAMIDATA.—An excellent larged-Ieaved plant, producing a rich mass of handsome

cut green foliage, of a slightly silvery hue

VERBE3INA VERB.\SCIFOLI.A.—Veiy useful, producing a mass of handsome leaves, and

growing fresh and vigorously through the autumn '

VERONICA GLAUCA (Candida).—An excellent dwarf compact-habited plant, with small whitish

Sage-like foliage; very fine for edgings '

WIGANDIA CARACASANA (macrophylla). —A noble plant with magnificent leaves; one of the

best and most effective of subtropical subjects, and lully entitled to hold a pl.ice

among the finest plants of the flower garden

URENS.. /Two excellent varieties of great beauty, resembling the above in style I

VIGIERI.-l of growth, but not of such robust habit J

ZEA JAPONICA VARIEGAT.V (Striped Japanese Maize), with variegated foliage per oz , is.

„ CURAGUA, and several other large varieties

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,
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NEW LARGE

ITALIAN TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE FLAT BLOOD-RED.

No. 2. GLANT ROCCA, thekirgest Onion known.

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLY WHITE, earliest of all.

The enormous and increasinof demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in

consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,

nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent

disappointment. ^ ^^^

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. SHARPE
HAVE lixn STOCKS OF

THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF SEED POTATOS,
Which tlioy offer to the Trade at low prices :

—

AMERICAN ROSE KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST
KING
DKUMMllND'S PROLIFIC ROUND
DALMAHOY
FOXES SEEDLING

EARLY FORTY FOLD
„ FLOUR-BALL
„ COCKNEY

BRITISH QUEEN
MARTIN'S GLOBE

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, true
WEBB'S IMPERIAL KIDNEY
BARRON'S PERFECTION

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

TO_THE TRADE.

Messrs. Stuart & Co.,
WHOLE.SALE SEED MERCHANTS, 5, TAVISTOCK ROW, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

SEED GROUNDS— NICE, FRANCE.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of fine strain, nice
plants, out of pans. 2s. (id. per dozen ; good plants, out of single

pots, 34', per dozen, free by post. Special qt-'~'"— - -

GLOXINIAS, Rood named varieties, 12 I

AcBTmENES, in 20 choice variclit

varieties. 3 of each, ss ; free by pt

IJAIILI AS, young pot roots of Show, I'aiicvand Bedding—package free,

50 varieties for i5i., 25 I.! '. , (.145. I f more than one
of a sort IS tnkci;, thL\ . third less.

H. /ND R. STlR/AI. I II ^f^ie5, Lancaster.

for i6j. ; free by

3 tubers of each for los. j 10

To the Tiaae.
SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM. KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new
variety of LAURUSTINUS, having now _grown it for five

years past for Stock. It has been seen growing m his Nursery by
Inent Nurserymen, by whom it has been pronounced a fine.

and very ! :ntcd, with
eof theold v ,

of flowers during the

AMARANTHUS' F.LEGANTISSIMUS (Lee
handsome.

CALCEOLARIA HYERIDA, tigred and spotted,

iely),

CARNATION, from frnt . .

CENTAUREA CANUIDISSIMA, true, English saved seed.

,, FENZLII, very ornamental foliage.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA, choicest English named sorts.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Wiggins' .superb strain.

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, splendid foliaged plant.

GERANIUM ZONALE TRICOLOR, from the finest colleclion in

LOBELft LITTLE GEM, pure -white, with blue margin.

„ M ISS M UKVm, beautiful white variety.

PERILLA NANKINENStS VARIEGATA, raved from selected
plants.

PE-rUNIA HYBRIDA, choice!
PINKS, finest laced English sht
PRIMULA FIMKRIATAlHay ;s'Covent Gardei

Fern-leaved, white, splendid.

,, red, splendid,
scarlet, shaded madder-red, very showy,
lilac, with white border, quite distinct.

VILLAGE MAID, white, striped crimso

PKICES, TO THE TRADE ONLY. ON APPLICATION.

STUART AND CO., NICE and LONDON.

W. K. feels great confidence in offering it in

5 feet, full of bud, per pair, ifis, ; second^ size,

'

third size, 2 to 3 feet, do 7s. ; fourth size, i| to 2 fe

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sus;

R « °
PONTICUM.twici

HYEfe'lDUM

MAxi'wUM, whit

DODENDRONS.
Per doz. Vci too.

ice transplanted, bushy, 12 to 18 in., 4J. orf. 2or-
ts to so in., .)!. M. 22..

„ „ 18 to 24 m., 51. oa. 251.

„ „ 24 to 30 in., 7i, orf. 40s.

„ „ 12 to 18 in., 55. orf. 30s.

I, „ 18 to 24 in., OS. od. 4or.

20 to 30 in., 7*. od. 5o(.

15 to 20 in., ss. od. 3or.

18 to 24 in., 01. orf. 4or.

For nained sorts,

GladioU— Seedlings, and by Name.
::i LADIOLl SI-:i-;i)LlNGS (first-class), per loo, js.G

Ranunculuses, Anemones, Flower Seeds, &c.

TYSO. Flukist. kc. Wallin^ord, Berks, offers
p of these Beautiful Flowers, which

GERM \N 1,1 ..fli-r FLOWER SEEDS,
each ' \l \P*';( IS <;cnt gratis on receipt of postage stamp.
TKK\II I .

, I. ANUNCULaS, seven stamps; ditto on
ANFM"M,('':, [ imps^

TYNAN -S UNIQUE COLLECTIONS of ASTERS,
STOCKS, &c—lihe advantages offered to purchasers of these

unique Collections are shown by ine following, selected from a large
number of unsolicited Testimonials from all parts of Great Britain :

—

" Sneinton Amateur Floral Society, March i6, iS68.
" """ """ 'I oblige by forwarding the following seeds for the

former periods. Trustingtheprcscnt will be asgood,-
yours, &c., "S. Wallis, Secretary'."

" Cwm Avon, Taibach, March i6, 1868.
" Dear Sir,—Annexed I bcR to hand you a small order for seeds.

Post-office Order to cover enclosed. Your florists' and other seeds
last year proved to be of first-class quality, as they have always hitherto
done. I may also add that your peculiar system of selling small
Eackets of choice foreign flower seeds is a boon to persons, like myself,
aving only a small garden.—Yours faithfully, " Thomas Welch."

16 vars. TRUFFAUT'S ASTER, ss. Zd. ; 12 vars. Dwarf Chrysanthe-
mum do^ «.

10 vars. VICTORIA do.,

Crown do., is.

6 vars. ROSE da, is. ; 6 vars. Boltze's Bouquet do., it.

12 vars. DWARF GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCK,
large-flowering do..

Bd.; 8 vars. Globe do.,

GERMAN BROMPTON do.,
. id.

i-ars. Double Wail-

For other Collccilons see CATALOGUE, free by post.

All Flower Seeds in packets post free.

JAMES TYNAN, Importer of Continental Seeds, 68, Great George
Street, Liverpool.

The Advantages of Procuring Seeds Direct from the Growers can not be Overestimated.
|thekotais^smen.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS

(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

THESE COLLECTIONS PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. I, price

12^. 6(/., packing included, suitable for a small

Cottage Garden.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 2,

price 2ii., packing included, suitable for a Small

Garden.

HUNDREDFOLD PEA, Orthe COOK'S FAVOURITE
(illustrated at page 1280, Gardentrs Chronicle,

1869), in sealed packets, -js. 6d. per quart,

4-f. per pint.

PATERSON'S BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER
POTATO, the heaviest cropper known. Per lb., gd.

;

141b., 71. 6rf,
;
per b\:shel, 21J.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 3, price

42J., paclung included, suitable for a Garden of half

an acre.

COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS No. 4.

price 63J., packing included, suitable for larger

Gardens.

For detailed Table of these Collections, see

CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET for 1870,

forwarded Gratis and Post Free.

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA, described as "a Grand

Pea." In sealed packets, half pint, 2s. 6d.
;

pint,

4J. 6d.
;
quart, 8j. ()d.

LAXTON'S "ALPHA" PEA, the earliest

Wrinkled variety, in sealed packets, ys. 6d. per

half pint.

Special Notice to Country Purchaoeig,—J • C. and CO. are prepared to execute Orders and. despatch the Goods immediately (weatlier permitting).

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.

-Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers,

JAMES CARTER and CO., Tm Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Vines, Pines, Fruit Trees, &o.
stock of all tlie

d condition. SHRUBS,BS. WILLIAMS has a verv fii

• be^l kinds, true to name, and in splendiu ......

FOREST ,nnd ORNAMENTAL TREES of every d. riptic

:s, Upper Holloway. Londoi

THOMSON'S WHITE LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.
—Plants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keeping in

cultivation, are now being sent out. The Canes are strong and
thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

Price 21S. , Azs., and 63s. each.
THOMAS METHVEN, Leith Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Vines, Five SMUings eaclL

LEWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,

begs to offer strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the

leading sorts, at 5s. each.
I.. W.'s system of packing saves nearly half the cost of carriage.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedlngham, Essex.

o
Golden Champion Grape.

SHORN AND SONS can supply good CANES of the
above-named remarkable GRAPE, which has again been

bited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high character

Grape Vines and Gloxinias.

J HOUSE otfers a large stock of BLACK
• HAMBURGH, MADRESFIELD COURT, and MRS.

riNXE. No better Canes in the Trade. Trice and size on appli-

, Peterborough.

J. H,'s CATALOGUE of SEEDS is now ready, and will be :

post free c

SURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples ;

kJ Standard Plums, Pears, Apples; Standard and Half Standard and
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currants,

ManeLti, and Crab Slocks; Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia,

Common Laurel, Varict-.-iii^ri .ind Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,

English Oak, Horse Cli'. , i: -,.! I.izel, and Hedge Quick.

Sample; .ith height
W. VIRGO .^^ y, Guildford.

MELON, GOLI'l \ <jri.l\ (STUART & Mein).—
Fruit of medium size, 2 to 2'i' lb. in weight, round shaped,

irregularly netted, extremely thin-skinned, juicy, tender, melting, and
of delicious flavour; a beautiful green-fleshed variety. It has been
awarded many first prizes during the past two seasons. In July, i86q,

it was awarded the ist prize at the Royal Horticultural Society s

Exhibition, held at Manchester, is. per packet.
^i-i-A./^r-ii.. -'"EGETABLEar

5, may be had 01
. MEIN, Kelso, N.l

s URPLUS STOCK, at reduced prices.—
10.000 fine Dwarf ROSES on Manetti, Pyramid PLUMS of

„..j, ARBOR-VIT.'E, MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA, RED CEDARS,
PortuBal LAURELS, EVERGREEN OAKS, SWEET BRIAR,
SPRUCE FIR, and BALM of GILEAD ditto, English OAKS,
SYCAMORE, &c. Sizes and price on application to

THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton^

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRAD E.—
Dwarftrained Morcllo CHERRIES, 3-yr., splendid stuff,

211. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained j-yr. Sweet CHERRIES, ten leading sorts, 15J. per doi.

Strong cut-back extra fine Bushes, 3-yr., 5J. per dozen, 35s. per 100.

Rider Trrmed CHERRIES, 30s. per dozen.

„ PEACHES and NECTARINES, 60!. per dozen.

Half Standard H.P. ROSES, 2 feet, splendid stuff, best sorts,

50s per

> 8 feet, £5 p
lilsham, Su'

STRONG STANDARD APPLES and PEARS.—
Large horizontal Trained and Pyramid Apples and Pears; fine

Slandarjand Dwarftrained PE.1CHES and NECTARINES; fine

bushy LAURELS and LAURUS COLCHICUM, up to 4 feet ; extra
bushy LAURUSTINUS and PORTUGAL LAURELS, i( to 3 feet;

a large collection of Standard and Dwarf Perpetual, Dwarf China,
and dimbing ROSES of the leading sorts: deciduous flowering

SHRUBS; ASH, 2 10 tfeet: SCOTCH, SPRUCE, and AUSTRIAN
FIRS, and all kinds of FOREST TREES; strong Evergreen PRIVET
and THORN QUICK for Hedges. All the above have been regularly

transplanted, and are well rooted. Prices on application to

CHARLES BURGESS. The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

Leicester Abbey NuraerieB.

THOMAS WARNER begs to remind intending
Planters and the Trade that, in addition to his extensive General

Nursery Stock, he has the following in large quantities, of unsurpassed
quality, and offered at most reasonable prices. CATALOOUES,
wholesale or Retail, may be had free on application.

APRICOTS, Standard Maiden, Moor Park.
CHERRIES, St.indards, Dwarfs, and Pyramids.
CURRANTS, White Dutch.

LABURNUM, English, 4 to 8 feet.

POPLAR, New Silver, I'A to 8 feet.

OAK, English, Transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 5 feet.

SPRUCE FIR, single specimens, i"4 to 3 feet.

ROSES, Dwarf, most of the leading and newer kindi

w.
.
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Tr

unaer »jiass, aiso ir.eir synunjTnes, quality, size, form, skin, colour
flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, tkc Free by pos

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fniit Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, will be
• glad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of looo sorts of PEARS, 700 do. of
APPLE, 170 do. of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with other kinds"
proportion. Standards, 6 to 7; Pyramids, 6 to 7; and Bushes, 3

)rIs*idid stock of FOREST TREES, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS in •\'cry variety.

CATALOGUE free c
"

"

Fruit Trees.

WILLIAM PAUL has to offer, of superior quality,
Half-Standard and full Standard trained PEACHES and

NECTARINES, 5*. to 7s. 6d. each,.

Ditto, bearing_trees, of many sorts, at 71. 6d. to loi. 6rf. each,
STANDARD APPLES. PE.^RS and PLUMS, very fine, is. 6d. to

bearing frui

PYRAMID PEARS un >, I 1 ,1 ,:^cks, ii. 6<i. to 31. 6<i. each.

„ PLUMS, 15 '.,. i..y. '.;.. ;i

Dwarf Trained APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES
and NECTARINES, 2S. 6d. to 5s. each.

RED CURRANTS^2rs. per 100; 31. per dozen.
PAUL'S Wur'; , Waltham Cross London, N.

J 6 feet, 6 to 8 feet; Spruce Scotch, Silver and
Austrian Firs, irom i to ij^ foot, i^ to 2 feet, 2 to 3 feet; [Chestnut
(Spanish), ij^ to af^/ee^

.
Ajso Jarge stocks of olhi

AMERICAN ARBOR -VIT^, good Pbnts.
1/4 to 2 feet, 2s. per dozen, 12J. per 100.

2 to 2% feel, 31. per dozen, 151, per 100.

3 to 3 feet, 3*. 6(1. per dozen, i6s. per 100.

a'i '03J4 feet, 41. per dozen, aos. per 100.

3 to 4 feet, AS. da. per dozen, 221. per 100.

See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darlcy Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

LARGE ORNAMENTAL TREES for AVENUES.
—Fine selected Trees of the Scarlet and Common HORSE

CHESTNUTS, and other Ornamental Trees, 7 to 8, 8 to 9, 10 to 14 feet.

Extra fine picked PINUS AUSTRIACA, four times transplanted,
from 3 to 4 feet. Prices on application.
WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near

Uckfield, Sussex,

COVERT PLANTS.—Spruce, 2, 3, and 4 feet, thrice
transplanted, Mahonia aquifolia, i, 3, and 3 feet, twice trans-

planted ; Evergreen Privet, 3, 4 and 5 feet, twice transplanted ; Rhodo-
dendrons, r, 2 and 3 feet, extra bushy, and with balls ; Berberis vulgaris,

and B. dulcis, 2, 3 and 4 feet, strong ; Gorse, il4 to 2 feet, transplanted
last April ; Yellow and White Broom, 3, 4 and 5 fcei, ditto ; Dwarf and
Mountain Pine, twice transplanted; Snowberry, Sweet Brier, and
Spiraea, 2, 3 and 4 feet ; and all other desirable plants for forming
Game and Fox CovertS( of superior quality and capitally rooted.

Samples and special low prices upon application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

Prime Nursery Stock.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
• above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

quantities, consisting of ALDER, ASH, BEECH, CHESTNUT,
ELMS; FIR, SCOTCH, do. SPRUCE, do. SILVER; OAK, COM-
MON and TURKEY; POPLARS, SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large breadth of fine HAZEL
and strong THORNS ; an immense stock ofEvergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the usual sizes.

ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c,and general remarks, free by

^°^ RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

To Planters.

JOHN NELSON has a splendid stock of the following
Trees, which he will supply at greatly reduced prices to efi'ect

ENGLISH OAK, in drills. 12 to 18 inches; transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.

ASH. 3 to 4 ft., transplanted | HORNBEAM, 3 to 4 fL , transplanted
Standard ROSES, of all the best kinds
MANETTI STOCKS | Strong THORN QUICK
MYATT'S ASHLEAF POTATOS.
Terms cash from unknown Correspondents, or satisfactory refer-

ence. Prices on application to

JOHN NELSON, St, Michael's Hill Nursery, Bristol.

YCAMORES or PLANES. 7 to 9 feet, 3^. per dozen.
LABURNUMS. 6 to 7 feet, 21, per dozen.

ASH and HORSE CHESTNUT, 3 to 4 feet, 301. periooo.

OAKS. 2 to 3 feet, 51. per 1000. BEECH, 1% foot, lai. per 100a
LAURELS. I foot, 55. ; iJ4 foot, 6s. ; aj^ feet, 71, per 100.

PINUS AUSTRIACA and EXCELSA, 3 feet, 4*- per dozen,

ROSES, 3 feet and upwards, 91. per dozen ; less than a feet, 6*. per doz.

Fine CUCUMBER SEED, «. per lb. ; 6d. per oz.

For cash only.

A. WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon, Essex.

HARDY HEATHS, in 50 varieties, free of package:—
24 plants, in 12 varieties, two of each for 7s.

48 plants, in 24 varieties, including choicer varieties, for iSt.

100 plants, in 12 varieties, for 3V.
100 plants, in 24 varieties, for 36J.

100 plants, in 50 varieties, for 50*.

Many varieties can be supplied by the 1000. See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

U R P L U S "S T O C K~.
Per loocy-s. d.

500,000 THORN QUICKS, s.yr. 20
^.000 HORSE CH^STNUT,i-yr.,6'toi2'inches! a o
10,000 ,, ,, a-yf-i 12 to 18 inches o
50,000 OAK, i-yr. 20
50,000 ., 2-yr., strong 40
10,000 TURKEY OAK, 2-yr. 60
ao.ooo SPRUCE FIR, 9 to 12 inches 10 o
20,000 ,, M 12 to 18 inches . . .

.

15 o

10,000 „ ,, 2 to 3 feet 25 o
5,000 ASH,j to 4 feet 30 o
3,000 SWEET BAY, i-yr. 20 o

3,000 BEECH, 6 to 7 feet .. .. Per 100 7 o
R. FENNESSY AND SON, Walerford Nursery.

ON SALE, 500,000 RHODODENDRONS,
hybrids, i\ to 2 feet, fine bushy plants, 50*. per 100; 2 to 2i feet,

fine bushy plants, looj. per 10a
RHODODENDRON MYRTIFOLIUM. fine bushyplants,9t, perdoz.
AZALEA PONTICUM, fine bushy plants, i to 2 feet, 501. per roo.

FOREST TREES, Per 100.—i. d.

20,ooo Ash, Common, 4 to s feet 70
40,000 Poplar, Italian, 6 to 7 feet 10 o
2,000 „ „ 8 to 10 feet 16 o

2,000 Lombardy Poplar, s to 6 feet 12 o

2.000 Ontario Poplar, 5 to 7 feet 12 o

3,000 Hazel, 4 to 5 feet 80
2,000 „ 3 to 4 feet 70
4,000 Spruce Fir, a to 2l feet 50
2,000 Scarlet Palm Willow, 10 feet 40 o
1,000 „ „ „ 7 feet 30 o
200 Dutch Willow, 6 to 8 feet 14 o

2,000 „ „ 3105 feet 80
i.ooo Huntingdon Willow, s to 7 feet 16 o

Apply to B. WHITHAM, Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockpon.

PiCEA NOBILIS.— Suitable for Avenues or Orna-
mental Planting,—500 Picea nobilis, from seed, finely-fumi

Trees, aj^ to 4 feet high, with good leading shoots and splendid r

This CaJifornian Pine is thoroughly hardy, sound in constitution, of

rapid growth, not very particular to situation if planted in good loamy
soil It takes the very highest rank as a remarkable, noble, and beau-

tiful Tree, The above to be sold very Cheap. Price on application to

Messrs FISHER, HOLMES, AND CO., Handsworth Nursery,

Sheffield.

F., H. AND CO. offer GLADIOLI, fine bulbs, cheap varieties, for

BRENCHLEYENSIS, intense carmine-scarlet, fine spikes, per doz.,

2f. ; per 100, 12J. ;
per 1000, looi.

GANDAVENSIS, vermilion, spotted yellow, per doz., is. 3<f. ; per

100, 8s. ; per 1000, 701.

GANDAVENSIS, selected roots, per doi., 2s. dd. ; per 100, 161.

SEEDLINGS from the finest English and Continental named
varieties, per doz., y. per 100, los.

SEEDLINGS, imported, choice mixed, per doz,, as. ; per 100, i+i, ;

SEEDLINGS, fine mixed, per doz., if. 3<f, ; per 100, 8j. ; per 1000, 701,

A fine collection of named varieties, 31. to lai. per dozen.

The following PRICED CATALOGUES may be had, post free.

No. 2. Forest and Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, Coniferx, American Plants, Climbers, &c.

No. 3. Fruits, with descriptions.

No. 12, Roses, with descriptions.

F. H. AND CO. devote special personal attention to the VEGE-
TABLE, FLOWER and AGRICULTURAL SEED DEPART-
MENTS, the Stocks of which are selected from the most reliable

sources ; for Catalogues see—
No. 6. Vegetable Seeds, Garden Implements, and other requisites.

No. 8. Imported Collections, and other select Flower Seeds.
No. 9. Agricultural Seeds.

All Seeds carriage paid.

Agents for George Hall & Son's celebrated Garden Knives.
Messrs. FISHER, HOLMES, and CO., Nurserjmen, Seedsmen,

and Florists.

Seed Warehouses : Sheffield and Rolherham.
Nurseries : Handsworth, near Sheflield.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEK
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 togfeet, 3W, to6oj, per dozen. Transplanted
April, i860.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 6, 7, to 10 feel, 75. W. to los. (>d. each. Trans*
planted August. 1868.

ABIES ORIENTALIS. 5, 6, and 7 feet, 7s. M. to 21J. Splendid
plants, moved April, 1869, 10 to 12 feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

ABIES EXCELSA, the Common Spruce Fir, beautifully furnished,

5. 6, to 8 feet high, ^5, £j lOi., to £12 ioj. per 100.

The dwarf varieties of Spruce, such as pumila pygm^a, Gregoni.
Clanbraziliana, &c, , large numbers, many of ihcm ao and 30 years

wth.
CEDRUS DEODARA, 5 to 6 feet, 60s. per do; D 8 feet, 84J. per

I 631, each. Some grand

April, iS6g.

CEDRUS aRGENTEA, 6 to 7 feet, 421. to 6of. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet,

7r, bd. to los. 6d. each. All removed since September, 1868.

CEDRUS LEBANON. 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September, 1868.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 30J. to 42s. per dozen;
8 to 10 feet, 5J, to loi. 6d. each.

„ „ ARGENTE.-^, 3 to 4 feet, and as much in
circumference, js. 6d. to loi. 6d. each.

„ „ GRACILIS, 4 to 5 feet high, and 7 and 8 feet

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 feet. 42J. per dozen, £15 per 100; 5 to 6
feet, 60*. per dozen, £20 per loo; 7 to 8 feet, ys. 6d. to los. 6d. each.

All removed since August, 1868. Purchasers may select from a
stock of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feel high.

PICEA NOBILIS. hundreds of splendid specimens, 5, 6, 7, to 10 feet

high, all recently removed, and are undoubtedly the finest plants

to DC found in any Nursery. None are grafted.

PICEA N0RDMANNIANA,5, 6, to 8 feet, aii. to 42J. each, and
upwards. Splendid Plants, moved August, 1868, 10 to 15 feet high.

PICEA LASIOCAKPA.—Hundreds of most beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6,

8. and 9 feet high. All removed 1868-69.

PICEA MAGNIFICA,3, 4,and5fect.
PICEA PINSAPO.4. 5.6, and8Tect, 21J. to 631, ead

Giants, 10 to 15 feet nign. transplanted April, i86g,

JA AUREA, beautiful specimens, 3, 4, 5, and 6
20 feet in circumference. This plant originated i

and our stock is unsurpassed.
THUJA GIGANTEA, 5, 6, to 12 feet high. Moved August, 1868.

THUJA LOBBII,8tot4feet high, and as much in circumference;
transplanted April, 1869.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS,sto feet, 7 and 8 feet round ; 42J. to6o».
per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, 7s. 6d. to loi. 6d. each. All removed since
August, 1868.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 5 feet, 71, dd. to ioj. 6d. each ;

6,7, 8, and 9 feet, 211. to 421. each. Transplanted in August.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 feet, £s pcr 100, Transplanted Sept., 1868,

PINUS CEMBRA, 8toiofeet, 10 to la ft. round, loi. Gd. to 21J. each.
YEWS, the COMMON ENGLISH 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high.

'Thousands, all constantly removca; invaluable where immediate
effect is sought.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these in large
numbers, and of all sizes, as pyramids, globes, and worked as
standards, with from 3 to 5 feet of gold, and up to 10 feet high.

"^'XWS, IRISH, handsome plants, up to 10 feet high.

HOLLIES.—The stock of Hollies at this Nursery is, we believe, the
net with in Europe; it comprises, as well as
together, many thousands of the following

HOLLY, VARIEGATED SILVER and GOLD, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet.

HOLLY, GOLDEN QUEEN, magnificent plants, 4 to 8 feet high,
and as much in circumference,

HOLLY, SILVER QUEEN, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—This variety originated in this Nursery;
we have hundreds 4, 5, and 6 ft high, 10 and 15 ft. circumference.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Standards, 101. 6d. to 21J. each.

HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specimens we have
seen. Moved, April, 1860.

HOLLY, COMMON GREEN, 4, 5 6, 7, 8, 10, to 14 feet high, by the
thousand. All moved since April, itK)8.

HOLLY, Green varieties of the following kinds. An immense stock
of splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868-9:—

LAURIFOLIA and SCOTTICA, 4. 5, 6 to 10 feet high.

HODGINS", I
ANGUSTIFOLIA,

YELLOW BERRIED, | MYRTIFOLIA, &c.

4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high,

STANDARD, WATERER'S and GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES,
4 to 6 feel stems, with heads 6 to 10 feet in circumference- A

N.B.—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupying aC

the present moment considerably over 6 acres of ground ; finer or
better rooted plants cannot be wished or obtained. The prices artf

fair and reasonable.
BOX, Green and Variegated, 4, 5, 6, to 8 feet.

BOX, do. do., fine pyramids, up to 8 feet.

BAYS, standards and pyramids.
LAURUSTINUS, standards.
AUCUBA TAPONICA, thousands of beautiful plants, all moved 1968,

Sand 4 feet high.

UBA JAPONICA, Berried, hundreds, li to 4 feet high; in the
open ground and in pots, from i8x. to 120s. per doz. and upwards.

AlklERICAN PLANTS.—The Stock of American Plants at Knap
Hill is, we believe, as fine as, and more extensive than, anything of its

kind to be met with in England, considerably over 50 acres of land

being devoted to their cultivation. We shall be pleased to supply—
RHODODENDRONS, nice bushy plants, from layers, named kinds,

jx per 100, £40 per 1000. A dozen sent as sample on application.

RHODODENDRONS, the finer kinds, by name, from £7 10s. to
/12 los. per 100, ana upwards.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from £iO'

ordinary

being from 20 to 30 years old, with heads varying from 15 to 30 feet

in circumference- There is probably no kind better adapted for
standards than that we call roseum elegans, many of which we
supplied to Rotten Row. We have also Rhododendrons, standards^
of many other kinds.

RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and g;reat

variety in colour, from ^5 to jfjio 10s. per 100. Sample on applic

high,
'I 3i 4) Si a^<I 6 'cei;

KALSil'A LATIFOLIA, nice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered'
with bloom, £5 to ^Cioper 100.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, /c to £7 tos. per too, and upwards.
HARDY HEATHS, a very fine collection, every plant a specimen,

and all removed in 1869, from 201. to 40J. per 100.

ERICA CARNEA, for winter blooming, many thousands.
ERICA MEDITERRANEA ALBA, remains in bloom from October

to May, and smells like new-mown hay—indispensable for Winter

moved April, 186911

.3 wcit rti mc auuvE, w>E miay jiiii n ursery contains upwafds of
aoo Acres of ordinary NURSERY STOCK of a superior class, such as
Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen), Roses, Ornamental
Trees for Avenues, &c
A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded

on application. Purchasers to any extent are strongly recommended
to make a personal inspection of our stock, and obtain the prices on'

the spot. No Catalogue can fairly describe many of the plants we
oflf^cr.

The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Woking
in 40 minutes.

N,B.—There is now no difficulty in sending Plants through in the
same truck, without package, from Woking la almost any Railway
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w\
appl

id: ZONALS, ins
; package free. _ _

.

id LIST of most of then

WILLIAM POTTEN, Kloi singhu , Staplehurst, Kent.

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.—In strong Plants,
at the following low prices per dozen, for cash :—Mrs. Pollock,

3S. 6rf. ; Lady Cullum, 6s. ; Sunset, 3J. ; Sophia Dumaresque, 35. 6d.

;

Italia Unita, 3s.; Picturata, 3*. 6rf. ; Gold and Bronze Zonals —
Beauty of Caldcrdale. 3J. 6rf. ; E. G. Henderson, 6s; Duke of Edin-
burgh, gs. ; Her Majesty, 6j. ; Luna, as. 6d. ; Neatness, -js. 6d,

Baskets and Packing, 1*. for a single dozen, and 6d. for everj- sub-
» J Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER, the Nur: is, Cambridgeshir

Cheap, Cheap, Cheap.
TRICOLOR and other PELARGONIUMS, in good

plants^ at the following prices, for cash :—Mrs. Pollock, 31. per

Oulton,

ipla;

Hamper and package included.
JOHN BARR ETTl'I'i.'j'oh n'!! NSrserj-. Bno' St, Edmund

Felaxgonlums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

~^'
" "1 plants, distinct sorts, for 50J. : 50 plants for 30J ; or

"
" " ' toj., hamper and package included.

1 Nursery, Reading.
S5 plants, dis

RICHARD WALKER can supply, for cash,
SEAKALE, for planting out, 31. M. per 100; 'ASPARAGUS

PLANTS, strong, for planting out, 21. per 100, or iss. per 1000; OLD
CRIMSON CLOVES, per too, los. : MIXED LACED PINKS, /i
per 100; DOUBLE GERMAN WALLFLOWERS, sj. per too:
HOME-GROWN WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, at as. per lb. ;
all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

CHARLES TURNER begs to call attention to
his extensive COLLECTIONS of CARNATIONS and

PICOTEE5, 2ts. per dojen pairs ; PINKS, 61. to lis. per dozen pairs ;

Tree CARNATIONS, 12s. 10245. per doien plants; and CLOVES,
61. to I2S. per dozen plants: THE BRIDE, pure white, extra fine,
31. each. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, with Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil,
Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Height^ Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described.
"This List free by post lor one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,

RICHARd'sMITH, Seed Merchant,W

R IBES ATROSANGUINEA, dark flowering Currant.
'^ plants, 3l4 to 3^ feet, 35. per dozen : 14J. per 100 ; double

3/4 feet, 3J. per dozen : 15s. per 100
, 2f. 6a. per dozen ; I2f. perioo;BROOM, White Portugal, 1

3 to 4 feet, y. per dozen ; itjj. per too.

BROOM, Common Yellow, 2 to 3 feet, y. per dozen ; i2j. per 1

Sec rATALOGUE.
JAMES SMI'I II, li,rl-j D.ile Nurseries, Matlock.

JE6000 'Worth of Trees, Evergreen Shrubs, &c,
OHKKi:ll for SALE byMARTIN AND SON,

Coltingham, and 7, Market Place, Hull.
AKBOR-VIT/E, 3 to 3 feet, and very bushy, 40s. per too.

,, 5 to 6 feet, fine specimens, 30?. per dozen.
ALDER, fine. 7 I'l o tect. i6j. to 251. per 100.

CHEl; I

CUPKI
ELM, \

. per dozen.

, 2 to 3 feet, 1 21. per dozen.
;, 21S. per dozen,

t
feet, ()s. to i8f. per dozen.

J 75J. per I,, bro.i.l Ical.ol" 10 feet,

HOLLY, Weeping, green, 5 to 6 feet stems, js. 6d. to 21s. each.

,. „ variegated, 5 to 7 feet stems, jor, 6d. to 42s. each.
JUNIPERUS SINENSIS, 2 to 3 feet, 181- per dozen.
LIMES, 6 to 8 feet, i2j. pet dozen.
LABURNUMS, 6 to 8 feet, 40J. per loa
POPLARS, 8 to t4 feet, I6t. to 30!. per too.

PRIVET, Evergreen, 2 to 3 feet, 301- per 1000.

THUJOPSIS BOREALI3, 2to2« itct, iSt. per dozen, £5 per too.K,, 5 to 6 feet, 30s. to 42J, per dozen.
ICAN WEEPING W'l LLOWS, s to 7 feet stems, 121. per doz

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 6 to 8 feet, 21s. each.
ACER, Silver Variegated, Standards and Dwarfs, I2J. to 3or. per dozen.
AUCUBA JAPONICA, 2 feet, 75J. per too.

BERBERIS JAPONICA, z to ifi foot, loos- per 100.

J, DARWINII.jfeet.aSJ, per 100-
DEU'TZIA GRACILIS, fine for forcing, 501. per 100.

,, SCABER, 4 feel, 251. per too.

ELDER, gold-striped, 6 feet, 301. per too.

EUONYMUS JAPONICA, 5 feet, »!- per dozen,
VARIEGATED HOLLIES, price according to shape, SiC
IVIES, Irish, fine, los. to i6j. per too.

LAUREL, Common, 2j, M. to l6s. per 100; finc,;Cs per 1000.

,, Portugal, verj- fine and bushy, extra, 40J. per loa

• I.jCu

(1 6 feet, 30J. to tjoj. per i

Saugc.Ln ,,

LIGUSTRUlvl '.
I I

OAK, Evergreen. I t:U per dozen
PHILLYREA, 1-1 ! I

I II ,' h. t feci, 50J. per too
RIBES SANGUli\KA,2lccl, lo.i pcrioo.
RHODODENDRO.SS, 1 to iW foot, bushy, 30s. per too.

ROSES, Dwarfs and fine kinds, H. P. and'B., 405. per too.

„ Standards, 1005. per 100.

SYRINGAS, 3 to 5 feet, 30s. per too.
VIBURNUMS, 5 feet, sdj. pfr too.
YEWS, English, very fine, 80s. per 100.

,, Irish, 3 fect,.75J. per 100.
CLEMATIS, fine strong, 4s. per dozen. 2%s. per 100.
HONEYSUCKLE. strSng, 255. per 100.
CLI.MBING ROSES, strong, jr. to 4!. per dozen, 2«. per too.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, fine specimen, 3 to 6 fca high, 3s. 6rf.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, fine, t to t'A foot, 30s. per too
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, fine, 2IJ. perdozcn!

,, GRANnr^, r.i;.
,

i |.. r .1 ,ren.

PINUS CEMBKA. I :.,

THUJAGIGAMI . t.jCiopam.
DOI .Mil 11 ir,- perdozen.

CHESTNUTS,":, i,i,-i,, i ,
;.i, per dozen,

-\SH, Mountain, 6 to i led. 41 to 10--, per dozen,
QUICKWOOD, about two millions, los. to 30s, per :ooo,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
Our CATALOGUES may be had on application. Wholesale and

Retail, and at prices as low as any other in the trade.
GARDEN TOOLS of every description, and from the best makers.

Gardeners' Lead Pencils, Thermometers, Mats, Gloves, Gishurst Com-
pound, Nails and Shreds, Hyacinth Glasses, Mushroom Spawn, and

Coltingham, and 7, Market Place, Hull,

AZALEA PONTICUM (Sweet Azalea), 10 to 15 inches,
is, per dozen, 201, per too ; 15 to 20 inches, 5s. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA ANGUSTIKOLIa, nice plants, 3!. per
dozen, 15s. per 100.

KALMIA GLAUCA, 8 to 12 inches, 3^. per dozen, ijs. per 100 ; 1310

B
Caution.—'Viola comuta, var. Perfection.

S. WILLI.^MS, having purchased the entire Stock
u .I.* n''iJ o'

beautiful new Bedding Plant from Mr. Jobson, of
Rolherfield Park, begs to inform the Public, that although it will not
be offered for Sale until the end ,.r April, lie is compelled to draw their
attention to It thus early, in , , ,, ,

, ,1,, printed Advertisement

"J! uu a-"",r'V
•'""

' '
'

''
'

'' 1< Dean, of Ealing, in
which he offers Viola cornni ,

1
1 ,, .ind claims for his own

plant the Certificate aw.in|. I

1 1

, and also applies to his
own plant the high encom, ,1 il,, n 1- 1, 1 . m the various horticul-
tural Papers when describing th,il at Kotlitrlield Park In answer to
which, Mr. Jobson says, " Not a plant or cutting of Vi,^Ia .-....,„,. ,....-

Perfection (exhibited by me at Kensington, Sepl

R. DeaiTs Adv.

superb p(ant which B. S. W.
6. S. WILLIAMS, Victori;

way, London, N.
nd Paradise Nun

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

g S. 'WILLIAM!
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
to suit gardens of various sizes, loi. 6d., 211., 42s., 631. and 84s. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet.—s.

Backhouse's Winter White Protecting BROCCOLI .. .. i

Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET t

Williams' Matchless RED CELERY i

Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new i

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety .. .. i

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE o

Webb's Climax MELON, new 2

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever offered.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, June 30, 1869,)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent
flavour, and 12 days earlier than any other known kind, new . . 2

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, new 2

(The earliest and best variety in cultivation,}

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, While, or

Mixed 2S. 6J., 35. &f.,and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 2S. M, 3s. 6i, and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, 2s. W.
,
31. 6d. , &

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain is. M. and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is. M., 2S. li,;., and

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS . . . . 2s. 6d. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is, and

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new

Parsons' New Tree Mignonette

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are, without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter ; the flowers arc very double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new is. M. and

ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA floreplcno, new

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

post free on application.

D^

Herbaceous plants, in grea
variety, from

Gladioli Gandavcnsis
hybrids. Sec CataloKU'
for new arrangement o

Strawberries, The Lady, per

„ largcassortment.pcr
iolcts, in great variety

CATALOGUES free.

Id" Nursery. Sudbury, Suffolk.

Snow's Winter While Broc-
coli

True Selected Erfurt Early
Dwarf Cauliflower

Merriolt Green top Carrot
Mammoth Pumpkin, extra
Victoria White Cos Lettuce

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, from los. 6d. to

For all particulars sec Descriptive Catalogue, free.

Per packel

Astcr.Nc

Per packet.

—

Davis' Giant Green Cos
Lettuce

The Favourite Cabbage do.
The two largest Lettuces gro
Golden Queen Melon

Bailey's Prize Eclipse do.

Bedfordshire Champion

Cockscomb, Giant, (

Beta cMlensls.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. are enabled to
.^ .^

offcr^SEED^of l^hc TR^^jan.ty of this magnificent foliag^ planf;

sVrA"G''cA!TALOcS'E,*?cmt'os^^^^^^^ ?"?. and «. 6""cr picket^*''''

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery, Matlock
fJ Derbyshire, begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE ofGENERAL NURSERY STOCK is now ready, which he wiTl be
happy to forward on application. It contains a large Stock of Forest
Trees, Hardy Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, American
Plants, &c.
The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrous

nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots so as to ensure
the best success on their removal.

G.
To tlie Trade.

F.^RNSWORTH has to offer a large quantity of
the under-mentioned, which

:s on appli
BIRtTM
LARCH, 9 to 15 inches, tzi.
LIMES, s to 1 feet, 70s.

SCOTCH, ,'; 10 7 feet, 201. ; >K to s!<
SPRUCE, rloil^feet iis.i igtosil
SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet, sat.

QUICK, stronB, iSi.

WHIN, i-yr, double, 40J.
PRIVET, i-yr. 4!.

RHODODENDRONS, s-yr. Seedline,
ASH, MOUNTAIN. 3 to 4 feet, 27s. lii

K, young, and well-rooted.

EVERGREEN HEDGES
AMERICAN AREOR-VIT.E, 4 to 5 feet, at 401. per too-

5 to 6 feet, at 60s. perroo.
'

"•" N ARBOR.VIT.^,2 to 2i feet, 40J. per too ; 2i to 3 feet,
3 to 3i feet, 60s. per 100 : 3i to 4 feet, 84s. per too.
.KHARD SMITH, Nurserirman, Worcester.

Surplus Stoclt.-Very Cheap
CI'ECIMEN CONIFERS
' ' .ind EVERGREENS, h.indsume

delay and expense of packing.'

. per dozen.

,, excelsa, 3 to 4 feet
Arbor-vita;, American, S to 6
^,, Siberian, 3i to 4 feet"

'
'

" n pots, strong
Hanogia capensis (Cape Laurel),

2 feet

Abies canad

Ai:

Rhododendron ponticum, 21 to
Holly, screw-leaved, green, ij to
Phillyreaoleafolia, 2to2jft. [2 ft.

At i8f. per dozen.

D 6 feet

a leaved, 2 to si ft,

Arbor-vitfe. American, 6 to 7 feet

„ Siberian, 4 104! feet
Aucuba japonica, 18 to 21 inches
Box, green tree (pyramids, very

handsome) ai by 2\ feet
Hartogia capensis, 2 to 2} feet
Laurel, narrow leaved, 2\ to 3 feet

At 241, per d'

Abies elegans. 18 to 24 inches
Arbor-vita:, Siberian, 4i to 5 feet

Rhododendron pontici
bushy), 2 to 2i feet

,, hybrids, fine varictie

Aucuba japoi 3 24 inches
Crj'ptomena Lobbii, 5 to 6 feet
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 4 to 5 feet
Holly, screw leaved, green, 3 to aj

Philly
[feet

feryline,3 104
hybrids (fine

24 inches
Co 18 inchesTaxus japonii

At 301. per dozen.

Ivy, green tree, extra fine ar
bushy, 2 to 2} feet

Juniperus chinensis, 3 to 3I feet

,, drupacea, 18 to 24 inches

i feet

Crj-ptomeria Lobbii, 6 to 7 feet

,, viridis, 6 to 7 feet

3 4 feet

to 4 feet

(Weeping Spn

3i feet

ai to 3 feet

Arbor-vits compacta, _
Siberian (very fine) 5 to 6 feet

S feet

Thujopsis borealis, 4 to 3 feet

At 36^. per doien.

Juniperus Smithiana, 3 to 3i feci

,, viridis pendula, 3 to 4 feet

Laurel, Portugal (pyramids, verj-

Cupressus Lawsoniana, S to 6 feet

Juniperus chinensis fcemina. 3 to

, densata, 3 to 4 feet [3i feet

Schottii, 3 to 3i feet

At 421. per do;

inverta, fine specimens, 3

... 5 feet

Pmus laricio, 6 to 7 feet

Taxus elegantissima (gold leaved),
18 to 24 inches

„ Irish, 5 to 6 feet

t feet

,
Lceana,

,

iches

.;,l:rt?^

, laric 3 S ree(

Abie
Juniperus chin.

;: ph" n"?i

„ Schottu,

Abies Menzi

to 5 feet

5 feet

I

to 5 feet

Thujopsis borealis, 5 to

At 48s. per dozen.

Juniperus Smithiana, 3!

„ thurifera, 5 to 6 feetSfeet
irg.nia J feet

Lobelia spcciosa (true)

W. and
Marigold, French extra

choice .

.

6d. and
Mignonette, new Giant Pyra-

Petunia, fl,-pl,,' extra' double
Extra choice single

Primula fimbriata, 6 '

, fl.-pl,, including the

ind Tagetiflora . . , . 10

Collections of FLOWER SEEDS, post or carriage free, from is. 6d
to 421. See p. 21 of DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
For full descriptions of the above and other desirable varieties of

GARDEN SEEDS, also of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, see

J. SCOTT'S PRICED CATALOGUE, free on application.

J SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

7 to 8 feet

.. aSfeet
Arbor-vita; compacta. 4 to 4} feet

Juniperus chinensis, very fine, 5 1<

6 feet

,, densata, 5 to 6 feet

,,
glauca, 5 to 6 feet

,, Phoenicia. 5 to 6 feet

„ Smithiana, 4 to 5 feet

,, thurifera, 6 to 7 feet

Abies albertiana, 7 to 8 feet,

los. 6d. each
„ Douglasii, 8 to 10 feet, 7s. 6d. :

10 to 12 feet, lOJ. 6d. ; extrs

fine, 12 to 15 feet, 15J. each
'" 5 feet.fo. ; 5 tc

Taxus. Irish, 6 to 7 feet

Wellingtonia gigantea, 2I t

At 60J. per dozen.

Juniperus virginiana, 8 t

, Portugal, pjTamids

Taxus elegantissima, 2 to 2i feet
Thujopsis borealis, 6 to 7 feet
Wellingtonia gigamea, 3 lo 5i feet

6 feet, 7J. 6d. ; 6
10s. 6a. each

-aucaria imbricata, S to 6 feet,

zij. ; 6 to 7 feet, 31s. 6rf, ; 7 to

8 feet, 4SS. : 8 to 9 feet, 52s. 6d.;

9 to 10 feet, 63s. to 84J. each
a. 6 to 7 feet, 6s.

;

7 to 8 feet, 7s. 61I. each
., thurifera, very fine, 7 to

"
I g feel, 7s. oJ. each
very fine, 7 to 8 feet,

Laurel, Portugal, pyramids

, 75. 6d.; very large, lOJ. 6d.

Picea lasiocarpa, 2i to 3 feet, 155.

;

3 to 3i feet, 21S. : 3* to 4 feet,

3ii. 6d. ; 4 to 4i feet, 42s. ;

4i to 5 feet, 52J. 6d. each
,, nobilis (best glaucous var.),

18 to 24 inches, 7s. 6d. : extra

fine, 2 to 2i feet, ioj. 6d.;2i to

3 feet. 15s. each
„ Nordmanniana, 4 tosfeet, igj.;

5 to 6 feet, 21S, ; 6 to 7 feet,

^ij. 6rf. ; 7 to 8 feet, 42J. each

„ Pinsapo,3to3lft.. iM.6rf.;3M'"

Pirn

I
ft., 15s.;

ift.,31^.'
J Cembra 3 feet, I

WelUngto'nia ^gantca, 3} to 4 feet,
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Paul's Rose Catalogue.
" A very complete and able catalogue."—T^^ra/ World.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on applf

—

•'•— '^' *— '- -' "'--•- - ' ' "—

•

on, N.

TWO HUNDRED THOl'SAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL Rosi ^. sij I,>1 |.!.i„ts.

60,000 DWARF TEA, NOISETl 1,, ,,r„l "ill. r HOSES in pots, well-
grown, clean, and healthy. CA 1 .\\.* X iC l;.s IVce on application.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near
Uckfield, Sussex.

D
Charles Noble

Is CLEARING GROUNDS of the FOLLOWING STOCK ;—
" WARF ROSES, fine plants, finest kinds. 40J.. 50J.,

(Half Standard? and Standards
Per 100. Per 1000.

to3j3 ft- 30S- i;i2i2s.

cheap in proportion).
"

SPRUCE FIR, remarkably fii

LAUREL, Common
„ Colchicum

MANETTI STOCKS, e

Bags hot, Surrey.
I, Pyramid

Special Offer.

JOHN CRANSTON, having a large surplus stock of
the undermentioned articles, will be happy to furnish special

quotations, both wholesale and retail.

ROSES.—Stand.ards and Half-Standards, all the leading Perpetuals.
Dwarfs, do. do., very fine plants for beddiny or potting.

Dwarf Standard, Tea-scented, Noisette and Chinas, suitable for

Extra tall Standard Roses, 6 to 8 feet stems.
CHmbing and Pillar Roses.
Roses for forcing, of extra size.

New Roses for 1870, 30 varieties. Plants ready early in March.
FRUIT TREES.—Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries,

well grown Trees.
Pyramids do. '

Gooseberries, upwards of 200 varieties, 3 and 4-yr. old plants.
Currants.
Vines, strong fruiting and planting Canes.

CONIFERi^.- "

Spruce Fir, quartered, 2 to 2?^, and 3% to 3 feet.

Wcllingtonia gigantea, very fine, 2 to 2J4, aj^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

Thuja aurea, beautiful plants, oto 12^ 12 to 15, and 15 to j8 inches.
Thuja gigantea, Lobbii, Abies Menziesii.

WEEPING ASH, 6 to 10 feet, very fine.

ENGLISH OAK, 2 to 4 feet.

ASPARAGUS, 2 to 3-yr.; RHUBARB, SEAKALE, &a
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford

Seeds.—Roses.—iGladiolL
FREDERICK. PARSONS, Son and Successor to

Mr. George Parsons, begs to call attention to his SEED LIS T
for 1870. which will be found to contain all the most useful varieties nl
Garden and Flower Seeds, carefully selectedirom the lead'

F. P.'s complete Collections of Garden Seed
any size :—No. i, 601. ; No. 2, 401. ; No. 3, 20J,

Collections of the most approved varieties of Flower Seeds, from
5*. upwards.
German Seeds imported direct by F, B. in sealed collections.
ASTERS.—A splendid assortment of all the most approved varieties
STOCKS, RALSAMS, PORTULACA, PHLOXES, ZINNIA.

LARKSPURS.

litable forgardci

height and 8 feet in circumference in nme m^
sowing; moderate-sized plants take about five

of sowing. In sealed pacKcl
GLADIOLUS —A si

'
I I E.—This new

't, if" very compact

nis of it 3 feet in
is from the lime of
inths from the time

quantity required.
F. PARSONS. 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton ; and Hassock's

Gate Nursery, Keymcr, Hurstpierpoint,
Post Office Orders payable at the General Office, Brighton.

BEAUTIFUL SPRING FLOWERS.—Now ready,
in strong plants :

—

HEPATICAS, sorts, 4s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, double Lilac, 4s. ; double White 6!. per dozen.

,1 „ Yellow, 91. ; double Purple,.&s. per dozen.
,, ,, Rose, OJ. ; double Crimson, I2J. per dozen.

ROCKETS, double White and Purple, <«, per dozen.
VIOLETS, in 20 distinct kinds (sec Catalogue), 4s. per dozen.
POLYANTHUS, the finest strain in the world, 2s. 6d. per dozen,

P..\N^!1-^, i" 1. - 1-,. ..--: -. ^j 6,f per dozen, IM. per loa
DAIMI ., ,- per dozen.
AUKh I

1 , ,lozen.
HOI I

].'
. to name, 3J. per dozen.

PAMrx:,^,!-,
. „,.„.,. per .00.

LL',Ui I ') I- -•! k i-i-^.-i L .n i.t-u' iwitakel, 2J. td. per dozen.

;. per dozen, a

AUREO '

HOLCUS LANATUS' ALtfo "VArTeGATUS (New
II. each, gs. per dozen.

FOXGLOVE, finest Spotted, v. per dozen, 20s per 100
WALLFLOWER, double, 4^. per dozen
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, 6s. per dozen.
ARABIS ALBIDA VAR lEGATA, 2j. 6t/.pcr dozen, 2

!» ,, Madame Lemoinc, 6j, per dozen.TWENTY NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS of i86g, for
Posl-Office Orders on Castle Hedingham.

A CATALOGUE of Choice New Plants of i869rRoses, Fruit Trees,
fic, free on applicaiion.
WM. DILLISTONE, Nurseryman, &c., Siblc Hedingham, Essex.

OUNTAIN ASH, a most Ornamental and ProfitableM ,ill gr< poor for

upp'y good plants- ,. .. , __ ._
cr 1000; 2li to 3"^ feet, at 225. per 1000
.r27s. td. per 1000. See CATALOGUE,

JAMES SMITH, Darlev Dale Nu

3/2 to 4J^ feet, at 4r. per i

To Noblemen and Gentlemen engaged in Planting.
THE RED LODGE NURSERY, Southampton, will

be _ found ^^replete with a magnificent collection of hardy
which, from frequ' nWx

Choice named scarlet and other coloured RHODODENDRONS.
Also the Poniica and Hybrid varieties, for forming clumps, covers, or
large plantations.
SHRUBS and ORNAMENTAL TREES of every description;

FRUIT TREES of the most esteemed sorts, true to name
STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, &c.
A visit to the Nursery is earnestly and respectfully solicited. Priced

CATALOGUES and every information may be obtained of the Pro-
pnetor, \\\ H. ROGERS.

GENUINE SEEDS.

Vv^ILLIAM PAUL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be fonVi\rded Free by Post on application.

Many of the most critical and choice Seeds are either home saved or have been saved
specially for him, and can he recommended -with the fullest confidence.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

YELLOW-LEAVED CALADIUMS,
RAISED AT THE GARDENS OF

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
Having made airangemenls witli the Council of the Royal Horticultm'al Society to lalce all llie available stock

of the above striking and very distinct novelties, have much pleasure in OFFERING for SALE the Plants, which
will be ready for distribution on the ist of May next.

The following descriptions, published by the Society, may be relied on as being exact ; and J. V. & S. feel

they need add nothing to recommend to the Public these Novelties, which they are confident will be eagerly sought
after by all lovers of this popular and useful class of Decorative Plant. They would only say, that the bplendid

"den tint of those now offered renders them perfectly distinct from any others previously in cultivation.

CALADIUM PRINCESS ROYAL
Hybrid R,H.S.

Leaves large, of a pale green or yellow, with
centre, in the style of C. Brongniarlii ; very handsome.

CALADIUM PRINCE OF WALES.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Lca'.cs large, similar to the preceding, witli the addit

of several deep spots and splashes of crimson ;
vi

handsome.

CALADIUM aOLDEN QUEEN.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, pale green or yellow, uniform in colour ;

very handsome and of a remarkably chaste appearance.

CALADIUM PRINCESS OF WALES.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, similar to the preceding, with the

addition of some bright spots of colour ;
very

handsome.

The Set of Four Plants, £1 10s.

The usual Discount to the Tradej and special terms will be quoted luhere several Sets arc taken.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

BARR & SUGDKN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

New Melons.

-s the Maj
<tn September 21 last it

First-class Certificate by the Royal Hon
cultural Society. It has been placed ;'

J,
.Flesh ,

firm, yet Very melting, with a very rich
and excellent flavour. A hvbrid raised by
Mr. Gilbert, Burghley I^ark, between
Duke of ComwaJI and Victory of Bath.
First-class Certificate, RoyaJ Horticultural
Society, 1869." 21. 6a. per packet.

TRIOMPHE DE NICE GREEN-FLESH,
a firsl-class new Melon. From the
"Gardener's Year Book." — " Triomphe

id, very promi-
Skin pale yelknv, or
Flesh green, ven' lhii:k,

cultural Society, i86q." 3f.6(f. per packet.

The above first-class Melons can be had
genuine from any of the following Seeds-

Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurser^Tnen,
Kingston-on-Thames.

„ Veitch& Sons, Nurserymen, King's
Road West, Chelsea

„ W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson
Street, Dubhn.

pownie. Laird & Laing, Nur?

^SEED BUIB&PUNT WilREHOUSEl

BARR & SUGDEX. V^
l2J<INCSTREErCOVENTCARDEN.U)ND0N WC.

New Broccoli-
BARR'S CHAMPION, one of the most dis.

tinct Broccolis in cultivation, and one ol

the hardiest, is uninjured by the most
vcathcr ; the flower is well pro

sfuU
produced

very superior

tected, and when allowed t

size, with good culture n;

heads as much as 4 feet in cii

Sow in March, or, in warm I

-April. 2j. 6rf. per packet.

New Cabbage.
BARR'S NEW DWARF,

hardy early variety, wi
small heads, of delicate flavoi

cessional sowings are made it

"

valuable supply during the ai

winter months, n. per packet.

New Cauliflower.
KNICKERBOCKER, a most valuable

variety, possessing the fine qualitie
SUidthoIder, but wii . _

shorter leaves, producing large, compact
snow-white heads, and resisting the heal
and drought of summer the best ofajiy,
If. t)d. per packet, 3s. td. per oz-

New Carrot.
NEW EARLY FLANDERS SCARLET,

this variety is longer than the Early
Scarlet Horn, quite as early, and possesses
exceedingly fine qualities. ^. per packcli

Ewing & Child, 9, Exchai
,
Forest Hill.

„ , ,. J
Norwich.

Edmoiidson Brothers, 10, fiame Street, Dublin.
Mr. Robert .Sim, Nurseryman, Sidcup Hill, Foots Cray.

New Lettuce.
DR. LIVINGSTONE, an exceedingly fine stock of the black-seeded

Brown Cos, the most hardy, robust, and least-easily affected by
heat ( when tied up for a few days there is no Lettuce equal to it

for its fine crisp, rich, nutty flavour ; suitable for summer or
winter work, is. 6rf. per packet, 31. fyd. per ounce.

WILLIAM ROBINSON, a fine globular-formed compact grow-
ng Cabbage Lettuce, extremely hardy, and literally all heart.
tend I

spring month: Jl othc
good summer Lettuce, but as a winter Lettuce it excels,
ts compactness it may probably be a good " Cloche " variety,
35. W. per packet.

New Peas.
: long-podded wrinkled Marrow, an
ivardea a First-class Certificate by

the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, being the
earliest and most productive of this class

; 3 feet. ^s. 6d. per half

:r, had all the appearand
between Laxton's Prolific and Ne
at the Horticultural Gardens, how
being the green variety selected from Laxton's ProlifTc. The Pea
is also called "The Cook's Favourite," a somewhat homely title,

which, probably, has been suggested by its well-filled pods ; 4 feet.
7s. 6d. per quart.

The DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE

New Onions.
IMPROVED BROWN SPANISH, an ex-

ceedingly fine, firm, large, flat, brown-
nncd Onion, of superior keepuig qualities, fine flavoured, and

a heavy croppei

GIANT MADEIRA, FLAT,

„ ,, GLOBE,

GIANT ROi
;ty. IJ. per
•CCA, a ve;

, These attain

I
sown in autumn, and the largest

[ of any sown in spring, they arc
"y mild, but do not

IS. per oz.

island, an exceedingly

iety of Flat Tripoli, for spring and

New Cucumbers.
BARR'S INTERNATIONAL, white spine, the best and the hand-

srmest Cucumber for e h'b't'on purposes, bcin^ long and
stra t,ht cam n^. ts blossom when the fruit is 30 inches long.

I \ I

h bitic

%fnJ
c-green, very

6d. p. pkt.

, _ jid grower, fine

I
I han 11 an c h b t on variety, is. 6d. per packet

DR HOIjO a new black sp ne \ar ety a cross between Eugenic and
Imper al fru t 20 to 4 nches long very straight and handsome,
produced n clusters of three or four as. 6d. per packet.

Table Maize.
in our hands by the Rev. T. C. Brehai
at the Paris Exhibi
1 the Continent. Twenty varieties ofverysupe;

Placed

and the new Ten-week Maize from' Boston, the latest received,

sent Free on application to intending purchasers.

Majesty's Com-
he stateof Fruit

ality.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

best kinds in Cultiv

EstabUshed 1806.
HANDASYDE and DAVIDSON have to intim.ite

that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK isnow ready,

New Catalogues.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING, Frederick Street,

Edinburgh, and Stanstead Parl<, Forest Hill, London, beg to

intimate that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES ol

Garden, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, Gladiolus, Florist Flowers,

and New Plants are now ready, and may be had free on applicati on.

Seed and Nursery EstabUshment, Dumfries.
ESTABLISHED 1787.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Dumfries, N.B.,
will be elad to send Copies of their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGLIES of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c., Farm Seeds,

&c., and Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, &c.| to any address,

post free, on applica

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM and FLOWER SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had on application. This List contains only

such varieties as may be depended on, alter trials and comparisons.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

E^
nil be sent free for 13 stamps.

Hale Farm Nurf , Tottenha: , N.

Brltlah Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, i6 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESIJRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH ant! EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

w.
Try a ScotcU House for Tour Seeds.

P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR.
Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Florists, Dundee, N.B.
Seeds pure, moderate in price, and true to kind.

'S
The Forwardest Pea known is

UTTONS' RINGLEADE R."

R
" The Earliest of All was

INGLEADER/' Vide Royal Horticultural
Society's report on Early Peas.—For description, illustration,

stimonials of this Pea, see p 138 of this Paper (Jan. 29).

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen to the Queen, Rcadinfr._

E A S.— Maclean's fin Mar

Little Gem, j Advancer.
For full description see CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE, now ready.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough-

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL- SOCIETY.—
The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardigan Fields, Kirkstall Road. JUNE 3, 4, 6, and 7, 1870.

PRIZES NEARLY SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS,
including those offered for

Collections of Plants ,£170
Pclarjgoniums Z170
Orchids, Asaleas, and Heaths Z'^o
Roses in Pots and Cut Blooms ^100
Fruit, &c £80
Bouquets and other Cut Flowers Z^$

Note.—The North-Easlern, Great Northern. Midland. Lancashire
and Yorkshire, and London and North-We stern Railway Companies
will convey Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c., at ordinary rates to the Show,

them free if they remain the property of the Exhibitor.Iree il they
The Committee undertake

and Vegetables for Exhibitin
The Committee provide n

coming by rail; also c'-i\-

:

between the Railway Stan- n

Schedules, with Forms..

1

JAMES BlKin

: Boxes of Fruit, Cut Flowers,

unds, close at hand.
..application,
ussgatcs, near Leeds,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1S70.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, February 21—Entomological 7 p.m.

Grafting the Vine is not a modern discovery,

it having been practised perhaps for centuries,

but whether any direct notice had been taken
of the influence which the stoclc has upon the

graft is not quite so clear. The notion has long
prevailed amongst us that the Black Hamburgh
was the best stock for black'.Grapes, and the

Muscat of Alexandria or Chatsworth Tokay for the

white section, because all these are good, and not

likely to impart any bad quality to the produce of

the kind grafted upon them. These we began to

regard as established facts until a few days back,
when a friend, one of the first Grape authorities

in Europe, sent us a sample of Mrs. Place's

Black Muscat, with the object of demonstrating
the worthlessness of that variety. This, as the
Grape is, and has been, of excellent quality

under our own cultivation, we could not
understand ; but upon tasting we found the

berries left a nasty astringent smack on the palate,

something akin to Tamarind and Bitter Aloes.

Had the Grape come from a stranger, we should
have suspected a trick had been tried upon us,

but we knew our correspondent would be above
such a subterfuge ; and upon referring to his note,

we found that the variety had been grafted upon
the Champion Hamburgh, while other] samples
grafted upon the Muscat Hamburgh were equally
offensive to the taste.

From plants growing upon their own roots.

under our own care, and as we have tasted it in

other places, we consider that Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat, as a winter Grape, is second only to

the IVIuscat of Alexandria, and therefore we can
only attribute this deterioration to the influence
of the stock upon which it was worked. This
fact, if it be one, opens up a wide and very inte-

resting field of investigation.

That finest of all black Grapes, the Black
Muscat of Alexandria, or, as it is often called,

Muscat Hamburgh, planted in the same house,
and subject to the same treatment upon its own
roots, is worthier, the produce being small
irregular bunches of badly coloured berries, while
grafted upon the Hamburgh nothing can be
finer—prolific as Miller's Burgundy, and setting

and swelling its fruit in the same temperature as
freely as the Black Hamburgh. This is an
important fact to know, and we do not speak
from an isolated experiment, but after taking
regular handsome bunches, year after year, from
the grafted Vines, and poor irregular ones from
the Vines growing upon their own roots.

Here, then, we have the cause why the Black
Muscat of Alexandria is so rarely seen in good
condition, and why so many gardeners have
ceased to grow it. At Wrest Park, we have reason
to know, long before the late Mr. Snow went to

reside there, there was an unknown Vine in an old

greenhouse in the flower garden, which produced
small irregular bunches, the berries, when they
got sufficient heat to ripen them, being of exqui-

site flavour. This, it is fair to conclude, was the

origin of the Muscat Hamburgh. Mr. Snow
seldom produced the Grape in first-rate condi-

tion. The best bunches we ever saw were grow-
ing at Baron Hill, near Beaumaris, under the

care of Mr. John Mayor, but they did not

colour thoroughly ; indeed we have never seen
this superb Grape perfect in bunch, berry, and
colour, except when grafted upon the Hamburgh.
Hence we would say, always plant grafted Vines
of the Black Muscat, and if you cannot obtain

them, plant the Hamburgh, and inarch or graft

the Muscat upon it.

There is another grand old Grape which one
rarely sees, and which it is difficult to purchase
—the Black Damascus. This is undoubtedly the

finest of all black Grapes, the berries being of

immense size and matchless flavour. But it is

shy, and requires a high temperature to bring it

to maturity. What effect would grafting have
upon this variety ? We shall try the experiment,

and we hope some of our friends wiU do the

same, and Chronicle the result. To discover the

method of bringing that splendid Grape into

general cultivation would be an immense gain

to our forcing gardens, something, indeed, which
would be well worth living for.

If any of our readers should hear any evidences

of the deterioration of Mrs. Pince, or any other

variety of Grape, in consequence of grafting, we
hope they will report it—of course naming the

kind of stock usecl. What says our friend " B.,"

who is not unacquainted with grafting wax, in

reference to this question. P.

In a remarkable paper, read before the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science,

Mr. Thoma.s Meehan, the Editor of the " Gar-
deners' Monthly," discusses the Laws Regulat-
ing THE Production of the Sexes in

Plants. " From information received," as our
police would say—from facts observed, Mr.
Meehan concludes that it is " only in the best

conditions of vegetative vigour that female flowers

are produced, while with a weakened vitahty

comes an increased power to bear male flowers."

The author cites several instances in support of

his proposition, amongst Ihem this, which we
give in his own words :

—

"Clearly, then, earliness of pushing forth leaves is a

test of vigorous vitality. Now, some Norway Spruces

push forth earlier than others. There is as much as two
weeks' difference between them, and it is remarkable that

those which push out the earliest—may we not say, those

which have the highest powers of vitality—are most pro-

ductive of female blossoms. Arboriciiltiu-ists may make
good use of this fact. Norway Spruces which have a
drooping habit are the heavy cone-bearing forms. No
way has before been discovered to detect them until they

get to a bearing age. Now it will be seen the earliest to

push forth in the spring will be the cone-bearing or weep-

ing trees.
" It is not so easy to see the influence of vigoui;or other

forms of vitality, as affecting the sexes in hermaphrodite

plants, as in moncecious ones, yet here are some remark-

able facts of a similar character. In some flowers the

forces which govern the male and female portions

respectively seem nearly equally balanced. Then we
have a perfect hermaphrodite—one with the stainens and
pistils perfect, and one communicating its influence to the

other—a self-fertilising flower. In many species, however.

we notice^ a tendency to break up this balance. It
becomes either a pistillate or a staminate, either by the
suppression or greater development of one force or the
other. If the force is in the female direction, it begins by
requiring the pollen from some other flower to fertilise
itself ; if in the male direction, by increasing the number
of stamens, or converting the stamens into petals. The
interest for us in this sexual question is to note that just
in proportion as the sexes diverge in this manner, in
just the same ratio do vigour and strong vitality follow
the female in the one case, and weakness the male in the
other.

" In the male direction, for instance, when the flower
becomes double by the conversion of stamens into petals,
or the number of either increased, growth is never so
strong, and life is more endangered. Double Camellias,
Roses, Peaches, and other things have to be grafted on
single ones, in order to get more vigorous growing plants,
and every florist knows how much more difficult it is to
get roots from a double-flowered cutting than from a
single one. Sometimes the male principle, which loves to
exhibit itself in the gay colouring of the petals, seems to
influence the leaves also ; and they also become coloured
or variegated

; and here we see also a weakened vitality

follows. Variegated Box, variegated Euonymus, or any
of similar character, never grow so freely, or endure the
winter's cold or the extremes of climate like the green-
leaved forms.

"On the other hand, when the balance goes over in the
female interest, we see it characterised by greater vigour
than before. It has long been noted that pistillate

varieties of Strawberries are more prolific of fruit, but this

rule is not always good, as sometimes the runners, which
are parts of the feminine system—a form of viviparous
flower shoots, in fact—regulate the amount of fruit. But it

is a fact, universal, I believe, in its application, that the
production of runners and fruit combined is always
accompanied by a vigorous vitality.

'

' .So in Viola, where we have female influence variously

expressed, from the underground stolon or creeping
runner, which reproduces without impregnation, to the

apetalous flowers which mature abundant seeds on the
smallest possible quantity of pollen, up to the perfectly

favoured hermaphrodite flowers of spring—all regular

grades of one identical female principle, in contrast with
those species which maintain throughout a closer con-
nection with the male principle, by maintaining pure
hermaphrodite flowers through their whole stages, we
find tliose possessed of the highest types of vitality

which are evidently the most under the laws of female
influence."

In other words, "it is the highest types of vitality

only which take on the female form."

Mr. Meehan's theory certainly commends
itself to our acceptance. The female flower in

an inflorescence, when there are flowers of both
sexes, is usually placed in the direct line of the
sap's flow. Its work— the ripening of the fruit

and maturation of the embryo plant—is of a
character demanding both high vitality and
ample means of supporting the same. Again, as

in the case of the Palm trees mentioned by Dr.
Spruce (p. 1092, 1S69), the trees seem to husband
their resources, as it were, to produce female

flowers one year, and the next to take compara-
tive rest by forming male flowers, whose develop-

ment is a less tax on the energies of the tree.

We commend Mr. Meehan's theory to the

attention of our readers, and urge them to test it

for themselves by observation. Probably, like

all general rules, there are exceptions — for

instance, in the case of the Araucaria imbricata.

We believe at Bicton, where trees of both sexes

h.ave produced their inflorescence, no dift'erence

in vigour has been observed between the male
and the female trees.

A Great Exhibition is to be held by the Leeds
Horticultural Society during Whitsun week.

It seems unfortunate that the same date as that of the

Manchester show should have been fixed upon, for

though these great centres of population may furnish

visitors enough for both, it is quite possible that,

viewed as exhibitions, there may in consequence be

a falling off in both cases,—a matter of regiet, not only

in the interests of the respective Societies, but of

Horticulture.

Respecting a storm which took place a few

weeks since in Collioure, in the Eastern Pyrenees, M.
Naudin stated at a sitting of the Academy of Sciences

in Paris, that the snow began falling on January 21,

and continued to fall, without intenaiption, for 44 hours.

The whole valley of Roussiilon experienced more or

less of this infliction, and nothing like it has been seen

since 1804 or 1805. The layers of snow were in some
places two metres in depth, and the shallowest layer

was from 86 to 94 centimetres thick. The Olive and

Orange trees suiTered very much. The Palm Trees
offered a strange resistance, as M. Naudin observed in

the case of those in his own and his neighbours'

gardens. Crushed under the weight of the snow,

these trees were flattened like weeds on the bed of

snow which separated them from the gi'ound ; this snow

caked on the under-surface of the Palms, and remained

there in the form of ice. They remained in this state

for a period varying from eight to twelve days, after

which, a thaw supervening and the snow melting, they

raised themselves again, resuming their usual 3'"!."d«;

Neither leaves nor branches seem to have suffered
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from this long trial. The Palms, therefore,' have the

power of resisting cold, and it would seem that their

presence in pliocene strata does not prove that the

climate in which they lived was tropical.

A frequent correspondent of the Press and

St. James' Chronicle writes as follows :

—

" The paltrv petty economics of the Government elicit

laughter though sometimes they are serious enough m
their consequences. When the cat's meat of the dock-

yard cats is cut down, the aftair is merely ludicrous :
the

wholesale dischari;e of dockyard men is a matter of

heavier moment. That the 28 Ritual Commissioners are

allowed only two bottles of sherry at a sitting is un-

important :
' my lords and gentlemen ' can refresh them-

selves when they reach home. Of greater importance is

Mr Ayrton's determination to cut oft the supply of

flowers and plants to Victoria Park, by reason of their

costing too much monev. As Sterne remarks, 'they

order this matter better in France. ' I quote the ' Period

the magnificent semi-tropical vegetation

Saccolabiums, Phalsnopsids, Odontoglots, &c., filled
|

house was aUowed^to get dry, but each^day^feh air was

up the tale. Who wouldn't be a Mayor ?
"' """' '^^~ '"

A'hich

The following particulars respecting the culti-

vation of the beautiful AcTiNioPTERis radiata,

from the pen of Mr. W. Cross, are taken from the

"Florist and Pomologist," to which publication we

are also indebted for the annexed block (fig. 4')

—

" On receiving from India two small dry stems about

the size of a horse-bean, and some spores, I potted

the one and sowed the other, and placed them

in the Indian division of the Orchid-house. To my

great delight, both plants and spores germinated, leaves

were formed, and they grew well. The spore plants,

47 in number, were 'potted off' in Fern fashion ; the two

old plants were watered sparingly, but soon some of their

first-made leaves began to die. I still watered care-

fully, but the leaves continued to turn brown and die, till

plant appeared to be gone to rest for ever. The other

fronds better, probably owing to its having -

admitted. The division is the north end of a span-

roofed house standing due north and south. The

plants were so placed that no direct sun could reach

them, till about an hour and a half before setting.

This treatment was continued through the summer, the

temperature being allowed to fall to 68° during the

night, and to 73"" by day as the hght grew less. The

plants rested a little through January and part of

February, when, as the light increased, they begari to

throw up fronds, and in March I shifted them into

3-inch pots, half filled with small crocks. A small

piece of Sphagnum Moss was placed on the crocks,

and the compost used nearly as before, namely, crocks

and charcoal in equal parts, a good portion of white

sand, and a very little soil, mostly little bits of turfy

loam. On June 2 the plants were exhibited at the

Royal Horticultural Society's show, in a state of per-

fect health and vigour."

Au me uwK .i..^c,.. o.,.,, ""f;,'• -=>-;,r p . kept its fronds better, probat>ly owing to its navmg a

L'pTaM*torr^surn:e7^momhs''l^"carln'ydr^^^^^^^ little more moisture, p'erhaps from a small piece of

during the winter immense green-

houses situate near the Arc de I'Etoile,

and such is the gigantic scale and

econonomical principle on which these

establishments are conducted, that the

mere sale of the surplus stock to

nurseiymen, florists, &c., at wholesale

prices, not only suffices to cover all

expenses, but leaves a margin for

profit ; whilst by thus coniining all

transactions to the wholesale market,

no opposition is made to private trade.

'

Is not this example worth imitation

by a professedly economical Govern-

ment ?
"

We, too, noticed the statement in the

"Period," but we ask, is it true? We
strongly suspect not. We do not

find in Mr. Robinson's "Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris
"

any such statement, and the author of

that book would, we are sure, be one

of the first to adduce so potent an

argtiment in favour of town gardening

could he consistently do so. Nor in

the magnificent publication of M.
Alphand, wherein financial details

are given at some length, do we find

any passage bearing out the statement

made in the "Period." The fact we
believe to be, that the accounts of

the State expenditure and those of

the Municipality proper, are so mixed

up, that it would be very difficult for

an outsider to ascertain precisely the

proportion paid by the State and by

the Municipality towards the main-

tenance of La Muctte. In any case,

it is the taxpayer who pays. If the

Municipality of Paris manages to get

a profit out of the Imperial or

Governmental dep.artments for the

supply of what may be required for

decorative purposes— as it is possible

they do—it is still the taxpayers who
ultimately have "to pay the piper ;"

for we have no evidence to show
that the sale of surplus stock to

nurseiymen, &c., suffices to cover

expenses, not to speak of profit ; and

in the absence of evidence we take

the liberty of doubting.

It is singular that this country,

which first set the example of a

Cheap Postage, should now be

behind Continental nations. Printed

matter abroad is carried at very much
lower rates than in this country, to

the great benefit of the community.
Circulars, newspapers and books,

and even small parcels, are trans-

mitted by the post in foreign countries

at rates which should put Englishmen to shame. The
Government, last session, expressed itself favourable to

a reduction of the rates, and the Post Office officials, it is

well known, are quite ready to undertake the service.

In the multitude of other pressing duties it may be

overlooked, and the Council of the Society of Arts of

London has therefore appointed a committee to take

steps for urging upon the Cabinet the great importance

to all classes of reducing the postage on printed

matter to one '
'"

present, for every 4

Sphagnu 1 Moss o
.veek

The issue of certain blank FORMS for the

Entries of New Plants and Seed-

lings, at future meetings of the Floral

Committee, is a step in the right

direction, since it directly invites

attention to the supply of information

which it would often be most desir-

able the committee and the public

should be in possession of. The
ostensible object of introducing these

forms, we learn, is that of saving

time in issuing the cards before the

commencement of the meetings, and

on this ground we are sure that all

exhibitors will heartily co-operate

with the authorities. But there may
also, at the same time, be secured

another important advantage, and it

is with the view to in\-ite attention

to this, and to urge exhibitors freely

to co-operate in this also, that we
specially refer to the subject. A
note states that the three columns

for Name, Native country, origin or

raiser's name, and Date of intro-

duction or production, are to be

filled up by the exhibitor. In the

first of these columns the grower is

asked to state, with the name of the

plant, that of the authority for its

use ; and if he will only take the

little trouble necessary to supply this

piece of information, much will be

done towards removing one fertile

source of confusion in plant nomen-

clature, much uncertainty too often

existing between names given after

proper botanical examination by com-

petent authority, and those which

are simply used as a matter of garden

convenience. All such as the latter

should have the word Hort. appended

as the authority, to indicate that

they are mere garden names. We
urge it upon all exhibitors of new
plants to bear this in mind. With

florists' flowers this is a less impor-

tant matter, but the authoritative

record of the raiser's name and date

may sometimes prove highly valuable,

especially as, in the case of hybrids,

it is requested that the parentage

should be stated.

We have been requested to

state that at a meeting of gentlemen

interested in the cultivation of Gla-

dioli, held at South Kensington on

Tuesday last, the schedule for the

Exhibition to be held on August 1

7

next, was modified as indicated be-

low. It was also decided that the
"' '' above date, having been fixed on and

loam having found its way into the
,

announced, should be adhered to for the present_s_ea-^

pot. In a week or twolhe leafless plam 'threw up
j

son, it being ^" ""^erstanding that the com-enkn^^^^^

again, and as quickly went do«-n ; this was repeated 1
the northern growers should if possible be met

three or four times during the winter. In spring I 1 another year. In addition to the ^23 15.. alreaay

satfsfied myself the plant was quite exhausted and dead, I
offered by the S°c.e.y, upwards of^40 had hrough

and I was'as perfectly satisfied that it,was owing to a
[

th_e^-ertK>ns_ofJhe^^Rev_Jos^Ht^A DiX, b^een^^sub_

want of knowledge on my part. The young plants
|

scribed for extra prizes. ^
also began to die rapidly, so that I began to fear our

;

Andrieux & Cie., 1% S-^- . ™- Soucnet, ^o
- ' ,• S

collecti( I would soon be minus the Actiniopteris alto-
|

Verdier A: Cie.. ^i Verdier, £,^ ir. ;

of reducing the postage on printed collection would soon oe minus ine Aciiniopicns <i.io- i-^.^-i v. --.*,-
. m„„s Kelwav & Son,

halfpenny instead of a penny, as at ' gether. I resolved, therefore, to adopt a moister treat- Messrs. Paul & |°"'
f//^-/,^^7f

'•

Mr Marshall^
ery 4 oz. weight. Whilst the question

|

ment, the result of which was very satisfactory. By this
1 ;f2 2^. ;

Mr. ^''l^^'^' ,^'y-,.'-
'vjessrs Downie,

ny 47 young plants, and one of the NiJl is.; Messrs. Bunyard. A • .^^^S r'r, .r/i •

the remaining seven were quite Laird & Laing./2 2.. ; Messrs. ^'^"^ish & Co. £ u.^

»me crocks and charcoal in equal Messrs. Barr & Sugden ^2 ^^-

'f^ff \,^"'™^^^^^^

as, and put with them a good bit Son, £1 Js. ;
Mr. W. Whitburn^. '^^

'fV Pau"'
I very small portion of loam and los. 6J. ; Lieut. -Col. Scott, ^' l^- J

"r. \V^ 1 au 1,

behalf of this committee, which sits at John Street,

Adelphi. London.

On the occasion of the visit of the English

Mayors to Brussels a short time since, and at the

express desire of the Queen of the Belgians,
M. Linden made a special display of Orchids.
There were no less than 350 flowering Orchids exhi-

bited. 240 of which were Cattleyas. several among
them being new varieties from Choco. "Vandas,

Mr. Tillery, Rev. H. Dombrain,

£5 $' (specially

of the education of the people is exciting an all- i time I had lost 40 of my 47 young plants, and one of the ^I IJ. ; Messrs Bunyad. Z^^.,

absorbing interest at the present time, it must not be two old ones, while the remaining seven were qmte
[

Laird & La'ng. A^ 2/- M^''^^^- ^fj ^^^^^^ citbush &
forgotten that the cheap circulation of printed matter !

healthy. I broke up some

is no unimportant item in its advancement. All parts, and small as Peas, a

clas.ses should give their support and influence on of silver sand, and a very small portion
' " •

peat, only sufficient to set this rough sharp com-

post; and half-filling some tall ' thumb-pots ' with small

crocks, I potted the plants singly into them, and placed ,

them into the same house, in a mean temperature of I Henderson & Son, ^i i

'„„ <-„ii„™ •

73°. This was done in March, and I never afterwards The schedule as rearranged stands as foUows .

allowed them to get dry at the root, and syringed them I For Fon-ign Grmmrs. .

two or three times a d.ay, taking care to keep plenty of
,

Class ,.--36 Glad.oh, ^^"^^^P'l'-^s. d.st.nct-/io, 16.U
moisture between the pots. The temperature was

| |,|^_.^ ^ _f''j''j.j!;j?^l^'^'"^"'5pil(„_ distinct (prizes offered

increased to a niean of about 78° or So° as the season
|

Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and G. F. Wlson,

advanced, and through the summer no part of the ' FR.S.)—/7. iis. ^3-

"£i \s. ;
Messrs. Veitch & Su..», ;t3 3- >-i---—-^

reserved for prizes to foreign growers) ; Messrs. i.. Lr.

- ~ ' - and John Glutton, Esq.
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Class 3.—18 Gladioli, cut spikes, distinct (for exhibitors not
showing in Class 2)—Zs, £3, £1.

For Ainaifttrs.

Class 4.—12 Gladioli, cut spikes, distinct—jCs, fy, l^.
Class 4 (7.—9 Gladioli, cut spikes, distinct—^3, Z2, £i.
Class 4 b.—6 Gladioli, cut spikes, distinct (for exhibitors not

showing in Classes 4 and 4 'i)—£,2, £1 loj., £1.
Class 4 tr. —4 Gladioli, cut spikes, distinct, being new varieties sent

out in the autumns of 1868 and 1869—;t2, £1.

The Classes numbered 5 to 11, in the original schedule
for the meeting in'question, have not been altered. It

is to be hoped that this special exhibition will give an
impetus to the culture of the Gladiolus.

The schedule of the Royal Botanic Society,
which has just come to hand, indicates considerable
change in the material of which the Great Summer
Shows are to be made up. The first class, both in May
and June, is a group of miscellaneous plants (unlimited),

arranged for effect ; and the second a groOp of bedding
plants, also arranged for effect—the highest prize for

the former being £1$, and for the latter XT' Liliaceous
plants seem to be in favour, as there is a group of 12
invited to each show ; and though, as they are to be in

flower, it may be feared that the group may prove
either not as varied or as effective as might be desired,

especially in May, we are glad to see any attempt to
bring fresh material to the front. Another new class is for

3 climbing plants, trained on chains or wire to their full

extent. Thesmallpotmovement ismet byclassesforgreen-
house plants, Heaths, Pelargoniums, Roses, &c., inS-inch
pots, while Rhododendrons, Roses, Azaleas, and Fuch-
sias, are invited in 13-inch pots. We find also some
larger groups than usual provided for, as 20 greenhouse
plants (these in 8-inch pots), 20 Pelargoniums, 20 Roses,
&c. There is, however, surely a little incongruity in
the valueof the prizes respectively offered for Orchidsand
Azaleas—6 e.xotic Orchids, ;^5 ; 6 greenhouse Azaleas,
jfio. Fruit is invited at the June and July shows, the
latter consisting mainly of garden furniture rather than
plants, as Fern cases, hanging baskets, epergnes, rustic
stands, &c., supplemented by bouquets. Botanical Cer-
tificates of Merit and Floricultural Certificates of Merit
are to be respectively given to new plants of botanical
interest, not necessarily ornamental, and to seedlings
and " other ornamental plants usually termed florists'

flowers"— two classes that are hardly
.sufficiently defined, and between which
really ornamental new introduced spe-

cies wmU, as it seems to us, scarcely get
justice done to their merits.

From the meteorological table

given in another column, and recording
the state of the weather in several of the

towns of England and Scotland, it will

be seen that the cold North-East
Wind, whose effects we have been expe-
riencing, was confined to the eastern coast

and a belt of country proceeding thence
inland. In the north-east of Scotland the
fortunate inhabitants have been enjoying
a comparatively genial climate, while we
have had an opportunity of studying ice-

bergs in the Thames.
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January,-
Fcbruary.-
Marck.—

I

I

please the most fastidious. I should observe that they
may be easily increased in quantity by sinldng the
plants a little, so that the side-shoots may be in con-

I tact with the soil. They will then readily emit roots,
when they may be taken off, and used where required.
Some of them will require cutting back after blooming
to rid them of their flowers, which trimming will also
improve some few of the varieties.

Time of Flowering,
E. camea, herbacea.
E. arborea, carnea, c. herbacea.
arborea, australis, carnea, c. herbacea,

mediterranea, m. alba. m. rubra, m. hibernica.
April.— E. arborea, australis, carnea, c. herbacea,

mediterranea and varieties, scoparia.
May.—Y.. arborea, australis, mediterranea and varieties,

scoparia, umbellata, viridis purpurea.
June.—E. australis, cinerea alba, c. atro-purpurea,

c. coccinea, c. rubra, c. Waterii, multiflora alba. m. rubra,
Tetralix, T. alba. T. rubra, Mackaiana, umbellata, viridis
purpurea, \-ulgaris, v. alba, v. Allportii, v. aurea, v. elata,
V. decumbens, v. flore-pleno, v. Hammondii, v. spuria,
V. variegata.

July.—^. ciliaris, cinerea and varieties, multiflora,
m. alba, m. rubra, Mackaiana, Tetralix, T. alba, T. rubra,
umbellata, vagans, v. alba, v. camea, v. rubra, viridis
purpurea, vulgaris and varieties.

August.—E. ciliaris, cinerea and varieties, multiflora,
m. alba, m. rubra, Mackaiana, stricta, Searlii, Tetralix,
T. alba, T. rubra, vagans, v. alba, v. camea, v. mbra,
vulgaris and varieties.

September.—E. ciliaris, cinerea and varieties, multiflora,
m. alba, m. mbra, Mackaiana, stricta, Searlii, vagans,
v. alba, V, camea, v. rubra.

October.—E. multiflora, ni. alba, m. mbra, vagans,
V. alba, V. carnea, v. mbra, v. stricta.

November.—E. multiflora, m. alba, m. mbra.
December.—E. camea, c. herbacea.

7. R.

DEAN'S PATENT FUMIGATOR.

rally useful which has come Under my observation. Jt
was noticed and reported on in these pages at p. 409,

The duty of a fumigator is to raise smoke speedily
without wasting the tobacco, and this " Dean s
Patent " does, and any sort of m.aterial can be used.We filled some of our largest houses with smoke in the
space of five minutes by using one machine. We tried,
comparatively, at the same time, "Dean's Patent,''
"Birkett's Patent," " Drechslci's Patent," and the
common flower-pot, when Dean's Patent far surpassed
them all, doing its work in one-third of the time it

took Drechsler's. The tobacco paper used was that
supplied by Messrs. Grifiiths & Aviss. The construc-
tion of Dean's Patent is very simple, being that of an
iron pot or hopper, 10 inches deep, and 6 inches in
diameter at the top, fixed perpendicularly on the point
or nozzle of the tube of a bellows, the air being pro-
pelled by revolving fans, turned with a small handle.
In using the machine, live embers are placed in the
hopper, and the tob.acco above ; the simple revolutions
of the fans keep up a steady smouldering, and a
volume of smoke is produced equal in diameter to
the mouth of the hopper. The action of the fans is

extremely rapid, and the air may be regulated at
pleasure. It may also be used without subjecting the
operator to " be smoked " by taking off the hopper and
inserting the nozzle through an aperture of the house.
E.\cepting for frames and pits, this however is scarcely
requisite, as there are few good gardeners who object
to performing the work inside. It is done much more
satisfactorily

; and unless the operator is inside the
house, the density or sufficiency of the smoke, in large
houses especially, is not easily ascertained.

I have tried "Drechsler's Patent," and found it

wanting, and own to some surprise in seeing it so
favourably noticed at p. 72. The ordinary tobacco
paper it will not burn, but only specially prepared very
dry material, and this is a serious objection, tobacco

Despite our being told that it is the result of bad paper being the principal article used in most gardens
gardening to have the plants in our houses infested for the purpose. B. [Common tobacco paper, mode-
with green-fly and other equally obnoxious pests, it

j

rately dry, was used in the case alluded to, and burnt
unfortunately happens that this is very frequently the ; without difliculty. We believe, however, that some

improvements have been made since the

apparatus was first exhibited, and this may
account for the disparity between " B.'s"
experience, and our own. We, too, have
a very high opinion of Dean's Fumigator,
which is the quickest in action we have
used, though not so readily worked from
the outside as Drechsler's. Eds.]

HARDY HEATHS.
How seldom it is that we see in private establish-

ments a good collection of Hardy Heaths ; and yet,

what can give a more continuous bloom than a well
assorted collection of such denizens of the parterre,
encircling as they do the entire year with Flora's
girdle? The innocent and modest character of their
flowers, together with their cheerful green foliage and
particularly neat growth, cannot fail to give the most
unobservant an interest in them ; for some of them,
both in flower and habit, even rival those from the
Cape, while they have the great advantage over the
latter, that they are hardy.

What can eclipse the neatness of growth of such as
Erica mediterranea and its varieties, and especially
that of the numerous varieties of E, vulgaris—Allportii,

Hammondii, Searlii, and stricta? In E. vulgaris aureawe
have the young shoots beautifully "tipped with gold,"
and in variegata with pink and white. Then see what
charming flowers E. Tetralix alba and rubra, Mackaiana,
and the varieties of the Cornish Heath give us. Neither
are they sparingly produced, every branch being laden
in its season with tiny bells, which in some varieties
are delightfully fragrant, and preferred before many
other plants by the honey-seeking bee. Moroever,
they last, most of them, from three to five months.

Hardy l4eaths will for the most part do well in any
open border, and are not over particular as to soil,

providing it is not of too calcareous a nature ; but to
see them at their best they must have a bed or border
to themselves, made to a depth of 2 feet with sandy
peat ; or should that not be a come-at-able article, a
very liberal dressing of well decayed leaf soil with a
mixture of sand well incorporated with garden soil,

should be used instead. The taller growing varieties,

such as E. arborea, mediterranea, and stricta, should be
selected for the centre, and for the intermediate spaces
multiflora, vagans, scoparia, and others ; while such as
australis, carnea, ciliaris, vulgaris aurea, variegata,
densa, and pygmrea, would be gems for the outside.
The Irish Heath, Dabeocia polifolia and its varieties,

should not be omitted, being so distinct and beautiful.

Subjoined is a monthly list, which cannot fail to

case, so that we are compelled to take measures for the

destruction of our enemies without injuring the plants.

For this end what a number of concoctions have from

time to time been brought forward, all warranted to

do their duty, and to answer their intended purpose in

every way ! All, however, have given place, so far as

the destruction of green-fly, to tobacco smoke, when-
ever it can be applied.

Again, to raise this tobacco smoke cheaply, yet

abundantly and effectually, we have had the materials

presented to us in all manner of forms. We have the pure

tobacco itself (at least as ]irepared) which would seem to

be the best. It is, however, rather expensive, as it burns

too freely, and at times goes too fast in an apparently

miraculous sort of way. We have also old rags, old

tow and brown paper steeped in tobacco juice, besides

tobacco tissue, tobacco powder, &c., and various other

mixtures wherein more or less of tobacco is contained,

each form having its patrons, and being more or less

used throughout the country. For some years we have

used thick paper in rolls, steeped in tobacco juice, as

supplied by Messrs. Griffith & Aviss, and this we
have found to serve every purpose.

We have also been supplied in a corresponding

degree with instruments, known as fumigators, wherein

to burn the tobacco aird wherewith to raise the smoke
of destruction. It seems to be a favourite source of

experiment with many gardeners and nurserymen to

invent and distribute new fumigators. Almost every

season brings us a new form, which, seemingly because

\ new, receives its regular amount of praise and
notice until the next one comes. The number of

patent fumigators which are to be found knocking
about the country is enormous ; each is used for a time

hile novelty is upon it, after this it is cast aside, and
the common flower-pot, with a hole in the bottom, is

again appealed to. It would be idle to say that all the

fumigators introduced are failures, a great majority,

however, are mere practical toys, displaying a little

ingenuity in construction, but altogether impracticable for

thepurpose intended. I have tried many, indeed scores, of

patent fumigators, including "Drechsler's Patent, "figured

and described in your columns at p. 72, and I recom-
mend "Dean's Patent" (fig. 42)—supplied by Messrs.

Lawson & Sons—as the most practicable and gene-

PALMS FOR DINING-ROOM
DECORA TION.

In a leading article you have advocated
the use of Palms for purposes of decora-

tion generally. Perhaps it may interest

some of your readers, if you will allow
me space to record the manner in which I

have recently had an opportunity of using

them for the ornamentation of a dining-

room. The room was 36 feet by 24, and 18 feet

pitch, lighted by a sun-burner in the ceiling. The
dinner-table was 21 feet long by half that width,

the ends being semicircular ; and as the top was deal,

there was no objection to cutting round holes in it with

a key-hole saw, which thus afforded an opportunity of

"plunging" the pots until the rims were on or below the

level of the table. Vacant spaces between the pot and the

sides of the hole were made good with sheets of

common card ; and by using tray-cloths and finger-

napkins, nicely ironed, between the sunken plants, the

very natural objections of Mrs. Housekeeper to have
nasty great ugly holes cut in her best damask cloths

were happily obviated.

The great width of this dining-table naturally per-

mitted the use of much finer plants than could generally

be adopted ; nevertheless, it may not be undesirable to

give details of what these particular decorations con-

sisted, since on smaller tables smaller plants of the

same or allied species might be stood in the usual way.

In the middle of the table was sunk a fine graceful

plant of Areca aurea, more than 7 feet high. Arranged

in a square around this were two plants of Areca

lutescens and two lovely plants of Seaforthia Veitchii,

all sunk, and rising to about 4 feet in height. On either

side of the central plant, down the middle of the table,

was a plant of Areca rubra, about 3 feet high ; beyond

them were similarly placed two noble plants of Sea-

forthia Cunninghamii, and one end of the table had a

pretty plant of Euterpe edulis, while at the other end

was placed the most graceful Palm in the collection,

Calamus adspersus.

The plants last named being only 2 J feet high were

each of them slightly raised in the middle of a large .

shallow pan about 2 feet in diameter, with a half-inch

rim ; a pyramid ofmoss concealed the pot in each case,

and in the moss were plunged little pots, inclining

outwards, of Palms about a foot high, broad-leaved

and narrow-leaved kinds being arranged alternately;

___ one were four of a species of Livistonia and four of

Areca sapida ; in the other were two each of Geonoma

pumila and G. speciosa, and four of Phcenix dactylifera.

Upon the table were also two very elegant Areca

Verschaffeltii, two equally graceful plants of Seaforthia

elegans, these four being rather more than 2 feet high
;
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together with two Chama^rops humilis and two Elais

guineensis, averaging about iS inches. Notwith-

standing that there were so many plants in use, the

view across the table was, owing to the slendemess of

their stems, not inteirvxpted to the prejudice of con-

versation, and there was plenty of room left for vases of

flowers and dishes of fruit, for which bright colours were

naturally selected, to balance this extent of foliage.

In one corner of the room was raised up a beautiful

specimen of Oreodoxa regia, a Cuban species, quite

7 feet high. Around the room were placed, in clumps

or singly, the following plants, and the general effect of

such a gi'ove of Palms was exceedingly pleasing j six

Latania borbonica, 2^ feet ; four Corypha australis,

2 feet; twoArenga Westenhouttii, 2^ feet ; six Chanise-

dorea Hartwegii, and two C. Caspariana, ranging about

2 feet high ; four Rhapis flabelliformis, and two
Chamserops stauracantha, all nearly 3 feet in height

;

and two of the singular Cocos Romanzorphiana, with

flat erect leaves 3 inches wide and nearly 4 feet long.

By placing them upon tables, sideboards, and other

high furniture, the guests while sitting round the table

were able to look over or through the upper leaves of

the more elegant kinds which were on the table, and

to contrast their delicate foliage with the holder fan-

shaped leaves of the bright green Latanias, the pale

apple-green of the two species of Chamcedorea, and
the bushy compact growth of Corypha.

Wliile I confess myself much pleased with this my
first attempt at using Palms only for dinner-table

decoration, it is but just that I should mention that I

am indebted to Mr. Wills, the manager of the Ash-
burnham Park Nursery, at Chelsea, for this opportunity

of spending a very pleasant afternoon in aiTanging so

fine a collection of Palms, comprising, as you will

observe, no less than 25 species, several of them being
valuable plants. I cannot doubt that, when nursei-y-

men begin to make collections of small plants, whether
for sale or for hire, they will find a great demand for

them for various kinds of decoration. /K T.

FERNS AND THEIR CULTURE.
The apparatus which Ferns possess for leading to

reproduction is technically called a '* spore." This is a

body nearly on the most reduced scale compatible
with life, but though so exceedingly simple and minute,

germination discloses the fact that it comprehends some
highly curious microscopic contrivances. It is well

known that spores under circumstances calculated to

set in motion their donnant life develop into little green
*' prothalliums" (fig. 43, a), and it is on these that

the plants originate, but not before certain definite

performances have been gone through. In short, at this

stage we begin to discover that spores are of the nature

of floral receptacles rather than of seeds, containing, as

they do on their expanded surfaces, two organs, called

respectively '* antheridia " (it), and "archegonia (c)."

The antheridia are charged with spiral filaments (n).

These represent pollen grains, and have a capacity for

liberating themselves from their original place of con-

finement, and of getting into the hollow cavities of the

archegonia, which seem to have more in common with
pistils or ovaries than anything else. Now, curiously

enough, any amount of prothalliums may be produced,
but if communication does not take place in the way
just described, sterility is the invariable result, in the

same way as, elsewhere, fertilisation of the ovule can
only take place by means of pollen. On the other
hand, let there be communication, and what may be
called seedlings are the issue.

These are raised in various ways. The preparation
for sowing should be made with a view to render
watering overhead unnecessaiy. A very convenient
method, at least for those species which do not lie long
before coming up, is to get a saucer without any hole
in the bottom, to fill it nearly to the rim with stiff

loam, leaving only a very small space in the centre
destitute of anything. Into this empty area a suitable
amount of water may be poured from time to time,
always taking care to let one lot be used up before
another is furnished, so that souring may be avoided.
When everything is ready, the ripe spores may be dis-

tributed thinly over the surface of the soil on which
they are to expand. The whole operation ought to be
concluded by covering with glass, so as to prevent a
mixture.

The period of the year at which the spores should
be sown depends entirely on the kinds. As a general
nde, so soon as they are ripe on healthy regularly-
produced fronds they are ready for use. An exception
must be made, however, in favour of the few which do
not matme before late in autumn. These had better
be kept back till the spring. Very great care is needed
to prevent an over-moist or an over-dry atmosphere
from acting continually on the tender constitutions of
the newly germinated spores, as the one can bring niin

just as readily by its decomposing power as the other
can by its capacity for exhaustion. The way to hit a

happy medium is to shade when the sun is out, and to

prop the bell-glass slightly upon one side, so that a
gentle circulation of air may go on both night and day.

Jf these things are attended to there is little chance
either of damping or withering. Another danger to be
guarded against is that of overcrowding, for the crop
is sometimes so heavy that it threatens all the smaller
individuals with ruiu. The remedy for this catastrophe

is careful pricking off, which may be proceeded with
shortly after, or if necessary before, fronds begin to

appear.

Many Ferns may be increased by division as well as by
ores, but the way to go about multiplying by such

means is so self-evident that it needs no description. We
have at last reached the question of compost. Successful

cultivators use peat with very little loam, whilst others

produce equally satisfactoiy results by making loam the

principal and peat the secondary element. The former

seems preferable for such as derive their nourishment
from near the surface, and the latter for those that are

deep rooting, or of a robust habit. Clearly, however, it is

not so much the mere proportions in which a few kinds

of earth are mingled, as the skilful after-treatment that

brings prosperous results. Whatever mixture is used,

it should be rendered porous by the use of sand, which
need not always be white.

Let us now return to our seedling, which by this

time we may suppose is ready for a position by itself,

being furnished with one or two nice young fronds.

The first shift should be into a very small pot, and as

soon as the roots reach the side of their enclosure they

ought to be furnished with new scope for activity.

This course sliould be persisted in according to necessity

until the specimen begins to fonn but one normal growth
per year. Ever after this stage is reached, an annual

repotting is (juite sufficient, and ought to be given im-

mediately before a recurrence of activity, which takes

place with considerable regularity. This points to the

importance of noticing the time at which a Fern comes
into frond, as well as indicates the waste of precious

material, which frequently takes place through a neglect

of this matter.

In the case of young plants not remaining long in

one pot, drainage need not be seen to with such a

degree of care as in the case of veteran subjects, whose
roots receive no change of sun'ounding circumstances

for 12 months. Still every precaution should be taken

to insure the delicate fibres of both old and young
against the stagnation of moisture. No amount of

drainage crocking, however, will be of much avail if an
indiscreet use of the watering can is allowed. It is no
doubt coiTect that Ferns require a vast amount of nu-

trition whilst development is doing its utmost, but still

a person of skill will take care not to heedlessly wash
out of the mould the organic substances which it con-
tains. What a gardener of the present day has to do
is not to dictate, or hastily decide, what any member of

the vegetable kingdom under his charge should require,

but to endeavour like a genuine student to find out
what it actually does require, and to administer
accordingly. To act thus is to be guided by the

inquiring spirit of the age, but to act otherwise
generally ends in making cultivation, and star\'ation or

stunting, synonymous terms.

Another thing an unpractised person must guard
against is that of being led astray by tales from the

tropics, W^e hear of Orchids growing delightfully on
bare rocks being quite capable of supporting the exha-
lation demanded by a scorching sun, and some fine

morning we may be told that Ferns are quite as invul-

nerable. Setting aside the fact, that for one that sur-

vives in a wild state thousands must perish, there still

remains the probability that those who concoct such
stories only see for once, as they pass along, the objects

about which they write. At any rate, instances taken
separately and not collectively are seldom things of

great practical importance, and it is just about as

wise to say that a hot summer which bums up
the herbage is worthy of all praise and imita-

tion, as it is to say, that because plants are reduced to

a cinder in India, they had better be reduced to the

same in England. It is Nature's plan of doing things

best, and not her method of doing things worst, we
want ; and if those who visit the regions adjoining the

equator could be got to see this, they would very

likely cease to confound facts illustrative of extremes,

with laws.

I trust that it is not yet obsolete to recommend thiit

Ferns should be protected from the fierce rays of the

sun by shading or other means. In this paper there

are general rules only. It is intended to devote the
next to the more striking exceptions, yohn Duncan.

pome Corrtsponknte.
Solanum Capsicastrum.—I am surprised that S.

Pseudo-Capsicum and S. Capsicaslrtim are not more
generally grown for table and conservatory decoration
than they are at present. I prefer the latter to the
fonner for table work, on account of its more compact
habit. I have some plants in small 32-sized pots,

i8 inches in height and the same in diameter, furnished

with foliage down to the pot, with an average of
100 berries on each. My system of culture is more
simple and less tedious, and I think equally as

successful, as that given by " W. B. U." at p. 141.

Of course the method of culture adopted is applicable

to both kinds. I sow my seeds early this month,
and prick them off about an inch apart as soon as they
are large enough to handle. When they have made a

little growth I pot them off singly into 6o's, and allow
them to become well established before they are

gi'adually hardened off, like bedding plants. X then
plant them out, in the latter part of May, in an open
piece of ground, iS inches apart each way ; they
require no other attention than keeping them free from
weeds, and occasionally watering them during the

summer, should it prove very dry. About the middle
of September I lift them carefully, and put them into

pots just large enough to hold the roots. Pot them
finnly, and stand them in the sliade until they become
established, during which time they must be frequently

syringed to prevent them from flagging. They may
then be gi^adually exposed to the sun, and finally be
removed to the greenhouse or conservatory, where they
make a fine display if judiciously grouped with other

plants. If the cultivator has a cold pit to spare at the

time of lifting, they would establish themselves sooner
by being nursed in it, instead of being put in the open
air. IV. HiUs^ Stinbury, Middlesex.

Raspberry Culture.—I differ so much from the

views of "Bush v. Brake" (p. 177) respecting the

making of a fresh plantation of Raspberries, that I feel

it would be improper to let his remarks pass without

comment. A plantation of Raspberries should remain
as such for many years, but to attain this, care must be
taken that a successional growth is maintained and pre-

served. What chances of getting a young and robust

growth the next year after planting should I have, if I

allowed the newly planted canes to stand and bear
fruit to their full extent? Just little or none. The
sacrificing of the fruiting canes the first year is ab-

solutely necessary to obtain a strong permanent growth,
but that end once attained the success of the plantation

is certain. I know that practical gardeners do not want
to be told this, but amateurs and cottagers might be
misled by what **Bush ?'. Brake" has penned. It is

much wiser to secure small but well-rooted canes for

planting, rather than strong canes with but a moderate
amount of roots ; in either case the canes should be cut

back nearly to the giound, when strong growth will be
the result. As to training commend me to rows of

canes, in which they stand i foot from each other, and
the rows 3 feet apart, with a stout post at either end of

the rows, and two strong wires running through to fasten

them to. No arrangement is neater or safer than
this. A. X).

Ground Vineries.— I have always failed to

recognise the utility of these, so-called, ground vineries

for the purposes of growing Grapes, and a visit to Mr.
Rivers' nursei7, the other day, further satisfied me that

they will never become so popular as some people have
predicted. They may afford an agreeable amusement
to the amateur who has nobody to please but himself,

but to the gentleman's gardener they are utterly worth-

less, so far as Grape growing is concerned. When I

first made the acquaintance of these ground vineries I

was of opinion that they might prove useful for the

raising of kitchen-garden plants, and for the protecting

of Cauliflowers, Lettuce, Parsley, and the like,

through the winter, and certainly for this purpose they

far surpass the hand-light. They might also be
employed for Strawbeny beds, and would answer the

twofold purpose of keeping away blackbirds and
accelerating the ripening of the fiiiit ; by this means I

anticipate that Strawberries might be ripened 10 days
earlier than in the natural bed—a very important and
desirable thing in both large and small gardens.

They could be equally well employed, too, for the

harvesting of Onions where frames are scarce, for the

ripening of Tomatos where grown in rows {for want
of a wall), for the striking of autumn cuttings, for the

hardening off of spring bedding stuff, and the like ; and
thus they might be turned to a profitable account the

greater part of the year. Allow mc, therefore, to

recommend them for the purposes I have here indi

cated, and in future let them not be termed "ground
vineries," but "Strawberry, salad, or plant preservers."

T. SlmJ>son, Broomfield Lodge Gardens^ Chelmsford.

Abies Douglasii.—Your correspondent "T. F."
asks for an opinion of the merits of this tree as timber.

I am afraid that it is impossible to answer his query from
results in England, as the tree has been so. recently in-

troduced that no specimens have attained maturity,

and the point to be solved is, whether the difference of

climate and soil will alter its constitution and wood.
In its native habitat, on the Fraser River, Vancouver's
Island, &c., we know that it grows the very best wood
for domestic building, shipping, &c., and masts of it

are reckoned the best in the world. So impressed were
Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests

with its value, that a few years since they sent an order

to Governor Douglas for a ton weight of the seed for

propagation in our forests, and for distribution. It is

now to be purchased very cheaply
;

plants which, 20
years since, cost five guineas each, may now be
purchased at \s. each. I should think that this

tree is admirably suited to the Highlands of Scotland,

as it is proved to resist all severity of frost j but when
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gro\Yii for ornamental purposes, and given sufficient

room to expand, no Conifer can surpass it in grace and

beauty ; it is far superior to the Sequoia or Wellingtonia,

the timber of which is quite wortliless, while the tree

is ugly and formal when yoimg, reminding beholders

of May Day and "Jack in the Green." I Uiink one of

the oldest specimens of Abies Douglasii is tg be seen

at Dropmore. A'

The Gladiolus Show. — Absence from home
prevented me from seeing the Gardeners* ChroJiicIe in

time to answer Mr. Hawke's letter at p. 178, and
before your next issue the decision about the Gladiolus

show will have been made ; however, before that I

will just venture to give my opinion on the matter

alluded to by him. I. With regard to the time fixed

for the show, I believe it is utterly impossible to name
a day that would suit both North and South. We tried

it once with Auriculas, and found it impossible ; and
as one great object is to get Continental growers over,

it would be useless to name a day much later than that

proposed. I know, too, that in the South blooms may
l)e cut in September, but they are the very last of the

beds, and by no means to be depended on. I am sure

that no Southern grower could compete in good credit

after August, and that the best of our bloom is from
13th to 25th. The blooms of Downie & Co. which
Mr. Hawke saw at tlie Crystal Palace were probably
grown at Stailstead, not at Edinburgh. 2. As to place,

Mr. Hawke would like to see the autumn show of the

Crystal Palace resumed : so would I ; but it must be
borne in mind that the Crj-stal Palace Company must
look to what will pay ; they are not supposed to be
a horticultural society, altl^ough they have done much
to benefit horticultui^e ; and that ^it was because they
found it did not pay, that they gave it up. Although,
therefore, they were to found a Gladiolus show, I feel

that my decision was a just one, and that it must be
held at Kensington if held at all. A word as to my
friend Mr. Lombard's reference to me about seedlings.

1 did not mean that in the kingdom there were only two
raisers that I know, but in the South of England. I

cannot but rejoice at the stir that is being made about
this noble flower, and hope we shall have a good
display this autumn. />., Deal.

Fungus on Roots of Trees.—I am aware that in

this discussion I am in a minority ; but this admitted,
I am not prepared to yield. How am I to believe that

Mr. Gardiner's tree contracted Fungus by contact witl;

dead roots and decayed bits of stick, when Mr. Gardiner
himself informs us (p. 130S, 1869) that neither of those
have as yet been found ? Yet the tree thrives. To what,
then, are we to attribute its recovery? Mr. Gardiner
in his first article tells us, that his tree is planted in

a "strong dark-coloured loam on the lias formation ;"

on this information I based my argument, and supposed
the tree to have met with something deleterious in that

formation. Now, he tells us that the tree is planted
on a plateau of foreign mixture, so deep that the

imaginary roots which are supposed to have originated

the Fungus cannot conveniently be dug for. Why,
then, if such a body of made earth lay underneath the
tree, mention lias at all? We are thus debarred
from imputing any further mischief to contact with the
lias formation, while for want of evidence the

decayed root theory has broken dowm. Both are, there-

fore, dismissed, and we are again .set adrift for more
tangible and substantial evidence. Intelligent practi-

tioners are taunted for their disregard of bits of wood
in their Vine borders ; but why bits of wood, more
than the roots of cut-down Vines? And yet some
recent leading articles in the Gardeners' Chroniele
expressly advise us to cut away some of our Vines to
allow for the extension of those left. These high
practical authorities seem not to be much affected by
dread of Fungus, and if I may be allowed to judge
from this, I may not after all be in so great a minority
as I imagined. If such direful effects as we are taught
to believe result from contact of healthy roots with
dead ones, may I be allowed to appeal to our forests

of British timber for evidence in support of my argu-
ment? Periodically they are subjected to a severe thin-

ning for the commercial produce—bark, timber, and
underwood. On the occasion of these falls, the roots
are not grubbed up and burned, but left in the ground
to decay. If therefore decaying roots are so sus-
ceptible of Fungus, and these in turn convey the
attack to healthy roots, how is it that the roots of the
remaining live trees of the forest do not also contract
Fungus, and ultimately perish and die ? In this case
the roots of the trees left standing and those cut away
must have been ramifying and interlacing in the
same stratum from wliich they were individually and
collectively fed. How is it that the trees left, and
whilst feeding from amongst the decaying roots of their
departed companions, escape Fungi ? I suppose I may
anticipate opponents, and answer, that because "pos-
session forms nine-tenths of the law, Fungus must keep
aloof from the roots of the trees left." The deadly
effects of Fungus must be very slow indeed, for even
assisted by the trampling of animals, denudation at the
hands of man, and devastating fires, our planet is yet
most gorgeously dressed with vegetation of every de-
scription, as at once to form the pride and glory of man.
If we except geologic periods such as revealed to us in
the coal measures, where Club-Mosses are represented as

rising from 50 to 70 feet, and other forms of vegetation
occur of correspondingly gigantic proportions, we can yet

cut, at this remote period of creation, as good timber as
we are led to believe existed within the last 6000 years.

Reflection on these facts, and which are too palpable to
be overlooked, has taught me to believe that it is

possible to look upon fungiis-destroying theories with
unnecessary alarm. In my present state of belief,

were I allowed to hazard an opinion, I should say
that as regards the creation of Fungus in Great Britain
we have more to fear from seasons of drought
than from all the bits of wood and tree roots
existing between the Land's End and John o' Groats.
We had a dry season in 1S64, which affected trees, the
Beech in particular, and many died ; those which
suffered had scarcely recovered when, in 1S6S, we
were again visited by even a more severe drought, which
killed the suffering ones, and reduced many more to a
state which can only end sooner or later in total dissolu-

tion. These are instances which, in my opinion, show the
primary cause of decay, and then Fungus follows as a
consequence. During the last 12 months I made an
experiment respecting the creation of Fungi, and which
was as follows :—At the back of one of our Pine stoves
is a bed of leaves, 40 feet long, 3 feet wide, and about

5 feet deep ; in a chamber along the bottom are two
rows of 4-inch pipes, over which the leaves are placed
as a plunging material for the Pines, which are in pots,

At one end of the bed is a water-tank, which has it;

overflow conducted into a trough 9 feet long, and
which is situate in the chamber next to the tank. Over
this pipe, where the vapour permeated through thelea

there was no Fungus, the leaves being clean, sweet, and
having a healthy moisture ; but beyond this limit of
vapour, and over the dry pipes, the leaves were one
mass of mildew and _fungus spawn, penetrating through
the joints of the bricks to the side of the path, and
there developing itself into myriads of miniature
Fungi. From this experiment we leam that, had
all the troughs on the hot-water pipes underneath the

leaves been supplied with water, and had the vapour
permeated the mass of leaves, there would have been
neither mildew nor Fungus— strongish evidence in

support of my theory, that drought or induration has
much to do with it. If Pelargoniums are taken up,
boxed off, and left dry, for the very good reason that

growth at the time is not wanted, the drying is con-
ducive to the formation of Fungi, and it will assuredly
come. But let a corresponding box be judiciously
managed for a continuity of growth, the Fungus in this

case will be less apparent, and its effects, at least, of so
little consequence, that it matters not whether it is

either present or absent. In the adorning of our la

we often commit grievous errors. Fine specimens of
Conifers or other rare trees are selected from our
sheltered nursebeds ; for these, holes are dug in the turf,

into which the tree is planted, watered, and then left.

The snows and rains of the following winter convert
the hole into a sort of well—the loam becomes water-
logged. Spring arrives, followed by a droughty
summer {and these have been frequent lately), the

over-saturated lump is converted into a mass of dry
clay, which parts from the sides and cracks through
its body. Between these extremes, the plant ultimately

refuses to put forth roots and leaves, and prematurely
sickens and dies. The blue-aproned doctor holds 2Lposi-

niorteffi examination, and finding a bit of Fungus spawn
on some, or perhaps all of its roots, he has no difticulty

in coming to the verdict, "Died from an attack of

Fungus." Experience has taught us that this system of
planting, more especially in heavy soils, is wrong, and
an opposite extreme is resorted to, and one which I have
myself many times practised. Instead of digging out

any hole, the surface of the ground where the tree is

to be planted is merely dug over—the tree placed
thereon, adding a sufficient quantity of earth to cover

the roots and to blend gracefully into the adjacent

surface. This system, if not carefully watched, is just

as likely to end in disaster as the deep mode of

planting. I have been moving and transplanting trees

more or less all my life, and have also been tolerably

uccessful, and when engaged in the operation I am
fond of it ; yet I am compelled to admit that there is

nothing like planting trees whilst they are ycjung.

Adult age, whether in the plant or animal, approves
but indifferently of being tossed about. Could the

early planting system be more attended to, we should

hear lessof the disasters in these days imputed to Fungus
spawn ; but whilst it is the way of the world that men
spring up into affluence, even with the quickness of the

Mushroom itself, and that they build villas and plant

the grounds thereof with large trees for immediate
effect—whilst this goes on, I fear we are yet far from

the time when we are to hear the last of that "horrid
Fungus." Wm. Miller, Combe Abbey Gardens. [The
publication of this communication has been unavoid-

ably delayed. Eds.]

The Apple-bark Louse.—You lately (p. 74)
requested your readers to try and report upon two
American remedies. 1 I have tried paraffin, applied

in winter, and it seems successful. G. S.

The Abandonment of Chiswick.—The news
so unexpectedly and so suddenly forced upon us

regarding the abandonment of all that horticul-

turists understand by the simple word—"Chiswick!"
will ill accord with the sentiments of those who
wish the gardeners' art God-speed. This we
do not wonder at when we consider how rich

these gardens are in associations which are much I

valued by the gardening community—when we think
of the great assistance which they liave rendered, under
a lengthened able management, towards placing us in
the vanguard of all the horticultural communities of
the world. Profitless sentiment ill becomes any one
who is bent on further practical advancement. Necessity
gives no choice, even with such facts as we have before
us. "But II years of unexpired lease," "an offer to
remove all the property that can be removed," seems
sufficient to stamp the fact on tlie face of it, that the
Council have acted wisely in bringing the matter
forward, and in advising the Society to make the neces-
sary change at the earliest time possible. It should be
borne in mind that the Council and their advisers have
launched their ship on to these troubled waters of them-
selves, even when they might have ridden calmly on overa
few more years. Taking these facts and the 1 iberal bequest
of ;^2000 into consideration, I fully believe that the
Council will do all that is in their power to increase
the prestige of the Society, even at much personal
inconvenience. I do not hesitate to say that all possible

support ought to be accorded them, and this I believe
will be the case. The undertaking, commence when
it may, will be an exceedingly arduous and trying one,
both to the Council and the individual officers of the
Society. No one knows better than themselves what
a numerous garden-loving fraternity expect from such a
society, and how difficult it is to meet those expecta-
tions with the revenue at their command. The expense
of removing such an establishment will, indeed, be
great ; but as compared with the formation of a
garden worthy the scientific experiments and high
culture of the leading society of this country, the cost

should be a minor consideration. We freely give our
mites towards memorialising those whom we consider
deserving of our thanks for having helped to further

the common cause, and therefore I think the Society
should not want such assistance towards bringing to a
successful issue the formation of " a new garden," to

further and to foster the higher branches of the gardener's

art. Let the new garden be formed where it may, it should
bear the name of " New," or "Modern Chiswick," asa
daily remembrancer of the glorious past. Oj>us.

The Leeds and Manchester Horticultural
Exhibitions.—Allow me to draw your attention to the

fact that the above exhibitions are both arranged to be
opened at the same time, viz., on June 3. Surely this

is an oversight on the part of the managers of the

Leeds Society, seeing that the date chosen for holding
the Manchester exhibition had previously been adver-

tised for some time. I need not point out how very
inconvenient this arrangement will be for all classes of
exhibitors, and also how" prejudical it will be to the

interests of both Societies. I hope, for the benefit of
all parties, the Leeds committee will reconsider its

plans, and alter the date for holding the show. I

have hitherto, in conjunction with many others, been
an exhibitor at both places, but shall certainly not be
able to be so this year if the present arrangements
are carried out. Z>.

Harbingers of Spring. — The following six

bulbous plants were in flower in the open ground on
February 10 :—Anemone blanda is the first in flower

of this numerous and interesting family, and although
it is so dwarf as to be beneath the notice of many, yet

on account of its early flowering propensities, it deserves

a place in every collection. As a notice of this plant

has recently appeared at p. 140, I cannot do better

than refer my readers to it, for a more minute descrip-

tion. Bulbocodium vemuni is an old plant, having
been introduced into this country 200 years since, and
yet, sui-prising as it may appear, it is only known by a

few persons. It was formerly grown in small patches,

and then no one could form any idea of its beauty, or of

its merits ; but when it is planted in masses either as

edgings to small beds, or in alternate groups with

plants of a similar character, it has a very pleasing

and effective appearance. Its large purple flowers are

produced very freely, at this season of the year, and it

will thrive in almost any soil or situation, and increase

very rapidly. As this plant can be procured at a

nominal price, and is very useful during the early

spring, it should be found as abundant as the Snowdrop
or Crocus. Crocus chrysanthus, syn. Aucheri, is a

beautiful plant from the mountains of Greece, of very

recent introduction. Although coming from a more
genial clime than our own, it is quite hardy, and
throws up its dwarf foliage and pretty flowers in spite

of frost and snow. It requires, however, plenty of

drainage, and succeeds best in a dry sheltered position,

where it will flower much more freely and much earlier

than it will in the open ground. It is admirably adapted

for the rockwork, where it forms pleasing groups

during the winter months. It grows from 3 to 4 inches

in height, and the flowers are of a bright orange

colour. Crocus nivalis, syn. Sieberi, is a rather pretty

species, and a charming companion for C. chrysanthus.

It is very similar in habit, and was introduced from the

same locality. The flowers are of a rich violet colour,

and the plant succeeds in a similar situation with its

yellow congener. Eranthis hyemalis is a charming

little plant found growing wild in some parts of this

country, although it is said to be a native of Italy. It

forms low bright green masses of foliage, which is

literally covered with its bright jellow flowers. It is

very seldom we meet with a fine mass of this pretty

plant, for it generally gets disturbed by digging around
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it, and too often, alas ! dug completely up by the inex-

perienced gardener, who has no patience with these

little plants with long names. If perchance one of the

roots should find its way into the beds, and there

grow, it is called a weed, and sooner or later will

find itself upon the rubbish heap. This plant requires

a permanent resting-place, where it will soon put on a

very interesting appearance. .Scilla sibirica : This is

not yet in full bloom, but sufficiently so to form an

idea of its beauty. When this charming little bulb is

planted in m.asses, it forms one of the most beautiful

sights that can be imagined. Its numerous dense spikes

of azure blue flowers are produced in great abundance,

and will last in bloom until the end of March. It

increases very rapidly, and a few bulbs if not disturbed

would soon make a pretty mass. It requires a light

sandy soil to grow it well, but it does not matter about

the situation you choose for it. A few bulbs should be

grown every year in pots, as it bears forcing well.

./. /. P., TMcnham.

Hellebores in Sussex.— " A. I. P." is in error as

to the latter part of the sentence, when he says that

H. fcetidus "is found growing in many parts of this

country, especially in the woods of Sussex ;
" for,

although plentiful enough in the two or three localities

where it does occur, it is far from being common
enough to be rooted out for cultivation. Moreover,

it is not considered to be a native of this county. The
few known habitats, and the rapidity with which it

increases, furnish ample data, without any reference to

its general distribution, to support this theory. Your

correspondent cites Derbyshire as abounding in H.

viridis ; this species likewise occurs in similar localities

in Sussex, but with perhaps less pretension to a place

in our native lists. But whether indigenous or not, I

must raise my voice against their being extirpated. I

do not wish to intrude my knowledge upon " A. I. P.,"

nor to undervalue the service he is doing by bringing

these early flowering plants into more general notice ;

but a British botanist is naturally jealous when his rare

favourites are recommended for cultivation, and their

native habitats quoted. Here in the southern counties

we are gradually losing many of our rarer and more

attractive species, and it is quite irritating to see the

quantities of Ferns, Orchids, and other

interesting plants that are every year uprooted

and carried into our watering places, where

they do not survive the season. H. , Siissux.

Heating an Amateur's Conservatory.

—If your correspondent "R." could have a

boiler fixed at the back of his sitting-room

grate—and there are some which are made
to fit into the back of register stoves which

warm small greenhouses, shops, or bath-

rooms, &c., and do so admirably and eco-

nomically—he would find that, if a good fire

was kept up during the evening, it would

warm the interior of the conservatory sufficisnt

to keep out frost. If the room is situated

on a lower level than the plant-house, so

much the better. When the boiler is not wanted, you

have only to draw off the water, or have a false back

made to the grate, and the thing is done. I have seen

one in this way which acts first-rate, and if " R."

would like to try one I will send particulars as to where

they can be obtained, but I do not recollect at this

moment where the one I saw was procured. Hustic.

Botanical Saints.—After reading Mr. Ingram's

article on St. Fiacre, I turned up an old French

almanac connected with gardening, and was surprised

at the number of saints' names in a gardener's almanac.

I have often heard it said that every dog has its day,

but I think there are more saints in France than there

are days in the year. I think the gardeners of Britain

and Ireland need not go to France for a patron saint

when they might have one nearer home—^I mean St.

Dabeoc. I have been turning over some books in order

to find out his history, whether he was a Scotchman,

like St. Patrick, but I cannot find his name in the

almanacs nor among the numerous churches of Rome
dedicated to the saints ; from the church of St. Adrien

to that of St. Urban, I do not meet the name of St.

Dabeoc. All my infomration respecting him is found

in works of gardening and botany, and there we are

informed that he founded a priory at a very early date

on an island called St. Dabeoc's Island, m the cele-

brated Lough Dearg, county Donegal. I have been

trying to find his name in Irish history, and went as far

backas the daysofCarbreLifachair, who lived six genera-

tions before St. Patrick. I thought it was no use going

farther in search of Scotch and Irish saints. So I sup-

pose that St. Dabeoc must have been a gardener or

botanist, from the honour of having the Irish Heath

named after him — Erica Dabeocia ; but modem
botanists have not allowed him to wear his honours.

In English Botany the old saint is united to an

Ethiopian princess, and thus we have Andromeda
Dabeocia ; then again a separation takes place, and

Andromeda is sent to Heaven to take her place among
the constellations, but I do not know where they have

.sent the good old saint, for it is now Menziesia [or

Dabeocia] polifolia for the Irisli Heatli. I have a great

regardforthese old worthies, for they were useful in their

day. I sometimes wonder how many of the clergy " o' a'

denominations" know something about systematic

botany, and obey the command of QUf blessed Lord

when He said, "Consider the lilies of the field, how
they grow." St. Patrick must have studied native

plants, which enabled him, with the Shamrock of

Ireland, to explain God's words with God's works, and

it does not matter much whether the Shamrock was a

Trifolium or the Oxalis .-Vcetosella. Mr. Ingram, when
writing about a cup of brose scented with roses, surely

meant "a cog o' brose," for it would be an insult to

offer a Scotchman a "cup " of brose even with a saint's

blessing upon it and scented with roses. FcUr Mac-
kinzU, rUiUi, Stirling.

Rendle's Plant Protectors.—It is hardly to be

supposed that an invention which is likely to make
so great a change in gardening as Mr. Rendle's

plant protectors should run its course without meeting

with opponents ; the more successful it is the more

likely are we to find people decrjnng it. Your corre-

spondent, " P. W. N.," has found fault with it,

because he has seen the glass broken, and I can quite

understand it ; we have had a great deal of wet and frost

lately, and we all know what a disturbing eflect this

has on the ground ; consequently, if the protectors

had not been properly put up, I can quite believe that

the glass was broken, because the bricks have sunk in

the ground, and the glass has been thro\vn out of gear.

If, however, the directions sent with them had been

adhered to, this could not have happened ; and if people

will do this in their o\\"a way they must not find fault

with the inventor. If wire or a thin batten be run

through the perforated bricks these accidents could not

happen. Another advantage that these protectors have

is the protection theyaffordfromthedepredations of hares

and rabbits. The Duke of Abercom's gardener has just

told me that all his winter salading has been eaten off

:

with the protectors it would all be safe. I rather

imagine after this severe frost, people would wish that

they had had some of these protectors. D., Deal. [Mr.

Rendle has placed the following particulars, with cut (fig.

44) into our hands for publication, to show the manner

in which the protectors are secured when in position.

This, however, does not answer the question : how to

take out the centre pane of glass without removing one

half of the rest ?] "The patent tiles are made hollow

for several reasons—they are lighter for carriage, they

-'-jtriTT^

varieties cither sent out, exhibited, or named as mine,

without authority ; for, although lilessrs. Carter & Co.

have not directly announced Hundredfold as mine,

others have by some means been led into this error,

and Messrs. Carter and Co. took the unwarrantable

liberty of naming and exhibiting two varieties at Man-
chester as "Laxton's," without ever acquainting me,

before or afterwards, of the fact. Thomas La.xton,

Stamford, February 15. [We can insert no more on

this subject, save in our advertising columns. Eds.]

London Parks and Thoroughfares.—You have

done me the honour to review my little brochure

entitled—"The Parks, Open Spaces, and Thorough-

fares of London." Some obliquity of vision has,

however, led you to conclusions which the text in no

way warrants, and I must therefore ask you to aflord

me space to reply to your remarks. My idea of
" improving the British metropolis" was not limited to

the parks and open spaces situated in the purely urban

districts ; indeed, as the metropolis comprises an area

of some 60 square miles, and most of the commons
which I have enumerated are within its boundary, it is

patent that I could not exclude them from my con-

sideration, had I been disposed to do so.

You represent that I assure you " that the

total extra cost of keeping up these places as public

parks [irrespective, we presume, of the laying-out with

lakes, gymnasium, cricket grounds, shrubberies, and all

the usual paraphernalia, except flower beds] woiUd not

exceed the cost for the maintenance and keeping up of

the London parks at present under the Crown—[a faint

reflection, we conceive, on the Office of Works ;]

and that I believe that II additional parks could

be added to the metropolis without any excess of

expenditure beyond that already voted by the House of

Commons for the maintenance of the London parks.

It would have been true if you had stated that I sug-

gested the preservation of these commons for "public

use," and that I would not advise any great expen-

diture on the decoration of the London commons ;

and felt convinced that "if Government would take

a considerable sum from the unnecessary outlay upon

the parks, and apply it to the commons, the total

future expenditure on both would not much exceed the

present cost." Although I have not, as you

say, supplied the data by which you may test

the accuracy of my estimate, I have at lea^t

suggested a revenue from " the outer margin

being let for building purposes, which would
go far towards the improvement of the enclo-

sure. " The red flag [rag] has no doubt at-

tracted your attention from this paragraph.

The faint reflection on the Office of Works
Is therefore purely your own, as is also the

assumption that I contemplated converting

these suburban commons into rivals of the

urban parks. I felt that I should tread on
dangerous ground when I proposed "the
abolition of all private rights in London
squares ;" but, in my opinion, no better

argument can be used in favour of the

necessity of such a measure than your fear that " the

squares would probably become popular

play-grounds for the children of the adjoining alleys

and [mews]." That is exactly what I should wish to see.

I can conceive no more beneficent act than would be

perpetuated in dedicating these valuable breathing spaces

to the recreation and enjoyment of the toiling multitudes,

and stunted children, who find unwholesome abiding

places in the courts and alleys situated near, and belong-

ing to the same proprietors as, the squares in question.

That there is no insurmountable difficulty in this,

may be seen by a reference to Euston Square at

the present moment, where a considerable portion is

being converted from private to public use. The
means adopted by the Metropolitan Board in reference

to Leicester Square, if not in accordance with your

views, were at least in accordance with the Act of

Parliament intended to meet such cases, and afforded

me a good illustration of the difficulty in dealing with

the neglected portions of London. You express

wonderment that I [some beneficent genius] did not
" abridge the remarks advising the absence of flowers

from our public promenades." What I said was, that
" in all public parks there should be some spots dedi-

cated to Flora, but while these should be excellently

heat better in the kiln, and in elevated or exposed

situations pegs or binders of wood can be introduced to

join them together. An excellent plan for holding the

protectors together in very exposed situations is to run

a piece of galvanised iron wire or tarred rope through

the holes, and fasten them to wooden pegs at each end,

just in the same way as ordinary fence wire is fixed."

The Hundredfold Pea The following extract

from the catalogue of a Covent Garden firm, "Laxton's

Hundredfold, or Cook's Favourite, the most promising,"

&c., and from a letter to me, describing Hundredfold

Pea as Laxton's, will show that my name has been

somewhat unfairly mi-\ed up with that Pea ; and I

think Messrs. Carter & Co.'s admission of my explana-

tion that a selection from an "attempted" cross only

had been made, justifies me in objecting to "father"

it. As Messrs. Carter & Co. think it good txste and

business-like to publish their clients' offers, I have

merely to say, in reply to their statement, that the

Peas were declined because they were not sufficiently

distinct ; that some of the varieties offered had been

previously selected especially as distinct when in

growth by a member of the firm ; that they had

previously been endeavouring to purchase part at
^^ j,.,^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^,^, ^^ excelientiy

a very much higher proportionate price ; and that
]

.^ .^ ^^^,^ necessary that they should be of mode-
the offer of all was solicited by the firm, who

^^t^ '.^(ent." I have not advised the " entire absence"
had made two journeys to Stamford on purpose to

secure them. I therefore leave your readers to judge

for themselves for what reason the Peas were declined.

As to the query about the varieties not being fixed, I

can show by records that all the varieties had been

grown and selected more or less for several years, and

it will hardly be expected that a stock consisting of one

half pint, or even a half bushel, would be sent out for

some years. With regard to the price, a good article

should command a good price, and there are those of

your readers who know how many varieties are

yearly grown here to select a few therefrom ; and,

when I state I have for several years grown acres of

trial Pe.as (varieties in quantity), and have discarded

most of them as indistinct, I think neither Messrs.

Carter nor the public will complain of the price

;

indeed, I can safely say 1 am never likely to be, nor

do I seek to be, remunerated for the mere outlay

except by the pleasure the experiments afford me. I

also naturally object to undertake the paternity of

of flowers, but my proposition is a very different matter

to the lavishly extravagant display of continuous masses

of colour to be witnessed from Hyde Park Comer
to the Marble Arch. In conclusion, you say that

" the great object of this pamphlet . . . is to advocate

the transference of all public works in the metropolis

from the Office of Works to the Metropolitan Board."

You are of course at liberty to express your opinion,

but not to misrepresent my words. This is what I

said, and what I adhere to :
—"I cannot but feel that the

appointment of a permanent Minister of Public Works
throughout the country, properly qualified for the posi-

tion, and entirely exempt from political influence, is

rapidly growing to be regarded as one of the questions

of the day. Anenlightened Chief Commissionerof Public

Works, or, still better, a permanent Public Minister,

specially appointed to the department, and acting in

conjunction with the Metropolitan Board, could have

no difiiculty in realising not only such improvements
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as those which I have suggested, but others of far

greater magnitude." I trust you will give publicity to

this explanation in the next Number of the Chronicle.

The Author of ''The Parks, Open Spaces, and Tho-

roughfares of London." [We shall recur to this sub-

ject on some future occasion. Eds.]

Societies.
Royal Horticultural: February i6.—G. F. Wilson,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual prehminary busi-

ness having been concluded, and the chairmen of both
committees having read the awards, and made some com.
ments upon the various productions exhibited, the Rev.

M. J.
Berkeley proceeded to address the meeting, first

directing attention to a magnificent group of Orchids from
the gardens of Lord Londesborough, who, said M
Berkeley, deserved the thanks of the meeting for affording

such a rich treat at this season. Two specimens amongst
them, which, as he had been informed by Mr. Bateman,
had never before been exhibited, were then alluded to,

i.e., Oncidium splendidum, abeautiful species, almost rival-

ling in beauty O. macranthum, and Stenia fimbriata ; and
attention was directed to Vanda coerulescens from Messrs,

Veitch, a plant which was described by Lindley 30 years

ago, though only recently introduced to this country.
Several other "fashionable Orchids*' were then noticed,
notably a flowering spike of Goodyera Dawsoniana,
which it appeared did not want so much nursing as was
generally accorded to it, being found to be a tolerably

Hhrdy stove plant. Mr. Berkeley then alluded to some
Sarracenias, a difficult class of plants to cultivate, and said
that the best grown plants he had ever seen were in the
gardens of Lady Dorothy Nevill at Dangstein. A new
hybrid between Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana and
Libonia floribunda was next alluded to, as partaking of
the characters of both parents, but being an improvement
on the Libonia. Mr. A. Waterer's two new kinds of
Cupressus then came under review, the excessive green-
ness of the foliage in C. Lawsoniana erecta viridis being
especially pointed out. Some abnormal forms of plants
were commented upon, including a young Primula, which
had red and white flowers on the same plant—those on
one side of the truss being red with reddish stalks, and on
the other partly red and partly white, with white stalks,

—which, said Mr. Berkeley, was a very]curiousphysiological
fact. The subject of the new Vine disease, which is

making such havoc in the vineyards in France, was then
brought up. The nature and habits of the insect having
already been given in our columns some time back, we
may here only mention a remedy suggested by Mr. Ber-
keley, which was to cut off the gall-like bodies on the
leaves and bum them, and also to apply gas-water. It

was then announced that forty essays on the Management
of Cottage Gardens and Window Gardening, had been
sent in for competition for the prizes offered by Mr. W.
E. Hubbard. Jun.
Mr. Andrew Murray said, in reference to Mr. Waterer's

two forms of Cupressus Lawsoniana, that he had
first described and introduced this species, which was
found by his brother some years ago on the banks of
a waterfall in California. It was. he said, a plant that
would grow to a good height, and was, moreover, hardy.
It had been by some thought to be the same as Cupressus
fragrans. of which a large and beautiful slab had been
sent to an exhibition in San Francisco, in order to show
the size to which the tree attains. As a great portion of
the specimens of C. macrocarpa had been destroyed by the
frost in 1866 the propagation of this variety, which was of
similar habit, should be pushed on to take its place, as it

was perfectly hardy.
Mr. Berkeley said that it was an undisputed fact that

nearly all the specimen trees of C. macrocarpa growing in

the valley of the Thames had been killed during that
memorable frost, but that was not the case throughout
the country, for he had lately seen some beautiful examples
in the Marquis of Huntley's pleasure-grounds at Orton
Hall, in Huntingdonshire, and the tree was found to suc-
ceed well in localities free from damp ; indeed the latter,

and not cold, appeared to be the cause of their death.

Scientific Committee—A. Murray. Esq.. in the
chair. A piece of Oak, with an iron ra'il so completely
imbedded in it that no traces of it could be seen exter-
nally, was exhibited, and led to a conversation, in

which several similar instances were alluded to.

Mr. Standish sent the bud of a Vine perforated by an
insect, a species of Athoiis.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley stated, with reference to the Date
stone exhibited at the last meeting, that the excrescence
was not of a fungoid nature, but was due to a morbid
formation of cellular tissue. He also exhibited specimens
of Bridgesia spicata, showing peculiar growths, on which
more will be said at the next meeting.
Mr. Woodford sent shoots of Peach trees affected in

the same manner as those previously exhibited. The trees
had been received in good health, but were now diseased.
No further explanation was, however, forthcoming as to
this mysterious disease.

Mr. Glaisher reported on the meteorological observa-
tion carried out at Chiswick from 1826 to the present time.
The earlier records were correct, but the later ones,
especially those after i860, were not trustworthy ; never-
theless, by checking the observations with those made on
the same days at Greenwich, and applying the ne-
cessary corrections, he hoped to be able to educe
some valuable results. Mr. Glaisher also exhibited
specimens of the new instruments proposed to be used in

future. Similar instruments, expressly designed for hor-
ticultural purposes, will be manufactured at a low rate by
Messrs. Negretti & Zambra, with the understanding that
each instrument shall be verified by Mr. Glaisher before
being sold. Any instrument which shall be in error more
than 3-ioths of a degree will not receive Mr. Glaisher's certi-

ficate. The instruments exhibited comprised a dry and Wet
bulb thermometer, which is to cost from 10/. to 12s., and
a thermometer for ascertaining the temperature of the
soil, and of the roots of plants, the bulb of which is of a

pomtcd ovoid form. Mr. G]ai.shcr attached very great
importance, and rightly so, to the temperature to which
the roots of plants arc subjected at various depths.

Mr. Glaisher then called attention to the meteorological
reports from various towns in England and Scotland now
published under his superintendence in the C.ardcncr^
Uironick, and alluded to the great value of such a table.
Fiirther remarks on this subject will be found in another
column.

Dr. Gilbert called attention to the experiments to be
carried out this season at Chiswick, and the sub-committee
was re-appointed to consider the subject.
The chairman exhibited specimens of an insect attack-

mg Oats at Port Philip, which presented a very close
outward resemblance to the Oat itself The chairman
also showed specimens of the Tsetze or African fly.

Floral Committee. —Rev. J. Dix in the chair. On
this occasion a table at the end of the Council-room was
occupied by a splendid bank of Orchids, from Mr. Den-
ning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, and Messrs. Veitch &
Sons. The first place must undoubtedly be given to his
lordship's superb group of plants, which was admired by all
present. To bring this collection in such excellent con-
dition from Yorkshire to South Kensington, in the face of
such weather as was experienced at the time, was indeed
"a bold stroke." The plants were brought in a van
heated by hot water, expressly made for the purpose, and
much praise is due to Mr. Denning for the care bestowed
on them during the joumev. Special Certificates were
given to the collection r to a magnificently flowered
specimen of Dendrobium speciosum with 15 spikes

;

toCcelogyne cristata more than 2 feet over, and covered
with blooms

; and to Odontoglossum Alexandrre, with
splendid almost pure white flowers ; while a First-class
Certificate was given to Oncidium splendidum, a noble
habited, large-flowered species, with smallish brown-barred
sepals and petals, and large flat reniform orange-vellow lip.

Thisisprobably the first time that this species has been exhi-
bited. In addition to the above were a pale-flowered variety
of Cattleya Trianr^, very fine ; Oncidium nebulosum. a
spike 4 feet long

; Dendrobium moniliforme, most beauti-
fully coloured

; some grand spikes of Phaloenopsis
Schilleriana and grandiflora ; the beautiful tawny-
flowered, deliciously-scented Epidendrum Karwinskii,
and cut flowers of a fine deep orange and black-spotted
species of Stanhopea. Messrs. Veitch & Sons stood next
with a fine group, consisting of six admirable specimens
of Lycastes, being choice varieties of L. Skinneri, including
a specimen of the wax-like variety alba, which group
took the ist prize offered by the Society. The flowers of
these plants were especially fine in size and colour. With
the above came a collection of Dendrobiums, comprising
a splendidly-flowered example of D. crassinodc, to which
a Special Certificate was given ; also D. moniliforme,
heterocarpum. and nobile ; small flowering specimens of
Odontoglossum Rossii and Cervantesii ; the pretty Onci-
dium nubigenum

; a pretty new small-flowered Vand^,
named coerulescens, with lilac petals and violet-coloured
lip, which is likely, when further grown, to turn out an
acquisition. A Special Certificate was awarded to the
collection. To E. Salt, Esq., a Special Certificate was
awarded for a very fine collectionof cut blooms of Orchids,
which were afterwards distributed among the ladies pre-
sent ; and from Mr. Lawrence, gr. to Bishop Sumner
at Farnham Castle, came some magnificent cut blooms
of Cattleya Trianse, var. Lawrenciana, which also
received a special award

; this variety was remarkable for
the intense rosy purple per\ading all the front portion
of the richly fringed lip. The same distinction was also
awardedtoane.xcellent specimen of Coslogyne cristata, with
about 15 good spikes, from Mr. Bennett, gr. to W. Terry,
Esq., Peterborough House. Fulham. and to Mr. Hub-
berstey, gr. to O. O. Wrigley, Esq., Bridge Hall, Bury,
Lancashire, for a collection of cut blooms of Cattleyas,
Lycastes, Goodyera Dawsoniana, &c. The first and
only prize awarded for six Primulas was taken by Messrs.
E. & A. Smith, Dulwich, with a very choice collection of
single and double-flowered varieties : a Special Certificate
was also awarded to another group, comprising flowers of
great variation in colour, from the same firm. To Mr. J.
Stevens, of Ealing, a similar award was made for a
group of well-grown Cyclamens. From Mr. S. Ismay,
gr. to the Hon. W. O. Stanley. Penrhos, Holyhead, came
a new hybrid Libonia. called Penrhosiensis. to which a
Second-class Certificate was awarded. It is the result of a

i between Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana (male
parent) and Libonia floribunda (female parent). It has the
habit of the latter, but has somewhat larger, darker, more

Liminate leaves, and flowers of a deep rich crimson
the base, orange at the tip. It is a decided improvement

upon the Libonia, and of better habit than the male
parent, so that it will be very acceptable as a winter-
flowering plant. Some other seedlings from the same
batch were also sent, some of them partaking of the
character of the male parent, and others of the female.
Mr. Ware. Hale Farm, Tottenham, sent a small collec-
tion of hardy winter-flowering plants, comprising Hoteia
japonica. Iris reticulata (true), the pretty mauve-flowered
Primula Fortunei also called erosa, Cheiranthus Cheiri
flore-pleno, and a nicely flowered plant of the charming
Cyclamen Atkinsii. which had been grown in a cold
frame. Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill, exhibited hand-
some specimens of Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta viridis,

one of the finest of all evergreen shrubs, tall and close-
growing in habit, and forming beautiful pyramidal speci-
mens as upright in growth as an Irish Yew. With this
came C. Lawsoniana gracilis, a very neat growing bushy
kind, with slightly pendulous branches. Both varieties
are very handsome, and a First-class Certificate was
awarded to each. Mr. D.'T. Fish, gr. to Lady Cullum.
Hardwicke, sent specimens of Myosotis dissitiflora,

which had been in bloom since the middle of January.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq.. F.R.S.,
in the chair. At this meeting prizes were offered by the
Rev. George Kemp, a member of the committee, for the
best collection of winter dessert Apples and Pears, three
dishes of each. The ist was taken by Mr. Parsons, gr.

to W. J. Blake, Esq., Danesbury, Welwyn, with fine-

flavoured examples of Josephine dc Malincs. Nc Plus
Meuris, and Knight's Monarch Pears, and Cockle Pippin,
Wyken Pippin, and Flat Nonpareil Applas

; and the 2d,
by Mr. Garland, gr. to Sir T. Dyke Acland, Bart.!
Killerton, Devon, with excellent specimens of Winter
Nelis, Glou Morceau, and Bergamotte Esperen Pears,
and Sturmer Pippin, Royal Russet, and Hubbard's Pear-
main Apples, all fine in size and condition. The com-
petition in this class was well sustained, the names of Cox,
Earley, Ford, and Gardiner being amongst those who
contributed. It was, however, the classes for the same
fruits singly, for prizes offered by the Society, which
brought together the greatest quantity — a fact which
must be very gratifying to the Society. The ist prize for

three dishes of Apples was taken by Mr. C. Ross,
gr. to C. Eyre, Esq. , Welford Park, Newbury,
with remarkably fresh and well kept specimens of
Scarlet Nonpareil, White Nonpareil, and Stone Pippin

;

and the 2d, by Mr. Saul, gr. to Lord Stourton, Stour-
lon Park, Yorkshire, with good dishes of Aromatic Rus-
set, Ribston Pippin, and Margil. Mr. S. Wells, Holme
Lacey Gardens, was ist for Pears, with excellent dishes
of Bergamotte Esperen, Beurr^ Ranee, and another;
and Mr.

J.
Garland, 2d. with good examples of the two

former varieties, and a fine dish of Winter Nelis. Fine
specimens of the above and other well known kinds were
numerously shown by other exhibitors. Mr. Meredith,
the Vineyard, Garston, again showed a splendid basket
of late keeping Grapes, and also a very large bunch of his
" Child of Hale." A Special Certificate was awarded to

the collection ; and to Mr. Bray, gr. to E. A. Sandford.
Esq., Mynehead Court, Somerset, the same award was
made for an excellent dish of forced Asparagus. Messrs.
E. G. Henderson & Son sent some specimens of the

Wellington Long Red Beet, which was of excellent

quality, and considered to be a good stock
;
and examples

of the Egyptian Red Beet, a small Turnip-rooted variety,

which, with further selection, was thought likely to become
an acquisition. One of Messrs. Adams and Grant's new
Sulphur Distributors was shown at the meeting, and
elicited great praise from many of the gentlemen present.

The new appliance is being practically tested, and we
hope shortly to report more fully upon its merits.

The following is the Report of the Chiswick Directors,

forming Appendix HI. to the Report of the Council to the

Annual Meeting, and referred to at p. 215 :—

App. III. Extracts from the Report to the Council from
the Chisivick Board of Directors.

"January, 1870.—The orchard-house is well filled by
a large and valuable collection of Peaches, Nectarines.

Apricots, and other fruit trees, some of which are planted

in the borders and others in pots. The great bulk of

these was presented by Messrs. Rivers & Son, of Saw-
bridgeworth ; Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, near Notting-
ham ; Messrs. Veitch & Son, J. & C. Lee, and Osborn
& Son, of London ; while a large number of seedling

Peaches, raised from carefully hybridised stones, were
presented by the Rev. W. Kingsley, of South Kclvington,

and from these it is anticipated that some valuable acqui-

sitions will be obtained.

"An important alteration has been made in the Vine
border of the large consen-atory. The Vines, which
were planted thickly to admit of as many varieties being
proved as possible, had attained their full limit of space

and become somewhat crowded. Some of these were

planted inside and some outside of the house ; and as

those on the outside had succeeded better than the others,

the inside border has been entirely done away with, and
that on the outside very much enlarged by removing the

walk from the top of the terrace to the bottom. By this

arrangement there will be a great saving of labour, and a
larger space will be available inside the house.

The usual distribution of seeds, plants, and cuttings

has been made, of which the following is a list :—
50,000 packets of vegetable seeds, 15,420 plants of Straw-

berries, no cuttings of Figs, 424 cuttings of Vines,

3086 cuttings of other fruit trees.

"A very successful exportation of some hundreds of
cuttings of fruit trees was sent to the Horticultural Society

of Victoria; and though nearly nine months elapsed

between the time the cuttings were taken from the trees

and the time they were grafted, a very large percentage
f them grew, and some of all the varieties were secured.

Another collection of upwards of 500 varieties has been
sent off. and it is gratifying to know that these contri-

butions are highly valued by the colonists.
" The usual distribution of flower seeds and plants has

received attention, a portion of the Chiswick grant being
set apart for this particular object. During the past

season 70,000 packets of seeds have been sent out to the

Fellows, and to the Societies in union ; whilst, of the

more or less valuable and important plants allotted by
ballot, the large number of ii,8oo has been dj,stributed.

In the ballots for the forthcoming seas'on, the new
en-leaved Caladiums raised at Chiswick will be

distributed. The directors believe that of these a suffi-

cient fiumber will be obtained, not only to supply such of

the Fellows as may desire to possess them, but also to

afford materials for exchanges with the commercial culti-

vators of new plants. One or more of the new hybrid

Dieffenbachias will also be distributed in the course of the

season, and the directors believe that no falling off in this

department will be experienced.
" In the distributions of the present year, moreover,

seeds of a considerable number of ornamental trees grown
in the garden, such as species of Cratosgus, Pyrus. and
allied genera have been included. About 200 sets of these

seeds have been made up, and are at the disposal of such

of the Fellows as may apply for them in preference to the

usual packets of flower and' vegetable seeds annually sent

out. These tree seeds the directors recommend should

be sown as soon as received.
" The collection of bedding Pelargoniums had grwvn

up to consist of the large number of 870 varieties, the

number planted out last year. Of these, while many were

altogether rejected, comparatively few were approved as

additions to the certificated sorts of former seasons. A
collection of double-flowered Pelargoniums was very
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successfully grow-n in pots under glass, for which purpose

they are exceedingly well adapted, A report of the results

of the e.xamination by the committee of both these collec-

tions will appear in the ' Proceedings ' of the Society,

"Some experiments were instituted, though not till

somewhat late in the season, in reference to the effects of

certain chemical manures on the leaf-colouring of the

variegated Pelargoniums, and the flower development of

the ordinary bedding kinds. Some account of these

experiments has been already laid before the Scientific

Committee, and will appear in the report of the ' Proceed-

ings ' of that body.

"A large coUection of recent varieties of Pentstemons

and Phloxes has been procured, with the view to their

comparative culture and trial during the ensuing season,

it being now some years since these flowers were made
the subjects of floral scrutiny, while great advances have

been made in the inter\'al which has elapsed. It is hoped

that these collections, together with those of the Pelargo-

niums and subtropical plants, will afford subjects of

interest in the floral department during the ensuing

summer and autumn.
'

' A series of experiments on the effect of different

manures on certain selected plants which usually occur in

pastures, or are cultivated as objects of profit, has been

diligently carried on at Chiswick during the year. It is

proposed to continue these experiments during 1870, and

to defer the publication of the report till the experience of

another season has enabled the sub-committee to arrive

at some trustworthy results.

"A valuable series of observations has been made on

the effect of different stocks on grafts. The ultimate in-

fluence cannot be ascertained in the course of a few

months only ; but as far as the experiments go the result

has been laid before the Scientific Committee, and will be

published in the 'Journal.'
" A plot of ground has been selected in the garden,

and planted with a view to carry out the experiments

suggested by Mr. Andrew Murray illustrative of the com-

parative effects of pruning and non-pruning on forest

trees. Some time must necessarily elapse before any

result can be obtained."

Florists' Flowers.
Selections of Gladioli. — Subjoined are the

lists of commendable varieties, referred to in my com-
munication at p. 179:

—

than

Literary and Philosophical of Manchester •

Ordinary Meeting, December 28. 1869.—J. P. Joule,

LUD.. F.R.S.. &c.. President, in the chair. The
following is an abstract of a paper "On Pollen, con-

sidered as an Aid in the Differentiation of Species."

by Charles Bailey, Esq. :—There are four points, in one

or other of which pollen grains of plants belonging to the

same genus may be found to differ from each other, viz.,

form, markings, dimensions, and colour.

1. Form.—It has long been noticed that certain types

of pollen are characteristic of the natural order to which

the plants which produce them belong, as for instance,

the peculiar pitted polyhedral pollen of the Caryophyl-

lacece, the spherical spiny pollen of the Malvacere. the

large triangular pollen of the Onagraceie, the peculiar

pollen of the Coniferee, or the elliptical pollen of the

LiliaceEe and other monocotyledonous orders
;
in fact,

most orders possess a type sufficiently marked to be

characteristic of each. This statement, however, must be

accepted with limitations ; the Compositse, for instance,

have three or more well-marked types, represented by the

beautifully sculptured pollen of the Chicory, the minute

oval spiny pollen of the Asters. Calendulas, Cacalias. &c.,

and another form wholly destitute of spines, as in the

Centaurea Scabiosa. There are, besides, other natural

orders where similar variety occurs. But differences of

form are met with in plants of the same genus, by which

the one species or the other is readily marked off by its

pollen ; thus the pollen grain of Anemone sulphurea is

roundish, but that of Anemone montana is elliptic ; the

pollen of Aronicum Doronicum is much more elongate

than that of A. scorpioides ; and while the gfrains of

Ranunculus philonotis are round and yellow, those of

R. platanifolius are elliptic, white and smaller.

2. Markings.—Here, again, there is endless diversity,

and a boundless field lies open for the researches of

tired-out dot-and-line hunters of diatom-valves. A few
instances only of the more striking differences can be
given here. The pollen of the Geraniaceae and Campanu-
lacese is for the most part globular, but while some of the

grains are quite smooth, others are covered with spines
;

thus the pollen of Campanula Medium has a number of

short spines sparsely scattered over the surface of the

grain, but C. rapunculoides is wholly destitute of them.
In other plants these spines are replaced by tubercles,

and both spines and tubercles vary greatly in length and
number ; for example, in Valeriana tuberosa the spines

are only half the length of those on the pollen of V. mon-
tana, the grains being also slightly smaller. The pollen

of the Liliaceas is often covered with a more or less promi-
nent reticulation, which is subject to much variation

;

compare, for example, the coarse network which invests

the pollen of LiHum croceum with the finer reticulation of

L. canadense, the grains of the latter species being much
more globose and smaller.

3. Dimensions.Soin& instances of the differences

observable in the size of pollen grains have already been
published by Professor Gulliver, whose measurements of

the pollen of various species of Ranunculus show the help
that may be derived from this character ; R. arvensis is

nearly twice the size of R. hirsutus, their dimensions being
respectively 1-470111 and i-888th of an inch. While there

is considerable variation in dimensions between the pollen

of one species and that of another, they are tolerably

constant in size in the same species.

4. Colour.—This is not so reUable a character for differ-

entiation as the others noticed, since species differ amongst
each other according to the soil, &c., of the place where
they have gro\vn. I remember gathering some years ago,

near Ashbourne, Derbyshire, a variety of Stellaria Holostea
having a dark purple pollen instead of the ordinary pale

yellow. An example or two under this head \v\W suffice.

The pollen of Ajuga genevensis is yellow, but that of

A. pjrramidalis is usually white ; again, while the grains

of Ornithogalum umbellatum are large and yellow, those
of O. nutans are small and white.

3. Pline.

4. Maria Dumourtier.

5. Comte de Morny.
6. Mons. Lebrund'Albane.

7. Ophir.

8. Madame Binder.

9. Adonis.
10. Rebecca.
11. Solfaterre.

12. Madame do Vatry.

13. McMahon.
14. Madame L^seble.

15. Calendulaceus.

1 6. Marie.

17. Napoleon III.

18. Victor Verdier.

19. Clemence.

a.-List offincflinverspro.

1. .\ntonius.

2. Circ^.

3. Carminata (Standish).

4. Isis-

5. Ensign (Standish).

6. Montaigne.

7. Picciola.

8. Achille.

9. Bertha Rabourdin.
10. Cherubini.

11. Prince of Wales.
12. Anais.

13. Princesse Clotilde.

14. Bernard Palissy.

15. Fulton.
16. Apollon.

17. Roi Leopold.
18. Pluton.

19. Dr. Lindley.

20. Madame Ad^le Souchet

///.

—

List of the choicest gents

3. Homere.
4. Madame Desportes.

5. Madame Dombrain.
6. Marie Stuart.

7. Monsieur Legouvc^.

8. Racine.

9. Romulus.
10. Schiller. [brid;

11. Princess Mary of Ca
12. Semiramis.

13. Thomas Methven.

14. Newton.
15. Rossini.

16. Lord Bvron.

17. Rev. M'. J. Berkeley.

iB. Thomas Moore.
10. Norma.

Virgil.

20. Mdme. Eugene Verdier.

21. La Quintinie.

22. Oracle.

23. Madame Basseville.

24. Le Poussin.

25. Berenice.

26. Madame Souchet.

27. Lord Raglan.

28. Lord Granville.

29. Brenchleyensis.

30. Due de Malakoff.

31. Vulcain.

32. Dr. Andry.

33. Isoline.

34. Velleda.

35. Theresa.

36. Cuvier.

37. Jeane d"Arc.

38. Mars.

rabie at about 30s. per dozen.

21. Imperatrice Eugenie.

22. Charles Dickens.

23. James Carter.

24. John Waterer.

25. Ceres. (Standish).

36. Samuel Weymouth
37, Cardinal.

28. James Veitch.

29. Edulia.

30. Belle Gabrielle.

31. Noemi.
32. Madame de S6vignt5.

33. Charles Smith.

34. Madame Furtado.

35. Madame Rabourdin.

36. Flora.

37. De Candolle.

38. Lady Franklin.

39. Madame Pereire.

40. Felicien David.

« cultivaiiouy werthjrom 3J. tc

Zs. each siftgie specimefu

I
21. Shakespeare.
22. Adolphe Brongniart.

23. Mar^chal Vaillant.

24. M. Barillet-Deschamps.

25. Eurydice.
26. Princess Alice.

27. La Fiancee.

28. Ulysse.

29. Empereur Najxileon.

30. Bernard dejussieu.

31. Eugene Scritn;.

32. Milton.

33. Marie Verdier.

34. Meyerbeer.

35. Benoiton.

36. Sir Joseph Paxton.

37. F^n^lon.

38. Etendard.

39. Oscar.

40. Mehul.

7. F. Lombard, Dtihlht, Feb. 8.

Garden Memoranda.
Newton Nurseries, Chester.—The old-esta'

blished nurseries of Messrs. James Dickson & Sons

are situated within 10 minutes' walk of the Chester

Railway Station, by traversing a new road which

the Messrs, Dicksons have recentlymade, by the Ermine

Inn. This route brings the visitor in a few minutes to

the inain entrance to the grounds in Brook Lane.

Leading from this point to a central position, where

the plant-houses, packing-sheds, &c., are situate, is a

long broad walk, which is bordered on either side

with a good collection of choice specimens of orna-

mental trees and shrubs. The first tree which claims

attention in these borders is a beautifully-gro\\-n specimen

of the Weeping Holly, and near to it a noble pyramidal

bush of Taxus adpressa, from 8 to 9 feet in height, and

over 30 feet in circumference of the branches near the

ground. This kind, we believe, was originally found

in a seed-bed in these nurseries. It is a very distinct

and handsome variety, with dark glossy green foliage,

and very conipact in habit. There are also in these

borders many other noticeable specimens of Conifers,

Hollies, Portugal Laurels, Aucubas, &c., for planting

for immediate effect.

Most noticeable in this part of the grounds are the

large quarters of Aucuba japonica, of which an

immense quantity is gro\\Ti—as many as 15,000 being

raised annually—to meet the demands for this plant

from the smoky districts around the large manufactur-

ing towns, for which purpose it is admirably adapted,

being found able to stand smoke well. To the right of

these is another brake devoted to the growth of Ivies,

Clematises, and other climbing plants, in pots, and
next to it comes a lar^e collection of Yuccas, amongst
which Y. flexilis, a very graceful and hardy variety,

and another good equally hardy kind, named pendula,

are considered the best. Then comes a choice selection

of about 50 species and varieties of hardy Heaths, a

beautiful class of plants, with gieat variety of colour,

which continue in bloom from early spring until late

autumn. There is also a large collection of herbaceous

and border plants, but from these we must pass to the

Rhododendrons, merely noting by the way that good
use is being made of the ditches in the grounds by first

thoroughly draining them and filling them up with soil,

and ultimately using them for the propagation of the

hardier kinds of shrubs, which do remaikably well in

this otherwise waste ground.

The soil in that part of the nursery in which the

Rhododendrons are grown is naturally a rich sandy

loam, and in it they thrive with a vigour that would do
credit to Bagshot. R. ponticum, for which there is a great

demand for game cover, in particular makes a fine growth

in a short time. There is here a great quantity of this

plant about 6 years old, from 1 8 inches to 2 feet in height,

and the same in width, with a mass of roots, growing in

the natural soil, without having receivetl any manure
whatever. Of hybrid Rhododendrons, there are many
varieties, principally giafted on the common one, about

6qoo being propagated every year in this manner.

Several varieties of the fragrant and beautiful spring

flowering Daphnes, of which that old favourite D.
Cneorum makes a fine growth ; another excellent variety

isD. Van Houttei, which has deep purple leaves. Hollies

are a great feature in the nursery, about 90 varieties

being grown, principally as standards and pyramids ;

amongst them are some beautiful golden variegate d

forms, of which Gold Queen appears to be the best ; of

this variety, we remarked a quarter containing about

5000 budded plants, about 2 feet in height. Ilex

balearica is also largely propagated for planting near

the sea-side, as it stands the sea breeze well at Holy-

head and other points along the Welsh coast. I.

altaclerense and nobilis are both good varieties for

making pyramidal plants, as with very little trouble

they may be growTi into handsome specimens. I. mader-

ensis and its variety atrovirens, and I. nigricans, are

very distinct. The yellow-berried form is very pretty,

as is the true orange-berried variety,—which latter, how-
ever, is very scarce. The old silver-leaved kind is also

exceedingly pretty in winter, when covered with its rich

crimson fruit. Of seedling Hollies, coming on to

replace the specimen plants, there are here about

200,000.

Of the Cedrus Deodara there are some very

handsomely furnished specimens, with balls about

5 feet through, and most of which have been trans-

planted within the last 18 months. In a large collection

of Abies there are afewspecimens of the true A. amabilis.

The variety generally sold for this plant appears to be
A. nobilis robusta, which bears considerable resem-

blance to, but is perfectly distinct from the former, as

seen growing side by side here. Of A. lasiocarpa and

A. Nordmanniana we noticed some fine groups, prin-

cipally of plants about 1 2 inches high and about 3 feet

across, beautiful thrifty specimens. In a bed of A.

Alberti we remarked a fine new form in the shape of a

seedling, more upright in growth, and with denser

shorter leaves, and more glaucous on the under side, than

in the type. Cupressus Lawsoniana stricta is also com-
paratively new, and is moreover one of the handsomest

of its class, being quite distinct in growth, and forming

beautiful pyramidal trees, in the style of the Irish Yew

:

a fine subject for planting as single specimens on lawns.

Pinus austriaca is another good tree for the sea

coast, and is largely grown for that purpose. P. Lam-
bertiana grows well, and makes a fine specimen. The
quantity of forest trees covering acres of gi'ound here is

something enormous, and when we consider the

quantities grown by other firms it is surprismg where

all the trees go to. Of transplanted Larch there are

about 2,500,000, and of Quick about as many.

A good useful tree for planting in damp situations is

the common Alder. It is lai-gely grown in some dis-

tricts for its wood, which is used for the manufacture

of clogs, and also for that of gunpowder. Fruit

trees make a fine clean growth in the Newton soil.

A large quantity of Pears, grafted on the Quince

and on the French Paradise, are grown in various

forms. Rabbits seem to be very partial to the bark

of the cordons, but a very simple and effective

method of checking them is adopted, that of running

three rows of tarred string, about 6 inches apart,

near to the ground, around the quarters in which they

are planted. Fresh string is put down when required,

and that taken away is used for packing.

Roses occupy a considerable amoimt of space, as

may be imagined from the stock consisting of about

50,000 standards and half-standards, and the same
quantity on the Manetti stock, besides a great number
upon their own roots. Oaks, Limes, Elms, and
Sycamores, also receive special attention, the latter

for planting in bleak districts in Wales, and the Elms,
principally the true broad-leaved English variety

grafted on the Scotch Elm, all straight thrifty trees,

for making avenues. Limes are propagated by layer-

ing from the old stools to the extent of about 20,000

annually. They are found to make a better and more
regular growth when increased in this mannei*.

Amongst Weeping plants, the Weeping Elm and the

American Weeping Willow are the most extensively

grown, and very handsome trees they make.
The collection of Nuts also claims attention, being for

the most part grafted on the Spanish Hazel, which
greatly increases their fruit-producing powers. The com-
mon Spruce Fir, a quick growing tree for game covers,

is largely grown ; as also the Austrian Pine for hill-sides
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Standard Vews and Portugal Laurels arc well grown,

the specimens generally being well-formed and fit

for giving immediate effect. The same may also

be said of the American Arbor-vita;, an excellent

))lant for making garden hedges. In Junipers

the Chinese variegated form is very pretty, though

it is not by any means so plentiful as it deserves to

be. One of the best of the class is Juniperus drupacea,

a distinct variety, quick in growth, and with an excel-

lent constitution. Wellingtonia does remarkably well

here, grown principally from seeds. The Silver Poplar, a

tree which gi'ows well in the light sandy soil at Orms-
kirk, and along the Lancashire coast, is also largely

grown for that purpose. Spircea salicifolia makes
capital hedges and good game cover. It is largely

used for the former purpose on the mountains, where

the Quick will not grow, and it makes a good hedge or

barrier against sheep. Two other good plants, which

make excellent game cover, are the Box and the ever-

green Berberis, being dwarf and bushy in habit. In

addition to the usual quantity of Gooseberry and Cur-

rants that are annually raised, we must not omit to

mention the Cherry Currant, for which there is a great

demand in America.
To attempt to mention all the things which are

to be seen in bulk in these grounds, which
with outlying fields occupy about 200 acres (not

including the branch establishments in Montgomery-
shire and Carmarthenshire) would be to make a
catalogue, which is not our purpose. It remains
for us to notice the careful manner in which the Conifers

and specimens of other ornamental trees are grown.
They are regularly transplanted, and each tree is

planted at such a distance from its neighbour as to be
perfectly clear and free from crowding, which allows
each individual plant its full portion of light and air,

and consequently increases the beauty of the plant and
its value as a specimen for decoration. This is a point

in the culture of young plants especially which is

deserving of attention, as on the health, vigour, and
symmetry of growth of these depend the character of

the tree when full grown. The houses consist mainly
of span-roofed erections and pits, which for the most
part contain the usual description of nursery plants,

including a good batch of specimen Azaleas in excellent

health, young stocky plants of Camellias, Heaths, a
collection of Orchids, Ferns, Sec, One house is devoted
to orchard-house trees, and another to the growth of
pot Vines, which appear to be well done. At the back
of one of the houses is an old plant of Chimonanthus
fragrans, which has fruited more or less for the last ten

years, and from which many seedlings have been
annually raised.

The seed business is also carried on by the Messrs.
Dicksons on a large scale, at Eastgate Street, in the

ancient city, the principal stocks of seeds, comprising
several favourites of RIessrs. Dicksons' own selection,

and which are stored in commodious warehouses near
to the old cathedral, which, by-the-by, is being
restored, certainly not before the old red sandstone
edifice wanted it. In one of the seed warehouses we
noticed a well arranged tool room, containing an excel-

lent assortment of gardening tools, where any one in

want of such things will find the process of selection a
comparatively easy one.

^artrtit #|;icrati0ns.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Practical attention as to potting and watering will

now be necessary in the case of Herbaceous Calceo-

lariasy if they are required to grow into good large

showy specimens. If late flowering specimens are in

request, the small plants from the last sowing should
now be pricked out into shallow pans. The soil which
these plants prefer consists of three parts nice sandy
yellow loam, one part moderately decomposed leaf-

mould, and one part of thoroughlydecomposed cowdung,
with a good jiroportion of either clean river or silver

sand. It should be observed in regard to the forma-
tion of fine specimen plants that the sooner they
require potting on or shifting into their blooming pots
so much the finer are they likely to become, as they
arc now better able to make a good base than when
they are potted later and the flower-spikes are "on the
move." Those who propagate good varieties from
cuttings, and have by them such plants as were struck
in the autumn, should pot them on as soon as possible.

Though they are not likely to require this operation
until the first week in March, it is as well to keep such
considerations as the above always in mind. Should
flowering shoots commence forming upon any of the
latter, they should be pinched off as soon as perceived.

If side shoots can be spared from any of the best

varieties, they may now be placed in as cuttings, with
the chance of getting a succession of bloom later in

the autumn. Keep the stock of these as cool as pos-

sible, comparatively speaking—say, to a mean of 44*

or 46*—by artificial means, during frosty weather.
They should always be kept up to the glass as closely

as possible, and be allowed air liberally. Look care-

fully through all Greenhouses to see if any young plants

which may be starting into growth somewhat earlier

than the main collection are in want of a shift into

larger pots ; for though, whilst I write, the weather is

very severe, it must not be forgotten that the season is

fast advancing, and that the heat from the sun during
bright intervals will begin to be felt. In fact, the

spring season is at hand, so far as the inmates of our
plant-houses are concerned, and we should make our
preparations accordingly. This should especially be
acted on in regard to the housing and pie]:)aration of
soils which will shortly be required for the general
potting.

FORCING HOUSES.
More humidity will now generally be required by

Pines, therefore damp the floors and other cool surfaces

more frequently. Attend particularly to the tan or other
beds of fermenting materials, which, after the past
sharp weather, and the consequent greater amount of
artificial heat in the flues, &c., may have fluctuated

more than was anticipated. Peach and Nectarine houses

now in full action should have almost hourly attention

Sec that no insects are forming amongst the young
growths, and, should such be the case, fumigate the

house as early as possible. For this purpose I would
recommend good tobacco only. Manufactured tobacco
paper is very useful if used carefidly in plant-house;

but it can hardly be depended upon where valuable

crops of fruit are at stake. Syringe the trees (

between 2 and 3 o'clock P.M. every day, after the fniit

is well set. Let the water average 65* or 70** at least,

and ply it freely amongst the foliage both top and
bottom. Strawberry plants which are being
forced, the pots containing which are plunged
into a bed of fermenting materials, will make root:

an agreeable amount of warmth is kept up in the bed

—

in some cases through the bottoms of the pots into the

material, and aided thereby will be induced to make a

very free growth, so much so, that one feels anxious to

have them there as long as possible. In all such
instances, treat the benefit derivable from this fresh

rooting with suspicion. Pull up every pot frequently

as long as they remain plunged, and so discourage all

such root action, which, in fact, wWX have to be dis-

allowed at a later date, when the fruit is actively form-

ing, and more support will be wanted. Increase the

heat slightly in Fig-honses where active growth is being

forwarded, and sow for successional crops of French
Beans more frequently than before.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
I suggested some months ago that out-door Vines

should be pruned ; those who have not performed this

necessary operation should therefore do so at the

earliest possible moment. Late pnming in the case of

Grape Vines is always objectionable, and especially in

this case, in regard to such as have to withstand the

numerous vicissitudes of our variable climate.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
If the present weather continues, and meteoro-

logical authorities inform us that the wind is likely

to be easterly for some time, then all we can do
is to bring up any arrears of trenching which have
yet to be done. The men's time may be profitably

spent in cutting shreds for wall fruit trees, or sorting

and cleaning the nails, &c., which were removed in the

autumn, if this be not already done. Old shreds, and
indeed nails, before being used again, should be placed

in such an amount of heat that any insects adhering

to them may be destroyed. Peas sown in boxes, on

turves, or the like, to be transplanted out shortly,

must receive all the light and air possible ; they must

not be coddled up so that no breath of cold air can

reach them. The hardier they become at this time

—

short of actual freezing of course — the better will

they withstand the variations of weather they will have
to submit to in future. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Whilst I write the ground is hard with frost. As

soon as it disappears carefully remove the surface

covering from off the Tulip and Hyacinth beds, and to

bloom them in perfection have some hoops fixed over

them, and in frosty, windy, or wet weather, cover

them with mats or canvas. If they are planted in

patches in the borders, cover them when requisite with

pots or hand-glasses, for, though they arc hardy, if

they are protected from smoke and inclement weather

during this and next month they will bloom much
finer than if exposed. With fresh soil, and this atten-

tion, a beautiful display may be had in the most confined

situations. (7/f7(//('/Kj--ffn'«(--^/(^'^/;jwflowei*sand increases

freely with me in the Middle Temple, and I believe

ill do well in any open space if at once planted in

the following manner :—Dig a hole 9 inches deep and

9 inches square, and fill it up with soil composed of

three-fourths of sandy loam and one-fourth of rotten

dung ;
plant three roots in each hole in the form of a

triangle, 4 inches apart and 4 inches deep, with a little

silver sand over each root, pressing the soil closely

round them ; place a small stick in the centre, which
will indicate the whereabouts of the bulbs and show
where to put in a stake to support them when in

flower without injuring the roots. I have tried several

other varieties but with no success, and I am glad to

see we are promised a first-class list from a practical

cultivator, and from which 1 hope to find other

varieties that will do well in town [see p. 250}. The
Iris gei'manica, in endless and beautiful varieties, is

an invaluable plant for town gardens, thriving in

almost any soil. It will flower in May, if now
removed in lumps, and it may be propagated freely in .

the autumn. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week endinq Wednesday, Fkuruary 16, 1870.

Hygromctrical Deduction
from Glaisher's Tables,

Sth edition.

ally cloudless ; a very fine day.

y; a little snOw fell occasionally;
ast, snow : heavy gale from N.E.

...^ ...adings of a thermometer, with its bulb placed i inch below
the surface ofthe ground, ranged between 31 deg. and 35 dog., and of
one at the depth of 3 feet below the surface, between 39 deg. and
41 deg. during the week ending February 16.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT S TA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, Fe

Temperature (

Bradford

Hull ."

Greenock
Lcith ..

Perth .

.

Aberdeen

i

'^

IJeg-
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CO VENT GARDEN.—February 19.

We have but little change to notice in respect either of

supply or price. Hothouse Pines are in somewhat better

request, and some good fruit from the Azores have been
offered this week, chiefly of the Cayenne varieties, for

which fair prices have been obtained. Grapes arc quite

sufficient, comprising Muscats, Alicante, Barbarossa, and
Lady EkJwne's. Continental imports include the usual

varieties of salading, Artichokes, Carrots, &c. The
Potato market continues dull ; and in consequence of the

severe weather plants I flower are rather scarce.

Frue-

Apples. p. i sieve ..31
Cobs, per lb. . . o <

Chestnuts, p. bush. . 8 <

Filberts, per lb. .. o (

Grap«6, per lb. . . 6 t

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 to 15 o
Artichokes, p. doz. . . 30— 60
Beet, per doz. . . 20— 30
Broccoli, per doz. . . i o— a 6
Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10— 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, p. bund. .. 10 — 16
Cucumbers, each . . 16 — 30
Endive, per doz. .. 16 — so
Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04
Horse Radish, p. bun. 30 — 50

Potatos, York Regents, per t

75^-

Lemons, perioo .. gotoic
Melons, each . . 16—;
Oranges, per 100 ..60 — i:

Pears, per doz. . . 30^1
Pine-apples, per lb. 8 o —ic

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, p. score ..

Mint, per bunch ..

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions.per bunch .

.

Parsley, per bunch .

Potatos, new, p. lb.

Salsafy, per bundle .

Scorzonera, do. ..

Seakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. .

.

Spinach, p. bushel..
Radishes, per doz. .

.

Turnips, per bunch .

.
75-r. Flukes, do,,

POTATOS.—Soutkwark, February 14.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
small, but quite equal to the demand, owing to the large

quantity left over from the late glut. Quotations :—
Yorkshire Regents, per ton, jos. to 85^.; Lincolnshire do.,

60J. to 75J. ; Kent and Essex do,, 60s. to 75^. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., 70J. to Q5-t. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do., 6oj. to 70/.; Ditto Rocks, 60s. to 65J. ; French
and Belgian Whites, 505. to 551.

W^
of all the varieties, with double PRIMROSES of different colou:
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
!__:_„ ,,, , ,oT ,:-_.:-_ _Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading

E
âiled both for flo'

true (scarlet, white and purple), in packets,
THOMAS METHVEN, 15, Trine ; Street, Edinburgh.

c
DaUJa Roots.

HARLES TURNER can supply the leading—--- -- und pot roots, 6j. to i2j. per dozen.
Extra strong plants of large flowcrine French
t will give a fine head oT bloom in May and

M. PAUL has to offer

n ordered by the do;
and Seed Warchoi

1 the Trade oil" the dozen

, Wallham Cross, London, N

w
PAUL'S N ______^
SPIR^A PALMATA.—B7~far the handsomest species

hitherto imported. (See Dr. Hooker, " Botanical Magazine,"
No. 285.) Price JOJ, 6rf. each; in quantilv, a special price will be given.
The honour of importation is due to Mr. Fortune; the honour of

distribution (in England) to CHARLES NOBLE, of whom fine plants
can be obtained.—Bagshot, Jan. 20.

S'
TUART, MACDONALD, and CO., Seed
Growers and Seed Merchants, 85, Southampton Row, Holborn,

H.
low figui

Common Yews.
AND F. SHARPE have a fine stock of the above
4 to 5 feet high, bushy and well rooted, which they offer at

Seed-grow inp; Establishment, Wisbech.

Strong Transplanted Quick.HAND F. SHARPE have a fine stock of 3-yr.
• transplanted QUICK, which they arc prepared lo offer to the

Trade at a low figure, in order to effect a clearance.
Seed-grow ing Establishment. Wisbech.

ConifersrSeeds." '

COOLING has to offer fine new seed of PICE.\E. NOBILIS,_ ABIES CANADENSIS, CUPRESSUS LAW
Derby.

1 applic

To the Trade.

FOR SALE, a sm.-ill quantity of GLOXINIA SEED,
from finest named Flowers: about i lb. nf DELPIIINIl'M

FORMOSUM; and about K lb. of HEIiFORUSHIRE SURPRISE

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.
CHAS. fOS. BLACKITH, only surviving Partner of

the late Firm of BETHAM and BLACKITH, begs to announce
that he intends in future to conduct Business at the same address,
under the style of CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH AND CO., and hopes to
receive a continuance of the favours of the Trade.
Cox's and Hammond '

s Quays. Lower Thames Street. Londog—Jan. 3

TDARIS,

WANTED, HEAD I^ROPAGATDR.—A thoroughly
experienced Hard-wooded Propagator. None but those of

undeniable character and ability need apply.—X. Y. Z., Ciirdcmts'

Ckrcfticlr Office. W.C.

f'l ARDENER (HEAD).—Age 29, mamed, one child
;

LT understands the profession in all its branches. Good character.

-J. W.. r. Rosemont Cottages. North End. Finchley. N.

WANTED, a GARDENER.—One who thoroughly
undertands the Growing of Vegetables, and has had expcri-

in a -Market Garden prelerred.—Apply to HENRY CLARKE
SONS, 39, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C

GARDENER (Head).— Understands the profession in

all its branches. Can be well recommended.—G. R., Post Office,

Bentley, Farnham, Surrey. ^_^_

WANTED, a steady, active MAN, used to Nursery
Ground-work and Jobbing ; to live in house as one of the

family.—Apply, stating wages and testimonials, to J. W. COLE,
Nursery-man, Halton Holgate, Spilsby. Lincolnshirt

WANTED, a GERANIUM and SOFT-WOODED
PLANT GROWER. One used lo Market-work preferred.—

Apply at The Orchard Nursery, Mortlake. Surrey. S.W.

WANTED, a good PLANT GROWER, for a
Provincial Town or Nursery. Llemand chiefly for Plants

'.n Bloom and Cut Flowers.—W. DILLISTONE, Horticultural Agent.
Bible Hedingham, Essen.

WANTED. ONE or TWO YOUNG MEN. who
know, or have a natural taste for. Herbaceous Planls-

THOS. S. WARE, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, .Middlesex, N.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT CLERK, a Young Man,
with sufficient Knowledge of the Trade to enable him to

Correctly. It is indispensable that he be a very Ni

aended.—Apply, stating age, salary

B. B.. GarJmtri' C/ironiV/; Office.

wANTED, a Young Man as SECOND COUNTER-
MAN, and to TRAVEL occasj^onajlv. Jilusthaye a good

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED G.'VRDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualificalions.

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to
be undertaken, wages offered. &c,. 50 that suitable Men may be
selected.—Highgate Nun . Lond,

Gardeners Wanting Places.

JOHN H.\RRIS0N begs to inform Noblemen and
Gentlemen that he has at present a number of FIRST-CLASS

GARDENERS on his BOOKS, many of whom have served in some
of the highest Establishments in the North of England, and whose
characters and abilities are of the highest description.—North of
England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

Bedford, February, 1870,

Business Agency.
FARM, ESTATE, or GARDEN-

MR. T. BOWICK has the pleasure of introducing
good MEN to fulfil any duties in connection with the above-

No one is recommended whose antecedents have not been thoroughly
inquired into. HOME. COLONIAL, FOREIGN.
To Gardeners and Bailiff^ (Head, Foremen, or Under)
JAMES CARTER AND CO. h.tving many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for
ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

• Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS^
^ tt Co. adopting the most stringent regula-

tions in reicrence to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.
JAMES CARTER AND CO.. 337 & ^38. High Holborn. London. W. C.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 29. married, no incum-
brance; thorough knowledge of Early and Late Forcing. Stove

" *"
'

"'
nd Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—EM.,

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged ; with plenty of
experience in every department, and a good will to use it ii '

interest of his employer. Good character.—HORTUS, 2, Li
Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married ; thoroughly
practical in all branches of the profession. Can be highly

recommended,-T. S., 5, Blythe Terrace, Stanstead Road, Forest
Hill, Kent. S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Understands the Growth of
Orchids. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Fruit and Vege-

tables. Has been in some of the largest places in the country-. Good
character from present and former employers.—A. B., Mr. Robson,
Seedsman, Bowoon.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 28, married, no
incumbrance ; thoroughly practical. Fully competent in every

branch of the profession, including Specimen Plant crowinc Early and
' " ' " ' - H., Cheshire's, 14, Grove

C:j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, one child
;

\^M has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession. Four
years' good character from the place he is leaving. Mr. Hutcheson,
Gardener. Qucx Park. Margate, will be glad to answer any inquiries.
—a. FECKHAM, Rushett. Faversham, Kent.

I

SUTTONS' GR.\SS SEEDS for ALL
I SOILS. The PREMIER PRI.X SILVER medal

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was

Improvement of Grass Lands, at tiom 4s. 6d. to 9s.
per acre.

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE should
now be sown. 6 to i3 lb, per acre.

. SONS, Seed Grf

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.
RICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash. GIANT

KING POTATO
; it is the finest Potato out, has a beautifully

clear skin, small eye, and when boiled very flowerv • it in th^ ^arlir-cf

Potato in cultivation, ant"
'---

or smaller quantities at
POTATO has produced over
cwt, 205^ or smaller ous
WHEELER'S MILKY WHITE POTATO.a*. per peck; MYATT'S
PROLIFIC POTATO, is, 6rf. per peck.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentlei
requiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener in every

branch of the profession, including Pines, Vmes, Peaches, &c.—Age 44;
ten vcars in last situation. Character will bear the strictest investiga-
tion. — G. FLETCHER, 23, Perry Street. Wolverhampton-

To Noblemen and Gentlemen./^ARDENER (Head); age 31. married,
VX incumbrance.—DoWNiE, Laird & Laing will have n
pleasure in recommending as Head Gardener a thoroughly ti

worthy Man, well qualified to manage all the branches of the profcs
successfully.—Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged
; a practical

Man in Forcing of Pines. Vines, and Peaches ; a good Cultivator
of Orchids, Ferns. Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; is well acquainted
with Growing of Vegetables and Hardy Fruit, and has had extensive
practice in the Flower Garden, Planting of Evergreens and Ornamental
Trees. Has held a situation in this countr>' lo years. Recommended
for ability and integrity.—Address, in the first instance. Mr. PORTER,
Cross, Oswestry".

/^.ARDENER (Head), age 44. married, one child,
vJ 10 years of age,—Mr. Hazel, late Head Gardener to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Stradbroke, Henham Hall, begs to offer his services
to any Nobleman or Gentlemen requiring a first-cla*;s Gardener. Was
13% years Farm Bailiff and Gardener to Mrs. Miles. Firbeck Hall;
five years Head Foreman to Mr. Barron, Elvaston Castle; and twc
years with Mr. Barnes, at Lady Rolle's, Bicton. Mr. H. can have first-

class testimonials from all the above.—<i3, Eversfield Place, St,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no incum
brance; thorough knowledge of Vines, Stove and Greenhousf

Plants. Five years' good char3Ctcr_from last employer.-J. H., Post

Office, Hill Street, U[ r Clapton, E

GARDENER (Head),—-Age 30; has practised in

good Establishments, both in Scotland and England ; experienced
in the Culture of Pines. Vines, Peaches and Melons, and in Stove and
Greenhouse Plants; tasteful in Flower Garden Decoration, also in the

Formation and Alteration of same. Can be well recommended.—
R. CHAPMAN, Woolley Park, Wantage, Berks.

GARDENER {Head, Working).—Age 37 ; i6 years'

experience ; understands Vineries, Conservatories, Greenhouses,
Pits, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening, Leaving owing to

Gentleman giving up his Establishment. Unexceptionable cnaractcr for

honesty, industry, and sobriety.-R. R , Upper Shirley, Croydon, Surrey.

G'.
efercnces,— B. A,, Garrick's, Static

(^ ARDENER (Head), to a Nobleman or Gentleman.
X where two or more are kept.—Married, one child ; has a thorough

radical knowledge of the profession. Good character.-P. BKIGHT-
lAN, Keen's Cottage, Half Moon Lane, Dulwich, S.E.

Gi
id Kitchen Gardening, Forcing, &c. Good character.—H. H.,

" c, Holloway Road, K.
.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
Age 25 ; practically acquainted with Early and Late Forcing, the

Growth of Stove and Greenhouse Plants for Exhibition, and Flower,
d Kitchen Gardening. Three years' excellent character.-

R. K., Post Office, Barford, near Warwick. _ _ _
GARDENER (Head), where one or more are kept.—

Age Ao, married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands
Vines, Pines, and the Forcing of Fruit and Flowers generally, also a
good Kitchen Gardener. Eight and a half years' character, and most
satisfactory testimonials.— F. C, Mr. Maurice Young's Nurseries,
Milford, near Godalming. „_^
GARDENER.—Age 38, married, two children, one 13

and the other ii ; understands Vines, Cucumbers, Melons,
Kitchen and Flower Gardening.—L. D., Post Office, Great Tey.

GARDENER (Thorough).—Middle-aged, married;
practical experience in Flowers, Fruit, Vegetable Forcing,

Pasture Land, &c. One years' character, six previous,—A. C,
3, Riches Cottages, St. Andrew's Road. Romford, Essex.

GARDENER (Practical, Working).— Age 35,
married, no incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of Farming

and the Management of Stock. Good personal character.—E. F.,

., Slationor, Leytonstonc. N.E.

ARDENER (Working), or Single-handed.—
Married; Wife good Laundress, if required.—A. B-, Guiles'

Dorking, Surrey.
G
/ 1 ARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).

—

vX Age 22, married: understands the Management of Vmes.
Melons, Cucumbers, Greenhouse and Con5er%'ator>' ; also Kitchen and
Flower Gardening. Nine years' experience. Good reference.—
gardener, Aston Rector>-, Wallinglord. ^^^
GARDENER (Second).—Age 21 ; has been used to

the Houses and Flower Garden. Can have five years' good
references.-THOS. WELLS, Jun., Watts' Cross, Hildcnborough,
Tunbridge, Kent. ^_^

GARDENER (Under), in a good Establishment,
where Horticulture is cherished.-Age 20; good character and

A. WEBB, Daylcsford Gardens, Chipping Norton, Oxon.

GARDENER (Under). —In the Houses preferred.

Willing to make himself useful. Two-and-a-half years" good
character.—S. M., Rose Cottage, Halfway Street, near Eltham, Kent.

I.ARDENER (Under, or Improver).—Age 19; three

years' practice. Can be highly recommended by the Gardener,
employers.-T. P., The Gardens. Favenham, Bur^-, near Bedford.

^MPROVER. in the Houses, in a N(
- Gentleman's garden.—Age 21 ; would give a I

fcrenccs.—A. M., Post Office, Sunbury. Middlesex.

"POREMAN, Gentleman's Garden, where five or
kept.—Has a good practical knowledge of Forcing Vines,

I
71 OREMAN.—A steady, active, young Man ; six years

good character. Four years under Mr. F'leming, at Cliveden,

nd two years in present situalion.-W, J. B.. Ncwsells Park, near

FOREMAN (WoRKiNG).^Age 48, mamed ; good
Manager of Stock. Good Accountant. Can be well recom-

mended bv last employer.—W., 7, Shakespeare Terrace, Shakespeare
Road, Stolte Newington, London, N. _

GENERAL NURSERY FOREMAN, or HARD-
\V00D PROPAGATOR.—Age 28; thoroughly experienced in

all branches of the trade, and a first-class Propagator.—J. S., 8, Corn-

all Street, Moorpark, Fulham.S.W.

PROPAGATOR (Head).—A successful Propagator of
Roses, Rhododendrons, &c Can be well recommended.—WM.

WOOD AND SON, the Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckficld, S ussex.

FORESTER, or LAND-STEWARDand FORESTER.
—Age 29, Scotch : has had good experience in the Breeding,

Rearing, Buying and Selling of Stock, &c., and thoroughly under-
stands the Management ot Land, being the son of an extensive farmer
in Perthshire; has been thoroughly trained as a Forester on some of
the best Estates in Scotland. England, and Ireland, First-class refer-

ences given, and nothing but a good situation will be accepted.

—

Apply, stating terras, to D. S,, Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic
Nurscr>', King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

BAILIFF.—Age 47, married ; active, of energetic
habits, respectably connected. Thoroughly practical in Modem

Farming, Steam Cultivation, Draining; good Judge in Stock, Buying,
Selling, and a good Accountant; Ma' -- -< ir-. j- t. o..

—F. , Post Office, Fumeux Pelhai

AGENT and ESTATE BAILIFF (age 38).—

A

Gentleman wishes to recommend a throroughly trustworthy
Person, who has been in his employ for 13 years in the above capacity.

He is an excellent Farmer and most efficient Accountant, and will

receive tne highest character —A. B. Messrs Dalton & Lucy,
Booksellers. Cockspur Street. Charing Cross. London, S.W.

To the Seed Trade.
'TIRAVELLER.—The Advertiser requires a re-engage-

Ckrcmide Office, W
isfactor)' references.—ALPHA, Gardenen

SHOPMAN.- -Age 26, Scotch ; ten years' experience in
all branches of the Seed Trade, with pan knowledge of Plants.

No objection to go abroad. Good reference.— F. A. B., Post Office,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
ESTATE CARPENTER (Foreman).—Age 34.

married ; thoroughly practical, experienced, and energetic ;

capable of taking the entire Management in the Erection of Farm
Buildings. Cottages, and the usual work ofa Gentleman's Estate, First-

both as to character and abilities, and satisfactory
-T. C, Woolley Park,
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BUTTONS'

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS, fARRLJiGE FPKK.

dant Crops of Hay and ntpei

Pasturage.

SUTTON & SONS,
Having completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATURAL GRASSES, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which are prepared for the following Soils and purposes;

—

STIFF CLAYS.— To be met with in the London, Kim-
mcridge, Oxford, and Lias Clays.

HEAVY LOAMS.—Of the same formations as the pre-

ceding, but when they have been subject to surface admixtures

GOOD MEDIUM LOAMS.—On the Marls of the Old
and New Red Sandstones, the Gault, and the Grcensands.

LIGHT LOAMS.—Of the same formations as the pre-
ceding, but of somewhat lighter character.

LIGHT SANDY SOILS.— On New Red Sandstone,
sands of the inferior Oolite, soils visited by Sand Drifts; also
those covering up the stiff Lias and the Tertiary Sands of the
Dorset Heaths.

SHARP GRAVELS.—Such as the Fhnt Gravel drift

which overspreads so much of the Southern and Western parts
of England.

CHALKY SOILS.—As the Mountain Limestone, the
Oolites and the Chalks proper, where not too elevated.

SHEEP DOWNS.— The elevated and more exposed
parts of the Oolites, such as the Wolds of Gloucestershire, the
Cotswold Hills, and the plains of Wiltshire.

BLACK PEATY SOILS.—The sorts contained in these
Mixtures are grown in different localities, and gathered separately
by the hantl expressly for this purpose, by which means all

noxious weeds are excluded. They consist of the most nutritive
kinds.of Fescues, Poas, Sweet Vernal, Perennial Clovers, Loliums,

led in such sorts and proportions as are most

of the kingdoi I well a

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES. 28s. to 32s. p. acre.
Carriage Free. 2 bushels Grass Seeds and 12 lb. Clovers supplied

From J. J. Mechi, Esq. , Tiptrm Hall, mar Kelvedott.

February 5.
—" Your Crass Seeds are so pure and well selected that

1 have often spoken of them to those who required them."

From J. L. Williams, Esq., Bovne View, Navan, Neatk, Irdand.
March 30.

—" Last year I got Irom you Permanent Pasture Grass
Seeds for 10 acres, with which I laid down one-half of a 20-acre field

(Irish). I am very much pleased with the way the Grass Seeds ha'
nswered, and 1 lay down the other half of the field in

r better thai

\'E.sa., TheBeaetm,King;swear, Dartmouth.
. . . ett Prinsep must speak in the highest

erms of the Grass Seed supplied to him by Mi " " "

he spring, aud which has stood the past burni
nuch of tne old turf."

From J. Ward, Esq., Hound Oak, Greenhain, Newbury.
July 4.—The permanent Grass Seeds fi-r about 29 acres, supplied by

^ou fast ^car (the greater part sown with BarU ' '

great satisfaction, and produced a crop (this dry
. , _ ., /abo"ut"J5

of good hay—four and a half acres of which have fed five head of
cattle during the spring.

"

Es(^. , Foxby, WFrom E. H. N , - - -^ , -

March o.—" The field I laid down with
looking admirable."

Permanent Seeds

From Rev. J. Leighton, Bisham Vicarage, Fleetwood.
Maya.—"The Pasture I laid down with your Seeds last year has

done bcautifullv, and seems to have attracted the notice of several of
the farmers who li\e near."

BUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE, for
Improving 'Pastures, at from 41. 6d. to gs. per acre, should be
sown in the spring.

This Mixture consists of the finest kinds of Permanent Grasses and
Clovers, and will greatly increase the quantity and quality of succeed-
ing Hay crops. The Pasture should be harrowed with heavy iron
harrows previous to sowing, and bush-harrowed after sowing, and in
some cases atop-dressing of manure will be found beneficial. Sow
6 to 12 lb. per acre, according to the condition of the Pasture. Price
9rf. per lb., 8ox. per cwt. ; Carriage Free.

BUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

so prepared as to produce vcr>- large crops for the specified periods

For ONE YEAR'S LAY, 13!. 6J. per acre, Carriage Free.
For TWO YEARS' LAY. 171. 6d. per acre. Carriage Free.
For THREE or FOUR YEARS' LAY. I2». per acre, Carriage Free

Special estimates given for large quantities.

For full particulars c

ing Old Grass Lands, :

Laying down New and Improv

SUTTONS'

FARMER'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1870
ContainingcompIeteList of Prices of GENUINE FARM
SEEDS, nowready, and may be had Gratis and Post Free
on application.

tar ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FREE,
Except very small Parcels. Five per cent, allowed for

cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

READING, BERKS.

"ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES wil

lake place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates

must not be above at years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent

by March 31 may be had on application

H. M. JENKINS, Secretars-.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

c1ENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.—
COUNCIL MEETING will be held at the Salisbury Hotel,

Tt.T^fTA..- «. Lo .. - o'clock in the forenoon.

To (

appo.r

1 TUESDAY, Mai
AGENDA,

t General Business.
:r *' The Best Mode of Providing for the Extensi
of the Education of the Industrial Classes."
a Deputation to the Chancellor of the Exchequer

Malt r
A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING of the SUBSCRIPTION

MEMBERS of the CENTRAL CHAMBER will be held at the same
place and on the same day, at to o'clock in the forenoon, to amend
Rules 4 and 13. so that the accounts may be audited at an earlier period.
Central Chamber of Agriculture, The Salisbury Hotel.

Fleet Street, London, E.G., Feb. 15. 1870.

Bisgley Hall, Blnnlngliajn.THE SECOND GREAT CENTRAL
EXHIBITION and SALE of YOUNG BULLS and other

PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS will be held on THURSDAY,

Catalogues, 6J. each, are ready, and may be had on application.

JOHN B. LYTHALL. Sccrctar}-.

Offices. 39, New Street, Birmingham.

HIGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
CERTIFICATE and DIPLOMA in AGRICULTURE.

The E.XAMINATION of CANDIDATES for the SOCIETY'S
AGRICULTURAL CERTIFICATE and DIPLOMA will take place
n the Hall. No. 3. Geoece IV. B:

d THURSDAY. March 30 and 31.

be 18 years of age ; those for the
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. March 30 and
Candidates for the Certificate

Diplom,

CERTIFICATES in FORESTRY, the First Examinati
place on March 30 and 31.

Candidates must possess;— ist, A thorough acquaintance with the
Details of Practical Forestry; 2d. A general knowledge of the Outlines
of Botany, more particularly as these bear on Forestry ; 3rd, A general
knowledge of the Nature and Properties of Soils. Drainage, and Effects

of Climate; 4, Land and Timber Measuring, Surveying. Mechanics,
and Construction, as applied to Fencing. Draining, Bridging, and
Road-Making, so far as these apply to woods; also Implements of
Forestrj- ; 5th. Book-keeping and Accounts.

The Examinations arc open to Candidates of any age.

Further information to be had on application to the Secretary, who
will receive the names of Candidates up to March 23,

F w xr TTKi

w [. DILLISTON
HOKTlCtiLTURAL AutTTlONEElt and VALtJER,

Sible Hcdingh.im, Essex.

Camden Nursery. Southampton Street, CamberweU.
rro BE I)i.s|'(iSi;iJ OF IMMEDIATELY, thfX LEASE .ind Mnilv .f llic .il»,n; i.lj-cstablished Nursery, ir

consequence of ihe dc.ah of the rr.jnricCr, the celebrated Horti
culturist, Mr. W. Kanies.
For particulars apply to Me

id Valuers. Leytoi

SALES BY AUCTION.
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his threat Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on

TUESDAY. Feb. 22. at half.past 12 o'clock precisely. 300 PENS of
VALUABLE POULTRY and PIGEONS, comprising many Prize

Birds, from wcll-kn, " '
.-.-..-

On \ Mhc shad-

T.iniim auratum, and Seeds.

MR. I. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY. February 24. at half-past 13 o'clock precisely.

7000 fine Bulbs of LILIUM AURATUM. just arrived from Japan;
also.j

- - -
'

Coniferous Seeds.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Farnley HaliTneaFotley.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY, February 24. THIRTY HEAD of very superior and
Purebred SHORTHORNS, the property of F. H. Fawkes, Esq..

Farnley Hall, near Otiey. being a choice selection from his justly famed
Herd, which has been long and carefully bred from the best sources,

and maintained a high position at the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, the Yorkshire, and other National and County Shows. The
Cows and Heifers are in a fine healthy breeding state of condition.

The Bulls are very promising, rich in colour, with massive frames on
short legs, and of excellent symmetry, as well as of the best quality of
flesh and hair.

Catalogues, with pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD. 13. Euston Square. London, N.W. ; or of Mr.
SCOTT. Farnley, near Otley, Yorkshire^

M
Extensive Sale of Pure-Bred Shorthorns.

R, JOHN '1 llOkXIOX uiUSl-.LIJjy Ab'CTIOV,

bratcd " Dido " tribe.

herd have been used for sc
Catalogues, with pcdif;"

iB. Langham Place. I.ntidt,

Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce for Sa^LE by
AUCTION, without reserve, on FRIDAY. February 25 next,

THIRTY HEAD of Valuable SHORTHORNS, the property of Mr.
W. W. Slve. of Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster, consisting of fine

specimens of Bates, Gwynne, Charmer, Knightley, and other noted
tribes of Shorthorns, the Sires of which have been first-class Bulls, and
mostly of the Kirklevington strain, or closely allied to such. The
colours generally are rich and good, with excellent quality of flesh and
hair, as well as dairy properties ; and are well worthy the attention of

purchasers

Beaumont Orange, Lancastci

Very Important Sale of Shorthorn Cattle,
AtSHOLEBROOKE LODGF, TuWCESTER.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
withoutanyreserve, on WEDNESDAY, April 13, at Sholebrooke

Lodge, Towcester, the FIRST-CLASS HERD of SHORTHORNS
belonging to R. E. Oliver, Esq. The Sate will comprise the whole of
this very celebrated and fashionable Stock, with the exception of the
Grand and Cherry Duchesses and Dukes, Lady of the Lake, 14 years
old, and Four Calves. Among them will be found the Lalagcs and
Wild Eyes, two Kirklevington tribes; the Sweethearts, Frills,

Baronesses, Bracelets, Oranges and other excellent families, the
originals of which were some of the finest animals in the first-class

sales from which they were carefully selected. Grand Duke 7th (10,877)
is the sire of a large number of the animals, and some of the cows and
heifers are in calf to him, and Cherry Grand Duke and (2^,758.)

" JOHN THORNTON,

Edmonton, N.
IMPORTANT CLEARA.N( K SAl.K nl VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, the Land being immediately required for the Great
Eastern Railway F^xtension.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs C. Woolvcn & Son to SELL by

AUrTi"N, itlv^n! rf^r\w-, nn the Premises, the Long Hedge
Ni.rs*-.., I In,. .,(,.,,, Miio;.^. \ . on THURSDAY, February 24,
and {'' 1/ ' [.Ilk precisely each day, the whole
of til'' .Ml!, I

' K, including 20,000 Chinese Arbor-
vita.-, 1 i '

1
' ^

:

-I m;.-- s Lawsoniana, 4000 upright Cypress,
1500 line Jnsli .iiitl Lii5;li-.li Vcsvs, looo Rctinospora ericoides, r to
8 feet ; 1000 Araucaria imbricata, 2000 Cuprcssus pyramidalis, 1500
Thuja Lobbii, 3000 common Laurels, 2500 Green Hollies and Portugal
Laurels, 1000 Sweet Bays, 3500 Ligustrum ovalifolium, 8000 Pines,
sorts ; 1200 Euonymus, i to 3 feet ; Wellingtonias, Thuiopsis, and
thousands of other useful and effective Shrubs ; also 40,000 clean-grown
F'ruit Trees, particularly worthy the attention of Market Gardeners
and others engaged in extensive planting; likewise 7000 Standard
Roses and 10,000 Standard Bri
bud; together with 4000 Lime
large quantity of other Ornamental Treei"

'n pots, Wistarias, ivics, and 01

I the Sale. Catalogues had on
Premises, and of the Auciionecrs and Valuers, Lcytonstonc, E.
N.B. All the Greenhouses, Pits, and Pot Plants will be sold :

later date, of which due notice will be given.

strong Quick,

Tumham Green, W.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVKD SALE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Messrs. S. Glendinning and Sons to

SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises. The Chis-
wick Nursery, Turnham Green, Middlesex, on MONDAY, February
28, and following day, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day, a portion
of the Valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprising an extensive and
choice collection of useful Evergreen and Coniferous Shrubs, viz.:

2500 Chinese Arbor-vitae, i to8 feet; 3000 Spruce Firs, i to 5 feet;

700 Thujopsis borealis, 2 to 6 feet ; 1000 English and Irish Yews, 2 to

6 feet ; wxw Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 3 to 8 feet ; fine Thu ia gigantea, 4
to 6 leet ; Ccdrus Dcodara, i to 2 feet ; Cuprcssus, sorts, Wellingtonias,
Thujas, sorts, Pinus, Ptcea, Golden Yews ; also many handsome spe-
cimen Conifers, admirably adapted for effective planting ; 3000 bushy
Common Laurels, 2 to 4 feet ; 2000 Portugal Laurels, i to 3 feet ; 3000
green and variegated Hollies ; 2000 Berberis, i to 2 feet ; 2000 Hybrid
Rhododendrons; 700 standard Portugal Laurels; 3000 Aucubas ; 1500
Laurustinus, Arbutus, Evergreen Oak, Lilacs, Guelder Roses, Ribcs,
&c. ; 5000 clean grown Fruit Trees, Vines in pots, a large quantity of
ornamental Trees, including 1500 strong Limes, 2900 Laburnums,
Poplars, Elms, &c.
Slay be viewed three days priorto the Sale. Catalogues had c

Premis , and of the Aui jid Valu .Ley N.E.

Annual Sale of very Handsome English-grown
Camellias.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G., on

WEDNESDAY, March 2, at half.past 12 o'clock precisely, about 200
choice Double CAMELLIAS, beautifully set with bloom-buds;
AZALEA INDICA, 300 Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the best
varieties,Selected FRUITTREES, HardyAMERICAN PLANTS,&c

'ng of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms, as
above, and of the Auti , Leytoi , N.E.

Brixton, S.
set SALt. of " " " -

nil rcauircd bv
Church.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Trianjjlc

Bagshot, Surrey.
EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are

favoured with instructions from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL by

HURSDA?!
March 10, and two following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, eacK
day, without rescn'c (the Ground bang imniedjately required t

"^ "

cleared),
"' " • ^ •-

growth and symmetrical form and beauty, including 15,000 Common
and Colchic Laurels, i to 3 feet ; 2000 bushy Portugal Laurels, 2i 1

5 feet; 3000 handsome Picea Nordmanniana, 2 to 4i feet ; 20<

Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 3 to ro feet : 10.000 Spruce Firs, 2 1

5 feet ; 10,000 Larch, i\

Lnbbii, 3 'to 8 feet'; lOon i 1
1

1 .
. n .

; 1.
. <

; .-oo Araucaria
imbricata, 4 to8 feet; IS" (' .

1
.

1 , ilo7feet;8oo
Junipers; magnificent sjk . 1 1

I mjurusargentea.
Pinus cxcclsa and Abit-s .Mi u.-r n. =^ >

.
1
. l- m

,
.ilsu 15,000 hybrid

seedling Rhododendrons, i tu .] icet ; 10,000 K. ponticum, ito3feet;
5000 Erica carnea, 5000 Dtutiia crenata ll.-plcno, i to 5 feet; 5000

Spiraeas, 2 to 5 feet ; 3000 Berberis, 1000 Spartium junceum, 3 to 4 feet

;

2000 Poplars, of sorts; 1000 Crimean Ash, 3 to 4 feet; 5000 Standard,
Half-standard, and Dwarf Roses ; 75,000 Manelti Stocks

; 5000 Maiden
and Trained Peaches and Nectarines, 2000 Pyramidal and Dwarf-
trained Pears and Plums, 500 Gynerium argentcum, &c.

May be viewed until the Sale; Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers.

1^ Notice.— 7-;« GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
,7»rf AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE win, tn and after

March 4. be fiiHished on Friday, at 2 p.m., instead 0/

Saturday, as hitherto.

.Advertise.ments /!)>//« current week must reach

the Office NOT later than Thursday morning.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1870.

Reports of .^nalyse.S made for farmers'

clubs are happily becoming as common as they

are useful. We have lately received the annual

sheet, containing information of this kind, which

Mr. Alfred Sib.son, F.L.S., addresses to the

Newbury Farmers' Club. Among the instances

which he reports is an example of a " super-

phosphate " containing more than half its weight

of insoluble matter, with only traces of biphos-

phate of lime ; and there is a nitrate of soda

containing 35 per cent, of common salt. It will
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thus be seen that the Berkshire farmers, Uke

those of other counties, are liable to be victimised.

In Essex, too, we learn from the report of a

very excellent paper read by Mr. A. Johnston,
M.F., before the County Chamber of Agriculture,

that need of " Protection " of the kind which
science gives is fully realised. A discussion,

commenced by the Secretary of the Farmers'

Supply Association, who seems to have been

hardly equal to the task of confronting an

unfriendly audience (though why they should

not have made him welcome is hard to say),

soon degenerated into a discussion of the advan-

tages of malting home-grown grain for cattle

food ; but the following resolution was at length

adopted .

—

"That in the opinion of this meeting the formation

of county associations, or committees of the existing

county agricultural societies, for the purpose of testing by

analysis the manures and cake purchased by their mem-
bers, is the best method of preventing adulteration."

The association recommended is no doubt

desirable ; so also is a co-operative association

which shall buy carefully tested goods upon a

large scale, and distribute them among sub-

scribers ; so also is that next best thing, a
" Fanners' .Supply Association," whose business

depends entirely upon its reputation, and
whose officer may be expected therefore to take

especial care to deliver well authenticated

materials. Why Mr. SPENCER, the secretary of

just such an association, should have been almost

hustled into silence by the company assembled

to hear Mr. JOHNSTON'.s paper, one does not

understand. He may have been advocating not

only a practicable way of meeting the farmers'

liability to adulteration, but the interests of his

own company as well ; he was, however, at any
rate addressing gentlemen some of whom were,

in anything they said on such a subject, liable to

the very same imputation ; and, for our own part,

if the preference came up for discussion at all, we
would rather look for a disinterested statement

from the paid officer than from the shareholder of

such a company or society.

Mr. Spencer, however, stood up a stranger,

without an introduction ; he proposed to read a

statement instead of coining prepared to speak
;

he promised and asserted too much for his

society, and should have been more modest;
and, on the other hand, he was reticent when
he should have been frank ; and thus, owing to

his want of tact, a discussion on the adulteration

of manures and cattle foods to which he could

have contributed ver)' serviceable argument
and experience, w-andered off into assertions

of the Malt-tax iniquity, and other declara-

tions still more difficult of belief, and equally

beside the subject of Mr. Johnstox'.s lecture. Mr.
Seaman, for example, told us that he had offered
" a challenge of /500 that he could produce
more mutton in a given time by using malt as he
should direct (semi-malted grain) than Mr.
Lavv'ES could produce from double the quantity

of raw material with double the number of

sheep." Bravo ! Mr. Seaman. At the same
time we do not quite see how this remarkable
proposition connects itself with a lecture on the

adulteration of manures. The lecture is given in

another page, and our readers will find it well

worth their while to read it. Meanwhile we
cordially endorse Mr. Clayden's acknowledg-
ment, on the occasion, of the services of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England in con-

nection with this subject.

Whether we look to the effort or the result,

there never was a better justification of the

sarcasm—"How NOT TO DO IT"—than was
afforded by last week's meeting of the Council

of the Central Chamber of Agriculture. And
the example was all the more remarkable for the

contrast offered by another agricultural meeting
on the previous day.

The Farmers' Club, a company of practical

farmers and land-agents, with one or two land-

owners, had assembled on Monday to discuss an
important department of farm practice, and they

proved their competency throughout—both lec-

ture and discussion being full of serviceable in-

formation and trustworthy guidance.

On the Tuesday a monthly meeting of the

Central Chamber of Agriculture, including nearly

a score of members of Parliament, and gentlemen

deputed by two dozen provincial chambers,

assembled to consider resolutions which had
been properly arranged for discussion by a

previous " business committee," after a sort of

previous digestion, which, as we understand the

somewhat complicated procedure, the various

topics undergo in the country before they come
up for final decision in town.

The two principal subjects which were thus

arranged for discussion at the latter meeting
Vv'ere Road Maintainance and Agricultural

Statistics. On the first of them, resolu-

tions were offered affirming the policy of

the simultaneous abolition of turnpike trusts,

their debts being liquidated by the national

exchequer, and the future maintenance of the

roads being made to fall upon "the general

wealth of the districts through which they pass."

These resolutions and an amendment to them
having been submitted to the meeting, Mr.
Knatchbull-Huges.sen, M.P., made a speech,

in which the intentions of the Government on
the subject were to some extent announced ; and
it was thereupon immediately proposed by Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., that as "Govern-
ment are going to take up local taxation, to be
followed by the road question," it was inexpedient

for the Chamber to adopt or recommend any
proposal until the Cabinet had announced their

promised scheme. So "Sir G. J enkinson with-

drew his resolution, and Mr. Jabez Turner with-

drew his resolution ; " and, although Captain

Craigie urged that they had met that day to give

an opinion, and Mr. HUGESSEN had stated he was
anxious to know what were the opinions of the

delegates on the subject, the whole plan arranged

by the " business committee " fell through and
disappeared, and the great organisation for urging

the views of agriculturists upon Government
obviously failed of its intended purpose.

What, then, was done in connection with Agri-

cultural Statistics ? This, too, had been every-

where discussed and rediscussed for years, and
must, we should think, at length be ripe for a
definite and conclusive utterance.

Mr. Leamon moved, in accordance with the

arrangements of the "business committee,'' " That
agricultural returns, as at present collected, are

unreliable and unsatisfactory ; that it is desirable

for such returns to be made once in ten years,

and that they should then be compulsory."—Mr.

.'\rkell seconded the motion.—Mr.LONGbelieved
the returns only kept down prices at home.—Mr.
Neild thought having the returns once in ten

ycarswas burking the whole question. They should

be collected once in three years, but in deference

to Mr. Read he would move th.at it be once in five

years.—Capt. Cr.\1GIE seconded the amendment.
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., asked how it was possible

that the simple publication ofthe fact that so many
thousands of acres were under Wheat cultivation,

could affect importations or regulate the trans-

actions of merchants ? It was not the number of

acres, but the yield that was to be looked to, and
at present no statistical information as to that

was asked for.—Mr. Arkell said his objection

to giving statistics was the purpose for which
they were obtained.—Mr. Pell. M.P., said that

the collection cost ,£16,000, and if it took place

only once in five years, £6ti,ooo would be saved

to the country. At present many thousands
of pounds were sacrificed to a senseless theory.

—

Mr. Smithies then moved that the returns be
annual and compulsory ; and this proposition,

too, was seconded.—The first amendment was
rejected by a considerable majority ; the second
was lost by u to 7 ; and finally the original

motion was lost by a majority of one ! Here,

again, we submit, is a remarkable example of the

failure of the elaborate organisation which was
to have urged the opinions of agriculturists upon
the attention of the Government.

But, really, the kind of reasoning an-d argu-

ment which appeared to command attention at

this meeting is even more significant than the

result to which it led. If the leading men of the

Centr.al Chamber of Agriculture, members of

Parliament included, are afraid of knowing
the facts of the case— or afraid of letting

them be known— if they must be sure before-

hand of what the facts will teach before

they will consent to any attempt at their col-

lection !—if they think with Mr. .Arkell that
" the purpose " for which information regarding

facts is sought has any bearing whatever upon
tlve policy of letting truth be known— if the idea

that knowledge is power is to be considered, as

Mr. Albert Pell, M.P., appears to think it,

" a senseless theory "—then we may congratulate

the Central Chamber on their discussion of the

agricultural statistics question. It has landed
them in just the sort of weak and helpless muddle
in which those who hold such notions must feel

themselves at home. To an outsider, however,
who believes, upon the contrary, that all attempts

to make men know their actual circumstances

are to be encouraged—that the truth should be
sought for, utterly regardless of what it may turn

out to be—and made known, never minding what
it is—and that the love of ignorance is a great

mistake,—it appears as if the Chamber of Agri-

culture was discovering the agricultural mind to

Government in a very unfortunate way indeed.

However, let us hope for the best. They are to

discuss the policy of Agricultural Education at

their next meeting 1

Prices have rather risen in the Com market

during the past 10 days. Supplies were short on
Monday, and Wheat was worth u. per quarter more
money. Tr.ade has been very dull in the Cattle

market, and prices are lower. The Wool market

exhibits somewhat " hardening " prices, and hopes are

entertained that " the tiun for the better is at hand."

The following short abstract of Mr.
Gladstone's speech on the Irish Land Question,
last Tuesday, is taken from the columns of the Fall Mall
Gazette:—Mr. Gladstone began by referring to the

assertion that it was the land which lay at the root

of Irish grievances. He went on to idissipate some
of the misapprehensions which prevail as to the con-

dition of Ireland—such as the notion that the Irish

are a Celtic race, prone to disorder ; that the land laws

are the same in Ireland as in England, and ought to

produce the same results in both countries ; that Ireland

has been prospering for the last 20 years, and that the

people have no occasion to exhibit feelings of discontent.

Under this last head he showed that, on the contrary,

the rate of wages had not risen within the last 10 years,

the number of persons receiving poor relief had increased,

the cost of subsistence had risen, and some of the

most imprudent and violent interferences with the fixed

usages of the country had occurred. He showed, too,

that the course of legislation for the last half century,

though intended, no doubt, in a beneficial spirit, had
possibly been detrimental to the interests of the

occupiers. Premising next that the Bill would reverse

the presumption of law in favour of yearly tenancies, and

would not leave owners and occupiers full freedom of

contract, he laid it down that the great evil to be dealt

with was insecurity of tenure, which paralysed the

occupier's industry and vitiated his relations with his

landlord, with the .State, and with society at large.

Discussing the various remedies which had been sug-

gested, Mr. Gladstone pronounced emphatically

against "perpetuity of tenure." Passing then to

the actual provisions of the Bill, he divided them
under two heads—the acquisition and the occupation of

land. With regard to the first, it proposed to increase

the power of limited owners with regard to the sale

and lease of land, and assistance would be given by
Treasury loans, through the Irish Board of Works, to

tenants desiring to purchase the cultivated lands they

now occupy, either by private contract or through the

machinery of the Landed Estates Court. There were

also provisions for loans (or the reclamation and
purchase 5f waste lands, and for assisting landlords to

p.ay compensation to tenants giving up their holdings

of their own free will. Dealing next with the provi-

sions as to the occupation of land, he explained

first the judicial machinery for carrying them out,

which would be of two kinds—either a Court of

Arbitration or the Civil Bill Court—from which
last there would be .an appeal to the Judges of

Assize ; and under a clause which he described

as the " equities clause" the Courts would be able to

take into consideration not merely the legal aspects of

each case, but all the circumstances bearing equitably

upon it. The main provisions of the Bill fell under

four heads, corresponding to the four descriptions of

Irish holdings, viz., those held under the Ulster

custom, those held under analogous customs in other

parts of the country not having the same traditionary

authority, yearly tenancies which enjoyed no kind of

protection from custom, and tenancies under lease.

With regard to the Ulster custom, the Bill would take

it as it existed, and give it at once the force of law.

With regard to tenants at will, the Bill established a

scale of damages which the Courts would be able

to award to evicted tenants. This scale did not

include compensation for reclamation of land and
permanent buildings, which would be awarded sepa-

nately. Mr. Gladstone asked, " What is an
improvement ?" and his definition was, that it must
be something which shall add to the letting value

of the land, and must be suitable to the holding.

The Bill would presume all improvements to be

the property of the tenant, and it would be for

the landlord to prove the contrary. Retrospective

improvements would be included, but only so far

back as 20 years, except in the case of permanent

buildings and reclamations of lands. With regard

to the fourth division—holdings under lea.se, Mr.

Gl.^dstone said any owner might exempt his lands

from the custom, always excepting the Ulster custom,

which would be legalised, and from the scale of

damages, by giving to his tenant a lease for 31 years,

provided that the lease were approved by the Court,

and gave the tenant at the close of it a right to com-
pensation for manures, permanent buildings, and
reclamation of land. With the full knowledge that
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the measure was far from perfect, Mr. Gladstone
invited suggestions for its amendment from all sides.

When introducing the Government measure on

Education, on Thursday evening, Mr. Forster
referred to the question of compulsion. The Bill gives

power to the local "school authority" to frame bye-

laws subject to the revision of the Government and

Parliament—to compel the attendance of all children

in their districts between the ages of five and 12. The
limit of the fine on the parents for the non-attendance

of their children is to be $s. ; but the magistrate will

be able to remit the fine on reasonable excuse being

urged.

There is useful and, it seems from the Maid-

stone experience, profitable work for cottage improve-

ment societies. The Maidstone Society now possess

85 cottages; their share capital amounts to ^"5760.

According to the seventh annual report before us the nett

rental of the company's cottages has been ;^350 1 5^. 5*/.

,

which, with ;/Ji2 loj. dividend on the reserve fund,

makes the total income for the year amount to

£3^} 5^- 5'^- The sum
of ^44 5^. S(/. has been

spent on repairs, and the

whole of the company's
Maidstone property is

now in good condition.

The expenses of ma-
nagement have not

increased, and have
amounted only to the

very small sum of

£7 17s. Sd. The divi-

dend proposed, at the

rate of 5 per cent, per

annum, free of income-
tax, will take ^247 iZf.

Abalanceof;^53 \2s.Zd.

will remain to be added
to the reserve, whereby
that fund will be in-

creased to the sum of

^^303 13J. id. The com-
pany's cottages are well

tenanted, and the loss of

rent has been very small.

This shows that, even
in a year like the pre-

sent, the company's cot-

tages are sought after

and appreciated as mode-
rate in rental and com-
fortable for occupation ;

and the whole history

shows, we think, that

there is both useful and
profitable work before

cottage improvement so-

cieties else\^'here.

The following are

the chief clauses of Mr.
Wykeham Martin's
Game Laws Amend-
ment Bill :—From and
after Sptember 25, 1870,

it shall be lawful for any
tenant, or any person
employed by him, and
having his authority or

permission, to kill rab-

bits on the lands occu-

pied by him, any agree-

ment or covenant to the

contrary notwithstand-

ing ; and any agreement
reserving the sole or

exclusive right to kill

rabbits shall be null and
void. Any person who
shall kill any rabbits in

pursuance of this Act
shall not thereby becomeliable to pay any assessed taxes,

nor shall he be bound to take out any licence under the

Act passed in the 23d and 24th years of the reign of
Her most Excellent Majesty, chapter 90. The pro-
visions of this Act shall not apply to any lands held
under any lease which was originally granted for a
term of years not less than five, during the term or

currency of such lease.

The first part of the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society for 1870 has just been issued. Of
250 pages no fewer than 127 are from the pen of the

Editor. In them he gives a very interesting and
instructive account of Belgian agriculture, being the

result of a journey made at the request of the Council

by Dr. VoELCKER and himself. He also reports on

Cheshire Dairy Fanning, and on the American
Cheese Factory System. In addition to these

there is an elaborate report on Village Sanitary

Economy, by Mr. Bailey Denton ; a substantial

essay on Farm Labourers, their Friendly Societies, and
the Poor Law, by the Rev. J. Y. Stratton, of

Ditton, Kent ; three useful reports by Dr. Voelcker,
and shorter papers by Mr. Jonas, of Cambridgeshire,

Mr. Snowball, of Northumberland, and Mr.
"Wells, M.P. We hope to give some further account

of its contents next week. Meanwhile, we may say
that it is evidently full of interesting matter—more
accessible, too, than heretofore, for we are not now put
to the trouble ,of cutting open the leaves ! It is also

well illustrated. Being a good book, one has hardly
any right to criticise the authorship. Nevertheless, it

must be noted as unfortunate, that so few practical

men have contributed to its pages. Agricultural editor-

ship is perfectly successful only when, by means of it,

agriculturists are induced to instruct each other.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Mr. John Hudson.

The subjoined portrait, engraved from a photo-
graph with which Mrs. Hudson has been good
enough to supply us, represents Mr. Hudson as he was
during the last years of his life.

We take the following particulars of his career for

the most part from a short memoir of him which ap-

peared in the Farmet^s Magazine of September last :

—

John Hudson was bom at Grinston, near Lynn

JOHN HUDS0;N, late of CASTLE ACRE.
[Born June 14, 1794 ; died July 36, 1869.]

Regis, in the county of Norfolk, on June 14, 1794'

He was educated at Lynn in 1809, and acquired his

knowledge of fanning by going through the practical

part of it under the tuition of his father, who, the pre-

vious year, had taken a farm of light land called

Walton Field, at East Walton, near West Acre, on the

estate of the late Mr. Anthony Hammond.
The Ifolkham sheep shearings had commenced, and

these Mr. Hudson and his father constantly attended,

profiting much by all they saw and heard. They
zealously and perseveringly put in practice all those

improvements they considered adapted for the fann

they then cultivated ; and in a few years Walton Field,

which had been little better than a rabbit warren, pro-

duced a large and rapidly increasing yield of Wheat ;

so that the original 50 quarters of the fii^st two years of

the lease were succeeded in the last four by an average

6f 600 quarters, with a proportionate increase in the

stock kept upon the farm.

In the year 1820 Mr. Hudson married the only
daughter of Mr. Thomas Moore, of Warham, near

Holkham, a much esteemed tenant of Mr. Coke. In

1822, when many farms changed occupiers, Mr. Coke
offered to Mr. Hudson the farm of Castle Acre ; and
the same year Mr. Hudson, sen., hired the one adjoin-

ing, called The Village Farm. In 1834, advancing
years incapacitated the father from those active exer-
tions in which he had long delighted, and induced him
to surrender *'The Village" to his son, since when
both farms have been united.

These farms, and their management, were thus
described in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society:
—*'The two farms at Castle Acre, occupied

by Mr. Hudson, contain about 1500 acres, the soil

being a sandy loam on clay or chalk. He also has a
farm of low land, at Seech, near Lynn, about 200
acres. When he first took the land at Castle Acre, in

1822, he only kept about 30 head of cattle and 800
sheep : he now grazes about 200 beasts, and from 25CX)

to 3000 sheep annually. He has doubled the produce

of Barley, and nearly doubled the produce of Wheat.
To account for this change he uses yearly about 100

tons of rape-cake and bones ior manure, and about

200 tons of linseed-cake for fat tening cattle and sheep ;

the whole of the land has been clayed or marled, and,

where necessary, drained."

Mr. Hudson was one of the original members, as he
long sat on the Council,

of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society. Declining
health, however, com-
pelled him a short time
since to resign his seat at

this board, where he has

been succeeded in turn

by Mr. Sewell Read and
Mr. Robert Leeds on
behalf of the Norfolk
farmers. He was also

one of the promoters of

the Farmers' Club, in

the proceedings of which
he continued up to the

last to take a strong in-

terest.

There was no more
thoroughly representa-

tive man than Mr. Hud-
son of Castle Acre, and
for a very long period

he kept open house to

all comers and all coun-

tries. Not a foreigner

or an American anxious

to know anything of

English agriculture, but

provided himself with

an introduction to Mr.

Hudson. Highly, how-
ever, as he might rank

abroad, he was never

seen to so much advan-

tage as when you met
him on his own threshold

and followed him round
his own farm. There
was something so simple,

but at the same time

so attractive in his

manner as to give his

society a peculiar charm,

and add a zest to the

lesson he was inculcat-

ing. A near neighbour

and also distinguished

Norfolk farmer thus

writes of his old friend :

•' Mr. Hudson was 20

years since far in advance
of his neighbours, as I

believe one of the finest

crops ever grown on hia

farm at Castle Acre was
in the year when the

Royal Society visited

Norwich. He was al-

ways one of the first to

buy any new machinery,

which was, or course, of great advantage to his neigh-

bours. Two years since he commenced cultivat-

ing by steam, having purchased a single set. I know
of no farm in Norfolk or out of it where so much
capital per acre has been employed. Many years

since, Mr. Hudson purchased an estate in Gloucester-

shire, which he greatly improved by adopting the

Norfolk system of husbandry, and by breaking up all

the inferior grass-land, and converting it into tillage,

whereby he has grown a very large quantity of corn."

We add that, long before his death, he was known

as one of the most successful practical iarmers of the

day, representing more strikingly probably than any of

his contemporaries the good policy of the very

"highest" farming in the interest of the tenant, as

well as of the landowner and labourer. And many

years ago, when three or four distinguished men were

asked to speak on the several branches of English

agriculture on the occasion of Mr. Hoskyns' paper on

Agricultural Progress, read before the late Prince Con-

sort in the rooms of the Society of Arts, he was

selected by the Society, as its best living representative,

to speak of the actual practice of the farmer m held,

farmyard, and fold, and its wonderfully mcreased pro-

ductiveness i 1 the food manufacture of the country.
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OUR LIVE[STOCK.
CATTLE.

Next Friday will witness a very important sale

of high-bred Shorthorn stock at Beaumont Grange.

The catalogue issued by Mr. Strafford contains the

names of 1 5 bulls and the same number of cows and

heifers, and a richer collection of pedigrees it would be

difficult to find. The Bates, Gwynne, Charmer, and

Knightley blood of the female portion of the herd has

been enriched by the importation of such sires as

Grand Duke of Lancaster (19,883), Oxford
(20,450), Royal G^\'^^NNE {22,784), and Harrington
Oxford (25,607). The first of these famous bulls was

bred at Beaumont Grange ; he is by 3D Grand Duke,
and from Czarina (sold by Mr. Bolden for 300 gs.), by

2D Grand Duke, one of the few looo-gs. bulls which

the world has seen. It is stated that the same

sum was refused for the 3D Grand Duke.
Oxford's name reveals his lineage. He is by

2D Grand Duke, and from Maid of Oxford, and

previously descended from a line of Oxfords, tracing

back to Oxford 2d by Short-tail. Royal Gwynne
also proclaims his Favourite origin, and Barring-

ton Oxford is the result of a union between Baron
Oxford (23,375), and Lady Bates yi, the mother of

lot 15. Turning to the first portion of the catalogue

we find it headed by Nell Qti'ynm; now ten years old,

by Rex (16,833). This cow is the mother of Z<?«fiM/cT

Gyionne by Grand Duke of Lancaster, and closely

related to the yearling bull Grand Duke of

Oxford 2D (No. 1 1 ). This famous family, known also

as the Princess tribe, is one of noted origin, boasting of

many splendid alliances, at the foundation of which is

the famous Princess by Favourite dam by Favourite
cross. The following diagram shows the more recent

pedigree of the family as it exists at Beaumont
Grange :

—

Favourite (252) (R. Colling).

Princess Phenome.non {491) (R. Colling;.

Nell Gioynne Lavton (366).

Nelt Gyiimne Merlin (430) (Seymour).

h
-'

Daphne Gitynne Marmion (406) (Seymour).

Cripple G'wyHne Prime Minister (2456) (W. Rainel.

¥1^. Thomas (10,777) (S. Watkin).

Young Benedict (15,641) (Troutbeck).

Rex (16,833) (Troutbeck).

Salt Givyuitc

Sophia Gwyn

Sephy GiL'ym

I

.

.Veil Gmynne (lot .).

On further examination of this pedigree it will be seen

that Phenomenon and LAYTONwere both by Favou-
rite, and that Merlin was descended from the same
noted sire. Rex, the last bull used, was by Duke of
Cambridge, and from Snlvy Guyiine by St. Thomas.
No breeding could therefore be closer, and we hear

that the result has been excellent, at all events so far as

Lancaster Givynne is concerned. Royal Charmer 2d,

by Grand Duke of Lan'C.\ster, .and her brother.

Charmer's Grand Duke, will command much
attention as representatives of the famous Milcote

Sweethearts, as will also The Cardinal by Barring-
ton Oxford, and of the same noted family on the

female side. These and the other members of the

"Charmer" family in Mr. Slye's sale are numbered in

the following Table :

—

^(

4TH Duke of Thorndale (17,750). This cow

is the result of a union between two first-class

Shorthorn strains, her sire being a Duchess bull,

while she is of the Lady Bates and Lady Barrington

tribe.

We extract the following memoranda on the

Duchess tribe of Shorthorns from the Albany Culti-

vator :—
'

' The exact whereabouts of the Duchesses and Oxfords

are always of interest to Shorthorn breeders. In our

recent no'tice of the sale bv Mr. James O. Sheldon, of

one-half of the White Spring Farm herd to Messrs. Wal-
cott & Campbell of New York Mills, near Utica. it was

not specified which of the animals were sold and which

retained. We now learn that the purchase of Messrs.

W. & C. comprised the following :

—

"Srf Duchess of Thorndale. bv DuKE OF Gl.o'STER

;

qth Duchess of Thorndale. bv 3D DUKE OF Airdrie
;

12M Duchess of Thorndale, by 6th Duke of Thorn-
dale ; (sth Duchess of Geneva, by 3D Lord Oxford

;

8Wi Duchess of Geneva, bv 3D Lord Oxford ; 13W
Duchess of Geneva, by Baron of Oxford ;

^th and soth

Lady of Oxford, and id Maid of Oxford. The following

will still be found at Geneva as heretofore :

—

••loth Duchess of Geneva, hy 2a Duke of Geneva;
2th Duchess of Geneva, by Baron of Oxford

;
^th

Duchess of Geneva, by imported Grand Duke of Ox-
ford ; &th DuehcssofThorndale. by 3D Duke of.\irdrie

;

13M Duchess of Thorndale. by loTH Duke of Thorn-
dale

:
^d Maid of Oxford, and id Countess of Oxford.

"Since the sale. Mr. Sheldon's herd has been increased

by a heifer-calf from 31/ Maid of Oxford, and one or two

more from cows of less note.
'

' .\ few days since the New York Mills herd was enriched

by the addition of a red and white c. c. from 7M Lady of

Oxford, and by loTH Duke ofThorndale, .and a capital

white c. c. from imported Booth cow Merry Peal. This

last calf is named Merry Bride, and is full of Booth points

and promise.
'

' We learn on good authority that Messrs. Walcott &
Campbell have had the pleasure of refusing an offer of

11,000 dollars for their Zth Duchess of Geneva.
'

' Mr. Cochrane reports a very favourable season in Short-

horns. Considering that it is but five years since Mr.

Cochrane commenced his herd at Hillhurst, the large sum
invested in lands, buildings, and improvements, and in

the large herds and flocks, it must be very gratifying to
" owner that he is able to say that receipts have paid

current expenses of all kinds and a good interest on the

apit,al. 'The herd has been well increased by births

during the season.

"Mr. Robert George Dun, London, O. . writes us that he

proposes hereafter to adopt the New York plan of giving

every animal on his estate a good stable, instead of follow-

ing the old-fashioned Madison County way of turning to

Grass all winter, or feeding out corn in the shock in a

wood lot. This course in a mild winter, as they usually

have, does very well—that is, stock will gain if heavily

fed, but now and then^ a rough winter is very hard on
breeding stock. Mr. Dun now stables most of his choice

Shorthorns, and finds his account therein.
"
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repair the cabin of a m.in who occupies from 2 to 10

acres of land—whicli cabin is built with mud walls,

a thatched roof, and an old basket for a chimney?

Would it be reasonable to expect him to make fences

round patches of land varying from a quarter of an acre

to 2 or 3 acres ? No doubt he might drain the land

—

and many of them do drain the lanil where there is the

least prospect of the tenant paying a reasonable

interest on the outlay—but beyond this there is positively

no outlay that I can see which can be fairly called

landlord's outlay, which is possible in Ireland so long

as the present race of small tenants remain. It is well

known that in England money spent on cottages will

not pay unless such cottages are a mere adjunct to a

large farm, just as cowhouses or any other farm-

buildings are. Well, the whole land of Ireland, with

some small exceptions, is let to cottars, and if it ever

became the rule for the landlords to keep the cottages,

or rather the "cabins" in repair, it does not require

any great gift of prophecy to foretell what would be the

result.

>; Mr, Gladstone, no doubt, will attempt some measure,

but I venture to predict that luiless his proposed

measure interferes with the rights of property in a way

arable and 75 are pasture. It is essentially a tillage

farm ; the land being, when drained, good stock land,
and capable of maintaining a fair sized flock of sheep.

TheCityFieldsFarmissituated, geologically speaking,
on the upper greensand formation, the subsoil at some
depth being the gault upon which the greensand proper,
with coprolites in it, is fovmd.
The following index shows the accommodation

afforded :

—

r. Waggon shed
; 2. Root store; 3. ChafF; 4. Mixing

floor (cutting floor over)
; 5. Barn ; 6. Implement house

{granary over); 7, 8, 9. Shelter sheds ; 10. Calf pen ; 11.

Cow-house for six cows ; 12, 13. Loose boxes ; 14, 15.
Poultry houses ; 16. Fatting stalls foreight beasts ; 17. Pig-
geries; 18. Meal house ; 19. Loose box ; 20. Chaff; 21.
Stable for 10 horses ; 22. Gig house ; 23. Nag stable ; 24.
Bake and brew house ; 25. Scullery ; 26. Kitchen

; 27.
Parlour; 28. Living room ; 29. Dairy

; 30. Scullery
; 31.

Living room {the two latter cottages).

It will be seen, on an examination of this plan, how
that great rule for the economy of labour is observed
which requires the neighbourhood, in fact, of those
parts which depend upon one another in usefulness.

Thus 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 16, 20, and 21, indicate

the cutting chamber with mixing floor below are con-
nected with them, so that the chopped straw or hay
may at once be mixed with the cut or pulped roots. The
farmhouse contains besides the living room, parlour,
kitchen, scullery and other offices, on the ground floor*
four bedrooms for the family, and two for tlie servants.'
The house, cottages, and farm buildings have all

been built with white perforated bricks, and covered
with slates ; and special care has been taken to provide
a water supply and drainage.

The Henlow Grange estate has been recently
readjusted, and the farms relet to the tenantry residing

on the estate when Mr. Addington succeeded to it.

The homesteads throughout the estate are all being put
into excellent order, additional accommodation being
supplied where required, and the old buildings repaired
where retained.

Thirty cottages are in course of construction upon
various approved designs, prepared by Messrs. Bailey
Denton, Son & North, for the General Land Drainage
and Improvement Company, who are carrying out all

the works, including drainage and road making.
These cottages well deserve inspection as capital

specimens of design and workmanship. Nowhere

i.uw, i;i:i)i'OKiJbiiiKK.

that England and Scotland will not for a moment
submit to, that measure will fail to give satisfaction to

the party of movement in Ireland. And if it does
interfere with the rights of property in such a way as
to give satisfaction to the Irish malcontents, I think
there is very little doubt it will raise such a storm of
indignation in England as will sweep himself and his
colleagues out of ofiice. In fact, he seems to me
between the horns of a dilemma, from which escape is

all but impossible. G. A. H.

FARM BUILDINGS.
II. "City Fields:" Henlow, Bf.ds,

The farm-house and homestead illustrated above haS

been recently erected at Henlow, in Bedfordshire, on
the property of the Rev. Henry Addington, of Henlow
Grange, near Hitchin. We know of no more noteworthy
example of energetic estate improvement than is to be
seen on this property—which has only recently come into

the hands of its present owner. Several new homesteads,
and a large number of cottages are being erected.

Other old homesteads are being largely altered and im-

proved. Drainage operations and road-making, too,

are being carried on, under the superintendence and on
the plans of Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son & North.
The buildings here represented are placed in the centre

of a newly-formed farm of 350 acres, of which 275 are

how close the food stores are to the live stock to be fed.

The aspects of buildings, too, are well arranged—the
cart and implement shed towards the north—the yards

under shelter of bam towards the south. The granary

is well placed in connection with the bam on one side,

and with the shed (where com can be loaded) below it.

The farmhouse is well placed and commodious, and
the cottage accommodation is good.

There are two pairs of cottages on the fann, both of

which are shown in the view, one pair being situated at

the entrance from the public road, and the other, for

the carter and stock-keeper, at the south-east comer of

the homestead. Three of these cottages contain three

bedrooms eacli, and the fourth two only.

The stabling at the homestead is designed to accom-
modate 10 horses, besides which there is a loose box
for an extra or sick horse. The dairy accommodation
is small, only three or four cows being kept.

Provision is made for fatting 12 beasts in stalls, and
for rearing from 30 to 40 stores of different ages.

The buildings have been designed for the housing,

mixing, and distributing of the food for the whole of

the stock in the most convenient way, the first object

being to afford means of conveying it as directly and
conveniently as possible from the floor on which it is

prepared to the mangers in the different buildings.

The straw-bam with the root-store occupies a central

position in the northern range of the buildings ; and

have wc seen better work. And nowhere is there a
more capital example of the advantages arising out of

recent land improvement legislation.

Ijouie OComsjjonkiict.

La Petite Culture.—I see Mr. Carroll's strictures

upon the statements concerning "petite culture," in the

lecture of Mr. James Howard, M.P., are not answered
in your last issue. Will you allow me, as having some
knowledge of Continental agriculture, to make a few
observations on the subject ? The question is, which
system produces most food, "petite culture," or

"culture intensif?" and this naturally involves the

other question, viz., under which system can the largest

population be supported ? Now, supposing an active,

intelligent, hard-working labourer with a knowledge of

the theory and practice of scientific farming to have

14 acre of land of his own, and that he cultivates it

deeply and diligently with spade and fork, that he has

a command of farmyard and artificial manures, that his

rotation of crops is well suited to the soil, his land

drained—in short, that he has every proportionate

advantage that a large tenant-farmer has—then I believe,

notwithstanding he can use no steam-ploughs (whether

Howaril's or Fowler's, it matters not, both are good),

no reaping and mowing machines, horse-rakes, hay-
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making machines, drills, horse-hoes or steam-threshers,

he will produce more food per acre than the large

farmer, just as, to quote parallel cases, a Spitalfields

weaver can weave a belter silk fabric than a steam

loom, or a Clerkenwell watchmaker make a better

chronometer than a Swiss steam factory. But, what are

the facts, as shown in the appendix to Mr. Howard's
paper, and from actual experience ? It is clear that the

"petit cultivateur" has but very few of the advantages

above enumerated, therefore the " cultivateur intensif,"

who does possess them, beats him hollow. To quote

again from Mr. Howard's lecture, the large farmer can

afford " two restorative crops for one exhaustive." He
can also keep more beasts, make and buy more manure,

set out his land to the best advantage, use machinery on

his large fields and in his large bams : he pays one

house-rent for, perhaps, 600 times the extent of land,

and has innumerable opportunities for working his

land economically over his lesser brother, which will

readily suggest themselves to every practical farmer.

It is clear that as long as the present condition of

things lasts, i. t:, until the co-operative system has been

much more extensively developed, large farms will

produce more food than small ones ; therefore it is

particularly the interest of this country, with its large

centres of manufacturing population, to deprecate

"petite culture" as a system of general adaptation.

Nothing can beat intelligent hand-labour, its fault is,

in the present stage of civilisation, that it is too dear^—
too dear. In fact, I believe that "petite culture,"

universally practised in this counti7, would bring us

back to the days of woad and coracle. In conclusion,

let me attribute all honour to the Flemish boor. He
shows what diligence can do, even when weighteil with

all the disadvantages of high rent, want of science, lack

of capital, and bad tools. Viator, February 10.

The Irish Land Question.—I have been amused,

and at the same time sorry, in reading articles from

"G. A. H.," Mr. Spearing, &c. Suppose I say

neither are right—a moderate or medium course is best

—there is some truth on both sides. And, as an

Englishman living in Ireland for more than 12 years,

I may say "G. A. H." is certainly too severe to charge

the whole country with acts which, I feel assured,

9-ioths [999 thousandths] are ashamed of, even if, as he

says, the guilty parties are not found out? Unfor-

tunately Englislimen are given to laugh at any time

anything connected with this country is spoken of ; and

the Irish being a quick, shrewd, proud people, to be

laughed at ever and always, or to be found fault with,

they neither like nor can they well bear. I am not a

tenant-farmer, nor owner of any land, but I have lived

long enough in Ireland fto form an opinion. I can

live here as an Englishman and be respected by Irish-

men, of no matter what creed, and I think it is a great

pity Englishmen in general do not know more of this

country and Irishmen of England ; I feel assured it

would greatly benefit both countries : sympathy is good
at times, not contempt. Now, with respect to good
and bad farming : in general farms are very small—so

they are, and for the present must remain—not that I

entirely approve of them, would rather see them getting

larger, which by degrees I have no doubt they will

;

at the same time I would like to see the country pros-

perous. 1 say "G. A. H." is wrong when he makes
such sweeping assertions about " not one in lOO," and
with all their faults I consider there are many mode-
rately good farmers, at least, on an average one-fourth,

and someof them not so ignorant as "G.A.H." supposes.

The National Schools are doing a great deal of good
among the peasantry, among whom I include parties

holding 10 English acres and downwards. To liken

Irish and English farmers to the Red Indians and the

Pilgrim Fathers, is really too bad. Nor do I wish to

convey that the landlords as a class are all wrong, far

from It, as I feel assured i9-20ths are both humane,
kind and good to their tenantry, as far as they are able

;

and to speak of them as felonious to an excitable

people is very wrong : we must all learn to live and
let live, and vindictiveness in either landlord or tenant

is not the way to prosper. I live in southern Ulster,

but do not approve of what is called tenant-right here.

But I suppose ere this reaches you, Mr. Gladstone will

have unfolded his Tenant-Right Bill, as it is called, and
I hope it will respect landlord-right as well. I would
advise "G. A. H." not to be so severe, or so much
prejudiced ; he may have suffered wrong in some
bygone days or other, and perhaps is still a little sore

respecting it, but it is not noble or generous to never

forgive. Let us forget the past as much as possible,

begin anew, and all—English, Irish, and Scotch—do
our best to make this country our common country,

prosperous, contented, and happy. G. E. H.

** G. A, H." and the Irish Land Question.—As
regards my nationality I suppose I must btushingly

admit I am an Irishman, and one who knows pretty

well the failings and virtues of his counti-ymen, for they

have both in an extreme degree. 1 do not come from

the school of St. Omar's, nor am I on the same mission

as were its brave English emissaries. I have seen a

fair share of life, but I have as yet failed to discover an

elysium which has not its proportion of bad characters.

Even the ** noble Pilgrim Fathers" could not guarantee

that their descendants should not be too free in the use

of the bowie and derringer. " G. A. H." must know
that the opponents and abominators of assassination

may be reckoned by the million, in Ireland^ just as they

n England. The outrages alluded to take place

generally in the same district : and where there are

landouTiers who are considerate towards their tenantry

there also may be found occupiers who respect and

would yield anything in reason to their landlords. As
regards the allusion of "G. A. H. " to the "ministers

of religion," I may tell him what he, professing as he

does such knowledge of Ireland, ought to know. The
ministers of religion of all denominations oppose as they

best can the system of agrarian outrage ; and we must

hope for further effort in this direction from one section

; the notice of anathema against secret societies has

been received from Rome. As mentioned in my last

notice of " G. A. H.'s" lucubrations, such effusions are

now rare, and emanate only from the diseased brains

of malcontents, who will not see good in anything.

If " G. A. H." will only come down from the

platform of invective and recrimination to which
he has raised himself, I will discuss the pre-

sent state of the country with him in a way
becoming the columns of your Paper, and I shall have

fear of consequences if I place the case in the hands

of your readers ; but mere calumny, such as that con-

tained in his last letter, I will no longer notice. T. C.

[We have taken the liberty to cancel a portion of our

correspondent "T, C.'s" letter, in which he makes a

personal reply to what he takes to be the personal

invective of our con'espondent "G, A. H." The sweep-

ing criticism of the latter, in which, however, we saw
no personal intention, ought to have been also

cancelled. And now that the discussion may be con-

sidered purged of personality, we hope it may use-

fully proceed.]

Steam Cultivation at Tiptree.—Mr. Mechi has

just stepped in to tell us that " G. A. H." "has
mercilessly smashed Mr. Smith's 6s. &d. seed-bed." I

must have a word with our old friend, to show that he

is mistaken. Let Mr. Mechi look to your paper of

December II, 1S69, p. 128S ; he will there find all the

particulars as to my start in 1855 and 1856, showing
how I made my estimate of is. 6ii. an acre for extras,

and he may also there see how matters stood under my
altered position in 1S69 ; then let him look to January 8,

1870, p. 55, and see the heavy load of interest that

" G. A. H." would have clapped upon his back, and

then let him look at January 15, 1870, p. 86, and

see interest calculated according to Mr. Mechi's plan,

and everybody else's. Those sums " G. A. H." has

never smashed, neither will he, not even by the aid of

Mr. Mechi. Therefore my seed-bed for 6^. Zd. an

acre does stand, and will, let Mr. Mechi write as he

may. His reference to the Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal does not help him a bit. Mine are facts.

Their estimates are of no use against me. My seed-

bed is obtained upon the direct plan, which "G.A.H. "

prefers. The true " roundabout plan " consists in

going some half-a-dozen times over the land to make a

seed-bed (see Febmary 5, 1870, p. 189). I have just

planted some Beans on some heavy land, the seed-bed

costing only 41. Zd. an acre, extras and all included,

one smashing only, and on land that the steam-smasher

has never been worked upon before. I like the direct

road ; for 14 years it has given me cheap and clean

seed-beds, and at the end of that period my land is in a

state, for cleanliness and depth of working, fit to be

shown against any in England. Mr. Mechi tells us a
" reason why a steam cultivator on his farm would not

pay is, that he has a fixed steam-engine." He had

that when he tried the "rabbit scratcher" by Mr.

Romaine. He did not succeed with his scratcher, and it

blighted his attempt at steam culture. Now, I fancy

it would pay to have steam-power culture upon his

farm. Some horses might be sold off. If he is as

good and fleet a worker as his friend " G. A. H." is,

1 should think four might go. The good old fixed

engine, surely, would make ;^loo. These two items

would bring the total cost at starting down to /"340,

and he would have a good new lo-horse engine to

start off with. The keeping saved of the four horses'

sold off at the end of the first year would be another

^100, and every year after another ;^ioo might be

thus saved. Mr. Mechi would do well to reflect a bit

before he jumps to the conclusion that it would not

pay on his farm, especially if he would be ginded and
work upon the direct seed-bed-making plan — the

Woolston plan ; it is not only a simple plan, but it is

a practical one on any lands. In conclusion, I should

be very glad if Mr. Mechi would tell us all about his

6y. gd. 186S Wheat. "G. A. H." has tackled me
very fairly about my 6s. Sd. seed-bed, and I have

explained all about it, substantiating the 6s. Sd. to the

letter. Now let Mr. Mechi substantiate his 63^-. gd.

Wheat, or his balance-sheet December 30, 1868, is not

worth a rap. IVilliam S/mth, Woolston, Bldchhy
StaiioJi, Bucks, February 1 4.

Drinking Habits of the Agricultural Labourer.
—I saw with much satisfaction that in your leading

article of the 1 2th inst. you stated that "a number of

Kentish clergymen have suggested the fonnation of an

association " to counteract the temptations and facilities

by which drinking habits among agricultural labourers

are formed. May I suggest to these gentlemen tliat the

payment of wages in beer is the temptation which
leads to drinking habits more than the beershop itself,

and it is that which may be most easily put down. On
a small farm, with a staff of fi\e labourers in con-

tinual employment, I have for many years not given a

drop of beer. I was told that I could not get the work
done without it, but I have never met with the least

difficulty. Though I pay a liberal equivalent for the

value of the beer, I believe I save money. When I

gave beer there were continual (juarrels in the field,

now I have peace and quietness, and my staff of

labourers is superior to that on any farm in the parish.

They are willing and obliging, and when by chance I

have a vacancy I have no difficulty in engaging the

best and most trustworthy in my service. If this sad

mistake among employers of agricultural labour could

be corrected, and nothing can be easier, we should take

an important step towards the discouragement of

intemperate habits among our rural population.

J. C. C, Feb. 12.

Foreign Correspondence.
Galici.a. : Austrian Agriculture.—The land in my

immediate neighbourhood (district of Cracow) is divided

into large farms of 1 20 to 450 acres, and peasant fanus

of 3 to 45 acres. In my district the largest farm is

450 acres, and 120 acres the least. Peasant proprietors

farm 3 to 45 acres. In my environs farms consist

mostly of 300 acres arable and 45 to 75 acres meadow.
For each farm of 300 to 375 acres there are in propor-

tion 30 to 40 peasant farms.—The average rents of the

larger famis in Austrian Galicia, second to third

quality soil, is ii.f. to 14?. per acre. The rent of

small plots of l^ to 3 acres ranges from 32J-. per acre

for best quality to 5^. for the poorest. Peasant fanns,

the property of former serfs, are held by the class, and

are not let.—The small farms are the properties of the

peasants. The fanning of the peasants is in a veiy poor

state. There is no industrial manufacture in this district,

consequently there is no capital ; if there were capital

the farming would be better, and it would also be to

their advantage under such circumstances to be owners

of their land. The lease of large and small plots of

land is from three to six years. They are in writing,

and contain reciprocal conditions. The tenant is not

allowed to sell straw from the same, but must

make it into manure. Rotation of crops is not

specified ; but for small plots of land no conditions

whatever are named. Large farms of medium
quality can be bought at £^ to £^ per acre.

There are laws relating to the presenation of game.

When there is any quantity of game, it is generally let

with the land. The following are tlie crops commonly
cultivated :—Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, Rape, Potatos,

and Carrots. The Potatos and Carrots are not grown

ui>on the small farms. The usual rotation is— 1st,

Green crop, manured with 3 cwt. of artificial manure
per acre ; 2d, Rape

;
3d, Wheat ; 4th, Clover

;
5th,

Rye, with l^cwt. of artificial manure, or 3 cwt. of

bone-meal ; 6th, Oats. Another rotation is— i st,

Roots, manured ; 2d, Barley ; 3d, Clover
;
4th, Wheat;

5th, Rye, with 3 cwt. of human manure or bones ;

6th, Oats. Guano is rarely used with us, it is too dear.

We mostly use human manure in powder, at 6J cwt.

per acre, or bone-meal, at 5^ cwt. per acre. The
usual depth for white crops is 6 to 7 inches, and for

roots 8 to 9 inches. A subsoil plough is seldom used.

Farm labourers receive in summer gd. per day, and in

winter 6</. They have no provisions. In harvest

they only receive from is. to ij-. 2d. per day.

There is plenty of labour with us since forced labour

ceased, some 20 years ago. W^ages have somewhat in-

creased. The field labourers do not get a house. They
are mostly small peasant farmers who possess a house,

or pay los. to i6s. a-year for one. They have no land

given them by their employer, Init frequently possess a

piece of their own. Not only my cattle, but that of

the whole neighbourhood, have suffered from the mouth
disease. Pigs had small-pox and diseased feet. Sheep

are very little bred in my district, they had foot-rot.

It was the first time my cattle had foot-and-mouth dis-

ease. Rinsing with acids, but principally with cold

water, had a good result. I had my beasts driven

four times a day into the water, in eight days the disease

began to disappear, and in four weeks the beasts were
quite well. Cojnmunicated by Professor Fuchs of the

Imperial Agricultural Society, to Mr. J. Howard, M.P.

ESSEX CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
February 5 : Adulteration of Manures and Cattle

Food.—At a general meeting of this Chamber at

Saffron Walden this day, Mr. ANDREW Johnston
opened a discussion upon this subject. He said : The
subject divides itself naturally into the evil and its

remedy. The latter will probably be much the same
in the case of feeding stuffs and in that of manures, but

the former is somewhat different in each case, and I

will therefore, in the few remarks I have to offer, treat

of them separately, and begin with feeding stuffs.

Feeding Sluffs.—The main difference between the

two is that in the case of feeding stuff's a fairly intelli-

gent purchaser can to a great extent judge of the purity

of the article by eye and taste, which he cannot do in

the case of manures with any accuracy. To begin with

oilcake. If the purchaser will take 100 grains weight

and mix with four ounces of water, a rich jelly will be

the result (if the cake is pure), agreeable to the smell,
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and so nice to eat that it is said one "longs to be a

cow." If, on the other hand, the cake is impure the

jelly is absent, and the smell and taste more or less

nasty, according to the degree and kind of the adultera-

tion. This adulteration may be roughly divided into

three kinds.

(i). The first and most innocent is that which results

from carelessness and bad farming on the part of the

grower of the seed ; and here we come on another class

whom we may benefit by a severe scrutiny of our pur-

chases, for while our first object is to farm to the best

advantage ourselves we may be unconsciously, but most

beneficialy, raising the standard of farming among Hindoo
Ryots and Western Americans, thousands of miles away,

by insisting upon having a pure article. At the present

time it is considered very good if the proportion of foreign

seeds can be got down to 5 or 6 per cent. ; but seed has

been sent from Bombay with only i| per cent, of foreign

seeds, so that we may hope to raise the standard even of

what is ordinarily considered the best.

{2). The second and far more reprehensible kind of

adulteration is that of mixing other seed with Linseed in

the process of manufacture, and this is carried on to such

an extent that even 70 or 80 per cent, is said to be not

uncommon. Some of the seeds that are used are more or

less nutritious, some are harmless, some are poisonous.

Of the two former classes are beech-nuts, hemp-seed,

locust-beans, and cotton-seed. The latter is easily

detected by its colour. The common idea that it is heat-

ing and dangerous is, I believe, a delusion ; but I shall

treat of that subject when we come to cotton-cake. All

the above have a large proportion of woody fibre, and
have no business in oilcake, but it is little too much of a

good thing when we find Castor-oil beans and the still

more drastic bean from the Cape de Verde Islands,

known as the " Curcas," administered to our innocent

animals as pure Linseed.

(3). This brings us to the third and worst kind of adul-

teration—that of mere rubbish and dirt. Among the

cheerful mixtures found in cake are palm-nut dust, barley

dust, rice, meal, and other things, to an almost incredible

extent. I have read of a gentleman who purchased a
quantity of remarkably cheap cake, at the price of which
he, no doubt, was vastly pleased. In attempting to use

it, however, he found it anything but economical, for in

two days it killed 14 sheep, three horses, and a pony ; and
on sending it to be analysed he had the comfort of hearing

that his cheap cake was entirely composed of the " sweep-

ings of an oil mill and of a general dealer's warehouse. " and
that its rather decided effect on the animals was caused by
the presence of germs of a poisonous Fungus, one of those

which we call "mould," and which develop themselves

very rapidly where cake is not kept perfectly dry. The
harder the cake the less likely to go mouldy, and I believe

the main reason why American cake has such a good name
is that it is so carefully dried in the manufacture. Now,
however, that English manufactures are beginning to

cry out for protection, under the thin veil of a desire for
" reciprocity," it is time for agriculturists to look sharp to

their own interests. We are told that not more than

10 per cent, of the English crushers sell pure cake, and no
doubt the other 90 will be for^vard enough in the good
time coming in demanding an import duty on foreign

cake. You are called on, rightly in my opinion, to face

the competition of the whole world, and will not tamely
submit, as the "reciprocity" mongers would have you,

to be taxed right and left for the articles you require in

carrying on your business ; and also for the articles, now
become all but necessities, on which your profits are spent.

So much for the linseed-cake. Cheaper kinds of cake are

of course not equally worth adulterating, but rape-cake

is often largely mixed with mustard-seed, owing to the

rapid growth of wild Mustard in the field in India. The
effect of this seed on the health of animals is well known
to be injurious.

Cotton-cake is very little adulterated, but often contains

far too great a proportion of husk, which is indigestible,

and is even apt to get into lumps in the stomachs of

animals, causing stoppages, and giving rise to the idea

that cotton-cake given without admixture of Linseed is

poisonous. There is good testimony, however, that this

cake has very greatly improved in that respect. Now the

question arises, When and where does this adulteration

take place? Who is the culprit? I have before stated

that only about 10 per cent, of the crushers sell pure cake.

The excuse given is that they cannot obtain pure seed
;

but I fancy they would find a way if agriculturists sternly

refused to buy anything but pure cake, and the demand
for a pure article would spread backwards to the original

grower of the seed. But if it be really impossible to

procure pure seed, it is very easy to do what is already
done by makers of pure cake, viz., to sift out the
foreign seeds and make them into a cake by themselves,
which is sold as sittings cake. When this is not done, the
siftings are quietly taken out to sea in vessels, which are
run alongside those laden with pure seed, and mixed then
and there. Who pockets the profit on this ingenious trans,

action, whether the shipper or shipowner, or the captain,

or the consignee, or all four, I don't know, but there is no
doubt that it lakes place, and I fear the port of Hull is as

great a sinner in this respect as that of Liverpool is said

to be in the case of manures. The best way for a buyer
to protect himself is to buy no cake which does not at

any rate profess to be pure. Of course mixtures are good,
but the mixtures should be made at home. Firstly, because
mixed cake is apt to be very "mixed" indeed, and
secondly because the farmer can take into account in

mixing conditions with which he is perfectly acquainted,

but of which the manufacturer can know nothing—such as

soil, climate, and different kinds of stock.

Adulterated Manures.—I shall now deal briefly with

the subject of adulterated manures, and then pass on
to discuss the best remedies in that case and also in

that of feeding stuffs. The adulteration of manures
must be looked on as much the most serious of the

two. Firstly, as being much more difficult of detec-

tion, without the aid of a chemist, when purchased ;

and, .secondly, because the ill effects of bad feeding
stuffs make themselves manifest at once and with
certainty, whereas those of bad manures can only be
observed after the lapse of months by the failure of
crops, and even then without any certainty that such
failure is due to that cause-

When artificial manures were first introduced they were
not practically believed in, and their success was doubtful.
There was, therefore, no temptation for men of substance
and capital to embark in their importation or manufacture.
The trade fell very much into the hands of adventurers
with little money and no character to lose, and fraudulent
dealing with the article was the inevitable consequence. In
this state of things the analytical chemists were of the
greatest service. They came fonvard and published price

lists of the constituent parts of each article, so that

farmers could judge at once of the real value of what the
manure professed to be, while by offering to analyse all

samples they aftbrded the farmer the opportunity of
knowing whether it really was what it professed. The
result of this very soon was that a new and better class of

men went into the trade, which has now come tobe a well-

regulated business, carried on by men of substance,

character, skill, commercial knowledge, and enterprise.

To come to particulars.

Guano is chiefly adulterated with gypsum, which has
the advantage of being found largely in the neighbourhood
of the port of debarcation, which I have already men-
tioned has a sad character— Liverpool. This substance is

handy for the fraudulent dealer, but it is utterly worthless to

the farmer, who, however, has the means of detecting its

presence by weight. Pure guano should never weigh more
than 70 lb. to the bushel, and if it exceed tliat it is

certainly adulterated. It may also be tested by burning.

If pure, the residuum of the ash will only be about 33 per

cent. If impure, it will vary from that to 66 per cent., and
its colour will be more or less red, whereas that of pure

guano is white. Another safeguard is to avoid buying
guano sold by auction, as. for one reason or another, it is

always, I believe, frightfully impure. I fear, however,

that even the best guano, pure from its mine, is not nearly

so strong as—that it contains less ammonia than—what
used to be imported, and that we must be prepared,

sooner or later, for a total cessation of the supply of this

article. What shall we have to fall back on ?

Nitrate of soda is often extensively adulterated with

chloride of sodium—sulphate of ammonia is mixed with

sulphate of soda and sulphate of magnesia. Then there

is bone-dust, which of course cannot well be adulterated,

but if fine is diluted with gypsum and parings of

vegetable ivory ; and it is a curious fact the turners and
button-makers of Birmingham (that old sinner of a town !)

have a ready market for these shavings at 30j-. or 60J". per
ton, the article being useless for any other purpose than
mixing with bone-dust, and of no value whatever as ma-
nure. Lastly, the" blood manures "—I speak in the

presence of a high authority on this subject—in which it is

well known there is not much blood of any kind, but

when good, plenty ofanimal matter of one sort or another.

The inferior kinds, however, are found with an admixture
of leather, and though we all know there is nothing like

leather, this can only apply to the farmer when it is

" green," or "raw," as it is utterly valueless as manure
after going through the process of tanning.

Prei'Cfition ofthe roguery.—Wenow come to the import-

ant question, how can all this roguery be best prevented ?

I have already suggested ways by which each purchaser

can protect himself, but these are partial and unsatis-

factory, even when properly applied, and useless to

careless or ignorant men. Beyond these we want an

organised attack on the polluters of these articles,

which shall not only assist us in getting them pure, but

which shall be so effective as to place importers and
manufacturers of adulterated goods on the same level as

coiners and "smashers," and brand them as rogues and

vagabonds.

We ought to be able to do this. Surely it cannot be

said of the most practical class of a practical nation that

they will tamely submit to be fleeced, and remain help-

lessly unable to obtain pure articles, without which it is

impossible to carry on their business in the best style. One
notion that has gained some currency I must here protest

against. It is said to be the farmer's own fault if he gets

impure goods, because he will r^t pay a "fair " price, and
that if you seek to buy cheap you deserv'e to be cheated.

This, to my mind, is utter nonsense. Who shall say

what is a " fair price ? " The fair price is the lowest price

that you can possibly get a good article for, and you are

a fool if you pay any more. Depend upon it you must
seek other guarantees than giving a "fair price." Of
course if you find you are buying cake or manure much
below your neighbours, it should make you prick up your

ears and find out the reason ; but, on the other hand, you
must not go to sleep in fancied security because you are

paying a high price, as we have it on very good authority

that the high priced articles are often adulterated. Now.
it is not much use having samples analysed, as they are

frequently not fairly sampled, or the bulk is adulterated

after sampling. Instances are on record of samples
worth £^ and /lo per ton being taken from the bulk
which proved to be worth not more than ^2. or £^. The
analysis should therefore be accompanied with a written

guarantee of the bulk. Here, however, I have somewhat
got back to individual action, when I meant to have con-
fined myself for the remainder of this paper to the ques-
tion of organised action.

Two methods are open to the fanners^ Either they
may become members of the Royal Society, which gives

them the privilege of having tlj^ seller's analysis checked
and exposed by Professor Voelcker at small expense, or

they may form county associations. I incline to thinking

the latter the best course. The Royal Society are doing a
work of immense general utility. In their quarteriy

' reports they are gibetting the sellers of impure manures in

famous .style, and it is to be hoped that these reports will
be freely quoted by county newspapers in the localities
where the culprits reside and exercise their trade. I have
here one of these reports, from which I will quote an
instance. I am glad to see none of the firms named have
a connection with the eastern counties. The Royal
Society will scotch the snake. I believe it is the business
of county associations to kill it. The honest manufacturer
cannot deliver in small parcels up and down the county.
That is the province of the dealer. You are therefore in
his hands. Now, the county associations take the place
of the dealer, purchasing in large quantities for their

members, and analysing for those members who choose to
buy for themselves ; in those cases where the seller's

analysis is found to be false he is "posted" all over the
county, which of course soon becomes too hot to hold
him, as his trade is destroyed. He has killed the goose
which laid the golden eggs. The subscription to these
associations need be very small. I do not know if they
e.xist in many counties, but that in Berwickshire is said to
have done great good, as has the one in Kelso, of which I

have the rules by me. As usual, the Scotch are a little

ahead of us. I do not know whether these associations
are constituted ad hoc. or whether they are departments of
the County Agricultural Societies, but I should think they
might well be the latter, and that nothing would be more
germane to the objects of a county Chamber of Agricul-
ture than discussing the means of bringing them to bear.
Whatever may be done will not, however, relieve every
man who is a member of such an association from his

individual responsibility. In proportion as each member
is alive to his own interests will be its activity and useful-

ness. Each member must watch how it is carried on, and
be ready with curb or spur when needed. The light that

has been turned on to the question has already done great
good. Year by year improvement is found to take place
all over the country. It remains for agriculturists to per-

severe, and by making fraud more dangerous than profit-

able, to cut at its root, and destroy it for ever. Gentle-
men, I thank you for your kind attention. I am very far

indeed from claiming either originality or exhaustiveness

for these remarks. I have rather endeavoured to put
together a few heads for discussion on a subject which I

regard as of the first importance to the agricuhurist ; and
through him, to the nation at large. I cannot conclude
without thanking those to whom I am indebted for

information on the subject, particularly Professor Voelcker
and Mr. Jenkins. I trust you will treat any errors I have
fallen into, as well as many omissions, with the same kind

and patient indulgence with which you have listened to

what I had to say.

Ilntircs d §0ahs.
Ireland in 1839 and i86g. By H. S. Thompson,

late president of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England. Dorrell & Son, Charing Cross.

Mr. Thompson is in the position of having recently

re-visited Ireland that he might learn its agricultural

and social condition after a 30-years' interval. He
spent some months of 1839 endeavouring to make
himself acquainted with the peculiar usage known as

Ulster tenant-right ; and believing that by repeat-

ing his visit after a 30-years' absence he would be
enabled to give a comparative view of Ireland in

1839 and 1869 which might throw some light upon
the important questions connected with land tenure,

he has devoted the last few months to visiting the

sister country, in order that the impressions made
upon a practised agricultural observer after so long an

interval might be laid before the public. In the course

of his tour he passed through every county in Ireland,

and personally visited estates the aggregate extent of

which considerably exceeded 1,500,000 statute acres.

His journey of some thousand miles has made it

impossible to doubt that in the last 30 years there has

been generally throughout the country a great develop-

ment of all the elements of national prosperity.

Whether he looks to the character of the dwelling-

houses, the progress of trade, the increase of bank
deposits, the condition of the agricultural labourer,

or the advance in practical agriculture, this conclusion

is happily inevitable. The agricultural progress of

the past quarter of a century is illustrated by statistics

of agricultural produce, live stock, and bog reclamation.

The general lesson of all these items in the total of

agricultural improvement is not, however, without

important exceptions ; but Mr. Thompson will not

admit that the improvement in the condition of the

labourer has received any check, even within the last

10 years, to which Mr. Gladstone alluded in a

different sense last Tuesday ; and he endeavours to

explain the fact that pauper relief has increased of late,

without admitting that pauperism is advancing.

The latter half of the volume is devoted to the dis-

cussion of the relationship of landlord and tenant.

And the various forms of tenancy, with their several

tendencies and results, are described by one who has

evidently closely studied them ; and who, moreover, if

ever he had any, has most successfully concealed any

prejudices which, as one of the land-owning class,

he might be expected to exhibit.

The literature of the subject is decidedly enriched by

Mr. Thompson's contribution to it. He, with Mr.

Caird and Mr. Sanderson, may together be taken to

have exhausted the subject in its agricultural relations ;

and an unprejudiced student under their guidance

cannot stray very far from a sound judgment on the

many questions at issue.

Mr. Thompson's volume contains a very graphic and

readable statement of the argument, and of all the cir-
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cumstances of it. Its pages are enlivened by frequent

touches of humour, and by the evidences wliich the

author often gives of his sympathy with the people

whom he describes. The work concludes with the

following rhetorical peroiation :—
"One last suggestion the writer ventures to offer, in

all sincerity and earnestness. It is, that the sons of Erin

.should with one consent resolve to turn their backs upon

the dark features of their past history, and with their

accustomed energy devote themselves to working out a

glorious future for the Rose, Shamrock, and Thistle.

England will furnish solidity, Scotland constancy and
perseverance, but the Irish element will be required to

supply the brilliancy which will make the confederacy

complete and irresistible. Without changing their ancient

banner, or discarding their favourite motto, let them

but inscribe above ' Erin go bragh * the noble word
'Excelsior.'"

Suttons' Farmers' Year Book and Schct List of

farm Seah. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

This is much more than a mere trade list. The
notes on the cultivation of the different crops whose

seeds are offered, are very well written indeed. Under

the heads "Seeds," " Time of Sowing," "Manure,"
" Culture," and " Storing," a quantity of serviceable

information is conveyed, which seems to have been pro-

vided by an experienced and practical man. There

are one or two memoranda which appear to be dictated

by prejudice rather than enlarged experience : but a

little spice of old-fashioned maxim will be taken by the

majority rather as a guarantee of the goodness of the

remainder, than as at all deteriorating from the merits of

the work. We have yet to learn, for example (italicised

for emphatic utterance although the statement be), that

"merely mineral superphosphate will not grow roots

for storing—ihey will not keep." It might be truer to

say there is no superphosphate that is not "merely

mineral." Whether the phosphate of lime which is

acted on by acid be bones or coprolites, the result in

either case is a merely mineral superphosphate, and in

no case is superphosphate by itself a complete manure.

We extract the following as a sample of the kind of

information which is given :

—

" Cultivation of Mangel [f'a?-j<-/.—Seed : 6 to 8 lb.

per acre. A late sown crop might be allowed to stand

thicker than an early sown—and thus a larger number of

medium-sized roots would in some measure compensate

for the absence of heavier roots. Time of Sowing : The
Mangel is an annual, yet it likes its year to be made as

long as possible. In a kind spring, those generally

succeed best who sow earliest. Some bulbs, it is true, may
run to seed ; but the increased weight of the remainder

more than counterbalances this. And if pulled when the

seed-stalk is just shooting, pigs do well upon them. The
middle of April gener.ally suits, unless in elevated districts

where the climate is late and spring frosts prevail. Should

the month of April be unusually cold or very wet, it would

be wiser to wait till the first week of May before sowing

—for Mangel seed will not germinate in a low temperature,

but the weeds will, and they are apt to get ahead.

Manure : Superphosphate does not tell so well on this

crop as on Swedes. But apply as much of rich ammonia-

cal dressing as you please, and also 2 cwt. of salt per

acre. Like the swine. Mangel is a gross feeder
;
you can

hardly overdo it. Indeed, by thoroughly liberal treatment,

it is as easy to grow 50 or 60 tons on i acre, as upon
a indifferently treated. But that needs a large outlay in

manures. Generally speaking, however, good moderate

roots are the more solid. It fattens on liquid manure in

any form, and an occasional dose of guano during the

season, applied in wet weather, pays well. Be sure to

keep the salt from contact with the seed, or you will pre-

vent germination. Cultivation : A friend of ours,
J. C.

Adkins, Esq., Milcote, Stratford-on-.Avon, who is a most
successful grower, and whom we have had the pleasure of

supplying with seed for years, adopts the following

plan :—Wheat is always the preceding crop. The farm-

yard manure, previously drawn, and slightly fermented in

a heap, is spread, and the land ploughed before Christmas

if possible : but at any rate soon enough to ensure a frost

for the thorough disintegration of the surface deep enough
to form a good bed ot free mould. So soon in .\pril as

weather permits, the land is well harrowed as deep as it

will work freely. By this plan the moisture is retained,

and thereby the seed induced to vegetate. By deeper cul-

tivation and evaporation, the soil is often rendered so dry

that the germination of the seed is dependent on rain.

Many a plant of Mangel has been lost in a dry spring by
giving the land what is well described as ' the orthodox
amount of spring tillage,' instead of permitting it to

remain in the state which a Warwickshire farmer would
call 'stale furrow.' The seed (about 7 lb. per acre) is

drilled on the flat at 23 inches from row to row, and
deeper than is usually recommended—fully an inch. As
soon as the Thistles appear, dig them to the depth of the

plough, and the after cultivation of the crop is the usual

one of repeated hoeings by hand and horse labour. Mr.
Adkins has hardly had a blank in his extensive Mangel
fields for years

;
yet a little Swede seed is mixed with it, in

case of a vacancy occurring."

Letters on the Land Question of Ireland. By
William O'Connor Morris, the Times Special Com-
missioner. Longmans.

It is perhaps sufficient to announce the republication,

in the form of an octavo volume, of these letters which

have already been more widely read than falls to the

lot of book publication. We extract, however, the

following passage from the preface, giving an interest-

ing account of the fitness of the author for his task :

—

"The fact that I was selected by the Times to write

upon a great social subject might afford a presumption

that I am not altogether unfitted to do it justice. Yet I

may be permitted to say that the accidents of life ought to

have enabled me at least to treat the Land Question of

Ireland in a reasonable manner. I am an Irish landlord

myself : almost all my kindred are of that order ; I was

brought up amidst associations that belong to Irish landed

property ; I have long managed my ancestral estate ; I

am not unfamiliar with the ways and sentiments of the

Irish peasantry. In very early life I took part in the local

administration of relief during the awful period of 1846-8
;

I acted aftenvards for some time as a magistrate and
grand juror of my county ; and, as a member of the Irish

Bar, I have not only made the law my study and profes-

sion, but I have had numerous opportunities of investi-

gating and seeing the practical working of the relations of

landlord and tenant in Ireland."

Atchley's Price Book/o;- Architects, Engineers,

Contractors, Builders, b'c, 1870.

The title of the book is its sufficient introduction to

the very considerable number of our readers who are

specially interested in works of this class. The present

edition is carefully revised in accordance with altered

prices of materials, and a great deal of new matter

appears in it.

Farm Memoranda.
An Essex Farm.—It contains 320 acres, about 280

of it under the plough, and the remaining Grass,

buildings, &c. The top soil is rich in vegetable mould,

yet poor in lime. I had a good chance of seeing the

subsoil (for Mr. Bailey Denton's men were at work

in four fields on several parts of the farm draining

it 4 feet deep). It is generally yellow clay, with

here and there a small patch of fine sandy soil. The
undrained portion of the farm showed the water

standing in its furrows and water furrows, yet the land

recently drained showed none, and the reason why
could be seen by looking at the outflow of the main

drains, a large flow of water pouring from them after

having passed through the soil ; and we all know that

as it passed through the soil air would force its way

into the soil to nourish the young growing Wheats.

This proves that the Essex men generally are wasteful

with both water and air,—that is, they keep the door

of their land shut against both. Fourteen horses are

kept to work the farm, and the cropping recommended

by the tenant is as follows :—Roots, Barley, Clover,

Wheat, Barley, Beans, and Wheat. This appears to

me to be a suitable cropping for this soil, and under

steam-power culture it would work well. The land is

generally clean, and in a very fit state upon that point

for the adoption of steam culture. It is flat, and there

is nothing in the way in the shape of a hedge, for the

landlord allows all needless ones to be cleared away.

The tenant tells me that he pays from £,i,Q to £\o
a-year for threshing his corn.

If steam-power culture is adopted on this farm,

seven horses may be sold off, for the remaining seven

will be enough to cart the com at harvest (and easily,

too, for there are, besides the yards and bams, &c., at

home, two field barns and yards, &c., at two diflferent

nothing else at that season to do, excepting the cross

cultivating, drilling, and job work.

Fifth, Barley after Wheat, 40 acres. This must be

ridged and subsoiled by steam-power a foot deep in

October, and laid up for the winter. In the spring the

ridges must be split by horses drawing the subsoiler

along them ; after this it may be cross-cultivated once

across with horses, or harrowed, according to circum-

stances, and then drilled.

Sixth, Beans after Barley, 40 acres. This must be

ridged and subsoiled by steam-power, and it may also

be split by horses in the spring, and then planted with

Beans, one row on each side the ridge, placing the row
from 18 to 20 inches from row to row, or in wet
seasons it may be planted without the splitting in the

spring with horses.

Seventh year. Wheat after Beans, 40 acres. This

must be smashed by steam-power, then cross-culti-

vated once over with horses, and the Wheat drilled in ;

and I would advise the drill rows to be 12 inches from

row to row for Wheat on all occasions.

By this it may be seen that the steam-engine would

get four fields, or 160 acres, a-year to do. If we fix

2 cwt. of coal as the quantity needed per acre, 16 tons

a-year would be the consumption. This shows 'that

by allowing jf20 a-year for coal I allow ample upon that

point. It may also be seen that the horses get only

the Barley seeding in the spring after roots, and the

ploughing of Clover ley in the autumn with the cross-

cultivatings, drilling, and job work, and that would be

all ; therefore the seven would but get but lightly

employed throughout the year. Such being the case,

young growing horses may be kept and sold out at a

profit, instead of getting worked to death upon the

farm.

As this land is deficient of lime, I would recom.

mended a light dressing of superphosphate on at least

three of the crops during the seven years. This, with

the aid of steam-power for culture and drainage, must

increase the production on this farm vastly.

This shows how to apply steam-power to culture on

many of our best soils, and that the adoption of it is

not so costly as many people fancy it is. If you think

this worth a comer in your paper you will publish it,

and thus show to the Essex men, both landlords and

tenants, that their young Wheat plant at this season ii

like a man in deep water with his head only up,

struggling for life, crying "help, help." Drainage is

the help needed by the Essex farmer, and deep

drainage, too. Steam culture stands next ; the two

together must vastly increase their produce. WiUiam
Smith, Woolston, Blctchley Station, Bucks, in the

" Times."

Miscellaneous.
The Natuk.il Aids to Farming.—Experience

proves that in agriculture, as elsewhere, it is a

wasteful process to attempt to overcome the natural

tendencies of things, trying to gain your end while the

points on the farm) and do all the ploughing that is
natural tendency is unpropitious The whole art of

•^
. . .. - ,.-.._.:^_ !.•__ o...

jj„j jii the farmer consists m so timing all his domgs, that the
needed,—the cross cultivating, scedjng, &
the job work throughout the year

and summer months will not half employ them.

Now let us look at the cost of starting steam culture

on this fami upon the Woolston plan. A lo-horse

power engine, ^^300 ; a set of tackle with all the

implements needed, ;i'220 ; coal for the year, £,10.

Total, .^540.
The half of the engine, Z150, may be charged to

threshing, for the £ip or ^'50 a-year paid by the

tenant will soon clear that off with the cost of a

threshing machine. The seven horses that may be sold

off at jf30 each give a sum of £210. The keeping of

seven horses sold off for a year at ^^25 each gives a

sum of /'175. These three items together make a

total of £^1^ saved ; therefore it may be seen that in

this case the tenant may make the change from one

system to the other will only ,^5 additional tenant's

capital on steam culture the first year, and that every

year afterwards he would make a clear saving of ;^I55

in horse keeping, after allowing £iO for the year's

coal.

Now let us see what steam-power work there would

be needed on this farm with the Woolston system

strictly carried out.

First year, for roots after Wheat, say 40 acres. The
Wheat stubble should be manured in October. The
ridger and subsoiler should be set to work by the

steam-engine to work it a foot deep, and put it in

ridges for the winter. In the March following, when
the land is dry, a subsoiler should be drawn by four

horses along each ridge to split them ; after this, if

intended for Mangels, it may be harrowed once and

the seed drilled in, but if for Swedes, it should be

scuffled across once, either in April or May, and then

harrowed, and when seed time comes the seed may be

drilled in.

Second year. Barley after roots, 40 acres. The
horses may do this in the ordinary way in the spring,

for they will have nothing else to do at that season,

excepting job work.
Third, Clover, 40 acres. This does not need an

operation of any kind.

Fourth, Wheat after Clover, 40 acres. The horses

may plough the Clover lay over, for they can do it

better than steam-power can, and they will have

the winter natural tendency may come into useful operation just

when he wants it. It is thus that he performs his

fallow operations chiefly before winter, whose frosts

are the best fallow-implements he has ; and it is thus

that all the processes of seeding and manuring are

timed, so that the season shall be a help and not a

hindrance.

On Churning.—I think a careful examination will

show that everybody does not know how to chum, or

rather how to produce butter from cream, or we should

have less growling from the "gudewife" because the

butter would not "come." All who have had any

experience in the matter know the apparently perverse

nature of butter ; at times it will come (that is, separate

from the buttermilk) in a few minutes, and sometimes

will not come at all. This and many other curious

facts may be made clear by a little careful investigation

in the matter, which, with thy permission, friend

Editor, I propose to make. The butter exists in the

cream in the form of minute globules, surrounded by a

thin film of casein, and to obtain the butter we must

first break this film. This may be done in two ways,

either by agitating it or by heating it. There are

several conditions which influence the time required for

separating the butter by chuming ; and if these are

thoroughly understood and complied with, there will

be little or no trouble in getting butter to come. The
main and most important condition is the temperature

of the cream when it enters the chum ; there seems to

be a certain medium established, and it seems to make
but little difli:rence whether the temperature of the

cream is above or below it, there will still be the same

trouble in breaking the casein which envelopes the

globules of butter. The cream when poured into the

churn should not have a higher temperature than 55*,

nor a lower one than 53" ; when put in at this tem-

perature, it will rise from 5° to 10" during the operation

of chuming. Another important condition which does

much to influence the time required for separating the

butter, is the state of the cream when it is put into the

chum J
if sweet, it will require much longer than if

sour—and it is an established fact that before butter

can be made the cream must be sour, and if it does not

reach this state before it goes into the chum, it must

and will afterwards, or no butter will be obtained.
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Some of those who always take the premium at our

county fairs, always churn sweet cream to obtain it,

and I have often had this thrown in my teeth when
advocating the above doctrine, but that does not con-

trovert my argument, for before the butter separates it

does get sour. A tliermometer hanging in the room
wliere the cream is kept will indicate the temperature

of the cream at the time, and this may be either raised

or lowered to about 54° after it goes into the churn, by

adding cold or hot water, as the case may require,

while the chum is in motion. The time occupied in

churning has a great effect upon butter, and also upon
the temperature of the cream in the churn ; if the

cream is at 55° when put into the churn, very fast

churning will raise it too high, and soft, light-coloured

butter will be the result, especially in warm weather
;

in cold weather the motion should be faster, in order to

keep up the proper temperature. I have known entire

chumings to be thrown into the hog-tub because one or

two of these necessary conditions were not complied

with. Even when the chum fails to separate the

butter, we have one unfailing agent left in the form of

heat, which never fails to burst the film of casein, but

will not produce an article fit to be called butter, but it

can be put to uses known to every good housekeeper.

Some are in the practice of churning the whole milk
;

in this ca.se it should have a temperature of at least 65°

before going in the churn.

—

Dairyman^ in " German-
tcnvn Tclcgi-aph.''''

Paper Manufacture.—A few gentlemen interested

in the manufacture of paper met a few days ago at the

Imperial Chambers, Adelaide, at the invitation of Mr.
Edmund W. Wright, as the Advertiser reports, "to
inspect various specimens of paper manufactured in the

neighbouring colonies, and to consider whether the

fibrous grass which grows so abundantly on our own
sea coast would not be suitable for paper-making

—

either as raw material to be shipped to the other
colonies, or to be worked up by a South Australian
mill. A general conversation as to colonial paper, its

price, quality, &c., took place, and it was eventually
decided to collect a couple of bales of the South
Australian material for shipment to the New South
Wales and Victorian paper mills, in order that its

adaptability to paper-making might be thoroughly
tested, and also with a view to ascertain whether the
paper makers in those colonies would be inclined to

buy the material, and at what price. We believe the
price now paid by our neighbours for Esparto Grass is

£l per ton, and it will be of interest to learn if we can-
not supply them with a useful material at a lower
price." The Overland Telegraph.

February \<^.^Parsnips maybe sown in suitable

weather on soils adapted for them. Should the frost

leave without rain, there will be a fine season both for

sowing and smashing dry land ; but should rain

fall it may be otherwise. The crop requires a
deep, rich, loamy but friable soil, in the highest state

of cultivation. On such soils heavy remunerating
crops may be grown in our southern districts for the
supply of our large towns, but for cattle feeding the
Parsnip is inferior to the Belgian Carrot in more ways
than one. Land intended for Parsnips should be
deeply stirred up in the autumn, thoroughly cleaned,
and dunged with manure sufficiently rotten to be
wholly incorporated by this time, so that when deeply
smashed up before sowing, nothing shall be brought to
the surface. About 6 lb. of seed are drilled, in rows
iS inches apart, into an acre.

Pea3 may be sown on calcareous soils, to which they
are especially partial, and on the lighter kind of
loams, as soon as the frost is out of the land. The
land should be clean and in good heart. The old
rule of sowing on any worn-out field full of weeds is

out of date. Sow in drills sufficiently far apart for

deep horse-hoeing, and in a good seed-bed, otherwise
the young plants will rise slowly and feeble, grow
slowly, and thus become liable to disease when the
drought of summer sets in.

Beans.—Sowing may be done as soon as the land
and weather will permit. They prefer a stiffish soil

with plenty of lime in it—the crop, like Peas, being
a large consumer of this earth ; but with careful
management may be grown on soils of a comparatively
light texture. The land should be deeply cultivated
and well cleaned and manured the previous autumn,
and if this has been done, nothing more will be required
at this season than to dibble or drill in the seed.
Heavy land, if the drills or stetches are too high, may
get a stroke of the han'ows, the weather being dry,
which will make a fine seed-bed. Light land should
be rolled, as the more solid it is the better. Some
split the drills, sow the seed with a hand harrow or
horse drill, and cover up again, but all this work is

worse than superfluous if the land was properly
smashed up in autumn. Grown on the flat, the

practice is similar, the land being cultivated and
manured on the flat in autumn, so that nothing remains
but to dibble or drill in just now. Care should be
taken in both operations that the seed is properly
covered, and no holes or ruts left for water to stagnate
in ; for although the Bean is a strong and deep-rooted
plant, it is singularly obnoxious to stagnant water
about its roots.

Spring Vetches may be sown for sheep feed or soiling
in July. For this crop the land is prepared as for Peas
and Beans, deep autumn tillage, thoroughly cleaned and
manured on the flat, being essential to obtain a heavy
remunerating crop. Naturally the Vetch prefers a
rather stiffish clayey soil reduced by high manuring and
labour to a fine mould, but weighty crops can be grown
by high farming on any soil, but on friable land they
require a bushel of Rye or Oats per acre to keep the
crop from lodging and rotting, and when clayey land
is in high order most farmers mix a handful of Rye with
their seed Tares for this purpose. No pains should be
spared to get the crop into a promising seed-bed, for as

it comes in when southern pastures begin to get scorched
and brown, the green forage it supplies is invaluable
for all sorts of stock, and the crop may be followed by
one of Turnips, which makes it all the more valuable
on stock farms.

Cabbage Seed should be sown in seed-beds now for

transplanting in May. The Cabbage nursery requires
special management, so as to produce healthy hardy
plants, free from club and liability to leaf disease.

For this purpose the land should be deeply cultivated

in autumn, thoroughly cleaned, limed, and manured
with well-made stable dung, rich in ammonia, other-
wise sulphate of ammonia should be applied ; common
salt is also necessary, with bone-earth and potash. All

these are required by the Cabbage, while they are noxious

to club beetles and their larvre. Thus prepared and
laid up to winter, it is seldom that more is required at

this season than to harrow in the seed, about i lb.

to the acre. In less nurseries 2 or 3 oz. may be
sown on each square perch, and raked in, the plants

being carefully thinned out in time to the proper dis-

tance, so as to acquire health and strength for trans-

planting.

Spring Fallows.—In places where the stubble lands
cannot be autumn-fallowed, owing to the lateness of

harvest and the early setting in of winter, soils adapted
for Belgian and other field Carrots may be smashed up
just now across the winter furrow. It may get a second
turn lengthways, should it so require, to bring up Twitch
and other weeds to the surface. Spring manuring
does not suit Carrots, but better apply well made
manure than sow on a poor soil without it, and the

sooner in spring it is applied the better, as it very
quickly incorporates with sandy soils at this season.

Such soils may generally be worked in dry weather,
the drills being opened and the manure carted,

spread and covered in in the usual way. In this

state the land may He until the time of sowing.
The lighter class of soils intended for Mangel Wurzel,
Kohl Rabi, Swedes, and Turnips may be fallowed in

the same way, in order to retain sufftcient sap in the

ground at the time of sowing to set up and support
healthy plants. When worked and manured at the

time of sowing soils of this class dry to such a degree
in scorching weather that it is next to impossible to get

a healthy braird, for two reasons— the absence of

moisture and dry rotting of the manure. Hence the

reason for fallowing at this season, so as to retain sap
in the land and to get the manure incorporated as much
as possible with it by the time of sowing, so as to

supply food in the best way to the young plants.

Irrigated ineadcnvs, up to this date, are watered or

sewaged in the usual way as during the previous

months, but if the weather is at all favourable those

divisions intended for early soiling or first mowing
should soon be laid dry in our southern districts, and
northward as the season advances; and this applies to

early forage crops of every kind forced forward for the

indoor feeding of stock. The first cutting should

always be short, in order to avoid rotting in

those places where the Grass is rankest, and, indeed,

the rule to "mow short and often " is the safest and
most profitable one, as it avoids harm, and at the same
time secures the greatest weight of produce.

Grass-land.—Finish top-dressing as soon as practic-

able, renovating with fresh seeds where the finer

Grasses have died out. Different kinds of soil require

each suitable top-dressing prepared for it, and such
should always be ready for application when the season

permits. The Grasses and Clovers extract largely from
the soil the phosphates and sulphates of lime, soda, and
potash, and when they can no longer get the food which
they require to support them they die out. Such sub-

stances, therefore, must be supplied, and instead of the

old cumbrous plan of top-dressing such substances are

now applied in the form of artificial manure with broad-

cast sowing machines—other artificial fertilisers being
carefully mixed with ashes, as for Wheat sowing.

LambtJig of breeding flocks now commences in our
southern districts, and continues progressing north-

wards, ending about midsummer in the highlands of
Scotland. Ewes and lambs require the most unwearied
attention of the shepherd night and day, especially

during cold frosty eastern winds, such as were
experienced last week. Our improved breeds, which
constitute the general stocks of our southern coun-
ties, are not perhaps the best mothers and nurses

;

and when their noisy followers begin to demand
more milk than they have to give, they are liable to

eat voraciously more Mangels and green forage than
they are able to digest, which physics both themselves
and their little ones. The old nostrums for curing
scouring of ewes and lambs are out of date, prevention
being the more advisable rule, by giving an increase of
hay chaff, and meal, with less green food whenever

ewes begin to eat too greedily ; every attention being
paid at the same time to shelter and warmth, such being
essential to the secretion of healthy milk. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
*4^* We must beg for the indulgence of numerous corre-

spondents, for whose communications we have not yet
been able to find room.

AoK OF Cattlr for Exhibition : Junior. It dates
from the day of birth.

Grass-lands : R. E. A full report of both paper and
discussion appears in the "Farmers' Club Journal,"
which is issued to members, and may perhaps be had
separately at The Farmers' Club, Salisbury Square,
Fleet Street, E.C. Full reports of the discussion and
paper appeared on Monday last in the Mark Lane
Express and Bell's Weekly Messenger.

Manure : C. Parsons. Dr. Voelcker has taught us that
there is much less loss from farmyard manure laid in
heaps, and even spread in the field, than we have been
accustomed to think. There has been no harm done,
though you have during the frost carried the fresh
manure from the boxes about the fields, provided you
plough it in as soon as you have the chance.

Shell Marl : Bromley. Judging from the specimens
sent, we should conclude that you have a very valuable
bed of shell marl ; but it is impossible to state anything
definitely without an analysis. It would be worth
white to learn from a chemist how much lime and how
much phosphoric acid it contains. It will probably be
the best possible dressing for any light land you may
have.

[arhrts.
ENGLISH WOOL.

We have had a better market, with somewhat hardening
prices, and hopes are entertained that the long-expected
but long-deferred turn for the better is now about to set in.

The Colonial Wool sales opened in London on the 17th
inst. with spirit, at somewhat enhanced rates, and low
foreign wools have also been in more request, everything
thus showing the same tendency.
Current Pricks OF English Wool. Per lb. —j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i 1 to i 2

Half-bred ditto i 2 — i aj
Kent Fleeces ij^,^
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — 1 i

Leicester ditto .. .. i a — 13
Sorts—Clothing 010 — 16

Combing 10 — i8

Sm:

HA Y.^per Loado/^6 Trusses.

; Thursday, February 17.

Prime Meadow Hay 75^. to 8oj. I Clover, old . . . . 1 1 5J. to

Inferior do 60 70 Inferior do 100
Kowen 50 65 Prime ad cut . . 100
Inferior do — — Inferior do 80
Straw 26 30 ' Charles James Easton

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Februar>*

Sup. Meadow Hay 8+r. logos. I Inferior Clover .. 1

90

New do.

rdo. 70 76 New do.

Superior Clover . . 133

Whitechapel, Thursday, February' :

Fine Meadow Hay 78J. to 86j. , Prime old Clover
Inferior do 65 75 |

Inferior do. do.

Prime Ne ay — Pri

New Clover
I Inferior do.

COALS.—February 16.

Cowpen Hartley, 15^. ^d. ; West Hartley, 15J. 2^. ;

Walls End Pittington, igj. 6d. — Ships at market, 4;
sold, 4 ; at sea, 20.

HOPS.
Borough Market, February 18.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a continued steady

inquiry for both English and foreign, late rates being fully

maintained. Yearlings are without change.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Feb. 18.

Best Fresh Butter i^r. per dozen lb

Second do. do. .

.

i&r. „
Small Pork, ^s. od. to ^s. Zd. ; Large Pork, 41. 4,d. to

4f. lod. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN' CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, February 14.

There are a few more Beasts than on Monday last, but
the supply is still small ; trade is not brisk, yet there is

a demand for choicest qualities at a small advance. The
number of Sheep is not quite so large as last week ; trade

is scarcely altered, except that some few lots of choicest

qualities realise a trifle over our top quotations. The very

few Calves on offer are sold dearer. Our foreign supply

consists of 3340 Sheep, and 11 Calves ; from Scotland,

there are 244 Beasts ; from Ireland, 480 ; from Norfolk

and Suffolk, 1340 ; and 809 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

6t05 8Beit Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 oto5

Best Shorthorns . . 4 S—

5

ad quality Beasts 3 o—

3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 10—

6

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

Beasts, 2873 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Thursday, February 17.

We have, for a Thursday, a very large supply of Beasts,

and nearly all English ; the trade is very dull, and they

cannot all be sold, altliough prices are lower. The

iber of Sheep also very much exceeds the demand
;

top quotations must be considered extreme. Calves

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn . - — -

Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—5 <

Do. Shorn .. .. — .
Lambs —
Calves .. .. 4 8-6 ^

Pigs .. .. 4 0-6 c

80; Calves, 19; Pigs, 60.
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very scarce, and dear. Our foreig

Beasts, and 210 Sheep.
supply consists 0^49

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts

Best Long-wools 5 4105
Do. Shorn . . . . — -

Ewes & 2d quality 4 o—4 :

Beasts, Sheep and Lambs, 5830 ; Calves, jS ; Pigs, 5.

MARK LANE.
Monday, February 14.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was short, and factors succeeded in obtaining an advance
of IS. per qr. upon the prices of tills day se'nnight.

There was a fair attendance, and spring American was is.

per qr. dearer, but we observe no change in the value of

other descriptions of foreign. Barley, Beans, and Peas
brought fully late rates. Oats sold at an improvement of

6d. per qr. Flour was unchanged in value.

Price pe:

Wheat, Ess

— Fo

;x. Kent, Suffolk,

fine selected runs

Norfolk ...'..'.'.

Whit

sign

37—47 I^ed

39—51 Red
54—56}— 'Red
38-53!
39—42 Malhng ,

22—25 Malting .

Barley, grind.& dist. ,2&s to 30s . . Che
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling :

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato 24— zfijFced
— Irish PoUto 23—25 Feed
— Foreign Poland and Brew'3i—24iFced ...

Rye '32—38 j
Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
j

|

Beans, Mazagan z()S. to yjs. . .Tick 31—49 Harrow .

— Pigeon ....5aj. to 56J. ..Winds.
I

— Longpod.
— Foreign Smalli4i—43'Eg>'ptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 32—42 Suffolk .— Maple, 4T.f. to 45^ Greyisa—42 Foreign .

Maize ... - — .Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—43— 2d ditto ditto 28—40 Country .— Foreign per barrel !2a—25 Per sack.. 1 29—55

Friday, February 18.

Hea\y gales from the E. and N.E. have prevailed

during the week. Foreign supplies having been moderate,
and the news of the Sound being blocked up by ice pro-

mising to prevent arrivals from the Baltic for some time,

the trade has assumed a more healthy tone, and in many
instances prices of Wheat were in sellers" favour ; the

business transacted, however, was by no means extensi\c,

and we do not observe any confidence in higher rates.

Prices of spring corn of all descriptions were against
buyers, an advance of 6d. to is. per qr. being
quoted in a few markets of the east coast.

Flour moved off more freely than of late, but we cannot
report any improvement in its value. The supplies off the
coast consisted this week of 24 cargoes, of which with
those left over from last week there remained for sale last

night 50 cargoes. The floating trade exhibited firmness

throughout the week, arrived cargoes of Wheat were in

fair demand at about is. per qr. more money for selected

cargoes, the advanced rates asked by holders interfering

with business ; during the last two days there has been
less inquiry, and no Wheat sale was reported yesterday

;

Maize and Barley realised a fractional advance ; of Rye
there was none off the coast. In cargoes on passage and
for forward shipment, business remains suspended.
The arrivals of Grain of all descriptions during the week

have been small. This morning's market was badly
attended, and no disposition shown on the part of buyers
to do business, the value of all articles remained nomin-
ally as on Monday.

Arrivals.
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1 UlVn—SFXECTED VEGETABLE and FLOWER
XO I \J SEEDS, SEED POTATOS, &c. (Carriage free)

Fullv DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST post free on application.

Carefully assorted Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at 12s. 6d.,

SIS., lis. 6d.. A2S., 611., and 1051. _
Clioicest assortments of Continental and other FLOWER SEEDS,

from 5s. upwards. Sec List.
, ~ . t,,CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit, and other Trees and Plants,

also post free 011 applicatic

^'.^W^Mi/,

Pc-is—The Earliest, i quart.

Princess Royal, i pint.

Sanysters' No. 1, i pint.

Priietaker, i pint.

Harrisons tilor>-, i pint.

Bcans^Taylor's Imperial Wind-

Early Loncpod, I pint.

Tolinson's Wonderful, i pint
"Green Windsor, i pint.

Royal Cluster, i pint,

French Dwarf, r pint.

Scarlet Runners i P-nt.

Beet-N linings' l.n,.- Ret, i oi.

Borccrjic— Ni_'w II.MrtHi^, packet.
Scotch Cirlc-I. ]:v krl.

Brussels Spn.iiu- Inirsi, pnckct.

imperial Altrinfihai

Celery-Fill
t Red, packet.

uliflowcr—Early London, pkt.

["or larger and smaller Collccti.

: DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Plain. 4 oz.

Cucumber— Smith's fine Frame,

SlocKW'ood Ridge, packet.
Endive—French Curled, packet.

Leek-Musselburgh, packet.

Lettuce — Champion Cabbage,

Paris White Cos, packet.
Bath Cos, packet.
Drumhead, packet.

Mustard—While, 4 or.

Melon—Choice kind, packet.
Onion—Reading or Spanish, i oz.

lames's Keeping, 1 oz.

Blood Red, J 01.

Silver Skinned, i oz.

Parsnip—Hollow Crowned, i or.

Parsley—Fine Garnishing, per pkt.

Radish—Wood's Early Frame,-j oz.

Early Scarlet, z 01.

Turnip, mixed, 2 oz.

Spinach—Summer, i pint.

Winter, i pint.

Turnip—Early Six-Weeks, i oz.

Early Green-top, i oz.

Orange Jelly, i oz.

Tomato—Large Red, packet
Vegetable Marrow, packet.
Pot Herbs, 4 packets.

i and prices of other Garden Seeds,

THE
Aki

SEEDLING HOLLY(verys
TRADE.

ut).

% feet.

i'lN !
I

-'',[., 18 inches.
P I N I :'

.
'

1 ' \ , g to 18 inches,
PI N 1 1 M 1 I

I \, ! > 3 feet. A very fast-growing

and safe movt-r. Price on application to.

J. THORNTON, Hcathcrside Estate, Eagshot, Surrey.

crop gi _ ._ _

Borders, &c., by the undersigned. They are conveniently packed in

2 lb. Ea^Sj at 6a. per Bag- These Manures will be found good, cleanly,

and moderate in price. CATALOGUE, with ample directions, free
on application to

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leicester.

N'
smell of Nightsoil.

urc, not being p
state of the Town, and also t'

Nightsoil so as to make it c carriage and 1

With all kinds of produce. Horticultural and Agricultural, its use
has been highly satisfactory. The Corporation is prepared to deliver
it at the Rochdale Station at £1 per Ton, or to arrange for its delivery
where required.

Address Mr. HARESCEUGH. Town Hall, Rochdale.

REES AND CO.'S BTPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered i r.idc M.irk, FIvint: Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in qu.irun
,

j. I 'i
1 : 1 ndilion. It is believed to

be the best Artificial M,iu .
: .] lis base is Pcrurian

Government Guano : it ^ 1. .
;

;' nf Soluble Phosphates,
6 to 7 per cent, of Ammonii > ii 1 . 1 I i.ish. See reports of Dr.
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Pr-i . _ 1 \S i\ , Mi U^ston, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in a cwt. bags, each nf which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken,
Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Kcighley, Maxsted &

Co,, Hull.
Agent lor Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,

Esq., 23, Old Hall Street, Livcrpool
Agcius fur South-West of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith & Co.,

Bristol.

Agent for Kent, Surrey. Sussex, Essex, Herts, and Middlesex—Mr.
John G. Barry, 8, Old Jewry, London.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and
berdeen.

Me;

At-ents far Ireland-Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin,
Price jCii per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

REES AND CO. ^S Eiphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland.

"Analytical Laboratory^ 11, Salisbury Square, FleetStreet, E.G.
uajT 15.

These rcsuits speak

•• Sir,— tnclosctl you will hnd the resul
sample of your I'.innoFiph.itcd I'cruvian &
for themselves. I n'—fl thrrcOr'- h:trdlydly add anything

The
jiuble and insoluble pho;

phates which 1 mii.
1

,1m 1 >.

state of prepar.iLi.^.1. 1 iic m . ,

known to agriculturists, the niurc, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) ' AUGUSTUS Voelcker.
"The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphatcd P

Guai led, 3a, King Wil ;t, London, E.G."

REES AND CO.'S EIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,

from one bag iipwanls.

The Biphosjili.itt I I i, . m i .n mo combines the stimulating power
of Peruvian Guano will, Ilic liouri^ihint; properties of Superphospliate.
it is sent out in Sealed bags, and each bag is guaranteed by Sellers.

LAWES'S M.'\NURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATK of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at
London, Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN - - ^-

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin
1

Womanbv Street, Cardiff.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
l.AWESS DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWKS'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

M.WCRK.
I.AWKSS CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO. NITRATE of SI3DA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

THE L'GNDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in line condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPH.iTES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

so Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA

Omci [16, Fcnchurch .Street, E.C.

O Uuiu,
yet obtained. Price Lists on applicatiSn to 'Mr. JOHN ARNOLD.
Builder, 29, Clarendon Square, St. Pancras, N.W. Small onicrs
executed at the Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Western Railway Depot.

OTEVENSON'S ABYSSINIAN MIXTURE.—This

untry who have gi\

1 t". 6d. each, with din

AGENTS WANTED.

highly recoinm

ita"fairTn,ii

Sold in buiil.

Sole Manul
Cheshire

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nurs

GENUINE MEDICATED TOB.^CCO PAPER.—
The most effective of all Fumigators. Terms, circulars and

particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON .\nd SONS, " Newton" Nurseries. Chester.

1 and Seed Merchant, Leeds.

APPLEBY'S REGISTERED FUMIGATOR and
COMPOUND TOBACCO PAPER (requires no Blowing).—

1: Son. Dorking, Sun

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
and best article lor Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price, 15. 4if. per lb. ; over 10 lb., is. id. Tobacco Paper, is, per lb.

;

£i 41. per cwt. Post-office Orders payable at Fleet Street.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E. ; late

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Roy.m. Letters Patent, and by Permi;
"

'. Hon. Board oe Custo,ms.

Powder Dis
"I find it cxceedinglv

othcr plai
-"-"--

'

Wharf, Wapping, E.

It, Royal Horticulturi

G S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Rerl

Spider

Used by many of the leading

Red Spider, Mildew, Tlirips,
Green Ply, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

Wholesale by

TRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COM PAN

Y

fied.
(Limited).

Battersea. London) S.W.

C10LIN PULLINGKR'S newly-invented SULPHUR
J DISTRIBUTnK for VINES, PLANTS, &€., is acknowledged
very Gardener who has seen it to be the most simple and
,ual machine invented for the purpose. Price, complete with

bellows, AS. Retail of all Ironmongers and Nursery
iolc Wholesale Apcnts, APAMES and GRANNT, Chichester.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO..

Cox'b Quay, I-ower Thames Street, Lond'
1 of til

. "Retail : principal Seedsi I applic

RALPH WALLER and CO., 45, Dale Street.
Manchester, Manufacturers of all kinds of GARDEN NET-

TING, &c.—The serious injury done every spring to fruit crops by
has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of providing
; protection to the trees early in the year. If the blossom, in its

est development, be biit slightly weakened by frost, the vitality

of the fruit germ is destroyed, and the fruit Inst. In this climate, on
the average of a century, tlicri^ is nm ni'^ro. than one year in iq when
the protection is unncccss.n ,

M
. ..

I
. have been tried for this

purpose of protection, \\i'\
' ini_ess; and we may now

say, without fesr of ciiii '
i :,

' luve succeeded in manu-.
facluring the only fabrii. v'.li.ili i, j..;.iii'i unobjectionable for this

purpose. Without unduly uliimii.:,, a '_;i'.-.iuatly protects the young
m, and does not impede the aciioji of light and due circulation of
Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the vitality of the

e altogether. Almost evecy large grower in the three kingdoms can
testify to these facts.

The Nettings also make a beautiful shading for Hothouses in sum-
mer, and are cheaper than other fabrics on account of their great
durability.

Netting {qualities) : Nos. i, 2, 3, in pieces of 30 yards long, 1J2 yard
...:j- -j jffany : in pieces 20 yards long, 30 inches wide.

Ij^OR SALE, a large, handsome GLASS-UOUSE.
, 33 feet by 12, and 15 feel high.

On View at 143, Queen's Road, Bavswater.

SHOW,
\lso 22 other

PRIZES FOR

LIQUID

MANURE
^x,i CART AND
~

PUMP.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

(Ida WHAKFjjare prepared to sujpply V{KOUGHT-IRON TANKS,
LVANISISd or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices'

An Illustrated Price List of Galvanised Iron, and other of Brabv's
special Manufactures, sent on application.

F. RRABY AND CO., Limited, Fitzroy Works, Euslon Road,
London ; or through all respectable Ironmongers.
N.B. Open Tanks of different sizes packed one in another to save

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

S\ STEM
rro t Mr W C 1

"W. GILBERT.
" Januar>', 1870."

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained at zg, Bedford
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

EAND F. CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES
• of every description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility,

Gentry, Farmers, &c., at home ana abroad.

Imi
(u, be fix.

..,,, .
I

. , —, Doorways, 45 6d each
Land and J'rcmiscs Inspected, and Estimates submitted for the

Erection uf vVvaries, Yards, &c., to any extent Full Illustrated Lists

upon receipt of Stamped and directed envelop.

5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of

Devonshire, lale Sir J, Paxlon for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,

Kcw ; Professor Lindlcy for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The toest Shading is " Frigl Domo " Netting.

White or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS,
*' FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, iff. 6d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide u. 9^. per yard run.

Four yards wide 3*. 6rf. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide .. « ^- P^"" y^""^"
„„

Hcssrali'^Can-^r;' and ^ inches .ide, 6,.. and S,i per yard;

and Seedsmen throushout the Kinsdom.
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THE GRANITIC PAINT,
as used in the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest, most

Brilliant, and Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and
Wood, &c. : for all_ Decorative purposes ; and is the best Paint for

N MORE DAMP WALLS.-
The only Cure for Damp \Valls, Preser^•ing Stone. Brick, and
t from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,

used in the Houses of Parliament, aud manufactured by the SILI-
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT
COMPANY, 39A, Kinc William Street, London, E.C.

A
Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and

Conservatory.NDREW HANDYSIDE AND CO.,
liritannia Iron Works, Derby ; and 32, Walbrook, London,
ivc large Sheets of Designs and Price List free for six stamps.

F^

1 Plough Works, Leeds.

Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural S.

SHEEP, 31. <d. ; CATTLE, 4s. ji. ; OX, ss.

t bypost; GATES and FENCING of every descripti

tid. ; OX, ss.

G of every dc__..,
Work Company, Old St. Pancras Road, London, N.W.

s F A N Y.

Caution to Gardeners. -When you asK for
SAYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, sec that you gel them.
Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none arc genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make all of which arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers

S. &C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paitton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

GREEN'S
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmucli as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate,

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
brickwork. 6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can beist, They require no settin

2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up httle room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.

1^- m/CE LISTS ON APPLICATION

ed to the Boilers by means
of T-pipes.

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or
turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be
fixed in.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS
54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

and

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITI'-FRLARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Nc
37. DEEP WELL PUMPS !. 11..!

,

63. I'ORTAHLE IRRIGATORS uith Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Sleam I'o«er.

BARROW for Watering

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
elf-acting Apparatus, r^-hich v.orks day and ni^'

tince. without cost for labour or motive power, '

1 'ublic or Private Establishments, Farm Buildin

d, Steam, or other Power.

i\ ithout needing attention, will raise water
re a few feet fall can be obtained, and i^

Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Gal ed Iron Tubs.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
up Long Lengths of Hose for

No. 46<z. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS
Gardens, &c.

No. 49<7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54^. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with p'lexible Suction

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.AS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES. &c., &c. Particular, taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estnnatcsfurn.M.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOOUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers fitted with Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pwnp,
Water and Steam Gauges, &e., &c., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7* lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot » ))

UPWARDS OF FIVE HUNDRED OF THESE ENGINES AND BOILERS ARE NOW AT WORK, GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Horse Power Cylinder.
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HOT-WATER APPAR.\TUS of eveiy descriptioi
fixed complete in any part of the countrj-, for Warming Grec

louses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.
Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapsidc, "London, E.C.
Manufactory, 6, Bankside, Southward

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

eft. by4ft- Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed.. ;£o 5 o

,, „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz-

Sheet o II o
portable Box, not

Painted .

Painted foui

Handles on
Packed and

Railway var

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

ndGlaied with j6oz. Sheet .. .. t

,', Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . . . c

„ Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . (

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhiil Row, E.C.

\rPA.R \TU^

Inp d bl irON TlbLL'VR BOILI Kb
w th o w out Wate Lars om 52 6d eaci

CAST and WROUGHT IRON PC RTABLE BOILERS on S and

for use V hout br ck ok f om 601 each

Portabk Boila- Patent THROTTLE and Other VAL\ES,
FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of ever>' descripti

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joi

3 other packing^ Elliptic B.

Wharf m London.

LYNCH WHITE.
(Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

Ground Street, London, S. E. . Surrey

IKON GREENHOUSES CHEABER THAN WOOD.
Beard's Patent Non-conducting and VentUatins

MetaUic Glass Houses.

CH A R L L 6
Senior Partner in the laie Fir

which Firm was dissolved by mutual c

out Putty; One Prize for Bet _-.
Trizefor S., F. & Co.'s Improved Flower Stands.
These much-approved Patent Syslemsof (Mazing and Ventilation are

also extensively adapted for all Agricultural Buildings, Public Halls
Churches, Factories, Railway Static - " - °—

: postage stamps^; may be obtained 1

application to CrfARLES BEARD, Victoria Horticultural Works,
Bury St. Edmund's.
PATENT GLAZING BARS, to screw on wood, may be had

separately. Full particulars for stamped envelop.TG MESSENGER
• MIDLAND TEVMnWFR H RTICILTIK'M

\M kK H IWNTFI MIllVTlb \ VLVi. , MANUI -VL

lURLR L LC HI K I ( H

th R lal H
T G Me

Buildings and Impli

UIRJ. PA.XTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
tj I'rice Lists free. A I'.imphlct. with Views of these and other.

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's Qu adrant, London, \V.

OT-WATER, GASrTCAIN^ATEFT'pTI'ES',
liOILERS, &c., delivered in London, Liverpool, Bristol or

•nch. l3-i>

H
equivalent
HOT-WATER PIPES, Nos, (

trated sheet
ELBOWS .. .. No. 12

TEE PIPES .. .. No. 33
SYPHONS .. .. No. 23

A IVALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

^ Warehouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, Paddington Basin.

Greeniouses and Conservatories^

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticultural Works,
• 106, Mare Street, Hackney, E. Established 20 years. Good

substantially made GREENHOUSES, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 feet

long, 13 feet wide, £so : 21 feet by 13 feet, £2^ ; 12)^ feet by 10 Kct, £15 :

lome CONSERVATORY on hand, 35 feet by i3 feet, i;iio.

! LIGHTS, £2S per i

Establlslied Fifty Years.
TAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
^ and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

'^00 "-ULLMBLl and MELON BO.\ES and
f^Xjyj

J I HT als es, Glajed and Painted complete, ready

fo m ncd €.tc use packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong ZINC HAND-GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

Counties in England.

Seeds Carriage Free.

m H E NEW
HOLZEISERNE

GARDEN FURNITURE
FLOWER POTS, Stc

DICK RADCLYFFEandCO.,
Seedsmen, &c, 120, High Holborn,
London, W.C.
Seed Grounds— Erfurt, Prussia.

CHARLES BROWN . Greenheys, Manche;

SHAW'S TIFF.'VNY.—No. i, sj. per piece ; No. 2,
6s. ; No. 3, 71. ; No. 4, 9s. : and every Garden Requisite at the

Garden Repository, 32, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and mos

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

o

of great durab I t> I he plii ler s rts are
especially suited for KI I CHEN C 4RDLNS as
they harbour no Slu?s and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do grown Edg ngs, conse
quently being much cheaper
GARDEI^ VASES, FOUNTAINS &c, m

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

G RosHER.Manufacturers, Upper Grountl Street, Blackfriars, S.E.
;n's Road West, Chelsea, S.W.; Kingsland Road. Kingsland.N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Traac supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. i.'orrld'T^, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

'
,

1' i, 111 ]
I li colours, and capable of forminj;: a variety of

laborate designs. Pattern Sheeta of Pave-

pleasure no Woodwork or 1 drtitioui to uiipeile Vcniiirtiioii ur breed
\ermm. Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary, increased width
and depth oTFeeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55J.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winslev
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittings just secured by Pater" '

Kedr

Grooved
jility, Iiutch and Adama

: iJrain Pipes, SI;

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, ;

;, Cc , &c.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
141. per Ton, I J. 3d. peT Bushel; 2s. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
fINTS and BRfCK EURR^for Rockeries or Femei

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or VesseL

KENT

A liberal d 3 the Trade

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower,

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The unprecedented Sale for 1868, notwithstanding the Dryness of

the Season, forms the most convincing testimony now much these
advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son bee to Intimate that, among all the

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they arc the only
Firm to whom the Juiy awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal tlicii

awarded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

nging-th_ _.^_
Sjile^late. In

ciuuiLiuM (u MII3, .Ti. o. a ovrt nun makc the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Machine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one inreserve at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, the

Elate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the
ont. It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables the

cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machines, where the
single-edged Sole-plate must be entirely renewed when the edge is

A Wind-Guard has also been introduced to prevent the Mown Grass
being blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.
There is no ribbing with these Machines. The Lawn when mown

has a most beautiful appearance, being as smooth as a piece of velvet.

Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not
approved of can be at once returned.

Illustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on application.

A. SHANKS AND SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and
27, Leadenhall Street, London, EC.
it^ A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always keptat 37,Leadcn-

itce of n a y nportant mprovements n

,
- ._ connected with Horticulture, and which

th unqualified approbation, is prepared
hundreds of works entrusted to him and pre-eminently
purpose for which they were constructed.
Any House Glazed, single or double, with or without putty. Thi

in the external aimosphel

shallow stokehole, exposes as much surface to the dir
fire as can possibly be obtained, the whole of which can be
cleaned ; and it is an important fact, that out of upwards of 500 n

__ __ — , s durable as the pipe to which it is attached.
Designs and estimates supplied for all kinds of Horticultural Work,

and guaranteed to answer the purpose for which they may be
intended. A richly ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, with descrip-
tions, forwarded post free on receipt of 33 stamps.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR HE.VTING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH
TRUSS S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
Begs to state that the Immense number of |

4PP.-\R.-\TUS annually Designed and Erected by hit

in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOUTH
KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

satisfaction is i guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmanship; while the great advantages
obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance EFFECTS a S.'^VING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or joints; can be erected by
any Gardener; an ordinary size .Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED.
INSURING NO EXTR.^S. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway St.ation in

England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Four-inch Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
Size of House. Apparatus Complete Erection.] Size of House, Apparatus Complete. Erection.

20 feet by 10 feet ... £g 00 ... ^^200 50 feet by 15 feet ... £17 10 o ... ;^3 o O
30 feet by 12 feet ... 11 15 o ... 2 10 o 75 feet by 15 feet ... 20 o o ... 300
40 feet by 15 feet ... 15 o o ... 2 15 o I 100 feet by 15 feet ... 26 o o ... 35

Bath and Gas Work Erected in Town or Country. The Trade Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Sec, Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Caldcr Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock
is kept ; aho at 36. Long Acre. J- GOODERIDGE, Age '

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit theif prices as fdllo^vs :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by tliem to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of ihc Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kinedoin.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated

Squares 20 by 12, flo by n, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

lO oz. to the fooL 21 oz.

Fourth quality . . . . 15s. od igs. 6d.

Third quality
'" — '^

The above prices include the bo-xes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, bo.xes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

SuTTONS' Complete Collections
OF

USEFUL VEGETABLE AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

SUTTONS* COLLECTIONS OF HOME-GROWN
VEGETABLE SEEDS.

5 per cent, alloivcd for cash payments.

Post-office Orders payable to Sutton & Sons, Reading.

No. 1
Complete
Collection

for a
Large Garden
£3 3

Carriage Free.

No. 3
Complete
Collection

Medium
sized Garden
£2 2

for

No. 3 No.

4

Complete Complete
|

Collection Collection

or a Medium- 'for an Ordinary
sized Garden i Sized Garden
£1 11 6

I
£110

Carriage Free, i Carriage Free. Carriage Free.

Complete
Collection

for a Small
Garden

No. 6
Complete
Collection

for a very

Small Garden

12s. 6d.

BUTTONS* COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE ENGLISH
AND CONTINENTAL FLOWER SEEDS.

To prodiA;e a beautiful display during the summer and autumn.

i
No. 1

i

Collection

1
£2 2

Free by Post (

Rail.

No. 2
Collection

£1 11 6
Free by Post or Free by Post (

Rail.
I

Rail.

No. 3
Collection

£110
I

No. 4
Collection

15s.
Free by Post c

I
Rail.

No. 5
Collection

10s. 6d.
Free by Post (

Rail.

SmaUer
Collections

2s.6d. to5s.
Free by Post or

Rail.

The sorts included in these Collections are those which have proved to be the most prolific, best flavoured, and most worthy of general cultivation, and of which we have
therefore grown large crops of seed. We exclude from our Collections not only inferior old kinds, but also such new ones as we have been unable to test the merits of, and
which are selling at high prices. By this means, and from the great convenience experienced in supplying every purchaser with the same sorts, we are enabled to furnish a
Complete Collection at much less expense than when a Gentleman or his Gardener makes his own selection ; but if the latter mode of ordering is preferred, we shall be happy
to fonvard a Copy of our SPRING C.AT.\LOGUE and .AMATEUR'S GUIDE for 1870, which contains prices of every article.

SUTTONS' "GUINEA" COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ORDINARY SIZED GARDEN, Carriage Free, contains the following excellent and productive varieties :

J nuart Suttons' Ringlet
I ao. Dickson's Favour!
I do. Veitch's Perfectior
I do. Scimelar do.

I do. Ne Plus Ultra do.

\ do. Longpod Beans
\ do. Taylor's Wind
I do. Green Windsor do.

\ do. Monarch do.

do.

[ do, do., Coitager's
I do. Sprouts, Brussels
[ do. Broccoli, Superb Early White

I do. Couvc Tronchuda
( oz. Mustard. White
1 do. Cress, plain
t do. do., Curled
t packet do., American
1 do. Savoy, Green Curled
[ do. do.. Drumhead
do. Cauliflower, London

: do. Celery, Superb Whit

t Celery Superb Pink
I (lo. Cucumber, Stockwood

I

I do, do., Best Frame
I 01. Onion. Improved Reading

I I do, do., Brown Globe
. ido. do.. Silver Skin

[
ido. do., Blood Red

lip. Student
[ packet Endiv

[ do. Winter Savory [White Cos

. Parsley, fint

Turnip, Buttons' Short-top

packet Melon, best flavoured

^ . . . _ _
,

oz. Carrot, Early Horn
r do. i do. do. , Wheeler's do. do. Cauliflower, London i do. do.. Long Red Surrey

i do. Dwarf Kidney do. I \ do. do., Nonpareil
I t do. Celery, Superb White i do. do., Intermediate

And forwarded. Carriage Free, on receipt of Post-office Order for £i is., payable to Sutton & Sons, Reading.

For DESCRIPTIVE LIST of SEEDS and NOVELTIES for the season, see

BUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE FOR 1870, I SUTTONS' ABRIDGED LIST FOR
Price One Shilling. Gratis to Customers.

|
Gratis and Post Free.

t packet Tomato, mixed
t oz. Spinach, Round
I do, do., Prickly
do. Radish, Beck's Short-top

1870,

SUTTON'S
HOME-GROWN SEEDS

A FIRST PRIZC

PRESENT

SUTTONS'
PRICES OF HOME-CROWN

NEW AND UNADULTERATED.
FARM

CARRIAGE FREE.
SEEDS

SEEDS DIRECT FROM THE GROWERS THE BEST MEANS OF PREVENTING DISAPPOINTMENT.
MESSRS. SUTTONS' MANGEL and TURNIP SEEDS are saved from choice selected and fully developed Roots.

Purchasers of large quantities liberally treated -with.

BUTTONS' FAEMEB'S YEAE BOOK FOE 1870,
Illustrated, ready, may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

MANGEL WURZEL.
Lowest price per cwl. on apijlication

Per lb.—i.

GOOD YELLOW GLOBE .. o
GOOD ORANGE GLOBE . . o

GOOD RED GLOBE .. ..09
GOOD LONG RED .. ..08
GOOD LONG YELLOW . . ..09
SUTTONS' SELECTED YELLOW

GLOBE o 10

SUTTONS' SELECTED ORANGE
GLOBE o JO

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE, fine quality ..10

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG
RED (was awarded First Prize,
Birmingham, 1869) .. ..16

SUTTONS' GIANT LONG YEL-
LOW 10

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE PRIZE,
the heaviest Globe variety in
cultivation.. ., .. ..10

FISHERHOBBS'ORANGEGLOBEo 10

ELVETHAM LONG RED ..10
YELLOW OVAL, or Common

Intermediate .. ., ..00
KOHL BABI.

SUTTONS' LARGE GREEN
LARGE PURPLE ..

LARGE GERMAN GREEN

TUBNIP SEEDS.
Lowest price per bushel on application.

SWEDISH. Per lb.—i. a

8
I

SUTTONS' CHAMPION. — The
best Swede in cultivation. Very

hardy ; has gained numerous
Prizes again this season

.

PURPLE-TOP
SKIRVING'S
HARDY WHITE .

.

KING of SWEDES..
HALL'S WESTBURY .

GIANT TANKARD
MARSHALL'S PURPLE-TOP
GREEN-TOP GOLDEN MELON o 9

YELLOW-FLESHED TURNIPS
SUTTONS' GREEN-TOP

YELLOW HYBRID .. . . o 10

SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP
YELLOW HYBRID .. .. o 10

YELLOW SCOTCH PURPLE-TOPo 9
YELLOW SCOTCH GREEN-TOP o 9

YELLOW TANKARD
ORANGE JELLY ..

DALE'S HYBRID ..

FOSTERTON HYBRID
WAITE'S ECLIPSE

cow CABBAGE.
SUTTONS' IMPROVED DRUM

HEAD
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION do. .

OXHEART, NEW EARLY
LONDON MARKET, and others
THOUSAND HE.ADED ..

FLAT DUTCH
All Goods Carriage Free, except very small parcels.

WHITE-FLESHED TUBNIPS.
Lowest price per bushel on application.

Per lb. —i. d.

SUTTONS' RED PARAGON ..09
IMPERIAL GREE.N GLOBE .. o 8

HARDY GREEN ROUND ..08
SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP MAM-

MOTH 10
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE o 9
TANKARDS, of sorts .. ..010
WHITE GLOBE 08
GREY STONE o g

BUTTONS' EARLY SIX-WEEKS I o

SUGAR BEET.
WHITE SII.l.SIAX CKl'.r.N-TOP 9
WHITE SILESIAN kICD-TOP . . o 9NEW IMPERIAL I c

FIELD CARROT.
WHITE BELGIAN
LARGE GREEN-TOP YELLOW

BELGIAN
RED INTERMEDIATE ..

ALTRINGHAM
LONG RED CATTLE ..

CLOVER SEEDS.
Samples and lowest price per cwt. on

application. Per lb.

—

s. t

COMMON RED, or BROAD. 7!^'. too i

YELLOW TREFOIL,orHop,4»i/. too
WHITE, or DUTCH- .. in/.to i

ALSIKE, or HYBRID .. is. to i

COW-GRASS{lrue perennial) lojrf.to i

GIANT PERENNIAL WHITE,
zs. 4</. to I

MIXED PERENNIAL, for Per-

manent Pasture . . . . . . i

MIXED CLOVERS, for Alternate
Husbandry .. .. .. i

Ditto, for Lawns . . .

.

. . i

RYE-GRASSES.
Lowest price per qu.arter on application

Per bushel.

—

s.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, best

quality .. .. .. ..6
Ditto ditto, second quality, 4^. 6d. to 5
P.ACEY'S PERENNIAL .. ..6
EVERGREEN RYE-GRASS, or

Perennial Devon Eaver .

.

. . 7
SUTTONS' DWARF PERENNIAL

RYE-GRASS, 50J. per cwt.

.ANNUAL, or Common, best quality 5
Ditto ditto, lighter seed . . +1. to 5
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, good

English Seed .

.

. . 5J. to 6
SUTTONS' Improved ITALIAN

RYE-GRASS, as supplied to the

Metropolis Sewage Company . . 7
FRESH Imported SEED, cleaned 7
Do. , in bales as imported, 32J, to 40;. p. cw

5 per cent, allowed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING, BERKS.
s should be addressed

Printed hvW II iAMRrrM/Bn^^rtV,Vnffi^^ . . IT,^. ,,«',- i7 "^<^'"^"i? -^"^ Business i-eiiers to 1 he fublisher," at the Office, .41, Wcllinston Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Richards at^th^OiW Nn .^ VWM nl^L^r^.t P^r"h r S'^V^^V.^V*'''^''^/-*' f '^

'
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
south KENSINGTON, W.

FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, March 2, at ii o'Clock.
GENERAL MEETING at Three. Hand of the Royal Horse Guards
tThrt Adrr . bd.

G RAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 1870, JUNE 3 to 10.^NE THOUSAND

3 the Undersigned.
c Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL FETE—
FLOWER, FRUIT, &c., SHOW.—The ANNUAL F.XHI.

BITION will be held in the Grounds of Ayscough-Fcc Hall, on••uriDcnAir I "--'-' -.he Roval Horse (-.uards attends,
GEO. F. BARRELL, Hon. .Sec.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

both for fruiting and planting. DESCRIPTIVE

le. Pine, Peach, and Plant MANl
The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpi

To the Trade.
WARF MAIDEN PE.^CHES and NECTARINES,

fine stuff, 6ss. perioo : new kinds, goj. per 100. GREENGA<:ED
and VICTORIA tl.'UMS, 501.

GEORGE GRAY AND SON, Nun

DWARF MAIDEN PEACHES and NECTARINES,
rong Irces, suitable for Orthardhouscs, £5 per 100, in 42

kinds; I'LUMb, 751. per 100, 2-yr. old trees, of the most approved

GEORGE CRAY AND SON, Nurseries, Brox, Chertscy, Surrey.

Black Currants, Red Currants, and Gooseberries.
"'"^IITY AND SON have lo offer the above, in. large orW
R

To Market Gardeners, &c.
ED and BLACK CURR/VNTS.—.^ large quantity
of both kinds. 3 and 4-yr old Hushes, of the best sorts. Apply.

W. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots —
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Vines, and FigsRICHARH SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed M^erchant. Worcester.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

H^
and condit

Prices, wfiich are moderate, u
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Nc

c
Camellias and Azaleas.

1HARLES TURNER can supply well-budded
Plants, to bloom this season, from arj. to 30s. per dozen.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

UNADULTERATED SEEDS.— A PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, published by HARRISON

and SONS, may be had post free on app '
'

be :ell'ies.—Royal Midland Seed Warehouse, Leit
ains all the

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

13 now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
best kinds in Cultivation, witn such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

New Roses of 1870.—Extra Fine Plants.
)AUL AND SO.M, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

offer the above to the Trade at lowest terms.
Their WHOLESALE LIST is now ready.

New Roses for 1870^

D^
ROSES on the Manetti Stock, worked under-ground,

very fine, 8r. per dozen, 50J. per 100; LAURELS, 2 to 6 feet

:

SPRUCE FIR, 2 to 6 feet, by the 100 or looo. Prices on application to
S. WALTERS, Nurser>-, Hilpcrlon. Trowbridge. U^lts.

HOSES, estabUshed
Greenhouse culture: .

Hybrid Perpetuals, &.
WM, WOOD AND SO

,ch pots, for Forcing
ture ; extra line plants of Tea-scented, Nois
;. , at 30s. per dozen.
N, Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Su:

N EW ROSES for
The finest Plants in the Trade. CATALOGUES

WM. WOOD AND SON,
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, S

nd 30s. per dozen.
SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready early
in March, in ao best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

LIST free on application.
HENRYBENNETT. Manor FarmNursery, Slapleford,near Salisbury.

New Roses for 1870.
Road Nurseries,

^T of NEW ROSES for

u icties only, may be had

Rose Catalogue.
JOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and wi't be sent post free on application.
The Nu r series. King's Acre, near Hereford.

To the Trade
ST.\NDARD ROSi:s, £^ loi, per 100; dwarf, strong,

JOS. per 100. best kin.K ;
"111 ASH LEAF POTATO, 7s. pcrcwt.;

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF, ;j, per cwt., true and good.
W. JACKSON, HIakedown Nursery, jC^^ddermTnster.MA N E T T I S^^O~C K S.

For immediate use, 3(w. per 1000.

p'or summer use, second size, 251. per 1000.
THOS. CRIPPS <ND SON , Nursepmen, 'Tunbridge Wells.

Verbenas, 'Verbenas.
>HILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties
of VERBENAS of 1869 at 31. per dozen, in pots; also 24 New

WANTED strong Cuttings of MRS. POLLOCK and
CLOTH of GOLD GERANIU.MS. Stale lowest Cash price

ser)-, Rugeley, Staffordshire.C. WHITEHOUSE, Brt

WANTED, Strong CLEMATIS FLAMULA.
State 5izc, and price per loo or looo, to

CHARLES NOB LE, Bagshot.

A UCUB.\ POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for
four dozen for 31., sent post free on receipt of stamps by

m CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.JOHN STANDISH
Larcb, Larcb, LarclL

WITTY AND SON have still on offer a few Thousands
of the above. Price and samples may be had on application.

H,
Common Yews.

AND F. SH.ARPE have a fine stock of the above,
4 to 5 feet high, bu-.hy and w ell r.ioled, which they offer at a

N ATIVESCOTi II

1% to 3 feet, and un.l

WILLIAM II k'

^XrANTED, EXTR.V STRONG QUICKS ; must be

James dicksonj

MITCHELL, ARNOTT,
, Edinburgh ; and 59, Mark Lane, London.

and Seed Mcr-

R. M.' STARK,
residence, offers lii

ntaining many ram

New Hardy Tree, Imperial Crab.
PAUL AND SON beg to ofiur. of this fine novelty,

strong Standard.s on 6 feet stems, or feathered Pyramids, 71. 6d.

each ; Dwarfs, 51. each.

L
To the Trade.

T. DAVIS offers a large quantity of 2 and 3-yr.
SEEDLING THORN QLTICKS at very moderate prices,

carriaec paid to Belfast,

ler^', Hillsborough, Co. Down.

F RESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
and THUJA LOBBII, in any quantity. For prices, see pages

::ATAL0GUE, which may be had post free.
I SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge W^lls.

Berberis, Berberls.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA.—Fine twice transplanted

Berberis aquifolia, i to 1J5 foot,30r. per 1000; cheaper if 10,000
to 20,000 taken. Apply to

JOHN PERKIns, Sen., 52, Market Square, Northampton.

ALTERNANTHERA PARONYCHIOIDES.-
Fine stock plants, full of cuttings, 121. per dozen ; smaller ditt

sent free, 2s. bd. per dozen,
H. CANNELL. FR.H.S., New Florist Flownr and Florist Flowe

Feed Merchant, Woolwich,

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS of GARDEN and
FLOWER SEEDS. For prices of various sized Collections see

page 271 of this week's Paper.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen. Reading.

SUTTONS' HO.ME GRO'WN FARM SEEDS.
For presenj^prices see p. ^5 of this wee k's Paper.

OUTtONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK for 1870
V~J is now ready, gratis and post free,

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsme<i to the Queen , Reading.

J2
VERY

CARTER'S New Seed Wa

REQUISITE
: 238. High Holborn, London.

, Aldgal , London, Iv

Seeds Direct from the Grower.
SWAI/rKKS, SKi.l> (iKoWl.k :,n<l MhrcHANT

• Hilpcrtt.ii. 1 i>A^l,ii.lt:r Wills S.,- 1,1', :ms. Collection r
VEGETAHLK and MjiWKk M',KI>s in il,c i.,.>,d(ufri' Chioiiicl,
Feb. 12, p. 207,

w.
Try a Scotch House for Your Seeds.

P. LAIRD AND S I N C L A I F
Seedsmf.n, Nt'Hsi;KV.Mf.v, .-Old Florists, Dundee, N.II.
Setck i.ine. ni..,l, ,.a,- m |„ i. u, .-ind true to kind.

c
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

HAS. ]OS, l',l,.\i Krm, ,,nlv surviving Partner of
n.. ).i. Ti-i.i .11:1 IIMM .,

. 1:1 \. 'KITH, begs to announce
I" "'- '

I

I ' I
I i :!. -ss at the same address,

i I
'

< II .
;

I I \ I
I I l[ AND CO., and hopes to

, London.—Jan. 3.

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad I

Farm Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, their new PRICED CAT.'' •^" '

F.\RM seeds, grown from carefully selected stocks.
PRICED CATALOGUES of

V^
chants, Edinburgh ; and 59, Mark Lane, London.

CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mcr-

Carter's Index, February 26.
CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS. See pages 272

and 274.-237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

C^
c
c

ARTER'S NEW ONIONS. See page 272.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

ARTER'S GARDEN REQUISITES.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

For Seed.

H^ALLEI'T'S PEDIGREE BARLEY and OATS.

1 page 293 of this Paper.

Improvement of Grass Lands, at ft'om 4s. 6d. to 9s.
per acre.

OUTTONS' REN(.i\-.\l l\i; MIXTURE should

SUTTON

.

, Reading.

PARIS,
I

SUTTONS' GR.\SS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading, Berks.

G' 2-yr.

STEPHEN BROWN, Scedsi

rOHNSTONE'S ST. M.AL' I r

W. p. LAIRD;!

URPLUS STOCK of VICTORl.V and LINNEAS
• RHUBARB and SEAKALE Roots, China ROSES, White and
Mow BROOM, strong and welUrooted. Prices, low, given on
ilicationto ISAAC DAVIS, Nursery, Ormskirk.

'S

R
" The Earliest of All was

INGLEADER." Vide Royal Horticultural
Society's report on Early Peas.—For description, illustration,

stimonials of this Pea, sec p, 138 of this Paper (Jan. 20).

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

To the Trade.
WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SAN

STER'S No. t, and BADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, 8
on offer, at advant.igeous prices.

FREDK, GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

SEED POTATOS (Selected).
PRICED LIST on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton " Nurseries. Chester.

B OVINIA, or New Cattle-Feeder Potato.-
For price, Sec, apply to the specially appointed afrents.

\MES DICKSON and SONS, 102, Eastgate Street. Chester.

C
True Early Rose Potato.

HARLES SHARPE and CO., Sleaford. have

received a large consignment of the above from America, and

able to offer them in quantity. Price on application.
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KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEER
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, Sec, all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

AEIES AI.IJERTUS, 5 togfeel, 3CW. to 6oi. per dozen. Transplanted
April,

AIJIKS DOlfGLASII. 6,

;

planted August, 1868.
ABIES ORIENTALIS, 5. 6,

plants, moved April, 1869, 1

circumferenca
ABIES EXCELSA, the Commo

S. 6, to 8 feet high, £5. £7 los
The dwarf varieties of Spruci
Clanbrazi liana, &c., large nu

3 feet, 75. 6d. I r. 6d. each. Trans-

Spnice Fir, beautifully furnished,

1 feet,
, _ __ _ __ich, and upwards, V

nds of these large Deodars. All nave been r

since August, 1868 ; many .since April, i860.
CEDKUS AliGENTEA, 6 to ifeet, 42J. to 60s. per dozen; 8 to

'

All rt^71. M. to tos.

CEDRUS LEBANON, 6, 7,
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6

Septembe
Moved September, 1868.

7 feet, 30J. R) 425. per dozen
;

s. to loj. 6d. each.
ARGENTEArs to 4 feet, and as much in

cumference, 7s. 6d. to los. 6d. each.
.CILIS,4 tosfeet high, and 7 and 8 feet
ind, 75 6d. to 2i(.

} 5 feet, 42s. per dozen, /15 per loo; S to 6
per 100, 7 to 8 feet, 7s. 6d. to JOs. 6d. each.
ist, 1868, Purchasers may select from a

fitr.t.1. ( r man\ thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high.
riCEV NnllLIS, hundreds of splendid specimens, 5, 6, 7, to 10 feet

hi.h, ill r< cniiv rem3\ed, and are undoubtedly the finest plants
1 1 ' 1 ^ urscr} None are grafted.

rn* I ^ II I \NA, 5, 6, to 8 feet, 215. to 42s. each, and
I

]
i hnts, mo\cd August, i363, 10 to 15 feet high.

PI( 1 \ -Hundreds of most beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6,

'. and S '.?3^' Some grand

3t 4| 5i and 6 feet high ; 10 to

u rjiasscd

isplanted April, 1869.

3,4, 5, and f

: originated

Mfte
feet high. Moved Aug'

high, and i.

feet, 7 and 8 feet r

Till K U'l ] II

trdnsri-ini. i \

IHl Jul SIS btH
per dozen 7 to 8 feet, 7/W
August, 1808

AVFLLINI-tTONIA GIGANTEA,
6,7, 8, and 9 feet, 215 to 42s ea

PINL'S AL'STRIACV 3fecl, /s"'MIS t
" ' - ^

\\S, t

Thousands, all constantly remo\edr invaluable where immediate
effect is sought

Ynw S, t.oLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.-\Ve have these In large
numbers, and of all sizes, as pyramids, globes, and worke

"

^
^standards, with from 3 to 5 feet of gold, and up to lo feet high.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIEIDIS,
Nice Plams, 60s. per dozen, or 7_t. 6,/. e.icli

; a fe«' l.irger .11 loj. 6</. and 21J. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about 2 feet, at 42J. per dozen ; do., about 3 feet, at 60s. per dozen.

A few (ine Specimens, loj". 6*/. to 215. each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens,
London, on the i6th inst., and unanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly
every one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class

hardy plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

TO THE TRADE.

Messrs. Stuart & Co.,
WHOLESALE SEED MERCHANTS, 5, TAVISTOCK ROW, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

SEED GROUNDS—NICE, FRANCE.

CALCEOLARIA HYBRIDA, t

CARNATION, from finesi sli..«-

CKNTAU REA CAN D IM - ; I ^

FENZI.H,
CINERARIA HVHRIP \

ECHEVERIA METAl I I .

GERANIUM ZONALK 111^'
Eurc

I

PETUNIA HYBRIDA, choicest named French varieties.
riNKS. finest laced English show flowers.
PRIMULA FIMBRI.VlA(Haycs'Covent Garden strainj.whit

LOBELIA LITTLE GEM, pure wliile, with hlue margin,

„ MISS MURPHY, beautiful white variety.

PERILLA N.\NKINENSIS VARIEGAT.\, saved from selected

VILLAGE MAID, white,

TO THE TRADE OXLY, ON APPLICATION.

STVAKX AND CO., NICE and LONDON.

Transplanted Sept., 1868.

be

c plants, up to to feet high,
ick of Hollies at this Nursery i

t with in Europe: it comprises.
belie

nany thousands of the following

HqLLY,]srLVER pUEEN, Z'i, and 6 feet.... .
...^.......^ , .. „.. .

' originated i

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Standards, .i». uu
HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The /inest speci

seen. Moved, .^pril, 1S69.
HOLLY, CO.MMON GREEN, 4, 5 6, 7, 8, 10, to 14 feet high, by the

ferencc.

thousaiul All r

HOLLY, Green var
'April, JiwS.'

of the following kinds. An i

transplanted in 1868-9:—
,d SCOTTICA,

J, 5^6 to to feet high.

of splendid pi

LAURIFOLI.\
HODGINS', lANGOsTIFOLLl
YELLOW BERRIED,

I MYRITFOLl.V, Sc.
4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high

STANDARD, WATERKR'S and t?'-' '''•

4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6
large number.

N.B.—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupying at

better rooted plan
fair and reasonabli

BOX, Green and Variegated. 4, ^. 6.
BOX, do. do., fine pyramids, up to i

be wished or obtained.

8 feet.

B.\YS, standards and
LAURUSTINUS, standards.
AUCUBA J.iPONICA, thousands of beautiful plants, all moved 186S.

3 and 4 tcet high. '

AUCUBA JAPO^ICA, Berried, hundreds, i( to 4 feet high; in the
. PP^"?

gri.und and in pots, from ifc. to 120J, per doz. and upwards„AMEKU .\N PLAN IS.-The Slock of American Plants at KnapH 111 IS, we btheve, as fine as, and more entensive than, anything of its
kind to be met with in England, considerahlv over en arr.., of Land

RHODODENDRON
/5 per 100, £40 pc.

RHODODENDRON;
ishy plai

the finer kinds, by 1

™ . . _ d upwards.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from i;io

STANDARD 'SlODODENDRONS.-Of these we possess a large
number of the oldest and finest specimens in the country, many
being from 20 to 30 j^ears old, with heads varyin" from 15 to 30 feet

nference. There is probably
.,ans, many of which wtWe have also Rbododendrons, standards

of many other
RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, a

ijiriety in colour, from £5 to /lo los. per loa Sample or
tion. Large and handsome plants by the 1000. 4 to S feel I

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants. Lio per too UDw
AZALEAS, common kinds, .& per too '

^
AZALEAS, splendid plants, of the finest varieties, 3 4 5 ai

^hi|:Ji, and as much in circumference. 1 « .

, bushy, healthy, and

nign, and as much in cir
KALMIA LATIFOLIA, i

witll bloom, ;£s to £10 per i...
ANDROMED.I FLURIBINDA, £5 t

HARDY HEATHS, a viiy fine coilec
and all removed in i8tK), from 20s to

ERICA CARNEA, for winter bloomin.'
ERICA MEDITEKRANKA ALHA.?

to May, and smells like
Gardening.

SKI.MMIA JAPONICA, nice healthy
covered with berries, 125. to i8r. per d<

; the above, the Knap Hill ]

.{,7 1

'Plai

, many thousands.

ived April, 1869,

itains upwards of

GENUINE SEEDS.

^A^ILLIAM PAUL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT IIIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE
w readv, and will be forwarded Fre

LIST OF
by Post on applicatic

SEEDS

Many of the vtosi critical and choice Seeds are either home saved or have been saved
specially for iiim, and can be recommended with the fullest confidence.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

Now Ready, Free by Post,

Geo. Jackman & Son's

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE
(Willi Five Engravings of Clematis)

OF FRUIT and ROSE TREES, CLEM.\TISES, AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFERS,
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES, SHRUBS, and FOREST TREES, &c.

"This Establishment, long favourably known for its fine collection of Hardy Plants, is now likely to attain

L world-wide fame for the magnificent new race of hybrid Clematises."

—

Gardeners Chronicle.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

CAREFULLY SAVED GARDEN SEEDS.

ARTHUR HENDERSON & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES

Is now Published, and be fonvarded Post Fi application.

The VEGETABLE SEED SECTION" contains—

Selected LISTS of the best varieties of each kind most worthy of cultivation, also some excellent new sorts

of both VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of sterling merit ; attention is also directed to the Pine-apple

Compact-top BEET (the finest and richest flavoured variety extant), carefully saved, tme from the original stock.

Also the new DWARF WATERLOO BEET; top leaves rich metallic crimson
;
growth true, even, and regular.

This beautiful foliaged variety may with advantage be cultivated in the flower garden as a border, ribbon, or edging
plant ; its root is a trifle larger than the Pine-apple Compact-top, flavour excellent, full of a sweet saccharine juice,

colour crimson, texture tender and uniform throughout.

5 for A
A PRICED and UESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded

,„ „„„! r,.._.L
strongly recommended

1 readily reached by t from Waterloo to Woking

sending Plants through

The FLOWER SEED SECTION contains—
Imported GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS in Collections; Choice Strains of FLORISTS* FLOWER SEEDS;

L careful LIST of FLOWER SEED NOVELTIES of the season ; HORTICULTURAL REQUISITES ot

very kind. KNIVES, PROTECTING MATERIALS, HORTICULTUI^'VL MANURES, &c., &c.

N.B. Everything in this Catalogue is priced.

PINE APPLE PLACE, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

^^ All Seeds Carriage Free.
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THE FIFTY DOLLAR POTATO.

James Carter & Co.
^

IIAVF, IMPORTED A LIMITED QUANTITY OF

BEESEE'S KING- OF THE EAELIES POTATO.
"Ten giiincas were paid for one tuber in America." Much earlier tlian any other American variety.

Price 6s. per lb. ; 7 lb. for 40s.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 23S, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. SHARPE
^'E FIXn STOCKS '

THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF SEED POTATOS,
Wiiich tliey ofter to the Trade at low prices :

—

EARLY S.INDRINGHAM KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY

„ AMERICAN ROSE KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST

„ KINc;
DRUMMOND'S PROLIFIC ROUND
DAL.MAHOY
FciXF.'S SEEDLING

„ O.XFORD

EARLY FORTY FOLD
FLOUR-BALL
COCKNEY
BRITISH QUEEN
MARTIN'S GLOBE

BARRON
WALKER
FLUKE KID

I'ERFECTIf
RI.Y REGENT
iV

I
ROCKS.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

J. C. M^HEELER & SON'S
CELEBRATED SEED POT.VTO.''^.

WHEELERS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY
We can recommend for earliness. flavour, size, and crop. In comparison

produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior to that variety

perfect confidence, and have much pleasure in referring to the annexed letters, speaking
and excellence. q^ q^, pg^ pg^.^ . ^gs. per bushel {661b.)

th the Ashleaf it is as early, whilst it

mmend it with the most
igh terms of its earliness

years with all otner
earliest."—Mr. Speed
Ptnrhyn Castle.

Kidn : for the lafit five

to be much the
. Lord Penrhyn, L Treasure, TrwkcsbUry Unic

i last year more than loolb. of Gloucestershire
1 of first-rate quality. My man says 140 lb., and
Lev. James L. May, Wtst Fntfc-yd, .\ortk Devo.

"I was Rreatly delighted with the Milky Whi

koDiNSON. WihiiamhsUad, Bidfcnd.
" Your Milky White Poiatos are all you say of ih^

WHEELERS' MILKY WHITE.
4s. per peck; 14s. per bushel (561b.)

cry way. They have been very U^^ from all di
ril came off the gre

I have giyi

nd before the autumn rains set in. Those who h;.. .
of the larger ones should do so. The name you

•J/cety. 1 have been thanked again
I and again for recommending them."—Rev. A. Woob, CastltmoHon'

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE per packet, Post Free.

THE

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE

IS A NEW
AND

VERY EARLY VARIETY,

PERFECTLY DISTINCT, OF

MOST EXCELLENT

FLAVOUR.

It should be planted 18 inches

apart.

Will yield an early and

continuous supply.

This Cabbage is a decided

novelty, and a

great acquisition.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTITCE.
Large packet, Is. ; Smaller packet, 6d., Post Free.

friends. For ;

3 semi him anotheriW thank Messrs. \V
ed Tom Thumb \.mucc.'~Wm>dltiftt HM.
"t.?*^" l'!!'^

?""''"^f packet of the best Lettuce

PATERSON'S SUPERB MELON. Is. per Seed.
This extraordinary Melon was raised during the last summer (1869) at Pontypool Park bv Mr PatersonGardener to Mrs. Hanbury Leigh; it weighed 241b., and measured 42\nches in circumference iM.as raised fromthe Netted Scarlet-flesh, crossed with the Black Rock; of e.-cquisile flavour, anrwrVSsome wi™ fine r^Tscarlet Hesh

;
and. as seen by the dimensions given, of extraordinary size and weight.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

Orders executed -wltli dlspatcli and in rotation.

|y Sccdi direct from the Growers the best means
Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTONS'
COMPLETI-: COLLl'-.CTION.S of (iENUlNE

HOME-GROWN SEEDS

SUTTON'S
KITCHEN HOME-CROWN SEEDS FLOWER

GARDEN.

Free by Rail.

Will prod
choice Flowe

GARDEN.

Free by Rail,

of useful Vegetables and
Supply.for One Y

For the Kitchen Garden.
COLT.FC IK IN, f.ir ,n l.irje G.irden, Carriage Free

sized do.. Carriage Free :

For the Flcwer Garden.
r COLLECTION', Free b> Tost or Rail ..

t COLLECTION, Free by Foster Rail ..

I. 3 COLLECTION, Free by Post c

No. 4 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail
No. 5 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail

N.B.— Particulars of these Colle.

the wish of the Cu;
lilted, and others substituted^

The best Potato for the Main Crop is

Buttons' Berkshire Kidney
Raised and selected from among 40 Seedlings of the

Fluke. Having planted it side by side with the diftcrcnt
varieties of that class, we have proved it to be by far Ihc
best of them all, and quite a fortnight earlier. The tubers
are of good size, very numerous, and remarkably clear
skin. It is most valuable for the main garden crop, and
has been remarkably free from disease, while other
varieties growing close by were almost destroyed.

Price 5s. per peck, cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTONS' GUINEA COLLECTION

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS
FOR AN ORDINARY SIZED GARDEN',

{for\varded Carriage Free).

CONTENTS.
Ringleader Pea

. . 1 Favour '

ditch's Perfectic
. Dickson's Favo

I do. Green Winds(
I do. Monarch do.

I do. Scarlet Runnt
\ do. Dwarf do.

t do. Broccoli, Superb Early Whit
[ do. do., Dilcock's Kridc
[ do. do., Purple Sprouting

ido. do., Wheeler's do.

\ do. do,, Nonpareil
\ do. do., Hill^ Incomparable

; packet do., Picklir
[do. I s Tronchuda

. Mustard, Whit
! do. Cr<

; packet Celcrj', Superb Pink
,
J- r^

mber, Stockwood

ido. do,, Blood Red
I packet Melon, best flavoured
I oz. Carrot, Early Horn
I do, do., Long Red Surrey

[ do. do.. Green-top do.
: do. do.. Orange Jelly
: packet Tomato, mi.xed
! 02, Spinach, Round
! do. do., Prickly

' Radish, Beck's Short-top

do. do., Curied
I packet do., American
I do. Savoy. Green Curled
Ido. do., Drumhead
I do. Caulillower, London
I do. Celery, Superb White

Sliould any of the above not be required, Messrs,
SUTTON will be pleased to substitute others in the
place of those omitted.

For further particulars of

SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN SEEDS

SUTTONS' SPRING CATALOGUE
AND

AMATEURS' GUIDE for 1870, Illustrated,

containing much useful information.

Price One Shilling, Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

For LIST of

NEW SEEDS and POTATOS for 1870,
See SUTTONS' Abridged Catalogue,

Gratis and Post Free.

1^^ AH Goods Carriage Free, except very small

p.arcels. Five per cent, allowed for prompt payment.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHilENT,

READING.
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New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,
a and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

o suit gardens of various sizes, los. 6d., 3is., 42s., 63J. and 845. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETADLES.
Per packet,—

rackhouse's Winter White Protectine UROCCOLI

Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY .. .

.'

Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety ..

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE
Webb's Climax MELON, new

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever ofi'ercd.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem JIELON, Scilriet-fleshed. excellent

flavour, and 12 days earlier than any other known kind, new .

.

Earjey's Defiance TOMATO, new

[The eariiest and best variety in cultivation.)

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Jlixed 2S. 6.y., 3S. 6rf., and

CALCEOLARIA,Neill's extra choice strain, 2S. W., 31. 6.i., ai.d

CINERARIA, WeatheriU's extra choice strain, 2y. 6d.,y. 6rf.,&

EALS.4M, Williams' superb strain is. M. and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. ij. M, 21. 6rf., and

VERBEN.A, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS -. . . 2J. 6^. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERF.CTA ALBA, new

Parsons' New Tree Mignonette

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIF.GATA.new

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These arc, without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being scariet, purple and

white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and

purity in the latter : the flowers arc ver>' double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom ; Ihcy make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORN UTA ALBA, new .. .. .. is. 6.;. and

ZINNIA EI.EGANS PUMILA florepleno, new

B S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

I

post free on application.

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
I'Rlzr. MED.\LS, 1851 AND 1862.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, & co.'s
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1.
I

No. 2. I No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No. 5.

£3 23. £1 10s.
I

£1 Is.

arieties, the quLintitics of \v

lOs. 6d.

lay be v.iried to til th(

£3 3s.

The above Collections

requirements of Customers.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections ; also carefully selected LISTS
of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWERS and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

Orders tuiwutifiiig to '. ciil C,i cpiiid. Allpackets ofFlower Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargefor packages.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

THE NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION OF NAPLES.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Ill IF.I! Till Mi

CHOICE SELECTED STOCKS OF THE FOLLOWING:-
NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION of NAPLES, is. per paclcet. Post Free. (See Messrs. CARTER'S

Advertisement and Illustration in the Gardeners Chronicle of February 5, 1870, page 170.)

EARLY WHITE N.M'LLS ONION, large, with beautiful silver skin,

ITALI.\N RED TRIPOLI ONION, \s. per packet. Post Free.

NEW GLOBE TRIPOLI ONION, is. per packet. Post Free.

. por packet. Post Frei

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN. I

jhe Advafitages of Procuring Seeds Direct from the Growers cannot be Overestimated. ™^ ^°^^ seedsmen.

^^'^^
CARTER'S COLLECTIONS \

^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS

(NEW AND UNADULTERATED), AS HARVESTED ON THEIR OWN SEED FARMS.

THESE COLLECTIONS PRODUCE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF CHOICE VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO COUNTRY PURCHASERS.
J. C. & Co. are prepared to execute Orders and despatch the Goods immediately (weather permitting).

No. I COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS, price

12^. 6d., suitable for a small Cottage Garden.

No. 2 COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS, price

Q.JS., suitable fur a Small Garden.

No. 3 COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS, price

42.?., suitable for a Garden of half an acre.

No. 4 COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS, price

63.?., suitable for larger Gardens.

No charge for packhtg.

'A'- COLLECTION of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

price lox. 6(/. , contains imported assorted

packets of Abler, Stock, and 24 pretty Annuals.

' B ' COLLECTION of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

price 15J., contains imported assorted packets of

Aster, Stock, &c., also three varieties Everlast-

ings, three pretty New Annuals, &c.

' C • COLLECTION of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

price 2ii^., contains imported Aster. Stock,

Larkspur, and increased quantities as above.

D" COLLECTION, price 425.

' E " COLLECTION, price 63^.

Delphinium consolida flore-pleno candela-

:

brum (Dwarf Stock-flowered Larkspur).
j

Of dwarf, graceful, branching habit, not exceeding a foot in height,
j

and continues to produce its verj- double flowers on dense spikes till

late in the aulumii.

Mixed \*arieties. \s. per packet. Six splendid varieties

separate, for ^s. 6d.
\

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S SPECIAL ORDER SHEET
for 1870,

Gratis and Post Free.

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1870.
Post Free, One Shilling

; Gratis to Piirch.isers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Dahlia Boots.

CHARLES TURNER can supply the leading
per dozen.

irgc flowci

(inc head o? bloom in "May and

Spring Flowers.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE will be happv to fonvard,

free, his CATALOGUE, containing Lists of all the most lovely of

the early Spring-blooming Plants, Violets, Trimroscs, Hepaticas,

Daisies, Rockets, &c., &c. ; also the best new and choice Plants of the

Season, with Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and
well-grown Nursery Stock,

Munro Nurserj-, Sible Hcdingham, Essex.

RIBES ATROSANGUINEA, dark flowering Currant.
Fine plants, z'^ to 3% feet, y. per dozen ; 14J. per 100 ; double

flowering, 2!*; to sH feet, y. per dozen ; 15s. per 100

BROOM, White Portugal, ij^ to z feet, 21. 6rf. per dozen ; izj.pcrioo;

3 to 4 feet, y. per dozen ; i3j, per 100.

BROOM, Common Yellow, 2 to 3 feet, 31. per dozen ; 12s. per 100.

See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darlcy Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to state that his

CATALOGUE. No. 130-131 H. J., is still to be had from his

Agents. Messrs. R. SiLBERRAD kc Son, 5, Harp Lane, London, E.G.
This Catalogue contains the HARDY PERENNIALS, ORNA-
MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, CONIFERS, ROSES of all

kinds; the favourite GESNERACEOUS PLANTS, in dry roots, viz.,

ACHIMENES. WEIGELAS, EUCODOMAS, PLECTOPOMAS.
GESNERAS, TYD.-EAS, and GLOXINIAS; also FRUIT TREES
in general.
Louis Van Houtte's SEED CATALOGUE for 1870 is now ready,

and is sent to his usual Customers.
The GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS are enumerated in Louis

Van Houtte's Catalogue, No. 130-131 H. J., but their description can
only be found in the French issue of the same Catalogue,

Parts 4, s, and 6 of Vol. XVIII. of the FLORE have appeared:
their contents can be found at p. 409 of the Seed Catalogue. Price
of siibscription for the Volume of 12 Parts, ^i 10s. {more than One
Hundred highly-coloured Plates, Woodcuts, miscetlaneous matter, &c.)

KS" Parts 7, 8, and g, will appear in the first week of March,
and contain the Chronological History of the Best Uclgian Pears,
their Merits and Winners, and many other Miscellaneous Matters;
also highly-coloured Plates, Descriptions and Mode of Cultiva-
tion of Lachcnalia luteola, Sprigelia marylandica. Clematis John
Gould Veitch (double plate), X Imantophyllum cyrtanthiflorum.
Gloxinia Ida, Cypripedium barbatum grandiflorum. Campanula solda-
nelle flore-pleno, Tropa:olum tricolorum, Alslracmcria tricolo

'

__i,-j ^ _ ,,.
-,

a (double plate). Gloxinia
Leptopus (double plate), Ues

HENRY CANNELL'S AMATEURS' and
NURSERYMEN'S ILLUSTRATED FLORAL GUIDE

gives every particular of all the newest and best Zonal, Bicolor,
Tricolor, Variegated, and Double Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas,
Petunias, Chyrsanthemums, Dahlias, Calceolarias, Penstemons,
Antirrhinums, l..>licli:is. Phloxes, and all the most popular Bedding
Plants. ,v. ,

1,1 ii;' iMifi; their improved qualities being

and (

colourf

^iiudir

1 the V

.iih full

particuiars ul itic Moiicrn System of Bedding; with Selections o(

Plants, and their arrajigcment in the most artistic manner. Free for
' '

' • - -- ' - - - -^
,3

C^
OLDEN FEATHER, in the hands of those that

X understand its nature, has proved a decided bedding acquisition

all through the year, and ought to be in every garden ; but, like all

other plants, its beauty and success depend on its proper management.
See H. CANNELL-S SEED CATALOGUE, with full particulars, and
400 New SEEDS, sent free for 12 stamps.

H
Echeveria.

CANNELL has perhaps the finest and largest
blooming lot of Plants of METALLICA in the kingdom,

J in size from Seedlings to Plants 4 feet high ; and H, C, has
neither expense nor pains in bringing a large quantity of seed

r of these sent free for i

10 205. per plant,

^rist Flower, and Florist

shown by the following, selected from a large
nuniber of unsolicited Testimonials from all parts of Great Britain :—

" Sncinton Amateur Floral Society, March 16, 1868.

"Sir,—You will oblige by forwarding the following seeds for the

above Society at your earliest convenience—at the same time 1 must
congratulate you on the quality of seeds the Society has received from
you at former periods. Trusting the present will be as good,—I remain,
yours, &c., "S. Wallis, Secretary."

" Cwm Avon, Taibach, March 16, 1868.
'

" Dear Sir,—Annexed I beg to hand you a small order for seeds.

Post-office Order to cover enclosed. Your florists' and other seeds
last year proved to be of first-class quality, as they have alwavs hitherto

done. I may also add that your peculiar system of selling small

packets of choice foreign flower seeds is a boon to persons, like myself,

having only a small garden,—Yours faithfuHv, " Thomas Welch."
16 vars. TRUFFAUT'S ASTER, zs. id. ; is vars. Dwarf Chrysanthe-

mum do.. 21.

10 vars. VICTORIA do., is. 8rf. ; 8 vars. Globe do,, is. 4^. ; 6 vars.

Crown do., is.

6 vars. ROSE do,, 11. ; 6 vars. Boltze's Bouquet do., u.
12 vars. DWARF GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCK, 2J. ; 10 vars.

large-flowering do., is. %d.
6 vars. GERMAN BROMPTON do., is.; 10 vars. Double Wall-

flower, IS. 8rf.

For other Collections see CATALOGUE, free by post.
All Flower Seeds in packets post free.

JAMES TYNAN, Importer of Continental Seeds, 68, Great George

TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, splendid plants.

60,000 DWARF TEA, NOISETTE, and other ROSES in pots, well-
grown, clean, and healthy. CATALOGUES free on application.

\V\l. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near
Uckficld, Sussex.

w
Paul's Rose Catalogue.

A very complete and able cataloRUC —Floral M'orld.

I. PAUL be^-i to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of k< isl s is, x r idv .and will be fonvarded

post free on applk
Paul's Nur.

1 large and excellenL

Oil 111.

Is CLEARING GROl I

DWARF ROSES n.ic pit
601. per 100: £15 to £25 per ioo<

cheap m proportion).
SPRUCE FIR, remarkably fine . . 3

LAUREL, Common

MANETTI STOCKS, c

I 11' IWING STOCK :—
Is tinest kinds, 40J., 50J.,
(Half Standards and Standards

Per 100. Per 1000.

to i'A ft. 30s. ^Ciz I2i.

to 4 ft. 35s. IS i.v.

to 4^ ft. 405. 18 185.

'° 5 ft. 4S>. 'O or.

to 5^ ft. sot. 24 or.

Apples and Pears.

D
Bagshot, Surrey.

, Pj'ramid

AVID GOLD McKAY offers the following at low
prices. Carriage free above 205.

Per doz.—

J

-
-

Pampas Grass, from.

.

Pansies, mixed seedlings ..

„ yellow ditto ..

Pentstemons, named sorts,

Polyanthus, choxe seed-

Strawberries, The Lady, per
variety, from

Gladioli Gandavcnsis
hybrids. See CatalogU'

^, large

a

Violets, in great vai

CATALOGUES free.

:tld- Niirscn-, Siidhur^-. Suffolk.

G
Gladioli-Seedlings, and by Name.

LADIQLI SEEDLINGS (first-class), per 100, 7J.

5 Gladioli, by 1

All mgood flowering bulbs.
LEV^EQUE ET FILS, Nurscr>'mcn, 132 and 134, Boulevard de

l'H6pital, Paris
.RHODODENDRONS.

Per doi. Per too
rONTICUM, twice transplanted, bushy, 12 to 18 in., 4s. orf. sos.

„ „ „ 15 to 20 in., 4J. 6rf. 22?,

„ „ „ 18 to 24 m., y.tid. S5S.

,, ,, ., 24 to 30 in., 7s. od. 40s.

HYBRIDUM „ „ 12 to 18 in., w. orf. 30s.

,, ,, „ 18 to 24 in., OS. od. 40s.

„ ,, ,, 20 to 30 in., ys. od. 501.

MAXIMUM, while „ iq to 20 in., 5s. orf. 30s.

,, ,, „ i8io34in., as. orf. 40s.

HIRSliTL'M, dwarf nice plants 3s. orf. 15s.

'Ilic ahove can be supplied by the 1000. For named sorts, see
CA'IAl.oliUK.

___ JAM ES SMITH. Parley Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

ON SALE, 500,000 RHODODENDRONS,
hybrids, li to 2 feet, fine bushy plants, 50s. per 100 ; 2 to ai feet,

RHODo]D^N"D\oN'^?YRTiFOLIUM,fincbushypIanls,Qs. per doz.
AZALEA rONTICUM, fine bushy plants, i to 2 feet, 50s per 100.

FOREST TREES. Per 100—s. rf.

20.0O3 Ash, Common, 4 to 5 feet .. .. ., ,. 70
40.000 Poplar, Italian, 6 to 7 feet 10 o
2,000 „ ,, 8 to 10 feet .. .. .. .. 16 o
2,000 Lombardy Poplar, 5 to 6 feet .'. .. . . 12 o
2.000 Ontario Poplar, 5 to 7 feet 12 o
2,000 Hazel, 4 to 5 feet 80
2,000 ,, 3 to 4 feet 70
4.003 Spruce Vir, 2 to 2i feet 50
2.000 Scarlet Palm Willow, 10 feet 40 o
i.ooQ ,, „ „ 7 feet 20 o
200 Dutch Willow, 6 to 8 feet 14 o

2,000 „ „ 3 to 5 feet 80
1,000 Huntingdon WMllow. 5 to 7 feet 16 o

Apply to B. WHIT HAM, Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

ICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various formsof Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-

tion, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment
under Glass, also their synonymes, quality, size, form, skin, colour,

flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price,»&c. Free by post
for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH , Nurscnman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fruit trees for Sale.

JprOTT. Tlic NiirsL'iics, Meniott, Somerset, will be
• rl nl 1.. (.- ..Ml. 1 . r..i H . .,1,....,-, which will be carefully

attcnl. I
1 I

'
1

11^ of PEARS. 700 do. of
Apr I III M I i ,

1 1 '
I I I KKY, with other kinds in

prop. ill ,
' I I

: '- to 7; and Bushes, 3 to

5 feet lii,li; .'I--' ^'i', til.'- hv..iii n..iM,.l Trees of all kinds, of

superior growih, arc olTcred, 1 lie above arc described in the
" Orchardist," the best work on Fruil Trees in England, price is. 6rf.

in stamps. A printed List or Index sent gratis.

J. S. also ofTcrsasplendid stock of FOREST TREES.DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS in every variety.

CATALOGUE free on application,

Fruit Trees.

WILLIAM PAUL has to offer, of superior quality,

Half-Standard and full Standard trained PEACHES and
NECTARINES, 5^ to 7s. 6rf. each..

Ditto, bearing trees, of many sorts, at 7J. 6rf. to los. 6rf. each.

STANDARD APPLES, PEARS and PLUMS, very fine, is. 6d. to

PYRAMID APPLES on Paradise and Doucin stocks, i8s. per dozen.

These may be planted the same di^stancc apart as Gooseberry trees,

bearing fruit like ropes of Onions,
PYRAMID PEARS on Quince and Pear stocks, is. 6rf. to y. 6rf. each.

,, PLUMS, II. 6rf. to 3i- 6rf. each.

Dwarf TrainedAPPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES
and N ECTARI N ES, 2s. 6rf. to 5s. each.

RED CURRANTS, ats. per 100: 3s. per dozen.
P.A-UL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London. N.

GRASS SEEDS, for Laying Down Land
TO PERMANENT PASTURE, LAWNS, BOWLING-GREENS, &c.

Peter Lawson & Son,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G., and at EDINBURGH,

Offer their celebrated MIXTURES of the above, suitable for all soils and situations. Their extensive Stocks

of GR.\SSES and CLOVERS have been most carefully selected, thoroughly cleaned, and cannot be surpassed in

quality. Prices and full particulars on application.

Tables of Mi.\tures and every information is given in their " AGROSTOGRAPHIA ; a Treatise on the

riiltivated Grasses and other Herbage and For..^ge Plants;" price Half-a-Cro\vn, gratis to customers.

THOMSON'S WHITE LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.—riaiits of this remarkable While Grape, the latest kccnine in
cultivation, are now beinc sent out. The Canes are slrtne Ind
thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

THOMAS METHVEN,' teith^WalKu^series, Edinburgh.

Vines, Five Shillings eaolu
LEWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,

bcKS to offer strong Fruiting and rianting C.\NES of all the

irly half the cost of carriage.
,ery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

o
Golden Champion Grape.

,SBORN AND SON'S can supply good CANES of the
named renin I <,! \j

1 , \i,hich has again been
tiiiiing the high character

. .(lid ?os. each,
:,.S.VV.

B.
Pines, Fruit Trees, &o.

S. WILLIAMS hai a very fine stock of all the
best kinds, true to name, and in splendid condition. SHRUBS,

KOREST and ORNAMENT.VL TREES of every dcscripti

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, I^ndon. N.

Grape Vines and Gloxinias.

J HOUSE offers a large stock of BLACK
• HAMBURGH, MADRESFIELD COURT, and MRS.

PINCE. No better Canes in the Trade. Price and size on appli-

J, H.'s CATALOG

lUS, 2, 3, 4, and syr ; 1:1

URELS, PRIVET, Vari,;;

Opposite Red Lie
Lhc,-,,,,

SURPLUS STOCK, at reduced prices.—
10,000 fine Dwarf ROSES on Manelli, Pyramid PI.UMS of

sorts, ARBUR-VITj«, MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA. RED CEDARS,
Portugal LAURELS, EVERGREEN OAKS, SWEET BRIAR,
SPRIJCE FIR, and BALM of GILEAD ditto, English OAKS,
SYCAMORE, &C. Siics and price on application to

THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

URPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples ;

Standard Plums, Fears, Apples ; Standard and Half Standard a
all the leading kindsDwarf Roses,

Manetti, and Crab Stock .

Common Laurel, Variegated and G
ne, Bcrberis' aquifolia
X, Privet, Scotch Fii

English Oak,Morse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.
Samples, with height and price, on applic '

W.^'IRGOand son, Wonersh Nurserj-, Guildford.

FE CTl^ L^ O F"F E R to the T R a D E.—
Dwarf'trained Morcllo CHERRIES, 3-yr., splendid stuff,

t CHERRIES, I

Rider Trained CHERRIES, 30s. per do:

„ PEACHES and NECT;>
Half Standard II. 1'. ROSES, 2 fee

MELON, GOLDEN QUEEN (Stuart & Mein).—
Fruit of medium size, 2 to 2*2 lb. in weight, round shaped,

irregularly netted, extremely thin-skinned, juicy, tender, melting, and
of delicious flavour; a beautiful green.fleshed variety. It has been
awarded manv first prizes during the past two seasons. In July, 1860,

it was awarded the ist prize at the Royal Horticultural Society's
Exhibition, held at Manchester. IJ. per packet." "

'^"TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,

STUART MFt>
1 applic

, N.B.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries.

THOMAS W.ARNER lir^s 10 remind intending
Planters and the Trade that, in addition to his extensive General

Nursery Slock, he has the following in large quantities, of unsurpassed
quality, and offered at most reasonable prices. CATALOGUES,
Wholesale or Retail, may be had free on application.

APRICO'I S, Sl,ind;ird M.iidcn. Moor Park.
riirRPTI-^ :,,;

, I .
ri%.,rrs, and Pyramids.

:, Standards, s to 8 feet.

POPL.tl
OAK, pi

SPRUri
ROSES,

H
£71

Juniperus hlbemica.
LANE AND SOX. having a splendid lot of

• beautiful-shaped trees (unsurpassed for symmetry), 4 to s feet

transplanted sprini,' 1869, beg to offer them to the Trade at

'

The Nurseries, Great Herkhamsted, Herts.

Araucaria imbrlcata.HLANE AND SON. having a very large stock, beg
• to offrr them nl fli^ fr-.M ,,- in - rrr.aly reduced prices, viz.,

5 to 6 feet, 215, ; 7 to 8 f'' I, 1
.

i
.

r, 1.
,

t, 63J. : 11 to i2fcct,84J. ;

12 to 14 feel, 105J. An ill
I

, ,, U stjhciled

TheNurs,.'ii. ,'.-- I M 1. onM ed, Herts.

ECHEVERIA s):<.l \I'A GLAUCA.—
This charming succulent plant, which is so much used in the

London Parks, can be easily raised from Seed. THOS. S. WARE has

a quantity to offer of 1869 growth, which has been proved. A packet

will be sent free for 13 stamps.
Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, N.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS.STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,

height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free by

^'^^
RICHA RD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seedsm an. Worcester

DOUBLE WHIN. GORSE or FURZE,
ULEX EUROP^A FLORE-PLENO.

J'.xcellent plants, all extra, transplanted—package included :—

g to i^ inches, 2s. sd. per dozen, lis. per 100.

12 to iS inches. 3s. per dozen. 13s. per roo.

15 to 30 inches, 31. 6rf. per dozen, i6s. per 100.

18 to 24 inches. 5s, per dozen, am, per 100.

The above can be suppliert by the 1000, in pots 9 to 12 inches, 5s- rcT

, 221. 6./. perioo See CATALOGUE.
^ , ,

JAMES SMITH. D.-irlcy Dale Nurseries. Matlock.

i^1 OVERT PLANTS.—Spruce, 2. 3. and 4 feet, thrice

*
' —,splanted, Mahoma aquifolia. r,

!:..f"Ai ^pianS^d :'rK:
Bcrberis vulgaris.

leet, transplanted

e Broom, 3, f ana 5 .eei, ditto; Dwarf and

Mountain' Pine, twice transplanted; Snowberry, S'o-eet Bncr^and

St)°r;£a 2 f andT feet T anS all other desirable RIm". f"' f°™'"f
riam? aid' fSx Coverts, of superior quality and cap.tally rooted.

Samples and special low prices upon afjplicatlon.
. rheMer

JAMF.S DfCKSON AND SONS, ''Newton Niirsenes. c.neMer,
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», CARTER'S "PRIZE MEDAL" FARM SEEDS
AT VERY L IMMEDIATE PURCHASE,

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE and TURNIP.
CARTER'S IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE,

(acknowledged to be the best in cultivation) .

,

CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE, an immense
cropper

LIVERPOOL SWEDE and other ordinary
varieties .

.

.

.

,

.

. . . . 7,/. lo

DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE TURNIP, of
quick growtli and good quality,

.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP
(the largest and best White Turnip) .

.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP
CARTER'S CHAMPION HYBRID TURNIP,

green-top or purple-top, splendid stocks

Ordinary stocks chctiper.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL.
CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE M.\NGEL,

remarkable for firmness of quality

CARTER'S MAMMOTH PRIZE MANGEL,
the finest long red variety . . ,

,

CARTER'S NEW CHAMPION INTER-
MEDIATE M.^NGEL, the best oval-shaped

variety .

.

,

.

ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW MANGEL ..

IMPROVED RED GLOBE MANGEL .,

Ordinary stocks cheaper.

SOLANUM CAPSICUM, PRINCE OF WALES.
This charming addition

to our Plants for decora-

tive purposes is intro-

duced by Mr. W. Car-

micliael, Superintendtnt

to H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales's Gardens, and

from whom we haM,

received the entire stoi-k

for distribution. The

foliage is of a beautiful

Euphorbia -like green

shade. The fmit, of a

bright golden - yellow

hangs in the greatest

profusion at evciy

possible point of the

plant— as will be seen by

the Illustration. The

habit of the plant is

singularly striking, and

the general appearance

very beautiful. We are n jt

surprised to learn frcm

Mr. Carmichael that this

pretty novelty is a most

popular favourite on the

Royal Dinner-table.

Tills charming addition,

to our Plants for decora-

tive purposes is intro-

duced by Mr. W. Car-

michael. Superintendent

to H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales's Gardens, and

from whom we have

received the entire stock

for distribution. The

foliage is of a beautiful

Euphorbia-like green

shade. The fruit, of a

bright golden - yellow,

hangs in the greatest

profusion at every

possible point of the

plant—as will be seen by

the Illustration. The
habit of the plant is

singularly striking, and

the general appearance

\ ery beautiful. We are not

surprised to learn from

Mr. Carmichael that this

pretty novelty is a most

popular favourite on the

Royal Dinner-table.

Price, per packet,
2s. 6d. Now being sent out by JAMES CARTER and CO.

Price, per packet,

2s. 6d.

CARTER'S "PRIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS.
The germinating quality of MESSRS. CARTER'S GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS (after most careful testing) is assured to be first-rate ; and, from the great paii

taken to adapt the Mixtures of Grasses to suit the particular nature of the soil intended to be laid down, the possibility of failure can scarcely be entertained. It

only necessarj' when ordering to give a general description of the soil, silu.ttion, &c.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (CHOICEST QUALITY).
l-or IIE.WY SOILS

I
For LIGHT SOILS, zSs. to 32J. per;

;/rf qualily chcaticr Reduced rates for

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS AT

HILSEA LINES.

J. EDWARDS, Esq., writes as follows;—

" I am pleased to say that the Grass Seeds you

supplied for the Hilsca Fortifications, upwards of 2 miles

in iength, ga\e me great satisfaction."

N.B. These Seeds were sown midcr most artv

inlltiences, both of soil and situation.

the fullest informal:

For MEDIU.M SOILS, 28.1. to 32J. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS AT

ALDERSHOT CAMP.

We are favoured with the following evidence of the

superior quality of our Grass Seeds from COL.

LAFFAN, R.E.

" Col. Laffan is happy to inform Messrs. Carter & Co.

that the 60 acres of Grass grown from the Seed supplied

by them last Autumn look extremely well, and promise a

good crop of Hay."

N.I3. These Seeds were sown under most ad\erse

nfluences, both of soil and situation.

e successful Sceding-down Land to Grass, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMER'S CALENDAR FOR 1870
Post Free, Sixpence ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, "237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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H.
r Seed Merchant, Woolw

Pelaigouuuns for tlie Million.

TAMES HOLUERb inirivalled Collection of French,
ff Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low
prices :—100 plants, distinct sorts, for 50s. ; 50 plants for 301 ; or

25 plants, distinct sorts, for 20s., hamper and package included.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

WILLIAM POTTEN can now supply MADAME
LEMOINE, at 61. per dozen ; Mrs. POLLOCK, at 3s. per

doien, good ; ZONALS, in sorts, at 20i. per 100. All good plants, i,

3-inch pots ; package free. Orders are booked now for April and May
A priced LIST of most of the new and leading sorts can be had 01

"''''wLLLlAM rOTTEN, Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehursl, Kent.

T RICOLOK PELARGONIUMS.—In strong Plants,
al []>. I..|:,,»:,,^ I.,-,.. i„„,,|.,i,l, ,,,, f., ,. .Ii -Mrs. Pollock,
/ :

! '
I

' >.-,que, 31. &<.

;

ALFRED FRYER, the Nu , Chatteris, Cambrideeshir

Cheap, Cheap, Cheap.
TRICOLOR and other PELARGONIUMS, in good

plants, at the followinf; prices, for cash :—Mrs. Poliock, 3J. per
doicn ; White Lady, 6j. : Lady Culluin, 6s. ; Italia Unita, 3s. ; Glen
Eyre Beauty, 6s. ; Crj-stal Palace Gem, 3s. : Luna, 3s. ; Beauty of
Oulton, 3s. : Pcrilla, as. ; Lord Derby, Jj. ; Leonidas, ^s.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, from seed pans, first-rate

strain, good plants, is. 6d. per dozen.
Hamper and package included.

lOHN BARRETT, St. John's Nursery, Bury St. Edmund's.

NEW GERANIUM, BOQUET BLANCHE.—
This Geranium is the finest white ever grown, and, unlike any

other variety, retains its purity in every situation. The trusses are
large and abundant, and the compact habit, beauty of foliage, and
harainess, renders it a striking and valuable bedding plant. Fine
autumn-struck plants iSs. per dozen or 21. each.

Address. EDW. PIERCE, The Yeovil Nursery, Somerset.
N. B. As the public are so often deceived and disappointed in

ordering new advertised plants, a Photograph of this Geranium will be
sent on the receipt of 13 postage stamps. I'he slock being small, early
orders are requested. _^ ^ ____^_^__
CHOICE TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.—

The following Twelve splendid Varieties are olTcred, in strong
autumn-struck Plants, for 20s., termscash t—Edward Milner, Florence,
Humming Bird, Lucy Grieve, Countess of Craven, Grandis, Defiance,
Mrs. J. Glutton, Mrs. Dix, Sophia Cusack, Meteor, and Imp^ratrice

PRICED LIST of TRICOLOR, BICOLOR, NEW ZONAL, and
DOUBLE GERANIUMS

Fine Stock Plants of the folio-

miny Cuttings on them, and wo
from 30J. to 4ZJ, per dozen, viz.,l,a(

Louisa Smith, Delia

J. ELCOMBE
Romsey, Hants.

JN, Nu md :cd Establishment,

T
EstabUshed 1S06.

HANDASYDE ANO DAVIDSON have to intimate
that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK isnow ready,

'ill be forwarded on application.
Seed Warehouse : 24, Cockburn Street, Edinburgh.

Nurs : Bri tilcn. Musselburgh.

M Spring Planting.—To the Trade.
AURICE YOUNG'S ABRIDGED CATALOGUE
of New Japanese Plants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,
i, and Evergreens, is just published, and can be had on

Garden SeedB.

BOLTON AND CO. offer fine New GARDEN
SEEDS, of all kinds, both for the Kitchen and Flower Garden,

at moderate prices.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Station Road, Wood Green,

Chrysanthemums.
DAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

L. cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUl-PINGS, best varieties, from
collection of Chrysanthemums, for £1; 25 Pai

25 Pairs POMPONS, Pairs feest JAPANES^
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 6r. Any of the above forwarded post free

1 receipt of Post Office order or stamps for the amount.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
25 good named varieties, including Japanese, large-flowered and

Pompons, for 55., 50 sorts for 9s. ; 1^ new varieties of i86g for 51.,

cuttings of same v., cuttings of 20 older sorts 2J. 6d. No varieties
will be sent whicn purchasers possess. The above in thumb pots
package free, or shaken outpost free.

'"x-J;"
• of Bicolor, Double and Zonal, and Nosegay

PELARGONIUMS, in thumb pots, package free, or out of pots post
free, for 5s. 6d. Terms cash.
WM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Millbank Nurser)-, near Warrington

CHARLES TURNER begs to call attention to
his extensive COLLECTIONS of CARNATIONS and

PIC0TEES,2U I ,1 ; I'lNKS, 6s. to I2s. per dozen pa
Tree CARNAI h - i

'

M*^
Hazel and most other plants used for a similar purpose We
supply good plants— ij^ to 2 feet, at 16s. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, at

per ic»o; 2% to 3% feet, at 221, per 1000 ; 3% to 4% feet, at 45. per
or 27s. 6d. per 1000. See CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH. Parley Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

ECOLE AND SONS have much pleasure in
• announcing to their Friends and Patrons that they are now

booking orders tor their new and distinct LOMARIA GIRH.V
CRISPA, to be sent out the first week in May, at 10s. 6d. each, in

IRESINE LINDEN!.—This is undoubtedly the finest
dark crimson leaved plant ever introduced, and is really the finest

bedding and decorative plant of the year.

Received a Firstclass Certificate at Kensington. Established
plants. 4J. per dozen : smaller sent free for 2s. 6d.

IRESINE ACUMINATA,4J. per dozen ; smaller sent free for 21. 6rf,

H. CANNELL. F.R.H..S., New Florist Flower and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant, Woolwich.

Seeds in 16 fin.'

Foreign STO<- t equally

C-,

ACHIMEN^p, in !0 choice varieties, 3 tubers of each for los. ; 10

varieties, 3 of each, Jy. ; free by post.

DAHLIAS, young pot roots of Show, Fancy and Bedding—package free,

50 varieties for 15s., 25 for 75. 6<^., and t2 for 4^. Ifmore than one
of a sort is taken, they will be supplied one third less.

H, f.KD R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

LiUum auratum.

WM. PAUL has to oficr a Magnificent Lot of the
above, at is. 6.f., 2s., 2s. 6.?., and 31. Oii., each; 12s., 181., 245.,

and 365. per dozen. The usual discount to the Trade off the dozen
rates, when ordered by the dozen.
PAUL'S Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross, London, N.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with double PRIMROSES of dilTcrent colours :

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcol, Reading,

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for si.'i postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP.
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH anti EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Beta cliilensis.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. are enabled to
offer SEED of the TRUE variety of this magnificent foliaije plant

;

it is quite distinct from Beta chilensis, and is fully described in their
SPRING CATALOGUE, sent post free : is. and 2!. M. per packet.

South Row, Covcnt Garden Market, W.C.
Established upwards of a Cenlur]-.

QTUART, MACDONALD, AND CO^ SeIdO Growers and Seed Merchants, 85, Southampton Row, Holborn,
London, W.C.

S., M. & Co.'s WHOLESALE LIST of all the Choice Flower Seeds

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.
BETHAM AM. .SOX, Custom House, Shipping and

General Tr.msit Aj.;cnis, ljc[; [o inform them that -hey receive
and forward SEKl'S, I'L.VNiS and GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
from and to all parts of the world, at charges as low as possible,

Office, 9. Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardigan Fields, Kirkstall Road, JUNE 3, 4, 6, and 7, 1870.

PRIZES NEARLY SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS,
including those offered for

Collections of Plants £170
Pelargoniums /170
Orchids, Azaleas, and Heaths Z'20
Roses in Pots and Cut Blooms Zioo
Fruit, &c. £So
liouqucls and other Cut Flowers /;2S

NnTT.—The Nnrlh-F.nstcrn, Great Northern, IMidland, Lancashire
and Vmi kshirc. rnni l.nndon and North-AVcstern Railway Companies
will cuiMty ri. lilts, l'l..wL-rs, Fruits, &c., at ordinary rates to the Show,
and r(.ttini th'.ni Ire- if ihcy remain the property of the Exhibitor.
The Conimiti,- tml-ii.ikc to rcceivc Koxcs of Fruit, Cut Flowers,

and Vegetables l ; 1 ',':. 1,

ThcCommiii-
1

n s and horses for exhibition vans
coming by rail, I'inig vans to convey Plants, &c.,
between the K.nl 1 i [i' Exhibition Grounds, close at hand.
Schedules, \\iili I'Mh '.ii nc ', forwarded on application.

JAMl-n Iplkiii','. Iv, :iecretary, Crossgates, near Leeds.

Ig^ Notice.— r/« G.ARDENERS' CHRONICLE
,?;/(/ AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE iot7/, next week,
atiii in FUTURE, be fublUhcd on FRIDAY, at 2 P.M.,

instead o/"S.\TURDAy. as hitlierto.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the Office not later than Thursday morning.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

[ Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

The state of affairs at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society is apparently so critical, that it

behoves all who love horticulture to be on the

alert, lest the Society become horticultural in

name only. We do not o\'erlook the advantages
of South Kensington, but we cannot look upon the

establishment there as the representative of prac-

tical or scientific horticulture. We earnestly press

on the Council the desirability of making a vigor-

ous and determined effort to retain at least a

portion of Chiswick, and to avoid the frightful

sacrificethat must ensue if the houses and splendid

collections of fruit trees are removed from thence.

If the fates areunpropitious, we must of course

submit ; but, in looking for a substitute, we trust

the Council will not fix on a spot for their garden
as far removed from London as Weybridge,
where we learn inquiries have been made. We
would at this crisis urge the formation of a

Vigilance Committee to watch the proceedings of

the Council, to co-operate with them in

all their efforts for the advancement of the

best interests of the Society, and to support

them in resisting any attempt to curtail the

practical utility of the Society, and to reduce it

to the level of a fashionable lounge. If our

suggestion be considered a good one, we trust no
time will be lost in giving effect to it. The
future of horticulture, considered apart from the

opportunity it affords of money-making, depends
much on what is done now by those who love

gardening for gardening sake.

At a recent meeting of the Society of Arts, Mr.
JAME.S Collins read a paper on "India-rubber, its

History, Commerce, and Supply," which natu-

rally involved the question whether CAOUTCHOUC
could be cultivated with profit in any of our
tropical possessions. The interest generally felt

in the subject was evident from the crowded
state of the rooms, and the attentive ear the

audience lent to the paper, and the discussion

that followed it. Mr. C0LI.IN.S advocated the
acclimatisation of the different species of the
genus Hevea (Siphonia) in the East Indies,
because this was known to yield the best
caoutchouc. But it might be desirable, if any
steps be taken in that direction, — will our
colonial gardens take the hint?— to make not
only a trial with the species indicated, but also
with all other plants known to yield that sub-
stance. After all, the superioity of the Hevea
caoutchouc may be owing in a great measure to

the fact that the extraction and preparation of
it is better conducted and organised than that
of other kinds ; and perhaps it may turn out to

be more profitable, if we should have to resort to
cultivation, to grow other caoutchouc species rather
than those ofthe genus Hevea. The chairman (Dr.
SEEMANN),in opening the discussion ofthe paper,
held that the cultivation of these trees might -prove
remunerative, the price of some kinds of india-

rubber havingnearly doubled since 186 1 ; and since
the trees grow with rapidity, the tapping of them
for milk could, under regular treatment, be
resorted to every two or three years without
destroying their vitality ; indeed, a plantation
once established, would last for years, and
require but little care. One thing which renders
caoutchouc expensive is, that the trees yielding

it do not form forests exclusively by themselves
as our Beeches, Pines, and Oaks do, but they
are scattered in isolated groups or as individuals

amongst other kinds of trees, and much time is

necessarily lost by collectors in looking for them,
and in removing their camp and workshops from
place to place. All this would be in favour of a
plantation ; but, although it might be cheaper to

cultivate caoutchouc than to gather it in the

depths of the virgin forests, Dr. Seemann
remarked he had no fear, even with the

advancing prices staring him in the face, that

there would be a deficiency of supply for some
years to come. From the southern parts of

Mexico to the lower parts of Brazil, America
might be termed a huge virgin forest, through
which there was only one regular thoroughfare

—

the Panama Railroad. The whole of this enor-

mous territory, only partially explored as yet along
the course of rivers, abounds in india-rubber

trees belonging to several genera ; and every
newly made road brings to light fresh supplies.

Asia, Africa, and even Australia, will also be
able to meet part of the enormous and daily

increasing demand, and there are many milk-

yielding plants throughout tropical and sub-

tropical regions to which we might look for help :

the genus Ficus alone consists of several

hundred species.

It appears to us to be simply a matter of

prudence to look forward to the time when india-

rubber will be all but extinct in countries easily

accessible, either by their proximity to the coast

or through their river systems ; and it is now
considered a truism that all plants which man
largely requires either for food or manufacturing

purposes must ultimately be cultivated, the

supply yielded spontaneously by Nature not

being sufficient. A glance at the history of

this article shows that the demand for it

advances at a ratio that makes it impossible

to calculate what quantity our manufacturers

will require twenty, nay, even ten years hence, to

say nothing about the Chinese, who also begin

to use it to a large extent. Caoutchouc does not

seem to have been known to the ancients, though

it abounds in the Eastern hemisphere ; and it

was reserved for Columbus to discover it in

the possession of the American Indians, who had
made footballs of it, which arrested his attention.

Cortes found the clowns of Montezujl'^'s

Court dancing in shoes made of it before the

emperor and Mexican nobles, and the Spanish

conquerors protected themselves against the rain

by smearing their cloaks over with it, and thus

anticipated the invention of MACINTOSH. But

though many witnesses came forward to vouch .

for the extraordinary qualities of caoutchouc, it

was only towards the end ofthe last century that it

was recommended for rubbing out pencil marks

on paper—hence one of its English names ; and it

is only within the last thirty years that, through

the experiments of HANCOCK and others, the

real value of the substance became fully appre-

ciated, and at the same time its future supply

began to be regarded with that anxiety and fear

which some think may be removed by calling in

the help of the gardener.

We desire to call the attention of our readers to

the circumstance, that, on and after March 4, the Publi-

cation of this Journal will take place on Friday, at
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2 r.M., instead of on Saturday morning as heretofore.

The cliange will, we tnist, be acceptable, especially to

our readers north of the Tweed, in Ireland, and on the

Continent.

We have recently received a very interesting

memoir by Professor Dickson on the develop-

ment of the Flowers in Pinguicula and the affini-

ties of the natural order of Lentibulariacea?. It is

not easy to follow out the matter in dried specimens,

but, after an attentive examination of the species

contained in the Kew Herbarium, it appears lo be pretty

generally, if not univei-sally, the case in the genus,

that the flowers are produced from a winter or resting

bud. This circumstance has been investigated with great

care in the case of our commonest species, Pinguicula

vulgaris, where we have just beyond the axillary bud

of the last developed rudimentaiy leaf, two, and ulti-

mately three, little elevated points, which are the

first indications of the position of as many flowers.

It would be interesting to learn in the case of

those species which have more numerous flowers,

whether they are all the creations of one or of

several leaves. The little Unob is soon slightly

elevated, the elevation ultimately elongating into

the leafless peduncle. The first indication of the for-

mation of the flower is the development of a little ring

at the top of the still very short peduncle. This ring

soon exhibits five elevations, which are the rudiments

of as many sepals ; within this a second ring appears,

the rudiment of the petals, then the two perfect

stamens and staminodes, within which a horse-

shoe-shaped prominence appears, which gradually is

developed into the two-lipped pistil, with the free

central placenta studded with centrifugal ovules

without the slightest appearance of any dissepiment.

This latter character, notwith>tanding a certain resem-

blance in the calyx, corolla and bilobed capsule, seems

to exclude the order from a very close affinity with

Scrophulariace^, and to bring it near to Primulace.-e.

Professor Dickson has studied the nature of the

embryo in four of the species, and finds a minute

character which seems to separate P. grandiflora from

P. vulgaris, viz., that the base of the two cotyledons,

which are united into one except at the very tip,

encloses the plumule (punctum vegetationis). We can-

not consider this as a single cotyledon any more than

he two soldered cotyledons in Clintonia and some
other cases. It would be interesting to follow out in

a similar way the development of other plants which

produce leafless peduncles from a swelling in the leaf,

as for example in the one-flowered form of Streptocar-

pus Rexii, on the stem of which there are merely two

minute bracts, as also the comparison of the large and
small cotyledon in Streptocarpus with what Treviranus*

records in "Botanische Zeitung," 1848, as to the

germination of Pinguicula vulgaris. AI. y. B.

Mr. Fowler, says the Pall Mall Gazdtc,

has certainly undertaken an Augean task in the

Cleansing of the Serpentine. Forty acres of

foul water, and more than 40 acres of fouler mud,
II feet deep, are large quantities to be dealt with.

Altogether, when the water was i-un oiT, there were
some 250,000 tons of black liquid mud at the

bottom of the Serpentine. Many methods have of

course been proposed for getting rid of this, the

most simple apparently being to cart it all away,
an 1 fill in with concrete to a uniform depth of

4 feet. This, no doubt, >vould have been a verj-

effectual job, but the cost of cartage and filling in

would simply have been enormous—more than the

price of a new park ; so it was not to be thought
of. Mr. Fowler, therefore, was consulted, and his

plans were chosen. In general terms, these may
be stated thus :—First to draw ofl^ all the water,
which has been done some time ; next to allow the

mud lo consolidate by exposure to the atmosphere,
and this, in sjiite of the wet winter, it is very rapidly

doing ; then about 120,000 tons of the surface mud is

to be removed till the finn mud beneath is reached,
when the whole is to be covered over with a

coating about 2 feet deep of a mixture of stiff clay

and gravel. This mixture is almost perfectly

impervious to water, and possesses the advan-
tage over concrete that it does not encourage the

growth of weeds, as the lime in the concrete most
certainly does. These may be said to be the main
features of Mr. Fowler's jilan, but there are other
details connected with it of interest to the public.

Thus the whole sj-)ace to tlie end of the lake, west of

the pretty bridge, is to be so filled in as to give it an
average depth of 4 feet 10 inches—that is to say, about

4 feet 6 inches at the sides, and 5 feet in the middle.
Over this part, therefore, skaters and sliders may
venture with impunity from all risk but that of a duck-
ing. East of the bridge the water will be much
deeper, sloping from S feet near the bridge to 14 feet

at what is proposed to be its outfall. The great expense
of carting away the mud has been got rid of in

simple manner. Within about 300 yards of the edge
of the large lake '* spoil " holes are dug of considerable

extent and some 5 feet deep. A railway is constnicted

leading from the lake to these extensive pits, and
on this run the waggons laden with mud which

is shot into the holes. The gravelly earth

which is taken from these excavations is being

used for mixing with the strong clay, which is hereafter

to form the bottom of the lake. Thus, about 120,000

tons of mud will have to be disposed of, and about

So, 000 tons of gravel mixed with clay laid in the place

of the slime. These *' spoil" holes, when the mud has

reached a sufficient height from the surface, will be

covered in with slight mounds of earth, to allow for the

sinking, and turfed over as before. That this vegetable

refuse would prove a valuable manure to the soil

of the park there is no reason to doubt, and from

a merely agricultural point of view it would do

the whole land good to have it spread over it.

Another improvement which Mr. Fowler has arranged

to be carried out is that of keeping the water when it

is once clean always clean. For this purpose, instead

of the driblets which have heretofore flowed from St.

James's Park, there is lo be a very large pipe of nearly

3 feet diameter, which is to be supplied by the Grand
Junction Waterworks, and which will pour a vast

volume of water into the lake whenever required.

At the meeting of the Scientific Committee at

South Kensington, in January, a Date Stone was

produced by Mr. Wilson Saunders which was

apparently attacked by a Fungus while within the

uninjured sarcocarp. We have submitted the specimen

to microscopical examination, and have failed to find

anything showing that the little elevations on the seeds

which so closely resemble some Spha^ria are really due to

the action of a Fungus, though, after all, it is possible

that this may be the case. In the accompanying wood-

cut {fig. 47) we have given a sketch of the structure of the

albumen of the Date, as it appeared in the specimen

transmitted, though not as it is found in a perfectly

sound specimen which we have examined for the sake

of comparison. The line of division of the component

cells, many of which are arranged in longitudinal

series, is altogether indistinct, the walls showing no

trace of radiating tubes, and the cells themselves are filled

with a dense endochrome, which does not exhibit any

• It appears to us very clear from Treviranus" figures that the
supposed second cotyledon is merely the development of the
plumule. The notion that the seed is without cotyledon is quite
,^nnihi!ated by a comparl^ion with the seed^ f>f other spene^.

Fig. 47.

e of starch when treated with iodine. On the

contrary, in a thin horizontal slice taken, that is in the

same direction as the above-mentioned section, from

the little Fungus-like pustules, the cells are much
dilated, the line of division distinctly indicated, with

not unfrequent intercellular spaces, and the cells them-

selves are filled or nearly filled with a brownish endo-

chrome, similar to that which occurs in so many
cases of vegetable disease. It is very tnie that in

several Fungi belonging to the genus Sphceiia, taken

in its widest sense, the cellular tissue of the matrix is

so incorporated with the mycelium of the Fungus as to

make it very difficult to say what belongs to the Fungus
and what to the plant in which it is developed, but we
see nothing of the kind in the present case, and we are

therefore obliged, without further information as to

any possible future development of the pustules, to

pronounce an opinion that the appearance on the Date
stone is due to some organic disease, and not to a

Fungus. M. y. B.

Botanists, especially those devoted to the study

of Fungi, will learn with regret of the decease of Dr.
Leveill^, in his 73d year. Dr. Leveille's acquaint-

ance with Fungi and other lower Cryptogams was very

extensive, but his modesty and retiring disposition pre-

vented him from being much known outside the circle

of Cryptogamic botanists. One of Dr. Leveille's
latest contributions to science consisted in the account

of the Fungi contributed to Decaisne and Maout's
" Traiti General de BotanitjucJ'^

The first Number of the new series of the

Illustration Horticole, now edited by M.
ANDRfe, is before us. It opens with a graceful tribute

to the services of its former Editor, M. Lemaire. We
shall revert to this publication on a future occasion.

Among the objects of more than usual interest

at the Chrysanthemum Show of the Liverpool Horti-

cultural Society last autumn, were some superbly grown
dwarf specimens of Poinsettiapulcherrima. These
specimens were little more than 15 inches in height,

pot included, and yet each carried three heads of bloom,
the floral bracts being 14 inches across. Older
specimens, iS inches to 2 feet high, had three to four

heads of bloom, the bracts being 18 to 21 inches

across, and the foliage in perfect condition. These
plants were grown by Mr. W. Biggs, gardener to

John ARN'f^TT, Esq., Sandfield Park, We^t Derby,

and certainly reflected great credit upon the grower.

From a note received from Mr. Biggs, we find that the

plants were treated as follows :

—

" The compost made use of is turfy loam two portions,

turfy peat and decayed cowdung one portion, with a
liberal sprinkling of sand, and some small pieces of

charcoal, charcoal also being used as drainage. For the

dwarf plants, cuttings of the old wood 3 to 4 inches long

are taken the end of April, and, after being dried for a
few days, are placed in the cutting-pots in the usual

manner, of course giving them the advantage of a
nice bottom-heat. When sufficiently rooted, the cuttings

are potted in the usual manner into 4-inch pots, and kept

close for a short time to encourage the formation of roots.

When established in the pots it will generally be found
that one shoot is taking the lead. To prevent that, stop

it at the third or fourth leaf, and from each shoot so

stopped you will get two, if not three, shoots. The
stopping of the leader also encourages the growth of the

secondary shoots, so that we obtain a more evenly
balanced plant. To keep the plants dwarf, tie

them down from the commencement, especially

the strongest shoots, so as to get them all of

as nearly the same strength as possible. Wlien the
shoots from the stopped branch are thoroughly established,

the plants will be ready for a second shift, when they may
go at once into 6 or 7-inch pots, in which they will bloom.
At this potting keep the plants well down in the pots, so
as to admit of a liberal top-dressing of rich soil, for it is

found the roots come readily to the surface. [It is to this

fact, together witli the liberal use of rich manure-water,
made from sheep and cowdung, soot and guano, that Mr.
Biggs attributes his success.] Of course a brisk growing
temperature must be maintained from the time the plants

start into growth, and the plants, to keep them compact,
must be placed close to the glass ; but from the middle of

August to the end of September a free circulation of air

is allowed, so as to get the wood ripened and the flowers

set. As soon as the plants begin to show flower increase

the temperature, and give plenty of warm liquid manure ;

and if the pots are well filled with roots the plants may
stand in feeders of manure-water with decided advantage.
After blooming the plants are kept dry, and in a tempe-
rature of 45° to 55° until the following April, when
each branch is spurred back to two or three eyes, and
a little water is given to start the plants into growth.

When the young shoots are fairly developed, shake the

plants out and pot into fresh soil, keeping them in a moist

atmosphere until such time as they are re-established, then

continue the same treatment as the preceding season,

stopping the leading shoots to encourage the secondary
ones, and thinning out those weakly shoots which are not

likely to produce fine bracts. In this way six to eight

shoots may be had the second year, and with strict atten-

tion such stools may be formed as will make the brightest

specimen Zonal Pelargonium pale its ineffectual fire

before the brilliant glare of a well-trained and well-grown
Poinsettia."

It is a source of gratification to find that this fine old

midwinter decorative plant is once more coming into

notice. Were as much attention devoted to it as is

given to forcing exhibition specimens of scarlet or other

Pelargoniums, there is no reason why plants of

Poinsettia, as compact and profuse in colour, should

not be produced.

The schedule of the Grand Yorkshire Gala
Floral Exhibition has just been issued, and shows
that the managers know ho\\' to cater for a good show.
Indeed the show held at York is usually one of the

most successful of the greater floral gatherings of the

year. This season it is to take place on June 15, 16,

and 17, in the Bootham Field, York. There are some
good prizes to be competed for, among others ^^15 for

12 stove and greenhouse plants ; ;i^i2 for 12 show
Pelargoniums ; and £,\^ for 15 Koses in 8-inch pots.

The Messrs. Backhouse & Son offer two prizes for

six distinct Palms suitable for table decoration, and
other special prizes are awarded.

We are requested by Mr. Marnock, late

Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Society's Garden,

Regent's Park, to stale, for the information of exhi-

bitors at the Society's shows, that at his own request

the Council have kindly released him from all future

responsibility and care in the management of these

exhibitions. He therefore ventures to hope that the

exhibitors who for so many years bestowed on him
their willing and valuable aid will kindly continue it to

his successors, Mr. William Sowerby, the Secretary,

and Mr. DON, the Garden Superintendent.

We are informed thai the premium of 30 gs.

offered in December last for the best plan for laying-

out the People's Park and Recreation Ground at

Luton, Beds, has been awarded to Mr. J. H. Car-
rington, landscape architect, &c. , Mile End, Stock-

port.

We may state that PiCEA LASIOCARPA pro-

duced cones last year in the Knaphill Nursery. This
is, we believe, the first instance of this species coning

in this country ; at least it is the first which has come
to our knowledge.

We are requested to state that the West OF
England Rose Show will be held at Hereford on
Tuesday, July 5.

The Death of Mr. J. E. Sowerby, the illus-

trator of the new edition of the "English Flora" and
other similar works, is announced.

M. Edouard Morren has contribifted to the

Royal Academy of Belgium a paper on the Con-
tagious Properties of Variegation as exemplified

in the ca«;e nf the Abutilon Thompson! and other
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plants (sec p. 308, 1869). We may add that Mr. Laing,

of the Stanslcad Park Nurseries, has obtained varie-

j;ated sports of Abutilon megapotamicum, through

grafting it on A. Thompsoni.

ENDIVE CULTURE.
Endives, whether used simply for salads or cooked _ . _

the same as other green vegetables, are essentially the some if cooked as greens are during the summer months.

plants possess. The plan is, however, a good one in

severe weather, and especially if a Mushroom-huuse or
similar place is at command, wherein they may be
forced to grow somewhat larger. I may say that the
French moss-curled variety is an excellent one for
summer use, but not for winter, being too tender.
Endive is frequently used stewed in soups, for garnish-

and for use with game. It is also much liked by

gardener's friends, as they may be cultivated so easily

and are so readily blanched, for making good salads

in the mid-winter season when Lettuces are scarce.
"^

produce fine heads in summer they must be gi'own

deep rich soil, which, if somewhat light in texture,^

should be made moderately firm after the last digging

and before the seed is sown. A cool open quarter

should be chosen, in a not too shady position, and as

far as convenient from walls or other erections which

attract and retain heat. I prefer planting, sowing, &c.,

in drills across a chosen quarter. For tlie earliest, or

first spring-sown batch, which is intended to succeed

the winter plants, seeds should be sown in a frame,

&c., at the same time as the earliest Lettuces,

in or about the first week in March. These,

when sufficiently large, should then be dibbled

out about 18 inches apart in rows previously marked
out with the line and hoe. If the

line is drilled about an inch deep
so much the better, as it will

induce the water from spring

showers to flow more freely

down to the roots of the

plants, and tend besides to keep
more moisture around them during

hot weather.

The next sowing may be made
about the middle of April, in the

open ground, in rows similarly

made to the above. To aid this

and succeeding summer sowings,

which may be made about every

fourth week if a constant supply is

wanted, it is an excellent plan to

place a thin mulching of small but

thoroughly decomposed manure
along the rows, some 6 or 12

inches in width. This will afford

material benefit to the plants at

the most trying period in summer,
by keeping the ground moist im-

mediately over the young root-

lets, which emanate from the

main root near the surface of the

ground. By making moderate sow-

ings at properly regulated intervals,

it will be seen that fine large plants

may be had late in September.

These may be taken up and placed

in frames before the early October

frosts an-ive. From the summer
culture we pass to the autumn,
winter, and spring treatment.

Commencing with the first week
in August, small sowings should

be made once a fortnight for three

successive times, upon a warm
sunny southern aspect. A good
large planting of the plants pro-

duced from the first of these sow-
ings should be made to furnish a

supply, when the larger plants in

the frame are consumed. For this

sowing no variety surpasses the

Batavian, if cultivated in the ordi-

nary way, and the sort known as

Fraser's Batavian is by far the

best. As a green curled variety,

especially if treated as I shall de-

scribe, the now well-known *
' Digs-

well Prize Endive" is not to be
surpassed for general hardihood
and hearting qualities.

In dibbling these plants into a nice southern aspect

at this particular season, be careful in planting to place
the crown, or real heart of each plant, about an inch
and a-half or two inches below the surface, pressing
the roots firmly into the soil with the point of the
dibble, which should be a long one, without in any
way closing the top of the hole, through which the
young leaves from the crown may push up. If this

simple process is carried out on a properly drained
border, nicely blanched hearts of moderate size will

form, and withstand much hard weather, often proving
very useful at an unusually rough season. It will be
advisable to make a successional planting from
the produce of the second autumn sowing, to suc-

ceed the above in the early spring. These should
likewise be planted moderately deep, though not so

deeply as the former. The last or third sowing should
be permitted to stand upon the seed-bed until about

the second week in March of the succeeding year,

when they should be dibbled into good rich soil, to

precede the spring-sown crop. Endive" in process of

blanching may be placed in moderate successional

quantities in a moderately dry soil in any shed where
frost cannot penetrate. Here it will grow and blanch
nicely, though it certainly has not that amount of

crispness which the more natural frame or border grown

William Earley, Dignuell^ IVehiyn.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidium varicosum, L'uidl. var. Rogersii.

Floribus maximis, cristulis circa cristam principem rarioribus.

This beautiful Oncid (fig. 4S) made its appearance at

London in November or December, 1868, under the
name of Oncidium Rogersii. The flowers are quite as

splendid as those of Oncidium pectorale and O. Mar-
shallianum. The habit, we are informed, is similar to

that of the old Oncidium bifolium, and the number of
flowers produced on a single panicle is, in well-grown
examples, not less than 170 ! There can be no doubt
that it is one of the best of recently introduced
Orchids, and all the more valuable for its flowering

peifecti

It has recently bloomed in a high state of

m with Messrs. Veitch. H. G. Rchb. fil.

PALMS.
[With the following letter, which, unUke the orange peel

therein referred to, we prefer to leave au naturel, we lay

before our readers the first of some articles on Palms, with the

view of affording additional information on these noble plants,

and of fostering the growing taste for their cultivation. We
esteem ourselves fortunate in having induced Dr. Seemann to

draw up these articles for us, as he brings to the task not only

the knowledge derived from his special study of the order as a

botanist, but also an intimate acquaintance with many of the

members of this noble group, made in their native haunts. Eds.]

" A MAN of speculative turn of mind issued the

following advertisement to ' marmalade manufac-

turers,' never venturing to doubt that the article offered

was really desired by them ;
—

' Having lately con-

tracted on advantageous terms for the sweepings of

several large theatres, I am in a position to offer orange

peel at very reduced prices.' I have a lurking

suspicion that you may possibly think I am treating

you as the advertiser treated the manufacturers of that

peculiar compound, popularly supposed to be made
of Turnips, and to be an excellent substitute for

butter, as long as you don't attempt to use it for

frying, as the Irish cook is said to have done.

In fact, without inquiring whether such articles are at
all required, I beg to advise you, that, having lately
swept through several public gardens and the great nur-
series of Messrs. Bull, Veitch, and Williams (observing a
strictly alphabetical order, so asnottohurt anybody'sfeel-
ings), I am now in a position to inflict upon your readers
a few gossiping articles about Palms, illustrated by
woodcuts. Of course, it is no more my business than it

was that of the orange-peel seller with his ware, to in-
quire too closely into what you may do with them, and
how you dress them up before you issue them to your
customers. All that is your task. I have done mine."

To the few favoured individuals whose means enable
them to form complete collections of Palms we may
give the summary advice, " Endeavour to get as many
species as you possibly can, and cultivate them as best
you may. " But we cannot be quite so laconically brief
with that much more numerous class who have a fancy
for these plants, and are compelled to content them-
selves with a judicious selection. In all large natural
orders, tribes, and genera, there is, physiognomically
speaking, a considerable body of species presenting the
average or normal look of those groups, and imparting
to any large aggregate of them a certain sameness
which, whatever may be their effect collectively,

renders them uninteresting objects
to look at, because they are devoid
of much variety. However beau-
tiful may be individual Orchids
when in flower, a whole house
filled with Orchids, unmixed with
other kinds of plants, is not cal-

culated to gratify an a:sthetic eye.
Ferns, notwithstanding their match-
less delicacy and elegance, are

too frequently, as collections, less

effective than they might be, by an
undue predominance of that class

of which our Lady Fern is the
type. Similar remarks apply with
more or less force to the Heaths,
the Cactuses, the Aloes, Agaves,
and other extensive groups under
cultivation ; and in selecting our
sets we should bear these objec-

tions steadily in view, aim as

much as possible at variety in

form, size, and colour, and avoid
the overcrowding of our places

with those species which share
certain prominent peculiarities with
too many of their kindred.

Palms have the advantage over
many other groups, that they
admit of an easy application of

these principles. True, the bulk
of them have pinnated leaves of a
uniform green colour, and incon-

spicuous flowers supported on an
axillary branched inflorescence, of

which Areca Catechu, the Betel-

nut tree, an old inmate of our
gardens, is an instance. But there

are besides numerous species pre-

senting appearances altogether so

different, that we have it com-
pletely in our power to make one
species serve as a foil to the other,

and vice versA, thus setting off

their mutual beauty to the best

advantage. Care should be taken

to select good species with siinple

leaves, of which the genus Geo-
noma will furnish examples ready

to hand, and many beautiful addi-

tions to which will be forthcoming

as soon as a brisker demand for

Palms shall have fairly set in, one

of the most striking being the

Teysiuannia altifrons (Pholido-

carpus Ihur), which has leaves

like the Banana and fruits resembling those of Mani-

caria, and which may possibly yet survive in some

gardens, as Macgillivray sent it from New Caledonia,

and Teysmann from Sumatra. The simple-leaved kinds,

of which Verschaffeltia splendida, Phcenicophorium

sechellarum, &c., are further examples, are best con-

trasted with the pinnated ones, represented by the

genera Ptychosperma, Areca, Kenlia, Raphia, Wettinia,

Gaussia, Deckeiia, Cocos, and a host of others. But

even amongst these kinds there are two subdivisions

to which attention ought to be directed, viz., those in

which the segments or leaflets are entire and pointed

at the end (as in Cocos mucifera), and those in which

they are more or less prxmorse, resembling the fins and

tails of fish. Ptychosperma vitiensis (of which we

noticed fine specimens at Messrs. Veitch's) several

Iriarteas, Iriartellas, &c., exhibit this peculiarity; but

it is best developed in Wallichia (Harina), Martinezia,

and above all in Caryota, the last-named being further

distinguished by its being the only genus of Palms

which has double pinnated leaves. Agaui, Palms with

fan-shaped leaves present a striking contrast with those

already alluded to. The best known representative ot

this set is Chamcerops humilis, of southern Europe and

the Mediterranean borders, the leaves of which troin

their resemblance to the human hand (distant though
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it be) has given the name to the whole of the natural

order of this type. Many genera of singular grace and

beauty present themselves for selection, such as

Corypha, Livistona, Licuala, Thrinax, Borassus,

Hyphrene, Copernicia, Brahea, Sabal, Trithrinax,

Rhaphis, Pritchardia, &c.

In making our selection the size of the whole plant

must in a great measure be left out of consideration.

The space at our command for cultivation may allow

us to see such lilliputian species as are comprised in the

genera Malortiea, Geonoma, or Chamsedorea assume

their fiill natural dimensions, but where, except in

tropical gardens or in buildings which as yet do not

exist for the purpose, can we hope to behokl in all

their giandeur species attaining 200 feet in height, or

having climbing trunks more than 500 feet in length ?

It is rather with fear and trembling than with unalloyed

joy that we perceive our Palms raising their feathery

heads above certain prescribed limits, touching the

glass, forcibly pushing their way through it, and some

fine summer morning proclaiming their escape from

prison by boldly waving their leaves in the air. In the

Edinburgh Botanic Gardens there was a case of this

nature. Repeatedly had the authorities at that estab-

lishment asked for a grant to build a larger Palm-

house than they had. It was steadily refused until

things had come to the " push " described, and Pro-

fessor Balfour hit upon the expedient of photogiaphing

the same. The effect of the positive picture upon the

negative purse-holders is said to have acted like an

electric shock. The money was forthcoming immedi-

ately, and Edinburgh thus obtained what it ought to have

had long ago—a good Palm-house.

It follows from what has preceded that for our

purposes of contrast we have to dispense with the

character afforded by the tnmk of the different species.

When in nine cases out of ten we never have any

chance of seeing the development of that organ, it is

but a light consolation to know that we have under

cultivation a Palm which (in its native country) has so

very straight a trunk as fully to justify those poets who
describe it as " an arrow shot from heaven ;" or that

the trunk of another Palm, also in our charge, has a

most beautiful polish, and presents a striking contrast

with a third, ditto, ditto, so densely clad with long

black spines that even monkeys, leave alone human
beings, have been puzzled to get up it ? By having in

onr gardens to content ourselves mostly w'ith young

plants, we have to forego the pleasure of seeing the

real habit of our favourites fully developing itself.

Only in the smaller Cane Palms and others do we get a

foretaste of it. In Chamsdorea w-e have the ringed

and polished stem, in Bactris the spiny one, whilst in

Dcsmoncus we behold the New World representative,

and in Calamus and its allies the Old World representa-

tive of the climbing Palms. That it should be so, that

we should not be able to see more of the forests, is the

more to be regi'etted, as the true majesty of these

plants can never be fully appreciated, unless trunk and

leaves are seen together ; and it has been noticed

that the more acute the angle formed by the leaves

with the upper part of the trunk, the nearer the leaves

approach the perpendicular, the bolder and nobler is

the aspect of the individual species.

The considerations of size to which we have to direct

attention in making our selections must necessarily

be that of the leaves of the different species.

But even here we cannot indulge our fancy to its

fullest extent, for are there not species, of which a

single individual would fill up the entire space at our

conmiand? Are there not plants, such as Corypha
umbraculifera, having leaf blades 6 feet long and 13

feet broad, supported on stalks 7 feet long, and boast-

ing from 90 to 100 segments, or still more stupendous

giants, such as Raphia tKdigera, with foliaceous expan-

sions each covering a superficial area of 200 square feet ?

By fighting shy of such vegetable monsters as these we
obtain more room for the large number of species with

leaves of more manageable dimensions, varying in size

from that of a crown piece to that just indicated.

Colour is another peculiarity to which attention must

be given in aiming at the object under discussion. The
bulk of Palms have foliage of a uniform gi*een colour ;

this is the chief reason why any species showing a devi-

ation in this respect possesses particular value, and

why we ought to make it a point to embody it

in our collections. Nurserymen are now offe

several, nrore or less afflicted with albinism—in c

mou parlance variegated kinds, such as Rhaphis
flabelliformis aureo-variegata ; but independent of

these we encounter most acceptable deviations from

what may be called the normal coloured type of the

order. The most notable is no doubt a prickly

Mauritia, which Humboldt and Bonpland discovered on
the Rio Atabapo, and which is as yet not introduced

into our gardens. The leaves of this remarkable
species are adorned with concentric bands of yellow

and blue, in the manner of a peacock's tail. What a

sight it must be ! It w-ould make the fortune of any
one who chose to bring it to Europe. A striking

effect is produced by the silver Palms, of which there

are several inmates in our gardens, such as Acanthor-

rhiza Warscewiczii, Calamus dealbatus, Ginocarpus

dealbatus, Thrinax argentea, and others, all having the

under side of their graceful leaves of a silveiy while.

Not less singular are the pinkish tints presented by
the yoimg leaves of Geonoma Martiana (Seemanni),

from Central America ; the bronzy hue afforded by

those of the two species of Welfia, especially W. regia,

and by Dsemonorops plumosus, and the various colours

observable in the petiole and costa of Hyophorbe ama-

ricaulis, Areca aurea, &c., or the pretty markings of

Pinanga maculata.

In Palms we have all the more to take none of the

colour of the foliage, as their flowers, unlike that of

most phanerogamic plants, do not display any very

brilliant hues, but are generally dirty white, pale

yellow, or greenish, and in this respect do not add

materially to the beauty of the respective species. But

what the flowers want in brilliancy of colour they often

seem to make up, as it were, by their abundance, a

single tree having been counted to possess no less than

624,000 at one time, and a single inflorescence being

more than a load for a couple of men. But as we
cannot hope to grow such giants as these in Europe,

we have once more to fall back upon the smaller kinds,

and these are sufficient to teach us the singular nature

and constitution of their flowers.

Palms, according to the way in which their flowers

are produced, may be divided into two groups, viz.,

those which flower only once in their life, the mono-
carpous ones, represented by the genus Sagus, and

those which flower many times during their course of

existence, the polycarpous ones, represented by Chamae-

dorea. In the former gioup, the flowers are neces-

sarily terminal, and as Palms have not the power to

form tnie branches, the appearance of the inflorescence

foretells the death of the entire plant. In Sagus the

ripening of the fruit of the temiinal inflorescence

happens at the same time as the trunk begins its course

of decay ; but in Caryota the life of the plant is pro-

longed until every latent bud of the axils of the leaves

of the whole trank has developed its flowers, and it is

only after the lowermost bud is thus developed that the

individual plant dies off—a process which may last

several years, but which is, nevertheless, only to be

regarded as one flowering. In the second group into

which the mode of flowering divides the Palms the

flowers are never terminal, but always developed from

the axils of the leaves, or from latent buds below the

cro^\n of leaves, the lowermost bud or axil of leaves

being the first to develop, and not the last, as in the

case of Caryota,

Much more colour is found in the fruit than in the

flowers of Palms, bright orange, yellow, scarlet, red,

pie, olive, and many other tints being by no means
uncommon, and greatly adding to the effectiveness of

various species. It must be confessed, however,

that in our conservatories we have as yet but few

species upon which we can count for such a regular

exhibition of fruit as we see in Chamasdorea Ernesti

August! and its allies. In most cultivated species we
have as yet to forego the sight of their fruiting state.

But form, size, and colour, though the cardinal

points which ought to be kept in view in making a

proper selection, are not the only points to be attended

to ; they ought to be supplemented by a due exercise

of such taste as one is able to bring to bear on the

subject, and about which it is absolutely impossible to

lay down any serviceable canon. B. S.

MARKET GARDENING IN ALGERIA.
Since the publication of my " Flora of Algeria " in

1847, in the preface to which I gave a short account of

the culinary vegetables in common use, I am not

acquainted with any printed account of market garden-

ing in that country. The observations I offer at present,

are the results of notes and personal recollections

during a sojourn of 25 years in Algeria.

The gardeners who supply the markets are of several

nationalities, viz., French, Genoese, Arabs, Moors,

Spanish and Mahonese. Although the Mahonese are

Spaniards from the island of Minorca, their system of

gardening differs widely from that of the Spaniard of

Valencia or Malaga, and it is they \\ho principally

supply the markets near Algiers, the Spaniard from
the kingdom of Valencia those of Oran, and the

Genoese and Maltese have fixed themselves in the

western provinces near Bona and Constantina.

Algeria depends on Spain in a great measure for its

supply of early fruits and vegetables, for, although

some degrees further north, the coasts of Andalusia
and Valencia ripen their produce quite a month sooner

than Algiers. Thus, the Barley harvest rarely begins

in Algeria before the middle or end of May, while

Barley is generally cut near Valencia in the middle

of April. The Paris markets, and through them
Covent Garden, are supplied with early vegetables from

Algeria, Potatos being sent there in January, which
are followed by green Peas and Artichokes a little

later. I have gathered green Peas in my garden

near Algiers on Christmas Day, but they were planted

in a sheltered situation on a southern slope, and they

fetched 24 sous (u. ) a pound in the market. Hoar
frosts cause much injury to early vegetation, and they

are frequent in early spring even on the coast ; but they

only last about half an hour before sunrise, and are

always the prelude of a very hot day.

At a distance of 20 or 30 miles inland the frosts are

more severe, and the Vines suffer frequently from their

effects, and snow lies on the mountains of Kabylia
until the month of June. It seems strange that the

nearer you approach the desert of Sahara the colder

are the winters, and at Milianah, about 40 miles from
Algiers, the Orange tree and Barbary Fig (Opuntia

Ficus indica) are killed by the cold in winter ; and the

houses are covered with roof tiles, instead of flat terraces

as at Algiers, on account of the great weight of snow

falling on them. During my lengthened sojourn in

Algeria I never but once saw the snow lie on the

ground near the coast, and that was in Febniary, 1845,

and it then remained three days without melting ; and

on March 1 7 of the same year the thermometer stood at

25" Centigrade.

Tomato.—This vegetable is the most useful of all

the products of the kitchen garden. It is eaten by all

classes, both in a raw state and cooked invarious ways.

It comes to market about July, and is sold at from a

halfpenny to a penny per pound. The seeds are sown in

a sheltered place any time from December to March, and

the beds covered with litter during severe weather ; the

young plants are pricked out when about 3 inches high

during April. The Tomato cannot be successfully

cultivated without irrigation, it is therefore planted in

beds about 9 feet square, at a distance of about 3 feet

apart, and the borders of the bed being elevated, they

are flooded with water from a reservoir about once a

fortnight. A sub-spontaneous variety is found fre-

quently near houses in the country, with fruit of an oval

shape, about the size of a small Olive : they are supposed

to grow from seeds of the cultivated Tomato, which
had been accidentally thrown away with the refuse of

the house. [Possibly the plum-fruited variety. Eds.]

Melo>is are cultivated very extensively, and great

quantities are imported from Spain. They are sown
in April where they are intended to remain. Square

patches of ground are prepared by being well dug and
richly manured, and the borders are raised about 4 inches

in order to retain the water used for irrigation. About
four or five seeds are placed at distances of 3 feet apart

on little hillocks, which are raised a few inches above

the level of the bed, so that the water which fills the

bed at the time of irrigation shall not touch the plants.

Only one plant is finally left on each hillock, and
requires no further care than watering and hoeing to

keep the bed free from weeds : no pruning is used.

The fruit ripens about the middle or end of July. The
first Melons which are brought to market are sold at

about 30 sous
(
IS. %d. ) each, but the price falls to

about 6 sous {y^.) in the full sea.son. The only kind

grown or imported is the green-skinned Melon j the

Cantaloup or French Melon is seldom seen, and thought

to be unwholesome. The jackals commit great depreda-

tions in the Melon fields, which are sometimes of

considerable size. I once had a tenant who cultivated

a field of 5 acres entirely with Melons. It is a common
practice, especially amongst the Arabs, to build a hut

generally perched in the boughs of lai-ge trees, fi-om

which they command a view of the whole plantation
;

whence the expression in the Holy Scriptures—"Like
a lodge in a garden of Cucumbers. " I had a patch of
half an acre of Melons in 1S45 entirely destroyed by
locusts. The fruit w-as already of the size of hens*

eggs. In the morning I was admiring the beautiful

green colour of the field from nry house, and in the

evening nothing was left but the bare earth. Such
visitations are luckily very rare, occurring about every

twenty years. An old Moor, a neighbour of mine, told

me that he once knew them to devour the bark of the

Fig trees.

Cucutnbers are sown at the same time as Melons, and
receive exactly the same treatment. I have only seen

one kind in cultivation, which appears to be the same
as the common ridge Cucumber of the English gardens.

The Spanish gardeners have a firm belief that a

Cucumber (fruit) completes its growth in one night. In

the neighbourhood of Oran a species of Cucumber is

cultivated whose fruit is entirely circular ; it is always

eaten raw without condiment, and the skin is not peeled

off ; it is called, alipuosa : its flesh is much harder than

that of the common Cucumber.
IVater-meloiis are cultivated in the same way as

Melons and Cucumbers, but single seeds are often sown
in dry vineyards, and, if the soil is sandy, they succeed

very well without being once watered, either naturally

or artificially, but the plant will, in such cases, only

ripen i or 2 Melons, which are, however, generally as

large and juicy as those cultivated in irrigated ground.
Paradoxical as it may appear, the fruit of the Water-
melon is placed for a quarter of an hour in the heat of

the sun, in order to cool it before being eaten. The
Arabs cultivate both Melons and Water-melons ; the

first is called betika and the second ddaa. They also

bring to the market at Algiers the fruit of Cucumis
Dudaim, or Mandrake of the Scriptui-es, which is only
used as a perfunre ; it is of the size and shape of an
Orange, and retains its fragrance until decayecl.

Onions are grown very extensively in the neighbour-

hood of Algiers. I once let a field of 10 acres to two
Mahonese, who devoted one-half to Onions and the

other half to Potatos exclusively. Onion seed is sown in

small beds about Michaelmas day ; they are covered
with branches to prevent evaporation from the soil, and
are frequently watered. When the plants show above-
ground the protection is removed, and the only care

they require is to keep them free from weeds. When
the ground has been well moistened by the autumnal
rains, which generally happens in the month of

November, the Onions are planted out in the fields,

which have been previously well manured, and dug
with a large hoe, the use of the spade or digging fork

being unknown both amongst Spaniards and Genoese.

They are planted about 9 inches apart on ridges, which
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contain three plants across; they are diligently hoed

several times during the season, and are ready to gather

in the month of June, having had their leave?; broken

down by a stick about a fortnight previous to ripening.

The only kind I have seen cultivated is the Portugal

Onion, and I have grown them weighing 5 lb. each.

The Arabic name for Onion is hessol.

Potaios.—Although young Potatos are exported to

the Paris market in January, Algeria is almost entirely

dependent on England and France for the supply of

ripe Potatos. The Spaniards seldom eat them, and

the Moors of Algeria only use the very smallest, about

the size of a Hazel-nut. Two crops are usually obtained

from the same ground in one year, and where irrigation

is used a third crop is produced. The first crop is

planted about Michaelmas Day, and affords the early

Potatos which are sent to Paris in January : this crop

is liable to be injured by frosts in winter. The second

planting takes place in March, and is gathered in the

beginning of June, "Where water is available a third

crop is put in in June, and is ready in September.

Potatos are always heavily manured, and as the market

produce is generally taken to town by donkeys, the

clearing of stables and sweepings of the streets are

brought back to the garden by these animals. Seed

Potatos are stored in dry lofts, and laid singly on tlie

floor, and are very much shrivelled by the heat of the

climate. The Arabic name is batatas.

At-tichokes.—The Artichoke plant, Cynara Scolymus
of Linnseus, and later authors who have copied him, I

believe to be nothing more than a cultivated variety of

Cynara Cardunculus, which is one of the commonest
plants in the clayey grounds of Algeria, especially the

corn-producing tract of land which runs parallel to the

sea coast about 30 miles inland. Although Artichokes

are grown in every kitchen garden in Algeria, yet

the neighbourhood of Algiers furnishes the large

quantity annually exported to Paris, and from thence

to London. One gardener at the Maison Carrie,

about six miles from Algiers, exports every year /"400

worth. Two varieties of Artichoke are cultivated, one
of which has small heads of a violet colour, and tlie

scales bifid at the extremities, without sharp points.

This kind is eaten raw, with oil and vinegar, or some-
times cut into four quarters, and stewed in gravy, or

fried in batter {beiguets ifartichauts). The other kind

has a larger head, and the scales are undivided, and
furnished with a sharp spine, being the same as that

cultivated in English gardens. The young shoots are

mucli used by the natives and Spaniards, being boiled

or stewed like Cardoons. The cultivation of the Arti-

choke offers no feature different to the English method
;

they are generally grown in rich garden ground, and
abundantly manured ; they do not require much
water, as their growth takes place when the ground is

soaked by the winter rains, but if grown in irrigated

soil the produce is prolonged until the middle of

summer. They are brought to market in February,

and fetch on an average about a- halfpenny a head.

Cardoons.—These are extensively cultivated by
Europeans, but the Arab contents himself with the

plants that Nature provides him in the cornfields and
meadows. It is a very common thing to see an Arab
cut a leaf or two in the spring months, then trim off

the sharp prickles, and chew the midrib of the leaf with

as much gusto as any native-bom donkey. The
Europeans, and particularly the Genoese, cultivate

them in their gardens, and the latter use a very

primitive method of blanching them, by tying up the

leaves with old rags to the height of about a foot from

the ground. A bed of Cardoons tied up in this way
with different coloured rags may be more picturesque,

but does not look so neat as a well earthed up bed of

Celery in an English garden. The Arab name for

both Artichokes and Cardoons is khorchcf. Giles

Mttnby, Alice Holt.

(To be Continued.)

measure to the regularly radiating character of the

flattened spray of which the columnar mass is made up.
We have ourselves watched this plant for several

seasons, and can bear testimony to the fact that in the

Knaphill climate, where Araucarias have perished by
thousands, it is utterly unaffected, both as to vitality

and hue, by the severest frosts.

The history of this valuable introduction, as we
learn from Mr. Waterer, is as follows :—It was a
seedling raised at Knaphill, and selected from the
original batch of Cupressus Lawsoniana imported from
California. The original plant, which is consequently
about 16 or 17 years old, was grown on for several

years, with the object of fully testing its merits before
it was distributed, and eventually, when its character was
satisfactorily established, it was propagated and partially

sold under the name of C. Lawsoniana erecta. Of late

years, however, and especially since the destructive

frost of 1867, its gi-eat merit has been more distinctly

recognised, and examples of it submitted at the last

meeting of the Floral Committee were unanimously
awarded a First-class Certificate. On this occasion, and
in order to distinguish it from some other dissimilar

forms which bear the designation of erecta, the Com-
mittee give it the name we have adopted at the head
of this notice, as marking one of its most distinctive

features of merit.

The parent plant, represented in the accompanying
woodcut (fig. 49), reduced from a photograph, is about

9 feet high, and 3 feet through its widest part. The
growth is strictly erect, and so close and dense as to form
a solid mass of branchlets, which are flattened, and set

in a direction radiating with remarkable regularity from
the centre or axis of the plant the wood being perfectly

clothed and the branchlets giee o ti e \eiy ce t e

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA
VIRIDIS.

No one who saw the examples of this new Conifer

exhibited at South Kensington, by Mr. Anthony
Waterer, on the i6th inst., still less anyone who has

had the good fortune to inspect the parent plant grow-

ing in the nursery at Knaphill, will for a moment dispute

the assertion that it is one of the finest—ay, one of the

very finest—hardy coniferous evergreens which has
been introduced to our gardens. And, as indicating

one of its most prominent characteristics, we must
reiterate, that it is, in every sense, an evergreen, for

despite any amount of cold or heat, damp or drought,

it maintains throughout, from the circumference to the

centre, a hue of the freshest green. This constancy in

a plant of this character is one of the highest recom-
mendations it can bear.

But its truly evergreen character is not its only merit,

its narrow, erect, slightly pyramidal, almost columnar

mode of growth, is quite unapproached for symmetry
and beauty by any other plant we know ; while the

slender ramifications of its close set compact branches

and branclilcts give it a degree of refinement which is

not seen in any other variety of this grand hardy species,

numerous and varied as are its forms, and elegant as

are some of their number. Unlike some other choice

Conifers, this Knaphill Cypress, though dense as an

Irish Yew, is moreover green to the very stem ; a

circumstance which is perhaps attributable in some

This tree has never been protected in the slightest

degree. In the symmetrical outline of the tree itself,

in the regularly radiating vertical ramifications, in the

slender graceful character of the everywhere erect

spray, there is about this plant an air of refinement

rarely met with, and which, coml)ined with its bright

and enduring verdure, stamj") it as a gem of the first

order amongst hardy evergreens. M.

Jome Corresiioiibeiitf.

Raising Ferns from Seed. — "A Constant

Reader " will find llie fullowing a good plan to adopt

for the pui-pose of raising spores of Ferns :—Procure

some bricks or stones—bricks would be best, as they

have an even surface, and are also porous, rendering

them capable of holding water. These would be best

if found covered with Moss which has naturally grown
on them. If not thus covered it can be very easily

done. The Moss must not be thick ; it can be clipped

with a pair of scissors if thick, and well washed before

using, to get rid of any seeds that may have fallen into

it. These bricks should be placed into the pot or pan,

so that their upper surface may come level with the

soil used to steady them and to fdl up the pot. Sow
the spores in the Moss, and with a pepper dredge dust

over the Moss very lightly with burnt soil, and then,

with a very fine-rosed watering-can, wash down the soil

and spores into the Moss. Place the pot into a saucer

of water, which must be kept full. Place a bell-glass

over ; those which have a hole in near the top I prefer,

as they prevent damping, affording an escape to the
great evaporation which takes place ; they can be left

alone for a week without disturbance. There will be
no necessity for surface-watering until the seedlings
ajipear ; even then it is not advisable, if soaking the pot
up to the rim can be quickly done. I should before
have said that the bottom of the pot should be filled one-
third of its depth with broken crocks. The pot should
not see the sun until the seedHngs are well up ; even
then shade is necessary. The soil used should be pre-
viously burnt, otherwise numberless seedlings will
appear, which will choke those wanted, and be a cause
of mischief in the operation of weeding. This plan I

have proved, and can recommend it. H. M.

Ailantus as a Timber Tree.—There is here a
specimen of Ailantus glandulosa which does not sustain

its reputation as a very fast glowing tree. I cannot
say when it was planted, but judging from its size

when I first saw it, nearly 22 years ago, it must be
more than 30 years old. The height of the tree now is

30 feet, and the girth of the bole 6 inches above ground
is 31 inches. It stands just outside the gardens. The
ground was formerly enclosed, but has been thrown
into the park for some years. The tree is fully exposed,
but it is well .sheltered from the north and east. The
situation is, I consider, a favourable one ; the soil is a
sandy loam on a dry gravelly subsoil. Ash, Elm,
Sycamore, Beech, Chestnuts, and Oaks flourish in the

same locality. I never saw the wood injured in the
slightest degree by the frost ; this I attribute to the

dryness of the situation, and, in consequence, to the

tree only making moderate growth, which is always
sufficiently matured to withstand the frosts. The tree

1 e e has been very much spoiled by the west winds.

W e seldom have any strong storms during the latter

pa t of summer without its losing some of its branches.

I suffers more in this way than any of our common
t iber trees. Altogether, I consider it a tree that will

n er be of much value either for ornamental purposes,

for timber, M. Sau/, Stoitrtou, Yorhshin:

Vine Soils.—I crave a small space to reply to

a few of Mr. Cramb's statements at p. 144. I am
not disappointed at the result of this controversy,

1 t on the contrary. In the severe remarks which
c lied forth my replies, Mr. Cramb defied proof to

the contrary of his opinion, defied contradiction and
al ke conviction ; so that, as I stated, I did not in the

least expect to convince him, because I know that

" He that complies against his will,

Is of his own opinion still."

B.'s' strictures," he says, "are doubtless to some
very conclusive, but when thoughtful minds begin to

nvestigate with the sole object of eliciting truth, there

s no truth," "There is no truth," because he himself

1 s not so spoken. This is a greater admissiqn than

expected ; some, he believes, are convinced of his

ors, but a few thoughtful remain stedfast. Mr.
amb, however, although he in words vehemently

1 olests against all I have written, virtually admits I

right, for instead of i^rotesting against the

I
sence of all calcareous matters, he now says,

'

' only

rease the calcareous matter to 80 per cent., and
see the result." And he further gives us an instance

of an old border wherein he found dead roots when the

calcareous matter formed 60 per cent. Now, I ask,

what sort of argument is this ?—to leave his own decided

p test against the presence of all calcareous matter,

n 1 to adopt my own words and that of common-sense,

herein calcareous matter was alike objected to, but

o ly, as here, when it greatly exceeded in proportions

tl e other two primitive soils, silex and alumina. The
ost fertile soils, as I have stated, are those where the

tl ree great elements are the most intimately blended.

Al hough good Grapes may be grown by superior skill

m soils where one element greatly exceeds the other

—

as stated by Mr. Cramb in silicious, by myself in cal-

careous, by others in aluminous—no one having the

choice would select 60 per cent, of either, not even of

silica. I did not, as Mr. Cramb tries to make out, advocate

the introduction of coal clinkers to our Vine borders, I

only gave it as an illustration, as I did the case of Mr.

Drewelt's Grapes, and those of Mr. Knight and others
;

neither did I "traduce the cultural ability of the

French gardeners,"—I only attempted to guard myself

against Mr. Cramb's desire to do so, by stating that

they do not pay much attention to them—a fact one

would have supposed was known even to Mr. Cramb,

who apparently believes in nothing he has not himself

written or seen. He even disputes the fact of Mr.

Drewett's and Mr. Knight's Grapes being meritorious.

Well, some people say black is white, and Mr. Cramb

might just as well do so. I ought to have given, it

appears, 20 instances or more of their successful exhi-

bition to satisfy Mr. Cramb. Now, if he would take

the trouble to look up the records of the metropolitan

shows he would find Mr. Drewett's name a good many

times reported. (See also Mr. Knight's letter, p.

176.) Mr. Cramb takes exception to Mr. Drewett s

Grapes, because I have told him of their being exhi-

bited so very good only once, and to Mr. Knight s,

because he saw them, after travelling many hundred

miles, not so very good on one occasion. Mr. Cramb

thinks "B" was hard pressed to introduce the

Trebbiano Grape, which, as he says, " stands more

ill-treatment than any others, and still produces

large bunches, as is its nature to." Well, yes, it

produces large bunches, it is true ; but I, like many
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other gardeners, have found it about one of the

worst for "shanking," if in the least neglected, and

seldom is it to be seen in such perfection as with

Mr. Drewett. Mr. Cramb still persists in talking

of caustic lime in his soil, whereas chemistry tells us

thut such a thing does not exist, excepting it be made
so artificially. The illustrations he gives us to support

this, that of finding dead roots in an old calcareous

Vine border, and living roots in a silicious one two

years old, are mere nothings. Who would expect to

find anything else, of whatever kind the soil might be ?

As to the lime eating holes in a lead pipe, it does cer-

tainly "surprise me." It must have been very dis-

appointing to Mr. Cramb, for many years, not to

have been able to produce a good bunch of Grape=;,

despite all his efforts. I am pleased to think of his

success now, and how gratifying it must be to have

that "bugbear" lime to bear all the blame. Yet the

best of soils will not produce good Grapes, if the inside

or leaf management is radically bad. That will even

counteract the influences of the soil. Therefore, I am
not inclined to accept Mr. Miller's (Combe Abbey) low

estimate of himself as a cultivator of the Vine—it is so

different from wliat we have been led to believe from Mr.

Miller's own writings in these pages, and what I have

seen at Combe myself. The soil is undoubtedly good,

and so is the cultivator. It is a strangely curious

theory of Mr. Cramb's, and not at all complimentary,

to bestow all the merits of cultivation on the soil, and

none on the cultivators. But Mr. Cramb has fired his

last shot, and written his last line "on this subject,

and will not recur to it again, at least until he has

acquired more information ; " and considering, as he

tells us, it has taken him " 14 years' incessant inquiry,"

and altogether "30 years' study of Vine soils" (although

he declines to let me call it his pet subject) to find out

what little he has told us, the present generation will

in all probability hear no more about it, at least from

Mr. Cramb. We should ill perform our duty if we
did not in some way recognise such unwearied per-

severance. I therefore, for myself and others, write

that short but expressive word— "Thanks." B.

The Nationality of St. Fiacre.—At p. 74, Mr.
Ingram has been at some pains to supply a want (as

the writers of new books would say) that has long been
felt, viz., that of a patron saint for gardeners; and
with a piety that does him credit, offers to send his

hat round to get the shrine of St. Fiacre put in thorough
repair. Mrs. Pallisser, in her " Britanny and its

By^vays," says St. Fiacre was an Irishman, and Mr.
Ingram throws down the gauntlet, and maintains that

the saint was the King of Scotland's son, that he
travelled into France as a missionary, and died there

in the odour of sanctity. Mr. Ingram further hints, as

belonging to the theory of probabilities, that St. Fiacre

may have left a large family of horticulturally-disposed

children, whose descendants are famous to this day for

fruit and flowers, notwithstanding their northern clime.

To account for tlie name Fiacre being given to the

hackney-coach in France, and eke to "coachee," it is

stated that sick persons were conveyed by these

vehicles to the shrine of St. Fiacre, and so the coach
and coachman got the name of Fiacre. John of Tin-
mouth records that St. Fiacre told Faro, Bishop of

Meaux, that " Ireland, the island of the saints, gave
me and my progenitors birth." Du Plessis confirms
Mr. Ingram's opinion that hackney-coaches got the

name of Fiacre because they were first used to convey
pilgrims from Paris to the shrine of St. Fiacre, and
because the inn from which they were hired was known
by the sign of St. Fiacre. Now, "if ancestry can be
in aught believed," when the saint arrived in France
he waited upon the Bishop of Meaux, and the good
bishop gave him out of his own patrimony a patch of

ground in a forest, at a place called Breuil, for a

garden and a cell, and the saint built an oratory there
in honour of the Blessed Virgin. We further read
that he tilled his garden, led an austere life, and, as the
poet has said

—

"Remote from man with God he passed his days,
Prayer all his business, all his pleasure praise."

lie is said to have built a hospital, and to have served
the poor with his own hands, but it is further related
that he never suffered any woman to enter the enclosure
of his hermitage. Now this is rather against Mr.
Ingi-am's theory of his having left a large family to
inherit his virtues, and particularly his inclinations to
the harmless art of horticulture. St. Fiacre, being an
anchoret, was in nowise singular in this way, for Tom
Moore has told us of one who vowed thus :—

"But I have said this sainted sod,
Shall ne'er by woman's foot be trod."

And that when his lady-love had found out his retreat
and arrived late he ordered her away. But such was
the temptation that Moore naively adds :

"But legends hint that had the maid
Till morning light delayed,
And given the saint one rosy smile,
She ne'er had left his lonely isle."

Hector Boethius, David Camerarius, and Bishop
Leslie relate that St. Fiacre, being eldest son of a king
of the Scots, in the reign of Clotaire 11. in France, was
invited by ambassadors sent by his nation, to come and
take possession of that kingdom. He is said to have
died about the year 670, on August 30, but this

circumstance is not mentioned in the ancient histories

f his life. Part of his relics were translated to the

Cathedral at Meaux in 1568, and part remained at

Breuil, or St. Fiacre's. This saint is said to be patron of

the province of Brie, and titular saint of many churches

France, and his name has been famous in that

country for upwards of a thousand years. He is nowhere
ted for gardening by any of the authors named by

Butler in his lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and other

principal saints. That St. Fiacre must have been a

person of some note is evident from the fact that

persons of high rank and even royal personages went
pilgrimages on foot to his shrine, not to speak of the

invalids who hired the hackney-coaches where the sign

of St. Fiacre adorned the hostelry in Paris, to visit the

shrine of the saint at Breuil, two leagues from the city.

In regard of Scottish gardeners accepting a patron

saint, I think I may answer for at least nine-tenths of

my brethren of the blue apron natives of " mine ain

countrie;" that the "Kirk" does not "fash" with

making saints ; that even the English Church service

finds no favour m the Scottish Kirk ; but that for

anything beyond that, and dating deep into Popery
i200 years back, you could not get a hearing, for the

nearest equivalent to the love of God in North Britain

n honest and conscientious hatred of Popery.

Whilst the Bishop and people of the diocese of Meaux
and the Monks of Breuil have St. Fiacre for their

patron saint, and keep holiday in his honour on
August 30, I would suggest the followingyJ^rt/f to this

new subject in your columns,—that gardeners take for

their patron One in whom all the circumstances of

sanctity are placed beyond cavil on both sides of the

Tweed, as well as on both sides of the Channel. When
the late Sir Walter Scott wanted to show how well the

Palmer graced the character he had assumed, he said

—

" Poor man, the motlier that him bare
If she had been in presence there,

In his wan cheek and sunburnt hair

She had not known her child."

And so well did our Saviour assume the dress and the

character of a gardener after He had risen from the

dead, that when His blessed mother met him it is

stated that she thus addressed him :
—"She, supposing

him to be the gardener, saith unto him, Sir, if thou have

borne him hence," &c. I maintain that such honour

as this bestowed on the primaeval art of horticulture

was never given to any other trade or calling under

Heaven, from the time that our first parents walked

with God in the garden of paradise up to the date

hereof. Here then, brethren, is the saint of saints for

your patron, pattern, and protector in life : love Him
and ser\'e Him, and trust your best interests in His
blessed hands. Remember that the second Adam assumed
the time-honoured dress of a gardener, and so well did

it become our Lord, that His blessed mother did not

know her child. Alex. Forsyth.

Chiswick Doomed.—Presuming that you are

correct in your statement that Chiswick must go, it

may be well to inquire into the mitigating circum-

stances connected with its loss. Almost the first

thought that occurred to me in connection with the

loss of Chiswick is that it perishes in virtue of its

success. I know there are many who are constantly

asserting that the Horticultural Society has been and is

a failure. I cannot believe it. The fact is, it has
succeeded, beyond all reasonable expectation, in

arousing an interest in horticulture throughout the

country. Almost the first school of horticulture, it has
raised up so many other schools, that, relatively, it has
necessarily lost prestige and power. Had it still main-
tained its past pre-eminence, that would have been a

misfortune for horticulture and a proof of its uselessness.

But to-day we see the parent society has reproduced
itself throughout the country and all over the world.
Everywhere societies with more or less of its likeness

abound. Directly or indirectly its legitimate progeny
are to be met with everywhere. An honoured parent

that can count descendants by the hundred can never
be said to have lived in vain ; neither is there any need
for the parent, because the children live. There is

room enough in the horticultural school for the

teaching of all the societies ; still, when large schools

are opened in numbers of places, such as Kew, the
Crystal Palace, the public parks, South Kensington,
&c., the question naturally, and almost logically,

occurs, whether the first school might not be remodelled
and curtailed to the mutual benefit of all concerned.
Thus changes at Chiswick might be desirable, inde-

pendent of financial embarrassments. It is no
longer necessary to preserve it as an arboretum,
pleasure-ground, or promenade. In either of these

respects Kew, the Crystal Palace, and most
of the public parks would far excel it. The fact is,

Chiswick has educated the nation into the pursuit and
appreciation of the beautiful in Nature, and the
national purse is freely opened to the purchase of

plants, and the embellishment of public places. The
natural result is, that societies can hardly be expected
to beat the nation on its own ground. Neither is the
contest wise. The success of the Society in this

direction is proved by the public taking the matter into
its own hands—and with all the parks so beautiful,
the mere pleasure-grounds at Chiswick must of necessity
be comparatively neglected. Even gentlemen will hardly
pay two guineas a year to walk about Chiswick, while
Battersea Park—and all the others—and Kew, are free.

Another field that used to be occupied with great use-
fulness by the Royal Horticultural Society, has now been

fully taken possession of by our plant merchant princes,

the nurserymen. They ransack the world for novelties,

and also to a very large extent teach their customers
how to grow them. A day spent in visiting our chief

London and provincial nurseries will teach more useful

knowledge about cultivation than can be learned in

any single school of horticulture in England—not even
excepting Kew, although there is a great deal to be
learned there. But the skill of the nurseryman is

quickened to the utmost by self interest. And it is

certain that our nurseries are practical schools of plant

culture and propagation of the highest order. The
growth of the seed trade to its present giant dimen-
sions—the improvement in the quality, and the

cheapening of the price of seeds—also relieves the

Society, or ought to relieve it, of a most burden-

some duty, that of furnishing its members with
a supply of common seeds. For many year;

after its establishment this was a most important
part of the duty and business of the Society. At that

time seeds of some varieties ofcommon things were scarce

and dear, but now when the price of collections of
choice seeds ranges from ioj'. to 10 guineas, it is beneath
the dignity of a great society to grow common seeds

for its members. Perhaps of late years this has been
the weakest part of the Society's proceedings, and it

will be no loss to its prestige and usefulness, but the
reverse, if the loss of Chiswick deprives it of the power
of furnishing its Fellows with common, often very
common, seeds. It will still have the power of doing
good work for horticulture in two directions. It may
hold shows at South Kensington and throughout the

country, and thus reward intellectual and cultural

merit. It might likewise prove, test, and report upon
all new fruits, vegetables, and, probably, flowers. All
the best fruits in cultivation should also be preserved,

and several exhibitions of fruit in season, from the

Society's garden, be held at South Kensington during
the season. On such occasions the Fellows might be
permitted to judge by tasting for themselves, and such
shows could hardly fail to draw. A very small garden
would suffice for these purposes. The furnishing of
Kensington is a different matter, and could probably be
managed on the spot. But as far as practical horti-

culture is concerned, it need not suffer by the loss of
Chiswick. Suppose, for instance, a piece of ground
to be chosen near Reading, it would be almost as

accessible to Fellows as the present gardens, while

everything would thrive better away from London.
By the change the Society would be rid of the huge
millstone of debt that has long hung like a nightmare
upon its energies, and would doubtless be more able

and willing to devise and execute fresh plans for the

advancement of horticulture. It is quite possible that

from the loss of Chiswick it may date a new career of

success and prosperity. A Fellcnv of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.

Rhus Cotinus, the Venetian Sumach.—I am
not sure whether the Venetian Sumach has not as

much claim upon our notice as the Judas Tree (see

p. 176). It is true it does not flower in the spring,

but the singular and ornamental appearance of its elon-

gatetl feathery fruit-stalks render it an object worthy of
more extensive cultivation ; indeed, it is one of those
interesting shrubs which, when well grown, cannot fail to

please. A large specimen planted on the open lawn
is always very attractive, and an object of much
interest. It grows to the height of from 10 to 12 feet,

and it has many valuable properties to recommend it.

The bark on the older branches is of a light brown
colour, whilst that on young shoots is smooth, and of a
purple hue ; the leaves are nearly of an oval shape,
and stand singly on long footstalks on the branches.

They are of a delightful green colour, are smooth, and
when bruised emit a strong scent, which to some
people is very agreeable. The flowers are produced in

a singular manner at the ends of the branches in July.
The end of the last year's shoot will about that time
divide itself, and produce hair-like bunches of greenish,

purple floweis, so as to cover the tree ; and in the
autumn, although they do not perfect their seeds with
us, these tufts will still remain, be of a darker colour,

and almost cover the entire tree. The bark is useful for

tanning, and the leaves for dyeing. E. Bennett, Osberton.

Are Privet Berries Poisonous ?—I shall be glad
to learn whether or not the berries of our common
Privet are poisonous ? A friend of mine let a field

adjoining his house to Mr. S., and for the last 20 years
at least his sheep and cattle have grazed there without
having eaten anything to injure them. Last Christmas,
however, Mr. S., not requiring the grass for his own
cattle, let it to Mr. L., a large farmer, and two or
three days after his sheep were turned into the field in
question, some were taken ill, three have died, and two
others had to be killed. A farrier was called in, and
on his examining the contents of the stomach of the
first sheep that died, Privet hemes were discovered,
and were at once stated to be the cause of death. Now
Loudon tells us that cows, sheep, and goats eat the
plant, but that horses refuse it; and as Privet is not
quoted in my books on poisonous plants, I am inclined
to doubt the farrier's verdict. In some parts of our
county (Devon) there are miles of hedges full of Privet.

G. A. [A friend of ours tells us that his son was once
all but poisoned through eating Privet berries. Eds.]

Richard Antony Salisbury.—Can any of your
correspondents give reliable information about Richard
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Antony Salisbury, who published •'ProdromusStirpium

in Hort. ad Chapel Allerton Vigentium," in 1796 ; and

of WiUiam Salisbury, who published in 1816 two

separate works— *' Hints addressed to Proprietors of

Orchards and to Growers of Fruit in General, ' &c., and

*'The Botanist's Companion," in 2 vols. Svo. I want

to know what other works (if any) they published, and

when ; where they were natives of, when bom, where

they died, and when. I shall esteem it a great favour

if this information, or indeed any information respect-

ing these gentlemen, can be given to me through your

columns. E. G. S. [R. A. Salisbury is well known
as a very acute botanist, who for some time

held the post of Secretary to the Horticultural Society.

Some interesting particulars as to his life are given in

the preface to the fragment of the " Genera of Plants,"

lately published by Dr. J. E. Gray. All those who
have had occasion to go over any of Salisbury's

botanical work must admit the great accuracy of his

observations, even though they demur to his conclu-

sions. He paid great attention to garden plants, and

was thus enabled to detect peculiarities of structure

often (necessarily) overlooked by herbarium botanists.

Eds.]

Pink "Coffins."—Can any of your floricultural

readers explain what the old florists meant by the term
'* coffin," as applied to the petals of a Pink. The word
occurs in the following connection in an old work, bear-

ing date 1727 ;
— " Adjusting: A term in use amongst

florists, who say, * I will adjust a Pink,' and to do this is

no other than to range the leaves in such a manner, that

for want of natural order, each of them shall be so

disposed that the Pink becomes larger thereby, because

the extremities of their coffins have been a little

curved ; and they apply themselves to this work when
the flower is quite blown, and that Nature has not dis-

posed of it in good order." If any light can be thrown
on the subject, I shall be thankful for it. G. [We have
searched in vain through many old gardening books
without meeting with any information on this subject.

Perhaps some of our readers may be able to explain

the matter about which "G." inquires. Eds.]

La Muette, Paris.—The statement about the gar-

dens of the City of Paris at La Muette, which has

appeared in the ** Period," and to which you referred

last week, viz., "that the mere sale of the surplus

stock to nurserymen, florists, &c., at wholesale prices,

not only suffices to cover all expenses, but leaves a

margin for profit," is, to say the least of it, scarcely

warranted by facts, forthe administration does not allow,

and will not entertain, any proposition concerning the

sale of plants at La Muette. .Surplus stock, however,

may be exchanged for plants which the administration

does not possess. And in support of this I quote the

rules which were at least in force in the establishment

up to August last :
— " Afin d'en vulgariser I'emploi,

elle oftre ces vcgetaux, a litre d'echange, contre une
valeur egale en plantes qui lui paraitront utiles ou
qu'elle ne possede pas. Les horticulteurs qui ne

pourraient offrir, par voie d'echange, des plantes con-

venant aux cultures de la ville, auront la faculte de

faire fournir par un de leurs confreres une valeur

egale de vegetaux que I'administration designera.

Aucunc proposition d'achat, payable en argent,

ne sera admise par I'administration." There can

be no two opinions, however, as to the economy
of having an establishment like La Muette to

supply the enormous quantity of plants required for

the parks, squares, and public gardens of Paris

;

generally close upon 3,000,000 plants being sent out

yearly. This garden also supplies the plants for the

decorations of the apartments in the Tuileries, the

balls at the Hotel de Ville, and at the houses of the

Ministers of State. Without a doubt La Muette costs a

good round sum yearly, but were it to be abolished and
the administration to purchase their yearly supply of

plants to keep the Parisian parks, squares, and balls up
to the same mark as fonnerly, the taxpayer would have
to "pay the piper" double what he now pays. D. M.

A New Button-hole Flower.—Imagine a pure
white, very double, and well-formed Camellia, of so

small a size that seven blooms will He upon a shilling
;

conceive that each bloom has a pale gi'een stalk, \ of
an inch long, of the thickness of a horse-hair, and
slightly bending under the weight of the flower

;

suppose these hair-like peduncles to gi'ow in clusters of
four or five, and that these clusters are disposed at

distances of a quarter to half an inch apart, towards the

apex of a straight brown twig of the size of a hair-pin,

and you have the portrait of one of the prettiest little

button-hole flowers that you ever wore in the month of

February, Euphorbia jacquiniflora works up capitally

with it. I send you a piece of it, and should be

obliged to you for its name. W. T. [Spiraea pmnifolia

fl.-pleno, a beautiful haidy deciduous shrub, introduced

to our gardens by Mr. Fortune, and a most eligible

plant for early forcing. Eds.]

Iris reticulata.—In reply to " F. H." respecting

the above plant, I must still adhere to my assertion

that I have found it of the easiest cultivation. I have

successfully grown this plant for several years, both

indoors and outdoors, and I have never found any
difficulty with it. The foliage of this plant

will average 15 inches in length, the specimen
enclosed is 171^ inches. 1 have some bulbs potted and
plunged in ashes, which have been fully exposed to wet

and frost the whole of the winter. The bulbs are not
more than i^ inch deep, consequently have been
repeatedly frozen through

;
yet I have no doubt about

these flowering this season ; the foliage is quite fresh
and healthy, and about 2 inches in height. Another
clump I have planted close undera south wall, the foliage
of this is about 6 inches in height, and every
bulb showing flower. I have tried this plant in various
places, and I find it succeeds best in a hot, dry situa-
tion, such as would be found on a south border. I

believe continual moisture is the principal cause of
failure, and if '* F. H." will try some bulbs in a similar
situation to that which I recommended, I think he will
succeed far beyond his expectations. I have never
seen foliage out-of-doors exceed 9 or 10 inches in

height, but if grown in heat it will frequently exceed
15 inches. A. I. /*., Tottenhavi. [The specimens
fowarded were true to name. Eds.]

Electric Bells and Hothouses.—In a recent
Number of the *' Field," there is an interesting com-
munication from a gentleman who has had fitted up
between his gardener's d\\elling and the various hot-
houses under his charge, wires connected with ther-

mometers in the houses and with bells in the dwelling,
which ring whenever the temperature is above or below
the allowed range. Of the thermometer, he writes

that "it is in a very simple fonn, and perfectly

effective, and does not cost much more than a common
thermometer, of which it takes the place." Of the

battery, be says that it is " vei7 inexpensive, and
requires to be charged once in six months." (What
a blessing it would be to gardeners, if furnaces, clocks,

and under-gardeners, only required to be charged once
in six months !) As an instance of the benefit to be
derived from the adoption of this plan, he mentions
that "during a very windy night the door of my
stove (being imperfectly shut) was blown open,
and at once the gardener received notice by the

bell. As he had left all right less than an hour
previously, he was puzzled to understand the cause

of the ringing, till he went out and found the

door open, and several valuable foliage plants over-

turned and injured." As the night afterwards became
so frosty that all the plants would have been destroyed
before morning but for this timely warning, and as

this happened only a few days after the apparatus was
put up, he may fairly recommend this plan of "insuring
the life" of plants at a "small premium." The designer
is Mr. Sax, of 108, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury,
London. Have any of your coiTespondents any infor-

mation to give on this subject? If so, they would
doubtless oblige many head-gardeners by giving their

experience. W. T.

Cool Treatment of Cattleyas.—It is evident these

plants will bear a lower temperature during the resting

season than that to \\'hich they are generally subjected.

I have now the fine broad mauve-winged variety of C.

Trianse in bloom, and others set well with bloom-buds,
which have been kept since October last in a temperature
ranging from 45" to 53°, the latter having been the

maximum warmth ; but the atmosphere of the house
has been kept very dry, and the application of w-ater

or moisture of any kind to the plants withheld. With
the above I have many unnamed species, imported
about a year ago ; also maxima, Mossiee, superba (a

fine plant with eight breaks), and the lovely Dowiana,
a plant of which flowered in this temperature in

December last. All are looking happy, and are in

fine condition for starting into growth with an increased

temperature, which I give as soon as the days are

sufficiently advanced to secure some amount of solar

light and warmth to assist Nature. I think many
labour under an impression that a high temperature is

necessary for the successful maintenance of these lovely

plants throughout the winter months, and are thus

deterred from embarking upon their culture. It would
be very interesting to read the records of others who
advocate the extreme cool system. Ranslcy Tatiton,

Epsom.

Rendle's Patent Plant Protectors.— I now send

you the mode of removing the panes of glass :—" If it

is necessary to remove panes of glass in the middle, it

will be necessary to leave openings 5 or 6 feet apart,

* front and back,' merely to allow space for a finger to

be placed under the glass. The glass, with this simple

arrangement, can be taken out or moved to and fro at

pleasure, for ventilation, for watering purposes, or for

gathering fruit, iS:c." In the winter months the small

opening can be closed by a small piece of wood, or

wedge, fixed in the opening. In the summer months
the space can be left open if desired. I have another

plan for removing the glass, and this is by means of

an air exhauster, or sucker. This useful contrivance is

placed on the pane of glass, the air is exhausted by a

simple screw, and a single pane of glass can be removed
at any point. IVm, Edgctimbe Rendle.

The Pine Beetle,—Many thanks to your corre-

spondent, C. Laurence, Cirencester, for his remarks and
information concerning the Pine Beetle. The damage
done to the trees growing in the wood, to which I

drew attention, is such that I fear they will never

recover. Besides the whole of the side branches and
tops, so far as I can see, being affected, the extent of

ground, upwards of 10 acres, would make it an endless

work to have all the diseased twigs cut ofl"; the trees

are not, however, very regiUaron the ground,—on some

parts they are excessively close, while on other portions
there is only a tree here and there. Hitherto, we could
not overtake the thinning of the wood in question, to
which circumstance, together wMth there being so little
frost last winter to kill the larvje of these insects, in
this quarter, I attribute the serious attack made on 'the
trees. I should have mentioned, perhaps, that the wood
is on two of its sides closed in by old woods of about
70 years of age, in which there are many hundreds of
decayed roots of Scotch Fir. Both in the young and
old woods there is an immense quantity of rough herb-
age, keeping the ground in rather a damp state.

Within the last few days I have been shown many
trees of the rarer Coniferne injured by these insects in
my neighbourhood, and out of many varieties scarcely
a tree has escaped ; they were attacked at all stages of
gi-owth. The trees I saw were from 2 to 18 feet high :

from this it appears a mistake to say that their ravages
are confined to the nursery. I enclose twigs cut from
P. austriaca and monticola, the latter with the insect
in the cones. A Forester. [On examining the specimens
sent we find that two enemies are at work. From the
first bud that we opened we obtained a specimen of
Hylurgus piniperda in the perfect state. From two of
the others we obtained two caterpillars, both of the
same kind, but not the larvcc of the Hylesinus. They
are lepidopterous larv?e, but we do not know the
species to which they belong. They are about one-
third of an inch in length, dirty white, with a broad
band down each side, and a narrow one down the
middle of the back, of a reddish-fawn colour. We shall

submit them to the next meeting of the Horticultural
Society's Scientific Committee, when we shall probably
ascertain their name. Their mode of attack is different

from that of the Hylesinus. They have obviously
begim at the bud, and were busy eating their way
down the heart of the young shoot. There are several
Fortices which carry on their operations in this way,
and this is, no doubt, one of them. We have put the

pecimens in spirits, but it would be desirable that we
should have fresh specimens to show at the meeting
of the Scientific Committee, on March 2. Will "A
Forester" kindly try to supply us ? Another point to

which we direct his attention is the relative amount of
damage done to his plantation by the Pine Beetle, and
by this moth. It will not be fair to the former to

charge, as we have been doing, the whole of the mis-
chief to it, when, perhaps, in point of fact, the most
serious part of it is the work of the latter. A. M.'X

Vine Pruning.—Being, I believe, the first to direct

attention t'

Mr. Hender
advantage oi\,.l]

\'ine as practised by
1 to point out the

nwilling to allow

^^^^ ^^„ '4 ^^ P^^^ without comment
from a gardejjBp^nTof view. First I would observe
that I may claim to know more of the Cole Orton
Vines, and the crops they have borne, than any other
gardener, with the exception of Mr. Henderson him-
self, having been a neighbour to Mr. Henderson for

the last 15 years, during which time I have been in the

habit of seeing the Vines in their various stages of
growth ; and I can say with truth that I have seen heavier

crops of Hamburgh Grapes of fine quality at Cole
Orton than I have seen anywhere else. To state that Mr.
Henderson keeps any Vine lightly cropped for exhi-

bition purposes, is the reverse of fact ; and I believe

the market value of the crops of early Grapes, grown
by Mr. Henderson, to be equal to any, and double

the value of those where the Vines have succumbed to

the close spur-pruning. It is not by light crops that

we secure colour and well swelled berries, but it is

by keeping a balance of power that Mr. Henderson
has been so successful, and his extension, or cut-to-

the-best-eye, system has given him that power of

balancing that he could not possibly have had by
pruning to the latent eye. I am willing to admit, from

what knowledge I have of the cut-to-the-best-eye

system, that it requires a thorough knowledge of Mdiat

I may term vegetative force, or great mistakes may be
made. That we grow fine Grapes and other fruit in

England, is no proof that we have the best system ; but

rather I should say, by the encouragement of the wealthy,

we make the best of a bad case ; for often our existence

as gardeners depends upon the production by us of fine

fruit. It is not only the Vine that I think we restrict

too much, but also our Peaches, Apricots, Pears, and

Plums. I cannot but think that we shall soon pause

and alter our course, and begin to learn that somewhat
like a natural development of size in our fruit trees is

not incompatible with the production of fine fmit.

Emanud Sage, Gopsall Hall, Atherstone.

Michauxia campanuloides.—Under this name the

Rev. H. Harper Crewe writes (p. 213) in glowing

terms of this "almost unknown and ungi-o\\ai,

remarkable and magnificent biennial," and describes

its flowers as "snow white." Loudon refers to a

figure of it in " Bot. Mag.," 219, and calls its colour

"light blue." Paxton (1868) describes it as "pale

red." If all three be right, verily its name should be

at once changed to chameleonides ! Ware, E. G.

Henderson, and Barr & Sugden, all give the flowers as

"white." Now it occurs to me as just possible that

the plant under consideration may be wrongly named,

and that it may prove to be the white-flowered Persian

species, M. L-evigata (syn. decandra|^ ^^''^-" *^'*

plants are in bloom next July, perhaps

kindly determine this nomenclature.

When the

Crewe will

M. decandra is
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amongst the list of hardy plants grown in the Ham-
burg Botanic Garden in 1831, and recommended
decorative ; no other species is mentioned. ^K
[The flowers are white, shading ofi" into pale rose. The
plant is now seldom met with in gardens, but is well

worthy of cultivation. EL)S.]

Foreign Correspondence.

Note upon the Vini;yard made at Chah-
PERION (I.oire-et-Chek), by M. Jules Cornu,
Judge of the Civil Tribunal of Ciiateauroux
(Indre) France.—The first idea of this mode of plant-

ing occurred about 20 years ago, when M. Cornu had the

opportunity of remarking accidentally, by the growth of

a field of Lucerne (which ha<l jjrospcred during eight

years), the .surprising fertility obtained on his domain

of Champcrion by the imbedding of maritime I'mh

faggots in adilition to marling. Similar cflVi i

were manifested by the monstrous growth of some

Grapes, seeds of which had been sown by accident at

the same time as the Lucerne. This had struck the

attention of M. Damas, then Minister of Agriculture,

Who felt it to be his duty, after having obtained an

account of the operation, to reward the inventor of

this process by a gold medal, struck with this inscrip-

tion
—" To M. Cornu, for his agricultural improve-

ments in the .Sologne."

As regards the application of this process to Vine
culli\ntinn, (lie ]H-regrinations of M. Coniu as magis-

tr.TU- 'U'\ in. I |u iiiiil him, during 15 years, to profit by
hiscli-i n.i\ ; I 111 l.jwaids the end of 1865, acting upon
hislii^l i-li-n MiiMin^, and impelled by the publications

aiul advice of Dr. Guyot, M. Cornu formed the idea of

ajiplying this mode of fertilising the soil to the culture

of the Vine in the Sologne.

The soil of Champcrion is .silicious clay, with a

)il(jfclay. It had been marled several times, at

bic metres the hectaie

11:. M. Cornu had dug
(-•111 inches) in width

11; ircnches from 70 to

ctre (404 inches) in

the
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directed into paint of suitable consistency :—Half a

pound of soft soap, l lb. of Howers of sulphur, and

half an ounce of black pepper ;
put into four gallons

of water and boil together for 20 minutes or until

moderately thick, adding when Ijoilcd sufficient

soot to darken the colour of the paint when dr

Where the crops in Early Vineries are so forward a

require thinning, let this be done without further

delay. Tliis Ijeing done, encourage a good maxi-

mum amount of heat— say 87" or 88°—by closing

up early in the afternoon, and giving a good damping
over all the internal surfaces, with the exception of the

pipes or flues, as the case may be. I can add but

little to what has already been said in former calendars

in regard to Pines. Whilst the present searching

easterly winds prevail, it will not be advisable to open
any houses or pits for the purpose of renovating the

tan-beds, &c. The morning ]jart of a nice warm day
should be chosen for this operation, and where new tan

is not obtainable close at home, some of the old should

be mixed with the new, and if the old is rather sniall

or too much worn, run it through a sieve before mixing
the two together. When a job of this kind is on hand,

put all hands to the task, so that it may be performed
as quickly as i^obsible.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
Fruit trees in pots should now be placed permanently

in their blooming and fruiting quarters. Give such an
amount of space to each tree as will enable it to grow
freely without let or hindrance from its neighbours.

It often occurs that the possessors of orchard-houses of

small dimensions require too much, and by overcrowding
their trees they not only materially damage the whole
crop as it forms, but so deteriorate the bearing wood
which is forming for next year's crop, that the structure

is actually not allowed to produce such fine fruits as

would be the case under more favourable circumstances.

Commence watering the roots of all such trees which
it is desirable to start into growth. Give only a little

water at a time, and by three or four such applications,

given at intervals of two or three days, manage to soak
the balls thoroughly in about a week's time from the

period when the first allowance was given. The change
thus brought on from a dormant to an active state wdl
be gradual, and in keeping with the requirements of
the trees.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
If the present severe weatlier gives place to a more

genial period, we may be able to remove the most
obvious evidences of its liarsh misdoings, Polyauthitsa^

Arabis^ Aubrietia^^ Pansifs, even our usually very hardy
AfyosoHs, SileneSy and others, are much cut up. Poor
things, it grieves me to see them. Every dead leaf

should be removed, and each plant should be pressed

fwmly into the soil, so loosened by the action of frost.

Then, on the first fine day, when the surface soil has
become sufficiently dried to **work" witiiout sticking

to the tools, let it be neatly hoed over so as to freshen

up the ground, so that the warmer air and sun may
exert their influences anew. Carefully move the soil

in like manner around the cro\nis of Tulips, and other
similar subjects, the tips of which are pushing through
the ground.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The date is sufTiciently advanced to transplant

artificially reared Peas, and as soon as the weather
becomes favourable for working the soil let this be
done. So much has the late frost stayed our opera-
tions, that we should do our utmost to bring up
arrears at the first favourable moment. A row
or two of 'wrinkled Marrmu Peas sIkjuW also be
sown for succession. Champion of England, and
Ne Plus Ultra are good useful sorts, and can be
depended upon. Sow Parsley^ and upon a wann
aspect Radishes for succession—Wood's Early Frame
being a desirable Kort. I find it also desirable to sow
a patch of the Red American Turniji thus early on a
south border ; it comes in wel],iil>eing early and useful.

When sown lay hurdles or long slicks over it, and nets

to keep the birds away. When the seed is up remove
the nets, but let tlie sticks remain, they keep the
keener gusts of wind from the young seedlings. Sow
Celery for main crop—Williams Matchless Ked is one
of the best, W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Chrysanthemums should now be plante«l in the

borders, and as there are no plants to my knowledge
that do so well in town if properly treated, I give the
mode of cultivation which I have practised fur many
years with gi-eat success within half-a-mile of St. Paul s

Cathedral. In the first place take up all the old roots,

and divide them into separate plants, cutting away all

the old roots, and leaving only the fibres that are

attached to the young shoots. The ground having
been well trenched, and a good dressing of dung being
forked in, the shoots should be planted three in a
patch, and tile patches 3 feet apart in the borders,

which will be sufficient to make a great display, if

judiciously planted with regard to height and colour. Tall-

growing kinds predominate, but when plants are wanted
for the front rows they can ea.sily be introduced, and by
twisting and pegging them down they may be regu-
lated as to height. By no means pinch them back
when growing in the borders, for this operation is very
apt to retard their flowering at least a fortnight, which
will bring their blooming seasontoo near to winter forany

chance of success. The Pompons, which are interesting
from the smallness and abundance of their flowers, are
admirably adapted for planting in front rows of borders,
or fc r bedding-out on ihc lawn. If the stock of large-
flowered kinds is somewhat scarce, cuttings should be
inimediately put in in a cold frame, that can be .shut
close for some days ; they will strike readily, and make
good plants for this purpose. The Pompon varieties
do not require to be started so early ; I therefore pro-
pose to give their cultivation at the proper season.

STjITE of the weather at BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For TlIB W6B« liNDlNO WllPNEHPiY, I'BBaUABV ?3, 1870,
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Fifcshiredo.,7oj. to goj. ; Ditto Rocks, 65J. to 70s.; French
and Belgian "VVHiites, 60s. to 655.

COVENT GARDEN.—February' 26.

We have experienced a slight improvement in the

general trade of the markets, most of the best goods

ha\'ing been cleared from the growers' stands at a better

price. Of forced vegetables there is a better supply,

comprising Asparagus, Seakale, French Beans, and frame

Potatos, the latter realising'from 2s. to y. per lb. All the

Continental shipments arrived in better condition this week
since the frost has broken up. Flowers consist principally

of Heaths, Primulas, Cinerarias, Hyacinths, Tuhps, &c.

\NTED, a Single-handed GARDENER, who
understands Forcing Vines, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
—Married, no incumbrance; to live in the lodge. Unexcep-Gard.

tionablc relcrcnces

H. GODFREY. Karen;

Apples, p. 4 sieve .

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush.
Filberts, per lb. .,

Grapes, per lb.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 t

Artichokes, p. doz. ..30-
Bect, per doz. ..20-
Broccoli, per doz. ..10-
Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10*
Carrots, p, bunch ..04-
Cauliflowers, p. doz. i 6 -

Celery, p. bund. . . i o
Cucumbers, each

French Beans, p. k
Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04

Potatos, York Regents, per t

75^-

Melons, each ..16-
Oranges, per 100 ..60-
Pears, per doz. ..30-
Pine-apples, per lb. 80-

:
6— :

HorseRadish, p. bun. 3 o to 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . 02—04
Lettuces, p. score . . 10 — 20
Mint, per bunch .. 10 — 16
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — 16
Onions.per bunch . . 04 — 09
Parsley, per bunch .02 — 04
Potatos, new, p. lb. 04—06
Salsafy, per bundle .10 — 13
Scorzonera, do. ..10—13
Seakale, p. punnet. . 20 — z 6

Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 30
Radishes, per doz. . . 10 — 16
Turnips, per bunch . 04 — 06
m, 75J. to looJ. ; Flukes, do.,

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, with Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil,

Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Height, Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described.

This List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,
thes

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.EVERGREEN HEDGES.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT/E, 4 to 5 feet, at 40J. per 1001

S to 6 feet, at 60s. perioo,

SIBERIAN ARBOR-VIT.'F.,2 to 2I feet, 405. per 100; 2i to 3 feet

;

50s. per 100 ; 3 to 3! feet. 60s. per 100 ; 3i to 4 feet. 841. per 100.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurser>'man, Worcester.

Prime Nursery Stock.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

quantities, consisting of ALDER, ASH, BEECH, CHESTNUT,
ELMS; FIR, SCOTCH, do, SPRUCE, do. SILVER; OAK, COM
MON and TURKEY; POPLARS, SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large breadth of fine HAZEL
and strong THORNS ; an immense slock ofEvergrecn and Decidi
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the usual sizes.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (c

and BAILIFF), of various qualificati

Gentlemen.—Further particulars eiven
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellingto)
London, N.W.

GARDENER
recommended to

1 to Messrs. E. G.
Nursery, St. John's Wood,

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualihcations.

whose characters will bear the strictest inquirj' Any Gentleman
making application would sa%'e time by clearly statme the duties to

be undertaken, wages offered, &c. , so that suitable Men may be

selected.—Highgate Nurseries. London. N.

To Gardeners and Balllffa (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER AND CO. having many apphcations
for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS

will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
may rely upon J. CAitTER & Co. adopting the

'"

JAMES CARTER/

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—

1

Society have one or two good HEAD GARDENERS

iral Society Gardens. Chiswick, W.

MR. WM. PAUL begs to announce that he has made
arrangements by which he will be enabled in future to furnish

Gentlemen with the NAMES, ADDRESSES, &c., of GARDENERS
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of various qualifications, whc
are open to Engagements. The fullest particulars

G"*
ARDENER (Head).—Married ; has a thorough

r practical knowledge of Gardenin^.also the yincr>'j Stove, Orchids,

FernerVj Greenhouse, etc Six j
Post Office, near Northampton.

timonials.—H. W.,

GARDENER (Head).—Married,
practical knowledge of Gardening in

character from the Nobleman b^- whom latel;

employers.-

,e child ; thorough
its branches. Good

nployed, and previous

GARDENER (Head), where neatness and taste ;

required.—Age 43, rnarricdj^ ^'Sh'j:: recommended.
handed place accepted.

-

-W. W- , Post '.5t:

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married
;
good prac-

tical knowledge in all branches of the profession. Good character.

Y. Z., Mr- W. Barron, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, Derby.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance : understands the Management of Vines, Melons,

and Cucumbers; also Kitchen and Flower Garden. Cattle or Land if

required. Good character.—G S-. Anderson's, High Street. Acton. W.

Nobleman or GentlemanGARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or (

requiring the scr\'iccs of a first-class practical Gardi

branch of the profession, including Pines, Vmes, Peaches, &c.

ears in last situation. Character will bear the strictest

— G. FLETCHER, 83, Perry Street, Wolverhampton.

_ . . „ .
^ledg.

Excellent reference.—H. P. G., 15, Ruston Street, B

GARDENER (Head),
FORESTER.—Mr. R. T. V .

nmend the above to any Nobleman or Gcntlemar
ngage a proficient Gardener. A first-class practical Ma

-- Twenty years' experience in exlcn
eitch, Nurser>'man. Exeter.

d), where one or mon
n all branches of the profes

als.—G.'?., The Nurseries, Withington, near :

Thoroughly practical i;

GARDENER and BAILIFF.—Thoroughly under-
stands both branches—A. B., Post Office

GARDENER and BAILIFF,
family; thoroughly understands the

-Age 39. married, no
Jrofession in every branch ;

a good Judge of Stock.—

ARDENER,
stablishment.-

makc himself useful,

Canterburi', Kent.

G^ or IMPROVER,
Age 31 : will pay a si

Good character.—G. (

Gentleman's
emium. Would
se Rectory, near

Downer Place, Pave
I
Clapham Common, S.

GARDENER (Second), or FOREMAN.—Age 23:
seven years' experience; good character.—D. D., Post Office,

Sheffield, Yorkshire. _^_^__

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no incum-
brance; thorough knowledge of Early and Late Forcing, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardcning.—E. M.,
Green, Buckland Gardens. Crickhowell, Brecknock.

GARDENER (Head), married, two childr.

years old —James Orsman. late Head Gardener
Hon.lViscount Sydney, ofl'ers his

thorough practical Gai First class references.

-

FOREST TREES, which we can offer in quantity,
well rooted and cheap:—Ash, Sycamore, Birch, Elm (Wychl.Oak,

Poplar (B. Italian), Limes, Chestnut (Horse), Hazel, Maples, Privet,
Willows, in sizes of i^ to 2 feet, 2 to 3 feel, 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet.

Ash (Mountain), 5 to 6 feet, 6 to 3 feet ; Spruce Scotch, Silver and
Austrian Firs, from i to 1% fool, \l^ to 2 feet, 2 to q feet ; Chestnut
(Spani.sh), 1J2 to rj-^^feel

H AND R. STIRZAKER, Skertoi

F
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SUTTONS'

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS, CARRL\GE FREE.

.// Cropi of Hjy
Pasturage.

8UTT0N & SONS,
Having completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATURAL GRASSE:?, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils :

—

Prices :

—

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES. 28s. to 32s. p. acre.
Carriage Free. 2 bushels Grass Seeds and u lb. Clovers supplied

From J. T. Mechi, Esq. , Tiptrtt Hall, near Krlvtdou
February 5.—"Your Grass Seeds arc so pure and well selected tha

I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

> lay down the other half of the field in

the sprinc, and which \

much of tlie old turf."

From
J.
Ward, Esq., Round Oak, Greetiham, Nnvkury.

July 4.
—

" The permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, supplied by
you last year (the greater part sown with Uarley), have civcn me
great satisfaction, and produced a crop (this dry season) of about 45
tons of good hay—four and a half acres of which have fed five head of
cattle during the spring."

From E. H. NiCKSON, Esq., Foxby, Wem.
March o.—" The field I laid down with your Permanent Seeds Is

looking admirable."

From Rev. J. Leichton, Bhham Vicarare, FleH-wood.
-"The Past
tifully, and s

the farmers who live n

BUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE, for
Improvinc Pastures, at from 4J. 6rf. to gj. per acre, should be
sown in the spring.

This Mixture consists of the finest kinds of Permanent Grasses and

BUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

SO prepared as to produce very large crops for the specified periods
they are to remain down :

—

For ONE YEAR'S LAY, 13*. M. per acr«, Carriage Free.

For TWO YEARS' LAY, 17J. (3d. per acre, Carriage Free.

For THREE or FOUR YEARS' LAY, 22J. per acre, Carnage Free.

Special estimates given for large quantities.

BUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.
Lowest price per cwt. or bushel on .ipplicalion.

SUTTON'S' CH.^MPION SWEDE .. " ^~'o q
PURPLE-TOP SWEDE '07
IMPROVED HARDY WHITE SWEDE .

'

o 10
BUTTONS' GREEN-TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP o 10
SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP do. cio. .. 010
SUTTONS' LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE do. o g
SUTTONS' IMPERI.^L GREEN GLOBE do. o 8
SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE do o q
SUTTONS' SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE

MANGEL o 10
SUTTONS' BERKS PRIZE do. .

.

.

"
r o

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDIATE do" r o
SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED do .16
Other good sorts of M.ANGEL .. .. St/toi o
SUTTONS' IMPROVED GREEN KOHL RABI r. o
Ordinary GREE.N do 5 6

Special estimates given for large quantities.

SUTTONS'
FARMER'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1870,
Containing complete List of Prices of GENUINE F.ARM
SEEDS, nowready, and may be had Gratis and Post Free
on application.

1^- ALL GOOBS CARRIAGE FREE,
Except very small Parcels. Five per cent, allowed for

cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS.

"pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES wiU
lalie place in the weclt commencing TUES-
D.\Y, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates
must not be above 21 years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent

in by March 31 may be had on application

10 H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

12, Hanover Stjuare, London, W.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.

STOCK and I.MPLEMENT PRIZE

' ready, and will be for-SHEETS

arded on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Sec.

Hanover Square, London, W.

/^ENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.—
VV A COUNCIL MEETING M-ill be held at the Salisbury Hotel,

To consider " The Best .Mode of Providing for the E:
Maintenance of the Education of the Industrial Classes."
To appoint a Deputation to the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the

„^.5E^'^'^'- GENERAL MEETING of the SUBSCRIPTIONMEMBERS of the CENTRAL CHAMBER will be held at the same
glace and on the same day, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, to amend

may be audited at an earlier period.Rules 4 and 1 ^
Central Chamber of Agriculture, The Salisbury Hoi"'— ° r-J- -

, Feb- IS. 1870-Fleet Street, Londoi

Bingley Hall, Birmingham.
THE SECOND GREAT CENTRAL
„„„l:-'^"'E'T'Of* »'"' SALE of YOUNG BULLS and other
PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS will he held on THURSDAY,
Marph 3 next. Upwards of too Head of highly descended Cow

, ---, ..r- 111 ' '

Catalogues, W.

Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

„ _- _. o ch. Admission, from
?.">^o^Clock,_is. Judging will commence at 5, the Auction at 11 o'clock.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretarj'.

w DILLISTONE,
ncLLTLSAL AUCTIONEER and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham, Essex-

w To Market Gardeners and Others.
ANTED, to HIRE, about ONE ACRE of good

'" '
"'^"'"

'
*"

' c used as a "Trial Ground-" Must
A good price would be given for

1 Merchant, 5. Aldg.ile, London. E.

\RDEN LAND,

ALFRED I.F.IU-I

To Market Gardeners and Others.

TO BE LET, in the town of Haslemere, ten minutes'
walk from the station on the Direct Portsmouth line, a WALLED

GARDEN of ONE ACRE, suitable for a Market Garden, and where
there is a good opening for a Jobbing Gardener : also a small EIGHT-
ROOMED HOUSE near, but not joining- The above to be Let
together or separately-—G. J- H-, Post OHice. Haslemere.

PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, of first-class Blood,
for PRIVATE SALE.-FORTY-THREE HEAD of BULLS,

COWS, and HEIFERS, belonging to E. H. Cheney, Esq. , Gaddesby

CHARLES BLAND, Gaddesby, Leicest
be had of Mr.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C . .n
WEDNESDAY, March 2. at half-past 12 precisely, l-u 1

class Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Portugal and Comm 1

LAURELS, AUCUBAS, HOLLIES, BERBERIS. CONIFERS,
RHODODENDRONS. Pyramid PEARS, RASPBERRY CANES,
ASPARAGUS ROOTS, CARNATIONS. PICOTEES and PINKS;- GLADIOLI and RANUNCULI; Rustic Seats, Stools,

, Baskets, &c
Mhcr ling of Sale, and Catalogues had-

Hardy Plants ftom Surrey.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. r.-,vent Garden. W.C-. on

THURSDAY, March 3, at past-past iJ. -It." I ..rr.is,!,-. CONIFERS,
LAURELS, LARUSTINUS, 11- I, I'i.lls. QUICK;
Standard, Pyramid, .ind Dw.-irf Fl:l ; 1 1 1 i

'
I MIURNUMS,

IVIES, Standard and Dwarf ROSl- s, i
:

, I I : 1 M I'AS GRASS,
YUCCAS, and other Plants, from s.ui. . m - \ i M.SS, GOOSE.
BERRY and CURRANT TKLl.,,, l..\. 11; l.UKV CANES,
ASPARAGUS, &c., from Norfolk : choice in.AIJIi iLI and RANUN-
CULI, Rustic Seats, Stools, Vases, Baskets. &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Extensive Sale of Pure-Bred Shorthorns.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
without any reserve, on TUESDAY, March i, at i o'clock, at The

A-sps, one mile from Warwick, the entire Herd belonging to the late
Mr, Henrj. Mann. It consists of about EIGHTY HEAD of BULLS,
COWS, and HEIFERS, bred for a period of 40 years from some of the
oldest stock in the county. About one-half the Herd is of the cele-

brated "Dido" tribe- Pure-bred Bulls from Sir Charles Knightley's
herd have been used for several generations-

Catalogues, with pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, London, or at The Asps Farm

Sale of the Celebrated Osberton Herd.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL bv AUCTION,
without any rescr\e (by order of the Executori), on WEDNES-

DAY, April 27 (2 o'clock), at the Scofton Farm, Osberton. Worksop,
the celebrated and very FIRST-CLASS HERD of SHORTHORNS,
bred by the late George Saville Foljambe, Esq- The Sale will comprise
the entire Herd (with the exception of two Cows, three Heifer Calves,
and one Bull), and consist of about 40 head, among which will be
found the famous Prize animals, Gipsy Queen, Rose of Windsor, and
Flora: also Knight of the Crescent, Knight of the Thistle, Knight of

177)- The Knights of

IS, Langham Place, Regent's Street, London, W.

NURSERY STOCK.'
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Messrs, S, <;iendinnini' and Sons toSELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises The rhi«
wick Nursery, Turnham Grcn,, Middlesex, on MONDAY, I-cbmarJ
38, and tollowinR day. at ii for 13 o Linck precisely each dav a noriinn
of Ihe Valuable NURSERY STOCK, cnmurisiL -,,1 SnsR^ Jn^
choice collection of useful EvcrL-recn and Conifcmus Shrubs viz -

3500 Chinese Arbor-vila:, i to 8 feet; 3000 Spruce l-"irs. i to 5 feet •

700 Thujopsis borealis. 2 lo 6 feet ; 1000 English and Irish Yews, a to'
6 feet ; 6000 Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 3 to 8 feet ; fine Thuja gigantca 4' :t ; Cedrus Deodara, i to 2 feet ; Cuprcssus, sorts, Wcllingtonias,

s, sorts, Pinus. Picea, Golden Yews; also many handsome spe-
Conifers, admirably adapted for effective planting; 3000 bushy

Common Laurels, 3 to 4 feel ; 2000 Portugal Laurels, i lo 3 feet ; 3000
green and variegated Hollies ; aooo Bcrbcris. i to 3 feet ; 2000 Hybrid
Rhododendrons; 700 standard Portugal Laurels: 1000 Aucubas icon
Lau-"-^'"""- *-*" " ^—"— i^.r. f :i ^.._ij__ ..__ .i..^

Thuja'

icntal Trees, including 1500 ;

n pots, a I „ .

„ __^,_ ^ Limes, 2900 Laburnun
Poplars, Elms, dz.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on t

T> J -r.u_ .... . ., ,

^ l^^y^f,

M
Annual Sale of very Hantlsome Englisli-grown

Camellias.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
bj.^AUCTION, at 38 and 30, Grat-cchurcb Street, E,C.. on

AZALEA INDICA, 300 Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the" best
varieties, Selected FRUITTREES, HardyAMERICAN PLANTS,S;c
On view the morning of Sale, Catalogues had at the Rooms, as

Brixton, S.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, the
Land being required by Lady- Day ne.xt for the Erection of a New

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Triangle

Nursery, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey, on MONDAY,
March 7, at 11 Tor 12 o'clock precisely, hv order of Messrs. Ponsford
SiSon, aportionof the Valuable NlKsERV STOCK, comprising a
choice assortment of Eiei. - - 1 -u 1

i nhmus Shrubs, viz.. Green
Box, Chinese Arbor-vitiv, -

'
' '

Common Laurels, 4 to 5 If-
I

I foot, &c. A large quaiitii , ill

3 days prior to the t^

MESSRS. PROTHEKUli and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL by

AUCTION, on the premises. Sunningdalc Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey,
five minutes' walk from the Sunningdalc Station, on THURSDAY,
March lo, and two following days, at ii for 12 o'Clock precisely, each

icdiately required to beday, without reserve (the Ground being i

cleared), the valuable NURSERY STOCK, including an unlimited
variety of Evergreen, Coniferous, and Deciduous Shrubsofremarkable
growth and symmetrical form and beauty, including 15,000 Common
andColchic f-aurels, i to 3 feet ; 2000 bushy Portugal Laurels, 2i to

5 feet; 3000 handsome Picea Nordmanniana, 2 to 4) feet ; 2000
Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 3 to 10 feet; 10,000 Spruce Firs, 2 to

5 feet ; 10,000 Larch. li to 3 feet ; 6000 Rctinospora ericoidcs,
squarrosa, obtusa, ana pisifera. i to 5 feet ; Kon Thuj-i gi];'-antea and
Lobbii, 3to8feet: 1000 Thujopsis bnrc.ilis, t to rtf<'.-t ; -oo Arancaria
imbricata, 4 to 8 feet; 150 fine Well in..; .m , ,.,i.' ,,,,(., i< , 1 ; 800
Junipers; magnificent speci'

>
'^"

! excel:

ing Rh{

^pirzas, a to 5 feet ; 3000 Bcrberis, 1000 S[)ariium miKC'iin^-^t tn 4 feet

;

2000 Poplars, of sorts; 1000 Crimean Ash, 3 to ^ feet
; 5000 Standard,

Half-standard, and Dwarf Roses; 75,000 Manetti Stocks
; 5000 Maiden

' " " "
"'

,'ramidal and Dwarf-
in. &c.

theMay be viewed ur
'remises, and of the ^

- may be had

Halam Nurser\

,

PRELIMINARY NOT Hi'
valuable SPECIMEN:> 01 i..'Ml'hi^^ (Fir trees), well known
as the finest grown in Britain, al^o a considerable surplus stock of
other TREES and SHRUBS, the whole of which have been
frequently and regularly transplanted, and are in the best possible

M R. WHITE has receive.!
Bradley & -Sons, who have ti-iii

Richard
on of tbcir
PUBLIC

!' in course of preparation, and will be forwarded <

RICHARD BRADLEY AND SONS, Halam, ne
IS or to the Auctioneer, Swan Hotel, Mansfield, sevi
ir sale -Swan Hotel, Mansfield, Feb, 2i.

BurgMey Park, Stamford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has the honour to announce that
he is favoured with instructions to offer for SALE by

AUCTION, without reser\e. on THURSDAY, March 17 next, at the
Dairy Farm, Burghley Park, about THIRTY HEAD of SHORT-
HORNS, the property of the Most Hon, the Marquis of Exeter, including
some superior Young Bulls, and a choice selection ofCows and Heifers,
descended from the original herd, so long and carefully bred by the
late Marquis of Exeter, as well as others from the stocks of the
earliest breeders and improvers of Shorthorns. The Sires lately used
have been principally of Kirklevington descent.

Catalogues, with pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N,\V, ; or of Mr.
WALTON, Burghley Park, Stamford.

1^- Notice.— r,«f GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will, NEXT week
aftd in FUTURE, be published on FRIDAY, at 2 P.M.,

instead 0/ SATURDAY, as hitherto.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the Office NOT LATER than Thursday morning.

CIjc ligrtailtiirni (i^i^ette.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
M,\RCH 2—Agri, Society of England (Council Meeting)—Noon,

t Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture {Education of
— 5! Agricultural Labourer), at the Norfolk Hotel,

The long and interesting report on the agri-

culture of Belgium with which the current

volume of the Society's Journal commences, does

not at all shake the opinion which has been often

enough expressed in these columns, that but a

small part of any English agricultural Journal

need be set apart for the discussion of Conti-
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nental agriculture. Not that our agriculture is

necessarily always superior to that of many a

Belgian, French, or German farmer ; still less that

it is ever faultless, but that it includes its own
correctives, and furnishes its own warnings and

its own encouragements much more perfectly than

any other system can supply them. Mr. Jenkins'

report, whether of the small farms or the large

farms of a country whose climate is so nearly the

same as our own, is just an extract from the

journal of a traveller, which we read to be arnused

rather than instructed by the contrasts which it

presents to the familiar experience of everyday

life among ourselves. It is pleasant reading,

and will, we hope, be read by the English

farmer ; but they will not benefit by it, as they

will by the reports, for which we shall look in the

ensuing " Part " of the Society's Journal, of Mr.

Mason's prize farms in Oxfordshire. There

are one or two particulars in Flemish husbandry

wherein we learn a useful lesson. But this

description of the agriculture of Belgium, upon
the whole, is not likely to shake English farm

practice
;
perhaps it is more hkely to confirm it.

The same cannot be said of any other paper

in the volume. Mr. Stratton'S account of the

agricultural labourer certainly exposes a very

weak point in our system. There is real pathos

in the biographies which he sketches of his

average specimens : and we cannot doubt that

useful fruit will yet be gathered as the result of

this particular " seed," sown, let us hope, in the

good soil to which the Journal will give it

access.—Mr. Jonas again gives currency to the

useful practice of wholesale chaffing straw as

fodder, and storing it away in mass salted or

mixed with a sufficient proportion of green stuft'

to cause the whole to ferment.—Dr. VoELCKER
lays before the English agricultural reader his

researches into the feeding value of Beet pulp

from the sugar factory ; and the results of

field experiments, in which it seems proved

that Mangel Wurzel crops benefit by the

appHcation of potash salts in the manures

appUed to them.—Mr. Jenkins' report on

Cheshire dairy farming, including a particular

account of Mr. Jackson's farm at Tattenhall, is

a very explicit and useful report of characteristic

English farm management.—There are in the

history of Potato farming in Jersey and bogland

farming at Whittlesea some good pictures of

local management.—And at the close of the

volume Mr. Bailey Denton elaborately dis-

cusses the possibilities of village sanitary

economy—a subject which, in connection with

cottage building, water supply, and drainage, he

has long since made his own by much actual

practice, and still wider observation. There is

no large estate owner in the country who will not

benefit by the perusal of his pages.

On the whole, the volume maintains the

character of the series ; and it is no disparage-

ment of it to point out how large a space is devoted

in it to the consideration and discussion of the

interests of the labourer.

Mr. Forster's exposition of the Govern-
ment Education Bill on Thursday of last

week has made its provisions known throughout

the country. It is therefore unnecessary to do
more than point out those particulars in which
tenant-farmers and other country people will be
especially interested. The Government propose

to ascertain the educational circumstances of

every district throughout the country by inspec-

tion. Where there are schools enough, and the

education is adequate, and the means are being

used, they do not interfere. When the report in

any of these particulars is unfavourable, a

year will first be given to the district in

which voluntarily to correct its deficiencies ;

and if, at the end of that time, the

report be still unfavourable, then a School Board
must be elected and appointed—in towns by the

municipal authorities, in the country by the

parish vestries. These boards, of from 3 to 12

members, will be expected, if there be insufficient

school accommodation or inadequate instruction,

or imperfect school attendance, to supply the

deficiency, or correct the imperfection, or enforce

the attendance. And if they fail of their duty in

any of these particulars. Government will step in

and do it for them. In the first instance, at any

rate, therefore, the Country School Board—to

which, by the way, any one is eligible whom the

vestry may choose to appoint— is made solely

responsible for the attainment of the end which

Mr. Forster proposes, viz., the elementary

education of every English child.

It is left to the School Board to appoint

school managers ; to prescribe fees for school

attendance, or in exceptional cases to dispense

with them ; to provide adequate school accom-
modation, and to borrow money on the rates (to

the extent of a T,d. rate for thirty years) for this and
other school purposes ; to give pecuniary assist-

ance to existing public elementary schools ; to

provide free schools, or industrial schools, if

they can satisfy the Educational Department of

Government that they are required ; and, with

the approval of the Education Department,

to frame bye-laws for all or any of the fol-

lowing purposes: — (i). Requiring the parents

of children above the age of five years

and under the age of twelve years to cause

such children (unless there is some reason-

able excuse) to attend school
; (2). Determining

the time during which children are so to attend

school, provided that no such bye-law shall be

contrary to anything contained in any Act for

regulating the education of children employed in

labour. (3). Providing for the remission of the

whole or any part of the fees of any child where

the parent satisfies the School Board that he is

unable from poverty to pay the same
; (4). Im-

posing penalties for the breach of any bye-laws
;

(5). Revoking or altering any bye-law previously

made.—Any of the following reasons shall be a

reasonable excuse, namely ; (i). That the child

is under efficient instruction in some other man-
ner

; (2). That the child has been prevented from

attending school by sickness or any unavoidable

cause ; (3). That there is no public elementary

school open which the child can attend within

one mile, measured according to the nearest road

from the residence of such child. Any proceed-

ing to enforce any bye-law may be taken, and
any penalty for the breach of any bye-law may
be recovered, in a summary manner ; but no
penalty imposed for the breach of any bye-law

shall exceed five shillings for each offence, and
such bye-laws shall not come into operation until

they have been laid before Parliament for at

least forty days. It is the fourth of the above

The many agricultural friends of Mr. Hall
Dare, the late Secretary of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, will hear with pleasure of his

appointment to the Under-Treasurership of the Inner

Temple.

The Reading Implement Company's one-tined

subsoil plough has been altered, and very materially

improved, by Mr. H. J. Morgan, of the Metropolis

Sewage Company, who now manages the irrigation farm

near Barking. It is made at once a more efficient imple-

ment and much more easily held at work, capable,

when drawn by three horses, of stirring tlie hard gravel

subsoil of the company's farm about 12 inches below the

furrow of the preceding plough ; and travelling when at

work, almost without being held, like a well-balanced

wheel plough. Side tines are added, and improvements

are made in the means of regulating the draught.

At a recent discussion on Roads and High-
w.\YS before the Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture, the

following illustration of the wastefulness of the turnpike

system was given by Mr. Henry Pi.ayne, of The
Downs, near Minchinhampton. Mr. Ruck had spoken

of the way in which a miller paying ;^50 a year to the

turnpike would escape his contribution where the costs

of road repairs were levied by a general tax ;

—

" Mr. H. Plavne said that when Mr. RucK alluded to

the miller who paid ^^50 at turnpike gates, and who Mr.
Rl'CK thought should in any new scheme pay an equiva-

lent sum to' the repair of the roads, it had occurred to

him that he should like to know how much of the £%,o

at present went towards the actual repair of the roads?

People who were not acquainted with turnpike trusts were

not aware of what was done with the money. His own
experience was that, out of the ^£50, perhaps jf15 would go
towards the repair of the roads ; and probably the

miller may be rated to that amount, so that he will

still pay his share if the cost be thrown on the rates !"

. The Mark Lane Express has ptiblished the fol-

lowing summary of returns as to the PRODUCTIVENESS
OF Last Year's Harvest :

—

Classification. Wheat Barley.

Oue-fiflh
Ons-fourth
One-third
One-half
Two thirds

Classification.

Under average

Over average

Percentage

Under average .

.

Average .

.

Over average

Failure and three-fourths

under average].

.

Two-thirds under average
Half
One-third

-, . . , . . 1 ,- , One-fourth ,, ,,

clauses by which compulsion is to be directly
; One-fifth

brought to bear on elementary education. Every I

g'^^'^j'^'j^j, '^

parent will be liable to a fine of five shillings on I Avcrage^"'^' ..

refusal, except for " reasonable excuse," to send Over average

any child under twelve years of age to schooL

The indirect method of compulsion adopted in

the Factory Act, by which no child of specified

age is allowed to work except under a certificate

of school attendance, neglects all the children of

reckless parents who send their children out to

beg rather than to work, and the plan of the

present Bill is no doubt to be preferred.

The system of school fees, together with volun-

tary contributions, is to be maintained, and
Parliamentary grants are to be supplementary as

heretofore ; not, however, as heretofore, so

strictly contingent on the contribution of the

locality. Ample provision is made for the entire

religious freedom of the parents and children.

And after March 31, 1872, no grant of moneys
provided by Parliament will be made to any

school which is not a " public elementary school ".

within the meaning of the Act.

Trade has been hardly so brisk during the

last ten days in the corn market, and prices have been

barely maintained. In the Metropolitan Cattle

Maiket, Monday's higher prices were fully maintained

on Thursday.

. The Paris Agricultural Exhibition
opened, according to last week's announcement, on
Saturday last, and remained open till Wednesday
evening. The central area of the Palais de I'lndustrie was

occupied by cattle, live poultry being placed along the

sides. There were 350 entries of cattle. The race least

represented was the Charolaise ; of pure Durhams there

were but two, but the number of crosses between the

Durham and French races were very numerous. In

spite of the opinions of many French agricultural writers

against the fitness of the Durham breed for France, it

seems to be growing in favour. The show of sheep was

small, crosses with the Southdown being tlie most

numerous. The pigs were in great force, there being

200 entries. The exhibition, it should be mentioned,

was not international. The live poultry, rabbits, &c.,

made an admirable show, there being no less than 700

lots, the famous races of Crevecour, Houdan, La Fleche,

and La Bresse making a gieat show. The collection of

dead poultry prepared for the market was not so fine,

we think, as we have seen in Paris. There were 14DO

lots of grain, seed, roots, &c.
; 700 of cheese, and more

than 100 lots of butter. There were 600 entries of

machines and implements. This portion looked

thoroughly English, or rather Anglo-American, and

was in fact an international show, a number of British

makers having branches or agencies m Paris, including

Aveling & Porter, Crosskill, Fowler, Homsby, Howard,
Coleman, Wood, Samuelson, and Smyth & Sons.

Oats. Beans

V

Put into the form in which our returns appeared last

autumn, the above will read as follows :

—

Returns of Last Harvest—Mark Lane Express, Jan. 1870.

These results are compared with those of harvest time

last year in our own columns in the following table :

—

Returns of Last U\yi.\es.t—Agricultural Gazette. Aug. 1869.

Classification.
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unless a larger number of places joined in contributing,

the inquiry would not be sufficiently extended. It was

therefore determined first to forward to eveiy town and

district, subscribing or not, the list of subscriptions

with this statement of the intentions and views of the

committee ; and, secondly, to request the authorities

of the subscribing towns to state the nature of the diffi-

culties under which they severally suffer.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

We are favoured with a proof catalogue of the

coming exhibition and sale of stock to be held in

Bingley Hall, Birmingham, on Thursday next. Already

102 entries have been made, and we hear the list is not

complete. The cattle will be divided into the following

sections :

—

Class I. Bulls exceeding 12 and not exceeding 20

months old— 1st prize, £10 ; 2d, £^\o
;
3d, £^^.

Class 2. BuU-calvcs exceeding 6 and not exceeding

12 months old—ist prize, ^20 ; 2d, j^io
; 3d, £s-

Class 3. For the best cow-heifer, or heifer-calf, £,\o.

Class 4. For the best bull exceeding 20 months old, ^10.
Extra stock.

The collection of animals will embrace representatives

of many good tribes, bred by men well known in the

Shorthorn world. Among these we may mention the

following as likely from their pedigrees to attract

attention :—No. 4, exhibited by Mr. Wm. T. Wake-
field, Fletchampstead Hall, was bred byMr. Willoughby
Wood. This animal is already entered in the Herd-
Book as Lord Oxford Wild Eyes, a rare

combination of Bates' names. He is by Baron
Wild Eyes (25,604), dam Wild Oxford, by Lord
Oxford 2D. Mr. Willoughby Wood exhibits

(No. 9) Duke oi-' Lancaster, by a thoroughly

good sire of the Place family and full of Oxford and
York blood, namely Duke of Athelstane (21,562),

dam Oxford's Ada by Lord Oxford 2d ; also lot 60,

/m 2;/ by Lord Liverpool (22, 16S), and descended
on the female side from Victoria by Usurer ; and lot

61, Commemoi'ation yl^ by Lord Wild Eyes 2D, and
grand-daughter to CommemoratioJi by Titan. No. 27,

Champion, is a yearling bull from the herd of Mr.

Curtler, of Bevere House, and possesses an attrac-

tive pedigree. He is by Mr. Graham's Wild
Boy (23,219), a bull by Touchstone (20,986),

and from a cow of the W^ild Eyes sort ; his

mother Camilla is also a Touchstone cow, and thus

he is very closely allied to the best Knightley blood.

Tracing this pedigree a little further, we find the name
of Fillet hy Fawsley, of i-edoubtable memory, and
afterwards two Arbuthnot crosses take us back tu

Mr. Jobling's stock, and finally to Charles CoUing's

Windsor and Own Brother to North Star
(489). We cannot pass over Solitude (lot 42)
without remark. This yearling bull was bred at

Milcote, and is exhibited by Mr. Adkins. He is by
Monitor {24,615), and from Mancy by Rowfant ist,

a son of 4Ta Duke of Thorndale ; his grand-dam
was the celebrated Surmise, by Duke of Gloucester
(11,382), of Tortworth memory; and previously we
find the pedigree passing through Silena, the dam of

Mr. Robart's cow Fancy, Secret by Short Tail, and
back among the best strains of what Mr. Thornton
calls "ancient Shorthorns." Claro's Grand Duke
(lot 43}, by Captain Gunter's 3D Duke of Claro,
dana by 7TH Duke of York, g.d. by 4TH Duke of
Oxford, g.g.d. by Economist, and further backed
by the names of Mr, Bowly's Sol and the late Lord
Ducie's Leo (4208), may well claim attention, if lus

appearance credits his ancestry. Mr. Bowly exliibits

Lord Waterloo 6th, a son of 3D Duke of
Waterloo, and a cow of the Siddington Gazelle
tribe, once known at Tortworth. Colonel Kingscote
shows a 4-year-oId bull, Knight of Wetherby, by
2D Duke of Wetherby (by 3d Duke of Clarence,

19,611), and a descendant of Kelstern, by Studley
(628). Lot 75, Duke of Jamaica by Duke of
Towneley (21,615), a"d from Jubilee by Cvndric
(19,542), comes of a good old tribe known as the Zinc
and Roguery family, and previously boasting a
Trunnell and two Favourite crosses. Lot 76,
Fashion by Potentate (22,537), of Milcote origin,

represents on the female side the Young Frill by
Broughton Hero strain, doubly allied, through
Combatant and Chanter (19,423), with the
Charmers. Lot 77, I2TH Baron Wetherby, was
bred at Siddington, and is by the Duchess bull 7TH
Duke of York, and from a cow by 4TH Duke of
Oxford

;
previously he springs from a goodly line,

commencing with four Colling crosses, followetl with
Charge, Booth, Bates, and Whittaker blood. There
are many other familiap names in the catalogue, but
want of space compels us to desist. Cattle must be at

the Hall before 9 o'clock on Thursday morning, but
the yard will be open during the whole of Wednesday.

-We extract the followingfrom a contemporary :

—

"On Tuesday, the 8th inst., the herd of 100 Longhorn
cattle, the property of the late Mr. Thomas Gulliver Judge,
of Crossredy Lawn, near Banbury, Oxfordshire, was sold

by auction by Messrs. Margetts and Son, of Warwick. A
large company assembled, and there was a spirited com-
petion for some of the best specimens of this noble old
breed, and which, some 80 years ago, were the native
stock of the whole county of Oxford. It was in this

district where the famed Rollright herd of Mr. Robert
Fowler made such high prices in 1791—some of the cows
and bulls averaging 200 guineas. There were Longhorn
breeders at the Crossredy sale from various counties, and
amongst them Messrs. Warner, Satchville, Chapman,
Burbery, Watts, Godfrey, Rose, Hawkes, &c. In offering

this large and well-known herd, the auctioneer observed
that he believed no breed of animals possessed more
useful properties than the Longhoms, and he sincerely
believed they were well deserving of the esteem in which
many breeders, graziers, and dairymen held them."

An interesting paragraph has found its way
into our scientific journals, which informs us that Prince
Pless, the owmer of large estates in Siberia, has suc-

ceeded in raising hybrids, the result of a cross between
the common red deer and the Wapiti (Cervus Cana-
densis), and further that the hybrids are to some extent

fertile. Such a fact is of interest to all who make the

breeding of animals their special study. Both popular
and scientific opinion agree, that sterihty in the offspring

is the general result of crossing distinct species. That
it is the invariable result is however scarcely to be
believed, and the case just quoted is an additional

evidence that a fertile hybrid is a probability. In con-

nection with this fact we may observe that M. Rafin-

esque has stated (Moll and Gayot, " Connaissance du
Bceuf "), that the American bison crosses freely with

ordinary cattle. The result is an animal intermediate in

character between the two, and exceedingly useful in

the country. M. Rafinesque states that these hybrids

breed \\-ithout difficulty, inter sc, and with the two
species from which they were derived. This statement

of M. Rafinesque has been also affirmed by M. Bosc.

SHEEP.
Is a cow old in milk or newly calved the best

source of milk for lambs ? If we can do without this

artificial assistance, and trust to the supply furnished by
the ewe, we shall find our lambs thrive best ; but cow
milk must be resorted to more or less every season.

We have been struck with the direct contradiction of

opinion expressed by shepherds upon this subject.

Quoting from Mr. Wilson, of Edington Mains, we find

that " to give the milk of a recently calved cow to a

young lamb is usually equivalent to knocking it on the

head." On the other hand, a veiy experienced shep-

herd of a Southdown flock, numbering 600 ewes, has

repeatedly assured us that the newly calved cow is

fittest for the purpose. Which is the true answer to

our question ? Or are we to assume that this is a matter

of indifference ?

From timt to time we have directed attention

to various schemes for preserving meat. The following

information from the Melhourne Economist is interesting,

taken in connection with the present state of this

important question :— " The building operations of the

Warranambool Company are now nearly finished. The
company started about a fortnight since at Hamilton is

making satisfactory progress, and applications for

shares are coming in by tens and twenties at a time.

No less than five new companies have been started

during the past month. It is intended to establish one

at Albury with a capital of ^^10,000, in 2000 shares of

£^ each. The plant, &c., for treating 3000 sheep

weekly is expected to cost £,\ 100, and the supply of

sheep is unlimited. Melbourne is also to have another

company : the capital is to be ;^6ooo, raised in shares

of ^5 each. It is to be called the Australian Felix."

This activity of our colonial brethren in providing us

with what has hitherto been so essentially a home pro-

duction is worthy the attention of the landed interest.

In connection with this subject we would recommend
the perusal of a very admirable paper on "The Meat
(Question of 1870," in the first issue of the "Food
Journal," just published.

THE COST OF STEAM PLOUGHING.
In an article which you inserted at p. 1 87 I showed

the quantity of land which a lo-horse engine working

a flying rope would plough up in a day. If the plough

was nmning 3 miles an hour, as your reporter thought

it was, then igi acres was the quantity, but if running

only 2 miles an hour, as my observations and inquiries

lead me to fix upon as the real speed, then 13 acres a day

was the quantity. Now this land was a light soil in a

very dried up state, and was a Rye-grass and Clover

ley two years down. Every practical farmer knows
how much of such land he could 'turn over in a day,

7i inches deep. If then we can come at the cost of

doing it with steam, it will give a very good basis for

comparing the actual cost of steam against horses. I

will assume that 13 acres per day was the quantity, and

not 195 acres. But it must be remembered that the

tackle has to be shifted from field to field and reset up,

and the time in so doing has to be allowed for,

and will materially reduce the quantity of work
done in an average working day. I think it

would be a fair allowance if we took 10 acres per

day instead of 13 acres, that is to say, that out of every

five days we lost one whole day in shifting and setting

up the apparatus. Thus, five days at lo acres would
be 50 acres, but four days of actual work at 13 acres

would be 52 acres, leaving us one clear day for shift-

ing. I think most persons will allow this is ample to

cover waste of time in removals. Now let us look at

the cost. The ploughing apparatus, exclusive of the

engine, would cost about ^350, and it ought, if

possible, to be worked by a traction-engine suitable for
ploughing, for carting, and for threshing, therefore
only one-third of the cost of the engine should be put
down to ploughing. If, then, it cost ;^450, the plough-
ing department should only be charged with ^150.
Supposing an ordinary portable ungine employed,' it

would cost at least ^250, and then half the amount, or
;^I25, would have to go towards ploughing, but then
the apparatus would require a number of horses to

move it from field to field, which is often inconvenient.

I shall therefore adhere to the traction-engine estimate,

and with it the amount of capital exclusively engaged
in ploughing would be ^1^350 for the tackle

and ^150 for the share of the engine, making
;i^500 in all. Now, this sum must undoubtedly be
charged with 5 per cent, interest for the whole year,

and also with 5 per cent, per annum to replace the

capital when the machine was worn out, making in all

10 per cent., or ^50 per annum. In addition to this,

there are the annual repairs, and I do not think that

5 per cent, is a fair allowance to cover them. If the

machine stood idle altogether the repairs would plainly

be nothing at all ; if it plouglicd only 100 acres the

repairs would be something, but if it ploughed looo
acres the repairs would evidently be much more. I

consider, then, that repairs ought to be estimated at a
certain sum per acre, and not by a percentage on the

capital. One shilling per acre would be only ^5 per

year on 100 acres, and that seems to me too little,

for there is the risk of an accident as well as actual wear
and tear. My estimate would be, for any quantity under
200 acres, is. 6d. per acre ; for any quantity from 200
acres up to 500 acres, is. yl. per acre : and for any
quantity above 500 acres, is. per acre.

Now, let us consider the cost of coal, of water, of

oil, and of wages. As to wages, we require one engine-

driver, two windlass men (not skilled men), one plough-

man (who is an unskilled man), and two boys to move
the rope porters. I reckon that the engine-driver,

although only receiving 3^. (>d. per day, would cost

quite 5j. per day while the engine was at work, because

there are not many other jobs he can be put to about a

farm, and the engine will not work more than half the

working days in a year. The other men I put down
as ordinary farm labourers, say at 2s. per day, and the

boys at is. per day. A good engine would not burn

more than 6 cwt. of coal, costing, say, ij^. per cwt. on
the spot, and oil would cost Is. per day. I allow

nothing for water, because the engine, being a traction-

engine, ought to go and fetch its own water every

evening after it got too dark to plough. Now let us

recapitulate these expenses for one average day's work
of 10 acres :^

Two windlass-i

One ploughma
Two boys, at I

oi'r.''.

One day, or 10 acres, cost . . . . 20 o

or2J. peracre. TothiswemustaddlJ.,or ii-.3(/.,oriJ. 6^/.

per acre for repairs, according to the extent of land we
cultivate, and also a very considerable sum to make up
the £$0 per annum which is required for interest and
replacement of capital when the machinery is worn
out. The sum per acre necessary to make up this

varies with the extent of our work : 100 acres would
require I0.r. ; 200 acres, 5^. ; 300 acres, 3^. ^d. ; 400
acres, 2s. 6d. ; 500 acres, 2s. ; 600 acres, is. 8d. ; 800

acres, is. y/.' ; and lOOO acres only is.

Let us take five different farms where the quantity of

actual plough land was respectively 200, 400, 600, 800,

and 1000 acres. Then the cost would he as follows

per acre :

—

For
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ploughing a pair of hor-ses, no doubt, go over nearly

treble the ground, but it is very heavy work. In heavy

land, too, a single ploughing with horses will not

produce a seed-bed, the cultivator or the drag-harrow

and the clod-crusher must be set to work, and all of

them take a great deal of horse-power. Therefore if

all these things are done with steam, the charge for

interest and depreciation or replacement of capital will

fall to be divided over a larger area, and that is the heavy

item in the cost of steam-power on small occupations.

If a farmer makes up his mind he will do all these

things with steam-power, then I think smaller occupa-

tions than what I pointed out above will do. I think

that on heavy land 200 acres actually broken

each year would pay for steam-power, because those

200 acres besides being once ploughed ought to be

once scuffled and once clod-crushed, both which ope:

rope oraroundabout steam-plough worked l>y a traction- ' parts of this volume, under the several heads of Vetches,

engine. All farms beyond tliat size would unques- Turnips, Cabbages, Rape, and Rye. In these places it

tionably save money by the change, without reckoning fnay be seen that such a selection of plants may be made

anything at all for increased crops arising from the as will enable any agriculturist to bring two of these crops

deeper cultivation of the soil. G. A. H. ,

'° 1"^'""'^ annually and continue to do 50 for any length
*

I
01 time. And provided they be applied to the rearing and
fattening of animals, such great quantities of manure will

be made as cannot fail of advancing most arable land to
the highest degree of fertility.

"'What has been said will probably induce many
agriculturists of energj' to try the cultivation of two crops
annually, and they may be assured that such a practice,

a scale proportioned to the capital they employ :

THE FARMER'S CALENDAR,*
This book, based on Arthur Young's "Farm

Calendar," was first published under its present

Editorship in 1S62. The present edition has been

revised especially with regard to its chapters 011 steam 1 "^^^ be "th^'e "means" of thei7\c\ImrlnV veo^^'conlidera^^^^^
cultivation and reaping by machinery, which are the I

t^^o features in English agriculture in which there has
|

been most growth and change since 1862. We extract
; ^^ hf^^'double'cuUm.. ...„.

^.... .......... .w.^v.».....^v.-..„o».v, ..w... .. ....»-
fiomthe introduction the following passages on hght ously-written passage :-

tionscanbe done at once, and'would cost pretty
|

^-^"^ ^^-ff^^^d ^"Itivation respectively :-
|

... That very numerous class of supine persons, whose
weak as not to adopt this practice, which is

ivealth.'

' So entirely was Mr. Middleton convinced of the results

that he added the following vigour-

nearly as much as a second ploughing,—but call I " It is proper to add a remark on the contrast presented I minds
it two-thirds ; then it has to be once harrowed! by agricultural practice and experience generally, now, 1 the most
before sowing and twice harrowed
after sowing, which three operations can

be done with one setting up of the

machinery, and are certainly equal to

one-third of a ploughing. Consequently
on 200 acres of heavy land broken up,

if steam is used for all the operations,

it will absorb as much power and time as

400 acres only once ploughed, and there-

fore will pay. Again, on light land, I

think that2So to300acresactuallybrokcn

up would pay, because one-fourth of

that, or say 70 acres, would require to

be ridged for roots, but we always
harrow immediately before ridging. But
to harrow 70 acres is equal to about
10 acres of ploughing, and to ridge-

plough 70 acres is about equal to 25
acres of ploughing, making together

35 acres, which can all be done at one
setting up of the apparatus. Then to

sow the remaining 210 acres requires

three han'owings (one before sowing
and two after), and these can all be done
at one setting up of the apparatus, and
are equal to about 70 acres of plough-
ing ; and these two quantities added on
to 280 acres would bring the whole up
to about 400 acres or thereby.

Now, the conclusion I come to is,

that it will pay a man to buy a fiying-

rope steam-ploughing tackle, provided
he occupies a light land farm, of which
not less than 2S0 acres are actually

broken up every year, or provided he
occupies a heavy land farm, of which
not less than 200 acres are broken up
every year. Your readers, most of

whom are practical men, can see my
calculations, and test them for them-
selves, for they are very plain and very
simple. But they must bear in mind
that I come to these conclusions solely

on the condition that the steam-power is

applied not merely to ploughing up the

land once only, but also to all succeeding
operations, of scuffling, clod-crushing,

ridge-ploughing, and harrowing. No
doubt, if they only went once over the

land, in accordance with the WooUton
fiat, they could not possibly pay interest

and depreciation on their outlay, unless

they had a much larger occupation. At
p. 1 192 of Agncultuml Gazette for

November 13, 1869, Mr. Smith says :

—

'* I never go twice over my land by
steam-power for a crop * * * * j

condemn such practice when carried

out by others." Nevertheless, Mr.
Smith is not infallible. He may have
been before his age in 1S55, but he is

desperately behind it in 1S70. Like Rip
Van Winkle, he has fallen asleep, and
a new generation has grown up during
his slumbers.

Although in the foregoing calculations I have taken
Fisken's flying-rope system as my basis, there is no
doubt that a good roundabout, worked by a trac-

tion-engine, would give pretty nearly the same results.

As to the double-engine system, it does not seem to me

and a quarter of a century ago, when the last edition of

Arthur Young's * Farmer's Calendar' was published.
" At that time the best management consisted almost

exclusively in making use of the inexpensive natural means
provement. Growing green crops and consuming

*« u« -,.,-;i,ui^ <.
'11 * I *! them upon the land was then the only profitable way of

to be available at any reasonable rate unless the
enriching the lighter soils, and long rest in fallow was

occupation be very much larger, because it adds on :

once /"450 to the capital, and the whole of that exti

capital must be charged against ploughing. It wc
in fact, very nearly double the charge for interest and
depreciation, which on small fanns comes very heavy.

In conclusion, let me observe that the quantities I

have given are the actual "break up" of each year.

For instance, in a heavy land farm worked on the

enriching the lighter soils, and long
almost the only profitable method of enriching the heav
soils. Mr. Middleton. who edited the twentieth edit'

Id,
1 c)f this book, wrote then of the lighter lands as follows

proved that is known, will certainly continue
to complain of hard landlords and bad
times ; such characters do not succeed in

any profession, neither can they in agri-

culture, and I had nearly said they de-

ser\e to be poor ; but whether they deserve
it or not, their destiny is to be so.'

"The present Editor, with the advan-
tage of 25 years of additional agricultural

history in retrospect, has to record, not the

increasing prevalence of the practice thus
strongly advocated—not the exclusively

natural method, though in the most active

form of it thus recommended—but a more
energetic use of artificial means; the use
of richer manures from purchased cattle

foods ; and, above all, the use on an
extraordinary scale of purchased manures,
both manufactured and imported ; so

that the fertility which came with profit

formerly under the best management in

two or three years, is now achieved \i\\\i

greater profit almost at once.
" And still greater is the contrast in the

agriculture of clay lands. They are

naturally wet, intractable, and expensive
;

but it is not now the practice to sit down
and let Nature almost unassisted fertilise

them. They are drained (perhaps burned),
and cultivated by steam-power ; and as

the cost of labour, and its inefficiency on
such soils when conducted by horse-

power, has been hitherto the great draw-
back to the cultivation of the clays, so
now that the cheaper, more efficient power
of steam has been successfully applied,

we may expect to see them take that pre-

cedence in value and productiveness which
agricultural improvements hitherto have
given to the sands and lighter loams."

Wc add that the work is fully illus-

trated, and we are enabled, through
the kindness of Messrs. Warne & Co.,

to give, in this and our next issue, illus-

trations from its pages of the grasses

most commonly used in mixtures for

j)ermanent gi'ass-lands :

—

In Fig. 50. No. I is a sketch of Dactylis
glomerata. Cocksfoot Grass, one of the
most useful of our common grasses. No. 2,

Alopecums pratensis, or Foxtail Grass, is

another bulky, succulent, and nutritious

Grass, introduced generally into mixtures
for sowing in all rich soils. No, 3, An-
thoxanthum odoratum, the Sweet-scented
Vernal Grass, is one of our earliest and
most common grasses ; not in itself very
nutritious, but useful for the pleasant
smell it gives to hay. No. 4, Arrhena-
therum avenaceum. Tall Oat-grass, is of
very little service in mixtures for laying
down land to permanent pasture. Its

natural habitat is on dry, rough, hill-

side soils. It is not a very nutritious

Garss. nor is it very palatable.

In Fig. 51 No. 5 is a species [of one of
the most valuable of British grasses.
Festuca rubra is a short sandy-soil Grass,
adapted for sheep pasture. No. 6,

Phlenm pratense, Catstail Grass, is a pro-
ductive and nutritious Grass, found on

all first-class clay-land pastures. No. 7. Poa trivialis,

Rough-stalked Meadow Grass, is adapted for moist
pastures. No. 8, Cynosurus cristatus, is a short Grass,
very commonly met with, but of no great value as food.

No 9, Festuca elatior, one of the larger Fescue grasses
found in all coarse dry-land pastures ; a palatable food
for cattle and horses, and yielding abundantly.

Much has been said of late years on the means of

increasing our resources for manuring the soil, as that is

the only means of obtaining a more speedy
valuable crops. Papers have been written or

till it has become ascertained that arable I

FENCES AND ENCLOSURES.
A P.\PER BY J. ScOTT, HeRMONGERS FaRM, Ru

Where fences are at all necessary, good fences must

subject be regarded as indispensable to good farming, and the

ay be condition of the fences may very often be accepted as

four-field system 200 acres' of actual break up each year "^ade as rich as is any way desirable by a succession of affording a correct indication of the skill and attention

represent 267 acres under rotation. Again, in a light Z^^^^ and root crops, provided they be properly applied
: bestowed upon the cultivation of the ground which

least

uld be worked ndhogland farm, which most probably ,.ui.ii>_i ^-^ ^i^nv^.^. un
v.

'
v.

the five-field system (two years in Grass), 300 acres of now^'known 'to ev
actual break up would represent 500 acres under ^^^p^-j^g to be at the head of his profession. Therefore.
rotation. 1 herefore, the results I arrive at are that a

; only refer the reader to what has been said in the former
farm of heavy land of 267 acres under the four-field

rotation, or a farm of- light land of yya acres under the
[ j„"i^^^

five-field rotation, could profitably employ either a Hying
\ Newed

rribing the 1

very month
tion. Frede

.
I

they enclose,
been ascertained, and it is ' st^ntj^l of their kind, a good farmer will at

always have them in a state of efficient repair.

There are several objects to be attended to in the

formation of a good fence, but the first and most
important requirement is that it shall be impenetrable,

and of sufficient strength to resist the destnictive pro-

'ork to be done on various kinds of farms
n the year. By John Chalmers Morton.
ick Warne & Co., Bedford Street, W.C.
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pensities of sheep, cattle, and horses, or of such other

animals as are required to be retained in the enclosure.

It may present every other possible advantage, but if it

does not fulfil this condition, it is not a fence, and is

practically useless.

The size of enclosures must be regulated by the

system of cultivation pursued, and by the extent of

land undergoing the rotation ; but these requirements

should be made to harmonise as much as possible with

the local considerations affecting the utility of fences,

particularly the conditions of climate and shelter.

Shelter is required both against heat and cold, and its

attainment should be studied in the formation of

enclosures. Trees form the best protection, and where

they are obtainable no other shelter is required, and

the advantages in such situations will always prepon-

derate in favour of large enclosures and open fences.

In elevated districts, exposed to the force of the wind,

and destitute of trees, a compact fence is all the means
of shelter at command, and therefore within a certain

limit their increase will prove beneficial. But in low-

lying ground, well sheltered by trees, or by the natural

configuration of the surrounding country,

there is practically no other object re-

quiring the formation of a fence than its

primary use of providing an efficient

enclosure for grazing purposes. In such
districts, the utilisation of fences for

shelter should be carefully guarded
against, both because they are unneces-
sary for such a purpose, and because
their effects are hurtful alike to the

climate and to the surrounding soil, and,

consequently, injurious to the crops.

This is especially the case when the

enclosures are of small extent.

The broad hedgerows which are to

be seen in many parts of England, com-
posed of a belt of trees, flanked on
each side by a hedge, and having a

dense growth of underwood, are posi-

tively injurious to the land. No doubt
the object in cultivating these hedge-
rows (if there is any definite purpose
in view at all) is the double one of

providing for the growth of firewood
and of securing shelter. But, if the

intention is good, the results of making
a plantation out of a fence are neither

satisfactory nor profitable. They pre-

vent the soil from drying quickly if it

is naturally damp, and, by the stag-

nation of the air which they induce
by obstructing the free flow of the

atmospheric currents, they poison all

the surrounding Grass and crops. They
are also complete nurseries for weeds,
and afford shelter for insects, vermin,

and such birds as are destructive to

crops. From which cause the head-
lands of the field are generally quite

lost to the farmers ; and there is the

additional loss of the ground occupied
by the superfluous width of the hedge-
rows themselves.

A fence^should always be as narrow
as possible consistent with due fitness

for its purpose. The space required

will, of course, vary according to the

different kinds of fences used ; but in

a hedge, for example, which occupies
more space than other systems of
fencing, there is seldom any reason or

necessity why the width should exceed

3 feet. The economy ofguarding against

excess of width in fences is very appa-
rent by a simple calculation. If we
allow a hedge to occupy a width of 2

feet, and cultivate the ground on each
side to the distance of 3 feet from the
centre of the fence—which allowances
are certainly very far short of the real

practice throughout the country— wq
shall find that on a farm of 250 acres, laid out in 25
fields of 10 acres each, there is an area of more ihan

44 acres, or a 55th part of the whole, entirely lost to
cultivation through the use of fences.

It is generally admitted that fields which are sur-
rounded by hedges are more fertile than those which
are unenclosed ; but this is not universally true with-
out limitations. In dry situations, and on light sandy
soils, they are undoubtedly of great benefit from their

effects in preventing the escape of moisture, and there-
fore, in such places their value will, in some measure,
increase in proportion with their number. But, on
the other hand, these same effects must be injurious to

a soil which is naturally damp and moist if the hedges
abound in number.

There are a great variety of plants used in the culti-

vation of hedges, such as Hazel-nut tree, common
Birch, narrow-leaved English Elm, Beech, Prickly
Broom, and Privet. Hedges are sometimes formed of

one of these species only, but often of several mingled
together, as of Beechwood and Privet. None of the
above mentioned plants make a good hedge. The
plant which is best adapted to the purpose is White
Thorn or Hawthorn (Crataegus oxyacantha). It is

almost the only one which produces a good fence of

compact growth ; and, of all others, its use is attended
with the fewest disadvantages. It can be managed so
as to form a very compact and equal fence, and yet

occupy very little space ; its roots do not throw out new
ramifications into the surrounding soil ; and, on account
of its thorns, it is avoided by all animals, and does not
harbour birds and insects, unless it is allowed to spread
out its branches to an unnecessary extent.

Thorns are planted in a hedge from autumn, when
the leaves drop off, till spring, when the buds begin to
swell, unless in frosts and heavy rains. When planted
about October the plants are said to be more healthy
than if put in at any other time, and there is un-
doubtedly this to be said in favour of planting them
then, that if the winter prove mild new roots are pro-
duced which form a good preparation for a vigorous
growth in spring. But this is a point on which all are
not agreed, as some think that it is safer to defer the
final transplantation till the spring, when there is no
danger of the plants being injured by frost.

The plants should be put in the ground immediately
upon their removal from the nursery bed. The roots

should be left as entire as possible, but the ragged parts

should be cut away with a knife, and the head lopped

off to make the plant grow bushy. If the wounded
parts of the roots be cut into small pieces, and sown in

a bed prepared for them, they will produce Thorns in

the same year ; and such a method of propagation is more
expeditious than that of growing them from the seed.

A hedge should be planted on the flat, because the

Thorns when planted erect grow sooner into a useful

fence, and much less ground is wasted when they are

placed in their natural position than when laid sloping.

There should be no ditches about a hedge, unless they

are actually needed for drainage.

The land must be carefully prepared during the

summer before the hedge is planted, so as to loosen the

soil to a good depth, and rid it thoroughly of weeds.
The trench in which the young plants are placed is

made about a foot in depth, and it will be found of

great benefit to apply a little garden mould or well-

prepared compost above the roots before filling in the

poor soil taken from the trench. The Thorns should
be planted at distances of from 6 to 10 inches asunder,
according to the quality of the soil. In a good soil

there is less difficulty in rearing them, and, conse-

quently, fewer plants are necessary.

Weak plants should not be mixed with the strong
ones in a hedge, but kept separate, so that special care
can be devoted to them. When the two are mixed,
the weaker arc impoverished and choked up by the
stronger.

It is a pernicious practice that of planting trees in
the line of a hedge. Most trees {such as the Oak,
Beech, and Elm) grow faster than Thonis, and when
grown in the midst of a Thorn hedge spread their
roots in all directions, robbing the Thorns of their
proper nourishment, and soon overshadow them, and
deprive them of the benefits of sun and air.

During the first few years the top of the hedge should
be moderately pruned, and the lateral branches suffered
to grow untouched. It afterwards becomes necessary
to cut them, but they should be left as bushy as possible
at the louder part, and gradually tapered towards the
top. The triangular section is proved by experience to
be the best form of a hedge, as it approaches most
neariy to the natural form of the Hawthorn tree, and
may be grown to a height of 4 or 5 feet without
ceasing to be thick and well clothed to the very bottom;

and such a hedge forms a pleasing, im-
penetrable, and most durable fence.

The hedge while young must be pro-
perly fenced to protect it from injury
l)y animals, and its roots should be kept
carefully clean, and the soil around it

occasionally stirred.

Since hedges are not available for use
as fences until they are several years old,

they must be left out of account where
an immediate fence is wanted. More-
over, in those districts where the greatest

proportion of land has to be reclaimed,

both soil and climate are unfavourable

to the satisfactory rearing of hedges.

In such places, however, stone is gener-

ally abundant, and can be used in the

construction of dykes, which are better

adapted to a high counti'y than any other

description of fencing. Lime-built w'alls,

owing to the great expense of them,
can only be of limited application on
the faiTU, but dry-stone dykes can be
erected at a moderate cost. Where
lime is abundant it is a good plan to

set the cope-stones in mortar, for if the

wall is well constructed the top stones,

which are the most liable to be moved,
are thus firmly secured.

A dry-stone dyke may be considered

a permanent fence because the materials

never decay, and it has this advantage
as compared with a hedge, that it is of

immediate use. A well-built dyke will

stand many years without requiring any
repairs, and with a little expense in

later years to keep it in order it will

last a whole generation without requir-

ing to be rebuilt.

When the stones are dug out of the

ground, especially if they are of a gritty

or brittle nature, and show a tendency

to split, they should be carted to the

site of the dyke in the autumn, and left

unbuilt until the spring. They will thus

be subjected during winter to the

influence of frosts and of the atmo-
sphere, the effects of which will be the

disintegration, complete or partial, of

the undurable stones, which can be
throw^n aside at the time of building.

The neglect of this precaution often

shows itself in the cnimbling down of

comparatively new-built dykes, and the

builder is generally blamed for care-

lessness in neglecting to pack or pin

his work sufficiently, when, in reality,

the blame consists in providing him
with bad and untried stones.

A dry-stone dyke on arable'ground is

generally built about 4 or 44 feet in

I

height. On hilly ground, where it is intended as

,
a fence for sheep, and shelter is much needed, it

j

should not be less than 5 or 6 feet high. The
dimensions for a dyke 5 feet in height are about

\ 27 inches broad at the base and 14 inches at the

top. The foundation stones should be large, and the

inequalities of the ground should be smoothed with a

spade, so as to provide a solid bed before they are laid.

A selection of stones is not always possible, but where

they are available, thoseof aflat shape witha rough surface

should be chosen, as they are laid on their natural beds

and do not require pinning. Small stones are useful,

and, indeed, necessary, where materials are undressed,

but the builders should not be allowed to pack them all

into the heart of the wall ; such a practice leaves the

wall without bond, and unfit to stand for any length of

time. The large and small stones should be uniformly

mixed throughout the wall, so that in every part of it

they may break bond as much as possible. There

should also be one or more through bond stones in the

height of the wall, built in at every few feet of the

length. The body of the wall is surmounted by a flat

cover, on which the cope-stones are set on edge.

The quantity of stone required to build i Imeal yard

of a dyke, 5 feet in height, is 0.95 cubic yards, or 95
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cubic yards of .stone to 100 lineal yards of dyke. The

building alone, which is all the cost incurred when the

stones have to be taken olT the land, can he done for

3j. 61/. to 4f. per rood of 6 lineal yards ; but the total

cost, when the .stones have to be specially provided

(including quan-ying, or digging them out of the

ground when they cannot be obtained on the surface,

carting them to the site, and building the wall), is

about IOJ-. or i i.f. per rood of 6 lineal yards. One
man can build 6 yards of dyke in a day, working by

himself, but the work is best done by two builders

working together on opposite sides of the wall, as by

this method a better bond can be obtained than when

the two sides are alternately raised.

Post and rail fences are less suitable to a high, open

country, than hedges or stone dykes, but in a low

country they have many advantages to recommend

their use. They occupy very little space, and are

favourable to a free ventilation ; two points which

deserve special attention, where land is valuable

and in thickly wooded districts. The chief objection

to their use lies in their temporaiy character,

which arises from the liability of the materials

to decay, and often also from defective and unsubstan-

tial construction. A paling of larch wood, having

posts 4 feet apart, and four rails in height, can be

erected at a cost of about 4-f. per rood of 6 yards.

The construction of wire fences has of late been

greatly extended, and promises to increase ; the por-

tability and durability of the wire rendering its employ-

ment more convenient and profitable than the use of

wooden rails. The system of wire fencing most in use

has all the straining and intermediate posts of wood,

and the wires are strained by a portable strainer. This

system can never be a satisfactory one, because the

wires are seldom well strained, and when the posts

begin to decay the whole fence gets loose and worthless.

Several systems of self-straining iron pillars have

been tried, but none of those produced have attained

the standard of simplicity and cheapness necessary to

warrant its adoption as a general method of farm-

fencing. If the qualities of simplicity and cheapness

could be combined in the production of a suitable iron

straining pillar, the objection against wire fences.

to bring to your notice, the better to illustrate our

subject, a certain number of woods and plantations,

with the view of showing, by calculation, whether they

are advantageously to be retained as <voods or other-

wise ; and in doing this I shall select some pieces with

which I am somewhat acquainted, and which, at

various times, have come under my notice during my
business engagements in diflferent parts of the countiy.

No. I is a piece of woodland, of about 20 acres, the

soil being a good loam on chalk. There is no timber,

but it is well stocked with Ash and Hazel underwood,

used for hop-poles, hurdle-making, &c. The produce

is usually cut at 12 years' growth, and is worth about

;£'l6 per acre ; the adjoining land is arable, and worth,

to rent, 28j-. per acre, thus showing that but little, if

any, advantage could be derived by bringing this

woodland into cultivation, except it were for the

iinprovement or the better laying-out the adjoining

fields, which latter points must always be viewed as an

important matter.

No. 2 is a precipitous piece of woodland, of about

35 acres, in a western county, on a sandstone forma-

tion, with very little timber, but a good plant of under-

wood, chiefly of Oak stems, which grow very quickly in

their moist climate, and is usually cut at 12 years'

growth, the time of cutting the largest stems being

defened until April and May, the wood being commonly
stripped for the sake of bark. In this particular wood
the land is so steep that the men employed in cutting

can scarcely keep their footing. This wood, after being

barked, is used for making hurdles and other puq^oses,

and yields a return which could not be surpassed by any

other known means of usage, the land being too hilly

and too near the naked stone for cultivating or

planting.

No. 3 is a level piece of woodland, in a southern

county, and situated a long distance from chalk or

marl, contains about 16 acres, is surrounded on three

sides by arable land, the value of which to rent is

20s. per acre. The woodland is of the same description

of soil, which is strong and gravelly, but tloes not

require draining. There is a good plant of timberj

principally Oak, about 160 trees per acre, a large pro-

portion having been left from stemmers. It is only

arising from decay, would be obviated, and the fence
, those which have proceeded direct from the acorn that

rendered almost a permanent one. _A plain « ire fence
j
n,a].;e any perceptible growth. The underwood is very

value about 3 per cent. only. This land, under culti-

alion, would be worth 40.r. per acre rent, being tithe

free. In this case also we must not lose sight of the

immense benefit to adjoining lands by the removal of

this wood. Let us now calculate the advantage of

bringing this land into cultivation :

—

Value of underwood

Annual value of the underwood

Total annual value of the woodland i

'alue of land to

tithe free

Iain by interest (

sold off. .£44 at .

Actual advantage by (

acre after grubbing, being

of timber and underwood

with wooden posts 4 feet apart, and having six single

wires in height, costs about 4s. or 4s. yi. per rood of

6 lineal yards. The latter estimate includes coating

with coal tav after the fence has been erected.

Iconic C'Oi'rcs|roni)cnte.

Cotswold Ram Breeders.— I have just heard

such a remarkable version in Worcestershire of my
challenge to show 70 rams for .^i'looo, which Mr.

Hewer accepted, that I am tempted to give the agricul-

tural public the true account. My friends, after it was

arranged, came to me and said. You, who have always

set your face against gambling, are now become a

leviathan gambler. I inquired. Do you look upon it in

that light ?—they answered they could in no other. I

then said, though I felt sure of winning, no earthly power

should induce me to show. I went to Mr. Hewer, men-

tioned the verdict ofmy friends, and oflered him the /'looo.

He would not take it, as he said others had more to do

with it than he had. They afterwards took jCsoo, but

to show my good feeling, I went to Mr. Hewer's sale,

and bid for nearly half his sheep to help his sale. He
came to mine, and I believe never bid for one. I did

the same, when last year he sold his flock, but I do
rather complain that it was not mentioned that the large

sheep there, which was the admiration of every one,

was my blood, got from one of my tenants. I have

sold 142 rams this year at remunerative prices, though

scarcely one has been bought on the Cotswolds. One
great breeder told me he should like one or two, but it

would be his ruin if he bought one. Such opposition is

both childish and wicked. T. Beale Brnuiu, Salperton

rark, Andoz't-rsforJ, Pch. 17.

Exhibition Pigs.—I suggest that as "mouthing"
pigs is a disagreeable operation, and productive of

great annoyance to the judges of olhei cattle by the
*' harmonia discors porconim," that pens of pigs

should be simply weighed without reference to age.

I would have a weight for small breeds and also for

large breeds. Moi-eover, I would not confine the

exhibitor to the product of one sow. By these

arrangements a great many difficulties would be got rid

of, and I suppose, in some cases, frauds too. What
can it signify, if a pen of pigs is good and the best,

whether they are out of one or more sows ? I merely

suggest the above for consideration. W. F. Raddyffc.

rough and bushy, not worth more than 40;-. per acre at

10 years' growth. These trees do not make in measure-

ment more than 4 feet of timber, and do not increase

ally more than 1 4 per cent, on their value. The
ing calculations will show the propriety and profit

ber and converting the land intoof taking the crop of tii

arable :

—

J. I

Outlay
Interest on, at 4 per cent
Value of 160 trees, 4 feet meetings.

Annual increased value
per cent

Value of underwood ..

Annual \

Total .an

ue of the underwood

at value of woodland in present state

acre, after grubbing, being''alue of land to ren
titlie free ..

iain by interest on value of timber and underwood
sold off, C^-i 6s. Si/, at 4 per cent.

No. 6 is a poor soil, being a mixture of sand and
gravel, with a blue pebble in it. This wood is also in

a southern county, extends over about 34 acres, and is

bounded on two sides by good roads. There is no
underwood, but Ferns grow strong. Some 50 years

ago it appears to have been planted in an irregular and
careless way with Scotch Firs, some of wdiich having

been cut at intervals, there are now only a few trees

left, probably .about 40 to the acre. They are now
quite fit to cut, and it is easy to see how little gain has

been, or can be, derived from timber left in the manner
described ; and it should be borne in mind that

although this land is too poor for corn growing, yet it

is such as would be profitable under a course of crop-

ping for timber upon a plan which I intend presently

to explain. In the immediate neighbourhood of this

woodland there are large tracts of land, belonging to

different proprietors, exhibiting precisely the same
slate of neglect.

No. 7 is a poor hillside on a chalk soil, and contains

about 17 acres ; is well planted v\ith Beech wood,

there being about 160 trees to the acre, and, of course,

no underwood, as the Beech, like the Upas tree, suflisrs

nothing to exist under it. This timber is nearly

arrived at maturity—that is, it would pay better to

cut than remain, because the interest of money would

pay double that of the growth of timber, and under the

plan to be offered to yoiu' notice the land may be

planted with Firs and continue to be more remunerative.

No. 8 is a plantation of Scotch Firs on some of the

poorest soil in Hampshire, with a regular plant of

about 200 trees to the acre. This plantation is dete-

riorating every year ; the trees were planted about 55
years ago ; therefore the crop should be taken for what

it will fetch, when the land may be planted again with

superior kinds of Fir, to be hereafter alluded to ; and I

would here remark that it would be just as reasonable

to allow our crops of com to stand in the field for

months after they were ripe as it is to allow plantations

like this to remain when they may be sold to the best

advantage, and the land cleared for another crop.

{7'tf te Cpntinueei.)

Farmers' Clubs.
BOTLEY.

Trcatniftit of Woods.—The following is the first part

of a capital paper read before this Club some weeks

ago by Mr. J. Blundell, one of its most active

members, land agent, of Southampton, the subject

being ** Woods and Wastes ;
"

—

Let us inquire how profitable usage of the land can

be obtained, either by retaining it as coppice, or by
conversion into arable or pasture-land ; and I propose

Actual advantage of converting into arable . . . . jCi i 6

No. 4 is a piece of woodland of about 1 1 acres, on

the same description of soil as No. 3. The timber is,

for the most part. Oak, about 100 trees to the acre, at

6 feet meetings. The underwood was of the same

inferior description and value as No. 3, say 4s. per

acre per annum. Tliis coppice of timber was much
more growing than No. 3, and would increase in value

about 2 per cent, per annum. This wood is introduced

to notice for the purpose of showing the advantage or

otherwise of a plan which obtains in some parts of

England,—riz. , stubbing or grubbing the underwood,

with the view of obtaining pasture. In this coppice,

however, the grubbing between the timber which is

left has cost Cb per acre. The feed of this land is of

the poorest description, and not worth more than 1$.

per acre rent. The timber, I estimate, instead of pay-

ing 2 per cent in its growth, is so much injured by

letting in the wind, that it will not now increase at the

rate of more than \\ per cent. It will, therefore, be

readily seen that this coppice has not been properly

treated. Had it, however, been brought into cultiva-

tion it would have paid as well as No. 3, and, being

surrounded by arable land, would have greatly im-

proved the adjoining fields, especially as the boundaries

are of an irregular and zig-zag description.

No. 5 is a good piece of woodland, of about 24

acres, in a southern county ; the land is level, consist-

ing of a fine hazel loam, suiTounded entirely by arable

fields of the like soil, and worth to rent 35.1. per acre.

There are about 80 trees to the acre of 8 feet meetings,

and all Oak. The undenvood is worth £4 per acre,

at 10 yeai^s' growth. These trees have been nearly all

let up together, and they should stand or fall together.

I, however, estimate that they annually increase in

llotircs 0f §0ohs.
FirslReport of Rivers Pollution Commission.

Rrport of the Commissioners appointed in isos to

inquire into the best Means of Presenting the Pollution

of Pivers. Her Majesty's Stationery Office.

The report just issued relates primarily to the Mersey

and Ribble basins ; but much of its information will

apply to the pollution of rivers generally. It is only

with what may be called the agiicultural remedy for

river pollution that we are interested in these columns.

There are other remedies. Filtration—not the mere
action of a sieve upon suspended filth, but filtration of

the same kind as venous blood undergoes in its pass-

age through the lungs—is a remedy. Organic filth

in sewage can thus be oxidised—virtually burnt up and
rendered harmless. But it is a very slow and tedious

process, and it is destructive. It needs, according to

the experiments described in this report, an acre of

land, 6 feet deep, of which one-half shall be alternately

flooded and laid dry intermediately with the other, so

tliat a sort of respiratory process shall be conducted

—

in order to deal eflectually with the dr.'Uitage of 2000

or yaoo people. London would need iocxd acres of

fikerbed, if its sewage were to be in this way rendered

hannless; but the result would not only be the defeca-

tion of a great mass of filth, it would also be the

destruction of a very valuable property. We extract a

passage in which the value of that property is discussed :

" Everj- one is familiar with the fact that the fertility of

a farm depends very much on the quantity of live stock

kept upon it. It is an estabhshed maxim in agriculture

that, apart from tlie use of imported and manufactured

fetilisers. the maintenance of fertility depends very much
upon the live stock which the farmer keeps upon the

land, and the quantity of manure which he can thus

apply to it.
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" The fertility of the 23,370,502 acres in the hands of

English farmers is thus dependent on the 19,821.863 sheep,

3,706,641 cattle, and 1.629.550 pigs which, according to

the statistical returns just issued by the Board of Trade,*
are kept on English farms ; a number which, calculated

wholly as sheep, f amounts in food-consuming and there-

fore manure-producing power to as nearly as possible two
sheep per acre over the whole area of the enclosed land in

England. Taking 1,141,996 agricultural horses into

account, we may say that the whole farm stock of this

country is less than five sheep to every 2 acres in the

hands of English farmers.

"We have, however, omitted all reference to another
resident animal of the greatest food-consuming power, for

whose maintenance indeed all these acres and ail this live

stock are owned and cultivated. Nearly one-third of the

live stock of this country is mankind ! In 1869 there

were in England 20,658,599 of * man ;' and he consumes
not only the produce of all these acres, and of all these

cattle, sheep, and pigs which are maintained upon them,
but imported food as well, to the extent of two-fifths of

the estimated quantity of our home-grown Wheat, and
probably one-twentieth or more in excess of our home-
grown meat. A creature of such great powers of con-

sumption ought, according to all the analogies, to be of

corresponding agricultural value as a fertiliser. If, leaving

out of consideration the products of respiration, excre-

ment be just the food of an animal minus its growth, then
on the ground of both these elements of the calculation,

man ought to be the very best farm stock we have. He
is not only a much better fed animal than a sheep, but he
takes much less out of his food. Bread and beef are

better food than Grass and Turnips ; and the growth
taken out of these several rations is much less in the

former case than in the latter. The population fed on
bread and beef does not increase in number, and that is

virtually in total weight more than 2 per cent, per
annum, whereas the ' population ' fed on grass and
turnips increases in weight at least 30 to 50 per cent,

within the year. A sheep builds its whole weight of body
out of the food of 18 months. The average age of man
in England is rather more than 40 years, and the weight
of his body at death is all that he has saved out of all the

food he has consumed during the whole period of his life.

On every ground, therefore, we ought to anticipate the
superiority of man to sheep as a manure-producing animal
for farm use.

" And it is worth while to compare the two species

further. So far as England is concerned, although the

sheep population varies considerably from year to year,

they are upon the whole as nearly as possible alike in

number ; and in the month of June, when the agricultural

returns are made up, and when lambs are not above half

grown, they are probably also very nearly alike in weight.

The average carcase weight of the sheep sold at Smithfield

is barely 80 lb., which would correspond to a live weight
of 140 lb. ; and that may be considered also as the average

weight of the adult man. Comparing, then, their respec-

tive rations, their relative wastefulness of food, their

weight and number, we might reasonably expect that

English men ought at the very least to be as efficient as

English sheep in the maintenance of EngUsh fertility.

But what is the fact ? The sheep is the very best live

stock known to English agriculture, and man is virtually

good for nothing. What would the English farmer do
without his flock ? Over all the oolitic, chalk, and gravel

soils—the light land districts of the country— to be
deprived of the assistance of the sheep would be the ruin

of the agriculturist. Man, on the other hand, is, as

live stock, we repeat it, virtually useless to him. The
excrement of a sheep is worth, at least, 55. a year to the

farmer. In South Lancashire the excrement of man does
not realise $<f. per annum individually. The following,

extracted from a former table, shows, as regards the lead-

ing towns of which particulars have been given to us, (i)

the population—deducting the estimated number using
waterclosets

; (2) the tonnage of manure removed from
privies, more than three fourths of which must be ash and
cinder waste

; (3) the value annually received for it at the
depot from the farmer ; and (4) the value thus received per
head of the population annually :

—

Quantity and Value of Town Manure.

Name of Town.
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rules as to future improvements are as follow :

—

{a)

No claiui to be allowed for impiovements contrary to

any contract, and not required for the due cultivation of
the farm. (/>) Or for any valuable consideration when
the landlord underlets a farm on the imderstanding
that the tenant shall make improvements, (if) Or for

improvements by a tenant if the landlord has undertaken
himself to make them, and has not failed in his under-
taking. When an in-coming tenant has paid to an out-

going tenant any sum with the sanction of the land-

lord, he must be allowed the benefit of it. Leases : A
landlord may exempt his lands from being subject

to any custom, except that of Ulster, or to the

scale of damages, if he agree to give a tenant a

31 years' lease, leaving at the close a right to the

tenant to claim compensation for improvements under
three heads :— ist, tillages and manures ; 2d, perma-
nent buildings

; 3d, reclamation of land. Further, the

lease must, in regard to rent, terms, and covenants, be
approved by the Court. Where the landlord under-
takes improvements a 21 years' lease will suffice to

exempt him from the customs. Every man is to be
held absolutely responsible for every covenant into

which he enters. AW/W'j to Quit: Notices to quit

shall be for twelve instead of six months, beginning
from the last gale day on the estate, and must bear a
stamp duty of 2s. 6d. County Cess : This tax is to be
paid in equal parts by landlord and tenant ; in old

tenancies under £^ the occupier is to be at once
relieved.

%\t Cecil's MfsA.
February 26.— Spsing Plough in^V^ftYi in advance.

Sheepfolds should Ije laid out so as to leave as little of
the manured land behind exposed to the weather as

possible. If the fold can be made to extend the

length of the Turnip field, then the ploughs can work
close up to the nets or hurdles at every shift. If the

Turnips have not been stored in autumn they should be
so whenever they begin to run to seed ; for nothing is

worse for fattening sheep than the washy green sprouts
of spring—while the bulbs lose more and more of

their fattening properties as they run to seed. To
correct the tendency the young growth has to scour by
an additional allowance of corn and hay, and the
waste upon the bulbs by so much more cake daily, is a

short-sighted economy, and where such a practice is

followed it need not surprise any one to hear farmers
complain "it does not pay." All Turnip lands for

cattle should be cleared and ploughed without delay.

Barley may be sown on warm dry soils of the South,
in order to get the crop forward before the summer sun
bums up the land, as it is very liable to do if not covered
in time. If the crop covers the land in April and
beginning of May it keeps a sufficiency of sap in the

ground to mature the process of ripening. Barley
requires a well cultivated and dry seed-bed. Hence, in

the olden time, before drainage, the heavier class of
soils had to be ploughed and cross-ploughed, before it

was fit for the seed furrow, and on lands not yet
drained the same practice is followed. For seeding
from the middle to the end of March the land would
be cross-ploughed, or "middle-furrowed," as it is in

some places technically termed, about three times.

It is then allowed to lie in the rough furrow, ex-

posed to the weather ; but soils liable to bake
require to be watched when dry weather sets in, other-

wise the clod-crusher must be used to assist the
harrows in breaking down the clods. But where the
land is properly drained and cultivated, seldom more
than one furrow is required to prepare the land for

seed, a turn of the scarifier being sufficient to smash up,
loosen, and break the clods in exceptional seasons

;

and so requisite is it to have a good seed-bed for

Barley, that according to the old rule, " better wait
until March winds dry the land than sow in a bad
seed-bed in February."

Hedges should now be finished for the spring season
in our southern counties, so as not to interfere with
early vegetation. Furze seed may be sown on mounds
for fences, and on ridges for shelter, and northwards
as the season progresses.

Highland S/iee/r-a<alks experience throughout February
one of the most trying months of the year. On
many walks not a sheep is to be found, the flocks

being all in the lowlands, and in those lying at a lower
altitude or further south, where the ewe flock is kept
at home, the weaker ewes should be fed indoors in

bad weather ; and even in open weather the flock
requires hay daily, for the alternate heavy rains

and frosts bleach and deaden the hill pastures in a
manner not easily described. Happily the so-called
Cotton-grass, so little thought of in tlie low country,
affords a fresh bite at this inclement season highly
prized by shepherds. Some of the Lammermoor shep-
herds clothe their hogs, both Cheviot and black-
faced, in woolen jackets 22 inches long by 16 inches
broad, sewed on to the wool to keep them dry and
warm ; and the plan, we are told, has proved emi-
nently successful. Long ago we saw this successfully
done on weakly sheep.

Artificial Manures should now be in store, ready for

application. Those intended for drilling or sowing
broadcast along with the seed require to be thoroughly
mixed with sifted ashes or dry mould. Some mix
beforehand—others sift, weigh, and mix as the work of

sowing requires. We have tried both, and give the

preference to the latter. The mixing requires to be
carefully done, otherwise the manure will not be equally

distributed. It is one of those manipulations not easily

taught by book rule, as a moist atmosphere and a dry
one have their respective requirements. Practically

speaking, the person who does the work must
thoroughly comprehend what suits the machine. Much
depends upon the uniform dryness of the ashes and
guano, and for obvious reasons we have found it

advisable to make the person who prepared the

ashes last summer do the work of mixine at this

W. B.
^

Notices to Correspondents.
.* We have received communications from Messrs.
Arkell. Carroll, Brinsly Marlay, G. A. H., G. M.,
'

' Looker-on, " and others, which we are unable to publish
this week. They shall appear next week.

Old Seeds : H. We have received small parcels of
Wheat, Oats, and Barley, of i860, referred to by " H."
on p. 225. If any one desires a few seeds, we will send
them.

Top-dressing for Wheat : A. K. A mixture of nitrate

of soda and common salt, i cwt. of the former to 2 cwt.

of the latter, sown in wet weather, half in March and
half in April, is as good as any.

Slarhcts.
EXGLISH WOOL.

Wool has been in good demand, and prices show an
upward tendency, though so far no actual advance has
been realised except for skin Wool, which appears to be
wanted, and of which the supply is limited.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.—j. d.

Fleeces—SouthdoAvn hoggets ., .. .. 11
Half-bred diuo 12
Kent Fleeces 13
Southdown ewes and wethers ... . . o oJ

Leicester ditto .. .. 12
Sorts—Clothing o 10

Combing .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..10

Prime Meadow Hay 75^.

Inferior do 60
Rowen 50

HA v.—per Loadof -^(y Trusses.

Jmithfield, Thursday, February 24.

82J. Clo

New do.

Su,

70

Inferior do 100
1 Prime 2d cut ..100
I
Inferior do 80

Charles James Eas

,
Thursday, February 24.

9&r.
I
Inferior Clover .. qoj. I

^ do —
'1 IS.,

i^io
I

JosHL-A Bake

, Thursday, February 24.Wh:
Fine Meadow Hay 781. to 86x. Prime old CI
Inferior do 65 75 ,

Inferior do. do.

Prime New Hay . .
— — Prime 2d c

Inferior — — New Clove
Straw 24 28 I Inferior do,

do... — —

95

COALS.—February 23.

Holywell Main, 16s. sd. ; West Wylam, i6s. ; Walls
End Gosforth, lys. ; Walls End Harton, 17s. ; Eden
Main, ijs.; Walls End Braddylls Hetton, 18s. sd.; Walls
End Elliot. i8s. ; Walls End Hetton, igs. 6d. ; Walls
End Hetton Lyons, jjs.; Walls End Hawthorn. i6s. ^d.

;

Walls End Pittington, 17/.; Walls End Caradoc, iSs. 6d.;

Walls End Hartlepool, i8j. 6d.; Walls End Deaf Hill.

jgs. 6d.; Walls End Original Hartlepool, 19s. 6d.; Walls
End Tees, 19^.; Brancepeth Cannel, i8j. — Ships at

market, 236 ; sold, 167 ; at sea, 10.

. HOPS.
Boboi;gh Market, February 24.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market,
though quiet, is firm, with a very bare supply of home-
grown samples. Yearlings are without change.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.~Feb. 25.

Best Fresh Butter .

.

.

.

. . igj. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. ,. .

.

.

.

. . 17J. .,

Small Pork, S-^- c«/- *o 5^- ^- '> Large Pork, 4.f. od. to

AS. %d. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, February 21.

We have a large supply of Beasts, and of average good
quality. Prices generally are lower ; a few choicest

descriptions make rather over our top quotations. There
are also a few more Sheep ; trade is very dull for them,

and they cannot all be sold. Calves continue to be very

scarce and dear. Our foreign supply consists of 692
Beasts. 4000 Sheep, and 22 Calves ; from Scotland,

there are 210 Beasts ; from Ireland, 420 ; from Norfolk

and Suffolk, 1340 ; and 627 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .

.

4 I'

Best Shorthorns .

.

4 (

2d quality Beasts 3 (

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 !

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Beasts, 3289 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools 5

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4

'. s. d.

4t05 6

Calv. 48-66

Calves, 39 ; Pigs, 50.

Thl'rsdav, February 24.

Although the supply of Beasts is much smaller than on
Thursday last, it exceeds the demand; prices average

about the same as on Monday. The number of English

Sheep is small, but we are well supplied with foreign
;

trade is excessively dull, and prices are lower. There are
very few Calves on offer, and they consequently realise

high rates. Our foreign supply consists of 340 Beasts and
3230 Sheep.

J. d. s

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools 5 2105 6
fords, &c. . . 4 8t05 o Do. Shorn

Best Shorthorns. . 4 6—4 8 Ewes & 2d quality 4
2d quality Beasts 30—3 ' '-

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 6-5

Do. Shorn .. .._..' pigs .. .. ".. —
.

Beasts, 844 ; Sheep and Lambs, 6270 ; Calves, 44 ; Pigs, —

.

MARK LANE.
Monday, February 21.

There was a very small supply of English Wheat to
this morning's market, which was sold at the prices of
this day week. The attendance was good, but the
business done in foreign limited to needy purchasers at
about last week's rates. Fine Barley brought late

quotations, but secondary sorts were difficult of sale.

Beans and Peas were rather dearer. Oats were slow at
about last week's prices. Flour unchanged in value.

Price per imperial Quarter. s. *.i if. s.

Wheat, Essex. Kent, Suffolk. White'37—47 Red |34—46— — fine selected runs.. do. !39—51 Red 1 37—48— — Talavera 154—56!

— — Norfolk — Red— — Foreign 38—53

.

BARLEY,grind.&disL,2&jt0 30J. .Chev. 39—42 Malting .— Foreign . . grinding and distilling 22—25 Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 22—24!
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. -Potato 24—26 Feed ...— Irish Potalo'23—25 Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew jai—z4!Fced ...

Rye 32—381 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
| |

Beans, Ma^agan 29^. to 37s. . .Tick. 31—49 Harrow .— Pigeon ....50s. to 56J...Winds. I
—

! Longpod.
— Foreign Small '41—43 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 32—42 Suffolk
— Maple, 41J. to 45J.

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— zdditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

32—42 Foreign .

,

— Foreign .

,

39—43
28—40 Country .

22—25 Per sack.

33—36

38—40
35—43
33—37
29—31

Friday, February 25.

Throughout the markets of the kingdom inactivity has
been the prevailing feature of the Corn trade, and with
the exception of Hull, where English Wheat brought a
slight advance, prices remained about the same as last

quoted, the tendency being slightly against sellers. We
have hardly any alteration of consequence to note in the
value of spring Corn of all descriptions, excepting Oats,
which were bd. per qr. cheaper here and fully is. per qr.

lower at Newcastle, where large arrivals from Scotland
had taken place. Flour prices were tending downwards.
The supplies off the coast consisted this week of 20
cargoes, of which, with those left over from last

week, there remained for sale last night 32 cargoes.

The trade in cargoes off the coast, of which there
was but little choice, has been very quiet during the
past week, and where sales of Wheat were effected a
decline of nearly \s. per qr. had to be accepted ; Maize
sold at late rates ; Barley was but little inquired for. and
of Rye there was no cargo off the coast. Linseed and
Rapeseed were steady. In cargoes on passage and for

forward shipment, nothing doing.

The arrivals of grain, both English and foreign, during
the week have been very small.

There was a fair attendance at this morning's market,
but the business done in Wheat of any description was
confined to needy purchasers, at about Monday's
quotations. Spring com was a dull sale, and unchanged
in value.
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NOTICE to PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS.--
Unfavoiirablc \vcathcr for the Turnip and other Roots staiid-

ig for Seed having set in since Messrs. SUTTONS' I-IST of Reduced
Pnci
friends to obsei
LIST, If

NOTICE on first page (

s UTTONS' CLEANED CLOVER SEEDS,
NEW and UNADULTERATED.

Red or Broad I Albikc I
Trefoil

White or Dutch | Cow Grass
I

Giant White
Samples and prices

SUTTON AND SONS, Secdsi J the Queen, Reading.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED ITALL4N RYE-GRASS,
the Earliest and most Productive in Cultivation. Should be

sown in March to produce a succession of valuable Cuttings duriny

the year. If sown alone, 3 bushels are required per acre.

I'rioe 71. per bushel, clic.ipcr !iv llic ijuartcr. Carriage free.

SUTTON AND SONS, SitiImulii !.. llxj IJ iieen, Reading, Berks.

Choice Swede Seed.
TJOLTON AND CO., offi-T tlicir choice selected Stock

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Station Road, Wood Green,

London, N.

Mangel Wurzel Seed.

HAND F. SH.ARPE are prepared to make Special
. Offers nf il„- .il.ovr <;c,-.l, ,-n„,prisitii; all the best varieties, and

including SHARl'l—--^!' I F'" I'FI'^M M I Ti '1' VEI,LOW ('.LOBE,
The Stocks ar,- 1. 1 : i', Pri.cs very low.

Akt .iltur

R<;
forwarded to i

from the best
ofTcred at th<:

quested to coi

\)cgs to announce that his
I '-Tscriptive Lists of the finest kinds

^f published, and w" '

Intending purchaser;
; of other houses.

;, Surrey, S.W.

Seed Counties, Suffolk and Essex.

DAVID GOLD McKAY. Seed Grower. Sudbury,
Suffolk, bees to offer complete Colletions of VEGETABLE

SEEDS, carriage free.

No. J COLLECTION .. ^£3 | No. 2 COLLECTION .. £3
No. 3 COLLECTION .. £1

Alterations made to suit purchasers.
Any lady or gentleman ordering the above may depend on having

really " Pure Home-grown Seeds." CATALOGUES frccon application.

The " Old " Established Seed Warehouse, Sudbi
rccon appl

ury. Suffooik.

B OLTON AND CO., have to offer in quantity the
following varieties of PEAS :—

I'RIZETAKER GREEN MARROW.
CHAMPION of ENGLAND.

.\t moderate prices, to be had on appli

Notice to the Trade.
LAXTON'S NEW PEAS, ALPHA and SUPREME.

HURST AND SON beg to state th.at they are holders
of half the stock of the above valuable varieties ; also the

HUNDREDFOLD or COOK'S FAVORITE, and the entire slock of

MCMILLAN'S QUEEN of the MARROW. They have also grown
largely of LA.\TON'S PROLIFIC Descriptions of all in

CATALOGUE, which may be had on application. They have at

present a good supply of the true RED and WHITE ITALIAN
TRIPOLI ONION, and the GIANT ROCCA, all of which are
scarce this season.

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadcnhall Street, E.C.

B'
Mammoth Cauliflower Broccoli sent out 20 years ago by tl;

eminent Market Gardeners, J. & J. Ellctson, of^Thorngumbald, who
have for many years been 50 suci.cs^ful in the cultivation qf Broccolis,

and who by great industry- hiv .n fnr tmpmvcd upon the old kind
to produce tnc above v:

parent and surpassing it

Its giving the same san

enabled to supplv t*-^ '

CUCUMHH^ I" I

nded with
li \' h" ii I' ' ( ii It l;!-'.'. iif; .ire satisfied that

, ,iiid ih.j^L- wlt'j licni.- iiK-il its flavour are
lit quality. Length, 12 to 18 inches, is. per

DIXON, the Yorkshire Seed Establishment,

N ' JVllJlNtV I'tllAlU, lil:.At.,L>i>St

NEW PEA, EARL'V EMERALD.
I'or description see CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of

SEEDS, which may be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

for present use, or Seed, can be offered in quantity. Also SEAK.^LE

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lane

N EW E.ARLY POT.VTO, RINTOUL'S NE'W
EARLY WHITE I" i\

I In i . ^icit improvement on the
ulby us s,,,, ' m,l: pure white both

and inside, perfectly
ry cropper, and of first-

joses we feel assured this

per peck, or 20j. per cwt.
DOWNiS, LAIRb, AND LAING, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, 17,"

. .. . _ j,j p[.(|

R^.^ANu"!
South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, and Stanstcad Park, Fore

H'
Richard Headley, Esq., of Staplcford. It has never produced .

diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, very hardy, and superior in flavour
to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Althougn a second early variety,
ripening by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping
perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the following year.

Opinions of the Press.
" R. Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate; white,

mealy, and excellent in ^a.vcvr.'^—C.ifdnn-rs' Chronicle, Oct. 30. 1869.
" white Kidney. A \'i n. Hi'" ' n'l', .1 heavy cropper : uniform in

size: ripening off all at ^.i : •! ' '-I '
"

'' "
^

'
'

"

drj'> mcily, and of the nn : . 1

alofi/o,CU;iii,iu.Uu.2i,
e 5s. per peck. The usual dis

I FRYE- "'' " -

!icavy cropper : uniiorm in

mpletcly; flesh yellowish,
ivour. A heavy crop was

I
in, 30, 1860.

. the tubers resemble those

. in flavour, but arc more

AZALEA PONTICUM {Sweet Azalea), 10 to 15 inches,
.)*. per dozen, 20s. per 100 ; 15 to 20 inches, 5s. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA ANGUSTIFOLIA, nice plants, 31. pci

KALMIA GLAUCA, 8 to 12 inches, 3J. per dozen, 155. per 100 ; 12 tc

15 inches, 45. per dozen, i8j. per 100.

LEDUM PALUSTRE, 8 to 12 inches, 3s. per dozen, 15^. per 100.

All these can be supplied by the 1000. Sec CATALOGUE.
I AMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, Matlock,

To Purcliasers of Farm Seeds.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post tree (gratis to pur-

ch.isers). All kinds of Farm Seeds at vcrj' low prices
TAMES CARTER and CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

High Holborn, London, W,C.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
ngstokc.

_ , ana oriccs nost iree on anniicaiion Pri?<- ft' " "

for Wheat

;

(JORN, bEED, manure, and Oilcake M
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ;

Samples and prices post free on application. Priz
"' - " E.xcellcnt Seed Corn and Seeds.

Medals,

F

New and Select Farm Seeds.

1870. Yi''^Wi ^870.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
R.\NCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the Old Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street, and

MIXED GK \"
.incd. and free from weeds.
,iVEKS for R0T.4TI0N CROPS,

for large quantit Samples and prices on

elect Farm Seeds for 1870

F

Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the "Old" Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street,

iciital and English

*;ith pracil-al Cultural Dir

Their Scctls are all of the most select character, each variety be
saved from the best stock known of its kind.

All Orders for Garden Seeds amounting to £2 value, delive
Carriage Free to any part of the Kingdom, Potatos, &c., excepted.any part 01 tne Kingdom, I'ol

Flower Seeds free by Post o

H
PEDIGREE

CHEVALIER BARLEY, which was awarded the First Prize three

years in succession {1867, 1868, 1869), at the Birmingham and Midland
Counties Show. Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, 10 quarters per acre,

weighing 57 lb. per bushel. Also PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN
and PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of Pedigree Seed Wheats,
apply to the Originator of the System, Captain HALLETT, F.L.S.,

Brighton.

,1 I
\1'.

I I
I i\VER

1870- r,' ,";,'/
FullvDESCKiri n 1. 1 I'l' I I' I I

-
I ! II.

,
,. ,[iun.

Carefully ass, .nr,l. .,ll-, h,.,r. ..| \ ! i .1 I \ Ml I. M I h ^, .„ ,.-.. 6rf.,

12J., 31J. 6d., 42J., 63s., and io!;i.

Choicest assortments of Continental and other FLOWER SEEDS,
from 51. upwards. See List.

CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit, and other Trees and Plants,

also post free on application.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE CHAMPION,
IJ. 6d. per packet.

HAMILTON'S NEEDLE GUN, 2S. 6d. per packet.

HAMILTON'S BRITISH VOLUNTEER, 2S. M. per packet.
HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE, 2!. M. per packet.

Other good sorts, is. and is. 6d. per packet, as see SUTTONS'"" .^...-^••^ .._..:._.. J „_.. ...

application.

/lUCUMBER, ARMITAUES SATISF,\CTION,
Vy IS. per packet, Five seeds.—Having tested this variety at oui

Nursery, its merits cannot be too highly stated, for it was admitted by

WILLIAM ARMITAGE J

c UCUMBER PLANTS, 'Wholesale and Retail.-

Like'wisc Choice TrScoLOR GERANIUMS and STRAW-
BERRY PLANTS.
G. WALKLING, Nurserj'man, High Road, and College Park,

cUCUMBER, DICKSON'S FAVO U RITE, o:

ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
We can confidently recommend this as one of the best Cucumber

grown, while it is second to none for general purposes. In Winter i

grows about i foot long, and in Summer from 15 to 18 inches, is of deep
green colour, very handsome, delicate in flavour, and particularly
tender, crisp, and juicy. It is very prolific, showing two to three fruit

at every joint, and furnishes a contmual supply of handsome Cucumbei
during tne Winter, Spring, and Summer --

.

and 25. 6d., post free.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SON,

Per packet, is. 6d.

"Old "Established Seed Warehom ,Che-

Per packet.—i. d.

t'fi Crimson Dwarf
n Turnip.dark red
Sprouts, Scott's

Champion Superb

Pumpkin, Mammoth, extra I o
Lettuce, Victoria White Cos 1 o

Davis' Giant Green Cos.. i o
The Favourite Cabbage. . i o
The two largest Lettuces grown.

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, from 105. 6i. to £5.
r all particulars

Per packi
vQuillcd, i3var

iwcred, 12 do, ..

.vn.flowcred,6do.
ich Giant Empert

Cockscomb, Giant, crimson
dwarf

Pyrethrum Golden Feather.
Lobelia spcciosa (true)

MariEold, French extra

I

Zinnia, fl. -pi., including the

Collections of FLOWER SEEDS, post c iage free, from ir. 6d-

of DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
For full descriptions of the above and other desirable varietic

GARDEN SEEDS, also of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
J. SCOTT'S PRICED CATALOGUE, free on applic '

J. SCOTT, The Seed e , Yeovil, Somerset.

Prizetaker, i pint.

Beans—Taylor's Imperial Wind-

Koya! Cluster, 1 pint.

French Dwarf, i pint.

Scarlet Runners, i pint.

Bcet-Nattings' fine Red, i oz.

Borecole—New Hearting, packet.
Scotch Curled, packet.

Brussels Sprouts—finest, packet.
Broccoli—Early white, packet.
Purple Sprouting, packet,
Wjilcheren, packet.

nparable, pkt.
Wheeler's Imperial, packet.
Red Pickling, packet.

Imperial Altringham, i oz.

Cauliflower—Early London, pkt.

For larger and smaller Collectioi
see DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free c

Cucumber— Smith's fine Frame
packet.

StocKwood Ridge, packet.
Endive—French Curled, packet.

Leek—Musselburgh, packet.

Lettuce — Champion Cabbage,

Paris White Cos, packet
Bath Cos, packet.
Drumhead, packet.

Mustard—White, 4 oz.

Melon—Choice kind, packet.

Onion—Readinj^ or Spanish, i oz.

l!|.>od Red, i.
.koz.

nishing, perpkt
.irly Frame, a oz.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Wi

Spinach—Summer, i pmt.
Winter, ) pint

Turnip—Early Six-Weeks, i oz.

Early Green-top, i oz.

Orange Jelly, i oz.

Tomato—Large Red, packet.
Vegetable Marrow, packet.

Pot Herbs, 4 packets.

; and prices of other Garden Seeds,
applic

> M.i;.\GE ..

,
> I.,-.; LETTUCE

>h eLK. UMBER ..

Early Dwarl Erfurt CAULIFLOWER

Worcesli

t Rocca ONION
Ayton Castle LEEK
Worcester Lntc While BROCCOLI .

.

Backbone. * U:,.iW!,;i, !;ROCC()LI

I ' 'W
I K SEEDS, free by post

. .1>, hncit fringed .. i-^- £

1 prize flowers .. .. u. a

.\-. I l- I;, .\.-u r.i.-nny-flowcred Globe
„ ijulLiLii'^ I'a^ony-flo'wered

PYRETHRUM, Golden Feather ..

ZINNIA, finest double, mixed
VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA ..

PANSY, Cliveden Ycl
AMAR.^NTI^-•^ V!
PRINCK-s II \ i II

; \NTISSIMUS

MARlGd ('. \. .. I H I. ii, miniaturc.striped .. ..06
r^^ For I'riccs oi uili<:r Seeds, see RICHARD SMITH'S

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free by post on applic

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryn and Seed Merchant, Woi

X-Tv'

^HE NEW APPLE of the season, ' ANNIE
- ELIZABETH, was awarded a First-class Certificate by the

>yal Horticultural Society, and illustrated in " Florist and Pomo-
Cist, November, i86g. A most valuable late keeper,_^of excellent

should be in every collection c ^ '"

nicril-; It has already been suppliec

See previous

uking

Caparn, W. H., Newark

Dickson & Tumbull. Perth
Drummond, W. C, Bath
Ewing & Child, Nonvich
Edward & Son, Wells
Francis. E. P., Hereford

, Peterborough
Jeffries & Son. Cir

Lucombe,' i*ince & Co., Exeter
Lee, J. St C, Hammersrr

lid. Jas. "
Sons, Tooting'

Smith, R., Worcester
Sampson, Thos^Yc

C, Slough
liley. G., Bath
Veitcti & Sons, Chelsea
Veitch, R., Exeter
Williams, 8. S., Holloway.
Wood & Ingram, Huntingdoi
Wheeler, G., Warminster
Walter,, T-, St. Alban's

, "r., Leicester

JOSEPH SMITH, Jun., Moore Edge Nursery.

Tansley, near Matlock, offers at the following prices per 1000, viz.

:

ASH, il4 to 2 feet, 15s. ; 2 to s'A feet, i8j.

ASH, MOx:nT.\1N, i'^ to z feet, i6j. ; 2 to 3 feet, iS.--.

AM il'l', i' t-' - f'-ri. 15s. ; 2 to 2'A feet, 171.

Vl): .
I

I I
I

,
i

.

.
J feet, 401.

GORSE. i-yr. is. 6d. ; 2-yr-, 2S.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, 9 to 12 inches, -_.

BROOM, white, i%to2it..v>s. : yellow, ij^toaft., iS^. .
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T ARGE ORNAMENTAL TREES for AVENUES
±J -Fine selected Trees of the Scarlet and Common HOK5E
CHESTN UTS, and other Ornamental I rces, 7 to », » to 0, loto 14 lect.

Extra fine pitked I'INUS AUSTRIACA, four Itmes transplanted,

''wA'° tvOOD^'"™ °So£';'"'Tl'°="Nur5eries, Maresfield, near

Uckheld, Sussex.

TO GENTLEMEN, FARMT
100 choice Standard and r\ r

.

PLUMS, or CHERRIES, £i : ,

CURRANTS, iCj; splcnd.d colic, n

petual. H>brid Bourbun, Mos-,

iiuicKs,i;i pel
---

'

OTIIFRS.—

md K"
, I. r hid^es, lJ2 pir 1000.

','11 Hants of GERANIUMS,

V,u\\ don, Cheshire.

New Fuchsias.
. „ . „,

/-I EO SMITH has much pleasure in offering Ihree

\Jt SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, unequalled by any others m cultwa-

AVALANCHE (G. S.), this acnuisition stands nre-e

nncst Fuchsia ever offered, h„....a . ^. _.---...-

beautifully formed flowers : corolla pure white
,
ot

long carmine hlamcnts; tube and sepals bril

^f?re','wi'll

idl"ree grower. Plants roi. 6tt. each

Opinions of the Press.

Report from " Gardeners' Magarine," October

bloom 25 petals : fine habi

..vafanche'isa'iargc (lower, bold in oull

elegant; the tube and '- '-"

double corolla, pure \

the samples sent the St

decided merit, for whc

ssive, though
-scarlet 1 very
t the base ; inth streaks of .......... -. -- - -r

id petals are quite distinct, which

^^ ediate forms are produced, as they

often are, i'n'do'uTj'le flowers, symmetry is lost."
. , . j

PURPLE PRINXE (G. S.), this is a most extraordinary bold and

1 io..„.„ < -^riety ; tube and sepals waxy carmine-scarl

PICE.\ NOBILIS.— Suitable for Avenues or Orna-

mental Planting—500 Picea nobilis, from seed, fmely-furnished

•s 2W to 4 feet high, with good leading shoots and splendid roots,

; Californian Pine is thoroughly hardy, sound in coiistitiition, ot
,
L,aiiioniiaii I c

. >..'_:..
|_.jj|J„ if pij^ijdin good loamy

a remarkable, noble, and beau-

Cheap. Price on application to

CO., Handsworth Nursery,

rapid growth, not very particular t

soil. It takes the very highest

A MERICAN
2 to

"'" feet' 3s per dozen 15s per

:?J,'

ARBOR-VIT-E,
perdoien, iss. per n

3., per dozen 15s per 11

6 f per dozen 165 per

good Plants.

F., H. AND CO. offer GLADIOLI

SrENCHlSeNSIS, intense carm
2S. ;

per 100, i2J. ;
per looc

GANDAVENSIS, vcnnilion

100, 81. ; per 1000, 70s.

GANDAVEiSSIS. selected n
SEEDLINGS from the fin

varieties, per doz., 2^- pcr '""Ji -"»-

SEEDLINGS, imported, choice mixed, per doz

ne bulbs, cheap

carmine-scarlet, fine spikes, per doz

ipoltcd yellow, per doz., is. 2'^-'> P^

and Continental named

141.

SEEDLINGS, fine mixed, per doz., is. 3^. :
per 100, &. ; per 1000, 7

A fine collection of named varieties, 31 to izs. per dozen

The following PRICED CATALOGUES may be had, post free.

11U J. iv/.vai and O
Shrubs, Conifers,

No. 3. Fruits, with descript
M„ ._ D-e-^e; with dcscrip

ND CO. devo
.^..^^ FLOWER^--
MENTS, the Slocks of n

and Dc.

f'iants, Climbers, S:c

the VEGE-
.PART

:!cctcd from the most rcliabl

id other rcqu
sources ; lor L,ataiosuEb set;—

No. 6. Vegetable Seeds. Garden Impk...^. .-..,". -- - -

No. 8. Imported Collections, and other select Flower Seed

No! 9! Agricultural Seed-
All Seeds carriage paid,

ich violet, flow

double purple Plants 1

fine free habit ; surpasses all othe

Agents for George Hall & Son

Messrs. FISHER, HOLMES, Ai

and Florists. ^. «
, ,

Seed Warehouses : Sheffield

Nurseries: Handsworth

:!cbrated Garden Knives.

CO., Nurserymen, Scedsi

GrARNbWORllI
. the under mentioned v

Samples on pi hcatiomt the I

. oltLi a large quantity of
; strong joung, and well-rooted.

; Mattock
Lnsplanted, 30s. per 1

"J^ feet 23s.

UH"f\'i'ir double 40s

PRn ET I >r i^ ^ ^,PRn ET I >r ds

RHODODCNDRON- jj- „,,
AbH MOUNT \IN 3 to 4 feet 27s 6rf per

S\CAMOKLb _. _

I \I URNUM
PLANES 7 to 9 feet, 3^. per dozen.
TTurc -^ - ^ feet 2S per dozen.

ASH and IIOKSL CHn'iTNU P 3 to 4 feet *
OAKS a to 3 feet ss per "OOO IlLtCH i'^ f<

LAURfc.Lb 1 foot 51 , ih foot 6s 3'^ iect 71 per too.

PINUS AUb 1 KI.A.CA and tXCbLSA, 3 feet,
4f

per doien

ROSES 2 feet and upwards, 9s. per dozen ; less than J feet, 61. per doj.

Fine CUCUMBER SEED, 7s. per lb. i
6d. per oz.

-o varieties, free of package:^
, two of each for 7s.

hiding choicer varieties, for i8s.
H^

r. 6d. each

uriNio.-.!, -jr .r,i Press.

Report from " Gardeners' Magazine," Octob'

PurnlVp'rincc'ls boTd^and'handlome,' tube and sepals

carmine-scarlet, corolla very large, expanding boldly, colour

rich tone of pucy purple." ,. . j

SULTAN (G. S.). tube =>"<!, sepa'?
,,^^-'>»,>-!!."*'l J'f",

rcflcxed ; corolla deep violet ; of fine habit, and one 01

dark Fuchsias in cultivation. Plants lor. M. each.

NOTICE.-The above three Fuchsias, in one handsome coloured

Plate, by Mr. J. Macfarlanc, ir &(. each.

G S is now booking orders for three ejtra larpe and line NUM.
G\Y GERANIUMsr viz. :-Claudus, Harry George, and

"!ifaJi^SS:rSi|Jin(?^udus^ond Soleil, by Mr, Jamc

^FOT7e'sc"ripUon?'So^'e'sci CATALOGUE, forwarded on appi

'^^^'^"Tollington Nursery. Hornsey Road, Islington, I-ond^

To Nurserymen and Amateurs.

FOR SALE, the following splendiii specimens:—

A magnificent L.\T.^NIA UORBONICA, very strong, 3 metres

(, feef,T„'c"h"e,) high, and 3 metres 75 cent jnftres (t. feet 2 inches) in

itiam'-l^r with 2- le.ivcs. and perfectly faultless,

a'm \l: I !M 'I \ im;'. "I r.FOLIA,am6tres50centimitres(8fcct

A *'v'\ Mil \'
1 'I M r \ 1 ^ —Stem, 60

hith, 1.,',., .M vii „r,>cs,andis abou

An ALSO^ui\"lA;A AtVs^rRALIS.-Stem,70i;entimetrcs(abou^ J feet

3 inches) in height, and very thick ; has .2 magnificent Icavi

leaved, e'^cen, i|

o plants^ in 50
be supplied by the j See CATALOGUE

rics, near Matlock.

To tie Trade.

SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new
variety of LAURUSTINUS, having iiow grown it for five

years past fo? Stock. It has been seen growing in his Nursery by

many eminent Nurserymen, by whom it has been pronounced a fine,

hkrdy, clpact plant! of. sle'rling ,">?"'; '•>=i,S!heoKariSies'

most severe weather. ^ . . . a -.««„o . «
W. K. feels great confidence in olTerinK it in fine specimens, 4 to

5 feet, full of bud, per pair, i6i. ;
second f"^'M°f'"l' ""• ""• '

• - - 3 feet, do 7S. ; fourth size, li to 2 feel, do., 51.

- Su

ze. 3 t

,.., „- .... , fourth size, li to 2 feel

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Susi

Choice Mangel Seeds.
. ^ , ,

T5
0LT0N AND CO. offer their choice Stock of

J ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL at ^5 per cwt. |

also very fine stocks of
^,,^',-rI

2lfl' [aft

Apply by prep

The whole plant stands

d'middlc-sized FERNS,
ntal I-lants, all well suited for Exhibition.

3 Mr. ALFRED SERDOBBEL, Faubourt

M
£6000 Wortli of Trees, Evergreen Shrubs, &c

OFFERED for SALE by

A R T I N
Cottinghara, and 7, Market Place, Hull.

SON,

) s'lict

idleaved, 2 to 2i ,t.

_ „, American, 6 to 7 feet

,, Siberian, 4 to 4} feet

Aucuba japoniea, 18 to 21 inches
Box, green tree (pj-ramids, very

'
• --)2iby2)feet

Phillyrea oleafolia, -, .-.,-.

balsamea, 5 to 6 feet

.,.......,..-,- -0 21 ?ce"^
Rhododendron ponticum

bushy), 2 to 2i feet

„ hybrids, fine varieties, i

15 inches
Uapan Yew),

s elegans. i8 to 24 inches
jr-vila:, Siberian, 4\ to 5 feet

:uba japoniea, 2 1 to 24 inches

AKbOR "\ IT C 2 10^3 feet, andVery bushj, 40^ pen™.
5 to 6 feet, fine specimens. 30* P" dozen.

ALDEIi! fine, 7109 f«-el 16* to 255 per 100

CHERRY, double (lo

( UPRESSUS LA^\^
ELM, Weeping 7 t

„ English, graft

,, broad leaf, g i

HOLLY, Weeping u

I2J perdoicn,

per dozen.

1 \ lect, 40J per 100

1111 I I 6j to 30s per 100

111X111 " to 3 leet, 30s per 1000

lHLHii-^1^ J okl VLIb, 2 to 2j^ feU, i£i per dozen, £5 per i™
5 to 6 feet. 30J to 431 per dozen.

AMERICAN WELPING WILLO^W S, 5 to 7 feet steins. IZJ. per doz.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 6 to 8 feet, 21s. each.

ACER, Silver Variegated, Standards and Dwarfs,

AUCUBA JAPONICA, 2 feet, 75^- pcr 100.

JJERBERIS TAPONICA, 1 lo 1% foot, looi. per i

DARWINII, 2 feet. 255. per 100.

DEUTZIA GRACILIS, fine for forcing, 50J. per I

,, SCABER, 4 feet, 25s. per 100.

ELDER, gold-slripcd. 6 feet, 3W. per 100.

EVONV.MI. S T.XPONMCA, 5 feet, Ss. per dozen.

VARIECATEI' H<>LL1ES, price according to si

IVIES. Irish, fine. los. to 16s per 100.

LAUREL, Common, 2s. W. lo 16s. perioo; fine,£

,,
Portugal, very fine and bushy, extra, 4c

,, Caucasian, very hardy, 40J. per 100.

301. per dozen.

4 feet, 30J. per

2 feet, 50S. pel

^.ALIFOn
LUCIDUM

Ivy, green tree, i3 to 24 inches

Laurel, Portugal, pyramids, 3 1

feet
Philiyrea oleafolia, very fine, 3 t

Rhododendrons, hybrids ((i

varieties), 21 to 24 inches

Taxus japoniea, 15 to 18 inches

At 3or, per dozen.

Aruor-viia: compacia, zj 10 3 i

Aucuba japoniea, very bushy,

2i feet
Crj'ptomcria Lobbii, 6 Q 7 fcftl

b 1

niperus chine
2I feet

glauc;

Station Road, vV'^od'

FARM SEEDS ot all sons, best quality, extra clean.-

PRICED LIST on application.

feet

5 feet

Thujopsis borcalili, 4 to 5 feet

At 36J. per dozen.

Abies invcrta (Weeping Spruce), 1
Junipcrus Smithiana.s to 3i Icet

2l to -t feet
'''»*'

I

^ viridis pcndula, 3 to 4 feet

compacta.3to3lfect |
Laurel, Portugaljpyramids, very

„ Siberian (very fine) 5 to 6 feet .
fine),.4.l . . ,

Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 5 to 6 feet Pmus laricio, 6 to 7 feet

' iperus chinensis focmina, 3 to Taxus elcgantissima (gold!
' - f-.^--. I -o — 24 inches

[3i feet

iTrcssing Pasture Lands

SI .
1 Sol LIME

MANilM and iuIATO MANURES ^ „^

,

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE r-f SODA
ex Dock Warehouse: SULPHATE of ^MMONIA. MSHERY
SALT &c E. PURSER, Secretary.

' Offices, 116, Fcnchurch Street, E.C.

-cd),

, Irish, 5 to 6 feet

I, fine specimens, 3

mpacta, 3*
1 (very fine), 6 to 7 feet

12J, per dozen.

Junipcrus phoei

„ Schottii,3i 1

„ thurifcraUn

i^, 3\ t

4 feet

feet

Q 4 feet

:enseTumpcr),^
to 7 feel [5 fc

niana, 18102411
, 5 to 6 feet

I feet

,, baugeana, 2 leet, 50s. per 100.

LIGUSTRU^I OVALIFOnUM,3to6feet, 301-
T TT*-trMTTi,i 2 feet 2Si perioo.

\ cry fine 18s per dozenOAK E\e.^.v.w. ^.-^-.-. ..-

PHILL"iRE\ broidlcaf He ., _ . _ _

RIBES S\NrVINt.\ 2fect 305 perioo.

RHODODFMH * NS i to ij^foot bushv. 30s- per 10

ROSES D irfs an i tine kinds H P and^B., 4<«- P" 1

^ perioo
OS per 100

4s per dozen "51. per lOO.

6 feet high, 2S. 6d

1 14 foot, 305. per 100.

1 to 5 feet

cnsis,^4 ic

o 6 feet

6 feet

to 6 feet

5 feet

6 feet

At 48s. per dozen.

I

Junipcrus Smilhiana,3i t'

5 feet „ thurifcra, 5 to 6 feet

I ,, virginiana, 7 to 8 feet

„ viridis pendula, 4 to 5

t
I Pinus laricio, 8 log feet

ct Taxus, Irish, 6 to 7 feet

t I Wellingtonia gigantea, 2}

At 60J. per dozen.

8 feet
I

Junipcrus virginiana, 8 to 10 1

,, viridis pendula, 5 to 6 feet

Laurel, colchic (very fine), 8

feet ktoL
,, Portugal, pyramids {very fine).

Picea Nordmanniana, 2 to 2\ feet

Pinus Ccmbra. extra fine, 6 to 7 ft.

Taxus elegant!

4 feet

o 3 feet

o 6 feet

7 feet

', thurifera, 6 to 7 fe

b;es albertiana

, Dougbsii. 8 t(

:c r dozen.

IIM b
1HUI\ feet £10 per i

o 30s per doCIlfesTM 1^ i 1 1

ASH Mountan t, I <,--. ,

QUICKWOOD, about tno millions los to 305. per

KIICHES GARDEN SEEDS.
Our CATAI OGUES maj be had on application, Wholci

Retail, and at prices as lo« as any other in the trade.

GARDEN TOOLS of every description, and from the best

Gardeners' Lead Pencils, Thermometers. Mats, Gloves, Oishu -...

pound. Nails and Shreds, Hyacinth Glasses, Mushroom Spawn, and

very requisite required by the Gardener.
' NURSERY CATALOGUES may be obtained 1 r;-—-

XD SON, Seed Growers, Merchants, and Nn
aapplic

6 feet, 71. 6d.
;

7 to 8 feet,

feet, 7s. W.

;

M. 6rf.T extra

riti'
IStet.j.j.. .— ..

lis. 15 to

:ct, 71, oa. ; o lo 7 icet,

•uu. 6a. each
Araucaria imbricata, g to 6 feet,

21S. ; 6 to 7 feet, 31s- 6d. ; 7 to

8feet,42.';, ;8lo9feet,52J. 6<f.;

g to 10 feet, 63s. to 84s. each
Junipcrus dcnsala, 6 to 7 feel, 6s.

;

7 to 8 feet, ys. 6d. each

„ thurifcra, very fine, 7 to 8 feet,

6j. : 8 lo g feet, 71. 6d. each

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-n

2i feet

;et
3i feet

03 feet, 15s.;

; 3i to 4 feet,

\i feet, 42s.

;

REES AND CO.''S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

readv for deliveA- in quantity and in fine condition It is believed to

be Sc best'ASficiaUlanu^re yet produced. Its base ^^^^^nv^^^

6^?olp"r«n?TAA,lnianrh^=^aU ^«
^h^T\^L?„^'

Voelckcr. Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston. and Mr Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. ba^, each -f -i^.'-v. - ^rmred bv a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade 1

'Tt4n.s'for"h\To«h"c"f''EnErand-Messrs. Keighley, Maxs.ed &

Ai;ent°f'or"Lancashire and neighbourine Countie^W. S. Gladstone,

Esq.,23, Old Hall Street, Liverpool
-.i, «, r„

Agents for South-West of England-Messrs. Wm. Smith & Ca,

Agent"fo?'ken., Surrey, Sussex, Essex, Herts, and Middlesex-Mr.

AgeJ°s'fo?Sc^o"2;d!:Mes/rs"7ich™d''°c"onnon & Co.. Glasgow and

Mes'S^^BreysigStCo., Leilh, for Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk,

and Fife.

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co ,

Dublin.

Price in per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

REES AND CO.'S Eiphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

12. King William Street, London, E.G.

PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT GUANO, £ii i
—

18

5 fe'et,"s2s. 6d. each
lis (best glaucou
10 24 inches, js. 6rf.

EPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, ii,Salisbuty Square, Fleet Street, E.C.
" London, January 15. 1870. ...

1' Sir —Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis ol a

sample of your Eiphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak

for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in to"!""-":

of the high fertilising character of this valuable artilicial

1. The sample examined by me containedi»n y 10 P" "«• »'

re and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-

hl understand you guarantee to furnish, and w.as in a hne

»tion. The more generally this manure will become

;ulturists, the morel am convinced, will it be apptc-

—Believe me, Sir, \Miirs respectfully.

td.;si I

.osfcct, 15s.:

21s. : 6 10 7 feet,

^,^. ,,.08 feet, 421. each

, tinsapo.3to3i ft., lOS.M.; 3ito

4 ft., 151. :4to4i ft.eis. ;Sto
5|ft..3is.6i.i s4to6ft,,42s.ca-

inus Ccmbra, 7 to 8 feet, 6s. ; 8 to

lnsplanted, 311- (fd. each

and Seed Merchant, Worccste

of preparat

:d by thi

REES AND CO.'S 1

GUANO can be obtain

bag upwards

--licet, London, E.C."

irpERUVlAN
iicd, in any quantity,

'^'""AddreTs' J&'hN G. BARRY, ^ ^ ^ ^
8, Old Jewry, London, E.C.,

,

London Agent for "RecsSr Co.'s Eiphosphated Peruvian Guano

The EiphSSled Pe™vian Guano combines the stimulating power

of Peruvian Guano with the nourishing properties of Superphosphate.

It is sent out in Sealed bags, and eacKW is guaranteed W Sellers.

Price /ii t3er ton ; discount for cash. .

Wrife for Copy of Analysis by Dr. Voelcker Consulung Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England; Professor J. T. Way, of

London ; and other leading Chemists.
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JOHN
Branch Ofiiccs :

B E N N E T L A W E S.

CCS : 59, Mark Lane, London.

IP MANUKE.

\ IK of LIME. [MANURE.
:i.i:Y, grass, and MANGEL
I. CORN and GRASS MANURE.

I .'it any of the above addresses, or

lis throuchout the United Kintidom.
1: \TE of SODA, SULPHATE ol

w
SILVER SAND and PKA'l', from Bedfordshire, in any

quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best

yet obtained. Price Lists on amplication to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD.

RENDLE'S i^fefe PATENT
GROUND VINERIES AND PLANT PROTECTORS-

THOMS
Vine, an

YOUNG ANi
Seedsmen. I

prevents Bleeding in
Manufactured and Sold by JOHN
may be had of all Nurserymci

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality
xo4. per lb., or 841. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nursenman and Seed Merchant, L

G ENUINE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER.

-

The most clTcctive of all Fumigators. Terms, circulars ai

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
and best article ior Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price, IS. 4d. per lb. ; over lo lb., u- id. Tobacco Paper, is. per lb.

;

>, Gough Square, E.C.

APPLEBY'S REGISTERED FUMIGATOR and
COMPOUND T0B.\CCO P.vrETl (requires %o Ulowint;),—

Price upon application. For Tcs[tni'^">'-!- •'•" ' t'/v/^js' Chronicle
February 5, 1870, p. ia(. AUo lU.M 11 l"l:\' <_0 PAPER, ii

HY- APFLFJiv', F.'.rcm.m m M. : ,1 '..ik ing, Surrey

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE Tt.MiACCo.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters 1'atent, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and liC5lrucMon of Bliyht and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at i;., ss. id., and 5^.

Powder Distributors, 2s. 6d. and 31. 6d. each.
" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses

other plants."—Geo. Evles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex
Wharf, Wappi iig, E.

S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the Ic.adinK

Gardeners since 1850, atraiiibt

Red Spider, Mildew, Tlirips,
r-—„ i^ij,^ j„j „,|,jr might, in

Pvcd

Spider

Dressing for Vines and
rccs. lias outlived many
i.'ns intended to super-

Wholesale by_

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

fpHORI.l'A'S IIOKSE and CATTLE SPICE will
J- cjn.i , I,.. 11 ;.. I r. i'. lie II all olhcr compounds Havc failed. In Penny
Pack.i .: I

i

. 1 ..fall Corn Chandlers in London, and of all

G'-

M^

SUMMER, GARDEN, .and

ructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
i.Nij CU.S I'A 1 EN 1.— I'lices, Printed
1, and Specimens sent post free on application : also
lamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
MAAVandCO., Benthall Works, Broselcy.

T ABELS,

long, 4i. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FfSHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

F^
ultural County in England,

^=^^kH

• V\1-,R .\Mj

NEW TARIFF AND CARRIAGE-FREE TERMS.
In consequence of the increased demand for the Patent Ground Vineries and Plant

Protectors, the Patentee has determined to supply them on the Lowest Terms.

The following Prices are for the Patent Grooved Bricks and the Glass :—

77/6' Patent
Grooved Bricks
can be placed
on oidinary
Kiln Bricks
set on tlie Flat.

Full directions

for fi.ving them
will be sent with
each Invoice.
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1HE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on tlic Parks, Promenades,?

' ready. Prices and particulars of the Air
jcr ijiabs v^omnanv. St. Uddcf Tha

LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.—
The best mode of Raising all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cuttings.

Price from is. eacli.—Hooper & Co., Covent Garden; Roshcr & Co.,
Upper Ground Street, IJlackfriars. Kinijsland Road, and Queen's
Road, West Chelsea; and Dixon & Co., 4SA, Moorgatc Street.
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer, BENJAMIN LOOKER,

Kingston-on-Thames.

; placed to allow gla;

\ space for tnn

ell.

" The til

grooves. This gi ...
convenient little pit. The protection gi'
for although we Iiavc had 12 dcg. of frost, the growth of the plant does
not appear to have been checked.

ful application of your^ plan for securing a supply of
struck the gcntlt (lv"a' Ferrand, Esq.)Cos Lettuce

you, and led . .„.
' The few examples of the semicircular tiles came too late in the

season for the purpose you recommend them, but I made use of them
which they did comptetelv

Preserve your Wall fru t Trees from Spring Frosts.

Ti \ 0\ CONDLCTING

strated
pa lars of

n b h patent

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every descriptu
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Gn

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, Sec.

Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 15, Kins Street, Chcansidc, London, E.C
Manufaciorv. 6. IJankside. Soulhwark

H
Greenhouses and Conservatories.

FREEMAN and .SON'S, Horlicultur.-U Works,
106, M.nrc Street, H.ickncy, E. Established 20 years. Good

ilially ni,i(lc 1 IREENHO OSES, glazed, ready for lixiiii;, 42 feet
feci \vidL-, £^0; 21 feet by l3fcct,jC28: 12'A feet by 10 feel, /is;

ine CONSERVATORY on hand, 35 feet by 18 feet, £ito.
ymcn 's LIGHTS. £35 per loop feet.

Establislied Fifty Years.
[AMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders

and Hot-Water ArrAKATls JL\NurAcTUBEHs,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S. K.

C IR J. PAXTGN'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
^-J Trice Lists free. A Pamphlet, «ith ^iews of these and other.
Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AND MORTON,

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lif;hts. 2 in.^hick, unglazed..
.nd Glazed with I

ut portable Box,

:

Painted four

Double Lights, do.

Primed and Glazf
Delivered, and Fi:

Painted four coats

Partner in the late F
was dissolved by mutual consent.
ntee wishes to observe his Patent Houses obtained the
jnly Prize at the Royal Horticultural Congress, South
1S66:
class Certificate at the Grand Manchester Horticultural

The Thr(
t liurj. St

hese mi

"
EuTl narti;;u

26 01. sheet GI

OnO ( C( UMP.ER .nnd
•^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Gla

nd MELON PO.XKS .in,

I

, Glazed and Painted complete, ready
or immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong ZINC HAND-GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

-ounties in England.

GREENHOUSES,
HOT HOUSES,

CON^ER^ \TORIES,
CHURCHES,

ri BLIL BUILDINGS, &c.

W RtJuGHT and C.\ST-IRON
COMCAL SADDLE, and IM.
PR01 ED PEILL'S, also Elliptic,

Tubular Bcilir

from 24J each,

rong CIST-IRON TUBULAR HiilLER
1 S2r. f)d. each,

1 Stand,1 1 r IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, 1

from 60s, each,

I THROTTLE and other VAL\'ES,
DOORS, BARS and FURNACE

LYNCH WHITE, m%u
(Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper f//:Ml.i,.

ndStreet London, S.E., Surrey

- of the Patent
. from ir. 2rf. per foot super ai

' postage stamps
;

Bury St. Edit
PATENT GLAZING BARS, to sen

separately. Full particulars for stamped e

ses, glazed with

' be obtained on
Horticultural Works,

in wood, may be had

T
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE AWARDED TO

HE PATENT TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER,
with the following note :

—

The judges consider this one of the most powerful and useful

sucking a)l the he;
power for a mil

old and modem invention
Ket this improved Saddle.

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Itr

in respect of fuel."

—

S. H. (Sec

, by far the best, according to our
lie,'*— W^. 7'ho?ns07t.
' 1 have no doubt that the Boiler that
IVrminal Saddle. "—G. Abbey.

' " " ontains the best
tide be wanted,

iiietime —March 14, 1868.

ughton Lane, Manchester,

COLEMAN & MORTON'S
HAND WATER CART AND GARDEN ENGINE.

This Cart is p.irticularly suited
for use in Gentlemen's Ctrdens and
Grounds, and will save immense
labour in the conxeyance of xvatcr
for garden purposes. The delivery
valve can be \vorked at the outlet
when filhng a watering pot. It holds
35 gallons.

It is also fitted with a
for Watering La\\ns,

vJ^-,
Carri.igc Roads, ^vhic]l can be re-

moved at pleasure, and is easily

managed by a lad.

Each Cart is arranged for the

attachment of a powerful Garden
Engine which will throw water
a considerable distance, and is

specially adapted for watering trees,

ike, or for use as a small fire

engine.

Price, with Spreader, £5 5s. ; Force Pump, extra, £2 2s.

COLEMAN AND MORTON, LONDON ROAD IRON WORRS, CHELMSFORD.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KIXG Wn,I,l.\M .ST..

LONDON BRIDGE.

GARDEN ENGINES froi

HOT-WATER FITTINGS i,

GREENHOUSES, CONSERV.'
TORIES, &c

LAWN MOWEKS,
.SHANK.S', (.kll,.\.^, K,\.N-i).MLb', &c.

Deaue s NciL' Illustrated Horticultutal Catalogue post free,

EsT,\PLiSHED A.D. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Cl.ass IX., No. 2119.

Mr. GR.\Y begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAE, BOILER.
.Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubtilar Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Exfraci f)om Rcpoj-t in Gardeners' Chronicle of lufcruaiional Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page ^76.
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on thi

but the oval form given to Mr. Gf.w's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within ranee c

preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact Durning fuel; and thit being so, the change, though
with ihc fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement."

ight (

T/w: ide of all sizes, which, with prices, may be hud on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, SAV.
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POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
\\iiIl I'.Mrnl Kullr.lStcrl RiMiL-.l I'.ciUrr 11., lu,, .1,1.1 .ill r rc,_riil l,n|„iji,,,,i,^,ili.

PATENT B.OLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER PLATES Gi r, ', T 1

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask forSAWOR \Nn (U<)ki;s WARRANTICI) I'RIZE
III I 1 I I

to caution Gardeners and others, bi
consequence of an imitatinn, of t

I I for the Genuine one. and which has
1 ade to them of Knives which were not of
e warranted both by Sellers and Makers,
d BUDDING KNIVES arc the best and

llclj r t,Tblislicd upwards of 125 years.

Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and
Conservatory.

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees and Manul.i.

have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Ir(

arc prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade in any quantity ; and they
ations in Cast-stccI, wliich, from their brittleness, are exceedingly dangerous

.-
.

.

hethcr makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by I'o!

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

CAUTION.—Infringers of this Patent,

DEAN'S PATENT FUMIGATOR.

A

PETER LAWSON & SON,
20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, and EDINBURGH,

Can supply this excellent FUMIGATOR, of which a full description is given at p. 245 of the Gardein-rs Chmiidc
of February 19, 1870.

Price £1 lis. 6d. Box 2s. 6d.

Cjii also be ordereJ //iiviigh the Icadint; Xiiisei-vmen and Secdsme/l.

,i^V>'^\'lAv'H''iiii

Five large Sheets of Designs and Price Lists pist Iicl t r stimps.

A. If. & Co. make the better kind of IRON and GI Vss CON-
SERVATORIES, and have constructed some of the largest and

CxREEN'S
MPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.PATENT

THE
Tliey can be set to work at a n

which answers the purpose of Foundati

From tlie peculiar and substantial

ten years, but feel convinced that they

G BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
jminal cost, inasmiicli as no brickwork is required ; as «ill be seen from tlic above drawini;, tlicy arc placed upon a Cast-Iron Sole-plate,

m and Ashpit.

nanner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for

vill serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They .• ! SpC ially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
6lh, Any number of Flows .and Returns can be .anne.ved to the Boilers by means

of T-pipes.

7lh, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it m.ay be

fixed in.

1st, They require no setting in brickwork.

2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.

1^- FX/CE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ;
and

54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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SHAW'S TIFFANY.
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are tiie cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which g;ives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

BROWiN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Fro5t and Sun. Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES ERUWN.Grecnheys. M.^chc5ter,

No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

OUR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a
thorough Protection from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the

same time they admit Light and Sun, They are used and strongly

recommended by the most successful Exhibitors and Scientific Horti-

culturists in the kingdom, as well as on the Continent; in fact, arc

pronounced the only "proper shadings" ever offered to the public

against Birds, Wasps, Blight, &c. As acoverinsj for Strawberries,'! ulips.

Hyacinths, Seed-Beds, Greenhouses, &c., they have no rival. The
price being very reasonable, brings them within the rcachof every one.

With ordinary care they will last for many years. Samples post free

on application. DANIEL COLLINGE and SON.
No. I.—54 inches wide at SJ^rf. per yard run.

No. 2.-54 inches wide at yrf. per yard run.

No. 3.—54 inches wide at sJ^rf. per yard run
No. 4.-54 inches wide at 41^. per yard run

No. 5.—54 inches wide at sJ^rf. per yard rui

In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when speciallj

ordered- Nett cash in 30 days from dale of Invoice.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disia h
Iron Cisterns.

F BRA BY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinerj' on their Deptford premises

(Ida Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices

and at very short notice.

An Illustrated Price List of Galvanised Iron, and other of Braby's
special Manufactures, sent on application.

F. BRABY AND CO., Limited, Fitzroy Works, Euston Road,
through all respectable Ironmonger

N.B. Open Tanks of m .eked (

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

~:!! \XT:^'S MACHINE
Several impnrrint ..i ii'i'^s.-ssed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT 1)1)1 III I ; i ' iLK-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c
,/incing testimony

. thcs^ apprc a ted.

t any Exhibition for Lawr

Alexander Shanks & Son have for some time past been makir
the Revolving Cutter of their Machines Self-Sharpcning—that i:

Steel on both Sides of each Blade, so that when the Cutter bt

blunt by running one way, it can be reversec' ' '
'

site or sharp edge of the Cutter lo act aij

addition to this, A. S. & Son now make i

Bladeof their Machine with Two Edges—

o

one inreserve at the back ; when the front i

Slate has only to be unscrewed and the u
-ont. It will be seen at aglance that thi

.

cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machines, where the

singlc-eogcd Sole-plate must be entirely renewed when the edge is

A Wind-Guard has also been introduced to prevent the Mown Grass
being blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.

_
There is no ribbing with th< " " -- '

1 full particular!

T,
Brilliant, and Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and
Wood, &c, ; for all Decorative purposes; and is the best Paint for

Flatting ever manufactured, as it is cool in working, takes at least five

hours in going down, has comparatively little smell, can be washed,

N
from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSX COMPOSITION,

used in the Houwi of Parliament, aud manufactured by the SILI-
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT
COMPANY, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

MO U L E • S
r\TENT E\RTH

SYSTEM

anj trouble of actiBcial

dr\ nK I ha e used the
Manure to my Pose Trees (a

couple of spadesful put into

this : had i

life. They have been
red by every one who

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at 29, Bedford

UNITED

ff^tfBfia

Ihei ad^ c—

I

. J Woodwork
,'ermin, Hay Rick dispensed 1

ind depth of Feeding: Prouphs, Wal
o prevent over-gorgin,-- —' ''

Mble
to impede \ cntilation or breed
s unnecessary, increased width
Cistern, andPatent DropCoxcr

Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,

all of Iron" Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM AND CO., Iron Works, z, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), O.xford Street, London, W. , where the

Manufactures

;

al Horli

arded. By

), the First-class Silver Medal
JOSIAH LE BUTT for his

Iso at the Great German Inter-

Itural Exhibition, Hamburt;h,

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

REUBEN HUNT,
MANUFACTURER of IMPROVED HAND SEED

DRILLS, Atlas Works, Earl's Colnc, Essex.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14s. per Ton, is. 2d. per Bushel: 2S. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf (Quantities

of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Ton more.

Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. KOSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway 6t Vessel.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

nd MAM RE DRILL

ONL kJW bt and PEA DRILL
•.EROW BRISH DRILI

Illustrated Catalogues post fr

Co/v ofLitUrfnm W. Ferrand, Esq., Idle M.P.for Divoiipurt.
" Belvoir Castle, Grantham, Jan. 24, 1870.

"Sir,—Mr. Ingram, of these Gardens, has shown me your Patent
Ground Vineries and Plant Protectors, which ' answer admirably"
Be so good as to send to my Gardener. Mr. Shoosmith, St. Ives, Bing-

' • e by Midland Railw.ay._Vours faithfully,
" W. Ferrand."

ley. Yorkshire, 500 feet

Mr. Rcndle.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches in diameter . . OT. 6t2.
I g inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

24 inches long . . . . 2S. o,f. ; 16 inches long . . . . ij.

HAND
GL.VSSES,

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.

SHEET and ROITCII PLATE (;LASS, SL.VTES of all sizes,

BRITISH PI ATr,T'\Tr-:TI'I VTF r>i| T IIM'I \TP,runwN,
SHEET, ll"l' I

I r \l ,
.
'! \ \MI .

I M 1 . n ..TKED,

JAS. PHI! III-,. •. . i
>

,
I'. ., 1.

I. r •:"
'

• V' .n,..iii, E.C.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.
'

THOMAS MILLINGTON and
87, Bishopsgatc Street Without, London, E.C

NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as supplied to Her
Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry, Mr. Rivers, and the leading Horti-

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Best.

CO.,

cuiturists of the I

ofcct

=oby

SMALL SHEET SQUARES,

4ths.
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W. S. BOULTON & CO.'S
NEW PATENT LAWN MO\\TNG, ROLLING,

and COLLECTING MACHINES for ]

These Machines possess important advai
of a Radial Link, the adjustment of the
exceedingly simple. Breakages are entirely avoided, by making the
handles and all other light parts of malleable iron-
selves to inequalities of the ground, and suitjpei
by means of the handles working loose. Thi_
admits of their being used as a Roller, by folding back the front c

cutting end. Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfactio
to the purchaser, and if not approved of can be returned. A
Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, sent free by post on application.

Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

rhis arrangement als(

w.

Carriajje paid to any Station in England
in long by i8 in. diam. £2 17 I 24 in. lon^ bj 22 in. dia

„ 20 „ 3 7 1 26 „ 24 „
SINOLF CYLINDER ROLLS. Carriage paid,

in long b> 18 m diain ^i 15 I 22 in. long by :

8 24
: Woi , Norwich

24

First-class MacMne-made
WIRE G\ML M TTING, G.ALVANISED after

M \DL sent cnrr ige piid to any station in the Kingdom at the

follo\MnK \er\ 1 \ pr ccs —
2 feet h gh - nch mtsh No. i, .. „ . .

Sfeethith ditto ill pr cc 5 Jiii. per yard.
2 feet hi^h i' nch n csh No. ig guagc, price sJirf. per yard.

3 feet hif,h[ ditto ditt 1 ditto, price 7l|a. per yard.

19 guagc, price i%d. per yard.

VV S BOULTONifLT 1 CO.,°'

isfactic ibcr
t gratis

: Lane Works, j

w S. BOULTON AND CO.'S 36-gaIIon SWING
\v N r r- !^ 1- \ 1- r rnv—Oak Tub.

C.Tir: 1
t.ition in England.

', jC^S*' : r)'"" '
' : Spreader and valve, 15?. extra.

"
' "

'--^ ' tank. To hold

PORTABLE PUMP for LIQUIU MANURE or
WATER, 45s. ; 10 feet india-rubber suction pipe, 305. Carriage paid.

Carriage paid to all the

To hold 80 gallon-;, price £8;
ind Spreader for ditto

;ipal Stations in England.

Works, Norwich.

WS. BOULTON AND CO.'S IRON WATER or
• LIQUID MANURE CART.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway St,
"' "

' - - •^- •--u

3 ditto, ;Si2 ;
jgaM ditto £,ij,.

Spreaders, 155. each.

ROSE LANE WORKS, NORWICH.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
{Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
John Glutton, Eso., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
I-rcdenck L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlinglon Park, Oxford.
t. ,.- u._ .j„_ ,«*-.„_

j-jgrrics, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.Hcnrj' Karquhar, Esq., (Me;
lames Street, S.W.

Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Squ;
,
S.W., and Galloway Housi

Wigtonsh'ire.N^'u.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Granville K. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville RH. Somerset, Esq. , Q. C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple

Welshpool.
The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purpose-

of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages ant
Farm IJuildings, to the Ovyners of settled and other Estates, and

upon the land, redeeming principal and
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey s Gate, Wer— ' '"^"

T^

Geo. Thom__ „
John C. Cobbold, Esq.

the Offices of the Co

I

The Right Hon. Vi;

langemcnt with their Landlords,

, London, S.W.

KGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
i SOCIETY, 10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London, E.G.

TRUSTEES.

„^ivard Smith Bi^g, Esq.
Robert Bayly Follctl, Esq., Taxing Master in Chancery.

FINANCIAL POSITION on January i, iS6g.
Existing Assurances and Bonus . , . . j£4,65o,ooo

E always been published in lull detail.

I foreign residence then
^ured, after five years'
foreign license, allow

lor Policies becoming
Non-bonus Premiums.

iii'.f; priiiHid thereon are

LOANi
NLWTliN, Actuary and Managei

EVENING LECTURES to WORKING MEN.
ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn Street. The FOURTH

COURSE nf iliis SESSION, consisting of SIX LECTURES on
LIGII 1, i.v III to uiKiE, B.A., Ph.D., will be COMMENCED
on SA I I I I ' \ ,

I '. T, ,u 8 o'clock. Tickets may be obtained by
"'" ' '

ing, February 28, from 7 o'Clock,

N.i;. .vho i

W
Series, edited by

LONGMANS AND CO., Paternoster Ro

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, with carefully prepared Lists of Fri

ri^HE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT

Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswi'ck. Second
Edition, much enlarged.
Free by ^ost for 7 stamps, to the " Journal of Horticulture " Office,

171, Fleet ?: 3 the Author.

In large crown 8vo, cloth, extra, 7s. dd.

LOUDON'S AMATEUR GARDENER'S
CALENDAR ; being a Guide as to what should be avoided as

well as what should be done in a Garden each Month. With numerous
Original Illustrations. Almost entirely revised to present date, and
edited by William Robinson, F,L.S., Author of ''The Parks, Pro-
menades, and Gardens of Paris."

FREDERICK WARNE AND CO.. Bedford Street. Covent Garden.

In One Vol., fcp. 8vo, price los. dd. cloth, or 145. bound in calf,

MAUNDERS TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE,
and LIBRARY of REFERENCE; a Popular Compendium

of General Knowledge, including Grammar, Dictionary, Gazetteer,
Mythology, Chronology, Peerage, &c. isoth Thousand, thoroughly

\l \r \ hi i _ 1: 1' " I' M'l I
I' \l III \ --IKY, with about 1000

M \'
'

I

' Mi'/. |.:V TREASURY, with

ON INFAX' ^ nil DHOOD: embracing the
whole subjct i

1 :
-1 ., ,L;ement from Birth, with Hints

to Young Mothers l-r ilr M.n, ,,;, ,,,mu of Themselves as well as their
Offspring. &c. Bv l' 1. ORAHAM, M.D., Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians of Edinburgh.
" The author displays, as in his previous works, much judgment."—

Medical Circular.
" Broad principles and rules, the adoption of which by parents will

materially conduce to the health and happiness of their children iii

after years."— M-V^hwi

2. Also, by the same Author, in i thick Vol.. the i3lh Edition, price i6r.,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Forming a
comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families, and Emigrants.
" Far excelling every publication of its chss."—Briiish Standard.
London: Published by SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and Co.,

Stationers' Court. Sold by all Booksellers.

A
Alpine Flowers for Gardens.

In a few days, with numerous Illustrations, Post 8vo,
LPINE FLOWERS. An Explanatioii of the
!'riiici|)les on « hicli tlic Enguisite Flora of Alpine Countries
be ^,'roull lo (jcrfuction in all parts of the British Islands ]iv

Icns'oTl'ar'is'"'""
'
^'"''°' "'' '"'"''" ''^''''' I'romgnadcsi and

JuilN MURRAY. Albcrmnrle Street, W.
Every Man liis Own Gardener.

COMPLETE (The) GARDENER, or Calendar of
Work to be done in every mon^h of tbe year, by Tho,mas Mawk

.r.
.. Drawing.

GARDENERS' (The) POCKET JOURNAL, by
,ToHN .\i I I

. 1
M II

;
. iih .1 Treatise on Drawing-room Gardening, by

Geoh '
II

.
I

:
i8mo, doth, SI.

'

I I M
I

! M I'EGG, Pancras Lane, Cbeapside, E.C.
Eourtl, I

. - i-larged, with 40 Engravings on Wood,
col'ju;. i

1
1

111 .Six Panoramic ilaps. Post 8vo, cloth, 121.

T\" rill
I SPRING on the SHORES of the

„' I" '11
I

II
I i-.l-VN; or, the Riviera, Mentone, Italy,

?°h''
''

I

'

i

''' '''' ^''^'"' ^"'' '''^"'"' ^' Winter Climates. Uy

'iromthe 7"im«, December 21.
' The book is a thoroughly good one for its purpose, and should be

studied by all who have heed of the kind of knowledge that it

JOHN CHURCHILL and SONS, New Burlington Street.

RON H U R D E S
Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society):

SHEEP, SJ. 5i ; CATTLE, 4s, ad.: OX, 51 iii
List by post. GATES and FENCI.NG of every description

St. PancrasJroiiWorl^Company, Old St. Pancras Road, London, N.W.
\NTED, .Second-hand IRON HURDLES, from
Soo to 600, ^Ja.to s feet high,^with six Bars. State price andw

C1
U FLERY, Warranted.—The most varied assortment

J of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted, is on sale at
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, at prices that are remunerative onlv
because of the largeness of the sales.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers fitted zvith Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pump,
Water and Steam Gauges, &c., &c., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „ „
UPWARDS OF FIVE HUNDRED OF THESE ENGINES AND BOILERS ARE NOW AT WORK, GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Horse Power Cylinder. Diameter. Stroke. Boiler. Height.
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EXHl¥lfVONSof PLANTSrFLO\VERS;'"FRUrr,a"nJ'sPECI^l.
WORKS of ART. May 25, 26; ;ijiii: 22, 23 ; July 6 and 7. Tkkcls

Next Meeting for Election of New Fellows, March 1

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIDITION, 1870, JUNE 3 to to. ONE THOUSAND

3 the Undersigned.
cOaraens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL FETE-
FLOWER, FRUIT, &c., SHOW.—The ANNUAL EXHI-

BITION will be held in the Grounds of Ayscough-Fee Hall, on
THURSDAY, June 23. Band of the Royal Horse Guards attends.
Schedules on application to GEO. F, BARRELL, Hon. Sec.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL.
—The EIGHTH GREAT EXHIBITION of HYACINTHS

and SPRING FLOWERS will be held in St. George's Hall on
WEDNESDAY, Match 16. For Schedules, &c., apply to

6, Basnett Street, Liverpool. R. WILSON KER, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS ROYAL PARK.—A GRAND CANARY
SHOW will be held on SATURDAY, Match 19; MONDAY,

March 21; TUESDAY, March 22 ; WEDNESDAY, March 23 : and
THURSDAY, March 2^ FIFTY POUNDS will be given in PRIZES.
The Show will be held in the Large Conservatorj-.

ENTRIESwill CLOSE on TUESDAY, March i;.

Schedules and all particulars can be had on personal application at

the Park, or by letter. THOMAS CLAPHAM.he Park, or by letter.

Leeds Royal Park, February, 187a

N
New Roses for 1870.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS free by post on
EWING ANn CHILD, the Royal Norfolk Nurse

New Eoses of 1870.—Extra Fine Plants.
I.\UL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

offer the above to the Trade at lowest terms.
Their WHOLESALE LIST is now ready.

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready early
in March, in 20 best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

LIST free on application.

HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford.near Salisbury.

New Rosea for 1870.
JOHN ERASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

; healthy and promis

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

Carter's Index, Harcli 6.

CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS. See pages 305
and 306 —gl7 and 238, High Holbom, London, W C.

7TaRTER^VEGETABLE seeds. See page 305.
\y 237 and 238, Hieh Holborn, London, W.C.

c-

c
c-
C'

vines, Five SMIIIngs each-

LEWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,

begs to offer strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the

leading sorts, at y. each.
I,. W.'s system of packing saves nearly half the cost of carriage.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hcdingham, Essex.

M
ŴM. WOOD AND SON, Nur! , Maresficid, Ucklield. Sus'

M A N E T T I STOCKS.
BETTERIDGE'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS,

in 13 distinct varieties, y., which includes the beautiful new
Oxonian. CHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Uly of the Valley.

WANTED, a Quantity of ROOTS.—Please send
price and particulars to

"
', Budge Row, Cannon Street, London,

Golden Champion Grape.

OSHORN AND SONS can supply good CANES of the
above-named remarkable GRAPE, which has again been

exhibited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high character

sly formed of it. Price 10^. 6rf., 2ir., and 30r. each.

Fulham Nursery, London, S.\

Fines, Fruit Trees, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS has a very fine stock of all the
• best kinds, true to name, and in splendid condition- SHRUBS,

FOREST and ORN.\MENTAL TREES of every description. Prices

°"
"^fcloria'^nd Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London, N.

.ultivation, are now being sent out. The Canes
thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

Price 21J. ,
42r. , and 63J. each.

THOMAS METHVEN, I.eilh Walt Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best
O varieties, both for fruiting and planting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE post free on application; also CIRCULARS of
MERiimTIl's Vine, Pine, Peach, and Plant MANURE.

The \'ineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

T
Fastolf and 'WTilte Antwerp Raspberry Canes.
HOS. CRIPPS AND SON have a few Hundreds of

the above to dispose of. Price on application.

The Nurseries. I'unbridge Wells.

To Market Gardeners, &c.

RED and BLACK CURRANTS.—A large quantity
of both kinds. 3 and 4.yr. old Bushes, of the best sorts. Apply,

W. MACLE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

w EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

-s from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WALNUTS, WALNUTS.—Five Hundred of the
above to be disposed of—straight, well-grown Trees, from

8 feet to 10 feet high. For price, &c., address

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, Vines, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

HALF a MILLION FRUIT TREES.—Many
thousands are Fruit-bearing Trees, and all in excellent health

JAMES DICKSO:
s moderate, upon applic

New Hardy Tree, Imperial Crab.

PAL L AND SON beg to offer, of this fine novelty,

strong Standards on 6 feet stems, or feathered PjTamids, 7r. 6d.

each : Dwarfs, y. each.

TREES and SHRUBS, &c., strong, healthy, and
well-grown. Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants, Edinburgh ; and 59, ^lark Lane, London. ^_^_
Common Yews.

HAND F. SHARPE have a fine stock of the above
• 4105 feet high, bushy and well rooted, which they offer at

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech.

STRONG TRANSPL.^NTED LARCH, and all other

Forest Trees, for present planting, quality superior; prices upon

'""fiiMES
' DICKSON and SONS, " Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

To the Trade.

LT. D.WIS offers a large quantity of 2 and 3-yr.

• SEEDLING THORN QUICKS at very moderate price!,

carriage paid to Belfast.
ier^-, Hillsborough, Co. Down.

PETER I.AWSON / )SON,

CHOICE BEDDING GERANIUMS.—Strongplants,
per dozen, lOO. or looo.

A PRICED LIST of TRICOLOR, BICOLOR, ZONAL, anc

DOUBLE GERANIUMS can be had on application to

WM. POTTEN, Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Beech Mast.
DICKSON AND TURNBULL. Perth, have a quantity

of excellent BEECH MAST to dispose of, a bargain. Sample

id price on appl

wANTED, .strong SPANISH CHESTNUT and
GREEN HOLLIES.—Slate height and price to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

A UCUB.'V POLLEN.—One dozen flo-wers for \s.,

four dozen for y. . sent post free on receipt of stamps by
ND CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot,ANDlSF

FRESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONlANA
and THUIA LOBBII, in any quantity. For prices, see pages

74 and 75 of ourTRADE CATALOGUE, which may be had post free.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

Berberls, Berberla.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA.—Fine twice transplanted

Berberis aquifolia, i to iM foot, 3or. per lOoo ; cheaper if io,oco

'JOHN PERKINS, Sen., 52, Market Square, Norihampton.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with double PRIMROSES of different colou"
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every

Sprinj Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Ca
,uu,c; Y,.,., ^.-., of Early

a.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers

and MCRCHANTS, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE ot
GARDEN SEEDS, grown from carelully selected stocks.

c
Farm Seeds.

HARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

t free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUES of
RM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK for 1870
is now ready, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen 10 the Queen, Reading.

^RTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, Londoi

N'
ous offers of above, on applic

ALFRED I.EGERTON, Seed Mcrcha

Spring Planting.-To the Trade.
MAURICE YOUNG'S ABRIDGED CATALOGUE

of New Japanese Plants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,
Shrubs, and Evcrtjrccns, is just published, and can be had on
'PP'it MHford Nur; r Godalm

Seeds Direct from the Grower.

S WALTERS, Seed Grower and Merchant.
• Hilperton. Trowbridge Wilts. See his 211, Collection of

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS in the Cardiyiets' Chronicle^

12, p. 207. _^ „

w.
Try a Scotch House for Yoxir Seeds.

P . LAIRD AND SINCLAIR,
Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Florists, Dundee, N.B.
Seeds pure, moderate in price, and true to kind.

LISTS free on application.

chants, Edinburgh : and 59, Mark Lane, London.
and Seed Mer-

FO R S .^ L E, a splendid Specimen Plant of
MARANT.\ ZriJRINA, iS feet in circumference: also sundry

Specimen and ll.ilt Sp.rinun Kl'KNs I'nr further particulars apply
\|i-VMS urbit n, S.W.

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.

BETHAM AND Mi\, 1 11 :,,iii House, Shipping and
General Transit Ay n ' . fin them that they receive

d forward SEEDS, I'l 1 1 ) . I ICAL MERCHANDISE,
from and to all parts of

Office, 9, Luv London, E,C.

For Seed.

H^ALLE'lT'S PEDIGREE BARLEY and OATS.

1 page 329 of this Papei

QUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS.
' For present prices see p. 319 of this week's Paper.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GR.^SS SEEDS for ALL

1S67 SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to .„..,. .^ ,

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading, Berks.

WHEELER'S SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, are supplied in large or small quantities, at extremely

moderate prices.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and

59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

GRAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS, very fine 2-yr.

roots, 25, 6d. per too, 21S per tooo.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman, &c,, Weston-super.Mare.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB (new).

<J —Strong roots 2J. W. each. Usual discount to the Trade. Fordc-

iption, testimonials, and List of Agents, E

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nur; , Dundee, N.B.

SURPLUS STOCK of VICTORIA and LINNEAS
RHUBARB and SEAKALE Roots, China ROSES, White and

Yellow BROOM, strong and wcll-rootcd. Prices, low, given on

application to ISAAC DAVIS, Nursery, Ormskii

w To the Trade.
INDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-
STER'S No. I, and EAD.MAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, Stc,

iner, at advantageous prices, ... , j t, j
REbK. GEE.^eed Merchant and Gro%ver, Biggleswade, Beds.

The Forwardest Pea known Is

UTTONS' RINGLEADER."
Price 25. per quart ; cheaper in large quantities.

"The Earliest of AU was
INGLEADER." Vide Royal Horticultural

1 Society's report on Early Peas,-For description, illustration,

ials of this Pea, see p, 138 of this Paper (Jan. 29).
^

' the CJueen, Reading.SUTTON

,

;. Seedsi

SEED P O T A T O S (S e l E c 1 t- i

PRICED LIST on application

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton Nurseries. Chester.

B OVINIA, or New Cattle-Feeder Potato.—
price, &c, apply to the specially appointed agents.

biCKSON AND SONS, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

f EED POTATOS.—Wheeler's Milky White,
5 cwt. : Sutlons' Berkshire Kidney, 181. per cwt,

HENRY MINCHIN.The Nurseries, Hook Nort

w
American Early Rose Potatos (True).

UTTON AND SONS have received an importation ol

the above. Lowest price per bushel may be had on application.

JTTON AN D SONS, Seed and Potato Merchants, Reading.

ANTED, EARLY and RED CABBAGE PLANTS,
price per 1000 for casb^ *"

BURGESS ,
1 KENT, Penkh

Good Clover Seeds at Market Pricey

SUTTON AND SONS can supply the above, o' Ms'

qualiti'. Samples .and prices may be had gratis and post free on

applit
SUTTON

,

1 SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.
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THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
I3AGSH0T, SURREY,

Near Sunningdale Station, South-Westcrn Railway.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully iiivile the attention of Gentlt^men nnd

Planters to the undernamed selections from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

ARAUCARIA IMliRICATA, grand specimens,

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 to 6 to 10

„ LAWSONIAXA ARGENTEA C[
the most desiral

'

„ MACROCARPA,
THUJA AUREA.—Beautiful plants, about

12 feet.

t desirable of all the glaucou

3 6 feet, 42s. per dozen.

feet, i2s. per dozen

;

„ GIGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of Seedlings,

4 to 6 to 8 feel, 31. 6rf. to y., js. 6d., and upwards.
Wc would remark, that unless plants are on their own roots

of this fine Thuja they are quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS EOREALIS, 3 to 4 feet. 30f. per dozen; extri fine,

5 to 6 and 7 feet, 55. to i05. 5a. each.

„ DOLABRATA.—Fine plants, $s. to 7s. dd. each.

„ „ VARIEGATA, 5s. t0 7r. 6(i. each.

AVELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA—Good plants, 30J. per dozen;
2 to 3 feet, 425. to 60s. ! larger, up to 10 feet, 7s. 6d. to 63s. each.

ABIES NOBILIS, handsome plants, from 5s., 7^. 6cf., and upwards.

„ NORDMAXNIANA, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. 6rf. to 101. 6rf. ; 3 to 4 feci,

SIS. ; 4 to 8 to 13 feet, 31s. 6rf. and upwards each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, los. 6d. to 421. each

„ GRANDIS, 4 to 5 to 6 and 10 feet, los. 6d. to 63s. each.

„ riNSAPO, 2 to 3 feet, 51. ; 3 to 5 to 8 feet, 7s. 6d. to 63s.

DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per dozen
; s to 6 and 10 feet,

3^. 6d. to 7*. 6fl. and upward;

MAGNIFICA, 3 to 4 feel, 31J. 6d. to 42s.

ORIENTALIS, 3 to 5 to 8 feet, very beautiful example;
upwards each.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet, 3or. per dozen ; larger up to 12 feel,

YEWS, COMMON.—Immense quantities,^ to 3 to 4 to 6 feet, from
iBs to 60s. per dozen.

„ IRISH.—Perfect columns, up to 12 feet.

GOLDEN, as Standards oit Irish stems, perfect globes, 31J. (ki-

42s each.

HOLLIES, GREEN COMMON.—Many thousands, ol all s

I foot 11 ) feet.

„ the best GOLDEN, AVATERERS', and SILVER varieties, in
any quantity, and of all sizes.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, las. 6d. to 21J. each.

„ „ WaterEKS' variety, many hundreds of symmetrically grown
specimens, perfectly straight stems, 42s. to 105*. per pair.

„ WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEGATED, fine
plants, from 2ij. each.

„ PORTUGAL LAURELS.-Very close grown handsome plants,
105. 6d. to 2IJ. each ; very large imposing specimens, 42J. to 631.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we have tlie pleasure

of obsemng that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved
crimson varieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.
The Grand E.\hibition of Rhododendrons .annually dis-
played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, has
been for the past 20 years supplied from our Nursery.

CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, ^vcll-gro^vn plants,
SOS. to 75J. per loo.

better class (SEEDLINGS) and named
planting, £5 pel

,1 of superior kinds, many on own roots, £j 10s. to j^io per 100.

t, very superior, leading, crimson.rose, wliite,;£i2 lou. tOj£i5perioo,

„ ST.4NDARD and HALF-STANDARD, of the most imposinR
varieties, of all shades of colour, from zis. to 63s, to 1051. each.

AZALEAS, common kinds, sor. to 73s. per 100.

,, very best, in fine plants, £10 per 100.

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIL'.M, very handsome, 30*. per dozen,

„ LATIFOLIA, 181. to 30s. per dmcn.
ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, fine plants, iSs. 10421. per dozen.

We have likewise immense quantities of the Icadin;? kinds of

EVERGREENS OP ALL SIZES,

AUCUBAS, BAY, DO.X, LAURUSTINUS, COMMON andPORTUGAL LAURELS, ARBOR-VITyE, BHILLYRyEA, &c.

GENUINE SEEDS.

"WILLIAM PAUL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT lilS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be forwarded Free by Post on application.

Many of the most critical and choice Seeds are either home saved or have been saved
specially for kinit and can be recommended with the fullest confidence.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS,
Nice Plants, 6oj". per dozen, or js. 6d. eacli ; a few larger at los. 6d. and 21s. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about 2 feet, at 42J. per dozen

;
do., about 3 feet, at 6or. per dozen.

A few fine Specimens, los. Sd. to 21J. each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens,

London, on the i6th inst., and imanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly

every one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class

hardy plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MED.ALS, 1851 and 1862.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, & co.'s
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1. I No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No. 5.

£3 3s. I £2 2s. I £1 10s.
I

£1 Is. | 10s. 6d.

The above Collections contain only useful varieties, the quantities of which may be varied to suit the

reqtiirements of Customers.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing details of Collections ; also carefully selected LISTS
of choice FLOWER SEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWERS and VEGETABLES sent Post Free on application.

Orders amotiiiting to sis. sent Carriagefaid. Allpackets ofFlmaer Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargeforpackagesi

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

EstabUshed upwards of a Century.

From the immensity of our stock we are enabled to
treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-
mended in every pr,acticable case to visit and choose
for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately
describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of
which we will replace all failures which may occur the
first season after planting.

C.AT.'VLOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of
Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded
on application.

Purchasers of large quantities are informed that Goods
can be for^varded from Sunningdale to all parts of
England in through tmck, thereby causing a great sa'
in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
B.-VCSHOT, SURREYJ

GRASS SEEDS, FOR Laying Down Land
TO PERMANENT PASTURE, LAWN.S, BOWLING-GREEN.S, c^c.

Peter Lawson & Son,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G., and at EDINBURGH,
Offer their celebrated MIXTURES of the above, suitable for all soils and situations. Their extensive Stocks

of GRASSES and CLOVERS have been most carefully selected, thoroughly cleaned, and cannot be surpassed in

quality. Prices and full particulars on application.

their " AGROSTOGR-\PHIA ; a Treatise on the

price Half-a-Crown, gratis to customers.

Tables of Mi.xturcs and every information is given i

Cultivated Grasses and other Herbage and Forage Plants ;

VIOLA CORNUTA, VAR. PERFECTION.

B. S. ^VILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in now ofTering this Superb new BEDDING PL.\NT to the Pubho, and from the manner in

which it has been tested, both in dry and exposed positions, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation
in asserting its superiority over any and every VIOL.-\ previously offered, and also is fully persuaded that it will be for
many years a Standard Bedding Plant. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeding six or eight inches in height ; the
leaves are much larger than those of V. comuta, which is one of its parents ; whilst the flowers, still bearing the
characteristic horns of that species, are borne well above the foliage, but three times the size and of good substance

:

the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple disc round it, from which proceed radiating Unes
of still deeper purple. Indeed, it may be said to be like a gigantic V. comuta in habit, retaining its qualities as a
profuse bloomer, and bearing large flowers which almost rival our Florist Pansies for size and substance.

This plant w.as awarded a First-Class Certificate by the Floral Committee when exliibited before them (Sept. 25,
1869) by Mr. Jobson, of Rotherfield Park, its raiser, which no similar Viola has received. And no plants but those
which come from this stock are true in character.

The names of all Nurserymen purchasing this plant will be duly advertised, to enable the Public to secure the
genuine article. Orders are being booked and will be executed, in strict rotation, the first week in May,

Price.—Single Plants, 2s. 6d. I 50 Plants, 708.
I 100 Plants, 100s.Per Dozen, 24s.

Trade Price Upon applicalioti.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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ITALIAN
NEW LARGE

TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE FLAT BLOOD-BED.

No. 2. GLANT ROCCA, the largest Onion known.

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLY "WHITE, c^i-licst of all.

Tlie enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in

consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand
; but would,

nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent
disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, AND CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

SEED POTATQS.

H. & F. SHARPE
HAVE FINE STOCKS OF

THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF SEED POTATOS,
Which they offer to the Trade at low prices :

F..\RLY SANDRINr.IIAM KIDNEY
MVAll'S rKiiLIFIC KIDNEY

„ AMI l:n \-. I
' -K KIDNEY

III;' MM' Ml-, IKOLIFIC ROUND
DAI.MAIIOY
ro.\E'S SEEDLING
OXFORD

EARLY FORTY FOLD
„ FLOUR-BALL
„ COCKNEY
„ BRITISH QUEEN
„ MARTIN'S GLOBE

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, true
WEBB'S IMPERIAL KIDNEY
BARRON'S PERFECTION
WALKER'S EARLY REGENT
FLUKE KIDNEY | ROCKS,

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

J. G. ^VHEELER & SON'S
celp:brated skkd I'Otatos.

WHEELERS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY
We can recommend for carlinuss, flavour, size, and crop. In comparison with tlie Ashleaf it is as early, whilst i^

produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior to that \ariety. Wc can recommend it with the most
perfect confidence, and have much pleasure in referring to the annexed letters, spealdng in high terms of its earli

and excellence. 3g^ q^^ per peck; 12s. per bushel (561b.)

this year. I had not <i diseased
from any I have had for the 14 y—Nathaniel Treasure, Tewkesbury Unt ..

" I grew last year more than 120 lb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys pci
perch, and of first-rate qiiahty. My man says 140 Mj., and I think he i'
right."—Rev. James L. May, l^'est Ftttjord, l^orth Devon

/•^Mr. Speed, Gardener ia tlu Right Hon, Lord Penrhyn,

I'mrhyn Castle.

"Your Gloucestershire Kidney, whichi had from you last year,

well that I feel I cannot do better thcui have i

WHEELERS' MILKY WHITE.
4s. per peck; 14s. per bushel (561b.)

iiave bciyi very fr,'.

' tried them three years, njt, for :

COCOA-NTJT CABBAGE. is. per packet, Post Free.

THE

COCOA-NUT CABRAGE

IS A NEW
AND

VERY EARLY VARIETY,

TERFECTLY DISTINCT, OF

MOST EXCELLENT

FLAVOUR.

It should be planted i8 inches

apart.

Will yield an early and

continuous supply.

This Cabbage is a decided

novelty, and a

great acquisition.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
Large packet, Is. ; Smaller packet, 6d., Post Free.

" Your Tom Thumb Lettuce is a wonderful faro
amily and friends. For a summer Lettuce I have
cquai."—George F. A. Flower, Stafford Fann.

" Your Tom Thumb Lettuce is a very good
iad."~r. Young, Qardentr to Uaron de KutJ
"Major Warry would thank Messrs. Wheeler

1 Thumb."—H. P. Webd.

PATERSON'S SUPERB MELON. is. per Seed.

r,rZn'' r'lf'^i;'"!
'•''^1°"

r"^- "''""i "^f^l
'^^

i''^'
5""""" (1869) at Pontj-pool Park, by Mr. Paterson,

tl,^ n.«pH ^ ''i^fl" S'^
^'^

;
",*c'S'ied 24lb., and measured 42 inches in circumference. It was raised from

IrLi^fl f
Scarlet-flesh, crossed with the lilack Rock; of exquisite fi.avour, and very handsome, with fine rich

scarlet Hesh
;
and, as seen by the dimensions given, of extraordinary size and weight.

J. C, WHEELER and SON, GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEK
.Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he
believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 9 feet, 305. to 60s. per dozen. Transplanted
ApriL 1860,

ABIES DOLfGLASII. 6, 7, to 10 feet, 7$. W. to loi. Gd. each. Trans-
planted All/just, 1868.

ABfES ORIENTALIS, 5 G, and 7 feet, 71. Cd. to 21J. Splendid
plants, moved April, 1869, 10 to 12 feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

ABIES EXCELSA, the Common Spruce Fir, beautifully furnished.
5. G, to 8 feet high, X5. £7 10... to ;Ci2 10.. per 100.

1 nir awarl varieties of Spruce, such as pumila pygmaea, Grcgorii,
Claiibraziliana, &c., large numbers, many of them 20 and 30 years'
Rrowth.

CEDRUS DEODARA,sto6fect, 60J. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet, 84*. per
doien

; 10 to 12 feet, los. 6d. to 211. each, and upwards. We have
several thousands of these large Deodars. AH have been removed
since August, 1868 ; many since April, 1860.

CEDRUS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7 feet, 4«. to Qof. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet,

^^Xi.^- ^° ^°*- ^- ^^^^- '^" removed since September, 1868.CE6RUS LEBANON, 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September, 1868.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 301. to 421. per dozen;

8 to 10 feet, ss. to lOJ. 6d. cachT
» ., ARGENTEA, 3 to 4 feet, and as much in

circumference, 7s. 6a. to los. 6d. each.
II i> GRACILIS, 4 to 5 feet high, and 7 and 8 feet

> 5 feet, 425. per dozen, jCij per

: AugU
3 8 feet high,
ins, 5 6, 7, I

r undoubtedly the line

stock of mr\ny thousands of tliis fine plu.,,,

riCEA NOBIHS. hundreds of splendid spec!
high, all recently removed, and are undou
to be found in any Nursery. None are eraftcd.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 5, 6, to 8 feet, 211.

iipwards. Splendid Plants, moved August, 1868,
PICEA LASIOCARPA.—Hundreds of most beautiful plain

8. and 9 feet high. All removed i868-6g.
PICEA MAGNIFICA, 3, 4, and § feet,nr^m , TiTMi--

.
TV.

, . ^ .
.,

g^^ each. Some grand

42;. each, and
IS feet high.

S.6,

PICEA PlNSAPO,4,5.''6,'and8r(
.planted April,

THUJA AUKE.\.beaui
20 feet in circumference. This plai
and our stock is unsurpassed.

THUJA GIGANTEA, 5,6, toi2feethigh. Moved August, 1868.
THUJA LOBBII, 8 to 14 feet high, and as much in circumference

;

transplanted April, 1869.
THUJof'SlS BOREALlS.Sto feet. 7 and 8 feet round ; 421. to6of.

per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, js. 6d. to los. 6d. each. All removed since

WELlTnGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 tog feet, 7s. 6d. to los. 6d. each ;

6.7. 8, and Q feet, 21s. to 425. each. Transplanted in August.
PIMS ArsrRIACA,3 feet, jGS per 100. Transplanted Sept., 1868.
PIN US CEMBRA,8toiofeet, iotoi2ft. round.io5. 6d, to 211. each.
VKWS, the COMMOr

Thousands, all constantly i

3 feet of gold, and up t

, is, we believe, the
/ith in Europe ; it comprises, as well as

together, many thousands of the following

s, 4 to 10 feet.

) 8 feet high.

^N,^, 5, and 6 feet.
—This variety originated in this Nursery

wc have hundreds 4, 5, and 6 ft. high, 10 and ig ft. circumference.
PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Standards, los 6d. tosis. each.
HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specimens we haveMo
HOLLV, co:

IIOLLV,!.

» 14 feet high, by the

of splendid
I

of I

, all transplai

LIAandSCOTTICA.
HODGINS', tANGUbtlFOLIA,
YELLOW BERRIED,

| MYRTIFOLIA, &c.
4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high.

STANDARD, WATEKER'S and GOLDEN QU
4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6 t _

large number.
Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupying a

3 feet high.

;^UEEN HOLLIES,

the present i

edp.
siderably of ground ; fini

be V7ished or obtained. The prices

5 6, to 8 feet.

o 8 feet.

A L housands of beautiful plants, all moved 1868,

AT. CUBA. JAI NICA Eemed hundreds, li to 4 feet high : in the
e g u d and npo f om 8s. to izos. per doz, and upwards.

AM ERIC VN PLANTS —The Stock of American Plants at Knap
H s we be c e as fine as and more cxtenaive than, anything of its
k nd to be met v th n E t, and considerably over 50 acres of land
be ng devoted to tl eir cult a on We shall be pleased to supply—
RHODODENDRONS, nice bushy plants, from layers, named kinds,

l5 per 100, i;40 jjer 1000. A dozen sent as sample on application.
RHODODENDRONS, the finer kinds, by name, from £7 los. to

^12 101. per 100, and upwards.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from £io

to £15 per 1000.

STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Of these we possess a large
number of the oldest and finest specimens in the country, many
being from 20 to 30 years old, with heads varying from 15 to 30 feet
in circumference. There is prcbably no kind oetter adapted for
standards than that we call roseum elegans, many of which we
supplied lo Rotten Row. Wchavc also Rhododendrons, standards,
of many other kinds.

RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and great

s plants, ;£io per 100, upwards.AZALEAS, the very best kinds,
AZALEAS, common kinds, :^S p
AZALEAS, splendid plants, of the finest varieties, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet

high, and as much in cii
'

KALMIA LATIFOLIA,
with bloom, i;5 to /lop

ANDROMEDA FLORIlfUNDA, /« to £? los. per 100, and upwards.
HARDY HE.\.rHS, a yeryfine coirection, every plant a specimen.

lumference.

, bushy, healthy, and covered

', from 20J. to 40S. per i_,.
r blooming, many thousiERIC.VCARNK.\.for

ERIC.-V MEDIIERRANEA ALBA, remain's m bloom from October
is like new-mown hay—indispensable for WinterMay, and s

Gardening.
SKIMMIA JAPONICA, healthy plants, moved April, i86g,

,
Ornamental

200 Acres of ordinary N (l RSERY STOCK of a superi
Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen}, Roi
Trees for Avenues, &c.

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded
on application. Purchasers to any extent are strongly recommended
to make a personal inspection of our stock, and obtain the prices on
the spot. No Catalogue can fairly describe many of the plants we

1 from Waterloo to Woking

Station In England.
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LARCH, i-yr. Seedling, in quantity, also bedded, can
beoflercdl SCOTCH, native, LARICIO and AUSTRIAN PINES

1 aiidzyr. Seedlings, also I andsyr. bedded; PEAR, CHERRY and
PI.UM STOCKS, lyr. ; IVY, Irish, i and 2-yr. bcjdcd ; ASH and
QUICK, 2-yr. bedded. For prices, apply to

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

HEELER'S SUPERIOR GRASS SEEDS, for

Permanent Pasture, of the finest quality, arc fully described and
priced in WHEELER'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,
which may be had gratis and post free.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and
59, Mark Lane, London, E. C.

ELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS,
free by post. Per pkt.—i d.

Smith's fine long frame CUCUMliER i o

The White Queen CELERY 06
Snow's Winter White BRtlCCOLI 10
Smith's Incomparable CABBAGE 06
Worcester Champion Cabbage LET! UCE .. ..06
Improved Telegraph CUCUMBER 10
Early Dwarf Erfurt CAULIFLOWER 10
New Giant Rocca ONION 10
Ayton Castle LEEK 06
Worcester Late White BROCCOLI 10
Backhouse's Winter While BROCCOLI 16
French Breakfast RADISH 06
Golden Perfection MELON .

.

10
SELECT FLOWER SEEDS, free by post.

PRI>U'I.A SINENSIS, finest fringed

t
I I X ALBA 10

A\l\K\\lli: . i'i.EGANt'iSSIMUS '.'.
'.'. '.'. I 6

J'Kl;.LI.o.> i 1..1IIIER, NewGolden 06
BALSAM, splendid rose-flowered 10
New Tree MIGNONETTE 10
MARIGOLD, New French, miniature, striped .. ..06

(t^ For Prices of other Seeds, see RICHARD SMITH'S
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free by post on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

r^ EO. SMITH has much pleasure in offering Three
VT SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, unequalled by any others in cultiva-

AX'ALANTIIE {G. S.), this acquisition stands pre-eminent, being the
rinest I'lichsia ever offered, having very double, compact, and
beautifully formed flowers : corolla pure white ; of extra size, will

lonj; carmine hlaments; tube and sepals brilliant carmine-scarlet
This splendid flower contains in one bloom 25 petals ; line habi
and free grower. Plants loj. 6rf. each.

OriNioNS oi- THE Press.
Report from " Gardeners' Mi .j; .

,*'
1 >

'
. r .. i"'.)

PI;r 1,1 . ,t extraordinary bold
li.i! . ]

,
; ..\ carmine-scarlet, corolla

rn li \ i.'l'!. li.iM. '.nil... (11. ii.' h.rbit ; surpasses all other
double purple variclics. Plants loj. (id. each.

Opinions of the Press-
Report from " Gardeners' Magazine," October 3, 1869.

*' Purple Prince is bold and handsome, tube and sepals shining
carmine-scarlet, corolla very large, expanding boldly, colour a very
rich tone of pucy purple."

SULTAN (G. S.), tube and sepals waxy scarlet, broad and well
reflcxed ; corolla deep violet ; of fine habit, and one of the finest

d.irk Fuchsias in cuhiv.rlion. Plants los. M. each.

N(>rii~r-TIi ! .. ihi. I^uchsias, in one handsome coloured

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

"p S. 'WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

to suit gardens of various sizes, los. &d., 21s., 42s., 63J. and 845. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet.

-

Backhouse's Winter While Protecting BROCCOLI
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY
Williams'Matchless WHITE CELERY, new

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety -.

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE
Webb's Climax MELON, new

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever ofl'ered.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent

flavour, and 12 d.Tys earlier than any other known kind, new .

.

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, new
(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

Claudus and Soleil, by Mr. Tame:
6d. each.

: CATALOGUE, forwarded on appli

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, Londoi , N.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO., The Royal
Nurseries, Ascot, Berks, are now prepared to execute orders for

the following NEW and CHOICE PLAN-PS, to which they wish to
call special attention ;

—

I,\ORA DIXIANA.—This magnificent plant is of very free growth,
carrying fine foliage: the trusses ol flowers are large, and of a
bright orange colour. L'niike most Ixoras, it has proved itself of
very strong constitution, and little affected by change of tempera-
ture, consequently is admirably adapted for exhibition purposes.
Plants 7S. 6a. to 211. each ; wiln five or six spikes of bloom set,
2!!. eacli.

.•\N'rHURIUM SCHER2ERIANUM.—Fine young plants, two to
three crowns, loj. 6d. each ; three to four crowns, anti stronger,
151. to 6v. each.

TOD'EA PELLUCIDA COMPACTA.—A very dwarf and compact
-

• " '
-t

•

]j

FICUS MACICn

undoubtcils

BUTILON
fine Sublro
the bright 1

i Certificate For full de!
1 ay 8, i86q. In April ne.xt, loi. &/.
New Zealand, where such is its
nes to cover an acre of land. It is

I Plant of its kind, growing freely
vilhstanding 7 or 8 degrees of

i. 6d. each ; 241. per dozen.

ill
> beauty unlil late in the

TREE PICOTEE ASCOT YELLOW.—This is of the mc St robust
habit and a thorough perpetual. The colour an intense yellow,
deeply edged with lake ; flowers very large and finely shaped. A
few strong plants, now, qr. each ; in April next, 21, 6d. each

ROYAL ASCOT VINE.—this has
most prolific of all the

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed 25. 6rf., 3r. 6rf. , and

CALCEOLARIA, Ncill's extra choice strain, is. 6d., y. M.,and

CINERARIA.Weatherill'sextrachoicc strain, 2J. 6rf.,3>. &(.,&

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain is. M. and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. u M., 2s. M, and

VERBEN.\, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLAN UMS .. .. 2j. (i.f. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new

Parsons' New Tree Mignonette

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are, without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter ; the flowers arc very double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUT.\ ALBA, new is. M. and

ZINNIA EI.EGANS PUMILA flore-pleno, new

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

post free on application.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries.
THOMAS WARNER begs to remind intending

Planters and the Trade that, in addition to his extensive General
Nursery Stock, he has the following in large quantities, of unsurpassed

n... — A ^cr A ^, , . Ki ; CATALOtjUES,

CURRANTS, White Dutch.
PEARS, Standards and Pyramids.
PLUMS, Standards, chiefly Victoria.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
ARBOR-VIT,* (of sorts), single specimens, 1!-^ to s feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, singfc specimens, 1 to 2 feet.
BOX, Tree (of sorts), i% to 3 feet.

CHESTNUTS, Scarlet and White, Standards, 5 to 8 feet.

ELM, Ornamental (of sorts). Standards, 4 to 12 feet.

LABURNUM, English, 4 to 8 feet.

POPLAR, New Silver, i)^ to 8 feet.

OAK, English, Transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 5 feet.

SPRUCE FIR, single specimens, i« to 3 feet.

ROSES, Dwarf, most ofthe leading and newer kinds.

THE NEW APPLE of the season, ANNIE
ELIZABETH, was awarded a First-class Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, and illustrated in " Florist and Pomo-
logist, November, i86g. A most valuable late keeper, of excellent
quality : should be in every — "—•— -' c-.... c

—

Advertisements. It has already

Abrahams, W., Sen., Woking
Bunyard & Son, Maidstone
Barnes, T., Thirsk
Cutbush & Son, Highgale
Cole & Sons, Manchester
Cooling, Bath
Caparn, W. H., Newark
Dickson, F. & A., & Sons,

. - - . ^ , & Sons, Chester
Dickson & Tumbull, Perth

mmond, W. C, Bath
Ewing & Child, Norwich

& Son, Wells
1 iducia, E. P., Hereford
Fells,;., Hitchcn
Harrison, T., Darlington
Holmes, E., Lichfield
House, J., Peterborough
Jeffries & Son, Cirencester

HARRISON

iackman & Son, G. , Woking
iimberley, C. , Coventry
Lucombe, Pince & Co., Exeter
Lee, J. & C, Hammersmith
M'Ronald, Jas., Chichester
Oldroyd, H. I., Shrewsbury
Rollisson & Sons, Tooting
Smith, R., Worcester
Sampson, Thos., Yeovil
Samson, \V. & T., Kilmarnock
Sandy & Sons, Stafford

C. Slough

veiicn Ol :)ons, i„neisea
Veitch, R., Exeter
Williams, B. S., Holloway
Wood & Ingram, Huntingd

S T̂RONG STANDARD APPLES and PEARS.—
^-^ Large horizontal Trained and Pyramid Apples and Pears; fine

Standard and Dwarf trained PEACIIKS and NECTARINES; fine

bushy LAURELS and LAURI ^ . >M i HI- 1 M
.
iq. to 4 feet ; extra

bushy LAURUSTINIIS and I'lil:
!

I '. \i I i. K I LS, li to 3 feet

;

a large collection of Standard .:. i I ' .J, Dwarf China,
and climbing ROSES of the 1 .iuous flowering
SHRUBS; ASH, 2 to 5 feet : SCi 1 I 1 1, ^r I: 1 I

,
,,r,d AU.STRIAN

FIRS,and all kinds of 'FOREST TREES i strong Evergreen PRIVET
and THORN (^UICK for Hedges. ^All the above have been regularly

isplanted, and a " ' '
"

Raspberries, Evergreens, &c.

ROBERT CORNWELL and CO. offer RASP-
BERRIES, Cromwell's Seedling, per too, isr. ; Carter's Prolific,

tor. : Red Antwerp, loj. ; Filbasket, los ; Double Bearer, tor. ; Eaves
While, loi. ; Yellow Antwerp, 10. ; STRAWBERRIES, 2i. :

ASPARAGUS, 2, 3, 4. .Ill 1 ^ , I
:

r M i ,iiid WHITE CURRANTS,
Bushy LAURELS, PI; I\ I

,'
: nd Green BOX, LAURUS-

TINCis, ARBOR.Vn.l ) . I !
'

I .1:, Cheap.

AZALEA PONTIC L .\1 (>uc.l .-Vzalea), 10 to 15 inchi

4*. per dozen. 2or. per 100 ; 15 to 20 inches, 51. per di

ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA ANGUSTIFOLIA, nice
dozen, 151. per

plants, 31. per

dozen, igs. per 100; 12 toKALMIA CLAUCA, 8 to 12 inch

15 inches, 45. per dozen, 181. per
LEDU.M PALUSTRE, 8 10 12 inches, 31. per dozen, 151. per 100.

All these can be supplied by the 1000. See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

Prime Nursery Stock.
SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

MON and tuRKEY; POPLARS, SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,
WALNUTS, and YEWS : and an extra large breadth of fine HAZEL
and strong THORNS ; an immense stock ofEvergrccn and Deciduous
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the usual sizes.

VE RGREENE
5106
SIBERIAN ARE0R-VIT.'E,2 to 2I feet, 40s. per too; 2i

SOT. per too; 3 to 34 feet, 605, per 100; 3i to.) ftcl, 8ir. per ic

RICHARD SMITH. \.;r- - r-„M->, \V c - 1,-r

RICHARD SMI I II - I I

DECIDUOUSMll 111!
ORNAMENTAL TKt.l -. i 1 1.1 1

with their generic, spc^ili., j:id

height, time of tlowering, colour, 6

''" RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryn n and Seedsm.Tn, Worcester

T R A D E. —
\% foot.

SCOTCH FIR.'q to i& inches.
riNUS LARICru.oto 18 inches.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, g to i8 inches.
PINUS RIGIDA, 2 to 3 fecL A very fast-growing Pine,
and safe mover. Price on application to.

J. THORNTON. Healherside Estate, Bagshot. Surrey.

SYCAMORES or PLANES, 7 to 9 feet, 3^. per dozen.
LABl'RMM f

1 I' I, --J per dozen.
ASH and HORSE CHI I - 1 1, ,t

1 t ri, 30J. per 1000.

OAKS, 2 to 3 feet, 55 j" r - Ml 1 1 .
1 '- foot, 121. per looa

LAURELS, 1 foot. 51 ;
r. .

i" 1,71. pen

Fine CUCUMBER SEED, js. per

\
, 1 kct, 41. per dozen.

rcn ; less than 2 feet, 6r. per doz
; (id. per oz.

cash only.

A. WI LKIN, Tiptree. Kelvedon, Essex.

:, 3, and 4 feet, thrice
d 3 feet, twice trans-
: transplanted ; Rhodo-

bushy, and with balls; Berberis vulgaris
r^ _./.. ,- . -transpiantcc

; IJwarf and
Mountain Pine, twice transplanted ; Snowberry, Sweet Brier, and
Spiraea, 3, \ and 4 feet ; and all other desirable plants for farming
Game ana Fox CovertS( of superior quality and capitally rooteoT

COVERT PLANTS.—Spr
transplanted, Mahonia aquifolia^ i, 2, am

planted ; Evergreen Privet, 3, 4 and 5 feet, twice
dendrons, 1, 2 and 3feet| ' ' ' -

--l .

AMERICAN ARBOR -VIT^, good Plants.
\^^ to 2 feet, 21. per dozen, 125. per 100.

3 to 2M lect, 3J, per dozen, 151 per 100.

2 to 3 feet, 3J. Ofl. per dozen, jw. per loo.

2/^ tojj^ feet, 41. per dozen, 201. per joo.

3 to 4 feet, 4J. 6a. per dozen, 221. per 100.

See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries. Matlock.

PICEA NOBILIS.— Suitable for Avenues or Orna-
mental Planting,—500 Picea nobilis, from seed, linely-furnished

Trees, aj;^ to ^ feet high, with good leadin? shoots and splendid roots.
This Californian Pine is thoroughly hardy, sound in constitution, of
rapid growth, not very particular to situation if planted in good loamy
soil. It takes the very highest rank as a remarkable, noble, and beau-
tiful Tree. The above to be sold very Cheap. Price on application to

Messrs. FISHER, HOLMES, and CO., Handsworth Nursery,
Sheffield.

o 5 feet, 251. per
o feet, 32i. per
6 feet, 361. per

Royal Midland Seed Warehou

proved itself to be beyond
doubt the most prolific of all the Vines yet set out, and ripens it:

fruit to perfection in a cold house. Plants, 71. od. to !«. each
and a few extra strong three year old canes, that woula carry ;

p this year, :

NEW PEACHES.—The "Marquis of Dow
Ascot." These have bc(

Mi
,

It earlier than the Royal
I.'

I

, :
i ' iilants,7j. 6*;. toiw. each.

AHl 1^ '

:

'
I t( r from Japan. We have

Iin.,..t ^I'l!.! ,

J ,:.l',-.i \'\\ [v.: i.;i>iwth. With foliage of the

JUNIPERuViAVuNICA''ALBu-VARIEGATA.—By far the finest
of all the Junipers. 2j. 6J. to 21s. each.

ACER RUFINERVE ALBO-LIMBATUM.-This large and beauti-
ful variety of Maple is an introduction from Japan. It is qui
distinct from other varieties, and *-- ' -'^' '

nearly covered with white, have
3 42J. each.

tifullycut. and are coloured with green and red.
""IBAS, Males, i*. '

r CATALOGUE.
AUCUBAS, Males.

only b* found in the French issue of the same Cataloi
Parts 4, 5, and 6 of Vol. XVIII. of the FLORE have appeared;

their contents can be found at p. 409 of the Seed Catalogue. Price
of subscription for the Volume of 12 Parts, ^i loi. (more than One
Hundred highly-coloured Plates, Woodcuts, miscellaneous matter, &c.)
SS" Parts 7, 8, and 9, will appear in the first week of March,

and contain the Chronological History of the Best Belgian Pears,
their Merits and Winners, and many other Miscellaneous Matters;

"~ riptions and Mode of Culti\
lia mar>'landica. Clematis Joi
Imantophyllum cyrtanthiflorui ,

, _^r--| ^ granditlorum, Campanula solda-
nellsflora, Tropaolum tricolorum, Arstroemeria tricolor and pallida,
Datura (Brugmansia) sanguinea [double plate). Gloxinia Lucy,
quite of novel colour ; Antigonon Leptopus (double plate), Des-
modium pcnduliflorum, the richest flowenng hardy shrub of tne day
(double plate) ; Hydrangea stellata prolifera, Hemerocallis disticha
flore-pleno, Callleya labiata (double plate), Eucodonia (Achimanes)
nxcelioides nana multitlora (double plate) Gunnera scabra (double
plate), Lcclia prastans, x Anthoccras sorbnolia, &c,

Ghent Royal Nurserj-, February aC.

:> urserjTTian, Vogelenzang
jssrs. R. SILBERRADand
London, E.C.

DOUBLE WHIN, GORSE or FURZE,
ULEX EUROP,«A FLORE-PLENO.

Excellent plants, all extra, transplanted—package included :—

•

9 to 15 inches, 25. yi. per dozen, itr. per too.

12 to i8 inches, 31. per dozen, 13J. per too.

15 to ao inches, 31. td. per dozen, i6r. per 100.
18 to 24 inches, 5r. per dozen, 20J. per 100.

The above can be supplied Dy the 1000, in pots 9 to ra inches, 5J. per
dozen, 221. M. tier too. See CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

"PIQREST TREES, which we can offer in quantity.

(Spanish), ij^ to 2!^ feet: Berberis aquifol: , ,, .

Trees, strong blooming plants, by the dozen or 100 ; Laurel (Common),
iji to 2 feet, 2 to 2,'i feet, 2^ to 3 feel ; Yew (English), I to !< foot,
i^ to 2 feel, 2 to 2!4 feet, 4 to 5 feet, 5 to 6 feet, very fine and well
tooted. GOOSEBERRIES, Warrington, &c., a few thousands, 3 and
4 yr. : RASPBERRIES, Northumbefland Filbasket, nice canes.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

ALDER, ij^ to 2 feet, 15J. ; 2 to 2'M feet, 171.

'

ELM, i)^to2«feet, I5r.

FIR, SILVER, iM to 2 feet, 401.

„ SCOTCH. 9 10 15 inches, 121. ; i to i!4 feet, 16s. ; i!i to 2 ft., 20!.

„ SPRUCE, I to iK foot, I2J. ; i!^ to 2 feet, 20!. ; 2 to 2>i feet, 281.
MAPLE, NORWAY, 4 to 5 feet, 40J
PINUS MARITIMA, i to i',' foot, 121. : iK to 2 feet, 151.
SYCAMORE, i"< to 2 feet, 15J. ; 2 to 3 feet, 22J. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30s.
GORSE, I-yr, ij. M. ; a-yr, 2S.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLI A, 9 to 12 inches, 201.

BROOM, white, M to 2 ft. , lor. ; yellow, i"^ to 2 ft., 151. ; 2 to 3ft., 201.
COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA, I to ti< foot, 4dr.

RHODODENDRONS, PINUS AUSTRIACA, &c., Src
See CATALOGUE, free on application.
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MOUNTAIN ASH, a most Ornamental and Profitable

for Underwood. It ivill grow upon soil too poor for

nost other plants used for a similar purpose^ W
supply L-ood plants—iM "10 2 feet, at ifo. per loooi 2 10 3 feet, at

per i<i>o: !>,' to 3'.i '"I " "» J>" "<»: 3'A w 4« feet, at 4.. per

or 271. M. per 1000. See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darlcy Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

Suttons' Home-grown Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for tlie

FLOWER and KITCHEN GARDEN, carriage free.

FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
No. I COLLECTION, for a large Garden, Carriaec Free £3 3 "

No. a COLLECTION, for a medium sized do., Carriage Free 320
No. 3 COLLECTION, for a medium siicd do.. Carriage Free i 11

No, 4 COLLECTION, for an ordinar>- sized do., Carnage Free 1 i o
No, 5 COLLECTION, for a small do o 15 o

No, S COLLECTION, for a very small do. o 12 6

FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN.
No. I COLLECTION, Free by Poster Rail jCa 2 o

No. 2 COLLECTION, Free by I'ost or Rail ill 6

No. 3 COLLECTION, Free by Poster Rail i I o

No. 4 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail o 15 •
No. 5 COLLECTION, Free by Post or Rail o 10 6

of the above Collections may be had on application.

. clcs not required will be excluded, and others included

J the wish of the purchaser.

Priced LISTS of Garden Seeds, Grass Seeds, and Farm Seeds, post

free on applicition

SLTTON AND SONS Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading, Berks.

and any articles

Surplus Stoclc-Very Cheap.

SPECIMEN CONIFERS
r^ and EVERGREENS, handsome
and well-grown, for Lawns, Pleasure
(.rnunds, and Parks, have been re-

cently transplanted, and are full of
licalin and vigour. For Descrip-
tions, also Prices of other sizes, see
RICHARD SMITH'S LISTS.

guage line;

at a moderate cost, thereby savm
delay and expense of packing.

,. cxcelsa, 3
Vrbor-vita:, American, 5 to 6 feet

_„ Siberian, 31 to 4 feet
double, in pots, strongOoi

i3 inches

Hartogia capensis (Cape Laurel), , .__ _

i| to 2 feet I Phillyrea oleatolia.

At i8y. per dozen.
Abies canadensis, s to 6 feet I Phillyrea oleafolia,

„ excclsa, 4 to 5 feet I Picea balsamea, s t

Alalirnns, br,..n,rJeavcd, 2 to 2( ft. ' Pinus austr
Ar!,or .,-.,., \ni..r:.--,n, 6 to 7 feet I Quercus ile

.. ^li" r I. I'. 1 I" 1' n . t Rhododendron pontic
AiHi.!. Clinches bushy), 3 to aj feet
l^"y. I

I

r nnids, very ,, hybrids, fi:

6 feet

2\ft. [2 ft.

I 3 feet

iis.,. 2 i.j 2i feet ' Taxus japonic* (Japan Yew),
V leaved, si to 3 feet ! 12 to 15 inches

At 24J. per dozen.

Abies elcgans, 18 to 24 inches
[ Ivy, green tree, 18 to 24 inches

Arbor-vit*, Siberian, 4! to 5 feet Laurel, Portugal, pyramids, 3 to 4
Aiicuba japonica, 21 to 24 inches I feet [feet
Cryptomena Lobbii, 5 to 6 feet ' Phillyrea oleafolia, very fine, 3 to 4
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 4 to 5 feet 1 Rhoaodendrons, hybrids {fine
llallv, screw leaved, green, 2 to 2i varieties), 21 to 24 inches

feet
I
Taxus japonica, 15 to 18 inches

At 30J. per dozen.

Abies canadensis, extra fine, 6 to 7
' Ivy, green tree, extra fine and

feet bushy, 2 to 2! feet
legans, 2 to 2) feet Juniperus chinensis, 3 to 3I feet

,, drupacea, 18 to 24 inches

„ clauca, 3 to 4 feet

,, Lecana, 3 to 4 feet

Pinus austriaca, 4 to 5 feet

Thujopsis borealis, 4 to 5 feet

At 365. per dozen.

(Weeping Spruce), 1 Juniperus Smithiana,3 to 3i feet

Tipacta, 3 to 3i feet

I 2) feet

pacta, 2i to 3 feet
a, very bushy, 2 to

)bbii, 6 to 7 feet

„ Schottii,

Taxus eleganlissima (gold 1(

[3i feet 18 to 24 inches
I „ Irish, 5 to 6 feet

Arbor-vitae compacta, -^J to 4 feet

,, Siberian (vcrj- finc)i^6 to 7 feet
Juniperus chinensis, 3* to 4 feet

per dozen,

unipcr ,

„ Schotlu,34
uriferaU

Junipcrusphoenicia, 3 to4 feet
•

i4 to 4 feet
Incense}uniper).4t
1. 6 to 7 l^ct 5 f«

Tnujopsi

At 48J. per dozen.

5 feet

Bl
J 6 feet

Ichottii 3 5 feet

7 to 8 feet

,. 08 feet

Arbor-vita; cf>mpacla, 4 to 4} feet

,, densata, 5 to 6 feet

,, glauca

, Irish; 6 to 7 feet

Wellingtonia gigantea, ?! to 3 feet

Al 605. per dozen.

' Economy.—Seeds Direct from the Growers."

^ _X. jL_^tf^

^-iL^Jl^^ sB'U^yy^^
CAETEE'S

GENUINE SEEDS for the GARDEN,
II.\RVI:ST1:D on their OWN .SEED F.\RMS.

NEW ONIONS -Carter's Select Stocks:

NEW GI.\.\T ROCC.\ ONION of N.\PLES, 1.1. pkt.

E.\RLY WHITE N.-XPLES ONION, i.r. per packet.

ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ONION, ij-. per packet.

NEW GLOBE TRIPOLI ONION, ls. per packet.

Post Free.

NOTICE to COUNTRY PURCHASERS.
JAMES CARTER & CO. have made such extensive

arrangements that enable them to guarantee imme-
diate execution of all Orders (weather permitting).

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
The following Collections are assorted for the con-

venience of those purchasers that do not wish to make
their own selection, and will insure a plentiful supply of

choice Vegetables all' the year round.

CARTER'S COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS
No. I, price I2J. fid. packing included, suitable for a Small Cottage

CARTER'S COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS
No. 2, price 2ij., packing included, suitable for a Small Garden,

Beans, Nonpareil .

,, Broad Windsc
„ best French .

„ Scarlet Runne
Beet, St. Osyth

„ Dwarf Scotch
Brussels Sprouts, best ..

Broccoli, Carter's Cham-

,, Adam's Esriy While
,, Purple Sproutinfi ..

Cabbage, Carter's Karly..
„ I- nlield Market

,, Savoy, best curled .. ,,

Carrot, Early Horn .. i oi.

,, James's Green-top .. ,,

,, sclccicd Scarlet ... ,,

Cauliflower, Carter's Dwf.
Mammoth .. .. Ig. pkt.

Celery, Incomparable
nwarf White .. „

„ Manchester Giant Red „

Endive. French curled .

Leek, Ayton Castle
Lettuce. Carter's Gian

White
,, Drumhead ..

„ Victoria
Mustard, White ..

Melon, Carter's Excelsio
Onion. Giant Madeira .

„ Reading
Parsnip, Student .

.

Parsley^ Dunnett's Cai
nishing

Peas, Carter s Early
„ Premier
„ Bishop's Long-pod .

„ Priietaker ..

„ Carter's Sutprise .

,, Champion of Englan

,, ^'eitch's Perfection.
Radish. Wood's Frame .

,, Early Scarlet Short

lurnip, Early Six-wcc
„ Yellow Malta

Tomato
Vegetable Cream, Men
Pot Herbs

CARTER'S COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS
No. 3, price 42i-, package included, suitable for a Garden of half

CARTER'S COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS
No, 4, price 631., package included, suitable for larger C.ardeni

For full particulars see CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED
GARDENERS' and FARMERS' VADE MECUM for

1870, Post Free,

J feet

6 feet

to 6 feet

5 feet
", thurifera, 15 to 77eet

Abies albertiana, 7

,, viridis pendula. 5 to 6 feet

Laurel, colchic (verj- fine), 8 to 10
feet [5 to 6 feet

,, Portugal, pyramids (very line),

Picea Nordmanniana, 2 to aj feet
Pinus Cembra, e.xtra fine, 6 to 7 ft,

to 2i feet

7 feet

3 to 3i feet

I Taxus elegant!
' Thujopsis boreaiis, (

Wellingtonia giganti

, Douglasii, 8 to to feel, 71. 6rf. ;

.0 to 12 feet, lOJ. 6rf.; extra
fine, 12 to 15 feet. 151. each

,
orientalis, 4 to 5 feet, 61,

6 feet, 7s. 6rf
.

; 6 1 7 feet,

) 6 feet,

tw, T 8 to 9 feel, 7s. id. each
Laurel, Portugal, pyramids, exti

fine, 7s. 6a. ; very large, lOJ. 6<

lasiocarpa, 2i to 3 feet, 151.

;

to 3ifect, 21J, : 3i to 4 feet
I. 6rf. ; 4 to 4i f«t, 42J.

;

to 5 feet, 531. M. each

fine. 2 to 2i feet, loj. M-jsJ to

3 feet, 155. each
„ Nordmanniana, 4 to 5 feet, 155.;

5 to 6 feet, 211, ; 6 to 7 feet,

31J. (>d.\ 7 to 8 feet, 421. each
„ Pinsapo,3to3ifi-Fi<M-6<f.;3ito

4 ft., 15J. ;4t0 4ift.,2ii. ;5to
sift. .3"- 6^: 5ito6ft-.42s. ea.

Pinus Cembra. 7 to 8 feet, 6j. ; 8 lo

q feet, ^i. ha. each
Wellingtonia gigantea, 3! to 4 feet,

Yews, for hedges, about 12 feet

high, 46 years old, recently
.nsptanted, 31J. fid. each

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merrhant, Wo

ON LAYING DOWN I,AND to PERMANENT
PASTURE.

"For getting up the subject of Grasses we cannot conceive a
handier book than Miss Plues", which is furnished with ample and
ccuratc illustrations; while for putting her data to the proof, and
isting the value of hints and suggestions, it may be well to make
cquamtance with that really scientific i«»CH«r(, Messrs. Wheeler's
Uustrated Book on Grasses."

—

Saturday Revirw.
A Copy will be forwarded free on application to

J. C. WHEELER and SON. Crass-Seed Merchants. (Jlouccstcr;
nd 59, Mark Lane. London, E.C. ^

Eaxly Feed for Sheep and Cattle.

SUTTONS* IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
the Eariicst and most Productive in Cultivation, Should be

sown in March to produce a succession of valuable Cuttings during
3 bushels arc required per a

"

J.
Carter & Co. offer choice stocks of the following :

peck. bush.

splendid table var.

Carter's Champion
Early Handsworth
Rivers' Royal Ashleaf .

Early Rose, 15. f>d. p. lb.

Myatfs Prolific Ashleal
Fluke Kidney ..

Lapstone Kidney Walker's Regent
American Clima

3s. per lb.

Dalmahoy
Prince of Wales Kidn.
"The Queen's"

CARTER'S PRIZE MEDAL FARM SEEDS.
See page 306 of this day's Gardeners' Chroiiulc.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 23B. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C

BOLTON AND CO. beg to offer NEW SEED of the
best GRASSES.

FOREIGN ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
HOME-GROWN do. do.

ANNUAL RYE-GRASS
PERENNIAL do.
EVERGREEN do.

And all the best kinds of Natural Grasses, Mixtures for Permanent
Pastures and Meadow Lands, to suit the different varieties of Soil

Mixtures of Grass Seeds also made up for all situations :

—

CEMETERIES I
CROQUET GROUNDS

RAILWAY BANKS |
ORCHARDS

And SHADY PLACES,
ther per Bushel or per Acre, to be had on appljcatic

<c:^^'^2^*^pxjC.j^/9ic 7l>C-^C^:'7\d,

EastRate Street, Che^t

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS IHRDY ISEDDING I'L.-V.NTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, Sec.

ROBERT P.^RKER begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

in cultivation of tlie above-named, is now published, and will be
,

forft-arded to applicants. The stocks of SEEDS have all been procured

from the best possible sources : all arc warranted genuine, and arc

offered at the lowest possible prices. Intendmc purchasers arc rc-

thc prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery', Tooting, Surrey, S.W.
quested lo compart

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

RICHARD WALKER can supply, for cash,

SEAK.ALE for pl.inlini; out, n. M. per loo;

PLANTS, strong, f<

asparagus

'hte'si'An'i'sh'^Vion

To tlie Seed Trade.
rpHE ADVERTISER h.is 12 cwt.

BROCCOLI SEED, and a few ounces of <

CUCUMBER SEED.
JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Mei

of True White
)ck of which can be
ance Early While
lucror of tlie West

nt, Truro.

N EW SCARLET RUNNERS,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA ROUND POTATOS,
NONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY POTATOS,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATOS,
YORKSHIRE KIDNEY POTATOS,
RUSSIAN SHALLOTS.
I, a, and 3 years i;iANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS.
doffcrs.ofthcalioM madi' i- Ihf Trade, on applicatioil lo

EDWARD TAVI "K, s. i 1 M.r. h.nnl, Mallon, Yorkshire.

Notice to the Trade.
LAXTON'S NEW PEAS, ALPHA and SUPREME.

HURST AND SON beg to state that they are holders

of half the slock of the above valuable varieties; also the

HUNDREDFOLD or COOK'S FAVORITE, and the entire slock of

MCMILLAN'S QUEEN of the MARROW. They have alsj irro»;n

largely of LAXTON'S PROLIFIC Descriptions of all in

CATALOGUE, which may be had on application -Phey have at

present a good supply of the true RED and WHITE rTALIA^
IkIPOLI onion; and the GIANT KOCCA, all of which are

scarce 1 is scason.^^
^^^ ^^.^^,^ ^^^ I.cadenhall Street, E.C

Buttons' Prize Cucumber Seeds, Post Free,

I 1 kKSIlIRI
1 bd per packet
•^ ' " .. -i (jd per picket

H \MI ION,

HAMIl Tim ^ NFEDLF GUN, 2J M per picket

HAMILTON'S BRITISH VOLUNTEER, 2s. M. per packet.

HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE, 2s. M. per packet. ...tt^mc.
Other good sorts, is. and is. 6rf. per packet, as see SUllONS

PRICED CATALOGUE, Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

/TUCUMBER, ARMITAGE'S SATISFACTION,
V^ IS. per packet. Five seeds.—Having tested this variety at our

N iirscrv its merits cannot be too highly stated, for it was admitted by

.ill wh.i V.iw it rr.iwing, as one of the most prolific, best in shape.

i.irL'c, siniL.th, j;i>"d colour, and quality not surpassed. Recommended

iMl con " -"*:*^^,jy^Q£ ^jjp SON, Seed Merchants, Huddersfield.

/ 1UCUMBER, DICKSON'S FAVOURITE, or

KJ all the year ROUND.
We can confidently recommend this as one of the best Cucumbers

grown, while it is second to none for general ptirposes. '"

lws'about'i"fOTtlong'''and in"summ?r frpmj's to I's'inches, is of deep

5reen colour, v(:ry hindsome, delicate^ in flavour, and jartiaiUrly

, Spring, and S

:ry prolific, showing ....^ ." .. -.

—

lual supply of handsome Cucumbers
mmer months. Per packet, is. 6rf.

coder, crisp, and juicy
at ^very ioint.and fu *

'fpAlSuris & ARTHUR DICKSON & SON,
The " Old " Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street, Chester.

ROCCOLI, ELLETSDN'S NEW SURPRISE,
Large late NVhite Protecting.—A great improvement upon the

'Broccoli"" sent out 20 years ago by those

ers, J. & J. Ellctson, of Thomgumbald, wjhoMammotn Cauliflowe
eminent Market Gardeners, J. *£ J. r-iicison, 01 . iiu...Bu..."—

.

--

have for many years been so successful in the cultivation of Broccql

and who by great industrj' have so far improved upon tn

t1ie°"b™e"Sie"tyI"Mc'h Vos's'es''s'es"the hardiness of th.

:__ :. ;_ ..:,.. g^d quality. I have every confidi
parent and surpassing

Mammotn was originally^

enabled to supply the dgei

L nave cvciy i-u. ...--•-— -

h^ch was given when the stock of

Having the entire stock, I am

CUC'uMbE^'', FOSTER'S XL,' fine .

hardy long dark green Cucumber, :

'Ridge.—Is markably

...;„d"erJithTh^e°?e«fsrcU^fiTnce"."'iris v-e^ pro^

its colour 10 the last. All who have seen ' (^"" "^/'j" jlvour a?e
it cannot be surpassed, and those who have tried l^^ff, ",
convinced of its txcelleni quality Length, la to 18 inches. per

"eDMUND Vh??!''? DIXON, the Yorkshire Seed Establishment,

57, Queen Street. Hull,
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" Economy,—Seeds direct from the Growers."

CARTER'S "PRIZE MEDAL" FARM SEEDS
AT VERY

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE and TURNIP,

LIVERPOOL SWEDE "
.

.

"~o

Other ordinary varieties .

,

.

,

. . -jd. to o ]

CARTER'S IMPERLAL HARDY SWEDE,
(acknowledged to be the best in cultivation) . , o

CARTER'S "LONDON SWEDE, an immense
cropper . . , . . , , . . , . . o

DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE TURNIP, of
quick growth and good quality . . . , . . i

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP
{the largest and best White Turnip) . . . , o

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP .. o

IMPERIAL GREEN globe: TURNIP .. o

CARTER'S CHAMPION HYBRID TURiNIP,
green-top or purple-top, splendid stocks . . 01

Lmvest price per C?4'/. o/l appUcatimi.

LOW QUOTATIONS, FOR IMMEDIATE

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS AT

ALDERSHOT CAMP.

We are favoured with the following evidence of the

superior quality of our Grass Seeds from COL.

LAFFAN, R.E.

" Col, Laffan is happy to inform Messrs. Carter & Co.

th;it the 60 acres of Grass grown from the Seed supplied

by them last Autumn look extremely well, and promise a

good crop of Hay."

N.B. These Seeds were sown under most adverse

influences, both of soil and situation.

PURCHASE. _

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL
I'cr lb-

Ordinary YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE MANGEL,

remarkable for firmness of quality

CARTER'S MAMMOTH PRIZE MANGEL,

the finest long red variety

CARTER'S NEW CHAMPION INTER-

MEDIATE MANGEL, the best oval-shaped

variety (see Illustration) .

.

ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW MANGEL .

.

IMPROVED RED GLOBE MANGEL ..

Lmocit price per Cwt. on applicalicm.

CABTEK'S NE'W CHAMPION
INTERMEDIATE MANGEL.

The best oval shaped variety.

Is. per lb., cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS AT

HILSEA LINES.

J.
EDWARDS, Esq., writes as follows:—

" I am pleased to say that the Grass Seeds you

supplied for the Hilsea Fortifieations, upwards of 2 miles

in length, gave me great satisfaction."

N.B. These Seeds were sown under most adverse

influences, both of soil and situation.

CARTER'S PRIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS.
The genninating quality of MESSRS. CARTER'S GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS (after most careful testing) is assured to be first-rate ; and, from the great pains

taken to adapt the Mixtures of Grasses to suit the particular nature of the soil intended to be laid doNvn, the possibihty of failure can scarcely be entertained. It is

only necessary when ordering to give a general description of the soil, situation, .ic.

For HEAVY SOILS,

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (CHOICEST aUALITY).
. to 32.f. per acre.

\
i-or II III SOII s to ^2 j er a re

Second qiial ty cht p R I i r t i for more th 1

For MEDIUM SOILS, to 325. per acre.

LOOK TO YOTJR GRASS LANDS.
CARTER'S RENOV.-\TING MIXTURE should be

now sown on Meadows that have suffered from the past
dry summer. The Mixture includes the most desirable

Grasses and Clovers for Hay Crop, and succeeding Green
Feeding, and will soon restore a first-rate Permanent
Pasture. Sow 8 to 12 lb. per acre.

Price 9d. per lb., 80s. per cwrt.

-^n

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALTERNATE HUSBANDRY,

Including the greatest Food and Hay producing

Grasses and Clovers, in sueh proportions as the particular

rotation may require.

For ONE YEAR'S LAY, best quality . .
"'

^.'^'Ts 6

For TWO YEARS' L.\Y zj d

For THREE or FOUR YEAR'S L.'VY.. . . 22 o

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY OF

CARTER'S MANGEL SEEDS.
Fjom W. Capper, Esq., Duddlcstcne, Mn-. i, iSfig.

" Vou will be pleased to hear that 1 have again won the Cup for Red
Mangels, grown from your seed. This is the fifth year in succession
that 1 have taken this prize."

Frotn Mr. R. Beecher, Kilm&liDda, Oel. 25, 1869.

" Mr. Beamish took First Prize at our show with Carter's Warden
Mangel, and Carter's Imperial Swede."

A. A. MearnS, Esq., a'rites—Mil/ord Srewiyy, Oct. 26, i86g.

" There is nothing like the Warden Mangel in the County of Pem-
broke. They arc most handsomely shaped."

For full descriptions of Carter's Prize Medal Farm
Seeds, see

IMPROVED/ MANGEL.

The best Globe in cultivation.

Is. per lb., cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S "ROYAL MIXTURE"
OF FINE GRASS SEEDS FOR LAWNS, &c.

20s. per bushel ; second quality, 18s.

CARTER'S FINE CLOVERS,

Free from weeds and dirt.

Per lb.-!, d. s. d.

RRO.\D-LE.AVED RED .. .. o 7! to o ii

PERENNIAL RED or COW GRASS o loj to 1 i

WHITE DUTCH o 11 to i 4

ALSIKE HYBRID i o to 1 4

YELLOW TREFOIL or HOP . . o 4I to o 7

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

CARTER'S "LORD'S MIXTURE"
Ol- Fink GR.\SS SEEDS for CRICKET GROUNDS.

18s. per bushel. (3 bushels per acre.)

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY OF

CARTER'S MANGEL SEEDS.
A. MuTLEY, Esq., Tirliu^, -j-riUs—Oct- 7, 1869.

"Your Mammoth Long Red Manuel is first-rale, so true tha
uM not find one that didnot match with the rest."

Frcm \V. GoLBY, Jun,, Esq., The Laurels, Radway, Oct.

" Allow me to inform you the Mangel seed yo
I seined the First Prize for the b< " ""

N. W. Bucks Agricultural Association."
Prize for the best Two Acres awarded by

From T. Tapley, Esq., Laii^^ey Farm, 0cL->3j, 1869.

*' I grew a very fine crop of Mangel from your seed ; the shape and
quality is all that can be desired."

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMER'S CALENDAR FOR 1870.
Post Free, Si-Npenee ; (Gratis to ruichasers.

JAMES CARTER .vnd CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Dahlia Roots.

CHARLES TURNER can supply the leading

varieties in sound pot roots, &. to iss. per dozen.

I'ELARGONI UMS.—Extra strong plants of large flowennK French
.ind fancy varieties, that will give a fine head of bloom in May and

June, 12^. tosiJ. per dorcn.
^V-.ush.

Established 1306.

THANDASYDI \ I

' W I
I '--ON have to intimate

. that their CATAI '11,1
| ,M i M RY STOCK is now ready,

and will be forwarded on appiiciuiuri, ^ ,. ,

Seed Warehouse: ^4, Cocl^burn Street. Edinburgh.
Nurseries : Brunstain Glen. Musselburtjh,

HALF of a /2 2J. COLLECTION of finest

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 15s.: choice FUAVER SEEDS
(Carler'5), half price; a 12-inch LAWN MuWEK, £2 2s ; a
HYDROPULT. £1 ly, bothquitepcrfect.

A. D., Gardeturs' Chronicle Office. W.C.

To Gentlemen, Gardeners. &c.

WANTED, all the year round, FLOWERS,
FRUITS, and VEGETABLES, in large or small quantities.

Distance no object. Cash promptly relumed.
W. C. WATSON, Florist, &c., 8, Sutherland Gardens, Harrow Road.

Britisli Fern Catalogue.
EGBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (Uritish Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. ?

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

SPIR^A PALMATA.—By far the handsomest species
hitherto imported. {See Dr. Hooker, "Botanical Magazine,"

No. 285.) Price los. 6d. each ; in quantity, a special price will be given.

The honour of importation is due lo Mr. Fortune; the honour of

distribution {in England) to CHARLES NOBLE, of whom fine plants

can be obtained.—fiagshot, Jan. go.

Jtmiperus lilbemica.HLANE AND SON, having a splendid lot of
• beautiful-shaped trees (unsurpassed for symmetn'),

J
to 5 feet

high, transplanted spring i86g, beg to offer them to the Traae at

The Nurseries, Great Ecrkhamstcd, Herts.

Axaucarla Imbricata.HLANE AND SON, having a very large stock, beg
• to offer them at the following greatly reduced prices, vit,

6 feet, 215. ; 7 to 8 feet, 42J.
; q to 10 feet, 635. ; n to 12 feet, 841.

An inspection is earnestly solicited
Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Hert!

Chrysantlieniimis.
ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from
his great collection of Chrj-santhemums, for £\', 25 Pairs ditto,

10*. bd.; 25 Pairs POMPONS, 10s. 6d.; 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 6j. Any of the above forwarded post free

on receipt of Post Office order or stamps for the amount.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke NewJngton, N.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.-
25 good named \-arieties, including Japanese, large-flowered and

Pompons, for $1., 50 sorts for 95. ; 15 new varieties of 1869 for 5^.,

cuttings of same v., cuttings of 20 older sorts 25. 6d. No varieties
will be sent which purchasers possess. The above in thumb pots
package free, or shaken out post free.

Twenty-five varieties of Bicolor, Double and Zonal, and Nosegay
PELARGONIUMS, in thumb pots, package free, or out of pots post

free, for «. 6d. Terms cash.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Millbank Nursery-, near Warrington.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of fine strain, nice
plants, out of pans, 2S. 6d. per dozen ; good plants, out of single

pots, V. per dozen, free by post. Special quotations per
"

"

GLOXINIAS, good named

AcfilMENES, in 20 choice

: for 8j., 24 for i6s. ; free by

, 3 tubers of each for 10*. ; 10
varieties, 3 of each, 5s. ; free by post-

DAHLIAS.youngpotrootsof Show, Fancy and Bedding—package free,

50 varieties for 15s., 25 for 7i. 6rf., and 12 for 45. If more than one
of a sort is taken, they will be supplied one third less.

H. /ND R. STIRZAKER, Skerlon Nurseries, Lancaster.

VINES, from Eyes, 2-yr. old, warranted true to name
and to fruit this summer, 71. 6d. each, of the following varieties :—

Black Hamburgh, Golden Hamburgh, Barbarossa, Mrs. Pincc, Buck-
land Sweetwater, General De la Marmora, Alicante, Roj-al Vineyard,
Black Frontignan, Foster's Seedling, Burchard's Prince. Planting

J. PEED, Eftra Nursery-, Brixton, S.W.

St
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Goosebi
Manelti, and Crab Stocks ; Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia,
Common Laurel, Variegated and Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,

English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.
Samples, with height and price, on application to

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford-

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRAD E.—
Dwarf-trained Morello CHERRIES, 3-)T., splendid stuff.

Dwarf-trained 3-yr. Sweet CHERRIES, ten leading sorts, 155. per doz.
Strong cut-back extra fine Bushes, 3-jT.

, 5*. per dozen, 35s. per 100
Rider Trained CHERRIES, 301. per dozen.

„ PEACHES and NECTARINES. 6oj. per dozen.
Half Standard H.P. ROSES, 2 feet, splendid stuff, best sorts,

50s. per 1.

Large LAURUSTINUS, 4 and 5 feet, specimens, 301. per dozen.
„ Common LAURELS, 6 to 8 feet. £5 per 100.

W. KNIGHT, Floral Nurseri,-, Hailsham, Sussex^

Strawberries for 1870.

MRS. NICHOLSON bc^s to say that the List of
Additions to her Stock is now ready, and will be forwarded or

application. Amongst the Novelties are ASCOT PINF,-APPLE (se(
" Hogg's Year Book. 1870"),HER MAJESTY, PRINCESS DAGMAR
TRIOMPHE DE PARIS, &c. Also a List of the best of the oldci
sorts, as DR. HOGG, MR. RADCLYFFE. &c., at reduced prices.

Eagiescliffe. near Yarm.

"plCHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
-LV sketch of the various formsof Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-
tion, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping. Treatment
under Glass, also their synonymcs, quality, size, form, skin, colour,
flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &C Free by post

RICHARDSMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fruit Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT. The Ntirseries. Merriott, Somerset, vriW be
• glad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PE.^RS, 700 do. of
APPLE, 170 do, of PLU.M, jsodo. of CHERRY, with other kin'

"

proportion. Standards, 5 to 7 ; PjTamids, 6 to 7; and Bushes, _ _

5 feet high; also very fine Dwarf-traincil Trees of all kinds, of
superior growth, are offered. The above are described in the
" Orchardist," the best work on Fruit Trees in England, price is. 6d.

in stamps. A printed List or Index sent gratis.

J. S. also offers a splendid stock of FOREST TREES, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS in every varietj-.

CATALOGUE free on application.

nmit Trees.
WILLLAM PAUL has to offer, of superior quality,

Half-Standard and full Standard trained PE.^CHES and
NECTARINES, SI. to js. 6d. each..

Ditto, bearing trees, of many sorts, at js. 6d. to lor. 6rf. each.
STANDARD APPLES, PEARS and PLUMS, very fine, is. 6d.

bearing fruit like ropes of Onions.

w
Paul's Rose Catalogue.

' A very cfimnletc and able catalogue."—T^^rai World.

M. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now re.idy, and will be forwarded

application. The stock of Plants is large and excellent.
Paul's Nureeries, WaUham Cross. London, N.

post free on appl;

TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, splendid plants.

1,000 DWARF TEA, NOISETTE, and other ROSES in pots, well-

erown. clean, and healthy. CATALOGU ES free on application.
WKI. WOOD A.s-D SON, Woodlands Nurserj', Mareslield, near

Uckficld, Sussex.

D
Charles Noble

Is CLEARING GROUNDS of the FOLLOWING STOCK :—
WARF ROSES, fine plajits, finest kinds, 40^., 50;.,
60s. per 100 : jCi5 to £2$ per looo. (Half Standards and Standards

p in proportion).
" "

.UC"
"-SPRUCE FIR, remarkably fin

LAUREL, Common

MANETTI STOCKS, >

.3-Ar
3 3!irj.

3SS.

FRUIT TREES.
Maiden Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples, Cherry, Pluir

Apples and Pears. Ea^^shot, Surrey.

G
Gladioli—Seedlings, and by Name.

LADIOLI SEEDLINGS (fii-st-class), per

3 Gladioli, by i

5?.!
All in good flowering bulbs.

LEVEOUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, 132 and 134, Boulevard de
HQpi tal. Paris.

Banuuculuses, Anemones, Flower Seeds, &c.

CTYSO, FLORIST, &c.. Wallintrford. Berks, offers

• large or small assonmcnts of these beautiful Flowers, which
Ji be sent safclv by post.

RANUNCULUSES, 25 choice named sorts, los.

„ 100 mixtures, from is. to 15s.

Double ANEMONES, 25 choice sorts, 55. 6d.

Single ANEMONES. 100 Seedlings, mixed, 51.

GERMAN and other FLOWER SEEDS, in assortments, ir. to y.
ich. CATALOGUES sent gratis on receipt of posuge stamp.

TRE.\TISE on RANUNCULUS, seven stamps; ditto on
AN

E

MONE, four stamps.

J^"OSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery, Matlock,
Derbyshire, bees to intimate that his CATALOGUE of

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK is now ready, which he wiU be
happy to forward on application. It contains a large Stock of Forest

Trees, Hardy Evergreens, Omamcnul Trees and Shrubs, American
Plants, &c
The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrous

nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots so as to ensure
the best success on their remov;tl^

To the Trade.
SPECIAL OFFER of LAURUSTINUS PYRAMIDALIS (NEW).

WM. KNIGHT solicits orders for the above new-

variety of LAURUSTINUS, having now grown it for five

years past for Stock. It has been seen growing in his Nursery by
many eminent Nurserymen, by whom it has been pronounced a tine,

hardy, compact plant, of sterling merit, the habit being robust,

compact ; flowers pure white, nearly twice the size of the old varieties,

and very sweet-scented, with a continuation of flowers during the

W. K. feels great confidence in ofTering it in fine specimens, 4 to

5 feel, full of bud, per pair, 161. ; second size, 3 to 4 feet, do., 10s.
;

third size, 2 to 3 feet, do ts. ; fourth size, li to 2 (eet,do., 55.

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

H O D O D E N D R O N Si
Per dor. Per 100.

PONTICUM, twice transplanted, bushy, 12 to 18 in., 41. od. 20s.

"
M

" i8t0 24 in-l y- orf. 25*-

M M " ^4 '<' 3° '"-' 7^- ^- 4°*-

HVERIDUM „ „ j2toi8in., «. orf. 301-

,, ,, ,, 18 to 24 in., oj. od. 401.

„ „ >. 20 to 30 in., 71. od. 50s.

M.VXl.MUM, white „ 15 lo 20 in., y. od. 30s.

,, „ 18 to 24 in., 61. od. 40s.

HIRSUTUM, dwarf nice plants y- od. 15s.

The above can be supplied by the 1000. For named sorts, sec

CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Daricy Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

ON SALE, 500,000 RHODODENDRONS,
hybrids, i} to 2 feet, fine bushy plants, 501. per 100 ; 3 to 3\ feet,

fine bushy plants, iogj. per 100.

RHODODENDRON MYRTIFOLIUM,finebushyplants,f>j. perdoz.

AZALEA PONTICUM, fine bushy plants, i to 2 feet, 50J. per 100.

FX)REST TREES. Per 100.—i. d.

20,000 Ash. Common, 4 tog feet 7 °
40,000 Poiflar, Italian, 6 to? feet 10 o
2,000 „ „ 8 to 10 feet 16 o
2,000 Lombardy Poplar, 5 to 6 feet . . . . . . 12 o
3,ooo Ontario Poplar, 5 to 7 feet 12 o
2,000 Hazel, 4 to 5 feel 80
2,000 „ 3 to 4 feet 70
4,000 Spr\iceFir, Btoaifeet 5 o
a.ooo Scarlet Palm Willow, 10 feet 40 o

'200 Dutch Wii'low, e'to 8 feet ..
'.'.

'.'. M o

2,000 „ M 3 105 feet 80
1.000 Huntingdon WIIow, 5 to 7 feet 16 o

Apply to B. WHITHAM. Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport

Felaxgoniums for the BHUion.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

prices :—100 plants, distinct sorts, for 50!-.; 50 plants for 301; or

25 plants, distmct sorts, for 205., hamper and package included.

Crown Nurser>', Reading.

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.— In strong PLints,

at the following low prices per dozen, for cash;—Mrs. Pollock,

25. 6d. : Lady Cullum, 6s. ; Sunset, v. ; Sophia Dumarcsque, 3s. Od.

;

Italia Unita, y : Picturala, y. 6d. ; Gold and Bronze Zonals —
Beauty of CaIdcrdaJe,3J. 6rf. ; E. G. Henderson, 6s; Duke of Edin-

burgh, at. ; Her Majesty. 6s. ; Luna, 2s. 6d. ; Neatness, 2s. 6d.

Basfcets and Packing, 11. for a single dozen, and 6rf. for every sub-

sequent dozen Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER , the Nurseries, Chat teris. Cambridgeshire . _~"
^heap, Cheap, Cheap.

TRICOLOR and other PEL.A.RGONIUMS. in good
plants, at the following prices, for cash :—Mrs. Pollock, y. per

dozen: White Lady. 6s.; Lady CuUum, 6s.; Itaha Unita, 3s. ; Glen

Eyre Beauty, 6j. ; Crystal Palace Gem, 31. ; Luna, 3J. ; Beauty of

Oulton, 35. ; Perilla, as. ; Lord Derby, 4s. ; Leonidas, 45.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, from seed pans, first-rate

strain, good plants, is. 6d. per dozen.
Hamper and package included.

JOHN BARRETT, St- John's Nurser>', Bury St. Edmund's.

HOICE TRICOLOR GERANI UMS.—
The following Twelve splendid Varieties are offered, in strong

autumn-struck Plants, for 20s., termscash :—Edward Milner, Floren.

Humming Bird, Lucy Grieve, Countess of Craven, Grandis, Defian.

Mrs. J. Glutton, Mrs. Dix, Sophia Cusack, Meteor, and Impferatr

"^ICED LIST of TRICOLOR, BICOLOR, NEW ZONAL, and
DOUBLE GERANIUMS sent free on application.

Fine Slock Plants of the following, m 6-inch pots. These have

many Cuttings on them, and would make fine Specimens. Pnccs,

from 3<M. to ^2s. per dozen, viz., Lady Cullum, Sophia Cusack, Meteor,

Queen Victoria (Perkins), Florence, Mrs. Dix, Sophia, Dumaresque.
Edwinia Eitzpatrick, Grandis, Luc>- Grieve Imp§ratrice Euginie,

Louisa Smith, Defiance, Countess of Craven, ficc.

J. ELCOMBE AND SON, Nurscr>- and Seed Establishment,

Rom<wy, Hants.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-
,wiih Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil,
jre, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,

Height^ Colour, Storing, Use, Fla%'our, and other qualities described.
This List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the GrowerSi

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester. .

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Dumfries.
ESTABLISHED 1787.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO.. Dumfries, N.B..
will be glad to send Copies of their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CVTALOGUES of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &a. Farm Seeds,
&c., and Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, Sic, to any.address,
post free, on application.

Spring Flowers.
LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE will be happy to fonvard.

free, his CATALOGUE, containing Lists of all the most lovely of
the early Spring-blooming Plants, Violets, Primroses, Ilcpaticas,

Daisies, Rockets, &c, &c. ; also the best new and choice Plants of the
Season, with Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and
well-grown Nurserj- Stock.

Munro Nursery. Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Transit Agency for Plants. Seeds, &c.

CHAS. |i ' ~
;

i;
1 : d^: Partner of

the latL-l .
-s to announce

that he intein;^ same address,
under the style _: L;!.. ,J '.^.il.,' i.li.^ c'-i., and hopes

he Trr
Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street. London.—Jan. 3.

The most Beautiful Aster Grown is
IRUFFAUT'S REINE MARGUERITE,
containing Fleur Perfection, BombC-e, and Pivoine varieties; 500

Seeds in 16 fine double colours, mixed, for is. A choice selection of
Foreign STOCKS, PHLOX, BALSAMS, ZINNIAS, &c., at equally
moderate prices. CATALOGUES on application.

ALFKEfJ HAMMOND, Importer of Foreign Flower Seeds,
Bedwin Street, Salisbury-.

C1HARLES TURNER begs to call attention to
J his extensive COLLECTIONS of CARNATIONS and

PICOTEES, 21^. per dozen pairs; PINKS, 6s. to iss. per dozen paii

Tree CARNATIONS, 12s. to 24J. per doze 1 , .

6s. toi2j. per dozen plants; THE BRIDE, pure whit

2s. each. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on apf
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

and CLOVES,

TillliiTTi auratum.

WM. PAUL has to offer a Magnificent Lot of the
above, at 11. 6d., 2s., 2s. 6d., and 3s. 6d., each; 1

and 36s. per dozen. The usual dis "' "^

hen ordered by the dozen.
> the Trade off the dozen

PAULS Nur; nd Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Verhenas, Verhenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of AEREENAS of 1869 at 3s. per dozen, in pots; also 24 New
FUCHSI.A-S of 1869 at 3?. per dozen, in pots. 24 varieties of BRONZE
GERANIUMS, 6s.: 12 new varieties of GERANIUMS, 1869, 6s.;

12 GERANIUMS CRYSTAL PALACE GEM. 2s.; 12 ZONAL
•ERANIUMS, 1868. zs. GERANIUM VESUVIUS, best bedding

scariet, sos. per 100.—Nursery : Bexicy Heath, Kent.

lly described in their

SPRANG CATALOGUE, sent post free: is. and 2S. 6d. per packet.

South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.
Established upwards of a Centurj'-

Si|e(iarkucrs*C(jr.oiucIe

SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1870.

" What is all this building going on just now
about the Horticultural Gardens ? What mean
these forests of poles rearing their heads on each

side behind the arcades ? Is the Horticultural

Society going to build something, or are Mr. COLE
and the Commissioners of 1851 carrying out some
new scheme ?

"

Such are very common inquiries put to us when
we meet some friend from the country, or for

that matter some friend from any quarter of

London but the immediate vicinity of South

Kensington. The denizens of that favoured

region probably know all about it, but so many
of the general public seem still in' ignorance of

the matter, that we imagine we shall gratify more
than we shall wear>- by assuming ignorance on

the part of the public, and telling what to some
may be a twice-told or only partially forgotten

tale. The preparations in question arc for an erec-

tion which Her Majesty's Commissioners for the

Exhibition of 1851 are making ou the annexes of

the Horticultural Society's garden for the purpose

of holding annual exhibitions of art and industry

of the nature of the Great E.xhibitions of 1851

and 1862, but so modified as to run over a series

of years, instead of being crowded into one.

When the last Great Exhibition was held at

Paris it was generally felt and expressed tliat it

was likely to be the last of these monster gather-

ings—they could only be produced by a large

expenditure, not only by the nation holding

them, but also by the other nations contributing

to them, and it seemed very doubtful whether

the latter would continue to bear that ex-

pense. Things had reached that stage when

the whole subject had to be reconsidered. The

proper persons to do so in this country were

obviously the Commissioners for the Exhibition

of 1851. They held a large amount of property-

realised from the profits of that Exhibition, and

the purposes for which they hold it are the pro-

motion of objects similar to those which pro-

duced it They represent the original promoters
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of that Exhibition, andhave been largely identified

with every subsequent movement of the same
kind at home or abroad.

With a tribunal or council so composed it

was almost a foregone conclusion that the first

point that they would in effect have to consider,

viz., whether the holding of exhibitions should be

continued or not, would be decided in the

affirmative. The very reason of their existence

was conclusive on this point. It is only on the

assumption that the past exhibitions were of

national importance and advantage that the

Commission exists at all ; and if of national

importance in 1S51, 1855, 1862, and 1867, there

is no reason for holding that they have now
ceased to be so, or that their work is done. If

they had work to do in 1862 there is like work
for them still in 1871.

This decided, there could only remain the

question of the mode of holding them ; and if, as

seemed likely, there would in future be a difficulty

in obtaining from Government the requisite

funds for holding great exhibitions, the question be-

came limited to some substitute for the great ones.

The reader will, of course, not suppose that we
mean to say that such deliberations by the Com-
missioners actually took place. We only mean
that some such considerations must have passed

through the minds of those who had to deal with

the subject, and that by whatever apparent
route the conclusion was arrived at, the above
are the considerations which must necessarily

(whether consciously or unconsciously) have
detei mined the result. Limited to a modification

and diminution of past procedure, the course

becaine comparatively simple. One thing must
have risen as a gigantic beacon, or rather we
should say like two gigantic beacons, to direct

their path. It was plain that whatever building
might be erected, it should be erected on such a

plan and in such a place that it should not

ha\e to be pulled down again as soon as the

exhibition was over. But if a permanent build-

ing were to be erected, and exhibitions only held
at long intervals as hitherto, another difficulty

would present itself An exhibition building is

not like any other building ; it has peculiar

requirements not easily adaptable to other pur-

poses, and a tenant would not be easily pro-

cured, still less a tenant liable to be turned out

for a year on the recurrence of evei-y tenth year.

How escape the loss of having a large building
standing empty for nine years in order to use
it on the tenth ?

The happy idea occurred to our neighbours in

Paris after the last Exhibition of breaking up the
Exhibition into sections, and holding one each
year instead of all in one year. This gets rid of

the main difficulty. It is manifest that by dividing
our decennial exhibitions into ten sections, and
holding one section in each year, we should have
as much exhibited as in a single great exhibition.

The expense of arranging and looking after the
contents would be the same in both. The general
jxiblic during the ten years would get as much,
nay more, because more recent and more con-
tinuous, information : and to the different trades
and branches of art and manufacture, it would
make no difference, because their turn would
come round once in every ten years as before.
The general expenses of preparing and adver-
tising the exhibitions and maintaining the
building, &c., would no doubt be largely increased,
for instead of only being in operation for a year
or two at the end of each decennial period they
would be constantly at work ; but on the other
hand there should be a corresponding saving in
the expense of the building, or, what is the same
thing, a corresponding improvement in it. If of
the same fitness as before, one a tenth part of its

size would do. If the other was insufficient, then
one a tenth part of the size of what ought to have
been its size will suffice.

This is the plan which the Commissioners have
adopted, and it is in its execution that the
present forest of scaffolding has been erected. It

seems well contrived to meet the special difficul-

ties of the case to which we have above referred
;

but a great question remains, which experience
alone can decide, viz., whether a proportion-
ate number of visitors can be attracted to a smaller
exhibition spread over a longer time as to a great
one of shorter duration. We greatly doubt it.

Like everything else in Nature, crowds increase in
the proportion of the square of the number.
The larger they are the more rapidly they grow
and so diminish—and unless some unusual
additional attraction be found, we should say
that the scheme would prosper for a year or two.

and then gradually dwindle away. There are

days when its most formidable rival, as no doubt

it is, although also its most powerful friend, the

South Kensington Museum, itself is guiUless of

humanity. A certain following it will always

have— in the jewellers' year there will be jewellers,

in the manufacturers' year cotton spinners, and so

on ; but unless something always varying and
always new be found to attract the general public,

it will have an uphill task before it. But such an
attraction, ever varying and ever new, we think

the Commissioners have found in International

Exhibitions of paintings. An exhibition of the

best and newest works of the best artists

both at home and abroad, which the prizes

offered by the Commissioners will secure, seems
to us just the attraction that will save the rest.

This exhibition will be perennial. The cream of

art will be skimmed e\ery year from the milk of

the whole world. In every exhibition itwillhold

its ground ; and keeping in mind the immense
attraction which the paintings are to the South

Kensington Museum, and the crowds that fill the

halls of the National Gallery and of the Royal

Academy, there seems good ground to expect that

such an exhibition of the works of artists from

all countries will not only be frequented by those

who understand art, but on cheap days will be

equally attractive to the multitude, and have an
importanl effect in educating and improving the

minds of the people.

The various instincts exhibited by different

species of animals for the due protection and nourish-

ment of their eggs and newly hatched young, afford

some of the most interesting peculiarities for the notice

of the lover of Nature. These instincts are nowhere
displayed under so many and such diversified forms as
among the multitudinous tribes of insects. From the
dragon-fly, nhich simply drops its eggs into the pond
of water from which it has but recently emerged in the
winged state, and in which its young as soon as hatched
will be sure to find an ample supply of food, to the
gnat, which glues them together and also deposits her
eggs in water, but arranges them so as to form a little

floating boat ; or to the scarabaaus, which encloses its

egg in a mass of excrement which ser\'es its young for

food, and which it rolls into a perfect ball coated with
sand and then buries beneath the surface of the ground

;

thence to the ichneumon, which bores through solid
wood with its ovipositor, in order to deposit its eggs in

the body of a living wood-boring larva?, upon the fatty
matter of which its young will feed ; and onwards to
the bee or wasp, which rear most wonderful structures
for the reception ofeggs and storing of food for the com-
munity, there is a successive development of mental
activity, so to speak, M-hich cannot fail to rivet our
attention. Others, again, envelop their eggs in extra-
neous matters for their protection ; tlnis a not un-
common species of British moth, which is remarkable
for a large tuft of hair at the extremity of the body,
forms a nest with these hairs, in the midst of which she
deposits her eggs ; whilst some of the species of
Coccid.-e actually develop, out of the pores of the
exterior integument of their bodies, a waxen matter
hiving a cottony appearance, which they employ in
the same manner. This brings me to the subject of
tlie present article. My attention was directed in

the early part of last July to certain white objects
upon the leaves and stem, and even upon the sticks
used for support of the twigs, of a Camellia. They were
oblong, generally curved, about one-third of an inch
long, and had all the appearance of the droppings ofsome
small bird, one end being thickened and rounded. Their
appearance is represented of the natural size upon the
leaf in the accompanying cut (fig. 52). On examination
I at once detected them to consist of the waxy, cotton-
like secretion of a species of Coccus, of which I had

previously met with no notice in works of economic

entomology ; and on carefully looking at the thickened

end of the mass, I found the miuute, shrivelled-up,

and brown remains of a female scale insect. The
elongated floccose mass was convex on its upper surface,

having a slight depression running along the middle of

the back, and also a fainter one along each side ; it

had also the appearance of transverse but curved im-

pressions, so that it might almost be taken for the body of

a foodess caterpillar. On examining the tree more
closely, I fortunately found a female individual still

alive, and in the act of fomiing its floccose mass. The
form of the female is broadly ovate and depressed, the

head tolerably distinct, without any appearance of

antenna? or legs visible from above.| Having only found

this single female in the act of forming its mass, I was
unwilling to disturb it to examine the underside of its

body, in order to see the structure of its legs, antenna?,

and sucker. The hind part of the body is covered

with minute particles of exudation, giving it the

appearance of having been powdered with minute

grains of moist sugar. The insect was of a pale greyish

buff colour, the hinder part of the body having a slight

fleshy tinge, and the lateral parts being freckled with

fine dark lines meeting and forming cells. From the

hind part of the body of the female was protruded a
mass of the floccose white matter above mentioned,

extending backwards about half the length of the

insect, and exhibiting a few of the transverse com-

pressed lines, evidently formed by the downward
pressure of the extremity of the insect's body upon the

soft waxy matter. Hence it is evident that the mass is

gradually protruded backwards until it is three or four

times larger than the whole body of the insect itself.

On carefully examining the floccose mass with a

microscope, an immense number of minute eggs were

found embedded in it, and which were hatched within

a few weeks after my discovery of the animal. This

event took place during my absence abroad, and on

my return I found the bottom of the box in which I

had placed the insect covered with minute powder,

which proved to consist entirely of the dead bodies of

the extremely minute young, which, having no means
of escape, and wanting a due supply of food, had died.

Although I had nowhere before seen this insect in any

English conservatory, I detected it shortly aftenvards

on Camellias in the gardens of my friend Dr. Verboren,

at Hooghtlands, near Utrecht, in Holland, where

however it had not previously attracted attention.

From the preceding remarks it will be evident that

these beautiful trees ought to be carefully examined in

the middle of the summer, at which time the parasite is

especially visible, on account of its size and white

colour, and the earlier the floccose mass is discovered

and burnt the safer, as the eggs are deposited in the

midst of the mass, and are hatched very shortly after-

wards, the period of hatching of course depending on

the heat of the weather at the time. We have still to

speak of the early states of the insect, and its mode of

attacking the Camellia, but in the meantime propose

for it the name of Coccus flocciferus. /. O. IT.

We understand that the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society have awarded a Silver Medal
to Miss Eleanor A. Ormerod, Sedbury Park, Chep-
stow, in recognition of the assistance she has given the

Society's collection of Economic Entomology.

• We have before us samples of a very useful

Cheai' Sectional Paper for plan-drawing, prepared

by Messrs. Letts, Son & Co. , of New Cross, which
we can recommend as being likely to '-prove of gieat

utility to those who are engaged in designing garden

plans and buildings, flower-beds, &c., or in roughly

tracing out or copying any such designs. The paper

is ruled into uniform squares, of various sizes in different

samples, by faint lines, which, while sufficiently legible

to serve all the purpose of a scale, are not so

obtrusive as to confuse the drawing. The paper

is kept in stock of foolscap and post Svo sizes, and also

in the form of note-books, and the squares vary in mea-
surement from an eighth of an inch to an inch,

so that they may be taken to represent any scale of

measurement fixed upon. The manufacturers do not
claim for this ruled paper any superior merit as regards

mathematical exactness, but they introduce it rather as

a useful and cheap paper on which rough plans can
with great facility be drawn to scale, and which can be
coloured, without the ruled lines being objectionably pro-

minent. They have also a tracing paper, similarly ruled.

We learn from Nature that a Royal Commis^
sion to inquire into the present state of Science in
Engl.\.nd is to be instituted. Much good will certainly

follow from such an inquiry, especially at a time when
the arrangements for the prosecution of science in this

country are acknowledged on all hands, not only 'to be
'* chaotic," but detrimental to the national interest.

The discovery in Middlesex of Cotula
coronopifoi.ia, a plant entirely new to Britain,

which has made its appearance in a brickfield opposite
the new church at Highbury, has recently been an-
nounced in the Field by ^Ir. EDVv."iRD Newman.
"The plant," s.ays Mr. Newman, "was found last

autumn covering a large patch of ground, growing
most luxuriantly and flowering abundantly. I am well
aware that the locality would at once preclude the idea

of its being introduced into our lists as an indigenous
species ; but how comes it in its present locality ? It
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lias never been noticed as an accidental introduction,

and has never been cultivated as a garden plant ; nor

is it likely to be, for it has nothing whatever to re-

commend it to the florist. A rather especial interest

attaches to the European appearances of this species,

for it is supposed to have been originally brought from

the southern hemisphere, perhaps the Cape of Good
Hope, by the Dutch, about the time of Linnajus, and

has since shown itself in Holland, Denmark, and

North-westeni Germany. A second time it seems to

have been introduced, perhaps from South America
into Spain. It would, therefore, appear to have

established two European centres, from which it may
possibly spread, and it would be exceedingly interesting

if anything could be ascertained about its introduction

at Highbury. The 'Flora of Middlesex,' by Messrs.

Trimen and Dyer—a very industrious and complete
compilation of all botanical memoranda attached to the

county—contains no notice of the Cotula. I am
indebted to Mr. Peter Gray, a well-known botanist,

for specimens and this notice of the discovery at

Highbury, and to Mr. Watson for the geographical

details given above."

New Garden Plants.
MoNOLE.NA rRiMUL.UFLORA, Hooker, in Bot. Mas;.,

t. 5818.
Glaberrima, rhizomate crasso tuberoso, foliis petioUtis late

ellipticis aciiminatis coriaceis obscure sinuato-dentatis cillatis

3-S-plinerviis, supra late viridibus, subtus petiolisque rubro-
purpurets, pedunculis ex apice rhizomatis numcrosis petiolo
subsquilongis 2-3 floris, calycis tubo globoso lobis inaiqualibus
rotiindatis, petalib roseis basi albis.

—

Bertclcnia /•riinitlipflora.
Hort.

-^

This remarkably beautiful stove-plant was introduced
by Mr. Bull, F. L..S., from New Granada, and a
flowering specimen was presented by him to the Royal
Gardens, Kew, in November, 1869, from which the
accompanying drawing was made. It appears to

flower very freely, and whether for the number and
delicate tints of the flowers, or the brilliancy of the

green upper and purple under-surface of the leaves and
petioles, it certainly may take rank with the best

plants of its class.

There is a very similar, and probably identical plant
in the Hookerian Herbarium, collected by Lechler in

Peru, and also in woods about Monterico, at an

Pearce, in his memorandum attached to the speci-
mens in the Kew Herbarium, calls attention to the sub-
acid taste of the leaves, like that of Begonias, to some of
which pl.mts there is also a superficial general resem-
blance in tlie stock and leaves. It is one of the most
beautiful novelties, and is sure to be a favourite with
gardeners.

MARKET GARDENING IN ALGERIA.
[Concludedfrotn p. 270.)

Asparagus.—The market is supplied principally with
wild Asparagus, the cultivated kind not being much
used. There are five species of Asparagus common in

Algeria, the sweetest being Asparagus acutifolius, but
the young shoots are not much thicker than a crow's
quill. The shoots of Asparagus albus are much thicker,

but they possess a rather bitter taste. This last named
species forms a prickly bush about 4 feet high, and is

covered with white sweet-smelling flowers in the month
of September.

Chick Peas.—These are the seeds of Cicer arietimtm,
and are held in great esteem by the natives, who call

— We are informed that, as part of the scheme
for the instruction ofwomen in science and art, Professor

Oliver will commence his lectures on Botany on
Friday, March 11, at 11 A.M., in the lecture theatre.

South Kensington Museum. Tickets may be obtained

at the catalogue sale hall. South Kensington Museum.
The Hon. and Rev. Francis Byng, Treasurer.

We have on our table the 1st Number of what
is practically a new series of the Journal of Botany,
edited by Dr. Seemann, in conjunction with Mr. J. G.
Baker, of the Royal Herbarium, Kew, and Dr. H. !

Trimen, of the British M'^^tum.
We are very pleased to see the

Journal in its new guise, and
wish it every success, as in none
of the existing periodicals are the
interests of botany sufficiently

cared for. The present Number
is a great improvement on its pre-

decessors, and contains a gi'eat

deal of original matter of interest,-

besides full summaries of the pro-
gress made in various depart-

ments of botany. We trust it

may be carried on in a broad,
liberal spirit, so as to cater, not
forone particularclass of botanists,
or one special branch of the
science, but that all departments of the science, not
forgetting physiology, may receive their due share of

attention. The names of the Editors afford sufficient

guarantee that their work will be done well ; and
hence we trust they will receive the support and encou-
ragement of all classes of plant lovers. We shall

make further allusion to the contents of the present
Number, merely adding now that the annual subscrip-
tion has been reduced to I2j-., payable in advance.

The Weather in England during the Week
ending February 26 was a great contrast to that of the

preceding week. The mean temperature of the air at

all places in the Southern and Midland Counties was
fully 5° wanner ; it was about the same as in the pre-

ceding week in the Northern Counties, but in Scotland
it was fully 2* lower in temperature. The fall of rain

was small in the Southern and Midland Counties of

England, it amounted to about four-tenths of an inch in

the Northern Counties, and in Scotland it was a heavy
fall. Vegetation at all places was subjected to a tem-
perature below 32* on every night to the 25th.

-:—;- We learn with much regret that the celebrated
botanist, Prof. Fr. Unger, died suddenly on February
13th, at Gratz.

Fic. 53.

elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet, by Pearce, who
describes the leaves as fleshy, subacid, and astringent.

Lechler's plant is labelled Monolena Sprucei, by
Triana, but that name being unpublished, I have
adopted that of primuIa;flora, which has been already
applied to it.

Description.—Rootstalks crowded, as large as a
hazel nut, scarred. Leaves, 4 to 6 inches long, elliptic

acuminate, three to five-ner\ed from above the base,

margins sinuate-toothed, ciliate, upper surface bright

glossy green, lower and petiole red-purple. Peduncles,
variable in length, two to three flowered. Flowers,

I inch diameter, deep bright pink, with a white eye

and yellow anthers ; bracts orbicular
;

pedicles very

short. Calyx, tube bluntly trigonous, globose, lobes

short, rounded. Petals obovate or obcordate. Anthers,

with a club-shaped, erect appendage. Style, swollen

above the base. Bot. Mag.
The plant above described is the one to which we

alluded in our summary of the new plants of the past

year at p. 38, under the name above adopted. It

was catalogued and exhibited by Mr, Bull, under the

name of Bertolonia primulasflora, but it belongs more
properly to the genus Monolena, a genus published

from M, Triana's indications, in the last issued part of

the "Genera Plantarum," Our illustrations (figs. 53,

54) are from the pencil of Mr. W. G. Smith, and
ser\'e to give an excellent idea of the plant, though for

the beauty of the colouring, both of flowers and leaves,

we may refer to Mr. Fitch's figure in the " Botanical
Magazine " above quoted, or to that of Mr, Smith in

the *' Floral Magazine." Fig. 54, A represents a
vertical section of part of the flower, showing the

singular stamens, the receptacular cup surrounding the

base of the spindle-shaped style, &:c. ; B and C repre-

sent detached flowers, of the natural size j C shows also

the petals twisted in the bud.

them hamouz. Large quantities are imported from

Spain, and the plant is extensively cultivated in Algeria.

The leaves exude pure oxalic acid, which indelibly

stains the clothes of any person walking through afield

of this plant. They are cultivated in rows, like

Haricots, and do not require irrigation.

Gesses are the seeds of Lathyrus sativus. They are

much used by the poorer Spaniards, and do not require

irrigation. They are sometimes used for fattening

swine.

Lentils are also grown, but the greatest portion con-

sumed is imported from France and Spain.

Peas.—The Paris markets are

supplied with green Peas from
Algeria about the middle of

March, but the time in which they

are most abundant is in April and
May. The climbing sorts are

grown in fields, but have no sup-

port provided for them. They
are sold in the market by weight
in their pods, the lowest price

being about a halfpenny a pound.
A variety is cultivated the pods
of which have no stringy fila-

ments, and are eaten without being

shelled : the French call them
mange-tout. There is nothing

peculiar in the cultivation of the

Pea : they are called djilbanchy the Arabs,

Beans.—These are extensively cultivated by the

natives and settlers : they come in a little later than

Peas, and are called /(?«/^' by the Arabs.
Haricots.—These are cultivated chiefly bythe French

settlers, for although the Arabs and Moors are acquainted

with them, they seldom make use of them. There is

a variety advertised by the London seedsmen under the

name of Haricot d'Alger, but I doubt very much its

Algerian origin, as it was cultivated in France before

the French took possession of Algeria. It is one of the

kinds known by the name of mange-tout, as they are

gathered when the seeds are fully formed and both

pods and seeds are eaten together. The dwarf
kinds are sown in dry ground, and require no
water, but the climbing varieties are always irrigated.

The former are sown in rows about 3 feet apart

(frequently in young vineyards) ; the seeds are placed

very shallow in holes, about 9 inches apart. There is a

French proverb, which says that the Haricot ought always

to see its master leave the field, by which is meant

that it should be covered so lightly with earth as that

one should be able to see through it. They are sown in

April, as the slight hoar-frosts which occur frequently

in March would destroy them. In Algeria the common
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fruit trees, such as Apples, Pears, &c.

in March as they are in England.

The Saiild J^ioiiu-r is only cultivated as an orna-

mental plant, as the pods are not eaten by the French.

Capsicum Only two varieties of Capsicum annuum

are cultivated, one of which is of the size and shape of

an Apple, with the eye very deeply marked. 1 is

used in its green state, and is placed on hot charcoal or

wood embers, by which process the skin is blistered

and can be peeled off. The seeds are then taken out,

and the flesh cut into strips, and when mixed with raw

Tomatos sliced, it makes an excellent salad. 1 here is

not the slightest acridity in this fruit. Ihe otiier

variety in cultivation is very hot and fiery ;
it is ot a

conical shape, about 3 inches in length, and very

pointed at the extremity ; it is frequently ground into

powder, and used by the Spaniards to colour and

flavour their dishes of rice ; for although the Spaniards

of the south of Spain eat rice every day, they would

not touch it unless coloured with either saffron, or red

pepper, as this powder is called. Capsicum is first

sown on a seed-bed, and then planted out in April or

May : it requires a large amount of irrigation, and its

treatment is the same as that of Tomatos. The Arabs

use large quantities of the hot variety, and call it fiijil

ahmmr (red pepper).

Eg^ Fl,iiit.—rhe fleshy fruit of this Solanaceous

phint is held in great estimation both by the Europeans

and natives. They are cultivated in the same manner

as Tomatos, and require irrigation. The French call

them aubergines, and the Spaniards beringmas. 1 iiey

are generally fried in slices, having been previously

scored and sprinkled with salt, which causes the sap to

exude abundantly, and which is considered to be ol »

poisonous nature. ,

Coriander.—'X\i!^ leaves of Coriander are much used

by the Moors as seasoning in their sauces. They have

a very powerful smell of bugs, and are called kasbar.

Parsley is in great request for the same purposes as

used in England ; it is called in Arabic madeiiouss

Fennel, in Arabic besbass, grows wdd m great abun-

dance ; it is not cultivated, but is gathered wild and

brought to market ; it is only used by the natives, \yho

eat the stems before they come into flower. There is a

plant nearly allied to Fennel which covers the hills

near Algiers : it is Ferula communis. The flowering
,

heads before expanding are as close set as Cauliflower ,

buds, and covered with membranous sheaths, i he

Arabs roast these heads under wood ashes, and esteem I

them very highly, but their powerful resinous taste

forbids their use to Europeans. They are called quclkha

Thyme Sicvet Marjoram, Tarragon, Savory and

Sweel Basil are grown in most gardens for the same

purposes as in England and France.
_

Garlic is very largely used by the natives and

Spaniards. It is principally imported from Spam, but

is also abundantly cultivated in Algeria. Leeks are also

common.
Carrots, Turnip, Lettuces, Salsify, Beetroot,

Kadishes, and Jemsalem Artichokes are grown as in

Europe, but neither Turnips nor Mangel Wurzel are ever

grown in fields for the consumption of cattle, as they

require too much water in summer to allow of their

culture being profitable.
t, . . 1

Sxueet Potatos are the tubers of Convolvulus Batatas,
]

and although a few are cultivated in the gardens of the
,

curious, the great quantity sold in Algiers is imported

from the southern provinces of Spain.
\

Yams are only cultivated in a few gardens, and are

very seldom seen in the market.

Chayote.— X\\\i is the fruit of a Cucurbitaceous plant,

Sechium edule. It grows veiy readily, but is very

rarely brought to market. It is cut m slices and fried

in oil. This fruit is very common in Madeira, from

wdience it is yearly exported to London in small

quantities.
. , • i, .

I know of no vegetables peculiar to Algena, but

there is a plant cultivated in the Levant and southern

shores of the Mediterranean under the name of Gombo.

It is the seed-pod of a Malvaceous herb. Hibiscus

escuientus, and is a native of South America. It is

brought to market by the Moorish gardeners, and is

only used by the natives. The pods are stewed with

meat and are very mucilaginous and tasteless.

Cahbages and Cauliflowers and other similar plants

are cultivated as in France, and call for no special

observation. The Genoese gardeners excel in the

production of immense heads of Cauliflowers.

Capers gi'ow wild : I have never seen them culti

vated in gardens. Neariy all the Capers used ar

imported from France. It is a vulgar error to suppose

that Capers are the fniit of the plant ; they are the un-

opened flower-buds, the fruit being fleshy, and of the

size of a sparrow's egg. They are called in Arabic

alcapara*

Sorrel and Spinach are cultivated by the French.

The Spaniards supply the place of the latter by the

leaves of wild Beetroot, which they consume m large

quantities, under tlie name of acelga. The last plant

I shall mention is the Purslane (Portulaca oleracea), the

leaves of which are either used in soup or made into

salad with Cucumbers.

On the whole the reader will perhaps be surprised to

find such a similarity between the productions of Algerine

and European gardens, but it must be borne in mind

backward |
that the latitude of Algiers is not lower than someparts

I of the southern coast of Spain. Giles Munby. Alice

' Holt Forest, Hants.

AURICULA CULTURE.

* Capers a

town of Malt
that no one v

= very abundant on the walls ol Valetta, the chief

and 1 recoMect in 1S40 seeing a notice posted up,

»s allowed to " cut Capers on the walls.
'

The Auricula, thanks to Mr. Turner, of Slough, and

a few others who have not discontinued its cultivation,

bids fair again to hold a prominent position as a florist's

flower. Many of your readers no doubt will remember

the glorious Auricula shows that used to be held in

years gone by at the Horns Tavern, Kennington,

where we used to stage our pairs of plants with as

much delight and importance as though we were pos-

sessed of the greatest treasures in the land. There the

southerners and northerners met, discussed the merits

of the plants, show, &c., shook hands, and generally

parted good friends. I use the word generally, because

there was always a rival feeling between the northern

and southern growers. The opinions held by the

northerners as to what constituted perfection in some

of the florists' flowers, were not exactly admitted by the

southern growers ; yet, as a rule, these meetings were

very convivial, and did much good.

The Auricula must have abundance of air, and

be carefully watered, or it will not thrive. It is

easily propagated by offsets or suckers, which should

be taken off when sufficiently strong for the pur-

pose, which is about potting season. If required,

they should be stripped of their bottom leaves, and

then be inserted in a well-drained pot, or wide

mouthed pan, filled with a mixture of leaf-mould, loam,

and sand, and placed in a shaded situation in a cool

frame or under a hand-glass, shaded from the mid-

day sun, and carefully watered. If not planted too

thick in the pans, they may remain in them until the

general potting season has arrived, but they should

be wintered along with the old established plants.

Potting should take place soon after the plants

have gone out of bloom, although some growers

prefer shifting their stock in August. At this shift the

youn" plants as weU as the old ones should be turned

out ot their pots, and have the mould shaken from

their roots, in order that they may be thoroughly

examined, to see that the fibres are sound. Any

roots that are growing too vigorously should be

shortened, and all decayed or yellow leaves should

be removed. In potting, bear in mind that the

I pots should be thoroughly drained, this being one of

I

the most essential points in their culture ; and if it is

!
not attended to they will not flourish as they should

'

do, and may even possibly prove a complete failure.

' The collar of the plant should be kept well up, in

I order that water may not lodge in the lower leaves ;

'

for if not verj- skilfully watered this often happens, and

the plants rot off.
•

, ,

After the potting is finished, they may either be

removed into a frame for a few days, in order to get

the mould thoroughly settled, or placed in their summer
' quarters, which should be under a north wall. They

should be set on a bed of coal-ashes, keeping a sharp

look-out for slugs. If convenient, a temporary framing

should be erected, in order that some protection may

be thrown over them to screen them from heavy rains,

and care should be taken to keep the offsets free from

drip. They may remain in this situation until the

end of October, and besides gathering seed, carefully

watering, and in hot weather syringing them occasion-

ally, little else will be required up to that period, when

I they should be removed to their winter quarters.

A pigeon-holed brick pit will be found suitable for

\ them, as they delight in an abundance of air, and

1
should on no account be kept close, unless the frost is

' very severe. But little water will now be required, as

1 the plants will be in a semi-dormant state ;
what they

do have should be given very cautiously. About the

end of February remove a portion of the old soil from

the pots, top-dress them with rich compost, and remove

any early blossoms that may happen to have been thrown

up ; keep also a sharp look out for green-fly. As

spring advances give them more air and water. As the

truss grows, and previous to the pips expanding,

remove those that are deformed or overcrowded ; sharp-

pointed scissors will be found most suitable for the

purpose, bearing in mind that the less they are handled

the better ; and at this stage of growth they should be

slightly protected from the hot sun. While in blossom

they may be removed to any shady and aiiy situation

most suitable for prolonging their beauty, but care

must be taken not to drop any water on them at this

stage, or their blooms will be partially spoiled ;
they

should also be protected from rough winds.

The soil best suited for the culture of the Auricula

is rich loam, rotten cowdung, and river sand, well

mixed together previous to using it, and should be

employed only when in a proper state. Manure-water,

with occasional applications of soot-water, will be

found beneficial during the growing and blooming

season. The month of January is the best time for

sowing the Auricula seed. The pots or boxes intended

for the purpose should be well drained, and then filled

to within an inch of the top with a good compost, as

recommended above, sifted moderately fine ;
shake it

well down, that it may not sink after the seed is sown,

and level the surface. On this must be placed the

compost for the seed to be sown in, which should be

composed of three parts leaf-mould and one silver

sand sifted fine ; fill the pot or box with this compost to

within a trifle of the top, and carefully level, and slightly

.

press into a smooth surface ; then sprinkle the seeds

regularly over the surface, and gently press them into

the soil. This done, sift through a very fine sieve

some of the leaf-mould and sand over the seeds as thinly

as possible. The seeds of Auriculas are extremely

small, and require a soft fine soil of an open quality,

for their tender roots cannot penetrate compost of a

close texture ; thousands of Auricula seedlings are lost

for want of this precaution.

As soon as the young seedlings appear, keep a sharp

look-out for woodlice, which often prove very destruc-

tive to them. When the plants are sufficiently strong,

plant them in boxes, or whatever may be most conve-

ient, in good rich compost thoroughly drained. They

may remain there until they flower, when the best

should be selected and the remainder discarded. Many

of the weaker plants will doubtless not flower until

another season, but they should he kept and receive

good treatment until they do bloom ; the remainder of

their treatment should be the same as that already

recommended for established plants. The alpine

varieties may be successfully cultivated in the open

borders. Edward Bennett, Osberton.

TRUFFLES.
The Truflle plays in gastronomy too considerable a

part not to have been the object of numerous studies.

M. Henri Bonnet gives the catalogue of them at the

end of his work [La Truffe : etudes par les Truffes

comestibles, au point de vue botanique, entomologique,

forestier, et commercial. Par M. Henri Bonnet, Vice-

President du Comice Agricole, et Membre de la

Chambre Consultative de I'Arrondissement d'Apt.

Paris: Delahaye, 1S69], commencing with the writings

of Theophrastus, who lived in the fourth century before

our era. But a more serious consideration has moved

the greater part of the works which M. Bonnet

enumerates, and especially that which he himself pub-

lishes : it is the kind of mystery which surrounds the

nature and the production of this Cryptogam, on which

science is yet much less advanced than on what con-

cerns the Mushroom. For a long time it has been

thought that it was formed spontaneously in the earth

under the influence of heat, moisture, and especially

the forces which are put into action during storms.

No doubt that this production requires, in fact,

as generally do all plants, heat and moisture

;

but moisture must be moderated, supplemented by

the coolness produced by the foliage of trees on wooded

land, without, however, the rays of the sun being too

much intercepted. The influence of the electric forces

which produce or accompany storms, seems also to be

proved by a great number of observations ; but this

influence is probably only indirect, and is restricted to

the action of the ammoniacal products to which the

sparks, which then wander about the atmosphere, give

rise. These ammoniacal products, carried into the soil

by the rain, are very necessary to the Truffle, which

contains much nitrogen, and which, buried to a certain

depth, can only with difficulty borrow this element

from the atmosphere. But, if it is incontestable that

these diverse influences are either useful or indispens-

able for the development of the Truflle, it would be

necessary to set aside all our ideas of the most element-

ary laws of Nature in ordt ',10 imagine that they alone

can produce a plant.

A theory less irrational, and which has still some

partisans, gives to the Truflle an origin analogous to

that of the Gall-nut. According to this system, a fly,

penetrating into the soil, pricks the rootlets of certain

trees, especially the Oak, to deposit its eggs, and thus

provokes an accumulation of nutritive juices, whence

results the Truffle. The falseness of this theory is

shown by the anatomical study of the Truffle, by that

of the fly to which its formation is attributed, by the

position of the Truffles relatively to the roots and root-

lets of the trees, and lastly, by the fact that, more than

once. Truffles have been found in localities where there

was not a single tree.

M. H. Bonnet, adding his own observations and the

results of his long experience to those which several

eminent naturalists had obtained, establishes incontest-

ably a theory, of which the foUowmg is a resume:—

The Truffle contains a multitude, of spores, which,

when they come to be dispersed by the putrefaction of

a tubercule, or by any other cause, give rise, if circum-

stances are favour.able, to the formation of a product

analogous to the spawn {blane\ of Mushrooms, and

which is composed of numerous white cylindrical

threads, of extreme tenuity, adhering to the earthy

particles only by the slender extremities of their

branches, and end in a hybrid mycelium, becoming less

and less apparent. This product is to be regarded as

properly constituting the plant, of which the tubercule

—the Truffle itself—is, after some sort, the friictifi-

cation. This is the conclusion arrived at, in his im-

portant work, by M. Bonnet. Les Mondes.

AERIAL ROOTS UPON VINES.
Some little time ago a very interesting discussion

was carried on in the pages of the "Florist," respect-

ing the formation of air-roots on the Vine, which

elicited a good deal of valuable practical opinion. I

do not wish to revive the question as to their cause or

origin, but simply to show how I prevent them. I

may, however, in preface to my remarks, be allowed
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to State wlicit I think of the presence or creation of I attent

those roots ; and firstly, I believe of Vines that " it is
|

kingd

their nature to produce them," and they are produced

more plentifully, as Mr. Cramb states, " when circum-

stances are favourable to their production." [!]

Although I do not like to see them, I am not of

opinion that their presence on Vines either indicates

good health or the reverse, as they come more or less

from Vines both well ripened and otherwise. Neither

can we build much on the fact that, of several Vines

growing together, and having precisely the same treat-

ment, some are "bearded," whilst others are not. I

am further of opinion that such occurrences can be but

as poorly accounted for. To account for the presence

or absence of either beards in men, or horns in cattle, is

in my opinion beyond all human ken ; and so with the

beards or aerial roots on Vines, gardeners may rest

assured that in the cultivation of the Vine there are far

worse enemies to contend against than air-roots. These

may be got rid of in an hour or two ; but not so red

spider or mildew, a severe attack of either of which

generally ends in the partial destruction of both leaves

and fruit, and a weakening of expectations for the

following year.

It is now eight years since I planted the Vines at

Combe. The borders were made, drained, and
finished according to the desire of my heart, and the

Vines have grown, and shown by their productions that

they delighted in the borders prepared for them. Two
of my early vineries I bestowed gi-eat attention upon,

by warming their roots, and otherwise caring much, as

I thought, for their comforts, but this I soon found to

be mistaken kindness. The Vines spoke out, and
requested that the heat applied to their "bottoms"
should be removed. Being desirous to attend

to their wants, so far as I knew them, the heat

complained of was altogether withdrawn, and
for which attention they were very grateful.

Once again we had occasion to come to an
understanding respecting a system which I

introduced on a Vine or two, called the "extend-
ing system," leaving for a year or two some
lengthened arms upon them, and which system
was threatened to be continued. They asked
me one morning whether " I meant them to

produce Grapes or timber ? " Never having
given it a thought to what use their timber
could be applied, I was somewhat taken aback.

I blushed, and somewhat sheepishly replied that
*' I wanted Grapes." They told me " I should
have them, but I was not to expect them to

grow large bunches and timber besides ; take

them singly, we will do either for you well, but

both together very indifferently." There was
sense, I thought, in their reasoning, and for

which I thanked them. I ignored on the spot

the heavy timber, and clung to the Grapes, and
ever since they have borne me both big bunches
and good ones, and these in abundance, for

every day throughout the year.

I come now to make a few remarks on aerial

roots :—My young Vines produced them as

plentifully and as healthily as any Vines could

do ; I let them grow, and there they were for

any one to look at. Visiting gardeners would
often remark after this manner— "Air roots!

something wrong with your border
;

" and nothing

I could say altered their opinion— the new
borders at Combe were set down as "being
no better than anybody else's." This latter

observation I did not wish to dispute. There
is nothing in gardening I detest more than, when
showing a friend round, to have my attention

drawn to points of the weakness of which I am
already too well aware ; but I suppose it is inherent in

our nature to be continuously looking for holes in our
neighbours' coats. I therefore resolved to have no
more air roots, and following up the thought with the

action, I denuded my Vines of every air root that I

could see ; and to the young men, when pinching and
tying, I gave strict injunctions that all air roots should
be rubbed off immediately on their appearance. This
was diligently followed up throughout the season, and
having got rid of them, so far as visible, I also got rid

of the unpleasant duty of answering the inquisitive

questions of visiting friends.

The Vines divested of their aerial roots made no
complaint to me ; but I was informed that amongst
themselves they admitted that in this case I was
reasonable ; and that as they were allowed a sufficiency

of length, breadth, and depth of border, and also in it

as much good feeding material as they could desire,

they would for the future allow their aerial roots to be
rubbed off, and draw their supplies direct and only
from tlie legal sources allotted to them ; and, continued

they, " Our leaves in the houses are well cared for; we
ought not to insist in projecting our roots where it is

very evident they are not wanted ; we did so only

because it was our nature to do so, and also because
circumstances were favourable."

After this I was acknoivledged to be their "lord
and master." Things now go on smoothly. All their

grievances and disputes amongst themselves are at once
submitted to my arbitrament ; my decision is accepted
and bowed to respectfully in all cases.

" A king can mak' a belted knight, •

A marquis, duke, and a' that,"

but it is something of which to be proud, that by kind

ledged as a real

Abbey Gardens.

i to such princely inhabitants of our vegetable
i
seem to us not exactly to cut, but to force the grass

as the Grape Vine, one can by them be acknow- out by its veiy roots.

IVm. Miller, Combe

THE ''ARCHIMEDEAN'' LAWN
MOWER.

We are indebted to our American cousins for many
ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances, adapted
not only for our amusement, but for our benefit, and for

the benefit of mankind generally. We owe to them
many thanks for many wonderful inventions, appliances,
and improvements amongst our garden implements,
whereby laborious toil has been much lessened, and
the art of gardening much improved. Twenty years
ago mowing-machines were but coming into notice,

and but very little believed in. Now they are all but
universal, and the time-honoured sycthe (to learn the
use of which was a severe trial on many a young
gardener) is rapidly disappearing from our sight, and
giving place to the " patent mower," What a revolu-
tion ! what a saving of time ! and how much more
neatly are our lawns kept under the new than the old
system ! Our English makers have long enjoyed the
prestige in this particular line, and their "mowers"
have, deservedly, achieved a world-wide celebrity.

Our " Greens " and our *•' Shankses " and others, have
continued to supply us with, their "improved patents

"

—so much improved too, and so excellent in their work-
ings, that their action has always exceeded our expec-
tations. We have been so supplied, in fact, and so

The chief peculiarity, however, and one on which
opinions are apt to be somewhat divided as to its
merits or desirability, is that " the grass when cut,
instead of being gathered up is scattered over the
ground it passes over." And further, it is not intended
by its promoters that the grass should be gathered up.
To quote from the circular—"By the action of the
revolving cutters the grass is cut in small particles, and
evenly scattered on the ground where it is cut, never
looking untidy, and should never be taken away, as it

serves as a mulch to protect the roots of the grass
from heat or drought, leaving the lawn always green
and fresh, making a rich sward, and in a short time so
enriches the sod that fertilisers are not wanted." We
can only say that, having used the Archimedean
lawn mower on our lawns during the past summer that
they never looked better ; the grass, being cut up so
fine, is never observed if the lawn is cut as it ought to
be, once a-weekor so. We believe also that it serves
somewhat as a protector from drought, &c., and there-
fore approve of the principle.

This machine will cut grass equally well when wet as
when in a dry state, and a much heavier sward of grass,
even of the length of 6 or 8 inches, if requisite, may be
cut down with this mower at one operation, than with
any other machine known to us, even by passing over
the ground two or three times.

It has been tried in the gardens of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society at Chiswick during the past season,
and is from thence reported on in the most favourable

terms, as being the quickest, most simple, and
most efficient mower ever used. The cut of
the mower is 14 inches, and it is easily worked
by a mere boy. There being no stoppages re-

quired whatever, the quantity of work done
\\ ithin a given time is thus considerably greater
than that of any other mower. Such is the
opinion formed on it by the authorities at Chis-
\\ lek, and such is ours.

ORCHID CULTURE.

well satisfied, that we had no desire for change. We
were inclined to believe—as, indeed, seems to have
been generally believed, seeing the hosts of imitations
all much after the same principle—that while slight im-
provements might be effected here and there, the
general principle of our lawn mowers could not be
altered, and was as near perfection as anything coidd
be. Tjie astute Yankee, however, thought not, and
forthwith introduces to our notice "The Archimedean
Lawn Mower," of which a representation is given in

the accompanying woodcut (fig. 55.)

This is of an entirely novel and peculiar construc-

tion, differing materially from all others yet extant.

The general principle may be said to be the same, in so
this^ "^^s^^^I. ^^^s

I

far that the grass is cut by a revolving cutter set in"^

motion by a roller propelled by the operator in the

usual way. The knife or cutter itself is, however,
different, being of the form of the Archimedean screw,

and revolves with great rapidity. Another peculiarity

is the absence of the roller in front of the knife, which
is thus allowed to take hold of the "gi'assas Nature
grows it ;" and in this there is a point or two gained,
as whatever comes within the range of the knife,

whether "Bent" or Daisy, is cut clean off. In the
ordinary mowers with the rollers in front the tall grass
is bent down in front of the knife, so that it cannot
touch it, but passes over, which then has to be cut
down with the scythe. In place of the roller in front

there is on each side a flat iron sole or skid, upon
which it slides along very smoothly and evenly, and by
the adjusting of which the height of the cutter is

easily regulated. It may thus be set to cut the grass
either close to the surface or an inch or more above it ;

and this, we think, is an improvement, as some mowers

I HAVE not the pleasure of knowing the writer
of the article on Ferns, at p. 246. 1 have no
loubt he speaks with some authority on the
ibject of the culture of Orchids in England, and

that he has had gi-eat and extended practical

experience, yet unless he has visited the tropics

ind seen these plants growing in their own
climate, I do not consider he is justified in a
sceptical and disparaging way to ridicule the
information of others who have seen Orchids
glowing under the rays {" fierce ") of a tropical

sun Certainly a dry summer which burns up
the herbage in England is not worthy of imita-
tion It is exceptional, unnatural, and should
n:)t be taken in support of an argument; on the
contrary, we should be guided by general prin-

ciples, the majority of facts coming under notice.

I have for several years at different times
been engaged in the collection of Orchids in

Burma. I have lived in the jungles for weeks,
I may say for months, and tons of different kinds
have passed through my hands, mostly either

githered by myself or in my presence. Under
the above circumstances I may perhaps be bold
en jugh to consider myself as a person who has for

more than "once" seen different Orchids grow-
ing in a tropical climate at different seasons and
under different circumstances. I have then no
hesitation in confirming the truth of the state-

ment that Orchids, during the hot season, are

exposed to the fierce rays of a tropical sun, and become
scorched.* As these Orchids are found invariably under
the same climatic influences, I believe it to be both
natural and best suited to their constitutional wants. In
the tropics there are a great variety of climates, and in

each variety of climate we find that variety of Orchid
which it best suits.

Some Orchids have a wide range of distribution

;

others, again, are restricted to particular localities. For
instance, I have never found Saccolabium giganteum at

Moulmein or Rangoon, or south thereof—I presume
simply because there is too great moisture in the atmo-
sphere ; but travelling northward, beyond the extreme
influence of the S.W. monsoon, the plant puts in an
appearance, first in small quantities and of small size ;

but as you approach the dritr climate of Prome and
Thayetmyo, where hot winds blow, and the thermometer
is usually in the dry season about 112° Fahr. in the shade,

the plant is found in great profusion and luxuriance

growing on trees in a deciduous jungle exposed to the

rays of a tropical sun, and in most cases with its leaves

in a scorched state. I could give numbers of similar

examples, as Vanda Bensoni, Saccolabium ampullaceum,

&c.,+ but it appears to me to be vmnecessary to

do so at present. Most Orchids love light, air, and

water, good free drainage and ventilation. The Bur-

mese Orchids I have seen in England are, although

well-grown, deficient in brilliancy of colour, and this I

attribute to want of light—the rays of a tropical sun.

* In using the word " scorcl

t Deiidrobes during the hot

1 thereby ths;

son are leafless, stap.

cylindrical form oft'e;

the rays of the sun in comp-irison t
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The cuUure of tropical Orchids in England cannot be

other than artificial or unnatural, and in the absence of

a tropical climate it remains only for gi-owers to apply

the different resources artifice can devise ; in fact, such

treatment as best suits the plant in its altered condition.

To scorch a plant in England would, I have no doubt,

be injudicious, and I have no wish to dispute the ques-

tion. But I do desire to protest against the infonnation

of others (essentially true) being in a most unbecoming

manner termed " tales from the tropics," concocted

stories, "to confound facts," and similar poUte con-

tradictory expressions, so freely used by your con-e-

spondent. R. Bensoti, Limt.-Col.

Jome OEomspoiikna,
Diospyros costata of Carnhr.—Ai p. 39, M.

Decaisne accuses me of doing an injury to science by

the commission of a number of errors, of which these

are the principal :— I. That I have confounded Dios-

pyi-os Schi-tse mth the Diospyros Kaki of L. fil. ;
2.

that after having given it the name of D. Kaki I have

re-considered the matter and named my plant D. cos-

tata. Now in order to show that my plant is not the

same as that mentioned by M. Bunge, I may compare his

description with that given by M. Decaisne. The trans-

lation of M. Bunge's description of Diospyros Schi-tse

(Enum. des Plantes du Nord de la Chine, No. 237,

p.42)is as follows :

—"Diospyros with branches, flower-

stalks, and base of the calyx tomentose ; leaves broadly

obovate, oblong, acute, pubescent on the upper sur-

face, rather villose below ; flowers axillary, solitary ;

peduncles with two bracts ; berry very large, depressed,

few-seeded. Almost wild at the base of the moun-

tains, and frequently cultivated. Flowers in May. This

does not agi-ee entirely with any described species ; it

seems to be allied to D. oryxensis. It differs from D.

Kaki in its solitary flowers. The tree has the habit of

a wide-spreading Apple or Pear tree. The leaves are

large, the flowers four times larger than in D. Lotus.

The beny is handsome, of a reddish-yellow colour, the

size of a large Apple, generally destitute of seeds."

Now it is difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile the

description given by Bunge with that of Decaisne.

Where, in m! Bunge's description, is it stated that "the

tree comes from the warm parts of China;" that "the

leaves are nearly eUiptical and alinost glabrous?" Where
has M. Decaisne seen in the description of Diospyros

Schi-tse, "that the fruit is of the size of a Peach, that it

contains eight to twelve seeds, and that it is of a brown
colour," that it requires to be "completely bletted

before being eaten, or that it may compare with

the marmalade of Plums or Apricots ?"*—that they

are "much eaten at Pekin," where the D. Kaki

cannot ripen?—and many other things of which

M. Bunge has said nothing, and yet M. Bunge is the

only author who has seen and described this species.

Had ribs been present on the fruit of M. Bunge's

plant, they would in all probability not have been

overlooked by that observer ; and to escape from this

difficulty, M. Decaisne assumes that the ribs are

exceptional. But what is M. Decaisne's authority for

this statement ? I am of a different opinion, and

believe that the character in question is not excep-

tional, but constant. In his letter M. Decaisne asserts

that I have confounded a species from the w:

climates with the species from the north of China.

This, again, is an assumption ; and Thunberg, who
lived in Japan, says that D. Kaki is wild there, and is

also frequently cultivated, that it grows in the environs

of Nagasaki, a fact confirmed by most writers who
have visited Japan. [M. Carriere here adds a

lengthened description of his plant, with a view

of showing how different it is from the Schi-tse,

but which we are compelled to omit, and refer

our readers to the " Revue Horticole," where
a description will be found.] It now remains

for me to show why, after having considered my
plant to be the true D. Kaki, I altered my
opinion, and applied the name costata to it. I may
remark that in the herbarium of the Museum is a

specimen gathered at Formosa by Oldham, No. 299,

and which is almost exactly like my plant, and

that the descriptions made by Thunberg and other

authors applied so well to my plant that I considered

myself justified in retaining the name Kaki — (see

Thunberg's " Flora of Japan," p. 157, wherein is a

description which corresponds very closely with that

which I have given of Diospyros costata) ; but as on the

one hand different authors have already given this name
to verydifferent plants, and as on the other hand the name
Kaki in Japan and in China is a generic name applied to

all the species of Diospyros, and that even the fruits of

these plants are called Kaki (in the same way that

fruits of all the Apple trees are called Apples by us),

and as there is gi'eat confusion in the different kinds, it

results that the word Kaki not only has no precise

signification, but that it gives rise to the greatest per-

plexity. I have therefore thought it better, in order to

put an end to this state of things, to adopt the name
costata, which has the advantage of being appropriate

to my plant and to one of the forms of D. Kaki

described by Thunberg. Another consideration which

led me to reject the name Kaki given by the

younger Linna;us was that that author did not

himself know the plant to which he gave the name,

as is evident from the meagre description he

gives, which is quite insufficient to characterise the

species, and would apply equally well to most of the

species of the genus. See Linn. fil. Suppl., p. 439.

From what has been said, then, it is evident that, 1st,

instead of complicating the matter, I have elucidated

it. 2. Instead of injuring horticulture and misleading

amateurs, I have rendered a sei-vice in clearing away

difficulties, and have thus advanced both science and

horticulture. 3. That, contrary to what M. Decaisne

has reproached me with doing, I have not committed

any errors, but have corrected some which others have

inade. 4. That the Diospyros costata Carr., is not the

same as the D. Schi-tse of Bunge, as M. Decaisne

asserts, but a new plant, and one which does not exist

in any other part of Europe, except in the Jardin des

Plantes. 5. That the two names which I have given

to my plant are not only explained but justified. 6.

That the characters (the ribs on the fruit) on which I

have relied to establish the species, instead of being

exceptional, as M. Decaisne has affirmed, are normal

and constant. 7. That there are several sorts of Kaki

in Japan which have been confused one with the

other, and as the word Kaki is employed generi-

cally in Japan there is no reason to retain it as

characterising a species ; that these are plants origi-

nally from the cold and temperate parts of Japan,

and not from the warmer parts of China, and thus,

contrary to what M. Decaisne has said, they may be

cultivated in the North of Europe. What has led

M. Decaisne into error, is that he has considered as

Diospyros Kaki a species which is found under that

name in some gardens, although it is very different

from it in all its characters ; it is veiy tender, and

does not bear the climate of Paris in the open air, and

even in the South of France, at Antibes, it scarcely

ripens its fniits. This so-called Diospyros Kaki is

probably a species from Nepaul ; I shall endeavour to

show this hereafter, as I intend to publish a descrip-

tion accompanied by a figure [on which account

we do not think it necessary here to cite M. Carriere's

description]. Hence, then, although I have arrived at

conclusions quite contrary to those of M. Decaisne,

I believe that he will feel obliged to me for having

attempted to assist him in the diflicult task he has

undertaken and pursues so actively, of serving science

by opposing all the errors which trammel it. E. A.

Cm

^ M. Decaisne's opinion as to the nafure of the fruit has pro-

bably been suggested by the observation that he has made or

those gathered from Diospyros costata : it cannot have been fron-

the fruit of D. Schi-tse, which he has not seen, and which nc

author has yet described.

The Black Damascus Grape.—At p. 243 men-

tion is made of the Black Damascus as one of the finest

of all Black Grapes. Having grown this variety very

extensively at one time, I can quite endorse this

opinion, for no Black Grape I have ever tasted equals

it for rich vinous flavour, and, when grown well, for

its enormously large round berries. It is a very distinct

variety, and is easily known by its large succulent leaves

and sturdy bunches. The flowers before opening are

like little benies, but it is a bad setting variety unless

the capsules of the flowers are nibbed off at the flowering

time to set the pollen free. It likewise labours under

the same disadvantage as the Kempsey Alicante and

other bad setting Grapes, of having a little viscid juice

on the top of the stigma, which requires disturbmg at the

setting period. This I always did by drawing the hand

when dry over the bunches at the warmest time of the

day, and especially if the sun shone. By attending to

this process I had always a fair crop in a good sized

vinery planted entirely with this variety, and during its

season of ripening, October and November, no other

Grapes were called for till it was done. Being a thin-

skinned Grape, it will not keep late. The perfect berries

have orJy oTie stone, and the smaller ones are seed-

less, but they are nearly as large as many Black

Grapes, with seeds in. I doubt if grafting would have

any effect upon this variety in making it less shy in

fruiting or setting. I have never tried it upon any

stock but the Black Hamburgh, and the exper'

ment was not favourable, for I found it did better on

iwn roots. The original Black Damascus Vine at

Worksop Manor was found to have pushed its roots

into an old heap of coal ashes, and bore good crops

every year. JVilliam Tillery,

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana.— Your corre-

spondent "J. W." could not have employed his lime

better than by writing a line in favour of this plant.

It is really most handsome and effective for deco-

rative purposes. There is no plant that will enliven a

stove more in the winter months, as it has such a pleasing

colour ; another gieat point in its favour is that

it will endure the confinement of a room with impunity.

Therefore to those who employ any quantity of plants

for this purpose I would specially recommend it.

House decoration makes sad havoc in our collections

of exotics ; nevertheless it is a rule now for our

employers to expect something of the sort to be

carried out, let the consequence be what it may.

Our only course in meeting this recjuireinent will be to

find out what plant will bear the close atmosphere

so obnoxious to most foniis of vegetation. I shall be

most happy to forward you periodically the names of

those plants I have proved most suited for this purpose,

if you think it worth while. [Please do, such mforma-

tion is always valuable. Eds.] With regard to the

treatment of the above, I must differ somewhat from

"J. W.," inasmuch as I have always found it to

do best in an intei-mediate stove, encouraging a free

growth by giving it liberal treatment during the sura-

mer—which is its growing season—and not checking

it in any way if possible. In winter the temperature

should not be lower than 60°. It is surprising that a

plant coming into flower at the time this does, when
cut flowers and blooming plants are so scarce, is

not more generally grown. The best specimen I ever

saw was in the plant-house at Rockend, Torquay.

Mr. Edmund Turner, the gardener there at that time,

had succeeded in growing a famous specimen. T. P. H.

I can fully endorse all that your correspondent

"J. W." has said of the above most useful winter-

blooming plant, and would strongly recommend it to

all who have to furnish a supply of cut flowers, or keep

a conservatory gay in the dull months of December and

Januaiy. It is of easy growth, and flowers profusely,

if treated as your correspondent recommends. Justicia

flavicoma is equally serviceable, and contrasts well with

its light feathery yellow flowers. It requires the same

treatment as the Sericographis, with the addition of a

little more heat while in bloom. A jardiniire of this

and bright coloured plants of Iresine, with a few heads

of variegated Cyperus, have formed a very pleasing

group in the conservatory here. Iresine and Deutzia

gracilis are just no\v equally telling. J. Shtfpard,

Heating an Amateur's Conservatory.—From

the description of the house which your correspondent

"R." refers to at p. 214, I should say it is similariy

situated to my own, but his is no doubt larger. Mine

is joined to the dining-room window, facing the south-

east, and at this season of the year, owing to adjacent

buildings, only has about an hour's sun daily. I use

a small boiler, heated by one gas-burner, with 2-inch

flow and return pipes along one side of the house. The

air to supply combustion of the gas comes to the

bottom of the stove by a pipe from the outside of the

house, and the gas fumes are carried away by a

tight fitting chimney. The only opening into the

house is a small door to enable me to light the gas, and

this door screws on air-tight. With this arrangement

I can maintain a temperature of 13° above that outside,

which I find suflicient for ordinary winters. This year

my lowest registered temperature during the night has

been 36° without using any mats. The size of

house is 12 feet by 7 feet by S feet, and I can

flower Acacias, Azaleas, Camellias, Chorozemas,

Genistas, Passiflora grandiflora, Epacrises, Fuchsias ;

and, of course, all kinds of bulbs do admirably. I

should recommend "R." to try and arrange his gas

apparatus on some such plan, as there is not the least

smell of gas or the fumes thereof. I have a sttiall dish

for water fitted on the top of the boiler, which

counteracts the dry heat from the metal. Win. John-

stone, Liverpool.

Grafting the Muscat Hamburgh on the Black
Hamburgh.—There was a good deal said on this

subject some years since, and then I was of the same

opinion that "P." seems (by his letter at p. 243) now
to be. In 1 864 I planted a small house with canes of

Muscat Hamburgh on their own roots, not being able

to obtain grafted Vines, one plant only of the number

being grafted. All the Vines in this house produce

profusely, ripen and colour well, with little fire-heat ;

but the one grafted Vine has the smallest bunches and

berries of the lot. One of the Vines purchased, un-

grafted, being over the required number, was put into

the soil, or, rather, clay, at one end of a pit used for

wintering bedding plants. This pit has a deeply sunk

walk with brick sides up the centre, and gets, 1 should

say, rather dry in summer. Now, strange to say, this

Vine, put into the clay subsoil with which the brick-

work was filled up, does, if possible, better than those

in the Muscat House—the bunches and berries are

magnificent, and no fire-heat is used. The house, or

rather pit, is low, and gets very hot in summer, from

sun-heat, and is hardly ventilated. R.

Fungus.—I was much interested on reading Mr.

Miller's article on Fungus at p. 247, to see that some

of our practical gardeners hold views in regard to this pest

so much opposed to the opinions of some of the writing

fraternity, and I suspect that the latter believe what they

may have sometimes read of, without having practice

to judge for themselves. My opinions quite coincide on

this point with those ofMr. Miller. I shall notice what

experience I have had in the matter. First, then, the

kitchen garden here is of a very stiff clay or marl,

lying very low, having a lake of 14 acres on the south,

a river about II feet wide on the north, with rising

ground at each end, so that drainage is almost

impossible. But in ortler to raise early vegetables, for

the past 10 or 12 years I have adopted a system of raised

beds, about 7 feet wide, sloping to the south, and from

15 to 18 inches high on the north. I cleai-ed out one

bed entirely, wheeling the mould to the south end of

the quarter. In order to keep the soil dry, I laid

about a foot of branches all over the beds, any size that

came to hand, and over the branches I placed about

9 inches of half-rotted leaves, then another trench was

thrown up, and so on to the end. The plan has

answered my purpose so well that I still continue it.

At the end of three or four years I trench the whole

level aoain, and by that time very few of the branches
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n, and I have never seen any trace of Fungui

give annoyance. In my low-lying situation and stiff

soil I feel so much the necessity of thorough pulver'

tion, that in ordinary trenching I have buried in one of

the quarters, which is about 20 yards square, as nuicli

as 10 to 12 cartloads of branches, without any bad

result, but the reverse ; so that with small fruits, and

the ordniary class of vegetables, I have no fear of

Fungus from decayed bits of wood. J^. Fajt/u/i,

Fyvic Castle Gardens.

Service Tree, or Chequers.—The correspondence

in your columns upon this tree (P. tom)inalis) recall:

vividly to my mind the annual gathering we made from a

treeinthe woodsat Red leaf some thirty years since, when
a boy in the gardens there. The late W. Wells, Esq.,

would have a few dishes of fniit gathered and sent to

his table for dessert. I have never to my recollection

seen or tasted any since that time. They reminded me
more of Medlars in flavour than any other fruit. The
tree was growing among Oak, upon the borders of a

wood, and we had some difficulty in collecting the fruit,

owing to the height of the tree. Charles E. Wells.™ The following extract, which is taken from
Evelyn's '*Sylva," maybe of use to those who are

seeking information regarding the Pyrus domestica :

—

" Sorbus, the Service tree (of which there are four

sorts), is raised of the chequers or berries, which,
being ripe, that is rotten about September, may be
sown like Beech-mast. The torminalis is the kind
most frequent with us, for those of the narrower and
less indented leaf is not so common in England as in

France, having a sort of beriy of the pear shape, and
is there called the ' cormier.' This tree may be grafted

either with itself or on the White Thorn or Quince."
Will the following notice apply to the common
mountain Ash?—"The Quick Beam (Omus, or as the

Pinax more peculiarly, Fraxinus bubula, others the

wild Sorb), or, as some term it, the Witchen, is a
species of wild Ash. It is an excellent fuel, but I

have not yet observed any other use, save that the

blossoms are of an agreeable scent, and the berries

such a tempting bait for the thrushes that as long as

they last you shall be sure of their company." Up-
wards of 60 years ago, Wade, on noticing some of the
rather scarce and valuable plants found in Ireland, tells

us that the Sorbus domestica, true Service tree, grows
by the wayside in a copse between Maryborough and
Alount Melick, and also at River Lyons. P. Mackenzie,

Drainage of Flower-pots.—Frequent complaints
are made of flower-pots holding damp, &c., wlien

placed on tlic conservatory floor. I would suggest that

a rim might be moulded round the bottom of the pot,

which would allow a hollow space for ventilation. P.

S., ChepstmiK [Another plan to abate the evil com-
plained of, is to set the pot on a sui-face of finely

broken spar. Eds.]

Black Muscat of Alexandria.— Having noticed

the article on grafting the Black Muscat at p.

243, I beg to say that I have here a Vine of
that sort on its own roots, which I planted nine years
ago, and which annually yields fine crops of large

well-formed bunches, with large berries ; and the
bunches so compact that one berry could not move for

another. The bunches vary in size from i to 2^ lb.,

and occasionally I have had them a little over 3 lb. I

have never aimed at large bunches especially, but at a
good crop, or I doubt not I could have had them
heavier. The judges at the Doncaster Horticultural
Exhibition in August, 1S65, may perhaps remember
seeing two bunches of that variety which weighed 54 lb.,

when I was awarded a ist prize for a complete dinner
service, consisting of flowers, fruit, and vegetables.

Although I give my experience on this subject, I do
not maintain that the Black Muscat is a free setter, for

although 1 have never failed in getting a good crop of
well set bunches, I have observed it has that tendency,
but not more so with me than the White Muscat of
Alexandria or Bowood Muscat, which occupy the same
house. I do not consider the Vine in question giowing
under the most favourable circumstances, as I have
plants of various descriptions to treat all the year
round in the same house. I am quite certain the Vine
is on its own roots, having raised it myself from an eye
or bud. It is a first-rate keeper. It generally ripens
here about the end of August, and I have only a few
days ago cut the last in good condition ; and as regards
flavour I consider it the highest flavoured Black Grape
I know, very little inferior to the White Muscat of
Alexandria. James Tindall, Gr. to Sir J. IV. Copley,
Bart.

J
Sprotbrotigh Hall, Doncaster.

The Deodar and Abies Morinda.—Some of
your correspondents have recently recommended these
trees for planting for timber, for both of which I should
require good proofs of the situation suiting them before
I planted to any extent, and then the value of the
timber is not sufficiently known to recommend them.
It is an exception rather than a iiile for them to gi-ow

satisfactorily, particularly the latter. Yet I have
planted it in low and damp situations, where it has
grown very freely, and promises to make timber. I

well remember, when at Elvaston some years since,

Mr. Barron telling me it would not giow there. In
preference to the foregoing Conifers I would plant,

when an opportunity offered, upon high and dry
ground, the Pinus Laricio and ponderosa ; they may be
had in quantities, and at a cheap rate, from most of the

large nurseries where Conifers are grown to any extent

they may be depended upon for excellent timber, an
perfectly hardy, and of quick growth when fairly

started. In large quantities I would plant them
freely at from 6 to S yards distant, fill between with
Larch, and thin as growth proceeds. To make
the plantation more interesting, and for effect

landscape, around the border Abies Douglasii and
Wellingtonia might be introduced, with here and there
among the Pinus a group of three or four Ced
allantica. All the foregoing may be had at a cheap
rate, from 9 to 18 inches in height, the best size for

planting for timber where game is scarce rather th;

abundant. It would also add materially to the interest

of the spot to plant a few Piceas, say in groups of three,

of such as amabilis, grandis, lasiocarpa, nobilis, and
Nordmanniana : plant these groups from 50 to 100
yards distant, as circumstances may dictate, and all

the Pines to show themselves between and behind
them. All I have named are perfectly hardy and free

glowers, and may be depended upon to make handsome
timber trees. I may add " valuable " to the two species

of Pinus, I believe also to Abies Douglasii, and probably
a favourable opinion may be expressed respecting the
timber of the Piceas. Charles E. Wells.

Muscan Tree.—In old Scottish histories we are

told that one of the kings of Scotland, " by solemn
banquet within his palace royally entertained his nobles

until dark night ; after they were brought to several

chambers within the palace, and when they were in a

profound sleep, the king caused sundiy men to pass to

every several bed (where the nobles did ly) clad with
fishskins, having in their hands a club of Muscan tree,

which, with the fishskins, in the dark, did show a

marvellous glance and light all at one time." I have
been looking for the Muscan tree amongst my lists of

plants, but cannot find it. P. M.
Rendle's Plant Protectors v. Bell-Glasses.

—

What a disparity of opinion there is amongst practical

men respecting subjects which by their appearance
bespeak their usefulnessor otherwise. Staid practitioners

of the Fish and Ingi-am type extol to the skies Mr.
Rendle's device for protecting delicate plants—Mr.
Fish even going so far as to say how useful they would
be to protect young Pinuses, whicli by-the-by should
be made to stand every winter as it comes, if they are

to be brought up truly hardy ; and he says, if I re-

member rightly, that they would protect Daturas,
which is good news if true. Now there is no doubt
these improvements in out-door protections may be
very suitable in large gardens, where there is plenty of
labour at command, and where the rule can be used in

their building, squaring into line, &c. ! But how will

the amateur and gardener with a too limited supply of
labour do with them? Why, no how. The bell-glasses

must beat them for usefulness, and they lose little by
contrast in appearance. I am told that bell-glasses of

modern manufacture have no handles or nobs at their

apex, which I hope is not true, even admitting that

they can be packed better together, and may be
cheaper. Opus.

The Pine Beetle.—On reading "A. M.'s" remarks
on the Pine Beetle, I went directly to the wood in

which these insects have done so much injury, and
after carefully examining and splitting many dozens of

twigs, to ascertain if there were any caterpillars, such

as I formerly sent, all that I could find were three.

Two of these I enclose, the third was injured in split-

ting the twig in which it was imbedded. From the

large number that I could so easily find of the Pine

Beetle, compared with the few that could be procured

of the caterpillars, I think it is quite clear that the

former is not only the most numerous, but is also the

most destructive to the Scotch Fir trees. I also send

naked twigs, which will convey to the mind, without

seeing the trees, an impression of the general ap-

pearance of those which have been worst attacked,

vever, it is difticult to form a correct opinion of

how badly they really look. A Forested'. [See report

f Scientific Committee. Eds.]

Appleby's Fumigator.—I see a good deal has

been said lately about fumigators. I have not seen or

-ed either Drechsler s or Dean's,'but their price rather

precludes most people of small means from buying

what may not, after all, be worth the money. I

am using a very simple contrivance registered by Mr.

Appleby, of Dorking ; it cost only a few shillings, and
I can bear testimony to its complete efficiency, as tried

with the compound tobacco paper supplied by him ; the

paper cannot flare, and the house is in a few minutes

completely filled, i?.. Deal.

The Abandonment of Chiswick.—Since writing

the few remarks at p. 247, it has been suggested to me
that in the neighbourhood of Kew a valuable site for a

new garden could probably be found. This idea I

think needs no confinnalion. Considering that it is

the province of the Royal Horticultural Society to

elevate the tastes of the humbler classes, and their

endeavour to make horticultural and floricultural pur-

suits more popular, the Society being really a

national one, has it not a just claim upon the national

resources? and may it not fairly ask Government for

some practical assistance in the foiTn of a few acres of

land at Kew? For an experimental garden atsuch a place

a large area would not be required, whilst the expense
of its formation would be vastly reduced, insomuch

that all matters appertaining to botany and its study by
the students may be carried on perfectly in the Kew
Gardens proper. What a centre of horticulture might
not this then become ? We hear much of the vaunted
liberality of our Government : will not the Council put
this to the test ? Much may be hoped for if (he proper
machinery be put in motion, but nothing lost. Opus.

1 cannot help thinking that when Chiswick
is given up, the Royal Horticultural Society, may
be considered defunct. To members living in the
country the vast expenditure on the Kensington Gar-
den is no advantage. They will hardly continue to
pay two or four guineas that the inhabitants of Ken-
sington may have a garden to walk about in, or a read-
ing-room to lounge in. To be able themselves to see
once or twice a year a garden that strongly reminds
them of a tea garden on a large scale, will hardly
appear a valuable privilege. To any one really

interested in horticulture, a few hours spent in

discussing and comparing new fniits and flowers
with Mr. Barron was really worth a subscrip-
tion, and the large and valuable collection of trees

and plants was always worth looking over carefully.

Then to many a cutting of a plant new to them, or a
packet of seed they could not otherwise procure, was
an advantage. The meetings of the Fruit and Floral
Committees had] always an interest for the lovers of a
garden. An experimental garden, like Chiswick, and
a large room to hold the committee meetings in, with a
really intelligent, enthusiastic gardener, like Mr.
Barron, have always appeared to us the necessities of
a horticultural society. When Chiswick is given up
what shall we as members get who do not live near
Kensington ? y. R. PearsoN, C/iilwell. [We are glad
to learn that negotiations are in progress with the view
to retain a portion of the Chiswick garden, sufficient

for all practical ends. Eds.]

Vine Grafting.—In reference to this subject, and
also that of the influence of stock on scion and rice

versd, I may state tliat we have here in a late vinery

two canes of the Black Prince Grape growing side by
side. In 1S6S I inarched LadyDowne's Seedling on a
shoot of one of the former canes, which bore six

bunches of fruit of first-rate quality in 1S69. But to

my surprise what a change in appearance it effected on
the old Vine ! In the first place it did not commence
growing so early by 14 days, as the other cane of

Black Prince ; the leaves were smaller ; the shoots

much shorter ; and the bunches were not nearly so long

as usual. The fruit was smaller, and altogether the

cane was so much altered in character that had I not

witnessed the change I could not have recognised it.

Many gardeners who saw them in fruit were as much
surprised as myself. I have left both kinds on the cane,

and shall be happy to send you specimens of fruit and
leaves, when the former is ripe. [Please do.] Nine years

ago I inarched a Barbarossa on an old cane of Muscat
of Alexandria, with good results. The former produces

better fruit than when on its own roots; and the foliage

does not turn red when ripening. It crops more
abundantly, and produces large bunches and berries of

excellent quality. I have budded Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat on three distinct kinds, viz. :—Muscat of

Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, and White Frontignan,

and shall report the results in due course. I prefer

inarching vines to budding or grafting them, as it is

much quicker and safer. Wm. Smythe^ The Gardens,

Elmham Hall, Norfolk.

Leeds Horticultural Society's Exhibition.

—

Referring to the remarks of your correspondent, '* D.,"

at p. 247, I wish to assure him and all other exhibitors

that the committee did not fix the day for holding the

show this year without careful consideration and first

communicating with the officials of the Manchester and
other societies long before any advertisements appeared.

They regret veiy much that the dates of the two
societies clash, but the following explanation will show
it is unavoidable. Manchester takes Whitsuntide, fall

as it may ; the folks there think it is the only time their

exhibition will pay, thus shifting every year to meet that

season. For several years the Leeds Show has been held

in the first whole week in June ; it was so fixed as a

rule of the Society to avoid other shows, and by keep-

ing to that time they can only come in contact with

Manchester once in five or six years. If Leeds this

year had taken Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday in

the week previous to their usual time it would not have

been any advantage to exhibitors desirous of attending

both, as the last day of Leeds would then have been

the first day of Manchester, and the plantswould have had

to be there even the day before that. If Leeds took the

week after their usual time they would come in contact

with the show of their friends at York, which they

certainly would not like to do ; and to hold it later

still would not suit at all, as one of the great features

of the Leeds Show (Pelargoniums) would be far gone.

Moreover, Whit Monday and Tuesday are general

holidays at Leeds and the populous districts adjoining,

and falling this year in the first whole week in June,

the committee selected those days for the same reason

as Manchester, viz., to make it pay; but as a large

number of the annual subscribers, including the prin-

cipal gentry of the neighbourhood, might not like to

attend with the thousands of the holiday visitors, the

Friday previous has been appointed for tliem, thus

extending the show to a fourth day with a Sunday

bet^veen This, the committee feel, will be an lucon-
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venience to exhibitors, and in consequence they have
increased the prizes by upwards of ^^150, and will not

oljject to make some allowance to exhibitors from a

distance for the additional expense they and their

assistants may be put to. yamfs Birbeck, Secretary.

Spring Flowers.— I have already mentioned (see

p. 247) several charming little bulbs which are still in

llower. I have now another to add, which is quite as

interesting as any of those mentioned, viz., Scillabifolia.

This is a beautiful little bulbous plant, and is, according

to Paxton, "a native of this country." There are

niany varieties of Scilla bifolia, all more or less differing

iVom one another—each of these is well worth grow-
ing. The variety I have before me is called .S. bifolia

pallida, the flowers of which are of a lavender-blue

colour ; these are produced very freely upon racemes,
from six to nine flowers upon each, and about four

inches in height. This plant is admirably adapted for

almost any position, and forms a veiy attractive object

at this season of the year. It grows very freely in

almost any soil, but prefers that of a light sandy nature

;

in this it will soon fonn a dense mass, and no one
can form any idea of its beauty unless they h.ave seen it

in perfection. A. I. P., Tottenham.

Muscat Hamburgh Grapes.— Your corre-

spondent " P.," at p. 243, has taken so broad a view of

the Muscat Hamburgh and its worthlessness, as grown
on its own roots, that I feel called upon to make a few-

remarks as to my own experience as well as what
came under my obsei"vation in several other cases. I

am well aware that this superb Grape is difficult to

grow, hut I am of the opinion that by far the finest

samples that ever were seen of the Muscat Hamburgh
were the productions of Vines growing on their ow-n
roots. I have upwards of 200 permanent Vines under
my care, and at the time of planting—as the Muscat
Hamburgh had such a bad character— I thought that
one per cent, of a bad thing would be quite sufficient,

therefere I planted only two canes of this variety. I

am happy to say the whole of my Vines have grown
remarkably well, and the Muscat Hamburgh is about
the most vigorous Vine I have. Nothing could be
finer than the appearance and quality of the fruit—the
bunches are large, perfectly developed, and in colour
equal to that of a Black Prince. I may remark that I

have obtained three first prizes in two years with fmit
cut from one of these Vines, and on its own roots.

Mr. Dryden, of Lochryan House, exhibited a bunch of
this variety in a collection of four sorts at the late

International Fmit Show at Edinburgh, which was
pronounced by all who saw it to be quite

*

' a marvel of
perfection." Mr. Morrison,' of Inchmartin, exhibited
at the same time and place some truly magnificent
bunches, for which he justly obtained the first prize in

its class. Mr. Fowler, of Castle Kennedy, exhibited
the Muscat Hamburgh for many years in succession,

and those who have seen his productions will not soon
forget the sight. Now, to my own knowledge, all the
above named gentlemen grow the Muscat Hamburgh
on its own roots. I could name many others who also
grow it successfully on its own roots ; but I think the
above sufiicient to show that grafting has not quite so
much to do with the Muscat Hamburgh as " P." would
make it appear, and I question if ever there were such
fine samples produced by grafted plants as those I have
named ; if so, I shall be glad to hear of them and
where they are to be seen. For my own part, I came
to the conclusion that a well made border, with
thorough drainage and dry bottom, along with good
management, is all that is necessary for the well-being
of even the Muscat Hamburgh. Vineyard.

Pink "Coffins."—Your correspondent "G."(p. 2S1)
asks the meaning of the term "coffins " as applied to the
petals of Pinks. Considering their peculiar hollow
form, it seems possible—though, perhaps, the con-
jecture maybe too fanciful—that the explanation might
be found in the old English use of the word cofiin—to
signify a basket. An illustration of this use is given in
the reference under " coflin " in " Todd's Johnson's
Dictionaiy," 181S, to the miracle of Loaves and Fishes
in Wicliffe's Bible, "and how manycoffyns ye taken?"
The petals of the large Pinks frequently resemble a
basket, in all but the handle, which is not a necessary
part ; and though we do not keep up the quaint floral

names, which are so striking in the descriptions of our
early traveller, still even now we retain some in our
scientific notices. For instance, we still have keel,

wings, and standard, in the description of leguminous
plants, and possibly the baskets or "coflins" of the
I'ink may be one of the same class of terms. E. O.

Yellow Bedding Calceolarias Your corre-
spondent, at p. 177, seems to think that Calceolaria
cuttings put in in October will not answer in the
north of Yorkshire, I beg to state that I never put in
cuttings sooner than the middle of October, and some-
times the last week. They never require shading. I

strike them in a turf pit, which I cover with old lights,

and protect with straw in severe weather. I have
always been successful by adopting the above treat-
ment. R. ScTMrby, A'eii'lmrgh Park, North Riding,
Yorkshire.

Your correspondents have omitted to mention
one very important point in their remarks on this

subject, viz., the attacks of green-fly. They are very
subject to it, and once they gain a lodgment the plants
never appear to thoroughly recover from their ravages.

I am very suspicious that they attack the roots also. I

believe there are more lost from this cause than from
all other causes put together. Another very essential

thing at the planting-out time is to have them well
watered a short time before they are taken up, and
when they are planted a dish should be left round each
plant, and be well watered. As soon as the water has
soaked away, the loose soil should be drawn round the
plants. If the weather is dry, damping the foliage

with a syringe every afternoon about 4 o'clock, until

they get roothold, will assist them very much. J. M.
I think your correspondent, " G. S.," at p.

177, is mistaken if he beheves Calceolaria cuttings will

not do well further north than Yorkshire after the
second week in September. I have known and helped
to put them in from the last week in that month up till

near the middle of October, and found them do better
than in August. This was on several years, as far north
as Mid-Lothian, and with as much success as could
have been desired. R. M.

Raspberry Culture.—I fully agree with "A. D."
that freshly planted RasbeiTy canes should not be left all

their length, and also with what he has said respecting
the state of the plants best suited for planting. I am
indebted to him for setting me right with those who,
hke himself, misinterpret my words. But in speaking of
training or tying I spoke of an established plantation.

Those who would wish, however, to pick clean fruit in

a clean way, to presene the leaves of the canes which
grow around those bearing fruit—which have not a little

to do with the next year's supply—will think twice
before adopting " A. D.'s " wire plan. Bush v. Brake.

Notes on the Vine.—Having recently superin-

tended the pulling down of two very large orchard-
houses, I was much struck with the position in which I

found the roots of the Vines, I should state that one
of the houses was a span-roof, 104 feet long, 40 feet

and 20 feet high, the roof being supported
on iron columns. There was a 6-foot border on each
side, and a gi-avel path 4 feet wide all round, leaving

20 feet for the centre bed. Vines were planted at

intervals all round in the 6-foot border, and one against

each column ; these centre Vines were grown on what
may be called a mild form of the extension system,
over all the girders and braces. Those in the 6-foot

border were trained up the rafters in the usual way ;

they had been planted eight or nine years, and had
entirely covered the immense roof, producing a fine

supply of late Grapes, which would hang until

February. There were several kinds planted in the
house, and though no artificial heat was applied
each of them ripened and coloured well, and were of
good flavour—the Muscat Hamburgh being especially

fine, having the full musky flavour. This variety seems
well deserving of a place, being hardy, prolific,

and an excellent keeper. The ver>' name of Muscat
seems to have determined every one who has tried it

to give it a strong heat, which it does not like. Several
who have so treated it have discarded it as worthless,

but have determined to give it a place in a late house.
On pulling down the walls the roots from the Vines in

the 6-foot border were found interlaced in the brick-
work, filling up every crevice with masses of the most
beautiful and healthy rootlets, and clinging to the
bricks exactly as we see Ivy do. This was the case
from one end of the wall to the other, occasionally a
fine root had forced itself through the brickwork, and
had spread into the gravel path outside. To do this

many of them were crashed perfectly flat, and were as
much as 2 inches wide, but immediately on issuing
from the wall had resumed their usual shape, and quite
filled the gravel path with masses of the finest roots it

is possible to imagine. The curbs to the paths were
formed of five courses of brickwork, which on being
pulled to pieces was found one mass of roots, many
having gone under the brickwork and turned upwards
into the gravel path, which, like the one outside, was as
full of healthy roots as possible. The rough con-
crete and brickwork on which the centre columns
were placed were in like manner full of roots in

splendid condition, while in the borders, which
had been made for them on the most approved
principles, and at great expense, there were scarcely
any to be found, and those poor and sickly-looking.
Thus we see in the case before us the Vines leaving the
matter prepared for them, and luxuriating in a mixture
which, to say the least, it is contrary to all practice to

plant them in. I think a very practical lesson is to be
derived from the above facts, but as every one who has
Vine border to make, proceeds on independent prin-

ciples, there is little use in offering advice ; though as
there has been so much written on the Vine lately

in the pages of the Gai-deners^ Chronicle, I cast in my
' amongst the rest. S. J. T.

Skeleton Leaves.—Having seen an inquiry at

p. 176, relative to making skeleton leaves, I think it

may be a help to the inquirer to state the plan which
I have found to succeed very well, and which is as
follows :—Select mature and perfect leaves, steep them
in rain-water until the pulpy part separates readily from
the fibres, this generally takes several weeks, and
succeeds best in warm summer weather. \Vhen all the
soft part has been carefully removed [by the aid of a
soft camel's hair brush], steep the skeletons in a weak
solution of chloride of lime to bleach ; the more delicate
may become white in a few hours, but some will

require a day or more. Next, place those that are flat,

such as Ivy, between sheets of blotting-paper, and press
them with a moderately hot iron. I have found the
leaves of Holly, Ivy, Poplar, and Pear, suit best for

making skeletons. A strong cement made of isinglass

and vinegar is useful in setting them up. S. Grubb,
Glcnam, Clonmel.

Botanical Saints.—Admirably has Mr. Forsyth
closed his researches into the legendary history of this

Popish " saint," by directing our love and honour and
confidence to that Blessed One, who is "King of
Saints." May his faithful counsels find a hearty
sympathy in many readers, as well as those who wear
the worthy " blue apron !

" But has he not fallen into

a little error of fact? For it was Maiy Magdalene, not
Mary the mother of Jesus, who supposed Him to be the

gardener ; as will be manifest on the most cursory
reading of John XX. 1—iS. This, however, was a mere
lapsus jnemoricr, of slight importance, in one to whom
the memory of his Lord is dear. P. H. G. [Un-
doubtedly there was a lapsus calami here. Eds.]

Vine Budding.—The following I take from my
note-book, copied from the Gardeners' Chronicle for

1S44, p. 54, signed " W. G.," by which it appears that

the advantages of budding over inarching are very con-
siderable :

—" ^Vishing to preserve the number of Muscat
of Alexandria and Canon Hall Grapes, I cut down
a few Vines ; one-half of them was budded, and the
other inarched. To test the merit of each method
fairly, both budding and inarching were done at one
period. The result is that, by the former method,
bearing wood has been produced nearly double the
strength of that by the latter. In budding the follow-

ing is the method I pursued :—The old Vines w^ere cut
down in the autumn of 1S42 ; they were laid in

March, 1843 ; as soon as they had made shoots, a
few inches long, two were selected on each Vine, and
all the others were taken off. These were tied

in, and laterals were pinched regularly off them until

May. The young shoots \\'ere then about two-thirds
up the rafters, and nearly full grown in thickness at
the base, but not ripened or turned brown. At that

period the buds taken from young shoots, with leaves
not larger than 2 inches in diameter, were put on ; the
wood was left in the buds, they were inserted in the
usual way, and tied finnly with a piece of matting.
In the course of 10 days or a fortnight they were
united, the matting was uirdone, and the shoots were
cut down to the buds ; all shoots below the buds were
taken off as they made their appearance. After this

was done they grew away very strongly and rapidly.

Some of the buds showed fruit, but this was pinched
off. The leaves attached to the buds never flagged."

I have heard of Vines making 30 feet of strong wood
in a season by budding, but I have never practised this

method myself. Edwd. Bennett, Osberton.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Pai-vrus on theCv.ank Stream, Syracuse.

—Starting from Syracuse in a small boat, I crossed
the magnificent harbour which bears its name, from
the mouth of the Anapo. During the passage my
mind was crowded with recollections of the past,

reminding me of the glorious times when this harbour
was almost filled with thousands of ships, and when
Siracusa, the largest of the Grecian colonies, was
encircled by its walls of 30 miles, with 2,000,000 of in-

habitants within. The mythological traditions con-
nected with the foundation of the town, the long and
disastrous siege by the Athenians under Demos-
thenes, the glory of Hiero and Dionysius, the ever
lamented murder of Archimedes, the dilapidations of
Verres stigmatised by Cicero, awakened the morevividly
before the mind by the monotonous passage across the
now deserted harbour, in face of the modern
town, which covers scarcely the twenty-fifth part
of the space occupied by the ancient metropolis.
Winding up the course which slowly carried to the
sea a large volume of excellent water, I soon
reached the confluence of the Cyane stream amidst a
solemn silence, broken only by the blowing wind in
the dense herbaceous vegetation hanging over my head,
and thickly covering the two banks. Gliding, more
than rowing, on the deep blue water (Cyane, indeed,
means blue, and the fable says it was the name of a
nymph, Proserpine's follower, changed by Pluto into
this ever-pouring fountain), I arrived where the stream,
widening into spreading marshes, is covered as far as
the eye can reach with dense bushes of Papyrus.
Nothing can equal the elegance of these plants, their
roots drowned in the .tepid water which slightly agitates
the feathery foliage which crowns their slender stems.
It was indeed a pleasing sight !

The Papynis grows here to the height of from
12 to 15 feet, and under such a favoured climate new
suckers are continually growing up to take the place of
the older stems, which may be either broken by the
wind, or exhausted after their seeding. It has been
a matter of discussion among botanical writers whether
the Papyrus was to be considered spontaneous on the
Cyane river or imported from Egypt. Certain it is that
this is the only botanical station for it in Europe ; but
no doubt it may be spontaneous here as well as
in Egypt, the identical conditions of half-tropical

climate and constant immersion in pure tepid water
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occurring in both countries. It is generally known that

paper was obtained by splitting into thin layers the

stems of this plant ; now a cicerone of Syracuse alone

alone sells for a few pence some sheets of this paper to

strangers as an object of curiosity.

A''a/>/t's Botanic Gardm.—\n No. 31 of last year's

Transactions of the Edinburgh Botanical Society is a

detailed abstract from a communication by Dr. Cleg-

horn, upon the history and actual conditions of the

Botanical Garden at Naples. The subject is widely

developed with scmpulous exactitude, and plenty of

particulars. I will only ask Dr. Cleghorn's leave to com-
plete his account by a few notices about the most

remarkable trees that are to be found in that interesting

garden.

Acacia melanoxylon, R. Br.—Three magnificent

trees, some forty years old. Height, about 80 feet, the

biggest tnmk measuring 6 feet 1 1 inches in girth, the

two others 6 and 5 feet.

Eucalyptus salicifolia, Cav.—Girth, 6 feet 6 inches
;

height, about 80 feet, hke the preceding Acacias, of

which it has the age. Some larger Eucalypti ai'e

scattered in the gardens of Naples, belonging mostly to

the globulus species, but they are all deformed by the

action of winds, and perhaps by accidental cold. One
of the finest, if not the biggest, stands at the entrance of

Pompeii ; it is nearly eighteen years old, and about

50 feet high, forming a strange contrast, as the solitary

sentinel of a new world at the gate of that city

—

emblem of the past.

Pinus canariensis. Sweet.—A fine group of vigorous
specimens, attaining 50 to 60 feet, and looking quite at

home.
Enterolobium Timboiiva, Mart.—Height, 76 feet.

A noble and rare Brazilian tree, belonging to the
family of Mimoseoe, which has proved quite hardy,
only losing its foliage in winter. It has bloomed and
fmctified since 1862.

Taxodium mucronatum. Ten.—Height, 56 feet.

On this specimen Tenore founded this new species,

differing chiefly from the deciduous Cypress (Taxodium
distichum, Rich.,) by its persistent foliage, partially,

however, turning brown in winter and reassuming in

spring its primitive colour. A native of Central
Mexico, but quite hardy, even in the climate of
Florence.

Pinus Laricio var. calabra. Ten.—Height, 75 feet.

Perfectly distinguishable from the true Pinus Laricio of
Corsica. It forms extensive forests in Calabria, and I

remember having seen a large number of them growing
in the giounds of the Forestal School des Barres

(Dep. du Loiret, France), fonnerly belonging to

Vilmorin, who considered this variety as the most
valuable Pine tree for southern climates, where the true

Riga Pine does not succeed,

A few more trees follow, of which, I can give you
only the height :—Carya olivceformis, Nutt., 75 feet

;

Casuarina quadrivalvis, Labill., 48 feet ; Cedrus
Deodara, Loud., 65 feet; Cordia martinicensis, R. S.,

56 feet ; Eugenia Berteriana, D.C., 50 feet; Laurus
Camphora, Linn., 50 feet ; Liriodendron tulipifera,

Linn., 70 feet ; Phytolacca dioica, Linn., 45 feet ;

Pinus Brutia, Ten., 75 feet ; Pinus Laricio, Poir.,

75 feet; Planera Richardi, Mich., 65 feet ; Ouercus
Ihutia, Ten., 68 feet. E. O. Fenzi, Florence.

Societies.
RoY,\L Horticultcral; March 2.—W. W. Saunders,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary
business being concluded, Mr. Moore, in the absence of
the Rev. J. Dix, announced the awards of the Floral
Committee, and Mr. Geo. F. Wilson those of the Fruit

Committee. The Chairman then proceeded to make some
comments upon some of the productions sent to the
meeting, and first elicited the thanks of the Society to
Mr. Femyhough, a member of the Floral Committee, for

his handsome present to the Society of a series of coloured
sketches of tropical fruits ; and then directed attention to
several forms of variegation in Abutilons, of whicli further
notice will be found in our report of the Scientific Com-
mittee ; and to several of the Orchids exhibited. A
species of Agave was alluded to as belonging to a
class of plants well adapted, when grown as specimens, for
placing on pedestals. Some few years ago, satd Mr.
Saunders, we were contented with about 10 or 12 species
of Agaves, but he had since increased his collection to
about 120 species or varieties. The curious Stangeria
paradoxa, a Cycadaceous plant from Natal, was then
rcfened to as having been thought to be a Fern when first

mtroduced into this country, but afterwards was properly
described by Mr. Moore. The usefulness of Ivies for deco-
ration in winter was commented upon, and the Chairman
concluded his remarks by stating that he was glad to
see that this class was being taken in hand by several
horticulturists. Major Trevor Clarke, said he had
examined all the Cyclamens in a collection from Mr.
Wiggins, and had not found one that was fragrant,

he thought that, as a matter of floral criticism, fragrance
should be thought as mucli of as form.

[Our report of the proceedings of this meeting is not so
perfect as it might have been but for the rudeness of the
visitors, a continuous line of whom blocked out the

speakers from the view of those seated in the room. It is

to be hoped that some better arrangements will be made
for the convenience of the better behaved among the
Fellows and visitors, and for inculcating a lesson of
politeness to those who need it.]

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,
F.R.S., in the Chair. The minutes of the last meeting
having been read, a report of the sub-committee appointed

perintend the e.xperiments carried on w
ires at Chiswick was read and adopted. Dr. Gilbert

spoke on the same subject, and it was agreed that the
carrying out of certain details, as to the proportion of the
ingredients to be used in the several boxes, should be left

to Drs. Gilbert and Voelcker. The question of the
employment of a special assistant to superintend the
experiments for the ensuing season was discussed, and the
Chairman promised to bring the subject under the notice
of the Council for its determination at its next meeting.

Dr. Masters exhibited, on the part of Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing, a number of grafted Abutilons, show-
ing the effect of stock on scion, and scion on
stock. Thus, A. megapotamicum (green) grafted on
A. Thomsoni (variegated) had become variegated like
the stock

;
A. Thomsoni grafted on A. megapotamicum

had caused the production of variegated shoots from the
originally green stock as well as from the scion

; A. Thom-
soni grafted onA. megapotamicum and then pinched back
had the effect of inducing the buds on the stock to break,
and these two produced variegated leaves. Another green
Abutilon, "Due de Malakoff,'" grafted on A. Thomsoni,
also became variegated in consequence. So that the
variegated plant, whether used as a stock or as a
scion, has the faculty of imparting its variegation to
the leaves and buds subsequently produced. Great interest
was manifested in these specimens, and Dr. Masters
called attention to the remarkable experiment of M. Van
Houtte, where the variegation ceased after the accidental
removal of the variegated graft (see p. 554, 1869), and
to a paper of Professor E. Morren's, lately published, record-
ing several cases of this kind mentioned in this and other
journals, and also to the circumstance that the mere
insertion of a detached leaf of A. Thomsoni into a slit in

the bark of a green Abutilon, was sufficient to inoculate
the latter, even though the inserted leaf speedily perished.
Dr. Masters stated that, at a future meeting, he would
direct attention to other recorded cases of this interesting

A specimen of a curious excrescence from the bark of a
Camellia, sent by Mr. Mills, of Enys Gardens, Penryn,
was then shown. The excrescence had much of the
aspect of a Polyporus, but seemed to be an excrescence
from the bark, from which it was with difficulty separated.
In one case two branches had become united together,

and the point of union was covered with this shell-like

excrescence. None of the members of the committee, nor
any of the Camellia-growers present at the general meeting,
had ever seen anything similar. The only suggestion was
that the adventitious growth was the result of some injury
to the plant. Dr. Masters undertook to submit the growth
to microscopic examination, and report more fully at a
future meeting ; as also on a curious specimen resembling
the "burrs " seen on Birch trees, but in this case stated
to be formed on the roots of a Currant bush. Dr. Masters
further reported as follows, on the Bridgesia spicata exhi-
bited at the last meeting :

—

"The peculiar out-growths of this plant are protruded
from the young shoots above the axils of the leaves, and
above the branch proceeding therefrom. In the fully

developed state they are about the size of a large pea, of
a yellowish colour, and have a general resemblance to
the tufts of hairs found in similar situations in Pereskia.

" In the youngest condition tlie excrescences occur in

the form of small, smooth, conical projections, covered
with an outer layer of small oblong cells, the outer walls

of which are thickened ; subjacent to these arc four or

five rows of small, spheroidal, densely packed cells, also

cortical in their nature. These overlie a mass of ordinary
cellular tissue, the cells of which contain chlorophyll.

Running into this conical cellular projection are two rows
of small spiral vessels, which converge towards the apex
of the cone, and form a loop. These spiral vessels are

continuous with those of the vascular circle of the branch,

and are surrounded on all sides by oblong thin-walled

cells, whose long diameter is parallel to that of the spiral

vessels, and more or less at right angles to the direction of

the parenchymatous tissue of the cortex and also of the

medulla. The constituent cells of the medulla are spheroi-

dal, and destitute of chlorophyll. Here and there spiral

vessels traverse the medulla, quite isolated from the general
vascular circle. In the more fully developed excrescences the

appearances are similar, except that the outer epidermal
cells now show themselves in the form of long cylindrical

cells (hairs), some of which are club-shaped at the extremity.

Some of these hairs appear to be uni-cellular, while others

show one or two transverse partitions. The hairs in

question are rather thick-walled, and contain a few
scattered small highly refracting granules (starch ?) resem-
bling the granules found in autumn when the leaves have
assumed their autumnal tints in consequence of the decay
of the chlorophyll.

"From these appearances the inference seemed to be
that the growths in question were of the nature of adven-

titious roots covered by hypertrophied epidermal hairs."

An Arum from Chiswick with an adventitious leaf

attached to the spadix, and white, like the spathe. was
then shown. A similar illustration was forwarded some
time since by Mr. D. T. Fish.

Mr. A. Murray read a communication relating to the

presence of a larva in the tubers of certain herbaceous
perennials. The larva in question was that of the Ghost
Moth or Golden Swift, Hepialus sp., and did much
damage. Mr. Murray then showed a dipterous larva

which was attacking Seakale roots and doing much mis-

chief. This was referred to Professor Westwood, for

further examination.
Specimens of the Pine Beetle and of a species of Tortrix,

referred to in a letter of " Forester" published in another
column, were then shown. A " Rose scale." supposed to

be new, was also shown by Mr. Murray, who also alluded
to the curious mite. Oribata geniculata, already referred to

in these columns.
Mr. G, F. Wilson exhibited a series of water-colour

drawings of tropical fruits which had been presented to

the Society by Mr. Femyhough. and the meeting then
adjourned.

Floral Committee.^Charles Lee, Esq., in the
chair. This was in all respects a very successful meeting,

the following prizes being offered for competition:—
jij6 Camellias in pots; (2) 12 Camellias, cut blooms;
(3) 6 forced or unforced shrubs in flower

; and (4) 6 pots
of Lily of the Valley. The ist prize in class i was taken
easily by Mr. Turner, of Slough, with healthy
pyramidal specimens of Mexicana nova. Madame
Lebois, Constituzione, II Cygno, Saccoi nova, and De
Notaris

;
Mr. Wilkie, Addison Road, Kensington,

being 2d with tall, straggling, or sparsely grown specimens
of well known kinds. In class 2. for cut blooms, which
as a rule were not good, Mr. Wilkie was placed ist with a
collection of very fair blooms, including Benneyi, Alba
plena. Chandler's Elegans, jubilee, Belle-nana, &-c. Mr.
Turner came 2d, and Mr. Howard, Bedford Hill, Bal-
ham, 3d. Mr. Cox, Redleaf, Kent, and Mr. C. Osman,
gr. to R. Holland. Esq,, Great Stanmore, also exhibited.
The only contributor in class 3 was Mr. Wilkie, to whom
the 2d prize was awarded for six very ordinary greenhouse
plants. Mr. Howard sent the best six pots of Lily of the
Valley, which were remarkably fine, and took the 1st

prize ; Mr. Wilkie coming in 2d with a well-flowered
lot, though rather thin in the pots. From Messrs.
Veitch came a collection of cut blooms of Camellias,
withdrawn from competition, in the above class,

to which a Special Certificate was given ; a collection
of Crocuses, and a group of Orchids, comprising
Dendrobium cucuUatum giganteum, a splendid speci-
men, which received a First-class Certificate ;

Dendrobium aggregatum majus, with three spikes of
pretty lemon-coloured flowers ; Mormodes colossus, d,

curious chocolate and orange-coloured flower ; a white
variety of L^elia Pilcheri, named alba, which also was
honoured with a First-class Certificate ; Phaltenopsis
Schilleriana. a beautiful spike ; and Cattleya Warscewiczii
delicata, &c. A Special Certificate was awarded to the
collection. Mr. B. S. Williams also sent a fine group,
which received the same award. In this collection were
fine specimens of Phaius grandifolius, very fine

; Vanda
gigantea and V. tricolor var. insignis, Lycastes, Odonto-
glossums, Dendrobiums, &c. From the same exhibitor
also came a group of the new, improved, hybrid, fruiting

Solanums, to which a special award was made. Mr. Green,
gr. to W. W. Saunders. Esq., exhibited male and female
forms of Stangeria paradoxa, the latter being in fruit; a fine

specimen of Dasmonorops plumosa, a very graceful Palm,
of which we hope shortly to give a figure ; and Agave
cuspidata, a distinct form, to both of which latter First-

class Certificates were awarded, and also a Special to the

collection. Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough,
again produced a nice collection, comprising a fine

specimen of Dendrochilum glumaceum ; beautifully

coloured Odontoglossum triumphans ; Dendrobiums,
Cypripediums, Vandas, Phal^enopsids, &c. To the first-

named a Special Certificate was given, and also to the
collection. From Mr. Pilcher, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq.,
West Hill. Wandsworth, came a most magnificent example
of Dendrobium nobile. about 5 feet through, covered with
blooms. A Special Certificate was awarded. The same dis-

tinction was also made to an exceedingly well-grown pan
of Anasctochilus Lowii. from Mr. Burnett, gr. to W. Tyler,

Esq., Fulham. From Mr. Wiggins, gr. to W. Beck,
Esq., Isleworth, came a splendid group of Cyclamens,
beautifully flowered, and a collection of Primulas, consist-

ing of a pretty strain of striped flowers, and red and white
Fern-leaved varieties, &e. A Special Certificate was
awarded to both groups. Mr. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall,

Esq., Enfield, sent a beautiful specimen of Odontoglossum
Warneri roseum, with about two dozen finely expanded
flowers ; also cut blooms of ten varieties of Cattleya
Trianee. A Special award was made to the former. 'I'o

Messrs. J. Dobson & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth,

a Special Certificate was given for a collection of 18 well-

grown and flowered Primulas, including amongst them
some very fine flowers. From Mr. Turner came a group
of Dracaenas, comprising nice sized plants for table

decoration of D. Cooperi, congesta, rubra, terminalis,

ferrea, nobilis. &c. ; three baskets of profusely-flowered

Primulas, and a collection of garden Ivies in pots. To
each of the above groups a Special Certificate was awarded,
and to a new Rose, named Marquise de Mortemart, a
finely cupped variety, with a blush centre and pink

exterior petals, from the same exhibitor, a First-class

Certificate was given. Messrs. J. Waterer & Sons. Bag-
shot, exhibited specimens of Retinospora obtusa erecta,

a handsome, close-growing, neat-habited form ; and
Cupressus Lawsoniana aurea, a deep golden variegated

form, to both of which First-class Certificates were

awarded.

Fruit Com.mittee.—George F. Wilson, Esq.. in the

chair. Prizes were offered on this occasion by the Society

for new and late kept Grapes, and for a collection of

forced vegetables, comprising Seakale, Rhubarb, and
Asparagus. No early Grapes were produced. The
ist prize for a single bunch was awarded to Mr. Banner-

man, gr. to Lord Bagot, Blithfield, with good bunches,

and finely-flavoured Lady Downe's Seedling. Smaller

bunches of this variety were also sent by Mr. J. Wood-
ward, gr. to Mrs. Torr, Garbrand Hall, Ewell, which took

the 3d prize, being very inferior in flavour. The 2d prize was

taken by Mr. G. Johnstone, Glamis Castle Gardens,

Forfar, with richly-flavoured Muscat of Alexandria,

which was ripe in the beginning of August, the bunch
being cut from the Vine on November 2 last. A Special

Certificate was given to Mr. Meredith Garston, for a

basket of Lady Downe's Seedling and Black Alicante

Grapes, grown in a house with a north aspect, and which

is also partially shaded with Elm trees. They were fine,

both in bunch, berry, and flavour. The only collection of

vegetables came from Mr. T. Bray, gr. to E. A. Sandford,

Esq., Mynehead Court. Somerset; and to him the ist

prize was given for very fair examples of Rhubarb,

Asparagus, and Seakale. Mr. Hebblethwaile, gr.,

Acklam Hall, Middlesbro'-on-Tees. sent a collection of

Apples, including Striped Beefing, the local name 01

which is Knaggs Pippin or Robin Knaggs ;
Dumelows

Seedling, Large Hunthouse, White Loaf large

Cotard.^ a long, angular - shaped ^^'^ ^.
^"f

. ^^°^

specimens of Glou Morceau Pears. A Special t er
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tificate was ?iven. The same award was ako made

"o a coUecUon of Apples from Mr. G Craddock,

er Compton Vemey, Wanvick, comprismg very

fine Dumelow's Seedhng, Blenheim Orange, rather small

;

Hanwell Souring, Margil, Sturmer PiPP'"' f
"'^ R*='°"

PiDDin all in a good state of preservation. Mr. G. Beech,

Castle Ashby Gardens, Northampton, sent some speci-

mens of variegated Brussels Sprouts, very pretty for

garnishing, and, as suggested by a member of the com-

mittee, might be useful for church decoration, the but-

tons having a singular resemblance to rosettes,

Leicester : February s.-The following is an abstract

from Mr. Ingram's paper on Plants regarded as Sanitary

Agents," referred to at p. aro ;—

"Where life is most active, there the waste and im-

purities of animal existence most abound, and the necessity

for the corrective activity of vegetation is more Passing,

but unfortimately in the great centres of civilised life it is

less practicable to employ the sanitary means Nature has

provided for the conversion of animal waste. It is mdis-

Dutable that dirt is a concomitant of town life, and it is

equally so that it is an evil to be got rid of
;
and, admitting

mv argument that trees are consumers of dirt, I hope 1

shall be able to convince your authorities of the advisability

of planting trees wherever there is a chance of them grow-

ing in Ldcester. It is not surface dirt that has to be

dealt with, but that underground filth which is most

poisonous, and which the roots of trees are most happy m
ferreting out. The existence of impurities, and the neces-

sity for their removal either by natural or artificial means,

will be readily admitted ;
their continued presence vitiates

the air and impure air poisons the life-springs of health.

The water we drink is rendered dangerous by the admix-

ture of corrupt matters which are often carried by the ram

to the wells and water springs. That we have not, either

in town or country, secured those essentials of existence in

their pristine purity, I need not assure you.

" We have a great polluting power in animal life, i he

pollution of the surface of the earth by the continued

residence of man or beast would be more intolerable wer-

it not for vegetable action, and it is in cases where thL_

corrective power cannot be applied that consequences so

fatal to human life so often ensue. Matters corrupt and

offensive, which have once formed part and parcel of the

animal economy, cannot be applied again without infecting

with their inherent coiTuption any hving animal that may

again absorb them. As the passage of animal life in the

world results in an addition to its impurities, so death,

which chemically may be called the residuum of lifc,^ gives

another stratum of dirt to it. The penalty exacted by death

is not merely the extinction of life, but the disorganisation

of structm-e On the heels of death treads decomposition ;

the dead matter that has once lived is distributed anew,

and the fragments pollute the air, the water, or the earth.

Here vegetation interposes. In life, the animal subdues

the plaiH • when the former perishes the plant reasserts its

power Here we have an example of two great dependent

forces, mutually destructive, yet mutually regenerative ;

the one fixed to the soil would exhaust its resources of

fertility but the destruction of animal hfe restores its

exhausted powers, and vegetable action goes on with

renewed vigour.
. , . ,,

"There is something more than sentiment in the custom,

observed from remote ages, of planting trees in our grave-

yards and cemeteries. Trees are quickeners ofdecay--are

the scavengers provided by Nature for absorbing that which

is corrupt in the ground, and quickening it into the life

that gladdens our eyes in summer time in green leaves and

bright flowers. Who would not rather that this mortal

coil, bereft of the life that gave it power, should re-appear

in verdure in the stately tree, the Cedar, the Pine, or the

Oak ? How much better than to contaminate the earth,

or to poison the water springs? The ancient Egyptians

sought to perpetuate the names and famous deeds of their

great men by embalming their bodies, and placing them

in almost impenetrable tombs. What have they gamed,

but that destruction which Nature has ordained, and

which, though protracted, is nevertheless inevitable? Who
knows or cares for the voiceless mummy? The men of

ancient Rome destroyed their mighty dead by fire, and

reverently placed their ashes in urns and tombs of sculp-

tured marble, putting with the relics of their friends a

small tear bottle or lacrymatory. If we continue to follow

the custom of our forefathers, and return dust for dust, let

us not omit to plant a tributary tree. Why should not

Our disused churchyards be planted ? I am sure many

persons would esteem it a privilege to be permitted to

plant a tree on the grave of a dear friend. If this were

done our churchvards in time would become shady

groves, and wouldbe .so purified as no longer to be sources

of disease to the living congregated around them.
" We have glanced at two polluting causes. Life and

death In the decomposition of various matters we have

another great cause of dirt. 'The humblest life has suffi-

cient power to resist the force of decomposition, but no

sooner is life extinguished than these forces have fresh

play and they work on with alarming energy to distribute

animal and vegetable matter in a state of decomposition

throughout the fabiiliim of our lives. The airwe breathe,

the water we drink, the land we live upon, all are polluted

by our dead, and freighted heavily with rottenness and

corruption."

"The more the period of delay is prolonged, the more

widely the seeds of disease are scattered amongst the

livin"', and Nature, ever provident and conservative, has

endowed a countless number of vegetable organisms with

a power and ubiquity that can scarcely be estimated, the

purpose of which is to hasten decomposition. This active

vegetable power is possessed by the Fungi. The

mould that springs from an old neglected crust of bread,

the Mushroom we eat, and the toadstool we avoid, and

the polyporus now before you, are all members of the

same family. This example was detached from an Oak

tree its appearance is a sure precursor of decay in the

tree on which it is found ;
the natural progress of decay

is in such instances very materially advanced. The pre-

datory and destructive character of Fungi on all failing

org.misms is only beginning to be understood. The ap-

parent insignificance of many of the forms presented is

perhaps the reason, yet the Oidium Tuckeri, a very

minute Fungus, found the Vine exhausted by long culture,

and fastening upon it, almost destroyed the vineyards

of Europe, and another equally obscure Fungus made a

famine in Ireland by destroying the Potato. It thus

appears that although Fungi prey on dead organisms, the

\mng are by no means safe, if in any point their powers

ire defective. We sometimes hear that the timbers of a

ship, or a house newly built, are suffering rapid decay

froni what is known as dry rot. The fact is that an active

little Fungus has found its way into the unseasoned wood,

and eaten away the fibres that gave it strength, leaving

only crumbling boards. George the Fourth amused him-

self towards the end of his reign, in building a royal lodge

in Windsor Great Park. It was still incomplete on that

monarch's death, and shortly after the accession of Kmg
William the greater part had to be pulled down, owing

to the destructive presence of our active little friend the

dry rot Fungus. We can understand and follow without

much difficulty the distribution of the seeds of trees and

shrubs, for they have blossoms and their fruits can be

seen, but the Fungi do not produce flowers, and the

spores by which they are perpetuated are so minute as

to be almost inappreciable. One thing is certain, that no

organism that shows decrepitude escapes the attacks ot

Fungi High up in the lofty tree the Fungus finds a

weakly branch. In deep excavations, if decayed roots or

a buried block is found, there a Fungus is sure to be busy.

A king builds a palace, and places porters and gold-sticks

and guards of soldiers, but in spite of these royal

watchers our active and prying little Fungus penetr.ates

even the sanctum of royalty, and in very wantonness eats

up the rafters that hold up the royal rooms. Deep dow

in the earth in quarries, in mines, and even in carefully

guarded and double locked cellars, members of this

ubiquitous family are found, and I have known instances

of rare old wine, in carefully corked bottles, and in secure

bins abstracted by Fungus, which had thrown its delicate

filaments through the cork and into the rich juice of the

Grape within the bottle.

[To be Conlinued.)

iolitcs of §ocrhs.

Report of the Thirty -ninth Meeting of the

British Association for the Advancement of

Science, /lelci at Exeter in Augiist, 1S69. Lon-

don: Murray. 8vo, pp. cv, 438, and 266, with

5 plates.

The report of the Exeter meeting of the British

Association, which has just been distributed to the

members, is not behind its predecessors in interest or

importance. The Reports of Researches in Science

which it embraces are numerous, and extend over

upwards of 400 pages, those of them of most interest to

our readers being devoted to the following subjects :—

The Plant-beds of North Greenland ; the Chemical

Reaction of Light ; the Fossils obtained at Kiltorkan

Quarry ; the Marine Fauna and Flora of the South Coast

of Devon and Cornwall ; the Practicability of estab-

lishing a " close time " for the Protection of Indigenous

Animals ; the Rate of Increase of Underground

Temperature ; the questions—Does there exist in the

United Kingdom sufficient provision for the vigorous

prosecution of physical research ? If not, what further

provision is needed ?— the Treatment and Utilisation of

Sewage ; the Rainfall for 1868-9 ; Agricultural Ma-

chinery. The Notices and Abstracts of Miscellaneous

Communications to the Sections, extend over an addi-

tional 200 pages or more.

The first of the foregoing reports, that on the Plant-

beds of North Greenland, read (as we learn from a

footnote) at the Norwich meeting, contains an interest,

ing preliminary report on the fossil plants collected by

Mr. E. Whymper, drawn up by Professor Heer, from

which we shall make some extracts on a future occasion.^

That relating to the establishment of a "close time"

contains the following passages in support of the move-

ment for the preservation of Small Birds :

—

"Many of our smaller birds are entirely insectivorous,

and are undoubtedly useful at all seasons of the year

;

and of these we may in particular refer to the wood-

peckers and titmice, the latter of which feed largely on the

eges of Bombvx pini, which is so destructive to the Pine

fOTesls. Every female of this moth will lay from 600 to

700 eggs, and were it not that they are kept down in

number by the tits, they would increase enormously.

Count C. Wodzicki in a small work, on the influence of

birds in destroying injurious insects, published at Lem-

berg in 1851, calculates that a single tit will devour

1000 insect's eggs in a single day ; and besides, the tits

feed their young chiefly on insects' eggs and caterpillars.

Count Wodzicki mentions in particular Sitta europaea,

Certhia familiaris, and the Reguhdas, as being very useful

in destroying Bombyx pini. He also mentions that the

woodpeckers are of great utility in destroying the follow

ing insects, viz.. Noctua pinastri, Geometm fmiaria

Sphinx pinastri, Tenthredo pini, and T. scptentrionahs,

Bostriehta tvpo^raphus. and B. chalcographus. M. C.

Von Heydeii also remarks that in the winter Sitta europ^a

and Parus major feed on the larvas of Cecidomyia fagi,

the Beech-gall insect, and states as follows :
— ' The

well-known conical gall of this insect is often found in

larger numbers on the upper side of the Beech leaves.

In the autumn it becomes hard, like wood, and falls off

the leaf. These birds then search carefully on the ground,

under the trees, for the galls ; and after pecking a hole,

generally in the side of the point of the gall, pick out and

devour the insect. The hole is generally so small that the

insect cannot be extracted with the beak, and the bird

must use its tongue for that purpose. It is curious that

the bird should bore a hole at the hard point of the gall,

when the base is merely closed by the thin paper-like web

of the insect.' ....
"Professor Buckman has also recently obser\-ed that

the Blue Tit (Parus coeruleus) destroys the flies which

make the Oak-galls, which, in many parts of the country,

threaten to ruin the young Oak plantations.

"Many of our seed-eating birds are useful, not only

because they feed on the seeds of injurious weeds, but also

on destructive insects ; and our common Yellowhammer

(Emberiza citrinella) feeds with avidity on the caterpillar

of the white butterfly (Pieris rapae).

" Mr. Mewes, the well-known Swedish naturalist,

states that at Borgholm, in Sweden, he found the Oak

woods near the castle almost stripped of their leaves by

Tortrix viridana, and that numbers of birds were feeding

on the larva; of this insect, amongst which he names the

common Crossbill (Loxia curvirostra), which though in

general a seed-eater, was in that instance doing good

service in eating insects. He states, that flocks of these

birds were busily employed in destroying this insect.

"The much persecuted sparrow (Passer domesticus) is

also a good friend to the agriculturist, and amply repays

him for the little com he may Lake, by destroying many

injurious insects, and in eating the seeds of many rank

weeds. _ - ,r>

"During the winter the Tree Sparrow (Passer mon-

tanus) feeds chiefly on the seeds of Urtica dioica, Cheno-

podium album, and Polygonum aviculare, all of which are

injurious weeds.
" It is true that the House Sparrow is a grain-eatmg

bird, but its nestlings are fed chiefly on insects. M.

Berthold Wicke examined the contents of the stomachs

of 118 sparrows, procured between .^pril at and June 24,

and gives the following as the results of his investiga-

tions :-0f these birds 45 ^vere adults, and 73 young,

ranging from the small naked nestling to the full fledged

bird. In the stomachs of three of the adult birds he found

onlv grain, in one nothing but the remains of a few beetles;

one had the stomach and crop so full of grain that he

counted ?o grains ; one stomach contained the seeds of

weeds pieces of Peas, and seeds of Stellaria media
;
and

the rest contained corn, with the remains of beetles
;
and

in one was the entire skin of a Melolontha ralgans.

"Whereas, however, the stomachs of the adult birds

contained chiefly grain, and but a small proportion of

insect remains, it proved to be entirely the reverse as

re^rds the young birds. Out of the 73 he examined, the

stomachs of 46 contained insects, larva:, caterpillars^ &c.,

and only nine contained vegetable matter alone. Of the

remaining stomachs 10 contained the remains of insects,

mixed with a few seeds, seven contained chiefly seeds,

with a small proportion of insect remains, and one con-

tained egg-shells and small stones, without traces of any-

" Our American cousins have recognised the utihty of

the sparrow, and have introduced it into New York, where

it is now found comparatively numerous, and has been

most useful in keeping the trees free from caterpillars,

which before its introduction threatened seriously to injure

'
' Our thrushes and blackbirds are also most useful to

the g.ardener, from the quantity of slugs and snails they

destroy, and our rook is universaUy acknowledged to be a

most useful bird."
, , r j r

"Much information as to the nature of the food of

birds is however yet needed, in order to judge correctly of

the amount of good or harm they do ; and it would be well

if the question were fully ventilated in the newspapers, and

naturalists resident in different parts of the country

encouraged to make investigations on the nature of the

food of the different species of birds, and compare the

results of such investigations."

The Council may be congratulated on the greater

promptitude with which these valuable annual reports

are now issued, and also on the improved form in which

they appear. _

©l)(tuatg.

We regret to record the decease of Major Richard

Sykes, of West Ella, near Hull, Yorkshire, in whom

the horticultural world has lost a true patron. In

early life he served in the East York Militia, where he

attained the rank of Major, but retired on the conclu-

sion of the Napoleonic Wars. "He subsequently spent

many years in Italy, principally in Rome, where he

possessed a handsome villa. In that countiy he

doubtless acquired that refined taste m landscape

gardening and architecture, which he afterwards turned

to such excellent account in beautifying his own village

and estate. On inheriting his demesne of West Ella in

I S3-' he commenced a work which became the principal

occupation and delight of his life. From a poor

dingy country village he transfonned that of West

Ella into one of the prettiest and most picturesque in

the country, every cottage, bam, or shed bemg changed

into a " thing of beauty." The gardens are not very

extensive, but yet comprise every needful requirement

—hothouses, stove, and conservatory, with a veiy neat

Italian garden, tastefully arranged with flowers. H^
arboretum was his especial delight, and he spared

neither trouble nor expense in procurmg the choicest

and rarest specimens, both deciduous and evergreen.

He planted a fine selection of Coniferae, many of

which he lived to see attain great size and perfection,

more particularly Abies Douglasii, Araucaria imbricata,

Cedras Deodara, Pinus Pinsapo, &c. He was always

mindful of our beautiful old herbaceous and alpine

plants, and was not a willing follower of the present bed-

ding out system. For a circuit of nearly two miles he

transfonned what was either very ordinary plantation, or

bare pasture, into the! beautiful sylvan scenery, with the

assistance only of his labourers, and consulting only

his own admirable taste and skill in the arrangement
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and disposition of the trees and shrubs. Old stone

quarries, ponds, and roads, yielding to his hand,

became objects of special beauty, and the result lias

been an extent of exquisite woodland scenery such as

is rarely seen. He attained, amid the affection of ail

who knew him, a tranquil and happy old age, and
died peacefully, without disease or suffering, on
February 24, 1870, in his 87th year.

Miscellaneous.
Cornish He.vth : Erica vagans, L.—We have

been shown specimens of this, said to have been
gathered last August, in a perfectly wild state, in

North Wales, between Dolgelly and Machynlleth.
This species has been recorded from Glamorgan, and
many other counties besides Cornwall, where alone it

is undoubtedly native. It appears to be readily

established in suitable situations, yournal of Botany

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
The long-continued severe weather which we have

experienced will have necessitated a somewhat prolonged
use of artificial heat in plant-houses. The ill effect of
this could not be remedied in any great degree by the

admission of fresh air, though it will have induced the

thoughtful practitioner to keep the temperature as low
as possible. Now with these considerations in view
it will not be judicious to raise the temperature so high
as would be advisable in ordinary seasons, even if the

weather change from "foul to fair" all at once.
Therefore, instead of ensuring in Stoi^cs a mean tempera-
ture of 72° or 74°, let another week or two be spent in

gradually bringing it up to that point. Potting will

now become general in regard to PUint-Jtouscs. I have
not space to dilate fully upon each genus, hence the
principles and practices which I have frequently advo-
cated must be followed as general principles, with all

alike. Considering the manner in which it has been
necessary to maintain a proper warmth in Jlcath-houst's,

it is questionable whether these have not suffered some-
what from the confined artificial heat. Even more than
ordinary attention should therefore be given them in

regard to giving air. The coverings which I suggested
should be placed overstmctures containing these plants,

to assist in maintaining the necessary degree of warmth
by night should now alone be requisite, all fire-heat

being dispensed with. Night air should be admitted
freely when a nice soft external temperature prevails.

Turn all pot plants round often at this season from
one side to the other, as this simple practice seems to

imbue all parts alike with renewed vigour. Sow seeds

of such plants as ThitnbergUis^ Impatiens, Ipoinaas,
Mintosa pudica (Sensitive plant), and Cliauthus
Dampieri, &c., if these are required.

FORCING HOUSES.

As soon as the heat in tan-beds requires renewing
Puii:s will need a thorough revision. Let this be done
thoroughly at once, choosing a warm day for the
operation. I h.avc before suggested that the beds in

which the main bulk of fruiters are should be attended
to as soon as symptoms of a decline in the bottom-heat
are felt. Now, however, distinct divisional treatment will

have to be studied, somewhat in the following order :

—

I, fruiters ; 2, largest successionals intended to show next,

and the young stock generally; when the bottom-heat has
undergone renewal, care should be taken not to allow
too great fluctuations between the top and the bottom-
heat. To regulate this a little fire-heat may be allowed
early in the morning until about 9 o'clock. Syringe
the plants sparingly, but keep all the cool surfaces well
moistened. .Such young successionals as have been
fresh potted will need a little extra nursing until fresh
roots are formed, by keeping a close atmosphere, more
frequently and lightly damping them over, and by
shading when the sun happens to shine cnit freely.

Amateurs and others, not well versed in garden ope-
rations may now make up a hot-bod with any ferment-
ing material they may have that is moderately
sweet. The rank odour and steam is subdued,
by successive heatings, the heap being turned over
between each heating, so that all parts may come
under the process of fermentation. This, I scarcely
need say, is done by placing the outside into the
middle when the materials are being turned over'.

Make the bed according to the quantity of material,
and the purposes for which it is intended ; if for

Cucumbers, then a lining will be wanted. In that case,
the bed should not exceed in width or length the size

of the frame intended to cover it by more than 3 inches
each way. It will be high enough at 5 feet if the stuff

is well shaken out as it is laid on, and beaten down
regularly with the fork. It will not require lining for

a week or so. In instances where no lining is requi-
site, the frames being intended to strike cuttings in, to
forward tender kinds of bedding-out plants, or to raise

seedlings of half-hardy annuals, &c., then the m.aterial

should not, when fonned into a bed, exceed the height
already given, and if it exceed by a foot or so the size of
the frame so much the better, as a gi-eater and more
enduring heat will be iasured. The bed after being

built and the frame being put on at once .should lie a
week before any further progress is made, when it will

be necessary to take the lights off and turn the inner
surface of the Cucumber bed over to sweeten it, air

being given plentifully. This applies also to the frame
intended for cuttings, which it will not be safe to put
in for 10 or 14 days at least. To hasten the matter a
layer, i foot deep, of spent Hops can be obtained and
placed on the surface of the bed ; then the cuttings
may be put in in aI)out a week, but a little air must be
regularly afforded to insure safety from any excess of
steam which may arise within. Seeds may also be
sown in a week's time from that when the frame
was made up. These comprise such things as Pciillas,
Amaranthus, Oxalis, Violas, ChanKspeuca, Daturas,
Solanums, and a host of similar decorative plants,
besides such specialities as the amateur may wish to
cultivate.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Lo(jk carefully over all plantations of Globe Arti-

chokes. These, with all their coverings, will have been
punished somewhat during the past severe weather. It

will be well to remove the protecting materials from
around them, so as to freshen the soil, and to place a
lighter covering of dryer material around the stools.

All warm sunny positions should now be made use of
by planting Potatos for the earlier outdoor supply.

Where Leeks are required early in the autumn a batch
should now be sown. Bring to a close the peparation
of the ground, and the planting of yf«wrt/«H Artichokes;

they should be planted in the same way as Potatos, and
in any out-of-the-way place. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
We must now be up and doing, if we wish to give

our gardens a good appearance during the forthcoming
summer. Sweep and roll the grass-plots and lawns.
Stir up and level the soil under trees, and on all bare
places where giass is required. Sow the grass seeds
pretty thickly, as the sparrows will have a large share.
Perennial Rye-grass and Poa trivialis should be mixed
with it. Cover it with a light coating of fresh mould,
and tread it well in ; then level it with the back of a
rake, and give it a good rolling. This is the best time
for laying turf, which should be obtained if possible
from off a common that has been closely eaten by
cattle. This, if laid close, and well beaten and
rolled, will make a good lawn at once. The
sooner the transplanting of trees and shrubs is

completed the more likely they are to succeed.
Loosen with a Dutch hoe the surface of those beds and
borders tliat have been dug some time, taking care to
leave undisturbed those plants that are coming up.
Remove all rubbish and large stones, to give the beds
a neat appearance and prepare them for sowing.
Carnations and Pinks should now be planted where
they are intended to flower. The Virginia Stock is one
of the very best annuals for town, and"will flower early
if sown now in rings round the Crocuses, which latter will
protect the young plants from the cold winds. It also
makes a gay bed if sown to represent a design—such, for

instance, as the groundwork of red with figures of white
and yellow introduced. Old Gravel Walks should now
be turned, and new gravel laid on where required.
Attention should also be paid to laying the walks
firmly and highest in the centre, so that the surface
water may drain off freely. J. D.

STATE OF TUB WEATHER AT BLACKHBATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending WEDNtsDAy, March j, 1870.

Barometer

=9 3"
29. f?
2939
29.50

Hygrometrical Dcduci

February 34.—Cloudy during the day : cloudless at night ; very fin

Vlarch i,—Overcast ; rain fell heavily a

., 2.—Generally cl6udy during the day"; cloadless at night-
The readings of a thermometer with its bulb placed t inch below the

iurface of the ground, ranged between 34" and 50", and of one at the
ihe surface, between 38" and 41'* during the

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT ST.t TIONS

During the VVeek ending Saturday, February j6, 1870.
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Asparagus, Cauliflowers, French Beans, Carrots, and the

usual variety of salading. New Potatos have arrived from

Malta, Algiers, and the West Indies. Flowers consist

principally of Heaths, Primulas, Cinerarias, Hyacinths,

Tulips, &c., which have become plentiful during the last

few days.
Fruit.

Apples, p. i sieve .

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush.
Filberts, per lb. .

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per ic

J

Melons, each
Oranges, per ii

I 6- 3'
6 0—12 <

D— 6 (

apples, per lb. 80-
Vegetables.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 1015
Artichokes, p. doz. .

.

Beet, per doz.
Broccoli, per doz. .

.

Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, p. bund. ..

Cucumbers, each .

.

Endive, per doz. .

.

French Beans, p. 100 40 — 60
Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04

Potatos, York Regents, per t

75^-

3— 3 .

3— 1 6

:
6-3'

HorseRadish.p.bun. 3 o to 5

Leeks, per bunch . . 02 — o
Lettuces, p. score .. 10 — 2

Mint, per bunch .. 10 — i

Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — 1

Onions,per bunch . . 04 — o
Parsley, per bunch .02 — o
Potatos, new, p. lb. o 4 — o
Salsafy, per bundle , 10 — i

Seakale, p. punnet. .20 — 2

Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 3
Radishes, per doz. . . 10 — i

Turnips, per bunch -04 — o

n, 75f, to looj, ; Flukes, do.,

SIXTY THOUSAND TEA-SCENTED and
NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, of all the best sorts, at gj,, 12s., i8j.,

^*WM. \%(5d and"' son, Woodlands Nursen', Maresficld, near
Uckfield, Sussex.

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON"S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of (he
best kinds in Cultivation, witli such novelties as can be recommended.

- Hiehgate Nurseries. London. N.

RIBES ATROSANGUINEA, dark flowering Currant.
Fine plants. 2j^ to 3% feet. 31. per dozen ; 14s. per 100; double

flowering, 2!^ to 3]^ feet, 3s. per dozen ; 15*. per loo

BROOM, While Portugal, 1J4 to z feet, 2j. 6rf. per dozen ; izj.penoo;
3 to 4 feet, 3s. per dozen ; 18s. per 100.

BROOM, Common Yellow, 2 to 3 feet, 31. per dozen : 135. per 100.

See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH. Parley Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

HARDY HEATHS, in 50 varieties, free ofpackage:—
7i pLinls, in i? varieties, two of each for 71.

48 pistils, in rj varieties, including choicer varieties, for i&s.

100 plants, in 24 varieties, for 30J.

100 plants, in 50 varieties, for 501.

Many varieties can be supplied by the 1000. See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, DaHey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

POTATOS. —Ashleaf Kidney Early. Handsworth,
Golden Dwarf Early, Dalmahoy and Fluke, nice selected seed, can

be offered cheap by the ton. ARTICHOKE, Terusalem, fine quality,
for present use, or Sted, can be offered in quantity. Also SEAKALE,

H. AND R. STIRZAKKK. strrtnn Nur-ieries. Lancaster.

The best Potato tor the Wain Crop is
QUTTOXS' BEKI.

: 1
1 'N'EY, raised andO selected from amon;; j !., Fluke. Having planted

it side by side with the dill' r'
1 ^ n n

! ili.it class, we have proved
it to be by far the best of them all, atid ^uitc a fortnight earlier. The
tubers are of good size, very numerous, and remarkably clear skin. It

is most valuable for the main garden crop, and has been remarkably
free from disease, while oiher varieties growing close by were almost
destroyed. Price 5s. per peck, cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen. Reading.

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of

FARM or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by
SUTTON AND SONS.
For prices apply (stating quantity required) to SUTTON AND

SONS. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Kledals, i8si,
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excelle nt Seed Corn and Seeds."

Mangel Wurzel Seed.HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
• Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varieties, and

including SHARPENS SELECTED SMALL-TOP YELLOW GLOBE,
The Stocks are very fine, and all of i86g growth. Prices very low.

Seed-Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Turnip Seed.
BOLTON AND Co. offer NEW SEED of all the

most approved varieties of FJELD TURNIPS, including their
own selected stock of Swede.

Prices, moderate, to be had on application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Station Road, Wood Green,

London, N.

On Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture.
"These enterprising Seedsmen (Messrs, Wheeler & Son), in

introducing a new clement into theircalcul.itions for laying down land,
have undoubtedly a good idea."— r/icFu/./.

MESSRS. WHEELER and SON supply the
FINEST and BEST GRASSES and CLOVERS (all included)

for laying down land :

—

For One Year at 13s. 6d. per acre.
For Two Years 17s. 6d. per acre.
For.Four Years zzs. od. per acre.
Permanent Pasture .

.

from 26s. to 32s. od. per acre.
All Carriage free. Inferior qualities cheaper,

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and
Sg, Mark Lane, London, E. C.

WANTED, ONE or TWO active YOUNG MEN.
accustomed to Work in the Houses—Slate wajjes, &c .

required, to C, Gardeners' Chnmidt Office, W.C.

WANTED, an active YOUNG MAN, to make
himself generally useful, where Fruit, &c is grown extensively

for Market- Wages, 15s. per week, without perquisites. — A
SANDERS, Vine Cottage, Peckham Rye, Surrey.wANTED, an intelligent, steady, young or middle-

aged_Person, with a good knowledge of LAYING OUT
' ' tolerable Scholar—Mr. EPPS,

WANTED, an active, industrious voung Man, for
general OUT-DOOR NURSERY WC5rk. Must be a

^juccessful Budder ajid Grafter.—Apply, in own handwriiitiE. with
reference and wages required, to FR.\NCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON
& SONS, " Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

WANTED, a GARDENER, to Grow Flowers and
Plants for Market. Good wages given to a Man who under-

siands the profession.—D. P., Ga rdeners' ChrcnticU Office, W.C-WANTED, a GARDENER.—Will be required to
attend to Horse and Trap ; must have good recent character.

Wages, i8s. per week, with lodging after three months'
of MrGilderson, Co;

,
Romford, Essex

ANTED, a YOUNG MAN, to take charge of the

Houses, where a good collection of Soft-wooded Plants, Szc,

grown. Must be a good Propagator and Budder. Wages, to begin

th. i8j. per week. Also a LAD, to Assist the above,—EDWIN
W
HILLIER. Nur!

WANTED, an active YOUNG MAN, of good
address, with knowledge of the Seed and Plant Trades.—

Apply, with full particulars, to R. P. KER,6, Basnett Street, Liverpool.

.
;>ly by

E. & T. PERKINS. Leamington Nun

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN accustomed to Potting,

Tying, and ordinary work.—Apply, stating age, where last

employed, and wages expected, to WOODROFFE and SON, Tqe

A LANDSCAPE GARDENER, in full practice, will

TAKE a YOUTH, about 18, as PUPIL, for a term. Will have
idy Land Measui

ALPHA, Post Office, Wimbledon, S.\V

experience, where previously employed, and salary requirt
Ci:rJinf:^' Cluoiiicli OfTice, W C.

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

Cardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualificalions,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquir>'. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to

be undertaken, wages offered, &C-. so that suitable Men may be
selected.—Highgate Nurseries. London. N.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER AND CO. having many applications
for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS

will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentlei ^

—

JAMES CARTER/

MR. WM. PAUL begs to announce that he has made
arrangements by which he will be enabled in future to furnish

Gentlemen with the NAMES. ADDRESSES, &c., of GARDENERS,
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of various
.are open to Engagements. The fullest particul

required and w
PAUL'S Nur!

I should be for^varded with appli

, Waltham Cross. London, N.

GARDENERS (Experienced).—JOSEPH MEREniTH,
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool, begs to intimate to

Ladies and Gentlemen requiring the above, that he has on his

REGISTER some excellent MEN for ever)- class of situation, whom
he can strongly recommend from his personal knowledge of them.

Bedford, Februarj', 1870.

Business Agency.
FARM, ESTATE, or G.4RDEN.

MR. T. BOWICK has the pleasure of introducing
good MEN to fulfil any duties in connection with the above.

No one is recommended whose antecedents have not been thoroughly
inquired into. HOME, COLONIAL, FOREIGN.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, WelFmgton Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

G.-VRDENER (Head). —Age 4s, married; good
practical knowledge in all branches oi the profession. Cattle

and Land if required.—G. B.. Post Oflice, Dulwich. S.E.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married
;

understands the profession. Wife can undertake the Laundry if

required. Good references. — A. M., Cedars Lodge, Sunbury,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30. married ; thoroughly
practical in all branches of the profession. Can be highly

recommended.—T. S., BIythe Terrace, Stanstcad Road, Forest Hill,

Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thoroughly under-
stands Early and Late F'orcing. Stove and Greenhouse PI;

Huntingd"
and Flower and kitchen Gardening. Good character.—GARDENER,

-Middle-aged, married, no
Gardening in all its branches,

iiracter from the Lady he is now

ARDENL':r (Head).—Age 45, married.

G.\RDENER (Head). —Middle-aged, married, no
incumbrance : has a thorough practical knowledge of Forcing

"^
' "' .....

J ,|j^ Management of Kitchen
Flower Gardens —HORTUS, ; Lin

ARDENER (Head).—Age 44 ; understands Garder . ,. ..„-.„,
V" ing in all its branches, including Pines, Vines, Peaches, Sc., al

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and iFlowcr and Kitchen Gardening.
First-class testimonials; ten years in last situation.—GEORGE
FLETCHER, 23, Perry Street. Wolverhampton.

C;j^ARDENER (Head), age 28, married.—A Gentle-T man is desirous of recommending his Head Gardener to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a practical indus-
trious Man. Over three years" character.—X. Y., Mr. Ewing, Curator,
Botanic Gardens, Sheffield.

/^ARDENER (Head), age 44, married, one child,
VJT 10 years of age.-M. Hazel, late Head Gardener to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Slradbroke, Henham Hall, begs to offer his services
to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a nrsl-class Gardener, Was
13!-; years Farm Bailiff and Gardener to Mrs. Miles, Firbeck Hall;
five years Head Foreman to Mr. Barron, Elvaston Castle; and two
years with Mr. Barnes, at Lady RoUe's. Bicton, M, H. can have first-

class testimonials from all the above.—*3, Everslicld Place, St.

Leonards-on-Sea. Sussex.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen
GARDENER (Head),—Age 32, single ; has a

thorough knowledge of the profession in all its branches, includ-
ing the Growing of Pines, Grapes, Cucumbers. &c. ; Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, Early and Late Forcing of Flowers, Fruits, and
Vegetables. Can take the Management of Land and Stock if required.
Thi - ' • - - '•

• ^

W. Lambert's, Upper Tooting. S.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or more
are kept.—Age 34; thoroughly understands Vines, Greenhouses,

Forcing, &c. Ten years' good character,— .A, B , Pott Offictr, Hockly

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
B.MLIFF.—Age 38, married, no family: has hadgoodprE"

recommended.-J. A.. Maids Mo
and Estate work. Highly

ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Married;
thoroughly understands the profession. Wife could undertakeG ,.....„„ .

the Laundry and manage Poultrj'. — W. R., Harcwood Ten
Norwood Green, Middles*

GARDENER {Head, or good Single-Handed).—
Age 28, single ; thoroughly understands the profession. Good

characters from previous emproycrs.—J. C. H., Post Office, Sherborne,

GARDENER, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring

a skilful young Man.—Age '25. Well recommended from the

establishment he has lived at nearly four years.-

-agent, High Street, Highgate. London, N.
-G. G.,Mr. Cutbus

GARDENER (Single-Handed).—Age 28, single;

understands Stove, Greenhouse and Bedding plants ; Cucumber
and Melons, and ordinar>- Forcing; also Hardy Fruit, Kitchen, and

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Good Under).
a young Man, respectable. Nearly t^hrce gears' good char--

from present i

' .^. . "T-.^»TT-n n._. "- ^ .-GARDENER, Post Office, Great Warley,

r^ ARDENER (Second), or IMPROVER in a good
V_T Establishment.—Age 21 : experienced in various branches. A
liberal Premium given. Five years' good character.—C. R., Post Office,

AV.iltham Abbey, Essex.

ARDENER (Under).—Age
years' experience in good Gardens.

W . Warren. High Street, Ffuntingdon.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden, or Nursery.-Three years' good character.

H. F., Moore's, Stationer, Harrow, London, N.W.

GARDENER {U n D E r).—Age 20; four years'

experience. Would not object to pay a small Premium under a

good Gardener. First-class character,—A. WEBB, Daylcsford

Gardens, Chipping Noaon, O

GARDENER" (Under), in the Houses preferred.—
Willing to make himself useful at Outdoor Work if required.

Two and alialf years' character.-H. BOWMAN, Sidcup, Foot's

Kent.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER, in a Noble-
man's or Gentleman's Garden.—Age so, respectable. Good

character.—A. B-, Post Office, Richmond Road. Twickenham, S.W.

C^ ARDENER (Improver), in a Gentleman's
KT Establishment.—Age 21, Small Premium given. Would make

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — Henry Surman,
Florist, High Street, Wilncv. Oxon, has TWO SONS, age 14 and

16, he wishes to place under the above. A Premium will be given.

IMPROVER, under Glass.—Age 18 ;
liberal wages

expected. Three and a-half years' good character.—T. M., The
Point, Newick, Uckfield, Sus;

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 18 ; an adequate Premium given.—State terms and

particulars to JOHN ENTWISTLE, 4, Oxford Street, Staley,

Cheshir

rpo SEEDSMEN, &c.—A young Man {age 20), accus-
J- tomed to the Nurserj' and Seed Business in the counlrv, would
be glad to hear of employment in a London Nursery or Seed House,
or as UNDER GARDENER to a Gentleman. Understands his

Work.-H. H., Hurst & Son. 6, Leadenhall Street, City, E.C.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 26, single ; experienced in all branches. Three years'

good character.—L. M., Post Office, Wavertree, Liverpool.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment, or a smgle-

handcd place not objected to.—Married ;
good references.-A. B.,

M r. Hutton's. Grocer, Parson's Green, Fulham, S.W.

OREMAN, in a good EstablishmenL—Age 24 ; has
filled a similar situation Good testimonials from several good

establishments,—). M ., Nuneham Park Gardens, Oxford.

ROPAGATOR (Foreman), or SOFT-W^OODED
PLANT GROWER—H, Wokham is now open to an engage-

ment as above; has filled a similar situationfor the last 20 years with

Hugh Low & Co., Upper Claptoi
Wellington Nursery, St.John's Wo.
H. W., Mr. Jones' Post Office. Upper Claptc

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN
—Good reference.—A- Z., 19, Turner Street, Suffolk Street,

Commercial Road, London, E.C.

PROPAGATOR (Head).—A successful Propagator of
Roses, Rhododendrons, &c Can be well recommended,—WM.

WOOD AND SON, the Nurseries, Maresfield. near Uckfield, Stjssex.

B AILIFF and STEWARD.—Age 45. married.
ncumbranee ; highly recommended, —A, B., 97, Wcstboui

Park Road, Paddington, London, W.

AILIFF.—Age 40, married, no incumbrance; sober
j~r and industrious. Well up in Farming aud the Management of

Cattle Wife to Manage Poultry. Good reference as to character.

Situation required by March 25.-R. T,, Marlborough Post Office,

B

To Landed Proprietors.

AND AGENT, or FARM BAILIFF. —A married
J Man (Scotch), of great experience in Buying and Selling Stock,

MANAGER (Assistant).—A Farmer's Son is desirous
of obtaining an appointment in Canada on a Farm or Estate.

—

Willing to make himself useful, and would not object to roughing it

with his superior; has a knowledge of Farming, and can keep

To the Seed Trade,
TRAVELLER.—The Advertiser requires a re-engage-

ment. Can give satisfactory references.—ALPHA, Post Ofijce,

TRAVELLER, or SALESMAN with charge, combined
with Book-work, in the Nursery and Florist Trade.-Age 30; can

be well recommended.—T. C. , Robertson & Scott, Advertising Agents,
Edinburgh.

SHOPMAN.--Age 26, Scotch ; ten years' experience in

all branches of the Seed Trade, ivith part knowledge of Plants.

No objection to go abroad. Good reference.-F. A, B., Post Office,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

SHOPMAN. &c.—Age22; three and half years in the
Seed Shop of the late Mr. W. B.^rnes. Camden Nursery-. Camber-

well, IS open to an engagement.—W, CLARKE, 29, Downing Street,

To Gentlemen and Nurserymen.
CARPENTERandJOINER.—A middle-aged, married

Man, is desirous of an engagement to undertake the General
Repairs; can do Painting and Glazing, and make himself generally

useful in the different branches of the Trade. Low wages for constant

ployment-—P. B.. 2, Esther Road. Leytoi
"

COWMAN and POULTRYMAN. or to take Charge
of a Small Farm, where a Cottage is found —.Age 32, one

child. Good character from present employer. None but principals

reated with—E. H.. Post Office, Dulwich, Surrey. _„__„
AIRYMAID, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Family-—A thorough experienced Person; good character,—

M. B
, 3, Derby Street, ^^ay Fair, W.

D
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BUTTONS'

GRASS SEEDS
I-OR ALL SOILS, CARRLNGE FREE,

SUTTON & SONS,
Having completed the cleaning of their e.vtensive stock

of NATURAL GR.ASSES, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils :

—

Prices :^
SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre.

Carriage Free. 2 bushels Grass Seeds and ra lb. Clovers supplied
per acre.

SUITONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

From J. J. Mechi, Esq , Tiptree Halt, near Kdvtdcn,
February 5.

—" Your Grass Seeds arc so pure and well selected that
I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

View, Navan, Neath, Ireland.
you Permanent Pasture Grass

I laid down one-half of a 20-acre field

sed with the way the Grass Seeds ha-

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGL.\ND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES will

tike place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates
must not be above n yea •Ch3r.

Copies of ihc Form required to be ser

n by March 31 may be had on applicalio

o II, M. JENKINS, Secretary.

IS, Hanover Square, London, W.

Present Prices of Farm Seeds.-SeeQUTTONS- FARM SEED LI.ST, with low
^J for orders received previous 10 /\pril 7, «hich xvill be 5
free. Royal Berl<shirc Seed Establishment, Reading.

To Purchasers of Farm Seeds,

/BARTER'S
V7 CALENDAR I

hasersV All kinds of Farm Seed

ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free (eratis to Dur-
:rs). AllkindsofFarmScedsal very low prices.

JASIES CARTER AND CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,HiRh Holborn, London, W.C.

w

1 the other half of the field i

M-^.;

Fj-omTHOS. Leve

s of the Grass Seed supplied to him by Messrs. Suttor
.princ, and which has stood the past burning summer
(1 of the old turf."

From T- Ward, Esq., Round Onk, Creenham, Neivbi
ly 4.

—" The permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, 1

fast year (the greater part sown with Barley), have
, and produced a crop (this

5 of which have fed five head of

From E. H. NiCKSON, Esq., Foxby, Wefi

. J. Leichton, Bisha

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE, for
li ^, at from 41. 6d. to 95, per acre, should be

' the fin

ing Hay
: the

nds of Pen

„ , , The Pasture should be harrowei . . . _,

harrows previous to sowing, and bush-harrowed after sowing, and in
some cases a top-dressing of manure will be found beneficial. Sow
6 to 12 lb. per acre, according to the condition of the Pasture. Price
Qrf. per lb., 80s. per cwt. ; Carriage Free.

BUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

SO prepared as to produce very large crops for the specified periods
they arc to remain down :—

For ONE YEAR'S LAY, 131. 6d. per acre, Carriage Free.
For TWO YEARS' LAY, 171. W. per acre, Carriage Free.
For THREE or FOUR YEARS' LAY, 22s. per acre, Carri.ige Free.

Special estimates given for large quantities.

SEPARATE NATURAL GRASS SEEDS,
CAREFULLY CLEANED.

A lop.

ixanthum odoratun-
Mcadnw Foxtail

Yellow
cd Dogstail

Round Cocksfoot
Hard Fescue
Tall Fescue
A'arious-leaved Fescue
Meadow Fescue
Sheep's Fescue
Reddish Fescue
Fine-leaved Fescue
liarncl-lcaved Fescue

nnial Rye-grass

To Market Gardeners and Others.
WANTED, to HIRE, about ONE ACRE of good

GARDEN LAND, to be used as a "Trial Ground " Must
bewilhm easv reach of the City. A good price would be given for
the accommodation. Apply to
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant. 5, Aldgate, London, E.

For particulars, apply „.

Coleman Street, Camberwcll, S.E.

L Rental, or otherwise,
ithin three miles of Covent Card,
onvenience for carrj'ing on a large
ady money.
BARBER, St. George's Tave

SALF
]YJR.JOIINTI
Farm, Berkeley CaMIr
HULLS, by Bales' -

Bowly, Rich, and H.
IN-CALF and NEW
great milking properti

l|.'\-|i

Ca.slle,

Berkeley Castle, Gloucesterslilre.
'

' > .-11"! IIEIFICRS.
-iliLL by AUCTION,

'
••

1 M
, March Ir. at the Home

'
,
choice pure-bred YOUNG

i I selected dams, of Messrs.
I M - will be SOLD a number of

.M.iJ .nllOKTHORN HEIFERS, of
vcral purebred Berkshire PIGS
may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
of OCTAVIUS LONG, Esq., Berkeley

, ^ith pedig
I Place, Lonot

I ; !•: I SHORTHORNS, of first-class Blood,
S.\LE.—FORTY-THREE HEAD of BULLS,
^S, belonging to E. H. Cheney, Esq., Gaddcsby

be had of Mr

Blddenliain, near Bedford,
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

TUESDAY, Mays next, a^ Biddcnhai
HERD of^ PURE SHORTHORN CATTLE, belonging to Chai
11

1
t:--

. .
I

. . . . - "y bred from some
ly 60 head of Co'

been long and carefully bred i

the most fashionable blood, and
Heifers, and Bulls, about half of „. „ ,.....,

family, as well as several from Lady Spencer, with some very superior
Fawsleys, Sweethearts, and other noted tribes. Bulls of the very first
class have been used, such as 2d Duke of Thorndale {17,748), Grand
Duke 5th (19,875), Lord Claret (!4,376), and others of kindred blood.
The Sire now in service is the Grand Duke of Lightburne (26 290).
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will shortly be issued, and further

particulars given in future Advertisements.

Edenbridge, Kent.
IMPORTANT SALE ol" SHORTHORNS.

STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

THURSDAY, May
J nex;, the entire and valuable HERD ofIT. .,.....-,.. .... .

the property of G. Murton Tracy,

Ml
iriGHLY-BRED'SHORTHOR:
Esq., of Edenbridge,,-.-, , r c.

ambers of the Cleoi
:, and Sylph tribes ; the famous Cow, Sweetheart 3d, purcl

the Milcote Sale in i860, with nearly 40 of her descendeni
KJS

the di

have been the Pri;

Sylph, Duke of Albei irle (21,560), Coun

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will short
with funher particulars, in future Advert
London : 13, Euston Square, March 3.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Brixton, S.

CLEARANCE SALE of VALLABLE NURSERY STOCK, the
Land being required by Lady-Day next for the Erection of a New

M"es'SRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, without reserxe, on the Premises, the Triangle

Nursery, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey, on MONDAY,
March 7, at tl Tor 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Ponsford
&Son, a portion of the \'aluable NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
choice assortment of Evergreen and Coniferous Shrubs, viz.. Green
Box, Chinese Arbor-vitaj, 2 to 8 feet : Aucubas, 3 to a feet : 700 bushyCommon Laurels, 4 to 5 feet ; English Yews. 2 to 4 feet ; Eionymus,
' foot, &c. A large quantity of FRUIT TREES, -

-.'-

including Standard, Pyrr

Peaches 'and N
Gooseberries, Cu
Limes, 4 to 10 feet ; Popi;

i. Raspberry Canes of s

nd Valu
, Ley

: Standard Roses;

Bagshot, Surrey.
EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL byMl ir,.-, -- the premises, Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey,
""' '"^ '' " ngdale Station, on THURSDAY,

o'clock precisely, each
lav, without
Icared), the
aricty of Ev,

and Colchic 1

5 feet; 3000
Cuprcssus L

walk from the Su
two ff>llow

id hrir Timediately required to be

squarn
Lobbii

lodside Meadow GnPoa nemoralis ..

Poa sempervircns Evergreen Meadow
Trifolium rcpens perennc . . Perennial While Cl(
Trifolium pratense perennc . . Perennial Red Clovi

Mcdicagolupulina '.'.
'.'. Vcltow Trefoil

Lowest price per cwt. or bushel on application.

BUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

SUTTONS'

FARMER'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1870,
Containing complete List of Prices of GENUINE FARM
SEEDS, now ready, and maybe had Gratis and Post Free
on application.

^ ALL GOODS CAKRIAGE FREE,
Except very small Parcels. Five per cent, allowed for
cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS.

1; Shrubs ofremarkable
uding itj.ooo Common
irtugal Laurels, 2\ to
t, 2 to 4i Jeet; 2000

>,ooo Larch, li to 3 feet; 6000 Retinospora
obtusa, and pisifera, i to 5 feet ; 1500 Thuja gif
o 8 feel ; 1000 Thujopsis borealis, 3 to 8 feet

8 feet
! 150 fine Wellingtonia gigantca, 4 to 7 feet ; 800

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

ch ^, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, HARDY

is. Lilacs, Arbulu
Trees ; Standard
, Pansies, Viok-is
; Seats, Stools, \ ,1

MU, STE\i

MONDAY, March 7.

CLOVE CAi;

of Laurels, Berben
ir-vitff. Rhododendrons, HoIHe
standard. Trained, and Pyram

' s, Gooseberry and Curra:
u ', Gladioli and Ranuncu

.L by AUCTION, at
( oveiit Garden, W.C, on

' lock precisely. Standard,
.1 and Pyramid FRUIT

1 1.BERTS, R.^SPBERRY
iKIVET, ASP.\RAGUS,
nH and R.INUNCULI

;

alalogues had.

Consignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, Kin" Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, March 9, at h.iir-|):ist 12 o'clock precisely, choice
CAMELLIAS, Indian AZALEAS, \ I ' \-,

I
'I' .'

I \ \s. I.AU-
RUSTINUS, CHAM/EROPS, I \ 1 \ ' I M Ml ' ITIl'HI.
NIUMS, AUCUBAS, ARAIll x - i I

!

' iw.imid
PEARS, ROSES, Dwarf Namv.l M ,1

I , IKEES,
LILIUMS, &c., from Ghent. S| 1

".
I I I I

...
I -..mdard

and Dwarf ROSES, choice C-1. Al >H 1 1 1 .iii.I R.V.M .NL L LI, Rustic
Seats, Stools, Vases Baskets. &;

On view the mnniuii; i>( s.tic, and Catalogues had.

1500 Thuja gigantea ;

pers; magnificent specimen Ahics Douglasii, Junipci
and Abies M<

seedling Rhododendrons, i to

5000 Erica carnea, 5000 Deu
Spiraeas, 2 to 5 feet ; 3000 Herh
2000 Poplars, of sorts; 10. .i

Halfstandard, and Dwail I

and Trained Peaches ,10

trained Pears and Plum^, -, -.

May be viewed until il.

Premises, and of the Auclioiir,

S.oooTtybriti

, 1 to 3 feet

:

5 feet ; 5000

Annual Sale of very Handsome EngUsh-grown
Camellias.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at iS .ind 39, Gracechurch Street, EC, c

TUESDAY, March 15, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, about 2(
choice Double CAMELLIAS, beautifully set with bloom-bud'
AZALEA INDICA, 300 Si.,n,l.,r,l nnd Dwarf BO^ES of the be
varieties. Selected FRU I 1 I 1; i i .,li ,,I., \M1 [.; I. AN PLANTS,&i
On view the morninK .1 :. ' 1, ,!

,, the Rooms, :

above, and of the Auction. ' i
, I . r. .

: . I

Stoke Newington, N.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK

GREENHOUSES, the ERECTION of SHOP. &c
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS aie

instructed by Mr James Kirtland, to SELL by AUCTION, on
the I'nm; .-

.
ilr- :n,,,,i, Nursetv, Albion Road, Stoke Newington

.Miil'll'
'

'

I '!' !> n \^', March2r, at it for 12 o'clock precisely,
"III 1,

: .
'ound being sold, and required immediately

I'll I o the whole of the vafuable NURSERY
-7"" ' "'I' 11:: I varied assortment of choice Evergreen ind
DcLidL...u. .^iiiubs, ijccuharly adapted for the London suburbs: also
a quantity of nne Fruit trees, two Greenhouses, each 45 feet long:
"? ^.''.f'!?" "i ^'"•I'' " ''" '""e *>> '4 fi:" >>'W= 1 Hot-water Piping
a Coil Boiler, &c.

Further particulars will appear in future -Advertisements.

-,,..,„. '•'0 Gardeners.
SALE of OLD VASES, FOUNTAINS, and FIGURES, in co

1"T'°&°C
''" '^"^o'"''"" "f 'ho 1"'= Partnership of Au;

"nUTR. BULLOCK
369

1

! for I o'clock pi

SCULPTURE and O
will be on view one wi
be obtained at the Auc
N.B The Business'

of " Austin & Seeley,"

AUCTION, on the
TUESDAY, March 22,
.Id stock of GARDEN
IS of all kinds. They

,
High Holborn, W.I

Imported Orctiids.
STf.XI N-- :il ^IT.L by AUCTION, at
'

1 lovent Garden, W.C, on
'111'

! . .
. look precisely, an Importa-

li ,
.:

. I .
..

I
,

'
I

I H ,i . .MI'SIS, O PESCATOREA,
O I

! II \1 on \-, ," II \ 1 II \l;ll '.l.o N.€VIU!H, ANGULOA
CLt.nVhsIl, i.iiNi- IliU.M ^t.'1't'.KLill'..SS, and other fine species:
WARSCEWICZELLAb in variety ; CVPRIPEDIUM SCHLIMII,
MAXILLARIAVENUSTA, M.GRANDIFLORA.TRICHOPILIA

),
and other choice and probably new ORCHIDS from New

the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

i\r'

aina^'a.

SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1S70.

( I he Central Chamber of Agriculture (Edu.
3 Labourer-ll A.M.; Deputation - •'- "'--

\ the Exchequer on the Malt Tax
the Chancellor of

The angry letter in another column, on the

Central Chamder of Agriculture and the

Farmer's Club, from Mr. Thomas Arkkli,, of

Swindon, will prob.ibly be read with interest.

We have endeavoured, at the close of it, to make
whatever apology the mistakes which it points

out required ; but on the main point to which it

refers as being blameworthy we do not yield.

Neither do we yield to Mr. Arkell in our
cordial appreciation of the Chamber of .'Agricul-

ture movement. This Journal can .speak with as

little of the bias of self-interest as any agricul-

tural periodical in the country when discussing

the conduct of agricultural societies or organisa-

tions ; and it is its duty to criticise that conduct
whenever criticism is required.

If personality must be imported into the dis-

cussion, we may congratulate the Chambers of

Agriculture on having for their champion Mr.

Thomas Arkell, to whose services as a good

agriculturist and public-spirited man the Agri-

cultural Ga::c-//i' has more than once done justice,

as he with his " twenty-five years' " acquaint-

ance with it must already know, notwithstanding
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that only now has he discovered the misleading
ambition of its Editor, who nevertheless is

exactly as old in connection with this Journal
as the very oldest of its readers.

There is, however, no need of any personal

discussion whatever. The thing lamented in our
last, and discussed with a little wholesome
ridicule in connection with the last meeting of

the Central Council of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, was perfectly imquestionable. An organisa-

tion designed expressly to represent the opinion

of agriculturists upon public questions completely

failed to do so. On the question of road-main-
tenance, all the resolutions offered were with-

drawn ; and, having met expressly to express an
opinion, it was virtually resolved that no
opinion should be expressed. On the question

of agricultural statistics, every attempt to

express an opinion broke doun. A resolution

was offered, and two successive amendments
to it were proposed : all three were lost, and
here too, therefore, the machine broke down.
No doubt the "little" bits of sarcasm which we
flung at this display were aimed rather at the

modesty or reticence of those who dispute the
policy of publishing the truth of English agricul-

ture, than at the general competency of the

Central Chamber as the representative of the

English tenant-farmer on this subject. But
Mr. Arkell very properly considers this to be
an important subject too, and we entirely agree
with him. He doubtless remembers, and so do
we, when the ordinary farmers' club was a
much more active energetic institution than
it has since been. Local farmers' clubs
gradually died out upon the discovery that

questions of public and political interest

were somehow excluded from their jurisdic-

tion. Chambers of Agriculture are the pro-

duct of a generation more advanced. The
tenant - farmers who have thus associated
themselves properly believe that the public and
political questions which professionally affect

them, are the most of all deserving their atten-
tion, and that their opinion on such questions
ought to influence the Government. We wish
that noble lords and baronets, and landlords
generally, whose presence bids fair to swamp the
tenant-farmer class at the meetings of these
Chambers, were of the same opinion. Certainly
it is not desirable that they should take no
interest in such an organisation, and, indeed, no
fear need be entertained of such a possibility

;

but neither is it to be desired—and least of all,

we think, by them— that Chambers of Agricul-
ture should lose their forcitiost claim upon the
good wishes of the public, which depends on
their efficiency as exponents of the voice and
judgrncnt of the tenant-farmer class upon countr)'

questions— an efficiency, by the way, which the
Central Council certainly failed to exhibit at

its last meeting.

Returning, howc\'er, to the policy of' col-

lecting and publishing the statistics of English
agriculture, we may as well at once declare to

Mr. Arkell and all others that we do not
mean to cease the use of whatever means are
readiest, whether of illustration, argument, or
ridicule, for urging (seeing that some still need
it to be urged) that light is better than darkness
—that knowledge is better than ignorance—that it

is not necessarily foolish to be without a purpose in
even arduous labour for acquiring information

—

that it is not necessarily foolish even to be without
an expectation while working hard for knowledge
—that, on the contrary, it is the fool who hath no
delight in understanding—true manhood through
mere "desire" seeking and intermeddling with all

wisdom. Nor shall we cease to argue—for that,

too, is involved in the question—that a share
in the general prosperity of the country is

always better for a " great interest," such as
agriculture is, than anything like the jealous
assertion of privilege or the exclusive main-
tenance of monopoly.
We are accused of petty ridicule and little

sarcasms, but we shall continue to laugh, and to
the extent of our ability make others laugh,
at whatever is agriculturally ridiculous, as
well as agriculturally mischievous ; and such
we believe the arguments of Messrs. Arkell,
Long, and Pell, M.P., at the last meeting of
the Central Chamber of Agriculture to have
been. To this end accordingly we make another
little contribution, by reproducing, with the
smallest possible alteration, from Mr. Layard'S
pages, the following letter from the chief magis-
trate of an Oriental town, to whom an English
traveller had addressed statistical inquiries.

Reading it, however, after Mr. Arkell's com-
munication in another page, we cannot be quite

sure whether after all it is of Oriental or of

Western origin. The following is the letter—it

may be taken as a completely stated argument
against the policy of statistical inquiries, whether
agricultural or commercial :

—

" My iLLUSTKious Fkiend, and Joy of my Liver !

—

The thing you ask is both difficult and useless. Although I

have passed all my days in this place I have neither

counted its houses nor have I inquired into the number of

its inhabitants ; and as to what one person loads on his

mules, and the other stows away in the bottom of liis ship,

that is no business of mine. But, above all, as to the

previous history of this city, GOD alone knows the amount
of dirt and confusion that the infidels may have eaten

before the coming of the sword of Islam. It were un-
profitable to inquire into it.

" O my soul ! seek not after the things which concern
thee not. Thou earnest unto us,—we welcomed thee—go
in peace! Of a triith thou hast spoken many words, and
there is no harm done, for the speaker is one and the

listener another. After the fashion of thy people thou
hast wandered from one place to another until thou
art content and happy in none. We (praise be to God)
were bom here, and never desire to quit it. Is it possible,

then, that the idea of a general intercourse among man-
kind should make any impression on our understandings?
God forbid

!

' * Listen, O my son ! There is no wisdom equal to the

belief in God. He created the world, and shall we liken

ourselves unto Him in seeking to penetrate into the

mysteries of His creation ? Shall we say, behold this star

spinneth round that star, and this other star with a tail

goeth and cometh in so many years ? Let it go. He from
whose hand it came will guide it and direct it.

" But thou wilt say unto me ;—Stand aside, O man, for

I am more learned than thou art, and have seen more
things ! If thou thinkest that thou art better in this

respect than I am, tliou art welcome. I praise God that I

seek not that which I require not. Thou art learned in

the things I care not for ; and as for that which thou hast

seen, I defile it. Will much knowledge create thee a double
belly ? or wilt thou seek Paradise with thine eyes ? , .

(Signed) " The Meek in Spirit

IMAUM Ali Ark-El !

"

We some weeks ago referred, possibly with

too much confidence, to the impossibility of

using traction-engines in the direct draught of

tillage implements at work. So at any rate one
of our northern agricultural contemporaries
believes : and, judging from the extraordinary

performances chronicled in last Monday's
Times of Thompson's road-engine, described in

our last year's volume (p. 121 5), it might well

call upon us to recant. This is what we are told

it has accomplished :

—

'

' A 3-horse power engine drew a boiler weighing
13 tons up an incline of i in 12, the ground being so
slippery at the time from frost that horses could not keep
their feet. The engine was run through a grass field

without leaving a track, and again through a field covered

to a depth of 2 feet with loose earth. A ic^horse power
engine, weighing 8 tons, ran with four waggons attached to

it out to a colliery 12 miles from Edinburgh ; there received

a load amounting, \\ilh the four waggons, to 32 tons,

making the weight of the whole 40 tons ; and then
returned up inclines of i in 16 to Edinburgh. It wended
its way, with its train of 90 feet, with perfect facility

through the narrow streets of the old town, which chanced
on the occasion to be thronged with vehicles carrying

people to some open-air festivity. It turned all manner of
sharp comers, ran down the steep hill to Leith, entered a
lane, and drove in through the gates of the factory, where
it delivered its load. An engine was driven into a newly
dug Potato field, and there ran alxjut in every direction,

leaving the soil quite undisturbed." <

Again :-

—

" Till within the last few months the advantages of the
road-steamer had been regarded as consisting entirely in

its carrying powers, but during the past summer a new
field of action opened out to it, which eminently enhances
its value. The judges of the Royal Highland and Agri-
cultural Society have held, on a farm at Liberton. near
Edinburgh, a trial of the ploughs, reaping, and mowing-
machines exhibited by them at their last show, and in

their presence, and that of a large assemblage of farmers
and engineers, the road-ste.amer accomplished what has
been so much desired, but had hitherto been considered
unattainable—ploughing by direct traction. With two
double-furrowed ploughs attached, it commenced
its operations, and without a single hitch, difficulty, or
impediment, drew four wide, deep, even furrows. It

went straight from one end of the field to the other, then
turned far more easily, and in less space, than the horses
were doing, and ploughed its way back again, having
on its return journey to plough up a hill with gradients
of I in 12. It was a 6-horse power engine, but its

strength was greatly in excess of its work, so that
it was requisite to keep the furnace-door open, and it was
evident it would have drawm six furrows instead of four.

The surprising capabilities of the road-steamer are due to

the fact that, owing to the indiarubber tires, the wheels do
not sink in the least degree on the softest grass-land, and
at the same time they bite the surface with such extreme
tenacity that not the slightest slip w.as visible, even when
passing up the steepest incline. The engine runs in front
of the ploughs on the unploughed land, whereby all

possibility of compressing or poaching the soil after it is

turned over is avoided, while on the unploughed land no
indentation whatever is made, as the soft indiarubber
cushions preserve it from all pressure. When the road-
steamer had completed its work al! present expressed the

greatest gratification, and the benefits to be derived by
farmers from this new implement were eagerlypointed out."

This report is evidently the work of an en-

thusiast, and we suppose no one is surprised

to hear that it does not convince us that a
6-horse power engine, even on wheels with india-

rubber tires, will pass without the slightest in-
*

dentation over the softest grass-land !

When subjecting Mr. Fowler's balance-
plough to dynamometrical tests, near Swindon,
some years ago, we were struck with the mis-
chievous effect of the broad wheel track of their

plough, weighing about 27 cwt. Although it, too,

ran wholly on the unploughed land, the lines of

hardened clod yielding imperfectly to the harrow
were plainly to be seen on the fallows, months
after the autumnal ploughing by which the land
had been turned up for the winter frost.

We have also yet to learn that the road-
steamer does not waste inore power, as well as
effect thismischievous induration,by itself passing
over unploughed arable land, than it would waste
if, like one of Fowler's or one of Howard's
engines, it were fixed at the end of the furrow it

was working on, and only had to draw 300
or 400 yards of wire-rope properly supported
upon carriers. Notwithstanding its proved
efficiency as a traction-engine, we do not at all

anticipate that Mr. THOMPSON'S steamer will

displace either Messrs. Fowler's or Messrs.
Howard's steam cultivators.

Prices have remained unchanged in Mark
Lane. There was a short supply of Wheat from
Essex and Kent on Monday, which met a fair demand
at the quotations of the previous week, and no altera-

tion took place on Wednesday. The prices in the

Metropolitan Cattle Market were rather higher on
Monday, but the rise was not maintained on Thursday.
Not\vithstanding the shortness of the supply in the

Cattle Market it was quite equal to the demand.
A steady business continues to be done in the Wool
market. And in Seeds an improved demand creates

a brisker trade.

Our readers will leam with pleasure that Her
Majesty the Qiteen has been pleased to appoint James
Caird, Esq., oneof the Inclosure Commissioners, to be
a Companion of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath.

No fewer than 22 Oxfordshire farms have been
entered in competition for the prizes offered by
Mr. Mason, High Sheriff of Oxfordshire, and the

Royal Agricultural Society of England. Mr. Keary,
of Bridgnorth ; Mr. GIBBON, of Bumfoot, Cumberland;
and Mr. ToRR, of Riby, are named as Judges, and a

better selection could hardly have been made.

Mr. Loch's Game Law (Scotland) Bill was
withdrawn on Wednesday, in answer to an appeal

from the Home Secretary, who stated that the Govern-
ment had undertaken to deal with the difficult question

of the Game Laws of Scotland ; but that although

their Bill was in a forward state, it was not yet in a
condition to be laid before the House. He undertook,

on the part of the Government, that the Hon. Member
should lose nothing by consenting to this withdrawal.

On Wednesday of last week, Mr. W. Hope, V.C,
read a capital paper, on the use and abuse of Town
Sewage, before the Society of Arts, taking for his text

two passages from the Times, in one of which it had
been stated that human bones are being collected in

Egypt for the manure manufacturers of England

;

and in the other, that about 370,000 tons of sewage
are poured daily into the Thames out of London
sewers. Of course, the extraordinary contrast between
the two statements was vigorously exposed ; and the

urgent demands of English agriculture to which the

one bore witness, were showm to be in no way
capable of such satisfactory supply as through the

utilisation of that now wasted material to which
the other refers. Mr. Hope's own experience at

Romford, where he has t.aken a sewage farm, was
quoted in illustration of the enormous folly of the waste-

fulness which is thus condemned.

In the House of Commons on Friday last Mr.
GoLDNEY called attention to a bit of agriculture

which deserves a place in our column for "Farm
Memoranda." A farm of about 63,000 acres yields

in official hands not a mere rent but an aggregate

of rent and profit amounting to less than j\j. an acre in

a southern county. The New Forest, which is the dis-

trict refeiTcd to, is at the same time the scene of vigorous

agriculture, which yields under Mr. Dickenson's
management as abundantly as good farming yields any-

where else in the island. The disgraceful contrast which
the bulk of the estate presents to this exceptional example
of what it might produce was strongly insisted on ; and
we hope that the exposure to which Mr. Goldney with

Mr. C. .S. Read, M.P., thus contributed, may I'esult in

the better management of what oijght to be a valuable

estate.

Professor Church thus writes on the relatioli

of the Sugar-Beet manufacture to the fertility of the soil

in which the crop has been grown :—
" In the ordinary course of Beetroot-sugar manufac-

ture abroad, four products are obtained. These are pulp,
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sugar, spirit, and potash salts. If the pulp were eaten on

the land, and the potash salts, which are contained in the

waste liquors of the still, were returned to the fields, tlierc

would be little or no injury to their fertility. But if, on

the other hand, the still liquors are thrown away, two

most important manurial elements are lost to the land,

viz., nitrogen and potassium. On the Continent the farmer

does not buy back these elements to return them to his

fields, but they are manufactured into the potash com-

pounds so largely employed in the useful arts. That

there is a very large amount of nitrO; "' —-" ~- -'"

potassium in the expressed Beet-j vident from the

observation often 'made that when the waste still-

liquors are being boiled down to recover their saline

matters a sort of deflagration occurs in the pan, owing to

the large quantity of nitre present acting with sudden
violence upon and burning up the vegetable matters

contained in the extract. Half the mineral matters of the

Sugar-Beet is potash, and the greater part of this valuable

manure is lost to the soil if the pulp only be eaten on the

land ; much of the nitrogen, a still more costly and ferti-

lising element, is likewise withdrawn. The phosphoric
acid, however, is in great measure returned to the land

when the pulp is consumed at home."

The following particulars are extracted from
Messrs. SHAW & Sons annual circular on the Seed
Trade :

—

" This season's Red Clover seed is saved from seed
sown in the spring of 1868 ; and as, owing to the exces-

sive drought of the following summer, a large proportion
of that failed, the acreage left was very small, and the

plants being unusually poor and thin, the yield of 1869
has consequently been very deficient. The English
growth of Red has accordingly been exceedingly short,

and the quality for the most part very indifferent. These
remarks may also be applied to Germany and the North
of France. The Germans have actually been competing
with us in the French markets for their own home con-
sumption. America has shown she has but little old
stock on hand, and a very small crop of new, by the
large orders which have been transmitted to this country
for seed of American growth ; such seed to the extent of
several thousand bags, although two or three years old.

has been recently re-shipped to New York ; no other
description, except the produce of the Slates, being
admissible without the payment of a hea%-y import duly.

The only parts whence any supply of Red Clover seed may
be expected are Brittany and the South of France

;

and the English and Continental demand has now nearly
exhausted the growth of these districts, and occasioned
an advance there to prices relatively higher than those
ruling here. The yield of Alsike and White Clover seed
is small, but the quality is satisfactory. We are largely

dependent upon Germany for our supply of these sorts.

Trefoil is a very deficient crop both at home and abroad.
Fine new seed is exceedingly scarce, but there is a con-
siderable stock of old seed. The growth of French
Italian Rye-grass is moderate, and stocks are light. Its

great superiority over English, Scotch, and Irish seed,

causes its use yearly to increase. Scotch and Irish

grasses are this year very cheap and plentiful."

' The Farnley Hall sale, on the 24th idt.,

cannot be looked upon as having been successful.

Nineteen cows and heifers made an average of

;i^30 7j. lod., and ten bulls brought the higher figure

of jC37 ^3^- iO(/., the average over the 29 animals
disposed of being ;^32 iS.r. 3^/., and the total amount
realised £g^$ gs. Blue Cap by Royal Oak, and
from a cow of the Medora tribe, made 51 gs., the
highest price given for females, and Lady Betty by
Lord Cobham brought 4S gs. Lucky Boy by Lord
CoBHAM, and of the same family as Lady Betty^ was
purchased by Mr. Graves for 55 gs. Lord Lyons,
also by Lord Cobham, dam Lioness by SxR Edmund
Lyons, was purchased by Mr. Metcalfe for 6l gs., and
his brother. Lord Leopold, brought 42 gs. Lord
Bloomfield, by the sire already named, and out of
Blue Cap by RoYAL Oak, and more remotely
descended from Medora by Ambo, was purchased by
Mr. Ridley for 65 gs.

"The only breed of Herefords we know of in

Aberdeen and Banff shires," writes Mr. James Black,
"is at Auchry, in the parish of Monquhitter, near
Turriff. Mr. Lumsden, the proprietor, has cultivated

them for upwards of twenty years, but has never exhi-
bited them veiy largely at cattle shows. His theory is

that they stand the cold better than Shorthorns, and
that they can be fattened more easily without "arti-

ficial " food. He introduced high-bred animals to

breed from, and has very often drawn long prices from
the butchers for his young stock ; but they have never

spread in the district to any extent.

In
SHEEP.

parts of Northumberland, and perhaps also

in other districts, a custom prevails of rousing up fatt

sheep or Turnips from time to time through the day.

The shepherd walks through among the lazy tegs as

they lie on the ground, and causes them to rise to their

feet. The object of this is to cause the sheep to pass

water, which they seldom fail to do immediately after

being disturbed. Our attention was recalled to this

circumstance a few weeks ago in Derbyshire when
examining a well-knowni Shropshire flock, and we were
informed that the plan was adopted with advantage to

the sheep, and, as far as we remember, with a
diminished rate of mortality. In Northumberland it is

considered safer to adopt this little precaution when
sheep are on Turnips, and there it is considered to

diminish the death rate. The same practice is generally
adopted with advantage in the case of yard-fed and
home-fed sheep. In the case of a flock of 200 fatting

shear-hogs on a Gloucestershire farm, fed during the
inter in littered pens within a yard, a dog was shown
I the yard every day, and it was believed that the

disturbance was beneficial.

t of I cock and 6 hens .

.

t of one year's keep, at ^s.

t of share of management,

To balance or profit

By 5 settings of eggs, sold at loj. (id. . . .

.

^2 :

By 57 cockerels, sold at ^s.td 15 ,

By 150 cockerels, at zj. .

.

. . .

,

.

.

15
By 275 pullets, at 25^. 6£/. .. 34
By 78 pullets, at 6f. . . . . . . . . • • 23
By manure, at 1 if/, per head.

.

.. .. .. 3:
By value of feathers, say .. o

By value of 7 fowls on hand
j£95

We may add that these accounts are not chosen from
any one individual "good" year for the sake of
argimient, but are the average of several years.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. W. W. Slye's sale at Beaumont Grange
took place on Friday, the 25th ult. The array of

Gwynnes and Charmers were sure to attract breeders,

and accordingly we find most of the leading names
in the Shorthorn world among the purchasers. An
average of £^<, 2s. 3^//. for 30 animals, including

five calves below si.x months old, is certainly encou-
raging, and 300 gs. given for a six months' old heifer

is a remarkable occurrence. The 15 cows and heifers

brought an average of j^6o iSs. ; 15 bulls averaged
;£'29 6s. yd. ; and the total sum realised was ;i^i353 gs.

Without further comment we add the following

list :—

Name of Animal.
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guineas. Consequently when I have a large number

it includes two or three colts, which are not equal to

the strain of constant or heavy work, especially in the

shafts. I felt on commencing steam-power that my

farm was small, but I trusted to getting work on hire,

and I was not disappointed. Now I have laboured

under the supposition that I only increased the capital

stock on my farm by the difference of the amounts

made by the sale of the horses and the purchase of the

tackle. Still further, I have considered that the

amount saved in the stable was clearly to the credit of

the steam-power. If I had two servants whose wages

were ^10 each, and I got rid of the pair for a better

one who would do the work of both for ..fiS.

I am foolisli enough to think that I should save

£(. in hard cash by the exchange. " G. A. H.

will, I dare say, call this only sophistry, and after

dazzling the eyes of your readers with a shower of

crackers, run off to the bull-ring at Madrid, or else-

where, for a literary dagger wherewith to stab it.

"West Indian's" remarks I did not consider worth

notice, but as " G. A. H." is of a

different opinion, and regards him as a

valuable ally, we will see what

they are worth. He expresses some

surprise that I do not know how
many quarters my Wheat stacks con-

tain, seeing I have grown the Wheat.

I will endeavour to enlighten him.

The work of carting and cutting

corn on this farm often goes on simul-

taneously, and is led from any field

where it happens to be ready. The
stacks as well as the barns are often

made up from corn obtained from two

or three different fields. I have threshed

two stacks, and the contents of two

barns which consisted of corn got toge-

ther in the way I have described. I

have six stacks remaining. The whole

was grown on 75 acres. Now, if

" G. A. H.," or his friend, can tell me
of any rule by which I can know with

any degree of accuracy how many quar-

ters I liave left, and at what price I

shall sell tliem, I shall feel obliged.

I can tell them that tliey may very

easily make lliemselves (on paper) very

rich men on the 1st of January, but

the result may terribly falsify their cal-

culations. In this part of the country we
pay our rents in hard cash, and not with

balance-sheets. Fallacies may be sought

for in valuations, but the fact will be

ascertained only when tlie produce is

realised. 1 have now shown "G. A. H."
that in one respect, at all events, I am
unlike Sir Andrew Agiiecheek, to whom
he was good enough to say I bore a

resemblance. I have not sent him my
horse, or even my ass, to let the matter

slip. I said at the commencement of

this he had not answered me fairly

;

neither has he ; for he has fastened on

me a set of questions which I might in

all fairness have refused to notice, as

not a single line in either of my com-

munications rendered me responsible,

and they are apart from the line of

argument I had chalked out. "G. A. H."
is, however, like the cabman who, when
he thinks he has found out a tender

place in his horse, keeps flogging away
at it. In one respect, though, he differs

from "cabby;" he does not seem to

know whether he is hitting the right

horse.

1 have now, however, thrown off the

"oldmanof the sea," whom "G. A. H."
determined whether or no to fasten on

me, and I feel relieved by the opera-

tion, as we now meet on fairer terms.
" G. A. H." tells your readers that,

after looking carefully again over

my letters, he could see nothing calling for notice

from him except the proposition he feared he

had answered too soundly for my satisfaction. I will

relieve him from the difficulty. I could point out

several matters, but one will be sufficient for the

present. I therefore challenge him to show, as a

fact, that on 100 acres of land the true charge for

interest, wear and te.ar, depreciation, &c., amounts to

12J. an acre, the cost of the tackle being ^^375, the

sum on which we are both agreed. If he fail to do

tliis in a manner which shall be satisfactory to your

readers—and here let me tell him to copy " Old Dagger

Brief," without his preambles, and not rummage his

book-shelves for sarcasms to fling at my he.ad, but

answer the question in plain straight-forward language,

—if he fail to do this, I will fling back his own advice,

and say :
" G. A. H." humble yourself at once before

the public you have been trying to deceive. Tell them

you have been guilty of a monstrous fib, and if forgiven

you will be more careful for the future. Unless he

does one or the other, I shall take leave to tell him

that, like his great prototype of old, the sling and the

stone he so affected to despise have been too much for

him. LookfT-on.

THE FARMER'S CALENDAR.
We add the other engravings of grasses from the

pages of this book, to which we referred last week.

In Fig 56 No. 10 is Agrostis alba, one of the grasses

growing on dry sandy soils ; of no value, except perhaps

for sowing a rabbit warren, or on light sands which will

yield no useful pasture. No. 11, Festuca duriuscula,

Hard Fescue generally sown in mixtures for good pasture

-early sweet, and nutritious. No. 12 is Festuca loliacea,

Darnel-leaved Fescue ; a very nutritious and excellent

species of the same genus. No. 13. Lolium ilalicuni,

Italian Rye-grass, has been already often described in

these columns. It is distinguished from the common

perennial Rye-grass by its armed spikelets and more

vigorous growth.

In Fig 57, No. 14 is Poa alpina, or Broad-leaved Moun-

tain Poa. It has latterly been recommended for upland

1 pastures, as yielding a good and sweet pasturage. No.

1
1 1; Festuca pratensis, Meadow Fescue, is probably, on the

wliole the most useful of all our British grasses, and

finds a place in all good pastures, and in all mixtures for

laying them down. No. 16 is Poa nemoraUs sempervirens,

Wood Meadow-grass, is adapted for shady places, orchards,

and the like. No. 17, Festuca ovina, Sheep Fescue, a

sandy-soil Grass ; short, but useful in sheep pastures.

No. 18. Poa pratensis, Smooth-stalked Meadow-grass, is

found in almost all good dry pastures, and is generally

added to mixtures for laying down grass-land, though it

does not rank with the most nutritious and productive of

British grasses. No. 19. Lolium perenne, perennial Rye-

grass, is one of our best meadow grasses. A great many

varieties exist, which are sold under different names, and

possess very different properties, both as to their perennial

character and as to the bulk and nutritiveness of their

produce. Lolium perenne finds a place in all mixtures

for laying down land to permanent p.asture.

THE CENTRAL CHAMBER AND THE
FARMER'S CLUB.

I H.\D supposed from the alteration lately made jn

your paper—viz., the leaving out the newspaper part,

and confining yourself to the theory and practice of

agriculture and horticulture, with their scientific accom-

paniments,—that you meant to drop politics altogether,

but, judging from two or three little remarks in your

last week's Gazette; it is not your intention to lose the

opportunity of sarcasm and ridicule when you think an

opportunity offers, by first giving a partial and unfair

statement of what takes place, and then holding these

"pests of society," agricultural politicians, up to the

ridicule of your theoretical and scientific readers.

An old proverb says, "comparisons are odious," but

as you have thought fit to draw one between the two

meetings held in London on the 7th and 8th ult., you

cannot object to a comparison between the two

societies.

I am afraid your readers will behold the cloven foot

of envy peeping out of the articles about to be alluded to.

It is not necessary to say how many years the

London Farmer's Club has been established, but I

think I have read its proceedings and debates for the

last 30 years, and I will take it for granted, as you

state, they are a company of practical farmers and land

agents, with a few landowners ; and is it not a fact that

the land agent element has been much more numerous,

in comparison to their numbers, than the farming? and

is it not notorious they have failed to

enlist the support, and I may almost

say the sympathy, of the farmers of this

country ? I can only account for this by

the suspicion of the agency element, and

the old cry of nearly all farmer's clubs

of "no politics, no politics," whose

company it appears to me you are about

to join, and become their mouthpiece.

Now look at the support the Chambers

of Agriculture have received throughout

the country in the first three years of

their life, and the rally round the

Central, in comparison to the London.

I will say no more, for if I h.ad belonged

to, or been one of the nursing fathers

of the latter, I might, like many others,

have envied the former.

I have said, that you first give a

l>artial and unfair statement of \vhat

takes place, and then turn it to ridicule.

I. In your editorial remarks on the

ICssex Chamber you say the discussion

"degenerated into a discussion of the

advantages of malting home-grown

grain for cattle food," then further on

you say "you cannot see how Mr. Sea-

man's remarkable proposition of feeding

sheep on malted grain connects itself

with a lecture on adulterated manure,"

leading your readers to suppose the

lecture was on adulterated manures

alone, instead of "On Manures and

Cattle Food." What more reasonable,

or indeed better, than to recommend

farmers to get rid of the Malt-tax, so

tliat they could supply themselves with a

lietter food than .adulterated oilcake for

their sheep and cattle? I can only

suppose that it is editorial ignorance on

the subject which designates such dis-

cussion as degenerate.

2. In regard to your observations on

the meeting of the Central on the

" Abolition of Turnpikes," and the

future maintenance of turnpike roads,

your reporter must have been the only

])erson present who tliought "the whole

plan of the business committee fell

through and disappeared, and the great

organisation for nrging the views of

agriculturists upon Government obvi-

ously failed of its intended purpose."

The direct contrary was the fact,

—

.-, everyone appearing satisfied with the

reasons given by ^'tr. Hugessen for

not pressing the resolutions at the pre-

sent time ; and very naturally so, for

what the Chambers had most to fear was,

tliat the future maintenance of the turn-

pike roads, with tlieir bonded debts,

might be saddled on the 'present rate-

payers, and under the"present system of

rates. What then could be more satisfactory than a

declaration that Government was going to broach the

subject of local taxation in the present session. And,

previous to going into the road question, of course we

were ready to wait and see the alteration proposed in

local taxation ; but as the meeting consisted of a con-

siderable number of farmers, your reporter might

consider them a set of simpletons, and therefore very

easily gulled.

3. On the subject of agricultunal statistics, you ridi-

cule the idea of farmers being afraid of the truth

being known, or being suspicious of the'motives of those

so very anxious for agi-icultural statistics ; and there is a

sort of sneering pity of the weak and helpless muddle

such notions must land us in at home. "Poor farmers,

poor creatures, how long will you continue to reject the

advice so often given for your good by the most amiable

philanthropists, by the most cunning speculators by the

most aspiring editor for fame, by the most plausible

statistician." Who but us poor dolts are expected to

turn ourselves inside out for the good of other people,

I for the good of the nation, for the satisfaction of inqui-

Isitive minds into other people's business?—no t)ne.

I Who ever heard of a manufacturer being expected to
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inform his neighbour of what he intends doing for the

next twelvemonths. Is not all our business carried on
in o])cn day, open to the eyes of the world? We never

put up *'No admittance except on business."

I admit I am very suspicious as to the motives of

those parties so very anxious for agricultural statistics.

I'list there are those who wish, and perhaps believe,

that, with correct returns, prices could be so regulated

that let whatever would occur they should vary but

very little. Now prices always have varied, and

considerable district of such—and compare the systems
of farming and quantity of produce raised on each, we
will fmd the Belgians are very much our superiors as
regards careful management, »S:c.

Where shall we find such careful utilisation of
manurial matters? where shall we find such attention to
minutiae? where shall we find such good results from
small beginnings as in Belgium ?

But to general principles. As regards "petite cul-
ture," I must concede that a farmer holding a large

doubt will continue to do so, but suppose they could
]

extent of ground, with all necessary appliances for Tts

always be kept at present prices, say Ss, per bushel, proper cultivation, will, if a good manager, raise more
would not that be inflicting injury, nay, ruin, on disposable produce than the cultivators of microscopic
many when blighty and unfavourable seasons come holdings. Applying this to Belgium, the question is,

round.
I

whether would it be better for the country to have it

Tlien there is the speculator : is it worth while to
,

under its present system, or that there should be a con-
assist him? His very intentions are bad, his only object solidation of farms? Granting that there would be
is to get money between the producer and consumer ; ! more disposable produce, whence would come a demand
he goes into the market when prices are rising, or there , for it ? The same number of people now engaged in

is a probability of a rise, and helps make com dearer by fai

withholding it from consumption; what
cares he for ruined farmers, or famine
prices, so that he can realise large profits?

Then the statistician, whose curiosity

and love of figures and comparisons are

so great that he works himself up almost

to the belief that without statistics some
great calamity will happen, we shall be
all starved, ornearly so, and as a matter
of course come to an end as a nation.

Now for the last quarter of a century

I have read your Gazette, with all the

arguments you have been able to produce
in favour of agricultural statistics, but
they have failed to convince me of any
necessity for them, either as beneficial to

me as a fanner, or as to any injury occur-

ring to the country for lack of them
;

but whether it be my thick head or your
weak argument that is at fault I will

leave you to judge. However, I

seconded Mr. Leamon's proposition for

them to be taken every ten years, with
the census, so that future generations

may judge of the changes taking place in

the proportion of giass-land to arable.

One other error you made I wish to

rectify. The subject for discussion next

month is the best mode of Providing for

the Extension and Maintenance of the

Education of the Industrial Classes. T/ios.

Arkcilj SwindoUy Feb, 24.

[Mr. Arkell is right in several things,

and wrong in two or three. He is right

as to the business before the Essex
meeting. The subject of cattle foods

was properly discussed by Mr. Seaman.
The discussion, therefore, did not "de-
generate," even in our sense of the

word

—

i.e.y it did not wander out of its

proper field,—for that is all that the word
originally conveys ; and we were wrong
in supposing Mr. Seaman out of order.

Mr. Arkell is, however, wrong in sup-
posing that the abandonment of our
newspaper has any political significance.

There never was a more purely historical

record of events, or one more entirely

free from political bias, than that which,
for a quarter of a century, had been one of
the leading features of the Gardeners^
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette. We
have discontinued it, simply because for

most of our readers the space can now
be better occupied. Mr. Arkell is also

wrong in supposing that we do not cor-

dially sympathise with the success of the
Chamber of Agriculture movement.
It has our heartiest goodwill. Other
points in our correspondent's letter are
referred to in a leading article. Ed.]

; would not be

country whose chief industry Is its agriculture will be
more prosperous with a large admixture of small farms?
Mr. Howard does not give the Belgian small farmer
credit for the large quantities of meat supplied by the
inferior animals of his farm. Poultry, rabbits, and
pigeons are not a small contributory to the meat manu-
facture of the country.

To show how the small farmer in Belgium "gets
on" I give a quotation from a recent writer on the
state of that coimtry :

—

"The Flemish small farmer picks up grass and
manure along the roads. He raises rabbits, and with
the money they fetch he buys first a goat, then a pig,

next a calf, by which he gets a cow, producing calves

ill her turn. But of course he must find food for them,
and this he does by staking all on fodder and roots,

and in this way the farmer grows rich, and so does the

land. The institution in Flanders in aid of agricultural

credit is the manure merchant, who has founded it in

equired in "la grande culture. "
,

the best of forms ; for money lent may be spent in the

jiublic-house, but a loan of manure must
be laid out on the land. The poor
labourer goes with his wheelbarrow to

the dealer in the village to buy a sack or

two of giiano, undertaking to pay for it

after harvest. The dealer trusts him,
and gives him credit, having a lien on
the crops produced by the aid of his

manure. In November he gets his

money ; the produce has been doubled,

and the land improved. The small

farmer does as the labourer does, each
opens an account with the manure mer-
chant, who is the best of all bankers.

"The large farmers of Hainault and
Namur do not buy manure, fancying

they would rain themselves by so doing.

The Flemish small farmers invest 15
to 20 millions of francs in guano eveiy

year, and quite as much in other kinds

of manure. When does large farming

make such advances ?
"

But if England may not, with advan-

tage, adopt generally Belgian small

farming, I think I may safely say the

Sister Isle would be improved by a lesson

from that country ; and I fully believe

that encouragement to the establish-

ment of many of the institutions of

Belgium would have a considerable

effect in improving the condition of

Ireland.

A writer in the January number of

"Blackwood" exults in Mr. Howard's
expose of the miseries of Continental

labourers, and in a sensational article

asks— "What have foreign labourers

that can be put upon a level with the

workhouse, varied as it so frequently is

by outdoor allowances?" I reply, the

thrift of the Belgian labourer is of more
national value than is the workhouse of

this country. Fully believing, as I do,

in the good effectsof the Poor Laws under
the existing circumstances of Great
Britain and Ireland, I am inclined to

think the incentives to thrift which are

offered to the Continental peasant are

socially more valuable.

"Blackwood's" correspondent says:

"To toil from 4 in the morningtillSinthe
evening, to live on the most scanty fare,

to be destitute of the comforts of civilisa-

tion, solely to have some prospects of

acquiring an increase of property inland,

is a state of existence scarcely to be
envied." Does our critic forget

—

" The glorious privilege

Of being independent ?"

T. Carroll, Feb. 21.

BELGIAN AGRICULTURE.
[Mr. Carroll's letter has been delayed by press

of other correspondence. We can hardly suppose much good to
arise from an d priori discussion of the subject—but if he or
Viator or Mr. Howard could ofpersonal knowledge describe a

given area of land in the hands of one or more Belgian farmers as
against a similar area 111 England, our readers would be obliged. ]The letters of Mr. James Howard. M.P., and

" Viator," bring the points raised by me within narrow
compass, and as Mr. Howard agrees with me in many of
the questions taken up, I suppose I may take it as granted
that he did not intend the perasal of his paper should
cause us to consider the Belgian peasantry were so very
discontented and miserable as his readers supposed.
The question having resolved itself into "petite

culture," I may say I never for a moment thought of
advocating the general introduction of Belgian systems
of farming to this country. I set out with the statement
that there was no parallelism between the objects of
agriculture in England and Belgium. I believe the
agriculture of this country is advancing to a state very
near perfection, but I also am inclined to think that the
estimate which Mr. Howard formed of Belgian farming
was very far below its value. I think if we take a
similar class of soil in this country to what we find over
a large extent of Belgium—and we have in Yorkshire a

The manufacturing interest could not absorb the unem-
ployed agricultural labourers, so that depopulation
would ensue. Now, as already mentioned, the object
of agriculture is the production of food for human
beings ; and if human beings are lessened, the con-
sequent decrease in the demand for the products of
agriculture would, of course, cause a downward
tendency in farm profits, and so it might be proved
that rents would become lower. I am now dealing
with Belgium in the abstract; I (Jo not consider its

contiguity to England.
The evidence of "les grands cultivateurs " is scarcely

admissible as regards the management or well-being of
"les petits cultivateurs." It has been proved that the
former class always looks with eyes of jealousy on
their more humble fellow-workers. One great cause of
this jealousy is the readiness with which the small
farmer pays a rent higher than the large farmer.

" Viator" admits more than does Mr. Howard when
he says the small farmer, aided by sound knowledge
and industry, will raise more produce than the large
farmer. This will, I think, be very generally
admitted, and if it is so, docs it not follow that a

IRISH LAND QUESTION.
Had I seen Mr. Sanderson's pam-

phlet when I wrote the article you

did me the favour to publish on the Irish Land
Question, I should not have expressed a wish that

some practical agriculturist would state from per-

sonal observation his opinion of the condition of

Ireland. Mr. Sanderson, with Mr. Caird and Mr.

Thompson, have, as you say, examined the subject

carefully and well ; they possess the necessary qualities,

and have given, I believe, an honest account of the

agricultural position of Ireland. I can only regret that

the opinions of two of these gentlemen, at least, have

been so lately published, and that they are very likely

not to obtain the notice they deserve. It is now some-

what late to discuss the Irish land question. Mr.

fJladstone's measure will certainly be carried ; and,

with some alterations, which I trust may be made in

committee, will be, considering the political cir-

cumstances under which it was introduced, one

that a fair landowner ought not to oppose.

But there is one clause in it to my mind fraught

with danger—the one which enables a farmer to allot

a portion of land to any labourer without the consent

of the landlord. I fear this provision will be used as

a device to enable a farmer to establish his family
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around him, and lead to deadly quarrels when

any change of tenancy takes place, besides the

increase of a pauper population, to which it

may give rise. In another point, too, I believe

Mr. Gladstone to be wrong. My own experience, as

well as that of persons older than myself, is directly

opposite to the assertion that the peasantry, as a body,

are less well off than they were, and that their con-

dition, instead of improving, has retrograded. In my
o\vn neighbourhood wages have considerably risen

within the last 10 years, and are still rising ; food is

better, and good clothes much more common. The

labourers' dwellings have also improved, but still, as is

the case in England, leave much to be desired. The

Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland has, ho\yever,

taken the matter in hand, directed public attention to

the necessity of housing labourers well, and offered

prizes, for which I and others have competed. There

is, I am sorry to say, no doubt that in many parts of

Ireland a system of intimidation exists, which, unless it

is checked, will have disastrous results. I believe the

greater number do not join in it ; but as it is almost

impossible to obtain evidence, and as one of the chief

defects in the Irish disposition is strong unwillingness

to assist openly the law, it is at present very difficult to

stop its progress, and it is not wonderful that a great

many give way to perhaps unnecessary terror. I

cordially agree with one of your correspondents that it

is a matter of no small importance that Englishmen

should have a fuller personal acquaintance with Ireland

than they generally possess. Many prejudices would

be rubbed off, and the warm hospitality of Irishmen

seldom fails to leave among Englishmen very pleasant

memories. The management of Irish workmen, as of

Irish tenants, requires certainly tact and judgment.

But firmness, just dealing, and strict integrity win their

respect, and when they understand they are fairly

treated they become, with few exceptions, contented.

Is it wonderful that the Irish should be in many
respects behind their English brethren ? Recollect the

miserable education they have long had— treated at

one moment with gross and absurd injustice, at another

their imagination dazzled by the most detestable flattery,

and the poison of such newspapers as the Irishman

supplied to them without control. If education,

untainted by narrow bigotry, could be united with that

practical instruction Scotchmen seek and spread with

unsparing hand over the country, Ireland would soon

be a prosperous land.

t Agricultural schools are also very necessary. When
the principles of agriculture are more widely under-

stood, and it is better known that capital and know-
ledge are necessary to extract from the soil its full

value, the quarrel about large and small farms

will cease, for each will have found the con-

ditions under which it can llourisli. Ireland

must become independent of any influence, social,

territorial, or religious, which withstands her pro-

gress. And if the eloquent words of the Prime

Minister are to be realised, if "settled and cheerful

industry are to diffuse their blessings over a smiling

land," respect for the law must be unbroken, the dif-

ferences of creed and party must be forgotten, and
th.at mutual forbearance must be observed which

the trae spirit of charity teaches. BriiisUy Marlay,

Feb. 22.

Uoiiij Comspanknte.
" T. C," the Irish Land Question, and

" G. A. H."—Your conespondent tells me I must
know that the opponents and abominators of assassina-

tion may be reckoned by the million in Ireland, just as

they are in England. I beg to say I know nothing of

the sort. I judge of men by their acts. If the Irish

peasantry abominate assassination, how comes it that

they screen and conceal the perpetrators of it ? I

venture to assert that if any cowardly assassin set

himself down behind a hedge in England to shoot an

unconscious victim, and if there were hundreds looking

on, the hand of every man would be upon him ; and if

they failed to prevent the deed, at all events the villain

would be taken red-handed in the act, and forthwith

lodged in gaol. How comes it, then, if the Irish

people abhor assassination, that none of these atrocious

outrages and murders are ever successfully traced and
punished ? We know that unarmed men are ruthlessly

shot down by a concealed assassin hid behind a hedge,

and we know that these deeds are done in open day-

light and in most populous neighbourhoods ; but still

not one of the assassins is ever caught, or a single

whisper of information given to guide the officers of

justice to the criminal. Some twenty years ago
.assassination was a common crime in Italy, but

the people as a people had no sympathy with

it. The assassin was forced to perpetrate his

cowardly act in some dark and unfrequented lane at

midnight, away from all risk of detection, because he

knew that the people abhorred assassins as the most

cowardly and most despicable of beings. How comes

it, then, I ask "T. C." that the same rule does not

hold in Ireland? G. A. H. [We have omitted the

latter half of " G. A. H.'s " letter.]

Irish Crime.—The following, which appeared i:

the Pall Mall Gazette of the loth ult., may not be

without interest to many of your readers. Your cor

respondent "G. E. H." advocates a better acquaint-

anceship between the people of this country and

Ireland. I fully agree with him in the view that such

would be^^mutually advantageous. T. C. [We must

refer our readers to the columns of the Paper thus

named. The article calls attention to the power of the

priesthood, arising out of the constant active faith of

the people in the supernatural—and the practice of

confession, which gives the priest this check upon
the gi'owth of mischief, that their patients are obliged

to disclose to them the premonitory symptoms. And
if this practice does not prevent altogether the

"potting" of the landlords, no doubt it does so to

a great extent. But it is a practice with the assassins to

perform their work in distant parishes, exchanging

places for the purpose when the job is to be got over,

and probably when an agrarian outrage is committed
the parties to it leave the country. The writer goes on

to contrast England and Ireland as to other forms of

crime and wrong-doing, referring in particular to con-

cubinage and suicide, in which the latter country

contrasts favourably with the former. We can insert

no further letters on this subject.]

Cattle Disease.—On Feb. 5, p. 190, you were

kind enough to answer a letter of mine about a disease

from which some of my father's Alderney cows have at

different times died. You say that "it would be

useless to suggest any treatment without knowing
something of the system of management." During

November and December the cows are turned into a

field that h.as had nothing in it since the hay was cut

early in the previous July. They remain out all night,

.and have nothing but the Grass to eat, with a little hay

or straw at milking-time. After Christmas they are

either kept in the yard or tied up, and are fed on hay

and straw (not cut into chafl), with a few whole or

sliced Turnips and Mangels. Early in May they are

turned out to Grass, and remain out day and night till

Christmas. All the cows that have died have been

bred on the farm, and not imported. The bulls are

also bred on the farm, and are perhaps too nearly

related to the cows. They are generally in use from

tlie time they are one year old (sometimes before) till

they are nearly two and a-half years old, when they are

sold. They do not serve more than 10 or 12 cows
in a year. I shall be glad to know how to cure as

well as how to prevent the disease. C. P., Sleiukley

Grange. [It is probable that the original disease is

scrofula, a tendency to which is fostered by breeding

from close relations. The digestive derangement

might arise from ordinary causes. Treatment will be

of little avail ; hut great care must be exercised in

breeding, not to select any animals which show the

sliglitest symptoms of the disease.]

Traction Engines Drawing Ploughs.—Your
contemporary The Farmer takes you to task for

ridiculing the idea of a traction-engine being set to

travel backwards and forwards across a field dragging

a plough after it in the same way as a pair of horses

do, and goes on to say "to our thinking there need

not be any question, for we saw it dragging two double

ploughs at the Highland Society's trial ground last

great show in Edinburgh, with ease, and apparently

quite as much under command as the best trained

horses." If your contemporary be a farmer, at all

events he is not an engineer, or he would know why
such an application of steam-power is pure folly. The
simple reason is that the engine has not only to move the

plough which turns over the soil, but also has to move
itself in addition. The traction strain necess.ary to

draw an ordinary plough varies from 250 lb. up to

350 lb., but the traction strain to draw one ton on an

ordinary cart (the weight of the cart included in the

ton) over soft sandy or gravelly ground is about

200 lb. Now a lo-horse traction engine will weigh

something like 10 tons, and to move that engine

over a soft field will take a traction strain of

about 2000 lb. In fact, as much power will be

absorbed in moving the engine alone as would drag

six or eight ploughs. But this is not all ; for if there is

the slighest hill to surmount the efl^ect of gravity comes
in aggr.-ivation of the difficitlty. To raise an engine

weighing 10 tons up an incline of I in 10 would
require an additional power of 2240 lb. traction strain.

Now, a rise of i in 10 is a very simple hill, and would

not look at all steep, and yet to force a lo-ton engine

up such a hill would take 4240 lb. traction strain in a

ploughed field. At what result, then, do we arrive ?

Why, that if we have a hilly field which rises r in 10

the power expended by the engine in moving itself

along is equal to the power necessary to drag from 12

to 16 ploughs ; so that if it draws four ploughs after it

in such a field, it is expending four times the power
requisite. Now there is, no doubt, a considerable

amount of friction in the ploughing ropes, windlasses,

and usual adjuncts to steam ploughing, but the power
requisite to overcome that friction is nothmg like half

the power necessary to move an engine on the level

across a ploughed field, and certainly is not one-fourth

of the power requisite to move the engine up an incline

of I in 10. I hope, then, your contemporary will see

that Mr. Waldegrave Leslie's suggestion was really a

very thoughtless one, and displayed, as you justly said,

an ignorance of the subject as astonishing as that

displayed by the sub-committee of the Highland and
Agricultural Society upon the subject of steam cultiva-

tion generally. G. A. H.

Foreign Correspondence.
Paris : Agricultural Penitentiaries of France.—Two

grand problems are before the world— the reclamation

of young offenders and outcasts, and how to give

agricultural instruction to the working classes. Our
neighbours of France have done much during the last

few years towards the solution of both these momen-
tous problems, and promise to do much more ; and
their agricultural colonies for juvenile offenders are

especially interesting, as they meet both questions at

once, and touch particularly the subjects proper to our

Journal.

The task of reclaiming unfortunate lads by means of

agricultural schools, in place of prisons, was taken up

many years since by benevolent individuals ; and the

colony of Mettray, well known to all agriculturists

who have visited France for practical or philanthropic

purposes, was the result of such efforts. At the pre-

sent moment the agiicultural colonies are sufticiently

numerous to receive not only all the boys taken before

the tribunals, and acquitted on accomit of their youth

or want of discernment, but also those who are

sentenced to detention for not more than two years.

There are 33 such colonies now in France, some of

which only are maintained by the State, capable of

receiving 10,000 children, and giving them sufficient

instruction to enable them to gain their own living

hereafter. Of the young delinquents sent to these

colonies in the year 1S64, more than three quarters

were totally illiterate, or could read imperfectly only.

Of the boys sent to the old correctional schools, 30 per

cent, fell back into their former vicious courses, while

in the case of the agricultural colonies the proportion of

failures resulting does not amount to more than 3 per

cent. The average time that the boys remain in the

colonies is 3 years ; so that the new agricultural

penitentiaries make useful members of society of about

900 children, who would othenvise become thieves and -

perhaps assassins.

One of the most remarkable of these colonies is that

of Gentilly, near Nancy, founded in 1863 by Monsieur

and Madame de .Suzainnecourt. Here there are no

black or white holes, no cells, no bolts or bars : the

boys not only work in the open fields but are often

sent in gangs to assist on the neighbouring farms. The
number who have nm away from the place in four

years is only ! 3, and most of these returned after an

absence of a few days ; they felt themselves "out in

the cold." But a little stronger proof of the value of

such correctional schools is the fact, that not a single

I)oy that remained at Gentilly since the foundation of

the colony has been condemned for a second offi^nce.

The conduct of the boys is generally excellent ; in

collecting the manure of the towns money and other

objects are frequently found by them, but always

carried to the officials ; the fruit and flowers are never

touched, although entirely unprotected. The Minister

of tlie Interior allots bd. or 7</. per d.ay for each boy in

a colony, and private charity supplies the rest.

Naturally, tlie instruction is not of a high order ; the

boys learn reading, writing, and arithmetic, to dig, to

hoe, and to do all the ordinary work of a farm labourer

consistent with their strength : the grand thing is that

honest, hardworking lads are producal out of the most

unpromising materials.

btixtks.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND,

Monthly Council : Wednesday, March 2.—
Present : the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., President, in

the chair ; the Earl of Lichfield, the Earl of Powis,

Viscount Bridport, Lord Chesham, Lord Tredegai",

Lord Venion, Lord Walsingham, Sir Massey Lopes,

Bart., M.P., Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart., Sir H.
Vane, Bart., Sir WatUin Wyiin, Bart., M.P., Mr.

Barthropp, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr.

Clive, Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent, M.P., Mr. Druce,

Mr. Edmonds, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Holland,

Mr. Hornsby, Mr, Wren Hosk-yns, M.P., Colonel

Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Leeds, Mr. Milward, Mr. Pain,

Mr. White Ridley, M.P., Mr. Staller, Mr. Torr,

Mr. Wells, M.P., Mr. Whitehead, Major Wilson,

Mr. Jacob Wilson, Professor Simonds and Dr.

Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :

—

Arnold, James, 35 and 36, West Smithfield, B.C.

Bather, Thomas, Maesbury Hall Mill, Oswestry

Bond, .\.. Huntstill, Bridgwater

Brown, Benjamin. Thursford, Thetford

Case, James, Upton, Reading
Castle, George, Sutton, Stanton Harcourt, Eynsham
Cole, W. Douglas, Bicester

Dickers, S. S., Colder Manor, Tetsworth

Dodd, F., Rush Court, Wallingford

Ellershaw, Charles, Bossall, York
Garratt, R. L., Thorpe Malsor, Kettering

Gillett, Charles, Lower Haddon, Faringdon

Greenslade, John, Balham, Tiverton

Hale, Bernard, Holly Hill, H.artfield

Hammond, John, Bale, Thetford

Hariand, H. S., Malton, York
Humby, J. H., .\shley, Stockbridge

Jones, John, Pike's End, EUesmere
King, J. Pittman, North Stoke, Wallingford

Kirk, Charles, Sleaford, Lincoln
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Labalmondiere, George, 32, Craven Street, W.C.
Lloyd, Robert, Offmore, Kidderminster
Mace, Thomas, Sherborne, Northlcach
Newton, S. C, The Downs, Croxton, St. Neots

Niccolls, W. H., Newnham, Shrewsbury

Owen. C. N., Walton House. Oxford

Paddison. Edward. Ingilby, Lincoln

Parsons, Herbert, Elsfield, Oxford
Parsons, John, Iffley, Oxford
Perkins, W. H., Westfield House, Aniesby, I'licdding-

worth, Rugby
Rusher, W., High Street, Banbury
Statter, John, New Brighton, Chester

Todcr. Edward, Little Carlton, Newark
Topham, Thomas, The Twemlows, Wliitchiu'ch

Vaughan, G. L., Belmont Villa, Leicester

Walker, James, Bushy Lodge. West Firle, Lewes
Warden, T. S., Sedbergh, Kendal
Willows,

J.
G., Rushton, Kettering

Finance.—Viscount Bridport (Chairman) presented

tlie report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's

receipts during the past month had been examined by

the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball & Co., the

Society's accountants, and were found correct. The
balance in the hands of the bankers on Febmary 2S was
;^I724 OS. 8(/. It was also reported that the com-
mittee had had under their consideration two cases of

members in arrear with their subscriptions, namely,

Mr. S. W. Nayne, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, [and Mr.

Joseph Chesworth, of Longslow, Market Drayton, and
they recommended that these cases be referred to the

Society's solicitors, with instnictions to take the neces-

sary legal proceedings to recover the arrears of sub-

scriptions due to the Society. The committee recom-
mended that a new vahiation be made in the fixtures

and furniture of the house, in consequence of recent

clianges made in the Society's property.—This report

was adopted.

Journal.—Mr. Dent, M.P., reported that an appH-
cation had been made by the Editor of the "Geolo-
logical Magazine " for the loan of the stone from which
the geological map of Belgium, in the last number of

the Journal, had been printed ; and that the committee
recommended that this application be gi'anted on pay-

ment of the necessary expenses, with the proviso that

due acknowledgment be made of the source whence the

map was derived. This report having been adopted,

and the committee having announced that the Febmary
Number of the Journal had been published and
delivered to members in the middle of the month,
Lord Vernon expressed liis regret that the article on
cheese factories had not been published earlier, so as

to have assisted the dairy farmers of Derbyshire by the

information which it contains, in their endeavour to

establish cheese factories in England.

Farm Prizes.—The committee recommended that

Mr. Keary, of Bridgnorth, Salop ; Mr. Gibbons, of

Burnfoot, Cumberland ; and Mr. Torr, of Aylesby,

Lincolnshire, be appointed the judges to adjudicate on
the prizes offered by Mr. Mason, late High Sheriff of

Oxfordshire, and by the Society, for the two best

managed farms in the district round Oxford, to

compete for which 22 farms had been entered. It

was also recommended that the first inspection should

commence as soon as possible, and that Mr. Keary
be requested to write the report of the judges.—This
report was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M.P. (Chairman), drew
attention to the following analyses of bone manures,
which have been submitted to the committee by the

consulting chemist in his usual qviarterly report :

—

I. Composition of a sample of so-called bone manure,
sent by Mr. S. Bacon, Jun., RatcUffe Culey, Atherstone.

Water 20.19
"Organic matter 21.61

Mano-basic phosphate of lime t .. .. -. .74
Free sulphuric acid .. ., 3. 78
Oxide of iron and alumina .. .. 69
Sulphate of lime (gypsuml 4767
Magnesia and alkaline salts 7S
Insoluble silicious matter 4.54

It will be noticed that these bones were very poor in
nitrogenous organic matter, and contaminated with a
good deal of carbonate of lime and fine sand. Their real
value does not exceed J^^ per ton.

III. The following is the analysis of another sample of
bone-dust sent to me by Mr. E. D. Broughton, Wis-
laston Hall, Nantwich, who bought it from Messrs.
Bradbum & Co., of Wednesfield, near Wolverhampton,
through Mr. Thos. Wittingham, their agent at Nant-
wich, at j^7 per ton ;—

Moisture
"Organic matter
Phosphate of lime
Sulphate oflime
Carbonate of lime
Alkaline salts and magnesia

13-52

ntrogei

*Containing nitrogen .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . i, 1

1

Equal to ammonia .. .. .. .. .. 1.34
fEqual to bone-phosphate rendered soluble .. 1.17

It will be noticed that this example of so-called bone
manure contained only i per cent, of phosphate oflime,
and I per cent, of nitrogen. It contained 20 per cent, of
water, and consisted mainly of gypsum and some cheap
organic refuse, impregnated with sulphuric acid, and is

not worth more than 30J. to 35.;. per ton as a manure.
Mr. Bacon informs me that he bought the manure from

a Mr. Ralph Potts at ^4 10^. per ton, and invoiced at _^4,
and that it was guaranteed to be bone manure, pre-
pared by Mr. George Birch, manufacturer of all kinds of
bone and special manures for every crop. Woodcock
Street Works, No. i, Heneage Street. Birmingham.

II. A second sample of bone-dust was sent for analysis
by Mr. J. Borlase Tibbets, Barton Seagrave, Kettering,

who bought it at £j ys. from Messrs. ElUs & Everard,
Leicester, as ^ inch boues.
The following is the composition of this bone-dust :

—

Moisture
"Org:
Tnbasic phpsphate of lime
Carbonate of lime
Oxide of iron and alumina, magnesia, &c.
Insoluble silicious matter (sand) . . .

.

9.94
7-74

40.19
17.66

"Containing nitrogel

Equal 10 ammonia

Genuine bone-dust contains about 48 per cent, of phos-
phate oflime, and yields about 4J per cent, of ammonia
and no appreciable amount of sulpliate of lime. Good
bone-dust at present, I believe, cannot be bought for less

than £S 8s. per ton. The bone-dust sent to me by Mr.
Brougliton was mixed with boiled bones, to which fre-

quently sulphuric acid is added for the purpose of arrest-

ing decomposition.

The committee recommended that the foregoing
reports be published in the minutes of the Council
meeting. They also recommended that the usual

annual grant for experiments be awarded to Br.
Voelcker.

Veterinary. — Major-General "Viscount Bridport

(Chairman) reported that, in the opinion of the

mittee, the portion of the grant to the Royal Veterinary

College (;^5o), which, by the resolutions of 1S62 was
to be appropriated for researches into the diseases of

cattle, sheep, and pigs, has not hitherto been suf-

ficiently set apart for that purpose. They therefore

recommend that for the future the aimual veterinary

grant of :i^200 be divided under two heads :—(i) That
;,^i5o shall be paid to the Royal Veterinary College for

the general advancement of veterinary science in

reference to cattle, sheep, and pigs, as heretofore
;

and {2) That ;^50 be retained under the control

of the Council for the purpose of being applied
to experiments on the diseases of cattle, sheep, and
pigs. They further recommend, that in consideration
of the general grant from the Society the Governors
shall undertake that the Professor of Cattle Pathology
sliall cany out such experiments at the College as the
Council shall require, the cost not to exceed the above-
named amount ; that the result be communicated to the
Council immediately on the conclusion of the experi-
ments ; and that a detailed account of the expenditure
of the ;^5o shall be furnished each year with the annual
eport.—This report was adopted.

General, Oxford.—Lord Walsingham reported
the recommendation of the committee that advertise-

ments be issued inviting tenders for the supply of
refreshments to the showyard at Oxford.—This report

was adopted.

It was moved by Col. Challoner, seconded by Lord
Walsingham, and carried unanimously, after some
conversation respecting the exceptional nature of the

circumstances which led to the proposition

—

"That a sum of ^^500 be given to the Manchester
Local Committee, in aid of the extra and exceptional
expense occasioned by the compensation awarded to the
tenant of the trial-ground."

Col. Kingscote, C.B., M.P., having called attention

to the incomplete state of the Society's library,

suggested the desirability of a grant of money, for the

purpose of bringing its contents up to the present time,

and of an annual grant for the purchase of books from
time to time being placed at the disposal of the

Journal Committee. Lord Walsingham thereupon
drew attention to the absence of accommodation for a

large library in the Society's house, and Lord Bridport

suggested the desirability of building a reading-room.

Ultimately, at the instance of Mr. Torr, supported by
Colonel Kingscote, the whole question was referred to

a joint committee, to consist of the House and Journal
Committees.

It was moved by Mr. Jacob Wilson, seconded by
Lord Chesham, and supported by Mr. Milward :—

'

' That the committee for the recommendation of
judges be appointed at the March Council, that this com-
mittee shall sit in April, and that the absolute appoint-
ment of judges shall take place at the May Council."

This resolution having been carried unanimously, a
committee was appointed for the selection of judges,

consisting of the Implement and .Stock Prizes Com-
mittees.

Mr. Ton- gave notice that at the next monthly
Council he should move " that judges of live stock be
provided with catalogues in the same manner as judges
of implements now are."

It was proposed by Mr. Milward, seconded by
Mr. Torr, and can-ied unanimously, that Mr. W. J.
Edmonds, of Southrop, Lechlade, be nominated as

Farmers' Clubs.
LAVENHAM.

The Breeding and Feeding of Lambs,—At the
January monthly meeting of the Club, Mr. Greene,
M.P., read a paper on this subject.

Mr. Greene said : First and foremost is the selec-
tion of your ewe. I myself have bred from several
different classes of ewes, and have found no animal
gives me so good a lamb as a well-bred Hampshire
ewe crossed with a Lincoln or one of Aylmer's tups ;

but from the necessity of frequently purchasing the
ewes at a high price, I am about to test the merits of
the Shropshire sheep, and for that purpose have
selected some of the best bred ewes and tups I could
find, combining the aptitude of the fattening of the

Down with more size, and I expect to be able to carry,

on the same food, more sheep than of the half-bred
kind. Should this be the case, I shall be able to keep
up my own flock without going to market. In my
remarks on sheep it must be borne in mind that my
experience applies chiefly to light land suitable to

sheep. I believe the dry seasons we have had for two
or three years previous to this has led many heavy land
farmers to attempt breeding sheep, and unless they
have a fair acreage of pasture saved up after the hay is

cut to winter upon, they cannot breed to a profit on a
large scale, they being unable to keep their sheep on
the land in winter. I have observed that ewes on cold
land require much more expensive feeding than on
light—on heavy land I should graze in summer.

Having judiciously selected the ewe and tup, I am
in favour of putting the tups with the ewes in the third

week in August, or first week in September, so as to

have most of your Iambs born in February. My reason

is, that an early lamb is always a superior animal to

those that come later, and I am about to state that

which at first sight will, I know, be questioned, and
that is—you are better off for food at that season

than when you lamb in March; as eveiy gentle.

man in this room will allow that in February and
the early part of March his white Turnips are

better than later on, and, moreover, they ought to

be fed off, and the Barley sown early in March.
Having fixed the third week in August or first week
in September, and having previously got my ewes into

good condition,—which I think very important, as I find

a e\\e in high condition in the autumn is wintered very

much cheaper and with less loss than a poor one,—

I

then, if possible, divide them into lots of from 50 to

80, and prefer having only one tup with them at a

time. I tup on early sown Turnips, or Coleseed and
young layers, according to the seasons. My ewes
having been tupped, I have a bit of Mustard and a run

on some old Grass, and as soon as my Mangel is off I

fold the land, having two rows of Swedes and one row
of Cabbages to every 10 rows put in with my Mangel,
and this with a run out for an hour or two on Grass and
a little chaff"carries me on until lambing time. One thing

I have found very important is to avoid allowing them to

eat food with the frost upon it. I believe food of that

kind is very injurious to ewes in lamb. I may say, in

passing, I am against stuflling ewes with a lot of straw

chaff. My 12 score ewes have four bags, of eight

bushels each, daily of cut Pea-straw this year ; and
when that is done, I shall mix one-third hay with

straw. I put a bushel of bran into each bag ; and my
ewes are looking well. The Mangel land will be

finished about a fortnight before the ewes lamb, as I

like to put them on white Turnips for a short time—it

helps their milk. I always now plant a few acres of

Cabbages in June ready for lambing, as they are

aluable to put in the pens when ewes first lamb,

and to strew about under hedgerows for the ewes until

the lambs are strong enough to go to Turnips. I give

my ewes artificial food— either cake, malt-dust, or

Oats—for the first few weeks after lambing, at a cost

of 3(/. or 4//. per head. When my ewes leave the

Turnips, I have provided after harvest on a Wheat
stubble a mixture of Rye, Wheat, Tares, Coleseed,

and green round Turnips ; from that I go to Rye, and

tiien on to a bit of Rye-grass sown in the Wheat, and

this, with a very few acres of layer, say ten—as I mow
all I can—carries my sheep on until after the feed is

ready.

Now, having bred your lambs right, comes the point,

how are they to be managed in the most profitable

manner ? I believe, by never allowing them to go back

so as to lose their lamb fat. My shepherd teaches my
lambs to feed as soon as possible, with a little bran,

crushed Oats, and linseed-cake for a few weeks ; then

Cotton and Linseed ; and I spend about l\d. to id. per

head a-week upon them until September or October,

when I increase it to yi. until the end of December,

and then for a few weeks up to 6(/. per head for arti-

ficial food, seldom exceeding that sum. The lambs,

of course, run forward through lamb hurdles, and I do

not cut them young, but sear them in May or the fii^^t

week in June, when I clip the ewes and take off the

lambs. I have also tried tlie experiment of clipping

lambs in June, and if you wish to force your lambs to

an early market in Januaiy, I believe it will thoroughly

answer. I find the clipped ones grow faster on the

same food. I tried a few lambs, and when I sold mysteward elect of implements. ^u,...., .v^w-^. ^ i-.v— ^ »-.. ."."--, .
-

A letter from Messrs. Holt and Glazier, on the utili- lambs to a gentleman I now see in the room, I think

sation of town sewage, was referred to the Journal he will bear me out that they were certainly not tne

Committee, | worst among them. The Iambs bemgoff, the ewes are
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then folded on the layers, and I generally grow a bit of

Coleseed as a change of food, which ii very essential,

I need not remark I am very careful not to put the

Iambs on layers that have been mucked or folded, as

that will surely kill or injure them. Great care is

required that the lambs have always water by them

in the summer. If you depend upon driving them

to water, they may miss drinking one day, and the

next will take more than is good for them. They

should also have rock salt. It is important when

the sun is hot that the lambs should be put into

the shade in the middle of the day. Besides the

advantage to your land, and to your lambs generally, of

giving them artificial food, you make a good price of

your refuse. I sold three score of my refuse, not

leaving one behind, last September, at 24J. each, and

I am sure, had they had no assistance, they would

not have fetched more than l6s., so that in that lot

alone I had £24 for cake.

Layers, Mustards, &c., being done, I begin with a

few acres of white Turnips, and then, about Dec. i,

get on to .Swedes, having them clamped on the land :

they are cut by Gardner's cutter, and I never give

Swedes whole. Judgment is required, on every

change of food, not to overdo your lambs. I always

have a double fold and double set of troughs, so that

the lambs are shut back, and all the food put in the

troughs first, which gives every lamb a fair chance, and

prevents the strong ones pushing the weaker ones

aside. I think 10 score is the outside number that

ought to be in one fold. In the middle of February I

sell my hoggets, many of them fat ; some one buys

them to finish, and, as " the proof of the pudding is in

the eating," I shall probably sell them to a gentleman

1 see in this room, and you will most likely see them

in Bury market and judge for yourselves. I do not see

how a farmer is to pay his rent and expenses off a light

Ia\id farm unless the gross price of his lambs come up

to the rent. I believe the advantage, both in corn,

meat, and money, is in favour of keeping

your lambs and sheep well. I never sell

my crones and old ewes at less than from 35.1. to

H2S.— fresh, not fat—and take lambs, treated as I have

described, on August I to be worth 32J. each. Spend

ill per head per week for artificial food up to December
21 (20 weeks), 5/. per head; from December 21 to

February 21, is nine weeks at 6d., 4J. 6(/., which

brings the cost price up to 4U. 61/., and you may
reckon on the average of years they will be worth

5o.t., leaving ^8 10s. per score for Turnips, &c.,

the breeder having been well paid on the value of his

lambs on August i. If I were going to clip my hoggets,

and feed them off in summer, I shoidd treat them as

described, but at less expense for artificial food ; but

always bear in mind with every animal for meat, never

to lose its young fat. Every pound of meat lost costs

money to replace—a loss of I lb. at gc^.
,

costs 8^/. to

put on, which makes is. ^d I must say on riding

about the country I have observed in many instances

a great want of management in sheep ; but by keeping

a strict eye to their well-doing, they must pay. Mind,

I am against extravagance in feeding animals. I believe

much money is wasted in giving too much artificial

food to both sheep and bullocks. They require a

diversity of food, and can only assimilate profitably a

certain quantity ; but the more you mix cake with

other descriptions of grain, in my opinion, the better
;

and though you may say 1 am recommending my own
wares, a few grains will be found to a.ssist lambs

very much. Times are now not very cheery for

farmers. The dry summer of 1S68, and the light crop

and low price of Wheat in 1869, will prove trying to

many ; but put on a good heart, look well to your stock

and land—both are grateful for good treatment. I

have had 40 years' experience in business, and have
witnessed frequent changes of depression and prosperity;

but have generally found the persevering succeed. In

conclusion, I can only say plough and sow, tend well

your stock, and look with humble faith to Ilim who
always blesses honest labour. If I have only caused

by these remarks further thought on the subject

amongst you, I shall feel amply repaid.

Mr. BiDDELL said his experience was very much
in favour of the Southdown ewes. Some years back
he had the misfortune to have his stock afflicted with
the cattle-plague, and by necessity he was compelled
to turn his attention to sheep. He enlarged his flock

.so that he kept a little more than a ewe to the acre,

viz., 20 score on 380 acres of land. He was highly
gratified at the result, and some persons went so far as
to say that his sheep more than made up what he had
suffered from the cattle-plague, but he was not at all

sure they were right in that. It, however, led him to
think what he could do with keeping ewes on heavy
land. He had the advantage of a good deal of
pasture, nearly all of which he used to mow, but he
thought it was quite possible to keep sheep with profit
on heavy land. Ever since what he might call the
discovery of Beetroot (for it had been introduced within
the m;moryof the present generation) they had been
placed in a much more favourable position in reference
to keeping sheep than formerly. Till then they had
nothing to give their sheep in April and May, for
Tumips would not keep so long, and if they had had
to depend upon hay he was sure the balance would
have been " over the left," for he did not think they
could find a more expensive thing to feed sheep upon.

But since they had had Beetroot they could dispense

with hay.

Mr. Greene : How do you keep sheep on heavy

land in wet weather ?

Mr. BiDUELL said when he could not keep them on

the land he took them off" and put them in the yard.

He suggested that if they could grow some rows of

Turnips or Cabbages with their Beet, and so get some
sheep feed on the land, the land would be greatly

improved. With regard to the time of tupping, if the

object was sell the lambs, no doubt the sooner they

were dropped the better ; but if they intended keeping

them, he doubted whether it was advisable to tup so

early as Mr. Greene had stated. Though they came
early they would be found to have very large appetites

when food began to run short. With regard to artificial

food, he quite agreed with Mr. Greene that while

mutton sold as it had done the last few years, they

must not grudge 5-r. a score per week for food of that

description, and he believed they would be amply
repaid ; at the same time he had found a very nice

balance-sheet without such assistance when food had
been plentiful. With respect to layers, he considered

that on heavy land they were the most expensive food

they had. His practice had been to have very little

layer, but to get a piece of Rye-grass early, and then

he could put them on to a meadow ; or if he put in

Coleworts in May he got a very good crop in July and
August ; and he was persuaded that with attention

they might be got by that time on heavy land. Some
people got two crops of Colewort, and if they could not

do that they might get Mustard, which was a good
preparation for Wheat, and between the two he thought

they would have much better feed than by feeding on
layers. With regard to clipping lambs, his experience

was very limited. He never clipped but two, one of

which died, and the other was as near death as possible.

After they were shorn there came some scalding hot

weather, and the sun took such an efl^eet upon their

skins as to make them peel. At the same time, he had
fancied that some of his long-wooUed sheep were
greatly incommoded by having to carry their wool till

March. As to cutting Turnips, he was an advocate for

allowing the sheep to cut their own food, provided they

were white Tumips. Sw'edes required cutting, and he
thought all Turnips should be cut after the animals'

teeth began to loosen. He quite endorsed Mr. Greene's

opinion that the sheep ought to pay the rent on a light

land fann, and he was of opinion that, even in that

locality, they might do more towards making the sheep
pay the rent than they now did, and he strongly recom-
mended the members of the Club to try.

Mr. T.\LltOT said : As to keeping sheep on heavy
land, where could they have been put during such
weather as had been experienced during the last two
or three months ? They could not have sheds to keep
them in the dry, and if they had been put on pastures

they would be ruined. The Suffolk pastures were not

particularly good nor particularly well fanned ; but if

ever so well farmed, the Grass would be materially
injured in an unkindly spring by sheep being put upon
them. With regard to the supply of food in the spring, if

they were to carry out what had been said by Mr. Greene,
and save up all their pasture in the autumn, ready for the
spring, he was afraid they would not keep so much
stock. They must provide certain food to keep their

sheep in the winter and spring, but every practical

farmer would agree with him that it was impossible to

spare all their jiastures for that particular purjjose ; if

so, they must very materially reduce the number of
animals kept on the farm, and that he did not think
was altogether the thing in the present day. As Mr.
Bidden had observed, if there was anything of a paying
nature connected with fanning, it was sheep, and to
these they must turn their attention. As far as corn
was concerned, and especially Wheat, they must never
expect a very high average for it again ; they had the
whole world to go to, and even at the present price,
4r.t. a quarter, large quantities were constantly arriving.
Therefore it behoved every tenant-farmer to keep the
greatest number of sheep he could, and that could only
be done by using a certain amount of artificial food
with the products of the farm, for there was a vast
proportion of heavy land that would not graze sheep
without food of some other kind.

Mr. H.WVKINS said : Being a heavy land district,

that locality was not much adapted for breeding sheep
;

but he was very fond of them, and was satisfied that if

he dispensed with sheep he should have to shut up, for

were it not for his sheep he did not believe he should
have any profit on his stock. He generally set seven
score of ewes, and bred fat lambs ; he got his ewes in

as good condition as he could, and kept the lambs as
high as possible. To show them that he was not far

wrong, he might state that his lambs generally brought
him 35^. to 37J. each in the month of July. He felt

quite sure that heavy land farms might be improved by
keeping an increased number of sheep, and wlien they
looked at the price mutton had made of late, he felt

sure it paid them better than any other stock they could
graze. His being a heavy land farm, he could not fold
upon the land ; but he found no difficulty in keeping
his ewes and rearing and fatting his lambs. The only
difficulty was to get the money to buy the food, but he
grew everything except cake. He had found that the
lambs obtained more benefit from giving the ewes cake
than from giving it to the lambs themselves. He
always used Mr. Aylmer's sheep, which produced

most beautiful lambs. Sheep, he was convinced, were
the mainstay of a light land occupation, and half the

mainstay of a heavy land farm.

Mr. Greene, in replying, said he quite agreed with

Mr. Bidden about the Southdowms, and he was
inclined to think farmers deserted them too soon.

Mr. Kersey Cooper, who would have been there that

evening if he had been able, had often laughed at him
because he had tried almost every description of sheep.

He had now bought some Shropshires, and he had
got his nearly like the Downs, but with more size. He
thought if the Downs had tlie same chance as the half-

breds, and they let them have the best food, farmers

would be able to carry more sheep per acre. This,

however, was speculation, for he had not tried it. On
heavy land he was sure sheep would pay if they could

only keep them about on the pastures, and in the yards

at night, and have Mangels to give them. But that

was a matter he must leave to heavy land farmers.

With regard to clipping Iambs, he was there only to tell

them what he had done himself He clipped only a few,

neither thebestnorthe worst, and when he sold the lot he
believed the clipped lambs were worth "Js. 6(/. each more
than the others in the lot. He would not recommend
them to clip those they were going to keep, as at

clipping time they would lose some wool—he did not

know what amount. The lambs clipped about 3 lb.

in May, and he should think on the average they

would clip about 3 lb. The wool made about 9^.

per lb., that would be 2s, Mr. Biddell's experience

was with two ; his was with three score, and he
had not lost one. Last June, after clipping, there

was some extraordinarily cold weather, and he
lost three ewes, although they had cake, but the Iambs
did not appear to suffer, and he never lost one. He
had not fed the clipped ones differently to the

undipped. He selected five of the largest, and sent

them to market, just to see what they were worth, and
although he contended that they did not fetch within

4r. of what they were worth, they made 53.?. 6(/. each ;

they might judge they were pretty fair hoggets to fetch

that, and yet they had not half a pound of cake a-day.

fie thought he should force his clipped lambs more
than the others, and he believed they would bear

it, and he should get them to market when mutton
was dear. He wanted to impress upon them the

importance of early tupping. He was speaking

now of a light farm, because, as he had said

before, he had never farmed heavy land, and he hoped
he never should. He liked land over which he could

ride without dirtying his horse or splashing his boots.

He must recommend early lambing, and one failure

was no proof against it. They failed in one thing, but
in how many did they succeed ? If he farmed heavy
land he should be inclined to follow Mr. Hawkins'
plan, and fat both ewe .and lamb every year. If they

forced a ewe well they could do it, but they must
put their hand into their pocket, for without that

they could do nothing. He believed February
or March was the best time for lambing, and
it suited the land best, too. He once passed a
piece of land belonging to a man who did not spend
much on his ewes, and he believed through not putting

his hand in his pocket for some cake that man lost

three coombs an acre of Barley on 20 acres of land.

Although he never let his lambs be without cake or

bran, yet depend upon it the cake to the ewe was the

secret of making the lamb look well ; and then, besides,

if one of their ewes did not plea.se them, they could
sell her at a very good price. Still they must not be
extravagant, for they would also lose by that.

BOTLEV.
CoHversionof Woodland.—We nowgivethe remainder

of Mr. Bi.undell's p.aper on this subject ; .seep. 290:—
Having endeavoured to show that wherever the land

is adapted for arable or pasture in the majority of cases

the most profitable treatment is to cut the timber, and
invest the money to grub and cultivate the land, except

in cases where the land is too poor for corn or Grass
produce, I will now proceed to state several plans or

systems of planting Firs, Pines, Cedars, &c., for profit.

First is a method of planting Larch Firs for a quick
and profitable return. The land should be trenched
or steam cultivated not less than iS inches in depth;
the use of fresh, strong manure should be avoided,
although good vegetable mould may be applied with
advantage on very poor and stony soils. The plants

should not be too large—say about from 24 inches to

30 inches high ; and if they have been grown and pre-

viously transplanted on poor soil, so much the better,

if they are healthy, clean grown, and well rooted. The
first two years after planting the land should be kept
clean by hand-hoeing. Particular attention should be
paid during their growth by the removal of diseased or
decaying plants, and as soon as the poles are market-
able (which they will be by taking the best at the end
of 1 1 years) commence by thinning and selling, looking
only for a quick return ; and I believe a great mistake
is made by many, who allow the plantation to go on
unnoticed until the plants are neither fit for one purpose
or the other,—not large enough to pay for sawing into

rails, pales, &c., yet having passed the size called poles.

It often happens also that the plants are set at too
great a distance from each other ; the consequence is

they do not grow so fast, neither do they make such
handsome poles. When planted close they protect

each other, the winds take less hold of them, and they
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gntlier more moisture from the atinosphere in the

summer montlis. They cover the land quicker, keep-

ing in check both Grass and weeds. Again, instead of

growing boughs, the giowth centres in the poles, wliich

come earlier for use in consequence. In following the

nbove plan the plant:; should be set at 36 inches by

30 inches apart. I will now furnish a statement of the

cost of planting, &c., and also the mode of taking, and

the value of the crop per acre :—

"

Expenses—Trenching iS inches deep, al is. cy/. per rod /,ii o o

,• 5250 plants, at 25J. per thous.ind .. o n 3

,,
Planting by spade .

.

.

.

-

.

. . 2 10 5

Ho

^:<4

13th year

i6lh year c

Failures allowed, at 10 per c

Total expenses of pi,

tting, taking the best

with sufficient power as the means of grubbing ordinary
coppice land, incUnling the lifting of tree stools, at a
cost of from /"s ioj-. to ^5 5^. an acre. In the fore-
going pieces of woodland noticed I have made no state-
ment of draining such lands as require it, because it is

only to add the cost of draining to the other expenses,
and charge interest upon, which would still leave a
large profit.

Anntinl profit, ^8s.

As, however, the plan of quick returns, as just

stated, by the growth of only Larch Firs, requires a

great deal of constant attention, some parties may
oliject to it for that reason or others, I will therefore

allude to a plan whereby a less number of plunts may
be set, and take the crop at the end of 25 years, and in

this case, if required, rows of Sweet Chestnut, Hazel,
Ash, &c., may be planted, with the view of remaining
for the growth of underwood after the crop of poles
has been sold off. Planting is advised in the following

M ay :—Larcli Fir plants at intervals of 3 feet and
6 feet alternately, and at 3 feet apart in the lines, the

6 feet space being planted with underwood plants at

3 feet apart. Then, at some intermediate time, each
line of poles at 3 feet apart may be cut and sold, as

also half the poles in the remaining line, thus leaving
the lines of Firs standing for the main crop at 6 feet

iipart each way, and the underwood jilants will be
found standing also at the same distance. According
to this plan there would be left at the end of 25 years
about six poles to the rod, which, at is. each, would
give j£i\& per acre, being a large return, in addition

to the valuable plant of underwood left on the land.

There is yet another system of planting Firs and
Pines or Cedars to which I wish to call attention,

more particularly \\here it is intended that large trees be
the object to be attained. In such cases I should plant

three sorts in alternate rows, , or rather at right angles.

The sorts I recommend are the Cedrus Deodara, the
Douglas Fir, and the Common Larch Fir, the first row
lo be Cedrus Deodara, with Larch alternately at equal
distances; the second line all Larch; the third line

Douglas Fir, with Larch Alternately, at the same dis-

tance apart ; and the fourth line with all Larch plants.

Then proceed with Cedrus Deodara and Larch as for

the first row, and so on throughout the plantation, the

•distance recommended for tlie plants being about 6 feet

apart each way. In thinning out the Larch they may
remain until worth about is. each, which they would
>be at about 18 years' growth, thus leaving the Cedrus
Deodara and the Douglas Fir for the main crop, these
<iorts being calculated to grow to an immense si<ie and
height if properly set out at the right distance, which
distance, as proposed above, would be 12 feel from
plant to plant each way. The Cedms Deodara and tlie

Douglas Fir, as I believe, have not been cultivated for

profit in this country, but only used for ornamental
purposes. In the latter respect they are comparatively
well known, and 1 am oii'y justified in introducing
them to your notice as p.ofitable timber producers
though the high encomiums passed on them by a «ork
called "Pinacea," which is the soundest practical trea-

tise on Fir and Pine culture now extant.

I, therefore, to justify my recommendation for plant-

ing, quote from this worli the writer's opinions on their

growth in their native habitats, and his experience as to
their adaptation to our soils and climate in England for
timber growing purposes ; and, relying upon these state-

jnents, we are justified in assuming that their giowth
here would be profitable, not only as regards the bulk
of produce in timber, but its utility for all ordinary
purposes. In order, however, to obtain plants of these
Cedars and Pines, they must b2 raised from seed, as
they cannot now be obtained from the nurseries except
at a very high charge, they being grown for ornamental
purposes only ; and in gi-owing plants for own use they
should be grown in soil and climate similar to that

where they are to be planted.

In conclusion, I wish to make a few general observa-
itions. Trees for timber in woodlands should never be
lopped or shrouded, nor should trees be ever left within
20 feet of the boundary fence adjoining arable lands.

In making plantation-; upon laml which is too wet,
instead of underdraining, as for com land, it is best

done by opening trenches f om 2 to 3 feet in depth,
and from 20 feet to 30 feet apart, according to soil, as

pipe tile draining in woodlands would soon become
choked and useless. Steam cultivation I have seen
successfully done in bringing heath-land into cultivation,

at a cost of about 30J. per acre. It is also recommended

llotitcs of |]oohs.
The Photographer's Annual and Almanac for

1870 : a Priulkal M,uiu,i! pr t/i,r Professional and
Aiiialeiir riiolo^-aplicr, the Beginner, the Colourist,

and the PhotograJ>hie Mechanie. Edited by A. H.
Wall. J. W. Green, 54, Paternoster Row.

This is an extremely complete and well illustrated

collection of practical hints and instructions con-
nected with the art of photography. It is arranged
under Technical, Chemical, Optical and Artistic heads,
with Hints for Colourists and Amateur Mechanics,
besides a miscellaneous division, from which we extract
the following agricultural scrap :

—

" Pencil sketches of prize animals at the cattle shows
are usually furnished by some artist specially invited

;

and the value of such pictures to cattle-breeders and
farmers is not merely as a souvenir of the exhibition,
but instructive, because they show a standard by
which to judge the perfectness of their stock. Of
infinitely more worth, because infallibly correct, are
photographs of the animals ; and at most of the
.\merican cattle shows a photographer attends whose
pro\'ince it is to take pictures of the selected beasts.
This is a practice to be recommended, and worthy
tlie attention of all interested in cattle-rearing and
agriculture in this country. The issue of a shilling
photograph of the prize animal would be found re-
munerative to the Society, and would satisfy the farmer
better than the pencilled representation of the skctcher,
distorted as it often is by the flurry of the liurried wood

Carter's Farmer's Calendar. Illustrated. 1S70.

This, like Messrs. Buttons' corresponding publication,
referred to a week or two ago, is a good deal more
than a mere trade publication. It is a satisfactory
indication of the relations subsisting between our lead-
ing seedsmen and their customers that the advertising
circulars which they send out are thus really capital
agricultural treatises. The present pamphlet contains
a very complete and excellent essay on the best
mixture of permanent pasture grasses adapted to
particular localities. Tlie cultivation of other crojis
and plants and seeds is also very well discussed.

.and 4 lb of Alsike per acre on one-lmlf the lain, and
w. h 10 lb. of the large-blossomcd suckling, and 4 lb.
of long-haulmed Dutch on the other half The ordinary
sorts of Kye-grass are not so much used as formerly
particularly where the land comes in for Wheat out of
lea. The Rye-grasses are often sown for the purpose of
filling up and making a crop, whereas it is much
uftener found they starve and damage the Clover crops
and are the positive cause of failure and loss of plant'
besides which they come into bloom before the Clovers]
and thus hasten the hay season prematurely. The
seeding, however, of light and thin soils, recommended
especially when intended for two year's lea, is 9 lb. of
suckling, 3 lb. of Dutch, with li to 2 bushels' of
perennial Rye-grass per acre.

It is also advised that seedings for Sainfoin, Lucerne,
and such like crops, should be drilled at 14 inches
apart, excejit on very stony soils, in order tliat the
land may be kept clean by liorse- hoeing between, and
(iragging across the drills, as these crops are commonly
so much infested with Lop, Couch, and other injurious
grasses, which reduces the crop in quantity, and
damages the hay for consumption on the farm by pro-
pagating and seeding the land with weedy grasses in
future years. Joseph Blundell, Southampton.

Farm Memoranda.
Hampshire.—It is much to be feared that the

recent extremely severe frost will have injuriously affected
vegetation of various kinds. If we recollect the light
and dry season for Wheat sowing Snd the recent flood-

ing rains, jsucceeded by frost almost as suddenly
as the shifting of scenes at a theatre, we can but
expect that the early sown Wheat, together with
Swedish and other Turnips, may be somewhat seriously

damaged. Let us hoi)e, however, that in due course
the spring seed time will be favourable, although
deferred for a time. This is now an anxious time for

flockmasters on the hill farms, Hampshire Down
flocks about this time being in the midst of the lambing
season. The early Down flocks on the vale farms have
suffered more losses, both in ewes and Iambs, than for

sereral years past, and the flocks on the hill farms up
to the present time cannot be reported as over an
average as regards the number of lambs saved. Many
losses have occurred in some flocks from the lambs
coming dead. It is difficult to account for this ; there
are, however, two causes to which we hear it attributed,

viz., the epidemic still lurking in the blood of the ewes,
and when they do not fall lame as iu former seasons
they are more likely to bring dead lambs. The " ergot
'^^ Rye " is also stated to be an exciting cause of abor-
i ) 1, both in ewes and dairy cows, to prevent which it

is advised to cut olTtlie bents on the old leys and pasture
lands during the month of July.

The supplies of both beef and mutton have of late

exceeded the demand. Prices have, in consequence,
receded. This extra supply, no doubt, has been caused
by the root crops not having turned out so well as
expected. At the same time tlie consumption h.as

rather diminished, for the price of meat is still high for

those classes who can only find partial employment.
The prices of Wheat and other grain is now very low,
and we think that the world's price delivered in this

country will rule upon an average of years, and the
only mode of meeting low prices is to cultivate for full

crops at the lowest possible cost, and certainly there
has been now for some years artificial manures avail-
able for use of such varied kinds as to greatly assist
farmers, as compared with former times before they
became so plentiful and cheap.
The spring seed time is fast ajiproaching, and the

seeding of grasses in the Lent corn is a matter of much
importance. Owing to the succession of crops alterna-
tion seems to be generally considered as the best means
of success, and on land under the four-course rotation
it is recommended to seed with 10 lb. broad Clover

%\t mn\h Morli.
March 4.—Come what may as to weather, the

sowing of spring corn must now, generally speaking,
be somewhat later than ordinary in our southern coun-
ties. At the same time, if the seed is well got into a
favourable seed-bed, ordinary weather may overtake
past arrears long before the usual time of harvest.

Spring Wheat sowing, if not already finished, should
now be brought to a close as fast as the season will per-
mit. If to be drilled in a stale lea furrow with pro-
spects of wireworm, or Clover stubble with clubworm,
sow half a ton of salt per acre immediately before har-
rowing, so that it may be harrowed into the seams
between the furrow slices. Some apply the salt
ten days or a month before sowing, preferring wet
moist weather, in order to wash it down to the roots
of the Grass and Clover, where the wire and club
worms lodge. The salt will not only help to kill

insect life, but to rot the roots of the Grass and Clover,
and all effete matter in the soil. Specific Wheat
manures may be drilled in at the time of sowing in
the usual way, should the land so require, to force
forward a rapid vegetation. There is an old
saying that "a late season requires more seed than an
early one ;" but under the old practice of sowing
Wheat on land newly ploughed, much of the seed sank
to the bottom and was lost in late b.ad seasons. Sprint
Wheats often suffer much in dry ^^•eather before the
roots get below the influence of solar heat, and unless
the seed in such cases possesses constitutional vigour
normally the plants grow sickly, tiller badly, and
yield but poorly in harvest. Again, as spring Wheat
is merely an habitual effect of the time of sowing,
a very important practical question arises for solu-
tion this year, viz., if the early part of Feb.ua-y
has hitherto been the lime of sowing spring Wheat in
the South, and the early part of March the time
farther North ; and if the early part of March is the
period of sowing in the South this year, would not seed
from the latter (the North) be preferable for sowing in

the former (the South), provided the quality of the
seed is equally good ?

Oats may be sown as soon as there is a proper
seed-bed for them. In the north of England, and
throughout the whole of Scotland, the place for
Oats is on a stale lea furrow, so that under the
thorough drainage and improved cultivation of the
present day there is seldom much difficulty experi-
enced in getting a proper seed-bed liy the close of
February and beginning of March, much better than
was got a month later prior to such improvements.
Throughout the southern and midland counties of
England, the Oat crop can hardly be said to have
any very definite place iu the rotation, the breadth
sown being comparatively small. Put, although the
Oat is the hardiest of our cereals, it is very wrong to
supjiose that it may be sown on any sort of seed-bed or
soil. On the contrary, it requires a dry seed-bed in

land properly cultivated and in good heart before a
profitable return can be expected in harvest. It has
even been said that " fewer farmers are up to growing
Oats than Wheat or Barley." The varieties of this

cereal are very numerous, and no little skill is required
to select the sort best adapted for this and that and the
other soil and climate. The common rule, " late sorts

for the South, and early ones for the North," is any-
thing but trustworthy. Where wireworm is dreaded,
or where the Turnip crop is subject to finger-and-toe,
sow salt as directed for Wheat, and it is preferable
to harrow the land well and then drill in the Oats
than to sow broadcast before the harrows. By
drilling there is also a gre.it saving of seed, whilst

the young plants tiller and come away more evenly for

harvest.

Karly Potitos are now planted in much larger

breadths than formerly, in order to supply the increas-

ing demands of our large towns, railways affording

every facility for conveyance. The crop requires what
are locally known as early dry soils, in situations which

are free from liability to spring frosting. The land
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requires to be prepared as for Parsnips, deep thorough

tillage and ample manuring in autumn being essential

to success. At this season it must again be deeply

smashed up with a fine working season, for however dry

the soil may be naturally, it must not be worked wet

for Potatos at the time of planting. Indeed, this is

an absolute rule for all our cultivated crops. The sets

should be cut from properly matured tubers some

time before planting, spread thinly on the floor,

sprinkled with hot lime, and turned over two or three

times, so that a fresh skin may be equally formed over

the whole wounded surface. The sets may then be

planted either in stetches by a double mouldboard

plough, or on the flat in every third furrow with the

common plough, or they may be dibbled in on the flat

with a Potato dibble. Several new varieties have

recently been introduced, but as yet the price is too high

unless for the purpose of growing "seed" for next year's

crop.

JCohl J!a/ii is now mostly sown as Swedes, but it

may be well to sow a bed or two for filling up blanks,

not only in the seed-sown crop, but in Swedes and

Mangel, as those sown at this season transplant much
better than the younger plants taken from thick parts

of the drill at the time of hoeing. The preparation

and seeding of the land are the same as for Cabbages.

Spii!^ I'fk/ia.—Sow weekly for the successive

foldings and cuttings of summer, as directed last

month. To obtain a heavy crop the land requires to

be properly prepared and richly manured with farm-

yard manure. Sow three bushels of seed per acre,

with about two pecks of Oats or Rye to keep up the

crop.

J/op Gardriis find plenty of employment to all hands

daily at this season, both in dry weather and wet—in

trenching and digging, in throwing and sorting the

poles, and in collecting and making manure. Tlie use

of artificial manure has greatly reduced the latter work,

the manufacture of hop manure. The rags, fish, bones,

and other etceteras that used to be chopped up during

wet weather about this time are now converted into

manure by more improved processes. Nevertheless all

Hop-growers continue to make less or more of their

manure on the old plan. In fine weather the manure
may be carted and dug into the drier class of soils. The
heavier lands may be loosened with the fork or

smashed up to let in the warm drying air, so as to fit

them for manuring and digging. The Hop delights in

calcareous soils, and where there is a deficiency, and a

supply to be had, calcareous sand, &c., may be

carted when the land is not in season for working.

The annual supply of new poles may also be procured

and got ready.

Farm Horses are now on a full allowance of giound

oats and beans mixed in their chaff. If the hay has not

been salted at the time of stacking, \ cwt. to the load,

the chaff should be salted when cut. A cooling

diet daily is also necessary, as a bran mash—boiled

barley, carrots, or, what is better than any of them,

the first cuttings of sewage Grass, which we are afraid

will be later than usual this season.

Dairy Cmcs for supplying towns with milk and

butter yield as well just now as at any season of the

year, and from the improvements made in the dietary,

the quality of the milk they yield is rich and free from

any obnoxious taste. Some cheese dairies, too, keep

the cheese press going all the winter over. These are

great triumphs, and the pity is that they are not more
general. If the fattest and heaviest cattle, sheep, and

pigs are sent to the shambles about Christmas time,

why is it that milch cows and their milk are both in the

depth of poverty ? Just because milch cows are

starved on improper food, and housed in cold and
wretched hovels. It can hardly be said that any dis-

covery has recently been made in cooked food for

milch cows, the great advance made being merely an

extension of a very old practice long ago taught by
Arthur Young and other authorities of the last century.

It is, therefore, rather surprising that so many milch

cows continue to be cared for so much to the disadvan-

tage of their owners. No little blame, doubtless, rests

upon landowners for not erecting proper cow buildings,

including cooking apparatus, &c. , for the proper pre-

paration of food.

T!ie steam tackle should now be in readiness for

spring smashing. We know the full value of steam in

om- stulible fields at the close of harvest, but it is very

questionable if half its value is yet known experiment-

ally at this season. All are familiar with the immense
harm done by the trampling feet of horses in heavy

clay land, however well underdrained it may be, and

the necessity there is for working it between the wet

a-id the dry, keeping the fine weather-made soil upon
the surface if intended for Mangel Wurzel, and indeed

for almost every spring and root crop grown ; but steam

does not trample the land, and the practical question

arises. How much sooner can steam-smashers

enter into heavy soils than horse-smashers ? Another

practical question arises, namely. Are our steam

smashers, which do their work so effectively after

harvest, when the subsoil is comparatively dry and

hard, adapted for smashing up heavy soils at

this season when comparatively dry above, but soft and

wet below ? We do not believe it ; on the contrary, we
aver that a diversity of soil so great requires a core-

•spending difference in the construction of the imple-

ment, and the season we aver is favourable for bringing

experiments to bear upon the solution of the question.

In difiicult seasons like this the horse rule is to smash
,

lower. Choice Cab es are sliU scarce and dear. Our

up before the land is actually ready, in order to dry the
^

foreign suppjy^j:onsists^ of 5;5_Beas^s. 4480^ Sheep, ^and

bottom, this being done purposely that the next smash- " -« '""

ing across wdl break up the land between the wet and

dry. In other words, the land requires one turn more

smashing in difficult seasons than in favourable ones,

and this can be far more effectually done with the

steam implement in its present imperfect form, for soft-

bottomed work, than by horses. There is a differerice

in the effect produced by the implement when moving

at a quick speed than when going at a slow pace—the

tines in the former being more apt to strip. By
slackening the speed of the steam implement, therefore,

it will smash up the bottom, when otherwise it will

strip through. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

Maul at Bromley : C. C. The following anal

the subsoil to which your former question refer

cates a very good and useful marl :^

54 Calves ; from Scotland, there are 117 Beasts ; from
Ireland, 324; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1140; and 489
from the Midland and Home Counties.

s. d. s. i!. s. d. s. d.

Rest Long-wools 5 4105 6
s I Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

o
I

Ewes & ad qu.ility 4 4—4 10

8 I Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

o I Calves . . ..44-64
Pigs .. ..4 06 o

Beasts, 2585 ; Sheep and Lambs, iq,i8o : Calves, 76 ; Pigs, ictA.

Thursday, March 3.

We have a very short supply of Beasts, but it is quite

equal to the detriand ; indeed, they cannot all be sold ;

prices are lower for all descriptions. The number of

Sheep is large for the day, and there is scarcely any trade

for them ; our highest quotations are only reached in a

ery few instances. Calves are also lower. Our foreign

supply consists of 205 Beasts, 2175 Sheep, and 62 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
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w HEELER'S SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
hvay ,

Excellent, and unadulterated.

i_(\Vhich vary from 13*. 6rf. to 32s. per :

1 and situation) extremely moderate.
I for Cash.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed G:

50. Mark Lane, London, L.C

Mangel Wurzel Seed.

"DOLTON AND CO. Iiave to offer choice stocks of all

JJ licsofM.^NGEL WURZEL. Their

INTERMEDL^TE YELLOW, and
LONG YELLOW

are particularly Kood, and arc offered at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND C(->., Seed Merchants, Station Road, Wood Green,

London, N.

Improvement of Grass Lands, at from 4s. 6d. to 98.

per acre.

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE should
now be sown. 6 to 12 lb. per acre.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers. Reading.

lUTTONS' CLEANED CLOVER SEEDS,
) NEW and UNADULTERATED.

Red or Broad I Alsike I Trefoil

White or Dutch | Cow Grass | Giant White
Samples and prices on application to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

GARDEN SEEDS.—T cG PEAS—Jackson's Prolific
Scimitar
Champion of England
Veilch's Perfection
Yorkshire Hero
Daniel O'Rourkc
Emperor

Hair's Dwarf Mammoth
At unusually low prices, on appli

PETER LAWSON and SON

LETTUCE, Drumhead or Malta
CAULIFLOWERS, of sorts
ONIONS, of sorts
RADISH, of sorts
SAVOYS, of sons
MIGNONETTE, &c., &c.

20, Bridge Row, Caniton Street,

SEEDS, SEED POTATOS, &C. (Carriage free.)

Fully DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST post free on applicalic

Carefully assorted Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at i2i

I2r., 31S. 6d., 42s., 6y., and 1051.

Choicest assortments of Contir
from 51. upwards.

nd other FLOWER SEEDS,

't^t-t^£J^iuie^^!^^t^^^^2l^

.

GENUINE FARM AND GARDEN SEEDS.
Catalogues on application.

Patronised by H.R.H. Prince of Wales and H.I.IVI. Emperor of the Frencli.

HARRISONS'
NORMANTON GLOBE

Frotn W. IIorK. Esq., Parslocs,

Barking, Essex.

"At the Smithfield Show last year I

selected lo different varieties of Mangel

Wurzel which appeared to possess special

merits, and have this season grown them

in an experimental field. Of all these,

your Normanton Globe is undoubtedly

the best bred ; it is very regular, and

from the remarkable smallness of top will

yield the greatest weight per acre."

The best . ulth'aN'h

MANGEL WURZEL.

// m Mr. E. A. GowiNG. Furm

s/ro.ird to the Right Hon. Lord

B. iners. Tiigby.

I have again great pleasure in bear-

mg testimony to the superior quality of

\ ur Normanton Globe Mangel over

\ n other variety I have grown; its

mill top, and having but one root,

II \\s it to be grown very closely

together, which is the secret of a heavy

crop, and certainly does not exhaust the

other

nds la

land
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New ana Select Farm Seeds.

mm1870. y^:^^ is"^*^-

SEEDSMEN io THE QVEEN.
pRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS.
Jj the Old Established Seed Warehou;
:'*Untnn"N»r5cric^. Chesl
rrKNII'S. .MAN'.l l.S. an

, 106, Eastgate Street, and

ind NATURAL GRASSES, very

ned, and free from weeds.
•VERS for ROTATION CROPS,

MIXKlx'iKAs^i -,nidri/)VERSforPERMANENT PASTURE,
lo suit anv SL.il vr situation, from 21s. to 28s. per acre. These

mixtures are comriosed of the finest Grasses, and cannot be surpassed.

Seeds of the \.ikie of £2 and upwards (Grain, Y«ches^and 1'

excepted), carriage free to any railway

for large qua:

apph

s the following approved kinds. Carriage free.

Cress—Australia

Taylor's imperial Wind-

French Dwarf, I pint.

Scarlet Runners, i pint.

Beet—Nuttings' fine Red, j oz.

,
Borecole—New Hearting, packet.
Scotch Curled, packet.

Brussels Sprouts—finest, packet.

nparablc, pkt.
Wheeler's Imperial, packet.
Red Pickling, packet.
Curled Savoy, packet.

Carrot—Early Scarlet Horn, i oz.

lames's Intermediate, 1 oz.

Imperial AUrin^jliani, i oz.

Stockwood Ridge, packet.
Endive—French Curled, packet.

Eeek—Musselburgh, packed

Drumhead, packet.
Mustard—White, 4 oz.

Melon—Choice kind, packet
Onion—Reading or Spanish

Parsley—Fine Garnishir
Radish—Wood's Early Framc,2
Early Scarlet

Turnip—Early Six-Weeks, i oz.

Early Green-top, i oz.

Orange Jelly, 1 oz.

Tomato—Large Red, packet
Vegetable Marrow, packet.

Pot Herbs, 4 packets.

IS and prices of other Garden Seeds,
n application to

ed Merchant, Worcester.

QCOTl s NEW 1 GENUINE SEE
Per packct.-

Pumpkin, Mammoth, extra

The Favourite Cabbage.. 1 o
The two largest Lettuces grown.
Melon, Golden Queen ..16

N EW EARLY POTATO. RINTOUL'S NEW

.iLito \Mfl give every satisfaction. Price 4s. per peck, or 20s. per

IJdWME, LAIRD, AND LAING, Nurserymen and Seedsmen
South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, and Stanstcad Park, Forest .

3. fortnignt earlier, and a remarkable cropper,

39, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Buttons' Potatos for Planting.

MESSRS. SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post-free. Their stock

of Potatos has been selected with great care, and can be relied on as

perfectly true to name. Lowest price per cwt., sack, or ton.

forwarded c

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

G GENUINE PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT," per

£14 los. ; per cwt., 161.; 561b., gj. ; 281b.,5s-; i4lb., 3»-

NITRATE of SODA, per ton, ;Gi7ioj.; per cwt., 19s.; s61b.,i05.

81b,, (m: 141b., 3s. 6d.; 71b.,
^ ^...-.^ -

Y^^j

SULPritjRIC AtlD, or OIL vfTRIOL, SALT, &c.

Orders by post promptly
DANIEL JUDSQN .

'"^'"
"

'

> SON, SoutHwark Str<

rriH LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

lave now read)' for deliver>', in fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARES GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO M.4NURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT &c E. PURSER, Sccretari'.

Omces, 116, Fenchurch Street, EC. ^^__^
REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN

GU.A.NO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now
ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

6 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Voelcfcer, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt, bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade_ Mark. The analysis is^uarantccd
long as the seals

* :c

Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladsti

Esq., 23, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

Agents for South-West of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith & Co.,

Bristol.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality
lOif. per lb, , or 8-is- per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nursenman and Seed Merchant, Leeds.

GENUINE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER.—
The most elTectivc of all Fumigators. Terms, circulars and

particulars on applicatioi

JAMES DICKSON - ) SONS, "Newtoi , Chester.

APPLEBY'S REGLSTERED FUMIGATOR and
COMPOUND TOIIACCO PAPER (requires no Blowing}.—

Price upon application. For Testimonials sec UajJcmrs' ChromcU,
FebruaiT 5, 1870, p, 194. Also GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, in

2 lb. and 4 lb. p.^ckcts.
, . ^

HY. APPLEBY, Foreman to Messrs. Iveri'& Son. Dorking. Surrey.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserj'men, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Til . 6rf. , and 5s.

Powder Distributors, us. td. and 35. 6rf. each.

"I find it exceedinjjly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
other plants."—Geo. Kvles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

Wharf, Wapping , E,

The Noted French Cold Grafting Wax,
(MASTIC LHOMME LEFORT;,

For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &c., may be obtamed of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C. (Sole

Wholesale Agents for the United Kingduio ; also through any
London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurseryman.

anted SULPHUR
DISTRIBUTOR for VINES, PLANTS, &c, is acknowledged

by ever>- Gardener who has seen it to be the most simple and
effectual machine invented for the purpose, Price, complete with
bellows, AS. Retail of iill Ironmontrcrs nnd Nurserymen.

Sole Wholes.-ilc Ai;.-iit^. AI'AMF.s a "" "
^''^ "'
iT, Chiche-

Tree Moving Machine.
WANTED to lIIKli:, 111 a north-west suburb of

London, a MACHINE for TRANSPL.\NTING moderate-

sized TREES. Address, stating terms, to

UDE, Branch Hill Lodge, Hampstead Heath, N.W.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,

fi.\ed complel ' " "ountry, for Warming Grccn-

Plans and Estir

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside. London, E.C.
Alanufactory, 6, Bankside, Southwark

, Bedfordshire Cham-

Curied

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEJ>S, fr

For all particulars see D ' "

Per packet—iS. d.

Lstcr. New Quilled, 12 vars.,

i Calaloj

R. i?do.

Newest Victoria, 12 do. .

.

Stock, dwarf, German Ten-
week, 24 do. . . .

.

Large-flowered do., 18 do.

Per packet-
Cockscomb, Giant, crimson

Lobelia

Marigold,
choice

Mignonette,

Primula fimbriata, 6 vars.,

Zinnia, fl.-pl., including the

GARDEN SEEDS, also of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

M To the Trade.
ONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY and WHEELER'S

MILKY WHITE POTATOS.

M ONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY POTATO : about
Two Tons of this excellent variety of Ashleaf Kidney to

Dispose of The above arc a fine bold Sample, have been well kept,

and have not sprouted, but are now just beginning to move. Also a

few Sacks of WRINKLED MARROW PEA. Prince of Wales, very

true; about One Bushel of INVINCIBLE SWEET PEA; and about

40 lb. ol LONDON WHITE COS LETTUCE, a very select 1

s for Ireland—Me

PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT GUANO, ^gi^ iw- per t

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKI H
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngl

"Analytical Laboratorj'. 11, Salisbury Square, FlcetStrcet,L
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed you -will find the results of a careful analysis a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results sp ak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in comm n

dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable arti

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cen
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble ph
phatcs which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fin

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will bee m
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them,—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) " Al'Cf STL'S VOELCKER.
The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated P

3 Company, Limited, 32, King Willi.i , London, E.C."

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO can be obtained of the undernamed, in any quantity,

from one bag upward:
Address, JOHN G. BARRY,

; Biphosphated Peruvia

The Biphosphated Pei

if Peruvian Guano wit!
t is i-.ent out in Sealed bags, and :h bag is guaranteed by Sellers,

for cash.
is by Dr. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to

iety of England; Professor J. T. Way, oJ

G c'cip 'IZ

I'pricc." CATALOGUE, with ample directions, free

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leicester.

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London. Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

J°
Branch Offices : Markel

H^
EARLY ROSE.-

CLl.MAX.—3J. per lb. ; 7 lb., 185, 6d.

BOVINIA (enormous cropper).—Reduced priccgi.p.lb. \-}s.6d. p. peck,

PATERSON'S VICTORlA.~Prime seed from special culture, direct

from raiser, and other kinds.

CATALOGUES ready. Liberal terms to the Trade.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

HEADLEY'S SEEDLING POTATO.—
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Richard Headley, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced a

diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, verv' hardy, and superior in flavour

to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,

ripening by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping
perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the following year.

Opinions of the Press.
" R. Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate; white,

mealy, and excellent in ^avoar.^ ^Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct. 30, 1869.

" white Kidney. A very fine variety ; a heavy cropper : uniform in

sii-e; ripening off all at once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish,

dry, mealy, and of the most delicate nutty flavour. A^ heavy crop was
harvested July \4."~Gardeners' Ma^azii

shape the tubers resemble those
cd July 14.

"Seedling Potato (R. Headley).

of the Fluke. They arc like those also in flavour, bui

mealy."—7o««(ai ofHortieult
Price 5s. per peck. T

ALFRED FRYER, The N

, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

<ES,

l.VWI -

LAWK^

ilATE of LIME. [MANURE,
I ; A KLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

KAIED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
. .„ obtained at any of the above addresses,)

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdor
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE

AMMONI.\, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

G
Gardeners
Red Spider, Mildew, _.-

Fly, and other Blight,

S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Used by many of^the leading

Tl^ips,

n H y
and depth oil
to prevent ov
being all of 1

R k d
Feeding 1

gorging.

¥^
, a C m, andP n D p Co
iy, durable, and impervious to infectio

. i iitt: of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsl
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W,, where tl

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

R U B N HUNT,
HAND SEED

Icnglh, per foot, 3s.

ONF RIIW CI P DRIII No
For so\MnK 1 imips r Min;,Lls on nd„c cr tlat

Extn cup pKtc for allcnnf. quantity of seed
ONF I nV CUP DRILL, No 2

kliw CUP DRILL

Illustrated Catalogues post free on applic

Red
Spid<

1 by Seedsmen,
.6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COM PAT

(Limited),

Baltersea, London, S.W.

PAINT,
^ , ^ _ _ , the Cheapest, most

Brilliant"iand Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and

Wood, &c. ; for all Decorative purposes; and is the best Paint for

Flatting ever manufactured, as it is cool in working, takes at least five

hours in going down, has comparatively little smell, can be washed,

and will cover all sunk parts.

Sold only by the GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 39A, King
, E.C.

nials free on applic

No MORE DAMP WALL S.—
The only Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, and

Cement from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,
used in the Houses of Parliament, aud manufactured by the SILI-

CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT
COMPANY, 30A, King William Street, London, EC.
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w. LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MEI.tJN LIGHT:

3 (t. by 4 fl. 1 ;n. thick, unglazed.. £0 5 o H.
Greenliouses and Conservatories.
J'I'MAN' v,;. Mi\s, ll,,riicultur.-il Works,
^''

i
'•'.

I

I
I i'lii^hcd 20 years. Good

'11 I I, ready for lixiiiF, 42 feet
i

, ; .j'ifeetby.olSet, £.51
li i, o feet by 18 feet, £110.

l'[

[AMES BOYD AND SONS, H0RTICULTUK.1

EstabllBlied Fifty Years.
TAMES WAT'lS ANu CO., Hothouse Builders"

and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

DEAN'S PATENT FUMIGATOR.

PETER LAAA^SON SON,
20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, and EDINBURGH,

Can supply this excellent FUMIG.VTOR, of which ,t full description is given at p. 245 of the Gardeners' Cliro

of February 19, 1870.

Price £1 lis. 6d. Box 2s. 6d.

Can also be ordered through the leading Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INVENTED and PATENTED by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
MANUFACTORIES :—LONDON; COVENTRY; GLOUCESTER; NEAR ULVERSTONE

;

PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN, only.

200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and*^" LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Tainted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent lo ail parts of the Kingdom.
Strong ZINC HAND-<;LASSES, all sizes

Pef n cs o the Nob G n y and T ade most of he
Coun n I n and

P*H\PLES BEARD
^-^ S or ra c n he a e F m of Sande s F e cr Si Co
which Firm was dissolved by mutual consent.
The Patentee wishes to obser\'e his Patent Houses obtained the

First and only Prize at the Royal Horticultural Congress, South

rhc I l-class Certificate at the Grand Manchester Horticultural

;'c First-cl.iss Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show,
. Eiluiunil's, 1S67, viz. :—One Prize for Patent Glazing with-

; lino Prize for Pest System ol Patent Ventilation; One

' Nothing can be more easy than to build them, nothing more simple thai z them."

—

Daily A^cws, May 2

siMPi.rcriY,

CHEAPNE.SS,

DURABILITY.

FULFIL

ALL THE

slilJUIREMENTS

OF

HORTICULTURE,

Detailed PRICE LISTS Free. A P.VMPHLET, with several Designs of these .and other Roofs, Consen-atories,
&e., sent for two stani])s. Estimates given for Heating, &c.

HEREMAN and MORTON, Horticultural Engineers,
r4, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENTS QUADRANT, LONDON, W. (formerly at 7, P.ill Mall Eas )

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, with 28 Illustrations of Glass Houses lo
Hints for Heating, carefully selected Lists of Fruits and Vegetables for Orchard-house Culture (by S. HEREMAN, of Chatsworth Pos
Free, 13J. Third Edition.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
5 HEATING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIV

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS

T. S. TRUSS
Begs to state that the immense nnmbc

APPAR.ATUS annually Designed and Erected by him
in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the ROY..\L
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOUTH
KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great advantages
obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with
neatness of appearance ; EFFECTS a SAVING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints ; can be erected by
any Gardener; an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED,
INSURING NO EXrR,\S. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway Station in

England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Four-inch Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
size of House. Apparatus Complete. Erection. I Size of House. Apparatus Complete. Erection.

20 feet by 10 feet ... ;^9 o o ... ^200 50 feet by 15 feet ... ;^I7 10 o ... ^300
30 feet by 12 feet ... 11 15 o ... 2 10 o 75 feet by 15 feet ... 20 o o ... 300
40 feet by 15 feet ... 15 o o ... 2 15 o I 100 feet by 15 feet ... 26 o o ... 350

Balh .and Gas Work Erected in Town or Country. The Trade Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c.. Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICULTURj\L BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

cly adapted for all Agricultural Eu
Railway Stations, &c., &c.

o CHARLES
Uury St. Edmund's.
PATENT GLAZING BARS, to sen

separately. Full particulars for stamped e

wood, may be had

E^

T G ^
J- . MIDLAND STEAM-POWER HORTICULTURAL
WORKS, IIOT-WATER APPARATUS, VALVE

.
MANUFAC-

I URER, LOUGIIIIOROUGH.

Honour,ablc M
id at the Dubli

the Royal Ho
: of many important improvements in

ng the

thout putty. The mode

hundreds of
purpose for which they were constructed.
Any HouscGlazcd,singleordouble,wil . .

adopted by T, G, MESSENGER for Heating and Ventilating Forcmg
'arly successful, drip being entirely prevented.

HOU^ ;d .

nd sides a

,k'r poss

L his Patent Ventilating principle

thoi ,.h the gla

til the adv.

CATALOGUE, with descrip-
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FLOW PIPE.

ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.

iR.MSON'S PATEXT CONVOLUTED
BOILER.

The Nobility, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by

HENRY ORMSON
as a specimen of his first-class and substantial style of building Horticultural Structures. Also his Patent

Wrought-iron Boilers, by which the new Hothouses, and many other Buildings are heated on a very extensive

scale in the above great establishment.

Confidence in Cast-iron Boilers is now, to a very great extent, lust in consequence of tlieir

continual cracking and faihng, and are being replaced by ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED
WROUGHT-IRON BOILERS, ^vhich arc not only free from all danger of cracking, but have

proved themselves far more economical in consumption of fuel.

HOTHOUSES ^L\XUFACTURED BY STEAM M.\CHIXERY. BEST MATERL\LS AND LOWEST PRICES.

rians, SpccifiCiJlions, and Es/iina/t's for Erecliiig Conservatories, Hothouses, and Hot-ivatcr Apparatus of every description in all

parts of the country and abroad.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APP.\RATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COM^^SSIOXERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PAL.\CES .'VND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

AND TO THE ROYAL HORIICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GREENS
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS,

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-Iron Sole-plate,

ich answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for

I years, but feel convinced that they w ill serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
ist, They require no setting in brickwork.
2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last frpm is to 24 hours without attention.

1^- PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

cd to the Boilers by means6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can b
of T-pipes.

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be
fixed in.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and

54 and 55. BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines a)id Boilers Jitted with Governors, Equilibritim Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed P11nip.

Water and Steam Gauges, &c., &c., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „ „

UPWARDS OF FIVE HUNDRED OF THESE ENGINES AND BOILERS ARE NOW AT WORK, GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Horse Power Cylinder. Dinmcter.

3l i"-

Stroke. Boiler. Height.
4fl. oi

23

l-IIo

.faSo
245°

. /S20
Z58S

Tlic 2 nnd 3- Horse

The F/y-whccl Sh.ift t s„J.pllcd

Power, if fitted with Water-Tank Sole-Plato and Governors complete, £$ exit.

Power, if fitted with Governors, £^ extra.

! made sufficic7itly long to admit a drum beingfixed on ifrequired, which t

with the Engine any diameter ordered, at an extra cost according to nze.

The above Engines and Boilers occupy a very small space, and will be found admissable in places where no other

form of Engine and Boiler could be fixed. They are especially adapted for use by Contractors and in Warehouses,
Mills, Dyehouses, Workshops, Printing Offices, Farms, &c., &c. For exportation they are invaluable, being sent

out in complete Working Order, ready for immediate use. They are made in an exceedingly substantial and simple

manner, every part being perfectly easy of access, and consequently can be readily understood and managed.
The Boilers are fitted up with Strong Welded Tubes, intersecting the fire-box (varying in number according to

the size of the boiler), and a mud hole is placed opposite each tube for the purpose of cleaning them out. They are

tested up to 200 lb. pressure to the square inch.

The Foundation Plate answers the purpose of Feed Water Tank, in which the water is heated before passing

into the boiler, and also of an ash pit, and no brickwork or foundation is required.

Tlic Fire-box is so constructed tliat Coal, Coke, or Wood can be used as Fuel.

Extract from the Gardeners^ ChroJiich\ December ir, 1869, p. 1293:

—

" Vertical Engines continue to merit growing patronage. They have their advantages over the horizontal engines, not only in construction as to the working and e.xtra

and unequal tear and wear of the piston and cylinder, but in their adaptation to light work—as grinding, chaff-cutting, and root-pulping. The small area of space they occupy is

also greatly in their favour. Of late years very great progress has been made in the cattle feeding department of farm practice, hence the growing demand for engines of this

class ; but this is not all that must be reported, for they are evidently also entering into competition with their rivals in the threshing barn. They have long been in extensive use
by builders for hoisting and pumping, being made locomotive by means of rails ; and constructed on this plan they arc proving equally effective and advantageous in the brick-

field, quarry, wood-yard, large dairies for churning, laundries, for driving washing machines, and the like. Add to this the growing use of a heavier class of engines for steam
culture, which necessitates as it were the employment of small vertical ones at the homestead, it is easy accounting for the growing popularity of the latter at all our implement
exhibitions. In construction there is a close similarity on the whole, but in details of mechanism they are diversified. Something of course depends upon the special purposes
for which they have been made, and whether they are to be used outdoors or indoors, and whether they are to bum coal or coke, and so on.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR N01SELE.SS L.\WN MOWING, ROLLING, AND

COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

Every Machine is -,rj} > ,/.,',,/ /,' -n;- cu/ire s.i/is/,nlio», and ifnot approved of

,

can be ,cti,,i:cd at once unconditionally.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International E.xhibition, London, 1862.

First Prize Medal at the International E.xhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and liave
carried off every Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT L.'VWN MOWERS is an
established fact. During the last five years the demand has been unprecedented,
which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their
characteristic features :— ist. Simplicity of construction, every part being free of access,
2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3d. They
are the least liable to get out of order.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-

sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can
be reversed again and again, bringing the sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom
blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar
adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Lists
free on application.

N.B. All Orders arc executed on the day they arc received.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.UVNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

HAND ROLLERS.

20 Ml. 22 in

These ROLLERS pus-Ass lu.uiy au...iii.<i^c;, u\ci uU others; they are made in

two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording greater facility for turning, and

the outer edges are rounded off, or turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks

left by other Rollers. They are manufactured of the best materials, and are got up in

a manner surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS, 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also

made in one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to

answer many requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller

at pleasure,

PRICES.
fl4 inches by 26 Inches . . , . ^"4 o o

20 I, 22 3 2 fi

16 ,, 17 2 10 o

Delivered Carriage i'rcc to all the principal Railway Stations clnd

Shippiiii; Ports in England.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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M
Halls, &.

Indestmictible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed

aiid Specimens sent post free on applicatirin ; also
imental Tile Pavements for Conser\'atories, Entrance
MAW AND CO., Benthali Works, Broseley.

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4?, per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free

by JOHN FISHER/ — " --.,.r_.,_ , r._^.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

s
Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you ask for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, sec that you get thi

Observe the mark SAYNOR, als(

and others, but 1

warranted both by Sellci

1 Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 yc

The Spreader for Watering Lawns, &c.,
Price with Spreader £5 K o
Force Pump for Watering Trees, &c. .. 23 o exlr:

COLEMAN AND MORTON, London Road Iron Works, Chclrr iford.

Preserve your Wall-fniit Trees from Spring Frosts.
EVERYONE MAY FIX HIS OWN WALL-COVER.

BEARD'S PATENT NON-CONDUCTING
METALLIC WALL SCREENS, manufactured at the Victoria

'"
' by C. Beard, Horticultural Engineer, Bury St. Edmunds,

Suffolk.

houses.— I nil ) \ n, ai

obtained at the W lK^ i>( lj s , ^ ^i m j \^here

Catalogue may be obi iintd ior 12 Mj.mp^, connmm,
the increasmg and \aluible systems of manufacti
glazing and ventilation.

re into Lean to or Span-
i n, and price may be
\ihere also an Illustrated

full particulars of
e in both patent

REGISTERED HUMANE LAMB

Cattle Show, says:—"Amongst
other useful novelties is a Lamb
Hurdle, manufactured by Mr.

, Le Butt, Implement Maker,
Bury St Edmunds, which
arranged and fitted with rollers,

that It is not possible for the
Lambs when passing in and out
of the fold to obtain fattening
foods to injure themselves, or
pull the wool off; and the open-
ing can be instantly increased

or decreased to suit the size of the Lambs."
These H urdles are now used by most of the principal Sheep Breeders

in the United Kingdom. They are adapted for two Lambs, are easily

fixed to suit any nurdle or fold, and, being made of Iron, will last a
Uretime. Price 125. 6d. each. If four or more are ordered at a. time,

this price includes delivery to principal Stations. Post Office^order

cheque must accompany the order, and made paj-able to JOSEPH LE
BUTT, Haymaker Works, Bur>- St. Edmunds. The name of the

t Station should be give

E.
t home and abroad,

Lan3'and PremTscs Inspected, and Estir

Erection of Avaries, \ ards, &c , to any eMcnt
upon receipt of Stamped and directed c

tes submitted for the
I ull Illustrated Lists

5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machiner>' on their Deptford premises

(Ida Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices

i
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S HAW'S TIFFANY.
For Samples and Trices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 39, Oxford Street. Manchester.

SHAW'S TIFFANY.—No. r, 5^- Per piece; No. 2,

61. ; No. 3, 7J. ; No. 4, ^. ; and every Garden Requisite at the

Garden Repository, 32, J:
~ "^

-

---.-j--
5 Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which fjivcs the size of every class of Mat,

forwarded post free on application.
.- . , j

J AS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN. Greenheys, Manchester.

O
No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

UR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a
tlinrou^h rrotccli.n from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the

time tlicy .tiiiiiit I.ii^ht .im! Sun. They are used and strongly
iimcnded Iv t' - • -: Nil E.xhibitors and Scientific Horti-

irists in ili' '
' i"^ on the Continent; in fact, are

;igs" ever offered to the public
covering for Strawberries, Tulips.

, &c., they have no rival,

(ithin the reach of every

against ISirds, \\ . icovcnngforS
. ,

Hyacinths, Sc. 1 I
- s, &c., they have no rival. The

price being ver}' rcii-^nnaiiiL', nuii;;^ iliem within the reach of everyone.
With ordinary care ihcy will last for many years. Samples post free

DANIEL COLLINGE and SON.
at 8'^if. per yard run.
at yd. per yard run.

at slid, per yard run.

Na 4-—54 inches wide .. at 4^. per yard
No. S—54 inches wide at sJ^rt. per yard run.

In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when spscially

ordered. Neit cash in 30 days from dale of Invoice.

Horticultural Glass WareHouse.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as supplied to Her
Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry-, Mr. Rivers, and the leading Horti-

6 i
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Shanks's Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDER THE PATRONAGE

OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY ('

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF THE

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY
OF

GREAT BRITAIN.

TJie Patent Inipyovenients recently introduced give Shanks s Machine several important

advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE , WIND GUAED, &C.

The steady and continued increase in tiie Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn Mowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced.

THE FIRST PRIZE MEDAL
OF riii:

INTERXATIOXAI, KXHIlllTION.

LONDON, 1862.

THE FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL
OF THE

UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION,

PARIS, 1867.

ntiiiiating that among all tl c.ALEXANDER SH.VNKS am) SON, in presenting their "PRICE LI.ST of LAWN MOWERS for 1870," have much .-iatisfactit

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at tlie Universal Exhibition of 1867, they are the only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.

A. S. AND SON have, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These
alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a

Machine which far excels any other that h.as ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or dur.ability. The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and
has only to be compared with other Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRICES—INCLUDING CARRI.A.GE TO ANY RAILW.-W .STATION OR .SHIPPING PORT IN THE KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

Easily «urkcJ.

8-inch Machine L^ o °\
10-inch Machine 3 10 o^By a Lady.

12-inch Machine.. .. .. .. .. .. 4 10 o)
14-inch M,achine 5 10 o By a Boy.

T6-inch M.achine.. .. ., .. .. Z^
ig-inch Machine.. .. .. .. .. ..7
22-inch Machine.. .. .. .. .. ..8
24-inch Machine.. .. .. .. .. ..9

Kasily Worked,
Bv a Mull.
By ,1 .\f,iii and a I

I Bv T-u'o Men.

The Hand M.achines are all with Silent Mo

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

25-inch Machi
28-inch Machi
lo-inch Machi

Zi

iilenl Mo

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

.. .. ,^19 o o '.'."""

40?.

30-inch Machine..
36-inch Machine..
42-inch Machine.
48-inch Machine..

Ditto for Donkey, i8.f. per set. Silent Movement, 20^. extra. Boots for Horse, 26s. per set.

SHANKS^S PATENT LAWN MOWERS are in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor, Buckingham Palace, Hampton Court, Osborne, and
Balmoral ; in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham ; in Hyde Park, in

Victoria Park, in Batlersea Park ; and in many hundreds of the principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

success firmly established. Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be at once returned.

GARDEN
SUITABLE FOR L.WVNS, BOWLING

ROLLERS,
GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers are made in halves, and are much easier to work than when cast in one piece. The

edges are rounded off to prevent any marks being left on the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

fitted to each Roller,

Roller, i3 Inches Diameter,

PRICES,
X 20 Indies Long .

,

£3

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SH.\FTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PON'Y.

I £^0 o oRoller, 30 Inches Diameter, X 32 Incl

30 ,, ,. X 36
^

., 30 ., ,, X 42
,, 30 ,, ,. X 48
,. 30 ,, ,, X 60

,, 30 ,, ,, X 72

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

27, Lcadenkall Street is the only pla> in London where intendingpurchasers ofLawn Mowers can choosefro
All sizes kept there, whetherfor Horse, Pony, or Hand Poiucr.

I Stock offrom 150 to 200 Machines.

should be addressed to " The Editor;" AdvertisEditorial Commi . _ _ _.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Br
CHARDS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's Covent Garden, in the said County.

-

" The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
inct of Whitcfriars, City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said W 11

• rch 5,1870.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.
-FLOWER SHOW FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE

.MEETINi;, on WEDNESDAY NE.XT, March i6, at ii o'clock.
GENERAL MEETING at Three. Band of the Royal Horse Guards
from Thrt Adin

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
SPRING FLOWERS, First Exhibition, March 30 and 3t.

EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUIT, and SPECIAL
WORKS of ART, M.ay 35, 36 ; June 33, 33 ; July 6 and 7. Ticliets
and Schedule of Prizes are now being issued.
AMERICAN PLANTS, June 1 to n.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL.
—The EIGHTH GREAT E.XHIBITION of HYACINTHS

and SPRING FLOWERS isill be held in St. GeorL-c's Hall
WEDNESDAY, March 16. For Schedules. &c., api

'

6, Basnett Street, Liverpool. R. WILSON Ta
GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION, 1870, JUNE 3 to 10. ONE THOUSAND
POUNDS in PRIZES. To be held in the BOTANIC GARDENS,
MANCHESIER. Schedules are ready, and can be had on application
"3 the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

THE GREAT VINE at HAMPTON COURT.—
Fruiting plants of the true HAMPTON BLACK HAM-

BURGH GRAPE, 7<. M. each : good plants, 51. and 31. M. each.
T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

E^
\ SON, Woodland's Nursery-, Maresfield,

E^
E. I' IilXc'N,

lunliridge W^ells.

R
To Market Gardeners, &c.

ED and RLACK CURRANTS.—.^ large quantity
if both kinds, 3 and lyr. old Bushes, of the best sorts. Apply,

W. MAUr.E AND SUNS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

rEBR'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

ies from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

TCfVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
Xli KEPT in STOCK at
CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 338, High Holbom. London.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.— Beautiful de
globular shaped plants, 3 to 3 feet high. Fit for orname

planting or for game coverts. For price per too or 1000, apply to
WILLIAM BUCHANAN, Forester, Trentham, Staffordshire.

RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORUiM, and other
NOVELTIES, are NOW in FULL BLOOM here. Public

inspection solicited.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nursery, Ormskirk.

QTRONG GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—O GOLDEN FLEECE, MRS. POLLOCK, and BIJOU, at
v. per 100 ; other good sorts at 45. ftd.

GERANItTM
, 35. l"pper Charlton Street, Portland Place, London.W.

To ibe Trade.—Plants from Store Pots.
GERANIUMS.—Tom Thumb and Stella, is. per 100

;

,, Christina and Bijou, isr. per too.

CALCEOLARIAS—Autea lloribunda, 8<. per 100. On application to
THOMAS PERKINS, 43, Drapery, Northampton.

WM. POTTEN, Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

D
New Rosea for 1870.

ESCRIPTIVE LISTS free by post on applicatic
lrv...K-,. ...„ •Ull.ll, the Royal Norfelk Nun '

"

New Roses of 1870.—Extra Fine Plants.
)AUL AM. ,S(iN, TliL- Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

olTer iIr. ..ln.vr t,, th.- Trade at lowest terms
Thrir UlK H.l.s.Kl.E LIST is now ready.

N EW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready e.arly
•n March, in so best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

r Farm Nursery, Staplcford, near Salisbury-.

New Bases for 1870.
JOHN ERASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,U London, E.,begstoannouncc that hisLIST of NEW ROSES for
1870, which contains a selection of the best varieties only, may be had

Rose Catalogue.
[OHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.
The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

D
N

Roses, Roses, Roses.
WARP ROSES, on Manetti, fine plants, all good

leading sorts. Price on application to
THOMAS PERKINS, 43, Drapery, Northampton.

E W ROSES
The finest Plants in the Trade. CATALOGUES on

WM. WOOD .^ND SON,
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Su

M

Roses.
IHOMAS S. WARE can still supply fine Standard.

Half-Standard, and Dwarf Hybrid Perpetual, Noisette, Bourbon,
)ss, aiid Provence ROSES. Prices, low, on application

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

A N E T T I STOCKS.
For summer use, second size, 35*. per 1000; cheaper bv the <;ooo.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, NurseiVmen, Tunbridee WelK

M-'
WM. WOOD AND SON, Nur; , Maresfield, Uckfield, Su
I PECIMEN and HALF SPECIMEN PL.ANTS for

To the Trade.

T THORNTON, Bagshot, Surrey, has to offer a large
• quantity of good clean SEEDof KALMIA LATIFOLIA, andRHODODENDRON, saved from named varieties. Price on application

FOR SALE, a splendid Specimen Plant of
MARANTA ZEBRINA, i8 feet in circumference : also sundry

and Half-Spccimeri FERNS. _ For further particulars apply

A UCUBA POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for
four dozen for 3a., sent post free on receipt of stamps bv

JOHN STANDISH AND "'- " '
^' •

receipt c

yal Nun

i and THUJA LOBBII, in any Quantity. For prices, sec pages
74 and 75 of our TRADE CATALOGUE, which may be had post free.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

10R SALE, about 10.000 strong ASH, aj to 3 feet,
iSr. per 1000: also fine SPRUCE FIR, from 13». to 30J. per too.

W. GROVE, Tarporley Nursery, Hereford.

IP LM, 4 to 6 feet ; ASH, 4 to 6 feet ; 0.-\K, 3 to 4 feet

;

-i and SPRUCE, 31^ 10 3« feet.—The above in finefiealthy well-
grown stuff. Prices, which are moderate, on application to

M. CROOK AND SONS, Waltonle-dale, Preston, Lancashire.

New Hardy Tree, Imperial Crab.
PAUL AND SO.V beg to offer, of this fine novelty,

strong Standards on 6 feet stems, or feathered Pyramids, 7s. 6d.
each ; Dwarfs, 51. each.

TREES and SHRUBS, &c., strong, healthy, and
well-grown. Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer.
chants, Edinburgh ; and 59, Mark Lane, London.

\MES DICKSON AND SONS, "Nei

H
Common Yews.

AND F. SHARPE have a fine stock of the above
4 to s feet high, bushy and well rooted, which they offer at

W^
and NECTARINfe.

State full particulars as toquantity, kinds, an<
ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, "Upton" NuW
o . 6(/., and 5^. Si.vty First Prizes

T> ALSAM.—A particularly fine strain ; eight varieties.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varieties,
is.bd.

Isleworth, I.ondon, W.

D'
Virginian Creepers.

WANTED, extra strong plants of the above, 8 to 10
feet in leiigth, in pots. Apply, stating quantity and price, to

Messrs. VEFfCH AND SONS, Royal Enotic Nursery, Chelsea.

TDETTERIDGE'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS
-1-J in 13 distinct varieties, cj,, which includes the beautiful nevCHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries, Slough

c
'" ^^.j .u-ivm...s., ^ lie jyuyji jiurt>cnes , siougn.

INERARIAS. — Fine Plants, showing Flower
abundantly, clean and healthy, in best named varieties its to 2AS
lozen. J. BACKHOUSE .

"- . ".• V-

A
Calceolarias.

w
UREA 'fLo'rIBUNDA

^.?iVi^^\^°^^^ plants. 6i. per too for cash. Package included.
OAKI.l-.Y AND CO.. St. Mary's Road Nursery, Southampton.

EBBS NE-W GIANT POLYANTHUS
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

with double PRIMROSES of different colours ;

Double; with every sort of Early

of all the

AURICUL.\S, both Miigle and Uoublc; with every
Spring Flower s. _USj; on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot', Reading

TT/"ANTED, 10,000 OVAL-LEAVED PRIVETS,

S. STAFFORI
,
Ilydc, Manchester.

W^
Large Horse Chestnuts.

NEW ami 1,I'..\L'1.\I':

TURAl. and ILuU'KK
advantageous otTcrs of above, on appli<_

ALFRED I.^GERTON, Seed Merchant, s, Aldgate, London, E.

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send
post free on application, their new PRICED C.'Vr.^LOGUE ofGARDEN SEEDS, grown from carelully selected stocks.

Farm Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
pplication, their iiew PRICED CATALOGUES ofFARM SEEDS.

|
efully selected stocks.

Seeds Direct from the Grower.
SWAI.'l i;k>. Si.i.n liK.nvKR and Merchant,

• Hilperi.ii,, l,.,«l,ri.bc Wiln Sec his sis. Collection of
VEGETABI.F. .iiid ll.nwF.I; ^^.1;11S in the Gardmrrs' Chnuicli,

c
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

HAS. ]OS. BJ^.5CKl-rH, only surj.'iying Partner of
late'Firmof BETHAM

that he intends in future to cor __
under the style of CH AS. JOS. BLACKITH

D BLACKITH, bei
the same address
CO., and hopes t'

Carter's Index, Maxell 12.
/BARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS. .See pages 340
* '

- nd 343.-337 and 338, High Holbom, London, W.C.

ARTER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS. See page 340.
337 and 238, High Ilolborn, London, W.C,

ARTER'S

C^
c

To Growers.
WANTED, in the Trade, MANGEL and TURNIP

SEEDS.—Address, first to A. D., Mr. John Blomfield, 27)),

Southaitipton Street, Cainberwell, London, S.

UTTONS' FARMERS' YE.A.R BOOK for

WANTED, HORSE RADISH.—State quantity .and
price per cwt. to

DICKSONS AND CO., I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

G"*
•WSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS,

STEPIirN' Ill'ii'wN',";, , .! .m.iii'. ,>,.-
. W, t.i

t'ery fin

JOHNS'!
-sir.,,,,

scription tesi

W. P. I..

M.-,re.

11; (ii™y.

T'WENTY I'ONS of M^
or small Quantiti,:s

CHRISTMAS QUINCEV, Seed -.,.

SEED POTAIO
PRICED LIST on a

JAMES DICKSON AND SO NS, " N

'I.IKIC in large

1 lice,Peterborough

, L E C T E D).

OVINIA, or New Cattle-Feeder Potato.—
Kice, &c. , apply to the specially appointed a

ICKSON AND SONS ^ -JAMES SS, 102. Eastgate Street, Chester.

HENRY MINCHIN. The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oxon.

s
American Early Rose Fotatos (True).

UTTON AND SONS have received an importation of
the above. Lowest price per bushel may be had c

SUTTON AND SONS, E '

-
, Seed and Potato Me;

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, SEEDSMAN, &c.. Market
Place, Peterborough, offers to the Trade or others. DALMA-

HOY POTATOS, Early SHAWS, the SULTAN KIDNEY (new),

REGENTS, and FOR-TYFOLDS. Prices on application.

WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-
STER'S No. I, and BADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, &c.,

on offer, at advantageous prices. „. , , t, j
FREDK. GE E, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ICHARD WALKER can supply.
.

/jr
„ f

jsh,

EAKALE for planting out, 31. 6rf. per

lCElf'piNl!'s?_ .

:. per lb. All new and genuir

R ASPARAGUS
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KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEK
Solicits the notice of inlcmlini; rhmtoi-s to thofoUowiiiE;

LIST of iSpccimcn L'ONlKlikS. vS;c., all of which he
believes arc as handsomely grown, as ciu'cfuUy maiiageJ,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

AlilKS Al-ltERTUS, 5 togfcct.soj. to(xtfi per doicn. 'iVanspIantcd
April, iftlrt

AUI IS IKHfGLASU. 6, 7, to 10 f«t, 7?. (sL to iw. &/, cacli. Tmns-
l.l.il.a.l A..;;ust, iStrtt

AlUl.S oiilKNlAI.lS. s. 6, nnd 7 feet. 71. dl to au, Splciulul
111. lilts, niovcil April, 1869, lo to la feet liish, 15 aiid ao feet m

AUIKS IJJvCELSA.tllo Coinraoii Spruce Vir, bcAutifuHy furmshed,
S. 6. to 8 l«t hinh, £s, h lot, to >Si:. los. per 10a

Inc dwarf x-anctics of Spnice, such as puniiln pyRuitc^'. GrcRoni,
Clanbniiilinnni&c., Inixt: numbers, many of tliciu 3oa»a3oycars

CEOlil'S DEODAUA, S to 6 feet, 6at ])er doxcn ; 7 to 8 feet. 8^i. per
dnicn; 10 to 13 feet, xos. &d, to aix. each, aiid upwards. VVo have
sevrml thousands of thcso larRc Deodars. AU nave been removed
since Aviinist. 1868 ; many since April, 186a

CKPRVS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7fcet, 435. to 6«. per doicn; 8 to 10 feet,
noved since September, 186&
feet. Moveci September, 1868.

5 to 7 feet, 30s. to aw. per doien

;

o ivi lu iccl, ST- to lOJ. M, each.
AKGENTEA, 3 to 4 feet, nnd ns much in

circumference, 71. W. to toy. td, each,

I, „ GKACILIS, 4 to 5 feet high, and 7 and 8 feet
round, 7^. 6ti to aif.

JUNtVFR, cniNESE,4to 5 feet, 43*. per dozen. /15 pcrioo; 5106
frtl.twt per doicu, y^aoper 100; 7 to 8 feet, 71. (w. to loi. 6J. eacli.
Alt Htiu'vcd since Auaiist, 186& Purchasers may select from a
.1.-1.1. of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet hiKli,

rui A Nomi.iS. hundreds of splendid specimens, 5, 6, 7, to 10 feet
IiilIi, ;ill rcLcntly rcmox-cd, and arc undoubtedly the hncst plants
i>. k' Inuml in nnv Nurscr\\ None arc crafted.

3 7f' ..
•7S. bJ. to los. 6ii each. All removed since September, 1868L
.nRUS LEl)ANON,6,7, I

Now Ready, Free by Post,

Geo. Jackman & Son'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE

(W ich 1 ivc liiisnuin-s of Clcniatii.)

Ol'- F]<UIT and ROSE TREES, CLEMATISES, AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFERS,
EA'KRGREEN ami DECIDUOUS TREES, SHRUBS, and FOREST TREES, &c.

" This Eslablishmi'nt, Ion? fcuoin-ably known for its fine collection of Hardy Plants, is now likely to attain

a world-wide fame for tlie magnificeut new i^ce of hybrid Clematises."

—

G.zrJcticrs CArauuL'.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS,
Nieo PI.uils. (JOS. pir i!o.-ami. or 7s. C.!. caih ; ,1 fow l.irser at 10,!. 6./. and 21.1. c.ich.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Hants, about a feet, at 42.?. per dozen ; do., about 3 feet, at tjac. per ilo.Trn.

A few fine Specimens, loj. 6*/. to 21J. each.

sMANA.S, 6. «o 8 feel.
Iiil Vlnnts, moved August, 1S68,,iS61 ^ „„

beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6,

to 631 each. Some (jrand

VW\\ M \.;Ml-'lCA.3,4,nnd5
1K-i:a llNSAl'0.4,«,i,nnd8&

ptuiis. loto Kfcct nicn. transplanted April, iS6a
Till 1 \ .\IKEA, bcautiTul specimens, 3, 4, 5. and 6 feet hiyh ; 10 to

rnkct 111 i-ircuinrcrcnce. This plant orjj;ii\atcd in this Nursery,
;vi.i .'::t •. ,': v-: TMisurpaSSed.

iind

;

>vcd :

c.^.

WKl 1.1 Nii IONIA GIGANTEA,

.

to 43*. eacli

Sfect,;C5I>cri

- 6ii. each ;

. - -- ---CUSL
Transplantc*! Sept., 18681

. „ i feet hijih.
uovcd ; inx-nluablc where immediate

clkvt IS smiL;li[.

YE\VS,r.(il.l)S>N nml El Kr.ANTlSSlM.\.—Wc lia\-e these in Unjc
numbci^, and of all sues, as pvmmids, clohc-t, and worked as
siandartis, with from 3 to s feet of joold, and up to 10 feet high.

YEWS. IRISH, handsome plants, up to 10 feet hich.
HOLLIES.—The stock of Tlollics at this Nui-sery is, wc believe, the

llncsl to be uKt with in Europe; it comprises, as well as
rHf-:tr\- V-;-:, 1 -ctlicr, m.iny thousands of the following;

s, 4 to 10 feet
> 8 feet hif;h,

. -. and 6 feet.
- i.iriciy orijjinnted ,

11 hiRn, 10 nnd 15 ft. circumference
^ &t t

^'V^iN,4,5.c.:

spccimciin wc have

It
V, 7, o. i«, 10 14 f«t Itiffh, by the

,...^.1 April, ilkii
ni-s of the followiiiK Ijinds. An

01 spiL-iuiui in.iiiis, iiU tmnsplAJitcd in 1S6S-9:—
\..\V Kll'OLl.V nnd SCOTTIC.\,

Honi.-.it<s',
YKl.LOW liKRRIEP,

HOI 1 V

HOl.l'.V stock

C.\, 4. 5. 6 10 10 feet high.
,
\Nl-.l'Sril--OLIA,

lMYRTlI-OHA,&a
4, K, 6, anil 8 feet hich.

VATERl'.R'i nnd GOLDl:M
items, with hen

N. U.—I'lirtthnsets of Hollies mny select from n stock occupvinc* nt
the present mmnent considerably over 6 acres of {;Tound : tlner or
better rix>u-d pbius c.-mnot be wii^hed or obt.iined. The prices ai«

Hi'X.''.'
.

I\ '
;
>ted, 4, s, 6. to a feet.

ii>\^,l .

, ,.„KU,.iiptoSfeet

l.Al Kl M I M -. -

'

\,l,lrds.

^^\' ''1^ i \' ;'^
'^ A.thouKtndsofboftutifuIplants.tillmowd iS68,

M'Cl 1;A jAloMTA, licrried, hundreds, li to 4 feet high: in the
. ',T,''';.v"","^'' ;'

,"'
'i'

I,"""' fr?'" '*^ '" "" t^' ''"• "«! "pvvatds.AMl.kU AN 1 I ANls.— Ihc Stock of Amcricnn rijuits nt Knnp
III.].. .. .. i...!,..,^ '' •"~n.s, and more e-xtensive than, anjohi

Injfland,
'^— ^'

ion. _.^ ,.,..,—
f plants, from lavers, named ^inds,

le. from £ff 10& to

to/tqwr
'• *' -^ f^r Cover, from £10

STANM£d '^lOnOnENDRONS.-Of these ire possess a Lnrrenumber of the oldest and finest siiecimens in the countrv, manvbem^ from ao to 30 years old, with heads varj-im; from is to -so fcvt
in circumference. There is probably no kindtelter adapted for
•tandanls than that wc call roseum elegnns, many of which wc
supplied to Rotten Row. We ha\-c also Kliododcndcons,st.-uid,-uils,
of ni.tnv other kind&

RIUiDnliKNDRONS, Una hybrids, of Rood hardy habit, and Ettat™i Kty m colour, fronj {s <o ,1'" "» Per loa S,nmplc on apSica.
, .,

,"."?.
, T-' ""'' '""".'"'"e plants by the 1000, 4 to S feet hisK

A . , I
- ,

'
"" ™st kinds, nice plants, £10 per roo, upwurds.

A/.\l.l- Vs, ...mm.^i, kinds, ;fe per too
A'- y 1 ^ -

;:
I : lilts, of the finest varieties, 3, «. 5,,ind 6 feet

,
I" !. '1 circumference.

^^1^'
I

^
' ^ !

1

1
1 1 A. nice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered

x'i'b'uNSv,/eto,,C7
. vcr^* hne eoll.«.t,ftn.

lS69,'Crom

lomitifi, many Ui

;
bloom from October

kind to be met with in England, consideiably over 50 acres of land
K',"I^.M'SV"S.'.?,"'?^'"'""""'°"' ^^'^ "I""" •>= pleased to supply—RllOOOllKNDRONS, nice bushy plants, from layers, namS 1*;,
.. ife per ico,j£4opcr looo. A doion sent ns sample on annii
RIlCiboUEN'tiJsiSJS, the finer kinds, by

^y='if"VVl
£13 loj, per 100. and upwards.

llODODENnRON PaNTICUM,E00d plai

AM
liln til.

0, {uid upwards,
uit a spedmui,

E!^!^--^ '-"\^^^V, for winter blooming, many Uiousands.
EKIC.V MliliirERRANE,V ALBA, rcm.tins in btoini fi

Gardeiii
""' ""°"' ''''° "'™"'"°*" hw-indispensabla forXlinter

SKI.MmIa"'5aPONIC.V, nice healthy planus, moved ApHI, t86o.
co\-ered with berries, laf. to iSj, per dozen.

As well as the above, the Knap Hill Nursere contains nnwaixls of
500 Acres of ordinal}- N ('RSERY STOCK of a?uperior c .-S? "1d!^
TlS?f<S^A?^el

^^"""""^ "" =«rs>een), Soses, Ornament^

A PRICED and^DESCRlPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were e.vhibitcd at the Royal Ilortienltnral Gartlcns,

London, on the 16th inst., and'inianiinously awarded First-class Certifiaites. Tliey have been purchased by nearly

ever)' one who has seen thein growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of fifst-class

hardy plants.

ANTHONY \YATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, \YOKING, SURREY.

GENUINE SEEDS.

^VILLIAM PAUL
TO ANNOlNCi; THAT HIS

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SEEDS
Is now ready, aiid will be forwarded Free by Post on application.

Aldny of the most critical and choice Seeds are either home saved or have been saved
specialty for him, ami earn be recommended xvt/A theJit/test confidence,

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

VIOLA CORNUTA, VAR^PERFECTION.

B. S. ^VILLIAMS
H.is much pleasure in now offering this superb new BEDDING rL.\NT to the rublic. and from tlie manner in

which it has been tested, both in dry and exposed positions, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation

in asserting its superiority over any and every VIOLA previously offered, and also is fully persuaded that it will be for

many years a Stand;ud Hcdding I'lanl. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeding si.x or eight inches in height ; the

leaves arc much larger than those of V. coniuta, which is one of its parents ; whilst the Ilowers, still bearing the

characteristic horns of that specie^, arc borne well above tlie foliage, but three times the si:^e and of good substance

:

the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple disc round it, from which proceed radiating lines

of still deeper piu-ple. Indeed, it may be said to be like a gig-antic V. comuta in habit, retaining its qualities ns a
profuse bloomer, and bearing large flowers which almost ri\*al our Florist I^nsies for size and substance.

This plant was awiirded a Fii"st-Class Certificate by the Floral Committee when e.vhibited before them (Sept. 25,

1869] by Mr. Jobson, of Rotherfield Park, its raiser, which no similar Viola has received. And no plants but tliose

whien come from this stock are tme in cl»;\racter.

The names of all Nurser\'men purchasing this plant will be duly advertised, to enable the Public to secure the
genuine article. Orders arc brin;^ booked and will be executed, in strict rotation, tlie first week in M.iy.

Price.—Single Plants* 2s. 6d. I 60 Plants, 70s.

Per Bozen, 24s.
(

100 Plants, 100s,
Trade Price upon app/iaitton.

K S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

vngly recommendedPurchasers t

to make a ucrstmnl inspection of our stock, and obtaiii tii'e 'iirVce-t^ spot. No CaiJiloguc can fhirly describe manj- of tli« plnnts

Th» Nurseo* i» rendlty rrnchcd by l

N.B.-Therc
same truck, without p.ickniP?, irom \Vokinj:
btatioam Eni^Iand.

from Waterloo to Woking-

VIOLA CORNUTA, BLUE PERFECTION.

GEORGK SMITH
BEGS TO S.VY THAT ITK HAS

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF THIS SUPERB BEDDING PLANT,
Whii-h is equally suitable either for the Spring or Suinmer (iarden. as it prndtioes an abniiiLmce

and'continttit-v of blossom from tlic end of Miu-ch to the end of October.

It has been thoroughly proved for both purposes, at Wilton House Gardens, for the List three years. wh(!rc it has

been seen and admired by thonsantls of visitors. It thrives equally well eitlier in shady or exposed, siluatitjns, ai>d

withstands the drought of the driest summer.
Its habit is dwarf, yet free, and its foliage is a dark rich green ; (he flower, wliich iaas Lai^as an ordinary

Ptmsy, is in colour a clear blue, inclining to mauve, and of great substance.

G. S. having gro^vI> it foe several years, has obtaincti a very large stock, and is tliereby enabled to offia- it at a

ixtoderate .price.

G. S. will be prepared to send out Pl.ants. early ih .^pril, at the following prices.

.Ml Orders will be executed in the strictest regulanity, and a guarantee givei* that every plant is the s.auie as tiiosc

exhibited at South Kensington from his Nursery.

Price—Per Plant, 2s.

Per Dozen, 18s.

Per 100, £4.
Per 1000, £25.

GEORGE SMITH. \YILTON ROAD NURSERY, SALI.<?r.t'RV.
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British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will M-n-l, 1- 1 li-- <

stnm]M, T'.ii r I ii'i " i-'ii I > ' " '
1'"

'

'

incliidiiic pri(-i-> I'l Mn.ls I 'H. I'^i'^ '' I' i''"

TIVE l'^VTAI.'".:: i
' i^i- i I

'-^^
^

"^ '"

six postage

Chi-ysautheimim s.

ADAM FORSYTH, in iinswrr to numerous appli-

^cations, bees to omr ^.^v.in-.rv rriNr,s, best varieties, (mm• 1. N -- .-. -— >•.. 35 Pnii-s ditto,

St JAPANKSF.
iirticd i>ost free

;crv, Stu'kc Ncwjnglon, N^^
cipt of I'ost Odico o

Pairs I

^ . bos-c for

stami)s for the n

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.-
95 Kotxl named varieties, including Japanese, larffc-flowered and

Pompons, for 51., JO sorts for <>*, : « "^'w vaviciics of i86g for 5^^.,

cuttings of same iJt., cuitinRS of jo-oldw sons an 6J. No varieties

vfiil be >ciii wliidi intiiluiscrs jMisoiiS. Tlia above hi thumb pots

"" r ( I
I, ,.i,,r. iioiiniennti /.nnni „.._,

: of pots post

r Warrincti

nAi/i'
aiilc Nursery, 1

c^
CI.()XIN1

I,ARIAS, Herbaceous, of fiue stmin,
&i. |>er doien

\

a^ for i6f. ; fit^ by
n, frjeby post, Specinlmiotntio
nanicd varieties, la for at., m
I choice varieties, 3 tubers of cacli for 1

1, 5s. ; free by post.

. ^_: roots of Show, Kiincyand Hcddiii

r 15*. , 35 for -js. Cd. , and i3 for as. I

h<-v ^yiI^ l.r supplied oi.c thir.i I

. -i
of each, 5s, i free by pos_

D. \ 11 l.lAS.viuinff pot roots of Show, Fancy and Hcddinc—ijnckniicfi-cc,
• ' If more than one

JA^^:s holdi-.I'
Fancy. and

prices ;— 100 pi.

Pelargoniums for the Million.
lied (.'ullcciioii of French,
nv ready, .it the followini; low

I, for 501. : 50 plants for 305 ;

li. IS. &/. per dozen, l-incst Sho'
"iiiirl pot root-;, 5T. fkf. per dozen,
;VSANTTIKMIiMS.inpots,7^. <

imi.ia, ^s. M.; iUM and lironre ifoiwls

—

;^ (irf. ; K. G. Henderson, 6f; Ihike of Edin-
1 Msiv, 6r. ; Lunn> m. M. : Ne.ntness, 2r. W.
..IS tor n simple dozen, nnd 6,1. for cver>' sub-
iHiiH rs reqiicsied from unknown correspondents.
kK, tin- Niirs.-rirs. ( Imir.-i is. i.tinh ridgewhirc.

Cheap, Cheap, Cheap.
iM.i \k(;( t\ir\TS, In good

11 II •.. I I I i-.li M [ . T'lllock, 3.t. per
>.i MM, (.

; i( ,'
, I luia, -^f.; Olcn

• n. ;- .
I

, o. ; Beauty of

I \ I' I \ ., lE.'iii ... .1 |i.ins, first-rate

JOHN ItARRKI-l-. St. John-'i Nursery, Hniy St. Edmund's.

Special Notice.
'rnOMAS PERKINS, AS, Umpeiy, Northnmpfon,
1 Imldiiii: h<rce qiinnlities of tlior fnllowinftartides, offers them at

very low |>ii. IS. All arc stroiig. healthy, and wcircMablished.
ZCJNALS. Perdox.-r. d*.

Tom Thumb" '.'. '.'^ i I
Lord Derby ... -.60
Stella ... „ a
Hiiou 30
WitU moTiy otfiers,

CAI.CEOLAIUAS, Kerbnceous.
Parson's> t>obson's» and
TliompBon's .Strain* . . » 6

ribunda . . ,.' a o

OF.KANU'MS, D

Madame Lcmoin
F.milie
(lloire dc Nancy

c
tlumminif 1

Mrs. I. Clutton'. Mrs'. Dix, Sophia Cusack, Meteor, and Imp6i
EiiLrfinic.

RICED MST of TUICOI.nK, Biroi.OR, NEW ZONAL, and
Douiii.K r.F.K.\^'Iu^rs

I. 1,1

>op1iiA Cunack, Met

Rumsey, II

New Tricolor, Gold and Bronze, and other
PelarfrnnluniR.

KIRK AU.KM 111 ii:
i

II
' iHLt new and choice

varieties to olTcr, n 1 n. -| low priecH, ft>r cash
only :—TKK;oI.OKS-Mi i :

,
Mr Robert Nnpiei*. isft

j

Mabel Morris, ar. ; Uemu .1 i>,. . i.J. ca. h f;nl.I> and
UR()NZK-(:i<;<iiMtra, 3j:. ; rn.n.i M

;
m |nl,n\ \V I ^;tar,

5 s. (kt Goldlinder, 5*.

•ri

WlinT.F.DCKK-M.r
Ropwa, y- W ea<!i, or t\<

inrhi.l.-.f \!'.., iIh- i.,i1

i.W

Urv-.i.i

daf.-. V

s::'^:::.. ,, Uramptionti HuniinKdo)

H'^^,'^y,:v^
f.WXlCI.I.' AM AllU: k.S'

Hj-bVidisiiis, iiii.'l

nnriiculars of il,

riiintMinil ilu'i.

sevon Slivmps, t>i

jstAmps iditt.t, " i

/^OLDl'.N
VT imilcrsiaii.i

ill IhroiiKh 111. >

Sec U.'cANNn
.100 New SKKUS,

incIudinK thtt " Uiulimoiits of tlio Art of
'. our VIorint Flowers:" with full
of ncddm^r; with Selections of

Echoveria.
HCjVNNELI, Ins pnh.ips the finest nnd hii-Rosl

. bloomiiij; lot of ri.mls uf M I lAI.I.U'A in tile killt'donl,
IVom Scr.llii„:s 1,. I'Inius ,, fi-cl liinl, ; n.ul II. C. jins

blooiiiiiij; lot of
yint: i

ircd II.

Iicrfcctioii. kXcU

I'UMII
riiiiusofllu-al."

11. CANNKI.I
Seed Merclia.i l,

U " °
I'dNTICUM, tv

HVHUIDUM

too .lust lilso seeds, and if

«sf,,r this -season, tine pod
i.H- l.ir of the vHreo f.dlowini;
I . IINDA GLAUCA, and
lusc sent U-ec for i8 stainns.
.. i..Mpl«nt.
1 lower, and Florist Flower

O D E N
tmnsplmitcd, bushy, la

K O N S.
J'cr ilhr. Per loo.

I., St. ott. 35*.

MAX I.MUM, white
030 in., 71. otf.

30 in., 5». o.(.

a 3j in., as. at.

31. od.

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

T3 S. WILLIAMS
NURSERYMAN nnd SEED MEUCItAN T,

Victoria and Paradise Nuftcrios, Upper Ilolloway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHKN GARBEN SEEH'
to suit Gardens of various sizes, lof. 0./., six., 43;., 631. and 84*. e,u-h

llackhonse's Winter While Proleclins TlUOCCOtl
nell'sn..-.l..l,-l..iv,.,l liK.ET

Will,,.,. M.i.M, . |;|.|| CELERY
Will, Misl.l,

. WHITE CEP.KRV,. new
'IVlfi,. 111!. < I . I Mil U, Woolk-y's improve.H'aricty

Wl.culei's loin ThninbCAmiACE LETTUCE
Webb's Climajc MKL1IN, new

(Tho finest llnvoured (;reon.[leHlied- variety ever oncreil.

Was awarded Eirst Prlw at the ftoyal Holanic Gnnlens,
Kcir.-nl's I'ark, Junejo, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlbt-neshed, excellent
llavour, and J3 days earlier than any other known kind, new .

.

Earley's Dcfianco TOMATO, new
(The earliest and best variety in cultiv.ltion.)

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, While, or
Mi.xed .. aj, 6.f.,3f. (>./., and 5 6

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 3.. <U.,3f.M., and s <>

CINl 1; M'.I \.W.iiIi,.iirscxtrachoicostrain,3j. ().(., 3>.&(,,& s o

IIAISMI.W iii.nb strain 11. W. and 3 o

CYi 1 \M
1 ., \\i., II,..' I'rijeslrain .. K.M., ai, M.,.ond 3 o

VEKlll.rs,\, l,aiu,,rsl.ncstv.irietics,mixcd 10
Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLAN U.MS .. .. 31. &/. and 3(1
CENTAUREA CANniDlSSlMA Ij. and 3 6

I.nilELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA AI, DA, new .. 1 o

Parsons* New Tree Mignonette 10
PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA'.new .. ..10
Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

mid very larRC 10
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are, without exception,
the finest ever oflcred, the colours beinR scarlet, purple ami
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former nnd
purity in the latter ; the flowers art very double, and produce
immense spikes of bloom ; they make a Rrand display in beds
and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours ..36

VIOLA CORNUTA ALDA, new .. ,. .. m W. and 3 6

ZINNIA EI.EGANS PUMILA nore-pleno, new .. ..10

NEW AND UNADULTERATED
TRIZE MED.\LS, 1851 AND 1862.

SEEDS.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, & co.'s
COMPLETE

No. 1.

COLLECTIONS FOR
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.

I £2 Ha. \ ia'ios.

ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.
I No. 4.

I
No. 5.

£3 3s.
I £2 3«. I £1 lOs. | £1 la. | IDs. 6d.

Thtt above Collections contain only useful varietias, the qu.intilies of wliich' mny be varied to suit the
reqnin-nients of Custoiners.

PKlCED DKiSCRII-'TIVK CATALOGUES; comaininR dolails of Collections; also carefully selected LISTS
ofclioicc FLOWEK HEEDS and NOVELTIES in FLOWliKS and VEGETAliLliS sent I'ost Free on applic.ition.

Ordirs antouniing to 2ij. sent CarriagepaicL Allfaciei.^ o/Fkmvr Seeds sent Post paid. No Chargefor fackages.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDKN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.
Established upwards of a Century.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
HACSIIOT, SUKKICV,

Nc.ir Sunningtliilc Station, South-Westcrn Raihv.ay.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Kcsjvctfully iiU'He llu: .uicnliou ol" ticiitltimcii and

ri.inters to tlic undenuinicd sdcclions froni their general
slock

; every i>lant ni:iy be depended upon as in the best
'^1' possible for reinoviil, having bcun transplaalcd

in tho last sc.ison.

) 6 to 8 to la feet\K.\tiC.VRlA IMimrCATA, RVand speci

CU TRKSSUS I,.\\VSONlANA,3io4to6toiofcol.
„ I.AVVStiNIANA ARCKNTKAaoiiNWATituKR'svar.).—Hyfar

the ntost dosirablo of all tho rIkucouh vftriolionv S'- to ^t. M^

„ M \< Kt 11
'
\i;r,\, ,j tofifeet,.(3.t, per iloien.

11" I \ \i ! I \ lic.uitiful plwnts, Bboul a feet, 431. per doieii

;

TllUJOrsis \\"v.\- w \..
i

I., , I,., ;.., |„, ,1,,..,,,; e:<lia hue,
Slot*. I. Ill , U.l, V, I,. „„, t,/. i-.ult.

„ DOLAKKAl-A.-Miio plnnis, 5*. to ^s. (xi. mc\u

„ „ VARIKtiATA, 5J. t0 7J. 6rf,caclU

WiiLLINCrTONIA (.JUJANTEA.-Good. plantff^ .im. per doj^en

)

J to 1 feet, .(3*. to &0J. ; lnri;er, up to 10 fcce, 7*. Od. to b^i. each.

AnTES NOnrHS, handsome plants, from s«., 7*. 6c/.. and upwards.

„ NORDMANNIANA, a to 3 fcot, js. M. 10 tar. W. i 3 lo 4 feet,
aij. ; 4 to 8 to la feet, 31*. &/, and upwardn each,

„ LASrOCARPA, 3 to 4 to s foot, km. 61/. to 41W. each.

„ GRANms,.|tosio6.ind 10 fi-et, loj, 6./. to63;f. each.

„ riNSAPO, at0 3feet,5*.
; 3 tos loSfeet, 7*. &/. to 63*.

,, l»i>Ln;i,ASII, J to
.f

feet, -pt. per dbxen
i 5 to (i and 10 feet,

%t. (kf. ut ys. (>rf. niul upwaCiU

„ MACMFltW, 3 104 feet, 3ti. (kl. to .yJS.

„ OKiiN lAl.lS, 3 105 toSfoct, very bouuliful examples, au, and

iinu I 1 >|i 'I . \KA, a to 3 fcot, 3M. pel" down; lotffer up lo la fed,

\i' \\ : ' • 'M \l> •\ Immense (lunntities, a to 3 lo 4 Ui (t feel, from

„ f.ni.DKN, iis SLtiidarda on Irish siomw, perfect Riobcs,
to 435. each.

UOT.LIKS, C.RICEN COMMON.-Many thtfli!iand», ol nil fllm

„ the htM CMi III N, \\ \ ij.KKRS', ami SIT.VF.R varie

specimens, perlVicily strniyht stems, .\31. 10 it>S(. per pair.

WKliPINtr, CrRttKN, ftiKl SILVER VARlir.GATKU, fmo
plaiit«, from aiA enuh.

roRTUOAI. r.Al'l'RKr.S.—Vcryt^lo^p jvinwn hrindsomo pIm^f'^

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of iliis very popular tribe of plants wtp have tho pleasure

if observing that our stock is unequalled, and that il is

from our Establishment thni nearly all tlur approved
cfhnson. varieties of Rhododendrons have omanalcd.
The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Rcftcnt's Park, has

been for tlic past 20 years supplied from our Nursery.

„ CATAWBinNSE and IIY1?RIDS; bushy, wclI-K«>wi p'aittB,

501. lo ysfi per 100.

„. iMittur elnitHi (S'Kli^DMNCiS)' amli nnmodi mi'ieiloif for oxtoitBiva
planting-, ^^.por 100.

„ of superior IdndH, itinny on awn roots, £y to*, to £"> iw ''«'

„ very superior, leadiiiR, crimson, rose, white, jtia tor. to ^ij pop lOOi

„ STANOARD and WALF-STANBAKD, of tho' most imposinK
v;irictios>iOf all Hhadtv) of coUiilv, A'om aiA (063*. to 1051. each.

A/ VI. KA.'^, common kinds, 50*. to j^. per too.

„ vi-ry l>ei>t,.iit fmo plantH^ j^io per toix

KAI.MIA MYRTIKOI-IUM, vnrvhaiidHome»3iw. per dore».

„ l.ATlKf)r,IA, iSt 10301. per dozen.

ANDROMICDA KLORIHUNIJA, fine plants, t&r. to^ai. per doJcn.

u ciuanlilids of tho le.idiiijf kinds of

EVERGREENS OF ALL SIZES,

Fmm thn immi-ir,iiv nf our .^Inrlc \vi- nro enabled to

iiv n 1.1. .M liliiril i.riii., .iii.l l'iinh.i,..ra are rccom
Ml. Mill. I 111 '\n\ |ii,M 111 .ilili' 1,1 ,- li. \iMi and choo3"
1. 11 111. hi.. U.S. 11 ii.-.ii^ ,111 iiii|,..s.,iliiiiiv to adociuately

.l.'Nciilir by adVfrliM-nieut.

Wc (guarantee all plant.s sent out by us,, in proof of

wliich wc will replace all fsiilUBCB which may occur the

lirst season after planting.

('AT.VLOGUES, desoribinpr faithfully the colours nf

Kliiiiloili'iiclronsi with hciaht .and prices, will be forwarded

on application.

A strong Trco-planflajf Machi'ne can. always bo had on
iiiru.

Purcliascrs of l.arfjo tluanlitics are informed that Gootl

can be forwarded fi'om Suoningd.-ilo to' all p.uls of

England in through truck, thereby causing a pri'cat saving

in ti'imsit as. well sa diminishing tlie cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NCJRSBRV,
1)AO.SHOT, SURREV.
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BULBS of 'gladiolus
To the Trade and Others.

AOU.XNTITY of fine BULBS of

BKENCHLEYENSIS and GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSI:

TH&fbHS&ANfsfXm"an'^g!c"50°N'e°v>mi;lonBul.s,London.Sj^^

PARONYCHIOIDES.

R A M A R G 1 N A T A-
hardy species, admirably adapted for rock

. Eipured in " Botanical Magaiinc " foi

March. A wcll-rooled plant, per post, for 13 stamps, offered by the

"ku'cERT M. stark. Trinity, Edinburgh.—March <].

B
Beta chUensls.

UTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO. are enabled to

oITcr SEEL) of the true variety of this magnificent foliace plr

t from Beta brasilic ,
ribed in thei

^,^^^ , ,,
_ I. 6rf. per packet.

'souTli^Row,'covent Garden Market, W.C.
Established upwards of a Centur)-.

SPRING CATALOGUE, sent post free :

LI PlRjEA PALMATA.—By far the handsomest species

O hitherto imported. (Sec Dr. Hooker, " Botanical Magaiine,"

No 285 1 Price los. 6d. each ; m quantity, a special price will be given_

The honour of imporlation is due to Mr. iJonune ; the honour of

distribution (in England) to CHARLES NOBLE, of whom line plants

can be obtained.—Bagshot, Jan. 20.

'The advantages of Procuring Seeds direct from the

Growers cannot be Over-estimated."

CAETEE'S
GENUINE SEEDS for the GARDEN.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS
OF

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

No I COLLECTION for COTTAGE GARDENS,
12s. 6d.

No 2 COLLECTION for SMALL GARDENS. 21J.

No. 3. COLLECTION for LARGER GARDENS, 42^.

No. 4. COLLECTION for GARDENS of i Acre, 63.1.

These Collections will produce a plentiful supply of

choice Vegetables all the year round.

No Charge for Packing.

J. C. & Co. have made cvtensive arrangements that all

orders shall be executed immediately.

TircTiMrtviAi. /r.t»t Geo. Taylor, Esq., Heath //c;

T
Established 1806.

HANDASYDE AND D.WIDSON have to intimate

that their CATALOGUE of N URSERY STOCK is now ready,

fill be forwarded on application.
,- .. . t

Seed Warehousej 24, Cockburn Sljeet, Edinburgh.

Nuri ; Bri tin Glen, Musselburgh.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—Select

comprehensive LIST of all the best varieties in cuUivaUon,

ready, post free on application.

MITCHELL, ARNOTT, •

Edinburgh : and 59. Mark Lane, l.ondi

Nurserymen and Seed Me;

H.
high, I

Junlperus hlbemlca.
L.\NE AND SON, having a splendid lot of

beautiful-shaped trees (unsurpassed for symmctryl, 4105 feet

ansplantcd spring 1869, beg to offer them to the Irade at

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstcd, Herts.

TT LANE
Araucarla Imbrlcata.

F'

l.n\G;e stock, beg

Yu: lor Coverts and Plantations.
- \NU, iccciUly tranbplantod,

Taylor, Esq.,

The Collection of Kitchen G;

t sprinK turned out remarkably well."

Testimoni.m. frovt W. J
00 highly of: ' "

,arden Seeds 1 had t

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of

KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,
is now ready, post free on applic

best kinds in Cultivation, with su.

Highgalt •' -

I selection of the

Spring Planting. -To the Trade.

MAURICE YOUNdS A! "^ '^"'"

of New Japanese ri.inis, Ai

Shrubs, and Evcr^^reeiis, is jubl j

w.
Try a Scotcli House for Your Seeds.

P LAIRD AND SINCLAIR
Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Florists, Dundee, N.B.
Seeds pure, moderate i:

LISTS free on appli-

DaUla Roots.
/CHARLES TURNER can pply the leading

to I2r. per dozen.
Its of large flowering French
: head ol bloom in May and

, Slough.

Turnip Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. off;

most approved

,, Esq., Sudbury:-

\: \\,l. . - ^s n CO., Nurseri.

TXtalnuts, walnuts:--
VV above to be disposed of—straiE

8 feet to lo feet hiBh. For price, &c., add

H ASlIFORD,Alder>'ale Nursery , Mu

/ill be sold cheap

:s, Bedale, Yorkshire.

-Five^Hundred of the
ht, well.grown Trees, from

:l(ingford, Romford, Essex."

Verbenas, Verbenas.

PHILIP L.«iDDS is now sending out 30 new valieties

of VERBENAS of 1869 at 31. per dozen, in pots; also 34 New
Fi;CHSIAS of 1869 at 3<. per doicn, in pots 2.1 varieties of BRONZE
HFRANIllMS 6j • 12 new varieties of GERANIUMS, 1869, or.

^^GERlNiaiS" CRYSTAL 1-ALACE GEM 24. ; .2 ZSnAL
ERANIUMS, 1868, 2t. GERANIUM VESUVIUS, best bedding

scarlet, 3 -Nur! : Itexley Heath, Kent.

CHARLES TURNER begs to call attention to

his extensive COLLECTIONS of CARNATIONS and

PICOTEES,2is. per dozen pairs ; PINKS, 65. to 12!. per dozen pairs ;

Tree CARNATIONS, I2J. to 24s. per dozen plants ; and CLO\ ES,

6. 10 I2S. per dozen pfants ; THE BRIDE, pure white, extra fine,

S each A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGIJe on appi:

The Royal Nu , Slough.

B
To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.

ETHAM AND SON, Custom House, Shipping and
General Transit Aircnf;, bctr to inform them that they receive

orward SEEDS, PLANTS and GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
---

-o all parts of the world, at charges as low asDossiblei

Office, 9, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

E COLE AND SONS ha

booking 01

CRISPA, I

application.

much pleasure

JIBBA

NKW SEED of all the

of FIELD TURNIPS, including their

elected slock of Swede.
Prices, moderate, to be had on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, St.atiou Road, Wood Green,

ondon, N. ^

RICHARD SMITHS SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec.

5 for Cropping well and economically. Soil,
f^ -" Duration, Form,

qualities described,

t free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Wo
The most Beautiful Aster Grown Is

TRUFFAUTS REINE MARGUERITE,
containing Fleur Perfection, BombCe, and Pivoine varieties ; 500

Seed« in t6 fine double colours, mixed for IS. A choice selection of

Foreign STOCKS, PHLOX, BALS.\MS, ZINNIAS, Stc, at equally

moderate prices. CATALOGUES on application.

ALFRED HAMMOND, Importer of Foreign Flower Seeds,

Bedwin Street, Salisbury. .

G^

CARTER'.S COLLECTIONS
OF

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
READY FOR IM.MEDIATE DELIVERY.

"A" COLLECTION, Price los. 6rf. (post free ii.t.)

" n ' COLLECTION, Price ly. (post free 15^. bd.)

C" COLLECTION, Price 21 J. (post free 21J. 6d.)

.' D '• COLLECTION, Price 42J. (post free 42J. 6d.)

These Collections will ensure a permanent and pretty

display in the Flower Garden.

Catalogues Gratis and Post Free.

J. C. & Co. allow, off all accounts paid within fourteen

days, a discount of five per cent.

Testimonial/™!" W. Brodfbip, Esq., CossiVis^m .•-" I have alcd

of Double Stocks raised from your seed, the admiration of everyone

,

rtainly the finest bed I ever saw."

Testimonial /rt>,« Mrs. D. Hall, AJ«i»fiam .--" Mrs. D. Hall

,s much pleasure in telling Messrs, Carter that the Petunia seed

nt by them has produced many beautiful varieties of Petunias.

To tie Trade.

LT. DAVIS offers a large quantity of 2 and 3-yr.

. SEEDLING THORN (JUICKS at very modcr.atc prices,

carriage paid to Belfast.

Ogle's Grove Nurser>',Hillsborough. Co. Down.

D
Excellent pli

FURZE,OUBLE WHIN, GORSE
ULEX EUROP^A FLORE-PLENO.
ts, all extra, transplanted—package included :—

inches, 25. 31*. per dozen
) 18 inches, 3J. per dozen, 13J. per

3 20 inches, 3*. W. ^
) 24 inches, %s. per

lAMl's SMITH, I >,

Spring Flowers.

IEWISS. WOOIiriK-'KI'i: «ill be happy to forward,

J Tree, hisCATALOCIE, cunLiimni; Lists of all the most lovely of

the early Spring-blooming I'lants, Violets, Primroses, Hcpaticas,

Diisies Rockets &c , &c. ; also the best new and choice Plants of the

Scason,'w ith Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and

well-grown Nursery Stock.
Monro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

MESSRS. I. STANDISH and CO. are now prepared

to execute orders for the following New and Choice Plants, 10

which they wish to call special attention. See larger Advertisement in

IXORA DIXI

ANTHURll

. each : with fivi

-Fine young plants, '

1 fou:

^T"'Cl\ lA Lo.Ml'ACTA.—25. M. tosj. each.
s

I
AruNlCA.— In April next, los. ()d. each.

VLLA.—5i. each.
ll'SONIL—15. each; 05. per

. RIANA VARIEGATA.—2J
. . .

AsCOT YELLOW.—A few strong plants, ii

\1 1'SONIL—15. each; 05. per doz. ; 605, per t

THE FIFTY DOLLAR POTATO.
TAMES CARTER AND CO. have imported a limited

quantity of BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES
POT.-\TO. '

' Ten guineas were paid for one tuber in

America." Much earlier than any other American

variety.

Price es. per lb. ; 7 lb. for 408.

All in

FILS, 132 and 134, Boulevard de

RIBES ATROSANGUINEA, dark flowering Curr.ant.

Fine plants. 2?^ to aj-i feet, 3J per dozen ; 14s. per 100 : double

llowering, 2i^to3}ifeet,3s, per doien ; I5». per too

BROOM, White Portugal, ij^ to 2 feet,2j. 6d. per dozen ; I2j. per 100;

4 feet, y. per dozen ; 181. per ico.

, Common Yellow, 2 to 3 feet, 31. per dozen ; 12J. per too.

See CATALOGUE.
; SMITH, IXirU'V Dale Nurseries, Matlock

3to4f
BROOM, I

New Indian Azalea Bijou de Ledeberg (J, VersclL).

JE.X.V \l IsSi HAJ I l.LT is now enabled to ofier the

;,hn\L- l.r,i,jnriil ,111.1 '] I w,. I \.-iiiL-n-. which, thtough it-s charmine

and ui'Vf! .ii'pcir.mi '.-, 1^1' !--r variegated leaves, makes ar

the 1 rade, and

SON,

man, Ghent, Belgium
:s be had free of his fi

Harp Lane, Great

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GR.\SS,
the Earliest and most Productive in Cultivation Should be

sown in March to produce a succession of valuable Cuttings during

the year. If sown alone, 3 bushels are required pci

THE NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION
OF NAPLES.

JAMES CARTER and CO. offer their clioice selected

stocks of the following :

—

NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION of NAPLES, is. per

packet. Post Free.. (See Messrs. Carter's Adver-

tisement and Illustration in the Gardeners Chrot,

of February 5, 1870, page 170.)

EARLY WHITE NAPLES ONION, large, with

beautiful silver skin, is. per packet. Post Free.

ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ONION, u. per packet.

Post Free.

NEW GLOBE TRIPOLI ONION, is. per packet, Post

free.

For full descriptions, see Carter's Illustrated

GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S

VADE MECUM FOR 1870.
Post Free, One Shilling ; Gratis to Purchasers.

TKhK 1-1- -

each ; in Auril nest, 2*. 6rf. each.

ROYAL ASCOT VINE.—7*. M to 15J. and »i5. each.

PEACH, EARLY ASCOT.—Fine plants, 7*. 6rf. to 151. each

„ MARQUIS of DOWNSHIRE.—Fincplants,7i.6rf.toisi.<
ABIES OBOVATA.—lOi. dd. to 211. each.

lUNIPERUSJAl'ONICUSALBO VARIEGATA—2J.6d. to2i«.(

ACER RUFINERVE ALSO LIMBATUM.—21s. 10425. each.

„ POLYMORPHUM PECTINATUM RUBRUM.—loj. 6rf.

AUCUBA, Malfs, — is- Cxi. to gf. each. Other varieties. See
CATALOGUE.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

New Gladioli, New Fuchsias.

T^ ELTON AND SONS \y^yy^: whole
ic Mr. T. Sladdcn,

iich have obtained

FELTON . SONS have great pleasure in offering also eight

„. Double FUCHSIAS, which they feci assured will

tLt^^ aa^.jfaction from their distinctness, siie of flower, and general

good habit of growth. These will doubtless become standard market

and exhibition flowers, and maintain a good position for years.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of GLADIOLI and FLCHSIAS, post

1 of Ne

Birmingham Nursery, 56. Harbome Road, Birmingham.

New Fuchsias.
;asu
lallcd by

AVALANCHE (G. S.), this acquisition stands pre-eminem
finest Fuchsia ever offered, having very double, coi

beautifully formed flowers ; corolla pure white ; of extr

long carmine hiamcnts; tube and sepals brilliant carm
This splendid flower contains in one bloom 25 petals

and free grower. Plants 10s. td. each.

Opinions of the Press.
Report from " Gardeners' Magazine," October 2

'oUa,

, boId1
I of 3

Lrith :

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

decided merit, for when intermediate forms
often are, in double flowers, symmetry
PURPLE PRINCE (G. ^

lost."

handsome variety ; tube and sepals waxy c

t carmine-scarlet ; ve
u-mine at the base:
ite distinct, which is

: produced, as they t

xtraordinary bold and
scarlet, corolla

ich violet, flower extra size, fine free habit ; surpasses all other

double purple varieties. Plants \os. 6rf. each.

Opinions of the Press.
Report from " Gardeners' Magazine," October 2, i86g.

*' Purple Prince is bold and h.indsome, tube and sepals shining

carmine-scarlet, corolla very large, expanding boldly, colour a very

rich lone of pucy purple."

SULTAN {G, S.), lube and sepals waxy scarlet, broad andwcU
reflexed; corolla deep violet; of fine

dark Fuchsias in cultivation. Plants

NOTICE.—The above three Fuchsias
Plate, by Mr. J. Macfarlane, 11. 6d. each.

G. S. IS now booking orders for three extra large and fine NOSE-
GAY GERANIUMS, viz. ;—Claudus, Harry George, and Soleil,

which have taken First-class Certificates,

Beautiful Coloured Drawings of Claudus and Soleil, by Mr. James
Andrews, in two separate plates, 11. td. each.

For descriptions of above see CATALOGUE, forwarded on appli'

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London, N,

of the finest

td. each,

one handsome coloured
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J?,'
follnnn

long, .

The s,

alrcartv

Rare Tree and other splendid FernR.

, ciually good can De suDsiiiuicu :—

.,1,1. Alsophilaaustralis. A.MCcIsi
a : Todca arborca, or pcllucida.

Just Received, from Algiers, a small quantity of

QlilCDS ,if .\llli:s ItAHORENSIS, a rare an

k5 bc.ulifiil l„iHl,r ,n,ilc i.oLuli.ir lo a sii^lo peak of the All

Mnnnt lii,^ — Tliis ^tt J is ^KTv diliiCLilt to oblaiii, and the tree, as f;ii.oumams. ,. _ - ^ j ^ England, thouglt well worthy
jVS at an altitude oT about 6000 feet.

,^'ofthe ATLAS c£dAR (Ccdrus atlanti

•Abies baborensis, SJ. per packet ; Ccdr

t CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

PICEA NOBILIS.— Suitable for Avenues or Orna-
mental naming —500 Picea nobilis, from seed, fincly-furnishcd

Trees, i'4 to j Icct high. >vilh good leading shoc.n and splendid roots

ThisCht. 1 1. 1.", I'.ii- : .
11,. 1.-::. Kl,- h ,..l..

,

•.••>M ri . • .1. St itution, ol

rapidgi. .^!., .: -.
i

'• '• '; ' ^;'i;"0<l loamy

5(,^1 ] , I I

; ,
!.,

I ,
.,

]
1 '

'.
,

.
'Ill'', and beau-

tifu'lTrr '

.
I

^
M.|.lication to

Messrs 1 I .1111:, Mi > is:- ' "
,

I l.n,. :..,-„ ih Nursery,

ShefTield.

MOUNTAIN ASH, a most Ornamental and Profitable

for llnderwood,
Ha/cl and most other plant
supply good plants—ij^ to 2

rp O
I.IiMN'G HOLLY (very stout).

[ \ I I .+:, 6 to 9 inches, I to i Ji foe

II l''IK,g

TRADE.—

J. THORNTON, Heatherside Estate, llagshot, Surrey.

VERGREEN H E D G 1

AMERICAN ARIiOR-VIT/E, .

5 to 6 feet, at 6oJ. pcrioo,

SIBIi:RIAN ARllOR-VIT.r,,
50i. per loo : 3 to 3i feet, 60! per

RICIIAkll SMIill

to s feet;

si feet.

I, Nurseryman, vogclenzai
, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD /

;t, London, E.C.

by Ha
SON.s

ERICAN ARBOR-VIxyE,
iJ4 to 2 feet, 2j. per dozen, 12s. per 1

a to 2M Icct, 3*. per dozen, 151, per 1

2 to 3 feet, 31. 6a. per dozen, 16*. per

2j^ to 3J4 feet, 4s. per dozen, 20i. pel

3 to 4 feet, AS. da. per dozen, 22s. per
See CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurscrit

good Plants.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries.

THOMAS \S'.\KM;R licgs to remind intending
Planters .and the 1 r.i.le ih.il, i.i addition 10 his extensive General

Nursery Stock, he has the folhiwing in large quantities, of unsurpssed"-' reasonable prices. CATALOGUES,

:'HF.RRIES, Standards, Dwarfs, and I'yramids.

: Ihilch.

,spla,

SPRUCE FIR, single sue

ROSES, Dwarf, most of the leading and 11

401. per looj 2

LU, Worcester.

Prime Nursery Stock.

JsrOTT, Mirriolt, Somerset, has to offer tlu

. ,,,„.,,, „,„„ „.,„,.i,„„,i ,,„,| ,,.,.11 r™..e.|, ;,, Inrre ,,r .,,^.-,1

—
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TheRovalSeedsmc

" Economy—Seeds direct from the Growers."

CARTER'S " PRIZEldEDAL " FARM SEEDS
AT VERY LOW QUOTATIONS, FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE. The Roval Seedsmen

CARTER'S
THE FINEST VARIETY

IN CULTIVATION.

MAMMOTH PRIZE LONG

EVIDENCE OF aXJAIilTY.

•/to—A. HUTLEY, Esq., Tirling, :

Oct. 7, 1869.

"Your Mammoth Long Red Mangel
is first-rate, so true that I could not

find one that .did i)Ot match with the

rest."

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL.
rcr lb. -J, .(.

ORDINARY YELLOW GLOBE
M.ANGEL 08

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE
M.XNOEL, remarkable lor

finHi,,s.,ufqnalily .. ..10
CARTER'S MAMMOTH

PRIZE MANGEL, tlie

finest long red variety
(sec Illustration) .. .. 1 Q

CARTER'S NEW CHAMPION
INTERMEDIATE MAN-
GEL, the best oval-shaped

variety . , . . . . . . i c

ELVETIIAM LONG YELLOW
MANGEL J c

GLOBE
* I . i 1 (

Lmacst price per C~wt. on appltcjtiuii.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS AT

ALDERSHOT CAMP.
Wc are faxoured with the following

evidence of the superior quality

of our Grass Seeds from COL.
LAFFAN, R.E.

"Col. Laff.\n is happy to inform

Messrs. Carter & Co. that the 60 acres

of Grass growii from the Seed supplied

by them List Autumn look extremely well,

and promise a good crop of Hay."

N.B. These Seeds were sown under

most adverse influences, both of soil and

situation.

LOOK TO YOUR GRASS
LANDS.

CARTER'S RENOVATING
MIXTURE should be now sown on

Meadows that have suffered from the

past dry summer. The Mixture includes

the most desirable Grasses and Clovers

for Hay Crop, and succeeding Green

Feeding, and will soon restore a first-

rate Permanent Pasture. Sow 8 to 12 lb.

per acre.

Price 9d. per lb., 80s. per c-wt.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
FOR .\LTERN.VTE HUSBANDRY,

Including the greatest Food aiid

Hay producing Grasses and Clovers, in

such proportions as the particular rotation

may require.
' ^ Per acre —!. d.

For ONE YEAR'S LAY, best

quality .. .. .. 13

For TWO YEAR.S' LAY .. 17 6

For THREE or FOUR YEARS'

RED MANGEL.
THE FINEST VARIETY

IN CULTIVATION.

LAY

EVIDENCE OF atTALITY.

From W. GAi'PEK, Esq., DiiiUihiloiie,

No^i. I, 1869.

' You will be pleased to hear that I have

agam won Uie Cup for Red Mangels, grown

from your seed. This is the fifth year m
succession that I have taken this prize.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE
AND TURNIP.

I'cr ll>.-s. rf.

LIVERPOOL SWEDE ..07
Other ordinary varieties, 7</. to o 10

CARTER'S IMPERIAL
HARDY SWEDE, (acknovv-

ledged to be the best m
cultivation) '> ^

CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE,
an immense cropper . . ..09

DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE
TURNIP, of quick growth

and good quality . • • ' P

POMERANIAN WHITE
GLOBE TURNIP (tlw

largest and best WhitcTurmp) o 9

I
INIOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE

TURNIP ° 9

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE
TURNIP ° °

CARTER'S CHAMPION
HYBRID TURNIP, green-

ton or purple-top, splendid

stocks ° '°

Lowest price per Cwl, on apflicatwii.

CARTER'S~GRASS SEEDS AT

HILSEA LINES.

J.
EDWARDS, Esq., -finles as

follows ;

—

"I am pleased to say that the

Grass Seeds you supplied for the Hilsea

Fortifications, upwards of 2 miles m

length, gave mo great satisfaction,"

N B These Seeds were sown under

most adverse influences, both of soil and

situation. _

CARTER'S

"ROYAL MIXTURE"
OF FINE GR.\SS SEEDS

F1.IR I.-AAVNS, S:c,

20s. per bushel ; second

quality, 18s.

CARTER'S EXNE CLOVERS,
Free from weeds and dirt. •

Per Ib.-^. d. J. i-

BRO.AD-LEAVED RED o 7! to o 11

PERENNIAL RED or

COW GR.-\SS .. o loMo I I

WHITE DUTCH ..on to i 4

AI^IKE HYBRID .. i o to i 4

YELLOW TREFOIL or

HOP o 4J to o 7

L.wcsl price per Cwt. on npplicntiou,

CARTER'S "PRIZE MEDAL" GRASS SEEDS
FOR PERMANENT PASTURES (CHOICEST QUALITY).

. ,. ,., „fMFSSr^ C\RTEK'S GR\SS and CLOVER SIOF.DS (.ifttr most careful tcstinsl is assiued to be first-rate

The germinating quality of Ml'.^SK^. '-•>_'\;_ '^_.,"„,;,. „

and, from the great pains

;ely be entertained. It is

oiUy necessary when ordering to give a general description of the ->'_—
"_ „^

'

p . MEDIUM SOILS, 28s. tO 32s. per acre.

For HEAVY SOILS, 28s. to 32s. per a^re.^
I J^or LIGHT S0ILS,^28s. toJ2^p^^^JJ_^

For the fullest information on Laying-down Land to Grass, see
. mrv

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMER'S CALENDAR FOR 1870.

r-ost Free Sixpence ;
firatis lo Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., TiiE-^^^ITs^E^^^^Nri^ai^^^^^riT^H HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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M Delicious New Grape.
R. WILLIAM BULL has a large stock of good,

well-ripened CANES of MADRE3FIELD COURT

Rif Tlionsands

o
Golden Champion Grape.

SRORN AND SONS can supply good CANES of the
ibovc-namcd remarkable GRAPE, whicK has again been
ed, and very much admired, fully sustaining tlie high character
isly /onncd of it. Price los. 6d., 21s., and ^oi. each.

Fulham Nursery, London, S.W.

Pines, Fruit Trees, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS has a very fine stock of all the
• best kinds, true to name, and in splendid condition. SHRUBS,

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES of every description. Prices

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N

THOMSON'S WHITE LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.
—Plants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keepinij in

cultivation, are now being sent out The Canes are strong and
thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

Price 2rj.
,
42s., and 631. each.

THOMAS METHVEN, Leith Waltc Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both f.r i; : planting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE post fr-

.

' """"• --- -

Vines, Five Siuiliugs eaclL
LEVVTS W'OODTHORrE having an enormous stock,

begs to offer .strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the

Mu; Nursery, Siblc Hedingham, Essex.

VINES, from Eyes, 2-yr. old, warranted true to name
and to fruit this summer, js.ed. each, of the following varieties :—

Black Hamburgh, Golden Hamburgh, Barbarossa, Mrs. Pince, Buck-
land Sweetwater, General Dc la Marmora, Alicante, Royal Vineyard,
Black Frontignan, Foster's Seedling, Burchard's Prince. Planting
Canes of the aDovc, very strong, ^s. td. . sent to any part of the kinydom.

J. PEED, Eftra Nursery, Bri , S.W.

SURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums. Pears. Apples
;

Staodard Plums, Pears, Apples; Standard and Half Standard and
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currants,
Manetti, and Crab Stocks; Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia,
Common Laurel, V^ariegated and Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,
English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.
Samples, with height and price, on application to

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurser>-, Guildford ,

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.—
Dwarf-trained Morello CHERRIES, 3-yr., splendid stulT,

1 fine Bushes, 3-j'r., 55. per dozen, 35^. per i

Rider Trained CHERRIES, 30i. per dozen.

„ PEACHES and NECTARINES, 60s. per dozen.
Half Standard H.P. ROSES, 2 feet, splendid stuff, best soi

Large^AURUSTINUS^f^and 5 feet, specimens, 30s. per dozen.NUS, 4 a
LTRELS,6to"8fect, jfcgpet"

, Ha:

KICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-

tion, Soil, Drainage. Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment
under Glass, also their synonymes. quality, size, form, skin, colour,
flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c. Free by post
for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITPI, Nurser)-manand Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fruit Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, will be
• glad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PEARS, 700 do. of
APPLE, 170 do. of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with other kinds in

proportion. Standards. 6 to 7 ; Pyramids, 6 to 7; and Bushes, 3 to

5 feet high; also very fine Dwarf-trained Trees of all kinds, of
superior growth, are offered. The above are described in the
" Orchardist," the best work on Fruit Trees in England, price is. 6d.
in stamns. A orinted List or Index sent trratis

,.is..-

Fruit Trees.
WILLIAM PAUL has to offer, of superior quality,

Half-Standard and full Standard trained PEACHES and
NECTARINES, y. to 7s. t>d. each..

Ditto, bearing trees, of many sorts, at 7s. 6rf. to los. 6rf. each.
STANDARD APPLES, PEARS and PLUMS, very fine, is. M. to

PYR.'VMrDAPrLF.S on Paradise and Doucin stocks, i8s. per dorcn.
These may be planted the same distance apart as Gooseberry trees,

bearinj; fruit like ropes of Onions.
PYRAMID PliAKS on Quince and Pear stocks, IS. M. to3t. M. each.

,, PI.l' MS, I!. &/. to 3!. dd. each.
D\rarf-traincd APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES

and NECTARINES, it. id. 10 y. each.
R£D CURRANTS, srr. per 100: y. per dozen.

PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

TWO HUxnRrr. rnnrs \xn dwarf hybrid
I'l ' ' 1 I

: , I
I

.
. ! .... I, .lid plants.

(5o,ooo DWAKl I I \. '11111,1 .ihrr ROSES in pots, wcll-

FatU's Rose Catalogue.
" A very complete and able catalo^'ue."

—

Floral World.

WM. PAUL li.-;;- t.i .Tin..:mce that his NEW
CATALOGUE. .f I ' . i,|y,and will be forvi-ardcd

post free on application. 1: .s is laree and excellent.
Paul's Nu . London, N.

To the Tra.de.
STANDARD RObES, good Stems and Heads,

DWARFS, on Manetti, fine, £2 per too, best

ery, near Kidderminster.

Roses suitable for Climbers or Stocks.
ROBERT PARKER begs to state that hejcan supply,

in larce or small quantities, extra fine plants of EOURSAULTS,
AMADIS, INERMIS, and MANETTI ROSES, at verj' reasonable
prices, or in EXCHANGE for Hardy Shrubs or Trees. Prices for-
warded on application.

Exotic Nursery', Tootinf;, Surrey, S.W.

Dwarf Roses for Bedding.
P.i\LlL AND SON beg to recominend the present

favourable season for PLANTING BEDDING ROSES.
Magnificent plants of the following, the best in their respective
colours, can uc supplied at 75s. per too; if Whites and Yellows be
taken separate, looj. per too.

CRIMSONS.
Ifred Colomb.

I Jacquc
Madame Victor Vcrdic
Maurice Bcrnardin.
Marie Rady.
Marie Eaumann.
S6nat6ur Vaisse.

PINKS and ROSES.
Comtcssc de Chabrillant
Tohn Hopper.
1ules Marcottin.
Madame CaiUat.
Mad me J. Levc

; de St. Amand.

Bourbon, Sou^""

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of

^TTON and'sons""'^''
^^^"^ "'" "= ""I'''""'' "'"='''">' '>

i'.°.''.P!;''=",WP'.>' .<5'"inK. quantity required) to SUTTON ANDFor prices apply (stating quantiti
SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Eslabli;

w,
Pluus Fremontiana, Pinus Torreyana.
THOMPSON, Seedsman, Tavern Street,

Ipswich, begs to inform the Trade that he has
.

HARDY HEATHS, in 50 varieties, free of package:

—

24 plants, in 12 varieties, two of each for 7s.

48 plants, in 24 varieties, including choicer varieties, for iZs.
100 plants, in 12 varieties, for 25s.

100 plants, in 24 varieties, for 30s.
100 plants^ in 50 varieties, for 501,

Many varieties can be supplied by the k
JAMES SMITH. Dacley Dale Nu

See CATALOGUE
ies, near Matlock.

LEEDS ROYAL PARK.—A GRAND CANARY
SHOW will be held on SATURD.W, March 19: MOiND.VY,

March 21; TUESDAY, March 22 ; WEDNESDAY, March 23 ; and
THURSDAY, March 24. FIFTY POUNDSwiU be given in PRIZES.
The Show will be held in the Large Conservatory.

ENTRIES will CLOSE on TUESDAY, March 15.

Schedules and all particulars can be had on personal application at
the Park, or by letter. THUMAS CLAPHAM.
Leeds Royal Park, February, 1870.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. — The ANNUAL GRAND EXHIBITION of

FLOWERS and FRUIT will uke place on FRIDAY, July i.

Product
Schedules may be obtained on application to the Secretary',^ Mr. E. F. LOOF, 26. Parade, Tunbridge Wc

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. — NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN, that an

addition to the LIST of PENSIONERS will take place in JULY
NEXT. All persons desirous of becominL; Candidates are required to
transmit their Certificates and Testimonials to the Committee on or
before the 16th April next, after which day they will not be received.

By order, EDW. R. CUTLER, Sec
14, Tavistock Row, Covcnt Garden.—March g, 1870.

N.B. Printed Forms of Application may be had upon requisition to
the Secretary.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Royal Horticultural (Fruitand Floral

Wednesday, March i6L,-?f'",c'"^f-'fi^'-f?' ^''"» "f°" " " '^"
'

1 Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. 1.30P.M,
) (General Meeting) ., .. ip.m.

17-Lini

Light in its influence upon Veget-4BLe Deve-
lopment is a phenomenon of Nature about
which we possess too little positive informa-
tion. We know that without it plants pine
and die, and quickly resolve themselves into

their original atoms ; and we also know that

under an excess of light they burn up and
perish. Perhaps, judged from Nature's stand-

point, the plants of every country and climate

enjoy that amount of light which is necessary
for their proper development ; but it is when
the plants of different latitudes, stretching

from the frigid to the torrid zones, are brought
under the care of the culturisl, that his difficul-

ties commence, and he feels almost inclined to

exclaim, " Oh, that I knew your native habitat,

and its elevation and distance from the sea line :

they would afford me some little clue to your
cultivation." So far as our country is concerned
we get, on the average, sufficient light to bring cer-

tain of the fruits of the earth to perfection, so long

as they arc sown at the proper time, and are cared

for afterwards ; and sometimes, as in iS6S, we get

a little more than with our possibly defective

systems of cultivation is consonant with the most
complete results. To illustrate this let us take a

glance at poor and shallow cultivation under
such conditions. The plant is unable to extract

sufficient nutriment from the earth to fortify it

.against excessive heat, and hence it perishes
;

but with a rich deep staple of earth to work in,

the roots dive deep into the soil, and luxuriate

accordingly. Here we see the chief cause of the

failures of our root crops in the year before

mentioned. It was not that the season was too

hot, but it was just because our cultivation was
too shallow, and hence the plants perished for

want of pasture.

Light and heat, so far as open-air cultivation

is concerned, may be considered in connection

one with the other. We cannot have one with-

out the other, and hence Nature works harmo-
niously. When we come to indoor cultivation

we have a command of heat without the

corresponding advantage in the case of light, and
hence as we use what opportunities we have
depends to a great extent the success of ourmethods
of cultivation or plant treatment. All gardeners

are agreed that a high night temperature is not

conducive to sturdy and healthy growth, whilst

most good cultivators confess that even in dull

weather in daylight a few degrees less tempera-

ture may be indulged in without any perceptible

loss in the progress of the plants. In our hot-
houses, however, we have to deal with the
denizens of various climes, some that are accus-
tomed to long days and bright light, and others
that may be natives of climes where night and
day are of the same length the whole year
through, and where the transition from bright
day to dark night is rapid. Again, in
their native liabitats, some may be subject
to the slight but constant shade of an over-
growth of arboreal and taller vegetation,
while others may be exposed to the full glare
and brilliant light of vertical sunbeams, and
enjoy it luxuriously. To take plants of such
opposite natural conditions into our compara-
tively murky climate, and into our hot-houses—
to swathe them in an atmosphere little removed
from that of a vapour-bath, and to shade them
"all the year round'' from every ray of sunshine,
appears to be, and must be, very questionable
treatment.

We are aware that in making the last asser-
tion we are treading upon delicate ground ; that
those who have tied themselves in horticultural
" red tape " will hug their bonds more closely
and cry "No Surrender." Well, we cannot help
it. Nature—and she never was wrong yet

—

admonishes us that our ways are not her ways,
and although we are aware that under diverse
physical conditions it may not be wise to follow
Nature's teachings too implicitly, and that we
must bend to circumstances and do what is

expedient under artificial conditions
; yet we

are sure one great law must be proclaimed,
that to shade plants in this country which are
exposed to every ray of sunshine at home, and
at the same time to expect them to bloom, is

folly. Shade and complete maturation are anta-
gonistic terms. You may as well try to cook a
joint of meat in a cold oven as to get flowers from
a plant which does not get its full share of light.

Light is life in the vegetable kingdom, and with-
out the free admission of it to our plant-houses,
perfect cultivation is impossible.

Take, for example, one of our best known
Orchids, Renanthera coccinea ; how rarely have
the Iiabitiu-s of our great exhibitions seen it exhi-
bited ? The only cultivator who ever presented
it season after season in flower at our shows
was the late Mr. Falconer, of Cheam. And
how did he do it .' The block upon which it

grew was fixed upon the back wall of a plant
stove under a fixed sash ; and there, close
to the glass, with the sun pouring its fiercest

rays full upon it, the plant matured its

growth, and produced flowers, while those who
coddled it in the general Orchid-house rarely
bloomed it at all. Passing througli the
tropical conservatory at Chatsworth in the
early part of last December, we were delighted
to see a fine specimen growing upon a branch
some 12 or 15 feet from the glass ; upon this a
spike of flowers, 2 feet long, with side spikelets a
foot in length, was casting its flowers, having
been in bloom upwards of two months, while a
second spike upon the same branch has now been
some time in bloom and will probably continue
until April. Now, this plant has known no
shade, as it stands in a perfectly open part of the
house ; neither had it been scorched by heat,

the house in question having no fire lighted froin

the end of IVIay to the beginning of September.
Still, for all this, it was as green as a Leek, and
had made, as may be concluded from its blooming,
strong well matured growth. So convinced is

IVIr. .Speed of the importance of full bright light

for all plants, that it is not unlikely that some of
the duplicate plants of Vandas, in which Chats-
worth is so rich, as well as other plants, will be
tried next season in the large house.

When Mr. SPEED went to Chatsworth, nearly
two years ago, many of the Orchids had been
shaded nearly to death ; they were covered with

spot, and the Cattleyas especially were almost
irrecoverably injured. Now the disease has
almost entirely disappeared, the remedies being
peifect cleanliness both in plants, pots, and
houses, free ventilation with warmed air, and not

a minute's more shading than what may be
necessary to prevent scorching by the fierce

rays of the sun. A large plant of Vanda teres

growing upon the forked branches of a tree

4 feet through, yellow as the leaves of Aucuba
japonica two years ago,' is now as green and

healthy as it can be ; while, to conclude, a

plant of Vanda Roxburghii placed in the cool

house at a temperature of 45° to 50° is growing

superbly, the young rootlets being as fresh and

transparent at the points as if growing m the
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temperature generally considered necessary for

them.

.Such facts as these should, we think, set

growers thinking, and then we have no doubt
they will discover that even Orchids do not require
to be coddled ; and though to prevent scorching
it may be necessary to shade them a little, the
more light they are exposed to, especially during
the latter part of their growth, the more cer-

tain must be the development of the flowering
principle.

ThelMPERiAL and Central Horticultural
Society of Fra.n'ce .innoimces a General Exhibition
of Horticultural Products, to be held from May 27
to June I, as also one of objects of art and of
industry used for gardening purposes or for the decora-
tion of parks and gardens, from May 27 to June 20.

These exhibitions will take in Paris, in the Palais de
r Industrie, in the Champs Elysees, at the same
time as the exhibition of fine .arts. All horti-

culturists, amateurs, and manufacturers are
invited to take p.irt in these exhibitions. Persons
wishing to exhibit are requested to apply from
May I to May 15, at the latest, to the President
of the Society, 84, Rue de Crenelle, St. Germain,
and to mention at the same time the space they
will require. There will be no classes (concmirs).

All objects mentioned in the above list will

be available for exhibition if considered of suf-

ficient merit ; if otherwise, the authorities
have the right of declining them. The same
persons will have charge of the placing of
articles to be exhibited, and will, il necessary,
curtail, or enlarge the space originally asked for.

Plants, fruits, and vegetables will be received
on May 25 and 26, from six o'clock in the
morning until four in the afternoon ; cut flowers
will only be received on the 27th, before eight
o'clock in the morning. The members of the
jury (24 in number), must assemble on May 27,
at eight o'clock in the morning, at the Palais de
I'lndustrie, in the place which will be ultimately
made known to them. Prizes, consisting of medals
in gold, silver gilt, silver, and bronze, will be
awarded to exhibitors, according to the merit of
articles exhibited. The awarding of prizes will be
left to the jury. As in previous years, the
Society will give various prizes for ser\-ices

rendered to horticulture, to gardeners, authors of
special works on horticulture, to inventors of in-

struments or of apparatus considered deserving of
eiicouragement ; in fact, to any one who has con-
tributed in any way to the progress of horticulture.

With reference to the beautiful Mono-
Lena PRIMUL.KFLORA figured in our last Number,
we learn that it was oiiginally introduced into
luno])e in 1S67 Ijy M. Wallis, who discovered
tile plant in the southern districts of Ecuador, on
tlie banks of the River Zamora (and not, as stated
in our extract from the "Botanical Magazine,"
in New Granada). It was first of all exhibited
as a Bertolonia, and the stock was subsequently
sold under the name of Monolena primuteflora.
The mere publication of a name in a trade
catalogue or otherwise, without a technical
description, does not in botanical law constitute
imiA fide publication ; hence, although as it

appears M. Linden originally, and we our-
selves subsequently (see p. 38), spoke of the
plant under the above name before it was
described by Dr. Hooker—it is to the latter
gentleman that the right of priority belongs, he
having been the first to publish a description. In
this case the plant seems to have fallen into the
hands of several botanists, all of whom at once
recognised the genus, and agreed with rare
unanimity as to the name to be given to the
species.

We are informed that the Right Honourable
the Earl of Derby has kindly consented to preside
over the Anniversary Dinner of the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution, to be held at the London
Tavern, on June 29. We are glad to learn that the
affairs of this useful Institution are such that it will
shortly be possible to make further additions to the list

of pensioners. Much more might be done if greater
support were given to it by the class for whose special
benefit the Institution was founded.

His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G.,
President of the Royal Horticultural Society, has
nommated the following gentlemen for Vice-Presi-
dents of the Society for the present year, viz. :

H. S. n. The Prince of Teck, the Lord Bishop
of Winchester, Lieut. -Gen. Hon. C. Grey
W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.

'

From Mr. Glaisher's weather tables for the
week ending March 5, it will be seen that the extreme
southern counties of England have enjoyed a consider-
able increase of warmth, the temperature rising to 60°;
but proceeding northwards it became gradually less,
till at Edinburgh the highest temperature reached was
less than 51°, and it was generally below 50° through-
out Scotland. The temperature at night descended to
about 32° at most places in England, but to a lower
noint at all stations in Scotland. The mean tempera-

ture of the air for the week at southern stations was
45i° ; at midland stations about 41^°; at nurthcrn
stations 40^° ; and for the whole of Scotland
381° ; being 64° of lower temperature than in the
south of England. The fall of rain in England was,
with the exception of the eastern counties, pretty
evenly distributed, and was little more than i inch in

depth. In Scotland, however, it was very variable in
amount, being nearly 4.4 inches at Perth, whilst at
Leith it scarcely exceeded a quarter of an inch. At
Glasgow it amounted to over 2| inches, whilst at Edin-
burgh and Dundee it hardly exceeded three quarters of
an inch. The mean temperature of the ground at
the depth of i inch was 45°; at 3 feet 41°, being
at about its lowest temperature for the year at this

depth ; at 6 feet it was 44°, being also at about its

lowest temperature ; at 12 feet it was 464° decreasing
;

and at 24 feet 51° nearly, decreasing as it has been
since attaining its maximum in January, as recorded
at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

supernt

New Garden Plants.
Dracoxtium elatum, Masters^ sp. noz\

Cormo oblate-sphjcroideo, fibras radicales <

tantum emittente ; foliis radicalibus synanthiis, solitariis
binis, petiolatis, pedatisectis (diametro 3—4 pedalibusl, seg-
mentisprimariisAvels, obovatisimpari, interrupte, decursiveque
pinnalipartitU, latcralibus interdum apice dichotome divisis,
segmentis ultimis oblongo-lanceolatis, acuminatis glabris-costa-
tis, arcuato-nervosis

; petiolis 5—6 pedalibus et ultra, teretibus,
apicem versus sensim attenuatis, pone basin tubcrculatis
maculisque yiolacei's annulosis undulatis notatis ; scapo tereti
5—6 pollicari ; spatha 8—9 pollicari coriacea, purpurea, fomi-
cata, converg:enti-nervosa, longiuscule acuminata acuminc
inflexo

; spadice cylindraceo bipollicaxi brevitcr stipltato, ab
apice deorsum florente ; floribus numerosissimis ebracteatis
monochlamydeis, hermaphroditis, arete approximatis ; peri-
anthio 6—7-—9 partito ; segmentis spathulatis apice cucuUatis
astivatione imbricatis ; staminibus perianthii segmentis numero
ffiqualibus, iisque oppositis dcmum exsertis, filamentis latis

;

antheris dorsifixis, bilocularibus, loculis oblongis, apicem versus
rima porosa extrorse vel lateraliter dchiscentibus ; ovario supero,
siib 3-lobo, 3-loculare; sti^lo crasso subconoideo ; stigmate

quovis Iocu[o solitariis, placentae axili,

ipylitropis ; fructu

ilo solit

ffixis, c
Africa occidenlali

mediante funiculo
adhuc igroto.—Habitat in

elata. V. V. in Hort, Bull.

The Aroid of which a technical description is above
given will not vie in size with the Godwinia gigas (see

P- ^ITPi 1869) of Seemann, but it is very much like it in
aspect, as handsome if the element of size be dis-
regarded, closely allied to it in the construction of its

flowers, and on botanical grounds equally interesting.
Like the Godwinia, this Aroid was first grown in this
country by Mr. \V. Bull, in one of whose stoves we saw
the plant in bloom in January, 1870. lis nearest ally
seems to be the old Dracontium polyphyllum, from
which it differs in one or two important points. Our
plant has leaf-stalks 5—6 feet in length, and leaf-blades
large in proportion ; the scape supporting the spathe
and spadix is 5 or 6 inches long, and is produced at the
same time as the leaf. In D. polyphyllum the leaf-stalk
scarcely attains 2 feet ; the scape bearing the spadix
is only an inch or two in length, and is produced
after the flowers (hysteranthous), not simultaneously
with them (synanthous). The flowers also seem destitute
of that overpowering foetor characteristic of D. poly-
phyllum at certain times ; and there are other minor
differences in structure. The native country of our
present plant is Western tropical Africa, while D. poly-
phyllum is a native of Surinam. This of itself is an
interesting point as regards the geographical distribution

of plants. From Godwinia our plant differs in
the simultaneous production of leaf and flower,
in the stamens being equal in number to the seg-
ments of the perianth, not twice their number,
iVc. Other points of difference may be seen by
comparing the description of that plant with that
we now subjoin.

Root-stock or corm of the size of a small Turnip,
of a depressed spheroidal form, giving off fleshy
roots from its upper surface only, exactly as in some
Cyclamens. Leaves one or sometimes two, arising
from the stock. Leaf-stalk erect, 5—6 feet high and
upwards, terete or nearly so, as thick as a man's
thumb or thicker at the base, gradually tapering
upwards, covered by an epidermis which is smooth
and pinkish above, but from the middle downwards is

marked by small, scattered, conical asperities, and
wavy bands or blotches of a purplish colour mottled
with white. The interior of the leaf-stalk is traversed
by a great number of longitudinal air-canals, some-
what symmetrically disposed, the largerjn the centre,
the smaller at the circumference. The upper extre-
mity of the leaf-stalk divides into three primary
branches, which are bent horizontally nearly at right
angles to the main stalk, and each of which is terete
and slightly channelled on the upper surface; the
central branch is undivided, but each of the two
lateral ones divides about 4 inches from its base into
two widely divergent branchlets. The blade of the
leaf spreads horizontally, measures 3—4 feet across,
and is pedately divided into three (or into five) main
subdivisions, one central and four lateral, two on
each side; of these latter the uppermost pair are
again dichotomously divided towards the apex. Each
of the main subdivisions measures from 12—15
inches in length, is obovate in general outline,
dark green above, paler beneath, perfectly smooth,
unequally and uninterruptedly pinnatipartite. The
central lobes of each of these main subdivisions are
opposite to each other and larger than the rest,

which are alternate and decurrent at the base along
the upper side of the rachis, thus connecting all the
segments together. The ultimate segments or
partitions are in all cases oblong-lanceolate,
acuminate, entire, perforated here and there by
irregular holes, D, and traversed by a central
rib, prominent on the under surface, and from the
sides of which are given off arcuate secondary
veins, which become confluent into an intra-
marginal nerve running round the segment. The
scape or peduncle is erect, terete, 5—6 inches high,
as thick as a swan's quill, smooth, rosy pink, and
having precisely the same anatomical structure as
the leaf-stalk, but with smaller cells and air-canals.
The spathe is erect, boat-shaped, leathery, con-
volute at the extreme base, prolonged above into
a long incurved acumen, externally convex, smooth,
purplish brown, traversed by 7—9 prominent nerves,
converging at the apex ; internally concave, smooth,
rich purple in colour. The spadix is supported
within the spathe on a short cylindrical rosy stalk,

\ inch long, as thick as a goose quill. The
spadix itself is erect, cylindrical, about 2 inches
long, as thick as a swan's quill, and densely
covered with ebracteate, monochlamydeous, herma-
phrodite flowers expanding from above down-

wards. The perianth. A, consists of 6—7—9 distinct
spathulate segments, hooded at the top, imbricate
in aestivation, and marked by purplish spots. The
stamens are equal in number to the perianth segments,
and opposite to them. The filaments are erect, flat,

ribbon-like, pale rose - coloured, ultimately projecting
beyond the segments of the perianth, and attached to the
back of the anther below the middle. The anthers are
oblong obtuse, extrorse, yellow, 2-lobed, lobes obtuse,
bursting at the sides by a terminal pore, which some-
times lengthens into a fissure. Pollen elliptical. The
ovary is superior, sub-spheroidal, obscurely 3-lobed,
3-celIed, with an axile placenta, dissepiments sometimes
complete, in other flowers partially deficient. Style
terminal, longer than the o\ary, and protruding beyond
the perianth, conical, thick, fleshy, curved, purple, termi-
nated by a three-rayed brownish papillose stigma.
Ovules solitary in each cell of the ovary, kidney-shaped,
attached to the placenta by a very short funiculus.

On first opening the spathe it appears as if the upper
part of the spadix were covered by stamen-bearing
flowers and the lower part by female flowers, the
styles of which are directed upwards. In reality all

the flowers are hermaphrodite in structure, though not
so in function ; the stamens in the upper flowers, a, pro-
trude and shed their pollen upon the upturned stigmas
of the lower flowers, B, whose own stamens are still

immature and enclosed within the perianth. Obviously
this is a provision for a division of labour, as the
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pollen of the upper flowers impregnates the stigmas

of the lower ones. These questions, then, arise : how
(if at all) do the upper flowers get fertilised ? and what
])urpose does the pollen of the lower flowers serve ?

The answers to these questions are not at present

forthcoming.

This arrangement of the stamens and styles has been

noticed in Dracontium polyphyllum, for in the

"Botanical Register," tab. 700 A, E, where that plant

is figured, the following passage occurs :
—"The stigma

is necessarily placed beyond the influence of its own
corolla (pollen ?) To counteract this seeming defect

the style is bent connaturally in such a way as to bring

the stigma at its summit into the midst of the anthers

of an adjoining flower, and when these have shed their

pollen, that organ is seen to relax gradually from its

flexure to a nearly upright position within its proper
flower."

In our plant the style seems always bent ; we have
seen no instance of its assuming a vertical direction. In
any case the plant is remarkable for its appearance, its

structure, and its life-history, on wdiich account we
may congratulate Mr. Bull on this new addition to his

"wonderful Aroids." In the accompanying woodcuts
(fig. 58), the entire plant is shown much reduced in

size : A is a flower from the upi>er part of the spadix ;

i{, from the lower part, with the style protniding ; c is

a vertical section through the ovary, showing the

attachment of the ovules, D one of the terminal leaf-

lobes with its perforation. M. T. M.

SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS.—No. IV.

Resuming from p. 41 my remarks on spring-blooming
perennials, I come first to the Dodccatheon^ or American
Cowslip, a charming group of plants, nearly allied to the

Primula. The whole of the species and varieties are

of the freest growth, perfectly hardy, and exceedingly

interesting when in bloom. They naturally grow in

peat, but they seem to thrive in almost any situation or

soil. D. Meadia and its varieties, I), integrifolium, and
D. Jeffreyanum, constitute the cream of the family, but
there are several more quite as interesting, and all

deserve a place in every collection. I ought to men-
tion several more good spring flowers, such as the
Drn/fn, Doroiikum, and many others, but want of

space urges me on to the Epimcdiiim. This is a group
of elegant little plants, succeeding best in peat, and
therefore well adapted for planting round Rhododen-
dron beds. The whole of the species are very beautiful,

both in foliage and flowers.

several will equal the Caladiums of our stoves. The
best of this group are E. alpinum (white), E. diphyl

lum (lilac), E. grandiflorum (white), E. Musschianum
(red), E. colchicum (yellow), and E. versicolor (white

and lilac.) These are quite suflicient to represent this

group, although there are many more quite as beautiful

as those mentioned.
Erantliis hiemalis, the Winter Aconite, is a

favourite with us all ; its bright yellow flowers, ]>eeping

through the snow in January and P'ebniary, have a very

attractive appearance. It increases vei7 rapidly, and
flowers much freer if not disturbed. The Eri/tus is

another very interesting plant, but cannot be recom-
mended for general purposes ; its home is on the rock-

work, and there it becomes a very attractive object.

The Erytltroiiium dens caiiis^ or Dogstooth Violet,

must not be omitted from this selection of spring

flowers. They are bulbous plants, producing spotted

foliage, and very delicate flowers of various colours
;

they are perfectly hardy, and increse very rapidly if

left alone. Clumps of these have a very pleasing

appearance in the borders during the early spring

months. They may also be used most advantage-
ously in a similar position to the Snowdrop ; for if

planted near the Box edging they are not likely to get

disturbed.

The double yellow and single white varieties of the

common Pilewort [Ficarln Taini}u'ti!oidc^) are also very
pretty, especially underneath trees, when hardly anything
else will grow. The Eriti/Ztu-iti inipfrialis, commonly
kno^vn as the Crown Imperial, is one ofan old-fashioned
but noble group of bulbous plants. Eor planting in

groups at prominent points of the shrubbery, for the
centres ofspring beds, or for the back of a mixed border,
these plants are admirably adapted, their beautiful
green foliage and large coronets of flower rendering
them exceedingly attractive. The variegated forms
are gems of the first water, and are among the best of
the hardy variegated plants in cultivation. F. gi-ajca

is a fine species from Greece, growing about 8 inches
in height, with large campanulate flowers of a
brownish-red colour, and striped inside with yellow.
F. latifolia is a larger species, producing large pendent
bell-shaped flowers of a rich brown colour striped with
purple. F. Meleagris and its varieties are admirably
adapted either for pot or outdoor culture. They are
perfectly hardy of course, and produce lovely drooping
flowers. F. tristis is a very dwarf species wdth blackish-

brown flowers. Those mentioned are not one tithe part

of the known species of this beautiful family. They are
all very interesting, and deserve unlimited cultivation.

The lldleborcs or Christmas Roses next claim our
attention, but these having been recently dealt with

(p. 142), I will not say much about them. H. niger

blooms in January, and will continue until February or
March. H. olympicus is a much taller species, pro-

ducing large pure white flowers. H. olympicus mber

is a red flowering variety of the above, very showy.
H. orientalis, H. purpureus, and 11. fa.tidus are also
well worthy of cultivation. The whole of the family
grow very freely if not disturbed, and form very inter-
esting subjects during the early spring months.
Of the Jhpcitico little need be said, we are all so

familiar w ith them that any attempt to describe them
would be useless ; they ' form one of the most
attractive objects a garden can possibly possess, they
are all of the freest growth, and seem to thrive in
almost every situation. H. angulosa is the largest
flowering species, producing flowers as large as half-
crown pieces.

Ibcris.—This is one of the best of the spring-bedding
sections, blooming simultaneously with the Arabis and
Alyssum. It is a genus of dwarf-giowing evergreen
shrubs of very compact growth, producing during the
entire spring dense masses of pure white flowers. The
species grow very freely, and can be moved into the spring
beds without any fear of injuring them, or preventing
them from flowering in the spring, and can again be
removed to make room for the summer bedding. They
are easily propagated by cuttings or by division, but the
former is the best mode. I. gibraltarica is the finest of
this class, producing immense heads of white flowers
slightly tinted ; it is very vigorous in growth, and very
free flowering. I. coriacea and I. semperflorens are both
very pretty, and form capital beds. There is also a
variegated form of I. semperflorens, which is very
striking. A bed of I. gibraltarica, edged with
the variegated Iberis, would have a most beautiful
appearance.

Among the numerous species of the Iris there are
some which command attention in these papers. Iris

pumila (the Crimean Iris) is a dwarf evergreen species
blooming early in the spring ; from its dwarf, uniform
growth it would make a good edging plant, and would
also have a pretty neat appearance in the border.
There are numerous varieties, some of which are exceed-
ingly pretty, they are all of very free growth, and very
profuse flowering. Iris persica is a hardy bulbous
species, freely producing fragrant light blue and yellow-
flowers ; but the best of all the Irises is reticulata. It is

a charming little gem for the select border, or on the
rockwork, its flowers are produced very freely, and are
of a dark purple colour, marked with blue and yellow

;

this and I. persica both bear forcing well, and make
pretty pot plants. Iris tuberosa (Snakeshead Iris) is a
ery curious and beautiful species, it has very long

foliage, and produces in the spring rich violet-black
The young foliage of flowers,

Lmeojitm vcriium, the "Spring Snowflake," is a
beautiful plant, which eveiy one should grow ; it is

muchlike a monster Snowdrop, with pure white flowers

;

L. ajstivum is a summer flowering species. Miiseari
botryoides and its varieties are very pretty adjuncts to
the spring garden ; they flower very freely, and have a
very lovely appearance : the white variety is exceedingly
attractive, it is generally known as the Grape Hyacinth.
M. racemosum, the Starch Hyacinth, and M. mos-
chatuni, the Musk-scented Hyacinth, are both well
worth cultivating.

Narcissus.— \ cannot attempt to describe individually
the forms of this numerous family, as it comprises
nearly 150 species and varieties, more or less differing
from one another. Many of this class of plants are old
and popular flowers, some of which are fully appreciated
as " pot plants ;" but for spring decoration they are
almost discarded. What can be more inviting in the
early spring months than some of the better kinds of
the Daffodil, either in beds or in the borders, or they
can be used with advantage in forming clumps round
the shntbberies, where they succeed remarkably well.
The whole of the species are perfectly hardy, exceed-
ingly fragrant, very free in growth, and produce
abundance of bloom when flowers are comparatively
scarce ; these qualities alone entitle them to more
extensive cultivation than they have hitherto had.
There are some of the species, too, admirably adapted
for the rockwork, such as N. juncifolius, N. Bulbo-
codium, N. nanus, and many others, but the majority
of the species are best adapted for general spring
decoration. The Polyanthus section is well suited for
pot cultivation ; for, although perfectly hardy, yet
the beauty and fragrance of their flowers, combined
with their early-flowering propensities, entitle them to
a little more care in their cultivation. This section is

very useful for growing among Hyacinths, as they
supply a colour which is not yet found among the
varieties of that popular flower.

The Orotms is a very pretty group of dwarfish early
flowering plants. They form neat bushes, growing from
I to i^ foot in height, producing in great profusion
pretty pea-sh.-iped flowers. The light pleasing green
foliage ofsome will well repay for their cultivation. The
best of this group for general decoration are O, vernus
and its varieties, O. sylvaticus, O. flaccidus, and
O. angustifolius ; the latter from its dwarf growth is

well adapted for the adornment of the rockwork. The
whole of the species thrive in any ordinaiy border, and
arc easily increased by dividing the roots m spring.

Phlox.—The alpine section of this popular flower
contains some of the most charming subjects for the
adornment of the spring garden. They are principally
natives of North America, and are therefore perfectly
hardy in this country. They will not, however, succeed
in every situation, the one most congenial to their
requirements, is a hot dry soil, fully exposed to the

sun, anil in this situation they form most striking
objects dining the early spring months. They are also
valuable on account of their colour — as red rose
and purple are very scarce at the season when the
Phlox blooms, wdiite and yellow predominating.
Phlox canadensis is a beautiful species, differing in
foliage from most of the others. It grows about i foot
in height, and produces pretty purplish-blue flowers

;

these are produced very freely, and continue in bloom
in some situations much longer than any of the other
kinds. P. procumbens is a dwarf trailing evergreen
species, of exceedingly free growth, and very profuse in
flower, These are produced in trusses of three or four
together, and are of a purplish-lilac colour. This species
invariably flowers in the autumn, but in the early
spring it forms sheets of colour. P, niv.alis is one of
the most beautiful of this section. It is not so vigorous
in growth as many of the others, nor will it thrive in
all situations ; its home is on the rockwork, where it

can receive plenty of drainage, which is very essential
to many plants of this character. It forms pretty
clumps of light green foliage, which is almost
covered by innumerable pure white flowers, P.
stolonifera is another beautiful species, forming dense,
prostrate masses of dark green foliage, scarcely
exceeding 3 or 4 inches in height. This is one of the
freest in growth of this section, and seems to thrive
best in a damp stiff soil. Its flowers rise 3 or 4 inches
above the foliage, with from three to six upon a stalk,
and are of a rosy purple colour, deepening towards the
centre ; this species is alsoknowm under the names of
P, verna and P, reptans, P. setacea is another pretty
trailing species, very distinct in growth from any pre-
viously^ mentioned. It is of a loose straggling habit,
producing light pink flowers; it is admirably adapted
for the rockwork, or for the front of the herbaceous
border, P. setacea var, amcena is a very deep flowered

-

variety of above, and one worthy of a place in every
collection. P, stibulata is a dense-growdng species,
forming pretty neat cushions of foliage, and produces
very freely lively blush-coloured flowers. P. subulata
var. frondosa is a charming variety, and certainly one
of the best for forming masses. It grows about
4 inches in height, and forms dense masses of
foli.age smothered with bright pink flowers ; so pro-
fuse is this variety in flowering that it generally covers
the plant with bloom, so that the foliage cannot be
seen. P. subulata var, Nelsoni is a white-flowered
variety of the above, of similar habit, and very free in
growth, and forms a most charming companion to
P, subidata var, frondosa. P, pilosa is a very close
compact-growing species, producing pretty puiple-
coloured flowers ; it is very much like P, frondosa in
appearance. There are a great many more of this
section, which deserve notice here, but I must leave
them for another occasion. A. I. P., Tottenham.

BOUGAINVILLEAS.
Having read the observations on the blooming of

Bougainvilleas, at p. 177, I give you a few particulars
of the successful treatment which is adopted here, and
which has scarcely ever failed for the last ten years to
furnish us with Bougainvillea blooms at all seasons of
the year. I am inclined to think that the main cause
of failure in most cases arises from the want of a know-
ledge of the different species. B. spectabilis being the
oldest, the other kinds are generally known by that
name. Ihit few of the nurserymen having bloomed
them, they are as much at a loss to know one from the
other as the persons wdio purchase them, and it is from
this cause that I think so many people fail in culti-

vating them. As we have here bloomed five species
within the last ten years, I may give a short notice of
each of them for the information of those who feel

interested in them.
JB. speciosa.—I place this species first, because it is the

most beautiful. A small plant was received here in

1S57 in a 3-inch pot, with about two leaves upon it,

I succeeded in keeping it alive, and grew it on as
rapidly as possible. In 1S60 it bloomed profusely,

causing perhaps more sensation than any other plant
that was ever bloomed in England. This plant, at the
present time, covers a portion of the roof of a house,
and has appropriated to itself about 800 superficial feet,

although it has been pruned as much as possible to keep
it within due bounds ; the stem is like the stem of an
old Gak, and measures near the surface of the ground
16 inches in circumference. This plant has never failed

for ten years to produce a mass of bloom, and is now
(Feb. 16) showing bloom all over its branches. To
distinguish this species, it may be well to state that it

has very dark green leaves, covered on the upper sur-

face with small hairs ; the colour of the bracts is what
would be called dark mauve, but it is diflicult to define
the colour, as in difTerent lights it appears of various

hades,—the bracts being transparent, the light acts in

L variety of ways upon them. This kind generally,

:omcs into bloom about the beginning of March, and
from its long endurance, w-ill continue in great beauty
till June,
B. glabra.—This species is next in importance to

the above, being the more free flowering of the two.

It is much hardier, and will bloom in a lower tempera-

ture. This plant was first received here in November,

1 861 ; being then about 2 inches high. It was grown on

in a Cucumber pit in the following spring, and by June

h,ad well filled an ii-inch pot with roots. It was
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then placed in a cool greenhouse, and in September
showed bloom on every shoot. It was then returned

to the stove, and was a mass of bloom till Christmas.

The following year it was planted out at the coolest

end of the house as a companion to B. speciosa, and it

has not failed to produce a mass of bloom for eight

or nine months in the year ever since. Last

summer the roof of the house was taken off to be
repaired, and it continued to bloom in the open
air without the least check through the month of

August. This plant has reached nearly the same pro-

portions as B. speciosa. The colour is a light pink,

and contrasts beautifully with the fonner. I always
pnme this plant close to the old wood, in the same way
as I would a Vine, in the month of January, As soon
as it begins to grow it will bloom, and continue to do
so from April to Christmas, not in small quantities,

but in such a mass that the glass cannot be seen
through it.

B. splcndcns.—This was bloomed here in 1S66. It is

very handsome, the flowers and bracts being much larger

than those of either of the preceding kinds. In colour

the flowers are ofa very bright pink, shaded with crim-

son. As far as I have observed, the plant does not

produce flowers in such profusion as the two former,

but the individual blooms are quite as

handsome. In consequence of not having
room for it to develop itself, I destroyed it

after blooming, not being able to find room
for more than two plants in a house 60 feet

long.

B. sfeitahilis. — This I have obtained
under different names from Australia and
Madeira, and from several establishments

in England. I have now a nice plant of
it in bloom, but would not recommend i[.

The colour is of a dull brick-red shaded
with scarlet, not at all equal to any of the

^

before-mentioned, either in colour or free-

dom of bloom. This is the kind that for

a century past has defied all the efforts of
English gardeners to bloom satisfactorily.

Being a winter blooming plant, I have no
doubt that is very much against it. The
bracts begin to show in November, and
consequently, from want of sun at that dull

season, they generally drop off. It is said

to bloom beautifully in Australia, which I
~

have no doubt is the case, as, the seasons
being reversed, the plant has a powerful

^

tropical sun to assist in developing its

bloom. I veiy much doubt if we shall ever
succeed in making it bloom satisfactorily in

our short days, and it does not seem dis-

posed to change its season of blooming. It "^Y^
does not fail to fonii its bracts freely, but
many of them die away, apparently from
the want of solar light.

B. Wassiaua. — This is another variety

that has bloomed here. Like the last-

mentioned, it flowers about Christmas, and
on that account is also very shy to bloom,
but is, I think, one of the finest of them all.

The bracts are nearly double the si^e of
any of the others, of a beautiful pink colour,

richly tinged with crimson. This, like the

last, I have no doubt would bloom splen-

didly at the Antipodes, where its season of
flowering would be when the sun has gi-eat

power. None of them, however, appear
to alter their natural season of flowering ^

with us. X

I will now proceed to give a few plain
directions for their treatment, which, if fol-

lowed out, will not fail to produce blooms.
If they are to be seen in tlieir full beauty,
they must be planted out, and allowed to

fully develop themselves. Then we can get
beautiful branches of bloom from 3 to

6 feet long. I would recommend any
one receiving a young plant to proceed as follows :—If
small give it a .shift, and plunge it in a Cucumber or
Melon house, or a Pme pit, with plenty of bottom-
heat. Shift on as often as the pot becomes filled with
roots. It will fill a 13-inch pot with roots in the course
of one summer. Train out the branches to their full

length, and withhold water about August for the pur-
pose of thoroughly ripening the wood. Stand the plant
away in a warm corner of the stove for the winter,
only giving sufficient water to prevent its leaves from
dropping off. Early in the spring prepare a pit for it,

3 feet wide and 6 feet long, and larger in proportion
if more than one are to be planted in it. This
may be prepared just in the same way as a pit

for Cucumbers or Melons, with a hollow chamber
under it, and two or more pipes itinning under-
neath for bottom-heat. Plant out in this bed in
good friable soil, consisting of leaf-mould, rotten dung,
and sandy loam, with a fittle sand and peat, and char-
coal if obtainable. Water sufficient to settle the soil,

which keep a little moist through the growing season. Be
careful to dry off and ripen the wood thoroughly before
autumn, then keep the plants dry till January, when they
will begin to show bloom, and when theymay be gradually
moistened by giving water in a sufficient quantity to wet
all the soil. I have never seen them bloom better than
in several cases where they have been planted out at one
end of a Cuaimber or Melon house, and where they have

I

been subjected to about the same treatment as those

plants, with their roots growing in the same bed with
them. John D. Daniels, S-iynrombc Ganhiis, Hciilcy

oil- Thames.

THE CLEMATIS FOR EXHIBITION.
We are glad to notice that in the revised schedule of

the Royal Horticultural Society a class has been pro-
vided at the Oxford Show, for "4 Hardy Clematises
in pots or tubs." What they are capable of being
made as exhibition plants is well shown in the accom-
panying portrait of one of a series of plants which
we saw growing at the Woking Nursery, where
Mr. Jackman has been veiy successfully trying his

hand upon their culture in this particular form. We
know of nothing so likely to create a sensation at a
flower show as a group of these hybrid Clematises,
brought out with their normal garniture of a profusion
of gorgeous violet-coloured blossoms.

We are informed that their cultivation as exhibi-
tion plants, after the plan of the accompanying model
(fig- 59). offers no difficulties whatever. It suffices to

plant good vigorous plants in pots or tubs (properly
drained, of course) filled with a rich light loamy soil

;

to prune down close the first and each succeeding year ;

and to favour the free and healthy growth of the

branches during the summer by a judicious use of
stimulants—top-dressing or liquid manuring, as may be
most convenient in each particular case. Good
examples may even be expected the first season after

potting, since in the case of these useful and highly

floriferous plants, to secure vigorous healthy growth is

to ensure abundant flowers, though established plants,

provided they are in vigour and not exhausted,

necessarily have some slight advantage over those more
recently started.

We shall hope to see a fair representation of these

noble plants at Oxford, as well as some other novelties

introduced into the schedule, such as pot specimens of

Antirrhinums, Lobelias, Pentstemons, Phloxes, Del-
phiniums, and such like. M.

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
The numerous failures in the culture of Mushrooms

which we see and hear of, induce me to offer a few
remarks for the benefit of those who may think fit to

make use of them. My first lesson in the culture of this

esculent was received from Mr. Pass, of The Fence,
Macclesfield, who always managed to land heavy
cargoes, and my impression then was that all must be
plain sailing. But the wrecks I have since seen have

made me almost dread being a captain myself where
Mushrooms would be one of the essentials of the freight
of the horticultural ship. Such, however, was my
fate. Mushrooms must be had, and like anything else
that you may not happen to have, you will be daily
told how extremely fond my lord or my lady is of it.

Having indulged in tlie above maritime similes,
I hope the following remarks will not be considered
watery, and furthermore that they will be the
means of enabling some poor fellow to keep his head
above water, especially if he has been subject to the
roasting of the kitchen fire, /. c, the cook. I well
remember the first bed I made. I watched it atten-
tively, and six anxious weeks passed away, but no
Mushrooms came, nor the signs of any ! My only con-
solation was, that they had always been a failure. On
examining the bed I was pleased to find that the spawn
was still alive. Two or three gentle doses of water were
applied until it reached the manure, which I found
had got too dry ; I afterwards covered the bed with a
foot of hay, and availed myself of an old ironing-stove
to warm the place occasionally, and, with these helps,
in four weeks more the first sign of Mushrooms was
visible, and they did very well, but did not last so long,
perhaps, as they would have done if the bed had not been

quite so dry—much of the virtue being lost

in excessive drying or fermenting.
Beds Nos. 2 and 3 were also made, the

house being then filled, and to my delight
they did well. By making use of an old
shed and a fireplace which is not used
after May, I manage to make six beds
during the year—yielding a supply as late
as the end of July. The reader will per-
ceive from my mentioning the ironing-stove
that the house is not heated either by flue

or hot-water pipes, and I have lately found
it best to keep up the temperature with
manure, which is done as follows :—As
soon as the temperature declines in the top
bed the manure is collected daily, and put
on the second shelf, turning it over occa-
sionally ; it is necessary sometimes to move
some of it to make room for fresh. The
same course is pursued with the other bed,
Xo. 3 having the manure laid by its side
in the floor. The thickness of the beds is

about 15 inches. Those in the shed and
stoke-hole are 2 feet thick ; these produce
line Mushrooms, and last some time. They
are entirely dependent on a covering of hay
lo keep up the temperature.

I will endeavour as briefly as possible to
describe the various operations:— 1st,

making the beds. The manure is thrown
out of the bed on to the floor, excepting a
layer 4 inches thick, which is beaten do\vn
I'r trod where it is convenient; another 4
inches is thrown in, and so on, until the
be discompleted, or to within 4 inches of
the final thickness. It is allowed to remain
thus for a few d.ays, and a thermometer is

inserted in it. If it has a tendency to go
above 90^, the upper 4 inches must be
loosened again. I seldom find it rise above
85°, and when it is on the decline to 70°,

it is ready for the second operation

—

spawning. The spawn is placed on the
top, and covered over with manure which
has been but slightly fermented ; the
fresher the better, providing it is not too
wet. The whole is beaten do\m, and the
lumps of spawn will partially sink into the
already beaten part. There will now be
about 2 inches left for soil, which is the third

operation, having previously satisfied oneself
by leaving the thermometer in for about
three days that the temperature will not
rise above 70°. The driest soil that can be
procured is used for a covering, and left in

a loose state for a few days, when it will be found to
have got moist enough to be beaten down. I contend
that the moisture absorbed from the manure by
the soil, is so much food stored for the use of
the Mushroom. Sometimes it is necessary to give
a sprinkling of %vater to enable us to beat it to a
smooth surface, thus giving it the apppearance of
being plastered.

Turfy loam is considered the best for soiling the beds ;

circumstances have compelled me to use the richest soil

of the garden lately, and I do not find much difference,
having covered one-half of the bed -tt-ith one sort and
one-half with the other. Those who may have cow-
dung, especially that of stall-fed beasts, will not regret
using about one inch of soil, and an inch of manure on
the top. The thermometer will be again in requisition

;

occasionally the temperature will rise 2° or 3°, which is of
no consequence ; but when it gets down to 65°cover over
with fine hay, and use the best means at command to
maintain a temperature of 55° at the lowest, though there
is no danger at 50°, but there is a del.ay—.and cold and
damp is certain death to the spawn, though slight frosts

will not kill it if dry. The after-management of the beds
is very simple, and the early beds give us little trouble
beyond adding or changing the manure on the floor. The
covering of hay sometimes requires changing, or a fire

to be lighted in the stove to dry the place, for the

steam from the dung saturates everything. The water
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required for the three beds woulil not amount to more
than 5 gallons from beginning to end.

Woodhce are sometimes troublesome ; the only
remedy is to begin at the lowest made bed, removing
the hay, at the same time shaking it over the bed. The
woodlice will quickly make their way generally to the

back of the bed, and descend between it and the

wall. By the application of boiling water, their

destruction is as rapid as their escape. All the beds

must be served alike ; it is useless to do one and leave

another undone. I have now given the details of my
process under present circumstances, which of course

would be slightly varied if I had a properly constructed

house.

To the young beginner I would say— 1st. Never
allow the e-xcrement to become wet ; if it does, throw
it away. 2d. Do not over-ferment it, the less the

better, providing you can get it dry enough, which may
be ascertained by taking a handful and squeezing it ; if

the moisture oozes out in quantity it is too wet ; if a
little only appear there is no danger. 3. Leave all the

short straw amongst the manure ; there is no danger of

having too much, it assists the drying process, and is

easily shaken out after. 4. Beat a little at a time in

making the beds, firmness being a consideration, especi-

ally where they are not thick. 5. Be sure to maintain
the proper temperature jn the beds ; do not mind the

atmospheric heat so much. 6. Think twice before
watering once, and until you have confidence in your
skill, water one half of the bed and leave the other
Watering is unnecessary except with summer beds, and
then a good sprinkling over a thin covering of hay
is sufficient, placing dry hay on the top,

7. In making summer beds get below ground
if you can. 8. When the fruit of your
labour is fit for use pull them up, or rather
twist them off, in preference to cutting.

I have lately thought that some of the
lowest of our railway arches might be con-
verted into excellent places for Mushroom
culture, especially close to towns, where
manure can be obtained for a mere trifle.

Here I believe it would cost 12s. per load,

in London not so many pence, with straw
and all. I have seen in the Gardejicrs

Chronicle the account of the Mushroom
caves of Paris, but have no recollection

of anything being said as to what fomied
the beds. I should like to know if it was manure, and
whether it was prepared in a similar manner to that

practised in England. W. P. P., IMumd.

^'

GINGER CULTURE.
Since I came to reside in the "Dukeries" I have

not visited a single establishment where Ginger is

cultivated for preserving to any great extent. When
living in Worcestershire it was extensively grown with
much success in several large establishments—notably
by Mr. T. Markham, Hewell, near Bromsgrove

;

by your late respected correspondent, Mr. J. Smith,
of Hadzor, near Droitwich, better known in your
columns as "Alpha;" and by your humble servant,

when at Perdiswell.

In the cultivation of the Ginger plant (Zingiber
officinale) I have adopted two methods, viz. :—(i) In
pots, placed on shelves in front of a Pine stove ; and
{2) planting out into open beds. Where room is

plentiful I prefer the latter mode, although the plant
succeeds very well when grown in pots. The most essen-
tial requisites are heat and moisture. When growing
them on the pot system I place a large tuber [rhizome]
into a 32-size pot, or two smaller ones into a 24 ditto,

in a rich compost of loam, leaf-mould, and well-rotted
manure, plunging the pots into a brisk bottom-heat,
and watering very sparingly at first. As soon as the roots

begin to fill the pots they are again potted, the single

tubers into 24-size pots, and the double ones into 12's.

They are then removed to the fruiting Pine pit, and
are either plunged again, or placed on the front shelves
of the pit. At this stage they require great heat,

plenty of atmospheric moisture, and a liberal supply
of water at the roots ; and, should all things go on
favourably, the crop will be ready for gathering by the
end of July.
The method of growing Ginger in the open beds is

as follows :—First start the tubers into growth by placing
them singly in small pots, and plunging them into
bottom-heat ; water must be used very sparingly at
first, otherwise the tubers are liable to rot. As soon as
they have fairly .pushed into growth I plant them out
into a well-drained bed, previously prepared. It is

requisite that there should be a good amount of bottom-
heat, which should be maintained if possible during
the whole growing period. The compost should be
the same as that before mentioned, with the addition of
a little sand. The depth of the soil should not be less

than 15 to 18 inches. The sets should be planted
from 12 to 15 inches apart each way, according to their

strength, which will leave ample room for their growth.
The pit should be almost constantly closed, and on bright

hot days a slight shading will be requisite until the
plants become free in growth. After which, scarcely
too much heat and moisture can be given, with a liberal

supply of water. There should be at least 5 feet

between the surface of the soil and the glass, for the
growth, if the plants are properly treated, will be

vigorous. The crop will be ready in September, and, ' beneath the dignity or ability of the best Oxford men
if well managed during the growing season, the tubers

[

to do it justice. But I must beg pardon for succestine
will weigh from 3 to 5 ounces each. to those great masters of thought themes worthy ofThe oldest parts of the tubers should be kept for their learning and eloquence. If they will
planting again. Tliey should be slightly dried and only entertain the project of filling us hungry
packed away in some cool dry place, in boxes of sand, practicals with greater sweetness and more light
untd wanted in the following spring. To those who : doubtless they will speedily find materials in plenty'
have plenty of heat and moisture at command I would The weak part of the Manchester programme was its
reco;nniend its culture, but to those who have not such fulness. Ten or twelve subjects at a sitting must not
convenience it would perhaps be useless to attempt to be repeated. It was little short of cruelty to both
grow it with the hope of success. Presei-ved green readers and listeners. It was a waste of ijitellectual
Ginger, we all know, is very much esteemed at our

!
and physical force, resulting in a minimum of effective

employers' tables, and as a rule home-gro\vn things are ' good. I do not find fault with the papers—all of them
generally more appreciated. I think the Fmit Com-

;

were creditable, but there was a wonderful deal too
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society would act : much of a good thing ; and this abundance destroyed
wisely by offering a prize for the best dozen tubers at I the most useful feature of such meetings, that of
one of the autumn monthly meeting;s ; the tubers to be leisurely, full, and free discussion. I have no hesitation
shown as grown ; and a second prize should be given j-in saying that Mr. Cramb's paper, well threshed out,
for the best horne-gr-own preserved tubers. This would ! would have proved more fniitful of benefit than all

the other papers that succeeded it at the first sitting.

The same remark is true of the thoughtful and
suggestive paper of Mr. Wm. Paul, on the improve-
ment of plants by selection, cross-breeding, &'c.

Another mistake at Manchester was the absence of
reporters. To this day there has never been a full
report given of the proceedings of these two days'
meetings. I know this was a great disappointment,
alike to those who were not and to those who were
present. One of the chief advantages of such gather-
ings, under whatever name they may be held, is to
provoke thought and originate discussion. The direct
contact of mind with mind is calculated to reveal

and make manifest the best thoughts of all.

And these flashes of genius or cultured
powers ought to be fixed by reporters, and
distributed to a wider circle. In this way
the entire craft might, as it were, meet
in council, either bodily or through the
press, and the interest of horticulturists

in the questions under review be stirred to
its deepest depths. It is in the sponta-
neity and thoroughness of the discussion
that such viva voce meetings can so greatly
exceed in usefulness mere printed papers.
Everything should therefore be done to
excite expressions of assent or dissent.

Time in plenty should be allowed, and the
inducement of a report added to provoke free

space IS preserved between the upper edges of the glass,
,

and full speaking. The presence of reporters would
j.j^^^.^^ p^^^^ ^ ^^^j^j ^j^^^j^ ^^^^^ ^^^j.^j^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^
Few things sober sensible men more than the sight or

be the means of extending its cultivation, which at the
present time is very limited. Edw. Bennett, Osbcrton.

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED FRAMES.
We have received from Mr. Looker a specimen of

his new patent capped garden frame, of which we
give an illustration (fig. 60). In reference to this

new-comer Mr. Looker says :

—

"This invention consists of two parallel rows of
earthenware chans 01 slabs, placed at any convenient
distance apart On the top of these chairs rest sheets

ofghsimsl im^ liiLLli 1 1 »iils Luh othci A

-1V J«

which is fitted with movable earthenware ^aps,
having grooves at the bottom. The top of the
chairs or slabs is so constructed that the glass rests
securely on them without any other support, and the
frame or case is made thoroughly firm by the addition

-Jlii*W;>v<.

-'i^^«

of the caps. Ventilation is obtained by removing any
or all of the caps, which can be placed across the top
of the glass. When bottom ventilation is required
spaces can be left between the chairs. While possess-

ing all the uses of ordinary garden frames, hand-
glasses, and cloches^ the patent capped frames have
the advantages of being more durable, promoting the
healthier growth of plants, &c., being far more orna-
mental, and of being considerably less in price.

"

Joiiic Contspairbente.

Proposed Horticultural Congress at Oxford.

—

Is it not possible to have the help of some of the college

Dons at a horticultural congress ? Nearly all our great

thinkers, from Bacon downwards, have been fond of

gardening, and Flora's light and graceful garland has
lightened up and gladdened many a brow oppressed
with the magnitude of mighty thoughts. Could no
professor or student bring back these great thinkers,

and show in an informing jiaper their indebtedness to

horticulture? A paper on Oxford horticultural worthies,

or of great Oxford men who have found solace or plea-

sure at Flora's altars, would prove a graceful welcome
to the Royal Horticultural Society ; the sphere of the
congress might also be enlarged to include botany,
which is an important branch of education at the
universities. And here Professor Lawson, the Pro-
fessor of Botany, and others of the professors,

could enrich the practicals with their learned lore.

Again, gardening as a fine art would be a grand theme
for the tongue or pen of a Ruskin ; while gardening as

a means of culture and refinement would hardly be

sound of the reporter's pencil. But if the discussions
are to be more than mere formalities the number of
subjects must be limited to two or three at a sitting.

Perhaps one would be better still. This brings me to
the last question, that of the choice of subjects, and
the proper parties to choose them. We have tried
one plan, with doubtful results. Permit me now to
suggest another. It is that the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society should offer prizes for the best
essays on two or more popular subjects—these essays
to be sent in, say by the 1st of June. By the middle
of July the awards could be made, and the prize essays
alone be considered and discussed in Congress. Reso-
lutions could then be proposed, approving of the prize
essay or essays. They would then be thoroughly dis-

cussed, and if the resolutions were passed the essays
would go forth to the world with a double value

—

the approval of the Royal Horticultural Society, and of
a congress of practical men. Should the resolution of
approval fail to pass, the essay might still be published,
with this fact, however, stated. The knowledge that
the essays had to pass through this second ordeal would
make the first jurors extremely cautious in making their
awards. Under the stimulus of the prize essay system
something good would be sure to be provided for the
congi-ess. Two motives would be at work to develop
the talent of the writers : one the money prize offered
by the Society, and tlie other and more valuable, the
approval of their compeers. Under such a system no
charge of favouritism in selecting the papers could be
brought .against the Society. The best papers would
be almost sure to win, and the labourers who wrote
them be accredited worthy of their hire. Neither would
the Royal Horticultural Society be going beyond its

proper sphere in thus encouraging intellectual merit.

From every department of horticulture comes the
urgent cry for more, higher, deeper knowledge. It is

only by this tliat we can maintain our supremacy over
or equality with Continental nations in the race of cul-

tural skill or success. Therefore the times are oppor-
tune for applying the stimulus of the prize essay system
for the providing of the best mental food for our Horti-
cultural Congress. If any of your readers have a better

mode of making equally good provision for these meet-
ings I hope they will now declare it. D. T. Fish. [We
have serious doubts as to the value -of prize essays in

general. Eds.]

Diseased Pelargoniums.—All our Pelargoniums
are dying from a complaint, which a gardener of

celebrity pronounces to be vegetable gangrene. Many
of them are strong plants, two or three years old. We
potted them in good time last autumn under favourable

circumstances, and placed them in a cool house. Air

has been given, except during frost, when the flues were

heated to prevent the temperature getting too low. No
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water has been given, and tlicy have been jierfectly ilry.

AUappart-nlly went on well till almut New Year's Day,

when I In ^yVr.^t Iv^in 1.. ,l>n^v il-rlf. In .on,e

instaniv, iIk poini . ^1 il,,- ,,.iiti.; -i m. !> .in.i' I "1

thefn-.!,

itself luu

on the short vigorou;

nlly

shoots ; the extrenutu

to nil appearanec in perfeet health mitil the lower part

of the branch wn
enclosed may pi

of this attach, ;n

give me anv inf"

fortniylil lli'c Ib'i

little V.ll.l :,)>.

plrlrly decayed. The sp.

'Ilh

bark, lli

the I may 1

hllv

oted, aiul of

that the plants made more

growth the last foVtuiglU they remained in the beds than

they had done all the sunnncr ; the young wood was in

eonsciiiienec very free of moisture. The cuttings, taken

in August before this rapid growth commenced, have

nearly all .sulTered the same as older plants. .S". />.,

CiMiin! IMI, Derby. [Our experirnif is jnc, i-rly

the same as yours. Where cuttings \\i i, iil . n
.
nly

enough in the autumn, every plant at nn. 1
1

ih I. t."'i.

and not one has perished since ; biU \

late autumn shoots were used, very few
^

those which rooted many have died. The decay in

almost cN'ery case began either in the portion sunk into

the griiun.l. .«r in, I above it, the upper part remaining

to ail .T|i|«,n,MM V tn prrfect health. After a time, how-

ever, tli< K.n. , l.i;;,ni lollag, which called attention to

the cuttings, winch were then found to lie quite ilead at

the base and often covered with mould. Your own
interpretation is undoubtedly the right one, and you

will have come to the conclusion, as we have ourselves,

that one must not trust to late cuttings. Those which

we had from other quarters are just in the s«me condi-

tion as those ivhich we ourselves selected in our own
garden. ISF. J. n.\

The Fairy Apple Will the holdcra of this gem,

so beautifully delineated and fully described in the

" Florist " for this month, be gooil enough to stale the

price for standards, dwarfs, and maideu.s. It will

prove a grand thing for shrubberies and pleasure-

grounds, and niany will be anxious not to lose a season

if it is ready for distribution. D. T. F.

Vine-growing at Champerion and Fungus.

—

.Ml.,.
It is a

starin

miscl

spawn. -."'! !> Ill ' 1

ourncii'lil. 'Ml ,1 111'
I

ofourc.iMl 11.1".

instead mI l.nniln;; Il

reconnnendcd t

llul vliilst in Ii'.ngland we stand

nilh amitlicr respecting th(

Incvous elTcets of Fungu:

id bits of stick

of oiM- farmers, and the lesson

ape culture now being c

that, whilst we are too fastidii

early day lagging far behii

, lit ilic system

In M, Cornu,

IS, \\r ni.iy be found at

1, asleep and dreaming

f that " horrirrFmigus "—a death ol which we shall

never die. The proper jilace for faggots and decaying

vegetable matter is neither in nor upon a Inr, Iml spu.i.l

when it has sufficiently decayed over the iiil.i'cul ilu

ground; it is given to us by an esluMi hcil l.iw nl

Nature to belp to elevate the lloor on which we stand.

Will. Afilhr, Combe Abbfy Gonh-ns.

Goldfussia anisophylla.—The best way to treat

ihis |il.iiil i. III ili\' il off after the blooming season, and

wh, II u.ll ii|i, ni-l lilt it down in the same way as

IVln-iiiiiiiiii. M.in-l it on a shelf to break, and when

Il li.,,",| ,, IliLi il ,.111 of the soil, reduce its roots

ifneccs .ii\, .mil ii|il.i.r iiiliiii iimIKt pot. Shift on

wdu-n uiiiiiiVil. .111-1 l;i.i'a ii 111 ,1 L' 11 vnhouse during the

sumnu-i : i.il^e c;,ic ih.il ihr p.ii 1^ well filled with roots

before autumn, and then place il in the stove. Treated

thus, T have never known them fail to bloom. John

D. DiUiiclSy Svyiicombc Ganlciis, Ilcnhy-oii- Tliamcs.

Botanical Saints.—I find that Mr. Mackenzie has

succeeded in discovering another saint for the Gar-

deners' Calendar. Let .St. Dabeoc stand by the side

of his brother St. Fiacre by all means. In the words

of Longfellow, describing the revel of the monks of

Croyland ;

—

" And the yule loff eraekcd in the eliimney,

And the abbot bowed his head
;

And the flamelets flapped and flickered,

Hut the abbot was stark and dead.

Yet 1
illhl

first
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and when, in the border of a shrubbery walk, rather

shaded witli trees on both sides? -•/. B. C. [A
complcic list of suitable plants would be too long for

us to insert, as it is, by merely mentioning a few in

each genus the list is not a short one
: for tliis

list wo are indebted to Mr. Duncan. Thaliclrum

alpinum. Anemone nemorosa, and others ; Adonis

vernalis, Trollius curopffius, HeUeborus atropurpurcns,

A.|uiloj;ia alpinn, Kpimedium alpinum, I'ap.aver

nu'ii.Mi'lr, M,v,,nM|, ,., ,:,inl.lir,,. l.i.lyh,. .Mrull.nii,

.^^..\^

AiiIm .1. h.

AlysM.Ml .s.ix.llllr, llicii. ,c„ipciv.i,ii, \|..I, ,,

V. lulea, Krpeliun rcnifonnis, 1 )i:ii,ilin , .,l|.ii,N . I ui,k ,

Saxifr.ag.a, .Silenc alpeslris, Lycliiii, ,,l|un.i, I, \,,.ni.i

and vars., Arcnaria monlaiia, Cei.isiiuin lonu iiIm.uhi,

Linum aljiinvim, L. austriacum. Geranium san^juineuni,

Krodiuin Reichardi, CoroniUa varia, llippocrepis

comosa, IIedyi;uum obscunim, Orobus vernus, Dryas
ocl.ipriili, \V ililsteinia gcoidcs, Kubus Chama;-
niiiin

,
I'iiiriiiilla pyrcnaica, Alchcmilla vulgaris,

(j; Ill 1.1 iliiililia, Ucrniaria glabra, Scdum speeta-

bik-. s,iMii,i;;i I i.i^sifulia and others, I.inna'a borealis,

A^|i'-iiil.i ii.Iiii.ii.t, Valeriann dioica, C'eiilaurea mon-
l;in,i, i> mil cauc.asicinn, Anlennaria alpina,

Acliilica loniciUosa, Campanula carpatica, Pyrola

media, V. minor, Gcntiana acaulis, I'olemonium
cccruleum. Phlox frondosa, P. subulata, P. stolonifcra,

Convolvulus lineatus, I.ithospcrmuni purpurcocaeru-
luiu, I'.illniiliiiLi uiil,,,r;il,i, Anihu.i „ in] h i vlicns,

K\ \\. ill, ill

l.in.iii.iiLiliii.ihi.i, I,, ^ul:^ul,^,ll,, Wiill-'iii.i i ,.i ii illiiaca,

Ver,.iin;il,iilKul..s;., V. spRala, niyiiiiis Mm Ji.illi.inus,

'reuciiuni hyrcanicum, Lamium lunL;ilKnuiii, ilclnnica

gramlilloia, Ke|iela Mussinii, Stiilollaua alpina,

I'rinnila .M:ni,lillnra. Zapania no,iill,,i:i, S,,l,l;in,ll.i

minima, pMiinilii niv.ili,, V 1 1 •, m-.i mlr-. A mlii , n,-,

lari. ,V,-

Tlie only anmiMs wc know of likely to tluive in the

sort of place mentioned by our correspondent are

—

Delphinium Ajacis, Kschscholtzia californica, Platy-

slemon califumicum, Arabis verna, lonopsidium acaule,

li.eris \nidH-llala, Malcolinia maritima, Koniga
maiilima, Ililiophila auiploxicaulis, Schizopetalon

Walkeri, .Silene peiidula. Hibiscus Trionum, Tropxo-
Imn majus, I.imnanthes Douglasii, Impatiens fulvn,

].asthenia glabrata, Claytonia sibirica, C. perfoliata,

Centaurea Cyanus, Convolvulus tricolor, Borago offici-

nalis. All of these should be sown some time next

monlh at tlie very latest. Eds.]

Privet Berries.—In reply to the query at p. 280,

about Privet Berries, I beg to say of my own
knowledge that they arc poisonous ; at all events

in some stages of their growth. Two children died

with symptoms of ilir 1 \inil.nl |iri;,,,iiiii n,-

years ago. The i'.v,r. ,iir i.f [ in m iL. .M ,iM,

work of Dr. Tayl... mi I'l 'I li- ^iii|.ii.in, «- 1.

vomilingand purging, vvitli nio.,t viulcut couniUioii,,.

// Surgeon.

Cutting Box Edgings. - Should your corre-

spondent, "S. B.," p. 317, live anywhere south or

west of the line from Birmingham to Woolwich, he
will find that by clipjiiing his Box edgings so late as the

first or second week in June he will ]>roducc for him-
self and friends an eyesore for the next six or eight

weeks by the bruising and mutilation of the young
growth and leaves ; better clip them the beginning an(I

midille of May as sharp as he pleases ; then the yotnig

gruwtlis lake the place of that cut off, and grow inlncl

and rei.;ular, and form a lovely fresh green edging,

buautihd to look on. Robn-t IL Poyiifcry Taunton.

White Lady Downe's Grape.—T,ast month I

jiut in 86 eyes of the above-named Grape, but, strange

to say, not one of them have shown any signs of life.

Can any of your readers throw any light ujH)n the

matter; or give the result of their experience with eyes

of this particular Vine? I put in at the same time

nearly 30CX? eyes of other varieties, which have done
very well, very few having failed. The canes from
which I took the eyes were received direct from the

nuiseryman who is sending out this new variety. A. Z.

The Anti-Fungus Crusade.—Bravo, Mr. Miller,

for taking the Fungi bulls, the toadstools, by the horns.

1 don't believe in the destructive power of Fungi alone,

unless in rare instances. In most eases they succeed,
not precede, weakness, disease, or death. Healthy
roots mostly set Fungi at defiance. As for wood
poisoning wood, it is simply absurd. What is there

in dead roots to hurt living ones ? Is not Fungu.s mostly
a means of decomposition, and is it not the order of

Nature for life to master and appropriate death? It

seems almost nat\iral for some roots to be laden with
Fungi, the roots of the Fir tribe especially. Dig down
around a ]ilantation of old Scotch Firs, and the ground
will probably be found to be a bed of Fungus spawn.

But root and l>ranch continue healthy. Kvcn the bad
cffucl of leaf-mould upon Vines and other fruit trees

thai so m;iny cultivators have adverted to, is due less

to l'uiif;us jnobably, than to an excess of humus or some
peculiar or noxious acid amid the mass. Besides, at

one time leaf-mould was constantly used as a restora-

tive to diseased roots. The roots were often afiectcd

with I'ungi, or a prey to weakness, before the leaf-

mould was applied. Under such conditions of course

it furnished a good medium for the distribution of the

spawn. And where rotten roots and leaf-mould were
found together it was too hastily inferred that they were
always cause and cffccl. Not that I would advocate
rotten leaves in fniit-lree borders ; I think them a
mistake ; Inil si ill there are Fungi and Fungi, and
there arc more things in leaves than toadstools, large

or small. It is po.ssil>le for leaves to be hurtful to

roots, whilst wood, roots or stems, would
prove innocuous or useful. In France, ns is shown
from the work of M. Jules Cornu, p. 282, they are not
iliaid of wood under the Vines. Pine faggols, above
iiiil beyond all oiIums, are fruitful of Fungi, and yet
ilirv, n ; wrll :r; Ciiil; Inp;, ww iv.ommcuded as at once
li niii- iii.l till.

I
III! ilii \ uniil ihe last root of

iln- \ "II ,1, iiili 111, 1,1,1 III I 1,1 ilic f.ii;got! This isa
vMiiiii.ilnl .1.1111,1,1 I., ili.j .:,ii.jlul picking out of each
morsel of wood by so many Fungi-fearing cultivators.

Ohsen'ev.

New Potato.—I have read with great interest

many reports upon various new Potatos in the Cai-
ciemrs' Chronicle and other maga/.incs, but I am not

aware that any notice li.as been taken of a Potato
imported from America, in 1865, by Mr. Walker, of
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, which he calls "American
Red." It is a late variety, which I consiflcr makes it

all the more valuable, as there arc already a great

number of early ones in the niarket ; in fact it is just

the sort of Potato wanted in the country, ns most of

the older varieties appear to be worn out. I was
fortunate in obtaining 71b. in the spring of 1869,

which I cut into single eyes and planted in the usual

way, williout any extra culture, and from which I

oiilained Tj,i jiecks of the finest and best fiavourcd

I'uUil.is 1 ever ate, some of which weighed ij 11). e.ach,

nn.I 111." luliers are remarkable for being all of full size,

ilii II liiiig no small ones amongst them. They boil

I,. iiM iliilly wdnle and floury, are good keepers, and
liivi liiiun no sign of disease. This will be the

I'ut.itij which will lie sought after and grown exten-

sively by the cottager and labouring man so soon as

he becomes ac(|uainlcd with it, and the price nnist

soon be within his reach, as from their i)i'oduetivcnCss

they will Soon be very iilentiful. Jo/in Ilkkson,
Stanton-hy-l)iih:

International Exhibitions at Kensington.

—

In the leading article at p. 308, relating to the pro-

posed exhibition at Kensington, the substitution of

little cxhiliitions for great ones is made to njipear as

if il lnii:.|,,i ,i|iiin "llii- ililliiidlv in 1 .1 .l.niii.,,. f|..,n

(;..\ Ill llii' II ,|iii 111-
I I," III. In.l.l

"
ri, ,1

exiiil , nil ; Iml lln- l,i, I 1 , lli,il llir (,i,,,, ,11

menl llLVii , , .m 1 il.ul,
, I mic l.lllllillt; li. ellller i.t the

two inteniiiit.ii il . .Iiil.iiii.ns held in Loudon. On the

contrary, tin . .Iiil,iii..ii, were made to pay many
thousand piMiiiii, (Mil l..i the police in the streets, in

ilie years 1851 and 1862. On the same page you
ly "the happy idea occurred to our neighbours

III Paris, after the last exhibition, of breaking up the

exhibition into sections and holding one each year,

instead of all in one year." If by "neighbours"
you mean French neighbours, I beg leave to infiirin

yon lh.ll 11.1 iMvn.liiiinn l.iok .niiv part in the resolutions

<.n il.i ,i,.i 1-1. i, Il U.I, |,i',,.-.l by the ICxhibition

C. I , , i,l,,i It, 1, 11, 1, \,,iili Germany, Austria,

Italy, Itiissi.i, ,iii.| 111.- I niu.l -Si.lies, .as you will find

by reference to the Appendix of the 1st volume of the

"English Reports on the P<iris Exhibition," p. 196.

You speak of "decennial exhibitions," the jircsent ])lan

adopted provide.l f.i -,-|ii.iiii:.iI .-,Iiil,iii.,ii . You
doubt if the vai-vii.'- in.ln m.l . --Lilnii, ,1, 1 .1 li year
will attract the g'.-m i

.1 j.ulili, ;
ili. I.,i.lil might

applytotlK-linninil 1 -.liilnl ..I ,|,,|ii nll.n,.! inipleliicnls

withgrealii r,ii,i. illi- .1. .,1 .-I,]'. Is is the same
every year; ,...,1. .1 li .....irli, ili,- |,,irl of //.;/«//

is left out ill llii- pliy, 111.
J..11

link.- ihiiillnsion in your
article to the International Horticultural .Shows con-

nected with these exhibitions, which I believe will

prove to be most popular. //. 6'., .Sonlk Kfinington.

\Ifninlct does not appear in every scene of the play.

The horticultural part of the exhibition has been
previously alluded to. Ens.]

Muscan Tree.— The following may, perlwps,

answer the inf|uiry of "P. M.," at p. 313. Jamieson,

in his "Scottish Diction.iry," gives the meaning of
" Muskane, Musc.ane— i. Mossy, Mossgrown. . . .

2, Putrid, Rotten. ' Than to ylk Lordis bed past ano
of thir men al at ane set hour, ylkane of theme had in

Ihair hand ane club of Muscanc tre, quhilk kest an

vncouth glance with the fisclie scalis in the myrk.'—
Bellend. Cron. b. 10, c. 9. . . . B.aculum pulri

ligno cxcussum. Boeth." No doubt the clubs were of

"touchwood," and the ph.. |'Ii..ii. lidil from them,

and the ancient fish sKiii., 1...1 1 l.n.- been almost

alarming to the Royal gii. t . 1 li, i-nse of smell

would, however, prevent tiuni ilmiknig lliatthe sudden
light was supernatural. G, A. O.

Propagation of the Bramble.—In reply to your
corres])ondent " H. T. M." (sec ji. 42), allow me to

inform him that there is no better method ot |iropagat-

ing this plant, than that of assistinj; the plant in ils

natural m.annerof reprorlucing itself by means of layers.

In almost all places where the jilant has been allowed to

grow undisturbed young-rooted plants may be found,

which have so grown from the tips of the old shoots

having come in contact with the ground. By cutting

these off, and removing them with as many roots as

possible, n stock may soon be raised. In planting
them, the soil should be somewhat firmly pressed around
them. Opns.

Pink " Coffins."—The small triangular pieces of
liaper in which grocers were or are accustomed to
wrap up pepper, &c., were called cofiuis, and it is very
probable that the same name was applied to the
petals of Pinks from their wedge-like form. M. y. B,

Raspberry Culture.—"Bush v. Brake" must
permit me to tell him that "my suggestion," ns he
terms il, about the use of strained wires lo which to
secure the fruiting canes of the Knspl.eii-v, i-i some-
thing more than a suggestion— it i M.l 1. .ill ..r m.iny
years' experience, during which I nri,! I ,1111-1 ih.u the
growing wood in the slightest <lei;iii im.ii, i,,| rtilh

the proper perfecting of the fruit, of whith 1 gathered
large ciuantities every season of the finest cpiality.

I am certain that any gardener having once adopted
this jd.ant would not wish to retiun to the bother of
stakes. A. D.

Magnolia grandiflora. -I Lately paid a short visit

to the old established nurseries of Messrs. E. P.

Francis & Co., Hertford, .and was very much struck
with the extent and excellence of the stock of young
plants of the true Exmoulh variety of Magnolia
grandiflora, which is propagated and grown there
annually. There arc about 100 " old stools," planted
in rows across a nice sheltered quarter, and ju'opa-

gation is carried on by means of layering the young
shoots. About 1000 strong layers are potted up from
them—the jnocess of layering and subsequent rooting

being complete—every two years. These aver.age from

3 to 5 feet in length, and are sold at a compara-
tively low retail price. Now my chief object in

referring to these is to ]ioint out what very beautiful

objects they are, grown and flowered in pots for con-
servatory or indoor ilccoration. No plant possesses

uKU'c noble foliage, or which diffuses a more grateful

perfume in the early autumn months, wlien some-
thing uncommon in this way would prove so accept-

able for placing in sheltered verandahs, front halls, and
similar places. That they will flower freely in pots

I am able lo testify, for here I saw many beautiful

blooms exjianding upon them at the time of my visit.

Ofm.

Electric Bells and Hothouses.—We must con-

gratulale Mr. Snx on bis highly ingenious invention of
rlii-liii- Ih-II, 111 .-..mmniii. -Ill, Willi Ih.- li. ni ,i-s nnd the
1.1,1,1 :-.i,l. II. i', I. ,1.1.

,
I. Ill I, II l„, ii..e,ss.iry

I

I"
I 111... ,.n, ii,l i,.ili.- ,.ii, Ii.i.iingor

(In: li..ii'..j, 1.. i.j._._iv.j tli.j iiii.jlli^.jii.jc |i.,iii Ihe battery

than the gardener? If it is not absolutely necessary

for the two places it should certainly be to the

latter, as it would require constant attention, and
would also be advantageous to the journeymen of our
profession. We wish to put one question to the

designer of this invcnlion, that is, with regard

to the tempf-mlnrr of .l.iv iiii.l iii-ylil. Mr. Snx is no
doubt aw, II.- III. I i-.ii,l ...,|.i ,iiii,-,l with
thevariaii n, I i, I.I I.. |.l.-.ised to

know if 111.- el.siii. 1.. ly .In.iiM I..- n-niiKii.-.l f.irday

heal, as the ilay temperature with sun will rise consider-

ably more than night temperature with artificial heat?
llortus.

The Talking Vines at Combe Abbey.— The
revelations made by the Laureate's talking (")ak are

now fairly eclipseil by those made by the talking

Vines at Combe Abbey (p. 311). True, these Vines

arc juveniles, not being m their teens yet ; but their

lirccocity is marvellous, both as regards showing aiirial

n,..l,(.n I.e. .1.1,), and for their r<-n ...iiiiii.. |„ai.t.. In

111.- lu.. r.iilv vineries with botlom In .1 III, \ iiini ii.i

<l.,lll.l ;;.,! I Il.i. I.M-S burnt, which .1.. l,n III. II peli-

lionnig Uien- "lord and master" I...I1 ,,, ii. The
other Vines on the " extending " sy 1. m, win. I. waiitod.

to know whether they were to prod in . li...].. ,,.. liinbei',

have, Ithink, been pieinalure in lli. n .. .] ,. Ac
cording In Mr. 1 n H'

,
ili.'..iv ..I \ |.iii..ii.;., there

is a eritienl i..--,. m il.- hi- ,.i . I,. .

I

I \ III'
, when

both timl.u -.11,1 i.i..|-.
,

till. Kill.. -l.y, :-,li,,kspe.are

must have known alioiii llie lestnelive sysU-iii of Vine

pruning, for in the "Tempest" he makes //vr say to

C,7VJ—
" Thy pole clipp of vineyard."

Should things not go on so smoothly asat present amongst
these Combe Abbey Vines, I hope they will speak out

.again, and let their "lord and master" know their

wanl.s, for him to promulgate to the readers of the

Gurih'ners^ C/tronicU. Thoth.

The Fungus Question.—Mr. Miller's somewhat
ingenious si.ii. nn ni . ..n this subject (see p. 247) tlo not

in my ojiiiii I h,ile that dccayerl wood existing

anioiii'si 11,..!
.

.,1 II.-. , IS not a dangerous thing when
III.- ,.'.11, Inn, I, l.ivouralile to the . .i.i.i ,f rmigous

ni.iii.. .1.. |,i. .111. Now, .as one ..I 1
1., . In. I . 1. inents

n... . ...y I,, 111. .l.-velopmcnt of Fiiiini 1
nii state

of .liyiie,,, is il n.,1 i-in y lo r.,neeivc, i.i.lLp.ii.lently

of proofs, that iiti-l, 1 m li . . ..n.lition decayed wood

would be liable L. . .. ,. ml. 1 iln- mycelium of Fungi

and by cont.act 1.II..1 iln' i.'.'is of trees? This is

analogous to Mr. Miller's thciiy relative to drought-

affected tree-roots and consequent Fungus afTcctions.

Neither is it difficult to conceive the reason why Mr.

Farquhar (see p. 312) failed to detect Fungus amongst

the wood and leaves buried in his naturally moist sod
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a condition favourable to the decomposition of vege-

table matter, thereby converting the buried branches,

leaves, &c., into a pabiiliaii eminently adapted for

the assimilation of plants growing amongst it. But

under a diverse state of circumstances I apprehend

a different state of things would occur ;
and of

which, were it necessary, I could adduce numer-

ous incontrovertible instances, one of which, I may

mention, as it has recently come under my own observa-

tion, in the shape of two or three young Peach trees

which had been planted inadvertently in a layer of half-

decomposed leaves, containing a large percentage of

decayed bits of stick. These IKives, doubtless owmg
to the drought of last year, had fostered Fungus

spawn, which I found had attacked the roots of

the Peaches in a most serious manner. It is

almost needless to add that every visibly diseased

vestige was carefully cut away, and the trees

replanted in pure sandy loam, with an admixture of

burnt rubbish ashes, so that I am in hopes of the

eventual re-establishment of the roots. Here, then, I

submit, is an instance sufficient in itself to convince the

most sceptical, that decayed wood and the like are to

be regarded as dangerous, owing to their property of

fostering Fungi, and hence I also aver that Messrs.

Miller and Farquhar's dutum should be accepted with

a considerable amount of reserve. "Facts are chicls

that winna ding." JVm. Gardiner, The Gardens,

Eatingto)! Park.

Viola cornuta " Blue Perfection."—From the

report of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, September 7, 1869, it appears that Mr.

jobson, of Rotherfield Park, exhibited cut blooms of

what was said to be a seedling blue Viola, and at the

next meeting (September 21) Mr. Jobson again

exhibited cut blooms and a plant, to which a First-

class Certificate was awarded. Mr. Warren, of Salis-

bury also exhibited cut blooms of a blue Viola at the

latter meeting, which were said by the Committee [?] to

be idenlical with Mr. Jobson's variety. Mr. Warren

obtained these blooms from me, although I had no

knowledge at the time of the use he intended to make

of them. I have had this variety in my possession for

some years, and have during that time supplied it to

numerous persons ; in short, I may safely say, to every

one who possesses it in this neighbourhood. I can also

trace its history for several years prior to having it

in my possession. I therefore feel justified in say-

ing, that if the Floral Committee was right in its

decision respecting the two being identical, it is at

least no seedling of recent date. Having stated these

facts, which I am fully prepared to substantiate, I

think I may fairly claim the merit of being the first

person who introduced this plant to the public. Geo.

Smil/i, IViltcv: Read A'ursery, Salhbiiry.

Societies.
Thursday. January 13.-
the chair. The following

Edinburgh Botanical
Robert Brown Esq., V.P., i

communications were read :-

I. Nole on the Embryo of Ruscus aculcatus. By Pro-

fessor Dickson. Dr. Dickson made some remarks on the

embryo of this plant, which he had examined from fruits

sent to the Botanic Garden by Mr. Frere, of Roydon

Hall, Norfolk. The embryos were remarkable for their

great variability in size, general form, and more parti-

cularly in the orifice of the cotyledon. Regarding the

last point, the majority of the specimens exhibited the

lips of the cotyledonary orifice as approximated, thus

forming a " sUt," this being evidently the normal arrange-

ment, and corresponding to the ordinary tj-pe of cotyle-

donary orifice in monocotyledons. In some cases the

lips of the orifice were seen to gape in a remarkable

manner. In these embr>'0S the plumule is almost always

small, rudimentary, and pretty deeply sunk in the cavity

of the cotyledon ; but in one case Dr. Dickson obser\-ed it

to be very much enlarged, completely filling up the

cotyledonary cavity, and appearing externally between

the lips of the cotyledon. Dr. Dickson's observations

were illustrated by specimens under the microscope, and

by drawings.
II. Notice ofPlants collected in Spitsbergen and Nova

Zcmbla in the summer of 1B69. By William Live-

say, Esq.
III. Notice of some Botanical Excursions with Pupils

during the summer of ii6g. By Professor Balfour.

IV. On the Botany of the Dominion of Canada and
adjacent farts of British America (Part 1., Ranuncu-

lacea^). By Professor Lawson, Dalhousie College,

Halifax, Nova Scotia. In this paper the author gives tlie

gencr.il characters of the natural order Ranunculacece.

Of Clematis, he says, we have two species, one local and
the other general in its distribution, viz., C. virginiana,

which grows around the rifle range at Bedford, and also

at Windsor, Nova Scotia ; it extends to Lake Winnipeg,

Isle Verte being its last point north-eastwardly. Pulsa-

tilla is confined to the north-west, whence numerous
specimens have been received from Governor McTavish.

The common form of the species named P. Nuttalliana,

is now known to be identical with P. Wolfgangiana of the

Russian botanists, which is itself a variety of the

Em-opean P. patens. Two forms from the north-west

are described, one of ^hich does not accord with Regel's

Wolfgangiana. Anemone dichotoma is shown to be the

proper name for the plant, hitherto known as A. pennsyl-

vanica. Of A. nemorosa, the Windflovver of English

forests, four varieties are described as inhabiting the

dominion, one a small northern form, and another found

at Belleville by Mr. Macoun. A. Richardsoni has been

received only from the Hudson's Bay Territories. A.

Hepatica is shown to be essentially an Ontarian and New

England plant, although found to extend into Nova

Scotia, having been gathered at Windsor by Professor

How. A. acutiloba is restricted and more northern in

range. A. narcissiflora is not known to. exist within

British .\merica, although it occurs in the United States

in the Rocky Mountains. A. parviflora is a north-western

plant, picked also at Gaspe, by Dr. Bell, of Montreal,

and on Anticosti, and is found to have usually five, not

six petals as described. A. multifida has not yet been

collected in Canada, except on the Gulf shore and in the

north-west, but will probably reward some diligent

searcher in Ontario. A. pennsylvanica has a wide and

southern range. A. cylindrica, a sand-hill plant, is con-

fined to central and western Ontario. Syndesmon is a

curious little plant, a link between tlie Windflowers and

Meadow Rues, but has only been found in two localities,

although in the adjoining States it is not rare : its Cana-

dian habitats are St. David's and Hamilton. Thalictrum

comuti is a stately plant, with large masses of showy

white blossoms, rendering it conspicuous along the Sack-

ville River, and on the meadows at Beaver Bank, and is of

general distribution throughout the dominion. T. pur-

purascens, differing in its sessile stem-le.aves, greenish

flowers and drooping anthers, is to be looked for in dry

situations ; its record as Lower Canadian is, however, a

mistake, and possibly it does not reach so far north as the

St. Lawrence. T. dioicum has a wide range, but there

are two distinct forms about Kingston which require

further investigation, one growing near Kingston Mills

and the other at the Penitentiary. T. alpinum, an arctic

European plant, is confined with us to Anticosti and

Newfoundland ; it is general within the arctic circle, and

runs down the Rocky Mountains to low latitudes, as

arctic plants are apt to do. T. clavatum is a 'York

Factoiy plant, remarkable for its pod-like stipitate carpels,

without furrows, but with embossed veins. Of Ranunculus,

eighteen species are described, and one excluded. R.

repens is the most common, as a weed, but rare as an

indigenous plant, in which character it grows near

Toronto. R. bulbosus has been frequently reported

as Canadian, but the evidence is doubtful. R. ovalis, R.

brevicaulis, and R. cardiophyllus are referred to R.

rhomboideus. R. auricomus does not belong to the flora,

and R. aftinis, here considered as a variety of it, is con-

fined to the Arctic Sea and the north-west Hudson's Bay

Territories. Of R. abortivus two varieties (pratensis and

sylvaticus) are described. R. nivalis was found by Dr.

Rae at Repulse Bay, and the specimens agree with R.

sulphureus of Solander. R. cymbalaria is a seashore

plant, The numerous varieties of R. multifidus and R.

aquatilis still require careful comparison in the living

state with European forms. R. digitatus is a Rocky

Mountain plant, approaching R. Ficaria of Europe.

Trollius laxus has not been recently found in Canada.

Aquilegia canadensis presents two forms, and abounds in

Ontario, but becomes scarce eastward and northward
;

it

will probably be found in Annapolis, if anywhere in Nova
Scotia. A. brevistyla is quite western, and does not come

so far east as to' enter the province of Ontario. A.

vulgaris, on the other hand, is confined to Nova Scotia,

but is only an introduced plant, one of the wild flowers of

England, brought, many years ago, by the Duke of Kent,

and now widely spread through the woods and along

railway banks and roadsides. Delphinium exaltatum is

from the 'Youcon and Clear Water River, although in the

States its distribution is decidedly southern. D. zura^um

is also from the Youcon ; D. Consolida, an introduced

European plant, found at Prescott, and D. Ajacis, an

excluded species, not permanently naturalised. Aconitum

delphinifolium is kept distinct from A. Napellus, of which

Dr. Regel describes no fewer than forty varieties and

forms, all named and classified. A. semigaleatum, not

previously noticed as American, is considered a distinct

variety of A. delphinifolium ; the specimens of both are

from Governor McTavish. A. Napellus is merely a

naturalised plant. Cimicifuga is confined to Cayuga, in

the extreme south-west of Canada, where it was found by

Dr. Philip W. Maclagan. Actsea rubra is widely spread

throughout the whole dominion, but A. alba is south-

western. Hydrastis canadensis is confined to Ontario,

and Adonis is excluded, as the specimens sent to Hooker

from Labrador, thirty or forty years ago. had no doubt

sprung from seeds dropped there by accident, and the

plant has not been heard of or seen since.

V. On the Introduction ofIpecacuanha Plant (Cephaelis

Ipecacuanha). By Mr. M 'Nab. Since reading a notice

on the Cephaelis Ipecacuanha at the last meeting of the

Botanical Society. I have learned that the Government
intend to carry out in earnest the cultivation of this plant

in India. This being the case, no time should be lost in

securing a quantity of the Ipecacuan plant for the purpose

of making a fair start. In the notice read to the Botanical

Society at last meeting. I explained from experiments how
this plant can be increased by means of root-division, but.

as this will be a slow process, on account of the compara-

tively few established plants in this country to work upon,

it is necessary that the Government should take immediate

steps to prociu-e a quantity of plants or roots (rhizomes)

from the native habitats in Brazil, and thus enable culti-

vators to get a stock to propagate from. For this purpose.

1 beg to offer a few observations for the introduction and
extension of the Ipecacuan plant. Various ways may be

suggested for this end. The first, and perhaps the most

expensive, method, would be to have the plants brought

home in Wardian cases, and on their arrival in this

country, or in India, they could be subjected to root pro-

pagation. If the tops come home alive, they also could

be placed in positions to secure a new growth of leaves

and roots. The cheapest, and perhaps the safest,

method of procuring plants would be to collect a quantity

of roots from their native soil, and after sealing up the

cut extremities, to place them longitudinally in a close

fitted box made of wood (not less than one inch thick)

having layers of fresh pulled Sphagnum Moss placed

between each layer of roots. If the Moss is firmly packed,

it ought to keep the roots in a plump and perfect state for

many months, or until such time as they reach their

of moisture thoroughly squeezed out, will perhaps answer

the purpose as well. If it should so happen that no Moss
of any kind can be had, heavy soil taken 6 or 8 inches

under the surface, with the natural moisture in it. may be

used, although not so suitable as Sphagnum. Rose

bushes have been sent from this country to Australia,

paclied entirely in layers of Sphagnum Moss, and have

reached their destination in safety. Some years ago I

packed in the backwoods of Canada, during the month of

August, a quantity of roots and plants in Sphagnum, and

unpacked them in Edinburgh during the month of

January, all perfectly fresh, and I have also brought home
many species of American tree seeds in Sphagnum Moss

in a fit state for growing ; while portions of the same seeds,

brought home in canvas and paper bags, were incapable

of germination. From my knowledge of the preservative

powers of fresh Sphagnum Moss, and the nature of the

wood and roots of the Ipecacuan plant, I have no hesita-

tion in saying that roots, or plants with roots (the plants

being previously divested of their foliage), might be sent

home alive in the manner described. It is a curious fact,

that Sphagnum Moss, of one kind or another, is 10 be

found in almost every quarter of the globe. A few weeks

ago. some plants of Ancectochilus. packed in Sphagnum
at Singapore, reached this country in good condition, thus

showing the wonderful preservative powers of the Moss.

VI. Notice of Sicana odorifera, Naudin {Cucurbita

odorifera), Velloso, Flor. Flum. By Senhor Joaquim

Correa de Mello, Camprinus, Province of St. Paulo,

Brazil. Communicated by Daniel Hanbury, Esq.

The fruits of this plant (Cucurbita odorifera, Velloso,

Flor. Flum), as well as the plant itself, are commonly
known by the name of Coroi or Curui. Their odour is

very agreeable, and excites a longing to eat them ; the

taste is sweet, and at first not unpleasant, but it soon

nauseates, and to me is intolerable. Notwithstanding

this, there are some persons, but not many, who eat them.

The fruits may be kept for four or five months without

decaying, and I therefore send them without preparation,

hoping they may arrive in good condition. I have never

seen Sicana odorifera truly wild, but always in cultivation,

and I am uncertain in what province of Brazil it is

indigenous. There are two plants of it in my garden,

with steins about an inch in diameter, which are seedlings

of last year, and which, this year, have flowered and

borne fruit, and are still growing. A neighbour of mine,

who also cultivates this plant, informs me that it lasts for

many years. The description of Sicana as herba annua
gracilis . . given in the "Genera Plantarum" of

Bentham and Hooker (i. 429), is not, therefore, very

correct, at least for the plant as seen in this province. [A

specimen of the fruit was exhibited at the last meeting of

the Edinburgh Botanic Society, and presented to the

Museum.]
VII. Hints for Collecting Cryptogamia. By Professor

Dickie.

VIII. Miscellaneous Communications.

1. Flcrwering of Eranthis and Leucojum. A note was

read from Dr. W. R. M'Nab, in which he said :— " I

send a diagram showing the dates of flowering of Eranthis

hiemalis and Leucojum vernum, in the Royal Botanic

Garden. Edinburgh, for 20 years. In 1850 they flowered

within four days of each other, in 1851 within five days—
but one month eariier than 1850—in 1852 Eranthis was

15 days later, while Leucojum was one month ; in 1853

Eranthis was one day behind 1852, while Leucojum was

one month (February 2: to March 21) ; in 1854 Eranthis

was a few days earlier, while Leucojum was more than a

month eariier ; in 1855, both very late, but within a day

of each other; 1861, 1862. 1863. and 1864, are peculiar; in

1863, Leucojum flowered before Eranthis, while in 1864

Eranthis was in flower on January i, much earlier than in

1863, Leucojum being three days later ; in the other years

they flowered pretty closely. The differences in the year

i860 are much less than in 1850." Mr. M 'Nab, in making

some remarks on Dr. M'Nab's communication, stated

that owing to the frost being still in the ground, none of

the spring flowers were at this date in bloom.

2. Ruscus aculeatus.—M-c. M'Nab stated that Mr.

Frere, Roydon Hall, Diss, had recently sent to the

Botanic Garden a plant of the Ruscus aculeatus in flower

and fruit. In a letter accompanying the plant, Mr. Frere

remarks ;—Sowerby said of Ruscus, in 1799, "the root is

perennial, the plant itself is biennial, and for one winter

vergreen. And Bentham writes :—" Stems said to be

biennial, though apparently shrubby." It is possible that

the flowers one year may be female, the next year male.

On the question of sex, I find Linna:us ("Genera Plan-

tarum") writes:— "Species datur floribushermaphroditis,"

&c. .'Vnd Irvine, "Introductionto Botany" (London, Nelson

& Son, 1858), pp. 307, 308, gives as generic character :—
"Flowers lateral, monoecious or dioecious;" and as

specific character, "Flowers dioecious by abortion."

—

Professor Balfour remarked that he and Mr. Sadler had
lately examined the flowers of Ruscus very carefully, and

had found male and female flowers on the same plant,

and male flowers alone on other plants.

3. Cones of Abies.—Mr. William Gorrie exhibited and
presented branches and cones of (i.) Abies rubra, taken

from a group of trees growing on the railway banks near

Tynehead Station, in Midlothian, at an altitude of about

800 feet. The trees have been about 15 years planted,

and are from 12 to 18 feet high. (2.) Abies rubra, from a

group of trees growing in drained and improved ground,

which must have once been marshy, in Dunmore Park,

near Stirling, not 50 feet above high-water mark, seemingly

about the same age as the last, and from 15 to 20 feet in

height. (3.) Abies alba, from near Tynehead Station.

(4.) Abies nigra, from Dunmore Park. Mr. Gorrie

remarked that Abies rubra, the Red Spruce Fir, or

Newfoundland Red Pine, is found in Nova Scotia, some

parts of Lower Canada, and northward to Hudson's Bay,

but is not included in Dr. Asa Gray's Flora of the

Northern United States. It is said to be a taller and finer

timber tree than either of its allies— the black and white

American Spruces, from which it further differs in being

tirely devoid of that glaucous green by which the leaves

destination. If white Sphagnum Moss cannot readily be I of these two are distinguished. It is. in fact, exactly like

obtained. Moss of any kind, moistened, and the excess ' the common Nonvay Spruce in the colour both ot its
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foliage and young branches, but differs from it in its

thinner and more slender growth, shorter leaves and
mucli smaller cones. From this close resemblance in

colour of the Abies rubra and A. excelsa, Americans call

the latter the Red Spruce of Europe. Like the A. alba,

the A. rubra drops its cones in the course of the first

winter and succeeding spring, while those of A. nigra are

retained on the tree for two or more years. Like its two
American associates, A. alba and A. nigra, A. rubra

seems to delight in moist soils containing a proportion of

peat, and moist upland climates. Those now growing at

Tynehead were reared from seeds gathered in Newfound-
land, and a portion of the plants which were planted on
good, dry, heavy soil, within from 2 to 3 miles, and at

half the altitude, dwindled away after the first few years,

fill they entirely perished. The trees at Dunmore are no
doubt growing at a low altitude, but they are sheltered by
a high wooded bank on the south, and are on a damp
bottom. Mr. Andrew Murray, a distinguished member
of the Botanical Society, and recognised authority on
Coniferoe, has ignored the existence of Abies rubra, but
he has probably never seen it growing, as, although long
introduced, it is still scarce in Britain.

Leicester : February ^.—Abstracts from Mr. Ingram's
paper on "Plants regarded as Sanitary Agents" {con-

ciuded from p. 316) :—

In my opinion there are few human ailments that are not
attended and intensified by fungoid action, sent to prey
upon all decaying substances or on any living things that
show an impaired vitality. They may be reckoned
as amongst the most active of Nature's scavengers, but as
they are destructive in action, they are beneficient in con-
ception ; and we are taught by them that it is the Divine
plan that evidences of decay and death should be
quickly removed from the face of the earth. Com-
bustion is an agent of great energy, but, generally
controlled by human direction, its destructive agency is

mitigated. Fire dissipates matters, and renders them in
one sense innocuous. In our great centres of industry,
where combustion is most active, and where accumulations
of its products, dirt and ashes, are most extensive,
vegetable action cannot be called into play. Fire lends
wings to carbon, and the leaves, the lungs of plants, are
choked by it. Fire lea\es a residuum of carbon, which
though not unwholesome is not productive as soil. Ground
up, mixed and amalgamated, the ashes of our cities may
some day do good service to our heavy lands, but this is

one of the exchanges that town and country- will ha\'e to
make in the future. As a deodorising agent ready to
hand, the ash from our household fires may often be use-
fully employed. The last polluting power to which I

shall call your attention in my endeavour to estimate the
extent and influence of the various causes, either natural
or artificial, which tend to alter the form of primitive
substances and leave a film of dirt is, labour. It has been
said, • It is scarcely so true that in all labour there is

profit, as that in all labour there is dirt.' It seems im-
possible to alter the form, modify the quality or change
the place of matter without a residuum of filth. We
enjoy the results of labour in a thousand useful and
elegant articles, but the chips, the dust and scraps,
thrown off by the operation of the industrial arts, we do
not so often see, but in the aggregate their bulk must be
great. The collected waste of a large town like Leicester
must be considerable : your staples, wool and leather, are
borrowed from the country, and thus taken from the
land : whatever waste remains should be restored to it.

We are, at present, ransacking the world for stimulating
manures. Sooner or later the necessity of more strictly

economising all substances calculated to restore fertility

to the earth will be more apparent.
Having tlius considered some of the causes which

contribute their quota of dirt to the world I will briefly
advert to those sanitary agents which are found in the
vegetable kingdom, to which Nature appears to have
assigned the task of assimilating and reconverting the
matters resuUing from the waste of the animal creation.
The beneficial action of trees and shrubs in a town
consists not only in the work the roots perform of re-

moving decaying matter from the ground, but they effect

a further good. Plants absorb carbonic acid, and give
out oxygen, and as in towns the air is vitiated by carbonic
acid and other products of combustion, the multiplication
of trees, shrubs, and plants, large and small, increases
the volume of oxygen, which is the vital principle of the
air, and so adds to the salubrity of every street or square
in which they grow.
Trees are not alike, in taste or constitution, adapted by

Nature to suit the varying circumstances found in the
world, some thrive best in a rich, others in a poor
silicious soil, some delight in a calcareous soil, others
abhor it ; hence all trees are not equally suited for
planting in towns. Accustomed to the pure and freshen-
ing breezes of the mountain side, some of the
Pines and Firs fail to grow m an atmosphere not
altogether pure. The Cedar of Lebanon is a tree
of wonderful adaptability, and should be introduced
in the new plantations on the race-ground. The
Wellingtonia appears to thrive everywhere, as do the
Deodar and Lawson's Cypress. Deciduous trees with
large woolly or hairy leaves are not suited for towns, the
particles of carbon that float in the air resting on the
leaves often destroy them. The smooth-leaved Lime, the
Oriental Plane, the Sycamore, Elm, Ailantus, Chestnut,
and Acacia are amongst the trees best suited for
planting in towns. The Evergreen Oak is a noble tree,

and it might be planted experimentally. The Aucuba,
Holly, Lilac, Laurustinus all do well in town gardens,
and recent experience shows that many plants do excep-
tionally well, even in the smoke of great cities like London
—the Chrysanthemum is an example. There are many
climbing plants that while they embellish a house purify
it, sending roots about its walls, where impurities are
often found, and thus n^^sisting to check all unwholesome
exhalations, amongst which may be enumerated Ivy,

Virginian Creeper. Clematis. Fruit trees planted against
the wall of a house do more than embellish it ; although
the Vine is sufficiently handsome to grow even without

hopes of fruit, it is one of the most valuable sanitary
plants that can be employed, its roots travel far in
search of the pabulum they love, and nothing is too
gross for a hungry and healthy Vine.
We speak of the impurities of a town, and although the

causes actually arise within it, the effects extend beyond
its limits, and particularly when a river passes near which
has been made a common sewer. Towns are as often
injured in sanitary respects by the accumulation of
matters which have been permitted to increase around
them as by internal pollution. The palliative immediately
suggested by the proximity of low lands surcharged with
sewage is heavy cropping. I would intersect the fields

with trees such as Willows, Poplars, and Alders, abolish
permanent meadows, and grow Mangel Wurzel, Turnips,
Beet, Italian Rye-grass, Cabbage, and such quick-growing
vegetables, and keep the land constantly cropped. The
poor sandy wastes of Barking Creek, in spite of the
counter predictions of Liebig, have, when irrigated by
London sewage, grown wonderful crops of Rye-grass.
A remarkable instance of the power of plants to divert

malarious inhalations was lately related to me. Wash-
ington Observatory, U.S., is situated in a deadly marsh

;

the obsen'er's assistants were killed off wholesale. Sun-
flowers were sown all round, and the period of greatest
luxuriance was about the time when fever was most rife

;

the happy result was that fever disappeared, the plants
luxuriating on the poison that had killed the unfortunate
astronomers.

Trees draw up from the depths of the earth moisture
that, charged with animal or other impurities, would
otherwise appear in miasmatic exhalations ; the moisture
oxygenised by vegetable action is liberated into the air

free from taint, and fit for human lungs. Trees present
in their myriad leaves an immense evaporating surface,

and the influence they exert on climate is greater than is

commonly supposed. However animate and instinct with
life the outward or aerial development of a living tree

may appear, its terrestrial action is not less interesting.

Although we cannot see, we may imagine the eager pro-
gress of the roots in search of food, penetrating the dark
recesses of the soil, or rising to the surface where the
ground is warm and rich, or stretching wide, led by some
wonderful instinctive power towards soil more congenial
than it found near the tree. The root action of a tree is

not only wonderful in the mechanical force it exhibits in

feeding the hungry living thing it sustains, but in the
power of selection and repulsion possessed by these func-
tions. It has occurred to rne that trees or their roots
might be employed as filtering machines about wells open
to the suspicion of being tainted by the percolation of foul
matters into the water within them ; a network of roots
round the well would probably keep everything of a nature
calculated to render the water impure from passing in.

Southey in describing the Well of St. Keyne and the
efl^cacy of its waters, gives us a good practical fact with
his beautiful poetry.

As we have seen, ^egetable life is stimulated by the
application to it in the soil of the various waste and
refuse substances, the wrecks of humanity, the decay of
animal matter, the results of the attrition of civilised life

with the forces of the world. The solution of the question
as to the disposal of the sewage may appear more prac-
ticable ; we have hungry ground that might profitably be
enriched by the waste of cities ; we have plants the pro-
duce of which might be increased by being fed on the
same substances ; but that obstacle to ponderable bodies,
space, intervenes, the collection, transport, and distribu-

tion of manurial matters from our great cities to our
hungry soils is surrounded with difficulties, but as these
are great so must our exertions be to overcome them.
The earth is ready to absorb and deodorise matters up
to a certain extent. The plants are ready to seize the
substances placed in the earth and prepared by it for

their food. Let, therefore, the earth and the plant as the
means provided by Nature be employed both in town and
country as far as practicable. The result will be purer
air, better water, and enriched soil, that will give our
teeming millions greater resources of food, which may be
regarded more highly when it is considered the result of
native skill, intelligence, and industry."

Royal Institution, — Dr. Maxwell T. Masters
gave on the ist inst. the first of two lectures on
Plant Life as Contrasted with that of Animals. In his

introductory remarks he stated that his object was to show
what were the resemblances and the differences between
the two kingdoms, not concerning himself with an exact
definition of life or vital force, or of what constitutes a
plant and what an animal. Even supposing that the so-

called vital force be. as modern research tends to show,
merely a form of physical force, that circumstance does not
in the least destroy its marvellous character, or negative
divine origin. The lecturer then proceeded to contrast the

mechanism of plants and animals respectively, and the
manner in which that mechanism acts in the two case
While there are very great differences between the high
animals and the higher plants, these differences vani;

when we come to the simpler organisms, so that, either

from their very simplicity, or from the fact that the lowest
plants present the characteristics of the lowest animals, 01

vict-versu, it becomes impossible to draw any line of demarea
tion between them ; and some naturalists have even preferred
to make a third kingdom to include these intermediate
organisms. With a view of showing how the same pecu-
liarities of organisation occur in both animals and plants,

Dr. Masters explained the nature of protoplasm, a sub-
stance common to both, and probably assuming animal
or vegetable form in accordance with different conditions.;
and he then described certain organisms, such as Bacteria,
Amaeba, Aethalium (a Fungus which overruns tan-
beds, and which has extensile and retractile movements
like the Amaeba) ; the Gregarinae (animals parasitic in the
intestines of lobsters and other creatures), and the Proto-
coccus. Some of these organisms are decidedly animal,
and others as decidedly vegetable, but yet possess
identical outward conformation, and, as in the case
of the processes of 'segmentation' and of 'conjugation,'
dentical modes of reproduction. The main differences

between plants and animals consist not so much in
their mechanism, or in the way it acts, as in the results
f its action. Thus plants and animals alike possess

sensation, contractile properties, the power of movement
of their organs, as well as locomotion : as is shown in the
pening and closing of flowers, the movements of sensitive
nd climbing plants and of 'zoospores," these move-
ments being effected either by the contractile power of
the protoplasm, by alternate turgescence and exhaustion
of certain parts of it, or by ciliary motion. These move-
ments are, as a general rule, excited by the same stimuli
in animals and in plants. Although the processes of
nutrition in plants and animals are essentially similar,
the results are very different. The great distinction
between them really consists in the chemical and physical
nature of their food, and in the use they make of it.

Animals alone have the power of digesting solid sub-
stances, and of improvising, if needs be, an internal
digestive cavity or stomach for that purpose (as in the case
of the Amasba). Plants have no internal stomach, and no
power of digesting soUd food within their body. Plants,
again, are far less cannibal in their natures than animals ;

for while the latter derive their albuminous and fleshy con-
stituents either from other animal tissues or from the
nitrogenous parts of plants, plants have a power of fabri-
cating albuminous substances from the constituents of
atmospheric air, carbonic dioxide, water, and ammonia.
This led to the subject of the gaseous food of plants, the
consideration of which was deferred till the lecture on the
8th inst., our report of which we must postpone till next
week.

Proceedings of the American Pomological
Society.

The report of the twelfth session, 1S69, of this

enterprising Society, held in September last at Phila-

delphia, under the presidency of the Hon. Marshall
P. Wilder, of Massachusetts, is now before us, and we
are pleased to learn from it the deep and increasing

interest taken in the raising and cultivation of all kinds
of fmits. Everything would appear to be done on a
gigantic scale in America, hundreds of new varieties of
fruits, native and foreign, being yearly submitted for

the opinion of the committee of this Society, and we
feel bound to say that they appear all to be dealt

with in a very careful and candid manner, and none
but those well proven to be meritorious are admitted
to the catalogue of fruits, which is indeed a
model one, considering the great expanse of territory

for which the different varieties are recommended.
In the raising of new hybrid Grapes our cousins are

doing much, and making some decided advances.
The native American Grape being of a much hardier and
more robust constitution, is not nearly so liable to suffer

from mildew as the European varieties, which, however,
have the finest fruit. The object is to have the good
fruit of the one with the constitution of the other; and
this, which seems about to be realised, will be one of the

greatest of acquisitions. A very interesting letter on
experiments in hybridising the Grape appears from
Dr. A. P. Wylie, of South Carolina.

A good many new Apples are noticed a'td spoken
well of, figures being given of a few of them.
There are also discussions on the fruits. Amongst
the Strawberries, we observe that the Mexican
Everbearing comes under notice. This variety has
created some attention, and has been noticed in our
columns at p. 1 231, 1869. Mr. Meehan, who ex-

amined it at Detroit, considered it not a new species,

but a variety distinct from the Montlily Red
Alpine, and this opinion was generally confirmed, so

tliat in this we shall have no decided acquisition.

Wilson's Albany seems to be the favourite variety,

while British Queen is almost struck off the rolls. We
know not if in our damp climate the following can
be turned to any account by our Plum cultivators :

—

*' Dr. Underhill said he had grown the Plum, embrac-

ing the best varieties, quite successfully for many years

by planting his trees so that their limbs hung over

water. He created ponds purposely to surround them
with Plum and Nectarine trees, because in so doing he

had found by a sixteen years' trial a certainty of a

crop." These precautions, it would appear, are taken

to ward off the attacks of the curculio, which destroy

the fruit ; but it should be stated that in other parts

of the Union no such results have been arrived

at. A very good paper appears from the pen of

Dr. Emerson, of Philadelphia, on "Agencies operat-

ing in the Atlantic States upon Fruit Culture."

The Peach especially, it would appear, is yearly

becoming more difficult of cultivation in the

Northern States. '*At one time the Peach tree

seems to have been regardless of latitude, but now
the region in which it is found to flourish in the older

settlements is comparatively limited." Dr. Kmerson
argues that "when the first clearings were made, the

Peach, a native of a warmer clime, had the shelter of

the surrounding woods, which acted the part of the

glasshouses and fmit-walls of Northern Europe. But

after this natural protection had been removed, so as

to. let in the extremes of cold, the Peach was no longer

able to resist the imcongenial influences." And in

this we believe the doctor to be about right. In the

opening address of the President a good deal is said

about the deterioration and wearing out of varieties of

fruit, a subject which we would have thought that as

yet would not have to be mooted in the New World,
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but so it is. Even the famed ** Catawba and Isabella

Grapes seem now to be failing." Who shall be able to

tell us the cause of this ? The facts, in many cases, w
can ourselves confirm.

On the Medicinal Properties of Culinary Vege-
tables, and Esculent Fruits and Seeds. By
Ji. Clarke, F.L.S., M.K.CS,, and L.S.A. Nichols

& Son : Long Acre.

In this pamphlet Mr. Clarke relates an incident of liih

having Iieen cured of indigestion and bilious disorder

by h.iving pailalvcn of some Scorzonera, and then of

his haviiiL^f ilistincilyobserved the same property in legu-

minous sof'K, isi->ccially in Lentils and Haricot Beans.

1 le finds the same property in Asparagus, the Onion, and
the Salsafy, and in many other vegetables [Tara.xacum]

;

and he assures us that, taken in the way he recommends,
they may be regarded as among the best remedies for in-

digestion and bilious complaints. Although Scorzonera
had been known as useful in cases of indigestion or other
disorders of the stomach, yet Mr. Clarke is probably
the first to recognise this acknowledged fact as part of
a general principle, including a large number of our
esculents. He has particularly described certain

methods of keeping vegetables so as to preser\'e

their medicinal properties, and also of cooking them
without injury to these properties ; and, what perhaps
is quite new, he has told us what quantity by ^veight

or otherwise, a patient should take at one meal—as for

instance, of Scorzonera, a quarter of a pound is sufficient.

On fruits he has not said much, but those with whom
]'"igs disagree will find some useful remarks on the
subject.

Though not a total abstainer, he recommends the
substitution of soups for ale and porter at dinner during
the winter season, but they arc to be made and taken
in the manner directed, not at the commencement of
the meal as is the custom.
Some stringent observations occur on the use of

tobacco, with the effects of which he has become
practically acquainted, through having tried it for a
nervous affection ; and he traces, as he believes, its

injurious effects to the salivation it produces, thus
confirming and extending the observation of Mr. Aber-
nethy. * We recommend those who .suppose that
tobacco may be injurious to health, to consult what i'

here said on the subject. The brochure is inexpensive,
and may, we believe, be generally perused with advan^
tagc to the public health, even though some of Mr.
Clarke's notions may not stand the test of extended
experience.

Florists' Flowers.
WiifN at Edinbin-gh in September last, a good

opportunity was atforded of inspecting the new
U.viii,i.\s of the year at the I'iukhill Nurseries of
Messrs. Downie, Laird & I.aing, What this firm of
noted florists is able to do wiili'ilie nalilia as an exhi-
bition flower was abundantly pro^ed at the Interna-
tional Horticultural Show held atlulinburgh, on M-hich
occasion theystagedDalilias scarcely inferior in quality to
those usually seen at the London exhibitions. Though
Dahlia exhibitions have -to a great extent died out in
the South, they are by no means wanting in the North,
and a firm which exhibits largely, li.is to gi-ow a great
quantity of jilants. Generally speaking, the Dahlia
did well in the North during the past summer, and
a pretty accurate estimate could thus be made of the
usefulness of many of the new varieties for exhibition
purposes. It will remain an exhibition flower for a long
time to come, for there is scarcely a provincial exhibi-
tion of any note at which the Dahlia is not found to form
an important feature, and as a general rale it is well
grown. Even at some of the leading horticul-
tural shows in Ireland, where, for many reasons
easily understood, floriculture moves onward with
less rapid strides than it docs in England, the Dahlia
was found to be generally as well done as anything
else; and in contrast with some things that one would
have thought could with comparative ease have been
pushed on to a much higher level of cultural skill,

the Dahlia was a decided gainer, though, as an invari-
able rule, the Irish exhibitors have yet to learn how
important it is that the flowers should be cut younger
than they are in the present stage of Dahlia exhibiting.

But to our floral review : and here it may be stated
that while the general sum of results is obtained from
trials of florists'^ flowers made in the South, it is as well
to go northward as opportunity oflcrs, so that culti-
vators there may learn something of the varieties best
adapted for their district.

. T*^^ .'^'y'^ °^ cultivation adopted at Ediitburgh is

similar in character to that one is accustomed to see at
Slough, Salisbury, and elsewhere ; and when inspecting
the well-giown plants on the traditional " ([uartcrs " at
the Pinkhill Nurseries, it was easy to perceive that all
that skill could devise was there put into operation to
produce good flowers, and good flowers were produced
.that would have done no discredit to either of the
above-named localities.

All the new flowers of 1869 were not represented,
but there had been a lai-gc selection made from tliem[
which embraced all the flowers that had obtained

* Mr. Abemethy, :

tobacco, who wnntcd
aid to him, "Keep yc

fter eiving a guinea from a chewer o
now how to cure a stomach complaint,
ipittle ID your mouth ; " so it is related.

honours,—quite sufficient to supply a fair test of their

worth .as a season's productions. Taking the show
flowers in their alphabetical arrangement, they come
as follows :—Annie Neville (Keynes), pure white, good
substance and form, and close full centre ; an improve-
ment on Miss Henshaw ; does not require much disbud-
ding, but rather late to flower. Commander (Bragg),
bright golden-bufl" ground, the backs of the petals rosy
salmon ; a flower of good quality, and a most usefid
exhibition variety, to be depended updn, but of some-
what tall growth. Countess (Fellowes), pale ground,
heavily tipped with magenta ; a veiy showy flower, but
comes so deficient in substance as to be unreliable as
an exhibition variety. Eclipse (Turner), dark puce or
plum, richly shaded ; a fine shade of colour much
wanted among Dahhas, and may be pronounced
to be the best dark flower of the season.
Emperor (Rawlings), bright claret, shaded with
crimson, and tinted with purple ; has excellent outline

and finish, very useful, being pretty constant, and
always usable, but does not stand strong growing, and
should not be disbudded. Firefly (Turner), pale
orange-red, vivid in colour, but comes too coarse, and
cannot be depended on. Formosa (Fellowes), peach-
blush, becoming sufhiscd with purple as the flowers age

;

very poor, and cannot be depended on. Golden
Fleece (May), golden yellow ; a large, coarse, yellow
flower, destitute ofrefinement, and not to be depended
on, though reported to be constant. Heroine (Keynes),
pale ground, suffused with rosy lilac ; a good useful

flower, colour good, and very pleasing ; late flowering,

and of dwarf li.abit. Hon. Mrs. Gerald Wellesley
(Bragg), heavily tipped with dark purple on a pale
ground, a great im]u-ovement on Harriet Tetterell ; a

nice medium-sized flower, very constant, and requires
no disbudding. Indian Chief (Rawlings), claret-

crimson, shaded with violet ; a fine dark flower, very
constant, and dwarf in growth. James Bennett (May),
blush ground, veined and tipped witli purjjle ; very
constant, and will prove a useful show flower ; some-
what tall in growth. James Hunter (Keynes), golden
ground, laced on the edges with orange-lake : in

the North the golden ground was very bright, and the
lacing much darker than when the flower was exhibited
by Mr. Keynes at South Kensington ; a very good
flower, and wants disbudding, as it is so very free in

blooming. Julia Wyatt (Keynes), creamy white ; a
flower of good build but wanting refinement, useful at

times, but cannot be depended on at all seasons. King
of Pritnroses (Rawlings), soft primrose, very pleasing;
a variety that should not be disbudded but allowed to

carry plenty of flowers ; very free growth and capital
habit, would make a good bedder. Lord Napier, a
flower not to be depended on, flat on the surface, and
so inclined to be coarse as to be useless as a show
flower. Dawn (Turner), cream ground, tipped with
bright rosy purple ; a very pretty though somewhat
small front-row flower, veiy constant and dwarf in
growth. Goldsmith (Fellowes), primrose

; poor, and
not to be depended on

; jjetals very rough, and tall

growth. lona (Fellowes), sulphur ground, suflused
towards the edges with buff, and tipped with crimson-
lake ; useful as showing some novelty in colouring, but
only second-rate in quality. Memorial (Eckford),
pale rose, a very pleasing shade of colour ; very line in
quality, and very constant; dwarf growth. Mrs. Dix,
vivid deep crimson, a fine hue of colour, reported to be a
beat on Lord Palmerston ; comes pretty good, early in

the season. Mr. Brunton (Eckford), white ground,
with heavy lacing of deep purple ; comes very fine in the
early part of the season, but requires severe disbudding.
One in the Ring (Keynes), pale ground, the petals
slightly suflused and laced with bright purplish
maroon ; comes self-coloured towards the end of the
stem, generally very constant, but somewhat tall

growth. Pinple Queen, a very pleasing shade of deej)
black pui-ple ; flower of good outlme, but sunken in
the centre, dwarf growth. Queen of Beauties (Fel-

), the ground colour blush, edged with bright
magenta ; very pretty and useful, but not of first-cl.ass

quality. Redan (Fellowes), buff, but in the colder
district of the North it comes considerably tinged with
orange-lake ; a fine flower, and promising to be useful
to exhibitors, but must not be disbudded freely. Unique
(Turner), sent out as " the flower of the year;" a very
beautiful and pleasing flower, not over large in size,

but of fine quahty, and requires good growth.
Turning now to the fancy flowers, which are much

less numerous than the show varieties, the following
estimate may prove of service to cultivators :—Galatea
(Fellowes), identical witli a flower received under the
name of Aline, so Mr. Downie infonned me ; white,
flaked with rosy purple, a pleasing and distinct flower,
of very good quality. Hero of York, very fine,

constant, and novel in character, free, and of dwarf
growth ; a most useful exhibition flower. Lady Dun-
more (Turner), sides of pet.als saffron, with bright crim-
son stripes, and distinctly tipped with white

;
good,

distinct, and pretty ; a flower to be depended on.
Magdala (Fellowes), fawn ground, striped and spotted
with maroon ; a very coarse flower, useless. Mazeppa
(Perry), scarlet, shaded and striped with deep crimson

;

a very good useful flower, quite constant and free, and
of dwarf gi-owth. Miss Annie, yellow ground, tipped
with white, in the way of Miss Ruth, but not so good ;

flowers large and rough. Mrs. Pochin, very pietty and
useful, remarkably free, and of dwaif growth. Mon-
arch (PeiTy), bronze-buft" ground, striped with

a very useful flower, but inclined to be coarse ; must
not be grown too well or disbudded too much. Punch :

this variety betrays a tendency to come without the
purple stripe, which constitutes its fancy character

;

free and constant, but as so many of the flowers come
self-coloured, not to be depended on as a fancy. Tabby
Cat, a confused flower, very apt to come half self-

coloured
; good when caught in character, but hardly

to be depended on, Triton (Fellowes), buff, heavily
striped and tipped W'ith maroon ; not first-rate in
quality, but to be caught good sometimes, though in-

clined to come hard-eyed.
So far as the North is concerned it may be safely stated

that the new Dahlias of last year have well borne the
test of a season's cuUivation, and that some flowers of
good qualities have been added to the lists of varieties

in cultivation. Those who admire and grow the
"lumpish and inelegant Dahlia," and clea\e to it at a
time when it appears to have sunk in public estimation,
have reason to be proud of those who are constantly
engaged in raising new varieties, and who do produce
novelties in .spite of those detractors, who assert that
during the past ten years they fail to perceive any im-
provement in the Dahlia. Another writer, taking a
more hopeful view, asserts that "when Dahlias are
well grown, they are one of the most beautiful flowers
in cultivation, but to grow them well they must have
an anxious and industrious master, for their wants are
rather craving from Juite to September." And there
are hundreds of patient, laborious cultivators who grow
for exhibition purposes, and love the D.ahlia with a deep
unswerving affection, who will heartily endorse the
paragraph just quoted ; and it is for the guidance of
these that a criticism on the new Dahlias of 1869 is

now set down. R. D.

Miscellaneous.
PoiNSETTIA PULCHERRIMA.—Among the various

matters that engage a gardener's attention through the
different seasons of the year, the providing a large and
constant supply of plants for conservatory and indoor
decoration during the winter months is one that

requires a good deal of forethought and labour. There
are a grent number of plants now-a-days well adapted
for this puipose, and among them Poinsettia pulcher-
rima has a strong claim on our attention. Its bright

scarlet bracts are very effective, and they remain perfect
for a very consider.able time, which is a matter of some
consequence. The floral envelops of this plant are
generally largest and finest on young plants with only
one stem, and as these are generally most useful for

indoors, a number of young plants should be grown
every season. These are easily raised from eyes from
the i>revious season's wood, like Vines, put in early in

April and plunged in a nice bottom-heat. As soon as
they are rooted they should be potted off singly into

small, pots, using a compost of peat and loam, mixed
with plenty of silver sand. When potted they should
be retrn'ued to the frame or pit, and .again plunged in a
nice bottom-heat, and kept rather close for a few days
until they begin to grow, when air should, at every
favourable opportunity, be freely admitted. They
should be freely sprinkled overhead with water when
they require it ; but care must be taken not to give
them too much water at the root, particularly whilst
they are plunged. Towards the end ofJune, or early part
of July, they will be nice little plants, and will, if they
have done well, require a shift into a larger-size pot
about that time. After they are shifted into larger

pots they will do very well in any of the vineries, if

not too shaded, until September ; but should be kept
near the glass, that they may not be drawn. In
.September they should be i)ut into the stove,

and shoidd be carefully watered and freely syringed
overhead. In due time they will unfold their

brilliant scarlet bracts. They should have every
attention paid them whilst in flower. When they
begin to go out of flower, water must be gradually
withheld from them, and the plants .should be rested in

a dry part of the stove. In tlie sjiring the branches of
the previous year should be cut down to within three
or four eyes of the old wood. Shake off all the soil

from the roots, and repot them into as small pots as
possible, then plunge them in a nice bottom heat
When they have grown a little, and made some fresh
roots, shift them into larger pots, and return them to a
situation where they may enjoy a supply of bottom-
heat. They will then grow rapidly, and in the course
of a few weeks wall again require a large pot. After
that they will do in a vinery, if not too shaded, or
they may be put into a stove. These large plants will

bear several heads of flowers, and are very ornamental
and showy, but the bracts M'ill not be so large as those
on young plants that only bear a solitary llower-head.—//. Saul, in ^'' Florist and Ponwlogist"

jAP.-iN Chestnut Trees.—A shipment of 5000 of
these valuable trees was received at this port a short
time since, which are selling at 25 dols. per 100.

This is the second large shipment of these useful trees.

California will soon be stocked with the finest Chestnut
trees in the world. San Francisco Mining Press.

Coffee a Disinfectant. — Experiments have
proved that Coffee is a valuable disinfectant—a most
powerful means, not only ofrendering animal and vege-
table effluvia innocuous, but of actually destroying

them. A room in wliich meat in an advanced degree
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of decomposition had been kept for some time, was
inslanlly deprived of all smell on an open coffec-roasler

being carried througli it, containing a pound of Coffee

newly roasted. In another room, exposed to tlie

cflluvium occasioned by the clearing out of a manure-

pit, so that sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonia in

great quantities could be chemically detected, the

stench was completely removed in half a minute, on

the employment of 3 oz. of fresh-roasted Coflee, whilst

the other parts of the house were permanently cleared

of the same smell by being simply traversed with the

CO flee-roaster, although the cleansing of the pit con

tinued for several hours after. The best mode of usinj

the Coffee as a disinfectant is to dry the raw bean,

pound it in a mortar, and then roast the powder on a

moderately-heated iron plate, until it assumes a dark
brown tint, when it is fit for use. Then sprinkle it in

sinks or cesspools, or lay it on a plate in the room to be
purified. CofTee-acid or Coffee-oil acts more readily in

minute quantities. IlhistraUd Midland News.
Hydraulic Cement. — An improved cement,

which perfectly resists the action of water, and is

designed for the ornamentation of buildings, has been

proposed by Mr. J. A. Dubus, of Paris. The principal

component parts are lime, silica, and alumina, the two
latter being extracted from refractory clays. In orrier

to bring about the formation of the double silicate of

lime and alumina, sulphuric and boracic acid are added
in small quantities. The proportions of the consti-

tuents arc varied, accortling as the cement is required

to set slowly or fjuickly. The proportions of the

substance in the anhydrous state are—fat lime of first

quality, 67.96 to 74.65 ; refractory, 27.18 to 42.89;
sulphate of lime, 4.76 to 9.06 ; and boracic acid, o. 10

to 0.40. These set with vai7ing rapidity, but arc of

equal quality, and ultimately attain the same degree of

liardness. The substances are mixed, after being
ground to a fine powder ; they are then made into

bricks with water, baked at a white heat, and reduced
to an impalpable powder, which is mixed with water,

and used as cement.

(FOK THE ENSUING WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Simple as it may appear, it may be well to state

that most plant cultivators make a great distinction

between plants which are at this time in a condition to

flower, and others whicli have finished flowering, or

are now starting into frcsJi growth previous to their

next blooming season. These ideas, if properly acted

on, may assist the uninitiated in arriving at the proper

mode of treating many subjects, because the blooming
period may be greatly accelerated or retarded, accord-

mg to the previous treatment. To illustrate the matter,
^ ^ _ ^ _ ^_ ^„... „ „ , ........ „„..o „„,.,...

.*-ll'!'.'l!:S'TfTl":.^.!'i''^l'?T?!'"?.'I'!tf."!i'^^» ._ „ « ^ _, „
i.'jnally, prepare the Asparagus beds for planting when
such an operation is intended. Where seed is to be

covered over with light dry litter by night, removing it

every morning if the sun shines, or the temperature is

at all warm, as by these means, simjile as tlic practice may
a]!|)ear to some, warmth will be collected by day
and retained by niglii, lu the great benefit of the
plants within. In regard to Pines, as the sun has ]iovv

gained considcraljle power, a corresponding ini rcase of
atmospheric moisture must be insured. ]!c c.uxful in

giving air not to let cold winds blow on to the plants.
The average mean temperature .should, now be 63° by
night, 71° by day, with an increase of 7° only by sun-
heat. Peach and Ncrlnrine houses will now take up
much time. The borders will, in many instances, want
a good watering. The quantity of water they require
can only be determined liy those in charge. Avoid
occasional surface stoppings, which are sometimes
called waterings, and endeavour to deluge every fibre

whenever water is required at the root. Syringe the
trees twice daily. Let the day temperature by sun-
hcat run up freely to 85° with plenty of air. I would
advisethatPeachand Nectarineborders—in houses where
the fruit is now set and swelling—should have a good
mulching of rich open manure at once, and previous to

the root watering. Warm the water a little before
a])plying it to the roots ; it should not be colder than 75°.

Give Strawbeny Planls, which are swelling their fruits,

an abundance of water and liquid-manure alternately.

Fig trees should now be syringed copiously. Forced
Beans cannot well be damped too frequently, or have
too moist a temperature, with air in proportion.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Grass-sward should now be rolled as much as pos-

sible, with frequent applications of the birch-broom to

the grass. Beds of Polyanthus and garden
OSes which have not been freshly planted, should

have a good mulching with sifted leaf-mould. Uig
over all American beds where this has not previously
been done. Tulips are looking well, considering the

severe weather. Move the surface of the beds with
the hoe, when dry enough, after all heavy showers.

Bring Rosepruning to a close with all despatch.

Transplant Seedling Jlollyhocks into permanent bloom-
ing quarters, and finish the removal of Phloxes of the

decussate tribe so soon as the ground is fit.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Get ready all the necessary materials for the protec-

tion of Wall-fruit trees, especially Apricots, which will

soon need such attention. The "Frigi-Domo" is the

most useful for this purpose. Mulch all newly planted
fruit trees where this has not already been done.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Upon heavy tenacious soils little can be done unless

a very drying period quickly follows. After the recent

rains sow, when practicable, a succession of Broad
Beans, such as Johnson's Long-pod ; also Skirret and
LambU Lettuce, or Com Salad. Finish transplanting

STATB^ OP THE WEATHER AT BLACK/IEATII, LONDON,
Marcji 9, 1870.

1870.

Month
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Mixture of Soil for Vine Border : Rcbt. Assei:

No exact proportion of materials for tlie growth of

Vines can be given, aS all, or nearly all, depends upon

the quality of the materials to be used. Loam, being

the principal material required, is such a variable

article, ranging from sand to clay, from rich to poor,

that the proportions of all the other ingredients must be

regulated accordingly. The more clayey the loam, the

more brick rubbish, &c., is required to give porosity
;

and the richer the loam, the less bones or other fertilis-

ing agent is required. If, as your loam is 5ome\vh.at

sandy, you add to three parts loam one part of lime

rubbish, and to every cubic yard half a bushel crushed

bones and rough charcoal, you will not be far wrong.

The depth, 3 feet, is greater than need be. See to

having the drainage perfect, or all will fail.

Names of Fruits ; Sucks. Apples smashed to a jelly,

in coming through the post, and every part decayed.

Names of Plants : ff. T. M. i, Nephrodium moUe

;

2, Lastrea dilatata ; 3, Pteris scaberula
; 4, Davallia

tenuifolia
; 5, Asplei 1 rm fiaccidum var. ; 6, Asplenium

bulbiferum
; 7, Polystichum angulare proliferum ; 8,

Polystichura capense
; 9, Pleopeltis BiUardieri.

—

H. F.

Asplenium dimorphum ; increase by dividing the crown,

or by spores.—y. Hudspeth. 2 to 6, Mosses and

Hepaticse, which, not being horticultural, we do not

undertake to name
; 7, insufficient. The Polystichum

is P. angulare proliferum.—/=. C. B. {Liverpool). Aloe

variegata, L.—//. P. Possibly Tropaeolum brachyceras
;

but the leaf alone is insufficient.-^. B. One of the

many Gesneras of the zebrina and cinnabarina section
;

but it is impossible to say which without flowers.

Peach Trees not Setting. B. J. W. If, as you say,

the blossom on your trees is very abundant, it will be

good policy to thin it a little now, before it expands.

It was chiefly owing to the long protracted cold spring

of last year that the loss of the Peach crop is to be

attributed.

Potato Water : A. B. We do not think that water in

which Potatos have been boiled is poisonous to any

e.xtent ; at the same time we would not recommend you

to drink it.

SoLANUM Pseudo-Capsicum. A. B. asks if the berries

of Solanum Pseudo-Capsicum and S. Capsicastrum are

poisonous, and, if so, to what extent ? Will they kill

or injure poultry or children ? Can any of our readers

•supply the information ?

Unfruitful Vines : A Novice. From what you say,

it appears to us that your loss of fruit is to be attributed

to immaturity of the buds, i.e., badly ripened wood, or

continuous excitement through bad forcing. A longer

period of rest would be beneficial. Vines forced early,

like yours, are apt to get weakened in condition after a

course of years.

. P. A.~T. C. B.—D.—
-A. P.-W. S.—J. H,

Jursery.—Apply,
dWILLIA-^ *"

teady, active, middle-aged Man, of

as working foreman in a small

' experience, age, family, and wages required,

^RITCftARD, Nurseryman, Shrewsbup'

WANTED, in a small Nursery, near London,
GENERAL WORKING FOREMAN.—One who understar

Growing Plants and General Nursery-work. ^' " '-' " "^

character from last employer.—Apply :

'

Lavender Hill Nu

Healh

ANTED, a GARDENER, to grow Flowers and
understand Budding, Graflinc, and

ilh references, to Mr. FOV^fKE,

Heathrow, near Hounslow, W.
Glass-work.—Apply by letter,

WANTED, a GARDENER.—Must understand Vines,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Churchman and com-

municant preferred. Under-Gardenej: kept. State age, family, --

wages required.—Apply
borough, Lincoln.

. CLAYTON, at the Rectory, Washing

WANTED, as GARDENER, a married Man, without

children, to take charge of a small Kitchen and Flower Garden,

with Vinery and Orchard Hi

WANTED, in a Gentleman's Family, near London,
a married GARDENER, without incumbrance. Wife as

Laundress; both to reside and^board in >heh""se -Address w,t

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, married, no
incumbrance; has a practical knowledge of Forcing, Fruit,

Flowers, and Vegetables, and Management of Kitchen Fruit, and

Flower Gardens, and Pleasure Grounds. Can take the Management

of Land if required. Character satisfactory.—T. S., Messrs. Osborn,

Fulham Nurse ry, London
,j^

GARDENER (HeadI.—Wm. E. Dixon is desirous of

recommending to any Lady or Gentleman a young Man as

above, who thorougTily understands the Cultivation of Orchids, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, the Forcing of Fruit, S(c. ; a so the

general routine of the Flower and Kitchen Garden.-Norwood Nursery

and Seed Establishment, Beverley, Yorkshire.

/~t ARDENER (Head).—Age 43, Scotch
;
great prac-

V_T tical experience in Scotland, England, and Ireland ;
first-clasr

^ood character.—S.

Surrey. S.W.
D..

and "plants.^ Wife good Cook and Dairy-

hly recommended by a Lady Four years

, Burrow Row, Merton Road, Wandsworth,

r^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; 15 years expenenee
VT in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's establishments. Thoroughly

experienced in the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Pines,

Vines, and all kinds of Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen t^rdenmg.

Good character from last situation.—A. B., Post Office, Hemyock,

Wellington, Somerset.

I, m<- rhilrt.—

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN accustomed to Plants,

&c. , and a good Budder of Roses. One accustomed to Market

Plants preferred.—M. Z., Gardenen' Chronicle Ofiice, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), age 29, m:
T. Wright offers his service to an

- ' "-- services of a first-c

ry branch of the p
Gentle'
Great e:

Manage
, Mu

J. WRIGHT,

requir

of Vir
&c. ;

1 Rowa

Peaches,
so Kitchen ar

Tetsworth, Ox.

W^ DIXON, Norwood Nursery, Beverley,

e, is in IMMEDIATE WANT of^a YOUNG MAN
ome little time amongst SpecJ

"' "

WANTED, an active young M
and OUTDOOR WORK ; must be :

Grafter.— Apply by letter, with refei

E. & T. PERKINS, Leamington N'

for NURSERY
iccessful Budder and

c and wages required, to

Leamingtt

W"ANTED, a good PROPAGATOR and PLANTS-
MAN ; also FOUR MEN, accustomed to Nursery and

Market Garden-work.-Addrcss, MANAGER, Aldervalc Nursery,

Muckingford, Romford, Essex.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT CLERK, a
with sufficient knowledge of the Trade to

Invoice correctly. It is indispensable that he be ;

quick Writer, also be well recommended.-
expectcd, and all particulars,!

Chester.

WANTED, a COWMAN, in a Gentleman's family

;

married, without family: a cottage found on theplace. —Apply

CO VENT GARDEN.—Marck ii.

The markets are but thinly attended, and the supplies

of produce generally are quite equal to the demand.
Cornish Broccoli is abundant and good. The rough
descriptions of vegetables are, however, scarcely so good
as usual, prime descriptions realising very good prices.

Some new hothouse Grapes are offered at 2ij per lb., and
Strawberries remain at last week's quotations.

Apples, p^ sieve ,

Cobs, per lb.

Chestnuts, p. bush.
Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

p to 5 o Lemons, per loo ..51
— 10 Melons, each . . 1 (—14 o Oranges, per 100 . . 6 <

— 09 Pears, per doz. • . 3 <

I
—12 o Pine-apples, per lb. 8 1

Vegetables.

WANT PLACES— Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER AND CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those -WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

unquestionable references need apply. ».^„„ „,..,_.„_
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most strmgent regula-

tions in reference to testimonials as to abiuty, honesty, &c.

JAMES CARTER >ND CO., 237 81 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

GARDENER
Osberton, Worksop,

Head).— Edward Bennett,
Osberton, Worksop, begs to offer his services to any Noble-

Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Gardener, lully

competent in every branch of the profession. Has had the Super-

intendence of very extensive Improvements, and the Management 01

first-class Gardens. Leaving in consequence of the death of his late

employer. Testimonials of the very highest order, """

unexceptionable

GARDENER (Head
10 years of age.-M.

"
Hon. the Earl of Stradbrok.

any Nobleman

arried, one child,

/latcHead Gardener to the Right

Hcnham Hall, begs

age 44.

rith Mr. Barne;

^ „ Gardener. Was
;ner to Mrs. Miles, Firbeck Hall

;

to Mr. Barron, Elvasion Castle: and two
Lady Rolle's, Bicton. M. H. '

Leonards-
from all the above.—63. Eversfield Pla<

STEWARD and
GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance; Protestant, an

,hman Great experience in every department of the profession ;

thoroughly practical. Has had the Management of first-class Establish-

GARDENER (Head).
GARDENER.- " " "

Englishman. Great e

-eland.—ALPHA. Mr. Whalley. i, Queen Strt

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 32,

married, one child ; understands Fruit, Vines, and Hothouses

;

also Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references from employe

or Rector —\V. C. BROWNINGS, Burwash. Sussex.

MR. WM. PAUL begs to announce that he has made
arrangements by which he will be enabled in future to furnish

Gentlemen with the NAMES, ADDRESSES, &c.. of GARDENERS,
and GARDENERS and BAILIFFS, of various quahfications, who
are open to Engagements. The fullest particulars - *" -

required and wages given should be forwarde^
PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N

should be forwarded with applic

GARDENERS (Experienced).—Joseph Meredith,
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool, begs to intimate to

Ladies and Gentlemen requiring the above, that he has on his

REGISTER some excellent MEN for ever>' class of situation, whom
he can strongly recommend from his personal knowledge of them.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 to 15 o
Artichokes, p. doz. .. 30 — 60
Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 30
Broccoli, per doz. . . 10 —-26
Brussels Sprouts, p.

isieve .. .,20—30
Cabbages, p, doz. . . 10— 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16—30
Celery, p. bund. . . 10 — 16

French Beans, p. 1

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch .

J. d, s.

HorseRadish, p. bun. 3 o to =

Leeks, per bunch . . 02 — c

Lettuces, p. score .. 10—:
Mint, per bunch . . 10 — ]

Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — :

Onions,per bunch .. 04 — (

Parsley, per bunch .02 — <

Potatos, new, p. lb. o 4 — (

Salsafy, per bundle . 10 — :

do.

Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 75J. '

Seakale, p. punnet. . 20 — 26
Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20— 30
Radishes, per doz. . » " — » '^

4 I
Turnips, per bunch

Flukes, do.,

POTATOS.—Soutkwark, March 7.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

limited, and towards the end of the week trade and prices

improved for all good qualities. Quotations as follow :

—

Yorkshire Regents, perton.yoj. toiooj. ; Yorkshire Flukes,

90i. to iioj. ; Lincolnshire Regents, 70J. to 8ojr. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., 85.?. to i\os.\ Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do.

,
70J. to 85^. ; Ditto Rocks, 65J. to 70J. ; French

and Belgian Whites, 6oj. to 65J.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
W. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any G.

aking application would save time by clearly

: undertaken, wages offered, &c.. so that su

lectcd.-Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

w

GARDENER.—MaiTied ;
understands every branch

of the profession, with the Management of Vines, especially Hot

and Greenhbuse Plants, Forcing, &c. ; skilful in Laying out Pleasure

Grounds Good references. - GARDENER, Mr. Bacon, Newton

Cottage, Grosvenor Street, Cheltenham:
.

or FOREMAN.—Age 23,
_, "lelons, and

of Tiard and Soft-wooded Plants,—

Three year
Kent.

Nobleman's or

Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26 ; understands Vines, Pines, Stove

and Greenhouse plants. Good character.—A. B., 15, St. Anne s

Terrace, Harlesden Green, N.W.

years' experience in Nursery-v.— , —--- „ „

a i^obleman or Gentleman's Establishment, where the who^e .__.

of Gardening is carried outi well up in Propagating. F.rst-cl

reference.-ALPHA P., Post OHice, Brompton Road, London, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good Under not

objected to).-Age 25 ; used to the general routine of a Gentle-

man's garden for the last is years. Seven years' good character,

o C. M., Post Office, Stapletor
>-.—

1

-Age 28, married ;
thoroughly

nd flilly competent in every branch of the profession,

eferences.—H. P., Cheshire's, 14. Gro^ '" '
^^ "

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35; thorough practical

knowledgcofGardcninginall its branches. Two years' chai-acter

from last place.—A. B. C, Post Office. High Street, Hampstead, N.W .

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; has
practical knowledge of the profession. Unexi

cnces.—A Z,, R. H. S. Gardens, South Kensington,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; well skilled in all branches of the profession. Highest

references—C. B., 14, .\dams Square, Bromley Common, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, 3
thoroughly and practically acquainted with the profe

its branches. The highest references as to moral char;

A Z ,Mr-Coldrey,62,High Street,Portland Town,St John's Wood,

N

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, (

understands Vines, Hothouses, and Kitchen and Flo

ing. Unexceptionable reference—W. H. Y., Comme
House, Goswetl Road, London, EC.

: child

;

'cr Garden-
cial Coffee

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single ; eleven years

experience in all branches of the profession, including Early and

Late Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen

Gardening. Unexceptionable references.—C. G., Post Office, Leicester.

WANTED,
Nurserj-, Fl

lease; ;S50 cash. Ren_l ^CSS-

Apply to G. R., 33, Rotherfield Stn , Islir , N.

Nurseryman, Rorist, and Seedsman.
WANTED, by the Advertiser, a young and active

Man as PARTNER in an old established Business near
London. — Apply by letter only, to J. H., \V. Erislow, Esq.,

25, Laurence Pountney Lane, Cannon Street, London, E C.

active MAN, thoroughly experienced
all Measurements and Calculations connected "therewith.

able to Draw neat and Accurate Plans to Scale. Good ajipearance
indispensable.—Apply, stating age, fullest parti

perience, referei

RTHUR DICKSON
;n, Chester,

larsof
and salary expected, to FRANCIS ANI
AND SONS, Seed Merchants and Nurserj-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; understands the

profession in all its branches; also the Management of Land-

Three and a-half years'

ability and qualifii

GARDENER (Under), in a good Garden Establish-

ment, under the Foreman—Age ig; strong and active.—

G. R. H., Post O ffice, Wool vers tone, Ipsw ich.

G~^^RDEN'ER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-

man's Garden.—Age 25 ; well recommended. Two years

character.—P., 3, Asgill Cottages, Richmond Green, Surrey^
^

COACHMAN
well recommended.
y» leaving,—A. B.,

GARDENER (Single-handed),
and GARDENER.—Age 30, married ; cai

Seven years' character from the situation he 1

Mr. Mclady, Bam Elms Park, Barnes, S.W.

PROPAGATOR (Foreman),
creat experience in the Growth and Propagaiion ui .in;ai...a.

Azaleas. Camellias, Ixoras, Allamandas Dipladcnias, Hard-wooded

Greenhouse Plants, Coniferse, &c Good references.—A. B. C, Mr.

Joseph Lundy, Odd Fellovrs' Arms, Pocklington, Yorkshire.

PROPAGATOR (General), or FOREMAN PRO-
PAGATOR and SALESMAN—Well up in Azaleas, Camelhas,

Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, &c., also out-door Budding ; an

expert Craftsman, &c.-M., North Street Nurseries. Bndgcwater.

PROPAGATOR (Soft-wooded, &c.)—A young Man
wishes to engage himself to a Nurseryman as above.—A. B.,

S, Upper St. Michael's Hill, Bristol.

PROPAGATOR (Hard or Soft-wooded).—Age 27 ;

suburbs of London preferred.—L. K., 21, New Street, Portland

Town, London, N.'W

ESTATE AGENT {age 38).—A Gentleman wishes to

recommend a thoroughly trustworthy Person, who has been

his employ for 13 years in the above capacity.

. efficient Accoui
character. Salary /zoo a year, with hou
Lucy, Booksellers, 2?

excellent
the highest

a year, with house.—A. B., Messrs. Dalton &
ockspur Street, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30,
practical in all branches of thi

recommended,—T. S.,5,Blythc Tcrrac

narried ;
thoroughly

ession. Can be highly

tanstead Road, Forest Hill,

GtARDENER (Head).-Age 36, married ; thoroughly

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener in every

branch of the profession, including Pines, Vines, Peaches, &c.—
Age 44 ; ten years in last situation. Character will bear the stricti

investigation.—G. FLETCHER, 23, Perry Street, Wqlverhampton.

GARDENER (Head), age 38.—A Gentlemai
anxious to recommend his Head Gardener (Scotch) to

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the serv'ices of a practical 11

trious Man. Has a knowledge of Farming and Accounts,—J^

Mr. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society Gardens, Chiswick, W._

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a thorough practical Gardener.—Married, no incum-

brance; Hard and Soft -wooded Plant Grower, for Exhibition

or otherwise; Flower and Kitchen Gardener, Early and Late

Forcing. Eleven years' good character from last situation. —
T. TODMAN, 130. Clapham Park Road, Clapham, London, S.W.

To Landed Proprietors.

LAND AGENT, or" FARM BAILIFF.
Man (Scotch), of great experience in Buyin]

and in Steam Cultivation. First-class references as 1

ability —W. W., 48, Bishopsgate Street Without. EC

n Buying and Selling Stock,

^„, .narried, respectable ;

I understands the Cultivation ot

Wife understands Dairy and Poultry. Good reference.—

BBUTT, Langford Farm, Mid Lavant, Chichester, Sussex.

practical and experienced, alsc

AILIFF.—Middle
take the cntir*" "*

stands the Management -I i

generally, also liii

B^
married, no incumbrance

;

nt-nt of a Farm, thoroughlv undcr-
h. ' |., Liind Drainage, and Improvc-

r Stock. Five years in last

II Good reference.—F, D.,
,.

,
,.,, L. hley, Bucks.

RAVELLER. or SALESMAN with charge, combined
with Book-work, in the Nursery and Florist Trade,—Age 30; can

be well recommended,—T. C, Robertson & Scott, Advertising Agents,

Edinburgh.

SHOPMAN.—Thorough practical knowledge of the

Seed Trade in all its branches, combined with a knowledge of the

Nursery Business. Nine years' experience.—G. H,, Mr. McKeay,
Walnut Street, Donegall Pass, Belfast.

SHOPMAN (or Under),
ledge of the Seed and Plant Trades. Accustomed

Age 26, single

^ ._^ . ies. .*

-A. B., Post Office, Garston, Liverpool.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRL\GE FREE.

B T H and W E S T of E N G L A N D
"'KTsY

('>'-i''''»l'=<l 1777), and SOUTHERN COUNTIES

ANNUAL MEETING at TAUNTON,
June 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, 1870.

rretidmt—Tttc Right Hon. Sir S. H.
NORTHCOTE, Bart., C.B., M.P.

STOCK and IMPLEMENT EN-
iKIES close April 20; POULTRY,

SUTTON & SONS,
Having completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATUR.-\L GR.\SiKS, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which arc prepared for various descriptions of Soils :—

Prices :

—

SUTTONS* BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to32s. p. acre,

CarriaRc Free. 2 bushels Grass Seeds and 12 lb. Clovers supplied

per acre.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. CarriaRe free.

J^rom J. J. Mechi, Esq., Ti^tne Hall, near Kelvtdott.

February 5.—" Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected that

I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

Ftom J. L. Williams, Esq., Boyne View, N'avan, Neath, Ireland.

March 30.—" Last year I got from you Permanent Pasture Grass
Seeds for loacres, with which I laid down one-half of a 20-acre field

(Irish). I am ver>' much pleased with the way the Grass Seeds have
answered, and I now want to lay down the other half of the field in

FromTnos. Levett 'PYi.\'SS^?,'P.s.Q.,The Beacon, Kingswear,Darlnu>uth.
December 24.

—" Mr. Lcvctt I'rinsep must speak in the highest
terms of the Grass Seed supplied to him by Messrs. Sutton & Sons in

the spring, and which has stood the past burning summer better than
much of the old lurf."

From T. Ward, Esq., Round Oak, Greenkam, Newbury.
July 4.

—"Ihe permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, supplied by
you last year (the greater part sown with Barley), have
great

' -" —---,nd produced a crop (this dry s

From E. H. NiCKSON, Esq., Foxhy, Went.
March p.

—"The field I laid down with your Permanent Seeds is

looking admirable."

From Rev. J. Leichton, Bisham Vicarage, Fleet-wood.

May 2.—"The Pasture I laid down with your Seeds last year has
done beautifully, and seems to have attracted the notice of several of

the farmers who live near."

BUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTTTRE, for

Improving Pastures, at from 41. Od. to gj. per acre, should be

ThisMi-xlLf ,-,.-v:'"f.- f \h'- llnr-^t kinds of Pcrmancnl Gr.isscs and
Clovers, and uiM ;! 1. r- . - tlic quantity and miahlv of succccd-

inn Hay cni|i'. I I
i.i-vild be harrowed with heavy iron

harrows prc\ -1 Imsh-harrowed after sowing, and in

some cases ;i ii'i' ''.!' .m' "i m luurc will be found beneficial. Sow
6 to 12 lb, per .i._ic. ..- >.HlM.^; [.. the condition of the Pasture. Price
()d. per lb , 8oj. per <.\U. ;

L\irfi,i;;e Tree.

BUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

so prepared as to produce very large crops for the specified periods
they are to remain down :

—

For ONE YE.\R'S LAY, 135. M. per acre, Carriage Free.

For TWO YEARS' LAY, 171. 6rf. per acre. Carriage Free.

For THREE or FOUR YEARS' LAY, 32s, per acre, Carriage Free.

Special estimates given for large qtiantities.

SEPARATE NATURAL GRASS SEEDS,
CAREFULLY CLEANED.

Alopccurus pralensis . . .

.

Meadow Foxtail
Anlnoxanthum ndnratum .

.

Sweet Vernal
Agrostis stolonifera .. .. Creeping Bent
Avena rtavescens Yellow Oat Grass
Cynosurus cristatus .. .. Crested Dogstail
Dactylis glomcrata .. ., Round Cocksfoot
Fcstuca duriuscula . . .

.

Hard Fescue
Fcstuca clatior .. ., .. Tall Fescue
Fcstuca hctcrophylla .. .. Various-leaved Fescue
Festuca pratensis .. .. .. Meadow Fescue
Festuca ovina Sheep's Fescue
Festuca rubra Kcd.iibh F.:s,:uc

Festuca tcnuifolia .. .. lin' I- . I 1- lo

Festuca loliacea .. _ .. .. Pk mi-
Lolium perenne Sutloni . . .. '1 r

1 .
1 . il Mvc-grass

Lolium percnne Paceyanum ..I 1 ^ l'\'.gra:5S

Lolium perenne sempervirens .

.

I .pm-h I i- .i.i^'s

Phlcum pratcnsc .. .. ., I tiinnhy
Poa pratensis Sniuulh-ilalkcd Meadow Grass
Poa trivialis Kough-stalked Meadow Grass
Poa nemoralis .. .. ., Woodside Meadow Grass
Poa sempervirens Evergreen Meadow Grass
Trifolium repens perenne .

.

Perennial While Clover
Trifolium pratense perenne .

.

Perennial Red Clover
Trifolium hybridum . . .

.

Alsike Cloverl
Mcdicago lupulina . . .

.

Yellow Trefoil

Lowest price per cwt. or bushel on application.

SUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

SUTTONS'
FARMER'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1870,
Containing complete List of Prices of GENUINE FARM
SEEDS, nowready. and maybe hnd Gratis and Post Free
on application.

@- ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FREE,
Except very small Parcels. Five per cent, allowed for

cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS.

Regulai Pap.
/ be had from the

M. DAW, Exeter.

"pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES will

take place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates

must not be above 21 years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent

in by March 31 may be had on application

to H. M. JENKINS. Secretarj-.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
-sq.

I
bcrmere.

John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq. | Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Princioal EnHneer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind

pany, or the outlay thereon rep ' ' " '

the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procun

.1, .: r_..„u :_pj.Qyp,

,
witn all " '

, lid off by a .

Landowners in a shorter I

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
'

- ARTHUR MILSiAN, the Secretarj-, a
2. Whitehall Place. London. S.W.

rpi

Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Herrics, Farquhar & Co,), 16, St.

lames Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway Flouse,

M
Hajdy Plants and Bulbs,

FROM ENGLLSII AND FRENCH NUKSERIF.S
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 18, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W C on

hal^past 12 o'clock precisely, 700 Standard
SATIIRhAY, March 1

id,

S'n?^'!,'^°;""' a^^;"^ Street, Covent Garden, W.C.RHAY March ,2, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely,A Sta
'

K'tsls. from the South of France: Standard PviM I
I M I REES, RHODODENDRONS, CONIFERS

II
I I IS AUCbBAS, HOLLIES, BOX CLEMATIS

IS, AURICULAS, CYCLAMENS, LABUR:
II

'

liuice GLADIOLI and RANUNCULI; Rustic

ii^i'^^ 111- III .11, ,.. ,.i - ii., ,-111,1 Catalogues had.

Consignment ot Sai roiabiiuns from India;
BARKEKIAS, l.V. \ M 1 i , .l|;I, ODONTOGLOSSUM"""

I'ERISTERIA ELATA,
M, from PANAMA: all
them fine masses.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is instructed to SELL by
Al/CTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, March 22, at half-past 12 o'clock
precisely, a very fine lot of SACCOLABIUM, believed to be the
trues. Reedii, in excellent condition; also splendid plants of BAR-KERIA SKINNERI and SPECTABILIS, LYCASTE SKINNERI,EPIDENDRUM VITELLINUM and ODONTOGLOSSUM CIT-ROSMUM, together with EPIDENDRUM STAMFORDIANUM
-nd PERISTERIA ELATA, and other wellknown and popular kinds,

M
Burghley Park, Stamford.

IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
R. STRAFFORD has the honour to announce that

favoured with instniction-; to nffor for SALE by

STRAFFORD, ii, Eu;
WALTON, Uurghlcy Pai

Important Sale of Shorthorns and Sheep in Notts.

MK. lOHN THORNTON will SELL by
ArOri'>\, without resen.'e. on THURSDAY. April 7, at

I o'CloL-k, nt Mnrtt.n Grange, Ketfurd l«.n thL- f.tnn rccerul\- reviewed
in the Royal Agricultural Socifiv 1 1 . 1; .

;i.. (.r. lll'.KDof
very superior SHORTHORN t \

son. It consists of about 50 h<,i :

for many years from the stocks ni

and Mr. G. Bland ; Bulls, comln
and Messrs. Bates' and Booth's not
The Cattle are in healthy ordinary i

Also w il! be olTcrcd.aboutTHIRTYverychoice LONG-WOOLLED
RAM HOGGS, some well trained SETTER DOGS, and a few
YOUNG PUPPIES, all of Prize Blood.
Catalogues,withPedigrees,maybchadofMr.JOHN THORNTON,

IS. Langham Place, RegentStrcet, London ; or ofMr. HODGKINSON,

"li'^'fi
lUiMrong,

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, EC.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Pr nces Terrace

Hyde Park, S.\V.
Granville R. H. Somerset , Esq. , Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S W
Henry W. West, Esq.,y.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., MP. {Ch;
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, V
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cottages and

Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

t-charge

;nd Cocd-y-Macn,

R^
Corn, Seed, Manu

, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.
Samples and prices post free on application. Prirc Medals, 1851

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed (Tom and Seeds."

Seed Barley from the Challt.
)EDIGREE CHEVALIER BARLEY, grown from

H.illcii's .SiiH.k — l'rii:e 52s, pet quarter, or 71. per bushel, free on

>l 1 'Ill- best Growers of PAGE'S PRO-
1 I'

'
I I ;. P, and THANET BARLEY.

K POLAND, WHITE CANA-

Mangel Wurzel Seed.HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
• Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varieties, and

including SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOP YELLOW GLOBE,
The Slocks are very fine, and all of 1869 growth. Prices very low.

Seed-Gr( : Establishment. Wisbech

w [. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

FOR DISPOSAL, at a Rental, or otherwise, .t

FLORIST'S BUSINESS, within three miles of Covent Garden
in full working order. Every- convenience for carrj-ing on a large ana
lucrative business. All ready money
,Mrs. BARBER, St. George's Tavern, Coleman Street, Camberwell.S.EI

To Florists and Others.

TO BE SOLD or LET, on long Lease, a fine FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about 2 Acres, with Dwelling House

Stabling, &c., fronting the main road, situate at Maidenhead ; well
adapted for a Florist.

Apply to Mr. R. TANTON, The Nurseries, Epsom.

Camden Nursery, Southampton Street, CamberweU.
riiQ BE DISPOSED OF IMMEDIATELY, thei LEASE and STOCK of the above old-established .N'ursery, in
onscnuencc of the death of the Proprietor, the celebrated Horti.
ulturisl, Mr, W. Barnes,
For particulars apply to Messrs, PROTHEROE AND MORRIS,

Auctioneers and Valuers, Levtonslonc, Essex, N. E.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Halam Nursery, near Southwell, Notts.

MR, K, WllITt, uill .si-;i,L liv AUCTION, on the
I'" I n.iii-.., .. ,1,,,,,,,,, M- iNDAY, TUESDAY, and

I' I I I -I
- ; I'-, at 11 o'clock each day,

II' ,
II I II ii '

II -,, ,111-11 nil. III- had post free by applying
UL11A1J> l.l-.AI.'Ll.V .v::n :-;..-,. J lalam, near Sout(l,weiT ; or,
le Auctioneer. Swan Hotel, ManslicJd. An Omnibus will wait the
vals at Southwell Station of the 7.55 and 8.50 morning trains, and
/ey passengers free to the place of sale, returning in time for the

M
Very Important Sale of Shorthorn Cattle,

At SHOLEBROOKK I"1>(.I\ I ' 'NNCKSTER.

R.JOHN THORNTON will Si;i.I, bv AUCTION.
nvrcSLT\c,.-.nWFI>M -,

1 ' \^^ \|.ril 1 1, ni Slu.lrhrooke
r.T. t(v Fir^T < I \'-. IM' IMi --I s M ('

I"
'I'l f (iRNS

I
'
'i'^' . I ! .:. 11 'Ii . ^^^^c of

', ,.f the

ginals of which were some of the fincM
cs from which they were carefully selects

Stoke Newin^on, N.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,

GREENHOUSES, the ERECTION of SHOP, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS ate
instructed by Tames Kirtland, to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Albion Nursery, Albion Road, Stoke Newington.
Middlesex, on MONDAY, March 21, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely,
without reserve {the ground being sold, and required immediately
for building purposes), the whole of the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, comprising 3000 Aucubas, 1000 Laurels, 800 Green Box,
3000 Rhododendrons, Euonymus, Bcrberis, Ligustrums, and thousands
of other useful Evergreens; 2000 Limes and Poplars, Mountain Ash,
Chestnuts, Willows, Almonds, &c. ; thousands of clean-grown Fruit
Trees, many in fine fruit-bearing condition ; 1000 Ivies and other
Hardy Climbers: together with 3 Greenhouses, measuring respectively

43 and j5 feet long ; also the Erection of Seed Shop, Hot-water
Piping, Coil Boiler. Nest of Drawers, &c.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues maybe had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, LeytonstOne,
Essex, N,E.
N.B. The remaining portion of the Ground must be cleared in May

next, when another Sale will be effected of the 7 Span-roof Green-
houses, Pits, Frames, Hot-water Piping, Boilers, &c : also the whole
of the choice Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, including specimen

]\1

to TUESDAY, Marc
On view the morn

above, and of the Am

Alteration of Date.
'I 1

1
I i-'i i|i'. AND MORRIS respectfully

1: I
1 ,\NNUAL SALE of CAMELLIAS,

I

I

mil Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
I

I iil-irc at the City Auction Rooms,
1,1 1,1, Il

. Mi-irch 15, is POSTPONED
I

.- -, I II III
I If,past 12 o'clock precisely.

Ill- II' s had at the Rooms, a*
e, N.E.

CIjc|igriciiltiiraI^a^tttc.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1870.

It seems from the recently published Report
of the Rivers Pollution Commission, that there

are in England just about the same number of
" man " as of sheep. Surely this is a fact which
ought to awaken agriculturists to the import-

ance of a subject which they have hitherto

neglected. The fertility of the light lands of this

country depends mainly on the sheepfold ; and
the sheeptold is so efficient chiefly because the

whole excrement of the animal is deposited on

the soil. There is no reason why " man " should

not be as useful a sort of farm stock as sheep.

The whole excrement of a well-fed animal is in

his case, in all watercloset towns, laden on a

vehicle which will carry it to the plants it is to

feed. Mr. Mechi has pointed out that the

manure of our farms, amounting on the average

of England to that of less than three sheep per
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acre, spread abroad throughout the soil by the

rainfall, is really taken up and distributed by a

greater quanty of water than that which in sewage
dilutes the excrement of a corresponding number
of better fed animals.

The subject is in fact being pushed home to the

convictions of those who occupy the land, and
accordingly one of their best representatives in

this country—the Farmers' Club—has again dis-

cussed it, under the guidance of such trust-

worthy men as Mr. Bailey Denton, Mr. Hope,
V.C, Mr. Mechi, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., Mr. J.

Thornhill Harrison, C.E., Mr. Edmunds,
of Rugby, and Mr. James Howard, M.P.

Mr. J. Bailey Denton's excellent paper on
the subject last Monday met with a most favour-

able reception, and the general impression obvi-

ously was that progress was being made in this

new branch of farm practice. At any rate it was
made plain to the audience that whatever farmers

may think of the subject, townspeople are begin-

ning to think more and more of their property

in town drainage.

A letter from Mr. Baldwin Latham pre-

ceded the discussion, in which attention was
drawn to the mine of wealth which the sewage
of towns will prove to their inhabitants. At
Croydon the authorities have recently refused

the very handsome offer for their sewage farm
at Beddington of .£3000 a year, or j{^ii per acre,

because they contemplate making more of it

themselves. Mr. Latham expressed his opinion,

however, that the growth of cereal crops under
sewage will not pay, but that Italian Rye-grass,
and a variety of root crops, will yield highly
remunerating returns.

Mr. Hope, V.C, although agreeing with Mr.
Denton's paper in the main, yet differed from
it in two particulars—as to the number of persons
whose sewage was required to manure an acre

—

and as to the degree of dilution of the sewage
most advantageous for application. He found it

advisable, for example, to dilute the sewage of
Romford, because too strong in its ordinary con-
dition. He also referred to the greatly diluted

state of the North London sewage used at the
Lodge Farm, Barking, and the success which
followed its application. Mr. Hope put great
stress upon the adoption of a proper succession
of crops for turning to the best advantage the
sewage of a given number of inhabitants, thus
extending the area over which a given quantity
of sewage could be used. He also pointed out
the crops best suited for sewage farming. The
quantity of Italian Rye-grass which could be
grown in ordinary seasons was 70 tons, at ten
cuttings, per acre; and this would, when converted
into milk under good management, yield i^s. per
ton at 2d. per quart : 50, 60, and 70 tons of
Mangel Wurzel could be grown per acre, and the
extra weight, as compared with crops grown by
farmyard manures, was easily accounted for by
the irregularity of growth and wide gaps which
he-had often measured under ordinary manage-
ment. Mr. Hope then drew attention to the high
market value of Cabbages, and other market-
garden crops, grown by sewage, as compared with
crops grown in the usual way—quoting an
example where he had obtained nearly double the
price for sewaged Cabbages that he had realised
for those grown by farmyard manure ; and he
concluded by stating that he commenced sewage
farming at Romford with every confidence and
promise of success—both to himself and the
inhabitants.

Mr. Smith followed with remarks upon his

Mangel Wurzel-cake, with which, however, not
being directly related to the subject on the card,

he did not proceed.

Mr. Mechi look for his standpoint the
national importance of the subject—which he
had persistently advocated for the last 27 years,
during 20 of which he has himself practised
the liquid manure system of hydrant, hose, and
jet. He drew from the report of the Rivers
Commission a contrast relative to the drop-
pings of 2i sheep per acre, diluted with a
rainfall of 26 inches, or of 2600 tons of water
to the acre, as compared w-ith the sewage of

2^ persons, diluted with 60 tons of water
apiece per acre, equal to 150 tons dilution,

corresponding to only li inch of rainfall

per acre. How was it that farmers objected to

the latter dilution— 150 tons per acre— as being
enough to render the manure worthless, if not
ruinous to the land, but did not object to the
former? He also called attention to the small
area of land yet under sewage-farming, and the
small returns yielded by the sewage of a popula-

tion of 30,000,000 of inhabitants. It was, how-
ever, satisfactory to find how popular the subject

of sewage-farming is becoming as compared with

what it was when he first advocated the cause. No
doubt the time was coming when the sewage of

towns will be sent to the country as some com
pensation for the enormous draught upon the
country which they now make.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., spoke highly of the

moderation of Mr. Bailev Denton's paper. He
thought that sewage-farming was a much more
comprehensive subject than appeared to be con-

templated by those who placed its mainstay upon
market gardening. Attention ought to be turned,

he believed, to the possibility of artificially dry-

ing Italian Rye-grass, and he referred to Mr.
GiBBS' drying machine as an example of high
promise. It was a well-known fact to those who
farmed grass-land, that unless they could convert

a fair proportion of their Grass into hay they

could not farm profitably, and the growth of Grass
under sewage farming would be found no excep-

tion to this familiar rule.

Mr. J. T. Harrison, C.E., entered upon a long

£ s. if. criticism, chiefly of the report of the Rivers

Commission, which, upon the whole, was not in

favour of sewage farming yielding much profit to

the farmer. He thought more land was needed
for the utilisation of sewage than Mr. Hope had
stated. He then advocated the dry-earth system
at some length, showing that night-soil paid the

farmer better than liquid sewage, and arguing
that the dry-earth system had a far more
extended applicability to the circumstances of

towns than was generally admitted. He entered

upon a searching examination of the Rivers Com-
mission Report, recently issued, drawing from
it conclusions as to the practical value of

town sewage, both to the farmer and the

ratepayer ; and his estimate was much below that

of any of the previous speakers. The expenses of

sewage farming were indeed greater, and the

profits less, than were generally admitted. It

was probable that market gardening might mend
the matter to some extent, but if all went in for

market gardening he was doubtful if a paying
market would be found for the produce. He did

not think the Rivers Commission had made out a

satisfactory balance-sheet either for farmers, the

town, or the country generally.

Mr. Edmunds laid before the Club his rather

unfavourable experience at Rugby as to farm
profits, declaring, however, that it was perfectly

satisfactory from a sanitary point of view.

The Chairman had inspected the Edinburgh
meadows and those of Milan before recom-
mending the application of the sewage of Bed-
ford to land. Bedford was greatly to increase

the area of its land in the utilisation of its sewage,
and he thought that would be a very general ex-

perience. He differed from Mr. Hope as to the

dilution of sewage, thought Mr. Harrison's
conclusions illegitimate, and agreed with Mr.
Read as to the importance of Mr. GiBBS' drying
process. As to the dry-earth system it was only

suitable for small places, and could never be
efl'ectually controlled in large towns.

Mr. J. Bailey Denton very briefly replied to

Mr. Hope and Mr. Mechi, maintaining his

assertion that effluent drainage with greatly

diluted sewage would be found more and more
a difficulty as we advanced in sound sewage
practice. Turning next to Mr. Harrison's
deductions, Mr. Denton directed attention

to the fact that throughout his paper he had
clearly shown that sewage farming is now
an established practice, and that therefore

it formed a branch of practical education
in which we were improving every day. It

was illogical to hold up the results of a
mere childhood from which to infer the possi-

bilities of future years. Past experience could
never be laid down under such circumstances as

the rule of our guidance ; and for a similar

reason the Rugby shortcomings, brought under
notice by Mr. Edmunds, fell through. No
failure in the past could be a conclusive proof of

failure ultimately. He fully agreed with the

opinions of Mr. Read and Mr. Howard, that

GiBBS' process of drying deserves attention. He
had indeed professionally drawn the attention

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
to its merits at the Manchester Meeting.
The reader will find in other columns not only

Mr. Denton's paper, but other communications
on the same subject. We make no apology for

filling so many of our pages with the discussion
of a subject which is just now of foremost agricul-

tural importance.

There was an advance of Is. per quarter on
Wheat in Mark Lane 011 Monday, owing to a short

supply of English Wheat. In the Metropolitan

Cattle Market the supply was in excess of the demand,
and trade was dull.

At the meeting of the Central Chamber of

Agriculture on Tuesday, a resolution on the Govern-
ment Education Bill was adopted, in which the

proposed 12 years' school age was condemned as likely

to inflict great hardship in country districts. Ten
years was prefen'ed as the age beyond which children

might leave school.

On Tuesday afternoon a vei-y large number of

gentlemen, deputed by the Chambers of Agriculture

throughout the country, waited upon the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to urge questions connected with
die malt duties upon his consideration. Colonel
Tomline, M.P., introduced the deputation. Mr.

J. A. Clarke stated that a meeting had that day been
held of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, which
represented 72 Chambers of Agriculture in 40 counties

of England and Wales, with a constituency of 17,000
members, and at this meeting the deputation had
received instructions to lay before the Chancellor
of the Exchequer certain points with reference to the

Excise duty on malt. These points he proceeded to

adduce. The Malt-tax wasprejudicialto the agi'icultural

interest because (i) it interfered with most remunera-
Uve rotations of crops, and limited the growth of

barley^(2) it discouraged the growth of medium
classes of Barley, for, owing to the payment of a heavy
duty, which was not on an ad valorem scale, the

maltster could not afford to gi\^ for that Barley any-

thing like so much as its value. This virtual

bounty upon first quality Barley operated as a fine

upon high farming ; for the production of very heavy
and prolific crops was incompatible with the preserva-

tion of the most superior quality for malting purposes.

—Then (3) by the Excise restrictions, farmers were
deprived of a source of their profit in their business

from the use of malt and grain as food for animals.

But for these restrictions, by the simple and inexpensive

process of genninating, farmers could convert their

medium and inferior classes of Barley into a valuable

food, containing 20 percent, more of flesh-forming con-

stituents and 100 per cent, more of sugar than the raw
grain, while it was calculated this most nutritious food
\\-ould cost the farmer only one-half as much as the same
Barley made into malt and charged with duty. The
farmer was prohibited from using his own germinated
grain, and thus protecting himself to a large extent

against the adulterated feeding stuffs which now vic-

timised him in the market.—The English [farmer, too

(4), was placed at a disadvantage as compared with
the foreign farmer, who was free to use the germinated

_ ain without payment of duty, and to compete in

our meat markets against home produce which the

English farmer -was not allowed to rear and fatten

by the same means as the foreigner. Mr. Gladstone's
" Malt for Cattle " Act was inoperative, because
of the expensive and wasteful character of the feeding

mixtures which it alone permitted to be used, and
because of the obstructive and vexatious conditions

which were imposed by it.—The incidence of the ta.x

fell (5) with peculiar pressure upon the labouring classes

by artificially enhancing the price of the national

beverage, thereby encouraging the use of unwholesome
and deleterious compounds, and, by interfering with
cottage brewing, acted injuriously upon the comforts,

habits, and morals of the poorer families.—Mr. Clarke
then showed that the total of malt duty paid amounted
to ;^9,425,ooo for ;{j'6,50o,ooo received by tlie

revenue, there being thus an absolute loss of 45 per

cent, upon the duty collected. — The agriculturists

maintained that the question of freeing the malt liquors

from taxation should be entirely disassociated from
that of lightening the taxation upon spirituous

liquors, and in the absence of an important

reduction or total repeal of the Malt-tax, great

relief would be afforded to agriculturists by trans-

ferring the incidence of the burden from malt to beer.

—

Mr. KowLEV, of Cheshire, then advocated the repeal

of the malt duties on the ground that such a course
would encour.age agriculture in Ireland, the soil in that

country being only fitted for Oats and Barley ; while
the continued imposition of the tax would operate as a
bar to the growth of Barley in that country, as only

second quality Barley would grow there.—Mr. May,
of Staffordshire, pointed out that, as the shilling duty
had now been taken off Wheat, England would have
supplies of grain from all parts of the world, and that

it would be impossible for the English farmer to com-
pete against this importation. If Mr. Lowe could sec

his way to taking off the whole of these duties he would
be benefiting the farmers by doing it.—Mr. SEA^L\N
proceeded to detail the results of experiments made in

feeding stock with Barley, and declared that with
untaxed Barley he could keep his sheep, even when the

pastures were dried up by such a drought as that of

1S65, at no higher price than at present, but at that

period when, as the Times then said, **as far as meat is

concerned, a famine is at our doors," he had notice

from the Excise lliat he was not to use Barley for feed-

sheep.—Mr. Gardiner, of Essex, created some
laughter by producing small parcels of various sub-

stances which he laid before Mr. Lowe, and declared

that of such "stuff" the farmer was supplied witli
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"feeds" for his cattle, while Barley, which

little more than £l a ton, was enhanced to a price of

upwards of ;^I3 a ton by the imposition of a duty of

£(j is,—Mr. WiiiTWELL, of Peterborough, urged that

the repeal of the tax would be beneficial to the agi'icul-

tural labourer.—Mr. Lowe asked if it were possible to

transfer the collection of the tax—he did not say that

d.jing so would be so good as taking it off altogether

—

but supposing that it could be transferred from the

maltster to the brewer, would that be considered a

relief—[The other words of the speaker were lost in the

loud cries of "Ves," mingled with loud cheers].

— Mr. Latimer, amid laughter, in which Mr.
LowK joined, urged that, as the brewers had com-
plained of the Hop-tax of "^d. in the 40^^, as too insig-

nificant to put upon the consumers, an opportunity

should be given to that class of producers to recoup
themselves by adding the malt duties to the Hop-tax
in the shape of a brewers' licence, to be levied upon all

brewers alike.—Mr. Lowe, in reply, said, it was
impossible to levy a tax upon one article of produce
which brought to the revenue ;^7,C)00,ooo without an
interference of a most embarrassing character. Pie

would also say that he considered it most undesirable

that so large, important, and respectable a portion of
the population as that represented before him, should
live in a state of chronic discontent. It was not
for him to suppose that their feelings were ex-

aggerated upon the subject of these duties, but,

as to taking off the duties, he must say that the
thing was impossible. All these duties on spirits and
liquors hung together as a whole, and to take off one
would unsettle all. If he had the power he should
not recommend the abolition of the duties, but whether
the Government would be able to reduce the tax was a

(]uestion which, with the other points placed before
him, would receive very careful consideration. Tlie
whole subject was being looked into by the Govern-
ment, but there were difficulties in levying the duties
when the produce reached the maltster. How could
this be done witli the private brewer ? The matter was
being looked into, and without making any promise
he might say that the complaints of the deputation
seemed reasonable and fair, and it would not be
for want of good will towards them if he could not
assist them.

animals are imported, where all animals intended for

immediate consumption shall be at once slaughtered,
and all others quarantined. These are the articles of
our belief, To get them carried out is our business."

Lord KiNNAiRD has published a statement of
his experience in Steam Cultivation, which he
asserts to be all in favour of the economy as well as

efficiency of steam-power as compared with horses.

" The difference between steam machinery (one engine)
and stocking with horses would, in the first instance, be
about a-half more for steam ; but taking into account the
fact that at the lowest estimate all the horses would
require to be I'enewcd at least once during a nineteen
years' lease, the difference is not so great as would at first

appear:—
Assuming the cost of engine, 14-horse power, and

the implements at .. C^\(x>

The saving in stocking a farm would show thus :—
A fixed engine and buildings .

.

. . , . £,1^0
On a large farm refjuiring seven or eight pairs

of horses four pairs at least may be saved.

Thus cost price with harness, at ^90 per pair 360
And a second set during a 19 years' lease .. 360

ulti\ Mth single engini £>-2%oExcess for stear

Excess -with two engines

In a larger farm the saving in cost of horses would be
greater, taking into account the very important item that

the steam horse does not eat when not at work. The wear
of wire rope is much greater with the clip-drum, and in

stony ground than in clay. My present rope has been in

use for tliree years, and is perfectly good. To replace
this, and to keep the steam machinery in repair tlurough-

out a whole lease, so as to leave it at the end in good
condition, my experience of nine years enables me to state

that a sum of from £1^ to ^30 per annum would be
sufficient, and this bears no comparison to the wear of
horseflesh, without taking into account casualties which
frequently occur from horses standing idle in frosty

weather, and then being hard wrought in the spring.
Thus the steam-power, though at first apparently more
expensive, is in fact more economical. The machinery is

managed by one intelligent labourer, with a man and two
boys under him."

A statement of costs and of performances is appended,
from which we gather that 390 acres were ploughed,
dug, or grubbed, and 256 were harrowed or rolled in

67 days, with a consumption of 76 Ions 18 cwt. of coal,
dui-ing 1869. The daily wages, with horse for water-
cart, were 14^. id.; oil, \s. 6d.; price of coal, 12s. per
to%; cost of lost time, tradesman's time, and repairs,

altogether £26 lis. ']d. The total cost of implements,
double engines, &c., was ^1550.

Mr. Waller, Secretary to the Home Cattle
Defence Association (81, Fenchurch Street, E.) thus
describes the objects of the Society :

— '

' Concisely stated,

they are the establishment of safety markets. We hold
(l) That experience has shown that no precaution can
render it certain that animals imported from the Con-
tinent shall not have come from or passed through
infected districts. {2) That there is consequently
nothing to prevent the re-introduction of contagious
disease among the herds and flocks of the United
Kingdom if these are exposed to contact with animals
so imported. (3) That to prevent contact it is abso-
lutely necessai7 that separate waterside markets shall

be estabUshed at the various ports at which foreign

,

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Tpie number of animals of all classes exhibited at
Birmingliam on the 3d inst. was 102, or some 30 fewer
than those brought forward last year. In the first class,

of bulls over 12 and under 20 months old, there were
only 19 competitors for the ^50 prize. Surely this is

an indication that breeders do not approve of the nde
which obliges them to sell for any price over the entry
of 20 gs. It seems unfair that a breeder should not
have the option of placing his own value upon his

stock. If he considers a bull, for example, worth 400 gs.,

why should he be obliged to sell it for 25 gs. any more
than a dealer is to take three guineas for a silk dress
which he knows to be worth double that sum ? There
is no more hami in putting a reserve upon farm pro-
iluce than there is in putting a fixed price upon
drapeiy or upholstery goods, provided it is done
openly. We think that at this show it would be quite
fair to allow breeders, if they thought well, to fix their

own reserve price, charging five per cent, over the

present entrance fee when that reserve was over the

20 gs. Nor do we think that this would deter

purchasers from attending, Eeveryone knows that

he must pay more highly for fashionable pedigree

and superior quality than for an ordinary animal.

Purchasers, therefore, must be aware that even when
there is no reserve, it is only by accident as it were
that they are able to pick up a superior bull for less

than his real value. And, as a rule, breeders are

unwilling to incur the risk of valuable animals being
thrown away. This is the conclusion which we con-

sider must be drawn from the present exhibition, as

compared with that of last year. We should regret if

an excellent idea should miscarry in practice, owing to

an error in detail.

The two best bred bulls were Nos. 4 and 9, both

bred by Mr. Willoughby Wood ; the former, Duke
OF Lancaster, being the winner of the £^0 prize.

Though of Bates' blood he is as neat as if he

were of Booth lineage, with excellent forequarters,

but his back might have been slightly wider.

He was, however, generally considered to merit the

distinction confeiTcd upon him. Many good judges
were surprised, on the other hand, that Mr. Wakefield's

bull should only have obtained the i^eserve number and
a high commendation. If less neat and compact than

the 1st prize bull, he had gi-eat length, abundant hair,

and fine masculine character. The 2d prize bull,

Vulcan No. 2, bred by Mr, Charles Bayes, though
neat and deep is scarcely long enough, and is some-

what deficient in hair. The 3d piize bull. White
Satin, bred by Mr. Swingler, though he has a good

coat and a deep frame, is somewhat shelly, and also

deficient in style. The prizes made by these animals

show the comparative value placed upon them by the

public. Duke of Athelstane was purchased by
Messrs. Perry, of Acton Pigott, for 96 gs., and is

well worth that sum. ' Mr. Bradburn gave for

Lord Oxford Wild Eyes 81 gs., while the 2d prize

bull, Vulcan, only realised 54 gs.

Class 2, for bull calves not exceeding 12 months*

old, contained many animals of superior pedigree, yet

on the whole we were rather disappointed with their

appearance. No. 38, Bruce, bred by Mr, Robotham,
near Tamworth, well deserved the ist prize, being

symmetrically formed, and belonging to an old Mason
tribe. The 2d prize fell to Mr. Wakefield's Marquis,
and the 3d to Messrs. Game's Blondin. We must
confess that we preferred Mr. Bowly's commended
calf, Lord Waterloo, and Mr. Harris's Towcester,
also commended, to either the 2d or 3d prize in this

class. Solitude, bred by Mr. Adkins, by Monitor
from an old Bates tribe, which produced Fancy,

for which Mr. Robartes gave 300 gs., only realised

42 gs., and we think must prove a bargain to the

purchaser.

Could not the committee contrive t"W0 separate

classes for cows and heifers ? If not, cows have but

little chance against heifers in high condition, which

have never produced a calf In this class we un-

reservedly concur with the judges in awarding the prize to

Lord Beauchamp's beautiful roan heifer Coronet, not far

behind which in merit is his lordship's Emblem ; and

ell worthy to be classed with them are Mr. Wakefield's

pair, which won the 1st prize at the Staffordshire

show last autumn—Nos. 64 and 66, and which well

deserved the high commendation they obtained on

the present occasion. Lord Beauchamp's prize heifer

only made 47 gs., and Mr. Wakefield's prize pair

of heifers 78 gs. Is it not a question whether
the public do not in the present day nm too

exclusively after certain lines of blood, disregarding

the merit of the individual animals? After all, the best

place to judge of cows and heifers is at home, and it

may be doubted whether, unless under very exceptional

circumstances, it is advisable to offer them for sale at a

public mart.

The class of aged bulls does not call for particular

comment, and several of them were disposed of at

prices below their value as beef. Among the bulls sent

as extra stock, Duke of Catton, bred by Mr. Wake-
field, drew our attention as a promising young animal,
and one which does credit to his sire, Duke of
Essex 5th (26,286).

On the whole the two first classes realised satis-
factory prices, and we have reason to believe that every
animal which professed to be sold was bond fide dis-
posed of. Mr. Lythall conducted the sale in his usual
business-like style, and was assisted in the latter part
of it by Mr. Thornton, of London, whose Circular
contains so much information valuable resj^ecting

Shorthorns, and whose knowledge of their history is

so extensive.

• The Biddenham herd at present consists of
56 head of cattle, 40 of which are females. Above
30 of these are of the celebrated Gwynne or Princess
tribe, and the rest are representatives of the Fawsley,
Sweetheart, and Lady Spencer families. There is

every prospect of these animals being brought out in

good healthy condition at the coming sale, when the
entire herd will be disposed of without reserve.

We have received an exceedingly neat catalogtie
of the Carperby Shorthorns, with a frontispiece of Rose
of Luckiioiv, the winner of so many honours at Bir-
mingham in 1 868, The following changes have taken
place in this herd since the publication of the catalogue :—Shirley Fitz-Windsor, a roan by Windsor Fitz-
Windsor, dam Charlotte Brontihy First Fruits, has
been sold to the Messrs. Close, of Ivirby Stephen, West-
moreland : he is the third bull the Messrs. Close have
purchased from Carperby. Royal Windsor, a white
yearling, has become the property of Mr. Outhwaite,
of Bainesse, Catterick, the exhibitor of the 1st prize

Shorthorn steer in the aged class at Smithfield in 1869.
Windsor Colling, also by Windsor Fitz-Wind-
sor, and from Royal Lily by Fitz-Clarence, has been
sold to Mr, H. Sharpley, Acthorpe, near Louth j and
Lord of the Dale to Mr. Vernon, of Willington,
Tarporley. Four females have also been sold

—

Rose of
Mona^ Rose of Windsor^ and Cestus, all by Windsor
Fitz-Windsor ; and lastly the fat cow, Rose of Luck-
no7o. The number of the herd, as stated in the last

catalogue, has been kept up to within two by the
following births :

—

Lucy Colling, a red and white b.c, by Windsor Fitz-Wind-
sor (25.458).

Kosff ofCashmere, a man b.C, by do.
Rose ofAssam, a roan b.c., by do.
Charlotte Bronte, a dark roan b.c., by Belligerent.
Rose Blossom, a white c.c, by do.
Bride of tlte Valley, a roan c.c, by do.

Several more births are daily expected. Windsor
Fitz-Windsor is the bull at present in service. He
was bred by Mr. Carr, late of Stackhouse, and is by
Imperial Windsor; and on the female side of the
Booth, "Bliss," or " Broughton " tribe, the same
family as Lady Fragrant, the Royal Agricultural
Society's prize cow two years in succession ; and as his

sire and dam were both by Mr. Booth's Royal prize

bull Windsor {14,013), he is believed to possess more
of the pure blood of that extraordinary sire than any
other bull in existence. At Carperby particular atten-

tion is bestowed upon the milking as well as gi-azing

properties of the cattle. Mr. Willis is fully persuaded
that large milking powers are not incompatible with
the rapid formation of flesh, and that any cow which
cannot support her own calf is not fit to breed from.

Consistent with this idea, "nurse" cows are unknown
at Carperby.

The sale of the late Mr. Mann's herd at The
Asps took place on the ist inst. The animals were
brought out in low condition, and the modest average
of L'^S o^'^*" 59 liead was obtained. The large

number of calves and bulls no doubt in a great

measure was the cause of this somewhat low figure.

Sylp/iide, by Sarawak, a 12-year-old cow, out of

Pintail by Janizary, was purchased by Mr. J. K.
Fowler for 42 gs. ; Dahlia^ the first of the Didos, was
bought by Mr. J. C. Hutton for 35 gs. ; and others of

the same excellent strain made from 31 to 38 gs. each.

The highest figure, 42 gs., was given by Mr. J. Lane
for Diamccd oi '\.\i\s family.

• Next Thursday Mr, Strafford will dispose of

a selection from the Burghley Park Shorthorns, the

property of the Marquis of Exeter. Fifteen females

and twelve bulls will be offered.

SHEEP.
We have received a photograph of a Lincoln sheep

carcase, bred and fed by Captain Catlin, of Needham
Hall, and slaughtered by Mr. Harrison, butcher,

Wisbeach, The weight of the dressed carcase was

274 lb., and its history is as follows :—Captain Catlin

sold some two-shear sheep last year out of their wool
at £^ each, reserving five to show at the local Lincoln-

shire shows. Three of them took 1st prizes at the

East Norfolk and at the South Lincolnshire meetings,

and also a 1st prize at the South Cambridgeshire show
for the best pen of any age. One of them is the

animal in question. The Needham Hall flock never

looked better ; two-thirds of the ewes had lambed up

to the 3d inst., and nearly half of them had produced

pairs.

— The following news may be interesting to stock

owners as indicative of the progress of an important

movement :

—

On Tuesday the first of a series of sales of Australian
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and leaders, which are twisted together in pairs, cut to

ZX'i^'Z^ ^'^^:^t^1^::^t ,

^:^^:d<Xt:^^ ^^b^ila^as
1

eight:^es, a„d tied by willow twigs to eadr branch of

Southwark Street, under the management of Mr. Taller- they term the professional mendicant.
' " ' ' ''" The landlord helps a young man starting in

poor Malth
, the agent of the Australian Meat Company, who also

acted as auctioneer. The quantity of meat submitted was
100 tons, consisting chiefly of mutton cured in carcase,

hind-quarters, hams, and rolls, packed in pure fat, which
realised 3W. to 6rf. per lb. ; barrels of sheeps' tongues,

packed in pure fat, realised Sd. per lb, ; looo smoked
sheeps' tongues realised from is. to it. id. per dozen,

and 300 smoked ox tongues averaged from is. id, to is. zd.

each :
60 cases of mutton, in tins of 7 lb. each, fetched

6J1/. per lb. The attendance of buyers was, on the whole,

pretty numerous, and the auctioneer expressed himself

satisfied with the experiment. The reports which the

Admiralty have received with reference to the supply of

Australian preserved meat to the fleet have been so satis-

factory that they have contracted for 2oo,ooolb. at, in

round numbers, 6Jrf. per lb.

life

ZA PETITE CULTURE IN ITALY.
Florence, Dec. 26.

My Dear Geo.,—Here is the account of produce

on 2 acres \sic—qy. "20 acres." Ed.] in this valley for

the year ending November I :

—

Wine, 153 barrels (of 60 bottles), at 12 fr. for the barrel 1836 fr.

Oil 100 „
) fr. the sack ,. 500 ,,Wheat, 25 sacks of 3 bushels, at :

Milk (three coWs) .

.

Fruit, vegetables

) the pound s

3336 ,

.£33

Nett .

.

Of this sum the landlord take t(ro,

Leaving the farmer .

.

.

.

. . £,Ti 9 o

Besides sundry other advantages, such as fuel, vege-

tables, milk, &c., neither is he called

upon to pay any rate, cess, or tax of

any sort or kind.

You will perceive that the staple

crop is wine, the manufacture of which
might be so much improved as to pro-

duce treble the amount of profit now
received, so rough and rude is the pro-

cess. The quantity of Grapes is cer- '-

tainly surprising, but you must bear in

mind that we have considerable advan-
tages from our proximity to the city of

Florence, which sends us large quan-

tities of manure, without which wc
certainly could not produce the crops

we do.

In order to understand the system

pursued, I will describe the method
uf farming, and the application of

labour.

Method.—We have a family of seven

souls on 2 acres, all hard-working,

able-bodied labourers, five men ani.1

two women. They are divided into two
squads, one of which goes every night

to the city to fetch manure of three

sorts— 1st, from the latrines ; into this

nowrter is admitted, and it is reserved

for Vines, Indian Corn, Cauliflowers,

Beans ; 2d, stable manure, well rotted, lor vegetables in

general
;
3d, street sweepings, one year old, for Wheat,

Oats, Clover, Lupins, &c. This manure is carried in

baskets to the place where it is required, and is spread

by hand, and dug in with the Tuscan spade of 10 lb.

weight, with a 5-foot handle, cutting a double spit, i.e.^

the first cut is at an acute angle, and cuts the super-

ficies, which is thrown into the trench. The second cut

is'made by the labourer putting his foot on a side plate

of iron in the spade handle, holdmg the handle straight

up, and then standing on the side plate, his weight,

and the action of his body, drive the sjiade down to the

level of the bottom of the trench, and the lump thus

dug out is then, by the leverage of the long handle,

thrown on to the top of the former spit.

The Tuscans laugh at our ploughs. They say, " the

point of the spade is tipped with gold," and that our

ploughs are only fit for a country where there are few

trees and fewer labourers. Considering that their

Vines are 4 yards apart, and stand in 5-yard rows, and

that the plough often damages the roots, there is much
truth in what they say. But this brings us by a natural

process to the consideration of

Labour.— If you transport yourself in imagination to

the summit of one of the hills overlooking the valley

of the Amo, you will see for 60 miles, right and left,

little white specks all over the plain, looking as though

pins heads had been shaken out of a sieve. Those
little minute white dots are fanit-houses ; small, com-
pact, capable of holding, say, seven human beings,

with kitchen and good bedrooms, and stabling for five

homed cattle, and a horse.

To each of these small houses is attached a small

farm, cultivated sometimes on the metayei\ sometimes

on the fixed rent on lease system. This system con-

duces to several benefits to the State. It conduces to

early marriages ; to spade cultivation ; to abundance

of corn, wine, and oil ; to the absence of poor-rates
;

to the absence of pot-houses. We have no poor-rate,

and I have not seen a professional beggar for month:

j,.ovided he marries (alas

advances money to purchase a couple of bullocks, and

one year's manure. Suppose, then, this man raises a

family of three sons and two daughters, he finds no

difficulty in this valley in giving his landlord £lb li^. bd.

an acre for a six years' lease, paid half-yearly and in

advance—[?. c, we presume 12 half-yearly payments

of ;^3 \s. 2\d. per acre. Ed.]

The landlord keeps the farm buildings in repair.

The tenant is allowed for improvements according to

valuation, and on previously obtaining the landlord's

consent.

When taking a farm the landlord and incoming

tenant each appoints a valuer who choose an umpire

referee, and the three go carefully over the farm, of

which they make an exact inventoi-y, not a plant

escapes them. The tenant is bound to leave the same

quantity and quality as he found when he took

the farm.

The outgoing tenant is allowed half the crop, and six

months' possession after warning. The tenant is not

bound to follow any particular system, save that grain

must not follow grain ; and generally the rule is—after

Wheat, spade-digging for Beans, Lupins, or Vetches.

After these spade-diggings, grain, of Wheat, Oats, or

Barley. After these, plough'or spade for Indian Corn,

and then back to Wheat.

With regard to food the men are extremely fnigal,

but on one point they are unbending. They will have

the best bread that can be produced, and they are

excessively particular in the quality of the Wheat.

For instance, the bread eaten by the small farmers and

day labourers in this valley is made from corn, part of

which comes from near Bologna, part from near

Fn, 6.

—

1I\LI\N 1 \KM H L I

Pistoja, They detect a change in their favourite

Wheat directly, and woe betide the baker.

Their breakfast hour is at 8 o'clock, their diniier at

I o'clock, their supper when stable-work is finished.

Their staple food bread and wine ; they eat meat twice

a week on the average ; their working hours are before

and after the sun ; lying by, according to the season,

in the middle of the day, but they are by habit very

early risers, and do much work whilst other nations

are in bed.

The notion that an Italian contadino is habitually lazy

is erroneous. He had done more than half his day's

work before you were up, I see from my window
three families of peasants ; they are never idle. Wages
for spade labour:—Lowest, 30 sous (i,f. 3^.); best,

50 sous {is. id.); masons and carpenters, 60 sous

{zs. 6d.). They are the best dressed and best shod

labouring population in the world on holidays ; on

working days they are bundles of patches, with clouted

shoes ; they are never neatly dressed on working days,

as are the French, nor are they solidly clad in fustian

and corduroy, like our men ; they just huddle on any

garments that will hang together, and seem to dislike

sitting down to a regular meal. They walk about with

a huge loaf of delicious bread under one arm, and have

half a flask of wine in some cool comer to which they

occasionally resort. But they never tipple, nor waste

their time and money in wine shops ; they spend their

time

the Maple.
The French system of low pruning does not succeed

in this country as well as the Italian. The sitn is so

much more powerful here that the plant is vigorous in

proportion, and it absolutely requires a safety-valve in

the main leaders, which are cut, as I have said, to

eight, ten, or twelve eyes ; all other subsiding branches

are cut to two eyes, but the leading shoot of the side

branches is always left for the plant to expend the

full force of the flow of sap : else if you "cut in"

your plant too much you produce a gigantic bush of

thick leaves, but little fmit. Whereas, by the Italian

system you will see fmit from top to bottom of the

tree—one bunch of Grapes touching another for 20 or

30 feet. Many of my trees had half a barrel of wine,

of 30 bottles, on them last vintage.

You will ask why, if we can grow so large a

quantity of Grapes and make so much wine, we do not

improve its manufacture—so as to enable us to export

a larger quantity than we now do ? The answer must,

I fear, be found in the same reason which renders all

agricultural improvement so slow—the habits, educa-

tion, and immediate requirements of all fanners. For,

how is a farmer, of a sudden, to turn chemist ?—and

in the hope of doubling his crops find himself bank-

mpt. All agricultural progress has been, and must be,

necessarily slow—quicker in England than anywhere

else, for wealth can experiment ; but a man whose

capital lies in his sinews has never had time, probably,

to go to school, and is constrained to follow the lead of

his- father before him. He is sure of his crop by the

old method. He is told he may improve it by a new
method ; but the risk is too great, and he is alarmed

—at this point in England the capitalist steps in and

does it for him. But we have no such capitalists here,

and this is why Italy makes but slow progress in the

preparation of her wine for foreign

markets. Under the old Government

the rule was to maintain the people in

crass ignorance. In my parish of

13,000 souls. So per cent, cannot read
""

or write : the peasants go now to

school after work—grown-up men of

50 go to school. But how backward

must be the country where its late

Government was systematically op-

jiosed to letters, and how many gene-

rations will it require to place Italy

(in the level with other more favoured

nations?

However, the schoolmaster is now
.tbroad, and the advances made by the

middle class are most marked. Activity

is now the rale, not the exception

—

and in the matter of wine the great

landed proprietors are moving, and

rapidly, in the right direction.

Whilst treating this matter of farm-

ing in Tuscany, perhaps it will be
— right to notice an error which has

crept into a work called "The Irish

Land," by Mr. Campbell. At p. 22

he says :
—" In Italy we are told that

the iu^taycrs are by custom irremov-

able, so long as they duly render the

prescribed share of the produce." This is not correct.

Six months' notice to quit can always be given to the

metayer by his landlord, on just and sufficient ground.

A case in point occurred here this year. A metayer, and

his family before him, had occupied the same farm

for 120 years. His landlord gave him notice to quit in

November, 1868; in March, 1869, he left his farm.

The meighbouring metayers took up his case ; but

when it was proved to them by ocular demonstration

that the farm was being ruined, and only produced

two-thirds of what it had done, and might do if properly

inanaged, not a word was said in his favour.

The consolidation of famas is in this country the

exception, with you it is the rale. I saw in passing

through the Tuscan Maremma a short time ago, a

very large estate being cut up into small farms.

The whole estate was parcelled out like a chess-

board, with a new famihouse on each square plot of

(as far as I could judge) about eight acres ; and I have

no doubt the proprietor will recoup himself in 20 years

for the very heavy expenses he has been put to for farm

buildings, roads, drains, &c. ; for oil, wine, and com,

soon pay expenses, and those products explain the

reason why the small farm system is so much in vogue

in Italy—for those three staples, which pay so well,

require numerous hands to be ready on a given day to

get each crop housed and manufactured without loss

of a day. And although I have visited many very

u.,.e on their " dear •' famrs, or whh their families, nor !
large farms m th,s country, I '^^

^"^.f.
'° ^^y

'l^^*'
'^

do they loiter on market days. Their wives generally
;

proportion the small farmei, with us f^^'y. S^'^

have some occupation which brings in money ; they ,
more off the ground than he who farms many acres,

rear poultry, spin flax and hemp, and most of them !

and has to hire his labsur. Jem.

are good weavers, and make their own linen.

With regard to their mode of rearing, planting,

training, and pruning the Vine, it differs little from

that which obtains in the northern part of Italy. Here

the Vine is generally planted out as a three-year-old,

and is trained to a Maple, set 4 yards apart, which, in

its turn, is trained to receive the Vine, and is praned to

the shape of a gigantic candelabrum of five arms. The

As the population lives in detached houses, the farmers I Vine at full bearing is allowed from eight to ten

THE BANBURY SEWAGE FARM.
The sewage is conducted from the town sewers into

one or other of two tanks which are under the yard of

the works, each tank being about 10 square perches,

more or less, and 7 feet deep, and they are arched over

by brickwork so as to be invisible ; and as the sewage

flows abroad in them almost free from current, the
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gravel, ashes, or other coarse silt washed into the sewers

from the streets are thus allowed to subside, and such

silt is afterwards thrown out by a man who enters each

large tank as it becomes empty in its turn for that

purpose.

The filters are composed of coarse gravel, about

6 inches deep, laid upon wooden rails, the latter being

about 3 inches wide by i inch thick, placed on edge,

and leaving half an inch space between them.

The sewage flows from one of the large tanks to

under its own filter, through which it is imperfectly

filtered up, but leaving the muddy or thicker portion of

it to flow downwards into the lower tanks, which are

about 15 feet deep.

When each large outside tank becomes empty the

sludge collected in the lower inside tank under its filter

is thrown into a large box by a man who descends

amongst it for that purpose, and to scrape the sludge

from under the filters ; and when full the box is

hoisted by a crane and emptied into shoots, by whicli

it is conducted outside over ashes and other products

of the to\vn dustcart, the ashes, ^c, being first spread

a few inches thick over a sufficient space of land adjoin-

ing the canal for receiving the sludge. Another cover-

ing of ashes and street-sweepings is then laid upon the

sludge so thrown out, and the whole is mixed together

as sand is mixed with lime for mortar, and the united

matter is then conveyed in barrows upon the boats of

the contractor as they lie in the canal. The contractor

buys it of tlie Town Commissioners, and he sells it as

manure amongst farmers elsewhere.

These latter stages of the process appear to be sus-

ceptible of improvement, both in the saving of labour
and in being made less unhealthy to the labourei

who have to descend into the tanks, by so constructing

the under-tanks that all the filthy matter collected in

them may fall into such wells that a dredging-machine
may work in them to elevate the sludge to a sufficient

height that it may descend into a pug-mill, and therein

be mixed with the dust-cart produce, and be conducted
from thence by its own gravity into the boats.

But to return to the partially-filtered sewage which
after rising through the filters is conducted to an
adjoining shallow well. It is thence pumped or

injected into a strong 14-inch pipe or main by a 10-

horse steam-engine, by which it is forced on to the

most elevated land of the farm, about 21 feet above the

sewage in the well, and one mile from the works.
Banbury contains about 10,000 inhabitants, of whom

say 3000 contribute to the sewage ; and its ordinary
sewage requires the lo-horse engine to work about six

hours a day in pumping it ; but when heavy rains or

storms so dilute it with water as to nearly or quite

deprive it of impure smell, the whole of such storm-
water, after passing through the first large tank to

deposit the sand, gravel, or other coarse silt contained

in it, is allowed to run off into the river without enter-

ing the filters.

Not much smell was observed at the works, but at

the highest level, where the sewage emerges into

the channels which conduct it over the farm, there

was some foul smell for over 100 yards, from the main-
pipe outlet, though but little beyond that distance.

The trenches which conduct the sewage over the

fann appear to be from 12 to 15 inches wide and
deep; and they separate the land into parcels of

5 acres, or more or less each. The soil dug out for

making the trenches has been laid on both sides of
them, thereby forming a bank around each parcel of
land, and by opening channels in those banks the
sewage flows over the whole surface of the adjoining
parcel of land, and is allowed to remain there until a

satisfactory portion of the fertilising matter contained
in it has subsided. And it is then let off" into another
channel, to be conducted by it over a second parcel of
land ; and by a similar process over a third parcel also.

After covering a third piece the water has then
become so clear and free from impure or fertilising

matter as to be worthless for manuring purposes, and it

is then runs off by a proper channel into the river, it

being by that time nearly or quite freed from obnoxious
or unwholesome impurities.

The extent of land over which the sewage is con-
ducted is about 90 acres, nearly all of which is

under Italian Rye-gi-ass ; and as the latter becomes
infested with Couch-grass it is broken up, and planted
with Mangel Wurzel or Swede Turnips, after which it

is again restored to Rye-grass, as being the most rapid
marketable produce.
The produce is sold by auction as it anives at

maturity. At three previous sales last year £^ per
acre each time was realised ; and at the last sale the
average price was £2 i$s. ; and a member of the
Board of Health "expected they might yet raise a
fifth crop of the Grass," making altogether, say ^16
per acre. As the produce was cut and taken off by
the purchasers, the sewage was again conducted upon
the land.

The Mangels were not so productive as the Rye-
•grass. A respectable farmer who resides near, and
who had bought a quantity of them, stated that "he
had himself grown finer Mangels, but that he never
saw so large Swedes as those which had been planted
where the Mangels had failed to grow."
The nutritious value of the sewage Rye-gi'ass was

displayed by a well-fed horse belonging to the Board of
Health, the fat appearance of which equalled that of
the average of the fine London dray-horses, and which

suffered to run waste to the sea as a worthless nuisance,

but which, as the sewage works of Banbury prove,
may be applied to important agricultural profit. Thus^
for instance, to be worth £4. per acre previous to any
expense for mowing, carting, and other labour, and
with the risk of unsettled weather also, the Grass
ought to be equal to 2 tons of dry hay ; or, in all,

8 tons, for ;^i6 ; and as one milking cow consumes on
an average equal equal to 2 cwt. of dry hay per week,
when fed on hay only, for 40 weeks while giving
milk, but less during 12 weeks previous to calving,

that 8 tons, as the total produce of lacre, must be
equal to 2 acres for supporting three good milking cow
throughout the year.

And as, according to "J. C. Morton on Dairy
Husbandry," and other writers, "each dairy cow, to

be \\'ell kept, consumes the produce of three acres of
fair average pasture land," that gives a proportionate
supply of produce of one acre of sewaged land as
being equal to that of 4.^ acres of average pasture land
for supporting dairy cows.
Or in plain figures — by the before -mentioned

authority (omitting a few of the highest returns as

being the effects of extra food), as the milk supplied

by 20 cows in various parts of the United King-
dom was ascertained to average 630 gallons a-year

for each cow, these statements show that the annual
produce of milk from 30 acres of fair average pasture

land amounts to 6300 gallons ; and that 30 acres of

sewaged land would supply 38,350 gallons of quite as

good, if not better, milk, by the same proportion of

Ryc-gi-ass which the sewaged land near Banbury now
produces over that of average pasture land. "The
cost of sewering the town of Banbury, including the

expense of the engine and a small part of the works,
was ;i^7000 ; and the remainder of the works,
including the strong cast-iron pipe, about I mile long,

making the channels, &c., on the farm, ;^5ooo.
And this increased supply of produce by sewaged

land is not confined to Rye-grass only, as the writer

has known for more than half a century that such
sewage is especially available for nearly all descriptions

of kitchen-garden produce. £. IVfsf, SallforJ^ near
Bristol,

horse the carter who was driving it stated lived upon I
should, there was a chance, as the Bill stood, that he who

no other food than the Kyc-grass and half a bushel of lost most would get least. For example, if one man
Beans per week. Here, therefore, is practical evidence rented a cheap farm at ^^5 a year, and another rented a
of the great money value of the same sewage matter snnilar farm at double the money, the one man would be
which in most large towns has been, and still is,

P'-^'^ ^70 and the other only /^gs As to a small farmer.^ ' 'lie would rccci\'e much less injury than :i large
farmer. A holder of 3 or 4 acres of land would be
all the better for being made an agricultural labourer,
whereas there was no more miserable being than a broken-
down farmer of 100 or 200 acres. In England, if you did
not make him relieving officer or surveyor to one of the
new Highway Boards, or put him into some other office
for which he was not at all fit, he speedily became a
candidate for the Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institu-
tion. Under the Bill the small holder, if ejected, would
receive money with which he might emigrate or seek
employment elsewhere ; and as it was now the almost
universal rule in Ireland to give money to an ejected tenant
of this description, the Bill merely legalised a custom.
The hon. member (Mr. Samuelson) had quoted from Dr.
Voelcker as to small farmers in Belgium ; but he should
have quoted the conclusion of the writer, that their earn-
ings were lower than those of an agricultural labourer.
He (Mr. Read) was greatly in favour of agricultural leases,

which ought to be given in all cases where you could find
an enterprising and a wealthy tenant ; but indiscriminate
leases in small holdings would-be an injury rather than a
benefit. He was tokl that the 'Irish people repudiated the
provision in the Bill that agricultural leases of 31 years
were to stop litigation. If that were so, the Irish were the
most unreasonable people in the world

; and if a landlord
said to a man, " I will give you a 30 years" lease, with
compensation for unexhausted improvements, at a rent
which cannot be extravagant, because it must be sub-
mitted to the Court," and the tenant was still dissatisfied,

he (Mr. Read) would not try to make him satisfied.

Would it not be well that at the expiration of the 30 years
those parties should be treated more as civilised beings,
and should be allowed to contract themselves out of the
provisions of the Bill ?

There Was one remark which he wished also to make on
that portion of the measure which related to the creation
of small freeholders. It would not, in his opinion, answer,
because it could not be made to pay. Poets, politicians,

and philosophers always looked on small freeholdt-rs as a
very happy class of men, but he regarded them, as a rule,

as most miserable; and it would not, he thought, do to
try to bolster up a system which was gradually dying out
merely because it did not pay. If a man happened to bt;

the owner of 100 or 200 acres of land which he farmed
himself he invariably found that he could not make above

3 per cent, on the money which was invested in the fee

simple, whereas he could make 8 or 10 per cent, if he
invested as a tenant. The result was that he sold his

land when he could and became a farmer on a larger scale.

He might illustrate his argument by his own case. He
was a little freeholder, and h^ had a small farm which he
let while he rented a large one. If it were not for the law
of entail he should sell the little freehold, and he might
observe in passing that when persons talked about the law
of entail operating to keep large estates together they
should remember that several small estates were protected
by that law from being snapped up by some large
proprietor.

He must express his most cordial concurrence with the
right hon. and learned gentleman the member for the
University of Dublin when he said that what Ireland
wanted was not so much the creation of a peasant proprie-
tary as a greater number of landed gentry. It struck him
that in that country there was no middle class. There
were the owners of very large estates and small squireens ;

tremendous land agents in Dublin with their offices all

over the country, and insignificant, miserable bailiffs who
did the work for them. There were also great graziers

occupying 2000 or 3000 acres of land, and cottier farmers,

but he looked in vain for those men with 200 or 300 acres
of land who farmed and who constituted the bone and
sinew of England. There were in Ireland large cattle-

dealers and little men who dealt in pigs and poultry,

immense stores in the cities and hardly anything between
them and the little retail shops. What was wanted, there-

fore, in Ireland was, he believed, the creation of a middle
class, which could never be created until life and property
were more secure in that country. Now, when hon. and
learned gentlemen differed about points of law it would
be very presumptuous in a practical farmer to pronounce
which side was right and which wrong, but he must
nevertheless say that the custom as between landlord

and tenant in Ireland was, as far as he could learn,

precisely the same as in England, the difference, if any
at all, being in favour of the Irish tenant. There
were, for instance, more leases in Ireland ; and when
the Attorney-General talked about Derbyshire and
Lincolnshire tenant-right, he would merely observe in

reply, that in the large majority of counties in England
there was no tenant-right at all, and that in Norfolk no
shadow of a custom of that kind existed. Irish members
might, however, say, "You have covenants in Norfolk,

which we look upon in the light of a compensation for

unexhausted improvements." Those, however, consti-

tuted simply a reservation which was made by the landlord

for his own benefit and the benefit of the estate, so that

the outgoing tenant should, at the expiration of his

tenancy, leave the roots and hay and straw, to be paid for

certain valuation. But what did the Irish tenant do ?

He sold out everything at the full market price, whereas
the English tenant was bound to leave those things which
he had mentioned on the farm at the consuming price,

which was only two-thirds of their value. He did not

mean to say that the English system was right and the

Irish wrong, but the Irish tenant, he thought, had the

advantage at least in that respect. He should like, he

might add, when leases were introduced into Ireland,

that some little better definition should be given of the

rotation of cropping, and that the tenants would be good

enough after they had signed a lease to stick to it.

There was one remark in the opening speech of the

Prime Minister in which he could not concur, and that

was when he quoted the increase of rental m different

THE IRISH LAND BILL.
In the course of the debate on the Irish Land Bill

which has occupied the House of Commons during the
past week, Mr. C. S. Read, M. P., made a capital

speech on the general subject of the relation of landlord
and tenant, which we reproduce here from the report
of it in the Times:—
He had never doubted, when once he had heard the

principle on which the Bill was founded, that it would be
his duty as well as his desire to support the second
reading. He knew that under the Bill certain rights of
the landlord were abrogated, but those rights had been so
long in abeyance, that they were of little pecuniary value,

and if you could not enforce your rights it. did not signify

whether you possessed them or not. New rights, how-
would be created, and the remedies of a good land-

lord against a bad tenant were so simple that he believed,

the whole, landlords in Ireland would be gainers rather

,n losers by the Bill. As to the Ulster tenant-right,

he thought the Government had used a merciful considera-
not extending it all over Ireland. Asa tenant-

farmer, he knew no right so stupid and, at the same time,

njust. It was stupid because it professed to give a
man an interest in the land, whereas it really made him
bury his capital during the whole time of his occupation,
and in all probability prevented him from cultivating the
land as he should cultivate it. Then, too, in selling the
goodwill of the farm he was selling that which he had no
right to sell, and. therefore, the custom was unjust. It

was wise, also, on the part of the Government not to

attempt to define that which they really could not define.

There were so many varieties of the custom, not only in

the province but in the same parishes, and even on the

same esfates, that it would have been impossible to define

what Ulster tenant-right is. He supposed the Bill left

things exactly as they were ; but if leases had been given
at a reasonable rent for the express purpose of abolishing
the right, that stipulation should not be made void

; and,
again, if a landlord had bought out the tenant-right, a
new tenant should not be able to claim a right of seven
years' occupation as he would do, if ejected, under
clause 2. He hoped, also, that if a tenant had made a
bad bargain, by giving twice or thrice as much for the

tenant-right as it was worth, he would not be at liberty to

turn round upon his landlord, and so recoup himself.

Cordiallyapproving the definition ofwhat was to beregarded
as an improvement, he was glad that the presumption in

favour of the landlord as to improvements should cease, and
that there should be compensation for retrospective im-
provement ; but there should be some limit of time as to

these, and, even in the case of reclamation of land and
buildings. 20 years back ought to be sufficient to recoup
anyone for what had been done. Moreover, the tenant
and not the landlord should be called upon to prove who
was at the expense of retrospective improvements.

His sympathies were, of course, with the Irish farmer
;

but he could not see the justice of the clause under
which the Irish farmer was to be paid for interruption of
tenancy. If the tenant had expended any money, and
his prospects were interfered with, he should be paid to

the full ; but it was not easy to sec why he should be paid
for interruption of occupancy, and, admitting that he
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narts of England to show how agriculture had prospered

Fn recent yeL. In a great number of instances u would

be found that in consequence of the development of

minerals and manufactures the rental had increased,

while m other parts of the coimtry the "b'r^l/^-P';"*'"^

of capitalin the first instance by the landlord, and in the

second place by the tenant, had produced a similar resul.

That was no doubt the case both m^l-nglj'"'! and Scot-

land, but looking at Ireland he found land th^r^ *-^^
cheaolv rented as in any country in the South and West

ofEuXe and infinitelymore cheaply than the lan^^^^^^^^

in Scotland or in this country. He believed, on the whole

that the Bill of the Government was t^alculated to do a

great deal of good. He did not suppose it would satisfy

thl Irish tenant-farmers as a class. He for one should

not attempt to give them all or even half thoy asked, but

te should be very happy to give them all they deserved

and the present Bill would m his opinion do them .miple

justice.

T/IE MALT-TAX.
The Case of the Producer.

[The foil jndensed report of those speeches in last

week's discussion of the Malt tax in the House of Commons

which referred to the interests of the Barley grower.]

Colonel B.\rttelot said the case of the producer

was a very strong case. It was simply this, that by

the enormous duty on malt in the stage in which it was

taken they were prevented from cultivating the land

in the way they should wish, because they could not

set the proper value for a second class of Barley which

were there no duty, would be made into beer, and

would be largely used for feeding purposes. Moreover,

farmers were compelled to cultivate their land by grow-

inc Wheat, when in proper rotation they should grow

Barley Then, if they could use malt for the purpose

of feeding cattle, they could produce meat much

cheaper Mr. Cobden shortly before his death wrote

upon this very subject of the Malt-tax, and his opinion

was -" If you go on free trade principles I go with you

entirely and think, if it could be done, that the duty

ought to be taken off altogether." Had anytljing been

done for the agriculturists of this country ? The Bill ol

the Prime Minister enabled them to use for feeding

purposes what was called Gladstone's mi.-ittire ; but the

Linseed which they had to mix with the malt had to be

ground up so small that instead of going down the

animal's throat it went up its nose and out mlo the

manner There was also another Bill, called the Malt

by Weight Bill, which was intended as a relief; but on

the whole it had done very little good.

Mr Read said the fact tliat Barley had of late years

commanded so good a price only proved that the soil

and climate of England were peculiarly adapted for its

growth The fanners could successfully compete

against the whole world in producing Barley, and they

ouTht not to be hindered in the cultivation of so valu-

abfe a crop. Whereas Australia sent Wheat to

Enirland we exported a considerable quantity of

Bariey to Australia, and he believed that if they really

had free trade the best Barley would average a higher

price than Wheat. It was said that free trade had not

hurt the English farmers, but, at any rate, it had done

this—their rents were raised, rates were constantly

increasing, they had to pay for more labour ;
notwith-

standing all the appliances of science to imple-

ments and machinery, the farmers now paid more

per acre for manual labour than ever they did,

and oilcake and guano were becoming dearer every

year. With regard to stock, the profit they

derived from high prices was not so great as they

would derive if they had lower prices and healthier

cattle. After all, had not the Grass farmers benefited

from free trade rather than the tillers of the soil ? Meat,

butter, and cheese were dearer than they used to be,

hut tillage employed more money and more labour. It

was constantly said that they ought not to put so much

country into Grass, but should keep it to tillage ;
but

statistics proved that with the present heavy expenses

the quantity of arable land was constantly diminishing.

It had been proved that the Malt-tax considerably

hindered the cultivation of the soil, and even in Norfolk,

the best Barley growing county in England, there were

not so many acres of Barley as of Wheat, simply for

this reason, that with very high farming it was impos-

sible to produce first-class Barley. The evidence given

before the select committee dispelled the delusion that

the Malt-tax was any protection or advantage to even

the very best class of Barley. If Wheat was taxed to

the amount of ^^s. per quarter (which would be id.

on a 4 lb. loaf), would it not Umit the consumption of

bread, and act very prejudicially against the grower

of Wheat? The Malt-tax amounted to between £%
and £(i on eveiy acre of malting Barley, and it had

been proved many times that when the tax was

increased the consumption diminished and the price

of Barley became lower. That farmers were exempt

from taxation might have been an argument m
times gone by, but last year the Chancellor of the

Exchequer removed the principal exemption from taxa-

tion, which farmers had previously enjoyed. He did not

complain of that, because he advocated the abolition of

all taxation that was not shared by all. Excepting the

tax on horses, he did not know any tax which farmers

escaped that was paid by the rest of the community,

and as to that matter he desired the abolition of the

duty on all horses used for trade purposes. He cordially

agreed with the abolition of the tax on fire insurances,

and he offered no opposition to the repeal of the shil-

ling duty on corn ; but he contended that consumers

of bread had not been benefitted by that remis-

sion for before that ;^i,000,000 oftaxes was given

up he had known Wheat to be sold for 38^ per qr.,

and bread at s¥- and (>d. the 4 lb. loaf. It had been

said that fanners would have fair play when the Corn

Laws were repealed. The late Sir R. Peel said the

repeal of the Malt tax must follow that of the Corn

Laws. Lord Russell said if he were Prime Minister

when the Corn Laws were repealed the next tax he

would abolish would be the duty on malt—a provnise

which he feared the noble lord had forgotten. Mr

Cobden said it would be impossible, and tinjust 1

it were possible, to retain the Malt-, tax after the repeal

of the Corn Laws. Why should malt be the only article

exempted from the general remission of taxation which

Mr Cobden proposed? Now, what advantage could it

be to the fanners to substitute a brewer's license for the

duty on malt? From what the Chancellor of the

Exchequer told the brewers' deputation a few days ago

he had some hope that the right hon gentleman

would listen to the suggestion of the farmers and

free the maltster from the exciseman. Last .'Satur-

day he was told by a maltster, who was entirely

enia.-ed in making malt for exportation to Lelguim

that the forms and ceremonies he had to go through

were so <»alling and annoying that if he had to begin

aeain heVould build his malting premises in Belgium

and export his coals and Barley. The abolition of the

Malt-tax would also set free malt for the purpose of

stock feeding. When he was a boy it ^yas a common

practice in Norfolk to germinate grain for feeding

purposes, but during the last few years farmers hat

been debarred from doing so, and had had to sell al

the appliances which they used for that purpose. But

the abolition of the tax would also tend very greatly to

check the adulteration of beer, for the simple reason

that tmtaxed malt would be so cheap as to exclude

suoar and the drugs which were now used. As to

private brewing, it was veiy common among the

cottages of Norfolk and Suffolk during hay time and

harvest. Close to his residence lived a poor widow

w-ho brewed as little as a quarter of a peck of inalt and

two ounces of hops at a time, and he could assure his hon.

friend the member for Derby that last Sunday she gave

him a bottle of beer which was infinitely preferable to

the table beer supplied in the dining-room of this House.

He did not go entirely with the teetotallers, who

believed there was no virtue in beer. He believed

that for the labouring man, now that butchers meat

1 was so dear, and milk so scarce, beer was a necessity,

and that it was better than so much tea, though he

could hardly go so far as the old lady %yho said that

London porter was victuals, drink, and clothing. We

had found that the man who drank his beer at home

was the best agricultural labourer, and he had been

told that the artisan who drank his beer with his

family was not the man, who, as a rule, frequented

public-houses. , „, u r

Mr. Dent should be glad to hear the Chancellor ot

the Exchequer intimate that he could deal with this

question, but he could not forget that the malt duty

belonged to the same class of duties as wines and

spirits^ and the whole amount of revenue denved from

that source was ^^22,000,000. It was a singular fact

that the cries for a repeal of the Malt-tax came chiefly

from counties where beer was given in lieii of w'ages.

[In Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, and Oxfordshire

wages were about i Ir. a-week, and 2s. a w.eek, on the

average, was allowed for beer. It did not follow,

however, that the neighbourhood was any better for

that The Northumberland labourer did not drink

beer • his children sucked the milk bowl instead of

their draining the beer jug. In his opinion it would be

desirable, instead of stimulating the consumption o

beer to find some means of providing the agncultural

labourer with milk for his children. He thought the

pressure of the Malt-tax was rather overrated with

regard to its being a check on the cultivation of the

land He quite agreed, however, with the hon.

member for Norfolk, that farmers, ought to have the

privile<'e of feeding their own stock with malt without

any restrictions, and he thought that the fact was not

sufficiently considered that it was a great adjunct of

food.
. 1 i 1

Mr. DODSON said, while purporting to be a tax only

on beer the malt duty became also a tax on beef and

mutton, and in that respect, although it injured the

public it did not contribute one fraction to the revenue

in that shape. As to the Cattle Malt-feedmg Act,

passed some years ago, it had remained practically

inoperative. He knew it would be said that the utility

of malt as food for cattle Avas much exaggerated.

Possibly that was the case, but on the other hand he

denied that the experiments had been a sufficient test,

because those who had made them had formed their

conclusions in accordance with their interests. What

the fanner wanted was to be able to use malt \vhen

most convenient to himself or when other crops failed.

Assuming that beer must continue to be taxed for

the present, he would take leave to ask the Chancellor

of the Exchequer whether he could not devise some

means by which the duty on beer might be levied,

not upon the raw material, but somewhere near the

point of consumption, and in such a manner that it

should fall only on the article intended to be taxed,

viz., beer.

SEWAGE.
The foUowiu" memoranda, taken from a recent

number of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal

relate to the various attempts which have been made

(„.) to estimate and (h) to realise the value of town

ewage as a manure. The information thus collected

has, indeed, the author tells us, been gathered chiefly

from the already published papers of Messrs Lawes

and Gilbert; but the substance of these publications

seems to be so fairly given in this epitome of them

that the leading facts under both of these divisions

of the subject may be safely quoted from it. And

they may be stated thus :—

(«) Tlie results of many analysis by our leading

chemists, whether of the food of a mixed popu ation,

or of the resultant sewage of a town supplied with

water-closets and well drained, teach that nitrogen

equal to 200 ounces of ammonia is voided annually in the

unne and fffices of every individual : a quantity which,

when the waste water of a town amounts to 40, 60, 80,

or 100 tons per head per annum, will represent 9.771,

6 .o, 4.88, and 3.91 grains in each gallon of the

sewage respectively. And this represents a compo-

sition which, so far as this one item (ammonia) is

concerned, makes 1000 tons of such sewage equal in

agricultural value to l6|, II, 81, and 6i cwt. of guano

rlspecfively. Guano is sold at 13^- a cwt., or there-

abouts, and thus the estimated value of the sewage of

these several strengths is 2.44''., i.67</., i.25</-.. and

one penny per ton respectively: every grain oi

ammonia in a gallon of se,vage giving about one

farthing per ton of the same liquid on this valuation by

comparison with guano-a fact which has the advantage

of being easily remembered. Perhaps the ammoniacal

strength which best represents the average quality of

sewaie where stonn waters have not access to the

drains, is that one which corresponds to nearly 60 tons

to every individual of a population, or about 7 grams

per gallon, which is one in every 10,000 parts
;
and

this, too, is easy to be remembered.

An interesting table is given showing the relation-

ship of the ammonia (or nitrogen) to the several mineral

ino\-edients in the cases both of sewage and of a number

of° specified agi-icuUural crops. It states that in the

Ru4y sewage there are 27 parts of phosphoric acid

and''42 of potash, to every 100 parts of nitrogen, In

ordinary Grass the proportions are 27 and 100,

respectively, to every 100 parts of mlrogen ;
in Clover,

2/and ;2 : in Wheat (the whole npe plant), 46 and

1:7 in Wheat (grain alone, which is all that generally

leaves a fami), 48 and 28 ; in the whole Bean plant

-io and 50 ; in beans alone, 25 and 32 ;
m Swedish

Turnips, 21 and 63. It thus appears that so far as its

phosphoric acid and ammonia are concerned own

sewage is a "well conditioned " food for most of these

crops And the occasional application to the land of

Bome of those cheap German potash salts which Dr.

Voelckerhas made known, seems all that is necessary

to hinder the excessive growth of plants (which it

occasions) from exhausting the natural supply of potash

in the soil, and from thus acting, as eveiy lop-sided

fertiliser does, as a robber of those mgredients of soils

in which it is itself deficient. But there are several

reasons why we cannot admit that even such a limited

disparagement of sewage, as a complete manure, as

this amounts to, necessarily follows from the facts.

For in the first place, the quamity of any ingredient

present at anytime in any plant is no gii.de to the

quantity which that plant may have needed dunng he

processes of growth ; and again, as it is certainly in the

alkaline ingi-edients of the sewage of a town that any

snecialitv of composition will most commonly appear,

(for they are derived from the wear of its streets as

much as from the waste of its households,) so it is quite

possible that the sewage of Rugby which a one is

specified in this table, may not be such as to justify the

erection of any general rule upon it ;
and Ij-^tly, the

quantity of sewage applied to land (equal to from 6 to

16 cwt. of guano for every 1000 tons) is so great that

any ingredient, though present in small proportion,

mtist bl applied in enonnous quantity, and far beyond

the requirements of any of the crops named in the

table. , i, .1,

These, then, are the leading points to which the

attempts to estimate the value of the sewage of a town

have led —200 ounces of ammonia per annum pass

through the water-closet from every individual of a

population—equal to one part of ammonia in every

10 000 parts of the drainage water of our towns—the

actual quantity varying with the water stipply so much

as to make 1000 tons of it worth as much as from b to

16 cwt. of guano, or from \d. to i\d. per ton-the

proportions of its other ingi-edients (potash and jAos-

phone acid) corresponding fairly with tha of its

ammonia, or nitrogen, to the wants of most of our

cultivated crops; that of potash, however, being

generally deficient.
, -.v, ^ •

(b\ But what has experience taught us hitherto

through the attempts which have been made to realise

these°estimates? A tolerably explicit answer is given

to this question in the paper before us. We hax e the

results of the experiments perfonned under the direc-

ion of the Royal Commissioners at Rt.ghy, the general

results there since, and the general results at Edinburgh,

Croydon, Carlisle, Watford, Worthing, and elsewhere.

Of these the Rugby results are the most exact, and those
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at Edinburgh and Croydon are tlie most encouraging.

The results at Rugby may be stated thus :—On rich

adhesive soil in Grass (old pasture), and on com-

paratively poorer and more open soil (partly in old

Grass, and partly in Italian Rye-grass), while ^^15

worth of milk (exclusive of the cost of oilcake) was got

per acre in one season from cows fed on the unsewaged

natural Grass, no less than;^25 •js. worth, ^33 6s. lod.

worth, and £2>^ is. 4*/. worth of milk were obtained

from the same extent of land which had been watered

with 3000, 6000, and 9000 tons of sewage per acre

respectively. The milk was valued at id. per pint
;

and thus from £^, in the case of the largest dressing,

to ^4 2s. 3</. and £4. lOs. 'jd.j worth of milk, beyond
the natural and unassisted quantity, was obtained from
the use of evei^y 1000 tons of sewage ; or an average of

.931 of a penny per (on. This sewage, moreover, had
not been thoroughly exhausted. I have seen it running

foul and discoloured off the land at Rugby ; and on
analysis it has been found to contain still I or 2 grains

out of its original 6 or S grains of ammonia per gallon,

justifying an addition to tlic returns of one or two
farthings per ton for value remaining unexhausted,

which might have been extracted had it been used a

second time. It is only fair to add regarding Rugby,
that notwithstanding the facts thus given, none of the

tenants of the land over whicli the sewage flows are

very sanguine of the profit or advantage of incurring

the cost of steam-power for raising it for use in ordi-

nary irrigation, and "the application by means of

steam-power, pipes, hose, and jet will probably soon
be entirely abandoned." I understand, however, that

some of the difficulty of making its use more profitable

here arises from inconvenient arrangements between
joint tenants, permitting neither of them to gain the

full advantage of its use. Meanwhile it is believed, on
the ground of the experience here, that "with 5000
tons of sewage judiciously applied to one acre of Italian

Rye-Grass and meadow land properly laid down to

receive it, an average of 1000 gallons of milk per
annum may be anticipated, which at ^d. per gallon,

would represent a gross money return of;^33 6^. St/.''

The general result of sewage experience at Edinburgh
and at Croydon may be stated as follows :—Over
betwee« 300 and 400 acres of grass-land (chiefly per-

manent and perennial Grass), on all sides of Edinburgh,
a quantity not generally exceeding 20,000 tons of foul

water per acre per annum, including the drainage of a
large part of the city, is poured as in water-meadows,
and 4 or 5 crops of Grass are cut in the year. The
produce between April and November is annually let

or sold (to purchasers who cut and carry it themselves)

for prices which average at least £2$^ and in many
cases exceed ;^40 per imperial acre.

On the shore between Leith and Portobello a slope

of sheer sea-sand is thus fertilised : and the Grass
produce, averaging four or five cuttings in the year, is

sold by auction, generally for over ^30 an acre. The
highest prices of the whole area have been obtained

from this, which is naturally the poorest soil ; and the

whole of this fertility is due to the waters of the Foul
Bum, as it is called, which having been already used
over land higher up the valley, are applied in diminished
strength to the lands below.

No doubt, when £2$ or ^^30 is put against the

20,000 tons of sewage which produce it there appears
but a small return per ton,—much smaller than even
the Rugby experiments gave, and this was very much
below the estimate founded on the composition
of the water. But on the other hand, it must
be remembered that the Foul Bum is not the
mere drainage-water of the town, but tlte natural out-

fall of a large area of open country as well ; including,

therefore, much mere land and rain water. And again,

there cannot be a doubt that a veiy large proportion of
the fertilising matters which it brings with it is carried

out to sea. I have seen it nmning into the tide close

by the town of Leith, almost as filthy-looking as when
it came upon the land much higher up the valley.

And I believe, therefore, it is right to speak of the
Edinburgh experience, now of many years standing,

even though but a small value is there realised per ton
from the sewage used, as by far the most encouraging
piece of sewage agriculture that has been yet recorded.
At Croydon, where a seven years' lease of land over

which the sewage has been pouring, under the direction
of the tenant, is just expiring—and where they say a
much higher rent will be easily obtained for the next
term of years—the facts of the case cannot, of course,
be so confidently given as at Edinburgh, where every-
one can read them in the annual price-lists of an open
sale by auction ; "but it is estimated here that, after

making the deduction of £4 rental, the gross returns

from the sewage applied is, at the present prices of the
produce, with Italian Rye-grass from \d., to id., and
%vith Meadow-Grass from \d. to %d. [per ton]. The
sewage is not applied in any systematic manner to

other crops, but it has been applied on a small scale to

root-crops. An enlargement of the area of irrigation is

contemplated, which will, if carried out, somewhat
reduce the amount of fluid and excretal matters avail-

able per acre."

The other instances of actual experience given in a
recent number of the " Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal," from which the above are quoted, are not
sufficiently definite, or, I may add, sufl^iciently

well, established, to be of much use towards the
formation of a fair opinion on the subject ; but I

believe we may conckule, from the facts already stated,

that by the practically unlimited use of foul water, as at

Edinburgh, water-meadow fashion, over the poorest
land, we may, near large towns where there is a great
demand for milk, obtain a nett return of almost ^20 to

,^30 worth of Grass per acre—that being the value per
acre of the produce annually sold to purchasers who
cut and carry it themselves ; and that by applying
5000 tons of true sewage per acre to good grass-land
similarly situated we may, as at Rugby, increase the
annual value of its produce from £1$ (its natural
amount) up to ;^3o or more per acre ; thus realising

nearly £4 per 1000 tons of the water used, which is

nearly id. per ton. Even this, however, which is the
largest amount yet quotable from experience, is far

below the chemist's estimate of value. And I am
bound to add that the difference between the value
estimated even on unquestionable data (which arc used,

too, as the basis of what appears to be a fair and
reasonable calculation) and the value actually realised

from any agricultural use of sewage which has hitherto
been quoted, imperfect though the methods used have
been, is gi'eater than has been yet accounted for.

There seems in the excessive dilution suffered by the

fertilising matters, even of the strongest sewage,
to be some hitherto unexplained hindrance to the

fertilising action which, as for example, in our guanos
and superphosphates, they elsewhere exert. At any
rate, the quantities of them present in the foul waters

of our towns have nowhere yet produced the same
fertilising effects which similar quantities of the same
materials produce when applied in the solid form.

And the explanation is not rendered any the easier by
the fact, now well known to fanners, that the service-

ableness of any artificial manure depends very materially

upon the means taken to distribute it evenly throughout
the soil; so that guano, well powdered and mixed with
eight or 10 times its weight of soil before application,

or guano well mixed with water and distributed through
the water-drill, is more efficient as a manure than
guano applied by hand along the drills without any
special care to divide and distribute it. Nor does
another fact, to which experience bears ample testi-

mony, at all contribute to the solution of the difliculty,

—that there is evidently gi-eater waste when the sewage
comes of unusual strength upon the land than ^\hen it

comes so weak as at once to lose its smell when poured
over the surface of the growing crop. Jllr. Morton's
report (1867) io the Metropolis Sewage Company.

Herefords.—I have bought, for the use of the
parish, a Hereford bull-calf of my friend Mr. James, of
Mappowder, and have given it to Mr. Joseph Hallett,

tenant of Lord Rivers. The cows here are of no parti-

cular breed. I hope the Hereford bull will do good.
I wrote for the pedigree, and received the following :

—

" I have enclosed the pedigree of the bull-calf. You
will see that both sire and dam are descended from the
celebrated Sir Benjamin, one of the best bulls ever bred
in Herefordshire. Battenhali. and Sir ThoM-^s were
both prize winners at the Royal Show. SiR Thomas was
sold to his present owner for 390 gs. Tlie following is the
pedigree :

—

Favourite, calved February 3, 1870, sire

Wonder (3602), ^. sire Battenhall (2406), g.g. sire

Sir Thomas (2228), %.^.%. sire Sir Benjamin (13^7),
dam Queen, by Sampson (2208), g. sire of the dam Sir
Benjamin (1387)."

I have also written to my friend Mr. Sturt, of
Crichel, for a boar pig of his Essex sort. There
are two sows here, brindled, of gi'eat size, that pro-

duced the same day eighteen pigs each. These,
crossed witli the Essex, would combine size and quality.

In all crosses the female should be large and the male
neat. The Herefordshire cow crossed by a Devon
bull is one of the best and most natural crosses. There
is a splendid cow here, six years old, so produced. She
is red, and whitefaced. She calved nine days before

Christmas, and her calf (weaned) is now worth £4.
The following is the daiiyman's account of five weeks'
produce:—Jan, 5th, 131b. of butter ; 12th, 131b.;
iSth, 13 lb. ; 27th, 13 lb. ; Feb. 2d, 13 lb. The cow
had some Grass. The butter was sold at ij". 3(/. per lb.

There is a very good carthorse sire, and also hack sire,

in the parish ; let me hope that our cows and pigs also

will in due time be improved. Perhaps others may be
induced by the above to try and benefit their neigh-

bourhood. W. F. Raddyffe, Okeford Fitzpaine.

Scientific Book-keeping.—Alluding to this subject

on a former occasion, I mentioned having made up an
account for my fields showing the ash constituents, or

"terrestrial elements," I had removed in the crops
reaped, and desiring to ascertain with some degree of

certainty that the cropping pursued, and the manurial
means taken to restore quantitatively and qualitatively to

the soil the elements that are withdrawn, are correct,

in lieu of an account from my own farm, I have taken
the example placed before us in " Morton's Encyclo-
paedia," vol. i., p. 146:—Oats yield 2.90 per cent, of
ashes in the grain and 5. 10 per cent, in the straw.

The produce of a fair average crop may be taken at

50 bushels, weight 40 lb. the bushel, the produce of the
straw being taken at two-thirds more than the grain.

In 2000 lb. Oat gi^ain, 56 lb. mineral food ; in 3332 lb.

Oat straw, 1 70 lb. mineral food. Now, in my instance

I have drawn the following form of account, showing

Its woi-kmg in tliis one acre. It is a crude form, and
can no doubt be improved upon ; it is with this hope it
is submitted. Assuming such an account had previously
been in use, and after the harvest the soil was found to
contain the following ash constituents or terrestrial
elements, see first column :

—

Ash Constituents
of Soil.
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Oats, both kinds of Mangels and Canots—against the

produce of any farm in England, not for a money

wager, but for the benefit of the public. The highest

quotation for last year's Wlieat in the London market

on the 2Ist ult. was 48J. per quarter, or £\i per load,

being 5 quarters ; the highest price at Soutliampton

was £\\ 5j. per load. My last sale return from

Guildford on the 2Ist was £,\->, 15.r. per load ; my
Barley is equally good, but has not yet been offered for

sale. My red and yellow Mangels both got 2d prizes

at Birmingham, and my Carrots were commended.

The public I allude to are the poor people scattered

about the forest, who with gieat difficulty earn a

living, and find some resource in the produce of the

forest : they may be driven by hunger—perhaps they

are—but there is no doubt cattle and pigs are taken

without respect of persons. I have been favoured

with the interest they take in my cattle and pigs
;

T now send out heifers in calf, instead of Scotch

bullocks, and never send my pigs out witliout a person

t(i slay with tliem during the day and bring them home
at night. My newly made hay was taken away

with a horse and cart from the field during the

night before it was to be carried to the stack ;

my Wheat was taken from two fields, one at

each end of the farm, in the night after it

was cut ; and there are occasionally prosecutions by

the Crown for taking rabbits, pheasants' eggs, &c.

and children are prosecuted for damaging trees for fire

wood. Is it not a scandal ? Is it not a sin ? Is i

not grievous to see children driven out into the forest to

pick up what they can find for food and firing, and men
half starved for want of work in a country of 60,000

acres of land capable of growing the finest grain and

the finest roots in England, but uncultivateil, and that

because it belongs to the Crown ? Had not the Crown
better sell tlie 60,000 acres to be cultivated, employ the

increasing population honestly, grow food for them as

well as for the country at large ? The forest, after

jiaying off the common rights in land or money, would

realise to the crown between one and two millions of

money, one million of which invested in Consols would

produce ^'32, 500 per annum, instead of /'i700as at

present. I feel sure Her Majesty would approve this,

anil that it only need be placed before her to receive

licr consent. What would be the produce of the

60,000 acres farmed by individuals who would purchase

them ? In all probability it would be farmed after this

manner: 20,000 acres might be in pasture, 10,000 in

Wheat, 10,000 in Barley, 10,000 in Oats, and 10,000

in roots. 10,000 acres in Wheat, 3 quarters to the

acre, would be 30,000 quarters ; 10,000 acres in

Barley, 5 q\iarters to the acre, would be 50,000 quar-

ters ; 10,000 acres in Oats, 7 quarters to the acre,

would be 70,000 quarters ; 10,000 acres of roots,

25 tons to the acre, would be 250,000 tons. 20,000

acres of pasture for sheep, &c., produce to be added

by a more competent judge than I am : one sheep

an acre for the roots, and one sheep an acre for

the pasture, would produce annually 30,000 sheep.

Wdliam Dickinson, Neio Park, Lyminglon, Hants,

March 5.

Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

March i.—On Sewage Farming.—Mr. Bailey Den-
ton opened a discussion on this subject before the

Club on Monday evening last—Mr. J. Howard, M.P.,

Tresident of the Club, occupied the chair. The fol-

lowing is a very condensed report of the most import-

ant portions of the lecture. After referring to the great

want of technical education of both farmers and

labourers, in order to the successful adoption of

sewage Hrrming, and quoting the report of the Rivers

Pollution Commission to illustrate the extreme impro-

bability of any other than the water system being

adopted for the house-scavenging of large towns, M;
Denton spoke of

—

The PossU'le Extent of Sr.oage Farming.—I may
mention that there are in England alone 12 towns,

including the metropolis, wilh popidalions above

100,000; iS towns between 100,000 and 50,000; 137

towns between 50,000 and 10,000 ; and 360 between

10,000 and 2000.

Now, assuming for our present purpose that half these

towns ullimatcly determine to utilise their refuse by irri-

gation, then the number of acres of land that will be with-

drawn from ordinary farming and applied to sewage
farming will swell into a considerable area. It is true that

authorities differ upon the number of acres required to

purify sewage, and turn it to the most profitable account.

My own opinion is that a much more extended experience

than we have yet had must be gained beforer we can draw
the line between the necessary sanitary demands for puri-

fication, possibly requiring only a comparatively few acres,

and the expediencies of profitable farming rendering it

wise to spread the sew.age over a wide area. WHiat h.as

been already done, however, affords a variety of examples,

not very conclusive in result, but very suggestive for future

guidance.
At Bedford, for instance, where the surface soil and

subsoil are free and open, the sewage ofupwards of 16,000

persons is at present applied to 55 acres of land only, which
is after the rate of 300 persons to the acre. No fluid passes

off the surface : it is all absorbed. Our Chairman will tell

us, however, that it is the intention of the town authorities

to e.xtend the area of utilisation to 200 acres, not perhaps

so much because the sewage is not at present sufficiently

purified by the vegetation and filtration due to this limited

area, but because the sewer authorities of the town believe

a much greater profit may be obtained from a greater

number of acres. It is not improbable, too, that there

exists at Bedford the natural belief that a narrow area of

surface, and limited means of filtration such as quoted,

may in time render the effluent water from the subsoil

extremely polluted. At present it appears, from the

published analyses, that vegetation and filtration together

are " sufhcient as a sanitary agency," though limited to

the extent mentioned.

At Carlisle, where the soil is also very open in character,

the sewage of 22,000 people is distributed over about

100 acres of land devoted to permanent pasture. This is

after the rate of 220 persons to an acre. The whole of

the sewage is absorbed and percolates down to the level

of the springs which help to maintain the rivers Calder

and Eden.
At Croydon the sew.age from about 35,000 persons is

applied to 260 acres of free, open soil at Beddington,

giving a proportion of 134 persons to the acre ;
the

sewage from about another 4000 persons is utilised on

about 30 acres of low-lying clay land at South Norwood,
giving a proportion of 133 persons to the acre.

At Aldershot (where the sewage is all derived from the

camp, consisting of adults) the sewage of 7000 persons is

distributed over 80 acres of poor sandy soil, in which

peroxide of iron prevails, or 88 soldiers supply the sewage

for an acre of land, which is equal to a much larger pro-

portion of an average population consisting of men,

women, and children.

At Tavistock, where the soil is a loam with a subsoil of

pebbles, the population is 9000, and the number of acres

irrigated 90, or exactly i acre to 100 persons.

At Worthing, where the soil is also of a free descrip-

tion, 8000 persons supply the sewage for 95 acres of land,

of which 53 are cultivated and 42 are permanent Gnass.

This is after the rate of 85 persons to the acre.

At Malvern, where the soil is partly a gravel and

partly a clay, the sewage from about 5000 persons is

applied to 84 acres of land, of which 54 are permanent

pasture and 30 arable. This is after the rate of 60 persons

to an acre.

At Banbury, where the soil is clay, the number of acres

under irrigation is 120, and the population being 11,oco

the proportion is i acre to 92 persons. The condition of

the effluent water here is not so satisfactory as in other

cases, but this is no doubt owing to the fact that the

undcr-drainage of the land is imperfect, and all

sewage only partially filtered to descend into the drain,

and so pass into the rivers.

At Rugby, where the soil is of a mixed character, par-

taking of gravel on a clay subsoil, 65 acres of land have

been taken on lease as sufhcient to satisfy upwards of

8000 inhabitants ; and as this town has long been under

treatment for sewage irrigation, past experience has pro-

b.ably had influence in deciding the quantity of land taken.

Tile proportion is r25 persons to the acre.

There are about 30 towns in England where the sewage

has been applied by irrigation, but the experience of the

before-named towns may be taken as the best examples at

present existing by which to arrive at some idea of the

quantity of land required, though, .as I have stated before,

we must trust to future experience to decide the question

definitively. To make sewage farming as profitable as it

is capable of being made, it is necessary to have some-

thing like 33 per cent, of extra land beyond that used for

irrigation—that is, i acre of unsewaged land to 3 acres

sewaged—so as to allow of periodical rests to the sewaged
portion by an alternation of cropping. To provide, also,

for the gradual increase of population, additional land

cap.able of receiving sewage should be provided. If. there-

fore, we take 50 per cent, in addition to the amount
actually required to meet both these considerations, we
arrive at the least extent of land which will sooner or later

be abstracted from ordinary and devoted to sewage

farming. Upon these data, and supposing that half the

towns I have classified by their populations adopt irriga-

tion as the mode of utilising their sew.age, the quantity of

land required will amount to at least 100,000 acres.

As far as experience has yet gone, the soil most suit.able

for the production of sewage crops is a light, free soil,

though 1 am disposed to believe that when we have had
more practice we shall find the clays equally available.

Upon this point, I believe, Dr. Voelcker is of opinion that

clays, deeply cultivated and properly drained, may be more
productive under sewage treatment than free soils ; though
we know as a fact that the poor sandy soils to which the

sewage of Edinburgh has been already applied h.ave pro-

duced herbage which was sold last year at a price ranging

from jf4i 17J. 6rf. to /19 per acre ; while in the more
repulsive soils of the Bagshot Sands at Aldershot, which

are mixed witli peroxide of iron, Mr. Blackburn has let

land for garden purposes at ^5 an acre, while before the

sewage was taken to it this was literally not worth half-a-

crown. These sandy soils were naturally so sterile that it

would appear it matters not what is the quality of the soil

which becomes the matrix for the sewage so long as it is

easily penetrated by the roots of vegetation. This is an

important point where suburban land is very expensive

and poor land is within reach.

If free soils naturally drained, and clays pulverised by
under-drainage, are equally available, the proximity of the

sewage farm to a ready market becomes the first deside-

ratum. It so happens that the vegetation best produced

by the use of sew.age is that which will find customers in

the town from whence the sewage is obtained if within

easy reach. Italian Rye-grass, roots, and market-garden

produce can be sold as soon as they are fit for use to the

townspeople ; and it is for this reason that the land

devoted to sewage in the vicinity of towns must rank

accommodation land, and the price if purchased, or the

rent if leased, rise accordingly.

matter voided by the population is diluted by the water

supplied to the town for domestic purposes, and by

influx of surface and subsoil water into the sewers
;

next, by the nature of the trades and occupations of the

inhabitants ; and lastly, by the capability of the land to

assimilate the fertilising matter, and to benefit by the

quantity of fluid with which it is mixed.

Whilst the quantity of excrctal matter per head is con-

stant the quantity of water supplied to different towns

varies very considerably. For instance, at Bedford the

daily supply is 15 gallons per head, at Carlisle 40 gallons,

at Croydon 45 gallons, at Malvern 5 gallons, at Banbury
g.allons, at Worthing 45 g,allons, and at Rugby 25

gallons. The influx of subsoil water varies in different

towns, even in a much greater degree than the water

supply, and though it varies at different seasons according

to the subterranean water pervading the district, it does

not change like that entering the sewers from the surface

,

which is directly dependent upon the rainfall, and some-
times overloads the sewers, while at other times there is no
influx at all. The great increase due to subsoil water
alone is proved by the fact that while at Banbury, with a
daily water supply amounting to 230,000 gallons, the dry-

weather discharge from the sewers is only 300,000 at Bed-
ford, where the water supply does not exceed 150,000

gallons, and where the surface and storm waters are

excluded from the sewers, the daily discharge from the

sewers amounts to at least 500,000, and has been reported

to be as much as 797,250 gallons daily. The quantity and
quality of town refuse, other than and in addition to

human excreta, v.ary also considerably in different towns,

almost as much as the quantity of water supplied to the

inhabitants and the influx of subsoil water. For instance, in

some large towns there may be one prevailing character of

industry, such as thewooUen, silk, and chemical works of the

Lancashire towns, the tanneries of Stockport and War-
rington, and the breweries of Burton and Romford. In

small towns there may be an extensive brewery, or one
special trade which may proportionately affect the dis-

charged refuse quite as much as a general trade in larger

towns.
1 do not propose to go very deeply into the chemical

analyses and chemists' calculations that have been
published from time to time showing the value of

sewage discharged from different towns. To bring their

analyses to bear practically upon the treatment and
utilisation of the sewage, engineers and chemists have

combined to shift their figures from one denomination to

another. Instead of referring to ounces of ammonia and
pounds of excret.al matter voided by each average member
of the population, the whole refuse has been brought into

tons of sew.age discharged from a town. Having
arrived at 8x. 41/. (which is 100 pence) as the average

value per head of the excretal matter voided by a popula-

tion, Messrs. Lawes and Way assume that by one means
or another—by the supply of water for domestic and
trade purposes, by the influx of surface-waters, and by the

accretion of subsoil waters—the maximum quantity of

sewage discharged from a town may reach 100 tons

per head per annum. Thus, as 100 pence is

tlic value of the fertilising matter due to' each

head of the population, id. is placed upon each
ton of sewage as its value also. The simplicity of the

calculation would be perfect if experience showed that the

excrementitious matter diluted in the proportion of 333 of

water to i of excretal m.atter was really worth the money.
But it is obviously the fact that, beyond the extent of dilu-

tion which renders the sewage most acceptable to vegeta-

tion, 20 gallons per head, the sewage undergoes deprecia-

tion in proportion as it is further diluted. It stands to

reason that there must be a proper limit to the dilution

appropriate to different soils, and no species of sophistry

in science can make it otherwise, however anxious we
may be to utilise the water with which we have to contend

under the present sewer.age systems. I think that a penny
should only mle when the water supply is 20 gallons a-day

per person, or 32 J tons per annum, and only then when the

acceration of subsoil water does not increase the discharge

from the sewers more than 25 per cent. , which raises the

[ischarged sewage to 40J tons, the money value being

alculated on the water supply (32^ tons), and not on the

aggregate discharge (40J tons) ; for we must always bear

in mind that sewage is " the refuse of human habitations,"

and not the water of drain.age or the water of rainfall,

and that therefore the measure of "sewage" is the water

supply. Upon this view, while Messrs. Lawes and Way's
estimate of the theoretical value of sewage is 8r. 41/., and
Mr. Hope's estimate of the actual value is 4^. 2d.,

that which I h.ave ventured to give will stand at 2r. 8ji/.

In fixing this price, I have been guided by results and
probabilities, and have regarded sewage simply as manure
supplied by sewered towns to their tenants, and have sepa-

rated the return due to it from that which would arise from
the land without it. Mr. Marriage, at Croydon, has
shown that the full produce from his 260 acres has yielded

a return of 46(/. per ton for the sew-age, or a fraction less

than a halfpenny per ton, which is equal to 2J. sd. per
head of population, andwiiich, after deducting rent, rates,

taxes, labour, interest on capital, &c., will represent the

v.alue of the sewage (which is much doubted) at lefs than

a farthing per ton. At Aldershot, where there is a return

of ;£i2oo from the waste of 7000 adults, the return per head

is 3^. 4(/. per annum. It is difficult to arrive at what pro-

portion of this is due to the sewage, independent of the

land and expenses, and I leave you to draw your own
deductions. At Norwood y. gd. per head, per annum,
represents the return derived from the whole produce,

while only gd. per head represents the profit ! These
^s ' alone are sufficient to show that a penny
on the reduced quantity of sew.age, which

t.aken as my datum, is quite as much as

vage. per se, is worth in the present state

knowledge, and that this sum should be divided

1 the landlord supplying the sew.age and the tenant

using it. If this is right, 1.1. ^\d. per head m.ay be con-

the payment due for the sewage, and in a townsidered . ^

Value of Sewage.—The value of sewage depends in of 10,000 people it would amount to ^^677

the first place upon the extent to which the excreta I is equal to £6 ly. sd. per stcre, and represents the pay-
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ment of the farnicr for the manure of tlic scwaj^'ut!

portion of his farm. In some soils, where water is avail-

able after the land has appropriated a suflficiency of

manure, a larger charge may be made for the sewage
;

but in clay soils, the retentive properties of which cannot
be altogether removed by any amount of under-drainage,

an excess of water should be met by a reduced charge.

Tliis is one reason why both storm and subsoil waters

ehould be kept out of the sewers.

The Preparation of the Za/u/.^[Ur. Denton pro-

ceeded to cliscuss tlie method of laying out the land fui

the reception of sewage—coming to tlie concki^ion

that irrigation by means of channels on the surface i^^

the only niethotl open for adoption —and then describ-

ing in succession the various methods of irrigation

practicable.]

yV/t' Return from Sezoage luin/iing.—The crop wliich

uj) to this time has commanded the greatest attention

is Italian Kye-grass, which has been generally sown in

the autumn, and has lasted two years and more ; but

experience is beginning now to show that it is more
productive if grown for one year only. Its value as a

farmer's crop consists in the extraordinary rapidity of
Its growth.

Mr. Morton lias shown that 46 tons can be prcfduced in

the year by dressings, amounting to 5520 tons per acre,

which is ecjual to 1 ton of Grass from every 120 tons of
sewage ; while Mr. Hope states that as nnich as 100 tons
per acre can be produced in the year from nearly the same
amount of dressings, which is equal to i ton of Grass for

56 tons of sewage. The value of Italian Rye-grass as a
means of purification consists in its rapacious appetite for

licjuid manurial matter, causing it to start into growth
earlier in the spring, and remain active later in the autumn
than any other known crop. The money value of Italian

Kye-grass will, of course, depend upon the market at

band. It has realised upwards of £1 a ton when fresh

cut, but the average price will probably be its. a ton, and
then only when there is a constant demand for fresh cut
Grass. But a constant sale of Italian Rye-grass is not by
any means certain. In the small towns of Rugby, Red-
ford, Banbury, and Warwick, they have already experi-
enced considerable difficulty in disposing of it, and at Ban-
bury last year they sold it by auction when ready to cut for

liay ; the price realised in the year for the two cuttings was
;^ii an acre, which is considerably less than half the
amount realised from Mr. Morton's quantity of 46 tons an
acre, at lu. a ton {£2.$ 6s.). At the Lodge Farm, last

year, the Hon. Mr. Petre actually produced and sold

53 acres of Rye-grass for £1^5°' which is ^^25 gj. 6ct. to

the acre ; and he had amongst his customers Messrs.
Pickford & Co., the well-known carriers, who had regidar
supplies for their stables, and who pronounced it to be
excellent horse fodder. I understand Mr. Darby, of
Rugby, the well-known horse-dealer, has also found
Italian Rye-grass excellent food for horses. Hitherto
there has been some doubt upon this point, and sewage-
produced Grass has been almost entirely devoted to

feeding cows and neat cattle. I mention it, therefore,

here, as it will go some way to satisfy you that the
demand will increase as the production becomes better

"known. Mr. Marriage, of Croydon, has, I believe, con-
trived to sell his fresh-cut Grass for 23J. a ton when
carried into town ; but the ordinary price on his farm has
been from ly. to i+f., when taken from the ground ready
cut and weighed. This, it must be remembered, how-
ever, is near the metropolis, and the Grass was therefore

more likely of sale than in ordinary instances. At
Norwood, last year, the Rye-grass from 28 acres of land
was sold in five or six cuttings for ^^741 os. 6d., which is

more than Mr. Pctre realised at Barking, being upwards
of /"26 per acre.

Now that it is pretty 1

grass does not remain ;ii

that it has not the cffii

ing sewage during thcr u

sewage crop may cea

wA th: Ilnli: Rv
riiii

,vie<iK*-d. Sewage
suits all roots of a succulent character ; Potatos, Mangel
Swedes, Turnips, Carrots, Parsnips, Kohl Rabi, and
Sugar-Beet, are all equally fond of it. It also suits the
leguminous vegetables ; Cabbages of every kind seem to
luxuriate in it, and vegetables of a less gross habit, such
as Celery, Lettuces, Onions, Radishes, &c., all seem to
thrive. The superiority of liquid sewage over farmyard or
any other dry manure, for the growth of roots and vege-
tables, is that it allows of transplanting, and thus making
good any delay or accidental failure up to a late period of
the year. ' Mangels have been transplanted as late as the
end of June, and have produced a heavy crop. In fact,

such is the value of a command of water in sewage, that
Mangels and most other roots are looked upon as a cer-
tainty. It is not over-estimating the average crop of Mangels
produced from sewage farming to put it at 35 tons
to the acre, which will realise at least ^^25 at 14.T.

a ton. We ha^e not had sufficient experience in Kohl
Rabi to arrive at any average weight of crop, but
there is every reason to believe it will turn out to be a
most suitable one. The same may be said of Swedes
and Turnips. Carrots and Parsnips, if grown in moderate
quantities, so as not to overstock the market, will realise

between j^3o and ^40 an acre, assuming the land to be
suitable to their growth. The whole of these root crops
appear to require very judicious treatment in the selection
of time of application, and the quantityof sewage applied,
for it is easy to overdo the dressing, and to api)ly it at the
wrong stage of growth. So with Potatos, which will

probably be found the most profitable of all roots.

Already upwards of ^^30 an acre have been made, and,
considering that it is hardly possible to overdo the market
with Potatos, as you may with Carrots and Parsnips, the
anticipation will not appear unreasonable. Cabbages of
various sorts have realised from ^20 to ^^30 an acre.

Onions, though wc are told by the Hon. Mr. Petre they
are difficult to raise, well repay the efforts to produce them

;

for he states in his " Notes for the year ending August 31,
J869," that " i^ acre of White Onions sown early in March,

which did not look well until June, realise
the plot." I desist from further details, Ik

point out the fact that in iii.uix <.r^ , n

followed bv Mangel, and Mang< 11 IV « . I. m .
iIm plml Inmg

insured by the aid of a sufficicnev of water aii<l ni:nuire.

Moreover, there is a future for Sugar-Beet and Mangels,
which renders them of extra value. It is hoped that the
one nmv be made into sugar, and the latter into feeding
r.ikc iiir i<K k. I place on the table a cake made from a
Mill-.

I In Mr. Hugh .Smith. The crops which do not
.iUsIjU'MiIv respond to sewage Ire.itment are cereals.

been obtained fiMi,, ,.i,lin,,;\ f.u mr,! l.in.i .|i r . ,,1 wnh
vard manure. Ii will I .r ,1 x, , v .littr,, m i!imi;- ^, ni, ,,m.iK
wlu . the alir

sewage Irii 111 ilir s.iil .ifi,
I ..111 1^111- the Grass or roots

will snilur tn pnidurr ihr hr.iM,' ( , . I'.ps of Wlicat, Oats,
or Beair.. \\nliMiit -t.Mithm.il ui.iiiuie; and it is not at
all improbal^k; tii.ii ue sh.Jl h.tu: fallow lands used as
filtering beds during tlie winter in preparation for cereal
cropping during tlie following summer, thus securing a
fairproi)ortion of straw. I lav great stress on the growth
of straw, as I b. 1I<m- ii will nh'iui.ih-lv br ,is hi-hU \.i1ih-(1

on a sewage f.icm .r. .in\ ..Hi,', |>mi-1u< Ihm , ni.i hiih li as
it will onlybel.\ ili.' most pi,ii,i,ii,l, h, ,!,,- cin pn.m nf

sewage produo-, uhm ii (juixit l-r .i.K.ini.iLiii iii-,K ^.M iU

the proper moment, that sewage farming will re.uh its full

profit.

To bring these various prices of produce into account
and put before yovi the balance-sheet, I will assume that

for a town of 10,000 inhabitants a farm of 150 acres is

established, on 100 acres of which the sewage will be
utilised. Let us further assume that with good manage-
ment at least one crop is produced every year from the

whole farm, and that, for the sake of simplicity of calcu-

lation, the whole is sold as it is produced. Wc shall then
have the following figures to deal with :--

Receh-is.
lores Italian Ryc-gras-s {20 acres sold gri

acre, 20 acres sold for hay at ^12 los.) ..

acres permanent Grass (10 acres for winter
£6 an acre average)

i Mangels
Potatos

It Z24 K

,/i6

1.625:

vcmgc 490

OUTGOI
Rent, with rates and taxes
Charge for .sewage
Rent-charge for pr<rparing and tir;

Labour, horse and hand
Seeds, repair of implements, fee.

Interest on capital

Tenant's profit ^568

By this statement it would appear that the tenant-farmer's

profit and interest on capital would be j^643 a year from
150 acres of land ;

while the sewer authorities of a town
acting as their own tenants would realise the same amount
in addition to the charge for sewage, making very nearly

2s. Shd. a head on the 10,000 persons contributing the

sewage.

But this, perhaps, is assuming a favourable view of
things : it is supposing the produce all sold, antl the

money all realised. I will now claini your attention to the

disadvantages and drawbacks of sewage farming. In the
first place the sewage farmer will be under obligation to

receive and dispose of the sewage at all times of the year,

whether it be profitable or not to utilise it ; and when you
consider that, with a town of 10,000 inhabitants using

20 gallons of water a head, there will be delivered to the

farmer every day, winter and summer, 9000 tons of

sewage which must be so dealt with and discharged in a
pure condition, the obligation assumes a very serious

aspect. If filtration through land in a fallow state will

sufficiently purify sewage during winter when vegetation

does not want it, this difficulty is very much reduced, and
we should regard sewage farming in a diffi:irciit aspect

;

and it will become an object of the highest importance
so to devise the system of filtration that it shall operate

as the best means of placing and storing the iTianurc

required for future instead of growing crops. The next

drawback is that of being obliged to dispose of your
free-growing Grass directly it is fit to cut. If cut for

use while green, there must be the customer near at hand
to purchase and remove it as soon as it is ready, or it

suffers considerable damage, and causes injury to the

succeeding crop as well. If there be no customer, the

farmer must let it stand for hay ; or he may provide slock

to consume it in a green state, when he departs from the

simple course of disposing of the crop as soon as it is ready
for sale, and alters the whole system of arrangement.
He has the alternative of selling by auction the Grass
when fit to cut for hay, as is done at Banbury and other

places, and transfer the risk of making it to the pur-

chasers. These difficulties are very considerable, owing
to the fact that the crop is too bulky to dry in the natural

way by being spread upon the surface of the ground
which has produced it ; it must be cither wholly or
partially removed to an adjacent surface, or it must be
artificially dried. Against these drawbacks or difficulties,

however, there is the set-off of prospective advantages to

l)c gained by the adoption of a .system of cropping more
nearly approaching that of market gardening tlian I have
mentioned. If Onions and spring Peas. Lettuces, and
such like vegetables are produced, my figures will sink
into insignificance ; or if milk is produced and sold suc-
cessfully, the business assumes a different character.
This I leave for future development. My remarks have
already been too lengthy ; and I have only to hope
that they have been kept sufficiently close to the point
to secure a profitable discussion, and that you will give
me credit for placing the details in an unvarnished condition
before you.

Farm Memoranda.
Wester Uoss : J/air/i i.—For three months the

frost has been so continuous, that on sonic northernly
cxiios.-.l firm-,, nn.I on tliosc nnicli sheltered liy wood
ll"; I'l"" I' •

:
.'II that thnc has never K-en yoked •

and >. I iln ,r I,,, . huL-n very little snow, and alloycther
tlie Mini., h.i, breii healthy, pleasant, anil braeinj;.
Durhiy the early part of the autumn the weather was
so conthiously wet, and afterwards the frost set in so
early that only a small breadth of autumn Wheat was
gilt down ; and although we have had a few days since
the new year, which, on the better exposed farms, were
taken advantage of for Wheat-sowing, and during
which llio soil worked admirably, the breadth yet
sown IS -ir.iily Is than usual. Vegetation has been
•ill I"" 'i i"i. Wlieat sown in tlie middle of Novem-
ber is y<i M.iuilylu be seen aboveground. The soil
that wuidd have been sown with Wheat will now be
seeded with Barley, which will be more profitable
should the relative prices of both continue .as they now
arc. Our spring must now be an exceedingly busy
one. Some of the gi-cen-crop lot lias yet to receive its
winter furrow ; nearly the whole breadth of lea for
Oats has yet to be seed-furrowed, and on the whole
there is quite a sufficiency of work for the horses to go
through. So far as the cereal crops arc concerned,
tliis is not yet the year in which the farmers in this
(piarter are to grow rich. Grain at its best is bringing
a low figure

; but much of it with us was so deteriorated
by the incessant rain in harvest, that it fetches some
8j. or Io.r. per quarter below the price of the best
([uality. The rain began about the niiildle of harvest,
and all the grain secured befiirc its commencement is

of excellent quality, and fetches a comparatively high
price ; but what was secured afterwards was much
discoloured antl partially sprouted, and consequently
fetches a greatly reduced price. Home farmers have
realised for their whole crop of Barley some 34f. or
35.r. per quarter, while their neighbours, with land
equally good, may have realised 2$s. or 26s. With
Wheat, however, it has not been so b.ad, fiir although
all tliat was overtaken in the field by the rain was
carted home in a very bad state, yet the continued frost

of winter has been peculiarly fovmirable for bringing it

into condition. In autumn it was supposed that our
Turnip crop would scarcely be consumeil. The keen
demand for sheep for the .South brought away more
than the usual number from us, consequently a smaller
number than usual went on Turnips, but the winter
has been severe on the hills, and a good many of the
older sheep had to be brought to the low country ; and
besides, an unusual iiuantity of our Turnips was
destroyed by the frost, so that now they have become
so scarce that many of the sheep will have to return
too early to the hills, and artificial food will have lo l.c

largely drawn on to keep on our cattle. Cattle were
bought in cheaply in autumn, antl arc now selling at a
price that leaves a decent profit, while sheep also are
selling well. The winter has been unusually severe on
the labouring class. Kven where there was a suffi-

ciency of work, the weather preventetl its accom-
plishment.

Miscellaneous.
Carriai-.e in Siii.i r iiv RAri,.—Mr. licalc I'.rownc,

of Salpcrton I'ark, sm-.l iIm- Ci.mI Western Isailway

Com]5any, before iIh' ' In li'iili:iin County Court,

for ^35, the kiss alK ;. .1 1.. I" n,iained by the delay
of the defendants in drliM 1 m.; M\cn sheep. I'^arly in

August the Hereford branch of the Great Western
Railway was closed for the change of gauge, which, at

that date, was carried out. On August 17 the jilainliff,

who is well known as a breeder of CotswoUl sheep,

sent seven tups into Cheltenham, to be convcyctl to

Hereford by rail, for sale at IlerefortI fair on the

ftillowing day. They were delivcretl at the Cheltciiham

station at an early hour on the 17th, but they did not

reach Hereford until the evening of the 19th, having

been on the road, without food or water, for 48 hours.

As a consequence of this, not only could they not be
sold at the fair, which was then over, but they had
much deterioratetl in value, and could not be sold at

all, some for a fortnight nntl some for three weeks
afterwards. It was .idiiiitlctl that the jilaintifTs servant

hatl signed the usual con^^ignincnt note, which was
contentletl to exonerate the tlcfcndants from any con-

sequences of delay, antl it was a question whether the

conditions of that note were oven'idden by the general

law that conveyance must be within reasonable time,

and whether the time was reasonable. The company
endeavoured to show that by the breaking uji of their

rails on the Hercfortl and Ross branch, they were
compelled to take the sheep rtiuntl by a much longer

route ; but they did not attempt to prove any special

notice to plaintiff of irregularity of conveyance, antl

the assumjition that the general notice had come to the

plaintifTs knowledge was resistetl. In the end, the

Judge put these questions to the jury:—Whether the

plaintiff believed he was scntling by the direct route

when he despatched his sheep ; whether, supposing

the direct route to have been taken, the delay on the

road was a reasonable one ; and lastly, supposing the

indirect route to be a proper one, the company were

then guilty of no unreasonable delay ? In the event of

the verdict being against the comjiany on these points,
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Ihc jurj- would have to assess tlie damages. The jury,

aflcr a very brief consideration, rettirned a vcrilict

against the company on aU three issues, assessing the

damage at £-^ lo.r. each sheep, or l^^ Io.f. m all.

His Honour inlimaled that the legal limit was ;62 per

head and the iilaintifl's counsel then elected to reduce

the damages to ^14, for which a verdict was recorded.

CIjc ®lccl\'s Morli.
usualMarch \2.—Porh-v SmI 7iVw.—'Ihis is tl

lime of sowing Harley in our southern counties,

liarley, although it enjoys a wider range of '^I't"'';^ f"''

ils iialural climalc than either the Whe.^t [?] or Oat,

and allhourli it also nulls freely when sound, thereby

sui.p'lvin- rnn,l I., ll.c young plants in their first stage

of (.iiniih vel a i.roper di-gree of warmth and moisiuie

is ne.'cs'ary to Mi.cessful growth in earlylife, and :.

Ai-lifuinI Manures.—I.ate seasons have their peculiar

demands upon this class of fertilisers, and although it

would be as yet premature to pronounce the present

season late—taking the kingdom as a whole—it is,

nevertheless, now beginning to be so for a few of the

southern counties. Thus crops will refpiirc to be forced

forward, so as to cover the land before the drought^ of

May sets in, and if May is moist and grovving

there will be a tendency to loo much straw and lodging.

To provide for both these emergencies, roasting and

Iodising, may appear at first sight no easy task but

when we attend to the peculiar fiinetions which the

sails of soda and potash perform it is otherwise ;
for

taking common salt and the muriate of jiolash as the

cheapest and readiest fertilisers, they both absorb

moisture from the atmosphere in dry weather, while in

growing weather they promote early maturity, with

slroiiL'c'r straw and more corn. Farmers may thus cut

linn knot with a two-edged sword.

altered. Calves arc ratlicr lower. Our foreign supply-

consists of 205 licASts, 1730 Sheep, and 96 Calves.

IIm' (

;p!iei'e with plenty of light

' (if Ihc seed. On some souuu 1 n

'.rSrMll.iiM.bcreorbig, avaiiely

. Ill l,i\i.iir;\l>le seasons in the

„,l,,:,li, , iiwassown. luNorway

lily of growth in the dilTerent

m on; .^ common. The Chevalier and

oilier varieties of the South grow more slowdy in the

South, but in favourable seasons yield heavier crojis of a

finer tiualily. Hut this season, so far as gone, is not

favourable fw- southern varieties in the malting stage of

i:r.. ....,1 last year (1869) was very exceptional as to

„,i;.- lan.'c of Harley generally, v.me rounties

\M.ih \Hl.iiiig a finer and 1m, um, imple of

,, ^ „MiM , ihan those of the S-uil,. I„,.ni.-the

jiigln, 1.1,1 year were warmer in llu' N-nl, than

South. This is true generally, the

genial Ic

ripening and perfee

exposures in the noi

„f liarley, is somei

-lacUyard some tw"

and Sweden this 1

stages of plant lifi

the .

of till

; feitili

V ,., nerally arc

husband tilt

..__ same may be ;

isphates, sulphates.

Best Scots, Herc-
fords &c. . . 5

Best Sfiorthoms.. 4

2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-brcd.s . . 5

Do. Shorn . . .

Beasts, 888 ; Sheep :

Best Long-wools 5 4105 8

— . . Pigs

nd Lambs, 6225 ; Calve

.. 4 o-fi

147 ; Pigs, —

.

METROPOLITAN MEA T MARKET.-March 10.

Best Fresh Butter 181. per dozen lb

Second do. do • '5^- ••

Small Pork, 51. od. to SJ. Srf. ; Large Pork, 41. \d. to

5^. od. per 8 lb.

mark: lane.
MoN March 7.

tliev were III m^- .j^^m... ^ ..— — ='"" VV^'i .

nin'her South the colder the summer nights, liu i

Ihc difference last year was greater than usual
|

between certain counties North and South, but less

between others. And as the f|uality of Barley sufrers

more from cold nights than «arm days, there will this

vear be an unusual diversit\' in the normal riuality ol

ieed Harley unless judieiou- changes of seed are made.

Mad seasiins mean iiuicli fi-ostcd Barley, it may be

both at the forming and ripening of the ear—not merely

dead grain with black end, but half-dead grain vvhose

normal constitution has been so injured as to unfit it for

being sown as seed this year; and a change of seed

Harley this year implies, in our southern ciniiities. not

merely sound seed, but seed adapted for being sow n

much later in the season than usual. In the North

mine l:iilr\ ;, Mun in April than in March, purposely

,,, :n,,i,l I,,; hn H il,i Inrmalion of the ear. Barley

n.,„,ii, . 1 im. , , 1 In 1 ; lull of this more wdien a less

uiif,u.n...,l,K: season t ! s, ,wing alTives.
^

Autumn ;r/;,vrf.f.—'t'op-dress with nitrate of smla,

I J cwt. to the acre, or I cwt. of sulphate of ammonia,

or L'uano 3 cwt., or whatever fertiliser the land

niav iriiuire at lliis reason. The usual time of top-

dicssiiv is IS so. Ill .1, spring growth commences, so as

to gi\c"llie youni; plants the full benefit of an early

start ; but tlie luesent .season is so cNceptional that it

\-ere"diflicult to .say, even at the time we write, if

Sluing growth is yet begtm in some districts ;
but

whetiicr begun or not top-dressing should now be

iTd lie more largely used

I'hosr who bum wood should

ashes w ith the greatest care ;

d of the salts of lime, viz., the

piiospiiaies, =u.^..-.^^, ..id carbonates, as they conduce

to the more solid structure of plants along with carbon,

and without which plants, including almost all our

cultivated varieties, never show a normal vitality sufh-

eient to cope with an unfavoui-able season. At one

time immonin was Ih.- pana.-.-a for evervlhing, but It

,von'i .loiiiilioni ilir oiliri , ;nsl rv | ir, n-iice begins to

teaili ilial ilii- tiiii I
iliiii. 11 'I Hspnir to be in much

gl-ealn- |,io|,o,l|on llMiiw.r. Ilirn ijliuhUed.

Cah'w" is very general this moulh, and it is a bad

plan to shift springing cows when their time is out into

a loose roomy box to calve. It is much better to put

them there as Ihcy go diy, and not to shift them back

to Iheir stalls until some time aflcr calving, when they

are wholly recovered. Ilalflhe difi'iculties experienced

I al calving arise from springing cows standing on a

sloping stall, knocking against the Irevices and the like.

! The day is not far distant wdien roomy cow-boxes will

[
be the rule all the year over. /(' />'.

The supply of I'.iiglish Wlicat to this morning's m.arket

w,as very small, wliieli brought an advance of is. per

(ir. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. There was a

good attendance, and a fair consumptive demand for

foreign Wheat, .American and Russian bringing is. per

cir. more money than on this day week. Barley and

Beans were ic per cp-. dearer. The Oat trade was steady

at an improvement of 3rf. to 6(/. per cjr. Flour was

unchanjjed in value.

Prick ri'R imi'Friai. yuAlsTER. s. t. \s. s-

Whpat Essex, Kent. SuBbllc. While 38—47 Red 35~46
_ — fine selected runs..do. 40—51 Red.... I-"—«
_ — Talavera S4—56 „ ,_ — Norfolk — Red....

— Foreign ;• • p'"'-* ,. , .

BM!LEV,grind.&di5t.,25st0 3oJ..Chcv. 39—42 Mating
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling 22—25 Malting

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ^=^^^4'

— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato 24-26 Feed ..

— Irish Potato 23-25 feed .,

— Foreign Poland and Brew 21—24 teed ..

Ryb 32—38 Foreign

RvE-]Hi!Al^ Foreign ••
I

I

Bhans, Mazagan. .. . 3<«. to 37^- -Tick 31—49 Harrow .
.
31—49

Pigeon ....5W. to 56*.. .Winds, — |Longi)Od.. —
— Foreign SmalUi-43 I'.gyiitian .

Pras, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 32—42 SulTolk .

.

— Maple, 41J. to 45s Orcy 32—42; Foreign .

.

Maize — il'orcign

applied,

will permil.

spring fertill

hoeing : Im'

solid lie tell

contrary, lln

do they foicc

J'lvs may
which tl

Flocr, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—43!
— 2d ditto ditto 28—40 Country

.

— Foreign per barrell

33—36

35—43
33—37
29—31

28-40
29-SS

Notices to Corresipondents. WEnxr-sDAv, March 9.

,.,,,. 1 .« XI, 11,,rem- p.usiness in the Erain trade to-day has been only mode-
BONF.S : A. B. C. You had better apply o «>«. „ ;"b"ftlie tone of the market has been good, and prices

of the London Manure Company, ji6, I^enclinrch
jfj; |;;;;;';;;;|, ,,,^;i,„„i„„i. From Essex and Kent the

'
''-S. 1 r „i .„!,„ o =^rvire-,H,- addition to arrivals of Wheat have been hmited. The demand h.as

I'.'sbehevTdtobe aseruc^^^^^^^
animated, but die cpiotalions have ruled firm.

...,d nilrate of soc^.a =>"<> "''P' '^''^

.°V,"X,'^
™'

Tie show of foreign Wheat has been good. The trade

.
ilily

^'^™f'''•"'"f,

>"';^"' "''°^;8™.''\^';'!1
I as hecu, rum, ami full rates have been realised. With

manures promote. Apiilying 2 to 4 c«
.

iiei acre
r,.,j_ ,,,„

'

i^.,, |,.,o,,in niodeiati-ly supplied ; business
the larger quantity to Ihe lighter .soils-aloug with the i

Barlej
^'^^2^';^^} ,:;,,,'

. , n o.n Imln , at full

I cwl of nitrate or sulphate of ammonia, or the 2 or 3 ,

to a .'nocleiat. ^n ni n,

,,,,,,, ,,,,, .u,.

ew" of guano that you'apply as a top-dressing.
|

eurreneu=s. ^^.Mall .. ,|;;;,;i:;:;,'
-^l;",,: ^ ,„ ,:,;;::^j'^

full prices. Ik';

Slarhcts.
ENGLISH WOOL.

cell liriu, nnd Wa-. have been

been iteady in value, with a

)N nv Water Carriagr.

KST Pricks of Engi-is

;s—Southdown hoggets
iWc

,u,. as the wealher and stale of the land

Some luefer deferring the application of

ei-s until immedialely before the last

r s, , n. I 11 e in this, for, once in the land,

M, 1 nnioi he hoed out again. On the

moil lUs |.|) you hoe the more vigorously

loiu.iid c.uly growth.

I'ct be sown on early calcareous soils, to

partial. The land should be well

Half-bred ditto

Kent Fleeces
Southdown ewes and wether
Leicester ditto

Sorts—Clothing
Combing . v

HA Y.—pcr Lottdofid Trusses.

Smitmfiri.d, Thiirsd.iy, March 10.

Meadow Hay 75J. to 801. Clover, old

5°

autumn fallowed, but last year this could not be done

in many districts, and spring fallowing with a good

season it must be borne in mind, is essentially

neccssiry for a Vea crop, .although the contrary is stdl

credited in some out-of-the-way places. No doubt, on

naturally rich laiul, and a good season, the crop is a

"smothering one." according to the old rule--killing

out weeds and otherwise ncutr.alising the effects ol

w orking Ihe land in a bad season, but ihe old practice

is a iio.ii' apology for mismanagement.

ll,;<,is seldom do well when sown so late as this, but

exceptional seasons are not subject to the ordinary

rules of time. We have sown even later than this, and

reaped a fine harvest ; much depends upon getting

alinr sol Issl. with a favourable start to the youn-

',,1,1,1 . I 111 I'ican is a deep-rooted plaiil, and there

hiu u.inii. . 'li-cp tillage, with a sound bottom. The

plaiil i.- .1 l.i'.ge consumer of lime and potash, and

these indicate' the nature of the specific fertilisers it

requires. It occupies a wide range of latitude, grow-

ing freely and maturing its seed in our northern

counties, and like Wheat, and, indeed, all other culti-

vated crops, it is affecled by the time of sowing, and

this normal characteristic requires to be attended m
cbanging seed.

, , ,, 1

Ciilihr'i--l>.Ji, if not sown last month, should be so

early in this a^'llie weather will permit, so as to get up

strong plants fin- transplanting. The later the more

forcing they need, an.l the gieater the distance between

plants, so as to grow them hardy and healthy.

Hop Gardens. — Finish digging and pnining as

toon as the season will permit of the cuttings being

'bedded for propagation. Blaut new hills, and get the

poles ready for setting next month.

Inferior do.

Rowcn .

Inferior do
Straw 24

CUMUERLAND M
Slip. Meadow H.iy 84

Inferior do. ..

70 Prln
rdo.

<)M.I

Infcrior do.

New do. ..

Superior Clo

70

c MeadewHay

Hay V.

Infe
Charles James

:et, Thursday, M.irch

J.
I
Inferior Clover .

.

77 New do —
— Straw 30

130 I

JosilCA I

pel, Thursday, March 10.

to 825.
I

Prime old Clover.. 120J

70 Inferior do. do. .. 90— Prime 2d cut do. . .
—

New Clover .. ..105

28 1 Inferior do 80

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, March 7.

The supply of Be.asts is again short, and the weather

ver\' favourable for slaughtering, consequently prices have

advanced on all descriptions. The number of Sheep is

1
1,"!' but there is a good demand ; a cKarance is very

-uly cfl'ected at rather higher rates. Choice Calves are
, ^^^^ ,,„ acivanee 01 2.,. i>

•arce and rather dearer. Our foreign supply consists jj^otc^ i.t. per bale higl

r n..ocic fi^fio Sheen, and 7=; Calves : from Scotland ,i,,ni-pr. Serine Tares m

LivF.RPOOI-, March 8.—Market well attended. Large

business doing in Wheat, at an advance of fully 2d. on

red and 3d. on white since Friday. Flour in better

request, at 61I. to i.t. advance. Beans steady. Oats and

Oatmeal firm, and prices are unchanged. Indian Corn m
moderate request ; round yellow, 37.1. 6rf.

Averages.
'
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GRASS SEEDS, for Laying Down Land
TO PERMANENT PASTURE, LAWNS, BOWLING-GREENS, &c.

Peter Lawson & Son,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C., and at EDINBURGH,

Offer their celebrated MIXTURES of the above, suitable for all soils and situations. Their extensive Stocks
of GRASSES and CLOVERS have been most carefully selected, thoroughly cleaned, and cannot be surpassed in

quality. Prices and full particulars on application.

Tables of Mixtures and every information is given in their " AGROSTOGRAPHI.\ ; a Treatise on the
Cultivated Grasses and other Herb.age and Forage Plants

;

" price Half-a-Crown, gratis to customers.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. SHARPE
si: stocks of

THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF SEED
Which they offer to tlie Trade at low prices ;

—

POTATOS,

AMKRICAN ROSE KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST
KINi;
DRUMMOND'S PROLIFIC ROUND
DALMAHOY
FOXE'S SEEDLING
0.\FORD

EARLY FORTY FOLD
„ FLOUR-BALL
„ COCKNEY
„ BRITISH QUEEN

MARTIN'S GLOBE

BARRON'S PERFECTION
WALKER'S EARLY REGENT
FLUKE KIDNEY | ROCKS.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

J. C. VV^HEKLER & SON'S
( eli:p,r.\ti-:d seed potatos.

WHEELERS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY
We can recommend for carliness, flavour, size, and crop. In comparison with the Ashleaf it is as early, whilst it

produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior to that variety. Wc can recommend it with the most
perfect confidence, and have much pleasure in referring to the annexed letters, speaking in high terms of its earliness
and excellence. 3s. 6d. per peck ; 12s. per bushel (661b.)

"
I have grown your Gloucestershire Kidney here for the Inst five

years with all other early kinds, and find yours tn be much tlie

eaHicst."—Mr. Speed, Cardtmr to the Right Hon. Lord Pcnrhyn,
Ftnrhyn Castle.

" Your Gloucestershire Kidney, which I had from you last year,

turned out so well that I feci I cannot do belter than have some more

his year. I had not a diseased one amonR them, and double the enrom any 1 have had for the I^ years I have planted on these premises
-Nathaniel I reasure, Tewkesbury Utt ion.

" I grew last year more than laolb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys p
ahty.^ Mymansajs_i4olb.,and I think he

i L. May, ir«/ Pui/ord, Aortk Devon.

WHEELERS' MILKY WHITE.
4s. per peck ; 14s. per bushel (56 lb.)

ery way. They ha'

, Bedford.

sh for a better
I
and again for lending them."—Re

lould do sc. _._ .

I have heen thank
. A- Wood, CattUm

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE. is. per packet, Post Free.

THE

COCOA-NUT CABBAGE

IS A NEW
AND

VERY EARLY VARIETY,

PERFECTLY DISTINCT, OF

MOST EXCELLENT

FLAVOUR.

It should be planted i8 inches

apart.

Will yield an early and

continuous supply.

This Cabbage is a decided

novelty, and a

great acquisition.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
Large packet, Is. ; Smaller packet, 6d., Post Free.

! is a wonderful favourite
nmer Lettuce I liavc neve
, Stafford Farm.

tuce ii a capital variety for v

to send him anolhe
- Woffdbine Hiil.
'. of the best Lcttua

PATERSON'S SUPERB MELON. is. per Seed.
This extraordinary Melon was raised during the last summer (18C9) at Pontypool P.ark, by Mr. Paterson,

Gartlcner to Mrs. Hanbury Leigh; it weighed 241b., and measured 42 inches in circumference. It was raised from
the Netted Scarlet-flesh, crossed with the Black Rock; of exquisite flavour, and very handsome, with fine rich
scarlet flesh ; and, as seen by the dimensions given, of extraordinary size and weight.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

w Mangel 'Wurzel Seed.
\Nr) CO. have to offer choice stocks of all
iricticsof MANC.EI, WURZEL. Their
OKANCMO liLODE,
l.AKI^.E RED.
INTEKMEDIATE YELLOW, and
LONG YELLOW

ood, and are oficred at moderate prices.
I CC)., Seed Merchants, .Station Road, Wood Orcein,

I7'.\RM SEEDS of all sorts, best quality, extra clean.—
^ TRICED LIST on application.

EaslRatc Street, Chester.

To Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free (gratia to pur-
chasers). All kinds of Farm Seeds at very low prices.

JAMES CARTER and CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 23P,
High Holborn, London, W.C.

gPECECIAL
NORMANTON

OFFERS of

IV MANGEL
es' Intcrmcdiat

CAHIIAGE SEED—Large Drumhead
Thousand Head
Enfield Market
Green Kohl Rabi

A large assortment of Swede;
4 lb. 4 bushel Sacks, I bushel, 6J.

sman, Market

New and Select Farm Seeds.

FR.VNCI!
the Old E

the " Upt(
turn:

from picked b

Seeds of the val

excepted), carriage free

'KICED CATALOGUE of
ill be sent gratis and post free

Suttons' Potatos for Plauting.

MESSRS. suT'i oxs- I >i':scRiPTiVE l:
is now ready, and may be had j,'ralis and post-free. Their s

of I'otatos has been selected with grciit care, and can be relied c

Eerfcctly true to name. Lowest price per cwt., sack, or
jrwardcd on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Orowers, Reading.

The beat Potato for the Main Crop Is

SUTTONS- |;l-:kKSHIl-;i': kidney, raised and

it to be by far the best of them all, an.l

tubers are of eood size, very numemn'
is most valuable for the main gard< n

free from disease, while other variciu
destroyed. Price 5*. per peck, cheapti

, Reading.

pOTATOS.—Ashleaf Kidney Early, Handsworth,
" ' " - - . ^ "mahoy and Fluke, nice selected seed, can

ARTICHOKE, Jerusalem, fine quality.
~

"

" "

AlsoSEAKALE,

Lancaster.

for present use, or Seed, can be offered i

"^'^'h.'and R. STIRZAKER.Skei

Choice Seed Potatos.

HOOPER AND CO. have still choice Stocks of the
nndernnied;-

EARLY ROSE— ij. 6rf. per lb. : 7 lb., m.
URKSEK'S KINOJof the EA R LI KS {" The Fifty Dollar Potato.")—

61. per lb. ; 7 lb., 401.
HRESKKS PROLIFIC—31. per lb. ; 7 lb., i&. 6rf.

CLIMAX,— 31. per lb. ; 71b., i8j. 6rf.

It( >\''1N1 A (enormous cropper).—Reduced pricc,r)rf.p.lb. \']S.hd. p, neck.
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.—Prime seed from special culture, direct

from raiser, and other kinds.

CATALOGUES ready. Liberal terms to the Trade.

HOOPER and CO., Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

RINTOUL'S NEW
I the
side

opper, and of first'

, Rinloul,

lending this variety all

s decidedly

HEADLEYS SEEDLING POTATO
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860,

Richard Headley, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced
diseased
to any kind hithe:

-pcning by the
perfectly s

" R. He;

I heavy croppei

liddlc of July,
nd and fit for u:

Opinions
Ilcj- VV,ur Socllinf;

from seed, in i860, by
I

, . jry hardy, and superior m navour
Althougt) a second early variety,

it has the great merit of keeping
il August in the following year.

IE Pb
firstr

^ _ _ , ,
yellowish,

,» flavour. 'A heavy crop was
. 30. 1869.

of the Flute
mealy."

—

Jo
Prii

'aurnal cf/Ioriieittiure, Oct. ai,

The usual disPrice 5*. per peck. 1 he 1

ALFRED FRYER, The Nur:
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WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS SEEDS, for

Permanent Pasture, of the finest guality. are fully described aiid

priced in WHEELER'S 'iLLUSTRAtED BOOK on GRASSES,
which may be had s

SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, are supplied in large or small quaiitiUes, at extremely

""j/a^^'HEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and

59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS are forwarded carriage free to all railway stations

in the Kingdi

emcly moderate.
liscount for Cash.
SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester ; and

ON LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMANENT
PASTURE.

*' For eetting up the subject of Grasses we cannot coiicene a

handier book than Miss Flues', which is furnished with ample and

accurate illustrations; while for putting her data to the prool, aiicl

testing' the value of hints and suggestions, it may be well to make
acquaintance with that really scientilic iivchure, Messrs. WHEELERS
Illustrated Book on Glasses."—Saturday Rcvtc-w.

A Copy will be forwarded free on application to

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Grass-Seed INlerchants, Gloucester;

and 5g, Mark Lane, London, E.G. ^^___ .

On Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture.

"These enterprising Seedsmen (Messrs. Wweelf.r & Son), it

introducing a new element into their calculations for laying down land,

have undoubtedly a good iAca.."— The Field.

MESSRS. V^HEELER AND SON supply the

FINEST and BEST GRASSES and CLOVERS (all included)

for laying down land :

—

For One Year at 13s. 6rf. per acre.

For Two Years jyj. 6rf. per acre.

For Four Years 22s. od. per acre.

Permanent Pasture . . from 26s. to 32s. od. per acre.

All Carriage free. Inferior qualities cheaper.„„ „„^, ^ _j ^ — Gloucester, and

S:UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS
*

FOR ALL SOILS.

Opinion of the late Professor Lindlev, Royal Horticultural Society :—
^' We have already made trial of your Grass Seeds, and it is only

justice to say that they are the best we have sown for many years."

Sutton &• Sons have had the honour of supplying their Grass Seed

Mixtures to the Royal Farms,

The Government Works at Port- 1 The Aldershot Camp ;

sea, Southsea, Portland, and The Curragh Camp;
Spithead ; |

The Royal Horticultural Soci

The Crystal Palace

;

Park, Halifax ;
'

and the leading Estates in the kingdc

Cricket Ground ;

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

Notice to the Trade.
LAXTON'S NEW PEAS, ALPHA and SUPREME.

HURST AND SON beg to state that they are holders

of half the stock of the above valuable varieties; also the

HUNDREDFOLD or COOK'S FAVORITE, and the entire stock of

MCMILLAN'S QUEEN of the MARROW. They have also grown
t 1.. „r T A vxi-iM'c PROTTFTr Descrmtions of all in

They hav

good supply of the tru'^.,,,„, „ ^ _^^.^ .._, RED 'anil WHITE "Italian
TRIPOLI ONION, and the GIANT ROCCA, all of which are

ethis
HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

s UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for PASTURES,
20s. to 32s. per acre, carriage free.

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for PARK GROUNDS,
iZs. per bushel, carriage free.

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for GARDEN LAWNS,
IS. per lb., or 20s. per bushel, carriage free. Sow three bushels

s UTTONS'
GROUNDS,

e bushels per!.-.-.
Koyal Berks Seed Eslablishmem, Reading.

SEEDS for CROQUET
OS. per bushel, carriage free. Sow

S'
PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS,

e, carriage free.

SUTTON and SONS, Reading, Berks.

PARIS. I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867 I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
_ .irdedt
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsi -) the Queen, Reading, Berks.

Improvement of Grass Lands, at from 4s. 6d. to 9s.

per acre.

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE should
now be sown. 6 to 12 lb. per acre.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants.

Sleaford, have surplus slocksof the undernamed articles, and wil

give favourable quotations for them on application :—

PEAS—Ringleader, or (

First Crop,
Daniel O'Rourke.
Early Frames.
Early Emper<
Essex Rival.

Bishop's Long-podded Dwari
Dickson's Favourite.
Prizetaker Green Marrow.
Woodford's Green Marrow.
Eedman's Imperial.
Flack's Victory.

McLean's Advancer.
McLean's Little Gem.
Blue Scimetar.
Climax, or Napoleon.
Eugfinie.
Harrison's Perfection.

Vegetable, Agricnltural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of 'the finest kinds

jitivation of the above-named, is now published, and will be

forwarded to applicants. The stocks of SEEDS have all been procured

from the best possible sources; all are warranted genuine, and are

offered at the lowest possible prices. Intending purchasers are re-

:ed to compare the prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery', Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

RICHARD SMITH'S 2i:f. Collection of VEGETABLE
SEEDS contains the following approved kinds. Carnage free.

ONION—White Spanish.

{^ UCUMBER, ARMITAGE'S SATISFACTION.
KJ IS. per packet, Five seeds—Having tested tins variety at oiir

Nurseri', its merits cannot be too highly stated, for it was admitted by

all who saw it growing, as one of the most prolific, best in shape,

large, smooth, good colour, and quality not surpassed. Recommended

WILl'i'am'aRMITAGE AND SON, Seed Merchants. Huddersfield.

/CUCUMBER, DICKSON'S FAVOURITE, or

Kj all the year ROUND.
We can confidently recommend this as one of the best Cucumbers

grown, while it is second to none for general purposes. In Winter it

grows about i foot long, and in SummerfromiS to 18 inches, is of deep

green colour, very handsome, delicate m flavour, and particularly

tender, crisp, and juicy. It is very prolific, showing two to three fruit

at every joint, and furnishes a conlmual supply of handsome Cucumbers

during the Winter, Spring, and Summer monUis. Per packet, is. (jd.

and 2s. 6rf-'p.OpSK^e^.^
^ ARTHUR DICKSON & SON,

The " Old " Established Seed Warehouse. io6. Easlgatc Street, Chester.

Buttons' Prize Cucumber Seeds, Post Free.

Good Clover Seeds at Maxlset Prices.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply the above, of best

quality. Samples and prices may be had gratis and post free on

appli
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Grf . Reading.

Grass Seeds.

BOLTON AND CO. beg to offer NEW SEED of the

best GRASSES.
FOREIGN ITALIAN RYE-GR.\SS
HOME-GROWN do. do.

ANNUAL RYE-GRASS
PERENNIAL do
EVERGREEN do

And all the best kinds of Natural Grasses, Mixtures for Permanent
Pastures and Meadow Lands, to suit the different varieties of Soil

Mixtures of Grass Seeds also made up for all situations :—
CEMETERIES l

CROQUET GROUNDS
RAILWAY BANKS I ORCHARDS

And SHADY PLACES.
Prices, either per Bushel or per Acre, to be had on application.

BOLTON AND CO,, Seed M^erchaius, Station Road, Wood Green,

London, N.

Prizetaker, i pint.

French Dwarf, 1 pint.

Scarlet Runners, i pinl

-Nuttings' fine Kei;

Cabbage-
Worcei
Wheeh
Red Pickling, packet
Curled Savoy, packet.

Carrol—Early Scarlet Ho'
James's Intermediate. 1

Imperial Altringham
'uliflower—Early Loi

F'or larger and small _

: DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free

Cress—Australia
Plain, 4 oz.

Cucumber— Smith's £dc Frame,
packet.

Stockwood Ridge, packet
Endive—French Curled, packet.

Leek—Musselburgh, packet.

Lettuce — Champion Cabbage*

Paris White Cos, packet.
Bath Cos, packet.
Drumhead, packet.

^lood Red, i c

Silver Skinned, i oz.

Parsnip—Hollow Crowned, i oz

Parsley—Fine Garnishing, perp
Radish—Wood's Early Frame,2

1

Early Scarlet, 2 oz.

Turnip, mixed, 2 oz. .

Spinach—Summer, J pint.

Turnip—Early Six-Weeks, i oz.

Vegetable Marrow, packet.

Pot Herbs, 4 packets.

; and prices of other Garden Seeds,

applic

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

-piARLY SPRING FLOWERS.
ANEMONE ELANDA (GrceccJ.—Blooms with the Snowdrop ; flowers

size of a ciown piece; deep brilliant blue, rarely pale blue or

„ APEN
„ HORI
„ CORU

CROCUS :

r rich purple. Inpots, 6d.

inc. In pots, ad.

I.—Shaded pale violet ; broad

CHRYSANTHUS (Aucheri, Greece},—Deep o

CRIMEAN SN("i\vr)ROr((;

OUTTON^' LEKKSIIIRE CHAMPION,
10 ts- 6*i. per packet.

HAMILTON'S NEEDLE ^-UN,«.6rf. per packet,

HVMILTON'S BRITISH VOLUNTEER," ^''

HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLEj-
>thcr good

SONS,'Reading, Berk&

bd. per packi

PRICED "catalogue, Gratis and Post Free

SUTTON -— --^-^"^ T*„-.j.„„
ipplic:

\ \l
,'

' -
-[

-.
I

I \i
I

! I
I . I.' rant ; dwarf rushy tufts.

'
' A perfect '^cm js. per ,lr,/cn

AlAA. MAXlMUb.—Largest brilliant deep yellow. 4*. per doz.

BULBOCODIUM VERNUM.—Crocus-like, purplish-rose. Now ui

ARABIs'bLEPHAROPHYLLA SUPERBA.—Purplish carmine;

CYCLAMEN COUM.—Dwarf crimson ; leaf plain, is. 6d. toss. 6d.
— -

-
-Leaf variegated, is. orf. to ss. orf.

albida, tinted with cherry-colour; heads

III |inrcelain-blue pendent bells, ar. 6rf.

sfsYRINCHIUMGRANDIFLORUM.—Large solitary purple cups.

SUTTONS' HOME - GROWN FARM SEEDS.
Saved from fully developed roots. Lowest price per cwt. on

application.

B^
^..„ Cauliflower Broccoli -^- _. ^.- -

eminent Market Gardeners, J. & J. EUetson, of Thomgumbald, who
have for n-any years been so successful in the cultivation of Broccolis,

and who ly great industo' have so far improved upon the old kind

the stock of

Having' the entire stock, I am
" 6d. per packet.

giving tl

originally s(

enabled to supply the seed gi _.

CUCUMBER, FOSTER'S XL, fine Ion;

fine hardy long dark green Cucumber, an<

be surpassed, and ll^

excelle

packet. Trade suppllei

EDMUND PHILU
57. Queen Street, Hull.

Length, 12

DIXON, the Yorkshir Seed Establishment,

s T VEGETABLE SEEDS,
free by post. Per pkt—s d

Smith's fine Ions frame CUCUMBER i

The White Queen CELERY 06
Snow's Winter White BROCCOLI JO

lith's Incomparable CABliAGE

Earl> Dwarf Erfurt CAULIFLONMk
New Giant Rocca ONION
AitJn Castle LEEK
Worcester Late \\ hlte BROCCOLI
Backhouses Winter ^\hilL BROCCOLI
French Breaklast KtDI'iH

CAICEOI \RH
CINERARH fr

P^Mb'i < 1

AM \k \ 1

PRIM I

B\LS\M

MARIljiiLl

«S" Fo.

ALBUM.- . 6d.

ofip'^ALOIDES VERNA (Utrge Forgct-me-Not-like).—Vivid blue.

6d. each. 55. per dozen.
. , ,

IBERIS GIBRALTARICA (true).—Ver^' large flowers, often shaded
lilac IS. (Sec Garrfe«(rj' CAn>«i'c^ Nov. 27, 1869, p. 1233.)

CHRISTMAS ROSE (Helleborus ni|:er).—9s. per dozen.

ATROPURPUREUS.—Brownish purple, s ; blooms

SCHi2vRE&Ia' PODOLICA (white Arabis-likc).—Very early and

VIOLA PEDATA.—Lovely mauve, large flowers; sunny and sandy
places. IS. each, 9s. per dozen.

VIOLET, TIllC CZAR.—Very large: fine for forcing. 6d. each,

41. per dozen
OUEEN .if \I( il.l.yrs—Largest double white. 911.

TRITEI EIA r\ (FLORA.—Waxy-white stars, tinted violet cxtern-

Coi.i:] I \l:l\ I
I LBOCODIUM (Hooped Petticoat NarcissusV-

],} .1 \ I
' , -Dense spiny rosettes, heads of sulphurcolour. 6rf.

,, I
.

.:
I

'
I ;ni;lit yellow. 9^.

.\\1 [' i !
', i M A I'.'V.—Large orange-yellow ; fine. gd.

I \
1'

i
. . : \ -nrilliant purple. 3s. 6d.

.MV-- '
I riFLOR.A. (Montana).— Earliest of Forget-rae-

Illl'XIl' \ 1[iel.—4s. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITHS_ of other Seeds,

PESCRIPTI\ E LIST, free b> post on application

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, 'Worceslc:

SL TTON&
\LLLO\V
IS per lb.

TRIHN AK\ L\Ki I I..RLL

I 1 further particulars cf *

[TTTON ^ND SONS, Secdsi

fs INTERMEDIATE
MANGEL,
IS per lb.

~
I OBE M ANGEL, lod. p. lb.

3 the Queen, Reading, Berks.
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/ J. ARDEN MANURES cire specially prepared forevery
V I rro|i firowii in citlicr Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns. Vine
IJordcis, &i;,, by the undersigned. They are conveniently packed in

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leic

"G-''^,
ENUINE

Guano.
PERUVIAN

6 lb.,

government;
lb.,5J. ;i4lb.,3!

NITRATE of SODA, per ton, £21; per cwt., 22s.;

56Ib,, 12!. ; 281b., 6s. M. ; i4lb., 3s. 6d. ; 71b., 2s.

COCOA-NUT DUST, for Ferneries, Rockeries, Potting,

Mixing, &c., per ton, 4aJ. : Ii2lb.,3s.: 56\h.,2s. dd.

SULPHURIC ACID, or OIL VITRIOL, SALT, &c.

Orders by post promptly executed.

SON,
, S.E.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in line condition. It is believed to

be tnc best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 per ccnL of Soluble Phosphates,
6t07percent. of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
VoclcKcr. Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Agent (or LancaBhire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,
Ksq, 23, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

Agents for South-West of England—Messrs. Wm. Smith St Co.,

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and

Mf,.r. Ktly^i^'SlCo., Lcith, for Berwick, Kciburgh, Selkirk,

M' I irils& Co., Dundee.
Ai .rs. R. K Gladstone & Co:, Dublin.

1 I. Lied free to Rail oi'Wharf in London.
i)hatcd Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32. K'

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England

"Analytical Laboratory, ii, Salisbury Square, FlectStrcct,E.C.
" London. January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed vou will find the results of a careful analysis of a
.mple of your Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano. These results speak

for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artific

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent,
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phi
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a (i

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will becoi
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be a|»p:

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,
(Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.

"The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian
Guano Company, Limited, 32, Kir : Willia iSin , London, E.C.

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks al

I.ondon, Liverpooli and uher p

JOHN
Branch Offices : Market Stn , Eden Quay, Dublir

through any of the a|,ii..iiLted A;
PERUVIAN (U'ANO, NT

AMMONIA, and othtr Chemical M».,u.c!..
AMERICAN anil other CAKES at market pi

II of LIME. [MANURE.
I I V. GRASS, and MANGEL
h r(jRN and GTIASS MANURE,
cd at any of the above addresses, ot
ents throughout the United Kingdom.
RATE of SODA, SULPHATE ol

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
lOif. per lb,, or 84s. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTII, Nurscriman and Seed Merchant, Leeds

ENUINE MEDICATED""T0BACC0 PAPER.—
The most cfTective of all Fumigators. Terms, circulars and

.MES DICKSON AND SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

G
APPLEBY'S REGISTERED FUMIGATOR and

COMPOUND TOBACCO PAPER (requires no Blowing}.
Price upon application. For Testii "'" — '"—' '

'"-
yebruarv 5, 1870, p. 19.

lib. ana 4 Ih. packets.
HY. APPLEBY, For

; Gardeners' Chroiitcle,

!. Iveri' & Son, Dorking, Sun

O B A C C O T I S S U
for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the

1 price foi

Tlie Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOli.VCCU.

By Her Majesty's
- - -

POOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants,

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins al ii., 2j. (x/., and 51.

Powder Distributors, 2s. M, and 3s, 6d. each,
find It exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
plants.'—Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, i""^
Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLE'

Wharf, Wapping, E.

' I find i

. A. POOLeY Bonded Warehouse, Susses

Red
Spid.

/^ I S H U R S T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, "rnrips.

Fly, and other Blight, in
as of from i to 2 ounces

the gallon of soft water, and

Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
1 los. 6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S P.ATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battcrsea, London, S.W.

Trees Coming Into Bloom.
-WTHORNS HEX^VGON and CHISWICK

RpEN NETS will protect Bloom, Fruit, and Flowers,

XT
f^^^^^^^.i"^^'* I'^e.iS will protect Bloom. Fruit, ant
from Frost, \\ asps. Flies, Birds. &c. Patterns free by post.

Address, Mr. nA'i'THORN, Noltinghai

Elastic Netting and Tiffany, for Protecting Fruit Trees
and SHADING GREENHOUSES.

J SHAW AND CO. beg to inform inquirers tliat their
• ELASTIC NETTING and TIFFANY may be procured from

any respectable Seedsman.—Manchester, March 3.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Seed Beds
_ and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, iind

yards, 65J. Rem
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY,

Peterborough.
Market Place,

rpANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
J- Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., and
as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, 2d. : three
yards, 3rf. ; and four yards, 4rf. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
CHAS. WRIGHT AND CO., William Street, Newark-on-Trent,

or their Agents, Messrs HOOPER and CO., Covcnt Garden Market,
London. W.C.

Protection for Fruit and Flowers.
GARDEN MATS, 12s. per bundle of 10 ; TANNED

NETTING, 2 yards wide, l%d. per yard: 4 yards wide, 3(f. per
yard. SCRIM CANVAS, for Shading, in widths of i yard, iji yard,
and 2 yards, al 4^. per sguare yard. 'TIFFANY, in pieces of 20 yards,
38 inches wide, 55. per piece. Parcels of the value of J^3 and upwards
delivered carriage paid by
HENRY VAN and CO., 17, Toolcy Street, London Bridge, S.E.

o
No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

UR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a
thorough Protection from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the

they admit Light and Sun. They are used and strongly
recommended by tl:

cullurists in the kingdom
pronounced the only " pr
against Hirds,Waspt,.niiL;l
Hyacinths, Sced-lSeds, C.i

No. 3.—54 inches wide .

No. 4.—54 inches wide .

No. 5—54 inches wide .

In pieces of about 30 y

ccessful Exhibitors and Scientific Hi
well as on the Continent ; in fact, arc
sh.idinprs" ever offered to the nublic

-
'X s ,1 ri ivcTin.:^ forStrawberries, Tulips,

I'ni'.'.s, ,v-. , tiicy have no rival. The
iii'j-. ili-.rii w itliin the reach of everyone.
lit 1". ir Tii.Tny years. Samples post free

DANIEL COLLINGE .ind SON.
at SJjrf. per yard run.

at yrf, per yard run.

at sJ^n. per yard run.
at 4rf. per yard run.

at s%d. per > ard run.

any longer lengths when specially
ish in 30 days from date of In

s

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROWN. Grccnheys, Manchester.

M To Gardeners and Nurserymen.
ATS, for Covering Outhouses, &c., sent carriage

'"'""" ^' '"' per dozen to anj; Railway Station in the Kingdom,

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS ;

durable. Price List, which ^ives the size

Garden Frames,

—

re the cheapest and most
of every class of Mat,

:ial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Preserve your Trees from Frost.

COTTON NK

BENJAM
MAKtl:

EllGINGTON (onl)),

o other Establishment.

M
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed

and Specimens sent post free on application : also
of OrnamentalTile Pavements for Con

Halls , Sic. MAW ANu CO., lienthall Works, Broseley
, Enti

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on deliver>'. Sample Label
delivered free in London

I. Boston, Lincolnshire.

A
Vases and Fountains, for tlie Garden and

Conservatory.NDREW II.XNUY.siDE and CO.,
Britannia Iron Works, Derby ; and 32. AValbrook, London,
ive large Sheets of Designs and Price List free for six stam ps.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEE-N at WORK in every

London, E.C. ; and 1; 1 Plough Works, Leeds.
I CO.,71, Cornhill,

JAMES BLYDE,
M.\NVF.\rTL'KKR OV

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, VINE PRUNING

and GARDEN SHEARS, GARDEN SYRINGES, &c.

HALLCAR WORKS, SPITAL HILL, SHEFFIEI
Sold by DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, High Holborn.

Thos. Speed, Esq., Head
Gardener to ilu Duke of

Devonsliire, writes—
" Mr. Blyde,

Sir, — Your Patent
Scissors are an admirable
production. They cut the

ilower clean, and land it

safe into the basket with
great facility and ease, and
must be a great acquisition

ENT, 244-1. to ladies.

I remain, Sir, yours truly

Thomas Speed,
Chatsworth Gardens."

Sept. 17, iS6g.

Agents Wanted.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
4« KI\(_, \MI I I\M M

I ONDON BRIDGL

LU\N MOWERS

N HI KDLES a id I L scIM

LAWN MOWERS,
GARDEN ENGINES from 52J 6t/ 1 0RrES*,'&c'"""" SHANKS, GREFNs r\NsiiMrs Sc.

Dcalie's New Illustrated Hortuultmal Catalogue post free.

Lm'AIili.'jHED a.d. 1700. Discount s per cent, for cash payments over £2,

DEANE AND CO., KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

PORTABLE ENGINES, from ^ to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
Wilh I'att-nl Roiled .sieel RilAed Beater I'latc

PATENT KOT.TFD RIBBED BEATER PLATES Gv

z than thrt •i luni: a

t,L\\ION VMJ 1

These Plates have been thoroughly tested, and are found I

C. AND S. arc prepared to supply Threshing Machine
spurious imitations in Ca.st.st^el. which, from their britt . . .. , .,

.vhelher makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post c

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.(

.nd the Trade in any quantity ; and thi

: exceedingly dangi
"'
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GREEN'S
PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.

SQUARE BOILER.OBLONG BOILER.
THE AROVE ROILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-iron Sole-plate,

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order

ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

fact we guarantee them for

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Pubhc Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
1st, They require no setting in brickwork.

2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire, can be made to Last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.

6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means
of T-pipes.

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.
Sth, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may be
fi.xed in.

1^ PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS
54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

and

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

\\ HITI I RIAKS STkl n lOXPOX EC

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
Tl s useful Self a „ App n u 1 ch orks day and n ,1 1 tl o n d nf at nt c

to any he ght or d stance tho t cost for labour or n ot epover vhere a fe feet fall can be obta ned
u ted for supplying Publ c or Pr ate Establ shments Farm P Id ngs Ra 1 ay Stat ons Ic

3 1 LLI WLII 1 L MPS for Horse Hand Steam or other Po er

63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, m Oak or Galv.anized Iron Tubs.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. C.\ST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or ST.\BLE PUMPS.
for

BARROW for Watering

No. 49.r. GALVANIZED .SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54^. FARM and M.\NSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LK^UID M.-VNURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Sttction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
yi'^^^f?^,^"u?^'J%

^,^,J1.''"„NG,^''PPAKATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS."^
^

ninr.c c. p^
PjrtUutars take7i in aiiy part of IIu Cnintry. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

M-H^STRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON AP;PLICATION.

HYDRANT-S, HOSE PIPES, &c
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION-
Price Lisls free. A Pamphlet, with Vicw5 of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. _ HEKEMAN AND MUKTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's tjuadrant, London, W.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,

fixed complete in any jiart of the counlry, for Warming Green-

;, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &:c.

J. TONES AND SONS, 35, Kin^ Street, Cheapside.
^ ^ Manufactory, 6, iTankside, Soutliwark

Ide, London, EC.

IRON HURDLES
(Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society);

SHEEP, 3s. 5d. ; CATTLE, as. 2d. ; OX, 51. iirf.

List by post. GATES and FENCING of every description.

St. Pancras Iron Work Company, Old St. Pancras Road, London, N.W.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 n. by 4 ft. Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed. . /o 5 o
„ Prrmcd and Glased with 10 02.

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

Painted
Painted four coats, :

Handles on
Packed and Delivered

Railway van ..

Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . . . (

„ Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork .. .. c

„ Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . c

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, EC.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESICXS CAREFULLY CARRIED Ol'T.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N .\V.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. gray begs to call the attenlion of the Nobility, Gentry, NurseiTineii. Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduc-

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work \\

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract front Report
" The upright form of Boiler

but the oval form given to Mr.

'.n Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page 476.
is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the
Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within ranee of thi

•sequence ot its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel; and this being so, the change, though a slight
The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement."

Th.ly are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR HEATING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
Begs to state that the iinmense number of

APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him
in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOUTH
KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great advantages
obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with
neatness of appearance : EFFECTS a SAVING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other systems

; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints : can be erected by
any Gardener; an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one day; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED,
INSURING NO EXTRAS. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway Station in
Eng:Iand, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Four-inch Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
Size of Housi

20 feet by 10 feet

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

ol so feet by 15 feet ...' £,iT w' a ... .,^300
o 75 feet by 15 feet ... 20 00 ... 300
o I 100 feet by 15 feet ... 26 o o ... 350
m or Country. The Trade Supplied.

nates forsvarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c.. Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

£,^

Bath and Gas Work Erected in Tov

Price Lists, Plans, and Estii

OT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PIPES
BOILERS, &c., delivered in London, Liverpool, Bristol or

H
I?0 l-\VATER PIPES, Nos. 6 & ^

ELIIi'lWS
TEE PIITCS
SYPHONS
VALVES

GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Ir<

London Warehouse, l6. Grand Junctio

.. .. No
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BEARD'S PATENT NON-CONDUCTING
METALIICWALL SCREEN<;

W. S. BOULTON & CO.'S

"Illustrated Circulars, with/ull nai

A. SHANKS AND SONS. Dei

ay. Leadenhall Street, London, K.C.
. t j

S^ A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at 27,Leaden-

hall Street.

ir iJiinti^'s -trf— T r i' r
i

i ' i
t ii \ nble at

re, no Wit id«orknr I -irtm Ji-, i > im|i. 1 \ < i iil ii ii rr breed

n, H-i> Kick dispensed '.miIi as uiinecessar\ incrciscd width

landdepchof Feeduielrouehs Water Cistern, and latent DropCo\er
• gorging Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infectioiti

*• of Fittings per Co\%
, SS*

^^^.^o.. ..w. COTTAM AND CO .Iron "Works, 2, Winsley
fopposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, \V , where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.
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S
Caution to Gardeners -When you asK for

A^\(^k \Nr ( OCKI s \\ \RRANTED PRIZE
1 M\ES see that you get them,

ihe C rporate Marie, Obtain

ardeners and others, but are

quilt I b 1 I r ll icnu ne onCj and which has cj

ma > con pli nts to be made to them of Kn xes which were n
the r make nil ofwl oil arc wirranted both by Sellers and Makers
S & C s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the besi

the cheapest m the market
Paxion Works Sheffield Established up\\ards of 125 years.

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades,

Gardens of Paris, arc now ready. Prices and particulars of the j

and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, jwhere a Stock
' • ' '.ong A( . --s kept ; also at 36, Long J J. GOODERIDGE, Agei

Belgian Window Glass.
BETHAM AND SON. 9, Lower Thames Street, E.G.,

Importers of the above, beg to inform Florists, &:c,, that they car
supply all siics suitable for Greenhouses at the lowest possible price.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.
THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as supplied to H
Majesty, the Nobility, Ocntr>', Mr. Rivers, and the leading Hot
culturisls of the United Kingdom.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Best,

oby 12 y
3 by 13 / ^
3 by 14 J-Pcr I 3 feet

-^

i6d 16s 6d iZsod

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, 150;:., per 1

by 7! i»-

, byioim.
. by 12 in.

3 feet

s 6t^ 155 orf

s Qrf 13s 6(f 155 od\i

s 3rf I4f odii

4ths qualit)', per 300 feet case, 34s. 4ths quality, per 200 feet c

iJest „ „ 7V.
,SHEET GLASS is made only in

!X 01. , 26 02. 12 oz. , 36 Qz. , and 42
HARTLEY':- "•—'— -

i-8th i: i6th i:

BRITISH PLATE GLASS for Windows and Silvered for Looking
Glasses, Coloured Glass, Glass Shades, Striking Glasses, Stc, &c

PAINTS, COLOURS, VARNISHES, &c
STUCCO PAINT, 24s. per cwt. This Paint adheres firmly to the

walls, resists the weather, and is free from the glossy appearance ot
Oil Paint, resembling a sionc surface, and can be made any rcfjuired
shade It is mixed with rain or pure river water.
WHITE ZINC PAINT, 36^. per cwt. One hundredweight of pure

Zinc Paint, with three gallons of Linseed Oil, will cover as mnrh as
one hundredweight ana a-half of White Lead and

•nsivcly used for all kindL __

, Stone, Compo, Iron, Iron Bridges, Con-
1 by any ordinary

wIRE NETTING (Galvanised after made)
GAMF. and POni.T KV -CKOGGAN AND CO

,

bionWli-iif, 1,1
,

|,. : 'I li.imcs Street, London, E.C.

.
iiiii;; Machines for Sale.

1^. I'liv.ile Contract, TWO ve
I'OWER ENGINES and FINISHI>

SF.S_, by those well-known makers Mess
I Lincoln, These Machines and Eni;dr
'~

,
and nearly equal to new, as they w(

nly ab^ nths s

Haverford West.
Mr. J.VME.S TH0.'lL\3, Rock IIoi

A
Williams' Patent

R C H I M E D
A.MEKICAN LAWN MOWER,

T
Second Edition, now ready, price 2j. Cd. . T'art I ofHE FIELD" QUARTERLY MAGAZINE .andREVIEW, which contains Revii-wo rJ tu^ t> . t,..-._^

A,

REVIEW, which contains Reviews of the Past Racinir
Yachline, Rowing, Football, Athletics, C?oquet S

''

-S^' ff"-"'^
History, Garden, Shooting, Fishing, bogs,

I'.iodun :' HilKACE Cox, 346, Strand, W.C.
"-\M:i"iK ,,i \i\|' ,,,,1 FRUIT TREE

I i I'
'

I

ir'.d Lists of Fruits and
' '

,

M IMS for Heating, &c. liy

.viAiN >\.\n lUoKjuA, 14, iichborne Street, Regent's

HE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
(by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre Rectory, Brandon),

as now carried out in a New House erected for the purpose, in the
Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick. Second
Edition, much enlarged.

I'rco by post for 7 stamps, to Ihe "Journal of Horticulture" Office,
171, 1- lec t street ; or to the Author.

^
Just published, price 6.1, or seven Stamps,pOTATO CULTURE.—Splendid crops of 8 bushels

"S. I?JV.J°.'1'A\°''''' ^^°° "^^ ^"'^' ^^'^ grown by the improved systems.
B. WILKINS, Bookseller, 9, Hemmings Row, Vf.C. : or to any

Newsagent.

Is the only Lawn Jtowcr that Cl'TS WET or LONG GRASS
WITHOUT CLOGGING, thus enabling the man to work it in the
morning or cool of the day, instead of waiting for the Grass to dry,
and toiUng under the heat of a mid-day sun. It is verj* easy to work,
and will preserve its perfect cut whilst traversing over mounds or
sloping banks.

" Far superior to any of ours."—Vide TIti Field.
" The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower ever used."

—

Vide Gardeners' Ckroniele.
" Remarkably easy to work."

—

Vide Gardener^ Magazine.
" Bitis fair to eclipse all English productions."—Vide Weekly Times.
" Most perfect Lawn Mower ever manufactured."—Vide Morning

Advertiser,

Illustrated Catalogues, Opinions of the Press, and Testimonials post

WILLIAMS J

and by Ironmongers.

, 3J. 6d. per gaJioi

GENUINEWHITE LEAD30

, RAW UMUER, A\d.

Iperlb,

Per galloi

LINSEED OIL
BOILED OIL
TURPENTINE ..

LINSEED OIL PUTTY,

FineOAK VARNISH, ins.to

„ CARRIAGE do., isi. to

ifNOTTING 10

BLACK PAINT 241.1036 o Patent GOLD SIZE ..10

, BLACK JAPAN .. u
j

BRUNSWICK BLACK.
GROLlNb'BftUSHES. MILLED LEAD and PIPES.
DUSTERS. 1 SASH TOOLS. OLD LEAD Bought or taken
DISTEMPER BRUSHES. I

Exchange.
The above are Nett, for Cash, and as such cannot be booked

Lists of any of the above on application.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDICED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches in diameter . . oi 6rf. g inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

inches long .. .. 2s. od. 16 inches long ,. ,. 15

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT

LASS, SLATES of all sizes,
: 1 PLATE, ROLLED PLATE.CROWN,
jRAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,

and every description of G LASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

J AS. PHILLIPS AMD CO., iSo, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

IHE SOCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER
COLOURS—The WINTER EXHIBITION of SKETCHES

nd STUDIES will CLOSE on SATURDAY, March tg. 5, Pall Mall
East. Ten till dusk. Admis

WILLIAM CALLOW, Secretary.

TOTAL FUNDS

INCOME—Premiums

jCz.SiS.Cjg

£4,865,823

Now ready, with Coloured Plates, price 7r. 6d.

THE HENWIFE-S LATER EXPERIENCE in herOWN POULTRY YARD, in eighth edition of" The Henwife,"
by the Hon, Mrs, Ariuthnott Inst published.

1 '!"'!" -. I'. ''i ' 1 ' M' 1: ; London, SIMPKIN AND CO.

\ lii' '--
' ! :

l\
1 for 3^. 6d., 100 Coloured,

' -^ :' i I
1

ii' ".KAPHS, included. A Job Lot of
' 11 1 1,^1 ,

1

I I .1 M..untain Scenerj', Rural, Domestic,
and Marine SuliK-as, Female IV.rlr.iits and Figures, Flowers, Birds,
^c. Post free by return for 4a stamps. -

J. REYNOLDS, 174, Strand, W.C.

CUTLERY, Warranted.—The most varied assortment
of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted, is on sale at

\VII.LIAM S. BURTON'S, at pmces that are remunerative only
because of the largeness of the sal^

,' balance handles

Nickel electro silver handla

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appointment,
to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, containing

' ' ""
•

. of J.J5 unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
.arge Showrooms, post free,—3g, 0,xford

1, Newman Street ; 4, g, and 6, Perry's
\^ iiti the present R.\1LW.\Y F.\(^l-

t parts of the
will always.

Sauce.—Lea & Pe^rlns^THE •WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by conm

' " ' '
'
~ " '

tlie appetite and aids digc?
Askfor LEAandPERRINS'SACcE,

'

Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perrins ^n all
bottles and labels.

Agcnts-CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London ; and sold by all
Dealers in Sauces throughout the Worlds

B

JOHN P. LAURENCE, Sccretar>--

EGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
i SOCIETY, 10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London, E.C.

TRUSTEES.
The Right Hon. the Lord Chancellor.
The Right Hon. the Lord Cairns.
The Right Hon. Sir W. BoviU Lord Chief Justice, C.P.

Thoi i Webb Greene, Esq., Q.C.
John Osborne, Ksq,,

FINANCIAL POSITION on January i

Invested Funds

Capital fully subscribed

slNE-TENI H
ongst the A^sm

\c always been published in full detail.
11 ranee Fund amounts to no less than seven
II' omc. The further guarantee of a fully

a payment
__. Jencc then

when assured, after five years'
irge for foreign license, allow

sible every five years
1 for Folic
2 Non-bonus Premiun'

: printed thereon a

,
Ai l uary and Manager.

tonnatioH
. I\C. OLD GRAS.S

If you want to grow the right sorts of plants you rr

sorts of seed, and you cannot do better than proci

Sutton's paper on Laying-down Grass, \w\'

to his address at Reading,"

—

Agrictdtural
Opinion of Professor Bucki

Contents :—How to Prcnnre
Sowing with or ^^..u,.. ., •

After Management i
i:

i

;, which you will get by sending
Krai Gazette, Nov, g, 1867.
' I do not know of anythinj* to

Land—How to Sow the Land—
lup—The best sorts to Sow—The

Laiid—The Impro-

REAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING,

he Civil Service Gazelle remarks :—" By a thorough knowledge pt

nilk. Sold only in 1 lb., } lb.

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtained their coranlete removal in a short period,
without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTON, Esq., Ware, Herts.

DI N N E FO R D ' S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient

and Infants.
DINNEFORD and

and of all Chi

ally adapted for Ladies, Children,

A LADY had been suftering from a severe Consump-
tive Cough for la or 13 years ; and, after consulting several

ihysicians, the firstdose of Dr. LOCOCK'S WAFERS gave instaii-

WAFERS
tion, Coughs, and all Disorders

IN the Spring PARR'S LIFE PILLS are used by
thousands. They clear from the body all hurtful impurities, pro-

mote appetite, aid digestion, purify the blood, ajid keep the bowels
regular. The mild pleasant action and powerful curative properties of

c°

c°

c°

LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at is. i\d., 3s. grf, , 4s; 6d., and 11

CKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
in use the last 6g years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes-at is. lid., 3s. gd., 4s. 6d., and us.

CKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at is. i^d., 2s. i)d,, 4s. 6d., and 11

PILLS,

c O CKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,.
in use the last 6g years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at 11. lirf., 2J, gd., ^. 6d., and its.

JNS, Reading, Berks;

Fourth Edition^ much enlarged, with 40 Engravings on Wood,
coloured Frontispiece, and Six Panoramic Maps, Post 8vo, cloth, im.WINTER and SPRING on the SHORES of the

MEDITERRANEAN ; or, the Riviera, Mcntone, Italy,
Corsica, Sicily, Algeria, Spain, and Biarritz, as Winter Climates. By
J. Hl!NRy BENNET, MD,

From the Times, December 21.

The book i9a thorou^'hly pood one for its purpose, and should be
studied by all who have need of the kind of knowledge that it

contains."
JOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS, New Burlington Stiver.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
Tn boxes at is. lid., ss, gd., 45. 6d,, and 11

PILLS,

INDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1865.— Gentlemen,
—I feel it a duly I owe to you to express mytrratitude for the great

benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS
Fora length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and
wind^ in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without

deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your wiluable

niUs I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this

publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be aroic'M--' ""',

gentleman, yours truly, Henry Allpass.-To the Proprietors of
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers fitted ivith Governors, Eqidlibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pump,
Water and Steam Gauges, &c., &c., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

Water, 1 Cubic foot „ „ „
GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

))

UPWARDS OF FIVE HUNDRED OF THESE ENGINES AND BOILERS ARE NOVk^ AT WORK,

Horse Power Cylinder. Diameter.

3l in-

6i

Strolce. Boiler. Height.
4ft. oi

:6|

• TIk

l8s
^200
?220

1= ,, O 4 .. O .. .. /;25o
12 „ 6 4 ,. 2 .. .. A^8s
13 .. o 4 .. 4 • •• k'i^o
14 .. o 4 ,, 8 .. .. Z3S0
15 .. o 5 .. o • • £450
16 ,. o 5 ,, 4 .. .. Z520
17 .. o 5 .. 8 .. .. Z585

-Horse Power, if fiKcd with W.iter-Tank Sole-Plate .-ind Governors complete, ^s e.\tra. The 2 and 3.Horse

Power, if fitted with Governors, ^^5 extra.

The Fly-wheel Shaft is made sufficiently long to admit a drum beingfixed on if required, which can be supplied

along with the Engine any diameter ordered, at an extra cost according to size.

The above Engines and Boilers occupy a very small space, and will be found admissable in places where no other

form of Engine and Boiler could be fixed. They are especially adapted for use by Contractors and in Warehouses,

Mills, Dyehouses. Workshops, Printing Offices. Farms, &c., &c. For export.-ttion they .are inv.aluable, being sent

out in complete Working Order, ready for immediate use. They are m.ade in an exceedingly substantial and simple

manner, every part being perfectly easy of access, and consequently can be readily understood and managed.
The Boilers are fitted up with Strong Welded Tubes, intersecting the fire-box (varying in number according to

the size of the boiler), and a mud hole is placed opposite each tube for the purpose of cleaning them out. They are

tested up to 200 lb. pressure to the square inch.

The Foundation Plate answers the purpose of Feed Water Tank, in which the water is heated before passing
^"^- - into the boiler, and also of an ash pit, and no brickwork or foundation is required.

The Fire-box is so constructed that Coal, Coke, or Wood can be used as Fuel.

' Extract from the Gardeners' Chronicle, December 11, 1S69, p. 1293:

—

" Vertical Engines continue to merit growing patronage. They have their advantages over the horizontal engines, not only in construction .as to the working and extra

and unequal tear and wear of the piston .and cylinder, but in their adaptation to light work—as grinding, chaff-cutting, and root-pulping. The small area of sp.ice they occupy h
also greatly in their favour. Of late years very great progress has been made in the cattle feeding department of farm practice, hence the growing demand for engines of this

class : but this is not all that must be reported, for they are evidently also entering into competition with their riv.als in the threshing bam. They have long been in extensiw use

by builders for hoisting and pumping, being made locomotive by means of rails ; and constructed on this plan they are proving equally effective and advantageous in the brick-

field, quarry, wood-yard, large dairies for churning, laundries, for driving washing machines, and the like. Add to this the growing use of a heavier class of engines for steam

culture, which necessitates as it were the employment of small vertical ones at the homestead, it is easy accounting for the growing popularity of the latter at all our implement

exhibitions. In construction there is a close similarity on the whole, but in details of niechanifm they are diversified. Something of course depends upon the special purposes

for which they have been made, and whether they are to be used outdoors or indoors, and whether they are to burn coal or coke, and so on.

GREEN'S PATENT SrLENS MESSORS,
ANDOR NOISELESS I.AWX MOWIN'G, ROI.LINC

COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1S70.

Bvety Miicki. rratiicd to give entire satis/action, and if not approved of
can be returned at once nncondiiioiially.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREENS PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1S62.

First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.

First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.

First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have
carried oft" every Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an
established fact. During the last five years the demand has been unprecedented,

which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their

characteristic features :— ist. Simplicity of construction, every part being free of access.

2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3d. They
are the least liable to get out of order.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-

sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can
be reversed again and again, bringing the sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom
blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar

adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Lists

free on application.

N.B. All Orders are executed on the day they are received.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.UVNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

HAND ROLLERS.

32 in. 7 10

4 10

17 m. 2 15
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SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS.
For present prices see p. 391 of this week's Paper.

Q UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for PASTURES.
^•-^ 30T. to 32f. per acre, carriage free.

S^

i
UTTONS" GRASS SEEDS for CROQUET
GROUNDS, IJ. per lb., or 20s. per bushel, carriage free.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

BETTERIDGF.S SUPERB OUILLED ASTERS,
in 13 disliiKt :a,\..u.-. .

,1,1.! IimIcs the bcnuliful new
Oxonian. CI I. \ I; I l.s M 1

'.
I r, II ) ,v:.l Nurseries, Sloueli.

Carnations and Picotees.
'O NATHAN' l; 11,11)1, In, HIST. Pol,? La

Fail'ivvonli. nc.ir .\I.,ii, I,. Mcr, c.i„ supply a Choice Collccl

of ihe above in all Ihc leading show
upplied.

1 Working Man 388

VEGET.-VBLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—Select and
comprehensive LIST of all the best varieties in cultivation, now

ready, post free on application.
MITCHELL, ARNOTT, AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer

chants, Edinbureih ; and 59, Slark Lane, London.

Genuine Seeds.

CALENDAROFOPEEATIONS
\

Farm work of the week .... 308
Garden operations 388
Town gardening 389

Weather Tables 350

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
SPRING FLOWERS, First Exhibition, March 30 and 31.

EXHIBITIONSof PLANTS, FLOWERS, FKUIT, and SPECIAL
WORKS of ART, M,iy25anda6; JuneaaandJ3; July6and7.
Tickets and Schedules of Prizes are now being issued.

AMERICAN PLANTS, June I to Z4.

ION of NEW FELLINEXT MEETING for ELECTIC • FELLOWS, March 26.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION. 1870, JUNE 3 to 10. ONE THOUSAND

POUNDS in PRIZES. Tobeheld in the BOTANIC GARDENS,
MANCHESTER. Schedules arc ready, and can be had on application

to the Undersigned.
c Garcfens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

BRISTOL and CLIFTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
and FRUIT SHOW SOCIETY. —The SEVENTH GRAND

SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, FRUIT, &c., will be held on
THURSDAY, November 10. Schedules of Prizes may be had on
application to the Secretaries,

<;. WEBLEY. Westbun-on Tnm.
ol.

New Boses of 1870.—Extra Fine Plants.
)AUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

offer the above to the Trade at lowest terms.
Their WHOLESALE LIST is now ready.

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready early
in March, in so best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

LIST free on application.

HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near Salisbury.

New Roses for 1870.

JOHN FRASER, Lea Bridge _Road_ Nurseries,
London, E. , begs to annou " '

"

on application. The young plants are healthy and p

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTUNS ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

N.

"VTEW ROSES of 1870. — Strong, vigorous plants

D
Roses, Roses, Roses.

WARF ROSES, on Manetti, fine plants, all good

i, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

To the Trade.
ST.ANDARD ROSES, good Stems and Heads,

£3 tor. per loo; DWARFS, on Manetti, fine, C Per too, best
kinds only.

W. JACKSON, Blakedown Nursery, near Kidderminster.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, for Cash, as fine
quantity will be sup'

ES NOBLE, Bagshi

M ANETTI STOCKS.
25*. per rooo: cheaper by the 5000,

THOS. CRIPFS AND SON, Nursepmen, Tunbridge Wi

M
Ŵ.M. WOOD A

for immediate
n application.
sfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

To the Trade only.
"^T'lOLA CORNUTA, var. BLUE PERFECTION.—

:ady, 151. per dozen.
ON, Nursenmen, Tunbridge Wells.

W^
(ith double PRIMROSES of different colour

t kinds in Culti%
1 selection of the

M'
Spring Planting. To the Trade.

AURICE YOUX<;.s AI'.KIbiiliU CVT.^LOGUE
,f New Japanese I'l i,,[^, .\.i 1.^, .tnd other hardy Trees,

Estabh:
THANDASYDE ,\ :

>

. that their CATALOIUK.
and will be forwarded on appht

Farm Seeds.
/CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
Vy and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

FARM SEEDS, grown

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of
GARDEN SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

N EW and GENUINE GARDEN. AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

dvantageous offers of above, on application to

ALFRED I.EGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgale, London, E.

Seeds Direct from the Grower.
W.\LTERS, Seed Grower and Merchant,
Hilperton. Trowbridge, Wilts. See his 21!. Collection of

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS in the Gardmirs' Cknmiclt,
s,

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.
BETHAM AND SON, Cuslom House, .Shipping and

General Transit Agent , 1 .1 I
1 lliem that they receive

and forward SEEDS, PLAN I
< i

1 !M. MERCHANDISE,

1 -iXifr'^.c."

Carter's Index. March 19.

CARTER'S GENUINE SEKDS. See page 379.
237 and 238, High Holborn, Ixindon, W.C.

C^
c^
c

American Early Rose Fotatos (True).
UTTON AND SONS have received an importation of
the above. Lowest price per bushel may be had

:iNS, Seed and Potato Merchants, Reading.

B OVINIA, or New Cattle-Feeder Potato.-
y For price, &c., apply to the specially appointed agents.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, to2, Eastgate Street, Chester.

SEED POTATOS (Selected).
PRICED LIST on application.

JAMES DICKSO.N AND SONS, " Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

G RAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS, very fine 2-yr.

roots, 25 (id. per lOo, 3i5 per looo.

STEPHEN BRUWN. Seedsman. &c,, Weston-super-Mare.

C UCU.VIBER PLANTS, TELEGRAPH MELON
ITS. green and scarlet fleshed. Str<

. WATKINS, Nursery, Dishop Stoi

To the Trade.
WI.NDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-

STER'S No, I, and HADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, &c,
on offer, at advantageous prices.

FREDK. GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

HARRISONS NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL
WURZEL. The best in cultivation. See Advertisement on

p, ^oi. IS. W. per lb., cheaper by the cwt. or half cut. Price to the

HA RVlStiS 'ani)°s"6NS, Royal Midland Seed Wai

wANTED, strong healthy DAPH.NE INDICA
..foo. __ State size^ pricCj and quantity

to'offer, to franco's sT ARTHUR'D'lCKsil'f'jr^ONS, '''Upt

riIHE GREAT VINE at HAMPTON COURT.—
J- Fruiting plants of the true HAMPTON BLACK HAM-
BURGH GRAPE, 7s. U. each : good plants, «. and 3«. 6i each.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Vines, Vines.

F ELTON AND SONS can supply a fine lot of
BLACK HAMBURGH, MRS. PINCE'S BI..4CK MUSCAT,

BLACK ALICANTE, Sc, for Fruiting and Planting, at very
moderate prices.

Birmingham Nurser>-, 56, Harborne Road, Birmingham.

Fruiting and Succession Pines^
'

ble Hedingha,

Vines, Five Shillings each.
EWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,

i begs to ofl'cr strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of all the
ling sorts, at 5s. each.
L. W.'s system of packing saves nearly half the cost of carriage.

Monro Nursery, Sibic Hedingliam, Essex.

B.
Pines, Fruit Trees, &e.

.S. WILLIAMS h.as a very fine slock of all the
kinds, true to name, and in splendid condition. SHRUBS,

FOREST and OKNA.MENTAL TREES of every descripti

,d Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, Lond,

E XTR.A. FINE STANDARD MORELLO
CHERRIES. Fine straight stems and large bushy heads.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near
Uckfiehl, Sussex,

_ _
Fastolf and White Antwerp Raspberry Canes.

THOS. CRll'PS AM. SON h.ive a frw Hundreds of
the above to lII

1
' 1 Ti ^ ..[, ^onI, cation.

R
To Market Gardeners, &c.

ED and BLACK i I I; I \.\ I.-;.—A Large quantity
of both kinds.3 and 4-yr i>m iiuslics, of the best sorts. Apply,ds.3a

\ULE

w
ge,,.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COR NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

n< irnm Mr W E I) B , Calcot , Reading.

1 \\W\< MmL'.SE trees. Fruiting in Pots.—
'I '

' ' .. Plums, Pears, Apples, Vines, and Figs.
RIC H .\ r 1

' 11 1 11, .N urseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

;<PL( lAL 01 i ER of PALMS, FERNS, and other
^ Ornamental Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, both large and
liddling sized Specimens. Apply by prepaid letter to
Ir. ALFRED SERDOBBEL, Faubourg d'Anvers, it Gand , lielgique.

FOR SALE, a splendid Specimen Plant of
MARANTA ZEBRINA. 18 feet in circumference ; also sundry

Specimen and Half-Specimen FERNS. For further particulars apply
to J. ADAMS, Gardener. Surbiton, S.W"

JAMES DICKSON /

To the Trade.
T. D.WIS offers a large quantity of 2 and 3-yr.

• SEEDLING THORN QUICKS at very moderate prices,
to Belfast,

[le's Grove Nursery,Hillsborough, Co. Down.

New Hardy Tree, Imperial Crab.

P.\UL AND SON beg to offer, of this fine novelty,
strong Standards on 6 feet stems, or feathered Pyramids, 71. W.

each : Dwarfs, 5^. each.
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

THREES and SHRUBS, &c., strong, healthy, and

zhants. Edinburgh ; and 59, .

, CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

H
Common Tews.

AND F. SHARPE have a fine stock of the above,
4 to 5 feet high, bushy and w ell rooted, which they offer at a

Good Spruce Fir for Coverts and Plantations.

FIFTY THOUSAND, recently transplanted, 2 to 3
feet, and 3 to 4 feet ; certain to grow, and will be sold cheap.

For particulars, apply to
rs, Bedale, Yorkshir

10R SALE, RHODODENDRON ARBOREUM,
18 feet high, fine plant.

Apply to GEORGE CLARK, Clarence, Roehampton, S.W.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.— Beautiful dense
globular shaped plants, 2 to 3 feet high. Fit for ornamental

planting or for game coverts. For price per 100 or 1000, apply to

WILLIAM BUCHANAN, Forester, Trentham, Staffordshire.

T
To the Trade.

THORNTON, Bagshot, Surrey, has to offer a large
yof good clean SEED of KALMIA LATIFOLIA, and

RHODr3DENDRON, saved from na,

AUCUBA POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for is.,

four dozen for v.. sent post free on receipt of stamps by
TOIIN ST.Wni SH AND CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

RI^SII "sT-Yt^ of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
Ki[, in any quantity. For prices, !

C1 HOU.L bLUUING GERANIUMS. -Strong plants.

A PRICED LIST of TRICOLOR, BICOLOR, ZONAL, and

DOUBLE GERANIUMS can be had on application to

WM. POTTEN, Florist. Sissinghurst, Staplchurf"

To the Trade.—Plants from Store Pots.

GERANIUMS.—Tom Thumb and Stelb, Ss. per 100 ;

Christina and Bijou, I2r. per too. .

CALCEOLARIAS,—Aurea floribunda, 8J per too. On application to

THOMAS PERKINS, ti. Drapery, Northampton.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

TAMES HOLDERS unrivalled Collection
fljj^^'^^^

fj Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready.
*J^,^^ °i-°'*'_f. or

prices :-ioo plants, distinct sorts, for
5°^-

l^SO P}^^^^ ^*"^ ^"^ •
°^

35 plants, distinct sc
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w
Classi.—i8in \'

I
- I

II ..,>t (Nurserymen)
isl Prize, Messrs. W. cmi ,11 l.MCo, N-, ;£3-

Class 2.—18 m.r I ll\ \' I
•.

I 11^, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. W. Cutbush «.• Son, x,J

2d, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, Bucks. ;£l lOJ.

Class 3.-6 HYACINTHS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr T. A, Steel, Marlesford Lodge, Hammersmith, W., £1.

2d, Miss Wilding, 2, Chesterfield Street, Euston Road, W.C., 15:

id, Mr. T. Wcir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hamp
N.W., loi.

Class 4.-6 HYACINTHS, new kinds, never before cxhi

(Open.)

1st, Messrs. W, Cutbush & Son, £s.

2d, Mr- C. Turner, 15s.

CI.ASSJ.—NARCISSI, 6 pots of distinct. (Open.)

1st, Messrs, W. Cutbush & Son, £t.

CLASS 6.—TULIPS, 12 pots of 6 kinds. (Nurserymen.)

, Mei
2 pots of, 4 kinds.

1st, Mr T. A. Steel, £1

Class 8.—CROCUSES, Collection of. (Nurserymen.)

1st, Messrs. W. Cutbiish & Son, 15s.

CLASS 9.—CROCUSES, 12 pots of (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. T. A. Steel, iss.

Class Ii.-Group of 12 MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS in FLOWER.
(t)pcn.)

1st, Mr. A. Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kcnsinston, W., £1 101.

3d, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N., 15J.

Class 14.—DESSERT APPLES, 3 dishes, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Wclford Park, Newbury,

2d, Mr. W. Earley, Gr. to F. Pryor, Esq., DigsweU Park, Welwyn,
Herts, lor.

Class 15.-KITCHEN APPLES, 3 dishes, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. W. Gardiner, Gr. to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Eatington Park,

Stratford-on-Avon.
2d, Mr. C. Ross, ros.

PRIZES offered bv Messrs. W. CUTBUSH AND SON.
Class 17.—13 HYACINTHS, distinct, grown in pots. (Amateurs.)

isi, Mr. J, Weir, £^ 3s.

Class 18.— 12 pots 01 TULIPS, distinct, grown in pots, 2 bulbs in each,

pot. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr, T. A. Steel, £11 21.

PRIZES offered by Mr, T H, VEEN, of Haarlem; Mr. F. VAN
VELSEN, iun., of Overvccn, near Haarlem: Messrs. J. H.
KERSTEN .AND CO., of Haarlem; Mr. POLMAN MOY,
of Haarlem; Messrs. I. ROSENKRANTZ AND SON, of

Heemstede, near Haarlim ; Mr. A. E. BAENAART, Vogcl-

zang, near Haarlem-per Mr. William Paul.
,^ . ,„ ,

Class 10.—36 HYACINTHS in 12 varieties, 3 of each variety. (Open)
ist, Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, £6 6s.

2d, Mr. T. A. Steel, U 4».

MISCELLANEOUS-
Messrs. J. Veltch & SonSj Nurserymen, Chelsea, 24 Roses in pots in

bloom, E:

Mc' W.' Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, Collection

Plants. Extra Prije, £1 70s.

B S Willi.ims, Nurseryman, HoUoway, Collection of Plant!

Two HUNDRED THOUSAND DWARF HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, splendid plants.

DWARF TEA, NOISETTE, ancf other ROSES in pots, wcll-VAKt llsA, 1M.11SE.1 1 r,, ana oiner i\ws
grown, clean, and healthy. CATALOGUES free on oppnca

WM. WOOO AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

Ucklield, Sussex.

Roses suitable for Climbers or Stocks.
"POBERT P.\KKI:R begs to st.ili- tli.it In- cm supply.

urrey, S.W.

Spring Flowers.

LEWIS S. WOOD THORPE will be happy to fonvard,
free, his CATALOGUE, containing Lists of all the most lovely of

the early SprlnR-l.looming Plants, Violets, Primroses, Hepalicas,
Daisies, Rockets, &c. &c. : also the best new and choice Plants of tbi

lith Li

Lgrown Nursery Stock
Munro Nurs

t Trees, Seed Lis

iiible Hedingham. Esi

ADAM FORSYTH,
dirysanthemums.

to numerous appli-
irs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from
ihemums, for £i- 25 Pairs ditto,

.1 M. ; 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
V of the above fonvarded post free

, Stoke Newington, N.

CHARLES rUKNEK begs to call attention to
his extensive COLLECTIONS of CARNATIONS and

PICOTEES. 21J. per dozen pairs ; PINKS, 6r. to I3J. per dozen pairs;
NATIONS, •

,er dozen plants; THE BRIDE, pi

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

; CARNATIONS

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tanslev Nurseiy, Matlock,
Derbyshire, begs jlo intjmate that 'his CATALOGUE of

the Nursery is

the best success or

, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Ameri

cry exposed situation, the soil of a fibr

m
Ihes

Season, llardii

t from the Grower?

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Woi

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.
CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH, only sur^-iving Partner o

thelateFirmofBETHAM AND BLACKITH, begJ to aiinounc
that he intends in future to conduct Business at the same addres<
under the style of CHAS. JOS. BLACKITH AND CO., and hopes t

receive a continuance of the favours of the Trade.
Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street. London.— Tan, 1

The most Beautiful Aster Grown Is

TR U F F A U I'S R E I N E MARGUERITE,
containing Fleur Perfection, Bomb6e, and Pivoine varieties

; 500
Seeds in 16 fine double colours, mixed, for is, A choice selection tf
Foreign STOCKS, PHLOX, BALSAMS. ZINNIAS, &c,, at equally
moderate orices. CATALOGUES on application.
ALFRED HAM.MOND, Importer of Foreign Flower Seeds,

Bcdwin Street, Salisbury.

New Indian Azalea—Bljou de Ledeberg (J. Versch.).
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT is now enabled to offer the

above beautiful and distinct variety, which, through its charming
and novel appearance, and its fine silver variegated leaves, makes an
attractive contrast in a coIiecUon. Klowerii beautiful rose, fine round
model-like form, and .'ood subbiance. Beautiful plants covered with
buds may now be h.iu at la? each ; extra strong plants, 3 to 3 feet in

to the Trade, and one
plai

lEAN VER
Appl;

Street, London, E.C

:HAFFELr, Nur'
all tmies be had treeof bis AgcJ
SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great T01

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MEDALS. 1851 AND i86.-.

CO.'SBUTLER, Mcculloch &
COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS (all sent Post Paid).

BEDDING ANNUALS, 4s.. -js. 6d., 155., and 30J.

NEW ANNUALS, Ks. and los. 6d.

FLOWER
HARDY ANNUALS, 2s. 6d., e^., -js. 6d., and 10^.

,, PERENNIALS, y.6d., 6s.6d., I2J. 6rf., and 23^.

HALF-HARDY PERENNIALS, +r. and js. 6d.

C.'\RNATIONS. 12 superb varieties, 3.r. and sj.

GERMAN STOCKS, u. 6ct, is., 2J. 6d.. y.. and y. 6d.

SWEET SCENTED ANNUALS,
GERMAN ASTER, very choice,

anri 31. 6d.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Years Supply, los.ed., 21s.. 30J., 42'., and 631.

Orders amounting to 2ij. sent Carriage paid. PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, Post Free on application.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

VIOLA CORNUTA, BLUE PERFECTION. ^

GEORGE SMITH,
WILTON ROAD NURSERY, SALISBURY,

Begs to say that he has a large STOCK of this SUPERB BEDDING PLANT, which is equally suitable either

for the Spring or Summer Garden, as it produces an abundance and continuity of blossom from the end of March to

the end of October. It has been thoroughly proved by himself for some years, and by Mr. Challis, of Wilton House
Gardens, for the last three years, botli in the Spring and Summer Garden, in both of which it eclipsed every other blue

plant in brightness as well as in abundance of bloom. Its habit is dwarf, yet free, the foliage is dark green, the

llower is as large as the well-known Cliveden Blue Pansy, and the colour is a beautiful clear blue, inclining to mauve
;

the petals are smooth and even, and of great substance.

G. S. begs to state that the blooms of it which were exhibited before the Floral Committee, South Kensington,

September 21, 1869, by Mr. Warren, were obtained from his Nursery. They were declared by the Committee to be
identical with a variety shown by Mr. Jobson, of Rotherfield Park, as a seedling. As some discussion has taken place

respecting it between Mr. Dean and others, G. S. begs to say that he has not only had it in his possession, but has

sold it for several years past, and he not only claims the merit of being the first to introduce it to public notice, but

also denies that it is a seedling of recent date.

Having a large stock, G. S. will be prepared to send it out in any quantity early in April.

Price—Single Plant, 2s.; Per Dozen, 18s. ; Per 100, £4; Per 1000, £25.
All Orders will be Executed as Received.

VIOLA CORNUTA, VAR. PERFECTION.

B. S. V^ILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in now offering this superb new BEDDING PLANT to the Public, and from the manner in

which it has been tested, both in dry and exposed positions, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation

in asserting its superiority over any and every VIOLA previously offered, and also is fully persuaded that it will be for

many years a Standard Bedding Plant. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeding six or eight inches in height ; the

leaves are much larger than those of V. comuta, which is one of its parents ; whilst tlie flowers, still bearing the

characteristic horns of that species, are borne well above the foliage, but three times the size and of good substance :

the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple disc round it, from which proceed radiating lines

of still deeper purple. Indeed, it may be said to be like a gigantic V. comuta in habit, retaining its qualities as a
profuse bloomer, and bearing large flowers which almost rival our Florist Pansies for size and substance.

This plant was awarded a First-Class Certificate by the Floral Committee when exhibited before them (Sept. 25,

1869) by Mr. Jobson. of Rotherfield Park, its raiser, which no similar Viola has received. And no plants but those

wluch come from this stock are true in character.

The names of all Nursurymen purchasing tbis plant will be duly advertised, to enable the Public to secure the

genuine article. Orders are being booked and will be executed, in strict rotation, the first week in May.

Price.—Single Plants, 23. 6d. I 50 Plants, 70s.
Per Dozen, 24s. I

100 Plants, 100s.
Trade Price upon application.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOELOWAY, LONDON, N.

YELLOW-LEAVED CALADIUMS,
R.MSF.D .\T THE GARDENS OP

THE EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
Having made an-angemcnts with the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society to take all the available stock

of the above striking and very distinct novelties, have much pleasure in OFFERING for SALE the Plants, which
will be ready for distribution on the ist of May next.

The following descriptions, published by the Society, may be relied on as being e.xact ; and J. V. & S. feel

they need add nothing to recommend to the Public these Novelties, which they are confident will be eagerly sought
after by all lovers of this popular and useful class of Decorative Plant. They would only say, that the splendid

golden tint of those now offered renders lliem perfectly distinct from any others previously in cultivation.

CALADIUM PRINCESS ROYAL.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, of a pale green or yellow, with crimson
centre, in the style of C. Broiigniartii ; very handsome.

CALADIUM PRINCE OF WALES.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, similar to the preceding, with the addition
eral deep spots and splashes of crimson ; very

handsome.

CALADIUM GOLDEN UUEEN.
Hybrid R.H.S.

ives larcre, pale green or yellow, uniform in colour
;

ery handsome, and of a remarkably chaste appearance.

CALADIUM PRINCESS OF WALES.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, similar to the preceding, with the

addition of some bright spots of colour ; very

handsome.

The Set of Four Plants, £1 10s.

T/te usual Discount to the Trade; and special terms luill be quoted where several Sets are taken.

J^OVAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.
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E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S

LIST OF NOVELTIES FOR THE SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER
OF 1870.

Special Prices for ench Set may be Tiad on application, and the Trade quotation for each group as usual,

A further List of No%'eUies will appear in this Paper next week, also a Notice of those kinds to be distributed

on or after March 28. In thus selecting at an early date, it will enable the Trade to propagate for the

Summer Sale.

Many of the Plants now offered arc raised by eminent Jiybridiscrs in their respective sections.

Blandfordia aurea.
A very bcauiifui addition to the already beautiful group of

Blandfordia, making a sixth reputed species in the tribe. It foi

evergreen, cool greenhouse or conservatory herbaceous plr"'

the base of .___,.
bearing a terminal umbellate cluster of three to five pure goldcn-j-ellow

drooping bell-shaped flowers, i'^ to 2 inches in length, and nearly
' ^ width. Amongst summer-Howering plants of a comparatively

any good mixture of heath-mould. The rich gold tint of its flo

is conspicuously beautiful in contrast with the colour of other species
or seedling varieties. 21J. and 311. (>d. each.

New Verbenas, 1870. 2s. 6d. each.
hite Auricula-
t beautiful and

:, fine upright

„ .V or rosc-rcd. with lai-Tc wl
p, and compact habi

INDIANA.—Majenta-rosc, with large white eye, extra fine truss and
pip ; vciy distinct

lONA.—Self-crimson, with very large single blossoms ; excellent
habit.

MURI LLC—Self-peach colour, with white eye; fine large truss and

and lemon eye; fine

, with fine scarlet centre, and large creamy eye ;

MYSTERY.-Reautiful pink, with 1

spreading habit Extra.
OTAGO.—Cerise- rose, w_..

excellent habit. Extra.
PARSEE.-Mauve. with white centre and dark eye ; large truss and

jood truss and pip, fine habit, free

STO"RM_'KiNG.-Verj' rich dark rose, extra large truss and pip; fine

habit and free bloom. Extn

Golden Leaved Fuchsias,
GOLDEN TREASURE.—This is the most attractive and beautiful

bedding variety in its group ; leaves pure gold colour, tinted with
bronze in the voung growth ; habit compact, growth free, retaining
its foliaec well through the season, and forming a vt-rj- beautiful
close bed, ribbon line, or belt. For producing a diversified effect
in miscellaneous groups, this elegant plant is a valuable addition

X'i^J?9*^.'''S3.''.^?iJ
decoration generally. 7s. (id.

isq^ue variety, leaves clearCROWN of TEWEI.S.

tints. By its compact branching habit and continuous effec
throut,'h [he autumn months, it will be found an ornamental plant
whcr.- ::r -.1

1 .. r : "f fjicturesque leaf-tints arc required. 71. 6rf
GOLDl-X M \\ M I - V very- rich, self-golden leaved kind, of

vi;;-'! i. ilie foliage jn fine contrast with its brilliant
cnnv. I I'lants of mature growth, from i to 2 feet in
I>eit;lii. i;i"l'i.r I iiK- effect by their remarkably fine gold leaf tint,
viewed in ..yiurasc with miscellaneous plant groups. 71. ttd.ORANGE liU\ EN.—The smallest variety in the group ; forming a
neat, dwarf, compact growth; its gold leaf ground being prettily
tinted with bronze in the young shoot tips. js. 6d.

Dwarf Antirrhinums
(Tom Thumb Section), 2s. 6d. each.

BRUNEL—French white, 'speckled and flaked lilac, lemon mouth,
6 to 8 inches.

CORONATION.-White tube with yellow mouth, and rose-tintcd
purple lobes; lower lobe blotched with white, effective. Height,

CROWN JEWEL.-Crimson, with clouded scariet centre, and yellow
mouth, very bright and showy ; 6 inches.

ELEGANTISSIMA.-Pure white, with creamy centre ; 6 inches.
ELFRIDA.—White tube, with canary-yellow lobes, very fineFIRE KING.—Scarlet, with white lube, lobes blotched with bright

yellow, very showy.
GERTRUDE.—Deep rose top lobes, lower rosy buff, with yellow

blotch on lower lip, very attractive ; 6 inches
GOLDEN pROF.—Yellow and lemon, with rosy scarlet top lobes,

JOSEPHINE.—Light lilac and yellow centre, lobes speckled and
banded purpli-oanded purple.

^I^^^ILE.—WhUetube, and deep rose-top lobes, lower ones white

Gojden^yellow, with darker mouth, top lobes

th purple lint and orange

very efTective ; 6 inch.
NE PLUS ULTRA,-Gl

,

speckled with claret ; 6 to 8

New Fuchsias.

HARVEST FIOME.—Long pink tube, broad scarlet

rose from the oai
INI M ITABLE—Scarlet-crimson

sepals, and deep violet corolla
bloomer.^nd ofpyr;

lidal. . 6rf. '

with broad, finely reflexcd
ne, well proportioned flower ;

wth. 71. 6rf.

well rc<

violet

WHITE EAGLE—White corolla, with rich scarlet tube and sepals,

free blooming variety, with three flowers at each axil

;

bit. 71. tid. each.
?'a!s pure white, corolla rich

ly j-ccur\-ed ;
growth free,

: size an elegant drooping outline ; a free

ty. 75. 6./. each
DUCHESS.—Tube

latter recurved
pals of g

purple,
,
blush-whit the

nd freely produced.
7i. (>d. each.

Diplacus (Shrubby Mimulus).
GOLDEN PHEASANT.—Richly tinted buff, shaded with claret, and

orange throat. 35. 6rf, each.
LORD DERBY.—Rich red-scarlet, with fringed margin, and yellow

throat. 3i. (>d. each.
SUNBEAM.—Golden-yellow, with white throat, and orange-coloured

bars. 3s. 6d.

Mimulus Rivularis Pardinus.
LEOPARD-srOTTED MONKEY FLOWER.

(See separate descriptive notes in the " Gardeners' Year Book and
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THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Near Sunningdale Station, South-Western Raihwiy.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invite the attention of Gentlemen and

Planters to the undernamed .selections from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, grand specimens, 4 to 6 to 8 to 12 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 to 6 to 10 feet.

„ L.WVSONIANA ARGEN'TEA (John WATliKlin's var.),—By far

the most desirable of all the glaucous varieties. 5s. to 7s. 6rf.

„ MACROCARPA, 4 to 6 feel, 42s. per dozen.

THt.lJA AUREA.—Beautiful plants, about 2 feet, 42s. per dozen;
larger, 51. to 21J. each.

„ GIGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of Seedlings,

4 to 6 to 8 feet, 31. 6rf. to 5s., 7s. (xf., and upwards.

„ DOLABRATA.—Fine plants, 5s. to 7!. M. each.

,, „ VARIEGATA, 5!. to 7s. 6d. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.—Good plants, 30!. per dozen;
2 to 3 feet, 42J. to 6or. ; larger, up 10 10 feet, 71. 6d. to 631. each.

ABIES NOBILIS, handsome plants, from 5s., 7s. 6d., and upwards.

„ NORDMANNIANA, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. 6d. 10 los. &i.
; 3 to 4 feet,

21J.
; 4 to 8 to 12 feet, 31J. od. and upwards each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, los. 6d. to 42s. each.

„ GRANDIS, 4 to s to 6 and 10 feet, los. 6d. to 631. each.

„ PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet, 5s.
; 3 to 5 to 8 feet, 7s. 6rf. to 63s.

„ DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per dozen
; 5 to 6 and 10 feet,

3J. 6d. to 7J. 6d. and upwards.

„ MAGNIFICA, 3 to 4 feet. 3tj. M. to 425.

„ ORIENTALIS, 3 to 5 to 8 feet, very beautiful examples, 21s. and
upwards each.

CF.DRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per dozen; latger up to 12 feet.

YEWS, COMMON.-lmracnse quantities, 2 to 3 to 4 10 6 feet, from
i8s to 60s. per dozen.

„ IRISH.—Perfect columns, up to 12 feet.

„ GOLDEN, as Standards on Irish stems, perfect globes, 31s. M.

HOLLIES, GREEN COMMON.-Many thousands, ol all sizes, from
I foot up to 10 feet.

„ the best GOLDEN, WATERERS', and SILVER varieties, in
any quantity, and of all sizes.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, loj. 6d. to 2rj. each.

,, ,, Watebebs' variety, many hundreds of symmetrically grown
specimens, perfectly straight stems, 42^. to 105s. per pair.

„ WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEGATED, fine
plants, from 2ts. each.

„ PORTUGAL LAURELS.—Very close grown handsome plants,
los. 6d. to 21S. each ; \ery large imposing specimens, 42s. to 635.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we have the pleasure

of observing that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved
crimson varieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.
The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, has
been for the past 20 ye.ars supplied from our Nursery.

„ CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, well-grown plants,
SOS. to 751. per lOo.

„ better class (SEEDLINGS) and named varieties for extensive
plantmg, £s per 100.

„ of superior kinds, many on own roots, £7 los. to £10 per 100.

„ very superior, leading, crimson, rose, white, £12 loj. toj(;is per 100.

„ STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD, of the most imposing
varieties, of all shades of colour, from 2ir. to 631. to 105J. each.

AZALEAS, common kinds, 501. to 75^. per too.
„ very best, in fine plants, .£10 per 100.

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIUM, very handsome, 301. per dozen.

„ LATIFOLI A, i8j. to 30J. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, fine plants, rSs. 10421. per dozen.

We have likewise immense quantities of the leading kinds t

EVERGREENS OF ALL SIZES,

From the immensity of our stock we are enabled to
treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-
mended in every practicable case to visit and choose
for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately
describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of
which we will replace all failures which may occur the
first season after planting.

CATALOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of
Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded
on application.

Purchasers of large quantities are informed that Goods
can be forwarded from Sunningdale to all parts of
England in through truck, thereby causing a great saving
in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY.

E
5 to 6 feet, at bos. pet

SIBERIAN ARE
SOS. per 100 ; 3 to 3i feet, 601. per too ; 3! t

RICHARD SMITH. Nur-^en-man. Worce'-il

I 2i feet, 40s. per 100

;

; 3i to 4 iect, 84s. per

Special Notice.

JOHN SALTEK ' : to announce that they
are about RETT! r I SS, in consequence of the

Metropolitan District Kt .
' :, requiring the whole of their

Nursery. They take this i)ijp..iiii.iiu ..ti ictuming their sincere thanks
tt.1 the numerous friends who have for so many years favoured them

orders. They also beg to notify that the whole of the
..

. ,
.,

-^^NTS, HARDY VAF
^TED LILIES of the

1 by Me

:k'of SEEDLING JAPANESE and other NEW
CHRYSANTHEMUMS is. by mutual agreement, in the hands of
Mr. Wiliiam Bull. New Plant Merchant, King's Road, Chels.
arrangement having been made with him to ctcculc all orde
them, including those taken last autumn by Messrs. Salter.

Plants will be supplied by Mr. Bull on precisely the same terms
executed at the Versailles Nursery.

iMr. BULL'S CATALOGUE, containing descriptions of thest
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, is now in the press, and will be i

shortly. Versailles Nursery, Willi.nm Street. Hammersmith.

D H D
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Verbenas, Verbenas.

PHILIP LADDS is now scndln- -mt

of VERBENAS of 1869 at 3^ r -

FUCHSIAS of 1869 at 31. per dozen ' 1

GERANIUMS, 6j. ; 12 new vai-icii<'. ! '''
12 GERANIUMS CRYSTAL PAl \' I

'!

GERANIUMS, 1868. 25. GERANIUM \ !>
scarlet, 20J. per 100.—

^

; Bexicy Heath, Kent.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of fine strain, nice

plants, out of pans. zs. M. per dozen
;
good plants, out of single

pots, V. per dozen, fr.!c bv post. Special quotations per 100.

GLOXINIAS, good named varieties, la for 85., 24 for 165. ; free by

ACHIMENES, in to choice varieties, 3 tubers of each for los. ; 10

1 of each, V. : free by post.

i;ii.
I

I tsofShow, Fancy and Bedding—package free,

,
.:, liir 7i. 6tf., and 12 for 4s. If more than one

I.. iii , \m1I be supplied one third less,

j: I IK. AKKR, Skcrton Nurseries, Lincasler.

DAHl I

c FLOWER

CINERARIA, from named flowers
CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ..

„ ARGENTEA
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, extra choice
CANNAS. in sis cli.iice varieties

CH KV~ \ N I 1 1 1 . \l I M , imv Japanese vari

CLI.\
DIGIT '

ECHF.\
GLOXIM X, ,;,.'. ,

GOLIIIN I
^ HI I 111:1 M

HOLI.Y Iv, , II . . Imice, mixed ..

MIMl'l 1 ^,. , II. I. ill

NIERI-MI;IH.I \ I IT lESCENS ..

TANSY. - -1, I . ! .iiiivcd

„ CI-IVEliKN, Ulue, Yellow, and Purple
choice Belg:

rELARGONIIJM.Goldaiid Bronze ..

,, Zonal, choice .

.

,, Nosegay, choice
PETUNIA, double, extra choice

I Single, choice mixed .

.

PKIMULA FIMBRIATA, Red and Whit

.. Fern-leaved, mixed
RICINUS, in sis choice varieties
SOLANUMS, in six choice varieties
STOCK, East I.othian, Scarlet, While, and Purple . . each
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMI
WIGANDIA VIGIERI

IMPORTED GERM.ilN SEEDS.
STOCKS, in IJ distinct colours ..

ASTER, German quilled.
Chrysanthemum Dwarf, i

„ Globe-flowered,

,, Truffaut's Pccony, la vars

JOHN and CHARLES LEE. Royal Vineyard Nu
Establishment, Hammersmith. London, W.

and Seed

MR. GEORGE GORDON (Authorof the " Pinetuni")
being engaged in completing an extensive Pinetum, will feel

obliged to any Nurscrjman who w
CONIFEROUS PLANTS, directc

Exmouth Street, Spa Fields, London,

AUantus glandulosa.
CHOICE PL.-\.N'TS. 6 to 10 feet high, 20s. per ico.

"For Parks and avenues it is mdispensable ; its perfect health

and freshness under all circumsl.inces in towns recommend it to the

planter. Dust, foul air, or Hr'>,i.'ln i,^,,^ little or no effect upon it."

Sec Robinson's " Parks .i ml i

I
1'

i s "

R. TEri -I III I
,

'
:

'
I

s
Fine Hollies ami Spruce.

ROBINSON has sevci.il huiiJicas bushy HOLLIES
I dispose of, 3 to 7 feet. Also well feathered SPRUCE, '

t!^ feet : a small quantity of BIRCH and ELM plants, 5 to 7 feet

hundreds of strong GORSE, for filling up Covers. Prices

Shaw House, Melbourne, Derby.—March 16.

A^
. ^'.da. per dozen,

2J4 to 3^ feet, 4^. per dozen, 20J. per 100.

3 to 4 feet, 4s. 611. per dozen, 22J. per 100.

See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darlcy Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

Rare Tree and other splendid Ferns.
JOHN H. LEY, Nurseryman. Croydon. S.. ha

pleasure in being able to offer to his Patrons and the Public, th

following collection of FERNS, which have ncvrr \>f(,n s-.Iii before;
such low prices. All very fine plants, in 6-inch j.. 1 ,

ti n , 1 . 1
m. Ik

long, excepting Leptopteris superba, which .it. , , i;. : iii|;

The Six, hamper included, for 21s. cash. sN 1
.

ii m 1

already possessed, others eauallv good can be ^ ' 11

princcps, Leptopteris superba, Alsophila austr.ilr., \ 1, t: il.ii

tium culcita, or antarctica ; Todca arborea, or pcllu. idi

Golden Cbamplon Grape.
OSRORN and sons can supply good CANES of the

above-named remarkable GRAPE, which has again been
exhibited, and very much admired, fully sustaining the high character
previously formed of it. Price \os. 6d., 2ts., and 30J. each.

___^^_ Fulham N ursery. London, S.W.

thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.
Price 2rs., 42J.. and 631. each.

THOMAS METHVEN, Leilh Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fruiting and planting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE post free on application: also CIRCULARS of
Meredith's Vine, Pine, Peach, and Plant MANURE.

The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool,

Delicious New Grape.

MR. WILLLA.M BULL has a large stock of good,
strong, well-ripcned CANES of MADRESFIELD COURT

BLACK MUSCAT, at 15s. and 21s. each.

V^
Black Hamburgh, Golden Hamburgh, Barbarossa, Mrs. Pince, Buck-
land Sweetwater, General De la \rarmora, Alicante, Royal Vineyard,
Black Frontignan, Foster's Seedling, Burchard's Prince. Planting

-. very strong, 3*. 6il!, sent to any part 0"

J. PEED, Eftra Nursery, Brixton, S.W.

SURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples ;

Standard Plums, Pears, Apples : Standard and Half Standard and
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds : Gooseberries, Currants,
Manelti, and Crab Stocks: Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia.

Common Laurel, Variegated and Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,

English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.
Samples, with height and price, on application to

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford.

Strawberries for 1870.

MRS. NICHOLSON begs to say that the List of
Additions to her Stock is now ready, and will be forwarded on

application. Amongst the Novelties are ASCOT PINE-APPI.E (see
" Hogg's Year Book. 1S70"), HER MAJESTY, PRINCESS DAGMAR,
TRIOMPHE DE PARIS, &c. Also a List of the best of the older

sorts, as DR. HOGG, MR. RADCLYFFE, &c., at reduced prices.

Eaglescliffe, near Varm.

STRONG STANDARD APPLES and PEARS.—
Large horizontal Trained and Pvr.imid Ai.i>lcs and Pears; fine

Standard and Dwarf-trained PEACIII - i. I - M I.\K1NES; fine

bushy LAURELS and LAURUS 111 ' 'I' ' im feet ; extra
bushy LAL'RUSTINUS and PORI 1

I
:

: I
s, li to 3 feet

;

a large collection of Standard and I , , 1 I. 1 'warf China,
and climbing ROSES of the le.n.lii. -ii., I-Mlitmis flowering
SHRUBS; ASH, a to 5 feet ; SCOTCH. STRrcK. and AUSTRIAN
FIRS.and all kinds of FOREST TREES: strong Evergreen PRIVET
and THORN QUICK for Hedges. All the above have been regularly

transplanted, and are well rooted. Prices on application to

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseri-s, London Road, Cheltenham

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.
Dwarf-trained Morello CHERRIES, syr., splendid stuff.

Dwarf-trained 3-yr. Svveet CHERRIES, ten leading sorts, 151. per doz.

Strong cut-nack extra fine Bushes, 3-yr., ej. per dozen, 35J. per 100
Rider Trained CHERRIES, 30s. per dozen.

„ PEACHES and NECTARINES, 60s, per dozen.
Half Standard HP. ROSES, a feet, splendid stuff, best sorts,

LargeJ-AL^Rl'^ I I ' 1
'. -. i ',

: nns, 30J. per dozen.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries,

THOMAS \V.\k.\hk !» : - i- inhul intending
Planters and the Irade that, II, iisive General

Nursery Stock, he has the following 111 ,1 ,
,r unsurpassed

quality, and offered at most rca^ r ' \ IWLtJGU
Wholesale or Retail, may be had free I ;; 1

'

APRICOTS, Standard Maiden. Moor I'.irk.

CHERRIES. Standards, Dwarfs, and Pyramids.
CURRANTS, White Dutch.
PEARS, Standards and P'

.chit f Vic:

w To the Seed Trade, &c.
ILLIAM AND FRANCIS CLARK, four years'

lie Managers of the Firm of Little & Ballantyne, beg to
inform the Trade that they havi ed into BUSINESS c

s NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, and FLORIS-TS.^

when published.
CLARK BROTHERS AND CO., Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, 36, Lowther Street, Cariislc.
Special Offer. - i Ton PRINCE of WALES' KIDNEY

POTATOS, extra fine, sound sample, and true to name, iw per
:. 6d. 1 Nelt cash p

QYCAMORES or PLANES, 7 to 9 feet. 3^. per dozen.'^ LABIIRNUMS, 6 to 7 feet, 2s. per dozen.

LAURELS, I foot, 5!. ;

FINUS AUSTRIACAaii^i
ROSES. 2 feet and upwanl

.

Fine CUCUMBER SELIi,

ss

A. WILKIN. 1 I

D'

dozt

Ira, transplanted—package ii

b, 2J. 3rf. per dojen, lis. per
s, 35. per dozen, 135. per 100.

s, 3r. 6d. per do?en, 16s. per

I A M ! Mill
;rK.

,
Matlock.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANLULS UARUV DKIJIJING PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, ike.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

from the bc! • sources; all are warranted genuine, a

me lowest possible prices. Intending purchasers
compare the prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

STOCKS.
.\l I

III' ',
I i I

..(" sorts), single specimens, 1^3 to 5 feet.

\ ' '
I '

:
V I \ i 1

I \ I CA, single specimens, 1 to 2 feet.

);' '-'.,
i ." ! "iisi. ili tojfeet.

I lILv 1 .\ L 1 :., ..._,iilct and White, Standards, 5 to 8 feet.

ELM, Ornamental (of sorts), Standards, 4 to 12 feet.

LABURNUM, English, 4 to 8 feet.

POPLAR. New Silver, i^ to 8 feet.

OAK, English, Transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 5 feet,

SPRUCE FIR, s-—' -»'.-'
-

ROSES, Dwarf, 1 of the leadir
J 3 feet.

r kinds.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cult
Soil, Drainage. Manure, Pruning, Liftingf, Cropping, Treatment
"" '

quality, size, form, skin, colour,
season, price, &c. Free by post

tion, Soil, Dramage,
under Glass, also tfi.

h, flavour, use, growth, di

foro
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wo

Junlperus mbernlca.HLANE AND SON, having a splendid lot of
• beautiful-shaped trees (unsurpassed for symmetry), 4 to 5 feet

high, transplanted spring 1869, beg to olTcr them to ihc Trade at
£j 10s. per 100,

The Nurseries, Great lierkhamsicd, Herts.

Araucarla Imbricata.

HLANE AND SON, having a very large stock, beg
• to offer them at the following greatly reduced prices, viz.,

5 to 6 feet, 2IS ; 7 to 8 feet, 42s, ; 9 to 10 feet, 63.^.
'"

* " lection is earnestly solici

;s, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

B.

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

oria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
to suit gardens of various sizes, los. 6d., 2ir., 425., 63J. and 845. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet-

Backhouse's Winter White Protecting BROCCOLI
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY
WillLims' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woollcy's improved variety ..

Wheeler's Tom.Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE
Webb's Climax MELON, new

(I'he finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever offered.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, June 30, 1869,)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent

flavour, and 12 days earlier than any other known kind, new .

.

Eariey's Defiance TOMATO, new
{The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed 2J. W., 3f. 6J., and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 21. M., 31. M., and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, ss.6d., 3s. (d. , &
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain is. M. and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. ij. M, 2s, M., and

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS .. .. 2S. 6<i. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new

Parsons' New Tree Mignonette

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are. without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter ; the flowers arc very double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new s. &i. and

ZINNIA EI.EGANS PUMILA florc-pleno, new

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

post free on application.

M

FnUt Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries. Merriott, Somerset, will be
• glad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PEARS, 700 do. of

APPLE, 170 do, of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with other kinds in

propioriion. Standards, 6 to 7 : Pyramids, 6 to 7; and Bushes, 3 to

5 feet high ; also very fine I)warf-trained Trees of all kinds, of

superior growth, are ofTered. The above are described in the
" Orcharcfist," the best work on Fruit Trees in England, price is. 6d.

in stamps. A printed List or Index sent gratis.

ooflrersasplendidstockofFORES'T TREES, DECIDUOUS

LARCH, i-yr. Seedling, in quantity, also bedded, can
be offered; SCOTCH, native, LARICIO and AUSTRIAN

PINES, I and 2-yr. Seedlings, also i and 2-yr. bedded; PEAR,
CHERRY and PLUM STOCKS, i-yr. ; IVY, Irish, i and 2.yr.

bedded ; ASH and QU ICK, 2-yr. bedded. For prices apply
H. R. STIRZAKER,Skerton Nun , Lancaster.

Prime Nursery Stock.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
• above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

quantities, consisting of ALDER. ASH, BEECH, CHESTNUT,
ELMS ; FIR, SCOTCH, do. SPRUCE, do, SILVER ; OAK, COM-
MON and TURKEY: POPLARS, SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large breadth of fine HAZEL
and strong THORNS ; an immense stock of Evergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the usual sizes.

THE TRADE.
I-yr. SEEDLING HOLLY (very stout).
ARBOR-VIT-^, 6 to 9 inches, i to i% foot.

SCOTCH FIR, "SCOTCH FIR, 9 to 18 inches.
PINUS LARICIO, 9to i8 inche:
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 9to iS in

J. THORNTON, Heatherside Est

PICEA NOBILIS.-Suitable for Avenues or Orna-
mental Planting.—500 Picea nobilis, from seed, finely-furnished

Trees, sj4 to 4 feet high, with good leading shoots and splendid roots.
This Californian Pine is thoroughly hardy, sound in constitution, of
rapid growth, not very particular to situation if planted in good loamy
soil. It takes the very highest rank as a remarkable, noble, and beau-
tiful Tree. The above to be sold very Cheap. Price on application to
Messrs. FISHER, HOLMES, AND CO., Handswort¥ Nurserj-,

Sheffield.

ESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO., The Royal
Nurseries, Ascot, Berks, arc now prepared to execute orders for

the following NEW and CHOICE PLANTS, to which they wish to

call special attention :

—

IXORA DIXIANA.—This magnificent plant is of very free growth,
irrying fine foliage; the trusses oi_ flowers are large, and of

-

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM.—Fine young plants, two to

three crowns, ioj. 6rf. each ; three to four crowns, and stronger,

15J. to 61s, each.
TODEA PELLUCIDA COMPACTA—A very dwarf and compact

variety. As it does not give seed fronds until the plant is very old,

:y is preserved. 21. 6rf to 5J.

'ONICA.—A magnificent hardy Kern 1

bited at South Kensington on May 4 1

STRUTHIOPTERIS TAPONICA.—A magnificent hardy Fern from
exhibited at South Kensington on May 4 last,

arded a First-class Certificate. For full descrip-
"

r.6d.

Japan. It wa

tion, see Gardetters' Chronicle, May 8, i86g. In April r

FICUS MACROPHYLLA—From New Zealand, where, such is its

luxurious growth, it is said at times to cover an acre of land. It is

undoubtedly the best Subtropical Plant of its kind, growing freely

in a very low temperature, even withstanding 7 or 8 degrees of

frost ; hence it is not a doubtful plant for our variable climate, but
if put out in the middle of May is sure to succeed. 5^. each.

ABUTILON THOMPSONL—This has also proved itself a very
fine Subtropical Plant, thriving well under adverse circumstances,

the bright marbled colour of its leaves^ producing a very striking

:.6d. . '^f-J^e-JP^lloj

deeply edged with lake; flowere very large and finely shaped. A
few strong plants, now, 55. each ; in April next, 3s. 6d. each

ROYAL ASCOT VINE.—This has now proved itself to be beyond
doubt the most prolific of all the Vines yet set out, and ripens its

fruit to perfection in a cold house. Plants, 7^ 6.^ to 15s. each,

and a few extra strong three year old canes, that would carry a

good crop this year, 213. each
NEW PEACHES.-The "Marquis of Downshire'' and the " Early

.. _. , , ^ , . K, . ._ fertilised by the
il degrees, their

r Med ; of good

size, very ^eep colour, and .1 1 '

i'^ 'I'^^n the Royal

r.eorge. Very clean, stronggrou'-i I m- !: rr,, ,^ h.i. to iw. each.

ABIES OBOVATA.—A beautiful new Lonilcr iron. J-pan We have

proved it perfectly hardy, of very fast yruwth, with foliage of the

iiKKt lovclv L'laucous green 10s. 6d. to 211. each.

JUNIPERUS fAPONiCA ALBO-VARIEGATA.—By far the finest

ofall the Junipers, as. &i. to 21J. each.

ACER RUFINERVE ALBO-LIMBATUM.—This large and be^auti-

ful variety of Mapl
from othi

irlyc

1 from Japan. It is quit

"ered witV whTt'eTha^e" a' c^yitalHsed" offrStrd i^ppear:

ACER POLYMORPHUM PECTINATUM RUERUM--%\e hav=

a nice stock of this very charming Maple. J'''''^""f, ""^h.
tifullycut, and are coloured with green

'•"'
J'^"^'

°f.'°"' ",„
AUCUBAS, Males,..!, M. to S-<

"' h : and ether taneties. .ee
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SUTTONS'
IMAIMIMOTH

LONG RED MANGEL,
THE LARGEST SORT IN CULTIVATION.

SUTTON AND SONS had the honour of first intro-

ducing this superior new large Mangel IN THE year 1866,
the demand for which has rapidly increased as it has
become more widely known.

The FIRST PRIZE at

BIRMINGHAM GREAT ROOT SHOW
was awarded in two Juc^essive years to

BUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED.

For weight per acre and size of individual roots this

.variety has surpassed every other sort of Mangel yet

introduced.

Specimens weighing 46 11). were exhibited on our stand
at the Cattle Show, 1869, and the following unsolicited

Testimonials have been received :

From Mb. W. Clark, Laiu Farm, Shpshy.
October 59, ,869.-" Every year I grow the Mammoth Long Red

Mai.gel confirms my opinion thai it is the best planling and heaviest
cropping Wurzel in cidtivation. We have this year carted 579 heavy
loads from to acres of land, and my neighbours tell me it was the
heaviest crop in the county. I think you ,vill receive many orders for
seed from this neighbourhood.. I do not think we had j yards missed
Ijlant."

From W. G. Wood, Esq., MonUn, Blaktnty.
March 31, ,869.-" I had a fine crop of Mangel from your seed of the

Mammoth Long Red, notwithstanding the day summer."

F,-cm Mb. Ti.os. B. Elvy, Chcmfion Court, Nc^oham
October 2C,, ,869.-" I have had a very heavy crop of your Mammoth

Long Red Mangel."

From G. Fleming. Esq., Groiindslom.
Noi;mhcri, .863.-" I am proud to tell you that I have some remark

ably line Mangel Wurjel this season from your Seeds. Mammoil,
Long Reds, 40 lb. each with their- leaves ; Orange Globes very large
and line. The Long Reds are very symmetrical in form."

Fmii Mr. Hl!NKY Hawking, ElUuthcrfr, York.
February

.,, 1869.-" I took the First Prize at the York Root Show
with M.ingel grown from your M.immoth Long Red; there were none
to be compared to them. Much admired."

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS,
Nice Plants, (as. per dozen, or yj. 6d. each ; a few larger at 10s. dd. and zii. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about 2 feet, at 42J. per dozen ; do., about 3 feet, at 6o.t. per dozen.

A few fine Specimens, loj. (3d. to •z\s. each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were e.\hibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens,
London, on the i6lh inst., and unanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly
ever)' one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class

hardy plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

1870.

J. W. WIMSETT'S
NEW PLANT CATALOGUE (108 PAGES)

Is now ready, and will be forwarded, Post Free, on application.

It contains extensive LISTS of ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, TREE FERNS.
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, NEW BEDDING PLANTS, WILLS' NEW HYBRID and other PELAR-
GONIUMS, SHOW and FANCY GERANIUMS. RHODODENDRONS suitable for cold and exposed situations,

and New and Handsome PALMS, suitable for Drawing-room and Dinner-table Decoration.

For descriptions of these see Gardeners' Chronicle for February 19, 1870. The plants there mentioned were a
portion of Mr. WiMSETT's extensive collection, and were suppied to the City of London Club, Old Broad Street.

These decorations were the most graceful ever witnessed, and the only instance on record where Palms have been used
for dining-room decoration. '

-
, ,

.

Royal Horticultural Society, South. Kensington, W., December \o, 1869.

Sib.—I am directed by the Council of this Society to convey to you their thanks for the grand disjplay of Flowers you made at the Gardens
re on the

To J. W. W
of the visit of his Majesty the King of ttie Belgians.—

I

;tt. Royal Ashburnbam Tark Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

splay
, Sir, yours faithfully,

JAMES RICHARDS, Assistant Secretary.

BALLS and P.ARTIES furnished with Plants of every description. A large stock of Ornamental-foliaged Plants

always kept for the purpose.

CONSERVATORIES furnished, by the year or othenvise. on the most reasonable terms.

All kinds of DINNER-TABLE DECOR.ATIONS sent out to any part of London, and arranged in the most

modern and appro\ed style, and of the most choice flowers of the season.

CUT FLOWERS sent out loosely, or arranged into bouquets by competent and tasteful persons.

BRIDAL, OPERA, and other BOUQUETS furnished on reasonable terms.

From Mr. J

March 3, 1

Long Red."

Singl1;ton, Teresa Cottage, PocklingloH.
I beat all the East Riding with your Mammoth

From Wm. Smith Cbacc, Esq., Arkhotmr, Lallcaslcr
March .6, .86g._" I was successful in gaining the priie with your

Mammoth Long Red Mangel at the Lanesd.alc Show last year. The

F>vtu Mr. P. BiBi), Slnuard to Lord jAjirs liuri En
Ma,ch =0, ,86S._" I wish to let you know that I beat all Ireland

with your Mangel this year. The like of the Mammoth Long Red » as
iicver exhibited bclorc."

From Mr. F. Bi^nnett, Bailiff to the Ear! o/Nomvm:
A'oi'rmbtr 'Ci, ,869.—" Lord Norbury has desired me to tell you that

he is much pleased with the Mammoth Long Red Mangel Wurzel
Seed had from you last spring. Wc had 64 tons per acre, and not on
the best of land."

Price Is. 6(1. per lb.

(much cheaper by the cnt.)

ASHBURNHAM PARK NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

J. WILLS, F.R.H.S., Manage:

GRASS SEEDS, for Laying Down Land
TO PERMANENT PASTURE, LAWNS, BOWLING-GREENS, &:c.

Peter Lawson & Son,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C., and at EDINBURGH,

Olfer their celebrated MIXTURES of the above, suitable for all soils and situations. Their extensive Stocks

of GR.ASSES and CLOVTsRS have been most carefully selected, thoroughly cleaned, and cannot be surpassed in

quality. , Prices and full particulars on application.

Tables of Mixtures and every information is given in their " AGROSTOGRAPHIA ; a Treatise on the
CnUi\'ated Grasses and other Herbage and Forage Plants;" price Half-a-Cro\vn, gratis to customers.

For further particulars of

SUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS,
SEE

SUTTONS' FARMER'S YEAR BOOK
for 1870,

Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP MAMMOTH TURNIP
A large free-growing Globe variety, \cry firm while flesh, with deep purple top, \aluable for early feeding, being

very quick in growth, and an extremely heavy cropper. It will stand the winter well if sown late. Price may be
had upon application.

Every description of VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and FABM SEEDS.
PRICED CATALOGUES will be sent Post Free on application.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

ITALIAN
NEW LARGE

TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE FLAT BLOOD-RED.
No. 2. GLANT ROCCA, the largest Onion known.

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLY WHITE, earliest of aU.

SUTTON AND SONS,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in

onsequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the denianti ; but would,
nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if tliey would prevent
disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANT.S,
SOUTHWARK STREET,SLONDON, S.E.
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"I3OTATOS.—Aslileaf Kidney Early, Ilandsworlli,
X (^.oldcn Dwarf Early, Dalmalioy and Fluke, nice sclcclcd seed, can
be cITcrcd cheap liy the Ton. ARTJCHOKE, Jerusalem, line quality,

for present use, or Seed, can be offered in quatitity. Also SLAKALE,
wo scars.^^^

^ STIR7AKKR, Skcrton Nurseri

s
The bcot Potato for the Main Crop Is

UTTON'.^ I
I

'

I Mll'l', KIIlXl''.N', mis.

selected li.M-. ' :s "! ihr I'hikr li.mm

is most valuable for the main garden crop, and has been remarkably
free from disease, while other varieties growing close by were almost
destroyed. Price 51. per peck, cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

NEW EARLY POTATO, RINTOUL'S NEW
EARLY WHITE DON.—This is a great improvement on the

variety sent out by us some years ago, being pure white both outside

rate quality.
Having seeur.

East Craigie, Ci

who Rrow for i

I quantity of the above from the
itiiid, \\ ho'.c n.imc as an early P

I .iMi 11 ill rccommendir

17, South Frederick Street,

t Hill, London, S.E.

HEADLEY'S SEEDLING POTATO.—
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in r86o, by

Richard Hcadley, Esq., of Staplcford. It has never produced a
diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, verj' hardy, and superior in flavour

to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,

ripcninf^ by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping
perfectly sound and ht for use until August in the following j'car.

Opinions of the Press.
" R. Hcadley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate: white,

mealy, and excellent in flavour, —Gardeners' ChriniicU, Oct. 30, 1869.
" White Kidney. A very fine variety ; a heavy cropper ; uniform in

size ; ripening off all at once ouickly and completely ; tlesh yellowish,
dry, mealy, and of the most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy crop was
harvested July 14."

—

Gardeners' Ma^xine, Jan. 30, i86g.

"Seedling Potato (R. Headley). In shape the tubers resemble those

; 5s. per peck. The usual dis

/CUCUMBER. DK'KSONS FAVOURITE

applic

ASPARAGUS, I, 2, and 3-y:
2S. 6d. per 100.

CO>tMON LAURELS, 2 to 2% feet, 151. per :

Green TREE BOX, 2 lo 2% feet, 25s
Black Italian POPLAR, 10 to 16 let

dozen, 45s. per 100.

Standard CHERRIES, Mayduke and other leading

isplanted and ;

EWING ;

-ice to the Trade on application to
:H1LD, the Royal Norfolk Nursery-. Noi

R
The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash,
AMERICAN RED POTATO. It has produced over 16 tons
acre this year. Trice per cwt , JOJ. EAST HAM CABBAGE

PLANTS, 5s. per 1000; Double GERMAN WALLFLOWERS. 5!

per 100; Single Wallflowers, 2j. (d. ner too; SCARI
DAISIES, CROWN DAISIES, WHITE DAISIES, all

Marlcet Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.n\l<D WALKER can supply, for cash.
I. M.E for planlmg out, 3!. tyi. per 100; ASPARAGUS

I ii'iog, for planting out, 3S. per 100, or icj. -—
1 PINKS, ^Ci per 100; WHITE SPANrsl

r lb. All r

IISH ONION

w.
Cabbage Plants, Cabbage Plants.

VIRtiU AM. SON can supply sirong

ed from unknown

Wo -sh Nun ildford, Su

Suttons' Potatos for Planting.
MESSRS. BUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST

is now ready, and may be had Rratis and post-free. Their stock
of Potatos has been selected with great care, and can be relied on as

rfectly true to name. Lowest price per cwt., sack, or Ion,perfectly true to
forwartlcd on applic

SUTTON

.

> SONS, Seed Gr(

Choice Seed Potatos.
HOOPER AND CO. have still choice Stocks of the

undernoted :

—

EARLY ROSE.—IS. 6d. per lb. i 7 lb., OS.

DRESEE'S KINGof the EARLIES (" The Fifty Dollar Potato.")—
6s. per lb. : 7 lb.. 40^

BRESEES PROLIFIC
CLIMAX.—3s. per lb. ; 7 lb., i8s. dd.

pper).—Reduced price,()rf p.lb. :7s.&f. p. peck.

JS PR0LIF1C.-3S. per lb.
; 7 lb., !&!. M.

IIOVINIA,. ^^.., _

PATERSON'S VICTORIA.—Prime 5eed"froni spici
from raiser, and other kinds.

CATALOGUES ready. Liberal terms to the Trade.
HOOFER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

, diret

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, offer to
the Trade BROCCOLI—HAMMOND'S IMPERIAL HARDY

WHITE BROCCOLI without exception the best Broccoli in culti-
vation- Read the following Report sent out by William Armit-
age & Sons, Huddcrslield ;—

From the " Gardener's Magazine," May 30, 1868.
" Hammond's Imperial Hardy White Broccoli.^Ve have received

samples of this variety from Air. W. Hammond, Market Gardener,
Birkby, Huddersfield, Yorkshire. The heads are large, even in out-
line and hemispherical, 50 close that there is not space anywhere for

so much as the point of a pencil, the colour creaniy-white, average
weight -when trimmed for cooking, 3 lb. ; in quality lirst-rate, as nuld

SPECIAL NOTICE.—J. C. & Co. strongly advise early Orders for Farm Seeds, the late severe weather
liaving greatly injured the young plant growing for next season's supply, and which J. C. & Co. fear

will necessitate an advance upon the present low quotations after April loth next.

" Economy.—Seeds direct from the Growers."

CARTER'S GENuTnE SEEDS
FOR FARM AND GARDEN.The: Rov.\lSi

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,
Ready for Immediate Delivery.

No. I. COLLECTION for COTTAGE GARDENS, 12s. &/.

No. 2. COLLECTION for SMALL GARDENS, zis. od.

No. 3. COLLECTION for LARGER GARDENS, 42^. od. 1 supply of Choici Veget-

No. 4, COLLECTION for GARDENS of i Acre, 6y. oJ. ) Ma all the year round.

No Charge for Packing.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
Ready for Immediate Delivery.

'.'\" COLLECTION .. Price io:r. W. (post free i u.

)

'B" COLLECTION ., Price 15J. (post free iss. 6d.\

•C" COLLECTION .. Price 21J. post free 2ij. 6rf. ( pretty di'splay

'D" COLLECTION .. Price 42J. (post free 42J. 6</.) "' " '

Catalogues gratis and post free.

For fullinfomtation, see CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED VADE MECUM for 1870. Post Free is., gratis ,o purch.

J. C. AND CO. have made extensive arrangements that all Orders
shall be executed immediately.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL.

ORDINARY STOCKS 8,/. to o lo

CARTER'S WARDEN, the finest Globe variety . i o

CARTER'S MAMMOTH, the finest Long Red

variety ,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

. . I 6

CARTER'S NEW INTERMEDI.ATE, the best

variety .. ., .. ., ,. ,,io
IMPROVED RED GLOBE j o

ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW i o

Cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE AND TURNIP,
Prr lb. (

,

LIVERPOOL SWEDE o ;

IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE, acknowleged to

be the best . . . . . . . . ..09
LONDON SWEDE, grows 10 a large size ..09
DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE TURNIP ..10

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, the finest

white variety ' .

.

.

.

.

.

. . .,09

INCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE .. ..09

Cheaper per bushel or cwt.

Large purchasers will be liberally treated.

,<^^^^^^

CARTER'S NEW CHAMPION
INTERMEDIATE MANGEL.

Is. per lb., cheaper per cwt,

ajlow, off all Accounts Paid within Fourteen Days,

a Discount of Five per cent.

CARTER'S PRIZE MEDAL GRASS SEEDS
JAMES CARTER and CO.'S GR.ASS SEEDS pro-

duced the BEAUTIFUL TURFS so much admired

by English Visitors at the late Paris Exhibition
;

and they have been awarded the First Prize for Grass

Seeds.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS, as SUPPLIED for the

PARIS EXHIBITION GROUNDS, 3&. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Fertile Clay Soils, 28J.

to 32J. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Poor Clay Soils, 28J. to

3zt. per acre.

CARTER'S GR.\SS SEEDS for High-Lying Clay Soils,

28J. to 32J. per acre.

C.VRTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Alluvial Soils, 2Sj. to

32J. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Limestone or Calcare-

ous .Soils, 28J. to 32J. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Loams derived frona

Old or New Red Sandstone, 28.r. to 321. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Light Chalk Soils,

285. to 32J. per acre.

C.VRTER'S FINE GRASS SEEDS, for Lawns, 2o.f.

per pushel.

For Cricket and Croquet Grounds, 2o.f. per busliel.

For Bowling Greens, 20s. per bushel.

For Parks and Ornamental Grounds, 32J. to 40J. p. acre,

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Marsh Lands, 25J.

per acre.

For Cliurchyards, i8.y. per bushel.

Second qualities at reduced rates.

The above Mixtures of Grasses are composed of seeds

of the purest quality. For particulars, see " CARTER'S
[LLUSTR.ATED FARMERS' CALENDAR, ' gratis

and post free. Special Estimates for large quantities.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal .Seedsmen, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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No. 1 will be Published on March 31, with 34 Engravings, Price 6d. CONTENTS OF NO. T

Introductory Note.
Girdening upon Economic Principles.

Jobbi g Gardeners, and the Duty on Men.-

Servants.

i ruit Culture adapted for Villa Gardens.

GAKDEN ARCHITECTURE.
A Cheap Greenhouse and How to Make It—

Illustrated.

C heap Roads and y^A\s—Illustrated.

OUT-DOOR -GARDENING.
On Digging and Manuring— ///aj/ri/A-t/.

Planti ig of Fruit Trees and Shrubs.

The Culture of Hardy Flowering Bulbs.

By James M'Nab, Curator of the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.
Pruni ig and Shelter of Fruit Trees. By

D. T. ¥\sn—Illustrated.
\lp ne Plants that Thrive in Cities. By

William Robinson.
ri e Mistleto. By \VlLI,L\M GORRIE—

Illustrated.

Transplanting. By R. BuLLEN, Curator

( f the Glasgow Botanic Gardens —
Illustrated.

Fru ts and Fruit Trees as objects of Orna-
ment as well as Utility in the Villa

Girden. By A. F. Barron, Chiswick.

Hon c-Grown Tobacco.

GREENHOUSE and HOTHOUSE.
Cult re of the Cyclamen. DyJ. LoRIHER—

Illustrated.

The Greenhouse Fernery.

Variegated Pelargoniums (Geraniums).

Old rsus New Sorts of Grapes.

THE PARLOUR GARDENER.
CI ip I.—The Garden in the Room and the

Garden at the Window.
Wmdow and Balcony Gaidens

—

Illustrated.

Gro\ mg Ferns in Glass Cases. By B. S.

Wll.LLVMS, Upper Holloway — Illus-

t died.

THE CONSERVATORY.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
1 hal mopsis Schilleriana— ///;/.f/c,/M/.

D \ arf Chrj'santhemum-flowered Aster —
Illustrated.

Silene pendula ruberrima flore-pleno- Illus-

t>ated.

Solanum (Capsicum) Prince of Wales —
Illustrated.

List of New Plants.

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, &c.
Tl Cloche— ////(J/;,;/,,/.

\tnometro-Hygrometcr— ///;o//-,i/<',/.

Charcoal Flower-Pots,
belby " Fruit and Flower Gatherer —

Illustrated.

Implement for Rooting-out Thistles

—

Illus-
ttatcd.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Gardening Operations of the Month.
\ur erymcn"s Catalogues.
'W arnmg Words on Watering.
A New Turfing Plant.

Dried Scents for Drawers.

THE VILLA GARDENER is not intended for
Professional Gardeners, who are already so well supplied with ably conducted

weekly and monthly journals, but for that very large class—the dwellers in Suburban
Residences and Villas—who are interested in Gardening simply as a relaxation from
other pursuits, who do not employ a regular Gardener, and who have at present no
periodical devoted expressly to their interests.

The pages of this new candidate for public favour will be occupied with matter
concerning Villa and Town Gardens—to their laying out, planting, and general
culture—the management of plants in the open air, the conservatory, greenhouse,
dwelling-house, balcony, Wardian cise. &c. City gardens, squares, parks, and
places of public resort, will also receive some degree of attention, proportionate to
the influence they exercise, or may be made to exercise, on the public taste.

Special articles by some of the most competent writers of the day \\\\\ appear on
all gardening operations—as the preparation of the soil, manuring', the sowing of
seed, striking plants from cuttings, grafting, layering, pruning, training, watering, and
the innumerable other operations which require to be performed in the course of the
year, even in the smallest Garden. The Conductors will also have something to say
on the best mode of dealing with the Pests of the Garden—insects especially.

Notices of New Flowers, Fruits, Ornamental Plants and Trees, and Culinary
Vegetables, so far as these may be interesting to Amateurs, will appear in each
Number, and their respective merits or demerits fairly criticised.

Particular attention will be given to the construction, on a scale suitable to Villa
Gardens, of Conser\'atories, Greenhouses, and Hothouses, and of the varied modes of
Heating and Ventilating which are continuallv being brought under Public notice.

Garden Architecture and the proper use of Statuan,' and other Garden Ornaments
will form an important feature of the Villa Gardener. Improvements in Garden
Tools. Implements, and other appliances will be noticed and criticised.

Practical and plain instructions of what has to be done during the Month, in all

the departments of a Villa Garden, will be given ; and, in addition, plain directions for
what should not be done.

It being unquestionable that it is on the Ladies of the household that the general
direction of the labour of a Flower Garden falls, as well as the care of Plants in the
Conser\'atory and Drawing-room, it will be the particular study of the Conductors, by
imparting their experience on the best mode of management, to make "Every Lkdy
her own Flower Gardener; " and, in doing this, it is hoped to effect a general improve-
ment in the gardening tastes of that large class for which the Villa Gardener has
been specially projected.

In addition to the subjects mentioned above, a portion of the Magazine will

occasionally be devoted to Villa Architecture, and the Management of Aviaries and
Aquariums, as adjuncts of the Villa.

The Queries of Correspondents on all subjects connected with Villa Gardening will

receive every attention, and be rephed to at such length as the general interest of the
question demands.

Such is the programme of the Villa Gardener ; and the Conductors trust that
while no effort on their part will be wanting to make it acceptable to the large class
for whose special use it has been projected, it is to be hoped that its readers will, from
time to time, contribute, for the information of others, any details of management in
the growth or culture of any plants that they may consider of importance.

LONDON
: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and CO., STATIONERS' HALL COURT, E.C,
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Notice.
URCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of
FARM or CARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by

SUTTON AND SUN-.
For prices apply (stating quantity required)

SONS, Rovnl litrk
'

quantity
d Establish

c
DaliUa Boots.

HARLES TURNER can supply the leading
varieties in sound pot roots, 6s. to 12J. per dozen.

XARGON I U MS.—Extra strong plants of large flowering French
fancy varieties, tliat will give a fine head of bloom in May and
:, I2S. to 21J. per dozen.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Notice.
SPECIMEN ..\RAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—.'^ pai

, SfctT, \crv h:miIsome; also a magnificent Specimcr
,K.„,„. ....,,. I , ,,i,„,r, and move safely. Will be Sold

s

lirilisl Fern Catalogue.
.11(1, post free for six postag

ish ferns and their varieties, l6 pag(
-lESCKI

IDOBERT
-LV stamps, P , , .- ,,_o—

,

including prices of Hardy Esolic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP.
TIVE CATALOGUE of liRlTlSH and EXOTIC FERNS, No.

Foot's Cray Nursery , Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Beta ctulensis.
UTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. are enabled to
offer SEED of the TRUE variety of this magnificent foliage plant

;

ICHARD .SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN
and IlIXIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,

, 1> n I \ \ MENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWIN-
ilicir generic, specific, and English names,

I, lime of flowering, colour, &c., and general

il, Nu 1 and Seedsman, Worcester.

The abo'

In consequence of a Large Importation,

MR. WI1,I,I.\M l;lI,L can offer to the Tr.ide
ARAi:c.\KH 1 XI l.l.s,\, 4 to 6 inches high, by the

nave arrived in the most splendid'bcalth and com
Establishment for New and Kare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

OUNTAIN ASH, a most Ornamental and Profitable
Tree fur T I, ,,.... I rt will grow upon soil too poor for

Hazel and m. ' :
; ,, d for a similar purpose We can

supply good |,; : 1 : I I , at i&r. per loco : 2 to 3 feet, at 20s.

periooo:2;j I. I

I

r 1000
: 3J^ to 4;^ feet, at 4r. per 100,

or 27s. 6rf. per i'.-> ^. ' \l \|ii(;UE.
JAMtn .1.M1 1 H. liarlev Dale Nurseries, Matlock.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. — NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN, that an

addition to the LIST of PENSIONERS will lake place in lULV
NEXT. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates are required to

,' be had upon requis

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1870.

The Scientific Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society promises to be of use
to more branches of science than one. It was to

be expected that as a matter of course botany
and vegetable physiology would, after the direct

technical branches, such as horticulture and
agriculture, be the chief gainers by its labours,
and so, no doubt, it has proved ; but other de-
partments of knowledge less intimately connected
with the special aims of the .Society are also inci-

dentally benefiting by the establishment of the
Committee. Systematic zoology, and more parti-

cularly Entomology, are in this case. New
exotic species have tieen already detected in

the specimens sent to the Committee for iden-
tification ; and information regarding their habits
and functions, for which we might long have
waited from their native country, has been at once
obtained by observing the newly introduced
species in the hothouses, where they have been
met with.

Ourimporting horticulturists,when they cometo
unpack their foreign consignments, sometimes
find strange " stow-aw.ays" hidden in the recesses
of their boxes—sometimes w-elcome, more fre-

quently the reverse. When the imported plants
have come in earth from some outlandish region
the wise are wont to sow the earth, and from
undetected germs lurking in it sometimes raise
an interesting or unknown species—more com-
monly have their labour for their pains, or only
rear some well-known weed : less welcome visitors
come in the shape of hurtful beetles, cock-
roaches, snails, scorpions, &c. We have never
heard of the scorpion long surviving, but of the
others various species, from countries whose
climates should forbid their living here, have
established themselves, at least in our hothouses.
The common cockroach, Blatta orientalis, as
every one knows, has become thoroughly natu-
ralised all over the country.
The large cockroaches, Blabera gigantea and

Periplanata americ.ana, are now to be met with
in many of our hothouses ; and a smaller more
beautiful species, with a nearly black shining
thorax, Panchlora surinamcnsis, which is spread

over almost the whole world, and is particularly
destructive to Orchids, has recently taken
possession of some of our chief cultivators'
houses. The minute yellow ant, Myrmica molesta,
like the common cockroach, has gone further.
It is now so widely spread over the world that
some doubt exists as its native place, but it is

believed to have originally come from Carolina
or some other of the Southern States of North
America. It has not confined itself to our hot-
houses, but has invaded our domestic houses. In
some parts of London (Bloomsbury, for example)
it has become a perfect pest ; in summer, not an
article of food is safe from it ; it is so
small that it can creep through a keyhole,
and what it wants in size it makes up by
numbers ; sugar, tea, bread, everthing swarms
with it ; and, we may remark, the gout of formic
acid is anything but an agreeable addition as a
sauce to one's viands. So at Brighton, it has
established itself in force—in such force as almost
to expel the legitimate tenants from that part of
the borough known as Kemp Town. A few years
ago it nearly depopulated it. The common bed-
bug is said to be another importation, and a
whole host of introduced scavengers could be
cited by entomologists ; but, confining ourselves
to plant destroyers, we may remind our readers
of the small black weevil, Centrinus Epidendri,
a recent introduction, not long since described
in these pages as destructive to soft-hearted
Orchids, such as Epidendrum and Dendrobium ;

and, thanks to Mr. Andrew Murray, we shall

shortly be in a position to publish the description of

another weevil from South Africa—Phacecorynes
funerarius— which has been found still more
destructive to an importation of Encepha-
lartos. It has fortunately been observed in time,

and entomologists in future will have to get their

specimens from South Africa ; but it is easy to

see how a little carelessness or neglect might
have permitted a dangerous enemy to an expen-
sive class of plants to m.ake good a lodgment
in their citadel.

The introduction of such species into Britain,
where we can watch the progress of their natura-
lisation and establishment (if they do establish
themselves), is invested with peculiar interest at
the present time, when the subject of geographical
distribution engrosses so much attention. The
mode in which lands have been supplied with
their present vegetable and animal inhabitants is

still the subject of much difference of opinion

—

whether they have reached lands now widely
separated by accidental dispersal, across seas
and other barriers, or whether the lands, although
now distant, were once united and the same
animals lived in both. LTntil within a recent
period the strong authority of Mr. Darwin and
Sir Cha.S. Lvf.ll have carried the scientific

world with them in favour of the dispersal
theory ; but there are symptoms that the tide is

turning : at all events the continuity theory is

listened to with more respect now, and not
pooh-poohed as it was wont to be. The
fact that a question of such vast importance,
as regards the past history of the world, is

now in the balance, makes it most desirable
that every example of unintentional introduc-
tion (even although by man) should be keenly
watched and the results recorded. It may be
thought that such introductions as those of which
we have been speaking can have little bearing on
the question, inasmuch as species introduced
from a warm climate could not be expected to

live except in hothouses—and in a natural condi-
tion of things there arc of course no hothouses

;

but this is not wholly so. Nature has hothouses
of her own, although they have no glass, that is,

she has wann cosy corners ; and species which
h.ave been introduced from warmer climates have
established themselves in the open air in this

country. Thus, there is the small land-shell,

Bulinus Goodallii, which is so fond of our
Cucumbers and Melons. It is perfectly estab-
lished in the gardens in the neighbourhood of
London, and yet it came from Jamaica ; and
even if it were the case that no species
from a warmer climate could establish itself in

the open air in this country, the experiment of
the introduction of such species into our hot-
houses would not be a whit less instructive, for
we should then see what would take place in the
case of an interchange of species between two
countries of equal temperature and climate.

Horticulturists may be assured, therefore, that
communications of this nature have often a
much wider interest than the mere details which
have first awakened their curiositv, however

remarkable these may be in themselves
; and

we trust that every one who has the opportunity
of observing them will place his observations
on record.

The remarks of Mr. Glaisher at the meeting
of the Scientific Committee on Wednesday last
and which are embodied in a communication to
the Meteorological Society, and published in a
recent Number of the Proceedings of that body,
arc of such interest to gardeners, and tell their
own tale so well, that all that it is requisite for us
to do is to call attention to the general results
aiTived at. The paper in question gises in detail
the record of some experiments on the Tempera-
turf, and Humidity of the Air at the heights of
22 feet and 50 feet above the ground, in compari-
son with the temperature and humidity registered
at a height of 4 feet from the surface. It was a
very general article of belief that the tempera-
ture was always lower at higher elevations, and
that on the average a decline of 1° took place for
every increase of 300 feet of elevation. Mr.
Glaisher's balloon experiments showed the
fallacy of these assumptions, and proved that the
temperature near the earth varies greatly, and is

different at different parts of the day. This is

shown in the case of the experiments made in
the monster " captive balloon," lately to be seen
at Chelsea. " On two different days," says Mr.
Gi.ai.SHER, " I ascended nine times on each day

;

there was a decrease of temperature with increase
of elevation at every ascent, but different in

amount at every hour, being less and less as the
day advanced towards sunset."

The change of temperature with the increase
of elevation was found to be greatest at about
mid-day and the early afternoon hours, de-
creasing till about sunset, at which time, when
the sun was fiee from clouds, there was little or
no change of temperature up to the height of
several hundred feet. As in these and other
experiments it was found that the largest changes
take place nearest to the surface, so it became
specially desirable that further experiments
should be made as to this point, and with this
%iew the observations were made at the same
hours on thermometers placed respectively at .fhe

heights of 4, 22, and 50 feet above the ground. The
result of these observations, extending over some
six weeks, from the end of June to the beginning
of August, are embodied in the paper before us.

The general conclusions are, that during the
period of observation in the daytime the tem-
perature at 4 feet was higher than at 22 feet,

while at night the conditions were reversed.
During the mid-day hours it sometimes happened
that the temperature at 4 feet was from 4° to 6°

higher than at 22 feet above the surface, while at

night the heat at the lower station was some-
times 2° to 3° colder than at the higher elevation.

When the temperature at 4 and at 50 feet above
the earth was compared in the same manner
similar results were noted. During the day
hours the temperature of the air at the height of

4 feet above the ground was sometimes 7° to 8°

higher than at 50 feet ; while at night it was
sometimes 3'^ to 4° or 5" colder at the lower eleva-

tion than at the higher one. In general terms,
"for the 12 hours front 5J A.M. to 5! P.M., the

temperature at 4 feet high was higher than at the

higher elevations, and during the remaining
12 hours it w.as lower than at the higher eleva-

tions." That the temperature near the earth is

often lower at night in frosty weather is too often

proved by the death of the lower branches of

shrubs and trees while the upper are unscathed,
but it would be most desirable to have these

circumstances worked out, and hence we learn,

with great satisfaction, that it is intended to

extend these observations throughout a whole
year, and that we may look for a complete record

not only of diurnal but of seasonal changes.
Fruit tree growers, once these data were estab-

lished, could regulate the height of their graft so

that a tender scion should not be exposed to the

cold thrust near the surface ; and numerous expe-
dients would suggest themselves to eveiy practical

gardener in avaihng himself of such information.

As to the degree of moisture in the air, it

appears from Mr. Glaisher's tables that during
the day hours the degree of humidity is greater

at the higher than at the lower elevation, that

from 6 to 9 p.m. there appears to be but little

difference, and that at night the degree of

humidity is greater at the lower elevation.

We regret to learn from a Dublin paper that

the vote formerly passed of ;^4000 for the Botanical

Musiu-M in the Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, and
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wliich ought to have been built this year, has been
omitted on the Civil Service Estimates for 1869-70,

which, of course, prevents the work from being carried

on at present. This "justice to Ireland " appears to

have originated with the Commissioners who were sent

to inquire into and report on the advisability of esta-

blishing an institution on a similar plan to those at

South Kensington and at Edinburgh, in Dublin
;

yet,

so far as we know, the only thing tliey have effectually

done is to get this ^4000 struck off the estimates,

which had been revoted on three previous years, but

could not l)e taken advantage of, owing to the other

three items being, we suppose, more pressing. That
such a decision should have been arrived at on
the recommendation of a Commission whose stated

object appears to have been to inquire into and
report in what manner money could be -best applied

for the encouragement of popular science in

Ireland, and not to take away that aheady voted

for this purpose, we believe our readers will join with
us in deploring. It certainly did not arise from the

establishment being less popular than others of a

kindred nature, since, on reference to the Civil Service

Estimates for 1868, we obsen'e a foot-note appended
to this date, which states the numbers w-ho visited the

Royal Dublin Society's lectures and exhibitions during
that year were 234,431, of which number 160,353 ^vere

visit) rs to the Botanic Garden on Sundays. The large

number of week-day visitors to the garden is not given,

but we may readily suppose they made up a very con-

siderable part of the remaining 74,000 of the total number
of visitors to all departments of the Royal Dublin So-
ciety. We do not know the circumstances which have
led to this proposal, but it seems, on the face of it,

a monstrous thing to suddenly reverse a course of

action affirmed and approved on three separate

occasions. That a museum is an all-important part of
such an establishment as Glasnevin is beyond all

doubt ; only a Commissioner with a crotchet would
be of the contrary opinion. We tnist there may be
yet time to reconsider the matter. The names of the

Commissioners who have made the recommendation
should be made generally known, and their reasons for

recommending siich a step, so that the public may
know whether or no they are persons competent to

give an opinion on botanical subjects.

We extract the following illustration of the

effect of the Stock on the chai-acter of the Graft
from the Transactions of the Massachusetts Horticul-

tural Society. The history of the case is thus given :

—

" Nath.vniel Whiting, originally from Dedham,
Massachusetts, then residing on his farm in Amherst,
N. H., planted Apple seeds about the year 1820, and
within three or four years aflenvards procured scions

from Dedham with which he engrafted the seedlings
;

one scion grew and bore the regxil.ir Baldwin Apple,
becoming a large tree of 12 to 14 inches diameter of trunk
in 1854 ; at which time a sirall branch, which had started

from a limb at a point about 20 feet from the ground, was
obsen'ed to bear fruit differing from the rest of the tree,

and was, in appearance, between a Baldwin and Roxbury
Russet ; this branch has continued to enlarge and bear
these peculiar Apples ; and grafts from it have been
inserted in other trees, wliere they grow differently from
llie Baldwin or Russet tree, and are of upright rapid
growth, in fruitfulness about the same as the Baldwin.
The fruit presented was borne in 1868, by grafts of this

peculiar branch inserted in other trees, five years from
cleft grafting, on the same homestead. The keeping
quality is evident from the specimens herewith, April 3,

1869, which were taken from a barrel packed the middle
of October, in which no decayed ones were found when
opened, March 16."

At a recent meeting of the Geological Society,

Mr. Carrutheks read a communication on the

Structure of a Fern-Stem from the Lower Eocene
of Heme Bay, in wdiich he described the characters of
this fossil stem, which had been obtained by George
DowKER, Esq., F.G.S., from the'beach at Heme Bay,
and stated that in its structure it agreed most closely

with the living Osmunda regalis, and certainly belonged
to the Osmundacece. The broken petioles show a single

crescentic vascular bundle. The section of the true

stem shows a white parenchymatous medulla, a narrow
vascular cylinder interrupted by long slender meshes
from which the vascular bundles of the petioles spring,

and a parenchymatous cortical layer. The author
described the arrangement of these parts in detail, and
ijidicated their agreement with the same parts in

Osmunda regalis. He did not venture to refer the

Fern, to which this stem had belonged, positively

to the genus Osmunda, but preferred describing
it as an Osmundites, under the name of O. Dowkeri.
The specimen was silicified, and even the starch-

grains contained in its cells, and the mycelium of a
parasitic Fungus traversing some of them, ^v-ere perfectly

represented. Its precise origin was unknown; it was
said to be probably derived from the London clay, or
from the beds immediately below.

It has been suggested to us that the new
Dracontium elatum, figured at p. 344, and wdiich
was imported from Sierra Leone by Mr. Bull, was
originally a native of tropical America, whence it may
have been introduced into Africa by the slave

traders. Certainly, the genus is more American
than African, and assuredly it is strange that

none of the botanists who have resided at or visited

Sierra Leone should have seen so remarkable a plant.

But a similar remark may be made if its American
origin be assumed. If it were sufhciently common
there to have attracted the attention of the slave

dealers, and to have been by them transported to

Africa, how is it that American travellers have over-

looked its existence?

We understand that the Central Horticul-
tural Society is taking steps towards the erection,

in Nunhead Cemetery, of a memorial over the grave of

the late Samuel Broome, of the Inner Temple
Gardens. The Secretary, to whom communications
should be addressed, is Mr. Hutcuins, 40, Essex
Street, Strand.

The usual Spring Exhibition at South
Kensington, by Mr. William Paul, opened on
Wednesday last, and continues till next Wednesday.
It contains a remarkably fine display of Hyacinths, and
those who may not have had an opportunity of seeing

the Hyacinth show on the 16th inst., will find a very

good substitute in an inspection of Mr. P.vui.'s flowers

during the next few days.

Many curious matters have turned up from
time to time from the queries of correspondents, and
not the least curious is the Parasite which lately

has been sent us on the Leaves of a C.a,r-

NATION, to which it appears to be doing con-

siderable damage. The leaves are studded with
large round white spots, on which a brown
mould is developed, arranged in little concentric tufts.

The threads are extremely irregular, forming little

fascicles slightly branched, the branches often assum-
ing the form of knots, and the upper knots in some
cases bearing the spores, while occasionally, as in our

figure, they occupy the colourless upper portion of the

threads. The spores themselves are cylindrical, with

from two to four articulations, slightly constricted

occasionally at the dissepiments, and beautifully

echinulate, a character which we do not recollect to

have seen before in the genus to which it belongs—the

Fro. 63.

spores being considerable in length according to the

number of dissepiments ; Mr. Broome, from whom we
have a sketch, finds them from g^^d to j^^ih of an inch

long, and o^i;^,th to s^tli of an inch wide. In some
cases we have seen them a little longer where there

were four dissepiments. As the mould evidently is

developed in the first instance beneath the cuticle, it is

almost impossible to apply with effect any remedy.

Indeed, the brown moulds appear to be far more
obstinate than the white ones, sulphur apparently

having no effect on them, except in such a form as will

prove destructive to both parasite and plant. Our
figure represents a tuft of threads highly magnified,

with spores more or less magnified. The species is

quite new, and may be characterised — Ilclmintho'

sporiiim echimdatum : floccis fasciculatis, irregidaribus

nodosis ; sporis hyalinis cylindricis 2—4 septatis echi-

nulatis. It is very probable that it is merely a

condition of some parasitic Spha^ria. M. J. B.

Messrs. Cutbush's annual exhibition of Spring
Flowers at the Crystal Palace was opened on
Saturday last, and will continue open until this day
week (March 26). The principal attraction is, of

course, the Hyacinths, of which there is a good display

of first-rate blooms, of all the leading kinds. Tulips

will now be in good condition, as also will be most of

the other plants staged, which were .scarcely forward

enough the first day or two. The exliibition is held in

the centre transept, as in former years. The plants are

tastefully and effectively arranged, and do the firm

great credit.

-— TheWE.\THER duringtheweek ending March 12

was very uniform over the country (see Mr. Glaisher's
tables in our present issue). The temperature was much
lower in the Southern Counties ; was lower in the Mid-
land Counties, and was nearly the same in the Northern
Counties and in Scotland as in the preceding week.
The extreme high temperature in the ^^ eek varied from
47.7° at Aberdeen to 54.2° at Portsmouth. The mean
of all was 50.4". The extreme low night temperature
varied from 22° at Aberdeen to 3 1 . 2*at Wolverhampton

;

the temperature, therefore, fell below 32° at all places.

The mean of all temperatures during the week varied
from 37. 1° at Norwicli to 40.9° at Perth. The average
of all England and .Scotland was 39.4°—the Southern
Counties, therefore, experienced a temperature less on
the whole week of 6" than they had in the preceding
week. The temperature of the gi-ound at Green-
wich, at I inch deep, varied from 39° to 43°

;,

at 3 feet it was 41.7°; at 6 feet 44.1*; at 12 feet

46.2°; and at 24 feet it was 50.8°. The fall of rain
was partial, and to small amounts.

The annual conversazione of the Quekett
Microscopical Club took place at University College
on Friday evening (March 11), and was attended by a
very numerous assembly of members and visitors. The
objects exhibited under the microscopes comprised
specimens from nearly eveiy branch of microscopical
science, and evinced by their novelty an evident desire

on the part of the members to cultivate every source
likely to yield instruction.

We are informed that a committee has been con-
stituted for the purpose of presenting a Testimonial
to Mr. James Flood, who has for several years been
officially connected with the e.vhibitions held at the
Royal Botanic Garden, Regent's Park, and who, in

consequence of recent changes, is no longer connected
with the Botanic Garden. Messrs. Dobson & SoNS,
of the Woodlands' Nurseiy, Isleworth, act as

Treasurers.

Can any one tell us the legitimate use for Char-
lock Seed ? We ask the question as we have before
us a sample of such seed, and a letter addressed to a
wholesale seed house, offering 14 sacks of the same.
As the letter in question comes from a provincial

dmggist, we can only surmise that the seed is intended
as doctoring stiiff^?X any rate we hope it may remain a
drug in the market.

TABLE MAIZE.
I received, last year, from the Editors of the

Gardeners* Chronicle^ some Ten-weeks' Maize from
Boston, for trial with the 20 new varieties from all parts

of America, introduced by myself, in 1S67, into England.
Besides these I had two other varieties of Ten-weeks'
Maize ; some hybrids from Pan, from seed raised in

Yorkshire by the Rev. F. Homer ; some seeds of the
best Algerian yellow ; and some from mutilated plants,

produced on a system which has been brought forward
by Mr. B. Clarke, of Hampstead, and noticed in these

columns.
Such a collection never previously having been

grown on the same spot in this country {or in any other,

no doubt), joined to the value of Maize as an autumnal
vegetable, and the spontaneous mention of it by
journals unconnected with horticulture, may be of such
interest to many as to merit notice. I have now
tried all these varieties, and most of them for two

., which being highly dissimilar in climatic

may be fairly quoted in proof of the pos-
sibility of raising Maize in this country. Having also

experienced the difhculties of accommodating an un-
tried vegetable to the necessities of our seasons, others

may profit thereby.

And first, as to the effects of the seasons.

The year 1S68 was exceptionally hot, and very dry,

and as I did not then know the need of water for

Maize plants, the cobs, which were immense (some
reaching to 150Z.), might have been even finer. The best

Algerian here, however, only weighed 6 oz. But the year

1869 was very unfavourable, and proved a severe test.

The plants, having been fonvarded in boxes mider glass

(witliout bottom-heat), were put out at the end of April
in rows, 15 inches from plant to plant, each being then
about 6 inches high ; but they were injured by the cold

of the May nights, and became yellow, making little

gi-Qwth. July and August here were cloudy months,
more so than usual, but the Maize giew rapidly.

Seed sown in the open ground late in April also

grew well, but the plants were not so forward as

to be depended on for ripe seeds, and the produce
was chiefly used green. We had thus an abun-
dance. The plants were staked, but insecurely, for,

on September 12, when full grown and very fine, they
were much injured, and generally levelled by a hurri-

cane of the force of 55 lb. to the square foot. This
awful storm, the worst I ever felt, was of a violence

rarely known inland in England ; but the roots not
liaving been torn up, the- plants were laboriously raised

and restaked, this time at a height of 3 feet ; and,

though the foliage was in ribbons, the plants, with
some exceptions, matured their seeds perfectly.

After this test there can be no gi-eat doubt that

Maize can be generally ripened for seed in our gardens.

For use in a green state its culture is possible anywhere.
Friends in America smile at the notion of raising

Maize in boxes under glass, and of staking it, but these

varieties being for table use, and not the common
yellow field Maize of commerce, are well worth the

slight trouble which we also give to other even less

valuable vegetables.

As to the various varieties, I have to report that the

blue tends to disappear in cold seasons, the red did

well, and the purest white, from Georgia (the best of

all), in some cobs became more yellow. The size of

the cobs in 1869 was smaller than in the hot year of

186S; but the seeds were well ripened, and the
" green corn " perfect in flavour.
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The Ten-weeks' Maize from Boston is the earHest to

ripen, but the cubs arc too small, and the grains too

yellow. The curious "pop corn" of confectioners, so

ilear to children, is also a variety which is dwarf, and

exhausts the soil very little. The seed from mutilated

plants {sent by Mr. Clarke) certainly produce an

au*,mienLed number of cobs, and the plants arc shorter

and require no stakes. Circumstances prevented my
developing this interesting experiment in mutilating the

male flowers this year.

I am told that in Canada the finder of a red cob is

enliticd to piivilegos analogous to those of the

Mistletoe. This may make this variety a favourite, as

the pop corn now is ; but for profitable table

and delicacy, the pure white, the pink, and the long

pale yellow varieties are what I prefer. Hybrids we
may eventually lose, without regret, and the darker

blue, with others, most curious and beautiful as they

arc. The public is now in a fair way of judging for

itself.

I should say that it will be found that to forward

under glass during April, to harden out a little, and to

watch the season when night frosts are not too severe,

to plant out in May, then to water in hot weather, and

to plant in rich garden soil, would secure a fine crop.

Liquid manure wovdd be valuable, for at the Sewage
Farm, Barking Creek, Maize grew 3 inches per night

for ;^^ consecutive nights ! Attention is demanded to

furnish stakes in windy places. In short, no more care

i-> required than for most other vegetables. The flavour

is between that of Asparagus and Peas, with a peculiar

aroma. As to nutritious qualities Maize is nearly unri-

valled, and, green or dry, is the food of millions. As it

would be in use during all October and later, it is some-
thing to reproduce the spring flavour of the Pea at that

season. Children are immensely fond ofgreen Maize, and
the youthful palate is no mean test, as we all are aware,

of the value of delicate flavours. By opening the end of

the green cob, the proper time for taking is known. It

is when the gmins are as large and as firm as Marrow-
fat Peas. They then require 30 minutes' boiling. Fresh

Initter is spread over the cobs, and they are served in

small portioirs best. The genteel way is to pick off

the grains, but the popular plan is to bite them off,

and when in small pieces it has not the unfashionable

look we imagine. T/i. C. Bn'haut, Richmond IIoust\

Giicnisn'.

LIANAS, OR TROPICAL CLIMBERS.
I w.\s at Valle Menier just when they were clearing

a number of exploratory openings preparatory to

making roads. The paths were first made wide enough

for a man to pass on horseback, then, when the direc-

tion was decided on, it was widened
to three metres—the size considered

requisite to enable a small cart to

pass. The clearances were njade by
means of the hatchet, which every-

body here, and especially the Indian,

always carries with him. The hulao
in quest of caoutchouc, the savancro

who nms after a stray animal, the

cultivator seeking useful timber

—

everybody uses it to the right hand, or

to the left, and notwithstanding, after

some weeks (I had nearly said days)

if the traffic through the gap be not

almost constant, all becomes greener,

more knotted together, more impass-

able than ever. The Liana cut in

two does not perish. The end which
is embedtled in the soil dies, it is

tnie, as do the roots, if there are

not several stems proceeding from
the same trunk, as often happens, and
in which case they become stronger.

The end which remains hanging on
the tree is weakened. After a time a
little above the cut appear sundry pro-
minences, which become lengthened
out towards the earth (fig. 64). At first

reddish and thread-like, they soon get
larger and harder, and when they Fig. 6^.

have reached the soil they become
imbedded in it. The plant then recovers all its fresh-
ness, and continues to extend until it displays on the
green carpet formed by the tops of the trees a mass of
entangled branches covered with flowers.

I have ascertained that the growth of these aerial
roots is at least 20 centimetres a day (Sins. ), that is, nearly
a centimetre an hour ; the number of roots is doubled as
they approach the soil, and when it is nearly reached they
throw out a series of little protuberances, which grow
vigorously, and give life to the plant, whose health
seemed previously imperilled. These little growths to
which we have just alluded are in the form of a comb,
which at the extreme end is always turned towards the old
root. From this time the condition of these aerial roots
changes ; they were before soft, watery, nearly trans-
parent ; they now become fibrous, and at the end
of six weeks they form a stem, which presents an
elbow-like prominence above the oblique wound made
by the axe. I have remarked that this only takes
place in Lianas whose diameter does not exceed 4
centimetres, that is to say, in young plants. In older and
larger ones the stem at some distance from the base is

dr, and seems almost rotten. In spite of this the old

Liana cut across takes root again, but the phenomenon
is produced in a tlilTerent manner.

If the cut has been made at B (fig. 65), the roots will

emerge from a point near a, situated often very far

from B, but in a situation where the plant is strong
enough to emit new roots. There are also a number of
special instances. Thus, as in fig. 66, if the cut is made
above a neighbouring U-shaped curve, the root will

emerge from the lowest point. If a cut be made at a
and at B, the roots appear as in the preceding case. If

a Liana of a form represented in fig. 67, supported by
a branch at C, is cut at a and at B, the roots emerg(
from these two points, and a fresh stem will grow at c
The formation of this stem is not a case of metamor
phosis, as is the root ; it is an ordinary branch, and
grows directly—its daily increase, too, is enormous.

If now fig. 67 be compared with fig. 66, it will be
seen that from one Liana two may be obtained, and a
the operation when it causes the production of root:

increases the strength of the plant, it must be con-

cluded that this would be an excellent means of cidti-

vating and multiplying them.
If a Liana is cut at A and b (fig. 6S), and the two

ends are tied together at c, union of the two ends takes

place ; the roots protrude from the point of union at

the same time that a stem springs from the point d.

If, instead of uniting the ends they are covered \\ith

Spanish wax, or if they are rubbed with phenic acid, a

certain portion of each end is dried up, and the roots

spring from a point at a little distance from each end.

I made two experiments, which I think will be found
interesting :— ist, I found a cut Liana from which

hung roots a foot long. I recut it, and put on one si<le

the piece with the roots which hung from it. Two days
afterwards the Liana had produced otherrootsof the same
length. I again cut it, and it produced roots, but some-
what more weak and thin. I cut again, and continued
this proceeding eight times, until at length the roots

were so thin and thread-like that I left them. They
have now reached the soil, have increased in size, and
the plant is in bloom. It is a sweet-smelling Bignonia,
with flowers of a pale violet colour.

The second experiment shows better still the strong

vitality of Lianas. I found a tree standing alone in the

midst of a clearance. At the base a Liana had grown,
and which had been cut at A (fig. 69), and of which the
end (very greert^, hung over to the other side, B, seeking
to come in contact with the trees which were lying on
the ground around it. From the point A hung some

llets which were about to bury themselves in the

earth. I drew forcibly to me the end B, and so caused
the point A to rise to A', that is to say, to 3 feet above
the point where I first found it. The roots had already
thrown out those little prominences which do not
appear until they touch the ground. They remained
stationary, and that which I shall call the mother root

began 1o descend. I repeated the experiment
frequently, and finished by having, as it were, a
shower of roots, which, springing from the very
top of the tree, hung all around it. My inten-

tion was to have suppressed them all but one, and
to make with this, by means of sticks, a sort of aerial

bridge, to see if I could cause it to lengthen indefinitely,

but my departure from Valle interrupted this experi-

ment. If one of the aerial roots be broken, a little

protuberance is formed above the rupture, and the cut

root emits a new root exactly as the stem does. I have
remarked also that these roots do not show themselves
near the wound except when the plant has a clean cut.
If it be ragged or torn, which is not an easy matter to do,
the roots push far from the wound, as in fig. 66. If the
trunk becomes dry, as is frequently the case, the same
thing happens as if it had been cut. It will be seen
after what we have said that nothing is more difficult

than to destroy a Liana. Only a thorough clearance
and hinnliiL; i.:ui put .111 < nd to them entirely. Kvery
olIuM iiir.iii . iHilv 1 111 .r

. ilicin to iucrcase and multiply.
This ;;iiiv\ ih umiiM ]M>ilMl)ly not bc witucsscd in a con-
sciv.Uuiy, ihc clun.Uc ul tlic country causing the pheno-
mena in great measure. I think, too, that the most favour-
able season for making experiments would be in April
and May, before the rains, when the plants are in full

activity. It seemed to me that during this time the
plant itself was at a high temperature. Twining Lianas
generally move from left to right. I am told there are
some which twine from right to left, but I have never
seen them; Bignonias are not of twining habit. I have
remarked that tliey never become interlaced with Lianas
of other families, that they do not willingly intertwine
themselves with other Bignonias, even of the same
species, and that they seldom ever twine rountl their
own branches. They have a nearly rectilinear move-
ment AX do not say vertical), since they pass from
branch to branch, following a sort of undulating curve.
This is a characteristic trait, and in a forest strikes

people most unfamiliar with botany. There, where
Lianas, flat, rugose and thorny, are intermingled in a
cunlusion which is quite grotesque, a Bignonia may

bc seen that has thrown itself with a single majestic
curve to the summit of an adjacent tree ; a fact

incomprehensible to those unfamiliar with the aerial

roots, which have buoyed up this cable from the time
when it was only a single thread.

The instinct of monkeys causes them generally to
prefer the Bignonias to travel by, as besides their free-

dom from thorns the animals never find the road

F.c. r.9.

blocked up. I'he Bignonias, too, on account of their

perfumes, are the resort of butterflies and humming-
birds, animated flowers, helping to render truly

marvellous the aspect of trees covered with the mag-
nificent flowers of the Bignoniacece. It is an incon-

testable fact that there are Lianas which have an
affinity for certain trees, and which absolutely refuse

to attach themselves to others. They carefully draw
themselves away when ' they encounter one of these

objectionable trees. There might be a very interesting

series of observations published on the trees preferred

or disliked by these plants. The Lianas are used for

a variety of purposes, but they are chiefly employed in

the construction of houses, where all is bound together,

and nails are scarcely ever used. Most of them form
excellent cables—even without the necessity of twisting

into strands. There are some of them, however, to be
preferred, either for the absence of nodes, or their

equal diameter throughout a great length, or on account

of their smoothness, suppleness, &c., or because when
dry they almost equal iron wire in hardness. Basket
makers would find them very useful, but here there are

none who pursue this trade. The bejuco de agiia gives,

when cut, nearly two litres of a liquid resembling nearly

pure water, of great service to the traveller. Some
species exude a gum, others a milky juice, one and all

e useful for some purpose. Some when pressed and
ground give out a coagulating juice used in preparing

ndigo and caoutchouc.

It has been staled that these juicy Lianas are

always met with in the neighbourhood of plants or

trees furnishing products, in the preparation of which

they may be utilised. There is one however which,

treated like the foregoing and mixed with mortar,

gives to it valuable agglutinative properties; it ^^so

increases its hydraulic powers. As certain Lianas direct
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themselves not towards the tree nearest to them, but to

that one which they prefer, so tlicre are some Lianas

which support certain epiphytes (Tillandsias chiefly),

and others on which we never see them. There is also

a Fig called Matapalo (Tiie-bois) which envelops with

its branches the most robust trees and kills them. When
the tree before the arrival of the Matapalo is surrounded

by Lianas, nothing is more curious than to witness the

efforts of the Lianas to disengage themselves and fly

from the enemy before he grows large enough to cause

lliem to perish. It is under such circumstances that

the most distorted forms of Lianas are found. There

are also Lianas which push out very numerous branches,

and where the branches become fused together where

they cross ; thus you may find on a single stem a

square, oval, or round outline, and sometimes the most

picturesque forms. If perfect Lianas could be obtained

there might probably be some very interesting observa-

tions made on the proportion of the diameter to the

total length—a proportion which seems to me to be

constant, whatever length the plant may attain to.

Finally, it is when observing the marvellous construc-

tion of the fniits of climbing Bignonias that one is most

impressed : the two valves which fall away, the

flattened axis from which the wind removes the winged

seeds one by one ; all this, coupled with the energy

which the plant uses to ward off destruction, makes
one ask what is the importance of this group of plants

in Nature's plan, and what is the part it may be called

upon to play, since its preservation is so carefully en-

sured? M. Paul I.ivy in " Bulhthi de la SmIAi'

Bolaiiique ile France."

FKKNS AND THEIR CULTURE.
{Co}tcItidedfrom />. 246.)

Triciidmanes and Hymenophyllum are exceptional

genera, and so also is part of the genus Todca. A
feature worthy of notice about these plants is their

power of maintaining a green tint, not unlike that of

certain seaweeds, and tliat, too, in places almost dark.

In fact, they seem incapable of tliriving under exposure

to intense sunlight, and consequently an unusual abun-

dance of shade is needed to enable them to maintain

health. But this one jjieec of accommodation will not

alone suffice to bring about the result desired by a

cultivator. In addition, it is necessary to provide

them with an atinosj^here largely charged with vapour.

To procure the two necessaries just named, much
expense need not be gone to, for I remember a grand

lot of the two British Hymenophyllums which used to

grow in an old Wardian case in tlie Glasgow Botanic

Gnrdcn. The -b^s of tint rx^.v \va-^ as much blackened

.m Ihcnulsi.lr n. Ill-' .'M,i Ml ^r^^-. >.miM ni;,kc it, whilst

111,- insi.lc was tIntl.ly-Mtt.l u ul , n j _, But still

in llial lowly al.Mtk' ili(>-,t; tiii\ fcin-., with no more
In-ncaLh iheni than a fr;\i;ment uf rock and a sprinkling

(»f(.-arlh, throve apace ; besides, a circulation of air was
nuL provided for, and water was not given oftener than

once a month.
Those, liowever, who wish to see every care taken to

insure the perfect development of these present subjects,

and also a design well worthy of them, should visit the

nursery of Messrs. Backhouse & Son. 7'hcse gcntle-

niLii grow their Filmy Ferns in an artificial cave,

[)Ianned with much skill. When I saw it a few years ago
e\ery morsel of frond was loaded with moisture to such

a degree that I sup]3osed some person had shortly

before I entered been operating with a syringe, but 1

was mistaken, for the effect in question was entirely due
lo condensation. No specimen of wretchedness, calcu-

lated to excite pity, existed there, for every bit of vege-
tation looked full of vigour ; and passing down the large

masses of rocks, which formed the walls of the place,

crept roots, from sucli species as Trichomanes radJcans,

some of whicli mensured at least a yard in length.

Further, no more soil was used than sufficed to fix a

new introduction to a given place.

If a case, such as the one described, is considered
objectionable, and a cave resembling the above-
mentioned is out of the question, still, provided the

lessons these two structures inculcate with one accord,

be acted upon, there is no need of giving up in despair.

Ingenuity can remove whatever difficulty stands in

the way by the construction of a neat square box,

shallow, and having holes in its bottom, and a glass

shade to fit well, so as to insure humidity. On account
of the sprinkling of water, almost certain to be in

demand here, drainage ought to be looked after

especially, and therefore, whatever compost is used,

it should be very porous. Such Trichomanoid Ferns
as have creeping stems are fond of extending along
the dead trunks of their tree-like relatives, and this

fact ought not to be lost sight of when planting is being
done. The most convenient method of increasing the
generality of Filmy Ferns is by parting ; this should be
seen to before the yearly growth commences, but if gone
about with care it may be performed at any time.

Acrostichum aureum, nearly all the Osmundas, and
a few other Ferns, are half aquatic, that is to say, they
like to have their roots but not their crowns in water,
and this inclination ought to be fostered where space is

no obstacle. Tlien, again, the various species of
Oleandra, Davallia, and Polypodium are provided with
stems, which ranible about, emit roots from one side,

and fronds from another, and require far more surface

but much less depth for their operations than Ferns,
which do not alter their position. Also, it should be

observed, that the genus Nephrolepis has scarcely a

single representative which can be seen to advantage,

unless grown in a suspended basket ; whilst Platy-

ceriums always look more entertaining springing out of

a perpendicular, or sloping, than a level surface. A
small annual, like Gymnogramma leptophylla, ought

to have a quiet corner devoted to itself, where it can

come up from year to year without being mistaken for

Liverwort and destroyed. Although it is not necessarj*

to caution old professionals against the syringing of

farinose Gymnogrammas, yet the warning is un-

doubtedly needed for beginners.

Stove Ferns should be kept during winter at a tem-

perature between 55° and 65*, and in the summer
between 75" and 85^ The only thing which need be

said about the warming of a temperate Fern-house is,

that frost ought to be kept out. Urging Ferns into

growth during the short days is a thoughtless proceeding

as a rule, because it leads to nothing more admirable

than the making of a weak effort followed by a sickly

result, which frequently damps off. Importations from

distant parts of the world, after they reach this country,

ought to be coaxed, rather than violently compelled, to

resume their activity.

Before leaving olT, I may say a few words on the cul-

tivation in pots of Ferns which, in a wild state, inhabit

mountains or cold rocky regions. In the southern

plains of this island people often find it a hard task to

keep the vital spark within the kinds I refer to. It is

often thought that those little savages from within

sight of perpetual snow detest captivity, and this they

certainly do if the usage they receive is inconsiderate ;

but if otherwise, they flourisli delightfully in a garden.

The first thing to be said about alpines collectively is,

that though the leaves and parts aboveground stand

rapid changes in thc.air, it is different with the roots, for

if tliese are placed in a medium liable to become
speedily very warm during the day, and cold during

the night, the unfortunate objects to which the roots

belong soon die. But this does not take place if the space

allotted to the roots is composed of materials whose

temperature alters gradually. Now pieces of stone,

particularly if covered up, answer in an eminent degree

to this description, because of their being such tardy

conductors of heat ; and if they are distributed amongst

the compost used for the objects whose interests are

at ]n-csent under consideration, auspicious consequences

will hardly fail to follow, yo/ui Duncan.

TJ/K BISHOP STORTFORD V/NES.
Probablk Causes oi-- Failure.

FuNCi intheborder? We always thought so. Fungu
is the parent of shanking. Let this once spawn over

them, and paralysis of roots, stunting of top, and

shanking of bunch instantly follow. Fungus is ruin to

Vines. It was bom of that rich porous /xt/mhtm, that

even the late Dr. Lindlcy was so charmed with, as h'

walking-stick sunk to the liandin its unknown depth:

Of course the decomposition of organic matter was
rapid. The Vines giew in the yeasty mass like giants.

But Fungi spawned, and now have ruined all ! Such
are some of the cries that we seem to hear from the

Chronicle, and above the din of all other voices one

catches the clear accents of the veteran fungologist,

Mr. Berkeley. It seems such a pity to disturb the

general harmony, and to dispel the pleasant illusion.

But in truth no Fungus was found on these Vine roots,

nor in the soil. I am almost sorry for it. For doubt-

less the fungoid theory of solving difficulties is most
convenient, and withal so philosophical.

Not Fungi? Then it was water in excess, water

stagnant, water foul, water souring the rich compost
into putrid paste and mud

;
gorged roots, always

full of water, drinking it in during summer, sweltering

helplessly and foundering foully amid its mire in

winter ! Of course the water rotted the spongioles,

then the roots that begot the spongioles ; and finally

the whole Vine became water-logged, like a sinking

sliip, and fruit, health, and strength, all became
gradually submerged beneath a water tide of ruin !

Stop, stop ; not water. Even now, after all these

rains, the borders are none too wet. They are so

elevated and so porous that no water can remain within

them. It passes through like a sieve. So confident is

Mr. Vardley, the old gardener, that there never has

been any excess of water, that he attributes the failure

of the Vines to the drj-ness of the border.

Now we have it. The border is good, it is dry, it is

free of Fungi, but the roots have all run out of it.

What a pity such grand Vines had not been made to

feed in rich pastures at home, instead of being allowed

to roam abroad to their utter ruin ! Here, again, specu-

lation is suddenly reined in by stubborn facts. The
Vine roots are found mostly in the borders. True,

two very large roots had run under the vinery, and
gone no one knows where. But all the other roots

were at home, and in admirable condition. It seems
impossible to lay the failure to either the paucity or

quality of the roots.

The anti-Crambites call out, the Vines had no lime !

They grew in Herts, which rests on a stratum of chalk,

and the soil is highly calcareous, but it is just possible

that special means were used to exclude lime from
these borders. Now lime is the one thing most need-

ful for Vines ! It gives soundness and vigour of

constitution, fonns stones and rind, imparts plump-

ness, and provides finish ! Skin the chalk and the

lolomite and other limestone formations, say they,

for your soil, but shun the rag or the freestone if you
would have good Grapes ! But, hark, these borders

were fully charged with lime. The soil of which they

were formed was strong loam and burnt earth stripped

off from round a brick-kiln, and to this was added
quantities of brickbats and mortar rubbish, 64 bushels

of bonedust and 320 bushels of fresh lime ! And so the

anti-Crambites march off confounded. Neither will

the fact that these Vines were the finest in the kingdom
for a good many years assist in establishing Mr. Cramb's

theory, though their premature failure is a great fact in

his favour.

The borders were exhausted ? What a pity the

toes of these Vines were not fed with fresh matter.

The border might easily have been widened, and then the

Vines, taking a fresh grip of, and a good bait from the

new soil, might have continued till now. Well, this

looks reasonable. But it so happens that this very

course was taken about three years ago. About 5 feet

of the borders were cut ofT, roots and all—the old

soil removed and replaced with new. At the same
time an additional width of a yard was given to the

border, thus providing a new root nm of S feet for the

Vines. During this surgical operation all the roots that

were met with, some of them as thick as a broom-
handle, were cut clean off. These amputations

were certainly strong and somewhat doubtful mea-
sures. Possibly they were carried to excess. It

might have been wiser, and practically would have

proved a more successful policy, to have merely added

to the front of the borders, without cutting off so many
roots. It is seldom desirable to root-prune Vines, and

it is a surgical operation that demands the utmost skill.

Diseased members may have to be cut off, healthy ones

raised to a more favourable position, fibreless roots cut

liack to force the manufacture of fibres ; but beyond
this it may not be wise to go. Still, root-pnming is

practised to a greater or lesser extent in all extensions

or top-dressings of Vine borders. .

The Bi-shop Stortford Vines do not seem to have
suffered very much from this severe root-pruning. It

is certain that they speedily set to woik to form fresh

roots. The testimony of Mr. Ward—no mean autho-

rity— is conclusive upon this point. He says he has

preserved a plant of Muscat, and one of Hamburgh,
root and branch, to be examined by anyone. These
old cut roots have broken freely into the new compost.

Each of the cut roots resembles a cat of not simply

nine, but fifty or more tails or lashes. The new soil is

a perfect nct\\'ork of strong clean healthy fibres.

Neither are the old portions of the borders destitute of

roots. In fact the roots seem as perfect as the medium
in which they grow, and it becomes utterly impossible to

attribute the shanking either to faulty roots or borders.

Overcropping? We reach this by a process of

exhaustion. If all the other guesses at tmth are

wrong this must be right. Tlie temptation is often

irresistible with pet Vines. Who has the courage or

the boldness to cut off Muscat or Hamburgh bunches,

weighing from 3 to 5 lb. a-piece? Hence the saying,

so fidl of meaning, '* Our worst enemies should reduce

jthe number of our bunches." We can thin berries

freely enough, but bunches?—most of us are weak
there. We err egregiously on the side of plenty.

Excessive cropping drains the Vines dry ; it breaks

their strength, exhausts their vital force, and is a fruit-

ful source of shanked bunches and berries. Yet in

this case no great excess seems to have been indulged

in. Considering the width of the houses, and conse-

quent length of rafter, and extraordinary strength of the

Vines, 40 bunches per rod per annum was not such an

excessive crop. With such bunches it was a good
crop ; but I appeal to Mr. Meredith and others to say

whether it was excessive.

Internal treatment ? Much depends upon this.

Without care in the admission of air, the distribution

of water, and the application of heat, failure to a

greater or lesser extent is well nigh certain. It is

doubtful, however, whether that failure will take the

form of shanking. Rusting, red spider, mildew,
want of size, colour, flavour, finish, are much
more likely to arise ,from internal mismanagement
than shanking. And it must not be forgotten

that these Vines have succumbed to shanking

alone. To all appearance the Vines were strong and
healthy, and the shows of fruit were promising to the

last. But the fair prospects of the grand crops of former

days were utterly wrecked by wholesale shanking.

Branchlets, shoulders, and whole bunches disappeared

year by year, until the weary warfare has ended by the

uprooting of the Vines. But more decisive still. It so

happens that these Vines have been under the same
management from first to last. The same gardener",

Mr. Vardley, who planted the Vines, has now uprooted

them, and is about to make afresh start with a new lot.

The presumption is therefore irresistible, that the top

treatment has not varied. The same skill that earned

the approbation of the kingdom, by growing the most

magnificent Grapes ever exhibited, is now overmastered

and vanquished by the shank fiend.

Having thus endeavoured to prove, by a reference to

the carefully noted facts of the case, that the failure of

these Vines cannot be attributed to Fungi, an excess of

water, the roots outrunning the border, a deficiency

of lime, an exhausted border, a paucity or want of

quality in the roots, overcropping, or internal mis-
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management, I will shortly, with your per

endeavour to lay bare tlie cause or causes of failure, by

giving, as far as the facts will warrant, a positive

answer to the question—Why have these grand Vines

failed in their prime ? David Tell Fact.

MRS. WARD APPLE.
A nic-.HLY meritorious seedling, raised by Mr.

Nathaniel Lawrence, nurseryman, of Chatteris, in

Cambridgeshire, from the old Scarlet Nonpareil. It

has the outward appearance and form of the Court of

Wick, with the beautifully flushed cheek of its parent,

the old and favourite Scarlet Nonpareil, and may be

thus described :—Fruit below medium size, roundish-

ovate, compressed at the ends, very even and regular

in outline, skin of a warm yellow or orange on the

shaded side ; deeply flushed with scarlet on the side

next the sun, with here and there a little russet, espe-

cially about the eye and the stalk. Eye open, set in a

shallow, evenly formed cavity. Stalks rather long,

slender, deeply set. Flesh pale yellow, firm, juicy.

Fl.avour rich, with a brisk sprightly acid, particularly

]ilcasant and agreeable. It is in season from November
to March (see fig. 70).

This is in all respects one of the nicest little winter

dessert Apples we have ever t.asted, so firm and yet so

melting and juicy, so briskly acid and yet rich and
sweet. lieautiful in form and colour, like its parent,

but much improved in flavour, we heartily welcome it

as <i pleasant addition to our winter desserts. A. F. B.^

ill " Florist mid Pomologist."

plunged them into the open borders; they were
I
that on handling them they broke off like the shank of n

gome Comsponkiite.
Prospects of the International Exhibitions.

—

r)f course the resuU-s of these projected exhibitions

nnisl, even with the most experienced, Ise very mvich
matter of conjecture. " H. C, South Kensington,"
instances the success of the annual shows of agri-

cultural implements as an argument for

.success, and the intended horticultural

exhibitions as elements of attraction,

liut neitlier of them are strictly to the

point. There is no such thing as shows
of agricultural implements per se. Such
a show would be a failure. It is the live

stock that brings the crowds. Then
there is a great difference between a
show for five days, and one for five

months. It will need a better horse

than "agricultural implements" to stay

over that distance. As to the horticul-

tural shows, again, there is no doubt that

they will prove an important aid to the

exhibitions, but it must be remembered
that of late years these exhibitions, not

only at South Kensington, but at the

Botanic Garden, Regent's Park, and the

Crystal Palace, have been conducted at a

loss ; and although we know very well

that it does not follow that by accumu-
lating items, on each of which a loss might be sustained
separately, there will be an increased total loss equal to

the sum of the individual losses, still it is a complicated
and difficult question to say where the accumulation will

reach the point of converting the losses into a profit.

One man may say I do not care much for an agricul-

tural show, or much for a horticultural one, and were
either by themselves I would go to neither ; but as they
are united I shall go. Accumulation in this case secures
an additional visitor ; but on the other hand it may
lose one, viz., the man who would have gone to both at

any rate, and who now pays only one visit instead of
two. I agree with you that the addition of the fine

arts element is a stroke of the wisest policy ; and I also

think that one great point in favour of the exhibitions
is their having llie advantage of the guiding spirit of
Mr. Henry Cole, a gentleman with whom, being
neighbours, " H. C, South Kensington," may perhaps
be acquainted. I have great faith in his abilities, and
if it is in the power of man to make the exhibitions a
success, I believe he will do it. C, Campden Hill.

Antirrhinums in Pots.—The idea of offering a
prize at the Royal Horticultural Society's provincial
show in July next, at Oxford, for six Antirrhinums in

pots, is certainly a step in the right direction ; we shall
now soon see what the Antirrhinum is really capable of
doing. It ha.s never yet had the attention bestowed upon
its culture that it deserves. The value of such plants
in a gardening point of view is universally acknow-
ledged, they are ornaments suitable for almost every
situation out-of-doors, for bedding purposes, borders of
shrubberies, rockwork, vases, &c., even old decayed
walls and ruins may be made charming during the
autumn months with them, but their culture in pots I

imagine has been very limited, yet how suitable
they are for the purpose, and what beautiful objects
they form. The variety of colour found in them is almost
endless, and some of the sorts are very striking, more
especially the striped and mottled varieties, which are
indeed very charming. The habit of the plant is also
well adapted for pot culture. Their propagation and
culture is so simple and well known that any com-
ments on these points would be superfluous. Last
spring I potted ^a few seedlings in i2-inch pots, and

once stopped or pinched in only. They made splendid

specimens, and continued in flower for some months.
Seed sown in March on a gentle hotbed, or in the open
air, will flower finely the following September ; and if a

quantity of 32 and 24-sized pots are sown in March,
they will be found invaluable for the decoration of the

greenhouse and conservatory tluring the late autumn
months. Edw. Bennetly Osherton.

Grafting Vines : its Effect upon the Quality
of the Fruit.—Now that grafting is beginning to be
looked upon as a panacea for most evils of Grape-
growing, it is needful to be extremely cautious in the

admission of evidence for or against the improving or

deteriorating influences of particular stocks. Most
Grapes differ wonderfully in quality on their own roots.

Inside treatment, the character of the borders, and
geological and climatal influences, wonderluUy affect

quality. In regard to the two Grapes inentioned in

your leader (p. 243), the Mrs. Pince and Muscat
Hamburgh, I have only tasted the former once at

Exeter, and it was fia-st-rate in flavour. It is a wonder-
ful Vine to grow, and it seems about the last variety to

need a stock to help it. And so far, even accepting

that its bad quality originated in the slocks, there seems
no occasion to use them. As to the Muscat Hamburgh, it

is a most variable Grape on its own roots. I have hardly

ever tasted it twice alike in flavour. At times it is one
of the finest flavoured Grapes in cultivation, at others

no better than an indifferently ripened Hamburgh. As
to setting and swelling, it is equally variable. If I am
not mistaken, the finest bunches ever grown of this

variety were exhibited by Mr. Fowler, grown upon its

own roots ; and I know a neighbour who grows it

every year on its own roots in a cool Hamburgh house

with a bloom and finish equal to the Black Prince. He
takes no trouble with it, and it is as fine as can be to

look at ; but while he commiserates my shanked berries,

he longs for the flavour of my sound ones. In fact,

no one would know the two Grapes to be the same

by I.

quaiUily
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Fig. 70.

thing. I have met with similar instances with this

Grape often. It varies immensely on its own roots,

and probably would also do so when grafted. But
granting the former fact, it becomes diflicult to tell how
much of the quality or want of it is due to the stock,

or to the soil, situation, or treatment. Another curious

fact I have long noticed is, that the sound berries on

shanked bunches have been invariably of the highest

quality. Whatever may ormaynotbe wanting in shanked
Grapes, flavour and sugar seem always plentiful on the

sound portions. It almost seems at times as if the

quality of the entire bunch had settled on the small

portions saved from the wreck. Have other Grape-

growers noticed this interesting fact? and if so, can any
of them explain it? As to the effect of the stock on

the scion, while there may be something in it, I

question if the flavour is influenced to anything like the

extent stated by " P." At all events a great difference

may be found amongst ungrafted plants, QiitTcits.

Fungus on Living Tree Roots.—Many years

ago I had charge of a Peach-house, and the Peach trees

planted in it grew vigorously for a time, but in a few

years they gradually failed in making healthy shoots or

fruiting well. I had one of the trees lifted, and found

the main roots covered with rusty-looking protuber-

ances all over, caused by masses of Fungus. The roots

had reached down to the bottom of the border, where
I found a layer of old tan had been placed, and hence

the Fungus attack. This old tan was not placed there

by me, for the border had been made some time before

I had charge of the trees. All the trees were lifted,

and the roots and branches well pruned in, and the

border was cleared of its deleterious components. On
planting the trees again in fresh soil, and without

manure of any kind, a little salt was dissolved in

water to puddle the roots, and on puq^ose to destroy

any germs of Fungus left. The trees, however, never

recovered their former vigorous state, and young trees

had to be planted to replace them. To satisfy myself

that the old tan was the cause of this Fungus attack, I

at another time, when shifting some Peach trees on a

wall, had one of them planted on a bed of old tan,

some of it being mixed in the soil . In a very few years the

roots were c^uite full of Fungus, and made so brittle by it

tobacco-pipe. If any gardener tries this experiment
in planting Peach trees, he will soon be convinced of
the danger of using either old tan, leaf-mould with twigs
of dead timber in it, or dead faggols. The Vine, like

the IVa.Ii, i, .iiiilr as liable to be atLulr,! i,, ii, roots

ining into contact witli iln- .il.M\r mate-
M he very chary in ii in_' tl m any
borders. In making iliu ntv. kitchen

the strong red clay from the drains was
burnt with faggots of green Oak branches and other

trees. .Some of these faggots were put on the top of

the tiles in a drain close to some pyramid Pears and
Apples, but I have never detected any Fungus
amongst the roots of these trees, although they run

quite amongst the faggots. Perhaps faggots of green

timber, buried in the ground and out of the influence of

the air, are innocuous so far as regards propagating any
of the Fungus tribe. In one of our main garden

walks a great quantity of green branches of trees was
laid in the bottom before the gravel was put on, and
yearly quantities of the common Mushroom push
through the gravel in August and September, and in

October another edible Fungus (Coprinus comatus)
springs up by the Bo.x edging. William Tilleyy.

White Lady Downe's Grape.—In reply to

*' A. Z.," let me, as the raiser of the above Vine, say

that it is very slow to start, but when it does it

makes rapid progress. Therefore I advise him to have
patience with it. It is essentially a late Vine in every

sense, but a very free grower when it does begin. Wni.
Thomson, Dalkeitli. [We have received a similar state-

ment from Mr. Methven. El5S.]

Luculia gratissima.—When the flowering season

of our great Luculia comes round, I have numerous
inquiries as to how the plant is managed. Many of

my own friends have become tired of trying to grow it,

and others have given it up in despair. That the plant
'

is difficult to manage from the cutting all must admit,

as it is seldom seen, and the price is never low, like

other soft-growing plants. I have dis-

tributed cuttings by the thousand, both

north and south, so that if they were
easily managed they ought to be pretty

well scattered over the country. I have

found the cuttings very impatient of heat

and damp, for a few weeks after being

put in. The best and only way I have
found to root the cuttings is to put a bell-

glass over them in a cool pit away from

the sun, with just sufficient moisture to

keep them from flagging. Let thenr

remain in this position for about three

weeks, till they get well callused over.

Then plunge the jjot into a moderate
bottom-heat in tlie jiropagating pit,

always shading the cuttings from sun-

light, for if they arc once allowed to flag

before they have taken root they seldom
do any good. There is no comparison

between a plant grown in a pot, and one
that is planted out. The latter throws out

bunches of blooms as large as summer-grown Cauli-

flowers, and is dcliciously fragrant in a cold house. The
plant here is planted in a mixture of calcareous loam, a

little leaf soil, and sharp sand, and away from any

draught ; a situation and atmosphere suited to gi'een-

house Ferns is just the place for the Luculia. In the

growing season I water freely with guano-water.

Before the plant is spurred in, it is allowed to become
thoroughly dry to prevent bleeding, as the plant is then

in full leaf. Your Calendar writer, at p. i8: says, the

Luculia does not, as a rule, like cutting in ; our plant

is obliged to submit to this treatment to keep it within

bounds. I attribute the cutting process greatly to our

success in gi-owing the plant. I spur it on the

Vine system, and have known it make shoots a

yard in length, and plenty of them. You must allow

me to say a word or two in reply to Mr. AUis,

who lashed me rather freely at p. 41, about his

Heliotrope flowering twelve months, and my Luculia

only five months. If the flowering duration of the

latter was only a month, I should prefer it to the

Heliotrope for planting in the conservatory ; with a

little heat the Heliotrope is easily grown in pots for cut

flowers. I don't admire the hint Mr. Allis gave us of

keepinghis Hel iotrope in bloom for twelve months, though

I must own I like to go " the whole hog" sometimes.

When I grew the Heliotrope against a wall, after

flowering it the winter afid spring, and when we were get-

ting flowers from the beds, I gave my plant a thorough

cutting in, and by autumn I got an entirely new stock of

healthy foliage and flowers for the winter. Mr. Allis

also doubted the usefulness of the Luculia for bouquets.

The blooms scarcely last 24 hours in a hot room, with

plenty of light, but for hand bouquets on wires I use

them freely, as they make a great show among other

winter flowers, and the perfume after being cut a short

lime becomes most agreeable. William Ciihei-odl,

Thorpe Perrmu, Bedale.

Phalaenopsis Schilleriana and its Culture.—

I

received a plant of this seven or eight years smce with

three leaves, each about 2 inches long, growmg on a

small block. I at once procured an Oak beam trom

the sawpit, which was neariy cut through, and made a

block for the new plant, chiseled out a place for the
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small lilocU to fil in, and fixed on tlic plant without

icmovinj; it from its own block. I tlic-n placed it in an

ordinary (lower-imt, and filled in rouml liclwci'ii llu-

block and pot willi l>ri>ken crocks ; llieplani li.rrn.uii

as freely as possilile ever since; it is still on Mm nn,

block in an ordinary i2-incli pot, and prodiuc .1 In"

.pike annually. In 1SO6 I exliibile<l it at the opening
of the Albert Museum, ICxcler, with a spike on which

wi-re 66 llowcrs. It has now a sjiike more than 4 feet

long, with 81 flowers on it. It branches off six times

from the central stem, the lowest again divides into

four branches, the next two divide into three, and the

next three an- in- Ic slrms with a row of flowers on

each side ; ili, il, .m . . , 1
. n. I\ measure 2 J inches across,

but they ;nr l~ 1 iilli ..,j,,nred. 1 kept it in bloom
nearly se\eu week:. I.r.l jcar, in an atmosphere free

from damp. It h.is nine fine leaves, be.iulifully marbled
;

the length of the longest is 14J inches, the width of the

widest being >\\ iiuhcs. I grow it in a very moist ])it,

(he mean lemiM i.iniic luin^ 6o* through the winter,

and 75° thriin-li iln l..^\^l!; season; the .shading is

never mine lb. in im Ir Imiiinir ; it hasnever produced an

olTset, althougii I l,,ne inilie.io left on the llower-stem,

hoping it might give one. Are they usually produced

from the plant or from the fiower-spike ? 7f/i>i Cirhuiil,

O'l: to Sir r. D. Aclaiid, Bail., Killcitoii, Hxcter.

Gentiana acaulis, or Genlianella, is a very old

favourite, and deserves unlimited cultivation. It is

exceedingly free in growth, in almost any situation
;

it is fond of gravel, for it seems to (lower much more
freely when allowed to run into the gravel jjalh. It

forms dense masses of foliage of a deep green colour,

and is smothered in spring and autumn with large

deep blue flowers. ]''rom its dwarf compact growth it

is admirably adapted for edging, and established

masses of it have a most charming appearance.

Most of the other species bloom <piite late in the

spring, and therefore are not fit to associate with this.

I might, however, mention G. verna, but I am sure

no words of mine could give an adetiuate dcserijition

of this gem of Nature. Vou must see it in its native

habitats to form any idea of its beauty. It will not

do for general adoption in the ordinary border, there-

fore I will omit it. ,/. /, /'., Tollciilmm.

Barberries and Blackberries.—At p. ioi6ofyonr
last year's volume I saw Barberries recommended as an

excellent addition to Hlackberrics for tarts in autumn.
I merely mention this to point out that I do not claiin

the disc, >,,, ,if ihr , x.cll. u.v ,.\ Ih. V li.nu-, uii^.'d.

InN.Ull. W.il, ,,ll HMia Ml ll,, I, , t

,'. |;| h Ll.rin Mils

aretiic .-nU ^..^^ ,,l..,ii>l i,i\ ^,^|M.| lli.\ air. In

Manchc.l.i ,iiid Kii miiii.;;1i.iiii, .iiul .K,u1. lie,, c1,c« here,

tons of Blackberries are soUl ilaily in the season, and
must be even more vapid from being stale. In fact I

do not know a more \\-retched tart than a Blackberry
tjne. But if mingled with about a third or fourth of

Barberries it is really delicious—brisk, subacid, all you
can wish. Now as all soils \\hich will gi-o\\- Blackberries

will grow r.,,ihriiie,, .ni.l e^poiallv llic p....i- mount.ain

soils, \vlmli vmII ;',mv, lull,- rl-r 11. ^^,l^ .i| liuil, 1 re-

eomnicii.l .lil l-e-l-k I I ••\ .1
;;

I l.ill, u Inch will cost

them nollimg lull a lilllc siig.u, to pi.ml .1 few dozen
Barberries at once. They make also the best of preserves,

and arc cpiite equal to Tanrarinds in cases of coKls,

fevers, &e. Do not be at the Iroidde of getting stone-

less liarberries, at double the jiriee, if the common is

obtainable. They will invariably prove common ; at

least all I have bought from some half-dozen first-rate

nurserymen have done. Nay, more than this, I have
trees sent mc from Westmoreland, which were
stoncless there, but in my soil became stoned at once.

If you can get them, the stoncless is of course the best.

I know some grand old bushes of the stoncless variety

scattered about lOngland—in Westmoreland, Dorset-
shire, Cheshire, i\:c.,—which are invaluable, but you
must be satisfied, 1 fear, with the common. Oirly try

tlic tart next autumn, and state the result. W. D. Fox.

Chequers.— I have purposely delayed replying to

Mr. Britten's remarks respecting the wild Service tree,

thinking I might be able to clear up the jjoint, whether
the name Chequers is confined to I'yrus torminalis and
Aria, as he surmises, or 1, .iK,, .ii.plicd to P. domestica.
He is probably right, bm ilm, 1, ..msiilcr.dilc doubt
about it ; .and I must ».ui nil lli,- lurs are in leaf and
fruit again bcfoiv I mu dcCHlc the matter. I hear of

two variiiu , ..I c In .|ucrs, one with spherical and the

other \\iih [M II !i,t|icd fruits, though none of my
informant laii uiminber the foliage. In my list of
Sussex plant names, 1 see 1 have 1'. torminalis only as
Chequers. I am much obliged to Mr. Britten for his

information rcsiiccting the origin and application of the

word Chequers, though he somewhat necctlessly added
the dictionary definition. //.

Arbutus rcr.ms Benthamia.— I think it not impro-
nable that seekers after hardy and half-hardy shrubs
may often have confounded the true " .Strawberry tree*'

with a much later and very meritorious introduction,

the " Strawberry shrub " (Benthamia fragifcra).

Arbutus Unedo thrives well as a hardy shrub, and if

not indigenous, in the strict sense of the word, to

Irelantl, has become so thoroughly acclimatised to the
southern parts of that country—the lakes of Killarney,

for instance—that it has become " a weed amongst the
weeds." Seeing that " Bentham's shrub" was intro-

duced from such an altitude as Mussooree, amid the
Himalayan ranges, we may at least infer that it also is

liMllvilr.rmnVMl ., 11
,
„ ,| ullal ll V, 111

I ll I ; I l.ilini, alua.lv ll ^^|-M ni

-iiM ..il.unly lliiivc aKaiii,l .. u.ill

iiiiiva.pccl. It is well deserving a

II .Uiialions; but if planted in the

iild lie surrounded with Khododen-
lilar plants, to act as nurses until fairly

ten Dy
its faramongst whom it grows, in its far distant habitat.

William Earhy, Digmdl. [Benthamia is not leliably

hardy. Kus.]

Tenacity of Wood-lice to Life.— Until last week
I had no idea of the tenacity of the wood-louse to life.

As an experiment three wood-lice and three garden

worms were put into a marine aquarium, as fiiod for the

ilhi \irshrmip,.

the » l-lan Hiir.ilM.il 1.-. llinlv Ailiina-, Ihcy

would n.il ain|il Ihr pii.ll.a.d hail, bill l. in ilnnl 111 lull

flower, and the wood-lice crawled round and round the

expanded tentacles, and across the mouths of the

anemones. The fish and shrimps then Irietl the inter-

lopers ; but soon gave them up as a bad job. 'riiusr

three Iiardy insects were placed in the acputriuni .ii

4 o'clock in the afternoon, at lo they were crawling .u

the bottom of the tank, and at 8 next morning t\\ o

were still alive when they were taken off the sea-weed.

No wonder you have intpiiries occasionally how to get

rid of these pcsls when they will live for 1 6 hours

under sea-watei: Win. Tlios. Calleiif;/i, Hans Street,

Chdsea.

Flower Shows.—The lime is now drawing near for

horticultural exhibitions, and there is one thing I wish

to draw the attention of ofllcials and judges to, i.e., the

extra class (articles not named in the schedule). I often

think if this class received more encouragement we
should always have something new and interesting to

look at. I do not mean to s.ay that the societies shoukl

give large ]irizes in this cla.ss, but such an amount as

would be likely to p.ay the exhibitor fur his trouble und

the expense of carriage, &e. I mention judges, because

they can do a good de.al by explaining the case to the

secretaries that such and such things are worthy of notice,

I remember at the last York Gala I saw the .Scilla

peruviana, which I had never seen before—a beantifid

plant, worthy of notice. "Well, do you know this?"

says one to the other. "No, I never saw it before"

This I heard more than once. At the season for

ordering the bulbs I named the Scilla peruviana, and
1 was surpriscil to fiiul that it was very little known. I

applied to several firms for it, but could not get it.

.Some of them have sent three or four varieties, but I

believe that not one of the varieties is the same as

that I saw at \axV. A'. D., Sunderland.

Hepaticas.- With regard to the Ilcpatica, a corre-

spondent in your last Number mentions it as a flower

which may be grown with the greatest facility every-

where. Whcre\er the Rhododcn<lron and Heath grow
antl flourish, there will you find growing Hepaticas

an impossibility, unless a bed is made on purpose of

clay (limestone clay the best), and in its absence marl and
a very plentiful supply of lime. No one ever saw the

1 larcf Fern and Ilepatica growing near each other ; what
is life lo one is poison to the other. Amongst the

most beautiful of spring flowers yon omit two, the

.Sisvrinehiinn, " Swine's Snout." a most beautifid mauve
colour, and rubnonaria viiginica, a lovely blue colour,

which also fiuces well. There is one plant, the Dictam-
nus Fraxinclla, which should be more grown. The colours

arc white, pink, and purple. They should be grown
in very good compost, and every plant will have, or

ought to have, from five to twenty racemes, and they

make a great show in June .and the whole of July. E. /•".

The Disputed Viola.—I think the readers of the

Gardeners' Chroniele will generally agree with me, that

enough has been said respecting the identity, or other-

wise, of the Viola offered by Mr. Smith, of Salisbury,

with thai mO-, ii.l by Mr. Willi.ams, of Holloway. The
nuist I'tiip. I I. .in, I- for each of those gentlemen to

adojii wuul.l 1.1 ll. ai^rec to send to one of the meetings

of the llui.il Cuininittce (say that on April 20 next),

one or moie strong plants in bloom of each ol their

respective Violas, when the matter might be definitely

settled by the Committee. Should the varieties prove

to be identical, the statement that it is a seedling of Mr.

Jobson's will be disproved ; on the other hand, should

there be a distinction Mr. Smith can give his stock

another name. At all events the most sensible and
becoming thing would be to get it decided as soon as

possible. I observe that, at the meeting I refer to,

there are prizes oflered for bedding Tansies in boxts

12 inches square ; but, of course, such varieties must
be other than seedlings, as, to fill a box of that size,

several plants would be required. 1 should, therefore,

like to suggest that the opportunity be taken by all

persons who maypossess them, to send ally good seedling

N'iolas, or bedding Pansics, when no doubt an interest-

ing show of these pretty flowers would result. A. D.

Influence of Light upon Plants.—I beg lo offer

a few remarks in reference to your leading article at

p. 343. While agreeing with you on the 7act (which

no gardener disputes) that light is very important to
|

plant life, 1 inanililn lli.il a «l.lc .ll. I in. lion must 1)0

liiaile l.cluciii |.l,iiil ulainlli-.l L. III.' a. li.m of bright

sun light, and pl.inl . pLiccd m a suIkIucI light produced

by shading. It by lu) means fi.llows that because the

Rcnanthera coccinea will bloom under the scorching

sun th.at therefore all other Orchids will en.lure, or that

they require, similar treatment ; and this fact Mr. Speed
will find to his cost should he submit some of these

fine jilants to bright sunshine. According to my
experience in Orchi.l culture, ami T have been a success-

ful grower and blooinc.l them to perfection, I found

two distinct mcthoils of treatment suitable for their

development : 1st, thegrowing .se.a.son, when they require

lieat, humidity, shade, .and judicious ventilation, as a

matter of course ; 2d, their period of rest or matura-

tion, when less heat, less humidity, less shade and
more air, became requisite to perfect and solidify their

growths, and prepare flowers. Not to make this ilistinc-

tion a]ipears to me a grave mistake, and likely to mis-

lead those who have no practical knowledge of the

subject. W. Payne, Chester.

Royal Horticultural Society.—Tt seems to be
generally admitted that the London flower shows are

failing to "draw," and in consequence of the fewness

of visitors many exhibitors are growing lukewarm. If

1 lid.lake 111,1 lb,. K.ival I b.i ll, nllu.al S.i.iclv's l,..lHl.m

,ll..^^ , ..1.1 ill.' lal l.'>i i. a. , liaM Ml a Lalaii..- .ill the

ui.ai;' .1.1. , .111.1 \. 1 ill. I ,11..M . »..ul.l II.. I 1... ..Ill, lied

uilliout Ibcm, Ol soiiic c.|uivalcm in llicir ]j|ate.

Allow me to suggest for the consideration of the

Council a pl.an for obtaining the necessary displays and
avoiding the annual drain on their resources. Now
that alterations arc going on at South Kensington could

not the Council or the Commissioners of the Inter-

national Exhibition spare a piece or odd pieces of land

for the erection of low glasshouses to be built for or by
diflcrent nurserymen ? I, for one, should be willing lo

hire house or land if on"ered on suitable terms, and I

doubt not others would do the same. Many plants will

not flourish iiermancntly at Kensington, but by this

means fresh plants and llowcrs might be brought con-

tinually from more fiivourcd districts, and thus a

permanent exhibition would be secured. William Paul,

Waltham Cross, N.

Foreign Correspondence.
Boston, \i.f,.—CaHJornia„ Pears.—Om winter has

been very mild even here at 42° N. lat. We have been

able to jilough almost the whole of January. As to fruits

our markets are well supplied from California :— Glou
Morceau Pears, weighing 140Z. ; BeurrcS d'Anjou, 12 oz. ;

Uvedale's .St. Germain, 34 oz. ; and Easter Beuird,

iS oz. ; the latter far better than ever I tasted of our

own growth ; and so well do they bear transporta-

tion that those now on sale came overland three

months since, and are in perfect order. Pears are now
becoming an article of export to China and Jajian from

California, and the Easter Beurr^ is a special favmnile

for this purpose. M. P. W.

Societies.
Rov.,\L HoRTicui.TURAi,, March i6.—W.W. Saunders

Ksq., F.R.S., in the chair. The preliminary busi-

ness of the meeting being concluded, the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, in the absence of the Rev,

J.
Dix, announced

the awards of the Floral Committee, and (Jeorgc F.

Wilson, ICsq,, those of the l-"ruit Committee. Mr, Berkeley

calleil attention to several monstrosities, which were
cxiiiliitcd at the ScicntirK- CnmniilU-i-. an .iccouiit of which

will be found in the rrp-n ..til m.
,

m..1 .1 .. , \lii-

bited a cone-bearing ,
I : .. 1 M- ..i .: li .ii.'i htd

beensenttothemceliiii: I
.

1 ui.in

had some years .ago li..ii;ii m - ii. m i'. .ii-i;! lure,

which was as wild and uiiciilli\atcd as could pos..il>l)' lie,

and was so unfavour.ible that Apples and Pears would not

ripen without the protection of an orchard-house ; but the

jilace had now been so much improved, that he (Mr.

Berkeley) thought it one of the most interesting that he had
ever visited. Several forms of a species of Ophrvs from
the Pyrenees, exhibited by Mr. Needle, gr. to \\. R. II.

the Comtede P.aris, York Houm-. T« !. k.iiliani, wmllien
alluded to as being, with one .,.,[.ii..n. i.i.l.il.u m.-ie

v.arieties of one species (O. ins... ni. i.i 1 h. h nil . . t lai-

geniajambos, or Rose Apple, shown ,il lli.' I iint i .ininniu.e

by Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L. Hinds, b'.sq., HynccI, were noticed

as being quite an acquisition, though the fruit was found to

vary very much in (juality. Mr. Berkeley then proceeded
to make some comments upon the suliject of Fungus,
which has lately been the theme of discussion in these

columns by a few practical gardeners, and stated that

whatever theorists might think on the subject, he had not

made any statement in regard to the deleterious effects of

Fungi which was not derived from strict observation, and
he therefore cautioned gardeners against Fungi generally.

He observed that the first person to draw attention to the

danger of using the bits of wood from the faggot heap in

potting, &c., was the late Mr. Henderson, gr. to the Earl

Fitzw'ifliani, at Wentworth, who was one of the best

practical gardeners he had ever met. Much as has
been said respecting the use of wood in the culti-

vation of the Vine in France, he nevertheless thought
that we heard more of the successes of such speculations

than we did of their failures, which were seldom men-
tioned. He had been told by the late Marquis of Huntley,

who owned extensive woods at Orton, that it was of no
use to make a new plantation on ground which had been

cleared of timber until that ground became covered over

with Heath, by which time the bits of \>'ood would have
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become thoroughly decayed. As an instance, to prov
that tlic dead roots of trees are injurious, Mr. I)crl<clcy

mentioned that some years ago two Dei^ars were
_!__._. 1 ^_ ^L_ Li _f 4I— i»t.. u:. \*/;n:

isldcnco of the late Sir WiUii
of which was placed when

Mr, licilirk-y, Iki-, I..T11 disprovc-.l Irinf ago, ami Ihi- f.iil

may be proved by anyone who will place some spores of

bunt atnong a few grains of Wheat, which will soon
become affected.

Mr. .Saunders remarked, in confirmation of Mr.
Berkeley's statement, that more cau-scs of failure in cul-

tivation arose from the bad practice of leaving dead rooLs

in the ground than from any other cause, and he tlioughl

that practical gardeners were much indebted to Mr.
I'rrkelcy for calling attention to the subject.

A letter w.as then read, relating to tlie use of inclhylat-'rl

spirit to cure American Blight. Mr. r,irl,rl.-v
, nJ lli.r

he had found that tar and grease, as u - -I \u 1m .1 - 1 1
,

w.xs also a sure remedy. Mr. Saun<l'i . , m.I [!,,ii |..i /.m
time he had tLsed spirit in his plant-houscv, ill 1 ^u. it .id..Ul-

lage, such asami-xturcofhalfspiritsofwineandlialf water.

Major Trevor Clarke, alluding to the species of Optirys
above mentioned, said that the Society ought to thank
the Prince for sending Iii.s On hi'I , 10 ili-- meeting. Jle
learnt that the Prince had l.-u . .1: nj; plants from
amongst the rich flora of iIj- 1'\ ;mk1 \va.s cul-
tivating them with much smr. , ,ii 1 ..,1, I

. nliam.

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders, Estj.,

F.K.S., in the chair. 'Ihe Kev. M. J. Berkeley, in
alluding to some Vine buds mentionecT on a previous
occasion, stated that he had since detected the presence
of a number of a peculiar species of mile, and considered
them as the cau.se of the mischief,

Mr. A. Murray stated that the dipn i- ! Irr ,1 f.,imd in

the Scak.ale root alluded to la-st wc(4. I.
, 1 (nmed

by Prof. Westwood to be that of a :.\ I 1
. and

t'l.at it was not the cause of the iiiji, 1
.

. mpl d of.

The Rose-scale shown at the last mi-eti

closer examination to be only the well-known" Rose-seal
r<ev. M. J. Berkeley exhibited several Orchids in

which the lip was deficient, and the flower consisted of
four nearly e[|ual segments ; also a Cypripcdium witli two
flowers proceeding from the same spathe. Mr. Berkeley
also exhibited a shoot of Peach, in which each flower,
instead of producing a single carpel, had produced
several. Dr. Masters stated that similar alterations among
Orchids were not uncommon, and that there was a peculiar

ed on

variety of Cherry, Cerasus Caproniana, of De Cando
which constantly presented numerous (uii- I in 11 ,

)!..',•.. r .,

.Mr. Andrew Murray exhibited gnily ,,p[mI i-d.' n, .1
of a kind of weevil infesting the truiil .1 m-

|
.1

Kmi-iilLilarlo, imported fro:n Nalal. .\,, llu; iii.uclv.ill

sli'i'' I" I' '" I in our columns, we aljslaiji from giving
f'liili

I

I

M ; .:
, relating to it at present. The exhi-

biiM.h "i ilii 111 '

'
I led to a conversation on the introduc-

tion <>i exoiie sjiccics of insects, &c., into this country.
The Chairman then called attention to the remarkable

fall of snow on Saturd.ay night last, when in the neigh-
bourhood of Reigate 8 to 12 inches of snow fell .softly,

unaccompanied by wind. The (Jhairman had ascer-
tained that on this occa.sion a cubic foot of snow had
produced only 68-hundredths of an inch of water. On the
following evening a hard frost occurred, and at the Chair-
man's residence, on a plateau on the "burr-stone"
(upper grecnsand). at an elevation of 450 feet above the
sea, the thermometer registered 23°

; while in the valley,
on the lower grecnsand, 150 feet below, and within a
quarter of a mile, the thermometer registered as low ;i-s 8"

On the weald clay in the same neighbourhood the
thermometer registered ro', and on the chalk at
Dorking, 11'

; so that in the same night, within a very
small tract of country, there was a range of from 8° to
23°. The practical result is, in this case, that evergreens,
&c., on the hillside arc uninjured while those in the valley
arc often much hurt.

Mr. Glaisher remarked on the necessity of placing the
thermometers at the same height—4 feet above the
ground. He considered the circumstances mentioned
by the Chairman to be explained by the effects of radia-
tion in combination with temperature. The general
rule in the ca.se of snow was that 12 inches of snow
corresponded to i inch of rain ; at times, however,
8 inches of snow correspond to an inch of rain.
At Greenwich on the night in question the snow fell

lightly, and the wind guage showed that the air had been
very still. Mr. Glaisher then alluded to his experiments
on variation in temperature in connection with elevation.
The substance of Mr. Glaisher's remarks are given in
another column (p. 381). Mr. Glaisher further alluded to
the freedom from mist at the higher elevations, which
allowed freer access of sun-heat than below, where the mist
cut off the sun's heat, though at the same lime it hindered
radiation from the surface.

The Chairman stated that a ready moans of ascertain-
ing approximately the height of a garden near a railway
was afforded by an inspection of the railway suneyor s
plans, which could be done without much inconvenience.
In answer to a question of Dr. 'Voelckcr's, Mr. Glaisher
stated his inability at present to explain the facts he had
alluded to.

Floral Committee.— The objects brought before
the committee were not very numerous, the counter-
attraction of a spring show inducing thegrowers to exhibit
their productions in the large conservatory. From Mr.
VV^are, Hale Farm, Tottenham, came a basket of a new
seedling forcing Pink, named Mrs. Pettifer, very sweet-
scented and of good form, but small. To .Mr. Needle, gr.
to H.R.H. the Comtc de Paris, York House, Twicken-
ham, a First-class Certificate was awarded for a well-grown
collection of Ophrjs inscctifera, from the Pyrenees ; and to
Mr. F. Perkins, liamington, thesameaward was madein
favour of a fine specimen of Echcvcria agavoidcs. To

Mr. Turner, Slough, a First-class Certificate wa.s awarded
for Primula sinensis, .semi-dupl.-x slrialn, a vrry prrlly

«l"i' .1
:

I

I ' .Tlilicale was
:'|'"l ' "ill' '1 To Mr. B. H.
iliiii' .. I' ;;i ' N Tor Peristrophe
I'll. .1 ii.itivc i>i ihu mountains of
vlirid Solaimju Pseudo-Capsicum

I Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, came
iilfovlei. in thewaypfl). indivisri,
il" lip. I- ,,iii.| I'- i.l,,.,, ii,,|,,

giially sIk

namedcoiiiiM. iiim )

but edged or Hfiiiiil v, nl, I

flora carminata, a In, ,

to both of which i II I

Messrs. 'V'eitch aj;.

lescens, on this ocii iiu

class Ccrlificale was . 1 v. 1
1

.

multifloruni, a fn-r 1,1.,. ,11

would appear to In- ,1 ;,

li.iil 'ilil.iined a sccond-cli
I I'.iii Ml. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., _„
I

I

ill, llluni.came a vigorous-growing spr^rt from l.oinaria
j;il<b.i, Ihis form called major had hr,u |.i.,ilii. . .1 ..1, ,ii.,i.

than one previous occasion from otli' 1 . 1 il.h Inn. ni
,

,, n.|

always as a supposed hybrid liiiv,..ii I. .iM,, ,1,,

Blechnum brxsiliensc. Mr. A. Dean, ' i[.| Mml. ,. s I,

ampton, sent several seedling Primulas, which had sported
in various ways.

Fruit Comm.ittee.—Geo. F. Wilson, Esq., in the
chair. Several collections of Apples were sent in response
to the prizes offered by the Society—the best in the
class for dessert kinds coming from Mr. Ross, gr. to
C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, who sent
Pitmaston Russet, Sturmer Pippin, and Scarlet Non-
pareil. Mr. Earley, gr., Digswell I'ark, was 2d. In the
class for kitchen Apples, Mr. Gardiner, gr., Ealington
Park, was placed ist with fine dishes of Yorkshire
Greening, Rcinette du Canada, &c. ; and Mr. Ro.ss
was next, with excellent specimens of Dumelow's
Seedling, Incomparable, and Northern CJreening.
Good examples also came from Mr. .Saul, Stourton ; .Mr.

Miles, Wycombe Abbey ; Mr. Lynn, Hedsor
; and Mr.

Parsons, Danesbury. Mr. S.agc, gr. to Earl Brownlow,
Ashridge, sent a dish of early Strawberries ; and from Mr.
T. Bray, gr. to E. A. Sandford, Esq., Nyncliead Court,
came excellent dishes of Mushrooms, Scakalc, Asparagus,
and Rhubarb, to which a Sp"cial Certificate was awarded.
Mr. Thomson, Dalkeith, sent specimens of Lady Downe's
.Seedling Grapes, and of the new White Lady Downe's,
he latter of which Were certainly not so good as the
oriner, and were over-ripe. To Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L.
Iinil

,
Issq., Byflcet J-X5dgc, Special Certificates were

' I') a splendid dish of fruit of the Rose Apple
"I I'lr

I I I. Eugenia Jambos; and (2) for two magnificent
I'll.'j,. "1 lite Banana fruit.

The Hyacinth Shew.— I'his wa.s the first exhibi-
tion of Hyacinths and spring flowers proper that has
been held this sea.son, and though the flowers in regard to
quality were not so good as last year, nor the compe-
tition so strong in the principal cla.s.ses as in former years,
owing to the absence from the arena of Mr. Paul, one of
Ihis flower's greatest champions, there could be no
doubt but what this new scheme in the Society's arrange-
ments w.as a success, for, though the atmosphere was
cloudy and damp, the large conservatory in the afternoon
was completely filled with a very fashionable company.
Of course when it was found that Mr. Paul was not a
competitor, the result in most of the cla.sses was a fore-
gone conclusion in favour of Messrs. Cutbush & Son. of
Highgate, which was afterwards verified to the letter by
that firm carrying ofi' the isl prizes in the four open
classes, though it must be said without competition in

one class, and only the shadow of one in another.

In class I, for 18 Hyacinths, distinct, nurserymen,
Messrs. CutbiLSh were the only exhibitors, showing in the
collection excellent spikes of Nimrod, pale blue : Florence
Nightingale, pale rose ; Grand Lilas, Snowball, very
large bells, and a beautifully compact spike ; Charles
Dickens, Dc Candollc, and Princess Charlotte, &c.

In the open class for 18 blue Hy.acinths, distinct,

Messrs. Cutbush were ist and Mr. Turner 2d. In the
former collection were admirable spikes of Van
Speyk, a large semi-double flower of great substance

;

Garrick, Ch.arles Dickens, one of the most pleasing spikes
in colour and form in the exhibition ; Lord f^almerston,
good ; Prince Albert, rich in colour ; De Candollc, &c.
Mr. Turner had Piencman, large bells, l)Ut thin on the
spike, Orondates, General HaveTock, Sir John Lawrence,
and Ixiuis Philippe, &c., in very good condition. In the
class for 36, in 12 varieties, three of each variety, for the
prizes given by the Dutch growers, the ist prize group
contributed by Messrs. Cutbush was an excellent lot,

having mostly well finished spikes, and good in colour. In
this collection were Charles Dickens, Macaulay, Giganlea,
Grand Lilas, Florence Nightingale, Queen of the .Nether-
lands, Haydn, Mont Blanc, Von Schiller, &c. The only
other exhibitor in this class was Mr. T. A. Steel, Marlcs-
ford Lodge, Hammersmith, who put up a very creditable
group for an amateur, and took the 2d prize, contributing
in the collection Baron Von Tuyll, Grandeur, Men'cille,
Grand Lilas, and Von Schiller, in very good condition.
Mr. Steel was rst amongst the amateurs for six, diotinct,

with Alba supcrbissima. Grand Lilas, Charles Dickens,
Von .Schiller. Giganlea, and Baron Von Tuyll, all very fair

productions. Mr. Wilding, Chesterfield Street, Euslon
Ftoad, was 2d, with another fair group, including a finely
finished spike of Snowball.

In the amateurs' or gentlemen's gardeners' class for
12 distinct sorts, grown in pots, two collections were
shown, neither ofwhich require any special comment. Mr.

J. Weir, gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, 'I"hc Elms, Hampstead,
was placed ist, and Miss Wilding 2d. New kinds, never
before exhibited, were very pooriy represented, two
collections being shown, both a long way from being
perfect. Messrs. Cutbush came in ist, and Mr, Turner

2d. In the collection of the former. La Franchise a fine
while

;
Feret Noir, deep blue, said to be striped, bill very

family
;
and Regina Victoria, dark red, appeared to be

the best.

The best 6 pots of Narcissi, distinel, were eonlributcd
by Messrs. Cutbush, who had Grand Monnifini- f'r.drus
Criehton, Wit Van Rhyn, La Maji iir n .., mi' I'arfaile
superb, Owing to the ab.sence <.l Imlil nn Inni- the
Tulips were scarcely opened, so lli.n mi. !,.,l ili,.,.ffect
produced by their brilliant colour ,1 ;.,

1 Iliic'ihe
ist prize for 12 pots of 6 kinds mi ,1 im 1 ,ii,|,.d to
Messrs. Cutbush, who staged Roi Is pm 'ii|, ,i , irlel

very attractive; Jaghl Van Roll.,. in iripcd';
Ruse Applale, lii-llrf. mil.

, .m-l l,.,|„ii,„, l„ ,,1 ,,, froni
llie old form, and /.iiii .hit 1 r, i,.,i|,l , ^vi-ll as
iiilour. Mr.

J.
W.I, ... ...i 1,1 II, V,,,

I ;. ,allH-r
in.ill. In the ain.mn, ,'

, l,i ,
, , (,.,i ,^ ,„,,;„ dl.tincl,

ind 12 pots of four kinds respectively, Mr. T. A. Steel
w.is ist. Messrs. Cutbush were the only exhibitors of a
I i.llection of Crocuses, and to them the rst |)rize was
given. The best 12 pots of Ihis flower, which were wcll-
blooined, came from Mr. Slecl, who took a ist prize.
Two collections of 12 miscellaneous plants in flower

Hi-is- sla);,Tl, and of these the best were contributed by
^'' ''''" " '>'Mison Road, Kensington, .and to him the
' '

I

'I riled. In this collection were nicely
! •'

I Dendrobium nobile, Bletia Tankcrvillix-.
'

I
f Lily of the Valley, Azaleas, Camellias,

I've. .Mr. VS'are, Hale Farm, Tottenham, sent a collec-
tion of hardy blooming plants, comprising Scilla bifolia
and bifolia alba [?prx'cox), S. sibirica, I lepalica triloba
cocrulca, Iloleia japonica, Primula coneolor, and several
varieties of Cyclamen Couin. To this colleclion the
3d prize was awarded.

In the miscellaneous class, which is always an impor-
awarded

l-Joscs in pots,

:
10 the senses

I'l'ioms in extjui-

ine a collection

magnificently flowered

tant one at these exhibition ,. ,

to Messrs. Veilch for a in..

which were well done, i|iiii

of sight and smell, and sho-.

sile form. F'rom Ihe same fir

of Orchids, &e., including
spike of Odonloglossum Alexandra;,~and the very pretty
O, triumphans, Dendrobium Farmeri, while pelals
and rich orange lip ; x LiElia Pilcheri, and the very
showy Ilippeaslrum pardinum. A Special Ccrlificale
was awarded to llie colli.'clion. I'Vom Messrs. Rollisson,
Tooting, c-.inii- .1 lolliiiion of flowering plants, includ-
ing Dendn.l.ini.i |,iil. ],. lliini, Oncidium hyplia.-inalicum,
O. Cavenili 1,1 iiiiini, 1 i.jonloglossum gloriosum, Vanda
tricolor, and \', inioioi |)lanilabri.s, .splendid blooms of
Odonloglossum Alexandrre, &e. An extra prize was
awarded. From Mr. J. W. Wimsett, Ashburnham Park
Nursery, came a choice collection of table decorative
plants, such as elegant liltle Palms and flowering plants,
&c., beautifully set up. This is a fc-aturc in Mr. Wim-
sett's establishment which is being very ably developed
by Mr. Wills. A Special Ccrlificale was awarded to
the collection. To Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway,
an extra prize was awarded for a collectiim of Palms,
Ferns, and Orchids, &c. ; and to Mr. Denning,
gr. to Lord Londesborough, a Special Certificate
was given for another fine group of Orchids, consist-
ing of a plant wilh two sjilendid spikes of Dcndroljium
m.acrophyllum, giganlcum, D, Farmeri aurea, rich in
colour : Ihe pretly fringed D. Devonianum, Vandas
giganlea, suavis, and tricolor, Epidendrum bicornutum,
and Cattlcya amclhysloglossum, &c. Special Certificates
were given to a specimen of Phala;nopsis Sehillcriana
with two spikes of fine flowers, from Mr. Burnett, gr. to
W. Terry, Esq., Peterborough Hou.sc, Fulham ; to Mr.
A. E. Barnaart, Vogelzang, near Ilaariem, and Mr.
Gebrolders, F-ldering, of H.a.arlem, respectively, for col-
lections of 'Fulips grown in Holland ; toa box of perpetual-
flowering Picotee, Prince of Orange, from Mr. Perkins,
I>eaminglon ; to Mr. Turner, for a beautiful basket of his
tricolor Pelargonium Mrs. Ileadley ; and to Messrs. K. G.
Henderson, for a collection of 12 named varieties of Cycla-
mens. From .Mr. A. F'orsylh, florist, 120, Mount Street,
Grosvenor .Square, came three very tastefully arranged
tiouqucts, made up of Orchids, Camellias, Pelargoniums,
P'em.s, &c., which proved very attractive to the kulics.

Royal Institution : MarcA S.^In his second lecture

on Plant Life as Contrasted with that of Animals,
Dr. Masters resumed the consideration of the subject
of nutrition. Plants, said the lecturer, can form
albuminous and proteinaceous matters from the con-
stituents of air, carbonic acid, water, and ammonia,
while animals can do so only by feeding upon organic
.substances.

The assimilation of carbonic acid tiy plants has only an
approximate relation to respiration, and is really a process
ofdigcstion. Carbonic acid ordioxide, ammonia, and watery
vapour are absorbed by the green parts of plants, especially

under the influence of sunlight : the carbonic acid of
the atmosphere being decomposed, the oxygen set free,

and the carbon retained. T'his process is intimately

connected with the presence of chlorophyll, the green
colouring matter of plants, and which possesses many
analogies in function with the colouring matter of the

blood of the higher animals ; iron, moreover, being a
neces.sary element in both substances. The true respiration

of plants, going on by day and by night, resembles that

of animals in all essential points ; and though, in some
respects, plants as well as animals render air impure, yet

the former purify the air through the power of liberating

oxygen possessed by the chlorophyll, while those plants

or parts of plants that are not green compensate for their

pollution of the atmosphere by acting as .scavengers, and
by feeding on decaying organic mailers. T he circulation

of the fluids in the lowest plants and animals was shown
to be of the same nature, but to be widely different from

plants in the higher animals, who po.sscs5 a heart and

a distinct circulatory system.
Having thus alluded to the principal points of resem-

blance and of difference between the mechanism of plajrHs

and that of animaU. and to the work done by that

mechanism in the two cases, the lecturer proceeded to

speak of certain points which there was a marked
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distinction between animals and plants. One point of

difference consists in the adaptation of different organs

to fulfil the same functions, this facuhy existing in a much
greater degree in plants than in animals ; of this the ten-

drils of chmbing plants aftord, as remarked by Mr.

Darwin, very striking examples— these organs being some-

times modifications of the leaf, stem, flower-stalk, and
even of the petals

;
yet though apparently morphologically

diverse, fulfilling the same functions. In the case of

animals we have the arm and hand modified, so as form

the wing of the bat, or of the bird, or the spade-like hand
of the mole ; but in these cases it is the same organ

adapted to fulfil special purposes. We do not find in

animals the stomach modified, so as to exercise the office

of the lungs, or the heart adapted to perform the duties

of any other organs, and yet among plants such phenomena
are of constant occurrence. We have in certain cases the

stem acting as a leaf or the leaf as a stem, and even under

certain abnormal conditions we have the anther taking

upon itself the office of the carpel, and the carpel, and
even the ovules in the carpel, that of the anther—

a

permutation which would be considered next to impossible

in the case of animals. Of course, the inference from

these facts is that these organs are not so absolutely dis-

tinct one from the other as at first sight they appear to be.

Another distinctive peculiarity of plants consists in the

greater relative development and importance of bud struc-

tures. Bud-hke structures, indeed, occur in many of the

simpler animals, but not to the same extent as in plants,

neither is there so much diversity in their appearance.

Many of the Fungi are remarkable for the development,

under various circumstances and at different times, of bud-

like structures of very varied aspect ; so that when found,

as they usually are, isolated, they are very liable to be con-

sidered as belonging to so many distinct plants or species,

and it is only by watching the plant throughout all its

stages, and during its whole existence, that the true

inter-relation of the various forms of bud-spores can be

ascertained. In the higher plants bud-variation also

occurs, as in what are termed "sports" by gardeners.

The variations so produced have reference not only to

external form, but to physiological work, thus a dried

specimen was exhibited, showing the greater precocity of

certain shoots over others on the same bush, in

a Red Currant, one branch of which was in fliower,

and its shoots 6 inches in length, while the other

buds on the same bush were still only commencing
to expand. Variations in fown and habit were illustrated

by the cases of " sports " producing cut-leaved varieties, as

in the case of the Hazel, Beech, Maple, &c., or branches

of pendulous habit, as in weeping trees, or the reverse

condition, as in fastigiate varieties, of which the Lom-
bardy Poplar forms a striking illustration. Variegated
shoots are often suddenly produced in this manner, of

which an excellent example was contributed by Mr. W,
Paul of a green-leaved variety of Aucuba, emitting from
one side a variegated shoot. Sometimes flow'ers of

different character are produced on the same stem, as in

the case of a red *

' Quatre Saisons " Rose produced on the

stem of a white Moss. The well-known Cytisus Adami
is an instance of a similar character. Fruit also occa-

sionally varies in the same manner ; thus we have some-
times Peaches and Nectarines on the same branch ; black

and white Grapes issuing from the same or from adjacent

buds ; illustrations ofa similar character occur every season.

Usually these bud variations are so far permanent that

they may be propagated by grafting or by cuttings, but

there are cases on record in the case of Pelargoniums
where a particular sport was propagated by cuttings, and
when these latter flowered scarcely two were alike in their

blooms. Before alluding to the assigned causes of these

variations the lecturer drew attention to the fact that these

formations were not deformities ; their structure is

perfectly normal, except in the case of "variegation,"

which is the result of disease.

The following are among the assigned causes of bud-
variation ; but, though they are efficient in some cases,

they are not apphcable in others :— 1. The dissociation

or separation of characteristics blended by hybridisa-
tion or cross-fertilisation. This may be proximate or
remote, so that the characteristics, eitlier of some recent
or of some distant ancestor, suddenly re-appear in

the descendant. This reversion to parental or ancestral
form is common in the case of cross-bred plants, and
excellent illustrations of it were shown in some
Pelargoniums furnished by Mr. Wills. One was a seed-
ling of the fifth generation, showing three "sports." each
one having the characteristics of a progenitor. The three
varieties whose characters were reproduced in these
sports were " Beauty of Oulton, " "Italia Unita," and
"Cerise Unique." Anotherplant, the seed-parent of which
was " Beauty of Oulton," the male-parent "LucyGrieve."
presented on different branches the characteristics of either
parent. Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing. also furnished
a striking illustration of a similar character in the case of
a Coleus. This dissociation of characters blended by cross-
ing is not sufficient to account for those cases like the cut-
leaved Beech, or the weeping habited trees, where cross-
fertihsation either does not occur, or if it does the parents
do not possess the pecuharities shown in the sport.
Again, in the case of the Sugar-cane numerous varieties
have been raised from bud-sports alone, as the plant
rarely produces flowers.

There is no evidence in these cases to show whether
they are due to reversion to some possible ancestral
form or to progression in a new direction. The
mystery is the greater, because other buds on the
same plant, apparently under the influence of the same
conditions, do not vary in this manner. Graft hybridi-
sation has also been supposed to offer an explanation of
some of these cases, previous to the discussion of which
the lecturer explained the nature of grafting, stating that
though analogous phenomena could be brought about in
the animal kingdom, as in the case of the original Tagha-
cotian operation for the restoration of mutilated noses,
&c., yet that it is to the gardener that the physiolo-
gist must look for the most numerous illustrations of this
process.

The general principles on which successfijl grafting

depends, and the reasons for its adoption, were briefly

alluded to as preliminary to the consideration of the

results of the process. These latter were considered first in

reference to the influence of the stock on the scion. It is a

general beUef among gardeners that in most cases but little

actual change is produced by grafting either in the stock

or in the scion ; but the exceptions to this rule are so

numerous, and even from a gardening point of view so

important, that it seems better to consider that we have
not succeeded in tracing the effects in all cases than to

deny the existence^ of such modifications. In illustration

of these points the lecturer alluded to the effect of the

stock in producing hardiness of constitution in the scion.

Grafts of Cupressus macrocarpa on the Red Cedar as a

stock had survived the winter, while seedlings from the

same species, grown on the same spot, perished. Differ-

ences in habit, as produced by grafting, are notorious,

especially in the case of fruit trees. This was exemplified

on specimens furnished by Mr. W. Paul, of Apples on
the Crab and on the French Paradise stock respectively,

and Pears on the Pear and on the Quince. The dwarf
habit of the Quince and of the Paradise stocks is commu-
nicated to the scion, and not only that but a more abun-
dant and much earlier production of fruit-buds is ensured.

The flavour, and sometimes the form, of the fruit is

influenced by the nature of the stock.

Passing then to the consideration of the influence of the

scion on the stock, the lecturer adverted to the practice of

renovating or restoring to health a decrepit stock by graft-

ing on it a healthy scion, and to the still more singular

changesexhibited when a usually perishable leafis converted

into a persistent stem-like organ by engrafting on it a bud.
This has been successfully accomplished in the case of the

Orange by Messrs, Thibaut and Keteleer (see p. 386,

1866). Vilmorin, also, by grafting a perennial species of

ConvolvTilus on an annual species, succeeded in making
the latter perennial. In these days of artificial adornments
it would be not a little inconvenient if, in the case of

human beings, similar changes took place either in the

nature of the wearer or in that of the thing worn, sup-

posing any real adhesion took place between them.

Passing to the subject of variegation, the lecturer showed,
by the interesting series of Abutilons (kindly lent for the

purpose by Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing). how the dis-

coloration might be communicated in some instances,

either from stock to scion or from scion to stock, accord-

ing as the variegated plant is made use of in one capacity

or the other. Other instances familiar to gardeners, such
as the variegated Jasmine, the Purple Nut, &c., were
mentioned, and it was even stated that a new white and
green-leaved Pelargonium had originated in this way, from
the grafting a scion of "Mrs. Pollock" on a green-

leaved variety, " Glendinning's Seedling Scarlet." The
most conclusive e\idence of the effect of scion on stock

is afforded by the case of the Abutilons just referred to,

inasmuch as it has been found by M. Van Houtte that

if the variegated scion be removed the variegation

gradually disappears from the stock, and green leaves

only are subsequently produced.
These facts—and a large number of similar ones

might be cited—lead naturally to the subject of graft-

hybridisation, as a possible cause of the production of
bud-variations or sports, in those instances where grafting

or budding has been practised ; thus it has been found that

if a Pear be grafted on the Hawthorn, a fruit intermediate

in form and in flavour between that proper to the scion,

and that proper to the Hawthorn is sometimes produced.
Similar intermediate formations have been found in the

case of some Roses, and it is supposed that the occur-
rence of Roses of different varieties and of different

colours on the same stem, such as before alluded to,

may be accounted for in this way ; as also the Cytisus
Adami, whose " motley " character always excites so
much astonishment. The Potato, again, has been the sub-
ject of similar e.xperiments, and there is good evidence
to show that tubers of an intermediate character

—

"graft hybrids"—may be produced by grafting the bud
of one kind on to the tuber of another as a stock A
Potato having these blended characters, and produced
by Mr. Fenn in the manner indicated, was exhibited.

And thus between the simplest plants and the simplest
animals there is a bond so close that none can sever it

—

none tell where link joins to link ; and though when
speaking of what we are pleased to call the higher
animals and the higher plants, it is possible to lay

stress on certain prominent distinctions between them,
yet at the same time the fact of their reciprocal depend-
ence is also necessarily brought into prominent relief

;

the \ery existence of the one is the consequence of that
of the other,

" Useless each without the other ;"

and as in the physical world we have heat now emitting
light, now generating electricity, and now magnetism, one
force evolving other forces, and these reverting to their

original condition, so we have a similar transition from
inert matter to li\ing vegetable, and through these to
living animal organisms, both in their decay restoring to

earth and air what they have taken from them in life

—

a ceaseless round,

• "A means unto an end,
Beginning, mean, and end to all things—God."

The third part of the new series of Hooker's
Icones Plantarum (Williams & Norgate) has lately

been issued. It contains, /«/«- a/ia, a series of plates,

illustrative of the flora of St. Helena, including among
them some of tlie shrubby composites which once
formed so peculiar a feature in tlie flora of this island.

As many of the species have no longer any living
representatives in the island, or indeed, elsewhere, it is

i(ideed a matter of congratulation that at least some
remains of them are to be found in the rich stores at

Kew, and that the knowledge of them is peipetuated

in tliis and kindred publications. Other of the illus-

trations are devoted to plants which either have been,

or will b#, published in one or other of the series of

colonial floras. The flowers of Rytidotus sandvicensis,

a rubiaceous plant, with a peculiar enlarged calyx,

resemble the flowers of a hose-in-hose Primrose.

Kryptogamen Flora von Sachsen, &c., von Dr.

L. Rabenhorst (Leipsic : E. Rummer—London : Wil-

liams & Norgate), is a work which must form part of

the library of every botanist who deals with ciypto-

gamic plants. The part before us is devoted to

Lichens. Excellent woodcuts are given, representing

the peculiarities of the several genera, and short

descriptions in German, with synonyms, are given of

the species. Though nominally confined to Saxony,

this work will be found available for the greater portion

of Europe.

The German Working Man; /u's Iiistitulioiis

for Self-cultun, and his Unions for Material Pro-

gress, By James Samuelson. (Longmans.) Any
one who wishes to have an idea of what German
working men are, how they live, and in what manner

they manage their affairs, should read this well-inten-

tioned little book. The author goes into heroics over

the beer partaken of by the German operatives, and

it certainly has this inestimable advantage that while

fresh, brisk, and refreshing, it is not nearly so intoxi-

cating as the vile stufi' too often palmed off on

our own labourers. To a large extent we share tlie

author's convictions that the man who succeeds in

introducing and bringing into general consumption in

England a mild, brisk, palatable beer, such as is

drunk on the Continent, will do more good in the cause

of sobriety than all that has yet been accomplished by

the zealous self-denying advocates of teetotalism and of

repressive legislation. In any case there is no question

that the special curse which stands in the way of pro-

gress in tliis coimtry, is the love of drink.

Miscellaneous.
Wood Preserv.\tio.n.—In almost every possible

respect there is an analogy betweeir the vegetable and
animal kingdoms ; and this is maintained in attempts

to preserve their products from decomposition. Meat
smoked, cooked, or salt, resists chemical action of air

and water simply because its albumen becomes solidified

like the white of an egg. Mr. Moir, of Glasgow, has

discovered the same cause and effect in the various

attempts to preserve timber. The creosote so used

solidifies the albumen of the wood, and thus prevents

its slow but certain decomposition by the ordinary

atmospheric or other causes. It effectually prevents

also the action of fungus and parasitic animals. It

also entirely excludes the entrance of an acid moisture

into the pores of the wood. Eleetric Telegraph Revieiu.

Cyphomandra betacea.—Professor O. Silvestri,

of the University of Catania, has recently discovered a

great quantity of citric acid in the fruit of Cyphomandra
betacea, a plant belonging to the Solanaceic, which is

found scattered in the gardens of Sicily. Its natural

habitat is Mexico ; and it is also abundantly distributed

in Pent and other parts of South America, where it is

called tomatc de la far. The Press.

CarbtiT #i^cratt0iTS.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Many kinds of stove and greenhouse plants which

habitually bloom towards the end of May and June
will now commence to accumulate strength for that

purpose, and should therefore be specially attended to.

I refer to such subjects as Clerodendroti^ ApJiclandnij

Hibiscus, Gesnera, Aphelexis, PimeUa, Boronia^

Ixora, Mcdinilla., Leschenaultia, and such Ericas as

E. Cavendishii, E. ventricosa camea, E. ovata grandi-

flora, E. vestita coccinea, and a host of others equally

distinct. All these plants require to be treated with

the utmost regularity in one respect, that is in affording

to each the fullest amount of light and sunshine that

can be given at this particular season. Good cultivators

know full well the value of giving as much light as

possible, though its scorching effects may have to be
moderated somewhat during the long days of summer,
w-hen hard-wooded plants are actively engaged in

making their season's growth. This is a

subject in connection with the culture of these

plants during the summer months which is much
overlooked and neglected, for it is by assuring to the

young shoots from their earliest formation up to the

blooming period the greatest aggregate amount of light,

that truly noble spikes of bloom are obtained. And it

was to this fact, I believe, that the late Mr. Barnes, of

Camberwell, owed much of his success, as he once

assured me, when he exhibited a plant of Clerodendron

paniculatum with a spike of gorgeous inflorescence some

3 feet in length by 16 or 17 inches in diameter at the

base. Overcrowding—a modem evil—and uncleanli-

ness, whether amongst the plants or on the glass,

are ordinary obstacles to perfect development,

which should always be guarded against. As pre-

viously suggested, favourable opportunities should

not be missed to proceed with the potting of
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Stoz'e-/^lants, whicli require either a larger pot or fresh

compost. In the former case, especially in regard to

permanent hard-wooded kinds, the old ball will

seldom require to be broken up. As much old soil as

possible should be removed from the top and bottom.

A little may be picked out from amongst the roots

all ar^nmd the sides with a moderately sharp stick.

The hard-wooded stove perennial Ixoras, for example,

should have a lasting permanent kind of compost

—

peat or loam being predominant. These should be

potted somewhat firmly. Soft-wooded plants, of which

Torenias afford a fair illustration, may have more leaf-

mould, and do not require potting so firmly. In the

conservatory, immediately any valued plants are past

the best period of blooming, remove them from

amongst the collection to a position where more light

and a less impeded circulation of air can be given

them. Indian Azaleas^ which grow quickly after

blooming, afford a good example. If the shoots are

pinched back, and they are introduced into a tempera-

ture of 70" or 80°, they will succeed better next

season. Plants placed mjanlinds or stands in mansions

should now be changed more frequently than heretofore.

FORCING HOUSES.
In thisdcpartment I can add but little to whathas been

stated in the last few Calendars, so exceedingly harsh and
ungenial has the weather continued up to the time at

which 1 write. The careful forcer, taking the state of the

weather into consideration, will not force anything more
than is absolutely necessary to secure a safe advance.

A minimum night temperature should be maintained
while we have to close the houses early on account of
the cold northerly winds. If any have to force against

lime let it be done with a maximum day temperature,
only pushing up the heat well at such times
as air can be admitted, and when the greatest

amount of light is diffused throughout the houses.

Keep a sweet moist atmosphere in all forcing structures.

Observe scrupulous cleanliness at this particular season.

Freedom from insects during the whole of the summer
is ofttimes assured by careful supervision at this season,

when potting-off is being carried briskly forward.

Especial care should be taken in regard to bedding
stuff. If this is now introduced promiscuously into

forcing houses, veiy great risk indeed will be mn.
Taking into consideration the requirements of various

establishments, many of which cannot do without a

resort to such a medley in the arrangements, and in

order that the risk may be nm, frequent resort must be
had to moderate fumigations which can hardly be under-
taken as absolute preventatives. Tobacco alone should
be used, pure and simple ; so quickly are the young and
delicate growths of forced plants injured that a resort to

other materials in view of economy, such as tobacco
paper, is not advisable, for the tender epidermis of the

leaf is often injured, and the crop suffers in consequence,
without the reason being discerned by superficial or
casual observers.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Remove all dead or old decaying leaves from Straw-

berry plants^ and hoe or otherwise freshen up the soil

amongst them. Finish planting all newly-made beds,

whether with young plants stored away through the

winter, in small pots, or with old plants which have
recently been forced, as soon as milder and more
settled weather sets in.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Do not delay permanently transplanting into those

places where they are to bloom, all Autiiinn-s<nvn

Annuals. Plant out permanently for the summer,
any kinds of Finks, Carnations, Picotees, Cloves^ &c.

,

which were potted up in the autumn, and protected in

cool frames. If these or any such subjects have, how-
ever, been kept in greenhouses, or are otherwise not well
hardened to the cold, it is better to delay doing so for

a week or two. Place them in a cold frame or pit,

that they may become somewhat hardened in readiness.

There should not be a moment's delay in transplanting
Shrubs which require it.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Asparagus beds which require a spring dressing of

decayed manure should receive it forthwith. Trans-
plant Chives after first dividing them sufficiently, where
these are grov^Ti for use. Finish planting Garlic and
Shallots—these, like Onions, delight in a good rich

border. Hoe well and deeply amongst autumn-sown
Spinach, which will prevent its bolting quite so readily.

vSow for a full crop of Onions—the best way is to sow
in drill rows 6 inches apart. Tread the bed over
firmly after it is sown. Plant Seakale out into rows
about 2 feet apart, and 6 or 7 inches from plant to
plant in the rows. If crowns are wanted to be taken
up for forcing in the autumn, a good rich soil and deep
is necessary, and if moderately firm so much the better.

W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Dahlias should now be brought out of their winter

quarters and laid in close together on a gentle hotbed,
under a frame ; but as few town gardens have this

facility I think the next best plan is to order a collec-

tion from a respectable grower in May, as two or three
dozen will be sufficient for any moderate place, and for

a few shillings a good collection may be obtained which
will flower much earher and stronger. The Man-cl of
Peru is a beautiful old-fashioned but much neglected
plant, that does well in town. Seeds of it should be '

sown at once on a little heat and planted out in June.
If the roots are taken up and preserved like those of
Dahlias, they will flower perennially, and the older the
roots are the inore beautiful will be the plants during
the months of July, August, and September ; there are
many shades of colour on the same plant, which grows
from 2 to 3 feet high. Where a hotbed cannot be
obtained, half-hardy annuals should now be sown in a
warn corner, arched over with hoops, which during cold
nights and bad weather should be covered over with
mats. The sorts that will succeed best by this method
are the following -.—German and Ten-zoeek Stocks,
French and African Marigolds, Dianthus Heddeivegii,
Phlox Drnmmondii, and Zinnia elegans. The best
method of sowing the seed is to draw shallow drills,

3 inches apart, sowing each sort separate, not too thick,
and covering lightly with fine earth. When the plants
have come up, give them a little water occasionally on
fine days. Fuchsias and Pelargoniums that have been
packed away dry should now be potted in rich sandy
loam. All the dead wood should be cut away, and the
plants should be shut up in a close frame for a few days
till they begin to shoot, when they should have all the
air possible in fine weather and a little water. Crocuses
will now be coming into bloom, and should be pro-
tected from the sparrows by placing three small sticks
near them, and twisting worsted round them. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, March 16, 187a

14. Monday
!<;. Tues. ..

[6. Wcdnes

Hygromelrical Dedu

Temperature c

Day.

13. Sunday. 42.6

14. Monday 44.3

-7-7{

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.

—Overcast during the day ; cloudless c

lent in morning ; occasional rain.

—Generally cloudy ; gloomy.
—Large amount of cloud prevalent ;

of cloud prevalent during tKe day ;

and occasional showc

; solar and lun
I fell during the <

5 during the day.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, March is, 1870.

Portsmouth
Blackheath
Over Court
Birmingham
VVolvcrnampton

Sheffield

laSest.
Iccles (Salford) 50..1

Greenock
Lcith ..

I'crlh .

.
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Vegetables.

Asparagus, p. bund. 361
Artichokes, p. doz. ..30-
Beet, per doz. ..20-
Broccoli, per doz. ..10-
Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10-
Carrots, p. bunch ..04-
Cauhflowers, p. doz. 1 6-

Celery, p. bund. .. 1 o
Cucumbers, each ..16-
Endive, per doz. .. i 6-

French Beans, p. 100 4 o •

Garlic, per lb. .. o 8-

Herbs, per bunch ..02
Potatos, York Regents

HorseRadish.p.bun.
Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, p. score .

.

Mint, per bunch .

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions,per bunch .

.

Parsley, per bunch .

Potatos, new, p. lb.

Salsafy, per bundle.
Scorzonera, do. .

.

Seakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel-.

Radishes, per doz. . . 10 — 1

Turnips, perbunch .04 — o

n, 75J. to IOOJ-. ; Flukes, do.,

2 o— 3 '

PAUL'S NEW 'ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTLAN.—
Three First-class Certificates. I'lants ready in May, los. 6d. each.

For description see \V,M. I'AUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.
' S NEW

Plants ready i

eWM. PAUL'S

OSE VI RGl ]

; t:ATALOGUE.

IDAUL'S SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.
X For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

Strong plants in April, price 31. 6d. to ss^cach. _
IDAUL'S NEW SILVER - EDGED WHITE-
X FLOWERED PELARGONIUM WALTHAM BRIDE.

First-class Certificate. Plants ready in May, loi- 6d. each.

SccWiM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed).
One who perfectly understands the Management of^^'w

nd Fruit Trees,
1 wages and full partic

WANTED, TWO MEN, used to Potting, Tymg
and Growing Plants. Good ^

ployment—Addrt s J. %., Gardeners' Chronicle Officc-

WANTED, an active Young M;
NURSERY WORK. "*

Grafter. State waees and n
End Nurseries, Stockport.

for OUTDOOR
;ful Rudder and

— H. CARRINGTON. Mile

WANTED, a voung Man as ASSISTANT BUDDER
and GRAFTER, and to make himself generally useful.—

JAMES BIRD. Nurser>'man. Downham. ^_^^__^^^-^
, „ BAILIFF, to Manage a Grain Farm

"about 550 acres, within 10 miles of Preston, Lancashire.

iteam Machinery is used. Salary, ;C6o a year, with a com-

f a'-i per cent upon divided profits; house rent free :

, and coals found, and the keep of a cow and pig allowed,

led bv testimonials, to be sent on or before

o Mr JAMES ANDREW, 12, Winckley

WANTED a YOUNG MAN, to take the Charge of

a Branch Establishment in a London Florisfs.-Hemust bcabl^

to Serve and have a good address. Honesty indispensable.—9, Queen ;

Road, Bay

WANTED, an APPRENTICE to the Nursery and
Seed Business. An opportunity offers for a respectable Youth.

Small Premium required.—Address, with particulars, to N. S. U.,

Gardmcn' Chronica Office. W.C

WANTED, as .\SSIST.\NT CLERK, a young Man,
with sufficient knowledge of the Trade to enable him to

Invoice correctly It is indispensable that he be a \'fcry neat and

quick Writer, also be well recommended.—Apply, stating aRe. salar>-

e^pecled, and all particulars, to Messrs, JAMES llICKSON S: SONS,

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

ughly

. Early and Late Fort
: Road, Holloway,

To Nurserymen, Lantlscape-Gardeners, & Contractors.

GARDICN'KK (Hkah), or FOREMAN.—Able to carry

out New Groundwork from plans, &c. Thoroughly understands

the Management of Men.—H. R. H., 2, Old Church Street, Edgc-

r^ ARDENER (Head), where
Vpr Single: understands the profession.

two or more are kept.

—

Three years' good character.

Road. Stamford IIi|1, Middlesex. N.

:al knowledge of Foi
inagemcnt of Kitchen
on Grove, Lower No

, four, or more mt^n
nbrancc : has a thorough
;rs, and Vegetables, and

/~< ARDKNKR (Hea

Gar.i, ,

!

rond Single-handed).—

A

,Nvir-r-t-,nfls the profession. Good
!'.,.| ! liiits employers. — J. C.,

Wages and other partic

8. Cold Harbour Lane, East Bri

Handed).—Age 40,
1 and Kitchen Gardening
or otherwise, if required
rstoF. G. ROSS, Stationer

GARDENER (Foreman), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Has had experience both in Gentlemen's

Establishments, and in Plant Departments in London Nurseries. First-

class reference.—A. E., Messrs. Rollisson's, the Nursery, Lower
Tooting. Surrey. ^^
GARDENER.— Age 27, married, no incumbrance;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. Well
up in Forcing. Can be well recommended.— T. MOBSLEY, Oat-

land's Park, Weybridge, Surrey. _^ -_ -

f^ ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25, married,
vT one child ; understands Vines, Greenhouse, and Flower and

Kitchen Gardening Three years" good character.—J. M., Moore'=,

PAUL'S NEW BRONZE and GOLD PELAR-
GONIUM WALTHAM BRONZE. The brighlc

effective of this ^ectjonyet raised^^Planls in May.^

>AUL'S NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(Beaton's Race). BONFIRE, thefinestof all the Stella race, and

c others. Plants in May, 55. each ; or the six varieties for 24s

For descriptions see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PELARGONIUMS, l^EDDl^G PELAKGONIUJVIS. &c._^

For descriptic
-..' ^. ,....- fT,r,,^r- f-»TAT/-^r-

published.
: WM. PAUL'S SPRING C.\TALOGUE, ju;

w
D OBSON AND sons' PRIZE FLOWER SEEDS

liotanic and Reading, &c.

/^TNERARIA.— IJ. , 6rf., and 51. Sixty First Prizi

PRIMUL.\' SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUBRA and
ALBA. Separate, 2S. 6rf. and gf. ; mixed, u., 25. 6rf., and 5.T.

~A particularly fine strain ; eight varieties.

/CYCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varieties, is. and

8'
SUPPLIED bv 31x1 Leading Seedsi

Growers, I. DOBSOM AND SONS, Woi
Isleworth, London, W,

SONS' SEED CATALOGUE,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recomme-'-' -

Gentlemen,—Further particulars (;i%en on application to Mess
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St, John
London, N.W,

^

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
CUTBUSH AND SO.N' beg to state that they

= at all times on their books MEN of various tiualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquir)'. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly slating the dutu

W^
be I

. London, N.
itable Men may be

GARDENERS (Experienced).—Joseph Meredp
Liverpool, begs '

lend from his pcr« .-il kn wiedge of thei

M
Bedford, February, lE

Business Agency.
FARM. KSIAIK. ur t;ARDEN.

R. T. BOWICK, lias tlic pleasure of introdu

good MEN to full
-. ..

-

e is recommended v

ing

lose antecedents have not been thoroughly
COLONIAL, FOREIGN.

To GsirdenerFand BailiffslHead, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

unaucstionable references need apply. _
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula.

tions in relerence to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.

JAMES CARTER AND CO. , 837 & 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

GARDENER (Single-handed)
has had good practice in the general re

years' good character.—H. W., Post Office, Wargra'
Thames.

Age 28, single
of Gardening. Fii

GARDENER (Third,
in a small one).—Age 23 T

—J. C, The Gardens, Burwood

in a large place, or SECOND,
sood character from present employer.
House. Cobham, Surrey.

/^ ARDENER (Under).—Age 19 ; has been two and
VT a half years in present situation, principally in the Houses.

State wages.—JOSH. JEFFERSON, Gardener, Carlton House,

Worksop , N'olts.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18 ; ser\-ed three years

in a Nobleman's Garden. Had practice in Forcing and Plant

Houses, also Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Good recommendation.

—C. J. B., 21, Albion Mews East, Hyde Park Square, W.
^

ARDENERIUnder), ir

'

man's Garden,—Would prefer

Londoi
:ed with Gardening riedo

:Y.,3.Hun
in fir!

:Pla(
! style

. Clapha , S.W.

FORI
Estah

C~<
.ARDENER (Head).—Age 35; thorough practical

T knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Two years' character

from last place,—A. B, C, Post Office. High Street, Hampstead, N,W,

T

R'^

Chrysanthemums.
HE CHRYSAN rn ]:Mr M. and HOW TO
GROW IT. See Af'AM loKsYTH'S CATALOGUE for

,
forwarded to all applicants for one stamp.
uriswick Nursery, Stoke Ncwington, N-, and 120, Mount Street,

wenor Square. W.

IBES ATROSANGUINEA, dark flowering Currant.
' 3% feet, 31. per dozen ;

llowenne. 2^ to 3J^ fcct, 3J. per dozen ; 15s. p
BROOM, White Portugal, 1" ' - ^y

4 feet, 31. per dozen ; i8s. per 100.

L Common Yellow, 2 to 3 feet, 31. pe
Sec CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH. Parley Dale Nui

doEcn ; 121. per

leries, Matlock

13ARIS,
I

SUTTONS" GRASS SEEDS for ALL
JL 1867.

I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was

SUTTON .\ND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading, Berks.

WANTED, an ACTIVE PARTNER, in a small
Nur5er>-, Florist, and Jobbing Business in Islington. Long

lease; £50 cash. Rent ^35.
Apply to G. R.

, 32, Rotherficld Street. Islington, K.

of Mei

A Partner practically acquainted with t

. Hurst & Son.6. Lcadcnhall Street. London. EC.

PETER LAWSON and SON are in WANT ol

FOREMAN to take charge of the Houses. Must be well u

Growing Roses in pots and young Vines. Also a YOUNG MAT
some experience, for the Fruit-tree Department.—Apply by letter o

', addressed to Bangholm Nursery-. Edinburg

WANTED, as FOREMAN, an active, single younj
Man, who has had good experience in the Houses. Wages

i8j. ; no lodgings. Those with good character can write to Mr
GODFREY, Ankerwycke, near Staines

WAN1
PRC

with references and

and GENERAL

cferenccs,—C. B., 14. Adams Square, Bromley Coi

GARDENER (Head).-
brance ; thoroughly understands tlie profe?

anches First-rate testimonials from present and previous employers

G. A.. Fisher's Gate Farm. Withyham. Tunbridge Wells, Sussex.

-A first-class Grower of Forced
ivhcre required all the year

:pected. Good character.—G. G., Mr.

Gt,:
ARDENER (Head).—Age 50, married; has held the

' " " * ' Tiany years, and has a thorough prac-
-T. C, Post Office, Whitwell, York

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum-
brance; understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower

and Kitchen Gardening, also well up in all kinds of Forcing. Four
years' good character.—GARDENER, Avon Cottage, near Ringwood,

Open
Romn<
Maidstone
Romncy, all;

Married, no incumbrance
e in every branch of Gardening
ately—his employer, the Earl of
suited.—C. L, the Mote Gardi

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35. married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical in all departments. Good character.

Wife a good Needlewoman, or could attend to Dairy and Poultrj- if

required. — W. B., lo, Cambridge Road, Markhouse Common.
Walthamstow, N.E.

GARDENER (Head), age 36; married.—W. 1

BRIDGE, Gardener to W. Martin Edmunds, Esq.. W.
Hall, is open for Engaging with any Noblem.-- -

'"--

of a Man who thorougnly understands Gardi

Can be highly recommended.—The Gardi
Barnsley, Yorksh'

Brown

Gentli
in all its branches.
Worsbrough Halt,

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-

man's Establishment, where Horticulture is cherished—Age ig.

Three years' good character.-W. H. S., Laurel Lodge, Iorv,ood,

Torquay. _ _^

EM AN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
— Has thorough experience in the profession.

_. . ^_ _ _ _ cter.—W. M.. Post Office. Honingham, Norfolk.

'rOPA^GATORToTFOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.
—Good experience; Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, Roses,

Rhododendrons. &c. Has been in two leading Nurseries. No objec-

tion to go abroad. Good reference,—W. E.. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons,

The Nurseries, Whitington , near Manchester.

RORATGATORTJForeman), in a Nursery.—Has had
great experience in the Growth and Propagation of Heaths.

Azaleas. Camellias, Ixoras, Allamandas, Dipladenias, Hard-wooded
Greenhouse Plants, Conifera:, &c Good references.—.'V. B. C, Mr.

Joseph Lundy, Odd Fellows' Arms, Pocklington. Yorksh ire.

P'ROPAGATOR (Foreman),
PLANT GROWER.—H. Moxh.\.. ._ .- ._ .. ^,

mcnt as above ; has filled a similar situation for the last 20 years with

Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton, and E. G. Henderson & Son,

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Woi
H. W..Mr. J

'" -
'<"

' Post Office. Up

PROPAGATOR (General), or FOREMAN PRO-
PAGATOR and SALESMAN.—Well up in Azaleas. Camelhas,

Conifera:, Roses, Rhododendrons, &c., also out-door Budding ; an

expert Craftsman , &c—M., North Street Nurse

JOURNEYMAN, or IMPROVER.—Age 19: has been
apprenticed in a first-class establishment. Three years' excellent

character. No objection to pay small Premium.-W., Mr. 4.ndrt«'s,

4, Brougham Place, Orleans Road, Twickenham.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, or in a Gentleman's
Garden or Nursery.—Has a slight knowledge of Gardening.

Moderate Premium-—G. S., Post Office, Burnham, Maidenhead
.

MPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 19. A
small Premium given. Five years' good character. State wages,

&c.,toG. W. PRIOR, Nether Street, Alt " '"

GARDENER (Head).—Wm. E. Dixon is desirous of
recommending to any Lady or Gentleman a young Man as

above, who thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Orchids. Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, tht Forcing of Fruit, &c ; also the
general routine of the Flower and Kitchen Garden.—Norwood Nursery

;ed, WM CLIBRAN f

PROP\f,\TOR

w^^:
\M1 U 'H.iAKDI M K \\iionnd<

len and Hower Girdeniiig W ;

—Apph bC" letter onh, to X
,

>M Broad Street, E '^t'
" •

IlKFF \OUNG
I he MANAGER,
lood

stinds Forcing

',"o,'unio"co"rt',

To OrcUa Growers.
/••lARDEXER (He.\d). age 27. -

vT Nurseryman, &C-, Knypcrsley Nursery,
confidently recommend a practical industrious i

Lady or Gentleman requiring hj?

-J. Sherratt,

lonials.

3f Ore

GARDENER (Head), age 29, married, one child.—
J, Wright offers his service to any Nobleman, Lady, or

Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener.
Great experience in every branch of the profession, including the
Management of Vines, Pines. Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Straw-

,, I. CL_ _ _i__ ..-;._!___ __j r-i_ _ Gardening.

—

f^ ARDENER (Head), age
VT Stewart, six years Head Garde
O.xford, where Gardening of every desc

carried out, including Spring Gardening in perfec
disengaged, and offi:rs his

»t
,

.

requiring a thorough prac _ __^._

monials from previous and present employers by applying as above

the Houses, in a Nobleman's or
—Age 18, on May i : three and a half j'ears"

Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Good character.—
A-"B. C, Post Office, Chichester.

Nobleman's or
n are kcpt.-

The Gardens, Cr(pay a Premium.—J. E

ASSISTANT in a Gentleman's Garden, in the Houses,
under a Foreman.—Four years' character from_prt

A Premium offered for a large plai

Dillington Park, Ilr "

. PRIPPEN, The Gardens,

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.
APPRENTICE, to either of the above.—

A

aged 15; well educated, intelligent, and active.—Apply
to A. B.. Post Office, Worthing.

L^>.^D STEWARD.
FORESTER, at Whitsun-Dav li

experience on a large Estate in Ayr
ences.-W, Y. J., Post Office. Harrm^ . West Cumberl

jri. a
the Ma
Most sa
Seedsmi

LAND STEWARD.—A Scotchman
L-rrJi-iiliiir:st Has had much experience, havin

( Properties in England for i8
;

BAILItl- ana .-> 1 LW'ARD.
incumbrance ; highly recommrndi

Park Road. Paddington. Ln

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
FARM BAILIFF.—Age 29; Farming in all its

1
• ......

Highc .

wark Street, London, S.E.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

I'OR ALL SOILS, CARRL\GF. FREE.

« abundant Crops ofHay and superior Pasture.

SUTTON & SONS,
Ha

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
uliich art; prepared for various descriptions of Soils;

—

BUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre.
carriaRefrce 2 busll.GrassSecdsand 12 lb. Clovers supplied p .Tcrc.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per atrc. Carriage free,

Fivm J. J. Mechi, Esq., Tiptric Hall, mar K'dvedo

I ))

Seeds
spoken of them to thos

From J. L. Williams, Esq., Boy-i

and well selected that
cd them."

Seeds for lo acres
(Irish). I am ver
answered, and I i

thes

Navan, Afeatk, Ireland.

„_. ^__ Permanent Pasture Grass
th whicK I laid down one-half of a so-acre field

uch pleased with the way the Grass Seeds have
^want to laydi

*

I the other half of the field i

/rrtmTnos. Levett VRlii5EP,'Es(i,Tht Beacon, Kingswear, Darivwiith
December 24.—" Mr. Levett Prinscp must speak in the highes

terms of the Grass Seed supplied to him by Messrs. Sutton & Sons ii

the sprinc. and which has stood the past burnin" summer better thai
much of iV old turf."

Vard, Esq., J?onnd Oak, Greeiiham, Newhiiry.
Tulv ,

, hav<

2 fed five head of cattle durinjj ll'

Seeds for about 29
great satisfaction, and produced

of good hay—foi half a

BUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTITKE, for
Im|irovinc Pastures, at from 41. 6d. to 91. per acre, should be

This Mi.\ture consists of the finest kinds of Permanent Grasses and
Clovers, and will greatly increase the quantity and quality of succeed-
ing Hay crops. The Pasture should be harrowed with heavy iron
harrows previous to sowing, and bush-harrowed after sowing, and in
some cases a top-drcssinf' of manure will be found beneficial. Sow
6 10 IS lb. per acre, according lo the condilion of the Pasture. Price
qd. per lb., 80s. per cwt. ; Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

prepared as to produce very large crops for the specified periods

J^OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGL.^ND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATIOK.
Tlie E.YAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES will

tal<e place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The affc of Candidates
must not be above 21 years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent
in by March 31 may be had on application
to H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square. London, W.
T H and WEST of ENGLAND

ir-r.P'ST-y
(Es'^blishtd 1777), and SOUTHERN COUNTIES

^NNUAL MEETING at TAUNTON,
nc 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, 1870

rr,sidrnt—Thc Right Hon. Sir S. H.

FOR DISPOSAL,
FLORIST'S BUSINESS,

in full
• -

Rental, or otherwise, a
thin three miles of Covcnt Garden,

for carr>'ing on a large and

BARBER, St. George's'Tavcrn', ColcmanStrect,Camberwcll,S.E.

orking order. Every
Y money

SALES BY AUCTION.
Postponement of Sale.

IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS respectfully
-1-»X inform the Public that the SALE by AUCTION advertised to
lake place on the Premises, Albion Nursery, Albion Road, Slokc
Ncvvmglon, Middlesex, on MONDAY NEXT, is POSTPONED for

Annual Sale of Camellias, &c,
ME.SSR.S. PROTHEROE AM, MORRIS will SELL

hv AtirriMN. n, iS ,-,,,,1 ,,,, ,;,.„„hurch Street, E.C., onTll.MiAV. .M.mi, j,, :„ ,.,.., ,. ,.vl„cU prcciselv. about joo
,ith bloi

i^liS of the best '

II.ANTS, &c.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

-

(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

John Cluttot
Krcderict
Henry Farquh;

Lord Garl

For ONE YEAR'S LAY, i-.

For TWO YEARS' LAY,
r acre, Carriage Free.

.
T acre. Carriage Free.

THREE or FOUR YEARS' LAY, s=j. per acre. Carriage Fr

Special estimates given for large quantities.

SUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

cs, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

S.VV., and Galloway House,

King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

Hyde Parki'SAV'.
"
"'

nvilleR. H. Somerset, Esq., Q.C, 6, Park Street, Westminster S W
^Vc"''

^^''^^*' ^^**' *^'^" ^'^"' ^°' ^^'"S"^ Kench Walk, Temple,

rlcs Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2 Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square. W., and Coed-y-Macn,
Welshpool,
he Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cottages and
Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
crgv m respect of their Glebe Lands.
whole outlay and expenses arc I

he land, redeeming principal and int

Versailles

MEvSSRS PkM
bv AT'I KiN,

Hanimersmitli, W.

SELL
-M i'-"".! oSn

:^, ir,-.rfiy F

''purthi particulars will appear in future Ad
Sale of the Celebrated Osberton Herd.

]\/rR. JOHN THORNTOXv 111 .-.IT T l.v AUCTION,
-LT-i without any reser\'c (bv oiilt

I

•'-
\(by or,

leleb"rated'and very FIR'iT-t

WEDNES-
rton. Worksop,
lORTHORNS,
lo will comprise
Heifer Calves,
which will be

Ii -.1 L-nded from the
I nnimals, Flora and
i Imperial Wii

.tjpy the Knights c

Ktn-al and Vorkshir

npHi

Thomas Chapman. Esq., F.R.S. I The F
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. benr
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Kdwar
Henry W. Curnc. Ksli

| Sir Wi
f HM! 1-V DENTON, Prin

^<'- '
'

lii'"! " tncnts of any kind
P'"|^ .

I ' I' ''H repaid to Landow

IJohnHutchins, Esq.
liamTite, M.P.
ipal Engineer,

xccutcd by the Com-
who prefer executing

No mvcstigalion of title ne
Application to be made to

the Offices of the Company,

:

Lrrangemcnt with their Landlords,

.fficial exj
:nt-chargc

nc^essan-. and
\RTHUR ]

>, Whitehall Place, London.

I\I

iient of Plants from Hollanii.
\r\''^ «i:i sri i. \,^ .\ucTlON, at

I
, : irdcn, W.C, on

'

'

i

:. I isely, Standard.

MU Coniferous Seeds.
C. .STl;\-|'\s «ill .SILL by AUCTION, at

R^ BAWTREE,

. 26, Seed Slii ;

ind prices p.. [

1S62, for " E\.
Prize Medals, 1851

To Purcliasers of Farm Seeds.

^LENDAR for 1870 i

m^
• ready, post free (grr

High Holbom, London,RTo Improve Meadow LandT
ICHARD SMITHS .\1 1 XI'l 'Rf-; r
GRASSES .-ind l'I''Rl' NM M iu>yyy^ (^

,

at 8</. per lb.), it s.,vmi c.irK \^il!, ,., ,
; , ,

crop. RICHARl' SMI 1 II s, ,
1

'

Grass Seeds for Pen
TD ICHARD SMITHS Ml

NATURAL GRASSES
Derivations

; Quality, Produ
Peculiarity, Season, Growth, In'

RICHARD SMITH,

, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

Conslgnuieiit 1

ll.\RKEKl,\S, LVc \

(iRANDE. &c . I,.;

Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS «,ll SI'.LL bv AUCTION, at

RANI':
Mhe

Establisheil

MR. J. C. STE\-|
his Great Rooms, 38

THURSDAY, March 24, L „ _
and Established ORCHIDS, from Mexico, Ecuadoi
these Plants, including several examples of the rare ONClrnilM
MACRANTHUM, are finely established, and some have already

from a region probably

t half-past I

ted Orclilds.
.1. by AUCTION, at
Ciivcnt Garden, W.C, on
'Clock precisely, Imported

/ther
ealli

shad.

SUTTONS

BERKSHIRE

PRIZE

YELLCW GLOBE

MANGEL.

The largest and best Globe variety in cultixalion.

Price Is. per lb., cheaper by the cwt..

N.B. Good YELLOW GLOBE, 8d. per lb.

For particulars of other Farm Seeds, see SUTTON'S
FARMER'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1870,
Containing complete List of Prices of GENUINE FARM
SLEDS. Gratis and Post Free on application.

<m All Goods Carriage-free, except very small Parcels.
I'ne per cent, allowed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SON.S,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

READING, BERKS.

Improvement of Grass Lands, at from 4a. 6d. to 9s.Sper acre.
UTTONS' RENOVATIM; mixture should

now be s,,„„ , r.irre
SUTTON Asn -"

. .1 i, ,,.,; ReadlniT

H
Manp.'l Wi

AND F. SHARI'
• offers of the abrnc -,-.[

,

ingSHARPE'SSELECIElJ

fl i.bea.

to make Special

Majigel Wnrzel Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer choice stocks of all

the varieties of MANGEL WURZEL. TheirORANGE GLOBE,

LONG YELLOW
D.i'.VJn'^Vl?'"'^

good and are oHered at moderate prices,

d N '"'° ^'"^ Merchants, Station Road, -Wood Green,

w T ON E,

lyrR. CHANDLER, Horticultural Agent and
-'-':'- ^'AI-r'l!l>. undertakes all kinds of VALUATIONS connected

icled as Judge at various
:, is open to engagements for
est Hill, S.E.

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1870.

Industry and invention are mighty allies in

times of peace, and they have done wonders in

the past thirty years. New productive forces have
been called into operation in every department
of enterprise ; and human energy has been
rewarded by unparalleled progress in wealth and
material prosperity. In agriculture the fertile

wastes, both of the New and of the Old World,
have been invaded, and a large territory brought
under the dominion of the plough. The increased

growth of corn has been equal to the increased

demand, and the price has generally been mode-
rate, except in a few scarce years and during

the Crimean war. Will this nice adjustment of

supply and demand continue.' Will the future

development of industry be accompanied by
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the same correlation of the various forces of

production? The subject is intricate. Other

industries may prove more attractive than agri-

culture, and the manufacturing populations

increasing faster than the rural in Europe (in

Germany especially) and even in America, as

they do in England, mav raise the cost and price

of corn. The worid is always approaching nearer

that distant period when the population of the

globe will hardly find standing room ! At the

present rate of increase it is calculated, according

to the rules of geometrical proportion, that in a

thousand years there will not be a square

yard of terrestrial space for each inhabitant of

the globe. But there is a period much nearer at

hand, and nearer perhaps than some of us anti-

cipate, when the limited area suited to the culti-

vation of Wheat will be occupied. Meanwhile

the competition of those nations who can afford

to subsist on wheaten bread will gradually raise

the price.

The public interest in the corn question,

formerly so intense, subsided at the repeal of the

Corn Laws. The resources of foreign countries

were then opened to us, and these were thought

to be illimitable. The reaction in public feeling

was natural. The question was then settled

" for ever " in a political sense. But what was

the end of a great party struggle was only the

beginning of a new era in the social economy of

nations.

It has been said, with truth, that no merely

agricultural countrj'can become rich and powerful.

On the other hand, a statesman, whose philosophy

is more profound than that of any mere advocate

of free trade, has declared that " in every country

the first creditor is the plough." A few years ago

we witnessed the destruction for a time of our

cotton manufactures without the resources of the

country being seriously impaired. But no such

blow could be dealt at agriculture with impunity.

Our ancient art is still pre-eminent in importance.

The plough in England needs no protection

from the competition of any implement in other

parts of the world. But the plough that turns the

deep, clean furrow, covering up the thick coat of

manure by which poor land is enriched and

good land made even more productive—the

plough that, breaks up poor pastures and turns

them into fertile arable land, that brings every-

where a good swathe and a big stock, can

only be sent into the field by the man of capital.

Security and knowledge are needed to increase

the produce of the land. They will be of more

avail to the farmer than protection, patronage, or

anv sort of adventitious encouragement. Such

aid may help to bring agricultural improvement

to a certain point, but cannot carry it further.

The progress of agriculture depends on the

gradual spread of knowledge, and especially of a

knowledge of physical laws, and on the incor-

poration of such knowledge into the common
practice of husbandry.

are to ]
scnptions,

The

The discussion before the Central Chamber of

Agriculture on the GOVERNMENT EDUCATION
Bill deserves a more prominent notice than it has

yet received in these columns. The leading reso-

lution declared that the Bill merits support in so

far as it aims to secure a sufficient amount of

public school accommodation throughout the

kingdom, and to maintain a good standard of

efficiency in schools. It was, however, alleged

that adequate opportunities for instruction may
be secured by regular attendance at school up to

the age of 10 years, supplemented by partial

attendance after that age, and that compulsorj'

attendance of children up to the age of 12 years

would prove a great hardship to the labourin;

classes. An adjournment took place of the

debate upon the subsequent resolution :— " That
giving school boards power to borrow money to

be repaid out of local rates, and power to levy a

rate of threepence in the pound, would be increas-

ing an injustice already inflicted upon the owners

and occupiers of rateable property ; and that, as

the education of the people is a national object,

the whole of the public contribution should come
out of the general taxation until there has been a
complete revision of the present system of

rating." The two resolutions represent the two

sides of the subject as it is looked upon by agri-

culturists ; and their thorough discussion is

certainly most fit and proper work for the

Chambers of Agriculture throughout the country.

It is they who pay the wages and the rates,

both of which will be affected by this Govern-

ment interference. It is they who employ the

present and will employ the succeeding gene-

ration of agricultural labourers who
benefit by the education to be provided

principal question for the father of the cottage

family will be—Can I bear the burden which

it is proposed to lay upon me in order to obtain

the better education of my children whose

wages now contribute to the family fund ?

The principal question for the employer no

doubt is— Ought I to bear the burden of

this e.xtra rate for the sake of the advan-

tages which will no doubt be ultimately

realised of a better educated class of labourers ?

Whether it is within the province of the Govern-

ment to take the position of the father or

employer, and enforce that upon all which only

the public-spirited and self-denying will now take

upon themselves, is hardly a subject for discus-

sion here. We may, however, say that no higher

testimony to the status of the agricultural class,

whether employer or labourer, could be desired

than that which would be given if the Bill with

all its consequences were cordially accepted in

country places, and vigorously worked.

At the meeting of the Central Chamber the

other day.

The Rev. E. Lacon Willes, of Leicestershire,

admitted that he did not see how a great national

measure of education was to be carried out unless there

was compulsion in some form, for it would not be just to

the hardworking and industrious labourer, who made

sacrifices to obtain education for his children, that his

dissolute neighbour should be allowed to send his children

into the gutter to learn all the Devil's lessons they could

pick up and the Government do nothing to remove this

moral pest. But we should be ten times better oft

with thorough and complete compulsion than merely

partial compulsion, and the Government should be

pressed to enforce in the country districts a kind ol

indirect compulsion by which children should be pr<

vented from going to work up to the age of ten years, i

order to secure their regular attendance at school ;
andafter

that age, and up to twelve years old, this should be sup-

planted by a certain amount of education carried on in the

slack time of the vear, which varied in different counties

and parishes, and 'even on different farms. Another point

in relation to which he was glad the Government had held

their own, was the non-establishment of free schools. To

have established free schools universally would have been

to do a most unwise thing. Free schools, as a rule, were

bad schools, and to establish them would be a great

injury to the small and industrious class of ratepayers,

who had already hea\7 burdens laid upon them, and

would be compelled to pay for their children's schooling,

whilst labourers receiving perhaps a larger sum in wages

would be left free.

Mr. BUNN was incUned to regard the religious question

as a difficulty ; that and the question of rating were, in

fact, the two difficulties which any measure of education

must encounter. The school-rate it was proposed by the

Bill of the Government should be levied upon the same

basis as the poor-rate ; and the rate being levied for the

schools upon persons of every creed the religious dif-

ficulty must inevitably present itself, and thus a contro-

ersy tantamount to that on church-rates would be

evived With regard to the limit for attendance at

school, the 66th clause of the Bill fixed it at 12 years of

but in manv parts of the country, where the wages

of the agricultural labourer were very low, their children

from the age of 10 years were able to go out and earn a

little towards the common support of the family. That

little, therefore, would be taken away if the provision he

referred to were in operation and the children were com-

pelled to attend school up to the age of 12. Under these

circumstances he thought it would be far better if attend-

ance were made compulsor>- up to the age of 10, instead

of 12, as proposed bv the Bill. On the whole, he con-

sidered there was reason to be thankful that a Bill so just

in principle, and so moderate in its provisions, had been

brought in, and that existing school-work was not to be

cast away, but as far as possible was to be aided and sup-

plemented wherever it was found defective.

Mr. M. W. Ridley, M.P., stated that the North of

England Chamber, at a recent meeting held at New-
castle, adopted resolutions which expressed a general

approval of the Ministerial Bill ; and that the objections

to the measure were only such as might be removefi "
committee. One of the great reasons why the Bill

approved of in Northumberland was that they would not

be required under its provisions to erect machinery. They

courted inspection, and were anxious that their whole

system of education should be thoroughly sifted

they protested against being compelled to erect school

boards and other machinery at the expense of the county

;

that they would indignantly repudiate. The Chamber

suggested, as an addition to the 66th clause, which made

attendance up to the age of 12 years compulsory, that if

the child was certified to have attained a certain standard

of education he should not be obliged to attend school. It

miclU be better, however, to provide that the child should

belen years old before he came up for a certificate.

The Rev. E. Smythies could not join in the general

chorus of praise with which the scheme of the Govern-

ment had been greeted. For example, one of the three

classes into which the existing schools were divided con-

sisted of those which had done their duty and deserved

well of their country, and upon which no restriction had

been placed, whether on religious or other grounds.

These schools Mr. FORSTER said we could not do better

than let alone ; that was to say, they would continue to be

supported as they were at present—one-third from the

school pence, one-third from the Government grant, and

one-third from voluntary subscriptions. But what was tc

be done in a parish where there were no voluntary sub

\ery few

:

Where, in that case, was the

third to come'from ? Wily, one individual—the cler-

. ...an—after begging all round the country, would have

to put his hand into his pocket and make up the difference.

On the other hand, in parishes where nothing had been

done to establish good schools, or an efficient education

for the children of the industrious classes, the schools were

to be placed under school boards and supported by a rate.

On that point he should like to know whether the rate was

to be levied under the Union Chargeability .Act. If it

were, the result would be that parishes like his own would

be left to struggle on without receiving a farthing from the

rates, and at the same time have to contribute to

other parishes where nobody had come forward to

stop the gap. In that he considered there would be great

injustice.

Mr. Jackson, whilst thankful to the Government for

their Bill, was doubtful how some of its provisions would

act upon the poorer classes of ratepayers, who, in many dis-

tricts, were the chief supporters of the schools. They paid

6(/ or Ad a-week for the education of their children ;
and

he wished to know whether, in addition to that, they were

to pay the threepenny rate ? He objected, moreover, to

the fi'ne of 5J. being infficted on the labourer who did not

send his child to school, and thought that if a fine were

levied at all it should be upon the employer, not the

labourer His own view, however, was that there should

be no fines; for that was a retrogressive, not a progressive,

policy. The Bill did not try to stimulate by reward, so

that it was all penal. In the middle-class and public

schools there were scholarships and other prizes open to

competition, and .at the Universities there were fellowships.

But what reward was offered to the poorer schools any-

where throughout the land ?

The funds out of which the expenses incurred

by the Education Bill were to be defrayed forrned

the second subject for discussion, but the debate

was ultimately adjourned. It was, however,

pointed out by Mr. A. Startin that these ex-

penses ought to be defrayed out of the source to

which every one of Her Majestv's subjects con-

tributed to the extent of his ability ; for the sum

that a man paid in poor-rates was no criterion of

that ability, the amount so chargeable being little

more than one-fifth or one-sixth of the income of

the country. Was it just, then, to lay any fur-

ther burden upon this limited area? In his

opinion the time had arrived when resistance

must be offered to the continuance of the practice

of adding ever new charges upon the basis of the

poor-rate.

Mr. George Andrews (Somersetshire) said

that already the charges on that basis amounted

to ^17,000,000 a-year upon a rental of

^100,000,000 ; and the proposed education rate,

went directly in the teeth of the resolution, which

the Chambers had confirmed over and over again,

that they would oppose to the utmost any addi-

tional burden upon the basis of the existing poor-

rate assessment. Moreover, recent additions

made to those charges gave increased force in

standing upon the ground they had hitherto

taken. What was primary education ? Simply

a means to an end. The object in view was, in

fact, the improvement of the mind and the

enlightenment of the understanding. Was that

to be done with children under twelve years of

age only? No ; and as they went on they would

find that the expenses of education would have to

be increased, and that they must continue to

educate the boy until he had become a man. If

they stopped with primary education, who, when

they had educated the boy, was to educate

the )'Outh and the man ?

The Central Chamber seems upon the whole

to be less energetic than its constituents in con-

nection with this subject. On Tuesday afternoon

the East Suffolk Chamber of Agricultare gave a

general assent to the Government Bill, but it

was resolved that the age up to which children

should be compelled to attend school should

be 10 instead of 12; that schools at which

attendance is compulsory should be supported

entirely by national funds ; that school boards

should be established in every district, and that

their power to enforce the attendance of children

should be compulsory. The last clause was

opposed by the Chairman and Colonel Tomline,

M.P., but carried.

It may also be noted that in the education

debate of Tuesday in the House of Commons,

the Chancellor of the E.xchequer showed

that he had caught quite an agricultural tone

from his interview with the farmers of

the Central Chamber in the previous

week. Referring to the opposition which the Bill

had encountered on a matter of narrow and:

inferior importance, he asked, " Would it not be

melancholy to see a herd of oxen in a noble field

disregarding the magnificent pasturage which

was oflcred them, and fighting angrily over a

bunch of nettles in the corner ?"

On Monday short supplies in Mark Lane again

had the effect of raising prices, and \Vheat must be
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quoted another shilling a quarter higher. In the

MetropoHlan Market trade was generally steady, but

dull, and no alteration of prices can be reported.

The following is a short report of the conversa-

tion between the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
last week, and a deputation on the Malt-tax, so far as the

interest of cattle feeders in that subject is concerned.

Mr. Seaman said :

—

Experience has taught me that grain in a state of
germination just previously to being carried to the malt
kiln is by far the most nutritious and the quickest fat

former of any substance, whether single or combined food,

whatever. During the past 15 years I have conducted
experiments on a considerable scale. For the first five

years of that period my experiments were confined to

horses, and they brought me to the conclusion that if e\er
Englishmen became hippophagists I should have no diffi-

culty in producing an abundance of horseflesh. In 1861 I

turned to feeding sheep with this grain.—The Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer: What grain? — Mr.
Seam.\n : This (producing and handing to Mr. Lowe a
sample bottle of germinated Barley). I used it for a
number of ewes and lambs, and my success was very
great indeed, for there was not a single death during the
whole of the lambing season, although I have something
like 300 ewes, and it is a very common thing for people to
lose 10 per cent, of their ewes, and not an unconmion
thing to lose 20 per cent, of their lambs, especially in

seasons when they have not a supply of suitable food.
From 1861 the consumption of germinated Barley increased
in my neighbourhood until in the year 1865 there were
something like 10,000 sheep feeding upon it within an area
of ID miles ofmy residence. Thiswas in the summer of 1865,
when there was scarcelya blade ofGrass to be seen ; when our
grass-fields were like ploughed fields, and nothing could be
obtained so suitable for the sheep as this. For they fattened
upon it, and produced an immense quantity of meat. In
the month of June, 1865, mutton chops were worth 15^.
per lb., and there were scarcely any grasses and roots to
be had of any kind, whilst Unseed-cake was _^i2 los. per
ton, and Barley was only worth £S per ton. When this
immense quantity of meat was being produced in that
neighbourhood—when its price was isii. a lb., and the
Tunes wrote that as far as meat was concerned famine was
at our door—^at that critical juncture I received an order
from the Excise not to feed any more sheep upon this
gn"'iin. About the same time the results of Mr. Lawes'
experiments came before the world, and the effect w
lead to the belief that raw grain was superior to malt ; but
I must tell you that amongst all Mr. Lawes' experiments
there was not one in which malt or Barley was used alone,
for if there had been Mr. L.\wes would have been obliged
to insert an extra column in his report for the sheep which
had died from the use of raw grain, because raw grain is

A deadly poison for sheep if they are permitted to
consume it ad libitum.—The Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer : Any sort of grain ?—Mr. Seaman ; Wheat and
Barley. Many farmers said, "Well, if raw grain is as
good as malted, it must be as harmless, " so tliey began to
use raw grain on the faith of Mr. Lawes' experi-
ment on the feeding of sheep, and the result

was in many cases a loss of 50 per cent. This
germinated grain undergoes a change before it enters the
body of the animal.—The Chancellor of the Exche-
quer : By fermentation ?—Mr. Seaman : Yes ; and the
no.xious element being destroyed, the sheep can feed upon
it, as I said, ad libitum, and produce an immense quantity
of meat. For example, 2 lb. of germinated Barley will pro-
duce 3 lb. of mutton per week on each sheep, and that
without mixing hnseed-cake with it. In fact, no other
food is required to be mixed with it ; and now that we
have such enormous importations of Maize, Wheat, and
Barley, I have no hesitation in saying, should an Almighty
fiat go forth to take away from us our green crops, our
Peas, and our Beans, there would be Maize, Wheat, and
Barley supplied to prevent meat being dearer than it is at
present.—Mr. Gardner (Essex) : I am able to support
wliat my friend says upon every point, and have to hand
you a sample of germinated Barley cooked and prepared
for food.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer: Is
that pure?—Mr. Gardner: Yes; and now I hand you
another sample, which you see is composed of leather,
rags, fibre, and hair. This shows how we farmers are
victimised in the cake we use.—The Chancellor of the
Exchequer (holding up what appeared to be a small
strip of leather about six inches in length) : Is this
what you are supposed to give your beasts to eat ?

—

Mr. Gardner : Yes ; and we should not be obliged to do
so if we were allovved to make our own cattle food.—The
Chancellor of the Exchequer ; What is this first

sample?—Mr. Gardner: That is germinated Barley
cooked on the malt kiln.—The Chancellor of the
Exchequer : Without Linseed? -- Mr. Gardner :

Without Linseed or anything else. It is "maU," so
called, but it would not suit the purpose of the brewers to
buy it.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer : It is

made from an inferior kind of Barley?—Mr. Gardner :

Yes ; and the tax on that Barley is not less than £fi \s.

a ton.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer : The tax
on the malt, I suppose, that a ton will produce?—Mr.
Gardner : Yes ; The Barley this malt is made from i

can purchase in the market for £t u. a ton ; and if I

convert it into cattle food at the duty of -zxs. 8d. per qr.

the tax brings up the price of this valuable food to j^i3 15^,

a ton. What the Malt-tax does, then, is to prevent me
and my brother farmers from making use ot the grain
which we grow for the purpose of producing meat,

At the last meeting of the Highland and
Agricultural Society, an elaborate scheme of Examina-
tions in the Science and Practice of Agriculture, in
Botany, in Chemistry, in Natural History, and in

Veterinary Surgery, presided over by five separate
examiners, or committees of examiners, was reported
and sanctioned for the ensuing examination for the
Society's agricultural certificates and diplomas. We

quote the syllabus in the cases of Farm Practice and
Chemistry, that our readers may judge of the kind of
test to which candidates for these honours have to
submit in Edinburgh :

—

Examiners in Agriculture : Professor Wilson
;

Messrs. George Hope, Fentonbarns ; Robert Russell,
Pilmuir; and John Wilson, Edington 'Mains.— i. The
principle of rotation—rotations of cropping in most
common use for heavy and for light soils.—2. Manures in
ordinary use—usual quantities applied per acre—time and
mode of application—their composition and relative
values and uses.—3. Composition and classification of
soils— their agricultural treatment.— 4. The various farm
crops—their cultivation, general treatment, and market-
able value—ordinary produce per acre, and the different
modes of storing them.— 5. The breeding, rearing, and
feeding the live stock of the farm—the different breeds—
their characteristics—the districts where they are princi-
pally met with.—6. Drainage operations.—7. The
implements used in agriculture, the points to be attended
to in their construction and use, and their prices.
Examiner in Chemistry, Professor Anderson. — i.

Chemistry.—The laws of chemical combination. Atomic
theory. Chemistry of the non-metallic elements and their
more important compounds. Potassium, sodium, calcium,
magnesium, iron, and their compounds.—2. Agricultural
Chemistry—Composition of plants. Their organic and
inorganic constituents. Composition and characters of
fertile soils. The principles of manuring. Composition
of farmyard manure. Artificial manures—their nature and
composition—principles on which they should be used.
Feeding stuffs—their composition and value, and the mode
in which they may be most advantageously employed.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Faviell's sale took place on the 25th ult., the
same day as the Beaumont Grange Sale, at Stockeld
Park, Wetherby, Yorkshire, Messrs. Waite and Crouch
officiating as auctioneers. Forty-one animals
disposed of, and realised the very fair average of
£'^1 Sj-. 9(/. per head. Taking the animals above six

months old, the bulls averaged ^69 13J. 4^/. each, and
the cows ^29 Si. The high figure for bulls was

tirely owing to the sale of one animal, Shuttle-
cock, a 3-year-old bull, by Mr. Fawkes' Lord
Colsham (20, 164), dam BlueLcll^ by Reformer. He
is described by a contemporai-y as gi-and in shape, rich

in colour, of great frame, well filled up in every point,

and full of style and gait. The competition was
brisk, and ended in his becoming the property of
Mr. Crosse, Blackwell, Surrey, at 240 gs. Shuttle-
cock 3D, a handsome roan, under one year old,

became the property of the Marquis of Aylesbury, at

46 gs. He is out of Miss Fawkes, by 22D DUKE of
Oxford. Li this sale the exceptional practice of pre-
senting the bulls for sale before the cows was adopted,
the idea being to give the public the opportunity of
knowing the estimation in which the sires were held
before the cows and young stock were brought out.

Thirty-six head of Shorthorns—19 bulls and
1 7 cows and heifers—the property of Mr. Chalmers,
Oldwhat, Aberdeenshire, were also sold on the 25th
ult. The general average realised was £,2^ ^s. (^d,,

and the highest price, 36 gs. , was given by Mr. Watson
for Rosanna 2d. Gentle Emma was bought at the same
figure by Mr. Gordon.

Messrs. Andrew Longmore, of Rettie, and
James Longmore, of Hilton, Banffshire, sold 14 bulls

and 5 cows and heifers on the 5th inst., Mr. George
Reburn auctioneer. The general average of^^32 I3J-. 3(/.,

and a total of ;^620 lu., was obtained. The highest

price for bulls was ;i^58 i6j-., given by Provost Wood,
of Banff, for Imperator. Mr. Ogilvie, of Tillynauglit,

Fordyce, gave £,yo \^s. for Lady Teazle.

Lord Dunmore, who has so often shown his

keen appreciation of Bates' blood, has very recently

purchased a bull-calf from the Duke of Devonshire for

500 gs. The calf was sold when a day old, and is out

oiLady Oxford St/i.

No great prices were made at Lord Fitz-

harding's first annual sale, held on the nth inst. It is

to the future, Mr. Thornton told the assembled com-
pany, we must look for the fame of the Berkeley stock,

and we are encouraged to expect another Tortworth in

the county of Gloucester, so long associated with first-

rate Shorthorns. The average of both bulls and cows,

13 of the former and 14 of the latter, was close upon
30 guineas, and the total sum realised was ^1^846.

The following are a few of the best prices' made

—

Baron Waverly, a 2-year-old bull, was purchased by
Mr. Monsell, of Gloucester, for 47 guineas ; DuKE
Farewell, by 2D Duke of Collingham, was sold

to Mr. Bybus for 50 gs. Two or three other cattle

made from 36 to 40 gs. Lord Fitzharding has recently

purchased first-rate stock from Siddington, Didmarton,
and other famous stocks.

We may mention the following births as of

general interest to Shorthorn breeders :—At Warlaby,
LadyFragrant^ a. white c.c. to Commander-in-Chief,
on the 27th ult. ; Soldier's Daughter, a white c.c. to

Sir James; Lady Beautifid^ a white b.c. to do. At
Towneley, Baron Oxford's Beauty, a b.c. to Baron
HUBBACK, on the nth inst. Lady Beautiful is own
sister to Lady Frap'ant Many persons will remember
the beautiful proportions of Baron Oxford's Beauty,

be glad to hear of her again. We would once more ask
whether it is wise to breed from animals so young?
Baron Oxfords Beauty produced her first calf the day
she was two years old. This certainly appears hazardous,
as no fact in breeding is better understood than that
size and constitution both suffer when cattle are bred
from at too early an age. We can well understand a
breeder wishing, like other business men, to turn over
his capital as often as possible, but how far this method
of doing so is consistent with keeping up the vigour of
his herd is well worthy of consideration.

** During the time rinderpest prevailed," writes
Mr. C.J. Whitworth, M.R.C.V.S., of Grantham, "other
epizootics were almost unheard of in this district.

When the restrictions were removed, the traffic by rail

and road re-introduced them, particularly pleuro-pneu-
monia epizootica, which assumed a most vlndent form,
and run its course in from three to ten days." This is

one of a large number of letters addressed to Mr.
George Armitage, of Leighton Buzzard, in answer to

inquiries as to the eflfect of relaxing the cattle plague
restrictions. We have selected the above letter as
representative of a large number of others written by
veterinary surgeons in various parts of the country.
This correspondence appears in the current number
of the Highland and Agricultural Society's Journal,
together with a valuable paper on pleuro-pneumonia.
The great lesson to be learnt from both is that our
ports should be scrupulously closed against all cattle

from infected countries, and that the strictest control

should be exercised over the foreign cattle trade.

The following interesting extract from " Travels
and Adventures in South and Central America," by
Don Ramon Paiz, will not be without interest to our
readers. The author in describing the well-known
exploit of driving cattle into a corral, proceeds as

follows :

—

" To justly appreciate scenes like these, one must him-
self behold the dusky athlete battling single-handed with
a bull just escaping from the corral. Seizing him by a
horn with one hand, the Llanero, still holding it, watches
his opportunity until he can grasp with the other the
animal's tail. The bull is then allowed to run as fast as
he will, as the greater his speed the more easily his down-
fall is accomplished. If the bull moves too slowly, a few
impressive jerks generally accelerate his speed, but occa-
sionally he returns the compliment by turning fiercely upon
his tail-bearer, who, if not very nimble, risks being gored
to death

;
yet his skilful antagonist not only usually

succeeds in evading his attack, but speedily contrives to
throw him. No sooner does this occur than the van-
quished one is surrounded by a host of merry, yelling
vagabonds, one brandishing a large knife, which he
sharpens on the horns previous to performing the opera-
tion which transforms the animal into an ox, and if not
previously marked, cuts his ear according to the rule of
the estate whose property he is ; another holds the
red hot brand, which he implants at once upon the
quivering hide ; while a third with a small hand-saw
cuts off the sharp points of his horns. The whole
peration scarcely occupies three minutes. . . . Occa-

sionally, while the men were engaged with one bull,

several others effected their escape, in spite of the men
whose business it was to prevent it. The situation of the

then became critical in the extreme, being exposed
to the attacks of the fugitives on the one hand, and to

those of the prisoner on the other : this last they were
often compelled to abandon in the midst of their labours,

lose who held younger animals formed with their bodies
sort of barricade with which to fend off the aggressors

len no other expedient could be resorted to. At times

it appeared almost impossible to escape the impetuous
charge of the bulls, especially when the men were some
distance from the fences ; the only remaining means of
safety then consisted in throwing themselves flat upon the

ground at the moment the bull aimed a stroke, as in that

case the animal invariably jumped over their bodies. It

is asserted that bulls in charging al\va\'S close their eyes,

thus missing in bhnd precipitjii' \ iii.!ii\ 1 \. rllent oppor-

I

.

'

:
\\'-y\ on their

.
,

.
. |. 'Irii- eyes fully

tunities of avenging the

ace ; but the cows, who arc

pen when they are bent c

urn from their intended \'

lark of either horn or hoof i

:tini witliout leaving some
token of displeasure."

AGRICULTURAL ESTIMATES.
"Looker-on" and " G. A. H."

*' Looker-on " has again come up to the scratch;

but if I had a bottle-holder behind me I suspect he

would be inclined to declare that time was up. As,

however, he only comes forward to throw up the

sponge I suppose I need not grumble. " Looker-on"

admits that he is unable to answer my questions, which
were put at the close of my first letter to him. I

never expected he could ; and I venture to assert the

great majority of your readers never thought he could

either, for the very simple reason that my questions

were quite unanswerable. Mr. Smith and his backer,

"Looker-on," took up an untenable position, and
" Looker-on " has now done the only thing he possibly

could, he has surrendered at discretion. I think we
may now conclude that the 6j. %d. seed-beds, alleged

to have been made at Woolston, were mere creations

of fancy, and as Mr. Mechi very graphically put it, have

been "most unmercifully smashed" by ** G. A. H.
" Looker-on," however, having abandoned his

neighbour and his bs. %d. seed-beds, thmks to

make his exit in a ^xzxA fen dejoie oi fiery serpents,

squibs, crackers, and what-not, and asks me fiow 1
tne oeauiuui proportions or naron ux/ora s i^eamy, \'^^}.uui>y uiuukcis, »»«. *yi.«(,-"wv, ^ •

^ f wmt
the first prize yearling heifer at Manchester, and will | make 12s. per acre the true charge tor mterest, i^eai
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lion and which the unicorn. G. A. H.

COTTAGES.

and tear, depreciation, &c., the cost of the tackle being the same time I really think he makes a great mistake
!
th

;^375. I am afraid "Looker-on" is a vei-y rapid when he likens himself to David, and me to (>oliatl

reader, and does not properly digest what he reads. I think his former simile of the lion and tlie unicorn

If he will refer back to my first letter to himself (which much more apposite one, and I have no doubt yoi

I am glad to see he' now admits to have been readers will be able to say, vejy correctly, which is the

"amusingly racy," although it put him terribly out at

the time), he will find on p. S4 of your Paper for

January 15, that I answered this veiy question. I

pointed out that ^60 was the sum named by the Editor

of the Agricnltwal Gazette for interest, wear and tear,

and depreciation, and that that sum was adopted by

Mr. Smitli, and upon that adoption I joined issue.

The sum which I would put down for interest, wear

and tear, and depreciation in a set of tackle costing

;f375, would be 15 .

^56 5x., not ;{:6o. Itw

g—and I know many agree with me—this is a

great mistake, at least it is premature. We should

first see what may be done to better the condition of

the working classes at home before we send them away.

That there is vast room for agi-icultural improvement

in England no one will venture to deny, at least, no

one who has studied Mr. Mechi's "Agricultural Cate-

chism ;
" and if there is a farmer in the United Kingdom

who has not read that, then, if he can read, the sooner

We hope shortly to give a series of illustrations of he masters it the better for himself and his land. Well,

cottages of various forms and construction, taking I sir, this agricultural improvement, properly undertaken

the instances chiefly from a sheet prepared by Mr.
;
and carried on, would very soon become what few may

Bailey Denton, and submitting the various methods of, now think possible, viz., self-supporting, or very nearly

arrangement to the criticism of one who lias had large so. If we consider, firstly, its direct effects in tlieimme-

cent. on that amount, or ;
experience in estate management. Meanwhile we take diate reduction of poor-rates, and indirect effects in vastly

the Editor who showed that , from the series of engravings for which we are indebted increased production of food for the people, I behc-
Mr Smith's \s M per acre meant I2.f. per day, and

'

to Messrs. Longman, the following example, which the fact will be too evident to be doubted. In proof

that for 100 days, said he, would be /60 : and may represent the minimum of accommodation—suit- of this I may state, a friend of mine lately purchased

Fir,. -1 .\T!urRKK S COTT.VUi; AT Il.MM MEIKICAL VIKW

that for 100 days,

Mr. Smith very foolisliiv rtvivpi^^ i.,.j oL..... .. ..v....-.t.-^.. , .- —
. ^ „ , , 1

, . r. - -, r ., 1- . , 1 ^ j

I showed that if £(x> was a fair amount for it, then he \
erected on the estate of Her Majesty at Balmoral. tural portion of it with one of the first land agents and

must charge his steam-ploughing at Woolston, not with
]

The drawings represent in plan and in isometrical
[

surveyors m England. Two tenants pay about .^150

\s 6J per acre only but with 1 2J-. per acre, as he had I perspective a cottage for a labourer, four-roomed a-year rent for, I think, 295 acres of land, the staple

only ploughed 100 acres. I
{a, I; d, e\ with spaces (^, J) for a bed-closet in addi-

1
of which is really good, but almost ruined by valueless

'' Looker-on " "ives us a page out of his own expe- tion, both on the ground floor and above. Built sub- timber and surface-water. This eminent professional

rience and tells "us that when he set up a steam-
|

stantially of expensive mason-work, being of granite,
|

gentleman, who is termed a " pessimist valuer," ex-

smasher he banished two horses, and shortly claimed :—" If this land was for a year or

after a third. It would have been very sin-

gular if he had not ; but what have these to

do with the cost of steam-ploughing? If

"Looker-on" had kept accounts (which we
know he never does, as he looks upon them
as a mark of bad farming) his ploughing

account would have been debited with so

many days' work of his horses and men.

Wlicn he set up a steam-smasher his plough-

ing account would cease to be debited with

so much horse-work, and would instead be

debited with so much steam-work. " Looker-

on " seems unable to distinguish between the

"extra cost" of setting up a steam plough,

and the actual cost of steam ploughing. The
actual cost of steam-ploughing is a certain

sum, which is in no way affected by the fact

of your having been making or losing money
before by ploughing with horses. My argii-

mciitum ad nitsurdnm, which he has just con-

fessed himself unable to answer, quite illus-

trates this.

And now one word about "Looker-on"
and his 75 acres of Wheat. He had eight

stacks of Wheat and two barns full, and

he ought to know from what fields the

various slacks, &c., were collected. If he mixed

his Wheat I should hardly think he will get the top

price of the market, as such a fine farmer as he no

doubt expects. Well then he knows, or at least might

know, how many cubic feet there are in each of his

b.arns, and he knows, or might easily know, how many
cubic feet there were in each of the stacks lie has

threshed ; and he knows,
or might know, how many
cubic feet there are in the

six stacks remaining. Now
such a grand book-keeper
as himself, wdio understands

book-keeping by double
and single entry, and who
can make up such a very

expandible balance-sheet,

no doubt understands simple

proportion ; and as he has

threshed a certain known
number of cubic feet, and
knows how much he got

from them, I presume he
would have no great diffi-

culty in finding out how
much Wheat he is likely

to get from the number of

cubic feet he has remaining. As to the price he ,
Prince Consort, receivinj

will sell them for I really have no mode of fore- I
during their design, and re

telling. I wish I had, for I should soon be the
|

him during their erection

richest man in the

faculty. " West Ind

purjiosi

two in the hands of Mr. Mechi, it would be

honestly worth 3at. per acre ; there is much
landlord's work to be done here, and if I

was his agent I could find profitable employ-

ment for every man, woman, and child in the

parish, willing and able to work, for the next

two years.'' Well, sir, I would ask, is this an

isolated case? If not, I should like to know
of how many parishes in proud wealthy

England could the same be as truly said ?

I think the entire extent of the property

referred to is about 700 acres.

To ship off people to the colonies requires

a good deal of money, so it does to support

them as paupers ; but few seem to think of

the revolution it would cause in agriculture,

to employ the same capital in safe repro-

ductive manual labour in our much neglected

green fields. It may be said landlords gene-

rally cannot now command the capital neces-

sary—if the work was to be done in China

there would be no difficulty whatever in find-

ing it, but as it is for much needed improve-

ment at home of course we can't find the

"almighty dollar," so we must go to the

Government for it. The State, for political

, withdrew protection fiom the land, to please

wealthy town-dwellers ; so now it is but simple jus-

tice that the State should assist to improve the land it

has despoiled for the public good. By the way, what is

termed "Free Trade" has utterly ruined Ireland—

a

depleted country, that has nothing to depend on but her

I such agriculture !— fostered and "pro-
tected " by a cruel system

of absenteeism and a stu-

pendous organism of uni-

\ ersal cpiackery. One thing

I take to be absolutely cer-

tain—any amount of capital

necessary for agricultural

improvement may easily be

had for the asking, if not

fiom the Government from
Pariiament. Make it a
charge, the first charge, on
the land, which may easily

bear and speedily repay it,

without being felt by land-

lord or tenant. I heartily

wish some one would get

up an agitation on this most
momentous subject, and
write letters weekly in your

Paper about it ; England would then soon come to

understand whether her interest lies in employing her

sons profitably at home, or sending them abroad as

quasi-paupers.

Now a few words about small farms and spade

husbandry. I am aware many persons condemn small

farms, but without going into the general question, I

apprehend they will be found best suited for the profit-

able upon the day on which the balance is 'struck ; and in the case of cottage population at Osborne has been
j

able production of small things, such as eggs, poultrj',

as "Looker-on" is one who can "tell a bullock by ;
due to the intelligent attention paid to their sanitaiy

j

honey, tarn, rabbits, &c.—articles for which, in the

the touch," surely he need have no difficulty in fixing
;

condition. Mr. Chadwick says :
—" If all the cottage

j
aggregate, England pays an enormous sum annually to

that. In conclusion, let me remind " Looker-on "
\

property in the United Kingdom were maintained in 1 foreigners, though I have never heard it said we could

that an honest man makes a balance-sheet to the same condition as that of Her Majesty and H. R. H.
j
not produce all of them just as well in England. See

they cost about .£150 a-piece, though not above/2or/'3
percent, upon that sum ischargeil as rent. The wages of

an ordinary ploughman in that district are from £,\(:t to

£zo per annum, with food, or zs. bd. per day if paid

in money only.

In the case of all the cottages the plans were pre-

pared upon the suggestion of his Royal Highness the! agriculture

sa^LEof^
Fil:

corrections from his hands
eiving superintendence from
Moderate rents have been

f no one else had a similar
[
in every case charged—the advantage to the estate

however, told him that in
|

being considered, not in the direct addition of annual

a balance-sheet, and valuing stock in hand, money return, but in the establishment upon it of a

people" do not expect to know the value of the article I healthy well-conditioned labouring population.

three or four months thereafter, but simply its market ' There can be no doubt that the reduced death-rate

nform himself as to his then position, and to ' the Prince Consort, the death-rate would be reduced

find out whether he has been making or losing money more than one-third, or nearly one-half. It would be

during the previous twelvemonth. He does not make as if every third year there were a jubilee, and there

iiself, and therefore he marks down
each article at the value he honestly believes it would
fetch. No doubt if any one desired to deceive, he
could in any business, quite as well as in farming, show
a balance-sheet made up from high valuations ; but even
" Looker-on," with all his fine book-keeping, would

,vas no sickness and no deaths."

POOR RATES—SPADE HUSBANDRY-
SMALL FARMS.

All classes seem to agree thoroughly on one point,

find it very hard to deceive three years running^ because
I
—that poor-rates have become a national evil, and at

£\ooo false valuation the first year must become .^2000
j

their rate of increase they are likely soon to become a

tlie second, and .i;^30OO the third ; and I really do not most serious political problem ; hence, benevolent

think " G. A. H." would have any great difficulty in individuals are taking active steps to get all the work-

sticking a pin through the false entries. ing men, women and children, out of the country who
In conclusion, let me congi-atulato " Looker-on "

1
are willing to leave it. Beyond doubt, the best inten-

upon ha\ ing recovered his temper and his spirit ; at
[
tions are at the bottom of this movement ; still, to my

what is done in Belgium by breeding rabbits alone !

Is there any secret, art, or mystery in this? If not,

why will not Englishmen follow so good an example ?

Surely on farms' varying from 5 to 50 or 100 acres,

rabbits, poultry, and eggs may be made more profit-

able than bullocks or sheep. I have seen a sensible

calculation, proving that the land necessary to support

one breeding ewe will well keep eight breeding does,

the money value of the produce of the latter, under

proper management, being largely in excess. Again,

I think it may safely be allowed that a hen, properly

fed and looked after, should yield an annual profit of

at least 5^., while her value may be 2s. bd. Will the

best ox or dairy cow leave a yearly profit of double its

own value ? Who are the breeders of pigs and the

producers of eggs and poultry in I reland ? The small
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formers. How do these men cuUivate their small

farm<^ ? With the spade. I personally knew a labourer

in I reland «liohad banked/Soentirely by producingeggs,

which he sold ata very low figure. The farmers of England

little think—too many of us, I am ashamed to say,

never think at all—how their horses are helping—too

many of them not only uselessly but injuriously—to

consume the food of man, thereby rendering that food

scarce and dear in our markets ; but the fact is indis-

putable. We have too many horses, and too few, far

too few men, now engaged in agriculture. Few
educated farmers—no, not one—will deny that the gross

agricultural produce of this country might easily be
doubled. Well, I apprehend this will not be done
first on the largest farms, 'tis the subsoil plough, fol-

lowed by the spade and the fork, that will do it. The
good work must be commenced and proved on small
holdings; I contend, therefore, that if some "society"
would go in to illustrate what may be economically
done with the spade, it would soon beat all the emigra-
tion societies out of the field. I am far from wishing
to disparage those benevolent persons who think they
are doing good service to their kind and country by
sending her best sons away. They mean well, but
they really do not understand the work they have
undertaken to do, or the wants of the country ; they
have begun at the wrong end ; they should combine to

keep the men at home, and to find good employment
for them,—and it would be easier to do this than to
find money to expatriate them.

I see a work is published, termed "An Acre of
Land." No doubt, with a spade, a vast deal may be
done, even on one acre, but our ideas in England are
too large for acre farms, and we want small, cheap,
swiftly paying stock for such little localities. Thousands
of horny-handed men could purchase fowls by the
hundred, as well as rabbits and bees, to consume the
ample produce of a few acres, under spade culture, that
could not look at a bullock or a cow. How many
head of poultry and rabbits may be profitably fed on
the produce of two or three acres? This is a nice
question, who can calculate it ? Several hundreds, no
doubt. What the million want is, work and wages

—

not charity, not soup kitchens, not transportation.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, 1868-9.

[We continue the publication of the official tables.]
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or letting system, the wliole of the com to be threslied

being let out at a certain price per quarter all round,

the man who takes the contract performing every

operation except stacking the straw and carrying the

corn into the barn. When an elevator is required the

contractor finds it. The prices paid are is. 8c/. per quar-

ter for Wheat, and is. $d. for Barley ; but the whole of

the white crops ai'e generally taken at \s. 6d. per quarter

all round. Grinding is also done at the same price.

2. Roots : Immediately after harvest, Glover's

paring plough is extensively used on the stubbles, as

the first operation in the preparation of the land for

roots. The strong land stubbles are then broken up,

in the autumn, by the steam-cultivator ; the light land

stubbles are ploughed, a 2-horse iron grubber some-
times following the plough. On the land intended

for Swedes and Mangels half the manure, viz., five or

six 2-horse loads per acre, is put on during the winter,

and the same quantity in the ridges at the time of

sowing. Upon the stronger land for Turnips about

3 cwt. per acre of guano is drilled in the open ridges

upon the dung, and a smaller quantity than in other cases

of superphosphate and. ashes is drilled with the seed.

Gn the lighter soils the principal artificial manure for

Swedes and common Turnips is dissolved bones, which
are drilled with the seed at about 4 cwt. to the acre.

The land for Mangel gets, as already stated, half a

dressing of farmyard manure ; then from 3 to 4 cwt. of

salt, mixed , with 2 cwt. of guano and dissolved in

water, are put on the ridges by the liquid-manure

drill ; afterwards from 3 to 4 cwt. of superphosphate is

drilled with the seed ; and, finally, the land receives

the remainder of its quota of farmyard manure. The
latitude of Aylesby is so far north that it would be im-
possible to grow Mangels without a deal of encoumge-
ment being given them. Mr. Ton* gives all his roots a

heavy dressing of manure, as he does not, as a rule,

manure seeds.

In' the spring, cultivation is principally performed by
strong Finlayson drags, and another portion of the

stubbles is steam-cultivated. By these means the

ordinary ploughing of fallows is very materially

lessened, and, as a system, Mr. Torr much prefers

dragging to ploughing in the spring.

The ridges having been rolled down, root-sowing
commences in April with yellow globe Mangels, of

which about 20 acres are grown, 6 lb. of seed being
used to the acre. Following this, in May, about 120
acres of Skirving's Swedes are sown, as well as some
early Rape ; and about 20 acres of early white Tur-
nips (grey and Tankard whites), about the same time,

for early feeding-off by hoggs. From one-third to one-
half of the land devoted to roots is thus sown by the

end of May. Early in June hybrid Turnips follow in

succession, namely, brown and green top yellows ; and,

the common white, green, and pink globes, in alter-

nate double rows, close the season of Turnip-sowing by
Midsummer Day. The first week in July about 20
acres of late Rape is sown, to be fed off by drape ewes.
The quantity of seed used is about 3 lb. per acre, of all

kinds of Turnips ; and all roots are sown on ridges

about 27 inches asunder.

As soon as weeds begin to appear a light two-knived
horse-hoe of home make is used, the common Turnips
being set out to 10 inches apart, and the Swedes to 12.

The Rape is gone over with a hoe having two 4i-inch
blades, which prevents its becoming too thick and
getting mildew. The grubber is then extensively used
(two or three times), finishing up with a strong iron

i-horse implement. Hand-hoeing twice, and singling
by a man and a boy, are afterwards done at the rate of
6s. per acre.

The Rape sown in May is eaten off by the rams and
lambs in July, and the July-sown Rape is used for the
drape ewes in November. If plentiful it is used for

the breeding ewes when put to the ram, as it gives the
certainty of a larger flock of lambs.
Towards the end of September the common Turnips

are begim to be fed oft, and are generally finished
before Christmas. All Turnips are sliced by the Ban-
bury cutter, and the original implement, which took
the Royal Agricultural Society's prize at Oxford, may
still be seen on the Riby Farm. The troughs are
placed in the fold of the previous day, and the cutters

are therefore outside the nets, not within. All kinds
of roots are pulped for stock.

The sheep begin to go on Swedes soon after Christ-
mas, and the later portion, as soon as they begin to

show any indication of running, are taken up and put
in small pies on the land, a few being occasionally put
in pies with Mangels. The sheep generally come off

Swedes about the middle of April.

The whole of the Mangels are carted off and put
into pies, somewhat late in the season, as so far north
it is very difficult to get them ripe enough to take up
early. About i inch of the top and the whole of the
fangs are left on the root, and neither straw nor thatch-
ing is then used in the pies, which are left open at

intervals along the ridges, wisps of straw being used to
stop up the apertures when required. Mangels mixed
with Swedes are given to the stock, commencing in

January and continued until late in March, when they
are given to the ewes in lambing time, for which pur-
pose they are very extensively used. After this they
are pulped for cattle, and sliced with the tumip-
cutter for ram-hoggs as late as July, or until the May-
sown Rape is ready for them.

Cabbages ; This crop has hitherto been gi'own prin-

cipally for lambs in September, and for the lambing
ewes in the spring, to be given with Mangels. Its cul-

tivation is now being extended for earlier keeping and
especially for lambs, about 15 acres being planted this

year for summer eating, and about 10 acres for spring

keep. The Cabbages are partly raised from seed, but

a large number of plants are also bought, as in the

neighbourhood of Grimsby they are veiy cheap. The
land has a heavy dressing of dung before the plants

are pricked out ; and the planter is attended by a boy,

who puts into each hole a small handful of old rotted

bones.

The following is the scheme of Cabbage cultivation

which is at present pursued by Mr. Torr :

—

I. Seed sown end of July or beginning of August

:

[a). Planted out in October, in succession.

1. Wheelers' Imperial ; ready middle of June.
2. Enfield Market ; ready end of June.

3. Enfield Market ; ready beginning of July.
{b). Planted out in March, in succession.

4. Enfield Market or Late York (first week) ; ready
middle of July.

5. .Sprotboro's (last week) ; ready middle of August.
(r). Planted out in April.

6. Drumheads (Scotch) ; ready in September.

II. Seed sown end of March or beginning of April

:

[d). Planted out end of June.
7. Drumheads (Cliampions) ; ready in December.

(c). Planted out middle or end of July.
8. Drumheads ; ready in January.

9. Thousand-headed Broccoli ; ready in March and
April.

3. Barley : After the roots have been fed off, the

land is ploughed and then gone over with a Finlayson

drag, afterwards harrowed, and drilled with 1 1 pecks
of Chevalier Barley to the acre, different varieties

being used from time to time. Barley sowing is

generally finished by the middle of April, and the

land is then Cambridge-rolled previous to putting in

the seeds. Barley is grown in a very large proportion

at Riby, a smaller quantity at Aylesby, its place being
taken by Wheat ; and a still smaller quantity at Roth-
well, being there replaced by Oats.

Barley is mown with the scythe, sheafed, and
stooked, and carried to long stacks, the length of

which is giadually increased as the crop comes in.

These stacks have rounded or " cuilis " ends, which
are thus capable of being thatched, the gables being
consequently avoided. In North Lincolnshire there is

a great objection to gable or square-ended stacks. All
the Barley is sold for malting.

Oats ; As a rule the spring com at Rothwell consists

entirely of Oats, which are consumed by the cart-

horses on the different farms.

Oats are sown about the same time as Barley ; but,

as they do not suffer so much as the latter from being
sown either too late or too early, the period of sowing
has a wider range. In other respects their cultivation

is precisely the same as that of Barley. About 4
bushels of black Tartarian Oats are sown to the acre.

The system of har\'esting is also the same as already

described above.

4; Seeds : For summer grazing the following quan-
tities, subject to slight variations, are sown per acre :

—

16 lb. white Dutch, 6 lb. Trefoil, 2 lb. Plantain, 2 lb.

Parsley, and on the higher land half a peck of

Rye-grass. At Rothwell more Trefoil is sown,
and less white Dutch, the high exposed chalk land

being considered less favourable for white Dutch Clover

than more sheltered and stronger soils. For mowing
14 lb. of Red Clover are sown with a quarter of a peck
of Rye-gmss. About one-fourth of the seeds only are

sown for mowing, so that Red Clover is not growm
more than once in 16 years, and Clover-sickness is not

prevalent in consequence.

The seeds are drilled across Barley, Oats, or Turnip-

land Wheat, the coulters being let down where the land

has not been Cambridge-rolled. After sowing the land

is lightly harrowed. No manure is put on the seeds,

and occasionally Tares are sown in place of them.
The Red Clover is mown with the scythe, the

mowing-machine being very little used in consequence
of flints and other stones being so abundant ; otherwise

it is treated and used exactly the same as the meadow
Grass, and is similarly put through the chaff-cutter

before being used.

Vetches : From I2 to 14 pecks are sown early in

the autumn on Wheat stubble instead of seeds, with a

little Wheat or Rye to hold up the crop. Most of them
are got as soon as ready, and used for the cart-horses,

after having been put through the chaff-cutter with a

little straw ; the remainder are folded off in succession

by ^heep during the spring and summer.
Beans and Peas are not much grown, but occasionally

Beans are grown on the strong land at Aylesby instead

of seeds, the drills being 26 inches apart.

MANURES, THEIR MANUFACTURE,
COMMERCE AND USE.

The Miiuure Trade has now acquired an import-

ance second to no other branch of British manu-
facture. Put the annual increase of all our cotton,

linen, woollen, and hardware trades together, and it is

questionable if the sum will balance the increase of

produce arising from the application ofartificiul manures
to the British soil ; and w-hen we add to this the noto-

rious fact that this increase of produce is not half what
it should be, something like an approximate estimate

may be formed of its potential value to all classes of
the public.

Like most other manufactures at the outset, the vast

majority of artificial manures are made under patent
;

and this applies not only to the manures but to many
of the raw materials of which they are made, or of

processes by which these raw materials are manu-
factured. Under the heading of "Manure," there are

on an average about 20 patents granted annually ; and
although there are doubtless many more blanks than
prizes, yet some are improvements on old ones now
successfully worked, of which we may quote No. 258
as an example, while others have promise sufficient to

warrant their being reduced to practice. Patents of

proniise merit the patronage of our Chambers of Agri-

culture, Agricultural Societies, &c., at the present time,

for the flemands of the land are far greater than is com-
patible with the pockets of farmers, the price of
agricultural produce, and the large expenditure farmei^s

have annually to make for manure ; and it is only Vjy

encouragmg merited rivalry in the manufacture that

lower prices of manure can be obtained. The follow-

ing sjTiopsis of the patents for 1S69 will enable the

reader to form some idea of them, and as the specifi-

cations are filed in most of our county towns from six

to eight months after their date, and are open for

examination without charge, those of our readers

interested may do so :

—

No. 258. Jan. 27. Phosphatic manure.

„ 473. Feb. 16. A manure from waste wool, ^z.

,, 506. ,, 18 Sewage manure.
,, 741. March II. Refuse yeast.

,, 761. ,, 12. Soluble phosphates.

,, 791. ,, 13. Sewage irrigation apparatus.
Bog. ,, 17. Sewage filtrati

826. ivage r

27. Manure from refuse vegetable matter.

,, 982. April I. Manure from the smoke of chimneys.

„ 1083. „ 9. Food and manure from certain substances.

,, 1352. May 3. Siemur's pneumatic sewage, &c.

,, 2016, July 3. Sewage manure,

,, 2092. „ 12. Improvements in 1083.

,, 2269. ,, 26. Nightsoil manure.

,, 2327. August 3. Manure from gas, &c.
„ 2420. „ 13. Improvements in 473.

„ 2623. Sept. 6. Nightsoil manure.

,, 2771. „ 23. Preservation of manure.

„ 3^29. Nov. 18. Brickfield manure.
>•> 3550- Dec. 8. Sewage manure.

,, 3645. „ 16. Superphosphate of lime.

Gypsum (sulphate of lime) is a native product, cost-

ing from 30J. to 5or. per ton in the form of powder.
Its reputed effects are veiy contradictory. On Clover-

sick soils it is generally beneficial ; also on Lucerne and
Sainfoin. From 2 cwt. to 3 cwt. per acre is sown
broadcast on a calm, moist day, purposely that it may
adhere to the leaves, as it produces the best effect

when a thin crust or film is formed on the surface.

It has also been sown successfully on young Potatos,

Turnips, Peas, and Beans, in the same way. In the

United States, under the name of " plaster," it is applied

at the time of sowing extensively in much larger quan-
tities, but in England this practice is very limited, pro-

bably owing to the presence of a sufficient supply of
gj'psum naturally in the soil. It is used in stables,

privies, and strewn over farmyard manure as a weak
but safe deodoriser of the ammonia. It contains up-
wards of 46 per cent, of sulphuric acid, and perhaps
the preservation of ammonia (considering the high price

of sulphate of ammonia and guano) is the most profit-

able way the farmer can use gypsum. But its peculiar

action on the leaves of Clover and other plants has not

been sufficiently investigated.

Sulphate of ammonia, which now sells at from

£1^ los. to £\$ los., ranged during 1S69 from £iz, to

£1"] per ton, and some say that the latter price will

again be obtained, owing to the high piice of Peruvian

guano. But the salts of ammonia are now very largely

manufactured, and if farmers would preserve their

home supplies by the use ofgypsum, rough salt, and dry

earth, it would help to keep down the price. The
various ammoniacal salts are, however, largely used in

the manufacture of most of the artificial manures now
in the market, which has a contrary tendency.

Sulphate of ammonia is applied to corn and grass

crops, and the most profitable way of using

it is mixed with rape-cake, cow-dung composts, and
farmyard manure generally when deficient of ammonia.
In this way rich corn and gi-ass manure may be made
and drilled in along with the seed from January to

April, or sown broadcast and hoed in or bush-harrowed
in upon meadow and pasture lands. Mixed with poor
farmyard manure, along with bonedust or home-made
superphosphate, it may be used for Potatos and other

root croops. But used this latter way, the sulphate of

ammonia, bonedust, and superphosphate have to enter

into competition, both as to price and quality, with

a great many artificial manures subsequently noticed, as

phospho-guano, " Biphosphated Peruvian Guano," &c.

Agricultural Salt and Common Rough Salt, which
can always be had at from 20.r. to 30^-. per ton, is per-

haps one of the best and cheapest saline manures in use.

Its presence is essential to the supply of healthy food

for all plants, more especially Turnips, Cabbages, and
others whose natural habitat is the seaside. It is also a

powerful absorbent of ammonia and deodorant of farm-

yard manure, nightsoil, ike. Like the salts of the

other two alkalies—ammonia and potash—it destroys

grub-club and other insects in the land, and in farmyard

manure, to which it is applied. It absorbs moisture,

and thus promotes the rapid decomposition of animal,

vegetable, and mineral substances in the soil, and also
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in manure and coniiio^t hea]3s, thereby preventing

freefanging and dry rot. And for these piiqooses it

shouklTje used more largely than it is. With most of

the manures now used, as farmyard manure, composts,

guano, lime, bones, &c., it should be mixed from 5 to

8 cwt. per cartload of the former two, guano half-

and-half to twice the weight, one of salt to two parts

lime, and soon. Salt is sown in the spring time, at the

rate of from half a ton to a ton per acre on young corn,

Grass, and Turnip fallows. Cold wet l^nd it does

not ;

Nitrate of Soda has fluctuated during the past year

(1869) from ^13 to £1% per ton, its present price being

quoted at from £\^ to £\^. The high fluctuation in

the price is more due to speculation in the trade than

to deviation of supply and demand. It is a very active

salt, and from the small quantity used (from i to

1 4 cwt. per acre) it is generally considered a cheap
top-dressing. It is sown on brairded com crops in

spring, from February to May, and also on gi-ass-land,

when it rapidly sets up a vivid green leaf But its

action is defective in more ways than one, for even
when silica and phosphate of lime are present in the

soil it fails to render them available food to plants. To
prevent corn crops " lodging" or " falling," common
salt is sown along with the nitrate of soda, but the

manurial economy of the practice is very questionable,

for in many cases it only checks over-liLxuriance of

gi-een leaf, but does no more, so that a less quantity of

nitrate would do as well. Probably the salts of potash
would lead to the utilisation of silica and bone-earth.

The nitrate of potash (saltpetre) is too expensive {£1^
per ton), so is the sulphate of potash [£\^ to £\"])., but
the muriate of potash may be had at from ;^S to ^9 per
ton. Wood-ashes, and the ashes from paring and burn-
ing, also supply available potash to plants. In districts

where wood is used for firing, the ashes should
therefore be carefully stored, for the home manufacture
of artificial manures, as indicated above.

Muriate of Potash has ranged during the past year
from £"] i$s. to ;^S lOr. per ton, on 80 per cent. Its

use in the manufacture of manure is extensively on the

increase, and the above quality was recently quoted at

£'] i$s., free on board ship. As the demand increases,

large supplies may be expected from America as well
as from the Continent of Europe and the East, and
sulphate of potash should be had at a lower figure

than quoted above— ;^I5.

Siilphttr and Sulphuric Acid.—The fonner (brim-
stone) is variously quoted, the supply short—2ds from

£l los. to £8 los. per ton ; and 3ds from £7 to

£y lOs. But there are prospects of this article being
obtained at Jess money, as those who use it are getting

a plentiful supply of pyrites, and are altering their

furnaces to bunT them by improved processes. The
latter (sulphuric acid) is quoted, concentrated, 1.845
specific gravity, id. per lb. ; brown, 1. 712 specific

gravity, ~d. per lb.

Phosphate of Lime, native, can be obtained in any
quantity from Spain and America, but the imports
during 1869 have not been equal to the increased
demand, consequently prices rule somewhat higher

;

but the freight is high, while the profits on the raw
material are very low, and probably this has had more
to do with the small rise in price than the difference

between supply and demand. The American qualities

are low, only testing from 55 to 60 per cent., but they
work freely in the manufacture, and are liked, and have
run from £z to £z 6j. per ton. The Spanish (Estre-

madura) supplies are richer in quality, and the imports
more than double in quantity the others. But past

imports can be no rule for the future supply of this

article, which can be imported to any extent the
requirements of agriculture may demand.

(To he CoHttPtued.)

J]oiuc Corrcsponbriice.

Woolston Facts and "G. A. H.'s" Estimate.
^There are a great many " ifs " and "thinks" in
" G. A. H.'s " article at p. 2S7. Yet, upon one point
he is positive, /. e., "a good engine would not burn
more than 6 cwt. of coal, if we look 10 acres per day."
In his second line he says "a lo-horse engine." Now,
I should like to know where I could buy a lo-horse
engine that would not bum more than 6 cwt. of coal in
a day, ploughing 10 acres a-day on an average, to say
nothing about fetching its water in the dark ; I would
allow it extra coal for that. Let "G. A. H."
begin work, and tell us what he does do.
He may then drop his " ifs " and " thinks."
**G. A. H." must have forgotten the number of
water-carts he would need to fetch a day's water the
night before, the cost for which must add a bit to his
interest-of-money question ; and it will not do to be
short of a cart or two, for to have to knock-off at

4 P. M. for want of water would be about a quarter's
loss, for by the time his engine would get up another
load the day would be gone ; and besitles, the
want of a quart of water might cause a blow-up.
"G. A. H."says, "Mr. Smith. . . may have been before
his age in 1855, liut he is desperately behind it in 1870.

"

Then I ask ''G. A. H." to tell us who it is that I am
behind. There are my 31 acres of Wheat after Beans
at one smashing by steam and one cross-cultivating by
horses, at a total cost of 6j-. %d. per acre, extras and all

included, to be seen and shown against anything

to be found in England. Then there are my 20 acres
of Wheat (sown after Wheat last year), at one
smashing by steam and one crossing by horses, at a
total cost of 6s. Sd. per acre, extras included— as good a
plant as that after Beans : this also may be seen

;

39 acres of this cropping is on my old heavy land.
On the new portion of my heavy land 20 acres of
Beans have gone in first-rate after one smashing only,
at a cost of 4s. Sd. an acre, extras and all included.
My fourteen acres are now ready for drilling Barley for
the fourth white-strawed crop in succession

—

i.e., Wheat,
Barley, Barley, and Barley, after a ridging and subsoil-
ing in the autumn by steam, and a splitting of the ridges
this spring by horses, at a total cost of gs. '/d. an acre,
extras included. This I will show against anything in
England for tilth and cleanliness, be its cost for work-
ing what it may ; and there are to be seen my
12 acres of land ready for roots after one ridging
and subsoiling by steam in the autumn, and one
splitting of the ridges by horses this spring, at a total

cost of gs. yd. per acre ready for planting. These are
not "ifs" and "thinks," but facts to be looked at by
any man. It will not do for "G. A. H." to put his half-
a-dozen-go (for a seed-bed) man in against them, even
if he could calculate his extras at a little less per acre
each time over. Let "G. A. H." tell me, if he can,

who the man is who is a-head of me. All
England would be glad to hear of him. He will

not be found to be a "Fisken" system worker.
On November 16, 1859, Mr. Fisken offered his

system to me by letter. It was of no use to me, so

I advised him to work out some facts himself, and lay

them before the public. A letter of mine, Feb. 14,

1861, in the A/arh Lane Express, shows this. On
Feb. 26, l86r, I showed up the fallacy of Fisken's
flying-rope system in the Mat-k Lane Expi-ess. My
driving-band is a flying one, at the rate of 15 miles per
hour, driving a windlass working the implement at

three miles per hour. I like a good strong one—not
one the size of my finger—that the men can readily

splice to suit the size of the fields. I started in 1855
with a hempen rope, and here is what I say of it in my
letter above noted:—"It cannot stand; after a little

working it tumbles to bits, as though it was rotten. " The
facts upon the Fisken plan since 1 859 are as yet worthless.
" G. A. H." is now going in for a trial, we therefore
may hope to hear from him. He must not go upon the

half-a-dozen-operation system, or he will never push
me behind ; my figures arc 6j'. %d. an acre for a seed-
bed for Wheat, gs. yd. an acre for roots or Beans
worked upon the ridge and subsoiling plan, and split

in the spring ; and gs. yd. an acre for Barley—Barley
for ever if I like. The operations at those costs will

keep my land clean for ever, and work it a foot deep.
Now, " G. A. H.," go at it. IVilUain Smith, Woolston,
Blctchley Station, Bucks, Feb. 28, 1870.

Farmers' Clubs.
London : Sr^oage Fannin^.—At the close of Mr.

Denton's paper on this subject, reported last week,
the following discussion took place. We condense the
report of the Mark Lane Express :—

Mr. Hope said he rose with great diffidence to speak
for the first time to the Farmers' Club, and should have
hesitated to do so had not Mr. Bailey Denton called
attention to his operations in connection with sewage
farming.

The first point he would notice in the most interesting
paper which had been read, was the statement made as
to the number of persons per acre. As a rule a great
deal of misapprehension existed upon this subject.
Persons frequently talked of the number of tons of sewage
per acre, and the number of persons representing those
tons, when they intended to speak of the particular acres
under crop in a given season, leaving out of considera-
tion those other acres which either were in crop the year
before, or would come into rotation the following year.
Mr. Denton had pointed out that a large addition must
be made of no less than 50 per cent, to the acres actually
under sewage, in estimating the number of acres pro-
portioned to a town. Uis own experience was that a
smaller number of persons should be applied tp each acre,

his average being not more than 40 or 45 persons per
cent., including the land which perhJPps received no
sewage at all in the given year. Dr. Voelcker was per-
fectly right, from the chemist's point of view, in saying that
clay land was the best of all for the reception of sewage

;

but unfortunately it was also the nastiest upon which to

grow market-garden crops. Cabbages and other similar
plants refused to grow at all, and flooding a piece of land
in the face of a north wind, in the expectation of getting
Cauliflowers, was at the best a disheartening operation.

Dilution he regarded with comparative indifference.

Many persons thought town sewage was too diluted, and
that in point of fact it was questionable whether it did not
do more harm than good. The first thing he did when
he took the sewage of the town of Romford was to stipu-

late for an additional dilution of something like 20 gallons
per head per diem at his pleasure in summer. The sewage
at Romford, although it had a regular water supply, was
so strong and thick that it would injure all young plants,
not chemically but physically. Thirty gallons per head
per day represented 48 tons per annum, or in round
numbers 50 tons. That was approximately the dilution
to be expected from the London sewage wlien the whole
system was completed. This was the most suitable
quantity, so far as he could discover.
With regard to the estimates formed by chemists of the

value of sewage per ton, or per head of the population,
he was himself originally much misled by the chemists,

who were themselves misled from want of farming expe-
rience. They were afraid to trust their own chemical
knowledge, and they fancied that by the application of so
much "washy stuff," as the farmers called it. they would
injure many crops, and they did not see their way to
applying it at all times of the year. The explanation was
that at that time they had not had sufficient experience.
They, therefore, halved their theoretical value, and put
it at id. per ton. He himself had a little skirmishing
with his friend, Mr. Mechi, on the matter, and he had
now very great pleasure in admitting that that gentleman's
estimate of 2(/. per ton was much nearer the mark. He
(Mr. Hope) would repeat what he stated at the Society of
Arts, as to the basis of his opinion upon this point. He
had samples taken every half hour, night and day, for

203 days on the high and middle level sewers of London
in 1865, froni March to September, and the average
analysis gave about eight grains of ammonia to the gallon,
or 2d. per ton. It was quite clear that if you put a certain
quantity of ammonia and other chemical manures into the
ground, and did not somehow get them out again with a
proper proportion of profit, it must be the fault of the man
who put tliem in. His experience was that there was
nothing in Nature to militate against such an operation.
Land should be so arranged that with a proper propor-
tion of Italian Rye-grass common meadow land, and all

descriptions of roots and market garden produce, there
was always a sufficient proportion of ground in a condition
to receive sewage. He received all the sewage from Rom-
ford, and had of course to stand his chance of all suits in
Chancery for nuisances, and he was not a bit afraid of the
result, because he had long become convinced that he
could not only apply it without injury or offence to the
townspeople, but also with a handsome profit out of every
ton of sewage. He was sowing 10 acres of Onions which
would not receive any sewage during their growth, the
land having been enriched in its fallow state. He himself
could see no reason for the belief amongst some chemists
that the theoretical value could not be borne out by skilful

management on the part of the farmer.

He had gone into a number of very careful calculations
as to the returns which might be expected irom Rye-grass,
that being one crop which must always be used on every
sewage farm, and he found that if cows were reasonably
well purchased, of the right breed—large-framed Yorkshire
or half-bred Shorthorns—well tended and housed, and
never allowed to waste their milk-producing energy ; and
if the milk was sold near a railway station at, say, 2d. per
quart, which was the average price obtained by dairy
farmers in the neighbourhood of all large towns, the return
to the farmer for his Grass consumed, after deducting
interest on the cost of the cows and buildings, and allow-
ing for everything in the most wasteful manner, would be,
nett, 15J. per ton. When it was remembered that 70 tons
per acre had been got in one season from ten crops, the
return to the farmer must be even beyond what Mr.
Denton had held out. Large crops were always obtained
if the Grass was sown at the proper time. It should
always be sown in the month of August, and lightly

sewaged. One light crop would be obtained that year to
pay for the cost of the sowing. There would then be
another crop in the ground to come off in the spring.
Last year Grass cutting began on January 24. This
year that was of course out of the question, but no
doubt the price would be proportionately high when the
cutting commenced ; so tliat even if a farmer in a bad
season got only nine or eight crops, he might realise

quite as much money. With regard to Mangel Wurzel
and all other crops with similar appetite for manure (such
as Drumhead Cabbages), 2000 tons per acre of sewage

—

equal to forty persons— was enough to produce a
maximum crop. Twenty-five to 30 tons was the ordinary
yield ; but with sewage, 50, 60, and 70 tons, might be
counted upon with absolute certainty, irrespective of the

season. The plant was pushed forward from the very

earliest stages of growth, supposing the soil to be suitable

and friable. Nothing seemed to check it ; it never
flagged in long periods of drought, as was the case in

ordinary farming ; and, above all, there were no gaps.
Even if some of the seed failed, transplanting might be
effected with certainty. A field of Mangel produced in

the ordinary way showed vacancies equal to a quarter of
the whole. This was not the case with sewage, and, irre-

spective of this, the roots themselves were individually

larger.

Market-gardening was a trade which every sewage-
farmer must learn. He would be almost always within
easy reach of a good market for vegetables, and he could
grow better vegetables than anybody else. The quality of
vegetables depended upon rapidity of growth. Grown
slowly, they are more generally hard and withered ; if

grown rapidly, they are succulent and crisp. The differ-

ence between the two kinds in sale was something extra-

ordinary in the Borough or at Covent Garden. Last year
he knew of an instance where 600 dozen of Cabbages were
sent up, grown by the old and the new method. They
went up on the same day, when the top price for Cab-
bages was IS. per dozen. The 300 dozen of sewage-
grown Cabbages were bought up at once at i^d. ; the
others went off very slowly, first at Sd., then at 6d., and it

took many hours to sell them.

A few facts like these ought to convince everybody not
only of the value of sewage, but of the necessity of com-
bining market-gardening with farming. It was the
ambition of the ordinary farmer to spread his farming
capital over a maximum number of acres, and perhaps in

some parts of the country where rent and labour were
cheap that was right, but where tlie rent was heavy and
labour scarce the best policy was to concentrate capital

upon a minimum number of acres. He would quadruple
Mr. Denton's estimate for the above, and instead of

making the sum ^^500 a year he would put it at £2000 or

^2500, but at the same time he would multiply the returns

at least by three. He had only further to add, tliat he

paid ^600 a year for sewage, representing 6000 persons,

or in round numbers zs. a head, and as now it was worth

8s, per head, of the resuU he was not afraid.

Mr. Smyth, jun. (Washingtonbury, Baldock), desired
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to make some obsen'ations on a plan of his own for

utihsing Mangel, looking at it with the view of utihsing

sewage.

The Chairman suggested that Mr. Smyth's remarks

would be foreign to the question under discussion.

Mr. Mechi was rather an old sewage customer,

it being now 27 years ago since he first wrote against

the gi-eat folly and wickedness of throwing that away
which would yield abundance of food for the people.

He had practised it in his small way on his farm for

20 years.

The manurial power of England taken by stock repre-

sented zk sheep per acre ; and he found that the same
conclusion had been come to by the Rivers Pollution

Commission ; and 2i sheep or 2J people were about the

same in manurial value. (Laughter.) It was a fact, and
no laughing question. If they took an alderman's family

he would give it in favour of man over sheep ;
but when

they came to the same thing mixed with water they must

estimate 50, 100, or 200 people to the acre, and if so the

land in England must be very deficiently manured. The
average rainfall in England was 2600 tons per acre, and
the manurial power of ai sheep was mixed with 2600 tons

per acre. In towns, taking 2* individuals, the calculation

of water was 60 tons per acre per head, making 150

instead of 2600 tons, and yet no one grumbled. He
hoped by-and-by they would arrive at a more reasonable

calculation. He believed if they doubled the manurial

power of England they would grow a great deal more of

everything than they did now—at least that was his

e.vperience, and he was glad to see the result wherever the

towns had begun to move in the matter.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said they were very much
indebted to Mr. Bailey Denton for his paper, which

was useful in consequence of its moderation. It was very

much better to understate than to overstate the case. It

was well known that to apply sewage at a certain period

of the year, it would not produce the benefits to be

expected from it. With regard to sewage farming, one

point which had been hinted at he should like to refer to.

Although there might be a considerably increased quan-

tity of ground used for market gardens, he believed that

for many years to come the principal produce would be

Italian Rye-grass, but the great drawback to growing it

was the impossibility in some districts of disposing of it
;

therefore, every sewage farm should have an apparatus for

drying that article. Such an invention had been pro-

duced by Mr. Gibbs for drying corn, and was pretty suc-

cessful. Hitherto all attempts at drying large quantities

of Grass by artificial means had failed ; but he trusted

that the attention of scientific men would be more
given to the subject, because, until that was done, they

would never get the full value of their sewage produce.

Mr. TnoRNHiLL Harrison, C.E., said it struck

him, after hearing the remarks that had been made,

that the area of land required to utilise sewage upon
was becoming more and more extensive.

Mr. Mechi had pointed out that we wanted a more
extended area, so as to bring about the condition of things

existing previously to the introduction of the water-closet

and sewage system. Previously to that period the night-

soil of the country was collected and carried to an ex-

tended district over the country. Doubtless some of the

Lincolnshire farmers could give some information as to

the value of the night-soil of Manchester, which was
carried across the island into Lincolnshire, and purchased
at the rate of 35. erf. 107s. per ton, giving as the maximum
a return of about zs. yil. per head of the population.

That was the sum that the farmer gave for the night-soil.

Of course the farmer expected a considerable profit from

using it, and the amount of agricultural produce was not

at all represented by that sum. He found that at Stock-

holm the price given by the farmers for night-soil was
4J. sd. per head of the population, and at the barracks at

Carlsruhe, 2j. 41/. per head. One .advantage of night-soil

was that it could be distributed over a very large area.

As regarded market-gardens as a system through which a

maximum value of sewage might be obtained, of course

there were near every town market-gardens at present,

and by-and-by there might be difficulty in disposing

of the sewage for that purpose. The question now
was, what had been the experience of sewage farm-

ing up to the present time? Upon this point infor-

mation of considerable importance was given in the

report just issued by the Rivers Commission. First

of all was given the total value of the crops, per

head of the population, derived from sewage farming. At
Edinburgh 260 acres of land returned, per head of the

population, rj. 5^. as the total value of the produce. It

w.\s fair to deduct from the total receipts something like

^"4 per acre as produce naturally to be expected from the

land without any sewage irrigation, and deducting that in

the case of Edinburgh, the amount of is. $d. was reduced

to js. zkii. per head. At the Lodge Farm at Barking the

totalvalueofproduceper head was 4r. lirf. ; deducting j^4
per acre as before, it was 3^. 61/. At Aldershot the total

value was 3/. 41/.—making no deduction for the crop without

sewage, as the land, being sand, was worth nothing. At
Rugby the return per head was is. ^hf. (nearly the same
as Edinburgh), but the deduction as before reduced the

amount to 8jji/. The values respectively at Banbury were

2s. 4(/. and is. 4^. ; at Worthing, 4.;. 6d. and 3J. Shd.
;

at Bedford, lod. and yd. ; at Norwood, 35. gd. and y. id.
;

at Croydon, 4J. and y. sd. That was the total value of

the produce derived from the application of sewage, and
compared to 3s. per head as the value of sewage it could

not be considered satisfactory ; but there was another

point to be looked to, and that was the commercial result.

.At Rugby the nett receipts, after deducting the expenses,

only gave ^^86 8i. , or ^d. per head of the population ; and
there was no allowance for the charge of interest upon
;^*Sooo, the cost of laying out the land. At Banbury the

nett receipts were _,r89'4-s., or only zd. per head, and there

was no interest charged for ;^4000 expended. At Worthing
the amount was ;^76i 18s., or i.!. iid. perhe.ad of the po-

pulation, and Mr. Rawlinson said it only retunted an interest

of 1 i per cent. At Bedford it was only £6y 6s.
,
or rrf. per

head, with no allowance for interest. At Norwood it was

/r49 5^., or gd. per head, and no allowance for interest.

'Ihese facts he gathered from the Rivers Commissioners'

Report ; and the experience in England up to the

present time was therefore not satisfactory to the farmer

or to the country. We were by no means getting the

maximum of benefits to the farmer, nor the benefit

the whole country ought to receive. Probably the

experience of market-gardening might mend the matter
;

but up to the present time the experience was very

decidedly against sewage irrigation, as being either ,a

beneficial application ot the excrement of man, or a com-

mercial success to the person who tried it.

Mr. Edmunds (Rugby) said : That after the glowing

accounts they had heard he was afraid there must be

something wrong with them at Rugby.

There they had no such results. Last season was an

exceptional one—by this time they were cutting their first

crop of Grass (this year it had scarcely commenced
growing) ; and then, though the ground was irrigated so

soon as the crop was removed, they were only able to get

six cuttings. Some difficulty was experienced in disposing

of all the Grass, and one piece was mowed for hay. This

realised ^47 for 9 acres ; three other crops were obtained,

but they were inferior. He did not think sewage farming

would be that very profitable occupation it had been

represented. So much depended upon the nature of the

land itself, its situation, &c.. that he was quite sure those

great returns they had heard of were exceptional. No
doubt enthusiasts had been the means of carrying out all

our great improvements, but it required some one now
and then to put the drag on to prevent others being carried

too far.

The Chairman said this was the fifth time the Club

had discussed the subject of town sewage.

As early as 1848 Mr. 'Warren, of Horsley. brought it

forward, and it was discussed on three other occasions by

Mr. Mechi ; so that, as far as the farmers of England

were concerned, the Club could not be charged with

being behindhand or indifferent to its importance. He
had long taken a deep interest in the question, and some

seven years ago he travelled half over England and Scot-

land to inform himself upon the subject before recom-

mending any plan to be adopted in the borough of Bed-

ford. He saw the necessity of separating rainfall from

the sewage. This was a cardinal point where sewage had

to be pumped ; and he differed from Mr. Hope as to the

amount of dilution. Then it must be remembered that

vegetation, and not so much the earth itself, was the

great deodoriser. If the rainfall was taken into the

sewers there was great difficulty in dealing with the

sewage in winter when the supply was greatest, and when
vegetation, being dormant, required least. As to the area

required per 1000 of the population, that depended upon

circumstances, but mainly on the amount of filtration and

screening which the sewage had to undergo. Last week

he saw at Croydon an invention by Mr. Latham for

screening sewage. A large perforated wheel placed in

the sewage tank, in the course of its revolutions, threw

out all the more solid matter before the sewage was put

on the land ; when sewage was so treated a very much
smaller area was required for utilising it. When he told

them that the land at Bedford had realised as much as

£zo an acre, he thought it would be seen that Mr. Har-

rison's calculations were scarcely tenable. At Edinburgh,

too, in open competition, the land had fetched as much
as £26, and even ^35 per acre.

Mr. Harrison : I don't deny the immense produce

from sewage application.

The Chairman said he did not base his remarks upon

that ; but he denied the statement ot Mr. Harrison, that

towns had hitherto failed to apply their sewage profitably.

With respect to the soils best adapted to sewage, the

towns had no choice, but must use the soil by which they

were surrounded ; but towns would do well to remember

that the sewage should be applied eastwards of the town,

where possible, as, the prevalent winds being west, less

effluvia, if any, would be carried to the town than if the

sewage were applied on the west side. With regard to

the drying machine of Mr. Gibbs, he thought its useful-

ness would be manifest in cases where towns had a diffi-

culty in disposing of their Rye-grass. With regard to the

dry earth system, it had been adopted in the middle-class

schools at 'Bedford and at labourers' cottages he had

recently built with marked success, but he did not think

it could be adopted in large tow^ns or places where care-

lessness existed. His experience led him to the conclusioii

that all sanitary arrangements in cities or towns must be

as nearly self-acting as possible. He believed they h.ad

arrived at the solution of this difficult problem of town

sewage. The plan adopted was not new. AI Milan it

had existed 500 or 600 years, at Edinburgh for nearly 200

years ; and therefore, as Solomon had said, there was

nothing new under the sun.

Mr. Bailey Denton, in reply to the observations

made, said, as regarded Mr. Harrison's remarks they

ought to look not so much to the past as to the

future, which he hoped would be the case, as it was

clearly not right to make the efforts of infancy the

criterion of the future. His observations would cer-

tainly be very disheartening if they had any influence

with the meeting. With regard to Mr. Hope's

remarks, he believed the report of the River Com-

mission before referred to would show that an

excess of dilution washed out the manurial mailer

through the soil, and if he (Mr. E. Denton) was right

there was a mean to which they ought to direct their

attention. He hoped some good would arise out of the

variety of opinions that had been expressed on this

point. With regard to another remark of Mr. Hope's,

as to quadrupling the item of labour, the advantage of

sewage inigation was that the sewage was brought to

the land and there distributed with a very great dimi-

nution of labour. With regard to Mr. Gibbs' machine,

he happened to be one of the judges of it at Manchester,

and he advised its application to the drying of sewage
produce. As regarded the statement of Mr. Edmunds,
of Rugby, that the finer grasses disappeared with

sewage irrigation, it had been found at Carlisle to

double the value of perennial grasses—land which was
ented at £^ an acre there now renting at ;^S. This

was old grass-land.

Ilaticcs rrf goohs.
Wheeler's Illustrated Book on Grasses. J. C.

Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

We have noticed Messrs. Carter's and Messrs. Suttons'

Trade Annuals, in which, besides the mere advertise-

ment of good seeds for sale, capital instructions on
cultivation are given to intending customers. We have

now to perform the same office for Mr. J. C. W^heeler.

He has here issued a book on grasses, giving trust-

worthy descriptions, illustrations, and instructions, to

any one wanting to buy good Grass seeds, and there-

after cultivate them successfully. It is a good essay

on the growth and cultivation of grasses, and we
make a short extract from it :

—

"The question arises whether it is more desirable to

sow grasses for permanent pasture with or without a corn

crop. Each plan has its partisans. Knowing by expe-

rience that most excellent crops of corn have been
han-ested without injuring the young grasses, we are

unwilHng to advise our customers to forego the profit

iccruing from a valuable crop of Wheat or Barley. Still,

f any prefer sowing Grass seeds without a com crop, we
itrongly recommend that 2 lb. of Rape seed be sown per

icre with the seed ; the object being to protect the young
grasses and Clovers from the scorching rays of the sun,

and at the same time to afford valuable keep for sheep.

In all cases we send the Clovers separate from the

grasses ; and unless ordered to the contrary we take

especial care to have the Grass seeds thoroughly well

mixed together— it is rather a difficult and tedious process,

but a very important one, as the value of the pasture

greatly depends on the finer grasses blending with the

free growing ones. It is usual in sowing seeds for per-

manent pasture to go over the ground twice, sowing the

heavy (Clover) seed first, and then go over again with

the light (Grass) seed. A still, quiet day should be chosen
for the operation, as if it is windy or rough the light seed

will be blown hither and thither, and so be unequally

distributed. After the seeds are sown, the land should

be bush-harrowed and well rolled. The more heavily

rolled the better.

"We take leave to quote a short paragraph extracted

from an article written by the President of the Royal
Agricult'iral Society, H. S. Thompson, Esq. :

—

" ' I will assume that before laying down land to Grass

the land has been well fallowed and limed, that it is clean,

in good heart, and sown with seeds adapted to the locality.

This is certainly assuming a great deal, but if any parts

have been neglected, the failure that will certainly ensue

must not be attributed to the inherent difficulty of the

operation, but to the farmer's own neglect of the indis-

pensable conditions of s

March 19.—/7<?.r.—Sow in our southern counties,

in order to get the ground covered before the dry

weather sets in, continuing the sowing northwards

until the beginning of May. Flax occupies a

wider range of latitude than most of our culti-

vated crops. In Egypt and other warm countries

it is sown before winter, but with us in the spring ;

and from the fact that it grows more success-

fully in the Netherlands and in Ireland than in Egypt,

Italy, or the South of France, and that it grows wild

in our fields, the climate of this country may be said to

be natural to the crop. The modern system of autumn
fallowing and manuring, and smashing up of the land

at this season so as to keep the finely winter-made

mould on the top, is well adapted for Flax ; and by such

means it may be grown on heavier soils than Were

formerly denominated Flax soils. It requires a rich

soil, but the manure in the land should not be in a

crude or half-decomposed state. It is common there-

fore to grow a com crop between it and root crops

after farmyard manure. But artificial manures may be

applied early in spring, a month or so before the Flax

is sown, if the land otherwise is too poor. It is

common in the North of Ireland to sow Wheat after

Potatos, and Flax after Wheat, sown out with Clover

and Rye-grass seeds. But we are doubtful if this is

the best place in the rotation for the drier counties of

England ; the more promising course being to sow
Flax as a bastard crop between Wheat and Turnips.

For fine Fla.\ 3 bushels of seed are sown per acre, and

bush or chain harrowed in ; and very great care it

needs in the selection of good seed, as Flax is very liable

to be infested with Dodder.

Cloz'erfields clear of stones and every obstruction to

the mowing machine. Top-dress where necessary.

Where lime is naturally deficient in the soil, gypsum,

at the rate of 6 to 8 cwt. per acre, is a good manure for

Clover, but it is better to delay the application until

moist weather, about the end of April, for it is only

when the white powder forms a thin cmst upon the

leaves that its fertilising action is most beneficial.
_
But

there is no arbitrary rule of application as to time ;

the really practical rule is to apply the gypsum in
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moist weather whenever the Clover begins to grow

rapidly, be it March, April, or May, and not sooner.

Saiiifoi/t. — Sow on calcareous and sandy soils

adapted for it. It is sown successfully both in the

riclier class of such soils, when the Clover becomes

sick, and on the poorer when almost none of

the other grasses will grow. It requires a clean

seed-bed, free from weeds, or rather the seeds of

weeds, and therefore it is generally drilled across

Oats or Barley, after a fallow crop, as Turnips ; or it

may be drilled in across winter or spring Wheat or

Kye, S or 9 inches between the drills. When
Sainfoin is laid down for a period of years, the coin

crop should be sown thin, purposely to nurse the young
plants until they are established in the soil. Fresh

sound seed only should be sown, about 4 or 5 bushels

of the rough unshelled seed per acre ; and in place of

the common sort the French and giant varieties may be
selected.

T/u- Commofi IV/iiit^ Furze, or Gorse, should now be

sown in open weather in our southern counties, so that

the plants may be established before the drought of

summer sets in ; April further north. It grows freely on
a great variety of poor ferruginous, gravelly and hilly

soils, not adopted for Sainfoin, Lucerne, Clover, or any
of the grasses. It is grown both for soiling cattle and for

sheep pasturage and shelter, also on mounds for fences.

If the plough cannot be yoked, the land may be dug
with a spade, and the surface reduced to a fine mould
for the seed ; about 10 lb. to the acre when sown
broadcast, rather less if drilled. Sheep crop Gorse
gieedily in the winter time ; and narrow strips, about a

yard wide, and from 50 to 100 yards asunder, so laid

out as to afford both food and shelter, are ploughed up,

the seed then being sown and harrowed in with a

single harrow ; or if the plough cannot be yoked, the

seed is dropped in behind a spade. Sown on mounds
it forms a hedge, and it is better to sow broadcast over

both sides of the mound than in a row along the ridge.

But some prefer both ways, a row along the ridge,

and both sides sown broadcast, and carefully raked in.

It is common to calculate I lb. of seed to 100 yards of

fence—the seed being fresh and sound.

Manitriug light dry land for Turnips is sometimes
done at this season, so as to retain sap in the ground,
and thus avoid scorching at the time of sowing in

May and June. The practice is, perhaps, more
common in the North, where the land cannot be fal-

lowed and manured in the autumn. Such soils work
freely at this season, being easily smashed up from the

w inter furrow, which should always be deep, and after-

wards harrowed, cleaned, and manured in the usual

way. The farmyard manure is also easily got into the

land at this season without much loss of sap, either on

the part of the manure or land. It is common to apply

half farmyard manure, half bones, or superphosphate,

4 cwt. per acre, and to these may be added 5 to

10 cwt. of common salt. To leave out the salt,

as is too commonly done, is to overlook the peculiar

manure wants of the Turnip, which by nature is a sea-

side plant, and light land of the kind in question

requires more salt than heavier soils. The salt, too,

induces a healthy decomposition of the manure, and
its rapid incorporation with the soil during the ensuing

month of April, so that by the time of sowing the seed

brairds rapidly, and the young plants find a plentiful

and continuous supply of food to force them into rough
leaf beyond the ravages of the fly, and the scorching

influence of the weather aboveground. The salt also

checks insect life in the manure, and has thus a tend-

ency to prevent anbury and finger-and-toe.

Diing-hcaps turn for manuring Potato and Mangel
Wurzel, Carrots, &c. It is better to manure the land in

the autumn, but this cannot always be done. And besides

the manure was not perhaps made in the autumn, and
to keep on the previous winter's manure for autumn
application involves a loss which few farmers like to

incur. It is only when manure is made in the summer
time by soiling that it can be economica'ly applied in

autumn. If the manure has not been salted in the

heap, apply i cwt. per cubic yard in the turning.

Besides killing insect life and the seeds of many weeds,

salt exercises a beneficial effect in the process of rotting

by preventing dry rot, mould, and waste of manure
arising therefrom. It has been said that weeds shake
half their seed to sow the land before harvest, the

other half going to the dunghill, so as to make sure

work in the peq:ietuation of their species ; and that,

however clean and free from weeds our seed is, we can
only get rid of weeds by proper deep tillage, and the

destruction of seed in our dunghills.

T/ic Lambing Season is now very general throughout
the breeding districts in England, save in a few of the

more elevated northern sheep-walks. Dry frosty east

winds and snowstorms like that experienced last

week, are trying for ewes both before and after lamb-
ing, and in exposed situations ewes and lambs are very

liable to be "drifted before the weather away from the

shelter provided for them." Shepherds should take

care of this in time. In such weather ewes and lambs
should be kept close along the fence side. A rainy day
followed by a frosty night is another enemy to the

shepherds ; for, if a ewe or lamb is allowed to get wet

to the skin, and then to be exposed to frost, the con-

sequences may prove fatal, and a wet skin without frost

is a very serious calamity in a ewe flock at lambing
time. It follows that there should be hovel-room for

{he whole flock in bad weather, the shepherd's house

being close by. This, however, is seldom provided,
hurdles wattled with straw {/.£-., two hurdles with straw
between) being set up in various ways, forming separate
pens, to afford shelter to the main body of the flock,

hovel-room being only provided for ewes taken in to

lamb over-night. Large, badly-ventilated hovels sheep
do not like, and they do better under the temporary
shelter afforded by hurdle pens than in such hovels.
Not the least of the labours of the shepherd is to see

that the lambs have plenty of milk, and the prudent
plan to secure this is to give springing ewes a plentiful

supply of rich food to bring on milk ; and after lambing
to keep up the flow in late seasons like the present,

when the gi'owth of spring Grass is several weeks
behind, by giving a iilentiful supply of Cabbages and
Carrots, with an extra allowance of cake and com in

cold, frosty weather, to keep up animal heat. If

allowed Cabbages and roots adlibittim ewes will eat an
extra quantity in cold weather ; but this without the

extra cake and com will do hann in the majority of
cases to both ewes and lambs. And we have found it

better to increase the allowance of com rather than
that of the cake, as many ewes can only manage a

limited quantity of cake daily. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
The Neav Root, the Bovinia : Pa-cundator. It is a

big cattle Potato, raised by the late Mr. Paterson, of

Dundee, and since largely advertised. You should read
remarks on the poisonous properties of Potatos at

p. 777 in our volume for 1866. They are mostly due to

exposure to light ; but they may be eaten raw by cattle

and pigs without harm. Steam them. Of course they

are safe and good.
Gas Lime : \V. Bcale. You should apply it either broad-

cast, about two waggon-loads per acre over some
stubble before ploughing in autumn, or, if in spring, it

should be after many turnings in a compost with turf or

hedge and ditch refuse. Tlie purpose is to thoroughly

expose it to air before getting it in contact with seeds

or young plants. When perfectly exposed to air it

becomes a mixture of lime and gypsum, and is perhaps
a little more serviceable as a manure than lime tiy itself.

lNCRUST.\TiON" OF BoiLERS : A Farmer. You should

put in the boiler a mixture of slaked lime and soda-ash,

or carbonate of lime,—so much weekly per horse-power.

Tliis will decompose the g)*psum in the water, and any
deposit is then a mere mud, to be blown off at inte^^als.

Further next week.

ITarlvcts.
FXGIJSII WOOL.

With the exception of tlie belter grades of lustres and
half-breds, we have had a very flat week, and prices have
been a shade against sellers. Trade continues so dull

that short time has in some instances been resorted to,

and although with light stocks and really moderate prices

staplers are not inclined to make concessions, buyers on
the other hand only buy from hand to mouth, and say

present prospects do not promise them any margin on
current rates.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb. —j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets .. .. .. 1 1 to i 2

Half-bred ditto 1 2 — i 2i
Kent Fleeces .. 13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — i i

Leicester ditto .

.

..12—13
Sorts—Clothing ,. .. .. .. .. 010 — 16

Combing .. .. .. .. ..10 — 18

HA Y.—i>er Loadof -^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, March 17.

sMcndowHay 75^.1082*. ' Clover, old ..

ior do 60 70
I

Inferior do. .

.

;n 50 65 Prime 2d cut

ior do — — Inferior do. .

.

f z6 30 I Charles Jasi;

Cumberland Market, Thursday, March 17.

Sup. Meadow Hay 80J. to 88j.
|
Inferior Clover . . 90J. to i

Superior Clover ..123 130

Inferior do,

Prime New
Inferior .

.

Straw

Whitechapei., Thursday, March 17.

w Hay 765. to 82J. Prime old Clover.

,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, March 14.

We have a considerable increase in the supply of Beasts,

and the average quality is very good. Prices are lower,

and a clearance cannot be effected. There are a few
more Sheep ; trade is very dull at lower rates. Calves

are also lower in price. Our foreign supply consists

of 933 Beasts, 5160 Sheep, and 150 Calves ; from Scotland

there are 173 Beasts ; from Ireland, 443 ; from Norfolk

and Suffolk, 1560 ; and 368 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

Best Long-wools 4to5

8—4 10 I Ewes & 2d quality 4
4—4 o ! Do. Shorn .. .

Lambs

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .. 5 8—5 10 I Calves .. ..3 8-5 a

Do. Shorn .. .. — .. ' Pigs .. .. 3 S-5 8

Beasts, 3.197 ; Sheep and Lambs, 22,835 ; Calves,i57 ; Pigs, 50.

Thursday, March 17.

Tlie number of Beasts is very small ; trade is, however,
very dull, and it is difficult to obtain Monday's quotations

for the choicest descriptions
; other kinds are decidedly

lower. Sheep are plentiful, and there is very little trade
for them

; prices are lower for all descriptions. Trade is
dull for Calves, at a small reduction. Our foreign supply
consists of 243 Beasts, 2750 Sheep, and 191 C'alves.

4 8105 o
4 6-4 10

-3 8

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Best Scots, Hen
fords &c.

Best Shorthorns.
2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and I Lambs

Half-breds .. 5 6-5 10 I Calves ..

Do. Shorn . . 4 8—5 o Pigs

Beasts, 622 ; Sheep and Lambs, 7075 ; Calves, 251

5 4to5 6

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—March 17.

Best Fresh Butter tjs. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. ., .. .. .. 145-. ,,

Small Pork, 5^. cv/. to 55- ^d. ; Large Pork, 4^. od. to
4J. %d. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE,
Mondav, March 14.

The supply of Knglish Wlieat to this morning's market
was very small, and brought an advance of \s. per qr.
on last Monday's prices. There was a fair attendance at
market ; foreign was held for a like advance, which rather
checked business, and the transactions were confined to
needy purchasers. Malting Barley, Beans, and Peas were
fully as dear; grinding Barley, Maize, and Oats brought
an advance of 6*/. to <^d. per qr. Flour was is. per sack
and td. per barrel dearer.

Price per impfrial Quarter. s. s.' \s. x
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.— — fine selected run
— — Talavera 54—5^_ _ Norfolk I — 'Red~ — Foreign US-Ss!

BARLEV,grind.&dist.,2&i'to30J-..Chev. 39—42 Malting .— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 22—25 Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk [22— 24!— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 24— 26 Feed . .

.

— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew!2i—24 Feed ...

RvE 32—38 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign 1 I

Beans, Mazagan 301. to 37.?. ..Tick 31—49 Harrow .— Pigeon ....SOT. to 5&r...Winds. !
— ;Longpod.— Foreign Small 41—43' Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers,32—42 Suffolk ,— Maple, 41s. to 45J Grey 32—42I Foreign .

Maize — -
|

— {Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack 39—43— 2d ditto ditto'28—40 Country ,— Foreign per barrel '22—25 Per sack.. '29—55

Wednesdav, March 16.

At Mark Lane to-day the show of English Wheat has
been only moderate. With milder weather the trade for

both red and white produce has been less active, but
prices hare been supported. The show of foreign Wheat
has been tolerably good. Sales have progressed slowly,
but at steady currencies. AVitli Barley the market has
been moderately supplied. As regards prices the trade
has been firm, notwithstanding that transactions have
been restricted. Malt has been quiet, at late rates.

There has been a. fair supply of Oats on the stands, for

which the demand has been limited, at previous quotations.
Beans and Peas have sold slowly. Flour has been steady
in value, with a quiet trade.

Arrivals of Grain, S:c., into London bv W.\ter Carriage.

3»—49

3S-40
35—43
33—37
29—31
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BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

AN INDESTRUCTIBLE BOILER AT LAST!!!

J.
WEEKS AND CO.'S " PATENT DUPLEX COMPENSATING ARRANGEMENTS " of

their UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER are marvels of SAFETY, SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY,

and ECONOMY, and must be seen to be appreciated.

One fact has long been established, viz. : that, for its POWER, WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR

has never been equalled ; and now, for its SAFETY, " THE PATENT DUPLEX COMPENSATING

IMPROVEMENTS " liave placed it beyond the possibility of a failure.

In addition to the high standard which WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR has always maintained,

this Patent has elevated it to a rank and interest quite unattainable by any other Boiler.

NOTE THE ADVANTAGES !
- NOTHING EQUALS THEM.

1. The average DURABILITY of this Boiler is 20 years,

and we are prepared to issue an INSURANCE
POLICY ^nd GUARANTEE its safety for 15 years.

2. A break-down or failure is IMPOSSIBLE.

3. This Boiler may justly be styled INDESTRUCTIBLE.

4. Perfect SAFETY is guaranteed.

5. ALL SEDIMENT can be removed without emptying the

Apparatus.

6. This Boiler can be instantly converted into TWO
DISTINCT HALVES, one left working and

the other taken awaj".

7. These Boilers being of CA.ST IRON, are infinitely more

durable than Wrouofht-Iron Boilers.

8. Any ordinary labourer can periodically CLEAN OUT
THE BOILER, without displacing a brick.

9. One of Weeks's Upright Tubular I'oilers is equal in SAFETY to two ordinary Boilers, and will

do the work of a dozen, which has been proved over and over again.

10. In case of repairs to ONE SECTION of the Boiler, the REMAINING PORTION can be

left in operation.

11. This Boiler being in SECTIONS can be passed through any doorway i foot 6 inches wide.

12. Weeks's Upright Tubular is the ONLY BOILER that offers these advantages, which cannot fail

to be of the utmost interest and benefit to the Horticultural World.

J. WEEKS AND CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

WEEKS'S "BOOK of DESIGNS" (12th Edition) free by post.

BOILER INStTBANCE and GTJABANTEE POLICY issued on completion of contract.
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SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

^f / 1CJ^/Tic^/i^f^^^^ <f.

New and Select Farm Seeds.

p.
best Growers of PAGE'S PRO

.nd THANET DAKLF.Y
CK POLAND, WHITE CANA-

bELLL ILU SIU
Mangel Wurzel

ler lb

GOOD YELLOW GLOBE
GOOD ORANGE GLOBE
coon LONG RED
SUTTONS' SELECTED YELLOW
GLOBE

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE PRIZE
GLOBE

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERME-
DIATE

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED
SUTTONS' GIANT LONG YELLOW

Lowest price per cwu on application.

S'wed.es and Turnips
Per lb

SUTTONS CHAMPION SWEDE ..

SKIRVINGS LIVERPOOL
PURPLE-TOP
SUTTONS' GREEN-TOP YELLOW
HYBRID TURNIP

SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP YELLOW
HYBRID TURNIP

SUTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN
GLOBE TURNIP

SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE
TURNIP

SUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP MAM-
MOTH TURNIP
Lowest price per bushel on applicatiot

tl LstimatLS f,i\Ln fui Ur^i- ciuintities

Carrot, Kohl Babi, &c
Per lb.

WHITE BELGIAN CARROT
RED INTERMEDIATE
ALTRINCHAM

Kohl Babi.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED GREEN ..

LARGE GERMAN GREEN ..

LARGE PURPLE
Lowest price per cwt- on application.

SUTTONS'
For further particulars see

FARMER'S YEAR
Gratis, Post Free on application.

BOOK FOR 1870,

SUTTON AND SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

GENUINE FARM AND GARDEN SEEDS.
(,\RRI.\GI'; I'.MD. C.\T.\T,OC;UI':s ON .\I'l'I.ir,\riON,

SFrDS-MFN 11) I HE 1)1 EEV.
, V \kIHUR DILkhON & SONS,

II 1 \\ arehouse io6 Eastgate Street, and

r FIELD ROOT SEEDS, saved
t character

-ind NVIURAL GRASSES, very
ncd and free from weeds.

;elect Farm Seeds for 1870

Wheelers Superior Grass Seeds

Patronised by H.R.H. Prince of Wales and H.I.IVI. Emperor of the French.

H ARRI SONS'
NORMANTON GLOBE ju>v MANGEL WURZEL.

From \V. Ilorr., Ksq., Panlocs,

Barking, Essex.

"At the Smithficid Show last year I

selected lo different varieties of Mangel

Wurzel which appeared to possess special

merits, and have this season grown them

in an experimental field. Of all these,

your Normanton Globe is undoubtedly

the best bred ; it is very regular, and

from the remarkable smallness of top will

yield the greatest weight per acre."

The best in cultivaiion.

A. GuWiNG, Farm

Steward to tlie Right Hon. Lord

Borners, Titgby.

I hi 'c again great pleasure in bear-

testmiony to the superior quality of

ir Normanton Globe Mangel over

ry other variety I have grown ; its

U tup, and having but one root,

1 it to be grown very closely

t gLth r which is the secret of a heavy

crop, and certainly does not exhaust the

land anything like so much as other

kinds."

The best in cultivation.

ands lastWe are now able to execute Orders for this splendid variety, and regret our inability to supply al

season. The seed is of excellent growing quality, and we solicit early orders.

Is. 6d. per lb., cheaper by the cwt. or half-cwt., carriage free.

We beg to caution our friends against purchasing an inferior kind under the name of " NORMANTON
having heard of many disappointments last season through substitulion.

SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL, lorf. per lb. i SELECTED CHAMPION SWEDE, M. per lb.

RED and YELLOW GLOBE, of good stocks, &f. per lb. WESTHURY PURPLE-TOP do., grf. per lb.

MAMMOTH LONG RED and YELLOW, very fine, ici. per tb. HARRISONS' GREEN BARREL, the best white- neshcd Turnip
GIANT TANKARD SWEDE, immense cropper, the best for sowing cultivation, \ad. per lb.

HARRISONS' 'improved PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, heavy
SELECTED RED GLOBE, grf. per lb.

iruppcr, very hardy, 9</. per lb. ' GREEN-TOP SIX-WEEKS, the best for lale sowiof,', is. per lb.

HARRISONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURES,
20s. to 30s. per acre, carriage free.

Insinufions for sccding-dovjn and particulars on application.

CATALOGUES Free per Post.

:s, and yielded the following

The following arc the quantities and sorts

Table of Clover and Grass Seeds for
4 lb. Evergreen Rye-grass.. Lolium per
4 lb. Italian Kyc-grass .. Lolium ital

3 lb. Cocksfoot .. .. Dactylisgit
2 lb, Timothy Grass.. .. Phleum prs

3 lb. Red Clover .. .. Trifolium p

3 lb. Cow Grass .. .. Trifolium p

which produced that

Two Years' L.w.

SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and

W!

Wl

ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

;d SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS are forwarded carriage free to all railway stations

in the Kingdom

Gloucester; and

o L.4YING DOWN L.\ND to PERMANENT
PASTURE.

For Ecttin0 up the subject of Gr:
handier book thai hich is furnished with ample and
iccurate illustrations; while for putting her data to the proof, and
esting the value of liints and suggestions, it may be well to make
icquaintance wiih that really scientific brochure, Messrs. Wheeler's
Ijustralcd Bock 011 llrassts "

—

Saturday Review.

I.
< Will I

1'
I

!

'

' ! c'.rass-Sccd Merchants, Gloucester J

TKI50. M-'il. 1^.1

On Laying Down Laud to Permanent Pasture.
"These enlcrprisinu Seedsmen (Messrs. Wheeler & Son), in

ntroducing anew element into their calculations for laying down land,

lave uncloubtedly a good iAca."—Tlie Field.

ESSRS. WHEELER AND SON supply the

HARRISON AND SONS,
SEED GROWERS, ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE, LEICESTER.

M
For One Year
For Two Years
For Four Years

,,^_^_ ^„., ^ cheaper.

WHEELER "and SON, Seed Growers, Glouc.

%g, Mark I.ane, London, E.G.
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CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants
Slcaford, have surplus stocksof the undernamed articles, and wil

fjive favourable quotations for them on .T|i|)lii;.iiiiiii :—

TEAS—Rincleader, or Carter's V) \- ^^ ' r
:

,.
.

\l,ii n-.w.

First Crop.
Daniel O'Rourke.
Early Frames.
Early Emperor.

Dickson's Favoui
Prizctaker Green Marro
Woodford's Green Marr
Bedtnan's Imperial.
Flack's Victorj'.

. _' SF.EDS, SEED POTATOS, &c, (Carriage free.)

Fully DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST post free on applicatK

Carefully assorted Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at la-

. 6d., 43s., 63s., andj^oSJ.

CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit, and other Trees and Plai

also post free on application.

{Old EstahUshed A
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LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Eacli,

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights, 2 in. ^hick,_ unfilazed , . £0 s

Sheet
fith stou
Painted

and Glazed v

portable Box,

EstabUshed Fifty Years.
[AMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders

and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

HOT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PI 1

BOILERS, &c., delivered in London, Liverpool, Bris

equivalent
HOT-WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7 c

Irated sheet p
ELBOWS .. .. No. Hondo.
TEE PIPES.. .. No. 33ondo.
SYPHONS .. .. No. 23 on do.

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Ii

London Warehouse, 16, Grand Ju:

illuv
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ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
The Nobility, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by

HENRY ORMSON
as a specimen of his first-class and substantial style of building Horticultural Structures. Also his Patent

Wrought-iron Boilers, by which the new Hothouses, and many other Buildings are heated on a very extensive

scale in the above great establishment.

Confidence in Cast-iron Boilers is now, to a very great extent, lost in consequence of their

continual cracking and failing, and are being replaced by ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED
WROUGHT-IRON BOILERS, which are not only free from all danger of cracking, but have

proved themselves far more economical in consumption of fuel.

HOTHOUSES MANUF.^CTURED BY STEAM MACHINERY. BEST MATERIALS AND LOWEST PRICES.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates for Erecting Conservatories, Hothouses, and Hot-water Apparattis of every description in all

farts of the country and abroad.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUF.\CTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER M.\JESTVS ROYAL PAL.^CES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

AND TO THE ROYAL HORri(_ULTUR.\L SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GREEN'S
MPROVED TUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILERS.PATENT

OBLONG BOILER. SQUARE BOILER.
THE ABOVE BOILERS ARE

THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE EVER INVENTED.
They can be set to work at a nominal cost, inasmuch as no brickwork is required ; as will be seen from the above drawing, they are placed upon a Cast-Iron Sole-plate,

which answers the purpose of Foundation and Ashpit.

From the peculiar and substantial manner in which these Boilers are made, they are warranted to last for years without getting out of order ; in fact we guarantee them for

ten years, but feel convinced that they will serve all the purposes for which they are intended for a much longer period.

They are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Churches, Chapels. Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE BOILERS:
ist, They require no setting in brickwork.

2d, They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regulation.

3d, They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to other Boilers.

4th, They are economisers of fuel, owing to the great amount of heating surface upon
which the fire acts in a direct manner, and the consumption of smoke.

5th, The fire can be made to last from 12 to 24 hours without attention.

1^ PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

6th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers by means
of T-pipes.

7th, By means of mud doors, they can be readily cleaned out when required.

8th, The chimney is made of cast-iron, which can either be taken through a roof or

turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the situation that it may bs
fixed in.

THOMAS GREEN .^nd SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and

54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILER
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINE COMBINED.

Engines and Boilers Jilted zvitli Governors, Eqnilibriti^n Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed P^imj.

Water and Steam Gauges^ &c., &€., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7* lbs. of Coal per Horse-Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic foot

UPWARDS OF FIVE HUNDRED OF THESE ENGINES AND BOILERS ARE NOW AT WORK, GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Horse Power Cylinde Diameter.

34 in-

Stroke. Boiler. Height.
4ft. oi

23 17

The ] : Powe if fitted with Water-Tank Sole-Plate and Governors complete, ^5 extra. The 2 and 3-Horse
Power, if fitted with Governors, ^^5 extra.

The Fly-xvhecl Shaft is made sufficieiitly lo?ig to admit a drum beingfixed on ifrequired, which can he supplied

along with the Engine any diameter ordered, at an extra cost according to size.

The above Engines and Boilers occupy a very small space, and will be found admissable in places where no otlier

form of Engine and Boiler could be fixed. They are especially adapted for use by Contractors and in Warehouses,
Mills, Dyehouses, Workshops. Printing Offices, Farms, &c.. &c. For exportation they are invaluable, being sent

out in complete Working Order, ready for immediate use. They are made in an exceedingly substantial and simple
manner, every part being perfectly easy of access, and consequently can be readily understood and managed.

The Boilers are fitted up with Strong Welded Tubes, intersecting the fire-box {varying in number according to

the size of the boiler), and a mud hole is placed opposite each tube for the purpose of cleaning them out. They are
tested up to 200 lb. pressure to the square inch.

The Foundation Plate answers the purpose of Feed Water Tank, in which the water is heated before passing
into the boiler, and also of an ash pit, and no brickwork or foundation is required.

The Fire-box is so constructed that Coal, Coke, or Wood can be used as Fuel.

Extract from the Gardener^ Chronicle^ December 11, 1869, p. 1293 :

—

" Vertical Engines continue to merit growing patronage. They have their advantages over the horizontal engines, not only in construction as to the working and extra
and unequal tear and wear of the piston and cylinder, but in their adaptation to light work—as grinding, chaff-cutting, and root-pulping. The small area of space they occupy is

also greatly in their favour. Of late years very gjeat progress has been made in the cattle feeding department of farm practice, hence the growing demand for engines of this
class

; but this is not all that must be reported, for they are evidently also entering into competition with their rivals in the threshing barn. They have long been in extensive use
by builders for hoisting and pumping, being made locomotive by means of rails ; and constructed on this plan they are proving equally effective and advantageous in the brick-
field, quany, wood-yard, large dairies for churning, laundries, for driving washing machines, and the like. Add to this the growing use of a heavier class of engines for steam
culture, which necessitates as it were the employment of small vertical ones at the homestead, it is easy accounting for the growing popularity of the latter at all our implement
exhibitions. In construction there is a close similarity on the whole, but in details of mechanism they are diversified. Something of course depends upon the special purposes
for which they have been made, and whether they are to be used outdoors or indoors, and whether they are to burn coal or coke, and so on.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND

COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

Every Machz tisfaction and if not approved of,

ditionaliy.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1862.

First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene E.xhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have
carried off every Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an
established fact. During the last five years the demand has been unprecedented,
which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their
characteristic features :— 1st. Simplicity of construction, every part being free of access.
2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3d. They
are the least liable to get out of order.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-

sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can
be reversed again aiid again, bringing the sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom
blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar
adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other. Illustrated Price Lists
free on application.

N.B. All Orders are executed on the day they are received.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.UVNS, DRIVES, LiOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

PRICES OF

HAND ROLLERS.

16 in.

a6 in. 4 lo o

2 IS

T
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LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
I,A11EI.S—Tree or I'lant L.ibcls, punclicd p-nrchmcnt, .( ii.i lies

loliR, 4s. per ICX30, or 10,000 for 355., cash on dclivcrj;. _S.-iniplc I.ab.

sent on receipt of a postage stamp. C

by JOHN KISHILR and CO., Label

>RUSSI.-\N WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
".Vl.I.l I.S. commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

11k ,^1io\ - I nil be had, of all sizes, wholesale of .

I UAKLKS J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cii\'s I'u.iy, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

ct.iil <if llic principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Caution to Gardeners.-Wien you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
TRUNINC, and H'pniNr, KNIVES, .sec that ^'ou eel Hki

Observe the niul -• \V\
Warbanted, «ii' it

'

S. & C. regr, t :

compelled to d'

the Corporate Mark, OBTAl^

Gardeners and others, but arc

Ihd
I of Kn

nd which ha!

eld. Established upwards of 125 ye

S?IOW, lS6g.

.\l.so 12 olh

Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and
CDnsfrvator/.

Lists post fr«e for 6 sl.imps.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

Steam Threshing Machines for Sale.

TJ-^O BE Sfll.n, liV I'lii.itr C.ntracl, TWO vc
_L ^,,.,..^;,.r K.ll.lKM I'lAVII; 1 M . I N ! S ;, ml I'INISIII-N

irfor.l \\"C

i U'J.M.V>, Rock IIo

F
Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.
BRABY AND CO. having laid down more
:xtensive and Improved Machinery on their Dcntford premises

\ w'liARF). are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
LVANISED or PAINTED, ot superior quality, at reduced prices,

at very short notice.

.fipecialk' suited fof KITCHEN tIARDENS, as
ilioy harbour no Slues and Insccls, take up little

ruom, and once put down incur no further lahour
and expense, as do " grown " Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEfT VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in

Artilicial Stone, of great durah'l' j a d supcr'o

Cheise

J
ofdcs...

t;i3, L/ppci viiuuimS eet ftllck.fnars S F
1, S.W, ; Kingsland Koad. K. n Hnd N fc,

s free by post. The Trade supp cd

, Upper Grouni

: Clnkcrs Wall i

London : or through all respectable Ironmongers
N.B. Open Tanks of different sizes packed (

carriage.

w

SILVER SAND (REIG.\TE), at the abo e iddresses—
141. per Ton, 15. 2j. per Bushel : as. per 1 on extra fo de cr>

within three miles, and to any London Railvv.ay or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4J. per Ton more.
S.amples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

rE.\T and LO.-\M supplied
" "! G. KOSI

ers prompt ^ ^

A liberal discount to the Trade,

L L I A

P.-VTENT

.V R C H I M E D E A N
.\MERICAN

L.\WX MOWER,

F OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

cultural County in Englai

_ used in the Crj-stal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest, most
Brilliant, and Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and
Wood, &c- ; for all Decorative purposes; and is the best Paint for

Flatting ever manufactured, as it is cool in working, takes at least five

hours in going down, has comparatively little smell, can be washed,
and will cover all sunk parts.

Sold only by the GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 39A, King

N

CUTS WET or LONG GRASS WITHOUT CLOGGING.
Thus enabling the man to work it in tlic morning or cool of the day,

instead of waiting for the Grass to dry, and toiling under the heat of

a mid-day sun. It is very easy to work, and will preserve its perfect

cut whilst traversing over mounds or sloping banks.

" Far superior to any of ours."—Vide 7"^e FitiJ.
" The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower ever used."—

Vide Oanimm' Ckronide.
" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Ganiettfrs' lifagoi

'

" Bids fair to eclipse all English produ' ' '

" Most perfect Lawn Mower ever ra

A dvtrtiseK

WILLIAMS J

;s. Opinions of the Press, and Tesiir

[anufacturcd and Sold by
EC

WS. BOULTON AND CO
• Rose Lane Works, Nor\ ch
UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PL \N T I RESER\ FR.

After looking at the Illustration it is unncccssarj to g c 1 long

description of this new and in\-aluable art cic sun cc to 8a> that l

Glaied without Putty and constructed of Wood and Iro Wilern^
is done expeditiously. The Ventilation s perfect and [he I ghtr -~

a^^anged to open on either sii' II be n o cd n Ic

\\ dtl
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WIRE Nli'lTING (Galvanised after made) for

CAME :..kI I'OiaTRY-CROGGON AND CO,
Albion Wliatf, 10, Upper Thames Street, London, L.(_.

2, Gorce riai^z.a, Liverpool.

59, George Square, Glascow. -

Trees Coming into Bloom.
HAYTIIORN'.S lllvXAGON and CHISWICK

GMIPIN "^ ' ' ^ ^1" lii'itcct moom. Fruit, and Flowers,

from Fro^t, Wa-i., II,. In ..-, Patterns free by post.

G
for Fruit and Flowers.
i2.f. per bundle ut i>; i \\.^

wide, il4d. per yard : :

^HENRy'vAN^ and CO.. 17. Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Seed Beds
and for the rrolcction of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

Birds or as a Fence for Fowls. &c. ; a, 4. and 6 yards wide, at one

penny per squiire vard; 100 yards, 71. 6d. ; 500 yards, 35J. ; 1000

vards av kemilimices to accompany all orders.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEV, Seedsman, &c., Market Place,

PeterborouKli

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in

Mr Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are now rcadv. PriVcs and particulars of the Aire

and Caldcr Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock

fs kept : also at 36, Lnng Xcrc J- GOODERIDGE. Agent.

Belgian Window Glass.

BETHAM AND SON, 9, Lower Thames Street, E.C.,

Importers of the above, beg 10 inform Florists, &c, that they cai

supply all sizes suitable for Greenhouses at the lowest possible price.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergj-, and Gentlemen of the United

Kingdom.
, , , .

Each Box contains too feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated

The above prices include the boxes, which a

These prices only apply to the s
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Shanks's Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDER THE PATRONAGE

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF THE

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY

GREAT BRITAIN.

The Patent Improveiiiciits recently introduced give Shanks s Machine several important
advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE , WIND GUARD, &C.

The steady and continued increase in the Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn IVIowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced.

THE FIRST PRIZE MEDAL
OF THF.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,

LONBON, 1862.

THE FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL
OF THK

UNIVERSAL EXIIIP.ITION,

PARIS, 1867.

:imating that among all theALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, in presenting their "PRICE LIST of LAWN MOWERS for 1870," have much satisfaction :

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Universal E.vhibition of 1867, they are the only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.
A. S. AND SON have, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These

alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a
Machine which far excels any other that has ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or durability. The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and
has only to be compared with other Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRICES—INCLUDING CARRIAGE TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR SHIPPING PORT IN THE KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

I-..-lsily \Vorl,cd.

By a Lady.
8-inch Maclii,

10-inch Machi
12-inch Machii
14-inch Machii

.^3

o By a Boy,

The Hand Machines are all

-inch Machine,
i-inch Machine,
-inch Machine,
-inch Machine,

with Silent Mo

Lb

9 o

F.Tiilv Worked.
Bv a .Man.
By a Hhiii ailJ ,1 Boy.

Bv T-wo Mcli.

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE. SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

/, =
Appar^

36-i
^vinch Machine
:!8-inch Machine.
30-inch Machine.. .. .. .. 15 15 o .. .. 30X. ,

Silent Movement, i2.t. 6t/. extra.

Boots for Pony, 22j. ]rer set ; Ditto for Donkey, iSj. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS are in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor, .Buckingham Palace, Hainpton Court, Osborne, and
Balmoral ; in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal Palace Company, a;t Sydenham ; in Hyde Park, in
Victoria Park, in Battersea Park ; and in many hundreds of the principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

success firmly established. £-jcry Machine warranted to give ample satis/action, and if not apprmied of. can be at once returned.

ch Machine
ch M.ichine
ch Machine.

.

ch Machine.

.

Silent Movement, 20J. extra.

1 Dullv

Boots for Horse, 26J. per set.

GARDEN ROLLERS,
SUITABLE FOR LAWNS, BOWLING GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers are made in halves, and are much
edges are rounded off to prevent any marks being left

fitted to each Rolter.

lier to work than

the Walks or Grr

vhen cast in one piece. The

s ; a counterbalance handle is

Roller, 18 Inches Diameter,

PRICES.
X 20 Inches Long . , , , , . , . ^^3 o

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SHAFTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PONY.

Roller, 30 Inches Diameter, x 32 Inches Long •-Z^io o o
,, X 36 , 10 15 o
,, X 42 ,, ,, .. II 15 o

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

27, Lead-cnhall Street is t/ie only place in London -where intendingpurchaser! ofLawn Mowers can choosefrom a Stock offrom 150 to 200 Machines.
! kept tht

idingpurchasers ofLaion Mou
-e, whetherfor Horse, Pony, or

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covcnt Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, March 19, 1870.
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Mew Roses for 1870.

JOHN FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
London, E.,bcgstoannounce that his LIST of NEW RUSES for

870, which contains a selection of the best varieties only, may be had
in application. The young plants are healthy and promising.

Carter's Index, Marcli 26.

CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS. See page 438.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

C^

y, Staplcford, near Salisbury

Rose Catalo^e.

N ROSES
The finest Plai

Woodlands Nur<

N EW ROSES of

D WARE ROSES, on Manetti, fine plants, all good
leadinR sorts. Price on application to

THOMAS PERKINS, 42. lJrapcr>-, Northampton-

To tlie Trade.
ST.^NDARD ROSES, good Stems and Heads.

£3 loi. per 100; DWARFS, on Manetti, line, £^ per 100, best

kinds only.
W. JACKSON, Blakedown Nursery, near Kidderminster.

New Roses of 1870.

PAUL AND SON beg to remind thei

that the very strongest plants they have ever

for DELIVERY on or after the ibt pro.\imo.

promising. A few Wholesale Li;

ir Trade Friends
offered are READY
The set seems very

The (lid Nuf! , ChesI

w Regent's Park.

—

The SECOND FLOWER SHOW, SATURDA'i', Jnn
The GREAT ROSE SHOW, SATURDAY, June 25.

Schedules, with List of Prizes, on application to

I. VVILKINStJN, Superintendent, Crystal Palace, S

G' <, IBZ". - .
1 PRIZES. To he held in the BOTANIC GARDENS,

MANCHESTER. Schedules are ready, and can be had on application
gned.

, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

PETERBOROUGH
SOCIF.TVS SHOWS « ill h ^ , .„ _

!87a PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, ids each. Schedules, with Forms of Entrance, on application to

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary, PeterborouKh.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL FETE—
FLOWER, FRUIT, Stc, SHOW.—The ANNUAL EXHI.

BITION will be held in the Grounds of Ayscoush-Fec Hall, on
THURSDAY, June 23. Band of the Royal Horse Guards attends.
Schedules on application to GEO. F. BARRELL, Hon, Sec.

N^ unrivalled.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Str.

BETTERIDGE'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS,
in 13 distinct varieties, 51., which includes the beautiful new

Oxonian. CHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

RHODODENDRON PON.T1CUM.— Beautiful de
globular shaped plants, a to 3 feet high. Fit for ornanic

planting or for game coverts. For price per 100 or rooo, apply to
WILLIAM BUCHANAN, Forester, Trcntham, Stalfordshire,

AUCUBA
four dozen for 31., s

JOHN STAN DISH

POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for
post free on receipt of stamps by
ID CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

To tlie Trade.
THORNTON, Bagshot, Surrey, has to offer a large

• quantityofgoodcleanSEEDof KALMIA LATIFOLIA. and
:)DOnENDRON, saved from named varieties. Price on application

To tlie Trade only.
VIOLA CORNUTA, var. BLUE PERFECTION.-

Plants now ready, iw. per dozen.
THOMAS CRIl'PS A.vn SON. Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

FRESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
and THUIA Lt^BBlI, in any quantity. For prices, see paces

74 and 75 of our TRADE CATALOGUE, which may be hadpostfrcc
THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge \Vclls.

TWENTY good rooted TURKEY OAKS, from
IS to 18 feet, good stems, and move well. Price on application to

J. MANWARI Ni;, Lowlands. BrencMey, Kent

To the Trade.

LT. DAVIS offers a large quantity of 2-yr.
. SEEDLING THORN fjUICKS at very moderate prices,

carriage paid to Belfast.

Ogle's Grove Nursery.Hillsborough, Co. Down,

/^^AMELLIAS and AZALEAS.—A Gentleman,
Vy changing residcnce,has several of the above to part with, for which
he will late vcrr moderate prices. Also TWENTY PEACH a
NECTARINE TREES in Pots for Orchard-house.—Address at once

Mr. Mckenzie, Hoddesdon, Herts.

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS WANTED.— Ai
Gentleman having large old plants of the above to Dispose of a

moderate Price, may hear cf a Buyer by sending price, size and nan
to CAMELLIA, Gordtntrs' Chmiidi Offlce, vr.C.

To BE SOLD, Cheap. WHITE and YELLOW
BROOM, CHINA ROSES, Green and Variegated IVIES,

VIRGINIAN CREEPERS, SEAKALE ROOTS, and MILKY
WHITE POTATOS, true and sound.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nursery, Ormskirk.

C
CARTER'S PRIZE MANGELand TURNIP SEEDS.

See page 438.—237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C^

^ A RT "E~R"'c
c A R T E R ' S G

237_and3lS, llii

Carnations and Picotees.

JONATHAN BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane,
Failsworth, near Manchester, can supply a Choice Collection

of the above in all the leading show varieties.

Prices on application. Trade supplied.

N E W GERANIUMS.
Coleshill, Zunale : Lady Edith, Ivylcaf

:

JOHN KKV" : Street, Salisbury'.

To the Trade-Plants from Store Pots.

GERANIUMS.— loni I'humb and Stella, is. per 100
;

., Christina and Bijou, 12!. per too.

CALCEOLARIAS —Aurea floribunda, Ss. per loa On application to

THOMAS PERKINS. 42, Drapery, Northampton.

CHOICE BEDDING GERANIUMS.—Strong plants,
per dozen. 100, or 1000.

A PRICED LIST of TRICOLOR, BICOLOR. ZONAL, and
DOUBLE GERANIUMS can be had on application to

WM. POTTEN. Florist. Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

N E W D A H L I .A S,
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury'

rivalled.

ROSE STOCKS, for Cash, as fine
wn. Any quantity will be supplied at 151. per looc

CIIARI.es noble, Bagshot.

M A N E T T I STOCKS.
THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge \

MANETTI
planlin

WM. WOOD AND SON,'Nu

fine, for immediate
n application.
sfield. Uckfield, Sussei.

7" EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS : also Plants

of all the varieties, with double PRIMROSES of different colours ;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers LIST 01, applic.ili.m —Mr W'EBB. (.alcot, Reading.

Fruiting and Succession Pines,

EWIS WOOUTHOI<l'E has a c

I dispose of Price and
Monro Nursery. .Si

Vines, Five Shillings each.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE having an enormous stock,
begs to offer strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of ail the

leading sorts, at 51. each.
L. W.'s system of packing saves nearly half the cost of carriage.

Monro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Pines, Fruit Trees, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS has a very fine stock of all the

• best kinds, true to name, and in splendid condition. SHRUBS
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES of every description. Price!

ind Paradise Nun , l^pper Holloway, Londo;

GREAT VINE
Ling plants of the 1

BURGH GRAPE, ?>. 6d. each ;

T. JACKSON AND SI iN,

T",^
at HAMPTON COURT.—
ue HAMPTON BLACK HAM.
good plants. 51. and 31.

I
Kingston, Surrey.

Vines-Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fruiting and pUnting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATAI.OGtJE post free on application! also CIRCULARS of
Meredith's Vine, Pine, Peach, and Plant MANURE.

"The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

EXTRA FINE STANDARD MORELLO
CHERRIES. Fine straight stems and large bushy heads.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodland's Nursery, Mareslield, near

PEACH, NECTARINE, and APRICOT TREES
Three hundred good^ strong, well-rooted, fruiting, trained Dwarf

THOS. MANVVARING, Lowlands ;ery, Brenchley, Kei

ispecting
the FAIRY APPLE, figured in the ' Florist and Pomologist"

-ch), J. JENNINGS begs to inform his Friends that he intends

Fastolf and White Antwerp Raspberry Canes.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON have a few Hundreds of
the above to dispose of Price on application.

The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells.

To Market Gardeners, &c.

RED and BLACK CURRANTS.—A large quantity
of both kinds, 3 and 4-yr, old Bushes, of the best sorts. Apply,

W. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

es from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and' Seed M'erchan't. Worce!

T
Established 1806.

HANDASYDE and DAVIDSON have to intimate
that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK isnow ready,

EVV FLOWER SEEDS, just imported from the
Continent, can be obtained from the

LONDON and CONTINENTAL SEED COMPANY, 68, Welbeck
ndish Square, W.

N
LONDON and CONTINENTAL SEED

COMPANY.—An allowance of TWO SHILLINGS in the
POUND on all Orders for FLOWER SEEDS.

A^
N EW ILLUSTRATED FLOWER SEED

CATALOGUE can be had on application, gratis.

ONDON and CONTINENTAL SEED COMPANY.
J Chief Office, 68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

Country Branches :—Brighton Branch, 80, Kin^ s Road.
Southampton, 178, High Street,

Plymouth, 15, Devonshire Terrace.

S^

SEEDS for CROQUET
, , _. ^_. _.. aoi, per bushel, carriage free.

Royal Herks Seed Establishmcnf ^ ->

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 338, High Holborn. London.

"AMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
lU^h Market, London, S E., will be pleased t

N'
„ . s offers of above, on applica

\LFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgate. London, E.

Farm Seeds.
/CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., SEED Growers

free appli

i, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
ion, their new PRICED CATALOGUES of

FARM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

Garden Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., SEED Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of

GARDEN SEE etully selected stocks.

B OVINIA, or New Cattle-Feeder Potato.-

e~ ice, &c., apply to the specially appointed a

ICKSON AND SONS, t02. EasJAMES DICKSON^, Easlgate Street, Chester.

JAMES FAIRHE.\D and SON, Seed Growers and
Mfrchants, 7. Borough Market, London, S.E., offer EARLY

HANDSWORTH,PKINCEof WALES, and other SEED POTATOS.

G RAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS, very tine 2-yr.

roots, 2J. 6d. per 100, 21J. per 1000,

STEPHEN BRIDWN, Seedsm.an. &c., Weston-super-Mare.

To the Trade.
WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-

STER'S No. I, and BADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, &c.,

on offer, at advantageous prices.

FREDK. GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

To the Trade. „„
SWEDE, SCOTCH, and other TURNIP SEEDS,

new and genuine, can be bought at low prices by applying to

JAMES FAIRHEAD & SON, 7, Bornugh Market, London, S.E.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CHAS. IDS. BLACKITH, only surviving Partner o

the lateiirm of EETHAM AND gLACKITH, bej, ,0 announe

I

'u'a^tb'^lJytVf-JjlTs? roS-B^L^cflf-AN^i '&.! a^5^l
receive a cotitinuance of the favours of the Trade.

' Co.Vs and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London,-Jan.

,
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RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, with Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically, Soil,

Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Height, Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described.
This List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

SPRING FLOWERS, &c.—Double White Primrose,
I2S. per too, js. per dozen ; Double Blood Wallflower, 14s. per 100,

21, per dozen ; Double Black Wallflower, 14J. per 100, 2J. per dozen
Double Red Hepatica, I2j. per 100, 2r. per dozen ; Double Purple
"" '

'
"

'
: Double Rose Rockets, i6r. pet

per dozen ; Dais
Sweet William, from
Double White Pinks,
arc line strong plai

100, IS. 6d. per dozen

;

seed, 6s. per too, :j. per dozen

;

21. per dozen. All the foregoing

. LAMB, Peartree Hill, Llsbun

CHOICE FLOWER
Post free.

AURICULA, extra choice
BALSAM, Lee's Camellia-flowered
CALCEOLARIA, James' Prize
CINERARIA, from named flowers ..

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ..

ARGENTEA
CV'CLAMEN PERSICUM. extra choi
CANNAS, in six choice varieties
CHRYSANTHEMUM, new Japanese

Now Ready, Free by Post,

Geo. Jackman & Son's
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE

(Witli Five Engravings of Clematis)

OF FRUIT and ROSE TREES, CLEMATISES, AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFERS,
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES, SHRUBS, and FOREST TREES, &c.

"This Establishment, long favourably known for its fine collection of Hardy Plants, is now likely to attain
1 world-wide fame for the magnificent new race of hybrid C\ema.tises."—Gardeners' Chronulc.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

ECHEVERIA METAI.LICA
GLOXINIA, extra choice
GOLDEN PVRETHRUM
HOLLYHOCK, extra choice, mixed ..

MIMULUS, choice, mixed
NIEREMBERGIA KRUTESCENS ..

PANSY, extra choice, mixed
„ CLIVEDEN, Kluo, Yellow, and Purple

PETUNIA, double,

.\,' Ked'and WhilPRIMULA FIMBRIA!

,, Fern-leaved, mixed 26
RICINUS. in six choice varieties '26
SOLANUMS, in six choice varieties ., "26
STOCK, East Lothian, Scarlet, White, and Purple . . each i 6
TACSONIA VAN VOI.XEMI ., ... . .26
WIGANDIA VIGIERI ,6

IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
STOCKS, in 12 distinct colours .... 26
ASTER, German quilled, 12 vars. ! ! 2 6
„ Chn-santhemum Dwarf, 12 vars. ..... 26
„ Globe-flowered, 12 vars 36
„ Truffaut's Pacony, 12 vars 26

..JOHN and CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
Establishment, Ha lith, London, W.

"PEARLY SPRING FLOWERS.

APENNINA Much later. 6rf.

„ HORTENSIS (stellata),—Ruby, or rich purple.
„ CORONARIA PURPUREA.—Fine. In pots

.CROCUS NIVALIS (Sieberi, Greecc).-Shadeff p
petals, dd.

.. CHRYSANTHUS (Aucherl, Greece).-Deep o....^
two above named precede all others, and may be (

The

CRIMEAN SNOWDROP (G. pfi is).—Fine, grf. : yj. 6d.
1

SPRING SNOWFLAKE(Leucoju
Snowdrop, and dcliciouslj- fragrant. Now in bloom.

-Very fragrant ; dwarfNARCISSUS JUNCIFOLit

size of the

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA BRECTA VIRIDIS,
Nice Plants, 60J. per dozen, or yj-. 6d. each ; a few larger at los. 6J. and 2i.t. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about 2 feet, at 42.T. per dozen ; do., about 3 feet, at 60s. per dozen.

A few fine Specimens, ioj. Cd. to 2ij. each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens,
London, on the i6th inst., and unanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly
every one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class

hardy plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

NEW AND UNADULTERATED SEEDS.
PRIZE MEDALS, 1851 AND 1862.

BUTLER, Mcculloch & co.'s
COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS (all sent Post Paid).

HARDY ANNUALS, 2s. &/., 51,, 7s. (xt, and los.

,, PERENNIALS, 3s. 6d., 6s. 6d., I2j. 6rf., and 25J.

HALF-HARDY PERENNIALS, 41. and 7s. 6d.

C.'VRN.'VTIONS, 12 superb varieties, 3J. and 5s.

GERMAN STOCKS, is.6d.,zs., 2s.6d., 3^., and 3J. &f.

BEDDING ANNUALS, 41., 75. 6,/., ly., and 30J.

NEW ANNUALS, 5^. and 10s. 6d.

SWEET SCENTED ANNUALS, i.r. &/. and 2j. 6d.

GERMAN ASTER, very choice, is. 6d.. 2s., 2s. 6d.,

y., and 31. 6d.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS ofVEGETABLE SEEDS for One Years Supply, lox. 6d., 21s., 30s.. 42J., and 631.

Orders amounting to lis. sent Carriage paid. PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, Post Free on application.

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

A perfect ecm. 41. jier dozen,

, It.'^i^-^ MAXIM US,—Largest brilliant deep yellow. 41. per dozBULBOCODIUM VERNUM.-Crocus-like, purjilish-rose Vow in

-Purplish carmine;

CYCLAMEN COUM.-Dwarf crimson ; leaf plain, u M to 31 &f
„ „ VAR, VERNUM.-Leafvatiecated. II. 6rf. tosr M '

ARABIS ROSEA.—Like A. albida, tinted with cherry.colour: heads
rather lax. orf.

SIBERIAN SQUILL-Bright porcelain-blue pendent bells,
per dozen. In pals as. per dozen.

SA.MFRAGA I ITI'I isl lltoLIA VAR. PYRENAICA.-Nc. „...*"" ' '

'a.te tufts, and much.larger flowers

„ „ M.MOR.-br. per do
It » ALB.A.—6j, per dozen.
„ „ PALLIDA._ij.

NARCISSUS MINOR (the D%varr Daffijdill.-ii. each,
,, PSEUDO-NARCISSUS (the Wild DaSodil).

'

SISYRINCHIUM GRANDIFLORUM.-Larii-i^
hfSt. per dozen.

GRANDIFLORUMT-TLiJge solitary p''oTjlc cups.

6d. each
IBERIS GIirRALTARICA(tnie)._Vers- large flowers, often shaded

lilac. IS. {Sec Gardeners CkrmiicU, Nov 27 i860 n lan ^CHRISTMAS ROSE(Helleborusniger.-S. Sdofe'n "'
. ,.»,.,„»,.,,„.„. -Browni^sh'p^lcrin cTusters, blooms

„ . ..^riri a' T>nnr»T

VIOLA PEDATA -Lovely mauve, large flowers; sunny and sandy
places. II. each, gj. per dozen,

VIOLET, THE ciAR.-Very large; fine for forcing. 6d. each.
4r. per dozen. '

•^".Sji of VIOLETS-Largest double white, gd."ITELEIA UNI_FLORA.l\Vaiy-white stars, tinted violet

)Rb'ui
51. per dozen.

',! Afzor£>°El.'!:Br?gr=et7"5""''"''''
"''''''''"''^'''°"- «^-

„ PYRENAICA.-Brilliant purpli v. bd

"Vo?s"lfrg?,'irpirL°e'^^
(^?ontaL,^Earlle,. of Korget-me-

HEPATrCAlsinKlcblu<:).-4j.'perdoren
„ (double red).—41. per dozen.

PRIMULA MINIMA—Oneof the loveliest of alpine.- flower-; ven,large, deeply incised, light purplish carmine is '
^

„ ^avALlS,-Corymb5 of snowy white charminir ii ly to « «JANDROSACE CARNEA-Yellow-eyed pink"Kstfr8 is to ,fMANEMONE PULSATILLA (Pasque Flower) -^l" each i ~r^„,DOGSTOOTH VIOLETS- r.6i per doz?„ ' ^^ ^ ^°'~

LILY of the VALLEY.-Tufts, 4r. pir dozen; crowns, 6.. per loo.

CHOICE SEEDS FOR SPRING GARDENS.
AUBRIETIA PURPUREA GRANDIFLORA (Belvoir %-arlcty),—

Improved O.XLIP (Belvoir variety).—ir per packet.DWARF EARLY-BLOOMING WALLFLOWER (Belvoir varietal—ir. per packet.
^*'

A Collection of Six Ornamental varieties of FLOWER SEEDS suitaWe
for Rockeries, 31.

aonaH^e

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, York.

VIOLA CORNUTA, VAR. PERFECTION.

B. S. V/ILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in now offering this superb new BEDDING PLANT to the Public, and from the manner in

which it has been tested, both in dry and exposed positions, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation
in asserting its superiority over any and every VIOLA previously offered, and also is fully persuaded that it will be for

many years a Standard Bedding Plant. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeding six or eight inches in height ; the
leaves are much larger than those of V. comuta, which is one of its parents ; whilst tlic flowers, still bearing the
characteristic horns of that species, are borne well above the foliage, but three times the size and of good substance

:

the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple disc round it, from which proceed radiating lines

of still deeper purple. Indeed, it may be said to be like a gigantic V. comuta in habit, retaining its qualities as a
profuse bloomer, and bearing large flowers which almost rival our Florist Pansies for size and substance.

This plant was awarded a First-Class Certificate by the Floral Committee when exhibited before them (Sept, 25,

1869) by Mr. Jobson, of Rotherfield Park, its raiser, which no similar Viola has received. And no plants but those
which come from this stock are true in character.

The names of all Nurser>Tnen purchasing this plant will be duly advertised, to enable the Public tosecure the
genuine article. Orders arc being booked and will be executed, in strict rotation, the first week in May.

Price.—Single Plants, 2s. 6d.
Per Dozen, 24s.

50 Plants, 70s.
100 Plants, lOOs.

Trade Price upon application.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAV, LONDON, N.

VIOLA CORNUTA, BLUE PERFECTION.

GEORGE SMITH,
WILTON ROAD NUR.SERY, SALISBURY,

Begs to say that he has a large STOCK of this SUPERB BEDDING PLANT, which is equally suitable either

for the Spring or Summer Garden, as It produces an abundance and continuity of blossom from the end of March to

tlie end of October. It has been thoroughly proved by himself for some years, and by Mr. Ciiallis, of Wilton House

Gardens, for the last three years, both in the Spring and Summer Garden, in both of which it eclipsed every other blue

pl-mt in brightness as well as in abundance of bloom. Its habit is dwarf, yet free, the foliage is dark green, the

flower is as large as the well-known Cliveden Blue Pansy, and the colour is a beautiful clear blue, inclining to mauve ;

the petals are smooth and even, and of great substance.

G. S. begs to state that the blooms of it which were exhibited before the Floral Committee, South Kensmgton,

September 21, 1B69. by Mr. Warren, were obtained from his Nursery. They were declared by the Committee to be

identical with a variety shown by Mr. Jobson, of Rotherfield Park, as a seedling. As some discussion h,as taken place

respecting it between Mr. Dean and others, G. S. begs to say that he has not only had it in his possession, but has

scM it for several years p.ast, and he not only claims the merit of being the first to introduce it to public notice, but

aJst^ denies that it is a seedUng of recent date.

Having a large stock, G. S. will be prepared to send it out in any quantity eariy in April

Price—Single Plant, 2s. ; Per Dozen, 18s. ; Per 100, £4 ; Per 1000, £25.

I^ All Orders will te executed at received.
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LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.

B. S. WILLIAMS
fill plant for winter decoration. When well
beautiful contrast to those of the celebrated

Has much pleasure in offering fresh SEEDS of tliis extremely 1

grown it is very ornamental, its long racemes of snowy fruits forming

hybrid Solanums, and for which the Leucocarpus is a most suitable companion. The berries are large, pure while,

and produced in great profusion.

Price Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

VICTORIA NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

YELLOW-LEAVED CALADIUMS,
RAISED AT THE GARDENS OE

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
Having made arrangements with the Council of tlic Royal Horticultural Society to take all the available stock

of the above striking and very distinct novelties, have much pleasure in OFFERING for SALE the Plants, whiLli

will be ready for distribution on the ist of May next.

The following descriptions, published by the Society, may be relied on as being exact ; and J. V. &S f

they need add nothing to recommend to the Public these Novelties, which tliey are confident will be eagerly sou

after by all lovers of this popular and useful class of Decorative Plant. They would only say, that the spknd 1

golden tint of those now offered renders them perfectly distinct from any others previously in cultivation.

CALADITJM PRINCESS ROYAL.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, of a pale green or yellow, with crimson

centre, in the style of C. Brongniartii ; very handsome.

CALADrUM PRINCE OF WALES.
Hybrid K.H.S.

Leaves large, similar to the preceding, with the addition

of several deep spots and splashes of crimson ; very

handsome.

The Set of Four

CALADIUM GOLDEN aiTEEN.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, pale green or yellow, uniform in colour

very handsome, and of a remarkably chaste appearantt

CALADIUM PRINCESS OF WALES.
Hyi-.rid R.H.S.

Leaves largo, similar to the preceding, with tin

addition of some bright spots of colour, \Ln
handsome.

Plants, £1 10s.

The usual Discount to the Trade; a7id special terms will be quoted lohcrc several Sets are takiu.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

1870.

J W. WiMSETT'S
NEW PLANT CATALOGUE (los pages)

Is now ready, and will be forwarded, Post Free, on application.

It contains extensive LISTS of ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, TREE FERNS'
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, NEW BEDDING PLANTS, WILLS' NEW HYBRID and other PELAR-
GONIUMS. SHOW and FANCY GERANIUMS, RHODODENDRONS suitable for cold and exposed situations,

and New and Handsome PALMS, suitable for Drawing-room and Dinner-table Decoration.

For descriptions of these see Gardeners' Ckronick for February 19, 1870. The plants there mentioned were a

portion of Mr. Wimsett's extensive collection, and were suppled to the City of London Club, Old Broad Street.

These decorations were the most graceful ever witnessed, and the only instance on record where Palms have been used

exclusively for dining-room decoration.

Royal Horticultural Society, South Ken.sington, W., Deumher 10, i86g.

Sir.—I am directed by the Council of this Society to convey to you their thanks for the grand display of Flowers you made at the Gardens"
of his Majesty the King of the Belgians.—I remain, Sir, yours faithJuMy,here on the occasion of the

To J. W. Wimsett, Royal Ashhurnl: 1 Park Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea.
JAMES .RICHARDS, Assistant Secretary.

BALLS and PARTIES furnished with Plants of every description. A large stock of Ornamental-foliaged Plants

always kept for the purpose.

CONSERVATORIES furnished, by the ye.ar or otherwise, on the most reasonable terms.

All kinds of DINNER-TABLE DECORATIONS sent out to any p.art of London, and arranged in the most

modem and approved style, and of the most choice flowers of the season.

CUT FLOWERS sent out loosely, or arranged into bouquets by competent and tasteful persons.

BRIDAL, OPERA, and other BOUQUETS furnished on reasonable terms.

ASHBURNHAM PARK NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

J. WILLS, F.R.H.S., Manager.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. SHARPE
THE FOLLOWING

HAVE FINE STOCKS O?

VARIETIES OF SEED POTATOS,
Which they offer to tlie Trade at low prices ;—

AMERICAN ROSE KIDNEY
KIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST
KING
DRUMMOND'
DALMAHOY
FOXE'S SEEDLING

Early forty FotiV
„ FLOUR-BAM.
„ COCKNEY
„ BRITISH QWEEN
,,

MARTIN'S GIOBE
PATF.RSON'S VICTOKfA, true"
WEBB'S IMPERIAL litDNEY
BARRON'S PERFECTION
WALKER'S EARLY REiS-ENT
FLUKE KIDNEY | ROCKS

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

H. canni-:l!;s tlt.ustrated florists-
fit'JIJK,—,'1 ly- K*lllor

v"^ T'"^ ".''•I'^ticncr" rcrmrts this Cat;i-

liiid many original papers of int<

I* reports it thus in Llovd's, February 6ih :

'" 'atalogue, it has i

' Canncll's
umcd ilie

SF.Eli;

Sent free for seven stamps.

ill Ml' liands of those"lhat
! mIciI l)C(ldin(:j acquisition
' .' "Tiiardcn; but, like all

;
II Us proper manaeement.

\\ 1
H

,
I |. , with full particulars, and

Echeveria.HeANNELL h^s perhaps the finest and largest
• hlooming lot of Plants of METM,T,I('A in the- kingdom,

varyinc in size from Seedlings to Plants 4 l\ 1 i Im,'Ii
; .iu<l 1 1 C. has

spared neither expense nor pains in bringinj; .1 I !, ! 1
, ..f i^ccd

tu perfection. Each pod contains quite im <l 1 1 l.i • . !
, ,in(i if

sown nt (ince will make splendid little planl-i fid. .
1 ,

• in,, ytdd.

Ml.

:r, and FJorist Flower

buttons* fresh imported
5 SELDS Free by post

1
ASTERS, WALLFLOWERS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &C., iitiported

SUTTONS'
and post free c

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
No, I Collection of the best English anil German varieties,

with instructions on cultivation, free by post or rail ^i

1 also be had from :

E VERGREEN Queen, Reading, Berks.
" H E eTg^eT
I 5 feet, at 401. per it

SIHERIAN ARHUR-VIT/E, s to 2l feet.
- • rioo: 3ito4l

I, Nurseryma

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN
and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMIMNG and TWIN-
ING PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,

ntry, height, time of flowering, colour, &c,, and general

and Seedsman, Worcester.

Evergreens.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to call special

.mention to their very large and excellent Stock of EVER-
REENS, inci

t'S^l^^

; from the Chest

road by the Ermir

. , inc o\
ring JAMES DICKSON

' Newton" Nurs

E.

ORCHIDS.—A small Collection of ORCHIDS
{comprisinK Phalxnopsis Schilleriana, with 56 blossoms; Den-

drobium P.ixi'Uiii, with 16 spikes ; and other tine and healthy Plants

'.inds, Hoddesdon, Hei

throut-h, r..i

D OF, a CROTON ANGUSTI-
inch pot, 6 feet 4 inches high, and 4 feet

id perfect Pyramid, feathered to the Jjot.

CROTON VAK1E1-;A'IA, in an 18-inch pot, 7 feet liieh, 3 feel

6 inches through, bushy, strong, and fine form. Bulh plants arc

perfectly healthy, clean, and well-grown.
. P, , Mc! . E.C.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries.
THOMAS WARNER begs to remind intending

Planters and the Trade that, in addition to his extensive General
Nursery Stock, he has the following in large quantities, of unsurpassed
tiualily, and offered at most reasonable prices. CATALOGUES,
Wholesale or Retail, may be h.id free on application.

APRICOTS, Standard Maiden, Moor Park.
CHERRIES, Standards, Dwarfs, and Pyramids.
CURRANTS, White Dutch.
PEARS, Standards and Pyramids.
PLUMS, Standards, chiefly Victoria.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
ARBOR-VIT>E (of sorts) "

AUCUBA JAPONICA,

LAb6kNU.M, English, 4 to S feet.

POPLAR, New Sifver. iK to 8 feet.

OAK, English, Transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 5 feet.

SPRUCE FIR,single5PCcimcns,i«t03feet.
ROSES, Dwarf, most of thedeadingand newer kinds,
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KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEER
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he

believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES Al.BERTUS, 5 to 9 feel, 301. to 601. per doien. Transplanted
April, 1869.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 6, 7, to lo feet, 7s. 6d. to iw. U. each. Trans-
planted August, i863.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 5, 6, and 7 feet, 71. 6d. to an. Splendid

plants, moved April, 1869, 10 to 12 feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

ABIES EXCELs'A,the Common Spruce Fir. beautifully furnished,

S, 6, to 8 feet high. £5. £7 ioj., to £13 loi. per too.

The dwarf varieties of Spruce, such as pumila pycrasca, GrcEoni.
Clanbraiiliana, &c, larRC numbers, many of them ao and 30 years

growth.
CEDRUS DEODARA,5to6reet,6o/. perdozen; 7 to 8 feet, ?4». per

dozen ; 10 to la feet, loi. 6J. to air each, and upwards. Wc have
several thousands of these large Deodars, All have been removed
since August, 1868; many since April, 1869.

CEDRUS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7fcct. 421, to 60J. per dozen; 8 to 10 feet,

7s. bd. to los. td. each. All removed since September, 1868.

CEDRUS LEBANON, 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September. 1868.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 305. to A2t. per dozen;
8 to to feet, 51. to loi. 6<f. each.

„ „ ARGENTEA, 3 to 4 f«t, and as much in

circumference, 71. dd. to ioj. 6J. each.

„ „ GRACiLIS,4 tosfect high, and 7 and 8 feet

round, 71. M. to 215.

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 feet, 421. per dozen,/15 perioo; 5 to 6
feet, 6ar. per dozen, £20 per too; 7 to 8 feet, 71. 65. to lOJ. (>d. each.
All removed since August, 1868. Purchasers may select from a
stock of many thouiands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high.

PICEA NOBILIS, hundreds of splendid specimens, 5.6,7. to 10 feet

high, all recently removed, and are undoubtedly the finest plants

to DC found in any Nur.scry. None are grafted.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA.s, 6, to 8 feet, air. to 42J. each, and
upwards. Splendid Plants, moved August. 1868, 10 to 15 feet high,

PICEA LASIOCARPA—Hundreds of most beautiful plants, 4, 5, 6.

8, and 9 feet high. All removed 1868-69.

PICEA PINSAPO 4,5.6, andSfi
PICEA MAGNIFICA.3, 4, andjfeet

" VPO, 4,5. 6, and 8 feet, an. to 63*. each. Some grand
Biants, 10 to 15 feet nign, transplanted April, 1869.

JA AUREA, beautiful specimens. 3, 4, 5. and 6 feet high ; 10 to

20 feet in circumference. This plant originated in this Nursery,
and our stock is unsurpassed.

TM IMA GIGANTEA, 5, 6, to 12 feet high. Moved August, 1868,

THUJA LOBBII,8toi4feet high, and as much in circumference:
transplanted April, 1809.

THUJOI'SIS BOREALIS,5to feet. 7 and 8 feet round ; 43/. to 6ox.

per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, -js. 6d. lo los. 6d. each. All removed since
August, i863.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 lo 5 feet, 7r. 6d.
' " ' ' Transplanted

100. Transplanted Sept., 1868.

riNUS CEMBRA,8toiofeetiYotoi2ft. round. lot, 6rf. to 211. each.

effect. _.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISS1MA.-Wc have these in large
numbers, and of all sizes, as pyramids, globes, and worked as
standards, with from 3105 feet of gold, and up to 10 feet high.

YEWS, IRISH, handsome plants, up to 10 feet high.
HOLLIES.—The stock of Hollies at this Nursery is, we believe, the

finest to be met with in Europe ; it comprises, as well as
ordinary sizes, together, many thousands of the following

HOLLY, VARIEGATED SILVER and GOLD, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet.

HOLLY, GOLDEN QUEEN, magnificent plants, 4 lo 8 feet high,
and as much in circumference.

HOLLY, SILVER QUEEN, 4, 5. and 6 feet.

WATERER'S HOLLY—This variety originated in this Nursery
we have hundreds 4, 5, and 6 ft. high, 10 and 15 ft, circumference.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY,—Standards, im. 6d. to an. each.
HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specimens wc have

Moved, April, 1869.

COMMON GREEN,4, 5 6,
.nd. All moved since April, il

HOLLY Green varieties of the following kinds. An immense stock
of splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868-9:^
LAU RIFOLIA and SCOTTICA, 4. <. 6 to 10 feet high.

HODGINS". I ANGUSTIFOLIA,
YELLOW BERRIED, | MYRTIPOLIA, &c

4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high.

STANDARD, WATERER'S and GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES,
4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6 to 10 feel in circumference. A
large number.

N,B.—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupying at
the present moment considerably over 6 acres of ground; ni

HOLLY. COMIV^ON GREEN, 4, 5 6, 7, 8, 10, to 14 feet high, by the

better rooted plai t be wished or obtained. The prici

LAURUSTINUS, standards
AUCUBA JAPONICA, thousands of beautiful pU

3 and 4 feet high.
AUCUBA JAPONICA, Berried, hundreds, li to 4 feet high ; In the

ASfERfcAN PLAN?'' * ""^ ' "
"^ ""'

RHODODENDRONS, nice bushy plants, from lay«

We shall be pleased to supply-

^*,- ,^j ,

dozen sent as sample on applicatio
RHfit)ODErJOkCiNS the finer kinds, by name, from £7 101

/5 per 100, /40 per iooa A dozen sent'as sample
ODODENDRONS the finer kinds, by name,
£i3 JOS. per 100, ancl upwards.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from jCi'

being from 2

STANDAkD RHODODENDRONS.-Of these we possess a large
' - of the oldest and finest specimens in the country, many

rom 20 to 30 years old, with heads varying from ig to 30 feel
cumference. There is probably no kind better adapted for

standards than that wc call roscum clegans, many of which we
supplied to Rotten Row. Wc have also Rhododendrons, standards,
of many other kinds.

RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and grea*
variety in colour, from £s to £10 loi. per 100. Sample on applica-
tion. Large and handsome plants by the 1000, 4 to 8 feet hiKn

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants, £10 per 100, upwards
1 kinds. £$ per 1

. , lenaid plants, of the
high, and as much in circumferein.c.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, nice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered
with bloom, £5 to £10 per 100.

ANDROMEDA FLORIEUNDA, £5 to £7 loi, per 100. and upwards
HARDY HEATHS, a very fine colfection, every plant a specimen,

s upwards of

Card.
SKIMMIA "JAPONICA, nice healthy plants, moved April,

covered with berries, 121. to i&i. per dozen
As well as the above, the Knap Hill Nun

900 Acres of ordinary NURSERY STOCK of a superior class, such
Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evergreen), Roses, Ornamental
Trees for Avenues, &c.

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded
on application. Purchasers to any extent are strongly recommended

The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Woking

CALCEOUA.RIAS, Herbaceous, nice plants, free by
post, ar. 6d. and 41, per dozen.

GLOXINIAS, good varieties, laforSf., 24 for i6j,, free by post.

ACHIMENES, in 20 varieties, 3 tubers of each, 61. per dozen.

DAHLIAS, pot roots, package free, 50 varieties for 15J,, 25 for 71. 6d.

CALCEOLARIAS, bedding, in 12 varieties, our selection, free by post,

aj. 6d. per dozen, 50 for &., 100 for 15J.

PELARGONIUMS, m 50 varieties, package free, out of pots, 41. per

dozen, 30s. per 100.

ZONAL, NOSEGAY, and SCARLET GERANIUMS, in 25 varieties,

FUCHSIAS, package free, 12 varieties for 4s., 24 for 8j.

EPACRIS, coming in flower, 30 varieties. las. per dozen. AZALEAS,
flowering, 121. to i8j. per dozen. ACACIA ARMATA, flower-

ing, 95. per dozen. CHEORANTHUS ODORATISSIMA, 6s. per
dozen. PRUNUS TRILOBA and ALBO-PLENA, well set for

bloom, 9J. per dozen.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

STOVE PLANTS.—For SALE, near London, a
_ well-assorted COLLECTION, containing upwards of fifty sorts,

in healthy condition. Some choice and rare specimens. For particulars

apply, by letter only, to
^' '" " • ' Tail & Simmons, I, Pope's Head Alley, City, E.C.

pply. bj

JOSEPH BAUMANN.
Belgium, begs to offer 100CAM El

NURSERYMAN. Ghent,

H.
Juniperus Mbemlca.

LANE AND SON, having a splendid lot of

high, transplanted spring iSog, beg to offer them to

: Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

Araucarla Imbricata.HLANE AND SON, having a very large stock, beg
• to offer them at the following greatly reduced prices, viz.,

S to 6 feet, 211. ; 7 to 8 feet, 431, ; 9 to 10 feet, 631. ; 11 to 12 feet, 8+1. ;

13 to 14 feet, jo$s. An inspection is earnestly solicited.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

M':
each ; Female kinds, nt. 6d. to 7s. 6d. each, accordir

SON'S collection of the above comprises

The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S

LIST OF NOVELTIES FOR THE SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER
OF 1870.

Special Prices for each Set may be had on application, and the Trade quotation for each group as usual.

The previous notes of New Plants given at page 375 (March 19) is complete with the present List.

On and after the 28th of March, the following in their kinds will be distributed : — BLANDFORDIA,
MIMULUS, AGERATUM, SCUTELLARL-\, BOUVARDL\ ELEGANS, ANTIRRHINUMS (Tom Thumb

Section), and IVIES.

On and after the 2d of May all the remaining New Plants of the present List will be supplied, with the

exception of the Variegated (Tricolor and Zonal) Pelargoniums, which will be distributed in June.

Mimulus Rivularis Pardinus.
LEOPARD-SPOTTED MONKEY FLOWER.

See separate descriptive notes in the " Gardeners' Year Book and

Caladium ** Prince Albert Edward."
A very beautiful and effective new hybrid. Having retained its

splendid foliage upon the same plant for two years, it is considered to

partake nearly equal in degree of the Alocasia and Caladium—of the

former in its evergreen character, and the latter in its most picturesque
features. The leaf-stems arc a rich dark ebony hue, streaked and
barred with crcamv-grey while. The broad leaf-blades arc heart-shaped,
from la to 18 incnes in length, and nearly etiual in width, of a dark
merald-grcen ground, with a very beautiful rich crimson midrib,
adiating from the centre towards the margins, the intervening leaf-

paces being densely and elegantly spotted with ivory-white. As the

eaves advance to maturity the small, ihread-like green veins form an
Icgant tracery over the upper surface. The leaves being of a leathery

exture, this noble plant is admirably adapted for permanent effect by
* rouehout the year, and amongst other plants in its own group
of the

' ' ' "I beautiful for n

t valuable fealui

Bouvardla elegans.
WINTER.BLOOMING SECTION.

rm, from B. Hogarth, from which it is

kablv robust and free jj^rowih ; but
tfie ind individual florets,

ng its large and brilliant flower-trusses during the lal

autumn, and winter months, being alike valuable for drawing-room
basket groups, and winter bouquets. 3/. td.

Bouvardia jasminoides compacta.
WINTER.BLOOMING SECTION.

This valuable plant is a selected seminal variety of the original

B. jasminoides. It forms a neat freely-branched dwarf habit, producing
numerous trusses of snow-white flower-tubes, yielding a most agreeable
fragrance during the autumn and winter months. Being the most
dwarf and free-flowericg variety yet produced in the B. longiflora
section, it is offered as a most desirable plant for pot-culture, its

bloom being produced at a period when flowers are welcome to all. 3*. 6d.

Ageratum Tom Thumb.
A charming miniature dwarf variety of Ageratum mexicanum,

forming a densely low and compact growth of 6 to 8 inches in height.
Its flowers are the same elegant light porcelain-blue, yielding a very
beautiful and unique contrast and relief-tint, with shades of chocolate,
dark crimson, and violet flowers or foliage. As a plant for med;
tied beds, or second front r

the flower gardi . 6d., i&s. per doien.

New Zonal Bedding Geraniums.
WHITE PRINCESS,—Zonal section; pure white, with a dwarf com-

pact habit, well-formed truss, and profusion of bloom. By its neat
growth, effective display, and long-continued season of flowering,
It is offered as the best new white bedding variety in cultivation.

CHERRY LIPS.—A dwarf and free flowering variety, being a seed-
ling from, and in the style of Christine Nosegay ; cerise-scarlet in

for bed or belts. This plant was;olour. and an effectiv

limited that the ordci uldr
1869, but the stock '

t be supplied. 7/. 6d.

liObelia Erinus.
(DWARF, or MINIATURE SECTION.)

AN N IE {hybrid origin), lilac, as. 6.1

NELLY (hybrid origin), r

New Ivies.
HEDERA RHOMBOIOEA OBOVATA.—A remarkably neat and

distinct species, of trailing or twining habit, of somewhat dense and
compact growth : tho leaves are a dark rich green tint, assuming "
bronze or metallic hue during the winter months ; in form obovatcly
heart-shaped, with a concave or scoop-like outline, imparting a very
unique character to the planL It is distinct from all other Ivies
yet offered.

A First-class Certificate of Merit was awarded to it by the
Royal Horticultural Society. 5J,

HEDERA HELIX AUREA SPECTABILE-A vcr>- beautiful
climbing variety, of vigorous habit, and bright emerald-green
leaf-tintp merging into a rich self or marbled gold colour. In mature
growth Its leaves arc nearly double the siie of the English Ivies.
It is well adapted for covering front-wall aspects, also for pillars
and ircllis-work. It is the best golden variety in its group yet
offered. 5s. each.

Aurantiaca splcndens

Leopardinus

of Seedlings yet offered by them. Tho
present group is specially adapted for conscr\'atory and greenhouse
decoration during ihc early spring and summer months. With the
exception of the first named kinds, these varieties are distinguished
by their flowers of fine 1

"

bronze ground colours. 1 tifuUy belted and blotched with rich
id side lobes, the c

th small and larger spots of brillia

crimson on orange ground, and ii

son-tipped lobes are conspicuous
like spots in the centre of^each. Others a

Under a
culated tc

strikingly effective by the

> the c

uch resembling that required for the latter.

"Pelargoniums (Variegated), Zonal.
upon Lady Cullu

Handsome variety, with bright orange-tinted zone,

merging into a rich flame-scarlet, ai*.

FIERY SERPENT.—Well-defined gold margin, with brilliant flame-

coloured zone ; dense dwarf habiL an.
HOME INFLUENCE.—Improvement on Howarth Ashton in growth*

gold leaf-margin, finely belted with flamed-scarlet. 431.

ISLE OF BEAUTY.—Broad gold leaf-margin, with "
'

brillia 63»,

MANDARINE.—Golden leaf-margin, the 201

NYDIA.—Broad cream-white leaf-margin, the

pure bright rose. 3i». 6d.

PETER GRIEVE.—Rich gold 1

icltcd with bright

; finely belted with

)rrect outline, and brilliant

of flamed-scarlet, b'lending the beauty of Lucy Grieve with
the growth of Mrs. Pollock, 63J.

QUEEN OF HEARTS.—Sliver-edged bedding variety, with bright

rose-belted zone and close compact growth. 43s.

RISING SUN.—An improvement on Sunset, efiective for beds in itd

bright crimson zone and rich green leaf disc. aii.

SUNFLOWER.—A medium, or miniature variety; light gold edge
and carmine-scarlet zone; dwarf, compact, au.

JEWISH MAID.—Elegant dwarf miniature variety, close compact

MADONA.—Free vigorous leaf growth,
' margin. A very

Pelargoniums (Gold and Bronze), Zonal.
ATTRACTION.—Rich dark bronze lone on yellow ground, wi

broad leaf margin and fine outline. 15*.

CHARLEMAGNE—Bright golden ground with a rich bronze lor

G.\ZELLE,—Well-defined zone and proportionate margin, with rich

colours and fine even outline. loi. 6d.

IMPERATRICE EUGENIE (Downie & Co.)—A fine and distinctly

marked variety, having a golden leaf-ground, and a broad, wcll-

^ith medium yellow belt ; free habit

SPARKLING GEM —Very effective bronzc-c
the season; growth erect, distinct bedder.

SUNNY THOUGHTS.—Large bronzc-rtd i<

dwarf and compact for beds. 151.

; thoughout

I yellow ground;

Strong Fruiting-sized Vines still on hand,

P.S. The New "Three-Coloured Leaved" CANNA, as quoted in the List, page 375, at 7/. 6d., should be lOJ. 6d,

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.
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New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

B. W I

NURSERYMAN
a and Paradise Nur

, I A M !

,nd SEED MERCHANT,
:ric5, Upper Holloway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

to suit gardens of various sizes, loJ. <W., 2ir., 42J., 63J. and 84*. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet.—5. d.

Backhouse's Winter White Prolecting BROCCOLI .. ..16
Dell's line dark-leaved BEET 10
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY 10
Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new 16
Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety .. ..16
Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE 06
Webb's Climax MELON, new =6

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever cfTered.

Was awarded First Priie at the Royal Bounic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30, 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent

flavour, and 13 days earlier than any other known kind, new . . 36
Barley's Defiance TOMATO, new J 6

(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed 2i. 6rf., 3*. 6rf. , and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 21. bd., 3s. M., and

CINERARIA, Wealhcrill's extra choice strain, jr. M., 31. &/.,&

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain u. W. and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is. M, 21. M, and

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS .. .. 2s. &(. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA u, and

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new

Parsons' New Tree Mignonette

PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new
Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.-Thcse are, without exception,
the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter t the flowers are very double, and produce
immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds
and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new ij. &;. and

ZINNIA EI.EGANS PUMILA flore-plcno, new

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is nov« ready,

post free on application.

c

T

Dablla Roots.
HARLES TURNER can supply the leading

varieties in sound pot roots, 6j. to I2r, per dozen.
PELARGONIUMS—Extra strong plants of large flowering French
id fancy varieties, that will give a fine head ot bloom in May and

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Chrysantbemums.
HE CHRYSANTHEMUM, and HOW TO
GROW IT. See ADAM FORSYTH'S CATALOGUE for
forwarded to all applicants for one stamp.

r Squai
/ington, N., and :

Prime Nursery Stock.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Sonicr.sct, has to offer the
• above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

quantities, consisting of ALDER. ASH. BEECH, CHESTNUT,
EL.MS; FIR SCOTCH, do. SPRUCE, Ho. SILVER; OAK. COM-MON and TURKEY; POPLARS. SYCAMORE, WILLOWS,
WALNUTS, and YEWS ; and an extra large breadth of fine HAZEL
and strong THORNS ; an immense stock ofEvergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, at low prices, and in all the usual sires.

QYCAMORES or PLANES. 7 to 9 feet. y. per dozen.J LABURNUMS. 6 to 7 feet. 2». per dozen
ASH and HORSE CHESTNUT. 3 to 4 feet, 301. per 1000.
OAKS, 2 to 3 feet, 5.. per 1000. BEECH, i),' foot, i2j. per looa
LAURELS, I foot, 5*. ; ij^ foot, 6r. : 2W feet. is. per 100.
PINUS AlisTRIACA and E.\CELSA73 feet, 4.. per dozen.
ROSES, 2 feet and upwards, 91. per dozen ; less than 2 feet, fa. per doz.
Fine CUCUMBER SEED, 7s. per lb, ; 6<f. per oz.

For cash only.
A. WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon. Essex.

'"PC THE
J- i-yr. SEEDLING H(

TRADE.

s

ARBOR-VITyB, 6 t

SCOTCH FIR, 9 to 18
PINUS LARICro,ot<
'"INUS A
INUS R
and safe ^ w.. .... „,,, . . .„

J. THORNTON , Heatherside Estate . Bagshot. Surrey.

EEDLING LARCH. SCOTCH and AUSTRIAN
PmE, 9UICK, in quantity; i and 2-yr. ASH, bedded 2.yr.,

\m:^
E. 2^5 toq. and4 tosfeet.
in healthy condition, \hk10,000 LAUREL, C.

2^ to 3 feet,

3,000 YEW, English, 4 to s and 6 feet, well-rooted and fine pyramidal
shaped, uiih rood leaders,

PORTUGAL LAUREL, in fine

d, in quantity : p ^^
: seed, in quantity.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade. Beds.RICHARD WALKER can supply, for cash,
SEAKALE for pUmint: out, 35. 6./. per 100; ASPARAGUS

PLANTS, stronc, for planting out, 2,t. per 100. or iw. per 1000:MIXED LACED PlNKS, li per 100; WHITE SPANISH ONION
SEED, at aj. per lb. All new and genuine.

CUCUMBER. DICKSON'S FAVOURITE, or
ALL THE YEAR ROUND,

We can confidently recommend this as one of the best Cucumbers
grown, while it is second to none for general purposes. In Winter it
grows about i foot long, and in Summer from 15 to 18 inches, is of deep
green colour, very handsome, delicate in flavour, and particularly
tender, crisp, and juicy. It is very prolific, showing two to three fruit
at every ioint.and fumishesacontmualaupply of handsome Cucumbers
during the Winter, Spring, and Summer months. Per packet, i*. W.
and 21. hd., post free.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SON,
The "Old "Established Seed Warehouse, ro6, Eastgatc Street, Chester.

Suttons' Prize Cucumber Seeds, Post Free.

QUTTONS" BERKSHIRE CHAMPION,
k!^ II. 6rf. per packet
HAMILTON'S NEEDLE GUN, us. td. per packet.
HAMILTON'S BRITISH VOLUNTEER, 21. W. per packet
HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE. 2J. W. per packet
Other good sorts, iJ. and is. 6d. per packet, as see SUTTONS'

PRICED CATALOGUE, Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS. Reading, Uerks.

SEEDS, SEED POTATOS, &c, (Carriage free.)

Fully liESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST post free on application.

Carefully assorted Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at 121. M.,
I2J., 3tt. 6d., 431., 63J., and 1051.

choicest assortments of Continental and Other FLOWER SEEDS,
from ». upwards. See List.

CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit, and other Trees and Planti,
also post free on application.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.

MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c.

F>OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his

t CATALOGUE, contaimng Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds
in cultivation of the above-named, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants. The stocks of SEEDS have all been procured
from the be? siblc warranted gem

Exotic Nursery. Tooti ng, Su n

Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

,. I II 6] No. 6

nents of Choice Contln

FLOWER SEEDS.
..£2 2 oINo, 4

Also Smaller Collections, from 5*. to 7*. 6rf., free by post,

CATALOGUE of New and Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
&c.,for 1870, with practical Cultural Directions, will be senti87<

Free upon appli
Their Seeds are all of the most select character, each variety being

saved from the best stock known of its kind.
All Orders for Garden Seeds amounling to £7 value, delivered

Carriage Free to any part of the Kingdom, Potatos, &c., excepted.^ Flower Seeds free by Post or Rail. .

s ELECT VEGETABLE
free I

ith's fine long frame CUCU

SEE D S.

The While Queen CELERY
Snow's Winter White BROCCOLI ..

Smith's Incomparable CABHAC.E .

.

Worcester Champion Cabbage LETTUCI
Improved Telegraph CUCUMBER ..

Early Dwarf Erfurt CAULIFLOWER
New Giant Rocca ONION
Aylon Castle LEEK
IVorcester Late White BROCCOLI .

.

Backhouse's Winter White BROCCOLI
French Breakfast RADISH ..

Golden Perfection MELON ..

SELECT FLOWER SEEDS, free by post.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, finest fringed .. i«. am
CALCEOLARIA, finest spotted .. .. ir. am
CINERARIA, from priie flowers .. .. Is. am
CYCLAMEN PERSiCUM, mixed
ASTER. New Paiony-flowered Globe
„ Truffaut's P.TOny-flowered

VIOLA CCIRNUTA ALBA i

PANSY, Cliveden Yellow i

AMARANTHUS ELEGANTISSIMUS I

PRINCESS FEATHER, New Golden o
BALSAM, splendid rose-flowered I

New Tree kflGNONETTE i

MARIGOLD, New French, miniature, striped .. .. o
(>»" For Prices of other Seeds, see RICHARD SMI

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free by post on application.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worce

OCOTT'S NEW
Per packet.-

Bcet, Scott's Crimson Dwarf
Egpytian Turnip, dark red

Brussels Sprouts, Scott's

Broccoli, Snow's Winter

ind GENUINE SEEDS.

Per packet

—

s. d.

Melon, Golden Queen
Bailey's Prize Eclipse

Onion, Bedfordshire Cha

French Picony - flowered

Cockscomb, Giant, crimson

Pyrethrum Golden Feather.
Lobelia spcciosa (true)

Marigold, French extra
choice . . 6d. and

Mignonette, newGiantPyra-

Stock, dwarf, Germar
week, 24 do.

Large-flowered do..

Petunia, fi. -pi., extra di

Extra choice single
Primula timbriata, 6 '

Zinnia, fl.-pl., including t

s of FLOWER SEEDS, post cCollectioi

to 42J. See p. 21 of DESCRIPTIVE'CATALOGC
For full descriptions of the above and other desirable varieti

GARDEN SEEDS, also of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
J. SCOTT'S PRICED CATALOGUE, free on application.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Sunningdale Station, South-Weste Railway

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invite the attention of Gentlemen and

Planters to the undernamed selections from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, grand specimens, 4 to 5 to S to 12 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 to 6 to 10 feet.

„ LAWSONIANA ARGENTEA (John Waterer's var.).-By far

the most desirable of all the glaucous varieties, 55. to 71. 6d.

„ MACROCARPA, 4 to 6 feet, 421. per dozen.

THUJA AUREA.—Beautiful plants, about a feet, 43S- pCf dozen;

„ GIGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of Seedlings,

3 6 to 8 feet, 31. 6d. to 5J., 71. 6d., and upward;
theirWe would remark, that unless plants

of this fine Thuja they are quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS ROREALIS, 3 to 4 feet. 305. per dozen; extra fine,

5 to 6 and 7 feet, 51. to los. 6a. each.

„ DOLABRATA.—Fine plants, 55. to 75. 6d. each.

„ „ VARIEGATA, SJ. to 71. 6J. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.—Good plants, 30^- per dozen;
z to 3 feet, 42J. to 60s. ; larger, up to 10 feet, ys. 6d. to 63s. each.

ABIES NOBILIS, handsome plants, from 51., 7^- &/., and upwards.

„ NORDMANNIANA, 2 to 3 feet, 7J. 6rf. to 10s. 6d. ; 3 to 4 feet,

21J.
; 4 to 8 to 12 feet, 311. 6d. and upwards each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, loi. (>d. to 421. each.

„ GRANDIS, 4to5 to6and 10 feet, 10s. 6d. to 631. each.

,, PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet, 51. ; 3 to 5 to 8 feet, 7s. 6d. to 63J-

„ DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, 301. per dozen; s to 6 and 10 feet,

31. 6*f. to 71, 6a. and upwards.

„ MAGNIFICA, 3 to4fcet,3ii. 6J. to 421.

„ ORIENTALIS, 3 to 5 to 8 feet, very beautiful examples, 21J. and
upwards each.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet, 301. per dozen ; larger up to 13 feet.

YEWS, COMMON.—Immense quantities, 2 to 3 to 4 to feet, from
181 to6of. per dozen.

„ IRISH.—Perfect columns, up to 12 feet.

„ GOLDEN, as Standards on Irish stems, perfect globes, 3". 6^-

to 42J. each.

HOLLIES, GREEN COMMON.—Many thousands, of all sizes, from
I foot up to 10 feet.

„ the best GOLDEN, WATERERS', and SILVER varieties, in

any quantity, and of all sizes.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, los. 6d. to 21s. each.

„ ,, Waterers' variety, many hundreds of syinmetrically grown
specimens, perfectly straight stems, 42^. to 105J. per pair.

„ WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEGATED, fine

plai

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we have the pleasure

of observing that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved

crimson varieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.

The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, has

been for the past 20 years supplied from our Nursery.

„ CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, well-grown plants,

501. to 75f. per 100.

„ better class (SEEDLINGS) and named varieties for extensive
planting, £5 per 100.

„ of superior kinds, many on own roots, £7 10s. to £10 per 100.

,» very superior, leading, crimson, rose, while, £12 los. to^CiSPcnoo.

„ STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD, of the most imposing
varieties, of all shades of colour, from 21J. to 631. to 105J. each.

AZALEAS, common kinds, 501. to 751. per 100.

,, very best, in fine plants, £10 per 100.

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIUM, very handsome, 30J. per dozen.

„ LATIFOLIA, i8j. to 30J. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, fine plants, i8s. to 42s. per dozen.

VVc have likewise immense quantities of the leading kinds of

EVERGREENS OF ALL SIZES,

From the immensity of our stock w^e are enabled to

treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-

mended in every practicable case to visit and choose

for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately

describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of

which we will replace all failures which may occur the

first season after planting.

CATALOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of

Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded

on application.

A strong Tree-planting Machine can always be had on

hire.

Purchasers of large quantities are informed that Goods

can be forwarded from Sunningdale to all parts of

England in through truck, thereby causing a great savmg

in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY.
BAGSHOT, SURREY.
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No. 1 will be Published on March 31, with 34 En^ravinf^s, Price 6d.

THE VILLA GARDENER is not intended for
Professional Gardeners, who are already so well supplied with ably conducted

weekly and monthly journals, but for that very large class—the dwellers in Suburban
Residences and Villas—who are interested in Gardening simply as a relaxation from
other pursuits, who do not employ a regular Gardener, and who have at present no
periodical devoted expressly to their interests.

The pages of this new candidate for public favour will be occupied with matter
concerning Villa and Town Gardens—to their laying out, planting, and general
culture—the management of plants in the open air, the conservatory, greenhouse,
dwelling-house, balcony, Wardian case, &c. City gardens, squares, parks, and
places of public resort, will also receive some degree of attention, proportionate to
the influence they exercise, or may be made to exercise, on tlie public taste.

Special articles by_ some of the most competent writers of the day will appear on
all gardening operations—as the preparation of the soil, manuring, the sowing of
seed, striking plants from cuttings, grafting, layering, pruning, training, watering, and
the innumerable other operations which require to be performed in the course of the
year, even in the smallest Garden. The Conductors will also have something to say
on the best mode of dealing with the Pests of the Garden—insects especially.

Notices of New Flowers, Fruits, Ornamental Plants and Trees, and Culinary
Vegetables, so far as these may be interesting to Amateurs, will appear in each
Number, and their respective merits or demerits ftiirly criticised.

Particular attention will be given to the construction, on a scale suitable to Villa
Gardens, of Conservatories, Greenhouses, and Hothouses, and of the varied modes of
Heating and Ventilating which are continually being brought under Public notice.

CONTENTS OF N0.1.

Introductory Note.
Gardening upon Economic Principles.

Jobbing Gardeners, and the Duty on Men-
Ser\'ants.

Fruit Culture adapted for Villa Gardens.

GARDEN ARCHITECTtTBE.
A Cheap Greenhouse and How to Make It—

Illuilrati-d.

Cheap Roads and Walks— ///>/-'/r,!i'A/.

OUT-DOOR GARDENING.
Oo Digging and Manuring

—

Illustrated.

Planting of Fruit Trees and Shrubs.

The Culture of Hardy Flowering Bulbs.

By James M'Nab. Curator of the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

Pruning and Shelter of P'ruit Trees. By
D. T. Vm.u—Illustrated,

Alpine Plants that Thrive in Cities. By
William Robinson.

The Mistleto. By William Gorrie—
Illustrated.

Transplanting. By R. BuLLEN. Curator

of the Glasgow Botanic Gardens —
Illustrated.

Fruits and Fruit Trees as objects of Orna-

ment as well as Utility in the Villa

Garden. By .\. F. BARRON, Chiswick.

Home-Grown Tobacco.

GREENHOUSE and HOTHOUSE.
Culture of the Cyclamen. By J. LoRIMER—

Illustrated.

The Greenhouse Fernery.

Variegated Pelargoniums (Geraniums).

Old versus New Sorts of Grapes.

THE PARLOUR GARDENER.
Chap. I.—The Garden in the Room and the

Garden at the Window.
Window and Balcony Gardens

—

Ilhtstrated.

Growing Ferns in Glass Cases. By B. S.

Williams, Upper Holloway — Illus-

trated.

THE CONSERVATORY.
Design for an A\'iary and Aquarium —

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
Phalaenopsis Schilleriana

—

Illustrated.

Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered Aster —
Illustrated.

Silene pendula ruberrima flore-pleno— ///«j-

trated.

Solanum (Capsicum) Prince of Wales —
Illustrated.

List of New Plants.

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, &c.

The Cloche— Illustrated.

Atmometro-Hygrometer

—

Illustrated.

Charcoal Flower-Pots.
" Selby " Fruit and Flower Gatherer

—

Illustrated.

Implement for Rooting-out Thistles

—

Illus~

trated.

MISCELLANEOUS.
G.-irdening Operations of tlie Month.
Nurserymen's Catalogues.

Warning Words on Watering.

A New Turfing Plant.

Dried Scents for Drawers.

Garden Architecture and the proper use of Statuary and other Garden Ornaments
will form an important feature of the Villa Gardener. Improvements in Garden
Tools, Implements, and other appliances will be noticed and criticised.

Practical and plain instructions of what has to be done during the Month, in all

the departments of a Villa Garden, will be given ; and, in addition, plain directions for

what should not be dojie.

It being unquestionable that it is on the Ladies of the household that the general

direction of the labour of a Flower Garden falls, as well as the care of Plants in the

Conservatory and Drawing-room, it will be the particular study of the Conductors, by

imparting their experience on the best mode of management, to make "Every Lady
her own Flower Gardener; " and, in doing this, it is hoped to effect a general improve-

ment in the gardening tastes of that large class for which the Villa Gardener has

been specially projected.

In addition to the subjects mentioned above, a portion of the Magazine will

occasion<ally be devoted to Villa Architecture, and the Management of Aviaries and
Aquariums, as adjuncts of the Villa.

The Queries of Correspondents on all subjects connected with Villa Gardening will

receive every attention, and be replied to at such length as the general interest of the

question demands.

Such is the programme of the Villa Gardener ; and the Conductors trust that

while no effort on their part will be wanting to make it acceptable to the large class

for whose special use it has been projected, it is to be hoped that its readers will, from
time to time, contribute, for the information of others, any details of management in

the growth or culture of anv plants that they may consider of importance.

LONDON : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and CO., STATIONERS' HALL COURT, E.C.
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Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of

FARM or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by
SUTTON AND SONS.

' For prices apply (statingr quantity
SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed" Esl.iblisI , Reading.

SUTTON

HollyHock Seed.
>AUL AND SON can strongly recommend their FIVE

SHILLING COLLECTION of u varieties, well chosen for

lour, as producinp flowers nearly or quite etjunl to named varieties.

A fine stock of plants, las. per doren.

The Old Nurv lies, rlicsliiinl, N.

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBU.SH AMI SON'S Catalog:ue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, KAK.M, and FLOWER SEEDS,

Sprins Planting.—To the Trade.
MAURICE YOUNGS ABRIDGED CATALOGUE

of New Japanese Plants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,
Shrtibs, and Evergreens, is just published, and can be had on

ALTERNANTHERA PARONYCHIOIDES.
—Fine slock plants, full of cuttings, 91. per dozen ; smaller ditto

sent free, is. 6d. per dozen.
H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S., New Florist Flower and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich.

H New Double Geraniums.
CANNELL has more of the above than he

• requires for his regular business, and will send Twelve of

ablished plants, and

and Florist Flower Seed Merchant, Woolwich,New Kloris

IRESINE LINDENI,—This is undoubtedly the finest
dark crimson leaved plant ever introduced, and is really the finest

bedding and decorative pl.int of the year.
Received a Kirst-cl.tss Certificate at Kensington. Established

plants, 43. per dozen : smaller sent free for 3r.

IRESINE ACUMINATA, ii, per doren ; .smaller sent free for 3j.

H. CANNELL, F. RH.S., New Florist Flower .and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant. Woolwich.

PelargorUums for tie Million.
JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled Collection of French,

Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low
prices ;—100 plantB, distinct sorts, for 50*. ; 50 pi;

as plants, dislinr " ' '
'

'

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.—In strong Plants,
at the following low prices per dozen, for cash:—Mrs. Pollock,

a*. 6rf. : Lady Cullum, 61. : Sunset, 31.; Sophia Dumaresque, 31. W.

;

Italia Unita, 3J. : Picturata, 31. 6d. ; Gold and Bronze Zonals —
Beauty of Calderdale, 3*. 6d. ; E. G. Henderson, 6r : Duke of Edin-
burch, 91. : Her Majesty, 6s. ; Lun.a. 21. dd. ; Neatness, ar. 6rf.

Baskets and Packing, ij. for a sinRlc tfozen, and 6d. for every sub-

Bedding Geraniums.

J HOUSE, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough, offers
• Ijood strong plants of WILLIAM UNDERWOOD (line rosy

carmine) and MISS KINGSBURY (silver varicgatedl, at 61. per
dozen, both of which received First-class Certificates from the Royal
Horticultural Society last

J. HOUSE, EastgateNurserj-, I'c

STRONG BEDDING GERANIUMS-—Tricolor and
others:—Lady Cullum, 6j. per dozen; Louisa Smith, 4*.; Sophia

Cusack, 6r. ; Sophia Dumarcsque, 3s. 6d. ; Silver Flower of Spring,
21. 6d. Bronze :—A. H. Wills, 31. ; Beauty of Calderdale, 3>. ; Perilla,

ih Hero', 41. ; Princess o! Wales, js. ; iittie Golden
:, 3*. Zonals :—Leonidas, 31. ; Lord Derby, 3J. Good plants,

le 3-inch pots, all package free.—Orders are now booked for

A FRICeS LIST, with nearly 200 Varieties, can be had on

Chist

April
A

appli
W. POTTEN, Florist, Sisslnghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
35 good varieties for u., 50 for 91., including large-flowered;

POMPONS and JAPANESE, 15 varieties of 1879, for 5... in thumb
pots, package included, or post free. No varieties sent which
purchasers possess.
CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 6j. per 100; GLADI-

OLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, 6j. per 100, all flowering bulbs.
POLYANTHUS, proved, 2j. per dozen; RED DAISIES, 41. per too.
PELARGON I UMS—Tom Thumb.Stella, and Cybister, strong autumn-
struck cuttings, IS, &i. per dozen, I2r. per too. CATALOGUE of
Tricolor Pelargoniums and other Plants for one stamp. Terms cash.
WM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Millbank Nursery, near Warrington.

Special Notice.
'"THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampto
-L holding large quantities of the following articles, offers them

! low prices. All are strong, healthy, and well established.

Madame Lemoine

Madame Rose Charmeux

in stock many other v

Pcrdoz.-

Tom Thumb
Lord Derby
Stella..
Biiou
Wit ^ ....

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous.
Parson's, Dobson's,
Thompson's Strains

y others.

Aurc

New Indian Azalea—BlJou de Ledeberg (J. VersclL).

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT is now enabled to offer the
above beautiful and distinct variety, which, through its charming

and novel appearance, and its tine silver variegated leaves, makes an
attractive contrast in a collection. Flowers beautiful rose, fine round
model-like form, and good substance. Beautiful plants covered with
buds may now be hatfat lOJ each : extra strong plants. 2 to 3 feet in
circumference, 2rj. each. The usual discount to the Trade, and one
plant over where four are ordered. Apply at once to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.
J. V.'s CATALOGUES may at all times be had free of Sis Agents,

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower
Street, London, E.G.

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH AND CO. are now prepared

to execute orders for the following New and Choice Plants, to
which they wish to call special attention. Sec larger Advertisement in

lUM SCHERZERIANUM.—Fine young pla;

each ; Of. per doz. ; 60s. per i

MARQUIS of DOWNSlSlRE.—Fir._^
ABIES OBOVATA.—tor. 6d. to 21J. each.
JUNIPERUS JAPONICUS ALBO VARIEGATA

-

CATALOGUE.
' y. each. Other varieties. See (

:rics, Ascot, Berks.

THOMSON'S WHITE LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.
—riants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keeping in

cultivation, ^rc now being sent out. The Canes arc sironc and
thorouRlily ripened. Immediate orders are resi>ectfully requested.

Price 311., 43j.,ancl 6y. each.
THOMAS MF/rHVEN, Leil^ Walk Nurseries, EdinburRh.

V INES, from Ey
s Season, of th;

SccdliiiL', IS. 6,y

fntil

Mill Hill lionibiburgh, B.i,,,l \ . ,

J. I'KEli, I III . .Nii

M Delicious New Grape.
R. WILLI.\M BULL has a Large stock of good,
strong, well ripened CANES of .M.\DRESFIELD COURT
'K MUSCAT, at IV. and sir. e.icli

r Thousands of LlLIUM AUKATUM, of all sizes, to offer,

iblishmcnt for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

SURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples ;

Standard Plums. Pears, Apples ; Standard and Half Standard and
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currants,
Manetti, and Crab Stocks ; Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia,

Common Laurel, Variegated and Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,

English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.
Samples, with height and price, on application to

W. VIRGO AND St!lN, Woncrsh Nursery, Guildford.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRAD E.—
Dwarf-trained Morello CHERRIES, 3-yr., splendid stuff

2ir. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained 3-yr. Sweet CHERRIES, ten leading sorts, 151. per doz.

Strong cut-oack extra fine Bushes, 3-yr., 51. per dozen, 35J. per 100:

Rider Trained CHERRIES, 30s. per dozen.

„ PEACHES and NECTARINES, 601. per dozen.
Half Standard H.P. ROSES, 3 feet, splendid stuflT, best sorts.

Large L.\URlisTINUS, 4 and 5 feet, specimens, 30s. per dozen.

„ Common LAURELS, 6 to 8 feet, /s per too.

W. KNIGHT, Fl,

^ 8 feet, /^5 pen
I Niirscrv, Hail: ham, Sus;

Fruit Trees for Sale.

J SCOTT. The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, ^vilI be
• glad to receive orders for the above, which will be carefully

attended to. The Trees consist of 1000 sorts of PEARS, 700 do. of

APPLE, 170 da of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with other kinds in

proportion. Standards, 6 to 7; Pyramids, 6 to 7: and Bushes. 3 to

5 feet high; also very fine Dwarf-trained Trees of all kinds, of

superior growth, are oITcrcd. The above arc described in the
" Clrchardist," the best work on Fruit Trees in England, price IS. 6J.

in stamps. A printed List or Index sent gratis.

J. S. also offers a splendid stock of FOREST TREES, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and EVER_GREENS in every variety

CATALOGUE free o applic

RICH.\RD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-

tion, Soil, Drainage. Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment
under Glass, also tneir synonymes, quality, size, form, skin, colour,

flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c. Free by post

for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurser>'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Improvement of Grass Lands, at flrom 4s. 6d. to 9s.

per acre.
QUTTONS' RENGVATINt; MIXTURE should

Just Received, from Algiers, a small quantity of
SEEDS of ABIES BABORENSIS, a rare ant

bcAutiful Conifer, quite plciiImt in a sinj;lc peak of ihc Ailn

beiny carefully cultivated I ( ,ihout 6000 feet.

per packei
HOOPER J > CO., en, London, W.C.

Beta chlleiiBls.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. are enabled to
offer SEED of the TRUE variety of this magnificent foliace plant

;

it is Quite distinct from Beta brasiliensis, and is fully described in their

SPRING CATALOGUE, sent post free : u, and 2J. M. per packet.

South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.
Established upwards nf a Centurj'.

Ailantus glandulosa.
HOICE PLANTS, 6 tu lo U:vt high, 20s. pe
" Fnr Parks and avenues it is nulispensable; its perfect

,d freshness under all circumst.Tnces in towns recommend i

antcr. Dust, foul air, or drought have tittle or no effect ut
• '" s of Paris."

c

G
Gladioli—Seedlings, and by Name.

LADIOLI SEEDLINGS (first-class), per loo, ys.

All in Eood flow

LEVF.QUE ET FILS, Nurseryn
I'HOpital, Paris.

132 and 134, Boulevard de

T
Tbe most Beautiful Aster Gro'wn Is

RUFFAUT'S REINE MARGUERITE,
ining Fleur Perfection. Bombte, and Pi

Bedwin Street, Salisbury.

Seeds,

Dtrarf Boses for Bedding.
PAUL AND SON beg to recommend the present

favourable season for PLANTING BEDDING ROSES.
MaRniiiccnt plants of the foUowinfj, the best in their respective

colours, can DC supplied at 751. per too: if Whites and Yellows be

taken separalCj

CRI.MSONS.
Alfred Colomb.
llCnf-ral Jacqueminot.
Madame Victor Verdie
Maurice Bernardih.
Marie Kady.
Marie Baumann.
SOnattJur Vaisse,

PINKS and ROSES.
Comlesse de Chabrillant.
John Hopper. ,

urbon, SouVi

lisette, AimCeVibert.

I
YELLOWS.

Noisette, Triomphe de Rei

„ MarC'chal Niel.

I
Tea. , Gloire de Dijon.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., having a large stock of 1

following, begs to offer them to the Trade at a low figure :-

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 12 to tS inches, l8j. per i

15 to 20 inches, 20i. per too ; iS to 24 inches, 23*. per too— less

Hybrids, 18 to 24 inches, 33s. per too; 20 to 30 inches, 451. per It

RIH-IDODENDRON HIRSUTUM, nice plants, 2 years plani

RHt^DODFNDKOlJ'^FER.RUGINEUM, planted from layers,

Dou^'ie flowering WHIN, good plants, I2S, per too.

.^RBOR-VIT.^, AMERICAN, ij^ to 2 feet, 45, per too : 2 to 3 fi

71. per i(» (less by the 1000) ; 3 to 4 feet, los. per i(» t s to 6 ft

SPrVcE fir, NORWAY, t2 to 15 inches, toj. per 1000; i'^ to 2 fi

i8j. per tooo.

MODN'l'AIN ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 151. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 255. per

Tanslcy and Scotland Nu r Matlock, Derbyshir

PAUL'S NEW ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.—
Three First-class Certificates. Plants ready in May, tor. 6rf. each.
For description sec WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

[PAUL'S NEW RUSE VIRGIL.
rianr. I- ..I .11 M ...

, .
i-.ich. .-.,

SeeWM. I' \ ' M ALOGUE.

WHITErt.
r.RIDE.

)AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE.

Plants ready in May, tot. 6d. each. .

'

For description see WM. PAUl's SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NEW BRONZE and GOLD PELAR-
GONIUM WALTHAM BRONZE. The brightest and most

effective of this section yet raised. Plants in May. tor. 6rf. each.

^
SeeVVM. PA in '< Si'lJINi; CAIA I.( iiiUK.

T3AUL'S NEW 11 hi 'IN' ;
I'll \!:<;m\iumS

PAUL'S NOVELTIES ot 1860.—
ROSE PRINCE LEOPOLD, GOLDEN VARIEGA-fED

PELARGONIUMS, BEDDING PELARGONIUMS. &c.

For descriptions see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just

published. ^w
Spring Flowers,

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE will be happy to forward,
free, his CATALOGUE, containinc Lists of all the most lovelyof

the early Spring-blooming Plants, Violets, Primroses, Hepaticas,

Daisies, Rockets, &c., &c. : also the best new and choice Plants of the

Season, with Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and
well-grown Nursery Stock.

)Nu n, Esi

Chrysanthemums.
ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-

I cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from
his great collection of Chrt'santhemums, for i;i: 25 Pairs ditto,

lot. id.; 25 Pairs POMPONS, tot. 6d.; 12 Pairs best JAPANESE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 6*. Any of the above forwarded post free

on receipt of Post Office order or stamps for the a

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

/IHARLES TURNER begs to call attention to

v.-" his extensive COLLECTIONS of CARNATIONS and
PICOTEES, 2ir. per doren pairs; PINKS, 6r. to I2S. per dozen pair?

CARNATIONS AS. per dozen plants : and CLOVES,
'^- -

-

»hite, extra fine,

application.
dozen plants; THE BRIDE pui

British Fern Catalogue,

P>OBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
t stamps. P.-irt I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of^BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Notice,
SPECIMEN ARAUCARI.V IMBRIC.AT.A.—.'V pair
*^ to match, 8 feel, very handsome: also a magnificent Specimen,

g teet, all handsome, good colour, and move safely. Will be SoM a
Bargain, as the land is required at once. Price on application to

JW^K NIGHT, Floral Nursery, Ihiilshnm, Sussex.
'

III.- f.ir .Avrniirs or Orna-
l„i.... i,..i,i ,.

, .1. hn. I, hiniishcd

''..":'•
iV','.

'

,

' n',h',n°of

ioil. It takes the very lu.h..si i..i.k ... .. 1

iful Tree. The above lo be si .Id \ t ry t li

Messrs. FTSHER, HOLMES .'v CO., Ha irth Nursery, Sheffield.

SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wkdnilsoav, March 30') Royal Botanic (First Exhibition

TliUKSDAV, — 31 J of Spring Flowers) .. .. 2 P.M.

The proposed withdrawal of the grant for

building a MusEU.M of Economic Botany at

the Glasnevin Gardens, to which we referred

lately, has led us to examine a little into some of

the official documents relating to this matter.

So far as we can see from them, soon after the

report made by Mr. GREfJORv's Committee on

the Scientific Institutions in Ireland, which was
printed by order of the House of Commons in

1864, many of the recommendations made by
that committee were carried into effect.

The present Home Secretary, the Right

Honourable H. A. Bruce, M.P., and the Secre-

tary of the Science and Art Department, HENRY
Cole, C.B., appear to have visited Dublin in

1865 for the purpose of organising the alterations

reported on, and recommended to the Lords of

Council on Education that certain sums should

be put on the Civil Service Estimates to enable

various improvements and alterations to be made
in some departments of those institutions. Among
others, the following sums were recommended to

be expended on buildings in the Glasnevin Gar-

dens :—For a Museum of Economic Botany,

^4000 ; doubling conservatories, £'i0oo ;
pro-

pagating pits, i^iooo ; director's house, /7°o
>

residence of pupils, /300— altogether, £9o°°i

the disbursement of which it was proposed to

spread over several years. These sums appear

to have been sanctioned by the Treasury, and

voted by Parliament on account, as they

appear during subsequent years on the Estimates,

to the credit of the Science .and Art Department,

up to the year 1868, when they are placed to the

credit of the Irish Board of Works.
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It would further ajjpear from an article in one

of the Dublin papers, that these works were

carried out at the tiardcns in accordance with the

arrangements made with the Treasury, except the

building of the museum, for which the giant has

been removed from the Kstimatcs of last year,

consequent on the report of the late Commission
on the Science and Art Doparlnitnt, which again

visited Dublin in lS6S. A Jilue-ljook contains

the evidence given on that occasion, and the

principal evidence bearing directly on the

matter is that given by the sccretaiy of the

Science and Art Department. In reply to the

Marquis of Kildare, who was chairman of the

Commission, Mr. Cdl.K states as follows,

p. 1 16, with reference to the site of the museum :

—

" It has been proposed at least, to put it in the

most beautiful part of the Cllasnevin hardens,

and I think it would be much to be deplored if

the museum were put in the midst of these

gardens ; and 1 cannot have any doubt at all that

a botanical museum, such as is contemplated,

which I suppose would be something analagous

to Kew Museum, would be far better connected

with the Natural History Museum in Dublin than

carried two or three miles out of town to Cdas-

nevin Gardens." " In fact, I have no doubt what-

ever that, for scientific pmposes and for any
practical use to be made of it by the citizens and
students, its being in Dublin, in connection with

the Natural History Museum, would be of mani-

fold greater advantage then if it were taken to

Glasnevin."

Now, we freely admit that few men have done
more for museums of art, and for diffusing a

knowledge of popular science, than Mr. Ct)LK,

but we cannot help thinking he is mistaken in

tin- views he has expressed on this matter.

What, wc would ask, would be thought if a

proposition were seriously made to remove the

articles in the museum at Kew to South Ken-
sington for the purpose of being nearer the

citizens and students, who wished to make prac-

tical use of them .' Vet there is nuich analog)' in

the two cases, with this difference, that Kew is

ten miles from the General Post-office in London,
tilasnevin not two from the General Post-office

in Dublin.

Such articles as series of cones of Coniferous

plants, sections of woods, raw fibres of plants,

with articles rudely manufactured from them by
the untutored nati\es of foreign countries, are very

interesting and valuable attached to a large

collection of living plants, both scientifically and
educationally, but almost valueless attached to a

natural history museum, where a well selected

scries of type specimens supplies what is most

useful.

To be able to show the living plant, and after-

wards the raw produce prepared from it, in one
shape or other, is to confer a great boon on the

student, and brings the importance of botanical

research home to the most practical mind. To
students, preserved fruits and seed-vessels of

plants not easily obtained in a fresh state, with

sections of wood and products obtained from
them, arc much more valuable when placed where
the living plants can be studied at the same time
with them than the\- are when detached from
such collections. In hastily glancing over the

Vilue-15ook in question, and noting the names of

the Commissioners apjiointed to make the

inquiries in 1S68, we cannot perceive that any
evidence has been given by any person practically

aciiuaintcd with the working of museums of

economic botany, excepting Dr. Balfour, whos^

opinion coincides with our own, that her

baria, &c., should always be placed near to the

living plants. The Director of the C^lasnevin

Gardens, whose evidence wc should have deemed
most \aluable, docs not appear to have been
examined, at least we miss his c\idence from
among the rest. Among th.c Commissioners we
observe the names of two eminent naturalists, but
not that of any botanist. In such a case as this,

where the withdrawal of ^4000 depended on the

report of a Commission, it might have been
expected that the opinion of some botanist, such
as Dr. HooKKR, who is thoroughly acquainted
with this department of the inquiry, would have
been asked.

There is no need for a museum on the scale of
that at Kew to be erected at Glasnevin, but a
small suitable building for holding such articles

as we have enumerated, with room enough to

enable them to be properly arranged, would be a
very important educational adjunct to the

Glasnevin Gardens. We therefore trust this

matter will be reconsidered before any outlay is

made from the public purse for a system of art

museums in Ireland, and an adequate sum again

be placed on the Kstimates for Glasnevin. This
would not clash with any other of the museums
contempl.ited in the report of the Commissions,
as the articles we have mentioned arc not suitable

to be exhibited in them.

Wii ATKVKR may be thought of the accuracy of

the conclusions to which Dr. Hai.mku has
arrived in the course of his numerous investiga-

tions on the nature of diseases caused, or

supposed to be caused, by P.\rasitic Fungi, wc
must at least give him credit for the zeal with

which, in spite of much opposition, he has

persevered in his researches, and the cleverness

of some of his suggestions. In no case is this

more striking than in his investigation into the

cause of the disease in silkworms known under
the name of gattinc, a synonym of catkin, as

muscardine is of a little cylindrical cake, or a
kind of pastile, which the dead caterpillars some-
what resemble.*

The two diseases have doubtless been con-

founded, but the latter is at once distinguished

by the fact that the dead caterpillar is scarcely

altered before it assumes its ultimate dry condi-

tion, while in the former, the caterpillar shrivels

up, and at length putrefies. The muscardine,

moreover, is well known to be attacked by a

parasitic mould to which the name of Botrytis

Bassiana was given by Montagne, while the

object of Dr. Hai.i.ier is to ascertain to what
parasite the gattinc may be ascribed, or what
remedial remedies may be suggested.

Certain extremely minute bodies are found
within the diseased caterpillars, but not in those

which arc sound, and these submitted by Dr.

Hai.i.ier to the treatment which has been so

much discussed in other cases of disease pro-

duced— if, as is assumed, there w.as no delusion in

the case, and every form produced was really a

sequent of the other—a Cladosporium, closely

resembling C. herbarum, though diflering slightly

in the shape of the spores.f

A series of experiments was then conducted
with a view to ascertain what might be the efi'ect of

inoculating insects with the contents of diseased

eggs, abounding in the bodies in question ; when
it was seen that the true C. herbarum grew from the

wounds, or from the matter washed on the thorax,

while the same minute bodies appeared in the

insects themsehes ; and the Cladosporium sprang
from the ))article3 broken otT from the thorax, on
the leaves on which the worms were placed. These
minute bodies, which are much less than the

so-called yeast Ftmgi, might possibly act as a

ferment both in the vegetable and animal struc-

ture, a suggestion which is well worthy of atten-

tion in cases of vegetable pathology. We know,
for example, that vinous fermentation may take

place within ripe uninjured (Irapes, and other

fonns may obtain in other cases, but we conceive

that the chemical action will only be carried on
where the vital energies arc cither decayed or

wholly extinct.

No Fungus is more widely diffused, whether
as to the regions or the substances which it

affects, than Pleospora herbarum, of which
Cladosporium herbarum is one only of the multi-

tudinous forms which it assumes. Animal and
vegetable substances are cqu;dly aflected, and like

Fumago it not unfrecpiently occurs on leaves

which have a sugary deposit from aphides or from
exusion, and we know from the case of the

parasite, as it occurs within the substance of
decaying Gourds, that it is capable of making
its way into the cellular tissue ; but whether it can
penetrate in any form the tissues of living leaves,

like those of the Mulberr\', is at present doubtful.

We cannot, therefore, consider Dr. Hallier's
notion that any care as to the removal of decaying
shoots from the Mulberry will be eftectual as to

prevention of the disease ; and if Pleospora her-

barum is really the cause, we should be inclined

to think that the caterpillar had eaten spores
scattered over the surface of he.althy leaves, rather

than that it arose from the contamination of the

juices. The spores of so general a mould as

Cladosporium herbarum must needs be carried

everywhere by the wind.

The subject is extremely interesting and
worthy of our close examination, as its bear-

ings on the question of disease in general, as

• Sec " Ztitschrift (llr Parasitcnkunilc," iMnd i, p. 303, &c.
t Dr. Hallier's figures of Pleospora herbarum are not ouitc

wtisfactory, and will not for a moment be.ir comparison with those
ofTulasne. It is a great defect in all his figures, and one which

greatly from their usefulness, that they are not accompa-

depending on parasites, are at once obvious.

j)f. 7. B.

Wf. arc informed that Mr. W. EoERTON
HuRnARD's Prizes, offered through the medium of

the Roynl Horticultural Society, have been awarded as

follows:—For an Essay on CoTTAC.n Gakdknini;
the prize of ;^5 to Mr. E. W. Badgkr, Miiilaiid

Cfliin/ifs IL-rald, Biimingliam. For an I'^ssay on
Window Gakiikning, the jwizc of £}, to Mr. II.

Bu'rriCRV, ChijilK-im. For ihc former prize 34 Essay-i

were .sent in, of wliich number lliose from Mr. W. P.

AVRV.s, Nottingham, and Mr. I'^ Luc'KlIl'RST, F^ger-

ton House Gardens, Kent, were HlGIll.Y Cii.MMF.Miiiii

;

and lliosc from Mr. D. T. Fisn, Hardwicku House,
Hury St. Edmund's; Mr. A. Meiklb, Read Hall,

Whallcy ; Mr. P. Grikvk, Culford ; and Mr. W.
Earlkv, Digswell, were sever.ally CoMMKNDED. For
the Window Gardening Prize, iS Ess.ays were con-

tributed, that from Mr. P. T. Fisii being HIGHLY
Commi;ni>kp, and those from Mr. E. LucKiiURST,
Egcilon House Gardens; Mr. A. Mkiklk, Read Hall;
.-mil Mr. W. Moss, Shclfield, Wickham, Hants, were
CoMMKNnED. We believe that in several other cases,

under both heads, really good practical papere were
sent in.

Sulphur, as is well known, is the otdy effectual

remedy yet discovered against the attacks of mildew on
the leaves of our plants—especially that form of it

which attacks our Vines. Wc have it pre-senled to us

in various fomis, and mixed with v.arious other in-

gredients variously disguised. For the destntclion of

the mildew on Vines, Roses, &c., under gl.ass, and
for red spider, &c., it has been foimd most serviceable

when applied in the form of powder—/'. ^., what is

known as the flowers of sulphur. As but a very small

quantity is required, and it has to be distrilnucd finely

and evenly both on the upper anti under surface of the

leaves, the work of distribution is not a lilUe ilifiicult,

and retiuircs some care and dexterity for its proper

accomplishment. For the purpose of distributing the

sulphur, various contrivances have been brought under
notice from time to time, yet we have never found any
of them to answer the purpose so well as a piece of

thin gauze or muslin formed into a sort of bag into

which the sulphur was put, and then dusted over the

plants by vij;orously slinking it in one's hand. The
worst of this is, however, that the operator is dusted

fully as much as the plants, which is not iiarticul.irly

l>leasant. We have had submitted to us by Messrs.

.-Vd.vms & Grant, of Chichester, a Sulphur Dis-
tributor, which is one of the most simple contri-

vances that can be imagined, yet it appeal's to us a

most effectual one. It is simply a little box with two
glass sides, into which the sulphur is put. It is 5 inches

long by 3 iudics wide, and a little more than I inch in

depth. On one side there is a small apcvluic for the

sulphur to pass out, and on the oppiisiic anothei' which
is fitted on to the nozzle of a common household bellows,

liy blowing the bellows the suljihur is made to is.suc

through the small aperture on the opposite side hke
fine dust in a most effectual manner. It is the simplest

and best sulphur distributor we have seen, and having

used it frequciUly we must say that wc like it.

-—- Our readers have heard of the atrocity of

Girdling some 1500 Fruit Trees, near St. Joseph,
Michigan, last spring, says the Canada Farmer, and
how tlie neighbourhood turned out in a body and
bandaged tliem up, so as to save them. It will be

interesting and gratifying to learn that every one of

these trees is living, and that Mr. Green, the owner,

has realised an immense crop of fruit from them in the

past season. In this case the damage was remedied by
bandaging the trees with strips of clutli dipped in wax.

Mr. Lemuel Town, of New Ikimpshiic, is said to

graft five or six scions as large rouiul as a goose-quill,

and long enough to reach over the ginlletl place into the

tree. 'I'lic live bark is first notclie<l above and below
the girdle, tlie sprouts sprung into place, and the ends

fastcnwi with w.-ux. These scions grow rapidly, and in

time spread over the whole girdled surface.

The following invention for preventing Insects
from Injuring Fruit Trees has been iiatcntcd in

.•\merica byCvRUs Fisher, Leesville, Ohio (Sept. 12,

1S65). We make it known as a piece of information

whicli, having encounterefi, we do not like to withhold,

but we know nothing .about it, and should be very

sorry to vouch for its success. The reader must judge

for him.self It consists in first washing the body of the

tree with soft soap, after which a wash of tui'iicntine is

applied, and a .solution of boiling lye is then applied to

the roots of the tree.

From a very interesting article, communicated
to the Fidd by a gentleman who has visited the Indian

tribe of Igonotes, "prob.ably the remnant of an

aboriginal race," now ** inhabiting the higher declivities

of the mountain (the e.xtinct volcano of Isarog, in the

island of Luzon), and not coming down below 1500 feet

elevation," we extract the following particulars con-

cerning the culture of the Swket PoiATO :

—

'

' Their food princip.illy consists of Batatas, witli

some Gabi (C.al.adium). They also cultivate a little Maize,

Libi (Dioscorea), and a small quantity of Sugar-cane for

chewing. In order to prepare the ground for the growth
of a crop of Batatas, the forest trees are cleared, the sur-

face is then hoed, or rather slightly furrowed, with the

blunt wood knife. In these furrows the eyes of the
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Italaliis root arc plalllfd, and in three or fourinontlis llic

crop is ripe, and continues productive, for the crci-piTi;,'

plant strikes new roots and m.atures fresli biilli
,

Alhi

two years tlie yield falls off, and the old cxh.iu i-.l |.I,ini

are rooted up to make room for new ones hiin ih.

runners. They never think of manuring the field 01 ili ,11

ing ne\\ (.'rmmd, nor do they plant anj; alternate crops,

lint llalHta's kee|is possession of the soil.
'

Afirm|ii, nre beingmadein France lo cultivate

tln-Ciiii ,r I'l iMicnsEin, the oi'EN AIR. Itis known

ll,;,i til' ['l.'Mi. ir.w freely in China and Corea, in

colder I iiihul. , ili:in those of France, the sloping sides

of the valleys being in many cases covered with them.

An amateur gardener in order to try the robustness of

this Primrose left a root out against the foot of a north

wall, during the whole of the month of January last,

which was not at all warm, and it was not destroyed.

This of course iloes not prove much, but it just holds

out a hope of the possibility of acclimatising this very

charming and early (lower ; and if horticulturists

succeed in growing it out-of-doors in the north or centre

of France, those of the south of England may do the

During the week ending March 19 the extreme
High Temperature of the Air rose to above 60°

at Portsmouth .and Dublin, at all the other stations in

Kngland it ranged from 53.5° to 58.9°. The mean of

the highest temperature in Kngland w.as 55-6°- I"

-Scotland it varied from 50.4° at Glasgow to 56' at

Aberdeen ; the mean of all in Scotland was 5°, or

3.1° lower than in Kngland. The Low Night Tem-
I'ERATURES were several degrees below 32* at every

station, and varied from 21° at Hull to 28.3° at Liver-

pool ; the mean of all the lowest temperatures was 24.6°.

The general Kanoe of Temperature in the week at

stations south of Leicester was 33
J
°, and north of this

station was 30*, and in .Scotland was about 27^°. The
Mean Temperature of the Air at the height of

4feet varied from 38.6° at Hull to 43° at Bradford. The
averageof.all ICngland and Scotland was 41. 2°, or only}"

warmer than in the preceding week, instead of ij°,

which ordinarily is the increase in the corresponding

week of the preceding year.—The Fai.i. of Kai.n was

variable, the smallest fall in England was at Leicester

and Newcastle, viz., 0.18 inch; and the largest at

Manchester, a little less than i inch. In Scotland the

extremes were o. 15 inch, and r inch (see Mr. Glaishkr's
Tables in this issue). The average fall of rain over

England and Scotland was 0.4 inch nearly.—The
Temperature of the Grou.nd at i inxh in depth

varied from 38° to 48.7° ; at the depth of 3 feet, from

40.9° t()42'8°; at 6 feet, from 44.3° to 44,1°; at

12 FKE'I', from 46.2' to 46. 1"
; and at 24 feet, from

50.7" to 50. 5^ The temperatures below 12 feet are

decreasing ; at 6 feet, are nearly sLttionary ; and within

3 feet are increasing.

'The negotiations to which we alluded at p. 313
have, we are glad to find, been successful, and a portion

of the old Chiswick Garden, comprising the ground
ocaipied by the gIafishou.ses, and extending sufficiently

eastwards and southwards to include the large vinery

and the fruit-room, is to be retained by the Royal
Horticultural .Society, upon what we cannot but

regard as very favourable terms. We shall have more
to say on this subject ; meanwhile, it must be matter
of general satisfaction that the Society has not to waste
its scanty means in an attempt to establish a new
garden elsewhere.

New Garden Plants.
Odontoclossum limbatu,m, Rchb. fU., sp. «.

Panicula ampla multiflora : 5epa1i.i tiiangulo-lanceis ; petalis

rhombcix 3Cuti& hinc lobulatis dentatisve ; labclli unguc basi

cotumnx odnato, lamina a ba.si cordita oblongo attcnuata
crenulata scmilatn ajjice aristata, carinLs unguis in dtscum
excuntibus, media simpliciter acuta, tatcralibus in laminxs
rhombcas hinc dcnUitas excuntibus ; columna incurva basi

obtusangula, alis laccris.

A very interesting novelty, with a richly-flowered

panicle with six flowers, which are milk-white, the se-

pals richly adorned with lilac, and the lip with numerous
violaceous dots around the tip, and with yellow
lamellae and a few streaks at the base. .Some violet

blotches stand outside the column near the wii _
some brown blotches inside the wings, and on the
anterior side of these is the whitLsh yellowish column.
The narrow parts of the flower, as well as the plate-

like ends of the lateral keels of the lip, bring it near
f)dontoglossum gloriosum, with, however, the general
appearance of the now well-known Odontoglossum
<;rispum, Lindl. One may suggest its being a mule
between these two species, ;. ^., crispo-glorio.sum.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum is easily distinguished

liy the falcate wings of the column, and by the calli.

We have a second variety of it from J. Day, Esq., to

whom we are also indebted for the above described great

and lovely curiosity. //. G. Rchb. fil.

MiETONiA Warscewiczii, KM. fd.

It is quite wonderful how many variations of colour
this beautiful plant assumes. We have at hand
a fresh flower, and a most faithful sketch from the
pencil of W. Wilson Saunders, Ksq., he having obtained
it from Director Linden, of Brussels, whose excellent

traveller, Wallis, gathered the plant. It Ls quite a gem.
'I"he colours are of a deep rich lilac ; sepals and petals

with whitish ends, the very broad lip with the little

foin-angled yellowish spot at the base. The wide shining

mirror on the disc is light purple, the anterior part is

vriy light ])urplc ; the borders around the sliining

Idle jiart are mostly dark pur]ilish. The representa-

1 in M. Van Honllc's " I'Morcdcs Scrrcs " (vol. xviii.,

1>. 3) •I'-". • I"' ^.Hl.iy will, :, y.llnwisl, shining

dis. ,
;i,,-l MIV , 1, ijiil.

, h , ,, „ Iriful lllillf

lioll ' v.iiwhr, .,M li \m Ml,, n.i, I., llial which
flrst blu:.;,(,i,i.:,l ill Ml, l,ii,d\_ii'se..lleai.,ii, who may be
glad to have introduced such a glorious thing through
the instrumentality of his keen-sighted traveller,

Wallis. The plant has, however, in the mean-
while been gathered by an adventurous son of Albion
(Mr. Wclton ?), as we learn from Mr. Williams, of

Paradise Nursery, who sent a very ne.atly dried speci-

men (alas ! no other dried species), with a good
ICnglish description, and the name, Odontoglossum
Weltoni. That is also a new variety, showing a

most beautiful limitation of the white ends of sepals,

petals, and lip from the other jiarls of the flower. It

was gathered at a new locality, which would appear to

have never been vi.siterl before— a little secret, of course,

between the collector, Mr. Williams, and the writer.

The moral of the tale would be, that amateurs should

apply to Director Linden, or lo Mr. Williams, not for

one, but for a dozen, or at least half-a-dozcn of plants.

//. G. Rchb. fil.

Denhrohium crassinode, Benson and Rchb. fil.

[Ante, 1869, 164].

We have lately received from Messrs. Vcitch two
fresh flowers, more than half as large again, and much
richer in colour than those we obtained last year. Ail

!

these Orchids are like the ladies, who suffer so much
from travelling, that a long rest is necessary for the

re-cstablishmcnt of their original beauty. Last year

the knotty travellers showed some lovely charms, now
the established fays make us the admirers of their full

beauty. Will they, can they, go on improving?

//. G. Rchb. fil.

PLANTING PARK SCENERY.
From what has been stated (sec p. 1283, l869)respect-

ing American park scenery, it will lie seen that it is on

the whole what is termed gardcnesque, a style comparii-

lively modern, ami now employed in all coimtries ir

which civilisation has made much progress. Downing,
an American writer, whose autlx^rity in matters of

taste relating to rural embellishment has sehlom been
disputed, states that "this style is produced by out-

lines whose curves are flowing and gradual, surfaces of

softness and growth, of richness and luxuriance. In the

shape of the ground it is evinced by easy undulations

melting gradually into each other ; in the form of

trees, by well-shaped trunks, and full, round, symme-
trical heads of foliage,—a result attainable by planting

and grouping, so as to allow free develoiiment, and by

selecting trees of suitable character ; in walks and
roads by easy flowing curves, following natural shajies

of the surface, with no sharp angles or abrupt turns ; in

water, by the siufjoth lake with curved margin, embel-

lished by flowing outlines of trees, and full masses of

shruljs, or in the easy winding curves of a brook. The
keeping of such a scene .should be of the most polished

kind, grass mown into a softness like velvet, gravel

walks scrupulously firm, dry, and clean ; and the most

perfect order and neatness should reign throughout."

On the Continent this is called the English style, but

French critics assert that we borrowed it from the

Chinese. Whatever may have been its origin it is cer-

tainly well adapted for the natural configuration of the

surface of the ground in most countries. In good old

times, when our varieties of trees were comparatively

scanty, and when much less attention was paid to rural

embellishment than at present, parks were laid out in

what is called the picturesque style, which may be briefly

defined as Nature assisted a little by Art, more especially

as regards planting, which was cither in the form of

massive breadths of plantation, or in the shape of

noble avenues of trees. For examples of the latter we
have the Long Walk at Windsor, with its still beautiful

though decaying Kims : the magnificent Horse Chestnut

Avenue in llusliy Park ; the broad Beech glatlc in front

of Hampton Court Palace ; and numbers of others that

have as yet no equal on the other side of the Atlantic

—

parks in America being of comparatively recent date.

Of the picturesque Hyde Park affords a familiar

example, though even on this noble public recreation

ground the gardcnesque is making little incursions in the

shape of a floral fringe, small subtropical gardens, little

highly kept inclosures of flowering sliruf>s, and, it must
be admitted, miserable attempts at rockwork. Against

all this, however, there can be no possible objection,

provided these innovations are not permitted to en-

croach too much on the wide expan.sc of open central

recreation ground.

The naturally picturesque appearance of old England
has been attained by a judicious thinning and carefiil

breaking up of her old woods ; and in America the

forests of the country, with their magnificent beauties,

the growth of centuries, must soon receive Government
conservation, in order to prevent the indiscriminate

cutting down to which they have hitherto been sub-

jected. In Virginia, which is so rich in fine timber
and ornamental trees, this interference is specially

needed, in order to secure lo that favoured State such
a distribution of its woods as shall produce what is

termed picturesque scenery. Virginia may now be said

to he about half cleared of limber, and therefore what
remains should be jealously carc<l for, else her sylvan
beauty rims the risk of being seriously impaired, a cir-

cumstance lo Ik* refTcItcd r)n account of the great
variety ,t, v,rll ;, ,

flnr ;-m,v,|1i ..r I:, , li.rs, SO cliarm-

in[_;ly ijvcll :' in |'l.'i will |,'r, possessing
foliage of II 1,1 1 1,11- I

,,
I 1,1,,.,. Of OaU,i

alone lliii, Sliile l.u, l.i..i,,l ..I lu.my v.ui.iies, the leaves

of whieli vaiy from the form of those of a Willow to

the size o( those of a Tulip tree. With an aspect on
the whole thoroughly English, an excellent climate,

and a naturally rich soil, Virginia, with a little care

bestowed in the w.ay of securing picturestiue beauty
now, could not fail to rank in every respect first among
American States.

In ICngland we have no lack of arborescent material

in which may be found even a large number of Vir-

ginian trees, noble examples of which muy be seen

at I'ulham Palace anil at Kcw ; but with all this at

command the scenery in some of our finest parks is not

always arranged in the best of styles. Among Acers
alone we have in Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens
some 30 species and varieties, and these include some
strikingly han<lsoine trees, l^'oremost among them
stands A. maero|,l,yll,i,,,. \.lii 1, for avenues is one of

the mo.st useful of ii , , inl n :,lso answers well for

masses and for p[,,,,i,ii' \\ ,11 parks. Owe of the

finest exanipl,' 'if il,i ,
|ii 1 ,- 1 , I,,- fimnd in this coimlry

is a speii,iii,, I'll, I, 111 111 ill,- arboretum of the

Royal Hoihi iiliti, I

' n '..ndens at Chiswick,

near the Siii,. , ,i,i, 11-1,111' ,- i-l.iice. Douglas, who
discovered this species of Maple, considered that it

would prove lo be one of the most ornamental of trees

for English scenery, and his prc^liction has been fully

verified by the specimen at Chiswick, which was
planted in the spring of 1828. .Seven years after plant-

ing it had attained the height of 25 feet, while in 1845,

or 10 years later, it was 50 feet in height. In 1864 it

had reached the height of 80 feet, an altitude con-

cerning which the planter (Mr. (Jordon) exclaimed in

my rr.;sence, "Who would have thought that the man
who planted that tree would have been alive now !" a
fact sufficiently proving that the Acer will arrive at

full stature even in little more than half a lifetime.

The Silver Maple (A. Wagerianum) also makes a

fine tree, with which most of the streets in American
towns arc planted. Of this a good example may
be seen at Kew, and another at Chiswick, tJf Chest-

nuts Hyde Park contains several, and of the value of

these trees for grrjves and avenues little need be said

.after alluding to the noble specimens of them in liiishy

Park. Mixed in a group with Pavias, or smooth-
fruited Chestnuts, they have a fine afipearancc. Among
the Pavias one of the best is P. californica, which is an
extremely ornamental shrub or low tree. It was found
by Hartweg, on Santa Cruz mountains, in Upper Cali-

fornia, and also on the elevated banks of the .Sacra-

mento river, in company with Plafanus californica,

Negundo californica, some Oaks, Pojjlars, and liirchcs.

The flowers, which at first are white, afterwards change
to a delicate pink, and they are borne in dense spikes

often a foot in length. 0.iks, evergreen and otherwise,

are very plentiful, as arc also Elms, Limes, I'lanes,

Walnuts, Poplars, Tulip trees, and Ashes. Of the last

I have counted upwards of 30 sorts, which, when
grouped together, arc very effective. One of the best

masses of this tree with which I am acquainted is

in Kensington Gardens, not far from the late Prince

Consort's monument, and when seen in full leaf this

group has a most interesting appearance, owing to the

great variety of foliage which it presents. 'I'hcrc it

stands, a living monument of the value of planting the

different members of one genus in the same (;roup in

public parks,—all interested in acquiring a knowledge
of trees being able—^from the juxtaposition of thcdiffcrcnl

kinds, to compare their merits and demerits under the

most advantageous circumstances.

Thisremarklcadsmc tonotice some new publicgardens

that have been formed in Milan, in which massing
together of different kinds of trees and shrubs belonging

to one genus is carried out in a most instructive style.

I visited these gardens in 1865, and was well pleased

with their general appearance, the masses l>eing set out

on grass raised from British seed. Here I noticeil

masses of Magnolia, Judas tree, Salisburia, Barberry,

Aihantu.s, Gledilschia, double-blossomed Peach , Bird

Cherry, Spirara, Poplar, Beech, Oak, Elm, Birch,

various Conifers, and other trees. I also noticed

a bed of double-blossomed Furze. Water is like-

wise to be found in these gardens, in which there is

an island tastefully planted with deciduous Cypress,

Alders, Magnolias, and Weeping Willows. A similar

mode of treating public parks is followed about Turin.

Returning to Hyde Park, as many as 50 varieties of

Thorns may be found in it, and it is perhaps super-

fluous to say that, whether in flowc-r or fruit, Thorns
are most interesting. Mixed with Laburnums and

Rhododendrons they form groups with the beauty of

which we have few things that can compare. One of

the best of Thorns is Layi, the foliage of wliich is

large and fine, and it dies off a beautiful scarlet. The
fruit, too, is large and very ornamental : of this

some good examples may be found in Kensington

Gardens. Stricta, on account of its upright growth, IB

also a useful Thorn in park composition.s, m which

care should be taken to have a fair proportion of

scarict-flowercd sorts, and of others with different
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coloured Iruits. There are many other flowering trees

and shrubs to which allusion might be usefully made

—

such as Pyruses, Amelanchiers, double-flowering

Peaches, and Almonds ; but enough has, I imagine,

been said to show that if we do not produce good
pictorial effects, it is not for want of materials.

PALMS.—No. IT.

When in 1S56 I published my ** Popular History of

the Palms and their Allies "—the allies being held

to be, in those benighted days, Nipa and Phytelephas,

genera now known to be genuine members of the order

—

reviewers were rather hard upon me for daring to

arrange my genera in alphabetical order, beginning

with Acrocomia and ending—sure enough—with

Zalacca. Was this the Alpha and Omega of my
knowledge? Why couldn't I follow Von Martins,

who had contrived a very clever classification of these

plants? My answer then, as now, is this. The
classification proposed by Martius is not clear even to

scientific minds, and it was hopeless to attempt to render

it intelligible to those hkely to read a popular book.

Since then the defects of

Martius' classification have
been generally recognised,

and various attempts made
to replace it by a better one.

In 1S64, Prof. Grisebach, in

his well-known "Flora of

tlic British West Indian

Islands" {London: Reeve
t^ Co.), divided the whole
order into tu'o tribes, the

Arecinens (of which Areca
Catechu is the type), and the

Cocoine^e (of which Cocos
nucifera is the type), and
these again into sub-tribes.

In September of the follow-

ing year Mr. Hermann
Wendland submitted to the

meeting of the German
Naturalists, at Hanover, a
" New Clasciification of

Palms," which was subse-

i|uently published in the

"Journal of Botany" for

1865, p. 382. Here Grise-

bach's division of the order

into two primary gi-oups,

respectively tenned Areca-
ceEe, and Cocoinese, is up-
held, but a somewhat
different definition is given
of them. A Palm, in order

to be admitted into Areca-
ce:c, must have the seed

attached to the endocarp,
or inner shell of the fruit,

by the hilum or raphe only,

otherwise it will belong to

the Cocoineae, wherein the

seed is either entirely, or

with the exception of a nar-

row line at the back, con-

nected with the endocarp.
All the scaly-fruited Palms
are grouped with the first,

whilst Nipa and Borassus

are referred to the second.

In one respect a new clas-

sification is like a new Act of

Parliament — it may look
well on paper, but it is only
when it passes into daily

practical use that its merits

or demerits are discovered ;

and, though Wendland's
scheme was well received,

we must wait to see how it will work. Owing
to the difliculty there is in studying Palms scientifi-

cally, few botanists have the opportunity of really

putting it to the test, and it is therefore a matter of

regret when those who have such an opportunity

let it pass by. I must own to a feeling of dis-

appointment when, on reading Dr. Spruce's valuable

paper on the " Palms of Equatorial America," in the

Journal of the Linnean Society, 1859 (vol. xi., pp. 65

—

1 83), I found that, when lookingout for general characters

for a systematic arrangement to replace that of Martius,

lie was unaware of Grisebach's and Wendland's classifi-

cations. But perhaps our greatest botanical South
American traveller may yet be induced to give us

his criticism on this part of Grisebach's and Wendland's
labours, a criticism all the more valuable where so much
independent thought and observation can be brought to

bear upon the subject, and perhaps, also, all the more
willingly entered into on the part of Dr. Spruce, as he
seems by no means satisfied with the divisions of the

cH^ders which he was able to hit upon. Dr. Spruce
found that all Palms may be brought under two nearly

equal but somewhat artificial divisions, by attending to

the aestivation oflhefemalefiowers; but also that they are

more naturally divided by means ofthe spathes into Spathi-

flor?c and SpathcUiflora?, and that the tribes and genera

of Palms, it may be of all other plants, are imperfectly

cliaracterised if the structure of the leaves is not taken

into consideration. In the Spathiflorce the spadices

are either simple or vaguely branched, never truly

pinnate ; if compound then paniculate, and if simply
branched, often scopeefonn ; whilst the spathes, one or

more, are inserted on the peduncle, at first fusiform,

entire, and completely including the young spadix, but

subsequently bursting for the emission of the spadix. In

the vSpathelliflorse the spadices are pinnately branched,
the branches are distichous and alternate, and if again

divided then the branchlets also are distichous, whilst

there are usually no spathes, but the peduncles,

rachis and branches are completely hidden by tubular

distinctly imbricated bracts called spathelkv, which are

oblique and sometimes widened towards the free end.

The Spathelliflon^ include all the fan-leaved Palms,

whether Borassinex or Coryphineae, and some fan-

leaved and pinnate-leaved genera with scaly fruit. All

other Palms belong to the division Spathiflone. This
would be an acceptable division of the order, but unfor-

tunately it breaks down on application, as there are two
genera in the Eastern hemisphere-—Ceratolobus and
Daemonorops—which have complete spathes, as well as

spathellx. After all, then, the arrangement of Martius

being found unsatisfactory, Grisebach's and Wendland's
classification not having been tested by a stringent

application to all existing genera, and Spruce's divi-

sions not being founded, according to his own show-
ing, upon absolute characters, I do not think 1 was so

very far wrong when, fourteen years ago, I took refuge

on that neutral gi'ound supplied by the ABC.
The genera of Palms have of late years very much

increased in number, not only by the discovery of abso-

lutely new types, but also by the subdivision of older

genera, so that we now know about 100. Many of

them are so extremely natural, and have so striking a

habit, that it seems to me highly objectionable to lump
together, as Karsten wishes to do, such well-marked
genera as Bactris and Desmoncus—the former an erect,

the latter a climbing set of plants, though the absolute

technical characters of the two may be sufiiciently

slight to justify in some degree this innovation.

But in dealing with this subject, the question, what
characters are sufficiently important to serve as the

landmarks of genera, at once presents itself. It is

of the greatest possible importance that this should
be well considered before we disturb any further

the existing generic distribution of the species, and
thus create an endless number of new synonyms,
objectionable enough to the botanist, but perfectly

unendurable to the gardener, who often wonders what

all the changes are about, and why people can't

leave old, well-established names alone. To all who
attempt to deal with the Palms, the Ferns ought to be a
fair warning, many of these having such a load of syno-
nyms to carry that it seems a wonder they don't sink
under it. Dr. Spruce has recorded it as his opinion
that the number of complete spathes is of great import-
ance in defining the genera of Palms, but that neither

the degree of excentricity of the fruit, nor the position of
the embryo in the seed, is to be relied on in the forma-
tion of large natural genera ; and again, that the separa-
tion of the sexes affords characters of but slight value
for generic or specific purposes. Indeed in this latter

respect he goes so far as to advance it as a fact that

there is an " alternation of function '' in some genera of
Palms,—that is to say, that the male and female relieve

each other in their respective duties. It would be
as if a wife said to her husband, "I have now borne
you several children, and am tired of nursing ;

suppose you take a tuni at it, and let me attend to

your business till I am tired of that, and then return
once more to my natural duties." Such an interchange
of positions actually takes place in Palms, according to

the statement of Dr. Spruce, which was copied into the
Gardeners' Chronicle^ 1 869,
p. 1092, and made the round
through several other class

journals. Dr. Spruce found
on the Rio Negro a plot of
ground covered with Geono-
mas, all the plants being
female, and bearing young
fruit. On revisiting the spot
the following year he found
to his astonishment the very
same plants all bearing male
flowers alone. *' But," he
continues, " the mystery dis-

appeared when, on exami-
nation, I made out that male
and female spadices must
have alternated all the way
up the stem. Afterwards
I found that the same, or
a similar alternation of func-

tion existed in many other
Palms, and that plants

exercising {pro tern.) the
male functions stood rarely

far apart from others exer-

cising the female functions."

He then quotes several

Cieonomas and Maximiliana
regia as examples, and adds
various speculations about
the ultimate development of
the sexes of Palms. Of
course, if this observation
was strictly correct, it would
go a great way towards un-
hmging our present notions

about the limits of the
genera ; but there seems
reason to believe that Dr.
Spruce has been led into

error. Eleven years ago
Wendland correctly de-

scribed (Bot. Zeitung, 1859,

P- 73) the nature of Geo-
noma ; and since the appear-
ance of Spruce's paper he
has once more referred to

it. He says (Bot. Zeit.,

1S69, p. 791) :—"The fact

that Geonoma is monoecious
and notdicecious has already

been published by me. Of
the three flowers, deeply
imbedded in the rachis, the

central one is female, the

two lateral male. The latter

{i.e., males) invariably flower several days or even weeks
before the female ; they last but a single day, and then

drop off; very seldom they remain shrivelled up in the

foveolai. Although I have seen hundreds of spadices,

both in their native country and in cultivation, I never

have found any essential deviation, never any unisexual

spadices. Wherever the latter seemed to exist, the

female flower was behindhand in development, but

still normal, or the male had done flowering and had
already dropped off. That flowers had been present

was proved by the bracteolx remaining in the foveolae.

That the Geonomas which Dr. Spruce saw should

differ so essentially from other species I am not inclined

to accept, and much less do I believe in an alternation of

the development of diclinous flowers, based upon the

statements of Dr. Spruce with regard to the genus

Geonoma. Maximiliana regia and Leopoldinia I have

not seen in a fresh state. Cham.xdorea, Willd. {Nunnez-

haria, R. et Pav.) is a strictly dicecious genus, and,

moreover, the flowers are never in threes, but always

isolated. Until, therefore, further proofs be adduced I

must hold Dr. Spruce's observation to be erroneous."

Not only have the genera, but also the species of

Palms, much increased during the last 25 years, and

these additions are not obtained, as is frequently the

case with other plants, by subdividing old-established

species, but by l>ot:d fide discoveries w ith which tlx
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names of Oersted, J. D. Hooker, Wallace, Wendland,

Spmce, Purdie, Mann, Welwitsch, and others are

honourably associated.* Indeed there is every reason

to believe that, large as is the number of known Palms,

it will yet be more than trebled when the tropical

regions are more closely examined than they hitherto

have been. Every district, every little island, seems to

have Palms peculiarly its own, and the few species that

were formerly thought to enjoy an extensive geographical

range turn out on closer examination to be perfectly

distinct species. Kentia sapida of New Zealand is now
known to be altogether different from the K. Baueri of

Norfolk Island, though at one time they were held to

be the same. Phytelephas, the genus embracing the

Vegetable Ivory Palms, was supposed to be com-

posed of only one species, but there are good grounds

for believing that Gaudichaud was on the right scent

when, with the limited material at his disposal, he

indicated about a dozen species, only one or two of

which are to be found in our gardens. The continent of

Australia was credited with only one species of Ptycho-

sperma (Seaforthia), viz. , P. elegans, thought to be spread

over a large tract of country. But since the matter has

been gone into more fully, it turns out that we have not

even this old P. elegans in our gardens, and some say

we shall never have it, as the destruction of the native

vegetation in that part of New Holland where it once

grew, as the Yankees would say, "improved it off

the face of the earth." What goes by the name of P.

(Seaforthia) elegans in our gardens, and is even figured

as such in the '* Botanical Magazine," t. 4961, is P.

Cunninghami, an old-established garden plant. More-
over, we have from the same country P. Alexandree of

Dr. von Miiller, and P. Veitchii of Wendland, both
recent acquisitions to our living collec-

tions. Jubcea spectabilis was until re-

cently regarded as a species, ranging from
the south of Chili to the northern parts of

New Granada, say over more than 40**

of latitude, until this delusion was dis-

pelled by Philippi, who showed, that the

New Granadian and the Chilian plants

were not only different species, but be-

longed to altogether different genera, one
of them undescribed, and therefore distin-

guished by him as Micrococos chilensis.

In short, the little "lumping" that has
been attempted in this vast natural order

has not been confirmed by recent

researches, and has mostly to be undone
again. Palms, as I stated before, are,

with few exceptions, extremely local, and
every newly explored tropical district is

sure to yield a harvest of new types.

Look, for instance, at those small islands

on the east coast of Africa. Every trip

made to them is productive of noble and
singular forms. Think of Lodoicea,

Verschaffeltia, Phcenicophorium, Deck-
enia, Acanthophoenix, and Hyophorbe.
One could go into raptures about such a species as

Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii, with its elegant pinnated
foliage, narrow gracefully drooping leaflets, and tlie

fine contrast their dark green colour forms with the
yellowish petiole. A single specimen, such as fig. 73,
imparts a finish to drawing-rooms with which few tricks

of the upholsterer could venture to compete.

In speaking of the different species met with in our
gardens, which I shall have to do in a subsequent
article, X wish 1 could in all instances give their

correct names ; but that is wholly beyond my power.
Few nurserymen, when raising newly imported Palms,
have the forethouglit to preserve even one or two
of the seeds, to enable the botanist to determine
the genus. Most of them have nothing to offer ex-
cept very young specimens, which in many instances
do not allow even the genus to be guessed at. How-
ever, to render the plant commercially valuable it must
have a name, for, notwithstanding the doubt thrown by
Shakespeare upon the use of such a contrivance, there
is a great deal in a name ; and a name all garden
novelties do get. Sometimes one is able to check the
name imposed, for instance, when a Ptychosperma,
which is an Old World genus, is announced from the
New World, or a spiny species palmed off as a member
of an unarmed one : but in many other instances the
botanist can do nothing more than express doubts
about the correctness of a name—which doubts, however,
he had better keep to himself till he can substitute
certainties for them. B. Seemann.f

to resort to the use of glass erections to ripen the fruit

;

and, in order to have it in anything like perfection,

one must also employ a gardener, which, more or less,

means expense. The cultivation of the Vine under
glass has lately been very ably treated on in your
columns, but this system is never likely to produce

VINE CULTURE,
England v. France.

It would be difficult to find in the gardening perio-

dicals of any other country than England so much
written upon the Grape Vine, and why is it ? The
question may be answered thus—the climate of England
is not favourable enough to produce the fruit of the Vine
in sufficient perfection in the open air to suit the palates
of those who partake of it. It is, therefore, necessary

* Dr. Seemann modestly omits his own name in the list, though
many of the noblest Palms were introduced by him. Eds.

t If the nurseryman would take care to append the syllable
Hort., or adopt some other contrivance to show the provisional
character of the name he gives, all would be well; commercial
morality would prevent, or at least resent, intentional misappli-
cation of a name, and botanical registrars would not
themselves with names given for trade purposes.

fruit so plentifully and so cheaply as to be partaken of
by the "million."
The following remarks are, strictly speaking, upon

Fig. 76.

the cultivation of the Grape Vine against walls and in

the open air, for the benefit of those that cannot afiord

otherwise. It is true, no doubt, that the climate of

England is rather damp and sunless, compared with

those countries where the Vine ripens its fruit with very
little trouble in the open air. But still, when we see how
well the Vine grows in England, I cannot but think that
such healthy growth would produce good fruit if some
such system of culture was followed as would enable the
English grower to obtain as much benefit as possible from
what sun-heat he does get. The system that I wish to

bring to the notice of your readers is one which has been
recommended more or less by writers on gardening for

a long time past, still we see nothing of it in English

gardens. This system is known in France as the
" Vigne i la Thomery," and is that which is practised

at the village called Thomery, near Fontainebleau, to

produce most of the Grapes (Chasselas de Fontainebleau)

that are to be had in the Paris market, at from zd. to

%d. per lb. It is in fact practised everywhere in France
where it is necessary to grow the Vine against a wall

for its eatable fruit.

Although I shall describe the exact manner of plant-

ing a wall altogether with Vines, as it is done at Tho-
mery, still it may be understood that wherever a
piece of wall exists, of whatever description or height,

as long as it faces the sun at mid-day, a Vine or

Vines {according to the space to be covered) may be
planted, and the same system followed as with the

Vines on a wall to themselves.
The walls at Thomery are a very rough affair com-

pared with those generally seen in England ; they are

built of roughly hewn stones, which are cut with as even
a face as can be given with a kind of hatchet ; these are

laid with a quantity of mortar, and when the wall is

built the crevices are filled with the universal "platre"
—and this even constitutes the better class of wall,

as many are to be found made of clay. They are built

about 2 metres 50 centimetres (8 feet) in

height, and finished off with a coping,

sometimes of stone, planks, or straw, and
projectingabout 28 centimetres ( 1 1 inches)

:

this as a protection from frost and rain,

and to keep the topmost cordon from

making too much wood. The wall being

built, it is garnished with a trellis, having

the montants at 55 centimetres (22 inches)

distance, and the horizontales at 25 centi-

metres (10 inches). In France borders in

front of fruit-tree walls are never wide,

generally about i metre 60 centimetres

to 2 metres (5 to 64 feet) ; this border,

which is well manured, is trenched, and
slightly inclines from the wall to the

path. The preparation for making the

plantation is as follows :—A trench is

opened i metre 60 centimetres from the

wall, 65 centimetres wide and 25 to 28
centimetres deep; a quantity of cuttings

{marcottes) are prepared and planted in

the bottom of this trench, at 55 centi-

metres distance from each other, with
their heads inclining to the wall ; these

are covered with 4 to 6 inches of soil, and
made solid at the heel with the foot. If the soil in the

trench is covered with a little manure, it will keep it

cool and fresher for the young roots—much to their

benefit ; the rest of the soil can be spread on the border,

which may be planted with whatever may seem best.

The future cultivation consists in keeping them well

watered, and in tying the strongest and best shoots to

a small stake as they grow, and in stopping the rest.

The following spring all superfluous shoots are cut off,

and the best shoot cut back to good w-ood, which in

its turn is laid down and covered in the soil towards the

wall, leaving only one or two eyes aboveground. The
same treatment must be followed the second year, and
again the following year, by which time they will have
reached the wall. The third spring the training on the

wall commences, but before pruning for that purpose a

little consideration must be made, viz., let the length of

the wall be whatever it may, find the centre Vine

;

mark this to be one of the topmost cordons,* every

fifth on either side of this will be for the same
purpose ; and again for each of the other heights

Ug 75)- When the shortest are come to, mark
them

; prune all the others to one or two eyes

above the soil. Those left to foim the lowest or the first

cordon in the fourth year must be pruned thus the third

year—the description of which will suffice for the rest.

With a wall the height above stated, the first cordon is

formed 16 centimetres (6 inches) above the soil, the

four others are 50 centimetres (20 inches) one above the

other. If there is a double eye exactly the height of

the cordon prune to it, if not, prune to the one nearest

above it ; this topmost eye is to form the branch on

one side, and the one below it that on the oppo-

site side. If either of the shoots produced appear to be

gaining greater force than its neighbour, it must be

equalised by tying the point downwards and the weaker

shoot more upright. In thus taking a little extra

trouble at the early stage of its existence, it will seldom

be very troublesome after, and the Vine will present an

equality which cannot be obtained otherwise. The
second cordon can be started the following year, and

each of the others one year after its predecessor ; but

in the meantime many bunches of fruit may beobtamed

from the superfluous side branches as the Vme grows

up, the saving of which will greatly fortify the Vme ior

the better support of the main branches when formed.

are indebted
For the use of the cuts illustrating this s

[r. Robinson.
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Each year a few of these side shoots must be suppressed

till none are left whatever ; the wall will by that

time be covered with its main branches ; the pruning

of the shoots these produce is all that remains

to be stated "pour avoir un mur des Vignes comme
ils ont a la Thomery." As each of these mire branches

are produced it is best not to leave the last year's wood
too long at each winter pruning, only sufficient to pro-

duce each year two fruiting spurs lo to 16 centimetres

(6 inches) apart, and one eye for carrying the cordon

further on ; this to be repeated till each branch each

side obtains a length of I metre 30 centimetres (about

4 feet 4 inches), when the last eye at that length

becomes a fruiting spur. The pruning ofthese spurs may
be better understood perhaps by referring to figs. 74, 76,

where it will be seen that two shoots are allowed to be

produced from each spur every year, and at the winter

pruning the topmost shoot is cut clean out, and the

lowest to two good eyes which are to produce the two
fruiting shoots the following year ; and this being

rigidly adhered to every year, the Vines of 20 to 30
years' standing have not spurs more than i inch or

14 inch long.

A wall thus covered with Vines has been calculated

to have 80 fruiting spurs on a space of 2 metres

50 centimetres square, which when pruned to two eyes

gives each spur two shoots ; and each shoot allowed two
bunches of fruit {the usual number allotted to each),

makes in all 320 bunches on a surface of 2 metres

50 centimetres square.

All these measurements are such as are followed at

Thomery, and generally in France where the Vine is

thus cultivated ; but as the climate of England cannot

be considered so good as that of France for Grape
growing outside, it would appear better to give more
space in every way, and for that purpose I would pre-

fer the following arrangement in adapting the Vigne
a la Thomery to the climate of England, viz., a wall

10 feet high, Vmes 3 feet apart, four cordons, the

lowest S inches from the ground, and the others

2S inches apart, with spui^s 9 inches from each other.

Much time might be saved by planting young
Vines instead of cuttings, and it is really not necessary

to plant them at such a distance from the wall as

I metre 60 centimetres, for after a few years all the

roots at that distance die and rot off, and those that are

produced closer to the wall become the main support,

and it is from this part that all the main roots proceed

in search of nourishment. Again, in England, where
most walls are made of brick, no trellis is required,

and by doing away with this the walls will be left

more completely at liberty to absorb sun-heat. It may
be interesting to many of your readers to know that

it is very seldom a system of disbudding the Vines
early is carried on here, at any rate as far as I have
seen, and I have been to a good many places where
Vines are gi'own. When I have asked why they did

not disbud, I received the answer that I wanted too

much attention given them. Last year, while I was
disbudding, several gardeners chanced to call, and said

the same thing ; and so, for that reason, I left a part,

as is usually done about here, and thus I proved to

these gentlemen that it took less time to do it so, than
to leave it to be done in the usual manner, viz., when
the Grapes are formed,—not mentioning that I cut

Grapes 15 days earlier offthose that had been disbudded
than from those that had not. IV. S., France.

THE CROCUS.

winter Crocus, is now being pretty generally distributed

through the medium of Messrs. Backhouse, and seems to

make itself very comfortably at home in our British

soil.

C lagena^ftorus,—This pretty, and, from its flagon-

shaped blossoms, easily known species, I have obtained

through the kindness of my friend, Mr. Ellacombe,

who has done more perhaps to work out this interest-

ing genus than any other modem florist.

C. niiTsiacus.—Mine are bright yellow, but where is the

lovely, pale, sulphur-coloured species figured by the

older authors under this name ?

C. minimus.—This interesting little species, by some
considered a variety of C. biflonis, grows in company
with C. aureus at Barton Park. It has generally all

its petals, outer and inner, more or less striped.

C, multipicha.—This autumnal purple species I have
received from Messrs. Backhouse, but it has not yet

bloomed. It is, I believe, by some considered to be a

variety of C. nudifiorus.

C. ;/iW//>(Sieberi).—This beautifullittle Crocus, pale

lavender, with a yellow base to the petals, is one of

the most ornamental of the family. It comes in with

the Aconites, but lasts in bloom till the end of March.
It seems to accommodate itself very well to our

climate.

C. nudijforus.—This rather short-lived but very sliowy

autumnal Crocus grows wild in several parts of my
native county of Derby. I have succeeded in estab-

lishing two or three strong clumps in my garden here.

C. reticulatus albicans.—I have this Crocus under its

old name, the Cloth of Silver, from the garden of

a friend, but am not at all sure that it is true.

C. sativus.—This beautiful autumnal species comes
up with me very strong in the leaf, but is very shy of

bloom.
C. speciosus.—The handsomest of all the autumn-

flowering species. It does not, however, increase

with me.

C. snaveokns.—This very pretty, and, as its name
denotes, most fragrant species, I found in abundance in

the environs of Rome some three wmters ago, but the

bulbs are, alas ! all dead.

C. sulphiircits striatus.—This very ornamental little

Crocus, like a pale variety of the old Cloth of Gold, is

just now in great beauty. It was largely grown by our

forefathers, but has of late become rare.

C. Susianus.—Eveiy one knows this pretty little

flower, one of the very first harbingers of spring, under
its more familiar name, the Cloth of Gold.

C. vermis.—This pretty species, with its numerous
varieties, is too well known and appreciated to need

any comment.
C. versicolor.—A very pretty and fragrant species, of

the biflonis type. I had it, but alas ! have lost it.

C. c/'j-i-H;7/j-.—Under this name I obseiTed a clump
of Crocus allied to versicolor, but more suffused with

purple, in the Botanic Garden at Oxford. I afterwards

found it in the garden of a friend, whose flowers were
of very ancient origin, and procured a few roots.

I know no more about it. //. Harpur Creive, The
Rectory^ Drayton-Bcanchamp^ Trt/ig.

Since, a few years ago, I turned ray attention to the
gi'owing of hardy herbaceous and bulbous plants,

nothing has pleased and interested me more than the

various species of that beautiful, but, since the palmy
days of Mr. Herbert, most neglected genus, the Crocus.

1 am too young a hand to pretend to any very accurate
knowledge of this large and very confused family, but
I have become so enamoiu-ed of their beauty that I am
determined to try and gi'ow every procurable species ;

and shall be only too glad of the co-operation and
assistance of any ardent and kind-hearted florist at

home or abroad : and I think if a few of us join

together -with a will a good deal may be done towards
surmounting the somewhat tangled specific web of this

beautiful genus, and a great deal of additional pleasure

may be thus given to all lovers of spring gardens. I

will briefly mention, by way of information, the species

which I at present possess.

Crociis Atichcri {chrysanthns).—This very neat and
pretty little golden species I procured from Messrs.
Backhouse, and it seems to be growing and increasing.

It is just now in bloom.
C. biflonis.—Every lover and possessor of an old-

fashioned garden is familiar with this large and hand-
some species, the old Scotch Crocus of our horticul-

tural ancestors. I know nothing more lovely than a
large clump of this flower, whether showing their

snow-white expanded inner petals to the bright sun, or
exhibiting their dehcately-striped exteriors to the closing

shades of night. Its three inner petals are always pure
wliite.

C auretis (Sibth.).—This pretty little species, which
is closely allied to C. lagenxflorus, is peculiarly inte

resting to English florists from the fact of its having
been for many years naturalised in Barton Park,

Suffolk, the seat of Sir Charles Bunbury, through

whose kindness I have been promised some bulbs.

C Boryi,—This pretty little white autumnal, or rather

Horticultural Congress at Oxford.—Mr. D. T.
Fish writes enthusiastically, and aims, too, at being a

philosopher ; but on reading his remarks on a supposed

Congress at Oxford I felt that he was afraid of the

poverty of the craft appearing before the Oxford dons.

I am staggered wiXh his notion of confining the Con-
gress to one or two prize essays, stamped with
" R. H. S." Mr. Fish seems to ignore the Manchester

Congress. Now on that occasion I mixed with the

listeners, and was delighted to hear favourable remarks
passed on the papers read in the tent. True, there were
some "clever" gardeners who laughed at the patient

folks who sat to hear "such stuff," and possibly

Oxford will be favoured with the "flashes of genius
'

that despised to teach the plebeians at Manchester. I

do not think it good taste to name special papers

as claiming distinction at the Manchester meeting. I

listened with profit to those read by Messrs.

Cramb and Paul, and I should think Mr. Cramb is

well satisfied with the " threshing" his paper has since

got. I have repeatedly heard the papers of Mr. Barron,

and of Mr. Grieve, spoken of by excellent judges as

being of sterling merit. It must be allowed that a

Congi'ess would be a contemptible affair if confined to

one or two ideas. For many years I have been in the

way of meeting horticulturists of good standing, fairly

educated and intelligent men, yet I could not name
three who would undertake to stand up at an Oxford
Congress and discuss off-hand the details of a prize essay

stamped with " R. H. S." Gardeners in this country

are engaged in an extremely practical business, and in

most cases have little opportunity to cultivate public

speaking. It is much more useful to learn to write

carefully and concisely [Hear ! hear !] on practical

subjects, which become valuable aids or incitements to

younger men or those working in more limited fields.

If gardeners are to be allowed to partake in the pleasing

interest of a Congi'ess, let them do what they are capable

of doing well, under good regulations—read short prac-

tical papers on subjects they understand : so says

Manchester Congress.— The schemes which float about the world have

generally for their attendants three sets of people—
admirers, detractors, and passive spectators. This
being so, we should be very cautious how we find fault

either with one or the other of the parties, until we
have tested the ground on which they respectively

stand. Many schemes, now-a-days, fall under the

cognomen of crotchets, and the actors under that of

crotchet-mongers. All would go on very well if it were
not for the fact that the crotchet-mongers very

often talk at random, and hence become bores,

seldom or never failing at last to be cried down as

nuisances. This, of late, has become of frequent

occurrence at our Social Science Meetings. The luke-

warmness which greets projects of a kindred nature

should not induce surprise, nor tempt us to weaken our

endeavours. Had the Horticultural Congress of last year

been more successful as a whole, perhaps it might have
interested a few more of the mere spectators ; but, how-
ever successful, it could never have banished all detrac-

tion. One of the main points urged against the success of

that meeting is, in my estimation, a very paltry one.

Even Mr. Fish, witli all his friendhness to the project,

has been led into gi-ound which is untenable, when he
says of the meeting " that it was little short of cruelty to

both readers and listeners." Now I am at a loss to see

wherein that cruelty lay. It certainly does not dwell

in a self-imposed task. And on the part of the

listeners, what cruel hand bound them to their

seats ? CoiUd they not go to and fro, free as the wind
which passed through the tent ? There was no com-
pulsion, unless it was on the part of the chairman, and
others officially engaged ; and I have yet to learn that

they felt the cruelty of the moment. With regard to

the shortcomings and lengthiness of the various papers

that were read at the meetings, I think the writers

ought to be exonerated from all blame. They were
invited to send something, that something was
sent a considerable time previous to the meeting

;

and I, for one, came to the conclusion that the selected

papers would pass through an ordeal something akin

to an editorial examination, and come back to the

authors in an amended form ; but such was not the

case. [Norwasit ever the intention. Eds.] On the con-

trary, when I agahr received my paper, there it was as

I had sent it, pure from the mint. It cannot be
denied but that a certain coldness pervaded the meet-

ings. This, however, could scarcely be othei^wise,

considering that the affair was an experiment, and that

the whole of the actors were almost entire strangers to

each other ; but it was uncalled for and ungentlemanly

for any one subsequently to fall foul of the affair. If

—

as I venture to hope may be the case—a similar meeting

is to be held at Oxford, I would impress upon the

authorities the importance of giving timely notice of all

intended operations. If the experiment of last year

gave doubtful results, let us hope for better doings at

Oxford, and a greater amount of cordial co-operation.

Andrew Meikle, Read Hall, IVhalley, Laiuashire.

The Disputed Viola,—I acquiesce most readily in

the suggestion thro\vn out by "A. D." in the last

week's Gardeners' Chronicle, that plants of the disputed

Viola be submitted in bloom to the Floral Committee

as soon as possible, for the final decision of that body.

I will take mine on April 20 next, and should like to

meet Mr. Jobson there with his. George Smithy Wilton

Road Nursery, Salisbury, March 22,

Hothouse Heating.—We have built the walls of

a hothouse, 22 yards long, with an incline of il inches,

and we are at a loss to know whether we could raise the

flow-pipe II inches to correspond with the top of the

wall, or whether the rise would cause too great a

pressure on a Messenger's tubular boiler. We intend the

boiler to be at the lower end of the house—our own
mechanic is fitting up the pipes, but he is too inexperi-

enced as to the effect such an ascent might have on the

boiler. If the ascent is not practicable, we might have

the pipes to run side by side, or not one above another;

if so, are they to run on the level, or have the usual

rise of about \ inch to 9 feet ? Reader. [The proposed

rise of 1 1 inches will do no harm to the boiler. Eds].

Scotch Firs.—Can any of your numerous readers

inform me of the cause of the sap from Scotch Firs

oozing out, and thereby causing the death of the trees ?

This oozing of sap has been observed in trees of various

ages, on a poor soil, and when the black place formed
upon the bark by this eruption of the sap appears

below the boughs on the pole, it is a sure sign that

it will die off in a few months, and lose some of its

value as timber. A, T. Draper, Parkside, Windsor.

The Bishop Stortford Vines.— I hope that the

follo\ving observations on the Bishop Stortford Vines

will not anticipate Mr. D. T. Fact's tremendous
secret respecting them and their failure {see p. 384).

On reading the rhapsodical article in question one is

bewildered by the bursts of imagination, which

bring into view all the ills which Vines are heir to,

but it is never mentioned that the too free use of carrion

or garbage in Vine borders is one of the great causes of

Vine roots failing. It struck me at the time when these

Bishop Stortford Vines were first puffed up in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, that their lives would be short,

and this opinion was formed by the description given

of the rich garbage put in when the borders were first

made. We had at the same time a vivid account of

the late Dr. Lindley's adventure with his wdlking-

stick, in probing the borders to the bottom to show
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their porosity and richness. We have all heard, too,

of tlie wonderful Vines at Raby Castle, which grew in

carrion-made borders. Their appearance was so

lu.xuriant for three or four years, that Mr. Roberts,

their planter, thought he could challenge all England

to produce their equals. But a " change came o'er the

spirit of his dream," for the soil in the borders soon got

to the consistence of black putty, the roots rotted, and

of course these grand Vines soon went to the rabbish

heap. I have known many gardeners of the old-

fashioned school who never could pass a dead deer,

sheep, or dog, without trying to get it buried in

their Vine borders, and of course to the detriment of

their Vine roots. Gardeners now-a-days seldom split on

this rock, but some amateurs still thmk they cannot

make their Vine borders too rich, and therefore have

often to deplore their bad success in Grape growing.

Thoth. [It seems there was no lack of roots in the case

of the Vines in question. Eds.]

I'm generally considered a good-tempered sort

of fellow, but really I begin to feel a little "riled"

upon the above subject. In your last, "David
'lell Fact" was again to the fore, and as I took

up the paper I mentally exclaimed, "Now for

the grand fact ! " but as I read on and on, I

came to the conclusion that "D. T. F." was not

true to his assumed cognomen, but, on the con-

trary, his facts were all fancies, a sort of negative

evidence, which ill-natured people might call raising a

difficulty in order to knock it doAvn again, and con-

cluding with the oracular announcement, " I will

shortly, with your permission, endeavour to lay bare

the cause of failure." Endeavour, you see. It is only

to be an endeavour, with, perhaps, as is the case this

week, no fact at the end of it. As an old stager in blot-

ology, I wonder that "David Tell Fact " has not dis-

covered the fact that " brevity is the soul of wit." Had
he doneso he would have gone straight tohissubject, and

have told us what he knew of the malady of the Vines

instead of wire-drawing a yam, the length of which he

confessedly does not know. In these days of railways

and "thought flashes," when we live by heart-throbs

and not by minutes upon a dial, it is necessary that all

fights, whether civil or pugnacious, be short, sharp,

and decisive ; and those writers who cannot

realise that fact nm a fair chance of " wasting their

sweetness on the desert air," as their lucubrations

will go unread. So far as I am individually con-

cerned, I cair tell the yarn-spinners, and wire-

pullers in general, and "David Tell Fact" in particular,

.that in future I shall read heads and tails. If the

fbnner looks likely, and the latter any way seductive,

X shall read it ; but if I have to wade through a sack of

chaff to extract a single grain of com, I shall conclude

the light may not be worth the candle, and I shall not

waste time in seeking for it. Now, in all seriousness,

Messieurs Editors, I will ask you a question. You have

recently added a third to your professional intelligence

by dispensing with the News of the Week ; do you not

think you might add another third by applying your

pruning-shears, strictly on the "restrictive system,"

and thus get rid of a lot of superfluous verbiage, which
pleases no one but the writers? Of course you will

thank me for this hint, and if you do not act upon it,

I hope your correspondents will. Brevity. [Our scissors

wear out very fast. Eds.]

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

—

From an advertisement in the GiU\it:iiers* Chronicle of

the I2th inst., I perceive that the above mentioned
institution will have an addition made to its list of pen-

sioners in July next ; and an editorial paragraph in

the same paper very justly remarks, that "if greater

support were given to the institution by the class for

whose special benefit it was founded, much more might
be done by way of adding pensioners to the list." No
one can rejoice more than I do at the prospect of some
one less fortunate than myself receiving the benefit that

this society can give, still I have grave doubts if the

present plan of filling up the vacancies by non-subscrib-

ing candidates is the way to induce the " class for whose
special benefit the institution was founded" to become
subscribers. I am aware that such a plan will make no
"difference to all true friends of the society, but there

are many others who will think to themselves they
need not subscribe, as they will be elected without,

should they require it. It appears to me that some
check should be put to this system of electing non-
subscribers : either the society should be content with
fewer on the list, and increase the amount of the
pension—which is not by any means an extravagant one
at present, or they might require the friends of non-
subscribers to pay a premium to the society, say of ten

guineas, and in return for that amount they would
become life subscribers, and vote at all elections. G. T.

A Cure for American Blight.—In my garden
the Apple and Cherry trees have been nearly destroyed
by American blight, and I have tried all the remedies
I could hear of without success. An experienced gar-

dener told me he knew of no cure, but that he had
heard ofa Scotchman using whiskey. [How?] Thinking
the insects would not be particular about the genuine
"Mountain Dew," I tried last June methylated spirit,

and no blight has since appeared. If the brush used to

clean the branches is kept moderately damp, so that

the spirit is not splashed about, a little will answer the

purpose, and the expense is not great. I found it also

useful for cleaning insects off Plum trees, and having a

dog that a veterinary surgeon failed to cure of mange,
I tried the methylated spirit on the dog, and it appears

to me to have cured it. G. B. Moore, Pliunstead, S.E.

Habrothamnus elegans This plant is quite

worthy of being mentioned as suitable for decorating

a conservatory in winter, with Sericographis Ghies-

breghtiana, which has been so ably described by your
correspondent "J. W." and others. It flowers more
or less all the winter, bearing on its spreading shoots

beautiful conical heads of purplish red flowers. These
show out elegantly among the other plants. I have
seen them nearly 5 inches long and over 3 across their

broadest part, with four or five heads upon each plant.

It is a plant of a somewhat more woody character than

the Sericographis. It has the great advantage of

flowering in summer, and may be trained to a wall or tied

to a pillar, as well as used for pot culture. A compost
of turfy loam, having a small proportion of peat, leaf-

mould, and silver sand, suits it very well. As soon as

the shoots have done flowering they should be cut

back, to keep the plant shapely and in order. In

summer it may have the same care that is taken with

greenliouse plants ; and should red spider make its

appearance on it, remove it by frequent syringings. It

requires no greater care in its culture than ordinaiy

greenhouse plants. R. M.

A New Electric Thermometer.—As there seems

to be at present a desire to apply the electric thermo-

meter alarm for general use, and at the same time its

principles seem little understood, I will endeavour, in

reply to "Hortus," and those who feel interested in

such matters, to describe athennometer of this descrip-

tion which I invented two years ago, and which I have

had in use for some time. For certain obvious reasons

I will not at present note how the following effects

are produced, but only explain what this instrument

will do. 1st. It will ring a bell if the temperature of

the greenhouse rise or fall a degree, and that at any

distance. 2d. It will, if required, ring one bell for

increase of temperature, and another for decrease of

same. 3d. At night it will show the state of the

greenhouse {in the gardener's room), either when too

hot or cold, in letters of fire. 4th. It can be set to

ring the bell, &c. , at any temperature, from 45" to 90°.

The battery requires little attention, and will work for

months without any trouble. George Rothnie, 5, Crom-
well Terrace, Upper Hollo^oay.

Flower Shows.—In reply to " R. D., Sunder-

land," let me (as the grower and exhibitor of the Scilla

pemviana shown at York Gala last year) say that I hold

the same opinion as himself. There should be prizes

offered for the extra class. Gardeners would then be

more encouraged to try something fresh, which would
make the exhibitions much more interesting. Your
correspondent was not alone when he heard the remarks
quoted in last week's Gardeners^ Chronicle. I heard

the same from several, and not only at the Gala was it

admired, but by numbers who saw it here. John
Mitchell, Escrick Gardens, York.

Fuchsia Venus Victrix.—The entire family of

Fuchsia consists of objects of considerable interest and
attraction ; the growth of the plants is graceful and
pleasing, but when ornamented with aprofusion of their

elegant pendent blossoms, they become objects of pecu-

liar beauty, and possess a superior claim to a situation

wherever they can be introduced. Up to the year

1823, I have heard my father say, there were but two
kinds grown in this country, viz., F. lycioides and F.

coccinea. Since that period they may be counted by

the thousand. But probably no variety has created a

greater sensation and wonder than F. Venus Victrix,

wlien it was first exhibited. At Tunbridge Wells
it created quite a furore amongst those present

at the exhibition (myself included, although at

the time quite a youth). The variety in ques-

tion was raised by Mr. Gulliver (not the hero of

Gulliver's Travels), gardener to the Rev. S. Marriott, of

Horsmonden, Kent, and was sent out by Mr. Cripps, of

Tunbridge Wells, about the year 1S42. At that time

my father was gardener to the Marquis of Camden,
Willdemesse Park, Kent, and was a true lover of the

Fuchsia : Venus was of course added to his stock as

soon as it was procurable, and with an eye to its

bedding properties, it was propagated with the utmost

despatch. The following season it was bedded out, the

surface of the beds being neatly covered with moss.

Never since that time have I seen such effective beds of

Fuchsias as those composed of Venus Victrix ; its fine

sturdy, although dwarf habit, small foliage, and profu-

sion of elegant flowers, with white tube and sepals, and a

very dark blue or purple corolla, render it very attractive

and effective. Indeed, it may be justly styled the

queen of bedding Fuchsias, and ranks as such up to

the present day. My attention has just been drawn to

this old variety by a perusal of Mr. Cannell's Floral

Guide. Mr. Cannell there states : "After ten years'

continual inquiry and perseverance I have succeeded in

getting from a gentleman in Ireland this valuable old

variety, and from previous inquiries and advertisements

I really should be inclined to credit that this is the

only plant perhaps in the world. This is the first

true variety with white tube and sepals ever

raised and introduced. As this variety must have

come by a freak of Nature from the dark purple

corolla varieties, consequently it possesses more
black in the corolla than any other, with their

tube and sepals white. A high price has been
frequently offered for this variety for breeding purposes,

and great things may be expected from this Fuchsia in

a year or two ; and by crossing this with some of the

new varieties, we may expect before long a first-class

Fuchsia with white tube and sepals, and brilliant

purple corolla." I certainly anticipate great things from
it myself, foreseeing it to be the parent of an entirely

new class of bedding Fuchsias. Edward Bennett,

Osberton,

The Talking Vines at Combe Abbey. —
" Thoth " has criticised my dialogue with the Vines at

Combe, which is precisely what was wanted. Let me
now briefly examine " Thoth's " criticism in detail.

Firstly, then, " Thoth " says my Vines, not yet in their

teens, are wonderfully precocious, which was freely

admitted in my dialogue. Secondly, " Thoth " refers

to Mr. Cannell's theory on close-pmned Vines. I was
not aware that Mr. Cannell was an author on the Vine,

though he has gathered together from the pages of the

Gardeners' Chronicle certain correspondence on the

Vine, which he published in the form of a pamphlet.

I have heard that Mr. Cannell lived at a place where

the Vines refused to produce either
'

' Grapes or timber,"

and tliese may be what "Thoth" refers to when he

says, "There is a critical stage in the life of close

-

pi-uned Vines." Thirdly, "Thoth" hopes that the
'

' lord of the vineyard " will again communicate to the

readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle any further conver-

sation he may have with his Vines. The above is an

analysis of " Thoth's" criticism, in which I felt some-

what disappointed not to find something original ; but

there is a certain class of persons, who criticise freely,

and, like friend " Thoth," but lamely.

" Some few in that, but numbers err in this,

Ten censure wrong for one who writes amiss."

For the information of "Thoth," allow me to say that

my precocious young Vines, not yet in their teens,

have assisted me in winning three gold medals in three

successive years. There are in the country plenty of
'

' lords of Vines " wdio would like their Vines to speak

out in a similar manner. Mine, at least, have spoken

plainly. Win. Miller, Combe Abbey Gardens.

Charlock Seed.—In some parts of Northampton-
shire, on the stiff clays over the inferior oolite, a great

quantity of Charlock was very common a few years

since in the corn crops. It occurred in such quantities

that it was quite impossible to get rid of it by the hoe

or hand-weedei-s, and after topping the plants with the

scythe, to give the com some chance, a great quantity

of seed was always mixed with the grain at harvest.

There was a ready sale for any quantity, which we
understood was bought to mix with Rape seed for oil.

It is perhaps owing to this adulteration that rape-cake

has sometimes a hot pungent flavour. I am speaking

of what first came under my notice in 1822. Charlock

is too common now, but our best farmers have managed
to keep it under. The Charlock of Northamptonshire

is Brassica Sinapistrum, not the wild Radish, which is

very rare in the clay soils. M. y. B.
The question asked in last week's Gardeners'

Chronicle with regard to the use of Charlock seed,

seems at first sight easy to answer, but upon referring

again to the paragraph, I find the question is restricted

to the '
' legitimate uses " of the said seeds. It is

probably known to many that the seeds of Sinapis

arvensis have the bad repute of being frequently ground

up with Mustard as an adulterant, and it is even said

that in some rural districts they are used as a substitute

for that useful condiment. It has also been said of them
that they yield an oil suitable for burning in lamps.

The first is certainly not a legitimate use, but the

latter may be, and so, to a certain extent, perhaps,

qualifies this note. John J?. Jackson, Museum, Kn'.

Barberries and Blackberries,—-Three years ago I

had jelly made from Blackben-ies and the fruit of

Berberis Aquifolium, more commonly called Mahonia,

and found the mixture very palatable. I also had

jelly made from the Mahonia berries alone, but it was

not nearly so good. The Mahonia, as every one who
grows it knows, bears a great profusion of purple

berries, and as I happened to be rather short of fmit

that year, I thought I would try the Mahonia berries,

as I saw my turkeys eating them with considerable

relish, and with no bad effects. If used to flavour

Blackberries in a tart, I should prefer to use the juice

only, as the skin and seeds might not be good. G. A. H^

Golden Seal.—In answerto " B. C." (p. 389), who
asks what "the Golden Seal" of the United States'

dispensary is, allow me to say that the roots of

Hydrastis canadensis are known in some parts ofNorth
America by the name of Golden Seal, Yellow Root,

and Orange Root ; these names are derived from the

bright yellow colour the roots exhibit upon fracture.

When fresh they have a strong narcotic odour, and a

very bitter taste. In medicine they have been used in

infusion for the cure of ulcers, &c., but chiefly, I

believe, in ophthalmia ; their medicinal virtues, how-

ever, are doubtful. A yellow-coloured juice is obtained

from the fresh roots, with which the Indians dye or

stain articles of clothmg. John R. Jackson, Keio.

Meteorological Observations.—In your leader at

p. 38 1 you refer to Mr. Glaisher's interesting remarks

made to the Scientific Committee on the thermometer

in some cases registering higher on high than on low
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ground, a neighbour has pointed out to me that in

White's " Selborne," letter Ixii., p. 145, edition 1S25,

the results of Mr. Glaisher's observations, and also

tliose made by Mr, Wilson Saunders, are confirmed in

the fullest manner. The following is a copy of the

passage alluded to :

—

" On the loth [Dec. 1784], at 11 at night, though the air

was perfectly still, Dolland's glass went down to i^ below
zero ! This strange severity of the weather made me very

desirous to know what degree of cold there might be in

such an exalted and near situation as Newton. We had,

tlierefore, on the morning of the 10th written to Mr.
, and entreated him to hang out his thermometer,

made by Adams, and to pay some attention to it morning
and evening—expecting wonderful phenomena in so
elevated a region, at 200 feet or more above my house.
But, behold! on the roth, at 11 at night, it was down
only to 17'', and the next morning at 22°, when mine was
at io\ We were so disturbed at this unexpected reverse

of comparative local cold, that we sent one of my glasses
up, thinking that of Mr. must somehow be wrongly
constructed, but when the instruments came to be con-
fronted they went exactly together, so that for one night
at least the cold at Newton was 18° less than at Selbome,
and through the whole part 10' or 12^

; and, indeed, when
we came to observe consequences, we could readily credit

this, for all my Laurustinus, Bays, Ilexes, Arbutus,
Cypresses, and even my Portugal Laurels, and (which
occasions more regret) my fine sloping Laurel hedge,
were scorched up, while at Newton the same trees have
not lost a leaf."

Geo. F. Wilson, Heathei-hank, Weybridge Heath.

Crocuses.—I have a number of Crocuses in my
garden, of different colours, and among them, of course

(!)ut not more numerous than the others all together),

ordinary yellow Crocuses. Unfortunately there are

several hen pheasants in the immediate neighbourhood,
and these birds, passing by the other sorts almost
entirely, pluck off the flowers of the yellow Crocus.
Can it be tlie pollen that attracts them ? Can you sug-

gest a remedy ? W, M.

Cogs, &c.—It would certainly be a great honour to

be the discoverer of another saint for the gardeners'

calendar, but I can lay no claim to the distinction Mr.
Ingram would confer upon me. It would be some-
thing like the discovery I made a few years ago. One
day I was botanising on one of the heathery braes of
Stirlingshire, when I came upon three long stones,

which I was certain were not placed in the position

they were in by volcanic agency, nor dropped from an
iceberg. I sent a notice of them to the Antiquarian
Society of Edinburgh, to ascertain if the stones were
known to that body of learned men ; they appeared not

to be acquainted with them, and they were visited by
one of the directors, and pronounced to be Druidical

r_'mains—the remains of a cromlech ; but when notice

was taken of them plenty of people knew about the
stones, so that it was not reckoned any discoveiy at all:

but I hope my labour will not be all lost yet, although
I was unable, with pick and spade, to get at tlie

bottom of the basaltic boulders, for it is still an un-
settled thing with antiquarians whether cromlechs were
Druidical altars or places of interment. It seems
pretty certain that the Dniids were in the country at an
early date, for Gaelic scholars tell us that in several

places of the Irish version of the New Testament the

wise men or priests are translated Druids ; and so

where the English version saith that the wise men
from the East came to worship our Saviour, the Gaelic
translation has the Druids. So we are again informed
that many of the Druidical priests became converts to

Christianity, and were among the first saints of the
country long before there was any quarrelling about
the keeping of Easter and the wearing of the tonsure

;

so we may live in expectation of unearthing the relics

of a botanical saint, for the Druids were not ignorant
about the vegetation of the country. Mr. Ingram
wants information about the shape, make, and con-
struction of a cog ; I will give it with pleasure,

and give him also a sample to choose from. In days
of old the royal borough of Stirling kept a hang-
man to do its own work, and strange work lie had
to do sometimes, such as putting a Perth cravat about
the neck of an archbishop, and hanging him over the
Inidge of Stirling with as little concern as gardeners
would string Onions for winter use. For his work the
finisher of the law had certain privileges allowed him ;

he was provided with a wooden cog or caup, and
could take a certain quantity of grain from each sack
that was brought to the Stirling market. The state of
things is greatly altered now ; the hangman is very
seldom required, and his cog is now in the Stirling

Museum. The cog is a very good piece of work, done
by the turner, but I cannot exactly say how much it

would hold, but, judging from its appearance, it would
contain brose enough to supply Mr. Ingram and a
number of Scotchmen besides with breakfast, and I have
no doubt they would sing after they were satisfied

—

" Gie feckless Spain her weak snail broo,
Gie France her weel spik'd frogie,

Gie brither John his luncheon too,

But gie to us our coggie."

To relish a cog of brose much depends upon the

cooking of it. The " merry monarch " of England, we
are told, could dance and sing after sermon to the tune

of " Brose and Butter," when played on the organ in

the chapel by the Laird o' Cockpen. As Mr. Ingram
appears to be joking about the information required

aijout the cog and coggie, I will just continue the

joke and show him that they are connected with
almost every department of rural economy in Scotland.

In the ** Har'st Rig " we have ;

—

" But now the parritch comes afield.

Which joy to ilka ane does yield,

For now ilk yap and hungry chield
Fu' blythe does look,

WTs lass and coggie in the bield

O some high stook."

Burns, in his " Scotch Drink," says :

—

" That merry night we bring the corn in,

O sweetly then thou reams the horn in !

Or reekin*, on a New Year's mornin'.

In cog or bicker."

Even the milking-pail is sometimes called a cog, and it

is a common saying that *' one shouldna cast the cog,

although the coo flings." When Mr. Ingram asks me
to give him the root and branch of "cog," he asks

more than I can give him ; I leave these things to Dr.

Jamieson and the ** Edinburgh Review. " But no
doubt any clever philologist, who is acquainted with
Grimm's law of the correspondence of consonants in

the Teutonic dialects, would soon settle the matter for

him, and graft cog upon Gog and Magog. Peter

Mackenzie, Plean.

A New Plan for Raising Peas.—I send you a

sketch (fig. 77) of a very convenient and simple form
of trough for raising Peas, until they are sufficiently

high to be transferred to the open ground, without

much risk of injury from birds and mice. In this way
I have utilised a number of superfluous wooden water-

gutters. The squares fitting diagonally into the ends

of the troughs should be of inch stuff. To these

diagonal squares (a) are permanently affixed parallelo-

gram pieces (n), and oneside-piece board of each trough,

of which the end is shown in the section c, is to have
one of these *' a B c " pieces permanently nailed upon
each of its ends. The loose side of the trough is aflixed

by means of a string tied with a slip loop, and kept

from slipping laterally by a notch cut in the apex of the

diagonal piece ^7, and three othere on the angles of the

side pieces of the trough. My spouts are of inch

stuff, and about 5 feet long. I think \ inch stuff would
do for the sides, if a string were tied round the middle
of the trough. To liberate the contents of the trough
without disturbing the roots, the trough must be put

into a trench cut to receive it, the strings untied, the

loose side drawn out, and the vacancy of its thickness

filled in with earth ; then the other side, to which the

ends are affixed, may be removed, and its place filled

in a like manner. J. H. Maw, Broseley, Salop.

Foreign Correspondence.
Colonial Botanic Gardens — Castleton,

Jamaica.—This garden, which has been established

only a few years, indeed, only since the giving up
of the old Kingston Garden and the pensioning of

Mr. Wilson, appears, judging from a recent report

of Mr. Thomson, the superintendent, to be in a flourish-

ing and satisfactory condition. At one time, it

seems, some doubt was entertained as to the propriety

of extending the garden, owing to its distance from
Kingston, consequently it has not made such progress

as it otherwise might have done. We are told that "as
there is now no obstruction to the large importation of

a liberal assortment of all plants that are likely to be
turned to account as economic products, or as horticul-

tural species, and Dr. Hooker, of Kew Gardens,
having kindly offered his assistance and influence, the

garden will thus soon be enriched and elevated to a

new sphere of usefulness and efficiency."

Mr. Thomson suggests, with a view to utilising

the waste lands belonging to the garden, that valuable

economic plants should be cultivated in plots of plan-

tations, twenty or thirty acres being allotted to forest

trees, and a few acres each to such plants as

Cinnamon, Cocoa, &c. Among the plants lately

introduced to the garden was the Ipecacuanha ; a
Wardian case, containing upwards of 600 plants of

Assam Tea, arrived in excellent condition from India :

a plantation of 2 acres for experiments in the cultivation

of these plants was to be established at Markham Hill.

Manilla Hemp, which was formerly in cultivation in

Jamaica, but which has been lost, has been reintroduced

;

the Black Pepper and Jalap have been propagated, the

former to 30 plants and the latter to 20.

With regard to the Cinchona plantations, Mr. Thom-
son reports that a nm of virgin forest land, containing

600 acres, which was pointed out by him in the

beginning of 1S67 as suitable for the purpose, was
acquired early in 1S6S. This property in elevation

ranges from 4000 to 6000 feet above the sea, and is situate

on the southern slope of the Blue Mountain range, on
its western declension, distant about 24 miles from

Kingston ; and embracing as it does a variety of aspects,

with several streams or small rivers, and with excellent

soil, is admirably adapted to the requirements of the

Cinchona. In May, 1S6S, Mr. Thomson obtained

possession of this land, and commenced operations in

the felling and clearing of the forest, to the extent of

50 acres, which was ready for being planted out in

August. During the lapse of these months a violent

drought, such as has been seldom witnessed, prevailed

over the higher mountains, but which was most pro-

pitious in accelerating the preparation of the land. In

September and October upwards of 40 acres were
planted of the following species:— C. succirubra,

26 acres ; C. officinalis, 7 acres ; C. Pahudiana, 4 acres ;

C. Calisaya, 3 acres; and C. micrantha, 2 acres,—all of

which have taken kindly to the soil ; indeed thousands

have in this short time grown to a height of several

inches. At the time the report was written, from

which the above is taken, the number of plants per-

manently planted out was about 20,000, which, it was
expected, would be augmented to 35,000 during the

financial year.

A neat and substantial greenhouse, capable of accom-

modating about Sooo young plants, also a hot pit,

heated by a furnace and flue, and thus affording the

requisite command of bottom-heat, to enable the pro-

pagation fiom cuttings of some 2000 plants per month,
have been erected, at a height of 4S00 feet above the

sea, and placed adjacent to the site intended for the

house of the superintendent. A shed, 50 feet long by
12 feet wide, has also been built for the accommodation
of labourers.

Seeds of Cinchona succinibra, C. officinalis, and
C. Pahudiana have been received from Ceylon through

Dr. Hooker. Of the first mentioned species, owing
to the largeextent already planted, 8000 to 10,000 plants

were advertised for sale in July, 1868, to be delivered in

the spring of 1869. At the same time, directions for the

cultivation of the plant in Jamaica, at the request of

the Governor, were written by Mr. Thomson, and
printed for circulation. This announcement of sale

had not up to the date of the report been generally

responded to, hardly 2000 plants having been applied

for. Intending planters, no doubt, await the issue ofthe

Government plantations, but this contrasts unfavourably

with the first notification of the sale of Cinchonas in

India, and at a price of 150 per cent, more than those

offered from the Castleton gardens. Mr. Thomson
says, that as means are now at his command to ensure

rapid and extensive propagation, he will shortly be

enabled to produce such a quantity that they may be
offered at a low rate. Steps have been, or are about

to be, taken by the Indian Government, to commission

an agent to proceed to New Grenada to collect all the

remaining valuable species not yet introduced into that

country ; Jamaica will doubtless, as hitherto, share in

profiting by this new acquisition of several important

kimls.

Mauritius.—From this place we have the report of

Mr. Home, the sub-director, and considering the great

damage done to the gardens by the hurricane, it would
not be sui^prising if there had been nothing left in the

gardens to report upon. Mr. Home, however, states

what has been done, and concludes by giving a list of

the plants destroyed. With regard to China Grass,

he says, in suitable situations four cuttings can be had
from it in the year, and it will yield from a ton to a

ton and a-half of fibre per acre. The plant, he says, is

more easy to cultivate than Sugar-cane, and he anti-

cipates that the expenses attending the extraction of its

fibre, with a proper machine, would be found to be

less than those of sugar-making. The only expense

attending its cultivation are dressing the ground, plant-

ingand weeding, or hoeing once or twice, until the plants

have fairly started into growth, and begin to cover the

ground. Afterwards it grows so rapidly and so close,

that it completely chokes any weeds that attempt to

grow. Though Mr. Home expresses it as his opinion

that it will not compete with the Sugar-cane as a plant

cultivated for produce, yet he feels confident it will be

found a valuable plant for a change of crop with the

cane, and will return a fair profit to the planter on the

expenses attending its cultivation, and the preparation

of the fibre.

A large number of young plants were propagated in

the beginning of 1S6S; but, with the exception of

about 2500 supplied to L' Asile, where the cultivationhas

been entered into enthusiastically, there was no demand
for them. About 3000 plants of that year's propagation

are still on hand ; and, should there be a demand for

any more, the number can be very readily increased.

With regard to the injuries caused by the hurricane,

it was hoped that many of the Clove trees would

recover ; it appears, however, that those that were

seriously damaged are, with one or two exceptions, all

dead, and there are now not more than six good

specimens in the gardens.

Of Cinchonas there were at the time the report was
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written 950 plants in the nurseries, 920 being those of

C. succirubra, and the remaining 30 C. officinalis
;

besides these there were about 300 cuttings, under bell

and hand glasses, which were nearly ready for potting :

some plants of this species planted out in a ravine are

over 4 feet high, and are strong healthy plants.

About 750 plants of Cinchona officinalis were grown

from the seed in the gardens in 1S67, and having been

removed to the nurseries at Curepipe only a few days

before the hurricane, 700 of them were then destroyed,

20 have since died, and the 33 that survived were

planted in the grounds ; they do not, however, grow

well, and from their appearance it would seem that

the climate is too hot for them. At the same time

Mr. Home advises the attempt at their cultivation

to be persevered in.

Societies.

LiNNF.AN : Jan. 20.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in

the chair. Licut.-Col. Benson. N. L. Austen, Esq.. F. P.

Balkwill, Esq., J.
Goucher, Esq.. G. Harrison,Esq., C. A.

Robinson, Esq.. E. Taylor, Esq., and A. Woodward,
Esq.. were elected Fellows. The following papers were

read ;— I. A revision of ike Flora of Iceland, by Prof
C. C. Babington. After referring to the climate and
character of the country, the author gave an historical

account of its vegetable productions. It was stated that

the number of flowering plants which had been hitherto

detected was 467. Of this number none are peculiar to

the island, while only about 60 are not natives of Britain,

and with three exceptions all the remainder are European,
and found chiefly in Scandinavia. The three plants, not

otherwise known as European, are arctic, and consist

of Epilobium latifolium, Gentiana detonsa, and Pleurogyne
rotata. Although woods have existed recently in Iceland,

yet they have been destroyed by the carelessness of the

inhabitants, and in consequence none are now to be found,

though, as greater care appears to be taken of their

remains, it is expected they will spring up again.

The trees consist entirely of Birch, without trace of Pines.

Extensive woods of dwarf Birch trees are found in several

places, and some fruticose Willows exist, especially an
abundance of Salix lanata. It was stated that no grain

of any kind was grown upon the island. II. Contribu-
tions to British Muscology, by Dr. Lindberg ; communi-
cated by Dr. Hooker. III. 0?i new British Spiders,

by the Rev. C. P. Cambridge; communicated by
J.

Salter, Esq.

Feb. 3.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

Dr. R. C. Cunningham was elected a Fellow. The
following communications were read :— I. On Myrocarpus
frondosus, by J. Correa de Mello, of Campahas, S. Brazil,

translated from the Portuguese, with a note by the

President. II. Revision of the genera arid species of
herbaceous Capsular Gamophyllous Liliacece, byj. G. Baker,

Esq. III. On a new form of Cephalopodous Ova, by
C. Collingwood, Esq.

Feb. 17.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

R. B. Sharpe, Esq., was elected a Fellow. The following

papers were read :— I. Notes on the Tree Ferns of British
Sikkim, with descriptions of three new species, and
supplemental remarks on their relations to Pahns and
Cycads, by Mr. J.

Scott, Curator of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Calcutta ; communicated by Dr. T. Anderson.
This paper was illustrated by an extensive series of
drawings. II. On the Commclynaccm of Bengal, by
Mr. C. B. Clarke, Officiating Superintendent of the Royal
Botanic Garden, Calcutta ; also communicated by Dr.

Anderson. III. Extract of a letter from Dr.
H. F. Hance to Dr. Hooker, dated Whampoa,
Oct. 14, 1869. This letter gave a highly interesting

account of the Botany of the White Cloud (Pakwan) Hills.

near Canton.

March 3.— Dr. Hooker, Vice-President, in the chair.

A. G. Medwin, M. D. , and
J.

B. Perrin, Esq. , were
elected Fellows. The following communications were
read:— I. Note on Hybridism among Cinchonas, by Mr.

J. Broughton, chemist to the Cinchona plantations in the
Madras Presidency, with introductory remarks by

J. E.
Howard, Esq. The author, after alluding to the well-

known existence of dimorphism among Cinchonas, a
fact indicated by the special names of macho and hembra,
given by the Spaniards to the trees according as the male
or female organs project from the blossoms, proceeded to

state that in the Government plantations, where the
valuable febrifuge-yielding species were planted in close

proximity, and where they flowered and produced seed in

abundance, the seeds being made use of to extend the
plantations, it was to be predicated that hybrids would
appear ; and such had actually been the case. Among
young trees raised from Neilgherry seed he particularly
referred to one of great beauty, quite distinct from any of
the original kinds, having the general aspect, pyramidal
habit, and luxuriance of C. succirubra, combined with
the velvety appearance and purple tints which characterise
the leaves of the Grey Barks. This had been picked up as
a natural seedling under a tree of C. micrantha, growing
in proximity to trees of C. succirubra, which blooms at
the same period. Other instances were found. One
variety combined resemblances to the very dissimilar
species, C. officinalis and C. succirubra, having the large
leaves and habit of the latter, with the texture charac-
teristic of the former. Among the hundreds of thousands
of trees of C. officinalis growing on the Neilgherries, very
various and numerous differences were said to occur, so
that if each of the characteristic forms were to be distin-

guished by name, they would constitute more than a score
of new varieties, possessing as distinct an identity as that
attributed to the vars. Bonplandiana, Uritusinga, &c.,
which are now recognised by botanists. These numerous
varieties, however, merge into one another by insensible
gradations, and as it would be impossible to keep
seedling plants of each separated, they are all mixed in

the plantations. Mr. Howard, in his introductory re-

marks, expressed his belief that the subspecies or varieties

of Cinchona are permanent, and his concurrence in the

opinion that hybrids can be artificially obtained ; but he
was doubtful as to the occurrence of hybridism In their

native places of growth, since there could not be in general
the same favourable conditions for the interference of
the pollen of different species, which occured in the culti-

vated state. In the discussion which followed. Dr.
Anderson gave some interesting particulars of the cultiva-

tion of Cinchona at the Darjeeling plantations.

n. Letterfrom Sir H. Barkly, K.C.B., to Dr. Hooker on
the Natural History ofRound Island, one of the dependen-
cies of the Mauritius. This interesting letter gave an
account of fauna and flora of Round Island, a very
little known dependency of the Mauritius, and which,
although it is only about 25 miles from Port St. Louis,
and the intcr\ening sea is not more than 400 feet deep,

differs most remarkably from the Mauritius, as regards both
its plants and animals, not only as to species, but also as to

genera. The party, of whose explorations this communi-
cation afforded an account, was only in the island one day;
but during that time four species of snakes and several

lizards were captured, no species of either family being
found in the Mauritius. The insects and shells obtained
were also peculiar, one of the latter being a Cyclostoma.
Of flowering plants only twenty-four species were collected,

but of these more than half, including three species of

Palms, a Pandanus or Screw Pine, and two species of

Ebony, are not found in the Mauritius. One of the

Palms grows between 30 and 40 feet high, another is

described as being similar to, though differing from, the

Mauritian Areca alba, while the third has a most remark-

able bottle-shaped or cycad-like stem. Round Island is

only about 3 miles in circumference, and \\ mile across
;

and Sir. H. Barkly has been led to adopt the opinion,

that the area is one of elevation and not of subsidence.

It consists of a mound of tufa about 1000 feet in height,

with the vegetation most prolific towards the crown ;
very

little comparatively appearing in the lower parts towards
the coast.

Chenes de PAmerique Tropicale, &c. Guvrage
posthume de M. F. M. Licbmann : acheve et

augmente, &;c., par A. S. Oersted. Leipsic, 1S69.

(Williams & Norgate.) Large 4to, plates.

In the introductory portion of this handsome con-

tribution to science we learn certain particulars relating

to the botanical traveller Liebmann, and which may
be of interest to some of our readers. Liebmann was
born at Elsinore in 1S13, and died in 1S56, leav-

ing his work on the Oaks of tropical America
to be completed by Professor Oersted of Copen-
hagen. In 1S41 he went to Mexico, and there met his

fellow botanist, Karwinsky. The two sent home to

Europe, especially to the Copenhagen Garden, numerous
living plants. Among other places Liebmann visited

Misantla, the centre of the commerce in Vanilla,

which even at headquarters commands a price

of 12— 18 skilligs for each capsule. On his

return to Europe Liebmann occupied himself in the

Botanic Garden of Copenhagen, of which establishment

he was appointed director on the death of Schouw.
As to the classification of the Oaks and allied groups,

MM. Liebmann and Oersted lay considerable stress on

a point overlooked by most other botanists : the nature

of the style, whether stigmatic at the apex only or along

the inner surface, whether short and roundish, or

elongated, &c. The nature of the cupule furnishes

other points of distinction, and the variations in the

mode of ramification may also be made available, thus :

Quercus sessiliflora differs from Q. pedunculata in its

more erect, less flexuose branches, and by a more
gradual passage of the larger into the smaller branches.

Q. Suber and Q. occidcntalis present analogous differ-

ences. We cannot, however, pursue this subject, but

may recommend this volume to all whom it may con-

cern as a very valuable contribution to science.

A Geographical Handbook of all the known
Ferns ; with Tables to skotv their Distribution.

By K. M. Lyell. London : Murray. 1870.

Small 8vo. Pp. 225.

This little book will be useful to Fern students, inas-

much as it gives them the main facts of the geographical

distribution of this order of plants, unmixed with other

matter. It is avowedly a compilation, and though

other materials have been used, and other works con-

sulted, it is mainly founded on Hooker's "Synopsis

Filicum" and Baker's paper on Fern Distribution pub-

lished in the Linnean Transactions. The book has this

peculiarity, that while there is throughout a sprinkling

of references to plates representing Ferns, the only

references of this kind, so far as we can discover, are to

the works of Hooker, and Hooker and Greville. It

would have been better had some other of the many
figures of Ferns which exist been quoted, even if only

to the extent of giving, as far as practicable, one

reference of this kind under each species ; and this is

all the more to be regretted as some of the works which

might have furnished them are included in the list of

books consulted. For the rest, the work has been

carefully worked up, and is clearly arranged and
printed, the habitats being brought under six divisions

—Europe {with a subdivision for North Africa), Asia

with four subdivisions, Australia and Polynesia with

three, Africa with two. North America with three,

and South America with four subdivisions. A tabular

list of admitted species, with columns for their several

and subdivisions, given at the gnd, and

occupying some 39 pages, on the general plan of Mr.
Baker's Table, serves the place of a systematic index.

A new edition of Mrs. Loudon*s First Book of
Botany, revised by David Wooster (Bell & Daldy),
has been issued. It differs from most books of a
similar character by containing a fuller account of the
several natural orders, while vegetable physiology is

almost entirely ignored. It is a useful little book, but
should have been more thoroughly revised in respect

to eliminating obsolete or incorrect matter, and
the insertion here and there of new material. For
instance, the account of Cotton at p. 85 is far from
correct, and the description of the fertilisation of

Orchids, at p. 224, is singularly inaccurate. Such
defects are the more to be regretted, as the general plan

and execution of the book are good.

Our Ocean Highways, &c., edited by J. Maurice
Dempsey (Stanford), will be useful as a condensed
summary of information on matters of moment to the

traveller ; such as the best means of transit to and fro,

the fares, cost of telegrams, &C. The list of hotels is

unnecessarily meagre, but the book may be commended
as containing a great deal of information in a very few
words.

Florists' Flowers.
The Hollyhock.—This is a subject that fifty years

ago used to produce flowers as single as some of the

common Petunias ; but since that date great improve-

ments have been made in it. Amateurs usually

consider it a favourite, and gardeners are as a rule

rather partial to it. It is used admirably for

showing out large beds in the distance, as a back row
to riband borders, or perhaps for exhibition purposes.

It is a strong and vigorous growing plant. Under
good management it often attains to a height of 12 feet

and upwards in a season. Therefore a good stimulus

becomes necessary to support such active vegetation.

It requires a strong, stiff, and rich soil to produce

it to perfection. The gi-ound allotted for it should

be liberally manured and trenched as early in autumn
as possible, so that it may have the full benefit of

the winter's frost. And when this is being done it

maybe beneficially performed on the ridge plan, so as

to expose a greater surface of the earth to the influence

of the atmosphere.

It should be planted out some time in March or

April, but if they are late-struck plants they may be
planted in May. This should be done when the

ground is in a dry condition, as the soil most suitable

to the high cultivation of the Hollyhock should not be

worked in a wet and cloggy state. In putting them
out, they do well placed 3 or 4 feet apart. In planting

them, I should advise their being put deep enough, so

that they may be sheltered from the strong winds that

usually prevail at the time. Each of the plants may be

left in a little basin or hollow, and on severe nights

they should have flower-pots, or some other appliance,

placed over them for protection. The coverings

should be removed again in the morning. After

planting, if the weather continues very dry, they may
have a watering occasionally, but they seldom require

much till late in summer. When 2 feet high they

should be staked. The thinnings of young Larch or

Spnice, in 7 feet lengths, answer for the purpose.

Through all the early stages of growth, care should

be taken to destroy injurious insects found on them,

and also to be regular in watering them if necessary, so

that the flower-buds may form themselves more regu-

lariy upon the growing spike. Irregular supplies of

water are apt to cause the stems to shoot irregularly ; and

the misfortune of having unequally set spikes, especially

if wanted for exhibition purposes, should always be

guarded against. Towards July probably most of the

plants will show a disposition to develop lateral

branches. These should be preserved for propagating

purposes. But so soon as they show symptoms of pro-

ducing flower-buds at their points, which they will do

ere many leaves are developed, they should be topped,

so that the growth may be economised in the

remaining parts. When flower-buds begin to form in

the axils of the leaves they take the place of axillary

leaf-buds, and consequently the stem afterwards is not

profitable for cuttings. Ere long the side branches

will again show an effort to produce secondary ones,

and when they do these may be taken off, and looked,

to for the principal batch of summer cuttings.

Many other kinds of plants afford greater facilities for

increase compared with the Hollyhock. Suppose then a

cold frame is prepared for the undertaking. The cuttings

may either be put singly into large thumb-pots in it,

or dibbled, rows of a kind, into a bed ofsoil prepared on

purpose therein. Either way I have known to answer

admirably,—convenience, as much asanythingelse, regu-

lating whichever jslan was adopted. The compost used

may be of the ordinary kind made up for propagating

such things as Verijenas and Pelargoniums, being equal

parts of loam, leaf-mould, and river sand mixed

together, and a layer of the latter only on the surface.

The cuttings at this season will be mostly from what

are called " eyes," each one being possessed of a young

growing bud, with a piece of stem which should be cut

across half an inch below the base of the petiole and

about an inch above it, leaving also a part of the latter

attached In putting in the cuttings m the soil they
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should be inserted so that the eye would be slightly

covered with sand. This done they may have a good

watering with pot and rose, when little more attend

ance will be necessary till they are rooted, excepting

some shading in sunny weather. Then they may have

ordinary young plant treatment.

Till about the beginning of August little requires to

be done to them, with the exception, perhaps, of

watering. Sometimes they may need tying up and

keeping clear from injurious insects ; but as soon n

the tlower-buds are well set and swelling out, then i

the right time to fairly commence feeding them. If

the weather be parching, water diluted with a little

guano may be given them twice a-week, or otherwise,

as often as may be deemed necessary from the nature

of the place they are growing in. A very good plan at

this period is to cover over the soil about them, as it

wU now be well heated by the summer's warmth, with

a layer of old hotbed-dung mixed with earth, about

2 inches thick ; or mulch them, as it will keep the roots

from being too much affected by the hot sun or other

drying influences. This stage of the Hollyhock's ad

vancement will be found a very interesting one to its

lover and gi-ower.

When the flowers are beginning to open to show
their various colours of well-built beauty, amusement is

constantly found noting the peculiarities of different

varieties, removing decayed flowers preparatory forseed,

and stopping the main spikes when they have attained a

desired height. The months of August and September
are those in which it reaches its height of perfection.

From about the end of the latter it gradually shows signs

of less vigour till the season is over. As soon as they

have done blooming, and at the approach of frost, they

should be cut down and the *

' roots " lifted and put into

pots for the winter. Any place almost in an ordinary

greenhouse or cold frame will suit for preserving

them. The kind of usage I have observed to be most
suitable for both young and old is very similar to what
is applicable to the well-being of common Calceolarias

;

they should be kept cool, moderately moist, and have
plenty of air on all favourable occasions. During the

winter months comparatively little growthwill be made,
but at the approach of spring a disposition for growing
will soon become manifest, and activity on thepart of the

cultivator should also be shown for getting more young
plants established. February is a very good time for

undertaking the work, where a gentle heat can be
obtained. At this time of year propagation will

be mostly from young stems taken from the base

of the old lifted plants. As well as being easily

increased at this time in the usual way, they may
also be simply and profitably multiplied by graft-

ing, as follows :—Provide some healthy young seedling

plants, the stems of which are about the same thick-

ness as the cuttings intended for propagation. Cut
over their tops just under where their seed leaves have
been developed, then make a cut with a sharp knife

down the remaining part of the stocks
;

prepare

the cutting so that it has a wedge-shaped base,

and insert the scion into the stock so that both fit

nicely, when they may be firmly fixed by tying round
the joined parts with matting.

With the assistance of some bottom-heat, I have in

this way seen splendid plants established in about a fort-

night, and quite as good results produced at the time
of flowering. For a period extending over a few
weeks from this, anxiety will be felt for getting a good
collection of plants well organised for another year.

And provided other preparation has been already made,
ere much longer another set will be launched into the

soil for a future season's interest and enjoyment, /i. M.

Garden Memoranda.
E.\TON Road Nursery, Chester.—The principal

entrance to these grounds is situated on the road
leading to Eaton Hall, the country residence of the
Marquis of Westminster, and about one mile from the

Chester Railway Station ; but as large additions have
recently been made to the nursery grounds, the pro-

prietors (Messrs. Chivas & Weaver) have made another
entrance near to the suspension bridge leading into the

Queen's Park. Plere the grounds are divided from
the road by a neat iron fence, along the side of

which a belt of evergreen shnibs has been planted. At
the former entrance will be found a long broad walk,
leading through the old grounds into the new nursery

;

it is lined with excellent specimens of Conifers, itc.

To the left, immediately on entering, is a planta-

tion of fine specimens of Araucaria imbricata, from

5 to 8 feet in height, which entirely escaped
the frost of last season. Since the severe frost

in 1S60, when so many of these beautiful trees

were killed, planters seem to have been very
guarded in their purchases, hence the stock has some-
what increased in size and quantity. The borders on
either side of the walk above alluded to are planted in

the main with choice specimens of American plants, at

the back of which are long rows of Irish Yews, of

various heights. Beyond these are large quarters of

Rhododendrons, Aucubas, Irish and other Yews,
Portugal Laurels, &c., which in this soil grow freely,

and make fine specimens.

Passing from these into the *'new nursery," we
first notice a large quantity of handsomely grown half-

standard Portugal Laurels, with fine, bushy, and

symmetrically trained heads, for planting out as single

specimens on lawns, or for gi-owing in tubs, &:c., for

the ornamentation of terraces or other positions where
they produce immediate effect. Amongst hardy ever-

green plants the Holly stands pre-eminent, and its

cultivation here in immense quantities, of all sizes, from
the dwarf plants for making hedges to fine single speci-

mens for lawms and shrubberies, is one of the special

features of the place. Proceeding from the Hollies we
come to a large break occupied with a splendid stock

of Rhododendron ponticum, which is largely gro\^•n in

this neighbourhood for game cover. Next comes
Cupressus Lawsoniana, a large batch of nice bushy stuff

raised from seed ; and a similar quantity of the common
Laurel, which thrives amazingly in the rich sandy
loam. The next quarter is occupied with about 10,000

Purple and Copper Beech, ranging in height from 2 to

9 feet, and following it a large area covered with Oaks,

which are gro\vn to a very large extent.

Forest trees are a great feature in the nursery, on
account of the large quantities grown, and these, from
being regularly transplanted in very much exposed
ground, give them a fine hardy and vigorous constitu-

tion. The principal kinds are the common and Moun-
tain Ash, Birch, Beech, the English and Wych Elm,
the former grafted and the latter on their o-wm roots

;

Austrian Pine, beautiful plants rnnging in height from

9 inches to 3 feet ; the Weymouth Pine ; an unusually

large quantity of Spruce, mostly twice transplanted and
allowed ample room to extend their roots and branches;

Turkey Oaks, from I to 10 feet in height ; and of

Poplars, the Black Italian, Ontario, Egyptian, WTiite,

and Lombardy varieties, in great quantity, and in

excellent condition. Transplanted Larch and Thorns
are produced by the million, from one to four years

old, of great strength and clean growth, many of the

latter being fit for making good permanent hedges at

once if well planted.

Of ornamental deciduous trees there are here many
kinds, and many of them in large quantities, such as

the Purple and Copper Beech—truly handsome trees

for landscape planting ; and of the Plane, such kinds

as P. occidentalis, P. palmata. P. laciniata, and
P. acerifolia, &c. Then, again, of the Lime tree, we
noticed several kinds, including the true T. mississi-

piensis, a large-leaved form, and the weeping variety,

T. rubra pendula, the latter grov.-n on clean stems

from 7 to 8 feet high. In addition to these, there are

several quarters devoted to such plants as Syringas,

Willows, Robinias, Laburnums, Liriodendrons, Mag-
nolias, &c. Amonst ornamental evergreens, the

collections of Conifera? are very fine, comprising

excellent specimens of the Hemlock Spruce (Abies

canadensis), from 3 to 6 feet in height ; the Mount
Atlas Cedar (Cedrusatlantica) ; and of Cedrus Deodara,

a large quantity, transplanted with much success last

spring. Of Cupressus, there are robust examples of

the well-known useful C. fragrans, C. Lawsoniana,

C. macrocarpa, &c.

Climbing plants are represented by the Virginian

creeper, Ampelopsis hederacea, a choice assortment of

Clematis, Loniceras, Jasminums, and Ivies. Roses, of

all the leading kinds of Hybrid Perpetuals, Tea-scented,

Noisettes, China, and Bourbons are grown in vast

quantities, and appear to be very healthy. Of fruit

trees there is a veiy large stock, comprising standard,

dwarf, and pyramidal trained Apples and Pears, in

great variety ; and the plants, so far as health and

fruitfiilness are concerned, are all that can be desired.

Plums, Apricots, Peaches and Nectarines are also well

done. The grounds are very extensive, in an open,

exposed position, and to those interested in such trees

as we have alluded to, a visit must prove very agree-

able. In addition to the nursery, Messrs. Chivas &
Weaver conduct an extensive seed business in East-

gate Street, where they have also a fine showroom of

agricultural and garden implements.

Miscellaneous.
To Mr. , VENDOR OF AN INSECT PoiSON-

Good stuff, that will all insects kill.

Cheaper, I buy, than in your bill.

But you announce it in red ink,

As if you meant the world to think

Your insect poison so much better

Than if proclaimed in plain black letter.

Yet call I not your bill a puff.

Though of such things V\q seen enough
;

With other plans I do not quarrel.

But I prefer to use fresh Laurel,
Which in hot water, in a pail.

Win kill the insects without fail

;

But still the process must be watched,
For more fresh eggs are quickly hatched.
This is important, and well proved
By new broods following old removed.
Let others, then, parade their skill

;

Life in the eggs 'tis hard to kill.

The deadly fumes must be repeated.
For Nature is not quickly cheated.

'Tis said the eggs bred on a Scot
Will live unhurt in boiHng pot

;

Though as I am a Scot mysel".

This is full strange for me to tell.

But, as for rhymes we words must pick,
We should to rules of grammar stick.

Because we have on such to think
As with the others rightly chink

;

Though, as we aim at greater force,

We put the cart before the horse.

But this is written in mere fun,

And heedless how the sense may nm.
Just giving out a hasty hint,

Scarce meant to be presented in print.

So it, you're welcome to look light on.

And I am yours, dear sir, Jno. Wighton.

Grape Culture in Canada.—Few people are

aware of the extent to which this new branch of

agricultural industry is now being carried in Canada.

The wonderful success of the Vine on Kelly's Island,

and other islands on Lake Erie, has set thousands of

farmers on the shores of that lake, on both the

Canadian and American sides, to the cultivation of the

Vine, and the consequences cannot but be beneficial.

All round the shores of Essex and Kent farmers are

waking up and cultivating the Vine largely. In the

township of Gosfield alone, a few neighbours met a

short time since, and clubbed together to give such an
order for Vines as would from its extent reduce the

cost to the lowest wholesale rate. The consequence was
a subscription of 800 dollars, which accompanied the

order to one of our leading nurserymen for Vines alone.

Thus between 5000 and 6000 Vines were set out in

that immediate neighbourhood alone in one season ;

and as Vines are the most easily propagated fruit trees

we have, by cuttings and layers, it may easily be

supposed that when once a plantation is established

our thrifty farmers will become their own nurserymen.

Grapes throughout the Niagara peninsula are becoming
as common as Apples, and this may well be imagined

when one man this last season had 14 tons of Grapes
so injured by frost that he (not knowing that they were
really not injured for wine) sold them at two or three

cents per pound, for the manufacture of either wine or

vinegar. Throughout the present vineyards of Kent
and Essex the '* Catawba" comes to perfection, as do,

also, most of the sorts grown at and about Cincinnati,

which was the cradle of Vine culture in America.

The sweet kinds, such as the Delaware, and others

of that class, yield good wine without additional

saccharine matter ; but to Grapes more redundant in

acid large quantities of sugar are added, so as to give

body and strength to the wine. Toronto Globe.

Preservation of Telegraph Posts.—A Bel-

gian report on the preservation of telegraph posts, a

most important question in telegiaphy, decides that

chloride of zinc is the best and cheapest agent to

employ, though it does not work equally well in all

soils. In regard to the preservation of wood gene-

rally, some interesting results were published in the

Builder of January i. Various descriptions of Pine,

Oak, Elm, and Beech, prepared by different processes,

were sunk in the Great Western Docks on June 19,

1S67, and examined on December 9, 1S69. Creosot-

ing, kyanising, and sulphate of copper methods were

employed. The timber to be creosoted was dried

under a shed, \\\\\v full circulation of air for six weeks,

then creosoted under pressure, from 45 to 50 gallons

of oil to the load being absorbed. Timber to be

kyanised was dried as above, then steeped in a solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate during twenty-four hours for

each inch in thickness, 3 lb. of sublimate per load (50

cubic feet)being used. Timberfor the sulphate ofcopper

process was dried as above, then steeped for 14 days in a

solution of sulphate of copper, i lb. to S gallons

of water being used. Timber unpreserved was also

dried as above. Some of the results were as follows:

— Creosoted woods of every kind were per-

fectly fresh and sound. Of all the woods, English Oak
alone was entirely protected by sulphate of copper, this

agent being comparatively inefficacious with most other

woods, possibly owing to its ready solubility in water.

Electric Telegraph Revieiv,

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses,
Those -who have aquaria should now attend to

them, in the matter of cleaning, &c., preparatory to

another summer campaign. In those instances where
the tanks have been kept in a state of activity during

the winter months, it will be necessary to give tlie

inside of the house and also the tank a good cleaning.

When this has been done the dirty water should be
drawn off, and a nice coating of new loam (of a dark

boggy tenacious nature) should be placed upon the old

mounds, around the crowns, and over the roots of those

aquatics which are planted out, whether they consist of

Victoria regia^ Nyinphizas^ or other more humble sub-

jects. Plants of either kind which are giouTi in pots

and stood at the bottom of the tank, may also be fresh

potted. The same kind of soil is suitable for them. I

prefer, after placing one good crock at the bottom, to

put on a layer of moderate-sized pieces of charcoal

instead of more crocks. A good crocking is essentially

necessary, to allow the water to circulate more freely,

by which means the roots and soil are kept in a fresher

condition. Wlien the potting is done, do not, as is too

frequently the case, place the pots carelessly on the

smooth floor of the tank itself, but so elevate each upon
three pieces of tile that whilst the pot stands perfectly

firm the water in the tank may have the freest possible

commimication with the hole at its base. Those who
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depend upon sceiUings of Vutoria rcgta should procure

the seeds at an early date, and have the fresh mounds

of soil placed in the tank, and all other preparations

completed for their reception by the time intended

(or sowing. Seedling plants may be obtained at

almost any of the large nursery establishments.

Those who have kept their Nymphaas in pots

standing in pans or saucers filled with water during the

past winter, should now souse them all over with tepid

water at every possible opportunity ; they will then

make a preliminary start into growth ready for trans-

planting into the tank as soon as it is ready. In no

instances are the obsen'ations on plant growing given

imder this heading last week of greater importance

than in regard to Camellias and similar subjects. We
too often look carelessly upon the primary efforts of a

plant until the young shoots have attained to some size,

then we commence assisting the roots with stimulants,

damping the foliage, &c. These attentions should

always accompany, or if possible be given so as to

anticipate, the wants of an active growing period, and

not follow it. As soon as actual activity is percep-

tible, and the young shoots begin to push, let atten-

tion, in the supply of light, air, surface sprinklings,

moderate manure waterings, c&c. , be at once afforded,

that a sturdy and well developed growthmay be assured.

Those who have not yet made any progress in the

matter oi potting stotr plants, through not having a con-

venient shed close at hand, the weather having been so

unfavourable for taking plants to a distance, should

make up a temporary potting bench within the stove

and proceed with the potting at once. So bad has the

weather been that many operations have been delayed.

Gardeners must therefore make an early effort to fetch

up anears, for no amount of perseverance or applica-

tion will bring matters right if a few weeks more are

allowed to pass without getting the work well forward,

FORCING HOUSES.
J'ineries which are intended for successional or

autumn produce may now be started. Proceed slowly

at first when starting 1 Vines into growth. Do not

neglect the roots of all Vines planted out into indoor

borders, and this especially when the berries are thinned

and are swelling. Give liquid manure at every other

watering, .and in either case let the water have the chill

taken off. At the earlier stages of a crop in full growth

it is a good plan to place a coating of hot dung heated

by fermentation all over the border ; and having the

water all ready to hand, it can be poured over the

manure immediately. Carefully gu.ird against cliilly

air at such a period, indeed air should at all times be

given with care and discrimination. Every care will be

requisite in this wise when Muscats are in bloom.

Fruiting Pines in a forward stage will now require

rather copious waterings as compared with their require-

ments a few weeks since. Give wholesome liquid

manure waterings oftener and more freely. Keep up a

good high bottom-heat in beds containing freshly potted

successionals. Do not water them for some days after

the potting is performed. Shade them a little if the sun

is powerful, and with a free supply of atmospheric

humidity induce a vigorous start into fresh growth.

Pinch back all unnecessarily strong shoots on Peath or

Nectarine trees, and so equalise all parts of the tree as

much as possible. Be careful not to keep Strawberry

plants in full bloom in too damp or moist an atmo-
sphere, or even at this advanced stage many of them
will not set fruit. This is of more importance in con-

nection with those that are placed close up to the glass

than to others which are more in the body of the house.

Thin the fruits upon these latter if there is too large a

crop for the plant to carry well. Cucumbers and
Melons in frames must be kept up to a mean tempera-

ture of 75° to 77° by day and about 70° by night ; give

air where practicable in the forenoon, and shut up as

early as possible in the aftemoon.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Those who have not yet finished the nailing, &c., of

wall fruits may consider themselves behind, and should

make an effort to bring all arrears to a speedy
termination. Protection must be given to all, imme-
diately the flowers begin to expand. Where proper

materials are not attainable, anything which is at all

available must be made use of, such as branches of

evergreens. These, if moderate in size, may,be fixed so

as to ward off the sharpest frosts by night, and also the
warm rays of the sun when it shines brightly after a
frost on the following morning. Much good may be
done by placing wooden planks securely along the top
of the walls in the form of a coping. The spring

frosts attack the delicate blooms from above, falling

perpendicularly ; hence these coping boards, as they

project out from the wall, keep the frosts off to a
certain extent, besides keeping the blooms drier, which
is very important.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Some few spring blooming plants may still be trans-

planted, with the object of obtaining a quick show in

any desirable positions, especially such things as

Myosotis, Nemophila, Saponaria, Limnanthes, &c. , in

instances where they are not pushing prominently into

bloom. Not a day, however, should be lost before they

are moved to where necessary. Make up all edgings,

or otherwise, of Arahis, Aubrietias, Bellis, &c., and
do not longer delay the necessary digging or forking

over of herbaceous borders, or other mixed beds of a

ike nature.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Harsh as the weather is, a batch of autumn-.sown

Cauliflowers should now be transplanted permanently,

to succeed those which are being brought on under

hand-lights or bell-glasses. Sow more Peas and Broad
Beans as soon as the last sown ones show through the

ground. Earth-up Cabbages, and any Peas or Beans
which are high enough to require it. Sow a few

Lhvarf French Beans in pots, to be transplanted out on
to a sunny border, when all danger of frost is passed.

Sow for a successional crop of Radishes. Pot off

Chilis, Capsicums, Tomatos, &c., and get them well

hardened by exposure to all the cold they will stand

when established. Sow Vegetable Rlarro^a seed, S'a<eet

Basil, Summer Savory, and the like herbs, which will

be for planting out in a few weeks hence. Hoe well

amongst all autumn-sown Lettuces, and transplant such

as need it. If some of the youngest are now dibbled

on to a good rich border in a cool situation, they will

come in well to succeed the main crop. W. E.

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
[Just at this season, while the occupants of these all-popular and
most useful stnictures are fast opening forth their blossoms and
exciting our highest hopes of the coming fruit, a few simple

directions regarding their management, as suggested by one of

our correspondents, may be welcome to many of our readers.

And these we hope to continue from time to lime as may seem

to be required : and our plan will be this,—simply to direct

notice to those operations which require immediate attention.]

Pruning should now be pushed to a close with all

possible despatch, especially where the roots or pLants

are somewhat weak, as by pruning early the buds break

stronger than when pruning is done late. Where the

trees are young and growing somewhat grossly, as may
be the case with those planted out, it is sometimes

good policy to defer the pruning purposely to check its

luxuriance ; but in no other case. In the case of

Apricots, the flower-buds of which are mostly produced

near to the points of the shoots, very little pruning

should now be attempted. It will be better to let them

flower first, and if the fruit does not set they can then

be shortened to any extent. Watering.—It is ex

tremely important just now that all the soil surrounding

the roots, whether in pots or planted out, should be

thoroughly moistened and kept in a proper condition

as regards moisture, as nothing can be more injurious

or more likely to cause the blossoms to fall without

setting than dryness at the roots at this season. Tem-
perature and Ventilation.—Maintain as dry an atmo-

sphere as possible, and as low a temperature as can

be obtained, by admitting as much air as possible on

all favourable occasions, night and day, so as to

retard the opening of the blossoms to as late a period

as possible, when less danger will be run of having

them injured, as was the case last season. The longer

the blooming is delayed the better chance have we of

fine weather for the full development of the fruit. This

applies especially to unhealed orchard-houses. Where
the trees have come into blossom admit air freely,

but guard against cold, cutting easterly winds, which

sometimesdo infiniteharm ; better, however, afewdegrees

of frost than a stagnant damp atmosphere. If the weather

is fine and sunny they will set freely, but if cloudy and

dull go over the blossoms carefully with a camel's-hai:

brush, and impregnate them. Apricots require very

full exposure to the air while in flower. If the trees in

pots are not situated close to the ventilators, it is a good

practice, and will well repay the little labour incurred

to carry the plants out to reap the full banefit from the

open air during fine days, and to replace them again in

the house at night. This practice is beautifully pro-

vided for by the Rev. J. Fountaine, in his orchard-

house railway, whereby the whole of the trees can be

moved out to the open air, and shunted back again at

night with great facility. Insects.—Look after these as

soon as they may appear ; for green-fly fumigate, dust

with tobacco powder, or syringe with a decoction of

quassia chips ; for red spider the best remedy consists in

the vigorous application of the syringe—the water, while

it eradicates the insects, contributes towards the health of

the trees. As soon as the fruits are fairlyset give the trees

a good washing with clear water from the syringe. B.

TOWN GARDENING.
I OMITTED to mention last week the Maize or

Indian Corn, which makes a very ornamental \o\m

plant, and should be sown in a little heat, two corns

in a 60-size pot. They must be protected till May,

when they can be turned out ofthe pots without receiving

any check. The Portulaea Gilliesii is a very beautiful

annual in the sun, purple and scarlet, 3 inches in height

;

it should be sown in pots and turned out in May. The
Beds and Border should now be loosened with the Dutch

hoe, and be raked neatly. Hardy annuals should be

sown in rings, thinly, as the plants do not get so

crowded. Many may be sown round the bulbs, which

will make the most of the borders. Draw a shallow

ring with the finger, 4 inches in diameter for small

seeds and 6 for large ones, covering it, and patting it

down with the back of the hand. Any of the following

varieties will be found to do well in towns :

—

Ageratum
mexieatium, blue, 2 feet high ; Sliced Alyssum, white,

3 inches ; Candytuft, white and red, I foot ; Collinsia

bicolor, 6 inches ; Convolvulus minor, very showy,

1 8 ins. ; Erysimum Perofshiamtm,:ii^\iCivr^ or^Ti^Q^ovfer

;

CapeMarigold, white with dark centre, 9 inches ; Clarkia

ipulchella a.nA alba, 18 inches; /Z7H';he'Cf(^, pink, yellow,

and white, 18 inches ; Larkspur, the branching rose and
blue kinds do well under trees, 2 feet ; Linum album
&vAgrandiJloru7n, \ foot ; Love-lies-bleeding, a showy old
aimual, 18 inches ; Lupinus nanus, blue, 6 inches, and
the old sweet yellow and blue, 15 inches ; Nemophila
insignis and maculata, 6 inches ; Poppies, the double
French make a fine show in beds or large patches,

2 feet ; Nasturtium, the Tom Thumb variety, 6 inches;

Calceolarias and Pyrethrums, that were struck in

frames and boxes in the autumn, should now be potted

in 6o-size pots, which will facilitate their moving. J. D,

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, March 33, 187a

Month

Day.

!o. Sunday
!i, Monday

Hygrometrical Deduct

17. Thurs.

iS. Friday

10. Satur. .

21.' Monday

23. Tues. .

23. Wednes

\t\

+ ..,{ N.E.
N.E.

W.S.W.
W.byS.

}2(io

}3SS

riable amount of cloud

ig the afternoon ; cloudless at night.

Uly cloudy : hazy : f

fine afterwards.
-Overcast till 7.30

rain, hail, and ;

in the early morning ;

P.M. ; great gloom prevalent at 3 P.M.

;

mow fell about 4 p.m. ; cloudless after

of cloud were prevalent
;
generally fine.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, March 19, 1S70.

Rradford
Leeds .

.

Hull ..

Newcastle

Temperature c

JAMES GLAISHER.

Notices to Correspondents,

Books: C. C. Bentham's "Illustrated Handbook of

British Plants " has small figures (woodcuts) of all the

species. The new edition (.Syme's) of " British Botany
"

contains coloured figures of all the species, and is

approaching completion.

—

C. B. You tlo not specify

what books for the nursery trade you want. You can't

learn your business from books alone. Perhaps Thom-
son's "Gardeners' Assistant," and Grigor's "Arbori-

culture" will suit you. You will also want such books

as day-book, ca.sh-book, and ledger, and a note-book

to record your experience.

Flower-beds : D. T. Refer to the figure in p. 379,

third column, and enlarge to the size required for

your beds.

Insects—Bees : 7. P. M. E.xcept that some of the bees

sent were partially mouldy—probably from having lam

dead on the floor-board of the hive for some time—there

seems no sign of disease amongst them. It was very

injudicious to close the mouth of the hive with cotton

wool. You should have used perforated zinc. It tne

comb containing honey is free from mould, I'mfy be

used as a nadir when wanted. It is probable the

queen has been dead some time. VV.
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MVRMICA MOLESTA ; Fruiterer. Unfortunately no
remedy has yet been hit upon. In the meantime it

would be interesting to know the exact limits and
extent of its invasion. If our readers generally who
know of its presence would communicate the localities

where they have obser\ed it, we might ascertain this,

and possibly learn something of the conditions that
suit it and those that do not, which information might
be put to practical use. A. M.

Names of Plants : C. &• D. Not recognisable from
leaf alone.

—

Dytchley. We cannct undertake to name
such fragments

—

A. A. A'. C. Not to be recognised
from such indifferent specimens.

Persian Grapes : N. B. A great many varieties of
Grapes have been received from Persia, all with glowing
characters, and fruited in this country by the Horticul-
tural Society and others ; but none of them have been
approved of. They are generally too fleshy and thick-

skinned, with but little flavour excepting when highly
lipened, almost dried up, as they are under the fierce

heat of a tropical sun. In our dull climate they do not
suit. We should not expect yours to be any better than
those already proved.

Rose Apple : W. E. Eugenia Jambos, of Linnfeus,
De Candolle made a separate genus for it, under thf

name of Jambosa vulgaris, but by general consent the
Linnccan name is now adopted, De Candolle's genus
being retained merely for that section of the genus,
Eugenia, whose flowers are arranged in cymes, i. e.,

those in which the central flowers of each tuft open
before those at the circumference.

Treatment of Vines : Robert Allen. For your Vines
just started, to be ripe in July, you will require to
maintain a close moist temperature from now until the
berries commence to colour, of between 60' to 70° by
night, or greater if without the aid of fire-heat, and
giving air early in the morning, and shutting up earlv
in the afternoon. The temperature during the dav, if

by sun-heat, may rise to 90^ but if by fire-heat, a much
lower temperature will be preferable, —just a slight
advance on that of the previous night. It will not
matter how high the temperature reaches by sun-heat,
after being shut up in the afternoon, if sufficient
moisture is maintained in the interior. When your
Grapes begin to colour, gradually apply more air and
less moisture, and maintain a rather dry, cool, bracing
atmosphere in your house, by giving air night and day
continually, abundantly so in mild weather, and in

cold weather apply fire-heat to keep up the temperature
if necessary. In short. Vines while growing require
heat and moisture ; and when the fruit is ripening, air
principally. Rub off all the buds which are breaking
at each joint, excepting one, and do this as soon as you
see how your fruit is situated.

WANTED, a
CUCUMBERS.

Fulham, S.W.

To Gardeners.
.Ian that understands GROWING
-Apply at Millshot Farm, Crab Tree I

WANTED, a young Mai
and GRAFTER, and to

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman, Do'

WANTED, an .APPRENTICE to the Nursery and
Seed Business. An opportunity offers for a respcclabtc Youth.

Small Premium required.—Address, with particulars, to N. S. E.,
Gardtnm' ChrcnicU Office, W.C.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to st.ate that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualiiications.

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
makiiiE application would save time by clearly stating the duties to
be undertaken, wages offered, &c, so that suitable Men may be
selected.— Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

COMMlTKtCATIONS RECEIVED t—C. C—B. C.—Z. A. B —
G. Bcrrj-.—A. N. N. C—E. S. D.—J. R. P.—W. S —W. P
J. M.-\V. H.-J. B.-W. P. A.

Pirrluts.
COVENT GARDEN.—Marck 25.

The market has been better attended, and an improved
tone generally has been imparted, but with no advance
worth quoting. Hothouse produce is sufficient for the
ordinary trade, and outdoor stuff has met with a fair
demand. Flowers are plentiful and good, comprising
Azaleas, Fairy Roses. Hyacinths, Cyclamens, Tulips,
French and Scarlet Pelargoniums, Heaths, &c.

Fruit.

Apples, p. \ siev

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 to 1 5 c

Artichokes, p. doz. . . 30 — 6 c

Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 3 c

Broccoli, per doz. ..10—26
Brussels Sprouts, p.

J sieve .

.

..20 — 3 c
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. j 6 — 3 c

Celery, p. bund. .. 10—16
Cucumbers, each . . 16 — 3 c
Endive, per doz. . . 1 6 — 2 c

French Beans, p. 100 30 — 4 c

Garlic, per lb. .. 08— ..

Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04
PoUtos, York Regents, per

Melons, each ..16-
Oranges, per 100 ..30-
Pcars, per doz. ..40-
Pine-apples, per lb. 80-

HorseRadish, p. bun. 3 -

Leeks, per bunch . . o ;

Lettuces, p. score . . 1 <

Mint, per bunch .. i .

Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 <

Onions,per bunch .. o .

Parsley, per bunch . o :

Potatos, new, p. lb. o ,

Salsafy, per bundle . i t

Scorzonera, do. ..it
Seakale, p. punnet. . 2 <

Shallots, per lb. .. o I

Spinach, p. bushel.. 2 <

Radishes, per doz. .. 1 (

Turnips, per bunch . o j

n, 75J. to loar. ; Flukes

To Gardeners and Bailiffs {Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS forENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-
tions in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty. &c.
JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 & 338, High Holborn, London, WC.
EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER

and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to
Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E G
HENDERSON and SON, WclUnEtoo Nurscr>', St. John's Wood,

GARDENER (Head). — Is a thoroughly efficient
Working Head Gardener; has good testimonials, and will be

highly recommended. — W. MOORE, 3, Linton Grove, Lower
Norwood, Surrey. S.

-\. B. C , Post Offit

'^ge 35; thorough practical
branches. Two years' character
High Street, Hampstead, N.W

-GARDENER, Mr. Tit

a successful
and Yegetablcs,
Church Street,

GARDENER (Head).—Understands Stove. Vines.
Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also Land if"

jood reference.—J. W., Grove Gardens,
Watford, Hcris.

.. , understands theprofes.
character from present and previous
te Farm, Withyham, Tunbridge Wells.

/~:;.ARDENER (Head), to a Lady or Gentleman.—
V." Married, no family; well skilled in all branches of the
profession. Highest references.—M. C, 14, Adams Square, Bromley,

GARDENER (Head).
thoroughly practical in

Tct5worth. Oxon.

—.^ge 29, married, one child
;

all the branches of the profession,
nvestigaiion. — J. WRIGHT,

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incun
thoroughly experienced in Stove and Grcenhous

Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; and Fruit Forcing
branches. Good character. —W. J., Miss Lamben's. Bak
Tooting, Surrey, S. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married ; 20 years'
experience in Early and Late Forcing, a good riant-grower,

and Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Three years inlast situation Good
character. — C. D., Mr. Jno. Christie, Nurser>man, Leatherhead,

GARDENER (HEAD).~Age 31, married ; has a
thorough practical knowledge of Forcing Vines, Peaches,

Fjowers and Vegetables, and the Management of Kitchen, Fruit, and
Gardens Two years' good character from previous and present

nployei . HILL. Great Coopersall Hall, near Epping, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).-Age 45, married, no incum-
brance ; thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all

its branches. Wife could Manage Dairy and Poultry, if required.
Fourteen years' good character.-C. M., Mr. Rollisson, Nurseries
Tooting. SW. . , «,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married,
brance ; 17 years' expcricjice in all branches of H(

thoroughly practical Garder
"- 'ist situation; highly

no mcum-

GARDENER (Head), to
requiring the service of a fi

branches.—Age '
^

y Nobleman or Gentleman
rvice o[ a nrst-class practical Gardener in all

arried ; understands Growing Pines, Grapes,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants : also Flower and

iening. Ten years Head Gardener at Picton Castle,
II bear the strictest investigation.—G. FLETCHER,
ct, Wolverhampton.

GARDENER (Head
married ; thoroughly

Cucumbers. Melons, Stove a
Kitchen Gardening.-J. T., 2

or Single-handed).—Age 31,
understands Forcing Vines, Peaches.
id Greenhouse Plants, and Flower ana
4, Syston Street, Leicester,

GARDENER (Head), where i

Single ; understands the profes
uford Hill, Middle-

/"^ARDENER (Head), where thn
V^' —Age 20, single; understands the M,
Grcenhous
Late Forcing
GARDEN EI

e or more are kept.
nagemcnt of Stove and

."Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and Early and
Good reference. Three years in last situation.—The

r Maidstone. Ke;

GARDENER. — Married,
Forcing of all kinds, Orchard-h.

Gardening. Good

child ; understands
md Flower and Kitchen

—

N

. W., Havering. Rom ford. Essex.

derstands every branch

md Greenhouse Plants, Forcing. &a ; skilful in Lay
Bacon, Newton

GARDENER and BAILIFF (or either).—Thoroughly
understands the profession. Wife a good Poultry or Dairy-

woman. Good reference.—G, D., Post Office, Bromley. Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed,
is given).—Age 28, married ; i% years' g

The Cedars. Harrow Weald, NVV.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 22 ; understands Gardening in all its

branches. Good character.—J. KIMPTON, 4, Broadmead Terrace,

GARDENER (Third in
a5mallone).-Agc23; good .

large place, or Second in

. -, -.^--_, „ _..jracter from present employer.

—

J^^^Thc Gardens, Burvs-ootfHouse. Cobham, Surrey .

GARDENER, under the Foreman.—Age 21 ; would
make himself generally

Mr. J. Rimington, The Square. 1

/:iARDENER (Under).—Age 20; four years'
VT State wages. &c—W., Post Office, Wimbledon, SW

character.

/ ^ ARDE
vT in Hou
3, Hume Place, Claphai

GARDENER (Under), ii

Forcman.-A strong active
mended,—D. B., Dyrham Park, Bai

GARDENER (Under), in a
under a good Gardener.—Thre

ipally in the Houses. A small Prt
vmle Street. Easton Road, Bristol.

-W. WALTER,

GARDENER (Under). —TlThe Rector of Ched-
procure a situation for an Under Gardener ;

hly honest, respectable,-Rev. H. A, BARRETT.

/'":i ARDENER (Un
VJ preferred; willing to

the Houses
preferred; willing to make himself useful at Outdoor Work,

f required Six years' good character.—A. B., Post Office, Bracknell,

GARDENER (Under), in a
man's Establishment, where Horl

e years' good character.—W. H.

Nobleman's or Gentle-
culture is cherished.—Age ig.

5., Laurel Lodge, Torwood,

IFOREMAN,—Age 23

:

go(

pOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
Is thoroughly experienced in the profession. Two
good character, " ~

~
-G. S.. Post Office, Colnbrook.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.—Age 22; seven years' experience in Forcing and
Dcparl . , - .

Z., I^ost , Elmham, Thctford.
good character from present plai

s Establishment.—Age 23 ;

jits, Flowers, and Vegetables-
icndcd by present employer. — A. W., Post Office,

GARDENER (Head), age 38
anxious to recommend his Head G

POTATOS.—Southwark, March 21.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
moderate, but plentiful by rail. Towards the end
of the week top samples of Regents realised a little
more money. The following are this day's quotations :—
Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 8oj. to lojr. ; Yorkshire Flukes,
90J. to 120J. ; Lincolnshire Regents, So;, to 901. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do.. 801. to 105^. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do.

.
jos. to 85^. ; Ditto Rocks, 65^. to 70J. ; French

and Belgian Whites, bos. to 70,1.

WANTED,
Nursery.

Fruits. Four or five men under care. Sute
M. S, Post Office. Brenchley, KenL

OUTDOOR FOREMAN, in a
11 understand Propagating all kinds of

wANTED, as FOREMAN, a thoroughly practical
Man, who understands the Forcing of Grapes and Pines on a

large scale for the London market. An energetic, experienced Man
will find this a permanent situation. The strictest references as to
ability, &c,, will be required.-Mr. J. WILMOT, Isleworth, W.wANTED, a young Man accustomed to the WORK

of GREENHOUSES. One who has bjeen employed for Market
_i

. ^ .

„,jtjj good

Nobleman or Gentlem
_ Has a

BARRON, Royal Ho!

Gentleman i:

Gardener (Scotch) to an]
requiring the services of A practical indus
nowledgc of Farming and Accounts.—Mr
ullural Society Gardens, Chiswick, W,

GARDENER (Head), age 31, married.—Mr. Wood-
ward, Garbrand Hall. Ewcll, Surrey, will feel much pleasure in

recommending his late Foreman to any Nobleman, Lady, or Gentle-
man ,in want of a thorough practical Man, where four or more are
kept.—Address as above.

/_i ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married.
>^J brance; understands Stove and Greenhouse Plant

( good character —GARDENER,

GARDENER (Head),—Wm. E. Dixon is desirous of
recommending to any Lady or Gentleman a young Man as

above, who thorouehly understands the Cultivation of Orchids, Stove
the Forcing of Fruit, &c. ; also the

"
"

" wood Nurscr>-
and Seed Establis

. Yorkshir

To Orchid Growers.
/:iARDENER (Head), age 27. ~ J. Sherratt,
VJ Nurseryman, &c., Knypersley Nursery, near Congleton, can
confidently recommend a practical industrious Man as above to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring his services. Understands Gardening

te Grower of Orchids, and can
nials.

/_J.ARDENER (Head).—Age 40. married, no incum-
_^-^ brance : a first-class practical Man. fully competent in every

t especially in Pines, Grapes, and
pement oiStove and Greenhouse
in the Decoration and Manage-

.^,.. v,i v.,,,aiiitiiirti, (IC.13UIC, rtud Kitchen Gardens. First-class
baractcr—GARDENER, Hradbourn Hall, Sevenoaks, Kent.

ich of Modem Horticulture, m
ce Fruits under Glass, the Ma
Its ; has had much expericnti

tJiOREMAN, or SALESMAN.—Thoroughly under-
J- stands Market Work, Furnishing, and general Nursery business,

testimonials. Moderate salary.

Road, London. N.W.

Salesman and knows the v,

and Grafter, indoors and i

The Advertiser wishes for a situation of trust, and one that would be
permanent. A Provincial Nursery preferred. First-class references.

—

ALPHA, Messrs. F. and A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester. _^__

FOREMAN and PROPA-
;e in Hard and Soft-wooded Plants,

Azaleas. Camellias, Roses, Rhododendrons, &c. Has been in two
leading London Nurseries. Good reference—W E.,The Nurseries,

TMPROVER.—J. May, Gardener to Mn
J- Wesificld, Havant, Hants, wishes to recommend i

industrious Youth, age i8. A Premium will be given,
knowledge of Gardening can be learned.—Address as a

, Sandeman,
strong, active.

LAND STEWARD. '

FORESTER, at Whiisund
LAND STEWARD and

nday first.—Age 33 : has had six years'
, large Estate in Ayrshire. Can give first-class rcfcr-

-W. Y. J., Post Office. Harrington, West Cumberland.

"Pj^ARM BAILIFF.— In the prime of life, married, no
class Agriculturist. Wife a good Dairy-

Disengaged the end Apri Good character.—E. B.,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.FARM BAILIFF.—Age 29: Farming in all its

branches. Management of Slock, Marketing, Sun-eying, &c.
Highest testimonials.—W. O., Messrs. Peter Lawbon & Son, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, single; will be ai

liberty, on May 2. to engage with any Nobleman or Gentlemai
requiring the sen-iccs of a thoroughly practical Gardener. Is well \x\

ry branch of the profession, including the Taking of Levels

t Street, Mansfield,
.ill gn

GARDENER (Head), age 29, single.— T. Hurt,
Gardener to G. W. Chambers, Esq., Clough House, is open to

engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the ser\-iccs of a
thoroughly understands the profession, the Forcing- Flowers and Vegetables, Growing of Stove and

istworthy Ma;
of all kinds of Fru
Greenhouse Plants, Ri

employer—State parti

Rolherham, Yorkshire

:, &c. Been four _
. J. HURT, Gardener, Clough

HOT-WATER ENGINEER.— All descriptions of
Hot-water Apparatus Fitted-up. Repaired. Connected, fie, on

the shortest notice, by a thorough practical Working Engineer.

—

THO.MAS. 2. Wandle Terrace, South Street, Wandsworth, Surrey, S

To the Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER, or CLERK.—The Advertiser requires

a re-encagemcnt. Car ^ ' '' ''

Post Office. Margate.
tisfactorj- refcrenci

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.
APPRENTICE, to eitlur of tlie above.—.\ Lad,

aged 15; well educated, intellii/cnt, and active —Apply by letter
to A. B:. Post Office, Worthing.

To Gardeners.
APPRENTICE. — .\ Lad, age 14, to place under

a Gardener. A small I'reiniura given.—J. NOYCE, Kings-
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRLAGE FREE.

Producing abundatit Crops ofHay and superior Pasturage.

8UTT0F&~80N8,
Having completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATUR.-\L GRASSES, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils :—

Prices :

—

SUTTONS" BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre,

carriagcfrcc 2 bush, GrassScedsand lalb, Clovers supplied p. acrt.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. CarriaEC free.

From}. ?. MECHi.Esq., Tiptm Hall, near KelvcdoH.

Februarys.—"Your Grass Seeds arc so pure and well selected that

I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

F*om J. L. Williams, Esq., Boyne Virw, Xavan, Meath, Ireland.
March 30.—" Last year I got Irom you Permanent Pasture Grass

Seeds for 10 acres, with which I laid down one-half of a ao-acrc field

(Irish). I am very much pleased with the way the Grass Seeds have
answered, and I now want to lay down the other half of the field in

the same manner."
FromTuos. Levett V'riss^f, 'E^q., The Beacon, Kingswtar, Dartmouth.
December 24,

—" Mr. Levett I'rinsep must speak in the highe '

terms of the Grass Seed supplied to him by Messrs, Sutton & Sons
the sprinc, and which has stood the past burning summer belter
much of tnc old turf."

From], Ward, Esq., Round Oak, Greenham, A'rwtury.
July 4.

—
" The permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, supplie

you last year, have given me great satisfaction, and produced a
(this dry season) of about 45 tons of good hay—four and a half a

of which have fed five head of cattle during the spring."

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTTIE.E, for

Improving Pastures, at from 41, 6d. to gs. per acre, should be
sown in the spring.

This Mixture consists of the finest kinds of Permanent Grasses and
Clovers, and will greatly increase the quantity and quality of succeed
ing Hay crops. The Pasture should be harrowed with heavy iror
harrows previous to sowing, and bush-harrowed after sowing, and ir

some cases a top-dressing of manure will he found beneficial. Sow
6 10 12 Ih. per acre, accortling to the condition of the Pasture
gd. per lb., Sos. per cwt. ; Carriage l-'rce.

BUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

so prepared as to produce vcrj' large crops for the specified period'
they are to remain down :—

c, Carriage Fret

gllil SUTTON/

Special estimates given for large quantities.

SUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW
GLOBE MANGEL.

THE HEAVIEST GLOBE VARIETY.

IS the best Globe variety that i

>ne tap root. Inuring the past sea'st
iatisfaction, and from tnc good reports 1

It has generally only

ally receiving
e anticipate a great demand.

Price IJ-. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDIATE
MANGEL.

From the peculiar shape of this Mangel it can be allowed to stand
closer in the rows than other kinds ; hence it produces a greater
weight per acre. It is of beautiful shape, small neck and leaves, of
superior quality. Having only one tap root, it can be pulled with a
great savmg of labour. This will be found one of the most profitable
varieties that can be grown.
G^ The Yellow oval-shaped Mangel usually sold in the Trade is a

very mfcnor sort to our Yellow Intermediate, and great disappoint-
ment will result in sowing Seed which is somclimcs offered as Yellow

"P GYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDI-

DATES for the Society's PRIZES will

take place in the week commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates

must not be above zi years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sen

\ YX»^ ^vV '"^^ March 31 may be had on applicatio

^(^Opr''^^ *° ^ ^^ JENKINS, Secretary.

"P GYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

ASSOC IAT I

r Intermedia

Pi per lb., cheaper by the <

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED
MANGEL.

SUTTON AND SONS had the honour of first introducing thi
superior new large Mangel in the year 1866, the demand for whf
has rapidly increased as it has b(
The Fir

e widely known.
Root Show was awarded in

.0 successive years to SUTTONS" MAMMOTH LONG RED.
For weight per acre and size of individual roots this variety has
irpassed everj- other sort of Mangel yet introduced.

Price IS. 6d. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

Other varieties of Mangel 8d. to is. per lb.

For further particulars of SUTTONS' HOME-
GROWN FARM SEEDS, see

SUTTONS' FARMER'S YEAR BOOK
for 1870, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

ATH and WEST of ENGLAND
spqiETY (Established 1777), and SOUTHERN COUNTIES

ANNUAL MEETING at TAUNTON,
ine 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, 187a

fntidrtil—The Right Hon. Sir S. H.
NORTIICOTE, Karl., C.li.. M.r.

STOCK and IMPLEMENT EN-
KIES close April 20; POULTRY,

For the Arts Departir

IHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
imas Chapman, Es(i.,F.R.S. [The Right Hon. Viscount Corn-

Clark, Esq. I bermere,
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq. | Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procun

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on tht

Estate, and paid olTby a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of thi
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MlLMAN,the Sccrctarj', al

the Offices of the Company, 32, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

w DILLISTONE,

Lord Garlies, M.I'., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway Housi
Wigtonshire, N.B.

John m)ratio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple. E.G.

E.C
Charles'Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), a. Lower

Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Land
The wnole outl.iy and expense- —

upon the l.ind, redeeming principal
No investigation of titfc is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R,

RYDERj_ Esq., Managing Director, No, 1, Great George Street,

liquidated by :

Storey's Gal , Wcsl , S, W,

To Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS"
CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free (gratis to pur-

chasers). All kinds of Farm Seeds at very low prices.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,
High Holborn, London. W.C.

To Florists, &c.
rpo BE LET, a lan;^ SiloW HOUSE, with other

H(jrsK, and STABLING, in a-L GREENHOUSES,

SALES BY AUCTION.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, Kinp Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on-
FRIDAY, April i, at half-past 13 o'clock precisely, a splendid Collec

' ;tablishcd ORCHIDS, many of the]

exceedingly rare dcscript
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country occupy with regard to this move-
ment? and how far are they, as a class, interested

in it ? In answering these important questions,

we fear that the farming body, however steadily

it may be progressing in the improvement of its

own special avocation, requires awakening to the

vital importance of increased knowledge. Agri-

culturists are to too great an extent unaffected

by this question, because they are a non-read-

ing class. Were farmers adequately educated

they would be more deeply interested in edu-

cation, but at present they are too apt to consider

the subject as of small practical import. We
long for the time when this stigma can no longer

be attached to the farming body, when that

healthy liveliness so characteristic of the members
of other professions shall have more fully imbued
agriculturists ; when the great questions affecting

their body will be intelligently and generally

discussed, and when they shall rise to the desire

of freeing Agriculture from those trammels which,

more than want of skill or want of capital prevent

her full development. We may be met here by the

objection that Chambers of Agriculture have

undertaken this work, and doubtless to a certain

extent they have. But surely Chambers of Agri-

culture require to be impressed with the necessity

of rousing the interest of tenant-farmers to the

consideration of this question. Chambers must
be more widely representative before they can

exert an adequate effect, and we think it

would not be difficult to suggest means which
would enable each Chamber to act as an enliven-

ing centre, from which the spirit of progress might
continually emanate. Farmers themselves require

a better general and more liberal general educa-

tion ; and until this is accomplished they cannot

take a keen interest in the education of either

their sons or their servants.

They arc as a class very deeply interested

in the advancement of knowledge. When
we reflect upon the difficulties which at the

present moment beset the occupiers of land, we
cannot fail to sec that a higher standard of

education than they have hitherto enjoyed is

absolutely required. Briefly let us enumerate
some of the topics requiring calm deliberation

and united action. First, there is the question

of the tenure of land, the unsatisfactory state of

which can hardly be better shown than by the

fact that we have among us leading agriculturists

(although they arc usually land-agents) who
absolutely advocate yearly tenancies rather than

leases. Next we have the game question, which
could not remain in its present forlorn condition a

week were tenant-farmers alive to their interests.

It would be better also if we saw a greater

unanimity of action upon the questions of the

Malt-tax, local taxation, the state of the land laws,

and other politico-agricultural subjects ; while if

we glance at the present condition of both the corn

and meat trades, we see additional reasons why
farmers should keep on a level with the progress

of the age. These important questions are

likely to affect permanently the value of land
itself, up to this time the safest of all investments
When we add to the foregoing the advance of

agriculture, due in a great measure to the

application of science to practice, we can only

arrive at one conclusion, namely, that a higher
education for the farmer is absolutely necessary.

The improvement of land, implements, and live

stock have been carried to wonderful perfection,

but further progress and successful competition
with the world at large seems to call loudly for a

higher standard of agricultural education. This
is required both for the fanner and the labourer,

but we would especially urge its positive need for

the improvement of the farmer. The scheme of

general primary education which now occupies

the attention of the Legisl.ature of this country,

is an effort to instruct those classes least able to

obtain education without assistance. The labourer,

therefore, is being cared for. The position of the
farmer will, however, remain comparatively un-
altered, ; and unless he is impressed with the
necessity of both primary and technical educa
tion his improvement will be slow indeed. iV.

[We published last week (p. 393) an extract

from the syllabus of subjects in which the High-
land and Agricultural Society examines the
candidates for its agricultural diploma. A
corresponding prospectus has now reached us
from Hanover Square. The examination by
the English Agricultural Society will take
place during the week beginning Tuesday,
April 25. Forms of entry, duly filled up, in-

cluding particulars as to general education,
must be sent to the Secretary on or before

the last day of this month, before which
day the candidate must not have completed his

2 1 St year. Every candidate must satisfy the

examiners in the chemistiy and practice of

agriculture and in book-keeping, and also in one
of the two following subjects—land surveying,

and mechanics as applied to agriculture. And
in order to be placed in the first class, candidates

must satisfy the examiners in both the above

subjects. Any candidate may offer himself for

examination in one or more of the following

subjects, viz., botany, geology, or anatomy. Any
knowledge which he may show of these subjects

will be counted to his credit in the general classi-

fication, provided that he shall have fulfilled the

foregoing 'conditions, and provided that theknow-
ledge of these subjects does not fall below the

standard fixed as a minimum in each of these

optional subjects. Each successful candidate

obtaining a first-class certificate thereby becomes
a life-member of the Society, and there is a prize

list besides"amounting to ^120. Let us hope that

the Society will receive before next Thursday a

large number of names ; and that, dealing with

an increasing constituency every year, they may
have the satisfaction of feeling that that clause in

their charter which directs them to promote
the education of the farmer is every year more
and more bearing the fruit which the founders of

the Society contemplated.]

The Com Market at Mark Lane on Monday
last must be reported slack ; and notwithstanding short

supplies most samples of Wheatwcre I.f. perqr. cheaper.

On Wednesday no great quantity of business was done,

at Mond,iy's reduced quotations. In the Cattle

Market the top prices of the previous week were

retained only for the choicest qualities of stock, and on

Thursd.ay trade was very dull and Monday's prices

were barely reached. The Wool trade has been

languid for everything except lustre wools and the best

half-breds.- In Seeds there has been plenty doing, at

somewhat advancing rates.

We announce with deep regret the death of

Mr. H. H. Dixon, whose racy histories and descriptio:

of our leading herds in the columns of the Jlfari La.

Express have since been collected and published in the

well-known volumes on "Field and Farm," "Saddle

and Sirloin," &c. Mr. DixON was Agricultural Editor

of the Illustrated N^ews, and was also well known to

the readers of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England.

The following summary of the results obtained

near Cirencester from the use of a top-dressing of

nitrate of soda on Wheat was communicated last week
to the Times by Professor Wrightson, of the Royal

Agricultural College :

—

"The effects of nitrate of soda in increasing the yield

per acre upon four farms in this neighbourhood are given

in the accompanying Table. The figures indicate the

amount of increase per 100 lb. of nitrate used :

—

With Dressings per acre equal

4 and 8-inch rows. The same rate of seed per acre

was maintained in all the experiments in 1S68, but the

crop in the wide-apart rows appeared to be too thick,

crowded, and tufted ; so that in 1S69 the seed sown in

the wide-apart rows was reduced to the same quantity

in each row as that sown in the 8 inches apart rows.

The following are the results, calculated per imperial

acre :

—

Experiments on Grain Sown at Various Widths.

First Scries.

Drilled
apart.
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fetched the highest price yesterday-Bz gs. Another, a

red bull, Peer of the Realm, Mr. Cruickshank con-

sidered about the best of the herd ;
he fetched 67 gs.

One very fine animal—Honeycomb, roan—got by Cham-

pion OF England, Mr. C. also had a great fancy for

which increased after he saw him in the rmg, so rnuch

so that after upwards of 50 gs. had been ottered for

him, he was withdrawn at 80. Amongst the sires

which we have not mentioned were RoE Rov, a prize

winner at Kinross, Cupar, and Inverness, &c. :
Scot-

land's Pride, the first-prize yeariing bull at Aberdeen m
1867, also the winner of the 50-guinea challenge cup when

a yearling, competing with all ages ;
and Scotch Rose,

son of the famous Rochdale, the winner of numerous

prizes and challenge cups—including two of the value of

100 gs. each. Some of the stock of Scotland's Pride

were specially sweet animals ; and one in particular, a

roan, was greatly admired, and caused a keen com-

petition, being eventually knocked down to Mr. Stewart,

Sandhole, at 51 guineas. The bidding for the bulls was,

on the whole, very spirited. The total sum realised was

r376 gs. for 38 bulls sold, being an average of fully 36 gs.

a-head, and only a few shillings less than last year, when

49 buUs sold averaged ^38 55. The bulk of the heifers

were but 'culls' from Mr. Cruickshank's herd- the best

being always kept for breeding purposes—and, of course,

could not be expected to realise such high prices. The

2S sold brought a total of 536 gs., being an average of

about 21 gs. a-head."

We have not space for a complete list of the prices

realised, but besides the animals already mentioned we
may notice Lord North by Forth, 50 gs. (Mr.

Gordon, of Park Hill)
; John Bright, by Roi! Roy,

73 gs- (Mr. Bruce, Broadland) ; Alliance, by Scot-

land's Pride, 51 gs. (Mr. Stewart, Sandhole,

Frazerburgh) ; Archbishop, by Scotland's Pride,

56 gs. (Major Ramsay of Barra) ; Golden Cross, by

Julius C.^;sar, 55 gs. (Mr. 'Thom.son, Dumbreck)
;

Forerunner, by Champion of England, 51 gs.

(Mr. Manson, Oldmeldrum) ; Royal Briton, by
Senator, 59 gs. (Mr. Marr, Uppermill, Tarves).

AH the above were yearling bulls. The recent

severe weather had proved trying to the herd,

several individuals being lame or "crazy," and, in

general, the animals were not so fresh and sprightly

as usual.

The annual sale at Burghley Park took place

on the 17th inst., under the direction of Mr. Strafford
;

15 cows and heifers and 12 bulls were disposed of, at a

general average of ^'26 iSs. 61/., and a total of

^727 2s. 6d. The highest figure (47 gs.) was

given by Mr. Whitwell, for Grecian Saye, a

2-year-old bull ; Sir G. Murgrave gave 45 gs. for

Grand Seneschal (26,309), and Mr. Bro\vn bought

Royal Oxford (27,380), a 3-year-old, for 40 gs.

The highest price for cows was given for Ciril, by

Bramble, seven years old, which was bought by Mr.

Stokes for 40 gs. ; and Mr. Wood gave 22 gs. iox Lady
Cambridge, a yearling, by Baron Archdale (25,553).

The remaining animals brought the prices of ordinary

stock.

Several bulls have lately been sold at Kings-

cote, and the number of the herd has been w-ell kept

up by births. 2D Earl of Walton (19,672),

having finished his term of service in the Ridgway
herd, has gone to Sir John Holt's, Ozleworth.

Lord Red Eyes 2D (24,460) is residing among
the Stoneylane herd, and his brother Lord Red
Eyes (24,459) has left Frocester Court, where he has

been employed by Mr. Hay^vard, and has been engaged

by Mr. Butler, of Badminton. Voucher, by 3D Duke
OF Clarence (23,727), dam Vhzy, by Chaffcutter
(2572), a really good young bull, has been sold to

Mr. Pullen, Chippenham ; and Duke of Slimbridge,
by 2D Duke of Wethekby (21,618), to Mr. Elwes,

of Colesbourne. The following births have been lately

registered at Kingscote :

—

Fitleet 6lh, a white h.c, by 3D Duke of Claeence.
reach Blossom, by 4th DUKE OF Oxford (11,387), a roan b.c,

by NoRTHEKN Duke.
Princess Helena, by CuPiD (14,350), a roan b.c, by 3D DuKE OF

Clarence.
Dora, by 2D Duke of Airdrie, a roan b.c., by do.

Duchess of Slimbridge, by Chaffcutter (12,572), a roan b.c,

Honeymoon, by Caleb (15,718), a red b.c, by do.

Sn'em Lady, a roan b.c, by Prince of Clarence (27.163).

Heliotrope, by Archduke (14,099, a rcdcc.by 3D Duke of

The first-named calf was dropped two months before

his time, but is doing well. Lastly, we may mention
that Lord .Spencer's Grand Duchess is at Kingscote, on
a visit to 3D Duke of Clarence.

The Ariadne, of the London River Plate Com-
pany, arrived at Falmouth on the 17th inst. with the

first cargo of live cattle ever brought to this country

from South America. The consignment consisted of

144 bullocks, 300 sheep, 6 cows, 5 calves, and

7 horses—a less number than might have been accom-

modated. The weather during the homeward voyage

was very bad, and the cattle arrived out of con-

dition. Wc understand the prices realised were dis-

appointing.

SHEEP.
Mr. Kiekham, of Audley, has favoured us with the

following somewhat unfavourable report upon the con-

dition of sheep stock in the neighbourhood of Caistor ;

—

" The sheep news from this part of Lincolnshire is not

of a very cheerful character. We are suffering from the

foot-and-mouth disease, and the ewes are in a direful

condition, many of them having dead lambs, and others

having cast their lambs. Hoggetts will be light in

comparison with other years, and those which have

recovered some months from the disease have been

found deficient in weight. The price of mutton must
continue high, but the loss sustained by the farmer,

owing to this wide-spread calamity, will render this

year of low prices and bad yield very discouraging.

There will be a short clip of wool in this county, and,

owing to the before-mentioned disease, it is very loose

the sheep, and will be found tender. There is a

considerable demand for Lincolnshire sheep for expor-

tation to Australia and Buenos Ayres, and their worth
seems to be gradually though slowly appreciated. This

not to be wondered at, when a good Lincolnshire

hogg, in his wool, is worth £(1, but to arrive at this

result they must be well cared for from the first."

POULTRY.
To ENSURE a profitable result from the extended

keeping of poultry on a mixed farm, proper accommo-
lation is indispensable. A wooden "lean-to" put up
igainst any of the permanent buildings, with an

enclosed yard in front, both house and front being sub-

divided according to the number of breeds kept, is all

that is requisite. The house for each breed should be

10 feet square, with a sloping roof 6 feet high in front,

and 10 to 12 feet high behind. A ventilator should be

placed over each division. The yard should be at least

12 feet by 6 feet, and covered with fine gravel, which

ought to be changed and refreshed once a-week. The
partitions between the yards should be of wooden
planking |-inch thick, and 2j to 3 feet high, to prevent

the cocks from seeing each other. Above that height

wire netting is sufficient protection. Each yard should

be furnished with a dust-bath, a drinking fountain, and

feeding troughs. . In the houses, the roosting places

should consist of poles of young Larch trees, or other

thinnings from the plantations, laid upon tressels about

3 feet from the ground at most, with a ladder leading

up to them. The nests and hatching dormitories may
be arranged about the same height from the floor in a

single tier along the walls of the house. Walls and

ceilings should be regularly whitewashed with hot

lime, and both houses and outdoor yards carefully

cleaned out at least once a week. A very fair breeding

stock for an ordinary sized farm would consist of

I cock and 12 hens of each breed desired to be kept.

To prevent " in-breeding," which effectually ruins any

yard in a very brief time, the cocks should be changed
every second year ; and great pains should be taken to

select good, healthy, well-formed birds, with all the

requisite points purely and distinctly marked. Abridged

from the Highland and Agricultural Societ/s Jour?!

THE EXPENDITURE OF FOOD BY
RESPIRATION.

A HUMAN life has recently been sacrificed to prove

that life cannot be sustained without food. At the

inquest held a short time ago on the body of the Welsh
fasting girl, it was stated that the watching com-

mittee were about equally divided in opinion on the

facts of the case, some believing that the girl had really

lived without food for months or years, whilst others

considered that the pretence that she had done so

was an imposture. Nor is it improbable that of the

great majority of the population who have become

acquainted with the case through the newspapers there

are as many who believe, as there are who disbelieve,

the statement of the father, that the girl had really

fasted so long.

Yet, if there is one thing which is more firmly

established by scientific inquiry than another, it is tliat

actual waste or expenditure of substance is going on

during the whole period of our existence ; and that

unless this waste be compensated by food, death must

quickly ensue.

The nearest approach to the contmuance of life

without food is in the case of those animals which pass

through a period of hybernation. A dormouse, for

instance, sleeps through a greater part of the winter ; the

little animal becomes cold to the touch, shows no sign

of respiration, and is to all appearance dead. Never-

theless, careful experiments have proved that slow

respiration is going on all the time, accompanied with

gradual loss of substance ; and if the cold weather be

sufficiently prolonged, or the animal be subjected by

artificial means to a continuance of low temperature,

death will take place ; if not from other causes, at any

rate as soon as there ceases to be a supply of accumu-

lated fat, or other material within the body, available

for the purposes of respiration.

Indeed, the resources of the body]itself, unreplenished

by food, can supply the necessary material for waste for

only a very limited period. The minimum amount of

food required to maintain existence will vary for a given

live weight according to the description of the animal,

the description of the food, the conditions of life, and

individual peculiarities. But, to say nothing of other

losses, as part of the substance of the body passes ofi"

into the atmosphere with every respiration, it is abso-

lutely certain that death cannot be far off whenever the

supply of food is stopped.

The fact of a constant expenditure of food by respi-

ration has a very important bearing on the economy

of the farm. Every animal that is kept, whether for

labour or for the production of meat, requires a given

amount of food for the mere maintenance of life. If it

receive more than this, the remainder may serve to

enable the working animal to perform his labour, or

the meat-making animal to increase in substance and
in weight, and consequently in value.

It may be mentioned, in passing, that direct experi-

ments have proved that the expenditure by respiration

is very much greater within a given time whilst an

animal is awake than whilst it is asleep ; and

again, very much greater when in exercise than when
at rest.

Confining attention to the case of the animals fed for

the butcher, it will be obvious that the economy of the

feeding process will be the greater the less the amount
of food expended by respiration in the production of a

given amount of increase ; and it is equally obvious

that one ready and efficient means of lessening the pro-

portion of the waste or expenditure to the increase

produced, is to lessen as far as possible the time taken

to produce it ; in other words, to fatten as quickly as

possible.

An example taken from the ordinary practice of the

farnr will clearly illustrate the point, and show the

great importance of bearing the facts in mind. From
the results of numerous experiments made at Rotham-
sted it may be assumed that, on the average, a pig

weighing 100 lb. will, if supplied with as much barley-

meal as he will eat, consume 500 lb. of it, and double

his weight—that is, increase from 100 lb. to 200 lb. live

weight—in 16 or 17 weeks. The following Table .shows

the amounts of dry or solid constituents in the 500 Ib-

of barley-meal, and how they will be disposed of in the

case supposed :

—

5007A barley-mealproduce loo 16. increase and supply :—
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possess), at present it is most desirable, in order to

affix to it any fair value, that every effort should be

made to contribute the minimum quantity of sewage

which it is possible to apply to a crop. Until we arrive

at this point in the practice of agiiculture by sewage,

an exaggerated estimate of cost will appear to the debit

of each crop, and the real value of sewage in a national

sense will be greatly depreciated.

As you are aware, most sewage farms have been laid

out with a view to the use of surplus sewage water from

higher ground over beds whicli lie at a lower level.

This farm even contemplated a third use of the water

OAT SOWING.
Oat sowing is concluded before this in our southern

and midland counties, but this season is exceptional in

this, as in other respects. Oats require a fine seed-

bed, and it is a shortsighted policy to throw the seed

mto the land before it is ready, and this applies with

gi-eater force in April than in February ; for when sown

early March generally corrects the land, but when a

bad season in April is followed by the drying weather

of May, the Oat crop never comes to much. In Scot-

land the place for Oats is after lea ; and where the lea

before it passed away, but the result of experience has
j

was not ploughed until last month, it wdl be no easy

borne out the remarks made by Mr. Morton in his
I matter getting a good seed-bed—accordmg to the usual

pamphlet published in 1S6S, and has shown this
j

way of sowing broadcast. In such cases a proper seed-

system to be altogether incompatible with experiments bed should be prepared with the harrows and clod'

which are intended to test the value of sewage.
|
crusher, and the seed then drilled

We have, therefore, with the object

of conveying the sewage without

waste to the land to which it is to

be applied, replaced by wooden
troughing the dilapidated earthen

carriers which Mr. Morton speaks of

as being so wasteful of sewage ; and

we have, by cutting off all means of

surface escape from each bed, endea-

voured to confine the quantity of

sewage to only so much as shall be

necessary to irrigate it. By these

means we shall be able to state with

some accuracy the quantities of sew-

age which each crop has received,

and then, by taking following crops

without any further dressings, we shall

in time be able to judge of the worth

of that which the ground still retains.

There is another point which came
into the discussion of Mr. Bailey

Denton's paper to which I would
draw attention as being most im-

portant to the question of value, and
it is that of the dilution of the sewage

by the farmer before using it on the

land. It is obvious that if this is

allowed to be necessary it will greatly

hinder the use of sewage on account

of the serious additional cost ofpump-
ing (already the bcic noi'r of most
towns) which the extra volume will

entail, since, excepting in very rare

instances, the farmer will be quite

unable to add water to the stream

of sewage as it pours into his carriers.

If the dilution is effected before it is

delivered from the culvert of supply,

who shall regulate the strength to

satisfy the farmer who cultivates free

loose soil and he who works in stiff

clays ? If the ** water " is a boon to

one, it will be cumbersome to the

other, for which a reduction in the

charge for the sewage in it will not

compensate him.
Our experience upon tins farm,

however—where at times the sewage
pours into the tank in a very dark
and offensive condition—is that no
such dilution is necessary ; and as

many other fanns take the sewage of
towns just as it is delivered to them,
I hope that such cases will prove to

be rare. I confess tliat I cannot
reconcile the propriety of excluding
storm water from the sewage drains,

whilst the dilution of sewage in pro-

tection of crops is prescribed.

The application also of sewage to

fallow land in preparation for crop-
ping is more the act of one who is

obliged to take sewage daily than
that of an experimental farmer, as it

is unlikely to add to our knowledge of
how few are the tons of sewage which
are required to produce a valuable

crop of any kind ; and for this reason,

and also because it was contended
that only by application to a growing
crop could we really purify the sew-
age, such a suggestion, made when
this farm was first established, was negatived.

Should, h owever, another reason be necessary I may
advance the fact that it is our belief that, under sewage,
no land should lie fallow, but that crop should follow
crop in quick succession, either in the use of the
sewage to be consumed and made into money, or in

the exhaustion by following crops of the goodness
which remains in the land.

This exhaustive process is here now going on, as

crops have been put into land which had been under
irrigation since the farm was taken ; and the value of
the results will, I hope, lessen the charge for sewage
which is recorded against it.

I have oflered the preceding remarks in the desire

to further the practical efforts making for extending the

use of town sewage, and I hope that our fellow

labourers elsewhere will in like manner afford us the

benefit of their experience. Henry J. Morgan. Lodge
Farm, Barking, March 16.

p. 431 we have Sandy Oat and Black Poland Oat
above, Potato Oat and Barbachlaw Oat below. In

every case the left-hand figure is named first.]

Turnips, less difficulty will be experienced in getting a

seed-bed. The usual quantity of seed per acre is from

3 to 4 bushels. Where the land is in good heart and

likely to produce plenty of straw, the early varieties of

the bat, as the early Angus, should be sown, but on

poor soils the late varieties are sometimespreferred, even

in late seasons, for the sake of the straw—the adage

being "Oats grow on straw." The great variety of

Oats is well adapted to seed soils unsuited for Wheat
and Barley, and care should be taken to select the

variety best suited for this or that soil and climate.

Where leas are infested with wireworm, and where
Turnips have had anbury, sow salt, as directed

last
'

from

THE FACTORY SYSTEM OF CHEESE-
MAKING.

The subject of introducing the factoiy system of

cheesemaking into Derbyshire as now so successfully

practised on an extensive scale in America was first

brought before the public by J. G. Crompton, Esq.,

the chairman of the County Agricultural Society, in

his speech at the dinner on the occasion of the Society's

show meeting last September ; thus set afloat, the

project was freely discussed both through the local

Press and amongst dairy fanners generally. On a

careful comparison of the current prices obtained in the

English markets for American factory-

made cheese with that of our own
dairies, it became painfully apparent

that unless prompt measures were
taken to improve the general quality

of the cheese made in our crack

dairy counties, and to regain our
position as producers of a superior

article, however unpleasant and un-

profitable to ourselves, we should

soon be driven from the market by
the enterprise and intelligence of our

American cousins, whose cheese are

already almost equal to our very best

brands, and far superior to our ordi-

nary make. During the last 50 years

the art of agriculture has made im-

mense progress in these islands ; this

progress is in great measure to be
attributed to the teachings of science,

by whose aid even the rocks them-

selves have been converted into ferti-

lisers. Science has taught us the use

and value of artificial manures and
feeding stuffs, which has enabled us

to subdue the barren wolds of Lin-

colnshire and the light sandy warrens

of Norfolk, converting them into

fruitful fields teeming with flocks and
herds. Though arable culture has

made such rapid strides, dairy farming

is principally confined to a few
counties, and thearea under thissystem

of management has been even there

gradually becoming more circum-

scribed. Without the enlistment of

science as her handmaid the art has

made small progi'ess, it has in fact

been retrograding instead of progi'es-

sing to meet the wants of a rapidly

increasing population and more luxu-

rious system of living. In making
a careful and unbiassed retrospect

of our position, we at once arrive at

the conclusion that we have not yet

advanced much beyond the practices

of our forefathers of the middle ages.

Possessing all the natural advantages

of a soil and climate peculiarly suited

to the growth of the best varieties

of grasses, and having at our com-
mand to select from the different

l>reeds of cattle superior to those of

every other country on the globe,

with these and the aid of science to

guide and enlighten us, we hope suc-

cessfully to compete with all comers.

At the general meeting of the Derby-

shire Agricultural Society, on De-
cember 24 last, a special committee

was appointed to consider the subject

and prepare a report. J. G. Cromp-
ton, Esq., was unanmously elected

chairman. Lord Vernon, the Hon.
E. W. Coke, Colonel Wilmot, T. W.
Evans, Esq., Dr. Hitchman, and a

number of practical fanners consti-

tuted the committee. The other day

a large and influential meeting of

landlords and tenant-farmers was held

in the Town Hall, Derby, to receive

the report, his Grace the Duke of

Devonshire in the chair. The report was read by

Mr. J. C Smith, the secretary, and met with the

unanimous approval of the meeting. Mr. Crompton,

in an able and exhaustive speech, fully explained

all the salient points of the report. In order

thoroughly to test the applicability of the factory

system and its general adoption in this county it was

deemed desirable to establish two factories, one of

which shall be in the town of Derby, and the other in

a purely rural district.

Cheesemaking on the factory system is entirely

a new branch of manufacturing industry in this

country, therefore in order to insure the tenant-

th, with iime, if needful [The cuts are taken
|

farmer against any loss that might arise in case of

Morton's Farm Calendar." They are drawn ! failure through mismanagement, or any other cause,

half the natural size, the single floret, in each case, I it \\as thought desirable to call upon the landowners

being the full natural size. The two upper cuts on 1 in the county to form a guarantee fund, to msure

this page are White and Black Tartarian; the two lower 1 the contributors of milk a certain fixed price per

ones are Naked and Ilopetoun Oat respectively. On ' gallon for their produce. The call has alrer.dy met
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with a most generous response ; upwards of ^^3000 has

been subscribed, and further contributions are expected.

The milk is to be delivered at the factory by the

fanner, and the price guaranteed is

S^c/. per gallon. The guarantors erect

or find the necessary buildings and

plant, charging the contributors of milk

with the working expenses only. If

after paying the sum of S^i/. per gallon

for the milk and deducting the cost of

manufacture there is still a surplus, this

will be divided /rt? ra^a amongst the

contributors of milk. Tliis guarantee

will extend over a period of three years.

Mr. Alderman Roe, of Derby, has

supplied a suitable building for the

town factory, rent free for the first year.

The committee had no small diffi-

culty in selecting the site of the rural

factory, as a strong spirit of rivalry was
exhibited in several districts, each

anxious to obtain it in their own im-

mediate locality ; the liberal offer by
the Hon. E. K. \V. Coke, and the

fact of his being able to bring together

the produce of upwards of 500 cows,

fully justified them in selecting Long-
ford. The services of a fully compe-
tent manager have been secured—one

who is thoroughly conversant with the

American system ; he is now on his way
to this country. Everything is expected

to be in readiness to commence opera-

tions by April I. G. M,

MANURES:
Tiiciu Manufacture, Commkkce,

AND Use.

[Concludedfrom p. 397.)

Bones, Bone-ash, Pottery, and Gela-

tine refuse supply large quantities of

phosphates for manure manufacture

;

but the consumption at Sheffield and
other places for knife-handles, iic, and
for animal charcoal in the manufacture
of ivory-blacking and animal charcoal

filters, &c., create less or more rivalry

in the demand ; but as old bone handles,

&c., eventually find their way to the

land, the drawback is less than at first

sight seems probable. Upon the whole,

however, the supply for agricultural

purposes has during the past year been

short of the demand, consequently prices

rule high. The falling off of the sup-

plies have chiefly been from South
America, but if we are to get an

increased supply of unboned beef and
mutton from the River Plate and our

Australian colonies, an increased supply

of bones will follow. On the other

hand, pottery ash is obtained on ratlier

easier terms, while in the manufacture

of gelatine from horn-piths phosphate
in a comparatively soluble state, at as

high a standard as 70 per cent., can be

had at about ^^5 los. per ton. In our
manufacturing districts it is bougiit by
farmers very generally under the name
of "bone flour,'' and may be used
economically along with sulphate of

ammonia, nitrate of soda, and the salts

of potash, or wood ashes, the mixture
to be made with dry earth or ashes at

the time of sowing, in the usual way
of mixing Pemvian guano, so as to

avoid fermentation prior to its being
put into the land. After it is mixed
in the soil there is little fear of harm.
The proportions of these articles will

depend upon the crop to be grown and
the nature of the land, and for such
every farmer should be his own judge.
But the supply of "bone flour" and
pottery ash are both very limited, when
compared with the demands of the
land, and prices in such cases, it must
be borne in mind, always mle accord-
ing to the demand. Calcined bones
have ranged from £'j to £1 Js. per
ton; pottery ash, from £6 to £6 12s.

per ton ; bone-ash, from £4 ijs. 61/. to

£6 l$s., and bones from £6 to £'j per
ton. Ground half-inch bones are quoted
at 22s. per quarter, and bone-dust at

24J-, per quarter for current prices, by
Raynbird & Co., of Mark Lane, Lon-
don, and Basingstoke.

Coprolites supply phosphate of Hme,
some samples yielding a small quantity
of ammonia in a volatile form. The
percentage of the former from Suffolk
coprolites is quoted in Raynbird &
Co.'s list at 56, and the latter at 2.100. Whole
coprolites are priced by the above firm at £2 loj.

to £i lO-^- per ton, and ground at £l to £4 current.

E. Purser, London Manure Company, quotes Cam-

bridge coprolites—whole, £1 ; ground, £-i^ loj. ; I thus used it is worth more to the maimre-manufac-
Suffolk—whole, £2 loj. ; ground, £'i^. The chief turer than the farmer for supplying phosphate of lime,
supplies are from tlie Cambridge chalk and Suffolk |

and for this purpose it has to compete with tlie

supplies from America and Estremadura
as to price. In point of fact, it was
the high price and limited supply of
coprolites at home which drove the
trade to Spain and the New World
for superphosphate of lime.

Pemvian Guano last year declined
in supply and rose in price, the

then current quotations being from

£\'}f IOJ-. to £\df per ton. It were
difficult to overestimate the value of this

fertiliser, and yet if we are to judge
from chemical analysis, or, what is

better, the results produced by many of

the artificial preparations now used by
farmers, the falling off in the supply is

not a matter ofsuch deep regret as some
may imagine. Used alone it is not
suited for the growth of root crops, nor
so well adapted for Barley and Oats as

some of the specific manures now made,
and it is becoming more and more
questionable as a specific manure for

Wheat. It should always be mixed
with common salt, which indicates one
of its defects ; but this objection is

somewhat obviated by mixing it with
dry ashes at the time of sowing. Its

greatest shortcoming, however, lies in

the proportions of ammonia and phos-
phate of lime which it contains, the

percentage of the former being in excess

of the demands of most crops, while
that of the latter is in the opposite

extreme—deficient of the normal supply
required by a healthy vegetation. It

is not, therefore, economical to use it

alone even for a Wheat crop, which
stands more ammonia than any of the

other cereals. To obviate these and
other objections, arising from the mix-
ing of superphosphate of lime, is the

subject of several patents ; not that we
mean to imply that the patent processes

of mixing ammonia and superphos-

phates, in due proportions and in an
available form, stand much in the way,
but that they are too complicated to be
profitably performed by farmers ; be-

sides the day of "Jack of all trades " is

gone by, and the more advisable course,

when prices rule too high, is to encou-
rage competition and rivalry in the

trade, as indicated under the head of

patents for the past year. Nevertheless,

good Peruvian guano can be used suc-

cessfully by farmers at the rate of from
2 to 3 cwt. per acre, with equal or

twice the weight of salt mixed with
from 7 to 8 bushels of dry ashes at the

time of sowing, or rather dry ashes

sufficient to make it work with the drill

or broadcast distribution ; and also

along with bone-dust and salt for doctor-

ing farmyard manure. But it must be
borne in mind, that for such purposes

Peruvian guano has now to enter into

competition with sulphate of ammonia,
&c., as to price, while its own value

varies from £\ to £'}^ and upwards
per ton, genuine as imported.

Phosphatic and other guanos are those

from which most of the soluble salts

are washed out and volatile matters

wasted. They form the base of some
of the (irtificial compounds, the insoluble

phosphate being rendered soluble, the

ammonia being supplied in a saline

form, chiefly the sulphate of ammonia.
The phosphates of some of these guanos

are remarkably rich, containing an
excess of phosphoric acid, and hence

are easily rendered soluble by sulphuric

acid, and mixed with the available

salts of ammonia. In other cases the

samples are of inferior quality, and
require often more doctoring than they

get to fit them for successful applica-

tion, but in this respect very great im-

provements have recently been made in

manufacturing processes.

Of the artificial mannfactures we can

only run over a few of the principal

examples, with current prices and use.

Phospho-guano {P. Lawson & Son,

London and Edinburgh).—This is a

rich phosphatic guano, rendered soluble

by sulphuric acid, and mixed with the

available salts of ammonia. Its com-

position has been highly praised by

Liebig, Dr. Anderson, and Dr. Voelcker,

clay ; but as coprollte dust is deficient of ammonia,
;
who have analysed it, and pronounced it superior to

soda, and potasli, it is an imperfect manure when i Peruvian guano, and chemically of very uniform

applied alone, and therefore it should be used in quality, and improving in manufacture mechanically,

making mixtures to suit crops and land, and unless
|
lis current price is from £i2 to £\2 los, per ton
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delivered free at all railway stations. It is sold in a

finely divided state of powder ready for mixing with

ashes, at the rate of 2^ cwt. per acre to Wheat, Barley,

Oats, and Grasses ; 3 to 5 cwt. to Potatos, Mangels,

and Swedes ; and about 3 cwt. to Turnips and Rape.

La7ves* Patent Manure's for different crops are, for

Wheat, Barley, Grass, and Mangel, £^ per ton, con-

centrated £12 per ton, applied at the rate of from

2 to 3 cwt. per acre ; Turnip manures for drilling

dry, £6 6s. ; for the liquid drill, £6 6s. per ton,

and at the same rate 2 to 3 cwt. per acre ; super-

phosphate of lime, £^ ^s. per ton,—all of which have

acquired a standard reputation.

Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guaito. — Rees & Co.'s is

guaranteed to contain :

—

Soluble phosphates 20 to 22 per cent.

Insoluble phosphates .. .. .. 3 .. 5 n
Alkaline salts .. 3 .. 6 „
Ammonia .. .. 6 ,, 7 ,,

For top-dressing grain and Grass crops, from 3
to 4 cwt. per acre ; for root crops, 4 to 6 cwt. per

acre, are the quantities commended. Price £\i per

ton, delivered in 2 cwt. sealed bags, free to rail or

wharf in London. The following is Dr. Voelcker's

analysis, dated Jan. 15, 1870 :

—

Moisture .. .. 10.12
* Organic matter and salts of ammonia .

.

.. . . 28.81

Biphosphate of lime 1419
Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime ^

(bone-earth) rendered soluble ) - 3

Insoluble phosphates .. .. 5.34
Sulphate of lime 31-30
Oxalate of Hme 2.31

Alkaline sails 389
Insoluble siliceous matter .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 4.0+

* Containing nitrogen 5.63

Equal to ammonia 6.84

Odams' Patent Manures (sold by the Blood Manure
Company, London) are guaranteed rich in soluble

phosphate, anunal organic matter, nitrates, &c., yield-

ing ammonia. Nitrophosphate, or blood manure, for

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Peas, Potatos, Grass,

&c., £"} \os. per ton, 4 cwt. per acre ; ditto for

Mangel Wurzel, Turnips, and other green crops,

£6 \os. per ton, 4 to 5 cwt. per acre ; dissolved

bones, £"] per ton, 4 cwt. per acre ; superphosphate of

lime, £'<y 5^. per ton, 5 cwt. per acre.

Prentke^s Patent Manures (Agricultural Chemical
Works, Stowmarket, Suffolk) are as follows :—For
corn crops, ;^S per ton ; Mangel manures, £% per ton

;

Turnip manures, £6 \os. per ton ; and superphosphate
of lime, ^6 per ton.

The London Manure Company (E. Purser, secretary)

supply "corn manures for spring use, dissolved bones
for dressing pasture lands, Mangel and Potato manures,

prepared guano, and superphosphate of lime."

The following is from Raynbird & Co.'s prices

Current, Mark Lane, and Basingstoke, of January 10,

1S70, which includes Prangley's British manures, used

at from 2 to 3 cwt. per acre :

—

Manures. Per ton. Per ton.

Peruvian guano .. ..^1310 o —£14 o o
Upper PeruWan . . . . 700 — 800
Nitrate of soda .. .. .. 1500 — 16 00
Sulphate of ammonia .. .. 14 lo o — 15 10 o
Bones, half-inch, per qr. 22i'. . . 6 10 o — 700
lione-dust, per qr, 2\s. . . 700 — 800
Agricultural salt . . . . 120 — 150
Coprolite, whole .. .. 2 10 o — 3 10 o
Ditto, ground 300 — 400

Laives* Manures, in London.
Patent Turnip manure /6 6 o
Ditto, prepared for liquid drill .. .. fi 6 o
Superphosphate of lime . . . . .

.

550
Wheat manure 800
Barley ditto 800
Mangel ditto 800

PruTigh-ys Manures, at Bristol or Salislmry.

Superphosphate of lime Lfi $ o
Mangel manure 800
Blood manure 650

In using manures much of the success depends upon
the state of the land and how they are applied. It

matters not how good a manure may be, if it is thrown
carelessly into badly prepared land, and at the wrong
season, it will prove a failure. Plants, again, are com-
plex in character, their health depending upon the

normal proportions of the several substances of which
they are composed, and therefore their food requires to

be supplied lo them accordingly, and in an available

form. The economy of manure is truly no secondary
question in farm practice. IV. B.

Ifonie Comsponbcna.
" G. A. H." and '* Looker-on."—" G. A. H." is

indeed hard to please. Sometimes my letters are too

short, at others too long ; now he complains of my
having been so long coming to the scratch. Let me
tell him that, with one exception, each of my replies to

his letters has been sent off in time for your next publi-

cation, but if, owing to the press of more vahiable

matter, or even to make room for the redundant effer^

vescenccs of his own lively imagination, my communi'
cations have been laid aside for a week or so, I have
not felt hurt about it, and I am sure that he has no
cause for grumbling. Although we have his own
authority that "he is so cunning of fence," he is not

cunning enough to tell your readers how he makes the

actual cost for interest, &c., come to \2s. per acre on

100 acres of land. Instead of adopting the more manly
course, and admitting his inability to do so, which he

knows as well as myself, he shirks the matter by clap-

ping it on the back of the Editor, and coolly says, if

l2-f. per acre was a fair amount to charge, he had a

right to adopt that figure. On the other hand, by
parity of reasoning, I say that if \s. 6d. per acre is a

fair and proper charge under ordinary circumstances,
,

Mr. Smith has as good a right to adopt that

sum. *' G. A. H." tells rae that I might easily

ascertain how many cubic feet are contained

in my stacks, and by a rule of proportion tell

how many quarters of grain they contained. I admit
that I could readily do the former, but the second

portion of the task would, for a variety of reasons, be

beyond my powers. It would be a very simple task,

ith the assistance of a measuring tape, to ascertain

the number of cubic inches in " G. A. H.'s" head;
but to find out how much common sense it contained,

would be an altogether different affair : and I tliink it is

quite probable that between his own estimate and mine
there would be considerable divergence. To my mind
it would be a task somewhat analagous to taking stock of

a tumbler of champagne which has been poured out

immediately after the cork had bumped the ceiling.

Now a word about farm balance-sheets. "G. A. H."
appears to think that book-keeping governs the transac-

tion. I 'say that the transaction governs thebook-keeping.

An elaborate system ofaccounts mayenable a man to take

more readily into his eye his position, but it is skill and
diligence in business which make that position. In

other words, book-keeping is a mere record of transac-

tions, the siTCcess or failure of which does not depend
upon the fact of whether they are recorded or not. As
to a man being richer or poorer by the fluctuations in

value of his floating stock, it's all moonshine. About
three years ago sheep were very dear, stock ewes were
making ;i^3 or more per head, and lambs from 40j-. lo

50J. each. A balance-sheet on " G. A. H.'s "fancy
plan would have made at the end of that year my
profits to have been very great. If taken at the

end of the following year my business would, owing to

the fall in price, have shown me to have been a loser.

But what was the actual fact ? My position was not

one whit better or worse for the alteration of value,

except as aftected by that portion of stock which was
turned into money. It is in the fact that fluctuations

in value do not in any perceptible degree affect the

cottier farmer that the chief strength of the system lies.

When all, or nearly all, of the produce is consumed by
those by whom it is produced, it matters little whether
Wheat is 5J. a bushel or 15^., or whether meat is 6d.

or \s. per lb. " G. A. H." has paid me a variety of

compliments, and now he calls me a fine farmer. I

have always been in the habit of considering myself

a very plain matter-of-fact one, and I cannot lielp but

think that a genius such as he describes himself to be,

more correctly deserves the appellation. A person

who is going to make an engine which is to canter up a

steep hill with a load behind it, and after working hard

all day in the fields is to draw water all night, while

all decent, honest people are in their beds, can be no
common man. His next attempt will perhaps be to

accomplish the feat described in an old song, and after

making his engine work hard day and night for

the six days, send it to church on Sunday to

preach. In the matter of farming our go-a-head

friend is about to kick over all established

rule and precedent. As soon as liis harvest is finished,

or before, he tells us that he intends taking his engine,

with his cultivators, drills, harrows, and all other such

implements as he may require, and to break up, sow,

and dress his land as he goes, finishing all off in one
field before he goes to another ; and this despite all

conditions of the soil, the season, or the weather, which
ordinary men are compelled to observe. If this does
not entitle him to the epithet of a fine farmer,

it certainly shows that he entertains some very

original ideas on the subject. If he carry out

his programme as chalked out, he must sow
not only his Wheat, but his Barley, pulse, and
Turnips for next year all stralght-a-head. If this

is not an indication of genius I know not what is, and
I cannot help remarking that lie has consulted the
** best authorities " to some purpose. In conclusion, I

congratulate " G. A. H." on having dropped some
considerable amount of swagger, and when he has

divested himself of a little more of this undesirable

characteristic I have no doubt but we can discuss the

subject of steam cultivation with less irony between
ourselves, and perhaps with more advantage to your
readers. J^ooker-on.

A Question for Vegetable Physiologists.—It is

well known that Clover requires much potash as one
of its constituents, for which reason I believe sulphate

of potash is recommended as a manure for it. But an

important question occurs, viz.. Is it possible to con-

ceive that by any process of vegetable chemistry not

imitable in our laboratories, the Clover plant has the

power of expelling the sulphuric acid, which, if it can
appropriate the potash, must be the case, inasmuch as

the potash in the plant appears only as a carbonate ?

If the Clover plant can so expel the sulphuric acid,

does it remain as firee acid in the plant or in the

soil? P. P. C,

Incrustation in Boilers.—If "A Farmer" will

put from 3 to 4 ounces of common washing soda into

his boiler every time he gets up steam (provided he
does not work for more than a week at one time one
supply weekly is enough), he will not be troubled with
incrustation. When he has finished work he should

blow off his boiler, which takes away all the incrusta-

tion in a state of mud. G. A. H.

Aylesby and Riby and Glover's Paring
Plough.—At pp. 395 and 396 you give us a bit about

Mr. Wm. Ton-'s farming. At "2. Roots" I read

thus:—"Immediately after harvest Glovers paring

plough is extensively used on the stubbles, as the first

operation in the preparation of the land for roots."

This is conclusive evidence that Mr. Torr does not

keep his land clean. The word " extensively" is dead
against liim. According to his published evidence his

land, after it has grown a crop of Barley or Wheat,
then a crop of seeds, and then a crop of Wheat, is over-

run with filth, needing a first operation by "Glover's
paring plough." Then his mode of working his land is

not all perfection, or the land ought not to be in such a
state so quickly. He docs not tell us the cost of partially

getting it out of this filthy state every fourth year, for

it never can be more than partly clean to get in such
a state as that needing a " Glover" evei^ fourth year.

The cost of his preparing land for roots must be con-
siderable. First, the cost of a Glover ploughing, then
a forking and burning, and here the seeds are sown for

the next crop of filth. The thick is forked up and
burnt, and the chaff is left to pass through tlie next
operation, " The strong land stubbles are then broken
up in the autumn by the steam cultivator, the light-land

stubbles are ploughed." There you are, for in the

first case the steam-cultivator plants the chaff or seed,

and in the second the plough turns it down to nourish

and make it grow. The system upon which Mr. Ton-
is farming is not all perfection, and he will never

get a clean farm so long as he needs a "Glover" to

chop his filth into chaff every fourth year. The next

operation is by "a horse iron grubber sometimes
following the plough," and at the time of sowing the

manure is put mto the ridges, therefore there must be a

ridging and a splitting. The cost of these operations

together must be very considerable, yet they do not

keep the land clean, nor are they likely to, for the

chaff will grow, especially so where it gets well

mucked. Let him come to Woolston and get a

lesson from the Woolston man as to how to get and
keep land clean. The land that I am growing Barley
upon every year if farmed upon the "Glover" chaff-

cutting system would run to filth as quickly as any in

Lincolnshire, yet I can and do keep it clean by a
ridging and subsoiling in the autumn by steam,
and splitting in the winter by horses, at a total

cost of 9^. 7(/. per acre, worked a foot deep

;

whereas Mr. Torr's is not worked over 6 inches

deep,—at what cost I cannot tell you, but, accord-

ing to the report, it must be very considerable.

Mr. Torr is a great man with the Agricultural Society,

therefore may not condescend to take a lesson from a
little man like me, nothing but a little farmer at Wool-
ston, with nothing to commend me but my plain talk

and my clean farm, worked at a much less cost per

acre than Mr. Torr works his land at. Then he must
pay the piper, which lie has done hitherto \ and
his farm practice is not worth following.

I must have a word upon Mr. J. Howard's summing
up of the discussion on the sewage question. He
says—" But to\vns would do well to remember that

the sewage should be applied eastward of the to^vn

where possible, as, the prevalent winds being west,

less effluvia, if any, would be earned to the town than

if the sewage were applied on the west side." The
"if any "might have been left out, for it is well

known that effluvia does fly in the wind from sewage
grounds. Take the Bedford one, for instance. It is

on the east side of Bedford, and on the south-west side

of Goldington, a considerable village near to Bedford.

I have seen it, therefore know ; and although

the Bedford sewage works have been in operation for

only a short time, the effluvia driven by the south-

west wind at times from its ground into Goldington is

fearful. I have this information from the rector of
Goldington, therefore I do not get it roundabout.
Surely towns must not thrust such a nuisance as this

upon villages. Let them at once see to it, for they
may as well strangle themselves as their weaker neigh-

bours ; and besides, they have no right to strangle

their neighbours. They must provide against it. There
is a vast value in sewage, but it must be applied vrith-

out poisoning even village people, before it can be said

to be applied practically. Wm. Smith, IVoolston,

Economical Farm Engines.—Mr. Smith seems
surprised at my assertion that a well made engine,
doing the work of an ordinary lo-horse engine, should
only burn 6 cwt. of coal. Now, in any well made
boiler, properly hair-felted and lagged, i lb. of coals

will boil off at least 81b. of water, if the engine is

supplied with a water-heater worked by the waste
steam. Well, 6 cwt. of coals are 672 lb., and mutiply-
ing by S we get 5376 lb. as the water boiled off. But
if water is raised into steam at a pressure of 135 into a
vacuum, or 120.3 011 the square inch of boiler, and if

that steam is worked through an engine which expands
six times, that is to say cuts off at one-sixth of the

stroke, then each pound of water will develop a power
of 135,443 foot-pounds, and if we allow three-tenths for

friction and waste, then seven-tenths of this are effec*
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tive, or 135,443 x o. 7 := 94,810 foot-pounds efiective

from each pound of water boiled off. Therefore 5376 x

94,810=509,698,560 foot-pounds will be the total effeC'

tive power. Now, an ordinary lO-horse engine will ir

reality work up to 20-horse-power, or even 25-horse

power if pressed. But a horse-power is 33,000
foot-pounds per minute, or 1,980,000 foot-pounds per

hour, and taking nine hours as a full ilay's work,

we get 25 X 1,980,000 X 9 = 445,500,000 foot-

pounds as the total efiective power developed by a

nominal lo-horse engine ; and this is less than what I

have pointed out above can be got from 6 cwt. of coals

in a well-made economical engine. No doubt Mr.

Smith will rub his eyes at these figures, and tell us his

lo-horse engine will not work with anything like

6 cwt. of coal, and he will tell us a simple fact, but the

reason for it is not very far to seek. His engine in all

probability has only the barrel of the boiler hair-felted

and. lagged, the fire-box will be wholly uncovered.

His engine, moreover, will not have a water-heater

worked by the waste steam, and in consequence I think

it is highly probable each pound of coal put into the

furnace only boils off 4 or 5 lb. of water instead of

8 lb. Then, again, the boiler will be so weak that it

is not fit to work at a higher pressure than 50 lb. on the

inch, and his engine will not be fitted with expansive

gear, consequently each pound of water boiled off

instead of developing 135,443 foot-pounds will only

develop about 60,000 foot-pounds, of which only seven-

tenths are effective, or6o,oooxo.7=42,ooo. A pound
of coal in his engine then, boiling off only 5 lb. uf water
will develop a power of42,000 x 5 — 2 10,000 foot-pounds,
whereas in an engine such as I speak of i lb. of coal

boiling S lb. of water will develop a power of 94,810
X 8 — 758,48ofoot-pounds, or more than three and a-half

times as much. In fact, his engine would use 21 cwt
instead of 6 cwt. Now, Mr. Smith asks, where he can
buy an engine such as I describe. Well, he has not

far to go. I am afraid I have no right to use your
correspondence columns as a medium for advertising,

but as I have no personal interest in the matter, per-

haps you will allow me to tell Mr. Smith that if he
goes to the house in Nottingham who are building an
engine for me, I have very little doubt they will under-
take to build him an engine, which will, with 6 cwt. of

coals, do as much work as his present lo-horse engine

is doing in nine hours of her actual work, that is to say,

from six to six, allowing three hours for meals and
stoppages. G. A. H.

The Road-steamer.—Can you or any of the readers

of the Agricjiltural Gazette give me any information as to

the capabilities of the road-steamer, the invention of

Mr. Thompson, C.E., Edinburgh? If the description

of it in the Times the other day is accurate, it seems
destined to play an important part in the operations of

the farm. It is described as combining a cheap
motive power, suitable and adapted for ordinary farm
haulage, together with the capability of ploughing in a
very perfect manner. In the latter operation the

engine travels over the land and drags the ploughs, but
owing to indiarubber tires, *' no indentation whatever
is made" . . . "and the wheels do not sink in the

least degree in the softest grass-land." " An engine
was driven into a newly-dug Potato field, and there ran
about into every direction, leaving the soil quite undis-

turbed." *' Up an incline of I in 8 the road-steamer,

which weighs 6 tons, takes a load of 10 tons." It is

said that less power is expended by the engine travel-

ling over the land, and dragging the ploughs after it,

than there would be if stationary, and the ploughs
hauled to and fro in the ordinary way with wire rope.

The weak point of the common steam-cultivating

tackle is the larger outlay for plant, which can be
employed only during a short period of the year,

involving such a charge for interest that the work is

frequently cheaper performed by horses ; but if all

that is said in the Times can be substantiated, the

road-steamer overcomes this, and after ploughing is

done can be profitably employed in hauling out

dung, and in the crops, and, in short, any other
haulage required on an ordinary farm. W. J. M.
[See pp. 320 and 324 of the Agriealiural Gazette

for March 5.]

Hedge Plants.—For some years I have had my
attention directed to obtaining a substitute for that

admirable hedge-plant the White Thorn, and I

am inclined to think that amongst seedling Pears
which are grown considerably for stock, some variety
might be selected of close growth, and bearing
spines abundantly, that would, for clay lands at least,

be a good substitute for the Thorn, enabling a hedge
to be grown to a useful strength many years before those
of a Thorn fence. If a good seedling was once selected

it should be fniited, and then a race of seedlings
raised with the ordinary after-selection. VV. A. IVooler^

Sadhrge Hall.

The Permanent Fixity of the Tithe Rent-
charge.—Thirty-four years have passed away since the
Tithe Commutation Bill became law. As modern
agriculture progressed, the collection of tithes in kind
became a grievance and burthen no longer to be
borne by the farming body—hence the passing of the
Bill. Although decidedly in favour of the tithe owner,
it was a great relief to the farmer. He was no longer
compelled to set out his crops in regular rows of shocks,
each shook to contain 10 sheaves, and then to wait so

many days for the convenience of the tithe owner to

come and set a mark on his tithe

—

i. e., every tenth
shock—a sad hindrance in precarious weather. Neither
has he the provocation to see him come and take every
tenth lamb from his breeding flock, or tenth fleece from
his wool-pile for grazing flock, and other like annoy-
ances. AH he now has to do is to pay the tithe rent-
charge, but even in this he never knows exactly what
he has to pay, owing to the fluctuating character of the
charge. The question of fixity of tithe rent-charge is

now occupying much attention, both amongst payers
and receivers. The basis upon which these payments
are made is the valuation and apportionment made
under the Commissioners appointed by the Act, being
the average price of Wheat, Barley, and Oats during
the seven years immediately prior to Christmas, 1S35

;

and from that pivot the annual charge was to fluctuate

according to the average of every seven years, including
the current years, and throwing out the first of the pre-
ceding seven years. The Act says : "The apportion-
menttobeofthevalueof such number of imperial bushels
and decimal parts of an imperial bushel of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats as the same would have purchased at

the prices so ascertained," /. ^., in case one-third part
of such rent-charge had been "invested in Wheat, one-
third part thereof in the purchase of Barley, and the
remaining third part in the purchase of Oats." The
pivot ascertained from the seven preceding years of

Christmas, 1835, gave the value of the bushel of Wheat
to be 7^. o\d. ; of Barley, 3J*. li\d. ; and of Oats,
2s. ^d. For several subsequent years this valuation or
pivot appeared equitable, but various causes arose to

enhance this average value, so that the imperial bushel
ceases to be a true guide. For instance, the general

introduction of railways has opened a new mode of
conveyance, and by general consent the companies
have adopted a uniform rate of carriage, /. e. , they will

take each sack of Wheat to weigh 18 stones, and charge
accordingly, be the natural weight what it may, and
Barley and Oats at like assumed weights. We will take
Wheat for example. From taking the averages for

many years it was proved that the average weight of

the Winchester bushel of Wheat was 57 lb. ; the

imperial bushel would weigh from 2 lb. to 3 lb.

heavier. We will take it at 60 lb. per bushel, which
is 12 lb. per sack under iS stones ; the railways there-

fore carry 12 lb. gratis. This difference, small as it

is, has led to a change of the custom in buying com in

nearly all our markets. Merchants and millers no
longer buy by the sack or quarter, but by the sack or
quarter to weigh respectively 1 8 stones or 36 stones

;

this instead of the quarter weighing naturally

34 stones 4 lb. : and it is thus returned to the

Statistical Department as a quarter of Wheat upon
which to strike the averages, by which the aimual
payment of tithe rent-charge is regulated. It is

tme if the weight naturally is stated to the Govern-
ment officer he is bound to regulate the averages
according to weight as well as measure, but things

have gone on so long, and so quietly, that this is very
seldom if ever done now, consequently the tithe owner
derives the advantage of the price of I stone 10 lb.

every quarter of Wheat, or an additional average value

of l-iSth, or about £6 per cent, over and above
the natural giowth and weight of the quarter of Wheat,
The same applies to Barley and Oats, Barley being
taken to weigh 16 stones and Oats 12 stones respectively.

This inconsistency and injustice to the tithe payer is

further proved by the gradual rise of the averages
during the last 14 years, the time during which these

alterations have taken place. The average annual
payment of ^2> years has been ^i^ioo I2J-. %d., instead

of ;^Ioo, the pivot ; but the average annual payment
for the last 14 years has been ;i;^lo4 17^. o^^^., instead

of the original ;i^loo, arising chiefly from the corn

returns being so much above the natural weight.

Now, taking these payments collectively, tlie tithe

payers sacrifice nearly a quarter of a million pounds
annually. If the time has come for fixing the tithe

rent-charge, it must not be upon the fictitious average
of the last 14 years ; but there is a sufficient and fair

basis upon which it may be equitably fixed, and that is

to shut out the latter years and take the first 14 years

or 21 years. It would lead to many complications,

ajid no little difficulty, to open out a new system of

ascertaining averages, although we by no means feel

satisfied that Wheat, Barley, and Oats are the sole

tests for ascertaining the true value of farm produce.

O. F.

Native Guano.—Believing the present moment,
while time is young and comparatively little mischief

has been done in the matter, to be a favourable one for

entering the protest roughly set forth in the accompany-
ing letter against what I conceive to be a popular but

mischievous fallacy on the subject of sewage utilisation,

I beg to hand it you for republication in your widely-

circulated columns. In the future interest of our

starved acres," and that of the great body of men
who will have to cxdtivate them under the disadvantage

of a rapidly failing supply of the great foreign aid

wliich has hitherto been relied on—guano, as well as

in the interest of the consuming public, in short I

may say, in the interest of the whole nation, it seems
most desirable that a check should be put on the

further spread of this fallacy before it is too late. I

cannot understand people talking and writing about the

enormity of robbing the soil of its wealth, and giving

nothing back in return, and then advocating a system

which, ifallowed to obtain, will effectually perpetuate the
very evil they cry out against. Perhaps some of those
whose words to this effect have often appeared in your
columns will take up the challenge, and tell us in plaia
terms how the agriculture of the country in its entirety
is to be benefited by squandering the sewage of all our
large townis on a few small plots of land, and why this
system should have preference over one which will
admit of some at least of the riches taken from the soil

being restored to it at any distance and at any height.
I feel assured you will give every facility for the dis-

cussion of a question so vitally important to the inte-

rests of agriculture as this. IV. E. R. [The following
is an extract from the letter refenxd to :

—

" Upon one point in connection with the matter all are
agreed, namely, that it is a crying shame not to return
this valuable fertihser to the exhausted soil instead of
allowing it to remain an incumbrance and a nuisance.
But as soon as this point is passed, and it becomes a ques-
tion as to how the thing is to be done, the sewage doctors
(and they are many) differ most materially. All of them,
however, may, for practical purposes, be divided into two
parties— those who advocate its direct application to the
land in the gross, and those who are for converting it

into some kind of portable manure. At present the
former are having it all their own way, for nearly every
attempt that is being made, or in contemplation, to utilise

sewage on a large scale is on their plan, that is, by carry-
ing it out of the town and pumping it over a small area of
ground. By some unaccountable means this plan has
obtained a prominence and importance in the public
mind which, as can be easily shown, it is far from
meriting

; for it is open to several minor objections, and
to one most serious one, which should be fatal to it.

In the first place it involves a heavy outlay in the
shape of pumping machinery, pipes for conveyance, and
in the compulsory purchase of land, interest upon which
outlay must be paid before any profit can revert to the
town. Then there is the difficulty, in many cases, of
obtaining a suitable tract of land at a convenient
distance, and the further one of finding a tenant for it

when obtained, for few men at present understand sewage
farming sufficiently to be willing to embark their capital'

in it. These drawbacks, however, dwindle into insignifi-

cance compared with the great one which should cause
all men interested in the future productiveness of the
soil (and who is not?) to raise their voices against it.

For this much vaunted system is, after all, only another
way of getting rid of the sewage. It does not, and cannot,
in any reasonable sense, fulfil the one indispensable
condition which should be insisted on in dealing with
this question for future time, namely

—

that the fertilising
ingredients of -which sewage is composed should be
restored to the land from which they have been drawn.
I say, in any reasonable sense, it does not and cannot
fulfil the above condition, for although the ingredients
alluded to are by this process certainly restored to some
land, it is not the land from which they have been drawn,
nor is there any proportion between the two areas. For
instance, the richest produce of from 70 to 100,000 acres
of cultivated ground annually finds its way into the sewage
of Southampton, and if the direct application process were
adopted all this would be poured year after year upon
600 or 700 acres only, to the eternal injury and spoliation
of all the rest. This is robbing Peter to pay Paul with a ven-
geance. And yet people have the hardihood to say that it is

the best, indeed the only practicable, method of utiHsing the
sewage of our large towns. The only practicable, or in
fact possible, way of restoring the fertilising ingredients of
the sewage, with any degree of impartiality, to the soil, is

by converting it into some form of portable manure ; and
if all those who acknowledge the justice of the condition
above laid down in itahcs, and are desirous of seeing it

enforced, were to confine their attention to the attainment
of this point, a vast deal of time, money, and labotu:

would be saved in the settlement of this important question.
There are already several plans for the purpose before the
public, notably those of the Rev. Mr. Moule, of Dorchester,
Dr. Taylor, of Romsey, and the A B C process, now
under consideration at Southampton. Of the two former
it may be said that they are both good, and from a purely
scientific pointofvieweitherof them might be adopted with
the certainty of a successful result. But practically there
is a fatal objection to both, which, it is to be feared, will

always stand in the way of their adoption anywhere, except
in small villages and isolated dwellings. They both
involve house to house collection of the manure, and a
tampering with the existing water-closet arrangements,
and to this the people, who have got used to the present
state of things, show no inclination to submit. The
ABC process is not open to those objecdons. Dealing with
the sewage right at the outlet, away from all communi-
cation with houses, it converts the solid portions of it into

a valuable manure, which, without difficulty, and at very
little expense, may be scattered broad-cast over the land,

on the highest hills and most shut-in valleys, and leaves
the liquid, if not fit for immediate use, at any rate free

to mingle with other water without polluting if. That
some of the strength of the sewage will still remain in this

liquid it is needless to deny, for probably no process,

either mechanical or chemical, will ever succeed in extract-

ing the whole of it. But with so large a proportion of
solid results to show this is not worth carping over,'']

Reclaiming Waste Lands.—As an illustration

of this subject, may I call your attention to an expen-

diture of capital which is at present going on in

Lincolnshire for the reclaiming of waste lands ? The
following account, which appears in a local paper, will,

I have no doubt , be interesting to a large number of

your readers :

—

In the parish of Tattershall, Lincolnshire, there are

hundreds of acres of waste land, producing food neither

- man nor beast—a dreary moorland, where wild Grass

.i,.d Ling grow feebly between the roots of ScotcJi Fir

trees cut down some years since. This land, although
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never heretofore worth 6it an acre, has been ascertained

to be capable of bearing good root crops when properly

cleared, drained, and clayed. Small attempts have from

time to time been made in this direction with more or less

success, the chief obstacle being the great expense of

manual and horse labour in digging out and carting away
the roots of the trees. It has been reserved for Mr.

Bankes, Lord Fortescue's agent, to attempt a bolder

experiment by calling in the power of steam to free the

land from roots and plough the ground. After a consulta-

tion with Mr. Toepffer, of the North Lincolnshire Steam

Cultivating Company, Mr. Bankes made a contract with

him, and allotted the company a tract of ground on which

to commence operations. The work, which has now been

going on for some weeks, is of the most interesting

character, and is worthy of a brief description. The land,

which is of a light, sandy, and gravelly nature, is studded

withthestumpsofScotchFirtrees, about 8or 10 feet apart,

in rows at the same distance from each other ;
most of the

trees have been at the base 12 to 20 inches in diameter.

The tnodus operandi is as follows :—Two large ploughing

or winding engines, of 20-horse power, are placed about

200 yards apart, with a row of the tree-stumps between

them. Each engine is fitted with a drum holding

400 yards of strong steel rope. To start the work, one of

the ropes is stretched across to the opposite engine, passed

round a sheaf-pulley, and thence returns to the engine,

and is fastened to its hind axle. Coupled to the pulley,

or snatchblock as it is called, by means of a stout chain,

there is a very strong claw-anchor—an enormous and

powerful hook, with two flukes. The rope of the second

engine is fastened to a chain at the back of the anchor.

Four men now lift this anchor, by means of two poles

laid underneath its beam, and place it 2 feet behind a tree

stump. At a given signal the engine begins to haul in

its rope, the anchor quickly draws into the soil, the

flukes take firm hold of the roots, and, in less time

than it takes to read it, the powerful engine by sheer

force tears the stump out of the soil, however firmly

rooted. We are told that these 20-horse engines

are capable of exerting a strain of 8 tons upon
the hauling rope ; by doubling the rope, therefore, a

force of 16 tons is brought to bear on the root
;
while for

very large roots a double snatchblock is used, and a power
of 30 to 40 tons exerted: the largest stump is thus e.x-

tracted with as much ease and expedition as a fanged

molar tooth by the forceps of a skilful dentist. As soon

as one root is pulled up the second engine slightly hauls

back the anchor so as to liberate and disentangle it from

the extracted root. The anchor is then quickly laid on its

side and drawn forward to the back of a second root, and

the process of pulling up begins again. When fairly at

work we have seen the roots pulled out at the rate of one

a minute. Two other engines of less power are engaged
in drawing the released roots ofif the land into large heaps

{to be burnt when the dry weather comes, if not worth
removing), and thus preparing the land for the 6-furrow

plough which stands close by. Great credit is due to Mr.

Bankes for his bold and original idea of bringing large

tracts of waste land into speedy and profitable cultivation,

and to Mr. Toepffer for his ingenuity and skill."

The work which is here described is what in Sussex

we call "grubbing," and the cost there is is. to is. 6d.

per square rod by piecework, that is to say, from ^S to

£,12 per acre, and I have no doubt it is the very

work which Mr. Toepffer refers to at p. 1 263, Dec. 4,

1869, as having taken at ^^3 lor. an acre. If an

illustration were wanted to show the saving that

steam-power may effect when applied to land, we have

it here. We must not, however, jump too hastily to

the conclusion that these figures show the difference

between horse and steam-power. Manual labour costs

;^S to £12 against £^ los. for steam-power; but

manual labour is always much dearer than horse labour.

A horse will exert a power ecjual to six men, so that

two horses and their driver to guide tliem may be

reckoned as equal to 1 2 men ; but 12 men would cost

about 24J. per day, whereas a pair of horses and one
man would only cost Sj. , or one third. Now, if we
take the average cost of grubbing up old roots to be
;^lo an acre by manual labour, then horse labour, if

it could be applied to it, %vould only cost one third, or

£}, 6s. Si/., against £^ los. for steam-power. Those who
think that steam is to work such wonders for agricul-

ture are, I think, running too fast. Steam undoubtedly
will do a great deal, but it will be not so much by
cheapening our operations as by enabling us to get

things done at the proper moment. It will give us a

great reserve of power, lying dormant, at comparatively

little expense, and ready to be put forth at the proper
moment. A peck of March dust is worth a king's

ransom is an old saying, but if we could do all our

seed work in a single day an ounce of March dust

would serve our purpose. If I might offer so experi-

enced a manager as Mr. Toepffer a suggestion, it

would be, make two old stumps mutually pull each
other out of the ground ; put an anchor behind each of

them and a pair of blocks between. The pull on his

engine-wheels will be less, and the battle between the

old worn-out stumps would be quite as good fun to

look on at as that between Woolston and G. A. H.

manuring. In planning these experiments the com-

mittee resolved, ist, that the trials should be of a simple

character ; 2d, that the same experiments should be

simultaneously carried out upon as many farms as

possible ; 3d, that each experiment should be repre-

sented by at least two plots
;
4th, that one-twentieth

part of an acre was a suitable size for an experimental

plot. It was also determined that the experiments

should consist of two series—one a comparative trial

between manure substances, and the other between two

or more methods of cultivation.

These experiments were undertaken by the Right

Hon. Earl Bathurst, the Agricultural College, Mr.

Ruck, of Braydon Manor Farm ; Mr. Edmonds, of

Southrop; and Mr. Smith, of Bibury. Mr. lies, of

Kempsford, and Mr. Little, of Norcote, undertook

similar series of plots upon Barley ; and Mr. Plumbe,

of Ashton Fields, subsequently carried out some
interesting root experiments. The College undertook

to weigh and send out the manures, to provide analyses,

and to tabulate the results—the Chamber paying for tlie

and other expenses.

increase of 1501b. of grain. In all these cases, then,

have a clear answer in favour of i^ over % cwt., and a
presumption that even heavier dressings may be

applied economically. Lastly, Mr. Edmund Ruck's

experiments furnish the results of four plots, each manured
at the rate of 168 lb. of nitrate of soda per acre, the

increase being as follows :—176. 212, 188, 212 lb. per acre,

or an increase of 197 lb. per 100 lb. of the nitrate applied.

Gathering these results together, so as to obtain a general

view, we are able to construct the following Table :

—

Produce per 100 lb. of Nitrate of Soda per Acre.

Societies.
CIRENCESTER.

Top-dressings.—At the last meeting of this Chamber
Professor Wrightson presented the report of the

experimental committee of the Chamber. We make
the following extracts from the report :

—

In the autumn of 186S, the sub-committee resolved

to undertake experiments upon Wheat cultivation and

Manure Experiments.— It was determined to restrict

these experiments to superphosphate and nitrate of soda
;

(i) combined and separate
; {2) applied in winter and in

spring
; (3) applied separately in two portions, at two

distinct periods. Two unmanured and untouched plots

were also to be provided for comparison.

Simple as these experiments may appear, no fewer than

18 plots would be required to carry them out, a number
entailing a considerable amount of trouble and anxiety.

They were proposed with a view of finding the effect of

superphosphate when applied in conjunction with nitrate

of soda ; (2) of arriving at the proper period for applying

these substances to the land
; (3) to accurately determine

the effect of such application in this district, and how far

they are profitable to the farmer.

The following is a list of the plots required in order to

carry out the experiments :

—

Two plots dressed at the rate of 3 cwt. per acre of

superphosphate and ij cwt. nitrate of soda. Applied in

winter.

Two plots dressed at the rate of 3 cwt. superphosphate
and \\ cwt. nitrate of soda. Applied in spring.

Two plots dressed with li cwt. of nitrate of soda per

acre. Applied in spring.

Two plots dressed with 3 cwt. of superphosphate in

winter, and i \ cwt. of nitrate of soda in spring.

Two plots dressed with \ cwt. of nitrate of soda per

acre twice, the last dressing to be applied one month after

the first.

Several plots on the College Experimental Farm were
dressed with similar applications, double the amount per
acre being used.

These proposed experiments have, on the whole, been
satisfactorily carried out. As might have been expected,

the original intention has not in every case been strictly

adhered to, but if the Chamber is encouraged to proceed
—by the results obtained during the first season— a
greater perfection and more systematic manner of carrying
out the experiments will be attained.

In these experiments the following questions were put

to the soil :—
What is the effect of nitrate of soda in increasing the

crop?
What increase is obtained by adding "superphos-

phate " to nitrate of soda as a dressing ?

Does the time of application cause a difference in

the effect produced ?

4. May nitrate of soda be applied at two periods instead

of all at once with advantage ?

5. Is a heavy dressing (say of 3 cwt. of nitrate of soda)

more effective than a dressing of li ?—and is i\ cwt. more
effective than \ cwt. ?

These five questions have to a certain extent been
answered by the Chamber experiments : in some cases

clearly and definitely, in others with more or less uncer-

tainty. Even the most definite answers must be only

looked upon as correct for a particular soil and season,

and therefore a repetition of some if not all the experi-

ments is desirable.

Nitrate of Soda results.—The Table shows the main
results obtained upon the Oakley Park Home Farm. The
plots were i-aoth of an acre each, and each application of

manure was repeated in a duplicate plot. The greatest

pains were taken to obtain absolute correctness in measur-
ing the land, weighing the manures, and harvesting and
threshing the produce. The com was cut by hand, taken
to the barn when dry, and immediately threshed. A list

of the plots has already been given. The Table gives the

amount of increase per 100 lb. of nitrate of soda used per

acre. It will be seen that \\ cwt. of nitrate of soda is

followed by an increase of 220 lb. of Wheat, while an
apphcation of | cwt. of the salt has caused an increase of

178 lb. of Wlieat per 100 lb. of nitrate used, indicating

the greater effect of the heavier dressing. Glancing at

the Table showing the results obtained on the College
Experimental Farm with the same fertiliser, it will be seen
that 166.6, 280, and 309 lb. respectively represent the

amounts of increase per acre obtained per 100 lb. of the

nitrate when the dressing was at the rate of

per acre, the average of these three being 252 lb. for

every 100 lb. of nitrate of soda used. In close proxi-

mity with these were three plots manured with 336 lb,

of nitrate of soda per acre. These show respectively

288.6, 169.6, and 312.5 lb. as the amount of increase per
100 lb. of nitrate of soda used, or an average of 257 lb.

Hence in both these cases the heavier the dressing, even
up to 3 cwt. per acre, the greater was the relative effect

In the third place, taking Mr. Smith's (Bibury) result:

from dressings of 168 lb. per acre, three plots in this case
give respectively 262, 262, and 309. 51b., or an average
increase of 277.81b. of grain per 100 lb. of nitrate of soda
employed. Comparing this whh a solitary plot, also at

Bibury, manured with 90 lb. per acre of the salt, we find

Mr. Ruck's experiments, it must be remembered, were
made upon a stiff Braydon land, and illustrate a fact pre-
viously observed—that clay land does not respond to

applications of nitrate of soda so freely as land of a
lighter character. These results may easily be reduced to

a money standard. Taking nitrate of soda at i5j. per
cwt., then 100 lb. cost 14J. 3i(/., and reducing the Wheat
increase into buslrels of 62 lb. each, we find that for an
expenditure of 14J. 3|(/. Earl Bathurst obtained 3I bushels
of Wheat, which, at 6j'. per bushel, equals 21J. ; the

College, for an expenditure of 14J. 3J(/. , obtained 4 bushels
of Wheat, which, at 6j. per bushel, equals 24;. ; Mr.
Smith, of Bibury, for an expenditure of 14J. 3^^.,
obtained 4^ bushels of Wheat, or 27J. ; Mr. Ruck, of
Braydon, for the same expenditure, obtained 3J bushels,

or, at 6i. per bushel, 19J.

Several trials were also made as to the advisability of
applying nitrate of soda at two periods, instead of ail at

once, but without any definite result.

Nitrate of Soda with Superphosphate.—The Oakley
Park Farm results were generally unfavourable to the

addition of superphosphate. This was borne out by the
average results on the College Experimental Farm.

Mr. Moss, Lord Bathursts bailiff, considered that the
superphosphate applied in the spring exerted a prejudicial

effect upon the young Wheat, by " burning" it.

Mr. Ruck's experiments upon the Braydon land are
generally in favour of the addition of superphosphate. It

is worthy of obsen-ation, however, that the good result is

a great measure due to the very superior excellence of

one plot. This, when removed from the calculation,

leaves five plots, the average result of which only gives

58 lb. of com as the increase over what had been obtained
by nitrate of soda alone.

Biburj' land speaks unequivocally in favour of
superphosphate as an addition to nitrate of soda. These
several observations will be borne out by a careful study of

the accompanying Table.

Comparison between Winter and Spring Dressings.—
Three out of the four series of experiments are decidedly
in favour of the spring application, when compared with
the same dressing applied in winter. Mr. Smith, of
Bibury, is, however, here again exceptional. Earl
Bathurst's results showed that 200 lb. of superphosphate
and 100 lb. of nitrate of soda, applied in January, gave an
increase of loi lb. of grain per 100 lb. of nitrate of soda
used. The same dressing applied March 25 gave a corre-

sponding increase of 290 lb. ; while a third plot, in which
the superphosphate was applied in January, and the nitrate

of soda was subsequently applied in March, gave an inter-

mediate quantity of 148 lb. increase. When superphos-
phate has been added to nitrate of soda, the increase has
been calculated upon the nitrate ofsoda alone, so as to make
the results comparable with those in which the nitrate

alone was used : the difference in the results obtained by
the use of the mixed substances being then clearly trace-

able to the addition of the superphosphate. Next, taking

the College results, it was found that a winter application

gave the very feeble increase of 89 lb. per 100 lb. of nitrate

of soda used. Unfortunately the result of the duplicate of

this plot was lost, but every one who inspected them while

growing was struck with the poor effect of the winter-dressed

portions, when compared with the beautiful luxuriance of

the plots dressed in spring. Two plots which received 3 cwt.

of superphosphate and i\ cwt. of nitrate of soda, in the

spring, gave respectively an increase of 417 and 240 lb. of
grain per too lb. of nitrate used.

Mr. Ruck obtained an increase of 105 lb. from a dress-

ing with these two substances on Feb. 23, again calcu-

lating the result upon 100 lb, of nitrate of soda ; but when
the superphosphate was applied in the winter and the
nitrate of soda in the spriug (April 9), or both substances
were applied in the spring, the increases calculated in the
same manner as above were respectively 319, 331, 280,

and 271, with one exceptional plot, which gave an increase

of 712 lb. Mr. Ruck is therefore firmly convinced in

favour of the spring application. Not so Mr. Smith, of
Bibury, who singularly but most decidedly declares in

favour of winter application. In similar experiments
which are being carried out in the present season, sulphate
of ammonia has been substituted for nitrate of soda, as a
better substance for testing the merits between the two
periods of application.

Comparison between Nitrate ofSoda alone, and Nitrate

ofSoda with Superphosphate.—'WhW^ nitrate of soda gave
upon an average of two plots an increase of 220 lb. of

grain per 100 lb. of nitrate of soda (the dressing being
i^ cwt. per acre), the addition of 200 lb. of superphos-
phate reduced the above increase to 180 lb. ! This was
the result at Oakley Park.

On the College Experimental Farm, the average of six

plots (five of which were spring application), manured
with the mixture, gave an increase of 268 lb. per 100 lb.

of nitrate employed ; or, if we take the average of the five

.
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spring dressed plots, of 303 lb. The nitrate of soda
plots gave a comparable increase of 252 lb. This is not,

therefore, an inducement to add superphosphate to nitrate

of soda.

Mr. Ruck obtained an average of 197 lb. increase from

four nitrate ol soda plots (respectively 176, 212, 188, 212

lb.) for every 100 lb. of this fertiliser ; and from six plots,

to which the addition of superphosphate was made, he

obtained a comparable increase of 333 lb., but if the one

extra good and exceptionable plot be eliminated from the

calculation an increase of only 252 lb. The difference

,1-cording to the latter fi^re in favour of the additional

expense is not satisfactory, scarcely coming up to one
bushel of Wheat. Again, the flour spring-dressed plots

^ave an average increase per 100 lb. of nitrate of 295 lb.

'1 he Biburj' land appeared to derive special advantage

from the addition of superphosphate.

Pecuniary Statement.—In the foregoing remarks the

increase due to the superphosphate is clearly indicated

when the results obtained by nitrate of soda alone are com-
pared with those obtained by the same substance asso-

ciated with superphospate. These two substances were

combined in the ratio of i to 2, usually ij of the one and

3 cwt. of the other. It is, therefore, easy to determine

whether the additional cost of the superphosphate has been
remunerative. Lord Bathurst and the College at once
condemn it, so far as one season's trial can decide. Mr.
Ruck obtained a further increase (beyond that of the

nitrate alone) of 136 lb. for every 200 lb. of superphos-
phate apphed. At 6j. per cwt. this 200 lb. cost loj. Zd.

;

\os. 8d. has produced 136 lb.—two and one-fifth bushels

of WHieat, which at 6s. = jy. 2d. In this calculation the

superphosphate has paid, and if the winter-dressed plot is

excluded and the comparison is made with the spring

plots alone, it will be seen to have paid very fairly.

Mr. Smith's results, looked at in a money point of
view, may be thus stated :

—
Average increase of three plots per 100 lb. of nitrate

of soda 2781b.
Average increase of four plots per 100 lb. of nitrate

and 200 lb. of superphosphate 517 „

DifTerence due to 200 lb. superphosphate . . 239 ,,

And 2391b., nearly 4 bushels, at 6s. per bushel, equals

2.\s. As the 200 lb. of manure only cost lo.r. 8d., the

profit is very satisfactory in this case, and the addition of

superphosphate has well nigh doubled the effect of the

nitrate.

Mr. lies' [Kempsford] Barley Experiments. — Mr.
Little's {Norcote) ditto. —Experiments on the CoUe^
Experimental Farm.— It is not often that Barley is top-

dressed, the land usually being in high condition when it

is sown. From the experiments undertaken last year, as

well as in 1868, there appears to be a much greater uncer-

tainty in the results obtained from applying dressings to

this crop than to Wheat. Thus, Mr. lies" experiments

consisted of two plots mftnured with superphosphate,

3 cwt. per acre ; and two plots manured with i^ cwl. per

acre of nitrate of soda. These were compared with two
immanured plots, and the results can only be spoken oi as

puzzling in the extreme. A nitrate of soda plot, and one
of the superphosphate plots, give the same return as an
unmanured plot, while the duplicates in each case give a
moderate increase, favouring the application of super-

phosphate. Mr. Little's (Norcote) experiments upon top-

dressing Barley were also contradictory, and both these

indefinite results bear out what I had observed in 1868,

namely, that top-dressings applied to Barley after roots

are uncertain in their effect—the local disturbances owing
to the changes of the weather, while the sheep are upon
the land, rendering the soil in some cases worse fitted for

the reception of the seed, and thus interfering with the
accuracy of the experimental plots, goes far to explain
ihis observation.

Mr. Plumbe's {Ashton Fields) Root Experiments.—
These experiments had but one object in view, namely,
how far increasing the amount of superphosphate would
correspondingly increase the crop. The result shows that

when 3, 5, and 7 cwt. of Lawes' superphosphate were
respectively applied, no marked increase in crop was
obtained by using the larger quantities of manure. This
result was on the whole borne out by similar experiments
carried out on Earl Bathurst's home farm in 1868,

although the results obtained during such a dry season
upon Swedes could not alone be considered satisfactory.

As confirmatory evidence they have a certain value. In

1867 I tried the effect of heavy dressings upon Swedes,
and although I obtained a better result from 6 cwt. of
superphosphate per acre than from 5, the crop produced
by 8 cwt, of superphosphate was no better than that

grown bv 6 cwt.

Farm Memoranda.
Banti-shire, Boyne District : March 11.—The

month of Marcli came in true to the old proverb,
'* roaring like a lion ;" but whether it will go out like

a lamb remains to be seen. However, the gales have
completely taken the frost out of the soil, so that

ploughs have worked freely in all districts, and our
clays in the Boyne have turned over beautifully, neither

too wet nor too dry. Is is a remark here that the

clay-land is in a fit state for work when it carries the

horses without marking in the clay. Should it continue

a few days dry, sowing will commence on the coast

side, but farther up the country it will be some time
liefore tlie land will be ready ; but with double furrow
]3loughs, and the day at tlie length, a great amount of
work can now be done in a short time.

Turnips, where not furred up, are mostly useless

with so much bare frost, and some people, who
thought they would never consume them, find now that

they must draw in a little ; but straw and hay will be
plentiful. The rol among the Turnips has affected

the markets, for store cattle and fat have been stiff

for some time. Grain is still low in price, except for

prime samples for seeds, and at the Banffshire Society
meeting held at Portsoy last week some excellent
grain was shown, and Iiigh prices given at the auction
sale for the prize samples.
At the spring show of this society young bulls and

fat cattle are shown. In the class of Shorthorns Mr.
Longmore won easily witH his Lord Forth. Mr.
ShandOrdens, of this district, showed a pair of 3-year-
old fat stots and a pair of queys, which were greatly
admired. They were out of cross cows and after a bull

bred at Rettie, which was descended from Jonas
Webb's stock.

Last week Mr. Longmore's sale of bull-calves came
off, and although we have seen the bidding more
spirited, yet fair prices were obtained. Eleven bulls

averaged ^33 os. 6^d. ; four cows and heifers averaged

£33 6j". gd. The highest price obtained was for the
first in the catalogue, 56 gs. Mr. Longmore still

retains forty-five of a breeding stock, also twenty i-yr.

and 2-yr. old heifers, and three bulls. Mr. Longmore
told the company assembled at his last sale that the
first public sale he attempted was at a ComhiU market,
when 15 guineas was the highest price that could be
got for bull-calves. The auctioneer jocularly remarked,
"Well do I remember what you said to me on the

occasion, ' That you would rather take them home and
cut them.' " But now, such is the demand for pedigree
stock among farmers in this district, that a bull-calf

with a want in the pedigree on the mother's side, failed

to bring an offer of any kind, although a very good
beast.

*' Perseverance" is the watchword with Mr. Long-
more, whether in the breeding and feeding of stock or

in the cultivation of the soil ; and although now above
fourscore years, he displays an energy which would be a
lesson 10 many a young man. As an example : last

year, having renewed his lease from the Earl of Sea-
field, an old wood of twenty acres extent had to be
reclaimed, and the appearance of it would have been
enough to frighten many a man, but before months
were over, after the bargain was concluded, a gang of
men were at it—trenching, boring, blasting, dyking, and
everything going on at once ; and Mr. Longmore had
the satisfaction of having it all in crop last summer.
By the liberal use of guano one half of it was an
excellent crop ; the other half, not being got ready so
soon, was not so good, as the drought set in before
it got up. Since the crop was off he has thoroughly
drained every acre of it, and has still to lime and
dung it, which he intends to do as soon as he can get
at it, when he will have the satisfaction of havmg
added to the national supply for the growth of meat to

Mir hungry millions. And surely if a man be entitled

to his country's gratitude for making two blades of
Grass grow where only one grew before, Mr. Longmore
has earned it for having added acres where nothing
grew before. But, meantime, I must conclude, wishing
you all a good seed time. IT.

"J.

North Riding of Yorkshire : March.—The
inclemency of the weather during the month of
February has been without parallel within the remem-
brance of the writer. With few exceptional days we
had frost during the entire month, and for some time
of great intensity. On the 9th we had a cover of snow,
which yet lingers on some of the roads and hedge-
sides. The fieldwork on the farm has been at a
standstill, but the frost presented favourable facility for

the cartage of manure to the fields, and a profitable

employment for men and horses.

The season has been extremely unfavourable for

.sheep, more especially for the ewes in lamb, and great

care and liberality in feeding has been requisite to

keep them in a healthy state and good condition. On
our own farm, with a flock of 360 ewes, the staple food
has been hay and hay-chaff. However good Turnips
or Mangel may be after lambing, experience convinces
us that they are by no means proper food before, and
that nothing is so good as hay. Oats are recommended
by some ; like Turnips we have found them excellent

after lambing, as encouraging a flow of rich milk, but
when used freely before, we have suffered more loss by
inflammation after parturition than when not used, and
we repeat there is nothing so good as hay.

The foot-and-mouth disease, though considerably

abated, yet lingers in the district, and considerable loss

has been sustauicd by individual farmers by its

ravages.

The Wheat fields now look as brown as those in

fallow, the severe frosts cutting off the blade of the

young plants to the soil, and the alternate softening

and freezing of the surface has left it in so loose a state

that we cannot doubt but that the plant has been
much thinned by " showing Oat ;" and a free use of

the Crosskill is veiy much required as soon as suffi-

ciently dry.

The frost has been in favour of the fallows and other

land intended for spring com, the latter with a week's
dry weather will be in excellent order for the reception

of the seed. So far none has been sown, and, indeed,

much land intended for Wheat has, owing to the

inclemency of the month, been unsown, and will now
be seeded with Oats or Barley.

As threshing proceeds the yields of the various crops
are shown to be veiy indifferent. In our own case we
find Oats yield less than either Wheat or Barley,

according to bulk. Wheat yields less than we ex-

pected, Oats very much less, but Barley rather exceeds
anticipations.

Fat markets are rather sluggish, the supply of prime
fed beef not great, but of half-fat animals large.
The demand for mutton is quite equal to the supply.

Mr. Pollok's Estate near Ballinasloe, -The
estates embrace an area of about 30,000 acres, and
were purchased in 1853 by Mr. PoUok for the sum of
/250,ooo. In addition to that sum, Mr. Pollok, for
the purpose of getting his contemplated improvements
properly executed, paid large sums to the small tenants
to go out, although they had no. legal claim against
him ; which, together with the large outlays on im-
provements, amounted to Z"35o.ooo, making in all, for
purchase, buying out tenants, and improvements,
;^6oo,ooo. The estates, when purchased by Mr.
Pollok, were in the most neglected condition. Land
almost valueless from stagnant water, gapped fences
occupying about one-fifth of the total area, crops
scarcely worth the labour that produced them, poor
tenants and tumble-down cottages, characterised this
estate. On the Lismany estate improvements on the
most extensive scale have been carried out. Old
fences have been removed, the land has been divided
by stone-built and lime-pointed walls into rectangular
fields of 50 acres each, homesteads conveniently placed
for the economical cultivation of the land attached have
been erected in the most substantial manner ; new-
farm roads have been made, and every reclalmable
acre, by draining, liming, and boning, has been made
available.

The estate is not remarkable only for the magnitude
of the improvements, but also for the efficient manner
in which every operation has been executed. Drainage
is so perfect, that water-grasses and Rushes have been
supplanted by the most nutritive grasses. A large
area, naturally too soft for cereal cultivation, has been
laid down to Grass in the most perfect state ; and,
from the number of cattle and sheep fattened, and the
liberal use of artificial foods and manures, the land is.

in the highest condition. The Grass area carries a
great number of stock, the cereal crops are bulky and
productive, and the root crops are unequalled in the
richest soils in England. One field, containing 50
acres, on the home farm, was last year under Swedes,
and the crop was the largest I ever saw. The yield
per acre would not be sliort of 35 tons. Tliis field,

when the estate was purchased, was let at 8.r. per acre
—it is now worth 36.r. Altogether these estates for
efficient culture are not surpassed by any estates in
Great Britain. Their magnificent homesteads, richly-

manured lands, weedless fields, finely pulverised
fallows, and pastures teeming with flocks, indicate the
most perfect system of agriculture.

I need scarcely add that improvements so perfectlj
executed could not fail in proving remunerative to Mr.
Pollok. The home farm, embracing an area of 4000
acres, yielded last year—after cliarging interest on the
fanning capital—a nett profit of ^2098. In the twelve
months ending November i, 1869, Mr. Pollok sold

1941 head of cattle, 635S sheep, and had 3S5 acres of
green crops, 296 acres of Oats, and 346 acres of
Wheat.

Mr. Pollok's system of farming has been called an
exotic ; but it is an exotic in the same sense as civilisa-

tion is an exotic in the midst of barbarism, or a fruitful

field in a bai-ren waste. Were all the land in Ireland
improved in a similar manner to Mr. Pollok's Lismany
estate, it would yield one-half more produce than it

now yields, and, during the next 20 years, give employ-
ment to double the number of labourers now employed.
Mr. Sanderson''s pamphlet on " The Irish Land
Questio7i.

"

Miscellaneous.
Salt for Agricultural Purposes in France,

—Some years ago Mr. Corbett, of Stoke Works, in

this county, took great pains in making a compilation
of the evidence as to the beneficial application of salt

as a fertiliser of the soil, and about the time of the
negotiation by Mr. Cobden of the treaty of commerce
between this country and France, evidence was given
on the part of the salt trade of England before a French
Commission, sitting in Paris, that the quantity of salt

yearly consumed in this country for agricultural pur-
poses was about 100,000 tons. Subsequently Mr.
Corbett translated into French the evidence qn this

subject of several English fanners and writers of
authority on agriculture, and had it printed in

pamphlet form, with a dedication to the Emperor of
the French. A copy of this work, and of the Moniteur
Officiel (the Government organ), are now before us.

The latter contains a report from his Excellency M.
Magne, the Imperial Minister of Finance, in which he
recommends the abolition of the whole of the duty on
native salt used for agricultural purposes. In conse-

quence a decree, bearing the signature of the Emperor,
has been promulgated, ordering that the duty on such

salt shall be abolished as recommended. IVorct-stcrshire

Chronicle.

Dairy Produce, Ireland.—I am disposed io

think that the produce of my dairy does not fall short

of what might reasonably be expected upon middling

land. The year 1868, of which I sent you the details,

was so dry and hot that the produce was diminished,
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hut the price was higher in consequence. I shall, how-
ever, give you the average produce of the three previous

years, very accurately kept, and ascertained by measur-

ing the milk of each cow once a month :—
Milk from each cow, 502 Ejalions.

Butter, as paid for in Dublin, and subject to some loss of tare.

397 lb.

Quarts of milk required to make i lb. of butter, 9.95 quarts.

The money produce has been as under :

—

Butter jCg 12 o
Milk ..370
Calf (at birth) 07--

Other expenses
£1

jC^i

This gives a larger suqjlus than the statement of last

year, but wages and expenses are steadily increasing.

I may remark upon this statement that the butter has

been sold sweet at the highest price in the Dublin
market, and has netted, after paying carriage commis-
sion, nearly is. per lb. 1 think my produce is not

under what is usual in this country, as I know that

3 firkins salt butter, equal to 1921b. of fresh, is con-

sidered a very satisfactory return on middling land, and
that 4 firkins, or 2561b. of fresh butter, is considered

tlie produce of the best dairy land. That this is much
about the usual produce, is, I think, proved by the

rate at which dairymen hire dairy cows, varying as it

does from ;!^io on middling land to ;!^12 or .sometimes

jCi^ on good land—a rate which is diminished to the

extent of 2^s. to 30j-. a cow by various allowances, such
as Potato ground, and the grazing of pigs and geese.

At this rate the dairymen make a living by their labour
and that of their families ; but not much more, and in

a bad season they often lose many. An Irish Subscriber

in the ''''North British Agriculturist.^^

Reahs.\tion of the Chemical Valuation of
Manure.—All, of course, that the chemist does is to

tell us that there are in a ton of ordinary sewage so
many ounces of ammonia, phosphorus, and potash,— '

substances which have a certain market value per pound,
a value at which in guanos, superphosphates, and other \

fertilisers, farmers are generally glad to buy them. I

But it must be remembered that it is only under
\

certain circumstances that it answers the purpose of the
I

farmer to buy guano or superphosphate and apply it to :

his crops ; and 20 years or more having elapsed since !

guano and superphosphate have come into general
!

agricultural use, these circumstances are now perfectly

well understood. It is only to certain crops, in certain
;

quantities, to certain soils, and at certain times of the

year, that guano can be profitably applied. If given
j

to the land in excessive quantities, at the wrong time,

or to the wrong crops, it will not reproduce the I3J-.

given for every cwt. of it,—the price at which, on the

chemist's valuation, it was bought. Sixpence worth of
the nitrogen or ammonia, whether of guano or of
sewage, or of the phosphorus, whether of bone-dust or
of sewage, will not necessarily create sixpence worth of
additional fertility by its use in agriculture. It may do
this or more in skilful hands, but it is quite as possible

that it may be thrown absolutely to waste, or even
made mischievous and injurious. A plant is a living

thing, which must be kept in health by other conditions,

as well as by the mere presence in fitting forms of the

material it feeds upon, or it will not produce a crop at

all ; and I do not think that this is sufiiciently borne in

mind by enthusiastic believers in the value of to\vn
sewage. They seem to think that the twopence worth
of fertilising matters which may be in a ton of it must
reappear in the form of at least twopence worth addi-
tional of the crop to which it is anyhow, or anywhere,
or any ivhcu applied. Whereas it is plain that it is

upon the how, the where, and the when that the
advantage or the profit of this or any other dressing of
manure depends. And great as have been the results

of the application of sewage upon Lodge Farm, it is, I

believe, in the certainty that they might have been
much greater under better management, in the lessons
which have been learnt for our future guidance, in the
blunders and the losses by which we have been taught
sometliing of the how, and when, and where of future

sewage applications, that the chief value of the year's

experience lies. J. C. A/orton, in a Report to the
Aletropolitan Seivage Company.

March 26.

—

Seed-time.—The sowing of com crops
should continue to be prosecuted with increasing
assiduity as the season advances, until all the land is

seeded. The separate sowings of Vetches should also
be attended to as formerly directed for the succes
cuttings and foldings of summer.

Oats.—On this subject an illustrated paragi-aph will
be found in another page.

Potato Planting is now general in our southern
counties for the main crop, the work of planting
continuing northwards up to the latter part of April.
Some fallow and manure in autumn, but the greater
breadth is manured at the time of planting, either on
the flat or in 30-inch ridges. The latter plan of
manuring is becoming more and more common, with
the exception of very diy, open, porous soils. In such

the manure is sometimes spread over tlie whole surface

and ploughed into every furrow. In other examples it

is ploughed into every third furrow only. In the

fonner case the sets are generally dibbled in, but in the

latter they are dropped into every third furrow with

the manure, 9 to 12 inches apart, as in ridges. Some
diversity of opinion exists as to the degree of rottenness

of the dung, but the general practice is to apply

it less rotten to Potatos than Turnips, but with

sufficient sap to ensure its ready incorporation

with the land. Dry rot or firefanging in tlie

land is, on the contrary, highly objectionable,

being injurious to Potatos. A mixture of guano
and superphosphate, I5 cwt. each, with 15 cwt.

of common salt per acre, would do much to

prevent diy rot, and to incorporate the manure with

the soil. The ridges are set up and the manure covered

in either with a double mouldboard plough, or with

a double turn of a common plough ; and the work
should not be done in rainy weather, when the land

poaches, as the crop is partial to a good working
season. In ordinary years the ridges receive a stroke

of the harrows some three weeks after, purposely "to
let the plants out." But in very dry weather it is

common to roll down the ridges flat, more especially Jn

the lighter descriptions of soils, the better to keep in the

sap. An exceptional practice is to grow Potatos with

compost spread evenly over the surface of the land, the

sets being planted also on the surface along the edge of

the outcast furrow of the double mouldboard plough,

so as to be in the middle of the ridge formed by the

next furrow. In Ireland old grass-lands are frequently

broken up with a crop of Potatos on the lazy-bed plan.

The land is laid out in narrow beds, the sets are then

planted on the grassy sward and lightly covered at first

with earth dug from the alleys between the beds.

Heavy crops are thus raised, but heavier would no
doubt be grown were 2 cwt. of guano with an equal

dose of superphosphate and 15 cwt. of salt per acre

spread evenly over the Grass before planting.

Seed Potatos require to be carefully selected in order

to avoid disease, degeneracy, and mixture of kinds.

To effect this they should be carefully examined a

second time during the operation of cutting, and those

showing any rottenness or mouldiness should be thrown
aside for the pigs, and only the sound ones used for sets.

Small Potatos, that have not attained maturity of

growth, and large ones, that are abnormally unshapely
and overgrown, are also objectionable for seed. Thin
slices, when inadvertently made, should be thrown
aside, as they do not supply sufficient nourishment to

the young plant in starting. Some plant the sets when
newly cut, but the more advisable practice is to allow

the cut surface to become covered with a skin, which
soon takes place if the sets are spread thinly over the

floor and tunied once a day. Newly cut sets should

never be put into sacks or heaps for any length of

time, as they are very liable to heat and thus sustain

harm.
Lady-Day is one of the principal English terms, and

although fewer changes take place in England than in

Scotland and Ireland, changes do take place between
both landlord and tenant, and tenant and labourer.

Paring and Burning m breaking up grass-lands not

unfrequently follow Lady-Day entries, and in such

cases, however unfavourable the season may be for the

work, the paring plough must be yoked, the drying

and burning of the sods being left to the mercy of the

weather to come. Should the sods be beat down with

rain they can be raised again by a stroke of the harrows,

and so on.

Stijic Burm'ngmay be delayed for some time, but there

are many exceptions to the general rule which require

that the work should be done as soon as practicable
;

and the end of March is often better than the end of

April for stifle burning.

ll'heat Noeingw'WX perhaps be later than usual, but

on the other hand the season requires that the hoes be
started as soon as the weather will at all permit, so as

to give the young plants the timely benefit of the

operation, and thus overtake byegones as much as

possible. In other words, if Nature has hitherto been
moving at a retarded pace, and is likely to be behind
her usual time of tillering and the formation of the ear,

keep the hoes going, so as to help her onwards with

accelerated speed for the future until she overtakes the

past. Much can be done in this way.

Irrigated AleadiKus.—The weather of the past month
has retarded gieatly early spring growth, so that the

first cutting will be later. But we have always found

it advisable in such cases to take time by the forelock

and cut as much shorter as the season is later, and then

force forward the future cuttings with a little extra

doctoring, if needful, by means of soluble fertilisers.

Swine.—Sows are generally timed to farrow their

first litter for the season about the cli^e of the month,
and sometimes earlier on dairy farms, to consume the

buttermilk and skimmed milk when the cows calve

early. Keep the pigstye warm and dry, and attend to

cleanliness generally, with a nourishing diet by mixing

meal in the milk. In dairies where the whole milk is

chuiTied the buttermilk will supply a sufficiency of sour

food, but where the cream only is churned more sour

food will be required than the buttermilk.

Commercial Dairies now supply their customers with

milk and butter at this season in equal quantity and
quality as in the summer time, and cheese manufactories

are also being erected for the making of cheese

regularly throughout the year ; but on the old plan
very little cheese is made just now.
Highland Shre/'ivalhs.— The breeding flocks from

the more elevated sheepwalks continue in the low-

lands, on Turnips and rough pasture. With the excep-
tion of places where the Cotton Grasses grow, there is

hardly any vestige of spring life imtil about the
beginning of April. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Alderney Cattle : C. P. Look in the index of the

"English Agiicultural Society's Journal." You will

find an essay on Guernsey CatUe in a past volume.
which will tell you all you want. Alderney cattle are
mostly Guernseys.

To Correspondents : W. J. M. We had unfortu-
nately mislaid yoiu- letter, and hence the delay of publi-
cation.

TOP-DRESSINGS : Mr. Sussex Milbank asks if any of our
practical readers will inform him whether he does right

in top-dressing a second white crop in succession with a

mixture of guano and salt, 2 cwt. of the former tO'

double that weight of the latter ? He also asks what
top-dressing for Barley is recommended ? Sulphate of
ammonia, or nitrate of soda, is effective, but these
special manures are so very costly—^17 to _^i8 per
ton. Why should not the best Peruvian guano do as
well ? [No one can answer the former question without
knowing the condition of the soil,—without, in fact,

knowing the character of the balance to its credit, its-

quantity and quality. It may be quite possible, and it

is probable, that a second dressing will get a second
crop. Barley has often been benefited by superphos-
phate, and Peruvian guano will probably do as well as
nitrate of soda for it. See. however, the Report of the-

Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture on Top-dressing.]

ENGLISH WOOL.
The trade has been very languid for everything except

the best half-bred and lustre wools ; downs and most of
the inferior grades, though in only moderate supply,
meet no inquiry, and to move off a quantity \d. per lb.

reduction must be submitted to off rates current at the
beginning of the vear.
Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- .t. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdoivn hoggets i 1 to i 2
Half-bred ditto 1 2 ~ 1 afc

Kent Fleeces 13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers ,. .. o oj — i i

»

HA Y.—-per Loadof'^6 Trusses,

Smithfield, Thursday, March 24.

e Mcidow Hay 75^-. i

Inferi

Rowen .

.

Inferior do.

Cumberland M
eadow Hay 82J. 1

I

Inferior do 1

I Prime 2d cut ..r
Inferior do 1

Charles James

', Thursday, March a

I Inferior Clover ..

Superior Clover

Wh
Fine Meadow Hay y&r.

Thursday, March 24.

iS. Prime old Clover.. 1

,

I

Inferior do. do. ..

Prime ad cut do. ..

New Clover .. ..1
I Inferior do

HOPS.
Borough Market, March 24.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that there is mor&
inquiry for all descriptions, late rates being well main-
tained. Yearlings are also in better demand.

COALS.—March 23.

Ho!v\vell Main, 15^. f^d. ; Eden Main, i6j. ^d. ; Walls-

End Braddvll's Hetton. 17^. ; Walls End Haswell.

zZs.6d.\ Walls End Hetton, i8j. ed.\ Walls End Hetton^

Lvons, 161.30'. ; Walls End Hawthorn. i6j.; Walls End
Pittington, 16-r. ; Walls End South Hetton, i8j. 6d. ;

Walls End Hartlepool, ^^s. 6d. ; Walls End Kelloc,

ijs. ; Walls End Original Hartlepool. i8j. 6d. ; Walls.

End Tees, i8j.—Ships at market, 50 ; sold, 31 ; at

sea, 15.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKEl.
Monday, March 21.

We have again a good supply of Beasts and a very duH
trade ; we retain our top quotations for choicest quality.,

but it must be considered the extreme. The number of
Sheep is much larger than we have had for a long time,

and the average quality is very good ; trade is e.xceedingly

dull, and lower prices are taken to effect a clearance.

Calves are rather lower. Our foreign supply consists

of 677 Beasts, 7620 Sheep, 142 Calves, and 100 Pigs ;
from

Scotland there are 300 Beasts ; from Ireland, 466 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 1670 ; and 216 from the Midland
and Home Counties.

s. d. s. d.
I

s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- ' Best Long-wools 5 2105 4
fords, &c. . . 4 Stos o

]

Do. Shorn . . 4 4—4 6

Best Shorthorns.. 4 6—4 8 ! Ewes & =d quality 4 0—4 6

d quality Beasts 3 o—3 8
j
Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Do. Shorn .. 4 8-410 Pigs .. .. 3 8-5 S

Ecasb', 3329 : Sheep and Lambs, 27,605 : Calve?, 149; Pigs, zoo.
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Thursday, March 24.

The number of Beasts is larger than of late, and the

trade is exceedingly dull, consequently Monday's rates

are scarcely reached. The supply of Sheep is by no
means large, quite equal, however, to the demand ; in a
few instances choicest qualities have made rather more
than on Monday. Trade is dull for Calves, at our
quotations. Our foreign supply consists of 391 Beasts.

1900 Sheep, and 180 Calves.

Best Scots, Herc-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns.

.

zd quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-brcds ..

Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools 5 4105 6
Do. Shoi 4 6-

& 2d quality

Do. Shorn .. 3 8—4

Calves . . . . 3 4—3
Pigs - .

Beasts, 1036 ; Sheep and Lambs, 5935 : Calres, 223 ; Pigs,

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—March 24.

Best Fresh Butter 171. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .

.

. . .

.

. . 14X. ,,

Small Pork, %s. 4^. to 51. %d. ; Large Pork, 4J. ot to

4s. a4- per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
Monday, March 21.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was again small. The attendance was moderate, and
but little disposition shown to make purchases ; good
fresh Baltic qiialities, being very scarce, brought last

week's quotations, but other descriptions were is, per qr.

cheaper. Barley, Beans, and Peas were steady. Oats
were a slow sale and rather easier. The nominal top
price of town-made Flour was reduced 35. per sack ; other
sorts were unchanged in value.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White' 38—46 Red— — fine selected runs. .do. 42-—50 Red. . .

,

— — Talaveia 53—55— — Norfolk — Red....
— — Foreign 38—52

Barlev, grind. &disL,26jto30j. .Chev. 39—42 Malting
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 22—25 Malting

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 22—24— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 24— 26 Feed ..

— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed ....zr—24— Foreign Poland and Brew! 21—24iFccd .... 19—

2

RvE
1

32—38 Foreign . . 33—36
RvE-MEAL, Foreign

I
I

Beans, Mazagan.... 3&r. to 37i-. . .Tick 31—49 Harrow .— Pigeon ....50J. to 56J. . .Winds. — Longpod.— Foreign Small 41—43 Egvptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 32—42 Suffolk .— Maple, 41J. to 4Sf Grey|32—42 Foreign .

Maize 1 — Foreign ..'29—31

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 36—40 I

— 2d ditto ditto 25 —37 Country . . 25—37— Foreign per barrel 22—25 Per sack.. '29—.55

Wednesday, March 23.

The supply of English Wheat at Mark Lane to-day

has been only moderate. The business doing has not
been extensive, at Monday's reduced quotations. With
foreign Wheat the market has been well supplied. Sales

have progressed slowly, at the rates previously current.

The show of Barley has been moderate ; the trade has
been firm, and prices have been well supported. Malt
has been quiet on former terms. The show of Oats has
been moderate ; the trade has been firm at full quotations.
Beans and Peas have been steady in value, with a
moderate inquiry. Flour has sold slowly at stationary
prices.

ARRivAt.s OF Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage

GRASS SEEDS, for Laying Down Land
TO PERMANENT PASTURE, LAWNS, BOWLING-GREENS, &c.

Peter Lawson & Son,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G., and at EDINBURGH,
Offer their- celebrated MIXTURES of the above, suitable for all soils and situations. Tlicir extensive Stocks

of GRASSES and CLOVERS have been most carefully selected, thoroughly cleaned, and cannot be surpassed in
quality. Prices and full particulars on application.

Tables of Mixtures and every information is given in their " AGROSTOGRAPHIA ; a Treatise on the
Cultivated Grasses and other Herbage and Forage Plants ; " price Half-a-Crown, gratis to customers.

SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.
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Wl
priced in WHEELERS' ILLUSTRATED BOOK
which may be had gratis arid post free,

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, are supplied in large or small quantities, at ixlrdmcly

moderate pri

J. C. WHEELER
59, Mark Lane, Londor

SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester, and

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS are forwarded carriage free to all railway stations

in the Kingdom.
QUALITY-Exccllei
Prices—(Which v;

soil and situation) c

Terms—Five per cent.

J. C. WHEELER ANt
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

O N LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMANENT
PASTURE.

For getting up the subject of Grasses we cannot conceive a
handier book than Miss Plues', which is furnished with ample and
accurate illustrations ; while for putting her data to the proof, and
testing the value of hints and suggestions, it may be well to make
acquaintance with that really scientitic inoirAKri!, Aiessrs. Wheeler's
Illustrated Book on Grasses."

—

Saturday Review.

A Copy will be forwarded free on application to

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Grass-Seed Merchants, Gloucester;
and 59, Mark Lane, London, E, C.

On Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture.
"These enterprising Seedsmen (Messrs. Wiieelkr & Son)

introducing a new element into thcircalculations for laying down I

have undoubtedly a good lAta."— The Field.

MESSRS. WHEELER and SON supply
FINEST and BEST GRASSES and CLOVERS (all mclu

for laying down land :

—

For One Year at 131. (>d. per acre.
For Two Years 17J. 6rf. per acre.
For Four Years 331. od. per acre.
Permanent Pasture .

.

from 26*. to 321. od. per acre.

All Carriage free. Inferior qualities cheaper.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester,
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

F ARM SEEDS of all sorts, best quality, extra clean.-
PRICED LISTonapplicatfon.

if.-

Seed Gr( Eastgate Street, Chest

Seed Barley from the Chalk.
PEDIGREE CHEVALIER BARLEY, grown from

Hallett's Stock.— Price 531. per quarter, or is. per bushel, free on
rail. New Sacks, ij. ^d. each.

Also selected SamJ)lcs from the best Growers of PAGE'S PRO
LIFIC, GIANT, GULDEN DROP, and THANET BARLEY.
BLACK TARTARIAN. BLACK POLAND, WHITE CANA-

DIAN, WATERLOO, and WHITE TARTARIAN OATS.
SHIRREFF'S WHITE, RED CHAFE WHITE, and APRIL

SPRING WHEAT.
Samples and prices free on application.

RAVNBIRD AND CO. (Limited), Basingstoke, or Seed Market,
Mark Lane, London, E.G.

New and Select Farm Seeds.

1870. 7^^^ ^*'"'-

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, and

the " Upton" Nurseries. Chester.
TURNIPS, MANGELS, and other FIELD ROOT SEEDS, saved

from picked bulbs of the most select character.
CLOVERS, RYE-GRASSES, and NATURAL GRASSES, very

superior samples, thoroughly cleaned, and free from weeds.
MIXED GRASSES and CLOVERS for ROTATION CROPS,

mixtures are composed of the hncst Grasses, and cannot be surpassed.
Seeds of the value of £2 and upwards (Grain, Vetches, and Potatos

excepted), carriage free to any railway station in the kingdo
Samples and prices

To Improve Meadow Land.
RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTURE of the -finest

GRASSES and PERENNIAL CLOVERS (S to I2lb. per acre,,
at id. per lb.), if sown early, will cause a valuable improvement to the
crop. RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.
RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTURES of the finest

PERENNIAL GRASSES and CLOVERS arc c.irefully made
to suit all kinds of Soil. Price 26X. to 30J. per acre.

N-
Peculiarity, Season, Gr(

KICHARIl SMITH.
e by po-

c of Flo . Price, S:c.

The North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment.
MESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Carlisle,

(Wm. Baxter Smith, Manager), are prepared to make
SPECIAL OFFERS of FARM SEEDS, at liberal prices, when large
((uantities are required, and to deliver them free at nearest Railway

This willfensurc a much stronger braird than seed
reduced to grow only from 60 to 70 per cent. Their stocks of
.MANGEL WURZEL, CABBAGES, &c., are also of excellent
quality, and they have been equally careful in proving the quality and
growth of their CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS, and their mixture for
laying down permanent pasture. PRICED LISTS on application.

44. English Street, Carlisle.

Q E L E C T

SUDBURY WHITE SPINE CUCUMBER
Tlu .ihi.ir are first-class sorts.

LONGMWIM ! r MMIAGE LETTUCE
CHAHA" 1.1 i:\lll I OS LETTUCE
NUNKII \M 1' Mk liMON
SPRlM.l II 1 l> Will 1 K BROCCOLI ..

SUDIIURV i-..\i.:hLsIUR MELON
CALCEOLARIA, from finest strain

CINERARIA, from named flowers
GOLDEN FE.\THER
MARIGOLD, French Dwarf Striped

SPECIAL NOTICE.—J. C. & Co. strongly advise early Orders for Farm Seeds, the late severe weather
having greatly injured the young plant growing for next season's supply, and which J. C. & Co. fear

will necessitate an advance upon the present low quotations after April loth next.

" Economy.—Seeds direct from the Growers,"

CARTER'S GENuTnE SEEDS J
The Royal Seeds.m FOR FARM AND GARDEN. The Royal Sicedsm

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,
Ready for Immediate Delivery,

No. I COLLECTION for COTTAGE GARDENS, 12s. 6d. \

No. 2 COLLECTIO.N for SMALL GARDENS. 21s. od. {
Those Collections will

No. 3 COLLECTION for LARGER GARDENS, 42^.0,/. ( ?u™ly%f cLice'' "ge".
No. 4 COLLECTION for GARDENS of i Acre, - 1 .

1
-

.

No Charge for Packing.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
Ready for Immediate Delivery.

'A" COLLECTION .. Price ioj. &/, (post free lu.)

•B" COLLECTION .. Price 15.1. (post free 15J. 61/.

'C" COLLECTION .. Price 21J. (post free 21J. 61/.) (pretty di'splay

D" COLLECTIO.N .. Price 42^. (post free 425. 6rf.) )
"o"'" 0"<''="'

Catalogues gratis and post free.

For full information, see CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED VADE MECUM for 1870. post Free U., gratis .o purchasers

JJ. C. AND CO. have made extensive arrangements that all Orders
shall be executed immediately.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL.
Per lb.—J. ,/:

, Zd. to o 10ORDINARY STOCKS

CARTER'S W.-VRDEN, the finest Globe variety .

CARTERS MAMMOTH, the finest Long Red
variety . . . , ,

.

. . . . .

,

CARTER'S NEW INTERMEDIATE, the best

IMPROVED RED GLOBE i o

ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW i o

Cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE AND TURNIP.

LIVERPOOL SWEDE

IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE, acknowlegcd to

be the best . . ..09
LONDON SWEDE, grows to a Ktrge size . . 09
DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE TURNIP .. i o

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, the finest

white variety eg
LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE .. ..09

Cheaper per bushel or cwt.

Large purchasers will be liberally treated.

J. .\ND CO. allow, off all Accounts Paid within Fourteen Days
a Discount of Five per cent.

CARTER'S NEW CHAMPION
INTERMEDIATE MANGEL.

Is. per lb., cheaper per cwt.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen. 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

CARTER'S PRIZE MEDAL GRASS SEEDS
JAMES CARTER and CO/S GRASS SEEDS pro-'

duced the BEAUTIFUL TURFS so much admired

by English Visitors at the late Paris Exhibition ;

and they have been awarded the First Prize for Grass

Seeds.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS, as SUPPLIED for the

PARIS EXHIBITION GROUNDS, 36J. per acre.

CARTER'S GR.ASS SEEDS for Fertile Clay Soils. nZs.

to 32i. per acre.

CARTER'S GR,-\SS SEEDS for Poor Clay Soils, 285. to

32J. per acre.

CARTERS GRASS SEEDS for High-Lying Clay Soils,

28.?. to 2,'^s. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Alluvial Soils. 28.J. to

32J. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Limestone or Calcare-

ous Soils, 28J. to 325. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Loams derived from
Old or New Red Sandstone, 28J. to 32J. per acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Light Chalk Soils.

28i^. to 32J. per acre.

CARTER'S FINE GRASS SEEDS, for Lawns, 20J.

per bushel.

For Cricket and Croquet Grounds, 20J. per bushel.

For Bowling Greens, 20J. per bushel.

For Parks and Ornamental Grounds. 32J. to 40^^. p. acre.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS for Marsh Lands. 25.^.

per acre.

For Churchyards, r8j. per bushel.

Second qualities at reduced rates.

The above Mixtures of Grasses are composed of seeds
of the piuest quality. For particulars, see " CARTER'S
ILLUSTRATED , FARMERS' CALENDAR," gratis

and post free. Special Estimates for large quantities.
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r:< lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS,
^-^ money can procure, 2S. dd. per lo

'= half Ihc expense usually

the best that
elicious VeRctabli

^^. „ ..„.. —, -d in planting il.

See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST tor 1870.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 25. per dozen.

RICHAKI) SMITH. N-ur.scnman. Worcester.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

RICHARD W.VLKI'.k h;vs to offer, for cash,
AMERICAN Ri:i> I'(HAT'). It has produced over 16 tons

to the acre this year Price per cwt , sos. EAST HAM CAHBAGE
PLANTS, 51. per 1000; Double GERMAN WALLFLOWERS,;:

- Siriffle Wallflowers, 2.*. 6rf. _pei

Seed Fotatos.

GEORGE SIBBALD, 27, Wellgate, and Dmmgeith,
by Dundee, has still on hand a few tons PATERSON'S

VICTORIA, FLUKE, KIDNEY, DALMAHOY, and WALKER'S
EARLY POTATOS. Also a quantity of Superfine Early DWARF
CABBAGE SEED. Prices on application.

SURPLUS STOCK of POTATOS, at very low
prices— Myatt's Prolific, Early Shaws, DalmahoySj ReRci

'

Milky White, Fortyfolds. In large and 31

Place,

Suttons' Fotatos for Planting.

MESSRS. SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post-free. Their stock

of Potatos has been selected with great care, and can be relied on as
perfectly

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

The best Potato for tlie Main Crop is

BUTTONS' BERKSHIRE KIDNEY, raised and
selected from among 40 Seedlings of the Fluke. Having planted

it side by side with the different varieties of that class, we have proved
it to be by far the best of them all, and quite a fortnight earlier. The
tubers are of good size, very numerous, and remarkably clear skin. It

valuable for the main garden crop, and h: '

free from disease, while other varieties growing close by were
oyed. Price 55. per peck, cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

almost

SEED POTATOS.—The Subscribers offer the
following, which have been grown from pure selected stocks.

Terms, nctt prompt cash. Per bag of 2 cwt. Per ton.

GRYFFE CASTLE .. 20s ^£8 o o
RED BOG, Early .. iw 4 10 o
HALMAHOY. Early .. tos 4 to o
WALKER'S REGENT.. 9* 400

Sacks IS. each.

Also, a few bags, OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY, MYATT'S KID-
NEY, WHEELER'S MILKY WHITE and FORTYFOLD, at

SIMONS, Seed Merchants, 36 and 38, Howard

variety sent out by us some years ajjo, being purt
and inside, perfectly round, with a rough scaly skin, is about ten da]
earlier than the striped variety, an extraordinary cropper, and of firs

rate quality.
Having secured a quantity of the abo'

East Craigie, Cramond, whose name as
known, we have every confidence in recommenaing tnis variety t

who grow for the early market in either field or garden as dccid
the best Potato out for earliness, crop, and quality.

Price 4^. per peck, or 20J. per cwt.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, 17, South Frederick Sti

Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

lUpplied ex Ship,NITRATE of SODA
London, Liverpool, and otlier ports,

J"
^O H N BE N"N E T

Offi

Branch Offices : Mark.

from stoclcs at Docks a

t market prices.

L A W E S.

; 59, Mark Lane, London.

W01
Eden Quay, Dublir

tiby street, Cardiff.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY. GRASS, and MANGEL
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE,

of the abo.
through any ol the appr
PERUVIAN GUA>

AMMONIA, and othci
AMERICAN .and oil

rhout the United Kingdom
1 SODA, SULPHA'I'E c

I pric

a',
Borders, &c., by the undersii
2 lb. Bags, at 6d. per Bag. Th.
and moderate in price " ' -

Kuch.
I!y prepared for every

Garden, Lawns. Vine
ently packed in

Mil be found good^ cleanly,

Joseph ellis.i

They

CATALOGUE, with ample drreclions, bii

SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leicester.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(E:

DISSOLVED BOrJES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE ol AMMONIA, FISHERY

SALT, SiC
Offices, 116, Fenchurch Str,

E. PURSER, Secretary.
,E.C.

'G'

Guano.

ENUINE PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT,"
14 loj.

;
per cwt., i6r. ; 551b.,9J. ; 28 lb., 5r. ; 141b., 35.

NITRATE of SOD.-\, per ton, ^21 :
per cwi., 22s. ;

561b., 121. : 2Slb,, 6s. 6d. J !4lb., 35. M. ;
7lb., 3J.

COCOA-NUT DUST, for Ferneries, Rockeries, Potting,

Mixing, &c., per ton, 401. ; 112 lb., 31. ; 56 lb., 2r. 6d.

SULPHURIC ACID, or OIL VITRIOL, SALT, &c.

Orders by post promptly executed.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, best quality, 7s. 6d. per
Ton, delivered into trucks at Reicate ; best quality PEAT,

oTjlainei Price Lists on application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD,
ilder, 20, Clarendon Squarr, SL Pancras. N.W. Small orders
:culed at the Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Western Railway Depot.

H'

perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the folli

0PI^IONS OF THE Press.
" R. Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite f

mealy^ and excellent in Havour. —Gardeners' ChronicU, Oct. 30, 1869.

ite Kidney. A very fine variety ; a heavy cropper: uniform in

pcning off all at once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish,
ly, and of the most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy crop was

. 30. 1869.harvested July 14."

—

Gardeners' Maga;
"Seedling Potato (R. Headley). In shape the tubers resemble tho;

of the Fluke. They are like those also in flavour, but are mo,
Taea.\y."—Journal ofHorticulture, Oct. zt, i86g.

Price 55. per peck. The usual discount to the Trade
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgesh ire.

H!

*' Hammond's Imperi

by William Armil
age & Sons, Huddersfield :

—

From the " Gardener's Magazine," May 30, 1868.

nond's Imperial Hardy White Broccoli.—AVe have receive)
jfthis variety from Mr. W. Hammond, Market Gardener

Birk'by. Huddersfield, Yorkshire. The heads are large, even in out
line and hemispherical, so close that there is not space anywhere fo

so much as the point of a pencil, the colour creamy-white, averagi
weight when trimmed for cooking, 3 lb. ; in quality first-rate, as mili

and sweet as a Cauliflower."
Should be grown by every Broccoli Grower.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condiliun. It is believed to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. It-; h-^'-r- i- Crru; ian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 percent, d" si.l.iiJr- l'!i. .,|.li itrs,

6 t07perccnt. of Ammonia with SjUs of Pol, f.li 1 I ir

Voelcker. Dr Anderson. Professor Way, Mr. < >, '
1

, .11

long as the scals'rcmain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Mesf Kcighley, Maxstcd &

-W. S. Gladstone,

Agents for "Midland, South and West Districts of England—Messrs.
Wm. Smith & Co., Bristol.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co,, Glasgow and

Messrs. Breysig& Co., Lcith, for Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk,

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin.
Price £\i per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

^ pQ ,g jjiphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England
" Analytical Laboratory^ n, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.

" ' -
I, January 15, 1870.

i^ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
VT lod. per lb,, or 84J. per cwt
WILLIAM RLrSiIFuRTH,Nursenmanand Seed Merchant, Leeds.

FUMIGATORS.—
for small Greenhouses,

41. f>d. each.
APPLEBY'S COMPOUND TOBACCO PAPER (requires no
owinj,'). Sold in 2 lb. and 4 lb. packets. 11. 8rf. per lb.

Testimonials, with Directions for use, may be had on application.
NB. All orders to be accomp.-inied with a Post Order, payable to
HENRY: APPLEBY, Foreman to Messrs. Ivcry & Son, Dorking,

Sun

The Best and Clieapest Vermin Killer.
Vide "The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd,

Esq., F.R.H.S., of August 15, 1868.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of dutv).
for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, u., 2s. 6rf., &4J. each,

by Seedsmen and Druggists. POWDER DISTRIBUTORS, 21. each.
Manufacturers: CORRY AND SOPER. at their Bonded Ware-

house. Shad Thames, London, S.E. [AGENTS WANTED.]

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

Bv Her Majests-'s Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission

)OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at «., 3J. &f., and SJ.

-Ge
Gardens, South Kensine
Sole Manufacturer, 1

Wharf, Wapping, E.

endent, Royal Hor
.on. May 7, 1868.

. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehoust

ultural

G S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners ^,, .

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrit
Fly, and other Blight.

Dressing for Vin

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

sea. London, S.W.

Its of a careful analysis of a
These results speak

" Sir,—Enclosed you will find the
sample of your Biphosphatcd Peruvi
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artific
manure. The sample examined by me conteiined only 10 per cent.

', and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble pin
ph;

;s, the I

s which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and ,. «., ... „ ,„,».
of preparation. The more generally this manure will become

n convinced, will it be appre-
respeclfully,

: William Street, London, E.C."

By Royal Appointment.

To Her Majesty-, by '(^"^ ^ '^<^ the Prince of Wales
Special Warrant, dated s^^^^^ ^V Special Warrant,

December 27, 1865. feaf^^f^ dated February 10, 1866.

SON, AND HEWITT,
nal aDd_S;ole Proprietors of the STOCKBREEDER^'D Or,,r.

MEDICINE CHESTS, for DISORDERS i

CALVES, SHEEP, - '

nd LAMBS.
--„. MEDICINE CHEST,

Contains Sixteen different kinds
of Compounds, admirably ar-

No,

HORSES, CATTLE,

MEDICINE CHEST,
IS the Extract Gaseous
Red Drench, and Red

ft^ Every Stockowner should send for DAY, SON, AND
HEWITT'S Work on Farrier)'. Large Edition, 2r. M., or free by
post for 33 stamps. Small Edition, ij., or free by post for 13 stamps.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, J2, Dorset Street, Baker Street, London.

GENUINE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER.—
The most effective of all Funiigators. Terms, circulars and

particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, Chester.TOBACCO TISSUE,
for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the

Insects, and not injure the Plants, and Burns without the assistance of
Blowing. Price 3*. W. per lb., carriage free. A reduction in price for

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices. Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, EntraiKC
Halls, &c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.
Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far
more ornamental in appearance. See Gardeners' CkronicU, Marcn la.

Price from is. M. per foot
Hooper & Co.. Covent Garden : Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorgate Street

:

Rosher & Co., Upper Ground Street, filackfriars, Kingsland Road,
and Queen's Roacf West, Chelsea.

BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,
Kingston-on-Thames.

joh;
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, t.,C,

No. 547A.—GARDEN ENGINE,
28 Gallons . . . . ;i^5 13 o

No 579S —SWING BARROW.
50 Gallons . • . , _^5 14 o
38 3 18 o

i of GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, PUMPS,

rpo
Steam TliresMng MacMnes for Sale.

iE .S(JLL). iiy I'nvalo lontract, TWO very

t from the makers (

Haverford \\ t

nearly equal to new, as they wet
nly about 12 months since.

I\M1S THOMAS, Rock House

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

From Mr W. Gilbert,
Lawford Street, Hueby.

" I am perfectly satisfied

with the Closets, and find
what I had ima^ned would
be a great difficulty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle; as, by lay-

inff by a few bags of earth

ible of artificial

I have used the
o my Rose Trees (a

They have been

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained at 29, Bedford
treet. Covent Garden, W.C. .

iomplete

3d. They take up little

thcmsehres, havi

n, and can be put i places inaccessible

the ^rcat

They

• ;yta
__her Boile;

4th. They are cconomisers of fuel,

heatinc surface upon which the fire

the consumption of smoke. . d 1

5th, Any number of Flows and Returns can be annexed to the Uoilers

by means ofT pipes, ,

6th. By means of mud doors they can be readdy cleaned out wnen

7th. The chimney is made of cast iron, which can
cj.'^f''^^.^ '^i'^f

' roof or turned into a flUc to meet the convenience of

on that it may be fixed 11

tr^hf rhp most L.-
ippltcai

through a

the s'

They a t Economical Boiler;

THOMAS GREEN and SONTsmithficld Iron Works, Leeds

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.
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THE Cheapest House in London for PROPAGATING,
BEE.or CUCUMBER GLASSES is at the Maker's,

E.CHILTON, I, Thomas Place. Waterloo Road Made to order only.

Belgian Window Glass.
BETHAM AND SON, 9, Lower Thames Street, E.G.,

Itnporters of the above^ beg to inform Florists, &c., that they car
suitable for Grcenhous*

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named ir

Mr. Robinson's interestinc Book on the Parks, Promenades, ant
Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Ain

T
Horticultural Glass Warebouse.

HOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.
87, Bishopsfjate Street Without, Londoi
,..^, , — =^'Iyi-

s of the United Kingdom.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

i^,
SMALL SHEET SQUARES, 150

From To 1 ^
n. by 4 in. .. gin. by 7 in 11 odisi odltjs 6d\iv od

gijii3i (3<i 15J o<f rbj 6d
yi\i^ od\i^ bd\iji od

SHEET GLASS.
In Sheets for Cutting up, averaging from 6 to 9 feet sup

4ths quality, per 300 feet case, 341. 4ths quality, per aoo feet c

SHEET GLASS i

[.,560

BRITISH PLATE GLASS for Windows and Silvered for Looking
Glasses, Coloured Glass, Glass Shades, Striking Glasses, &c.| &c

PAINTS, COLOURS, VARNISHES, &c.
STUCCO PAINT, 7jS. per cwt. This Paint adheres firmly to the

free from the glossy appearance of

be made any requiredOil Paint, resembling a stone surface,
shade ft is mixed with rain or pure ri

WHITE ZINC PAINT 361.

Zinc Paint, -with three gallons 1

one hundredweight and a-half
Linseed Oil. Special Dryers lor this Paint.

One hundredweight of pun

IMPROVED ANTI-CORROSION PAINT, j8» tc
Vnti-corrosion Paint is extensively used for all kind;
:xposed situations, on Brick, Stone, Compo, Iron, Iron Bridges

workman. Prepared Oil for ditti

Percwt.—.r, (

GENUINE%VHITF,LF,AD30

M. per lb.

„ BURNT do.

GREEN PAIN'l'.aUsbadi
qd.

aSr. to 60 o
BLACK PAINT 24J. to 36 o
RED PAINT .. J8r. to 36 o
GLAZIER'S DIAMONDS,

lar. 6rf., 15J-, i8j., aij. each.
GROUND BRUSHES.
DUSTERS.

I
SASH TOOLS.

DISTEMPER BRUSHES.
The above are Nelt, for Cash,

by any ortiinary
r. Od. per gallon.

Per g.allon.—J. d.

LINSEED OIL .. ..29
BOILED OIL .. ..32
TURPENTINE .. ..39
LINSEED OIL PUTTY,

Sj. per cwt.

FineOAKVARNISH,ioi.toi2 o

„ CARRIAGE do., uj. to 14 o

„ PAPER do.

,, COPAL ..

KNOTTING..
Patent GOLD SIZE .. to

„ BLACK JAPAN .. 12

BRUNSWICK BLACK.
MILLED LEAD and PIPES.
OLD LEAD Bought or taken i

. 16

Exchange.

sofa
t be booked

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows i-

PKOPAGATING

U\

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Wanning Green-
5, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, Ac

Plans and Estimates on application.

ONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.
Manufaclory, 6. liankside, Southwarlc

LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.—
The best mode of Raising all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cutting'.

Price from u. each.-Hnopcr & Co.. C>.vcnt Garden; Roshcr & Co.,
Upper Ground Street, I'.'- '-•"nnrr i: nr-.;!.-

Road, West Chelsea;. Lii.i h

\°
:: :: -.wt
BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches in diameter . . os. 6rf.
|

9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical lops.

CUCUMBER -~_^ ,,̂
^ ' .. ' Y»^ GLASSES.

24 inches long ,. .. ^s. od.] 16 inches long

HAND
GLASSES,

WITH
OPEN TOPS.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED

FAINTS of >.

I

SHEET ;i..

BRITISH I I

SHEET, II'

F, GLASS, SLATES of all sijes,

.\TE, ROLLED PLATE,CROWN,
, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,

PHIl .l.l I'S AM. 1 1 1
, I So, Bishopsg.ate Street Wijiv _

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

ia and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.
Obser^'c the mark SAYNOR. also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

CHEAP PAVLNC HLL.-,. ,\ Manufacturing Firm
have a considerable Stock of I'LAI.N .^nd ENCAUSTIC TILES,

more or less damaged in the proccsss of manufacturing, that they
- '^^- villing to DISPOSE OF, at prices below those of the

' Cottages, Fa

, Post Office, B:

s F A N Y.

SHAW'S TIFFANY.—No. i, sj. per pie
-_ 6j. ; No. 3, 71. ; No. 4, 91. ; and every Garden Requisite at the
Garden Repository,

;

5 Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN. Greenheys. Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the sue of every class of Mai,
forwarded post free on applic

JAS. T. ANDERSON. at Street, Shoreditch, Londoi

Elastic Netting and Tiffany, for Protecting Fruit Trees
and SHADING GREENHOUSES.

T SHAW AND CO. beg to inform inquirers that their

WIRE NETTING (Galvanised after made) for
GAME and POULTRY.—CROGGON AND CO.,

Albion Wharf, 10, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.
2, Goree Piazza, Liverpool.

59, George Square, Glasgow.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Seed Beds
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Elieht, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 3, 4. and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard ; 100 yards, 71. bd. ; 500 yards, 35J. ; 1000
yards, 65J. Remittances to accompany all ordci

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, arf. ; three
yards, 3^. ; and four yards, ^d. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
CHAS. WRIGHT and CO., William Street, Ncwark-on-Trent.

or their Arents, Messrs. HOOPER and CO., Covent Garden Market.
London, W.C.

tnnnr.11 I-. unrlrj Dcrbj I 3-, \\ lit n nk I ond.m
The Britannia Iron Works have for the last 40 years been well

known for the production of fine Iron Castmc; Tne use of Cast
^its iSei cac> of outline, and s

s Lists post free fi-T 6 stamps.
f [RON and (ILASS CON-

uctcd some of llic largest and

RoBher's Garden Edging TUes.

Protection for Fruit and Flowers.
r^ \RDrN M\T.S, I2T. per bundle of 10; TANNED
VT MlllNt. ajardswide, ij-^.f. per yard ; 4 yards wide, ^rf. per

ir < s' RIM t \NVAS, for Shadins. in widths of i yard, ij^yard,
1 \ r K, ^t 4^. per square yard. TIFFANY, in pieces of 20 yards,

\\ 1 ic, 51 per piece. Parcels of the value of jC3 and upwards
I irnage paid bv

1 1 I M \ \ AN AND CO., 17, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E .

NLFTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES. &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
2d per \ard, or 100 ^a^ds, 201. : 4 yards wide, f>d. per yard, or 50 yards,
30S. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard ; ^i-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, u. 6a. per. yard. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DEL1f,R,6 & 7. Crooked Lane. London Bridge. E.C.

Preserve your Trees from Frost.
TANNED NETTINr. f,,i I RII 1 TREES.

COTTON NETTING and lUN I INi;. IKI'".! IHlMO, SCRIMS
for CKEENm.USK lU.TNUS. &c,

Samples and Price List free on application to

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, Tent and Rick Cloth
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales, a. Duke Street,

Southwark.S.E. A large stock of NEW and REPAIRED NETTING,
and other material for the Protection of Fruit Trees, Strawberry
Bcds.&c. MARQUEES and TENTS of all dimensions on Sale or Hire.

Address. BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (only), a, Duke Street,

London Bridge. S.E. No other Establishment.

O
No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

UR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a
thorough Protection from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the

- time Uiey admit Lipht and Sun. Thev are used and strongly

s

i great durability. The plainer sorts are
specially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
hey harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

oom, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently beine much cheaper.
GARDEInT VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in

Anificial Stone, of great durability and superior

finish, and in much variety of design.

Manufacturers. Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. E.

Chelsea, S.W.; Kingsland Road. KinKsland,N.E.
• Lists free bv post. The Trade supplied.

F.&G. ROSH
Queen's Road West

Illustrated P

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

d, and buff colours, and capable of forminc a variety of

lity, Dutch and Adamantir
are Drain Pipes, Slates, Ct
led of F. & G. RoSHER, at their premisi

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14J. per Ton, is. 3d. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, ij, per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4x, per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. &G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

1 . V. ,. .-
i ., ..Tulips.

ii ,.:;. , ., I
..

I
;..,.-.

.
' ,

i. -il The

\\ ilhordin.iry Lire they «ill last f-r ni.iny y.^rs. Sin.i.lts pn,i free

on application. DANIEL COLLINGE and SON.
No. I.—54 inches wide at BJ^rf. per yard run.

No. 2.—54 inches wide at jd. per yard run.

No. 3.—51 inches wide at 5]4d. per yard run.

No. 4.-54 inches wide at 4<rf. per yard run.

N'o- 5-—54 inches wide at 5'Ad. per yard run.

In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when specially

ordered. Nett cash in 30 days from date of Invoice.

E~
T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —

• Patronised by Her Majesty the Qticcn for Windsor Castle
and Frogmorc Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading la "Frlgl Dome" Netting.
White or Brown, made ofprcparcd Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floncultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
*' FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. (}d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide ii. orf. per yard run.

Four yards wide y.bd. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide .. u. 0^. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 21. 8rf. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, 5!^., did., 7id., yji
and 8Jrf. per yard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, 61^. and Z\d. per yard;
id. extra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom,

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLI.'iM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS . . from 425.

GARDEN BARROWS.. „ ^u.
GARDEN ROLLERS .. „ 31s.

SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES, &c.
SYRINGES and PUMP.S.
GARDE.N SEATS and CHAIRS.
I'LOWER STANDS, IKON and

WIRE.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.

LAWN MOWERS,
GARDEN ENGINES from S2J 6</ TORiEsr&c'"^^'

^--"-"" SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S, &c

Dtai/e s New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue post fnc.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.
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PORTABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
Wilh Palcnt Rolled Stci-1 Ribhod Hi-al.-r I'iates, and all other vvcrnt Improv.aii,;nls.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

LLW'TON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Lieensecs and Manufacturers.

ThcBC ri-itcs have b(.cn thoroijf.hl> tested, and are found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Tlatcs previously in use

C AND S arc prepartd to supply Threshing Machine t.iwners and the Trade in any quantity ; and they would caution purchasers agains
spurious imitations m Cast steel, which, from their brittleness, are exceedingly dangerous to use. CAUTION.—Infringers of this Patent
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Fteety Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANUFACTURERS Oh"

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PENDANTS, GARDEN SEATS, EDGING TILES,

AND EVF.RY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

^^^^^SSS^^ '3 - I ^3—

I

H—

I

"vL-

J

-i . .
9

AH the TERRA COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. H. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

e.xtra hard, and

WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

BllM'ii L', PJ?/C£ L/SrS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. gray begs to cill the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Roller yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report
" The upright form of Boiler

)ut the oval form given to Mr.

Gardeners" Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page 476.
ally made on a circular plan,

[
rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on thi

ricty of it is said to be
]

plan should brine the tubes more completely

with the lire. The usual form of ;

rather than a square, it S(

plan should brine the tu
burning fuel : and this being 1

is no doubt an improvemenL",
J, tha change, though , '%^L

They are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may he had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PORTABLE AND FIXED HOT-WATER APPARATUS
FOR HEATING CONSERV.\TORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES. PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ETC., WITH

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE AND LEAKLESS PIPE-JOINTS.

T. S. TRUSS
P.egs to state that the immense number of

APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him
in all parts of the Kingdom, and for the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY at SOUTH
KENSINGTON and CHISWICK, with unrivalled

satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great advantigi s

obtained by his IMPROVED SYSTEM cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with
neatness of appearance ; EFFECTS a S.WING of 25 PER CENT, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other systems

; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints ; can be erected hv
any Gardener; an ordinary size Apparatus erected in one d.ay ; and PERFECTNESS of DESIGN SUPPLIED.
INSURING NO EXTRAS. Complete Apparatus, of the best materials, delivered to any Railway Station in

England, and Erected at the following prices. Erection beyond 25 miles of London, railway fare for one man
additional. Considerable reduction on large works.

Two Four-inch Pipes along One Side and One End of House.
size of House. Apparatus Complete. Krection,

|

Size of House. Apparatus Complete. Krection.

20 feet by 10 feet ... /'goo ... ^2 o o 50 feet by 15 feet ... £i^ 10 o ... jf3 o o
30 feet by 12 feet ... 11 15 o ... 2 10 o 75 feet by 15 feet ... 20 o o ... 300
40 feet by 15 feet ... 15 o o ... 2 15 o I 100 feet by 15 feet ... 26 o o ... 3 S o

Bath and Gas Work Erected in To%vn or Country. The Trade Supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Consulting Horticultural Engineer, &c,, Sole Manufacturer,
IRON MERCHANT, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, AND HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

FRIAR STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

JJORTI CULTURAL BUILDINGS

i and Price Lists of Sir

Country Works at Gloucester, Coventry (near Ulvcrstone), Paisley,

H OT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PIPES.
BOILERS, &c., delivered in London, Liverpool, Bristol or

S-inch.
HOT-WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7 on illus-

trated sheet .. .. .. per yard
ELBOWS .. .. No. 12 on do each

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

London Warehouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, I'addington Basil

H. LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each,

6 ft. by 4 ft Lights. 3 in. thick, unglazed. . ;Co 5 d
„ „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

6 ft. by 8 ft. , Double Lights, do.

Painted foul

Handles on
Packed and

Railway var

led and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet.. .. a

21 Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . .. o
„ Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . o
Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 131, Bunhill Row, E.C

Established Fifty Years.
TAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
'^ and Hot-Water ArrAiiATUs Manuf

353, Old Kent Road, London, S E

0/)n IllR ^nl MLION BOXES and
'"''-''-' LIGHIb allszes Glazed and Pa ted complete ready
f r mmed a e use packed and se t to all parts of the k ngdom.

Strong ZINC HAND-GLASSES, all sues.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of th(!
Cou 1 England.

National Flower Show, June, 1867.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE AWARDED TO
THE PATENT TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.

with the following note :

—

" The judges consider this one of the most powerful and useful
Boilers for general purposes."
Gardeners' Magazine.—"This Boiler possesses the rare merit of

sucking all the heat from the fire, so that it furnishes a maximum of
Sower for a minimum outlay in respect of fuel."—5, //. (See
lan.izinc for August 24, 1867.)
The Gardener.—"Of boilers, by far the best, according to our

judgment, was the Terminal Saddle.*^— W. Thomson.
Journal of Horticulture.—" I have no doubt that the Boiler that

will burn any kind of fuel is the Terminal Saddle."

—

»S. Abbey.
Gardeners' Chronicle.-" The Terminal Saddle contains the best

old and modern inventions. If a substantial cheap article be wanted^
get this improved Saddle. It will last a lifetime "—March 14, 1868.

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester

APPARATUS
lis supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES.

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT-WATER PIFESat whole-

sale prices; Elbows, T - Pieces,

Sjphons, and every other connec-
tion kept in .stock.

WROUGHT and CAST-IRON
CONICAL, SADDLE, and IM-
PROVED PEILL'S, also Elliptic,

Boilers, from 241. each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
witli or without Water Bars, from 521. td. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
for use without brickwork, from 601. each.

Portable EoUcr Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
i^"^'"- FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNAClS

WORK of every description and sue.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for J'il?e .
Jor-'" •

;3 require 1

e perfectly
Goods, of the

facturc, deliverct

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
(Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper (

GmundStreet, London, S.E Surrey

- side Blackfriars Bridge). Price List c

GREENHOUSES CHEAPER THAN WUOD
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London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.
1 CO.,71, Cornhill,

HURDLES
of the

p, 31. 5(f. : CA'iiLE, AS.

List by post. GATES and FENCING of c

St Pancras Iron Work Company, Old St. Pancras Ro'ad, London. N.W.
" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery- on their Deptford premises

(Ida Whabf), arc prcp.ired to supply WROUGHT-IKON TANKS,
OALVANISF.IJ or PAINTED, ot superior quality, at reduced prices,
and at very short notice.

and other of IJBA:

i packed t 1 another t

REGISTERED HAND GARDEN SEED DRIL
Four thousand sent out in 1868 and t86g. At the Grt

International Agricultural Exhibition, Altona,
Hatnburgh (1860), the First-class Silver Medal
was awarded to JOSIAII LK DUTT for his
Manufactures: also :a tl,. r:,, .a (;,Ti-n-.n Inti^r-

national Horttcuhur.il I
> i. '.

, 11 i-'mri^'h,

i86g, another Firsi-t l.i .1 ; M. : .1 \\,is

awarded. By simply in-' . I iiijl

can at once be ad.iptnl t-i -..,'. m
,

1 >iM.iii-., (.'.ili-

bage- Cauliflowers, liroLCi.li, Jlarley, \^

Sainfoin, Mangel Wurzcl, Tares, Jtayc, Turnips,
Flax, and Carrot Seeds. It is an invaluable *

implement for a Market Gardener, and
who possess a Kitchen
Garden ; and for the Farm it

will be found useful for
the purpose of filling up the

be worked by a lad.

Full dirt

each Drill,

stamps or Post-offii

made payable to , _ _

3,E BUTT, Pateiitee
Manufacturer of the Chn
Drill will be sent immed:

G
To Agrlciilturists.

REEN'S PATENT HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS,
with Inverted Cylinder Engine combined. Simple and substan-

The Boiler can be usctl for Steaming purposes.
Specially adapted for Farm ui

The abo'

order, ready foi

stock or m pr<

application to

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield In
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

1 Works, Leeds ; and

Their advantag<
pleasure, no Wood
Vermin, Hay Rick
and depth of Feedinj

rtitions to impede Ventilation or breed
I with as unnecessary, increased width

ig Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
ing. cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
rice of Fittings per Cow, 551.
of CUTTAM AND CO.,IronWorks,2,WinsIey
Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
together with several important Improvements in
secured by Patent,

W, S, BOULTON & CO.'S
NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, ROLLING,

and COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

These Machines possess important advantages. By the introduction
of a Radial Link, the adjustment of the various parts is rendered
exceedingly simple. Breakages are entirely avoided, by making the
handles and all other light parts of malleable iron. They adapt them-
selves to inequalities of the ground, and suit oersons of any heifjht
by means of the handles working loose. This arrangement also
admits of their being used as a Roller, by folding back the front or
cutting end. Everj' Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction
to the purchaser, and if not approved of can be returned. An
Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, sent free by post on application.

Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

w.

se articles are really first
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KENDLE'S PATENT
PORTABLE PLANT PROTECTORS.

PORTABLE PLANT PROTECTORS

:

Mark, Registered at Stationere' Hall.

Eendle's Patent Portable Plant Protectors.
They are chc.ip .md .lunl.k-, hrinj; ina.l..- of red Earthenware (same

Bendle^s Patent Portable Plant Protectors,
They do not require any Paint or Putty.

The Glass can be easily replaced without the services oi the Jobbing
Glai

The Ventilation is perfect and c

All Rain is immediately earned oh.

The Glass runs perfectly in the Kfooves.
And the Wind, however boisterous, cam : have any effect i I the

Rendle's Patent Portable Plant Protectors.
They are fixed so low on the ground that they can be easily protected
from Frost or Snow, by Mats, Straw, Reed, or Litter.

They can be used to cover a single pet Plant, or they can cover an
acre of Fruits and Vegetables.

They are sold at < >ne-sixth of the cost of Handglasses.

Rendle's Patent Portable Plant Protectors
They will produce Early Peas a month

They wilf prod

They will protect Strawbcrne;
Rain, Splashings of Earth, and will prod

They will produce Gooseberries, Raspberrie
or six weeks earlier than usual.

:ed in rows in the open Gi

:eks earlier thai

c weeks earlie

, and Curt

rp H I

LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
-Tree or I'lant Label

oior 351
_e stamp. Orders delivcrtd free in London

ND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshi

: GRANITIC PA IN T,
:d in thcCr>'staI Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest, most

t,and Enduring for all i

Wood, &C. ; (br
Flatting ever ihanufacturcd^
hours in going down, has comparat;

ulsidc and Inside Work,
purposes ; and is the best

working, takes a
ly little smell,

Sold onl'y^^thrG^ANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 30A, King
Villiam Street. London, E.G. ' ''^ * ^

Prospectu ses and Testimonials free on appli

WALL S.~
for Damp Walls. Preser\-ing Stone, Brick, and

Decay IS the SILICATE ZUPISSA COMPOSITION,
used in the Houses of Parliament, aud manufactured by the SILI-
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT
COMPANY, 3QA, King William Street, London, E.G.

Early Potatos will be prod
as those forced in Pits 01

Lettuces and other Salads
will be afforded from Fn

vill be produced
st, Snow, and co
produced on thi

without artificial heat.

Kendle's Patent Portable Plant Protectors.
The Protectors will be found most excellent for protecting all kinds
of Half-Hardy Plants during Winter and Spring.

All kinds of Half;Hardy Annuals and delicate Seeds can be raised in

the open air^ without the use of Hotbeds or Frames,
able for protecting all kinds of Bedding

ling Purposes, or for

They will be ^
Plants from early Frosts or heavy Rains.

The Protectors will be most useful for Propoi
raising Seeds, and for Forcing Tender and
Greennouscs or Orchard-houses.

For producing early Blooms of Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbouj
Roots, they will be of great value.

: Plants

RENDLE'S PATENT
PORTABLE PLANT PROTECTORS

NEW TARIFF AND CARRIAGE-FREE TERMS.
In consequence of the increased demand for the Patent

Ground Vincr-tes and Plant Protectors, the Patentee has
determined to supply them on the loivest terms.

The following prices are for the Patent Grooved Bricks

and the Glass :

—

Carriage

feet in length, Glass qln. wide for

ofeet in length, Glas^ isin. wide
oleet in length, Glass i8in. wide
o feet in length, Glass 24in. wide
o feet in length, Glass gin, wide
o feet in length, Glass i2in. wide
ofcct in length. Glass i8in. wide
Q feet in length, Glass 24in. wide
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,
OR

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND GOLLEGTING MAGHINES FOR 1870.

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FORTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE FRINGE OF WALES.

PATRONIZED BY

THE KING OF THE BELGI.\NS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLLKG\ \\L) ul M KY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The' extKiordirtary success of GREEN'S PATENT LA'WN MOWERS is an established fact During the last six years the demand has been unprecedented, which

alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their characteristic features —
1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

2nd. They are worked -with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these M.achincs arc so well known in (ireat Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56,000 being now in use,

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the Public with a List of the numerous Testimonials tliey have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ARE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENTS PARK.
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.
THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.
THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN
THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOTANIC GARDENS, BRUSSELS.
THE SUNDERLAND PARK.
THE PRESTON PARK.

AND IN MOST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE. PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY
MACHINES, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Box ;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches .. .. -.j^iB o o

,, 28 inches . . .

.

. , 1500
,, 30 inches .. .. .. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey., .. o 18 o
Ditto for Pony .

.

.

.

. . 120
HORSE MACHINES.

To cut 30 inches .. .. ..j^2i o o

,, 36 inches 24 o o

,, 42 inches ,. .. . . 27 o o
48 inches 30 o o

Leather Boots for Horse .. .. 160
The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,

the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse

;

and as the M.achines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND MACHINE.
Every Machine is warranted to give cfitir

can be returned i

iti^factiov, and ifnot approved of
di'tionally.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand or Horse Powe

HAND ROLLERS.

To cut 10 inches

,, 12 inches

Suitable for

To cut 14 inches

,, 16 inches

Suitable for o

PRICES OF HAND MACHINES.
To cut 18 inches£3 10

.. 4 10

Lady.

••£S 10

£7 10

22 inches

24 inches

Suitable for two persons.

z. :—for the lO and la inch Machine, 3
Parties providinfi themselves with La'

ot in use, to prev.

P.ackine Cases are charged at the following low
14 and 16 inch, 4J. ; 18 and 20 inch, 51. ; 92 and 24 inci
Mowers are recommended to purchase the cases in whi
them from eelting damaged ; if returned, two-lhirds will be allowed for thei

The above Prices include Free Delivery to all the principal Railway Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S P.ATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1863.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition,
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, >

First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition

T. GREEN AND SON did not exhibit at the Paris Exhibition, 1867.

V
<^'*f^\'''S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have carried off

1 two occasions.

pent; that has been g
GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS

s become blunt by running one way

cry

bine all the advantages of self-sharpening, and whei
und, the'_ , -. - -V can be reversed again and again, bringing the

agamst the bottom blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced
g to the peculiar adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

All Orders are executed on the day they a
Leeds or London Establish.

received, either fro

16 i

PRICES OF

ROLLERS
Fitted with Shnft-i,

suitable for Pony oi

Horse Power.

Length. £
32 in. 10

36 in. 10

171 301
17 10

i-^i 5 \j\LX all Others ; they are made in

aJfurding greater facility for turning, and
turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks

factured of the best materials, and are got up in

These ROLLERS possess
two parts, and are free to re\oK
the outer edges are rounded off,

left by other Rollers. They are
a manner surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS. 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also
made in one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to
answer many requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller
at pleasure.

PRICES.
24 inches by 26 inches .. .. f^\336

Delivered Carria^ Free to all the principal Railway Statio.

Shipping Ports in England.

Every Machine and Roller is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and, if not

approved of, can be returned at once imconditionally.

T. G. AND SON have a large quantity of LAWN MOWERS in stock (upwards
of 2000) at their Leeds and London Establishments ; also various other kinds of

HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, GARDEN
SEATS and CHAIRS, FOUNTAINS, VASES, PLAIN and GALVANIZED
WIRE NETTING, &c.

Having very extensive Premises in London, uc are in a position to do all kinds

of Repairs there, as well as at our Leeds Establishment.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.

KlCHAROS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covcnt Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, March 26, i8>o.

ind Published by the said Wll.tl<«
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P>OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
t SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.
SHOW of CYCLAMENS, CINERARIAS, &c,, on WEDNES-

DAY NEXT, April 6. Band of Scots Fusilier Guards from 3.10.
Fellows' Friends' Tickets bought before tlie 6tli, is. dci. Admission on
the day, as. 6<f.

Tickets for all the FCtcs are now ready, and can be had of the
principal Musicsellers, or at the Gardens.

,* "The Show will be held in the Conservatory.

r)OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
t SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.
FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE

MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, April 6, at n o'clock.
tThr!

!. bi.

Band of the Scots Fusi

CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWI';k SHOWS. 1870.-
The GREAT FLOWER SII. .w

,
\ I I 1 li w , May 21.

The SECOND FLOWER SII^ 1

.
1

i ' ,-, June 11.

The GREAT ROSE SHOW, s \ I .
1 I , , I , ;.

Schedules, with List of lii ,1.,

I, WILKINSON, Superintciul.:.! (
,

-.,
I li.^. S E.

GBAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

MANcm.S 1 FK Schedules are ready, and can be had on application

_B.ii.il.
''

' M .ihc-ster. BRUCE FINDLAY .

PI II I
I' 'I '

'I GH HORTICULTURAL
S'" II n ^ Mi iWS will be held TULY 7, and NOVEMBER 16,

1870, l'KI/.KN,(>Mi. HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVESII.VER
CUPS, ;(;5Cach. Schedules, with Forms of Entrance, nn application to

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary. I'eterliorouiih.

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready early
in March, in so best varieties, price low. DESCRIPTIVE

Rose Catalogue.
JOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

The Nurseries, Kin,;'s Acre, nc.nr Hereford.

To the Traile.

T THORNTON, Pnc lii-it. Sniii >

. quantity of food rlii.i
1 1

li
!

I M
RHODODENr)RON, s.T>ii : : i, i

1

"^EW ROSES .ii i.i.-i

n .ippljc

: Nurse

New Roses of 1870.

PAUL AND SON beg to remind their Trade Friends
that the very strongest plants they have ever offered are READY

for DELIVERY, The set seems very promising. A few Wholesale
Lists still in print.

The Old Nn
i
Chchunt, N.

S^

JOHN KRASER, Lea Bridi^c Road Nurseries,
London, E.. begs toannouncc that his LIST of NEW ROSES for

1870, which contains a selection of the best varieties only, may be had
on application. The young plants are healthy and promising.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, for Cash, as fim
can be grown. Any quantity will be supplied at ics, per ii

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

M, A N E T T I

THOS. CR1PP3 ,

STOCKS.
;r 1000 : cheaper by the 5000.
men, Tunbridge Wells.

N EW GERANIUMS.
Coleshill, Zonale : Lady Edith, Ivyleaf ; unrivalled.

JOHN KEYNES, C.istle Street, .S.ilisbury.

N'

Pines, Fruit Trees, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS has a very fine stock of all the
. best kinds, true to n.imc. and in splendid condition. SHRUBS,

FOREST ,-ind ORNAMENTAL TREES of every description. Prices

and Paradise Nur; . Upper nollo\Yay, London, N.

f|iHE GREAT VINE at HAMPTON COURT.—X Fruilintr plants of the true HAMPTON BLACK HAM-
BURGH GRAPE, 71. 6./ e.i. h ;

....
T. JACKSON AND Si 'N,

F'
RANSLEY TANTC

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fr ;;•:>• t, I rliMing. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE, post fr, i- :ilso CIRCULARS of
MekedIth's Vine, Pine. 1 i

1
i

1 M \NLrRE.

Munro Nurserji. Sible Hedingham, Essex.

are no v be ng sent out The Ca ,

l> r 1 ned Immed ate orders are respectfully requested.

t M\ MFl HV EN t"th\\alJ' Nurseries, Edinburgh.

{M.I

To Market Gartleners &o.

"R ED and BLACK ( L KR \\ I s — \ large quantity

CAPTER S New Seed \Va 2-t7 & 38 H gh Holbom. Londo:

rAM! s rviRHEADAND SON Seed Growers and
MCRC l\NTS 7 Borougl M-trket I.ondon S E., will be pleased to

al pc al offers of genu ne AGRICULIURAL and GARDEN

N E W D A II L I .\ S. unr i

C.\T \l i>i:ri'i ,. iilv,

JOHN KEVM - i i:. -I , I, Salisbury

F
74 and 75 of our TRADE C.\ I .M.i H , t f:, which may be h.ldposi f

THOS. CRIPPS AND SU N, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

RESH SEED (if ' 1 I'll sMS LAWSONI.^NA
id THUJA LOBIIII, iii .nii Iv For prices, sec pages

TRADE C.\ I .M.i H, t f:, which may be h,id

AUREA FLORIBUNDA. strong rooted plants, 6^.
per loo for cash, package included.

OAKLEY AND CO.. St. Mary's Road Nursery. Southmpton,

Gentiana acaulls.
lOR SALE, about 10,000 plants.—Apply, statins

price offered, to A. R-. ro. Square. Kelso. N.B.

AUCUBA POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for
four dozen for 3s.. sent post free on receipt of stamps by

JOHN STANDISH AND CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

Established 1806.
HANDASYDE anp HAVUWON have to intimate
that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK isnow ready,

and will be forwarded c

1 Glen, Musselburgh,

To the Trade.
T. DAVIS offers a large quantity of a-yr.
ci?TrriT tMn TUmJM nTTTr~T.'c ... ....— 1 .. — ;

Ogle's Grove Nursery,Hillsborough, Co. Down.

FOR SALE, RHODODENDRON ARBOREUM,
iS feet high, line plant.

Apply to GEORGE CLAR K. Clarence, Roehampton , S.W.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.—Beautiful dense
globular shaped |il.,nls. 2 o. i f<et hii;h. Fit for ornamental

planting or for g.-imi; i-i.\crts liir jifi.,- (liT too or looo. apply to
WILLIAM IIUCIIANAN. I ..rcM, ,, I rcnlham, Staffonishire.

G
Tliree Years' Seedline: Rhododendrons.

FARNSWORIM In h- -.111 a large quantity of

V
To the Trade only.

lOLA CORNUTA, vav. I'.LUl': PERFECTION.-
Plants now rcadj-, ISJ. per dozen.

THOMAS CRIPPS AND SO.V, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

Mr. ALFREDS"S&DOI;

Plants, both large and

i

I

i\ers, ttCandiBelgique.

.'MKSERYMAN, Ghent,
,IAS,bestsorts,£3,/,,i5,,C6
hardy sorts, U, {fi, 2a.
;s, £3, u, £s-

wANTED. L\LIlG1;KEN OAK, li to 2-J feet,
.AZALEA PONTICA STOCKS for" immedio
Apply to J. T., Bagshot, Surrey.

W ALDER, i-yr. BIRCH, i-yr. BEECH,
SCOTCH FIR, 2-yr. PINUS AUSTRIACA.
Samples and prices to G. FARNSWORTH, The Nu

CABBAGE PLANTS WANTED, in quantity. Send
offers, at lowest cash prices, to

;SJIITH AND SIMMONS, Seedsmen, Glasgow.

OUTTONS' HOME GROWN FARM SEEDS.O For present prices see pp. 452. 465 of this week's Paper.

lUTTONS' GK.XS.S for PASTURES,

SUrrONS GRASS seeds for CROQUET
GROUNDS pe lb o aos ne bu hcl ca age f ee

Ro a leksSeedE ab s men Pead g

J HN I 1 \Nr C

GEORGL LfW \1 DS CATALOGUE of SPRING
FL VI ad d an had on app a n at his

Spring Plantmo To tl T ade
MAURI 1 \ \ 1 \LOGUE

of N ad Trees
Shrubs and E be had on

Genuine SeedsWM CUTBUSH AND SONS Catalogue of
KITCHFN C N a d FL WCR SEEDS,

is now r ad> po f a ns a e e o 1 of the
best kinds n Cul a n be ecommended.

To Seed Ii

BETH \M
Gene

and for a d

rymen &c

MALE AL L 1 \

each : Fen a e k nds 3S (>d 07
THOS. CRIPIS A\D SONh

I
ng and

H NinSK,

1 of the above coinpris,

5 Wells.

Carter's Index, April 2.

CARTER'S GENU1N1-; SEEDS. See pp. 452, 4:=.
237 and 2iS. Ilii.l.IIiiil.i,™. London. W.t:.

CARTER'S VEGl:l \\:\ !: ^I'l'-.DS. See page 452
237_and_2ta. Ih I, ll..n,,.iii, 1 i-indon, W.C.

/BARTER'S GR.\ss
237 and 338, lli;;h 111

See page 452

Charlj::
id Mlijti

post free on ,1

FARM SEED^

II -I' 'II. Seed Growers
,1 , will be glad to send,

I
II li

I II CATALOGUES of

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARP]'; and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants, Slcafi-rd, I.ijici-ilnshire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUE of
(GARDEN SEEDS, growii fr.iin . ..rtlullv sckcted stocks.

Improvement of Grass Lands, at from 4s. 6d. to 9s.
per acre.

SUTTONS' RENOVAllNtJ MIXTURE should
now be sown, 6 to 12 lb, per acre,

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

APRIL WHEAT for SEED, 661b. per bushel, grown
in the New Forest, a good change for all lands, may be had at

60s. per quarter, of
Mr, WM, DICKINSON, New Park, Lymington, Hants.

G RAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS, very fine 2-yr.
roots, 21 6d. per 100, 21s, per 1000.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman, 6;e., Weston-super-Mare.

A SPARAGUS PLANTS, 2-yr. old (strong).—4o,(
^A. to he Sold, Cheap, For price and sample apply to

HENRY PAGE, Walham Green, Fulham, S,W.

To the Trade.
WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-

STER'S No, t, and liADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, &c.
n offer, at advantageous prices,

FREDK. GEE, Seed Merchant a :t, Biggleswade, Beds,

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE ROOTS. —A quantity
of the above for Sale.

iEDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Kirkcaldy. N.B.

B OVINIA, or New Cattle- Fefeder Potato.—
f For price. Sic, apply to the specially appointed agents.
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS. to2. Eastgate Street, Chester

To the Trade.
SWEDE, SCOTCH, iiiiil otliir TURNIP SEEDS,

new and genuine, c.in hi- li' ii' hi il l.w prices by applying to

JAMES FAIRHEA li i'^ M'N,,', I- - Ii M.arkel, London, S E.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
P)irn,\Rr) \\',\l KI'.R can supply, for cash,

k 1 'il. '.

I I I i' : .ill, 3S, 6d. per 100; ASPARAGUS
PLA^. I

'
I

: i.iit, 2S, per too. or ly. per 1000:

II '
i I : .

,
i liio

;
WHITE SPANISH ONION

SEli

Agricultural Seed.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Mf.rchant, 5,Aldgate,

London E begs to announce that his SPECIAL SPRING
CATALOGUE of TURNIP. MANGEL, and other AGRICUL-
TUR.'VL SEEDS is now ready, and will be for«arded on application.

Samples good, and prices vcO' low.
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E. G. Henderson & Sons
LIST OF NOVELTIES FOR THE SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER OF 1870,

The following NEW PLANTS are now ready for distribution.

F"or the remaining Descriptive Notes, see Advertisements ot" Marcli i9tli and 26th.

Blandfordia aurea (E. G. Henderson & Son).

A vcrj- beautiful addition to the already beautiful group of

Blandfordia, making a sixth reputed species in the tribe. It forms an
evergreen cool greenhouse or conservatory herbaceous plant, with

narrow, linear, attenuate, sub-erect, keeled or channeled leaves, from
the base of which the firm flower-scape rises from i to 2 feet in height,

bearing a terminal umbellate cluster of three to five pure golden-yellow

drooping bell-shaped flowers, ij^ to 2 inches in length, and near y
equjil in width. Amongst summer-flowering plants of a comparatively

dwarf and neat habit it will be found a valuable addition to all select

plant selections, and ill its own group thi

s colour, and requirin. t but a cool greenhouse in

^ ._.. ,.^ .„ ^ ^ „ummer, growing freely in

any good mixture of heath mould. The rich gold tint of its flower-bcllr

"5 conepicuouflly beautiful
' '-'- '^ ' " "*^'"" -""-"

and B well regulated

with t'^e colour of other species

seedmg

Bouvardia elegans (E. G. Henderson & Son).

Winter-Blooming Section.

permanent form, from B. Hogarth, from whichThi

. of it have been

:ably ,
growth ; but

"ingfe
i.IlMduat floi

Ageratum Tom Thumb (E. G. Henderson & Son).

A charming miniature dwarf varietv of Ageratum mexicanum
J jrming a densely low and compact growtli of 6 lo 8 inches in height

Its flowers are the same elegant light porcelain-blue, yielding

proach of frost ; whilst for continuous bloom, uniform growth, full

habit, and unique blue flower-tint, the Dwarf Agcratutn has no rival in

the flower garden, ai. 6U., iBs, per doien.

New Ivies (E. G. Henderson & Son).

HEDERA RHOMBOIDEA OEOVATA. — A remarkably neat and
distinct species, of trailing or twining habit, of somewhat dense and
compact growth ; the leaves arc a dark rich green tint, assuming a
bronze or metallic hue during the winter months ; in form obovatcly
heart-shaped, with a concave or scoop-like outline, imparting a very

he plant. It is distinct from all other I

A First-class Certificate of Merit was awarded to it by the
yet offered.

Royal Horticultural Society. 5s.

HEDERA HELIX AUREA SPECTAlilLE.-A ver^' beautil

climbing variety, of vigorous habit, and bright emerald-green
leaf-tint, merging into a rich self or marbled gold colour. In mature
growth Its leaves are nearly double the size of the English Ivies.

It is well adapted for covering frOnt-wall aspects, also for pillars

and trellis-work. It is the best golden variety in its group yet

offered. 5s. each.

Mimulus rivularis pardinus
(E. G. Henderson &. Son.)

Nine varieties, the most elegantly coloured, and most perfect in form
and flower of any hitherto offered. 3s. 6ti. each.

Scutellaria pulchella,

,

,

pui-purea.
Dwarf stove shrubs, with spikes of briUant rosy scarlet and purple

flowers, ss. each.

Macadamia ternifoUa (New Edible Fruit).

The fruit is about the siie of a Walnut, which at maturity contains

a kernel of a remarkably rich and agreeable flavour, resembling, but
much superior to, the Filbert, Judging from its native locality, it is

B. Cunn
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BaRR & SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

GLADIOLI.—The most bKuitiful of autumn blooming plants. The most useful and durable to cut for furnishing Vases, Jardinets, &c. Cojnmcnce planting now and
continue successional planting till June, The late plantmjs if lifted and potted arc valuable for ConserN-atory Decoration, or to Cut for Vases in November and December.

GLADIOLI—Varieties of Gandavensis, as under.
£s 5 o

I

25 in as fine varieties £07 6
| 35 in 35 splendid varieties

, 3 15 o lain 13 03 6 13 in 12 ,, ,, ..

,
I 5 o 100 in 100 splendid varieties .

.

6y. to 10 10 o Fine Mixed, i2j, 6d. per 100
;

o 14 ol 50 in 50 ,, ,, .. 35J. to 5 5 o I Splendid Mixed, 2ij, per 100

GLADIOLI—Varieties of Gandavensis, in Special Mixtures.
d Scarlets and Crimsons in shades, 21s. per

500 in 25 fi

250 in 25 ,

50 in

1 01. bit to/2 10

Ss. bd. to I 10
per dozen.

. per dozen.

Fine Mixed Whites of shades, 21J, per 100 ; y. per dozen
Splendid Mixed Whites of shades, 30J. per 100

; 4^. 6</. per dozen.
Fine Mixed Roses of shades, its. per 100 ; 31. per dozen.
Splendid Mixed Roses of shades, 30J. per 100

; ^. 6d. per dozen.

BRENCHLEYENSIS, los. 6cf. per 100 ; i.r. 6,/, per dozen

M.BERT PLA.N'T C.4SE.

PROPAGATING FRAME.

. " 100
; 3.^. per dozen.

Splendid Mixed Scarlets and Crimsons in shades, 30J. per 100
;

4.;. 6rf. per dozen.
Fine Mixed, from the three foregoing, 2ij. per 100

;
3J. per dozen.

Splendid Mixed, from the three foregoing, 30J. per 100
;

4J. 6d. per dozen.

BOWIENSIS, I5i. per 100 ; 2S. id, per dozen.

GLADIOLI SPAWN or OFFSETS,
From BARR a.nd SUGDEN'S Magnificent Collection, as enumerated

at pp. 66, 67, 68, and 69, of their Seed Catalogue, 1870.

Tkcy should be sown immediately they are received. 1/ in the ope.

they should have a little protection atjirst. They soon makeJlowering roots.

Sl'AWX, Collected from the first-class varieties of Sections 7 and 8,

10s. 6d. per 100
; 63J. per 1000.

Do., do., do. the very fine varieties of Sections 4, 5, and 6, 5.V. dd. pet
30J. per 1000.

Do., do., do., the fine varieties of Sections 1. 2, and 3, 3,r. 6</. per :

2ii. per 1000.
Do.

, do.
, do. Brenchleyensis, is. 6d. per 100 ; 10^. per 1000.

Do., do., do. Bowiensis, is. 6d. per 100 ; loj. per 1000.
Do., do., do. Ramosus varieties, is. 6d. per 100 ; 10s. per 1000.
Fine mixed, from all sorts, is. 6d. per 100 ; 10s. per 1000.

GLADIOLI SEED,
Saved from B. & S.'s .Magnificent Collection ; flower the second season.

First-class, from Sections 7 and 8, 2s. 6d. to ss. 6d. per packet.
Second-class, from Sections 4, 5, and 6, is. 6d. to 2S. 6d. per packet.
Third-class, from Sections i, 2, and 3, is. to is. 6d. per packet.
Saved from Mixtures, 6d. to is. per packet.

Full particulars, descriptions, prices, and cultural directions given in
B.A.RR AND SUGDEN'S SEED CATALOGUE for 1870, pp. 65, 66, 67,
68, and 69,

LILIUMS.
AUR.ATUM, the Great Lily of Japan, the Queen of Lilies, and the most

magnificent of recent introductions; perfectly hardy, 18^., 21s., 25J.,
30J., 36J., 42J., and 48J. per dozen; is. 6d., 2s.6'd., 3s. 6d., 4J. 61I.',

SS. 6d., js. 6d., 10s. 6d., las. 6d., and iss. each. These latter very large!

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
In Collections, 12s. 6,/., 15,. 6,/,, 21..., 3ij-. 6,/,, 42!., 631.,

and upwards.
FLOWER SEEDS.

In Collections, 2J. 6d., 3.J. 6d., 5J. 6d., ys. 6d., los. 6d., 15.S..

2i.r. , 30f.
,
42J. , and upwards.

Very Choice GERMAN Double TEN-WEEK STOCKS.
EMPEROR and BROMPTON STOCKS.
V. ry Choice FRENCH and GERMAN Double ASTERS.
Very Choice Double BALSAM and Double WALL-

FLOWER SEED.
BARR AND SUGDEN'S CATALOGUE, free to inten.l-

ing purchasers, contains everything requisite in Flower aiiLl

Vegetable Seeds, with full descriptions and prices.

BARR AND SUGDEN'S HEATED
MULTUM IN PARVO PROPAGATING FRAME
For .Striking Cuttings, Raising Seeds, and Growing Choice

Stuve plants, £^ 4s. and upwiirds, according to size.

BARR & SUGDEN'S SUB-ALPINE WINDOW GARDEN, or the Multum-in-parvo Garden.

ECHEVERIA SECUND\
GLAUCA, 6s. to gs. per doz

ECHEVERIA METALLIC \

, as. 6d. eaci

and upwards.

ECHEVERIAS, fine specie

IS. 6d. each, and upwards.

SEMPERVIVUM CALI
FORNICUM, 4j. and 6j-

per dozen.

SEMPERVIVUM MON
TANUM, and other beaut

ful species, 9J. per dozen

and upwards.

ANTENNARIA TOMEN
TOSA, the beatiful Snoi

plant which caps the Pseudo

Monte Rosa of Battersci

Park, 6s. per dozen.

Special qnotatio}

quantities of the abo

tion.

for

I appli.

ry little attention \

periQo, in loovarietie

ill effective.

,
6ay, to SoJ.

HARDY CLIMBERS, i8j. to

30J-. per dozen.

PALMS, for Drawing-room

Decoration, \os, 6d. each and

upwards.

HARDY FLOWERING
SHRUBS, i8s. per dozen

and upwards.

HARDY EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, iSs, per dozen,

and upwards.

SAXIFRAGES, fine species. 40

to 50 varieties, 63^, per 100.

SEDUMS, 40 varieties, 63J. per

lOD.

HERBACEOUS BORDER
PLANTS, fine species and

varieties, 60s. to 8o.t. per 100.

PLANTS SUITABLE for

EDGINGS, 9J. and 12s.

per dozen.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
PINIvS, 9^. per dozen, and

upwards.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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Chrysantliemuiiis. , ^
THE CHRYSANTHEMUM, and HOW 10

GROW IT. Sec ADAM FORSYTH'S CATALOGUE for

870, forwarded to all applicants for one stamp.

Brunswick Nurserv, Stoke Ncwington, N.,and 120, Mount Street,

Grosvenor Square, W. , ^__

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS I also Plants

of all the varieties, with double PRIMROSES of different colours ;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early

Spring Flowers LlSTon^pplicalk.n -^Mr Wl- HH, Talcot, Reading,

Seedling Forest Trees -(Trade).

TDETER LA\V.'^0^ ANM SI 'X li.ixr -11II f.n ofter extra

AUSTRIAN
i-yr. LAK"

nd 2-v 11

JKSIf
., BLACK
SPRUCE,

Edinburgh and London.

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at thp following low

1 plants, distinct sorts, for sos. ; 50 plants^ f^or^ 30i

;

-tsorl,^-25 plants, dis J., hamper and package included.
wn Nur-

c HRYSANTHEMUMS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
for 51., 50 for Qi-, including largc-flowcred

;

POM^^O^S and'TAPANES^, ^

pot5. packa^;c included, or post' free.

REA FLORIHUNDA, 6s. pcnoo; GLADI-
KNSIS. 6s. per loo, all flowering bulbs.

.1, 2s. per dozen: RED DAISIES, 4J. per loo.

..mThumb.Stella.andCybia —

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.—In strong Plants,

at the following low prices per doren, for cash :—Mrs. Pollock,

as. 6rf. ; Lady Cullum, fo. ; Sunset, 31. ; Sophia Dumaresque, 3J. _6(f.

;

sequent dozen. Remitt;
ALFRED FRYER, the f

ngle dozen, and 6d. for every sub-

s requested from unknojvn correspondents.

, Chal . CambridKCshir

STRONG BEDDING GERANIUMS. —Tricolor and
others:— Lnd'/ ''.iil-ini, ''"^

l^rr dozen; Louisa Smith, +1.; Sophia

Cusack, 6s.: ^' I'l' 1 I
' i"^'. ^^.6d.; Silver Flower of Spring,

2s 6d Eroii/' \ II \'-
,

; Beauty of Caldcrdalc, 3J. ; Perilla,

3s. 6d. ;
Kcuii^li II. '

,
; .

innccss of Wales, 5s.; Little Golden
; Lord Derby, 31. Good pi;
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The most Beautiful Aster Grown isTR U I
'
V A U TS k 1

, 1 N E M A K G U li R I T E,
<"' it iiri r, ' 1 I ji !'. r I.

.
ii ri, HombCc, and Pivoinc varieties; 500

Srr.]'. .1
,

I,-
, ,1 Mined, for :i. A choice selection of

I'l' I'
'

I :u 1: M.SAMS, ZINNIAS, &c, at equally
HI', i , 1

i

, I J.-, on application.
Al Mill M IM'- .1', Iniporlcr of Foreign Flower Scctis,

SU R

P

lTjs" stock of PLANTS, for Cash.
Per (Io7.cn.

—

s. d.
GERANIUM LORD DERBY .. .... ..30
GERANIUM MADAME I.EMOINE 40
THUNBEKGIA IIARRISII 90
I'RIMI-LA SINENSIS ALUA FLORE-PLENA,

ir.l.k"..n 90
FERNS, in 12 v.irirlics, i.irf Plants la
STiiVK aivl GKEENIKiUSK PLANTS, 12 varieties o o
ERITAS. UVEMALIS. (iKATILIS and WILL-

MDREANA 60
CARNAriDNS, 'IVfc. ill nin.un 12 O
TASMINTM (lUAMUMMKiiM, strong plants 6j. to 9 o
A\!'M"\|.- MitN'M-MM' lilUKRT 40
iil-llUI . M\1|-M',AUS RUBRA-PLENA,

\ M;i' I I I M '
. I \ -.

I
!

I I riRA, from pots .. ..40
IM I 1 ' \ M I

^1 ' . 1 I lul IKONDROSA, from pots 4 o

e'andJ^ PERKINS, having i iartjc stock of the above.'can male
special prices to the Trade by tnc 100.

Leamington Nurseries, Lcamin[;ton.

BUTTONS' FRESH IMPORTED FLOWERO SEEDS. Free by post.

BETA CHILENSIS.

BUTLER, Mcculloch & co.
Have great pleasure in being able to offer SEED of the true variety of this magnificent foliage Plant, a

specimen of whicli may be seen at their Establishment ; it is also fully described in their SPRING CATALOGUE,
seiu Post Free on application. ig. and Ss. 6d. per packet.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co., south row, covent garden market,
LONDON, W.C.

Established upwards of a Century.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIEIDIS,
Nice Plants, Cos. per do7cn, or js. 6J. cacli ; a few larger at los. 6d. and 21J. each.

CUPEESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about 2 feet, at 42^, per dozen ; do., about 3 feet, at 6oj. per dozen.

A few fine Specimens, loj. 6d. to zis. each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens,
London, on the i6th inst., and unanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly
every one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class

hardy plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering fresh SEEDS of this extremely useful plant for winter decoration. When well

grown it is very ornamental, its long racemes of snov\'y fruits forming a beautiful contrast to those of the celebrated

hybrid Solanums, and for which the Lcucocarpus is a most suitable companion. The berries are large, pure white
and produced in great profusion.

Price Is. 6d. and 2s, 6d. per packet.

VICTORIA NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW PLANTS FOR 1870.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering the undernamed NEW PLANTS, which will be ready for distribution on May i, next.

New Summer Bedding Plant,
PERISTROPIIE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREO-VARIEGATA,—Thi^

vcr>' elegant Ac.inthad is a native uf the mountainsof Java, and wa'i

awardedaFirst-CiassCcnificalebythcFI-.ralCommitteelhisspring.
The leaves arc ov.itc- lanceolate, bright orange in the centre. aTul

margined with dark green ; in habit it is dwarf and compact,

Verbena Mauve Q,ueen.

S. W. has all <

- Garden
ling ;

scs, ^shich so many of the
s led to the almost total

in growth it is somewhat

flowc
:-pnrple colour forms

orange colour of the leave

Superb New Bedding Plant.
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTION.-B. S. W. has much

pleasure in offering this superb plant to public notice, and from the
manner in which it I

situations, as well as r

in asserting its superiority over evcrj- other Viola yet offered lor

bedding purposes. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeds 6 or 8

inches in height; the leaves arc much larger than those of
V. cornuta, ^^hlkt the rlowcrs. which arc borne well above the
foliage, still retain the characteristic horn's of that species,' but arc

fully three times the size, and of good substance; the colour is

shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple disc

surrounding it, from which proceed radiating lines of still deeper
purjplc; indeed it resembles a giganli
Wk^it
wliicli aim
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THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Near Siinningdale Station, Soutli-Westem Railway.

SUPE
lime .

WILLIAM CHATER'S CATALOGUE of

may be had upon forwarding one posta)

!lhis
ollectic

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invite the attention of Gentlemen and

Planters to the undernamed selections from their general

stock ; everv plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, grand specimens, 4 '

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 to 6 to 10 fed

„ LAWSONIANA ARGENTEA (John Watebi
the most desirable of all the glaucous vane

„ MACROCARPA, 4 to 6 feet, 49^.

THUJA AUREA.—Beautiful plant! feet, 4aj. per dozen
;

Tiark, that unless plants

of this fine Thuja they are quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 4 f"t, 3°^- P" doicn ;
extra fine,

5 to 6 and 7 feet, 5s. to 105. 6d. each.

,, DOLABRATA—Fine plants, 51. to 7s- 6d. each.

„ „ VARIEGATA, 5J. t0 7S. 6rf. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.—Good plants, 3&r. per dozen;

2 to 3 feet, 43s. to 60s. ; larger, up to 10 feet, 71, 6d. lo 63s. each.

ABIES N0BI1.IS, handsome plants, from 5^., 7s. 6rf,, and upward'

. 6d.
; 1

feet,„ NORDMANNIANA, a to 3 feet, 7s. 6d. tc

915, ; 4 to 8 to 12 feet, 31s. 6d. and upwards eacn.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, los. 6rf, to 421. each.

„ GRANDIS, 4 to 5 to 6 and 10 feet, los. 6d. to 63J each.

,, PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet, 51. ; 3 to s to 8 feet, 7s 6<^ to (>3^-

„ DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, 305. per dozen; 5 to 6 and 10 feet,

3s. 6*:^. to 71. 6a. and upwards.

„ MAGNIFICA, 3 to 4 feet, 31s, M. to 4M.

„ ORIENTALIS, 3 to 5 lo 8 feet, vco' beautiful examples, 21s. and
upwards each.

CEPRUS DEOD.\RA, 2 to 3 feet, 30J, per down; larger up to 12 feet,

YEWS, COMMON.—Immense quantities, 3 to 3 to 4 lo 6 feet, from

i8j to 60J. per dozen.

„ IRISH.—Perfect columns, up to 12 feet.

„ GOLDEN, as Standards on Irish stems, perfect globes, 3"- 6^-

HOLLIES, GREEN COMMON.—Many thousands, of all sizes, from
J feet.

„ the best GOLDEN, WATERERS', and SILVER varietie

any quantity, and of all sires.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, lof. 6rf. to 21s. each.

,, „ Waterf.rs' variety, many hundreds of symmetrically grown
specimens, perfectly straight stems, 435. to 1051, per pair.

,, WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEGATED, fme
plants, from 2rs, each.

„ PORTUGAL LAURELS.—Very close grown handsome plants,

los, 6J. to 3IS. each ; very large imposing specimens, 42s. to 63s.

ly from first-class flowers in packets and collections,

IS. to los. ba.

Special prices for quantities to the Trade on application.

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Walden,

Dwarf Roses for Bedding.

PAUL AND SON beg to recommend the present
favourable season for PLANTING BEDDING ROSES.

Magnificent plants of the following, the best in their respective

colours, can be supplied at 751, per 100; if Whites and Yellows be

taken separati

CRIMSONS.
Alfred Colomb. '

G6n§ral Jacqueminot.
Madame Victor Verdic
Maurice Bcrnardin.
Marie Rady.

PINKS and ROSES.
Comtcsic de Chabrillant

John Ilopper.

Bourbon, Souvi
Tea., Gloi

1 „ Mada
es, Cheshun

YELLOWS,
rriomphc de I

Marfchal Niel
Dijon.
Falcot.

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

B.
SEED MERCHANT,

:s, Upper Holioway, London, N.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we have the pleasure

of observing that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved

crimson varieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.

The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, has

been for the past 20 years supplied from our Nursery.

ihrubberies,

, 25J. to 631.

per 100.

„ CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, well-grown plants,

50s, to 751. per 100.

„ better class (SEEDLINGS) and named varieties for extensive
planting, jCs per 100.

,, of superior kinds, many on own roots, £7 lOi. to £10 per 100,

„ very superior, leading, crimson, rose, white, j£i2 loi, to £15 per lOo.

„ STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD, of the most imposing
varieties, of all shades of colour, from 3iJ. to 631. to 1055. each.

AZALEAS, common kinds, 505. to 751. per 100.

„ very best, in fine plants, jf 10 per 100.

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIUM, ver>' handsome, 30J. per dozen.

„ L.\TIFOLIA, 181. 10301. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, fine plants, iSs. 10425. per dozen.

We have likewise immense quantities of the leading kinds of

EVERGREENS OF ALL SIZES,

From the immensity of our stock we are enabled to

treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-
mended in every practicable case to visit and choose

for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately

describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of

which we will replace all failures which may occur the

first season after planting.

CATALOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of

Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded

on application.

A strong Tree-planting Machine can always be had on
hire.

Purchasers of large quantities are informed that Goods
can be forwarded from Sunningdale to all parts of

England in through truck, thereby causing a great sa'
'

in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

to suit gardens of various sizes, 10s. 6d., 21s., 425., 63s. and 841. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet.—J. d.

Backhouse's Winter White Protecting BROCCOLI .. ..16
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET ..10
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY 10
Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new 16
Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woollcy's improved variety .. ..16
Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE 06
Webb's Climax MELON, new 26

(The finest flavoured Green -fleshed variety ever oflfercd.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30, i86g.)

Williams' P.-iradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent

flavour, and la days earlier than any other known kind, new ..36
Eariey's Defiance TOMATO, new 2 6

(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed aj. 6rf., 3J. 6rf.,and 5 6

CALCEOLARIA, Ncill's extra choice strain, 2i. W, 3^. 6rf., and 5 6

CINERARIA, Wcalhcriirsextrachoicc strain, ar. W.,35. 6d.,6e S o

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain u. 6rf. and 2

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. js, 6d,, as. 6d., and 3 o

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed 10
Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLAN UMS .. .. 2J, W. and 3 6

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA i.t. and 2 6

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new .. i o

Parsons' New Tree Mignonette 10
PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new .. ..10
Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large 10
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are, without exception,

the finest ever oiTcred, the colours being scarlet, purple and

white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and

purity in the latter ; the flowers are very double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new u. W, and 3 6

ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA flore-pleno, new ,. .. 1 c

KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEER
Solicits the notice of intending Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c., all of which he

believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 9 feet, ^os. to 60s. per dozen. Transplanted

ABIEs'lSoUGLASII. 6, 7, to 10 feet, 7s- 6rf. to los, 6d. each. Trans-

Clanbraiiliana, &c, large i

growth.

Fir, beautifully furnished,

1 pumila pygmaa, Gregorii,

cral thousands of these large Deodars, All

smce August. 1868 ; many since April, 1S69.

CEDRUS ARGENTEA, 6 to 7 feet, 43s, lo 60J. per d.

75. M. to JOS. 6d. each. All removed since Scpten
CEDRUS LEBANON, 6, 7. to 10 feet Moved Sept.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 f"t, 3m. to ^3;

8 to 10 feet, 5s. lo loi. 6d. each.

„ „ ARGENTEA, 3 to 4 f«t, and
7i.6rf. 6J. .

„ „ GRACILIS, 4 to 5 feet high, and 7 and 8 feet

round, 7s. 6d. to 21s.

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 feet, 42s. per dozen, £15 per 100; 5t
feet, 60s. per dozen, £20 per i : 6d. each.

All removed since August, 1868." Purchasers may select from a

slock of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high.

CEA NOBILTS. hundreds of splendid spec"- . . Sf 6, 7. to 10 feet

undoubtedly the finest plants

ursery. None are grafted.

l.\NA,5, 6, to 8 feet, 21s. to 42?. each,_ and

, and 5 feel.

INSAPO. 4,5,6
"

plants. 10 to 15 feel high
^UJA AUREA, beautiful specinr

PICKA MAGNIFK -,,. , ^---.
PICEA PINSAPO. 4, 5,6, and 8 feet, 211. to 631, e-ich. Some grand

ilants, lojq^ij leelhigh. transplanted April, 1869.

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

post free on application.

QUO FLOWERI C E
Post free.

AURICULA, extra choice
BALSAM, Lee's Camellia-flowered

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA
ARGENTEA

cCcLAMEN PERSICUM. extra chc

CANNAS, in six clioicc Tarieiies

CHRYSANTHEMUM, new Japanese

ECHEVERIA METALLICA.
GLOXINIA, extra choice..
GOLDEN PYRETHRUM
HOLLYHOCK, extra choice, ir

MIMULUS, chof

CLIVEDEN, Blue, Yellow, and Purple
,, choice Belgian

PELARGONIUM, Gold and Bronze ..

,, Zonal, choice
,, Nosegay, choice

PETUNIA, double, extra choice
*, Single, choice mixed

PKIMULA FIMBRIATA, Red and White

Fern-leaved, mixed

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
DAGSHOT, SURREY-

RiciNUS. in six choice v

SOLAN U MS, in six choice varieties
STOCK, East Lothian, Scarlet, White, and Purple
TACSONIAVAN VOLXEMI
WIGANDIA VIGIERI

IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
STOCKS, in 12 distinct colours

quilted.

, Hammersmith, London, W-

umference ;THUJA LOBBII, 8 to 14 feet high, and ;

transplanted April, iSog.

TllUJOf'SIS BOREALIS. 5 to feet. 7 and 8 feet

per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, 71. 6d. to los. 6d. each, /vii rcmovea smce
August, 1868.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 toj feet, 71. 6d. to jos. 6,1. each ;

6.7. 8, and o feet, 211, to 421. each. Transplanted in August.
PINUS AVSTRIACA, 3 feet, Is per 100. Transplanted Sept., 1868.

PINtiS CEMBRA.Slo 10 feet, 10 to la ft. round, los. 6d. to 21s. each.

YEWS, the COMMON ENGLISH 4. 5.6, 7,8. 10. and la feet high.

Thousands, all constantly removed; invaluable where immediate
effect is sought.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these m large

numbers, and of all sizes, as pyramids, globes, and worked as
standards, with from 3 to 5 feet of gold, and up to 10 feet high.

YEWS. IRISH, handsome plants, up to 10 feet high.

HOLLIES.—The stock of Hollies at this Nursery is, we believe, the

finest to be met with in Europe; it comprises, as well as
ordinary sizes, together, many thousands of the following

and 6 feet.

rigin; I this Nu: ery

I 14 feet high, by the

„^ ..„,^ ., , „.., -- and 15 ft- circumference.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Standards, loi. 6d. to 21J. each.

HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specimens we have
seen. Moved. April, 1869.

HOLLY, COMMON GREEN, 4, 5, 6, 7
thousand. All moved since April, i8(

HOLLY, Green varieties of the followin_
of splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868-9:—

LAURIFOLIA and SCOTTICA, 4,5. 6 to 10 feet high.

HODGINS'. I
ANGUSTIFOLIA,

YELLOW BERRIED, I
MYRTIFOLIA, &c

urafcrence. A

better rooted plants cannot be wished or obtained. The prices a

BAYS, jid pyramie
LAURUSTINUS. stali'dards.

AUCUBA TAPONICA, thousands ofbeautiful plants, all moved 1868,

3 and 4 feel high.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, Berried, hundreds, ij to 4 feet high; m the

open ground and in pots, from 181. to laos. per doz. and upwards.
AMERICAN PLANTS.—The Slock of American Plants at Knap

Hill is, we believe, as fine as, and more extensive than, anythmg of its

kind lo be met with in England, considerably over 50 acres of land

being devoted to their cuUiTation. We shall be pleased to supply—
RHODODENDRONS, nice bushy plants, from layers, named kinds,

£5 per 100, ;C4oper 1000. A doten sent as sample on application.

RHODODENDRONS, the finer kinds, by name, from £7 »<« to

£i3 lOJ. per 100, and upwards.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from £ia

STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Of these we possess a large

number of the oldest and finest specimens in the country, many
being from 20 to 30 years old, with neads varying from 15 to 30 feet

in circumference. There is probably no kind better adapted for

standards than that we call roseum ctegans. many of which we
supplied to Rotten Row. We have also RJiododcndrons, standards,

of many other kinds.
RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and great

variety in colour, from £$ to £10 105. per 100. Sample on applica-

tion. Large and handsome plants by the 1000, 4 to 8 feel hign.

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants, j^io per too, upwards.

-.jth bloom, jCS t'- _ ,

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, £5 to £7 los. per 100, and upwards.
HARDY HEATHS, a very fine collection, every plant a specimen,

and all removed in 1869, from 20J. to 40J. per 100.

ERICA CARNEA.for winter blooming, many thousands.
"

, remains in bloom from October
n hay—indispensable for Winter

Gardening.
SKIMMIA JAPONICA, nice healthy plants, moved April, 1869,

s upwards of
200 Acres ot ordinary IN UKbi^-KX Muutvoi a supenor class, such as
Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evei^een), Roses, Ornamental
Trees for Avenues, &c.

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded
on application. Purchasers to any extent_ are strongly recomrncndcd
to mate a personal inspectic

the spot. No Catalogue ca

The Nursery is readily reached by t

in 40 minutes.

N.B.—There i

Station in England.

I from Waterloo to Woking
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C
PINKS, bs. per dozen p

C HATER'S AGERATUM, IMPERIAL DWARF.
—This 13 admitted to be the greatest acquisition for modern

Flower Gardening that has been offered for many years. Awarded a
First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee of tlie Royal Horticul-
tural Society, see report of meeting-, August 17, i86g; also opinions
of the Press.

This beautiful New BcddJnp Plant will be sent out after May r,

3 plants . . , . 35s. od.
6plai

WILLIAM CHATER. Nun
34 pla;

,, Saffron Waldcn.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery, Matlock,

The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrt
nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots so as to cnsi
the best success on their removal.

G
Gladioli—Seedlings, and by Name.

LADIOLI SEEDLING.S (firel-class), per :

OEEDLING LARCH, SCOTCH and AU.STRIANO PINE, QUICK, in quantity; i and lyr. ASH, bedded zyr.,

lo.ooo PRIVET, evcrerecn, strong, 3 to 4 feet.
10,000 POPLAR, Black Italian, 2 to 3, and 5 feet,
jo.ooo BIRCH, ,>.i to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.
3o,ooo HAZEL, 1!^ to 2, and 2 toi feet.

-.I^LVERFIR, I to ij^, and i;i
20,000 SCYA.MUKK, 3 to 4, and 4 to s feet.

S,ooo WEYMOUTH PINE, 2!^ to 3, and 4 to 5 leet.
10,000 LAUREL, Common, in nealthy condition, 1% to 2, 2 to 2ji,

3,000 YEW, English, 4 to g and 6 feet, well-rooted and fine pyramidal
shaped, with good tc.lders.

PORTUGAL LAUREL, in line healthy condition, 3 to 4 to 5 feet

;

very bushy, and well rooted, in quantity : prices on application.
POTATOS of DALMAHOY an(i FLUKE, nice seed, in quantity
ASPARAGUS and SEAKALE, t and 2-yr.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Prime Nursery Stoclc.
SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has to offer the
above, well transplanted and well rooted, in large or small

ting of ALDER, ASH, BEECH, CHESTNUT,

t low prices, and in all the usual 3

SPRING FLOWERS, &c.—Double White Primrose,
125. per 100, 2S. per dozen ; Double Blood Wallflower, i+s. per loo

2s. per dozen ; Double Black Wallflower, 141.

6d. per dozen ; Scrophularia nodosa variegala, i6j
,

r. c
irieties, 85 per 100, is. 6d. per dozen

;

•n seed. 6s. per too, 15. per do^en;
), 25. per dozen. All the foregoing

Sweet William, from fii

Double White Pink-;, i:

are fine strong plant'

A. LAMB. Peartrce Hill, Lisburi

CHARLES TURNER'S SPRING CATALOGUE
of POPULAR PLANTS is now ready, and may be had on

Azaleas
Carnations
Chrysanthe
Cinerarias
Colcus
Dahlias, in

Fuchsias
Gloxinias

5 the best selections of—
Miscellaneous plants

„ bedding plai
Ornamental foliage plants

PANSY SEED.-- The Subcriber has a limited quantity
ofSHOW PANSY SEED to offer, saved with the utmost care

jrom his splendid collection of named varieties, and can confidently

few years he has gained a larce number of valuable Friz
burgh, Glasgow, and the leading Horticultural Exhibitions in the
West of Scotland ; amongst others, a Silver Cup at the West ol
Scotland Horticultural Society's Exhibition in Glasgow, in July^ 1867,

New Double Fuchsias.
TjlELTON ANii SONS have ^eat pleasure in offeringX ihe following eight varieties of double FUCHSIAS, as they feci
assured they will give satisfaclion, from their distinctness, size of
flower, and general good habit of growth. They will doubtless
become standard Market and Exhibition Flowers, and maintain a
good position for several years.

DREADNOUGHT.-Tube and sepals bright crimson, well reflexed,
corolla very regular and compact, of a remarkably beautiful
purple colour. 5s.

ELEGANT.—Remarkably bright red tube and recurved sepals, of
extraordinary waxy substance, corolla very bright purple, flamed

3 the tube, corolla clo;

-ed very regularly back
npact, bright light purple flamed

GEORGE ^FELTON.-Probably the best yet sent out, tube shoi

>IAJE"StlC,-Ve'ry'%touV"an"'d~wa"xy"'V<^ri'e
cnexed, corolla purple flam

"

:.xpandcd, very showy, yt. 6d.
MAY FELTON.-A free-flowering, very pretty and distinct variety,

light red tube and sepals gracefully reflexed, corolla mauve,
double and regular, the petals slightly edged with light

thick, sepals elegantly reflexed, corolla a beautiful bright purple,
large, full, and handsomely expanded, is. 6d.
JESTIC—Very stout and waxy scarlet tube and sepals, well
reflexed, corolla purple flamed carmine, very large, full and

O THE TRADE.—
i-yr. SEEDLING HOLLY (verv- stout).
^RBOR-VIT.^, 6 to 9 inches, i to iJi foot.

To the Trade.HOLME
__MMON. i.yr.

ARBOR-yiT>E. CHINESE, i-yr.

LMES, Wliittington Nurseries,
, begs to offer to the Trade the following Seedlings

;

AC/'"" 'CACIA. COMMON.

CHESTNUT, SPANISH, i-yr.

„ HORSE, I-yr.

CRYFTOMERIA JAPONICA, i-yr.

CRABS, lyr.
OAK, SCARLET, i-yr,

SYCAMORE^, i-yr^'*'^"

WALNUTS, I-yr.

:^n application, and samples sent free if required.

R ICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Culti\
Soil, Drainage. Manure, Prun"tion. Soil, Drainage. Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment

under Glass, also their synonyraes, quality, size, form, skin, colour,
flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c. Free by post
for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

QURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples
y~> Standard Plums, Pears, Apples t Standard and Half Standard am
Dwarf Roses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currant!
Manelti, and Crab Stocks : Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia
Common Laurel, Variegated and Green Box, Privet. Scotch Fii
English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Haiel, and Hedge Quick,
Samples, with heieht and price, on application to

W, VIRGIJand SON, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., having a large stock of theO following, begs to offer them to the Trade at a low figure :—
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 13 to 18 inches, i8s. per 100;

It to 20 inches, 2or. per too; 18 to 24 inches, 231. per 100— less by

Hybrids, 18 to 24 inches, 3V- per too : 20 to 30 inches, 455. per too.

RHODODENDRON HIRSUTUM, nice plants, 2 years planted,
from layers, igs. per too.

RHODODENDRON FERRUGINEUM, planted from layers, 25s.

Double flowering WHIN, good plants, 12s. per 100.

ARBOR-VIT.'E, AMERICAN, lii to a feet. 4J, per too T 2 to 3 feet,

7s. per 100 (less by the 1000) ; 3 to 4 feet, loj. per 100 ; 5 to feet,

SPR^UCE FIR, NORWAY, 12 to 15 inches, los.perioooii^ t02

MOUNTAIN ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 15^. per 1000: 3 to 4 feet, 25s. per

Fruit Trees for Sale.
SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, will be

orders for the above, which will be carefully
i of PEARS. 700 do. ofattended to. The T

APPLE, 170 do. of PLUM, 150 do. of CHERRY, with othcf kinds
proportii>n. Standards, 6 to 7 ; Pyramids, 6 to 7: and Bushes, 3 to
5 feet high : also very fine Dwarf.?fained Trees of all Icinds, of
superior growth, arc offered. The above are described in the
" Orchardist," the best work on Fruit Trees in England, price is. ttd.

in stamps. A printed List or Index sent gratis.

I. S. also offers a splendid stock of FOREST TREES, DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS in every variety.

CATALOGUE free on application.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET

VlliLETS, &c.

r>nri'I'T l'\r:Kl'K begs to announce that his
» . \ I I - ."I

, lies •• ' • ' •of -the finest kinds
is now published, and will be
of SEEDS have all been procured

Tansley and -Scotland Nu r Matlock, Derbyshir

To the Trade.
MORRISON BROTHERS, Aberdeen, stiU

large stocks of the following, of good quality, and true to

SEEDLINGS. Per 1000.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, I-yr.

NIGRA.
HORSE CHESTN^'t, ily

HORNBEAM, i-yr., 4s. ; ENGLISH' MAPLE, i-yr.

\r:\^'COTONEASTER SIMONSII, I-yr. 13

ENGLISH OAK, 3-yr., is. 6d. ; SCARLET OAK, 2.yr.

PICEA PINSAPO
PINUS LARICIO. I-yr. IS. 6rf. ; PINUS MONTANA, 2-yr- .

.

„ PYRENAICA, I-yr, 205. ; PINUS TAURICA, I-yr.

SCOTCH FIR, 2-yr., is. M. ; NORWAY SPRUCE, 2-yr- ..

TRANSPLANTED.
BALM of GILEAD FIR
HORSE CHESTNUT, a to 3 feet
CRAB APPLE, i'4 to 3 feet

PINUS LARICIO,

,'I
CEmSrA, 2.yr.'

I-yr
transplanted,

SCOTCH FIR, 2-yr.—I-yr- .

.'

.. ..
'.'.

'.'.

AMERICAN ARBOR.VIT.«, 2 to 3 feet, bushy
American Arbor-vitae forms the best of Evergreen Hedges, ai

the above price, considering the height, the plants being bushy,
form a cheaper Hedge than either Beech or Thorn.
DWARF ROSES, most of the finest varieties still on hand,

and price in our TRADE LIST. Special quotations to

buye nd sample; 1 applic
large

1 Q'7A—SELECTED VEGETABLE and FLOWERXO I \J SEEDS, SEED POTATOS, &c. (Carriage free.)

Fully DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST post free on application.

Carefully assorted Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at i3j. M.,
I3J., Til. 6fl,, 431,, 631., and 105J.

Choicest assortments of Continental and other FLOWER SEEDS,
from «. upwards. See List.

CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit, and other Trees and Plants,

also post free on application.

<:::^^^^^

(Old Estabtisked Kunity and Sttd Bust:
nd 102, Eastgate Street, cfie;

S'

SUDBURY WHITE SPINE CUCUMBER

CHADACRE BATH COS LETTUCE
NUNEHAM PARK ONION
SPRINGFIELD WHITE BROCCOLI
SUDBURY EXCELSIOR MELON

Other Sorts, see CATALOGUE.
DAVID GOLD McKAY, the "Old "Established Seed Warehousi

Sudbury, Suffolk.

S^
Per packet.—

Beet, Scott's Crimson Dwarf
Egpytian Turnip, dark red

Broccoli, Snow

Bedfordshire Chai
Carrot, Memott Green-top . 1

Parsley, Champion Superb Nuneham Park
Curled i o I Giant Rocca {lar^

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, from i

For all particulars see Descriptive Catalogue,

Per packet

—

s. d.
"

Aster, New Quilled, la vars.. Cockscomb, Gia

Large-rfowered do., 18 do.

speciosa (true

Marigold, French
cSoice . . (

Mignonettc.newGian
midal

Petunia, fl. -pi., extra

ia, fl -pi., includ

Jid Tagetiflora' .

For full descriptions of the above and other desirable var
GARDEN SEEDS, also of AGRICULTURAL SEEF
J. SCOTT'S PRICED CATALOGUE, free on application.

J, SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset,

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
money can procure, 2s. 6d. per lOO. This delicious Vegetable

does not require half the expense usually incurred in planting it.

Sec RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1S70.

Extra strong SEAKALE, as. per doien.
RICHARD SXflTH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

EDW.>\RD HOLMES, Whittington Nurseries,
Lichfield, offers to the Trade ;-

CHAMPION of ENGLAND
LAXTON'S SUPREME
MCLEAN'S ADVANCER
WATERLOO DWARF BRANCHING
IMPERIAL WONDER

Price (low) on application
.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nurseries,
Lichfield, begs to offer the following CUCUMBERS, post free :—

BATLEY'S TELEGRAPH, the original and best variety, 3s. per
doien seeds

WILSON'S PROLIFIC, one of the best for early forcing, is. per

HAMILTON'S NEEDLE GUN, IS U. packet of five seeds
INVINCIBLE, IS. 6rf. packet of five seeds

,. GOLIATH, 2s. packet of five seeds
BRITl<;It III M I rxHE, said by the raiser to be

the t ' '
;

' r I r length and form he ever
s.:ti|. I . I. . ^eeds, 2S. id.

New Broccoli.

EWING AND CHU.U Ijci; lu intimate they are now
sending out their new BKOCLOLI, CHILD'S E.XCELSIOE.

Having proved the value of this Broccoli they can, with the greatest

confidence, recommend it as being the best late variety ever intro-

duced : it is thoroughly protected, and comes on for cutting when other
sorts arc finished, producing close white heads, of an enormous size.

This variety will prove quite an acquisition to the Kitchen Gardener.
To be had only in sealed packets bearing our name, and sent free to

any address on receipt of 30 stamps.
The Royal Norfolk Seed Establishment, q. Exchange Street, Nor^vich.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

r):i HARD W.ALKER has to otTer, for cash,
V^ .\Ml.Kh .\N RED POTATO. Has produced over 16 tons to

the a. re th.s vcar Price per cwt , 205. Double GERMAN WALL-
FLOWERS, 5s. per 100; Single Wallflowers, 2S. 6d. per ico

:

SCARLET KING DAISIES, CROWN DAISIES, WHITE
DAISIES, all at 5s. per 100.

Seed Fotatos.

GEORGE SIBBALD, 27, Wellgate, and Drumgeith,
by Dundee, has still on hand a few Ions PATERSON'S

VICTORIA, FLUKE, KIDNEY, DALMAHOY, and WALKER'S
EARLY POTATOS. Also a quantity of Superfine Early DWARF
CABBAGE SEED. Prices on application.

Suttons' Fotatos for Flantlng.
MESSRS. BUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST

is now ready, and may be had gratis and post-free. Their stock
of Potatos has been selected with great care, and can be relied on as
perfectly true to name. Lowest price per cwt., sack, or ton,

forwarded on application.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading

NEW EARLY POTATO, RINTOUL'S NEW
E.\RLY' W^HITE DON.—This is a great improvement on the

variety sent out by us some years ago, being pure white both outside

and inside, perfectly round, with a rough scaly skin, is about ten days
earlier than the striped variety, an extraordinary cropper, and of first-

Having secured a quantity of the above from the raiser, Mr. Eintoul,

East Craigie. Cramond, whose name as an early Potato grower is well

known, we have every confidence in recommending this variety to all

who grow for the eariy market in either field or garden as decidedly

the best Potato out for earliness, crop, and quality.

Price 4S. per peck, or 20s. per cwt.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, 17, South Frederick Street,

Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

EADLEY'S SEEDLING POTATO.—
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Richard Headley, Esq., of Staplcford. It has never produced a

diseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, very hardy, and superior in flavour

y kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,

..H-..ing by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keepine

perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the following year.

Opinions of the Press.
R Headley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite flrst-rate: white,

mealy, and excellent in flavour.' —Gunfrtirrs' Ckrottidt, Oct. 30, 1869.

" \vhite Kidney. A very fine variety ; a heavy cropper : uniform in

sire- ripening off all at once quickly and completely : flesh yellowish,

dry, mealy, and ol the most delicate nutty flavour. A heavy orop was
vested July 14 ••—Gardetim' Marazitu, Jan. 30, 1869.

Seedling Potato (R. Headley). In shape the tubers resemble those

of the Fluke. They are like those also in flavour, but are more
mealy"—7oMr«a, ot NotticuUure, Oct. 21, 1869.

Price ss. per peck. The usual discount to the Trade

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambrid geshire.

ELECT VEGETABLE SE^E D S,

free by post. Per pkt.—s. d.

Smith's fine long frame CUCUMBER 10
The White Queen CELERY 06
Snow's Winter White BROCCOLI 10
Smith's Incomparable CABBAGE 06
Worcester Champion Cabbage LETTUCE .. ..06
Improved Telegraph CUCUMBER r o

Early Dwarf EFfurt CAULIFLOWER 10
New Giant Rocca ONION o

Ayton Castle LEEK 06
Worcester Late White BROCCOLI 10
Backhouse's Winter White BROCCOLI 16
French Breakfast RADISH 06
Golden Perfection MELON .. 10

SELECT FLOWER SEEDS, free by post.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, finest fringed .. is. and 2 6
CALCEOLARIA, finest spotted .. -. is. and 2 6
CINERARIA, from prize flowers .. .. is. and z 6
Cyi'I A.MEN PERSiCUM, mixed 10
ASTER, New Pa^ony-flowered Globe 10

,, Truffaut's Peeony.flowered so
PYRETPIRUM, Golden Feather 10
ZINNIA, finest double, mixed ° °

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA "

PANSY, Cliveden Yellow 5
AMARANTHUS ELEGANTISSIMUS J
PRINCESS FE.A.THER, New Golden » »

BALSAM, splendid rose-flowered f ^
New Tree MIGNONETTE .. .. :• , " " „ 6
MARIGOLD, New French, miniature, s'nped

.
•

„.„t.„.=
CIS- For Prices of other Seeds, see. RICHARD SMITH S

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free by post on application.
,,.„.„,er

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, tX orcester.
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'Economy.— Seeds Direct from the Growers."

CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS

FARM AND GABDEN
CARTER'S GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS

For PERMANENT PASTURES,
Carefully mixed to suit every description of Soil.

For Heavy Soils.

Finest quality .

.

. , sSv. to 32.^. per acre.

Second quality .

,

. . 20s. to 26s. ,,

For Medium Soils.

Finest quality .. .. 28j. to 32J. per acre.

Second quality .. .. 20J. to 26.T.

For Light Soils.

Finest quality .

.

. . 28j. to 32.t. per acre.

Second quality .. .. 20-^ to 26f. ,,

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. SHARPE
II.WK riNE .STOCKS OF

THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF SEED POTATOS,
Which they offer to the Trade at low iiriccs :—

S.\N'DRI.N'GH.\M KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
AMERICAN ROSE KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHI.EAF KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST
KING
DRUMMOND'S PROLIFIC ROUND
DAl.MAHOY
FOXES SEEDLING
O.XFORD

EARLY
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To Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free {gratis lo pur

chasers). All kinds of Farm Seeds at very low prices.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 337 and 238,

High Holbom, London, W.C.

F ARM SEEDS of all sorts, best quality, extra clean,

-

PRICED LIST on application.

13, Eastgate Street, Chcste:

New and Select Farm Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street, and

the " Upton" Ni

and NATURAL GRASSES, very
lied, and free from weeds.
'VERS for ROTATION CROPS,

Seeds 01 the value 01 £2 and upw
excepted), carriage free to any railway station in the kingi

Special estimates for large quantities. Samples and prices

Wheelers' Superior Grass Seeds

Suttons' Prize Cucumber Seeds, Post Free.

QUTTONS' BERKSHIRE CHAMPION,
f^ IS. 6d. per packet.
HAMILTON'S NEEDLE GUN. 21. 6d. per nacltet
H.-\.\lILTON'S BRITISH VOLUNTEER, U M. 'per packet.
HAMILTON'S INVINCIBLE. 2S. 6d. per packet.
Other good sorts, IJ. and 11. 6d. per packet, as see SUTTONS'PRICED CATALIIGUE, Gratis and Post Free on application"" ' ''IN AND SONS, Reading, Berk;

GARDEN MANURES are specially prepared for every
crop grown in either Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns, Vine

Borders, &c., by the undersigned. They arc conveniently packed in
2 lb. Bags, at 6d. per Bag. These .Manures will be found good, cleanly,
and moderate in price. CATALOGUE, with ample directions, free
on application to

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkcnhoe Works, Leicester.

rHE LONDON MANURE COMP.-^NY
(LST.MIIIMIED 1840I

Have now r^' i 1
1 r

.
: . m line condition,

CORN MANUll
,

•

DISSOLVED 1:" , I ,! ;.: Ill- Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSIII \ i : 1 I'll.
PREPARED lU \M .

MANGEL and I'OTAI'^ MANURES
Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA

OfBccs, u6, Fcnchurch Slrt , E.C.

Guano.

GENUINE PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT,"
per ton, £14 lor. ; per cwt., 161. ; 56 lb., 91. ; 281b,, 51 ; 141b., ^s,

NITR.\TE of SODA, per ton, /21 ; per cwt., 221.;
561b., I2J. ; 281b., 6!. 6rf. ; 141b,, 31. 6d. ; 71b., 31.

COCOA-NUT DUST, for Ferneries, Rockeries, Potting,
Mixing, &c., per ton, 40s. ; 112 lb., 3s. ; 561b-, 2r. 6d.

SULPHURIC ACID, or OIL VITRIOL, SALT, &c.

Orders by post promptly executed.

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS SEEDS.—
One of the mosit luxuriant Crops of Hay which ever came

under our notice was the produce of some Grass and Clover Seeds
supplied by us in the Spring of i86.t 'o Mr. Hurcombc, of Uley.

It was sown cnrly in April on 6;4 acres, and yielded the following
Summer, ifibs, upw.ir.k of 24 tons orcxcellent Hay, which was Sold by
Auction for jC'o-h btrnifi at the rate ofy;i6 per acre. It was mown

The fact [hat 6,''3 acres of seeds has produced in one Summer Hay
of the value of ^£104 shows the importance of sowing a good Mixture
of superior seeds.
The following are the quantities and sorts which produced that

T.'VBLE OF Clover and Grass Seeds for Two Years' Lav.
4 lb. Evergreen Rye-grass.

.

Lolium pcrcnne
4 lb. Italian Kyc grass .

.

Lolium italicum
2 lb. Cocksfoot , . .

.

Dactylis glomerata
2 lb. Timothy Grass . . .

,

Phlcum pratcnse
2 lb. Red Clover . . .

.

Trifolium pratense
3 lb. Cow Grass .. .. Trifolium pratcnse perenne
3 lb. White Dutch .. .. Trifolium repcns
4 lb. Trefoil Medicago lupulina

We can supply the above of finest quality at 17s. 6ti. per acre,
carriage free, ana allow 5 per cent, discount for ca<:h

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS SEEDS, for
Permanent Pasture, of the finest quality, are fully described and

priced in WHEELERS' ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,
which may be had gratis and post free.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59. Mark Lane, London, E.C.

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, arc supplied in large or small quantities, at extremely

moderate prices.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester: and
59_J\

I ark Lane, London. E.C.

"Vy^HEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
• u

.^.^^-'^^ ^^'^ forwarded carriage free to all railway stations

Quality—Excellent, and unadulterated.
l'RiCES~(Which vary from 13*. 6d. to 321. per acre, according to

soil and situation) extremely moderate.
Terms—Five per cent, discount for Cash.

J\.*^-, WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London. E.C.

ON LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMANENT
PASTURE.

"For getting up the subject of Grasses we cannot conceive a
handier book than Miss Plues', which is furnished with ample and
accurate illustrations: while for putting her data to the proof, and
testing the value of hints, and suggestions, it mav be well to make
acquaintance with that really scicntihc ^nv/iMr^, Messrs, Wheelers'
Illustrated Book on Gr^iHfics."—Saturday Rtview.

A Copy will be forwarded free on application to

On Laying Down Land to Peimanent Pasture. •

.

" riiese enterprising Seedsmen (Messrs. Wheeler & SON), in

hL" u^cIoSm "dly a g," d"i'd'e"a.°^?ir/!?,';!i:"°'''
'°' ""'"^ """'" '"""

'lyrESSR.S. WHEELER AND SON supply the

fi;ii^^^dJ.';flL"d'.ii'''^
GRASSES and CLOVERS (i^l'lifc^uded,

lZ^ll\'![,, ;: "\%^lV,l?;iFor Four Years .. 2S oj' SeJ acj^Permanent Pasture .

.

from ifa. to 32^. od. per acre.

T r- nrJi'J^,'?-'!^^''''"^- InI<^rior qualities cheaner.

5jMSkYrn?,\SnrE:^.'^^' '^^^ '"'''''''' ^'°-"^-' ="'"

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be the best Artificiaf Manure yt produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano: it contains 21 per cent, ol Soluble Phosphates,
6 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports ol Dr.
\'oelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Keighley, Maxstcd &

Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone.
Esq. , 23, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

Agents for Alidland, South and West Districts of Encland-Messrs
Wm. Smith & Co., Bristol.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and

(GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality^^" lod. per lb. , or 84J. per cwtWILLIAM RlTSHFORTlLNurseryVn .and Seed Mcrchant,Leeds.
' ENUlNE MEDIC.VlED TOBACCO PAPERS"-

effective of all Fuoiigators. Terms,

Tf^'i ^ ceo 1- I S S U E ;;ATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the

To be had of Messrs. R. ROBERTS and SONS, 112, St John
Street, Clerkenwell, London, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen and
Nurserymen.

A PPLEBY'S REGISTERED FUMIGATORS. —
6k ''"'P

^"'' ^' °'"^'" ^"^""'^ '''""' f"' sm^l' Greenhouses,

AI'i'T.EnV; COMPOUND TOBACCO PAPER (requires no
bl'^iii

' ' 1! I I - lb and 4 lb. packets, is. Sif. per lb.
''

'

II Oirections for use, may be had on application.
^ ' I' lie accompanied with a Post Order, payable to

,11! i

'
\i

1 1 ) liV, Foreman to Messrs. Ivcry & Son, Dorking,

The Best and Cheapest Vermin Killif;
ride "The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted bv Shirley Hibberd

Esq., F.R.fl.S.. of August i^, iStjS.

UNDER PERMISSION of ih.- III. V ! \ ! n nf CUSTO.MS.
THHLOXDGNGROrM. l-l M i i i (free of duty),

_
for the Destruction of Elijii i , .., M., &4S. eaih,

by Seedsmen,and DruEcists. mw li '•:
1 I lliliTORS, 2«. each.

Manufacturers! COKRV axi. mi ;. ,1 iK, ,r Honded Ware.
house, shad I hames, London, S Iv [Aini.N'l S WANTEUj

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majf-sty^s Royal Letters Patent, anp dy Permission

POOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blicht and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurser>imen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at IS., 2!. &f., and 5s.

id 3S. 6rf. each.
Aphides on Roses and"I find 1

other plan

Sole Ma

, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
.1 -M.iy 7, 1868.

.\ ri-iOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. i\ Gladstone & Co., Dublin.
I'rice ;£ii per ton. delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

REES AND CO.'S Biphosplmlcd Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),
32, King William Street. London, E.C.

PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT GUANO, £13 los. per t

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England

".Analytical Laboratorj'. 11, Salisbur>' Square, FIcctStreet, E.C.
" Lonuon, January 15, 1870.

"Sir,-Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of »
sample of your Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano. These ,

for themselves, f need thcrcfuio hardly add anything
daii'in '[ ti>" 1.1, 'h f„r.ii;,i.,;, .haractcr of thi

led onl
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FOR PRESENT SOLVING.

SuTTONS' Grass Seeds for all Soils
CARRIAGE FREE.

PRODUCING ABUNDANT CROPS OF HAY AND SUPERIOR PASTURAGE
SPECIAL ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR LARGE QUANTITIES.

0/>i/::\'ii of the late Professor Lindley, ^(yi;/ /i^or/;«///«ra/ &;<7C/)'.— "We have already made trial of yoiir

Grass Seeds, and it is only justice to say that they are the best we have sown for many years."

PARIS, 1867. Sutton & Sons have had the honour of supplying their Grass Seed Mixtures to

THE ROYAL FARMS
;

I THE CRYSTAL PALACE ;
I THE CURRAGH CAiVIP

;

THE GOVERNMENT WORKS at PORTSEA, THE PEOPLE'S PARK, HALIFAX
;

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
;

SOUTHSEA, PORTLAND, .lud SPITHEAD
; |

THE ALDERSHOT CAMP
; |

LORD'S CRICKET GROUND.

SILVER MEDAL.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES.
MESSRS. BUTTONS'

MI\TrKi;S OK

GRASSES and CLOVERS
Contain the best sorts of Fescues,

Poas, Loliums, &c., grown in different

localities, gathered separately by the

hand expressly for this purpose, and

carefully cleaned before they are mixed,

by which means all noxious weeds arc

avoided.

Prices— 20s. to 32g. per acre.

Carriage Free,

Compl U

TJTTONS' BEST MIXTURES,
Carriage Fre,

SUTTONS'
FOR ONE YEAR'S LAY.

X3s. 6(J, per acre. Carriage Free.

MESSRS. SUTTONS'
MIXTl-RES OF

GRASSES and CLOVERS
\re specially prepared for the soils

as gener.ally known, and respecting

which a ready and certain conclusion

may be formed by any one acquainted

w ith farming or gardening.

Prices—20s. to 32s. per acre.

Citrria^c Free.

IRLPVRED POR E\ LR\ DLbLRIITION OI SOIL

iiistni twiis en SOIL Dig and aftt nnnagtmcut sttit -ntli ihc J« h

28s. to 323. per acre. SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s. per acre.
C.i

BEST QUALITY MIXTURES OF GRASSES AND CLOVERS.

I

FOR TWO YEARS' L.AY. I FOR THREE OR FOUR YEARS' I AY.

I 17s. 6d. per acre. Carriage Free.
'

22s. per acre. Carriage Free.

CHEAPER MIXTURES CAN BE SUPPLIED.

BUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE FOR IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.
Should be so\™ in the Spring Montlis. It will produce a great improvement in the quality and quantity of the Hay, and of the Pasturage.

Sow 6 to lalb. per acre. Cost 4s. 61I. to 9s. per acre.

SUTTOIS' "CEYSTAL PALACE" IIXTIJEE
OF

GEASSES AND CLOVEES FOE PAEK GEOUNDS.
This Mi.vture has been used with great success at the Crvstal Palace, Svdenham, and the principal Parks and Public Gardens in the

Kingdom. None but fine growing v.arieties are included, and the sward will at all limes present a luxuriant verdure, while it u ill giv

good Crops of Hav and excellent Pasture if requited for those purposes.

Price 18s. per bushel, zj bushels should be sown per acre. Special estimates given for large quantities.

SUTTONS' MIXTURES OF PERMANENT EVERGREEN GRASSES
FOR CHURCHYARDS, CEMETERIES, BOWLING GREENS, AND CRICKET GROUNDS.

We have had the honour of supplying His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury and many others of the Clergy with Grass Seeds for Churchyards and Cemeteries, which
have given great satisfaction. 'We have also supplied the Marylebone Cricket Club, for Lord's Cricket Ground.

Price IBs, per bushel. Sow st or 3 bushels per acre.

SUTTONS' FINE GRASSES FOR GARDEN LAWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, ETC.
As these Grasses are of small neat growth, and do not spread so much as other kinds, it is necessary they should be sown thickly. For forming New Lawns or Croquet

Grounds, 3 bushels or 60 lb. is the quantity required per acre ; or i gallon to 6 rods (or perches) of land.

Price 2s. 6d. per gallon, 20s. per bushel.

SUTTOIS' COIPLETE COLLECTIOIS OE CHOICE ELOWEE SEELS.
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

We would call special attention to the following COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS, which contain choice assortments of ANNUALS, BIENNIALS, and
PERENNIALS, saved by eminent German and English Florists, and which will produce an excellent display during the entire Summer and Autumn :—

Collection No, 1, price 42s., contains—
. Double Camellia-flowered BaJsam ' i3 vars. Showy Hardv Annuals

;. of Half Hardy Ann
: Chrysanthcir
: Dwarf German Ten-week
:on (biennial) do.

lis' Exhibition Hollyhock.

2 vars. TrufTaut's French Pscony-flowered Aster
2 do. Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered do.

2 do. Finest Dwarl German Ten-week Slock

6 do. New Double Zir

. Mixed Sweet Peas

in frames, and then transplanted .

open groiind
13 vars. of Hardy Perennials
6 do, of Ornamenial-foliagcd Plants

6 choice vars. of Seeds for Rrcenlioiise anc

6 vars. of Everlasting Flowers, suitable for '

ardy Climbers, suitable for co
Trcllis-work, &c.

Collection No. 2, price 31s. 6d., contains—
5 vars. Double German Wallflower

|
12 choice vars. Half Hardy Annuals,

ado. Dwarf Stock-fiowcring Larkspur in frames, and then transplani
) be

. Mixed Sw t Peas und
the

6 vars. of Everlasting Flowers, suitable for v
bouquets

6 do. of Ornamental-foliaged Plants

6 choice vars. of Seeds for (greenhouse and con-
servatory cultivation

6 vars. of Everlasting Flowers, suitable for winter

. Sweet Mignonette I 12 vara, 'of Jlardy Perennials, for growing
rs. of Showy Hardy Annuals

I open borders

Collection No. 3, price Sis., contains—
. Mixed Sweet Peas i 13 choice vars of Half Hardy Annuals, to be sown
I. Sweet Mignonette in frames, and then transplanted into the
iTS. Showy Hardy Annuals open ground

I 6 vars. of Hardy Perennials 1 Douqueis

Smaller Collections may be had, from Ss. 6d, to 15s. each. Free by Post.

For further particulars of SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS and INSTRUCTIONS on the FORMATION and IMPROVEMENT of PASTURES
and LAWNS, apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

12 vars. Truflaut's French Pseony-flowered Asl

12 do. Finest Dwarf German Ten-week Stock
6 do. New Double Zinnia
6 do. Dwarf Rocket Larkspur
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Economy —Seeds Direct from the Growers,

CARTER'S SEEDS
FOR THE

FLOAVEB GAEDEN,
OF CHOICEST QUALITY, AS HARVESTED ON

J. C. CARTER AND CO.'S SEED FARMS,

As supplied to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, &c.

CARTER'S

COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS,

Consisting of showy varieties of easy growth, which will

impart a gay appearance to the Flower Garden at a very

moderate cost.

Collection A., price 10s. 6d. (Post Free for lis. )>

contains

—

t of 13 choicest varieties French Aster.

t of 16 choicest varieties German Stock.

12 Showy hardy Dwarf Annuals, including Tom Thumb Nasturtium,
Saponarta, Blue Nemophila, &c.

12 Showy tender Annuals (to be sown in frames, and then transplanted,
or sown in the open borders at the end of April), for Summer and
Autumn bloomine, including choice Phlox Drummondi, Balsam,
Cclosia, Amaranthus ruber, Perilla nankinensis, Zinnia, &c.

Collection C, price 21s. (Post Free for 21s. 6d.),
contains—

An assortment of iz choicest varieties French Aster,

lent of 16 choicest varieties German Stock.

t of 10 choicest vars. Dwarf Stock-flowered Larkspur.

6 Choicest Everlasting Flowers and Ornamental Grasses for Winter

6 Showy New Annuals, for bedding.

J3 Showy hardy Dwarf Annuals, includinu Tom Thumb Nasturtium,
Saponaria, Blue Nemophila, &c.

IS Showy tender Annuals (to be sown in frames, and then transplanted,

1 the open borders at the end of April), for Su '

Collection D., price 42s. (Post Free for 42s. 6d.),
contains

—

An asKtirlmcnt of 12 choicest varieties French Aster.

An assortment of 8 choicest vars. Dwarf Chrysanthemum Aster,

I of 16 choicest varieties German Stock.

t of 10 choicest vars. Dwarf Stock-flowered Larkspur,

t of 12 choicest varieties Camellia Balsam,

t of 12 choicest varieties Double German Wallflower.

12 Choice Everlasting Flowers and |Ornamcntal Grasses for Winter
Bouquets,)

6 Showy new Annuals for bedding.

12 Showy hardy Dwarf Annuals, including Toih Thumb Nasturtium,
Saponaria, Blue Nemophila, &c.

25 Showy lender Annuals (to be sown In frames, and then transplanted,
or sown in the open borders at the end of April) for Summer and
Autumn blooming, including^choice Phlox Drummondi, Batsam.
Cclosia, Amaranthus ruber, Perilla nankinensis, Zinnia, &c.

12 Hardy Perennials for Autumn and Spring blooming, including
Hollyhock, Wallflower, Gaillardia, Alyssum

! Choice varieties of Seeds for |;reenhouse cultivation, includir

Cobsa, &c.
the choicest Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, Ihunbergia,

For full information, see Carter's Illustrated

GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S

VADE MECUM FOR 1870.

Toil I'rcc, One Sliilliiig ; Gratis to I'lirdiascrs.

JAMES CARTER AND CO.,

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE
contains a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collec-

tions, iv. til Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil,

Manure, Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Duration, Form,
Ilciglit. Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described.
This l-ist free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the Growers,

e sures
^YtJH'AR'iriMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Spring Flowers.
LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE will be happy to fonvard,

free, his CATALOGUE, containing Lists of all the most lovelyof
the early Spring-blooming Plants, Violets, Primroses, Hepaticas.
Daisies, Rockets, &c., &c. : also the best new and choice Plants of the
Season, with Lists of Roses, Fruit Trees, Seed List, and a general and
well-grown Nursery Stock.

Munro Nurser>', Siblc Hedingham, Essex.

A
Cbrysantliemums.

DAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-
cations, begs 10 olTer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from

;reat collection of Chrysanthemums, for £1: 25 P.'
Pairs POMPON" ' ' .......
CHEMUMS, 6s.

eipt of Post Office ordei
Brunswick Nuri

Beta cUlensls,
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. are enabled to

offer SEED of the true variety of this magnificent foliage plant

;

it is Quite distinct from Beta brasiliensis, and is fully described in their

SPRING CATALOGUE, sent post free : IS. and us. _M. per packet.

Ailantus gUmdulosa.
HOICE PLANTS, 6 to 10 feet high, 20s. per 100.

"For Parks and aienvir^ it is indispensable; its perfect health

d freshness under all .-^
.

-- 1:1 tnwns recommend it to the

inter. Dust, foul nil. Imteor no cfFect upon it."

c

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DEStlRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hill. Kent.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
)HILIP LADDS is now sending out 30 new varieties

of \ T.KHF.NAS of i86g at 2s. per dozen, in pots; also 24 N

US'"'"
'

STAL PALACE GEM.
68. 2J.

""
-Nun

THE FLOOD TESTIMONIAL.—It is proposed to

CLOSE the LIST of SUBSCRIPTIONS to this FUND on
WEDNESD.-\Y, April 13. E.xhibitors to the Royal Botanic and
other FOtes are invited to send in their Subscriptions forthwith to the

Treasurers, Messrs. DOBSON AND SONS, Woodlands Nurseij)', Isle

worth, who have ed from Mr. Fairbairn, £1 ; Mci i. Dobson

Mr. George, 21. &/.

SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNDAV, April 4~Entomologlcal 7 P.M.

( Royal Horticultural (Fruitand Floral

A Committee), at S. Kensington .. 11 A.M.
°1 Ditto (Scientific Committee) ..1,30P.M.

I Ditto (General Meeting) . . . . 3 p.m.

Am(JNG the Stereotyped incidents which annti-

ally come up to breathe in the daily papers, and

then dive out of sight for another twelvemonth,

is an attack upon the management of the Trf.ES

in the PUBLIC Parks of London. The shot

fired, and no notice wisely taken of it by

the citadel, which in this instance seems

deeply penetrated with the wisdom of the axiom

that it takes two to make a quarrel, the subject

drops, not to be revived until next year, when the

same farce is again gone through. Then ontje

more a momentary spark of dissatisfaction, again

extinguished by the vacuous indifference of the

authorities—no flame will live in a vacuum.

This has been going on for a long series of years,

and we scarcely think that such a persistent

and long-continued, though intermittent, fault-

finding would have occurred without some
foundation. There inust be fire soinewhcre

to account for such repeated outbreaks of

smoke. Although the public is always suf-

ficiently ready to find fault, especially with

those in authority, we do not see it constantly

recurring to the same subject unless there is

something festering in it to draw its attention

thereto. And although we may be sure, from the

readiness with which the grumble is dropped,

that the public do not feel it as a substantial

grievance, we may be ecpially satisfied that it

recognises some blunder which, if really felt as

a grievance, it would not be long in pulling up

by the roots. The truth is, the matter is not big

enough to be a grievance ;
it is merely a very

slight qualification to much enjoyment. The

general pleasure derived from the parks obhter-

ates and atones for some slight critical objections.

Moreover, it is nobody's business. Few feel

sufficient interest in the matter to bestir them-

selves about it, and fewer still see the motes in

the management's eye. It is only some one who

has a liking for scribbling, and nothing better to

scribble about, who sets himself to give expres-

sion to the feeling that there is something wrong

somewhere, if he only knew where.

Curiously enough, too, these amateur criticisms

are usually written by people who do not under-
stand what they arc writing about, and who in
consequence carp and find fault in the wrong
places. They, and the general public, rightly
enough divine that there is " something rotten in
the state of Denmark," but they fall foul of the
very efforts to cure the evil. Last year, for

example, a complaint was made of some trees

having been cut down in Kensington Gardens.
The fault was not in cutting these down, but in

not cutting down many more. Another and a
very unnecessary piece of folly (we can call it

nothing else, for it is always folly to invite

criticism and objection, however triumphant your
reply may be) is to allow (as seems the practice)

the cut trees to lie exposed for weeks, if not
months, on the spot where they are felled. It

they were removed immediately, no one would
notice their absence, or notice it only to observe
it as an improvement.

Recently, wc observed a correspondent of the
Standard, under the pseudonyme of ".Sylvanus,"
complaining of the topping of the dead branches
of the old trees in Kensington Gardens. This is

another example of dilettanti criticism guided
by feeling, but destitute of knowledge.
"Sylvanus" discerns the ugliness of top branches
cut right across, like amputated limbs slick-

ing up in the air, and condemns them all.

But the treatment is wrong, only because it is

indiscriminate and applied to all alike. Wher-
ever there is a reasonable ground for belief that

the amputated branch will soon be covered with

fresh foliage, the treatment is right, but wherever
this is not to be expected, it is wrong. Now,
every forester knows, or ought to know, that there

are some trees, as the Oak and Lime, that even
when old will throw out fresh shoots and foliage

from branches headed back to sound wood, while

there are others, as the Elm and Spanish
Chestnut, which will not do so at all, or only
with difficulty. We believe that the Plane will

generally do so, although that is the tree against

the amputating of which in Kensington Broad
Walk the complaint of " Sylvanus " is specially

directed. What particular tree he may have
meant to designate under the head of the Plane
we cannot guess, because in the neighbourhood
of the Broad Walk all sort of old trees that are

growing there are so amputated—Oaks, Elms,
Limes, Horse Chestnuts, and Spanish Chestnuts,

but no Planes, for there are none there ; indeed,

unless wc are greatly deceived, there is not a
single old Plane tree in Kensington Gardens.

There are plenty of young ones near the Lancaster

Walk, but these have not been touched.

There are other matters which we should like

to see altered in the management, but all are

small compared with one vital point, on which it

is impossible to avoid feeling serious distrust and
dissatisfaction, viz., the total absence of prepara-

tion for what is fast approaching—the wholesale

extinction of the greater part of the present timber.

In ten years many places which are now well

clothed will be absolutely denuded. We are

perhaps wrong to say the total absence of pre-

paration ; we should say the total absence of

efficient preparation. There is a kind of prepa-

ration which only inspires the more dismay, to

see that the emergency is so little appreciated,

and is attempted to be met in so erroneous a

manner. The preparation consists in the thrust-

ing in of single young plants among the old

trees, to supply the place of those which have

died, or been felled or blown down.

Of course we cannot tell who is to blame for

this. One naturally would blame the officer in

charge, whoever he may be, for whenever the

subject is mooted in Parliament the excuse is,

that Government is acting under the advice of

officers in whom it has confidence. But for

ought we can tell he may have advised the proper

measures, vii!., to cut down a certain space of the

worst trees, to trench, clean, and manure the

soil, and then to begin de novo to plant young

trees ; then by and by, when these have made
some progress, to cut down another acre or two

and treat it in the same way ; and so to go on

until the whole that is dying is replanted. He
may have advised this and been told that the

public would not bear such stringent steps, and

that the old moribund trees must not be cut

down but left to die a natural death. In such a

case what is a poor officer to do .' We suppose

pretty much what has been done, viz., to try the

hopeless task of growing fresh young trees under

the shade and in the midst of old ones :
bu m

that case there is no need to add to the natuial

difficultv of the situation by putting m long.
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weecly,drawn-up plantsthat would thrive nowhere.
It looks as if the planter knew so far what he was
about—that nothing would grow, and it did not
matter what he put in.

If that is not the explanation of the course fol-

lowed, and it really is the deliberate and inten-

tional plan of the officer in charge, then we would
most urgently press upon Government to call in

more advice. It is no slur upon a medical man
to call in additional advice when his patient is

in a critical state, or likely to slip through his

fingers. The trees in Kensington Gardens are
like patients tottering on the brink of the grave.
Every gale strews the glades with prostrate rotten
giants. The case is becoming extreme, strong
measures must be taken, and the public will

make up its mind to submit to an operation
when advised by the consultation of higher au-
thorities, which it would spurn if it emanated
merely from the parish doctor's assistant.

With writers on the rural characteristics of

this country the COTTAGE Gardens of England
have always been a deservedly favourite topic.

It is quite true that in many favoured villages

where the squire or clergyman is personally
interested in the matter there are well-kept
gardens and picturesque cottages, which are a
source of pleasure to the occupants and to " the
powers that be." It is equally true, unfortunately,

that there are many other villages where a
properly cultivated garden is scarcely to be met
with, and where untidiness and unthriftiness

prevail instead. Now, wherever such a state of

things exists, there we desire to awaken the
interest of the " powers " to the importance of

producing a change by which all concerned will

be benefited. Our remarks are addressed par-
ticularly to country clergymen and local residents

of influence. One of the best steps to bring
about such a change as we have in view is the
establishment of cottagers' flower, finiit, and
vegetable shows. The expense need in no case
be a matter for consideration ; for, first of
all, a small sum of money will suffice, and next,

there are but few spots in this favoured land
where the funds will not be readily forthcoming
when the need is pointed out, and a properly
constituted organisation set on foot. A vill.age

garden show should properly be 3.fitc day for all

classes, and those who have taken part in or
been present at one of these pleasurable gather-
ings will need no recommendation of ours to

induce them to do all in their power to secure one
for their own locality, if such does not already
exist. The clergyman seems to be the proper
person to take the initiative step. He may easily
interest a few of his influential parishioners so as
to secure the aid of willing and powerful helpers.
A preliminary meeting should then be held, to
which the cottagers should be invited. The
" provisional committee," if prudent, will have
ready before the meeting a well digested set of
rules, simple, suitable, and comprehensive. They
should be based on sound principles, so as to
prevent dissatisfaction and provide against
trickery. These once agreed upon should be
rigidly adhered to. Every cottager should be
encouraged to become a member, and should
pay a small subscription ; the amount may be so
small—not only without disadvantage, but with
absolute advantage to the members—that no one
shall be able to plead poverty as a ground for
non-membership.
An immediately satisfactory result of such a

step will be seen. An impetus will be given at
once to all the villagers, except the very laziest,

and even some of these will be induced by emu-
lation to join the band of competitors. Now,
one of the most important things to be done to
insure satisfactory results is the dissemination of
sound information on the cultivation of the soil,

what crops should be grown, and the proper
modes of growing them. Many publications are
alreay issued more or less suitable for distribution
among cottagers, though it is to be hoped that
one or other of the essays recently sent in com-
petition for Mr. Egerton Hubbard's prize, to
which we alluded in last week's Garileners'
Chronicle (p. 416), may prove to be "words
in season " exactly suited for this purpose

—

the object which we understand Mr. Hubisard
to have had in view in oftering the prize. No
one at all acquainted with the haphazard modes
of cultivation which are generally in use among
the ignorant—the class which it is desired to
educate—but will acknowledge the need for a
sound, easily understood code of directions

;

autumn cultivation, deep digging, judicious and

plentiful manuring, seed sowing, rotation of
crops, varieties to be selected, cXc, are all points
to be explained. It must not be expected that
great results will be produced the first season.
The main thing, however, is to make a start, and
that done, with perseverance and practice, every
succeedingyear willseea rapidly growing increase
in the results.

We heartily commend this subject to the
thoughtful consideration of all who are inter-

ested in the welfare of our rural popula-
tion, and, with the aid of some contributors
specially qualified by experience, we shall take an
early opportunity of recurring to the subject, and
will give some suggestions as to rules for the
government of cottage gardeners' societies, and to

other points requiring consideration.

So the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society has had its joke. It assured us, with tear

in eye and hand on heart, that Chiswick 7nust be given
up, and assigned sundry and numerous reasons for the
abandonment. These reasons reminded us of those
used by that deputation to Queen Elizabeth who
apologised to her Majesty for not welcoming her with
a meiTy peal to the town she was then entering, and
assigned nohody knows how many reasons for the
omission, with which, says the stoiy, Her Majesty was
graciously pleased to dispense after she had heard the
lirst, which was, that there were no bells to ring. In
the present instance the Council seem to have assumed
there were no bells, and not to have made any inquiries

whether there w-ere any or no till Ihey had harrowed
their own and our feelings, and compelled us to assume a

stoicism we didn't feel. However, we are so satisfied

with the present state of affairs, which is as good as

could be expected under the circumstances, that we can
afford to excuse the fright which the Council subjected us
to, and confine ourselves to recommending that the next
annual meetingbe held on the first of April, whenweshall
be in a condition to receive any announcement the Council
may make in a fitting manner. The present arrange-

ments are these :—The arboretum is to go ; the Wilder-
ness is to be a wilderness no longer; the orchard is to

be abandoned ; of the 30 acres 10 only are to be
retained as an experimental garden ; the council-room,
large conservatory, and fruit room, and all the other

houses will be retained. Though the old orchard is to

be abandoned, young trees have been secured on dwarf
stocks, so that space will thus be gained without much
loss. A lease of the 10 acres will be granted for 50
years, at a rental of about ;^ioo a year, through the

liberality of the Duke of Devonshire, who has not
proved the stern landlord the Council made him out to

lie. It is estimated that by these new arrangements
the Society will be able to reduce its expenditure by
a thousand a year. How vastly better is this arrange-

ment than the absurd proposal to establish a new
garden afar off in the country. The greatest losses will

be the arboretum, the Peach wall, and the Wilderness.
Probably, if the matter be properly represented to the

Duke, some of the fine Maples and other trees may yet

be spared, to form the chief attractions of the villa

gardenswhich may in the future be there constructed. As
to the Wilderness, the struggle for existence has been so

sharp there of late that many of the most interesting

things have succumbed. Doubtless before the land is

cleared an accurate survey will be made, and every-
thing that can be removed will be taken care of. The
pleasure-grounds at Kew now contain so much larger

collections that the loss in this particular will not be so

serious.

We are glad to leam that Mr. E. Bennett,
w hose success as a plant grower at Osberton and else-

where is so well established, has received the appoint-
ment of Head Gardener at Enville Hall, the seat of
the Earl of Stamford and Warrington.

On Friday, the 25th of March, an interesting

and instructive lecture on Spring Flowering
Bulbs, was delivered in the Rotundo, Dublin, by Mr.
Richard Dean, of Ealing, the Right Hon. the Lord
Mayor presiding. The subject was illustrated by a
number of diagrams, paintings, &c., and also by grow-
ing specimens of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.,

and appeared to give much satisfaction to the audience.

M. Chiron, in the Bulletin of the Societe
d'Agriculture et d'Horticulture of Vaucluse, describes

a method of shearing Hawthorn Hedges, by means
of which they are kept bushy, and well furnished at

their base, where they are somewhat apt to get bare.

He carries out the operation while the shoots of the
Hawthorn are still in the herbaceous condition, and by
means of a well-sharpened scythe he cuts down to their

base all the new shoots. If tlie hedge is vigorous, it

speedily produces new shoots, which are cut down in

their turn ; and sometimes a similar cutting is practised

even a third time. After these operations, the plants

produce from their lower parts a greater number of
branches, which render the fence thick and impenetrable.
The tender green shoots can easily be buried as a
manure at the foot of the hedge.

Amongst recent losses which horticulture has sus-

tained amongst our neighbours, the Belgians, the death
of M. Victor vanden Hecke de Lembeke is

specially to be lamented. He died at Ghent on the

24th of January last, in his sixtieth year, after a long
and painful illness, which manifested itself immediately
after his return from Russia last spring. He was pre-
sident of the Societe Royale d'Agriculture et de
Botanique de Gand, and also of the Societe Pomolo-
gique ; vice-president of the Federation of the Belgian
Horticultural Societies, &c. ; and he was moreover one
of the most distinginshed Belgian amateurs of horticul-
ture. His Government had for many years confided
to him the Presidency of the Conseil de Surveillance of

the State School of Horticulture, a function, obsei^ves

M. Van Houtte, which he filled up to his Last hour
with as much benevolence and amenity as zeal.

We leam from the " Court Circular" that her
Majesty the Queen, accompanied by the Princess
Louise and the Princess Beatrice, and attended by
the Duchess of RoxuuRGHE and Lord Alfred Paget,
visited the Royal Horticultural Gardens on the
24th ult., the day on which our last week's Chronicle
went to press. Her Majesty on this occasion specially

inspected Mr. William Paul's Exhibition of Spring
Flowers, and bouquets of Roses were presented to the
Queen and the Princesses by Mr. Paul's children.

Rumoui-s from India assert that it is in contem-
plation to appoint either a Minister for Agriculture
in India, or a Government Secretary in the Agricul-
tural Department. This official would have i-ule over
all botanists, forest officers, superintendents of Cotton
and Cinchona plantations, and the like. Government
agricultural experiments are to be carried out on a large
scale. All this looks like progress.

We leam with satisfaction that Dr. McNais, son
of Mr. McNae, of the Royal Botanic Garden, Edin-
burgh, has been appointed to the Chair of Botany in the

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, and
congratulate the College on having secured the services

of so able a Professor.

In answer to an inquiry .as to the Japan Chest-
nut mentioned .at p. 352, Mr. Fortune obligingly

sends us the following :—The Chestnut is a common
tree both in Japan and in the central provinces of the

Chinese Empire. 1 first met with it in 1853, when
travelling in the province of Chekiang, near Ningpo,
and \^TOte the following notice of it in my *

' Residence
amongst the Chinese," p. 51:—"There are two
species cultivated on these hills ; one is somewhat like

the Spanish, and, although probably a different variety,

it produces fruit quite equal in quality, if not superior,

to the Spanish Chestnut. The other is a delicious

little kind, bearing fmit about the size, and in the form,
of our common Hazel-nut. Large quantities were
procured in the autumn of this year, sown in Ward's
cases, and sent on to India. Part were sent to the

Government and part to the .\gri-HorticulturaI Society
of India. They vegetated freely during the voyage,
and many hundreds of nice healthy young plants

reached India in the most perfect condition. The
Chestnut may now be considered naturalised on the

hills of India, and in a few years will no doubt make
its appearance in the markets amongst the fruit." I

find on referring to my last book, '* Veddo and Pekin,"
that I have called the Chestnut Castanea japonica, but
I do not now remember my authority for the specific

name. Probably it was Von Siebold, whom I used
frequently to meet at Yokohama. Castanea chinensis

(Spreng. ) is probably the same pbant ; but whatever
the species may be, one thing is certain—the fruit is

excellent, and the tree is well worth introducing to any
country in which it will flourish. I believe I intro-

duced it to England some years since, and it may still

be found in some of our gardens, but our summers
here are not hot enough to render it fmitful.

Another new gardening publication, entitled

the " Villa Gardener," is announced for the special

behoofof villa and suburban gardeners. The programme
is attractive.

The London public, says the Pall Mall Gazelle,

will owe the Duke of Buccleuch some gratitude if

he is successful in his attempt to substitute an Ever-
green Screen for the ordinary blank wall in front of
his town mansion. " The plan adopted is simple and
effective. A series of iron posts, some 8 or 10 feet

liigh [and in double line, each line some 6 inches
distant from its fellow] are connected together by
numerous thick wires, and over the trellis-work Ivy is

being trained. Well watched and ^\-atered the plants

will doubtless thrive, and the weai-y eye of the passer-

by wdll have at all seasons a cheerful leafy screen to

look upon. There is no reason why other plants of

similar habits should not be introduced, as the close

texture of the leaves of most evergreen creepers would
prevent them from suffering much from London smoke
and London dust [our contemporary should name, we
can't]. In fact, a lilttle more public spirit and judicious

expenditure on the part of the occupiers might make
Whitehall Gardens worthy of their name, and encourage

us to hope that the long line of the Thames Embank-
ment may be broken by other objects than lamp-posts
and pillar letter-boxes." Other preparations of a more
questionable character are being cariisd out in the

court-yard of the mansion above-mentioned. The soil

is being removed and its place filled with peat, with a

view to the growth of Rhododendrons. Considering

what wretched scarecrows evergreen shrubs speedily

become in London, this part of the scheme seems ill-
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considered, unless, indeed, it be intended to remove
the old plants and introduce blooming plants

annually. Perhaps the Duke is going to show his

fitness for the post of President of the Royal

Horticultural Society. Our contemporary, above

quoted, is rather at fault in respect to evergreens

and London smoke, the fact being that plants

which retain their leaves during the winter sustain the

greatest injury from that villainous compound ; but it

may, nevertheless, be possible—with "a judicious ex-

penditure," in the shape of washing and carefully

tending the plants—scarcely without it—to realise the

refreshing verdure for which the Pall Mall is longing,

and most gladly shall we hail any successful efforts

made in this direction.

Mean Temper.\ture of the air at the height

of 4 feet above the soil, excepting at Hull and New-
castle, was from 37° to 40° both in England and
Scotland. The average temperature of all England
and Scotland was 384°, being less than that in the

preceding week by 2}°. The temperature of the air of

the 1 2th week in the year should be 0.5° warmer than
in the nth week. The progress of vegetation is com-
pletely stopped by the continuance of this cold weather,
—The Fall of Rain was smallest in amount in the

South ofEngland, and largest in the North of England.
For the several falls, see the last column in Mr.
GLAtSHER's Tables in this week's issue.—During the
week the temperature of the earth, at the depth of

24 feet, decreased by 0.2°; at 12 feet was nearly

belonging to M.Durand, of Bourg-la-Reine, the other
to M. CocnET, of Suisnes, which are nearly 37 feet
high, and of the greatest beauty. They have only been
planted I2 years.

New Garden Plants.
AdiANTUM I'ERUVIANUM, A'lolzselt, Lintum, xviii.

555 ; Hooker, Sp. Ftl. ii. 35, t. 81 C ; Hooker aitd

Baker, Syn. Fil. 1 16.

Fronde ramosa glabra ; stipite rachibus ct petiolis atro-fuscis,
nitidis, glabris ; pinnulis magnis trapeziformibus, angulis omni-
bus obtusissimis, obsolete serratis : soris magnis, indusiis
suborbicularibus. Ktotzzch, I. c.

This noblest of all known species of Maidenhair Fern,

Professor Oliver continues his lectures on

Botany to the Ladies' Class at South Kensington
Museum. The schedule plan is adopted, each pupil

being provided with a printed form, which she is

expected to fill up with a description of the particular

specimen. This is an excellent method of calling

attention to the main characters of a plant, and supple-

mented as it is by the lecturer's remarks, enables the

learner to gain rapidly and accurately a knowledge of

the conformation of plants.

We perceive that Mr. Shirley Hibberd has
been appointed English correspondent of the

"American Horticulturist," and made his dfb{it in the

last number of that journal in the shape of a letter de

omnibus rebus,

M. EuGiNE GoUET, a gardener at Brinches,

adopts the following simple means of keeping his

Melons free from the attacks of Insects. After

having made up his beds to a thickness of 7 or 8 inches

with strong but well prepared earth, he carefully

washes the frames and sashes, and afterwards paints

them on the inside with a coat of hot lime wash.

When the Melons are planted, the surface of the-bed is

lightly sprinkled with inert lime, or lime which has

been some time slacked. Under this treatment he
assure us, says a writer in HHoiiicidteur Franfais,

that insect pests do not invade his Melons.

M. Weiss, of Montreuil, submitted to the

Societe Imperiale d'Horticulture de Paris, at one of its

recent meetings, plants of his new Erica hiemalis
SUPERBA, in order to show how much it is to be pre-
ferred to the type usually cultivated. The plants are

altogether more vigorous, and are furnished with
stronger branches, and larger and more numerous
flowers.

The Weather during the week ending
March 26 was cold and with very little sunshine, and,
with the exception of the 21st day, was several degrees
below the average of the season on every day. The
2ist was warm, the temperature reaching to about
50°, or above 50° at most places in the Southern
and Midland Counties. The wind was West, or a com-
pound of the West ; on the 22d the wind changed to
the North, or a compound of the North ; and the tem-
perature at night descended below 32° at all places
excepting near the West Coast, and the highest
temperature reached this day was from 10° to
15° below that of the preceding day. — The

unaltered ; at 6 feet increased by 0.4° nearly ; at 3 feet

increased by |°, and at one inch varied during the week
from 40° to 454°

. Among the more important of the metro-

politan exhibitions of flowers during the present season,

we find Mr. WILLIAM Paul announcing that he will

hold, at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, by permission

of the Directors, a Special Show of Roses, and of

plants suitable for grouping with them. The show is

to open on May 28, and to continue to June 4, and

great efforts are to be made to render it the Rose Show
of the season.

We are informed that the University of St.

Andrews has confeiTed the degree of LL.D. on Mr.

J. T. BoswELL Syme, the well-known Editor of the

new edition of the ** British Flora."

It would seem that France can boast the largest

Wellingtonias in Europe. According to the pub-

lished records of the height of specimens of Welling-

tonia gigantea in the United Kingdom, the largest

would appear to have attained a height of 30 feet, but

from a statement in H llhistratioii Horticole, it

appears that there are in France two examples, one

which rivals if it does not excel the well known Adian-
tum trapeziforme in the size of its pinnules, and far

surpasses that grand old Fern in the elegance of its large

compound drooping fronds, was first made known from

Peruvian specimens in the herbarium of Ruiz and
Pavon, and was after\vards gathered by the collector

Mathews. It is a plant which at once rivets attention,

and commands admiration, not alone on account of its

unusual pendent habit, but also by reason of its bold

and strongly marked character. From a stoutish decum-
bent slowly-extending caudex it throws up, to a height

of 1 2 or 1 5 inches, the stout black erect polished stipites,

supporting the ample fronds, which are between 2 and

3 feet long, the nearly simple elongated branches, as well

as the apical portion of the frond spreading out and

hanging as gracefullydependent as the boughs ofaWeep-
ing Willow. Four or five of these pinna; or branches

are produced, the lower ones being fully a foot in length,

and again branched near the base. "The pinnules are

numerous, of a stoutish papery texture, and of large size,

opaque green, quite smooth, and attached by slender

petioles, varying from three-fourths of an inch to an

inch in length ; they have the base more or less wedge-

shaped, the apex being acute or rarely acuminate, and

the side angles rounded, so that the pinnules become
unequally ovate or somewhat trapeziform according to

the degree of obliquity in the two sides. The pinnules

measure in ordinary well-grown mature fronds about

2 inches long by 14 inch broad, some of those on the

less divided fronds being fully 3 inches long and

2 inches broad. The sori are large, produced along

the whole of the two anterior margins of the pinnule,

oblong, varying in length, but generally shortish and

somewhat rounded. The veins are flabellately-forked,

without trace of midrib.

Our attention has been called to this noble plant by
the Messrs. Veitch & Sons of Chelsea, who hold

the entire stock. It is, of course, a stove Fern, not,

however, requiring a very high temperature ; and it

appears to be of free and vigorous gi-owth, so that it

will be invaluable both as a decorative and an exhi-

bition plant. The accompanying figures (Si, 82),

which have been prepared from Messrs. Veitch's plant,

will give some idea both of the bold character of the

pinnules, and the remarkable pendent habit of the

entire plant, which must certainly claim to stand in 'h^

first rank in a genus which can already boast of includ-

ing some of the most charming ornaments of the fernery,

\e g., farlcyense, cardiochtena, Capillus- Veneris magni-

I ficum, cuneatum, concinnum, and many others. J. M.
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REPORT ON DOUBLE-FLOWERED
PELARGONIUMS.

rWe copy the annexed Report from the sheet of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Proceedings, distributed at the meeting

of the i6th ult. Eds.]

A COLLECTION, consisting of 40 varieties of tliese

novel and useful plants, was grown at Chiswick during

the past year. They were all, with one or two excep-

tions indicated below, presented to the garden by

]\Ir. William Bull, of Chelsea, and formed one of the

features of interest in the garden during the late summer

months. Having been received in the spring m the

shape of small plants, it was decided to cultivate them

in pots under glass, for which purpose these Pelar-

ganiums seem especially useful. They were accord-

ini^ly grown with much success in moderate-sized pots,

and bfoomed remarkably well in one of the span-roofed

greenhouses, their healthy character reflecting much

credit on Mr. Barron and his assistants. The accom-

panying notes indicate the condition as to habit and

inflorescence which these plants assumed, and may be

regarded as recording as fair a verdict on their respective

merits as could be arrived at from the growth ofa single

individual of each kind. The certificated sorts, indicated

by asterisks in the subjoined descriptive list, were the

following :

First-class Certificates : — Marie Lemoine,

Madame Lemoine, Victor Lemoine, Gloire de Nancy.

Second-cl.ass Certificates :—Sparkhill Beauty,

Imperatrice Eugenie, Andrew Henderson, Victor,

Wilhelm Pfitzer, Memnon, Le Vesuve, Triomphe de

Thumesnil, Triomphe de Lorraine, Signet.

The following is a transcript of notes made at in-

tervals during the season :

—

Albiiia.—Vigorous, with faintly zoned leaves, the

trusses small ; the flowers of a deep rose-pink, rather

darker in colour than those of Madame Lemoine.

Andreia Henderson"*.—'X\<\% variety is of moderately

vigorous growth, with faintly zoned leaves, and com-

pact trusses of orange-scarlet flowers very freely pro-

duced. It is an ornamental variety well worth growing.

Aseettdancy.—Moderately vigorous in growth, with

faintly zoned leaves, but too near Gloire de Nancy in

the flowers.

Capiiaine VHermite.—h. vigorous-growing sort, now

superseded, with faintly zoned leaves, and loose cerise-

scarlet flowers.

Conqueror.—A vigorous-growing variety, with green

leaves and poor scarlet flowers.

Consul—K vigorous-growing sort, with faintly zonate

leaves ; the flowers light scarlet, in a loose truss.

Cottington.—A dwarf-growing small-leaved bedding

variety, with quite the habit and general character of

the old Tom Thumb ; the flowers scarlet, semi-double,

loose, larger than those of Madame Rose Charmeux,

and forming larger and more showy trasses.

Delizltt.—Dwarf and moderately vigorous in habit,

with indistinctly zonate leaves, and fair trusses of large

thin flowers, but too closely resembling those of Gloire

de Nancy.
Smile Lemoine.—A variety of moderately vigorous

habit, having the leaves marked by an indistinct zone,

and the flowers of a cerise colour, ragged, but forming

dense trasses. An inferior variety.

Emulation.—A vigorous-habited green-leaved sort,

with indifferent scarlet flowers.

Firebrand.—A coarse-habited green-leaved sort, with

carmine- scarlet flowers of inferior quality.

Gloire de Naney***.—A handsome and moderately

vigorous-growing variety, still retaining a high position

in the double class. It has green leaves, and good

bold trusses of well-formed, full double,'rosy carmine

flowers. This proves to be also a good bedding plant.

Impiratrice Eugenie**.—A. variety of remarkably

vigorous growth, which, in the case of the Chiswick

specimen, scarcely proved itself to be a free bloomer.

The leaves are indistinctly zonate, and the rosy pink

flowers are full, and sufficiently good to render the

variety deserving of further trial. It is reported to

have been good in other collections.

Latona.—A vigorous-growing sort, with green leaves

;

the flowers of a light scarlet, in small compact

trusses.

Le l\'su-.'e** . —\ vigorous-growing variety, of erect

habit, with faintly zoned leaves, and fine trasses of

large, well-formed, full, double flowers, of a light

orange-scarlet colour. A very promising sort.

Madame Lemoine***.—One of the very best of the

varieties in the whole collection. It is dwarfish in

habit, with faintly zoned leaves, and large, full double,

bright rose -pink flowers, freely produced in good

showy trusses.

Madame Rose Charmeux.—A dwarf-growing slender

variety, of the habit of the old Tom Thumb, producing

numerous small trusses of loose bright scarlet flowers.

A bedding variety, in the way of Cottington.

Marie Lemoine***.—A variety of first-class excel-

lence. It is of dwarf stocky habit, with flat faintly

zoned leaves, and large-sized flowers, forming abundant,

bold, and effective trasses. This variety is much like

Madame Lemoine in the colour and general aspect of

its flowers ; but it is of dwarfer habit, distinct

foliage, and producing better flowers.

Marital de Champfleur.—A variety of moderately

vigorous habit with green leaves, and thin double scarlet

flowers ; now quite superseded.

Mary Elizabelh.—A dwarf-growing variety, with

faintly zonate leaves and rose-pink flowers, paler than,

but not equal in merit to, those of Madame Lemoine.

Memnon**.—This is a meritorious variety of mode-

rately vigorous growth, with faintly zoned leaves ;
the

trasses are of fair size and compact, consisting of close,

well-formed, light scarlet flowers. Distinct and pro-

mising.

Monsieur E. G. Henderson. — A dwarf-habited

variety ; the leaves with an indistinct zone ; the truss

good, bearing large flowers, but too near to Gloire de

Nancy.
National—Vigorous in growth, with faintly zonate

leaves, and good double flowers in close trusses, but

in colour too much resembling those of Gloire de

Nancy.
Navarino.—Ol dwarf habit, with indistinctly zonate

foliage ; the trasses apparently small, and the flowers

rosy carmine, rough. A very inferior form of Gloire

de Nancy.
Review.—A rather vigorous and straggling-growing

sort, with the leaves green, and the flowers of a light

scarlet colour, growing in small trusses.

j?i«frtij.—Of vigorous growth, with green leaves, and

small trasses of scarlet flowers, which are rather deeper

tinted than in other scarlet-flowered varieties ; but they

are too narrow-petaled and ragged.

Signet**.—A rather desirable variety, of moderately

vigorous growth, with the leaves faintly zonate, the

trusses well filled, and the colour a rosy carmine, in the

way of Emile Lemoine ; but the individual flowers are

of better form.

Sparkhill Beauty**.—Tiui variety is of moderately

vigorous growth, with faintly-zoned leaves, and close

trusses of bright rose-pink flowers, vei'y much resem-

bling those of Madame Lemoine ; superior to that sort

as regards smoothness of petal, but, taking other points

into consideration, the preference must be given to

Madame Lemoine.
Splendour.—l^ coarse-habited tall-growing sort, with

green leaves, and scarlet flowers in loose trasses.

Sunshine.—Ol vigorous growth, with the leaves

green, the flowers deep rose-coloured.

Surpasse Gloire de Nancy.—h variety of moderately

vigorous habit, with green leaves ; the flowers too

nearly resembling those of Gloire de Nancy, but not

equal to that variety either in truss or in the quality of

the individual blossoms.

Tom Pouce Cerise.—A dwarfish-growing variety,

with faintly zonate leaves, and compact trusses of pale

cerise-scarlet flowers.

Tom Pouce Rose.—.K dwarf-growing variety, with

faintly zoned leaves and dense habit ; the flowers are of

a rosy pink, loose and rough, and by no means equal

in quality to those of Marie Lemoine.

Triomphe de Lorraine**.—A variety of some merit,

being of moderate growth, with faintly zonate leaves,

and close trasses of camiine-scarlet flowers, of the

same colour as those of Emile Lemoine.

Triomphe de Thumesnil**

.

—A vigorous-habited sort,

of some merit ; the leaves are green, not zoned ;
while

the flowers, which are scarlet with a faint tinge of

cerise, are large and full.

Triumph. — Coarse-growing, with faintly zonate

leaves, and large loose flowers of an orange-scarlet

colour, similar in tint to those of Le Vesuve, but of

inferior quality.

Troubadour.— h. tall coarse-growing variety, with

indistinct zones and poor trasses, of light scarlet

flowers.

Victor.—A coarse-growing sort, with faintly zonate

leaves, and orange-scarlet flowers in good-sized trasses,

but not equal to Le Vesuve.

Victor (G. Smith)**.—Dwarf and free-blooming in

habit, with the leaves faintly zoned, and the scarlet

flowers in compact trasses. The flowers are of the

same colour as those of Wilhelm Pfitzer, and closely

resemble those of that variety, but the foliage is

smaller. A variety well worth growing. Received

from Mr. G. Smith.
Victor Lemoine***.—One of the finest of the varieties

in the whole collection. The plant is of a rather

vigorous habit of growth ; the leaves are marked with

an indistinct zone, and the flower-trasses are large.

The flowers themselves are somewhat rough, having

serrated petals ; but they form a fine head, and are of

a rich orange-scarlet, brighter than Le Vesuve.

Vivian.—A variety closely resembling Gloire de

Nancy in every respect, but scarcely equal to it in

merit ; the leaves are very indistinctly zonate.

Wilhelm Pfitzer**.—One of the useful second-class

sorts, of moderately vigorous growth, with indistinctly

zonate leaves, and fair-sized trusses of good full flowers

of a light scarlet colour. Received from Messrs.

Carter ci Co.
Zelinda.—T>v.'2Lt{ in habit, with indistinctly zonate

leaves. The flowers are small and poor, scarlet,

resembling those of Triomphe de Thumesnil, but not so

freely produced.

THE LIA WTHORN,
Worked on the Pear or Quince.

In the summer of 1866 I budded the double

Scarlet Thorn upon the Pear and on the Quince, and in

the spring of 1867 I grafted this Thorn upon the

Pear. The buds grew with extreme vigour in 1867,

and not only flowered in 1868 but bore haws abund

antly, which however w

each haw contained two to four stones. These haws

had large open eyes, and were thus of a flattened

form. The parent trees from which I cut the buds

and grafts, although they had flowered previously

for several years, had never before produced a

haw. The budded plants, after they had ripened

their fruit, lost their vigour, and not only died

themselves but the Pear stocks upon which they

gi-ew also succumbed. I, however, thought that the

excessive heat of the weather at least expedited

this result. The grafts on the Pear pushed away most

splendidly in 186S, and formed magnificent leaves, I

should thmk at least 8 inches across, with fine strong

shoots having clean bark ; they flowered in 1869, bore

haws less abundantly, and seed similar to the budded

plants, and then died, both Thorn and stock. In 186S I

obtained a rather small plant of Paul's fine new Scarlet

Double Thorn, and was able to cut from it about half-

a-dozen small weak grafts, three of which I worked

upon Pear stocks, which were at least an inch in

diameter. These came away as well as could be

wished, and during the summer pushed fine healthy

shoots 2 feet long ; and as my object in working these

upon the Pear was chiefly to obtain a large supply of

scions of this most splendid flowering Thorn, I was

fully rewarded, for one small graft, not above a twelfth

(if so much) of an inch in thickness and 3 inches in

length, grew me, I should think, fully 60 fine strong

healthy grafts, which were taken in the spring of 1S69—

and in fact fully three times the quantity the original

plant could give, even if it had been more severely ciit

down. Working the Thorn upon the Pear yields this

practical result,—that when Thorn scions are wanted

in abundance, one year will be sufficient to produce

them either by budding or grafting, but particularly by

the latter process. Having scrubbed the pulp off the

haws, I planted them in a pot, which although ticketed

has been lost. If anyone wishes to work out an

idea, he must watch and almost exclusively attend

to the whole process himself. Subsequently, I planted

the more recently obtained haws in the open border,

after removing the pulp. Two out of three grafts

of Paul's Thorn I cut down for scions in 1S69, and the

third I allowed to remain, and it flowered most

gloriously ; and although I am under the impression

that the colour of the blossoms was not quite so

intense as those produced in the neighbourhood of

Darlington upon Thorn stocks, yet the size of each

individual blossom was very much larger ; and it strack

me that, for exhibition purposes, the grafting on the Pear

offered very tempting advantages. I may add that, even

considering the above result, I am not thoroughly con-

vinced that the Thorn may not, under certain circum-

stances, be advisedly grown upon the Pear. Obviously,

the excessive luxuriance of the growth of the Thorn

grafts and buds might lead to fear for the results.

Had the Pear stocks been of less size, and been

root-praned—which mine had not been for at least

four years previous to working — more favourable

results might have been anticipated. I have a few of

the old double-flowering Thorn budded in 1868 upon the

Pear, some of which have not grown so vigorously, and

which flowered and bore haws last year, but are still

alive. The two of Paul's Thorns cut down for scions

in 1869 are still alive, and from one of them I pro-

cured the other day a handful of twigs for grafting,

but although quite alive they did not appear quite so

healthy as ordinary Thorn shoots do. The one

which flowered and was not cut at all in 1869 is

still alive. In 1866 I put in a bud on a Pear

stock of a large-fruited variety of the Whitethorn,

which I had marked in a hedge. This did not

grow so vigorously as the double-flowering variety, and

did not flower till 1869, and only bore one haw, but it

died last autumn. In 1S68 I put in a bud of that variety

which the Continental nurserymen send over to this

country as "the Weeping Thorn," but which with me
seems to be vastly too proud to weep, and will per-

sist in gleefully holding its head erect. This upon the

Pear is still alive, and I believe quite healthy, and

although lopsided it weeps in the most graceful curve

desirable.

My experience of the old double Crimson Thorn

worked upon the Quince is most satisfactory. Here,

I think, is afforded a means by which this beautiful May
bush may be adapted to many situations from which

its strong growth now precludes it. I have plants budded

on tlie Quince in 1866 quite healthy, and I believe

they will remain so. They are, however, dwarfed,

bear pinching-in with all endurance, and will make
handsome small profuse-blooming plants for the front

of shrabberies. Mine did not flower till last year,

being then within a month or so of three years from the

time of budding. I shall follow out with these Mr.

Rivers' practice with Pears. When he finds certain

varieties of Pear do badly upon the Quince, he grafts

avarie;y of Pear upon the Quince, which does

well, and then grafts the other varieties upon the

Pear grafted on the Quince. The American Thorn,

I find, takes also well upon the Quince, comes into

flowering and bearing the second year (the frait, I

think, being enlarged), grows into a nice pyramid, and

bears summer pruning well. I have been desirous to

see if the haw, by cultivation, working upon the Pear,

could be improved, so as to be made deserving notice

as an article of domestic use; and I incline to think the

object may be attained by working the best varieties,

not single-seeded, but 1 which may be occasionally found m the hedges, upon
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the Quince, or on the Quince worked upon tlie Pear,

and then upon this Pear-gi-aft, or perhaps upon the

American Thorn. Crata?gus Layi seems to stand well

upon the Pear. I have a graft, put on in 1S6S, looking

well, but it did not flower like Paul's Double, although

worked on the same afternoon,

In conclusion, I may add that the plan of grafting I

adopted as a boy is the simplest method of all.

An old Scotchman was my first instructor in

grafting, and his method was to head down the stock,

make a slit up the bark, which he raised with a small

thin piece of bone, and then inserted the scion, cut

splicewise as usual. I at once saw that by insert-

ing the piece of bone the rind was separated a greater

distance than the space required for the scion, and thus

more violence was inflicted than need be. To avoid

this, after making the first cut up the back of the stock,

I placed the already prepared scion against the stock,

and made a second cut up. the bark, and thus just raised

enough to allow the scion to fit in cosily, by which I

avoided punishing the stock more than was unavoid-

able, while by placing the scion against one edge of the

cut I'ind the sap had immediate access to it. I have

found this method very success-

ful, and for an amateur most
easy. Even with smallish stocks

it can be adopted, while with

small ones, instead of cutting

a slice and then seeing that a

portion of the inner rind of the

graft fits on to a portion of the

inner bark of the stock, one side

can be a little cut away, and the

graft placed against the edge of

the bark on one side and on the

sap-wood, from which the bark
had just been removed. JK A.
IVooicr, Sadberge Ilali,

water has carried off all the remaining oily matters,

which rise to the surface after the water has been
allowed to remain still. The husks are then put in a
steam press, which squeezes out all the moisture, and
after they have gone through these diflercnt processes
they are either used in the country for fuel, or sold

to Marseilles firms, who pay for them at the rate of

about Sj. per ton, free on board at Oneglia. The oil

thus extracted from the husks is called *' Olio lavato,"
and is worth about 40J. per cwt. ; it is used for the
manufacture of soap.

The first product, or virgin oil, made in the district

of Oneglia, is of better quality than that of Southern
Italy, and large quantities are refined before being
exported. The process of refining the oil is very
simple ; large shallow tin boxes are made with small
holes pierced in the bottom, this is then covered with
a thin sheet of wadding. Four, five, or more of these

boxes are placed on frames one over the other, and the

oil being poured into the top box, is allowed to soak
through the wadding and drop into the next box, and
so on until it gets into the last, when it runs off into

the tanks. The wadding absorbs all the thick particles

before being pressed. There seems, then, every pro-
bability of what may be called a new branch of the oil
manufacture taking root in Italy, so that it is possible
we may soon have a new kind of Olive oil in commerce
JohnH. Jackson, Musetim, R'eiu.

THE OLIVE.
The Olive is a tree which

seldom exceeds 20 feet in height,

and produces a hard and beau-

tifully marked wood, which is

used for making various orna-

mental articles, as well as for

cabinet work. The tree is of

very slow growth, and is very

tenacious of life, some at pre-

sent existing to which are

ascribed a great antiquity.

There are two distinct varieties

of the Olive tree, one known
as the wild and the other as the

cultivated Olive, the former

having its branches somewhat
four-sided and spiny, and bear-

ing a small and valueless fruit ;

while the latter has numerous
sub-varieties, varying in the

form, size, or colour of their

fruits, all of which are valuable,

either for the purpose of expres-

sing the oil or for pickling. The
oil is contained in the fleshy

part of the fruit, and is obtained

by pressure. Though the pro-

cesses by which the oil is ex-

pressed are somewhat different in

different countries, the principle

is the same in all.

The mills in which the ripe

fiiiits are first placed are so con-

stnicted as to bruise the pulp
without crushing the stone or

kernel. After this bruiting the

mass is put into bags, and sub-

mitted to the pressure of a screw

press. The oil so obtained has

a greenish tint, and is termed
virgin oil. The cake, or jnarc,

which is the residue of the cmshed Olives, is then broken
up by hand, moistened with boiling water, and again sub-

jected to pressure, by which oil of a second quality is

produced, but this time, owing to the moistening pro-

cess, much water is also expressed ; this, however,
separates by standing. A third quality of oil is some-
times obtained in France by crushing the whole mass,
including the stones and kernels, boiling it, and again
submitting the whole to pressure ; this oil, however, is

of a very inferior quality, and is either used for burning
in lamps or for soap-making.
Though the Olive crops are among the most import-

ant of the natural products of-Italy, the means generally
employed in that country for extracting the oil are very
imperfect, and lead to a considerable waste, ; indeed,
until within the last five or six years, after the Olives
had been crushed by the peasants, the husks were
abandoned as worthless ; but in a few places steam
machinery has been introduced to turn to account the
husks so thrown away, and which it is now known
represent a considerable portion of the value of the oil

crop. The British Vice-Consul at Oneglia says the
Italians have now established there a steam mill for
the purpose of extracting the oil from these husks.
The process is very simple ; the husks are placed in

tubs, and worked with water by machinery until the

contained in the oil when it comes from the mills, and

leaves it perfectly clear and tasteless. The oil thus

refined is almost exclusively exported to Nice, where it

is put in bottles, and sent all over the world as " Huile

de Nice." With regard to the utilisation of the Olive

husks in Italy, Mr. Consul Grant writes from Brindisi :

'
' I have to notice, respecting this article, that foreign as

well as native industry is turning its attention to the

Olive husks, which, as left by the common oil-presses

of the country, have hitherto been abandoned, or used

as fuel by the peasants. A French speculator has for

some time past been buying them up in large quantities

and shipping them to Marseilles, where, after under-

going a certain chemical process, they are put into a

steam-press, and yield as much as 20 per cent, of oil.

The highest price paid for the husks here has been

about 20 francs per ton."

The Italians seem now disposed to take the matter

in hand. A steam oil-press of 22-horse power is shortly

to be started at Brindisi, capable, it is said, of pressing

about 70 tons of husks per day ; but it is not expected

to extract more than 8 per cent, of oil from them—

a

much smaller percentage than that obtained by the

Marseilles establishment, which owes its superiority, it

is said, to the chemical process before alluded to. Here
the husks are to be washed or soaked in salt water

DAHLIA IMPERIALIS, RoczL*
On hearing of a Dahlia 12—14 feet high, with large

spreading panicles 4—5 feet across, and bearing hun-
dreds of white bell-shaped flowers, each little less in
size than those of the common White Lily, and equally
pure in colour, some little scepticism might have
been pardoned as to whether the plant so described
were really a Dahlia. On hearing of it for the first

time from a friend, who described the plant in general
terms, we concluded that it was some Aralia that was
intended. However, after a time, the figure and
description in the ** Gartenflora" cited below seemed
to set the question at rest. There really was such a
plant, and it was a Dahlia. Next we heard of it in

the south of France ; and those who saw it there said,
and said tndy, that the figure in the " Gartenflora

"

gave no idea of the magnificence
of the plant. Then Mr. Bate-
man, in the course of his wan-
derings, fell in with the plant,

made it the subject of a short

lecture at the Royal Horticultural
Society, exhibited a dried speci-

men of the flowers (wretched
mummy), and, better still, pre-

sented the Society with some
tubers which were grown on in

the orchard-house at Chiswick,
and when the plant showed
signs of bloom it was moved
into the stove, where it produced
its magnificent pyramidal pan-
icles of dazzling white flowers,

some of which were exhibited

at one of the meetings of the
Society, and were ample to show
that the descriptions of the plant
had — rare event indeed— not
equalled the reality. The tubers,

stem and foliage, are quite those
of a Dahlia, but the large pyrami-
dal inflorescence, like that of a
large Yucca, but more spread-
ing, is quite unlike that of our
ordinary Dahlias. The bell-

shaped flower-heads, again, are

different in form from the flat

disc-like single Dahlias, still

more so from the flattened
spheroids which constitute the
beaii-idial of a florists' Dahlia.
Nevertheless, a Dahlia it is to

all intents and purposes, and
closely allied in habit and general
appearance to another species of
the same genus also growing in

Mexico, D. arborea. There
appears to be at least two varie-

ties, differing in the width of the

petals and the intensity of the

crimson spot at their base. One
great objection to the plant as

grown under glass in this

country is the habit it has
of making a long bare " sticky

"

stem, which is not only not
pretty, but which also brings the

head into proximity with the

glass, and thus arrests growth
before the plant has attained

full proportions. Some have
tried to remedy this state of

things by laying the plant down
sideways, and allowing it to grow
in that fashion, which we need

scarcely say is hardly satisfactory. It was reserved for

Mr. Alfred Salter to overcome this tendency to produce

a long naked stem, by the ingenious device of giafting

a young shoot into the tuber of one of the LiHputian

Dahlias. The result was the formation of a stem of

moderate height, surmounted by the elegant leafy

pyramid of flowers above described, and of which we
shall shortly give an illustration. Fig. S3, borrowed

from the " Florist and Pomologist," shows the leaf, and

a detached flower.

Joiue CoiTtsjjoiiiiciite.

The Weather in March.—At this date in March
(the 25th) the weather has been of the most wintry

* Caule solido versus apicem fistuloso 4-sulcato, ramoso, elato,

internodiis pilis adpressis subtomentosis ; foliis 2-sub 3-pinnati-

scctis foliolis ovatis, acuminatis serratis pilis sparsis obsitis,

tubtus ad uervospilosis, petiolo sulcato basi cymbiformi amplexi-

cauli aptero : inflorcscentia terminali, pedunculis muldfloris,

pediccllis ternis, cymosis, bracteatis ; capitulis late gampanu-

falis, nutantibvis: ligulis absolute neutris, albidis, laticeolatis,

apicc 2-sub-3-fidis, 0.007 long., 0.002 lat. :
involucn squamis

exterioribus 5 patulis, rotundato-ovatis, intenonbus 8 pelluc.d.s

Crcscit in Mexico, legit Roeil.-ZJo"' "' '"' -• ^•'W Cart-

enjlara, 1863, p. 243, tab. 407:-3 Bol. Mag., t. 5813.
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character, for in this locality snow and hail showers

have been falling for the last few days, and 5° to 6° of

frost have been registered in the mornings. Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines on the open walls are not

quite in bloom yet, being at least a month later than

last year ; they will therefore stand a better chance of

setting a good crop this spring. All kinds of hardy

fmits will likewise be benefited by the lateness of the

season ; they all show abundance of bloom on well-

ripened wood, owing to the dry warm summer of last

year. The fall of rain here up to this date has been

about the average, and as it nearly all fell in the first

week of the month, the soil since has been dry and

dusty, and sowing of early seeds has been proceeded

with without interruption until the last few days.

It has often struck me how a good collection of bush

or pyramid Pears, Apples, Plums, and Cherries could

be grown in pots and without the protection of an

orchard house, yet be made to bear well in frosty or

bad springs. This could be done by placing them by

the side of a south-east or west wall, and by protecting

them when in bloom with old mats, canvas, or any

materials at hand, till the fruit was set and safe. In

the daytime, when the sun was out or the air mild, the

pots could be drawn away from the wall to get all the

air and sun to set the fruit, and placed back again at

night for protection. Wlien all danger was over and

the fruit set, the pots could be plunged in the borders,

or in rows in the kitchen garden, and an interesting

display of fruit might be made every year on these

dwarf bushes. IVilliam TtUery.

Trade Ethics.—Will you kindly inform me if it is

** actionable" for a nurseryman to call knowingly a

plant by the same name as that applied to one already

sent out. For instance, A. sends out a Scarlet Gera-

nium, Prince of Wales, which gains rapid renown

;

B. then sends out one nearly similar, neither better

nor worse than A.'s. [We do not think there is any

law but that of custom and good feeling to prevent

the appropriation of a name in the manner indicated.

Only a "snob" would do so wilfully. Eds.] Also,

is it in any way wrong for a nurseryman to add the

words— " Awarded a First-class Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society " to the description of a

plant in his catalogue or advertisement—the same plant

really having been thus distinguished when exhibited

by some other firm? VV. T. C. [The certificate

is awarded for the plant, not to the exhibitor. Eds.]

Crocus.—I hope Mr. Harpur Crewe's letter on
Croci will stir up some of the cultivators of that genus

to examine and report on those they have. I hope he

may have got the Cloth of Silver, but I fear it is a lost

plant. The nurserymen often advertise it, but theirs is

only a Dutch variety of C. vernus. I have no doubt
that his C. multifidus is identical with C. nudiflorus;

mine certainly is. Besides those mentioned by Mr.
Harpur Crewe, I grow the following, which I consider

distinct and true to name:— C. odorus, a good
autumnal species ; C. byzantinus, a beautiful autumnal
species, very distinct in autumn from its purple style,

and now from its remarkably broad green leaves
;

C. sativus I find to be an extremely shy bloomer
;

C. Imperati, the earliest of all the spring Croci,

often flowering in January ; C. lacteus, very

distinct, with cream-coloured petals, and very

pale anthers and stigma. Besides these I grow
C. pusillus, C. tulipaceus, C. sibiricus, C. variegatus,

C. nubigenus, C. marathoneus, C. adriaticus, C. obesus,

C. argenteus, C. grandis, C. concinnus, C. obovatus;but
I do not feel sufficiently certain that the names are true,

so I say nothing about them. I should be glad to hear
that any of the following (among many others) are now
in England :—C. suaveolens (true), Cloth of Silver

(Bot. Reg., 1S47), C. mresiacus (///(/.), and C. insulari

{ibid.). II. N. Ellacombe, Bitton Viaxrage, near Bristol.

Early Peas.—I can fully endorse all Mr. Maw
states in your last issue on the raising of early Peas, and
that I described the same method in your Paper two
or three years ago (see p. 378, 1867). Peas sown
in the trouglis as described generally come into use
three weeks earlier than those sown in the open
ground. W. S.

Vine Growing in Crates.—In January, 1870, I

had occasion to make a vinery into a Peach-house,
and vice vcrsA: I planted some of the old Vines perma-
nently in the Vinery, the others were left in a cool

shed to be thrown away, and it then struck me that I

might make them useful. One wet day I set a handy
garden labourer to make some rough crates about 2^
feet square, and into them I planted six of the Vines

;

they were then plunged in a nice bottom-heat in a pit

used for forcing large shrubs, Roses, &c. They broke
•well and showed plenty of fruit, of which they ripened
a good crop, and by August the Vines were in a proper
state to be turned out-of-doors, which was done. I

then had the pit at liberty for bringing on plants for

the conservatory and other houses. I have every year
since made fresh crates from any old wood, and
followed the same plan ; and from 1867 to the present

time the Vines have kept improving. The pit is

12 feet wide, 8 feet high at the back, and 2 feet in front.

The front wall is on arches, and I keep a dung lining

to it. It is also well heated with hot-water pipes. I

have never used any manure in the soil, but I get the

best loam I can find on the estate. In 1868 I used it

from what had been an old marl pit ; but I could see

no difference in the result. I use principally rain-

water with a little of the best guano occasionally. In

1S67 they had one rod each, and since then I have

kept working in a little fresh wood eveiy year. I have

no doubt but that under the same treatment they will

continue to do well for years to come. Richard Can;
The Gardens, Taverham Hall.

Luculias on the Spur System.—Mr. Culverwell,

writing under no form of responsibility, criticisingly

finds fault with the writer, who advocates a judicious

amount of pruning only in regard to Luculias ; he does

not directly speak of young, one, two, or three years

old Luculias, struggling under an artificial regimen to

the attainment of a bushy, fairly cultivated specimen,

but would inferentially lead your readers to believe that

annual priming alone (and on the spur system), is

suitable and requisite in this particular case. He
has himself planted in the open border a Luculia,

which, simply because it never had been pruned, has

uninterruptedly and quickly reached the top of the

house. Now, however, as there is no more room some-

thing must be done ; this grand plant must either

submit to the ordeal of severe pruning or die. It is no

choice, no great advance in the art, that suggests the

act, but dire necessity. The tree has attained to some-

what of a tree's size. The main stem, combined with

abundant roots, acts as a reserve, in case of an unusual

tax
;
just the same as our old pollards do, which never

would have become such had they been "spurred back"
from the tree's infancy ; and it so happens the plant

lives ! But does Mr. Culverwell remove every leaf?

Does he really spur every branchlet back home like one

would a Vine? and with such treatment, has he truly

divulged tome, and the thousands of other readers of this

Journal, a great secret that evergreen trees will stand

an annual lopping, in all respects, as well as deciduous

plants ? Those who liave young plants of Luculia will

do well (until we hear more), to prune sparingly W. E.

Saxifraga oppositifolia.—I have not seen any
notice in particular taken of this as a hardy spring

flowering plant, and I hardly know a prettier one for an

herbaceous collection or a rockwork at this season. It

is procumbent in habit, and its flowers, which are of a

purplish colour, are large in proportion to the plant.

Although a "native," do you not think it highly

worthy of a place amongst the very choicest collections ?

1 send for your inspection a small specimen. R. M.
[It is indeed a gem. There is a large-flowered variety

even better. Eds.]

Fungus on Living Roots.—Mr. Berkeley is

reported to have said that the late Marquis of Huntley
told him it was not safe to plant trees where a wood
had been cut down till the ground had become covered

with Heath. Is this not a mistake for Gorse? I

know the land about Orton well, and have shot in

most of the woods, but never saw a bit of Heath grow-
ing, and as the soil is oolite, I should not expect to

to find any ; indeed, I never saw Heath growing
where much lime was in the soil. But whatever the

plant the Marquis mentioned, I think Mr. Berkeley is

quite right to caution gardeners against Fungus ; and
those who believe the dangers from this source chime-
rical, are very likely to be undeceived in a way
they will not like. I saw some weeks since a

paper from Mr. Reade, formerly the gardener at Orton,

saying that the Wellingtonias there were planted by
him, and that a quantity of rubbish from a stick heap
was placed about the roots. If this was intended to

throw doubts on Mr. Berkeley's theory of the dangers

of Fungi, I think it possible it may have the opposite

effect, and may perhaps account for the miserable con-

dition of some of those Wellingtonias. I saw them
only yesterday, and whilst some are glorious specimens
others are in a most unhealthy condition. Knowing
that the same stuff was mixed in the Vine borders I

have always expected to hear of the Vines being injured,

and intended asking about them had I met with
Mr. Davey, under whose management the gardens have
been so much improved. Those who like may bury
sticks in the neighbourhood of valuable trees, but I

should be sorry to do so. A few years since, a large

and valuable specimen of Gold Yew in my garden
became unhealthy, and was taken up. I found its roots

almost covered with white Fungus, and this was clearly

owing to a large quantity of soil having been formerly

spread where it giew, which soil had been from time
to time wheeled out of the potting shed, and contained

a large number of old wooden pegs and other refuse

from pots. The little pegs were covered with Fungus, and
were clearly the cause of unhealthiness in the tree.

After the soil was shaken from the roots no other pre-

caution was taken, except to remove the tree to

another situation, and it is now in good health again.

That any argument is necessary to prove the danger of

Fungi is to me most surprising. Have not plenty of

nurserymen and gardeners experienced its effects where
cocoa-nut refuse has been largely used amongst soil?

Has no one seen it where tan has been used ? I was
once asked, when in company with Mr. Ingram, of

Belvoir, to account for Strawberries dying off in large

numbers, and before I had time to form an opinion
he said at once, " killed by Fungi," and so it

proved, for some old tan had been buried in

the soil. Is it wise, because some one writes

that somewhere in France faggots are used for drainage
in a wet and stiff soil, at present without ill effects to

the Vines, for us, ignoring all previous experience, to

rush to the conclusion that we have nothing to fear

from the presence of decaying wood in the soil ?—or,

with another authority, that because Nature adds to

the fertile soil of a forect by decaying branches and
falling leaves, we may safely bury such substances

near living roots ? In Nature they are not buried, but

left on the surface to decay. Let us copy Nature ; she

does not bury sticks and leaves. J. R. Pearson,

Cltihvell.

St. Dabeoc—Dr. Husenbeth informs me that St.

Dabeoc is probably identical with St. Dabius, confessor,

whose feast in the Irish calendar is on July 22. St.

Adelard and St. Agnes are also patrons of gardeners.

James Britten,

The Talking Vines at Combe Abbey (seep. 421).

—One often comes in contact with persons who practise

to the uttermost the system of their forefathers, and
refrain from asking themselves the question, whether
or not they are in so doing acting in accordance with
Nature and common sense? It is only necessary to

look back 20 or 30 years to find many absurd practices

in almost every branch of gardening. Just imagine one
of theokl *'BIue Aprons" mowing all the foliage oIT the

Rev. Mr. Radclyffe's Slrawbemes, and then, with all

his might and main, trying to pull them up with the

strongest iron rake he can find, under the pretence of

cleaning the beds. I could mention many strange

notions belonging to those days, but I refrain, in defer-

ence to those who still cherish a respect for antiquities.

I had no intention of saying another word on the

subject of Vine extension, but as Mr. Miller has again

been carrying his Grapes on a pole, and making mis-

statements concerning me, I wish to put him right.

Vine extension never was a matter of theory with me,
but one of ocular demonstration. That it is the system

to get quality and quantity of Grapes as well as to

secure durability of Vines, I have no hesitation in

saying is the candid opinion of three parts of the Grape
growers in the United Kingdom, while on the Con-
tinent the system is fast gaining favour, as few care for

monstrous size, with coarse quality. Allow me to tell Mr.

Miller that he has been wrongly informed about Grape
Vines refusing to produce Grapes or timber with me ;

there has never been a Vine in my nursciy, certainly

none were ever planted by me, although I was ardently

fond of studying the nature of the Vine when I served

as a gardener. I have strong faitli that time will yet

change Mr. Miller's opinion, especially when he sees

his once famous Vines carted to the wood-yard, and
lying there as curiosities, like the poor tortured Vines

of Bishop Stortford. I have known instances of our

best Grape growers being elated by their success for a

time, but what say these gentlemen to the Cole-Orton
Vines, that have won their victories over and over aga'n

for 30 years on the extension system, and that under
competition in a*'three bunches" class, not in "col-

lections of fruits," like the Combe Abbey Grapes?
H. Cannell, F.R.ff.S., JVoolwich.

Cottage Gardening Essays.— Permit me, in

answer to inquiries received since your notice in the

Gardeners^ Chronicle of Saturday last, to state that a

portion of my essay is already in type ; and that the

whole, with considerable additions and some illustra-

tions, will be published in the course of the ensuing

week. Wm. P, Ayres, Nottingham, March 29.

The Bishop Stortford Vines.—"Brevity" tells

us that he intends only to read heads and tails in future

;

I wish him joy of this intelligent mode of rendering

sense into nonsense. But perhaps you will allow a

very ancient reader to ask him what modicum of in-

formation his readers would have lost, supposing they

had skipped his heads and tails, and all that lies between
the two ? I have sifted his six and forty lines of chaff

for one grain of com, and could not find it. A Very

Ancient Reader.

The Fifty Dollar Potato.—The modest sum of

ten guineas, we are informed, was the price paid for

tubers of Bresee's King of the Earlies Potato last year

in New York, and this is now reduced to 6s. per lb.,

at which price it may be purchased plentifully enough in

England. Now 6^. per lb. certainly appears to be

a startling and absurd price for Englishmen or Irish-

men to pay for Potatos, but nevertheless such is the

price advertised and charged for this new Potato, which
in outward appearance veiy much resembles the King.

Those parties who have been tempted to pay so

dear for their whistle will doubtless be anxious to

pipe a good tune, and so turn the amount laid

out on its purchase to profitable account. The
old methods usually employed of planting whole

sets, or even dividing the sets into quarters, will

ensure but a poor percentage for the outlay

the first season, and therefore a different method of

forming sets must be resorted to. Indeed, in these fast

times, fast ways must be the order of the day ; and as

the method I employed last season with the American
Rose proved most successful, I submit it to your

readers, and would recommend them to do likewise.

In April last I purchased I lb (four tubers) of the

Early Rose, from which I made 132 sets. The
following is the method I adopted :—The Potatos were

cut into halves, planted into small pots, and placed in a

Cucumber frame ; when the shoots attained the length

of about an inch, I gently pulled them off, and placed
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them singly in small pots, and this practice I continued

until I made the quantity stated above ; 68 sets were

planted out by the end of May, and were totally

destroyed by frost on June i, before they had com-
menced to tuber. The remainder were planted at the

end of June, and from these I had upwards of 100 lb.

of tubers, some of them being very large. Some of

these were exhibited in my collection of eight varieties

that obtained tlie 1st prize at Worksop, on Sept. 3,

and were greatly admired. I have no doubt that had

my first row not been destroyed by frost, I should have

liad more than 200 lb. weight from a single pound of

tubers. The quality is very good, but, as with other

Potatos, this will vary according to the nature of the

soil. Edward Bennett^ Osbcrton.

Fuchsia Venus Victrix.—Permit me to add my
testimony to that of Mr. Bennett as to the merits of

this elegant old Fuchsia. It seems but yesterday that

it was the pride of the conservatory, the gem of the

garden ; and yet Messrs. Cannell and Bennett must be

right, for on looking back and comparing dates it must
be nearly 20 years since I have seen Venus Victrix.

I quite believe it will prove invaluable for hybridising

purposes. It was always somewhat weakly in habit

and tender in constitution, but in form and colour it

was good and pure. Inteimixed with the coarser

growers and larger flowers of to-day it will, doubt-
less, yield many new and striking strains. It is long
since I have seen the true old Globe Fuchsia—one of
the handsomest and most elegant of all ; but it does not

seem to have been fruitful in reproducing its special good
qualities, as we have very few of the same exquisite

drooping habit, nor, indeed, of the same formed flower.

Perhaps Universal, among doubles, approached nearest

to the form of the old Globe flowers ; and speaking of
bedding Fuchsias reminds me that Venus de Medicis,
and nearly all the Cornellissens, form good and
striking beds in most localities. Fuchsias grown
out-of-doors during summer are also invaluable for

vases and for dinner-table decoration. Some of
the most striking effects in the latter direction

that I have ever seen were produced by the old

Fuchsias Fulgens and Corymbiflora, sorts that

are now comparatively little grown. But I must
refrain, as my object was merely to confirm Mr.
Bennett's high estimate of an old favourite, and not to

unearth our buried sorts of from 20 to 30 years ago,

though many of these are entitled to rank almost as

high among the moderns as the old favourite whose
day of popularity and favour was all too brief. I'cnus

J'kirix.

Conifers in Ireland.—A good deal haing been lately

written in the Gardeners* Chronicle about Cedrus
Dcodara, and its suitability for forest timber, I beg to

give you my experience with it. Many years ago a

package of seeds was sent here by one of the Brothers

Maude^^from the Himalayas; amongst the seeds were
some of the tree in question, Pinus insignis, and many
other things foreign to Europe. All were sown in a

frame, and otherwise cared for until they were fit to

plant out ; some I planted in sheltered situations as single

specimens, but by far the greater portion was used in

forest planting, in a situation much exposed to the

west. The forest had been planted some years, and
the young Scotch Spruce, Larch, &c. , were then 5
feet high, and, being thick, formed a close and com-
pact shelter, to the height of 4 or 5 feet.

I planted out irregularly some of the new things

amongst the Scotch Firs, and they have now attained

the height of from 20 to 25 feet. The Deodar is in

its growth so far a few feet ahead of Pinus insignis,

but from the way in which the latter has grown lately

I think it will ultimately outstrip the Deodar.
P. insignis has not only held its own with the Scotch,
&c., but in some cases has overreached many of them.
I need scarcely say that neither of the above mentioned
would grow so well for more than a season or two, if

they were deprived of the protection of their more hardy
neighbours, but as they now stand they are by far the

most lovely trees that I have ever seen, and form, a most
pleasing contrast to the general run of forest trees. I con-
sider it useless to predict what they may turn out to be
as an article in the timber trade a century or two hence ;

at present I can say in truth that the trees in question
are a very great acquisition to plantations in general.

I think the experiment proves beyond question that

both trees and plants will flourish here in the West with
very slight protection, which otherwise would be
annihilated by the unbroken, unsubdued winds of
the Atlantic, as there is scarcely any timber in a line

from this place to the western seaboard. Wheat seems
to suffer considerably each year, owing to the Atlantic
side of the ear being in a great measure abortive. The
great frost in 1865-6, did us but little harm beyond
killing the whole of the Brassica tribe ; it is the cold,

chilling, saline blast that nuns us here in the West.
Another proof of what shelter can do here is, that I

have had the Pampas Grass growing for the last

10 years above the grey heath line of mountain, and it

would flourish were it not for trespassing cattle, that
seem to prefer it to any other kind of herbage. If we
could ward off the western winds by planting, we
should have less reason to complain of blighted heads
of grain, and many other evils that we are at present
liable to. Ireland lies as a kind of break-wind to
Britain, consequently the worst of the blast is spent on
the west side of this island, and it becomes mild ere it

reaches the British coast, so that few Englishmen can
know the effect of such bitter winds as we experience.
WUliam Jones, Kilboy.

A Fly-Trap. — The apparatus figured below
(fig. 84) is composed of a'six-sided thick glass bottle,

rounded at the top, and having a hollow spherical
glass stopper. On three sides of the bottle is a hole, in

which is placed a curved zinc tube in the form of a
horn. The tubes are movable, and can be easily

withdrawn. To make use of the fly trap, place in the
bottle something to attract the insects ; fruit generally
answers perfectly, meat also in some cases. Attracted by
the smell, the insects enter the tubes, and are unable to

escape from the bottle. This little instrument may be
used in gardens, dairies, pantries, &c. , and either

placed upon the ground without any support, or sus-

pended by means of a string or wire, passed round the
neck of the bottle. When it requires cleaning, the
stopper and tubes can be removed, and the contents
of the bottle taken out with a stick. M. M. Rommelin,
the inventor of the fly-trap, has had them constructed
of different sizes, the price varying accordingly. Any
one wishing to procure them should apply to the

inventor, 193, Quai de Valmy, or at the depot, 194,

Faubourg St. Martin, a Paris. Our account of this

useful apparatus is taken from the "Revue Horticole,"

while for the illustrative woodcut we are indebted to

M. Van Houtte.

Foreign Correspondence.
Toronto, C.\nada.—In your paper of January 15

you notice in two places the scarlet-berried Elder,

Sambucus racemosa, and one of your correspondents

seems to consider that it is not hardy. In reply, I may
say that the plant lives and flourishes in Canada, and

is very plentiful as a native shrub. It is what we call

a "second growth," and never appears in the original

forest, but springs up along the borders of the newly

felled forest, and particularly on the stumps of uprooted

trees. It grows as a shrub, from 5 to 6 feet high, and

in its season is covered with its handsome bright scarlet

berries. It is here generally considered poisonous, and

is never used.

We have also the common black-berried variety,

Sambucus nigra. It is very fruitful, and stands the

climate well, but never reaches the dignity of a tree

here ; the berries are equally good for wine as tliey are

in the old country, and afford to home-made wines the

" true port-wine flavour." Query, is not this suggestive

of the origin of the flavour of that particular vintage ? I

recollect reading of an edict made in Spain or Portugal

for the cutting down of all Elder bushes, and the for-

bidding of the use of the berries as a colouring or

flavouring matter, but the Government soon found out

that red wine without Elderberries was not port wine,

and the Elder bushes were allowed to grow again.

Whilst on this subject, I may mention that I once

saw some white-berried Elder trees, and as in the course

of a long life I have never seen any others either in the

old country or America, the whereabouts of the trees

may be interesting to your readers.

They grew at Alton, in Hampshire, England, on the

west side of the main street, about half-way between

the turnpike-gate, near " the butts," and the prmcipal

inn, but the latter was on the other side of the street ;

there were two large trees in front of some cottages,

which stood back from the street. Your correspondent

used to make wine of the berries, and excellent it was

—

about the colour of Madeira, or, rather, pale sherry
;

the trees were very large, and profuse bearers.

We have in some parts of Canada a great curiosity,

namely, a white Blackberry, or, rather, Brambleberry
;

it is exactly like the ordinary Blackberry, both in form
and wood, colour of course excepted ; it grows in
stony and rocky lands, is a dead sweet, and apparently
without any acid whatever. It refuses to be domesti-
cated

;
great pains have been taken with that intent,

but without effect.

Our American cousins have gone extensively into
Blackberry culture, and have searched the Continent
for new kinds, both as seedlings and native sorts ; they
have succeeded in obtaining berries of enormous size,

and very prolific kinds, but the best of them are not in
flavour superior to your common hedge Blackberry

;

they are handsome and large, but flat in flavour, and
although greatly "run upon" in places, are scarcely
worthy of room in a garden where good fruit of other
kinds would be raised if they were not.

There is another matter I see mooted in your paper
at times, namely, new sorts of the Virginia Creeper
(Ampelopsis quinquefolia). Your readers may not be
aware that there are two kinds—the ordinary five-

leaved kind, and a kind with three leaflets instead of
of five {the botanical name is "Rhus Toxicodendron ");

the latter is here called "poison Ivy," and although,
perfectly harmless to some, is to others most frightfully

poisonous. Some time since we were collecting trail-

ing Vines for the shrubberies in the woods in the early
spring season, and unknowingly got some of the
suckers ; it grew and was very handsome, and never
affected any of our family, but a friend who had been
more than once poisoned with it mentioned its dangerous
qualities, and we of course destroyed it ; the fact, how-
ever, led to inquiry, and the truth of the accusation

was fully ascertained. My friend on two occasions was
very ill with it from swellings and boils on the skin,

which would not yield to ordinary medical remedies ;

he got relief by the prescription of an old backwoods-
man—he got the ordinaiy garden Chickweed, put a
mass of it into a frying-pan over the fire without grease
or water, until it was boiled down in its own juice into

a mass ; this was applied hot as a poultice, and.

afforded immediate relief after weeks of illness. It iu

an excellent poultice in other complaints.

The New Englanders are also well acquainted with
the poisonous nature of the plant ; they cure the ill

effects with a tea made from the heads of Timothy
Grass when in full flower {Phleum pratense) [Qy. post
nan prop(er\ and a poultice made of the boiled Grass.

Ordinary medical drugs, or bread, or other meal
poultices, are of no effect. Vectis, Toronto^ Canada.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland :

Early Spring Skoxv, March 24. — This was a gallant,
and in so far as the exhibition itself was concerned, a
successful attempt to establish a Hyacinth show in Dublin,
When originally suggested, the scheme did not appear to
find much favour with the Council, but by means of
pressure from without a show of this character was
eventually arranged. The high price demanded for the
use of the exhibition building necessitated holding the
show in the large room of the Rotunda, a spacious place,

but too dark for exhibitions of this character. Rain set

in at mid-day, which made the dull room darker, and
considerably diminished the receipts at the doors.

The show of Hyacinths was highly creditable to the

Dublin district, In extent it was considerably in advance
of the show held at South Kensington on March 16 ; and
while the leading trade growers are not a great way
behind Messrs. Cutbush and Paul as cultivators, the

specimens staged by amateur growers were far ahead
of anything

I
seen at South Kensington staged by the

same class of exhibitors. Would that the long, deep,

unsightly pot could be substituted by a 32-sized pot

plunged in a larger one, and covered with moss, as in the

case of the London exhibitions ;
the appearance of the

collections would he much enhanced thereby.

The two principal prizes were a silver cup, given by
E. P. Wright, Esq., M.D., Prdfessor of Botany. Trinity

College, Dublin, for 18 single Hyacinths, and a silver cup
given by the Society, for 24 Hyacinths. The possession of

the former was attempted by seven competitors, and was
taken by S. M. Tandy, Esq., Appian Way. The next

best came from Mr. Walsh, gr. to Henry Roe, Esq.,

Mount Anville, and contained some very fine spikes, but

the foliage of some of the plants was much drawn, while

there was a great lack of deep coloured flowers.

The Society's cup was taken by Messrs. A. Campbell &
Sons, Glasnevin, Dublin, with a fine 24, including a few

highly finished examples. S. M. Tandy, Esq., was next

in order of merit ; Messrs. Dickson & Sons, Dublin and
Edinburgh, being placed third. Messrs. A. Campbell &
Sons were the only exhibitors in the nurserymen's class

for 18, these being but an ordinary lot; they were also

the only exhibitors of six new kinds, viz.. Grand
Alexander, a pale-coloured single blue of no merit ; Osmar,
dark purple, single ; Elise, a little darker than Cavaignac,

single, red ; Grand Vainqueur, double, pure white

;

Milandillo, single, white, with large stout bells, like Snow-
ball ; and La Franchise, blush, with large sized bells.

The leading prize for 12 kinds was also taken by Mr.

Tandy, there being five competitors. L. G. Watson, Esq.,

was 2d, and E. P. Westley, Esq., 3d ;
the last-named

was 1st with nine kinds, Mr. Tandy being 2d; but Mr.

Tandy again came to the fore with six kinds. Mr. Guil-

foyle, gr. to G. Nicholson, Esq., Drogheda, being 2d.

Tulips were but poorly represented ;
they were badly

prown, notwithstanding that good sorts were used for ttie

purpose. It was a pity ist prizes were awarded m any of

the classes for them. But one group of Po yanthus JNar-

cissus was staged by Messrs. A Campbell & Sons

Notwithstanding that there was only one bulb m a pot.
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tliey made a very nice display, and were well grown.

Gloriosa. the white Grand Monarque, and Soleil d'Or,

were particularly fine.

Lily of the Valley was not shown nearly so well as seen

in London ; Cyclamens were badly grown, though some
pretty varieties were staged ; Chinese Primulas were

numerous, effective, and good.
In the way of miscellaneous things, Mr. Moore, gr. to

Robert Gray, Esq., Blackrock, had a very fine stand of

12 cut Camellias, of large size, including Jubilee, a ver>'

large blush flower, of great substance ;
Chandleri, a fine

mottled while and crimson flower, in the way of Kelving-

tonia, Colvillii, Triumphans, &c., which were recom-

mended for a special ist prize for their beauty. Mr.

Webley, gr. to Lord Gough, St. Helen's, had some
examples of a capital variegated hybrid Cabbage of the

Fearnought type, very dwarf in growth, and likely to be use-

ful for spring gardening, being very hardy. From Mr. M.
Dunn, gr. to Viscount Powerscourt, County Wicklow,
came three very fine and well-preserved bunches of Treb-
biano Grapes, of unusually good quality, which had been
cut from the rods only the day previously, and a similar

number of bunches of Lady Downe's from the same house.

To these an extra ist prize was awarded.
The Gardeners' Cup, value £s, subscribed for by gar-

deners, and to be held by the gardener winning the

greatest number of prizes at the exhibition, became the

property of Mr. Brannigan, gr. to S. M. Tandy, Esq.

Royal Botanic : First Spring Skcnu. March 30 and
31.—This exhibition was held as heretofore in a long

tent at the back of the conservatory, and, notwithstand-

ing the paucity of Hyacinths, it was very well filled with

gay spring flowers, as was also the conservatory with

Hyacinths. Azaleas. Camellias, Rhododendrons. &c. The
best 12 greenhouse plants in flower were staged by Mr.
Wright, gr. to C. H. Crompton Roberts. Esq., Sunny-
side, Regent's Park, who put up nicely bloomed examples
of Azaleas Eulalie Van Geert and Semi-duplex, Erica
elegans, pretty rose ; Boronia pinnata, a good specimen,
but scarcely forward enough ; Chorozema Cha ndleri,

orange and warm rose ; and Eriostemon neriifolius, a
small specimen but well flowered. The second best came
from Mr. G. Wheeler, gr. to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart.. St.

John's Lodge, Regent's Park, who showed in very fair

condition specimens of Azalea Prince Albert and A. Trium-
phans, Aphelexis purpurea, a large and fairly bloomed
Chorozema cordatum splendens, Tetratheca ericifoli

Imantophyllum miniatum, &c. ; Mr. Wilkie. gr., Oak
Ixidge, Kensington, had an extra prize, being disqualified

by showing several stove plants. In his collection were
well-bloomed specimens of Azaleas Iveryana and
Flower of the Day, the former with a fine bushy
head on a clean stem, 5 feet in height, and the latter

a dwarf-trained bush, covered with bloom ; a gooc
example of Rhynchosperum Jasminoides, nicely bloomed,
and well set off with rich green foliage ; two Epacrises, z

Rhododendron, two examples of Eletia Tankervillia?, and
a nicely flowered Dendrobium nobile.

Two collections only of 12 forced hardy herbaceous
plants were shown, the best coming from Mr. Ware, Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham ; the 2d prize being awarded
to Mr. G. Wheeler. In Mr. Ware's collection, which
was tastefully staged, were variegated Fritillaria imperialis,

double-flowered Cheiranthus Cheiri luteus. the well-known
double yellow Wallflower, Trillium grandiflorum, a very
showy plant, with large green foliage and large beautiful

white flowers ; Scopolia carniolica, with a dense tuft of large
pale green foliage, with numerous dark purple, pendent,
bell-shaped flowers

;
Lily of the Valley

; specimens of the
new forcing Pink, Mrs. Pettifer, &c.

Mr. G. Wheeler exhibited the best 6 forced hardy
hard-wooded plants, and took the ist prize with the
double-flowering Peach, Deutzia gracilis, Kalmia latifolia.

double flowering Prunus. &c. ; Mr. Wright being placed
2d, with ordinary greenhouse specimens of Weigela
rosea, Laurustinus, Guelder Rose, Hydrangea japonica.
Rhododendron Alaric, &c. Mr. Wilkie was 3d.

Mr. Ware. Tottenham, was the only contributor of
12 Liliaceous plants, not less than six varieties, and to
him the ist prize was awarded. He showed a very
uniform group, consisting of pans of Scilla bifolia, S.
prascox alba, and S. sibirica ; Erythronium dens canis
(the Dog's-tooth Violet), the blue flowered Muscari
botryoides, and M. botryoides pallida, the pretty Triteleia
uniflora, and Convallaria bifolia. &c.
Of Azaleas the display was very poor, the best six

being staged by Mr. Wright. These were fairly bloomed
pyramidal bushes, about 2 feet in height, comprising
^iarie Ver\'aene, Florp, Triumphans, Magnifica, Reine
des Beiges, aud Godfrey de Bouillon. Mr. Wheeler was
placed 2d, and Mr. Wilkie 3d, with very ordinary
examples. Mr. Turner sent a nice group of his new
variety, Mrs. Turner, which is much improved since it

was last exhibited, and on this occasion a First-class Cer-
tificate was awarded to it. Of Cyclamens there was a
good display, some very largeand remarkably well-bloomed
plants being shown by Mr. James, gr. to W. F. Watson.
Esq., Isleworth. who took the ist prize for 12. The
second best in the same class were furnished by Mr. C.
Edmonds, nurseryman, Hayes ; and as regards dwarf-
ness and neatness of finish these were in no way inferior
to the ist prize group. The 3d prize was awarded to
Mr. Stevens, of Ealing. Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isle-
worth, also exhibited. In the class for a single specimen,
Mr. James was also ist, and to Mr. Stevens and Mr!
Edmonds, who exhibited nice collections in the miscel-
laneous class, extra prizes were given.
The best six Chinese Primroses were exhibited by Mr.

Edmonds, Hayes, and they were excellent in every
respect. Mr. James, who took the 2d prize, had some
fine flowers, but a little past their best ; the 3d prize was
given to Mr. J. Tibbies, gr. to A. Haines. Esq.. Harrow
Road. Mr. Edmonds was also ist in the class for single
specimens. Some very good Cinerarias were shown by
Mr. J. James, who took the ist prize in the class for si.x,

and for a single specimen. Messrs. Dobson & Son were
2d. and Mr. Wright 3d, in the former class.

There were only three exhibitors of Hyacinths in the

amateurs' class for 12, and the productions of those v

not very remarkable. The best single specimen of

Deutzia came from Messrs. Reeves Brothers, florists,

Notting Hill, and to it the ist prize was given.

Cut blooms of Camellias were well and numerously
shown in the amateurs' class, the best 12 coming from
Mr. Wilkie, who had large blooms of great substance of

Alba plena, Mathotiana, Jubilee, Imbricata variegata,

Benneyi, Countess of Orkney, &c. ; Mr. James was
placed 2d with smaller but exceedingly well-finished

blooms of Valtevareda. General Lafayette, Mathotiana
alba. Augusta Delfosse, Roi Leopold, &c. ; the 3d prize

being taken by Mr. J. Wheeler, gr. to J.
Philpot,

Esq., Stamford Hill. A capital collection was shown by
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., of Pine-apple Nurseries.

Edgeware Road, in the nurserymen's class for 12, com-
prising grand blooms of Chandleri elegans, Alba plena,

De la Reine, Mathotiana, Henri Favre, Carswelliana,

Sarah Frost, Princess Baciocchi, Napoleon HI., &c. The
ist prize was taken by the above, and the 2d by Messrs.

Dobson & Sons.
In the miscellaneous class a fine collection of 36 evenly

and regularly grown Hyacinths was shown by Messrs.

Rollisson & Sons, Tooting ; also a collection of flowering

Orchids, Palms, &c., to which an extra prize was given.

Extra prizes were also awarded to Mr. Wm. Paul for a fine

collection of garden Ivies in pots, and a rich group of the

new double scarlet-flowered Thorn (CratJegus Oxyacantha
coccinea fl.-pl.) ; to Messrs. Paul & Son for a fine

group of Roses in pots, in which were splendid blooms of

Horace Vernet, Ehe Morel. S^nateur Vaisse, Marie Bau-
mann, Antoine Ducher, Princess Mary of Cambridge.
Madame Victor Verdier, &c., and also for a collection of

Citrons and Lilacs ; to Mr. Wright, for a group of

6 well-grown plants of Spiraea japonica ; and to Mr.
Ware, Tottenham, for a collection of alpine Primulas,

neatly sent up in baskets in the form of a miniature

rockery, which had a very pleasing appearance. The
group was mainly composed of P. pubescens, rosy purple

;

P. nivalis, white ; P. denticulata, pale lilac ; P. mar-
ginata, P. concolor, lilac ; and P. erosa.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Rose Princess

Christian, of which Mr. Wm. Paul exhibited some
beautiful plants in flower ; to Epacris hyacinthiflora car-

minata, from Messrs. Rollisson & Sons ; to Cupressus
Lawsoniana erecta viridis, from Mr. Anthony Waterer

;

to the golden foliaged Euonymus flavescens from Mr.
Wm, Paul ; to Dn?monorops plumosus, a graceful Palm,
from Mr. B. S. Williams; to Picotee Irince of Orange,
from Mr. Perkins, Leamington ; to Reseda odorata var.

eximia, a very fine large flowered variety, from Mr.
Parsons, Western Road, Brighton ; and to Mr. Turner s

beautiful tricolor Pelargonmm, Mrs. Headley.

Satires ai goohs.
Letters of Sir Charles Bell, selected from his

Correspondence with his brother^ George Beit. Murray,
Svo, pp. 434.

To medical men and physiologists the name of Charles
BeU, and his researches into the functions of the several

parts of the nervous system, are familiar enough. It

may, however, be doubted whether the general public

knows even as much of the famous anatomist as it does
of Harvey ; and yet the fact that the one lived in the

time of Charles II. and the other in that of Victoria,

coupled with the greater diffusion of useful information

now-a-days, would seem to offer cogent reasons why
Bell and his discoveries should be better known than
those of Harvey. The present volume will do
much to remedy this state of things. It consists of a

series of letters extending over nearly 40 years, and
forming as perfect a piece of autobiography as can
well be conceived. The letters, indeed, are

models of epistolary correspondence, and though
not intended originally for the public eye, they hold
the reader's attention and interest from first to last.

We have the young Scotch surgeon fighting his way in

London with difliculty, though from the first his talents

as an anatomist and a surgeon were recognised by the

chiefs of the profession, and the value of his lectures

acknowledged. This, it must be remembered, at a

time when the fame of the Hunters {recently deceased)
was still at its height, and when Abemethy, Blizzard,

and Astley Cooper were at the full tide of their success-

ful career. How much Bell's heart was in his work is

told in a few graphic letters, recording how he offered

his services as a surgeon after the battle of Corunna, and
still more so, when he tells us how he posted to Brussels

after Waterloo, not stopping to procure passports, but
shaking his .surgical instruments in the faces of the

officials who had wisdom enough to see in them the
best passport such a man as Bell under the circum-
stances could have had ; and so we find him engaged
in his ghastly but merciful work from daylight
till sundown, thinking first three or four hours'

and then an hour and a half's sleep sufficient

after days of the most painful excitement and
bodily exertion. At home, in the midst of all the
harass of a London surgeon's life, with lectures,

hospital duties, consultations, and the ordinary work of
a busy practitioner, Charles Bell found time to prose-

cute his favourite pursuits of painting and his investi-

gations into the functions of the ner\'ous system.
His "Anatomy of Expression" is a book too well
known to need comment here. The general reader
will find some specimens of Bell's powers as an etcher
in the volume before us. His great work in reference
to the nervous system consisted in his demonstration
of the particular uses of certain parts of the brain
and spinal cord, till then unknown. Amongst

other things he proved beyond dispute that the

spinal nerves have a duplex use. Each ner^e

issues from the spinal cord by a double "root."

The two branches soon unite to form apparently one

nerve. Bell's great discovery consisted in demon-
strating that the office of the posterior root was to

convey sensation, that of the anterior to induce motion.

The one transmits sensation to the brain from which
the order to move is propagated through the other

division to the muscles, whose office it is to carry out that

order. Besides this, our author discovered the special

office of certain portions of the brain to which we can

only allude, as their explanation involves anatomical

details for which this is not the proper place. Bell

sought recreation in the charms of the country ; fly-

fishing was a passion with him ; and he tells us the

best passages in his book were thought out and con-

cocted on his fishing expeditions. His eminence as

an artist, a surgeon, and an anatomist, brought

him necessarily into contact with many of the best

spirits of his time,—not only among his professional

brethren, but also with such men as Brougham,

Jefllrey, Christopher North, Scott, &c. Pleasant

glimpses at these celebrities are afforded in the pages

of the volume before us, and render it one of the most
readable bits of biography lately published. Here, by
way of finale to our notice, is an extract which will

interest the craft :

—

"When Maton was living there (in the Palace), being

in the garden, the Princess Elizabeth had got a dark
apron on, and was working among the Grapes with her

pruning-hook—puffing and blowing. In the meantime
an old gardener stood looking at her and resting on his

spade. "What are you looking at ?' said she ;
' am I not

right?' 'Oh! I dare say perfectly right," said the old

rogue; 'but I was just thinking what a nice wife you
would make for a poor man.* Such a gardener would
thrive, plant him in any soil."

Messrs. Longmans announce the publication of

a translation of MM. La Maout and Decaisne's "Traite
General de Botanique," already noticed by us.

The translation is to be made by Mrs. Hooker, and the

work is to be edited by Dr. Hooker. Dr. Hooker has
also in the press, and approaching completion, an
entirely new '* British Flora," intended for the use of

students. Mr. Van Voorst announces the publication

of a new edition of the late Professor Henfrey's " Ele-

mentary Course of Botany," revised and in part re-

written by Dr. Maxwell T. Masters. From the Messrs.

Churchill we may shortly expect a new edition of

Professor Bentley's "Manual of Botany." Professor

Oliver has recently superintended the publication, for

schools and classroom purposes, of a number of coloured

illustrations by Fitch, representative of the several

natural orders of plants. Descriptive letterpress

accompanies the plates. Drs. Thomson and Ander-
son, the former and present superintendent of

the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, have in preparation a

"Flora of India" on the same model as the " Flora of

Australia, "dtc. Dr. Stewart is engaged in the preparation

of a"Flora Sylvatica" for India, descriptive of the prin-

cipal timber trees and other economic plants of that

country. The fifth volume of the " Flora of Australia,''

by Mr. Bentham, is approaching completion. It will

comprise, inter alia, an account of the Proteacea?.

Mr. Baker's account of the Ferns of Brazil from
Martins' magnificent "Flora Brasiliensis," is in the

press. The monographs of the orders Hydroleacepe,

&c., by Mr. A. W. Bennett, and of Passifloraceae, &c.,

by Dr. Masters, for the same publication, are also in a
forward condition.

FOREIGN yOUR.^ALS.

Of the Gartenflora we have before us the numbers
for December and January', in W'hich the following

subjects are figured :

—

Hornaloncma rubescens^ an Indian
Arad, with an erect stem, surmounted by a few long-

stalked sagitate- cordate leaves, purplish beneath,

and producing purplish red subcylindrically convolute
spathes, scarcely exceeded by the spadix, which is

covered with white anthers at the top. Calantke
Siebo/dii, a Japanese terrestrial Orchid, with broadly
lanceolate plaited leaves, and an erect raceme of
pretty yellow flowers. Spathiphyllitm Minakasstc^
a handsome tropical Arad, producing long-stalked

ovate-oblong acuminate leaves, and flat leaf-like elliptic-

oblong white spathes, which are cuspidate at the apex
and decurrent at the base, and large enough to rival

those of the popular Richardia ; the spadix is short,

oblong, and white. Oncidiiwt dimorpkmn, a Brazilian

Orchid, with small yellow-spotted flowers, allied to

O. lancifolium, with singular vermilion-coloured flowers.

Begonia holivicnsis. Agave hderacaniha^ a narrow-
leaved species, having the marginal spines varied in

size and direction, and the terminal one long and awl-

shaped, while the flowers are borne in a long cylindrical

spike ; a double plate is devoted to this plant.

The numbers of L'Horticulteur Francais for the

present year contain plates representing Cobcsa penduli-

flora^ Palava flextwsa ^ and Tacsonia eriantha.

In the issues of Revue Horticole for February are

coloured figures of Vallota grandijtora^ and of a Cherry
called Grossede Verrilres^ a variety which is much grown
at Verrieres and its neighbourhood, is very productive,

and is preferred by confectioners to any other variety.

The woodcuts represent Atianassa bracteatiiy an orna-

mental Bromeliad ; Hortensia Madame Mhard^ a rosy-
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tinted variety of Hydrangea, here and there striped

v'ilh green, and in which a second flower, either

stalked or sessile, is developed hose-in-hose fashion,

always irregular, sometimes almost rudimentary, but

sometimes well developed—a development evidently

similar in character to that of the recently introduced

Hydrangea stellata prolifera. It appears to have

originated as a sporting bud, with M. Mezard, of

Rueil. Boittiircs of P'ines, illustrating an article on the

multiplication of the Vine. Sc'cateur facile, an instru-

ment which presents increased facilities for opening and

shutting with one hand. Episcia tessellata^ a tall

Drymonia-like Gesnerad, introduced by Mr. Wallis

from Maynas, and cultivated by M. Linden ; it has

oval-lanceolate bullate leaves, of a very deep bronzy

varnished green, with salmony reflections.

The Journal de Horticultura Praticafor February
contains an uncoloured lithograph of GcJieral Totleben

Pear, and figures of IVigamiia caracasana^ and of the

IVardian Case as designed for sea voyages.

Miscellaneous.
Lines to tiik "Shank Fiknd" (seep. 384).

Dread Fiend !—For " Tell Fact " now defines

'Tis you that klll'd the Stortford Vines

—

Tell us if mildew on the shoots,

With damp, or Fungus at the roots,

Red spider, rust, or carrion soil,

All act conjointly for thy spoil,

And make thee riot night and day
Till bunch or shoulders all decay

;

Or if by one especial cause.

Tell us. O "Shank-fiend!" of its laws.

And how to fight it in all shapes,
To save in time our much-prized Grapes.
That thou can'st talk we make a claim,

For Vines at Combe can do the same.

O, may our "David Tell Fact " find

The question settled to his mind,
" Why have the Stortford Vines so fail'd,

—

And in their prime, too, as detail'd?"

This will be known, without a doubt.

As soon as his great secret's out.

In his endeavour to lay bare
The facts committed to his care,

May he the well-known warning take

That great discoverers often stake

Their peace of mind in bringing new
Thoughts or discoveries into view.

But lately, the hot fight on Lime,
That raged so strongly for a lime,

Show'd how we gard'ners take a side.

And one another's views deride.

For though the philosophic '

" Cramb "'

Bore all his
'

' lashings " like a Iamb,

E'en vanish'd with the parting threat

That his opponents were well beat,

Yet now and then he must wax wroth
To read " B.'s" strictures, and these lines by Thoth.

6nrtrcit #|^craiions.
(for the ensuing Vi-EEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
OrchidiKcoHS plants w'^ now generally be assuming a

state of activity. Many Epiphytes, such as Aerides, if

they do not produce actual growth in the form of

foliage, will nevertheless be silently pushing into sight

their spikes of bloom, and are, therefore, actively

engaged in collecting their strength for that purpose.
Now it should be bonie in mind that such plants as

these, together v.'\\\\ Saccolabhims^ Phahrnopsids, Van-
das, and Rcnantlieras, which do not possess those

reservoirs of vegetable life called pseudo-bulbs, will at

this season need by far the greater amount of attention,

which will consist in frequently and slightly damping
over the surface of the foliage with clear tepid water,

in such a manner that the materials containing the roots

shall not be made too moist. In all instances where
Orchids are cultivated amongst miscellaneous stove

plants, these and similar considerations will require to

be acted upon, more particularly because by keeping the

house fresher, through giving fresh air, less humidity
will of necessity prevail. In the case of Orchids, grown
in this manner, it is an excellent plan just to run a moist
sponge over the surfaces of the leaves occasionally.

Those Orchids growing on logs of wood, or in hanging
baskets, will also want damping over frequently, and
in instances where actual growth is taking place, they
should never be permitted to become very dry until

they have fairly finished growing, hence they should
be frequently dipped into water of an average warmth
of 70' to 75°. The temperature of Mexican or
Cattleya houses should now average about 58" in the
early morning, rising gradually 10" higher by 10 o'clock,

with a further advance of 5° or 6° with sun-heat.
In Indian Orchid-houses the temperature should be
60" in the morning, with a similar advance in the
daytime. Finish potting all plants that require this

operation. Prepare the necessary material for shading
such plants, and have them fixed in the proper places
forthwith. If Jiydranzeas are wanted in flower early,
they should now be potted and placed in a tempera-
ture somewhat warmer than that of the ordinary green-
house. Push forward the propagation and potting-off,
&c., of all plants intended for bedding-out, with
the utmost dispatch ; especially as it is necessary to pot

off quickly those foliage plants raised from seed, such
as Cannas, IVigandias, Ricinus, Solanums, &c., as
these only succeed well when grown on and thoroughly
established before planting them out.

FORCING HOUSES.
In all Vineries in which the Grapes are fairly

swelling let the thermometer nm up freely to 55* or 57°,

with sun-heat, and maintain a good giowing tempera-
ture by keeping the atmosphere moist. Do not, how-
ever, keep the temperature too high at night—about
65* will be ample at this stage. Those Pines which
are swelling their fruits freely, and especially such as
are nearing the last stage of growth preliminary to
ripening off", may have a mean range of temperature
from 88" to 91°, with abundance of moisture. Be
careful not to over-water any of them at the root for a
«-cek or two previous to the first symptoms of ripening.

Remove the gills from all fniits at the earliest possible

moment. Snap them off by pressing them sharply
downward with the hand. Be particular not to keep
the atmosphere too close around fruiters which have
just finished the flowering period at this particular

season, as this is conducive to the formation of large

ungainly crowns. Where forcing against time is not
absolutely necessary, proceed w\\.)\ all moderation,
in view of keeping on the safe side of a steady advance

—

an advance of 4° or 5" more heat in both Fig and
Cherry houses, and a freer use of the syringe in regard

to the latter especially.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Apricots do not look so well as I could wish ; I fear

the late frosts have destroyed many of the bloom-buds,
and such as are only checked in part are still further

crippled by the present unkindly weather. All that

can be done is to give the utmost attention in the

matter of covering and uncovering, according to the

state of the weather. If easterly winds and a sunless

sky prevail, it will be better not to remove the protection

at all. If from any cause a vacancy is likely to occur
on any wall, it will be possibleto plant a tree even now,
late in the season though it be.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Again stir the surface soil amongst plantations of

Pansies, Pinks, Carnation's, &c., after the late frosts

and snow. Press each plant firmly into the soil at the

base. I have before recommended that the former of
these should have a nice mulching of sifted leaf-mould.

Where this has not been done, do not longer delay.

Tho'^e who have a fancy for a bed or so of summer
blooming Pansies in admixture with their summer
bedding stuff*, should now strike cuttings of any
desirable variety, and forward them, so as to be able to

transplant at the earliest time possible.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cucumber frames, which may fairly come under this

heading, will even now need as much attention as they

ordinarily require a month or so earlier. Those
who have made up their beds, and planted out their

plants, must therefore renew some portion of the lining

periodically, so as to afford a renewal of heat, which
should be maintained at this lime at not lower

than 68*. It will not do to renew the whole of

the linings at one and the same time ; for to do so

will cause the heat to fall too suddenly and to too low

a degree. Those who have not yet turned out their

plants should not delay longer at this advanced date,

as fine weather must sooner or later make its appearance.

In potting off" Cucumber plants which have attained to

the rough leaf, and which is the third (or first following

the cotyledons), it will not be judicious to take them

out of the frame through the cold air ; but this should

be done by taking the pots, &c., and, bending down,

doing it in the frame itself. Immediately the fourth

leaf is formed pinch back the points, to induce a more
branching basis to start with, and to secure additional

fertility. Sow Broccoli of the following sorts in pans,

in all instances where this has not been done, /. e..

Snow's Winter White and the Walcheren. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Hyacinths that have flowered in glasses and pots are

worth saving for the borders next season ; therefore

bury the bulbs in the ground 3 inches deep till the

tops die down, when the bulbs should be taken up,

dried, and kept for next season's planting. Where it is

intended to grow specimen flowers of Chrysanthemums,

the plants that were struck in the autumn should now
be potted in 32-si2e pots, in a compost of two-thirds

loam and one rotten dung and leaf-mould. They
should be neatly tied to sticks. This is of the utmost

importance, for if the leading shoot gets broken, the

flowers will only be second-rate. Shrubs may still be

removed, care being taken to lift them with good balls

nf earth. They should be well watered when planted.

Rochvork should now be planted with Ferns, as they

are pushing up their fronds, and will move well, and

should be disposed as directed at p. 147. The bulbs

of the vei7 beautiful Tigridia Pavonia, if treated as

directed below, will do well in any town garden. In

the first week in April the bulbs should be planted

5 inches apart and 3 inches deep in a compost of rich

loam and leaf-mould, with a good mixture of sand,

placing a little silver sand under and around each bulb

;

and if the weather be very dry when they come
through the gi'ound, water occasionally with manure-

water. 7. D,

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, March 30, 1870.

Hygromelrical Deduction
from Glaisher's Tablas,

5lh edition.

24. Thurs. .

28. Monday

-.i

N.E.
N.E.
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suiting its transit. St. Micliael Oranges are falling off

rather in quality, but the season for them is now far

acivanced. An importation of Pines from Africa is to

hand this weel<, but they are worthless things. Flowers

are plentiful and good, comprising Azaleas, Fairy Roses,

Hyacinths, Cyclamens, Tulips, French and Scarlet Pelar-

goniums, Heaths, &c.

Fku

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Asparagus, p. bund. 361
Artichokes, p. doz. .. 30-
Beet, per doz. ..20-
Broccoli, per doz. ..10-
Brussets Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10-
Carrots, p. bunch ..04-
Cauliflowers, p. doz. i 6 -

Celery, p. bund. ..10-
Cucumbers, each ..16-
Endive, per doz. ..16-
French Beans, p. 100 30-
Garlic, per lb. ..08-
Herbs, per bunch ..02-

Pota.tos, York Regents, per I

I Melons, each .. .. -

Oranges, per 100 ..30-
I

Pears, per doz. ..40-
Pine-apples, per lb. 80-

HorseRadishjp.bun. 3 o to 5
Leeks, per bunch . . 02 — o
Lettuces, p. score .. 10—2
Mint, per bunch ..10— i

Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — i

Onions.per bunch . . 04 — o
Parsley, per bunch .02—0
Potatos, new, p. lb. o 4 — o
Salsafy, per bundli

do.
— I 3

; o
i

Seakale, p. punnet. . 20 — 26
: o

!

Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
. o

;
Spinach, p. bushel. . 20 — 30

.
I

Radishes, per doz. . . 10 — i 6
I 4 I

Turnips, per bunch .04 — 06
, 75^. Flukes, do.,

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of

FARM or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by
SUTTON AND SONS.
For prices apply (stating quantity required) to SUTTON AND

SONS. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading^ ^^^

c.
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

J. BLACKITH AND CO.,
Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

Forwarders to ali parts of the World,

)AUL'S NOVELTIES of 1870.
See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just published.

)AUL'S NEW ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.—
Three First-class Certificates. Plants ready in May, los. 6d. each.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.
)AUL'S SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.

For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.
Strong plants in April, price 3*. 6d. to 5J. each.

! WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATAL
)AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-

FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE,
s ready in May.WM PA in 'Q

! WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.
PAUL'S NEW BRONZE and GOLD PELAR-

GONIUM WALTHAM BRONZE. The brishtest and most
efTeclive of this section yet raised. Plants in May, loj. 6d. each.

See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAULS NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(Beaton's Race). BONFIRE, the finest of all the Stella race, and

five others. Plants in May, jj. each ; or the six vari^eti^s for 243.
! V?\P' PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE

PAUL'S NOVELTIES of 1869.—
ROSE PRINCE LEOPOLD. GOLDEN VARIEGATED

PELARGONIUMS, BEDDING PELARGONIUMS, &i

W^
D^
CALCEOLARIA.—Sealed packets, is. td.. zs. 6d.,

y. 6rf., and 51. _ First Prizes, Crjstal Palace, Horticultural,

C'

nd Reading, Sic

, 6^., and 5.1. Si.\ty First Prizes

>RIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUBR.\ and
ALBA- Separate, 2J. 6d. and y. ; mixed, u. , aj. 6i/., and 51.

ALSAM.—A particularly fine strain ; eight varieties.

YCLAMEN PERSICUM and Varieties,

S^
SUPPLIED bv 300 Leading Seedsmen and the

Growers, I. DOBSON AND SONS, Woodlands' Nursery
Isleworth, Lontfon, W.

D^

H Juuiperus hibemica.
LANE AND SON, having a splendid lot of

beautiful-shaped trees (unsurpassed for symmetry), d to 5 feet
ransplantcd spring 1869, beg lo offer them to the Trade at
per 100.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

H.
Araucaria imbricata.

La\NE AND SON, having a very large stock, beg
to offer them at the following greatly reduced prices, viz

;et, 21s,
: 7 to 8 feet, 4,2s.

; 9 lo 10 feet. 635, ; 11 to 12 feet, Zss
;

feet, 105J. An inspection is earnestly solicited.
The Nurseries. Great Berkhamsted. Herts.

E
5 to 6 feet, at 60s. penoo.
SIBERIAN ARBOR-VIT.'E, 2 to aj feet. ^01. per 100

501. per 100 ; 3 to 3* feet. 6oj. per 100; 3! to 4 feet. 841. po
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, WoTcestc

R^
STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWIN'
ING PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general
remarks, free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

Orclilds.
SMALL COLLECTION of ORCHIDS

(comprising Phalaenopsis Schillcriana, with 56 blossoms; Den-
drobium Paxtonii, with 16 spikes

; and other fine and healthy Plants
Showing for bloom) is offered for SALE by the Executors of the late
C. B. Warner. Esq. They can be viewed, and all particulars obtained,
upon application at Woodlands, Hoddesdon, Herts.

A

To Seedsmen and Nxirserymen.
>ARTNER WANTED.—A Partner is required by the

Advertiser, to join him in an old-established Seed and Nursery
siness' in a Norlh-Wcstern County, having' an extensive connection

A Partner practically acquainted with the

understands Orchard-house and the Management of Vim
Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Strawberries, Mushrooms, &c. ; also
Fruit, Kitchen, and Flower Gardens, and well up in Propagating. A
house found, and wages one guinea a-week- No one need apply with
less than two years' good character for respectability, qualincations,
&c.—Apply, by letter, to A. B., Esq., care of Mr, Gurney, High Town,

WANTED, a neat and active WORKMAN,
for Flower and Kitchen Garden. — Address, W. CLARK

Eshald House, Woodlcsford, Leeds.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a GARDENER
(Single-handed), who well understands Greenhouse, Flower

and Kitchen Gardening; Wife, without young children, as Laundress,
to take the family washmg. Good characters essential, and Church of
England Couple.—Address, staling wages, &c.. Rev, B. BLISS,
Wicken. Rector^', Newport, Essex.

well acquainted with the Cultiv
successful Budder and Grafter.
furnish references from last situation for steadiness, industry,
respectability.—State age and wages expected, and address it.

t57. High Holborn, London, W. C.

WANTED, a respectable Married Couple, without
children preferred—the Man as SECOND GARDENER, and

to look after three or four Cows, and the Wife to attend to the Poultry
and Dairj". Verj- satisfactory' testimonials as lo character and
experience will be required. Cottage and fuel found.—Address, with
part iculars, wages. &c., K. H., Post Office. Wallingford. Berks.

WANTED, a young MAN, accustomed to Nursery-
work; about 18 or 10; one who can Bud Roses. &c., preferred.

—

Apply, stating wages wanted, toWM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Millbank
Nurserj', near Warrington.

WANTED, for a Seed Shop in the Suburbs, an active
YOUTH, who has had some experience in the Trade —

Address, in own handwriting, to A. B., 120, Mount Street, G:
Square, W.

WANTED, as COWMAN.
industrious married Man, whc

and make himself useful. He will have a lodge to live

his Wife, who must be a clean, tidy person, will be required t

to the gate.—D. , Post Office, Epping, Essex.

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners ajid BaUlffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
TAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications
O for Ihe above, request that [hose WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTI.MONIALS for
ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or B,4ILIFKS

may rely upon J, Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-
tions in reference to testimonials as to abilily, honesty, &c.
JA.MES CARTER AND CO., 237 & 838, High Holbom. London, W, C,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nurserj', St John's Wood,
London, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualificalions,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentlem.^n
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties lo
be undertaken, wages offered, &c.j 50 that suitable Men may be
selected-—Highgate Nun

MR. J.\MES FLOOD, who, during the past 12 years
Managed the Ffles, &c, at the Koyal Botanic f.ardens,

Regent's Park, is NOW at LIBERTY
could Travel in the Seed Trade —1
63, Albert Street, Regent's Park, N.W.

to .Mr. J, FLOOD,

To 'Wliolesale Seed Mercliants and Seed Croirers.
AGENCY, for the Sale of Seeds and Oil-cakes,

wanted, by an Englishman, resident in Dublin, who has a large
connection, and visits all the principal towns throughout the country.
First-class references, and security given if required.—Letters to
W. R. E., Post Office, Dublin, wjU meet immediate attention.

G.^RDEXER (Head).—Age 50, married; has held
the place ol Head Gardener for many years, and has a thorough

practical knowledge of the profession.—'T. C, Post .Office, Whitwell,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32 ; thorough practical
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Nineteen years'

' haractcr.—T. BALCOMEE, Avon Cottage,
RingAvood, Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thoroughly practical
in all branches of Gardening; a good Forcer and Plant Grower

Can be well recommended. —J. EDWARDS, Hanworlh Park,
Hounslow, Middlesex, W.

/.GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married, novT incumbrance ; great practical knowledge in Pines, A'ines, and
Orchard-houses, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Land and Stock.
Good character.—A. B., Church Cottage, Freemantle, Southamptor

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no incum-
brance; thoroughly practical in all the branches of the profes-

sion. No single-handed place accepted. Highly recommended —
A. B., The Gardens. Littlccote Park, Hungerford, Wiltj

GARDENER (HEAD).~Age 28; thoroughly under-
1 stands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good character,

—

W. 5., Post Office, North Elmham, Thelford, Norfolk.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married; has a
V_X thorough practical knowledge of Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.
Good ch.Tracter from present and previous employers.—A. HILL,
Coopersall Hall, near Epping, Essex.

7::; ARDENER (H f'v, ' ^ '
'^^r--.. married, one child

;VJ has a thorough pi "f the profession in all its' "" Peaches, Cibranchi
Melo Str! '

-J. WRIGHT.
. Greenhouse and Stove

>vorth, Oxon.

To Notlemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—.4ge 32, single ; will be at

liberty, on May 2. to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a thoroughly practical Gardener. Is well up
in every branch of the profession, including the Taking of Levels,
Making Plans for Horticultural Buildings, .New Roads, and all kinds
of Ground-work. Present employer (a Nobleman) will give a good
recommendation.-Y. Z., 4, Brunt Street, Mansfield

GARDENER (Head).— Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; well ski)led in all branches of the profession. Highest

, Lewisham, Ke

GARDENER (Head).—A thoroughly efficient
Working Head Gardener. Good testimonials Will be highly

ided.—W.MOORE. 2, Linton Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

Good characte;
ughly
P., C , Grove Road, Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, single; understands
his profession in all its various branches. Good character.

Total Ab:^tainer.—G. M., i, Manor Villas, Seven Sisters Road, Stoke
Newington, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; is a successful
Cultivator of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables."'' •

, Church Street,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incuni-
brance; 17 years' experience in all branches of Horticulture, in

thoroughly practical Gardens. Two and a half years as Head Gardener
:._ i__.

_ . _.:_ highly recommended.—A. B., 23, Stafford Place,
Pimlico, London, S.\

GARDENER (Head),—Age 45, married, no incum.
brance; 30 years' practical experience in Gardening in all iti

branches. Leaves through death of his employer and breaking-up o
establishment where he has lived six years.-W. HEWITT, Th.
Park, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

G?.

gle. -T. Hurt.
ngage with any

Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of "an industrious practical

Gardener in all branches of the profession^__Four y^ars with present

GARDENER (Head), age 36 ; married.—
W. Brownbridge, Gardener to W. Martm Edmunds^ Esti-

Worsbrough Hall, is open for Engaging with any Nobli
. .„. _..^.,„...p -..._, 6entle-

f a Man who thoroughlj' understands Gardening in all

branches. Can be highly .
. --. ^ .

brough Hall. Bamslcy, Y
iighly ri

orksliirc

nmendcd.—The Gardens, Wors-

GARDENER (Head, or Single).—Age 45, single;
thoroughly practical and experienced in all branches, including

the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Stove Plants, and Exotic Fernery,

Melons, Cucumbers, Oranges, Lemons, and Citrons. Three and a-half

years' good references.—T. 2., 7, Oak Street. Ealing, Middlesex.

GARDENER.—Age 27 ; thoroughly understands the
profession. Well recommended.—A. C, Post Office, Perry Barr,

GARDENER {Working, Practical), where one or
more arc kepL—Age 42, married; good character and reference.

—D. J., 9, Linton Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).—
Age 22, married ; understands the Management of Vines, Melons,

Cucumbers, Greenhouse, Conser\atory . and Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Nine years' experience,—GARDENER, Wcyhill Rectory,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second in a first-

rate Flower Departmcnt).—A Young Man, with fair knowledge
in all branches. Four years' character from last employer.—J. J., East
Woodhay. near Newbury, Berks.

/ ^ ARDENER (Third in a large place, or Second in

vT a small onc|.—Age 22. Four years' good character.—A- B., Post
f nih '•, \'.'. ;ii. 1 I. Pi , .-.-., London, N.

/':'>: .: i I'nder).—Age 20 ; si.x years in present
V '

!
I
l.KNCH, HylandsPark. Chelmsford.

7 ^Alhl Ml' iUnder), age 19.—J. Jefferson, Gr.,

VX t .irhoii ll.^i;bc, Worksop, desires to recommend an active

Youth that has been under him two and a-half years. Good character.

GARDENER, where he can improve himself.—Age 20,

Three years' good character.—Y. Z., J. Rogers, The Welches,
Bcntley, near Farnham, Surrey,

I~"nOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
' Establishment.—Has a practical knowledge of Vines, Pines

Fruits, &c., and the general routine of Gardening. Good references

— E, BRADLEY. Hagley, Stourbridge.

FOREMAN, in a situation where ability and trust-

JL' worthiness would be appreciated.-Active, intelligent, and
thoroughly practical. First-class references.—M. M. M., New Barnet

Post Olticc, He rts.

FOREMAN, or SECOND GARDENER.—Age 24;
highly respectable. Has a good knowledge gf the profession in

all its branches. Two years* good character. Can be well recom-
mended for sobriety.—J. S., Mrs. Miles, Fair Mile, Cobham, Surrey.

"J3ROi\-\GATOR, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.^
—Has a thorough practic:" -

. -
and Soft-wooded Plants, i

., Stafford Road. Acton, W.

BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and STEWARD.—Age 45;
no incumbrance. Good references.—A. AL, Gardtncrs' ChromcU

O ffice, W.C .^ .

BAILIFF and GARDENER, or GARDENER only.

-Married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands both

professions in all their branches. Has acted as Head Gardener to

Noblemen. Is quite capable of Managing Land, Buying and Selling

of Stock, Good reference.—S. T., Post Office, Ealing, Middlesex.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

LAND STEWARD, or BAILIFF.—Age 29 ; Farming
in all its branches, Management of Stock, Marketing. Surveying,

&c. Highest testimonials —W. O., Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son,

Southwark Street, London. S.E. _^
AGENT, or LAND STEWARD.—A Scotchman ;

has
been brought up a practical Agriculturist, and sludjed Agricul-

^.^ _, ^^, having had the Management of e

property in Fiinglana for i8 years, and can give most satisfactory

references.-F. J. A., Messrs. Thos. Gibbs & Co., Seedsmen to the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, Half Moon Street, Piccadilly.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 18, on May i. Three and a half years'

experience in Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Good character.—

A. B. C. Post Office. Chichester.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden —Age 20. Good character. Would pay as.

per week for two years as Premium —T. J., Post Office, Ricnmond
Road. Twickenham, S.W. ^^

To the Seed Trade.
rUNIOR ASSISTANT, or IMPROVER.—A respect-

able Young Man, with lajnoiiths' good character^ Sajisfactorj;

T
To the Seed Trade.

R.\VELLERor CLL R R.— Retiuired a re-engagement
by .Advertiser. Good n.:fi:rcnccs —Alph a, Post Office, Margate.

To Seedsmen and Florists.

SHOPMAN, or FOREMAN.—A respectable young
Man Ten years' e.vperience, well acquainted with the Nursery

Trade. Good references.—E. N., loi, Stamford Street, Blackfriars

Road, London, S.

"CTHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT—Age 29; 12 years'O experience in the Seed Trade.—J. G., Post Office, Heath, near
Cheslcrlield

HOUSEKEEPER.—A Lady wishes to recomjnend a
thorough experienced Housekeeper (age 45) for Town or

Country-. Character unexceptionable. Three years' in last situation.

Satisfactory reason for leaving.—A. B., Post Office, Barnet.
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BUTTONS'
GRASS SKEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRL\GE FREE.

8UTT0N & SONS,
Having; completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATURAL GRASSES, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which arc prepared for various descriptions of Soils :—

Prices ;

—

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre,

carriaecfrcc 2 bush. GrassSccdsand 12 lb. Clovers supplicdp acre.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

From}. T. Mechi.Esq., Tipiree Hall, ntar Kelvedon.

February 5.—"Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected that

I have often spoken of Ihcm to those who required them."

From J. L. Williams, Esq., Soyne Virw, Kavan, Meaih, Ireland.

March 30.
—"Last year I got (rom you Permanent Pasture Grass

Seeds for 10 acres, with which 1 laid down one-half of a 20-acrc field

(Irish). I am very much pleased with the way the Grass Seed;

answered, and I 1 ) lay down the other half of the field in

s of tJic Grass Seed supplied to him by Messrs. Su
tlie spring, and which has stood the past burning summer better than
much of the old turf."

From T. WARD, Esq., Round Oak, Greenham, Newbury.
Tuly 4.

—" 1 he permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, supplied by
you last year, have given me great satisfaction, and produced a crop
(this dry season) of about 45 tons of good hay—four and a half acres
of which have fed five head of cattle during the spring."

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE, for

Improving Pastures, at, from 4s. 6d. to gs. per acre, should be
sown in the spring.

This Mixture consists of the finest kinds of Permanent Grasses and
Clovers, and will greatly increase the quantity and oualitv of succeed-
ing Hay crops. The Pasture should be harrowed with heavy iron

harrows previous to sowing, and bush-harrowed after sowing, and in

some cases a top-dressing of manure will be found beneficial. Sow
"6 to 12 lb. per acre, according to the condition of the Pasture. Price
<)d. per lb,, 8oi. per cwt. ; Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' MIXTURES of GRASSES and
CLOVERS,

so prepared as to produce very large crops for the specified periods

For TWO YEARS' LAY. ,

For THREE or FOUR YEAR:

-SUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW
GLOBE MANGEL.

THE HEAVIEST GLOBE VARIETY.
This is the largest variety of Globe Mangel yet introduced. Its

beautiful shape, neat top, and fine clear skin, especially recommend it

as the best Globe variety that can be grown. It has generally only
one tap root. During the past season it has given universal

satisfaction, and from the good reports we arc continually receiving

wc anticipate a great demand.

Price i.r. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDIATE
MANGEL.

From the pcaili.ir shape of this Mangel it can be allowed to stand
closer in the rows than other kinds; hence it produces a greater

weight per acre. It is of beautiful shape, small neck and leaves, of

superior quality. Having only one tap root, it can be pulled with a

great saving 01 labour. This will be found one of the most profitable
"

'
" 1 be grow

J Seed which is sometimes offered ;

Oval or Intermediate.

Price IS. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED
MANGEL.

has rapidly increased a

IN THE YEAk 1866, the demand for which
as become more widely l<nown.
nirham Great Root Snow was awarded in

ITONS' .MAMMOTH LONG RED.
of individual roots this variety hasFor weight per

urpassed every other sort of MangrI yet introduced

Price IS. 6d. per lb. , cheaper by the cwt.

Other varieties of Mangel 8d. to is, per lb,

For further particulars of SUTTONS' HOME-
GROWN FARM SEEDS, see

SUTTONS' FARIVIER'S YEAR BOOK

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

rpi

, Farquhar & Co.l, 16, St.

Mill .. .ilics. .M 1 , a^, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,
WiKi.'ii'.liirc.l^.B.

•Un llur.nio Lloyd, Esq., I. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
r.iinillc R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 3, Prmces Terrace,
Hvdel'ark.S.W.

ranvllle K. H. Somerset, Esq.
,
Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.

:enry W. West, Esq,, CJ.C, M.P., 10, King's liench Walk, Temple,

Welshpool.
The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all pu

of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cottag
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates,

,

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.

. S.W.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq. | Sir William Tite, M. P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procu""

1 of such improvements.

\RTHUR MIL!;iAN,'thc Secretary, a

;, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

To Improve Meadow Land.
RICHARD SMITHS ^UXTL.'RE of the finest

GRASSES and PERENNIAL CLOVERS (8 to lalb. per acre,

at Sd. per lb.), if sown early, will cause a valuable improvement to the
crop. RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

R
Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.

ICH.4RD SMITH'S MIXTURES of the finest

PERENNIAL GR.-\SSES and CLOVERS arc carefully made
it all kinds of Soil. Price 261. to 305. per acre.

PRICED LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

cLEAN CLOVER SEEDS, at market prices. New
and Unadulterated:—

RED. 1 WHITE DUTCH. I YELLOW.
ALSIKE. I COW GRASS. | WHITE SUCKLING.
3r samples and lowest prices apply (stating quantity required) to

SUTTON AND ?ONS, Seed Merchants, Reading.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.

BUTTONS IMl'kOM^D ITALL-VN RYE-GRASS.
' The carlnsi ,,i,J ini.si |.i,«li,clivc in cultivation. Should be sowl
M.irch and .\prd It, produce .1 succession of valuable cuttings cluring

heycar. 1. __ ^ _ . . . ..

cr bushel, cheaper by the quarter. Carriage.free

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Qu.

required per acre. Price 7s.

Reading, Berk:

Grass Seeds.

BOLTON AND CO. beg to offer NEW SEED of the
best GRASSES.

FOREIGN ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
IK^ME-GROVVN do. do.

ANNUAL JIYE-GRASS
PERENNIAL do
EVERGREEN do.

And all the best kinds of Natural Grasses, Mixtures for Permanent
Pastures and Meadow Lands, to suit the different varieties of Soil.

Mi.\turcs of Grass Seeds also made up for all situations :—
CEMETERIES I CROQUET GROUNDS
RAILWAY BANKS I ORCHARDS

And SHADY PLACES.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Mi

for Wheat ; 1862, for
"

H.
ery low

Mangel Wnrzel Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. have to offer choice stocks of all

the varieties of MANGEL WURZEL. Their
ORANGE GLOBE,
LARGE RED,
INTERMEDIATE YELLOW, and
LONG YELLOW

arc particularly good, and arc offered at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Station Road, Wood Green,

London, N.

Seed Barley from the Chalk.

PEDIGREE CHEVALIER BARLEY, gro'

Hallctfs Stock.—Price 52s. per quarter, or js. per busl

rail. New Sacks, is. 3rf. each.mV
Ln-TC.°GIA5?T!'lT(5LDEN J)R6p. and THANET BARLEY.

from the best Growers of PAGE'S PRO-

SHIRREFF'S WHITE, RED CHAFF WHITE, and APRIL
SPRING WHEAT.

, ^ . , ,. ..

Samples and prices free on application.

RAYNBIRD AND CO. (Limited), Basingstoke, or Seed Market,

The North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment.

MESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Carlisle,

(Wm. Baxter Smith, Manager), are prepared to make
SPECIAL OFFERS of FARM SEEDS, at liberal prices, when large

quantities arc required, and to deliver them free at nearest Railway

They confidently recommend their superior stocks of TURNIP
SEEDS, which have been all carefully proved and found to grow about

00 per cent This will ensure a much stronger braird than seed

feHuced to crow only from 60 to 70 per cent. Their stocks of

MANGEL AVURZEL, CABBAGES, Sic, are also of excellent

Quality and they have been equally careful in proving the quality and

Growth of their CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS, and their Miitures for

faving down Permanent Pasture. PRICED LISTS on application,
layint oow

English Street, Carlisle.

Special Notice to Purchasers of Farm Seeds,

JAMES CARTER and CO. rticommend early orders
for FARM SEEDS, the late severe weather having greatly

for next season's supply, and which
an advance upon tllc present low

injured the young plants
& Co. fear >

quotations after April i

JAMES CARTER AND (^O., Seed Farmers, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

NOTICE to pri'i
Unfavourable u< f

for Seed having set in -n

PRICES was sent t- |.i.

their friends to send their '

selves of the present low prii

of FARM SEEDS.—
ip and other Roots standing
(iN'S LIST of REDUCED
TTON respectfully adv
tcly, and tnus avail them-

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

w I. D I L L I S T O N E,
HORTlCULTUR.\L AUCTIONEER and "VALUER,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

M^

WANTED, some EGGS of the AILANTUS
SILKWORM.

Apply to JOHN POTTLE. Healing's Grove,Woodbridge, Suffolk.

To norists.

TO BE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about t acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

STABLING, &c., situate at Maidenhead.
Apply to Mr. R. TANTON, The Nurseries, Epsom.

To BE LET, by TENDER, from Michaelmas next,
a CORN and STOCK FARM, in North Hants, of between

400 and 500 acres of Arable Land, well situated for Railway Transit.
'The Shooting over the Farm, together with that over an adjoining
Covert, can also be rented. None need apply without ample capitaH
Particulars and Forms of Tender can be obtained from
Mr. HUGH E. R.4YNBIRD, Estate Agent, Basingstoke; and by

whom offers will be received till Wednesday, April 20 next.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Sale of First-class Carnations and Plcotees, Standard

and Dwarf Roses, &c.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS -will

SELL by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39,
Gracechurch Street, City, EC, on WEDNESDAY, Ajjril 6, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, a first c' , -,

.
.f ,„

PICOTEES (the surplus si

assortment of Stand.mf ,11,

PLANTS, clean grouii 11;
buds, AZALEA INDlLA.i.

;osES, ielcctcd Am

, Leyt, ic, E

IKS, fine CAMELLIAS with
!. &c.
cs had at the Rooms, and of the

Important Sale of Shorthorns and Sheep In Notts.

MR. JOHN TIIORXrON will SELL by
\''| I'l"'-', »ii: -. .11 Tlirn^nAY, April 7, at

I
,.'! I

,
'
M I

'
I

I
.

,
t '

' .. 1 !i t r rt icccutly revicwctl
ill r !

i >
I
III', tutirc HERD of

v, II, 1,1 .1 I
III .1 . .

I,

I I
II .

1.1 . i„ Mr. Hodgkin-
Miii I •

.
I.I ,.: ,.i in i .iM .. I ,, III ikrs, and Bulls, bred

for m.iny vc.irs Ironi the Mocks ul .Mr lohii liall. Mr. J. Armstrong,
and Mr. G. bland; Hulls, combining' the blood of Eari Spencer's
and Messrs. Bates' and Booth's noted animals, have of late been used.
The Cattle are in healthy ordinary condition, the Cows being excellent

t Street, London ; or of Mr. HODGKINSON,

SALE THIS DAY AT HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Plants and Bulbs from Holland and Ghent.

MR. I. F. STEVEN'S will SELL by AUCTION, at
ill .-.11 ii IV II ,

" 1: II.: -nrt, Covent Garden, W.C, on
s\l' 1 I M ',

,
\ I

I I I.
.

I I
I
.. I !i ick precisely, fine Specimen

\ 11
I

I uidard and Dwarf ROSE
111 11.11

,
11:1 111 KS. SHRUBS, Sic, from

I
Orange Trees,
IS, Magnolia

Delphiniums, .Maples, Rhododendrons, Liliums,

Trees, &c., from Ghent ; choice Gladioli, Ranun
Rustic Seats, Stools, Vases, Baskets. &c.

J of Sale, and Catalogues had.

SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( London Farmers' Club (Mr. J. B. Lawes on Exhai

( Hotel—6 p

5—Central Chamber of Agriculture,at Salisbury Hotel—Noon.
0—Agri. Society of England, at Hanover Square—Noon.

The possibility of ripening Maize (the most

prolific of cereals) in this climate has been lately

revived by Mr. W. Hope, of Parsloes, near Bark-

ing. We do not trouble Mr. HOPE with any de-

scription of the unsuccessful attempts to grow

Maize profitably on the banks of the Thames,

which are noticed by that great agricultural and

horticultural genius, Mr. LoUDON, because we
acknowledge the force of his probable reply, that

in those days the sewage was not used to expedite

the preliminary vegetative process. But let us

call the attention of those who intend to run a

race against climate, to a few facts which will

perhaps induce them to try their experiments on

a small scale.
, ,, r o

Maize is cultivated in the New World from 52

North to 46° South latitude, so that the area of the

Maize district is about 6000 miles long by the

breadth of the continent. No °ther bread com

was known on the hrst visit of COLUMBUb.
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Ceres bestowed on the Old World Wheat, Rye,
Barley, Spelt, Oats, Millet, and Buckwheat, and
she gave only Maize to America. It was a pecu-
liarity of the nations of the Western Hemisphere
that they refused milk as an article of food. The
buffalo, the musk ox, the lama, and the alpaca,

are not remarkable for the development of the

lacteal organs, and the nutriment which they
were doubtless compelled to yield in some
abundance when they cropped the juicy leaf and
stem and the rich green cob of the Maize, was
superstitiously rejected. So milk and Maize were
not in close alliance. If theybecome so at Barking,
bythe agency of sewage, it will onlybe another sign

of the times in an age of unsparing innovation.

Cereals are, no doubt, extremely flexible in

their habit, or Wheat would not have spread
over the Old World, except only the regions
of excessive heat and cold ; and the Maize
would not have travelled from its supposed
home among the Rocky Mountains to Europe
and the Eastern conti-

nents. This general
law of variability, how-
ever, which has clothed
the earth with its many
forms of vegetable life,

is of wonderfully limited

application in the prac-
tical cultivation of
plants. We saw a crop
of Wheat last year, the
seed of which was ob-
tained from a warm part

of Italy, and it had blos-

somed a fortnight earlier

than our earliest va-
rieties. How persist-

ent, agriculturally, arc
habits ! And how arbi-

trary are the require-
ments of plants too !

Fruits and seeds, the
Grape, the Gooseberry,
Maize, Wheat, Rje,
&c., require a certain
degree of heat to ripen
them. In a good map
showing the distribution
of plants, we are afraid
Barking would be be-
yond the limits of Maize
cultivation. Below arc
the average tempera-
tures, in certain months
and seasons, of places
where Maize ripens rea-

dily, and of one place
where we think it would
not ripen in average
years, because the sum-
mer temperature at

Greenwich is the lowest
on our scale, and the
July and August tem-
peratures are from 10°

to 15° lower than in

those American States
where Maize thrives
best and yields the
largest crops. The four
seasons arc divided into
Winter, viz., December,
January, and February

;

Spring—March, April,
and May ; Summer

—

June, July, and August ; and Autumn—Septem
bcr, October, and November.

The ordinary yield of Maize in the United
States, under good cultivation, is enormous, and
the occasional crops, when a happy combination
of circumstances produces the maxima results,

surpass anything recorded of the earth's yield

even in its young days when it was cultivated by
able men and philosophers, as we used to be told

by our friend the " Parson of Wix." The highest

recorded yield per acre is, we believe, 166 bushels

(2o| quarters) ; the soil was a calcareous mould
of great and enduring fertility, in Kentucky, rest-

ing on the Trenton limestone, in the heart of the

best Grass and Maize district. The finest

grazing and Maize lands are found on the lime-

stone moulds ; and on these lands, as well as

on a certain " green shale," of still greater and
more lasting power, a long succession of corn
crops has been taken without rest or manure.
The quantity of seed sown is as little as a peck
per acre.

The average prices per bushel of Wheat
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sap. This is done at the first appearance of the

immature seed.

The cost of carriage obhged the Western
farmers to export their Maize in the sliape of

bacon ; and in the great slaughtering districts, of

which Cincinnati is the capital, the " hog crop "

is an important one. The value of feeding corn

in England consists of its worth to make manure
and flesh. In the unexhausted tracts of the new
States one of these elements of value does not

exist as yet, or Maize would not be so cheap.

The effect of Mr. Hopk'.s persevering labours to

utilise sewage will be to lessen the cost of corn in

this country by making manure more abundant.

No other social change can be conceived which

would secure such lasting advantages to the

wiiole community, and especially to the farmer,

who would be enabled to compete with the foreign

corn-grower, and at the same time to produce

more meat at a greatly reduced cost. The
cost of manure is a main item in the cost of food.

A VERY instructive paper on the amendments
required in the Irish Land Hill now under discus-

sion in the House of Commons, has been issued

by Mr. W. Bence Jones—a resident Irish land-

owner, whose estate has been growing in pros-

perity and value during his 25 years of owner-

ship. A history of the improvements effected on
that property during the past quarter of a century

was given in our columns some years ago, and
no one who read that statement will deny to its

proprietor his right to a most careful and
respectful attention for all the suggestions he has

to make upon any proposal for the re-adjustment

of the relations of landlord and tenant in Ireland.

Without professedly objecting to the principles

of Mr. Gl.A I J.STONE'S Bill,—which are taken to be

(i), compensation to yearly tenants turned out

for other causes than non-payment of rent, sub-

letting, or other great misconduct ; and (2),

compensation to all tenants for improvements
made by themselves and for manures brought

on the land,—Mr. Bence Jones criticises the

methods in which these principles are attempted

to be carried out, and points out very many
particulars in which the Bill, as at present drawn,

must fail of its declared purpose. Probably

the most generally serviceable of these criti-

cisms—those which will commend themselves

most generally to the judgment of Scot-

tish and Knglish readers—arc levelled at the

possibility of rental valuations by the Courts

created or indicated in the Bill, on which

really the justice or injustice of their pro-

ceedings must for the most part depend.

Under section 16 the Court may have practically

to fix the terms of the entire contract between
landlord and tenant— rent, covenants, everything,

not only of cottier tenants holding 10 or 20 acres,

but of tenants of hundreds of acres over 80 per

cent, of all Ireland.

" Is tlic C'ourt," wc arc askptl, " (that is to s.iy, really

the State) prepared to take such a responsibihty as this?

Is it true that the mutual workings of self-interest, which
regulate all other dealings, and are admitted to be the

mainspring of progress in modern tr.ade, can in the

dealings with land in Ireland be supplied by
nothing abfuit land.

intelligent
Harrister who may k

valuator f The thing

modern thought that it seems useless to d
" Much more action of the self-interest of landlords, no

less than that of tenants, is what is wanted for improve-

ment in Ireland. Landlord neglect h.is done ten limes

the harm of landlord harshness. Nincteen-twentieths of

the improvement of the fast 25 years have been the work,

direct or indirect, of landlords. A great majority of the

tenants have no wish to improve. With rare exceptions,

they have not yet the knowledge or ideas needful for

improvement, and the little they have learnt has been
from seeing the doings of improvmg landlords.

"When I began, 30 years ago. Clover and Turnips as

crops were unknown in the district. There was not a
plough on the estate that would turn a furrow. There
was scarcely a. decent dwelling-house. The farms were
scattered here and there, sometimes with a field a mile off.

Much of the land was inaccessible to manure, unless

carried on a horse's back in panniers. If the tenants had
been the angels their friends say, they could not have
thriven. Yet I had positively to force them to what was
for their own good, whilst content to give up all increased

return to myself for over 20 years. Had the rule of the

Assistant Barrister and his valuator existed, things would
have been now much as they were then, except that

numbers would have starved who are now considerable

and prosperous tenants, or well-paid labourers, and very

likely I should have been a richer man.
"It may no doubt be very desirable to tie the hands

of bad landlords ; but if the hands of good landlords are

tied too, it is certain the result will not be what is hoped
for. Freedom, even of landlords, is essential to progress,

though it may sometimes be used for ill puqioses.
" I therefore do not think that the rule of the Assistant

Barrister or his valuator will succeed in trying to fix rents

and covenants. The rent a farm is worth is not a fact

that can be proved. It is only a matter of opinion. It

varies from year to year—partly with prices, partly wiili

modes of farming, and witli increasing knowledge ;iiui

skill— with the judgment shown in selecting good tenant-.,

and with the good or b.ad management of the estate.

"

The above extract must for the present suffice

to show the principle on which Mr. Bence
Jones' criticisms of the Bill proceeds. The
details throw useful light upon the relationship
of landlord and tenant ; and not alone in Ireland.
Though unable, therefore, to lay them before our
readers this week, we shall call attention to the
hereafter.

TitK Corn trade was rather livelier on Monday
at Mark Lane, without, however, any very material
rise in prices. In the Metropolitan Cattle Market, also,

prices were finncr and sales quicker.

From a report read at the last meeting of the
North Riding of Yorkshire Chamber of Agriculture,

by Mr. KiT.iiV, of Applcton Roebuck, who has long
been most laboriously compiling statistics on tht

subject, it appears that during the past 30 years tht

lo.ss by lung disease and foot-and-mouth disease ir

England has amountctl to more tlian ,,{^83,000,000,

and in Scotland to more than ;^i 2,000,000, and
(including losses by rinderpest) to nifirc thar

,,^100,000,000 in Great Britain. This (the loss of

30 years) is about one ([uarler more than tlic value of

all the stock at any one time in the country. Of course

it is only an estimate — foundetl, however, on the

careful investigation of a very large extent of individual

experience ; but it may clearly be admitted as true to

this extent, that a very great injury, indeed, is suffered

by the infective disease generally believed to have been
imported, which has at length been brought within

the scope of restrictive legislation.

Two exhibitions, interesting to British agricul-

turists, arc about to be held in Fr.ance. First, that of the

.Societe Ilippique, for service horses of all kinds, from
a cart-horse to a team for four-in-hand, which opens on
tlie 1st, and closes on April 15. The importance of
tills exhibition may be partly estimated from the fact of

there being 70 prizes to be awarded, of the total

value of ^2570, the Society being well backed, and
determined to do all in its power to improve the race

of draft and saddle-horses for general, not racing,

purposes. The show last year was a great suc-

cess, the whole of the central area of the Palais de
rindustric beitig laid down as a drive, with a bank for

leaping on one side, and crowded every afternoon with
nags and drags of all kinds, watched by a highly

fashionable company. The second exhibition is that

of fat cattle, announced to take place .at Rouen on
April II anil 12. The excellence of the Norman
stock, and the proximity of R<jucn to Kngland, will

doubtless attract many of our agriculturists.

Ii"nl.l li, finni liirl with stock catalogiies. We maintain
'liii liii I

1
I'll! illy a false and mischievous innovation.

.\ giiwl it.liKiee fug/il to bring good produce, but
when, as often happens, it does not, then the pedigree
is a failure, and ancestral greatness become', a worth-
less fiction. We maintain that an animal should be
worthy of his lineage, and by his quality, symmetry,
and carriage should show himself to be of high
descent. When these good qualities are wanting, it is

fallacious in the extreme to bolster up defects by
referring us to the excellencies of ft)rmer generatif)ns.

Apropos of this point we take the liberty of reprinting

a few sentences from our impression of Octtjber 30
last;

—"A fine pedigree is only valuable because
experience has shown that it is accompanied by certain

excellencies. If, however, your high-bred animal is

inferior in appearance antl quality to one of less

aristocratic descent, what becomes of the value of your
pedigree? We anticipate the answer. His stock will

be better. Let him then get stock which will be
prizetakers, since he cannot take prizes himself ; but
why should he be victorious in the showyard because
of s(nne latent good qualities which may or may not
develop themselves in the next generation?"

A fearful outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in

Lancashire is rei>orted as having emanated from the
March cattle fair held at Longridge, near Preston, on
the i6th ult. Nearly every farm in a direct line

from Longridge, right across the Fylch in a westerly

direction, have their cattle affected to a greater or less

extent, cither by the introduction of one or more beasts

purchased at the fair, or by having come in contact

with cattle infected by thcin.

Mr. Oliver's catalogue, which has very recently

been brought out by Mr. Thornton, announces
the sale of the Sholebroke herd on the 13th inst. In
noticing the contents of this rich list of high-bied cattle,

wc may mention Visroiotfcss and her four daughters,

representatives of the " V." family, and descended
from Nos. 51 and 6 of the Chilton sale. Bracdct id
(lot 3) is the .ancestress of nine females and two bulls.

She was bred by Mr. J. li. Stanhope of Revcsby, and
afterwards became the property of Mr. Crahani, of

Yardly, from whence with l.aily Wild Jivfs 2,/ she

came to Sholebroke. The pedigree of this cow is

worthy of study, and will be made clear by the follow-

ing diagram :

—

Ihiltertup by HoM[!R {J134) Grand Dukk (io,iR.,).

Bijait m Dukk ok Bolton 113,739).m Dukk 01' V,o\.

I

7TM Dukk YOHK.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Wii.i.iAM .Smith, of Woor.sroN.

Tit I-: readers of the Affricuiiural Gazette need no
agricultural biography of Mr. William Smith. They
arc already well acquainted with the man, his doings,

and his writings. He has now been 20 years the

owner of a small family property near the Bletchley

Station of the (ircal Western R.ailway in .1 . .imliy for

the most part of stiff clay land. The .hiii. 1
1 land

cultivation by horse-power have been m In .1 ' .11 ilnir

maximum. A small plough-land farm o( ;.iill tl.iy is

almost impossible of profitable management in that

way. For the last 14 years accorilingly the problem

has been solved by the application of steam-|>ower, and
Woolston has been the model farm of England so far

as .steam cultivation is concerned. Already in 1856

Mr. Smith could say, "I have since harvest ploughed

by steam the whole of my farm, excepting a bit of

Wheat stubble left to try an experiment on in the

spring, and a bit of Clover lea ploughed with horses."

In that year he had showed his implements at work
at the Chelmsford meeting of the English Agri-

cultural Society ; and almost every meeting since

has witnessed the exhibition of the Woolston apparatus

on the occasion of the great annual agricultural shows.

That mode of advertising it, however, soon became
unnecessary, for there were soon scores of farms

scattered over the country where the plan which Mr.

.Smith has advocated was .adopted. And to the

persistent urgency with which, at meetings for discussion

and for exhibition, in the columns of our agricultural

nals, and on the fields of his own farm, the policy of

steam cultivation h.as been advocated by Mr. Smith,

more probably than to any other single agency that

can be named, do we owe the present unanimity and

fidence of public opinion in the sound policy of

cultivation by steam-power.

Mr. Smith has served his generation well, and

earned the hearty thanks of English agriculturists.

His annexed portrait is a very recognis,ible likeness.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mdric than (me eminent breeder h.as within the last

six months enforced the importance of ancestry as an

element in judging the merits of animals competing in

the showyard, and Mr. Torr, at the next Council meeting

of the Royal Agricultural Society, will move that judges

lirncclet -id.

The younger ISrncelits arc by TOUCMSTONK (20,986),
KNinHTI.KV (22,051), C.RANI) DUKE 7TH (19,877),
and Cherkv Chano nuKK (23,554). .Soiwrn by
RoMUi.tJS, niillrrjiy and her d.aughter by 711I Cuanii
Dukk, represent the Milcole Vhnrmcr tribe ; and
several members of Mr. Adkins' Frill and (,)uceii families

also are present, and likely to attract notice. There
are some well-bred young bulls, among which we may
notice LoRDorTIIE Forj'.st (26, 704),by(;KANi)l)tiKK

7TII, and with a pedigree tracing back lhioMi;li many
good Hates cros.ses to /iti;f;ii//n>ipe, by Maki.iiouoiii;ii.

Candidatk, by 21) 1)i:kk ov t'i..Mto, was bird by

Mr, Robarts, of Lillingstime L).ayrcll, and comes of the

f'mhsia by 2d Ci.kvki.and Lad strain ; and a similar

lineage results in Chorister, lot 48. (Jrand
Dukk 7TII, the sire of most of the young slock, is by
31) Grand Duke, and out of Giand Duchess ^Ih

;

he was bred by Mr. liolden, and ]>urchased as a calf

for 320 gs. He has been a most excellent sire, and is

still in service.

—

- Mr. Enoch I lodgkinson's catalogue hits appeared

during the week, announcing the sale of his entire herd

at Mort(m Grange on Thursday, the 7th inst. Mr. Thorn-

ton informs us that "the herd has been selected and

bred fiir the last 10 years from stock bred by the

late Mr. Hall, of Kiveton Park ; Mr. John Armstrong,

Palterton ; Mr. George Bland, Coleby, and other noted

breeders." Lot I, I'airy, by Stron<; Bow, of

Kiveton origin, is the ancestress of 1 1 cows and heifers.

Her pedigree is therefore of some importance. Omit-

ting the earliest eight crosses, the most remote of which

is that of Bakningiiam (56), we find

—

FaimiriU (by Amhassadob (883;) Mui.KV (4S'9).

Fanny EmBMASTBKfjus).

Fnine HoKNOV JO (9323).

Frnnik VVillWatbii (11,307).

Firefly Strong Bow (15,350).

Fair

""

There are several descendants of Penance by F.arl

Spencer's LVCUROUS, a bull bred from Chilton stock,

and two representatives of No. 54, Chilton sale,

namely, Susan by Victor Royal—a first-rate bull by

RovAi. Butterfly ioth (18,761)—and Sinr of the

Evening, also by Victor Royal. The following bulls

have been recently used :—DuKE of CuMRERLANn

(21,585) by Prince Gwynne (20,547), dam /iuttercup

by Cheltenham; Majestic; (24,510) by Lnnu of

the Hills (18,267), and desce.uled from /a;/ by

Roman; Victor Royal, already noticed ;
VicroRV

by Victor Royal, and Red O.mvn by Duke op

CUMIILKI.AND.
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The Prince became
the tenant of the Shaw
Fami and of the home
grounds in 1S49. The
whole is now a continu-

ous estate, including the

royal gardens and the
Frogmore grounds, the
position of which is

shown by shade lines on
theannexedniap(fig.S5).

It was at first, along with
the Norfolk and Flemish
Farms, under the imme-
diate direction of the

late General Wemyss, to

whom the credit is due
of having advised the
Prince Consort both to

take the Shaw Farm
into his own hands, and
to build the new home-
steads both there and on
the Home or Dairy
Farm.
The Shaw Farm in-

cludes 30S acres, of
which about 120 are

arable ; and the Home
Park amounts to 540
acres, wholly pasture, of
which, however, more
than 120 acres are oc-

cupied by pleasure-
grounds, plantations,

gardens, buildings, and
roads.

The estate includes

several varieties of soil.

The southern portion is

a stiff adhesive soil upon
the London clay forma-
tion ; the Thames-side
meadows are good allu-

vial grazing grounds
;

the upper pastures of
llie Home Park next the

Castle are on the chalk.

For the combined farms
a sum upwards of
;^iooo a year was paid
in rent and taxes by the
Prince Consort, who
took them in a very wild
and very unequipped
condition. Besides pro-
viding, of course, tlie

proper farm capital in-

vested in its cultivation,

he also contributed up-
wards of ;i^6ooo towards
the two sets of farm
buildings which are
erected on it, and which
we have now to de-
scrilie :

—

A modern homestead
is an establishment for

the manufacture of mut-
ton, beef, and pork

—

enabling the feeding of
live stock with less ex-
pense of labour and of
food. The true prin-
ciples of consti^uction

and design have long
been known. The connection in fact
of all such portions of the buildings as
are connected in use saves labour ; and
covered yards, boxes, stalls, providing
a sufficiency of healthful exercise, per-
fect ventilation, and warm shelter,

economise the food of feeding cattle.

The combination of these two leading
principles is now attempted by all good
designers of farm buildings. To these
must, however, be added a third consi-
deration, which has latterly come to be
considered of almost equal importance—namely, the shelter of tlie manure
which is made in these cattle-houses,
and its presei-\'ation at once from loss
by evaporation and from exposure to
the rain.

How are these principles carried out
upon the Prince Consort's farms ? At
his Royal Highness's Norfolk Fann,
the homestead represented at pages 1S6
and 187 was probably the best of those
upon the old fashion, which stood when
the Prince Consort became the tenant

FARM BUILDINGS.
in. The Prince Consort's Shaw F.\rm.

HAW FAKMS

ledgments to ^
the Prince Consort'

Messrs, Longman for the loan of blocks iITul.

trating a description of this homestead, taken
from their work c ' "" ' " ' '

Fig. 86.

—

sheep-shed.

of these estates. Except-
ing the comfortable

dwelling - house, it is

built for the most part

of wood and thatch,

and it includes that lead-

ing feature of all the old

homesteads — a large,

square, working court,

containing the dung-pit,

and surrounded by a
large barn, a dwelling

house and offices, cart-

sheds, and stables, on
the four sides of it. But
with all the picturesque-

ness, roominess, and even
comfort of this old style,

it is plain enough, from
the description of these

buildings at p. 187, that

there is a gieat loss of

labour in the conveyance
of straw and provender
to the yards and stables,

and a great loss of ferti-

lising matter by the ex-

posure of all the farm-

yard manure to the

weather.

At the Shaw Farm
we have an instance of

a good modern home-
stead, retaining to some
extent the principle of

open yards, providing,

however, ample and
suitable accommodation
for feeding and breeding

stock in stalls and boxes,

and furnishing good
illustrations of nearly all

the methods of con-

struction referred to

. above.

At the Home Farm,
exclusively for dairy

stock, as being designed

for an exclusively pas-

ture farm, the principal

features are a magnificent

cow-house, for the ac-

commodation of the

cows, and a large manure
house, to which, for the

presei-vation of its ferti-

lising ingredients, the

soiled litter from this

cow-house is daily

moved. For other stock

there is ample provision

in calves' houses, yards

with sheds, and pigsties.

The Flemish farmery

is the most compendious
of the series, and perhaps
the most of all in accord-

ance with the latest

agiicultural require-

ments. A covered yard
arranged in either stalls,

boxes, or large enclosed

spaces, an open yard
with shed for breeding
stock, and a stable abut

upon straw-house, chafif-

house, &:c., in connection with barns,

and threshing-machine, and granary

—

the whole being under one roof. And
there is an open working yard, with
implement and cart-shed and cottages
close by. These will receive detailed

description hereafter. They are the
most successful of the series in develop-
ing those principles of arrangement and
construction already named ; and, in

fact, the merit of these farmeries appears
to increase pretty nearly in the order in

which we have name^l them.

The sketch on the following page
{fig. 88) represents the Shaw homestead
as seen from the grass-field between il

and the royal gardens. On the same
page (fig. 89) is given a plan of these

buildings, with a scale from which their

dimensions may be learned, and an
isometrical projection (fig. 87), repre-

senting the height, roofing, and arrange-

ment of the different parts.

These buildings were erected in 1853
from the designs of Mr. G. A. Dean,
the architect, to whom, under General
Wemyss, the Prince Consort communi-
cated his desire on the subject. His
commands_ were that '

'1 plam and sub-
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stantial buildings should
be so arranged that each
description of stock

might be kept and
tended apart from the

other, suitable aspects

being given to the several

parts, and the arrange-

ment being contrived so

as to insure the econo-

mical performance of all

labour to be done within

them." The design very

fairly carries out the

Prince's intention. It

will be seen that the

poultry, the swine, the

feeding cattle, the sheep-

shed, the stables, are

placed in distinct and
separate localities, acces-

sible with the straw-cart,

the dung- cart, or the

turnip-cart, by roads

which intersect the

whole. The buildings

stand upon a square of

ground— the sides run-

ning north and south,

east and west, respec-

tively.

The row upon the

eastern side includes cart-

shed at either end, two-
storied lodging house in

the middle, and farm
stables. The row on the

western side includes

carpenter's yard and
shed, threshing-bam and
granaries, steam-engine
and boiler-house, floor

for mixing chaff with
pulped roots, and pig-

geries around three sides

of a small square, in the

midst of which is tlic

food-house for their suji-

ply. Between these t\\ o

north and south lines,

on the east and on the

west sides of the square,

there are three rows of

buildings, with roadways
between them, and also

between their extremities

and the two lines already

described. The first on
the northern side in-

cludes foreman's house,

poultry house, and black-

smith's and carpenter's

shops. The second row
includes a series of

boxes, hemels (small

yards) facing south, and
boxes, with a large root-

house for the supply of

the whole, where Gard-

ner's and Moody's tur-

nip-cutters are fixed and
worked by strap from a

shaft, to which motion
is given by a small os-

cillating I -horse steam-

engine standing on the

floor, steam being
brought for it along a
pipe from the threshing-

engine boiler-house just

across the road. The
third row occupies nearly

half the width of the

square, and its whole
length between the two
lines of buildings at its

east and west ends. It

is divided midway by a
wide shed, in which
shed-feeding of sheep on
sparred floors is adopted

;

and on either side, with

sheds at their further

ends, are two capital

yards for young stock.

The sheep-sheds answer
the purpose of rapid fat-

tening well. 1 50 Cheviot

wethers are fattened in

them every season. The
floor is divided into pens
about, nine feet square,

holding six sheep apiece.

They receive cut roots

and cake, and thrive fast

compared with the pro-

gress made out-of-doors.

The section of the build-

GROUND-PLAX.

Refe Letters i

JSnsi Rn>ige.~a, Cart and waggon-sheds.

—

b b. Cart-horse stables.—

sheJ.—/, Drill-shed.—^^, Men's living rooms, with sleeping roo

North Rnngc.^i, Foreman's cottage.—yy, Steward's stable, gig-hoi

jtt. Pout try-woman's cottage, by the entrance from Her Majesty'

and other shops, wood-yard, saw-pit, &c.

West Range.—a. Com bay.— b, Hay bay.—c C, Cut hay and straw.—D, Corn-i

E, .Sheds for corn to be thrashed and for chaflF from machine,—c, Boiler-rc

J, Boiling-house.

Piggery Department.—K K, Open shed, and sties, with yards for store breeding

Centre Rangcs.^pq', Yard and house for stallion,

—

q p'. Yards and houses for bull;

Harness-room.—rf, Chaff and corn-bins.—r, Hay and cor

I over, and clock tower.—/(, Implement-shed.
;, and hospital for sick stock.— k k. Poultry department.-

ooms to the farm offices.—//, no. Blacksmith's, carpenter

ing here given (fig. 86),
shows the nature of the
accommodation, and the
size and depth of the
tank beneath into which
the manure from the
sheep falls. Ventilation
is insured, imperfectly
however, by the louvre
boards in the side walls,

and the divisions into

pens are shown upon the

plan. As many as 100
cartloads of capital solid

dung are taken from the

tank every spring and
used with great effect on
the Mangel fields. A
principal fault in the

arrangement is the im-
perfect access given to

the vault where it accu-

mulates, and from which
it has to be lifted through
trap-doors in the floor.

Owing, in all proba-
bility, to this accumula-
tion of manure and im-
perfect ventilation, the
place, though admirably
adapted for rapid feed-

ing, does not turn out
good mutton.
The dwelling house,

detached from the home-
stead, and well seen in

the slietch (p. 88), is

now the residence of

Mr. Tait, the manager
of the farm. It contains

a suite of apartments
(N upon the plan) for

Her Majesty's use : they
are placed at the end cf

a fine a\e;iue, and, toge-

tlier with the steward's
house, form a very
phasing and picturesque
object. From these

rooms the Queen can
walk in comparative pri-

\acy to the poultiy de-

partment, and thence
through the whole range
of buildings.

The various depart-
ments of the farmery are
separate and well de-
fined. The poultry
department is managed
without any interference

with the farm operations,

as are also the black-

smith's and carpenter's

departments. The bam
machinery comprises,

besides the threshing-

machine, Oat, Bean, and
cake-crushing mills, a
flour-mill, straw and
chaff-cutters, hoisting

machinery, &c. The
granary is on the third

floor, and is furnished

with tackle for loading

carts outside. The
arrangement here is too

closely packed for con-

venience.

In the piggery depart-

ment, shown at K and
M in the plan, the styes

surround the boiling-

house, at the back of
which is a large tank in

which the food is fer-

mented.
The central position of

this building insures eco-

nomy in feeding the

animals.

The stock yards shown
at V, 7(', X, are divided

into four for keeping
separate, if it should be
so desired, distinct breeds

of stock, or stock of

different ages. The cen-

tral range comprises the

sheep-shed, including the

arrangements just des-

cribed for feeding on an

open floor over a tank

for the collection of

Slaughter-house.—^f, Boiler-house with

rs, Cow-house and yard with calf-pens.—

,t-,—Yards and sheds for store stock.—>, Sheep-

The bullock-boxes, in

the range shown at let-

ters u, II, are without
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open yards on Ihe north side, while those on the south
|

32s. of fuel
; yet when he talks about an engine

possess them. This arrangement was carried out by ploughing 10 acres a day with 6 cwt. of coal I have a
tr, ^crsrtfiin I right to osk wlicrc they are made, and before he puts

out such a statement he ought to have been in a
position to have told us without needing the use of tlie

word " doubt." The fact is, he is talking in the dark.

[April 2, 187a

which of the two plans was best for fattening bullock
of various breeds. The provision-shed, s, in this
range, is well placed for supplying food to animals in
the various range.s of the building.

The accommodation for cows is small, in consequence
of the dairy being at the Home or Dairy Farm. It
was therefore intended to keep in this steading only
the few breeding animals intended for exhibition. The
bull and stallion boxes adjoining the cow-byre are
commodious and well fitted up.

The whole of the buildings are well drained and
supplied with water. There are various manure tanks
having holes with plugs in the topstones, so that on
taking out the plugs, portable pumps may be employed
for pumping the liquid either into carts or on the
manure in the stock yards as may be desirable.

It is proper to add, that the principal defects in the
designs of the buildings are the cramped and confined
arrangements of the thresliing-barn and granary, and
the long carriage of straw and food to stables and
yards. Defects of construction have since been
corrected at considerable expense ; those which are
inseparable from the design must, of course unavoid-
ably, remain.

...^.v. uv^u^i. i !,._ i.i%,L 13, lie 13 laiiviiiy lu lue UL
Let him get into practice, and beat my 6s. SJ. an a^ic
seed-bed for Wheat if he can. His figures are of no
use. IVilliam Smil/i, If'v/s/o/i, BUlchley Station,
Bucks, March 26.

Some Contspoiibciitf.

Unfavourable Appearance of the Wheat Plant.
—But one opinion prevails in this and in some of the
adjacent counties, that the young Wheats never looked
worse, especially upon lea ground ; in some cases the
plant has entirely disappeared, and the ground has been
reploughed and resown. Farmers are at their wits' end
as to the course they shall pursue, with their thin growth

;

harrowing, redrilling, pressing, and top-dressing are
spoken of, and in some quarters active measures have
already been taken, but I have not as yet learnt that
agriculturists are agreed as to the cause of the extensive
and general loss of the Wheat plant within the past
winter. All localities appear alike aflected : upon
the alluvial plains, rich loamy slopes, deep heavy
clays, and shallow rocky surface, may be ob-
served the withering out and wholly faded Wheat
blade. That the failure does not arise from
inferior cultivation or any peculiar treatment of the
soil, is clear beyond doubt, seeing that the loss of
plant is found where the man.agement of the ground
was good and regular. Can the weather of the past
season have been the entire cause of this lamentable
falling away of our Wheat plant ? I am induced to
ask this question from a statement which fell from a
celebrated agriculturist in this locality, when speaking
of the loss of his plant. The more interest attaches to
his statement, seeing that the greater part of the Clover
lea broken up for Wheat last season on his farm was
ploughed by some 30 or 40 teams at the local match.
My informant declared that the greatest failure of plant
is visible where the " Champion" ploughs acted, and
that the fullest plant is seen where his own ploughman
turned the furrow. There is a good deal in this, as
practical men will see ! The man who cultivates the
same area for a series of seasons must naturally know
the result of certain operations to the soil, and there-
fore he regulates the depth of the furrow, and is careful
not to have a rough uneven face. The agriculturist
whose experience I am now writing, does not attribute
the appearance of his Wheat crop to the severity of the
weather

;
he, like his neighbours, is at a loss to account for

It
;
but he made a most interesting statement relative to

the faihire of a large breadth of Wheal, somewhat to
the following elTect :—That in order to reap the
largest benefit from the experimental ploughing, he
was most careful to select a superior seed Wheat,
which went through the usual course of pickling, viz

,

2 lb. of sulphate of copper to 10 bushels of com. The
tield was drilled in due course, and the crop apijeared
much in the condition we have already spoken of—
weak and thin, with the exception of one spot, which
all along grew vigorously and strong. Upon the
occupier seeking information regarding the sowing
of this field, he learnt that the whole of
the pickled Wheat being run through the drill
they fell back upon a bushel of the same Wheat which
had not been pickled, and this corn was drilled on the
spot now covered with a healthy promising plant. This
IS really .an important and interesting circumstance, and
one which, I doubt not, some of your correspondents
will think worthy of observation. I will watch the
future of this Wheat field, and report at the proper
season the appearance of things at harvest. Maybe a
thick crop of smut will destroy the best part of the
present healthy grown plant. J. L. F., MonmcMshire,
March 26. *

Econoniical Engines.-" G. A. H.," after giving
us a lot of figures about coal-buraing in an engine
refers me to his engine builders by saying that he" has
very little doubt about their undertaking to build me
an engine that would, with 6 cwt. of coal, do as muchwork .as my present lo-horse engine, and thus evades
altogether the plain question that I put to him—
Where can I buy one that can plough lo acres with

b cwt. of coal?" I am content with my own engine
that did a fortnight ago 23 acres of smashing with

Highways or Road Repairs Much
about the abolition of turnpikes and the management of
highways generally. It is a subject of great national
importance, and the sooner the question is fully dis-
cussed in Parliament, and a good and comprehensive
decision is arrived at, the better. Like the Irish Land Bill
now before Parliament it must deal with matters as they
are. No specific enactment can deal with the varied
phases and present position of the many different trusts.
Many of these trusts are out of debt, whilst others are
heavily burdened, and their income sadly diminished by
competing railroads. Neither will it do to tax a dis-
trict which by great effort has got out of debt, to
relieve another which is heavily loaded. Each district
must bear its own burthens, as it was for its peculiar
benefit they were laid on, or rather these debts were
incurred. There is a very important consideration con-
nected with road repairs that ought to be more
frequently brought before the public. It is the obliga-
tion imposed upon parishes to maintain roads not used
to any extent or generally by the public. In the parish
where the writer resides are several miles of roads or
lanes which are in reality accommodation roads, that
is, they lead only to lands in the occupation of graziers
and farmers, chiefly graziers, and have from time
immemorial been fruitful green pastures—/. c, green
lanes—and carriages are not often seen passing
along them. A field is broken up and cultivated

;

cartage to some extent takes place. The occupier
ascertains that upon application to the magisterial
bench he can compel the parish officers lo jiut this road
he uses into an efficient state of repair. This he does,
and the magistrates, as a matter of course, having no
discretionary power to do otherwise, order the repairs
to be done. Now herein is the injustice and wrong.
These roads have always been kept in a fair state of
repair consistent with the traffic thereon, but if they
are not put into an efficient repair, so as to form a
sound, hard road suitable for all Her Majesty's subjects,
the magistrates are bound lo inflict a fine proportionate
to the neglect in carrying out their order. This may
be according to law, but it is unjust' to the ratepayers.
The magistrates ought to have discretionary power to
act in accordance with the justness of the case. The
writer was, some time ago, a witness at an Assize trial
respecting the repairs of one of these roads. The
Lord Chief Justice Cockburn decided "that the road
must be repaired lo the reasonable satisfaction of the
complainants, consistent with the traffic thereon, but
not necessarily in that expensive and substantial
manner customary on public highways." This is as it

should be—thus dealing equity to all parties ; but to
give power to any litigious individual to impose heavy
costs, without just cause, upon a body of ratepayers
IS wrong. In almost every parish in the kingdom there
are roads of this character, and the justice of the case
could be met by repairing them according to their traffic.
These minor public questions are well worthy every
attention. In the parish from which I write the high-
way rates are very heavy, seklom being less than from
2s. to 2s. 6J. in the pound. Granite (broken), the best
road-making material, costs izs. per ton at the station.
Common gravel and flinty gravel about 6/. per ton,
all exclusive of cartage and labour in putting the ma-
terial upon the roads. To add to the yearly costs there
are about three miles of "turnpike roads " to repair, as
our turnpikes were abolished some years since, and 'the
repairs of the roads thrown upon the respective parishes.
We should of course, under these circumstances, think
It unjust to be compelled to aid in relieving other turn-
pike trusts throughout the country. It may be as well
to state, that justices have no direct authority to order
the kind of material for the repair of roads. They must
order the repair, but, upon complaint of inefficient
repair, Ihey have the power to levy such a fine as they
think will best meet the case. Considerate justices
are slow to impose heavy fines upon the partial repair
only of those green lanes. Many of those already
repaired with stone or gravel are fully covered with
Grass, and, as named above, are seldom used for car
riage traffic. O. F.

Foreign Correspondence,
Paris. — The French Parliamentary Agricultural

Commission which arose out of the discussion upon
the commercial treaty with England, has determined,
against all precedent in France, that its meetings shall
be public, and that they shall commence immediately

;

it is also announced that the proceedings will be
published at the low charge of {d. for eight quarto
pages. The inquiry is divided under nine distinct
heads ;— i, Cotton ; 2, Wool ; 3, Silk

; 4, Other
textiles

; 5, Mineralogy and metallurgy ; 6, Agiicul-
ture

; 7, Viticulture ; S, Means of transport
; 9, Various

industries. The inquiry will be conducted on fixed
interrogatories—those relating to agriculture are now
before us, and are 49 in number. The foUowinif
subjects present the greatest general interest :—The
supply and condition of labour and the rate of wages
^natural and artificial manures and their cost—recent
improvements in modes of cultivation—the breeding
and rearing of stock, the prices of cattle and meat—the
profit derived from milk, butter and cheese—the
advantages to be derived from the rearing of poultry—
the effect of treaties of commerce on prices—the varia-
tions in the price of wool during the last three periods
of 10 years each, the effect of such variations on sheep
farming, the introduction of foreign races, and the prices
per head of sheep during the above periods—the produce
per hectare of each kind of cereal during each of the
last 20 years, and the causes of the variations that have
occurred—the development of the flour trade-the sell-
ing price of Beetroot, oleaginous seeds, textiles,
Tobacco, Hops, &c., during the same periods of lo
years—the progress made in the manufacture of sugar,
spirits, and beer—cultivation of the Vine, exports and
prices of wine, &c.—importance and growth of the
fruit trade —conditions, past and present, of silk pro-
duction—the importation of foreign timber and the
means of increasing the home growth, and effect of
commercial treaties on the prices of timber, bark, and
resinous extracts—cost of transport of agricultural pro-
ducts by land and water, and means of improvement
eft'ect of recent legislation respecting corn, and of the
temporary admission of Wheat to be ground and re-
exported in the form of flour on the manufactures
depending on cereals and the public revenue. The
questions directly relating to the commercial treaties
are worded as follows :—What effect have treaties of
commerce had on the demand for, and prices of, the
various agricultural products ? What effect have such

I

treaties had on the value and rents of land so situated
as to benefit by the new demands created ? What has
been the effect of these treaties on foreign importation,
and, consequently, on the raw materials employed in
agriculture, particulariy iron, and thereby on agricul-
tural machinery and implements, manures, or other
substances used for the improvement of the soil, fabrics,
clothing, &c ? The following general questions com-
plete the list :—What are the points in civil and general
legislation and in existing treaties requiring to be
modified in the interest of agriculture ? What modifi-
cations in fiscal legislation and customs tariffs are neces-
sary in the interest of agriculture ? What are the other
causes acting favourably or otherwise on agricultural
prosperity? These interrogatories are much shorter
than those employed by the late official commission,
which seems to have become embarrassed by its wealth
of matter, and to have procrastinated until it has been
superseded.

Trench Ploughing.—"An ingenious yeoman in this
county (Kent) hath two ploughs fastened together so
finely that he ploweth two furrows at once, one under
another, and so stirreth up the land 12 or 14 inches
deep, which in so deep ground is very good. Scholars
know that Hen-dia-duo is a very thrifty figure in
rhetorick, and how advantageous the improvement of

device of a twin-plough may be to posterity, I
leave to the skilful in husbandry to consider "* The
above early notice of deep ploughing in England,
which I met wuh in quaint old Thomas Fuller, may
interest some of your readers. In the margin is a
reference to " Hartlib's Legacie," p. 6 ~IV. C
Trei'dyati, Wallington, March 28.

* Fuller's " History of the Worthies of England,"- 1662.

HlLDESHiLi.M, Feb. 10 : Potato CiiUiirc.—'Yo those
who are interested in the culture of the Potato, a short
account of some experiments recently made in a new
mode of cultivation may prove acceptable, the more so
as It seems to offer two great advantages, namely, the
appropriation of the poorest soil, and most damp and
shady spots in the garden, and at the same time the
production with very little increased labour and care of
a much larger and finer crop.

In the spring of 1S68, a relative, residing in Holstein,
informed me that a Mr. Gulich, recently returned from
the United States, had made experiments during the
previousyearwith highly successful results ; and although
my crofis were planted, I resolved to try the same upon
a small scale, and was rewarded by a yield so abundant
that I was induced next year to plant largely. For
those who are not already acquainted with Gulich's
method, let me describe the plan I pursued :—The soil
was moderately manured in autumn (though with-
out such preparation I have had a good yield)

;
in spring, at the usual time, the largest and healthiest
Potatos are chosen, each Potato laid upon the surface
of the ground and gently pressed in with the eyes
uppermost at equal distances, in rows 4 feet apart, and
then each Potato separately earthed over to the height
of about 4 inches. In planting each row I placed the
Potatos in. the intervals of those in the previous row :

no hole or trench was made. The heaps were raised
gradually with the growth of bines till they reached
the height of 2 feet. With the height of course the
circumference of the heaps is increased, and the bines
are forced through the sides of the heaps, and gradu-
ally assume a horizontal position—to ensure which (hey
must be gently bent down and lightly covered with soil.
Great attention must be paid to this, as the horizontal
position prevents the moisture reaching the young
tubers,—a great cause of disease and decay. Thus, by a
little more outlay of care and labour in the growth, a
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crop of Potatos, all large and good, is reaped, and less

labour involved in the harvesting ; and I can safely

recommend this plan for wet soils and shady situations.

When the earthing-up is completed, I plant between
the rows all kinds of Cabbage, Turnips, Carrots, or

Beetroot, which thrive well.

I have grown upon this method an early white

kidney, which is fit for use from the middle of July to

the end of October ; but I can strongly recommend
the Fi\'e-week Kidney, which has no blossom. It is

the earliest sort, and fit for table at the end of May or

early in June, and has not the soapy taste which other

early new Potatos have, but is much sought after on

account of its fine flavour. This Potato has but few
eyes, rarely yielding more than 12 to 15 on a root ; it

ripens early, and is not affected by the Potato disease.

This kind I do not plant after Gulich's mode, but in

the ordinary way, to combine the growth of Cucumbers
with it. Upon lightly manured soil I plant at l^ foot

from the path a row of Potatos, each Potato li foot

apart ; then a space of 5.^ feet is left for the Cucumbers,
then four rows more Potatos, Cucumbeis again, and so

on until one row of Potatos completes the plantation.

The space for Cucumbers is again manured early in May,
and the seed sown. The Potato bines do not hinder

the manuring and digging, nor will they shade the

Cucumbers. The Potatos are taken up in June, when
the Cucumbers are allowed to run, each row thus

having a bed 6 feet wide, with a pathway.!^ foot

broad between. The Cucumber being a very profit-

able crop, the advantages resulting from its growth in

connection with early Potatos are evident.

I may mention, in conclusion, that I plant the

kidney Potato, which I keep till the middle of August
for seed, upon Gulich's plan, leaving, however, only

3 feet between each, and thus obtain what are absolutely

necessary for seed, large and fine Potatos. Cabbages,
&c., may be grown between these. I feel sure that for

the cultivation of the Potato on a large scale by the

farmer, Gulich's method presents great advantages ;

still more sure am I that on damp and shaded soils the

Potato can only yield a good crop when grown in this

sr. Rittmeistcr A. Borehers.

Alarch 31 : Causes Discouraging the Application of
Capital to Agriculture.—At this meeting Mr. Mechi
read the following paper on the above interesting

subject :—

A nation superabounding in population and in

wealth, which it loans to foreign nations in hundreds of

millions, and yet, with its land half farmed and half

capitalled, is dependent on foreign countries for nearly

one half of its daily bread, must appear to every

reasoning mind a pitiable, dangerous, and reproachful

anomaly.
There must be causes for this uncomfortable state of

things, and into those causes we are about this evening
to inquire. When this subject was proposed to me,
I asked of myself the following questions :

—

1. Are there practicable remedies?
2. Will they benefit alike landowners, tenants,

labourers, and the country at large ?

3. Can the necessary capital be found to carry them
out?

And I at once, guided by my own long practical

experience as landowner and tenant, answered in the
affirmative. As to capital, we are all, I believe,

agreed, that almost any amount of money may be had
on land security ; and that is, I know, the experience of
the several land drainage and land improvement com-
panies that have been of late years established, I there-

fore anticipate that to give a security on the land for

the cost of improvements effected by these companies
will be hereafter looked upon as a commendable and
desirable transaction.

The time will come when purchasers of estates will

naturally expect to find a considerable annual charge
on them for liquidation of principal and interest of im-
provements effected through these companies. This
system will (when legalised on entailed and embar-
rassed estates) bring into agricultural use and profit the
surplus funds of those who, but for these companies,
would never have thought of investing their money in

agricultural improvements. It will divert millions
from foreign loans that would go to strengthen foreign
nations as our agricultural and manufacturing com-
petitors, and would bring vast funds for agricultural
use and profit. Before I continue my subject, let me
say, truthfully and without flattery, that your county
is one in the foremost rank of agricultural progress,
thanks in great degree to that wise, good, and far-

seeing man, the late much lamented Prince Consort,
to the late Mr. Pusey, and to other spirited landowners
and their tenants—some, alas ! no more.

I infer, from your invitation to me, and from the
subject which you have chosen, that you are dissatisfied

with the present condition of British agriculture, and
desire to see it amended, so that we may be enabled,
now that we have free trade in corn and meat, to
compete successfully with foreign nations in the pro-
duction of human food.

I therefore ask myself, Could we thus successfully

compete?—and I reply, with the confidence resulting

from long practical experience, that we certainly could
so compete, provided that all the conditions were
favourable to the investment of more capital and
intelligence in agricultural production. But how
important and significant is this last sentence ! It may
be said to contain the whole future of British agricul-
tural progression. In order to succeed fully, British
agriculture should be, both as regards landowner and
tenant, as free as air, and released from the numerous
trammels which at present cramp its action and hinder
its advance. I presume we are all agreed that so long
as the average prices of meat and grain are remunera-
tive, we, as farmers, shall not complain, although
those prices may be subject to the ups and downs that
have ever attended and ever must attend agricultural

productions. But while the average prices since the
introduction of free trade have been satisfactory to

those whose farms are in a proper condition, favourable
to capital, thousands of farmers who are deprived of
those favourable conditions have had, and continue to

have, especially just now, a painful struggle, and are
totally unprepared to combat successfully with foreign

competitors at tlie present low prices. Shut up in

little ill-shaped fields, with broad hedgerows and
timber trees, their land undrained, their roads
wretched, their homestead ill-placed, their personal

and animal accommodation insufficient and ill-arranged,

their leases restrictive and antiquated, and, in some
cases, ground game in excess and a deficient capital,

theirs, indeed, must be a sorrowful and unprofitable

lot, still further aggravated by the uncertainty of annual
tenure, and the absence of a valuation for unexhausted
improvements. Not only have they to compete with
foreigners, but also with thoseof their own countrymen
who, in every one of those respects, niay be much more
favourably situated than themselves.

When I say that we could compete successfully with
foreigners, it is because I know that we have an impor-
tant natural advantage over them {from our greater
proximity to a market) which, I think, may be taken as

approaching 15^. per quarter on Wheat.
A considerable difference of opinion prevails as to the

cost to foreigners of placing their grain in our markets,
and that is not to be wondered at, seeing not only how
variable at times are the charges for conveyance by land
or water, but also how different are our distances from
the sources of supply. Estimates run from Sj. to 20J-.

per quarter ; probably 15/, would not be far from the
average truth, A friend, well versed in the foreign

corn trade, writes to me thus :
—" As you put the ques-

tion, ' Has the British farmer a protection to the extent

of 15^. a qr. in Wheat?'—coming from the Western
States of America and the interior of the south of
Russia, perhaps you would be within the mark, but the
great bulk of our supplies come not thence direct,

although I have little doubt they do by displacement.

A large portion of the Wheat shipped at St, Petersburg
ascends the Wolga, 'nearly 20QO miles, and is two years

reaching the port of shipment ! What are the charges,

waste and interest of money ? " A Russian gentleman
informs me that this tedious transit has been consider-

ably hastened by the use of steam tugs on the Wolga.
The absence of local roads and bridges in Russia and
other countries that supply us with grain, render its

conveyance diflicult and costly. They are, however,
making railways with English money.
We must not forget, in making our estimate, how

numerous and repeated are the charges on transit, such
as loading and unloading by land and water, cartage,

freight, insurance, commission, difference in weight,

waste, damage by damp, heating, or salt water, the

latter not recoverable by insurance unless from some
accident to the ship.

Now, as a good British farmer will average 5 qr. of
Wheat per acre (some years I have averaged 7 qr. per
acre) he has thus an advantage, from natural causes, of

£2> ^S-*"- per acre, to which must be added the differ-

ence in acreable produce, which is certainly from I to

2 qr. per acre. The returns for the quantity of seed
Wheat sown are, in southern Russia, 5 for i ; in poor
northern land in Russia, 4 for i ; in England,
14 for I ; with good farmers, 25 for I ; on my
farm, 40 for i. In the United States of America it

can be scarcely 6 for i, because their average crops
of Wheat are, I have reason to believe, as low as

16 bushels per acre. Ours in England are 2S to 30.

In Russia, America, and other foreign countries, the

hand and horse-hoe are too generally neglected, and
consequently they get a mixed crop of weeds, seeds,

and grain, I am sorry to say that some farmers do
this, even in England.

Against our advantages, which I have described,

must be set off cheap or nominally rented land, and the

generally smaller cost of production. Take the extreme
case in favour of the foreigner :—

Our rent, rates, tithes, and taxes .. ...^200
Cheaper labour in Russia .

.

.

.

, . o 10 o
Other charges, manures, &c. .

,

. , 100

—that would still leave a balance in favour of England.

In America, whence we derive so much of our

Wheat, labour is double the price of ours, so that our
advantage is increased to that extent. It may be use-

ful to consider the present aspect of the foreign grain

trade as it affects the foreign fanner, for he is by no
means just now in a comfortable position, and if lam

not mistaken, these low prices will soon lessen foreign
import, and gradually enhance prices here.
Wheat has recently been bought at Chicago (United

States) at 2.0s. per quarter, and in Russia at the same
price. That Wheat cannot be brought here and sold
with any profit much under 40J. per quarter, but how
much does the farmer get for it, who lives hundreds of
milesawayfrom a shipping port?~forwe must remember
that most of the lands of the old settlements near sea-

ports have been long since exhausted by constant crop-
pings, and that it is only from the distant interior that
supplies can be now obtained. Even with our good
roads, which are wanting abroad, we cannot convey
Wheat to market under 2il. per quarter per mile, or

i6j-. Si/, per 100 miles. I know of Oats contracted for,

free on board at Montreal, in Canada, in May next, at

I2s. T,d. per quarter. How much will the poor farmer
get, who is some hundreds of miles distant from the
shipping port ? A Canadian gentleman assures me that

after deducting from the present price paid in London,
the charges in London, ocean freight, the transport

from Chicago to New York (the port of shipment), and
the charges at Chicago, with cost of land transport to

Chicago, the grower realises only 13X. 61L per quarter
for Wheat, or very little more than half the cost of
production. He anticipates that supplies to us must
greatly fall off. I am assured that exporters and
importers of grain have during the last six months
suffered a loss equal to ;i^2,ooo,ocx> sterling, having
ordered and bought too dear, expecting, as many of us
did, that corn would realise a high price. The high
price of labour in America is sufficiently proved by the

fact that last year 1 20,000 mowing and reaping machines
were sold.

Begging pardon for this digression, I now proceed to

name the obstructions to agricultural progress :

—

1. Want of security of tenure by transferable leases.

2. Want of legalised sanction of valuation for tenants'

unexhausted improvements.

3. Want of a more uniform practice in valuations, all

other things being equal.

4. The law of entail,

5. The cost, delay, and diflkulty of land transfer.

6. The want of drainage, local and arterial.

7. Small irregular fields, with too much hedgerow,
timber, and ground game.

8. Unsuitable residential and animal accommodation,
misplaced homesteads, and ill-shaped farms.

9. The retention of half the kingdom (22,500,000
acres) in permanent pasture, much of it robbed,
starved, poor, and unimproved.

10. The want of education.

11. A dislike to change, and a comfortable belief in

antiquated customs.

Security of Tenure is one of the most important
means for attracting capital. Human nature is alike in

town and country. Who, in a town, would effect an
improvement with merely annual tenure, or unsecured
by a lease, with power to sell or transfer that lease ?

Without leases London and other great cities would
have remained small and antiquated. The nineteen

years' lease and the intelligent education of the Scotch
farmer and his labourers, have, together, worked well,

especially for the landowner ; and only require the

valuation of tenant's unexhausted improvements to

make the system nearly perfect. Mr, Gladstone, in

his able speech on the Irish Land Question, assumed
that in England tenures were more certain than in

Ireland. By courtesy they are, but not by law or

contract. In order to satisfy my mind on this point

I made inquiries of several of our most eminent land-

valuers, whose replies, so kindly given, are as

follows :

—

1. " I do not know how to answer your question,

there being no data upon which to base an opinion. In

the Home and Eastern Counties I should say leases were
general ; in the Midland and Northern Counties the

exception. You may take this fact, however, as indis-

putable, that by far the larger majority of tenants would
accept leases if they had the chance."

2. "I cannot give you from any data the extent of

land under lease in England, but I do not think it can

exceed one-tenth of the cultivated portion. I am very

doubtful indeed whether the majority of farm tenants

woidd have leases if they were offered, but this is owing
to the present want of capital. Once get the capital

that is wanted and leases would be a sine qud non."

3. "There are no means of arriving at any even
approximate conclusion as to the proportion of lease-

hold to annual tenure. The difficulty in England is to

get the tenant to accept a lease."

4. "I consider that four-fifths of the land in England
are held on annual tenure, and the remaining fifth held

under all sorts of leases, some for the term of seven

years, and again for the term of 12, 14, and 21 years.

I very recently gave the tenants of a large estate in

Lancashire, for which I am agent, the option of holding

on as yearly tenants or of accepting leases at 35-. per

acre more rent than they were asked to pay as yearly

tenants : all the tenants accepted the leases at the

additional rent."

It is quite true that on certain noble estates, where it

is made a point of honour never to change the tenantry

against their will, there tenants do not wish for a lease

and would decline taking one. The true reason is that

they know that they hold at an unvarymg or easy rent
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rate, with fixity of tenure, and they also know that

under leases landowners obtain higher rents than with-

out them ; for while now all is quiet and undisturbed

in the tenant's case, had they leases there might and

probably would arise at the termination of those leases,

revaluations or otlier reconsiderations. "But, said I

to a tenant of 1000 acres on such a well farmed noble

estate,
" supposing that an unjust or oppressive tenant

for life should succeed to the estate?" "Oh, said he,

"a few instances of wrong-doing would alarm the

tenantry ; they would change their high fanning for a

taking-out system, and the estate would soon become

deteriorated in value." Again, he said, "The stewards

of the estate are well aware of this ; so we see no danger

of such a kind." They justly observe that the Scotch

19 years' lease (without valuation of tenants' unex-

hausted improvements) has enormously increased rents,

to the landowners' great advantage; and they thus

appreciate their own more favourable position.

Notwithstanding these facts, I am still decidedly of

opinion that farming should be treated as a business,

and not as a favour, and that leases, with a valuation

of tenants' unexhausted improvements, would attract a

greater investment of capital, and improve the class of

tenants. I would strongly advise every one who feels

an interest in these matters to peruse a work which is

full of valuable evidence on most of the points of our

discussion. The information it contains is far more

copious than it is possible for me to lay before you this

evening ; and it becomes, just now, of great practical

value, seeing that Government has recognised and is

prepared to legalise tenant-right in Ireland. No one

can far a moment suppose but that it must very soon

become legalised also in England as well as in Ireland.

In 1849 there occurred the late Mr. Philip Pusey s

House of Commons' committee on tenant-right. A
digest of the evidence was prepared by Messrs. .Shaw

and Corbet, of the London Fanners' Club. A repub-

lication of tliat valuable document may now be had at

Mr. Tuxford's, 265, Strand ; or of Mr. Ridgway, 169,

Piccadilly, price 3s. (xi. It contains the evidence of

50 eminent landowners, land valuers, and farmers, on

the following subjects :

—

Tenant-right, customs of the different counties, pp. i to

Cultivation of the different counties, pp. 56 to 124.

Tenure, pp. 125 to 133.

The necessity of legislative enactment to secure or create

capital invested in the soil, pp. 134 to 163.

The laws of entail, and the policv of giving enlarged

powers to holders of life estate, &c., pp. 164 to 172.

The general benefit that would follow from a recognised

system of compensation for unexhausted improve-

rnents, pp. 173 to 186.

Farm buildings, pp. 187 to rgg.

Permanent improvements, draining, clialkmg, marling, or

claying, pp. 200 to 214.

Temporary improvements, pp. 215 to 22r.

Dilapidations, and the justice of giving compensation to

the landowner for injury, as well as to the tenant for

improvement, pp. 222 to 234.

Advantage of breaking up inferior grass-lands, pp. 235

to 240.

In 1849, when the foregoing evidence was taken, we

had no land drainage and land improvement com-

panies. Now such companies exist, and have at their

command an almost unlimited amount of capital wait-

ing for investment, when the laws of entail shall have

belin reformed, as suggested in the evidence at p. 164.

These companies will form the link that will connect

the suplus funds of cities with agricultural improvement.

Tlie Lcr.^'s <i/.£«/i7/V.—One-half of England is owned

by 150 individuals, and one-half of Scotland by about

twelve. In most of these cases the owners are

merely tenants for life, fettered by very limited powers,

quite inconsistent with agricultural improvement.

Some relaxation has been granted by Parliament, but

much more is required. I am glad to see that the

succession question will be considered by the Govern-

ment

Valuation of Tenants^ Unexhausted Improvements.—
No doubt we shall have for England a legalisation of

tenants' unexhausted improvements, and a general but

clear definition of them. We know that we have a

body of able men as land valuers and land agents,

forming a society called the Surveyors' Association. I

hope that they will soon come to an agreement as to

the most important questions, such as drainage of stiff

clays, covered yards, fixed steam machinery, &c. We
want uniformity of valuation, other things being equal.

Now, I can find valuers and fanners in Essex who

don't believe in the deep pipe drainage of stiff tile

clays, although they would decline to stop the holes in

their flower-pots. I look upon stiff soil deep pipe

drainage as almost a permanent improvement, provided

the outlets are kept free. Mine, done 25 years ago,

are all perfect, and likely to remain so for another

century. In light and springy soils the drains require

more attention.

Covered and enclosed yards, with paved floors, I look

upon as essential to the successful farming of stiff soils.

It is a great mistake to suppose that such farms are not

stock farms ; they will produce stock food abundantly,

and with proper management and suitable winter

shelter, plenty of stock may be reared and fattened, as

I know by experience.
, . ,

Modem agriculture, with its chemical and mechanical

aids, and artificial foods and manures, has become

quite a different affair from the primitive pastoral

period of the past century, and requires in respect of

tenure, concurrent and suitable conditions and valua-

tions, giving confidence and support to the extra

capital that must be now invested. The incongnious

and inconsistent state of our valuations for tenants'

improvements or investments is, as a system, or

rather as a want of system, discreditable to us as men

of business. In one county every improvement is by

custom allowed for, in another not one is taken account

of A farmer in Essex may have expended ;^io an

acre in the draining and chalking of stiff clays, yet not

one farthing would be received by his family should he

die, and the farm be let the very next year after the

execution of these costly investments.

T/ie Want of Good Farm Roads.—In this age of

locomotive steam-ploughing engines, weighing from

6 to 25 tons, a farm can hardly be said to be in fit

condition for capital until it has good internal roads.

I know of more than one valuable engine stuck fast in

the mud and waiting for a dry time.

kultural Residences.— Landowners often com-

plaiii to me of the difficulty of finding tenants with

capital to take their farms, forgetting that modern

agriculture, with its greatly increased capital, is entitled

to suitable conditions, very different from the anti-

quated arrangements of too many of our south country

farmeries. Men of capital seeking for farms often say

to me, " I would take that land, but the house and

premises are wretched, the land undrained, and the

whole affair unsuitable for the profitable investment of

capital." If a tenant is to bring a capital of /^i 5 to

;^25 per acre (which I recommend on arable land, and

which is often the case in Norfolk and Lincolnshire),

he must be treated as a gentleman, as I know to be

the practice on some of our noble estates, where the

tenants and their labourers rank high in comparison

with neglected districts. That is the way to improve

the landowner's rental and to feed the people. Modern

farmers with education and capital do not wear smock

frocks and dine in the kitchen with their labourers, as

was once, and is now in some districts, the custom.

Roor or Neglected Permanent Pastnre opposes a

great barrier to' the investment of capital, the employ-

ment of labour, and the production of food for the

people ; 22,500,000 acres, being one half of our avail-

able land, are in permanent pasture, much of it poor,

robbed, and unimproved, yielding a wretched produce

of probably only 45J. per acre. Under cultivation,

with modern improvements, an exactly opposite state

of things would prevail. It is a mistake to suppose

that arable lands cannot be made stock farms.

Trees and Hedgero-MS must succumb to steam culti-

vation and modem improvement. I wish that our

Board of Trade would give us a return of the miles of

hedgerows, their average length per acre, and the

number of trees, and their numbers to each acre. The

length of open ditches and watercourses would be also

desirable.

Cawif.—The exclusive privilege of sporting would,

in many cases, attract tenants of capital. The detested

gamekeeper, and too much ground game, often repel

capital.

Education.—The want of it, either for our farmers or

their labourers, must be a great impediment to successful

agriculture. Scotch farmers and their labourers owe

much to their long established and general education,

dating from the time of John Knox—300 years ago.

In this respect they have stolen a long march upon us

south countrymen, hence the general prevalence of

Scotch valuers, stewards, gardeners, and bailiffs in

England and Ireland. England is, however, at length

awakening to the importance of education, and I

rejoice to see that the matter is taken in hand by our

Legislature. I have been told, more than once, by

large practical farmers of the old school, that not only

was education not required, but that it would spoil

their best labourers. Let us hope that this delusion is

gradually passing away. W'liat we require in our agri-

cultural labourers and in ourselves is intelligence ; and

although it is only the Almighty who can give natural

talents, man may cultivate and improve them.

Certainly the ability to read, write, and cypher, would

afford to the labourer, desirous for information and im-

provement, the means of acquiring both, and thus of

becoming a more useful member of society. Ignorance

is not bliss, even in agriculture, but knowledge is

power.
Not only will education render the labourer much

more valuable to his employer, but it will also enable

him, ifhe has talent and a desire for improvement, to

emancipate himself from the mere drudgei7 of labour,

and take a better position in society. Several of my
best labourers, aged about 45, who have been with me

more than 25 years, can neither read nor write, and

they all regret it, especially the one who has managed

my steam-engine and machinery for the last 20_years,

and who could greatly improve his natural talent if abl e

to read the current engineering literature.

The superior intelligence and rapidly increasing

power of our American cousins arises from their pas-

sionate love of education, their Government and

people having always made ample provision for

national education by endowment with lands and by

liberal taxation. It has been a paying investment, and,

but for their vast area of cheap land, and the consequent

high wages of labour, we should have lost ground in the

competitive race of manufactures, and perhaps warfare.

There are more than 120,000 public schools and colleges

in the United States, most of them free. Education

woidd also, no doubt, effect a religious and moral

change in our labourers, and much diminish the diffi-

culties of the beer-shop question. At present the un-

educated labourer's mind is, comparatively, a blank,

receiving no impressions from past or passing events,

British or foreign ; but educate him, and he, like our-

selves, would take a lively interest in the world's affairs.

The broadsheets of intelligence in newspapers and

books would then give him wholesome excitement, and

occupy pleasingly, innocently, and profitably, much

of that portion of his time which is now injuriously

wasted at the beer-shop. We have already a half-

penny newspaper in Essex, and I hope that the postal

charges on them will be greatly diminished. Every-

body in America reads a newspaper; there, newspapers

were produced at a cheap rate long before we
attempted it.

We must, both landlords and tenants, expect

and prepare for great changes in our agricultural prac-

tice. Local and arterial drainage, the utilisation of

town sewage, the manufacture of Beetroot-sugar or

its distillation for spirits, the extensive use of steam for

cultivation, and fixed steam machinery, covered home-

steads, &c., will necessitate a considerable relaxation in

the stringency of leases, and require large additional

investments of landowners' and tenants' capital.

General and needful agricultural improvements, both

by landownei-s and tenants, might gradually absorb

much more than ;^50o,ooo,ooo of additional capital :

it would be a safe and profitable investment. This is

no exaggeration ; I speak practically on the matter.

We have nearly 50,000,000 of available acres, besides

uncultivated wastes. Tlie mere drainage of the portion

requiring it would, according to our best authorities,

absorb more than ^^ 100, 000, 000, to say nothing of

many other costly landowners' improvements. The
tenants' capital increased by £,\ per acre would absorb

an additional jf200,000,000.

On my farm and on many others the acreable sums

expended by landowner and tenant are very much
beyond the amounts I have specified. There need be

no fear of our arriving too suddenly at the expenditure

I have named : a host of prejudices bar the way,—let

us try and remove them. The multiplication of our

population, now numbering 32,000,000 (which 70 years

ago were only 10,000,000), will outstrip, I fear, any

attempts we may make to provide them with home-

grown food.

What a liappy country this would be if, by the free-

dom of agiicultural action and by the investment of

ample additional capital and intelligence, we could pro-

duce our own food as we manufacture our own clothing

and other necessaries, and in the act of so doing employ

more of the British people, thus diminishing suffering

and pauperism and increasing the wealth, strength, and

content of our country. Experience has taught me that

all this could be profitably done, and I pray that those

who have the power may be moved to encourage, by

suitable and improved legislation, and by every other

means, so desirable a result.

You will agree with me that the quantity of food we

can produce must depend upon the quantity and quality

of the manure which we deposit in the soil. Admitting

this to be so, our country ought to be one of the most

productive in the world, for not only do we consume

all that we grow, but in addition some /yo.ooo.ooo

worth (solid and liquid) of human food which we
import from foreign nations, in addition to millions'

worth of food for our live stock. The results of all

this, which now pollute our streams, would, if applied

to the soil, produce food enough without foreign

imports, and spare our paying ;i'2,ooo,ooo annually for

birds' dung from Pern, and taxing the graveyards of the

world for osseous remains.

But if we have not yet made the land fat by sewage,

we have evidently succeeded in fattening the bed of the

Thames by pouring into it for many years the results of

all the good things that we consume. There can be no

mistake about this, for a French gentleman has suc-

ceeded in extracting fat from Thames mud, and it is

reported that he has established a factory at Battersea

for that purpose. A series of chemical analyses have

shown that there is an ample supply of fat on all the

mud banks, both on the north and south side of our

once salmon stream. Can there be a more bitter satire

than this on our national agricultural intelligence?

Need we be surprised at this, seeing how many tons

of fat pass daily into our river?

In conclusion^ this is an unfavourable time for arable

land fai-mers, and many will suffer heavy losses. My
balance-sheet for 1869 shows a considerable decline

from those of former years, as you will see at foot. The

difference would have been greater, but that I sold

much of my corn before the heavy fall in price :

—

Balance to fay Rent, also Interest and Profit on Tenanfs
Capital on ijo Acres.

i86g -£4=7 13 6

i863 572 13 6
773 5 10

573

,„„3 543 7 4

Let US, then, resolve to amend our agricultural ways,

for our o'wn profit, and for the good of our country.

' In 1867 my Wheat crop averaged 7 quarters per acre.
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^0tkes flf §00hs.
A Journey from Madras, through the Countries 0/

Mysore; Caitani, and Mulahar. By Francis Bucha-
nan, M.D.

The History of Eastern India. By M. Martin.
Memoirs of a Map of Hindostan. By Major

Rennell.

Indian agriculture, tliough it has been little changed or
improved for 2000 years, nevertheless, in the most pro-

ductive provinces, surpasses our own farming in the

number it supports on a given area. The fertile plain

of the Ganges has a population of 60,000,000, at a

ratio of 200 to the square mile, or about 20 per cent.

more than Ireland. Agricultural production in the plain

watered, and often inundated, by that noble river and
its numerous tributaries, is only sui"passed in China,
where a surprising amount of agricultural skill and
economy is practised in a less exhausting climate, by a
people more industrious and indefatigable than the

Hindoo ryot, and where high manuring and deep
cnlvation accompany the use of water in irrigation.

Population in India does not stray far from water. On
the soft soil of the delta of the Ganges water is both
the manurial agent and the substitute for deep
tillage. The character of the alluvial soil adapts it

to w-hat may perhaps be properly called water-farming.
Major Rennell thus describes it : — " In all the
sections of the numerous creeks and rivers in the
delta nothing appears but sand and black mould,
in regular strata, till we arrive at the clay that forms
the lower part of their beds. There is not any sub-
stance so coarse as gravel, either in the delta or nearer
the sea than 400 miles." In this soil the rivers some-
times shift their place and fonn new channels. Dykes,
estimated at 1000 miles in length, have been constnicted
round certain tracts to preserve them and regulate the
flow of water. Islands, 4 or 5 miles in extent, are con-
tinually formed and removed in the main stream of the
Ganges : and its annual discharge of mud, or fine sand,
into the Bay of Bengal was estimated by Sir C. Lyell
at 6,368,077,440 cubic feet, which would weigh more
than 60 times as much as the Great Pyramid of Egypt.
The richest portion of the inundated district, nearest

the Bay of Bengal, comprising 80,000 square miles,

has a population of 300 per square mile ; while the
central districts of Burdwan and Hooghly (including the
city of Calcutta) have respectively 593 and 549 per
square mile. In England and Wales the corresponding
figtires are 400 per square mile ; and in Staffordshire,

one of the most thickly peopled manufacturing counties,

730 per square mile. But Staffordshire, in the absence
of fertilising rivers, and owing to the waste of the

remains of human food in the towns, produces only

I9Si299 quarters of Wheat, while the annual con-
sumption is nearly 680,000 quarters.

The hottest season is during May and June ; thence
to the beginning of October is the period of tropical

and certainly looks badly ; nianv of the fields are like
fallow. But still we may expe'ct it to grow rapidly
when the weather gets milder, and we may after all

have a fair crop. Pe.as are not yet up, though some
have been sown for a long time. Spring corn is now
being put in rapidly, and the land works very freely,
so that we shall soon be up to the sheep, and in some
cases the roots will be off rather too soon, as the cold
dry weather has caused a more than usually rapid con-
sumption. Fat stock are being sent to market rather
freely, and prices are lower, and the sale is dull, while
lean sheep are not much wanted at present. The
Clover plants have stood the winter pretty well, and
are now beginning to grow.

I suppose the education question is an agricultural
subject, but in this part we do not take much account
of any public matter ; you never hear of any public
meeting on any agricultural question in West Sussex.
Our active county member has complained that we
won't support agitation on the Malt-tax, and the fact is

I think we don't care much about it, and as little

about the education question. But if I may put in a
word upon the latter subject, it is that Parliament
had better leave as little power in the hands of local
boards as possible, and also define their duties pretty
clearly, otherwise the results will be far from satis-

factory. I doubt whether those who would compose
local boards in country parishes would be altogether
well qualified for much work, and some of them may
not be much inchned to enforce compulsion if it is

permissory. There are yet a good many among us that
don't see any need for improvement in the matter,
and who will certainly object to the age of 12 being
adopted. G. S.
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April i.—Spring orSummer Wheat maystill be sown
in places adapted for it. In the northern counties it is

sometimes sown as late as May. It ripens early, but
in late seasons is then liable to injuiy from frost,

on which account the seed should always be carefully
tested in a flower-pot to ascertain its vitality. The
usual quantity of seed per i.cre is 2 bushels, but where
the harvest was late last year 2\ bushels may be
required. Whether drilled or sown broadcast it should
be got into a fine seed-bed, and lightly covered.

Barley Smuiiig -inowM now be finished in our southern
counties with as little delay as possible. The budding
of the Birch tree is considered the proper time of sow
ing Barley in Sweden. In Norfolk the old rule runs :—

" When the Oak puts on his gosling grey,
'Tis time to sow Barley night and day.

"

But there will be some difficulty in applying these old
rules this year. Barley is partial to a dry climate and
a comparatively dry seed-bed. So essential is this that

^^^ ^^ ^^^v^.^^. .^ „.^ ^,. ^i .w _

when the sowing w.as followed by a heavy fall of rain,

...... , tre^'''''coTd'"%raro7"colTCs'poiids"'to ourwmter '™ have ploughed the heavier class of soils and sown

months. The mean temperature of Calcutta is So° ;

^/<='^°",<i '™^'° ^'^^f^, ^ P^OP" s'^ed-bed at the tmie

Fahr. The rivers of Bengal sink lowest in their deep ,

°f ',?"™g ^"f
^^''^ "f ."»« '^'"'i. '^^ brandmg. The

channels by the end of April, and then begin to rise,
^''^'''^ "^^''^^

''^T
>'^^'^

,'? "!"^ diversified, the weight
- -

-- in some places being as high as 581b. and even 60 lb.

bushel, whilst in other counties it is below 50 lb.

bushel. The usual quantity of seed per acre is

from 10 pecks to 4 bushels, but with such differences

in the quality the flow er-pot test must be the rule ; and
in very many examples a change of seed is advisable,
and more so for late sowing than early.

Spring Tares continue to sow at intervals, as pre-

viously directed, for summer mowings and foldings.

Potato Planting continue northward, as directed
last month for the southern counties. Owing to the
season being later than usual, and more so in some
places than in others, planting will doubtless also be
later, but every effort should now be made to over-
take the lateness of the season. For this purpose the
planting of the sets in a fine seed-bed, and harrowing
early, " to let the young plants out," are old familiar

rules that should be attended to. The Surinam or
Yam variety may be planted on a stiffer soil than the
common sorts. The Bovinia, or cattle-feeder Potato,
introduced last year, promises to yield heavy crops,

over 20 tons per acre ; but as yet, the price—2IJ. per
bushel of 56 lb.—is too high, unless for the gi'owth of

seed Potatos for next year. The Potato is very liable

to degenerate, more so perhaps than any of the other
cultivated plants ; but new varieties are readily ob-
tained, and at present a great many new kinds are

being introduced from America, .Scotland, and other

places, and of these, Bovinia, Flourball, and Victoria,

for field culture, require favourable notice.

Carrots are usually sown about the beginning of
April. The Belgian varieties (large white, yellow, and
orange) are preferred for stock feeding. The large orange
is the heaviest cropper and the more nutritious. A deep
sandy loam is the best soil ; very heavy crops have also

been grown on peaty soils. The land should be deeply
cultivated in the autumn, and manured with not less

than 20 tons of farmyard manure. If manured in the

spring, it should be a month before sowing. The
Carrot is a large consumer of potash, soda, lime, and
phosphoric acid. It is also rich in flesh-forming
matter, so that nitrate of potash, common salt, super-
phosphate and guano, are the artificial manures it

requires—3 to 4 cwt., in equal quantities, per acre. It is

essential that the seed be of last year's growth and

ing to the rains at thejr sources in the Himalaya,
By the end of June the rise in the lower Ganges reaches '

1""

15 or 16 feet, or half the total rise ; it then progresses
more rapidly, and at the end of July this part of the
country is under water. In another month the waters
begin to abate ; and by the beginning of October,
when the rains cease, the inundation, which does not
sink with the rivers on account of their high banks,
goes off rapidly by evaporation.

In the interior of the country', beyond the reach of
inundations and of alluvial deposits, the clay soils and
those most retentive of moisture are capable of pro-
ducing some crops, even in the dry season, without
irrigation, and it is said that Wheat and Barley would
on clays be injured by watering. On the drier, mixed
soils these crops, and almost all others, require artificial

watering, and in some districts this is eSected by wells

300 or 400 feet deep. The Cicer arietinum, a grain
given to horses, has the character of bearing drought
better than any other cultivated plant.

It will be remembered that the Hindoos live on
vegetable food, milk, butter, and fish when obtainable.
Rice is the principal crop in the basins of the Ganges,
Brahmaputra, and other rivers. When the floods are
deep, the cultivation of this crop becomes an aquatic
business, and the labourers are sometimes seen wading
up to their necks in the rice fields. Some varieties of
this plant have acquired a wonderful power of " keep-
ing their heads above water," but they are destroyed
if covered for a short time only, as sometimes happens.
As a specimen of rice-growing, and of agriculture

generally we may hereafter select for description the
central tableland of Mysore, between the southern
ghauts, which furnishes, if not direct instruction, at

least desirable information to the English agiiculturist.

Farm Memoranda.
West Susse.X, March 24.—There is not much to

report at present, everything is in a state of stagnation,

the season is very changeable, and few remember
having seen the Wheat plant so backward at this date.

Some of it Ixas suffered from the sudden changes of

weather, and will be too thin, and it is all very weak.

fresh It should be well mixed in sawdust a day or
two before sowing, and a peck of Barley or Rye may
be added to show the line of the braird in horse-hoeing
the first time. About 8 lb. of seed are sown broad-
cast, and 6 lb. when drilled in, per acre, either on the
flat or in stetches from 18 to 24 inches apart, and the
seed should be lightly covered with not more than half
an inch of mould and rolled.

Sheep Folding on Turnips should now be finished in
our southern counties, and in the northern the roots
should be pulled and stored on the field, to prevent
their ninning to seed, thus wasting themselves and
exhausting the land to no purpose ; and besides the
green tops are against fattening wedders, ewes with their
lambs, and store sheep. No doubt spring growth this
year is later, but it won't apply to Turnips, for
they will now either run to seed or rot, let the
weather be what it may. The lateness of the
season gieatly increased the consumption of hay and
com last month, and the eftect of this in the first

and second week of April will be a shorter bite of
Grass than usual, and hence a continuance of more hay,
cake, and corn ; and, as a rule, flocks must have the
extra allowance without a grumble. Outdoor sheep,
too, consume a greater quantity of food in late cold
seasons than in warm early ones ; and what is trying
more" the patience and skill of shepherds this spring is

the sudden changes of temperature—such being very
much against the general health of sheep, more espe-
cially of ewe flocks. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Emigration : An Old Subscriber writes as follows :—

'

'
Can you, or any of your correspondents, kindly inform

me how to help four young agricultural labourers to
emigrate,—free of expense, if possible. They would
prefer .\ustralia ? " [It is possible that the publication
of this note may be seriiceable

; but our correspondent
should say what is the nature of the assistance he
desires.]

HOPS.
Borough Market, March 31.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that there is more
inquiry for all descriptions, late rates being fully main-
tained. Choice samples of either English or foreign are
difficult to be met with, holders of such in all instances
standing out for extreme values.

ENGLISH WOOL,
During the past week there has been a moderate busi-

ness done in English Wool. The price of many classes
of manufactured goods show too little margin to induce
spinners to buy freely, but, at the same time, when Wools
are wanted, sellers seem disposed to insist on full prices ;

and every day shows more clearly that stocks are very
limited compared to past years.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. rf. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets .. .. .. i i to i 2
Half-bred ditto i 2 — 1 ai
Kent Fleeces .. .. .. ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — 1 1 .

Leicester ditto .. ..12-13
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — 16

Combing ..10 — 18

HA Y.^per Load0/ ofi Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, March 31.

Prime Meadow Hay 75^. to Ssj. Clover, old .. . .iios.ioi26s.
Inferior do 60 70 ,

Inferior do So 95
Rowen 50 65

,

Prime 2d cut ..100 110
Inferior do — — 1 Inferior do 80 90
Straw 26 30 ' Charles James Easton,

Cumberland Market, Thursday, March 31.

Sup. Meadow Hay %2S. to 88x.
|
Inferior Clover . . goj. to iioJ.

Inferior do 70 76 New do — —
New do — — Straw 30 34
Superior Clover ..123 128 | Joshua Baker.

Whitechapel, Thursday, March 31.

Fine Meadow Hay 765, to 825. Prime old Clover. . i2cw. to 130J

Inferior do 60 70
j
Inferior do. do. .. 90 100

Prime New Hay . . — — Prime 2d cut do. . .
— —

Inferior — — NewClover.. ..105 112

Straw 24 28 I Inferior do 80 90

COALS.—March 30.

Hastings Hartley, i5J-. -^^d. ; Holywell Main, 15/. c^d.
\

Walls EhdHaswell, 195. ; Walls End Hetton. igj.; WaUs
End Hetton Lyons, i6j. 9!/. ; Walls End South Hartle-

pool, 175. 3t/. ; Walls End Tees, i8j. 9*/. ; Brancpeth
Cannel, iSj-.—Ships at market, 28 ; sold, 21 ; unsold,

7 ; at sea, 35.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—March 31.

Best Fresh Butter 17J. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .

,

.

.

.

.

. . 14^- >>

Small Pork, 5^. od, to

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKE2.
MoNDAV, March 28.

The number of Beasts is about the same as last

Monday ; the prices of that day arc fully realised, being

an improvement on Thursday's quotations. The supply

of Sheep is considerably smaller ;
tlie trade is still very

dull, and prices are not better than on Thursday. Ihe

ery few Calve offer are sold rather dearer. Our
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foreign supply consists of 11 16 Beasts, 6430 Sheep, 34

Calves and ro Pigs ; from Scotland there are 207 Beasts

;

from Ireland, 296 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1480 ;
and

240 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Hcr<
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns

.

!d quality Beasts

Best Dl
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

ind

8to5
6-4
0—3

8-S

I
Best Long-wools 5 4to5

Do. Shorn .

.

4 6-4

I

Ewes & 2d quahty 4 4—5
Do. Shorn .. 3 8—4

ci"
'^

Pigs

PRUSSI,\N WOOD GARDEN STICKS and

TAT I II'>;, r,,n,mi-ndcd by the Royal Horticultural Society.

1 L, il,.. r. in be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

. i
I 1 I

, I, BLACKITH .

Er. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO." —
. Patronised by Her Majesty the Oueen for Windsor CastI

id Frogmore Gardens, the puke
..lueen ror ^vinusiii v.a3i.^

Northumberland, Duke of

^^ _^ , - . -
'•'

3 8--5 8

s'earursisg ; Sheep and Lambs, 23.895 i
Calves, 36 ;

Pigs, 7°.

Thursday, March 31.

The number of Beasts on offer is much smaller thaii on

Thursday last, and prices are belter than on that day ;

trade however, is not brisk, and Mondays quotations

are not easily obtained. There are a few more Sheep;

trade is slow, but prices generally remain unaltered.

Choice Calves are scarce and dear. Our foreign supply

consists of 238 Beasts, 1390 Sheep, and 118 Calves.

Best Scots, He
fords, &c.

Best Shorthomi.
2d quality Beasts

Best Long-wools 5

8t05 o Do. Shorn . . 4

6—4 10 Ewes & 2d qviality 4

4to5 6

8 Do. Sho
Lambs

ID Calves
Best Downs and

Half-breds ..

Do. Shorn .. 4 s—5 o ' rigs .. .. j - 3 -

Beasts, 641 ; Sheep and Lambs, 6635 ; Calves, 138 ;
Pigs, 10.

MARK LANE.
Monday, March 28.

There was a short supply of Wheat from Essex and

Kent to this morning's market, and factors commenced

asking IS. per qr. advance, with which millers were

unwilling to comply ; the stands were ultimately cleared

at the prices of this day se'nnight. "There was a fair

attendance, and in some instances American brought is.

per qr. more money. Barley was unchanged in value

Beans and Peas were rather dearer. Oats brought last

week's rates. Country Flour was a little dearer.

D'c"vonih?re,'ia'te^Sir J. p'axton for the Crystal Palace ;
Royal Gardens

Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sic.

The best Shading Is "Frlgl Domp" Netting.
' - --.*- -°prcr,arcd Hair and Wool, a perfect non

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, IS. M. per yard '""

" FRIGI
:NG,2yai
DOMtJ "

ivcd make, 2 yards
id make -—''

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufaclur.

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all ^ur5e,

men and Seedsmen throughout the Kinttdo"

o
No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

UR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a

ihorouL-h Protection from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the
^

• Light and Sun^ They arc used. and^stroncly

A
Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and

Conservatoi-y.
NDREW HANDYSIDE AND CO.,

— Britannia Iron Works. Derby ; and 32, Walbrook, London.

Five large Sheets of Designs and Price List free for six stamps-

O^
RNAMENTAL SHELLS (Mother-o'-Pearl), from

the China Seas, for SALE : suitable for Shell-Houses, Rock-

work, Grottoes, or Garden Walks, &c. On receipt of Post-office

Order, or postage stamps for 5s., a Bag, containing about 2500 Shells,

"-eiging I cwt., will be delivered free to any address in London.

Address J. M'COLLOUGH, Drury Buildings, Water Street, Liver-

A liberal allowance on order, for 1 ton and upwards.

CHEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufacturing Firm
have a considerable Stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

more or less damaged in the nroccsss of manufacturing, that they

luldbe willing to DISPOSE OF, at prices below those of the com-
- - "To landed proprietors thesrdescription of Pavin

tiles are invaluable for the 1

can be supplied at a
Addr

iISPpSE OF,

of Cottages, Farmhouses, &c., and

Post Office, Broseley, Salop.TRON HURDLE
X (Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society):

SHEEP, 3s. 5.i. ; CATTLE js. 2<i. ; OX, 51. lid.

List by post. GA'TES and FENCING of every description.

St. Pancras Iron Work Company , Old St . Pancras Road, London, N

ugh

:nded''^yThc"mo"t''successfu'i 'Exhib...^- -...-

s in the kingdom, as well as on the Contim

Dunced the only "proper shading

id Scientific He
in fact, an
the publi...„. -- e PL

..Birds, Wasps', Blightl&c. AsaclveringforStrawbernes, Tulips,

inths. Seed- Beds, Greenhouses, &c., they have no rival. 1 he

„..„ being very reasonable, brings them within the reach 01 ..,.,...-.

lri'pp°dioi
"'= ""^ ^^''

'"Li-NrEL-'^aLUN^ait^o-s-Sii-'"

No. 1.-54 inches wide at 8Hrf. per yard run.

No. 2.-13 inches wide at 7^. per yard

No. 3—54 , .,
No. 4.—54 inches wide .

.

No. s.—54 inches wide ..

In pieces of about 30 yards each
ih in 30 days from date of I

itsl^i per yard run.

It 4rf. per yard run.

-it sWa- per yard run.

any longer lengths when specially

38—46 Red
42—so Red
53—55!— I Red
38—52!
39—42 Malting .

22—25 Malting .

Price per imperiai. Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. -Whi

— fine selected runs., do.

_ — Talavcta
_ _ Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist.,a& to 30J..CI11:.

-^ Foreign . . grinding and disUUing

Oats, Essex and Suffolk -• -j „ ,— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato 24-26 Feed ...

]rish PotatO|23—25 Feed ...

— Foreign'.'!. ...Poland and Brew|2i-24lFeed ...

RVE : 32—38 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign ••:
I tt

Beans, M^azagan . . . . 30i. "> 37'- --.T-fk 31-49 Harrow
— Pigeon ....50J. to 5fe ••Winds.' - Longppd.

— Foreign Small 4"—43 EgjTUan

Peas White, Essex, and Kent.. Boil-" "—•
'^"<'^">''

-

Ma
Maple, 41J. to 451. .G

.per sack

32—42 Foreign .

—
I

Foreign .

36—40
25 —37 Country

25 Per sack..

34-38
30—40

33—36

35—43
33—37
29—31

RALPH WALLER AND CO., 45. Daje Street,

Manchester, Manufacturers of all kinds of GARDEN NET-
- '

'.o fruit crops by
sity of providing

purpose of protection, with more or less success; and we n

Jay, without fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded 1.. .......

facturing the only fabric which is altogether uitobjectionable for Ih

purpose Without unduly nursing, it effcetually protects the youn
1 of light and du

...... With—. , .--

I, and does not impede the amuii u. ,.4;,.. «..« ....w ......-.-..—

,

Some other fabrics do this, and thus ^veaken the vitality of th.

iltogcther. Almost every large grower in the three kingdon" "'

SIR T. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphkt, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. - HEREMAN AND MORTON,
Tichbornc Street, Regent's Ouadrant, London, W,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description.

fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

houses, Conservalw..ww, . ^ - ..-,

Plans and Estimates wn uppiit.>iuuii.

J. JONES AND SONS, 3S, King Street, Cheapside,
Manufactory, 6. Hankside, Southwark

[AMES BOYD

......lufacturcd in Wood or Iron t

in any part of the United Kii
Apparatus for Heating Churchc

SONS. IIOKTICULTURAI,

H OT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PIPES
_ _. HOILERS, &c., delivered

iJoT^WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7

London, Liverpool, Bristol

inch. I 3.inch.

VALVES -- - .

GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

7 „„H„„ Warehouse, i6. Grand Junction Wharf, Faddinmon Basin.

itify to these facts.

The Nettings also make a beautiful shading for Hothoiises in sum-

mer, and arc cheaper than other fabrics on account of their great

"iSktling (qualities) : Nos. i, 2, 3, in pieces of 30 yards long, I'A yard

wide. TifTany : in pieces 20 yards long, 39 inches wide

For prices, &c., apply to the above addrcss-4S, Dale Street, Maii-

R, best marks del"— ad ditto ,.<""0

— Foreii»n per barrel

Wednesday, March 30.

foastwise as well as by rail the receipts of English

Wheat have been only moderate. There has been a lair

attendance of millers, but the demand has been inactive for

both red and white produce ;
prices, however, have becii

well maintained. Fair average supplies of foreign W hen.

have been offered ;
the trade has been quiet, but at full

prices The show of Barley has been moderate, and

trade firm on former terms. Malt has been quiet, at

previous quotations. Oats have been in increased supply

and fair request, at full rates. Beans have been firm and

Peas have been quite as dear. Flour has changed hands

slowly, at late currencies.

Arrivals of Gkain, &c., into London by Water Carriac;e.

English &

Irish
'.'.

Wheat.

Qrs.

Barley. Oats. Flo

X ':^brls

LOOKER'S P.A.TENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN C.iSES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, .ind by tar

more ornamental in appearance. See Oardmirs' Chnmuli, March 12.

Price from u. 6rf. pc '-'

Hooper & Co., Co
Rosher & Co., Upp>. ----- ---

and Queen's Road West, Chelsea.

BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole

Kingston-on-Thames.

'West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

I N C
SKIN N

Cr.ift. Prii..... .

limSE BUILDER ..

IlnT-WATER APPAR..US MANUFACTURER
(formerly Partner with J

r.^MES W.\TTS AND CO., HOTHOUSE Builders

and Hqt-Waticr ArrARATL's Manuf

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

I. DRECHSLER'S PATENT FUMIG.VIdk
--FU.MICATURS:—6 inches diameter, 15s.; 7t inches il

i do., Ci los-
; 9t Inches do,, i,i ly.; inches do

Leeds, March 30.—We have a fair consumptive

demand to-day for Wheat, at fully Fridays advance,

beinri^- improvement from last Tuesday. Barleys are

also a steady sale, at quite as much money. Beans and

other articles as before.

Averages.
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BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

AN INDESTRUCTIBLE BOILER AT LAST!!!
J. WEEKS AND CO.'S " PATENT DUPLEX COMPENSATING ARRANGEMENTS " of

their UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER are marvels of SAFETY, SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY,
and ECONOMY, and must be seen to be appreciated.

One fact has long been established, viz. : that, for its POWER, WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
has never been equalled

;
and now, for its SAFETY, " THE PATENT DUPLEX COMPENSATING

IMPROVEMENTS " have placed it beyond the possibility of a failure.

In addition to the high standard which WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR has always maintained,

this Patent has elevated it to a rank and interest quite unattainable by any other Boiler.

NOTE THE ADVANTAGES !
- NOTHING EQUALS THEM.

1. The average DURABILITY of this Boiler is 20 years

and we are prepared to issue an INSURANCE
POLICY and GUARANTEE its safety for 15 years.

2. A break-down or failure is IMPOSSIBLE.

3. This Boiler may justly be styled INDESTRUCTIBLE.

4. Perfect SAFETY '"^ guaranteed.

5. ALL SEDIMENT can be removed without emptying the

Apparatus.

6. Tliis Boiler can be instantly converted into TWO
DISTINCT HALVES, one left working and

the other taken away.

7. These Boilers being of CAST IRON, are infinitely more

durable than WroughtTron Boilers.

8. Any ordinary labourer can periodically CLEAN OUT
THE BOILER, without displacing a brick.

9. One of Wceks's Upright Tubular Boilers is equal in SAFETY to two ordinary Boilers, and will

do the work of a dozen, which has been proved over and over again.

10. In case of repairs to ONE SECTION of the Boiler, the REMAINING PORTION can be

left in operation.

11. This Boiler being in SECTIONS can be passed through any doorway i foot 6 inches wide.

12. Weeks's Upright Tubular is the ONLY BOILER that offers these advantages, which cannot fail

to be of the utmost interest and benefit to the Horticultural World.

J. WEEKS AND CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

WEEKS'S "BOOK of DESIGNS" (12th Edition) free by post.

BOILER INSURANCE and GUARANTEE POLICY issued on completion of contract.
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,
OR

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON PDRTV-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, f-'.^WSa^

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The extraordin.iry success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact. During the last si.\ years the demand has been unprecedented, which

alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their characteristic features :
—

1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

Snd. They are worked with, far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these Machines are so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56,000 being now in use,

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the Public with a List of the numerous Testimonials they have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ARE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTUR.\L SOCIETY'S GARDENS, MARLl'.' .R(U'( ill HOUSE.

SOUTH KENSINGTON. THE IIM'I, I'AKR (lARDENS.
THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK. THE WIN 11,R I'ALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN
THE CRYSTAL P.A.LACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.
BUCKINGHAM PAL.\CE GARDENS. i THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROY'AL P.-\RK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOTANIC GARDEN.S, BRUSSELS,
THE SUNDERLAND P,\RK.
THE PRESTON PARK.

AND I.N MO.ST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY

M.\CH1NES, including Patent Self or Side Dehvery Box
;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches ^^13 o o

,, 28 inches . . .. .. 15 o o
,, 30 inches .. .. .. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey.. .. o 18 o
Ditto for Pony .. .. ., 120

HOUSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches _,^2i o o

,, 36 inches 24 o o
,, 42 inches ,, .. . . 27 o o
,, 48 inches .. .. . . 30 o o

Leather Boots for Horse . . . . r 6 o
The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,

the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse
;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND MACHINE.
arranicd to give entire satis/action, and if not approved oj

can be returned ttnconditionaUy.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.\WNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GR.WEL P.\THS.

.Suit.able for Hand or Horse Pow

PRICKS OF

J>=-«
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The Nobility, Gentry, and Horti-

culturists generally, about to build new

Conservatories and Hothouses, are re-

spectfully solicited to inspect the splendid

range of new Hothouses recently erected

in Kew Gardens, by

HENRY OKMSON.
MANY OP ORMSON'S PATENT WELDED WROUGHT IRON

BOILERS have been substituted for CRACKED CAST IRON TUBULAR BOILERS
during tlie past winter months, and have been found MUCH MORE ECONOMICAL IN
CONSUMPTION OF FUEL. Prices on application. Please to state length and diameter

of pipe to be heated.

'.Mm t ( 1

1

T'jail ., &a^-J.L f^-^-

i&ib

Henry Ormson
Is determined, with the aid of NEW AND VALUABLE MACHINERY, and an

experienced STAFF AND WORKMEN, so to improve and facilitate the MANUFACTURE
OF HORTICULTURAL STRUCTURES that they may be built OF THE BEST
MATERIALS at a MUCH LOWER PRICE than has been possible heretofore.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

TO BE SEEN liN THE INCLOSED ENTR,-\NCE ARCADE,

ORMSON'S DESIGNS FOR WINTER GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES,

GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, PEACH CASES, ETC.

TO BE SEEN IN THE OPEN EASTERN ARCADE,

ORMSON'S PARADIGM FRUIT AND PLANT HOUSES,
THE BEST CIlEAr STRUCTURES OF THE PRESENT TIME.

SURVEYS MADE!"

IN ANY PART OF THE
COUNTRY,

PLANS PREPARED

H'K TIIF,

GENERAL ARRANr,EMi:N T

AND LAYING-OUT OI-

STRUCTURAL

GABDENS.

APPLY FOR

OEMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS.

''OTi^

DESIGNS

ESTIMATES
PREPARED FOR

FIRST-CLASS

CONSERVATORIES,

10 SUIT ANY STYLE OF
ARCHITECTURE.

ALSO

ARCHITECT.S'

DESIGNS
CARRIED OUT.
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John Wright & Company,
MAXUFACTURERS OF

SYRINGES, HOSE FITTINGS, AND GARDEN PUMPS,
TO THE TRADE,

30, BROAD STREET, ISLINGTON, BIRMINGHAM.

A liberal Discount to the Trade and Merchants.

No. 7.-BRASS JOINT

For Connecting Two Pieces of Ho

J-in., 3,/.
; l-in., 4,/.

;
|-in., 5,/.

W [ 1 jH r s

PATENT LEAMINGTON SHOWER,
Waters 6 feet at a time most effectually.

Jin. —price with one24 in. straight and one 14 in. circularliead, i5->-.

With one circular head only, 10s. 6if.

^-in.—pricewithone 18 in. straight and one 12 in. circular head, I2J.

With one circular head only, 7J. 6it

IMPROVED GARDEN PUMP
Price 30s. each.

WRIGHT'S IMPROVED

HYDRONETTE.
2.'. 6(/. each ; No. 2, 15.^. ; No. 3, 2a'.

No. 4, 25,1. ; No. s, 30J.

sL( riox iiii: I i:.\D!NG TO pail or cistern'.

THE CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE (Page's Patent). Price, in case, 2Is.

Is extremely light and portable, weighing only 31b. i oz. ; and throws a perfectly continuous stream of water a distance of over 35 feet. Very little force is

required to work it, and it does not at all wet the dress of the person using it, thereby rendering it better adapted for Ladies' use than any other Engine yet

introduced Sfiouhi if at any time -.vork a lift/r stiff take off the Ball and drop a little oil into the Barrel.

K^ss^

i-in.x,

No. 2.-BBASS UNION BRANCH.
35.9,1'.; J-in. ;.:i6in., SJ. ; J-in. x i6 in., 6.t.

; J-i 16 in., 95.

No. l.-BRASS SINGLE BRANCH.
J-in.. 2!. 3</.

;
\-m.,y.^d.: \-m., ^s.^il.

IMPROVED GARDEN SYRINGES.

n. with I Rose andjet, 4J. (3d.

n. ditto ditto 6s. 6d.

n. ditto ditto 8.1.

No. 15.-BRASS SPRING SPREADER.
J-in., i,.6</.

; i-in,, i... 9./- i fin., 2... 6,/.

n. with Jet only . . 4^. 6d.

n. with I Rose and Jet, $s.

:n. with 2 Roses andjet, 51.61/.

amended as the strongest at:d best Syringes that are made.
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LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights, sin. thick, unelazcd.. jCo S p

„ „ rnmcd and Glazed with 10 oz.

ft., Double Lights, do.

Primed and Glai

OT- WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heatine

GREENHOUSES, TutuU, r il„

\\ KOUGHFand CAST-IRON
'Ml -VL, S\DDLE, and IM-

I
i\ I II PEILLS, also Elliptic,

, 11 1 IronE CVSl IRON TL'KfL.Mi llnll.KKS,
\\ ^trr Lirs.from 535 6d. each,

.d\\ ROUGH r IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
ickwork, from tios each.

Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS. BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe J
'

^»^ Socket iiuire n

. rfectlyv
Goods, of the 1

facture. delivered
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
(Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppei

other packing, Elliptic Boi

sd. They are complct

3d. They take up little

! the advantages of these Boilei

ie,in brickwork,
in themselves, havinc pcrfcc

IS ihcy can be readily c

nade of ca^t iron, which car

TG. MESSENGER,
• MIDLAND STEAM-POWER HORTICULTURAL

WORKS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, VALVE MANUFAC-
TURER, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Honourable Mention a
and at the Dublin Exhibition,
ihe^ Royal Horticultural Society.

important improvements
ith Horticulture, and whi

obalion, is prepared to give reference t

to him and pre-eminently answering ih

rdrtuble, withorwithoutputty. Theme ]

I R for Heating and Ventilating Forci
ssful, drip being entirely prevented,
ltd on his Patent Ventilating principle t

nd sides as though the glass were enlircl

Tiportant fact, that out of upwards of 500 now at
proved principle not one has cracked.
VALVE (single or double) is eflfective, simple,
rabtc as the|pipe to which it is attached.

pplicd for all kinds of Horticultural Work,
for which they may b«

Imnro^M mil.r, extra -trrnpr r,\IV\NI<;rD IR'
POULTRY FENCES (to be fixed to wood uprights or iron 3"

per panel of 6 feet square Dooi^ a> s

Inspected, and EstimaLand and Pre
Prcction of Avarics, Yards,' &i

upon receipt of stamped and directed

S, Carnaby Sir Rc| t Str( ,
London, W.

WS. BOULTON AND C
• Rose Lane Works, Norwich.
UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

After looking at the Illustration it is unnecessary t

description of this new and invaluable article, suffice t

Glased without Putty and constructed of Wood and In
is done expeditiou5l> The Ventilation is perfect and the Li;,hts

arran^jCd to cj en on cither side It can be mo\ed n lcn|,thb

Carnage paid
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BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROWN, Grecnhcys, Manchester.

(Id* V.'^ ,. _ , _. ,
GALVANISED or TAINTED, of
and at very stiort noi

A
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..... , for 3sy.,cash'on delivcrj-. Sam c L be
sent on rccciijt of a postage 3tamp. Orders delivered free n Lo don
by JOHN l-isiIER and CO., Label Works, Boston, LincolnsI c

T,

N MORE DAMP WALLS-

COMPANY. 3()A, KinK Willis

lU M Wr LAMB

h p c udcs dc c y o p
cheq e n us a omp n he o di

BUTT, Haymaker Works, Biir> St Edmund:
nearest Station should be given.

It
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" Nothing could be prettier than this Diamond Edition of the Poet."

opinion of "THE SPECTATOR."
"It is a complete edition of the Poet's worljs, and consists of 13 handy, elegant, limp, httle volumes (32mo),

packed in a case, and printed very legibly in antique type, on toned paper. As these volumes could easily insinuate

themselves into any pocket, they are especially to be recommended to those lovers of Shaltspeare who wish to make
him a personal companion." ^

THE

ANDY VOLUME
HAKSPEARE.

IN BINDINGS SUITABLE FOB PRESENTS.

Bound in Green Cloth, limp, ral idgrs, in a neat clutli case, price One Guinea.

In Crimson French Morocco, gill edges, in an elegant leather case, price One Guinea and a Half.

In the best Tukkey Morocco, //>«/, gill edges, in case to match, with lock, price Three Guineas.

In the best Red Russia, limp, gilt edges, in case to match, with loci, price Three Guineas.

This choice Miniature Edition of " Shakspeare " is in 13 Volumes, 32mo size, and contains the whole of the

Plays, Poems, and a Glossary. The volumes are printed on a slightly toned paper of fine quality, with a new, clear,

and readable type, on a page free from notes—and the Text has been arranged from a close comparison of the most

trustworthy editions, with the primary object of obtaining a reading as neariy as possible in accordance with what

Shakspeare actually wrote. ^
BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., 11, BOUVERIE STREET, E.G.

The Best, Cheapest, and most Complete of all English Encyclopaedias.

opinion 0/ "THE QUARTERLY REVIEW."
"The Enghsh Cyclopsedia is a work that, as a whole, has no superior, and very few equals, of its kind ;

that,

taken by itself, supplies the place of a small library, and, used in a large library, is found to present many points of

information that are sought in ^ain in many other Cyclopcedias in the English language."

The English Cyclopaedia.
WITH SUPPLEMENTS.

opinion of ''1h.K TIMES."
" As regards the contents of this Cyclopaedia, it is impossible to give any sufficient impression of an aggregate

which includes somewhere or other all the information generally required upon every conceivable topi ""

complete Biographical Dictionary in the English language."
The most

Notice.— Subscribers to the Original Edition of the Engllsh Cyclopedia, conducted by
Charles Knight, and to the subsequent Re-issue just completed, are respectfully informed

that the Supplements to the GEOGRAPHY and NATUKAI, HISTORY Divisions

are now published, and may be had, in the various bindings, at all the principal

Booksellers throughout the Kingdom, as follows :

—

GEOGRAPHY 696 pp., cloth, 15.1. ; half c.llf, 20s. ; Ii.ilf russi.a, 2ls.

NATURAL HISTORY ... 432pp., ,, lis.; „ lbs.; „ i-]s.

Supplements-

/15

Price of the Complete Cyclopaedia, with the abo-

In Half calf, 1 2 vols.

Half russia, 12 vols

Cloth, 24 vols 13 15 o

The Nos. and Parts of each Division of THE English Cvci.op.edia are always kept on sale

at the Publishers.

opinion (/"THE SATURDAY REVIEW."
" Its great recommendation is not its comparative cheapness {though the cost only averages about half-a-guinea

a volume), but its originality, completeness, and general trustworthiness."

opinion p/ " THE DAILY NEWS."
" In its completed form, the English Cyclopaedia is destined, we are sure, to prove of immense value. It is well

written, and its vast stores of knowledge are so arranged as to be readily accessible. It is so copious that the student

need not doubt that he will find the information he may reasonably expect in a work which is oiTered to him as a New
Dictionary of Universal Knowledge."

BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., n, BOUVERIE STREET, E.C

GARDENING AND BOTANY.

VILLA GARDENING.—HOW to LAY OUT
a GARDEN, from a Quarter of an Acre to a
Hundred Acres. By Edward Kemp. Third
Edition, enlarged, and Illustrated with numerous
Plans, Sections, &c. Demy Svo. price iS.r.

MRS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION
to the FLOWER G.\RDEN. With full Directions

for the Culture of Ornament.1l Plants, Shrubs, &c.

Eighth Edition. Fcap. cloth, price -js.

PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY.
Comprising the Names, History, and Culture of all

Plants known in Britain, together with a full

Explanation of Technical Terms. New Edition,

enlarged in size and type. Svo, cloth, price 25J.

LINDLEY'S VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or,

the Structure, Classification and Uses of Plants.

With upwards of 500 illustrations. 8vo, cloth,

price 25J.

LINDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY. A
Complete Manual of Rudimentary Botany for

Students, Sec. With 400 Illustrations. Svo, cloth,

price 5J. 6d.

LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS of BOTANY.
With Illustrations. Svo, cloth, price 9^.

LINDLEY'S MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL
BOT.\NY. With numerous Illustrations. Svo, cloth,

price 5.t.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY.
For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools.

Price IS., sewed.

NATURE -PRINTED BRITISH FERNS.
By Thomas Moore. F.L.S., &c. With upwards
of One Hundred Figures Nature-printed. In Two
Vols. Price j/^3 y. cloth, or j^3 loj. half-morocco.

NATURE-PRINTED BRITISH SEA-
WEEDS. Described by W. G. Johnstone and
.\i.exander Croall. With upwards of Two
Hundred Nature-printed Plates. Uniform with
"The British Ferns." In Four Vols. Price

£S S!- cloth, or ^6 half-morocco.

ON GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS.
By Rev. O. FiSHEK. Price 6J.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS. By
William Eaklev. Price is.

ON PLANTING AND ORNAMENTAL
PL.ANTS. By Standisii and Noble. Sm.-ill Svo,

cloth, price 5J.

THE PINES AND FIRS OF JAPAN. By
Andrew Mukray, F.L.S., &c. Svo, Illustrated,

price ys. 6d.

CHARLES READE'8 NOVELS.

HARD CASH. A Matter of Fact Romance.
Price 5^.

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND.
Reused Edition, with a new Preface. Price $.<.

THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH.
Never published before in a complete form. Price 5.?.

GRIFFITH GAUNT. A Tale of Jealousy.
Price 5^.

FOUL PL.4Y. Written jointly by CHARLES
RsADE and DiON BouciCAULT. Price 5^.

DOUBLE MARRIAGE : or, White Lies.

Price 4J.

LOVE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG.
Price 4^.

THE COURSE OF TRUE LOVE NEVER
DID RUN SMOOTH. Price 3J. 61I.

CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE. Price 3.^. 6if.

PEG WOFFINGTON. Price 3^-. 6</.

THE HANDYJfOLUME SERIES.

Price Haifa Crown each, in cloth.

THE TIN TRUMPET. By Horace Smith,
Author of "Rejected .Addresses," &c. This clever

little volume is now for the first time acknowledged,

by permission of the family.

HAPPY THOUGHTS. By F. C. Burnand.

OUT OF TOWN. By F. C. Burnand.

THE GORDIAN KNOT. By Shirley
Brooks.

ASPEN COURT. By Shirley Brooks.

SHENSTONE'S ESSAYS on MEN and
MANNERS.

DR. JACOB. By Miss M. Betham Edwards.

THE TALLANTS of BARTON. By JOSEPH
H.ATTON.

II, BOUVERIE STREET, E.C.
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Just Published, N.

'T' H E

Wr I. M'Nab, Royal Botaiii

i;arJciis

. D. T. Fish

nthly,
^ith 36 Engravings,

Mr

Pari
Ir, William Gorric, Trinity
>Ir, Jas. Anderson, Mcadowbank

VILLA GARDENER.
Articles by

Mr. R. Bnllen, Botanic Gardens
Glasgow

Mr. 1. Lorimcr
Mr. P. Newman, Chelsea
Mr. William Campbell
Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Hoi

. F. Barron, Chis lick

nd other Practical Writers.

i'rofessio

SIMPKIN. MARSHALL,
AND CO., EdjnburBh.

ND CO., London; JOHN MENZIES

T HE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST.—
The beautiful FAIRY APPLE is figured in the March Number,

Cnmciusof Al'RIL N U.M IIKR, price 11. :—

Digswell.
Double-flowered Pelargoniuma, by the Editor.

Cauliflower, &c., all the Year Round, by Mr. Mclndoe, Bishops-
thorpe Palace.

The White Hoop Petticoat (illustration), by the Editor.

Pica for an Auricula Revival, by Mr, J. Hepworth, Hud-
dersfield.

Linum lri(jvinjm. bv Mr, O, W'cstland. Widey Court.

The Pcrjnii. . <
.

I, ':. I'l q.lin, New jersey.

Hollyhoi
n), by the Edit

Novelties at Flower ^hows. by K. D,
Garden Gossip (illustration).—Ubiluary.

Published at 171, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

No. IV. for April, price Sixpence.

THE GARDENER: a Monthly Magazine of
Horticulture and Floriculture. Edited by Wni. Thomson and

Richard Dean.
Contents—The Propo-^ed Abandonment of Chiswick Gardens

—

Notes of the M.ii

-Hir ifor
I'houghts about Grape-Growic

Phlox-Tr,
Cultivation o! I

Cottagers—Null-.
No. IV,—My IV

I . ti s by a Cottager addressed to
., ll.ili.neous Plants—Garden Records;

. li,..nc Hcrbstii—Table Decorations-
The Muscat 'HaniLiiriih (Hip^: a rL-monstrance-New Potatos—Hor-
icultural Exhibitions—Books, &c., Received—Notes and Queries.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

This day is Published, Crown 8vo, with Engravings, 4^. 6d.

THE HANDY BOOK of BEES ; being a Practical
Treatise on their Profitable Management, with a General Outline

of their Natural History prefixed. By A. Pettigbew.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS, Edinburgh and London.

A,

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKIiS WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUIJlJJiNG KNIVES, see that vou get thi"'
Corporate Mark, ObtObserve the mark SAYNOR, al

Warranted, without which
S. & C. regret h.aving to

compelled

n.idc
the

Gardeners and others, bu
of an imitation, of con

of Kn »hich
the

. '1 lie- warranted both by Sellers and Makers
S 'V '

' I Hid liUDUING KNIVES are the best and

l'a.\i.]i \\ ^ li. ., .^li^iii eld. Established upward s of 125 years.

B„
Belgian Window Glass.ETHAM AND SON, 9, Lower Thames Street, E.C,

Importers of the above, beg to inform Florists, Sic, that they can
supply all sizes suitable for Greenhouses at the lowest possible price.

HE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Pans, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock
IS kept : also at 36, Long Acre. J. GOODERIDGE, AgentTAMES PHILLIPS aITB ca
tf beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains too feet. The prices only apply to the sites stated

Squares ao by 12, 20 by 13, 30 by 14, ao by 15.
16 01. to the foot. 21 oz

Fourth quality .. .. ijs. orf tgs. 6d.
ihird quality .. .. i6r. orf 321. (iif.

Seconds i8j. 6d 26s od
English 10s. od 27s. o.(.

1 he above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sires, 16-oj:., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sires stated.
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Shanks's Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDKK TliK PATKONAGL:

or

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN, .i?i*l«!'ii5sfl

AN'U MOST OK Till-:

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY

GREAT BRITAIN.

The Patent Improveiueiits recently introduced give Shanks s Machine several important
advantages possessed by no otJier Laicni Moiocr.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE , WIND GUABD, &c.

The steady and continued increase in the Annual Sale of Shanl<s's Lawn Mowers forms ths most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced,

or Tin;

INlIiRNATlONAL EXI IIIilTION

LONDON, 1862.

THE FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL
UF Tllb:

I XIVERSAI. EXIIIHITION,

PARIS, 1867.

intimating that amont^ all tlifiALEXANDICR SIIANK.S and .SOX, in presenting tlieir "PRICE LIST of L,.\WN MOWERS for 1870," h.ave nuioli satisfaction

Exhiljitors of Laun Mowers at the Universal l^^xhibilion of 1867, they are the only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.
A. S, AND SON have, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These

alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a
Macliine which far excels any other that has ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or dur.ability. The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and
has only to be compared with other Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRICES—INCLUDING CARKIAGF. TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR SHIPPING PORT IN TIIF. KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

i-inch M.ichii

)-inch Machir
:-inch Machii
.-inch Macllii

Li
LaJy.

The Hand Machine

nch Machine,
inch Machine,
inch Machine,
inch Machine,

ith Silent Mo

•/6
Easily Wutkcd.

By a Man.
By a Man mid a Boy,

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE. SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

25-inch Machii
23-incli Machii
30-inch Machii

P,.M)I

L^

. Cnl.

ftir P.

Silent Movement,
y, asj. per set ; Ditto for Donkey, i8j. per set.

30-inch Machine..
36-inch Machine..
4a-inch Machine..
43-inch Machine..

Silent Movement, 20s. extra.

Z'9

2d o o . . . . 4ar. ,

Boots for Horse, 26s. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT liAWN MOWERS arc in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor, Buckingham Palace, Hamjiton Court, Osborne, and
l',,ilnii,i.il

;
i.i ili, t i I ulcus of the Roy:il Horticultural Society, South Kcn.sington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal rahxce Company, at Sydenham ; in Hyde Park, in

\hIi>ii;i r.iik in r.ii h 1 sra Park ; and in many hundreds of thc'principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

;,iuc.- s In inl\ i -t.ibh: hcd. ^'rr/^' Machine uhirranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of. can be at once returned.

GARDEN ROLLERS,
SUITy\BLE FOR LAWNS, BOWLINCx GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers arc made in halves, and arc much easier to work than when cast in one piece. The
edges are rounded off to prevent any marks being left on the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

fitted to each Roller.

PRICES.
i3 Inches Diameter, x 20 Inches Li .. £3 o o

ROI.LLRS PITTF.D WITH SIIAKTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PONY.

Inches Long.. ., .. .._,/^io o oRoller. 30 Inc
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Friday Nf,xt being Good P'riday, the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL

GAZETTE will be Publithed th« day previous (the 14th inBt.),

SAFP^RON WALDEN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—By kind permission of the Right Hon. Lord

Bbavbrooke, the SUMMER EXHIBITION will be held in the

Park, sdjoining the JEsscx Agricultural Sotiety'i Show, on
AVEDNESDAV and THURSDAY, the islh and i6lh of June, when
/iia 101., including Silver Cup5, will bo awarded in Priies. Open to

all England. Schedules forwarded on application to
TllOS. D. GREEN, Hon. Sec.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held JULY 7, and NOVEMBER 16,

1870. PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, Is each. Schedules, with Forms of Entrance, on application to

F- G. BUCKLE. Secretary. Peterborough.

J- Fruitmg pla
BURGH GRAPE, ?». (>d. each : good plants, 5*. and 3*. td. .

T. JACKSON AMD SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

F'
RANSLEY TANTUN, F U II S, The Nu

t to 12 bunches

vines—vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH cm supply all the best

Tarieties, both for fruiline unci plajilinE. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE pot tree on applkalion ; also CIRCULARS of"

ic. Pine, Peach, and Plant MANURE.
The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool,

THOMSONS WHITE LADY DOWNES GRAPE,
—Plants of this remarkable White Grape, the latest keeping ir

cultivation, are now being sent out. The Canes are strong
thoroughly ripened. Immediate orders are respectfully requested.

Price 31/. , 4a<. , and 631, each.
THOMAS METHVEN, Leilh Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Fines, Fruit Trees, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS has a yery fine stock of all the
. bestkinds, true to name, and in splendid condition. SHRUBS,

FOREST and ORNAMKNTAL TREES of every description. Prices
on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,

M Delicious New Grape.
R. WILLIAM DULL has a large stock of good,
strong, well-ripened CANES of MADRESFIELD COURT
;k mu

for New and Rare Plant., Kit

w
W

EBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE con NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of thes«

RPB, Calcot, Reading.

RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots

—

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Vines, and FitsRICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and SeeS Merchant, Worcfsier.

EW VERBEfTATs; Eckfords, unrivalled
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street. Salisbury.

N
G
N
4.EORGE EDWARD'S CATALOGUE of SPRING

FLOWERS is now ready, and can e had on application at bii
"^

'
"

" King Street, Castlcgate, York.

Rose Catalogue.
JOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 it now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

The Nurserie s, Ki ng's Acre, near Hereford.

'^EW ROSES of 1870. — Strong, vigorous plants

DESCRIPTIVE Pr"iCEd'l'i'sTS on application to
EWINi; ANU CHn.D,JIhe Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

NEW ROSES for 1870.—Strong plants, ready e.arlv

in March, in so best
' —

pric DESCRIPTIVE

r Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near Salisbury

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, for Cash, as fini

Town. Any quantity will be supplied at 151. per n

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshol.

Easter Decoration, Immortelles, &c.

FRENCH IMMORTELLES in great variety.
Lowest price to the Trade on application.

N EW GERANIUMS.
Coleshill. 7onal ; Ijidy Edith. Ivyleaf ; unrivalled.

JOHN KEYNES. Castle Street. Salisbury.

E W DAHLIAS, u n r i y a 1 1 e d.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

MHollyliocks.
E.SSRS. DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING have
to offer several thousands of the finest varieties in cultivation

at 6/., IM.,and iSr. per dosen t or 50J,
, 751. , and loor, per 100

'

Hll'l' d "'s w"'"^' Minburgh
;
and Slanstead Park, Forest

R
British Fern Catalogue.

OBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, l6 pages.

^^Afi"^.^'"*"' HardvEiotic Ferns) of hi. PRICED Dtst^iap'TlVt CATALOGUE ofBRITISH antl EXOTIC FKRN5. Ng. 7
Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidc:up Hill, Kent.

Felaxgonlums for ttie Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties i. now ready, at the following low

plants, distinct sorts, for 50/. ; 50 plants for 301

r"°"*<i
asplai

Chrysanthemums.
THE CHRYSAN rill'.ML-M, and HOW TO

GROW IT. See ADAM FUKSVTH'S CATALOGUE for

1870. forwarded to all afiplicanl. for one stamp.

r Squa,
Vt Stoke Newtngtoo, N.,and i : Street,

WKBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and CIANT rowSLIP SEEDS : alio Plant;

of all the varietiei, with <U-\Mf I'lMMRoSKS of different colours
AURICULAS, both SinKl.- an. I I'oLibIc; with every sort of Early
*

" " ' — Ca' " '"VEBB, Calcot, Readir

H Golden Feather.
CANNELL begs to remind all who wish to have

1 edging of this elegant yellow, Fern-likeplai

„ . s the identical time
licr). 400 new seeds sent free for 13 st.impi.

, I' R H.S., New Florist Flower and Florim Flower

other bedding plai

Vl.S., New Florist Flo

wVerbenas. Verbenas.—6s. per 100 ; 603. per 1000.
"^ILLIA.M HAD.MAN offers PURI^LE. WHITE.

SCARLET. KOSt, CRIMSON, &c., well-rooted Plants,
ore pots, 6*. per loo ; 50*. per jooo. Terms, cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravescnrl^

jlhei

MR. R. TEUTSCHEL, Colchester, Importer of
Japanese and Australian Plants, Bulbs, Seeds, &c.

Consignments on hand of PRIMULA JAPONICUM. AKRIDES
JAPONICUM, ANGR,1iCUM FALCATUM, DENDROBIUM
JAPONICUM, &c. AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, choice plants,

6 to 10 feet high, aor. per 100.

VANDA CCERULEA. — Well estabUshed healthy
plants, for SALE or EXCHANGE.

•WILLIAM MAULE Ami SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

V Plants now ready, 15J. per dozen.
THOMAS CRIPI'S AKD S(l>r, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

To the Trade.
THORNTON, Bag.shot, Surrey, has to oflTer a largt

RHOD(.

UCUBX
four doK

I'OLLEN.—On doien flowers for u.

,

psby

RESirsEErj^of^CUPRESSOs'L.^WSONIANA
and THUJA LOllBII, in any quantity. For prices, see pages

74 and 75 of our TRADE CATALOGUE, which may be had post free.
THOS. CRIFI'S AND SO N, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

ECOLE AND SONS have much pleasure in
• announcing to their Friends and Patrons that they arc now

booking orders lor their new and distinct LOMARIA GIBBA
CRISPA, to be lent out the tirst week in May, at lor. 6d. each, iu

strict rotation as the order, are receiveti Price, to the "Trade on
application.—The Nurseries, WithingtoD, near Manchester.

RNAMENTAL PLANTING.—A large number of
Specimen PINES. HOLLIES, and YEWS 00 Sale, at super
under Nurserymen'. Catalogue prices.

Apply to A. SMITH, Bach, near Chester.

o

S'iOCkS—(German Ten-weefc and Brompton ; "WALLFLOWER
Double; CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, PRIMULA FIMBRI-
ATA, mi»ed ; PETUNIA, double, at 11. per packet.
See previous Advertisements, or what is better still, J. Scott'

PRICE1> DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE. free on applicatioi

J. SCOTT. The Seed Stores. Yeovil. Somerset.

10 THE TRADE.
Finest GIANT ASPARAGUS. 4-yr. old, as». per 1000
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS line (in pots), 15.. and 30(. per 100.

W^
OEO. J. WOOI.I.KTT, Nurseryman, Caterham.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY. ORCHID FLOWERS.
ROSES, GARDENIAS, CAMELLIAS. CALLA .tTHI-

OPICA. or any kind of choice CUT FLOWERS. Any one having
the above to dispose of should send them to W. F. IfOFF, Florist,
Holloway, Islington, London.

P- 513-

Carter's Index, April 9.

ARTER'S UE.NLIINE SEEDS. See
a37aiid3l8. Ilich Holborn. London, W.C.

ARTtfR'S VEGETABLE SEEDS. See page 513.
337 and 338. High Holborn, London, W.C.

ARTER'S G R A .SS SEEDS. See page 513.
337 and 23S. High Holborn, London, W.C.

ARTER'S PRIZE MANGELand TURNIP SEEDS.
See page 513 —337 and^338. High Hol born. London. W.C.

E R ' S NEW ONION S.
37 and 338. High Holborn. London, W.C.

A R

N'
:, s, Aldgate, London, E.

Established 1806.
HANDASYDE and DAVIDSON have to intimate
that their CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK i.now ready.

(,iTOVE PLANTS.—Wanted, by
VJ ha. recently erected a small houH, a
moderate .iMdiilanu. Any party who.* coll

or i. d».irous of disposing of any of the above at a moderate pi

be good enough to write to Mr. G. DEARING, Buckhurst Hill, Esi

;ntleman who
y of wdlgrown

requires thinning,
price, will

T
and will be forwarded en applic

Seed Warehouse : 24, Cockburn Street, Kdinbureh.
Nurtcries: BrunstainGlen, Musselburgh.

To Seed Importers, NurBerymen, &c.
F.THAM ANi> SON, Custom House, Shipping and
Oner.il Transit AccnH, bcif to inform them that ihey receive
L.rw..nl SKKliS, PLANTS and GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

from and to all pi»rii nf the wi.rld, at charges as low as possible.

UftiLC, g, Lower |-|i3iiici Street, London, E.C^

B

M Spring Planting.—To the Trade.
AURICE YOUNtiS AllKlUGED CATALOGUE
of New Japanese I'lants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTHUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is new ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
best kind, iu Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

c
post free on appl
FARM SEEDS, grown froi

HARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants. Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,

•J TRICED CATALOGUES of
ly selected stocks.

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHAkIM'; ami (IJ., Seed Growers

and M.RrHAKTS, Slealnnl, 1 .iiiroliiihire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, ilieir new 1-KICKD CATALOGUE of
GARDEN SEI-lIlS. grown from carefully selected slocks.

EVERY UARDliN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 338. High Holborn. London.

S'
8^

8^
lUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for CROQUET
' GROUNDS, i< pet lb , or 3or per bushel, carriage free.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.
FECIAL OFl'EkS of TURNIP, MANGEL, and
other AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN SEEDS on appli-

Agricultural Seed.

ALFRED LEGEk'l(JN,M,i:iiMijKCHANT. 5. Aldgate,
l.ondon, E., begs i., .iiiiiimhi, c ili.ii hi» SI'JlCIAL SPRING

CATALOGUE of TURMI', MANOKL, and other AGRICUL.
TURAL SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

Sample, good, and price, very low.

Mi
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of choicest quality. Sec Special LIST,
free on application to

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

APRIL WHEAT for SEED, 661b. per bushel, grown
in the New Forest, a good change for all lands, may be had at

6<M. per quarter, of
Mr. WM, DICKINSON, New Park, Lymington, Hants.

r:! RAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS, very fine 2-yr.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman, &c., Weston-super-Mare.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE ROOTS. —A quantity
of the above for Sale.

EDWARD SANG AND SONS, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,

B OVINIA, or New Cattle- Feeder Potato.-
} For price, &c., apply to the specially appointed agents.
JAMES DICKSON ANIi SONS. 103. Eastgate Street, Chester.

Seed PotatoB.

JAMES FAIRHEAl) ani. .son, 7, Borough Market,
London, S.E., offer I.AKI.Y llANDSWORTH, SHAW,

MYATT'S PROLIFIC, PRlNCEof WALES,and other POTATOS.

Seed PotatOB.

HAND F. SHARPE have .still in stock most of the
• principal sorts of Early and I-ote SEED POTATOS, which

they can offer at low figures.

To the Trade. „.„„WINDSOR and LONG-POD BEANS, SANG-
STER'S No. I, and IIADMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS, ic,

on offer, at advantageous prices. „. , j t» j
FREbK. GEE^eed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bed.,
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KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEE
Solicits the notice of intendin^^ Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, &c.. all of which he
believes are as handsomely ^own, as carefully managed,
and as finely rooted as can be desired.

ABIES ALBERTUS, S to 9 feet, 30J. to 601. per dozen. Transplanted
April, 1869.

ABIES DOlTGLASir. 6, 7, to 10 feet, 71. 6d. to 10s. 6d. each. Trans-
planted August, 1868.

*

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 5, 6, and 7 feet, 71. 6d. to arr. Splendid
red April, i86g, 10 to la feet high, 15 and 20 feet in

;shed,ABIES EXCELSA, the Common Spnicc Fir, beautifully fu

5, 6, to 8 feet high. Is. I? iw., to £13 loi. per 100.

The dwarf varieties of Spruce, such as pumila pygm^a, Gre£[on
Clanbraiiliana, Ac , lar[;c numbers, many of them 20 and 30 year;
frrowth.

",
I '' f' ct, 60J. per dozen; 710 8 feet, 84J.

1
CEDRUs nn

domi: in I

several ilr

.ch, and upwards. We have

feet,CEDRUS AKi . i .11 \, < I - 1. pt. 42J. to6oj. per dozen; 8 to
7s, td. tc. loj Od. each. All removed since September, 1868.

CEDRUS LEBANON, 6, 7, to 10 feet. Moved September, 1868.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, 30J. to j2s. per dozen;
8 to 10 feet, 5s. to los. 6d. each.

„ „ ARGENTEA, 3 to 4. feet, and as much in

nd, 7J. 6d.

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 410 5 feet, 421. per dozen, £15 per 100: 5106
feet, 60s. per doien, £30 per too; 7 to 8 feet, 71. td. to 10*. 6d. each.
All removed since AuRust, 1868. Purchasers may select from a
stock of many thousands of this fine plant, 5 to 8 feet high.

_ P-ICEA NOBILIS.hundredsof splendid specimens, 5,6,7, to 10 feet

high, all recently removed, and are undoubtedly the finest plants

to be found in any Nursery. None arc grafted.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA.s, 6, to 8 feet, 21J. to 42J. each, and
upwards. Splendid Plants, moved August, 1868, 10 to 15 feet high.

PICEA LASIOCARPA.—Hundreds of most beautiful plants, 4. 5> 6,

8. and 9 feet high. All removed 1868-69.

PICEA MAGNlFiCA,3,4,and5feet.
PICEA PINSAPOj 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet, au. to 63J. each. Some grand

plants. 10 to 15 feet high, transplanted April, 1869.

THUJA AUREA, beautiful specimens, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high ; 10 to

30 feet in circumference. This plant originated in this Nurser>-,

and our stock is unsurpassed.
THUJA GIGANTEA.S, 6, toiafeet high. Moved August, 1868.

THUJA I.OBBII, 8to 14 feet high, and as much in circumference;
trampt.inted April, 1869.

THUJOl'SIS BOKEALIS,sto feet, 7 and 8 feet round ; 421. to 6oj.

per dozen : 7 to 8 feet, 7*. 6d, to los. 6d. each. All removed since

Aug
ELLI
6,7, 8, and 9 feet, :

PINTTS CEMBRA, 8toiofcct,
YEWS^ tVe'cOMMON EN^sY-ISH ^sre', 778"iorand'ia"fVc't high!

istanlly removed; invaluable where immediate
effect in sought

YEWS, Gt»LDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these
umbers, and of all sizes, as pyramids, globi

standards,
YEWS, IRISH, hai 3 feet high.

large
and worked as
10 feet high.tfith from 3 to 5 feet of gold,

HOLLiES.—The stock of Hollies at this Nurse^
finest to be met with in Europe; it comprises, as well as

ordinary sizes, together, many thousands of the following

HOLLY,Variegated silver and gold, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet.

HOLLY, GOLDEN QUEEN, magnificent plants, 4 to 8 feet high,

and as much in circumference.
HOLLY, SILVER QUEEN, 4, 5, and 6 feet
WATERER'S HOLLY.—This variety originated in this Nursery

we have hundreds 4,j5, and 6 ft. high, 10 and 15 ft. circumference.
PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY,—Standards, 101. 6d. to 21*. each.

HOLLY, COMMON WEEPING.—The finest specimens we have
seen. Moved, April, i860.

HOLLY, COMMON GREEN, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, lo, to 14 feet high, by the
thousand. All moved since April, 1868.

HOLLY, Green varieties of the following kinds. An immense stock
of splendid plants, all transplanted in 1868-9:

—

LAURIFOLIAand SCOTTICA, 4.5. 6 to lofeet high,

HODGINS', 1 ANGUSTIFOLIA,
YELLOW BERRIED, I

MYRTIFOLIA, &c
4. 5,6, and 8 feet high.

STANDARD, WATERER'S and GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES,
4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 6 to 10 feet in circumference. A
large number.

N.B,—Purchasers of Hollies may select from a stock occupving at

the present moment conaiderably over 6 acres of ground ; finer or

better rooted plants cannot be wished or obtained. The prices are
fair and reasonable.

BOX, Green and Variegated, 4, 5, 6, to 8 feet.

BOX, do, do., fine pyramids, up
BAYS, standards and pyramids.

i feet.

LAURUSTINUS. standards.
AUCUBA JAPONICA, thousands of beautiful pli

3 and 4 feet high.

AUCUBA JAPONICA. Berried, hundred
nd and in pots, from i

I, all moved 1868,

t to 4 feet high ; in the
_ _ _ _ per doi. and upwards.

AMERICAN PLANTS.—The Stock of American Plants at Knap
;, as fine as, and more extensive than, anything of its

irith in England, coniidcrably over 50 acres of land
ihfrir cultivation. We shall be pleased to supply

—

; bushy plants, from layers, named kinds,

«.r-- ---,„,-,--- A dozen sent as sample on application.

RHODOnENDRONS, the finer kinds, by name, from £7 los. to

£12 los- per 100, and upwards.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, good plants for Cover, from ;£io

STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Of these we possess a large

number of the oldest and finest specimens in the countrj', many
being from »o to 30 years old, with heads varying from 15 to 30 feet

in circumference- There is probably no kind better adapted for

standards than that wc call roseum elegans, many of which wc
supplied to Rotten Row. We have also Rhododendrons, standards,
of many other kinds.

RHODODENDRONS, fine hybrids, of good hardy habit, and great

variety in colour, from £s to £10 lor. per 100. Sample on appHca-
tion. Large and handsome plants by the 1000, 4 to 8 feet high.

AZALEAS, the very best kinds, nice plants, ;£io per 100, upwards.
AZALEAS, common kinds, £5 per 100.

AZALE.\S, splendidplants, of the fi

high, and
ALMKALMIA LATIFOLIA.
withblonm.^^to/io

. _. .J Si and 6 feet

ice plants, bushy, healthy, and covered

.J>RIlU-NI.>A,/5to£7ic
>. a \ery hnc collection, <

300 Acres ol'ordinary NURSERY STOCK of

Flowering Shrubs (Deciduous and Evcrgrei

ERICA CAKN K.\. for wiiiicr blooming, many thousands.

ERICA MLDI lERKANLA ALBA, remains m bloom from October
to May. and smells like new-mown hay—indispensable for Winter
Gardening.

SKIMMI.A J.\PONICA, nice ^licalthy plants, moved April, 1869,

;ry contains upwards of
1 superior class, such as

^ _ -. ti)i Roses, Ornamental
Trees for Avenues, &c.

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwarded
on application. Purchasers to any extent are strongly recommended
lo mate a personal inspection of our stock, and obtain the price? on
the spot. No Catalogue can fairly describe many of the plants wc

The Nursery is readily reached by train from Waterloo to Woking
in 40 minutes.

N.B.—There is now no difBcuIty in sending Plants through in the

same truck, without psckage, irom Woking to almo any Railway
Station in EnErland.

NEW PLANTS.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
BEGS TO INTIMATE TH.\T HIS

CATALOGUE OF NOVELTIES FOR 1870
Is now in the Press, and will be issued shortly. It contnins descriptions and prices of many New Plants offered

for the first time, including the celebnited GODWINIA GIGAS, the new white Cypripedium, C. NIVEUM the
lovely blue-berried PSYCHOTRI.^S two new scarlet-flowered VITIS, a new hardy LILY, with variegated foliage
from Japan ; new DRAC^NAS, ARISTOLOCHIA RINGENS, &c.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL has the pleasure to announce that he has made arrangements w*ith Messrs. John
Salter & Son to send out the fine stock of their SEEDLING JAP.^NESE and other new CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Messrs. John Salter & Son are retiring from business in consequence of the Metropolitan District Railway
Company requiring their Nursery, and their entire stock of new CHRYS.A.NTHEMUMS is in the hands of
Mr. WILLIAM BULL, All orders for them, that have been taken by Messrs. John Salter & Son, will be executed
by Mr. W, bull on precisely the same terms as if sent out from the Versailles Nursery.

Mr, W. B.'s CATALOGUE of NOVELTIES for 1870 (now in tlie Press) contains descriptions of the NEW
CHRYSANTHEMUMS above alluded to.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S,W.

NEW PLANTS FOE 1870.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasme in offering the undeniamed NEW PLANTS, which will be ready for distribution on May i, next.

New Summer Bedding Plawt.
PERISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREO-VARIEGATA.—This

very elegant Acanthad is a native of the mountains of Java, and was
awardeda First-Class Certificate by the Floral Committee this spring.

The leaves are ovate-lanceolate, bright orange in the centre, and
marginetl with dark green ; in habit it is dwarf and compact, and
B. S. W. has all confidence in its becoming a splendid edging

Flower Garden; as a pot plant it is very

orange colour of the leaves. Price i c. (U.

Superb New Bedding Plant,
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTIO.N.-B. S. \V, has much

pleasure in offering this superb plant to public notice, and from the

manner in which it has been tested Doth in dry and exposed
situations, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation

in asserting its superiority over every other viola yet offered for

bedding purposes. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeds 6 or 8

inches in height; the leaves arc much larger than those of

V. comuta, whilst the flowers, which are borne well above the

foliage, still retain the characteristic horns of that species, but are

fully three times the siic, and of good substance ; the colour is

shaded blue, the eye onuigc-yellow, with a^dark purolc disc

surroundine it, from which proceed radiating lines of still deeper

puiple; irrdeed it resembles a gigantic
;s producing flowers
size and substance,

,^ ficatc by the Floral

ComnTit'lce, September 35, 1869. Price ar. 6d. each, 341. per doxen,

70s. per half hundred, loor. per too.

; blooming quali

which almost rivarour Florist Pansics _f(

This plant was awarded

Azalea Grand Monarch.
A superb new and distinct variety, suitable for exhibition

forcing purposes ; the habit is compact and dense, of mcdiun

and a profuse bloomer ; flowers 3 inches in diameter, of
f.

stance and perfect outline, the lobes are perfectly round anc

and in colour deep pink, shaded with warm rose towards the

in addition, the upper lobes arc densely spotted. Price su
few extra-siied plants, 43*. to 63*. each.

Verbena Mauve Queen.

subject 10 attacks of mildew and uther diseases, which so many of the
new forms of this plant are (and which has led to the almost total
banishment of Verbenas from the parterrel ; in growth it is somewhat

ti colour, and yield i

; shoots, and the flowers i

New Fuchsias.

n, S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in being able to oflTcr

the following five varieties of this favourite plant ; they are all of
good habit and thoroughly distinct, and cannot fail to give general
satisfaction:—

BIRD OF PARADISE.—Tube and sepals scarlet, well reflexed
corolla, very regular, and soft, delicate rose in colour. lor. 6i each.

RMOSA.—Tube slender, and, as '

corolla double, very regular and ^— , —

^

petals rosy red, elegantly flaked with light violet.

HOLLOWAY RIVAL—This is probably one of the most distinct

forms yet sent out ; tube and sepals bright red. well reflexed
corolla, very long petals of great suostance, and rich deep vtolct in

colour. lof. 6d~ each.

STRIATA PERFECTA.—A charming and very effective variety;
tube and sepals waxy while ; corolla bright carmine, striped with
broad lines of pure white. This variety is not only exceedingly-
handsome, but totally different from any other variety in cul-

TRIUMPHANS.[ANS.—A superb double variety ; tube and sepals rich

, reflexed from the base; corolla large and very regular,
ntense violet, suffused at the ba.sc with crimson. loj. 6d,

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

1870.

J W. WiMSETT'S
NEW PLANT CATALOGUE (loS pages)

Is now ready, and will be forwarded. Post Free, on application.

It contains extensive LISTS of ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, TREE FERNS.

AZME°S CAMELLIAS, NEW BEDDING PLANTS, WILI^' NEW HYBRID and other PELAR-

GONIUMS SHOW and FANCY GERANIUMS, RHODODENDRONS suitable for cold and ex-posed situations,

.and New and Handsome PALMS, suitable for Drawing-room and Dinner-table Decoration.
^

For descriptions of these see Gardeners Chronicle iar February 19, 1870. The plants there mentioned were a

nortion of Mr WiMSETT's extensive CoUection, and were supplied to one of the London Club Houses which has

lone been held in high repute for the elegance of its dinner-table decorations. They were, on this occasion, the most

graceful ever witnessed, and the only instance on record where Palms have been used exclusively for the above

purpose.
.

-

Royal Horticih-tural Society, South Kensington, W., December 10. i86g,

^ -
dlrecltd by the Council of this Society to convey to you their thanks for the grand display of Flowers you made at the Gardens

:.. ^,... ..:_.. „f his Majesty the King of the Belgians.-l remam. S,r, yours
f=j;Jfj.'^'j^i(;„ARDS. Assistant Secretary.

To J. W. Wimselt, Royal Ashbumham Park Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

BALLS and PARTIES furnished with Plants of every description. A large stock of Omamcntra-foliaged Pl.ants

always kept for the purpose.

CONSERVATORIES furnished, by the year or otherwise, on the most reasonable terms.

All kinds of DINNER-TABLE DECORATIONS sent out to any part of London, and arranged in the most

modem and approved style, and of the most choice flowers of the season,

CUT FLOWERS sent out loosely, or arranged into bouquets by competent and tasteful persons,

BRIDAL, OPERA, and other BOUQUETS furnished on reasonable terms.

ASHBURNHAM PARK NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

J.
WILLS, F.R,H,S„ Mamgir.
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LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering fresh SEEDS of this extremely useful plant for winter decoration. When well

erown it is very ornamental, its long racemes of snowy frtiits forming a beautiful contrast to those of the celebrated

hybrid Solanums, and for which the Leucocarpus is a most suitable companion. The berries are large, pure white,

and produced in great profusion.

Price Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

VICTORIA NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Now Ready, Free by Post,

Geo. Jackman & Son's

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE
(With Five Engravings of Clematis)

Of FRUIT and ROSE TREES, CLEMATISES, AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFERS,

EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES, gHRUBS, and FOREST TREES, &c.

"This Establishment, long favourably known for its fine collection of Hardy Plants, is now likely to attain

a world-wide fame for the magnificent new race of hybrid Clematises."

—

Gardmcrs' Chronicle.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

ROSES IN BLOOM.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Have now in FULL BLOOM, at their CHELSEA NURSERY,

A BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION OF POT ROSES,
Comprising the best named kinds, which they will have much pleasure in showing to any who may be able

to favour them with a v-isit.

PRICED detailed CATALOGUE of ROSES, including all the best NOVELTIES now being sold for the

first tiihe, Post Free on apphcation.

ROYAL- EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

EVERGREENS.
A VERY LARGE AND EXCELLENT STOCK,

IN THE BEST POSSIBLE CONDITION
for safe removal.

PRICED LIST on application.

FARM SEEDS.
CLOVERS, I GRASSES,
MANGELS,

I
TURNIPS,

of the most genuine quality.

PRICED LIST on application.

VHi/.'^

(Old EiLiUlshcd Nursery r.Jid Seed Business.)

102, EASTGATE STREET, .ind "NEWTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.

1^ SPECIAL NOTICE.
The " Newton " Nurseries can now be reached on

foot within 10 minutes from Chester Station, by walking

over Flookersbrook Bridge, and entering JAMES
DICKSON AND SONS' new road by the Ermine Inn,

at the foot of said bridge.

GORSE for FOX COVERTS, strong, transplanted, 30s. per 1000.

FINE COLLECTIONS OF
CHOICE HYBRID RHODODENDRONS,
CONIFERS,

I

ROSES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
VINES, FRUIT TREES,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

C.\TALOGUES upon application.

TURNIP SEEDS.

H. & F. SHARPE
Are prepared to make special offers to the Trade of the following varieties of

TURNIP SEEDS, ALL OF 1869 GROWTH,
And raised from fine selected Transplanted Bulbs, viz. :

—

SHARPE'S WEST NORFOLK PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
HALL'S WESTBURY SWEDE.
CHAMPION SWEDE.
SHARPE'S IMPROVED SWEDE.
MARSHALL'S PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
SKIRVING'S PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
IMPROVED GREEN-TOP SWEDE.
LAING'S PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
GRIEN-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
FOSTERTON HYBRID YELLOW.

DALE'S HYBRID YELLOW.
DEVONSHIRE GREY STONB.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED HOUND.
GREEN BARREL.
IMPROVED GREEN GLOBE.
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE.
RED TANKARD
GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE NORFOLK.
EARLY WHITE STONE OR STUBBLE.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSIIOT, SURREY,

Near Sunningdale Station, South-Wcstem Railway.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invite the attention of Gentlemen and

Planters to the undernamed selections from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, grand specimens, 4 to 6 to 8 to 12 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 to 6 to 10 feet.

„ LAW.SONIANA ARGENTEA (Iohn Waterer's Tar.),~By far

the most desirable of all the glaucous varieties, 51. to 71. W.

„ MACROCARPA, 4 to 6 feet, 43J. pet doscn.

THUJA AUREA.—Beautiful plants, about a feet, 431. per doicn ;

„ GIGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of Seedlings,

4 to 6 to 8 feet, 3J. 6if. to $' 1 7*- f>d., and upwards
ark, that unk__ ^ _.

of this fine Thuja they are quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 1 feet. 301. per doion
d 7 feet, 5s. to lor. 6<J. each.

„ DOLABRATA.—Fine plants, jr. to 7s. W. each.

„ „ VARIEGATA.ss. 1075. &f. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.—Good plants, 301. per doren ;

2 to 3 feet, 43J. to 6qi. ; larger, up to 10 feet, 71. td. to 631. each.

ABIES NOEILIS, handsome plants, from 51,, 7s. 6d., and upwards.

„ NORDMANNIANA, 2 to 3 feet, 71. Gd. to lor. 6*f , ; 3 to 4 feet,

3ii. ; 4 to 8 to 13 feet, 311. m. and upwards each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, loj. 6d. to 421. each.

„ GRANDIS, 4to5 to6and 10 feet, ios.6d. to 63*. each.

,, PINSAPO, 3 to 3 feet, SJ. ; 3 to 5 to 8 feet, 71. 6d. to 63J.

„ DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, 70s. per doien ; 5 to 6 and 10 feet,

2S. 6d. to 75. 6d. and upwards.

„ MAGNIFICA, 3 to 4 feet, 311. 6d. to 43J.

„ ORIENTALTS, 3 to 5 to 8 feet, very beautiful examples, 3IJ. and
upwards each.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to

YEWS, COMMON.—Imm(
i8j to 60s. per doicn.

„ IRISH.—Perfect columns, up to 12:

„ GOLDEN, as Standards on Irish s

to 43S. each.

HOLI-IES, GREEN COMMON.—Many thoiisands, of all

; feet.

:, perfect globes, 31s. 6d.

[ foot up

„ the best GOLDEN, WATERERS', and SILVER
any quantity, and of all siies.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, lor. 6d. to 3ir. each.

,, ,, Waterf.rs' variety, many hundreds of symmetrically Rrown
specimens, perfectly straight stems, 42J. to 1051. per pair.

„ WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEGATED, fine

PORTUGAL LAURELS-Very close grown handsf
los. dd. to 211. each ; very large imposing specimens,

jplai

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we hp.ve the pleasure

of observing that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved
crimson varieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.
The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regents Park, has
been for the past 20 years .supphed from our Nursery.

r shrubberies,
jer, 2SS. to 63J.

per 100.

CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, well-grown plants,
50s. I

beltci

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, W^ISBECH,

lass (SEEDLINGS) and named yarieties for c

planting, £s per lOo.

„ of superior kinds, many on own roots, £7 lor. to ,Sto per 100.

I, very superior, leading, crimson,ro8e, white, £12 loi. to ,£15 per 100.

„ STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD, of the most imposing
varieties, of all shades of colour, from Qit. to 63*. to 1051. each.

AZALEAS, common kinds, 501. to 751. per 100.

in fine plaj .^Cioper

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIUM, very handsome, 301. per dojcn.

„ LATIFOLIA, 181. to 30J. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA FLORIEUNDA, fine plants, i8s. t0 4JJ. per dozen.

We have likewise immense quantities of the leadinR kinds of

EVERGREENS OP ALL SIZES,

From the immensity of our stock we are enabled to

treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-
mended in every practicable case to visit and choose
for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately
describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of

which we will replace all failures which may occur the

first season after planting.

CATALOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of

Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded
on apphcation.

A strong Tree-planting Machine can always be had on

hire.

Purchasers of large quantities are informed that Goods

can be forwarded from Sunningdale to all parts of

England in through truck, thereby causing a great saving

in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY-
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D
Novelties.

OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now offering
the following Novelties, which have gained first honours wherever

xhibiled, and are the adtiiiration of all who have the pleasure of

New and unapproached Gold and Bronie PELARGONIUMS.
New and unsurpassed Hybrid Nosegay ditto.
New and unrivalled DouDle ditto
New and unequalled PHLOXES and PENTSTEMONS
New Hs brid Krpetual and Tea scented ROSES for 187a
Newdist net and beaut rulC\L\DIL MS
New Golden Blotched •iPl TILON MEGAPOTAMICUM

For prices see our NFW Dl SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for th s
r II be f r\ ardcd post free

NEW FUCH SIAS.

GEORGE SMITH
PURPLE PRINCE

I his is a most extraordrnnry
bnld and handsome variety j
tube and sepals waxy carmine-
scarlet, corolla rich violet,
flower extra siie, fine free
habit : surpasses all other
double purple varieties.

Plants 10s. 6d. eacli.

ASTERS, WALLFLOWERS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c, imported
__ .L ^ celebrated Continental growers. Sec

SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of FLOWER SEEDS, gratis
and post free on application.

SUTTONS- COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
No. 1 Collection of the best Enpli

No. 4 Collection of ditic

No, 5 Collection of diiic

Small and useful Collections c;

by post.

SUTTON AND SONS, Secdsi

SULTAN (G. S.)
For descriptions

of above see

CATALOGUE,
forwarded on ap-
plication.

CooJ Plants of the abovefirst week in Afay. Usual Discount to ike Trade.

TOLLINGTON NURSERY, HORNSEY ROAD, ISLINGTON. LONDON, N.

. of fine habit, and one of the
finest dark Fuchsias in cultivation.

Plants loj. 6d. each.

NEW FLORIST FLOWERS FOR 1870.

H. Cannell, F.R.H.S.,
D inform all lovers of really improved Varieties that he lias purchased from the following well-known Hybridisers, at a liigh price, the undermentioned

Valuable SEEDLINGS.

Nine Fuchsias of E. Banl<s, Esq.,

Which arc certainly the best set ever sent out in one season. Shirley Hibbebd, Esq., the Editor

of the Gardnur's Magazine, reports thus :—" Amongst the seedlings sent occurs one of extraordinary

quality ; the corolla an immense purple goblet, the scarlet sepals recurved, and the whole flower so

perfectly set as a jewel of rare value, that wc believe you have in your possession the b«sl seedling

Fuchsia of this century. Let this one have a name consistent with its majestic proportions."

Some of them are figured in the "Florist and Pomplogist " for April, and the "Floral World"

or Januarj'.

Four of IVir. Bland's.

Fuclisia, Champion of the World.

T Moore, Esq, Editor of the

Gardeners Chronicle, reports a bloom

sent as follows :—

' FUCHSIA. -IL Cannell. -
CHAMPION of the WORLD is a most

remarkable variety. It is a full double,

\ th the expanded or crinoline form, and

^surcs fully a inches in the expansion

the corolla, without being coarse, the

I uri being the usual red and violet.

I the habit is good, it must ba a fino

PRINCESS of WALES. — The

Editor of the Gardtntr's Magazine

reports of it thus :
—

•* H Cannell.—Your Fuchsia with

double white corolla must be a re-

markably showy variety. It is at all

events the largest and fullest flower of

its class we have seen."

FUCHSIA REGALIA.—This is abcautifulor namcntal foliage variety ; and the old Venus Victri.

the first white tube and sepal variety ever raised, is now offered again.

NEW DAHLIA, QUEEN of the YELLOWS (Parks}.-Thi8 was awarded a Pirst-class Ccrlificai

at Kensington last September, as the best yellow ever ahown.

Four of Mr. Keeler's
(THE RAISI'R CIK "SAMBO," &c)

Pelargoniums.
BEAUTY of LEE.—This was awarded a First-

class Certificate at Chiswick last season, when
Slanted out with above 800 Varieties, as the

est Christine-coloured bcdder. Doubles the

best Geranium of the year.

MRS. KEELER.—A fine improvement 00 Mrs.
W. Paul.

GEANT DES BATAILLES (Bedding NosegayV
—Most abundant bloomer ; colouralmostequ.il
to the good old Verbena of that name. Alsn,

MRS. POOLE (Bicolor), the best bcdder; and

YELLOW BOY, certainly the best yellow leaf by

far ever sent out.

MELTON GEM, laised by Mr. A. Fenn, of

Mellon Hall, late Foreman to Mr. P. Grieve,
of Culford.—This is a fine improvement on
Violet Hill Nosegay, and all others of the

orange tint of colour.

Seven Verbenas,
Raised by E. Banks, Esq.

PURPLE EMPEROR | RED REDDER
BEAUTY OF DEAL

CANNELL'S VIOLET PERFECTION
MRS. OWEN

I
MISS STANLEY | CORPORAL

Also, three splendid striped varieties by same
raiser—BEAUTY OF SHOLDEN, BANKS'
BEAUTY, FIREWORKS; and Three raised by
the Rev. «hich a

LOBELIA MAUVE QUEEN, raised by Mr.
Appleby.—This has often been favourably
spoken of by the various gardening Papers,

;

, both
toyal Botanic Society,

Regent s Park.

Also, two splendidlZONAL PELARGONIUMS,
raised by Mr. J. George, vix. :

—

MRS. H. CANNELL and KING OF ROSES ;

with other Noveltie* ol grest merit.

I@° A CATALOGUE sent Free

for One Stamp, with full descriptions. Princess of Wales.

H. CANNELL, New Florist Flower and Florlst Flower-Seed Merchant, WOOLWICH.
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"PARLY SPRING
ANEMONE BI.ANPA (Cn

FLOWERS.
I'ith the Snowdrop ; flr

„ AI'ENNINA—Much later. 6d.
1 i . «j

„ HOKTENS[S(5tellata)— Ruby, or rich puiTle. In pots, 6ii.

.. CORONARIA PURPUREA.-Fine. Inpot5,c>i.

CROCUS NIVALIS (Siebcri, Greece).—Shaded pale violet; broad

„ ''cflRYSANTHUS (Aucheri, Greece).-Dcep orange-yellow M.

The two above named precede all others, and may be called Winter

CRIMEAN SNOWDROP (G. plicatu5).-Finc, of. ; 7!. 6d. per doien.

HEPATICA ANGULOSA.—Twice the size of the common single

blue, and earlier, is. 6d. ; 15J. per doien.

SPRING SNOWFLAKE (Leucojum vernum).—Twice the sue of the

Snowdrop, and deliciously fragrant. Now in bloom, ^j. perdoren.

NARCISSUS JUNCIFOLIUS.—Very fragrant ; dwarf rushy tufts.

\ perfect trem. u. per doren,

„ AJA.X MAXIMUS.—Largest brilliant deep yellov

BULBbCODIUM VERNUM.—Crocus-like, purplish-

bloom. W.
ARABIS BLEPHAROPHYLLA SUPERBA.—Purplish carmine;

CYCLAMEN COUM.—Dwarf crimson ; leaf plain, ir. 6rf. to 2j. 6rf.

„ ,. VAR. VERNUM.— I.eafvariegated. ts. 6i to ». 6rf.

ARABIS ROSEA.—Like A. albida, tinted with cherry-colour; heads
rather lax. qd.

. . , „ ^

,

SIBERIAN SQUILL —Bright porcelain-bluc pendent bells, as. 6J.

pcrdoien. In pots, 4J. per doien.

SAjflFRAGA OPPOSITIFOLIA VAR. PYRENAICA.-N
r. with

a type.

_ . A.—61 .

MAJOR.—6r. per dozen.
ALfiA.—6j.

PALLIDA,

^ ^l

ufts, and much larger flowcn

ALfiA.—6j. per dozen.

NARCISSUS MINOR (the Dwarf Daffodil].—6rf. each, 5J. per dozen.

„ PSEUDO-NARCISSUS (the Wild Daffodil).—2J. 6d. per dozen.

SISYRINCHIUM GRANDIFLORUM.—Large solitarj' purple cups.

;-Not.like)—Vivid blue.

6rf, each. 5,*. per dozen,
IBERIS GIBRALT_ARICA(tr_ue),—Ver>; large flowers, often shaded

"aTROPURPUREUS,—Eriwi

SCHIEVRECklA PODOLICA (white Arabis like),—Very early and
free. Qrf,

VIOLA PEDATA,—Lovely mauve, large flowers; sunny and sandy
places, ij. each, 9J per dozen

VIOLET, THE CZAR.—Very large; fine for forcing. 6d. each,

4J. per dozen,
QUEEN of VIOLETS —Largest double white. <)i.

TRITELEIA UNIFLORA.—Waiy.white stars, tinted violet entem-
allv. 3*. per dozen.

CORBULARIA BULBOCODIUM Hooped Petticoat Narcissus).-
5J. per dozen.

DRABA AIZOON.—Dense SI

,. AIZOIDES— Bright yellun. v
ANEMONE PALM ATA —Large orange-yellow ;

GENTIANA VERN.^.- 1>. to is. M.
„ PYRENAICA,—Brilliant purple, 35. M.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA (Montana).-Earl
nots: large, 4,^, per dozen.

HEPATICA (single blue) —4Z. per dozen
,, (double red) — .|t per dozen,

PRIMULA MINIMA —One of the loveliest of all

:s, heads of sulphurcolour, 6rf.

of Forgel-r

AN II

ling.

clusl

:, M.

ANKM '
" ' I

I
',

:
:

'
I

'
I

I
-I

; —IJ. each, 9s. per doz.

Vm,.l '1:1: 'III ,
•.,,.,;• -'11,

LILY ..I ;', \ M M 1 ,, r 1
I 'l"M-i,;crowns,6s. penoo.

CHOICE SEEDS FOR SPRING GARDENS.
AUBRIETIA PURPUREA GRANDIFLORA (Belvoir varietj).—

Improved t)XLIP (Belvoir variety).-11. per packet.
DWARF EARLY-BLOOMING WALLFLOWER (Belvoir variety).

— IJ. per packet.
A Collection of Sis Ornamental varieties of FLOWER SEEDSsultablc

for Rockeries, v.
JAMES BACKHOUSE AND SON, York.

SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS,
free by post. Per pkt.—j. d.

Smith's fine long frame CUCUMBER 10
The While Queen CELERY 06
Snow's Winter White BROCCOLI 10
Smith's Incomparable CABBAGE 06
Worcester Champion Cabbage LETTUCE . . ,.06
Improved Telegraph CUCUMBER 10
Early Dwarf Erfurt CAULIFLOWER 10
New Giant Rocca ONION z o
Avton Castle LEEK 06
Worcester Lale White BROCCOLI 10
Backhouse's Winter White BROCCOLI 16
French Breakfast RADISH 06
Golden Perfection MELON .

.

10
SELECT FLOWER SEEDS, free by post.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, finest fringed .. is. and s 6
CALCEOLARIA, finest spotted .. .. is. and 2 6
CINERARI^, fr-t^ -ri-^l'-.-,vers .. .. IS. and 2 6
CYCLAMFN 11 I

II I M nuxed 10
ASTER. Nr ,

! ,| Clobe 16
„ TrufT, I ,

•
• ,1 10

PYRETllKI M, 1, :,l,,|, I - iili^r 10
ZINNIA, 111.... niiulJc zed 06
VIOLA r. IK.M lA ALB.V z o
I'ANSV, Cliveden Yellow 10
AMARANl IIUS EI.EGANTISSIMUS 16
I'RINCESS FEATHER, New Golden 06
BALSAM, splendid rose-flowered 10
New Tree MIGNONETTE 10
MARIGOLD, New French, miniature, striped .. ..06

(CSC lor Prices of other Seeds, see RICHARD SMITH'S
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, free by post on application,
RIClIARnsMITlI. Nurv r^man and Seed Merchant, Worce ster.

The Nortlfof England Nursery and SeedEstabUshment.
MI'.SSKS, I,MI I.I'. AND BALLANTYNE, Carlisle,

(Wm Bavtfr Smith, Manager), are prepared to make
SPECIAL OFFERSof l-AR.M SEEDS, at liberal prices, when large
quantities are required, and to deliver them free at nearest Railway

They confidently recommend their superior stocks of TURNIP
SEEDS, which have been all carefully proved and found to grow about
90 per cent. This will ensure a much stronger braird than seed
reduced to grow only from 60 to 70 per cent. Their stocks of
MANGEL WURZEL, CABBAGES, Sic, are also of excellent
quality, and thev have been equally careful in proving the quality and
growth of their CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS, and their Mixtures for
laying down Permanent Pasture, PRICED LISTS on application.

44, English Street, Carlisle,

R't

RICHARD SMITH. Seed Merchant, Worcestei

pHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
V^ Post free. Per packet-s. d.
AURICULA, extra choice . 26
BALSAM, Lee's Camelliaflowcred 36
CALCEOLARIA, James' Prize 26
CINERARIA, from named flowers 26
CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA 26
„ ARGENTEA 26

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, extra choice 26
CANNAS, in six choice varieties j 6
CHRYSANTHEMUM, new Japanese varieties 26
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI 10
DIGITALIS, extra choice spotted z o
ECHEVERIA METALLICA 16
GLOXINIA, extra choice 16
GOLDEN PYRETHRUM 10
HOLLYHOCK, extra choice, mixed 26
LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—Bears a profusion of snow-white

berries in autumn and winter ; a charming companion to the
hybrid Solanums is. W. and 2 6

MIMULUS, choice, mixed 10
NIEREMBERGIA KRUTESCENS 10
PANSY, extra choice, mixed 26
„ CLIVEDEN, Blue, Yellow, and Purple .. .. each i o
„ choice Belgian 16

PELARGONIUM, Gold and Bronze 26
,, Zonal, choice 16
„ Nosegay, choice 16

PETUNIA, double, extra choice 26
,, Single, choice mixed 10

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, Red and White .. .. each 2 6
mixed 26

,, Fern-leaved, mixed .. .. .. .. .. .. ..26
RICINUS, in six choice varieties 26
SOLANUMS, in six choice varieties 26
STOCK, East Lothian, Scarlet, White, and Purple . . each i 6
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMI 26
WIGANDIAVIGIERI 16

IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
STOCKS, in 12 distinct colours 26
ASTER, German quilled, 12 vars. 26
„ Chrysanthemum Dwarf, 12 vars 26
„ Globe flowered, la vars 26
„ Truffaul's Paony, la vara 26
JOHN and CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed

Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

Kew and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

B.
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

a and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet.—

Backhouse's Winter Wliite Protecting BROCCOLI
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY
Williams'Matchless WHITE CELERY, new

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety ..

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE
Webb's Climax MELON, new

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever offered.

Was awarded First Pnze at the Royal BoUnic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30, i86g.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent

fl&vour, and 12 days earlier than any other known kind, new .

.

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, new
(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

R'

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, 'White, or

Mixed 2s. M., 3s. 6rf. , and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 2s. M., 3s. M, and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, 2j, M., 3s. &i.,&

BALSAM. Williams' superb strain is. M, and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is, M, 2S M, and

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLAN UMS . , . . 2s M . and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is and

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new

Parsons' New Tree MIGNONETTE
PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA,new
Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These arc, without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter ; the flowers arc very double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom : they make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new IS. M. and

ZINNIA EI.EGANS PUMILA flore-pleno, new

B, S, W's DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

post free on application.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS,
Nice Plants, 6o.r. per dozen, or ys. 6d. each ; a few larger at los. 6d. and 21J. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about 2 feet, at 425. per dozen ; do., about 3 feet, at 60s. per dozen.

A few fine Specim^ . 6d. to :
each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were exhibited at the Royal Horticultiaral Gardens,
London, on the i6th inst., and unanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly

every one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class

hardy plants. _^
ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.
RICHARD SiVII'l'I-r.s MtXILik)'.^, oi the finest

PERENNIAL GRASSES and CLOVERS arc carefully made

1 Mc lant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Scccf Merchant, Worcester.

cLEAN CLOVER SEEDS, at market prices. New
and Unadulterated;—

RED. I
WHITE DUTCH. I YELLOW.

I COW GRASS.
I
WHITE SUCKLING,

apply (stating quantity required) to
AI.SIKE.

SUTTON , INS, Seed ,Me; , Rcadir

Tbe Market Gaxdens, Biggleswade, Beds.

RICH..\RD WALKER hn< to nfl-r <.- ,-v

'AMERICAN RED POTATi ' - ;• : '

to the acre this year. DOUBLK i
i ' .. I

'

5... per 100: SINGLE WAI.LELOW 1 I

,

KING DAISIES, CROWN DAIM I Mill I I IMI-II
5r. per too. Splendid mixed Laced 11 NK^, j^i per loo.

SPANISH ONION SEED, as. per lb. All new and genuine.

F^

^:^^^^f-t^(Ld^^O-/Lj^:n^'^^^C%/n J
12, Eastgate Street, Che ster,

WANTED, a good Collection of HARDY FERNS
and HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS; also VERBENAS

and the Bedd ni, PI nts
K TII KNIIII I Nil sepman. Bowdon, Cheshire.

Wleelers Superior Grass Seeds.

W^

I Crop -

alb ] el Clover
3 b C w Gra«
3 lb Wh c Dut h

bUPLRIOR GRASS SEEDS.—
It luxur ant Crops of Hay which ever came
he pr ducc of some Grass and Clover Seeds

nf iftS* to Mr. Hurcombe, of Ulev.

rs. and yielded the folio

i produced in one Summer Hay
ince of sowing a good Mixture

ind sorts which produced tl at

Lolium italicum

Daclylis glomerata
Phleum pratensc
Trifolium pratensc
Trifolium pratensc pen

lb. Trefoil Medicago lupulina

:an supply the above of finest quality at 171. a/, per
"' Sperc

"7' C WHEELER aVd SON, Seed

59, Mark I.^ne, London, E.C.

Gloucester; and

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS SEEDS, for

Permanent Pasture, of the finest quality, are fully described and
priced in WHEELERS' ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,
which may be had gratis and post free.

J, C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and

Sg, Mark Lane, London, E.C. ^ _^^_-^__

W^'
HEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, arc supplied in large or small quantities, at extremely

moderate prices.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and

59, Mark Lane, London, E.C^^ ^

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS are forwarded carriage free to all railway stations

in the KioRdom.
Quality— Excellent, and unadulterated.

Prices—(Which vary from 13^. td. to 32s. per acre, accordmg to

soil and situation) extremely moderate.
Terms—Five per cent, discount for Cash.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and

59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

QN LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMANENT
PASTURE-

.i. . III. ii 1- tiirnished with ample and
II

;
licr data to the proof, and

, Me . Wli

A ( opv will he forwarded free on application to

J, C. WHEELER AND SON, Grass-Seed Merchants, Gloucester;

and 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

On Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture.

"These enlcrprlsiMC Seedsmen (Messrs. WHEELItR & SoNl, in

introducing .1 new elenicnl into tlieircalculations for laying down land,

have undoubtedly a Ronil Mc!i."-Tkc Fidd.

MESSRS. WHEELER AND SON .supply the

FINEST and BEST GRASSES and CLOVERS (all inc.uded)

for laying down land :

—

For One Year '"''
SIl K!^ ?ele'

For Two Years '^'Sneracrl

£r'm're«raSure .V from ^103'- c^- P"--
All (-nrriage free Inferior qualities cheaper^

J. C. WHEELER AND SON. Seed Growers, Oioucestci, ana

S9, Mark Lane, London, K,C.
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3ta
-'*£ TRENDLE'S '^^p^^^', PATENT

GROUND VINERIES m PORTABTe PLANT PROTECTORS.

GROUND VINERY, same size as now to be seen at Mr. Rivers', Sawbridgeworth.—10 feet for ONE GUINEA.

NEW TABUT AND CABBIAGE-FBEE TERMS.
//I cnnscqticiicc of the increased demand for Hie Patent Ground

Vineries and Plant Protectors, the Patentee has determined to supply
them on the Lo^oest Terms.

The following Prices are for the Patent Grooved Bricks and the
Glass :—
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:. 6d., as. M.,

Superior Seeds for 1870. .

JDOBSON AND SONS offer the following, which

• are unriralled for quality, and have an immense sale m all parts

of the world, in scaled packets, post free :—
CALCEOLARIA, unapproachcd by any other

CINERAklA, prize strain, ir., SJ. M., y.
CYCLAMEN, very beautiful, II., 3S. M.

PRmULA°'llNENil's°FIMS'fATA ' MBtd^nd ALBA,

ClirysanthemumB.

ADAM FORSYTH, in answer to numerous appli-
' cations, begs to offer 50 Pairs CUTTINGS, best varieties, from

: Nursery, Stoke Ncwington, N.

Double WHtB Cajnellla Blooms for the Easter
Decorations.

J H ALLY, Nurseryman and Florist, Lee,

• Blackheath, S.E., having kept a large stock of the above back

for Easter, will be able to supply a few dozen more than he has present

Orders lor. Other varieties also supplied in large quantities, sent

carefully packed to all parts of the kingdom. Prices and particulars

onapplic--' '^- '

CH.VrERS AGERATUM, IMPERIAL DWARF.
—This is admitted to be the greatest acquisition for modern

Flower Gardening that has been offered for many years. Awarded a

First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee of the Roy.al Horticul-

tural Society, see report of meeting, August 17, 1869: also opinions

of the Press.

This beautiful New Bedding Plant will be sent out after May i.

I plant . . . . 31. 6»? I 13 pLants . . . . 251. od.

6 plants . . . . 18 o
I

24 plants . . . . 40 o

WILLIAM CHATER, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

CALCEOLARIAS. Herbaceous, nice plants, free by
post, 35 for 51. ; 50 for 91.

ACHIMENES, 18 varieties, 3 tubers of each, 61. per dorcn.

DAHLIAS, pot roots, 50 varieties for 151. , 35 for 71. 6d., package free.

CALCEOLARIAS, bedding, in la varieties, as. 6d. per dozen, 50 for 6s.,

s., package free.

H, ) R. STIRZAKER. Skerlo , Lancaster.

Notice.—True Fastolf Kaspberry.
JAMES HUNT having a stock of fine Fruiting Canes

of the above (True), same as sent out by Messrs. Youell & Co., of
Great Yarmouth, beg to offer Packages containing 50 for 4s. 64.

;

100, 8s.
; 500,35/. ; 1000, ;£3.GUNT ASPARAGUS, a-yr., strong, l6s. per 1000; s-yr., fine,

/I per 1000.

DAISIES of finest kinds, to name, per 100. IM.
Finest Show PINKS, to name, 35 pairs for 101. ; 50 pairs for 151. ;

75 pairs for aw. ; 100 pairs for 351.. packages included
"".HUNT, • ^' " '- -

-"^JAMES 1 , Apollo Nun t Yarmouth.

SURPLUS STOCK.—Pyramid Plums, Pears, Apples ;

standard Plums, Pears, Apples ,- Standard and Half Standard and
Dwarf Koses, of all the leading kinds ; Gooseberries, Currants,

Manetti, and Crab Stocks; Austrian Pine, Berberis aquifolia.

Common Laurel, Variegatetl and Green Box, Privet, Scotch Fir,

English Oak, Horse Chestnuts, Seedling Hazel, and Hedge Quick.

Samples, with height and price, on application to

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains

sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultiv

on. Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatrr

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wi

A QUANTITY of 2 to 3 feet LARCH.
A quantity of OAK, 6 to 8 feet.

A quantity of SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet.

A quantity of HAZELS, 3 to 4 feet.

Samples and price'on application to WM. GRtDSVENOR, Prospect

Nursery, Cheddleton, near Leek, Staffordshire.

E VERGREEN HEDGES.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT/E, 4 to 5 feet, at 40s. per 100;

: to 6 feet, at 60s. perroo.

SIBERIAN ARBOR-VIT/^, 3 to 3i feet, 40s. perioo; 3i to 3 feet,

;os. per 100 : 3 to 3i feet, 6or. per 100 : 3i to 4 feet. 84s. per 100.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-man, Worcester.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN
and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWIN.
ING PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names.

: country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c, and general

Beta cbllensiB.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. are enabled to

offer SEED of the true variety of this magnificent foliage phant

;

it is quite distinct from Beta brasiliensis, and is fully described in their

SPRING CATALOGUE, sent post free ; ts, and 3s. 6<f. per packet.

South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.
Establishetl upwards of a Century-.

T THE TRADE.—
ARBOR-VIT.'E, 6 to 9 inches,
SCOTCH FIR, 9 to 18 inches.
PINUS LARIcilO, 9to 18 inches.

PINUS AUSTRIAliA, 9I0 18 inches.
PINUS RIGIDA, a to 3 feet. A very fast.growing Pine
and safe mover. Price on application to.

y. THORNTON, Heatherside Estate, Eagshot, Surrey.

I \r,
, 4s. : 2-yr. ditto

>NStI, i.yr... _ .._

To the Traile.

MORRISON BROTHERS, Aberdeen, still hold
large stocks of the following, of good quality, and true to name

;

SEEDLINGS. Per 1000.-S. A
ABIES i_li;lENTALIS, i-yr 40 o

Ho'k
CO'li '.

I I
i

;' >NSII, i-vr.,

HOKM , INGLISH MAPLE, i-yr.

ENGII^M I. ,:, i.ai.; SCARLET OAK, a.yr. .. 30
PICKA ll.NSAlcj 30
PINUS LAKICIO.i-yr. IS. 6i.; PINUS MONTANA, 3-yr... i

„ PYRENAICA, i-yr., 301. ; PINUS rAURICA,i-yr. 30
SCOTCH FIR, 3.yr., is. 6<l. ; NORWAY SPRUCE, ayr. . . i

TRANSPLANTED.
BALM of GILEAD FIR .. 10
HORSE CHESTNUT, 3 10 3 feet 30
CRAB APPLE, i!4 to 3 feet
PINUS LARICIO, i-yr.—i-yr

,, ,, twice transplanted, o to 15 inches .

.

„ CEMBRA, a.yr.-a.yr
>, ,, moved spring i86q, i3 to 24 inches .. .. i-_ _

SCOT'CH FIR,3.yr.-i.vr. 7. 30
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT^E, 2 to 3 feet, bushy 40 o

American Arbor-vita! forms the best of Evergreen Hedges, and, at
the above price, considering the height, the plants being bushy, they
form a cheaper Hedge than either Beech or Thorn.
DWARF ROSES, most of the finest v.-irictics still on hand. See

names and price in our TRADE LIST. Special quotations to large

rriRICOLOR PEL.'VRGO.NIUMS.—In strong PLants,
JL at Ihc Inlluwiiii: lew i.iiics inr d,./tu.for cash ;—Mrs. Pollock,

21. 6d. ; I lI, I i;'i;iii,t' ', ',

; ,
111 IJumaresque, 3S. 6ii.

;

Italia I I
, :

I

: and Bronze Zonals

—

11 '1 ' ;i. . . n. 6r: Duke of Edin.
h, i. .

!i I
, : I

,
t,.i ; Neatness, 2S. 6d.

Bas'tfl^ I I , . .
,

I
I

.

,
mil OJ. lor every sub-

sequent do7(.'n. 1:. .. I. 'ir 11. I, i. rr.:spondeiits,

ALFRED Fl;\ i I
,

I. .
. , ,' • ,' . : 1 .Itcshire.

STRONG 111' I
'1

others ;-L.i.lv ' il'

Cusack, 6s. ; Sophi,:

Wales, 5s. ; Little Golden
,
31. Zonals ;—Leonidas, 3s. ; Lord Derby, 3s. Good pi

1 single s-inch pots, all package frc " ' '
'

Lpril and May.
A PRICED LIST, with nearly :

W. POTTEN, Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Silver Tricolor Pelargonium, Mrs. Col. WUklnson.

J JANES will send out the above beautiful PELAR-
• GONIUMonandafter May I. This is a great advance on any

Silver yet distributed. It is of a free branchiiig nabit, the leaf very

!. 6d. Price to the Trade on appli

North Road. Highgat.
pplication.
jRgate, N.

HENRY BAILEY boRS to call the attention of the
Trade to his c«rtrivp >;•

. k M PELARGONIUMS,
FUCHSI.-\S, ROSES, U\

,
grown for furnishini;

_^ __ _ .

1.
.

I
I ..i^c r.a..„.^ _^._

cash. Nurscrj' adjoining

se Plants.

Royal N u y. Fc . W.

Choice Bedding Geraniums,
THOMAS PESTRIDGE can now supply, in

Plants, for cash, the following varieties ;— Per doz.-

LADY CULLUM
LOUISA SMITH
LUCY GRIEVE
SOPHIA CUSACK
CHARMING BRIDE
GLEN EYRE BEAUTY
ITALIA UNITA
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA
EGYPTIAN QUEEN
MODEL
REFULGENS
PERILLA
ACHIEVEMENT (Turner's) each

Package included. The plants are well-established in 3-11

' - niher choice varieties on aoolication.
xbridge, Middlesex-

Strong
J. d.

5 o

icb pot3

Choice Variegated Pelargoniums.
ELCOMBE AND SON beg to ofter the following

• splendid varieties, at low prices, for cash :

—

May Queen (Turner) :

Refulgens .. .

Rev. Mr. Raddyffe.
Painted Lady..
Mode!

PrinceoAVales(Sini til )a 6.. Countess of Kellic .

Sophia Cusack .. i o .. Qo Keaut^j; of Caiderdale
Sophia Duraarcsque

»- ^ .-

c HARLES TURNER'S SPRING CATALOGUE
of POPULAR PLANTS is now ready, and may be had on

plication. It contains the best selections of—
Achimenes Miscellaneous plants

Auriculas u beddinfj plants

Azaleas Ornamental foliage plants

Carnations Pelargoniums, in ii classes

Chrysanthemums Petunias

Dahlias, in

Fuchsias
Gloxinias

Pinks

Stove plants | Verbeni

RHODODENDRONS.
Per doz. Per loo.

PUNTICUM, twice transplanted, bushy, is to i8 in., 45. od. 20s.

", ',', ',', 18 to24in.J 51. od. 35s.

„ ,, 24 to 30 in., ys. od. 401.

HYB^'lDUM „ „ iitoiSin., 5J. od. 30s.

18 to 2i in., OS. od. 40(.

in., 71. od. 50s.

MAXIMUM, >hit.

CATALOGUE.

3241 :.od.

JAMES SMITH. Parley tiale Nun

JOSEPH SMITH. Sen.. ha\nng a large stock of the

following, begs to offer them to the Trade at a low figure :—

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, la to 18 inches, 181. per 100;

15 to 20 inches, 20s. per 100 ; 18 to 24 inches, 23J. per 100— less by

Hybrids. 18 t
IHODODENI

RHODODENDRON FERRUGINEUM,' planted from layers, 251.

Double fli.wering WHIN, good plants, i2f. per roo.

ARBOR-VIT^, AMERICAN, i^ to a feet, 45. perioo; 2 to 3 feet,

71. per 100 (less by the 1000) ; 3 to 4 feet, 10s. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet,

SPRl' CE FI R, NORWAY, la to 15 inches, 10s. per 1000 ; ij^ to 2 feet,

181. per 1000.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 15J. per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 25s. per 1000.

Taniley and Scotland Nurteries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

'. each; with five <

MESSRS. T. STANDISH and CO. are now prepared

to execute orders for the following New and Choice Plants, •"

which they wish to call special attention. See larger Advertisement

last week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

IXOKA DIXIANA.—Plants, -js. I

spikes of bloom set, 25s. each.

ANTHLTRIUMSCHERZERIANUM.—Fine young plants, with twc

to three crowns, los. td. each ; with three to lour crowns, and

TOdSv1'EL&CII^A?OMPACTA.-2i. 6rf, tosf. each,

STRT'TMIOPTRRTS TAPONICA.—In April next, lOi. 6d. each.
). iri:'^ M \(R(1PHYLLA—55. each.

\ !
I

I I
1

I
'

'. 1 1
1

1
' M I's* 'NI.— IS. each; qs. per doz. ; 6oj. per 100.

,,i |,. I ^ .1 I I I \NA VARIEGATA.~2s.6d. ca.; 24J.pcrdoz,

III I I

< I I I \ '
' 1 1 YELLOW.—A few strong plants, now, 5s.

, ,. , ; ,,, \| .1, ^k.Od. each.

i;i iV.M. .A.^' ''1 \1M:..— 7». 6d to 151. andais. each.

ll^ ACII, EARLY ASCOT,—Fine plants, 7s. 6d. to 15^- each
MARQUIS of DOWNSHIRE.—Fineplants,7i.6d. to iss.ca.

ABIES OBOVATA.— loi. 6d. to 21s. each.

TUNIPERUSJAPONICUS ALBO VARIEGATA—2i.6d. t0 2ij.,ea

ACER KUFINERVE ALBO LIMBATUM.—21s. to ^s each.

POLYMORPHUM PECTINATUM RUBRUM.—ioj. 6d- tf

AUrUB.'V, Males. — ij. 6d. to 51. each. Other varieties. Sec oui

CATALOGUE.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks

PAUL'S NOVELTIES of 1870.
SccWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just published.

"pAULS NEW ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

-

"'
'

""
Plants ready in May, 10*. 6d. eaqh.

AUL'S NEW ROSE VIRGIL,
Plants ready in May, 5s. each.

SeeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAULS SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.
For description sec WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

Strong plants in April, price 3s. 6d. to 5 s. each.

(AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM WALTHAM BRIDE.
First-class Certificate. Plants ready in May, lOj. 6d. each.

See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

)AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE.

Plants ready in May, icM. 6d. each.

For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NEW BRONZE and GOLD PELAR-
GONIUM WALTHAM BRONZE. The brightest and most

effective of this section yet raised. Plants in May, los. 6d. each.
SeeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(Beaton's Race). BON FIRE, the finest of all the Stella race, and

five others. Plants in May, 51. e.ach : or the six varieties for 245.

For descriptions see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PELARGONIUMS, BEDDING PELARGONIUMS, &c.
For descriptions see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just

publi.shed.w
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SHOW of CYCLAMENS, CINERARIAS, &c., April 6, 1870.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class i.—CYCL.AMENS, Collection of. (Open)

1st priie, Mr. C. Edmonds, Hayes Nursery, Hayes, Middlesex, £1 loj.

2d, Mr. J. Stevens, 4, Ealing Terrace, Ealjng, W. £[.

3d, Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, W., loj.

Class 2.-6 CYCLAMENS, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, £t.

2d, Mr. C. Edmunds, 15s.

3d, Mr. J. James, .01.

Class 3.-9 CINERARIAS, disUnct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. James, £1 tos.

2d, Messrs. J. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W. £1.

Class 4.-6 AMARYLLIS, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. E. Baxter, Gr. to C. Keiscr, Esq., Broxbourne, £1 las.

Class 6.—CUCUMBERS. Black-spincd, i brace. (Open.)

1st, Mr. T. Lockie, Gr. to F. W. Berger, Esq., Court Gardens, Great
Marlow, Bucks, £1.

Class 7.—CUCUMBERS, White.spincd, i brace. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall,

Ilford, £•.

Class 8—CUCUMBERS, Smooth, i brace. (Open.)

ist, Mr. T. Lockie, £1.
2d, Mr. T. Sharpe, Gr. to A. Savory, Esq., Potter's Park, Chertscy, iw.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Nurserymen, Chelsea. Group of Roscsand
Miscellar -'

' " — '-

l_r. W.
"

Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Bcrkhampstead. Collec-
tion of Plants, Extra Prize, £3.

Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Nursci^men, Tooting. Group of
Orchids and Palms, Extra Prize, £2.

Mr. W. Bull, Nurseryman, Chelsea. Collection of Orchids, &c.,
'"

1 Priz< '

NOTICE.—Friday Next being Good Friday, the
:'.ARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL

,\ZETTE will be Published the day previous (the 14th inst.),

t reach the Office not

SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1870,

Waste anywhere should be reprobated, and if

we had to write the history of waste in the

garden—wanton, ignorant waste, we should point

to the STOKE-HOLE, for there, we believe, there is

a daily or weekly waste which few have any

conception of.

We are not going to write an essay upon
boilers, to praise that, or condemn another,

but we shall go to the source of heat so far as

boilers are concerned, .and propound to gardeners,

young ones especially, the very simple question :

Can you make a fire ? Of course we see the con-

temptuous curl of the lip, and the moustache also,

at the absurdity of such a question, and yet, not

dism.iyed by that, we say that in near half a

century's experience we never yet had a man
who when he came to us could make a fire as it

ought to be made, nor manage it afterwards.

Hence, we say, waste in the stoke-hole is some-

thing of which proper cognisance has not been

and is not taken.

The object of burning fuel is to extract the

latent heat from it, and by means of steam,

heated water, flues, or hot air, to convey it to

the atmosphere of our forcing and plant houses.

That system of management must therefore be

the best which with the smallest consumption of

fuel conveys the greatest amount of heat to the

atmosphere of the house. Thus what we want is

not a large roaring fire, which forces half the

products of combustion up the chimney, to be

lost in space, but a fire such as, while it may-

heat the place to the proper temperature, yet

wastes nothing in the manner described. To
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secure this, it is indispensable that the fiiinace be
properly constructed, that the doors and regis-

ters for the admission of air to the fire fit accu-
rately, and so that they can be easily and quickly

adjusted, and that the firebars be the best that

can be made ; not the thick clumsy things com-
monly used, but thin plates so closely set together

that while nothing but fine ashes can pass

through them to the ashpit below, air, the life of

combustion, may have free access to every part

of the fire. *

Given a fireplace 3 feet long and 18 inches

wide, at the back there will be fire-bars 2 feet

long, but so subdivided in the manufacture that

instead of seven bars offering eight openings
of half an inch each, there will be thrice

seven bars offering twenty-one openings of a

(piartcr of an inch each, thus insuring free access
of air to the substratum of the fire. These patent
bars are manufactured by HuoilES, of the Lean
.Side, Nottingham, and also by a firm in liir-

mingham, and, though a trifle more expensive,

the saving in fuel will soon cover the original

cost. In the front of these bars, which must be
supported by proper bearers, place a deadplate,

I loot wide, and then come the doors.

Now, in point of efficacy and durability, we
believe wc have nothing equal to SlLVKSlKR's
patent sliding doors, as manufactured by the late

firm of HURHIDGE & Mealy, of London. We
have had these doors in use for 30 years, and still

they are gobd. The doors fixed properly, and the
firrnace bricked up, and connected by a flue,

which should descend rather than ascend, before

it reaches the chimney shaft, the next question
which presents itself is— IIow shall the fire

be made .'

Tiefore we answer that question we will pre-

sume that the furnace has been in use, and
therefore requires to be cleaned out before
tlie fire be lighted. This cleaning out is the
centre upon which success hinges, and
therefore we hold it to be indispensable
to clear out entirely the fire or its remains
every morning, leaving not a vestige of cinders
or ash. I'o make assurance doubly sure, we
would even take along-spouted watering-pot, and
\vasl\ the bars into the bargain, which answers
the lwo-fi)Iil purpose of cleansing the fireplace,

.uul damiiing the ashes below. This being done,
take a shovelful of clean fire, and place it upon
the bars just beyond the deadplate, throw on a
handful of wood, and a shovel or two of small
cobbles, observing to lay it in front of the fire

rather than upon it, close the furnace door, and
open the ashpit door sufficiently to give a good
dr.\ught, and in a few minutes you will have a

fresh brisk fire. Before adding fresh fuel take the

stoking hoe and push the fire to the back quite

clear of the deadplate, and then add fresh fuel in

the front, observing never to throw fuel upon
the fire, but always in front of it. In this way
'he coal becomes caked or carbonised before it

fnters into actual combustion, and hence after

the fire is once properly lighted every particle of
smoke will be consumed as it passes over the
fire, and before it can get to the chimney—that is,

so long as the fresh coal lays upon the dead-
jilate, and does not extend beyond it. The whole
secret of the consumption of smoke centres upon
the fact, that you must first have a fire of suf-

ficient capacity to burn it, and then if the fuel be
applied as we have directed, it will be converted
into coke before it enters into actual combustion,
and a smokeless chimney will be the conse-
quence. None of the smoke-consuming arrange-
ments we have yet seen can act upon any other
principle, and hence an attentive fireman, by the
proper management of his fire, can accomplish as
much as the most elaborate apparatus.

If, however, the common practice of spreading
the fire over the whole surface of the furnace,
and then throwing fresh fuel upon it, be indulged
in, why then you may make the fire vomit forth
as much smoke as you please.

The cardinal points of economical stoking
are— Firstly, a thoroughly clean furnace to com-
mence with in the morning ; secondly, fuel
applied before, not upon the fire ; and thirdly,
no air to be admitted to the fire except through
the ash-pit door. Through that the fierceness of
the fire may be regulated, and it may be assumed
as a principle that no fire can be economical
which is obliged to be forced by a strong
draught. Dampers in the chimney are entirely
unnecessary

; they may assist to burst the fur-

nace, or blow the door out by the explosion of
accumulated gas, but the consumption of fuel

should always be regulated by the admission of air

through the ash-pit door, and through that only.
A good stoker, who keeps his fire clear of dust,
will take nothing from it but fine ashes and a
few clinkers ; a bad stoker will spend hours
daily in clearing away cinders which ought to

have been consumed. Hence the accumulation
of cinder heaps in gardens—a sure criterion of
bad stoking.

It might well have been imagined, after the
masterly and apparently exhaustive memoirs of
De Harv and the TuLASNES on the development
of the RusT.s and Mu.DEWwith which our cereals
and many other plants are affected, that nothing
remained for future observers. \Ve have, how-
ever, before us a memoir in Princsheim's
Journal,' by Dr. H. Fi.";cher von Wai.dheim,
on the Biology and Development of Ustilagincic,
which throws much light upon a subject which is

of much interest both in a botanical and, indeed,
in an economic point of view, as our best hope of

finding some really available remedy for smut,
a parasite which is in some years destructive to

Wheat, Barley, and Oats— those which are so
much vaunted being absolutely useless. Our
author has followed out from the earliest stage
the development of the more generally diffused
species of smut and bunt, both within and
without the mother plant, and certainly has
cleared up several points which were before
obscure. In some species it appears that
the spores are produced in necklaces, as
in a well known yellow rust on Rose leaves,

one being formed behind as soon as the
terminal one is perfect. The figures seem to

import that they arc originally formed within the
tube, as in those Fungi, as Spha-ria and I'eziza,

which professedly form their reproductive organs
within a closed tube ; but it is i)robable that this

is merely apparent, and is a case exactly similar
to that of the red mould of cheese (.Sporendo-
nema Casei), where the constrictions of the
generatmg thread are not at first visible from its

great transparency. Another point of interest is

the rapidity with which secondary spores are
formed on the germinating threads,—a matter of
great importance, as the first-produced threads
are too large to enter the stomates.t The facility

with which these secondary spores inoculate with
others, or with the germinating threads, is .also

very curious. One of the most interesting points
in the memoir, however, is the history of the
development of Sorisporium .SaponariiC, which
undoubtedly exhibits a totally distinct form, and
which must evidently be submitted to further
investigation.} Ourauthordescribes the tips of the
threads of the mycelium as twisting round in the
form of a spir.al, and in conjunction with other
threads forming a little ball, within which the
spores arc developed, while other secondary
spores are formed on the free threads. This
seems to indicate something sexual, such as has
been described in Truffles, certain Pezizas, and
above all in the moulds (.Saprolegnia?), which are
developed on flies, fishes, or even on aqu.atic

plants submerged in water. It requires also to be
compared with what I)E Bary wrote some years
ago on the mode of development of the perithccia
in that veiy common little yellow Fungus, F.uro-

tium Herbariorum, which is developed so gencr.ally

in damp herbaria. The whole memoir is well
worth .attention, though unfortunately, as it is in

German, it will not be available to many of our
readers. M. J. B.

—— We read in the Wochtmchrift (Marcli 12) thnt

the general secretary of the Prussian norticuItur.il

Society (Professor Kocil) communicited the contents
of a paper sent to him l>y Frederick Gerhard, of

Colin, near Meissen, in Saxony, according to which
the sender is prepared to sell to the State or to a com-
pany, for the sum of 50,000 thalers, a New Invention
for the Supply of W.\TER for the good of mankind,
and available for purposes of trade, agriculture, and
horticulture. The inventor says he can cause any
desired quantity of water to fall, from the heaviest to

the finest rain, upon a considerable surface of ground,
and this at the smallest cost and loss of time ; so that

in one hour three men can water several "scheffcls" of
land, from a height of 10 yards or higher, according to

pleasure, without Laying a blade of grain. According
to the inventor, a man may further raise as much water
above 5 yards .as is required to keep a flour mill in

JahrbUcher (Ur wisscnsdiafUichc lioUnik hcransgcgcbcn, von
Dr. N. Pkingsheim ; 7 band, i .-ind 1 heft, i86q.

t This was pointed out by
appeared in the Journal of th

'. li., p. 107 (1
_

;t:ribed, and the tissues of the plant traTcrsed by the threads
ecn days after inoculation. This memoir appears to have

escaped the notice of all Contincnul writers on the subject In
le instance bunt was perfected not only in the seeds, but in the
:m of the Wheat.
I Sonsponum Saponarix has not at present been discovered in

activity. Tlic inventor can lieat rooms, hothouses, &c.,
to any required temperature, and also quickly cool
them again. Professor Kocil adds: " We reserve all

judgment, liiit would only suggest that those who pro-
mise too much inspire Ie.a.st confitlence." We agree with
the learned Professor, and should like to know more of

the rain-maker's scheme licfore investing 50,000 thalers

in it. It would rati

the invention i^ soni

of water a

not be a I

a more iin|

conjure rain froi

11, horn the description, that

iiliinL; of the nature of a distributor

liiinl, in which case /'7000 would
II I'll the inventor. But if it is of
.11.11 irr, if he means that he can
tliirsty sky, then it is dirt cheap.

Prince Sekomi, or Sekeletu, or any of the South
African potentates, would doubtless give, or promise,
doid)lc the money. M. Gerhakd should try them,
first making arrangements for getting back again, with
or without the money.

One of the commonest of Malformations
occurs in the common (jalium Aparine, w'hcrein the

usually flat leaf becomes contracted nt the edges and
depressed in the centre, so as to a.ssume a boat-like

form. This, it apjiears, is due to the presence of

a species of Phyloptus. We have before us a jiaper by
Dr. Thomas, in which he describes a great niuuber of
*' galls" and other deformities which he attributes

to insects of the above-named genus, including some
forms of Krineum, concerning the true nature of
which there has been much difierence of opinion, some
considering them as of fimgoid nature, others .as morbid
excrescences from the epidermis. Wc do not wish to

controvert Dr. Thomas' statements on insufiicient

grounds, but it certainly appears at first sight as if he
attempted to attribute too much and too many mal-
formations of very varied character to the charge of

one genus of insects.

Another contriv.ance for fumigating plant-

houses, ApPI.EHY's KEfH.STERED FuMKlATOR, claims

a few words of commendation as being both .simple and
enicicnt. The form of this Aimigator, which is unlike

that of any of the others to which recent allusion has

Great Britain.

been m.-ide, will he understood front the annexed cut

(lig. 90). It is made of sheet iron, and may be

described as a flat iron saucepan set on three legs, with

numerous largish holes cut out in the bottom and in

the conical lid. When the pan is used, a few red-hot

cinders are put in the bottom, the Tobacco-paper
(which is a special kind) is pulled in pieces and laid on
llic cinders, the lid is shut down, and the paper left to

burn away, which it does, yielding smoke without

flame, and requiring no attenlion, if the pan is pro-

perly charged at the first. Indeed, it is stated that it

is not safe to remain in the house while the fumigation

is going on. Nothing can be simpler than such an
apparatus, or more easy to u.se. We have tried it with

the "Compound Tobacco-paper" sold with it, and
found it quite eflicacious with the quantity of the latter

recommended by the vendor, so far as regards the

destruction of green-fly, but we have not yet had a

hill opportunity of testing it for killing the thrips. The
smoke does no injury to ordinary plants, but no doubt
it would require using with caution in the case of such

delicate plants a.s some Orchids.

Recent researches by Dr. Carpenter and

others on the Temperature of the Deep Sea have

shown the existence at great depths of an arctic

current with a temperature of 32^, and at the

same depth and with the same surface tempera-

ture of about '52°, an equatorial stream never lower

than 46", i-unning side by side with the cold

stream, and constituting part of a great general

oceanic circulation which is continually bringing the

water cooled down in the polar regions into the

deepest parts of the equatorial ocean basins, while the

water heated in the etpiatorial regions moves towards

the poles on or near the surface. It has also been

hown that a temperature 24" below the freezing point

of fresh water may prevail over the sea-bed in a region

far removed from the polar, and that even this extreme

reduction is by no me.ans antagonistic to the existence

of animal life in great variety and abund.ance.

— An interesting report on the ravages of the

Borer in Coffee Trees has just been published by
George Bidie. The Coffee plant (we quote from

"Nature"), as is well known, is not indigenous to

Southern India, but wa,s first introduced into India

upwards of two centuries 'ago, by a Mussulman pil-
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•p-im, liAIlAIluUDEN, who, on his return from Mecca,

brought .1 few berries in his wallet, and taliing up his

abode in the hills of Mysore, planted them near his

tent, and from these the greater portion of the coffee

now growing in Southern India has been derived. It

is a native of Caffa in Southern Abyssinia. It is now

largely cultivated in Mysore, Cuddoor, t:oorg,

and other parts along the crests and slopes of the

(Ihauts. It is a remarkably hardy plant, thriving at

various elevations, and under the most diflerent condi-

tions of moisture, soil, and temperature. It i.s, however,

liable to the attacks of certain insects, amongst which the

Borer is themost formidable. This is shown by Dr. BiDIE

to be the larva of a beetle belonging to the Ceramby-

cidic, and termed the Xylotrechus quadrupes. The
female lays its eggs in the bark of the plants, hot sun-

shine favouring their hatching. The larva immediately

pierces the bark, and derives its nourishment from the

more juicy layers, producing, by the damage it causes,

exhaustion of the tree and loss of the crop. The whole

iluration of the 1 ife of the animal from the deposition of the

ovum to the death of the beetle does not exceed 1 2 months.

The animal appears to be indigenous, and the causes

that have led to the great increase in its ravages during

the last few years are drought, want of shade, bad cul-

ture, destruction of forest trees in which the insect used

to live, and departure of some of its enemies.

Mr. W. Eari.f.y forwards us some Skkd
J^EAVES (cotyledons) of a species of Ipomcca, with

Root-Fibrils springing from their base. The circum-

stance is unusual, but not unprecedented, as witness

the following quotation from Dr. Masters' "Vege-
table Teratology," p. 159 :

—" The production of

adventitious roots is not limited to the stem or ordinary

leaves of the plant, but may be manifested on the

cotyledons ; thus Irmiscu describes cases of this kind

in the cotyledons of Bunium creticum and C'arum

Jiulbocastanum ;" and in the work above cited a figure

is given of similar productions originating from the

cotyledon of a Mango.

We are glad to hear th^ Mr. Charles
McDonald, head gardener at Woodstock Park,

Kilkenny, has been appointed bailiff of the Phrcnix

Park, Dublin, in place of the late Mr. Wilkie. This
is, on all accounts, a highly satisfactory appointment.

We learn from the Builder that the town trustees

of Sheffield have under consideration a scheme for the

provision of a Public Park, the funds for the esta-

I>lishment of whicli shall be derived from the large sum
of money left to the town by the late Mr. Samuel
Bailey. It is expected that the amount of Mr.

Haii.ey's bequest will reach about jf 1 10,000 at least,

and of this it is proposed to spend ^'30,000 on the

jnirchase and endowment of a considerable jiortion of

land belonging to the Sheffield Water Company, and

situate close by their supply reservoirs, just outside the

town, in a very pleasant and convenient neighbourhood.

We are informed that a new edition of Dr.
ISevan's treatise on the Honey Bee will shortly

appear, revised and enlarged, with copious illustrations

by Major MUN.N, who has for some years paid great

attention to the sjtbject. We have seen part of the

work in manuscript, and anticipate much pleasure from
Us publication, containing, as it will, a good deal of

new matter, with a prhis of all that has hitherto

appeared of any importance in this countiy and on the

Continent. Proofs of some of the lithographs are before

us, illustrating the position and nature of the queen
cells and brood combs, which are very instructive.

We should be glad to receive from the secre-

taries of Cottaoers' Village Flower Shows
copies of rules and schedules of such societies, either

for the present or last year. These should be sent to

our ofiice, addressed to the Editors.

In 1874 and 1S82 will occur events of extreme
importance to astronomers, in the shape of Transits
of Venus. Already astronomical expeditions are

planned to five stations particularly favourable for the

purpose, viz., Oalui, Sandwich Isles, Keiguelen's

Island, Rodriguez, Auckland, and Alexandria. At
some of these places a staff must be in residence for

twelve months beforehand to make the preliminary

observations required. A writer in "Nature,'
" P. L. S.," calls attention to the great desirability of

attaching one or more naturalists to these expeditions,

so that the natural history and geology of these islands

may be well investigated. We heartily endorse the

suggestion, and further suggest the desirability of

attaching some gardeners to each of the expeditions,

who might not only enrich our home stoves by collec-

tions in the several islands, but add materially to the

resources of the latter by introducing to them useful

plants, and lending aid in developing their resources.

.Stonelcss Berberries, Pipless Pears and Oranges,
as well as stoneless Grapes, we have seen ; but we have
never yet met with Stoneless Cherries, either on
table or on tree. An old French compendium of

recreative science (1792), now lying before us, tells

how they are to be obtained :

—

"An amateur of gardening (M. Salmont. Cun5 of
i^aint Aubin de I^ene, in Maine) has tried an experiment
which ought to be recorded, because it may furnish us
with hints respecting other vegetable obje(^ The experi-
nient is this. He took from a nursery a young seedling
Cherry tree, which had made only a single shoot. The

following spring, before tile sap was in full action, lie split

it complulely in two, froni the uppir cxlriniily to the
divergence of tin- imci, 'I'Ii-m, uiili ^ |,ir, r- ,,r «o,,.l, In-

scooped out .ill llir ],il!l .1! 11 ,11. ,(1K .Hill L . lill^
,

I Ml- li ,11- .,1

doing too mil' li \u\n\\ l. > lln .>; .' Ill , . if
I hf 1 ,1 ml ll I

good 10 obriM- III, I 1:,. |„„|, i.,',,,, ,;,,„ ,„,, ,„,,,„,,|,,y
iron for till- f.|,ri

, ,,.,,.,,, at ils coiiimrnciMiiriiL Ik-
Ihi-'n ivn IV,,, j,,,k,-s of the young tree, bound
thi-m I,,;;, -III, I „,||, ,, „,„,l|,.n thread, and stopped the
clult aloii- liirivhui,: ul ,i.. length with the .sort of w.ax
which moulders employ to make their moulds. When
the sap h.id well rejoined the two halves of the tree, he
cut the woollen bandage. The tree grew and gave him
Cherries as fine and as good as those of other Cherry trees,
but they were stoneless, or rather the pl.ice of the stone
was occupied by a sort of while (<-t/iV« de blaiic) without
consistence. This experiment, then, would appear to
prove that the pith of trees is necessary for their propa-
gation (by .seed). But it will be said, we see trees.

Apricot trees and others, which have lost with age
all the pith of their trunk, and which yet produce
fruits containing stones. Hut it must be ob.served that
the branches of the tree are not deprived of their
pith ; whereas the operation performed on the
young tree above mentioned, must have comi)letely
changed the structure of ils organs. What views this
experiment gives for the acquisition of fniils without
stones, and especially of those small fniiK wliiili eonlain
a multitude of pips, such as drapes, ( im mi-, I. m,-.,

&c. It is known that pipless lierbciin 1 1 Imily
on very old bushes, in which time li , , 1

j

. |n,i-

duccd a VC17 great alteration in lln ,.i,;,iii,.. What
curious and useful things of this kind miglil be obtained
by repeated trials skilfully made I

"

The sceptical horticulturist will first ask whether such
an operation is possible ; whether a young tree, com-
pletely split in two and joined together again, with or

without the pith, can be made to survive and grow.
When that is settled in the afiirmative it will be time
enough to watch the effects of the operation. Other
exploded fallacies as to the uses of the pith might be
mentioned. But before we laugh too loud at the

speculations and credulities of a bygone century, we
may remember that equally strange horticultural tricks

are believed in by persons who still exist in the flesh.

The Black Rose, obtained by budding a Cabbage Rose
on a Black Currant bush, was once mentioned in our
presence. We stated that the thing was impossible,

as the eye of any Rose, budded on such a stock,

would refuse to grow. A lady moving in good society

contradicted us ilally, without so much xs begging our
pardon, and concluded her s]3cech with—" I have seen
it ! " The matter was settled, and we were mute.

M. P. Deiierain has recently communicated
to the French Academy a note on the Metamor-
phoses which occur in their Immediate Elements,
in Herbaceous Plants. The young leaves of her-

baceous plants, he observes, contain in spring besides
albumen some tannin and some glucose, the latter

being particularly abundant, and probably fonned
ilirectly in the leaves by the union of the oxide of

carbon and hydrogen, produced from the simultaneous
decomposition of carbonic acid and water, under the

influence of the .sun's rays. A little later, when the

growth is more developed, the lower leaves become
yellow, and destitute both of the immediate elements

and of the mineral matters which they previously

contained ; but these are still met with in the young
leaves at the top of the stem, which become not only

the laboratories in which the plant refines its immediate
elements, but also the receptacles of such as Iiave

been refined by the first leaves, and which have not

been utilised in the formation of the cellulose and of

green matter. Later on the leaves again become empty,
but this time to the profit of the stems which arc to

bear the ears of corn. An important change also

takes place, the cane-sugar is partly substituted by the

glucose. When the ear is formed, the cane-sugar and
the albumen disappear from the stems, the whole plant

is impoverished to the ]irofit of the young seeds,

which soon enclose all the elements refined by the

plant, but profoundly modified,—in fact, all become
insoluble ; the cane-sugar has become starch, and the

albumen transformed into glucose. Evaporation, which
goes on more actively in the young than in the older

leaves, M. Deiierain believes to be the cause which
determines the passage of the immediate soluble

elements, glucose, albumen, and phosphates, from one
leaf to the other.

M. Prillieux, in a note recently presented to

the French Academy, makes some further observations

on the Movements of the Grains of Chlorophyll
in plants under the influence of light. The green

matter of plants, or chlorophyll, occurs, it is well

known, under the form of grains. Many years since

M. BOhm, a German observer, announced that in

certain crassulaceous plants he had seen these grains

become heaped up in the middle of the cells under the

direct action of the sun. More recently a learned

Russian, M. Famintzin, has recognised in the cells of

the leaves of a Moss (Minium) some very marked
movements of the grains of chlorophyll under the

influence of light ; and his discovery has been confirmed

and extended by his compatriot, M. Borodine. The
author had carried out confirmatory observations on
another species of Moss (Funaria hygrometrica), which
he thus described :

—

" The action of light on the position of the grains

of chlorophyll can be conveniently studied at night, with

the aid of a lamp. 1 will recite some experiments made I

on December 20 ,last. At 5 p.m. the plant, kept for
several days previous in darkness, showed all the grains of
( hlorophyll applied along the lateral partitions between the
ri-lls. It was exposed to the light of a lamp under the mi-
I rnscope, and several grains moved to the upper face;
llie movement being very appreciable in the course of an
hour, two grains occupying the middle of the upjier cell-wall

of the cell. The lamp was then put out. At 7.15 the grains
which were arranged along the ujjper partition had mostly
regained the lateral partitions. At 11.30 all without
exception had become fixed on the lateral cell-w.-ills. The
lamp was again lighted, and after a few instants the grains

)f an hour

lit,

•by

ul profes-

'liiL-y will

- .|K.-ctiiiK

. \m11 in-

.-ardctl

again changed jjlacc, and after

several had glided from the lateral to ili-

Tlieir position was successively not(?fl if
f

12.15 A.M., 12.30; when the displacciii' I

the grains were distributed on the suj" ii

the cells ; they had taken their diurnal pos
the light of the lamp or by daylight I have seen this

changing of the grains of chlorophyll from the nocturnal
to the diurnal position take place in about an hour."

It is an immense relief lo find that, thanks to

Mr, Gi.aisher's most laborioii.s and careful investiga-

tion, the records of temperature, as kept at Chiswick
for upwards of 40 years, will still be available for

scientific purposes. The errors which caused siis])icinn

lo rest on the records have been eliminated and rectified

by comparison with the Grcenwicli records, and by
other means. As in all probability Mr. Glaisiikr's
])apcr and tables will be published in full in the

Society's Joiunal at an early period, we need now do no
more than congratulate the Society on the accnmplish-

ment of this task, and express the thanks of all horti-

culturists to Mr. Glaisiier for giving us results likely

to be of the highest value not only to meteorologists

but to physiologists and cultivators, and for ]irescrving

the integrity and enhancing the value of the obser-

vations carried on for so many years at Chiswick.

• We find tlic Jiooksellcr urging on the members
of the book-trade greater diligence in the matter of
publishing Books on Gakdkninc; and natural history

generally.

" All gardeners, large and snt;

.Monals, are open to the purcli.i

feci grateful to any who will a . 1

their favourite study; and :ui\

troduce the right book to such .«

as a friend, and any book thus sold will probiibly be
ended to neighbours engaged in like pursuits,

''"' *he intelligent bookseller might fintl half-

r,nns a year ; at present lit; is .satisfied

' hristmas books. If he will ;nIopt our
II lind farmers ready to purclKtsc books
jnj.s. Manure, &c.

;
gardeners who will

irili hill- -uid Flowers; naturalists who
t"i

1
1.. on Botany, Ferns, Trees,

' II
,

I I Mil IS, or even mothers of families,

.(iiinnl iiip, will be too glad to provide
boiiks descriptive of the sea-shore, sea

weeds, shells, and marine animals ; and, when they
return, who will as readily jiurchase books which will tell

them all about croquet, lawn billiards, archery, and other
out-door sports. liooks of this nature are kept too much
in the background. Booksellers allow them to be asked
for and ordered, instead of sending them out on approval
or placing them in the hands of buyers. We believe that

there are a very few members of the trade who might not
add largely to their returns by judiciously adapting them-
selves to the seasons, and to the books which shou'd be in

demand.

The success of some recently published gardening books
iooksasif garden literature were looking up. The book-
sellers have rivals in the nurserymen now-a-days. Do
you want the '* Hanging Gardens of Babylon," or the

"Tumi]) Grower's Manual"? Order it of your
imrsoyman.

F'rom Mr. Glaistikk's tables on the State of

the Wkatukr at different stations during the week
ending April 2, and which will be found in another

column, it will be seen that in the southern and
midland districts the temperature was several degrees

lower than in Scotland or Ireland ; thus, while the

mean temperature at Blackheath was 37*, that of Perth

was 45", and that of Dublin 48°.

r tl'at the

sugf:

iiy book

Shrubs, an(

who, before

New Garden Plants.
Gymnockamma tartakka aurata, var. nor.

Fronds clothed hcncatli with :i dense yellow ccrarcoiis powder ;

habit arching ; pinnules with broad blunt rounded apices, as

in the type.

This is by far the finest Gold Fern we have yet seen,

beautiful as arc some of the several forms raised byM.
Stelzncr, of Ghent. It is a large growing plant, with

fronds 3 feet long, and grandly arching after the manner
of those of Gymnogramma tartarea, which it also re-

sembles in the broad, blunt-ended, almo.st obovateand
slightly divided pinnules. The stout stipes occupiesabout

half the entire length of the frond, and the lamina is of

an elongate, ovate figure, measuring in the larger fronds

some 14 inches across the base. 'J'hc pinna; are rather

unequal in size and form, slightly incised, especially

towards tlie base, which is dccurrent, while the apex is

dilated, rounded, and scarcely toothed. The lobes in

the apical portion of the pinnx*, as well as in the upper

part of the frond, are confluent ; the upper surface is of

a dull green, while the under side is thickly clothed

with a deep golden-coloured powder.

This grand addition to our gold Ferns has been

introduced from Peru, where it was dLscovered by their

collector, Mr, Pearce, by the Messrs. Vcitch & Sons,
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of Chelsea, in wliose private collection we have on

several occasions during the past year seen it grownigm

great beauty. It will no doubt ere long be ready for dis-

tribution, and we look upon it as indispensable in all

collections of stove Ferns. T. M.

PALMS—No. III.

In all systematic arrangements of Palms, the Areci-

neae are placed first, and I shall therefore not have to

apologise when I begin my rapid review of the

different genera with that great subdivision, and one

of its best known representatives.

Chamsdorm (VVilld.) is deservedly one of the most

popular genera, including, as it does, about fifty spmes,

thirty of which are inmates of our gardens, "hey

are natives of the tropics of the New World

abounding in the cool mountainous forests of Central

America and Mexico, where they form a consider-

able portion of the underwood. Shade, moisture,

and coolness, are therefore conditions essential

to their well-being, and cultivators should take care

to provide these for them. In many respects

the genus reminds one of

Adiantum amongst Ferns.

There is about it the same

slim graceful habit and

polish — features which,

when once impressed on

the mind, render it easy for

us to recognise the species

wherever we may meet

them. They are essen-

tially Cane Palms, with a

ringed, polished trunk,

scarcely thicker than a

man's finger, and only in

extreme cases attaining as

many as 20 feet in height.

The leaves are generally

pinnatisect, but in a few

species entire, and normally

of a bright gi'cen colour ;

but in one of the species,

which is known in gardens

as C. Ghiesbreghtii fol.

variegatis, but which is

most probably a sport of

C. macrantha, and which I

had an opportunity of

admiring at Mr. Bull's

nursery, they arc varie-

gated in a striking manner.

The flowers are dioicious,

and appear below the crown

of the leaves ; and in

Mexico those of several

species, notably C. Tepe-

jilote, are eaten as a culi-

nai7 vegetable, whilst those

of several other species

—

and this we whisper into

Mr. Rimmel's car—have

a delicious odour. C. fra-

grans excels in the latter

respect. Dr. Spruce, who
met it in the highlands of

Peru, about Tarapoto, says

that it perfumes the forests

far and widewith itsorange-

coloured male flowers, and

all through the latter half

of the year, but especially

in the month of August.

The Pemvian girls, who
call it " Sangapilla," stick

it in their hair, put it under

their pillows, and use it

largely in decorating the

growing in humid forests, &c., is that their leaflets are so

constructed, by their sides being bent upwards and form-

ing little channels, as to admit of their catching water

and moisture. Attempts have lately been made to

substitute for the name of Chamcedorea, which was given

by Willdenow in 1803, that of Nunnezharia, which was

given by Ruiz and Pavon in 1794. That according to

the right of priority the name of Nunnezharia must be

upheld for the Peruvian N. fragrans, and all those

species agreeing with it generically, admits of no doubt

;

but Oersted, Liebmann, and Wendland, have already

shown that there are several distinct genera agglo-

merated under the old genus Chamcedorea, and before

imposing new synonyms the whole question requires to

be studied much more comprehensively than has been

done at present. As some of the new names have crept

even into gardens, I give the genera adopted by Oersted ;

theyare seven, viz., CoUinia, Liebm. ; Eleutheropetalum,

Wendl. ; Stachyophorbe, Liebm. ;
Chamredorea, Willd.,

with the subgenera Euchama-dorea, Chamaedropsis,

Chamcedorella, and Nunnezharia, R. et Pav. ;
Dasy-

stachys, Oerst. (Stachyophorbe, Klotzsch, non Liebm. )

;

and Spathoscaphe, Oerst.

little crosses which they
>c„r does the .J/„toV/V,; (Wendk, in F. Otto and Dietrich., AUg.

setup at the junction of fo'est pa'hs. 2' ""'°?
that I Ga ten^^^^^^^^^

scent q'-l^y/l-PPX,. Sevw^e drtfd Xit a^Sc^^^^^^^^ species, confined to the mounta n
specimens, 14 yeais altei they weic oneu, »iic"

,„^.. „f r„,„l America where I have frequently

water was poured over them, gave out their fine odot^-
\

fo'"t of Cental America ^u^ere
^^1^^^^^,

an odour of Mignonette with a dash of Primrose. The met he»>. The "a e
^^^^^

fn.it is a berrjs occasionally not larger Aan a pea but
^^^^"'"^"j; 1,"/;°™"^; ";,„

'

^'f the Royal Gardens at

as window plants ; and window gardening, no with- quite '''H'"™"' ''e 'nnin^

standing M?. Godwin's P-i-^'^y^^f
^J'^' ^^ ^S^rrTec^dutuT scL's

= have'^'t^minal entire

this country, comparatively a little-Known an. lacy wnu .-.n^ i
^

are of manageable size, have a neat, cheerful look,

require little heat, and are satisfied with any unoccupied

comer that can be assigned to them : and many a culti-

vator who has succeeded in growing them successfully,

has taken heart and tackled the whole order of Palms

or pinnatisect leaves, moncecious flowers arranged

simple-branched racemes below the leaves, and one-

seeded berries of dull colour. M. gracilis (Chamffidorea

fenestrata, Hort.) and M. simplex are to be had m most

nurseries. M. latisecta I have not yet seen m gardens
ickled the whole order ot I'alms— nuisencs. n. lai.acv..^ ^ ..-.•^ •.— .•—

„Jj ,„i,;^l,

SietirhTv!;\Te\dvrnragro:etge^eraofPahns!ha^ one more species (S. Warseewiczianus,

from Costa Rica, and, like Chamaxlorea and Malortiea,

is confined to mountain forests. The stem is erect,

unarmed, ringed, polished, and cane -like, the

leaves pinnate, and the monoecious flowers are

arranged in spadices which appear below the leaves,

and have remarkably long thin branches, and the

ben-ies bright coloured. The small size attained by

j

these plants renders them acceptable acquisitions to

our collections.

Podocaccus (Mann et Wendl., Linn. Trans, xxiv.,

1 p. 426) is an ally of Charnxdorea and Synechanthus ;

;
it is, however, not of American, but of African origin

—

' the only species, P. Barteri, growing in swamps of the

rivers Nun, Bass, and Gaboon of the West Coast. It is

an unarmed Palm, 6—8 feet high, clad with a brownish

I fur in nearly very part. The stem is simple, and

\ crowned by 6—8 pinnated leaves, the leaflets rcsem-

1 bling those of Ceratolobus and Plychosperma Rumphii,

I being oblong-elliptical, plicate, many-nerved, and at the

i margin somewhat like the fins of a fish. The flowers

are moncecious, and appear in the axils of tlie leaves

I

in simple spikes (looking like those of Geonoma),

whilst the berries are oblong, of a fine orange colour,

and edible. Podococcus is

distinguished at first sight

from all other genera by
the pedicellate ovary and
by its fruit, which, when
mature, stands at almost

right angles with the

pedicel, and, with the ex-

ception of Areca paradoxa
(Kentia paradoxa. Mart.),

is, in comparison with its

diameter, the longest in the

whole group of Arecinea?.

The leaves are either pinnate

or more or less entire ; the

flowers moncecious, pale yel-

low, the male with six sta-

mens ; the berries violet, re-

sembling Olives in shape.

Morenia. (Ruiz et Pav.)
— The four species com-
posing this genus of Cane
Palms are natives of Peru,

Bolivia, Ecuador, and New
Granada, where they are

confined to wooded moun-
tains. They have pinnated

leaves, dioecious flowers,

and one-seeded berries.

Only one of the species

(M. Lindeniana, Wendl.)

has as yet been introduced

into our gardens. M.Lin-
den obtained it from New
Granada, where it is known
to the people by the name
of " Caiia de San Pablo ;"

and it is just possible that

Kunthia montana, which

has been held to be a closely

allied genus, is identical

with this plant. The
flowers of M. fragrans are

sweetly scented. M. coral-

locarpa, Hort. , is probably

referrible to another genus.

Kunthia (Humb. et

Bonpl. ) has only one repre-

sentative, viz., K. mon-
tana, but I think it is not

as yet in the gardens—the

plant sold under that name
having proved to be, as

Wendland has shown, Mo.
renia Lindeniana. K. mon-
tana grows in New Gra-

nada, its native country,

under the name of Cana de la vivora (Snake-

cane), and its juice is regarded as a remedy against

the bites of venomous snakes, applied either exter-

nally or internally; whilst the trunk is used for

making blowing tubes, through which the Indians

discharge their little poisoned arrosvs. The plant

is from 20 to 24 feet high, has pinnated leaves,

roundish, green, one-seeded berries about the size of

a sloe, and spadices which bear white flowers, said to

be moncecious—in which latter respect Kunthia is sup-

posed to differ from Morenia.
^

Hyophorbe (Gaertn.).—I gave in the Gardeners

ChronicU (p. 418) an illustration of one of the finest

species of this genus, H. Verschafleltii (fig. 73),

v'hich Mr. W. G. Smith was permitted to copy

from Mr Bull's rich Palm collection. A still more

recent addition to this genus is H. Barldyi, Hook fil.,

one of three new Palms found m Round Island, off

Mauritius, by Sir Henry Barkly, and which, from a

drawin<^ lately handed round at one of the meetings of

the Linnean Society, has much stiflir leaflets than

H Verschafl'eltii. With the third species, H.

amaricaulis, the illustrations inVan Houtte s " 1- lore des

Serres " have made cultivators familiar. A fourth, is the

old H Commersoniana, Mart., of which I have seen

numbers of specimens in the Botanic Gardens of

Mauritius, with dichotomous trunks. The Round

Island species also has a trunk deviating from thenormal
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State of the genus by a peculiar swelling towards the

base, reminding one of the tuniip-shaped trunks

of the desert plants of which Geo. Bennett in his

*' Gatherings" gives some illustrations. It was pro-

bably from this peculiar swelling, which is occasion-

ally observable in the Chilian I'alm, that H. Barklyi had

been named Juba;a spectabilis, probably by a person

who had seen the latter in its native country, and who
•was unaware that Jub:ea spectabilis was confined to the

northern parts of South America. The Hyophorbes

are middle-sized trees, with unarmed trunk, terminal

pinnated leaves, dioicous, white flowers, and one-seeded

berries, resembling Olives in shape and colour.

Gaussia {Wendl., Getting. Gelehr. Nachr. 1S65,

p. 327). — Several garden catalogues, even those

priding themselves on their correctness, enumerate

this fine plant under the name of Gansia, as if it were

called after Gans, the German for goose, though the

man in whose honour it was named was anything but a

goose—in fact the great Astronomer, C. A. Gauss, of

Gottingen, a veritable man of science. The genus is

allied to Chama;dorea, Morenia and Synechanthus,

from all three of which it differs by several technical

characters. There is only one species known (G. prin-

ceps, Wendl.), a native of Cuba, where it grows in

the mountains, and was discovered by Mr. Wright,
who distributed it under his No. 3224. It attains the

dimensions of a tree, and the tnmk is often swollen,

but unarmed. The leaves are pinnate, and the leaf-

lets linear-lanceolate, green above and slightly glaucous

below. The monoecious flowers are arranged in a

panicled spadix, which is surrounded by several

spathes ; and the berry is elliptical or obovoid, and
of a dark violet colour. I have seen fine specimens at

Mr. Bull's and at Messrs. Veitch's, but the largest is at

Hanover.
Hyospathe {Mart. ) is a genus composed of two

species, H. elegans, of Brazil, and H. pubigera, of

Trinidad, both still desiderata in our gardens. They
are small Cane Palms, allied to Chamiedorea, with
unarmed straight trunks.

Lcopoldinia (Mart.) — Four species composing this

genus are confined to the forests bordering the Rivers
Amazon and Rio Negro, and the product of one species,

L. Piassaba (Wallace), forms a portion of the commercial
fibre known as piassaba—for the last 20 years exten-

sively used for brooms and street-sweeping machines.

This latter species is still a desideratum in our gardens,

and was formerly confounded with Attalea funifera,

another Brazilian piassaba-yielding Palm. Dr. Spruce tells

us that so long as this species does not exceed 10 to 20
feet in height, it has the stem enveloped to the very base

with the persistent beard of the petioles (the piassaba of

commerce), but when it grows higher the beard usually

falls away in a mass, leaving at the top merely the short

beard that depends from the crown of the existing leaves.

The former state is represented in one of Wallace's plates

("Palm Trees of the Amazon"), which, however,
gives the Palm a stunted aspect it does not really pos-

sess, in consequence of the leaves being shown only

half as long as they ought to be, in proportion to the

thickness of the stem ; those which Dr. Spruce
measured were from 155 to 164 English feet long, and
had never fewer than 60 pairs of leaflets. The fleshy

mesocarp of the fruit has scarcely any of the bitterness

of that of the other species of the genus, so that when
triturated with boiling water it affords a creamy
** wine," said to be even more delicious than that of
Assai (Euterpe edulis). It is a matter of regret that

this singular Palm is not as yet in our gardens. The
only .species of the genus which the nurserymen offer is

L. pulchra, a most elegant Palm, frequently going under
the name of Cocos Weddeliana. We saw at Messrs.

Veitch's a specimen of singular grace and beauty—a per-

fect gem in its way (fig. 91). In its native country the

trunks of this species are much used for railings ; and
on certain saint days, little altars and avenues are made
before the principal houses in Barra do Rio Negro of

the bright green and glossy foliage of this Palm ; and
the '* graceful leaves," says Mr. Wallace, " instilng
in the evening breeze, fitfully reflecting the light of the

wax tapers which burn before the images of the saints,

with the blazing torches of the rustic procession, pro-

duce a very pleasing effect." L. insignis and L. major,
the two other species, remain yet to be introduced,

—

the latter is easilydistinguished by its clustered stems, as

many as 24 rising from a single rhizome. Young stemless
plants of this species often form a continuous fringe to

inundated islands on the South American rivers, and at

a distance resemble large aquatic grasses—a feature

which would render it most useful for decorative pur-
poses. The species of Lcopoldinia are allied to

Geonoma in habit, though more robust ; and consist of
.straight, unarmed, erect trees, having pinnate leaves,

monoecious flowers, and dnipes (not berries, as was
formerly thought) of dull colour.

Euterpe \}<\2xi.)—Of the 12 species composing this

genus, natives of Central and South America, only a few
are as yet to be found in our gardens, among them
E. edulis, E. montana, and E. oleracea. AH the
species are notable for their elegantly pinnated leaves,

with pendulous leaflets (except in E. Caatinga, in

which they spread horizontally, and merely droop at the
points), and for the long, cylindrical, pale green entire

leaf-sheaths, which finally fall away completely, along
with the rest of the leaf, so that the stems always
appear clean and naked up to the base of the lowest
remainuig leaf, forming a striking contrast to many fan-

shaped Palms where the leaves hang about the crown
o{ the tree in every stage of decay. Euterpe
generally forms separate groves in the forests, and
Mime of the trees are occasionally 100 feet high. Dr.
Spruce cut down one, the trunk of which measured

71 feet to the base of the cylindrical leaf-sheath or

"cabbage," which latter was 4 feet long, and the

leaves 84 feet more. But he has seen speci-

mens 10 to 20 feet higher, and Marlins affirms

that they sometimes reach 100 feet. The flowers

are monoecious, and the berries roundish
and of a dark purple colour. One of the most
favourite drinks of the Amazonians of all castes and
colours, known by the name of *' Assai," is prepared
from E. edulis, and, according to Dr. Spruce, from
several other species of this genus. The name of this

drink is the first thing a traveller learns upon landing

at Para, in Brazil, where it is the oft-repeated cry of

Indian and Negro girls walking in the streets with

small earthen pots on their heads containing the

beverage,—one of the greatest delicacies the place

produces. In their native country Euterpes are both

used and misused,—used as a culinary vegetable or a

pickle ; and misused as, in order to obtain this "cabbage,"
as the " heart" of the crown is termed, every time that

this dish is required a whole tree, the growth of many
years, has to be sacrificed—Palms, as a rule, not having

the power of forming branches, as Dicotyledons have.

B. Sce7nann.

THE BISHOP STORTFORD VINES.

Probable Causes of Failure.

Among these may be placed excessive porosity of

borders—a want of water—amputation of the roots—
and the closely restrictive system of pruning and train-

ing. It is almost certain the borders were too porous,

I have already noticed Dr. Lindley's remark, that a

walking-stick could be thrust its entire length into

them : that I should consider a bad physical

symptom of a Vine border. This also proves that the

borders were composed of a gi'eat mass of porous
substances—bones, brickbats, lime-rubbish, burnt earth

—laying on a stratum of porous gravel, 2 or 3 inches

thick, for a bottom. This porosity was further

increased by a liberal admixtiu-e of dung. The borders

were, therefore, rich as well as porous.

The doings of the Vines during their early growth
were in harmony with the properties of the borders,

Their growth was strong and rapid, even to grossness.

The stamina developed seemed inexhaustible ; but, if

1 am not misinformed, shanking was not unknown
from a very early period of their history. A few
berries shanking-off was a common occurrence ; but at

first, and for some years, they were so few as hardly to

mar the general high quality. But the fact is im
portant. The shanking that has ruined these Vines is

not the manifestation of a new malady—it is simply
the aggravation of an old disease, which very

probably had its origin in the excessive porosity

of the border. To maintain such fmiting plants

as Grape Vines in health throughout a series

of years, I believe the pressure of firm soil to be abso-

lutcly necessary. Such solidity may be as needful to

the buried roots as the pressure of the atmosphere is to

the stem and branches in the free air.

Another cause of failure may have been a want of

water. Excessive porosity would work in this direc-

tion. According to *'B." indeed (see p. 43 ('Oi

porosity and moisture seem almost identical. The
roots hug the bricks because they, the bricks, supply

moisture. But where do they get it from ? They
manufacture none. At best they can only return what
they have previously absorbed, and universal experience

demonstrates that such substances incorporated freely

in soils work to the removal, not the storage, of water.

The position and pitch of these borders assist their

porosity to remove water. They are raised above the

original surface, their ends retained with walls, and
they have a foot or more pitch from the house out-

wards. They are 22 feet wide, about 40 inches deep
at the back and 30 inches in front. But this difference

does not represent the entire pitch of the border. The
ground naturally falls from the vineries, and the pitch

of the upper surface of the border is probably quite

2 feet. I regret I did not take it exactly, but this is a

fact that can easily be verified. It will be remembered
that though the subsoil is a strong clay, that this is

covered over with a layer of gravel, which foims about

the best possible channel for the removal of water.

The whole substance of the borders was porous to a

fault, while their upper crust shot the water off freely.

The ground falls rapidly away from the Vine borders

in front ; in a word, the entire surroundings of these

borders and their form combined, with their pliysical

qualities, to ensure rapid, thorough, and constant

drainage. The borders were made on purpose to lie

warm and dry, and there can be no doubt they h;

continued to do so. But this important point does not

rest upon the above sure foundation only. To these

certain inferences from such data as the foregoing can

be added the testimony of observation and experience,

During the removal of the Vines after all these rains

and snows—the borders are now comparatively dry

no excess of moisture was met with anywhere. The
old gardener, Mr. Yardly, is decidedly of opinion

that the whole mischief has arisen from the

want of water. Why water was not given, I cannot

say, but it seems it has not been the practice to water
these borders—their hard, dry, baked appearance was
pointed out to me on the spot last summer. In con-
firmation of the over-dry theory, Mr. Yardly offers a
telling fact, and has put tlic case so pithily as to have
carried some of the best Grape growers in the country
with him. He points to the largest Muscat Vine in

the house, which always carried the heaviest crop and
furnished the finest bunches. It was by far the finest

Vine, and the last to hoist signals of distress. About
two or three years ago he had to cut a drain to lay some
pipes into a water-hole, where they used to mix
manurial matters. This hole was near the end of the

vinery, and the giant Muscat was the end Vine. In
making the drain they came across several large roots

which ran into this water-hole. These had to be cut

off, and from that moment the glory of that Vine
departed. Until these roots were cut he had never lost

a whole bunch from that Vine, though a few berries

had shanked ; but from the time the roots that fed in

the water-hole were cut, it has shanked as bad or

worse than any of the others. Here, then, is a most
suggestive fact. In view of such a demonstration,
possibly few Grape glowers will fail to endorse the

cautious verdict of one of the best of modem culti-

vators, *' that he believes more Grapes shank from the

want, than an excess, of water."

Another probable cause of failure may have been the

severe amputation of the roots. This would apply to

this Vine with even greater force than to the others.

Up to the moment of amputation it maintained its pre-

eminence. It was carrying a fine crop at the time, and
that failed. Probably, in the case of this Vine, it

might not have had many other roots. Finding what
it liked in the dirty water-hole, vital instinct would
concentrate its feeding force upon this savoury larder.

Hence, it must have felt its deprivation the more ;

and doubtless, in reference to the whole border, the

reduction of roots was excessive. The best, or at least

the most efficient feeders, are mostly found in front.

It is there that the foraging scouts most do congregate.

The large roots are the drains for the conveyance of

food, the small ones the receiving-houses. To starve

the traffic, you have only to shut up or destroy the

latter. This is what was done in this instance, and
yet I fear a revenue was exacted from the crippled Vine,

for during this transition period, I have not heard that

the crop was given up the year succeeding the ampu-
tation. Had this been done, I think the severe "sur-
gical operation " would have probably established the

pristine stamina of the Vines ; but if a crop was taken
at once, this must necessarily have drained the Vines
well nigh dry of vital force, and it was hardly possible

for them to recover. This view of the matter must,
however, be accepted with the full recognition of a
prior fact of great importance, to a just assessment of
the damages arising from the heavy root-pruning. The
Vines failed before they were root-pruned. This expe-

dient was adopted as a remedy for the shanking, and
therefore it cannot be credited with that malady. The
worst that can be said against this severe ampu-
tation is, that it failed to cure shanking. Even
in regard to the Muscat Vine, it cannot cer-

tainly be affirmed whether the loss of the roots

or the loss of the water caused it to fail. Probably
both had to do with it. Further, the root-pruning was
successful in causing a rapid and vigorous multipli-

cation of roots ; and had one crop been sacrificed, or

a large portion of a crop, possibly the health and vigour

of the Vines would have been established. Still it would
have been wiser to have added to the extremities of the

borders without so ruthlessly slashing off so many of the

best roots of the Vines in such a wholesale manner.

Restrictive training and pruning is the last probable

cause of failure that I will notice. I still believe that

this is an evil, and that close pruning is carried to great

excess in many instances ; neither can I accept the

general practice of a custom as conclusive proof of its

worth. Vegetable, like animal life, is pliable and long

suffering. Medical men for generations practised

bleeding and starving for nearly all maladies ; that did

not prove depletion to be curative. Now no doctor

bleeds, and most even stimulate rather than starve

fevers. [The intelligent physician is guided by circum-

stances.] Patients died and got well on both

systems, so the testimony of experience is not con-

clusive. It is even so with Grape growing.

One man reaps a bountiful crop of Grapes from a rod

whipped by a sharp knife into a mere walking-stick ;

another goes in for the best bud, however far it may
be off the main shoot. One takes one end only from

a root ; another, like Mr. Ingram, at Belvoir, allows

two roots to a rod, one outside and another inside the

house; while a third fills a house with bearing wood
from a single root, and good crops have been cut and

are now growing on all these systems.

But still they are not all alike good. The testimony

of experience being so uncertain, is there no general

principle of life development that can render us some

assistance in the matter ? There is : the great law of

reciprocal action and reaction between root and branch

comes to our aid. Every extension of top developes a

corresponding extension or multiplication of roots.

When the top of a growing shoot is arrested

there is an interruption of root growth as well. The

rebound from the top stoppage arrests the giowth ot

the roots. By circumscribing the top we contract the

number and reduce the strength of the roots also. A
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striking proof of tfiis was afiforded upon the removal of

the Bishop Stortford Vines. Two of them were

observed to be furnished with many more roots than

any of the others. The fact was noted and an explana-

tion requested, in entire ignorance of the real cause of

the extra rooting. Tliat cause was, that these two Vmes

had been allowed to extend as far again as any of the

others. While each of the other Vines had been closely

confined to a rafter each, these two had been permitted

to occupy two rafters apiece. It seems that 14 Vines

were originally planted in the house. After a time two

of them were cut out, and two of the remaining 12 were

trained with double rods to occupy the space. For many

years each of these Vines can-led So bunches each,

instead of 40, like the others. And they always seemed

to finish their crop with equal ease, and to as great per-

fection as any of the other ten.

The fact is, as the demands of the tops increased,

the roots made haste to meet it by new and wider

growth. Mr. Yardley was so convinced of this

that he explained the extra rooting as caused by

the double tops as a matter of course. " Why these

are the double Vines," was his exclamation on the

spot. If these two rods to a Vine doubled the

number of the roots, it seems only reasonable that

12 rods would have added to the roots in the same

ratio ; and the extension system not only adds to

the number, but to the strength and vigour of the

roots. Reciprocity implies proportion ; a large top

would beget and sustain large roots. It would

likewise give these roots work to do, in hamiony

with their size and power. The extension system

keeps root and top in lively exercise, and maintains

a health-sustaining balance bet%veen them. The

restrictive system starts by developing an extra-

ordinary amount of root energy, and forthwith pro-

ceeds to set the greater part of it aside as useless.

The mere existence of roots is not enough. Their

efficiency depends upon the use made of them.

There is, for instance, a line of rails from London

to Edinburgh, but these will never take us there un-

less we get into the train, and the steam is used to

drag us along. Now what the steam-engine is to the

train the top is to efficient root action. It draws the sap
]

forward, and the motion and amount of the nourishing

flnid will be mainly determined by the momentum of

the advancing top. .Stop that by constant pinching

and you shut off the steam of life, and the Vine or

other train comes to a standstill. If such stoppages

are persistent and constant, the powers of life or the

ability to move on become weaker and weaker, and

finallystop. Inertia gains the victory over Nature. Clear

the line of roots with the expansive force of a large new

shoot, and all may yet be well. Go on restricting the

top and the channels of communication between the

expenders, and the collectors of food become finally

indurated into semi-impermeability. Is it any wonder

that the top prematurely fails under such conditions?

Ritrht or wrong in these inductions, the fact is

certam that the double Vines at Bishop Stortford were

furnished with roots in proportion to the demands of

their double duty, and this furnishes an irresistible

argument in favour of the extension system.

I agree with " Thoth's" anti-carrion philippics, both

in prose and verse, although they are not apropos to

these Vines, inasmuch as they have had no such

garbage. The nearest approach to it was one load of

hide shavings from a tanyard, mixed into the borders

when they were first formed. The hides were pickled

Russians, and the shavings were consequently deodo-

rised with both salt and lime before they reached the

borders. Besides, what was this sprinkling of shavings

over so large a surface of porous land, or among so

many roots? "Thoth" had much better accept my
facts than allow his imagination to conjure up huge

carcases from such chips of hair and skin scrapings.

Why, fresh unboiled bones, charged with marrow, arid

bound together by tendons, are infinitely more rich in

animal matters than such pickled hair and skin scurf

The quantity was so infinitesimal that it did not seem

worth mentioning as a constituent of the border. But

lest "Thoth," "B.," or "Brevity" should find, or

think they find, any more mare's nests, either at Bishop

Stortford or elsewhere, it may be as well thus to assure

your readers that this one, about the can-ion being the

cause of shanking there, is wholly empty ; there is not,

and never has been, anything in it.

I have heard of a famous house of Vines that were

planted at Wrotham Park, near Bamet, by Mr. Wm.
Thomson, of Dalkeith, about the same time as the

Bishop Stortford Vines, and I understand they are still

in good condition. Perhaps Mr. Thomson and Mr.

Edlington, tlie past and present able gardeners at

Wrotham, would favour us with their expen

ence of the past and present of these Vines.

This will be equally welcome to me, whether it confirms

or sets aside any of the theories that I have advanced

in connection with the Bishop Stortford Vmes. For

1 have no wish to retain for myself, and to prescnbe

to others, any nde of action that will not bear the

strain of all the facts that ought to detennine it;

neither are theoi-y and fact opposed to each other, as

some of your conespondents seem to suppose. They

are but different forms of trath—linesin fragments, and

then compacted together ; and therefore, whether I

present the one, or marshal the other into formal array,

I am equally loyal to truth, and consistent with my

signature. David Tell Fact.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL DECORATION.
Towards the close of last year we gave illustrations

(pp. 1255, 1307) explanatoi-y of the mathematical

principles upon which single and double triangles and

stars of five, six, and seven rays should be constracted,

in order that when covered with leaves, flowers, or

frait, they should look well when fixed up.

The Trefoil is a design of frequent occurrence, and is

too frequently made by putting three circles together in

any way that happens to please the eye at the moment.

Reference to fig. 92 will show the plan upon which such

a design ought to be made. We have already explained

how to make an equilateral triangle, and in the present

figure it will be seen that portions of circles, of the size

of the circle which surrounds the triangle, should be

is or is not drawn at right angles to another is founded

upon the fact that if the three sides of any triangle are

in the proportions of 3, 4, and 5, one of its angles must

be a right angle. Hence, if two lines are supposed to

be drawn pei-pendicularly to each other, and if from

their junction you measure off 3 (inches, or quarter

inches, or any other distance) upon one line, and 4 upon

the other, those two points will be exactly 5 from each

other, if the lines are at right angles ;
while if they are

not, the extent of the enor will be at once apparent.

It is most essential to prove the accuracy of this, the

first step in making designs for crosses, since an error

undetected here will throw all the afterwork mto

confusion. W. T.

described from each angle of the b-iangle as a centre

until those portions or segments meet, and that thus

only can a tnie Trefoil be drawn.

The easiest way to draw a Latin Cross, is first to

draw two lines at right angles to each other, as repre-

sented on fig. 93, by the two dotted lines, and to take

measurements for the length and breadth of the cross

from the point where these two lines cross each other.

The proportionate lengths of the four arms of a cross

should be, three of them of one length, and the fourth
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power. lie only knows three gardeners who would

dare to question anything the Society endorsed witli

its cabalistic " R. H. S." This ought to comfort the

Society in the midst of its trials. I hope it will turn

just now for succour and sympathy to this great rever-

ence of the practicals. But * Manchester Congress "

reveals the reason of his dislike for prize essays. It

seems such things are one ideaed ! "The congress

would be a contemptible thing if confined to one

two ideas," he exclaims. Well, perhaps. But who
has hinted at thus limiting its range? And yet there

are single ideas that could exhaust the wisdom and time

of most congresses without making them contemptible.

Take, for instance, ** Knowledge and its Rewards"
to Oxford, and sit in congress for a week upon
the two ideas, would either be exhausted at the

end thereof? [No, but the hearers would be. Eds.]
But I am charged with ignoring the Manchester
Congress. May I inquire how, when, where ?

Certainly not at Manchester nor since. I have never

denied that the meeting, all things considered, was good

;

but I have yet to learn why the Oxford meeting may
not be better. As the Times lately remarked, we must all

be marching on, and I do not see why the rule of con-

gresses should be different from the rule of life—from
good to better, from better to best. If a desire to see

Oxford in its show and its Congress excel all that has
preceded it, is to ignore Manchester, then I am guilty

of doing so, not otherwise. Then, as to specifying papers,

I simply did it to illustrate my meaning, not to disparage
any. Mr. Meikle's criticism is of a milder sort, for I will

not do him the injustice ofsupposing that he includes me
in the charges of ** paltry objections" and ** ungentle-
manly and uncalled-for falling foul of the aflair." To
the sentence he condemns, *' that so many papers at a
sitting was little short of cruelty to both readers and
listeners," I still adhere. Mr. Meikle says, "both were
free to come and go as the wind that blew through the

tent." I can only answer that many of us enjoyed no
such sense of freedom. Those most anxious to render
the congress successful felt constrained to listen. The
first condition of success was to form and preserve an
audience. This rivetted me to my seat from first to

last. I almost envied the free and easymanner of some of
the readers ; they,came, they read, they vanished ! I could
not have done so. Every reader seemed to me doubly
bound to become a listener. This was but a simple
act of courtesy. And hence, as I listened from first to

last throughout one day's sitting,—I could not stay for

the second,—I can as a matter of experience affirm that

it was too much for the instruction of the mind, or

the comfort of the body. But this was the least evil

resulting from the superabundance. The number of

the papers balked discussion. The question is, not

whether or not any of the papers have been threshed

out since, but were any of them thoroughly discussed

then ? It is well known that they were not. They
could not be so. The question, then, is narrowed
to this. We are to have another congress—on
what plan ? Shall we have a second edition of the
Manchester plan— a heap of papers, and a torrent

of reading, with momentary discussions between ?

Or shall we have few papers, to be thoroughly
discussed and adopted or rejected by a resolution at

the sittings ? These are the chief points—collec-

tion or selection. All others, such as who shall

select, and on what principles shall the selection be
made, are secondary. The prize essay system would,
I think, stimulate the writers to do their best. This is

all that is wanted—the best raised to the place of

honour, and all approving the best in public meeting
assembled. This would surely present horticulturists

to the dons in a much more honourable and dignified

position than to see them squabbling and arguing
together over a score or more of disjointed fragments.

D. T. Fish. [We shall shortly be able to announce
the arrangements to be adopted at the Oxford meeting,
which are making satisfactory progress. We have reason

to believe that the principle of fewer papers and more
lengthened discussion will be followed. In the mean-
time, we are requested to state, that those who may be
desirous of submitting papers to the Congress may
facilitate the necessary arrangements by communicating
with Mr. Moore, Botanic Gardens, Chelsea. Eds.]

Croutting Frogs.—Would any of your corre-

spondnts oblige me by letting me know if there is

any way of preventing the croutting of frogs in a
small pond, without destroying or hurting Water Lilies?

J.S.

Bishop Stortford Vines.—Some 15 years ago I

sent to the Gardeneri Chronicle an account of Fungi
on the roots of Vines at Colney House, in Hertford-
shire. I went there as head gardener on April 4, at

the age of 24, or thereabouts. I succeeded Mr. John
Fish, who was a first-class man in his profession. On
April 4 the early vinery was colouring, and looked
very fine, but shanking had commenced, and my
employer told me it had existed for years.
My emjiloyer told me it was of no use to try and
do anything with those Vines, but that I had
better make a new border, and plant new Vines, as
they had never had Grapes from the old ones. Of
course I was young and full of vigour, and I thought I
would do something no person had heard of before ; so
I set to work, pulled out the old Vines and old border,
made a new border with hollow chambers underneath,
covered over with trees, &c., made new borders on the

top, forced my Mushrooms, Seakale, and Rhubarb,
underneath in the chambers, of all of which I gave an
account in the Gardeners' Chronicle. Many did not
believe what I said, among them the late Dr. Lindley.
The timber, faggots, &c., caused Fungi to .spread;

they went tinough all the border and into the Vine
roots, and so up througli the stems, split the Vines,
and killed them as dead as King Hairy the Eighth. I

paid a visit to Bishop Stortford last year when the
Grapes were ripe. They were then condemned.
I asked a friend who lives there, if possible to

send me one of the old Vines when taken up.
I enclose you his letter, saying he had done
so, and that he had sent it away. I was at the
expense of a tmck for itself (for it is a large one,

iSi feet long, 12 inches in circumference), from
Bishop Stortford to Potter's Bar, and when I got it

home my first thing to do was to look at its roots ;

and what did I see ?—nothing but Fungus, Fungus. I

at once sent you a packet of roots from it, that you
might see and judge for yourself; they are eaten up
with Fungi. I am going to plant the Vine, and if it

lives I may tell you the result some day. John Monro.
[The roots sent are ftill of Fungus spawn. Eds.]

Burmese Mode of Rat-catching. — Having
observed, in a recent number of The Fidd^ a plan

mentioned for catching rats (a cage trap, if I recollect

aright, with a decoy rat therein), I am induced to send
you the description of a trap I saw most successfully

used in Burmah, where the rats are a perfect pest.

Should any of your readers feel disposed to try it, I

give you a rough section sketch (fig. 94*), to aid in

making my description clear. This jar-trap was set

for three nights. On the first occasion I saw 72 rats

turned out, on the second night only nine w-ere caught,

and on the third night not one was caught. The trap

was then put away for some weeks, when it was again

successfully used, but I am unable to say to what
extent it then succeeded. The common Pegu jar I

Fia. 94.

used was about i^ foot or 2 feet deep, and 14 inches

or 15 inches broad, and a hole was punched in the

shoulder just large enough for a rat to enter. There
was about 6 inches or 7 inches of paddy (rice in husk)

in the jar, which was then buried to within about

S inches of the top. The mouth of the jar was then

closed with a board and a stone, A quantity of old

timber joists and straw were in the outhouse, and no

end of rat holes everywhere around. I incline to the

opinion that my blue-legged Burman servant very

"judiciously" punched the hole with an old nail and a

hammer, for, though it was by no means regular or

quite round (it seemed at first sight too small), it

just admitted a hungry rat. I do not think the rats,

after they had eaten all the grain, could have got

through the hole, they seemed so filled out ; other-

wise, with such a lot in the jar, some could have

to the hole and "pulled through," I imagine. A
moving mass of frightened, screaming rats is a bad
taking off" for a jump, I admit, but an odd fellow

now and then might have hit the hole. I doubt if

he could, however, have got through. If this trap

is tried in England, pray publish the result. Beta, in
" The Meld:'

Myrmica molesta.—In compliance with the sug-

gestion that those wlio have observed Myrmica molesta

should record their observation, so as to contribute to a

knowledge of the limits of its invasion, I would add

Paddington to the districts in London already men-

tioned (Bloomsbury and Walworth) ; I do not speak

with absolute certainty, for I never saw it myself there,

but I am informed that " the ants" in the houses about

the Great Western Station are something terrible. 0,

Talking Trees.—"Books in the running brooks,

sermons in stones, and good in everything," I have

heard of, but talking trees are certainly something new.

Sucli phenomena, it appears, have sprung up in the

garden at Combe Abbey ; and the Vines there—which,

be it observed, are no craven subjects—not content with

girdling the year with a glorious garland of Grapes,"

have ventured to dictate to their foster-parent as to

the treatment they ought to receive. V/ell, in this pre-

indebtcd to the Editor of The Field for the

age It may appear a sign of weakness to wonder
at anything ; but the, I may say, dictatorial loquacity of
Mr. Miller's Vines, reminds me of one of poor John
Leech's speaking cartoons in Punch. It was Christmas
time, and the fond "parient," a City merchant, was
speaking to his son, a beardless youth—who, having
just shaken off the dust of his minority, was to be ad-
mitted a partner—about the title of the new firm ; when
the budding merchant, with filial delicacy, suggested

J. P. Jones & Father. This is one phase of " fast life,"

and Mr. Miller's ** fast " Vines, who assume to be wiser
than their preceptor, may be another. These providers
of the jolly god are evidently "fast " in their proclivi-

ties, and well they may be so, for not only have they
won golden opinions in some localities, but even
before they weathered seven summers they began to

sport beards. Now, I believe there is nothing more
essential to good gardening than that the cultivator

should be, what the spiritualists call, eti rapport \s\'Ctv\i\'h

plants—that is, he should understand their requirements,

so as to be able at a glance to anticipate their wants,
and administer to them in the best manner. This is

what I call practical ability, the little something which
the experienced cultivator carries in his eye—a sort of
sympathy in the objects of his care, which he feels but
cannot convey to his neighbour. This is anticipating

the wants of the plants, a very different feeling to that

which gives way to the advice of juveniles, and allows

them to dictate their own requirements. Speaking Vines
forsooth ! A quarter of a century ago, and for many
years subsequently, the Stortford Vines spoke loudly,

—so loudly that such horticultural seers as Lindley and
Mcintosh, Bailey and Glendinning, were taken captive

by their performances. But the charmers have ceased

to charm, the funeral pile has been lighted, "and
now, with your consent," "D. T. F." promises to

sing a requiem over their ashes. Now these Vines,

\\'hich would have been planted 2S years this April,

have been treated strictly upon the restrictive, or what
Mr. Miller would call the fruit-growing principle. The
rod once made and cut to the desired length, to that

length has it been confined ever since, never being

allowed to produce more limber than w-as necessary to

the production of fnait, and that being cut off, with the

feeling that it was an incumbrance, regularly every

autumn. The fruit produced, especially the Hamburghs,
was such as is coveted for market purposes,—not

a few monster bunches, but a regular string from the

top to the bottom of each Vine of bunches weighing
from a pound to 30 ounces, and these finished in the
best possible manner. No Vines could have behaved
better than these did for the first half of their short

lives, but then they began to fail, and now they are

rooted out as mere " cumberers of the giound." This,

I believe, has been the fate of all'the Vines treated upon
Mr. Crawshay's principle. Those at Norwich which,
in the quiet days 40 years ago, created quite a sensation,

have long ceased to be noted ; and the Stortford Vines,

after sinking into respectable mediocrity, have been
cast to the rubbish pile. Such may be said to be the

histoiy of every restricted fruit tree since Adam was a
gardener. Go into our fine old gardens, and you find

Pear, Plum, and other fruit trees, some covering a
perch or two of wall, closely pruned, but without a
fniit upon them except at the points of the shoots.

Look again at espalier and bush-trained trees in

gardens. Do they, as a rule, produce such crops as

those trees where the giowth is but little restrained, or

not restrained at all ? If they do, why then Mr. Miller

will be able to point us to a "whip-stick" Apple or

Pear tree, which will annually produce more fruit than
those "timber" trees in orchards which know no
restraint, and yet produce sacks of fruit. Precisely the

same rule obtains with the Vine. It must suc-

cumb to restricted vitality, and until the laws of

Nature are changed no tree can long produce fruit

which does not at the same time produce timber.

Nature may be restrained, controlled, but she will not

be subdued, even in the vegetable kingdom, until the

W'Ound she has received has become mortal. Mr.
Miller has doubtless some fine young Vines, and it is

not my wish to derogate from the excellence of his

productions, but he is not the first person in the world

who has had fine Vines, nor will he be the first

who, after going up rocket-like, has stuck in

a mud-puddle a few years afterwards. There has

been no exception to this rule in fruit culture

in our time, nor will there ever be. Trentham, Keele

Hall, Garston, Arundel, Heckfield, Castle Kennedy,
and many more gardens, have each had to "pale their

ineffectual fire" as the Vines got aged, and Mr. Miller

must do the same, unless he is wise in time. Already

they have been once bearded over with premature old

age, and last year an eye-witness informed me the

fruit was not good enough for the early shows. These

facts are, to say the least of them, symptomatic

;

and Mr. Miller may depend upon it, that if he con-

tinues to listen to the prattling of his juvenile

charmers, who crave for fruit without the constitution

to support it, he must inevitably be wrecked upon

the same shoal as his preceptors and predecessors

have foundered upon. Restriction has eveiywhere failed

after the first burst of vigour, and it ever will fail—

a

dwarfing system cannot be applied to the animal or

vegetable kingdom without the constitutional vigour

being dwarfed at the same time. One fact more.

While all the sensation Vines, from the time of

Dowding's S lb. bunch of Black Hamburgh, ^which was
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large but not well coloured, only one exhibitor hn.

stood to his ginis with the same Vines, and that is-rieed

it be said?—Mr. Montgomery Henderson, of Cole Orton-

Facts are stubborn things, and until Mr. Miller can

overturn that fact, it is useless for him to write about

' ' fruit and not timber. " Whipcord may do some hmg,

but whipcord cannot whip a half-starved horse into the

first of the flight across a heavy comitry. Rcbm Hooa,

Skei-li'ood Forest, March 29,

Dimenuon Thermometer.—Can you tell me what

is known of the dimenuon thermometer? I have

bought one, and am told it is a French patent, it is

something liUe a Six's laid on its side-two bulbs

contain spirit, and a column of quicksilver occupies the

bend at the end and part of each column, with a steel

mdex to mark the maximum and minimum, as in

ordinary spirit thermometers. But it is so much more

sensitive than Casella's, that I doubt its being to be

depended on. T. S. P. [We have no experience of the

working of this thermometer, but shall be glad to record

that of any correspondent who has used one. i-DS. J

Fungus.—Mr. Pearson says at p. 460 that in my

letter in the Gardmcrs' Chronide\ state that the Wel-

lingtonias at Orton Hall were planted m a quantity

of rabbish from the stickyard. Now, if he will read my

article more carefully, he will, doubtless find about

line 13, on p. 145, that there were only four Welling-

tonias planted in the rubbish referred to, and that these

very four, up to last year, when I visited Orton gardens,

were " glorious specimens. " I feel confident at the same

time thitno one there is able to point out the said four

trees, no one being interested in the experiment but ttie

late Marquis of Huntly and myself. The trial was made

by especial desire of the Marquis, doubtless showing that

he was so far sceptical as to the pernicious effect ol such

materials as to desire a better proof than up to that time

had been afforded him. But, mark, these facts do

not convey any doubt of or opposition to Mr. Berkeley =

opinions respecting Fungi. I also desire to rectify Mr

Pearson's impressions as to the plants he saw looking

" sickly
" The true cause I have little hesitation in saying

is the result of transplanting, as at my last visit I ^aw too

plainly that whilst those which I planted, and had

not been removed, were healthy and vigorous, those that

had been transplanted, except in one case, were in some

degree stunted. Thus Mr. Pearson -vviU see that his

statement that the mixture of sticks and rabbish may

perhaps account for the miserable condition of some ol

The Wellingtonias," is a deduction altogether beside

the mark. But when he comes to say, " Knowing that

the Vine borders were made up of the same stuff 1

expected to hear of the Vines being injured, I must

inform him that such afiirmations deserve to be met

with an equally decided negative. If he makes these

assertions on the authority of another, he would do well

before retailing them to make sure that his information

is trastworthy. John Reid, Haigh Hall Gardens.

The Cottage Garden Essays.—I trust I may be

permitted to protest against Mr. Ayres' essay when

published (see p. 460) being declared to be that which

received the " high commendation of the judges in

the recent competition. Mr. Ayres states that it has

received considerable additions, and will be illustrated.

If so, it is probable that the judges would not again

reco<mise it. I think it would have been fairer to the

iud.'?s, the other essayists, and the public, that the

essays that are published should be reproduced in

precisely the same fonn as that in which they were

when sent in. Mr. Hubbard strictly enjoined that the

essays should consist of plain directions, so that unedu-

cated people might understand them, and "that the main

object was simplicity of language and clearness of

expression." If any of these essays are to be published,

let us have them as they passed the judges, so that the

public may not only have an opportunity of judging

the essays, but the judges also. One who Competed.

The American Potatos.—Whilst I am willing to

oive to Mr. Bennett all possible credit for his ingenious

method of increasing the produce of his i lb. of Early

Rose Potatos, I must at the same time protest against

such resulting crop being put before unsophisticated

persons as a sample of the normal character of its pro-

duce I know that Mr. Bennett is far too honour-

able a man to do so without telling the public at the

same time by what peculiar cultural processes such a

result was obtained. But others interested in the sale

of these American varieties may not be altogether so

scrupulous ; and some day we may be informed by

trade advertisements that "that eminent practical hor-

ticulturist, Mr. E. Bennett, of Osberton [now of EnvilleJ,

had raised fiom I lb. of the Early Rose Kidney 100 lb.

of fine tubers ; which great produce, but for the late

spring frosts, might have been doubled : and this

instance will be cited as a proof of the extraordinary pro-

lificacy of the American Potatos, but the readers will

be left to infer that this enormous crop was obtained by

ordinary cultivation. How many good English Potatos

have we not that, under the same treatment,

would produce the same results, but with this

advantage-that the purchaser would get one peck

instead of only i lb. for his money. \ et at the same

time it is probable that our very best or A I varieties

could not, under any such processes, be made to

produce anything like so large a crop. But the

reason for this is obvious, and I earnestly commend 1

to the attention of all Potato cultivators. Our very best

kinds are remarkable for the small number of eyes they

possess ; coarse strong-growing kinds are remarkable

for the large number of eyes they develop ;
and

amongst these do I especially class the new American

kidneys, of which the Early Rose is a fair example.

Contrast it with such kidneys as the LaiKtone

Waterioo, Yorkshire Hero, or Beaconsfield, and the

difference is at once discernible. You may cut up a

tuber of the former kind into a dozen pieces, and have

an eye to each ; can you do this with the latter kinds ?

Certainly not. And, moreover, whilst the Eariy Rose

will push out at every eye, the other kinds I have men-

tioned rarely start more than one if the seed is left

uniniured Some growers may think that an abundance

of eyes in a Potato is a desirable feature, but I am sure

all our best authorities will agree with me, that the few-er

the eves and the more they are confined to oneextremity,

the better. There is another fact of !mP°rtan",'°
^/^

considered, and it relates to the keepmg of the tubers

fo very late consumption. All Potatos wi 1 grow

out mo7e or less, those that grow the least are the best

for keeping. Now if a tuber pushes at once a dozen

shoots, the waste or subtraction from it of nutrimen

will, of course, be in proportion ;
but a tuber that

pushes out but one shoot subtracts from it but a mimi-

mum quantity of nutriment in companson to the other,

and thus it becomes obvious that for keeping purposes

the few-eyed sorts are best. And if the necessity shou d

arise, as it too often does, that the store of tubers shou d

be rubbed over, the labour of such a work is immensely

increased when the shoots are more than treb ed As

to iudging Potatos at exhibitions, I should always

make an absence of eyes in a dish of tubers a very pro-

minent point in its favour. I have no interest v^hatcver

in the American Potato, beyond that which «ould

attach itself to a long and experienced cultivator 1

wish to see all these new kinds tested fairly on the r

merits, but not forced into notice by extraordinary cut-

tural means. In planting this year samples of over 100

kinds, amongst which are several sorts from the far

West" I hive been as careful as possible to select

tubers that were equable in size, and to give them he

same mode of treatment, such as cannot fail to develop

the characteristics ofeach kind with aU possible fairriess.

This is cultivation under ordinary conditions, and by

such conditions must all Potatos be judged. A. ^ean.

Frigi Domo sheets, and there is a prospect, I am happy

to say, of a most abundant crop of fruit, as the buds are

multitudinous ; few of them, however, are as yet fully

expanded—a striking contrast to the blossoming period

of the same last year. Of Apples and Pears there is

promise of an abundant bloom, and which I tnist will

not be affected by the late spring frosts. IV. Gardiner,

The Gardens, Eatington Park.

" CoK "—The word cog being under discussion,

permit me to say that in Shakspeare'splay of " Richard

the Third," the Duke of Gloucester is made to say—

^

.. smile in mens faces, smooth, deceive and cog ;"

which word, according to the Glossary, means to lie or

deceive. H. Beasle)'.

Effects of the Past Winter on Vegetation.—

That the relative character of the severe weather of the

past winter, and its effects on vegetation m general

'

present in some respects a striking anomaly with that

of the winters of 1S60-4 especially, is proved by the

fact that several species of the hitherto reputed hardy

evergreens growing in the pleasure-grounds here are

at the presint time evincing that their foliage has

suffered considerable damage, conspicuous ainongst

which I may particularise Berberis Aquifolium, which is

much injured in exposed situations; and Portugal and

common Laurels partially so. Our native \ ews have

also sustained considerable injury of their foliage
;
and

I also regret to add that a fine specimen of Sequoia

(Taxodium) sempenirens has had the foliage anrt

numerous terminal growths, from 6 inches to 10 nclies

long, fatally injured-insomuch xs to convey the idea

that it had been subjected to the influence of some

passing fiery blast. This is the first instance, as far as

I am cognisant, of the species growing here being

affected by frost or excessively cold east winds 1
hat

the prevalence of the east winds, accompanied by frost,

has been chiefly instramental in creating such havoc

there can be no question, inasmuch as invariably the

east side of the subjects in question only has been

affected. What, however, is the most remarkable is,

that the severe weather of the winters above indicated

failed to affect to the same degree the subjects here

enumerated, whereas, on the other hand, several species

that have now escaped injury were seriously affected

then-hence the anomaly. I may also observe that

the cold east winds prevalent during the past winter

have proved somewhat erratic in their influences, mas-

much as in a few apparently sheltered positions its

effect on some of the Barberries, Aquifolium especially,

has been very apparent ; whilst, on the other hand

in more exposed sites they have in some instances passed

through the ordeal with impunity. I may add that, as

regards the winter's effect on other vegetable subjects

here, the Broccolis and spring Cabbages have sus-

tained comparatively little injury ; and, in fact, 1 fiave

seldom known any spring Cabbages do inuch better,

excepting that they are later then usual. Complaints,

howeverf on all sides are rife as to the injury

accruing to these vegetables, and the same

in several instances applies to the Apricot blossom,

where not efficiently protected,—the principal damage

apparently having occurred about the middle of he

current month, especially on the morning of the 4th ult.

,

preceded by the heavy fall of snow on the 13th ;
here

my thermometer-a Negretti & Zambra's-reg.stered

^2° Fahr , and one a few miles distant registered 25 .

Fortunately, however, I managed to \yard off the

destractive influence by means of the mijispensable

The Fungus Theory.—I cannot agree with Mr.

Miller and others in the conclusions they draw from

certain facts which they adduce, in endeavouring to

prove our needless alarm at Fungus. The inferences

drawn from these facts are radically wrong (except

those of Mr. Smythe), and none but a superficial

observer can fail to see the amount of bad philo-

sophy, and especially positive philosophy, that has been

brought to bear on the subject. It is utterly fallacious

for Mr. Miller or any one else to ridicule the idea (the

fact I should say) that harm comes from certain fungi

generated by "bits of sticks," or to assume that we

believe a theory of their creation, viz., ' that the dead

shall devour the living." Mr. Miller flies to Nature s

book, opens her pages, and with scornful glance points

his finger to her text on "cause and effect of fungus.

But has he studied that text?-he knew it was there.

Has he gone into her laboratory and scanned her

various processes ? 1 really very much doubt it. Let us

go to the woods for example, says he, Welf, let us go.

Nature never belied herself. '
' Here are bits of sticks

old roots, &c., and no Fungus hurts the living. Why

be alarmed for your Vine borders? &c.
,

There is no

occasion, but here Nature is left to herself. She throws

off her decayed garments to the earth s surface, and there

by atmospherical agency they are disintegrated into their

elemental parts, and slowly and by degrees incorporated

with the soil. The roots, also, the moment their functions

cease, in their undisturbed position, decompose by virtue

of their natural composition, and the healthy disinte-

grating principle of the surrounding soil, and afterwards

become gradually assimilated into living organisms.

Where the soil is naturally formed there is little or no

danger, but where the soil is mechamcally fornied or

disturbed, much danger is to be apprehended from

allowing dried pieces of woody matter being mixed

with it. In such circumstances no gardener can be too

careful in avoiding "bits of sticks," in whatever shape.

The experiment of the leaf-bed, demonstrates in

No I that the moisture sustains a healthy fermentation

decomposition rapidly takes place, and so the material

is disintegrated. No. 2 experiment, from excessive

dryness, suspended natural decomposition, and so

generated a hotbed of Fungus. That Fungns succeeds

disease may be, but that >tself is a disease is a fact ;
t

poisons the soil, and thereby renders it unfit fo nutu-

ment to plants whose roots are in time stagnated and

poisoned, and the Fungus feeds on its prey. A'

diseases are living and active, and some of the most

viralent and deadly are attributed to Fungus ;
and I

believe it is all moonshine to conclude that a plant or

animal must be unhealthy before it is attacked by

disease or parasites. On coming to my present situa-

tion I had occasion to examine a border where Orange

and Camellia plants were dying and dead and 1

found the soil one ma,ss of a white composition, he

origin of this Dead Sea being traceable to tl^e

points of some wooden posts having been left in

Ihe soil where a temporary stage had been erected^

Again, we had occasion last year to dig in, f™nV he

mechanics' department, a quantity ."f ^^es^ with « hich

a quantity of wood shavings was mixed. This year, on

the soil being trenched up, it was one mass of Fun^s

That Fungi poison the soil in which they ramify-that

they poisfn^he roots of trecs-that they invariably

spring from dried woody matter-are facts that nae

chiel can ding." ' Mr. Miller's lavish praise of the

Frenchmen for their advanced practice and notions

on this subject, is scarcely borne out hy the fact

for thev live in dread of " horrid Fungus ;
but 1 will

give them credit for what many English gardeners

neglect viz., they make themselves conversant with the

fundamental principles and laws that affect the change

and action of the materials which they ma".pulate

That nothing is annihilated is an accepted fact
;
but

that Nature always elevates herself is questionable.

P. Middleton, The Gardens, IVynnstay, A. IV.

Foreign Correspondence.

Sugar M.^king, &c.-The settlement of a new

country by persons without monied means has often led

to some interesting results. The first settlers in Ame-

rica, particularly the Gennans, and people of German

extr'action, had 'their ingenuity taxed to the utmost to

make up for the deficiences in comforts, or luxuries,

wWdi tirey had been used to, or which they felt the

want of Thus, in the first instance, and before the

introduction of ready means of internal communication,

that grand necessary of life, "sugar, had to be pre

-

videdlthe most ready means for obtainmg this was from

the sap of the Maple tree, and excellent sugar it makes,

but being expensive to obtain in regard to labour was

too precious for everyday use. This finally led o the

manufacture of a kind of molasses from the stalk of

Indian corn, which at one period of their growth abound

in saccharine matter: it was not, however, a crystal-

lizable sugar, and consequently fell into disuse as soon
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as a better sweet could be had. But the most interest-

ing result to the gardener was the final production of

a seedling Apple, in the fmit of which the acid prin-

ciple is absent, although the sweet principle is present

in large quantities ; it is wonderfully wholesome, and

can be eaten by dyspeptics, who could not touch ordinary

Apples. There arenow many kinds ofthesesweet Apples

throughout America and Canada, and no "German
orchard "

is considered complete without a proper propor-

tion of these Apples, of one or other of the sweet kinds,

which are used for cooking, and for the making of a

kind of preserve, called "apple butter." This is a

grand resource to the native American farm cook. It is

made in large quantities, keeps well, and is in con-

tinual demand. It is made thus :—The juice of apples,

as pressed for cider, is boiled down, until it reaches a

certain degree of concentration ; it is then added to

apples—pared, cored, and cut in small pieces—and the

whole is stewed down into a mass, taking great care

not to burn it. It is very good, is always ready at

hand for pies and tarts, or to eat at ordinary meals
;

it is wholesome when people are used to it (although

rather an active cathartic when they are not), and much
skill is displayed in the selection of different kinds of

apples, both for acidity and flavour ; and here come in

the sweet kinds, which modify the acidity, and even
the acerbity of other kinds, which keep well. Apple
butter is made by the barrelful, and rivals "saur-
kraut" as a prime necessity of German housekeepmg.
Speaking of "sauer-kraut," your readers may be
interested to know how it is made. There is no good
German housekeeping on the continent of America
without this article. They take the white hard hearts

of Cabbage, the larger and harder they are the better : cut

them up small, and ram them hard into a barrel,

with a due proportion of salt,—the whole is beaten into

the cask with a heavy rammer, like that used by
paviours. The cask when full is placed out-of-doors

in the sun, and the mass is allowed to ferment and
acetify ; the barrel gives out a far too powerful smell
for indoors. This mixture is eaten fried with bacon
fat or butter, and is veiy wholesome to those who can
once overcome their dislike to the disgusting smell.

People who use it get so fond of it that they will never
be without it—it becomes a necessary of life. It is of
course a winter dish, and is the grand winter staple in

the way of green vegetable matter. Another method
of preserving vegetable matter for winter use is the
drying process. Apples, Peaches, Plums, and Cherries

are all dried for this purpose, and Apples so dried are

now become a staple of merchandise. No doubt both
Apples and Peaches in this state are now largely

exported to England. The original manufacture was
completed by peeling, cutting, and coring the Apples
by hand ; and for this purpose social gatherings called
" Apple bees " were much in vogue. The pieces of

Apples were strung on threads by an ordinary needle

and strong packing thread or small twine ; they were
then suspended in the living rooms until dry, and kept
well ; but they were of a sadly frowsy taste, and much
injured by the common house-fly. Now almost all

orchards of any size in the United States have regular

drying kilns. The Apples are peeled, quartered, and
cored by machinery, are quickly and cleanly dried in

proper kilns, and are, when the sorts are properly
selected, nearly as useful as raw fruit. They are much
concentrated so far as room goes ; many barrels of the

raw fruit will go into a barrel of the dried article, and
dried Apples have become an institution.

The backwoods housekeeper not having Apples at

hand uses Pumpkins. These are cut into slices, the

centre taken out, and the rings so formed are strung on
poles and dried, first in the sun, and then stored in the

roof of the house. Pumpkins, however, go out of use

as fmit can be raised, but still Pumpkin pie made from
the ripe fmit is a national American dish, and when
well sweetened and flavoured is really very good.

People in general are little aware how many different

kinds and flavours there are in Pumpkins, they vary as

much as Melons ; and of course amongst those with
whom it is almost a necessary of life, from having no
other fmit, the sweetest and best flavoured kinds are in

much request. "The Pumpkin" of the American
housekeeper is the large yellow kind, rather flattened,

and with a skin almost as hard as a shell. They are

grown amongst Indian corn, as a kind of " stolen
crop," and do not seem to injure the crop of the com ;

although I am well assured, from the enormous extent
of the mnning roots (which spread even farther than
the branches), and from the fact that the better and
richer the soil in which they grow (a dungheap is not
too rich) the more they like it, that they must be a
dreadfully exhaustive crop for the land. They are a
favourite kind of food for milch cows, and when harvested
so as to be safe from the frost will keep a long lime.

I obsei-ve in the English agricultural papers " Cattle
Melons" are extensively advertised ; these I suppose
are merely Pumpkins. As a fanning crop they arc
going out of use here, as agriculture improves .the

Pumpkin as a field crop diminishes. It is chiefly a
*' makeshift" in early forest farming ; like the "Melon
proper," it grows wonderfully well in the maiden leaf-

mould of the newly cleared forest, and is then a great
help both to man and beast.

1 do not know whether the Curculio has yet become
a serious pest in the English garden ; here, for some
years past, it has destroyed all the best kinds of Plums
and Cherries, We have as many remedies for it as

there are for the toothache, and they are about as
effectual—the only absolute remedy is jarring the trees

every day, first spreading a sheet under them to catch
the insect when it falls ; the Americans have several
inventions for this purpose. Or another cure is the
planting the trees in a walk where the soil is so
hard that the worm cannot penetrate it when it leaves
the destroyed fruit, and ^vhere all which falls is swept
up every day : the insects seem to shun trees so situated,

as if they were aware that their young would be
destroyed. A new American plan is to smooth and
whitewash the ground ; it is well spoken of, and I shall
try it next year. There are two native American
Plums now coming into notice, which are free, both
from Curculio and Black Knot, but they are both
inferior fruit—the better the Plum and Cherry, the
more the Curculio likes it. VeciiSj Toronto^ Canada^
March 3, 1870.

Societies.
RovAL Horticultural : April 6.—The Bishop of

Winchester in the chair. The usual preliminary business
of the meeting being concluded, the Rev.

J, Dix and
Mr. G. F. Wilson announced the awards of the Floral and
Fruit Committees.
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley tlien commented upon several

of the plants exhibited, including a curious specimen of

Encephalartos giganteus, from Mr. Bull. This had at

present produced no leaves, but had thrown up a very

curious inflorescence ; it must, however, either send out
leaves and roots, or else live for a time on the starch in

the root stock, and perish when this is exhausted. The glass

wall at Chiswick was then alluded to as offering a lovely

sight at the present time, the Peach and Nectarine trees

forming a sheet of bloom, and, thanks to the manner in

which the trees have been treated, there is every prospect
of a good crop. Mr. Berkeley then stated, in reference to

the Fungus question, that he referred at the last meeting to

the Marquis of Huntly's estate in Aberdeenshire, and not to

that at Orton. as mentioned in these columns. Some good
examples of Mushrooms grown in the open air by Mr.
Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, were then noticed,

—Mr. Berkeley pointing out several obtained from French
spawn, in which the gills were obliterated by some Hypho-
mycetous Fungus.
The Chairman then commented in eloquent and feeling

terms on the great loss which the Society and horticulture

had sustained in the death of General Grey, one of the
Vice-Presidents of the Society. The deceased General
was much attached to horticulture, and succeeded in con-
'verting the barren slopes of Wmdsor Castle into a
brilhant garden. Moreover, he took a deep interest in

the concerns of the Society. [We believe an address of
condolence will be fonvarded to the Hon. Mrs. Grey by
the Council.]

Scientific Committee.— Dr. Thomson, F.R.S., in

the chair. After the minutes of the last meeting had been
read, Mr. Miers presented to the Society his newly-pub-
lished volume of "Contributions to Botany," a valuable
addition to his former publications on the same subject.

Mr. G. F. Wilson exhibited specimens of flowers and
other objects preserved in glycerine since the year 1855,
and which showed the excellence of this fluid as a pre-

ser\ative medium, as the colours were but little changed.
Mr. Blenkins exhibited a double Apple. The stalk was

single, and the fruits themselves were partly coherent, but
the "eyes " of the Apple were quite distinct.

Dr. Masters exhibited specimens of roots taken from
the 72 experimental boxes at Chiswick, with a view to

show the effect of the various manures on root develop-

ment. Considerable difference was manifest in most
cases, and the roots in question will be submitted to

careful examination, and the results recorded at a future

time. The soil in the boxes has been remanured, and a
definite number of plants placed in each box, in accord-

ance with the resolution of the sub-committee appointed
to determine on the best means for carrying out the

experiments in the forthcoming season.

Major Clarke exhibited a combination of white sand
and bone charcoal, which he thought would prove useful

for striking cuttings.

Mr. Glaisher presented certificates as to the efficiency

of the new meteorological instmments to be placed at

Chiswick, and read a paper on the "Mean Temperature
of Every Day in the Year as obser\'ed at Chiswick from
1826— 1869." This paper embodied the results of Mr.
Glaisher's laborious and searching scmtiny into the

meteorological records as kept at Chiswick for that period.

Upwards of 80,000 observations had thus been over-

hauled,' with the general result that the Chiswick obser-

vatious are on the whole not so faulty as they were at one
time supposed to be; the errors therein have generally

bean the result of recording a real reading on a wrong day.

Now that Mr. Glaisher's computations and corrections are

applied, the Chiswick record will be available for scientific

purposes, and its value will be very great. It is proposed

that Mr. Glaisher's paper be printed in extenso in a

special number of the Journal of the Society. Therecords.

among other things, show a gradual rise of winter tem-

perature, our winters now being on the average warmer
than they were a century ago.

Rev. j. B. Reade exhibited a branch of a Victoria

Plum, covered with a coccus, which will be further

reported on at a future meeting.

Floral Com.m.ittee.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. The
subjects brought before the Committee this day were very

few, inconsequence of the greater attraction in the conser-

vatory. First-class Certificates were awarded to Dendro-
bium thrysiflomm, a new species with white petals and
rich lemon lip, from Messrs. Veitch ; to Primula Contii

(Hort.), the curious yellow-flowered Abyssinian Primrose,

from the same firm ; to Thrinax grandis, a handsome
South American species of the Fan Palm ; and to Ence-

phalartos rairabilis, an African species, both from

Mr. Bull
;

to Odontoglossum triumphans nigrescens, a
very heavily-marked species, from Mr. Wilson, gr. to W.
Marshall, Esq., Enfield; to Angrsecum Ellisii (Hort.). a
small waxy-like flower from Madagascar, sent by Mr. B. S.
Wilhams ; to Mr. Edmonds, Hayes, for a very fine
Cyclamen of the persicum strain, with large rich rosy
purple flowers, named giganteum ; to Azalea Fran9ois de
Vos, a large semi-double flower, of a rich crimson
colour ; and to a new hybrid perpetual Rose named
Mdlle. Eugene Verdier, full pink-blush, from Messrs. Paul
& Son. To a fine spike of Odontoglossum Hallii
superbum, from Mr. W. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall,
Esq. , a Special Certificate was awarded. Strange to say
no award was made to the beautiful and interesting

Vellozia Candida exhibited by Mr. Bull, and which we
may hope to see in better condition.

Fruit Committee.—George F. Wilson, Esq.. F.R.S.,
in the chair. At this meeting prizes were offered for

various kinds of Cucumbers, and for a collection of forced
Salading. in which latter class, however, there was no
competition. The best brace of black spined varieties

came from Mr. T. Lockie, gr. to F. W. Berger, Esq.,

Court Gardens, Great Marlow, who sent good specimens
of Blue Gown, a new kind sent out last year by Mr.
Turner. Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn. Esq.,
Loxford Hall, contributed the best brace of while spine
Cucumbers, which were nicely grown fruit of Pearson's
Long Gun

;
Berkshire Challenge, very coarse, and RoUisson's

Telegraph, were also shown in this class. Mr. Lockie
showed a good brace of the latter in the class for smooth
varieties, and took the ist prize. Special Certificates werp
awarded to Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter,

Burghley Park, Stamford, for three good dishes of Mush-
rooms, grown on outside beds ; to Mr. Westcott, gr.,

Raby Castle, Darlington ; and Mr. Butley, gr. to

F. W. T. V. Wentworth, Esq.. Wentworth Castle, York,
for excellent examples of Lady Downe's Seedling Grapes

;

and to Mr. Smith, gr., Exton Park. Rutland, for Dume-
low's Seedling Apples, which had been kept remarkably
well. From Mr. Hallett, gr., Cossington, Bridgewater,
came several examples of Hallett's Perfection Cucumber ;

and from Mr. F. Sharpe, gr. to A. Savory, Esq.. Potter's

Park. Chertsey, similar specimens of Potter's Park Prolific,

a good-looking smooth-skinned kind, to which a Special
Certificate was awarded.

The Cyclamen and Cineraria Show.— This
was perhaps the most interesting exhibition for the season
that has ever been held by the Society. The two special

subjects might indeed have been belter, as in the case of

the Cinerarias, of which only two groups were put up in

competition ; nevertheless, from the great quantity and
high quality of the miscellaneous plants shown, the exhi-

bition greatly surpassed our anticipations. The day was
bright and genial, and the attendance satisfactory. The
best collection of Cyclamens was contributed by Mr.
Edmonds, of Hayes, who staged a grand lot ; the next
best came from ^Ir. Stevens, ^ling, a smaller group,
but equally good as regards quality ; and the third from
Mr. James, gr. to W. F.Watson, Esq., Isleworth, who
put up a fine group in numbers, but his flowers were rather
past their best. The ist prize, for 6 distinct kinds, waswon
by Mr. Turner, Slough, they were a particularly well

grown lot, and the blooms were in excellent condition
;

Air. Edmonds was placed 2d, and Mr. James 3d. The
above were all staged in a continuous bank, and the

lours being brilliant in the extreme, the effect was most
pleasing. As before-mentioned, the class for 9 Cinerarias

was poorly filled, two collections only being exhibited
;

Mr. James took the ist prize with very fair specimens,

amongst which the following varieties may be noticed as

being good :—Mrs. Hardman (James), beautiful broad
violet-purple edge; William Reeves (James), a fine

flower, slightly reflexed, with a broad white ring in the

centre, edged with a deep margin of rosy crimson ; Uncle
Toby (Turner), large, deep blue ; Snowflake, white ; and
Lord Elgin (James), deep purplish crimson. Messrs.

Dobson & Sons were 2d with Eclipse, good, broadly

margined with crimson-rose ;
Florence, rosy purple

; ; Miss Smith, deep bluish purple edge. &c. Three
prizes were also offered for six Amaryllis, and six Coleus,

ther of which elicited competition, one collection only

being staged in the former class. These came from Mr.
Baxter, gr. to C. Reiser, Esq., Broxbourne, and were very

much damaged by the frost during their transit. The
ist prize was awarded.

In the miscellaneous class, which was the life and soul

of the exhibition, was a magnificent group of Orchids,

brought by Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, Tad-

caster, in which were a splendid specimen of Dendrobium
fimbriatum oculatum (Paxtoni of gardens), a very hand-

some species with flowers of a beautiful orange colour with

a dark centre ; D. Pierardii, fine white ; D. primuli-

num, white and pink ; D. Devonianum. one of the best ;

D. Farmerii, D. niacrophyllum, beautiful pink, tinged with

rose ; two charming specimens of D. Wardianum. and

D. densiflomm, &c. ; and a grand specimen of Lycaste

Skinneri, on which were upwards of two dozen blooms.

An extra prize was awarded to Mr. Denning for this

fine exhibition. Messrs. Veitch & Sons contributed a col-

lection of flowering plants, in which were Dendrobium
chrysotoxum. beautiful orange ; D. Tattonianum, a small-

growing species, with singular httle flowers, pale orange,

with a bluish lip ; an excellent specimen of Amaryllis

Ackermanni pulcherrima, and a large specimen of Rho-

dodendron Countess of Haddington, covered with

bloom. The Messrs. Veitch also sent a beautiful group

of Roses in pots, and three boxes of cut blooms ;
amongst

the former were some charming blooms of Madame la

Baronne de Rothschild, pink blush. An extra prize was

awarded. Mr. B. S. Williams sent a nice group of

orchids and flowering plants, &c. ; and from Mr. J.
W.

Wimsett came a unique collection of decoratn.-e plants^

including some very choice specimen Palms. Ferns, and

flowering plants, which were effectively and pleasingly

arranged. To Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhampslead, an

extra prize was awarded for a capital group of forced

^S^S^of^Sln;l?r^^^^U:-itS
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a choice assortment of new Palms, Orchids, &c., to which
an extra prize was given. To Messrs. Rolhsson & Sons
a similar award was made for a beautiful collection of

Orchids, Palms, and a choice group of Vandas and Den-
drobiums, &c. Messrs. Standish & Co. sent some nice

blooming specimens of Bletiajaponica, with pretty mauve-
coloured flowers, and which is probably a variety of B.

hyacintbina
; a good specimen of the new Azalea

Fran(;ois de Vos, a fine standard specimen of Duke of

Edinburgh Rose, and some forced bouquet-flowered Asters.

To Mr. Ware, Hale Farm, Tottenham, an extra prize

was awarded for a fine group of hardy-flowering plants,

similar to those shown at the Royal Botanic Society last

week. ^^r. Edmonds, Hayes, sent six good pans of
Violets ; Messrs. Cutbush & Sons a collection of spring-

flowering plants, and Messrs. Lucking Brothers, florists, 3

series of bouquets and a nice group of flowering plants.

'§iotm$ ai §0ioh5.
FOREIGN JOURNALS.

Another part, embracing Nos. 7, 8, and 9 of the

iSth volume of the Flore des Serres is before us, and
we proceed to take note of its interesting contents, more
especially its illustrations, which are always exceedingly

well brought out. Those now issued are as follows :

—

Lachenalia hdeola, a charming spring-flowering green-

house bulb, by far too little grown. Spigelia mari-
iaruiicay a fine old herbaceous plant, with scarlet

flowers, associating in culture with Trilliums, Hardy
Cypripediuras, &:c. Clematis John Gould Vcitch, the

grand double Japanese Clematis, with blue flowers.

Imantophyllum cyrtant/iijiorum, a noble greenhouse
hybrid, obtained by M. Van Houtte between I. nobile

and I. miniatum, remarkable for its fine heads of rich

flame-cloured drooping flowers, and almost perpetually

in bloom. Gloxinia speciosa Ida^ a delicately coloured
blue and white drooping flowered variety. Cypripedii4in

barbatnin grandijiorum, remarkable for the increased size

and beauty of its flowers. Caftipanula solda7iella:Jlora

plena, a curious dwarf bardy herbaceous plant,

as little like a bell-flower as can well be ima-
gined, the blossoms being split up into a multitude
of linear segments. Tropteolnm tricolorum, an old

favourite, now too seldom met with, yet a charming
plant either for decoration or exhibition. Alstromeria
tricolor and A. pallida, two other gay-flowered, old

herbaceous subjects, the culture of which we trust

these figures may help to revive. Datura sanguinea,

better kno^vn as Brugmansia, one of the finest of conser-

vatoiy shrubs. Gloxinia speciosa Lucie^ a handsome
dark-shaded mulberry-coloured variety. Antigonon
leptopus, a charming Polygonaceous conservatory
climber, with bright rosy floral bracts. Desmodium
pendulijlorum, a hardy fnitescent plant, springing up
annually from the base, and producing long pendulous
branches, and abundant racemes of reddish purple
papilionaceous flowers from July onwards till late in

autumn, and, according to M. Van Houtte, one of the

finest Japanese introductions of our time. Hydrangea
stellata prolifera, a very distinct form of Hydrangea,
and one which is very suitable for cultivation as

a decorative plant ; it has roundish ovate leaves,

and large dense globose terminal c)'mes of pink
double flowers, formed of numerous spreading elliptic

oblong sepals, and was introduced to St. Petersburg
by Maximowicz from Japan in 1S65. M. Van Houtte
describes it as very pretty, but a slow grower. Heine-
rocallis disticha flore-pleno^ reproduced from the first

volume of the "Floral Magazine," a very showy herba-
ceous plant with large orange-yellow flowers marked
with flame-coloured spots, and having the parts of the
corolla about quadrupled as compared with the single

or type form. Azalea indica Maximilien^ a rather

small-flowered particoloured variety, with a ground
colour of pink, here and there striped with carmine,
here and there edged with white, and according to the
description given, inconstant ; it was derived as a sport
from the variety called Reine des Beiges. Cattleya

labiata^ a double plate. Eiicodonia niTgclioides nana
multiflora, a charming Gesnerad, the dwaifest of its

family, 6 or 8 inches in height, with broad velvety

bronzy-tinted leaves, tlie large and numerous flowers

yellow below and rosy above, the face spotted

with lines of vermilion dots ; it is a very handsome
plant, which M. Van Houtte now refers to Achimenes,
since Dr. Hanstein has recently merged in that genus
the groups named Mandirola, Eucodonia, and Locheria.
Gunnera scahra or chilensis, a bold-habited herbaceous
plant, tolerably familiar in gardens. Xanikoceras
sorbifolia, a beautiful, hardy, Sapindaceous shrub, of
moderate size, with grey bark, imparipinnate leaves,

and terminal racemes of largish, regidar, five-petaled,

white flowers, having a purple eye ; this comes from
China and Mongolia, M. Decaisne remarks that it

will probably form, when fully grown, a small tree,

similar to the allied Kcelreuteria. The flowers appear
with the young leave^, and the stain at the base of the
petals passes from yellow to reddish brown, and then to

violet-purple. Lalia prastans, a dwarf Orchid of gi-eat

beauty, now well known in gardens. We are glad to

find M. Van Houtte thus drawing attention to old

neglected plants, such as the Lachenalia, Alstromeria,

and Tropxolum noticed above. There is an interesting

paper on the history of Belgian Pears, which we may
quote hereafter.

L'niustration Horticole commences the new
series under the editorship of M. Andre, with a plate

of Aristolochia Ditchartrei, which although not acknow-
ledged is a copy of part of a plate issued a few months
since in the " Floredes Serres ;" the plant, which is a

curious and very ornamental tropical climber, has been

already fully described and figiu'ed by us. This is fol-

lowed by Cissus Lindeni, another tropical climber from
Colombia, w4th ovately heart-shaped leaves, marked in

the spaces between the veins, which are green, with
broad silvery patches. Oncidium PhaUrnopsis, a pretty

small-growing Orchid from the forests of Ecuador,
allied to O. nubigenum, but rather stronger in growth,
and producing charming white flowers, having the

sepals, petals, and basal part of the panduriform lip

heavily spotted with reddish violet, the callus on the

lip being deep orange. It appears that another
plant is grown in some collections under this

name. Ficus dealbata, doubtfully refeiTcd to Coussa-

poa by M. Andre, an ornamental stove plant of

shrubby habit, with large oblong-ovate leaves,

dark green above and clothed with white silky wool
beneath. This comes from the region of the Upper
Amazon. An article on the vegetable products of the

tropics is devoted to Erythroxylon Coca.

La Belgique Horticole opens its volume for 1870
with a portrait of Calathea {Maranta) Lindeniana, one
of the finer species of a remarkably beautiful group of

stove plants. The number also contains a plate of the

following :

—

Abutilon T/iompsoni, illustrating the con-

tagion of variegation by gi^afting ; Dombeya Mastersii,

a handsome white-flowered, temperate stove plant, be-

longing to the Byttneriacece ; and Gardenia Stattleyana,

a well-known stove shrub. This number contains Prof.

Morren's memoir on the contagion of variegation.

The managers of the Field, aspiring to more
than hebdomadal fame, have issued the first part of

The Field, a Quarterly Magazine and Review,
comprising a selection from tlie articles published in

that journal. Assuredly some of the articles are of

permanent interest, and justify their reproduction,

but these are not the majority in the present selection.

Florists' Flowers.
Notwithstanding the marked success which has

attended the cultivation of the Cvclamex in the

neighbourhood of London, yet its treatment appears
to be very imperfectly understood in many places

remote from the headquarters of horticultural enter-

prise. In journeying about the country the Cyclamen
is occasionally met with, but in a condition as unlike

that seen at the Royal Horticultural Society's exhi-

bitions as can well be conceived. A short time ago
I visited an establishment where spring-flowering plants

are, as a general rule, remarkably well done, and here

the treatment of the Cyclamen appeared to be alto-

gether misunderstood. The plants had a sad used-up

appearance, and similar forlorn sights met my view
during a day's perambulations in the same district.

It has actually come to be regarded as a plant

difficult to manage, very uncertain indeed, and always

unsatisfactory.

In marked contrast to such a state of things are the

plants which have been exhibited by Messrs. Wiggins,

of Isleworth (to whom the lovers of the Cyclamen owe
great debt of gratitude) ; Stevens, of Ealing ; Welch,

of Hillingdon; Edmonds, of Hayes ; Egerton, of

Strawberry Hill, Twickenham, and others ; all of

horn are successful growers, and have quite redeemed
the Cyclamen from the charge of being difiicult

to manage. And not only liave these growers
done good service in the way of changing our views

as to correctness of the old established mode of culti-

ating the Cyclamen, but they have also demonstrated
\ a remarkable degree the capacities of this beautiful

spring-flowering plant to vary its character, and year

by year to present quite new hues of colouring, com-
bined with those collateral qualities of form, size, and
substance the florist so strongly contends for. Nor
must the foliage be altogether overlooked. The
fine group of Cyclamens furnished by Mr. Stevens at

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on
February 16 Ixst, was particularly noticeable for the

peculiarly rounded shining leaves, some of them
marked and marbled in a handsome manner. The
dull, deep brown ground of the leaves has changed
to a lively green, and this serves to show up the mark-
ings in a much more distinct manner.

In Mr. Stevens' gi'oup could also be seen quite deep
hues of bright crimson, also deep hues of rose, some
of the last quite striking in character. On the other

hand, some of the flowers were altogether white, some
delicately tinted with blush, this had deepened to a
distinct flush of pale lilac-pink ; some, too, were prettily

spotted and striped with rose, in others the stripe had
broadened into a distinct flake.

A lean-to house at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, now
entirely filled with Cyclamens, fumishes as pretty a
spring shqw as could well be desired. This house contains

some 300 specimen plants, about five-sixths of which
are in 32-pots, and the remainder in 24's. A rough
estimate would give from 20 to 60 flowers on each
plant, and the colours being nicely blended, the effect

is indeed very pleasing. In the way of novelty Mr.
Wiggins can chronicle a decided advance. One had
large pure white flowers, the florets regularly fringed

and of large size ; and there seems no valid reason why a

fimbriated edge should not be as admissible in the case

of the Cyclamen as that of the Primula. One had a
singularly bright and rich crimson belt round the

mouth or throat of the flower, the florets pale blush ;

another had pale pink florets, with a rosy purple throat

;

one of the most distinct had pure white florets, with a
broad band of rosy purple—really purple—round the

mouth : this Mr. Wiggins considers one of his best

varieties. Distinctly tipped flowers are also putting in

appearance ; one had blush florets tipped with pale

rosy violet—a fine type of what Mr. Wiggins terms

C. persicum marginatum. In the case of another

good flow^er the tip was paler than the ground colour,

so reversing the order of the previous instance ; this

had a bright rosy crimson mouth, the base of the florets

pale pinkish rose, with paler edges. The habit of the

Cyclamen has by no means been overlooked in the

efforts to improve it. The spare and lanky growth, at

one time so charactei-istic of the plant, is rapidly

giving place to a close dwarf habit ; above which there

rises up a mass of flowers borne on erect, almost perpen-

dicular flower-stalks. This is also a result of careful

selection.

Then, as to the cultivation of the Cyclamen. One
of the most successful amateur growers round London
(and his plants indicate how well he can grow it), has

said,
—" I have grown it successfully for some years with

less trouble and more satisfaction than any other flower

I have ever attempted, although I have had some expe-

rience in most of the plants ordinarily shown at

exhibitions." Wliat can be so easily performed near

London can surely be as readily done elsewhere, what
is really required is the knowledge of a better cultivable

process. Mr. Wiggins advises that seed should be sown
at any time after it is ripe ; he generally sows in Sep-
tember or October, using a soil made up of good stiff

loam, sand, and dung so rotten that it can be easily

pulverised. The seed-pans are placed in warmth, say

a stove, forcing pit, or frame, where a temperature of

from 60° to 80° can be commanded, and here in about

a month the first leaves will soon make appearance.

As soon as the plants can be handled, they are

pricked off into large 60 or small 48 pots, and
placed on shelves close to the glass in a warm
house, and every encouragment given them, though

during the winter months they make only a slow

growth. By the end of March, or earlier or later,

as the case may be (the size of the plants will best

regulate the time), the plants are potted singly in 60-

pots, and placed in a warm frame (if with a slight

bottom-heat so much the better) ; and by the end of

May they are removed to a cold frame with a south-

east or south-west aspect, and kept close for a few days,

though eventually fully exposed during the day-time.

When the plants are large enough they are placed in

the blooming pots, and still retained in the cold frame^.

In hot weather-they are frequently sprinkled overhead,

besides being watered at the roots. A fine rose

watering-pot is used, to prevent the leaves from being

bent down. The sprinklings should be given early

enough in the day to admit of the leaves becoming dry

before the lights are closed for the night, supposing

they are put on. This caution is given to prevent the

growth from becoming lanky. Generally speaking the

plants should begin to flower by October.

It ^vill be seen from the foregoing that one of the

leading features, if not the leading feature of the

more modem system of the culture of the Cyclamen,

is that no resting period is allowed ; the plants are

continuously active, and this is no doubt an indispens-

able feature in their successful culture. A fine develop-

ment of flower can be materially aided by the weekly
application of some weak liquid manure, and the

appearance of the plants will be improved if all dead

flowers are removed, supposing seed is not required by
the grower. Good cultivators always recommend that

the bulb, or "corm" as it is termed, should on no

account be seen above the soil, for this apparently

excellent reason, that, when buried, roots or feeders are

put out from the sides as w'ell as the base of the corm,

which must be of great advantage to the plant.

With a little judicious management, the old plants

can be made to do excellent service. After they have done
blooming, the soil should be partially shaken from the

roots, and these repotted somewhat lightly in good soil,

and placed in a cold frame, and kept close for a time.

It is, however, best to raise a batch of seedlings each

year. A most successful cultivator WTOte me a few

days ago as follows, and I most heartily endorse what
he states :

— '* If you intend saying anything about the

Cyclamen, I hope you will most strongly advocate my
opinion, that it is not a flower for April, but for

November, December, January, and February, being

at all other times almost out of season." R. D. [It

was, however, shown in splendid condition, and in

profusion! on the6thinst., at South Kensington. Eds.]

Miscellaneous.
Thermo-plastic Putty.—In a paper read before

the Civil and Mechanical Engineers Society, by Mr.

R. M. Bancroft, on the renewal of l-ong's Cross

station roof, it was stated the glazing putty used

this roof was that known by the above name, and
manufactured by Sir W. A. Rose & Co., of London.
It is peculiarly adapted for fixing the glass

in roofs of railway stations, gi-eenhouses, and other
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buildings where plate-glass and iron or wood sash-

bars are used. This putty hardens in a few hours

after being used, but will, when exposed to sufficient

solar heat, to cause expansion of the glass and metal,

become plastic, and on cooling, again return to its

original firmness, thus preventing the loss by fractures

and leakage, which occurs so frequently, in places

where the ordinary glazier's putty is employed.

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Gardenias should now be occasionally watered with

weak, properly clarified liquid manure, and also be

frequently syringed overhead. Forced Jioscs which are

being pushed forward in pots will be much benefited by
an occasional application of guano-water as soon as the

flower-buds are formed and commence increasing in

size. Epa^rises and Heaths which have finished bloom-
ing should now be cut down nearly to the base of the

young wood of the last season's formation. Thin out

any very small shoots, and encourage a vigorous growth
from those which were strongest when the plants were
cut back. Do not give too much water at the roots

until they have made a little growth. LKciiUas will

now again commence to grow actively, and should

therefore be attended to in the matter of potting,

should they require it. Do not give them any
advance in temperature : a cool greenhouse is

quite warm enough for all their requirements. Pot
Tuberoses fairly in a rich tenacious loam, and
place them in a high temperature. Do not give them
any water for a week or two after being potted,

keep them full in the sun, and do not shade them by
any means. Put in cuttings of Heliotropes, fancy
Picotees^ &c., to be eventually grown on through the

summer, for blooming in pots early in the autumn.
Pot off into single 60-sized pots those cuttings of
Salvia fulgens which are already struck, to grow on for

a like purpose. Freshly potted plants in stoves proper
will now be making new roots, therefore give more air

in the early part of the day, shut up the house about

3 P.M., and syringe every part freely. At this time as

many cuttings as possible should be put in of all

varieties of garden BeddingPlants whiclr are likely to be
in demand at any early date. Pot off as many of those

already struck for which room can be found, as by the

time they have filled the pots with roots, and have
been hardened off, the season for turning them out will

be at hand. Sow seeds of Ipomaa major, Tropceohtm
canariense, or any other form of summer climbers ; also

propagate Dahlias by means of the young shoots.

FORCING HOUSES.
It is necessary for me to correct a misprint which

occurred under this heading in my last. In giving the

temperature for vineries, instead of "let the ther-

mometer run freely up to 55" or 57°," read, "up
to 85° or 87° " — the difference being important.

Particularly attend to all Grapes which are making
their first swelling, and thin them out well at the
earliest possible moment. Continue to stop the points

of every lateral and sublateral shoot some two
leaves or so from its own base. Give air early to all

vineries, so that the condensed moisture resting upon the

leaves may evaporate before the rays of the sun become
too warm. Pines which are intended as forward suc-

cessionals for early autumn and winter fmiting, will be
much benefited by occasional watering with liquid

manure, as soon as they have made plenty of roots. Those
Fig trees on which fruit is swelling freely at the earlier

stage should not suffer from the want ofa constant supply
of root moisture. Syringe them freely also once or twice

daily during dull or fine weather, though more copiously

on the latter than on the former periods. These remarks
indeed bear with some weight upon all forced fruits at

such a stage, not forgetting Peaches, Nectarines, Straw-
berries, &.C. The latter, at such a stage, cannot well
have too much water, if thorough drainage exists, espe-

cially when the plants are elevated upon exposed
shelves. Cucumbers grown in houses or in pits in

which hot-water pipes are placed under the roots at the

bottom of the bed, are far more likely to suffer from
drought at this season than from an excess of moisture.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
True florists, and all who love the Aurictda, will

now give many spare moments to this old favourite
;

for already their quaintly marked and strikingly

beautiful flower-spikes are commencing to show freely.

During fine days water may be given to them pretty
freely, due care being taken not to allow it to settle

in the hearts of the plants. Where fine tnisses of
bloom are desiderata, it will be necessary to thin out
and remove all the smaller flower-stems, which is best
done with a small knife. Water even now must be
given them sparingly during damp cool weather. It

may be possible, should the weather continue mode-
rately fine, to remove some of the hardier Bedding
plants into cool pits, or similar places, where moderate
protection can be given at any time should severer
weather ensue. These comprise such things as shrubby
Calceolarias, Verbenas, Salvias, &c. Continue potting
off tender Annuals, &c., intended for planting out by-
and-by. If all other operations are well forward now,
vacant flower-beds may be turned over. Those who
havenot finished planting-out their .A'rt«M«ra/wif.r should

not now delay one day longer than they can help, so
late is it becoming to do so. Sow another row of
Sioect Peas as a successional crop, so as to insure an un-
interrupted supply of cut blooms throughout the season,
as they are very much liked by those who cultivate a
taste for cut flowers. Many of the exceedingly beautiful
spring Squills, or Scillas, especially the varieties of S.
bifolia, S. prcecox, &c., will now be finishing their
blooming. It is important that the old flower-stalks
should be removed as soon as they are past their
best, as they are rather given to expend some amount
of strength in the production of seed vessels, to the im-
poverishment of the bulbs. Preparations should now be
made for transplanting or making edgings of Cerastium,
in all instances where these are formed of the young
shoots of such plants (with few roots attached) as have
stood the winter outdoors. The beds having been
dug, and the inner edges having been neatly raked
over, shallow drill-rows should be made for their

reception. Take hold of the young growing tops in

the hand thickly, and cut them down as close

as possible to the ground ; then lay them along the
shallow trench neatly, and moderately thick, and press

the soil firmly on to either side, so that only the grow-
ing points are discernible above the ground line.

Water them well if the weather is at all bright and
fine. Thin out the young shoots upon old stools of

Hollyhocks, leaving only two or three of the strongest

for future blooming. Newly-planted Hollyhocks
should have a good watering, if the weather continues

dry. Give a good surface mulching to old specimens
of the Pampas Grass.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed at once with the earthing up oi Peas, Beans,

spring transplanted Caidijlowers, Cabbages, Lettuces, &c.

Stir the soil between the rows of transplanted Onions,

and bring the operation oi Potato planting to a close.

Transplant on to a warm sunny aspect, and in rows
thickly together, such things, as spring sown Cabbages,
Lettuce, and Cauliflowers, which are large enough for

handling. Sow some more Lettuce and another batch
oi Broccoli in a warm place out-of-doors, and, if not
already done as previously recommended, Spinach,

Turnips, Carrots, &c. Do not cut off the heads of

Broccoli now coming in, as the plants stand, but by
pulling them up bodily remove all forms of anything
likely to impoverish the ground unnecessarily. IV. E,

TOWN GARDENING.
Continue to sow Annuals, as directed last week.

Wallflowers, Sweet William, Canterbury Bells, Poly-

anthus, double Daisies, Columbines, French Honey-
suckle, Greek Valerian, and suchlike Biennials will

not stand well through the winter in town, but if

brought .from the suburbs and planted with plenty of

fibre, not compressed into a lump, they will flower

freely and make a great show for a long time.

Hyacinths and Tulips, which are planted in beds, now
deserve particular attention, as heavy rains, cutting

winds, and sharp frost will do them much harm,
and the mid-day sun, if permitted to shine upon
them fully when in bloom, will bring on decay
of the flowers in a short time. The hoops must
be kept constantly over the beds, and the mat or

canvas always in readiness, in order to cover the

flowers whenever necessary. Slugs now begin to make
free with the Chrysanthemums and sundry other plants,

and a little fine lime spread very thinly early in the

morning will be of great service in preventing them
from doing much damage. The sparrows also want
attending to, for if material for building their nests is

scarce, they help themselves to the young shoots of

plants. A little fine hay, moss, and slips of paper placed

close to the plants will prevent this damage, y. D.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, AprilIs, 1870.

Portsmouth ..

Blackheath .

.

Bristol ..

Birmingham .

.

Wolverhampton

Manchester
Salford .

.

Bradford

Hull
'.'.

Temperature <

JAMES GLAISHER.

*= Our usual report of the State of the Weather at
Blackheath not having arrived at the time of going to
press, 2ue are obliged to postpone it until our next.

Notices to Correspondents.
Apples : B. D. Stunner Pippin is a first-rate dessert

Apple, coming into use in January and lasting a long
time. It may also be used for culinary purposes if

necessary.

BOUGAINVILLEAS IN New ZEALAND : L. B. No doubt
you are right.

Cactus : J. Fleming. A pretty and distinct variety
;

flowers large, colour bright rose-pink, similar to that of
C. speciosus, becoming paler towards the centre, where
the petals are broader. It wants a little more substance
in tiie inner petals. We have no information as to
its style of growth, on which its value would much
depend.

Growth on* the Orchid Leaf : P. H. Gosse. This is

an exstipulate Jungermannia, with the habit and
colour of a minute creeping Hypnum. It approaches
in some respects Mr. Mitten's genus Psiloclada, but
without fruit it is scarcely possible to say to what genus
it belongs. If we obtain any more exact information
we will communicate by private letter. M. J. B.

Hepaticas : A. McF. Hepaticas grow best in good fat

peat soil, and a somewhat shady and sheltered position
;

but they will also succeed in any good garden soil, and
in more exposed positions, provided it is not too hot
and dry. They don't like lime, nor do they like to be
moved.

Insects on Beech : C. W. M. A note on this subject
at p. 389 (March 19} will answer your inquiries.

Names : Lepidoptera. The Choke Berry is Pyrus arbu-
tifolia ; Persimmon is Diospyros virginiana. The true

Sassafras is Laurus Sassafras, but the same name is

applied to Magnoha glauca and other plants.

Names OF Plants : P. B. Adiantum hispidulum.—
y. Lowe. Erythronium Dens canis.

—

Rob. Andromeda
floribunda.

—

M. Sullivan. Aristolochia cordifoHa.
Roses : Subscriber. We have had no experience with

nitrate of soda as a manure for Roses. If you wish to
try it sow it on the top of the soil some showery day,
leaving it to be washed in with the rain. In our opinion,
however, if your soil is dry, cow-dung will be found a
better fertiliser for Roses.

Salting Walks and Asparagus Beds: B. D. You
may salt wallcs and carriage drives at any time when
required. If done thorouglily at once it will keep them
comparatively free from weeds throughout the summer.
Asparagus beds should be salted in spring, before active
vegetation takes place. Cast it over the bed, and
allow the rain to wash it into the soil gradually. If
weeds are troublesome, solutions strong enough to kill

them may also be occasionally employed in summer.
Tobacco: F. R. Simmonds, in his "Commercial Pro-

ducts of the Vegetable Kingdom," gives a good deal of
information concerning the culture of Tobacco. We
don't know of any recent English book on the subject.
Apply to O. Judd & Co., publishers, New York.

Vine Leaves : A. B. C. The Vine leaf when it arrived
was much injured. It appears, however, to be partially

withered, but without more data it is impossible to say
whether from radiation, and consequent dryness of the
internal air from the action of the sun's rays on the

tender leaf, or from some local cause. Its condition
does not appear to be the consequence of disease.

M. y. B.
Catalogues Received.—

J.
Carter & Co. : Farmers

Calendar.— Clark Brothers & Co. : Garden, Farm, and
Flower Seeds.—W. Rollisson & Sons : General Seed
Catalogue.^. Whitehead : Catalogue of Carnations,

&c.—J. Morse : Catalogue of Cuttings. — Downie,
Laird & Laing : Florists' Flowers.—^J.

W. Wimsett

:

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Hooper & Co.: General
Catalogue for 1870.—M. Young; Abridged Trade
Catalogue of Trees and Shrubs.—Haage & Schmidt

:

Haupt-Verzeichniss iiber Samen und Pflanzen. —
Thibaut & Keteleer: Catalogue General des Plantes.

—

W, Paul : Spring Catalogue, 1870.

—W. H. G.—Harold —R. G.—A. Y.—H. W.—J. B. H. M.

[arhtts.
POTATOS.—Southwark, April 4.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
limited. Trade was good for all best descriptions, and
the prices of the former week were fully main-

tained. The following are this day's quotations;

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 90^-. to 120J'. ; Yorkshire Regents,

80J. to iioj. ; Lincolnshire Regents, 8oj. to i^os. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., gos. to iioj. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do., yos. to (^os. ; Ditto Rocks. 70J. to 8oj. ; Ditto

Reds, 70J-. to 8oj. ; French and Belgian Wliites, 65^.

to 70i.

COVENT GARDEN.—Aprin.
The market has been less active during the past week,

and prices have barely been maintained, the importations

being rather in excess. Foreign goods are offered at a
reduction to effect sales. There has been another cargo

of Pines from the coast of Africa, somewhat better than

the last. Cucumbers, frame Potatos, and French Beans

are abundant. Flowers are plentiful and good, com-

prising Azaleas, Fairy Roses, Hyacinths, Cyclamens,

Tulips, French and Scariet Pelargoniums, Heaths, &c.

Fruit.

Apples, p, J siev

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

s.d.
Melons, each
Oranges, per 100 .

.

Pears, per doz, . . .

Pinc-applep, per lb. I
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Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 1015 1

Artichokes, p. doz. . . 30— 61

Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 31
Broccoli, per doz. . . i o— 2

Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10— 1

Carrots, p. bunch . . n a — q

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, p. bund. ..

Cucumbers, each .

.

Endive, per doz. ..

French Beans, p. i

Garlic, per lb. . . -

Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — o ^

Potatos, York Regents, per

: 6 —

.30—4'

HorseRadish.p-bun. 3 o

Lcck^, per bunch . . o a

Mint, per bunch ..10
Mu*?hrooms, p- pott, i o

Onions.per bunch ..04
Parsley, per bunch . o 2

Potatos, new, p. lb. o 4

Salsafy, per bundle . 1 o

Seakale, p. punnet. . 2 o

Shallots, per lb. ..08
Spinach, p. bushel., so
Radishes, per doz, . . i o

Turnips, per bunch . o 4

in, 80J. to iios. ; Fhikes,

o 130X.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS, shaken out. are

offered for cash :—Calceolarias, of sorts. 7s. to ^- P" 'OOj

Geraniums Tom Thumb, Stella, Christme, Bijoti, Punch. Crystal

Palace Gem, 81, to 12s. per 100. Heliotrope, Alyssum, Echcvcria

metailica, &c. _ , ,. tt r j
W. GROVE, Tupsley Nurscr>', Hereford-

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limlttd),

^!, 26! Seed kark^., ....... — .-

i po5t free on applit

for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellj Mid Seeds
:
Medals,

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.

MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET
VIOLETS. &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE, containinB Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

in cultivation of the above.named, is now published and will be

forxvarded to applicants. The stocks of SEEDS have all been procured

from the best possible sources; all are warranted genuine, and are

offered at the lowest possible prices. Intending purchasers arc re-

quested to compare the prices with those of other houses.

Nursery, Tooting, Surrey. S.W

GARDENER (Head).— Married ; thoroughly under-

stands the profession. Excellent character.-R. B., Mrs. W hue,

H

r

entry , near Bristol.
.

TilDENER (Head).— Married, no incumbrance;

thorouchlv practical and fully competent in every branch of the

ssion, GooJ character. -J. H., theshire's, 14, Grove Road,G

G
Gladioli- Seedlings, and by Name.

LADIOLI SEEDLINGS (first-class), per

n lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that

Vjr money can procure, 2s. 6d. per loo. This delicious Vegetable

docs not require half the expense usually incurred in planting it.

See RICHARD SMITH'S SfcED LIST for 1870.

Extra strong SEAKALE, aj. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryn

All'i'n eood flowering bulbs.

LEVEQTiE ET FILS, Nurserymen, 133 and 134. Boulevard de

I'HOpilal. Paris,

CHARLES TURNER recommends The BRIDE, a

beautiful new CLOVE, pure white, smooth edge, large and

"carnations and PICOTEES, named, and in fine variety,

PINKS, 6s. per dozen pairs.

CLOVES, in colours. 65. per doren plants.
, . ^ ^ ,

This is the best season for planting the above m borders or large

pots for blooming. Sec descriptive and full LISTS, now ready

The Royal ;s, Slough.

O HRYSANTHEMUMS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
Vv' at; cood varieties for 5s., 50 for oi,, includinc large-flowered;

POMPOIJS and JAPANESE, 15 varieties of 1879, For 5s., in thumb

pots, package included, or post free. No varieties sent which

^"cALCEOLARI.A. AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 6s. per 100; GLADI-
OLUS BRENCHLEVENSIS, 6j. per 100, all flowcnng bulbs.

POLYANTH ITS. proved, 2s. per dozen ; RED DAISIES, 45. per 100.

PELARGON I UM S-Tom Thumb.Slclla, and Cybister, strong autumn-

struck cuttings, IS. 8d. per dozen, i«, per 100. CATALOGUE oi

Tricolor Pelargoniums and other Plants for one stamp. Terms cash.

\VM- CLIEkAN and son, Millbank Nursery, near Warnngton.

UPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.- Now is the

K ^ time for planting to ensure good spikes and blooms this season.

WILLIAM CHATER'S CATALOGUE of his unrivalled collection

maybe had upon forwarding one postage stamp. Choice boomed
- "^

' tached, extra fine, 40J. per 100 ; unbloomcd

'n packets and collections,

. „ ..... TR.\DE and OTHERS.—A Quantity of

I T ARPF VFl 1 OW GLOBE. ORANGE GLOBE. RED
rioBF anf LONG YELLOW MANGEL WURZEL ,

VVHITE
STONE STRATTON GREEN ROUND, GREY-TOP STONE,
2nd D.JlE'S HYBbVd TURNIPS ; SCARLET RUNNER BEANS
and WHITE SPANISH ONION; all nett jjrowth of 1869, to be bold

cheap. Prices on application to ., . j

WOOD AND INGRAM, Seed Merchants, Huntingdon-

Mangel Wurzel Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE are prep.ared to make Special

. Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varjel.es atjd

including SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOP YELLOW t-.LOBE,

The Stocks are very fine, and all of i860 growth._ Pnces very low.

GARDENER Head .—Age 35, mamed ;
can be

highly recommended as a thoroughly practical and trustworthy

Man TTirce and ahall years in last situation. Satisfactory reasbn

for leaving-— .M. P., Post Ofhce, Abergavenny

G"~ARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married, no incum-

brance ; thorough practical knowledge "f
*'H'°'""°"„''!,fJ'

'"

branches. Fourteen years' good character.—C. M., Mr. Rollisson,

N u rsery . Tooting, Sun

GARDENER (Head).—Age 50, married; has held

the place ol Head Gardener for many years, and has a Ihorough

practical knowledge of the profession.-J. C, The Gardens, Whitwell,

G
G

.\RDENER (Head).—Age 32 ;
thorough practical

"cnowledce of Gardening in all its branches. Nineteen years

ence Four years' charlcter.-T. BAI.COMBE, Avon Cottage.

.vood, Hants. ^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 35 married, no mcuiri-

brance: Early and Late Forcing of Pines Vines. Vegetables.

Stove Plants and Ferns ; Meadow Land Stc Wife, Dairy or

idry.—GARDENER, East Lodge, Wanstead, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no incum-

brance ; thoroughly understands the profession m CVC7 depart-

ment, and a good MaSager of Land, if reouired F"g-<='"\.^!',?,"."">

and good reasons for Icaving.-G. A., Fisler's Gate Farm, With) ham,

Tunbridge Wells.

HEADLEY'S SEEDLING POTATC-
This unrivalled Potato was raised from seed, in i860, by

Uichard Headley, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced a

liseased tuber, is a heavy cropper, very hardy, and superior in riayour

to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second early variety,

ripening by the middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping

perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the following year.

Opinions of the Press.
" R. Hc-ndley. Your Seedling Potatos were quite first-rate ;

white,

mealy, and excellent in flavour."—Garrfen^rs' Chnnuli, OcL 30, i8(i»
aly, and ex,

White Kidney. _^A very fine \

ripening off a"

s

ranciy ; a ucavy ,.,.Ji,(<v, . «....— .. ...

:kly and completely : flesh yellowish,

ite nutty flavour A heavy crop was

harvested July 14- "—Oanlm^rj' /i/araamr, Jan. 30, i86g.

" Seedling Potato (R. Headley). In shape the tubers resemble those

of the Fluke. They are like those also in flavour, but are more

mealy "—yoKnia. of Hotticulture, Oct. 21, i86^

Price 51. per peck. The usual discount to the Trade

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

WANTED an experienced GROUND FOREMAN
-Must be a good Salesman, and have a thorough knowledge

of all kinds of Trees and Shrubs.-K. THORNHILL, Nurserj- -

ARDENER (Head, thorough first-class Working).

-Specially qualified for Early and Late Jo.":'"^. »" J'"''^„°f

Fruit Flowers and Vegetables; is well versed in Orchard-House

Wofk, the Managementfot Kitchen Garden, and the Lav;"|,0>«
ll"

Artistic Arrangement of Ornamental Flower Gardens.-W. MUUKl^,

(, Linton Grove, Lower Morwood. Surrey.
.

married.GARDENER Head, Working).-.Age ,-.

no incumbrance: thoroughly understands F°r""E,,"[,}'-:-

Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, &c., and *'°""„»"i f ''^ffi" E,he
ing Twelve years' first-class character.—A. M., Post otnce, tsne

ARDENER (Head, or Single-Hasded).—Age 37,

married
; .""^J-^J^^.L^'o-./'-sil^nrpe^'St'atil^Slv

Common,

GARDENER (Head), Single-handed, or where one

«- ««r- an. V*-rit—ApeaS sinelc: understands the profession

in allT,sTra'nch^% 'E.ce'SFennhTrliter.-EDWARD Ra'^'MENT,

Nuneham Park Gardens, Oxford

G

Seedlings from fi

fro

Seeds saved only from first-class flo\s

LLIAM CHATER, The Nun , Saffron Wa

HARDY HEATHS, in 50 varieties, free of package:

—

- -'-?it*;. in 1? v;iriclirs. two of each for 75.

ill 74 v.uHtH s. iiicludinK choicer varieties, for iSr.

H
To the Trade.

URST and son have 10 offer a few ounces of

KAPHANUS CAIDArrs (lava Radish); also in packets,

''^';V^:^^^:^y|^v^M^^VnM.,^^^KEET.

!,V, I'v
I I -.Vl l;l 1

I
'\\"\ l.lioWN COS lettuce.

ll.iKl IN-. V\I;IH;\ I I
li I 1 A\KD BROCCOLI.

Good samples of ADVAM Ek, LUILE GEM. CHAMPION,
FORTYFOLD, and other Wrinkled Marrow PEAS, can still be

^"''VoM THUMB NASTURTIUMS.
TROP.'EOLUM CANARIENSE.
PYRETHRUM AUREUM—Golden Feather

NEW HYBRID TREE MIGNONETTE.
AUBRIETIA GR.«CA.
CHRYSANTHEMUM JAPONICUM and POMPON,

from Fortune's Hybrids.

OXALIS \'ALDIVIDIANA.
I'ELARGON I U M, choice.

STOCKS,— A'ictoria Scarlet, Crimson Bouquet, Rose Bouquet,
East Lothian, Intermediate (from Scotland), Cottager':

Ifrompton Scarlet,

TACSONIA VAN VOI.XEMI.
TROP^OLUM CCERULEA ROSEA—Tom Thumb.

PYRAMIDALIS.
LOBEIANUM, choice.

4.

„ -1,UK1N UTA ALBA.
WALLFLOWERS, choice double German.
ZINNIAS ELEGANS FL -FL., ven- fine

6, Leadenhall Street, London, £,C,—April q, 187a

WANTED, as FOREMAN in a London Nursery,

a trustworthy, intelligent Man, acquainted with the Cultiva-

m of Plants, their Value and Uses. An unexceptional character

E, W. S,. Gardeners' Ckrottictf Office. W . C

ANTED, PROPAGATOR and HOUSE
FOREMAN, with good practice in Soft.Wooded Plants,W..... -^,

Roses, Orchids, Stove Plants and ,

Hyde, Manchester
-STAFFORD'S Nun

WANTED, an INDOOR and OUTDOOR
PROPAGATOR.-Must be an enpert Rudder and (Irafter

of Fruit Trees, Roses, Rhododendrons, Conifera;. Src. - Address,

stating references and salary required, R. THORNHILL, Nursery-

Bowdon, Cheshir

WANTED, TWO YOUNG MEN accustomed to

Budding and Grafting Roses and Fruit Trees, and general

Nursery Work.—Apply, stating wages required, to 1 HOMAS
MILNER, Nurser>-man. Bradford. ^___

ANTED, an active, industrious YOUNG M.\N,
who understands the Propajjating of Soft-wooded Plants, the

Budding and Grafting of Roses, Fruit Trees, &c,-DAVID GOLD
McKAY, Nurserj '" =..^"11-

ANTED, a Stout Active LAD, to make himself

generally usclul in a Gentleman's Garden- — Apply '"

A. MEIKLE, The Gardens, Read Hall, Whalley, Lancashi—

FECIAL OFFER for AGRICULTURAL and
GARDEN SEEDS,

NORMANTON YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL, small

top and single tap root, nett growth of 1869. qrf. per lb,, 72J. per

rwt,—Stock direct from Messrs. Harrison & Sons. Leicester

FISHER IIOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE, jd. per lb, 5&, per cwt.

ENGLEFIELD YELLOW GLOBE. 6rf. per lb. 50s. per cwt.

general satisfaction this Mangel has given for the several j^.^.

LOiSg r"eD,'rEDGL0EE, YELLOW GLOBE, LONG YELLOW
6rf. per lb, each, 451, per cwt,

CARROT SEED.—Allringham Red, Ii. per lb.
T,—,7 Intermediate Red, is. per lb.

ANTED, a YOUNG MAN or YOUTH, to assist

the Houses, and make himself generally usefulW e .._.„,.
Orchard.—Nursery, Mortlake, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head), where the assistance of one or

more is given..-Age 29. single ; understands the profession in

IS branches': Good references,. Three years; Head in last situa-

,—A. B., West Cliff Cottage. Sittingbou

GARDENER (Head ,
where two or more are kept.

No incumbrance; understands the Management "f Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Pines, Peaches, Melons, Cucurnberfj

?K^3K^SG^;Sn^Sd;fF^in^TWy;;rs^-goi;.!
character-A. G.. a. Grove Road, Stamford Hill, Middlesex.

GARDENER. —Age 25, single ; could '.aj^e Jhe

Management of Three or Four Houses. Two years first-class

" - P*'^ Mill. Cobham, Surrey.

ARDENER.— Age 27, ^marriedTno incumhrance.

Leaving through deafh in the family. Can Milk if required.-

G. T,. Tower Hamlet, Walthamstow, Esse x.
^

r^ ARDENER (Single-H anded). -- Age 27;

ijr understands Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Good character.-

A. O., so, Winslade Road, Upper Clapton ,
N.fc.

G"^"ARDENER (SiNGLE-HANDED).-Age 26, married

;

totake.heManagementofaGreenhouse&c and Kitchen an_d

FliweV Gardens," 'Four years' good character from last place-

F,, Post Office, Earlcy, Reading.T. W.

GARDENER, where two or more are kept.—Sixteen

years' experience^ in private establishnjenlsi can be highly

recommended by
Forcing of Fruits, .

Leatherhead, Surrey

Lady or'Gardcncr as to being well up m tne
- "and Vegetables.-B. 11. A., Post Office,

wANTED, a good B.^SKET PACKER.—Must be

quick hand. Wages, aot. per week. None need apply

;e character will not bear strict investigation. A personal appli-

:n fsdetfrable -Apply to Mr. J. W. WlSlSETT, Royal Ashburn-

Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W

ANTED, a SHOPMAN in a Seed Shop.—Must
have thorough knowledge of Wholesale and Retail Trade,

with knowledge of plants.—Apply, stating age and wages expected, to

C. B , Gardeners- ChranieU Office, W.C.

WANT PLACES— Letters to be Post Paid,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.- Furtherparticularsgivenonapphcation to Messrs. E. Ij.

HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. Johns Wood,

i^eatnerncau, jum.j. —
ARDENER (Under), where everything connected

with Housework is carried on.-Age so; h='V''„''„,?'"' "^=12:
ence in the above, A Premium not objected to. Good character.—

W A ,3, Hume Piacc, Clapham, SAY. _ _

G'
ARDENER (Under).—T. Simpson Gardener to

H C. Wells, Esq., Broomfield Lodge, near Chelmsford, will be

rlad to recommend a young Man, as above, who has lived under him

fi? years, anThas oblaine^d a fair insight into a first-class system of

Gardening, including Pine growing ajidForcinggenerally^

MPROVER in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 19;

good references.-H. V., 7, Alma Terrace, Wandsworth Common,

Surrey, S.W .

—
T MPROVER. in the Houses, in a Nobleman s or

X Gentleman's Garden.-Five years' good chatacler.-G. J., Great

Baddow Vicarage, Chelmsford. „ .

TTTOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.

Jj —.\ge 23.—a1 B- , Post Office, Barnet.

T71 OREMANT^Thoroughly conipetent in the profession.

X" Highest recommendation as to ability, &C-W. WALTER,
Leigh Court Garden;

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

have at all times on their books MEN of vanousqualifications,

vhose characters will bear the strictest inquir>-. Any Gentieman

makii.g application would save time by clearly statmg the duties to

be undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may b<

ielected.— Highgatc Nurr"—

(The

Whit Iclgian, lod. per lb.„ wnite Belgian, loa. per id.

CABBAGE SEED.—Large Drumhead or Scotch, w, per lb

,, Thousand Head, 3s per lb.

„ Green Kohl Rabi, the short-top v;

To Gardeners and BaiUfife (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER and CO. having many appHcations

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME. ADDRESS. and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

unquestionable references need apply. .„_^„.^„- „.,. ,^^c
Anv Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon T. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-

tions in relercnce to testimonials as to abilitv, honesty, &c
JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 & 238. High Holborn, London. W.C.

SWEDE.—Hall's Wcstb

if 1869, 2s. 6d. per lb,

well-selected stock, 6d. per lb.,

:r Dusnei 01 50 id., 04s. per four bushels.

Champion, Skirving's Improved, Old Purp!e-top

Ihcaper by the
.Jtbury, nrst-rate, \.^..-jv...^i..u o^u^,

per bushel of 50 lb., 84s. per four bushel

6d. per lb.

TURNIP.—Stone or Stubble, qd. per lb.

„ Green Globe or Barrel, dd. per lb.

„ Red Globe, 8d. per lb.

J^ lb. four-bushel Sacks, is. 3^. each ; two-bushel, od. ; one-bushel, 6d.

Remittances to accompany all orders.

A surplus slock of the undermentioned POTATOS very cheap

(prices on application.)—Myatt's Prolific, Fortylold, Wheeler's Milky

White. The Sultan Kidney, new and hea\'y cropper; Early Shaws,
palmahnvs and Flukes.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seed Grower, Market Place, Peterborough.

OREMAN in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.

-Has a practical knowledre of ^ines. Pines Fru.ts, &c and

Early and Late Forcing. Good references.— E. IiRAULh.Y, rtagiey,

Stourbridge, WorcestershJr-

F OREMAN in a situation where ability and
.r..«t«-nrthiness would be appreciated.—Active, intelligent, and

thoroLghlypSarcal "First-class??ferences.-M. M. M., Post Omce.

New Barnet. H erts.
^

OREMAN, SALESMAN, &c.—Well up in Roses,

Camellias, Azaleas, &e.-A. Z., Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper

Holloway, N. ^ —

-

ROP.'VG.aiTOR, or PROPAGATOR and SALES-
MAN -Well up in Azaleas, Camellias, Conifera:, Roses, Rhodo-

dendrons &c. Firstil^lass reference. London Nursery preferred.-

R H., Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross. London, IN.

To Wholesale Seed Merchants and Seed Growers.

AGENCY for the Sale of Seeds and Oil-cakes,

wanted, by an Englishman, resident in Dublin, who has a large

connection, and visits all the principal towns throughout the country.

First-class references, and security given if required.—Letters to

W R E.. Post Office. Dublin, will r

, . ARDENER (Head).—Age 35. married - 20 years'

vT experience in first-dass place : thoroughly competent in all

branches of the profession. Can be I'il*')'/"™;';";!'^-^''''''";

full particulars and amount of salar)., toTiLASH FIELD, Norton, near

Fresteign, Radnorshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; 15 years' cxperieni:e

in Nobleiiien's and Gentlemen's establishments: thoroughly

experienced in the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Pines,

Vines and all kinds of Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen C^rdening.

Good character from last situation.-F. D., a, 'i'ork Street, Bedmmsler,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

LAND STEWARD, or BAILIFF.—.Age 29 ; Farming
in oil iis branches Management of Stock, Marketing, Sur\'eying,

&c Highest te?tirJonlals--W. O., Messrs- Peter Lawson & Son,

Southwark Street. London. S.E.

B AILIFF or STEWARD.—Age 45, no incumbrance ;

eood referinces-A- M., 79. Westbourne Park Road, Paddington,

22 ; a respectable Farmer s

' in all its branches. Breeding,

; good character.—X. Y. Z,, Post

BAILIFF (Farm).—Ag
Son : understands Farm

Buying, and Selling. Can havi

OlSce, Arlington, nearj'airford, l-.loucejtersnire^

SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; seven years' e.\-perience
;

ooen Vo an engagement.ij. T., Post OHice, Pertji, N.B.

KITCHEN MAID, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's

Family, where a Scullery Maid is kept.--Understahds Fish

Game, Dairy, and Baking- Two years' good character as Kitchen

Maid Further recommendation if required. — L. C. A., trinity

Collages, Middle Street, Stroud, Gloucestershire.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL .sons, CARRLAGE FREE.

Producing abundant Crops ofHay and superior Paiturage.

8UTT0O~80N8,
Having completed the cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATUR.AL GR.'\SSES, can e,\ecute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which arc prepared for various descriptions of Soils :

—

Prices :

—

BUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, S8s. to 32s. p. acre,

carriaKCfrce 2 bush, Grass Scedsand izlb. Clovers suppliedp. acre.

BUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

From J. T. Mechi, Esq., Tiptree Hall, near Kdvedcn.
February 5.—"'Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected ihat

I have often spoken of thenr. to those who required them."

SUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN FAI SEEDS.

5.

1

3 i.

.SUTTONS'
Berkshire Prize Yello'w Globe Mangel.

The heaviest Globe Mangel in cultivation, price Is. per
lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON AND SONS can also supply
Good YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL, Zd. per lb.

Good ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL, M, per lb.

Good RED GLOBE MANGEL, gd. per lb.

Good LONG RED MANGEL. U. per lb.

Good LONG YELLOW MANGEL, ad. per lb.

Selected YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL, lorf, per lb.

Selected ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL, lod. per lb.

STRATTON'S RED GLOBE MANGEL, is, per lb.

GIANT LONG YELLOW MANGEL, is. per lb.
- ^,.f.„„.

M
Much cheaper by the c

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIV.\TION IS

Suttons' IChampion.

2? b

fe
3

a; to

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation

;

price 9d. per lb. , cheaper by the bushel.
'The (numerous Prizes which have been awarded to growing crops,

and also to pulled specimens of our Champion Swede, during the past
season, together with the unsolicited Testimonials we have received,
fullyjustify our description.

All (joods Carriage Free (except very small parcels). F

TJOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The EXAMINATION of CANDL

DATES for the Society's PRIZES will

take place in the wecic commencing TUES-
DAY, April 26, 1870. The age of Candidates
must not be above zi years on March 31.

Copies of the Form required to be sent

in by March 31 may be had on applioation

to H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

12. Hanover Square, London, W.

B
ASSOC I All

ATH and WEST of ENGLAND
r'l'A'^i'f;,"'

(^""'>l'»li='l "777), and SOUTHERN COUNTIES

ANNUAL MEETING at TAUNTON,
June 6, 7, 8, g, and ro, 1870.

Fnsidtnt—Thc Right Hon. Sir S. H.
NORTHCOTE, Bart, C.B., M.P.

STOCK and IMPLE.MENT EN-
'I Kli:S close April 20: POULTRY,

*»• For the Arts Departtr
tion to be made to the Hor
R. R. M, DAW, E.\cter.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

DIBECTOBS.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq. I

Sir -William Tite, M. P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

thee
The

lofs
the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the

. London. S.W,

allowed for prompt

SUTTON AND SON, SEED GROWERS,
READING.

John Glutton, Esa,, 9, Whitehall Place.
Frederick L, Dasnwood, Esq,, Kirtlington Park, Oxford,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., I, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. {Managing Director), 3, Pnnces Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.VV.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.,QC, 6, Park Street, Westminster.SW,
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charlis'%yatkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), s. Lower
" ' ' -- ''ortman Square, W., and Coed-y-Macn,

Herries, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

, for all purposes
of Cottages and

lettled and other Estates, and to

Welshpool.
The Company advance m

of Agricultural Improvemc
Farm Buildings, to the Ov
the Clergy in respct I of their C.lcbe Lands.

upon the land, i'<l,
,

,1 Hid intere:

NoinvestiK.in i-.l

For Forms ,i.„ 11, ,„ apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq

, M .,
, : I ii.r.r. No. i. Great George Street,

SALES BY AUCTION.
Sale of FlTBt-clasB Carnations and Plcotees, Standard

and Dwarf Roses, &c.
JYJKSSRS. I'R(nMI'|.!()l.-. vMi MORRIS will

.-1, cl.-.iri cr.iwii l-RLUI IKKh:^, Ijntr t- AM ELLIAS with
iALIiA INDICA. GLAUIULI, 6tc.

w the morning of Sale. Cataioges had at the Rooms, and of the
!crs, Leytonstone, E.

Prelimiaaxy Notice.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from the Executrix of the late Mr. William
BarricstoSELLby AUCTION, without resen*-, rill the PLANTS m
Pots, loose Boxes, and lmin.:s, ^c. on the Premises, the Camden
Nursery. SouilMn.it , -i,,,i, t ,.;,;„,.-, ;i, -, ,,:, .MONDAY and
TUESDAY, Alt !

.
,

'

,
,..

Furthtr [.
,

;., ,,.ments

Versailles Nursery, HamraersniitlL
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. John SalterSt Son toSELL by AUCTION,

xiir'i r-T r""'"''''
''"' ^''^"ailles Nursery. Hammersmith, W. on

Ul'.n .1 .]>\\, \,,i,i i-j^ at II for 13 o'clock precisely, \fvitnout
"^' r^

!
: ! required immediately by the f Metropolitan

L*'-^'" II. ;,,i.v), the whole of the PLANTS in POTS,
°*"")"'

'
\\\c\\ Camellias, 6 to lo feet ; Orange trees in

Frijii, h ,11.
1

.
IP, \, ,.,, ,,,i,i txct-lsa, and a qu.intity of other useful

ValluLis, [he tniirc m
is Certificate; likc\M'
: SUCCULENTS, It, I,

of Exotic

ttfui variety, r

ley, fine V
'

; &C., togethei
600 named Variegated Iv_,_,
May be viewed two days previous to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises of Messrs. SALTER, and of the Auctioneers and
VaJuers, Leytonstone, E.

Very Important Sale of Shorthorn Cattle
At SHOLEHROKE LODGE, TOWCESTER.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by
AUCTION, without any reserve, on WEDNESDAY next,

April 13, at Sholebroke Lodge, Towccstcr, the FIRST-CLASS
HERD of SHORTHORNS belonxing to R. E. Oliver, Esq. The
K.-ii^ ..,,11 . ,;..„ .i,p whole of this very celebrated and fashionable

ption of the Grand and Cherry Duchesses and
Lake (14 years old), and Four Calves. Among

be found the Lalagcs and Wild Eyes, two Kirklevington
bes, the Sweethearts, Frills, Baronesses, Bracelets, Orances, and
)cT excellent families, the originals of which were some of tne finest
imals in the first-class herds from which they were carefully selected,
and Duke 7th (19,877) is the sire of a large number of the animals,

of the cows and heifers are in calf to him and Cherry
d Duke ad (35,758)-
lalogues, with Pedi

15, Langh,
CalalogU'

J, Langha
-grces, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
London ; and Mr. KENNY, at Sholebroke

M'

Ashford, Middlesex.
lit II Acres, near Ashford Station, Village, and

1 -rs to road and railway (from which a sidinR
M innedfor).

I ,\'HA.M, TEWSON, AND FARMER
.Mart, on TUESDAY, April 56. at 5 o'clock,

sly disposed oO. 11 ACUKS of I-'REE.

Present Prices of Suttons' Home-grown Farm Seeds.

iUTTON AND SONS .ire still supplying their
7 GENUINE HOME-GROWN SEEDS, at thclow prices quoted
their FARMERS' YEAR BOOK (published in February last).

Special estimates given for extra large Quantities.
For prices and Full particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

To Purcliasers of Farm Seeds.

High Holborn, l-nm

New and Select Farm Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
the Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street, and

the " Upton" Nurseries. Chester.
TURNirS, MANGELS, ami oilier FIELD ROOT SEEDS, saved

CLi'i'i 11- 1,1 ,1
'•

I ,,,,| NATURAL GRASSES, very
iperi I i, and free from weeds.
Ml.s M ' I

I
,

'
I , I KS for ROTATION CROPS,

MIx'eII iiKAisES and Cl.VlNERS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
I suit any soil or situation, from 21s. to aSi. per acre. These
ixtures arc composed of the finest Grasses, and cannot be surpassed

. X
for large qua

xcepted), carriage free t

w D I L L I N F,

To Florists.

TO BE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about i acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

STABLING, &c,, situate at Maidenhead,
Apply 10 Mr R, TANTON, The Nurseries. Epsom,

TIQ BE LET, by TENDER, from Michaelmas ne.vt,

a CORN and STOCK FARM, in North H.ints, of between
nd 500 acres of Arabic Land, well situated for Railway Transit,
shooting over the Farm, together with that over an adjoining

Covert, can also be rented. None need apply without ample capital
articulars and Forins of Tender can be obtained from
Mr HUGH E. RAVNBIRD, Estate Agent, Basingstoke; and by

whom offers will be received till Wednesday, April 20 next.

IIOL1.I LAND,
for a public institution,' school, cemetery, i;( n,

garden, or accommodation purposes. "The In
gravel, which, if a railway siding i

t up the tin

'articubrsofl
cklersbury, I:

upon the South-Wt

I purposes.

'

li"nd%

Important Sale of Plants.
TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION, on MONDAY,

May 2, and following days, at g o'clock A,M,, and 2 p M,, at his

Lembekc, Esq
,

Ghent, and Km
comprise Stov
Camellias and A :

Catalogues m
Mr. JEAN VEK
Belgium.

ipcrty c

nf thr Koyal Horticultural Society of
Leopold Order The Collections
'l,ints. Palms, Orchids, Specimen

Ifce, on prepaid application to

4, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent,

Holly Bank, Burton-on-Trent.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

TUESDAY, May 17 next, at Holly Bank, near Burton-on-Trent, the
entire and very CHOICE HERD of SHORTHORNS belonging to
Willoughby Wood, Esq., which are chiefly descended from the famed
Kirklevington blood. Amongst them wijl De found the celebrated c

Oxford's Ada
upcri

1 of the 1st pri:

tith I'ediK 11 shortly be issued, and further

NOTICE.—FRIDAY Next being Good Friday, the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL

GAZETTE will be Published the day previous {the 14th inst.),

t reach the OlTicc not

SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1870.

The able paper read by Mr. J. B. Lawes,
Rothamsted, before the Farmers' Club (Mr. J.

Howard, M.P., in the chair), last Monday
evening, on " Exhaustion of Soil in Relation to

Landlords' Covenants and the Valuation of

Unexhausted Improvements," was very generally

received as a valuable contribution to experi-

mental science. About 1844 Mr. Lawes com-

menced a series of experiments on plots of land

with (different kinds of crops and manures, and

on some plots with no manure at all ; and this

extensive course of experiments has, with great

ability, been continued up to the present

time. The experiments themselves have from

time to time, as they were made, been laid
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before the agricultural public, and just
now, when landlord-rights and tenant-rights have
assumed great public importance in Ireland, and
are exciting equal, if not greater, interest in the
United Kingdom, we have to thank Mr. Lawf.s
for a most elaborate digest of the whole course,
showing how his experience bears upon both
aspects of the subject. The lecture was illus-

trated by seven Tables, which showed at a glance
the results of each year's crops, and gave the
averages for definite periods, with instructive

effect. Thus Table I. showed Wheat grown year
after year, from 1844 to 1869, with farmyard
manure on this plot, artificial manures on that,

with the produce of each year, and the averages.
Tabic II. illustrated Barley grown year after year
in a similar way, from 1852 to 1869— 14 tons of
farmyard manure against 200 lb. of artificial

manures. The next Table showed the effects of
rape-cake with salts ofammonia. Table IV. related
to meadow hay from 1S56 to 1S69— 14 tons farm-
yard manure on one plot, and 400 lb. of mineral
manures and ammonia on another, there being an
average of 10 csvt. in favour of the latter. Table V.
illustrated Manure v. No Manure, with averages
of corn in bushels and straw per cwt., the course
extending over 29 years on the unmanured part.
Table VI. illustrated the natural fertility of un-
manured land, and the state of exhaustion by crop-
ping during i5 years—1S52 to 1S67— on a four-
course rotation. Table VII. illustrated the
estimated values of the manures obtained by
the consumption of 32 different articles of
food— 19 being cakes and corn, seven hay and
straw, and six different kinds of roots. This
Table we give in full elsewhere, the others
we must postpone. In explaining Table V., a
specimen of the Wheat grown was shown—fine

straw, 3 feet long, with average ear—and also a
spit of the soil, nearly 2-i feet in depth, on which
it was grown ; and on "Mr. L.'VWES stating the
weight of corn and straw grown per acre, much
merriment was elicited by Mr. ^lECHI asking :

" How much seed?"—" Two bushels per acre" was
the reply. The paper was listened to throughout
with the most lively interest, and it was no
secret that the discussion would turn on the
extent to which the Rothamsted experiments
apply, the old mode of cultivation, and the
increased produce per acre under steam culture
in which landlords have a right to share.
After a pause of unusual length, as if Mr. L.'VWES
had exhausted the subject—as not a few declared
he had

—

Mr. Mechi opened the discussion by agreeing
generally with the opening paper, but thought
different conclusions should be arrived at relative
to heavy and light soils. Judging from his own
experience and from what had come under his
observation, he thought heavy land, if properly
drained and cultivated, was more grateful for the
manure it received than light land. In cropping
heavy land much depended upon drainage and
cultivation. The mouths of drains, for e.\ample,
should be regularly examined, to see that they
are running, as a uniform flow was a test of a
healthy and productive state of heavy land.
There was more difficulty in growing roots on
heavy land than growing corn. He fully agreed
with Mr. Lawes relative to land full of weeds at
the expiry of a lease—both as to heavy and light
land.

Dr. VoELCKER passed a very high eulogium
on the scientific character of the paper, by saying
" it was the best he ever heard," being perfectly
sound both as to manuring and cropping, and he
thought the majority of the meeting would
endorse his opinion. The paper was also per-
fectly trustworthy as to the natural fertility of
land. With regard to compensation and
cropping, the best rule for the landlord w^as

to select a good tenant, and then allow him to
take out what he put in, but no more—outgoing
tenants being tied down to leave the land in as
good a condition as they got it. Under such
covenants he thought the amount of capital
invested would indicate the amount of compen-
sation to which the outgoing tenant would be
entitled. Dr. VoELCKER next drew attention to
the improved deep tillage of modern times, and
the eflect which it has on heavy soils, by increas-
ing their fertility and the amount of produce
from a given quantity of manure. Mr. Lawes had
not yet adopted steam culture, so that his opera-
tions did not exactly apply to such circumstances,
and thus possibly his conclusions might not apply
to crops requiring deep tillage. On the other hand,
there were shallow soils of which many examples
in Cambridgeshire and other places might be

quoted—where the practice of manuring and the
results would differ. As to cropping this or that

sort of land by any system of rotation, he
thought what was best for the tenant would be
best for the landlord—although there might be
some difficulty, as Mr. Lawes justly observed,
in practically applying such a general rule.

There was also a difference in the cjuality of

artificial manures and in the duration of their

action, and he had found from experiments that

their unexhausted influence extended over one,
two, and three years ; and as the incoming tenant
reaped the benefit of these he should pay for

them—superphosphate and bones were quoted as

examples,
Mr, Leeds referred to the remark Mr. Lawes

made when he had said " he had not yet tortured
Rothamsted by any of the huge contrivances of

modern times," obviously alluding to steam cul-

ture. He thought the experiments thus fell short of

the application which they otherwise would have
had, whilst they did not illustrate fairly the
effects of deep-rooted plants—as Wheat, and
shallow-rooted plants — as Barley, He also

differed with Mr, Lawes relative to the value of

the straw at the expiry of a lease for compensa-
tion to the outgoing tenant. He did not think
such a rule sound, more especially with respect

to the light soils of Norfolk. For many weighty
practical reasons such a rule would not meet with
general approbation.

Mr. Thomas expressed himself well pleased
with the paper generally, both as to cropping
and manuring. He thought landlords might take

care of themselves, and yet let their tenants
alone ; and at the expiry of a lease the latter

should have full compensation for unexhausted
improvements. In Scotland tenants had long
leases, with compensation, and generally did
well ; but somehow few Scotch farmers did
well in England, He thought land-agents should
pass an examination, in order to show that

they were qualified, before appointment to office.

He differed from Dr, VoELCKER as to light land,

which under sheep-folding was paying better

than growing corn on heavy land at the present
prices. He was sick of farming heavy land, and
so were many others.

Mr. Trethewy concurred with the paper as
to the natural fertility of land, and the experi-

ments generally, but took exceptions to those
illustrated by Table VI., more especially as to the
weight of Swedes, His farm was at no great
distance from Rothamsted, and he could grow
four times the weight of Mangels and Kohl
Rabi he could do of Swedes, He thought the
wrong crop was grown, and therefore any
conclusions as to exhaustion defective. He also

agreed with Mr. LEEDS that the rule as to

quantity of straw was not sound, as that often

depended more upon wet and dry seasons than
upon manure. He believed Mr. Thomas was
wrong as to tenants in Scotland having com-
pensation at the expiry of their leases, and he
thought yearly tenancy in England, with com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements, proved
better for tenants than long leases ; for under
long leases, both in England and Scotland, rents

were higher and profits less. But much depends
upon the disposition of the landlord. He thought
a compensation scale, based on the bills paid for

manure and feeding stuffs, preferable to the plan
proposed by Mr, Lawes, He agreed with
Dr. VoELCKER as to the unequal duration of
manures, and the dift'erences in the compensation
to which such gave rise. Thus, bones will last

five or six years, guano only two.

Mr. Ne-\le agreed with the experiments so far

as they went, but thought the mode of tillage

defective, and that the question of tillage itself

had not been properly discussed. He differed

from the conclusion relating to straw, and quoted
the years 1868 and 1869 for illustration, as
the former yielded short straw, and the latter

straw both for its own manure and that of the
previous year. He also drew attention to the
fact that not a word had been said about town
sewage, and how sewage farmers were to be
compensated,

Mr, Smithies thanked Mr, Lawes for his
invaluable paper, but took exceptions to
Table VI., and the conclusions deduced there-
from. He was in favour of long leases and
compensation, as they encouraged improved
husbandry, and said that the increase of
produce enabled tenants both to give higher
rents, and at the same time to retain larger profits
to themselves. He thought the duration of the
action of lime, guano, and bones, extended over a

much greater number of years than the previous
speakers had admitted—for in Cheshire the
effect of bones lasted for 40 years.

Mr. Bradshaw thought the paper supplied
data that would form a satisfactory basis for

landlords and tenants drawing up leases for their

mutual advantage.
Mr. Trask supported Mr. Lawes' conclu-

sions as to straw, and also as to feeding stuffs,

and thought the paper sound throughout.
Mr. Cadle drew attention to the difference

between restrictions at the expiry of long leases

and those at the expiry of yearly tenancy, and the
corresponding effects which these would have on
the conclusions of Mr. Lawes.

Mr, Newton, who took the chair when the
hon. Member for Bedford left, said the summary
of what had been said that evening was in
favour of greater freedom of cropping and fair

compensation for unexhausted improvements.
Mr. Lawes, in reply, said that he had endea-

voured to get experiments from soils of a diflerent

c[uality, but was unable to get what could be
relied upon. As to the question of manures,
those that acted longest acted slowest, and the
demand now was for quick returns. And with
regard to the objections to the valuation of the
straw, he had merely transferred the value
of the manure to the value of the crop
which that manure had produced ; and from
the improvements made in the manufacture
of artificial manures and their use, he thought
the transposition would bear a practical in-

vestigation.

[On Monday, in Mark Lane, the com trade was
steady with unchanged prices. In the cattle market
prices were lower, and trade was very slack.

On Tuesday evening the Government carried

by a large majority what may be called the charac-

teristic clause of their Irish Land Bill. It is clear that

the enactment of a right on the part of the tenant to

compensation, over and above the valuation of his

improvements, for mere eviction from the lands which
he holds at the will of the landowner, is no matter for

discussion in an agricultural journal. It may be
defensible on grounds of special State policy, but on
no other.

The following tabular view embodies some of
the most interesting results of Mr, Kilby's labours in

the investigation of cattle disease, to which reference

was made in a paragraph last week. The figures

indicate the total loss during the last 30 years, calcu-

lated upon the live stock held at "one time ;" and
show that in England, during this period, the lung
and foot-and-mouth diseases alone have swept away
more than one and a half times the entire stock of
cattle, and that over the greater part of the country :

—

Counties devoted specially to breed

From lung disease

,, foot-and-mouth disease

,, both diseases

Counties devoted to feeding, and where i

lerehaiige of stock at markets is mc

From lung disease

,, foot-and-mouth disease

both dis

The latter amounts, says Mr. Kilby, in the case of the
first-named disease, to quadruple, and in tlie case of the
other to more than double, that sustained in the
breeding counties. The total number of cattle in

England in 1868 was 3,779,691 (Government returns)

;

the average value per head is about ;^I5 is. d^d. The
total value of the cattle in England is therefore

;^56,94i,073. The losses from the two diseases

during the last 30 years may therefore be estimated at

/83,6i6,S54, or 5,549,780 cattle. Scotland and Wales
have not suffered from the prevalence of these diseases

to the same extent as England.

On Tuesday, at the monthly meeting of the
Council of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, Colonel
ToMLiXE, M.P., in the chair—the Chairman said

they were endeavouring to accomplish three important
and difhcult tasks—to obtain freedom of trade m
agriculture, equal rating, and representation and
taxation in the shape of county financial boards ;

but they had not advanced one step. — On the
motion of Mr. NiELD, it was agreed that a petition

should be presented to Parliament in favour of the
decimal system of weights and measures.—Captain
Cragie re-opened the discussion on the Elementary
Education Bill. He moved a resolution to the effect

that the actual attendance of children at school between
the ages of 10 and 12 years, as approved in a resolution

passed at the last meeting of the Council, would be best

obtained by requiring a certificate of efficiency fi-om every
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child employed in agriculture, and a discussion followed,

which was generally in favour of the proposition. —
Mr. Garfit moved as an amendment—*'The Council

considers that no compulsory attendance should be

required after ten years of age, and after a certificate of

proficiency in reading and elementary writing at any

age no further attendance should be required."—Mr.

Herman BiDDELL seconded 1 he amendment. Upon
a division, 18 voted for tlie amendment and 8 against it.

After further discussion a resolution was adopted on the

general subject of agricultural progress. It was resolved

that :
—"In the opinion of this Council the application

of capital to agriculture is discouraged by the following

causes :— i. The undue amount of local taxation upon
capital invested in land and its improvement. 2. Un
certainty of tenure. 3. Absence of compensation for

unexhausted improvements. 4. Unnecessary restric-

tions upon courses of cropping. 5* "^^^ over-preser-

vation of ground game."

Ol/R LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The power of transmitting type and colour resident

in pure-bred Shorthorn and Hereford bulls is mani-
fested in a high degree when they are crossed

with the cattle of Buenos Ayres. All the accredited

colours of the Shortliorn, from pure white through all

the grades of roan to red, prevail in a cross-bred herd
;

and in one case in which three Hereford bulls had been
used in a herd of native cows, every animal got by
these bulls, from the first cross upwards, was "true"
in colour, and possessed in a marked degree the form
and features characteristic of the Hereford blood.
There were, however, four young animals which
formed a singular exception, but an exception which
proved the mle ; they were the produce of two
calvings of two black cows, which by accident got into

the herd, and were allowed to remain in it. These
young cattle had the white markings of the Herefords
well and truly defined, as also the form and features

;

the one exception was in the colour, which was black
instead of red. This observation rests on the authority

of Mr. Wilfred Latham, author of " The States of the
River Plate."

The first pedigree in Lord Walsingham's new
catalogue exemplifies the boldness with which our early

Shorthorn improvers carried on their system of in-

breeding. Ji2nCy by Emperor, the ancestress of no
fewer than 11 cows and heifers now in the Merton
herd, is a descendant of yoy^ by Blythe, and retrac-

ing the lineage one step further, oi yanette, by WEL-
LINGTON. Now Wellington was a grandson of

Phenomenon, and by three previous crosses he was at

once g., g.g., and g-g-g-gv-son of the famous sire

Favourite (252). Still further, Janette was out of a

cow by Phenomenon, and Phenomenon was by
Favourite, once more connecting the family still more
closely with this highly prized animal. Lastly, we find

Janettis grandmother, great-grandmother, and gieat-

great-grandmother each were by Favourite. The
proportion of Favourite blood in yaneiie, the result of
such close breeding, must have been very large, and if

this experiment was conducted without loss of size or
constitution, it would go far to prove that, in the case of
Shorthorns at least, in-and-in breeding may be per-

sistently followed without disastrous results.

We have received an interesting catalogue of
the Gaddesby herd, in which 7TH Duke of York
occufrfes the first place. The other bulls now in service

are 9TH Duke of Geneva, bred by Mr. J. O.
Sheldon, Geneva, U.S. ; General Napier (24,023),
and his son Prince Belvedere, both descended from
Moss Hose by Baron (58). These two last bulls

exliibit the same remarkable prevalence of Favourite
blood, already noticed in the case of Lord Walsing-
ham's "

J
" family. First among the cows and heifers

we notice the names of iiM and 14//; Duchesses of
Genena, both imported from Mr. Sheldon's herd.

Next we find an array of 14 Waterloos, followed by
representatives of Princess by Favourite, and the

Bates' Wild Kyes tribe. The remainder of the

catalogue contains three Lady Blanches^ descendants of
Blanche by BELVEDERE, three representatives of
Foggathorpc by Marlhro', a Red Rose of the Cambridge
Rose tribe. Fancy 2nd, a grand-daughter of Surmise by
Duke of Glos'ter, two Cherry Duchesses^ and two
Cleopatras, besides others, which we cannot at present
notice. We have just heard that 7TH Duke of York
is giving satisfaction to his new owner.

Mr. Bowly, of Siddington, has sold Gazelie\)y

Rattlesnake (20,627), and a grand-daughter of 4TH
Duke of Oxford (11,387), to Mr. Carming, for

exportation to New Zealand.

The Shorthorn intelligence of a valued con-
temporary contains the following interesting note upon
the progress of Durham cattle in our colonies :

—

"In the month of December last year, Mr. Robert
McDougall, wlio emigrated to Australia some years ago,
and supplied himself, after settling there, v-ith several
bulls bred respectively by Mr.Torr.of Aylesby Manor; Mr.
Douglas, of AtheUtancford; and Mr. Carr, of Stackhouse

;

had a sale of male and female Shorthorns, 108 in number,
and realized, as the sum total, j^6496, making an average
^'L^ 3J. Some of the prices for individual animals were
very high. Seven bulls made severally ;^i95, L^y^. j^nS.
j6'05, ^^130, j^iio, and ^152. To the list of sires the

Aylesby herd furnished Roy^vl Hope (16,868) ; that of
Mr. Douglas, Master of Athelstane (14,933) '• ^"^
Mr. Carr contributed Prince of the Pukple (20,580)
and Count of the Empire (21,497).

SHEEP.
The remaining portion of Mr. William Hewer'sfamous

flock of Cotswold sheep was disposed of by Mr. Villar,

auctioneer, on Wednesday, the 30th ult. This flock had
been under the management of the present Mr. Hewer
for upwards of forty years, and had attained a world-
wide celebrity. A large company assembled, and were
hospitably entertained at lunch previous to the com-
mencement of the sale. The catalogue contained a list

of 233 ewe tegs, 30 ram tegs, and also a fine herd of
Herefords, numbering 69 head. The first pen of

five ewe tegs was of rare quality, great size, and
famously wooled. A brisk competition sprang up for

this lot between Mr. Swanwick, of the Royal Agricul-

tural College Farm, and Mr. Canning, who is desirous

of securing some of the very best blood of both sheep
and cattle for New Zealand—5, 6, and 7 gs. per head
came in rapid succession, and eventually the auctioneer's

hammer declared Mr. Swanwick to be the purchaser at

8 gs. a-head, an almost unprecedented price for

ewe tegs. The same gentleman secured lot 2 at 4 gs.

each ; lot 3 was secured by Mr. Canning for

New Zealand, at 5 gs., and Mr. Swanwick bought the

two next lots at 4.J gs. Mr. Smith, of Bibury, long

famous for his gi'ey-faced Cotswolds, took his stand

opposite lot 14, five excellent sheep, with just the

heads to suit the Bibury flock, and there they went at

5 gs. each. Mr. Canning again came on at lot 15,

which fell to liim at £6 5j-. a-head. Mr. Swanwick,
the largest purchaser, secured 65 very good ewe tegs at

an average of £^ I'js. 4^. each : the nucleus, we hope,
of a good ram breeding flock. This is the second
importation of Mr. Hewer's blood onto the College

farm, as Mr. Swanwick laid in a good stock of North-
leach ewes last autumn. The remaining lots sold at

prices varying from 40J. to 70j-. per head. Ram tegs are

always unsaleable at this time of year. The highest

price given was 94 gs., by Mr. Little, of Norcote, and
a similar price was paid by Mr. Easton, both for very

good sheep. We cannot close this account of a most
remarkable sale without a word or two upon the cattle,

which were a well bred lot of Herefords. Twelve very
grand cows made £2.<) each, the top price being £^2.
Fourteen 3-year-uld steers, of grand proportions
and in fine condition, brought the extraordinai-y

average of £^1 14J. 6d. each, and 30 working oxen
realised an average of £2^ i^s. <)d. each, and are

intended, we understand, for grazing on Somersetshire
pastures.

THE LABOURER IN THE VALE OF
GLOUCESTER.

The number of labourers employed by agi'iculturists

in the Vale of Gloucester varies according to the thrifty

habits and tidiness of the farmer, as well as the size of

the farms and the proportion of arable land attached

to them, which, by the way, is too limited upon many
of them. Upon some of these farms few regular

hands are kept, except the carter, whose duty is to

help milk in the morning, and to go out a few hours

in the middle of the day to plough, or to fill and cart

out manure, as the case may be ; but upon the larger

farms, and where there is a greater portion of arable

land, there is a more systematic mode of business

adopted, and a regular staff of labourers kept. In most
of the farmhouses there are one or two boys kept
(from 12 to 17 years old), hired at the statute fairs, to

assist the maid-servants with the milking, and to feed

the pigs, &c., as well as to act under the carter when
required.

Milking is a considerable item of labour upon many
of the large dairy farms, for which the Vale is famous.

As there are often from 30 to 60 cows to milk, this

causes a great demand for female labour in cheese and
butter making ; very few women care to go out to

field-work, and it is with very great difficulty that a

few can be got in a busy time to pick up stones. Couch,
or to help with the hay and com harvest (they get from
\od. to IJ-. per day) ; nor can it be much regretted, as

a mother can generally find enough to do at home, to

keep her family and her house in order, without going

out to field-work.

Wages are nearly the same throughout the Vale.

Most of the farmers give loj-. to 11/. per week to

their best hands, with three quarts of cider per day,

and a meal of bread and cheese occasionally, which
would be equal to at least \%s. or 14J. per week.

Labourers have also frequently an opportunity of rent-

ing a few perches of land in one of their master's fields,

already manured and ploughed up, for \s. per perch,

which they plant with Potatos. This certainly is a

great help to a poor man with a family, who has not

got an allotment to his cottage, as it not only provides

Potatos for his own use, but produces a quantity of

offal, with which he is enabled to keep a pig, which,

hen fatted, is a most useful inmate of the larder ; or

if unfortunately circumstances do not allow of this, it

can be sold to pay off the shoe bill and the other calls

to which poor men are subject. There is another

class of labourers who do not care to have a constant

place of work, but prefer the chances of task-work.

These often are some of the very best hands, as

they can do almost any kind of work, agricultural
or otherwise, and they think it a very poor week
if they do not earn \%s. or 2cw. Through the
winter months they generally find employment in

draining, timber felling, grubbing, stone digging,

hedging and ditching, ii:c., and, as soon as the .spring

work commences, take jobs of Wheat hoeing, Bean
hacking. Turnip hoeing, mowing, com cutting, or any
other kmd of task-work which farmers have to give

who do not keep regular hands sufficient to do their

work ; very often, however, there is more poverty

in the homes of these men than is seen among the

families of those who seek regular work, as the former

are too often led, on their way home on a Saturday

night, to a public-house, where they spend a great share

of their week's hard earnmgs away from their wives,

who are anxiously waiting for their return to get the

money which is to provide the week's food. Few
farmers care to employ boys under u or 12 years old,

and as education is cheap and schools plentiful the

cottagers have a good opportunity of sending their

children regidarly to school ; and thus, thanks to the

interest taken in the support of schools by the clergy of

all denominations, and the supervision of them by the

various landed proprietors, a great boon is conferred

on the rising generation, whose parents many of them
never had an opportunity of attending a school.

The cottage accommodation has very much improved
within the last 20 years, but there is still great room
for further improvement. There are unfortunately a

number of cottages, or I should say mud huts (for indeed
they arenothing better), in the hands ofmenwhose fathers

or forefathers pitched them in the night upon thecommon
waste, before the enclosure took place ; for these nothing

can be done in the way of improvement, as they are

mostly freehold, and the owners of them have not

even the means of keeping them in decent repair.

Some of these huts have but one room, in which the

whole family live and sleep. The sanitary condition

of them is even worse than the room accommodation,
for in some instances there is no privy whatever attached,

and the slops are thrown from the door upon the

garden plot day after day, and year after year. The
pigstye and manure heap also are as handy to the

dwelling as they can possibly be made.
But it is only right to say that this is not the case

with all these small freeholds, for there are some which
have fallen into the hands of industrious men who have
saved what they could out of their earnings, and have
greatly improved their cottages, and by so doing have
not only increased their comforts, but have raised the
moral tone of those around him. The improvement of
the dwellings and moral condition of the poor has
for some time been a matter of much consideration

amongst the leading noblemen and gentry of the Vale :

much has already been done, and much is being done,

by erecting new and commodious cottages, with a view
to prevent over-crowding. Attached to these cottages

is a good plot of garden giound, the rent of them vary-

ing from is. to 2j. per week. An allotment of land

from 40 to So perches, according to the number in

family, can be obtained at an easy rent by those who
are industriously inclined ; and it is satisfactory to note

that where these advantages prevail there the cottagers

are the most provident and cleanly. The time is com-
ing when landowners will see the necessity of erecting

more cottages upon their farms, in order that their

tenants may have the labourers nearer their work.

The great distance which at the present time some
of them have to walk is very inconvenient to master

and man.
The labourers of the Vale, as a rule, are perhaps as

provident as in most parts of the country. There are

several well conducted benefit societies, including the

West Gloucester Club, which is well supported and
admirably managed. These societies in cases of sick-

ness allow 8.r. per week to the sick members for

26 weeks, after that period 4/. per week as long as

they are ill. Now these men do not meet with the

encouragement which they desei-ve from the Board of

Guardians. While they have been pinching a trifle off

their weekly earnings in order to pay into a benefit

society, to provide for themselves a doctor and a few

shillings in cases of sickness, is it right that they

should be denied an allowance of bread or a few

pounds of meat weekly in their need, simply because

they belong to such societies, when a man who,

having not been at all provident, on applying to the

board in cases of sickness, gets perhaps bs. per week
and a doctor, besides bread and other allowances

which the doctor may deem necessary for him? I have

heard many men say who are in clubs, that it would be

much better for them not to be provident, for they

would get better keep from the parish than from their

clubs. There are also several charitable clothing and

coal clubs, established and superintended generally by

the ladies of the several localities. These are a great

benefit to the poor. Ther^are ample opportunities for

tlie labourers to enjoy the advantages of religion if they

had but a stronger inclination to do so ;
probably one-

third of them are Dissenters by profession, but unfor-

tunately there is too much room to spare on Sundays in

both churches and chapels. The sermons too often

which are preached are not of a character sufficiently

simple or practical to touch a poor man's heart, but, on

the contrary, they have to do with subjects far too deep

for an uneducated person to understand. It our great

besetting sins were clearly and distmctly, but m no
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harsh spirit, pointed out, churches would become better
filled, and religion more palatable and more influential
than it is at present. Drunkenness prevails to some
extent in the cider districts, but it is to be hoped that
the alteration in the law as to granting licenses to the
low public-houses will be a great boon, and effectually
stop much of the debauchery on Sundays amongst the
labouring classes. J. IK

FARM BUILDINGS.
IV. The Royal Dairy at Frogmore.

We present the annexed engraving of the Queen's
Daily at the Home Farm, taken by Messrs. Longmans'
permission from their work on the Prince Consort's
farms, leaving any description of it till we can describe
and illustrate the Frogmore Farm Buildings in detail,

as we hope to do in a week or two.

ECONOMICAL FARM ENGINES.
What Engine should a Farmer Use?

There are very few matters connected with farm
economy on which farmers require more stirring up
than that of the sort of steam-engine which they use,

and there is no portion of their establishment about
which, as a body, they have so little real knowledge.
If a manufacturer tells a farmer that such-and-such an
engine is 8 or 10 or 12-horse power, and sells it to him at

a corresponding price, there is hardly one farmer in fifty

who can tell whether he has been cheated or not. Of
course I do not suppose that farmers as a body ever
can be judges of all parts

of an engine. They can-
not be expected to know
whether it is well made or

ill made, whether the

valves and passages are
properly proportioned, or

all the parts of the engine
of the requisite size and
strength. Nevertheless,

there are certain great fea-

tures about an engine which
they ought to know, and
about which they should
require from the makers a
written guarantee. If a
man buys a harness horse
which he does not know,
he generally requires from
the seller a warranty that

he is sound, free from vice,

and quiet in harness. Upon
all other matters he follows

his own judgment or fancy.

Why, then, should he not

follow some similar rule in

buying a steam-engine ? I

have often seen at our great

agricultural shows steam-
engines exhibited an-i

marked, we will say. .

S-horse engines, and prii'

some £1 or j^io below Uk
price of an 8-horse engine

made by one of the best

makers ; and yet I know
those engines not to be so

powerful as a 6-horse engine
ofa first-class maker. This,

I suppose, would be termed now-a-days, "clever
trading," but I think the plain English term of
"cheating" is the fairest title to give it. If any
one who knows anything about an engine begins to
ask these "fair traders" awkward questions about
details, it is surprising how quickly they contrive to
give him impertinent answers, with the sole object of
driving him away from their stands. His eyes are
open, and they know right well he is no customer
for them.
The best makers know all this perfectly, yet they

allow it to go on unchecked, although it seems to me
they have the remedy in their own hands. They have
simply to define and declare publicly what they give
for one horse- power, and the fraudulent makers must
strike their flags. At present a horse-power means
absolutely anything which the maker pleases to call a
horse-power; and it is my full belief that if any
unscrupulous maker chose to manufacture 4 -horse
engines and sell them for 8-horse engines, there is no
law in the country which could touch him, or give his
dupes any redress. But if it was distinctly understood
in the trade that a horse-power meant a certain definite
thing, then that would become a trade cuetom ; and if

any fraudulent maker gave less, the buyer would have
his remedy at law. If a baker or a grocer gives you
short weight you can recover damages against him, or,
if you prefer it, you can have him punished as a
fraudulent trader. Why should a different rule hold
with regard to steam engines ?

Now the boiler is the true test of the power of any
engine. The evaporative power of the boiler and the
streng;th of the boiler limit the power of the engine.
The size of the cylinder (within reasonable limits) has
positively nothing to do with the power that an engine
can exert. If I have a common portable engine-boiler,
with, we will say, 200 square feet of surface exposed to

the action of the fire, and calculated to work with
50 lb. on the square inch of safety-valve, then I may
(within reasonable limits) put any sized cylinder on to

that boiler, and it will in no way increase or diminish
the power of the engine. If I put a loinch cylinder
on to it {which is the usual thing) the steam issuing
from the boiler will drive the piston, which has an area
of lOO circular inches, at a certain speed. But if I put
on a cylinder twice as large, the piston of which has
an area of 200 circular inches, then the steam issuing

from the boiler will only drive the larger piston at half
the speed ; consequently the power is the same, because
the large piston cannot be driven faster, as the boiler

will not supply steam.

A boiler of the size I name, 200 feet of heating
surface, would be called a lo-horse engine by the best

makers, because they give 20 square feet of heating
surface for each nominal horse-power, and they would
put on to it a lo-inch cylinder. Some makers, how-
ever, instead of giving 200 feet, would only give 140,
or 130, or 120, and some even as low as 100 feet of
heating surface for a lo-horse engine, and yet they will

put the same sized cylinder (10 inches) on to these

small boilers. But I have shown above that the size

of the cylinder (within reasonable limits) in no way
affects the power of the engine ; with a small cylinder
you run the piston faster, with a large cylinder you
must run the piston slower, because the boiler will not
supply steam. Suppose then a farmer, knowing nothing
about engines, bought from one of these unscrupulous
makers a machine "called" a lo-horse engine, with a
lo-inch cylinder, and 120 square feet of heating surface

I lu y^

in the boiler, and suppose the price was £^ or £10 less

than the price of a lo-horse engine by one of the best

makers, he would think he had done a clever thing.

Yet in reality the engine he had bought would only do
as much work as a 6-horse engine by a first-class maker,
and the price, therefore, should be compared, not with
their lo-horse but with their 6-horse engine, and then
I suspect the farmer would find out he had made a
blind bargain.

An ordinary portable engine of the kind now so
common m all large farmyards is not the sort of engine
I would recommend to any farmer (as I hope to show
a little further on) ; at the same time, as many farmers
will no doubt still continue to buy those engines, and
will be tempted to buy of other than first-class makers,
I would recommend every farmer buying such an
engine to require from the maker a written guarantee
as follows :

—

1. That there are not less than 20 square feet of heating
surface in the boiler for each nominal horse-power.

2. That the ordinary working pressure for the boiler is

50 lb. on the square inch of safety valve above the atmo-
sphere, or 65 lb. into a vacuum.

3. That the boiler, and all the working parts of the
engine and machinery, are of a sufficient strength to bear
at least six times the ordinary working strain before they
break.

With such a written guarantee the buyer would be
pretty safe, but if the maker would not give it then I

would certainly buy an engine from some well-known
maker of high reputation, even if I had to pay a good
deal more money.

I have said, however, before, that the ordinary port-

able engine, which does not expand the steam, is not the
best sort of engine for a farmer to buy. No farmer now-
a-days ought to buy any other engine than an "expand-
ing" engine—one in which, by means of a separate

cut-off slide, the expansive power of the steam can be
utilised. Although the expanding power of steam
has been known to engineers, and was actually brought
into successful operation in Cornwall nearly 70 years
ago by Trevethick, yet it has been comparatively
little used in non-condensing engines until very
lately. The late Mr. Perkins, the clever inventor of
the steam-gun, was a great advocate for high-pressure
steam worked expansively, and invented one of the
best boilers for raising steam safely to a very high pres-
sure (500 lb. on the inch if wanted) that has ever been
brought out ; and it is somewhat amusing to see a very
rude copy of Perkins' boiler advertised week after

week as "patent," as though it were something new,
and something which no one else could supply without
the advertiser's license.

The enormous additional power to be gained out of
high-pressure steam, simply by allowing it to expand,
is quite astounding. An ordinary portable farm engine
is usually worked with about 50 lb. on the safety-valve,
and the slide-valve is so arranged in most of them that
it does not shut oiif the steam until about seven-eighths
of the stroke has been completed. Now, ifa cubic foot

of water be raised into steam at that pressure, and
be passed through such an engine, it would raise

3,312,288 lb. I foot high if there were no waste and no
friction. But suppose, instead of cutting off only at

seven-eighths of the stroke, we arrange our engine with a
separate cut-off slide, which allows us to shut ofTthc
supply ofsteam when only one-third of the stroke is made

;

then a cubic foot of water raised into steam at the same
pressure (50 lb. above the atmosphere), and passed

through such an engine,

would raise 5,558,400 lb.

I foot high, if there were
no waste and no friction.

But suppose, again, instead

of limiting ourselves to

50 lb. pressure, \ve make a
boiler that will bear 120 lb.

on the safety valve, and
instead of cutting offat one-

third suppose we cut off at

one-sixth of the stroke, then
a cubic foot of water raised

into steam at that pres-

sure (i2olb.), and passed
through such an engine,

would raise 8,438, 109 lb.

I foot high, if there were
no waste and no friction.

But it is well known that

the quantity of coal requi-

site to turn a cubic foot of
water into steam is as

nearly as possible the same
at all ordinary pressures.

In theory it would take a
trifle more to raise it into

steam at 1 20 lb. than at

50 lb., but the difference

is so very minute we may
reject it altogether from
the calculation.

What, then, does this

amount to ? Why, that the

same quantity of water and
the same quantity of coal

used in an expanding en-

gine will raise 8,438, 109 lb.

I foot high, whereas in one
of our ordinary engines it w^ould only raise 3,312,288 lb.

I foot high. But these figures, taken in the inverse ratio,

represent the proportionate quantity of water and coal

which each engine would require to do a certain amount
of work. Suppose, for instance, we had a certain piece

of ploughing to do, which with an ordinary portable

engine we knew took 1000 gallons of water, and
1500 lb. of coals to do ; then, if we set an expanding
engine to it, working at 120 lb. on the safety-valve,

and cutting off at one-sixth of the stroke, we should
only require 392 gallons of water, and 573 lb. of coal
to perform the same work ! What a contrast—392
instead of 1000 gallons of water, and 573 instead of
15001b. of coal ! Every farmer knows the trouble and
expense there is in supplying water and coal to a
ploughing engine ; surely, then, such a saving as this

is worth lookmg into.

But it may be said, this is all very nice, but what
about the cost of the engine? Well, the first cost of

an expanding engine of any given power ought posi-

tively to be less than if it were non-expanding ! To
illustrate this, suppose we confine ourselves to the

ordinary pressure, 50 lb. , and only cut off at one-third

of the stroke. Then a 6-horse boiler, expanding, will

do as much work as a lo-horse boiler not expanding,

because i cubic foot of w-ater not expanded only deve-

lopes a power represented by 3,312,288 ; whereas a
cubic foot of water where the expansion is three times,

developes a power equal to 5,558,400, so that the

proportion is 3 to 5 or 6 to 10. No doubt an expand-
ing engine requires a larger cylinder, and the crank-

shaft to be a little stronger, but the saving in the boiler

far more than makes up for that and for the cost of an
extra eccentric. But if this be so with a 50-lb, boiler,

then there is no doubt whatever it holds also with the

higher pressure, because the higher our steam is pressed

the cheaper the machine i)ecomes in proportion to the
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power developed. A 4-horse boiler pressed to 120 lb.,

and the steam cut off at one-sixth of the stroke, will deve-

lop more power than a lo-horse boiler that does not

expand ; and not only should the first outlay be con-

siderably less, but the annual expense for coals and
water should only be about 40 per cent., or an annual

saving oi j^6o out of every ;!^ioo.

But I think I hear some of your readers exclaiming,
*' 120 lb. ! why we should all be blown into the next

world some fine morning ! " They need not be alarmed

;

if the boiler is going to explode, 5 lb. will blow them
into the next world quite as quickly as 120 lb. Railway
engines work at a much higher pressure, and engineers

suit their engines to the strain they have to bear. If

they make you an engine to work regularly at $0 or

60 lb. on the safety-valve, they will give you a boiler

the bursting pressure of which is 300 or 360 lb. ; but if

they supply an engine to work at 120 lb., then they

will give a boiler the bursting pressure of which is at

least 720 lb.

Every expanding engine should have the boiler

thoroughly lagged or clothed in every spot, and should

be made with two cylinders, steam jacketed and well

clothed, the cranks being set at right angles. The
crank shaft should be cut in two, and should have a

coupling upon it, so that one cylinder may be thrown
out of work when there is only chaff-cutting or some
other light work to do. In this way, and with the

alteration of expansion, a very powerful engine will

accommodate itself to a great variety of work.
The most convenient-sized engine for almost any-

sized farm would be an 8-horse lioiler (160 square feet

of heating surface), with two 6-horse cylinders {8 inches
diameter) fitted with separate expansion slides, and a

coupling on the crank-shaft. Such an engine would do
as much work if wanted as could be got out of a
nominal 20-horse engine of the usual non-expanding
pattern, and yet by uncoupling cme cylinder it could
be worked down as low as any ordinary 6-horse engine.

It could, in fact, be made to do the work of a single

horse, or of forty horses, at pleasure, and, if a portable
engine, it ought not to cost more than a lodiorse
double-cylinder engine of the present pattern, say about

jC^yo : or, if a traction-engine, then the cost would be
about the same as a lo-horse road locomotive, say
about ^^400.

I have as yet said nothing as to whether an
engine should be a traction-engine or a mere port-

able. A traction-engine, it must be remembered,
costs from £,100 to £1 50 more than a port-

able of the same power, but then it can move
about without the aid of horses, and if a properly con-

structed machine could do a gieat deal of farm cartage

in hauling out manure and suchlike. This is a
question that every man will form his own opinion

upon, but for my own part I think a traction engine is

worth the extra cost. For a hilly country, however, no
traction engine should be used unless it has an upright

boiler, the ordinary horizontal boiler being quite unsafe

when off the level. G. A. //.

Jaiiie Comsjjonbena.
Condition of the Wheat Plant.—I have read

'*
J. L. F.'s" letter upon the '* unfavourable appear-

ance of the Wheat plant." 1 have also read un-
favourable accounts in other jsapers. In my own
neighbourhood I can see Wheats looking thin, weakly,
and bad, and I hear from neighbours that the cry " thin

plant " is very general. I look at home and see a good
full strong plant on my steam cultivated land

;

indeed, I may say that I never had a better plant.

It is clean, healthy, and strong. Surely this will tell a
tale worth knowing to the farmers of England
generally. It is pretty extensively known that 6s. 8*/.

an acre is the cost of its seed-bed. Our old friend

Mr. Mechi, according to his own showing, at p. 472,
has had a very bad year of it :

" balance to pay rent,

also interest and profit on tenant's capital on 170 acres,

for 1869—^"427 I3J-. 6d" His old rent, according to

his own fixing, stood thus :

—

45 acres chapel land . . £,\s o o
Farm, 128 acres, at 40^-. 256 o o
House, roads, and hedges, 7 acres . . . . 000

£,y)t o o

.£436 8 o

According to this Mr. Mechi has worked for a whole
year for ^8 I4r. (nt less than nothing, after paying his

usual rent and interest on his tenant's capital, at 5 per
cent., and getting 7 acres of land, with his house, rent

free, or rather no rent for it ; and "the 62,s. <^d. 1868
Wheat" is unexplained into the bargain. William Smithy
Woolston^ BU-tchlcy Station, Bucks, April 2.

Scientific Book-keeping. — This sounds far-

fetched, but in 1S55 steam-ploughing was considered
the mere theoretical working of an enthusiastic farmer;
but it has since turned things upside down. Let us,
then, theorise a bit on scientific book-keeping. It still

requires the aid of theory ! Will it be labour in vain if

we urge upon the agriculturist, who desires to be guided
by results in the cropping of his land, and the manure
and other reproductive agents he uses, that it is

desirable he should take an account of the several
mgredients and constituents of the soil, as well as of

the manures he applies, with the intention of increasing
the fertihly of his fields? In every department of the
farmer's business chemistry is daily playing a more
prominent part. It is the foundation of agriculture,
and we cannot hope to give a scientific form and
basis to this important art without a knowledge
of the constituents of the soil and of the sub-
stances which constitute the food of plants. It is

surely an essential part of a farmer's business to

study the nature of his fields, and to discover which
of the nutritive substances useful to plants his land
contains in preponderating quantity, for then he will

know how to make a right selection of such plants as

require for their development a superabundance of these
constituents, and he will obtain the greatest profit from
his fields when he knows what nutritive substances he
must supply in due proportion to those which are
already in abundance. Thus it is, in the condition and
composition of the soil, the law which regulates the

quantity of manure required must be sought for, and it

will be granted that the quantity must always have a
proportionate bearing to the dung constituents already
a component part of the land. A field in which they
abound will take less manure to give the same increased

produce than a field wanting the same. By these

means a system of farming exactly suited to the nature

and condition of the soil can be carried out. Let not

any one be alarmed, I am not going to require of him
such a knowledge of chemistry as is only obtainable by
study and research, my object is simply to bring to his

notice the several aids that are convenient and
ready to hand, which he will find in the writings

of men eminent in the practice of agriculture.

There is no profession or calling, however scientific

and learned in appearance, but can gain from the

teachings of science most useful hints, and of all

pursuits agriculture is most likely to benefit in this way.
A chemical debtor and creditor account, or '* scientific

book-keeping," is not a subject altogether unknown to

the British farmer ; it has often been, at all events,

written upon and suggested in various ways. It will be
but putting into practice what eveiy writer on the

great advantages that would accrue to agriculture by
being guided in our choice of plants by the condition

of the land, of kind as well as quantity of manures
used, has always made his theme. The farmer who
determines to know everything that may tend to

increase the value of his holding, as well as to make
himself conversant with all the operations and doings
on his farm, will find no difficulty in the matter.

And let not those who are scarcely conscious perhaps
of the educational disadvantages in an agricultural

sense they have themselves laboured under, in the

experiences of famiinglife, think this is beyond them
;

there are aids in all directions. The various constituents

of the soil are easily determined. Whatever we put
into the soil, in the shape of manure, home-made or

artificial, green crops ploughed in or fed off, can be
determined in a chemical as well as commercial view,

It is here we meet with our only difficulty, as men-
tioned by "Scientific Training," p. 1338, 1869—that is,

in the analysis of manures, at least in such as we have
to hand. The several constituents are not given in the

several orders, and let us hope that those who are able

will come to our aid. At p. 74S, 1869, Mr. Lawes
gives the memoranda of the Rothamsted Field Experi-

ments, being an advance towards the tables required to

enable the farmer to estimate, chemically and commer-
cially, the state of his fields. The article on ashes, in

Morton's "Encyclopaedia," pp. 141 to 149, also in

Wilson's "Farm Crops,'* vol i., pp. 88 and 159, and in

several places in the same works, will give an idea of

the subject. In the remarks we have made we have

only alluded to the valuable and practical aid chemistry

affords the farmer in determining the ash constituents he
has abstracted from his fields by the crop he grows, as well

as what he returns to the soil in the manure he applies.

We might have alluded also to chemistry as bearing on
other departments of the farmer's business, and show that

not only as growers of food, for man or beast, but as

producers of meat also, English agriculturists have
ample helps for the application of chemical knowledge.
Their indifference to the matter may to a certain degree

be accounted for by the absence of tables giving them
the necessary infonnation ; in fact a ready (scientific)

reckoner is required. Having obtained his multiplier,

that is the percentage of ash constituents abstracted from
the soil, as well as what he returns to the land in

manures, &c., he can at once produce the required

chemical account. West Indian.

Theory of Agriculture.—It is necessary for success

that the farmer should know the nature and composition

of the crops he raises, of the land on which theygrow, and
of the manures he uses. Another department of farming

is the rearing and fattening of stock, the production of

butter and cheese, attention to and a knowledge of the

different kinds of food used, the habits and composition

of the animals, the properties of milk, and an insight

into cheese making, are each of them stepping-stones

to success. In dealing with the land, the organic as well

as the inorganic food of plants must be familiar to the

farmer : he requires to keep in mind the sources from
hich they obtain their food, and to guide him he

must have the key of knowledge of agriculture

—

hemistry. Thus he is able to contemplate the won-
derful working of Nature, as arranged by Nature's

ruler, an All-wise Providence. By this means he will

be able to understand and act on the principles which
have been established by chemistry in connection with
the nutrition of plants, the conditions of the fertility of
soils, and the cause of their exhaustion. I have read
with mucli pleasure, though I have not obtained that

amount of infonnation I had anticipated, the excellent

report of the consulting chemist of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England, contained in the last number
of the Journal, and also the results of the field experi-

ments on Mangels. Let me point out where my dis-

appointment lies. Take examples Nos. I and 6,

at Iver Moor, Uxbridge : we find the unmanured
plots yielding on an average 22 tons 7i cwt. of

Mangels. No. 8, with 20 tons of rotten dung,
yielded 27 cwt. No. 5, with 3 cwt. Peruvian
guano, yielded 2S tons ; and the remainder of the

field, with 5 cwt. of Proctor and Ryland's mangel
manure, yielded, on an average, 28 tons. On No. 8
we have an increase of 4 tons I2| cwt. (assuming their

value to be 20j. per ton), worth 4/. \zs. 6d., in return

for 20 tons of rotten dung, which, with cartage, spread-

ing, tic, far exceeded in value what we receive in extra

produce, as compared with unmanured plots. No. 5
shows an increase of 5 tons 124 cwt., worth £^ izs. 6t/.,

obtained by application of 3 cwt. of guano, value, say,

£2 OS. 6d. A similar increase is also shown on remainder
offield, with Proctor Sc Ryland's manure, costing;^2—
No. 8, on which the 20 tons of rotten dung was used,

showing the worst results. I should like to know
(remember we are experimenting) whether the state of

the ground had been tested, analysed, and that these

20 tons of dung were applied because it (the rotten

dung) contained a certain amount of ash constituents,

found wanting in the soil, for the production of a
Mangel crop, or might be the means of rendering

active some latent manurial quality, known or esti-

mated to be in the land? The largest return was
obtained on plot 7. Had the manure used any relation

to the state of the soil as ascertained previous to the

experiment ? One question remains—Was the soil of
plot 7 left in as "good heart " as that of No. 8 ? If

the state of the land has been ascertained, will the

gentlemen conducting these experiments infonn us, as

members of the Royal Agricultural Society, of the

result ? Scientific Training.

On Sampling of Cargoes of Phosphatic Raw
Materials.— It has now become a settled practice to

fix the price to be paid per ton according to the per-

centage of tribasic phosphate of lime found by analysis.

Samples are usually sent to two chemists, and, for

their convenience, sent in fine powder. The seller or
his agent suggests that, to procure this powder, the
material should be passed through millstones ; and
some manufacturers are unwise enough to consent to

such a vicious practice, which goes far to explain the

well-known fact that, given a certain quantity of
material stated to contain a certain percentage of phos-
phate of lime, you can never obtain, in the manufac-
tured article, the amount of phosphate you had a right

to expect by calculation. In the action produced by
the process of grinding great heat is evolved, which
heat proceeds from the moisture, which is thus, to a
certain extent, used up, and disappears ; and thus it is

not unfrequently found that I, 2, or 3 per cent, of

moisture disappears, and the phosphates, consequently,

are increased in the analysis. We have long expected

that analytical chemists, who must have been well

aware of the injustice, would have come forward and
proposed a remedy, but they have not done so ; and
lest it may be supposed that it is a necessary evil»

and there is no cure, we beg to suggest one or

two modes by which the injustice can be removed.
I. While the cargo is being discharged, let one weigh-
ing in 50 be placed over a kiln or some convenient

drying place, and thus a great portion of the moisture

dried off and ascertained. Most manufactories afford

convenient means for accomplishing this, which can be
done by the sellers' and buyers' agents, and during the

discharge of the cargo. Suppose 5 per cent, of moisture

is thus driven off, then the phosphate found in 95 grains

of such sample will represent that which exists in

100 grains of the cargo. There wjU then be no objec-

tion to passing the dried sample through stones. This
mode is particularly suitable for wet cargoes ; but, in a
case where this drying cannot be conveniently accon?'

plished, plan No. 2 may be adopted, which is either tc

send rough samples to the chemist, or, if for their con-

venience a fine sample is wanted, to send a rough
sample with it at the same time, from which the

chemist should ascertain the moisture. In all cases, as

the moisture resides mostly in the fine part of the cargo,

it is desirable to pass the sample lot through a screen,

and then, by weighing each separately, to ascertain

their respective proportions, and then taking care that

the sample for analysis should be made up in the same
proportion—say one of fine and two of rough, as the

case may be. 3. There is yet another mode of dealing

with the difficulty, and that is for the seller to allow the

buyer i or 2 percent., according to the dampness of

the cargo, for the privilege and convenience of allowing

the whole to be ground under stones. Here, then, are

three methods, each fair to both parties, and vastly pre-

ferable, we think, to the unjust system frequently pursued

and which often leads to disputes. Spooner &= Bailey.

Does Mustard Seed pay for Growing .'—That

there are many cogent reasons for and agamst the

growth of Mustard there can be no doubt, but I shall
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endeavour to prove that those in favour of it are of

greater weight than those to its disadvantage. In

some farm agreements it is considered one of the

''pernicious seeds," and the tenant is prohibited from

growing it. Of course, under sucli
'

' pernicious " con-

ditions (for the restrictions placed upon tenants by

some landlords and their agents are far more detri-

mental to the cause of agriculture than the "per-

nicious seeds " that they are so careful to prevent the

tenant from cultivating), nothing can be urged ; but as

some other landlords are of opinion that the occupiers

of their land know best what to grow, no such rules

are enforced. Lord Overstone is one of th^ large

landowners in the Mustard-growing districts who takes

this liberal view, and none would say that his tenants

are not among the best farmers in the country.

Presuming, therefore, that the tenant may cultivate

Mustard if he chooses, and that the soil is suitable

for it, the question arises, is it better to grow Mustard
or to take a corn crop ? One point in favour of the

Mustard is that the cost of seed required per acre is

many hundreds per cent, less than that of Oats, Barley,

or Peas ; and as there is no danger of getting a plant,

it certainly has a great advantage over spring corn

in that respect, for we are all only too painfully aware

of the devastating effects of the wireworm, the crow,

and otlier enemies of the farmer. It is tme that it is

generally usual to apply a good dressing of artificial

manure in growing Mustard, but as the same would be

used for the spring corn, nothing can on that head be

placed to the debit of the Mustard without placing a

similar account to the debtor side of the Oat or Barley

crop. Some say, "Don't grow Mustard, you'll never

get it out of the land." Now this assertion need not

be taken as a fact, for I venture to say that little or no

harm need accrue if the land is properly treated. My
plan is as follows : give the shelled seed time to grow,

and then plough the land a good depth and let it lay all

winter ; harrow and plough it again in the early spring,

and in March set it with Potatos—for good Mustard land

will gi'ow good Potatos, and when the Mustard

appears among the Potatos it is easily weeded out.

The next objection—that it is such a hazardous crop

—

is of more weight, and so long as the weather is not

under the tenant's control it will be a most decided

drawback to the extensive cultivation of Mustard
;

for a wet day, or even a shower of rain, when tlie crop

lies cut and not carried, by rendering the seed grey,

will often depreciate its value cent, per cent.

Against hailstorms, of couree, the farmer has a remedy

by insuring his crop, so that no great objection can be

raised on that point. But the chief influence that

bears against the cultivation of Mustard is the exclusive

monopoly that exists in the seed-crushing trade, for

under present circumstances there is only one market

in the country in which to dispose of the seed, andonly
about one month in the year in which it can be sold even

there ; and, worse tlian all, only about half-a-dozen

buyers, who generally lay their heads together,and fix

the maximum price before they come into the Exchange
at Wisbeach. But even to tliis dark cloud "there's a

silver lining," and it consists in this,—that the mer-

chants always give a remunerative price for a good
sample of brown seed ; for they rightly judge that, if

they did not, the farmers would not grow it for them.

Thus, taking all things into consideration, I think

the growers of Mustard will find that, in a succession

of years, the crop will be found to pay better than

those of spring com. Nemesis, Mareh 10.

Sntixtics.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF E.^GLAND,

Monthly Council : Wednesday, April 6.—Present

tlie Duke of Devonshire, K.G., President, in the chair
;

Viscount Bridport, Lord Berners, Lord Chesham,
Lord Kesteven, Lord Tredegar, the Hon. H. G.

Liddell, M.P. ; Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P.
;

Mr. Acland, Mr. Amos, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Barnett,

Mr. Booth, Mr. Bowley, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Chal-

loner, Mr. Clayden," Mr. Clive, Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent,

M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hassall, Mr. Hol-

land, Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Hosk>'ns. M.P. ; Mr. Jonas,

Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr. Lawes, Mr. Leeds,

Mr. Mihvard, Mr. Ransome, Mr. White Ridley, M.P. ;

Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr.

Turner, Mr. Webb, Mr. Wells, M.P. ; Mr. White-
head, Major Wilson, Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Dr.

Voelcker.

The following were elected members :

—

Allnutt, T. A., Watlington Farm. Tetsworth.

Barclay, W. Leatham, Knotts Green, Leyton.

Blyth, James, Weasenham, All Saints, Brandon.
Brough, W. S., Fowlchurch, Leek.
Byrd, Frederick. Dunston, Penkridge.

Callender, Peter, Devonshire House, Birkenhead.

Cooke, Frederick F., Caston Hall, Attleboro.

Corbett, C. , Broad Marston, Stratford-on-Avon.

Darby. Alfred, Stanley Hall, Bridgnorth.

Davy. John, Owersby, Market Raisen.

Denton, J. Bailey. 22. Whitehall Place, London.
Dickin, Edward F., Yockingsgate, Whitchurch.

Dudding, Henry, Panton House, Wragby.
Early. Thomas, Witney.

Elwell. Edward, Wednesbury.
Fitzhardinge. Lord, Berkeley Castle, Berkeley.

Gilbert. Joseph, Evesham. *

Gillard, Henry, Stafford.

Gunson, John. Hope Field, Lowick, Ulverston.
Hamond, Nicholas, Bridgnorth.

Herring, Henry, Caldwell Farm, Kidderminster.
Hodgson. J. Stewart. Denbigh. Haslemere.
Humphrey, Henry, Ashington. Hurst.
Hunt, R.. Earl's Colne. Halstead.

Johnson, John George. Cross. Torrington.

Johnson, Joseph. Sutton by Beckingham, Newark.
Juckes, Thomas, Tern, Wellington.

Kaye, John Edward, Bretton Park, Wakefield.
Kent, George, North End, Portsea.

King, Frederick, 39, Lombard Street, London.
King, Raymond Fuller, 39, Lombard Street. London.
King. William DaWd, 130, Queen's Street, Portsea.

Lipper, George Andrew, Aylesbury.

Lett. Wilham, Rushock, Droitwich.

Mayo, Henry, Cokers Frome, Dorchester.

Mayon, John. Webster, Fazeley, Tamworth.
Morley, Edward. Bruze Norton, Eampton.
Newill. Joseph, Lydbury North, Salop.

Park, James, Ulverston.

Page, Thomas Robert, Adderbury East, Oxford.

Parsons, John Philip, 2, Acacia Villa, Putney, S.W.
Parsons, William, Elsfield, Oxford.

Pettiward, Robert John, Finborough Hall, Stowmarket.

Reade, Joseph, Shipton, Chipping Norton.

Rogers, A, Plas->-n-y-pentre, Llangollen.

Roupell, John Stuart, Lee Place, Charlbur\'.

Rowland. William R., Creslow. Aylesbury.

Scott, Jonathan. Little Crosthwaite, Keswick.
Sheldon, J., jun., Eynsham, Oxford.

Sheldon, Thomas, Osney Mill, Oxford.

Short, A. L. H.. East Castle Street. Bridgnorth.

Skelton, Edward. Dunkley, Sutton Bridge, Lincoln-

shire.

Spencer, John, VilUers Hill, Kenilworth.

Steedman, Edward B., High Ercale Hall, Wellington,

Salop.

Stratton, Joseph. Upton Lower Farm. Eurford.

Stuart, John Windon. Oldbury Terrace. Bridgnorth.

Stubbs. Richard, Stone, Staffordshire.

Slubbs. Thomas. Teddesley Coppice, Penkridge.

Tallant, Francis, Easebourne Priory, Midhurst.

Taylor. Francis. Church Street, Romsey.
Thompson, Thomas C, Ashdown Park East, Grinstead.

Tildesley, James, Willenhall, Wolverhampton.
Tredwell, William. Elsfield, Oxford.

Twinch, John, 58, Thames Street, Windsor.
W'amer, William^Henry, 4, Wliitehall, London
M'iggins, William, Watcombe Manor, Watlington,

O.xon.

Wood, John, Draycott-in-the-Clay, Uttoxeter.

Wright, Thomas. Seaton Bam House. Dudley.

Weatherhogg. George William. Newark.

Finances.—Major-General Viscount Bridport pre-

sented the report, from which it appeared that the

seci^etary's receipts during the past month had been
examined, and were found correct. The balance in the

hands of the bankers on March 31 was ;{;"i745 3^. id.,

;!^3Soo remaining on deposit at interest. The balance-

sheet for the quarter ended March 31, 1869, and the

statement of stibscriptions and arrears were laid on the

table, the amount of arrears due being £<^^o. The
committee had had under their consideration a number
of cases of defaulting members, and they recommended
that these cases be referred to the Society's solicitor,

with instructions to take proceedings to recover the

arrears of subscriptions due to the Society.—-This

report was adopted.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported

that the committee recommended that a prize of ;[^io

be offered for the best description of the most improved

form of kiln for burning lime for agricultural purposes.*

It was also recommended that the committee be

empowered to spend ^25 in obtaining an article for

the Journal "On the Latest Improvements in the

Management and Cultivation of Hops ;" and that a

series of experiments be set on foot during the next

autumn and winter to test the comparative feeding

value of Barley and malt, at a cost not exceeding ^100.

—This report was adopted.

House.—Major-General Viscount Bridport (chair-

man) reported that the attention of the ccMnmittee had

been called to a recent assessment of the Society's

house—the previous rating having been on a basis of

;^So, and the present demand being based on ;!^28o.

The committee therefore recommended that the secre-

tary be instructed to communicate with the Society's

solicitor, with a view to an appeal.—This report was
adopted.

Library. — Major-General Viscount Bridport

reported that, with regard to the improvement and the

gradual completion of the librar}', the committee

recommended that a grant be made this year of ;i^ioo

for the purchase of books, and that a future grant of

^e;o be annually applied for, for the same purpose.

The committee suggested that a list of books proposed

to be purchased be made out by the Editor, and sub-

mitted to the Journal Committee for their approval.

As to additional book-cases the committee recom-

mended that the two spaces on each side of the fire-

place in the council-room be successively appropriated

when required, and that the House Committee be

empowered to contract for the same.—This report was
adopted.

General, Oxford.—Lord Kesteven reported the

following recommendation of the committee :—That

the secretary put himself in communication with other

parties than those from whom refreshment tenders have

be forwarded to the

been received, in order to negotiate with them.—This
report was adopted.

On the motion of Lord Kesteven, it "was resolved
** That the secretary do put himself in communication
with the Oxford local committee to secure the required

lodgings for the officers of the Society at Oxford."

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M.P. (chairman), reported

that the committee had had before them the corre-

spondence between Messrs. Bradbum & Co., and Pro-

fessor Voelcker, and that they had nothing to add to

their former report.—This report was adopted.

Education.—Mr. Holland (chairman) reported

that only two candidates had entered to compete for

the Society's certificates and prizes, and that neither of

them desire to be examined either in geology or botany.

The committee recommended the following gentlemen as

examiners at the forthcoming examination, viz. :—Gene-
ral and Agriculti'.ral Chemistry, Professor Liveing and
Dr. Voelcker ; Land Surveying and Mechanics, Pro-

fessor Twisden ; Book-keeping, Messrs. Quilter, Ball

& Co. ; Anatomy and Animal Physiology, Professor

Simonds.—This report was adopted.

Selection.—Mr. H. S. Thompson (chairman)

reported that the committee, after full consideration of

the question referred to them by the Council, relating

to the power of adjournment possessed by the general

meeting of the Society, fixed by the Charter to be held

on a particular day in May, have to report their opinion

that there is an inherent power in such meeting, when
once duly constituted, to adjourn to another day for the

more convenient transaction of the business of the

meeting, within such limits as shall not admit of a
departure from the evident intention of the Charter

that a general meeting of the Society shall be held in

London for the election of officers and other business

at the particular time of year named.
Judges Selection. — Mr. Mihvard (chairman)

presented a list of the names of gentlemen nominated
by the committee as judges of stock and implements
at Oxford ; and he reported the recommendation of

the committee that these gentlemen be invited to act

in such capacities at the O.xford meeting.—This report

was adopted.

Veterinary.—Mr. Wells, M.P., reported that in

order to give effect to the resolution, arrived at by the

Council at their last meeting, the committee recom-

mended that a sum of ;^25 be placed at the disposal of

Professor Simonds for making experiments in pleuro-

pneumonia, especially with regard to preventive mea-
sures. The committee had received the report of the

Governors of the Royal Veterinary College, as well as

a communication in reference to the resolution passed

at the last meeting of the Council. This report having
been adopted, the last-mentioned communication was
read as follows :—

•

" Royal Veterinary College, March 23, 1870.

"My Lords and Gentlemen,—The Governors of the

Royal Veterinary College having considered the commu-
nication from the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society, dated March 3, 1870. beg to express their hope
that the amount of the grant of ^^200 a-year from the

Royal Agricultural Society will not be diminished.

"In proof of their earnest desire that the objects of the

Royal Agricultural Society shall be attained, they beg to

place the ^^50 a-year, which they have for some years

appropriated to the purchase of specimens of disease in

cattle, sheep, and pigs, in the hands of the Council, and
have made arrangements to the extent of their accom-
modation for the reception of any specimens the Council

may forward to the College ; and further,

"The Governors of the Royal Veterinary College
request the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society to

transmit to them such subjects for investigation to be
undert;iken in the College, as they may decide upon, and
the Governors will instruct Professor Simonds to conduct
such investigation.

" The Governors have instructed Professor Simonds to

report the circumstances connected with the diseases

manifested in such specimens as may be provided by the

Council, and the treatment thereof, to each meeting of

their 'committee for general purposes,' which meetings
take place quarterly, and from which such reports will be
immediately transmitted to the Council.

" The Principal is requested to transmit the communi-
cation now agreed upon to the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society.— I have the honour to be, my lords

and gentlemen, your obedient servant,
" C. N. Newdegate. Chairman.

" To the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society."

It was then moved by Lord Bridport, and seconded
by Colonel Challoner, " That the request contained in

this communication be complied witli." A discussion

then ensued, in which Mr. Thompson supported the

motion, and Mr. Jacob Wilson explained the views of

the committee, and their reasons ior not acquiescing in

the request of the Governors of the College. On the

question being put to tlie vote, Lord Bridport's resolu-

tion was lost by 19 noes to 6 ayes.

The report of the governors of the Royal Veterinary

College having been read,* it was moved by the Hon.
H. G. Liddell, M.P., seconded by Mr. J. D. Dent,

M.P., and carried unanimously, "That this Council

call the attention of the Privy Council to so much of

the report of the Governors of the Royal Veterinary

College as relates to rinderpest, and urge the Privy

Council to take this report into their immediate and
careful consideration."

Memorials having been received from the authorities

of Shrewsbury, Stafford, and Wolverhampton, inviting

Extracts from this report are appended.
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the Society to hold their country meeting for 1871 in

those locahties, on the motion of Mr. Jacob Wilson,

the following were appointed an Inspection Committee
to visit and report on the facilities offered by the com-
peting towns :—his Grace the Duke of Richmond, Sir

Edward Kerrison, Mr. D. R. Davies, Mr. B. T.

Brandreth Gibbs, and Mr. William Torr.

On the motion of Mr. Cantrell, the following list of

competitors for the prizes offered by Mr. Mason and
the Society for the two best-managed farms in the

district round Oxford was ordered to be published :

—

Cother, William. Middle Aston, Deddington, Oxford.

Craddock, Robert, Lyneham, Chipping Norton, Oxon.
Dashwood. Frederick Loftus, Kirtllngton, Oxford.
Deane, Thomas, Huttons, Harabledon, Henley-on-

Thames.
Denchfield, William, Easington Farm, Banbury, Oxon.
Druce, Sanmel, Eynsham, Oxford.
Edmonds, William John, Southrop House, Lechlade,

Gloucestershire.

Fowler, Jolin Kersey, Prebendal Farms, Aylesbury, Bucks.
Gibbons, George Thomas, White Hill Farm, Tackley,

Oxford.
Gillett, Charles, Cote House, Bampton, Oxon.
Hall, William, Barford House, Deddington, Banbury,

Oxon.
Hatton, William, Kingston. Tetsworth, Oxon.
Latham, Thomas, Little Wiltenham, Abingdon, Berks.
Millingion, Mary Elizabeth, Ash Grove Farm, Ardley,

Bicester. Oxon.
Penson, Robert, Foxcott, Chipping Norton, Oxon.
Savidge, Matthew, [Sarsden Lodge Farm, Chipping

Norton.
Smith, Samuel, Somerton, Deddington, Oxon.
Smith, Thomas, The Downs, Wootton, Woodstock,

Oxon.
Stilgoe, Nathanid, Manor Farm, Adderbury, Banbury.
Stilgoe, Zachariah, W., Adderbury Grounds, Banbury.
Treadwell, John, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury, Bucks.

Mr. Ton- then moved " That judges of live stock at

the Society's country meetings be supplied with a list

of the animals entered for the prizes which they have
to award, omitting the names of the exhibitors, but
giving the pedigrees of the entries," and he explained
that his object was to ensure that the prizetakers should
be good animals with good descent, stating his opinion
that they ought to possess four or five crosses of pure
blood. — Mr. Milward, in seconding the motion,
expressed his regret that Mr. Torr had not adhered to

his original intention, and proposed that the catalogues
should be placed in the hands of the judges, and he
quoted the case of a prize bull at the Society's Warwick
meeting, which no breeder would have dared to use

on account of his w-ant of pedigree.—Mr. J. D. Dent,
M. P., having stated that he would have voted for the

motion of which Mr. Torr had originally given notice,

but that he must oppose it in its present form,—Mr,
Bowly expressed his dissent from Mr. Torr's views,

mentioning particularly that in his opinion prices given
for animals at a sale rested on a different basis from
that on which prizes were awarded at a show. He
also remarked that the great success of the Society's

shows was due to the certainty of the awards being
made with impartiality.—Mr. Jacob Wilson also

opposed the motion, and expressed his opinion that

if the object was to guarantee the possession of here-

ditary qualities Mr. Torr had placed the cart before

the horse, for he should have moved that the posses-

sion of a certain pedigree be made a condition of entry.

Mr. Booth likewise opposed the motion, although per-

sonally he felt indifferent whether the judges, if they
were honest and independent men, were supplied with
catalogues or not ; but he felt that many younger
exhibitors would object to such information as was
proposed being afforded to the judges.—The resolution

having been further opposed by Mr. Turner, Mr.
Davies, Mr. Webb, and Mr. Jonas, it was withdrawn
by Mr. Torr, with the expression of his conviction
that the discussion would have a beneficial effect, and
that in future years it might be found possible to
demand a certificate of pedigree as a condition of
entry.

A letter from the President of the " Societe des
Agriculteurs de France," on the subject of an inter-

national agricultural congress was, on the motion of
Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, referred to the Journal Com-
mittee.

The secretary was authorised to affix the common
seal of the Society to the diplomas of recently elected
honorary members.
On the motion of Mr. Jacob Wilson, seconded by

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Amos was empowered to
communicate with intending exhibitors of steam-
engines, with a view of ascertaining their respective
** speeds" and other particulars, so as to facilitate the
forthcoming trials of implements at Oxford.

Extracts from the report of the Governors of the
Royal Veterinary College to the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society :

—

'

' During the past year (1869) events have occurred which
tend to prove the increasing importance to the members
of the profession of a complete and practical acquaintance
with the diseases of farm stock, and especially with those
which, normally existing in a mitigated form, are likely to
assume an epizootic character, and occasion serious loss
to the farmer, although they may not be essentially
malignant in their nature. Such, for example, is the
malady commonly known as ' mouth-and-foot disease.'
"Some interesting cases of disease of the skin of lambs

were brought to the notice of the students. The disease
possessed all the characteristics of the affection known

as Crusta lactea in the human infant. The parts princi-
pally affected by the morbid action were the sides of the
neck, and even the shoulders were ultimately attacked.
Thick crusts of a dark colour covered the skin, which
was also much inflamed and cracked. The young
animals suffered much trom local irritation and sympto-
matic fever, underwhich some sank. The cases, however,
were not numerous in the several flocks in which the
disease appeared, not more than 6 or 8 among 150 to
200 animals. Application of the oxide of zinc ointment
proved beneficial, but careful nursing and protection, both
from hot and wet weather, were needed as adjuncts to
the treatment.

" Some other novel cases occurred in lambs, in which
death resulted from parasites existing on the skin. The
parasites in question were those commonly known as ticks
(Ixodes Ricinus). These parasites abound in most
countries, and are met with both on wild and domesticated
animals, firmly attached to the skin, from which they draw
blood as their food. Until now they have not been found
on animals in G^eat Britain to an extent injurious to
health, much less as causing death. In hot countries,
however, and particularly in many parts of South America,
these parasites attackj animals in such vast numbers that
even oxen succumb to the irritating and exhaustive effects

of their attacks. Specimens of the skin of lambs, thickly
covered with these epizoa, were sent from Kent by a veteri-

nary surgeon consulted on the case. In his communication
he writes that ' they had attacked the sheep and lambs,
both on uplands and marshes, and that one farmer found
a large quantity of them on some colts which were at

pasture near to the sheep.' There are few parasites more
tenacious of life than ticks, but experiments having shown
that they can easily be destroyed by carbolic acid, it

was recommended that a trial should be given to dipping
the sheep and lambs in a diluted mixture of the acid.

This proved most effective in the destruction of the ticks,

and thereby prevented a further loss of lambs.
"The chief event of the year in connection with cattle

diseases has been the remarkable outbreak of the malady
known as the mouth-and-foot disease. Few parts of
Great Britain have escaped, and in one instance, at least,

the disease was ascertained to have been introduced into

Ireland by cattle exported from England. In Ireland,
however, the malady has been kept far more in check
than elsewhere by sanitary regulations, as the execu-
tive of the Government in that country was enabled to

enforce the orders of Council through the medium of the
constabulary.

"Another contagious disease of catde has excited a
good deal of attention—pleuro-pneumonia

; and in addi-
tion to the legislative provisions for its suppression a
revival of the system of inoculation by way of prevention
has been resorted to. Experiments for this purpose have
been begun in several parts of the country, but chiefly in

Norfolk and Cheshire. Some of the results have been
published, but in the present state of the inquiry no
correct deductions can be arrived at from the data
obtained. It may, however, reasonably be doubted
whether the results will so far differ from those which
were obtained in 1852-53 as to justify the adoption of the
system.

"That no fresh introduction of the cattle plague has
occurred within the year is a subject of sincere congratula-
tion. The disease, however, has been more than usually
rife in many parts of Eastern Europe, and early in the
year made its way from Hungary into Lower Austria,

showing itself in several places, and among these in some
villages near Vienna.

" The latest intelligence which has been received is far

from reassuring.

"The plague had entered Silesia from the south-
western districts of Poland, and although it was quickly
stamped out, the state of things was so threatening that

both the Prussian and Austrian frontiers had to be strictly

guarded by the military. It may be thus hoped that

Western Europe will be protected from further loss

through this most malignant and infectious disease ; but
that Poland, Galicia, Hungary, Transylvania, and
Buckowina, will suffer severely from the outbreak cannot
be questioned.

"With reference to another foreign disease—the small-
pox of sheep—it may be mentioned that the Government
measures, which required that all foreign sheep should
undergo a quarantine of fourteen days, or be slaughtered
within four days at the port of landing, proved most effec-

tive in securing the country against the introduction of the

malady.
'

' Passing from foreign to home diseases of a contagious
nature, we find that scab in sheep has been exceedingly
prevalent during the year. This disease is essentially

parasitic in its nature.— the analogue, in fact, of itch in

the human subject. It is not difficult of cure, and many
of the popular remedies are sufficient for the purpose.
These, however, often fail in effecting a cure, as must the

best chosen remedies, for want of sufficient care in their

application. Each sheep in turn should be well examined,
and the agent applied to every spot where the disease is

found to exist. In all places where ' scabs " are met with,

they must be well broken up with the fingers before the

agent is used, otherwise neither the Acari nor their ova
will be destroyed."

SA TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.
Council Meeting : Bristol, March 29. — The

Council having at their last meeting granted a sum of

j/^ioo to the Arts Committee for the Taunton meeting,

in June next, in order to encourage artists to exhibit a

higher class of pictures than usual at the Society's

meetings, the committee, through Mr. R, R. M. Daw,
now recommended the following appropriation of the

grant :—The £\QO to be added to the sitm received

from the sale of'Art Union tickets, thus forming one
common fund to be drawn for by the subscribers to the

Art Union and the annual members of the Society,

and providing the following special prizes : two of £^o
each, two of ;^l 5 each, and three of ;i^io each. This
recommendation was unanimously adopted.

Southampton Mceti7ig : The Prizes *for Hereford
Bulls.—A. clerical error having been committed by the
judges in entering their award of prizes in class 12.
at Southampton, whereby Mr. W. B. Simonds, M.P.
was represented as entitled to the prize of ;^20 for the
best Hereford bull not exceeding two years old, and Mr.
Nathaniel Benjafield, of Short's Green Farm, Motcombe.
Shaftesbury, to the prize of ;,^io for the second best,

the error was now rectified by the spontaneous act
of Mr. Simonds, who, having satisfied himself that
a purely clerical error had been committed by tlie

judges, most handsomely waived his right to the prize
money already paid to him ; and this, with the sanction
of the Council, was directed to be handed over to Mr.
Benjafield as the actual owner of the 1st prize animal
in his class—Mr. Simonds' animal taking the 2d prize
and place.

Vacancy in the Council.—Mr. J. H. Kennaway, of

19, Oxford Square, London, was elected to supply the
vacancy in the Council occasioned by the death of Mr.
John Woolcombe Sillifant, of Combe, Copplestone,
Devon.

The Societys Journal.—A copy of the Society's
Journal, vol. i., ;p. 2, t. s., recently published and
distributed among the members, was placed upon the
table.

Taunton Meeting: Programme of Proceedings.—The
secretary having reported that the time for entering
stock and implements would not expire until April 20,
brought up the draft programme, which was provision-

ally agreed to, and ordered to be reported to the Council
at their next meeting,
A communication from Mr. E. G. Carew Gibson, of

Crofton, Isle of Wight, offering a prize for pheasants at

the Guildford meeting, was ordered to be referred to

the stewards of poultry.

Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

April 4.

—

-Exhaustion of the Soil, in relation io

Landlords^ Ctn'enaiits, and the Valuation of Unex-
hausted I/npnn'efnents.—The following is a condensed
report of the paper on this subject by J. B. Lawes, Esq.

After referring to the practice from the commence-
ment of the present century, Mr. Lawes said :—
I propose to direct your attention this evening chiefly

to the following questions: i. Whether, in order to
preserve the soil from exhaustion, it is necessary to
enforce a fixed rotation of crops. 2. What are the best,

or most generally applicable means at our disposal, for

the estimation of the value of unexhausted manures ?

In considering the characters of soil with the view of
arriving at some answer to these questions, it \vill

suffice to confine attention mainly to the definition an'd

illustration of those qualities which are commonly
known under the term "condition," and to pointing

out the distinction between these and those which are

due to what may be called the normal or natural fertility

of the soil.

The word ** condition" is in very common use
amongst agriculturists. It is so^id that a farm is " in con-
dition," or " out of condition," or in "high condition,"

or in "low condition." These terms are well under-

stood to imply certain states of iertility which it is

not easy to define more accurately in a few words.

By way of special illustration of such "condition"
I will direct attention to some results selected from
among those of the numerous field experiments made
on my farm at Rothamsted. Mr. Lawes then
explained the nature of the Tables L, II., III.,

and IV, (see leader), and proceeded to say—
I will first call attention generally to the fact that,

throughout the long periods over which these various

experiments have extended, condition has been equally

kept up whether farmyard dung or certain chemical
mixtures were employed. In the Wheat experiments

the average of 26 successive crops grown by farmyard
dung was 33! bushels; the average on plot 16 of

21 crops grpwn by artificial manure was 36 J bushels,

and the average on the same plot over 13 years, when
the artificial manures were increased in quantity, was
39.^ bushels. In the case of the Barley, the average over

1 8 years of farmyard dung was 48 bushels, and over

iS years of artificial manure 474 bushels. In the

rotation experiment, after the removal, on the average

of the four courses, of about 13I tons of Turnips,

which had been manured with artificial manure, the

average of the four crops of Barley was 48^ bushels,

and that of the four crops of Wheat 36^ bushels.

Lastly, in the 14 years experiments on permanent
meadow land, the average produce of hay where
farmyard manure was employed was 43 cwt., and
where artificial manures were used 45 cwt. It is obvious,

therefore, as I have already said, that land can be kept
in " condition," whether continually under grain crops,

under rotation, or growing' natural grasses, equally by
farmyard dung or artificial manures. I will now
endeavour to illustrate the extent, or limit, of duration

of "condition" of soil, under different circumstances

of manuring. I will refer first to the experiments on

Wheat, the results of which are given in Table I.

During the first eight years, from 1S44 to 1S51 inclu-

sive, plot 16 was variously manured with mmeral

manure and ammonia salts, and gave an average annual

produce of 3of bushels. During the next 13 years,

from 1852 to 1864 inclusive, it received every year a
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mineral manure, composed of salts of potass, soda,'

magnesia, and superphosphate of lime, and also a

largely increased amount of ammonia salts, namely
800 lb. per acre per annum, and the average produce

over the 13 years was 39^ bushels. The manuring was
then stopped, so that the crops of 1S65 and since have

been entirely unmanured. The crop of 1S65, the first

after the cessation of the manuring, was 32^ bushels, the

second lyf, the third 14^, the fourth 22f, and the fifth

l6| bushels. It isobvious, therefore, that the* 'condition"

of the land,due to theunexhausted residue of the manures

applied during the 21 previous years, was sufficient to

yield a fair crop in the first year after the manuring

was stopped, but that the produce then rapidly

declined. It should be stated, however, that the

quantity of ammonia applied in this experiment was
very excessive, amounting, in the 21 years, to as much
as would be supplied in 10 tons of Peruvian guano.

Deducting the amount of nitrogen in the increase of

crop in the 21 years, from the amount supplied in the

manure during the same period, it appeared that

nitrogen equal to more than a ton of ammonia, and to

more than would be supplied in the 6^ tons of Peruvian

guano, remained unrecovered in the increase of crop.

An analysis of the soil to the depth of 27 inches from

the surface showed that about one-third of this excess

still remained in the soil within that depth, at that

period ; leaving, however, the remaining two-thirds

still unaccounted for. Even the one-third retained

within a depth of 27 inches from the surface would
appear, from the small produce yielded by it, to be so

diffused, and locked up in such states of combina-
tion in the soil, as to be available in very small

quantities annually. Of the remaining two-thirds,

doubtless a part is still retained in the soil below
a depth of 27 inches ; but probably the largest

proportion of it has passed off in the form
of nitric acid, in the drainage-water. In the

other experiments on Wheat, the results of which are

given in the Table, the amounts of ammonia applied

were by no means so excessive, only half as much being

annually applied, where they were used at all, as during

the 13 years of excessive application on plot 16.

During the first eight years of the 26, that is, from

1S44 to 1S51 inclusive, plots 5, 17, and 18, were

manured with various but, upon the whole, somewhat
similar mixtures of mineral manure, ammonia-salts,

and sometimes rape-cake, and gave nearly equal

average amounts of produce over the eight years,

namely, 29J, 30^, and 28^ bushels respectively. From
that date, 1852, to the present time, a period of

18 years, plot 5 has been manured with a mixed
mineral manure containing salts of potass, soda, mag-
nesia, andsuperphosphateof lime; and every yearduring

the same period plots 1 7 and 1 8 have been manured with

the same mineral manure or ammonia-salts alternately.

For example, in 1S52 plot 17 received ammonia-salts,

and plot iS the mineral manure. In 1S53 plot 17
received the mineral manure, and plot iS the

ammonia-salts, and so on, alternately for the 18 years ;

thus, plots 17 and 18 have each been manured nine

times with ammonia-salts and nine times with the

mineral manure during the iSyeai*s, the difference being

that when one received ammonia-salts the other received

mineral manure, and 7'iceversii; and, accordingly, we
have had each year one plot manured with mineral

manure following a residue of ammonia-salts, and one
plot manured with ammonia-salts following a residue

of mineral manure. Over the 18 years the average
produce of plots 17 and iS was exactly the same,

namely—24^ bushels in each case; but if wc take the

average of the iS crops gi^own by mineral manure alone,

whether upon plot 17 en- 18, we find it to be only 17^
bushels, whilst the average of the 18 crops gi-own on
cither plotby ammonia-salts is 31 J bushels, or nearly 14
liushels per acre per annum more. Table II. gives s(

results of experiments on the growth of Barley for iS

years in succession on the same land, very simila

Wheat under Table I. Table III. gives the average
produce over four consecutive four-course rotations, in

which the Turnips were liberally manured with mineral
manure, ammonia-salts, and rape-cake, and the whole
crop (roots and tops) carted from the land. On the average

about 13I tons of Turnips were removed
;
yet it will be

seen that the unexhausted residue from the manures
applied for the Turnip crop was such that an average

produce over the four courses of 484 bushels of Barley,

21 J bushels of Beans, and 36! bushels of Wheat was
obtained. In the experiments on permanent meadow
land, the results of which are given in Table IV., plot 2

was manured with 14 tons of farmyard dung per acre

per annum for the first eight yeai^, and has since, that

is for six years, been left entirely unmanured. It will

be seen that during the eight years of the application

of dung the average annual produce of hay was a little

imder 43 cwt., and that during the six following years
it amounted, without any further application of manure,
to a little over 43 cwt. of hay, thus showing a veiy
marked effect from the imexhausted residue of the

previous heavy dressings of farmyard dung. From the

above results, relating to Wheat, Barley, rotation, and
permanent meadow, the following conclusions may be
drawm :— I. That condition of land may be maintained,

either by farmyard manure or by artificial manures
2. That when active nitrogenous manures, such as

Peruvian guano, ammonia-salts, or nitrate of soda, a

applied in only the moderate quantities usually employed
in practical agriculture, the unexhausted residue left in the

soil after the removal of a corn crop has but little effect

on succeeding crops. 3. That when rape-cake and
other purchased organic manures, which yield up their

fertilising elements comparatively slowly, are employed,
the unexhausted residue left after the removal of the

first crop may yield an appreciable amount of increase

throughout a rotation. 4. That when farmyard dung
is employed the effects may be apparent for a still

longer period. 5. That when mineral manures, such

as phosphates, salts of potass, &c., are used, the effects

of any unexhausted residue are too slow and gradual to

admit of any determination of their value. Admitting
that the recognised rotation of any district may be,

upon the whole, the most suitable to foUov/ in it, it

nevertheless will not be denied that the farmer of in-

telligence and capital would, if he were permitted to

do so, occasionally deviate from it, with profit to

himself at any rate. It will be well, therefore, to

direct attention to some results illustrative of the extent

and limit of the productive capability of a soil of a cer-

tain class or character, with a view of forming some
judgment of the probability of injury to the land by a

deviation from the ordinary course of cropping. I have

sought to guage the capability of my soil to yield crops

for many years in succession without manure, and even

under more exhausting conditions still, and some of the

results obtained are recorded in Table V. It should be

stated, however, that in no case has any attempt been

made to increase the productiveness by either subsoil-

ing or deeper ploughing than usual, though gi^eat care

has been taken to keep the land as free from weeds as

possible without injury to the crop by treading.

The first column of Table V. shows the produce of

Wheat obtained for 26 years in succession, from 1S44
to 1869 inclusive, on a portion of the experimental

Wheat-field which has received no manure whatever

since 1S39. The average produce, per acre per annum,
over the 26 acres, has been rather over 154 bushels of

dressed com, about 14 cwt. of straw, and 22| cwt. of

total produce (corn and straw together). The average

over the second half of the period is \\ bushel of corn

and 2i^ cwt. of straw—less than over the first half;

showing perhaps a slight, but at any rate no very

marked, tendency to decline in annual yield. I hold

in my hand a specimen of this unmanured produce

grown in 1868, the 25th crop of Wheat in succession,

and the 29th crop since the application of any manure
to the land. Here also is a section of the soil, taken

to the depth of 27 inches ; and, so far as Can be judged

from appearance, certainly no one of experience in such

matters would take it to be naturally more fertile than

the majority of moderately heavy soils in this country.

Nor does the rent of similar land in the neighbourhood
(25J. to 30i. per acre tithe-free), or the condition of the

farmers of the district as to wealth, indicate any great

fertility of the soil. Table IV. shows the 2d, 3d, 4th,

and 5th courses of five consecutive entirely unmanured
four-course rotations : the average of the four crops of

Swedes, roots and tops, was iS| cwt, ; of the four

crops of Barley, 40^ bushels ; of the four crops of

Beans, I2| bushels ; and of the four crops of Wheat,

34^ bushels. To sum up the chief pomts of these

illustrations of the extent or limit of the fertility of a

somewhat heavy loam, of by no means extraordinary

quality, it has yielded an average annual produce,

without any manure at all, of 15I bushels of Wheat for

26 years, of 20^ bushels of Barley for iS years, of

235 cwt. of hay for 14 years, and, under rotation for

20 years, an average over the last four courses, or

16 years, of 40J bu.shels of Barley, 12^ bushels of

Beafis, and 34I bushels of Wheat. I confess that my
view of the producti\*e capability of heavy, or even

moderately heavy soils, has undergone considerable

change since I commenced the various experiments to

which I have referred. Formerly I supposed that a

very few years of consecutive corn-growing would
suffice to reduce the corn-growing capabilities of any
ordinary soil to practically nothing. Such, however, is

not the case ; and a very little reflection will show how
essential it is for the well being, if not, indeed, for the

existence of man, that the elements of fertility should be

so locked up and distributed throughout the soil as to

be capable of being taken up by crops extremely
gradually, and so to last for an immense period of time.

If needy landlords or indigent tenants could have
drawn upon the locked-up elements upon which the

maintenance of the natural or standard fertility of the

soil depends, how little fertile soil would still remain in

England ? A soil which would yield only 5 bushels

of Wheat would probably bear no rent at all, the

whole value of the produce being required to meet the

cost of cultivation. The soil yielding 15 bushels

would doubtless pay a rent, and the one yielding

25 bushels a considerably higher rent. But now let us

assume that all three cultivators were able to go into

the market and purchase cattle food and manure ; the

three soils would be very differently affected by this

importation of elements of fertility from without. An
amount of money expended in food and manure that

would raise the produce on the poorest soil from 5 to

25 bushels would not raise that on the medium soil

from 15 to 35 bushels, and still less would it

increase the yield on the best soil from 25 to

45 bushels of Wheat. It is obvious, therefore,

that the surplus available for rent, dependent on
such a use of elements of fertility from without,

would be proportionally the greatest on the poorest

soil, and the least upon the naturally most productive
soil. It is chiefly in the fact here illustrated that is to

be found an explanation of the rapid rise in the rent of
light soils of late years ; compared with heavy land,

they are cultivated at a less cost, they are much better

adapted to carry stock, and with the aid of purchased
food and manures they can now rival in productiveness

the natural fertility of clays and loams. Thus, the pro-

ductiveness of light soils is in a greater degree dependent
on the amount of capital expended on food and manure
than in the case of the heavier soils. Moreover, the

increased fertility, and the increased rent of the lighter

soils of late years, are partly due to the accumulations

from the past expenditure of the tenant. This
increased productiveness is, however, of the character

of improved *' condition ;" and hence it is that the
productiveness of such soils may be comparatively
easily and rapidly reduced. That, excepting in the

case of light soils under the conditions above referred

to, the amount of rent paid is, in practice, chiefly

dependent on the natural fertility of the soil, and not
on the amount of capital employed by the tenant, is

evident from the fact that there are, on many estates,

highly cultivated farms with abundance of capital in-

vested, adjoining others in a veiy opposite condition ; the

poor farmer being able to set apart from theproduceof the
land as large a surplus in the form of rent as his higher

farming neighbour ; whilst any demand for an increase

of rent, on account of increased capital employed, would
be met with the remonstance that the benefits arising

from the increased expenditure of capital by the tenant

should justly accrue to himself. From the facts aiid

arguments which have been adduced in regard to the

natural fertility of the heavier soils, and to the essential

conditions of productiveness of the lighter soils, the

question naturally suggests itself—whether, or under
what circumstances, the more frequent growth of

corn than accords with the recognised rotation of a dis-

trict might be permitted without risk of deteriorating

the property of the landlord ? The same result,

namely, the export from the farm of larger crops within

a limited period of time, follows in like manner from
the use of the subsoil plough, the steam smasher, and a
great variety of implements of modem application. In

fact, all these processes, which are regarded with favour

rather than otherwise, have the one object and result of

causing the soil to yield up its elements of fertility more
rapidly.

I believe that whilst a greater freedom from
the adoption of a fixed rotation would often be bene-

ficial to the tenant, it would not, if accompanied with

proper conditions, result in any injury to the landlord.

In saying this I trust it will not for a moment be
supposed that I would recommend the abandonment of

a rotation of crops, and the continuous gi'owth of com.
To be more specific, what I do think is, that where
fallow, or liming, or subsoiling, or steam smashing, and
allied processes, are admissible and advantageous, or

where root crops cannot be consumed on the land during

wet weather without injury to the succeeding crops

—

that is to say, on the heavier and| deeper soils—Barley

may often be grown both in larger quantity and better

in quality after Wheat than after a root crop. Again,

where Mangels are manured, as they often are, with
20 or even 30 tons of dung per acre, I see no objection,

either from a scientific or practical point of view, in

taking out of the land the large quantity of mineral

constituents still remaining available after the removal

of the Mangels, by growing two or even three corn

crops in succession, with the application of artificial

manure for each extra crop. Very generally, indeed,

two corn crops might be taken in succession from
medium and heavy land, provided it be kept free from

weeds, and artificial manures be applied for the second

crop. Nor do I think that real injury would be done
by the occasional growth of Peas, or even an extra

corn crop, on light soils, when the seeds have failed, as

occurred after the dry summer of 1868; indeed, as

much of some fertilising matters might be washed out

of the soil by drainage as would be exported from the

land in the extra crop. It will be admitted on all

hands that if the tenant were unconditionally free as

to his course of cropping, and he were to leave his

farm whollyundercom, the landlord would not so readily

obtain a tenant for the farm. I would propose,

therefore :

—

I. That all land should be given up with a
fixed proportion under fallow, root crops, seeds, and
com crops ; the proportions to be settled according to

the custom of the locality ; and that the outgoing

tenant should pay a compensation to be assessed by
competent valuers, for any excess of land under corn

over the so fixed amount. 2. That, excepting under

special arrangement, and with the purchase of stable

dung, no straw or root crops shall be sold off the farm.

3. That the tenant should be required to keep the land

free from weeds, and, in default, to pay compensation

to the landlord or incoming tenant for the cost of

cleaning, such cost to be assessed by competent persons.

The cost of cleaning foul land which is in high con-

dition is much gi-eater than that of putting land which
is poor in condition, but free from weeds, into good
condition. Moreover, the state of the land as to

weeds should be one important element in deciding

whether an extra corn crop should or should not be

taken. It has been shown by reference to direct

results, that some important constituents of manure
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either leave little or no unexhausted residue in the

laud, or leave it so combined within the soil, or so

distributed throughout it, that it produces little or no

appreciable effect on succeeding crops. Some manures,

on the other hand, have been shown to produce marked

effects for several years after their application. It is

obvious, therefore, that it would require a very com-

plicated sliding scale to enable us to estimate the value

of unexhausted manures under the many varying con-

ditions that would arise—as to the description and

amount employed, the soil, the season, and the crop

erown, were it attempted to take as a basis the valua-

Son of constituents already underground. In Lincoln-

shire and adjoining counties half-inch bones are valued

to the incoming tenant the second year after applica-

tion, and in some instances guano is valued after it has

grown a crop. It would, I think, be much more satis-

factory that all valuations should, if possible, relate

only to what is aboveground. Nor do 1 see any diffi-

culty in doing full justice to the outgoing tenant with-

out taking into account the value of the unexhausted

residue of manures which have already yielded a crop.

The three items upon which I would rely as the basis of

a valuation in favour of the outgoing tenant are—the

farmyard manure made during the last year of the

occupancy ; the manure from purchased food which

has not grown a crop ; and the straw of the com crops

of the last harvest. The quantity of straw grown is a

pretty sure indication of the condition of the land in

regard to recent manuring. To take an extreme case

by way of illustration : the continuously unmanured
Wlieat plot which has been already refeiTed to gave

an average of only about 14 cwt. of straw per acre,

whilst plot 16 gave, over the 13 years of heavy
manuring, 464 cwt. or 3^ times as much. Now,
if I had entered upon a farm with the straw of the

com crops given over to me not exceeding 14 cwt. per

acre, and left it with straw averaging 3^ times as

much, I might surely in justice claim of the landlord

or my successor compensation for such an increase in

the quantity of straw ; indicating as it would the in-

creased condition of the land. In reference to this point,

it may further be remarked, in passing, that not more than

about 5 per cent, ofthe weight of the straw is derived from

the constituents of the soil itself; by far the greater part

being derived from the atmosphere, through the agency

of the manures applied, and directly due therefore to

the expenditure of the tenant's capital. I propose then,

as a part of the compensation to the improving out-

going tenant, that he shall be paid the consuming

value of the straw which he leaves in excess of that

which he entered upon. The next point to consider is,

the valuation of the manure which has been obtained

by the consumption of purchased cattle-food within

twelve months from the temilnation of the occupation,

and which has not yet yielded a crop. Some years ago

I published a Table showing the calculated value of

the manure resulting from the consumption of I ton of

each of the chief standard articles of cattle-food.

Those estimates were, at the time, considered by some
to be somewhat too high. They have lately been

careflilly reconsidered ; and, taking into account the

higher money value of some of the chief constituents at

the present time, it has been decided to make but little

further alteration than to add a few articles to the list

that were not previously included in it. The results

are given in Table VII.

Table VII.

—

Estimated Value of the Manure ohtnined by the

Consumption of different A rticUs 0/Food, each supposed to

be ofgood guality of its kind.
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interests, or rather how to strike the balance of profit

and loss, is a difficult question, but one well worth

attention. . . 1 „j
The whole question of this reclamation ot waste lana

is of course a matter of speculation to the occupiers ol

such land, and the only point about which there is no

question is the enormous cost of the operation, lenam

occupiers who engage in such works should only do so

on long leases-a 19 years' lease is too short to accom-

plish much, and owners of such land whose occupiers

have spent the first part of their lease m such work

may well dispense with the protection which the one-

sided law of hypothec confers by way of security lor

rent when so much capital is invested in improvements;

as whatever befals the tenant, the land in its increased

value remains behind.

It is really wonderful to observe the strides that

reclamation is making in districts where the use of such

land is unfettered, and this, no doubt, at the call of an

ever increasing population, and a national demand tor

increased supplies of food. But still, great as the

improvement has been in the last 20 years, the area

already overtaken bears a small proportion to the

whole waste land of the country which might be made

available. And one cannot look at the huge yearly

importations of food supplies without wondering that

our own national resources are not better or more

rapidly worked up, and whether any or what

hindrances interfere with a more thorough and perfect

cultivation of the lands which lie at our own door.

Hindrances and obstacles there must be else such a

demand would surely create a supply. Whether such

hindrance is chargeable to the occupier for his want of

enterprise, or to the conditions upon which land is to be

obtained for agricultural purposes is a matterwell worthy

of the attention of statesmen. And whether or not our

home production of food supplies could not be largely

and profitably augmented, is a question of national

importance, considering the amount of money which

annually goes into the pocket of the foreigner, and one

which year after year forces itself more importunately

upon the attention of the country. That the home

producer should be free to do his best in competition

with the foreigner is very necessary, considenng the

attention which our markets receive from all parts ot

the globe, and the world-wide anxiety existing that w;e

shall want for nothing that we can pay fof-L^e 't

live stock from Monte Video, preserved meats Irom the

Antipodes, or Wheat from all quarters. This bouth

American invasion of live bullocks and sheep is a

feature in our importations which attracts and merits

attention. Of course, if it can be done at a profit it

will be done, and the matter seems at present likely

to be thoroughly tested. Latham's book on the " River

Plate" gives some interesting information upon this

subject. He seems to consider that %yhatever might

be done with domesticated animals in the way ol

exportation, the semi-wild cattle of the prames could

not be brought down to the ports and shipped in good

condition or in a manageable state.

N B The weather of the last few days is a great and

acceptable change from the severities of winter ;
moist,

warm, and spring-like. A green hue is actually

perceptible over sheltered and early spots of Crass.

March Grass is not very Wghly spoken of, but it is

difficult to find fault with the weather that produces it.

y. s. B.

,e refuse milk. At the end of the first week each

,ay be increased, and at 10 days a spoonful ol

lolasses and the same of oil meal maybe given at each

feed At the commencement of the tliird week a

spoonful of oat or barley meal may be added to each

feed but this should be cooked. This food, together

with the skimmed milk of the mother, will make an

excellent calf for the butcher at five \yeeks old. JNow

the whole expense of this extra food is not more than

one-tenth of the value of the butter made from the

milk saved. At present prices it will cost less than

one dollar for five weeks ; and an early calf of the weight

mentioned will bring from 10 to 14 dollars, i he

molasses may be of the cheapest sort, but there is none

better than sorghum for this purpose. Rural Ara-

Essex Farming.—Let me tell you what I saw on

my road by rail from London to the farm, so«ie '5

miles below Colchester. The land had been niostly

ploughed in stetches upon the well-known Essex

plan with its furrows and water-furrows to keep it

dn-
'

or rather to let the surplus water run away

This has not been a wet winter, yet water cou d

be seen either standing or flowing in the majority

of these furrows and water-furrows, thereby proving

that the hand was as full of water as it could

hold and that air was completely barred from entering

the soil to warm and nourish the young planted

Wheats ; and, worse even than that, the rain that fa Is

daily upon this water-clogged land passes away to the

sea, carrying with it not only the good contained in

rainwater but all the manure that it can wash out of

the land with it, and on recently manured lands that is

very considerable. What are the Essex landlords and

farmers at in allowing this waste ? They cannot have

a knowledge that air and rainwater are our cheapest

muckcart, for we have nothing to do but to put oui

land in a proper state to pick up the good fertilising

qualities from both. They tell us that draining is o(

no use on their soil. I will hereafter prove that it i>.

Mr. Smith, Woohton.

^\t mtth's Morli

Miscellaneous.
To Fatten- a Cai.f.—It has usually been thought

impracticable to fatten a calf properly without giving

him milk fresh from the cow. Milk is the best type of

food for the young animal, because it possesses all the

constituents necessary to build up every part ot its

system, and in the most soluble and digestible condi-

tion Now any food containing the requisite consti-

tuents, in a soluble condition, easily given in a liqmd

state, may be substituted for the new milk. Hay tea

is sometimes used to bring up a calf This is the

soluble constituents of the hay obtained by cooking.

But the best food to fatten a calf, without whole

milk, is oil meal, molasses and skim-milk for tlie first

two weeks, after which a little oat or barley-meal may

be added We have often made calves weigh 120 to

140 lb. at four weeks old on this food. We have one

now that weighs 125 lb. at that age, never having had

any new milk after the second day. Molasses may,

perhaps be considered a new food for this purpose,

but when fully understood, must be regarded as an

important one. It is very soluble and easily assimi-

lated by the young animal. Liebig is of opinion that

starchy food is first converted into sugar before being

assimilated by the animal. We all know how rapidly

sugar enters into the circulation of the system. Sugar

is found to take the place of animal fats m cold

climates in keeping up the heat of the body. It may

be considered as a substitute for the oil of the milk

used in making butter. Oil meal is rich m muscle

foniiing food and phosphates with some remaining oil

Its constituents are mostly soluble and easily assimdated

as food Oil meal should be scalded, and allowed to

form a thick mucilage before being mixed with the

skimmed milk. The molasses may be added directly

to the milk, and the whole should be blood warm w;hen

eiven The proper quantity for a young calf is

iable-spoonful of oil meal and the same of molasses,

divded into three parts, for one days feed, added to

AfRIi. Q.—Flax sowing in late seasons requires

special management. The rule is to wait the season

and not sow before it comes, be it March, April, or

May but in our southern and midland counties the

first good season should now be embraced. Further

north the latter end of the month and beginning of May

may be better. Flax requires a finely pulverised soil

and a comparatively dry .seed-bed purposely to get the

seed evenly harrowed in, and to braird and gro%%

uniformly of equal thickness and length, othenvise the

quality of the fibre or Flax will be unequal and infenor.

To effect this, the land should be well smashed, so as

to keep the winter-made soil on the-surface. It is then

harro^^d fine, and stones and everything brought to

the surface gathered off. The smashing and harrow ng

are much better done by steam than by horses he

pitting of the horses' feet being very much against he

fine even, smooth surface upon which Flax seed should

alw.ays be sown. The seed should be fresh, and from

i to 5 pecks per acre sown broadcast the forrner quan-

tity for course fibre and seed, and the latter for fine.I' lax.

Gorsc if (from the lateness of the season) not sown,

should Aow be sc, as directed last month. On moun-

tain sheepwalks it should not be sown at a greater

elevation than from 800 to 9°° feet above sea level.

Some prefer the smooth upright Jurze, which grows

more luxuriantly than the common sort, and without

prickles, so that it requires no bruising. It
f VJ^V^-

gated both by seed and cuttings of young shoots plan ed

at this season. When sown late rather more seed is

required, but the quantity depends much upon the

nuality. When grown as a close forage crop, 20 b. o

^4 lb per acre, but for fence and shelter from 10 lb. to

I-" lb per acre are the usual quantities sown.

Sahtfoin, if not in the ground, should now be sown,

as directed last month. The plant is a natire of cal-

careous soils, and luxuriates where almost nothing el.e

"11 grow to cover the ground. On Clover-sick soils it

is sometimes sown successfully, if the land is dry, instead

of Clover ; but it is not so well adapted for growing

alone with Rye-grass for a hay crop as Clover, as the

growth of any kind of Grass is obnoxious to it. As a

Lage plant it .should be used for soiling When gro«n

in drills it is hoed as soon as any weeds begin to grow

If sown broadcast it should be weeded. It is a great

consumer of lime and potash, and when the gi-ound is

naturally deficient of these, it may be top-diessed

towards the close of the month with from 2 to 3 cwt.

of gypsum, and 2 cwt. of muriate of potash per acre in

moist weather.

CaW«?-.-.S-ff'!'.—Sow for thinning out, as Turnips, so

as to aTOid transplanting. Where practicable, the

land should be deeply cultivated and manured in the

autumn. If in the spring, the land is smashed up and

manured in March, or as early in April as the weather

will pennit. The Cabbage plant is a larger consumer

of potash than is generally provided for in the manure

and therefore 3 cwt. of muriate of potash should be

added to the usual allowance of 3 cwt. of superphos-

phate, an equal weight of rough salt and from 20
\ cwt. of guano, or its equivalent, fhis, along %Mtn

o loads of farmyard dung, may be thought heavy

manuring by those who only give lialf the quantity ;

but the heavier you intend to grow your Drumhead

Cabbage, the more food they require.

Hop Gardens, although later than usual, should be

poled, as the bines or runners will now begin to rise

rapfdly in the more sheltered and forward situations.

Of late, the horizontal method of training the bine to

wooden bars or galvanised wires stretched between the

poles or standards, has been gaining favour. The free

use of the hoe and nidget is not only necessary for

keeping plantations clean and free from weeds, but

also to aer.ate and otherwise promote a healthy state of

the soil. Nursery beds likewise require to be deeply

itirred and kept clean with the hoe and fork.

Springfallcnmig, for Mangel Wurzel and other root

crops, should be well kept forward, weather permit-

ting. Where the land is manured in the autumn for

Mangels very little is required in late seasons until the

time^of sowing, but when it has to be manured at this

season the sooner the manure is got into the land the

better. Some, however, prefer manuring and seeding

at the same time. Much depends upon the weather

and the nature of the land. Very diy soils, when

manured in M.arch or early in April, retain more sap

for brairding and starting Swedes in May and Turmps

in June than when manured in the more drying weather

at the time of sowing.

Burnd (common) grows naturally on chalky downs,

and on poor calcareous, Clover-sick soils, and may be

sown along with Rye-grass and other Grass seeds

instead of Clover. It stands the winter frost well,

and when the crop covers the ground in autumn

(rowen), it forms excellent food for sheep in early

spring. For a clean crop sow a bushel of seed per

acre ; for mixing with other grasses, 8 to 10 lb., or

6 to 7 lb., along with an equal quantity of Chicory, on

poor sandy soils for pasture. Burnet was more exten-

sively grown in Arthur Young's time than at the

present day ; but although its cultivation is thus on the

decline, its peculiar adaptation to certain soils for early

sheep feed ought not to be lost sight of.

'

Horses feed with Carrots is an old April rule—and

although steam-power, with improved implements and

modes of tillage, have greatly "cased the shoulder

the current month is still a trying one for the teams. In

late situations the backward state of the Grass is

against brood mares and young stock, so that more

artificial food and attendance than usual will be

equired. IV. B.

[arkls.
HOPS.

BoRoncH Market, April 7.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that there is more

inquiry for all descriptions, late rates being fully main-

tained. Choice samples of either English or foreign are

difficult to be met with, holders of such in all instances

standing out for extreme values.

ENGLISH WOOL.
During the past week there has been no alteration to

record in the position of English Wool. Consumers are

unwilling to purchase except at a reduction, whilst staplers

and farmers, owing to the reduced state of their stocks,

are very unwilling to give way, as they cannot but see

that any revival in trade must be followed by an .advance,

as manufacturers, stocking them.selves at present only from

hand to mouth, would then have to come in freely.

Current Prices OF Engush Wool. Per lb.- j. a. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets ' ' '°
! ^l

Half-bred ditto i 2 — i at

KentFlceces .. .. ... > 3 — ' J
Southdown ewes and wclhcrs .. .. o oj — i i

Leicester ditto
.

• ' ' ' ° ~ '

a
Sorts—Clothing " '„ Z 1 8

HA Y.—per Loaclof-3,6 Trusses.

Smitmfield, Thursday. April 7.

; Meadow Hay 76^. to 84J,

Inferior do. - . - -

Rowen 50
Inferior do —
Straw

65

30

Inferior do. ..

Prime 2d cut
Inferior do —
Charles James Easton

90

Cumberland Market, Thursday, April 7.

Sup Meadow Hay 841. to 881. I Inferior Clover . .
qoi. to not.

Inferior do 70 76 New do —
New do .. .. — — Straw IP 34

Superior Clover ...23 .30
I

Joshua Baker.

Whitechapel, Thursday, April 7.

Fine Meadow Hay 761.10821. Primeold Clover. .1201. to 13M

Inferior do 60

Prime New Hay . .
—

Inferior
-

Straw 24

Inferior do. do. . . 90

' Inferior do.

COALS.—April 6.

H.,ct;np-s Hartlev fis. : Holywell Main, 15^. gi^- :

Wal s E?id BraddTiVs 'netton. Vsl S'^- i
Wal's End

Haswell 19^. : Walls End Hetton, igs.
;
Walls End

?unrtali; zls. gJ.: Walls End Hartlepool, i8x. 6rf.

;

Wal 5 End Original Hartlepool, 19^. gd. ;
Brancpeth

Cannel, i8j.-J3hips at market. 24; sold, 22; unsold,

2 ; at sea, 130. ^.^__

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.-Aprd 7.

Best Fresh Butter ,6s. per dozen lb.

Sm^rrPort-stik .o-5.6i: iWe'^Pork,' 4^.0^. >»

4j. drt. per 8 lb.
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METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MON April A

The supply both of Beasts and Sheep is about the same
as last Monday ; the number of English is larger and of

foreign smaller. Trade is slow throughout, and prices

for all kinds remain nearly the same as of late. There i:

more demand for shorn Sheep tlian for those in the wool
Calves are not very plentiful, yet prices are lower. Our
foreign supply consists of 92S Beasts, 4250 Sheep, 91

Calves, and 5 Pigs ; from Scotland there are 180 Beasts;

from Ireland, 114 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2040 ; and
107 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Hcre-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

ad quality Beasts

8tos
6-4 :

0—3

Best Long-wools
Do. Shora
Ewes & 3d quality

5 4t05 6

Do. Shorn . . 4 8—5 o ' Pigs

Beasts, 3369 ; Sheep and Lambs, a3,8oo ; Calvt ^ ;
Pip, 75.

,
April 7.

We have a short supply of Beasts and a very small
demand ; a clearance cannot be effected, although there

is a disposition to take rather lower than we quote. Sheep
are more plentiful ; trade for them is bad, lower prices

are taken, and several lots remain unsold. Calves are
lower. Our foreign supply consists of 195 Beasts, 1450
Sheep, and 236 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &.C. .

.

4 6to4 :

Best Shorthorns.. 4 4—^4
sd quality Beasts 3 o—

3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. .. — .

Do. Shorn .

.

4 6—

4

Beasts, 623 ; Sheep and La

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn

Calves .'

.' '.'.

Pigs

,bs, 7610 ; Calves, 309

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, April 4.

There was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which realised the prices of this day
sennight. The attendance was moderate, and there wa;
but little disposition to purchase. Business in foreign wa;
confined to retail purchases, at about late rates. Barley,

Beans, and Peas were unchanged in value. Oats 6d. per
qr. cheaper. Flour was unaltered in value.

Prick
Whe T, Esi— — fine selected r

,
Kent, Suffolk. White 38—46 Red 35—45

38-47
Tala

.do.

.38-

Norfolk — |Red....— — Foreign 138^52.
Barley, grind. &di.st., 26x10301.. Cher. |3g—4a Malting
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling'22—25 Malting ,

Oats, Essex and Suffolk laa— 24;— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 124— 26 Feed .

,

— Irish Potato'a3—35 Feed ..,

— Foreign Poland and Brew 21—24 Feed ..

RvK '3a—38 Foreign
Rye-meal, Foreign

|

I

Beans, Mazagan 30^. to 37^. . .Tick 31—49 Harrow— Pigeon ....50J. to 5&S.. .Winds., — iLongpod— Foreign Small 41—43 Eg>-ptiar
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 32—42 Suffolk . . I?5—43— Maple, 41s. t0 45J Greyj32—42' Foreign ..!33—37
Maize — I Foreign ..{29—31
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 36—40
— 2d ditto ditto 35 —37 Country . . 25—37— Foreign per barrel I22—25 Per sack. .'29—55

Wednesday, April 6.

The attendance at Mark Lane has been limited to-day ;

for both red and white produce the demand has been
inactive, and although no decline has taken place, the
tendency of prices has been unfavourable. With foreign
Wheat the market has been well supplied. Very little

business has been doing, at late quotations. The supply
of Barley has been moderate; the demand has been
inactive on former terms. Malt has been quiet, at previous
quotations. Oats, the show of which has been good,
have been in limited request, and prices have had a
drooping tendency. Beans have been dull, at late rates.

Beas have been unaltered in value, but the demand has
been inactive. Flour has been quiet, on former terms.

Areivals
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"OEES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN

be tlie best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peru
Government Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphaies,
6 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash, Sec reports of Dr.
Voelckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr, Sibson,

Delivered in 2 CH-t. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Keighley, Maxsted &
Co., Hull.

Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,
Esq., 33, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

Agents for Midland. South and West Districts of England—Messrs
Wm. Smith & Co., Bristol

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow an

Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. k Gladstone & Co,, Dubli
Price £11 per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

RICKS AND CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),
33, King William Street, London, E,C.

PERUVIAN GOVERNMENTGUANO, ;£i3io*. perton.

O EPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
-L \J Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland

"Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, FleetStreet, E.G.
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Bipnosphated Peruvian Guano, These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
state of prcp.aration. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "AUGUSTUS VOELCKF.R.
" The Secrct.iry, REES AND CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian

Guano Company, Limited, 33, King William Street, London, EC."

HE LONDON MANURE CO^TpaTnY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

T
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
;x Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &C. E, PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fcnchurch Street, E.C.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS,
odams's dissolved bones.
ODAMS'S superphosphate of LIME.

Manufactured SSf^S^^ ev the

Patent nitro-phosphate or blood
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Oflices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Ckairman—John Clayden, Li ttlebury, Essex.

Dchniy Chairman—io\\n Collins. 355, Camden Road, Holloway.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Hens.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jones, Grishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23. Essex Street, Strand. W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smiihfield, E.C.

Managing Director—James Odams.
^a«*(rj—Messrs. Bametls, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, EC.

Solicitors—"Sicisn. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—^. Carter Jones, Cambridge,

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction

of, agriculturists—circumstances that have justly earned for it another
titlc-v-

which has been for years under management with Manures of thi

own manufacture ; consequently, the consumer has the best guarantee
for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by tbis

Company.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may

be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM, Sccrctar>-.

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, I.ondon, E.C.

G
Guano.

ENUINE PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT,"
per ton, £14 los. ; per cwt., i6j. ; 561b., 9s. ; 28 lb., 5s. : I4lb.,3s.

NITRATE of SODA, per ton, £21 ; per c\vt., aai.
;

S61b., I2S. : 231b., 6j. 6d. ; 141b., 3J. 6d. ; 71b., 2j.

COCOA-NUT DUST, for Ferneries, Rockeries, Potting,

Mixing, &c., per ton, 401. ; Ii2lb., 31. ; 56]b., 2j. 6d.

SULPHURIC ACID, or OIL VITRIOL, SALT, &c.

Orders by post promptly executed.

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND sliould

be applied during the months of February and March.
NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London, Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CO'rN and cilASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE ol

AMMONIA, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

GARDEN manures are specially prepared for every
crop grown in cither Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns, Vine

Borders, &c., by the undersigned. They arc conveniently packed in

3 lb. Bags, at 6a. per Bag. These Manures will be found good, cleanly,

and moderate in price. CATALOGUE, with ample directions, free
on application to

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leicester.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, best quality, js. td. per
I Ton, delivered into trucks at Reigatc : best quality PEAT,

LOAM, Prepared COMPOSTS, in Bags, GRAVEL, &c.
Apply to W. SHORT, Horticultural Depot, Redhill, Reigate.

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any
quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best

yet obtained. Price Lists on application to Mr, JOHN ARNOLD,
Builder, 29, Clarendon Square, St. Pancras, N.W. Small orders
executed at the Wharf, Maiden Lane, Nonh-Wcstem Railway Depot.

Shell Gravel,

FOR GARDENS. CONSERVATORIES, and
TERR.A.CES; clean, dry.'and neat in appearance, used in the

Parks and the Horticultural and Botanic Gardens, Sold by
FRANCIS AND CO., Surrey (foot of Vauxhail Bridge), London, S.W.

The Best and Cheapest Vermin ElUer.
Vidt "The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd

Esq., F.R.H.S.,of August 15, 1868.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty),
for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, i*., ai. 6rf., &«. each,

by Seedsmen and Druggists. POWDER DISTRIBUTORS, aj. each.

Red
Spider

rj. I S H U R S T
^-^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrip^.
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

to the gallc

of from 4
Winter Drcssine . .. _

Fruit Trees, Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

PATENT URBAN HORTICULTURAL MANURE,
THE MOST GENUINE, PORTABLE, AND SUCCESSFUL MANURE FOR FLOWERS,

ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, ETC.

Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins, & Co.,

As Wholesale Agents for the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY, have much pleasure in drawing

Ihc attention of Nurserymen, Florists, and others to the following report (issued with the sanction of the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society, London) :

—

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
CHISIVICA; I.O.VDO.V, March, 1870.

Official Report on the Patent Urban Horticultural Manure.
The above Manure has been tried in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society. Chiswick. during the past

two seasons of 1868 and 1869, with very satisfactory results. It was applied to the following subjects—viz., Fruiting

Vines, in pots ; Cucumbers, in frames ; Peaches and other orchard-house Trees, in pots ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

and Strawberries, in pots and in the open ground. 1st, By mixing a little of the Manure with the soil in potting the

plants ; 2d, By sprinkling some of the Powder on the surface, and watering it afterwards ; 3d. By diluting a portion

with water, and then watering the plants therewith. In the case of the Vines and Fruiting Trees, in pots, which
were watered tmce a week with a weak solution of the Manure, the effect was especially decided ; and this form of
a]>plication throughout seemed to have the advantage, and, secondly, that of sprinkling on the surface of the soil.

The foliage of the plants, where it was used, assumed a much darker hue, and became of more substance ; and the

plants, in general, increased much in strength, and the berries of the grapes greatly in size.

The proportions used were those recommended on the canister in which it is sold ; and in its general influence

it seems to possess greatly the character of Guano, and to be equally as powerful, without incurring so much risk in

its application.

Judging by the results, I am justified in stating it to be the best "Patent " Manure we have ever used, and
recommend it accordingly. (Signed) A. F. BARRON, Garden Superintendent.

This Manure is Manufactured solely by the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY. LIMITED, and
Sold in Canisters, Is. each, by all Seedsmen, Chemists, &c. A liberal discount to the Trade.

Sole Agents—MESSRS. WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality.
iO(f. per lb,, or 84s. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nurserymap and Seed Merchant, Leeds,

GENUINE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER.—
The most effective of all Fumigators. Terms, circulars and

, Chester.

rOBACCO CLOTH, the cheapest and most effectual
article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly, u, \d,.

per lb. : over 10 lb., is. \d- TOBACCO PAPER, is. per lb.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E.
Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street, E.C.

N, B.—All orders to be accompanied with a Post Order, payable to

HENRY APPLEDY, Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking,

The Clieapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOliACCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the PrevenUon
and Destruction of BIiRht and other Disea^ses in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at u., is. 6d., and 5s.

7. iW
Sole Manufacturer. 1\ A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sus-

Wharf, Wapping, E, ^_________
By Royal Appointment.

To Her "MAjEsri", by

Special Warrant, dated

December 37, 1865. ^^^^-iTi^zi^

J)AY

To the Prince of.Wales
by Special Warrant,

dated February 10, 1866.

HEWITT.
Original and Sole Proprietors of the STOCKBREEDERS*

MEDICINE CHESTS, for DISORDERS in HORSES, CATTLE,
CALVES, SHEEP, ajid LAMBS.
No. I MEDICINE CHEST,

Contains Sixteen different km
of Compounds, admirably ;

ranged, with Comph
Farriery. Price £6(is., carriage

No. 2 MEDICINE CHEST,
Contains the Extract Gaseous
Fluid, Red Drench, and Red
Paste, with Shilling Key to

Farriery. Price £2 i6s. 6d., car-

riage paid.

s I F F A N

Q HAW'S TIFFANY.—No. i, 5J. per piece; No. 2.

k^ 6s. ; No. 3, 7s, ; No. 4, 91. ; and every Garden Requisite at the
Garden Repositorj-, 3a, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Elastic Netting and Tiffany, for Protecting Fniit Trees
and SHADING GREENHOUSES.

J SHAW AND CO. beg to inform inquirers that their
• ELASTIC NETTING and TIFFANY may be procured from

any respectable Seedsman.—Manchester, March a.

B^
CHARLES BROWN, Grcsnhcys, Manchcsttr.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the sue of every class of Mat,

JAS. T. ANDERSON cial Street, Shorcditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN AND SONS have received a large
* consignment, and are now offerinK them at vciy low prices.

Price, &c., 00 application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

ESSIANS and SCRIMS for SHADING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to srf. per yard, advancing ^d.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3d.,y,^d.. 4rf. i%a. and 5%d.

£3 „ „ ,, 4K"- 1 sH^- • ^- 1 ^I4d. , and upwards.
ACKBURN AND SONS, Sack antf Bag Makers, and Canvas

Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.G.

H

WIRE NETTING (Galvanised after made) for
GAME and POULTRY.—CROGGON and CO.,

Albion Wharf, 10. Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.
3, Gorec Piazza, Liverpool.

59, George Square, Glasgow.

Protection for Fruit and Flowers.
GARDEN MATS, 121. per bundle of 10; TANNED

NETTING, ayards wide, ij^rf. per yard ; 4 yards wide, 7d. per
yard. SCRIM CANVAS, for Shading, in widths of i yard, I'A yard,
and 2 yards, at 4^. per square yard. TIFFANY, in pieces of 20 yards,

38 inches wide, 51. per piece. Parcels of the value of £3 and upwards
delivered carriage paid by
HENRY VAN and CO., 17, Tooley Street , London Bridge, S.E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Seed Beds
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 3, 4, and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard ; 100 yard*, 71. 6d. ; 500 yards, 351. ; 1000
yards, 65s. Remittances to accompany all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c.. Market Place,

Peterborough.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c, and

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, zd. ; three
yards, ^d. ; and four yards, ^d. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
CHAS. WRIGHT and CO.. William Street, Newark-on-Trent.

or their Agents, Messrs. HOOPER and CO., Covent Garden Market,
London. W,C.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c,, a yards wide,
3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
2or. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard ; S^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per. yartl. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON and DELLER,6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge. E.C.

No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

UR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a
thorough Protection from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the

same time they admit Light and Sun. They are used and strongly-

recommended by the roost successful Exhibitors and Scientific Horti-
culturists in the kingdom, as well as on the Continent; in fact, are
pronounced the only "proper shadings" ever offered to the public
against Birds, Wasps, Blight, &c. Asacoveringfor Strawberries, Tulips,
Hyacinths, Seed-Beds, Greenhouses, &c, they have no rival. The
price being very reasonable, brings them within the reach of everyone.
With ordinary care they will last for many years. Samples post free

on applicaUon. DANIEL COLLINGE AND SON.
No. I.—54 inches wide at Bl4d. per yard run.

No. 2.—54 inches wide at yd. per yard run.

No. 3.—54 inches wide at sJ^a. per yard run.

No. 4.—54 inches wide at /\d. per yard run.

No. 5.—54 inches wide at 5K»- P^r yard run.

In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when specially

ordered. Nett cash in 30 d.-tys from date of Invoice,

o
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HOETICULTUBAL TOOLS, &c.

DEANE & CO.,
40, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

L\\\ V MOWFR'

sp-ujIls forks, scythes,
SYRINGES and PUMPS
G"iRDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS, IRON and

^ ie""^ HOTW\TER FITTINGS for TC^yuVS TwmTr-c-oo._,-,__--_,„_-„_„, ,. GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA- ijAWN MOWERS,GARDEN ENGINES from S2J. td. tokies, &c SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSO.ME'S
Dcanc's New Illuitrated Horticultural Catalogue post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount s per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

.imaf:cs arc— rortal>ilLty, not fixture5, removable at

t^'™'"""'^ S'^'^,^''*^''-^'^'^
r.ytuionslo impede Ventilation or breed

vermin, Hay Kick dispensed wuh as unnecessary, increased width
and depth ofFeeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cotcf
to prevent over-Korging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 555.
Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes
Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, (Sic, &c.

'

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

GARDEN
28 Gallons .

.

S47A.

ENGINE.
••;£5 13 °
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HE GRANITIC PAINT,
s used in the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest,

only by the,GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 39A, King

lials free on application.

NO MORE DAMP WALL S.—
The only Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone. Brick, and

Cement from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,
used in the Houses of P
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION
COMPANY, jqA, Kine Willi.am Street, London, EC.

Belgiaji Window Glass,

BETHAM AND SON, 9, Lower Thames Street, E.C.,
Importers of the above, befj to inform Florists, &c., that the^

supply a able for i: t the lowest possible pric<

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are novr ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock
is kept ; also at 36, Lon t: Acre. J. GOODERIDGE, Agent.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.THOMAS MILLINGTON AND
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as supplied
Maiesty, the Nobility, Gentry, Mr. Rivers, and the leading
culiurists of the United Kingdom.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

CO.

o by 13

1

obyMj-P

obyll'

4^
SMALL SHEET SQUARES, 1302., per

1 4ths. t 3ds.
I

andi. I Best.

1. by 12 in. .. 23 in. by 18 in. .,

SHEET GLASS.
In Sheets for Cutting up, averaging from i 9 feet super.

,
34r. 4ths quality, per aoo feet case, 34J.

IS „ „ 431. 3ds „ „ 43J.

Is 6ot 3d5 „ 60s
est 75 I

Be t „ 7S».

SHEET GLASS s made only n the follow ng substances, 15 01.,

I I FD ROUGH PLATE in

ubs n es.

I and S rcred for Looking

4ths quality, per 300 feet c

01 36'
IMl 1

BRIIISH PLATl-
Glasses Colon ed G

PAIS!
STLCCO PAINT

Liiise d
IMIR

Anti-co

workman Irepa ed o d o

Pe w —i rf

GENUINEWHITELEAD30 c

SECONDS WHITE LEAD aS c

GROUND PATENT DRY-
ERS, 3<;. t0 4liperlb.

„ OXFORD OCHRE, 3<i.

to4ti. perlb..

,, RAW UMISER, 4lii. to
6d. per lb. [per lb.

„ EURIST do.. M. to ^.
GREEN PAINT, all shades,

28i. to 60 c

BLACK PAINT 341. to 36 c

RED PAINT .. 38s. t036 c

GLAZIER'S DIAMONDS,
125, W., 151., l8j., 2IS. each.

GROUND BRUSHES.
DUSTERS,

I
SASH TOOLS,

DISTEMPER BRUSHES.

SHES, &a
adheres firmly to the

he g ssy appearance ol

an be made any required

e hundredweight of pure

NT sSr. to 34r. per cwt.
o a I kinds of work ir

I n Iron Bridges, Con

LINSEED OIL .. .. 2

BOILED OIL .. .. 3
I TURPENTINE .. ..3
LINSEED OIL PUTTY,

8j. per cwt,

FineOAK VARNISH, los.toij
I „ CARRIAGE do., 131. to 14

I
„ PAPER do. 101. to 12

., COPAL .. .. ;. 16

; KNOTTING 10

Patent GOLD SIZE ..10

„ BLACK JAPAN .. la

BRUNSWICK BL.\CK.

[

MILLED LEAD and PIPES.
OLD LEAD Bought or taken i

Exchange.
t be booked

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROP.\G.\TING

. 8rf.

Either flat or conical tojis.

CUCUMBER .^|3^^2^^3^^» CLASSES.

24 inches long .. .. ssod.'^ 16 inches long

H^
equivalent
HOT-WATER PIPES. Nos. 6 & 7 c

trated sheet p
ELBOWS .. .. No. 12 on do.
TEE PIPES.. .. No. 33 on do.
SYPHONS .. .. No. 23ondo.
VALVES

GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

London W^arehouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, Paddington Basil
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POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
Wilh I'atcnt RollL-d Steel RiblK-d Ilr.Uer l'l:,tes. and all nllier rcccnl Iinprovenienls.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

CL.-WTO.N' AMJ SHUTTLliWOkTH, Sole Licensees .ind Manufacturers.

The^t I'lates ti.ivi: been thorouclily lesled, ami arc InijnJ to wear more Ih.in three lime; a5 Ion,; as the Mullealjle Iron Mates previously in u'

C AND S. arc prepared to supply Tlireshiny Machine ' twncrs and the Trade in any quantity ; and thev would caution purchasers ayaii
spurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from their britlleness, are exceedingly danKerous to use. CAOTION.—Infrinticrs of this I'ate;

whether makers or users, viiil be immediately prosecuted, CATALOGUES sent Free by Pose on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MAM'l'ACTURFliS OT

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PEXD.\NTS, GARDEN SEATS, EDGING TILES,

AND EVERY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

' *" >5"

'l.J ILi

All tlie TERR.\ COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. H. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

extra hard, and

WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ADOVF..

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class I.X., No. 21 19.

Me. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, cS:c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners* Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24. 1862, page ^^6.
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circulnr plan, I rather than a square, It seems feasible that the Boilefs on the ova

but the oval form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should brinR the tubes more completely within range of the

^k u J" "^""^^Mutriicc of Its bnnging the tubes in closer contact burning fuel; and this being so, the change, thoufih a Blight one,
witti ihc fire. The usual form of a funiace being a parallelogram

| is no doubt an improvement."

I^f TMey are made of all . which, with prices, may be had oft application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

To AgrlculturlatB.

/^REEN'S PATENT HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS
^1 with Inverted Cylinder Engine combined. Simple and substan-
tial in construction. The Boiler can be used f - *

Specially adapted for Farm use.

'er> small spice requiring

ANDREW HANDYSIDE and CO.,
Britannia Foundry, Derby. I 31, Walbrook, London.

The Britannia Iron Works have for the last 40 years been well
known for the production of fine Iron Castings. The use of Cast-
iron permits a delicacy of outline, and smoothness of surface, impos-
sible in cheap Stone or Tcrra-cotta. Cast-iron Vases, if occasionally
painted, are imperishable, and will not crack when exposed to wet or

Five large Sheets of I'esigns and Price Lists post free for 6 stamps.
A. H. & Co. make the better kind of IRON and GLASS CON-

SERVATORIES, and have constructed some of the largest and
tinest in the kingdoi

Rosher's Garden Edging Tilea.

of great durability,

they hai

ted for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
Slugs and Insects, take up Uttlc

^ut down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, consc-

tly being much chc;

lufacturcrs, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. E.
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road. Kingsland.N.E.

free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,_

in blue, red, and bun colours, and capable of forming ;

designi, Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern She*
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Lardei

riety of
I of Pavc-

: Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.
To be obtained of F. & G. Roshe

ILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
.^ 14J, per Ton, it. sd. per Bushel; a*, per Ton extra for delivery

within three milea, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantilica

of 4 Tonii, It per Ton lew. A coarser grained Sand 4*- P« Too more.

Samples of Sand by post
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rock

PEAT and LOAM lupplicd at lowest rates

F, A G. ROSHKR.—Address
N.B. Order* prompdv

r Ferneries. KENT

rs promptlT e

A liberal disi
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*' Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machincrj- on their Deptford premises

(Ida Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced
and at vci-y short notice.

-ondon ; or thmri^h .-ill respect!
N.B- Open Tallica of difrcrci

cfirriace.

w L L I A
PATENT

' A R C H I M E D li: A N

'

AMERICAN

LAWN MOWER,

CUTS WET or LONG GRASS WITHOUT CLOGGING,
Thus enabhng the man to work it in the morning or cool of the day,

nstead of waiting for the Grass to dry, and toiling under the heat of

a mid-day sun. It is very easy to work, and will prescr\-c its perfect

cut whilst traTcrsing over mounds or sloping banks.

"Far superior to

"The quickest.
yofo

3 work."—^Vide Gardtntrs' Alaffai

icd."-

Illustrated Catalogues, Opinions of the Press, and Tcstir

Manufactured and Sold by
WILLIAMS J

John G. Rollins, American Merchant, C

Bridge, K-C, Wholesale Agent for England.

ury Square, E.G.

;

hant. Old Swan Wharf, London

American Lawns.

AKcHiMLDl \\ 1 VWN iM OW E R
s adm tied the best Mach nc ever brought out for the

purpose bcciuse t s durable s mple and performs its work bctti

r of other Lawn Mow

m small particles, evenly scattered, never

as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

Mowing Machine has

^ lid d ublethc
Leaving tlie cu

looking untidy, si

drought.

The G^irdtHtrs' Afagaxine says
been fiiirl^- tested at Stoke Newington, and the verdict is,

The Fi.-ld says—" The Americans have been beforehand
many Machines, but we were not, however, until now a
possessed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any of ou
The Gardeners' ChnmicU says—" We arc indebted to our

cousins for many ingenious devices and remarkable
adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of ma
fcnerally. We owe to them many thanks for improvements an
niDlcmenta whereby labourers' toil has been much lessened,

chimcdean ' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when we
'

'
" "^s long. T

easily worked by a boy. It has been tried in the
Horticultural Society at Chiswick during the
reported as the quickest, most simple, and most efficient Lawn Mower
ever used ; and bui-h is uur opinion."

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,
JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London.

W. S. BOULTON & CO.'S
NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, ROLLING,

and COLLECTING MACHINES for ]

These J

ofa K
exceed
handle'

working loose.
Roller, by folding back the front or

Rose I-ane Works, No:

w.
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW
Patterns,

Patterns of Orn
Halls, &c.

PATENT.—Pr

£k"or

LOTH

loiiK. 4^: per 1000, or io.oo, fur 351., cash on delivery. Sample Label

sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISH ER AND CO., Labe|Work3^,joston^j^colnahire^

ookFr"s patent propagating boxes.—
The best mode of Raisinjr all kinds of Spring Seeds and CuttlnL's.

Price from is. each.—Hooper & Co., Covcnt Garden; Kosher & Co.,

Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road, and Quccn'a

Road, West Chelsea ; and Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorgate StreeL

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far

more ornamental in appearance. Sec Gardentrs' Chronicle, March 13.

Price from ». td. per foot

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden; Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorcate Street

;

Roshcr & Co., Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road,
and Oueen's Roaa West, Chelsea.
BE>JJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,

Kingston-on-Thames^

CHEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufacturing Firm
have a considerable Stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

damaged in the processs of manufacturing, that they
.. .

'^ -"
-)F, at prices bel( -
iterials. To land

)ors of Cottages, Farmhouses, &c-,

59 k, Post Office, Urosclcy, Salop.

S
Caution to Gardeners.—Whenfyou ask for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
_ PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, sec that vou get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, -without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quahty, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knivci vrhich were not of
their make all of which arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C's PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES arc the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 133 years.

O N HURDLES
Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society)

:

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

TNDIA-RUEBER GARDEN HOSE.X 60 feet 'A inch hose, with brass t.ip, Tose, and jet complete, ror. Cd.
60 feet }^ inch do. do., extra strong, 315, &!.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists
of ever>- article made in India-rubber forwarded on annl"
F„ G. CAPON, Ind' - " ' ,.

. "

H BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the
• CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

} lb. I oi., throws water in a continuous stream over 35 feet. The
large size, worked by the fool, throws over 6a feet, ana is strongly
recommended as a nre-engine. To be had of all Ironmongers, and
Wholesale only at 10. Fcatherstone Buildings, Holbom, London, W.C.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised bv Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frograore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, lale Sir J- Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Linaley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading Is " Frlgl Domo " Netting.
nade ofprepared Hair and Wool, a perfect rWhit

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where
applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FKIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is.dd. per yard run.

Four yards wide 3J. M. jjcr yard.
An improved make, a yards wido . , 11. a/, per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . s*. w. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, s\d., ()\d., ^\d., j\d.
and i\d. per yard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 7J inches wide, ^rf. and Zid. per yard;
\d. extra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,
7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

Just published, price C)d., or seven stampfi,

POTATO CULTURE. .Splendid crops of eight
busheli; per rod, worth £,200 per acre, by the new system.

B. WILKINS, Bookseller, 9, Hemmings Row, W,C. ; or of News-
Bgenis or Seedsmen. Garden books sent on receipt of price and
postage.

ASTER PRESENTS.—The following Choice
ROOKS, excellently adapted for general presentation, are now

being offered by S. & T. GILIiERT at the nelt prices affiled, for
cash :—Choice Pieces from Thomas Hood, exquisitely illustrated by
Gustave Dor6, folio, cloth, extra Rilt, 171. ; Beautiful Women, a series
ofi fine Photographs, after paintings by Sir Joihua Reynolds and
others, folio, elegantly bound, w. ; Good Woods for the Young, the
first yearly volume complete, illustrated, 8iro, cloth, gilt, 6*., post-
age iirf. ; Handy Royal Atlas, by Keith Johnston, 45 maps, imp, 4to.
halfmorocco, ia 3t. ; Wavcrley Novels, by Sir Walter Scott, com-
plete, with Notes, 25 vols, bound in 13, half-calf, gilt, jfia 6r. ; Miss
Kilmansegg and her Precious Leg, by Thomas Hood, 60 etchings on
•teel, 4to, cloth, elegant, 171. ; Leech's Pictures of Lite and Character,
an cntirelv new scnes, forming a 5th volume, oblong folio, boards,
' I morocco, gilt, 151.; Ainsworth^s Novels and

-;^, i6vols.boundin 8,half-roanleather, ;£tor. lorf. ;^'
' "dSeaTales.compIetc, 16V0I5. boundinS.half-roan

1'
: l>icI<ens'Works,rompl«e(nr!w"CharlesDickens"

w"„' V'",
''•';i°"'. '8 "I-

' "' '" I"lf-calf,gilt,£3i8r.;
Woniinkni.lir, Western Eur-i- ;

i ii^lil, coloured plates,
410, cloth elegant, £1 pi. lorf .

;
, , CelebratedLand-

•capes, 16 Autotype rcprodii .. and Descriptions,
folio, cloth, elegant, 34j; L , ;o, selected from the
•uthonscd version, with largci .-. ,.,.„_ ,;.,..,ns for children, thick
4to, cloth, elegant, 17J. ; Cassclls Hini-raphicl Dictionary, complete,
with full-page portraits, thick gvo, cToth, 17., ; The Colours of the
Bntish Army, by R. F. McNair—the Grenadier Guards, 31 coloured
plates, 410, fancy boards^ 4J. ^., published at£i 11., postage gd. ; Earthand Sea, by Louis Figuier, translated by W. H. D. Adai^s, a?o engrav-
ngs, thick 8vo, cloth, gilt, lai. M., postage u. ^d. j .«sop\ Falles,
Illustrated by Ernest Gnset, 03 elaborate illustrations, 8vo cloth extra
'7'.

;
Girls' Own Book, new edition, much enlarged, with coloured plates

ana woodcuts, cloth, gilt, 51., postage M.; Golden Verses from the"ew restament, with 50 ilummations and miniatures, from celebrated
missals, Btc., 4to, cloth, extra, 255., postage ijrf.

Catalogues gratis and postage free,

n. ^K, 7- GILBEltT, Remainder and General Booksellers,
Copthall. Buildings, back ofthe Bank of tngland, E.C.

"'='=""="'

Villa Gardenlng-Landacape Gardening.
From a Quarter of an Acia; to a HtiNnREii Aches in Extent.

HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN, By EDWARD
KliMP, Birkcuhc.id. llluslr.itions, I'lMs, Sections, Slq. Price

iSj-, cloth.

Tlio Ladles' Flower Garden.
Ornamental Plants and Shrubs, and tmeir Cultukr.
RS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION to the
FLOWER GARDEN, Illustrated. Eighth Edition, rcvi-ied.M

Botanical Students.
A Complete Manual op Rui-imentary Botany.

LINDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY. By tlie late Dr.
LlNOLEV, F.R.S. Twelfth Edition. Profusely Illustrated

Price 51, fxl cloth.

Plants.—Their Structure, Classification, and Uses.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM. By the late Dr.
LiNDLEY, F.R.S, Third Edition. 500 Illustrations. Price 35*.,

BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., ,1, Bouverie Street, E.C.

T
In fcp. 8vo, with 154 Woodcuts, price ar. 6d.,

HE ELEMENTS of BOTANY for FAMILIES
and SCHOOLS. Tenth Edition, revised by Thomas Moore,

of real botanical
tudy."—Gnanii^
London : LONGM.\NS, GREEN,"and CO., Paternoster Row.

In One Volume, 8vo, price tut. cloth,

LAND SYSTEMS and INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
of IRELAND, ENGLAND, and CONTINENTAL

COUNTRIES. By T. E. Cliffp. Leslie, LL.B., of Lincoln's InU;

) CO., Paternoster Row.

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and

Vegetables, and Plans of Glasshouses, Hints for Heating, &c By
S. Hereman, Chatsworth. Third edition, post free, i-id.

HEREMAN AND MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent'i
Quadrant, London, W.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRL'IT
{by the Rer. John Fountaine, Southacre Rectory, Brandon),

33 now ca.rried out in a New House erected for the purpose, in the
Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick. Second
Edition, much enlarged.
Free by post for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 53^,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY
; an Account of the

Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of I'lant-?
By M\xwellT. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illusirated with 318 Wood'

hedfor the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,

Non-members, £1 it.

193, Piccadilly, W.

c

Balfour's Botanical Works.

In One Vol. 8vo, Third Edition, with 1800 Illustration'?, price an ,LASS-BOOK of BOTANY;
being an Introduction to the Study of the Vegetable Kingdom.

In crown 8vo, with Sao Illustrations, pn'cc I3(. Cd.,

MANUAL of BOTANY ; an Introduction to the Study
of the Structure, Physiology, and Classification of Plants.

In fcap. 8vo, with 437 Wood EngravinRs, price 3*. M.

,

ELEMENTS of BOTANY,
For the Use of Schools.

In crown 8vo, Illustrated, price 2*. 6^,,

THE BOTANISTS COMPANION; or. Directions
for the Use of the MICROSCOPE, &c. By J. Hutton
Balfol-r, M.D., Professor of Botany in the University of
Edinburgh.
nburgh: A. AND C. BLACK. London: LONGMANS AND CO.

New Work on Sheep-Farming.
Just published, in fcap. Svo, price 5*., free by post,

RITISH SHEEP-FARMING. By William
Brown, late of Invercauld. With numerous Tables, and two

4aps showing the Characteristics and Dislribulion of Sheep in Great
trilain. The following subjects are embraced in the worlt, among

if Dist

B

- Pasture Lands -

Edinburgh: ADAM ani

Balance-sheet— Deer

CHARLES BLACK.

M
Cheaper Edition of HerscheX's Meteorology.

Just ready, in fcap. Svo, cloth, price 3/. Gd.,
"

-
- ^ O L O G

By Sir J. F, \

Contents :—Air—Altitm
Barometer—Barometric Pre
Cyclones—Density of Air—
'Evaporation—Fogs—

F

-Cold Currents-
Earth—Electricity
Heat—Hoar Frost

Electrical—LighmingHumidity-Hu
Meteorolites—Monsoons—Ocean-Rain— Rainbow—Season^S)
Sun—Temperature—Thunder—Tides—Vapour—Wind, fitc

By the same, crown 8vo, Third Edition, price Sf.»

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY of the GLOBE.
Contents ;—The Sea—The Land—Rivers—Springs—Caves—Plainr.

—Climate—[Rain— Thunderstorms— Hurricanes and Earthquakes-
Terrestrial Magnetism— Mineral Products— Gems— Salt— Coal—
Sulphur—Plants—Animals-Fossil Remains—Ethnology, &c.

Edinburgh : A- and C. BLACK ; London : LONGMANS.

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS' COTTAGES
(Denton's Scries), 34 Designs.—Photographic Working Drawings,

approved by the Inclosurc Commissioners, (or One Guinea each Design,
and One Guinea the Specification and Contract, suitable to the

ral designs.
E. AND F. N. SFON, 48, Charing Crosi, W.C.

This day is published, with Engravings, price 4* (>d.,

THE HANDY BOOK of BEES ; being a Practical
Treatise on their Profitable Management, with a General Outline

Fourth Edition, much enlarged, with 40 Engravings on Wood,
Coloured Frontispiece, and Six Panoramic Maps, post Svo, cloth, tar.,

WINTER and SPRING on the SHORES of the
MF.I>ITF.KKA\K,\N; or, the Riviera, Mentone, Italy,

LurnciiiLL / i SONS, New Burlington Sir;

Crown Svo, cloth, ...,

DR. KENNION'S OBSERVATIONS on the
MINERAL SPRINGS of HARROGATE. Seventh Edition.

Revised and Enlarged. By Adam Bealev, M.A., M.D., Cantab,,
Member of the Royal College of Physicians of London.
London lJOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS

J Harrogate : THOMAS

lust Published, No. 1., price Sixpence, with 36 Engravings, continued
Monthly,

HE VILLA GARDENER.T
Mr. J. M'Nab, Royal Botan:

Containing Articles by

Gardens
Mr. D. T. Fish
Mr. W. Robinson,
" Parks and Pi

Author of the
adc-s of

Paris
"

Mr. William Gorrie, Trinity
Mr. Jas. Anderson, Meadowbank

Mr. R. Bullen, Botanic Gardens,
Glasgow
'r, J. Lorimer

nan, Chelsea
Camiibcll
""'

I, Upper Hoi-

r. I.'Lor
r. k Ne

Mr. Willia ^
Mr. B. S. Williai
loway

Mr. A. F. Barron, Chiswick
And other Practical Writers.

intended solely for the use of those
he City and Suburbs, and not foe

I CO., London; JOHN MENZIES

/^ARUENERS' CHRONICLE.-Full price for any ofVJ the following Numbers will be given by DARLING AND CO..
33, Litlle (Juccn Street, W, ;— *

i86a, Nos. 8, lo, is, 41. I ,864. Nos. 3, 41,43,44.
1863. Nos. 48, S>. I 1865: Nos- i.AB

ACROSS of PRINTS for 3.r. 6d. — 100 Coloured,
mostly CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS, included. Pleasing

subjects for Screens, Albums, &c., 144 various ; fine Scenery, Figureg,
"' ''"""^stic Subjects, 1-cmale Portraits, Flowers, &c., post

.r 43 stamps.

J. REV>/oLDS, 174, Strand, W.C.

PUR;E AERATED WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Ei-us's RulhinlWaters unsurpassed for their purity.

Ellts s Soda, Potass, Selzcr, Lithia and Potass Waters and Lemonade
None genuine unlcsslCorfcs branded " R. Ellis & Son, Ruthin," and

each bottle bears their trade mark—Goat on Shield.
Sold by all Chemists, Confectioners, and Hotel-keepers

Wholesale only, of R. ELLIS & SON, Ruthin, North Waies
London Agents : W. Best & Sons, Henrietta Street, Cavendish

Sauce.—Lea & PerrinB'.THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseur! "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and llavour
Ask for LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.

Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perkins on all
bottles and labels.

Aeents-CROSSE and BLACKWELL. Londoo; and sold by all
Dealers in Sauces throuKhout the World.

B
n, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-

lilk. Sold only in i Ib.,ilb.Made simply with boilinp water 01
Lnd I lb. tin-lined packets, labelled—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

BATHS and TOILET WARE.—WILLIAM
S. BURTON ha.s ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted

exclusively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILET WARE. Tho

to 48*. the set of three. WILLIAM .S. l!l

Ironmonger by appointment to H.R.H. the Pr
Catalogue containing upwards of 700 Illustr.i
Stock, with List of Prices and Plans of lb- ao 1

free. 39, Oxford Street, W. : i, iv 7, , 1 .'.
,

and 6, Perry's Place; and i. "<<
1 A i ' '•'sent'ltn'

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient
'

''

i, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

pORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many yeare
\J tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-
m-,t;«„ by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,

stamped

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at ir. i\d., a*, grf,, 4*. 6tf,, and 11*.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
in use the last 6g years for

INDIGESTION.
In boies at u. i\d., 2*. grf., 41. 6<f,, and its.

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at u. i\d., 31. 9^., 41. dd., and iIn boxes at tt. i\d., 31. 9a., 41. Cd., and itj.

pOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
^-^

In use the last 6g year-; for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In bo

in use inc i.ist 09 year"; for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
les at It. iid.,iis. gd., 41. 6d., and i

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at 11. j\d., sj, gd., 4s. 6d., and iij.

INDIGESTION.— Bcrkt-'lr-y, Sept. ^ iS^o. -Ornilr.
—I feel it a duty I -v.- t

-. ^ .,t .--- ^ :.,..,
benefit I have dcriv H 1

.
. .

r i

•
. 1 h

I length of tinr- I

pills I was quite restored m my usurii stciic 01 in-.-niii 1 i'-.im- [;iv.

publicity for the benefit of those who m.iy ilius be a(ltn.tcd.

—

Ecntlcman, yours truly, Henrv Allpass.—To the Proprietoi
s Camomile Pills

promote appetite, aid digestion, purify the blood, and keep the bowels
regular. The mild pleasant action and powerful curative properties of
PARR'S pure herbal medicine recommend it as the most useful

remedy for the restoration of sound bodily health and mental vigour.

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS. — ''I

have always found Dr. Locock's Wafers to give immediate

relief to myself, my wife, and children in difficulty of breathing,

coughs, and other affections of the lungs. "—i^nJiw O. M. i-weddeli.,

F.R.S.N.A-.and F.S.A-S, 5toAM/o'. ^'<"'*-
. , ,-

Dr. Locock's Wafers give instant relief to Asthma, Consumption,

Coughs, and all disorders of the breath and lungs.

Pncc «. iHd., 2t. gd„ and 4t. 6d. per box. Sold by aU ChenusU.
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,
OR

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND GOLLEGTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FORTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS. \

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOiL
The extraordinary success of GREEN'S P.ATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact. During the last six years the demand has been unprecedented, which

cilone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their char.acteristic features :

—
1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

Snd. Tliey are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these M.achines are so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, .also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56,000 being now in use.

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the Public with a List of the numerous Testimonials they have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ABE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT TTSE AT
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.
THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.
THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS. DUBLIN
THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

AND IN MO.ST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

PRICES

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK.
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOTANIC GARDENS, BRUSSELS.
THE SUNDERLAND PARK.
THE PRESTON PARK.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE. HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY
MACHINES, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Box

;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut a6 inches ., .. ..;^I3 o o

28 inche

30 inche

Leather Boots for Donkey., ,. o 18 o
Ditto for Pony 120

HOBSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches ^^21 o o

,, 36 inches .. .. . . 24 o o
,, 42 inches 27 o o
, , 48 inches . , . . . . 30 o o

Leather Boots for Horse .. .. 160
The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,

the 30 inches by a Pony, and the Lrger sizes by a Horse
;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its runhing
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

Suilatit fo

•/Sio
.. 6 10

e person.

; charged at the fo
i inch, 5J. ; i

20 inches

22 inches

24 inches

inch, 61.

es in which tc

thirds will be allowed for thi

SuilafiU for two persons,

^\i. :—For the to and 12 inch Machine, 31.

:

Parties providing themselves with Lawn
them away when not in use, to prevent

To cut 14 inches

,, 16 inches

Suitable for
Paclcinc Cases

14 and 16 inch, 4f. ;

Mowers are recommended t(

them from getting damaged

The above Prices include Free Delivery to all the pi
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland,

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT L.AWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1862.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

T. GREEN AND SON did not exhibit at the Paris Exhibition, 1867.

». °S,^.\'^'V'^'^?'^'^ ^•'^y^ MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have carried off every
Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition

GREEN'S PA-TENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-sharpening, and when
the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can be reversed again and again. Bringing the
sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation can Be done by any ineipmeiiced
person, owing 10 the peculiar adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

N.B. All Orders are executed on the day they are received, either from our
Leeds or London Establishment.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.\WNS. DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand

HAND ROLLERS
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INE CANES, that will bear from lo to 12 bunches
at once, 6i. 6d. each.

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries, Epsom^

Vines—Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH can supply all the best

varieties, both for fruiline and planting. DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE post free on applicalion ; also CIRCULARS of

Meridith's Vine. Pine, Peach, and Plant MANURE,
The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Api

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS, Sc, on WEDNES-
DAY. April ao. Band of the Royal Horse Guards from 3 30. Fellows'
'

ckets bought before the aoth, ij. td. ;

^^-~'- -i-- -*-

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
EXHIBITION of WORKS of ART and MANUFACTURES

relating to Gardening,—Implements, Materials, Garden Furniture,"'-"'"
, &c, will take place in

W'lLLIAM SOWERBY, Secretary.

SAFFRON WALDEN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—By kind permission of the Right Hon. Lord

BHAVBROOKE, the SUMMER EXHIBITION wiU be held in the
Park, adjoining the Essex Agricultural Society's Show, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 15th and i6th of June, when
£lia lOr, including Silver Cups, will be awarded in Priies. Open to

sU England. Schedules forwarded on application to

THOS, D. GREEN, Hon. Sec.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL FETE—
FLOWER, FRUIT, &c., SHOW.—The ANNUAL EXHI-

BITION will be held in the Grounds of Ayscough-Fec Hall, on
THURSDAY, |une33. Band of the Royal Horse Guard, attends.
Schedu les on application lo GEO, F. BARRELL, H on. Sec.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held JULY 7, and NOVEMBER 16,

iSm PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, Zs each. Schedule., with Form, of Entrance, on application to

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary, Peterborough.

F
Easter Decoration, ImmorteUes, &c.

RENCH IMMORTELLES in great Tarietj.

Holbom, London, W,C.

'WUte Camellias and Choice Flowers for Easter.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg to inform the
Public that they are now taking orders for the above, and l<

itimate that owing to the usual great demand, intending purchaser-
re requested to send thei

Exei icry, E.i

( Nursery. Stoke Newington, N.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS.
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; al.o Plants

of all the yarietiel, with double PRIMROSES of different colours :

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of EaHy
Spring Flowers LIST on application—Mr, WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

Verbenas, Verbenas.—6s. per 100 : BOs. per 1000.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers PURPLE. WHITE.

SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, &c.. well-rooted Plants,
from store pots, ta. per lOO : 50*. per 1000. Terms, cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Hollyhocks.
ESSRS. DOWNIE. LAIRD, and LAING have
to offer several thousands of the finest varieties in cultivation.

, 13... and 18*. per dosen ; or 50*., 75*., and 100*. per 100.
West Coates Nursery, Edinburgh ; and Slanstead Park, Forest

M

Pines, Fruit Trees, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS has a very fine stock of all the
. best kind5,truc to name, and in splendid condition. SHRUBS,

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES of evcrydescription. Prices

°"
'^fclSia°and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Hill, London, -S-E

GOLD and SILVER FERNS.—Three hundred fine
plantsGYMNOGRAMMA PERUVIANA ARGYROPHYLLA

(true) also G. CHRYSOPHYLLA, and a few large plants of
G, LAUCHEAN A, suitable for specimens. Prices on afnlication to
W.ANnJ BIRKENHEAD, Nurserymen, Sc, Sale. ^

ryiHE GREAT VINE at HAMPTON COURT.-
-L Fruiting plants of the t

BURGH GRAPE ^l. bd. each :

ippltcation t

rVlanchest

RBrltlBb Fern Cataloeae.
OBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

, ,
Btunps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

!°fl»to£ price, of Hu-dr Ejolic Ferns) of hi. PRICED DESlSiap.
TIVE (TATALOCUI of BRITISH and EXOTIC FJ

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hili, K«n<

w
vjti.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and othe
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of thes

es from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

RICHARD SMITH, Nu

Spring Planting.—To the Trade.
MAURICE YOUNGS ABRIDGED CATALOGUE

of New Japanese Plants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,

Shrubs, and Evergreens, is just published, and can be had on

N EVV VERBENAS, Eckford's, unrivalled.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street. Salisbury.

N
JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

N E W GERANIUMS.
Coleshill, Zonal ; Lady Edith, Ivyleaf : unrivalled.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street. Salisbury.

Pelargoniums for tbe Hllllon.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French.
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

prices :— 100 plants, distinct sorts, for 5or. : 50 plants^ for 30J

;

N'

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRANSTON'S ROSE CATALOGUE

for 1869 is now ready, ind will be lent post free on application.

The Nurseries. Kine's Acre, near Hereford.

NOTICE.—For Immediate DISPOSAL, upwards of
POROSES in pots, best select kinds. Teas. &c., Hybrids ; very
nd most handsome Specimens. Will be sold cheap.
T. EAST, The Gardens, Wolverton. Dorchester, Dorset.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, for Cash, as fine

be grown. Any quantity will be supplied, at 151. per I

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot^

Tbo Plant of the Period.

PYRETHRUM AUREUM. — Enough Seed of thi:

popular Plant to raise 500 in time for bedding-out this seasoi

for 13 stamps, of
CHARLES YOUNG, The Nursery, Balham Hill, London, S.W.

V
To tbe Trade only.

lOLA CORNUTA, var. BLUE PERFECTION.—
Plants now ready, 15*. per doien.

THOMAS CRIPPS AHD SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Well..

G
Viola Comuta Blue Perfection.

EORGE SMITH has to offer a large quantity of this

superb hardy bedding plant. This being the best time for plant-

r of bloom in a few weeks. i8j. per

VANDA CCERULEA. — Well established healthy
plants, for SALE or EXCHANGE.

WILLIANI MAULE AMD SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

A UCUBA POLLEN.—One doien flowers for is.

To tbe Trade.

T THORNTON, Bagshot, Surrey, has to offer a large
• quantityofgood clean SEEDof KALMIA LATIFOLIA

RHODODENDRON, saved from named varieties. P rice on applic

FRESH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
and THUJA LOBBII, in any quantity. For prices, see pages

74 and 7S of our TRADE CATALOGUE, which may he had post free.

THOS CRIPPS AND SON, Nurser)men, Tunbridge Wells

WOODROW BROTHERS, Seed Merchants,
Bombay, have to offer fresh seeds of INDIAN PALMS

inctuding^Cocos nucifera, Caryota urens, Borassus flabellifortnis, and
others. Terms on application.

c
Green HolUeB.

HIVAS AND WEAVER offer a splendid stock of
the above, from 3 to 8 feet. Prices (very moderate) on appli-

Eaton Road Nu

C
Irish Yews.

HIVaAS AND WEAVER offer a very fine ^own
stock of the above, from 3 to 7 feet. Prices (very moderate) on

ication, Eaton Road Nurseries, Chester.

c
Engllsli Tew8.

HIVAS AND WEAVER offer a very fine grown
stock of the above, from 3^^ to 3 feet. Prices (very moderate) on

Eaton Road Nur-

A
IKXOTICFKRNS, No. 7.

Orcblds.
SMALL COLLECTION of ORCHIDS
(comprising Phalccnopsis Schillcriana, with 56 blossoms; Den-

,ium I'ailonii, with 16 spikes : and other fine and healthy Plants
vintj for bloom) ii offered for SALE by the Executors of the late

I. Warner, Eiq. They can be viewed, and all particular! obtained,
at Woodlands, Hoddeadon, Herts.

I IScrks Seed Establishn

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 &: 238, High Holbom, London.

u NRWALLED BALSAM SEED, saved from plants
as exhibited last year, may now be had in \s. and is. 6d. packets.
JAMES FUTTICK, Park Road. Acton, Middlesex. W.

JAMES FAIRHEADand SON, Seed Growers and
Merchants, 7, Borough Market. London, S.E., announce to their

Friends and Others that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of
DAHLIAS is now ready, and can be had, post free, on application.

SPRING PLANT CATALOGUE, 1870, containing
all the NOVELTIES, English .ind Continental, of 1870, post free

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Roya! Vineyard Nursery and Seed
Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on application to

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5. Aldgate, London, E.

C
Farm Seeds.

HARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
d Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshjrcj^ will be glad t
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THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Near Sunningdnlc Sl.ilion, Soiith-Westcm Railway.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invilc (lie altcnlion of (Iciulcmcn and

Planlcrs lo the undeniamcil scleccions from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended ujjon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within tho lost season.
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ARAi;CAKIA IMORICATA, crmul iijiedmciia, 4 Ik 6 Hi 8 10 11 feci

'CUI'RTSSUS I.AWSONIANA, 3 10 ^ 106 10 10 fed.

„ I.AWSONIANA AKC.KNTKA (John WA1^BltR'll v«r.).-Ily far

ttin most dcslniljlo of Hit (iio sluucouN vurlellea, 51. to 71. Od

„ MACK0CARrA,4 I06 feet, -(a». per doteti.

THUJA AlUil'.A llciiiiri]] |)UiU9, about a feet, ^M. |ier doien ;

Inrfi.si (.. ji. e,., I,

„ CIC.AN] i-.A. All iiiii-,|iiiilled stoclc of liimdredl of Scedline^,

4 Id 6 In H frrl. ti (h/ lu v, 7'. ^-t n^d tijiwiirdtl.

\Vc would icninik, tlim iiidcNii |il«iit9 nrc on tlicirown rooH
of tliii (iiie 'rliiiju llicy ivrc quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS nOBKAI.IS, 3 io 4 feet, 301. per doiou i e«tr. line,

5 to 6 niul 7 feet, s*. to 10*. W, eftcli.

„ UOl.AllKAl'A.— i'luopkiila, 5<. to Jl. id. Mtli.

„ „ VARIEr.ATA, 51. I071. &(. each.

WKI.l.lNU'roNlA t:ii;ANri'.A,-i;ood pUnn, 3m. per doien:
J lo 3 feet, 4ii, 10 60*. ; liirKer, up 10 10 feet, 71. bd. 10 631. each.

AUIl'.S NOm LIS, Imudsoine ])Iniin, from 51., ji. Od., and upwards.

„ NimnMANNIANA, a to 3 feet, 71. (xl. lo 101. M. i 3 to 4 feet,

ail.
1 4 to B to 13 feet, 31J. Orf. and upwards each.

„ l.ASlUt'ARI'A, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, loi. M. to 4aj. each.

„ CKANniS, 4 10 s to 6 and 10 feet, 101. M. to dii. each.

„ rlNSAl'O, 3 10 3 feet, 51. ; 3 to s to 8 feet, ji. CI. to 03>,

„ IJOUnLASII, 3 to 4 feet, 301. per dozen) s to 6 and 10 feet,

31. (m/. 10 71. 611. and upwards.

„ MAnNlKICA,3t04feet,3ii.M. to 4a».

„ OKir.N TALIS, 31o5to8feet, very heautiful examples, air. and
upwards each.

CEllRUS DKDllARA, a 10 3 feet, 301. per doren! lar£cr up to la feet.

Yli;\VS,CllMMON .^Immense tiunntltles, a to 3 to 4 10 feet, from
18. lofcM

IRISH, -IVrrc.lti.liini

GOI.llKN.ns Slundni. rish stems, perfect globes, 311. 6d.

Many ihousniids, ol all aiies. TroinH0I.L1KS, CREKN COMMON,
1 foot up to 10 feel.

, the best IIOI.DKN, W <'n UK.KS', and SlLVliR

STANUAKli Ml

I'OKTl
lo., 6.1

lirds of symmetrically (ntwn
iu^. 431. to losr. per pair.

I.VKR VARIEGATKI), fine

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of pl.tnts we have the pleasure

of obscrvini; that our stock is unetpKllled, and that it is

front our h'.stablishnicnt that nearly all the approved

crimson varielies of Khotlodendrons have emanated.

The Urand I'.ihibiliiin of Uhoilodondrons annually dis-

plnyeil at the Uoy.il Itotauic G.inlens, Regent's Park, has

been for the past jo years supplied from our Nursery.

„ CA'l'AWmKNsr. aoJ IIYDRIUS, bushy, welLcrown plants,

501. to 751. per 100.

„ better class (SF.F.I'II.INGS) and named varieties for extensive
plnntinu, £s per 100.

„ of superior kinds, many on own roots, /,7 tos. to j£iO Iter loa

ti very superior, Icsilinj;, irimson, rose, white, j£ia icu. tOj£isperioo.

„ STANIIAKI) and HAl.K.STANIIARD, of tho roost imposinB
varieties, of nil shades of colour, fttim 3ir. to 631. to 1051. each.

A7.AI.RAS, common kinds, so.». 10 751. per too.

„ very best, in line plants, ,£10 per 100.

KALMIA MYRTIFOl.IUM.veryhandsome, 30t perdoien

„ LATII'OLIA, i8r. to 301. per doieu.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, fine plauts. iSl. 1041.. l)er doien.

We have likewise immense quantities of the leadinj; hinds of

X:V£B,aREENS OF ALL SIZES,

for i

the immensity of our stock we are en-tbled to

1 inosi libenil terms, and Piircliasers arc recom-
111 e\(iv pi.teiie.tblc case to visit and choose

iisclvcs, il licinii an impossibility to adequately
hv advi'ilisemcnt.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of

which we will replace nil failures wliich may occur the
first season after planting,

CATALOCiUKS, describing faith(\illy the colours of

Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded
on apphcation.

Purchasers of large qu.antitle.s arc informed that Goods
can be forwariicd from tsunningdale to nil parts of
England in tluxnigh truck, thereby causing a great saviirg

Id tltuisit RS well us diminishing the cost of patikage.

rill', AMERICAN NURSERY,
DAGSHOT, SURREY.

s the best sclectic

The Royal Nil

Roses
Stove plants

I
Verbenas

cs, Sloiinh.

IMPKRIAL DWARF.
PLANT nf llir SI'.ASON

WILLIAM CIIATF.R, Nur;

'^ALCKOiVaRIAS, ir.-ll.ari-

I, Saffron Wnldci

)us, nice plants, free by
,..f..r9r.

r,ith, fir. per dozen.
. r . as for 7r. M.

J
packnde free.

iiri, /.nii.ii, anil iNosecay, in

I'liSlA'oml TiUloUA, well

doien, 50 for 6r.,

named varieties

t for bloom, git

KS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, dc, Imported
' nriital growers. See
\ 1, LIST of KLOWER SEEDS, liralis

ij ITONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
Knijlisli and Cermnn varieties,

cultivation, free by post or rail ^£3 t o

No 3 Colli

No. 4 Colli

No. s Collecti

Small tihd i

iuTTON ANU SONS, Seed:

ditto

) 7r. W. , free

, RudliiE, Berks.

R " °
rONTICUM.tv

IIVIIKIDUM

MAxI'mUM, while

HIRs'fjTUM, dwarf 1

The above can be
CATALor.m-

~| ().SI';i']l ,SM| I

tl r.,llnr.ni|., \.rr^ |.

I<Hli\loll|.,NI)l<UN

O D E N D R O N S.

5 transplanted, bushy,

applied hy the looo.

II, n.ulcy Dale Nun

o iu,', «! od'.

. . 31, orf.

or named s(

^<1l., having a large stock of the
1.-1 ttirm to the I'rade at a low fienre :—
IN IICIIM, la to 18 inches, 181. per too;
T 100 ; 18 to 34 inches, 33/. per 100— less by

llybrnls. 18 lo 34 inclies, 33'. pcr 100 ; 30 to 30 inches, 451. per too.
RIKiDdllENDRON HIRSUTUM, nice plants, a years planted,

R110I)'oI)Si6koiS"feRRUGINEUM, planted from layera, tst.

Double Howerini; WIIIN, rood plants, i

ARDORVIIM'!; AMERICAN, ij^loa
7X. per 100 (less by the loooj

; 3 lo 4

Sl'R'ucffVm, NORWAY, I

181, per ic.

MOI'NTAIN o 1 feet, 15*. per r

fNuri

SIANDISH AND CO.,
, llerks, are now prepared

'LANrs, tt:iiui
Liill %|)c..i..l .iiicimoii:—

IXOKA DIXIANA.—This mncnificeiit pi
cnrryiiig fine folisiRi

briKlit omnRe colom
very MronR constitution, And
tine, consequently is .idminibly
rinnt'i 7J. 6d. to au. each ; with
9V- cnch.

ANTIIUKIUM SCHKRZERIANUM,

r Mallock, Dcrbyil:

) : » to 3 feet,
0: S too feet,

;iJ4 to 1 feet,

feet, ^$t. per lOoo.

he Royal
execute orders for

hich they wish to

of very free growth,
:ne irunncn of (lowers are Inr^, and of a
Unlike most Ixoras, it has proved itself of
ii And little afTected by cli&n^e of tempera-
.laminibly adapted for exhibition purposes.

' *"
; spikes of bloom Ml,

it liardy Kern from
,. ... Xi.iy 4 last.

I'.n full descrip-
'.6d.

iMid, Iti

.IcK

lie freely

:, but

>f Its leaves producing a very striking
1 ibe end of October, as a few degrees
irt it. I'lants, jx, each; 91. perdoien:

^ Mil I'.ATA.—This is a perfect Rem
1 ,,; .1 New Zealand plnnt il will

:: its beauty until late in tho

- yeor old canes, t

.|uls of Downshirt

voulO^ca

ACKR run

r II iiri than the Koyal
ill-, ?). W. to 151, each,

(i '111 l.-ipnn. We have
^ !(i. M'nh folia;,'c of the

I
t

. \ I \ — Ily far the finest

^t -
1 liis lart:e and beautl-

i>ti from Japan. It is tiulto
nimer the Iciivcs, which are
'Ntallised or frosted appetu-

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pteastire 111 offeritiff htsh SEEDS of this extremely uscAil plant for winter decoration. Wlien well

grown il is very ornamental, its long racemes of snowy fruits forming a beautiful contrast to those of the celebrated

hyhrid Solanums, and for which the Lcucocarpus is a most suitable coinpauion. The berries arc large, pure white,

and produced in great profusion.

Price la. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

VICTORIA NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

TURNIP SEEDS.

H. & F. SHARPE
Arc prepared to m^iko spcci:U oft'crs to tho Trade of the following varictii

TURNIP SEEDS, ALL OF 1869 GROWTH,
And raised ftxim fme selected Transplanted Bulbs, viz. :—

SHARPE'S WRST NORFOtK TURPLK-TOP SWEDE.
HA! I •<! Wl.'i rlll'KY SWBUK
CIIAMIMMN sU tl>K
SlUKI 1 -. nil k>.\ II) S\VVJ5K,
MAKsll M i 1 II i.rlKTOl' SWEPF.
SKlk\ IN. -. II I II I TOP SWEDE.
IMlKi'\ Ih i.l;l I N riip SWEDE.
LAINC.'-- I'l Kill' I'T SWEDE.
C.KIIN l"l' NIll.'W AHERDEEN.
rOSTKKK'.S lIVUKIli YELLOW.

dale's hybrid yellow.
iievonshire urey stone.
lincolnshire red rotjnd,
(.;kkkn barrku
improved c.kken (".lobe.

pomeranian white olobe.
red tankard
i'.reen tankard.
white norfolk
early white stons ok stubble.

SKEU GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.
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JEKDS, of rhoicest qufiliiy.-

STOf:KS
Doulilr ;

ATA. inn

J, SCOTT, T il.

qTTle^t
. Somerset.

VE G'E'fATB L'E*" S"E'E~rrs,'

free by po«. Tor pkl. -
'

free by pout.
rClIil'MUliR

Aylra. <'.T.ilr II

Wctirvcr l..iir

Backl.oii.c'i W,
Freiith !lr<-.ikfa'

Golileti rer^cctic

PRIM
CAl I

CINI

Vhili- IIROCCOLI ..

in Wliilf IIROCCOLI
UAfllSH
iMKl.nN

•r KMiWEK

VIOLA CORNUTA ALIiA

<ch, miniAture, striped
ICHARD SMITH'S

H
Kichard Kc.idlcy, Ksq., of St.iiileford. It li.i.i never prod

diseased tuber, is a he.ivy croi)i>er, very Iiardv, and superior in

to any kind hitherto in cultivntion. AtthoiiKli a second early

ripeninc: by the middle of July, it has the great merit of

perfectly sound and fit for use until AuRust in the foUowinj; ye;

Opinions or thb Press.
R. Ileadley.

_
Your Seedling Poiatos

_ . 1 flavoui

K.idiiey. A very fine variety ; a heavy cropper

siie; ripeningulTnU at once t^uickly and
dry, mealy, and of tli

Gardtntrt' CkrvnicU, Oct, 30, 1

- - 1 ;ivy cropper: u--''-

|)lctely ; flesn y

harvested July

t Hotlicullurt, Oct. ;

A heavy crop v

)era rescm
flavour, but 1

,
ALFRl'-H KKVI.K. 1 hr NutM-rirv C'li-Mtrri^ <-.imbrML.esl e

Vegetable, A^lcultural, and Flower Seeds
MiSCr.i.i-ANKors ii.MMiv m:i>i>iso I'I.ants, swi i :

VIOl.KTS, &c.

PARKKR begs to announce thU 1

\l-OGUK,coiUainmc Pescriplive Lists of tbefnent V.

nMinrd, is now published, and w II

-tu.ckinf SKKPSbavenll been pru

^
purcbascri 1

r>onE
It CATA

ilnliJ

AiMi
Sumpli

for WJicforWJie.n; iHlia. lur " I- -

I'O the TKMM.
I,AKc;E VI- I 1

||^^

11 1. BAWrRLl
DCUMl"ANY(l.imittd),
:, and OlLCAKR M
<arlc I.nnc, K.C.
on application.
Srr.l I orn ami ^

I Dllll'.KS.-

IKI. Win
MD. .KK'

> be Soicl

Tlie North of England Nursery and Seed Eotabllshment.
Ml'-.S.SKS. I.rril.K AND HAI.l.AN lYNi;. ( Mrlisl.-.

(\Vm llA<rmi SMini, M.in.rrrl, air i,ir|uir.| I., iiiakr

SFKCTAl. (lIKF.USuf lAKH SKKfis, .11 liberal |in, rs, wlirn l,ii,:c

guanlitiei are rci|uireJ, and 10 deliver them Ircc at neareat Railway

They confidently recommend their iiiperior iitocki of TURNIl'
SEKDS, which have been all carefully proved and found to ^row about

90 per cent. Thin will ensure a much stronger braird than aecd

reduced 10 grow only from 60 to 70 per cent. Their stock, of

MANCKI. WITRZl'.I., CAIinACF.S, Sic, are also of eicellent

nuality, and they li;ive hern equally careful in provinE the quality and
irrowlti of their Cl.nVKK and CRASS SKKDS, and their Miatures for

layineduwn rernianeni I'.isliiro. I'RICKD LISTS on application.

44. I'.iiKlivh Slreel. Tarlisle

F

New and Select Farm Seeds.

187a 7^^ ^^''°-

sr.EUSMKN Tfl THK (iUF.KN.

RANCIS .'4 AUllIlik DICK.SON & SONS,
(Iiri'lrl |. .1,1.1, ..i.r.i .,.1 w ir'.JKiusc, 106, Kast({atc Street, and

.Ikt'll' .. -.i'^' .
1 I .. FIELD ROOT SEEDS, saved

j'lV j.'
1

'

"

r '. I .
, I

'
I ,

.. I 'n'at'iiuAI. r.RASSES, very

Seeds of the v.aluc of
excepted). carri.-iKe free

i.d ,.<i

111 select Farm Seeds for 1870

To Improve Meadow LantL
RICII.AKl) SMITHS MIXTURE of the finest

OU\ssKS .u„l n:iti;SMAl, il.(i\|.US (aioull,, per acre,

crop' l;lrllAiai SMI 1' n, SeV.l Menl..,,.!, Wi.K.eslrr.

Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.
RICHARD SMIIlr.s Mi:>. I l'|.;l.;s of the finest

PERENNIAL (UtA . I \ 1 ItS are carelully uiude
to suit all kinds of S,,il I'n.ry., 1.,,.., |.r, ;,, re.

I'klClvli I 1,1 ii.;.li, .iliun.

RirHAKli SMll 11, See, I Merchant, Worcester.

NA'fURAI. <iR ASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Qualily. I'roiluce, Elevation, Situation. Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Clrowlli, liicreiije. Time of I'lowerinK. Trice, 4c.
Free l.y nri.t

Rlri lARfl SMiril. ^er,l Mrrrli,inf. Woreesler.

PThe best Substitute for Grass.
YRICTURUM TfillllAK'lll'.Wl, :i nuvelty from
Alia Minor, forms :i ciupel equal to llic Illicit Moss. Will urow

upon the pporoil and boteit soils where Ura.i will not ((row, foruiint
a carpet of the brinhteit c'rcen upon iiny bare place where everylhina
else refuses to grow. Price 6f. per doien, 351. per 100.
1.KWJS WOoCxHORrE, Munrg Nuricry, Siblt HetHniilMun, Eucx.

" Eoonomy.-Seeda Direct from tlie Growers."

CARTER'S GENUINE SEEDS
rov.

FABM AND GABDEN
CARTER'S GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS

For PERMANKNl" PA.STURES.

Carefully mixed to suit every description of Soil.

For Heavy Soils.

Finest quality .. ,, 28.t. to 32J. per acre.

Second quality .. .. 20.t. to 26.r, ,,

For Medium Soils.

Mncst quality . , . . 28.t. to 32J. per acre.

Second <iuality .. .. 2or. to 26J. ,,

For Light Soils.

Finest ciuality

Second quality ..

Carter's New Champion Intermediate
Mangel. (Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.)

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL.
Per lb.

—

s. d.

ORDINARY STOCKS 8</. to o 10

CARTERS WARDEN, the finest Globe v.iricty . i o

CARTER'S MAMMOTH, the finest Long Red
variety ,. ,. .. ., ,. ,.l6

CARTER'S NEW INTERMEDIATE, the best

variety (see llluslralion) 10
IMPROVED RED UI-013E 10
ELVETIIAM LONG YELLOW 10

Cheaper jjer cwt.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE AND TURNIP.
I'erlb.— J-. (/.

LIVERPOOL SWEDE 07
IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE, .-icknowleged to

be the best in cultivation. , ,. ., ,.09
LONDON SWEDE, grows to a largi! size .. o g

DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE TURNIP ..10
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, the finest

white variety .. . . o tj

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GL013E .. .. o y

Cheaper per bushel or cwt.

Large purchasers will be liberally treated.

For full descriptions of CARTER'S PRIZE MEDAI
FARM SEEDS, .and Practical Hints on Laying Down
l.and to Grass, see

CAKTKK'.S ILLU.STKATKI)

FARMER'S CALENDAR FOR 1870,
I'ost Free. 6(/. ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

THE ROYAL SEED.SMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLliORN, LONDON, W.C,

KNAPHILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ANTHONY WATEEEll
Solicits the notice of inteiiiliiit; Planters to the following

LIST of Specimen CONIFERS, Sc. all of which he

believes are as handsomely grown, as carefully managed,

and as finely rooted .a-s can be desired.

AllIES AMIERTUS, stogfeet, 30*. toCor. per tloien. Transplanted

April, iSrio,
. . .„

niFS linUl'.I.ASn.d, 7, toiofeet, 7<. M. to loi. M. each. Trans-

i.lnnted August, iK*.
, ,.

.

IllFS ORU'INTAI.IS, e, fi, and 7 feet, 71. M. to an. S|ileniliil

plants, moved April, i86q, to to la feet hl({h, 15 and ao feet in

lllFS 1''.XC1.;i,s'a, the Common Spruce Kir, beautifully furnished,

c, fi, 10 8 feel hinh, /;,?, /7 tor. to /laioj. per .00.

The dwarf varieRes of Spruce, sui^i as pumila pycmnea. (.reKOril,

Claiibraiiliana, &c. , larfje number!, many of them ao and 30 years'

EORUS DEODARA, sto6feel, 601. pcrdoien: 7 to 8 feet, 84. per

doreii ; in 10 la feet, IM. bd. to 3ir. eaeh, and upwards. We have
sever.nl lli.iiiijii.Ii of their larjje neo.lnn. All have been removed

CEl'lli'l'. \'i.',i'\ M \,..i . I.-.-., ,.. 1'
1.' .

.1 ...11:1110 10 feet,

I'll
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To Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

ARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
CALENDAR for 1870 is now readyj post free (fir

^hasersl. All kinds of Farm Seeds at very io' .

JAMES CARTER and CO., the Royal Seed
Hieh Holbom, London, W.C-

Present Prices of Buttons' Home-grown Farm Seeds.

SUTTON AND SONS are still supplying the
GENUINE HOME-GROWN SEEDS, at the low prices quott

ill their FARMERS" YEAR BOOK (published in February last).

Special estimates given for extra large nuantities.

For prices and full particulars apply to

SUTTON SONS, Seed s, Reading.

H
Mangel Wurzel Seed.

AND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best variene^j and

FARM SEEDS of all sorts, best quality, extra clean.

-

PRICED LIST on application.

unde ou no e was he p du e o me ra and o e Seed
supp ed by u n he Sp g 864 h Hu ombe of L e

It was sown early in April on 6/5 acres, and yielded the following
Summer, 1865, upwards of 24 ions of excellent Hay, which was Sold by
Auction for £104, being at the rate of ^^16 per acre. It was mown

which produced tha

4 lb. Italian Ryegrass .. Lolium italic

2 lb. Cocksfoot .

.

.

.

Dactylis gloi

2 lb. Timothy Grass .

.

.

.

Phlcum praicnse
2 lb- Red Clover .. .. Trifolium pratcnse

3 lb. Cow Grass .

.

.

.

Trifolium pratense perenne
3 lb. White Dutch .. .. Trifolium rcpcns
4 lb. Trefoil Mcdicago lupulina

upply the above of finest quality at 171. 6d. per 1

age free, and allow 5 p

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS SEEDS, for
Permanent Pasture, of the finest quality, are fully described and

priced in WHEELERS' ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,
which may be had gratis and post free.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; ind
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, arc supplied in large or small quantities, at extremely

moderate prices.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Glom
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

w HEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS are forwarded carriage free to all railway stations

the Kingdom.
QUALiTTi'— Excellent, and unadulterated.
Prices—(Which varj' from 131. 6d. to 321. per acre, according to

Teri
|: per . dis(

cly moderate.

o N LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMANENT
PASTURE.

For getting up the subject of Gr
'"'

hich is furnished with ample and

/^ARDEN MANURES are specially prepared for every
y~f crop grown in either Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns, Vine
Borders, &c., by the undersigned. They are conveniently packed in

lb. Bags, at 6d. per Bag. These Manures will be found good, cleanly,

nd moderate in price. CATALOGUE, with ample dire-- '—

JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Lei

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, (or Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA

116, Fenchurch Stn

LAWES"S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London, Liverpool, and otner ports, at lowest market prices.

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury : 22, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
- and GRASS MANURF

' of the above addresses,

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed

be the best Artific' yet produced. Its ba: Peruvi
of Soluble Phosphal

of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports

Voelcfcer, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way. Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Kelghlcy, Maxsted &
Co., Hull.

Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,
Esq. , 23, Old Hall Street, LivcrpooT.

Agents for Midland. South and West Districts of England—Messrs
Wm. Smith & Co., Bristol.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon 6i Co., Glasgow an
Aberdeen.

Breysig&Co., Leith, for Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk,

and Fife.

[essrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
nts for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin.

n, delivered free to Kail or Wharf in London.

PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT GUANO, ;Ci3 loi. per t

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England

"Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, FlcetStreet, E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

-Enclosed you will find the results of a eful : sof :

f need therefore hardly add anything
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of

moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure wdl become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them,—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
"The Secretary, REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

Guano Company, Limited. 3a, King William Street, London. E.C."

D I-PHOSPH.^TE of LIME.—This Article, manu-
factured under the Patent of Professor Way, late Consulting

the Royal Agricultural Society, possesses many advantage

SUPERPHOSPHATEactswiih
great energy during the early
growth, and is exhausted before
the growth is complete.
The soluble phosphate in Super-

phosphate is readily dissolved in

"ly removed from the
.oil.

Superphosph;
Lverage, 25 per cent, of solubli

jhosphatc, and 75 per cent, o

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
lorf. per lb., or 841. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nursen-man and Seed Merchant, Leeds.

::i.ENULNE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER.—
The most effective of all Fumigators. Terms, circulars and

articulars on application.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

G
rOBACCO CLOTH, the cheapest and most effectual

article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly, u. dd.
per lb. ; over 10 lb , u id TOBACCO PAPER, is. per lb.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14. Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E.
Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street, E.C.

The Best and Cheapest Vermin Killer.
Vid* "The Gardeners' Magaiine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd

Esq., F.R.H.S., of August 15, iSM.
UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO {free of duty),
for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, 11. , 23. 6d . & aj. each,

by Scedamenand Druggists. POWDER DISTRIBUTG""
Manufacturers; COKRY and SOPER. at their Be

house. Shad Thames, Londoi

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Maje

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is., 2s. 6i.,and5J.

Powder Distributors, ar. 6d. and 31. 6d. each.
" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."

—

Geo, Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

Wharf, Wapping, E.

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
i- LSy_ and other Blight, in

of from I to 3 ounces
:o the gallon of soft water, and
?f from 4 to 16 ounces as a
w.n.^r nr^.cjng for Vines and

Has outlived many
intended to super-

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

Battel , London, S.W.

The Noted French Cold Grafting Wax
(MASTIC L'HOMME LEFORT,,

For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &c., may be obtained of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C. (Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom ; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurseryman.

/ 10LIN PULLINGER'S newlv-invented SULPHUR
V-^ DISTRIBUTOR, for VINES, PLANTS, &c.,is acknowledged
by every Gardener who has seen it to be the most simple and
effectual machine invented for the purpose. Price, complete with
bellows. 4J. Retail of all Ironmongers and Nurserymen.

Sole Wholesale Agcnts.iADAMF.S and GRANT, Chichester.

R ICK-CLOTHS. NEW and SECOND-HAND,
with POLES, PULLEYS, &c., complete.

An Illustrated ( ,,i,.l..-i,c i^-M free on application.

fore foui

of Superphosphate.

Price aor, per cwt. Trial casks, containing 2 cwt. each, may be
obtained from the Manufacturers,

J. R. RENNER and CO., 35, South John Street, Liverpool

t. of a soluble phosphal

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
s Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Cha

ich—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublir

Directors.
matt—Jotin Clayden, Littlebur>', Essex.

On Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture.
"These enterprising Seedsmen (Messrs. Wheeler & Son), in

introducmg a new element into thcircalculations for laying down land,
have undoubtedly a good idea,"

—

The Field.

MESSRS. WHEELER AND SON supply the
FINEST and BEST GRASSES and CLOVERS (all included)

for laying down land :

—

For One Year at 13*- 6rf. per acre.
For Two i ears 17s. 6d. per acre.
For Four Years 32s. od. per acre.
Permanent Pasture .

.

from 261. to 32J. od. per acre.

Inf

J. ,. _ ^ON.
59, Mark Lane. London, E.C.

Shell Gravel,

FOR GARDENS, C O N S E RVATO R I ES, and
TERRACES; clean, dry, and neat in appearance, used in the

Parks and the Horticultural and Botanic Gardens. Sold by
FRANCIS AND CO., Surrey (foot of Vauxhall Bridge), London, S.'W

Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.

George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jones, Grishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Manasiitff Dircclar—Jzracs Odams.
Bankers—'Siessrs. Bametts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23. Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—J. Carter Jones, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction

of, agriculturists—circumstances that have justly earned for it another

^"•^THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures of their

own manufacture : consequently, the consumer has the best guarantee

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by this

Company.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary', or may

'
' ' if the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM S

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

APPLEBY'S REGISTERED FUMIGATORS.
Large size, 6s. each; second size, for small houses, 4J. 6d. each.
TTj..— ' 1.^ ,., 1.,^. !.'_ gardeners' Chronicle, p. 4<)2|

iN HURDLES
Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society)

:

St. Pancras Iron Work Company, Old St. Fancras Road, London, N.W.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sires, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

c HEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufacturing Firm
have a considerable Stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,
or less damaged in the processs of manufacturing, that they

uld be willing to DISPOSE OF, at prices below those of the corn-

meat description of Paving materials. To landed propnetors these

les arc invaluable for the floors of Cottages, Farmhouses, |&c, and

a be supplied at a very low i

Addre s E.. Post Office, Broseley, Salop.

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far

more ornamental in appearance. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12.

Price from is. bd. per loot

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden ; Dixon & Co., 4BA, Moorgate Street

;

Rosher & Co , Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road,

and Queen's Road West. Chelsea.

BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,

Kingston-on-Thamcs.^^

T" OOKER'S"PATENT PROPAG.\TING BOXES.—
I J The best mode of Raising all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cuttings.

Price from is. each.—Hooper & Co., Covent Garden; Rosher & Co.,

Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road, and Queen's

Road, West Chelsea; and Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorgate Street
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,

BENJAMIN LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, sec that you get them.

Obserre the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, OdtaiM
Warranted, without which none arc genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused

many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of

their make all of which arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S, & C 's PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Shcfl!ield. Established upwards of 125 yean.
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HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO
46, KING WILLIAM ST.

LONDON BRIDGE.

B HIRST AND SONS. Britannia Works, Portland
street, Halifax.

LAWN MOWERS .. froir

GARDEN BARROWS.. „
GARDEN ROLLERS ..

SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES,
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS, IRON and

LAWN MOWERS,
GARDEN ENGINES from 52J. 6(f. TORrES.'&i ' ' SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S, Sic

Deanes New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £1,

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

BAM FORD'S "MODEL'
GARD^rsi^ ENGINE,

FOR STRENGTH
DURABILITY
UNEQUALLED.

PRICE LISTS & TESTIMONIALS SENT POST FREE
BAMFORD a.S0NS,UTTOXETER.

B. HIRST AM. ^"
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CHARLES TURNER recommends The BRIDE, a
beautiful new CLOVE, pure white, Bmooth edge, large and

lull, rr, (k/. each.
CARNATIONS imd PICOTEES, named, and in fine variety,

air. per dozen pairs.
PINKS, 6r. per dozen pairs.
CLOVES, in colours, w. perdoien plants.
This is the best season for planting the above in borders or large

pots for blooming. See descriptive and full LISTS, now ready.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

QUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.
y-^ time for planting to ensure good spikes and
WILLIAM CHATER'S CATALOGUE of hi?

s for planting to ensure good spikes and bloor
lAM CHATER'S CA ""

may be had upon forwarding: one postage stamp.

- Now is the
,5 this seas,
lalled collei

Seeds saved only from first-class flowers in packets and collections

XIAM

Novelties.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now offering-
the following Novelties, which have gained first honours wherever

eihibitcd, and arc the admiration of all who have the pleasure of

Ne'

r and unrivalled Double
' and unequalled PHLOXES and PENTSTEMONS.
' Hybrid Perpetual and Tea-scented ROSES for 187a

tifulCALADIUMS.
t Golden Blotched ABUTILON MEGAPOTAMICU.M-

For prices sec our NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for this
;eason, which will be forwarded, post free, to all applicants.

Nurseries, Forest Hill, London, S.E. ; antf Edinburgh.

AUL'S NOVELTIES of 1870.
-SeeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just published.

PAUL'S NEW ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.—
Three First-cl.iss Certificates. Plants ready in May, los. 6d. each.

VIBIDIS,
d 2IJ, each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA
Nice Plants, 6oj. per dozen, or 7s. W. each ; a few larger at los. 6J. :

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS,
Good Plants, about i feet, at 42s. per dojen ; do., about 3 feet, at 6oj. per dozen.

A few fine Specimens, 10s. 6d. to 21s. each.

These two distinct and very beautiful hardy Evergreens were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens
London, on the i6thinst., and unanimously awarded First-class Certificates. They have been purchased by nearly
every one who has seen them growing in the Nursery, and are fearlessly recommended to all admirers of first-class
hardy plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAPHILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

NEW PLANTS.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
BEGS TO INTIMATE THAT HIS

CATALOGUE OF NOVELTIES FOR 1870

: WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAULS NEW ROSE VIRGIL.
Plants ready in May, cj. each-

Sec WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.
For description see WM- PAUL'S SPRING CAT.ILOGUE.

Class l..eruncatc. Plants ready in May, roj. W.
SeeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE,
"lants ready in May, loj. 6d. each.
seeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

BRONZE and GOLD PEL
The brightest and

ALO '

)AUL'S NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(Beaton's Race). BONFIRE the finest of all the Stella race.ai

e others. Plants in M.iy, ss. each ; or the six varieties for 345
For descriptions see W>1. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

Is just issued. It contains descriptions and prices of many New Plants offered for the first time, including the
' white Cypripedium, C. NIVEUM, the lovely blue-berried PSYCHOTRIAS,
' hardy LILY, with variegated foliage, from Japan ; new DRACi^iNAS,

celebrated GODWINIA GIGAS, the
two new scarlet-flowered VITIS, a

ARISTOLOCHIA RINGENS, &c.

Mr, WILLIAM BULL has the pleasure to announce that he has made arrangements with Messrs. John
Salter & Son to send out the fine stock of their SEEDLING JAPANESE and other new CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Messrs. John Salter & Son are retiring from business in consequence of the Metropolitan District Railway
Company requiring their Nursery, and their entire stock of new CHRYSANTHEMUMS is in the hands of
Mr. WILLIAM BULL. All orders for them, that have been taken by Messrs. John Salter & Son, will be executed
by Mr. W. BULL on precisely the same terms as if sent out from the Versailles Nursery.

Mr. W. B.'s CATALOGUE of NOVELTIES for 1870 contains descriptions of the NEW CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS above alluded to.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PAUL'S NOVELTIES
.KqSF,rRINCE_ LEOPOLD, GOLDEN VARIEGATED

WM. PAUL, Paul's Nurseries and Seed Warehous.
Waltham Cross, London, N.

JSew and Cenulne seeds (CanlELge Paid).

B.
NURSERYMAN

a and Paradise Nur

SEED MERCHANT,
s, Upper Holloway, Ix)ndon, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
to suit gardens of various sires, roj. 6d., arj., 42J., 63J. and 841. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet.

—

s. d
Backhouse's Winter While Protecting BROCCOLI .. ..16
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET , o

Williams' Matchless RED CELERY r „

Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new
Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety ..

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE
Webb's Climax MELON, new

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever ofiered-
Was awarded First Pnre at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, June 30, i86g.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent
flavour, and 12 days earlier than any other known kind, new .

.

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, new
(The earliest and best variety in cultivation.)

NEW PLANTS FOE 1870.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in ofiering the undernamed NEW PLANTS, which will be ready for distributic I May I, next.

Willi a

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed 31. 6rf-,3J. 6rf.,and g 6

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice itrain,aj.6<i.,3j.6rf., and 5 6
CINERARIA, Weatherill'scxtrachoice strain, 3J. M.,3J. 6rf,,& 5 o

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain i». 6rf. and a o
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. IJ. 6.*., 3j. 6d., and 3 o

VERBENA, Eckford's finest Taricties, mixed 10
Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS . . . . 3J. 6rf, and 3 6

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA 11, and a 6

LOBELIA ERINUS GRACILIS ERECTA ALBA, new ..10
Parsons' New Tree MIGNONETTE 10
PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new .. ..10
Williams" Improred French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,
and Ycry large

\ o

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.-These are, without exception,
the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter ; the flower? are very double, and product
immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds
and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new u. 6^. and

ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA flore-plcno. new

New Summer Bedding Plant.
PERISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREO-VARIEGATA.-This

very elegant Acanthad is a native of the mountains of Java, and was
awardeaaFirsl-ClassCertificaiebytheFI<;ral Committee this spring.

The leaves are ovatc-lanccolate, bright orange in the centre, and
margined with dark green ; in habit it is dwarf and compact, and
B. S. W. has all confidence in its becoming a splendid edging
plant in the Summer Flower Garden; as a pot plant it is very
beautiful, and although the flowers arc not remarkable for siic,

their bright mauve-purple colour forms a striking contrast with the
orange colour of the leaves. Price lOJ. bd.

Superb New Bedding Plant.
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTION.—B. S. W. has much

pleasure in offering this superb plant to public notice, and from the
manner in which it has been tested noth in dry and exposed
situations, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation
in asserting its superiority over every other Viola yet ofl'cred for

bedding purposes. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeds 6 or 8
height; the leaves are much larger than those of

St the flowers, which arc borne well above the
,n the characteristic horns of that spei

V. comuta,
foliage, still

fully three t

shaded blue

Verbena Mauve Queen.

This very elegant variety possesses a good constitution, and is not
subject to attacks of mildew and other diseases, which so many of the
new forms of this plant arc (and which has led to the almost total

banishment of Verbenas from the parterre) ; in growth it is somewhat
robust, and as a flowcrcr, most profuse ; the trusses, which arc of good

; borne well above the ^oung shoots, and the flowers :

1 colou; jid yield i [ delicale perfui Itc
be highly recommended for bedding purposes. Price aj. 6rf. each.

New Fuchsias.

B. S. WILLIAMS has
the following five varieties
good habit and thoroughly

being able to offer

S?r aJning its profuse blooming qualil

s of still dee]

i producing flowei

:. fad. each, 24^. per doien,

Azalea Grand Iffonarch.
A superb new and distinct variety, suitable for exhibitic

forcing purposes ; the habit is compact and dense, of mediu
and a profuse bloomer; flowers 3 inches in diameter, of
stance and perfect outline, the lobes arc perfectly round ar
and in colour deep pink, shaded with \

smooth.

FORMOSA.—Tube slender, and, as well as the sepals, bright scarlet;

corolla double, very regular and compact, deep violet, the outer
petals rosy red, elegantly flaked with light violet, loj. td. each.

HOLLOWAY RIVAL—This is probably one of the most distinct
forms yet sent out; tube and sepals bright red. well rcflexed
corolla, very long petals of great substance, and ricn deep violet in
colour. lof. (nd. each.

STRIATA PERFECTA.—A charming and very effective variety
;

tube and sepals waxy white; corolla bright carmine, striped with
broad lines of pure white. This variety is not only exceedingly
handsome, but totally different from any other

exceedingly
icly in cuf-

rcflcxed (rom I

uffused at the base v

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ITALIAN
NEW LARGE

TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LABGE FLAT BLOOD-RED.
No. 2. GIANT BOCCA, the largest Onion known.

No. 3. LARGE PLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLY WHITE, earliest of all.

B. S. W.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER,
VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in
consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Ha\nng at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,
nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent
disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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A Glorloua Show of Eoses,

TEA, BOURliON, CHINA, and NOISETTE,
may be aecurcd and enjoyed all the summer

BY PLANTING NOW.
Good plant! of finest kinds, established in pots, mostly 48's, are ready

to be presented to all ii

may choose half the 1

Wholesal

cnange for cash at ,

Forced Roses, and otlier Desirable Plants.

ROSES, the best kinds, now coming into bloom,

M perdoien; VIOLA ODOKATA FENDULA, the new
Weepmir Violet of New York, the largest Violet in cultivation, 12s. per

dozen: ECHEVERIA ATROPURPUREA blood-red (oliaje, las.

per doien: the new Double and Single PYfeETHRU.MS, 12s. per

doren • the New Giant Tree MIGNONETTE, 6r. per dozen;
CLEJIATIS, HOLLYHOCKS. CANNAS; the best Bronze, Golden
and Silver Tricolor GERANIUMS; the New VERBENAS and
PETl'.NIAS of the season, and all Plants adapted for bedding
purposes, at verj' reasonable rates; Herbaceous CALCEOLARIAS,
5ne plants, dr. per dozen. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES free.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE, MunroNurserJ-, Bible Hedingham, Essex.

%\t§mk\ms€\pmlt
SATURDAY, APRIL i6, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Roya] Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

Wednesday, March ;

Thursday, —

tS. Kei
\ Ditto (Scientific Committee^
I Ditto (General MeetingI .

.

We have on more than one occasion adverted
to the difficulties by which the Nomenclature
of Garden Plants is surrounded. If it be a
species or a supposed species that is under con-
sideration, there may be the risk of confounding
what is avowedly used as a mere provisional

appellation, with a name given after due botani-
cal examination by a competent person ; and
this risk is run when the provisional name given
is one constructed after the form of ordinary
specific names. We ourselves, admitting the
necessity for provisional names, have long since

come to the conclusion—a conclusion to which
we have on many occasions given expression

—

that the best safeguard against misunderstanding
in such cases, is the use of the abbreviation
Hort. as the authority for the name ; and we
particularly urge on those nurserj-men who name
and distribute new plants, that they should adopt
this formula, if only in that portion of their lists

or announcements which deals with plants offered

for the first time. If this plan were adopted, the

names themselves should be as correctly formed
and apposite as possible, according to the pre-

scribed model, so that when critically examined
they might, in all practicable cases, be absorbed
into the system of orthodox scientific nomen-
clature.

But, this question disposed of, there remains
the wider one of the nomenclature of garden
varieties—hybrids, it may be assumed, may follow

species, since the system of compounding the
parental names breaks down entirely in practice.

What form should be taken by the names
of garden varieties ? We think that with
the exception of some few of the first breaks
from a species, which are generally as good
botanical varieties as the varieties so desig-

nated in herbaria from introduced specimens,
and have doubtless much the same origin—only
with an accidental geographical difference

these should unquestionably have a popular
terminology, belonging to the country in which
they are raised, and not to be translated when
they pass into other countries (for that would
virtually be to name the plants anew) but to be
kept intact wherever the plant is grown. Incon-
veniences would arise in this, no doubt, chiefly,

however, in reference to the use and pronuncia-
tion of proper names, which are often, indeed,
little better than unpronounceable in a foreign
country when imported with the plants which bear
them

; but such inconveniences are small in com-
parison with the confusion which would result

from any attempt to carry out a system of trans-
lating foreign names, or rechristening foreign

varieties.

We have been led to make these remarks, on
a subject which is by no means unimportant to

horticulturists, though it does relate to the
" trivial " names of garden plants, from turning
up a letter in an old gardening book— Cowc/Ts
Compleat Fruit and Floiuer Gardener—bearing
the date of 1733, which shows how easy it would
be, if the sponsors of garden seedlings would but
act on the hint, to make use of names really ex-

pressive and descriptive, while preserving their

popular character. The particular suggestion is

to use names whose initials should indicate the
colours of the flowers, and the idea is so feasible

that we hope by reprinting the passage in ques-
tion, and calling special attention to it, to

do something towards inaugurating a reform in

this particular. The remarks, which are as follows,

will be found at p, 46 of Cowell's book :

—

" The following letter I received from a curious gentle-

man, concerning the naming of flowers, whereby not only

they may have pompous names, as they generally now
eive, but the same names shall likewise express the

eral colours in every flower : so that without having
fhem painted one may know by each name every colour

which is remarkable in each hower, and which coloiu-

abounds in it.

" 'To Mr. Cowell.Cardcnerat Hoxton.—Mr. CowELL:
I have been a lover of flowers above twenty years,

the greatest part of which time I have lived in France and
Flanders : I am, however, of English birth, and shall

endeavour to explain to you the several methods we have
abroad of naming our choice flowers, so that one may

.. by seeing any of the pompous names we give them,

what colours they are of : but 'tis not the way in England,
I find, to do so ; for they give the flowers names at

random, without considering that every flower's name
might carry with it a mark of its colours.

" * Abroad our very curious flowerists have lists of all

the great personages, castles, and cities by them ; and
when a good flower happens to come in their garden, they

give it a name from them that shall in the two first letters

signify what colours it is mark'd with : and so when they

read their catalogues over, every name is, as it were, a

painting of the flower. The method is to make a table

as follows, viz. ;—For white, put the letter W—or A for

argent ; for yellow, put Y ; for orange, O ; for red, R ;

for crimson, C ; for purple of a reddish cast, P ; for violet

colour, V ; for blue, B. And if you have any black in a

flower, that is, sable, and may be therefore represented

by the letter S, because we have B .already for blue.

•• • An Example ofNaming Flowers after this manner.

A flower perhaps with white abounding, and mark'd

ith crimson, may be called WiUiam the Conqueror ; the
' in William expressing the white abounding, and the

C the crimson : or in a different m,anner, the same flower

might be named the Wonder of Constantinople, where

the W and the C denote the colours.
" 'A flower striped with crimson and purple inay be

called the Charming Phyllis, or the Curious Ptolemy, the

two first letters denoting the colours, always understand-

ing that the prevailing colour is expressed by the first

capital letter : so in a flower where the violet prevails, and

the other colour is orange, one may name it 'Victorious

Orlando, or the 'Virtuous Oreda. 'Where the colours are

blue and red, the name may be 'he Beautiful Rodolinda.

or the British Rover ; and for yellow and purple, one

might name the flower the Young Prince ;
or white and

purple, the Wise Prince, and so on.
" ' The curious abroad have now, for the most part, this

sort of catalogue ; and if they happen to meet with old

flowers that are not named after this manner, they add a

character which expresses their colour, as in the flower

called Duchesse d'Avero, which is white streaked with

violet, and which name singly denotes none of the colours

the flower bears ; but as blanc in French signifies white,

and the violet is the same in English as in French, so they

add to the name, by way of distinction of colour. Bonr

Veuve, which signifies a good widow, as herself wj

allow'd to be; and then B, in the French word blan,

which is white, expresses that colour ; and Veuve, whose

first letter signifies violet, is mark sufficient for the flowerist

to distinguish by. So may we add a character to any

flow er already named in England ; as for example, the

fine Carnation, which is called the Princess Amelia, whose

principal is white, and marked with violet. To this might

be added the Worthy Virgin, taking the colours of the

flower from the two initial letters, which show from the W
the chief colour is white, and the other, in Virgin, denotes

violet. And by this means you will always know the

colours of your flowers, by writing the names of each sort

on some piece of wood, &c. , and placing them in each

pot ; so that whenever you see these names you

remember what colours every flower carries with it. One
might bring many more examples, which I have from

some of the Flemish and French catalogues, but I guess

these will be sufficient to inform you of the design ;
antl

so I conclude, your most humble serv,ant. P. Belandine.'

"As to the naming of flowers in this manner, it is.

without dispute, something new to us in England, and

carries with it a necessary explanation of the colours of

each flower. I believe every flowerist, in the common way

of naming flowers with us. is some time or other at a loss

to describe the respective colours of each flower when it is

out of bloom, and the above letter directs us well enough

to know them by looking on our catalogue."

WEhave before'usa " proof " copy of a Report

by Mr. McKenzie, on the Planting and Laying out

ofthe Thames Embankment. Without seeingthe plans

we are in no position to criticise the details of the

scheme, and as in all probability no final decision has

yet been arrived at, we content ourselves with one or

two extracts which will serve to give some idea of the

proposals of Mr. McKenzie for the ornamentation of

this noble river-walk :

—

" The walks are so arranged as to give facility to the

public from each of the recognised entrances with £

pleasant and diversified plantation on either side, at the

same time preserving enough space for Grass, which, in al

cases, ought to be well kept.
'

' The plantations, although neariy continuous, an

sufficiently broken to give ghmpses from the Embank
ment roadw.ay at such points as the breadth of the view;

will justify this being done.
' The nattue of the plantations will be more expensive

than that at either of the Parks, for two reasons. First,

the n.ature of the surroundings, so far as the Metropohtar

Board of Works is concerned, is so much richer than any

surrounding either of the Parks, that a different

varieties being destroyed by the influence of smoke and
other causes inseparable from the position.

The planting should be to a considerable extent of
deciduous trees and shrubs, their beauty and brilliancy

of foliage in spring will compensate to a great extent

for the absence of fohage in winter, which is seldom
bright, except after heavy rains. Thus, I should recom-
mend the plantations to consist of groupings of Labur-

nums, Acacias, flowering Almonds, double flowering

Peaches, and other rosaceous trees—of double and single

Thorns in groups of colours ; also groups of trees con-

spicuous for their colour or variety of foliage, such as

Copper Beech, Acer Negundo variegatum, &c., and filling

up between with evergreens, to give variety in winter, so

as to afford interest to the plantations at all seasons of

the year.

"'Generally speaking, the plantations should consist of

permanent plants, but I think it will be impossible to give

general satisfaction without a few patches of flowers,

judiciously and sparingly dotted about.

"In the formation of the ornamental grounds, I think

it is of great importance that a water-pipe with hydrants

be laid throughout .the whole length, so as to be able to

water when necessary, and wash and refresh the foliage, as

so much depends cm the beauty and health of the trees

and shrubs in town on this being attended to, and so much
depends on the future cost of the keeping, in having

arrangements made suitable for the proper performance

of these duties in the first instance. As the railway

company must have a supply of water to their premises,

this need not be an expensive operation, especially if done

at the proper time.
" I should also recommend that all the walks be made

of asphalte, so that they may be always clean and dry for

use in all weathers. Although this will entail a larger

expenditure at first, I believe in the end it wiU be better,

and nearly as cheap."

M. Ramon de la Sagra recently communi-

cated to the French Academy of Sciences a drawing

of the Royal Palm of Cuba (Oreodoxa regia), which

presents the interesting peculiarity of being divided

into nine branches at the top of its stem.

The peculiar markings on the Diatomace,e
have been the source of much controversy among
microscopists, some asserting that they were elevations,

others depressions, all assigning to them a hexagonal,

or, at least, an angular outline. By the employment

of an equilateral prism, which allows of the pass.age of

a single parallel pencil of light, and obviates conflicting

and interfering shadows which create false appearances,

the Rev. J. B. Reade shows that the markings in

question are in reahty hemispherical elevations. We
allttde to the subject here for the sake of pointing out

how complete is the correspondence, except in size,

between the structure of the microscopic diatom-valve,

and the skin of the Petals of Flowers. The soft,

velvety aspect of the latter is dependent on the pre-

sence of pimple-like elevations, giving the same effect

as the velvet pile of a carpet.

We hear that a fine specimen of the American
Aloe (Agave americana) is now showing for blossom in

the collection of Mr. John Shaw, of Manchester.

The (lower-stem has already attained several feet in

height.

Mr. Hutchison, of Carlowrie, continues his

useful publications on arboricultural matters. We have

before us a report on the varieties of Poplar best

suited to the climate of Scotland, and on Forest

Trees of recent introduction. Mr. Hutchison
recommends the black Italian Poplar as a substitute

for the Larch, the failure of which is so serious a

matter. As Mr. HurcHIsoN well remarks, though

the tree in question may be very serviceable, it can

never adequately fill the place of the Larch, nor can

its timber be used for the same purposes.

Some time since we had occasion to notice

favourably a little bopk by an American chemist-

How Crops Grow ! An English edition of this

work, much improved in all ways, was published in

this country by Macmillan, under the Editorship of

Professors Church and Dyer, of the Agricultural

College, Cirencester, and constitutes, so far as its limits

permit, the best account of vegetable physiology in its

physical and chemical aspect Uiat we have in the

language. We learn now from the American Agri-

culturist that a corresponding volume—How Crops

Feed !—has recently been issued by Orange Judd
& Co., and on which it will be our duty to comment

by-and-by.

In January, while we were shivering with the

cold, our friends at Melbourne were broiled with

the 'heat. Twice in Melbourne during that month

the thermometer reached 107° in the shade, and on

many other days the mercury stood at 100° and upwards.

On one of the hottest of the hot days the thetTnometer

at Echuca stood at 113° in the shade, and at Peniliquin,

a town 50 miles farther mland and within the territory

of New South Wales, the almost incredible tempera-

ture of 117° in the shade was recorded. The colonists

seem to be spared two slight evils which cause some

inconvenience at home, viz. cold and starvation ;
for

we read that beef is to be had at from yl. to 6,/. per lb.,

and mutton \\d. to 4//. Butter is is. i,/. to is. %d.

per lb., and bread 7,/. the 4 lb- loaf. Veget.ables are also

sold at rates which place them^ with.n «ach of the

'red'';o"dress'the I
P°o«5'- -A-^paragus^

LCC LUCiii ,,.i,.."

sold at from is. 6</. to 2J. d<z.

c'l'a's'° oT'trees'-and shrubs will be required to dress the I P°°''"'-
. c^I^nt^id 'to is. per dozen bunches ;

Peas,

ground. Secondly, the variety of trees and shrubs suit- P" 100 ,
parrots,

•
f

^^ ^iwt. ; and
much reduced, owing to the growth of many 1 2n'. to ^d. per lb. ,

Potato.
,

.3
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fruit may be purchased on reasonable terms, Peaclies

fetcliing is. to is. bJ. per dozen, and Strawberries

6(/. to \s. per lb.

The Weather during the Week ending

April 9 underwent a marked change. The direction

of the Wind till the morning of the sixth day was a

compound of the East ; it changed on the morning of

this day to a compound of the West, and there was a

considerable increase of temperature. By reference to the

general Tables in another column, it will be seen that in

England the Temperature rose to 64° and to 66° at

some places. The range of temperature within the

week was large, reaching 40° at Leicester, and exceed-

ing 40° at many places. The mean of all the highest in

England was 62.4°, in Scotland it was 57. 5°. The mean
of all the lowest in England was 29.9°, in Scotland it was
32.8° ; the high day temperature in England was there-

fore nearly 5° warmer than in Scotland, but the low

night temperature was no less than 3° colder. The
me.an temperature of the week in England was 45i°,
and in Scotland 443°. The fall of Rain was partial,

varying from nearly half an inch at Manchester to none

at Bradford and Leeds ; the average over all England

was o. 1 7 inch, and over Scotland it was o. 23 inch.

To Mr. W. Thomson we are indebted for a

very perfect funnel, or Pitcher-shaped Leaf in a

Pelargonium. In this case the stalk, which ordi-

narily bears a truss of flowers, has produced instead a

funnel-like leaf, the ribs of which correspond to the

pedicels or flower-stalks of an ordinary tniss. The
vascular bundles in the main stalk are arranged in a

circle, as they are in an ordinary flower-stalk. The
case is interesting, as showing how a leaf may replace a

flower, and thus be placed at the extremity of a branch

or axis, a position which, under ordinary circum-

stances, is impossible. A similar instance is figured

in Dr. Masters' " Vegetable Teratology."

Messrs. Barr & Sugden have introduced

a little Frame (fig. 96) which will be of great advantage

to amateurs who have no glass structure, and to person;

who have only a little conservatory. It is the Waltonian

case worked out to a successful issue. In the Waltonian

case there was an ugly chimney in the centre, and there

was always a difficulty in keeping the lamp alight.

The chimney in the present case is done away with,

and the lamp bums freely. The heat in the case can

be got up to almost any point, and can be kept down
to almost any point. It can be worked with gas or oil,

or with a candle. Gas and oil, however, are the only

things yet tried. We have seen it in operation, and

can testify to its simplicity and utility for raising seeds

and striking cuttings.

A Testimonial, subscribed for by the

gardeners of Scotland, was presented to Mr. Councillor

Methven on March 30, at the Cafe Royal Hotel,

Edinburgh. The presentation consisted of a large and
magnificently wrought silver epergne and a massive

silver salver. The design of the epergne took the

form of a Vine tree — luxuriantly fruitful in its

"green old age." The branches are laden with

rich clusters of fruit, and well foliaged, and from
four branches on opposite sides of the Vine there

depend silver baskets. The whole details are

very artistically and delicately worked out. The
epergne and salver bore the following inscription

"Presented to Mr. Thomas Methven, Nurserymi
Edinr., March 29th, 1870, by a few of his Horticul-

tural and Arboricultural friends, as a token of their

esteem for him personally, and of the sense they enter-

tain of the many services that he has rendered to

cultural science." The company numbered between

30 and 40 ; and the chair was occupied by Mr.
Tho.mson, Dalkeith.

REPORT ON BEDDING
PELARGONIUMS.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural Society.]

The Chiswick collection of Pelargoniums comprised
in 1S69 about 850 varieties, and a very considerable

display was made by these during the summer and
early autumn months. Of the novelties, as usual,

many were received too late and in too weakly a con-

dition to give very satisfactory results, and hence the

number of new varieties certificated was but limited.

Attention was, however, directed to the reduction of so

unwieldy a collection by the elimination of inferior or

superseded varieties, and accordingly the sorts which
are named below under the respective heads were
stntck out.

Scarlet Seles.—In this group a variety named
Rainbow, one of the semi-nosegays, a very free bloomer,

with orange-scarlet flowers, was sufficiently meritorious

to attract considerable notice. The following were

discarded : — Atrosanguineum, Chief Justice {«*),

Edith, Eunice, Fame («), Governor, Little David,

Little Major, Lord Lyons, Orange Girl (h). Punch,

Scarlet Christian (h). Surpass Orange Nosegay (n),

Thor («), Vulcan («).

Scarlet Zo.nals.—In this very extensive group

the following varieties were certificated :

—

Vala (First-class Certificate).—A very free dwarf-

growing variety, with dark-zoned lobate leaves, and

deep scarlet semi-nosegay flowers in abundant trusses

of moderate size. Received from Mr. W. Paul.

Vesuvius (First-class Certificate).—A variety of

dwarfish compact habit, with small, zonate, moderately

lobed leaves and scarlet flowers, rather paler than those

of Warrior, of moderate size, freely produced in good

trusses. It is a useful bedding sort. Received from

Messrs. F. & A. Smith.

IVilliam Undenvood (First-class Certificate).—This

excellent variety, by some accidental oversight, was not

contributed to the Chiswick collection till last season.

It is of good habit, free, with dark-zoned leaves, and

close trusses of orange-scarlet effective flowers. Received

from Mr. Davie.

There were some other varieties of high promise, as

Louis Van Houtte, remarkable for its very broad dark

zone ; Rival, a dwarf grower, with finely shaped bright

scarlet flowers, better than those of Lord Derby ; and

among semi-nosegays, Godfrey, a free, broad-petaled

orange-scarlet. The following sorts were discarded as

being in some point inferior to the other varieties in

cultivation :—Abbot, Acme, Adonis, Adolph Poulain,

Autocrat, Black Prince (?(), Bonaventure, Charles

Aubrey, Chieftain, Climax, Compactum multiflorum,

Constance Hault, Criterion, Director, Donald Beaton,

Eblouissant, Editor, Edward Milner, Emily Thorland,

Emma Barba, Emperor, Etoile des Massifs, Faust,

Fearnought, Firebrand (k). Flambeau, Foxhunter,

Garibaldi (North's), Glorious, Glory, Harry Hieover(«),

Henri Lierval, Highland Chief, Huntsman, In Me-

moriam, James Campbell, Kate Anderson, La Foudre,

La Niagara, Little Treasure, Loveliness («), Magna
Charta, Magnificent, Manfred, Martin Gireau, Mimas,

Miss Parfitt (n). Model, Montrose, Mons. Barthiere

aine, Mons. G. Natchet, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. Brock,

Mrs. Sinclair (k). Napoleon (k), Nimrod, Nyanza,

Philip Crawley, Pigmy, Prince of Orange, Profusion,

Really Good, Red Riding Hood, Red Robin (n).

Reliance, Robert Fish («), Royalty, Satisfaction, Sun-

light, Sunnyside, The Dwarf (n), Timothee Trim,

Triomphe, Triomphe de Courcelles, Vanquisher,

Vercingetorix, Victor, Vivandiere, Welcome, William

Davis, William Ingram, Woodwardiana.

Rosy Scarlet Selfs.—From this set the follow-

ing sorts were discarded : —Countess of Breadalbane («),

L'Africaine (k). Poet Laureate, Prince Teck.

Rosy Scarlet Zonals.—This group, which is a

very extensive one, embraces many shades of colour,

from the cerise tints approaching to scarlet on the one

hand, to the purple or magenta hues on the other.

One novelty was certificated, namely :

—

Clio (First-class Certificate).—A variety of mode-

rately vigorous growth, having the leaves marked with

an indistinct zone ; the flowers of a semi-nosegay

character, being well formed, and having the upper

petals scarlet, and the lower ones of a rosy hue.

Received from Mr. W. Paul.

There were besides some varieties of a highly pro-

mising character, namely ;—The Champion, a large

telling cerise-scarlet; Fausta and Demosthenes, bright

magenta-rose ; Claude Lorraine and Robin Hood,

deep purplish magenta, very distinct. The following

varieties were discarded as not being now required :

—

Alexander M'Kay, Alexandra, Andromeda, Blanche

Lefevre, Bonnie Dundee, Candidate, Carmine Stella (w),

Chilwell Beauty («), Christian Deegen, Claude, Clive-

den Rose («), Comet («), Crimson Cushion, Derbyshire

Hero, Empress, Endeavour, Ephraim, Euchar, Evening

Star, Fairy Queen («), Festival, Francois Chardine,

Germania,' Hermit (h). Hero, Illustration, Jules Cesar,

Lord Chancellor, Lord Palmerston (m), Madame
Madeleine, Magnet, Magenta Queen (k), Matilda,

Meteor, Minnie Petch («), Minnie Rose, Miss Martin,

Mrs. Laing, Mons. Martin, Novelty, Olivia, Persian,

Pink Pearl (k). President Johnson, Prince of Wales,

Prime Minister, Roid'Italie, Rose Queen, Rosy Thorn,

Souvenir de Mons. Basseville, St. Pierre, Victor de

Puebla.

Rose-pink Selfs.—A dwarf variety in this section

was awarded a certificate, namely :

—

Advance (First-class Certificate). — A remarkably

dwarf free-blooming variety, with fine, self-coloured,

bright rosy-pink flowers, apparently having every

quality to render it a good dwarf bedder. Mr. Bull.

The following were struck out as being no longer

required :—Christine, Improved Pink Lilacinum (h),

Madame Barre, Madame Evirens, Peach Nosegay (k),

Pink Pet, Rose Queen, Wallham Lilac («).

Rose-pink Zonals.—Of this group the variety

named below was selected for a certificate :

—

Beauty of Lee (First-class Certificate).—A vigorous

and compact-growing variety, having faintly zonate

leaves, and dense trusses of small flowers of the colour

' The letter (w,. indicates nosegay c

of those of Madame Barre, that is, of a bright rose-

pink, with white base to the top petals. The peduncles

in this variety are remarkably long and stout, throwing

the trusses well up above the leaves. Mr. Toole.

The following varieties of this section were discarded :

Amy, Beauty of Dulwich, Belle Rose, Fair Helen,

Gloire d'Ecully, Gloire des Roses, Koetchen Scheurer,

Jupiter, Lillie Nevil («), Lord Fitzherbert, Madame
Auguste Laloy, Madame V.Nepterre, Mdlle. Emmanuel
Guay, Melthes de Marcol, Mary Evelyn, Mons. Leyens,

Peach Blossom, Pink Globe, Pink Hermit, Pink Per-

fection, Pink Rosette (n). Premier («), Queen of

Pinks, Rose Stella (k), Stella's Spouse («), Souvenir

de Sir J. Paxton (n). Vanquisher, Wiltshire Lass.

Salmon-coloured Zonals.—The following were

discarded as not being required, or not suitable for bed-

ding :—Alphonse Karr, Archevequede Paris, Aurantium

striatum. Auricula, Aurora, Baron de Stael (n). Beauty

of Edmonton, Beauty of Suffolk, Bridesmaid, Britan.

nia, Charies Rouillard, Charles VI., Christabel, Comte

de Pourtales, Conspicuum, Cupid, Delicatum, Enchan-

tress, Etienne Henri, F'anty, Fascination, Floribun-

dum, Francois Desbois, Gladiateur, Grussen Nancy,

Henry W. Longfellow, Jeanne de Rohan, John Veitch,

Lady of the Lake, Lady Hope, Lady Parker, La Fraich-

eur, Leon Bemum, Lord Vernon, Madame Janvier

de la Motte («), Madame Lierval, Madame Loussell,

Madame Rachel, Mademoiselle Augustine, Ma Gloire,

May Queen, Melanie Duhet, Minnie Gill, Nonsuch,

Orange Prince, Pioneer, Princess of Hesse, Princess of

Wales, Queen of the South, Rosabella, Rosy Circle,

Seraphim, Souvenir de St. Pierre, Souvenir du 8 Juin,

Theodore, Venus, Virgile.

Oculate Zonals. —The following sorts were struck

out :—Alice, Beauty, Bright Eye, Henri de Beaudot,

Madame Dufour, Madame Gauflier, Madame Ruders-

dorff. Monsieur Lavigerie, Rosebud, Victory.

White Zonals.—The following sorts were dis-

carded :—King of Whites, La Vestale, Madame
Barillet, Madame Vaucher, Marie Mezard, Snowball,

Sprite («), White Tom Thumb.
Marbled-leaved.—In this interesting httle group,

of which Sheen Rival is the type, a new variety, called

Kentish Fire, a semi-nosegay, with deep orange-scarlet

flowers, attracted considerable notice. The following

were struck out :—Flossy Fowle, Kingsburyana, Lucy.

Golden Selfs.—The following sorts were dis-

carded :—Andrew Murray, Golden Dwarf, Hybrid

Ivy-leaf, Ochroleuca, Pink Beauty.

Gold and Bronze Zonals.—The following

varieties were awarded Certificates :

—

Rei: W. F. Raddyffe (First-class Certificate).—This

variety is valuable for its free yet compact habit of

growth, and for the endurance of the colours of its

leaves, which are of a bright yellow-green, marked

with a narrow vandyked zone of clear chestnut-red.

This sort has now been pretty well tested. Received

from Messrs. Windebank & Kingsbury.

The Moor (First-class Certificate).—This variety, in

the early part of the sexson, was very fine, but the

colours run out at a later period. In its best state it

was very efliective, the colour being a bright yellow-

green with a clear dark chestnut zone. The leaves are

somewhat lobed, which is perhaps its chief fault.

Received from Messrs. F. & A. Smith.

Phitus (First-class Certificate).—A good deal resemb-

ling The Moor, but the ground-colour is greener ; the

zone is bright and telling. Messrs. F. & A. Smith.

The group is now becoming extensive as to the

number of named sorts, but shows comparatively little

real variety. The following may be dispensed with on

account of indistinct colouring, or want of constitution :

—

Arab, Aureum, Beauty, Beauty of Oulton, Beauty of

Ribbledale, Compactum, Constantine, Crown Dia-

mond, Eclipse, Edward G. Henderson, Egyptian

Queen, Electric, Glowworm, Her Majesty, Josephiiie,

Louisa, Luna, Mary Lister, Midas, Minnie, Miss

Maule, Mrs. Bass, Mrs. Hugessen, Mrs. J.
Todd,

Mrs. Maxwell Hutton, Novelty, Oriole, Painted Lady,

Pet of the Parterre, Princess Alice, Princess of Wales,

Sceptre d'Or, Shakspeare, Sunlight, Viceroy, Viscount-

ess Castlerosse, Yellow Sovereign, Zebra.

Golden-margined.—The following were struck

out :—Unique, Golden Fleece.

Golden Variegated Zonal.—The following sorts

were awarded Certificates in this class :

—

Amy Richards

(First-class Certificate). A variety of the Mrs. Pollock

type, and remarkable for its bold vigorous growth, and

its large flat highly-coloured leaves. Both in growth

and colouring it is far superior to the older variety, and

is a real acquisition as a bedder. Raised at Chiswick.

Sir R. Napier (First-class Certificate).—A very dis-

tinct variety of this group, remarkable for its very

broad and dark zone. Messrs. Carter & Co.

Louisa Smith, Florence, Mrs. Diimiett, and Miss

Batters attracted considerable attention from their pro-

mising appearance. The following sorts were dis-

carded :—Corona, Dr. Primrose, Fanny, Hunting-

donian, Lizzie, Meteor, Mrs. Benyon, Red Admiral,

Red Gauntlet.

Silver-margined.—In this group the following

variety w'as regarded as worthy of a Certificate :

—

Miss Kingsbury (First-class Certificate).—A most

telling variety, of dense compact habit : the leaves,

which are quite up to the average of merit as regards

flatness, having a broad white margin. The flowers

are scarlet. Received from Messrs, Windebank &
Kingsbuiy.
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The following were discarded :—Alma, Annie,

Beaton's Vnrier^rated Nosegay, Bride, Brilliant, Castle-

milk, Cheerfulness, Daybreak, Ellen Smith, Flower of

the Day, Hendersoni, Honeycomb, Jane, Mmnie

Warren, Mrs. Dombrain, Oriana Improved.

Silver Variegated Zonal.—The foUowmg sorts

were discarded :—Countess of Warwick, Fontainebleau,

Gaines' Attraction, Little Beauty, Mrs. Chater,

ricturatum, Rosette.

New Garden Plants.

Vanda ccerulescens, Griff., Notul. p. 352; Icon.

t. 331 ; Lindl. Folia Orchid, art. Vanda, 9.

V. caule elongate ; foliis angustis, loratis bilobis ; pcdunculls

nudis distanter vaginalis erectis multifloris foliis et caule

nulto longioribus^ pediccUis trigonis ; sepalis petalisque basis

gardens. As an approach to an elegantly designed
Italian residence few more suitable could be found than
this floral walk, or it might be drive. It consists of

lines of Lombardy Poplars, which serve as a back-
gi-ound to borders of gay flowers, bounded in front by
the sides of the walk with grass verges. Behind the

Poplars are rows of Chestnut trees, the whole making
up an excellent avenue.

The planting in general in this park is of the most
meagre and ineffective description, and that being the

case it offers a fine opportunityforcarryingout myplan of

tortis ungiiiculatis ovatis obtui

columna; adnato, calcare recto co-

nico. Lindl. I. c.

We have to thank Messrs.

Veitch forabeautiful spike of this

lovely Orchid, bearing numerous
highly developed flowers, seven

being open at one time. It can-

not be ranked among the grand-

flowered Vandas, but associates

with the beautifully-spiked dis-

tichous species, the Saccola-

biums, and the Aerides, its

flowers being in expansion similar

to those of Aerides falcatum {Lar-

pentse), light blue, with the

anterior part of the lip very dark

blue, and with three callous veins

of the fairest lapis lazuli colour

we ever saw in the vegetable

kingdom. The erect semi-lunar

side lacinice of the lip are while,

with violet-brown and yellow

streaks. The anther has two

large yellow spots, the slender

spur is whitish violet, with a

green apex. The stalked ovary

is purplish yellow. (See fig. 97.)

// G. Rchb. fii.

labcUo

PARK SCENERY.
II. Planting.

the distance. If we want a water scene we must repair

to the bridge that crosses the Serpentine a few paces fur-

ther on. Here stretches out the larger portion of a fine

lake, which altogether covers a space of 50 acres,

30 acres being before us, and 20 behind us on the upper
side of the bridge. The banks of this water are suitably

ornamented with trees, while over its head in the dis-

tance, supported by a woody screen, come into view
the Duke of Wellington's statue, the towers of the

Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey.
From the noble dome on the beautifully built Senate

House in Washington I have beheld avenues of many
|

arranging trees in family groups. In almost eveiy genus

miles in length, and of proportionate width, radiating
^

are to be found species exhibiting great diversity of

from this central point in all directions, through the ' appearance, and the public would naturally be interested

primeval woods, fine examples of tasteful architecture,—
|

in comparing differences by direct contrast, while some
here and there charming breadths of open prairie,

j

of the most ornamental trees ofeach group might be scat-

lakes, and rivers ; from the roof of the cathedral in
I
tered about in the form of single specimens. Even if the

daVo !
Milan I have surveyed the most extensive mountain-

'
species were unskilfully planted at first, they might be

transplanted afterwards to their

proper positions, which their

relative growth would readily

indicate. In this park attempts

have been made at vai7ing its

surface by raising earth mounds,
but nearly the same effect, I

imagine, might have been more
easily and cheaply secured by
means of judicious planting.

In public parks of large size

gi-ouping in families might be
carried out in a complete way,
but in smaller places only the

most ornamental and distinct

species of the different genera

should be employed, while at the

same time a similar style of

planting might be preserved.

We should thus not only have
planting in the picturesque style,

but also, if the species were pro^

perly named, an arrangement of a

thoroughly educational character.

In this park, in which are the

gardensofboth the Royal Botanic

and the Zoological Societies,

scientific arboriculture ought also,

we should think, to find a home.
As far as extent will allow, trees

of a novel description might be
planted here in place of more
common kinds, and that in posi-

tions in which their true cha-

racters might be developed.

Thus in connection with the

other attractions of this park,

would be added specialities in

the way of ornamental trees and
shrubs.

In Victoria Park the pic-

turesque and gardenesque have
been agi-eeably blended. Look-
ing from the boat-house across

the lake to the Pagoda Island, a

charming scene presents itself.

Willows, both weeping and
otherwise, are planted here in

profusion in connection with the

Pagoda, their branches, drooping

to the water, producing an effect

not unlike that represented by

views taken from Chinese gar-

dens. In this view there are

about 6 acres of water, while

80 acres have been devoted to

open grass spaces. Shrubby
vegetation is well represented

here ; the late Messrs. Loddiges'

collection of shrubs and trees

having been for the most part

transferred to it. To colour, in

the form of flowering plants,

much attention is also bestowed,

nor is the subtropical garden

neglected, although it is not

carried out to so large an extent

as it is at Battersea.

From what has been stated it will be seen that the

picturesque is the ancient style of park decoration

in this country. It is that which associates with the

baronial halls and castles of old England, in which

parks of large extent cut the buildings off as it were

from the outer world. In many of these may be found

noble avenues and groups of time-honoured trees,

below the spreading branches of which many a fine

herd of deer finds shelter, or, it may be, a flock of

sheep, the whereabouts of wdiich the tinkling bell

discovers. Of these proud seats of our nobility

historians have written and poets sung, but it is for us

now only to deal with the surroundings to the grandeur,

to which successive generations have each contributed

something in the way of picturesque planting ;
till now,

in the nineteenth century, as at Studley Royal and

other places, little in that way is left to be done whicli

could be called improvement. The gardenesque.

beautiful as it must be admitted to be, falls ""measur-

ably short of the picturesque in pomt of g^^.'^^^^^^^^^

where the ornamentation of ^^'^""^'^^ ^TfZ^A Z
cerned i

and it is on this account that I adopted the

Hyde Park and Kensington

Gardens, taken together, are con-

sidered to form one of the most

rural, and at the same time one

of the most picturesque public

parks in Europe. Some of the

views to be obtained in this im-

mense wood-clad grassy area are

tndy beautiful. For instance,

let us suppose that the beholder

is standing, as I did in 1 868,

when these notes were taken,

on the drive in Hyde Park, be-

tween the Bayswater Road and

the Serpentine bridge—looking

between two picturesque groups

of Sweet Chestnuts — the first

thing that attracts attention will

be tlie Royal Palace of Kensing-

ton, the birthplace of our Quegn,

in the distance, and of which,

owing to its somewhat sunken
position, no such favourable view

can be obtained elsewhere. It

will be seen that the gardens have
been originally cut off from the

Park by means of a ha-ha, or

sunk fence, now for the most
part removed

Between this and the palace

is apparently a long glade or

vista of glass about 60 yards in

width, which seems to be un-

broken by any intervening ob-

ject, but in reality this is not

so, as sleeping in the hollow, or low level of the

middle distance, is the Serpentine, although it is

concealed from view from the exact spot from
which these observations were made. The treat-

ment of the wood on either side of this vista is good.
It consists of some fine timber trees, broken up suffi-

ciently to prevent thetr giving to the glade under
notice the character of a stiff and formal avenue, and
yet not so much scattered about as to destroy its unity

of expression. In the summer time these gardens are

thronged "from early morn till de\vy eve," with
thousands of fresh-air seekers, who enjoy themselves as

much under the shade of the trees as if they were miles
in the country. The palace, though perhaps not so

appropriately situated as it might have been, is, never-
theless, snug and retired, considering its proximity to
so large a city as London. The building, like

most structures of its date, had originally the park-
like gardens that surround it, comingclose up to it ; more
recently, however, a small flower garden has been
lormed in the front. This view constitutes what may
be called a prettily wooded picture, with a building in : strips of ground may be converted into ornamental

girt plain with which I am acquainted ; but with no view

have I been more charmed than with one of Hyde
Park, obtained from the top of Sir Dudley Marjori-

banks' new residence in Park Lane. Here, turning

one's back for a moment on the mighty Babylon, which

lies to the eastward, we have a beautiful bird's-eye view

of the Serpentine, of the Palace of which I have been

speaking, half hid among trees of ancient growth, the

fine central expanse of sheep-cropped grass, the foun-

tains near the Bayswater Road, the new monument to

our late much lamented Prince ; and above all, a throng

of exercise-loving citizens. But for the presence of these

we might easily imagine ourselves miles in the country,

so quietly lies the picturesque landscape before us.

Regent's Park may also be said to be in the pictur-

esque style, although here and there Mr. Nesfield has

lately been introducing into it little bits of the

gardenesque. Of these one of the most conspicuous

is what is called the floral avenue, and among recent

improvements in the parks few have been more appre-

ciated than this ; showing, as it does, how long
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picturesque in the plan which I sent in for Sefton Park,
believing, as I still do, that Liverpool requires a public
park in which a broad grassy surface, skilfully planted,
would be a greater boon to its inhabitants than expen-
sive earthworks, with finely kept surfaces, could
possibly secure for them. They have a beautiful

example of the gardenesque in Birkenhead Park, and
the other smaller parks in connection with the great
seaport ; and to areas of similar extent this style is well
suited. But what our citizens want is plenty of room for
grass promenading, and that cannot be had where
notices are put up to the effect that " Visitors are
requested to keep off the grass." Hyde Park
and Kensington Gardens taken together is the
park, par excellence, for Londoners ; and parks of
similar kind, in which there shall be no fear of tres-

pass, should be the accompaniments of all large cities. In
America at the present time the case is somewhat
different. There, with open prairie and primeval
forest opened up by railway communication, something
in the gardenesque style is a relief; consequently, the
modern Italian style, which is little less floral than that
of the French, has been generally adopted, even in the
largest parks. At Washington, I understand, the laying
out of a park worthy of the American capital is in con-
templation. It is stated that it is to contain some
iSoo acres. Let us, therefore, hope that that may be
the picturesque Hyde Park of America, y. Newton,
Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park.

NEW ZEALAND FLAX.
The importation into this country of New Zealand

Fla.x (Phormium tenax) is a subject which has been
frequently talked .about, and some enthusiasts have
even ventured to assert that the plant might be cul-
tivated with advantage, if not in England, certainly in
Ireland. No one who has seen the fibre when
cleaned, or who has tried its strength, can deny that its

appearance and quality are sufficient to recommend it,

indeed even to cause it to become a desired article of
commerce, either by cultivation or import.
While some few in this country have been urging its

introduction in the very soil that grows the well-known
commercial Flax (Linum usitatissimum), the New
Zealand colonists have been discussing the pros and
ons of its cultivation in its own natural soil.

In the New Zealand House of Representatives a
commission was recently asked for " to inquire into
and report upon the machinery employed in different
portions of the colony for the preparation of New
Zealand Flax, as well as upon the varieties of such
Flax which it may be most desirable to cultivate ; upon
the best method of cultivation, and the probable result
of the same ; and also to make recommendations as to
any steps that might with advantage be taken to pro-
mote and encourage the cultivation and preparation of
Flax within the colony, and its use for manufacturing
purposes within and without the colony."
From the debate which followed it appears that the

obstacle which has hitherto stood in the way of the
general application of the fibre, namely the presence of
a large quantity of gum in the leaf, has been got over,
and machines are now at work in the colony which
thoroughly cleanse the fibre ; and experiments are being
made with the gum, which it is thought will also prove
a useful article. A peculiarity of this gum is that if it

is left exposed to the air, for even a quarter of a minute,
it becomes so hard that it can scarely be removed at
all. Water has therefore to be kept constantly pouring
upon the leaf as it passes through the machine, so that
the gum is not exposed to the air.

By the use of the machines, after paying for all

labour at the ordinary rates, which in New Zealand are
heavy, a clear margin of profit of /lo per ton can be
realised on the fibre. Two of these machines driven
by water-power would turn out 2 tons of prepared
fibre per week, so as to leave a clear profit of from
£\2 to £20 per week, according to the skill exercised
in the work.
The Phormium tenax is being largely cultivated in

Auckland, where, it appears, the best Flax is produced,
and it is now yielding large returns. From the statis-

tics it appears that in 1S66 the exports amounted
to £<)^') ; in 1867 to;,^3575 ; m i868to/'5664

; and for the
first quarter of 1S69 to 2'54So. While, however, the
cultivation and preparation of the fibre is increasing in
Auckland, the plant, owing to bad collecting, is

being rapidly destroyed in Canterbury, the custom
there being absolutely to mow the plant down, and
this at all times, instead of selecting the mature leaves
at the proper season ; after this injudicious cutting,
the young central parts or fresh buds are readily
devoured by the cattle.

The plant seems to be perfectly hardy, and will grow
almost anywhere, except in very wet situations. In
swampy places the plants are small, but m well-drained
land, and where light and air are allowed to circulate
freely among them, they spring up into a very luxuriant
growth. .Swamp-grown Flax is always green, and the
fibre has not the same strength as that grown on the
hills. The plants are of rapid growth, and fibre

44 feet long has been obtained from plants only six
months old. Two kinds of New Zealand Flax are
generally known, one growing to a larger size than the
other, yielding a longer and better fibre ; but it appears
in some districts as many as twenty varieties are known
to the natives : one, called the Teori or hill Flax, is much

esteemed, and is considered to be three or four times as
valuable as the ordinary Flax of the plains. So if

this kind were largely cultivated, and the fibre imported
into this country, it is reckoned it would fetch three or
four times the price of ordinary New Zealand Flax,
and that the demand would so greatly increase that, if

fair attention and skill were given to its cultivation,
preparation, and shipment, it would vastly increase the
prosperity of the colony.

While some of the colonists have thus been urging the
claims of the indigenous plant to greater care and culti-
vation in its own soil, others have been using their best
endeavours to introduce and extend the growth in New
Zealand of our native Flax (Linum usitatissimum).
The deamess of labour in New Zealand will no doubt
operate greatly against it. J. R. Jackson, Keu:

WINDOIV GARDENING.
[The annexed essay, one of tho:

bard's prize, and which was
here by permission of the writer. Eds. J

Wi.\-Dow Gardening is within reach of all. There
is no house without its window, and therefore there
need be none without its garden, high or low, large or
small-— I had almost written clean or dirty, only that
all windows with plants are or ought to be clean.
And these gardens must be seen. Those in the house
must see the outer world through their beauty ; those
outside cannot but admire the plants in the windows.
Window gardens are thus twice blessed, blessing
those that have them, and those that have
them not. In fact, the latter often have the best
of it ; for the window-gardener has a generous
pride in putting his best side outermost. The joy of
the window-gardener is never so rich and full as when
the public most freely and fully share it with him.
With the view of increasing the simple pleasure of
both, I will proceed to give some simple and plain
directions for the furnishing and culture of window
gardens throughout the year. These hints may be
rendered all the plainer if they are thrown into the
following order :

—

1. Round about the window.
2. The window itself.

3. Outside the window.
4. Inside the window.
5. The surface of the window, or hanging plants.
6. W^indow plants for winter.

7. Window plants for spring.
8. Window plants for summer.
9. Window plants for autumn.

10. The procuring of window plants.
11. The culture of window plants ; cleanliness, air, water,

food, light.

12. The training and stopping of window plants.
13. The propagation of window plants.

14. The storage of window plants in winter.
15. The treatment of winter plants when out of the

window.

I. Round about the WindouK— This is a part of
window gardening that has been very much neglected.
A great deal may be done for the window by bringing
up plants from the ground. Even in towns there are
many plants that will grow if merely planted in a hole
filled in with good soil under the pavement ; and in

the country there is no difficulty in getting plants to
run up from the ground tu the highest windows in a
house. There is nothing contributes so much to the
richness of window gardening as these earth-rooted
fringes of many-coloured beauty. They can be trained
round about, or festooned across, or wave in gracefid
sprays over windows and frames— a rich garden of
themselves : they also throw out the beauty of window
plants. Here is a short list for running round about
the window. The white Jasminum grandiflorum is a
queen of beauty for the purpose. It grows like a weed,
and flowers as if it had nothing else to do, and as to its

sweetness—no pen can write it out. The Jasminum
nudiflorum will line the house sides with gold in the
middle of winter. The Clematis Flammula forms
wreaths of driven snow, and now this may be mixed
with any of the large new sorts, such as'jackmanni
and its allies, though Flammula must still be the back-
ground of them all. Then there are several varieties of

Roses the Climbing Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, and
Safrano cannot be surpassed. If more colour is needed
add the common crimson and pink China Roses, Cra-
moisie Superieure, or any of the strong-growing high-
coloured Perpetuals. But if these are beyond the reach
of the cottager, a good deal may be done for first floor
windows by using such plants as the Calampelis scaber,
Cobcea scandens (the variegated variety), Lophosper-
mum Hendersoni, and others ; Mauiandyas of sorts,

the Canary Creeper, Sweet Peas, or common Nastur-
tiums. These planted in rich soil or well watered with
sewage will grow fast, and run round the window in a
few weeks.

2. The Vfindcrw itself. — This must generally be
taken as it is, and made the best of. South and west
windows are the best for plants, east next, and north
the worst of all. The size is immaterial ; the larger it

is the more plants it will hold, and the larger and
cleaner the squares of glass, and the less wood or iron,
the more favourable it will be for the plants. For
facility of access to window plants there is no better
arrangement for moving the windows than the old-
fashioned way of slipping them up and down. As to
the form of the window, bow-windows enlarge the space,
and so admit more sunlight to the plants. Inside the
plant-space may range from 6 inches to 3 or more feet,

outside the sill should be 6 inches wide if possible.

Broad or narrow, a box of wood, or iron, or earthen-
ware—the last, being the best, should always be finnly
secured to its place. This is easily done by means of a
stout piece of iron at each end. The box should be at
least 6 inches deep. Right above the window a bar of
iron should be carried across, and stand out an inch from
the wall, or a few strong hooks should be driven in

—

the object of both arrangements being to hang plants
fi'om these holdfasts.* In cases where expense is not

object aiTangements might easily be made for having a
uble window, with a space for hanging plants between

the two, and likewise for protecting the outside plants
W'ith glass. But I will not incumber my instructions
with these arrangements.

3. Outside the Windov.!.—It is best not to plant any-
thing out in the boxes : that is if variety is desired all

the year round. Window plants too often come and
go with the swallows. There is summer beauty and
winter bleakness. I will try and remedy this by giving
instructions how to keep the windows full at all seasons.
Greater variety can easily be given by preserving as
much difference as possible between the outside and the
inside of the window; and by keeping the plants always
in pots, or plunging the latter in moss or cocoa fibre,

it will be much easier to have the window always
furnished with beauty.

4. Inside the IVindo^a.—There is nothing so good as
a wire or iron basket, with a waterproof tin bottom,
or a china box, for the sill or the stand near it.

Various means can be used for raising the pots in the
centre, and by the use of moss or paper all the pots
may be covered. The pots, however, should be clean.

5. The Surface of the IVindow.—This is a part of
window gardening that has been very much neglected.

It is the most elTective and beautiful of all. Wire
baskets and earthenware and china suspenders arc now
so cheap that all may have a few for this purpose.
Those used inside must have a false bottomfor the recep-
tion of water. For the outside ones such precautions

w^ill not be needed. Each basket or pan should be
supported from the bar outside, or the curtain rod
inside, by a chain or strong cord. They look best when
these chains are neat and long. In hanging the baskets,

too, they should vary in height, and be as carefully hung
a picture for effect ; for in fact they are living

pictures of the highest beauty, and should be hung
'th the highest art, to catch tile play of light and shade

upon them.
There is a great wealth of plants for this purpose.

First among them all stand the difterent varieties of
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums (Geraniums), white, pink,
and variegated, as well as several sorts lately intro-

duced. There is also the great family of Fuchsias,
ly all which may be made to droop by carefully

training them downwards. Meteor with its red leaves.

Cloth of Gold, Pillar of Gold, and a silver-leaved
variety, are most admirable for baskets. The varietiesVirgmian Creeper, which set the window in a frame of -.,-„,

, ^ , ^ ,. , , , ,.

glowing scarlet. Neariy equalling this splendid creeper "' "'^ *^'° ,''
Fuchsia, Carohne, and such delicate

are several varieties of Grape Vine, such as the Claret g^?"''^':^ ^"^^ l^fg*^ flowers as Duchess of Lancaster, areGrape Vine, such as the Claret,
which equals it in colour ; and the Barbarossa and
West's St. Peter's, that die off in the gayest liveries.

There are a whole host of green and variegated Ivies,
of all sizes, shapes, and shades ; Honeysuckles—white,
scarlet, and pink, including the beautiful variegated
variety ; the blue and white Wistaria sinensis, and the
white Passion-flower. Amongplants that are not climbere
we have the Weigela rosea, Calycanthus praacox,
BerberisDarwinii. Crataegus Pyracantha,Pyrusjaponica,
and Magnolia grandiflora. Then the queen of flowers,
the Rose, waits with treasures of beauty enough to
decorate every window in the land. There are the
lovely Banksian Rose, yellow and white ; Fortune!,
large white ; numerous varieties of climbing Roses,
such as Felicite Perpetue, Rampant, and several sorts
of Boursaults ; the Noisettes, just the thmgs for running
round and enwieathing the wmdow,—Aimee Vibert is

the very best white, and Lamarque is a splendid light
straw-coloured Rose ; while Celine Forestier, Cloth
of Gold, Marechal Niel, and Solfaterre form rich golden
ettings for the window ; and among the Tea-scented

splendid for baskets. Petunias, Lobelias, Isolepis

gracilis, Tradescantia discolor. Cactuses of sorts, and
variegated Begonias are also suitable.

Most of the foregoing will do for outside baskets in

summer, while in winter the baskets may be filled with
variegated or golden-leaved Ivies, the gold and silver

and plain-leaved Periwinkles, the variegated Honey-
suckle, small plants of Pyracantha, Neapolitan and
other Violets, Winter Aconite, or Sedum cameum
variegatum, one of the prettiest subjects for hanging
baskets. In shady situations Polystichums, such as

proliferum, or lobatum, and the varieties of Scolopen-
drum vulgare, or Hart's-tongue, are suitable.

6. IVindo-w Plants for IKntcr.—Among the best
window plants for inside during winter are the Tnimpet
Lily (Richardia or Calla Kthiopica), Chrysanthemums,
Aloes, Myrtles, Camellias, late Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,

and Forget-me-nots. All these, with the exception of
the Camellias, are within the reach of cottagers.
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Plants for the outside in winter may be early flower-

ing or Russian Violets, Christmas Roses, Winter

Aconites, Snowdrops, early flowering Anemones and

Forget-me-nots. Thesewill give the appearance of fresh

active life through the dull winter months. Variegated

Yuccas, hardy Ferns, small plants of Laurustinus,

Daphne Mezereum, or even young plants of Box, may
likewise be used.

7. IVindozv Plants for Spring. — As the sun

strengthens our list lengthens, but we must keep it

within window bounds. Chinese Primroses, Cine-

rarias, sown each in August, will now be in flower,

whilst Snowdrops, Crocuses, Hyacinths, early Tulips,

and Cyclamens, will make the window inside a blaze of

colour. But these are but sparingly used in cottage

windows. The Musk (Mimulus moschatus), is a

universal favourite. Fuchsias must now receive more
light and be encouraged to grow. The very best dark

Fuchsia for window culture is Souvenir de Chiswick
;

the best double dark is Sir Colin Campbell ; the best

double white, Marie Cornellissen ; and the best single,

Rose of Castille. Pelargoniums must likewise be
encouraged to grow. The following are among the

best for windows :—Rose Celestial, Bride, Crimson
King, and Conspicuum ; of the spotted varieties. Beads-

man and Aspasia ; among fancies, Bridesmaid, Acme,
Cassandra, Delicatum, and Magnificum. The following

are early and perpetual flowering :—Belle Blanche,

Album multiflorum, and Valentine. The Trumpet Lily

will still be displaying its beauty. These, with a few
plants of the following zonal and variegated Pelar-

goniums, will fill the window—Variegated : Lady
CuUum, Mrs. Pollock, Italia Unita, and Sunset.

Zonal : Amy Hogg, Indian Yellow, Stella, Lord
Derby, Roid'Italie, Rose Rendatler, Madame Vaucher,
Cybister, Clipper, and Tom Thumb. Mignonette
sown in the autumn will now be in flower.

Spring plants for outside include Polyanthuses,
Violets, Hepaticas, Arabises, Aubrietias, Saxifragas,

Primroses, and Forget-me-nots, which will now be in

full bloom in the window-boxes, having taken the

place of the hardier window plants. Nemophilas and
Virginian Stocks sown early may also be had now in

flower.

8. iViiidtnv Plants for Summer.—Such plants as

Cactuses, when they have done flowering, American
and other Aloes, &c., should be moved outside the

window. The Calla, and all the other bulbs, Violets,

and other spring plants, should be removed to a

sheltered place out-of-doors. Mignonette and Lily of

the Valley may now take the place of Violets for sweet-

ness. The Lemon plant (Aloysiacitriodora) will also be
in leaf, and with the Balm of Gilead is indispensable for

the window. A few double Wallflowers and early

Stocks should be introduced. One or two Heliotropes

should also be grown. The Fuchsias and Pelargoniums

the will now be coming into flower, and will need all

space. The Pelargoniums, plain or variegated, maybe
placed outside to grow and blossom, with Verbenas,

Petunias, or other plants, to hang over the sides of the

boxes. Aloes, Ferns, and Cactuses could be moved
mto a sheltered place for a time, to afford space for

these plants. Balsams should likewise be grown.
The outside furnishing of the window in summer has

already been pretty freely described. A few plants,

such as the Iresine Herbstii, Perilla, and the red or

colonred-leaved Amaranthus give a nice variety, and
form a rich contrast to tiie Pelargoniums. D. T. Fish.

( To be CoJitinucd.)

FLORAL REGISTERS.
Some short time since Dr. M'Nab, now Professor of

Natural History in the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, exhibited before the Edinburgh Botanical

Society some diagrams representing in a graphic form
the dates' of flowering for the last 20 years of the

Winter Aconite (Eranthis hyemalis), and the Spring
Snowflake (Leucojum vemum). These diagrams were
founded on the observations made during that period

by Mr. M'Nab, the curator of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh. We are now enabled, thanks to

the courtesy of Dr. M*Nab, to lay before our readers

transcripts of the diagrams above-mentioned, and also

one of Ribes sanguineum. The left-hand column in

the accompanying diagrams is divided into spaces
corresponding to a week's interval in each case ; the
upper column of figures shows the respective years

from 1S50-69 inclusive. From these diagrams it will

be seen that the Eranthis {fig. 98) and Leucojum (fig. 99)
in 1850 flowered within four days of each other, in

1851 within five days—but one month earlier than

1850 ; in 1852 Eranthis was 15 days later, while Leu-
cojum was one month ; in 1853 Eranthis was one day
behind 1852, while Leucojum was one month (Febru-
21 to March 21); in 1854 Eranthis was a few days
earlier, while Leucojum was more than a month
earlier; in 1855, both veiy late, but within a day of
each other ; 1S61, 1S62, 1863, and 1864, are peculiar :

in 1S63 Leucojum flowered before Eranthis, while in

1864 Eranthis was in flower on January I, much
earlier than in 1863, Leucojum being three days later

;

in the other years they flowered pretty closely. The
differences in the year 1S60 are much less than in

1850. P'or 1859 there is no record.

InthecaseoftheRibes(fig. 100), raised from a cutting
derived from the original plant of Douglas, the eariiest

date at which flowers were observed was in 1869,

March I ; the latest in 1855, April 19. Mr.
has for several years communicated numerous

McNab
observa-

tions of this character relating to variou;

to the Edinburgh Botanical Society, and
i plants

it is to

be hoped that he or his son may be induced to

co-relate these valuable observations, and thus tn:ble
us to ascertain more plainly than has yet been done the

causes of the early or late flowering of the several plants

observed. These would depend naturally on the

weather during the preceding autumn in each case, as

well as on that of the particular season and on the con-

dition in which the plant happened to be.

Luculiagratissima.—YourcoiTespondent "W. E.,"

at p. 460, says, "Mr. Culvenvell writing under no

form of responsibility," &c. I take a different view of

the writings of your correspondents. I thinlv every

writer as honourably responsible, as though he were the

writer of your Calendar. " W. E." complains that I

do not say whether I recommend a one, two, or three

year old Luculia to be spurred. Let me ask " \V. E."

if he ever saw a one year old Luculia with any preten-

sion to spurring ? I never have, and I have grown a

great many ; with me I think they do well if I get side

shoots the second year. My practice with well-

established plants in pots is to break off the young
shoots that generally grow at the points—with the

heads of bloom—to strengthen the latter. When the

plant has done flowering, I dry it off for two or three

weeks, taking care that the roots do not suffer from

being too dry. If the plants are large enough to

require cutting at all, I spur them well back. I am
not so fast, I must confess. I cannot grow a

plant that has any to cut off in the time that " W. E."

mentions—one, two, or three years. I have a plant

growing in a 12-inch pot that produced upwards of

60 heads of bloom in the past winter. This plant has

been spurred in for several winters past without leaving

a leaf on it. The old leaves are so porous that it

takes all the energies of the plant to maintain the

evaporation .going on in them on a hot day. The
consequence is they seldom make a start from the old

wood, but grow on year after year from the extreme

points ; whereas, if treated as I have stated the plant

makes shoots similar to a GoosebeiTy bush. " \V. E."

asserts that I planted a Luculia in an open border,

which went to the top of the house without aiiy

pruning, and then got pruned simply to keep it within

bounds. The plant has been spurred every year since

it took to the rafters. The open border that " W. E."

alludes to is 16 inches wide and as much deep, and

requires as much attention as if the plant was growing

in a pot, especially in bright weather. With this

communication I send you a spur from a pot plant, to

show you how freely they break from the old wood
when spurred back. William Culverwdl, Thorpe

Pcrrow. [Very free and strong. Eds.]

The Muscat Vines at Wrotham Park.—I am
under the impression that these are the Vines "David
Tell Fact" refers to at p. 496. Without the least

doubt it was and is still a famous house of Muscats,

planted by Mr. Thomson, now of Dalkeith Park, in the

year 1S47. Tn 1S4S I, who was then acting in the

cap.icily of house foreman, under Mr. Thomson, liad

tlic l.lLa^ure of thinning tlic first bunch of Grapes of

these remarkable Vines. Alas ! how many have been

consigned to the rubbish heap since these were planted

!

For several years 1 was ignorant, in a certain sense,

regarding their condition. Six years ago I was again

put in the position of overlooker, and could " D. T. F."

see them this season, he would, I thmk, be both asto-

nished and pleased with their present healthy condition.

Two years ago I started several young canes from the

bottom of the house to replace some of the old ones,

and I find that these have wonderfully strengthened

the Vines by importing a large amount of stamina into

the system. If at all interesting to "D. T. F.," and your

readers in general, I will furnish details as to the size of

the house, the number of rods, and the system of cultiva-

tion adopted. John Edlington, Wrotham Park, Barnd.

Galvanised Iron Frames.— A con-espondent

having found the wooden frames used to raise plants on

dung-beds rot very fast, proposes to adopt frames and

lights made of galvanised iron. He has ascertained

that the difference in prime cost is inconsiderable. He
asks if any of our readers have adopted iron for this

purpose ; and if so, whether they have experienced

any objection to it, as compared with wood, either as

respects the frames or lights ?

Weather in Cornwall.— It has been for some time

very cold here, for the time of the year. On frosty

mornings 4° and 5° of frost have been frequent ; the

days also have been generally clear, and the sun warm
in sheltered places ; the wind has been chiefly from

N.N.E. I see the stigmas of the Peach bloom—those

looking upwards—are frost-bitten in inany cases before

the pollen on the stamens is ripe, although a lo-inch

board is over the top of the trees. The blooms are

more perfect than last year. No other bloom is out.

Early Potatos that were up out-of-doors are cut down

in this neighbourhood (Penryn). On April 9 the

weather changed, a nice shower from the south havmg

fallen. In the course of a day or so Plum blossoms

opened, and Potatos again peeped through the earth

I killed three wasps on the GoosebeiTy bloom m th

space of five minutes, and ^
'-^^J

b"""-'''".^^^^?

about From the abundance of bloom on the Peach
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and Nectarine trees I expect plenty of fruit, notwith-

standing the frost. Pear bloom is not yet expanded.

There is an abundance of bloom on all kinds of trees.

Henry Alills, £iiys, Penryn.

The Vines at Heckfield.—As your correspondent

"Robin Hood" includes Heckfield in his "list of

unfortunates " where the Vines have failed, owing to

treatment on the restrictive principle, I beg respectfully,

though finnly, to contradict it. I write not as an

advocate of either restriction or extension, but simply

to give the facts, which are, that 14 or 16 years ago Heck-

field enjoyed a most enviable notoriety for the produc-

tion of good Grapes, and why ? because the then gar-

dener was (as "Robin Hood" would say) en rapport

with his Vines ; and my impression is, that had he

remained at Heckfield, we should have heard nothing

about the failure of the Vines. But a change takes

place, another gardener succeeds—doubtless a good
practical man, though much too negligent ; very shortly

the Vines begin to show signs of weakness. Yes, the

very first season, my employer informs me, a certain

house failed. Why fail ? Nothing whatever had been

done to the roots, they were pruned in the very

same way as they had previously been pnined ; what

then was the cause of failure? I believe it was
solely the internal treatment, negligence in watering,

airing, and firing. Of this I have proof from my oivn

success with the self-same Vines, all of which have

produced Grapes such as no gardener need be

ashamed of, and (though I may be accused of egotism

in saying it) they still improve. A house of Black

Hamburghs, from which we hope to cut ripe fruit

about the 20th of the present month, and which

has been forced for the last 25 years, six years ago was

condemned as
'

' worked up. " This season my em-

ployer tells me he never saw them better. Now, as

these Vines have had nothing done to them, beyond

top-dressing of borders, and the best attention I could

give them as to internal management, I attribute my
success entirely to the latter ; and am convinced that

many gardeners often blame their borders, &c., for

their own mismanagement indoors. My own motto

in Vine cultivation is an improvement on that of Mr.

Fish, viz., "Sacred to the roots, no quarter to red

spider, and no unreasonable fluctuations in temperature

during the gi'owing season." If, after reading the

above, " Robin Hood" is still sceptical, let him come
to Heckfield. I shall be pleased to walk through the

vineries with him, as we have still a few Grapes left,

and others nearly ready, all grown on what I term the

reasonable system. W. Wildsmith, Gr. to Viscount

Eversley.

Mole Traps.— It is possible that the pLan for

catching rats with a jar, mentioned in your last number

(p. 497), may be new to some ofyour readers as applied to

catching moles in hedge-banks. The jars that I have

seen used for this purpose were rather smaller than

those described in your paper—about 1 5 inches by

I should say, from memory, and the shoulder w-xs much
higher on the jar, otherwise the shape was the

They were used by digging a hole in the hedge-bank

across the rim of the mole, sufficiently deep to allow the

neck of the jar to stand just beneath the run—a piece

of wood fixed with a pivot, and a little bit of lead

iron for a counterpoise, served as a path for the mole,

and when he was well over the jar his weight caused

the end of the wooden path to sink, he slipped off, and
the counterpoise reset the trap as it was before, the

ole remaining securely caught. This plan was found

or halls, &c., where tropical plants would suffer. As
they are leafless in winter it will doubtless be a drawback

to them, but a little heat will get over that difiiculty.

With a little nursing, as above indicated, any one may
grow them. If any of your readers have tried them for

any number of years, I should be glad to hear the

result. JImry Mills.

Vine-growing: Restriction v. Extension.—
There is a certain time in the life of close-pruned

Vines when they refuse to produce either Grapes or

timber." So wrote "Thoth," and assuming that he

had found this saying in Mr. Cannell's pamphlet on the

Vine, I used it for the purpose of eliciting from Mr.

Cannell where and under what circumstances he had

obtained that experience ; for, being a restrictive grower

elf, I was anxious to obtain sufficient information to

enable me to guard against the rock on which Mr.

Cannell had spht. Now Mr. Cannell tells us, "this

was no theory, but ocular demonstration." Ocular

demonstration, I may note, is hardly sufficient as a

as of obtaining a thorough knowledge of the Vine
;

necessary to combine the ocular with the practical.

The assertion that "there is a certain time in the life

of close-pruned Vines," &c., demands from Mr.

Cannell a full explanation ; awaiting which I may
perhaps be allowed to draw attention to a Vine

at Whitley Abbey, near Coventry, the seat of

E. Petre, Esq. This Vine has been pruned on the

spur system for the last 90 years—nay, worse than this,

it has once or twice fallen to the axe ; and but last

autumn Mr. Wilkins, the gardener there, with three

bunches cut from it obtained the 1st prize at an

exhibition, held under the auspices of the Warwick-

shire Agricultural Society. It may be observed, how-

ever, that Mr. Wilkins lived four years with me as

foreman, and no doubt carried with him much of my
method of teaching Vines to " speak out," as "Thoth"
has been pleased to express it. I am informed there

are some fine old Vines at Mawley Hall, in Shrop-

shire, which have been pruned for 45 years on the

spur system. Perhaps Mr. Powell, the gardener there,

would kindlygivesome information whetherthe Vines are

still to the fore, and how they have been managed lately.

I have never been to Cole-Orton Hall, but from proof

given over and over again, it is clear that Mr. Hender-

son knows how to manage his Vines. I may, how-

ever, be allowed to question what relation his system

can have to the "extending system," as I have been

repeatedly told that the house where for the last

30 years those Vines have been grown is a small one.

If this is the case, I cannot see what it has to do with

the extending system, or, on the other hand, what

right the "extension" party have to hang their

argument on Mr. Henderson's practice. If this

argument is to be fought out, let it be fought out

manfully, and by the "battle of evidences." I

remember going to Leicester two years ago, and

winning the Royal Horticultural Society's prize for a

collection of fruit. It will be remembered by

some what my Grapes were like on that

occasion, and in the class for single dishes I believe the

whole of the prizes were carried off by Mr. Rabone,

then gardener to Colin Minton Campbell, Esq., ofWood-
seat. I don't remember what Mr. Henderson did, but I

remember being told that Ashby-de-la-Zouch was not

far from Leicester. Wm. Miller, Combi Abbey Gardens.

Sowing Carrots.—A few suggestions as to the

mode of sowing Carrots for the main crop on heavy

Is, which I have found to answer here, may be

to be very successful, but it requires, for the sake of useful. I make holes with a crowbar at 8 inches

lity, that somebody sliould visit the jars daily,

otherwise each successful trap is tenanted by a party of

moles fighting and starving to death. For this reason

the plan was abandoned in the only place where I have
personal knowledge of its working, and the jars were
gradually used up for mouse traps in a kitchen garden,

the jar being buried up to the neck in the earth, and
the mice falling in over the edge. E. O.

Pinus excelsa.—Your correspondent, who objects

to my recommending Abies Morinda, will be surprised

to hear that Pinus excelsa has proved more hardy

than any new Fir ; that whereas in the fearful N. E.

gales of a fortnight or more past even Hollies, Yews,

aitd Ivy suffered—when Portugal Laurels were nearly

denuded of foliage, this tree was very slightly browned

on the south side only. And yet, or perhaps because it

was in the very teeth of the wind, looking N.E.,
without the slightest shelter, but thoroughly drained,

one of two can hardly be said to be touched with

brown, the other only slightly ; they are about 8 and

10 feet high, and nearly 400 feet above the sea, facing

the Welsh mountains. Somer

British Tree Ferns.—I can hardly muster courage

sufficient to ask Mr. Moore to read this, after such

never-heard-of expression as my sensational heading will

doubtless be considered. Nonsense ! he will exclaim ;

have done with it. I should like to hear, however,

what he would say when looking at several plants of

Lastrea filix-mas, with straight stems i foot 6 inches

high and 6 inches through. I have potted some quite

that height above the soil. I have mossed the stems,

which have roots emitted from them, as is the case with

Tree Ferns, and keep them damp, so as to allure the

roots down the side. I have no doubt they will grow
as high again. Being hardy they cannot fail to be of

service in flower gardening, ornamenting either grounds

apart, and i foot between each row ; fill up the holes

with sand to within 2 inches of the top, and rake in with

a small hand-hoe i inch of soil. I then put a small

pinch of seed into every hole, and the hole is filled in

altogether with a coarse rake. The plants are thinned

out, so as to stand singly, one in each hole, and the

Carrots are as long and clean as if they had been grown

in a light sandy soil, not one in twenty having any

tendency to become forked. This plan may not be new
to some of your readers, but I have never seen it

recommended. A. J. J., Kent,

Early Peas.—Your correspondent " W. S." (see

p. 460), who indorses all that Mr. Maw stated at p. 422,

should consider that three weeks is a long time to be

behind one's neighbours. By referring to my note-

book, I see that Peas were gathered here last season

on June 3. They were grown on the old and the

the "best method

—

i. e., sown on November 16. I have

frequently tried the plan recommended by " W. S.,"

but have always found that those sown in the open

ground fairly beat those started in pots or troughs, &c.

I have at this time 36 rows, sown on November 12

last, which are 6 inches in height. Perhaps your cor-

respondent will send some to your office when ready ;

I will do the same ; and we shall then be enabled to

form some idea as to which plan is most preferable.

R. G., SlamfivJ.

Position of Plants in relation to Temperature.
—Some comparisons of the temperature in high and low

situations respectively were made some time since

(see pp. 3S1, 3S6). This matter deserves attention, but

those who take no other guide than the thermomete:

in finding a suitable situation for what is termed e

rather tender tiee or shrub will be very likely

to be beaten. There are so many local circum

stances in every few yards of hill or valley, that

these comparisons, if only general, will be futile. Two
plants, enjoying equal advanges as regards elevation

and other matters— but having a diflerence in position

of a few yards—will be found after a visitation

of frost in a state widely different. I have seen the one

killed, the other left unhurt. If these circumstances,

of position, aspect, &c., aflecting certain plants

which have endured an unusual amount of cold, were

more frequently made known, it would be found a more

certain help than a few trials with the thermometer.

In my opinion the time required to ascertain the proper

average temperature of a situation, is not less than from

10 to 15 winters. The circumstances above alluded to,

and which I have noticed have an influence on the

endurance of cold by plants, are those relative to the

state of the soil, those relating to aspect, and those rela-

tive to the motion of the air. Some plants will endure

double the amount of cold in well-drained soil that they

would in soil in opposite conditions. This is partly

explained by the fact that when the whole plant is more
fully matured, it resists the action of the frost ; thus it

often happens that in a low situation, when well

drained, it passes unhurt through a winter, while another

of the same kind in a more elevated position succumbs

for want of the shelter afforded in the other case. The
circumstances relating to aspect are often perplexing.

Plants are found killed in what are considered favour-

able situations as regards aspect, when other plants

of the same species outlive the same amount of cold in

what are considered unfavourable aspects. Plants, for

instance, on a southern aspect have been killed

when those on the northern have survived. This

is explained when the plant is so situated

that the sun shines in its full strength upon it in a

frosted state ; but in other cases it must be attributable

other cause. Currents of freezing air do much
mischief to plants in low situations. Some plants, for

example, the Benthamia fragifera, Taxodium or Sequoia

Sempervirens, or Lauras nobilis, will endure double

the amount of frost without suffering, if unaccom-

panied with wind. Objects which direct or hinder

these currents should be studied. While those plants

in the direct line are often punished, those a few feet

on either side suflTer no harm ; thus proving that there

are, even in very low situations, nooks and corners

more favourable to the growth of plants than on higher

ground. //. Af.

The Vines at Raby.— I was glad to hear that the

Vines at Raby are now in a flourishing condition.

Never having seen them myself, my information respect-

ing their state, after the late Mr. Roberts left Raby,

was received from Mr. Shortt, the then gardener there.

Every reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle at that time

must have seen and read his article respecting their

deplorable condition, and the late Dr. Lindley had a

leading article on the subject, detailing the ills which

follow if carrion, or any other rich garbage is used in

Vine borders. If some of Mr. Roberts' original Vines,

and the border as he made it, are still in existence at

Raby, it will upset some of our notions respecting the

longevity of Vines when grown in such rich borders.

Thoth.

Carriage Roads.— I should be greatly obliged if

any of your correspondents would tell me of a practical

treatise or pamphlet on the making and repairing of

carriage roads, as I have one or two roads on my pro-

perty which require attention. G. F. M.

The Grafting of the Hawthorn.— I have long

had Lilacs in flower from Christmas onwards, and have

often longed to have the English May, or Thorn

blossoms to bear them company, but the size of the

plants has proved troublesome. Neither do Thorns

on their own roots, or grafted on Thorns, force very

freely ; but once dwarf them on the Quince, and con-

centrate a maximum of blossom into a minimum of

space, by judicious praning and careful training, and

the May will rank in the first class as a forcing shriib.

I long to handle such exquisite materials, and desire

heartily to thank Mr . Wooler for directing attention to the

Thorn on the Quince. I shall soon have some plants

of the scarlet Thorn in bloom in pots. But this is late,

and I have feared to force it much, as past experience

in forcing Thorns has not been flattering. I find it is

worth while to force a few Cherries, Plums, Apples,

and Pears, in pots for their blossoms only. Peaches or

Nectarines are almost as good as Almonds, always,

however, excepting the double scarlet and white

Almonds, which force admirably, and produce enor-

mous blooms of the purest colours. But the fruit trees

combine beauty with utility, and they are worth grow-

ing for their beauty alone, especially the Cherries,

Apples, and Peaches. No plant hardly blooms so

freely as a Cherry tree. They are literally transformed

into long sprays of light, feathery whiteness. And
the delicate pinks of the Apple are exquisite—few

flowers are more useful for bouquets. Peaches and

Nectarines ate also most beautiful intermixed with

Camellias. Nothing can look more spring-like. All

these will also set their fruit freely in a warm light

conservatory ; and if they fail to do so, the flowers at

least have been as beautiful as those of most plants

grown for their flowers alone ; therefore I most boldly

advise the growers of fruit trees in pots to bring some

of the best of them when in blossom to the conservatory,

where they will give an air of the most exquisite fresh-

ness. When the flowers droop or the fruits appear,
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they can go back to their own quarters ;
many of the

prettiest fruit trees might, however, come back again

when their fniits begin to colour. But this I merely

offer as a suggestion ; the other I strongly advise, from

actual experience of their beauty. Apples will bear

forcing pretty well, that is, they will bloom freely
;
but

unless the blossoms are carefully set by artificial means,

there will be little or no fruit. Eastern. [Paul s new

double Thorn forces admirably. Eds.1

Late Grapes.—I saw, some week or ten days ago,

at the seat of John Noble, Esq., Berry Hill, a few

bunches of Lady Downe's Grapes, as perfect in regard

to bloom and plumpness as they could be in October.

They had been cut for some time, the wood put into

champagne bottles, filled with charcoal and water, and

hung up in the house at intervals, like the bunches on

the Vine, the wood being cut as for pruning the Vine.

Nothing could be more successful, as not one berry

was shrivelled or mouldy. The Vines were breaking

freely in the house, and I was informed by Mr. Roger,

the gardener, that the flavour was in every way equal

to that at the time of cutting. How much better this

than letting the Grapes hang on the Vine until it

breaks, and thus weakening it. I think these Grapes

would keep for some time yet, perhaps to the end

of this month, perfect. In my opinion, the light and

free air have a good deal to do with this success.

Mr. Roger will, I have no doubt, give you further

information if required. Vitis. [It would be interest-

ing to know the details of the experiment above

referred to. Eds.]

Arboriculture in the London Parks.—This is

doubtless prosecuted under difficulties. The public is

lynx-eyed to mark faults, and mostly loud in repro-

bation in proportion to its ignorance. It is also

remarkable how little public writers, of wonderful

intelligence on all other matters, know about such

subjects. To be ignorant of natural history in general,

and horticulture in particular, is held to be a venial

fault, and is almost looked upon as something virtuous.

All this increases the difficulty of managing trees

wisely or well under the keen eyes of such a public ;

but it also becomes a special reason for good manage-
ment. True wisdom in the end inspires ignorant

men with confidence in its competency. And after all,

as you admit, there is just ground of complaint.

The trees are dying fast ; this is, perhaps, inevitable.

Nothing is done worthy of the name to supply their

place ; this is most reprehensible. I am not at all

sure that so many of these old trees need die. Little

has been done to save them. I have seen wonderful

renovations as the result of top-dressings applied to

trees. One of the first things that should be done when
any tree hoists signals of distress in the form of withered

branches, is to remove the turf right down to the sur-

face roots, pick out all the exhausted soil, soak the

ground thoroughly wdth water if dry, and top-dress

with good pure maiden loam a few inches more in

thickness than the old soil removed. This earth should

be made firm by treading or rolling. Within' three

years the fresh soil will probably be filled with a mass
of new roots, and if so the turf should again be un-

rolled, and another 4 inches of loam added. Even the

removal of the turf is beneficial if no new soil is given,

the roots seemingly getting impatient of the close ruck

of grass roots over them. But the new soil proves new
life generally to the plant. Has this plan been tried in

the London parks ? If not, I commend it to the attention

of the authorities concerned. I know it to be efficient

from experience. Contemporaneous, however, with these

top-dressings there ought to be extensive replantings.

Trees do not last for ever, and most of them are but

short-lived at the longest in the stifling smoky atmosphere
of great cities. Before replanting at all a general plan

of the whole ground should be formed, and the best

places for effective planting decided upon. Every step

taken in the future would then contribute to fill

up a portion of a general design, while it could

not fail to add to the richness and grandeur of the

park or gardens as a whole. Patchwork planting

in such situations is simfily a waste of time, mate-
rial, and money. By thus treating our public

parks and gardens as each constituting a single

and complete landscape in itself, we should gain other

advantages besides those that are purely artistic, one
of the chief being an entire change of grounds for our
plantations of trees and shrubs. In rearranging the

scene, the probability is that, as a rtile, new and fresh

sites would be chosen. This would prove an immense
cultural advantage. Were the maiden earth properly
trenched, deepened, and enriched, if needful, and the

planting skilfully performed, there seems no reason
why the young plantations should not make rapid
progress. Single trees hardly ever grow very fast

anywhere, and they can hardly be expected to make
rapid progress in London parks or gardens ; but by
grouping and keeping the surface fallow, and by using
nurses, the growth would be rapid and healthy. It

would be an immense gain to get clean away as much
as possible from the set of the present timber. But this

could not be done. The plan you suggest of trenching
the ground, and manuring it, is probably the next best

;

unless, indeed, the old soil could be removed bodily,
and fresh taken from the turfy surface of the park to
supply its place. In planting afresh it would also be a
good plan to break up the original surface into easy,
small, and bold undulations. These might be so

managed as to provide shelter, and a variety of

aspects and different depths of soil, all of which are of

great artistic or cultural importance. AnArboriadUirist.

Vine Culture in the Open Air.— "W. S.'s"

instructive paper on Vine growing in France, and the

woodcuts from Mr. Robinson's work illustrating the

mode of training adopted at Thomery, are well calcu-

lated to draw fresh attention to the old inquiry—Why
is the Grape Vine so little grown in the open air in

England? The general answer has been, "The climate

is against it." But this answer will hardly bear up
against the double testimony of experience and of

history. As a matter of experience the Vine will

thrive tolerably well in all sheltered localities south of

the Trent, while few facts are more clearly established

than that, wherever the monks of the olden time

established a monastery, they proceeded forthwith to

plant a vineyard, and eat and drink of the fruit thereof.

Now, the climate w-as much worse in those times

than it is now. Large tracts of land were water-

logged at the mouth of many of our rivers, meres
everywhere variegated the dry land with miles of

marshy waters—and the art of drainage was unknown.
Besides, woods and forests abounded, and as these

exert a very sensible influence on the rainfall, it is

probable that this exceeded very much the present

averages. And yet they went on cultivating their

vineyards in England. I am not aware of a single

monastic vineyard having been abandoned till the

destruction of the monasteries, and many of them
retain the name of vineyards or vine-fields to this day.

So much for the past. Now, what was done in these

far-back years may be done now—yes, and much
more than that. The climate is better, and skill has

advanced at least a hundredfold, and yet Vine growing in

the open air has receded rather than advanced. If

the warmest places were chosen for the hardier varieties,

such as sunny walls, and they were carefully cultivated

and thinned in bunch and berries, I have no doubt that

out-of-door Grape growing would hold its own in

England. Throughout the larger portion of this

country almost every cottager w-ho has a southern or

western wall to his cottage may sit under the noble

shadow of his Vine, and in favourable seasons eat of

the ripe fruit thereof. The Vine is worth planting for

its beauty alone ; and then who is there who would not

be proud of its luscious clusters? Possibly there may be

some advantages in the French mode of training and
pruning. The preliminary stages pointed out by your

coiTespondent, of planting so far from the wall and
making the Vine trail towards it, look like expedients

to lose time. Such a mode of inlaying may also suit

the Vine in France, but I have a decided repugnance

to it in England. Plant good Vines at once, 6

inches from the wall, and never bury up the original

collar of the plant. Possibly the passage of the sap

through the long, bare stems may be conducive

to fruitfulness, but I have never found any difficulty

in fruiting Vines out-of-doors in favourable localities,

nor seen any better method of covering a wall

with Vines, nor keeping covered with fruit-bearing

wood through a series of years, than that of having

three or four rods occupying the height of the wall

bearing partly upon spurs and partly upon the young

wood—one rod, the longest, to be cut out annually.

In this way a constant succession of wood is maintained,

and the annual extension of the wood preserves the

roots in a state of healthy activity. Still I do not

advance this as a better method than that adopted at

Thomei7, but it is one that has been tested and

proved successful in England. I have also seen Vines

in several towns trained on the Thomery plan, but they

have been mostly planted in the pavement or roadway,

and had been much neglected in the pruning and

general management. The coping is a move wholly

in the right direction, and either as temporary or

permanent may be put down as a condition of

success in the successful culture of the Grape Vine in

the open air in England. I should like to hear the

opinion of Grape growers as to the influence of that

long bare stem, if any, upon the circulation and quality

of the sap. Observer.

Foreign Correspondence.
Mushroom Culture in France. — As your

correspondent, " W. P. R., Holwood," desires to know
something of the mode of cultivating the Mushroom
in France, I have thought that a description of what I

saw and was told in visiting one of the old stone quarries

a few miles from Paris about a week ago, where Mush-

room culture is carried on to the extent of 10,000

mHres eottraut of lels, would be interesting. Before

proceeding any further I may state that, althougli the

French are an ingenious people, I have not heard that

they have found the means to cultivate Mushrooms
profitably without manure, any more than we have, as

"W. P. R."seems to have a conviction they have done.

The manure is carted generally from wherever they

can get it, with the exception of from racing stables,

for the ehampignoiiist stated that in the latter places

a great deal of the manure is laid in the yards

and paths for the horses to walk and exercise upon,

and when it has undergone this process it is of no

use to him. He is therefore obliged to obtain it from

other sources where it is not subjected to this treatment,

always giving preference to that from working horses.

This manure is taken—rough and raw as it leaves the
stable—to a piece of ground, which is hard and clean,

close to the entrance of the quarry, and when a sufficient

quantity is obtained for the renewal of a series of
beds it is carefully turned over, well shaken, and
watered wherever it may be dry. It is then made into

a heap of any size, but not more than 4 feet thick ; it is

made solid by treading upon it. It remains in this

state for eight days, at the end of which time it is again

turned, and again a third time after having lain a second

eight days : the third turning is generally sufficient to

bring it to the proper state required, viz. , not too wet nor

yet too dry. The being able to tell when it is all right

is one of the principal points to insure the success of

the beds. It may be known by taking a handful and

squeezing it ; if it is slightly unctuous without being

wet it will do, but it is better if a little too dry than

too wet, as it always takes a little humidity after it has

entered the quarry.

The entrance to the quarry is generally, where pos-

sible, by a gradual descending winding route—large

enough for a horse and tumbril, in which the manure
is taken to the place required to make the beds. As to

the formation of these beds, I refer " W. P. R." to the

figure given in the Gardeners^ Chroniele at p. 9S9,

1869, which will give him an idea of the parallel

manner in which they are placed. No matter what
shape the quarry may be, the beds follow every twist

and turn in parallel lines, with just sufficient space to

walk between them, and that is all. Mr. Robinson's

artist has given too much space between them, and I

doubt whether at any one time there would be such a

quantity of full-grown Mushrooms to be seen at one

time in the space represented. Again, as to the taking of

the spawn from an old bed, it is a well-known fact that

a champigfwnist takes his spawn from a bed that has

never brought forth fruit, or from one that has been

made for the sole purpose of furnishing the blanc vierge,

which is always used in preference to any other.

The beds are built up in a compact, neat manner,

from 20 inches to 2 feet wide at the base, and the same

in height, narrowing gradually towards the top, until

finished off in a rather flattened, rounded form, or, as

the French call it, dos d'ane (donkey's back). They are

left several days, till the heat is on the decline, at about

85°, which may be ascertained by placing a gi-ound

thermometer in the bed, an instrument the ehampignoii-

ist seldom uses, as by continual practice he j udges by

time and touch. When fit for spawning the operator

opens holes in the sides of the beds about the size of

three or four of his fingers, and the same in depth in two

rows, into which flakes of fresh spawn are introduced,

pressing the manure well all round. The first row
is about 4 inches from the bottom, and the second

6 to 7 inches above the first, the flakes being placed

about 15 inches from one another in quincunx manner.

After several days the beds are examined, to see if the

spawn has taken ; if some has not, and it begins to

turn to a dark colour, it is taken out immediately, and

fresh pieces are put in by the side of the place, where

the other was taken out. When it is seen to run well,

the beds are left till it has attained the summit—an
affair of six orjeight days : and they are then pressed and

patted with the hands, and the operation of soiling

commences. The soil is brought in baskets on the

back, and dropped in heaps between the beds ; men
follow with small, flat, short-handled, wooden shovels,

and quickly cover the beds with about i to | inch of

soil ; as to this latter, in place of having it rich, as is so

often recommended, they give preference to the poorest

they can find, and the nearest at hand : this they find

in any quantity in the quarries that are used, in the

form of powdered stone, which is sifted very fine, and

is found to answer admirably.

Other points which a ehampignonist observes in the

cultivation of this esculent are these :—When he takes

possession of a fresh quarry he establishes the entrance,

to make it as easy, convenient, and secure as he can

;

he finds out where there are outlets : if too many, he

stops some up—if not sufiicient, he makes some if

possible ; he builds up, over some outlets, chimneys,

where he thinks if there were more draught it would be

better, to get off the obnoxious vapours that may
occur. The utmost cleanliness is observed about the

beds, and it is the duty of certain men to go round

every morning and pick up any obnoxious morceaii that

may be laying about. One thing that is particularly

observed is, to introduce fine soil, such as the bed is

covered with, into the hole left wherever a Mushroom

has been gathered ; and last, but not least, the manure

of the spent beds is sold at 55 centimes (54'/.) le mitre

eoiirant. W. S., Fraiiee.

Societies.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticul-

tural : Mareh 30.—Tliis, the first show of the season,

took place in the City Hall. As a floricultural display it

was not equal to many of its predecessors. As regards

Hyacinths, there was not that decided quality nor the

quantity of plants sometimes seen. Mr. G. Irvine, gr. to

T. Blackwood, Esq., Port Glasgow, and Mr. N. Glass,

gr. to J. C. Bolton, Esq.. Carbrook, took the leading-

positions. The nurserymen's class was not so well con-

tested as it should have been. Miss Cook deserves special

notice for brin^ine out a lot of well-managed bulbs grown

in water, and the foliage of which was neither blanched nor

drawn up from want^f light and air, as is the case with

indoor Hyacinths improperly tended. This is a fact that
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never ought to be lost sight of by window gardeners for at

least a month before the blooming period. It has occurred

over and over again that Von Schiller has been singled

cut as the best spike at exhibitions, and we have again

the same fact to note. Among Tulips the chaste white

Pottebakker, the effective and well named Vermilion

Brillant. and the orange and red Toumesol maintained a

front rank position. Of the Narcissus Grand Monarque,
a fine white, and Soleil d'Or, a good yellow, were incom-

parably the best. As to Crocuses none can vie with the

whiteness and size of Queen Victoria, or be more captivat-

ing than the suffused lavender and white Albion. Another
bulb that is gaining in importance is the Hippeastrum
section of Amaryllids. They afford such great variety,

they are not difficult to cultivate, and the whole of them
are so ornamental, that we are surprised they are not

exhibited in greater numbers at early shows. The Cycla-

mens from Messrs. Boyd and Walker were well cultivated.

Cinerarias were well grown and shown by Mr. M'Dougall
and others. A seedling of decided value in the Messrs.

Austin's collection, named Countess of Eglinton, had a
blue disc, with a prominent ring of white, and then a deep
violet ray. Chinese Primroses are seen everywhere just

now enlivening the greenhouse or the entrance hall or

boudoir. Lily of the Valley is so much sought after that

we do not wonder the fine pots of it shown by Mr. Graham,
Garscube, were so great a source of attraction. Camellia
plants and Camellia flowers were much beyond the

average. Messrs. Walker and Boyd having Mathotiana and
Countess of Orkney respectively, in praiseworthy condi-

tion. Tree Mignonette was very good, although scant

in quantity. Azaleas, as usual, were quite a feature of

the show. The Tree Ferns from Oak Park House, Mount
Vernon, decorated the orchestra, and it is a pity there

were not more of them distributed throughout the hall to

tone down bright colours, and to assist in breaking
uniformity, Mr. Methven, gr. to Colonel Campbell,
Blythswood, sent a very meritorious box of Cherries.

The directors, judges, and a few friends, dined, after

the Show, in the Crown Hotel. Mr. James Graham,
Garscube, presided, and Mr. Thomas Granger, Patrick,

officiated as croupier. After the usual loyal and patriotic

toasts, Mr. Anderson, Meadow Bank, proposed the
"Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society ;

"

and remarked that he was glad to see a continual infusion

of new blood among exhibitors, and especially of new
plants upon the exhibition tables.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural : March 29
and 30.—This exhibition consisted of a general display

of spring flowers, which were pretty well represented,

though Hyacinths were neither shown so largely nor so

well as on many former seasons. The same exhibitors,

Mr. Cowe, Luffness, Mr. Currie. Salisbun*' Green, and
Mr. Young, that took a leading position in former years,

maintained their place despite the efforts of some new
exhibitors. Scarcely anything new was shown. Tulips,

Narcissus, Crocuses, and Lily of the Valley, were
fairly shown, the latter particularly well by Mr. Lees,

Tynninghame, who never repots his bulbs, and yet

the foliage and flowers were of such a massive
character as to show that he had hit upon a more
excellent way of growing than other competitors. The
same exhibitor had a very well bloomed plant of
Phalasnopsis Schilleriana, with as many as 200 flowers

upon it. The plant, however, had lost its centre, through
age, and would require to begin a new life with the

lateral or laterals that are likely to spring from the b.ase

of the old growth. Plants of fine foliage were well contri-

buted by Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith, and Azaleas and
flowering plants generally came in a good state of cultiva-

tion from Mr. Paterson, Millbank, and from Mr. Gordon,
Niddrie. Cyclamens were shown in grand style by Messrs.
Downie v^ Co. The persicum in its several varieties,

from pure white up to deep red, quite captivated the pro-

menaders. Placed beside them were a batch of extra-

ordinary Primulas, with leafy calyces, shown in fine

style by Mr. Isaac Anderson-Henry. They are, indeed,

exceedingly interesting, not only from a morphological
point of view, but from their general decorative appear-
ance. Anything touching upon these things must be
exceedingly interesting from the pen of the raisers, and
we understand a full narrative has already been placed in

the hands of the Scientific Committee of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society. A very fine flowered example of a
Himalayan Rhododendron came from Mr. Macintosh.
It has somewhat of the general appearance of Falconeri
in habit and in leaf, but is a much stronger grower, and
a much freer bloomer. The great trusses of flower were
uncommonly attractive, being so much bigger than any
compeer. Then the flower is faultless, and the colour
pure white, with a deep crimson blotch or star at the base
of each segment. It was ticketed for sale at 100 gs.

Mr. Methven had a splendid sample of that gem of
gems among Maidenhairs, Adiantum Farleyense ; and Mr.
Knight had Acacia Riceana, one of the most graceful

among the pendulous leaved Acacias.

The fruit was a capital exhibition. Seldom have we
seen such a fine lot of Apples at a northern show, all being
well coloured and generally well conserved. Mr. Knight,
of Floors, had a remarkably good collection of both
Apples and Pears in over 20 varieties. Mr. Anderson,
O.xenford, had 13 good sorts of Pears. Mr. Baxter, gr. to

SirW. Gibson Craig, Riccarton, had also a good collec-

tion. Mr. Lees and others had beautiful fruit. Mr.
Thomson had both black and white Lady Downe's. Mr.
Temple, Balbimie, had some very well kept samples of
Lady Downe's. Mr. Mackay, The Glen, Peebles, had the
best June Apples ; and what with the collections this table

was decidedly the most interesting in the exhibition.

Vegetables were in very good order, especially the col-

lection from Dalkeith, which comprised by far the best

Mushrooms we ever saw, large, beautifully coloured and
solid, so different from the flat, forced-like samples that

were shown alongside of them. Mr. Thomson attributes

his success chiefly to theuseofthe Mill-track spawn. In addi-
tion to that the same exhibitor had good French Beans, new
Potatos, Seakale, Asparagus, &c. The Leeks, as usual,

were tremendous in size—so large, indeed, as to justify

the remark, eui bono? Considering the very inclement
season, the display in this department was above an
average.

Ilotitcs 0f '^m\$.
The Ferns of Southern India, being Descriptions

a}td Plates of the Ferns of the Madras Presidericy.

By Captain R. H. Beddome, Officiating Conservator
of Forests. Madras : Ganz Brothers, 1863-5. (Van
Voorst.)

The Ferns of British India, being Figtires and
Descriptions of Ferns from allparts of British India,
exclusive of those figured in

'

' The Ferns of Southern
India and Ceylon,'' By Major R. H. Beddome.
2 vojs. Madras: Ganz Brothers, 1S66-8. (Van
Voorst.)

In producing the three quarto volumes whose titles

are recited above, Major Beddome has done a good
service to students of pteridology, by providing them
with a series of nearly 600 plates, which, though here

and there somewhat coarse, and in some cases quaint

in execution, are, on the whole, very useful and charac-

teristic outline portraits of Indian Ferns. The former
of the two works, restricted to South Indian Ferns

—

the commencement of which was long since noted in

our columns — contains 270 full-size quarto plates,

accompanied by upwards of 80 pages of text, the specific

descriptions being mainly quoted from Hooker's
'* Species Filicum," and the generic characters and
classification from Moore's "Index Filicum." The
plates show a general view of the plant figured, or

when that is too large for this, represent a sufficient

portion to give a fair idea of its aspect and character,

this general figure being accompanied by separate

enlarged figures, showing the venation and fructification,

generally very accurately rendered.

The later work, devoted to Indian Ferns generally,

is of the same size and character as the former, with
this exception, that the description or descriptive note

is brought opposite the plate on a separate leaf, and is

thus far more convenient of access. It consists of two
volumes, each containing 150 plates, and thus illus-

trates 300 species.

To those who are engaged in the study of Ferns
generally, or of Eastern and Indian Ferns in particular,

these volumes are indispensable. They are necessarily

somewhat costly, and we fear can scarcely be remunera-
tive. We are therefore glad to take this opportunity of

inviting attention to them, and of recommending them
as worthy a place in every working botanical library, for

full-size figures, like those in question, are invaluable

aids in the determination of species, and the occurrence

of so full a series renders the present volumes all

the more useful and important to this end. If the

nomenclature adopted admits here and there of some
slight criticism, it may generally be commended as

sound and reliable. A few new species are described.

A new edition of Mr. Frederick Edwards' work, Our
Domestic Fireplaces (Longmans), has recently been
issued. It will amply repay perusal, as it contains a

large amount of useful information put in an attractive

and readable form. Thanks to Count Rumford, Dr.
Arnott, and" others who, like our author, have devoted

much time and consideration to the matter, considerable

changes for the better have been made. Our modem
stoves, with all their faults, are great improvements upon
their predecessors. There are many reasons why pro-

gress in this particular is not, and can hardly be rapid ; a
radical change, such as the introduction of the Conti-

nental system of close stoves, could hardly be effected,

even were it desirable, which we think not proven. Our
author cites several means by which our present style

of stove may be retained and improved in many ways,

so as to secure to the inmates of our rooms the

largest amount of heat at the smallest expenditure
of fuel. These suggestions are of a practical nature, and
we strongly commend them to those "about to build."

Heating by hot water receives somewhat scanty treat-

ment at the hands of our author, and yet the circula-

tion of warm water through halls and passages would
do away with many of the objections consequent on the

present system of open fireplaces. Moreover, if proper
arrangements be made during the building of the house,

the extra cost is little in comparison with the comfort
and advantages of the system. We are presuming, of
course, that the pipes are fixed by some competent
person—too often they are arranged by some ignorant

workman, and all sorts of inconveniences and discom-
forts arise, of which this last winter gave ample evidence.

Where it is required to keep a fire for a length of
time, nothing is simpler than the plan advocated by
the Builder. A plate of thin sheet iron, or even a
sheet of brown paper, is placed at the bottom of the

grate, and on this the coal is placed or rather packed
somewhat closely. The wood is laid at the top, so

that the fire bums from above downwards, giving off

no smoke, and remaining a-Iight for many hours, 8—12
for instance, without needing any attention. For warm-
ing bedrooms or rooms not in use this plan answers
on the whole admirably, one drawback being, that the
fire is somewhat difficult to light, and another, that it

does not secure a pleasant-looking fire, as there is no
flame ; but this is no disadvantage for the purposes we
have mentioned.

Messrs. Keith Johnston have issued another of

their very low-priced Atlases, in the shape of a series

of Maps of the British Empire. Though the cost is so
very small, the maps are clear and good, and contain
far more information of an accurate character than the
price would seem to indicate. The accompanying
letterpress is not quite so worrhy of commendation.
M. Miquel continues to publish his Nouveaux

Matdriaux pour servir a la Connaisance des
Cycad^es. In his last publication M. Miquel points
out certain errors into which M. A. De CandoUe has
fallen in his account of the order in the " Prodromus,"
and gives a list of all the recent Cycadece, grouped ac-

cording to their natural affinities. M. Miquel enumerates
in all 64 species, of which 23 belong to the genus
Zamia, 15 to Cycas, 12 to Encephalartos, 8 to Macro-
zamia, 5 to Ceratozamia, i to Dioon, i to Bowenia, I to

Stangeria. Of these 27 species belong to America,
13 to Africa, II to Asia, and 13 to Australia.

The last two parts issued of M. Baillon's elaborate
Histoire des Plantes are devoted to the Papilionacese
and the Proteaceas respectively. The work is encyclo-
pedic in its character, the woodcuts excellent, but the
text more and more illustrates the fact that M. Baillon
has been too ambitious. The work he has cut out for

himself is so vast that it is impossible every part of it

can be worked up with equal care. Nevertheless, the
publication is a splendid one.

Considering the low price at which they are issued,

the series of booklets entitled the Shilling Peerage,
Baronetage, Knightage, and House of Commons
respectively (Hardwicke), may be commended as
serviceable and accurate.

I HAVE a small super full of combs and honey. The
honey I do not value, as it is not clear or well flavoured,

but I think the combs are a prize, if I could only get
them emptied. Could I begin now to put the super
out in the bee shed, for the bees to feed upon during
the hours they are flying about ? Subscriber.

[There is always a certain amount of risk in ex-
posing honey for the purpose of having it robbed by
the bees of an apiary. At this time of the year it is

particularly dangerous to do so, as it is very apt to

excite the bees of strongly populated but poorly pro-

visioned hives to attack their weaker neighbours.
Valuable as a super, more or less filled with clean

empty combs, undoubtedly is, yet we think the advan-
tage which it ofiers may be dearly purchased. Even
if the proffered booty does not transform the bees of an
apiary from industrious workers into persistent marau-
ders, yet it is very probable that a considerable amount
of free fighting will take place in and around the super,

and that many deaths w^ill be caused. The life of every
bee is particularly valuable now, more so than at any
time later in the spring or summer. We generally,

under the circumstances above described, cut away the

comb holding honey, or contrive to cut or break away
the covering of the cells, and then place the super on
the stock which is intended to fill it. Most, if not all

the honey, will be removed by the bees, the combs
repaired, and the cells elongated. We must at the
same time confess that we have, before now, given out
supers to be cleared of old honey before putting them
on the stocks, and often with no very apparent ill

effects ; but if done at all, the super ought to be placed
not less than 50 yards away from the nearest hive, and
on no account in or near the bee-house. The after-

noon of a fine day is the best time, and by taking care

to remove the super the same evening, perhaps but
little mischief may accrue. It would be better to

unseal as much of the comb as can be got at, that the

work of pillage may be more rapidly accomplished.]

Miscellaneous.
Wine-Growing. — Dr. Wilhelm Hamm, an

official of the Austrian Ministry of Agriculture, and
w-ell known as the author of the "Weinbuch," has
constructed a Weinkarte, published by Costenoble,

Jena, exhibiting at a glance the topography, climat-
ology, and statistics of wine-growing in Europe and
the islands of the Atlantic. The habitats, climates,

and quantities produced ; the various growths and
qualities of each ; and the wine measures, &c., are all

indicated in the map. Nature.

^arkiT l^pcratbiTS.
(for the ensuing WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Cape Pelargoniums will now be growing away

vigorously. If amongst the gi'owths there are any
weak or unnecessary shoots, it would be as well to cut

them out at once, and so give more room and root
support to those which remain. Their pots will now
be more or less filled with roots, so that alternate

waterings with wholesome clear liquid manure will

benefit them much. Turn each plant round frequently

in such a manner that all sides in their turn may have
an equal supply of light and air. Bear in mind that, in

regard to these, an abundance of room is conducive to

a healthy robust growth. Sprinkle the plants freely

all over morning and afternoon with clear water, which
has been previously warmed in the sun. Keep all
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sucli plants as near to the glass as possible, and proceed

with the staking and tying out of all successional

plants which require such attention. Gesjjcras and Achi-

menes, the latter especially, will now want almost daily

attention. Proceed with the potting of any of these

plants as soon as they are sufficiently advanced in growth.

A compost formed of leaf-mould and good fibry peat in

equal parts, with a moderate quantity of silver sand,

will suit them well Whilst ensuring a thorough

drainage do not press the soil down too firmly into the

pots, but rather pot lightly. Place them into a position

where a temperature ranging from 70** to 75" is main-

tained. Give abundance of atmospheric humidity and

frequent surface sprinklings. Above all things, guard

the tender growths from anything like drought, and

shade them effectually at all times whilst actively grow-

ing. Give Allatnandas a shift into equal parts peat,

loam, and leaf-mould ; keep them as near to the glass

as possible, and syringe them freely and frequently.

Put in cuttings of such kinds of Begonias of the flower-

ing section as are most in demand. B. Veitchii should

be more frequently grown for greenhouse decoration.

X B. Weltonensis and x B. Digswelliensis are much
esteemed for cool stove flowering, being very showy
desirable varieties in their respective seasons of flower-

ing. Begonias which have done flowering, and especi-

ally those with ornamental foliage which are not grown
for their flowers, should now have a shift into pots one
size larger, and in good rich fibrous material, composed
of peat and leaf-mould, with a sprinkling of silver sand.

Give the roots of all climbing plants planted out into

borders in any form of structure a copious watering with

water that is not too cold. Syringe well during the

continuance of fine weather all plants in greenhouses
which are not in flower. Pinch back the points of

young shoots upon varieties of Kalosanthes^ if these

are wanted to bloom late. If any are required in

bloom early, they should not be so treated, but may be
placed in a house with a somewhat warmer tempera-
ture than the structure they have hitherto been grown
in. Shut greenhouses up early during the prevalence
of keen winds and cold nights ; leave them open as

long as is practicable when the air is soft and balmy.

FORCING HOUSES.
Such varieties of Grapes as the Muscat of Alexandria,

Lady Downers, White Nice, Royal Vineyard, and even
the Black Alicante, which are now in flower, should
have the hand drawn over them, to insure the more
perfect fertilisation of every flower. A fine dry period
of the day, when a free supply of air can be admitted
and the pollen is ripe, should be chosen for the process

;

gently jerk each bunch with the hand singly in such a

manner that the pollen escapes freely from the stamens
and falls plentifully upon the stigma. Gardeners are

somewhat divided in opinion as to the amount of
aerial moisture which is necessary for the successful

setting of the blooms. Some recommend a dry atmo-
sphere, which is the safest plan for an amateur to

follow. Others, and they have Nature for their guide,

give a nice soft humid atmosphere, by freely damping
all internal surfaces at least four times within the

24 hours. Those who have Grapes changing colour
should not relax their efforts to keep up a nice warmth
in the outside borders. Where no properly heated
materials are at hand, let the surface of the border be
freely exposed to the sun's warmth by day, and covered
up well at night with some warm material, so as to

keep in the warmth collected in the daytime, and to

allow as little radiation as possible. Give to all late

Vineries an abundant supply of fresh air and frequent
syringings on fine days. Red spider will now commence
to make its appearance in all kinds of forcing-houses
in which the foliage has become somewhat hard-
ened or advanced in growth. Be assiduous in the
use of the syringe. Splash water about freely,

and paint the pipes and side-walls over with
freshly slaked lime and flowers of sulphur, well mixed
up together, in the way of whitewash. In regard to

Fines be veiy careful at this season not to force unduly
the young stock into making a too drawn or quick
growth. If a mean temperature, averaging about 58°
or 60° be maintained, with abundance of air at all

proper times, and be given carefully, so as to avoid
direct draughts, it will be amply sufficient to encourage
a good root formation, and a stiff sturdy growth. Thin
out the fruits on Peaches and Nectarines where they are
found too thick, after the stoning process is complete.
Bear in mind at this juncture that no stint of root
moisture should occur, but do not apply water which is

colder than about 65^ It is important to notice, that the
larger or older the trees of either are so much the more
water should be given to the borders, the roots having
gone further in search of sustenance than those upon
younger plants are likely to have done. Fumigate
Strawberry plants, which have just set their blooms, as
a preventive of insects, which invariably increase
quickly at this season.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Should the weather continue dry, or if there is only

a partial soaking of rain, it will be necessary to give all

newly-planted Fruit Trees a good soaking of water at
the root. After\vards—if not already done—well
mulch the surface of the soil at the base, with partly
decomposed manure. Destroy every wasp, and hornet
also, at this season. Each one that survives the winter
becomes the parent of a numerous progeny during the
next few months.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Where the weather continues dry, it will be advisable

to give a good watering to all freshly-laid Turf, and
especially to such as has been laid recently, or

late in the season. Give to all plantations of
Ramincuhis which are now showing through the ground,
a nice surfacing with finely-sifted rotten leaf-mould.
Protect your choicest flowers of Pansies from slugs or
other nocturnal depredators, which injure them much
at times, the mischief being done when too late to be
remedied.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Things are looking more hopeful now amongst our

kitchen garden crops. Perhaps the young plants in

rows of Peas^ Beans, &c., never looked better than
those which were sown somewhat late, or trans-

planted. Use the hoe freely amongst all such crops
now, and by \vell earthing-up all that need it, induce
a quick sturdy growth. The earliest Peas must be
staked forthwith. These, as a rule, are dwarf kinds,

averaging 3 to 4 feet. Place the sticks somewhat
thicker than ordinarily, as an additional inducement to

growth, and as a protection against cold winds and
spring frost. Cotton or worsted dipped in paraffin,

and stretched along the rows, is a sure deterrent of

birds, which peck them about unmercifully at this

season. Sow a few Duiarf French Beans upon a

warm sheltered border, with a sunny aspect. Give
autumn-sown CanUficnuers a copious watering with

good thick liquid manure, and draw the soil well up
around their stalks. Harden-off Tomatos, Capsicums^

S'tueet Basil, &c. , by full exposure to the air on all proper

occasions, and sow seeds of Herbs^ Vegetable Marrmvs^
&:c., where this has not already been done. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Dandelions, Daisies, and other weeds will now be

making their appearance in Grass Laivns, and should

immediately be taken out with as much root as

possible, for if any be left in they will be a continual

nuisance. A little white Dutch Clover seed should be
sown in their place. The lawn should be well rolled,

and the edges neatly trimmed with the edging iron. It

will then present an agreeable appearance, and render

the Grass much easier to mow. Gravel Walks that have
been newly laid or turned should be rolled once or

twice a week, to make the walks firm and easy to

walk upon during the summer. Look well to the

watering of such trees and shrubs as have been planted
this spring, for success in their culture much depends
upon this treatment. Plants that have been wintered
in frames should now have all the dead leaves picked
off. The soil should be stirred, the pots turned round,
and the lights taken off in fine weather, to give them as

much air as possible to prepare them for turning out.

The Pa^siflora ca'rulea, Cob<ra scandens, and Periploca

gnrca, are all rapid climbers, and are well adapted for

growing in town conservatories. They should now be
potted into i6-si2e pots, with plenty of crocks in the

bottom for drainage, in soil composed of rich sandy
loam. Place them in the position they are intended to

occupy, and see that they are well watered, and
occasionally syringed over the tops on warm after-

noons, y. D.

Thefollaiving Table, shmoing the State of the Weather
at Blackheath for the week ending April 6, was omitted
last week, crwing to its not having reached us in timefor
publication :

—
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, April 6, 1870.

1870.
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probably obtained from Italy, since it appears to be I

what the French call the Violet of Parma, but we find

no mention of its origin in any book to which we h.v.

-

referred.

H.
Golden Feather.

C.VXNET.L begs to remind all who wish to hav
'^,-irr f 'hi^ clcgam yellow, pcrn-Iike plant, and Ro have

Received. — W. P.—J. C—C. B. S . .-i

d H. C. (cuttings received, widr thanks),—Quo.—
I. T.—H. M.—W. P. A.—L. V. H.—\V. H.—
I.—D. T. F.—D. M.—A. V.

POTATOS.^Soutkwark, April 11.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

light, and first-rate lots have made more money, but

inferior or second-rate samples sell slowly. Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 100s. to 130J. ; Ditto Regents,

90J. to 120J. ; Lincolnshire Regents, 90J". to looj. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., ioo.f. to 120J. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshiredo.,8o.r. to looj.; Ditto Rocks, Bos. to 90J.; Ditto

Reds, 75^. to 85J. ; French and Belgian Whites, 65J.

to 7S^'

COVENT GARDEN.—April i^.

We have had a quiet week, and there is an increased

supply. Strawberries and hothouse Grapes are more
than sufficient for the demand. French goods now com-
prise Asparagus, Kidney Beans, young Carrots, salading,

and Cauliflowers. Flowers are plentiful and good, com-
prising Azaleas, Fairy Roses, Hyacinths, Cyclamens,

Tulips, French and Scarlet Pelargoniums, Heaths, &:c.

Beta cMleasis.
)CH, ANI
rictyof this

ully described in tl

: ij. and 2j. td. per packei
1 Market, W.C.
" a Centurj-.

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

W^
Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

e at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

racters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating^ the duti

be undertaken, wages offered, &c..
selected-—Hit^hgate Nurseries, Lend'

I that suitable Men may be

Apples, p. i siev

Cods, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 t

Artichokes, p. doz, ..30-
lieet, per doz. ..20-
Broccoli, per doz. . . i o
Brussels Sprouts, p.

Cabbages, p. doz. . . i o •

Carrots, p. bunch -.04-
Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, p. bund. ..

Cucumbers, each .

.

Endive, per doz. .

.

French Beans, p. 100 3 o — 4 o
Garlic, per lb. .. 08— ..

Herbs, per bunch . . o 2 — 04
Potatos, York Regents, per 1

o— I 6
6-30
6—20

Melons, each . . . .

-

Oranges, per 100 ..30-
I

Pears, per doz. ..40-
i

Pine-apples, per lb. 80-
I Strawberries, p. oz. . 06-

s. ii. .

HorseRadish,p.bun. 3 o to

Leeks, per bunch ..02 —
Lettuces, p. score ..10 —
Mint, per bunch ..10—
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 —
Onions, per bunch ..04 —
Parsley, per bunch .02 —
Potatos, new, p. lb. 04 — 06
Salsafy, per bundle .10 —

Seakale, p. punnet. . 20 — a 6
Shallots, per lb. ..08 —
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 —
Radishes, perdoz- . . 10 —
Turnips, per bunch .04 — 06
n, 80J. to iioj. ; Flukes, do.

3140s.

SEED
ir Sowing,

5 for Cropping well anth Prices, Direct!

e, Depth, Distance, Season.
:, Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qual
ist free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct froi

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Wnrce

CATALOGUE
f Collec-

Llly. Soil,

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out purple, wl

scarlet, and pink VERBENAS, including new varieties of

at 21. per dozen, in pots ; 24 New FUCHSIAS of 1869 at 31. per di
id pink VERBENAS, includ

n, in pots; 24 New FUCHSIA- - — , — ^--

varieiies of BRONZE GERANIUMS, 6j.

ERANIUMS, i860, 61. ; la GERANIUMS CRYSTAL

Nur<

s of ZONAL GERANIUMS, 1868,:

t bedding scarlet, aoj. per 100.

ixley Heath, Kent. ^
New Roses of 1870, from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, 132. Boulevard de l'H6pital,

Paris, have strong and healthy plants of all the NEW SORTS
[S3 sorts—LIST on application). Price i^j. per dozen. They particu-

larly recommend as good the 12 following :—T. R. : Madame Ducher,
Madame Levet. H. P. : Eugfini

BoiJile, Charles Tui
Louis Van Houtte
Madame W. Paul.

;r, C . .

Susannah Wood, Madame Laurent. Mo;

HENRY BAILEY begs to call the attention of the

Trade to his extensive Stock of PELARGONIUMS.
FUCHSIAS, ROSES. HYDRANGEAS, &c.. now coming into

flower, grown for furnishing purposes, &c. H. B. has a few extra size

PELARGONIUMS, suitable for Table or Vase Plants,

ippli Covent Garden Market regularly attended. Terms
Nurserj' adjoining railway station on South-Western line.

Royal Nursery, Feltham, W.

the following low prices per dozen, for cash:—Mrs. Pollock,

11. M. ; Lady Cullum, 6s. ; Sunset, y. ; Sophia Dumarcsquc, 3*. 6d.

;

Italia Unita, 3s.; Picturata, v- 6rf. ; Gold and Bronie Zonals

—

Beauty of Caldcrdale, 35. 6d.; £. G. Henderson, 61; Duke of Edin-

burgh, gs. : Her Majesty, 61. ; Luna. as. 6d. ; Neatness, 21. 6d.

Baskets and Packing, n. for a single dozen, and 6d. for every sub-

sequent dozen. Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER, the Nur; , Chatteris, Cambridgeshir

GARDENERS (Experienced).—JOSEPH MEREDITH.
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool, begs to intimate to

Ladies and Gentlemen requiring the above, that he has on his

REGISTER some excellent MEN for every_ class of situation, whom
rongty d from his personal knowledge of thei

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
'laving many applications

^ WANTING SITUATIONS
.11 send NAME. AD£)RESS. and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS
may rely upon J. CARTER & Co. adopting the "

BAILIFFS
stringent rcgula-

abiTity, honesty, &c.

JAM ES CARTER AND CO., 237 & 338. High Holborn, London. W.C.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.

HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery, St. Johns Wood,
London, N.W. _^
To Wholesale Seed Merchants and Seed Growers.

A GENCY, for the Sale of Seeds and Oil-cakes,

^ wanted, by an Englishman, resident in Dublin, who has a large

onncction, and visits all the principal towns throughout the country,

"irst-class references, and security given if rcquired.—Letters to

4A, Lower Ormond Quay, Dublin.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

COMMISSION WANTED, for the Sale of Ericas and
Soft-wooded Plants generally, by a Gcntlejnan representing

of the largest Firms in other branc'

ham's Central Hotel, Brigate, Leeds.
ichcsof the Trade.— B. J.,

understands the

aiiches. Wife "would undertake Poultry

Da'iry if required. Good character.—A. B., Lee's, Greengrocer,

18, Henry Street. St. John's Wood, N.W.

married, no

: Dairy and

-Middle-aged,
, „ _ ^ . nderstands tl

Wife thorough good Cook, and <

Po'ultrj'. No objection to live in a lodge. Ov.

character, and 12 years in two previous placcs.-

Park Road, Claphai "
'"

STRONG BEDDING GERANIUMS.—Tricolor and
others:-Lady Cullum, 6s. per dozen; Louisa Smith, 41. ; Sophia

Cusack, 61. ; Sophia Dumaresque, v- W- ; Silver Flower of Spring,

2J. 6d. Bronze :—A. H. Wills, ^s. ; feeauty of Caldcrdale. 31. ; Perilla.

3j. 6rf ; Kentish Hero, 45.: Princess of^ Wales. 51. : Little Golden
Chistine. IS. Zonals T—Leonidas, 31.; Lord Derby, 3s. Good plants,

ich pots, all package free.—Orders arc now booked for

April and TM.

Delicious New Grape.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has a large stock of good,
strong, well.ripcncd CANES of MADKESFIELD COURT

BLACK MUSCAT, at w. and 2rs. each.

SS" Thousands of LILIUM AURATUM, of all sizes, to offer.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, Kind's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultiva-

tion. Soil, Drainage. Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment
under Glass, also their synonymes, quality, size, form, skin, colour,
flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c Free by post

F.ICHARI) SMITH. Nu 1 and Seed Merchai

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.

1> ETIIAM AND SON, fiistom House. Shipping and
y General Transit Ar-n'--. 1"-" '' iTtfnnn them that they receive

and forward SEEDS. II \ 1 - .1 '1 N F,RAL MERCHANDISE,
from and to all parts ol 1: ^^ as low as possible.

A
Cln-ysaiithemums.

DAM FORSYTH liegs tu inform the Trade and
the Public, that he is now sending out his '* NEW" and other
e CHRYS.4NTHEMUMS.
-description sec CATALOGUE (containing a Treatise on their

th) now ready. Forwarded to all applicants for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery. Stoke Newington. N.

PRICED LIST, with nearly

. I'OTTEN. Flori.

Vaj

njhu , Staplehu
applic

Choice Bedding Geraniums.
THOMAS PESTRIDGE can now supply.

Plants, for cash, the follow ing varieties :— Per c

LADY Cl'LLUM
SMITH

'.KIKVE .

AUTY

1-1
I -,M , -M I XANDRA

Li.i II ia:s .jleen ..

MODEL
REFULGENS ..

PERILLA
ACHIEVEMENT ITurner'sl

Package included. The plai

t other choice v
well-established in 3

Jxbridge, Middlesex.

Choice Variegated FelargoniumB.
JELCOMBE AND SON beg to offer the following

• splendid varieties, at low prices, for cash :

—

EVERGREEN HEDGES.
AMERICAN ARliOR-VIT.*, 4 to 5 feet, at 40t- per 100;

5 to 6 feet, at 60s. perioo.
SIBERIAN ARB0R-VIT.1i, 2 to 3( feet, 401. per 100; a) to 3 feet,

5«, per 100 : 3 to 3i feet, 60s. per 100 ; 3i to 4 feet, 84J. per too.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseriman, Worcester.

WCHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN
ind

narks, free 1

H
height,

RICHARDSM
ARDY HEATHS,

24plarits, in 12 van
48 plants, in 34 vanetie

of flowering, colour, &c, and general

ITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

I 50 varieties, free of package:

—

es. two of each for 71.

ncluding choicer varieties, for iSj.

in 24 V

y varieties can be supplied by the ic

JAMES SMITH. Darlcv Dale Nu

T TRADE.—
SCOTCH FIR, o to 18 inches.
PINUS LARICIO, Qto 18 inches.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, gto i8 inches.*"""""' '

3 feet. A ver)' fast-growing PirPINUS RIGIDA,
and safe move

T. THORNTON, Hi

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS nf II l;l.lc PARKS, CEMETERIES,

I'RlVAir. GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
stock of choice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST

and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of at greatly
reduced prices, in order to clear the land for building purposes.
Among the Evergreens are many thousands of fine speci

variegated and broad-leavcd Green Hollies, and an immense Stock of
all other Hardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs and ORNAMENTAL
TREES generally cultivated in Britain, man;
siies, well adapted for giving immediate effect.

To Gentlemen wishing to improve Old Pleas
excellent opportunity, for such an exleiisivc and well-g

Trees and Snrubs is seldom to be met with.

Nursery and Seed Stores—Walton-on-thc-H
Seed Warehouse, 15, Queen S(]uare.

Liverpool, April, 187a

, many of which are of largi

Grounds th

vell-grown Stock of

ilessofCrs

Edward Milnei

Florence
Grandis
Humming Bird
Lady Cullum..
Louisa Smith

; Eugini

Mrs. J. Glutton ..26.
May Queen (Turner) a 6 .

Countess . . ..06.
Arthur H. Wills ..to.
Her Majesty . . ..06.
Egj'ptian Queen ..09.
Refulgens . . ..09.
Rev. Sir. Radclyffe.. o 9 .

Painted Lady.. .. i o .

Model 06.
Countess of Kellie .. 1 6 .

Beauty of Calderdale o 6 .

G.ARDENER (Head).—Age 33 ; thoroughly experi-

enced in Forcing Pines. Vines, Peaches, Melons, &c.,_ a good

Cultivator of Orchids, Stove and Grecnhoi

and Flower Gardening—the fonnalic

Plants, also in Kitchei

and Flower Gardening—tne lonnaiion and alteration of same. Cai.

be highly recommended.—C. , 14, Devonshire Street, Hammersmith, w.

r^ ARDENER
Nobleman oi '

'
'

(Head), age 38. Gentleman is

Head (hardener (Scotch) to any
the services of a practical indus-

1
' "of Farming and Accounts. — Mr.

,
,,, ,i(-,.»dens, Chiswick.W.

(llL.viij. — Married, one child;

ricnccd in the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse

zianis. i-inc, v >..«, and all kmd. of Forcing F^.^st-class Flower

and Kitchen Gardener. Good character—R. L., Mottingham, Ellham»

Kent, S.E^ ___^ ^
^ ARL)J..\LIG

GARDENER (Head;
brance ; 17 years' experii

thoroughly practical Garden
in last situation; high'"
Pimlico. London, S.V/.

ge 30, married, no incum-
n all branches of Horticulture, in

ind a half years as Head tJardcner
" ' -A. B., 33, Stafford Place,

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
•requiring a first-class practical Gardener.-Age 30. married

;

fully competent in everj- branch of the profession, including Speci-

men Plant Growing, Early and Late Forcing ;
Spring, Summer, and

Picturesque Gardening. Can be highly recommended, with Hve years

unexceptionable character _H. B., J. and C. Lee, Royal \ ineyard

Nursery, Hammersmith ,W __^
three or more are kept.

_ understands Forcing Vines, Peaches, Cucum-

ind Flower and Kitchen C-irdening. Seven years in

B B., Post Office, Ludlow.

/ 1 ARDENER (Head), whi
Ky —Age a6,

GARDENER (Head, -where two are kept), to any

Nobleman or Gentlemen.-Age 30 ; respectable. Has lived in the

Has obtained several First-class _Pr_ the Horticultural

Fiower s'hows for Fruits, Flowers^ and Vegetabks.^J-eavingJn c

sequence of his employer giving up his 'establishment. — H. W.,

WANTED, an ACTIVE PARTNER, in a small
Nursery, Florist, and Jobbing Business m Islington. Long

Lease, jj^o cash requir
I Jobbing Bi

. R.,3a,RQtt.otherfield Street , Islington,!

wANTED, a GARDENER, to take charge of the
Garden of a small Square in London. He must be married

thout incumbrance, and give his whole
Wife will be required to take charge of a gate,

sionalty, for carnages and horses. There is a lodge

gate for the occupalic
) J. FLATHER, Esq.,

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN who understands the
Propagating of Soft and Hard-wooded Plants, Grafting and

Budding Roses, and Growing Plants for Sale.—Apply, stating wages,
&c.. to JOHN BARRETT, Ts'urscr>'man. Eur>' St. Edmund's. Suffblk.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed), who
thoroughly understands the Management of Vines, Pruning

and Training of Fruit Trees, the Management of a Kitchen Garden,

and Bedding-out Plants. Wages i8i. per week, with a rise at the

end of first year.—A. B-, Mr. Edes, Huntingdon- _^^__
steady, active young Ma

WtSANTED, TWO <

Hill, London, W.

THREE handvYOUNG MEN.
I to Potting—REEVES BROTHERS,

WANTED,
look after ;

Office, W.C.

ARDENER (PRACTICAL, "Working) where one

more are kept.-Age 4=,
'-' " '''''"" '"" ""'" '

-D. J.,

G
Good character and rcfcrt

,-ood, S. _. „
ARDENER, where one or two are kept.—Age 32.

nirlc thoroughly understands the Management of Greenhouse

Plants, \hnes, Cucumbers and Melons, Flower and Kitchen Garden-

ing. J\il Wall Fruit. One year and 10 months good character.—

W.'s., Pineapple Nursery, Edgware Road, W.

ARDENER (Under), in a Garden where he can

improve himself-Agc 20; three years' good character.-Y. A.,

J. Rogers, The Welches, Bentley, near 1-amham. burrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19: eight years in the

Garden. Understands the Management of all kinds of Forcing

Houses, &C. Four years' good character at present place. — k.

BINLEV, The Hasells, Sandy, Beds.

FOREMAN, (General), or to take Charge of the

Glass Department of a First-class Nursery.-Energetic, and

thoroughly practical, References unexceptionable. —J. H. b., 1 ost

OfTice, Lower Norwood, London.

FOREMAN, or Second, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-

man's Establishment.—Age 24. single ; under"-"'*" ^'"" ^'""

Cucumbers, Melons, and Stove a

good charactei '" " " "

""

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 39, married,

a first-class Agriculturist ; leaving present si

the month. Wife a good Dairywoman. Goc
Messrs. James Dickson & Sons, Chester.

BAILIFF.—Age 45,
references.-M. P.. G '

Paddington, London, N.W,

married, no family
;
good

Gentleman.—Middle-
thc Counties of Lincoln,

Olid Sussex, both on Light and Heavy Lands. He is

^ undertake the Cropping of Land and Hop Culture, the

Management of Stock and Sheep.
' ^

' aged ; has had great

ittingham.

been accustomed to Steam
ith the Management of Woods

inected wi'th a large Estate. " '

'Cll I

1 Farm of ;

Being

WANTED, a Young Man. as SECOND SHOPMAN,
in a Wholesale House in London: he must be steady and

indu-itrious, and write well.—Apply, by letter only, post paid, to

NUTTING AND SONS, 60, Barbican, London, E.G.

, Nursery.

-

.pectablc." A Premium will be given.

6., The Gardens, Oak Leigh, Sunnii

ASSISTANT (Indoor), in a Nursery, in the Glass
department; also a good Packer.—Age^i
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BUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRLVGE FREE,

rroJiicing abundant Crops ofHay and superior Pasturage.

8UTT0N & SONS,
Having complclccl llie cleaning of their extensive stock

of NATURAL GRASSES, can execute Orders for their

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
whicli are prepared for various descriptions of Soils.

Prfces :

—

SUTTON'S' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre,

I iirrincrlrce 2 bush. f^rassSccdsand 12 lb. Clovers supplied p acre.

SUITONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage fr«c.

From J. J. Mechi, Esq,, TiJ>iree Hall, mar K'dvedcn.

February 5.—"Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected ihal

I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

SUTTONS*
HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

3
I

Co 15

Buttons' New Yellow Intermediate Mangel,
From the peculiar shape of this Mangel it can be allowed to sl.inc

closer in the rows than other kinds ; ntnce it produces a grcatei
weight per acre. It is of beautiful shapi '

quality. Having only one lap root, it car
of labour. This will be found
can be grown.

Price Is, per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

For prices and particulars of other varieties (8d. to

Is. 6d. per lb.), see

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK.

THE BEST .SWEDE IN CULTIVATION IS

Buttons' Champion.

5- I

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation

;

price 9d. per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

lor prices of SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for all Soils, and all
other EARM SEEDS, sec "SUTTONS' NEW FARM SEED
LIS r," which may be had Gratis on application.

11''^"
'^^'f'^^

CarriaRe Free (except very small parcels). Five per cent.

SUTTON AND .SONS, SEED GROWERS,
READING.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.

IMPLEMENT ENTRIES CLOSE on

MAY i.and all Certificates received after

that date will be returned to the Senders.

STOCK PRIZE SHEETS and CER.
TIFICATES are also ready, and will be

forwarded on application to

H. M.JENKINS, Sec.

:, London, W., llai rSq

FINE BRAMAH ruOTRA COCKS, of PRIZE
STOCK loj. each, FINE SPECKLED HAMBURGH, 15J.

pcrpair. FINE BLACK SPANISH, lOJ. Cock and Two Hens. All
Pure Breed, and in their prime.

COL. ROW, Brooklyn, Shirley Road, Southampton.

To Florists.

TO RE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about i acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

STABLING, &c., situate at Maidenhead.
Apply to Mr. R. TANTON, The Nurseries. Epsom.

rpo BE LET, by TENDER, from Michaelmas next,X a CORN and STOCK FARM, in North Hants, of between
400 and 500 acres of Arable Land, well situated for Railway Transit.
The Shooting over the Farm, together with that over an adjoining
Covert, can also be rented. None need apply without ample capital.
Particulars and Forms of Tender can be obtained from
Mr. HUGH E. RAYNBIRD, Estate Agent, Basinjstoke ; and by

whom offers will be received till Wednesday, April 20 next.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Important Sale of Cboice Orchids from Assam.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on WEDNESDAY. April 20, at halfpast t2 o'clock precisely,

CHOICE IMPORTED ORCHIDS from Assam, including Vanda
coerulea : Dendrobium clavatum, Devonianum, Falconeri, and Wardi-
anum:al5oa small Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, includ-
ing Angraicum citratum, Cattleya Dowiana, Oncidiura macranthum,
serratum, sarcodes, and sessile : Odontoglossum Weltoni and
naivium, Phals-nopsis Parishii, Masdevallias, &c.

On view the m.irn.ni; of S.ile. and C.it.-ilocues had.

Orchids from India, Mexico, and Demerara, Just
arrived, and a Collection of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, April 25. at ^ past 120'Clockprecisely, IMPORTATIONS
ofORCHIDS, in &r condition, just arrived, and containing probably
many new sorts. Also a Collection ol Choice ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, consisting of CATTLEYAS, L,«LIAS, SACCOLA-
BIUMS, AERIDES, VANDAS, CYPRIPEDIUMS, ODONTO-
GLOSSUMS, &c.

Onv' Mher ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, April 28 and 20. at halfpast 12 o'clock
precisrl, ,,,1, ,1,,, I IRST.CLASS ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,

ifield Collection, the property o\

offer.

iiding 1

Oncidium Weltoni

ny of the finest specir

Aeridei

Cattleya Warneri
Arpophlyllum giganteum
And many other rare species, all in good order and ti

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogue:

Sale of the Celebrated Osberton Herd.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SEI l:i Mi I I OX,
w'lthout any reserve (bv order .1 1 -m

WEDNESDAY, April 27, 2 o'clock, at the ^
i nii.

Wnrk.op, the cclebratetl and very First-cl.i^^ jli . i- , 1

1

'
' 1; I ,

HHKNS, bred by the late George Saville Faljjii.-,. L ; II. c Sale

will toionnse the entire Herd (with the exceptinn of two Cows,
three Heller Calves, and one Bull), and consist of about 40 Head.
among which will be found the famous Prize Animals, "Gipsy
Oueen," "Rose of Windsor," and "Flora:" also "Knight of the
Crescent." " Knight of the Thistle," " Knight of the Whistle," and
" Robin," The Herd is entirely descended from the late Earl
Spencer's noted Cow, Lady Saran, and two animals. Flora and
Alexina, bred by the late Mr, Booth, Mr. Carr's Imperial Windsor
{18,086) and Knight of the '^..->-- /......A..* i,...,. k»-n .,...4 k...

The large number of Premiu
Osberton Animals at the Royal, the Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire
Shows, as well as the magnificent Oxen exhibited at Birmingham and
Smithficld, is the finest evidence of the capabilities and high standing

Langham Place, London ; or of Mr. WOODS, at Osberton, Work.sop.

Tl'l,^l
HEkl-
Hov .

Blddenham, near Bedford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
STRAFF'ORD has received instructions to

...'- f..r -MK I,., AUCTION, without reserve, on

VTl LE, belonging to Cnarles
andc ired I

head of Cows,
Hcifci ^, .11.0 l;,.;!^. .iu,,..i i,..;i .,1 rt liich are of the renowned Gwynne
family, as veil as several from Lady Spencer, with some very superior
Fawsleys. Sweethearts, and other noted tribes. Bulls of the verx- first

class have been used, such as 2d Duke of Thorndale (17,748), Grand
Duke 5th (19.87s), Lord Claret (24,376), and others of kindred blood.
The Sir! s the Gr; Duke of Lightburne (26,290).

London, N^W!

M'

Edenbridge, Kent.
I.MPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
•rived instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,
iV^rHV M,.. = nevi, ih, ,„tlr.- and vali,,,l,l,- HERD of

tulesll,. ui,.:. i,^..., .!«::,, l.-..H.,^ ,.1 ll.c^,ilc. ll.C |,:.....p,.; il-Al.

have been the Prize IliSl, The B,iron (13,833), himself a descend,.

Sylph : Duke of Albemarle (21,560), liount Leinster (23,638),

Sale of First-class Carnations and Picotees, Standard
and Dwarf Roses, &c.

MESSRS. Pk01lll':R01'; and MORRIS will
SELL by AUC IION, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and 30,

Gracechurch Street, City, E.C, on SATltRDAY. April 23, at half.past
o'clock precisely, a lirst.class Collection of CARNATIONS and

PICOTEES (I

assortment ol

PLANT
ndard and Dwarf ROSES, selected" Ameri

FRUIT TREES, fine CAMELLIAS '

Camberwell,
E.XTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

ved instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
- ell. Surrey, on

cisely

M
Cambden Nursery, Southampton Street, Camber'
MONl>AY, April 25, and two following days, at 12 o'Clock pi

each day, by order of the E . .

6 feet, can
Standard ;

ol which a

&;c.Epacr

the late Mr. VVilUa
hole of the valuable COLLECTION of

i ..iiiprising 5000 thriving young plants of DracEcna
' -iricta, ferrea. and others; large quantities

,
M ir.^iitas, Medinillas, Caladiums, Stephanotis,

i lis, and thousands of choice Greenhouse
. ti indsome specimen Pyramid Azalea indica, 2 to
tied lor exhibiiion purposes, full offlower-buds; 3000
small Azaleas

; 350 English-grown Camellias, many
:amplc5, 5 to 6 feet ; 350 Rhododendron Edgworthii,

1000 choice Phlox, by I

in pots ; together wii

May be viewed t

me ; double Pyi
the Vegelable

Lions, Picotees and Pinks ;

irums. Tea anti other Roses
nd Flower Seeds, Garden

1 the Prcrr

ALTERATION of DATE from APRIL 27 to APRIL 28.

Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. John SalterS; Son toSELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, the Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, W.. on
THURSDAY, April 28, at ri for la o'Clock precisely, without

nmediately by the t Mci

for

Dis

?^V allot-

class CertT!icalc:"likcwiM? an unrivalled cotlccti

rare SUCCULENTS, comprising 600 Echi

phitons, Haworthias, Kleinias, 5. "

1000 Sedums, Rhipsalis, &c. ; 12

and Hardy FERNS, including 50 E

itity of other useful

Vallol .the

others;
tity of Exotic

of hardv Variegated HER-
BACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, 60 Plants of the new
^ariegated Viola odorata, a verj' distinct and beautiful variety, not

yet sent out; 600 new gold-striped Lily of the \'alley, fine Double
Pyrethrums, Penstemons, Agapanthus, Aubrietias, &c., together with
600 named Variegated Ivies, &c.

May be viewed two days prcvpusjto ^he Sale^ Catalogues may be
had on the Premises of ^
Valu . Lcyt.

. SALTER, and of the Auci

Clapham, S.

CLEARANCE SALE of GREENHOUSE, STOVE and BEDDING
PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, PITS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from Mr. Inn <u.i, i. -I I L by

AUCTION, without 'reserve, the whole or I'.i .1 i\l and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including ;

GardeniTi
* '" - >

lisfltt

icn Hoy^'Hel

the moderate ;

,ct,.r3an(r4-iiich HOT-
Listic rings), 4 capital
s of Shed and Stabling, a

of £1^ per i

previously disj

on the Premista, a:, .uu.^., ".. —^
precisely, prior to the Sale of Plants.

May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues and parti-

culars of Lease may be had of Mr. OVER, Seedsman and Florist,

High Street. Clapham ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American

To Gentlemen, ArcMtects, Builders, Florists, and Others.

MR I.klANr will SELL by AUCTION, at the
M liiiil.i. 1 r^, .^07, Camberwell Road, on MONDAY and

1 I ) ^h \^ , \pril -s and 26, at iz for i o'Clock, a large Slock of
luUN lAI.N.s, MOURES, VASES, stags, LIONS. BIRDS,
DUGS. DOLPHINS, TRITONS, ROYAL ARMS of various sizes.

BOX CHIMNEY PIECES, CENTRE FLOWERS, TRUSSES, &c.

May be viewed two days previous, and Catalogues had on tho

Premises, and at the Auctioneer's Office, 200, Kennington Park Road,

SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1870.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England
has received proposals from only two agricultural

students to submit to the competitive examina-

tions by which it determines the excellence, pro-

ficiency, or competency of their professional

education. The Highland and Agricultural

Society,whose elaborate programme of examiners,

with their syllabus of subjects, for the purpose of

granting diplomas in agriculture, was noticed in

these columns a few weeks ago, has this year no
candidate for these honours at all !

What is the reason of the almost constant half-

heartedness, varied by occasionally an utter failure,

which seems to characterise the reception of

these attempts to guide, promote, and guarantee

the education of the agricultural body ? It is not

because people do not believe in the professional

value of scientific instruction, nor is it altogether

because, knowing that a practical and field know-

ledge of their business is essential to professional

success, they comparatively disparage the import-

ance of that insight which science gives. Neither

of these can be alleged in explanation of the

puzzle, for there are many agricultural students m
chambers, schools, and colleges at both ends of
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the island who are at work upon the theory and

science, as well as on the actual practice and

field labour by which a complete agricultural

education is conferred. Professor Wilson's

class at Edinburgh furnishes, as our columns

show, a considerable list of prizemen. The
Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester is at

work with a large body on its student roll,

and with great success. There must be some
difficulty in the way of these students, inter-

posed by the conditions on which these official

examinations are conducted, to which this

failure to attract them must be attributed ; and

the attention of the Education Committees of

ijoth Societies should be directed to a careful

consideration of the circumstances and condi-

tions by which their operations have been hedged

about, and without the observance of which they

refuse to act.

Probably the thing will prove more difficult of

alteration in the North than it is among our-

selves. The diploma of the Highland Society

means, we presume, a guarantee of the com-
pleted professional education of those who
hold it. The prizes of the English Society

are, we believe, offered expressly to students still

in the midst of their course of study. In the

former case a completeness and elaboration of

scheme is probably necessary, which need not

characterise the examinations in Hanover Square.

Our examinations here might very well exhibit

an elasticity and freedom from rigidity of rule

which probably could not be allowed to can-

didates for a diploma. They might be less

rigidly within strict rule than they are. No
excluding limit as to age need, we think, be

imposed until the success of these annual gather-

ings is assured, and probably the syllabus of

subjects in which candidates must be pre

pared might be so drawn up as to be less

likely to daunt than to attract. We are

speaking whhout exact knowledge of the

way in which the Educational Committee of

the Royal Agricultural Society conducts its

business ; but it appears to us so certain, with

the increasing knowledge and the grow-ing general

educational status of the agricultural body, that

scientific education must come to be more and
more appreciated, that the reasons for any com-
parative failure of these annual examinations

should be sought for rather in the details of their

management, than in any general indifference to

their object.

As to what the public judgment, including that

of agriculturists, may at present pronounce upon
the subject, opinions probably may difter ; but

there can be no doubt as to what public

opinion will ultimately pronounce. There

is not an authority connected, whether

directly or remotely, with any great branch

of English industry, which is not already

urgently calling for improved professional and
technical training and instruction. The Presi-

dents of our Engineer Associations, at their

annual meetings invariably urge a higher style

of scientific, and greater completeness and pre-

cision of practical, training. There is hardly one
of the sections into which the British Association

for the Advancement of Science arranges itself,

connected however remotely with the prac-

tical art and industry of the country, whose
chairman does not annually point out the great

positive loss which our ignorance of science

inflicts upon us, and the great comparative loss

were established at Clichy, close to the outfall of

the great main drain of I^aris, the results obtained

having been duly noticed in our columns. The
next step taken was to arrange for the tlistribu-

tion of 6000 tons a-day of sewage water over

the poor lands on the opposite side of the

river, in order to give the market gardeners

and other cultivators of that poor soil an

opportunity of testing the value of sewage

water for themselves. A sum equal to

^32,000 was voted for the purpose, and
by means of two steam-engines, centrifugal

pumps, and cast-iron pipes 2 feet in diameter

and more than 2000 feet in length, 6000 tons of

sewage are in ten hours pumped into a reservoir,

the bottom of which is about 10 feet above the

highest point of the plain of Gennevilliers, which

consists of 5000 acres of poor, porous soil. In

addition to this the municipal authorities pur-

chased about 16 acres of land around the

reservoir, and invited the gardeners in the neigh-

bourhood to cultivate it
; 40 of these accepted

the invitation, receiving the sewage gratis, but

finding their own labour, and in the course

of two months the miserable soil was con-

verted into a flourishing market garden, and

yielded vegetables in a most luxuriant manner,

and with most profitable result. The gardeners,

seeing the effect produced, requested that they

might be supplied with sewage on their own
lands ; for this purpose a conduit of Vauxhall

pipes, iS inches in diameter, has been established

over a distance of 500 or 600 yards, and at the

present time 100 acres, the furthest point more

than a mile distant from the reservoir, are

supplied with the sewage water. The results

obtained have surpassed all expectation. In the

winter the soil was saturated, the purified water

draining off through the porous soil, and the

fertilising elements remaining upon the land.

Purification basins had been provided close to the

banks of the river to receive the overplus of the

sewage, and being treated with alum about 600

tons of deposit were employed by the gardeners

around on about 50 acres ; these basins, however,

became useless in October last, by which time

the whole 6000 tons of sewage, pumped over the

er daily, were applied to the land. This must

be regarded as a satisfactory result, though it

must be borne in mind that the economical

question remains yet unsolved.

The engineers engaged in the work are now
attempting to find application for the whole.

M. Durand-Claye, who has brought the subject

before the Paris Society of Civil Engineers, looks

at the subject in a thoroughly practical manner.

His plan is to convey the sewage to the nearest

spots requiring it, and, while leaving the culti-

vators full liberty to use it or not, to teach them

its real value ; but he is quite aware that it will

take a long time, and cost much money to com-

plete the work, and that the only benefit that can

be looked for by the authorities for some time is

the purification of the city. It must, however, be

admitted that the increased productiveness of the

soil in the meantime is a boon to the public, as

well as to the gardeners themselves. The total

sewage water of Paris amounts to about 260,000

tons per day. It should be mentioned that the

effect of emptying the sewage into the Seine is to

raise the proportion of nitrogenous substances

from 1 4 gramme per ton above to 30 grammes
below the embouchure of the great collector at

Clichy ; and further, that it has already cost

which we thus sustain in~ our competitive race the city /4000 for the removal of the banks of

v.'ith the neighbouring better educated countries, putrescent matter formed in the river. Surely

We cannot, therefore, suppose that the national

agricultural societies will cease their efforts to

promote this better education in the case of agri-

culture, because of any temporary disappointment

as regards the response made to these efforts by
agriculturists themselves. Let them rather try so

to administer and direct their exertions as to re-

move those difficulties in the way of their success

which are sure to meet any new scheme upon its

outset—confident that ultimately this portion of

their year's proceedings must bear good fruit as

abundantly as the rest.

we can find some hints worthy of note in the

action of the Parisian authorities in this impor-

tant matter.

upon 44 millions sterling. The bulk of this enor-

mous sum is disposed of by a proposed reduction of

the Income-tax to 4</., and by halving the sugar duties,

thus taking sums which amount to near ;^3,6oo,ooo.

In addition to this, ;^20O,ooo go in a scheme for

extinguishing ;,;j7,ooo,ooo of stock held by savings

banks by converting them into annuities terminable in

18S5 ; and there are remissions of various license

duties, and reduction of stamps and abandonment of

the newspaper stamp, with substitution of a half-

penny postage up to 6 oz. weight, and equalisation of

duty on railways, which together absorb about

;f380,000 more, leaving a surplus of about ;^3oo,ooo un-

touched. The surplus is calculated upon a continued

productiveness of the existing taxes, to which is added a

sum of ;^i50,ooo, derived from the imposition of a

licence of £1 for carrying arms, the game certificates

being abandoned—an alteration which, as Mr. READ
pointed out, may fall hard upon farmers who put guns

the hands of boys for bird scaring. The Malt-tax

remains untouched, but the Excise prohibition

which has hitherto hindered agriculturists from

using steeped Barley as cattle food is to be with-

drawn. Precautions being taken in the interest of the

revenue, it is proposed to permit the process of malting

to be carried so far as the stage of steeping Barley is

concerned without interference — the proviso being

enforced that it shall not be kiln-dried. The moment
at which the tax is imposed is in fact changed, so that

farmers and stock-feeders shall be free from its inci-

dence, which shall affect only those who are about

to employ their Barley in brewing.

Mr. Charles Neate, of Oxford, has published

a letter on the attitude of Irish tenants towards their

landowners, calling attention " to the remarkable simi-

larity between the claims of the Irish tenant-righters

and those set up some 20 years ago by a considerable

portion of English landowners in their character of

lessees, that is, lessees of the Church. It is not now,"

he says, "for the first time, that the comparison has

occurred to me. In the year 1857, when I occupied

for a few weeks, under notice to quit, a seat in the

House of Commons, I denounced in that House the

Church lessees as ' working their way to the eviction of

their landlords by a series of steps, compared with

which the most extravagant schemes of Irish tenant-

right were reasonable and just.' When the Ecclesias-

tical Commission, created in 1S36, refused to renew

the leases of the Church property, which from time

time fell into their hands, there was a great alarm

and outcry among the lessees all over the country, but

more especially in the North ; so great, indeed, that

the Commission were obliged to stop in their progress

of resumption, and negotiations began, and were carried

on for some years between them and the Church lessees,

as to the terms upon which the leases should be bought

up by the Commissioners, or the reversions sold to the

lessees, the latter process being called enfranchisement,

term which seemed to imply that a landlord is an

incumbrance." Mr. Neate adds—" I don't say now
that this legislation was altogether unjust, though I

thought so at the time, being perhaps too much biassed

by my feelings as a collegiate landlord, and the fear

that our turn might come next. Let those private land-

lords who are now judging the Irish Land Bill under

the influence of similar feelings, let those at least of

them who are or were lessees of the Church, remember

what they then felt in that cliaracter—how little they

thought of parchment rights, what stress they laid

upon ' long-continued practice,' and how they did not

hesitate to denounce as robbery the refusal to renew a

Church lease, though it contained, as all such leases

did, a covenant under their hand and seal to deliver up

possession at the expiration of the specified term."

We have received from Edinburgh the following

results of the winter session in the department of Agri-

culture, under the charge of Professor Wilson, in the

University. The examinations were of a very satis-

factory character :

—

The College Medal was awarded to Mr. John M'Dowall,

Kirkcudbrightshire, who obtained the highest number of

marks in the class, 3i per cent.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Mr. John
Mitchell. Kirkcudbrightshire, for 78 per cent. ;

Mr.

Robt. M'Cracken, Wigtownshire, for 77 per cent.; Mr.

J. J. Brown, Dumfriesshire, for 75 per cent, of marks.

The results of the new trials made in the
application of sewage to the land near Paris,

noticed in the Agrkultnral Gmette when first

commenced, have been laid before the Society

of Civil Engineers of that city by M.
Dur.\nd-Claye, the engineer charged with the tive sites upon the

conduct of the works and experiments, and preferable. On the score of safety to

No alteration in the prices of last week took

place at Mark Lane on Monday. The supply was short

of both home and foreign W'heat, but the demand

was limited. In the Metropolitan Cattle Market on

Monday trade was depressed, and the demand for all

descriptions of stock inactive—a decline of 2d. per 8 lb.

must be recorded.

From a discussion in the House of Commons
last Friday, it appears that a site for the new Waterside

Foreign Cattle Market has been found at De.adman's

Dock, Deptford. The area obtainable there, if sufficient

now, seems hardly enough for that growth of the trade

which may be anticipated ; the river frontage, too, seems

barely enough. In these respects, as well as in near-

ness to the great body of consumers, any of the altema-

them shore of the river would be
tock

Second-class Certificates were awarded to Mr. J. J.

Turner, of Newcastle, for 73 per cent. ; Mr. A. O. Torry,

Perthshire, for 72 per cent. ;
Mr. J

rick, for 72 percent,

for 70 per cent

69 per cent

Lime-
Andrew Graham, Berwickshire,

Forbes Burn, Roxburghshire, for

Mn Charles Stewart. Ayrshire, for 68 per

Mr. William Morice, Banffshire, for 52 per cent. ;

they are too remarkable to be allo'wed to pass by I
however, we imagine the southern side is the better of

unnoticed. the two.

It will be remembered that a small expert- Mr. Lowe's Budget, announced on Monday
mental garden, together with, purifying basins, ' evening, deals with an anticipated surplus of close

..... William Simpson. Edinburgh, for 50 per cent.

The annual prizes given by the Highland Society, for

which a separate examination was held, were awarded to

— ist, Mr. John M'Dowall ; 2d, Mr. Robert M'Cracken.

The Scottish Chamber of Agriculture are

engaged in an inquiry into the possibility of supplying

the papermaker vrith some home-grown vegetable

fibre, which shall supplement the dwindling stock of

Esparto Grass, whose price has lately become exces-

sive. In a report read at the last meeting of the

Chamber, it was stated that many semi-waste places of

the country might, under treatment and management,

be improved to grow Bent and other rough Grasses to

yield a profit ; and a conference with papermakers

was arranged, at which it was to be proposed :

—

(i). That any trial to be available should embrace a
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growth of fibre, in quantity of at least a ton of each
particular sort, so that its qualities might be fully and
airly tested.

{2). That the particular kinds of vegetable substances

to be tested might be fixed upon at the proposed con-

ference.

(3). That these being fixed upon, the papermakers

might provide seed, while the farmers might select and
give ground and culture, and the papermakers might

test the fibre value of the produce.

(4). That careful reports of each sort, of the soils in

which grown, the manure applied, &c., as well as of the

expenses attending its growth and preparation for the

papermakers, and also of the tests and value as a paper
fibre, should be made by the parties engaged in the work,

to this Chamber.
{5). That to give confidence to all concerned, a com-

mittee might be appointed by the papermakers to act with

a committee of the directors or members of this Chamber,
to procure seed, supervise growth and maturing, see the

crops tested and prepare reports ; and finally, as this

experiment, on a scale sufficiently extensive to test each
crop, must entail some expense, the papermakers might,

for the product, pay all expenses, excepting rents and
cultivation of ground, which the farmers might bear.

Mr. Langlands, Balkemmet, Forfarshire, said he
had grown Flax repeatedly, and found that the pure

fibre of the Flax bore a very small proportion to the

straw. — The Chairman, Mr. Wilson, of Edington
Mains, said that the woody part of the Flax would,
according to the opinion of experienced papermakers,
be a favourable element in the formation of the pulp
from which the paper was made.

OUIi LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The fate of Mr. Torr's motion, **That judges of
live stock at the Royal Agricultural Society's meetings
should be supplied with a list of the animals entered

for the prizes which they have to award, omitting the
names of the exhibitors, but giving the pedigrees of the

entries," must have been looked for with some interest

by cattle breeders. The sense of the Council of the

Society was against an innovation which would have
confirmed a too strong tendency of the present day

—

namely, an over-estimation of "fashionable blood."
In many cases no doubt " fashion " is the result of real

worth, but if so, why should animals possessing it not
be made to compete on equal terms with other well-

bred but less fashionably descended stock ? We confess

to a difficulty with regard to cross-bred animals, which
may after all exhibit superior points to true-bred ones,

and yet be unfit for propagating their own good
qualities. On this point we agree with Mr. Jacob
Wilson, "that if the object of the motion was to

guarantee the possession of hereditary qualities, Mr.
Torr had placed the cart before the horse, for he should
have moved "that the possession of a certain pedigree
be made a condition of entry." Such a regulation

would be sufficient protection for breeders of pedigree
stock, and would not give undue influence to such weighty
names as Kirklevington, Duchess, Charmer, and Bliss.

Mr. Hodgkinson's herd of Shorthorns owed their

merits to careful breeding and selection rather than to

the introduction of high priced, highly descended bulls.

More than 30 gs. was never given for any animal, and
yet the result of the sale was on the whole satisfactory.

Morton Grange will be remembered by readers of the
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal as having been
described in the secretary's report upon Nottingham-
shire farming. The animals were not brought out in

tip-top order, and many of them were mere calves.

This sale, under the direction of Mr. Thornton, took
place on Thursday, 7th inst. An average of^25 io.f. 8r/.

for 47 head of cattle was obtained, and a total of
;£'il99 2s. Thirty-eight cows made £2<-j 15^. each,

and nine bulls brought ^24 izs. ^. each. The follow-

ing animals made the highest prices :

—

Car7iaiton, by
KiRKHAM (16,345), 34 gs- (^Ii^- ^'- Oentle) ; Fay, by
Lupus (20,244), 39 g^- T^Ir. John Foster) ; yulia, by
Lupus, 45 gs. (Mr. W. Cox) ; Queen of the Norths by
Fredericksburg (19,784), 36 gs. (Mr. Longstaff)

;

Fairy Queen, by LuPUS, 40 gs. (Mr. Greenwood) ; Star

of the Evening, by Victor Royal (by Royal But-
terfly lOTH), 37 gs. (Mr. Blackwell) ; Ada, by
Proud Master Booth (27,217), 35 gs. (Mr. Daw-
son). The price of the day, 67 gs., was given by Mr. P.

BrowTi for Duke of Morton, by Majestic {24,510)
dam Aeonite by Victor, and descended from Dimity
by Zenith (5702) ; Bridegroom, a three months old

calf, by The Beau, and also out of Aconite (lot 5)
was purchased by Mr. Sampey for 20 gs.

• We are favoured with a catalogue of Mr.
Charles Howard's herd. The entire stock will be
disposed of by Mr. Strafford without reserve on
Tuesday, May 3, when an unusual gathering of
admirers of Durham cattle may be expected. The
catalogue contains the names and pedigrees of 56
animals, 26 of which are of the Gwynne or Princess
tribe, and by the following famous bulls:—DuKE OF
Glos'ter (11,382), May Duke (13,320), 2D Duke
OF Thorndale (17,748), 5TH Grand Duke, i2th
Duke of Oxford (19,633), ThorndaleKnightlev
(23,065), and Grand Duke of Lightburn (26,290),
the sire at present in service. There are also 1

1

"Spencers" descended from Lady Spencer id by
Usurer, Lady Spencer by Shamrock (748S), and
onginally from Mason, of Chilton, stock. Three I

heifers and four bulls, all by first-rate sires, and of the
Charmerhy Little John tribe, will be offered, and
five representatives of the Fawsley 4/// by 4TH Grand
Duke and Coquelicot hy Vi\3Vi-^ of Cambridge sort.

A few members of the Sonne tribe complete this brief

sketch of the contents of the catalogue.

Agraphia account of the herd of Mr. Sheldon,
Geneva, United States, by Mr. W. H. Sotham,
appeared recently in the Mark Lane Express. The
following extract deserves attention from admirers of
Duchess blood and Bates cattle in general:—"My
experience tells me that a thin-skinned animal is always
tender ; the lean meat is tender and the fat blubber y,
the tripes and bowels are thin, all corresponding. They
take cold easily, and it settles on their lungs, thereby
breeding disease which becomes contagious. I h;

seen much of this in this country (America), more
than I have in England. Many of the Duchesses
inherited it, and breeders in America patronised
this kind of handling because it was fashionable, and
many of them suffered much loss from this foible.

They were led away from sense and reason by a clique

of leaders who had selected this soft touch, and who
were determined to drive it into the brains of rich men
with their tongues and pens, and many a novice with
more money than wit was taken in by them. The
scene seems to be changed here (America) now, and the

thick, mellow skin, and long, thick hair of the Booth
is taking the place of the thin-skinned Duchesses."

POULTRY.
Fleas in the Poultry-yard.—It would really be a

great comfort if you would mention any way of getting

rid of fleas. These creatures are a perfect torment,

and no tidyings or lime-washings of the poultry-sheds,

where they appear to hold their headquarters, are

effective in doing more than diminishing them.

Could you mention any better mode of attack? And
if to this you could add any way of getting rid of the

individual torments, which seem to evade the most
continuous and scrupulous search, you v/ould confer a

favour on many of your correspondents, whose pleasure

in superintending the poultry-yard is much lessened by
such unwelcome additions. Fleabane. [Try Pyrethrum
caucasicum powder, sold by all seedsmen.]

A contemporary contains the following valuable

advice regarding the management of young chickens :

—

A very dreadful disease "pip" or *'gapes" is to

unfledged chickens ; older ones it often attacks, but

seldom kills them after they are six weeks old. Of
proposed remedies for this disorder, there are dozens

—

some surgical, such as the extraction of the worms by
a little feather ; some medicinal, as the administration

of turpentine; some utterly absurd, such as the removal
of the little horny membrane which all chickens, sick

and well, carry on the tip of their tongues ; all alike

useless. Warmth, fresh air, nourishing food, cleanli-

ness, these are the only things I have ever known of the

least service. For chickens with pip, for fowls that
I

Referring to your articles, I would say that I have
had a little experience of sewage farming, and that I
find it very difficult to reconcile my practice with the
statements put forth. For example, Mr. Hope, who
is justly regarded as a high authority, speaks of
70 tons of Italian Rye-grass per acre as an ordi-
nary crop, and lOO tons as a possible crop. Mr.
B. Denton takes 50 to 60 tons as an ordinary crop
per acre, but quotes Mr. Hope's experience for the
higher averages. I ask for information ; will either of
these gentlemen enlighten us outsiders how to secure
these results ? When such high authorities make these
statements the public accept them as facts. Is Mr.
Hope prepared to say that he will produce 70 tons of
Italian Rye-grass per acre during the current year at

Romford? Or will Mr. B. Denton undertake to produce
from 50 to 60 tons per acre from a given area at Croydon ?

Let us look into the most favourable examples cited

by Mr. B. Denton. Barking, 53 acres, realised ;^l35o ;

Norwood, 28 acres, ;^74i. The average is nearly
identical, both rate their sales at £\ per ton for Grass,

on about 26 tons to the acre ! But at Norwood there
were 37 acres under Grass last year, what was the
yield of the other 9 acres? Of Barking also, nothing
is said of land in transition, which must affect general
averages ; nor of frosts, blights, and other ills to which
vegetable life is heir. It would seem, but I do not
say that it is so, as if the yield of selected pieces of
land was taken as the basis for general averages !

The most perfect sewage farm in England is, I think,

at Bedford; the soil is in every way suitable, the demand
for Grass constant, price good : if anywhere, it is there
we should expect to find maximum results (not a yard
of the ground is wasted, and the plant is in luxuriant

growth). A gross return of ;^20 per acre was received
last year, at an average of ids. per ton, equal to 25 tons
per acre ! I might undertake to prove that at the
following sewage farms the general average of the year
was less—viz., Rugby, Warwick, Banbury, Birmingham
— and that their returns do not exceed fiz per acre ; if

I said £\o I think I should be as near the mark.
It is stated, or assumed by both writers, that the most

profitable mode of cultivation of Italian Rye-grass is

annually, and that ten crops can be taken. If the

plant is to be established in time for spring cutting the

seed must be in the ground by the middle of September,
the first crop will be ready in April ; if the land is

again broken up in September, not more than six crops
will be got, unless they are cut short : then the bulk will

be less—if the plant remained till December two more
light crops might begot. If 5 tons per acre be taken as the
average of six crops, and 2§ tons each for the other two,
I think this may be regarded as a very favourable return
under the ordinary conditions of farming ; and this is

above the average obtained on the plains of Lombardy
and Piedmont, the home of irrigation and of the Grass.

I will give the actual return over different fields, taken
by myself, every load of which wxs weighed in the scale,

with theexception of the hay crops and those estimated :

—

May
July 6

Aug. ^
Sept
Oct

18 Mar. 18 to

8j 6.i8 April 30

6.7 !june^^8*tc

July 20 to

4.16 Aug. 26 to

May 4 to 7
July 3 to 6

Aug. 3 to 4
Sept. 13

Total tons. .
|
14.6

from any cause are out of order, there is no tonic to

be compared to Wheat ; and they should from the

first be trained to eat it, for it is still more admirable

as a preventive of indisposition than as a cure. Once
they do this they prefer Wheat to any food ; too much
makes them quarrelsome. Chickens sometimes get

pip in dry weather, but cold and rain are sure to

bring it on ; above all, they get worms in their

throats because their mother "clucks" them out of

their warm beds as soon as there is light. Her admir-

able instinct was intended to be used in a dry climate,

and it cannot always be depended on in a damp one

for the prudent management of her young. From rain

she saves them well, calling them into shelter ; but

against dew, which is almost as hurtful, she is not on
her guard. At nine of summer, at ten of spring and
autumn mornings, is quite early enough for unfledged

chickens to leave their dormitory ; the hen will bring

them back to it between 3 and 4 p.m., but in damp.
Id weather they must not be left out so long.

SEWAGE FARMING.
RisiXG from the perusal of Mr. Bailey Denton's

lecture on sewage farming, I feel like a hungry man
whose appetite has been whetted by half a meal. Has
the lecture been published ? Mr. Hope read a paper

the other day on the same subject, discussions followed,

yet Ihe whole is sealed to us in the country beyond the

meagre reports in the papers.

From this statement the following results may be

noted,—That last year there was a cutting taken from all

the fields before the end of March ; that the first crop

was light, the second or third heavy, the remainder

light. The supply of sewage was abundant. The time

occupied in haymaking may also be noted. As a

comment on the above I may add, that not a sewage

farm in England will take a crop till the middle of

April this year, and in places the plant has been killed,

—in truth it has suffered everywhere.

Other crops than Grass.—Extraordinary yields of

Mangels have been secured, yet it is a fact that at Ban-

bury, with the most careful cultivation, they did not

obtain more than an ordinary crop, and it was sold from

£10 to £12. an acre. The wonderful returns from

Cabbages are often quoted, but if everybody grew
Cabbages, as some gentleman shrewdly remarked, there

would be no one to buy them. Against Mr. Hope's

example we can cite another, where the cultivation

proved a dead loss. Except in the neighbourhood of

large to\vns, the demand for "green stuff" is very

limited. In small towns most people have gardens of

their own, any deficiency is readily met by the cottagers.

The value of seT.mge has been generally fixed at \d.

per ton ; if 5500 tons are required, as stated, to dress an

acre of land, the result would be £.22 15^. lod. for

manure. Half of this would be a heavy sum, or even

n«j- 1- XT..,.,.,., ind c: are the best fields on
Made into hay. Nos. 1, a, 3. 4 ana s, arc w

.hnwn
the farm ; No. fr-of which class an equal number could be shov™

I cold wet land.
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a quarter. I would ask if 25 to 30 tons of farmyard
manure, or 5 cwt. of Peruvian guano per acre, for

general crops, would not be as productive as 5500 tons

of sewage? Has any one demonstrated the equivalent

in sewage of 25 tons of farmyard manure or a ton of

guano ?

Hay-making of ItaVian Ryc~grass.—An uncertain

process, "it takes a deal of making," occupying
from seven to eight days in fine weather, to a

fortnight or three weeks in wet weather. It

requires to be kept constantly on the fork, holds latent

moisture, dangerous to the rick if not carefully watched.

Even when well made it does not find so ready a sale

or so good a price as meadow hay. Made late in the

season it is deficient in proof, and as far as my experi-

ence goes can hardly be sold to pay cost of making.

Clay-land, howsoever well suited for cereals and Beans,

is the most unsatisfactory of all soils for Grass cultiva-

tion under sewage treatment. A good seed-bed is

indispensable, with clay this is a most difficult thing to

secure. When wet you cannot get on it, when dry it is

baked, or, in common parlance, either all bricks or all

mortar ; the cost of working it is excessive. Norwood
may be cited to the contrary, but the soil tliere is a

clayey loam, readily worked with the spade. They are

now breaking up 10 acres, at £^ per acre, and men
earn at that rate £,\ per week easier than they would
loj". on land I could show. Even after d,igging the

land has to be top-dressed, I should say at \os. per

acre, and harrowed by manual labour, so that the cost

clearing may range, as they do in fact, between two or

three days and two or three weeks.
As food for horses, in season, Italian Rye-gi^ass can

hardly be surpassed ; our horses are in first-rate condi-

tion ; carriers and horsekeepers generally consume it

largely, and bear willing testimony to its value.

FARM BUILDINGS.
V. COLESHILL, NEAR SwiNDON, BERKS.

[The following engravings, illustrating a set of farm buildings in

which many systems of cattle feeding, and especially the box
system, are provided for, were published in this Journal some
years ago. We reproduce them now as furnishing a charac-
teristic example for the series now appearing in our columns.
They are taken, with the accompanying description, from
Morton's " Farmers' Calendar."]

The buildings at Coleshill, Berkshire, the seat of the

Earl of Radnor, are on the largest scale of farmeries,

and confessedly in the style fitted for a nobleman's
home farm. The execution, space, style, and quality

of work, and, therefore, the expense, are probably
higher than the mere economy of the farm would
justify. But for the principles of its arrangement, the

skilful connection of the difterent parts, the clever

adaptation of the circumstances of the site, and the

perfect adaptation of each part to its purpose, we know
of few to equal it. Among its obvious merits are the

admirable arrangement of threshing, grinding, and
cutting machinery : the accessibility and roominess of

the granaries, and the connection of a cartway beneath

;

the relation of steaming-house and food stores generally

stored away close by ; its grain, winnowed clean, is

also stored away close by, and is easily deliverable into

carts. The roots are brought easily to the cutters, close

by the power which drives them, and near to the chafl

and other food with which they are to be mixed. Cake
and corn cmshers, close to the power which drives

them, and to thestoreoffood which they have to prepare,

deliver this prepared food at the very door of the food-
house and the steaming house, whence, finally, food
and litter are both sent out to the yards, byres, and
stalls. These, accordingly, are arranged conveniently
around the centre of distribution. A railway takes
them down the central building, and, at its end, on
either side, to boxes, stalls, and piggeries—7 being
fatting stalls ; 8, 8, pigsties opening into yards

; 9, 9,

fatting pigsties or boxes ; 10 and 11, a shed and yard
for young cattle ; 12 and 13, stalls and boxes for cows;
14, a calves' house, and 15, hay-house; 16, are boxes
for calves ; 17, 17, fatting boxes for cattle ; 18 and 19,
yards and sheds for young cattle. At 20 there is a covered
dung-pit, with tank underneath, where the soiled litter

of all the cattle stalls may be easily concentrated ; 21,

still easily supplied from the food-house by the central

gangway, is a house for fatting and other sheep on sparred

flooring ; 22 and 23 are sheds and yards available for sheep
at the lambing season, or for young stock at any
season; 24, 24 is the stable; 25 for com, chaff, and
hay store ; 26 for harness ; 25 and 26 have bedrooms
over them ; 27 is a loose box ; 28, a cart-shed, and for

implements ; 29, kitchen for boys and bedroom over ;

30, a house for implements
; 31, excavated archway.

Fig, ioi.—farm buildixc.

of breaking up this land annually would prove rather a
heavy expense.

Fallozus.—Doubtless great advantage in dressing
these in winter, when grass-land does not need the
sewage. But this operation is not so simple as it

appears to be regarded. On light soils the operation
may be comparatively easy, but on heavy soils it is one
of extreme difficulty. Irrigation means a prepared
surface to secure it. Fallows, in clay, mean rough
surfaces broken up by the plough, requiring the action
of frosts, &c., to bring the soil down. I should like to

see any one who thinks the job simple Uy their hands
on two or three fallows I could show them, each of

5 or 6 acres in extent. Further, if the land has a good
fall, or is of an undulating character, an immense
quantity of silt is carried down, blocking drains and
channels.

Cost of Laying-out ike Land,—Mr. Hope, I think,

puts it at £z icw. ; Barking, £\ ; others at ;^8 and
£10 per acre. In reality it means any price between
Mr. Hope's quotation and ^^50 per acre.

I have to apologise for the length of this letter. I

am unused to public writing, but the subject is an
interesting one. My purpose will be served if it elicits

information, and if some one succeeds in striking fire

out of my crudities. H.^ March 15.

P.S. I am, of course, aware that if Italian Rye-grass
be cultivated in small beds, admitting of cutting and
clearance in a day or two, a higher average can be
obtained than that I have quoted, but in ordinary farm-
ing you have to deal with fields of varying extent (2 to

12 acres) and an uncertain market, and the times of

with cattle boxes and stalls ; the proper mixture of boxe^,

stalls,and yards—the first for fattening cattle, the second
especially for stables {box feeding answering only in

the case of animals continually standing on the litter),

and the third for younger stock ; lastly, the sheep yards
and the sheep feeding house over a sparred and open
floor, which seems specially adapted, and we might say
only adapted to the case of sheep, which carry their

bed-clothes continually about them, and do not suffer

from so hard a mattress.

The following references to the index figures on the

plan (fig. 102) will, with the assistance of the perspective

drawing {fig. loi), enable the reader fully to understand

these buildings :—The barn is shown at I, i ; 2 and 3
are the engine-house and coal-house : the power is

communicated to shafting on the second floor of the

bam, from which threshing machinery and machines
for winnowing, grinding, bruising, and cake-crushing

are driven. From this shafting, too, turnip-cutters

on the lower floor of the barn are driven ; they are

supplied with roots from the stores in 33, close by,

which are filled from the rickyard, which is on a

higher level ; and from which, therefore, the grain to

be threslied is also easily delivered on to the second

floor of the bam. 4 is the chaff-house, and 5, 6 a

steaming-house. Over these, and connected with the

threshing floor of the barn, is the granary. There is a

roofed gangway between the barn and the chaff-house,

in which carts may be loaded from the granary ; and

it should be here mentioned that the second floor over

34, 35, &c., on one side of the barn, is also available

as storage for grain. It is plain that hitherto the

arrangements are exceedingly convenient. The corn

is brought to the machine, its straw, cut into chaff, is

for waggons ; 32, also for waggons and carts, which

may here be loaded from the gi'anaries above ; 33 is a

root-store, already referred to; 34, 35, 36, 37. are

provisions for riding horses, harness, and carriage

house ; 38, shepherd's house and bedroom over
; 39,

carpenter's shop ; 40, office ; 41, warehouse ; 42,

wheelwright's shop
; 43, open shed

; 44, warehouse.

The yard partly enclosed by these last numbers, and by

an open shed facing them, is a timberyard and sawyer's

shed for the purposes of the estate ; 45 is the rickyard.

An examination of the perspective drawing will show

how the buildings lie on the successive steps of a

sloping ground ; the ricks being built on the higher

ground, level almost with the upper floor of the barns,

and the general fall of the land being made available

both for drainage and for the easy delivery of the food

and discharge of the manure.

A careful examination of the whole will discover the

fitness of those different parts to each other which are

placed near to one another on the plan, as well as the

adaptation of the whole to the circumstances of the

farm, which is of 800 acres—500 acres grass and 300

acres arable. These buildings \^'ere designed and erected

by E. Moore, Esq., agent to the Earl of Radnor.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER IN
THE CAMBRIDGESHIRE FENS.

There is one great peculiarity in Fen farming which

never fails to arrest the attention, and to elict the

remarks of visitors. We refer to the smallness of the

farms,' their want of contiguity, and the residence of

farmers in the towns and villages, and not upon the

farms. There are larger farms in some localities where
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the tenants reside upon ihem ; but these form rather the

exception than the rale. In many parishes the land

is in the hands of a numerous body of small free-

holders, and not held, as is the case in many districts

of the country, by one or two large owners. Hence

we not unfrequently find an occupier of 500 or 600

acres has not less than three or four farms, and these

rather widely apart, and sometimes even these small

farms consist of detached fields ; the occupier conse-

quently finds it more advantageous to live m the

nearest town or village, rather than upon either of

these small holdings. And the labourer, like the

firmer, is generally to be found dwelling away from

tlie land on which his labour is expended. There are

many disadvantages in this, both to master and servant.

To the one it is costly and inconvenient, and to the

other laborious and fatiguing, and its tendency is not

favourable to the training and maintaining of good

and efficient labourers. It seems, nevertheless, an un-

avoidable necessity. In the larger parishes there is

generally a sufficiency of labour, and at certain times

quite an abundance. And all farms lying near these

centres of population have a great advantage over ' been frequently br

those more distant. Where the

distance is too great to be travelled

twice daily, some difficulty is oft-

times experienced in securing an

adequate supply of labour in the

busy seasons, and the supply is not

unconmionly inferior in quality, as

well as deficient in quantity.

The labourers as a class vary

very much. Some are steady,

honest, and industrious, whilst

others are drunkards, untmsl-

worthy, and idle. The more intel-

ligent and worthy of the young

men, as they rise up, are being con-

stantly drafted away to other

large centres of industry, where

they readily find employment at a

better rate of wages than can be

obtained in the agricultural dis-

tricts. If this state of things should

continue it bodes ill to the Fen
farmer. We need a better rather

than an inferior class of labourers

in the future. Improved ma-

chinery, which is being so largely

forced upon us, requires increas-

ingly intelligent and trustworthy

men to manage it. But thedifficulty

of competing with other employers

of labour, as to wages, appears

rather to increase than decrease.

In the Fens, through the smallness

of farms and the increasing demand
for land, rents have become so

high that it is scarcely possible to

remunerate the labourer to the

extent that many would wish. And
every day seems to augment the

perplexity and increase the diffi-

culty. At the present time lis.

per week is the wage paid to ordi-

nary farm labourers ; but every

farmer selects his best men for his

most important work, and supple-

ments the current rate of wages by
different sums, varying according

to the nature of the duties required.

For waiting upon horses, is. per

week additional is given, and full

time always allowed, whether ad-

verse weather prevents outdoor

work being done or not. We pay
our engine-driver gd. per day, our

machine feeder 6J. per day, our

hedger 4(/. per day, our windlass-

man 6i/. per day, our cultivating

man 6d. per day, and our mowing
or reaping machine manager*;/. per day additional when
engaged in their respective employments ; and probably
some such scale as this is adopted by others as well as

ourselves. This gives the more intelligent and trust-

worthy labourers an opportunity of earning increased

wages, and these amount to something considerable

during the year. None of these remarks apply to men
living upon the farms, where special arrangements exist.

In some instances these receive the current rate of

wages, with certain privileges, such as house-rent, fuel,

poultry fees, and the keeping of young men as lodgers,

who go with the horses and pay a small sum weekly
for lodging and attendance,

rate of wages "
'

times they are grass-mowers. These men always work
by the piece, and for no settled master, but go where
their class of work is to be found. They earn large

wages, but are not generally provident, and are large

consumers of beer. The consequence to their families

may be easily inferred, and needs no description. They
have no conscientious scruples against poaching, but
many of them find that a source of pleasurable amuse-
ment so long as they escape detection and conviction

;

and were game more plentiful, perhaps this pastime
would be more eagerly pursued. We rejoice to say
game is not too plentiful, for the very obvious reason
that the land, as has been already stated, is in the
hands of so many owners that no one possesses a large

estate lying in a ring fence, which is essential to game
preservation.

In some counties—take North Lincolnshire as an
example—the ordinary rate of wages is generally from
2s. to 3J-. per week higher than obtains in the Fens ;

but for piecework, such as grass-mowing, corn-mowing,
thatching, &c., the opposite is the case, and higher
prices are paid in the Fens than there. This fact has

ht under our notice. The
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Fen lands, being chiefly arable, occasion an excessive

demand for labour at certain seasons, and it has to be
dearly purchased. Hence the cost per acre for labour

during the whole year is considerable, and probably

higher than prevails in some other districts where the

ordinary weekly rate of wages exceeds that paid in the

Fen country.

Another feature peculiar to the Fens is their weed-
producing tendencies. Perhaps no country grows
more weeds than the Fens ; and although high
cultivation may, and undoubtedly does, check their

growth, yet, under the most favourable circumstances,

In other instances a fixed i their removal is a heavy annual cost. And this

th the privilege of keeping a
[

accounts for the large employment of women and
cow, in addition to the other privileges just named,
Most farmers keep a regular staff of well-selected

labourers for the ordinary work of the farm, but for

extra work, such as claying, harvest-work, and in some
cases threshing, they have to obtain assistance frojn

the general labour market, securing such hands as
they can meet with ; and I needly hardly say these
are not always good ones, but frequently the very
opposite. We have a class of men technically called
''tool-men." These find employment in the autumn
in cleansing drains and ditches, and in the winter in

claying
; in the spring many of them are engaged

children during the Fen summer montlis, in what are

popularly known as the "agricultural gangs." The
farmer finds it needful to go through every one of his

corn fields, from April to the end of June, to pull up
the noxious weeds—which, despite all his hoeing and
other efforts to eradicate them, will still be found
mingling with the corn, to its certain injury, and conse-

quently to his certain loss. This is an expensive

process, but still the less of two evils. The larger

farmers generally employ a gang of their own, select-

ing a certain number of children, and placing them
under what they deem proper and judicious super-

^igging turves, aud in the summer in hoeing, and oft- 1 vision. Others, with smaller occupations, employ

the public gangs, which by recent legislation are
licensed by the magistrates. Much has been written
and much has been said of late, upon the sub-
ject of these gangs, a good deal of which has
been wise and true, and a great deal exceedingly
foolisli and erroneous. There has been too much
caricaturing, and too little fair and truthful repre-

sentation. The very worst cases have been dragged to

light, and held up to the public gaze as fair samples
of the whole. The system has its evils, and no one is

more sensible of these than the Fen fanner himself, and
no one desires to see them remedied more sincerely than
he does. But he likes to see a true picture presented,

and not a fictitious one. Some of the evils attributed

to this system might more properly, and to a much
larger extent, be attributed to an altogether different

cause, but to this subject we shall refer more fully

by-and-by. In a growing, forcing season, when weeds
grow luxuriantly, and vegetation generally is rank and
strong, tlie Fen districts appear to require all the

women and children of a proper age that the popula-
lation affords to exterminate the weeds, for it is only
during a very few weeks that this work can be done.

The weeds do not grow much until

the spring weather comes, and
soon the com is too high to be
walked through without injury.

If, therefore, com and weeds are

not to be allowed to grow up
together, it appears necessary that

no hindrance be placed in the way
of the employment of children

during these few important weeks
of the year. I need hardly remark
that the parents of these children

view favourably their employment
in the summer, as the wages they

earn largely supplement their own
narrow incomes.

The question of education is

one of vast importance, is at the

present time engaging public atten-

tion largely, and promises very

shortly to form the subject for legis-

lative enactment. It is painfully true

that amongst the labouring classes

generally there is great indifference

to this subject. They are far too

prone to view their children as

l)readwinners, rather than to regard

them as tmsts, involving on their

part certain duties and responsi-

bilities. Some of the better and
more worthy amongst them feel it

a duty to avail themselves of the

educational advantages which the

neighbourhood affords ; and esteem
it a pleasure (and are willing even
to make a sacrifice, if needs be) to

send their children to school during
the months when they are not

required on the farm. It would
be unjust to the labourer not to

say this ; but it would fail to be a

true and faithful picture were we
to refrain from saying also that

there is a large class whose habits

of intemperance are so inveterate

that they feel very little concern

for either wives or children, and
care only to make them their

slaves, ministerers to their own
insatiable appetites, denying them
every home comfort and every

school benefit ; not a farthing can

be spared, but all must be ex-

pended upon the accursed drink !

Friendly societies and "clubs,"

as they are technically called, exist

amongst the labouring classes, and

are supported by the thrifty and

well-to-do among.st them, and are sources of great com-

fort and help to them in times of sickness. Unhappily,

most of these clubs meet monthly at public-houses, and

at every meeting a certain sum has to be expended in

beer. The consequence is, the publican grows fat at the

expense of the poor hard-working labourer ; but he,

strange to say, appears to like it, and it is a most

difficult thing to get a club removed from one of these

beer-houses to any private room.

We come at last to the labourer's home. From what
has been already stated, it will be at once perceptible

that neither landowner nor farmer supplies the cottages,

but that the labourer in the town, mixed up with the

general population, seeks and provides his own house,

where and on what tenns he pleases. The smallness

of farms and the diversity of owners precludes the

possibility of any other system. We regard this as an

unmixed evil. Were the land possessed mainly by one

or two gentlemen of wealth and influence, we might

expect to see, as indeed we do see in some localities,

old dilapidated hovels being displaced by neat well-

arranged cottages, constructed with a view to comfort

and morality. But alas ! the cottages which many of

our labourers inhabit are far otherwise. They are mere

hovels, and it would scarcely be a misnomer to call

them pigstyes. Low, small, and in every respect

uncomfortable, they foster no feehngs of self-respect or
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high-toned molality. These, far tnore than the

"gangs " already alluded to, are the fruitful sources of

vice and immorality, A. S. N.

|)ome Corrtspnkncc.
" Customary " Cultivation. — I have looked

through Mr. Lawes' paper. The mformation con-

tained therein is very valuable, but I cannot agree with

his conclusions. Here is what he says:—" I would

propose, therefore— I. That all land should be given

up with a fixed proportion under fallows, root crops,

seeds, and com crops ; the proportion tobe settled accord-

ing to the custom of the locality." Now, I want to know
how we are to lay down a "custom "for any" locality,"

for on this little farm of mine I have three distinct classes

of land, needing different modes of culture. My land

on the hill is all of one character—heavy clay ; my land

on the flat, called light land, is a mixture of soils, viz.,

four of the fields are sand and gravel, and a con-

siderable quantity of clay, and the two other fields

are in character fen land, with some sand in them.

Dr. Voelcker, who came in 1S59 to Woolston, and

took samples of soil and subsoil to make analyses

of the soil for me, and to report on them, says :

—

"The locality abounds in a great variety of soils,

ranging between light sandy land and heavy obsti-

nate clays." Here is what he says about the heavy

clay land on my farm alter analysis:
—"There is very

little sand in either surface or subsoil, the prepon-

derating constituent of each is clay. In the surface

soil there is 60 per cent, of clay, in the stiffer subsoil no

less than 76 per cent, of clay." Here is what he says

of my four pieces of so-called light land :
—" At the

time of my visit the land ploughed into ridges was

being subsoiled. The four horses employed in this

operation to all appearance had no light work to

perform, the small proportion of sand and the large

quantity of obstinate clay in the subsoil fully accounts

for this." The analysis showed clay 82.95 ^"d sand

5. 32. And here is what he says about my two fields that

are fen land in character :

— " This soil contains a con-

siderable quantity of sharp, siliceous sand, which renders

the land more friable and more easily cultivated." The
analysis shows clay 54.98, and sand 37.27. This

light fen land will grow good roots, a lot of thin

Barley next, then some fair Clover; after that fair

Wheat, both in quantity and quality ; but Peas and

Beans it will not grow. We may get plenty of Pea

straw, but no com, and with Beans both straw and

corn are doubtful. My four fields of heavier land on the

flat will grow good roots, Barley, Clover, Wheat, Beans

and Wheat ; that is my mode of cropping it. And my
heavy clay land on the hill will growgood Wheat, Barley,

Beans and Clover. It might grow roots, but would be

so dirty to the sheep that it kills them to try to eat the

roots on the land, and to draw the roots is ruination to

the land, not only by robbery by taking the roots, but

by murder in carting the roots away from the dirty soil.

Yesterday a gentleman asked me by letter how best to

farm such a soil under steam culture. My reply w.as

— 1st year. Wheat ; 2d year. Barley ; and the 3d year,

Beans. Mr. Lawes supports this, when he says " that

where fallow or hming, or subsoiling, or steam-sm.ash-

ing and allied processes are admissible and advan-

tageous, or where root crops cannot be consumed on the

land during wet weather without injur)- to the succeed-

ing crops—that is to say, on the heavier and deeper soils

—Barley may often be grown both in larger quantity

and better in quality after Wheat than after roots."

I am clearly of opinion that this three-crop system

—

Wheat, Barley, and Beans—would be a very profitable

mode of cropping on very many of our heavy clays

under steam culture. My mode of cropping on my
four fields of good com land on the flat is a very suitable

one, but on one of the lighter fields that will not grow

either Beans or Peas I am growing Barley every year.

It is now planted with the fourth white crop in succes-

sion, viz.. Wheat, giving a produce of 43 bushels; then

Barley, produce 54 bushels ; then Barley, produce

63 bushels ; and now it is planted with Barley again,

and bids fair to be the best crop of the lot, for it

is sown in the best possible order, and I am growing

Barley continually, because I find it to be the most

paying crop that I can put upon this field. Then, what

is the good of laying down cropping for any locality?

for this farm of mine fairly represents vast tracts of land

in this country. Here is what Dr. Voelcker says upon

the point :
— " The examination of the soil and subsoils

from Woolston farm fairly rejiresents the chemical con-

stitution of a great many heavy and light soils in

England." All that need be required of a tenant is

that he pay his rent and keep his land clean. Mr.

Lawes' evidence on the unexhausted manures in soil is

first-rate, and is a good guide as to what an outgoing

tenant should get paid for. William Smith, Woolston,

Blctchley Station, Bucks, April 9.

Unfavourable Appearance of the Wheat
Plant.—We do not quite agree with your correspon-

dent's ("J. L. F.," p. 470) informant, when belays

the greatest share of the failure of his Wheat plant to

charge of the " champion " ploughs. No doubt

these ploughs left their work at a greater angle than

any others in the field, and therefore a deeper seed-bed

than was actually required was made after harrowing.

May not, therefore, the seed have gone in too deep

upon this particular ploughing? When we sow Wheat

upon one-earth lea in this locality (especially upon the

light soils) we find it absolutely necessary to well press

the furrows some time before sowing, in order that

the land shall be made firai for the Wheat to root in,

and that the seed shall not be too deeply buried. That

the Wheat plant upon all kinds of soils has suffered

considerable loss this year, there cannot be the slightest

doubt (more especially upon one-earth lea). The

cause of the loss will give rise to various opinions ; I will

as briefly as possible give mine. I believe it to be

omng to the long continuance of the drought last

summer ; much of the Clover lea could not be ploughed

up till very late in the season, and as seed-time

quickly followed, with a favourable time for sowing,

much of the Wheat was sown before the

Clover sward had rotted sufficiently to allow

the furrow slice to settle firmly upon the sub-

soil, as it otherwise would have done, could the

land have been ploughed up in proper time, and

well pressed, six weeks or two months before

sowing. The young Wheat had therefore to root in a

very hastily prepared seed-bed, whose furrows had not

had time to get consolidated, so that the rootlets were

suspended after passing through the furrow-slice, until

they could reach the subsoil into which they could get

a firmer hold. For some time no particular signs of

failure were visible upon light soils, but upon some of

the heav-y clays in this neighbourhood the seed did not

come up at all well ; much of it germinated, and after-

wards perished for want of sufficient moisture after

sowing. When the rain set in, the already hollow

land became saturated with water, and this was followed

immediately with severe frost ; and then it was that the

plant was injured by the frost lifting up the soil, and

breaking off the Wheat at the neck, as it did many

acres of winter Beans throughout the country. As

regards the "pickled" Wheat plant looking weak and

thin, it may, perhaps, be traced to the pickle being

applied too hot, and thus have partly destroyed the

vitality of the seed. I know of an instance of the kind

happening to a neighbour two or three years ago,

and who sowed another field with the same kind of

Wheat (but pickled under diflerent circumstances),

and who had a good plant. John Watts, Whitfield,

Bcrkely, April 4.

A Walk over the Farm, April 9, 1870.—A back-

ward season, but the work very much more forward

than last year, owing to the dry March. Wheat, drilled

at 9 inches apart, all horse-hoed ; spring Beans up

and horse-hoed, winter Beans (somewhat injured by

frost) also horse-hoed. Quantity horse-hoed daily

by one man and two horses, 14 acres : a spare

horse to relieve one of the other two ; Garrett's

horse-hoe used, it covers 7 feet 2 inches, and I have

used it for 24 years. Quantity of Wheat drilled, 4

pecks per acre. Barley (6 pecks per acre), coming up ;

Oats drilled, but not yet up—2 bushels per acre, fol-

lowing a double crop of winter Tares and Kohl Rabi.

The Kohl Rabi were planted after Tares in July, and

have been most valuable for ewes and lambs. Clover a

o-ood plant ; Docks spudded out and weeds cut out.

Cabbages planted out to come at harvest. Hand-hoers

at work freely. (This time last year all work was late,

as it was too wet to get on the land.) Kohl Rabi seed

sown for plants. Mangel land scarified ready for seed,

which we generally drill about April 20. Our

Wheats look healthy on the heavy land ; on

the light land somewhat injured by frost. Lambs

of last year sold fat at 5Z(. dd. ; loi lambs this

spring from 70 ewes,—cross Cotswold ram with Hamp-

shire Down ewe, dark in the face. Mangel in demand ;

could sell them at 181. per ton ; have still a good

stock, about 80 tons, to finish up the bullocks that

will come out in June ; sold our early bullock;

before the recent fall. A great change in the famiing

all around me—plenty of draining, removal of fences

and trees, use of steam-engines, iron sheep-hurdles,

&c., for much of which, done 25 years ago, Mr.

Mechi was then considerably snubbed : opinions

get ripened and improved by time. As long

fallow is going out of fashion, the only way to

get rid of Twitch or Couch-grass is to fork it up, shake

the earth from it, and carry it off the land. This we

always do, and especially on the land autumn-manured

and double ploughed for Mangel Wurzel. The cost of

removing all the Couch-grass from this land has been

41. per acre. This is done after two Wheat crops,

which produced on one field 154 qr. per acre, and on

the other 13 qr. 2 bushels per acre in the two years.

J. J. Mahi.

Alderney Cowrs.—I shall be obliged to any reader

of the Agruultura! Gazette if he will state the number

of points in a first-rate Alderney, and also what those

points are. I met a lady to-day who lived 14 years in

Jersey, and she says the points are 10. I fancy they

are more. By Alderney I mean the small breed. W.

F. Radclyffe, Okeford F:tzpaim: [Mr. Radclyffe will

find in vol. xx. of the English Agricultural Society's

Journal an enumeration of 33 points in the case of the

Jersey bull, and of 36 points in the case of the Jersey

cow, the presence of which is held to constitute

perfection.]

Fisken's Method of Steam Cultivation. —
" G. A. H." has, after considerable fencing,

instmctively written papi

of its great price, excepting on large occupations.

After placing before us his calculations, based on

Fiskens flying-rope system, he adds :

—" There is no

doubt that a good roundabout, worked by a traction-

engine, would give pretty nearly the same results."

Such being the case, why discard the roundabout,

costing ;^520, for Fisken's, costing ^^650? With
traction-engine for either set some /150 more will be

required. "G. A. H." cannot have mastered the

Fisken tackle, for he requires four men and two boys,

traction-engine fetching water, thus saving one hand,

otherwise it would be seven. Let me refer him to the

Farmer, p. 810, 1869, where Mr. Fisken states :
—"In

the Fisken system only four attendants are required ;

two of them may be lads. Mr. Backhouse says that he

has always wrought the Fisken tackle with four hands."

I cannot agree with " G. A. H." that the engine-driver

would require to be reckoned at quite 5^. per day ; if

a man of ordinary tact, his wages can be well earned on
the farm. Let us now calculate, as Mr. Fisken states,

for four hands only :—Engine-driver, 3J-. dd. ; one man,
2s. ; two lads, 2s. ; coals, 6j. ; oil, \s., = 14J. dd.

(coals and oil will be quoted the same in each case).

Ten acres costing this sum will materially reduce his

other calculations. I fear " G. A. H." resides in some

favoured quarter, and is unconsciously led to believe we
are all rowing up the same stream. I hope he will give

me credit for being right when I say that a pair of good

horses cannot always plough I acre of land, and even

in hiring the charge varies from ioj-. to 14J., according

to stiffness of soil, and not ds. per acre. The round-

about, according to " G. A. H.," giving "pretty

nearly the same results," we will not question the kind

of tackle, but I doubt "G. A. H.'s" amount of work
done : Mr. W. Fisken himself averages it at 9 acres ;

however, we will keep to his figures, and quoting the

wages in each case at the rate in his neighbourhood,

we find that to plough 10 acres will cost, as to esti-

mate, under the several systems, as follows :

—

- Roundabout Tackles.Comparison i
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Foreign Correspondence.
Paris : French AgruuUural Jtujidry, and the

Anglo-French Treaty. — Closely connected with the

discussions throughout the country on these treaties

is the General Agricultural Inquiry, which is to fomi

the basis of certain measures to be introduced to

the Chambers. The inquiry is closed, and the

reports are being printed as rapidly as possible,

nearly all the 36 volumes having appeared. The whole

are divided into four series ; the first, consisting

of three volumes, contains the decrees, the series of

questions, and the reports of the Commission and sub-

committees, two of which have appeared ; the second,

forming 28 volumes, each of which contains the answers

to the inquiries from one of the 28 districts into which

the country was divided for the purposes of the inquiry

:

24 of these volumes are published ; the third portion

consists of a single volume, which has been out some
time, containing the evidence taken before the Com-
mission itself; and the fourth consists of three volumes,

also printed, containing the information collected re-

specting the condition of agi'iculture in other countries.

As soon as the reports are completed a volume, con-

taining an analytical index to the whole, will appear.

One volume contains a portion of the decisions of

the Commission, and the rest will shortly appear, and

be embodied in a draft law.

Apart from its direct object the reports of the

Special Commission canncft fail to have an interest for

agriculturists and statesmen all over the world ; the

inquiry has been conducted by men of undoubted ca-

pacity in the conduct of such inquiries, and our neigh-

bours are great adepts in the composition of such reports

as these. Moreover, the inquiry takes in almost every

subject connected with agiicultiire and agrarian legis-

lation ; valuation of common and other land
;
gleaners'

and other rights ; charges on guano ; rights of married

women ; customs regulations ; management of water-

courses ; agi'icultural education, prizes, &c. ; system of

sales in markets ; railway charges ; silk culture ; free

import of agricultural machinery and implements; taxes

on alcoholic liquors, culture of Tobacco, questions

relative to agricultural loans, &c.

The blue-book, entitled **The Expose of the Situa-

tion of the Empire," contains the following account of

the Wheat crop of the past year :—Without attaining

the abundance of 1868, the past year's results were
satisfactory. From the information collected, the

number of hectolitres (22 gallons) of Wheat harvested

may be estimated at 100,000,000, or i^ per cent,

above the average yield of the empire. The price of

Wheat, which, in consequence of the bad harvest, rose

in October, 1867, to 27f. 72c., fell at the same period

in 1868 to 22f. 27c., and in 1869 to igf. 75c. This is

a certain proof that the supply is sufficient, and that

neither the interests of producers or consumers are

suffering. From the month of August, 1867, to the

same period in the following year, the importation of

Wheat averaged nearly a million quintals per month,
during the following twelve months it was less than

100,000, and at present it does not exceed 50,000
quintals.

This blue-book contains other information interesting

to the agricultural interests of Great Britain ; it gives

tables of imports and exports between France, England,
Belgium, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy.

It is known that the British imports into France have
fallen off to a certain extent, while those of France to

England have increased, but the mere general fact does
not tell much ; the tables in question give these imports
and exports for the first eight months of the past year,

and the following are tlie results :

—

The English imports into France, as compared with
the same period of 1868, show a diminution of a little

more than half a million ; but that on cereals, silk, and
cotton amounts to ;^88o,ooo. The items of regular

commerce connected with agriculture give the following

results :—Horses, a small deficit ; raw hides, increased

nearly one-sixth ; wool, nearly the same ; oleaginous
seeds, mcreased, nearly trebled ; unenumerated articles,

including, of course, many agricultural products,

increased from ;^746,48o to ^908,000.
The exports from France to England show a very

large increase in live animals—from ;^200,ooo to

.j^S^'tS^o ; 3. small diminution in meat, fresh and
salted ; an increase from 19,000,000 to 20,000,000
eggs of all kinds ; an increase of about

25 per cent, in butter ; of about 10 per cent, in raw
hides ; of 50 per cent, in wool ; a small diminution in

the case of Potatos ; a falling off in fruit from 10,000
to 7000 tons, and in sowing seeds from 10 to 5 tons

;

an increase in Hemp and Flax from 375 to 744 tons.

Neuchatel.— 5Tf7>j- Agriculture.—Tht following
are the answers of M. Bovet, of this place, to the
circular inquiry of Mr. J. Howard, M.P. :—Land is

much divided. Farms in a ringed fence are very rare,

except in the mountains, where it is the rule. In
Western Switzerland farms of 1 24 to 25 acres are con-
sidered small, 25 to 75 medium, and 75 to 250 large.
Larger than 250 acres are very rare, except in the
mountains. The greater proportion of farms is small.

Good land lets for 40J. an acre, medium 25 j. 6;/.,

poor i6i. Pastures are let according to the number of
cattle they will carry. The difference between the
rent of large and small farms is unappreciable. The

land is generally farmed by the owners. We think it

is better they should be owners ; it is a great guarantee
for the fixity of social order. For high farming it is-

a different matter, though for the last few years the

example of the large proprietors and neighbouring
farmers has exerted a salutary influence. When let,

it is generally on lease, the term three, six, and nine
years, with a right of continuity, if there should not
have been a twelvemonth's notice given. Leases are
in writing throughout almost all Switzerland. In
Western Switzerland a stipulation is made that no more
than three white crops shall follow together, and no
more than two of the same kind. Also, it is sometimes
specified the extent of cereals, root-crops, and industrial

crops that may be grown—generally a third of the total

area. The value of land to buy in large farms varies

from ;^24 to £yi per acre, including the farm buildings

;

mountain and forest land, £2> 5-f- to ;^5. Small farms
sell from ^48 to ;i^56 per acre; vineyards fetch from
;i^2oo to ;!^320 per acre.- In nearly every canton
there exists a game-law. The shooting season
begins September i and ends December 31.

There are, however, some exceptions, as there

are open times between the latter date and the

end of February. As to methods of cultivation there

are very few fixed rotations. In Western Switzerland,

Wheat, Oats, Rye, Barley, roots. Rape or Colza, a

little Tobacco, Sainfoin, Clover, Lucerne, &c. German
Switzerland : Coarse Wheat, Wheat, Rye, Oats,

Potatos, Clover, many fruit trees. Wheat, 30 to 34
bushels per acre, maximum 43 bushels ditto ; Oats, 36
to 42 bushels per acre, maximum 54 bushels ditto. On
the plateau of Western Switzerland in proportion to

the seed, Wheat 6 to 10 to i, and Oats 8 to 15 and
even 20 to i. Potatos give 144 bushels per acre.

Carrots 240 ditto, Beetroot 4S0 ditto. Natural

meadows 16 cwt. to I ton per acre ; considerably more
in Central Switzerland ; artificial meadows 24 to 36 cwt.

per acre ; on the mountains 8 cwt. per acre ; the most
on the Jura. Very little guano is used, a little pul-

verised bones, about 9 cwt. per acre generally. Several

progi-essive farmers are now engaged in making com-
parative trials thereon, also the Alpine Societies for the

mountain districts. In the Jura marl is used as manure.
Agricultural wages vary—with board and lodging,

%s. to i6.r. a month ; without board and lodging, is.%d. to

2J-. 6(/. a day in summer, \od. to is. Sd. m winter : in

remote districts still less. Sometimes drink, particu-

larly wine, in the vineyard districts. Labourers are
scarce in the manufacturing districts, abundant else-

where. When manufacturing business was good, 10 or

15 years ago, the agricultural population migrated to

the towns, but now it returns to the fields. Berne,
Valais, the smaller cantons, have the greatest popula-
tion and gi'eatest pauperism, particularly the two first-

named cantons. An increase of at least one-third.

It is rare for them to be housed gratis. They pay ^4
a year for house and garden. In Western Switzer-

land the farm labourers live in the villages. In Western
and Central Switzerland they have generally their own
house, the population in those parts not being grouped
in serried villages, as in the West. Nothing fixed, gene-
rally not, in any case not gratis. —Cattle have suffered

excessively in one or two localities, where the sick

beasts have been slaughtered immediately by order of
the Government. In Eastern Switzerland there ha
been some cases of typhus imported from Austr
which has been stamped out in the same way.
Western Switzerland there have been some cases of
foot-and-mouth disease in cattle, and foot-rot in sheep.

It has never been dangerous, but seriously hinders the

sale of beasts while it rages. In some cantons there

are no bui'dens, land paying a direct tax like any other
capital. At Neuchatel the landlord pays for his land
as his capital, and the farmei pays on his profits. In
other cantons each pays on his revenue. The poor are

generally dependent upon the parish and private

charity. Water is generally utilised for irrigation as
well as drainage, with more or less skill in the appli-

cation. Thus, in Western Switzerland, iiTigation is in

its infancy, whilst in Aargau particularly, and several

of the central cantons, it is carried out with consider-

able skill.

Farmers' Clubs.
A'/NGSCOTE.

Farmyard Manure.—The management of farmyard
manure was the subject considered at the last monthly
meeting of this Club. Mr. H. S. Hayward, of
Frocester Court, Vice-President of the Society, read
the following paper ;

—

When I commenced my agiicultural education—

•

which, as my grey hairs indicate, must have been a
good many years ago—Cirencester College was not

thought of, and chemistry as applied to farming was in

its infancy : consequently, I had not the advantage of
receiving the instruction in that branch of the science

of agricultuiie which is now so generally taught, with
very good results when not, as is sometimes the case,

carried too far—for at the same time that I admit a
scientific education to be very important, I am bound
to confess that I have not unfrequently observed con-
siderable losses sustained by its taking precedence of
practical knowledge ; and my advice to young men
learning farming is to acquire a thorough knowledge of
the practical part first, and study the scientific as much
as they like afterwards. The manure subject, as a

whole, embraces so extensive a field, that I have
thought it best to confine the few remarks I am going
to make this evening to the value and management of
real manure, and only to allude to other varieties when
finding it necessary to do so for the purpose of com-
parison. So much is written and said by seientific

men of the present day about artificial manures, that

I feel disposed, as an old practical farmer, to stand to

my colours, and say all I can to support our truly con-
servative friend, the dung-heap ; for unless it found
some such supporters in men of the old school, like

myself—judging from what is too often seen—it would,
I fear, be less thought of, and become more neglected

than ever, thus necessitating its place being filled by its

more fashionable artificial relations.

Farmyard manure, properly speaking, is the residual

produce of all vegetable substances employed in the
feeding and littering of the various kinds of live stock
kept within the precincts of a farmyard. It therefore

contains all the elements of the food and litter consumed
by live stock, excepting those which are converted into

flesh, bones, milk, &c., and it is scarcely necessary to
say that the better the cattle are fed the better will be
their manure ; indeed, I consider nothing to be more
profitable than giving store cattle a moderate quantity
of linseed-cake with their rough fodder when a suffi-

cient supply of roots is not obtainable, as not only
benefiting the animals but greatly improving the dung-
heap, and thereby economising the use of artificial

manure. Of all the kinds of manure known and used,

I believe it is the general opinion that that coming
under the denomination of "farmyard manure" is the

most efficient ; and containing, as it does, all the food
upon which plants tlnrive, it must necessarily be of the

gi'eatest importance to the farmer that it should be
managed in the best possible way. Owing to neglect

gieat waste of this valuable article is by far too general

;

one waiter goes so far as to say " Good management
will produce double the amount obtained under neglect"

—and I am disposed to agree with him. Inconveni-

ently-ananged yards and buildings are veiy frequently

an obstacle. But this evil, which can only be rectified

by the landlord, should not be made an excuse for

mismanagement.

Faults in Managanent,—In alluding to bad practices

I will mention that of allowing manure to accumulate in

open yards, or in heaps thrown out of feeding stalls and
stables, much too long before removing it to the dung-
heap ; thus exposed to the washing of the rain and to

the water which nms offunshooted buildings, a valuable
portion is carried away and consequently lost. There
is, of course, a time when it is in the most advantage-
ous state to be carted away and made up into a well-

constnicted heap, that time depending upon how thick

the cattle have been kept in the yard, and the amount
of litter supplied ; but it should not remain long
enough to get too rotten, or a loss will be sustained by
the liquid manure running from it ; just before that

would take place I conceive to be the best time,

instead of its remaining the whole winter, then to be
turned up in the yards where it has been made. Inde-
pendently of other losses, it is not easy in this way to

make the heap of equal quality throughout, -seeing that

round the cribs and under the sheds it will be much
better than over the other parts of the yard ; and seeing

that as turned up so it will go to the field, an uneven
manuring will be the result, whereas if taken away at

proper intervals to some other convenient place, and the

carts drawn over the heap in forming, waste from
over-heating and other causes will be prevented, and the

dung will be equal in quality throughout.—Another
bad practice which I will mention as being frequently

seen in this neighbourhood, is the way in which heaps
are formed by the roadside, or in waste places, for

weeks, or perhaps months, together, by shooting up a

few loads occasionally, and these not even thrown up
into form, as if the object were to get rid of a nuisance,

instead of husbanding a valuable commodity—one end
perhaps being good rotten dung, the other inferior, or

mould or road-earth, which is valuable no doubt as a

mixture, but can only properly be made so by putting

it under or carting it over the heap in regular layers. A
dung-heap got up in this manner, and remaining for a
long time without havmg been consolidated by pres-

sure, will not only lose in quantity and quality, but

will be uneven in value,—one end of the heap
proving good, the other bad, so that when spread on
the land the same uneven dressing will be the result as

when heaped in the yards.—There is another method
very general upon the Cotswold Hills, certainly supe-

rior to that I have just described, but still wasteful,

and which may be greatly improved upon,—I mean the

making heaps through the autumn and wmtei;, at

certain distances apart, in the fields ^here it is to be
applied for roots in the spring. The plan, no doubt, is

convenient, so far as that it provides the manure near at

hand when required to be ploughed in at a busy time ; but

the loss from evaporation and the washing of a winter's

rain must be very evident, and far outweighs the econo-

mising of labour : I believe if any person would count

the loads carted out, and count them again when used,

he would find the loss to be so great that he would

be induced to alter his system, Still, I see no

objection to later-made dung, required for almost

immediate use, being made up by backmg the carts

against the heap instead of driving over : it then lies

more loosely together, ferments more rapidly, and, it
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frequently turned and separated, will soon acquire that

rotten texture which enables it to be easily ploughed

in. Horse-dung should from time to time be spread

over the cattleyards, and not remain as thrown out of

the stables until in a state of fermentation, being more

valuable so mixed, at the same time doing the cattle

good and preventing loss by evaporation. I doubt

whether there is any operation upon a farm of greater

impprtance than that of clearing out and rehttermg

yards. It is therefore my opinion that no other work

should be allowed to interfere with heaping your

manure at the proper time. There are many who

think nothing of expending money upon guano, super-

phosphate, and various concoctions of the present

day, and begrudge the labour that might be so profit-

ably expended upon the natural article. It is not e.asy to

e.xplain the exact time at which an open yard should be

cleaned out and re-)ittered ; but I think it should be as

soon as possible after the liquid begins to drain from it

in a discoloured state. Liquid-manure tanks, which

promised to become very general some years ago,

appear to have been more valued in theory than in

practice, as we hear but little about them now, and

those who adopted the plan seem in most cases to have

relinquished it, proving that it did not pay. The best

method therefore must be to prevent as far as possible

the loss of this valuable part of the manure, which,

I hope to show, may in a great measure be done by the

proper construction of the dung-heap. Dung made by

cattle fed in boxes is fit for immediate use, and cannot

be more economically treated than by carting it direct

to the field and ploughing in at once : not so with

regard to long dung from open yards, for, although the

practice is often followed by good farmers, I believe it

to be wrong, especially upon the light soil of the

Cotswold Hills. There is, however, a prevailing

opinion that box-feeding is not so healthy as the

ordinary fatting stalls ; so it is to be feared that

this excellent method of preparing natural manure

cannot become so general as could be desired.

atmosplreric sources ; and after a gi'een crop is ploughed

in, the soil necessarily contains more of the organic

elements essential to vegetable nutrition than it did

before that crop was grown ; it is richer, in fact, by the

carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, which the

green crop has obtained from sources independent of

the soil. In like manner, the crop grown after a green

crop has been ploughed in has the advantage of a regular

supply of mineral elements, which have been worked

up by the roots of the fertilising crop from the soil and

subsoil, and which in many instances, owing to their

sparing solubility, are with difticulty obtained under

ordinary circumstances. " The value of green crops so

applied is thus scientifically described, and I can bear

practical testimony, upon ample experience, of its being

most efficient.

Proptr Management.—Having spoken on wasteful

management, I must endeavour to prove the best

method of preparing and preserving farmyard manure.

This greatly depends upon the proper construction of

the dungheap, and the condition of the materials of

which it is composed, which no doubt most practical

men know as well as myself. In heaping manure

(unless intended for immediate use), the carts should

always be drawn over it, and be constructed upon an

inclined plane on either side, so that horses could draw

up on one side and down on the other, as the more it is

trodden down by horses and wheels by its being

drawn up load upon load the belter ; it will rot quite

rapidly enough when so compressed, and there will be

very little loss by the dissipation of gases from over-

heating, even if it should be required to remain for a

long time ; and once well turned about a fortnight

before using will generally be sufficient to produce the

proper consistency for ploughing in. Mr. Lawrence,

of Cirencester, says of the plan which he has adopted,

" Some three or more spots are selected, according to

the size of the farm, in convenient positions for access

to the land under tillage, and by the side of the farm-

roads. The sites fixed upon are then excavated

about 2 feet under the surrounding surface. In

the bottom there is laid some 3 or 4 inches

of earth to absorb any moisture, and on this the

manure is emptied from the carts. This is evenly spread

and well trodden as the heap is forming. As soon as

this is about a foot above the ground level, to allow for

sinking, the heap is gr.adually gathered in until it is

completed in the form of an or'dinaiy steep roof, slightly

rounded at the top by the final treading. In the course

of building this up about a bushel of salt to two cart-

loads of dung is sprinkled amongst it. The base laid

out at any one time should not exceed that required by

the manure ready for the completion of the heap as far

as it goes ; and within a day or two after such portion

is built up, and it has settled into shape, a thin coat of

earth in a moist state is plastered entirely over the sur-

face. Under these circumstances decomposition does

not take place in consequence of the exclusion of the

air, or at any rate it is to so limited an extent that the

ammonia is absorbed by the earth ; for there is not a

trace of it perceptible about the heap, though when put

together without such covering this is perceptible

enough to leeward at 100 yards distance. The base

may be 10 to 1 2 feet wide, and the roof about 9 feet from

the base, which settles down to 7 feet." I think,

instead of 3 or 4 inches of mould laid in the bottom.

Air. Lawrence's plan might be improved upon by

having a foot to 15 inches ; and a covering of 10 to 12

inches over a level surface when the heap is about

4 feet high would answer the purpose quite as well as

gathering in the t«p to fonn a roof, if the mass be well

consolidated by the pressure of horses and carts.

Green Manuring.—This is another kind of manuring

that it may not be out of place shortly to allude to,

which I have seen practised, with veiy good results, in

some parts of the country, though not often adopted

in this neighbourhood. I mean ploughing in green

crops, such as Vetches, Mustard, &c. ; of which
" Morton's CyclopEcdia" says—" Vegetable substances

in their green and succulent state are powerful fertilisers

when thoroughly incorporated with the soil. A great

portion of the bulk of green crops is obtained from

Artifieial Manures.—I should be very sorry for it to

be inferred from my remarks that I wish to depreciate

the importance of the use of artificial manures, especially

guano, bones, blood, &c. ; but I am of opinion that a

vast amount of rubbish is manufactured nowadays. It

may have the effect of exciting the soil to produce a

crop of roots—though I have no faith in it with regard

to white-straw crops—and it may be an advantage for

the time being. But the important question is, how
long will land answer the whip to this treatment ? We
know that land will get sick of certain crops if repeated

too frequently, and it strikes me rather forcibly that

the time will'come, and in some instances may have

already arrived, of land being artificially manure sick ;

and I hope this evening to hear from those who have

been using light manures for some years whether they

do not find that a more liberal dressing is required now

to produce the same result than when first applied. If

so it is to be feared that tlie soil must be deteriorating

rather than improving. I have alluded to artificial

manures for the purpose only of proving the import-

ance of paying greater attention to the preparation

and preservation of tliat manufactured in farmyards

and stalls, of which there is no danger of land ever

getting sick. I will conclude by quoting, as nearly as

my recollection ser\-e5 me, the words of some one

speaking upon the subject which I have introduced for

this evening's discussion at an agricultural meeting in

Ireland, and which came under my notice two or three

years ago :
—" It is by the preparation and application

of manure that good crops can and will be produced,

and just in proportion as it is largely applied so will the

farmer be enriched. If you want a large crop of

Turnips, prepare manure and apply it ; if you want

abundant crops of Flax, prepare manure and apply it ;

if you want large Potatos, manure ; if you want plenty

of Oats, manure ; in a word, if you want plenty of

money, I would say prepare manure properly, and

apply it.

"

Discussion.

Mr. Hoi.BROW remarked that they had been going

on contentedly with our system of managing manures,

but that he did not doubt they had yet much to learn

in this as in other branches of their business. His

practice, he said, was to make as good dung as possible

through the winter. Some of his anim,als were fed on

hay and some on straw and cake. He often mixed the

two manures together by putting them into one heap,

which he hauled out on the ground, after his Wheat crop

had been taken off, into heaps of 16 or 20 loads e.ach, to

be applied to the root crop in the following year. He did

not consider he could get his green manure made into a

suitable condition for the Swede crop the same year ;

neither did he think there was so much loss by keeping

dung as some people imagined if the dung was only

turned up into a good large heap. The plan Mr. Hay-

ward had recommended of drawing the horses and carts

over the dung-heap was practised on a farm he now held

when he was a boy, and although that system had been

discontinued, he was at a loss to know why, as he

believed it a means of preventing too much decompo-

sition. Ha«ng plenty of straw he kept his animals well

littered, and therefore he did not think the loss from

washing by rain was anything hke so great as in many
other instances.

Mr. T. Price said he was not one of those large farmers

who could put aside old dung and have a store. He applied

his manure to his roots for the same reason that he made

it. His system was to have all his dung made from his

horses and cattle in the same yard, and when a frost came,

and he could do nothing else, he hauled it out and

threw it up loose in a heap : and by having it once turned

before using he never found any difficulty in getting

it in a fit state to produce a good crop of roots,

felt sure there was a very great loss from the

ing of the rain on the maniu-e which lay in the yards a

Beetroot Sugar: Remarks upon the Advantages

Derivable from its GrmM and Manufacture in the

United Kingdom, &-e. By Arnold Baruchson.

Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, London.

This is a capital shilling's worth upon a subject of

immediate agricultural interest. The present position

of the Beet industry—the cultivation of the Beetroot

—

the process of manufacture—and the argument for the

extension of Beet growth in England—are the subjects

of its four chapters. It is the second edition of Mr.

Baruchson's work to which we are now directing atten-

tion. In the preface to this edition he thus speaks of

the progress of the industry :

—

"Since I first issued tliis pamphlet, in 1868, the ques-

tions discussed in its pages have attracted much attention

throughout the United Kingdom. Enlarged inquiry has
stengthened the opinions I advocated, and various im-

provements in the manufacture of beet-sugar having

simphfied the process, and realised the expectation that

white crystals would be made direct from the Beet, it is

now more than ever evident that, sooner or later, the Beet

industry will be thoroughly established in this country. A
beginning has been already made in England. The factory

of Mr. Duncan, at Lavenham. continues in successful

operation. Mr. Robert Campbell, of Buscott Park, Berk-

shire, who raised Silesian Beet last year from 335 acres,

and erected a large distillery on his estate, is so satisfied

with the result that he is now preparing 2000 acres for the

same purpose. He expects, by the use of the steam-plough

and liberal farming, to obtain from 30 to 40 tons per acre.

In conjunction with his distillery, he is feeding his cattle

with the nutritious pulp, and thus combines agricultural,

pastoral, and industrial enterprises. He also intends to

erect a sugar manufactory on his estate.

"I hoped to see much' more done in these islands ere

now : but the two establishments alluded to suffice to

justify my confidence that, in a few years, Beet factories

and distilleries will be found on all sides, and the roots be

eagerly raised by our farmers.

"

Those who intend to grow Sugar-Beet this year are

still in time ; and we recommend them to procure Mr.

Baruchson's pamphlet as their guide.

long til

Mr. G.\RNF. said he could speak from experience in regard

to green and rotten dung when applied to grass-land.

Last season he manured one portion of a field with green

dung out of the yards, and theotherwithrotten ; and while

by far the hea^^est crop of hay was made from the former,

the herbage of the latter was superior. This year he

hoped the herbage of the portion manured with the green

dung would be much improved.

It was unanimously resolved
—"That it is of the

•Teatest importance to pay more attention to the manage-

ment of farmyard manure, and we fully agree with the

svslem recomiTiended by Mr. Hayward of managing it in

such a way as to produce decomposition long before

using."

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Hayxvard for

one of the best lectures of the season, and to Mr. D.

Holbrow, for presiding, and this concluded the pro-

ceedings.

Farm Memoranda.
West Gloucestershire, Aprit 1.—The cold,

frosty nights still continue, almost as severe as though

we were entering into the month of January instead of

the month of April, and the country hereabouts looks

as barren as possible, for there is scarcely any sign

of life either upon the pasture or the arable land.

It would be very difficult at present to form any

accurate opinion about the Wheat plant, for we cannot

see it any better now than we could two months
ago. It will be remembered that the sowing upon
some of the heavy clay soils was done when the

land was too dry ; and as the weather continued dry

for some time after, much of the seed germinated and
perished for want of sufficient moisture ; consequently,

the plant was not good enough to face such a trying

winter as the one now passing away. Wheat has

ffered to a great extent from root founder, and the

frost having heaved much of it out of the ground, many
farmers have in consequence sown .again ; fortunately,

the very drying winds of late have so far dried

the land as to enable us to get on with the

heavy rollers, which will somewhat arrest further

mischief. Winter Beans have lost plant consider-

ably, and in many cases will, it is feared, be

quite a failure. A more favourable time for

spring work could not possibly be desired ; and

instead of work being very much behindhand, as was
our fear some time ago, it will be well forward ; indeed

the bulk of the Lent com hereabouts is already so\vn.

There still remains a considerable acreage of Barley to

be sown, which cannot be done till after the roots are

fed off, which, by the w.ay, will be rather too soon

this year, unless a more genial temperature speedily

sets in. What to do for sheep keep is becoming
rather a grave question among large flockmasters,

especially for ewes and lambs. Last year at this time

we had an abundance of green food for them, in the

shape of Turnip-greens, Rye, &c., but now we have

nothing of the kind anything 1 ike fit for feed. We
are using o.x Cabbages, left over purposely for the

ewes, and a most valuable article they prove to be.

They have stood the frost and rain wonderfully well,

and are perfectly sound. The ewes millc well

with them, and the lambs thrive, which is a sufficient

guarantee of their worth. We usually plant in May
two varieties. Early Drumhead for autumn, and the

Purple Flat Pole for winter and spring feeds, upon
ridges 30 inches apart between the rows, and 36 from

plant to plant, manured in the autumn at about the

same rate as for Mangel, viz., 20 tons farmyard

dung per acre, and in the spring with 5 cwt. salt and

3 cwt. of home-made artificial manure. With this

system we have grown veiy successfully heavy crops of

Cabbages.
Stock of eveiy kind is selling well, especially milking

cows and springing heifers. These, many of them, are

realising over ^20 per head. Graziers, too, have been

bought in very dear, and many of them will be kept

at a loss this summer, even if beef keeps up to its

present price, yos. per cwt. The demand for cow
calves is very gi'eat this year, and as there is a small
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proportion of them dropping to the number of bulls,

the supply is nothing like equal to the demand, there-

fore they are very dear. Sheep have done well since

the dry weather set in, and we are now getting rid of

the tegs at S|</. to <)d. per lb. The lambing is pretty

well over in this neighbourhood, and upon the whole

has tei-minated satisfactorily, although the doubles are

not so numerous as last year. Bacon pigs are selling at

\os. ^d. to lis. ;
porkers at lu. 6d. to 12s, per score.

There has been, and is likely to be, a reaction in the

price of store pigs : our markets are much better

supplied, and the prices have a downward tendency.

y. IV.

-Mr.Wheat Growinc, in Minnesota, U.S.

Dalrymple bought 2000 acres of the best Wheat land

near the town of Hastings, at from l/. loj. to 3/. per

acre. He fenced his farm in three divisions, one of

1000 acres, and two of 500 each. In 1S66 he put in

15 breaking-up teams, each of six heavy horses. They
turned furrows a mile in length, 16 inches wide, and

24 deep. In 45 days he had 1 700 acres under plough.

As spring Wheat alone is grown on this and all other

farms in Minnesota, Mr. Dalrymple commences plough-

ing about April 12, and 'despatches the whole in two
weeks. He uses 12 broadcast seeders, which are

followed by 24 drag teams, all moving together in

battalion order under one supervision. He sowed last

spring 3000 bushels of seed Wheat. This closes the

first great operation, and is succeeded by an interim of

two months, in which there is but little farm labour

employed or required, as there is neither ploughing
nor hoeing on the estate during this interval. A fort-

night before the harvest, early in July, he advertises

in the St. Paul journals for 125 men, at 2 dollars

50 cents, per day. He recruits this small army easily

among the woodcutters and the river and raft men, who
like the change and good cheer of harvest life. Fifteen

4-horse M'Comiick reapers move together through the

looo-acre field, followed by 90 binders working six in

a section from one end to the other. These are followed

by shockers, setting up sheaves in dozens. A mounted
overseer directs the whole. In two weeks the battle of

the reapers is over, and 60,000 Wheat shocks chequer
the yellow scene of action. With not the inter\'al of a

day the whole force of men and horses is turned over

to the threshing-machines and market waggons. Four
lo-horse power and two steam-power machines are

brought to bear upon these square miles of Wheat
shocks. The Wheat is delivered into bags by the

machines, is transported in waggons to the river, and
is perhaps on the way to New York within a week of

its reaping. In 12 or 15 days the operation of thresh-

ing and marketing is completed. Then the stubble

land is turned over by 22 horse-ploughs, cutting
j

to

60 acres a-day, and the whole in about two months of

ordinary weather. Then all the farm horses are stripped

of their shoes and turned into the stubble-field to

disport themselves until the middle of the next April.

His hired men, with the exception of two or three,

seek employment elsewhere, most of them probably
returning to the farm with the birds in spring. M
Dalrymple's harvest in 1S67 averaged 21 bushels to the

acre, and netted him 10,000 dollars over and above
the entire cost of his land, fencing, ploughing, seeding,

and all the labour employed. His crop in 1S68
netted him 40,000 dollars above the cost of production.

Concentrating such an amount of labour within three

months of the year, he says he is his own master in nine

months. Indeed, between October I and April I

he may make the tour of the Holy Land and of the

Nile, if he pleases, and be at home and overlook every
process of seed-time, harvesting, and marketing. Daily
Neivs.

An American Dairy Factory.—The following
interesting letter is from Mr. M'Adam, lateofGorsty
Hill, near Crewe, who first introduced the Cheddar
mode of cheesemaking in Cheshire, now resident at

Mattres Creek, St. Johnsville, New York State :

—

" After ten months* residence in this country, I send
you a few lines to acquaint you of our doings in, and
impressions of, America. I have the pleasure of inform-
ing you that myself, wife, and family have all enjoyed
exceUent health, and that we find the Yankees a people
who are ready to extend the hand of welcome to strangers,
and who value people more for what they are than for

what they possess or profess to be, and there exists a
much more genial feeling of reciprocity amongst the
different grades of rural life than is found in England.
We have been engaged at our old trade of cheesemaking,
myself and family having the management of eleven cheese
factories, in which were made about 250 cheese, weighing
between 7 and 8 tons, daily (during the best of the
season). The cheese factories are all built of wood,
two or three storeys high, the walls being double
boarded, with deal floors, and are generally excel-
lently adapted for the purpose of cheesemaking.
Good sprmg water is abundant in this State, and
the factories are all placed near a good spring. The cost
and equipment of a good cheese factory runs from _^8oo
to j^iooo, giving sufticient accommodation for making and
storing cheese from the milk of a thousand cows.
Factories are sometimes built by private individuals, but
usually by a number of farmers taking shares and forming
a company, which is usually incorporated. These stock-
holders either run the factory themselves by engaging a
manager and staff of hands, or rent it out to some com-
petent cheesemaker, who finds all the help he requires to
maJte the cheese. This manager takes in the milk and
weighs it, keeps the books, and actively engages in cheese-

making, everything depending on his skill, care, and
efficiency. The position of a factory manager is a very
responsible one, and it is not usual for any near relative

of either stockholders or patrons to occupy that position.
He is expected to do justice to all alike in weighing the
milk, and to exert a rigid supervision to detect a want of
cleanliness or dishonesty in every form. He is supplied
with instruments for detecting water, skimmed milk, and
impurities, and a sharp, honest manager can easily keep
the rogues honest.

"The cost of making the cheese is one cent per lb.,

and another cent goes to furnish boxes, bandages,
annatto, salt, &c., and to pay the stockholders from 7 to

10 per cent, on the capital invested in the building. A
cent is a halfpenny when currency and gold are at par,
but it is a fifth part less at present. Two cents on the
pound of cheese is charged on all the cheese made when
the factory is owned by one person for which the cheese is

manufactured, and everything furnished and paid. The
factories owned by one person generally give best satisfac-

tion. The stockholders appoint a secretary, treasurer,

and salesman. The latter attends the markets, and sells

the cheese as they become ready, generally every week or
fortnight. Cheese ripens more speedily here than in

England, and are mostly sold at from three to six weeks
old. The proceeds are divided amongst the patrons in

proportion to the weight of milk furnished by each. The
price of cheese here this season has averaged from 655. to

70^. per Cheshire cwt. (in gold), and three-fourths of all

the cheese in this State has realised a price between these

figures. The quality of a great portion of the cheese made
is fine, and if they are not so on their arrival in England
they must deteriorate on the voyage over.

"The Cheddar method, with some immaterial altera-

tions, is the mod e'^followed out. |The milk is brought
both morning and night to the factories. The night's

milk IS distributed equally in the milk vats, and the

temperature reduced by cold water being run through a
chamber underneath the milk. These milk vats are

made of tin, 18 feet long by 3^ feet wide, and i\ foot

deep. The milk and curd is heated by hot water or
steam being turned into the chambers. The hands
necessary to nm a factory of 500 cows are three—one man
and two active women. Some of them do with less, but
to keep all things neat the above is needed. The cheese
are only once turned in the press, when a thin calico cap
(called a bandage) is put on and pressed in, and allowed
to remain on. This calico cap senes the purpose of the

Cheshire bandage, and protects the cheese better ; being
pressed in, it adheres to the cheese, and never comes nor
is taken off. The ;cheese are never changed with dry
cloths as in Cheshire, but the screws are often tightened,

and although the cheese are taken out after 22 hours they
never run whey.

"Notwithstanding some drawbacks incident to the
factory system (which might be obviated or overcome), I

believe it is not only beneficial to farmers in America, but
might with even greater benefit be adopted in England
and Scotland. This opinion is forced upon me contrary

y previous opinions on the subject. Circumstances
nore favourable for making fine cheese in factories in

Britain than in America. The extremes of heat and cold
are not so great, and the roads are much better :

England and Scotland, and fuel and labour cost less,

Chester ChronkU.

Miscellaneous.
United States : Report of the Commissioner

OF Agriculture.—The eflfect of the past year's

weather was more or less injurious, in proportion to

the degree of negligence in culture and crudity in (

dition of heavy or moist lands. In some instances soils

which are naturally of superior excellence, but in infe

rior mechanical condition, yielded unprofitable returns,

The production of the country might be increased

hundreds of millions of dollars by more thorough com^
minution of soils, by the proper modification and
amelioration, and by the draining of the saturated

or tenacious lands. The loss from want of these

agricultural improvements, serious in any season,

is exceptionally large the present year. Dissatis-

fied with present receipts and gloomy over future

prospects, many farmers have sacrificed a portion

of their flocks during the year. It is estimated
that 4,000,000 of bulls were killed for pelts and
tallow. American agriculture, in all its branches,

is peculiarly subject to periods of elevation and
depression, from the impulsive action which stimulates

over-production at one time, followed by panic and
abandonment of the temporarily unprofitable pursuit.

The wool interest has often suffered, not merely from
ordinary causes of fluctuation, but more disastrously

still from tariff changes, frequent and extreme, as well
us unexpected. The Commissioner reports as follows

on the subject of southern agriculture:—"The con-
tinued high price of Cotton has made its culture more
profitable than at any former period, and the crop of
1868 has yielded a larger amount of money than that of
1S59. The yield of the past year exceeded very
slightly the estimate of this department, which was
2,380,000 bales. The present season has witnessed

_ eat activity in this culture, an increase of area
cultivated, and more general and generous fertilisa-

tion, and has also been characterised by drought in

the seaboard States, and other causes of diminished
production, which have modified the expectations of

planters
;

yet the crop will exceed that of last

year, and may reach 2,700,000 bales. It is to be
regretted that the tendency is to neglect other crops and
concentrate all available labour and capital upon a
single product, however profitable. The inevitable

result will be more Cotton and smaller nett returns I

in money after the purchase of needed supplies, and, as
a further result, a slower improvement of neglected

' lands. The sugar interest is rapidly attaining its former
proportions. A disposition is indicated to extend its

culture beyond the cane plantations of the Mississippi
river to Florida, Southern Georgia, and Texas. Fruit
culture is gaining a prominence which it never before
enjoyed ; vineyards of hundreds of acres in extent have
been established, and orchards of thousands of acres,

with groves of Orange and other tropical fruits. There
is evidence of progress also in the use of improved agricul-

tural implements, the employment of fertilisers, and in

the mental activityand spirit of inquirywhich arc moving
the rural mind of this section." The Wheat culture
forms another important topic of the report.

The Commissioner says :— " The Wheat interest

is at present suffering from one of the periodical
seasons of depression which are the inevitable

result of exclusive reliance upon a single crop.

A good yield was obtained last year, and a still larger

result the present season ; this fact, in combination
with financial causes, has depressed the price to a
lower point than has been reached since 1S60. The
continuous planting of the new lands of the west with
Wheat is removing westward, year by year, the centre
of Wheat production, and increasing the distance of
transportation ; while the railroads, by their combi-
nation and advance of tolls to secure dividends upon
watered stock, are increasing in equal ratio the cost of
freights. Thus are Wheat growers reaping the fruits

of their own improvident husbandry, and suffering

extortion and loss from the accident of location.

A diversification of industry, both agricultural and
manufacturing, will render them masters of the
situation, and release them from subservience to

the railroads and European Wheat markets. The
pioneer or * skinning' system of culture must be
abandoned, at least in the settled States, and capital

be used in farm improvements. A judicious invest-

ment in draining often pays lo per cent, the first year ;

a single horse-hoeing of growing Wheat, as reported to

this department, has doubled the yield and paid
1000 per cent, upon its cost, and improvement in

breeds of farm stock yields large dividends upon the

investment." The report notices, lastly, the prevalence
of numerous epidemics and zymotic diseases among the

cattle of the United States.

Sew.\(;e upon Sand.—The power of sewage to

produce a crop of succulent growth with a veiy mini-
mum, if any, of assistance from the soil itself, has
indeed been amply illustrated in an experiment of
sufficient extent not far from Loop Farm, Barking.
One of the features of the plan of dealing with North
London sewage, for which Parliamentary powers were
originally obtained, was the reclamation of a large
portion of the many square miles of sand which the
tide lays bare by Foulness, at the mouth of the
Thames ; and there fertilising some Sooo or 10,000
acres by sewage irrigation. Although similar work has
been actually done with the best results near Leith,
with the water of the Edinburgh " Foul Burn." it was
thought desirable to test the fitness of the Maplin sand
from Foulness lor the use of sewage on it. About
3000 cubic yards of the sand were accordingly barged
up to the sewage outfall below Barking, and there

spread some 30 inches deep over an acre of abandoned
contractor's yard, which was levelled for the purpose.
This acre of sand was smoothed with a slope of about
I in 120, and sown with Italian Rye-grass in March,
1S66. Three or four cuttings of grass were taken from
it during that year, one of them close on 20 tons per
acre, and the others at intervals of four or five weeks
varying from 8 to 12 tons per acre. The plant

received frequent abundant floodings with the water
from the sewer alongside of it. I am unable to say,

however, how much exactly either of sewage it received

or of Grass it produced. But it is certain that very
heavy crops of Grass were produced by the use of

sewage alone upon this sheer sea-sand, which could

have contributed hardly anything to the growth of the
crop. Smaller plots of the sand were planted with
Mangel Wurzel, Celery, and Carrots, and yielded

satisfactorily. J. C. Morto7i, in a Report to the Metro-
polis Sewage Company.

Veterinary Inspection at Ports of Debarka-
tion.— The veterinary inspection, essential as it is that

we may know where disease prevails, with a view to the

adoption of preventive measures, is utterly unreliable as

applied at ports ; and it is absolutely injurious from its

effects on importations and engendering a false sense of
security at home. During the many years that we have
suffered most from impure importations, infection has
professedly taken place both at the ports of embarka-
tion and debarkation. Whatever may be said of the

work done abroad, that done at home has been fraught

with untold mischief. My remarks are not directed to

the body of inspectors, but to the system of inspection.

We all know what it is to examine a horse for sound-
nd there are many skilled veterinarians who,

almost at a glance, will point out glaring defects. They
would not rely, however, on any instantaneous powers
for the inspection of a few hundred recruits for our

cavalry stables. Were any respectable man asked to

give his certificate for even so few as eight or ten horses

walked leisurely past him he would scout the idea, and

under the greatest pressure he would certainly give

five or ten minutes to the inspection of each animal. All

I can say is that the inspection of cattle at ports has
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averaged, to my knowledge, from two to 20

per mimilc. Often a bullock has been "closely"

inspected Iianj^in^; in a sling on the ship's side ; and

always, to my knowledge, without facilities for a care-

ful manipulation, taking the pulse, temperature, &c.,

which are absolute essentials in the diagnosis of con-

tagious disease. I can claim some practical familiarity

with the inspection of herds of cattle. I have stood on

a hillock in Western America, with a body of men,

catching with the lasso such animals as I indicated, and

with a guide liorse and trustworthy thermometers I

could point out infected animals at the rate of one in ten

minutes. That is inspection under great disadvantages

;

but I have often timed myself at a farm where cattle

were tied up or enclosed in yards, and the quickest

work I could ever do was one animal in three minutes.

If any one .attempts to report on a number of cattle

without an examination conducted searchingly, by
means requiring the time named, you may consider the

reports not worth the paper on which they are written.

Professor Gamgec at Birrnmgham.
On Weighing Oat.s.^Two modes of filling the

measure are in use in the trade ; both, however, give

nearly similar results. 1st. The mexsure must be

placed firm, so that it will not move or even shake,

when the Oats are poured in. A large scoop holding a

good half bushel must then be taken ; and from it the

Oats must be poured in quickly, and then, the scoop

being immediately refilled, the remainder must be

])Oured in quickly, and the "strike" applied at once.

The success of the operation depends on the measure

being placed on a firm basis and filled ([uickly. The
Oats then have not time to run together and consolidate,

the measure in consequence holds the least possible

quantity. If the measure is shaky, or if through

clumsiness or intentionally the scoop is allowed to

knock against or even to lean on the measure, the

result will be that it will hold considerably more grain

than it ought. A similar result will follow if a small

scoop is used. The time taken to fill the measure will

allow the grains to settle and consolidate ; and again

each successive scoopful, as it is poured in, will cause

the grain below to consolidate. Or 2d, the measure

being placed on a firm basis, the Oats may be run

rapidly into it from a sack. Care must be taken that

the sack does not touch the measure. There is a

good deal of knack in getting the Oats to run out

freely. The mouth of the sack must be opened wide,

and the sides should be well turned down, so that no
interruption may occur in filling the measure. Kilher

of these modes will give the fair weight of the Oats.

The strike used in the tr.ade is rounded. It takes out

rather more Oats than a flat strike, and it should

therefore always be used. The following are the

results of some other modes of filling a bushel with

Oats, the trade weight of which, as given by cither of

the above modes of filling, was 37 lb. Fille<l from a

shovel held at the hip, the grains being allowed to flow

or trickle in slowly, the measure held 40^ lb. ; or in

other words the sample was made to appear to weigh

404 lb. instead of 37 lb., the true weight. Here both

the height from which the grains fell and the slowness

of the operation combined together in causing consoli-

dation. Filled by placing the mouth of the sack on

the rim of the measure and allowing the Oats to run in,

the measure held 374 lb., when the operation was
neatly and <|uickly managed ; hut when it was clumsily

performed and the measure was shaken and moved by

the pressure of the sack, it held nearly 39 lb. Filled

by pushing the measure into the heap and turning it up,

and filling up the deficiency with the scoop, the measure

held 38 lb. F'illed quickly from a .small scoop the

measure held 38 lb. F'illed slowly from the same
scoop it held 384 lb. Different samples no doubt will

give somewdrat varying results, according to the greater

or less tendency which they may possess for con-

solidating ; but from these details the intending

purchaser will readily see, that in order to get the

article he contracts and pays for it is necessary that he
should know how to weigh a bushel. In addition,

however, to knowing how to do it, there is a good
deal of knack and practice required to fill the bushel

properly ; and the reader, if he tries the above experi-

ments for himself, will probably at first fail to get the

true weight. Horses and Stables.

%\t ball's MnrK.
April i6.—Seed threshing for the market com-

mences at the close of hairest and continues on to the

end of seed-time. Seed of every kind, properly har-

vested, keeps best in the straw, and those who grow
their own seed thresh as they require to sow.

Grass seeds are generally threshed out about the begin-

ning of this month in early districts, and towards its

close in late ones. The Rye-grasses, Timothy, and the

other natural j^rasses, require to be carefully sifted, in

order to remove the seeds of weeds, otherwise more
weeds may braird than Grass. Most fanners have
dressing machines for the different kinds of seed, but

they should not be wholly trusted to, for the small

seeds of weeds are not easily separated ; and besides

seeds are liable to be eaten into by insects, to be infested

with the spores of Fungi and seed germs of parasitic

plants, and to be imperfectly ripened ; and all such

should be removed, so as to get a uniform sample for

sowing.

Change of seed will be more general this year than

usual, more especially those kinds sown during the

current and subsequent months. Intelligent farmers

look about them in time where they can get a proper

change, the delivery taking place shortly before the

usual time of sowing, or when ordered. Many never

grow their own Grass, Clover, and root seeds, and
they must bear in mind that the "Adulteration of

Seeds Act, 1S69," comes into operation on the 1st of

next month, and that there is some risk of much old

seed being thrown upon the countiy before then, at

tempting low prices. At all times the vitality of bought
seeds cannot be too carefully tested in the flower-pot,

and many farmers never sow an ounce of any kind,

home-grown, exchanged, or purchased in the open
market, without first having tried whether they will

vegetate healthily or no ; and upon the result depends
whether they will sow or not, and if they sow how
much will be required per acre.

Paring and Burning is not so popular as it was
before the introduction of recent improvements. But

although good meadow-land pays the farmer, there is a

large breadth of grass-land that would pay better under

the steam-plough, with artificial manures and improved

thorough drainage when required. Lady-day entries

give rise to much paring and burning in April. If the

land is level and free from stones the work is best done

by the horse-power plough ; but if it is full of stones,

unlevel, or covered with anthills, the paring must be

done by the breast-plough or breast-siiade. The
depth to be pared depends upon the thickness of the

effete vegetable matter composing the sod, and the

quantity of ashes required. From I inch to 2 inches

may be stated as examples, but in some peaty

soils a shallow furrow-slice, from 3 to 6 inches,

is turned up with a common plough. Tlie

latter practice, however, is generally tcnncd "stifle

burning." In dry weather the .sods are soon ready for

burning, but in wet weather, or when the atmosphere

is loaded with vapour, they re(iuire to be set up, to

prevent them growing and to catch the full benefit of

the first drying weather. Sometimes a team with a

heavy harrow keeps tossing about the sods. When
ready they are collected and burned in small heaps with

a smouldered charring fire, so as to produce black

ashes. Wlicn done by contract it costs, with the horse-

paring plough, about I5.f. per acre, including the spread-

ing of the ashes, and twice the money when done by

tlie breast-plough. A small allowance of straw per

acre is generally given for kindling the fires.

Drainingaiid Trenching Grass-land.—Some pasture-

lands are not suited for paring and burning, and these

when broken up should either be close-trenched or

bastard-trenched. When close-trenched with the plough,

the one plough follows the other, sometimes two horses,

three horses, and four horses in each team. In bastard-

trenching a subsoil-plough follows the common one,

loosening the bottom, but leaving it below the furrow-

\ When the subsoil is sound the former is prefciTcd,

but when unsound the latter. Both plans are best done

with the s])ade. Sometimes the sods in bastard-trench-

ing are difficult to rot in dry seasons. A ton of common
;alt, \vith a good dose of lime or artificial manure, well

harrowed in, will promote the decomposition of efiete

vegetable matter. A good dressing of sewage manure
is better, and when town or farm sewage cannot be

had the land should be artificially watered, if practic-

able. The sods, whether below or on the surface,

should not be disturbed until they are thoroughly

rotted : a suflicient depth of mould for covering lime,

artificial manure, and seed can be raised by the harrows

and clod-cmshers. The work is best done before

winter, but we have trenched in April and grown
heavy crops of Swedes and Turnips, both on heavy

and light land. Trenching two spits deep with the

spade costs from £^ to £(i per acre, according to the

nature of tlie laml, the workmen making 2s. dd.

per day.

Water Meadotos are this year exceptional in many
respects—not only as to the general lateness of vegeta-

tion, but also as to the greater diversity of yield.

When cut for soiling throughout the season, the rule is

simple, '* Mow when ready, and rather earlier should

stock so require ;" but when intended for hay, it will not

always be so easy settling what is best to be done

—

whether the Grass is used for soiling or folding. In

many cases the lateness of the common pastures will

compel farmers to make the most of tlieir meadows

—

however objectionable, according to the old practice, a

second and third folding may be. Many objections

may be obviated, for the second and third crop may be

mown and given to stock, both sheep and cattle, on

dry ground, and by guano washed into the meadow
you may make up for the droppings of live stock for a

hay crop in July, August, or even September, IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents,
Emigration : Old Subscriber, who wrote respecting the

emigration of four young agricultural labourers, should

address himself to Mr. W. Huntington, 6, Alexandra
Cottages, Penge, Surrey.

Lkntil : C P. It has answered very well on poor

sandy soils in Norfolk.

McDougal's Disinfectant : A. V. It acts by its

antiseptic power. Organic matter with which it comes in

contact loses its tendency to putrefaction, and its

organic nitrogen accordingly cannot form ammonia. As

already formed the disinfectant is, we
believe, useless. We imagine its influence on manure
matters must be mischievous.

Mangel Wurzel : Cor. The plan of cultivation adopted
by Mr. Adkins, of Milcotc, to which you refer, is

described in Messrs. Suttons" " Farmers' Year Book : "

—

" Wheat is always the preceding crop. The farmyard
manure, previously drawn, and slightly fermented in a
heap, is spread, and the land ploughed before Christ-

mas if possible ; but at any rate soon enough to ensure
a frost for the thorough disintegration of the surface
deep enough to form a good bed of free mould. So
soon in April as weather permits, the land is well
harrowed as deep as it will work freely. By this plan
the moisture is retained, and thereby the seed induced
to vegetate. By deeper cultivation and evaporation,
the soil is often rendered so dry that the germination of
the seed is dependent on rain. Many a plant of Mangel
has been lost in a dry spring by giving the land what is

well described as ' the orthodox amount of spring
tillage,' instead of permitting it to remain in the state
which a Warwickshire farmer would call ' stale furrow.*

The seed (about 7 lb. per acre) is drilled on the flat at
28 inches from row to row, and deeper than is usually
recommended—fully an inch. As soon as the Thistles

appear, dig them to the depth of the plough, and
the after cultivation of the crop is the usual one of
repeated hoeings by hand and horse labour."

Sheep Farming: C. P., S. G. Mr. Brown's little book,
which we shall review, relates rather to the natural and
agricultural history of the sheep and farm stock than
to the practical details of sheep-farming.

Sundries: C. P.. S. G. We presume that the Galega or
Goat's-beard, which is said to increase the quantity and
quality of cows' milk, is the Galega officinalis—Goats'
Rue.

Tak as a Remedy: A. Y. says:—"When in India.

and any of my horses had a cough, the veterinary used
to say he would give them the blacking briish, and he
used to take out their tongiie and rub it over with some
mixture of tar. Can you inform me what it was, and
how to make it ? as it generally had the desired effect,

and cured them of their cough." [Tar is used in this

country as a remedy for coughs in horses and cattle,

but we never heard of the application being made in the
way you mention. " Cow doctors " sometimes thrust a
rope, previously dipped in tar, down the throat of a
cow, but it is hardly jirobable that an educated man
would use either that or the " blacking brush " in the
trc;itment of disease.]

SPED MARKET.
We have now a good steady demand for agricultural

seeds, all descriptions of which are held with considerable

firmness. The stocks of red Clover seed now on hand
are light, and are being still further reduced by shipments
to America ; one lot of 1400 bags was sent last week to

New York. In Rye-grasses the recent sudden advance
has been well maintained ; French Italian must be quoted
i.f. per cwt. dearer. Our advices from France state that

there is now very little seed left. Rapeseed has advanced
2j. per qr., while. Mustard is very firm. Spring Tares
meet with a ready sale, at recent currencies. Sainfoin and
Lucerne seed is without change in value.

John Shaw & Sons, j6, Water Lane, London, B.C.

HOPS.
Borough Mahkf.t, April 13.

Messrs, Pattenden & Smith report an improved demand
for all dejscriptions, considerable quantities of new
Americans and other foreign Hops having changed hands
within the last week, at firm rates. Ycarhngs also com-
mand rather more attention.

ENGLISH WOOL.
There has been a somewhat better demand for EngHsh

wool during the last week ; the better sorts are in good
demand, at full rates. Half-breds and Downs are hardly

so much inquired for as lustres and demi-lustres, but
altogether the tone is more cheerful, and it is generally

believed we have positively seen the lowest point for the

year.

Current Prices OP English Wool. Per lb.—j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets ., .. .. i 1 toi z
Half-bred ditto i 3 — i aj
Kent Fleeces .. .. ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers . . .. o oj — 1 i

HA Y.~fer Loado/-^6 Trusses.

Smitmpield, Thursday, April 12.

Prime Meadow Hay •}^s. to 84^. ,
CloTcr, old

Itifcrior do. 60 70

Inferior do — —
Straw 24 30

Cumberland Marki
Sup. Meadow Hay 84J. to gof

.

New do.

68 78

rClo

; Inferior do.

Prime 2d cut .,100 i

Inferior do 80
Charles James Easto:

T, Thursday, April la.

I
Inferior Clover .. 90J. toi
New do —
Straw 30

Whitechapel, Thursday, April 12.

; Meadow Hay 76^. to Ssj. eold Clover..
, Inferior do. do. .

I

Prime 2d cut do. .

,

— New Clov,

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—April 13.

Best Fresh Butter i6j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 13J. ,,

Small Pork, 5J. ^d. to 5^. &/. ; Large Pork, 4J. od. to

4J. ^d. per 8 lb.
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METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAYi April II.

The number of Beasts is larger than on last Monday,

and the quality very good ; trade is exceedingly dull, and

a clearance cannot be effected at our reduced quotations.

There is a large increase in the supply of Sheep, and a

decrease in the demand, consequently a large number

remain unsold ;
business transacted is at much lower

rates, except for a few choicest descriptions. Trade

for Calves is about the same as on Thursd.ay. Our

foreign supply consists of 1025 Beasts, 6860 Sheep, 139

Calves, and s Pigs : from .Scotland there are 384 Beasts;

from Ireland, 140 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1320 ; and

394 from the Midland and Home Counties.

. d.

Best Scots, Here
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts

4 6t04 S

Best Long'wools.. .. to ..

Do. Shorn .

.

4 ' 4—4 6
Ewes & ad quality . . — .

.

Do. Shorn .. 3 8—4 4
Best Downs and Lambs

Half-breds .. .. — .. Calves .. ..4 0-5 6

Do. Shorn .. 4 6—4 8 Pigs .. ..3 6-s 6

Beasts, 3463 ; Sheep and Lambs, 28,880 ; Calves, 158 ; Pies, 103.

MARK LANE.
Monday, April 11.

There supply of English Wheat to this morning's

market, was very moderate, and was taken at the prices

of this day se'nnight. There was a fair attendance
;
the

demand for foreign was limited, and the business done in

retail at last week's rales. Barley, Beans, and Feas were

unchanged in value. Oats were firm, and in some
instances rather dearer. There was no alteration in the

value of Flour.

White
— fine selected runs. .do.

— — Talavera
— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

BAitLEV, grind. & dist. ,26f to yn. . Che
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato
— Irish Potato

Foreign Poland and Bi

RVE
RvE-> L, Foreign .

s, Ma2agan 30J. to 37J. . .Tick
— Pigeon .,..50^. to 56^... Winds,
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
— Maple, 41;. to 45^ Grey

Ma

38—46 Red.,
so Red..

S3—SSi .

39—42 M.llting .

22—25, Malting .

22—24
24-261 Feed ...

23—2slFced ...

21—24lFeed ...

32—381 Foreign .

31—49 Harrow .

—
I

Longpod.
4'—43 Egyptian
32—42 Suffolk .

32—42! Foreign .—
I

Foreign .

36-40!
25 ~37 Country .

.

33—25 Per sack.

21—24

33—36

35—43
33—37
39—31

Flour, best marks delivered, -per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreien per barrel

Wednesday, April 13.

Fresh up to Mark Lane this morning the receipts of

Wheat from Essex and Kent have been only moderate
;

nevertheless, the demand for both red and white produce

has ruled heavy at about the rates previously current.

The show of foreign Wheat has been good ; the trans-

actions have been restricted, on former terms. The
supply of Barley has been moderate ; very little business

has been doing, at previous quotations. Malt has been
quiet, at late rates. Oats have been in fair supply and
moderate request, at late currencies. Beans and Peas

have been dull, but firm. Flour has changed hands
quietly.

Arrivals OP Grain, &c., into London last Wkek.
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H. LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each

6 ft. by 4 ft. LiphtSj 2 in. thick, unglaied

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, df

Prmicd aji
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GREEN'S Patent SiLENS Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FORTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact. During the last six years the demand has been unprecedented, which

alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their characteristic features :

—

1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

2nd. They are worked with, far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these Machines are so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56,000 being now in use,

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the PubUc with a List of the numerous Testimoni.als they have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ABE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

]

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.
SOUTH KENSINGTON. I

THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.
THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS. REGENT'S PARK. THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.

I
THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOTANIC GARDENS, BRUSSELS.
THE SUNDERLAND PARK.
THE PRE.STON PARK.

AND IN MOST OF THE PRINCIP.AL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE. PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY
M.\CHINES, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Box ;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches .. ., • • £^3 o o

,, 28 inches ., .. .. 15 o o
,, 30 inches .. .. .. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey., ., o 18 o
Ditto for Pony . . .

.

. . 120
HORSE MACHINES.

To cut 30 inches £21 o o
36 inches 24 o o

,, 42 inches .. .. .. 27 o o
48 inches 30 o o

Leather Boots for Horse . . . . 160
The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,

the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse ;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed witliout fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND MACHINE.
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and ifnot approved of

can be returned unconditionally.

To cut 10 inches

,, 12 inches

Suitable fo

£7 10

9 o

Suitable for two persons.

/\z. :—For the lo and 12 inch Mac
Parties providing

:v,

Suitable for one person.

Packing Cases arc charged at the following low rates
14 and 16 inch, ^s. ; 18 and 20 inch, 55. ; 32 and 24 inch, 6j,

Mowers are rccommenHcd to purchase the cases in which to ___

them from getting damaged ; if returned, two-thirds will be allowed for thci

The above Prices include Free Delivery to all the principal Railway Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1862.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.

First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

T. GREEN AND SON did not exhibit at the Paris Exhibition, 1867.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have carried off every
Prize that has been e'vcn, in all cases of competition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-sharpemng, and when
the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the
harp edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced
person, owing to the peculiar adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

N.B. All Orders are executed on the day they are received, either from our
Leeds or London Establishment.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand

PRICES OF

HAND ROLLERS.

Diam. Length. (,

ROLLERS
Fitted with Shafts,

suitable for Pony or

Horse Power,

721

they

;

19 10

made

n. 17

These ROLLERS possess many advantages over all othe
two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording greater facility for turning, and
the outer edges are rounded off, or turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks
left by other Rollers. They are manufactured of the best materials, and are got up in

a manner surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS, 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also

made in one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to
answer many requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller

at pleasure.

PRICES.
24 inches by 26 inches . , , , . , . . , . £^ o o

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations
Shipping Ports • "

Every Machine and Roller is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and, if not
approved of, can be returned at once unconditionally.

T. G. AND SON have a large quantity of LAWN MOWERS in stock (upwards
of 2000) at their Leeds and London Establishments

; also various other kinds of
HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, GARDEN
SEATS and CHAIRS, FOUNTAINS. VASES, PLAIN and GALVANIZED
WIRE NETTING. &c.

Having very extensive Premises in London, we are in a position to do all kinds

of Repairs there, as well as at our Leeds Establishment.

THOMAS GEBEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.
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To Agrlculturlats.

GREEN'S PATENT HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS,
with Inverted Cylinder F.n(;ine combined. Simple and substan-

tial in construction. The Boiler caa be used for Slcaraiiig purposes.

Specially adapted for Farm use.

Drawings and prices free

First Prize,

>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, 1869,

Also 22 other

PRIZES FOR

LIQUID

MANURE

HAND OR r O \V E R,

American Lawns.

ANDREW HANDYSIDE and CO.,
Briinnnia Foundry, r>crby- I 12, Walbrook. London.

The Briuinnia Iron Works have lor the last 40 years been well

lown for the production of fine Iron Castings. The use of Cast-

on permits a delicacy of outline, and smoothness of surface, impos-

ble in cheap Stone or Terra-cotta. Cast-iron Vases, if occasionally

jinted, are imperishable, and will not crack when eiposed to wet or

n. Hay Kic:

:plh of Fcedi
idth

and depth

bcmgan"on

hs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
gorging, cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,

? Price of FiUings per Cow, 55s.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO,, Iron Work:
. .

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where thi

above are exhibited, together with ;

Stable Fittings just secured by Pat<

CO,, Iron Works, 3, Winsley
trcct, London, W., where thi

al important Improvements 11

ETCry Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Duratli.

Iron Cisterns.

BRABY AND CO. having laid down more
I extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

,.-„ Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANlSELf or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices,

and at very short notice.

F

l!ll \Mt,RlCAN PATENJ
" A RCHIMEDEAN " LAWN MOWER
-^^ IS admitted the best Machine ever brought out for the

purpose ; because it is durable, simple, and performs its work better

and with LESS THAN HALF the power of other Lawn Mowers, and

will do double the amount of work.

Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never

looking untidy, serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

Opinions <:

The Gardeners' Maganne says-

been fairly tested at Stoke New

The Field says—" The Americans ha'

many Machines, but
possessed a Lawn Mo'

•CAn

nllc

F THE Press.
-" This new Mowing Machine has
ngton, and the verdict is, 'valuable

beforehand with us in

intil now aware they
far superior to any of ours."
• We are indebted to our American

id remarkable 1

le benefi
nprovem(

^.

nuch lessened. 1 he

ually v

nsof the Royal

t Lawn Mo

A. H. & Co make the better kind of IR
SERVATORIES. and have constructed s

finect in the kingdom.

post free for 6 stamps.

Rosher's Garden Edging TlleB.

PATTERNS are n

a. Stoneware, .^nd Rcdv.are,an

;f"'g;eardWab,lu>^^^The^^pUin^
ipecially s

lUu

1, take up littli

room, ana once put down incur no further laboui

and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse

^ GaKeN^ VASEt"f0UNTAINS &c., i,

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior

finish, and in much variety of design.

. ...:. Manufacturers, UpperGround Street, Blackfriars,S.E,

Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland.N.E.

;d Trice Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Consen'atories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Sic, as cheap and tiurable as Stone

in blue, red. and bu* colours, and capable of forming a variety of

designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of rave-

ment, with prices, forwarded for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, Sc. t^^"?"'''"?
?'5f,[„^t',',V,''w''aJl'"6opiS!

6 or 8 inches long. The
It has been tried in the gari

.1 Society' at Chiswick during the pasi

reporied as the quickest, most simple, and most emci<

ever used ; md such is our opinion."

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,
)OHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London

I AM Sw
PATENT

'ARCHIMEDEAN'
AMERICAN

LAWN MOWER,

An Illustrated Price List of Galvanised Iron, and other of BrABY's
special Manefacturcs, sent on application.

F. BRABY AND CO., Limited, Fitiroy Works, Euslon Road,
London ; or through all respectable Ironmongers.
N.B. Open Tanks of different sizes packed one in another to save

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.

TMwMr. W. Gilbert,
Lawford Street, Jiueby.

" I am perfectly satisfied

ivith the Closets, and find

*hat I had imagined would
._ _ great difficulty—the

supply of Dried Earth—

"

ouple of spadesful put i

a bucketful of water), j

have had the finest bloo

'W. GILBERT.
" January, 187a"

be obtained at ag, Bedford

C O..WS. BOULTON AND
• Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.
After looking at the Illustration it is unnecessary to give a long

description of this new and invaluable article, suffice to say that it 19

Glazed without Putty and constructed of Wood and Iron. Waterine

is done expeditiously. The Ventilation is perfect, and the Lighta are
:.L

—

:j. 1.— be moved in lengths.

of great durabilily, Dutch
Pipej

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—

14/ per Ton, if, ^d. per Bushel; «. per Ton eitra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or W hart, nuantitics

of 4 Tons. I*, per Ton lew. A coarier grained Sand 4'. per ion more.

Samples of Sand by post on receipt of slanap.
b-wtstt

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockenei or F«nienoa. KBN T

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F &G. ROSHKR—Addresses see above.

N B Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

A liberia discount to the Trade.

CUTS WET or LONG GRASS WITHOUT CLOGGING,
Thus enabline the man to work it in the morning or cool of the day,

nstead of waiting for the Grass to dry, and toiling under the heat of

id-day Bun, It is very easy to work, and will preserve its perfect
e for the G

s very easy

t whilst traversing inds or sloping banks.

"Far fours."—Vide The Field.

imple, and most efficient &

-Vide Garitners^ Maga:

Illustrated Cataloeues, Opinions of the Press, and Testimonials post

'., I, v.ii>

ind by Ir<

Carriage paid
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.-Pnces Prined

p-iti^rn, and Snecimcns sent post free on application; also

Pa,,.rns°5ornai"ntafTn. Pavement, for Conse^^^^^^^^^

Halls, Sic. MAW and CO., BcmhalTWorks^r

rpHE SOCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER
X COLOURS.—The SIXTY.SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
WILL OPEN, on MONDAY, April 25, at their Gallery, 5, Pall Mall

East, from 9 till 7. WILLIAM CALLOW, Secretary.

t Published, No. I., price Sixpeni

(Any person

The advantanes this Watering Can possesses over the old kind

. Fifst watering can now be done in about hall the time; second,

a bed 12 feet wide can be watered without treading on the soil, or having

10 lift the can an extra height ; third, about half the usual

required. For Greenhou!
' '' "-

as larEC areas can be wat. , — - -.0, , ,, .,

line tliey will last a lifetime. Price, No (t eallon), 6r. 6i. : No_
I2 irallons) is' 6d. ; No. 3 (3 ga ons , tor. 6d. ; No. 4 (4 gallons). 12s. 6d.
' ESfacttred by JOSlXTl LE iiUTT, Haymaker Works Bury

St. Edmund's ; to whom Post Office orders - > •"'-'-

payable when ordering.

t and made

R U B N
of

HUNT,
ED HAND SEED

£!X

jM'Nab, Royal Botanic
(jardens
r. U. T. Fish
r. W. Robinson, Author of tht
" Parks and Promenades o.

Paris
"

Mr. William Gorrie, Trinity

fith 36 Engravings, continued

GARDENER.
sby
R. BuUen, I

Glasgow
Mr. J. Lorimer
Mr. V. Newman,
Mr. William Can
Mr. I). S. Willi;

Mr. A. F. BarrorAnderson, Mcadowbank
And other Practical Writers.

The VILLA GARDENER is intended solely for the use of those

who possess Small Gardens in the City and Suburbs, and not for

) CO., London; JOHN MENZIES
1 CO., Edinburgh.

\

Now ready, 8ro, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the

Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with ai8 Wood-
cuti by E. M. Williams.

Published for the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE.
193, Piccadilly, W.

Price to Non-members, £1 11.

In One Volume, 8vo, price i3j. cloth,

LAND SYSTEMS and INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
of IRELAND, ENGLAND, and CONTINENTAL

COUNTRIES. ByT. E. Cuffe Leslie, LL,B., of Lincoln's Inn,

Imperial 4to. copiously Illustrated, price 12b. 6d.

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
recognised in the Construction and Arrangement of approved

Farm Buildings; published separate from the " F.-\rm Homesteads oi

England." By Messrs. Bailey Denton and Eailev Denton, lun.

Sold by E. and F, N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, London. S-W.

This day is published, with Engravings, price 41 6J.,

THE HANDY BOOK of BEES; being a Practical

Treatise on their Profitable Management, with a General Outline

of their Natural History prefixed. By A. Petticbew.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Fourth Edition, much enlarged, with
Coloured Frontispiece, and Six Panoram

WINTER and SPRING on
MEDITERRANEAN; or, th

Corsica, Sicily, Algeria. Spain, and Biar;

J. Henry Bennet, M.D.

40 Engravings on Wood,
c Maps, post 8vo, cloth, lai.,

the SHORES of the
; Riviera, Mcntonc, Italy,

: for

nbera

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
{by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacrc Rectory, Brandon),

as now carried out m a New House erected for the purpose, '" •*^'-

Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society

Edition, much enlarged.

Free Dy post for 7 stamps.

ick. Second

Journal of Horticulture" Office,

IMPROVED BARROW SEED DRILLS,

For Sowing every description of small Seeds. Price, with

box and striking-out gear, £3 51. ; extra length, per foot, 31.

T
Just published, price i6r cloth,

HE TINEINA of SOUTHERN EUROPE.
By H. T. STAINTON, F.R.S., Sec. L.S.

(Also now ready, price lai. M.,

HE Eleventh Volume of the NATURAL
HISTORY of the TINEINA.

London: JOHN VAN VOORST, t, Paternoster Row.

LINK 1" A\ I ] liKlI.L, No. I.

For sowine Turnips or Maneelj uii riJije or flat. Price ..£'">

Eitra cup plate (or altering tiuantity of seed o a

ONE-ROW CUP DRILL, No. a .. .. 3 "5

TWO-ROW CUP PRILL 3 '5

ONE-ROW TURNIP and MANURE DRILL .. .. 5 »
Eltra coulters for flat wort .. .. .. "3

ONE-ROW BEAN and PEA DRILL ... "to
ONE-ROW BRUSH DRILL •: .. " 5

Illustrated Catalogues post free on application

^HE LANDS MPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

John Clutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall PI;

Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq., Kirt

Henry Farquhar, Esq., (M
-

s Street, S.VV^.

HKton Park, Oxford-
lerrics, Farquhar & Co.), l6, St.

Lord Garlics, m'.p!, 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,
Wigtonshire, N.B. _ . ., „

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, EC.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), a, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
_..*..-.. tt'c . r,„ f^n A r-ark Street, Westminster,S.W.

King's Bench Walk, Temple,
Granv'UeR.H. Somerset, Esq., Q.C., 6, Park Street, Westmi
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P. - "•---"'-

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., MP. (Chairman), J, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cottages and

Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 35 years.

Noinvestigationof title IS required. ,.,.,„ .,

For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. 1, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate. Westminster, S.W.

• SONS. New Burlington Slr<

T-VR. K
±J MINE

KENNION'S OBSERVATIONS on the
ERAL SPRINGS of HARROGATE. Seventh Edition.

Revised and Enlarged. By ADAM Bealky, M.A., M.D., Cantab.,
Member of the Royal College of Physi

O

Books on Gardening.

A BOOK ABOUT ROSES : how to Grow and Show
them. By S. Reynolds Hole. Crown 8vo, price 7*. 6d.

HANDY BOOK of the FLOWER GARDEN
Being Plain, Practical Directions for the Propagation, Culture, an

Arrangement of Plants in Flower Gardens all the Year Round
.

embracing all classes of Gardens, from the largest to the smallest

;

with Engraved Plans, illustrative of the various svstems of

Grouping in Beds and Borders. By David Thomson, formerly of

Archerfield and Dirleton Gardens, now Gardener to His C
the Dukcl of Buccleuch, K.G., at Druralanrig. In] crown

71. 6d.

ON ORNAMENTAL - FOLIAGED PELARGO-
NIUMS; with Practical Hints for their Production, Propagation,

and Cultivation. By PETER Grieve, Culford, Bury St. Edmund s.

Second edition, enlarged, including description of best varieties

introduced up to the present time, and Engravings, 41.

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. By Charles
M'Intosh. Two large Volumes, Royal 8vo, embellished with

1353 Engravings. Each Volume may be had separately, vii. ;—

I. On the Formation of Gardens—Construction, Heating, and
Ventilation of Fruit and Plant HouseSj^Pits, Frames, and
other Garden Structures, with Practical Details. Illustrated

by 1073 Engravings, pp. 776. £3 loi.

II. Directions for the Culture of the Kitchen Garden, the Hardy
Fruit Garden, the Forcing Garden, and Flower Garden, includ-

ing Fruit and Plant Houses, with Select Lists of Vegetables

Fruits, and Plants. Pp. 868, with 279 Engravings. £1 ijt. 6d

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the CULTIVATION
of the GRAPE VINE. By William Thomson, Gardener to His

Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, Dalkeith Park. Sixth Edition,

8vo, y.

THE GARDENER ; A Monthly Magazine of Horticul-
ture and Floriculture. Edited by William Thomson and
Richard Dean. Price W.

WILLIAM. BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Second Edition, price los., in cloth,

N INFANCY and CHILDHOOD: embracing the
whole subject of Maternal Management from Birth, with Hintg

to Young Mothers for the Management of Themselves as welt as their

Offspring, &c By T. J. Graham, M.D., Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians of Edinburgh.
" Tne author displays, as in his previous works, much judgment."

—

Medical Circular.
" Broad principles and rules, the adoption of which by parents will

materially conduce to the health and happiness of their children in

after years. "—(f'i7««i.

2. Also, by the same Author, in i thick Vol , the 13th Edition, price i6r,

,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Forming a
comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families, and Emigrants.

Far excelling every publication of its class."

—

British Standard,
Febn

, 1859-

MARSHALL, Co.,

B^

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq.

John C. Cobbold, Esq.
[enry W. Currie, Esci.

Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bcrmcre.

ird John Hulchlns, Esq.

pany,

'

Tenants may :

William Tite,M. P.

,. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Uural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com.
Landowners who prefer executing

Landlords, procure

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN.the Secretary, at

the Offices of the Company, 23, Whitehall Place, London. S.W.

THE LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
for MARINE, FIRE, and LIFE ASSURANCES.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, a.d. 1720.

Offices : No. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Pall Mall.

Tame.s Blvth. Esq., Governor.
Edwin Gower, Esq.. Sub-Governor.
David Powell, Esq., Deputy-Governor.

Total Funds on 31st December, 1869 .. ;£3,5i5,629.

The Directors are ready to receive applications for Agencies for the
Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for jC4,865,8a3

(exclusive of Bonus Additions.)
INCOME—Premiums j£i6r,38i

Balfour's Botanical Works.

Vol. 8vo, Third Edition, with 1800 Illustrations, price ai5,,

ASS-BOOK of BOTANY
ig an Introduction to the Study of the Vegetable Kingdom.

In crown 8vo, with 820 Illustrations, price I3X. 6rf,,

MANUAL of BOTANY ; an Introduction to the Study
of the Structure, Physiology, and Classification of Plants.

In One

\J beii

BOTANY.
In fcap. 8vo, with 427 Wood EngrjELEMENTS of

For the Use of Schools.

. W.,In crown 8vo, Illustrated, prii

THE BOTANISTS COMPANION; or, Directions

for the Use of the MICROSCOPE, &C. By J.

Balfour, M.D., Professor of Botany in the Unii

Edinburgh.

Edinburgh : A. AND C. BLACK. London : LONGMANS

and TOILET WARE.—WILLIAM
tTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted

iclusivcly to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILET WARE. The
the largest, newest, and most varied ever sub-

prices proportionate with tho?
stock of
milted t(

that have tended
the coun Portable Showi

to 38J, ; Sponging. 6*.

biishment tne most distinguished
8x. : Pillar Showers, £1

Hip, 131.

tSx.

iSho'
of Gas, Fun
Baths. Toilet Ware in great variety, fro

if three. WILLIAM S. BURTON, Ku
by appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Walci

6J.

upwards of 700 Illu

and 6, Perry's Pla<

t of delivering goods
1 is trining. wr

ivhen desired, undertake deliver)'

. of his unrivalled
' Show Rooms, post

4. Newman Street: 4, <,

With the present Rail-

A S.'

mall fixed r

B REAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING.

The Civil Serviit Gaxette remarks :—" By « thorough knowledge of

al laws which govern the operations of digestion and
and by a careful application of the fine proper'

ielyfla

of the fin^

,
;d our breakfast table-

lured beverage which may save us many heavy

milk. Sold only in i lb., J lb.

and 1 lb. tin-lined packets, labelled

—

JAMES EPPS and CO., Homceopathic Chemist s. London.

Headache,
for delicat

and Infant

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others tne infor-

mation by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,

without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTON, Esq.. Ware, Herts.

OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.C THE SAFEST
FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxe, mt i». i\d., a*, qd., 4*. W,, and i

c

M
il_Heat-Ho

Cheaper Edition of HerecherB Meteorology,
lust ready, in fc.ip. 8vo, cloth, price 31. &/.,TEOROLOG
By Sir J. F. W. HerschEL, Bart,, K,H.

Contents ;—Air—Altitudes—Aurora Borealis—Balloon As<

Barometer-Barometric Pressure—Climate—Clouds—Cold Cur
Cyclones—Density of Air—Dew—Dryi

"

—Evaporation—Fogs—Frosts—Gulf Sir

—Humidity—Hurricanes—Ice—Icebcr„
Meteorofites—Monsoons—Ocean—Rain— Rainbow—Seasons—Sm

—Sun—Temperature—Thunder—Tides—Vapour—Wind, &c
By the same, crown 8vo, Third Edition, price 51.,

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY of the GLOBE.
Contents .—The Sea—The Land—Rivers—Springs—Caves—Plains

—Climate— Rain— Thunderstorms— Hurricanes and Earthquakes-
Terrestrial Magnetism — Mineral Products— Gems— Salt— Coal—
Sulphur—Plants—Animals—Fossil Remains—Ethnology. &c.

:, Electrical—Lightning

Edinburgh ) C. BLACK : London : LONGMANS.

Intc *.334

ft tt^ ,-ji Characteri!

ay be obtained on application.

JOHN P. LAURENCE, Secretary.

New Work on Sheep-Farming.
Just published, in fcap. 8vo, price 5*., free bypost,

BRITISH SHEEP-FARMING. By WiLLiAM
Bkown. late of Invercauld. With numerous Tables, and two

Maps showing the Characteristics and Distribution of Sheep in Great

Britain. The following subjects are embraced in the work, among

I
others:—Graiings—Leading Sheep—Wool and M

/aifl^nc of Districts and Class Management—Grasses—In
,£319.705] rv,.r.tteri5tics- Pasture Linds

Sheep.

Edinburgh: ADAM At

c of Physical
Sheet— Deer

CHARLES BLACK.

. Craiic

ANTIBILIOUS
use the last 6g yiars for

INDIGESTION,
t ti, \\d., it. 9(f., 4f. &i., and 11

c<
LE'S ANTIBILIOUS

In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at 11. \\d., at. gd., 41. 6d., and 11

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at t(. i{d., at. gd., 4c. 6d., and it

c LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
in boxes at ts. tid., jt. 9<j., 41. 64., and it

in GOOD
HEARTY,

r Complaints, Bilious Ailments,

is, Costiveness. Gout, Lumbaso.&c-,
I try PARR'S LIFE PILLS. Tlicy

3 fail in affording immediate relief-
^

INDIGESTION.-Berkeley.Sept. 3, 1869.—Gentlemen,
—I reel it a duty I owe to you to express mygratitude for the great

benefit I baye derived from taliinB NORTON'S' CAMOMILE PILLS.

For a length of time I sulTered
"f™=i='i2;|P»';,,I"™r;:;'eir"i"h^«'t

Wind m the stomach, havmg tried nearly e\ery
"|-'vnur valuable

deriving any benefit at all, but after takmg two "(Otiics or

7

. ,

-

Dills I was quite restored to my usual stale of health, P^caiC give ttii>

Norton's Camomile Pills.
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Shanks'S Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDl'.k 'rill'. t'ATKONAniC

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF TllK

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY

GREAT BRITAIN.

'l^lic Pafoif Iiiifyyovcniciits rccoifly i/ifrod/nrd give Shanks's Machine several important
advantages possessed by no other La^vn Mower.

T^ATENT DOTJBLE-EDG-ED SOLE PLATE, WIND GUABD, &c.

The steady and continued increase in the Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn Mowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced.

THE FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL

UNIVERSAI. ICXIllBITION,

FABIS, 1867.

ting their "PRICE LIST of I.AWN MOWERS for 1870," have much satisfaclion in intimating that among all thr

the

INTF.KNATIONAI, ICXllllilllON,

LONDON, 18C2.

AI-F.XANDl'.k SHANKS ANU SON, in pr

xhil)ilnrs of I,awn Mnwt-rs at the Universal Exliibition of 1867, tliey arc tlic only Firm to whom the Jury aw.irded a Medal.

A. S, ANit SON' li,i\f, iti addition to the Patent nouble-I-'dgud Sole- Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and
trr.iliiin:., wlmli wir inimilu. id two years ago, have now undergone an cf

lachini' ulii. Ii lu ^ -1. aiiv .iili.i- that has ever yet been olTcred, whether for

lid Willi iilhcr Machines, when its superiority will he at onceuly 1.. I"

effectual trial, and the

n working or durability,

and understood.

mprovcments in their Machine. These
It' has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a

The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and

PRICES INCLUDING CAKRIACK TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR .SHIl'l'lNG TORT IN THE KINGDOM
BHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

ICinily Woikcil,

H-

8-inch Machine £i
o-inch Machine 3

3-inch Machine 4
h Machine 5

o Dv „ Lady.
o)
o By a Boy.

16-inch Machine.
19-inch M.achine.

20-inch Machine.
24-inch Machine.

.^6

9 o

E.i5ily Worked.
By a Man,
By ,1 Afim and a Buy.

J
> By Two A/€n.

The Hand Machines arc all

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
ir»ill, I'. lent HrlivrrMi,' AiUMnaun.

/;.2 .0 o ..

;ith Silent Movement.

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HOUSE MACHINE.
li with i'.itciu llclivrrinc ApparatUd

£'<> 00 .. .. 30J. e.vtra.

a«-Muh M.iihi

30-incli Mach;

301.

IS IS o

Silent Movement, I2J. 6rf. extra.

rnny. 23J. per set ; Ditto for Donkey, i8j. per sot.

30-inch Machine
3()-inch Machine
42-inch M.achine.. .. .. .. 26 o o ,. .. 4o.f. ,

48-inch Machine., ,. .. .. 28 o o .. ., 40J. ,

Silent Movement, 2o.f. extra. Boots for Morse, 26s. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS arc in daily use In the Royal Gardens at Kcw, Windsor, Buckingham Palace, Hampton Court, Osborne, and
Uahiiiiral ; in ilii- I iauliiis ul ilir koy.d 1 loriicultural Society, South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Cryst.al P.alace Company, at Sydenham

; in Hyde Park, in

Viit.iri 1 I'.ii k. in llaitiiM-a I'.ii W ; and in many hundreds of the princip.al Gardens in the Kingdom, as well .as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

sviccess firmly established. Jit try M.ichini warnintid In give amplt salis/aclion, and if not apfrovtd of, can bt at once returned.

GARDEN ROLLERS,
SUITABLE FOR L/WVNS, BOWLING GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers arc made in halves, and an* much

edges are rounded otT lo prevent any iiiarki I)L'ing left

fitted to each Roller.

lier to work than when cast in one piece. The

the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

PRICES.
Roller, t8 Inches Diameter, x ao Indus Long Zs o o

,, 20 ,, ,, X 22 ,, ,, 3 10 o

,, 24 ,, ,, X 26 4 10 o

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SHAFTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PONY.

Roller, 30 Inches Diameter, x 32 Inches Lo
,, 30 .. .. X 36

,. 30 ,, ,, X 4»

.. 30 ,, ,, X 48

..^.o

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

07, Uadfnhall Street is the only ph. f.ondort where intending purchasers ofLawn Afowers can cluh

All sizes kept there, whether/or Horse, Pony, or Hand Powi
e/rom a Stock offrom 150 to 200 Machi^

Richards, at the Utike, No. .

ihould be aJdresscd to " The Editor ;" Adv.
RDS. at the Oll.ce of Messrs, Uhadbuhy, fc

, Wclliimiw" Street, Tarish of St. Paul'*, L\

entiand Business
& Co , Lombard St:

arden, in the said t

" The Publisher,- at the Office, ^i, WeMmKton Street. Covcnt Oarden. lx>naori, W.L
inct of WhiteiriarH. City of London» iii the Ca of MlddleiM. and Publnhcd by the said William
jATUHDAV, April lO, 1870.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY —PRIZE
ESSAYS on COTTAGE and WINDOW GAKDENINCare

now rciujy, and can br had in packet* r,f 35 at 5r. each packet, on
ppltcation to the Aatiatant Secretary, koyal HorticulluraJ Society,
South Kensington, W.

Keviietl aivi cotnnlcte SCHEDULE of PRIZES for the OXFORD
SHOW i« now ready, and fan alvi be had on appKcalion ai above.

ROYAL fiOTANIC GARDENS, Regents Park.—
The KXHIBITIOS of SPKINO PIj:>WEK.S wilj lake pi-i^e

in the Garden, on WED.SESDAY and Tfll/KSfMY NEXT
,

April a? and 38. Ticketa fj be obtained at the fiardena only, by order*
• ^" - lopenalaoCIock.from Fellow*, 2r. &f. each.

LEE and BLACKHEATH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY—The EXHIBITION.S of tW» Society will beheld

r,n WP.r>.SESI)AY and THL'RSIJAY, July 37 and 38, and on
WEDNESDAY, November 16.

Schedules, Forms, and all information, m
Secretary, SAMUEL KADMAN, Eltham Roc

PETERBOROUfJH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held I TLY 7, and NOVEMBER i«,

Oftn. PRIZES, ONE HL'NDRELi CLlNP.AS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, Iji each. .Schedules, with forms of Koiran/;e, on application 10

P. G BI.'.KI.E, 'v^oretary. peterboroueh.

Vetbeaas. Verbenas.—Ss. per 100 ; SOs. per 1000.
WILLIAM liAU.VIA.V offers PURPLE, WHITE,

SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, tic, wel|.rooted Plants,
front nofe peu, fir. per too ; sor. per torn. Terms, cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

_ Holljrlioclu.
TITE.SSRS. DOW.NIE, LAIRD, and LAING have
^^M. Ut <^ltr •everal thousands of the finest varieties in cultivation,
at f>r. , 13*^ and At. per doren ; or Jot, , 751, , arid looi. per too.
West Cootes Nursery, Edinburgb ; and Stanstead Park, Fr/re*l

Hill, I.ondoil,S.EVTo the Trade only.
lOLA CORNUTA, var. BLUE PERFECTION,-

Plants now ready, ty, per dozen.
THOMAS CRIPPS *»n SO.N, .Vurvrryrnen, Tuntadee Wells.

Viola. Comata Bine Fertectlon.
/"^EORGE SMITH has to offer a large quantity of this
V-* superb hardy t,eddinif plant. This bein^ the best time for plant,
nil; it out, it will make a ifood show of bloom m a few weeks. iSt. per
iouo; £^per too. A liberal discryunt to the Trade.

Wilton Road Nursery, Salisbury.

ECOLE AND SONS have much pleasure in
. annoiincinz to their Friends and Patrons that they are no-,v

fcookiiu: orders (or their new and distinct LOMARIA GIBBA
CRISPA, to be sent out the first week in May, at lo U each, in
strict rrAM'u/n as the riders are received. Prices to the Trade on
applicaii'/n—The N urseries, Withington, near Manchester.

PAMPAS~f7RA.SS WANTED.—Strong plants, in
pots, by the thousand. Ouote k/west price for cash to
A. H , Lawn O/ttajte, Wiflinsiton Road, Stockwell, S E.

w To Vine Orowers.
A.N'TED, about 300 BLACK HAMBURGH
VINES, t.yr. old, for plantint;, in one or smaller Iryts. Send

TyANTED, EDGING BOX.-Statc quantity and

J. C WHEELER AISD SON, Nurierymen, Gloucester.

WANTED. PYRAMID, STANDARD, or BUSH
PORTUGAL LAUREL, HOLLY, or AUCUBAS, j{rown

.1 "l' ''"" 5 "' '' '"^ ^""^ ''"" bottom of pot, and from a to 3 feet
uiroujfh. Apply by letter, stating price, i'lc , to

; WfLLARD, Holly Lodge Carder,, Hightate, N. _
QRANGE and SHADDOCK TREES.—Wanted^
iJi.,!,. ""l"!;'

*''«" " " " ««"-8Town Trees, from 5 to 6 feet intoBM, i>»:lodin([ the height of tubs, with well.shalied heads, not len'"
'J55?.'" ? '«« ' rnchet in diameter. Address, eiving particulars

, Cannen Street, London, E.C.

Tbe ChiTsantliemiun : How to Grow lt.-8ee
ADA.M lORSY'IH.S CATALOGUE. Forwarded

for one sump
Brunswick Nursery, Sroke Newinglon, N.

"VTEW ROSES of 1870. - Strong, vigorotu plants

Rose Catalogue.
rOHN CRA.VSTUNS ROSE CATALOGUE

for t2'J9 is now ready, and will be tent post free on application.

The Nurseries, Kind's Acre, near Hereford.

Boaes for Bedding, <Ec.

ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, now
ready for delivery; alv, lart-e slock of VERBENAS and

FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDI.SG PLANTS. wMch
selection of the best varieltes only. CATAI/JGUE3 free.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Susses

N

E W VERBENAS, Eckford's, unrivalled.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KKYNF-S, Castle Street, Salisbury.

r D A H L I A .S,

CATALOGUES ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Cast le Street, Salisbury.

G E "R A N I U M S.

unrivalled.

E W

Calceolaria anrea florltmnda and Prince of Orange.
ILLIA.M .MEAD.MORE offer, giMi ilronj

Automnslrutk (,lanl> al 'it per 100.

.Viifsery, koiDforcl. K
w
G.

W
get,,

3-yr. Seedling Ebododendrons.
FARNSWOklH h.i> 10 offer a large quantity of
the above, at a low rate I'rir.e ar.d samples on applicatic

I he :•., Mat!

EBBS I'PIZK ' Ol! HI,HERTS, and other
PRIZE COB .M, 1 , ar.l M l.l;f:l' I S. LISTS of these

tiesftom Mr, W 1.1;!;. ' „:. ,,1, l-r^,'..,,^

RCHARIJ HOU.M-, IPEI^,, i-'ruiting in Pots.—
^ Peaches, Nectarines, Hums, Pears, Apples, Vines, and Fits,
ICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman sod Seed Merchant, Worcester.

GOLD and SILVER FERNS —Three hundred fine
plantsCYMNfJGRAMMA PERUVIANA ARCYROPHVLLA

(true), also r; CHRYSOPIIVLLA, and a few large plants ol
G, LAUCHEANA, suitable for .peoirne,,,. Prices on a^'li^llon to
W.Am, J. BIRKENHEAD, S.irvryme.i. ilfo , Sale, near^lanchester.

Brltliih Pern Catalogue,
pOBERT SI.M will send, post free for six postage
J~\j sumps. Part 1. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including pnces rjf Hardy Ejtotic Ferns) i/f bis PRICED DESCRIp.
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EX'JTIC PEI

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hil., KenL

Bntlili'PeTns.
EDWARD SA.VG and SON.S, Nursp.rymkm and

Sf.bd MKaniAKTS, Kiritcaldy, N B., are preparing their PRICED
CATALOGUF.of BRITISH FERNS f.,T the preKnt season This
Calak>gue will embrace ibe entire Collection of Plants which
Ijelonged to Dr. I.yell, Newburgh, Fife, and which they have recently
acrtuired from him by purchase.

1 EXOTIC PERNS, No. 7.

SPRING CATALOGI.T.
CUTTING,

best new and s.!-

New Hybrid, a- ;

general List f/{ i'A

KIRK AM
Just Arrived, from Belgium,

AQUANTI'IYof PAkl; Ol'.f MIOS, from y. toxii.
each; ORANGE 'IkKKS, w,ih (r-.r,. 6 to » small Oranges,

3/ 6J. and V U. each : CAMP.LLIAS and AZALEAS, well set with
flower-buds, 241, per d'/ren,

R. GREEN, Bedlord Conservatories, f>/ven l fHrden Market-

MR. k. ' TEUTSCHEL, Colchester, Trnporter of
Japanese and Australian Plants, Bulbs, Seeds, itc

Consignments of PRIMULA JAPONICUM, AEBIDES
JAPOMCUM, ANGR/KCUM FAIXATUM, DENDROBIUM
JAPONICUM, tic. AILANTU3 fiLANDUMJSA, choice plants,
6 to 10 feet high, 3o«, [yrr ten.

Oreen HoUlei.
fi HIVAS AND WEAVER offer a splendid stock of
V^ the above, from 3 to g feef. Pric.es (very moderate) 00 appli-

Fjtr,n Rrxid Nu

Irlili Tewi,
CI HIVAS AND WEAVER offer a very fine grown

' stock of the above, fiom ilftj feet. Prices (very nvjderate) <m
application, P.atr,n Road .Nurseries, Chester,

EngUflh Tews.

C HIVAS AND WEAVER offer a very fine grown
stock of the above, from 2% to 3 feet. Prices (very moderate) on

application- Eaton Rr,3d .Nurseries, Chester,

A
rANDA CCERULEA. — Well established healthy

plants, fr>r SALE or EXr:HANGE,
WILLIAM MAULK «»I, SONS, The Nurteries, Bristol.

UCUBA POLLEN.—One dowm flfwcrs for"^
four dozen for Jr. , sent p'.st free ',n receipt of stamps by

JOHN STANfjlsil A«?, a,.. Royal .sVyries, a5o<.

To the tradeT
rp THORNTON, Fiagshot, Surrey, has to offer a largeX . quantitv'd'good clean SEEDofKALMIA LATIFOLIA, and
RHOD0DP..NLiRO.N^javed from named varieties. Price on applic^ion

FRPisH SEED of CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA
and THUJA IXiBBII, in any quantity. Forprices, see pages

7S and n of our TRADE CATAiy/GCp,, which may^ hai n-niVrw
TffOS CRIPPS «i.rj SON, Nurserymen. Tunbridge WeK,

WOODROW BROTHERS. Seed .Merchants,
P^jmh^Y, have to offer fresh seeds of I.NDIA.S PALMS

includingCocr;s nucifera, Caryou nrens, Berasius flabelliformis, and
others. Terms on application.

Cluysantbeniiuiu.
A DAM FOR.SYTH begs to inform the Trade andtX the Public, that he is now sending out bis " NEW" and other

choice CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Fordeseription see CATALOGUE (conuiniog « Treatise on Ijieir

growth; now resdy. Forwarded to all applicants for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke >iewingl«n, N.

Carter's Index. April 22.

CARTERS PRIZE GLOBE MANGEL See p. 556.
337 and ?3g, High Holbom, London, W.C,

/ 1 ARTERS PRIZE LONV-TmANGEL. See p. k6.
Vy »37 and a-jf!. High Holbom, I^^ndon, W.C.

CARTERS PRIZE SWEDE TURNIP, bee p. 556.
337 and 338, High Holbom, l<,ndon, W,C,

C1
A R 1 E r"*s PR HTe f; kTss seeds.

/ 357 aM 7^;S,U:i:h lloli.'.rn, l^.ndon. W.C
,

Easter Decoration, InunortelleB, Ik,
FRENCH IM.MOR'lELLh,S in great variety.

I.owest price to the Trade on application,
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT ajlD BEALE, 337 and »33, High

Holliorn, I,*ndon, W,C.
J". »

WEBBS NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ! also Plants

of all Ihc varieties, with double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers LIST on application,—Mr. WEBB, (:alci/t, Reading

,

LOUIS VAN HOUITES SPRINfj CATALOGUES
are in the Printer's hands. The last three Numbers of the

Eighteenth Volume of llie FI/.IKE DES SERKES tT DE3
JARDINS DE L'EUROPE are issued.

Royal Nursery, Ghent,—April 33,

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices ud

advantageous rjffers of above, on applicatir/n to
ALFRED LE<;ERT0N, Seed Merchant, j , Aldgale, London, K.

tlPRING PLANT CATALCK3UE, 1870, containingO all the NOVELTIES, English and (JMinenui, of 1870, post free
JOHN AKD CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed

Esublishment, Hammersmith, Londf,n, W,

TA.MES FAIRHEADand SO.V, Seed Growers and
fj MKlCHAiiTti, 7, Borough Market, I^ndon. S,E., announce to their
Friends and Others that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of
DA HLIAS is now ready, and ran be had, ty,st free, on 3pplir.alion.

Spring Planting.- To tlie^Sde.
MAURICE YOUNGS ABRIDGED CAT

of New lapanev: I'lanl., Aucubas, and Mher 1

Shrubs, and Evergreens, is

application. Milford Nurs Godalming,
be had

J
SCOT I , .Mcrriott, Somerset, begs to call public

• altenlion to his NEW DESCRIWIVE BEBDINO
CATALfJOUE, which will be forwarded gratis to all applications.
The plants are varied and fine this seav.n, and as usual J, S, holds the
largest_stockjn the_South.Wesl of England.WOennlne Seeds,

M. CUTBI.'SH A-.D SON'S CaUloguc of
KirCHE'l '.'l,I- J<PM, and PI^JWER SEEDS,

is nowready,!*.-.' I •- Ii '^.nlains a seleciion of the
best kinds in Culr .ritie* as ^lan be recommended.

i
, l^.ndon, N,

To Beeii Importtra, Narseryinen, &c.
BETHA.M A.'.ij .SON, f.ustom House, Shipping and

General 'transit Agents, beg u> infr,rm them that they receive
•nd forward SEEDS, Pl.AN'fS and f;ENERAL MERCHANDISE,
irotn and to all parts of the wr,rld, at charges as low as possible.

Office^,, Iy,wer Thames Street, I^yndon, EC.

S'
"UTTONS' HO.VIE "GROWN FAR.VI SEEDS,

^Forpresentjiricessee p, 5;i of this week's Paper.

S'U'rrO.NS'' GRASS SEEIjS for ALL SOII-S,
_ _ For present prices s^e p 571 ol this week's Paper.

(J UTTONS' GRA.SS SEEUS' lonvTstURES;
iJ 3or 10 VI i,er a/re, ..arriage rr..e

' UTT ONS-

S^
EVERY

KEPT
CARTER'S New Seed Warehoi

for GARDEN LAWNS,
,e l, carriage free.

A K ij I. N REQUISITE

Farm Seeds,
pHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
V-^ and Me '
V^* and MencHAtrrs, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUF-S at
FARM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

Aolcnlttiral Seeds.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed .Merchant, <, Aldgate,

ly>nd/«i, E, begs to announce that his SPFj;iAL SPRING
CA-FALOOUE of TURNIP, MANGEL, and other AGRIf.;UL-
TURAL SEEIjS is nr/w ready, and will U forwarded on application.

Samples good, and prices very low.

B OVINIA, or New Catllc^Fer«ler Potato.—
^ For price, &C, apply to the specially appointed agents.
JAMES DICKsrjS Am. SON sTioa, Eastgate Street, Chester,

H Tnmlp Seeds,
AND F. SHARPE have 10 offer to the Trade fine
'selected stocks r,.f the abr,ve.named See.ds, all of 1869 growth.

AgTicnltnral and Garden Seetls.Q FECIAL OFFERS of TLR.N/P, .MANGEL, andO other AGRICULTI.RAL and GARDEN SEEDS iM appli-

To tbe Trade.—Home-Orown Tnmlp Seeds,
/'tHARLIiS SHARPE and Cfj., Seed Growers,V^ Sleaford, are n./w prepared to send out TURN I P SEEDS of their
own growth. Prices tjn appjirationSTo tbe Trade,
HARPES I.MPROVED LARGE SWEDE, rrf their
fiwn growth and selection ; the best Swede in cultivation, growsOTo tbe Trade,
RANGE Giy^)BE, RED GLOBE, and OLIVE
SUA PED .WA .'.GEL : selected spy;ks. Prices on application to

JAMJ'.S_PAI PIIKAD akdSON,?, Borough Marieet, Ir/ndon, S.E.

MANGEL WURZEL, of extra choice sirjck, saved
from extra selected fulUtcrovrn lrkn*ptanu:4 roots; and r^her

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of choicest quality. See Sped LIST,

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset
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THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Xear Sunningdale Station, South-Westem R.iilway.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully m\ite the attention of Gentlemen and

Planters to tlie undernamed selections from their genenil

stock ; ever>' plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for remo\'aJ, ha\ing been transplanted

within the last season.

LAWSONIAN'A ARGENTEA (Jo
thera< C desirable of all the g

„ MACROCARPA, 4 lo 6 feet, 42!. per dorcn.

THUJA AURE.\.—Beauiiful plants, about 2 feet, ^ar. per dozen;
lar«cr, 55, to ats. each.

„ GiGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of SeedUngs,
4 to 6 to S fe«t, 3$. 6ii to 5s. , 7*. W., and upw-ards.
We would retuark, that unless plants arc on their own rcxjts

of this fine Thuja they are quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS EOREALIS. 3 to * feet. 30J. per dozen; extra fine,

5 to 6 and 7 feet, 5s. to 10s. 6a. each.

„ DOLAER.VTA.—Fine plants, 5$. lo 7$. 6J. each.

„ „ VAR1EG.A.TA, 5J, to 7f. 6rf. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIG.\NTEA.—Good plants. 301. per dozcnj
2 to ,^ feet, 42s. to (Xtf. ; larger, up :o 10 Icct. 71. 6J. lo 63$. each.

ABIES NOEILIS, handsome plants, from y., -js. 6d., and upwards.

„ NORDMAXNIA.NA. j to 3 feet. 7s. &f. to los. W. : 3 to 4 feet,

215, : 4 10 S to 12 feel, 31*. t>.i. and upwards each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to s feet, lor. 6d. to 42s. each

„ GR.\NDIS,4to5to6andiofeet, 10S.6J. 1063*. each,

„ PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet, SM 3 to 5 to S feet, 7*. W. to 63J.

„ POUGLASIIOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feel, ^. per dojen ; s t

y. 6J. 10 7£. 6d. aj\d upwards.

M.A.GXIFICA, 3 to 4 feet, 31s. 6J. to 42J.

8 feet, very beautiful ca„ ORIENTALIS,3
upwards each,

CEDRUS DEODARA,
YEWS. COMMON.—

I

iSc to 6as. per dozen.

„ IRISH.—Perfect coJuim

„ GOLDEX, as Standard!

3 feet, 3at. per doien ; lar;:i

quantities, 3 to 3 to 4

6 and 10 feet,

6 feet, from

i, perfect globes, 311. 6J.

HOLLIES. GREEN COMMOX.-Many thousands, ol all sues, from
I fool up to lo feet.

„ the best GOLDEX, WATERERS", and SILVER varieties, in
any quaniit>-, and of all siies,

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, los. 6*i to 21s. each.

„ ,, W.xTERERs" \-ariet>-, many hundreds of symmetrically grown
specimens, perfectly straight stems. 421, to 1051- per pair.

„ WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEG.\TED, fine
plants, from 2ts. each.

„ PORTUGAL L.\URELS.—Ver>- close ^rown handsome plants,
... £j each; vcrj- large imposing specimens, 42J. lo 63^.

ATVrRKICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we have the pleasure

of obser\ing' that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved
crimson \-arieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.
The Grand E.\hibition of Rhododendrons annu.illy dis-

played at the Ro>-al Botanic Gardens. Regent's Park, has
been for the past 20 years supplied from our Nurserj-.

per 100.

„ C.\TAWEIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, wcU-grown plants,
50,-, to 75s. per 10a

„ better class (SEEDLINGS) and named varieties for extensive
planting, ;£s per lotx

„ of superior kinds, many on own roots, £j los. to £10 per locx

„ vary superior, leading, crimson, rose, white, ;Ct3 los. tO;£iSper toa

„ STANDARB .ind H.^LF-STANDARD. of the most imposing
Ti-aneties, of all shades of colour, from 21s. 1063*. to 105s. each.

AZ.\LE-\S, common kinds. 501. to 75s. per loa
„ very best, in &ne plants, £io per 100.

KAXMIA MYRTIFOLIUM, ver>- handsome, 30J. per dozen.

„ LATIFOLIA,iSr. to soj. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUND.V fine plants. iSs. 1042*. per doicn.

We have likewise immense quantities of the leading kinds of

EVERGRKENS OF AT.T. SIZES,

From the immensity of our stock we are enabled to

treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-
mended in every practicable case to visit and choose
for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately
describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of
which we will replace all failures which may occur the
first season after planting.

CATALOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of
Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded
on appUcation.

Purchasers of large quantides are informed that Goods
can be fon\'arded from Simningdale to all parts of
England in through truck, thereby causing a great savin:

in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY.

NEW BEDDING PLANT, VERONICA BLUE GEM
AWARDED FIVE FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES L.\ST SUMMER.

THOS. CRIPPS & SON
that tiiey intend cUstribu'.iiig the above the first week in May, Unlike other shrubby Veronicas

it is of a very neat dwarf habit, the axil of ne;irly every leaf producing spikes of beautiful mauve flowers, making the
plants appear literally clothed with bloom. It commences flowering when only 2 inches high, and continues in
bloom throughout the season.

In rev-iewing the New Plants of 1869, the Garditurs Chronicle (see page 45, present volume) says:—"Yet
another blue bedder, ziz.. Veronica Blue Gem, of great promise, both as a decorative plant for the greenhouse and a
serviceable plant in the flower garden, of remarkably close habit, and a singularly free bloomer. It cannot fail to
answer all expectations formed of it."

Price 5s. eack.

Usual Discount to the Trade on three Plants. (See p. 74 of our Trade CATALOGUE.)

THE NURSERIES, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

NEW PLANTS FOE 1870.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasiue in offering the undernamed NEW PL.\NTS, whicli will be ready for distribution on May i, next

New Summer Bedding Plant,
j

Verbena Mauve ftueen.
PERISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREO-VARIEGATA.—This

cr>-elcp»nt Acanthad isanativcof the^moun^ainaof Jax-a.andwas
j

This vcrj- clecant^varicty possesses a good
hich so many of the— ,_ r — , _.. has led to the almost total

ipact, and
|
banishment of Verbenas from the p.artcrre) ; in growth it is somewhati;incd with dark green ; in habit it is dwarf and

, ^ -
, ,

< W. has all confidence in its becoming a splendid edging
, robust, and . - . . _ .

: borne well above the ^-oung shoots,plant in the Summer Flower Garden; as a pot plant it is vcr>*
|

siie, are borne well above the ^-oung shoots, and the flowers a
beauiiful, and although the flowers arc not remark.iblc for siie, i beautiful mauve in colour, and yield a most delicate perfume. It

their bright mauve-purpIc colour forms a striking contrast with the be highly recommended for bedding purposes. Price si. 6d. each.
orange colour of the leaves. Price loj. W,

Superb New Bedding Plant.
I

New Fuchsias.
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTION.—E. S. W. h.is i

,
,».-,.„

,

otfering this superb plant to public notice, and from ihc
j

^^^ " f^Hd^^i,
""

,*[2^ J'^*},/^{Jj^Jj
^ [;*>o,d habit ^d thoixjughly dlitiiici, "^d".

_ _ _ every other Viola yet oflcrcd for !

*
c o

.

I which it has neen tested both
a.s well as moist and shady pL-tces, he has r

I asserting its superiority o

foliage, still retain the characteristic horns of thai species, but ar

fully three times the siie, and of good substance : the colour i

shaded blue^ the eye orange-yellow, with a dark^puiple dis

corolla, ixry regular, and soft, delicate i

\
FORMOS.V—Tube slender, and, as well as the sepals, bright scarlet;

corolla double, ver>' regular and comp-ict, deep violcl, the outer
I

iKlals rosy red, elcganil>' flaked with light violet. iOs, 6J. eacli.

purple; indeed it resembles a gigantic v. comuta in habit, and „,,. , ,iii- vv rivat Thic ;« nr«K.>ki,.
tvhiVsi retaining its profuse blooming qualities, producing flowers

"^f;|i^3^V« sent 'oul~Iuh^ Lnneoals
.vhi^h alfnr»« rU-al niir Florist Pannes for size and substance. I

"^"",? >** ^*,"* **"'
'

,*"•*? """ ^^P^'^
jlla, very long petals of great substar

. ai. each, 24f. per dozen,
I

Azalea Grand Monarch.
A superb new and distinct variety, suitable for exhibition or early

forcing purposes ; the habit is compact and dense, of medium growth,

and a profuse bloomer ; flowers 3 inches in diameter, of good sub-
]

bright red, well reflexed
ce, and rich deep violet in

STRIAT.\ PERFECTA.—A cliarming and ver>* effective \-ariety

;

tube and sepals waxy white; corolla bright carmine. stHned with
broad lines of pui

handsome, but t

tivation. lOit. 6i. cacK.

TRIUMPHANS.—A superb double varictv : t

crimson, reflcxed from the base ; corolfa large
petals intense violet, suffused at the base with
each. The set, 421.

: tube and sepals rich

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW PLANTS.

JOHN LINDEN
BEGS TO INFORM THE PUBLIC THAT

THE FOLLOWING NEW AND DIRECT INTRODUCTIONS
Will be ready for distribution on and after the ist of May next.

Allowance to the Trade—one plant over if three are ordered.

ACER PALMATl'M FOLIIS RETICULATIS, from NonM Japan,

ANTlIuRIuSrH'fSlDUM, a liybrid between A. trilobum (a very
fine species, not yet in the Irailc) and A. regale, 2t«.

Ditto, strong and line plants, 42*.

ARALIA S^EBOLDII FOLIIS AUREO.RETICULATIS, extra,

CENTROSELENIA BULLATA, Ch. Liin. (ognred in lhc"IUus<ra-
tion Horticole "\ 121. fid,

CHIRITA LILACINA, Ch. Lira. (" Illostration Horticole 'T, is». id.

CISSUS LINDEN*!, Andr4 ("Illustration Horticole"). This tine

species produced a great sensation at the International Show at

Hamburgh, 2t$.

COSTCS AM-\ZONICUS. Lind., fine species.
DRYMONIATCRIALV.-EC'IlIu

. specimen plants, 1031.

rs, 1S70)

PASSIFLOR.\ MARMOREA,
I2S.M.

FOSOQUERIA MVLTIFLORA, 6nc flow

1 Horticoli
Horticole ), the

! of an Orange—from the

; species,

;

ALLOPLECTUS BICOLOR, ss. 3A
ARISTOLOCHIA DUCHARTREI, lot id.

COCHLIOSTEMA JACOBIANUM, 13s. »i.

„ tine strong plants, 31s. di.

DIEFFENB.\CHIA WALLISII, los. &i.

FICUS DEALBATA, 15s. gi
FITTONIA GIG.A^NTEA, ss. 3^
MARANTA CHIMEORACENSIS, tor. f>i.

„ PKINCEPS, loj. 6d.

TILLANDSIA LINDEXI, art.

Palms.
For Tabic Decoration and Stove and Greenhouse, by the doien,

hundred, or thousand, at very low prices, .\mongst them all the

new and recent speaes introduced by the two Esublishments of
M. J. LI.NDE.N, vie ;

—

ACANTHORHIZA WARSCEWICZII.
ARECA VERSCHAFFELTII.
CALVPTROGYNE EL.\T.V
CARVOTA SPECIOSA and ELEGANS.
CEROXVLON WENDLANDIL
CHAM.-EROPS LITTORALIS.
COCOS MAVNENSIS.

„ WALLISII.
„ WEDDELI.iN.4 (Leopoldinia pulchta, figured

in last Number of the Garditure ChnmuU.)
DECKENLi NOBILIS.
EUTERPE ANTIOQUENSIS and MONTA.NA.
GEONOXIA ANTIOQUENSIS.
GL.\ZIOVA ELEGANTISSIMA.

,. INSIGNIS.
IIVUSPATHE CHIRIQUENSIS,
LF.I'IIniirARYON GR.\CILE.
LKHIULDINIA PULCHRA (Cocos Wedddiana).
MAKllNEZIA LINDENIANA.
.MOKENIA CORALLINA.
OKBIGNYA DUEIA.
PHCENICOPHORIUM SECHELL.\RUM.
PHYTELEPHAS PCEPPIGIANA.
VERSCHAFFELTI.V MEL.4N0CH.F;TES and

SPLENDID.V
WELFI.-V REGI.-V.

Orchids.—For Cool Houses or Stoves. Many n

not yet known in England.

Mordltona Pine-Apple.-
from the cold regions ol C
grammes. Fine plants, 42s. ; e.xtra strong, &ff.

Tropical Fruit Trees bom India and South Amen'ira.

Carriage paid to London.

C.\T.\LOGUES Free on application to Messrs. Silberrad & Son, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

EST.\BL1SHMENT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW PL.\NTS,

J. LINDEN, BRUSSELS, and at GHENT (fonnerly Ambroise Verschaffelt), BELGIUM.
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NEW PLANT CATALOGUE 1870,
POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
HAS MUCH FLKASUHE IN ANNOUNCING THAT HIS

GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE
Ihe current year is now ready. It contains select Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Flowering and

ital-leaved Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Azaleas, Camellias, .:\maryUis. Florists' Flowers, &c., &c., and, in

addition, full descriptions of many novel and excellent plants, which are now offered for the first time ; also

descriptions of many new or rare plants of recent introduction and sterling merit.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW FUCH SIAS.

GEORGK SMITH
PTJEPI-E PRINCE
ThisisJmosfcLraordin

bold and handsome variety ;

id sepals waxy

For descriptions

of above see

CATALOGUE,
forwarded on ap-
plication.

Notice.—The above Three Fuchsias in one handsome
coloured Plate, by Mr. J. Macfarlane, is. 6d. each.

G. S. is also booking Orders for three extra large and fine

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS, viz. :—Claudus, Harry George, and

STTIiTAN (G. S.)

violet ; of fine habit, and one of ihc
riiicsi dark Fuchsias in cultivation.

Plants \Qs. 6d. each.separate ph

Good Plants of the abovefirst week in May.

TOLUNGTON NURSERY, HORNSEY ROAD, ISLINGTON. LONDON, N
Usual Discount to the Trade

PATENT URBAN HORTICULTURAL MANURE,
THE .MOST CiENUINE, PORTABLE, AND SUCrESSFL'L MANURE FOR FLOWERS,

ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, ETC.

Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins, & Co.,
As Wholesale Agents for the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY, have much pleasure in draw-ing

the attention of Nurser\'raen, Florists, and others to the following report (issued with the sanction of the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society, London) :

—

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
CHISWICK, LONDON, March, 1870.

Official Report on tlie Patent Urban Horticultural Manure.
The above Manure has been tried in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick, during the past

two seasons of i863 and 1869, with very satisfactory results. It was applied to the following subjects—%iz., Fruiting
Vines, in pots ; Cucumbers, in frames ; Peaches and other orchard-house Trees, in pots ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
and Strawberries, in pots and in the open ground, ist. By mixing a little of the Manure with the soil in potting the
plants ; 2d, By sprinlding some of the Powder on the surface, and watering it afterwards ; 3d, By diluting a portion
with water, and then watering the plants therewith. In the case of the Vines and Fruiting Trees, in pots, which
were watered twice a week with a weak solution of the Manure, the effect was especially decided ; and this form of
application throughout seemed to have the advantage, and, secondly, that of sprinkling on the surface of the soil.

The foliage of the plants, where it was iised. assumed a much darker hue, and became of more substance ; and the
plants, in general, increased much in strength, and the berries of the grapes greatly in size.

The proportions used were those recommended on the canister in which it is sold ; and in its general influence
it seems to possess greatly the character of Gimno, and to be equally as powerful, without incurring so much risk in
its appUcation.

judging by the results, I ara justified in stating it to be the best " Patent " Manure we have ever used, and
recommend it accordingly. (Signed) A. F. BARRON, Garden Superintendent.

This Manure is Manufactured solely by the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY, LIMITED, and
Sol^ in Canisters, Is. each, by all Seedsmen, Chemists, &c. A liberal discount to the Trade.

Sole Agenls-^MKSSRS. WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, AND CO., SEED MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

SUTTON'S* DESCRIPTIVE LIST of FLOWER SEEDS, gratia

and post free on application.

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
M((. I Collection of the best English and German varieties,

_.-
oltivation, free by post or rail ^£2 2 c

Small and useful Collections can also be had from 2t. to 71. 6(f., frc

by post.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading, Berks.

F^

^^p^px£J^^Cke^^^f^v*^'^^i^^^ d

^

Seed Gn Eastgate Street, Chester.

Tbe best Substitute for Grass.
PYRETHRUM TCHIHATCHEWl. a novelty from

Asia Minor, forms a tarpct equal to the finest Grass. Will thrive
upon the poorest and hotcst soils where Grass will not grow, forming
a carpet of the brightest urcen upon any bare place ; does not require

BOLTON AND CO. have to 'offer NEW GR.-\SS
SEED MIXTURES for all Ihe foUowing places :-

GARDEN LAWNS
BOWLING GREENS
PLEASURE GROUNDS
CROQUET GROUNDS
PERMANENT PASTURE
MEADOW LANDS
ORCHARDS
CEMETERIES
SHADY PLACES
ROUGH ENCLOSURES
COVERS
RAILWAY BANKS
For ONE YEARS LAY
For TWO YEARS' LAY
For RENOVATING OLD PASTURES

At moderate prices, either per bushel or per acre, to be had on

^, n-.,^, ^^ I- 1%. 1 -
, ]jQ^(j^ Wood Green

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GR.A.SS SEEDS, for
Permanent rVsturc, of the finest quality, are fully described and

priced in WHEELKRS' ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Gloucester; and

WHEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER
SEEDS, are supplied in large or small quantities, at extremely

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59, Muk Lane, London, E.C-W HEELERS' SUPERIOR GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS are forwarded carriage free to all railway stations
in the Kingdom.

.^ Quality—Excellent, and unadulterated.
Prices—(Which vary from 13*. 6J. to 32*. per acre, accorditig to

Terms—P'ive per c

, C WHEELER
59, Mark Lane, Londoi

mely moderate.
. discount for Cash.
I'D SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and

o LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMANENT
PASTURE

' For petting up the subject of Grasses

be well to maketin^ the vaJue ot hints and suggestions, it maj
luaintance with that really scientific brochure, M

Illustrated Book on Grasses."

—

Saturday Reidew.

A Copy will be forwarded free

^ C. WHEELER and Si

and 59, Mark Lane, London,
b-Seed I hants, Gloucester;

- - t,
fof la>ing down land,

have undoubtedly a good idea,"

—

TheFuld.

IV/TESSRS^ WH_EELER_ _and _S0N_ supply _
the

FINEST and BEST GRASSES and CLOVERS (aU included)

for laying down land :

—

For One Year a

For Two Years
For Four Years
Permanent Pasture .. from 26*. I

All Carriage free. Inferior qualit

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Gro

S9« Mark Lane, London, E.C,

1 13J. dd. per acre.

Gloucester, aod
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Preaent Prices of Suttous' Home-grown Farm Seeds.

SUTTON AND SONS are still supplying tl

GENUINE HOME-GROWN SEEDS. M Ihe low prices qu.

in their FARMERS' YEAR BOOK (published in Februarj' last).

Special estimates given forcxira large ouantities.

For prices and full particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS. Seed Growers, Reading.

To Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
CALENDAR for 1870 is now ready, post free (gratis to pur-

chasers!. All kinds of Farm Seeds at very low prices.

lAMES CARTER and CO., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

High Holbom, London. W.C.

R
To Improve Meadow Land.

ICH.^RD SMITH'S MLXTURE of the finest

GRASSES and PERENNIAL CLOVERS (8toi2lb. per acre,

. per lb.), if sown early, will cause a valuable improvement to the

RICHARD SMITH. Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.

RICHARD SMITH'S MI.XTURES of the finest

PERENNIAL GRASSES and CLOVERS are carelully made
to suit all kinds of Soil. Price 26s. to 30s, per acre-

PRICED LIST on application.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester

N .i^TURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation. Situation, Soil, Use,

liarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Mangel Wurzel Seed.

HAND F. SH.ARPE are prepared to malte Speci.il

• Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varietie.,

including SHARPENS SELECTED SMALL-TOPYELLOW GI-' '

!

The Stocks are very fine, and all of 1869 growth. Pnces very lov\

Seed-Growing Establishment. Wisbech

Farm Seeds.

OLTON AND CO. have to offer all the most

M A '?rG°E L W U R Z E L

TURNIP,
at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Station Road, Wood Green,

London, N.

" Economy.—Seeds Direct from the Growers."

237 and 238. HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.

B

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address. 26, Seed Slarket, Mark Lane. E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Whe; . for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds.

The North of England Nnrseryiand Seed Establishment
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE. Cartisle,

(\Vm. Baxter Smith. Mana^ert, arc prepared to make
SPECIAL OFFERS of FAXiM SEEDS, at liberal prices, when large

; required, and to deliver them free at nearest Railway

They confidently recommend their supcnor stocks of TURMP
SEEDS, which have been all carefully proved and found to grow about

QO per cent. This will ensure a much stronger braird than seed

reduced to erow only from 60 to 70 per cent. Their stocks of

MANGEL WURZEL, CABBAGES, &c,, are also of excellent

cualilv. and they have been equally careful in proving the quality and

growth of their CLOVER aiid GRASS SEEDS, and their Mixtures for

lavinc down Permanent Pasture. PRICED LISTS on application.

44, English Street, Carlisle,

Buttons' Home-grown Farm Seeds.

QUTTONS'
Carriage Free.

PRIZE MANGEL SEED.

_ J than other kinds; hence it produces a greater

weight per acre It is of beautiful shape, small neck, and leaves of

superior quality. Having only one tap root, it can be pulled with a
great saving of labour. This will be found one of the most profitable

varieties that can be grown. Price is. per lb, , much cheaper by the

For Prices of SUTTONS' HOME-GROWN TURNIP SEEPSj
iUTTOr
JEEDS,
be had Gi

All Goods Carriage Free (except very small parcels). Five per Cent
allowed for Prompt Payment,
SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading, Berks.

HLVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any
* quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best
: obtained. Price Lists on application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD,
lilder, 29, Clarendon Sguar-v St. Pancras, N.W, Small orders
;cuted at the Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Westem Railway Depot.

Carter's New Champion Intermediate
Mangel, (Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.)

Per lb-—J.

ORDINARY YELLOW GL0I5E MANGEL o
CARTERS WARDEN PRIZE M.A,NGEL, remarkable for

firmness of quality I

CARTER'S MAMMOTH PRIZE MANGEL, the finest Long
Red variety i

CARTER'S NEW CHAMPION INTERMEDIATE MAN-
GEL, the best oval-shaped variety (sec Illustration above)., i

ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW MANGEL i

IMPROVED RED GLOBE MANGEL .. i

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

The hardiest and best in cultiva

9d. per lb. Cheaper per bushel.

E PPS'S SELECTED PEAT for choice plants, Ericas,
Aialeas, Ferns, Orchids, &c., will be found very superior to

ything of its kind yet sold. Divested of all crude, sour, superSuous

:clebrated exhibitors and growers in England,
cation. Post-office Orders to

W. IAS. EPPS, Horticultural Dep6t and Peat Stores, Easldown
Park, Lewisham.

CARTER'S PRIZE STOCKS.
Per lb, -s. d.

SKIRVING'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE 07
CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE o g

CARTER'S CHAMPION HYBRID TURNIP o 10

DEVONSHIRE GREY STONE TURNIP 10
LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP o g

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP 09
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP o S

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stoclcs at Docks at

London. Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
L.\WES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
L.\WES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the ab(

through any of the appointed
-EKUvf/" -—"• -

throughout the United Kingdom.
w.,x^vi^i, u^.^.,v., i,i..v^rE of SODA, SULPHATE ol

AMMONIA, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

GARDEN MANURES are specially prepared for every
crop grown in either Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns, Vine

CATALOGUE, with ample directio
ippiication to
JOSEPH ELLIS AND SONS, Sparkenhoe Works, Leic

rPHE LONDON MANURE COMPANYrPHE
(Established 1840)

DISSOLVED BONES, fbr Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
X Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238. HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Ofticcs—109, Fenchurch Street. London, E.C.
> Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

., Westmoreland Street, Dublm.
Di;

CAdiVwaff—John Clayden, Littlcbury, Essex,
fy CAamwaw—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, Hollo'

Edward Bell, 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George SaviHe, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

hall Grange, Essex.

Dorman. 23. Essex Street, Strand. W.C
Webb, Hildcrsham, Cambridgeshire.

1 Ross, Lincolnshi
Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smiihfield, E.C.

Managing Director—J»mcs Odams.
//d«*^rs—Messrs. Bametts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—J. Carter Jones, Cambridge.

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

vhich has been for years under management with Manures of their

iwn manufacture ; consequently, the consumer has the best guarantee
or the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by this

; Secretary, 1

"AM, S
,E.C.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flymg Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificiaf Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian

Government Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

6 to 7 per cent of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Voelckcr, Dr. Anderson. Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Kcighley, Maxsted &
Co., Hull.

Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Countiei—W. S. Gladstone,

Esq., 23, Old Hall Street, LivcrpooT
Agents for Midland, South and West Districts of England—Messrs.

Wm. Smith & Co., Bristol.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and
Aberdeen.

Messrs. Breysig&Co., Leith, for Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk,

and Fife.

Messrs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co,, Dublin.

Price £^i per ton. delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphaled Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32, King William Street, London. EC.
PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT GUANO, £13 lof. per ton.

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

"Analjtical Laboratory. 11, Salisbury' Square, FlectStreet, E.C.
" London, January 15, ""

^ your Bipnosp) .. _

for themselves. J need therefore hardly add anythir..

dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

The sample examined by i lined only 10 per t

J of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
taiown to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "AUGUSTUS VOELCKKR.
" The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

Guano Company. Limited. 32, King William Street, London. E.C."

'POBACCO CLOTH, the cheapest and most effectual

X article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly, 11. 4^.

per lb. ; over 10 lb., u, id TOBACCO PAPER. _ij. pej lb.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Roval Letters Patent, and by Permission
OF THE Hon. Board of Customs.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

:s. Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

--^- May?, 1868.

^r, t. A POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex
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ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,

tod. per lb., or84J. pc

WILLIAM RUSHF(3'Rt?l! Nu'rsOTman ami Seed Merchant,!.

t^ ENUINE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER
effective of all Fun;

rticulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON.AND SONS, "Ncwtoi :s, Che'

The Best and Cheapest Vermin Killer.

Vid, " The Gardeners' Maeazine," conducted by Shirley H.bberd

Esq. , F. R. ft. S. , of August 15, 1808.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty),

for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, is., 2S. 6d., &4J. cacli,
lor the ues^rucuon m

^Q^ypjjp pis^I-RIBUTORS,

Manufactur
Shad 1

I for the Destruction

by Seedsmen and Dn,j|i^--.
^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^ _^^._. ^^^^^^^ ^^,

s, London, S.E. [AGENTS WANTED.)

GI S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading

Red
Spidi

Wholesale by

PRICES PATENT
NDLE COMPANY

By Royal Appointment.

To Her Maj:

Special Warn
December 27,

I- Wal'

dated

^ To the Prince o

Ip^ by Special Warrant,

iJtA dated February 10, 1866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT,
Original and Sole Proprietors of the STOCKBREEDERS'

MEDICINE CHESTS, for DISORDERS in HORSES, CATTLE,
CALVES, SHEEP,
No.

jinal and Solt

:i,k lambs!
MEDICINE CHES'T, No, s MEDICINE CHEST,

Con the Extra
..._ . tnd Red

Paste, with Shilling Key
Farriery. Price jC2 16s. 6rf.,

riage paid.

Contains
of Compounds, admi
ranged, with Complete
Farriery. Price j^b 6i

fr^ Every Stocko
HEWITT'S Work on ,. . .

post for 33 stamps. Small Edition, ir., or free by post for 13 stamps.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT. 22, Dorset Street, Baker Street, London

H A~W~" S T 1 F FAN Y-

For Samples and Pnces apply to

^J.
SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

HAW'S TIFFANY.—No. i, y. per piece ;
No. 2,

6j. : No. 3, 7r. ; No. 4, gi. : and every Garden Requisite at the

Garden Repository, 32, James Street, Covent Garden, London, \N -C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'.S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

rns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
i.Jtc. MAW AND CO , lienthal l Works, Broseley.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.-Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4J, per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s. , cash on delivery. Sample Label

G.T alterations for the jir

REEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS. — No
season, 1870. After the severe tests
have been subjected to during the last

to give entire satisfaction, and to meet
1 they arc intended, vi?,,, the keeping of

n constant use at most of the principal

ANDR
Britanni;

Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and
Conserratory.EW HANDYSIDE AND CO,

Iron Works. Derby ; and 32, Walbrook, London,
large Sheets of Designs and Price List free for six stamps.

Belgian 'Window Glass.

BETHAM AND SON, 9, Lower Thames Street, E.C.,
Importers of the above, beg to inform Florists, Ac, that they car

pply all sizes suitable for t^reenhouses at the lowest possible pnce.

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in

Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and
irdens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
,d Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper I'hames Street, where a Stock
kept : also at 36, Loni; Acre. J. GOODERIDGE, Agent.

THOMAS
87. Bishop

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.
MILLINGTON AND CO.

: Without, London, EC.

20 by 12 s

20 by 13 I

2ohy.,^Per ICX

20 by 15^
4:^

Caution to Gardeuers.-Wlien you asK for

nark SAYNOR,

& C. regret having to cai

the Corporate Mark, Obtain

,
Gardeners and others, but are

their make" all of which are v^-arrantcd both by Sellers and Makers.
S, &C.'s PRUNING and EUDUING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the
Paxi 1 Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

N D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE,
60 feet % inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, 191. 6<f.

60 feet i; inch do. do., extra strong, vis. 6d.

larriagc paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists

•very article made in India-rubber fon.varded on application.

G. CAl'ON, India-rubber Manufacturer. Quadrant, Birmingham.

s6d\i^ 6d\i6s6d\iBs od

4ths quality, per 300 feet case, 34J. 4ths quality, per

Best 75S. 7M-

CHARLES BRO''^N.G cnheys, Mancheste)

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which (jivcs the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post frt-o on ripplicitmn,

,. ^ » j
IAS. T. ANDK[<S( iN, 7. r„mineri'ia! Sireet, Shoreditch, London.

nd Flowers.
: <,f 10: TANNED

1.1
; 4 yards wide, 3if.

Protcrtion tor

GARDEN \! 1
,

I

NETTIN'.. - ..

yard. SCRIM t a:,\.\.., I .1 -

and 2yards, at 4.^. per sgu.irc v'i._, ' ^-
18 inches wide, 5J. per piece. 'Parcels of the value 01 £3 and upwards
delivered carriage paid by
HENRY VAN AND CO., 17, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

Arcliangel and Petersburg Mats.
JBLACKBUR.\ and SONS have received a large

• consignment, and arc now offering them at vciT low prices.

Price, &c., on application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.G.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for SHADING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to 51/. per yard, advancing K''-

54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3a-, "iM^.. ^d. j'/jJ. and s^^d.

72 „ ,. „ 4j^(if.,5;<if.,6a.,6X^., and upward;

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. Sack anti F
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, Lt

' Makers, and Canva

wIRE NETTING (Galvanised after made) for

GAME and POULTRY.—CROGGON and CO ,

bion Wharf, lo. Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

G^
from birds: SCRIM CANVAS, for Greenhouse

, London liridge, E.C . No other Establishm

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, f.-i

Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, 1:1

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, td . i

yards, 3^. ; and four yards, 4(^. per yard in any qn
CHAS. WRIGHT AND CO., William Sii.^'

or their Agents, Messrs. HOOPER AND CO., Cov
London, W.C.

ew and
of Fruit
Shades

;

1 .Marke

SHEET GLASS is made

"hartley's "improved ''rolled rough PLATE in

t-8th in., 3-i6th in.. i-4th in., and 3-Sth in. substances.
BRITISH PLATE GLASS for Windows and Silvered for Looking

Glasses, Coloured Glass. Glass Shades, Striking Glasses, it. &c
PAINTS, COLOURS, VARNISHES, Ike.

STUCCO PAINT, 24J. per cwL This Paint adheres firmly to the
alls, resists the weather, and is free from the glossy appearance of

il Paint, resembling a stone surface^ and can be made any required
shade It is mixed with rain or pure river water.
WHITE ZINC PAINT, 36s. per cwt. One hundredweight of pure
inc Paint, with three gallons of Linseed Oil, will cover as much as
le hundredweight and a-half of White Lead and six gallons o(

inseed Oil. Special Dryers for this Paint.
IMPROVED ANTI-CORROSION PAINT. 281. to 34J. per cwt

workman. Prepared Oil for ditto, 31. 6d. per galloi

GENUINEWHITE LEAD;
SECONDS WHITE LEAD!
GROUND PATENT DRY-

ERS, 3ii. tojirf. perlb.

„ OXFORD OCllRE, 2d.

to 4K per lb.

„ RAW UMBER, 4id. to
6d. per lb. loer lb.

„ BURNT do
GREEN PAIN'l',allshad.

I by any ordinary

Per gallon.—sj. d.

LINSEED OIL
BOILED OIL
TURPENTINE

,
LINSEED OIL PUTTY,

To Gentlemen, Gardeners, and Others.—Write for

HEADL'V AND SON'S Illustrated List of Prices of
the- NEW PATENT HYDRAULIC APPARATUS for

Watcriiv'-r,,.,.!^' T •.:, rv! 1 v-r-t.-iis.the NEW PATTERN FORi.K
PUMI'^, 'I. ".

1
\' ! \ M 11 \ 'i.VRDEN CHAIRS, the N I'AV

PAT I i I
Mi

!
I •. . Post free on application lo

I III I
I

) . .i, );e Iron Works, Cambridge.

I"iTO\\ 1-1 1: .^ I'VlINf STEAM PLOUGH
' and ri'LTlVATDK may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultur.al County in England.
I'or particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, ComhiU,

London, E.C, ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

N H U D E S
ilver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society)

:

SHEEP, V. id. ; CATTLE. 4s- ^d. ; OX, 5s. lid.

by post. Gates and FENCING ol every description.

IS Iron Work Company, Old St. Pancras Road, London, N.W.

GARDEN
FRa'mES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES

Equal to every other arrangement as jegards uscfulnr

1 & Co., 48A, Moorgal

Rosher & Co.,Uppei
„„,,., „ ,, e Street;

und Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road,

_nd Queen's Roaif ^Vest. Chelsea.
BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,

Kingston-on-'Thames.

OOKER'S PATENT PROPAG.\TING BOXES.—
The best mode of Raising all kinds of Sprmg Sceds_and Cuttings.

Price from is. each.—Hooper & Co., Cov ''---J

L'ppcr Ground St;

Road, West Chelst

....p^. .> -.-., . Garden; Rosher & Co.,

Blackfriars, Kingsland Road, and Queen's

and Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorgatc Street

rp H E PAINT,
_^ the Cheapest, mos

Brilliant, and Enduringfora'lfOutside and Inside Work,
Wood, &c. ; for all Decorative purposes; and '" '•- '

Flattiitg ever manufactured,
'

"
'

td.

OAKVARNISH,]
, CARRIAGE do., i:

,, PAPER do. It

,, COPAL
KNOTTING..

I Patent GOLD SIZE
„ BLACK JAPAN

BLACK PAINT 24.
RED PAINT .. 28!

'^^t^'(S% ?8l'^2""each^' !

BRUNSWICK BLACK.
GROUND' BRUSHES.
DUSTERS.

I
SASH TOOLS.

DISTEMPER BRUSHES.
The above are Nett, for Cash,

T A
o I

Glass for Garden Purposes.
M .E S PHILLIPS A

leg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as f

hou 1 going do'

the best Paint for

cool in working, takes at least five

comparatively little smell, can be washed.

i^ Th

E.

DAMP WALL S.—
nn Walls, Prcser\-inE Stone, Brick, and
ir !r\TE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,

FRIfiT DOMO." —
!,.. , i..r Windsor Castle

r„ul. Duke of
-

i I iiyal Gardens,

The best Shading is " Frigl Domo" Netting.
White or brown, made ..f prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

applied. It is adapted for all Ilorticultu

PROPAGATING

z inches in diameter

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blifiht, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 2, 4. and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard ; 100 yards, js. 6d. ; 500 yards, 351. ; 1000
yards, o«. Remittances to accompany all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman. &c., Market Place,

Pelerborouch.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c,—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost. Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3rf. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ; 4 yards wide, (>d. per yard, or 50 yards,

20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, dd. per yard ; a yards
witfc, II. per yard ; ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per. yard. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON AND I>F I.LER.6 k 7. Crooked Lane. London Bridge, EC.

GARDEN
Protect I. >r,

also as a Fcnc i

carriage free,

I I.M

SCRIM CA^

Reduced Price), for the
s from Frost, Blight, and Birds;
and Seeep. id. per square yard,

FREDERICK EDGINGTON / c, Tent, Flag, and

HAYTHORN
free on aoDlicatii

Poles,

Rick ClothM

CHEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufacturing Fi
have .T con-^idcr.ihle Stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

more or less damaged in the processs of manufacturing, that they
would be willint; to DISPOSE OF, at prices below those of the

.. 60 and 62, Old Kent Road, London. S.E.

,',1'rAddress E., Post Office, Broseley, Salop.

CUCUMBER

IMPROVED PATENT

1 of CLASS, of thebest Manufactur.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on
PHILLIPS AND CO., 180, Bishopsgate Stre

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. dd. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. o^. per yard run.

Pour yards wide 31. &J. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide .. is. tti. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide .. 2s. ad. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sli., 6K, 7l« , n'.
and 8Jdl. per yard.

id.^

inches wide, 61if. and 8K per yard

;

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Matiufactu

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C.,andot all Nursi

men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

OVh^

No. 1, Peel Street, Manolieater, 1870.
HORTICULriik.M, SH.'VDINGS form

ugh Protection rr.,rn Winds. Fn.sl.and Hail, whilst at tl

offered to the public

L.ii,, I

'

,

1.
'

h.'.v. A,,,.".i. .H.gforStrawberries.Tulips,

KvnMiirl.. ... r.i K, 1,, ( ;,,.,-ii[iin,..,-s, .^c . they have no rival. The
price tiemg very rriiMinablc, brings lliem withmthe reach of everyone.

With ordinary care tlicy will last for many years. Samples post free

on application. DANIEL COLLINGE and SON.

No I.—54 inches wide at 8!<d. per yard

No. 3.—54 inches v

t yd. per yard r

t 5/^tt. per yard r

In pieces of about 30 yards each.
from date of In'

GARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES,
BASKETS. FLOWER STANDS, &c.

GARDEN SYRINGES 4s. 6rf. to 26s.

GARDEN ENGINES 36s. oi. to 105s.

GARDEN WATER BARROWS .. 45s. 0<f. to 90s.

GARDEN ROLLERS 35s. oii. to 70s.

GARDEN CHAIRS 6s. M. to 30s.

GARDEN SEATS 16$. orf. to 90s.

GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS.

! do., a '

130S.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Fumishin
;o H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, send;

upwards of 700 Illustrations of hi

ivman Yard,

FACILITIES the cost of deliver

of the United Kin(!dc

alway

large Showrooms,
:

With the pres, ILUAY
nt P:irts

WILLIAM S. BURTON will

, when desired, undertake deli
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)AUL'S NEW ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

-

Three First-class Certificates. Plants ready in May, lOJ. 6rf. each.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

>AUL'S SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

Strong plants in April, price 3J. 6d. to 5s. each.

(AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM WALTHAM BRIDE.
First-class Certificate. Plants ready in May, los, 6d. each.

Sec WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

)AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE-

Plants ready in May, lOJ. 6d. each.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

ised. Plants in May, :

)AUL'S NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(Beaton's Race). BON FI RE, the finest of all the Stella race, and

: others. Plants in May, y. each ; or the six varieties for 24s.

For descriptions see WM. P.AUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NOVELTIES of 1869.—
ROSE PRINCE LEOPOLD. GOLDEN VARIEGATED

PELARGONIUMS. BEDDING PELARGONIUMS, &c
For descriptions sec WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just

W'
SEEDS, of choicest quality.- ASTERS : French

Perfection, Dwarf Chrvsanthemum-fl. Emperor and "Victoria

;

STOCKS—German .Ten-«eck and Brompton ; WALLFLOWER—

1WENTY TlIOUS.\XD PLANTS of a beautiful
V I II I ; iir^ I

" r ^^c.Il adapted for Bedding and Rock-
ii

I

li. in Flower, in larRe-sizcd 60 Pots,

Apply In .M r I 1 1
1 m >i ' > . ii,r 10 years connected with the Royal

Gardens, Knv, and W indi-nr, and many years Head Gardener to the
Duke of Northumberland, at Sion House, and Lord Ashburton, The
Grance, Hants. Landscape Giirdener anii Hothouse pesigner, now

SCOTCH FIR.o

PINUS RIGIDA

TRADE.—

L vfi-j' fast-growing Pir

H
T. TH'

.'VRDV cs. free of p.ackage:

—

'icer°vanet;cs, for i8j.

TOO plants, in 50 varieties, for 50s.

.nv varieties can be supplied by the 100
JAMES SMITH, Darley Date Nun

w
Planting Season.

To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS, CEMETERIES, or
PRIVATE GARDENS.

JM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled

5 clear the land for building purposes.
the Everf^recns arc many thousands of fine specimens of

varicealcd ,ind broad-lcavcd Green Hoilies. and an immense Stock of
all other Hardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs and ORNAMENTAL
TREES generally cultivated in Britam, many of which are of large
siics, well adapted for giving immediate effect.

To Gentlemen wishing to improve Old Pleasure Grounds th

excellent opportunity, for such an extensive and wcll-ero
Trees and Shrubs is seldom to be met with.

Nurser>'and Seed Stores—Walton-on-the-Hill.

1 Stock of

.Qu, iSqui

MESSRS. J.
STANDTSH AND CO. are now prepared

to execute orders for the following New and Choice Plants, to

which they wish to call special attention. See larger Advertisement in

last week s Gardeners' Chronicle.
IXORA DIXIANA.—Plants, vi. M. to 2if. each; with five or six

spikes of bloom set, 25s eacn.
ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM.—Fine young plants, with two

to three crowns, tos. 6d. each ; with three to four crownSj and

TOM. \ \-v\ I ri 11' \ < t i.MI'.XCTA.—2s. 6rf. to <;i. each.
sr.l:i nil"!! IKl-^ 1 \i' >MrA—In April next, los.tJ. each.m 1 s M \< Ki'lMl\ 1 1 \ -., each.
Al-l I 11 ' 'N 1 1

1
1 'M r -''-

I 1.^ each; gs. per doz. ; Cos. per loo.

to 151. and 21S. each.

ACER RUFINERVE ALBO LIMBATUM.—21J. to 42s. each.
„ POLYMORPHUM PECTINATUM RUBRUM.-

AUCUBA, Males. — is. 6rf. to 5s. each. Other varieties
CATALOGUE.

, Ascot, Berks.

F

New and Select Farm Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &- SONS,
the Old Established >;eed Warehouse, io6. Easlqalc Street, and
'Union" Nurseries. 1. hesirr

I 1:1 "If SEEDS, saved

I IM BRASSES, very

' MIXED GRASSES : 1 I
1 ' 1 \ i ION CROPS,

. . . iDosed of the hi ,

Seeds of the value of £2 and upwards (Grain, \'etches, and Potatos
excepted), carriage free to any railway station in the kingdom.

- • ^ •

-•
Samples and prices on

Bedding Plants—Bedding Plants.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of Scarlet
and Variegated GER.ANIUMS, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,

CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS, LOBELIAS, PETUNIAS, GAZA-
NIAS, KONIGAS, TROP^OLUMS, CUPHEAS, COLEUS,
IRESINES,AGERATUMS,PENTSTEMONS,S:c..athisusual price
(in spite of the long severe winter), namely, eight dozen for sos , or four

Silver Tricolor Felargonlom, Mrs. Col. Wilkinson.
JJ.VNES will send out the above beautiful PELAR-

• GONIUM on and after May r. This is a gicat advance on any
Silver yet distributed. It is of a free branching habit, the leaf very
Cat, margin white, with well-defined zone of crimson-lake and bl.ack.

First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society, October, 1868.

Price 315. fid. Price to the Trade on application.
North Rn-id Highgate N

Vanegated Bedding Geraniums
ALFRED FR\ER off rs th llmMng choice kinds

in strong pllni. If m OT ORS
Sophia Dumaresqu 1 ti 1J

Picturata 31 M t. I 1 Cal
derdalc. 3s dd Bea I 9s

E. G. Henderson 41 I 4 1 I 1 1 is

Neatness 2s bd M7del ti I c l!q n o^ M st f tl e above
are autumn struck. Baskets and pa,,king, is for a sii (,1c dozen and
6rf. extra for t.\erv subsequent dozen Kcmiltances
unknown correspondents
ALFRED rR\LR The N

lested from

, Chatteris Camhridgesli

Clioice Bedding Geraniums.
THOMAS PESTRIDGE can now supply.

Plants, for cash, the following varieties :— Per d

LADY CULLUM
LOUISA SMITH
LUCY GRIEVE
SOPHIA CUS.1CK
CHARMING BRIDE
GLEN EY'RE BEAUTY
ITALIA UNITA
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA
EGYPTIAN QUEEN
MODEL
REFULGENS
PERILL.A
ACHIEVEMENT (Turner's) c:

Package included. The pl.ints are well-establislicd it

A List of other choice varieties on application.

The Greenway N»rser>-. Uxbridge, Middlcsc:

stronE

Choice Variegated Pelargoniums.
JELCOMBE AND SON beg to ofter the following

• splendid varieties, at low prices, for cash :

—

Each. Dozen "
' ^

!. d. s. d
Counfcssof Craven. . i o .. 91

Lady Cullum.. .. o

Lucy Grieve . . . . 2
Meteor .. ..I
Mrs. Dix .. ..2
PrinceorWales(Smith)2
Sophia Cusack . . i

Sophia Dumaresque o
SirR. Napier .. 5
ImpCratricc Eugfnic i

Countess . . . . o
Arthur H. Wills . . i

The above arc strong a

colour. Spring-struck plants a

Model t

Countess of Kellic . . 1

Beauty of Calderdalc c

Moonstone .. .,7

Lady Palmcrston . . o

silver Star .'. '.'. o
Star of India.. .. i

St. John's Wood Star 5
Crown Prince . . 5

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Roinsey Kn^

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

B. S. WILLIAM;
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

a and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

to suit gardens of various sizes, loi- dd., zu., 42J., 63J. and 841. each.

NEW »nd CHOICE VEGETABLES.
Per packet

—

s. d.

Backhouse's Winter MTiite Protecting BROCCOLI . . ..16
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET 10
Williams' Matchless RED CELERY 10
Williams' Matchless WHITE CELERY, new 16
Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety .. ..16
Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE 06
Webb''? Climax MELON, new 26

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety ever oflcrcd.

Was awarded First Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, June 30. 1869.)

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, Scarlet-fleshed, excellent

flavour, and 12 day.s earlier than any other knowrn kind, new ..26

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed 25. 6rf.,3s. W.,and g 6

CAT-CEOLARTA,Ncill's extra choice strain, 2j.6rf., 3$. 6rf., and 5 6

CINERARIA, Weatherill'sextrachoice strain, 25. 6if., 31. W.,& $ o

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain .... . . n. 6rf. and 3 o

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. «. 6rf., 21. 6tf., and 3 o

VERBENA, Eclfford's finest varieties, mixed JO
Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLAN UMS .. .. 25. 6rf . and 3 6

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA 11. and 2 6

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This isa charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and cannot be too highly recommended. The fruits arc

sno^\J' white, and produced in sircat abundance 11. 6rf. and 2 6

Parsons' New Tree MIGNONETTE 10
PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEGATA, new .. ..10
Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large . . . . . . . . . . 10
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS—These are, without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being- scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy infhe two former and
purity in the latter ; the flowers arc vcr>- double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom : they m.-il{c a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new ly. 6rf. and 2 6

ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA flore-pleno, new .. ..10
Named GLADIOLI per doT:, ,4s., 6s., gs., and 12 o

Fine English Seedlings per 100 20 o

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out Purple. White,

Scarlet, and Pink VERBENAS, including new varieties of 1869,
strong plants, in pots, at u. 6d. per do;cn ; small plants of ditto at

Bexley Heath, Kent.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., having a large stock of the
following, begs to offer them to the Trade ai a low figure :

—

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 12 to 18 inches. i8j. per 100;
inches, 205. per 100 ; 18 to 24 inches, 231. per 100— less by

Hybrids, 18 to 24 inches, 33.T. per 100; so to '-

RHODODENDRON HIRSUTUM, nice pf
30 inches. 45s. per i

Double flowering WHIN, good plants, i2J. per 100.

ARBOR-VIT^, AMERICAN, ij^ to 2 feet, 4^. per 100; 2 to 3 feet,

71. per 100 (less by the 1000) ; 3 to 4 feet, los. per 100 ; 5 to (> feet,

SPR*UC?: FIR, NORWAY, 12 to 15 inches, 105. per 1000 : ij^ to rfeet,
i8s. per 1000.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 151. per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 255. per 1000.
Tanslcyand Scotland Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

RHODODENDRONS.
Per doi. Per 100

PONTICUM, twice transplanted, bushy, 12 to 18 in., ^s. od. 201.

HVBKIDUM

i3 to 24 in!| 5s. od'.

?4 to3om., 7s.od.
I? to 18 in., 5s. orf.

20 to 30 in,, ys. orf.

iS to 24 in., OS. od.

New Eoses of 1870, from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, 132, Boulevard de I'HApital,

Paris, have strong and healthy plants of all the NEW SORTS
(88 sorts—LIST on appfication). Price 19s. per dozen. They particu-

larly recommend as good the 12 lollowine :—T. R. : Madame Ducher,
Madame Levet. H. P. : Eugenie Vcrdicr, A. de Humboldt, Eliza

Bocllc, Charles Turner, Comtesse d'O.xford, General Miloradovitsch,
Ho

Madame VV. Paul.
Susannah Wood, Madame Laurent. Moss P. :

A Glorious Show of Roses,

TEA, BOURBON, CHI NA, and NOISETTE,
may be secured and enjoyed all the summer

EV PLANTING NOW.
Good plants of finest kinds, established in pots, mostly 48's, arc ready

to be presented to all in exchange for cash at 40J, per 100; purchasers

ro.iy choose half the names at 50s. per 100. Packing extra charge.

Wholesale. CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Forced Roses, and otber Desirable Plants.

ROSES, the best kinds, now coming into bloom,
OS. per dozen: VIOLA ODORATA PENDULA, the new

Weeping Violet of New York, the !arge=;t Violet in cultivation, I2s. per

dozen; ECHEVERIA ATK( »I'I uVl
'
KEA, blood-red foliage, 12s.

per dozen: the new I', n' i .1 m - rVRETHKUMS,
dozen ; the Ne' SETTE, 61. per dozen;

; the best Bronze, Golden,
New VERBENAS and

PETUNIAS of the ^l.,: .:^ .n I ,.il riants adapted for bedding
wses. at very reasonable rates; Herbaceous CALCEOLARIAS,

. plants, 6s. per dozen. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES free.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE, Munro Nurscrj'. Sible Hcdingham, Essesc.

Novelties.

DOWNTE, LAIRD, and LAING are now offering

the following Novelties, which have gained first honours wherever
exhibited, and are the admiration of all who have the pleasure of

*"'rlcw alld unapproached Gold and Bronze PELARGONIUMS.
New and unsurpassed Hybrid Nosegay ditto.

New and unrivalled Double ditto.

New and unequalled PHLOXES and PENTSTEMONS.
New Hybrid Perpetual and Tea-scented ROSES for 1870. i

New distinct and beautiful CALADIUMS.
New Golden Blotched ABUTILON MEGAPOTAMICUM.

For prices see our NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for this

season, which will be forwarded, post free, to all applicants.

Nurseries, Forest Hill, London, S.E. : and Edinburgh.

C HATER'S AGERATUM, IMPERIAL DWARF.
The FINEST BEDDING PLANT of the SEASON.

This is admitted to be the greatest acquisition for modern Flower
Gardening thai has been offered for many years. Awarded a

This beautiful Ne t Bedding Plant will be s

24plai

, Saffron Waldcn.

SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.- Now is the
time for planting to ensure good spikes and blooms this season.

WILLIAM CHATER'S CATALOGUE of hisunrivalled collection

may be had upon forwarding one postage stamp. Choice bloomed
Seedlings, with colours attached, extra tine, 4or. per i unbloomed

flowers in packets and collections,Seeds saved only from
from IS. to los. 6d.

, , ,

Special prices for quantities to the Trade on appi;

WILLIAM CHATEK, The Nurseries, Saffron

/"IHARLES TURNER recommends The BRIDE, a
Vy beautiful new CLOVE, pure white, smooth edge, large and
full, IS. 6d. each.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, named, and jn fine variety,

2IS. per dozen pairs.

PINKS, 6j. per doien pairs.

CLOVES, in colours, 6s. per dozen plants.

This is the best season for planting the above in borders or large

pots for blooming. See descriptive and full LISTS, now ready.

The Royal Nun .. Slough.

r^HARLES TURNERS
KJ of POPULAR PLANTS is

application. It contains the best s

Achimcnes

Azaleas
Carnations
Chrysanthemums
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TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. - The ANNUAL GRAND EXHIBITION of

FLOWERS and FRUIT will take place o" f RJD^.V; '"" ''

PRIZES OPEN to ALL ENGLAND.
Pi-iics for Hand-Bouquets, and for Single Pieces or Groups for

Table Decorations. _, j r ^ .. - r- j
Also Prizes for best-kept Cottace Gardens, and for ColtaRe Garden

Ichcdules'may be obtained on application to the Secretary,

Mr. E. F. LOtJF, 36, Parade, Tunbridgc A\ ells.

T:>0YAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
It snow of AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS, &c., April 20.

AWARDS of ll.c JUDGES.
CUISS..^ AZALEAS, distinct. (Open.)

1st Prize, Messrs. H. Lane & Sons, Nurserymen, Great Bcrkhamp-

jd, Mr^.'S! iWkie, Oak Lodge, Kensington, W., £3.

Class 2.—^ AZALEAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

2d *Mr.^G. Wheeler. Gr. to Sir F. II. Goldsmid, Bart, M.P., St. John's
'

Lodge, Regent's Park, N.W. £2.
,

Class 3.-6 AZALEAS, distinct, (Nurserymen.)
" 'Nursery, Slough, /3.

& Co., Pine-apple Place Nursery, Maida
St. Mr. C. Turner, Royal N urscry, Slough, t

-lessrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple

Vale, W.
3d, Messrs.' J. I!)obson& Sons, Woodlands' Nursery-, Isleworth, W.,;£i

Class 4.—AZALEA, single specimen. (Open.)

ist, Mr. A. Wilkie, 151.

2d, Mr. C. Turner, lor.

Class j.-S RHODODENDRONS, forced, distinct. (Open.

)

(Open )

..,, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, £s
2d, Messrs. J. Standish & Co., Royal Nui
3d, Mr. A- Wilkie, £t.

Class 6.-I2 SHOW AURICULAS, di

ist, Mr. C. Turner. £1 los.

2d, .Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Islcworth, £t.

Class 7.-6 SHOW AURICULAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

St, Mr. J. James, ^i.

Class 8.-12 ALPINE or FANCY AURICULAS, distinct. (Open)
rst, Mr. C. Turner, £1.
2d, Mr. J. James, los-

Class o,—o SHOW PANSIES, in pots, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. j. James. £t.

2d, Mr. H. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Widcomb Hill, Bath, 15,*.

Class ia.-i BEDDING PANSIES, distict, in boxes 12 inches square.
(Open.)

ist, Mr. H. Hooper, £t.

Class II.—Collection of Hardy SRRING FLOWERS, in a basket not
exceeding 4 feet in diameter, (Open.)

1st, Mc6srs. H. Lane & Son, £1

Class 13.—Collection of FORCED VEGETABLES. (Open.)
1st, Mr. R. Gilbert, Gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghlcy Park,

Stamford, £t 10s.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Miscellaneous Collection of Plants, Extra

Prize, £3.
Messrs. J. Vcitch & Sons, Nurserymen, Chelsea, Miscellaneous Col-

lection of Plants, Extra Prize, £3.
Messrs. W. RoUisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, Collection of

Orchids, Palms, &c.. Extra Prize, £t 5s-

Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, HoUoway, Collection of Plants,
Extra Prize, (i 51.

Mr. C. Edmonds, Aayes Nursery, Hayes, Middlesex, Collei

Cyclamens, Extra Prize. £1.
Mr, H, Bailey, Royal Nur.sery, Feltham, 12 Early Geraniums
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8/ SprinK Flowers) ,

The publication of Mr. Robinson's work on
Alpine Plants will, we trust, ser\'e to draw
renewed attention to these exquisite gems. Every
traveller, be he gardener, botanist, or merely
pleasurc-sccker, goes into raptures over them in

their native haunts. The (ientian, the Arabis,

the Forget-me-not, the .Silenc, gathered on the
" jardin " on the slopes of Mont Blanc, the Rho-
dodendrons of the Rigi or of the Styrian highlands,
who does not prize them .' Does not the most
unbotanical of travellers press them between the

pages of " Murray" or " Bradshaw," as souvenirs.'

Are they not despatched in letters to loved ones
at home, in the hope that even in that form they
may enable the recipient in some measure to

share in the pleasure of the sender, or perchance
serve as mementos of former happy days of

travel and enjoyment .' To the professed gar-

dener of all others we might look for some better

attempt than we usually see practised to cultivate

these flowers of delight at home. But, no : what
do we see even in Botanic Gardens ?—a few
starved, slug-devoured plants, away in some back
yard, growing in a cold frame, where little light

can ever reach them, but where a chilling damp
atmosphere environs them, more favourable to

the growth of the Moss and Liverwort on the

pots than to that of the unfortunate alpine. There
are exceptions weknow,and there are scattered here

and there some really well-formed rock-gardens,

where each plant has, as far as possible, the

location best suited to its requirements ; but how
exceptional this is every one will admit who
recals the frightful burr and clinker erections

which so often go under the name of rockwork,
and on which no plant could grow. Our object
at present is not to dilate on such points as

these, nor on the best means of combating the

prejudices and assertions of those who account
for their neglect of these plants by saying
that it is not possible to grow them in this

country', as if an equal amount of the intelligence

nd care that is brought to bear on the culture

of Orchids or Ferns would not be rewarded with
like success in the case of alpines. We shall

take an early opportunity of adverting to these

points and other matters of practical interest in

a review of Mr. Roiiinson's book. At present
wc would rather dwell on certain matters of great

interest as regards the nature and history of

these plants, and which, however familiar they
may be to the geologist and naturalist, are not
so likely to be well known to the gardener. But
in the first place we would remark that, though
we do know a good deal as to the conditions

under which these plants live, either in the far

north or on the mountain slope, we are still very

ignorant as to the precise effect of these con-
ditions on the plants in question. We are

too apt to deceive ourselves in this matter,

and to talk glibly aljout the long roots

hidden away in deep chinks of the rocks

—

of foliage covered for months with snow,—of

the melting of that snow and the consequent
exposure of the plant to the pure light-illumined

air, to the burning summer's sun, and the

diminished atmospheric pressure, and so forth
;

and no doubt all these have their effect ; but

how—how does each one act ? Wliat effect is to

be attributed to this, what to that cause ? How
much is due to their joint action ? How is it that

the Gentian (G. sedifolia) mentioned in our

columns by Professor Jameson, late of Quito

(see p. 809, 1867), when growing at the base of the

mountains, has comparatively small pale flowers,

while at the higher elevations the flowers are not

only thrice as large and azure-blue in colour, but

also endowed with a sensitiveness to external

impressions which causes them to contract their

flowers when touched,—a phenomenon which
is quite wanting in the same flowers at lower

elevations ? There is the fact, but the explana-

tion is not forthcoming. There is another point

in the history of these plants worth noting. A large

proportion of what we term alpine plants arc

common to the mountains of Central Europe,

including those of Britain, and to the Scandina-

vian and circum-polar regions. How come they

in such widely-separated districts .' Have they

migrated from one locality to the other, and if so,

how ? To these questions, the answer furnished

by the geologists is distinct. Just anterior to the

incoming of the present order of things on the

earth's surface an icy sea covered the whole of

the northern part of Europe. The proofs of this

.are beyond dispute. Our Scottish hills at that

time were as islets peering .above the frost-bound

waters. Direct communication with Scandinavia
was thus afforded through the medium of ice-

bergs ; the vegetation of the whole area exposed

abo\'e the waters must have been similar in

character. Presently all this was changed, the

land rose, the ice-bound sea disappeared, the islets

became mountains, on whose summits still remain

the traces of the vegetation which once spread

over the whole of the land. Such is the history

geologists give us of our alpine plants, and a

wonderful history it is. The main facts are un-

questioned, but some of the collateral ones ha\'e

been challenged ; thus, while all admit the former

existence of glaciers in our islands and in Cen-

tral Europe, and most assume that the tem-

perature must have been colder and the climate

more rigorous, there arc some who doubt these

conclusions, and with great ingenuity point

out that the presence of glaciers implies a high,

not a low temperature. This is how they argue

—

gl.aciers originate in snow, this snow is the result

of a condensation of vapour ; without heat there

could be no vapour, therefore the presence of

glaciers is an indication of heat. Certainly the

birthplace of a glacier is not the warmest place

in the world. But we must leave these nuts for

the geologists to crack, enough for us now to

show that the history of alpine plants is well

worth studying.

. The Societe Imperiale et Centrale d'Horticul-

tiire de France has just issued a circular relating to the

proposed trials of Hot-water Apparatus to be

carried out imder the auspices of that body. The
principal regulations are as follows ;—Manufacturers of

hot-water apparatus of all nations are invited to

compete, with the object of ascertaining by as complete

and fair a comparison as possible, what is the apparatus

which will heat a fixed quantity of water, under the

same conditions, the most economically, regularly,

speedily, and persistently. The apparatus will be

divided into two classes—those suitable for large, and

those for small establishments. In either ca.se the

competitors will be provided at their own expense with

a covered cistern, and of the same capacity in each

set of experiments. These cisterns will communicate

with the boilers by pipes of equal diameter and length.

For the larger boilers the cisterns will have a capacity

of 5000 litres, and the flow and return pipes will be
each of the length of 20 metres, anrl 10 centimetres in

diameter. For the smaller class of apparatus the

cisterns will have a capacity of 7000 litres, the flow

and return pipes will be of the diameter of S centi-

metres, and of a length of 10 metres. The cisterns

and pipes will all be of the same construc-

tion and quality, and from the same foundry

;

and their arrangement will be regulated by the Com-
mission in the same manner for all the apparatus.

Every competitor will be permitted to set his furnace

and its chimney as he pleases, to select the fuel he

thinks most suitable—the fuel to be furnished by the

Commission at the expense of the competitor. When
the boilers are all filled with an equal quantity of

water at the same temperature, the fires will be lighted

at the same time, and the temperature of the water in

each boiler will be noted every half-hour until the

quantity of fuel allotted to each competitor is burnt out,

and till the water is of the same temperature in all the

boilers. The experiments will he continued for 24 hours

on some day in June not yet fixed. Every exhibitor of

the larger kind of apparatus will have to place in the

hands of the treasurer, before May I, the sum of

5c» francs ; and every exhibitor of the smaller appa-

ratus 200 francs, or 700 francs in the case of those who
compete in both classes. These sums represent the

expenditure made on behalf of each exhibitor for the

setting up of cisterns, pipes, &c. This competition was

to have taken place in April, but it has been postponed

till the second fortnight in June. The prizes offered in

each cLxss are gold medals of the value of 300, 200,

and 100 francs. Those desirous of further particulars

should apply to the Secretary of the Society, 84, Rue
tie Grenelle Saint Germain, I'aris.

We have before us the "notes of lectures" of

Prof. Oliver's Lectures on Botany, as recently

delivered to a class of ladies at the South Kensington

Museum. These notes consist of a series of propo-

sitions explained and amplified by the lecturer in the

class-room. If any excuse be needed for adverting to

an ephemeral publication of this character relating to

lectures which have been already delivered, it will be

found in its excellence. Rarely have we seen so much
information so well ordered and so clearly and concisely

conveyed as in these modest lecture notes.

From the tenth annual report of the Brooklyn

Park Commissioners, dated January i, 1S70, a copy of

which is before us, wc leam that between 500 and 600

trees, ranging from 4 inches to 17 inches in diameter,

measured 3 feet from the ground, have been taken up
and transplanted from one point to another more or

less disLant one in the Park or from the outside, with

entire success. Not more than six have died that have

been thus moved. The largest tree moved measured

17 inches in diameter at 3 feet from the gfound, and

weighed, with the ball of earth attached to the roots,

15 tons. It was carried a distance of half a mile, and,

so far as its present appearance indicates, without

material injury. For this purpose two large trucks,

especially adapted to the moving of large trees, were

constructed on the work in 1S67, and which have

been in successful and constant operation in the

seasons proper for such ivork since that time. A
description of Brooklyn Park will be found at page

1234, 1869.

An attempt is being made to secure the admis-

sion into the Infant Orphan Asylum, at Wanstead, of

one of the infant children of the late J. E. SoWERBY,
the well-known botanical artist and engraver, Mr.

SowERBY rendered such excellent services to science

that we trust this attempt may be successful. Mr.

SowERBV died a short time since, after a short illness,

leaving a widow and six children, with but scanty

means of support beyond a small life insurance policy.

Proxies may be sent to Mr. C. J. SowERBY, 54,

Lombard Street.

An English edition of M. Baillon's great

work, L'HiSTOIRE DES Plantes, with the original

beautiful illustrations, is in preparation by Messrs. L.

Reeve & Co. The first volume will appear in the

autumn, and the continuation will keep pace with the

French edition.

At the last meeting of the Royal Irish Academy
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin, read a paper on the Mor-
phology of the Flowers in some DicEcious Plants.

A raceme of inflorescence of Nepenthes distillatoria

was shown, on which the flowers produced on the

lower half of the raceme were pseudo-hermaphrodite,

having well developed ovaries which were surrounded at

their bases with imperfect.stamens. The flowers on the

upper half of same raceme were all stameniferous or

male. Itwasmentionedthattheonlydifference observable

between the ovaries of the pseudo-hermaphrodite flowers

and those usually produced on female plants was, that

the valves did not adhere firmly together, but stood

slightly apart, somewhat as they do after dehis-

cence. Pollen from the well-developed male flowers

was scattered over the stigmas of the female flowers,

and some of them were touched with the sta-

meniferous organs which surrounded their bases;

but in neither ca.se did perfected seeds result.

A male plant of Carica Papaya was also shown, -
which was a well-developed fnut

on it being males- In both of the

all the other flowers

e instances the female
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ilouers were the first which had expanded on the

inflorescences, where the greatest vigour might be sup-

posed to be present ; and, judging from them and some
other analogous cases which were mentioned, Dr.

Moore was induced to believe that vigour and healthi-

ness in plants is more conducive to the female line

Ijy vital force than to the male.

We are informed that the Science and Art
Department of the South Kensington Museum has

placed at the disposal of the Silk Supply Associa-

tion a room for the purpose of rearing silkworms

during the ensuing months of May and June. The
Association being possessed of some rare and valuable
** grain" {imported by the hon. Secretary), expect thus

to be enabled to demonstrate, for the information of

sericiculturists in this country and in the colonies, the

simple practibility of silk production. It being of

much importance to obtain regular supplies of proper
food lor the worms, the Association would be obliged

to gentlemen having Mulberry trees who will occa-

sionally favour them with small quantities of leaves.

It is desirable the first supplies should arrive as early in

M.vy as possible. The Secretary of the Association

will gladly arrange, for periodical receipts of leaves,

with gentlemen who may be willing to promote this

national object, if they will kindly communicate with

him at the offices ©f the Association, 65, Moorgate
Street.

We have to announce the publication of Mr.
Mongredien's Trees and Shrubs for English
Plantations, and shall take an early opportunity of

calling attention to the contents of the work.

A stupid attempt has been made for some
years past to induce the belief that the Earth is a

Flat Surface, and a Mr. Hampden, who seems to

have been persuaded that it is so, rashly risked ;^500
on the issue of an experiment on the Bedford Level in

order to test the truth of the assertion. His offer was
taken up by Mr. A. R. Wallace, and arrangements
satisfactory to Mr. Hampden having been made, the

experiment was tried by means of three discs, rising

12 feet above the level of the surface of a piece of water
large enough to show the curvature, if there were any.

Two referees and an umpire were appointed ; the latter,

the Editor of the FiM, has decided against Mr. Hamp-
den—the central disc, as every one with a grain of

sense supposed it would, rising considerably above the

line formed by the two outer discs, as seen from one
end through a selected and approved telescope. The
curvature to and fro in six miles, to the extent of about

5 feet, was proved. Mr. Hampden is very angry, and
threatens legal proceedings.

By an unfortunate oversight we omitted to

mention that the Vanda ccerulescens, figured in our
last issue (p. 529}, was introduced to this country by
Lieut-Colonel Benson, to whose zeal we are indebted
for so many fine additions to our garden flora.

According to M. PoucHET, the Architec-
ture OF BlRDS^has changed with that of men. In
former days, when the swallow's nest was built against

Gothic edifices, it made a semi-globular nest with a

very small rounded entrance, but in the new streets of

Rouen its nests are now found to be of a semi-ovoid
instead of semi-globular shape, and the entrance is a
lo ig transverse cleft.

From Mr. Glaisher's Weather Tables,
printed in another column (g. 569), it will be seen that

the Mean Temperature for the week ending April 16
was considerably varied in different stations— thus,

while Perth enjoyed a mean temperature of 51.2°, and
Edinburgh and Blackheath (London) of upwards of
50°, Hull, which is nearly midway between the southern
and northern stations, had a mean temperature 4° or
5^* below either—viz., 46.5°. Generally speaking, the

Scotch stations had the higher temperature.

M. Chatin, who has been carrying out some
researches on the cause of the Dehiscence of
Anthers, has arrived at the general conclusion, says
Li-s Mondes^ that while they are prepared for this

change by the peculiarities of their organisation, the
actual bursting is determined by external causes, such
as the condition of the surrounding media, desiccation
being one of the most active.

New Garden Plants,
Oncidium Warscewiczii, Rchb.fil.

Tetrapctalum, macropetalum ; raceino elongate plurifloro ; bractcis
spathaceis scariosis ovaria pedicellata excedcntibus.

—

Oncidhan
Warscewiczii, Rchb fil. in Mohl and Schlechtendal, Bot.
Zeit. 1852, p. 693 ; Lindl. FoHa i. Oncidium, n. 56 : Rchb. fil.

Beitrage zu einer Orch. Cent. Am. p. 19 ; Walpcrs* Ann. vi.

727.

Pseudobulbus ovoideo pyriformis anceps. Folia cuncato-ligulata
acuta gemina. Pedunculus longe exsertus, basi vaginis paucis
appressis. Racemus usque 17 florus. Bracteas triangula; acutx
concave, dorso cai inalx, glumaceffi, ovaria pedicellata squantes
seu superantes. Sepalum summum cuneato-oblongum acutum.
Sepala lateralia subsequalia latiora apice bidentata. Petala
latiora quam sepalum summum, obtusiora. Omnia labello
breyiora. Labellum a basi latissime cuneata auriculatum,
auriculis obtusangulis, isthmo utrinque obtusangulo incrassato
portione antica reniformi biloba. CarinEc in basi ternx con-
tiguae appositis lamellis supinis extrorsis. Columna sat longa
tabula infrastigmatica vbc prominula, Alaejuxtafoveam erosulo
lobulatx.

This is a very curious plant. Imagine a genuine Onci-
dium as to habit, but with an inflorescence of 17 golden-

yellow flowers, with great spathaceous bracts, like those

of many Coelogynes. The callosity is five-toothed,

white, with four little brown spots, and both borders of

the narrow part of the lip are tinted brown. We think
it will prove an ornamental plant, since it has something
quite new in its appearance, and we do not know of

any Oncid in cultivation with similar golden-yellow
flowers and spathaceous bracts. It was originally

discovered by Warscewicz in Costa Rica ; and we heard
no more of the plant till the other day we got it both
alive and dried from the Messrs. Veitch, who have
succeeded in introducing it. It must be submitted to

cool treatment. H. G. Rchb. fil.

Odontoglossum cariniferum, Rchb. fiL

Leucoglossum (vix Xanthoglossum, ut in Lindl. Folia, Odonto-
glossum, n. 15 : sepalis petalisque lanccis acutis carinatis

;

labelli ungiie bilamellato, lamellis serratis, dentibus gcminis
antepositis, lamina cordato triangula acuta.

—

Odoniog^lossum
carini/erum, Rchb. fil., in Mohl and Schlechtendal, Bota-
nische Zeitung, 1852, p. 638 ; Lindl. Folia i. Odontoglossum.
n. 15; Walpers' Ann. vi., p. 30; Rchb. fil. Beit. Cent. Am.
Orch. 14.

—

Odo7itvglossmn hasiilahiitm \i\v.fuscatnm. Hook.
Bot. Mag. 4919.

Pseudobulbi oblongi subancipites hinc costati diphylli. Folia
cuneato-oblongo-ligulata acuta ampla. Panicula maxima difi"u5.a.

Sepala et petala oblongo-lanceolata acutiuscula basi subcuneata
pergamenea extus supra lineam mediam carina crassa aucta.
Labellum unguiculatum antice reniforme apiculatum hinc
dcnticulatum. Lamellae rhombcEe extrorsum tri-quadriden-
tata; supinae utrinque in ungue antepo.'iitis dentibus geminis
seu ternis. Columnae elongata buccis baseos protrusis, alis

denliculatis angustis nullisve pone foveam.

A very interesting Odontoglossum, bearing spreading
panicles of flowers as large as those of Odontoglossum
bictoniense. Both sepals and petals are greenish out-

side, and furnished on the middle Hue with keels
;

inside they are chestnut-brown, bordered with greenish
yellow, or yellow. The lip has an unguis of violet

colour, the cordate acute anterior part being white. It

was originally described from dried flowers as yellowish
white; hence, Dr. Lindley placed it among the Xantho-
glossa, where it can scarcely belong, though it does
assume at length a yellowish hue. It was originally

discovered by Warscewicz in Chiriqui. By some over-

sight it has been regarded as a variety of the totally

different Odontoglossum hastilabium. There is also

scarcely a doubt that the information obtained from Mr.
Jackson, of Kingston Nursery, was erroneous. It had
been stated to have been sent by Mr. Birschel from
Venezuela. The specimens came from that surprising
sale of Mr. Bridges, April, 1S56 ; and this plant,

indeed, was living, and not a bad one. Now Messrs.
Veitch have succeeded in importing it in a healthy
stale, as living and dried plants prove. H. G. Rchb. fil.

THE COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE
OF BOX.

Everybody is familiar with the employment of Box
as a permanent edging for flower-beds, and as an orna-
mental evergreen offering a considerable choice in

respect both of colouring and habit. Besides the sorts

with variegated and golden-tipped leaves, the Myrtle-
leaved Box is small and pretty, while the Majorca Box
(of which there are at least two cultivated sorts, one of
them claiming to be a species, Buxus balearica) attains

the dimensions of a respectable shrub, with branches
feathering down to the ground, and when well-grown
attracts certain admiration by its comparatively large,

dark green, glittering leaves. Most people also are

aware of the uses of Box-wood for engraving, for the
fabrication of various instruments and toys, and for

sundry branches of cabinet work.
Not everybody, however, is cognisant of the demand

for green Box sprigs or branches, to take the place of
Palm leaves m religious ceremonies of the Roman
Catholic Church, in countries where Palm trees do not
grow out-of-doors. In the Halles Centrales of Paris, a
few days previous to Palm Sunday, the consignments
of Box begin to arrive. The quantity required by the
faithful is so great that, for Paris alone, the sale in four
days amounts to ioo,ooof., or ;^4000. The principal
supplies of Box are obtained from Brittany, in the
north-west ; from Auvergne, in the centre ; and Saint-
onge, in the west coast of France.

But the habitats where Buxus sempervirens tells you,
by its luxuriance, that it makes itself at home, are
certain Pyrencean valleys, especially in the department
of the Basses Pyrenees. The instant you enter them
you are struck with the fact that their national plant

—

their Rose, Shamrock, Thistle, and Leek combined

—

can be no other than the Box. There is no choice
about the matter. The Box has no vegetable rival

which need cause it the slightest uneasiness. Our
acquaintance with it, in its native localities, only
extends through summer and autumn, but during
winter and early spring it must greatly add to the ver-

dure and brightness of the sceneiy. In those valleys it

grows in such abundance as to be used as firing by the
peasants, besides serving for stakes and implements.
On the plains at the foot of the Pyrenees, pretty but
ineflfectual hedges of Box are not unfrequent ; they
form, however, a better defence when backed by an
inner line of Hawthorn. At the various Eanx,
or watering-places, box walking-sticks, on sale, almost
thrust their handles into your grasp. They are per-
fectly capable of breaking a viper's backbone, or of
sending off a snarling dog with a limp and a howl. The
iron-pointed bdtons de Jtiontagne, or mountain sticks,

in use there for hill climbing, are staffs of box, tough and

strong but heavy, more for use than for show. Their
weight and solidity prevent their being carried about
for display, like their smarter cousins the Swiss
alpenstocks, wilh which young ladies and gentlemen
enter, stumping loudly, the vestibules of hotels, the
decks of steamers, and the refreshment rooms of rail-

way stations.

7"he self-sown Box shrubs which stud the hillsides

vary considerably in habit and character ; and little

seedling Boxes, 2 or 3 inches high, tempt you to trans-

fer them to your garden. There are small-leaved,

larger-leaved, stiff, compact, upright, pendent, and
almost weeping varieties naturally produced.

Pyrena^an forests, unless within easy reach of the
sea, are left unfelled and almost untouched—where
the tree falls, there does it lie and rot—in
consequence of the difficulty in conveying their

produce to a market. On the other hand, where
timber can be got down by and to water-carriage, as in
certain parts of the oriental Pyrenees, the forests have
been utterly destroyed, with most disastrous effects

not easy to remedy. The rains have washed every
particle of vegetable soil, leaving the naked rock as

bare and clean as the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral.
" The Bon Dim ought not to have made such hills as
those," was the irreverent remark of a complaining
native. "The Bon Dim did not make them so, but
man," was our reply. *'At your First Revolution the
hills were stripped of their forests, the wind= and
storms did the rest, until there is scarcely earth enough
on them to support a Box bush, or even a blade of

Grass. Even now the Bon Diat would make all right

again, if man would only let Him. But you wii! not

keep your sheep and goats at home ; and if a stray

plant contrives to sprout in the cranny of a
rock, it is devoured before it has cast its

seed leaves. " The correctness of our state-

ment was at once acknowledged. For the same
reason with the inland forests, the Pyrenjean Box
thickets are spared. Were they nearer at hand to

raihvay stations they would be made to contribute

largely to the celebration of Palm Sunday through a
great part of France ; and perhaps, as railways are

now approaching and even penetrating some of their

strongholds, that late eventually may be theirs.

In French Catholic churches an immense quantity
of Box is blessed during mass on Palm Sunday morn-
ing. On leaving, every member of the congregation
who chooses, takes a few sprigs—and few neglect to do
so. In Paris and many other places, the blessed

branch is fastened to a crucifix stuck into a looking-
glass frame, or attached to some piece of furniture,

exactly as we decorate our rooms with Holly at

Christmas ; only that being attainable in much smaller

quantities, in consequence of its quality of consecration,

it is much more sparingly used, and also retains its

place all the year round. The old Box is not burnt
until it is replaced by the new. Blessed Box is used
for sprinklings of holy water upon occasion, as on the

dead and their coffins before interment.

It will be conceived that the use made of this Box is

in proportion to the religious zeal of a district. In the

cottages of Lower Brittany every bed is garnished with

its sprig. On the arrival of a new-born babe, a few
leaves from the sprig on the mother's bed are sprinkled

on the infant's cradle. At the death of any member of

the family, a sprig of blessed Box is laid on the body
by the side of a plate of holy water. In Provence and
other parts of the South of France, Box for these pur-

poses is replaced by branches of Myrtle, Bay, and
Olive. In the Jura they make use of Beech twigs.

In Spain and Italy they employ the real thing—the

branches of the Date Palm.

A considerable quantity of these branches are

required for the ceremonies on Palm Sunday in the

basilica of St. Peter's at Rome. These are supplied

by a town, Bordighera, on the Corniche (the line of

rocky coast lying between Genoa and Nice), not very

far from Nice. How Bordighera acquired the privilege

is a legend which has been told in several ways of
several individuals. They were raising an obelisk in

Rome. The operation was of so ticklish a nature,

that the persons present were forbidden to speak on
pain of death. The machinery was worked, the ropes
were strained, but still the obelisk could not be set on
its pedestal. Failure was imminent, when a sailor in

the crowd, from Bordighera, at the risk of his neck,

shouted, '* Wet the ropes ! I know I shall be hung
;

but wet the ropes !" The recommendation was
followed, and succeeded. The reigning Pope, although
usually inflexible, rewarded the culprit by assigning to

his native town (some say to his family) the monopoly
of Palm branches for the Vatican. It became sole

purveyor of Palms to his Holiness the Pope.

Palm trees, consequently, arc largely grown on the

hill sides at Bordighera ; but they are not, as might be
supposed, pretty to look at. The Palm Sunday
branches given away at St. Peter's are frizzled, and
twisted, and tortured, and made up in a way which is

curious, if not artistic. To prepare them for this

operation they are blanched on the tree by tying them
together, and excluding the light from the inner

branches, which are the most in esteem. So that,

during a part of the year, the Bordighera Palm trees

resemble a plantation of monstrous Cardoons tied up
with haybands for winter use. Blessed Box has at

least the good fortune of not being submitted to this

disfigurement. E. S. D.
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CEnoci

PALMS.—No. TV-

"pus (Mart.)—This is a veiy natural group of

oil-yielding Palms, abounding on the Amazon and

Orinoco, and their tributaries, where the larger species

are amongst the noblest objects of the vegetation. "The
species differ at sight from Euterpe," says Dr. Spruce,

' • in the long sheath ing base ofthe petioles being; pui-plish

or leaden coloured, fusifonn, more than twice the

diameter of the upper part of the stem, and split up in

front, not whitish-green, cylindraceous and entire, like

the leaf-sheaths of Euterpe. Another striking differ-

ence from Euterpe is in the broomlike spadix,

M-ith numerous long, simple, pendulous branches
;

crowded on an excessively contracted rachis. The
sepals of the male llowers are velvety and united

below, while in Euterpe they are free and imbricate.

The female flowers have usually the same whitish hue

and the same stnicture in both genera, and the plum-

like primrose fruits are very similar." The genus con-

sists of a dozen species, about half of which are inmates

of our gardens, viz., CE. altissimus, Bacaba, bolivia-

nus, caracasanus (Diplotherium caudescens, Hort.),

Chiragua, utilis, and dealbatus, Hort., the latter being

one of the Silvery Palms, much to be recommended
(though perhaps wrongly named as to genus). Dr.

Spruce, who has added anew species (CE. multicaulis),

thinks that a closer study of CEnocarpus will reveal

the existence of several

others in the Amazon dis-

trict. Most of the species

are majestic trees, with
smooth, unarmed, gener-

ally distinctly ringed trunk,

pinnate leaves and strongly

plicate leaflets ; spadices

appearing below the crown
of leaves ; monoecious
flowere, and mostly globu-

lar fruit. The fruit of

several kinds yield oil and
a favourite drink, which the

Brazilians term Yukisse.

The leaves serve as thatcli,

and from the decayed pe-

tioles the Indians make
arrows for their blow-pipes
or gravatanas.

ycssenia (Karst., Fl.

Columb, i. 98).—Two tall

unarmed species, with pin-

natisect leaves, simply
branched spadix, one-

seeded berry and ruminate
albumen, compose this

genus ; the one, J. poly-

carpa, Karst., being native

of New Granada ; the

other, J. oligocarpa, Griseb.

et Wendl., a native of
the island of Trinidad,

where it is known by the

name of " Palma de Jagua,

"

but must not be confounded
with the true Pahna de
Jagua, or more correctly
** Yagua," mentioned by
Humboldt in his "Aspects
of Nature," and lately de-

scribed by Dr. Spruce as

Attalea flumboldtiana.

Orcodoxa (Willd).—Much
has been written in admi-
ration of the Oreodoxa re-

gia, the Palma real de la

Havana, one of the most
common Palmsof Cuba, and
now introduced as an or

countries. Ed. Otto has left

of the famous avenue of this Palm, attached to the

Angerona Coffee Estate of that island. It is 1900
feet long, and consists of four rows, eacli row number-
ing 100 trees, the whole ionning a splendid natural

colonnade protected by a roof of magnificent foliage.

At the tomb of Columbus, in the Havana, there is

also a fine specimen of O. regia. It was doubtless one
of the first Palms he descried when discovering the
New World, and it is now the last which shades his

final resting place. The peculiarity of this species is

that there rises upon the rough part of the trunk a
grass-green, smooth, thinner shaft, like a column
placed upon a column, and from this the leaf-stalks

spring. This species has long, and deservedly, been an
inmate of our gardens, and even in nurserymen's
catalogues it is still able to compete with many more
modern introductions. O. oleracea (the Cabbage
Palm of the West Indies, so called from the heart of the
leaves being used as a vegetable, now so scarce as to be
often sent as valuable presents from one island to

another), O. Sancona, and O. Ghiesbreghtii, Hort.,
are also under cultivation. All the species have a
lofty, unarmed tnmk, pinnated leaves, moncccious
yellow flowers, and oval drupes. One of the species
O. (?) frigida, the Palmito of the mountains of
Quindiu, is remarkable on account of the great eleva-
tion above the sea at which it grows, and would be
worth introducing as a greenhouse plant. Altogether
we know six species.

Anra (Linn.)^—Formerly a good many species were
ranged under Areca, but it has now been restricted to

those having ruminate albumen and unaraied habit
;

tiiose with even albumen and unarmed habit have been
separated under the name of Kentia, whilst the spiny
ones are distributed under Acanthophcenix, Onco-
sperma, Deckenia, Verschaffeltia, and Phcenicophorium
(Stevensonia in part). The Betel Nut tree (A.
Catechu, Linn.), the present representative of the
genus, has long been incorporated in our living collec-

tions, and is one of the few Palms extensively culti-

vated on account of its fruit in tropical Asia, especially

towards the sea coast, near which alone it comes to

perfection. The literature of the East is full of
allusions to, and descriptions of, this Palm ; and it has
certainly an elegant growth, rising witli an erect and
slender trunk to a height of 40 to 60 feet, ter-

minating in a tuft of dark green foliage, and bearing
below the crown long bunches of orange -coloured
fruit. The genus, as now restricted, is diffused over
the East Indies and the tropical parts of New Holland,
from which latter country we cultivate A. monostachya.

A;v///;2(Blum., Bull. Neerl. 183S, p. 66).—These may
be described as unarmed Arecas, witheven albumen, tall

stem, pinnate leaves with reduplicate leaflets, spadix
appearing below the leaf-crown, moncccious flowers,

and ellipsoid fruit. The genus is remarkable, chiefly

as furnishing the southernmost Palm of the Eastern

tal tree in various other

a graphic description

unarmed tree, with pinnated leaves and moncecious
flowers, berried fruit, and basilar embryo. Its nearest
ally is Oncosperma, which differs from it by its spiny
habit and technical characters.

Oucospcrma (Blum., Kepplera, Meisn, not Endl.)

—

O. Van Houtteanum, Herm. -Wendl., a native of the
Seychelles, is one of the latest and finest additions to
this genus,—a genus consisting of armed trees, with
pinnated leaves, confined to Eastern Africa and the
East Indian Archipelago. The species just named
shares with several other East African Palms the
peculiarity of having highly coloured leaf-stalks, which
impart a rare beauty to it, the reddish purple of the

petiole forming a striking contrast with the green of the

gracefully drooping leaflets. O. filamentosa, Bl.

(Areca tigiUaria, Jack. ; and A. Nibung, Mart.), is

also an inmate of our gardens, and has been intro-

duced from the Malay Archipelago, where its leaves

are used for food, and its trunk by the pile-builders of
that region. O. horrida. Seem. (Areca, Griff.), has
as yet not emerged from its native forests.

Acanthoplmnix {^QXiAX.j Flore des Ser., tab. 1706— 1707), is founded on two spiny Arecas with even
albumen, natives of the islands of Eastern Africa, and
long inmates of our gardens, viz., A. rubra, I3ory,

and A. crinita, Boiy. A. rubra has when young
reddish green leaves, and A. crinita, in the same
stage, leaves of a yellowish gieen colour, which gives

them a very distinct ap-
pearance. They are Palms
of middle size, with a trunk
much swollen towards the
base, pinnate leaves, simple

spadix, with spirally ar-

ranged flowers, and placed
in threes, the central being
female, and a one-seeded,

dark violet drupe. Both
species are deservedly

popular in collections.

Deckenia (Wendl.), is an
undescribed genus, closely

allied to Acanthophcenix,
named in honour of the late

Baron von der Decken,
the African explorer. It

should not be confounded
with Deckeria, a synonym
of the American genus Iri-

artea. At present only one
species is known, viz., D.
nobilis, an elegant spiny

Palm, with pinnated leaves

and linear pointed leaflets,

which are gracefully droop-

ing at the point. We give

an illustration of a speci-

men in Mr. Bull's posses-

sion {fig. 103), which will

give some idea of the beauty
of the plant.

Phankophonumiy^txAV,
in Flore des Ser., t. 1595-
1596). — The only species

at present representing this

genus is a magnificent spiny

Palm, with entire leaves

of large dimensions, most
effective portraits of which
are published in the period-

ical just quoted. It is a

native of the vSeychelles,

whence it was brought to

the Botanic Gai-dens at

Mauritius, during the time
""'•'

that establishment was
under the able management

Hcmisphei'e (K. sapida, Seem.) ; and it is distributed
j

of Mr. Duncan. Three small specimens of it reached

over tropical Asia and the Polynesian Islands. We Kew, and the sender expressed a wish that the

cultivate in our gardens K. sapida, Seem, (the Nikau I plant, if new to science, might be allowed to

of New Zealand), and K. Baueri, Seem. (Areca 1 bear the generic name Stevensonia, in honour of

Baueri, Hook. fii. ), from Norfolk Island, both of the then governor of the island of Mauritius,

which were formerly regarded as one species until How it came to pass that this wish was disre-

Dr. Hooker pointed out tlie difference between them, garded, and the name Phrenicophorium sechellarum

The Vitian Islands produce another species, K. imposed, is a long story, which has been told both in

exorrhiza, Wendl., which has aerial roots, in the " Journal of Botany " and the G^ijrt/cv^t'r/ C//?v«;V/(i'

the manner of the Iriartea exorrhiza of South America, for 1865. Objectionable as the latter name may
and which I found on the lop of Taviuni Island when be it cannot now be cancelled, for it appears that

the Queen of Somosomo and her whole court, all . Mr. Duncan imposed the name Stevensonia not

dressed in cocoa-nut and fern leaves, fresh from the
1
only on this plant, but also on another from the

woods, accompanied me to the lake. New Cale-
\

same region, resembling it in habit, but differing

donia has disclosed no fewer than six species (K. from it generically, viz., Verschaffeltia ; and moreover,

elegans, olivjeformis, Vieillardii, Deplanchei, gracilis,
|
he never gave a definition of the genus. All I can

and Pancheri), some of which, I believe, are in com-
j

find is the following note on p. 87 of his "Cata-
merce, and it is probable that the New Hebrides and

|
logue of Plants," in the Royal Botanic Gardens,

other islands contain several other undescribed species,
j

Mauritius, published at Port Louis in 1863 :
—" Steven-

Clinostigma [V^tndX.f Bonplandia, 1S60, p. 196).—
,

sonia grandiflora, Palmaccre, dependencies of Mauri

-

This monotypic genus is confined to the Samoan or
;
tins, A." (/'. c, one of the plants introduced since Mr.

Navigator group, where it was discovered by the Duncan took charge of the establishment). S. grandi-

United States Exploring Expedition. C. samoense,
j

flora is doubtless a misprint for S. grandifolia, under

Wendl,, was gathered in Upolu, and I expect it is one
,

which latter name the plant is sometimes culti-

ofthe Palms which the Rev, Th. Powell (Journ. of Bot. I vated, as also under that of Areca sechellanim.

1868, p. 360) remarks *'grow very tall on the highest Professor C, Koch, guessing at the genus from the

mountains of Upolu, especially near the mountain lake foliage only— a most treacherous feature, unless

of Lanuto'o," and bear the collective name of
|

very closely studied—described the plant as Astro-

** Niuvao," It is well worth introducing, as are all the caryum aureo-pictum ; but it is scarcely necessaiy

other Samoan Palms, every one of which must be new to add, that Phcenicophorium has no relationship

to the gardens, if not to science. C. samoense is an
I

whatever with that genus of Cocomea2, no member ot

?*^^^-3-'S,
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which lias as yet been found beyond the confines

of the New World. At present, Phoenicophorium
sechellarum is still high in price, and is shown in

Palm collections, and with justice, as one of the

noblest species our gardens have of late years acquired.

Bcrthohi Scemann.

THE HARDY PENTSTEMONS.
Among the numerous plants that have been intro-

duced from the New World, there are none I think

possessing more attractions than the members of this

family. They are one and all so full of interest, and
so exceedingly beautiful when in bloom, that they will

amplv repay the little care that is required in their cul-

tivation. They are admirably adapted for the adorn-

ment of our borders, and some -even for rockwork.
No group of hardy plants has a gi'eater claim to our

support than this charming family. They are free in

growth, graceful in appearance, and exceedingly

attractive when adorned with tlieir long panicles of

richly coloured flowers. They will grow in almost any
soil, but seem to prefer—as most of the American
plants do—a little peat. They are easily propagated

by division of the roots, by seed, and some few by
cuttings.

P, ammmatiis is a very showy and distinct species,

but it is not hardy in all situations. It will succeed,

however, in any hot dry position ; but continual

moisture during its dormant state is very injurious to it.

It grows about 1 4 foot in height, and produces long,

lanceolate foliage, with panicles of purple-coloured

flowers.

P. barbatus is a very old favourite, which every

one is acquainted with, either under this name, or the

erroneous one of Chelone barbata. Its bold spikes of

bright scarlet flowers are very attractive, and it

certainly deserves unlimited cultivation, more especially

as it is perfectly hardy, and alike indifferent to soil and
situation.

P. bai-batus Torreyi is a variety of the former,

very interesting, and very effective as a bold border

plant. Its bright scarlet flowers are produced upon
spikes from 4 to 6 feet in height, and in this it dilTers

from the type ; it also differs by the greater profusion

of bloom, and the entire absence of the beard upon the

lower lip, which characterises the original species. It is

perfectly hardy, and will succeed in any situation.

P. cordifolius is a Califomian species of no mean
merit, but unfortunately it will not stand our winters

without protection. It is very free in growth, and dis-

tinct in character from the other species of this family;

it grows from 6 to 9 inches in height, and produces in

great abundance its lively red flowers.

P. digitalis is a bold free-growing species, with large

copper-coloured foliage, and immense white flowers

streaked with crimson. It throws up spikes, of flower

from 2 to 3 feet in height, and succeeds in any situa-

tion ; it is one of the hardiest of the race, and one of

the most attractive.

P. glalier is another pretty species, of decum-
lient habit, generally gi-owing from g to 12 inches

in height ; it is very pretty when in bloom, and must
be considered one of the most desirable of this interest-

ing group, for its bright blue flowers and deep gi-een

foliage render this plant exceedingly attractive ; it is of

vei-y free growth, and flowers profusely in almost any
situation, and the flowers last a considerable time,

which is a great advantage in hardy border or rock

plants.

P. grandiflorm is one of the largest of this beautiful

race. It is a native of Mexico, where it attains the

height of 4 or even 5 feet ; the foliage is vei-y lar^e,

ovate, and of a deep glossy green colour, very similar

in appearance to P. Murrayanum. The flowers are

very large, and are of a deep purplish blue colour.

This species is also known under the name of

P. Bradburii.

P. Hiirtiuegii (gentianoides, Hort.) is a well

known beautiful species, of wdrich there are many
varieties. It is sufficiently hardy to withstand

winters with a slight protection. It grows freely, and
has a very pretty appearance w^hen in bloom.

P. Jaffnyanus is the best of this family, and will

surely become, when better known, one of the most
familiar of our border plants. It produces in g
profusion rich azure-blue flowers, upon spikes about

1 4 foot in height, and continues in bloom from June to

September. It is elegant in habit, exceedingly free
'

growth, and in dry situations is perfectly hardy. Tlie

foliage is of a dark green colour, which blends

harmoniously with its beautiful flowers.

P. Alitrravanus is another beautiful species, but

requires partial protection during the winter. It is

very vigorous in gi-owth, and succeeds in any ordinary

soil ; the foliage is large, of gi"eat substance, and of a

light green colour. The bright scarlet flowers are borne

on stems from 2.4 to 3 feet in height, and are veiy

attractive.

P. Mackayanus is a hardy species of considerable

merit, and deserves cultivation where flowers of this

class are appreciated. The flowers are purple and
white, and are produced very freely from July to

September. It is quite hardy, and will succeed with

ordinary treatment.

P. ovatus is a fine hardy species, flowering in July

and August ; the flowers are not large, but are of a

pleasing bright blue colour. The foliage is large, and

of a deep green colour, and in good soil this plant will

grow 3 and eveii 4 feet in height.

P. ptihheUus is a very pretty species, flower-

ing in June and July. It is perfectly hardy, and will

cceed in any situation. The flowers are produced
very freely, and are of a pleasing rosy lilac colour.

P. procerus is a very d\\'arf species, admirably

adapted for the rockwork. It forms a dense mass of

dark green foliage, scarcely exceeding 6 inches in

height, which is smothered in July with pretty purple-

coloured flowers.

P. spcciosits is a stately species, often attaining the

height of 4 feet. Its brilliant bright blue flowers entitle

it to a place in every collection. It grows very freely

any situation, but requires protection during the

winter.

P. Wrighlii is a comparatively new species, of

_reat beauty, and deserves more than I shall say of it.

It grows about 2 feet in height, and produces large,

rosy carmine flowers. It is quite hardy, and succeeds

with ordinary treatment.

The above-named species do not comprise one half

of the known kinds, but sufficient is here given to make
good selection from ; and any one procuring these will

soon be anxious to make acquaintance with the other

members of this much neglected family. A. J. P.,

Tottenham,

IVINDOIV GARDEXING.
{Concludedfrom /. 531.)

Window Plants for the Autumn.—Fuchsias will

now be in full beauty inside the window, and there is

nothing to equal them. As the Pelargoniums fade,

place them in a sunny spot out-of-doors, and give the

Fuchsias room to show themselves off. Hydrangeas

and Heliotropes may also succeed the Pelargoniums.

The old Chimney Campanula (Campanula pyramidalis),

and a few plants of Humea elegans would make a

grand addition to the cottage window in autumn. Here
id there a choice plant from the outside may also be

ought in to furnish the inside.

The outside of the window in autumn will probably

furnish the best part of the annual display. All the

plants in the boxes will flower freely till the frost

comes ; but before it does come the whole of the

Pelargoniums must be safely put inside, and the box

filled with hardy plants for the winter. Those moved
in while in full flower will bloom on nearly all the

winter, until some of the winter plants begin to blossom,

and thus the window will be lighted up with beauty

all the year.

Not that any one cottager is likely to grow all the

plants mentioned, but eveiy one may readily pick

out one or two from amongst those I have noted,

as plants for the outside and in, throughout the

season. The garden should help to fill the window,

and the window the garden with beauty. Each may do

a good deal for the other, to the improvement of both.

10. The Procuring of Windo-,i' Plants.—Almost any

ighbour will give cuttings, and most of the plants

named can be bought for a few pence in any market town.

See that the varieties are good, and the plants clean

and healthy, rather than large.

11. The Culture of Windo-M Plants.—Nothing can

well be more simple. The chief rules are those affecting

cleanliness and a supply of air, water, food, and light.

In fact, the very things that would keep a man or woman
healthy will keep plants so. Their leaves are their

lungs and stomachs in one, therefore keep them clean.

Put a curtain before the window when you sweep the

house, to keep the choking dust from the plants, and

frequently wash it off the leaves and stems
;
give

them plenty of air, but do not stand them in a draught.

Never leave plants where you would not like to stand

yourself for half an hour ; they will catch cold as

readily as you. Give them plenty of water when
thirsty, that is dry, and none till they are dry again ;

just exactly as you drink (that is, of water), so should

they. Their food they derive from three sources

—

the earth, the water, and the air. As they gi'ow, they

need more earth to feed upon, as well as to make room
for the roots. The best time for giving plants a larger

pot is from June to August, when they are growing

freely, and some time before they should flower. See that

the pot is clean ; put in a piece of broken potsherd

over the hole, and an inch more of smaller pieces

over this, then some of the lumpy fragments of soil

and finally the plant ; next firmly fill up with the best

soil that can be had all round the roots. A good

watering, so as to wet and settle all, finishes the pot-

ting. The soil must be rather open, to admit air. It

matters little how poor it is, as strength can be given

to the plant by watering it with soapsuds or house

refuse. But all manure-water must be applied in a

weak state, much diluted, and quite clear. Light is

also needed ; keep the window clean, and the plants

close to it, if you wish to excel in window gardening.

12. The Training and Stopping of Windo'M Plants.

—Many ofthe plants will need this, to keep them within

bounds, and to support their weight or improve their

appearance. Fuchsias and Pelargoniums of all kinds

are generally stopped once or twice before they flower.

When the shoots have grown about three leaves, their

ends are pinched out. This gives three or four shoots

instead of one, with a proportionate increase of blos-

soms, and keeps the plant dwarf. Training takes all

forms. It is a matter of taste, and every cottager has

his own way of doing it. The half circle or half globe

is very common, and looks well. A Fuchsia sup-

ported by a single stake, and allowed to weep down all

round, becomes a fountain of beauty ; those of the

globosa type are better without any training. Cac-

tuses, again, are often trained into spheres, and some-

times round the window inside. Every pleasing form

is equally good.

13. The Propagation of Windoin Plants.—Nearly all

I have mentioned are increased by cuttings. The
whole of the Pelargoniums may be rooted out-of-doors

right in the sun during the summer or autumn. Cut
oft' a branch with four leaves, cut it even at the bottom
of the lower leaf, either removing the leaf or not

;

insert the cutting firmly in the ground, water it

and treat it just as you would a rooted plant—that is,

give it water when it needs it, and in three weeks it

will be rooted. Fuchsias, Petunias, Lobelias, and
others are best rooted by placing the cuttings round the

edge of a potful of light s^oil, and inverting a tumbler or

wineglass over them, only removing it to water them,

till they are rooted. Cactuses will root if pieces are put

into the soil anyhow or anywhere, and such plants as

the Calla are increased by division of the roots.

14. Storage of Windcro) Plants in the Winter.—
The beauty of the window is often marred through the

winter by overcrowding it with dormant or half-dormant

plants. -A remedy for this is within reach of most

cottagers. Such plants as Fuchsias, Scarlet Pelar-

goniums, and all dormant bulbs, could be packed up
into the garret or down into the cellar, beyond the

reach of frost, I'or three or four montlis, to the great gain

of the window in beauty and the saving of labour, while

the plants would come forth from their hiding-places in

the spring, all the better and the stronger for their quiet

rest. It is only byadopting the pot system outside and in,

and carefully storing the tender plants inside, and the

hardy ones outside in sheltered nooks and corners, that

these programmes of something in flower or in beauty

either outside or inside, or upon the window, every day

in the year, can be carried out. The plants that have

thus been kept in the dark must be gradually inured to

the light— brought out, if possible, in dull weather,

and taught to bear the sun as children are to walk, a

little at a time.

15. Treatment of Window Plants when Out of the

Window.—Very much of success or failure depends

upon this. If you want to have a dull window carry

out the motto, "Out of sight, out of mind ; " if a gay

one, never lose sight of any portion of your stock.

Two-thirds of it at times will be out of the window.

Let it be taken care of, or others—younger, stronger

plants—prepared to succeed it when the time arrives.

Bulbs may be returned to the garden, Violets, Prim-

roses, Polyanthus, Forget-me-nots, &c., divided, and

young ones pushed on. Callas, Cactuses, Yuccas, and

all hardy plants for baskets or sill outside, or inside too,

carefully tended ; and a fresh stock of strength and

beauty got up for another year. Only by care and

forethought can these results be realised, and the

windows of the cottage lighted up with flowers more

or less brilliantly every day in the year, and all the year

round. £). T. Fish, Bury St. Edmund's.

THE GLOXINIA.
L.1ST October I paid a visit to Grove Hall, near

Retford, to see the display of bedding Pelargoniums,

lie, which are so successfully managed there, and

whilst there I had the good fortune to meet with the

Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, whose name is so well

known to all lovers of the Rose, inspecting a large

batch of seedling Gloxinias. Such Gloxinias to form one

batch of seedlings we agi'eed we had not met with

before, and Mr. Park, the gardener, echoed our senti-

ments. Now, there is no class of plants that repays

the cultivator better for his trouble than the genus

Gloxinia. What can have a more showy or brilliant

appearance than a quantity of Gloxinias grouped

together in a mass? If they are raised from seed

all the intei-raediate colours, from white to purple,

carmine, &c., may be obtained at a very trifling

expense, and for a general display equal to any named
varieties if such seed can be procured as that which

produced this fine batch at the Grove.

They were all grown in small pots, and were flower-

ing freely in the front of a cool greenhouse so late in

the season as October. Having been a successful

cultivator of this beautiful flower, I shall offer a few

brief remarks on its culture. Sow the seed in light

sandy peat in February in well-drained pots or pans,

filling them quite half full of crocks, over which place

a layer of Moss and peat, after which sift a little peat

and sand through a fine sieve, and press it finnly in the

pot. The seed should then be evenly distributed over

the surface. It requires no covering with soil, but

should be very carefully watered with a fine rose,

covered with a bell-glass, and plunged in heat. In

about ten days or a fortnight the plants will appear ;

air must then be given by degrees, and the damp guarded

against. When they have formed three or four leaves

prick them off into small 60-sized pots, and if properly

supplied with heat and moisture the plants will flower

the same autumn.

The propagation of the Gloxinia is very simple

;

almost every part of the leaf will form plants, pro-

viding a portion of the midrib is retained in the

cutting. Divide the leaves transversely ; place them
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in pots of sand covered with a bell-glass, and plunge in

heat ; in a short time callosities will form at the base of

the cuttings. As soon as they have sufficiently started

into gi-owth repot them into leaf-mould and good

sandy peat, replunging and covering them with a bell-

glass, giving air occasionally and guarding against

damp. I have had plants propagated early in the

season by this method form beautiful specimens, and

flower freely the same season. Very choice varieties I

usually place in a larger pot, and propagate them by

making incisions in the midrib of the lower leaves,

placmg a small piece of crock on the leaves to keep

them close to the soil. This is the more safe method

to adopt with choice and expensive varieties ; they very

readily root if a good heat is maintained, and may be

potted at leisure.

In the autumn, when the plants begin to show signs

of going to rest, gradually diminish the quantity of

water, but not so as to let them become quite dormant;

some persons, I know, even with established roots, allow

them to be quite dormant, but when dried off I often

find them difficult to excite, and they never make such

good plants : more bulbs are annually lost by the

drying process than from any other cause. I have seen

many a fine collection brought out at potting time that

was dormant for ever. In February shake the earth

from the roots, and trim the leaves
;
plant them in

pots according to the size of the bulb, in good soil,

consisting of leaf-mould, sandy loam, peat, and well-

rotted cow-dung
;
plunge them in strong heat, and

water sparingly until the plants appear to push, then

water more freely. When the roots appear through

the bottom of the pots shift them into their blooming
pots, using the same compost as before. Plunge them
into a bark bed, surrounding the plants and leaves with

moss, on whicli the leaves will rest. They will now
require a liberal supply of water overhead as well as at

the roots.

I" About April the flowers will begin to appear, and by
May they will be profusely in blossom. By following

the above treatment the flowers will be both large and
brilliant in colour. In the autumn, when the plants

show signs of decay, gradually diminish the quantity of

water, and treat the bulbs as before recommended.
When they are at rest a dry shelf in a cool stove is

the best place for them. Edward Bennett^ Enznlle,

Stourbridge,

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
There is a person in Belfast who lives by victim-

ising nurserymen and seedsmen ; he orders seeds and
plants everywhere, and sells them the moment they

reach Belfast for any price he can get a buyer to offer.

His orders meet with a response readily—a large parcel

of named Rhododendrons, from the Midland Counties,

worth probably ^^5 or £^y were sold to-day at the

Quay for \os. Subscriber^ April 13.

I^onie Comsponbcnce.
Ii'esine Herbstii v. Fungus.—At p. 496, a

correspondent, " C. L.," asks for some information

concerning the loss, somewhat serious to him, of Iresine

Herbstii. Without assuming to give a positive answer
as to the cause of his loss, I may suggest the probable

cause. " C. L." is not alone in respect to this peculiar

trait of damping off in the case of the Iresine, for I think

there are few gardeners who have not been puzzled

with the same thing at one time or another. The
new and superior Iresine Lindeni, which I am propa-

gating largely, I find subject to the same evil. The
strange part of it is, that when a single plant damps
off in any pot or pan, all the others are almost
certain to follow. Now I believe there lies hidden
beneath the surface something more important than
appears at first sight, and which I shall attempt to

point out. Why is damping, or, as it is sometimes
called, " fogging off," so prevalent amongst cutting

pots? What is it? It is not what I may term a

natural shrivelling of parts from the want of necessary'

support. It comes suddenly, and takes off the hardest

part of a cutting just at the ground line, or a little

above it. The exterior bark is no protection, the sand
at the surface—a hard, gritty, moisture-dispelling sub-

stance—does not deter it ; still the loss occurs, whilst

the base of the cutting (with the recently- formed
callus attached) remains intact. The upper part of the

cutting is not even destroyed, but emits roots freely

above the part where the injury exists. These facts

relate, more or less, to all cuttings which "damp off,"

as we term it. I believe a peculiar form of Fungus
to be the sole cause of the mischief — a minute,

thread-like Fungus, which from its exterior appearance
should be called the Cobweb Fungus, so manifold are

its thread-like ramifications as it spreads over the
surface of the soil and permeates a thin stratum of the
same. I am not at all versed in the intricate study
of mycology, but give the facts as they have appeared
to me. Would Mr. Berkeley kindly lend his atten-
tion to this matter, and inform us whether or not I
surmise aright ? If so, any form of deterrent which
can be suggested will be as acceptable to me as to
C L., ' and to gardeners generally, who propagate

more or less. It seems certain that a somewhat close,
moist atmosphere tends to the production of this

form of injury, perhaps to the development of this form

of Fungus—as I think generally the mischief occurs

first in such a place. Once the mischief has gained a

footing, however, it is of no avail to remove the

cutting pots to other places or positions, for invariably

this destructive opponent " will have its run." William
Earley, Digr.vell.

Fruit Prospects.—I am glad to state that there is

an excellent prospect of a good crop of fruit. Apricots
have set well, and are now almost as large as nuts.

Peaches and Nectarines are just shedding their blos-

soms, and appear quite safe. Plums, and especially

the Cherry Plum, are perfect sheets of blossom
;

Greengage and other varieties are looking well. Pear
blooms, which will be very plentiful, are just opening.
I should have much pleasure in showing some of your
correspondents,who advocate the extension system, some
Pear trees here, many of which have been planted fifty

years, and are now one sheet of bloom from base to

point. Apples are completely studded with fruit buds,

and there is also a capital show of blossoms on the

small fruits, such as Gooseberries and Currants.

R. Gilbert, Bitrghhy,

Vine Growing.— I have a house of Vines under
my charge, which has been planted 38 years, with
highly satisfactory results. The Vines are pinined on
the spur system, and when they were planted 40 deer

were buried in the border, which is 60 feet long and
iS feet wide. This not only shows that Vines will

live, but will flourish in what your correspondent

"Thoth" calls "garbage." Permit me to add, in

conclusion, that as far as practical matters are con-

cerned, it is not all gospel which even the great

Dr. Lindley has said. R. G., Stamford.

Garden Architecture.—The problem how to join

the dwelling on to the garden is one which has never

been properly studied. In my poor opinion it is a very

simple one, and one which has been studied in another

shape by Greeks and Egyptians successfully as regards

town buildings, but most unsuccessfully as regards

country edifices. Now what is it, after all ? It is the

reversing the difficulty of Greek and Egyptian. They
had to blend the horizontal with the perpendicular

lines of their temples, and did so successfully, notably

in the case of the Parthenon, by metopes or panels of

sculpture whose lines chiefly ran across the two
;

thus it will be found that the outlines of the

figures are all in violent or unperpendicular direc-

tions, being themselves as men perpendicular
Apply this to houses : you have the upright house, the

ground (as a rule) abruptly flat, your business is to

apply between them cur\-es to join both—<louble curves

to meet both cases if you can. As a rule I think
English gardeners are more successful than foreigners.

These last trust to bringing down by gradation the

house to the ground by terraces, or architecturally

treating the garden. The English, on the contrary, do
not succeed so well in this line, but by bringing the

unarchitectural garden up to the house, join it in most
cases more successfully to the ground. It must be
allowed in favour of the Italian or French mode that

the ground in foreign countries is less natural in colour

or other adjuncts than in England, and that therefore

their plan is so far more excusable ; but still there is no
doubt that foreign artists and townsmen cannot bring

the ground up to the house so well as our country-born

men. Somerset.

Plant Nomenclature in Trade Lists.—I wish you
would use your intlucnce to correct the orthography of

the plant lists, and even of the recognised authorities on
tjotanical nomenclature. At this moment I have before

me the name of that pretty plant, Disemma, so called,

properly Distemma, double crowned. There are a host

of others as erroneous, which it would be well if you
with your authority and wide-spread influence, would
correct. B., Alton, Hants. [This matter has received,

at various times, much attention from us. There is, we
are glad to see, a marked improvement in the catalogues

of leading firms. Eds.]

Fungus.—As the Fungus question is being so freely

discussed in your columns at the present time, the

following facts may not be without interest to your

readers. About 12 years ago, having a plant of Passi-

flora racemosa (princeps of gardens) which we wished

to train along the roof of the stove, a sort of box was
constructed for its reception in a comer underneath the

stage by nailing together some Larch boards, which
rested on the ground. The box was then filled with

proper soil and the plant planted ; it grew most luxu-

riantly, soon running the length of the house (about

36 feet), and bloomed most freely, but in about four

years it began to look sickly, the leaves became of a

yellow tinge, and flagged under bright sunshine.

Having always been taught that decaying wood would
produce Fungus, and tliat Fungus was death to vegetable

life, I suspected it to be the cause of ill-health ;in this

case ; nor was I wrong, for on pulling away the (boards

I found them decayed. Fungus spreading through the

whole of the soil, and every fibre of the root perished.

Some very strong roots had struck down through the

soil in the box, and into the ground beneath. These roots

were covered with Fungus. I cut them all away but

three, and these I had thoroughly cleaned with warm
water and soft soap. Instead of using boards again, I

built a wall of large turfs of peat, and filled up with

soil as before. I soon had the gratification of seeing

an improvement in my plant, which at length gained
perfect health, in which state it remains, and for the
last five years it has never been without bloom, more
or less. At the present time it is literally laden with
its lovely racemes of red blossoms. Surely Fungus
was the cause of evil in this case. Thomas Woodford^
Eastwell Park, Ashford.

Luculia gratissima,—Allow me a little space to

reply to Mr. Culverwell on this subject. The facts are

these :—At p. 181, writing in general terms, I said

—

" Luculias do not, as a rule, like very severe cutting

in." Mr. Culverwell, at p. 385, gives us to understand that

his success as a Canute amongst Luculia growers is due
only "to spurring them in on the Vine system," and
thereby giving all who are not thoroughly versed in

their culture very erroneous data on which to base
their operations, as I have taken the liberty to show
at p. 460. Now, however (see p. 531), he would
throw the odium of what I termed his "irresponsible

criticism"—the statements in which he retracts with
certain qualifications—on to the shoulders of "every
writer to these pages," the writers having really but a

neutral interest in his impromptu attacks and my replies.

It is beside the subject to speak of growing a plant with
spurs to cut off in a given lime ; every gardener knows
that plants required to be grown and pruned on the

"spur system" must undergo some restrictive treat-

ment from infancy. Summer pinching, or any fomi
of careful pruning such as I suggested, Mr. Culverwell
objected to. As a matter of course, we should cut the

young plant down to three or four eyes upon the

hardened wood yearly, as all spurred-in plants are

treated. But Mr. Culverwell retracts. Now, the

plants are only to be treated thus "if they are large

enough;" if not large enough, "only just break off

the young shoots at the points with bloom-heads

attached." This is an affirmation of what I have stated

above, and quoted from p. iSi ; I therefore need add
nothing further. W. E.

The Orchids at Chatsworth.—Without wishing

to disparage Mr. Speed, or his treatment of the plants

under his charge, I beg to deny that the plants were
injured by shading otherwise than from the shade given

by a dark and tumble-down roof, which let rain in at every

point ; or that the Vanda teres was as yellow as an
Aucuba. Your correspondent forgot to mention that

the splendid specimens which Mr. Speed found in the

old house crowded together have had two seasons in

the best house in Europe, which was planned and
erected under my superintendence. It might have
opened your correspondent's eyes if he had seen the

plants when I undertook them,—many lying on the

pots from which all the soil had been washed by drip

and careless watering. Many of those fine Vandas
which Mr. Speed found furnished to the pot, and one
of which, the season Mr. Speed went to Chatsworth,

had 14 spikes of bloom, I found on bare stems, from
2 to 3 feet high ; and I had several cartloads of filth

and rubbish taken out of the house. The only example
I exhibited, Ccelogyiie cristata, was stated, I believe

by your reporter, to be the finest specimen ever brought
before the Royal Horticultural Society, and was
recommended by the committee as being worthy of

tlie Lindley Medal, but I suppose the Society did

not think it worth sending to me, for I heard nothing

more of it, although I observe a Special Certificate was
awarded to a plant with 15 spikes at a recent meeting :

the one I exhibited had 94. In conclusion, 1 beg to

remark that I should expect to find the Orchids at

Chatsworth, and many other things also, in first-rate

condition now if they had not been done anything with

for two years, from the labour and care bestowed on
them for the previous thi^ee years—a fact which is well

known to plenty of good gardeners, including some of

the best Orchid growers in England. James Taplin,

South Amboy, New Jersey, U. S. A,

Mesembryanthemums for Bedding Purposes.
— I have had an experience of not less than 20 years in

the growth of these plants, and can confirm their value

as decorative plants, as mentioned in the article on

Dec. 4, 1S69, by Mr. Bennett, of Enville Hall. I have

at this time under my management about 70 species of

the most free-flowering kinds, selected from a collec-

tion of 250 ; and out of the 70 so selected we again

sorted out about 20 or 25 as being the proper sorts for

the garden, the remaining 55 we used for furnishing

the greenhouses, <S;c.—a list of which, used for

outdoors and for culture under glass, I will furnish

in a future communication, should you consider it

would be interesting to your readers. [Pray do.]

The Mesembryanthemum, in my opinion, possesses, in

addition to its freedom of flowering and brilliancy of

colour, the advantage of being much more perpetual in

its habit of flowering, and not so liable to be injured

by heavy storms of rain, nor disfigured, as is the case,

with other bedding-plants, such as Calceolarias, on hot

dry soils, or during very hot summers, even in more
retentive garden soils ; they often look shabby, but, on

the contrary, the hotter and dryer the situation the

more interesting is the display where Mesembryanthe-

mums are used for decorations. Moreover, as Mr.

Bennett justly obser\-es, in addition to their use and

beauty they require little or no protection durmg the

winter months, a common cold garden frame bemg all

the protection they require. I allude to the woody

varieties, not the tender succulent species, as many Of
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the garden kinds I use will bear at least from 8° to lo'

of frost. Now it would be impossible to keep scarlet

Pelarg'jniums and other soft wooded plants in a frame
of this kind, for if not injured by frost the confined
dam|)ness of the place would destroy them. As further
proof of their hardiness, I had several of the sorts I

c iltivate in full flower last November, weeks after the
scarlet Pelargoniums and other bedding plants gene
rally used for decoration were destroyed. As regard-
their value and use for winter decoration, for conser
vatories, &c., I consider them quite equal to the
Chrysanthemum, Primrose, Genista, Salvia, Azalea,
and innumerable other subjects used for that purpose,
as many of my kinds flower during the dullest months of
the winter, quitecontraryto theuniversal and erroneously
conceived idea that they will not expand their flowers
unless exposed to the infiuenceof a summer meridian sun,
when in reality so peculiar have I proved them to be in

their habits and characteristics, that some species, such
as dolabriforme and others, only fully expand their
flowers in the dead of the night, and close again on the
approach of daylight ; and this peculiar character in

some of the family can only be familiar to those who,
like myself, have had the responsibility of protecting
and providing for the wants of a family consisting of
250 members. J. WiUiamson.

Orchid Culture.—Since reading at p. 311 in your
Journal Colonel Benson's interesting letter, I have been
hoping each week to see some one take the subject up,
by asking him to give us some more information ; as no
one h.-is done so, I venture to remind him that he in

part offers to continue that letter in the sentence
where he says, '* I could give numbers of similar
examples, but it appears to me to be unnecessary to do
so at present." Should he consider that this sentence is

not quite a promise, then I must fall back upon
general grounds, and plead that I shall always beheve
that those who have helped to introduce new and rare
exotics will watch over them with intei-est, and desire
thatourcultivationmaybe such as will enableus to realise
their full beauty. In this view I think his letter con-
firms me, as I see that he notices " the deficiency in
briliancy of colour in the Burmese Orchids,'* shall I

say regretfully ? The first letter I wrote you upon
Orchid culture was to throw doubts upon the
advantage of the cool treatment of Dendrobiums,
and of D. Falconeri in particular, and I should be
very glad if he will give me his opinion,
naming such as he thinks my system -will suit.

To enable you to see what that system is, I send you
photographs of my large Vandas,a nd a Nepenthes,
which have passed the winter in the same house, and
under precisely the same circumstances as my young
plants of D. Falconeri. [They are good well-furnished
specimen plants. Eds.] To say that things that cannot
speak cannot lie, is a sorry compHment to poor huma-
nity, but you will excuse this when it enables you lo

judge, from their appearance, what their treatment has
been. The Vandas look ugly from the quantity of their
roots, and the progressive development of the leaves of
the Nepenthes, including the stilf incomplete growth of
the latter, are expressive enough as to its having got
what it liked. I have rather jumped to the conclusion,
that Colonel Benson will agree with me in my treat-

ment, but will be glad to hear if I am correct. Should
they be grown in winter, stimulating them as much as
we can, and then ripened in summer, as we treat Vine
canes? Can he give me any information upon seeding
Dendrobiums, and have they been raised from
seed, and how should the seed and seedlings be
treated? I am also sending two other photographs,
one of my large Phalsenopsis Schilleriana and one of
Odontoglossum Bluntii, with twelve flowers. The
Phalaenopsis ha^ taken no harm by flowering, and
has now completed its last leaf. I saw, at p. 386, Mr.
John Garland asks "how it produces ofl'sets." There
is one young plant still on, and it is shown as it came,
upon a sort of flower-spike ; the previous one was pro-
duced in the same way. Is this usual, and can I count
upon more ? While upon Dendrobiums, I should have
asked if it is of advantage to shrivel the bulbs during
their season of rest ? Many gardeners hold that it is the
proper treatment ; my idea is, that if they shrivel during
that season it only proves that they are not properly
matured bulbs, else a reasonable dryness would not
produce that effect. And now a few words upon
Odontoglossum s and their natural climate. I have
been again reading the communication from Dr. Spruce,
at p. 1278, 1869, about the diflTerent chmates at Quito
and Ambato, one so dry and the other so wet ; and I

conclude that Bogota and Ocana will have a similar

climate to Quito, where he says it rains ten months out
of the twelve. I conclude that the prevailing wind
is west, and so the moisture falls on the east side

of the Andes, having been condensed in crossing
the mountain range by such a high elevation.

1 do not grow my Odontoglossums upon the cool treat-

ment, neither do I think they should be so grown, for

I never heard of any of them coming from a greater
elevation than 9000 to 10,000 feet ; and if I turn to

Keith Johnston, I find that he says "Wheat grows luxu-

riantly" at this elevation, "and Oats near Lake Titicaca,

at 1 2, 795 feet. " But what is cool treatment for Orchids ?

Having bought the other day some plants ofO. Weltoni,
and hearing that they were difficult to manage, my gar-

dener thought from their semi-transparent appearance

they would be much like 0. Phaleenopsis in habit, so we

went to look at ours, and found that the new bulbs are

in a great many instances as large as the imported ones.

Now, when I bought these last year, Mr. Stuart Low
pointed out this semi-transparency, and told me that

his collector said they were dewed nearly every hour
by passing clouds : is this the character of the rain at

Quito ? else in 10 months an enormous quantity must
fall ; and should not all the Odontoglossums be treated

as if they came from this very humid climate? We
think the O. Bluntii is capable of still greater deve-

lopment, how many flowers are usual ? Then let me
as<k the only remaining question, and it must be one
likely to rise in every one's mind, What is the great

charm the name "cool treatment" possesses? My
desire is to learn what are their requirements, and I am
willing to leave to others all the honours that may flow

from the establishment of an Orchid acclimatisation

society. G. H. [We should be glad to have the

opinions of our Orchid growers on the points raised in

this letter. Eds.]

Trees in Kensington Gardens.—The public (I

was about to say the London public, but the subject

has a much wider interest than such a qualification

would imply)—the general public is indebted to you for

having drawn attention to the state of the trees in

Kensington Gardens, and to the importance ofsome steps

being taken, either to save or replace them. Residing

in their immediate vicinity, I have watched for years

their gradual progress towards extinction. After every

gale it has been my practice to go and see the amount
of damage done, and I observe a marked increase in

the death rate, particularly within the last two or

three years. Formerly my inquiry of the park keepers
would be, "Any damage to the trees last night?"

Now the "any" would be quite matter of supereroga-

tion : it is taken as a thing of course, and my question

is, " How many trees down last night? " The replies

have made an equally significant progression. Formerly
two or three might have fallen—now from lo to 20 is

no unusual thing. Your coiTespondent, " An Arbori-

culturist," seems to think that something might
be done for the remaining trees by the treat-

ment recommended by him—the excellence of which
I also can bear testimony to from personal experience

;

but I am afraid that the cases are few where any treat-

ment will be of much avail. I have examined the roots

of the grubbed-up trees, and these at least were in a

state which nothing could restore— the fibrils rotting,

and the roots more or less decayed. The experience of

the neighbourhood of London seems to be, that when a

tree begins to give way there, it is much more difficult

to save than in districts under other conditions. At
Kew, I believe, three years has been found to be the

allotted space of life when the trees once begin to

show symptoms of failing; still, I cordially endorse

your correspondent's judicious recommendations. By
all means let the surface earth around every tree worth
saving be raked away, and its place supplied with

fresh leaf-mould, and the soil beneath be treated with

manurial waterings. As an illustration of the wonderful

effects of this regimen, I may refer to the ancient

Orange trees preserved in tubs at Charlottenburg and
Potsdam. The whole secret of the beautiful and fresh

condition of these centenarians is, that whenever the

foliage is observed to lose its rich green hue, and to

lean towards the pale and yellow leaf, then the mould
is scraped out as deep as can be done without injuring

the rootlets and replaced by leaf-mould, and the

plant refreshed by manurial waterings ; and as if by
magic the sickly yellow leaves are replaced by fine rich,

fresh, deep green ones, and the tree has a fresh lease of

life, which generally last's for three or four years, when
the same process has to be repeated. Such treatment

will undoubtedly be most beneficial to all trees that

have not yet begun to give way, and probably may
even save some which have begun to sicken. But what
is to be done with the rest ? Multitudes will still remain,

which even the most sanguine must acknowledge to be
past cure, past hope—the mere despair of surgery :

what is to be done with them ? Were this a mere
question of forestry (that is, a question where nothing
had to be considered but the best means of getting

a healthy crop of trees on the ground without regard to

their position or disposition), I should at once agree

with the practical part of your correspondent's recom-
mendation on this point. It has two recommen-
dations—one in which he imagines you will agree

with him, for it is pretty much your own, "Take
advice

;
" the other practical, that in dealing with

the trees, instead of attempting to replant the same
ground the rotation should be shifted — that is,

the grass should be turned into plantations, and the

plantations into grass. The advice contains the germ
of a good idea, which should be kept in view and be

adopted wherever practicable. But it is obvious that

it can be practicable only to a very limited extent.

The question is complicated by considerations of

amenity ; of adaptation to the views from the Palace

and of the Palace ; of shutting out the surrounding

streets, and of presen-ation of those parts of the planta-

tions or individual trees where decay has not yet set in.

The present laying out of the grounds is extremely

good. It is understood to be the work of Wise, the

celebrated gardener and landscape gardener ; and any-

thing that is done now in the way of breaking in upon

or altering, much less reversing his plan, ought to be

the subject of careful and skilled consideration. Merely

to plant up the avenues or open spaces, and cut down
the masses of wood between them, would be barbarous,
and could never have been contemplated by such a
judicious adviser as your correspondent obviously is.

What is wanted is, 1st, a careful examination and
report on the present state of the trees by competent
persons

; and 2d, a plan based on it (not necessarily by
the same person), for restoring the plantations in some
manner which will utilise the present sound wood as

much as possible, and will harmonise with the present
arrani^'ement and laying out of the grounds. C, Camp-
den Hill.

The Vines at Wrotham Park,— Permit me to
thank Mr. Edlington for his courteous notice (p. 531),
and to inform him that the information he promises
concerning these Vines would be most interesting to

me, and could hardly fail to prove very instinctive to

the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle. I regret
that at present I cannot accept Mr. Edlington's kind
invitation to come and see for myself, though I hope
to do so some day ; meanwhile I trust he will speedily
redeem his promise, and tell us all about these fine

Vines, and thus further oblige David Tell Fact.

Horticultural Congress.—Mr. D. T. Fish, in

referring to my observations on this subject, at p. 420
in the Gardeners' C/ironirlc, misrepresents my words
and ideas. Mr. Fish says :

—" He only knows three

gardeners who would dare to question anything the
Society endorsed with its cabalistic "R. H. S." What
I wrote, and which is correctly printed at p. 420 of the

Gaf-deners' Chronicle \^ \

— "Yet I could not name
three gardeners who would undertake to stand up at an
Oxford Congress, and discuss off-hand the details of a
prize essay stamped with * R. H. S.' " I must beg to

protest against such loose quotation. This is not the

usage of intelligent writers who quote an opponent, I

have said my say, and have done with the coming
Oxford Congress, but remain, Manchester Congress.

Worms in Lawns.—A correspondent asked in

your Journal, some time last year, what means should
be adopted to get rid of worms on a lawn, but I missed
the number in which his question was answered, and
have hence been obliged to fall back on my own
resources, for my lawn has almost been entirely

destroyed by these, otherwise, useful creatures. At
first I found that the worms could sometimes be per-

suaded to come to the surface by thumping the sod
strongly with a mallet ; but this system did not always
succeed, and I gave it up as yiekling too small an interest

for so large an expenditure of labour. My next idea was to

try what could be done by the simple process of stalk-

ing, and this proved a perfect success. I turned out
this morning at peep of day, anned with a pair of

nippers with bent nozzle, such as are used in chemical
laboratories, and in the course of half-an-hour I had
half filled a small flower-pot with large lob-worms,
nipped in couples while intensely engaged in "volupta-
tibus amoris.' This, then, is the season, and the above
an easy mode of capturing the enemy ; and I can
strongly recommend it to your numerous readers. The
nippers are indispensable, nothing can be done without
them, and if the stalker attempts to substitute his

finger and thumb, the worms will slip back into their

holes, and laugh at him. Even against the nippers they

will pull as hard as a salmon, but a good hold and
patience will ere long force them to yield. The worms
so caught should not be consigned to the tender mercies

of fowls or fishes, but should be banished at once to the

rubbish heap of the kitchen garden, where they will do
good service in devouring decayed vegetable matter

and converting it into rich mould. A. M. M., Bedford.

The Bishop Stortford Vines and Fungi.—Mr.
Monro's letter demands an answer from me, for I have
positively stated that tliese Vines were neither crippled

nor destroyed by Fungus. To that statement I

adhere. No Fungus wa,s foimd in the border nor seen

on the roots when the Vines were taken up. That it was
found in plenty by both Mr. Monro and yourselves on
the root sent I do not question ; but the two statements

are by no means irreconciliable. Wounded roots ex-

posed to the air are peculiarly sensitive to the attacks

of Fungi ; they furnish a genial soil, as it were—

a

suitable root medium for the development of Fungus
spores. According to the latest teachings of science

(see Tyndall's Lecture upon Air atthe Royal Institution,

and his letter on Filtered Air in the Times of the 7th

of this month), the air itself is a great granary

for the storage of Fungus seeds. It is packed full of

them ; they tumble down into our lungs in millions,

probably with every breath we draw. They penetrate

every permeable substance, rest upon every exposed
surface. Fortunately for us they don't all grow ; pro-

bably not one spore in a thousand germinates, or grows
up into the fulness of Fungihood. Like all other seeds,

three conditions at least are more or less essential to

their growth. The seed must be good, the temperature

genial, and the soil adapted to their necessities. I fear

adulteration has not yet reached down to the cooking

of Fungus spores into lifelessness. The genuineness of the

seed cannot be questioned, nor its germinating powers

be doubted. Out of 100 Fungus spores probably 99
might grow. And thenwe can hardlydraw much comfort

from uncongeniality of temperature—that is sure to be

suitable sooner or later ; and the seed patiently waits

for the spring time, and catches the opportunity of

growth at the flood, and goes bravely forward to
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perfection. But we have a chance left in regard to

the soil. Life in a state of health is more or less invul-

nerable to the attacks of Fungi. Fungi are not like

the Mislctoe, that only grows on living trees ; on the

contrary, Fungus elects to grow and feed upon dead,

debilitated, bmised, or abnonnally exposed substances.

The germ theory of germination seems to me to be iden-

tical with the germ theory of putrefaction. If either is

accepted, the range of its operation cannot be limited to

the animal kingdom. If the air is an inexhaustible seed

warehouse full of Fungus spores, these must be scattered

broadcast over everything upon the face of the whole

earth. Hence, Professor Tyndal's remarks upon the

wounds of men are also applicable, though perhaps

not with the same force, to those of plants. See Times,

April 7, p. 5. It is not needful for my present purpose

to quote the able Professor's remarks in demonstra-

tion of the truth of the germ theory by a reference to

the filtering functions of the lungs, and their power of

sifting out spore seeds from the air that has fully passed

through them. More apposite to my present purpose

is the fact that the practice of sifting the air through

cotton wool, before it comes into contact with a

wounded surface, is now generally adopted as an anti-

dote to putrefaction. Professor Lister and others avail

themselves of the filtering power of cotton wool
in treating a numerous class of wounds. They
first destroy the germs inherent in the wool, and
by a proper lotion kill those that may be scattered

in the flesh. The cleansed wool placed upon the

wound permits of a free diffusion of the air, but

entirely intercepts the Fungus spores, and thus keeps

the blood perfectly sweet. I have quoted this at

length for two general reasons, entirely apart from its

special reference to the Bishop Stortford Vines. The
first is, because it is the best recipe for a cut or other

wound to which the knights of the knife and spade
are so liable ; and the second, inasmuch as it embraces
in a nutshell tlie whole theory and practice of careful

packing. I have long been of opinion that fruit trees

in particular, contract root Fungus on their transit from
the nurseries to our gardens. The roots are always
more or less wounded, and their tender surfaces and
bi-uised parts are easily penetrated by air ; and then

how often they are wrapped round in the most
abominable mixture of rottenness and semi-corruption,

the longest of the strawy litter shaken out from stable

dung—a complete hotbed of Fungus spores. After an
exposure more or less long to the open air, fully seeded
with Fungus spores, their wounded roots are ruthlessly

bound round with Fungus-infected substances, neither

water-tight nor air-proof. The physician shields

our wounds with medicated cotton-wool, destroying

first the spores of contagion on the lacerated flesh,

and providing by the density of the sifting medium
for the interception of all poison on its passage

from the outside to the surface of the wound. Our
plant packers reverse all this, and then wonder that

Fungi prey upon the tender and susceptible parts of
plants. Take this very Vine referred to by Mr. Monro.
For a week or more its roots were exposed to the air at

Bishop Stortford, the border was removed, and the

roots left dangling in the air. It was then removed and
cast upon a heap with the others. From that heap it was
taken and packed on to a truck and sent to Potter's

Bar ; when it arrived it was eaten up with Fungus. Can
any one wonder that it was so? Perhaps Mr. Monro
will oblige your readers by saying how long this Vine
had its roots fully exposed to the free air without any
protection whatever, what it was packed in when he
received it, how long it was upon the journey, and how
many weeks elapsed between the time of its removal
from the border at Bishop Stortford to that of its plant-

ing by Mr. Monro. Your readers will then be in a
position to judge how, when, and where the roots came
to be eaten up with, or, as you express it, full of,

Fungus spawn. I enclose some roots from the same
Vines, upon which I can see no Fungus. As to the
Vines at Colney House, which I used to know long,

long ago, doubtless Mr. Monro's failure arose from the

want of water. He hung his borders up between heaven
and earth, and then doubtless failed to water sufficiently

his suspended Vine roots—hence drought engendered
Fungus, and the two together killed his Vines. But
the Bishop Stortford Vines rested upon terrafirma^ the
roots were clean, plentiful, and healthy to the last; and
we must look to other causes than Fungi for their failure.

Wliether or not these causes may yet have been indicated

it is not for me to say, but looking at all the circumstances
of the case that Mr. Monro adduces, the presence
of Fungi on tiie old wreck at Potter's Bar is no proof
whatever that the self-same routs were eaten up with
Fungus in their normal state at Bishop Stortford.

David Tell Fact.

Village Show^s.—I send you a schedule of a local

village show in Yorkshire, of which I am president
;

and although it can no longer be strictly called a
cottagers' show, yet it may interest your readers to
show how from small beginnings these societies may
increase by judicious management, and may be the
means of bringing all classes together in honourable
competition. The society began in 1S62 with only a
cottagers' flower show, and a small class for amateurs,
the total schedule amounting to only;^20 worth of
prizes. Each year, when we had a balance in hand,
half the balance was put into the schedule for the
next year ; in 1867 we added some prizes for foals

and sheep : this was so successful, that in I

further classes were added for horses and poultry. In

1869, having a balance of about ;{i'45, we added ^"22

or ^23 moie to the schedule by increasing the prizes in

the cottagers' and amateurs' floral department ; and
with a good many special prizes (given by those in the

neighbourhood who were interested in the growing
prosperity of the Society, and who saw how much
good it was doing), our schedule amounted to about

5^150. An increase of our schedule brought a cor

responding increase in our subscriptions, which rose

from ;(^g7 to ;i^i2S, and also attracted the general

public to our show ground ; so that we found ourselves

at the beginning of this year with a balance of £\o^
in hand, and a stock-in-trade of poultry coups,

hurdles for sheep pens, and wood belonging to a grand
stand, of the value of about £'^^ more. Following
the plan which we ha\e always hitherto adopted, \\'

have added half our balance, or about ^^55, to the

schedule for this year, our increase being chiefly

in several additional classes for cattle and pigs and
yearling horses, &c. , and we have considerably increased

the open class in plants. Our object in increasing the

latter has been to induce more competition among the

gardeners of gentlemen who are supporters of our
Society. Although, as I before stated, our Society can

no longer be called a village cottagers', yet it has

proved an advantage to our village show, engrafting an

exhibition of agricultural produce on to it, as it has

enabled us to increase our prizes for the cottagers. The
cottagers' produce is always shown in a separate tent,

but many of the cottagers exhibit fruit and vegetables

successfully in the open department as well. I attribute

the success of the Society in a great measure to thi

interest which all classes in the neighbourhood take in

it, both landlords, tenant-fanners, and cottagers, and also

because we annually print the list of subscribers and
statement of accounts, so that every one knows how the

money of the Society is being expended. I find it i

general holiday for all classes, and helps to bring th(

together. Almost every cottager in the neighbourhood

is a subscriber, and a great many subscribe is. 6d.,

as to enable them to compete in both classes ; and they

seem all to like the additional interest given to tht

show by the stock and poultiy, and class of plants,

&c., open to all. Our population is only 1000, much
scattered ; acreage, 600b ; and Appleton-le-Street

itself only a population of 150. C. P. Peach, Appleton-

le-Street, Malton, Yorkshire. [We have to thank
several correspondents for information of this nature,

which we purpose to utilise on a future occasion. Eds.]

Cottage Garden Essays.— "One who Competed"
is very kind to volunteer his advice, but really he must
excuse me if I ventureto form myown opinionof my own
affairs. The limit imposed by Mr. Hubbard's "card"
conditions necessarily imposed an absence of detail, and
the omission of many important points altogether : but

that is no reason that I, when unrestrained, should

avoid them ; in fact, as a literary speculation, I should
be simple to do so. As, however, my friend appears
anxious to "judge the judges," I will endeavour to

gratify his itch for criticism by printing the essay in

what is called "leaded" matter, while the additions

will be set solid. With reference to the commendations,
if it will minister at all to the happiness of " One who
Competed," to believe and say my labours were not

noticed at all, he is quite welcome to do so. I am quite

content to leave my work to the arbitrament of the

public. \V. P. Ayres.

Road-making and Repairing.—I cannot tell your
correspondent, " G. F. M.," where to lay his hand on
any handy pamphlet on road-making. A good deal of

information is given in "Loudon's Encyclopaedia of

Agriculture," and some useful instruction will be found
in the first Number of the "Villa Gardener," issued

this month. But as all the readers of the Garde}iei-s'

Chronicle walk or ride on roads, and many have to

make or repair them, perhaps it may render others

besides your correspondent a useful service if a few prac-

tical hints are given in your columns on road-making
and repairing. It may be laid down as an axiom,
that well-made roads need little or no repairing.

Ill - made roads, on the contrary, are always
under the hammer of the stone-breaker, and, what is

more provoking still, ever out of order. Road-making
is like laying the foundation of a house. If not
well and truly laid, it cannot stand. The keystone of

success in road-making is dryness ; dry earth will bear
any weight without sinking or bulging aside, but wet
earth is like Chat Moss, it will swallow up anything
rather than become firm. Those who have read the

life of George Stephenson—and who has not?—will

remember what material that swallowed up before a
solid, or at least practicable and possible, line of rails

could be laid across its yielding depths. George
Stephenson's engineering difficulties were just the same
in kind as thousands ofyour readers who have bad roads
have been contending with all their lives. But all have
not the wisdom of Stephenson : he resolved to have a
solid foundation previous to laying down his rails, they
lay their rails—that is, the surface material of the roads
—on a sinking mass of wet earth, with neither compact-
ness nor solidity enough to bear the burden. These
qualities they expect to get out of the road materials.

The head-stones are to make all dry, firm, and clean
;

but alas ! they sink down—down into the depths, by
their specific gravity, and ai-e crushed into a lower

depth still by every passing horse's hoof or carriage
wheel. Such roads are ever calling out for more stones,

more gravel, more labour j and the more you give
them the more they seem to require. Their cry and
their needs are like those of the horse-leech— give,

give, give. And the very act of givmg, like indiscri-

minate charity, makes matters worse, for there is

nothing so trying to the constitution of a bad road as

tlie dragging of heavy stones and gravel over it.

It cuts through its very heart, breaks its back, and too

often leaves it a deeply serrated mixture of stones and
mud, lines of dry land variegated with holes and ruts

of water—an insatiable sink for stones, gravel, and
money. Now all these evils would be rendered
impossible by simply laying the foundation of the

road dry. The earth bears the weight of the road and
of all that passes over it ; therefore the first thing

needed is to strengthen the earth. This is done by
laying it dry ; and in the capacity of a burden -bearer

diy earth is strong, wet earth is weak. This must be
obvious to every one. Walk across a ploughed field in

wet weather, you sink deeply into it—up to the ankles ;

go across the same field in dry weather, and hardly a

footprint is left behind you. In that walk, if you
interpret its meaning aright, you have learnt the

complete art of road-making. But it may be said that

the importance of dryness is generally recognised. The
mere fact of using such open porous materials shows the

value that is attached to thorough drainage. But here

lies a great danger of a complete misapprehension of

the subject. Because porous materials are employed
people wrongly imagine that a road can drain itself

;

this seems the popular view of the matter. Hence the

more porous a road can be made—that is, the more
freely water will pass through it—the better, is the opinion

of very many. I hold just the opposite. The more im-

pervious to water a road can be made the better it will

be, and the longer it will last. I use hard material for

surfacing a road for the same reason that iron is employed
for rails and carriage wheels on the line, to lessen

friction and endure the wear and tear of the traffic.

But on the railway it is the sleepers that give solidity

and finnness to the carriage-way. They upbear the

weight of the traflfic. Now just what the sleepers are

to the rails, dry earth is to the road materials resting

upon it. But it must never be forgotten that it is the

earth, not the road materials, that needs drainage. The
practice of forming a drain just on a level with the base

of a stone line of roads, is as unwise as it would be to

place the iron rail on the ground without any sleepers

beneath it. The safety and comfort of railway travel-

ling depends upon the massiveness and strength of the

sleepers on which the rails rest ; and the chief merits

of the best roads, and especially their durability without
repairs, depends upon the depth of their foundation of

dry earth. Every road should have a drain down
its centre, from 2 to 3 feet deep or more, on
wet soils. The best form of drain is a tile in the

bottom, and filled up to the stone line with large stones,

brickbats, or other porous matters. The ground line

of the road should also fall, say 2 inches at least, from
the sides into the centre, so that should any matter pass

through the substance of the road, it may run into the

drain, and be carried off. In making roads of any
length, one of the first things to be considered is the

proper falls and outlets for these deep drains. With
skill and forethought this need not, however, prove any
practical difficulty. I may, however, add, for the

comfort of your correspondent, "G. F. M.," and any
others who may be labouring under the disagreeable

infliction of bad roads, that the drainage difficulty is

the chief one that he need have to encounter in making
good new roads, or changing bad old roads into as good
as the best new ones. Having drained the base of the

road, it will be needful to make some provision for the

removal of surface water. The bad road-maker sends

all this >vater down through the surface of his road
;

this is a good recipe for forming our road materials

into a hotch-potch of mud, stones, and water. The
proper plan is to conduct tlie water to the side by the

form of the road, and then, at intervals of from 20 to

30 yards, or closer if needful, to make small side drains

in connection with the centre one, to carry the surface

water off". These ought to be brought to the surface of

the road in brickwork, and protected with iron gratings.

These bricked spaces should also go down a few inches

below the cross drains, to receive the sand and silt as

removed from the road, and thus prevent the herring-

bone or cross drains from being blocked up, as they too

often are. If the sand or gravel is removed once or

twice a year the whole of the drains will continue to

act perfectly for a quarter or half a century, or indeed
for any length of time. Having thus well and truly

laid the foundation of the road upon a dry and there-

fore a strong and durable basis, 1 purpose instructing

}our correspondent how and with what to build his

road thereon next week. Alacadafnson.

Foreign Correspondence.
Cinchona Plantations : Rungbee, February 16.

We have had by far the finest cold season this year

there has been since I came to the country, and the

plantations are looking the irbest. The succirubras have

fairly started into growth, but tlie Calisayas are stil at

rest. The tallest plant of Succirubra planted below

the Rishap Hut in 1S67 is iS feet 4 inches m height,
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and many of them are over 15 feet. In last year's

planting we have exceedingly few vacancies, and now
that the land is dry, the lines of plants stand out clearly

from top to bottom. We have got bark enough of C.

succirubra to make about 1300 lb. when diy, and are

still barking. We are now cutting on the ridge above

Kennedy's Hut, and from the stool of almost every

plant cut down there are fine strong shoots from 4 to 10

feet high. The stools without young shoots are beginning

to break nicely. M began barking before we did,

and the stools of his plants first cut down are breaking

as freely as Willows. I expect about 5000 lb. will be

sent from Poomong this year, and the greater part of is

very fair quality I imagine. I don't think tliat the plan of

taking strips out of the standing plants will ever be

adopted. It certainly injures the plants, and looks a

most barbarous plan, to say the least. We are drying

the bark in the first place imder the open sheds (not

exposed to the sun), and finishing off over charcoak I

hope it will be found that drying in the sun does not

injure the bark, for it would make a vast difference in

the amount of labour required.

The Calisaya plants are still in fine health, but we
make slow work with the propagation of it. The
stock plants will not stand severe cutting ; if cut hard

they bleed to death. We shall have a good few seeds

from our own plants about April or May, and from

about I oz. of Calisaya seed received from Java, we
raised over 11,000 seedlings. A very small packet of

C. lancifolia was obtained from the same place, and

700 seedlings are up, and a few more seeds ger-

minating.

The Rajah of Sikkim has again applied for all the

land between the Ryeng and the plains, and Major

Morton took the trouble to go over the land to

see if there were any Cinchona plantations on it. The
conjectural reason why the Rajah wanted the land,

was that the Nepaulese were fast driving the Lepchas

out of British Sikkim, and if he got this land

he would people it solely with Lepchas, and

encoui-age them to settle in one place and cultivate

the soil on improved principles, and have

at least one part of British Sikkim where Lepchas

could stay. Formerly, he made the application on the

grounds that he wanted the land for the purpose of

worship,' but he was told that no hindrance whatever

would be made to the performance of worship on any

part of the land. He has now tried this other story

about the Lepchas being driven out of their native

country. It is quite true that the Lepchas are being

driven out of British Sikkim, but it is entirely their

own fault, for if they were as industrious as the

Nepaulese they would stand the best chance of the

two ; but they will only work either when they are

starving, or can get a job that will suit them, such

as wandering about in the jungle for a few days. It

strikes me that where real work is to be done, those

who know least of the Lepchas like them best. Our
Lepchas ha\e dwindled down to one sirdar with six to

eight men, and I do not know of any tea planter with

even so many. y. G.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural:^/?-;/ 20.—W.W.Saunders,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual prehminary business

having been concluded, the Rev. Joshua Dix read the

awards of the Floral Committee, and the Rev. M. J.
Berkelev. in the absence of Mr. Wilson, those of the Fruit

Committee. Mr. Berkeley then stated, in reference to the

Abyssinian Primula Contii(Hort.). shown by Messrs. Veitch

at the last meeting, that Dr. Masters and himself had
examined the plant independently, and had arrived at the

conclusion tliat it was the P. verticillata var. simensis

[and of which we hope shortly to publish a technical

description]. Still alluding to plants exhibited on a

former occasion. Mr. Berkeley directed attention to a

specimen of Oncidium sarcodes, which agreed in most

points with the coloured plate of O. amictum ; the living

specimen exhibited differed in the callus on the lip, than

which nothing is so variable, especially in the case of the

Odontoglossums. He considered that the O. sarcodes

was merely a fine variety of O. amictum. An Epiden-

druni, exhibited as E. xantheum. Lindl., next came under

notice as being certainly distinct from that species. Mr.

Bateman had suggested that as it was almost the last

plant received in this country from the late Mr. Bowmann,
it should, as a mark of respect to that traveller, be called

E. Bowmanni. The speaker then stated that as it was
always advisable to correct the wrong nomenclature of

plants, he begged to correct an error in regard to a speci-

men of Oncidium which had been called ha^matochilum

(in allusion to the blood-stained lip), but which more
correctly should be called O. phymatochilum. Alluding

to a beautiful group of terrestrial Orchids exhibited by
H.R.H. the Comte de Paris, Mr. Berkeley said that

perliaps Ophrys speculum was the most beautiful of the

whole, though most of the others were very curious

and interesting- He said there were no plants that

would pay better for the trouble of collecting and
cultivating than these. The best of them were found in

Spain, some in Italy and Switzerland ; and he also

earnestly recommended those who had friends in the

south of Europe, to get them to send to this country, for

cultivation in our gardens, bulbs of the many beautiful

species of Narcissus, a genus which had lately been

admirably reviewed in these columns by Mr. Baker, and of

which there were in Italy a great number of beautiful species.

A specimen of a new Brazilian species of Dorstenia named
argentata, exhibited by the Chairman, was next referred to.

On account of its botanical interest it was well worthy of a

First-class Certificate, which, however, it had not received.

He stated that the subject of a new form of award of dis-

tinction for such kinds of plants would shortly be brought
under the consideration of a sub-committee.
The Chairman said it gave him great pleasure to refer

to the exhibition then being held in the large conser-

vatory, which was most satisfactory in many respects. To
Lord Londesborough, he said, the Society was much in-

debted, for the splendid series of groups of Orchids which
his lordship had sent to- their meetings, at great trouble

and expense, from Grimston Park ; and he would therefore

propose that a special vote of thanks should be given by
the Fellows to Lord Londesborough, which, on being put
to the meeting, was carried unanimously. After com-
menting upon the good qualities of several '

' small

Orchids." Mr. Saunders, alluding to the group from the

Comte de Paris, said that the terrestrial Orchids from
the Cape, and also from Australia, were even
more beautiful than those exhibited. They were
really charming in colour, shape, and form, and
many of them were very fragrant, thus adding an
additional charm to their beauty. They were plants

easily collected and easily sent home, but not easily culti-

vated. A knowledge of the climatal conditions under

which they grow in their native countries is very essential

to their well-doing in this country. In reference to the

bulbs of Narcissus, Tuhps, &:c., obtained from Greece, he
could not say whether they were species or not, but he

could say that under cultivation they retained their

essential characters.

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders. Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair. Rev. M. J. Berkeley alluded to the

movement of the chlorophyll in Selaginella mutabilis, by
which it becomes aggregated into ball-like masses, subse-

quently becoming diffused. The subject was alluded to

as recent observers in France and Germany have recorded

similar phenomena without apparently being aware of the

fact above mentioned, which was first ascertained by Mr.

Berkeley and Dr. Hooker, and is now well known to

English physiologists as furnishing the reason for the

peculiar change of colour in this plant when exposed to

bright or to diffused light.

The Chairman exhibited a bulb of Lilium Thomsoni-
anum with a number of adventitious bulbs proceeding

from it ; also a starchy matter produced from the tubers

of Caladium bicolor.

Mr. A. Murray stated that the Coccus on the Plum
shown at the last meeting was C. patelliformis, described

in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1843. Mr. Murray also

showed some galls preserved by the electrotype process,

and other specimens, which will be further alluded to on
another occasion.

Mr. Glaisher exhibited a new ground thermometer, and
a wet and dry bulb thermometer for garden purposes, and
also exhibited diagrams showing the mean temperature of

every day in the year for forty years, at Greenwich and
Chiswick respectively. The latter diagram had been

constructed from the Chiswick records after the necessary

corrections had been applied. Thi» diagram showed a

remarkably close approximation to that derived from the

Greenwich record, and is not only of the highest interest

in a scientific point of view, but very valuable as giving in a

readily accessible form a record of the temperature at Chis-

wick. The Chiswick records thus confirm and explain the

Greenwich observations, and vice versu. We hope

shortly to publish a transcript of these diagrams, than

which nothing more important in a horticultural point of

view has ever been done in meteorology.

Dr. Masters showed a flower of Aristolochia grandi-

flora, var. Hookeri (the A. gigantea of the "Botanical

Magazine"), grown in the gardens of A. Wattenbach,

Esq., of Champion Hill; and drew attention to the

peculiar provision for insuring fertilisation in this plant,

on which subject further details will hereafter be given.

Floral Committee.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair.

From Mr. Noble, Bagshot. came some beautiful blooming

specimens of his new varieties of Clematis. Lady Londes-

borough and Miss Bateman. to which a Special Certificate

wasawarded. ToMr. B.S. WilliamsaFirst-classCertificate

was given for Gloxinia Scarlet Gem. an upright-flowered

variety, with brilliant scarlet flowers, deeper in colour

than any other variety yet exhibited. To Mr. Needle,

gr. to H.R.H. the Comte de Paris, a Special Certi-

ficate was awarded for a large and beautiful collection of

terrestrial Orchids. From Mr. G. Smith, Wilton Road
Nursery. Salisbur>-, came a basket of Viola comuta var.

Perfection, concerning which there has recently been a

discussion in our columns. As there were no other speci-

mens forthcoming it was impossible to arrive at a definite

conclusion. A Special Certificate was awarded to Mr.

Turner for a splendidly bloomed specimen of Azalea Grand
Duchesse de Bade, a fine semi-double carmine-red flower,

and also a First-class Certificate for Auricula Colonel

Champneys, a grey-edged flower with blue ground and

white paste, a variety which has very much improved since

being awarded a Certificate of the 2d class about two years

ago. To Mr. Atkins, Painswick, a Special Certificate was

given for a beautiful specimen of Cyclamen vernum (repan-

dumi, Sibth. From Mr. H. Hooper came two boxes of

cut blooms of Pansies. amongst which Sunshine, yellow

ground, belted with orange-brown ; and Mrs. Shirley

Hibberd. faint white ground, with a streaked lilac belt,

were awarded First-class Certificates. The same award

was also made to a fine new yellow bedding variety

named Golden Bedder. from Messrs. E. G. Henderson.

To Mr. Morris, Deptford, a Special Certificate was given

for a basket of seedling Pelargoniums, showing the

various stages in the development of variegation. A
special award was also made to Mr. R. Veitch, of Exeter,

for a fine specimen of a new white-flowered Azalea, named
Lady Poltimore. From I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., Hay
Lodge, Trinity, Edinburgh, came a collection of Primulas

with leafy calyces, a further development of those shown

last year ; and a white-flowered hybrid Rhododendron,

between R. ciliatum and R. Boothii ; and from Mr.

J.
Garland, gr. to Sir T. Dyke Acland, Bart., Kil-

lerton, Devon, a magnificent cut spike of Phalsenopsis

Schilleriana. on which were 80 fine flowers, to which a

Special Certificate was awarded. Messrs. Veitch & Sons

had samples of a fine hybrid Echeveria named intermedia,
a cross between metallica and glauca. and which proved
to be the same as the E. glauco-metallica exhibited last

season ; also a flowering specimen of Sempervivum
(Grenovia) Bollii.

Fruit Comm.ittee.—D. Nash. Esq.. in the chair.

The objects brought before the Committee on this occa-
sion were not very numerous, but of a very good descrip-

tion. Special Certificates were aw^arded to Mr. Westcott,
gr., Raby Castle, for Lady Downe's Seedling Grapes, of
excellent quality; to Mr. Gardiner, gr., Eatington Park,
Stratford-on-Avon, for a good collection of Apples ; to
another fine collection of Apples from Mr. Mobbs,
Tyringham Gardens. Newport Pagnell, Bucks ; to Mr.
Batley, gr.. Wentworth Hall, Barnsley, for Black
Alicante Grapes ; and to Mr. Muir, gr., Oulton Park,
Cheshire, for an excellent dish of Brown Turkey Figs.

From Mr. G. Cooling, 18, Broad Street, Bath, came
several specimens of a fine, new, close-hearting Broccoli,

named Matchless, to which a First-class Certificate was
awarded. Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter,
Burghley Park, sent a collection of forced salading, com-
prising a good brace of Telegraph Cucumbers, Lettuce,
Beet, Radishes, &c. Messrs. Cutbush & Sons exhibited
two dishes of Onions ; and Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord
Londesborough, specimens of a variety of early Cabbage.
Mr. Craddock, The Gardens, Compton Verney, sent one
dish of Neil's Perfection ; and two dishes of Compton
King Potatos, the latter a good-looking, large, smooth-
skinned kidney.

Three prizes were offered for competition for a collection

of forced vegetables, but only one collection, and that

a very good one. from Mr. Gilbert, gr., Burghley, was
exhibited. In this collection were a good dish of Fulmer's

Early Forcing Beans, one dish of Tom Thumb Peas, with
well filled pods, grown in 13-inch pots ; a dish of excellent

Mona's Pride Potatos, grown in bo.xes ; a good dish of
Mushrooms, and the same of Seakale, The ist prize was
awarded.

Azalea and Rhododendron Show.—This was
another very satisfactory exhibition. Contributions were
plentiful, and of excellent quality. The weather was
glorious, and the company accordingly was very numer-
ous. Of Azaleas there was a very good display, though,
with one or two exceptions, the specimens were only
second-rate. In the open class for 9 Messrs. H. Lane
& Son were ist with large, nicely bloomed pyramidal spe-

cimens of President Humann, Magnificent, Petuniae-

flora, Roi Leopold, Reine des Blanches, &c. The 2d
prize was awarded to Mr. Wilkie. gr.. Oak Lodge, Ken-
sington, who showed well-bloomed examples of Queen
Victoria, Due de Nassau. Belle Gantoise. and Lord
Raglan, &c. In the amateur class for 6 Mr. Wilkie
came in ist with smaller plants of Concinna, Prince

Albert, President, and Alexander II. ; the 2d prize being
awarded to Mr. G. Wheeler, gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid,
Bart., St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, who showed
amongst a lot of formally-trained plants, of which we had
hoped we had seen the last, a dwarf, weU-bloomed example
of Duke of Devonshire. Mr. Turner took the rst prize

easily in the nurserymen's class for 6, with remark-
ably well-bloomed bushy heads, trained in the Belgian

style, on clear stems, from 18 inches to 2 feet in

height. The varieties were Hercules, Alba striata, Madame
Jean Vervaene. Hooibrinkii, Antoinette. Marie Vervaene,

and Auguste Van Geert ; the 2d prize was taken by
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgware
Road, with healthy specimens, not too freely-flowered, of

Coronata, Striata, Distinction, Princess Royal. Iveryana.

and Garland. Mr. Wilkie was ist, and Mr. Turner 2d,

for the best single specimen Azalea, the former having a
tall plant of Sir Charles Napier, and the latter a short,

compact, bushy specimen of Flower of the Day.

The Rhododendrons shown in competition were scarcely

so good as those shown by Messrs. Lane at the last meet-
ing, but a splendid group from the Berkhamstead Nursery
was again staged in another part of the exhibition. Messrs.

Lane came ist in the open class for 6, with, amongst
others, well-bloomed examples of Blandyanum, Lord John
Russell, and Queen of the West. Messrs. Standish &
Co. were 2d with a collection of unnamed seedlings. The
other collections were very moderate.

Auriculas were not numerous, but of a good descrip-

tion. The best 12 show kinds came from Mr. Turner,

who staged, of selfs. Crown Prince, Eliza, Bishop of Lich-

field, Prince Alfred, and Master Hole ; and of green and
grey-edged varieties, Galatea, Earl of Shaftesbury, Exhi-
bitor, Stapleford Hero, Buckstone, Admiral Napier, and
Colonel Champneys. Mr. James, gr. to W. F, Watson,
Esq., Isleworth, was 2d, with a similar group, in good
condition. Mr. James was ist in the amateur class for 6,

with excellent specimens of Mrs. Smith and Meteor Flag,

selfs ; and Bright Phoebus. Conqueror of Europe, Lovely
Ann. and Ne Plus Ultra, all grey or green-edged kinds.

In the class for 12 alpine or fancy Auriculas. Mr. Turner
came ist with some good flowers, amongst which the

following were the best :—Mrs. Fordham. very fine deep
velvet colour, with light grey paste ; Defiance, a lighter

shade of colour than the former, with lemon-coloured
paste ; Merrimac, deep purple, yellow paste ; Prospero,

purple, tipped with lilac, white paste ; and Jessie, shaded
purple, bright orange paste, a slightly convex-shaped
flower, very showy.

The best 9 show Pansies came from Mr. James, who
had Noo-gar-ood and Rev. H. Dombrain, both fine

purple-velvet selfs : Sunset, yellow
; Queen of England,

white
; J.

B. Downie, purple belted, yellow ground

;

Chancellor, Isa Gray, purple belted, with white
ground ; Dr. Smith, and Princess Helena, purple-

violet, with white ground. Mr. Hooper. Widcombe
Hill. Bath, was 2d. Mr. Hooper was the only exhi-

bitor, and took the ist prize in the class for 6
bedding Pansies, distinct, in boxes 12 inches square.

Boxes of cut blooms were exhibited by Mr. James, very

good ; Mr. W. Bragg, Slough ; and Mr. Hooper.
Only one collection of hardy spring flowers, in a

basket not exceeding 4 feet in diameter, was shown, and
to this, which was filled with Dielytras, Tulips, Hyacinths,
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Lily of the Valley, Sec. from Mr. G. Wheeler, the ist prize

was awarded. Messrs. Lane & Son showed 12 fine trusses

of Rhododendrons, and took the ist prize.

In the miscellaneous class, which was a very large one.

was another magnificent collection of Orchids, e.\hibited

by Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, which were

even better than those shown at the last show. A Special

Certificate was voted to the collection, and also to a noble

specimen of Cattleya Skinneri, purple, with ten grand

spikes; to Dendrobium Jenkinsii, on a good-sized block,

covered with its beautitul pale buff flowers tipped with

yellow ; and to Odontoglossum hystrix, with two very

fine, gracefully cur\'ed spikes. Along with the above

were a fine specimen of Dendrobium macrophyllum
giganteum. with three spikes ; D. pulchellum purpureum,
very pretty ; Cypripedium caudatum roseum, three

splendid flowers ; a freely-flowered specimen of the

charming Chysis Limminghii, and a large pot of Cypri-

pedium barbatum, with about two dozen expanded
flowers. To Messrs. Veitch an extra prize was awarded
for a fine collection of plants, comprising a very fine An-
thurium Scherzerianum and Odontoglossum Phalcenopsis,

the pretty little Saccolabium ampuUaceum and S. curvi-

foliura ; Oncidium sarcodes, one magnificent spike 6 feet

long, to which a Special Certificate was given ; Den-
drobium infundibulum, white ; D. lasioglossum. D.
Dalhousianum, and D. densiflorum, several specimens of
Echeveria intermedia, a hybrid between E. secunda
glauca and E. metallica, not differing from E. glauco-
metallica ; a fine collection of Roses in pots, amongst which
were beautiful blooms of Pierre Notting, Mar^chal Vail-

ant, Charles Lawson, Duchesse de Caylus, Jean Cherpin,
Madame Rivers, &c., and three excellent boxes of cut
blooms. Mr. May, gr. to the Hon. Lady Ashburton,
Melchet Court, Romsey, exhibited two specimens with

Notting Hill, exhibited good specimens of Dielytra spec
tabiiis and Deutzia giacilis, and two dozen pots of
exceedingly well grown Mignonette. From Messrs,
Standish & Co. came a charming box of cut blooms of
Mar^chal Niel Rose ; and from Mrs. Forster, Watford,
Herts, very perfect specimens of skeleton leaves.

^0tkcs d ^00ks.
Picturesque Designs for Mansions, Villas,
Lodges, &c. I!y C. J- Richardson. Atchley &
Co. Large Svo. Pp. 39S. 500 cuts.

It would be hard indeed to define the picturesque, though
one might readily illustrate it in a stroll up the Canon-
gate, at Edinburgh, "the High," at Oxford, and in

many an English homestead. From the richly illustrated

volume before us we might pick some picturesque
designs, though the majority have little claim to that
designation. Utility and picturesque appearance, un-
fortunately, do not always go together, and in the
volume before us we are disposed to commend the beauty
of fitness rather than the beauty of appearance. The
designer has carried out the principle he lays down in

his introduction. " His (the architect's) object ought
to be to build a house to be lived in, and not to be
looked at alone "—an excellent rule, and one not to be
gainsaid ; thrice happy he who can combine the uti/f

duUi. Looking with unprofessional eyes at the designs
as a whole, we are disposed to praise the author's

careful study of the comfortable, and also the taste

displayed in many of the details of the interior as well

useful, and to prevent its being ridiculed, the complete
collection of buildings, at first proposed by Prince
Albert, must be added to it." How far the buildings
now erecting for the International Exhibitions may
harmonise with the new Coliseum, remains to be
seen. No doubt they have been planned to do so,
and whether or no the removal of the conservatory
to some other spot in the Horticultural Society's
grounds becomes imperative. Our illustration (fig. 104),
for the use of which we have to thank the publishers
of the present volume, shows the author's design for the
National Gallery, and other buildings, as proposed by
the late Prince Consort, to be erected at Queen's Gate,
Hyde Park. The view shows the portion of the building
facing the Prince Albert's Road. The Hall of Arts
and Sciences was to have been placed in the centre of
the mass of buildings,—a part of the dome is seen in
the upper left-hand comer. In the small block plan, in
the right-hand corner, I) is the Prince Albert's Road, a
the Exhibition Road, and c and d the roads north and
south. Underneath the view are represented the gates
and lodge as at present executed, and which if equally,
or perhaps more serviceable, are not so effective as
those designed by the author. The House of Com-
mons, however, after granting such a large -sum of
money for the purchase of the land, expressed its dis-
approval of removing the National Gallery from its

present position, considered by some to be the finest
site in Europe !

To return to the work before us, we may say that,
owing to the large number and great variety of the
designs represcntcrl, applicable alike to the cottage or to

magnificent spikes of bloom of Phatenopsis Schilleriana,
to which a Special Certificate was awarded. To Mr.
B. S. Williams an extra prize was awarded for a beautiful
group of fine foliage and flowering plants, including nice
blooming specimens of Lycaste Harrisonii, Epidendrum
crassifolium, I'hajus Wallichii, a small-flowered species of
Oncidium, Cypripedium biflonmi, &c. From Messrs.
Rollisson;& Sons, Tooting, came a choice group of Orchids,
Ferns, Palms, &c. , and several very fine Vandas, including
V. tricolor formosa, V. tricolor var. insignis. and V.
meleagris, with fine spikes. To the latter a Special
Certificate was awarded, and also an extra prize
to the collection. An award of the latter kind was
also given to Messrs. Lane & Son for fine collections
of Roses in pots, and Rhododendrons. &c. From
Mr. I. W. Wimsett. Royal Ashburnham Nursery, came
six large well bloomed plants of Wills' new hybrid
Ivy-leaved Pelargonium Willsii ; and from Mr. C. Edmonds,
Hayes, a large and good collection of Cyclamens, to the
latter of which an extra prize was awarded. To Messrs.
Carter & Co. a Special Certificate was given for four fine
T^askets of new and other tricolor Pelargoniums. The
same award was also made to Mr. T. S. Ware, for a large
and choice assortment of hardy spring-flowering plants,
beautifully arranged ; to Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Wel-
lington Road, for a similar collection, tastefully grouped
in three-cornered boxes ; to Mr. Wm. Paul, for several
fine blooming specimens of Princess Christian Rose ; to
Messrs. Standish & Co., for a collection of new Japanese
and other Maples

; to Mr. James, for a good collection of
Cinerarias

; to Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Isleworth, for a
fine group of herbaceous Calceolarias. From Mr. H.
Bailey, Royal Nursery. Feltham, came a well grown and
flowered collection of eariy flowering French Pelargo-
niums, to which an extra prize was awarded ; and from
Messrs. Lucking Brothers, nurserymen, Netting Hill,
came a nice collection of dining and drawing-room deco-
rative plants, bouquets, &c. Messrs. Reeves Brothers,

as of the exterior of the very varied buildings repre-
sented, while the general aspect of the majority is often
anything but picturesque. Skilful and artistic land-

scape gardening, for which we are glad to say our
author has a high regard, would, nevertheless, do
much to redeem the deficiency in the buildings them-
selves.

In the course of some remarks on the South
Kensington estate, purchased by the Commissioners
of 1851, the author (who was largely concerned in

designing the structures proposed to be thereon
erected) makes the following observation on the future

of the Royal Horticultural Society, which it is as well for

those concerned for the fate of the Society to bear in

mind :
— *' It cannot be supposed that asum of ;,^340,000

would have been expended by the nation for the pur-
pose of giving the Horticultural Society a perpetual
lease of the best portion of the estate purchased. It is

already evident that the gardens are not well situated

there. The smoke of the district will not permit the

growth of delicate shnibs, and their exhibitions are [in

part] supplied from the gardens at Chiswick. In much
less than 50 years their grounds will probably be the
centre of London, and consequently the noble conception
of his Royal Highness (the late Prince Consort) has still

a good chance of being carried into effect. The Society
will be smoked out when the city bounds are extended."
From the following passage there will be few dis-

sentients :—"The Hall of Arts and Sciences as stand-
ing by itself, and without any of the buildings first pro-
posed to be attached to it, and to which it would
really have been only secondary, has been erected,

and its appearance by the side of the Hyde
Park Road astonishes the public. To render the Hall

the lodge, it is likely to prove very valuable, ;as sup-

plying hints as to the arrangement of the house, and the

details of its construction and ornamentation.

Florists' Flowers.
There is no lack of new Fuchsias for the coming

season, and the lists of this popular flower are becoming
so large that it is bewildering indeed to select sorts

from the descriptions merely. The following eight

varieties I saw in bloom during last summer, and have

no hesitation in heartily recommending them :—En-
chantress (Bull), a fine variety, with double white corolla

and bright rose tube and sepals, which are broad and
well reflexed ; corolla large and full ; habit good, free

flowering, and exceedingly attractive. Killiecrankie,

tube and sepals brilliant carmine-red, and of fine

shape ; corolla rich violet-black, very stout and
glossy, and of perfect shape ; an early blooming
variety, and very free ; a grand single flower for the

exhibition table. Lady Sale, blush-white tube and
sepals, the latter nicely reflexed ; dark carmine corolla,

shaded with purple; good habit, and an abundant

bloomer ; a very useful variety for all purposes. Mrs.

Ballantine, a fine double variety, tube and sepals

bright scarlet, of good substance, broad, and well-

reflexed ; corolla white, full, and well expanded ; habit

good, and free blooming ; should be included in a

collection for exhibition jnirposes. Puritani, with-

out doubt one of the best of the single vaneties

with white corolla for exhibition and decorative

purposes ; scarlet tube and sepals, and finely formed

corolla; close habit, and extremely free blooming

Tinted Venus (Bull), a very distinct and beauttfui
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Fuchsia ; scarlet tube and sepals, the latter of

fine shape and well reflexed ; white corolla, tinted

with violet-blue, the corolla somewhat imperfect, but

the handsome markings seen on it are an excellent set-

off against the imperfection ;
good habit, and free

blooining. Tribune (Bull), a magnificent single Fuchsia

;

tube and sepals deep scarlet, the sepals long,

broad, and handsomely reflexed ; the corolla bright

deep .plum colour, large, and finely formed ;
very

free blooming, and good branching yet compact

habit.

To these I would add, of the section with scarlet

tube and sepals, and dark corolla, Lizzie Hexham,

with vei-y fine dark corolla ; and Try-me-()h ! an

excellent variety for exhibition purposes, though the

flowers are not over large ; very free, and highly useful

as a decorative plant. Of the section with white tube

and sepals and coloured corolla, Brilliantissima,

Guiding Star, though somewhat old, yet almost

unsurpassed as an exhibition plant ; and Starlight,

which has a pure waxy white tube and sepals, and a rosy

lake corolla, are varieties that can be highly com-

mended. This makes a dozen kinds that, for exhi-

bition purposes, can hardly be improved upon.

Some of the best young specimen plants of Fuchsias

I ever saw were staged by Mr. C. J. Perry, of Bir-

mingham, at one of the large provincial exhibitions

during the last summer. They averaged about 4^ feet

in height, were of an even pyramidal shape, and densely

covered with flowers, that hung down to the very base

of the pot. They were from autumn-struck cuttings,

taken about October, and grown on with perfect

freedom. Such plants, if well done, must always take

precedence of plants of two and three years old, that

are much more difficult to cultivate, and require

careful housing and attention during the winter. Mr.

Perry also combines admirably freedom of growth

with an elegant habit, without falling into that common
error of making the plants too formal in appearance.

There were some plants at the great show of the Royal

Horticultural Society, at Manchester, in July last,

that were of a character to make a true florist's heart

ache ; had they been cast in moulds they could

scarcely have presented a more severely formal trim.

[Florists' hearts must be softening ] Eds.] Fuchsias

make a leading feature at our summer exhibitions, and

they are generally as numerously produced as any other

section of plants included in the schedule. There is

no reason why fine young, free growing, free blooming,

and yet elegant plants, should not be the rule rather

than the exception ; and a good means to secure this

will be an abandonment of old plants in favour of

yearling specimens of a more attractive cast. Quo.

Garden Memoranda.
Broomfield Lodge, Chelmsford.—Any person

who was familiar with Broomfield Lodge a few years

ago, would, on seeing it at the present time, find that

a great change has taken place. All the old houses

have either been removed or remodelled, and several

new ones erected at great cost, on a style of magnifi-

cence, and a good collection of plants is being fast

gathered together. The lawn and pleasure garden

has also undergone a great change ; and indeed all

the place, excepting the lake and the kitchen garden,

has very decidedly put on a new hat, and it fits remark-

ably well.

It is, however, not my intention to enter into details

concerning the place, but to speak more particularly of

the Grape Vines growing here, of which the Black

Hamburgh constitutes the greater part. The Vines

occupymg two of the houses are nearly 70 years old,

and have stems at the base as thick as one's leg, but

they have been so shamefully cut about in days gone

by as to make it an exceedingly diflicult task, as well

as a work of time, to get them anything approaching to

uniformity ; and the question when the old roofs were

doomed to come down, was, is it advisable to destroy

the old Vines ? A. says Yes ! B. says No ! C. looks

with sympathy on the old veterans, and says nothing.

A. 's theory is, that the old gentlemen, by reason of

their age and other infirmities, such as diseased leaves,

small bunches, and shanked berries, are altogether

incapable of filling the place any longer with credit to

themselves and satisfaction to their master, and there-

fore ought at once to be dismissed. B. intercedes for

the old Vines, and argues that they have been very

badly treated, which is the main cause of their

infirmities, and feels sure that, under good treatment,

they would prove themselves highly deserving their

new hat, if allowed to stay.

C. falls in with B.'s sentiments, and suggests that if

the Vines could speak for themselves, "like their

grandchildren at Combe Abbey," they would most

strongly protest against the barbarous treatment they

had received at the hands of different gardeners in

amputating limb after limb, as thick as one's arm, in

such an unscientific and unsparing manner.

C. further suggests that their roots should be examined,

and as much as possible of the old soil removed and

fresh add^ ; but here lies the difficulty, as many of the

roots were found to have rambled out of all bounds,

through a thick gravel path, and beneath a shrubbery,

and probably half way to the lake, 70 yards distant.

The shmbbery could not be sacrificed, and to cut off

the roots at the edge of the border, 10 feet in w-idth.

would have been certain ruin, if not death. The only

alternative, that of removing as much of the old border

as possible and renewing it, was adopted, takmg especial

care to bring the smaller roots nearer the surface.

.Simultaneous with, or rather previous to this, the old

lean-to roof had given place to the new one, a half-

span, with a considerable internal alteration. Now, had

it been possible to have extended the border 6 feet,

and to have traced out those large roots which had

rambled so far out of all bounds, and brought them
back into the new border, I am satisfied that wonder-

fully fine Grapes might have been produced. As it is,

1 have not the slightest occasion to be dissatisfied with

the result, for I am now able to supply my employer's

table with Grapes 10 months in the year, equal in

quantity and quality with any in the country.

These Vines are grown on the extension system, and

produce bunches varying from i lb. to 3 lb. each, and

I scarcely know what shanked beiTies are, and have

very few aerial roots. Surely this speaks well for old

Vines, as well as for the extension system, and con\'inces

me that to restrict a Vine to a single rod is to lessen

its capabilities and shorten its days. Vines grown on

the restrictive or single-rod system are proverbial for pro-

ducingl arge bunches in their youth, but are they lasting?

Is a 6 lb. bunch on a lo-year-old Vine more creditable

than a 3 lb. bunch on a 70-year-old Vine. I contend

not. Was there ever a Vine restricted to a single rod

that lived for 70 years ? I have purposely made the

above digression, in tire hope that some of your

"restrictive" correspondents may reply. In conclu-

sion, let me give to your readers a motto these old

Vines have taught me, viz., "Never despise the aged."

T/ws. SimpsoJt.

Miscellaneous.
Mushroom Culture Out-of-Doors.— i. Prepa-

ration of the manure : It is of vital importance to let

the rank steam out. When you get the manure from

the stables throw it into a round heap, and give a good

watering with manure-water. Let it lie till the third

day, then turn over, and give another shake up.

When well sweated, which will be in three days,

another turn will be necessary ; it will then be ready

for use. 2. Making the bed is of secondary import-

ance. Mark out the bed 3 feet wide at bottom, and of

course of whatever length you have manure for. Put

the dung on in layers of six inches the whole length of

the bed, and spread out at the rate of four shovelfuls of

dry soil to every barrowful of dung ; tread down by

stamping on it as the work proceeds, until you get the

required height ; then clap the bed all over with the

back of a light spade, drawing the spade downwards at

every stroke to, as it were, seal the bed . Cover up

with a mat immediately, and on no account allow rain

to enter. Place one stick in the middle, and one at

each end. Feel the heat at least once a day ; when
found milk-warm, under rather than over, the bed is

fit for spawning. 3. Break the spawn into pieces

about the size of eggs, taking e<ach piece in the right

hand, and with the left lift the material upwards,

inserting the spawn at 10 inches apart all over the bed ;

afterwards give it another beating, making the surface

look smooth and smart. 4. This being done, set the

line 9 inches from the edge of the bed, and cut the soil

down inclining outwards, making a good foundation.

To cover the surface of the bed any kind of soil will do.

Mine is light and rich, but just the common garden

.stuff. Put 24 inches on before beating, then sprinkle

over with sand to make it work clean ; begin at one

end, and again beat it well, always drawing the spade

downwards as the stroke is delivered, till you get the

whole finished. Cover up if in winter—say October—
with 5 inches of straw or very dry dung, placed so that

the wet cannot get in. It will now have the appear-

ance of the roof of a hayrick. Put a mat lengthways over

all, and re-insert the sticks, looking at them sometimes

to determine whether the bed is getting too hot, or

over milk-warm ; if so, uncover, but put the mat on

this time crossways, to keep out the wet. In this way
abundance of mushrooms are grown in the open air.

R. Gilbert, in the " Field."

Di.^MONDS.—Professor Tyndall has succeeded in

igniting a diamond in oxygen by the concentrated rays

of the electric light. The Professor has no doubt of his

ability to ignite the diamond by the invisible rays from

the same source.

The Almond Tree is a native of the Levant, and

is extensively grown in Provence. There are two prin-

cipal kinds of it : the one produces the bitter and the

other the sweet fruit. Both the latter will yield the

medicinal oil equally, but the former only will, by dis-

tillation, give laurel-water. There should not be more
than 80 of these trees planted per hectare ; each will

produce six kilogrammes of what the French call

amandes princesses, a hectolitre of which weighs about

56 kilogrammes. The Almonds are gathered about the

beginning of September, when the outer drupaceous

envelope opens of itself ; this is good food for cattle. Of
the above-mentioned quality Provence exports 20,000

bales of 120 kilogrammes each, value 160 to 170 francs

per too kilogrammes ; but in 1S66 the crop was so

small that the price rose to 340 francs. The kind

called amandes h la dame are cheaper, and cost from 75
to 86 francs with the outer shell on, and about 130 francs

without. The Bouches-du-Rhone exports 12,000 bales ;

the Hautes and Basses Alpes, 18,000 ; Vaucluse, 8000
;

and the Var not more than 1000. The Press.

Production of Indl^rubber.—The North
American Re7'it~iv st.Ttes that there are now in America
and Europe more than 150 manufactories of India-

rubber articles, employing from 400 to 500 operatives

each, and consuming more than 10,000,000 lb. of gum
per annum. The business, too, is considered still to

to be in its infancy. Certainly it is increasing.

Nevertheless there is no possibility of the demand
exceeding the supply. The belt of land around the

globe, 500 miles north and 500 miles south of the

equator, abounds in trees producing the gum ; and they

can be tapped it is said for 20 successive seasons.

Forty-three thousand of these trees have been counted
in a tract of country 30 miles long, and eight wide.

Each tree yields an average of three tablespoonfuls of

sap daily, but the trees are so close together that one
man can gather the sap of 80 in a day.

The Discovery of America.— Mr. J. Hanlay,
the Chinese interpreter at St. Francisco, says The
Press, has published a pamphlet maintaining that the

Chinese discovered America 1400 years ago. They
described it as 20,000 miles from China. "About 500
years ago," says Mr. Hanlay, " Buddhist priests

repaired there, and brought back the news that they

had found Buddhist idols and religious writings in the

country." Mr. Hanlay says that there is a resemblance
between the Aztec religion and Buddhism. He further

says that the Chinese called the new land Fosanay,

after a tree like the Bamboo, from which the natives

made cloth and paper, and the fruit of which they ate.

Mr. Hanlay compares this with the statement of the

Conquist.adores, that the Aztecs from the pulp of a tree

made paper, and used the roots and fermented spirit

for food. He also relies upon a resemblance both in

language and features between the Chinese and the

tribes of Middle and Central America. It is probably

certain, we may add, that the Chinese discovered

Australia, and set it down in their maps .as "Greater

Java.

"

(for the ensuing VlfEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Thriving plants of the noble Liliiim auratum will

now generally be forming their young growths preli-

minary to flowering. It is questionable whether we
yet thoroughly understand the requirements of

this plant ; certain it is, that out of the large quantity

annually imported into this country thousands are

lost from some cause or another. And, in fact,

instead of increasing the stock annually, in pro-

portion to the increase which takes place with most

other introductions, there is a too frequent decrease in

the numbers of this plant. One or two points are

observable in regard to their culture. They seem to

have a decided aversion to being dried off and potted

early in the winter, whilst they are dormant, so far

as foliage is concerned. They certainly do not like

a too plentiful supply of pot room, and appear to

thrive far better in small- sized pots than when buried

in large balls of soil. Perhaps there are few worse

mistakes in the culture of new plants, than the desire

to induce a luxuriant growth by potting them too often

and affording too large shifts. Perfect drainage is of

the utmost importance in the cultivation of the Lilium.

Those which are making strong shoots, and gi'ow-

ing m pots which are too small for their increasing

wants, should therefore be attended to in this respect,

the previous remarks beingfully taken into consideration.

They do not require artificial heat ; any place or

position where light is abundant, and where they will

be free from frosts or cutting winds, will suit admirably.

Give to all Stcroe and Greenhouse Climbers which are

cultivated in pots all the benefit of the light by fre-

quently turningthe pots round, so that all sides mayenjoy
its beneficial influences alike. Train neatly and per-

manently all young growths as they are formed.

Bou amvillea should be induced to push its growth
vigorously under favourable conditions, for it matters

not how well the plants may have been prepared for

blooming during the past autumn if natural laws are

not obeyed at this particular season. I repeat, the

fullest possible exposure to light is of the utmost advan-

tage in regard to the successful treatment of this lovely

species. .Syringe Orange and Citron Trees freely now.
Dash the water forcibly over their whole surface, as

much to give them a thorough cleansing as to meet
their natural wants at this period. In our sluggish

climate we have little of the abundant outpourings of

rain of more than tepid warmth that even Italy—where
the Citrus is so thoroughly acclimatised—is subject to.

In treating this genus we should not only bear this fact

in mind, but also consider that the species are natives

of India, China, and the tropical parts of Asia, and
that a liberal treatment as regards heat and moisture

would be desirable, and even prove beneficial to them.

The lovely Oleander, or Nerium Oleander, should be

pushed along now. It likes a compost composed of

peat, loam, and cow-dung ; and now that its season of

activity has arrived, it should have abundance of root

moisture. Inhabiting as it does the sides or natural

embankments of the courses of streams in Palestine

and Barbary, it will be seen how essential is the proper

observance of the .above suggestion. Give to pot Rose-
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which arc in hloom-butl alternate waterings with stront;,

clear manure-water. They do very well when giiano-

water alone is used, in strength about 2 oz. to the

gallon of water.

FORCING HOUSES.

Where Grapes are ripening on Vines growing in

outside borders, and which have been maintained at a

proper warmth up to the present time, it will be well

now to remove the heating materials, after which

place a layer of sliort decomposed manure thereon, to

allow the beneficial influence of the atmospheric

warmth to enter and permeate the border thoroughly.

If the heating material previous to its removal is

agreeably warm, it will be advisable to place a sensible

covering of some light, dry material on the borders

nightly, removing it each morning when the sim

shines brightly. Where Vines are at this tinie

being kept back to produce a late crop, they will

require watching, and should the buds break, the

canes must be fixed into their proper place, and started

properly forthwith. To try and retard them further

after this stage is to do them certain injury, so

far as the future crop is concerned. Bring them

along gradually by keeping the atmosphere surrounding

them down to as low a temperature as possible, by

affording plenty of air ; and if it be wished to retard

them to the utmost limit possible, shade them for a

week or two just at mid-day, when the sun shines

brightest and hottest. Fines which are now making a

"frim" kindly gi-owth will require shading when the

sun shines brightly and not obscured by occasional

clouds. If this is neglected the tender epidermis or

leaf-surfacewill become prematurely bronzed or hardened

over, a circumstance which exerts a dwarfing influence

on the whole plant. Even fniiting plants will need

such an amount of care when the sun is at its hottest

—

between 11 a.m. and 2 P.M. The shading, however,

should be of the thinnest material possible, not any

coarse cloth or canvas "stuff," but such a slight

material as will admit the light in a subdued form, and

obviate its more scorching influences. Peaches,

Nectarines, Cherries, and all stone fruits should not

have too warm an atmosphere during dull weather.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
All Hardy Annuals may now be sown in the open

borders with far less risk of injury than would have

been the case a few weeks since. As soon as we are

favoured with a good soaking of rain it will be neces-

sary to fresh trim the sides of all walks whicli are

enclosed within grass sward. When cut the portion

to be removed should be chopped away with a strong

hoe to a uniform depth with the existing sides of the

walk and in keeping therewith. Make fresh planta-

tions of the Czar, or any other desirable variety of

Violets, by dibbling in singly single young shoots, with

roots attached, into any fre.shly dug garden soil

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
It will be advisable now to partially uncover all out-

door Fig-trees. In the majority of instances the best

way will be to uncover them wholly ; to nail them into

their places and then place some less permanent form

of covering against the branches for a few weeks. By
these means the sun will be able by its warmth to force

them into some amount of activity, and yet the ex-

cessive cold of frosty nights will be warded off.

Particularly attend to the hoeing and cleaning of all

Strawberry beds, that no weeds or other injurious matter

impede their growth at this season. Do not keep the

coverings placed against IVall Fruits too constantly

against them after this period, even by night. The
beautiful soft humidity, which exists in the night air at

this particular season, should not be deterred from

full access to the trees. I have noticed already

that the '* blister" is likely to be prevalent upon the

leaves of Peach and Nectarine trees ; it consists of a

deformed, pufty, lladder-like enlargement of the leaf

surfaces, and should be removed. Whether it attacks

only a part of the leaf or all, the whole of the part

so attacked should be pinched off.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Make now a more general sowing of all kinds of

Broccoli which it is intended to grow. Sow also a

succesions of Spinach upon a rich and cool soil. Trans-

plant the last batch of autumn-sown Lettuces in a like

soil and position. Those who have the last sown
Peas and Broad Beans, now coming through the

ground, should sow successional rows forthwith. Plan-

tations of Seakale, which have been forced where they

grow, should now have all litter or fermenting mate-

rials removed, so that no impediment to a good early

summer's growth may remain. In instances where the

crowns were not cut off below the ground line when
the crop was taken, this should now be done, as to have

them stalky at this season is to induce a long, ugly

growth, which is objectionable not only in appearance

but also bad for the purposes of forcing in the winter.

VV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
The Pompon Chrysanthemum , which is a most

useful plant for town gardens, being always green, of

compact habit, and flowering freely in great variety of

colours, should now be propagated by dividing the

roots, or by means of cuttings ; these latter should now
be put in for filling the beds in the ensuing autumn.
The varieties used for this purpose should be kept

separate, and put in about 2 inches apart in any back
border close together, and topped when about 3 inches

high, and transplanted about a foot apart ; they
can remain till the bedding plants begin to decline,

when they can be removed into the beds, where, if well

watered, they will not suffer by the moving. The
Crocus leaves should be now neatly tied together, and
a little mould thrown over the roots, and left till the
tops are quite dead. Hyacinths will now require
support by means of small sticks placed firmly in the
ground close to the bulbs, to which the plants should
be neatly tied. y. D.

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
By this time most of the occupants of these houses

will have finished flowering and set their fruit, at least

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots will have done so,

and perhaps some of the Plums and Cherries ; when,
therefore, the setting of the fruit is fairly accomplished,
the house should be kept closer, and a little warmer if

possible, so that the young fruits, now that they have
begun to swell and grow, may go on kindly and
receive no check. The present clear, bright, sun-

shiny weather is very favourable for orchard-houses
which have no artificial heat. Femperature and I'enti-

lation.—In clear, warm mornings ventilate freely and
early, and shut up by times in the afternoon, say

about 3 o'clock. The temperature may range by day
from 60° to So*^, or even higher just after being
shut up. This shutting up early, so to enclose

a body of sun-heated air, is a great point in

orchard-house management. By so doing the night

temperature, which is still frequently very cold and
ungenial out-of-doors, is much increased within.

Therefore husband as much sun-heat as possible, to

ward ofi" the cold of the succeeding night. In cold, dull,

wet, windy days little ventilation will be required,

v^/w;(7j;^//d'7V.—Maintain a genial humid atmosphere at

all times when the thermometer stands above 50°, by
plentifully sprinkling the borders and pathways with

water. When colder than 50* a drier atmosphere must
be maintained, as moisture then tends to make the air

still colder. If the day is likely to be warm and bright,

syringe the trees freely early in the morning, or say

between 7 and 8 o'clock, and again at 3 o'clock in the

afternoon. If cold and dull it is better to syringe

but little, excepting for the eradication of insects.

Insects. — Look closely after all sorts of insects.

Firstly, we have the red spider, which will be
already beginning its ravages. Its effects may be
first noticed by a silvery-like look on the upper
side of the small leaves. To meet this enemy syringe

freely with clear water, or with a little sulphur,

taking care to wet the under side of the leaves, where
the insects are. Secondly, there are two sorts of aphis

—

the green and the black fly, the latter being the worst

and most diflicult to destroy. The best mode of

destroying these is undoubtedly the use of tobacco

smoke, where it can be applied ; Pooley's tobacco-

powder is also a very good thing. The way to apply

this is first to slightly damp the leaves by syringing, and
then to dust the powder all over the insects and over

ever)' part of the plant with a common penny pepper-

box. The succeeding day slightly moisten the powder
on the shoots with a fine syringe, &c., and the

third day syringe them freely, when they should then

be clean, but if not repeat the operation and persevere.

Thirdly, we have caterpillars and grubs. These will

be found chiefly destructive to Apricots, Plums, and
Cherries, and there is no means of destroying them
except by hunting for them and catching them one by
one. They feed upon the expanding flowers and leaf-

buds of these plants, and their presence may be detected

thus :—The blossoms of the Plum or of the Cherry
are found glued together ; these must be separated care-

fully, and a little reddish-brown grub will be seen,

which must be destroyed with the point of a knife. And
then the expanding leaves on the points of the young
shoots, especially on those of the Apricot, Plum, and
Cherry, will be found glued or fastened together like

knots ; these must be unfolded carefully, and the little

caterpillars and grubs which will thus be found destroyed.

They must be looked for continuously ; whenever two
leaves are found fastened together, there one or more
may be detected. The unfolding of the leaves must be

done carefully, as, when disturbed, the grubs slip out

and let themselves down to the ground by a thread,

which they spin, and by which they again rise to

resume their ravages. Some of these grubs are not

more than i-Sth of an inch in length, and no thicker

than a needle, and, being nearly of the same colour as

the leaves, they are not easily observed. Scores of them
will frequently be found on a single small plant, whose
leaves they speedily destroy. They must, therefore, be
incessantly hunted for. There are some three or four

distinct species of these grubs, which prey upon our

orchard-house trees. In the open air the little titmouse

and other birds feed upon and destroy them ; in the

orchard-house, however, the labour is left to us, and
must be performed by our own hands. Disbudding and
Stopping.— It will be necessary to do just a little at this

now. Where the young shoots or buds are crowded,
thin out a few by rubbing them off entirely, and stop

the others when they reach a few inches in length.

Apricots, Plums, and Cherries should have the shoots

pinched very closely—the closer the better, excepting

where it is required to have the trees attain a larger

size. B.
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from seeds, that are produced in round balls, which

should be broken, and the seeds sifted, to separate them
from the cottony substance with which they are mixed.

They should be sown in March. They require scarcely

any cover of soil, but should be pressed into the surface

of the ground, and kept moist by being covered with

leaves or spray of trees. But the most speedy method
of propagation is to grow the plants by layers, in

a similar manner to that recommended for the Lime
tree."

R.A.TS : J. J?, y. We cannot recommend any better plan

than to persevere in trapping and poisoning.

Silvester's Furnace Doors, &c. : Reader. No
doubt your builder can get both bars and doors if he

orders them. Those, however, who have such articles to

dispose of should advertise them.

The Hydropult. A correspondent would be glad of

information of the address of the present proprietors or

manufacturers of this implement, if there be any. The
names on the instrument, which he purchased in Leaden-
hall Street some four or five years ago, are "Charles
F. Button," London and Birmingham. The owner
requiring some repair of the instrument finds no such

firm in the London or Birmingham Directories.-

Zoophyte. Some Sertularia. As it is not of horticul-

tural interest we cannot be more precise.

Communications Received : A. M.—W. M.-H. J. O.-T. B.

—W. B. S.—A. S.—F. W. B.—W. S.—G. H. B.—Kalmia.—
W. W.—Conifer—J. D. and S.—A. P.—W. W. A.— R. T. J.

Adam.—J. F. E.-W. P. A.-A. F.—W. J. E.

[atrluts.

POTATOS.Southwark, April 18.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have
been more plentiful ; nevertheless trade was good, and
the prices of the former week were well main-
tained. The following are this day's quotations ;

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, hot. to i40j-. ; Ditto Regents,

iioj. to 140J.: Lincolnshire do., no.;, to ioo.f.; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., ioo.r. to 140J. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do., 90J. to iooj.; Do. Rocks, 85J-. to looj. ; Do.
Reds, 80J. to 90J. ; French and Belgian Wliites, 75J.

to 8sx. ^^__

WANTED IMMEDL\TELY, an experienced
GENERAL FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR -Address,

stating age, former engagements, references, and salarj' required,

R- THORNHILL, Nurser^'man, Bowdon, Cheshire.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a trustworthy, steady.
industrious young Man, who thoroughly understands and has

been used to Early and Late Forcing Fruit and Vegetables for Market,
None need apply who have not been employed in Growing expressly
for Salc.~Mr. C. SHIPPAM, Chichester.

WANTED, a young Man, who has had experience i

GRAFTING Camellias. Aialeas.&c; alsoonc toassist in tl

Houses, Potting and Tying—Apply at the Royal Nurseries. Clapham.

:

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN. thoroughly acquainted
with the Agricultural Seed Trade.-Apply, stating experience

and terms expected, to GEO. RUTHERFORD. Manager for

J. B, Lawea, Seed Warehouse, Market Street, Shrewsbury.

W--
and Plant Growing. Wages i2j.

grounds,-JOSEPH MEREDITH,
week, with lodgingf

e Vineyard. Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, a stout, active YOUNG MAN, to make
himself generally useful in a Gentleman's Garden, where he

will be able to learn his business in the houses and out.—
Mr G. SMITH, Wembley Park Gardens, near Harrow, Middlesex.

WANTED, an industrious middle-aged married MAN,
without family, to take charge jof a Farm House, and make

himself useful. His Wife must be a decent person, as she will have to

attend to the gate. Wages, 151. per week, with cottage, milk, and a

part of his firing.—State age, &c., to A. B-, Post Office, Epping, Essex.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Sleaford, are
WANTING a young, energetic Man as TRAVELLER ; he must

be of good business habits, and good address.—Apply as above, stating

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER and CLERK.—Must
be experienced, and able to give first-class references as to

character and quaJifications. — Apply, in own handwriting, slating

salary required, to Y. Z., Gardentr^ ChronicU Office, W.C.

COVENT GARDEN.—April 2-2.

There has been a decided falling off in business trans-

actions daring the past week, the provincial markets
sharing the dulness of the trade generally. Large arrivals

of Continental goods are again to hand this week. New
Potatos from Lisbon, France, and Malta, which realise irom
2(/. to 4tf. per lb. Flowers are plentiful and good, com-
prising Azaleas, Fairy Roses, Hyacinths, Cyclamens,
Tulips, French and Scarlet Pelargoniums, Heaths, &c.

Frijit.

Apples, p. \ siev

Filberts, per lb.

Gt^pes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Melons, each .. .,

Oranges, per 100 . . 3 <

Pears, per doz, . . 4 <

~ -apples, per lb. 8 (

I to 8 o Strawbcrric

Vegetables.

Asparagus, p. bund. 361
Artichokes, p. doz. ..30-
Beet, per doz. ..20-
Broccoli, per doz. ..10-
Brussels Sprouts, p.

is- J— 3 o
3— I 6

b— 3<

Cabbages, p. doz.

.

Jarrots, p. bunch
Cauliflowers, p. do
Celery, p. bund. .. i o — i c
Cucumbers, each . . 16 — 30
Endive, per doz. . . 16 — 20
French Beans, p. 100 30 — 40
Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch ..02 — 04

Potatos, York Regents, per 1

Sot.

HorseRadish, p. bun. 3 o to 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . 02 — 04
Lettuces, p. score . . i o — a o
Mint, per bunch .. 10— 16
Mushrootns. p. pott. 10 — 16
Onions,per bunch .. 04 — 09
Parsley, per bunch . o a — 04
Potatos, new, p. lb. o 4 — o 6
Salsafy, per bundle . 10—13
Scorzoncra, do. ..10—13
Seakale, p. punnet. . 20 — 26
Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 —-30
Radishes, per doz. .. 10 — 16
Turnips, per bunch .04 — 06
n, Sot. to iioi. ; Flukes, do..

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS. &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kindi

5ible : all

G'
does not require half the expense usually incurred in plai

See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1870.

Extra strong SEAKALE, is. per doien.
RICHARD SNIITH. Nurseri'man, Worcester-

VERY'S NONSUCH LETTUCE. —The best

' M- A I." Prici

A GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE i

application. The Trade supplied with

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
HCHARD WALKER has to offer lor cash the

: has produced over 16 To

SPANISH ONION SEED, and 8

Paterson's Bovtnla, or Cattle-Feeder.

MRS. WM. PATERSON, Widow of the late Wm
Paterson, Propagator of the Potato Plant, would particularl-

tall attention to PATERSON'S BOVINIA, or CATTLE-FEEDE!
POTATO, the most valuable tuber out, ajid heaviest cropper in thL

the head rigs of1 world : doc!
Turnip fields, and will gr(

toe destroys "Turnips, also
ably. With extra culture 40 tons per acre have been growi
many of the tubers weigh from 4 lb. to 6 lb. each ; it also kei

good condition for twelve months, and is excellent for tabl
Mrs. Paterson would also call attention to her valuable stock of
SEED POTATOS, namely, Paterson's Victoria, or Ouecn Potat'
Paterson's Blue, &c.

Mrs. WM. PATERSON, 38, Union Street, Dundee.

WANTED, a good PLAIN COOK, in a Gentle-
man's Family, where assistance 15 given in the Kitchen ; also a

Single-handed LAUNDRY-.MAID.—W. R,, T. M. Smith's, Linthorpe
Road, Middlesborough-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incuni

brance : well skilled in all branches of the profession. Higher
;nccs-—W, B., 14, Adams' Square, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Married, no incumbrance ;

well skilled in all branches of Gardening. Highest reference.—
MOORE, J, Linton Grove, Lower Norwood, S.

C
I ARDENER (Head). — Middle-.-iged, married, no
T incumbrance. Over Jyearsin lastsituation.-JAMES FOWLER,

Plompton Hall, Knarcsborough, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30, no incumbrance;
thoroughly experienced in all branches of the profession. Good

-K. G.,PostOffic( ickholt, near Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incu
brance ; understands the profession in all its branches. Th

and a-half years' good character.—C. P., Mr Rycroft, Tooting, Sun

GARDENER (Head). — Married, no inci

well skilled in all branches of the profession. Highc;
—L. X., 16, Pery Hill, Caltford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head). — Married ; thoroughly
* need in the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

, and all kinds of Forcing ; first-class Flower and Kitchen
Good character—R. L., MottinRham. Eltham. Kent, S.E-

,^^n;

GARDENER (Head). —Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly practical ana fully competent in every branch of the

I ( n rh^sihir^'n. \A Grove Road,
Hoiloway, N.

lighest references.—C. D., Cheshii

/"^ ARDENER(Head), age4o.—A Gentleman, changing
VJ residence, is anxious to recommend his Head Gardener to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Man. Six
years' character—J. B., Stoke Park, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married ; has a
thorough practical knowledge of the profession, Highly recom-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, marrie
the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Melons, Cuci

and Late Forcing, andFlower and Kitchen Gardenmg. Good chai

—W. M., 2, Windsor Street, Harrow Road, Paddington, W
i ^ ARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands
vT Early and Late Forcing, as well as Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. The best references can be given.—S. C, Post Office,

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners and BalUffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications
for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS

will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS for

ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-
tions in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c
JAMES CARTER AND CO, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London, W.C,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen,-Further particulars given on application to Messrs, E. G.
HENDERSON and SON, Weirington Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London. N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM, Cb'TBUSH and SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to

be undertaken, wages offered, &c.. so that suitable Men may be
selected.—Highgate Nurseries. London, N,

JOHN HARRISON begs to inform Noblemen and
Gentlemen that he has on his BOOKS a number of Clever and

Experienced G.A.RDENERS, whose characters and abilities are of the
highest order —North of England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

To Wholesale Seed Merchants and Seed Growers.
AGENCY, for the Sale of Seeds and Oil-cakes,

wanted, by an Englishman, resident in Dublin, who has a large

connection, and visits all the principal towns throughout the country.
First-class references, and security given if required.—Letters to

24A. Lower Ormond Quay, Dublin,

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; has had 16 years'
experience in all branches of the profession. No objection to a

first-class Foreman's place- Highiy recommended by a Lady, or

Gardener where last employed.—A. W., Post Office, Lcathcrhead,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incui

brance; 17 years' experience in all branches of Horticulture,

thoroughly practical Gardens. Two and a half years as Head tlardci

Pimlico, London,'s.W.
lended.-A. B., 23, Stafford Place,

GARDENER (HEAD).~Age 30 ; 15 years'
in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's establishments: thoroughly

experienced in the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Pines,
Vinei, and all kinds of Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Good character from last situation —F. D., 3, York Street, Bedminster,

GARDENER (Head) to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a thorough practical Gardener in every

branch of the profession.—Age 36, married ; can be highly recom-
mended by his fast employer. Leaving in consequence of reduction of
establishment.—W. BBOWNBRIDGE, The Gardens, Worsbrough
Hall. Bamsley, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27. married, no incun
brance: thorough practical knowledge of Gardening in all i

branches, including Early and Late Forcing of Fruit and Vegetable
Vine, Stove, and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Kitchen Gardenini
also the Management of Land and Stock. Good character ; can \

highly recommended —T. A., Post Office. ReJgaie, Surrey.

To Orchid Growers.

GARDENER (Head), age 27. —J. Sherratt.
Nurservman. &c., Kn^-persley Nurserj-, near Congteton. can

itly recommend a practical industnous Man as above to any
Gentleman requiring his serv'ices. Understands Gardening

irious branches, is a first-rate Grower of Orchids, and

nfid.

GARDENER (Head) to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a first-class practical Man.—Age 30, married : fully

competent in every branch of the profession, including Specime
Plant Growing, Early and Late Forcing, Spring, Summer, and Pictu:

esque Gardening. Can be highly recommended, with five years' une;

ceptionable character.—HENRY BURNHAM, 8, Crofton Terrace,
BIythe Road, Hammersmith, W.

i^ ARDENER (Head). — Thomas Woodford,
V_T Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Abercorn. Eastwell Park,
Ashford, Kent, can with great confidence recommend his Foreman
(who has been with him upwards of four years) to the notice of any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly steady
and honest young Man, with a good general knowledge of his

profession. T. \V- will be happy to answer all inquiriea,—Address as

/ T ARDENER (Head).—W. Hall. late Chief Gar-
VX dencr to the Princess Bachiocchi in France, is now open to an
ngagement with any Lady or Gentleman. Has had 14 years' experi

n First-class English and Continental Gardei

.nches. Leaves through death of his employer and breaking up of.*•..--.-: s.—W. HEWITT, The

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incum-
brance : thoroughly competent in all branches of the profession,

and In the Management of Land. Good recommendations Irom present

and past employers.—GARDENER, Mr. Cranston, Nurseries, King's

(^ ARDENER (Head, Working, or where two are
V_T kept).—Understands Forcing Fruits and Vegetables, also the
Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Can be highly recom-
mended —G. COOPER, Spriggs Oak, Epping, Essex.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
Ace 32; thorough knowledge of Plants and Flower and Kitchei

Gardening, also PI Grounds and Mcado-
is.- R. S.. Mr. John Ley, Nurser>-

GARDENER (Head), where one, or more than one,
Under Gardener is kept.-Understands the Cultivation of

Cucumbers, Melons, Vines, *c. Twelve months* character from last

and previous situations.- B. B., Mrs. Fawcett, Grocer, Ollerttin Road,
Ollerton. Newark, Notts. „_^^^_
/ 1 ARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.—
VJT Age 36, single : has a good practical knowledge of Pines, Vines,

Cucumbers and Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Steady, active and industrious. Canbe highly

recommended by several Head Gardeners.—N. B., Post Office, Ilkley,

Yorkshire. ^^^
/ » ARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.-

^J'" Age 35, married ; thoroughly up in Forcing all kinds of Krui

and Flowers, also a thorough good Kitchen and Flower Gardcni

GARDENER. — Age 30; understands Kitchen and
Flower Gardens, Greenhouse, Growing of Cucumbers, Melons,

&e One year and nine months' characier.—A. B., 155, Wirtembcrgh
Street. Clapham, S.W.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 26; eight years' experience. Can be well recommended.

—

G. W., Ryston Hall, Downham, Norfolk.

G ARDENER (Under), in

Gentleman's Family.—Age ao ; good reic

ice, Wandsworth Common, Su rrey.

GARDENER (Under), in Plant or Flower Garden
Department—A steady young Man, with two years' good

character.—J. B., Post Office, Eynsham, Oxon^

GARDENER (Under), where he can obtain a good
knowledge of Housework. — Age 20; has had some expe-

rience in the above. Good character, A Premium not objected to.—

J. K., 3, Hume Place, Clapham, S.VV.

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or GARDENER only,

in a Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 30. Good references.

—A Z., Gardenen' ChmHicU Office, W.C.

)ROPAG.^TOR, or PROPAGATOR and SALES-
ias, Conifersc, Roses,
-R. H., Paul's Nu

week Pr<

IMPROVER.

—

A Lady is desirous of procuring
Emnlovment for a Lad, between 15 and 16 years old, in a Gentle-

man's Garden, where he would be lodged on the premises. Respectable

references can be given.—J. P., Post Office, Chapel Street, Belgrave
Square, London, S.W.

BAILIFF.—-Age 45, married, no incumbrance
; good

references —M. P., G. Jackson, 83, Westbourne Park Road,
Paddington, London^NAV^

B AILIFF, to a Nobleman or Gentleman.—Middle-
aged; has had great experience in the Counties of Lincoln,

>n of a similar kind on a Farm of 700 acres, ne is open to a
ent—E., "Journal of Horticulture," 171. Fleet Street, E.C,

RAVELLER or MANAGER.—Extensive experience

in leading Metropolitan and Provincial Houses, and in both the

Plant and Seed Trade. Excellent references from all past employers.

—A B., Milton Cottage. Kentish Town Road, London, N.W.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Age 24 ; nine years' e:rperience, with
first-class references.—S. iM, W,, care of Messrs. Hurst & Son,

6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRIAGE FREE.

Producing abundant Crop! ofHay and superior Pasturagt.

PERBLA.NENT PASTURE MIXTTTBES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils.

SUTTON.S' BEST MIXTURflS, 28s. to 32s. p. acre,

carriagcfrcc-2bush. GrassSecdsand 12 lb. Clovers supplied p. acre.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 203. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

Frvm J. J. Mechi. Esq., Tiptru Hall, ntar Kilvtdoiu

February 5.—" Your Grass Seeds arc so pure and well selected that

] have often spoken of itiem to those who required them."

SUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

SUTTONS'
Berkshire Prize Yellow Globe Mangel.

Tlie heaviest Globe Mangel in cultivation, price Is. per

lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

For prices and particulars of other varieties (8d, to

Is. 6cl. per lb.), see

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK.

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATION IS

Suttous' Champion.

I 5

SUTTONS' CHAMPION S'WEDE, the hardiest, the

most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation

;

price 9d. per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

"lich have been awarded to growing crops,

_
,

,. .

.

s of our Champion Swede, during the past
igethcr with the unsolicited Testimonials we have received,

fully justify our description.

At the ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW, to be held at

READING,on SATURDAY, Nov. 26, a SILVER CUP, value /[lo los.

,

will be given by Messrs. SUTTON for the best 24 Specimens of
SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE; and {a, Li. and /:2, as Second,
Third, and Fourth Prizes.

r> OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIF.TY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.

IMPLEMENT ENTRIES CLOSE on

MAY I, and all Certificates received after

that date will be returned to the Senders.

STOCK PRIZE SHEETS and CER-
TIFICATES arc also ready, and will be

forwarded on application to

H. M.JENKINS, Sec.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

w I. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctionei;r and VALtJER,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

To FlorlatB.

TO BE LET, oil long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about I acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

STABLING, &c., situate at Maidenhead,
Apply to Mr R. TANTIIN, The Nurseries. Epsom.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS, in full Trade, in a thriving Market Town,

apphci
tiood Shop in the best part of the Town, Full particulars i

SALES BY AUCTION.
Camberwell,

E.XTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, *c

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

Cambden Nursery, Southampton Street, Camberwell, Surrey, on
MONDAY, April 25, and two following days, at r2 o'clock precisely
each dav, by order of the Executrix of the late Mr. William Barnes
(without r-"r>.V Ih- whole of the valuable COLLECTION of
STO\'l' II \\ I >, rii|irising 5000 thriving young plants of Draca:na
Coopcii: ) riLta, lerrea, and others: large quantities
of(;.iii

,
'I !r,intas, Medinillas, Caladiums, Stcphanotis,

Ficuv, 1 II \ I
I
IS. and thousands of choice Greenhouse

Plants, iii..l,.diM,; t.-.j I..Ln.lsome specimen Pyramid Azalea indica, 2 to

6 feel, carefully Iraincd tor exhibition purposes, full of flower-buds
; 3000

1 of Exotic Ferns ; Hardy Herba-
ons, Picotees, and Pinks

;

rums. Tea anti other Roses
in pots : together with the Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Garden
Implements ; also qo two and three-light Boxes, &c.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale, Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, I-cytonslone, E.

ALTERATION of DATE from APRIL 27 to APRIL 28.

VersaUIes Nursery, HammersmlUi.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. John Salterft Son toSELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, the Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, W., on
THURSDAY, April 28, at 11 for u o'clock precisely, without
reserve (the land being required immediately by the 'Metropolitan
District Railway Company), the whole of the PLANTS in POTSi
oomprising large specimen Camellia-large specir

. nandsome An
ints for furnishir
1 Val lotas, the ent
iss Certilicate: likewise an
;e SUCCULENTS, comprisin

'arid Double Geraniums,
1 First,

collection of choice and
; 600 Echeverias of sorts, 200 Pachy-

\1-: PLANTS. .

1 very distinct and beautiful variety, not
Id striped Lily of the Valley, fine Double
\gapanthus, Aubrietias, &c, together with
s &c

the Sale Catalogues may be
SALTER, and of thehad I I

Value r

Sale of First-class Carnations and Picotees, Standard
and Dwarf Roses, &c.

MESSRS 1 RiilIIl IvDl ANo MORRIS will

SELL bv ALcIUi.S, at the Lin Auction Rooms, 38 and 30,

Gracechurch Street, Citi, E C , on S \ 1 I'RDW , April 30, at h.ilf-past

12 o'clock precisci), a lirst class Collection of CARNATIONS and
PICOTEES (the surplus stock of an eminent grower), a choice

assortment of Standard and Dwarf ROSES, selected American
PLANTS, clean grown FRUIT TREES, fine CAMELLIAS with
buds, AZALEA INDICA, GLADIOLI, &c
On ithen

, Ley
img of Sale. Calaloges had at the Rooms, and of the

Clapbam, S.

CLEARANCE SALE of GREENHOUSE, STOVE and BEDDING
PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, PITS, &c

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
f.ivniirc.l wilh inilructions from Mr. James Over, to SELL by

AUCll"- I

' I. Ill- whole of the choice STOVE and
GRLl I

ii
1 1 Mil ,

ling 5(x» Exotic Ferns, 100 thriving
la Belli

\ large quantity of speciir

For prices of SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for all Soils, and all

other FARM SEEDS, see "SUTTONS' NEW FARM SEED
LIST," which may be had Gratis on application.

All Goods Carriage Free (except verj- small parcels). Five per cent,
allowed for prompt payment.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWERS,
READING,

Stephri

White i;.,inl rime, (ihi, .:»

; Roses in pots, Deut
Ipan-roof

House, 60 feet long, and a Lean-to Housi
:ht BOXES, with Sashes : about 1000 feet of 3 a

'^The VALtlABLE LEASE of the Nursery Ground, .„...p......„

about 21; Acres, and held on a lease for an unexpired term of about
i;o years, at the moderate ground rent of L^\ per annum, if not

previously disposed of, will also be offered for SALE by AUCTION,
on the Premises, as above, on MONDAY, May 2, at 11 o'clock

precisely, prior to the Sale of Plant

May be viewed two days 1 the Sale. Catalogues and parti-

Nun

Edmonton.
THIRTY.ONE YEARS' LEASE of DWELLING-HOUSE, with an

ACRE and a QUARTER of NURSERY GROUND, also the

STOCK,

MR. A. RICHARDS will SELL bv AUCTION, on
the Premises, Church Street. Edmonmn, on MnNTiAV,

May 2, at i o'Clock, by order of the Excintn .1 i
' -- I, , Mr

Thomas Barker, the LEASE of the HOUSI- ih

Vinery it4 feet long. Span Greenhouse, Rang'- 1
,

' '
:

i-r

31 years, at the trifling rent of /so per aniiiim
,

ni 1
-

1
' " K,

including 140 dozen double Stocks, 200 dozen ^i-hIli i
,,- i.ii.iuina.

Verbenas, Lobelias, Asters, 30 dozen Napier Strawberries, H.oics and
; Can, &-c.

1 Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and of the

To Gentlemen, Architects, Builders, Florists, and Others
MR. BRIANT will SELL by AUCTION, at the

Manufactory, 297, Camberwell Road, on MONDAY and
TUESDAY, April 25 and 26, at I2 for i o'Clock, a large Slock ofFOUNTAINS, F1(3URES, VASES, STAGS, LIONj, BIRDS.
DOGS, DOLPHINS, TRITONS, ROYAL ARMS of various sizes
BOX CHIMNEY PIECES, CENTRE FLOWERS, TRUSSES, &c'
in Artificial Stone,
May be viewed two days previous, and Catalogues had on the

Premises, and at the Auctioneer's Office. 300, Kcnnington Park Road.

HoUy Bank, Burton-on-Trent.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

TUESDAY, May t? next, at Holly Bank, near BurtononTrent, the
entire and very CHOICE HERD of SHORTHORNS belonging 10
Willoughby Wood, Esq,, which are chiefly descended from the famed
Kirklcvington blood. Amongst them will DC found the celebrated cow
Oxford's Ada, the dam of the ist prize Bull at the Birmingham Show,

Orchids from India, Mexico, and Demerara, just
arrived, and a Collection of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, April 35, at J^ past tao'Clock precisely, IMPORTATIONS
of ORCHIDS, in lair condition, just arnved. and containing probably
many new sorts. Also a Collection ol Choice ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, consisting of CATTLEYAS, L/ELIAS, SACCOLA-
BIUMS, AERIDES, VANDAS, CYPRIPEDIUMS, ODONTO-
GLOSSUMS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. 1. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. WC, on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, April 28 and 29, at half-past 12 o'clock
precisely each day, FIRST-CLASS ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
Being duplicate plants from the Broomfield Collection, the property of
Robert Warner, Esq. , including many of the finest specimens ever
offered for public sale, viz. :—
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are confined to one period and one sort of

competition. Every kno«Ti breed of cattle

has, along with its distinctive characteristics of

habit and form, its distinctive agricultural quali-

ties, positive or negative, and is specially adapted
to some circumstances of locality or need. The
brick as well as the stone dressing has its place

in the material structure, and the little Breton
and Kerry are but links in the chain of which
the Buffalo and the .Shorthorn are the extremes.

To no breed, then, do we deny its special

merits, when we contend that no other breed
possesses all the qualifications essential to high

merit in so great a degree as the Shorthorn.

With beauty of form, style, quality, and early

maturity, confessedly unequalled, the point of

weight for age (the quantity of food not being
taken into account) has certainly been occa-
sionally a moot point between it and its com-
petitors. Animals of many other breeds have at

times appeared to excel it in this qualification.

The modern regulations of the Smithfield Club, by
giving us the live weights of all the cattle exhibited,

have enabled us to test this point, for 1869, to

our mind, satisfactorily ; and, therefore, so far as

one experiment can speak, the result is decided
and unequivocal.

The first objection, however, that has been
taken to our conclusion is that, when comparing
the live weights of certain breeds as exemplified

in the prize animals shown at the last meeting of

the .Smithfield Club, we have confined our com-
parisons to the Devon, Hereford, and Shorthorn
breeds, leaving unnoticed the Sussex, Norfolks,

cross-breds, Scots, Irish, and Welsh ; so that we
have done injustice, especially to the Sussex, and
diminished thereby the value of our inference.

To this we reply that the object was to com-
pare only animals of such breeds as were shown
under precisely similar conditions as to age, as it

is only when circumstances are really identical

that any truly correct deductions can be drawn
from the results. And, in this instance, only

Shorthorns, Herefords, and Devons were shown
in classes where the ages were precisely alike.

Thus in these breeds we had three classes of

male animals, viz., steers not exceeding 2 years

and 6 months, steers not exceeding 3 years and
3 months, and steers exceeding 3 years and
3 months, and " heifers not exceeding 4 years,''

and " cows above 4 years old." In Sussex and
cross-bred stock, on the other hand, we had
only two classes of male animals—" steers not
exceeding 3 years old" and " steers above 3 years
old," and " heifers not exceeding 4 years old

"

and "cows above 4 years old;" and in Long-
horns, Norfolks, Scotch Horns, Scotch Polled,

Irish and Welsh, we had only " steers of any
age" and "cows of any age." It is evident,

therefore, that our comparison of classes must
be between the Shorthorn, the Hereford and
Devon, in the first instance—as breeds com-
peting under exactly similar conditions— and,
subsequently, between the other breeds.

Before making any remarks we supplement
the information already given by the desiderated
information as to the " other classes."

r. Comparative live weights of cattle of the Sussex .ind
cross or mi.xed breed, to which prizes or commendations
were awarded in like classes at Islington, 1869 :

—

Oxen ok Steers, not exceeding Three Years Old.
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week. At the Metropolitan Cattle Market the

supply of Beasts was moderate, and although the

demand was not excessive prices have advanced, and

the tone of the market was firm and steady. In the

sheep market, too, this was even_ more evident, and

prices were in advance of last week's rates.

The subject of English Tenant-Richt has

been selected for consideration at the next meeting of

the Farmers' Club, on Monday, May 2, when it will

be introduced by Mr. Henry Corbet, the Secretary

of the Club, and the author of the Prize Essay on

Tenant-Right.

A circular has been issued by Mr. W. Little,

of Heckington Hall, calling the attention of the

Lincolnshire Farmers' Association to the power and

advantage of combination amongst farmers as compared

with their former isolation and weakness. A recent

meeting of the Association is referred to as their first

real battle in the interest of the members and in defence

of the objects of the Association—a combined contract

for artificial manure that should have the important

elements of quality, condition, and punctual delivery.

They had this year started with all the advantages of

experience, and with contracts made under proper legal

conditions and approved by all parties concerned

—

especially as to early order and prompt payment. They
therefore reasonably expected to have their contract

faithfully and honourably fulfilled. They were not a

committee of Shylocks, determined to have the

pound of flesh to the last grain, but they determined,

as moderate business-men, to have a well considered

bargain, legally made, fairly carried out. The report

of the committee meeting showed that it was called to

consider certain complaints made by some members of

the condition of the manure lately delivered to them.

The contractors attended the meeting, and several fair

samples of manure were examined, and the chemist's

analysis of each sample was laid before the committee.

As regards quality, or percentage of soluble phosphate,

no complaint in a single case could be made, as each

sample analysed showed an excess over the guaranteed

26 per cent. ; but, as regarded the condition of the

manure in the few cases complained of, there could not

be two opinions, and this the contractors acknowledged

like respectable men of business, and they did all they

reasonably could do to satisfy the demands of the com-

mittee, by whom the interests of the members were

thus secured far more effectually than they could

individually have managed.

The Walton Eastertide Cattle and Horse Fair

was held on the 20th. There was an active demand
for stock for grazing purposes. The selling prices were

as follows :— Milch cows and heifers in full profit, .,^12

to ;^i8 ; large well-bred do., ;^2o to £21 ; cows, down
calving, .^8 to £\<i\ steers and heifers, &c., to turn

out to pasture, ;^9 to 12; and barreners and weight-

making beasts, ;^I3 to £1(1 ; cattle in full condition,

£\<-, to £zo ;
yearling heifers, £'i to £i,. Horses for

heavy draught work realised 18 to 32 gs. ; aged, 10 to

14 gs. ; riding horses and roadsters, 20 to 40 gs. ;

cobs for saddle and harness, 12 to 18 gs. ;
ponies, 6 to

9 gs., and colts, 15 to 25 gs. Fat hogs and store pigs

were in great request at high prices.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
Mr. Thornton will sell the Osberton Hall herd

on Wednesay next. The uniform good pedigree which

runs through the entire herd, the excellent quality of

the individual animals, and the high character of Mr.

Foljambe as a breeder, will most probably result in a

very successful sale. In briefly reviewing the Osber-

ton catalogue, we may mention that it contains the

names of 30 females and 8 bulls. The first matron on

the list is Lady's Slipper, by May Duke, ii years old,

but reported to be in blooming condition, likely to

breed for some years to come, and altogether a *' splen-

did cow." Concertina, by May Duke, is "an excellent

milker and breeder." She is the first of a long list of

representatives of an excellent strain purchased from

Earl Spencer, and originally descended from IVo. 54
Chilton Sale by Monarch (2324). All these animals

find a common ancestor in 5(ra//«Krzby Zenith (5702)

and are the direct descendants of two cows, Seraph by

Lord of Brawith (10,465), and Sympathy by

Master Grateful (11,797). Thirty-three of the

38 cattle which will be offered are thus bred on

the female side. The first sire used was Monarch
{13,347) a grandson of Earl Spencer's Zeal. Next
followed May Duke (16,553); Imperial Windsor
(18,086) hired from Mr. Carr, and Knight of the
Garter (22,638), bought from the same breeder for

225 gs. in 1865. This last bull became the sire of

the famous Osberton Knights, which have also been

used. Mr. Peel's (of Knowlemere) Lord Lyons
(26,677) was also in service for a single season, and has

left some young stock. It is with regret we add that

Queen Bee, by the last-mentioned sire, an exceedingly

promising yearling, died on Wednesday, the 13th inst.

On being opened, a hair-ball was found, about the size

of a> swan's egg.

It is long since we have been able to record so

high an average as that realised on Wednesday, the

13th inst., at Captain Oliver's sale, when 56 animals

brought ;^68 is. T,d. a-head. The Sholebroke sale had

long been looked for by Shorthorn breedersas an event of

importance, and the result must have been satisfactory

both to Captain Oliver and all admirers of Shorthorn
cattle. Colonel Kingscote occupied the chair at lunch,

and many noblemen and gentlemen, whose names are

associated with the promotion of Shorthorns, assembled
around the ring. Throughout the sale, the bidding
was well-sustained and animated. Some lots were
undoubtedly dear, while others were cheap. Thirteen
out of the entire number of animals offered were from
a week to six months old, a fact which should be
remembered in connection with the general average
obtained. Viscountess, by DuKE OF Argyll, lot I,

brought 43 gs., no mean price for an n -year-old

cow ; and the other old cows sold well. Sonora, eight

years old, by Captain Oliver's favourite Towneley sire,

Ro.MULUS Butterfly, and a direct descendant of

the famous Charmer, was purchased by Lord Skel-

mersdale for 61 gs, ; and Bracelet yi, a 6-year-old

cow, by Touchstone, and of the Bracelet and Bijou

tribe, became the property of Lord Fitzhardinge at

47 gs. The highest price of the day was given by Mr.
S. E. Bolden for Lalage i^h, by Grand Duke 7TH, a

very good 5-year-old cow, with a wonderfully fine

head, and of a good colour, although a little short in

the hind-quarter. This animal was sold at the high
price of 450 gs. She is from LaUige by Prince
Imperial, gr. d. Lallyy^'j Earl of Derby (10,177),
and previously descended from Olive Leaf, by
Belvidere and Lady Barrington, by Son of
Herdsman (304). Next followed Filigree by 7TH
Grand Duke, and of the Frill family. Filigree

was purchased for 115 gs. by the Hon. Mr.
Fitzwilliam. Next followed Lady Wild Eye! 2d, a

remarkably good Touchstone cow, and pronounced by

a first-rate authority to be "the best Wild Eyes cow
out ;" she attracted the attention of Lord Fitzhardinge,

who became her owner at the price of 170 gs. Vanity,

by Grand Duke 7TH, and out of lot I, was purchased
cheaply by Mr. J. Aubrey, Mumford, at 58 gs. ; as was
also Satanella, by the same sire, and from Sonora,

lot 6. This excellent young cow, descended from the

best Milcote stock, was bought for 120 gs. by Lord
Skelmersdale. Among other cheap purchases may be

mentioned Co-a'slip, a Grand Duke 7TH cow, and
descended on the female side from CiKuslip by
Waterloo (2816), and who was knocked down to

Lord Fitzhardinge at the comparatively low figure of

70 gs. Bracelet ^th, by Knightley, a very good
heifer, was bought by Sir C. M. Lampson for 100 gs.,

and Vexation, by Grand Duke 7TH, went cheap to

Mr. S. S. Dickers at 51 gs. We have not space to

further notice the various lots, but must content our-

selves with referring our readers to the subjoined list of

purchasers and prices.

Name of Animal.
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TRIFOLWM.the Irish tenant makes or can be expected to make ? I
I

do not hesitate to say that in the construction of our
[

scale we have been mainly governed by the belief that I

[The following engraving, with paragraph describing it, is taken

the only permanent improvement which is found to
|

from Mr. J- C, Morton's " Farmers' Calendar.]"

exist on a holding of that kind, of such a nature that it
j

The following illustration (fig. 105) represents heads

could be substantiated in court and charged on the :
of the natural size of the different Clovers cultivated.

landlord, is reclamation of land, together with perma- 1
We have heads and l*f of the natural size of— I, Trifo-

nent buildings in certain instances. But it would not ;
Hum hybridum—Alsike Clover ; 2, Trilolium incar-

very often happen that there would be permanent natum—Crimson Clover
; 3, Trifolium repens—White

' ' * "

Clover; 4, Trifolium pratense perenne—Cow Grass;

5, Trifolium procumbens—Hop Trefoil ; 6, Medicago
lupulina—black Medick, or yellow Clover

; 7, Trifo-

livmv pratense—common red Clover.

There are several methods of sowing Clover seed.

I. It may be sown broadcast and harrowed in at the

time the Barley is drilled ; a pair of light harrows at

the same time following the drill-machine, to cover the

Clover seed. 2. It may be sown before the roller,

when the Barley is just above the ground. 3. It may
be hand or horse-hoed in when the corn receives either

buildings which could be so charged. What do we
know about the kind of building which the Irish tenant

of the humbler class raises upon his holding? In Sir

George Comewall Lewis's book, "On Local Dis-

turbances in Ireland," there will be found a particular

reference to the cost of an Irish tenant's mud cabin or

house, in which he and his family live, which answers
his purposes, and which enables him to treat his hold-

ing as a farm. Well, he states that 22s. 6J. is the

ordinary cost of such a habitation. That is the money
cost, as stated by Sir George Lewis. Nay, I will

go further and mention that he declares

there is a cheaper kind of house, which
you can erect for ']s. 6d. Now, it

would of course be absurd to represent

the mere money cost of such a house as

the real value of it. Still, that is the

cost of it, according to Sir George
Lewis' meaning, as a marketable article.

The mud, stone, and turf which suffice

for the circumstances of the poor tenant

are gathered together by him with im-
mense labour. Consequenfly the cabin

is to him of great value, and if deprived
of it he would sufl'er a great loss. But
how is he to establish that value against

the landlord, and to make out in court

that the money price of the mud cabin

does not in the least degree correspond
with the value it is to him? If this

be tnie of a house, it is still more true

of the gates, roads, and fences made or

erected on these small holdings. As,
however, the right hon. gentleman the

member for Bucks says I know nothing
about it, I would rather not rest the

case on my own authority, and I will

therefore read a passage from Mr. Camp-
bell's book. Not in this passage only,

but throughout the valuable discussion

in his work, Mr. Campbell deals with a
subject of the utmost practical conse-

quence, and attempts to show that in the

case of small holdings you must have
regard to considerations different from
those which apply to holdings at the top
of the scale. Mr. Campbell says :

—

" In truth, in this matter there are two
sides to the shield, discrepant and irrecon-

cilable beyond measure. Not only fre-

quently in the North, but sometimes in

the South also, the tenants have put up
substantial buildings, which no one could
deny to be improvements ; but ordinarily

the state of things is this—the tenants say
that they have made all the improvements,
and given the land its value, as much as
the smith who forges the iron and puts a
handle to it gives value to a spade ; the
hindlords deny that the tenants have made
any improvements whate\er which in any
proper sense can be called improvements.
The tenant says that he or his predecessors
have reclaimed and rendered culturable

the land, built the homestead, set up the
fences, done everything ; and that the
value he sets on these things is real, and
not imaginar)', he proves by showing that
men of his class arc ready to give large

sums for his right of occupancy. The
landlord says that, far from improving the
land, he has utterly exhausted it by bad
farming, and having done so wants to sell

what is not his, and gooff with the money
to America ; that so far from the wretched
homestead and farm buildings and divi-

sions of small fields by great wasteful
fences being improvements, they are
mere burdens upon the land, which can
only be well utilised by going to the expense of level-

ling the fences, throwing down the houses, and consoli-

dating the farms with adjoining farms. The improve-
ments are of great value to the tenant ; they are worse
than valueless to the landlord. Between these two con-
flicting views no mortal man can decide the real value.

It would be like trying to strike an average between incom-
mensurate things, or deciding at an agricultural show
between the relative merits of a horse and a cow."

Now, without saying that this is all gospel, yet I

believe that in that passage there are indicated proposi-

tions of fundamental importance with regard to the just

settlement of this question ; and the result is, that

whereas at the upper part of the scale, where the mere
loss from eviction diminishes, it is separate and separ-

able from the value of the improvements, yet as you go
down to the bottom of the scale a great part of the loss

from eviction is found to consist in the loss of the use

of what he has erected on his holding, and which are

real improvements for his purposes, though they are

not of a kind which he would be able to go into a court

of law to substantiate as improvements against the

landlord.

the earliest foods for ewes and lambs in spring. It is

ploughed up after a first folding, and a crop of Turnips

may be taken. 2. Red Clover or Cow Grass, sown often

by itself as affording a heavy first cut later in the

summer for forage for stalls or stable—coming in after

Trifolium incamatum. 3. Various mixtures of Clovers,

e. g., 10 lb. of red Clover, 4 lb. of white, 41b. of Trefoil.

The red Clover is a large seed, the white much smaller,

so that 4 lb. of it contain as many seeds as 10 lb. of the

other ; the yellow blossomed Trefod is the largest seed

of the three. This will yield a first, second, and third

cut during summer—the latter cuts containing more of

the white and yellow Clovers. Alsike Clover is coming
into use partly as a substitute for white ; it is equally

perennial, and has a larger habit of growth.

of those operations, if the farmer is in the practice of

giving them. Of these methods, the first is the surest

for a crop, and the most to be recommended, notwith-

standing tiie admitted evil which sometimes takes place

in a wet season, of the Clover growing so luxuriantly as

to damage the Barley. The second succeeds well, if

rain follows in due time, and would, perhaps, generally

succeed, if the farmer ventured to harrow it in, which

he might safely do. In the third method it often

succeeds, but it also often fails ; nor is it necessary, in

many cases, to hoe the Barley.

In any case it is best sown with a handbarrow cover-

ing 5 yards in width ; and if this be set to sow one-

hatf of the quantity per acre that is wanted and made
to cover the ground twice, the work will be more
perfectly done. If grass seeds be sown with the Clover

then another sowing will be necessary with the same
tool set for Grass seeds. It is covered in by a light

harrowing with either the bush or web harrow^ or light

seed harrows of the common kind, and rolled. Of
the seeds sown at this season we have— i. Trefoil, sown
14 to 16 lb. per acre alone in some districts, as one of

SEIVAGE FARMING.
In referring your correspondent "H.," of last week, to

tlic pamphlets which were published by Mr. Morton and
Mr. Henry Petre,* who successively

managed this farm, I must remind him
that it is an experimental farm upon
which the plots of Grass have been
sown, sewaged, and cut under different

circumstances, and therefore exception

ought not to be taken if the weight per

acre from the most successful plot of

Grass is quoted as that which under
ordinary circumstances a farmer may
look to attain ; nor surprise be evinced

if the grand total, which includes the

yields of all the other experimental

plots, materially affects the average

weight per acre.

The great value of the pamphlets to

which I refer consists in their being
simple records of what has actually been
achieved, and as 70 tons of Grass per acre

were produced—and, although over a
limited area, not from any "selected

piece of land,"—Mr. Hope was, I think,

justified in quoting this quantity as being

possible over any number of ordinary

acres.

I do not understand the meaning of

the words "land in transition," as ap-

plied to the Grass crop. If " H." means
that, upon the farms under Grass, there

will be crops of all sorts—some old,

some young, some dying out—I can only

say that such a state of things may be

permitted where experiment is being

made, but would be altogether wrong
(Mice a decision has been arrived at as

to the best time of sowing, when of

course all Grass would be alike. As
regards frost, we have lately had good
experience, and if the Grass has attained

A'igour before it is attacked by the

winter, its growth alone is checked, and
the first spring cutting delayed.

It does not appear that either the

most profitable mode of cultivating

Italian Rye-grass has yet been deter-

mined, or that any number of cuttings

for one season can be fixed, or the

plough be set to work with any regu-

larity of date. The weather varies too

much to permit of any very arbitrary

rule, at one time allowing the Grass

almost to expend itself within a year

from the date of sowing, and at another

prolonging its life and its cuttings. Let
me now give the particulars of two
plots of grass-land, by the results of

which I think we shall be guided, rather

than by to those of plots which, being

sown too late last autumn, have again

been sown this spring, or of plots sown
in March, 1S69.

A piece of very poor land, of 34 acres

(having a gravelly subsoil), was sown
down early in August last year, a good
plant was obtained, and a cutting of 64

tons an acre was taken between September 14 and l6

last. The Grass being full of vigour has stood the

winter veiy well, and now presents a strong first-rate

appearance.

We begin to cut it to-day, and although the first cut will

be consumed on the farm, or sent away loose, the greater

portion of it will I hope become long enough to bundle

before the week is very far advanced. Supposing, then,

this crop receives proper treatment, there seems nothing

wanting to ensure a good result but sewage and time.

If we arc limited to a year, however, we cannot hope

for more than six cuttings, as "H." very correctly

observes ; and I very much doubt that the Grass will,

in August next, be in such a state of exhaustion as to

warrant its being ploughed up, or that by that date we
shall have run up a score of 70 tons per acre for 1870.

If we continue our cuttings, as, indeed, we hope to' do,

as late in the year as we can, we shall learn what effect

liberal dressings of sewage and frequent cuttings have

• May be obtained from Wame & Co., Bedford Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. : Mctchim & Son, Clemcnfs Lane, E.G.; and
Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, E.G.
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on the life of this crop, and whether it will be more
,

profitable to allow the Grass to live on to the spring of
,

1 87 1, or plough it up at the end of this year for a

following crop of Potatos. The other experiment

to which I would refer is where some 6^ acres of land i

vei7 similar to the last was sown down at the end
j

of August or beginning of September, but from which
|

we were not able to obtain a crop last autumn. It also ;

has stood the winter very well, but was hurt by the
\

frost more than the last crop I have referred to ; and
;

as the decayed Grass might have acted injuriously, we
j

cut it over, beginning on March 23, and obtained

15 tons 24 cwt. over all It is now looking wonder-

fully strong and healthy, and will bear a heavy crop in

about 10 days' time, if not sooner. I think we ran

some risk in cutting this Grass when we did, as sharp

unexpected frosts followed the scythe, and in some

instances the sewage too, but at present there is a good

strong crop over all.

0//ifr Crops than Grass.—Your correspondent must

pay us a visit during the summer and judge for him-

self whether the weights of the Mangel crops, or the

amount of "green stuff" produced on the farm have

been over-stated or over-estimated in the pamphlets to

which 1 referred him—indeed, I hope to show increased

quantities over those staled ; and as the period as

regards the growth of Cabbages and other market

garden produce to which he points must be very

distant, at all events in the vicinity of large towns, we
shall have an opportunity of witnessing their growth.

If, however, our market gardeners do not follow the

example of those near Paris, and leave the sewage for

the farmers, there will be no difficulty in satisfying them
that any crop may be giown successfully either by sewage
directly applied, or in land which has received it.

J'alitc of Se7vagc.—\\. appears to me that the value

of sewage will always depend upon circumstances,

that no one sum can be fixed upon as its representative,

and that its intrinsic value in any instance cannot be
ascertained until the highest average crops which it is

capable of producing have been obtained. It therefore

is premature to contrast the value of farmyard manure,
established through long practice, with that of sewage,

but so far as trustworthy data serve, 25 to 30 tons per

acre of farmyard manure would often fail to produce a

heavy crop of Mangels or Savoys, whilst the half of

the 5500 tons of sewage, named by "H.," would
alway secure it.

Haymakiyig of Italian Kye-grass.— This is, of course,

the wrong thing to attempt upon land from which
heavy crops of Grass are expected, unless artificial

means are used, when I believe no difficulty would be

found in obtaining a good sale for it. Those who have
grown this Grass for hay, speak well of it for horse

fodder.

Clay Land. — We have no experience of it here

under irrigation, but from what I learn from Mr.

Clifford of Warwick, our rotation of crops would

scarcely suit his land.

Fallows.—Would it not be possible to dress clay-

lands when fallow by putting it up into ridges across

the fall of the land where steep, so as to check the

flow, and retain the sewage in the furrows ? Leading
furrows made with the plough would conduct it without
trouble or waste. I should think that an even pre-
pared surface of clay-land, without any crop in it to
arrest or lake up the dressing, would be about as

difficult a mode of getting sewage into the land as could
well be imagined. I, however, repeat, I have no
experience in working clay-land, and merely offer these

remarks as suggestions.

Laying-out Land.—There is scarcely sufficient expe-
rience at present to give the statement of an average

cost per acre any value. The general formation of the

land—the size of the farm which has to be prepared

for the reception of sewage—the plan upon which the

land is to be cultivated—whether the farmer has to

consume a daily supply of sewage, or only take it just

when he pleases—arc amongst the questions which will

influence the cost of laying out the land. We have
expended as little as jQz \os. per acre on some of the

land which we have farmed without much hand-labour,

and we have spent a good deal more on other lands

which required much hand-labour, and the removal of

earth to avoid trouble and expense in its cultivation.

If the land is at first carefully laid out, although at

an increased cost, the excess will soon be repaid by the

saving in after labour, but when the difficulties attend-

ant on the application of sewage demand an expendi-

ture approaching anything like half the limit quoted by
*' H." the sewage would naturally be diverted on to

more favourably farmed land. Henry J. Morgan^
Lodge Farm, Barkuig, April iS.

A GRICULTURAL STA TISTICS.

[We continue the publication of the official Tables.]

Statement of the Population and Area, and of the Acreage under Crops and Grass for Hay, in various British Colonies.

(The Area and Acreage are stated in English Statute Acres.)

Description of Crops
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tenants very long leases of their land, at exceeding low

rents."

Then the Enclosure Commissioners report on the

character of the waste land which is enclosed under

authority. Since 1827 about 1,000,000 acres have

been enclosed, and a large portion of it brought into

cultivation. This is not much, seeing that population

has about doubled since that date ; but it proves, in

spile of the disadvantage under which agriculture

labours in this country, that it has paid to cultivate a

large amount of waste land. It may, however, be

said, that tlie land will not pay to cultivate, and that

whatever has remained out of cultivation does so upon
the sound commercial principle of its not paying.

Now when we say this we must be very clear as to

what we mean by "paying." I contend that no one

is justified in wasting (to a clearly appreciable extent)

the productive power of land ; and it must be remem-
bered, that although the land may not pay on the

entire investment, including the purchase-money, it

certainly will pay on the capital necessary to bring it

into cultivation ; there is, therefore, no ground for

shirking the outlay—it is perfectly clear that the land

pays no one while lying waste. Far more strongly does

this argument tell in regard to common land that has

been taken from the community, and allotted to pro-

prietors with the express object of bringing it into culti-

vation for the general good.

I cannot wish for a better illustration of the unjusti-

fiable waste of good land, and of the contrast between

the interest c»f large and small landowners in the culti-

vation of tlie soil, than is afforded by a common in my
own neighbourhood, called Titchfield Common. 1

shall content myself with a bare narrative of the facts

of the case. This common was set out in allotments

to large and small owners, in 1862, in the following

proportion :

—

Land set out to 22 owners in parcels exceeding eight Acres.

Leaving uncultivated 8

These eight acres remaining, I believe, in the hands

of speculators or lipholders. The capital necessary to

bring this land into cultivation amounts to /'lo or /^\z,

and the average rent ranges from 301. to .^3, small

tenants paying the highest rent, and, I need hardly

say, purely for the sake of the produce of the soil.

I now come to the consideration of royal forests and

woodlands. These extend to about 100,000 acres.

As nearly three-fourths of this is situated in our own
county, the woods and forests question may be con-

sidered essentially a Hampshire one. We are thus

brought, therefore, to our own province. According

to the Board of Trade Returns, just published, Hamp-
shire contains 1,070,316 acres. Out of this area we
have—531,112 under all kinds of crops, bare fallow,

and Grass under rotation; 154,428 under pennanent

pasture ; 384,676 acres, or more than one-fourth of it,

waste or unaccounted for.

Deducting 30,000 acres for water in rivers and

estuaries, we are still left with 334,676 acres of wood-

land and common. I feel that you can all judge far

better than myself of the amount of this which might

be under profitable cultivation. Mr. Blundell calcu-

lates that in Crown lands, heaths and commons, mud-
lands, and estuaries, there are in this county 130,000

acres which might be profitably converted into use as

arable or pasture. If Mr. Blundell's 130,000 acres

were absorbed into use, we should still have over

200,000 acres of wild land, which surely is as much as

we can afford in a popiUous county. If, however,

there is some misappropriation of woodland, how much
more is there misappropriation of land in common and

heath, and I should like to know where is the bit of

common land that has once been got into cultivat'

that it does not pay to continue in cultivation. '

greatest waste of land is in the New Forest. I have

always understood myself (although Mr. Dickinson is

probably as good an authority as any one) that there are

in the New Forest about 30,000 acres of corn-growing

land. If this be so, why should not the successful

precedent of Wychwood Forest be followed with this

amount, by reclaiming it, dividing into farms, and

letting on leases of 31 years, reserving out of the rest

complete common rights for the neighbourhood, and

especially for the poor, who have suffered too much
hitherto from enclosures? I would rather this were

done than see it merely sold and absorbed into the

unproductive "pleasure ground" of the rich.

Capt. Maxse proceeded to contend that a country

could not be regarded as overpopulatcd before all

its resources were developed. What we suffer from

is, the congestion in the towns and depletion

in the provinces. The method in which population

is reckoned conveys a very fallacious idea. For
instance, it is said that England and Wales have

347 persons to the square mile, but in some districts

we have not more than one person to the square mile,

and in the east end of London we have 130,000

persons to the square mile. The really important

result to population is its distribution. While we have

11,000,000 in the towns, there are but 9,000,000 in the

country ; whilst Belgium with a poor soil is better off,

although she has 430 persons to the square mile, for

out of her population of 5,000,000, 1,500,000 hve in

towns, and 3,500,000 in rural parishes. In France, of

the population of 38,000,000, 23,000,000 are rural, and

15,000,000 non-rural.

Notwithstanding apparent wealth there is some cause

that prevents capital turning itself upon English land and

ploying English labour. We want to grow more food.

In order to do this, three ingredients are necessary, capi-

tal, labour, and soil. We have them all in superabund-

ance. But the capital flies abroad, the labour goes to the

workhouse and the gaol, and the soil lies waste. Look
at the amount of food we import from other countries.

I believe myself we are too dependent upon other

countries for food. Free trade is right, but home
waste is wTong. Even granting that we can obtain

cheaper from other countries than we can grow it

ourselves, it is quite certain that we already grow some

at home, and if we can, we should grow more. But put-

ting'entirely on one side our importation of Wheat, there

yet remains an expenditure of ^^42,000,000 in foreign

agricultural produce and stock. Since 1S54, our im-

portations of food have almost doubled. Now, how
much of this food might we not grow at home ? Look
at the price of meat, a commodity which it is costly to

import ; compare the present price with its past. In

the 1 6th century, beef and pork were sold at \d. alb.,

and veal at \d. ; in the 1 8th century, it rose to 30'. alb. ;

and now in the 19th century it has risen to a prohi-

bitory price as far the poor are concerned.

gain, what a volume of comment is afforded in

that single item about eggs—i^i,000,000 for foreign

eggs ! Our dairy produce, not less than our meat

growth, is—it must be confessed—miserably deficient.

The reason of this is that dairy produce is the result of

small farms, and these we have very nearly abolished

in England.

What is the cause of Falilt Land lying Waste?—
The cause is to be attributed to our land system,

because it promotes the accumulation of land into few

hands, artificially restricts its circulation in the market,

and encourages an artificial value being placed upon

land, which is detrimental to its true agricultural value.

The first proposition that the land system promotes the

accumulation of land in few hands, is proved by the

fact that whereas in 1770 there were 250,000 mral

landowners in England, we find ourselves at the last

census (1861) with but 30,766, and is illustrated by the

following passage from a very valuable work that has

recently been published, entitled "Systems of Land

Tenures in Various Countries." The article I quote

from is by Mr. Cliffe Leslie, upon the land system in

France. He says :
—"The contrast between the land

systems of France and England, two neighbouring

countries at the head of civilisation, may, without

exaggeration, be called the most extraordinary spec-

tacle which European society offers for study to political

and social philosophy. The English census of 1861

returned 30,766 landowners, and 249,461 farmers,"

and he goes on to tell us that, by the latest

official statistics in France there are 5,000,000

rural proprietors, of whom nearly 4,000,000 are

actually cultivators of the soil (the area of France

being but one-third larger than Great Britain). He
begged they would not think he advocated the

French law of compulsory sub-division, which he

proceeded to explain (although we may be quite

sure that the effect of resisting moderate proposals

will be that it will be ultimately demanded, and pos-

sibly conceded in a panic). The evil effect of our land

ystem is, that cultivation is not the primary object of

»vnership of land, and therefore that agricultural pro-

duce is not the measure of its value. There are two

forms of value attached to land—the one is what may
be called the residential value, and the other the agri-

cultural value ; and in this country the residential

value (which of course is a legitimate one within reason-

able limits) supersedes the agricultural value. The
attention of the commtmity has never been aroused to

the importance of the subject, and it is to be feared

never will be, until the evil of the land system makes

itself known in some disastrous manner.

An interesting discussion followed, in which Mr. Blundell,

Mr. J.
Withers, Mr. Spooner, and other gentlemen took

part. Having briefly replied. Captain Maxse proposed a

resolution to the effect that, whilst there are so many
millions of acres Iving waste, the Chamber was of opinion

that attention should be directed to its cultivation as a

means of employing our surplus population rather than to

the question of emigration.

THE LABOURER IN CHESHIRE.
Few regular hands are kept, as a rule, on the dairy

farms of Cheshire, owing to there being but a small

proportion of arable land belonging to each. Women
are not much employed in the fields, but many are

kept in most farmhouses to attend to the cheese-

making. The great influx of Irish into this county

during the spring and summer months remedies the

scarcity of labourers that would otherwise be felt, par-

ticularly in the harvest and other busy times ; such as

the harvesting of early Potatos (of which many are

grown for the Manchester and other markets), and the

hoeing and pulling of Tumips. On some farms,

indeed, no Englishmen are employed, except those

required to go with the teams.

Mr. Stanhope, one of the commissioners who have

been inquiring into the employment of women and

children in agriculture, in his report upon Cheshire,

writes on this subject as follows :

—

" Almost the whole of these parishes being laid down
in permanent pasture, the amount of labour required

for the cultivation of the land is small ; but for this,

the want of sufficient cottage accommodation near the

farms would be a more serious evil than it now appears

to be. Nevertheless, this fact, coupled with the great

drain of the agricultural population into the manu-
facturing and mining districts, has led many of the

dairy farmers to employ only such men as they can

board and lodge in then- houses, and has induced almost

all to dispense with as much outdoor labour as

possible. During the summer, when it is essential, it

is supplied to a great extent by the Irish, who flock

over from their own country for the two or three

months of harvest, or who, crowded together into the

towns of Northwich, Middlewich, or Knutsford, work
on the farms a considerable distance from their homes.

This has now become so recognised a system, that

some landlords have added to their farmhouses a room
specially for the Irish."

Wages differ considerably, according to the locality ;

in the neighbourhood of the manufacturing towns they

are high, and as a rule they are on the increase ; but,

on the whole, they are still lower than in many
other counties. This is perhaps owing, in some mea-

sure, to the advantages enjoyed in many parts, of low

rents, &c. On many estates there is a portion of land

set apart, in allolinents, at a moderate rent, for the

benefit of the agricultural labourers, which enables

them to grow sufficient Potatos for their use during the

year ; and many grow a small patch of Barley or Oats,

which provides them with food and bedding for a pig.

There are veiy few labourers in this county who do not

feed a pig for their own use, and some are able also to

feed one to sell. Where they have not the benefit of

these allotments, the farmer generally allows them suf-

ficient land to grow their Potatos, for which they pay

about 2s. 6J. per rood of 64 yards, the farmer finding

the horse labour and manure, the labourer undertaking

to keep the land clean. In some few parts of the

county they have enough of land to enable them to

keep a cow ; this is a great boon, especially where

there is a young family, but it is not at all a general

thing. However, in all parts of the county there is a

facility of obtaining buttermilk at a very trifling cost,

and that is a very wholesome beverage.

One great advantage which the labourers of Cheshire

have over many other counties is the cheapness of fuel.

Cheshire is surrounded by great coal fields, and thus

coal is to be obtained at ios. per ton at Chester.

Twelve shillings per week is about the average rate

for ordinary day labourers during the winter, and 14?.

in the summer. In harvest time it may reach i&s. per

week. In some places, instead of the extra money in

the har\-est time, the men get their meals at the farm

house, and in that case the wages are about 131. per

week through the year. Ploughmen get 14?. per week;

or if they have their meals in the house, as is some-

times the case, from ys. to 8j. per week.

A youth of from 1 8 to 20 years of age, to attend to

the horses, under the head w.aggoner, gets from £g to

;,^io per annum, with board; a cowman lis. per

week, with his breakfast. During the harvest time the

men get three pints of ale per day, one in the morning,

another at 3 P.M., and again at 5 P.M., at which time

they also have some bread and cheese. When they

receive this they are expected to work as long as may

be required, but sometimes, when kept very late in

carrying hay or com, they get an extra pint. The

wives of the labourers, under favourable circumstances,

may also earn from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per week by milking.

One farmer, who lives in the neighbourhood of Tar-

porley, which is pretty nearly in the centre of the

county, wTites :
—" Wages are increasing ; I should

think the average is about I+r. or 15/. per week,

including extras, such as Potato ground, food in

harvest time, milk, &c. These things are often over-

looked in estimating the wages of the agricultural

labourer."

The state of the cottages has much to do with the

condition of the agricultural labourer ; and in Cheshire,

as a rule, not only are the majority of thein badly

constructed and small, but in many parts there is a

great scarcity of them, and, in consequence, the unfor-

tunate labourer has to walk great distances to and

from his work. A man who has to do this cannot

possibly get through the same am9unt of work for his

master as one living close at hand, and, moreover, has

little or no time left to attend to the proper cultivation

of his garden when he gets home. It is not the rule

for farms to have cottages attached to them, although

it is the case on some estates ; and in these instances,

not only is it a great thing for the labourer, but also

for the fanner himself, who then has it in his power to

keep only steady, useful men about him, and has them

close upon the spot when any unforeseen occurrence

requires their attendance at other than the regular

hours, which is sometimes the case.

The internal aiTangement of the generality of

cottages in this county is anything but good ; as a rule,
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lliey liave only one living-room, in which the cooking,

washing, kc, have all to be done; and perhaps two

bedrooms, and, in very many instances, only one,

which the parents and the whole of a large family of

children, of both sexes, some grown up, or nearly so,

have 10 sleep ; and this is no doubt one great reason

why morality is frequently but lax ; besides which, this

crowding together cannot conduce to good health.

Very often, moreover, there is a hole full of stagnant

water close to the front door, into wiiich all sorts of

dirty slops are thrown ; while within a few feet of the

back door are pigstye and privy and a heap of manure.

Some of the landowners, foremost among whom may
be mentioned the late Marquis of Westminster, have

]atterly been erecting good and commodious cottages

for the use of labourers employed by the farmers upon
their estates. The usual rent paid for cottages wher
there is a garden of from 10 to 15 roods of ground, is

from £4 to £6 ; where there is land sufficient to keep
a cow added, it is from about ;^S to ;^io per annum.
The labourers of Cheshire are not, generally speak

ing, very provident, but many of them are members of

friendly societies, sick clubs, or some other institution

of that class, which is a gi^eat thing for them in case of
illness, as they have usually medical attendance free,

and receive also ys. or Ss. per week out of the funds

while they are unable to work. In some cases, too,

there is an allowance after a member attains a certain

age, or is incapacitated from work ; unfortunately,

however, many of these clubs are based upon a bad
system, and frequently have not sufficient funds in hand
for the calls made upon them, and if at the end of the

year there should be a balance in hand it is divided

among the members, and they tnast to the next monthly
payments and what donations they may get behig
sufficient to meet all demands.
The want of education is very perceptible among the

generality of farm labourers in Cheshire, many of them
cannot read and veiy few indeed can write, and ai

'

metic is almost unknown. This is observable not only
among the older people but also among the young, and
is doubtless owing to the want of a proper grounding it

these subjects. It is but a short time that the parent

can affijrd to let their children attend school, and the

schoolmaster has often too many upon his hands at

once, so that those who are slow at learning are left to

talce their chance ; and these children, when they go
to service, very soon forget what little they have learned.

In consequence of some of the parishes being so large

the distance to the national school from the outskirts is

too gieat for young children. The Irish who come to

this country are far before the labourers of Cheshire in

the matter of education.

Religion is a thing veiy little thought about by the

agricultural labourer of Cheshire, very few, indeed, ever

go to church at all, and the majority of those who profe;

any religion at all are dissenters ; in most parishes there

are chapels, but they are for the most part badly
attended. Great numbers never go into a place of
worship, and among those who do, you rarely find a
seriously-minded person, and, as a natural consequence,
there is hardly ever a thoroughly trustworthy man in this

class to be met with. In some places, both parents

and children are little better than heathens. The cause
of this must be, in a great measure, the supineness of
the clergy. The rector or vicar of the parish, in many
instances, has other demands upon his time, and per-

haps does not go the round of his parish once in 12
months ; happily this is not always the case, and there

are many good and true men to be found, who devote
their time to their parish, and labour among the poor.

Drunkenness prevails greatly in some districts, but
fortunately is generally less frequent among the labourers

than in other classes ; this is doubtless owing, in some
measure, to the lack of temptation ; many of the

cottages being great distances from the villages, and
therefore from the alehouses. The Cheshire Agri-
cultural Society, as well as the smaller local ones, have
done, and still are doing much good, by ofiering prizes

for the neatest cottage and best cultivated garden ; also

for labourers who have worked the longest time on the
same farm, or under the same master or mistress ; also

for the couple who have brought up the largest family
without parochial assistance, and in the best manner.
Prizes are also given to the male and female farm servants
who have been in the same employ the greatest number
of years, and have conducted themselves in a good and
moral manner. And notwithstanding the picture I

have drawn, the condition of the agricultural labourer
in this county is improved, when it is compared with
what it was some years back. IF. Dickenson Falm,
micot, Salop.

Jonic Comspoiibentc.
Straw and Roots consumed on the Land.—

I

must take exception to another of Mr. Lawes' con-
clusions— " 2. That excepting undcrspecial agi'eement,
and with the purchase of stable dung, no straw or root
crops should be sold off the farm." Here is Mr.
Lawes taking up the cry of the old hound—the land
agent, who, in everything he does, tries to please the
master who pays him ; so in all agi'eements he puts
in this stupid clause: and what does it do? Just
nothing ; for straw and roots cannot be sold off
the farm ; Mr. Lawes' few exceptional bits may,
and that is all, for the farmer has not a customer

to sell them to. England's towns do get a

supply of hay, straw, and roots from Mr. Lawes'
exceptional men. They always have had a supply of

whatever they need, and they always will—let land
agents put whatever special clause mto their agree-

ments they may. When the towns are supplied the

fanners' shop for straw, &c., is shut ; straw, &c., must
mainly be consumed upon the land, therefore landlords

may cast their special clause to the wind, and give over
crying for protection that they never have had, nor
e\'er will have. Now, let us see how Mr. Lawes would
compensate a man for increasing the production of

straw and consuming it upon the land. He tells

you that an unmanured Wheat plot gave on an
average 14 cwt. of straw per acre ;

" whilst plot l6
gave over the 13 years of heavy manuring 464 cwt."
Then, accordingto this evidence, the unmanuring farmer
would have in 13 years 9 tons 2 cwt. of straw to go
back to another part of his farm in the shape of manure,
whilst in the same parish the manuring farmer would
have 30 tons 4^ cwt. of straw to go back to his farm in

the shape of manure—or an excess over the manuring
man of 21 tons 2^ cwt. Now let us see how Mr.
Lawes would compensate this man for his excess of

21 ton 24 cwt. of straw, in the shape of a permanent
improvement, which it certainly must be; for Mr. Lawes
tellsus himself that farmyard manures are those on which
we must rely for durability. Take his plot of giass-land,

for instance, that with a regular manuring for some years

with farmyard dung kept up its productiveness ''for

six years aftenvards without any ftirther application of

manure," and that at 43 cwt. per acre. Now, for this

21 tons 2.\ cwt, of straw produce, and consumed upon
a farm within a period of thirteen years, Mr. Lawes
would give to the tenant at the end of that period "the
consuming value of the straw which he leaves in excess of

that which he entered upon ;
" that is, they are to have

the eating value of a year's straw at leaving, if any
remains unconsumed, and the landlord is to pocket
the lion's share— the whole of the 21 tons 24 cwt.

of straw, or rather the whole of that quan-
tity made into manure, and applied to his land in

the shape of permanent improvement, without any
acknowledgment whatever. If this is Mr. Lawes' justice

to the farmers of England, I do not know what justice

means. It appears to me something like giving a big

man a pat on the back whilst picking a little man's
pocket, and I will give an illustration of the matter. I

highly manure with artificial manure 14 acres of land
for Barley, and I take straw and all away every year,

and send the straw when made into manure on to my
heavy land, where it is very valuable—Mr. Lawes'
evidence shown above to wit. This year I shall send
200 tons of manure from my bottom land to my heavy
land, then I contend that under such treatment my
farm will yearly be permanently improved, yet upon
Mr. Lawes' plan all a tenant could claim would be the

eating value of a year's straw. Why landlords should
cry out, themselves and through their agents, for

protection, I cannot understand,—binding a man from
selling a thing (straw) that cannot be sold, there being
no customer, and from cropping his land as he likes.

For a landlord to insist upon the former is quite
childish, and Mr. Lawes' evidence is dead against the
latter. Mr. Lawes is sound in his three conclusions,

"That tenants should be required to keep the land free

from weeds, "&c. That isall a landlord need trouble him-
self about. Look to past practice ; tenants have improved
their lands and landlords have shoved up their rents, thus
taxing the tenant for his own improvement. I know of
plenty of cases to bring to bear upon this. The land-
lords may have given a few tiles to a persevering

tenant, and that is all, and now Mr. Lawes' would
have them increase their yearly production of straw by
the aid of artificial manure, and thus peimanently
improve their holdings ; with nothing but the eating

value of a year's straw that they can call their own,
as a kind of acknowledgment from their landlords.

Such one-sided agreements as Mr. Lawes' would
not give justice to the farmers of England.
If Mr. Lawes had "tortured Rothamsted with the
huge contrivances of modern times"—that is, with
steam cultivation—instead of trying to enrich the land-

lord at the tenant's cost, it would have been very much
more creditable to him. His tables are well worth a
pat on the back, but his principal conclusions, rotten

at the bottom, are regularly rootfallen. With such
evidence as this before us, we need not wonder why
capital is shy at offering itself to the land, through a

tenant, to be swallowed up by the landlord. William
Sifiithj Woolst07i, Blctchley Station^ Bticks^ April 14.

Application of Steam-Power to Draining.

—

It has occurred to me that steam-power, now so com-
monly in use for ploughing and cultivating land, might
be applied with much advantage to deep draining. A
few days ago, in crossing a field where some drainers

were at work, I was surprised to observe the hard work
that was required to drive the heavy draining spade
through the varying strata to the depth of 4 feet. At
top was about lo inches of mould, then 14 inches of
stiff yellow clay, next 6 inches of " iron band " (a con-

ete of gravel and iron pyrites), followed by 12 inches
of indurated whitish clay, under which in some parts of
the field was a thin layer of white gritstone, which
generally contained much water, and beneath which

a bluish clay. In other parts of the same field was
a thin seam of "coal smut" and iron band, with a

whitish clay between. The indurated clay was found
throughout the whole of that and the neighbouring
fields, making the work hard and not very remunera-
tive, although paid at the rate of 3J-. %d. per chain.
Now 3^. %d. per chain, at a distance of 9 yards apart in
the drains, makes a cost of about £^ \Zs, for labour
per acre, and with the cost of tiles, at £2 3^. ^d. per
acre, a total cost of ;^8 3^. td. per acre, without
including the cartage of the tiles, which is undertaken
by the tenant. As the money is borrowed of one of
the Land Dainage Companies at £'] per cent., it will

be seen that the charge upon the tenant in percentage
for the capital expended on the drainage, and to be
repaid in thirty years, must raise his rent per acre so
high that few tenant-fanners can afford to pay it at
the present price of com. Hence, much improvable
land remains undrained, and agricultural progress is at

a standstill. The application of steam-power seems to

me the only means of remedying this evil. A traction-

engine could easily traverse the ground, and draw
along a subsoil plough or other implement suited to
the purpose of breaking up the soil, which a sufficient

number of men might be employed to throw out, and
cut the sides of the drain clean, and so prepare it for
the next application of the plough. Thus, in about
four journeys or traversings of the traction-engine, the
drain would be completed to the depth rcciuired ; or,

if a stationary engine were more readily obtained, the
wire-rope used in steam-ploughing could be easily set to
work, and many of the engines used for threshing could
be earning money at periods of the year when other-
wise they would be idle. My object in writing this is

merely to suggest the application of steam-power to

drainage to some of the agiicultural implement makers
of the day, who would soon invent implements suited

to the purpose. That there would be some difficulties

to surmount in stony and very wet and soft ground,
where the engine could not work or travel, is to be
expected ; but I am persuaded that its powers might be
applied with great advantage in the majority of cases

of drainage, to the great advantage of both tenant
and landlord. Clericus.

Foreign Correspondence.
Valenciennes.—French Agriculture.—The follow-

ing are the replies of M. Gustave Hamoir to Mr.
James Howard, M.P. :—Landed estates here are very
much divided. There are few large properties. All
are let on lease, and, if large, are often distributed
among several tenants. T\\'enty-five acres are con-
sidered a large extent. Ten acres may be considered
as the average. A large number are only i^ acre. It

is a rare exception for the landed proprietors to farm
their own estates. A great number of farmers have a
fourth or more of their land their own property, and
hire the rest on lease. There are some farms of 450 to

650 acres ; but the mean size of a farm must be con-
sidered 34 acres, and such farms may be considered to
predominate. The average rent of land is 72^.

per acre. Large and small farmers compete for the
land. The very small fanners pay a higher price,

because they have to do with small plots, and do
not offer so good a guarantee to the proprietor.

The difference in the rent of the various classes

of land does not bear any analogy to the natural quality
of the soil, as high farming based upon root crops has
brought all land almost to the same level. Leases
are generally and almost entirely for nine years. The
leases are generally made out by deeds before a notary

;

each proprietor adds some particular clauses of little

importance. The rotation of crops is no longer stipu-

lated for, except indeed for the last two years. What
is most generally required, is a tliorough manuring
three years before the expiration of the lease. The
following is a common rotation :—Beetroot, Wheat,
Clover, Wheat, Oats, Beetroot ; or, Beetroot, Wheat,
Oats, Clover, Beetroot. Large farmers have no rota-

tion of crops. Many have one-third to one-fourth of
their land in Beetroot ; the largest farmers, one-half
and more in roots.—The following are the average
crops per acre :

—

Beetroot.. .. 18 tons.

Wheat .. .. 31 bushels graiu .. .. 36 cwt. straw.
Oats .. ..60 , 32 ,,

Clover .. ., ist cut, 2 totis .. .. 2d cut, 1 ton.

Artificial manure is beginning to become popular.

Some use guano at the rate of 3^ cwt. per acre, besides
16 tons per acre of farmyard manure. Others apply

9| cwt. per acre of rape or colza cake, \\ cwt. per acre

of guano, besides the farmyard manure. Oilcake is the

manure most used. Guano is becoming less esteemed,
because it gives bad Sugar-Beetroot. I have established

a manufactory of artificial manure suitable for different

plants and soils, which has increased considerably, and
excites competition. In ploughing for roots 10 inches

is the ordinary depth ; the large farmers who have
plenty of power turn up the soil 12 to 14 inches, and
often 16 inches deep. The depth of ploughing for

cereals is 7 to 8 inches. The following particulars

relate to cost of labour :—One or two are men hired by

the year, and are paid a fixed wage of 24 to 27 bushels

of corn for the summer months, and %s. a week in

money for the rest of the year, besides Sj-. at the hiring

and at festivals. In harvest time piecework is the

and a man may at this season earn from 3J-. to ^r.

a day, and a woman \s. 8d. The general wages of

women are lOrt'. per day in summer, and, like the men,
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they often work by the piece. I send you the tariff for

the various operations performed upon the farm :

—

Cutting hay, Clover, Lucerne, &c. ; first cut jx. 6cf. per acre.

Ditto, ditto, second cut 211 ,,

Bag-hooking corn, Oats. &c 55 ,,

Putting in sheaves not bound 14 ,,

Ditto in shocks .. .. ..23 ,,

Making binds o 8 per 100
Cocking Clover, Lucemc, &c. .

.

..14 per acre.

Hand-sowing cereals ..05* ,,

Ditto artificial manure .

.

..07'
Spreading dung (16 tons per acre) .. ..14 ,,

Ditto lime, ago kilos, per hect 14
Loading and unloading manure .

.

. . o si per ton.

Emptying the stables of manure .

.

..04^ ,,

Hand-hoeing Beetroot four times .

.

. . 12 9 per acre.

(The horse-hoeing is supplementary.
(

Hoeing " Rutabagas' once (.Artichokes) ..32
Drawing Beetroot, cutting off leaves, and

loading up 13 10
Setting out "Ruubagas" (Artichokes). .. jo lo ,,

Feeders of the threshing machine . . . . 34 per sack.

Land sells from ^96 to ;i^i44 per acre. When
there has been a succession of good crops for several

years, and the farmer has saved money, the price of
small lots is considerably augmented, because the
ordinary farmer does not and will not appreciate
any other investment than land, and buys, there-

fore, at any price when there is a possibility of
doing so. I have known land sold at ^192 per acre.

-We have sufficient manual labour. Our district

is covered with sugar factories. The price of manual
labour is high for a short time during winter, while it is

low in other places. This allows workmen to tide over
difficult times without suffering, and to wait for the
spring season. Emigration is insignificant in this part.

Wages have risen 20 per cent, during the last 20 years.

The farmer has nothing to do with finding the

labourer a dwelling. A labourer has mostly a cottage
belonging to him, either bequeathed by his parents or
built with his first savings. The poorest have to hire

their house from some house proprietor. Each family

occupies a separate house. The farmer has nothing
to do with the wants of the labourer ; in excep-
tional cases, however, he lets him a small portion
of land to cultivate, for which a rent is charged.
Foot-and-mouth disease and pleuro-pneumonia are two
diseases which are frequently prevalent amongst us.

The former presents itself as an epidemic, contagious
to the last degree. It extends from neighbour to

neighbour, and attacks all the stalls without sparing
one. Pleuro-pneumonia is permanent in certain farms,

but it presents itself rarely in its contagious character.

In my opinion this malady arises, according to the

hygiene or sanitary arrangements of the farm. If the

animals being fattened are fed to an extreme degree, if

the quantity of food absorbed exceeds the assimilative

power of the organs, pleuro-pneumonia arises, and
arises all the quicker if the substances given to the
animals contain irritating and volatile matter, such as

alcohol, acetic acid, or active essential oils. If the

animals do not receive the quantity of food sufficient

for their existence, or the quality which suits them—for

instance, a cow poorly fed and having remarkable
lactiferous qualities, draft oxen which are over-worked
—in these cases pleuro-pneumonia will arise. In the

first case the affection is easy to combat, because it

suffices to modify the conditions of feeding, to weaken
the animal, and diminish the inflammation of the

blood, a result which is obtained with ease ; but in the
second case, when you have to feed up the animal in

order to restore the equilibrium of its functions, a long
time is necessary, during which the disease progresses
and carries off the subject ; therefore, pleuro-pneu-
monia created in these last conditions is much more
terrible than the other. It is my opinion that a good
farmer ought never to have this disease except in

extreme cases of want of foresight, the causes of which
depend upon himself, or upon circumstances over
which he has no control. Sheep are rarely attacked with
small-pox or other disease except foot-rot, which prevails

almost continually. To cure it we cauterise the feet,

having previously washed them with sulphate of
copper.

Sodtli^s.
S TAFFOKDSHIRE.

Farm Capital.—-At a recent meeting of this Cham-
ber—the Earl of Harrowby presiding.—Mr. Car-
RiNGTON Smith introduced a discussion "On the
causes now in operation which discourage the applica-
tion of capital to agriculture." He attributed the dis-

couragement alluded to, to three principal causes. The
first was the unjust incidence of taxation on real

property. Next to this he considered that a great
deterrent was the infancy of the science of agriculture.

By that he meant, not that agriculture was in its'infancy,

but that the application of true scientific principles to
farming pursuits was very imperfectly understood. The
third cause was the deficiency of a good Land Bill, and
the total absence of power to compel compensation^
either to the landlord for dilapidation caused to his

land, or to the outgoing tenant for unexhausted
provements. On this point he must hold that as the
tenant ought to be paid for the latter, it was but a cor
relative that the landlord should be paid when the
tenant had suffered his farm to deteriorate. If agricul-

ture was to make that progress which it ought to make,
^nd which he felt it would make in its race with com-

ce, there must be a more general knowledge of the
productive capability of the soil ; there must be just

laws for landlord and tenant ; and all must press

forward shoulder to shoulder in friendly emulation.

These were the only means of securing success.

Mr. RoBOTHAM expressed disappointment that

Mr. Smith had not brought forward more causes than
he had done as a solution of the difficulty, and
remarked that in his opinion there were other reasons

why, in a country so densely populated as this, and
where such a great production of food was required,

men of capital and skill did not embark in agriculture.

He referred to that clause in leases which gives to the

landlord an exclusive right to the game ; and con-

cluded by moving— **That one chief cause which
prevents the employment of capital in agriculture is the

preservation of game by the landlords."

Mr. Stubbs, who seconded the resolution, said he
would be the last man to prevent his landlord commg
over his farm and having reasonable sport, but not to

such a serious extent at now existed.

Mr. Brawn objected entirely to many of Mr.
Carrington Smith's views, and did not altogether

agree with Mr. Robotham's. Capitalists, he said,

looked for both security and interest. Agiiculture

gave a smaller return for the capital employed than any
other industry, and it could not be said that it afforded

great security. It therefore became them to consider

how a better return could be secured. The last vestige

of protection on imported agricultural produce had
been removed, and the farmer was put on an unequal
footing with foreign producers. It was hence the duty
of Government to remove everyburden from agricultural

industry, which suffered almost exclusively the load of

increased pauperism caused by manufactures. Mr.
Brawn, in conclusion, submitted the following proposi-

tion :—"That the application of capital to agriculture

is discouraged by the absence of provisions which,
whilst protecting the interests of the landlord, would
give to the tenant security for money invested in

improvements on the farm. That the destruction of

crops by the ravages of ground game in many instances

causes considerable loss to the tenant-farmer; and that

the Malt-tax and existing law of levying local rates

almost exclusively on land and buildings are a great

discouragement to the application of capital to

agriculture."

The Earl of Lichfield said, in his opinion, the

main cause in operation which discouraged the appli-

cation of capital to agriculture was, in the first place,

the want of capital on the part of the tenant-farmers.

The fact was that in this country where the farms were
large the tenants were invariably men of capital. There
were considerable tracts of land in that county which
were not cultivated because of the want of sufficient

capital, and other parts were badly cultivated through
the tenant-farmers not having capital. He entirely

agreed with Mr. Smith when he talked of the necessity

for greater security for tenants' outlay ; but he thought
the application of capital upon a large scale to the land

must be a work of time. He did not think landlords

as a rule had been sufficiently business-like in their

agi-eements with tenants, but had been content to let

things go on, trusting to the good understanding which
usually existed between them. With regard to the

Earl of Warwick's published letter explaining his lord-

ship's views on the Game-laws, he thought his noble

friend was wrong in wishing to sec discussion on agri-

cultural matters stifled at meetings of that description.

He (Lord Lichfield) could not see what harm there could

be in discussing the question of the Game-laws. To avoid

such topics would be to avoid the discussion of

subjects the proper understanding of which would be
likely to produce a good feeling between tenant-farmers

and landlords, as it would .show to the tenants that the

landlords were willing to discuss matters that affected

them both in a rational spirit. As to the advancement
of agriculture, nothing operated so strongly in retard-

ing it as a want on the part of farmers of a scientific

knowledge, which could only be obtained by degrees.

His lordship advocated the necessity for a law which
would give ample compensation for permanent im-
provement by the tenant, and refeiTed to the different

customs existing in the counties of Lincoln and Stafford,

expressing an opinion that there should be one uniform
system. In some places landlords gave their tenants

power to kill rabbits upon their farms, but that power
was of little use when next to their farm there was a

cover into which the tenant could not go. The tenant

had no power to defend himself against the mischief

done by game. He thought that landlords ought not

only to give their tenants power to kill rabbits during a

certain time of the year, but they should also assist the

tenant to kill them. With regard to the Malt-tax,

every argument was against it except one, and that was
as to how the amount now raised would be raised if the

tax were abolished.

Mr. Br.\\vn"S resolution was ultimately carried.

Farmers' Clubs.
Brecon : April 2.—Popular Errors connected with

Veterinary Medicine.—Mr. FERRIS, veterinary surgeon,
read a paper on this subject, from which we make the
following extracts ;

—

The progress of veterinary science has done much
towards the amelioration and prevention of many

diseases, which formerly devastated the property of
the stockowners. How seldom do we now see
glanders, farcy, pole evil, fistulous affections, &c.
They now appear seldom, because our increased know-
ledge enables us to fathom not only the nature but the
cause of disease. Still, errors are committed. Can
any one think for a moment that the days of charms
have passed ? The man that has his animal charmed
with a view to remove disease must be extremely
ignorant, yet it is still common to find such men
charming a horse for something in the shoulder, and
keeping the animal in torture for days, and even months,
when the foot has been the seat of injui-y, whereas if

proper treatment had been resorted to at the beginning
of the injury the animal might have been relieved

almost immediately. From neglect of proper treat-

ment the foot often becomes diseased to an im-
mense degree, sinuses form in all directions,

rendering the animal a cripple during his lifetime.

Is it not a cruel operation to cut open the belly or

abdomen of an animal supposed by the ignorant to have
twist or gut-tie, when no such thing exists ? Not long
since I was called upon to go some four miles to operate
on a bullock which had the gut-tie, and bring such
instruments as were required for the operation. On
my arrival I found that I was only second, as the
owner had sent for an old practised hand, who was
sure it existed, and declared that he had operated on
scores in the manner mentioned above. I told him if

he had operated on scores in that way he had tortured the

poor dumb creatures enough, and that it would be
wisdom on his part not to do so any more, and a very
great saving to the owners, because the supposed
disease rarely existed in cattle. In this case the

bullock was suffering from mere constipation, and treated

byme accordingly, andinafewdays after the little animal
quite recovered, without having his belly cut through,
and his intestines roughly handled. Another error is

cutting the tail of cattle supposed to be diseased,

which supposed disease is known by various names,
such as tail-slip, tail-ill, notch-in-tail, &c. It is

thought to consist in a softening of the substance of
the tail some few inches from the end downwards, which
there can be easily doubled back upon itself; also, that

at the place where it is capable of being doubled it

has a soft relaxed or elastic kind of feel. Now, this

imaginary diseased state is a natural condition in the

tail of cattle ; but when an animal is weak or suffering

from almost any debilitating disease, this softening is

more perceptible ; hence it has led many to believe that

it is the tail which is diseased, when in reality it is only
a symptom of sickness. This injurious and cruel

operation is performed by making a longtitudinal

incision into the substance of this soft part of the tail,

and then filling it up with some irritating nostrum.
Many a poor cow, even while suffering from some real

constitutional disease, has been subjected to this tortur-

ing operation, and thereby has got added to her other

complaints a foul, sloughy, carious sore, frequently

causing a portion of the tail to rot off. Another error

is cutting or burning out the lampas and flaps, as they
are called, in young horses, in which the front teeth, as

a rule, are short, and, in consequence, the palate pro-

minent. When they evince a loss of appetite in addi-

tion to this appearance, they are said to have the lampas,
and if a sensible practitioner refuse to cut or bum
them, the horse is taken to a farrier or blacksmith, who
is ready with his hot iron to perform this useless and
cruel operation. Flaps are supposed to be on horses,

and more especially pigs that do not feed well. An
absurd and cruel operation is performed by cutting

out some of the loose tissue that connects the lips to the

jaw. Whoever will thus treat animals ought to be severely

punished. I may here observe the error of amputating
animals—tail-snicking, fortunately, is almost forgotten,

and it would be well if docking were so to. I think it

might be stopped if agricultural societies would not

award prizes to any animal that has been mutilated. It

is said that the cropping of dogs' ears and tails is vivi-

section with a vengeance, and ought to be taken notice

of by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals ; but think of the poor horse, how many a

one has suffered torture for days with that formidable
disease, lock-jaw or tetanus, caused chiefly by docking.
Many have died from its effects, others have been less

severely injured, aud have a partial contraction of some
of the muscles of the quarters, and have lost the
beautiful bending action, and tlrag their legs through-
out life as a consequence. When any portion of an
animal is amputated the cold always affects that part

sooner than any other. If, therefore, you cut off a

sheep's tail, you not only deprive it of a natural pro-

tection, but you also make the unguarded part tender

as well—so tender that when this operation has been
performed in cold weather animals have often died in

consequence. A very serious error is that of riding

and driving a horse about hurriedly when suffering

from an attack of colic, or gripes, and inflam-

mation of the bowels. There is a fixed opinion

that this is the best remedy for the disease,

whereas, though occasionally it effects a cure, in

nine times out of ten it causes the death of the animal.

Lastly, I may observe the errors of periodical bleeding

and physicing, which, however, are not so common as

foi-merly. The continual giving of diuretic balls and

powders is very erroneous, because such medicines

weaken the animal, and, more than that, they not'unfre-

quently bring on disease. A horse or other animal in
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^ood health requives no medicine of any kind, and all

balls, or powders, whether condition, alterative, cordial,

or any other sort, are to be condemned, as they only

tend to fill the pocket of the apothecary, and destroy

the health of the animal that receives them. Although

not an advocate for giving medicine when in liealth,

when disease occurs the case is quite different, for it

becomes our chief means in assisting Nature to bring

about a restoration to health ; and when it has been

applied early and judiciously, it has been the

salvation of many animals. Those who use medicine

for the cure of disease must have a thorough know-

ledge of the action and use of such medicine before

it can be applied judiciously, and also a knowledge

of the complaint for which it is used, otherwise

they are groping iheir way in utter darkness, and their

medicine becomes reduced to a mere lottery and

empiricism. From a want of this knowledge many an

animal has been lost ; hence to gain it is one great

object of our science. Many of the modem discoveries

made, and the doctrines promulgated, are worthy of

admiration, in the setting aside as erroneous opinions

once firmly maintained to be right, and the explanation

of the phenomena of health and disease. Before con-

cluding, I wish to say a few words on a subject which
was introduced by Mr. D. Downes at the last meeting.

I allude to the scab in sheep. It is really an extraordi-

nary thing that some farmers will not look after their

own interest, but from sheer laziness are content to

suffer the value of these animals to be lessened to an

almost inconceivable extent by so loathsome a disease.

This affection is one of the most contagious to which
the sheep is liable ; so much so that one scabbed
sheep is sufficient to affect the whole county. No
punishment can therefore be too severe for a man who
allows such an animal to stray

;
yet I constantly see

sheep about the roads one mass of scab, helping to

spread over the neighbourhood a disease which, by
proper care, might be wholly exterminated.

The Chairman said, with all due deference to Mr.
Ferris and to his skill as a veterinary surgeon, he
Ihought^^there was yet much to be learnt with regard to

the diseases of animals and the way of curing them. It

was a humiliating thought that when such a disease as the

cattle plague came into the land, with the knowledge
before us that it had reappeared from time to time, yet

the only remedy for the evil—if remedy it could be called

—was what was termed " stamping it out," which was
simply a eupheusitic phrase for wholesale slaughter. So
far back as the early times of the Roman empire the poet
Virgil described this very cattle disease, and recorded that

the only remedy was to slaughter all the herds that were
infected with it. He had seen it stated that the diseases

of pigs were manifold, and the remedy very uncertain;

and we were told to make bacon of them at once or give

them medicine. Now he thought that those who possessed
animals were greatly to blame, for he did not consider

that sufficient attention had been given to this important
question. They had not, in his opinion, given the encour-

agement to science wiiich they ought to.

Mr. Ferris, in answer to a question with regard to

cutting off sheep's tails, said he did not approve of the
practice, which he considered to be cruel as well as unne-
cessary. The tails of animals were never intended to be
cut off. As to the scab, if fat sheep took it they became
poor ; and poor sheep were more liable to it than fat ones

;

and the disease being highly contagious, a whole flock

would soon become infected.

MAIDSTONE.
The Diseases lucideuial to General Farm Stock.—

At a recent meeting of the Maidstone Farmers* Club
Professor Brown delivered a lecture on this subject.

Professor Brown said, they had at the very outset a
very inviting subject—he alluded to the mere fact of
the existence of disease, for when they came to consider
it was a most remarkable circumstance that a machine
so perfectly adapted to its work as the animal body
should ever get out of order. But from apparently
trifling causes they found this was the case. They had
the familiar example of a cold. A man one day in

perfect health, on the next he had what was known as

a very bad cold, and he ascribed it to some cause, such
as getting his feet wet, or the wind having changed, or
wearing a thicker or a thinner coat. That satisfied his

mind, and the minds of his friends, but a little reflection

would show how that he had done the same thing a
hundred times before, and had not caught cold, or any-
thing approaching to it. But among the lower in-

fusorial orders nothing seemed to injure them. If they
were turned inside out the stomach became skin and
the skin the stomach, and performed its functions just as

well as before. If they cut it to pieces, each piece, as
if to satirise their efforts, became a perfect animal.
As they ascended the scale animals had a more com-
plex arrangement, and were more liable to be disturbed.

One of the facts or assumed facts, to which he
would draw attention, was that disease depended upon
domestication. That he held to be a complete fallacy.

It was quite true that certain diseases, confined princi-

pally to human beings, depended on artificial modes of
life, but they could not disguise from themselves the
fact, that animals in what they called a state of nature,
and man in a similar condition, was liable to disease.
On the steppes of Eastern Europe, and Asia, where
animals were in the most natural conditions possible,
at liberty to make their selection of food, and with an
unbounded quantity of air, the most malignant affec-
tions, such as the cattle plague, and the Russian
steppe murrain, developed themselves. No doubt an

artificial system which favoured early development ren^

dered animals more liable to disease. The present

system of treating cattle was what he might term the

railroad system. The point was to breed animals of
the most exuberant character, and to place them in

positions where they would be able to obtain the

earliest maturity. The object of the breeder was that

his oxen might go to market at full growth, and if he
could obtain this at two years he would not be content

with a breed which would not do it under four. It

was the same with sheep. Circumstances forced the

farmer into the position, although no one would con
tend that the same nutriment and flavour would be
found in a haunch of mutton off a teg that were to be
found in a 4-year-old Southdown. The demand was
such that all their resources were inadequate to supply
it. Under these circumstances animals, it was true,

became subject to certain diseases, mainly of the diges

tive organs—that part of the body whose duty it was
to receive food, macerating it and preparing it for that

chemical change which preceded its ultimate reception

into the animal's body.

In treating his subject he would divide diseases into

digestive, respiratory, and generative, and then speak
to them of a class of diseases which was increasing very
much in this country—those termed blood diseases

which were in a great measure connected with high

farming. Taking first the diseases of the digestive

organs, he referred to ordinary cases where cattle were
" hoven," or blown. This occurred when cooked food,

which had been standing a long time, was given to

cattle, fermentation having commenced, or when they

turned sheep into a clover field after a few days' wet,

and the plant was just springing. The animals, which
had, perhaps, been kept on dry food, gorged them-

selves, and the result was fermentation instead of diges-

tion. The animal became blowm to an enormous size,

and the result was occasionally suffocation. This
happened sometimes before aid could be rendered. Im-

mediate relief should be given to all cases practicable.

The shepherd might plunge a knife, if he had no more
scientific implement, through the walls of the abdomer
and the coats of the stomach, with perfect safety.

Hyposulphite of soda, an antiseptic, might be given
in large quantities—half an ounce to a sheep in a pint

of water, and two ounces to an ox in a quart of water,

This would very quickly relieve the distension.

Another affection, which occurred in some districts very
frequently was known as red-water, a disease which
would naturally be supposed to proceed from some dis-

turbance of the kidneys, but which really arose from a
disturbance of the digestive organs. A certain amount
of dead matter was left in the blood, which was got rid

of by the excretion of urine. It was a veiy common
thing to occur where animals were fed rapidly. In
these cases the remedy was to keep the animal on a
low diet, a course which the feeder naturally hesitated

to adopt, as it would throw the animal back,
perhaps, some two or three months. But without
that lessening of the quantity of food and a modifica-
tion of its quality, all remedies would be entirely

thrown away. The next thing was to give some mild
stimulant to the liver, such as a mixture of salts,

taraxacum, and magnesia. Another affection was
diarrhcea in cattle and sheep. In Iambs it often arose
from tape-worms, and the loss was sometimes excessive.

The Professor gave an interesting explanation of liow
tape-worms were ordinarily developed. The remedy,
which was most successful in the case of dogs, and in

the human subject, was equal parts of areca-nut,
common salt, and powdered gentian-root. The worm
in the throat of lambs was also referred to. Various
remedies were suggested, but he could advise none of
them as a specific. Fumigation of tar or sulphur, and
the application of turpentine was suggested, and also

driving the animals backwards and forwards over some
lime ; but after all those methods of treatment did not
succeed so well as a system of good feeding,

which rendered the animals less susceptible to the
influence of the parasite. Another subject to

which he referred was one whose investigation, he
said, would lead them to reflect on the whole
system of high farming, and excessive manuring, as

carried out in the present day. He alluded to what
was called sour lands, or, as the shepherd termed it,

'*stenchy" ground—ground which was constantly fed
and never mowed, and never, under any circumstances,
ploughed up. Some of these were on chalk, the soil

being only three or four inches deep, manured over
and over again by the animals feeding on it, and by
top-dressings, and the herbage got in an impure state.

Many of these grounds were on blue lias, with water
close to the surface. The animals feeding on it became
affected with splenic apoplexy, and one moment they
might be well, and the next dead. These symptoms
arose from organic matter in the food. One universal

remedy which was certain to succeed was to plough
such land up, and well drain it. The animals ought to

be at once removed from the ground, at least for a
time, and hyphosulphite of soda in water was a very
useful medicine. The cattle plague, the foot-and-

ith disease, the scab and small-pox in sheep were
all briefly dealt with. He said they would gather
from what he had suggested to them that they
could do more in the way of prevention than in

the w^ay of treatment. The adoption of sanitary

principles, the sheltering of unfairly exposed animals,

especially sheep, the selection of the kind of food, and

the moderating as far as possible, consistently, the
stimulating method of feeding, and complete isolation

in certain cases, were the most important matters in the
preservation of the health of animals.

In answer to inquiries. Professor Brown said, with
regard to " stenchy " ground, the system of mowing
for a few years and the employment of lime and salt

would meet the case, but the difficulty was to convince
the occupier of a large quantity of chalky ground that

it was necessary to top-dress with lime, as he was
generally under the impression that there was a suf-

ficiency. The course indicated was, no doubt, the best

to be pursued.—With regard to the question as to the

time that elapses from the incubation of pleuro-

pneumonia to the declaration of the disease, it might
be taken to average from a fortnight to three weeks,
but there were certainly many cases in which the

animal appeared to go a much longer time. There had
been cases where diseases had appeared on a farm and
then stopped, and after three months re-appeared with-
out any new infection being traceable. It was possible

that it had been conveyed there some short period
before the second outbreak. To meet so many cases

of that kind, they therefore said the period of incuba-
tion was from three weeks to three months. But if a
month elapsed they might consider themselves fairly

safe without there was a new infection.—As to the
time which should elapse after the disinfection of a
building before the introduction of fresh stock, it

depended upon the kind of disinfection adopted. His
impression was, that what was called disinfection was
no disinfection at all. Certain agents, as carbolic acid,

chloride of zinc, and chloride of Hme, which had the
power of destroying infectious matter, were used ; but
before these were applied, persons w-ere set to work to

scrub the place thoroughly. He had seen over and
over again such a washing and brooming of the place

perfectly successful, without any application at all.

Should he have pleuro-pneumbnia on his own farm
he should first of all cover the floors of his sheds with
quicklime. He should then thoroughly sweep down
the walls and wash them with hot water and soda,

and then sweep the whole on to the manure heap, as

he should be perfectly satisfied with the action of the

quicklime, even with the cattle plague. Having done
this he should dress the walls with a solution of

carbolic acid or chloride of lime. He should then
shut the place up and bum 2 lb. of sulphur, and then
he should throw it open in a few days' time, and after-

wards put stock in in perfect safety.—With regard to

the question as to wet Clover, he quite agi'ced that the
very time when Clover was likely to affect sheep was
after very hot weather, as it was then stimulated to

excessive growth.

ilofitcs flf Doohs.
British Sheep Farming. By William Brown,

Factor and Estate Agent. Adam and Charles Black,

Edinburgh.

The author of this little book speaks of it as in some
respects necessarily a compilation, on account of which
he has to acknowledge obligations to several sources.

The apology thus made was altogether unnecessary. The
book is a very clever description of its subject, from an
original and extremely interesting point of view.

Though not going into great detail on the practice of
sheep management, there is in chapters 6 and 7 a
great deal of useful information of practical serviceable-

ness to the farmer.

The plan of the work has been to describe British

sheep farming as a whole, taking the statistical returns

of the cultivation and the live stock of the several

counties as a basis of leading facts on which to build.

The following opening sentence illustrates the manner
in which the author looks upon his subject :

—

"To the world the map gives the British Isles as a
small green spot, an equilateral triangle of some 500 miles
on the side. To the British flockmaster two-thirds of
these 77,000,000 acres—while nothing more than a few
very extensive runs in South America—are fields of gold
in wool or mutton ; and to the man of science they

possess. a variety of interesting and instructive physical

characteristics which probably do not exist within a
similar extent in any other part of the world."

From this general view a descent is made upon the

several particulars affecting the sheep farming of the

country ; and the leading facts regarding it and its

distribution over the British islands are very fairly given.

We do not suppose all the statements made can be
defended. There are more than Leicester, Down,
Clieviots, and blackfaced sheep in this country

—

Northumberland is not "confessedly the best farmed
county in England"—the Wolds of Lincoln can hardly

"now be marked as a Down -growing district"—in

Essex the sheep are by no means universally "yard fed

in winter"—and Mr. Brown is of doubtful authority

when he speaks of the heath mutton of "the sunny

side of London." He is, nevertheless, well deserving

the confidence and attention of his readers throughout

most of the pages he here fills ; and is no doubt especi-

ally trustworthy in reference to sheep-farming in the

Highlands.
By collecting a number of examples he arrives at the

conclusion that sheep-farming pays only lorf. an acre

rent for Highland properties, whereas deer forest and

shooting pay is. id. per acre, and the foUowmg is the
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conclusion wliich he presents as regards the interests of

proprietors and the public respectively in these two

styles of management ;

—

" We have, then, i,32o,oooacresof deerforest

55.C

id., giving an annual rent of..

.

And the same ground for sheep, at loi/.,

would represent a rent of

.£16,500 o o

" Here are ^t6,50o of annual revenue in favour of the

proprietors, accruing from letting parts of their estates as

deer-preserves. But now for the other, the national side

of the question.

"According to our previously established averages,

these forests produce 8800 stags and hinds. On the other

hand we find that 9,=;oo,ooo acres of these counties carry

3,366,000 head of sheep: and taking, as explained in

chapter 4, three years as the average age of all sheep,

there result 156,000 Cheviots and blackfaced that could be

grow.-, and killed annually, on the same area

occupied by the deer-forests. Let us tabulate this ;—

Sheet.

156,000, 60 lb. each, at arf. .

.

A3''

that

156,000 skir

3 fleeces wool (deducting lambs) a

3<5.<:

i and hinds, 140 lb. each, at id. .£30,800

;£343,38o

" Doer rerun sheep in this country, then, shows a gam

of /16 500 annually in favour of the proprietors, and a

yearly loss of i;343.38o to the nation. These are the plain

figures of the case, without any debiting or crediting. A
leno-thy argument as to extra money left in the districts by

shooting tenants, reduction of parish and county rates per

pound by the larger rental, or increase to national tax-

revenue from the same source, on the one side ;
and nutri-

tive value of flesh, improvement of land, and increase of

population, &c., on the" other, would not likely help to

mend the question. Were argument desirable, where facts

alone are presented, it could be shown how much flesh

could be taken from deer-forests, not by sportsmen for

sport alone, but by judicious stocking and thinning, as

with sheep."

The book is well illustrated with maps, coloured and

otherwise, and will, no doubt, obtain many readers,

most of whom will be well satisfied with their purchase.

f prussiates and cyanides, and M. Schattenmann,

prussiate and cyanide manufacturer at Bouxwillir, near

Strasburg, states that results of experiments made with

snint by him on a large scale, are decidedly favourable to

the use of that substance for the purpose alluded to. It

should be observed that the quantity of snint contained in

raw wool amounts to one-third of its weight ; and that in

1867 there were imported into the United Kingdom

63,000,000 kilogrammes of raw wool from the Cape and

Australia, the quantity of snint contained therein amount-

ing to at least 20,000,000 kilogrammes."

"Researches on the Relation of Heat to Work In the

Human Soi/i'.—Professor Pettenkoffer, of Munich, has

undertaken an investigation into the amount of heat pro-

duced by the human body when at rest and when at work,

which promises to give highly important results. The
wonderful experimental chamber with King Max had

constructed for Pettenkoffer's work is to be made use of.

The chamber, which is about 10 feet square, is fitted with

ai? iron tube through which the air is regularly drawn by

means of an aspirator worked by a steam-engine, the air

being accurately measured in a gas-meter. Smaller aspi-

rators bring measured quantities ofthe air through analysis

tubes in which the quantities of carbonic acid, water,

hydrogen, and carburetted hydrogen (the last two by

combustion with spongy platinum) are determined in the

air both before and after it enters the chamber. The

small aspirators, bringing a small but constant fraction of

the whole air passed into tlie chamber through the

analysis apparatus, the quantities of carbonic acid gas,

water, and hydrogen, in the whole can be readily calcu-

lated.' It is now intended to take the temperature of the

air before and after it traverses the chamber, and in this

manner to ascertain the actual amount of heat produced

by the human body when at rest and when at work, and

in relation to the amounts of the various excretions. For

this purpose a smaller chamber has been constructed

within the first made, and arrangements adapted, by

means of non-conductors, &c., to prevent, as far as pos-

sible, the loss of heat. It is found that there is a constant

loss of about 40 per cent, of the total heat with two candles

burnt in the chamber ; of about 50 per cent, with four.

The heating effect upon the air passed through the appa-

ratus is determined before each experiment with stearine

candles of known weight, and thus when a man is placed

the chamber instead of the candles, you get his heating

effect in terms of stearine candles, and this is, of course,

at once convertible into units of heat. The preliminary

experiments with candles promise very accurate and satis-

factory results from this method. *~ *""

The fall of lambs now being completed, it may be

considered a full average, but the loss of ewes has been

greater than usual. There is, however, some compen-

sation in the fact that the sheep throughout the county-

are more healthy than for many years past, there being

scarcely any cases of epidemic lameness, from which,

however, great losses have occurred in many previous-

years.

The splendid weather which has prevailed during

the past three weeks has given a highly favourable

seed-time, although rather later than sometimes

happens
;
yet all kinds of spring crops. Beans, Peas,

Oats, Barley, &c., have lately been deposited in the

land with as little labour and in as fine and healthy

a seed-bed as we can recollect, and the land being

exceedingly fine on the surface is favourable for all

kinds of small seeds, such as Clover and Grass, of the

various sorts, there being also moisture sufficient in the

land to vegetate all seeds in due season.

The price of fat stock has receded considerably

within the past three weeks, although really good ripe

sheep and bullocks still fetch a good price. This fall

may be fairly attributed to the fact that the root crops

have proved lighter than was expected, which, together

with a backward spring, has made it very difficult for

the hill farmers to maintain their flocks in good condi-

tion without resorting to a larger expenditure than

usual in hay and artificial foods.

The price of grain seems remarkably stationary.

Wheat certainly making a very unsatisfactory price to

the grower, considering the great variations of the crop-

of the last year in this county.

Potatos are now being planted in field culture with

the land in capital condition. The seed from Scotland

and the northern counties is found to succeed best, by-

avoiding the disease, and when 4 cwt. per acre of

Peruvian guano is applied an abundant crop is almost

certain. This is now the latest period for sowing

Cabbage seeds in beds, for pulling and planting in the

fields. The best sorts are Champion Drumhead,

O.xheart, and Drumhead Savoy. Joseph Bliindell,

Southampton, April 13.

Continental Farming and Peasantry. By James

Howard, M.P. Wm. Ridgivay, 169, Piccadilly.

Mr. Howard's capital paper on this subject, read

Ijefore the London Farmers' Club, has been repub-

lished in an octavo volume of 104 pages, supplemented

by an appendix of answers to questions, put either by

letter or vivii voce to gentlemen of experience and posi-

tion in various Continental countries. The author's

strictures on petite culture and on Belgian farming are

supported by copious extracts from the report on that

subject just published by the Royal Agricultural

Society of England. The whole is a very instructive

picture of Continental agriculture—one in which an

English farmer may well take an interest, and by which

he cannot be said to be shamed.

The Quarterly Journal of Science. No. XXVI.
Longmans, Green & Co., Paternoster Row.

The present number contains articles on Dmidical

Remains, Insanity, Metallurgy in Cleveland, the

"Trophic Nerves," Underground Temperature, the

Mines Regulation Bill, Practical Scientific Instruction,

and Atmospheric Electricity. It also reviews Fara-

day's Memoirs, and Dr. MoUoy's book on Geology

and Revelation. There are besides these the usual

chronicles of progress under I2 different departments of

science and art—beginning with agriculture and ending

with zoology. The agricultural chronicle speaks of

sewage, manure adulteration, Belgian agriculture—the

subjects discussed at meetings of farmers' clubs—and

recent agricultural statistics. But it is not here alone

that the pages of the volume will interest the agi-icul-

tural reader. There are a number of passages we have

marked for extract. The following are some of them :

—

" The Berl'errv Tree and Rust.—It was noticed as long

since as 1806 by'Sir Joseph Banks, that the proximity of

the Berberry tree appears to be a cause of the prevalence

of the disease known as "rust " in the grain crops of the

neighbourhood. It has
the Fungi which produt

.

graminis, and the Fungus which causes the well-known

orange spots on the leaves of the Berberry, the CEcidium

Berberidis, are in reality different forms of the same plant

;

the spores of each form will not reproduce itself but the other

form. In the commune of Genlis, department of Cote

d'Or, in France, a railway company has recently planted

its embankments with Berberry trees, and immediateyl

afterwards the crops of Wheat, Rye, and Barley in the

neighbourhood became infested with rust. A commission

being appointed to investigate the subject, reported that

wherever the Berberries are found the grain crops are more

or less attacked by rust ; where they do not occur the

crops are free, and that the planting of a single bush of

Berberry is suihcient to produce the disease where it has

never appeared before."
" The ' Yolh ' in IVool.—The fatty matter contained in

sheep's wool, technically known as snint, is likely to be-

come of considerable commercial importance. It contains

some 40 per cent, of potassa ; and when ignited this

alkali becomes thereby intimately mi.xed with strongly

nitrogenised animal charcoal. M. Havrez points out the

profit to be derived from the use of snint for the manufac-

^^, _^ . _ As an apparatus for

chemical analysis the chamber is perfect ; so perfect that

the percentage composition of a candle can be determined

as accurately by burning it in the chamber, and the frac-

tional analysis, as by the most complete direct combus-

tions. The determination of the heat produced is a matter

of more difficulty, on account ofthe fluctuations of external

temperature and the delicacy of the thermometers which

must be used ; but Professor Pettenkoffer has used every

precaution, and succeeded in rendering the apparatus

efficient. The experiments are now in progress
;
a man

is to be kept in the chamber for six to eight hours, and the

work done is in the form of crank-turning."

The book is capital reading for the country

house, whether occupied by the landowner or the farmer.

Certainly its circulation will extend as agricultural

education improves.

Farm Memoranda.
H.VMPSIIIRE : April 13.—In the last report, written

on February 15, it was anticipated that the extreme

fluctuations of weather and temperature at that time pre-

vailing must have a damaging effect on vegetation, and

particularly of the Wheat plant. It is now known that

large breadths of Wheat on all the light soils of the

county have been seriously injured ; a considerable

portion has been ploughed up, and resown either with

April Wheat or Lent com, whilst a great deal remains

thin of plant and patchy, particularly upon irregular

soils, and will continue so until harvest, the result of

which will be a diminished quantity of gt-ain, and pro-

bably of inferior quality, for a very thin Wheat plant is

usually subject to blight or premature ripening.

Vetches are in many instances killed, and in others

oreatly injured. Trifolium, too, is very late, and also

much damaged, which is to be regretted, seeing that

this crop generally affords such valuable provender for

stock. Swede Turnips have also suffered severely from

the effect of alternate frost and snow, and where

not gone rotten have lost a large amount of feed-

alue. This should teach the lesson of pulling

been ascertained that one of the crop and covering with earth in the field durmi^

the rust in cereals, the Puccinia
|
November and early part of December, if it is desired

to preserve against game, or to retain the full proper-

ties of the root. The root crops have not held out so

well as at one time expected. This is unfortunate, as

the water meadows are unusually late this year ;
there-

fore, to be well provided against contingencies of this

kind, large breadths of iVIangel should be sown and

carefully preserved until the spring months ;
and to

have this vei-y valuable root in perfection, it should be

sown early (the middle of April being a good time), and

a liberal dressing of good dung and guano applied.

Late-sown roots have never the feeding value of the

early sown. Stock farmers on the hill farais, as well

as the vale farmers, are now beginning to be alive to

the advantages of growing Cabbages, and a very exten-

sive breadth will be planted this year : and as it is pos-

sible to grow excellent crops by planting as fast as

Vetches and other soiling crops are cleared off the

land, the advantage is seen in the safety and certainty

of the crop, compared with seeding to Turnips, besides

the alternation of crops, so beneficial in the future.

The New Forest.—[The following reply by Mr.

Dickinson, of New Park, Lymington, to a letter

impugning his description of the Crown lands here,

deserves a record] :—Mr. Esdaile states that the tone

of my letter, on the whole, would lead people to believe

that the ordinary agricultural value of the whole

63,000 acres may be estimated by the rent I pay for

two farms—.^2 per acre. My statement is directly

contrary ; I stated that the sum I paid was for rent,

and money expended in improvements by the Crown

at my request. 1 made no statement of 63,000 acres,

but that the staple of many thousand acres round my
two farms (four miles apart) is as good as is usually

found in anyj county. I omitted to state there is

plenty of clay, of sand, and of gravel, overlaid with

decomposed vegetable matter, and below are beds of

agricultural marl of very high manurial value, more so

than I believed the first ten years, but can now attest

by practical result.

His next charge is that I have not appointed the

amount of rent paid for the naked land alone. I have

no objection to do this. Twenty shillings per acre is

the bare rent of the land at New Park, and 15^. at

Burley Lodge, the greater part of which I had to clear

of Furze and Fern. If I have erred by being an

experimental farmer, the public has the benefit. Im-

mediately I discover anything worth loiowing I publish

it. The Royal Agricultural Society's Journal bears

witness. I will take this opportunity of stating that

my experiments have been successful, profitable to me,

and useful to the agricultural community. Every un-

successful farmer demands a balance-sheet as his last

weapon of defence and excuse against those who
surpass him in the art he ought to understand, knowing

that not one farmer in a thousand keeps one, and not

one in a hundred can make one. I never saw a

farmer's balance-sheet.

Mr. Esdaile then takes upon himself to answer for

the opinions of some persons he calls practical farmers,

and states that I have been, except in health and
pleasure, year by year a most serious loser. I have

been farming in the Forest 16 years, surely long enough

to ruin any ordinary man. Although it is true I have
no balance-sheet to show to the contrary, I have no
objection to show the state of my finances for the l6-

years I have been here in company with his for the

same period.

His next remark is that my testimony is opposed to

the opinions given before committees of both Houses

of Parliament. It may be so ; if it is, it is not the

first time my facts have corrected the preconceived

opinions of a committee ofthe House of Commons. I

was examined by the Sewage Committee, who laughed

at my evidence as ridiculous. I asked them to take a

look at the farm and judge for themselves. The next

morning they came to Willesden, bringing with them

the celebrated agriculturist, the then Speaker of the

House—Lord Eversley. They were more astonished

at the facts than at the statements, and acknowledged

it too. Here is now present a similar fact, which will

outweigh a volume of opinions opposed to it, "That

the finest white Chidham Wheat, Chevalier Barley,

Oats, and all kinds of agricultural roots of the finest

quality and great quantity were grown in the New
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Forest during the two last years, the last known to be

an unproductive one."

Mr. Esdaile next makes mention of the rights of

commoners, notwithstanding he is well aware every

commoner will be liberally paid for his right. He
tlien places me in an enthusiastic vision farming the

63,000 acres myself, with flocks and herds. The

vision is his ; he is the visionary man, I the man of

facts ; I shall be removed, he may live to see his vision

realised. Should he desire to know about how many
sheep may some day be kept upon the 60,000 acres, it

being half arable and half pasture, as New Park is, and

farmed honestly as New Park is, I refer him to the

returns to the Board of Trade in 1S6S and 1S69 of the

stock kept upon the 264 acres at New Park in those

two years. If he substitute four sheep for one horse,

and four sheep for one bullocl;, add them to the sheep

and pigs, multiplied from 264 acres to 60,000, he will

find it amount to something like 200,000 sheep, besides

the cereals from 30,000 acres.

Mr. Esdaile is a magistrate, and might have told us

how many children were prosecuted for damaging trees

in the Forest, and how many men for depredations of

other kinds, but he is quite silent on this subject. The
Hants Advertiser reports many cases, and on the I2th,

Samuel Whittle (one of the contented, honest, well-to-

do labourers of Burley) was committed for trial on a

charge of killing and slaying his wife. His observa-

tion of the rates of Brockenhurst reminds me how much
our opinions differed upon another subject. When the

squire there wished to take in certain ways and roads

belonging to the parish, and an order was issued from
the bench at Winchester to do so, I asked him if he
was not on the bench on that occasion, if he was not in

the chair ? It was reported he was in the chair. I

hardly believed it, but was so shocked at the transaction

that for the first time in my life I resolved to stand a

lawsuit, took the case into the Queen's Bench, quashed
the order, and the roads (then taken) were restored to

the parish.

I do not know the gravelly hills Mr. Esdaile men-
tions, only fit to grow Fir trees, but I recollect the

Crown selling by auction some such land, thought
worthless, called Sandy Down, in the parish of Boldre,

at_;^2i per acre, bought by Mr. Murden, who has since

grown 5 quarters of Wheat per acre upon some part,

and II quarters of Oats upon another part, and which
is now a beautiful little spot, enclosed with Laurel
hedges from 12 to 15 feet high.

Mr. Esdaile describes me as an experimental farmer,
and he adopts the opinion of practical farmers. I wish
to explain to him the difference ; the practical farmer
uses the means adopted by others without knowing why,
and so goes on as it always was : the experimental
farmer tests everything for the result in garden-pots
first, which helps to give him health and pleasure, and
illustrates what he may adopt with profit. I am one
of these.

There is one very grand feature I have resen'^ed for

the last, because it is the most important of all. For
what purpose did our Heavenly Father give us the
land ? Was it not to grow food for the people ?

William Dickinsoti, ISfeiv Park, Lymington, Hants,
March 22.

Miscellaneous.
Milk.— l. The best temperature forgetting milk, to

get the cream, is at about 60' to 62". The range of
temperature should run no higher than 65°. The
butter makers of Orange County, N.V., are of the
opinion that the best quality of butter is made from
cream that has been obtained at a temperature a little

below 60°. Cream can be obtained in a short time and
in large quantity by raising the milk to a temperature
near boiling, and then setting aside to cool ; but such
cream has more of the casein or cheesy particles of
the milk mingled with it than milk set without the
application of artificial heat, and the butter will be
injured in its keeping qualities. In butter making it

is important to get good quality — butter that will

come of good colour, that is hard and has a waxy
consistency, and that will retain the peculiar aroma
which imparts so much pleasure in eating it. To accom-
plish these ends successfully, the milk, as soon as drawn
from the cow, should be cooled down to 60*" or 62°

;

and this temperature maintained as far as possible
while the cream is rising. And to do this properly,
there should be a spring-house and tanks of water in

which to set the milk. It is very difficult to arrange a
dairy-house, so as to control the temperature of the
milk while the cream is rising, without water. Orange
County plan is to have tanks 6 feet wide by 10 or
12 long, and 20 inches deep, which are constantly
supplied with running water. The milk as it is drawn
from the cow is placed in long tin cans, which are at
once plunged in the water and kept there until the
cream rises. Generally the cream is all up in from
twelve to twenty-four hours. The butter makers of
Pennsylvania, who make the celebrated Philadelphia
butter, have the water flowing over the bottom of the
spring-house. Here the milk is set in pans. Narrow
walks are arranged in the spring-house, so that the
dairymaid may pass in and out and handle the milk
conveniently. In both plans the principle of preserv-
^"g>^ even temperature of the milk is the same, for it
will be observed that the spring water that is constantly
flowing in the vats or spring-house varies but little in

its temperature while about the milk. When it is nut

convenient to have a spring-house, the best arrange-

ment with which we are acquainted for setting the

milk is the Jennings' pan. It is of tin, and set upon
a shallow wooden vat, which is to be filled with water
from the well or pen-stock, as the case may be, and thus

the milk is rapidly divested of its animal heat, and a pretty

even temperature maintained while the cream is rising.

The cream that first rises is the best ; and to make choice

butter the cream should always be take from the milk
before it has become old and sour. The greater the

decomposition of the milk, the more will the cream be

affected, and, as a consequence, the more difficult will

it be to obtain from it a nice quality of butter. Now,
there is great difference in opinion as to what con-

stitutes a nice quality of butter. Some people who
have always been accustomed to an ordinary article,

judge from a low standard, and will pronounce a

sample "good" that is really intolerable to those who
are in the habit of eating and handling a *' tip-top"

thing. Again, butter may be very good if it is to be

eaten when freshly made, but if kept it soon begins to

deteriorate. When we speak of good quality we do
not refer to that class of goods that is fit only for

present use. The manufacture of this kind of butter is

not to be recommended ; the markets are full of this

stuff, and great losses are sustained in consequence.

Butter to be good must have some keeping qualities,

for it cannot be consumed from day to day as it is

made. We have seen butter that when freshly put up

would pass as excellent to the taste, and yet in a few

weeks it becomes rancid and intolerable. Well-made

butter, if properly cared for, should retain its flavour

and sweetness for months, but we cannot expect

to obtain such butter from cream that lias

been badly managed. 2. Cream that has been

raised in a temperature of 60° to 62" should

be churned at about the same temperature. Butter

makers do not like to have the cream churned at a

temperature above 64*, as it injures the butter. If

the temperature falls below 55° the labour of churn-

ing will be prolonged. We do not believe in great

haste in churning, or
*

' the -shortest time " that

cream can be turned into butter. We often hear

of churns in which it is claimed the butter will com
three minutes. It is possible that good butter may be

got from the cream in that time, but we have yet to be

convinced that it can be done. That cream can be

churned into butter in three minutes we are aware, and
have often seen it accomplished in our own dairy, and,

although the butter may be tolerable for present use,

we have never been able, in our experiments, to get a

good, keepable article when the churning was done in

so short a space of time. The butter globules are

enclosed or surrounded with thin pellicles of casein. In

churning these are broken, and separated from the oily

particles. If the churning is done rapidly the separa-

tion is imperfect, and hence we get an article of butter

in which there is too large a proportion of the shells of

casein. It is the casein or nitrogenised constituent of

milk that decomposes and injures the flavour of butter.

If all the shells of casein could be separated from the

butter it could be preserved readily without salt. Pure

fat or oil is very easily kept sweet. In some countries

butter is melted, and the impurities taken out by " try-

ing it " like lard. Of course butter treated in this way
loses its texture and aroma, but we mention the fact for

the purpose of showing the principle to be observed

in obtaining butter of good keeping quality. In churn-

ing we do not care to have butter come sooner than from

half to three quarters of an hour. The butter-makers

of Orange County, who have had long experience, and

who produce butter that sells in the market for the

highest price, say that the churning process should

occupy from forty to forty-five minutes to one hour.

Their opinions are worthy of consideration, because

they make an article that is unrivalled in the market,

and from long and varied experience they ought to be

able to settle this point definitely. It is a great saving

of lime and labour to have butter come in a very short

time, but the experience of the world has shown that

nothing really excellent can be produced without time

and labour, and we do not know why butter-making

should bean exception to thegeneral rule. In conclusion,

we may remark that no one should attempt to make butter

without using a thermometer, especially in preparing

the cream for churning. Old and experienced butter-

makers may guess at temperature pretty accurately,

but the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere

varies so much from day to day that no one can be sure

of being right without an accurate instrument for deter-

mining the degree of heat required in the cream to

produce the best results.

Characteristics of Good Hay.—Hay should

be moderately fine, somewhat hard, sweet smelling,

well saved, of upland growth, and one year old. The
colour should be green, and should convey an idea of

newnefcs. Very little heating or fermentation should

have taken place in the stack. Some little heating is

almost unavoidable, if the crop is cut, as it ought to be,

early, whilst the juices are still in the grasses ; or

unless it is over-exposed to the sun, and over-dried

before being carried. This slight heat will probably
prevent the hay from being very green. A preference

has been shown in London of late years for very green

hay, arising from the idea that when of this colour it

is most nearly in its natural state ; but for the reasons

given above, this idea, if carried too far, is a fallacy.

I'he flowering heads of the grasses ought to be present
in abundance. Every fibre should be finn and crisp,

and should appear distinct. The fibres in good
upland hay generally lie in one direction. In machine
tossed hay, however, the direction of the fibres is not

so well preserved as in that made by the hand rake. A
tangled confusion of the constituents is a sign of badly

saved or of lowland hay. The perfume of the best up-

land hay, though not so strong, is very like that of new
mown Grass. If masticated, it has a mild pleasant

flavour, whilst lowland and inferior growths have a

strong pungent taste. A proportion of herbage, that

is, of plants other than Grass, is desirable. The
different varieties of Clover, especially white or Dutch,
and Trefoil constitute the great mass of the best upland
herbage. These plants are generally abundant, where
the soil on which the crop is grown is good.

Herbage does not contain much valuable nutriment,

but it makes the hay sweet and palatable. Hay com-
posed only of even the best grasses is not relished so

well as when mixed with a proportion of herbage. An
admixture of weeds is objectionable. Hay grown on
good soils is also distinguished by the number and
variety of its grasses, florses prefer hay composed
of a variety of good grasses to that consisting of only
one sort of Grass, even though that sort may be the

very best. The presence of flowers, which have not

lost their colour, such as buttercups and the flowers of

Trefoil and Clover, is always an item of value in hay,

as it shows that the crop has been cut early in the

season, before the grasses have lost their juice and
nutriment. A similar favourable indication is given by
certain early grasses being still in flower, i.e., not run

to seed. Hay made from artificial Grass, if good of

the sort, is suitable for horses. Most samples of it,

however, are deficient in aroma. Rye-grass is most
commonly grown for this purpose. It should be cut

whilst in flower ; but for some reason, with which the

author is not acquainted, the cutting is often delayed

until the Grass is in seed. To recapitulate.—Cleanness,

firmness, crispness, freshness, green colour, delicacy

both in taste and aroma, and appearance, the presence

of flowers in their natural colours, numerous varieties

of grasses, and a proportion of good herbage, are the

most marked characteristics of the best hay. Bright-

ness of colour is an essential requisite as regards market
value, but many samples of inferior colour possess no
other actual inferiority.

The Adulter.\tion of Butter.—A merchant of

Birmingham recently paid a high price (ioSj^.) for a
parcel of butter imported from Ireland, and being
desirous of testing its quality, he took 27 ounces from a
firkin, and sent it for analysis to Mr. Stoddart, an
analytical chemist, of Bristol. The following is a copy
of the report made by Mr. Stoddart upon the butter

sent him by our Birmingham correspondent :

—

*' Analytical and Pharmaceutical Laboratory, 9, North
Street, Bristol. Dear Sir,— I have examined the

sample of butter left with me for analysis. Vou will

find the report on the other side, and see that it is

a compound of the most wretched description. The
weight contained in the jar was 27 ounces. I have,

therefore, given the result of my examination in ounces

and also centesimally. A large quantity of wood and
dirty rubbish was obtained by straining, many of the

pieces being half an inch in length. On ignition a

quantity of fine light brown mineral matter was left at

the bottom of the crucible, which consisted principally

of alumina, and which did not effervesce on the

addition of an acid. By melting a portion and leaving

it for some time a seventh part of water separated, with

which was mixed a quantity of flour or meal, which
appeared much coarser than Wheat flour, nor were the

starch granules so perfect or abundant. Under the

microscope the vegetable structure was well seen, but

as the polariscope did not give the usual optical

characters, the probability is that heat had been em-
ployed when this delectable compound was fabricated.

Tincture of iodine gave the usual blue colour indica-

tive of starch. The melting point differed from that

of ordinary butter, and the microscope showed bundles

of crystals of margarine, so that I have no doubt that

a large admixture of lard was present. The bright

yellow colour was most likely given by annatto.—

I

remain, dear sir, yours truly, W. Walter Stoddart.

Ounces. Per cent

Mineral matter, clay, &c
Lard and butler

Cuiouring matter .

.

The Grocer.

Cheese Factories in England.—Attention has

been veiy generally called to the introduction of the

American system of cheese factories into this country.

A committee was appointed by the Derbyshire Agricul-

tural Society to inquire into the question, and the fol-

lowing are the advantages which the committee in their

report consider will accrue from adopting the new

method :~ist. Greater uniformity in the quality of

English cheese than already exists. 2d. Enhancement

of the quality and value of the product of milk m
"

ies, which, from poor plant and absence of good

accommodation, are now producing an inferior quality

of cheese 3d. The removal of an arduous occupa-

tion, frequently deterring men of capital from entering
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upon farms in which cheese-making forms a prominent

feature. 4th. Improvement in the value of land. 5^^-

Generally the introduction of uniformity of system,

best plant, best skill and supervision, into a manufacture

hitherto subject to great uncertainty and vicissitude.

Tlic committee have further decided that one factory

shall be established at Derby, and another in a dairying

district in the county. The districts whose claims have
been tested by the committee are Sudbury, Shardlow,
Longford, Etwall, and Weston-under-Wood ; but

several other localities were named where the fanners

were anxious to have the system at work. After careful

consideration the committee unanimously selected

Longford as the most desirable situation. There are

absolute promises from the farmers of this district to

supply the milk of more than 500 cows. The com-
mittee have also resolved to guarantee 6h(/. per gallon

for the milk, and to divide the profits derived from the

disposal of the whey, &c., among those who supply
the milk. The project seems in every way likely to be
soon realised.

Attempted Fraud. — The following case of

attempted fraud is described and commented on in

the Pall Mall Gazette:—

"Some weeks ago a clergyman in a western county
advertised a Guernsey and Alderney cow and calf for sale.

A day or two after he received the following communi-
cation :

—

' (Memorandum.)
' From C. Harris, salesman, 4, Market Terrace, Metro-

politan Cattle Market, Caledonian Road, London.
' Re A. & G. Cow and Calf.

' Rev. Sir—Kindly furnish me with full particulars as to

age, condition, and lowest cash price, &c. ; and oblige
yours faithfully, ' Pro C. Harris,

J. H.'

To this the reverend o\vner of the cow and calf having
replied in due course and in satisfactory detail, further
correspondence ensued, resulting in the following order:—

' Sir,— I have pleasure in requesting you to forward the
cow and calf to the gentleman named in the enclosed, to
whom I have recommended and sold them. On receipt of
counterpart of the enclosed consignment note I will remit
you cheque for value, less the commission agreed upon.
Trusting they will give every satisfaction, I remain, yours
faithfully.

and calf, and for-

warded same to the
order of Gordon

Pro C. Harris
J.H.

4, Market Terrace, Metropolitan
Cattle Market, March 17. 1870.

To the Station-master, G. W. R.

Company •

Sir,—Please receive from
Esq. {sicX of one cow

Tempest, Esq., at and calf, and forward same per next
Crystal Palace Sta- goods train to the order of Gordon
tion. Tempest, Esq., at Crystal Palace

Station, and oblige
Yours faithfully,

Station-master. ' C. Harris and Co."

Fortunately our clerical friend, remembering the strange
disappearance of a fat pig, which had been sent by a
neighbouring vicar to London in answer to a similar
invitation, paused at this point in the transaction, and
suggested that Mr. Harris should send his draft first. He
has received no further communication from Mr. Harris.
and congratulates himself on having retained possession
of his cow and calf. Such a specimen of the way in

which the simplicity of innocent countrymen is preyed
upon by ingenious ' salesmen "

is worth recording for the
benefit and instruction of all whom it may concern. We
should be glad to ascertain the authentic existence of Mr.
'C. Harris,' who looks up the local papers to so much
purpose, and appreciates a possible customer who
advertises from a ' parsonage.' We must do Mr. H.\rkis
the justice to own that 'Gordon Tempest' is really a
sweet name to tickle the agricultural imagination withal."

Rules for Delivery of Milk.—The following
are the rules adopted by the Milk Condensing Factory
at Elgin, Illinois :—" i. The milk shall be drawn from
the cow in the most cleanly manner, and strained
through wire cloth strainers. 2. The milk must be
thoroughly cooled immediately after it is dra'wn from
the cow, by placing the can in which it is contained in
a tub or vat of cold water, deep enough to come to the
height of milk in the can, containing at least three
times as much water as the milk to be cooled ; the
milk to be occasionally stu-red until the animal heat is

expelled, as below. 3. In summer, or in the spring
and fall, when the weather is warm, the bath shall be
spring water, and over 52* temperature (a day or a
night after a heavy rain excepted), constantly running or
pouring in at the bottom, necessary to reduce the tem-
perature of the milk within 45 minutes to below 58°

;

and if night's milk, to remain in such bathuntil the time
of bringing it to the factory, and to below 55*. The
morning's milk not to exceed 60", when brought to
the factory. 4. In tl\e winter, or in freezing
weather, the bath shall be kept at the coolest
point (it need not be running spring water)
by the addition of ice or snow sufficient to
reduce the temperature of night's milk speedily
below 50^. 5. In spring and fall weather a medium
course will be pursued, so that night's milk shall be
cooled within a hour below 50°, and morning's milk
below 55°. 6. The bath and supply of water shall be
so arranged as to let the water flow over the top to

carry off the warm water. The can in which milk is

cooled shall he placed in the water immediately after

the milking, and shall remain therein until the process

of cooling shall be finished. 7. The night's and morn-
ing's milk shall be separately cooled before mixing.
8. No milk shall be kept over to deliver at a subse-

quent time. 9. The milk shall be delivered on the

platfonn at the factory at Elgin every day, except

Sunday. 10. Suitable cans, of proper dimensions, to

transport the milk from the dairy to the milk-works,
shall be furnished by the seller, and the cans shall be
brought full, II. The company shall steam and clean

the cans at the factory, free of charge, but customers
shall keep the outside clean. The pails and strainers

employed shall be by the seller thoroughly cleaned,

scalded in boiling water, and dried morning and
night. 12. Immediately before the milk is placed

in the cans, they shall be thoroughly rinsed with
clean water, and great care shall be taken to

keep the cans and milk free from dirt or im-
purities of any kind. When the cans are not in use

they should be turned down on a rack, with the tops

off. 13. All the 'strippings,' as well as the first part

of the milk, shall be brought. No milk will be
received from a cow which has not calved at least

12 days, unless by consent of superintendent or agent,

who may determine its fitness sooner by a sample of

the milk. 14. The cows are not to be fed on Turnips,

or other food which would impart a disagreeable

flavour to the milk, or upon any food which will not

produce milk of standard richness. 1 5. It is further

understood and agreed by the parties hereto that if the

superintendent or agent of the company shall have

good reason to suspect, either from evidence furnished,

or from the state of the milk itself, that water has been

added, or that it has not been cooled as provided, or

that it has been injured by carelessness, he shall have a

right to refuse to receive such milk, or any further

quantity of milk, from the person so violating these

directions and stipulations."

April 23.— XVJieat Hoeing is later than usual, but it

must not be forgot that the hoe greatly accelerates

growth at this season, if it is properly handled in dry

weather ; a good season is imperative at all times, but

doubly so in a late spring. There will be ver>' little

spring-proud Wheat this year to check with the scythe

or sheepfold, the demand being all the other way—the

use of a more than usual supply of artificial manures
to stimulate growth so as to cover the ground before

the dry weather sets in.

Horse Hoe, in dry weather. Beans, Peas, Parsnips,

and the Carrots and Potatos as soon as they will stand

it. To keep this implement going in fine weather is

the surest and shortest way of overtaking the season
;

on the other hand, to horse-hoe in wet weather is to

retard the growth of the crops being hoed, and to

encourage the growth of weeds.

l'etclies—i\\c second April sowing—get infer summer
soiling and folding, as previously directed.

Heuip^ sow on rich fertile land. Poor soils are not

adapted for it. If grown after a white corn crop the

land .should be /allowed and manured in autumn so

that at this season it only requires smashing, harro^ving,

and clearing for the seed, as for Flax. From two to

three bushels of seed are then sown broadcast and
lightly covered by a stroke of the Grass seed-harrows.

The young plants are hoed to 15 or 16 inches asunder,

and the land kept clean until the crop covers the

ground. The seed is also drilled in for horse-hoeing.

The crop is a smothering one when once it covers the

ground. It is even said to be obnoxious to most
weeds. If not manured in the autumn the land should

in spring, a month before so\\-ing, get a liberal dose of

rape-cake and superphosphate. On the Continent

special liquid manures, consisisting of rape-cake fer-

mented in sewage, are applied at the time of sowing.

Lupine^ sow. It grows on poor sandy, peaty, and
fenny soils. Much of the success of its culture depends
upon deep thorough tillage, as the plant only luxuriates

in a deep friable soil. Chalky soils are unsuited for

Lupine. Two bushels of seed per acre are drilled in

on the fiat, 16 inches or so apart, and the land rolled

down immediately.

Teasel.—Sow from'two to three pecks of seed per acre,

either broadcast or in drills sufficiently far apart for

horse-hoeing ; or, what is better, sow in seed-beds

for transplanting in autumn for harvesting the crop

next year. Teasels require a clean, rather clayey soil,

in a thorough state of cultivation. When sown broad-

cast the plants are hoed out 12 inches apart each way,
in drills 6 to S inches asunder in the rows.

Chicory\% sown on poor sandy soils, as a forage plant, in

drills 8 or 10 inches apart, so as to permit of the crop
being hand-hoed. The root is also gro\vn on richer

soils, for roasting as a part substitute for coffee,—the

plants being horse-hoed and set out as Carrots. For
either purpose, from 12 to 13 lb. of seed will sow an
acre. Chicory is also sown broadcast in the place of

Clover, the same way as Sainfoin, often half and
half, 7 lb. each, in laying down light Clova'-sick

soils to permanent pasture with a light crop of Barley
or Oats.

Lucerne is best adapted for the rich but dry calca-

reous soils of the southern counties. The land should
be well fallowed and manured in the autumn, and
smashed up and harrowed fine at this season, and then
drilled with from 12 to 16 lb. of seed per acre, the

drills no wider apart than will permit of hand-hoeing.
It is sometimes sown with Oats or Barley, but as both

' plants, and all the grasses, are obnoxious to it, it is

better to sow it alone on land expressly prepared for it,

and afterwards to keep it perfectly clean and free from
w^eeds of every kind.

Grass and Cloz'cr Seeds.—Sowing is now generally

concluded for the season, with the exception of a few
late districts in the North ; and although the current

season itself is late, the time of sowing Grass seeds should
not be much beliind its usual ; more especially as the

season continues favourable for the work. The mixtures

are very diversified, both as to lands and quantity of

each. Much depends upon the quality. The quantity

of Grass seeds sown varies from 30 to 60 lb. per acre,

with from 12 to 20 lb. of Clover. Good perennial

Rye-grass weighs from 28 to 32 lb. per bushel; Italian

seldom more than 15 lb., the Meadow Poas and
Fescues rather less—the number of seeds to a pound
being inversely as the weight of the bushel. Thus,
quoting Lawson's '* Agrostogiaphia," there are in an
ounce of LoHum perenne, 13,700 ; Lolium italicum,

27,000 ; Festuca piatensis, 26,000 ; Poa pratensis,

243,000; Trifoliumpratense, 16,000; andinT. repens,

32,000 seeds.

Mangel Wurzcl and Sugar-Bect are extensively sown
during the latter half of April, and will doubtless be so

this year in favourable exposures ; but a greater

breadth than usual will be so\vn about the beginning of

May, and tlierefore we shall resume the subject nexi

week.

The Stocking of Pastures in late seasons is always a
work of caution, and there is generally less danger
when the bite is short than when a high temperature

sets in, forcing up an over luxiniant gi'owth, containing

an excess of water with much crude matter, somewhat
analogous to the second folding of a water meadow.
To counteract the purging effects of such food on all

sorts of stock, more especially .slieep, hay chaff, with a
sufficiency of meal to make animals eat it, should be

given. Again, cold nights and sudden changes of

temperature often continue up to the middle of May.
If there is a dry run sheep should have it over night,

and neat cattle may have to be housed nightly for a

short time in the South, as is common in the North.
//': B.

HOPS.
PoROUGii Market, April 22.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the demand for

both English and foreign is of a retail nature, quotations

remaining unchanged.

HA Y.—per Loadof -^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursdiy, April 21.

Prime Meadow Hay 77J. to Szj.
1
Clover, old . . .

Inferior do 60 70 Inferior do. ..

Rowcn 50 65 Prime 2d cut

Inferior do — — Inferior do. ...
Straw 26 30 ' Charles James Easton

Cumberland Market, Thursday, April 21.

Sup. Meadow Hay 84^.1090^. I Inferior Clover .. qc

Inferior do 70 76 New do —
New do — — Straw 30
Superior Clover ..123 130 | Joshua Baker,

"Whitechapel, Thursday, April 21.

Fine Meadow Hay 76^, to Z-zs. Prime old Clover. . 120J

Inferior do 60 7*^ 1
Inferior do. do. . . 90

Prime New Hay . . — " Prime 2d cut do. . .
~

Inferior — -- NewClover.. ..105

Straw 24 28 I Inferior do 80

95

90

35

90

SEED MARKET.
We have a steady trade passing in agricultural seeds,

and values fnr all descriptions continue exceedingly firm.

The brisk consumptive demand for Clover seeds which has

now prevailed for some time has reduced the stocks to

very narrow limits. We have a good inquiry for sowing
Rape seed, which is very scarce and dear. There is also

a fair business passing in white Mustard seed. Tares are

without change.

John Shaw & Sons, 16, Water Lane, London. E.C.

ENGLISH WOOL.
During the last week the improved tone previously

noticed has been fully maintained, and had it not been for

the holidays a considerable business would have been
g. Skin wools are \d. per pound dearer than last

month, and a very fair portion is taken up by the holders

of fleece wool, who think it veiy possible to keep up rates

at a trifle above those recently paid.

Current Prices of English Wool. Per lb.

—

s. d. s. J.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i 1 to i sj
Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces 13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oA — i j

Leicester ditto .- . . i 2" — i 3
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — i 6

Combing iq~i8
METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—April 21.

Best Fresh Butter i6j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do, . . - . .

.

, . 13J. ,,

Small Pork, 5^. od. to 5^. (>d. ; Large Pork, 35. %d. to

4J. 4^. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday April 18.

The number of Beasts is small and trade is dull,

prices are rather better, but it is difficult to effect a
clearance. The supply o^ Sheep is shorter than last
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Monday, but about an usual one for the day, this being 3

kind of" holiday market. Choice Lambs and Calves are

scarce and dear. Our foreign supply consists of 970
Beasts, 6200 Sheep, and 90 Calves ;

from Scotland there

are 340 Beasts; from Ireland, 40; from Norfolk and

Suffolk, 1 180; and 286 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

Best Scots, Herc-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Downs
HaJf-breds

Do. Shorn

3 0—3

Best Long-wools..
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shoi 3 8-4

Calves .

.

. . 4. 0—5 8

Pigs .. .. 3 8-5 8

Beasts, 2816 ; Sheep and Lambs, 20,560 ; Calves, ga ; Pigs, 35.

Thursday, April 21.

There are a few more Beasts than on kist Thursday,
yet the supply is not large ; trade is very dull, and they
cannot all be sold ; the choicest qualities make nearly as

much as on Monday. We have a fair supply of Sheep
;

trade is slow, at Monday's quotations. Choice Lambs
are scarce and dear. Calves are selling about the same
as on Monday. Our foreign supply consists of 125
Beasts, 3390 Sheep, and 135 Calves.

Best Scots, Hcrc-
fords, &c. • 4

Best Shorthorns.. 4 i

2d quality Beasts 3 <

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. ..

Do. Shorn . . 4 i

Beasts, 657 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools .. to .

Do. Shorn .

.

4 6—

4

Ewes & 2d quality . . — .

.

Do. Shorn .. 3 8—

4

Lambs . . • • 7 o—

S

Calves .. •* 4 o—

s

;
Pigs, -.

MARK LANE.
Monday, April 18.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's
market was very small, and brought prices rather exceed-
ing those of this day sennight. There was a poor
attendance, and the little business done in foreign was at
that day's rates. Grinding Barley was 6d. per qr. dearer.
Beans and Peas brought extreme prices. There was a
fair demand for Oats, at an advance of dd. per qr. Flour
was steady, and unchanged in value.

Price per imperial Qitarter. >. s.\

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. WhiteisS—46 Red— — fine selected nins. .do.— — Talavera
— — Norfolk— — Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist,26ij to 30J.. Che
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling :

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
—

- .Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato
j

23—25 ; Feed— Foreign Poland and Brew, 21—24 1 Feed
RvK

._
32—38 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....3&r. to 373'. . .Tick!3i—49'Harrow .— Pigeon ....5Qr. to 56jr.. .Winds,

j

— .Longpod.— Foreign Small 41—43 Egyptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers;32-^42. Suffolk .— Maple, i,\s. to 45^ Grey 32—42 Foreign

Hot-water Pipes and Boilers.

J JONES ANii SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
• and CONNFXTIONS, with BOILERS, of every m.ike. free to

I'ith order; or they allow c

, London, S. E.

HOT-W.^
fi.xcd C.P„

houses, ConscT'

J. JONES A .35.1-::
Manufactory, 6. Bank

\TUS of every description,
I I he country, for Warming Green-

.lU 1 on application.
"'

capside, London, E.C.
.ric

POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.'
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOT-WATF

Pineries. Greenhouses, Conservatories, Mansions, Churches Chri'

-

Halls. Warehouses, &c Fixed at scats of Duke of Newcastle, 1

Bclper, &c. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being ao yea. i

constant use. Apply at
Bear Garden. Mew Park Street. Southwark, London, S E

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON
14 , T ichboriic Street Recent s Quadrant , London W '

~^ HOI"WATER.

HOT-WATER. GAS.
BOILERS, &x., delivered

RAIN-WATER PI Pi
n London, Liverpool, Bnst

3 inch
I

4 1

ELBOWS
TEE PIPES .. .. No. 33 on da
SYPHONS .. .. No. 23 on do.
VALVES ^

GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Ire

London Warehouse, 16, Grand Junctio
1 Works, Stourbridge
Wharf, Paddmgton Basin

LASCELLES* MACHINE MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights, 2 in. thick, unghzed ;Co 5 o
„ „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz

Sheet .. .. II o
„ „ with stout portable Box, not

Painted . . .

.

130
It ,1 Painted four coats, and

Handles on .. 180
], „ Packed and Delivered m

Railway van i 10 o
6 ft. by 8 ft. Double Lights, do.

GREENHOUSES Per ft.

Woodwork only Prepared and Fitted i

,„ Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . . . (

„ Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . . . (

„ Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . t

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C.

TAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders^ and Hot-Water Appak.\tus Manufa
353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

— ;Red
38-52!
^Q—42

' Malting .

:—25 1 Malting .

—24!
24— 26 Feed . .

.

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

d rhcy are complete

3d. They take up little re

other Boilers.

4th. Tht

:theid\ai
ig in brickwork
in thcmsehcb, ha^ng perfect

heating surface upon which the 1

the consumption of smoke.
5th. Any number of Flows and Return;

' pipes.

6th. By 1 s of liiud doors they c

can be annexed to the Boilers

be readily cleaned out when

1, which can either be takenih. The chimney is made of cast iroi

through a roof or turned into a fli

the situation that it may be fixed in.

They arc warranted to be the most Economical Boilers cxtan
Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smithhctd Iron Works, Leeds
;4 and =;$. Bl.ickfrinrs Ro.id. London, S.E.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

—
I

Foreign .

36—40,
25 —37 Country.
22—25 Per sack.

Wednesday, April 20.

Fresh up to Mark Lane this morning tlie receipts of
Wheat from Essex and Kent were limited, but the
quality was good. Next to nothing was doing in either
red or white produce, and prices were nominally unaltered
The show of foreign Wheat was moderate ; the deman I

was inactive, at about late rates. Moderate supplies -

Barley were on offer
;

all descriptions were firmly held
but the demand was not active. Malt was quiet, r

previous quotations. Oats have been in fair request, at
full prices. Beans have been steady in value, and Peas
firm. Maize has been steady. Flour has sold quietly
former terms.

Arrivals of Grain, &c.

300 ^CUiMBLR and MELON BOXES and
ITS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, ready

r immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 5^. each.

GLASSES, all

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade
Counties in Enfiland,

of till

XJL en
WATER APPARATUS

reeled Complete, or the Materials supplied for Hcalin*

GREENHOUSES Tih I B 'I

I London by Water Carriac:

English &

6450

7460 6350

^—^'W

"—
-^Sij^-

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

TTI S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
• of APPARATUS annually Dcsicncd and Ertcfed by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superiormatcrials, and good workman-

ship : while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per <

pp rat s erected compared with other systems; facility for extc

Iterations or removals without injuryto Pipes orJoints; easi!

a d peditiously erected ; an ordinary' size apparatus is put 1

d y ; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras .

BATH and GAS V\?ORK ERECTED in TOWN
The Trade supplied.

r COUNTRY.

f Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on applic

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufactu

Iting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-\

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

__Friar Slrect,_Southwark Bridjc Road, Londoji,^_E^

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

Liverpool, April rg.—At tliis day's marl<et there wa
a fair attendance, and a moderate business was concluded
in the better qualities of red and white Wheat, at prices
the turn in sellers' favour. Flour stood without change
Oats and Oatmeal sold steadily at a slight improvement.
Beans u. td. per qr. dearer. Peas scarce, and quite as
dear. Barley in fair request at pre\ious rates. Indian
Com ij. 6rf. per qr. higher, but the advance checked the
demand.

Averages.
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SURVEYS MADE

IN ANY PART OF THli

COUNTRY,

PLANS PREPARED

FOR THE

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

AND LAVING-OUT OF

STRUCTURAL

GARDENS.

APPLY FOR

OEMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS

^07t.

DESIGNS

ESTIMATES
PREPARED FOR

FIRST-CLASS

CONSERVATORIES,

TO SUIT ANY STYLE OF
ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTS'

DESIGNS
CARRIED OUT.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &Ci, &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.G.

No.
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Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing

the plant. It is 16 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches

above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous
moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the

Fruit clean and assisting its growth— thus in the production

of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,

and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens,

approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens^ Conservatories,

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PENDANTS, GARDEN SEATS, EDGING TILES.

AND EVEKY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT,

Illustrated C 1 oil application
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P T \TE\T
d L LLE 11^

\ ME h na budaGaden
ha ers fo he p e n sea on shou d send
e and P c L s of he e Eawn Mo n
fo n > irsa and sons Pa en La n
a] eady been g ca The e Ma h nes a e

Itd[,cd to lie the best for kcepinj. Bowling Greens, Lawns, and
t Grounds in order. Shipping orders promptly attended to.

w I A M s

ARCH I M E D E A N "

AMERICAN

LAWN MOWER,

CUTS WET or LONG GRASS WITHOUT CLOGGING,
Thus enabling the man to work it in the morning or cool of the day,

nstcad of waiting for the Grass to dry, and toiling under the heat of

a mid-day sun. It is very easy to work, and will preserve its perfect

cut whilst traversing over mounds or sloping banks.

' Far superior to
' The quickest,

:

yofo

:e on applic

WILLIAMS J

i Catalogues, Opinions of the Press, and Tc

^^^

ARCHIMi Dl VN LWVN M OW E T

s dm ed he b s Mad ne c c b o ;,h out fo

pu po e be au c lubes nip e a fo ns o k be
nd E H N he po er of otl c La Mo c s and

I do doub c the amount of vo k
Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never

looking untidy, serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and
drought.

Opinions of the Press.
The Gardeners' Magazine says—" This new Mowing Machine has

been fairly ^tested at Stoke Newington, and the verdict is, 'valuable

The Field says—" The Americans have been beforch;

The Gardeners' Chrom
,any ingci

howc
which is far sup.
c says-" Wear

til

anyofoun

irkable
adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind
generally. We owe to them many thanks for improvements amonij^t
implements whereby labourers' toil has been much lessened. The
'Archimedean' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when wet as
when in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The ij-inch machine is

easily worked by a boy. It has been tried m the gardens of the Royal
lliirticultural Society at Chiswick during the past season, and is

reportciJ is th'_- quickest, most simple, and most clhcient Lawn Mower

W. S, BOULTON & CO.'S
NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, ROLLING,

and COLLECTING AL\CHLNES for ]

Breakages :

cr light pan
inequalities of the

j

tirely avoided, by making the

of the handle;. .. _ „ ^ . .

admits of their being used as a Roller, by folding back the front c

cutting end. Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfactio
to the purchaser, and if not approved of can be returned. A
Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, sent free b>; post on application.

Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

w.

. rkmanship an.

Ills of their bcini

r Walks, the end

1 England.
in. Ions \,j I 111 C.J..1 /,- 17124 in. long by 22 in. dial

„ 20 ,, ,? 7 1 26 „ 24 „
SINGLE CYLINDER ROLLS. Carriase paid,

in. long by 18 in. diam, ,Ci 15 I 22 in. long by 22 in. diai

Rose Ln orks. Nnn

CROP S.

w First-class MacMne-made
IRE GAME NETTING. GALVANISED after

M \Dl-., sent carriage paid to any station in the Kingdom at the

ng very low prices

a feet high, a-inch mesh, No. lO guagc, price iVi^- per yard.

3 feet high, ditto, ditto, price s^irf. per yard.

2 feet high, li^-inch mesh, No. ig guagc, price sVa^. per yard

Netting failmg to give e

A full Descriptive Price
W S. BOULTON Af

o, price J%d. per y.ird.

lire satisfa

Catalogue
I CO.. Ko:

S. BOULTON

W.

Carriage paid to all the principal Stations in England.
To hold 80 gallons, price ;£8 ; to hold loo gaUons, price £g; Valve

and Spreader for ditto, price £i.
Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

WS. BOULTON AND CO.'S IRON WATER or
LIQUID MANURE CART.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. To hold
140 gaJlons. price ^lo ; 200 ditto, £13 : l^^o ditto, £1^.
Galvanised Iron Pump and 10 feet india-rubber suction pipe, price

£,Z Id. Spreaders, ly. each
.

ROSE LANE WORKS, NORWICH.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank," Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

{ID.K WharD, are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS.
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices!
and at very short notice.

An Illustrated Price List of Galvanised Iron, and other of Er-KBY'S
special Manufactures, sent on application.

F. BRABY AND CO., Limited, Fitzroy Works, Euslon Road,
London ; or through all respectable Ironmongers.
N.B. Open Tanks of different sizes packed one in another to save

REGISTERED HAND GARDEN SEED DRILL.

-

Four thousand sent out in 1868 and 1869. At the Great (
International Agricultural Exhibition, Allona
Hamburgh (i86gl the First-class Silver Medal
was awarded to JOSIAH LE BUTT for his
Manufactures; also at the Great Gei
national Horticultural Exhibition, Hamburgh,
i860, another First-class Silver Medal was
aw.irded. By simply turning a screw, this Drill

Full di

each Drill.

stamps or Post-office O'rdi

made payable to JOSIAH

R

UNLRUW cur LiKILL, No-i.
I'or sowing Turnips or Mangels on ridge or flat. Price . . £2 to o
Extra cup plate for altering quantity of seed 020

ONE-ROW CUP DRILL, No. 3 3 I5 >>

TWO.ROW CUP DRILL 3 'S <>

ONE-ROW TURNIP and MANURE DRILL .. .. 5 10 o
Extra coulters for flat work 036

ONE-ROW BEAN and PEA DRILL 3 10 o
ONE-ROW BRUSH DRILL i S >

Illustrated Calalogties pos t free on application

HANKS'S PATENtTaWN MOWERS for 1870,
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKVS MACHINE
Several important advantages ji • ! 1 \ ".' ihcrLawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED,^"! : 11 \ I i ,
^Vl N D-GUARD, &c

The annually increasing Salr- t. 1 vincing testimony
how much these advantages have : .

,

Alexander Shanks & Son l- : Ui.it. among all the
Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris K\hibition. they are the only
Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
awarded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

el on both Sides of each Blade, so th;

sharp edge of the Cui

: past been making

: when the Cutter becomes
crsed, thus bringing the oppo-
t against the Sole-Plate. In

plate has only t

front. It Willi a glance that this arrangement enables the
e as long as in other machines, where the
List be entirely renewed when the edge is

no ribbing with these Machines. The Lawn when mown
has a most beautiful appearajice, being as smooth as a piece of velvet.

Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not
approved of can be at once returned.

Illu^ttrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on application.

A. SHANKS AND SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and
27, Lcadenhail Street, London, E.C.

*'^~ ' " -' '-" ---5 of Lawn Mowers always keptat
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riQLEMAN AND MORTON'S HAND WATER-
KJ CART and GARKEN ENGINE.

. MORTON. London Road Iron Works, Chelmsford.

THE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN WATER
and ROLLING ENGINE maybe had at ]. DOKE'S, the Sole

Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth Street, Cierkenwcll, London, W.C.

H BROOK. AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the
« CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

lib. loz., throws water in a continuous stream over 3c feet. The
large size, worked by the foot, throws over 60 feet, ancf is strongly

recommended as a fire-engine. To be had of all Ironmongers, and
Wholesale only at 10, Fealhcrstonc Buildings, Holborn, London, W.C.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

DlRECTORS-
Thomas Chapman, Esq, F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermcre.

iohn C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hulchins, Esq.

[enry W. Currie, Eso,
I
Sir William Tite. M. P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer,

Agricultural Improvements of any kind arc e.\ccutcd by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing

the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the

Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no leRal expenses incurred.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, the Secretary, at

the Ofliccs of the Company, 22, WhitchaJI Place, London. S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DlRflCTORS.

John Clutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dasriwood, Esq., Kirtlinglon Park, Oxford.

Henry Earquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Herries, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

James Street. S.W.
Lord Garlies, M.P.. 85, Eaton Square, S.W,, and Galloway House,

Wigtonshirc, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), a, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset. Esq., Q.C, 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Cocd-y-Macn,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Iiii] >!.' m- m, l-i. li.lmg the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, t" ;' ' ' s itled and other Estates, and to

the Clcrin- in rcsp-' !

'
I .uids.

The whole outl :, ' ,nc liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, rcdr n. ; . ... 1 ui interest, over 35 years.

No investigation of title is njquircd.

For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. I, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

'pHE SOCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER
A. COLOURS—The SIXTY-SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
WILL OPEN on MONDAY NEXT, April 25. at their Gallery, 5, Pall

Mail East, from 9 till 7. Admittance is. Catalogue 6d.

WILLIAM CALLOW, Sccrctar>'.

THE LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
k>T MARINE, FIRE, and LIFE ASSURANCES.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, A.D. 1720.

(ilTices : No. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Pall Mall.

Ja.mes Blyth, Esq., Governor.
Edwin tJowKK, Esq., .Sub-Governor.
D.^viD FowiiLl., Esq., Deputy-Governor.

Toinl Funds on 31st December, 1869 .. jfia.siS.eap.

The Directors are ready to receive applications for Agencies for the
Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for i:4.865,823

(exclusive of Bonus Additions.)
INCOME—Premiums jCi6i,jSi

Interest 58,3=4

£219,705
Accumulated Premiums .. .. _ jCii342,47a

Further information may be obtained on application.
IOHN P. LAURENCE, Secretary.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John FOUNTAINE, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.
Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the
Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with 218 Wood-
cuts by E. M. Williams.
Published for the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,

192, Piccadilly, W.
jNoi ^bers, £1

Fourth Edition, much enlarged, with 40 Engravings on Wood,
Coloured Frontispiece, and Six Panoramic Maps, post 8vo, cloth, 12s.,

WINTER and SPRING on the SHORES uf the
MEDITERRANEAN; or, the Riviera, Mentone, Italy,

Corsica, Sicily, Algeria. Spain, and Biarritz as Winter Climates. By
J. HliNRVBENNEl, M.D.
From the Timts, December 21 :—"The book is a thoroughly good

one for its purpose, and should be studied by all who have need of the
kind of knowledge that it contains."

JOHN CHURCHILL and SONS. New Burlington Street.

CrownSvo, cloth, IS.,

DR. KENNION'S OBSERVATIONS on tiie
MINERAL SPRINGS of HARROGATE. Seventh Edition

Revised and Enlarged. By Adam Bealey, M.A., M.D., Cantab.,
Member of the Royal College of Physicians of London.
London : JOHN CHURCHILL and SONS ; Harrogate : THOMAS
HOLLINS-

A GRICULTUR.-\L LABOURERS' COTTAGES
JTX. (Denton's ScHes), 24 Designs.—Photographic Working Drawings,
approved bythelnclosure Commissioners, for One Guinea each Design,

the Specification and Contract, suitable to the

*ND F . sroN. :. Chai
. W.C.

Boots for Country Gentlemen, Planters, Gardeners, &c.
Now Ready, the following Work.

THE PLANTER'S CHOICE ; TREES
and SHRUBS for ENGLISH PLANTATIONS. A Selection

and Description of the most Ornamental, Native and Foreign, which
will flourish in the Open Air in our Climate ; with Classified Lists of
the several Species, under the heads of Soil, Aspect, Form, Colour of
Foliage, Season of Blooming, S:c-, &c., for the purposes of Practical
Application. By Augustus Mongredien. With Illustrations.
8vo, i6j.

ALPINE FLOWERS for' ENGLISH GARDENS.
An Explanation of the Principles on which the Exquisite Flora of
Alpine Countries may be Grown to Perfection m^Il parts of the
British Islands, .

Natural and Artificia
of Rock Gardens

THE PARKS, PROMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS. Described and Considered in Relation to the Wants of
nur own Over-crowded Towns and Cities. By W, ROBINSON,
F.L S. With 400 Illustrations. 8vo, i8f.

PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS 'in GARDENING. With
I Erections and Calendar of Operations for every Month in the year.
By Mrs. Loudon. Eighth Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. W.

A GEOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK
of all the KNOWN FERNS. With Tables to show their
Distribution. By K. M. Lyell. Post 8vo, 75.6^.

DOG-BREAKING ; the most Expeditious, Certain, and
Easy Method, whether great excellence or only mediocrity be
required, with Odds and Ends for thosewho lovcthc Dogand Gun.
By Lieut-Gen. Hutchinson. Fourth Edition. Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo, gs.

JOHN MURRAY. Albemarle Street, W.
This day is published, with Engravings, price 4J. 6d.,

THE HANDY BOOK of BEES; bein^ a Practical
Treatise on their Profitable Management, with a General Outline

of their Natural History prefixed. By A. Pettigrevv.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS. Edinburgh and London.

Next Week will be published, a New and Enlarged Edition of
Mr. Reynolds Hole'sBOOK ABOUT ROSES.

In Crown 8vo, price 7*. 6.^.

From Reviews of First Edition.
Saturday Jirviev).

" The whole volume teems with encouraging data and statistics ; and
while it is intensely practical, it will interest general readers by an
unfailing vivacity which supplies garnish and ornament to the array of
facts, and furnisnes "ana" in such rich profusion that one might do
worse than lay by many of Mr. Hole's good ' " ' ' '

'

tion on the whole <.f Ko: Alh < ch like qu

)URE AERATED WATERS — ELLIS'.S.
Er-iJ*;'s Ruthm Waters unsurpassed for their purity.

Liss .s..(l;i, I'.ir.i^'., s--l/,-r, Lithia and Potass Wat "

Joni- .;. .,.,.11. ,:,l. . ^M.ks branded " R. Ellis &
h 1>"' "

'

'!' mark—Goat on Shield.
>

1
'•, Confectioners, and Hotel-keepers.

Wli- ^,..i: l-LLIS&SON, Ruthin, North Wales.
.onduu -V^...;.. W. iiLsT & Sons, Henrietta Street, Cavendish

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.-
Thc best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartbur

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion; and the best mild apcrien
for del

and Infants.
DINNEFORD

andofallChei

especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

London

;

c DCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL!
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at ij. lid-, 21. grf., 4j. GJ., and irj.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLJ
in use the last 6g years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes at is. i\d., 21. gd., 41. 6d., and i

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at is. j^d., 2s. gd., 4s. 6d., and lu.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL£
in use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at 11. iji/,,21. gd., 45. 6d., and ns.

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at ij. i^d., ss. grf., 41. 6d., and ns.

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many ye;

_
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the'iii,

mation by which he obtained their complete removal in a short peri
without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a slami
envelop to F. KINGSTON, Esq., Ware, Hens.

SALES BY AU CTION.
Euston Road, Regent's Park

\ VLl \LLL SlUi K it VkDLN \ V5I S l\/l\^ FIOl RFS,
i... in VklU Id VL SIONL

MESSRS HOME LVERSEIELD and CO ln\e
received instructions from Messrs Austin Seek K ( ->

f \

constqucnceofaDisboluli n 1 1 irt <.r h | i s| I I l_ \| [\ \
on the premises Nos 371 t

]

Road Station on \\ LDK 1 I

portion of their viluable t

variety of VASEb and 1 \ ^
ind othei
PEDESTALS li!

celebrated A.K I I I

proved its super
Mav be wcu

Premises, and i ( I

Street S \\ -in ]

Sale of the Celebrated Osberton Herd
/FR jOHNTH0k\ l<i\ u MM I I U \UCTION,'

" ]l,hrut -iny rcscr rl I [he r\<.LUtors) onM

even greater succtss than that of his ' Little Tour in J

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" It is the production of a man who boasts of 30 'all England' cups,

exhibitions. Such a man 'ought to have something to say worth
hearing to those who love the Rose,' and he has said it.

The Field.
" The extracts give little idea of the genuine fun of the book, whicli

we cordially recommend to every amateur who wishes to grow Roses,
as at once the pleasantest and the best yet written on the subject."

Journal ofHorticulture.
" A very captivating book, containing a great deal of valuable

information about the Rose and its culture, given in a style which

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS, Edinburgh and London.

T,
Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'.

"WO RCE STERSHIRE,'
:ed bv connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improve
ad aids digestion. Unrivalled for piqdancy and flavour
Ask for LEA/ ^ -. ^ .

a—
Bewareof imitations, and s<

ttles and labels.

Aeent-i—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London; and sold bv all
lalcrs in Sauces throughout the World.

B REAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gatette remarks :
—" By a thorough knowledge of

latural laws which govern the operations of dif;jestion and
ion, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-
ed Cocoa, Mr, Ei'PS has provided our breakfast tables with a

dclicalely-tlavoured beverage which may save us many heavy

milk. Sold only in J lb., ) lb.

PARR'S LIFE PILLS KEEP PEOPLE in GOOD
HEALTH, ami m.ike them CIIF.F.RFUL and HEARTY

Persons suffering fn.-T. If. ,->^,-h,-,T --.-vr ,,..,;,,.,,; „ ,,,s Ailments,
Skin Eruptions, 1."^ ^ ..i ., -

^ .
.-

i
1 .;rnhago,&c.,

particularly n-, , , ,, 111 nlj^s. They

A CLEAR (. L):arLL\iu.\. — (..uufrevs
EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS ha^ long been known for
irprising effect in softening, improving, and nresen-ing the Skin,

and in rendering the Complexion clear and beautiful It removes Tan,
iunburn, Freckles, and all disfigurements produced by sudden
hanges in the weather; cures Pimples, Humours, and other Erup-
ions, and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes delicately soft,
lear, and smooth. Godfrey's E.ttract of Elder Flowers possesses a

delightful fragrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet and
Nursery. Sola in bottles—Price 21. 9^., by all Chemists and Perfumers.

of about 40 Head,
*mtr

[ ;l Animals "Gipsy
"iitt Ko Knight of the
* re r

I the \\ histle, and
Rol

I frnm the late Earl
SpenL r I n iK Flora and
Alexina t < I I ll I Mr 1 I r il \\ indsor
(18086) and Knight ol the L.arter 1 I but the
joung animals ire mo5tl> by Mr 1 (77) The
knigTits of the Bath, Crescent a d \ the Ro\al
and Yorkshire Shows as Bull Calves ^ 1 mi and ire
still m service The large number ot Ir n ns i Mritd to the
Osberton Animils at the Rojal, the Yorkshire, and Ltncrlnshirc

the magnificent Oxen exhibited at Bj
Smithfield, isthe
of the Stock.
Catalogues, with I'fd

Langham Place, I. I..

evidence of the capabilities and high s

Important Sale of Plants.

TO BE SOLI) ].y ALKTION, on MONDAY,
May 2, and following days, at 9 o'clock a.m., and 2 P.M., at his

residence, 8, Place d'Armes, Ghent, Belgium, the valuable COLLEC-
TIONS of PLANTS, the property of the late Victor Vandenhecke de
Lcmbeke, Esq., President of the R6yal Horticultural Society of
Ghent, and Knight of the Royal Leopold prder. The Collections
comprise Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Palms, Orchids, Specimen
Camellias and Azaleas, Amarj^Ilis. &c.
Catalogues may be obtainea free, on prepaid application to

Mr. JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent,

M

Nurserymen I
. . .

in a nrst-class Market-Gardening Country, within the short
distance of three miles of the larce and important County and
Market Town of Aylesbury, and having speedy communication
with Loziflr.ii b\' means of the London and North-Western and
the Grc.il Western K.iilways.

ESSRS. (iADSDEN and SON are instructed to
oficr for S.M.I' !,> public AUfTl'iN. -,t tli,-- r.rm-.;,- Hntfl,
ury, \^, M.iv

lately in the occu|)ali<jns of Mr. Walter Crook, MeVbrs. Kirhy &:

Search, and partly in h.'Hnd. a. 1;. r.

Lot r.—Lands in the Eythrop Valley and adjoining . . . . 157 3 3,1

Lot 2.~Thc Stone F.irm House, Farm Buildings, Home-

Lots 4 to 15 inclusive,— Botls Furlong, divided

suitabfe for Market Garden Cultivation
Lot 16.—Nursery Wood or Stone Hill Plani

Lot 17.—The Down .nd Unenclosed Land
Lots 18 to 26 inclusive,—Townscnd Piece, now in cultivation

as Market Garden Land, divided into Lots varying

course ot preparation, and may Pe naa one rnu.ah before the day of

sale: of Messrs. BKRKELEV and CALCOTT, 52. Lincoln s Inn

Fields, London, W.C. ; .>r of J. I. BUSH, Esq.. Land Agent, Hilper-

ton Grange, near Trowbridge, Viltshirc; and of the Auctioneers,

Aylesbury; 'or by post on application.
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GREEN'S Patent SiLENS Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND GOLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870,
«j

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FORTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. '5>^Sfe3

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The extraordinan' success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an establislied fact. During the List six years the demand ha

alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. Tlie following are their characteristic features ;
—

1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

2nd. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these Machines are so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56.000 being ;

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the Public with a List of the numerous Testimonials they hai

nprecedented, which

ved from time to time, but would add

THEY ARE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK.
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM
BUCKINGHAM PALACE G.\RDENS.

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.
|

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.

!
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN : THE BOTANIC GARDENS, BRUSSELS.
THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS. I

THE SUNDERL.\ND PARK.
THE LIVERPOOL BOT.^NTC GARDENS. 1 THE PRESTON PARK.

AND IN MOST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES. ETC.. IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE. PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY
MACHINES, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Box ;

Cross Stay complete
; suitable for attaching to ordinary

Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches .

.

. . . . ^13 o o
28 inches ..

,, 30 inches

Leather Boots for Donkey
Ditto for Pony

HORSE
To cut 30 inches

, , 36 inches

,, 42 inches

17 o o

MACHINES.
£^

48 inches

Leather Boots for Ho
The 26 and 28 inches can < iily be worked by a Donkey,

the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse
;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND MACHINE.
'xmrranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of

can be returned unconditionally.

GREEN'S IMPROVED
FOR L.\WNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS,

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand

PATENT ROLLER,
CRICKET

pricilS of

HAND ROLLERS.

PRICES OF HAND M.-\CHINES.

Suitable for

To cut 14 inches

,, 16 inches

Suitable for oi

Packins Caies are char,
and 16 inch, 41. ; 18 and 2

nded t

£3
4

Lady.

.£s

To cut 18 inches • £7 10

I „ 22 inches .. 8 lo o

°
I ,,24 inches . . 900

Suitable for two persons.

lowing low rates, vir. :—For the lo and la inch Machine, 31.

2 and 24 inch, 6r. Parties providing thcmselx'cs with Law
cases in which to stow them away wncn not in use, to prcvei
wo-thirds will be allowed for them.them from gctiiny damaged; if returned, 1

The above Prices include Free Delivery to all the principal Raihvay Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1862.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at tlie Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

T. GREEN AND SON did not exhibit at the Paris Exhibition. 1867.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have carried off every
Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-sharpening, and when
the cutters become blunt by running one way round, they can bie reversed again and again, bringing the

against the bottom blade, which operation can be done by any inexperienced
n, owing to the peculiar adapla

N. B. All Orders .

n of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

•ived, either frc

ROLLERS
Fitted with Shafts,

suitable for Pony or
Horse Power.

Diam. Length.

[3 10 O
IS 10 o
[7 lO o
[9 10 o

These ROLLERS possess many ad\antai;c-. over all others ; they are made in
two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, atibrding greater facility for turning, and
the outer edges are rounded off, or turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks
left by other Rollers. They are manufactured of the best materials, and are got up in

a manner surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS, 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also
one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to
lany requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller

made
answer
at pleasi

PRICES.
24 inches by 26 inches . . . , . . .

.

, , £^^

Delivered Carria^^ Free to all the principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in Bngla?td.

Every Machine and Roller is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and, if not
approved of, can be returned at once unconditionally.

T. G. AND SON have a large quantity of L.\WN MOWERS in stock (upwards
of 2000) at their Leeds and London Establishments

; also various other kinds of
HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTUR.\L IMPLEMENTS, GARDEN
SEATS and CHAIRS, FOUNTAINS, VASES, PLAIN and GALVANIZED
WIRE NETTING. &c.

Having very extensive Premises in London, we are in a position to do all kinds
of Repairs there, as well as at our Leeds Establishment.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advenisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W C
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs, Bradburv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whiiefriars, City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said WiLLfAtf

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, April 23, 1870.
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CHARLES TURNER is now sending out, in strong
plants, Perrj-'s set of 12 NEW \'ERBEN AS, which are of very

fine quality and good, growers. Also a Collection of the best for pot

culture or bedding, now ready, 4s. to as. per dozen.
The Royal Suraerics, Slough.

Verbenas, Verbenas.—6s. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers PURPLE. WHITE,
SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, &c., well-rooted Plants,

from store pots, 6s. per loo; yu. per looo. Terms, cash.
Cemetery Nursery, Gravcsend.

N EW VERBENAS, Eckfords. unrivalled.
CATALOGUK5 ready.

JOHN KEYNES. Castle Street, Salisbury.

N
JOHN KEYNES, Castle

N
JOHN KF-VNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

WONDROUS CHEAP.—Thii
TRICOLOR, r.ir.iini-. ,;

strong plants, established vi

thousand choicest
*NAL GERANIUMS,
?r per dozen.

w strong Eeddins Geraniums.
POTTEN can now supply plants of Tricolor.

• Bicolor, Silver, Zonal, and Double GERANIUMS, by
en. loo, or looo. loo strong Zonals in sorts for 20J., all good

ngle 3-inch pots, package free. A LIST, with prices of

S'

s^

SPRING PLANT CATALOGUE, 1870, containing
all the NOVELTIES, English and Continental, of 1870, post free

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
- '

' "
'th, London, W,

Friends
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HARDY HEATHS, in 50 varieties, free of package:—
24 plants, in 12 varieties, two of each for ys.

48 plants, in 24 varieties, ijicluding choicer varieties, for i8j.

100 plants, in 24 varieties, for 3M.
100 plants, ill 50 varieties, for 505.

ny varieties can be supplied by the i

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Ni

S"-

ASTERS, WALLFLOWERS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., imported
from the most celebrated Continental growers. Sec
SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of FLOWER SEEDS, gratis

and post free on application.

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
I of tlie best Englisli and German varieties,

No 3 Collection of
No, 4 Collection of
No, 5 Colle.

1 also be had from 21. to js. 6d., t

. SONS. Seedsmen to the Queen, ReadinE, Berks

F^

<=:^''^^'L£^/^(-.^U^i*',^fC^t J,

Eastgate Street, Chester.

: obtained. Price List
lildcr, 29, Clarendon ^^ua..j .

ciited at the Wharf, Maiden Lai

. Mr jOHN^ ARNOLD,
' North-W

E PPS'S SELECTED PEAT for choice plants, Ericas,
Azaleas, Ferns, Orchids, &c., will be found very superior to

anything of its kind yet sold. Divested of all crude, sour, superfluous
matter, fit for immediate use, tightly pressed into strong ^ bushel
cask (inclusive), 7J, Testimonials and reports of its superiority, from
the most celebrated exhibitors and growers in England, sent on appli-

cation. Post-office Orders to
W. JAS. EPPS, Horticultural Dcpflt and Peal Stores, Eastdown

Park, Lewisham.

GARDEN MANURES are specially prepared for every
crop grown in either Flower or Kitchen Garden, Lawns. Vine

Borders, &c., by the undersigned. They arc conveniently paclced in

a lb. Ba^s, at M. per Bag. These Manures will be found good, cleanly,
and moderate in price, CATALOGUE, with ample directions, free
on application to

Joseph ELLIS and sons, Sparkenhoe Works, Leicester.

rriH

SALT, &c.

E LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES ofHME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES
Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
k Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY

Offic. 116, Fenchurch Stri

E. PURSER, Secretary.
,E,C.

s believed I

REP:S AND CO,'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albati

rcadv for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It i

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base
Government Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
6 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. Sec reports of Dr,
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark, The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Kcighley, Maxstcd &
Co^ Hull.

' Esq., 23, (

Agents for Midland. South and West Districts of England—Me;

5rs. Brcysig&Co., Leith, for Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk,

d Fife,

srs. Allan, Edwards & Co., Dundee,
s for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co.^ Dublin.
c £,\i per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London,
ND CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, FlcetStreet.E.C.
" London, January 15. 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed vou will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Bipnosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. 1 need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of

moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-

phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me. Sir, yours respectfully,
(Signed) "AUGUSTUS VOELCKER.

" The Secretary, REES AND CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian
Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C."

NEW PLANTS.

LINDEN
liEGS TO STATE THAT

THE FOLLOWING NEW AND DIRECT INTRODUCTIONS
Will be ready for dislribution on and after the ist of May next.

iCER PALMATUM FOLIIS RETICULATIS, from North Japan,

ANTHURILM HY&IDUM, a hybrid between A. trilobura (a very
hne species not yet in the trade) and A. regale, 2ii.

I ttD strong and fine plants, -12r.

\K\LIA. SIEBOLDII FuLIIS AUREO-RETICULATIS, extra,

rSTROSELENIA BULLATA, Ch. Letn. (figured in the " lllustra-

I n Hon cole "1, I2j. M,
II 1 1 V LILACINA, Ch. Lem. ("Illui

XMAZON'ICUS, Lind., fine specie
1 \TURIALV^C'Illusl

Horticole"), the

I I M XLRUCAKPA, fruit of the
t 1 1 region of the Andes. 2Ii.

M >K*NTA CINEREA, small, slate-coloured species,

Orange—from the

M\R\NT^ SMARAGDINA (" Illusl Horlicole " of

I El IM \ APHELANDR^FLORA,Andr.("IlluslrationHorticol(
1 1870). ver)' fine Bromeliad, 2ij.

\ \ \ MARMOREA, with coriaceous variegated leavi

1 KIA MULTIFLORA, fine flowering species, 91*.

t to the Trade—07!e Plant over ifthree are order

ALLOPLECTUS BICOLOR, V. V.
ARISTOLOCHIA DUCHARTREI, 10s. (id.

COLHLIOSTEMA JACOBIANUM, 151 ().(.

„ fine strong plants, 311. td.
DIEFFENBACHIA WALLISII, loi. bd.
FICUS DEALRATA, 15!. <jd.

FITTONIA GIGANTEA, 5<. -id.

MARANTA CHIMBORACENSIS, lOS. bd.

,, PRINCEPS, loj. M.
TILLANDSIA LINDENI, ais.

Eslablishn^

Palms.
For Table Decoration and Stove and Greenhouse, by the dozen,

hundred, or thousand, at very low prices. Amongst thei " '

new and recent species introduced bj "
"

'
' '

M. J. Linden, vii. :

—

ACANTHORHIZA WARSCEWICZII.
ARECA VERSCHAFFELTII.
CALYPTROGYNE ELATA.
CARYOTA SPECIOSA and ELEGANS.
CEROXYLON WENDLANDII.
CHAM,«ROPS LITTORALIS.
COCOS MAYNENSIS.

„ WALLISII.
I pulchra, figured

GEONOMA ANTIOQUENSIS.
GLAZIOVA ELEGANTISSIMA.

INSIGNIS.
HYOSP.ATHE CHIRIQUENSlS.

I IMIENIANA

I'll' , :!'
; IIM SECHELLARUM.

ril'i I I
I 1 I M \, r'EPPIGIANA.

\'ERSCHA1-I'I':LTI.\ MELANOCH.-ETES and
SPLENDIUA.

WELFIA REGIA.

Orchids.—For Coo! Houses or Stoves. Many new and fine species
not yet known in England.

Mordllona Pine-Apple—New and most delicious Pine-apple,
from the cold regions of Colombia. Fruit violet, weighing 5 Kilo-

grammes Fine plants, 42*. ; extra strong, 84*.

Tropical Fruit Trees from India and South America.

Carriaj^t' paid to Loiulon.

CATALOGUES Free on application to Messrs. Silberrad & SON, s. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW . PLANTS,

J. LINDEN, BRUSSELS, and at GHENT (formerly Ambroise Verschaffelt), BELGIUM.

NEW PLANTS FOE 1870.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering the undernamed NEW PLANTS, whicli will be ready for distribution on May i, next,

New Summer Bedding Plant.
PERISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREO-VARIEGATA.

very elegant Acanlhad

lanceolate, fcright orange in thi

Verbena Mauve Q,ueen.

This very elegant variety posses*

plant in the Summer Flower Gardei

beautiful, and although the flow

their bright r

rkable for size,

pu'rple colour forms a striking contrast with the

colour of the leaves. Price lo*. td.

Superb New Bedding Plant.
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTION.-B. S, W. has much

»,x.l.i
pleasure in offering this superb plant to public notice, and from the

i y^ foUowine fi

Inanner in which it has been tested ^th m dry and exposed
''it,d habu fnd

attacks of mildew and other diseases, which so many of the
of this plant are (and which has led to the almost total

from the parterre); in growth it is somewhat
, most profuse ; the trusses^ which are of good
ive the young shoots, ;^ ^ , la the flowers

beautiful mauve in colour, and yield a most delicate perfume. I

be highly recoimnended fur bedding purposes. Price 3f. bd. each.

New Fuchsias.

WILLIAMS ha; ich pi being able to ofl^cr

1 lavounte plant ; tbe>; are all of
, and cannot fail to give general

,.,_..„..^, and shady places, he has no hesitation f°°^A^,^i' ^^ thoroughly d

in asserting its superiority over every other Viola yet offered for .

bedding purposes. I* >%0*' f«« erow'^. >.« "'dom exceed^^^^^ bjrjj ^p PARAmSE.-Tube and sepals scarlet, well reflexed

r'c"mu".a!'w1>its=t Se fl^^is. wLr^re &/well"abovTthi
j

corolla, very regular, and soft, delicatc'rose in colour. ic«. 6^ each,

fohare, still retain the characteristic horns of that speci " ' "

"

"

, and of good substance ; the col

ange-yel'ow, with a dark purplr

;,«..„u..v,...,, .i.fromVhich proceed radiating lines of still i

purple; indeed it resembles a gigantic V. comuta in habi

whilst retaining its profuse blooming quali

which almost rival our Florii "
This plant was awarded a First-Clas:

Committee, September 25, 1869. Price

70J. per half hundred, looj. per 100.

Azalea Grand Monarch.
;able for

^ ^
producing flowers

Pansies for size and substance.
t-Class Certificate by the Floral

dd. each, 241. per dozen.

A superb new and dis

flow
mpacl and dense, of medium growth,

and in colour deep pink, shaded
in addition, the upper lot

few extra-sized plants, 425.

/ith warm rose towards the r

densely spotted. Price 211.

FORMOSA—Tube sicndt
corolla double, very r

petals rosy red, elegantly flaked with light violet.

corolla, very long petals of great s , and ricfi deep violet L

STRI.A.TA PERFECTA.—A charming and very effective variety;
tube and sepals waxy white ; corolla bright carmine, striped with
broad lines of pure white. This variety is not only exceedingly
handsome, but totally difl"crcnt from any other variety in cul-
tivation, los. &/. each.

TRIUMPHANS.—A superb double variety; tube and sepals rich

The following Nurserymen and Seedsmen have already ordered the new Viola cornuta var. Perfection,

and from whom the true Rotherfield Stock can be obtained;

—

-lessrs. Campbell & Sons . . . . Glasnevin.

„ Carter ii Co Forest Hill.

„Cmbush&Son Highgate

,, Harrison & Son Dorchester.

„ Haage & Schmidt .. .. Erfurt.

„ Lawson & Son Edinburgh.
_

,, Lee fit Sons Hammersmi
„ Little & Ballantyne . . .

.

Carlisle.

, Nash fit Nash .

„ Rollisson & Son Tooting,

,, Stuart & Mein Kelso.

„ Talbot & Prior Hastings.

Mr, Ashford Muckingford.
Brittain .. .. Fisherton,

" Bull Chelsea.

„ Benary Erfurt.

Old Swan, Liverpool.

, Harrison Darlingtoi

, McPherson
, Oakley

Richmond.
Aberdeen.
Southampton.

Bishop Stortfor<l.

nNurrery, Holloway

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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NEW PLANT CATALOGUE
POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS,

1870,

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
HAS MUCH PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THAT HIS

GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE
For the current year is now ready. It contains select Lists of Orcliids, Ferns, Palms, Flowering and

Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Florists' Flowers, &c., &c., and, m
addition full descriptions of many novel and excellent plants, which are now offered for the first time

;
also

descriptions of many new or rare plants of recent introduction and sterling merit.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, PURITY (Eckford).

JAMES CARAWAY & CO.
Have much pleasure in offering the above, and can confidently recommend it as a DECIDED ACQUISITION. It

is in the way of that well known variety Madame Werle, and is a great improvement ou it. For correctness of shape

and delicacy of colouring it cannot be surpassed, and its freeness of flowering especially adapts it both for

Conservatory decoration and for effective bedding out.

Plants now ready, 5s. each. Pour sent for three.

NEW SILVER-EDGED GERANIUM, MADAME VATJCHER VAR.
Tliis is a sport from the green variety ; is distinctly margined with clear wliitc, with occ.asionallj- a bright pink

zone. Plants ready the middle of May, 5s. each,

1^ Usual alloxuance to

JAMES CARAWAY and CO.'S SPRING CATALOGUE is

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
OD.'VMS'S SUPERPHOSPH.\TE of LIME,

Manufactured

ATENT NITR
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The Best and Cheapest Vermin Killer.

yidt "The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd
Esq., F.R.H.S.,of August 15, 1868.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.
rn HE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty),

of Blight. Sold in Tins. 1 1. . zj. 6d.,&i
sts. POWDER DISTRIBUTORS, 2S.ea

__ RV AND SOPER, at their Bonded \Vi

Shad Thames, London, S.E. [AGENTS WANTED.]
Matiufactu:

To Gentlemen, Gardeners, and Others.—Write for

HEADLY AND SON'S Illustrated List of Prices of
the NEW PATENT HYDRAULIC APPARATUS f.ir

WateringCroQuet Lawns and Gardens, the NEW PATTERN FORCE
PUMPS, the NEW PATTERN GARDEN CHAIRS, the NEW

LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.—
The best mode of Raising all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cuttings.

Price from is. each.—Hooper & Co., Covcnt Garden; Rosher & Co.,

Upper Groiind Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road, and Queen's
Road, West Chelsea; and Di.xon & Co., 48A, Moorgatc Street.

LO OK E R'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far

more ornamental in appearance. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12.

Price from is. 6d. per foot

Hooper & Co. , Covent Garden ; Dixon & Co. ,
48A, Mooreatc Street

;

Rosher & Co., Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road,
and Queen's Roatf West, Chelsea.
BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,

Kingston-on-Thames.

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in

Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and
Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot, 21 oz.

Fourth quality .. .. i^s. od i<)s. 6d.

Third quality .

"^
' - - . -.

The above prices include the boxes, which arc not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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HOT-WATF,R APPARATUS of every descrif

fixed complri.- in tn-,- y>.M of ihe countrj', for Warming I

(bouses, Conserve!' ii '•-, I i- -n I'li-i, I've.

I'l , .
,

: I I, ,1. ^ iin application.

J. JONES AND ^" ,1 r.M't, Cheap;
Ma

Hot-water Pipes and Boilers.
" TONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
• "and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free to

, __ _. /ith order;

isli^ their wharf in London.
6, Bankside, Southwark, Londc

TAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
^ and Hot-Water Apparatus M.

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.K

900 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Gla?ed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strone GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 55. each.
"GLASSES, ail sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentrj-, and Trade in most of the

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights. 2 in. thick, unglazed. . jjo 5 o

Sheet
>vith stou
Painted

and Glazed \

portable Box, r

6 ft hy 8 ft.. Double Lights, do.

Handles on
Packed and

Railway var

Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . . . c

„ Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork .. .. c

„ Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . c

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE
RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rri S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injur>' to Pipes or Joints ; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and pcrfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras .

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN
The Trade supplied.

r COUNTRY

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-w;

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S E.

G. MESS N G E R,
-L • MIDLAND STEAM-POWER HORTICULTURAL
WORKS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, VALVE MANUFAC-
TURER, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Honourable Mention aw
and at the Dublin Exhibition, 1865; also a First-class Certificate t
the Roj'al Horticultural Society.
T, G. Messenger, Patentee of many important improvements i

Buildings and Implements connected with Horticulture, and whic
meet with unqualified approbation, is prepared to give reference I

nundredsof works entrusted to him and pre-eminently answering tl
purpose for which they were constructed.
Any House Glazed, single or double, with or without putty. The mode

adopted by T. G, Messenger for Heating and Ventilating Forcing
Houses is particularly successful, drip being entirely prevented
HOUSES can be constructed ' - ''- " "

open the whole of the roof and :

cine the plants in the

H^

ELBOWS
TEE PIPES

.

SYPHONS .

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

London Wareliouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, Paddington Basi

surface to the dir

I be (

s has cracked,
r double) is effective, simple,

Siv- YvvjiR, iini as Quranie as tnc pipe to which it is attached,
esigns and estimates supplied for all kinds of Horticultural Work,-

md guaranteed to answer the purpose for which they may be
nfPnH«,i A richly ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, with descrip-

:ipt of 33 stamps.

G. Messenger's

West Of England. Ireland, and Wales.
Vr I N C E N

SKINNER, Stoke'
oft. Br tol, HOI

HOUSE BUILDER
HOT-WATER APPARA-
TUS MANUFACTURER
(formerly Partner with J.
Weeks & Co) £.rT

: ^\•o

Heating by Hot Water.
PUBLIC and PRIVATE

BUILDINGS, MANUFAC-
TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &&,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventiiation.

Thesc BOILERS arc adapted for
tting in Brickwork, or as snown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

POLLARD, JEPHSON. and CO.
(Successors to John R. Peill),

Sole Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Which arc in general use, and which
Boilers have for their durability and
economy attained a celebrity far sur-
passing any other Boilers ever invented

.

Bear Garden, Ne-

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BoiUt
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c
HOT-WATER PIPES

Syphons, and c\ery other
tibn kept in stock
WROUGHT ^nd C VST

C.-\.^ 1 .,...1 ..K^'. >.lll-ii.i'. Li LUlLERb on Stand
for use wiihout bn>.kwork, Ironi f- ca h

Portable Boiler Patent THROTTLE and other \AL\ES^,,„., .^^ ^^^„^ B\RS, and FL RNACL

LYNCH WHITE «,
(Old Barge Iron Wharf Upper |f|

4th. They ;

r Boilers,

5th. Anyni
by me ...

6th. By means of mud doors they (

7th. The chimney is made of t

through a roof c

be put in place;

Dwing to the great amount of
fire acts in a direct manner, and

is can be annexed to the Boilers

ji be readily cleaned out when

on, which can either be taken

the
They a

1 that it

-anted t

5 free

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you aslc for
IAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate W
hich r

S, & C. regret having to 1

compelled to do so, in conscqucm

you get tl

lark, Ob

Gardeners and othei

, and which ha;

heir make all of which are warranted both by
S. &C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KN
cheapest in the market.

of Knives which . . __

ited both by Sellers and Makers.
IVES are the best and

Paxton Works, Shefticld. Established up'

B. HIRST AND s'iNs 11 r^ \\ tt<-nt, n ! th^ir PATFNT
FLEXIBLE SLLFbllAKI 1 MN(- and SELF COLLECT ING
LAWN MOWING M\CHINES, which can also be used as Garden
Rollers. Intending purchasers for the present season should send
for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List of these Lawn Mowin^'
Machines. The demand for B HIRST AND SONS' Patent Laun
Mowing Machines has already been great These Machines are

acknowledged to be the best for keeping Bowling Greens, Lawns, and
Croquet Grounds in order. Shipping orders promptly attended to.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIN D-GUARD, &c.
The annually increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony

h these advantages have been appreciated.

& Son beg g all the
Exhibition, they arc the only

rded a Medal. The Silver Medal thei
y Exhibition for Lawii

wrLt H 1 I 1 ' r ' been malcinrj

oKing CuttLT t tiu r Mt h;n<-s Sell Shirpeniiv—that is, With

1 both bides of each Blade so that when the Cutter becomes
jr running one «aj it can be re\ersedp thus bringing the oppo-

sharp edge of the Cutter to act against the Sole Plate. In
1 to this. A, S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
f their Machine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and

t the back; when the front edge gets

plate has only to b
iront It will be •

single eoged Sole-plate 1

1 edge brought to the
this arrangement enables the
in other machines, where the

ly renewed when the edge is

introduced to prevent the Mown Grass
be ng blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.
There is no ribbing with thcnc Machines. The Lawn 1

has a most beautiful appearance, being as smooth as a piec<

Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction,

liluslrat'ed Circulars, with full pai

A SHANKS AND SONS. Dei
27 Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

RS" A Stock of all siz. "
'

American Lawns.

§ ^l^~>T^^p.fp^

n I M I in \
^

adm tted tl e best

purpose ; because it is durable,

AR( MIMI in \\ i \\\ \ MOWER
i<! adm tted tl e best Mach n<. e cr br utht out for the

ind performs its work better

the power of other Lawn Mowers, and

1! do double the amount of work.

Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never

5king untidy, ser\'ing as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

ought.
Opinions

The Gardeners' Magnsitte say
been fairlj'_ tested at Stoke Ne

The Field says—"The Amcri

Mowing Machine has

how

ind the verdic

e been beforehand \

til

ithusii
ire the:

s'essed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any of ours."

The Gardeners' Chronicle says—" We are indebted to our American
usins for many ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances.

adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind
e-enerallv. We owe to them many thanks for improvements amongst
^ , '_._ ...,.___,_.. ..L . ;_: ^35 ijccn much lessened. The

grass equally well when y-' "'

,ry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The i-f'nch mact

ca by a boy- It has been tried m the gardens of the Royal

.Itural Society at Chiswick during

reported as the quickest, most siniple, and mc

mplemcnts whereby labourf

nch machme ii

\y worked by a

Lawn Mow
v.v. used; and such is our opinion."

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,

JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchnm. Old Swan Wharf. London.
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w PRIVATE GARDENS.
M. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled

ick of choice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of at
reduced prices, in order to clear the land for building purposes.
Among the Evergreens are many thousands of fine spci

' improve Old Pleasure Grounds this i

uch an extensive and well-grown Stock of

Liverpool, April, i

B.

New and Genuine seeds (Carriage Paid).

NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,
a and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

_ To the Trade.
TT'IRK ALLEN has to offer the
-LV plants in 3-inc

NEW TRICOLORS.-Acliie

Weir, Southern
. Donna, Black

l^nigm (Downie, Laird & Laing). Cleopatra (Smith), Mrs. Allan
Lowndes, Criterion (Smith), Goldfinder (Smith), and Arab (Smith).
The above 13 for 3or.

MARIE LEMOINE, 121. per dozen.
prices of single plants and other

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLES.

Backhouse's Winter White Protecting BROCCOLI
Dell's fine dark-leaved BEET ..

Williams' Matchless RED CELERY
WiUiams'Matchless WHITE CELERY, new

Telegraph CUCUMBER, Woolley's improved variety

Wheeler's Tom Thumb CABBAGE LETTUCE
Webb's Climax MELON, new

(The finest flavoured Green-fleshed variety

post free. The Nu ery.
, Hunlingdoi

= CATALOGUE,

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the foUomng choice kinds,

in strong plants, at per dozen, for cash :—TRICOLORS :

Sophia Dumarcsque, jr. 6d. ; Ladv Cullum, 6s. ; Italia Unita, 3s. ;

Picturata, 35. 6d. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS : Beauty of Cal-
derdale, 3s. 6d. ; Beauty of Ribblesdale. 41. ; Duke of Edinburgh, or.

;

E. G. Henderson, 45. : Kentish Hero. 41. ; Mrs. John Todd, 4s.

;

Neatness, 2j. 6d. : Model. 3J. 6d. ; Perilla, 31. 6d. Mc>st of the above
are autumn struck. Baskets and packing, is. for a single dozen, and

for every subsequent dozen. Remittances requested from

Clirysantliemums.
A DAM FORSYTH begs to intorin the Trade
CA- the Public, that he is now sending out his " NEW" and 1

choice CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
For description see CATALOGUE (containing a Treatise on

growth) now ready. Forwarde'd to all applicants for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

JAMES HOLDER
and Variegate

CALCEOLARtAS.
NIAS, KONIGA^
IRESINES ACER
(in spiteof the longs
dozen for 101. 6d. ; 1

Bedding Plants—Bedding Plants.
vailed Collection of Scarlet

DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,
I LIAS. PETUNIAS, GAZA-
^. CUPHEAS, COLEUS,

iknown correspondei
ALFRED FRYER, The Nur' , Chatteris, Cambridgeshir

Choice Bedding Geraniums.
'PHOMAS PESTRIDGE can now supply, in strong

Was awarded
Regent's Park, June

Williams' Paradise C

flavour, and iz days

the Royal Botanic

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed as. 6rf.,3J. 6,f.,and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, as. 6d., 3s. W., and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, is. M., 3s. 6d.,&

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain is. &(. and

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is. M., 2j. 6i., and

VERBENA, Eckford's finest varieties, mixed

Williams' Improved Hybrid SOLANUMS .. .. 31. M. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIM.1 is. and

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.-This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and cannot be too highly recommended. The fruits are

snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. dd. and
Parsons' New Tree MIGNONETTE
PERILLA NANKINENSIS VARIEG.\TA, new
Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,
and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are, without exception,
the finest ever oflfered, the colours being scarlet, purple and
white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and
purity in the latter : the flowers ar^ very double, and produce
immense spikes of bloom : they make a grand display in beds
and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, new is. M. and

ZINNIA ELEGANS PUMILA flore-pleno, new
Named GLADIOLI ' per doz. 4s., 6s., ^., and

Fine English Seedlings per 100 :

Plants, for cash, the followii
LADY CULLUM
LOUISA SMITH
LUCY GRIEVE ..

SOPHIA CUS.4CK
CHARMING BRIDE ..

GLEN EYRE BEAUTY
ITALIA UNITA..
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA
EGYPTIAN QUEEN ..

MODEL
REFULGENS i
PERILLA 3

Choice Variegated Pelargonituns.
T ELCOMBE and SON beg to offer the following

Sophia Dumaresque
Sir R. Napier
Impfiratricc Eugenie

Her Majesty . . . . (

Egyptian Queen ..(
Refulgens
Rev. Mr. Radclyffe.. (

Painted Lady.. . . ;

Model <

Countess of Kellie .. I

Beauty of Calderdale <

Silver Star . . . .

Star of India . . . . i

St. John's Wood Star 5
Crown Prince . . 5

, Re. , Berks.

The West of England Bedding Plant Establishment.
THGM.'XS SAMPSON'S unrivalled Collection of

BEDDING PLANTS will be ready to send out after .May i.

This Collection contains all the leading kinds, at from as. per dozen,
in 2% and 3 inch pots ; also Collections (his selection) at jCx 2S. for 25
dozen : ditto, £t 5s. for 15 dozen: ditto, i8s. for 10 dozen ; ditto, 10s. for
4 dozen, including basket and packing.

CATALOGUES free on application.
THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston Road and Houndstone Nur-

series, Yeovil, Somerset. PETER DRUM.MOND, Manager.

PHILIP LADDS is now sending out Purple, WTiite.
Scarlet, and Pink VERBENAS, including new varieties of 1869.

strong plants, in pots, at is. 6d. per dozen: small plants of dit
6s. per 100, or iCj ios. periooo; 20 varieties of New FUCHS
at 2s. per dozen: 12 new varieties of ANTIRRHINUMS
per dozen

: 18 new varieties, 1869, of PEN'TSTEMONS, at 3s. per doi
VESUVIUS, the best bedding Sc, '

.ISIAS, 1869,

Bexl He

;ertihcate by t

iee report of m
This beautiful Nc

e of the Royal Horticultural Society.

WILLIAM CHATER,

SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.- No
time for planting to ensure good spikes and blooms this

WILLIAM CHATER'S CATALOGUE of his unrivalled
may be had upon forwarding one postage stamp. Choic
Seedlings, witn colours attached, extra nne. aos. tier too: l

Seedlings from fii

Seeds saved or

from IS. to 105. 6d
ly from first-class flowci

; unbloomcd

1 collections,

WILLIAM CHATER. The Nu Saffron Walden.

VIOLA, Blue Perfectioi
ricty, 3*. per dozen.

lery and Seed Establishment, Romscy,ODODENDRONS.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH AND CO., The Royal
Nurseries, Ascot, Berks, are now prepared to execute orders'for

the following NEW and CHOICE PLANTS, to vt'hich they xvish to
call special attention :—
IXORA DIXIANA.—This magnificent plant is of very free growth,

carrying fine foliage ; the trusses of flowers are large, and of a
bright orange colour. Unlike most Ixoras, it has proved itself of
very strong constitution, and little affected by change of tempera-
ture, conscQuently is admirably adapted for exhibition purposes.
Plants ys. 6a. to zu. each ; wiln five or six spikes of bloom set,

An¥hURIUM SCHERZERIANUM.—Fine young plants, two to
three crowns, los. bd. each ; three to four crowns, and stronger,
15J. to 6iJ each.

TODEA PELLUCIDA COMPACTA.-A very dwarf and compact
variety. As it does not give seed fronds until the plant is very old,
its beautiful transparency is prcscn.'ed. 2j. 6d to v- each.

STRUTHIOPTERIS IAPONICA.—a magnificent hardy Fern from
Japan. It was exnibited at South Kensington on May 4 last,
when it was awarded a First-class Certificate. For full descrip-
tion, sec Gardeners' Chronicle, May 8, i860. In April next, 101 6d

FICUS MACROPHYLLA.—From New Zealand, where, such is its
luxurious growth, it is said at times to cover an acre of land. It is

undoubtedly the best Subtropical Plant of its kind, growing freely
8 degrees of

i' the best Subtropical Plant of
in a very low temperature, even withstai
frost ; hence it is not a doubtful plant for our variable climate, but
if put out in the middle of May is sure to succeed. 5s. each.

ABUTILON THOMPSONL—This has also proved itself a very
fine Subtropical Plant, thriving well under adv
the bright marbled colour of its leaves producing a very
effect. It will do well up to the end of October, as - '

of frost do not appear to hurt

COPROSMA EAUERIANA VARIEGATA.—This is a perfect pern
for small beds, or for edging. Being a New Zealand plant it will
thrive well in our climate, retaining its beauty until late in the
autumn 2s. 6d. e.ich ; 241. per dozen.

TRF.F I'T.dTFF A ^roT YELLOW. -This is of the most robust
li.il'H I'. 'I 1

ill " iiL'h perpetual. The colour an intense yellow,
'I '

I

'

! ikc ; flowers very large and finely shaped. A
1' >'

1 1

'w.w. each; in April next, 21. 6rf. each
ROV.U \-' '{ i .1 —This has now proved itself to be beyond

iju^.j; :;it ;:. ,.
,
:^lilic of all the Vines yet set out, and ripens its

fruit to perfrttitiii in a cold house. Plants, 7s, 6d. to 155. each.
and a few extra strong three year old canes, that would carry a
good crop this year, aij, each.

NEW PEACHES,—The " Marguis of Downshire" and the " Early
Ascot." These have been raised from Nectarines fertilised by the
Noblesse Peach, partaking of both parents in equal degrees, their
flavour surpasses anything we have previously tasted; of good
size, vcrv deep colour, and a fortnight earlier than the Royal
George. Very clean, stronggrowers. Fine plants, 7i- 6d. to iw. each.

ABIES OBOVATA.—A beautiful new Conifer from lapan. We have
lerfectly hardy, of very fast growth, with foliage of the

riety of Maple

,ith -

summer the leaves, which are
crystallised or frosted appear-

ACER POLYMORPHUM PECTINATUM RUBRUM
a nice stock of this very charming Mapli
tifuUycut.ane'

'
' ''

AUCUBAS. Mall
our CATALOGUE.

; coloured with green a

e transplanted, bushy, i

R
PONTICUM,

HVbA'iDUM ", ", 121

„ >. » 18

1

MAXi'MUM. "white " ',', 15

1

HIRSUTUM, dwarf nice plants
The above can be supplied by the 1000.

CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nun

Per doz. Per 1

4J. orf.

4s.6d.
55. orf.

CHARLES TURNER'S SPRING CATALOGUE
of POPULAR PLANTS is. now ready, and may be had on

application. It contains the best selections of

—

Miscellaneous plants

„ bedding plants
Ornamental foliage plants

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, established plants.
in three sizes, price on application.

CALCEOLARIAS, bedding, m variety, our selection, 8j. to 10s. per too
out of pots,

GERANIUMS—Scarlet, Zonal, and Nosegay, in variety, out of pots,
8j. to IOS. per too

DAHLIAS, good named, pot roots, 25 for 71. 6rf., 50 for 15*.

ROSES, in pots (fine), set with bloom-bud, 6s. and 91. per dozen.
CYTISSUS FRAGRANS, 6i. per dozen,
ACACIA ARMATA, fine blooming plants, price to the Trade on

application,
H. AND R. STIRZAKER. Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

Notice.—True Fastolf Raspberry.
JAMES HUNT having a stock of fine Fruiting Canes

(True), which can be removed with safety, same as sent out by
Messrs. Youell & Co., of Great Yarnjouth, beg to offer packages
containing so for 41. 6rf. ; too. 8j. : < -

GIANT ASPARAGUS,

DAISIES of finest kinds, to name, per 100, loi.

Finest Show PINKS, to name, 25 pairs for lOii. ; 50 pairs fori
75 pairs for 20J. ; 100 pairs for 255., packages included.

JAMES HUNT, Apollo Nurseries, Great Yarmouth.

Azaleas
Carnations
Chrysanthcn

Coleus
Dahlia-

Gloxini

Phlox
Picolees
Pinks

TWENTY THOUSAND PLANTS of a beautiful
but neglected GENERA, well adapted for Bedding and Rock-

work decoration, well established, in Flower, in large-sized 60 Pots,
for immediate Disposal,

' .- . . ^

species of the most brilli; ._ _ ^_
MESEMBRYANTHEMUM^ known.
Apply to Mr. THOMSON, for 10 years connected with the Kew

and Windsor Gardens, and many years Head Gardener to the'

5ion House, and Lord Ashburto ""
jardener and Hothouse Desigr

Builder, now residing at Penge Nursery, adjoining the Chatham and
Dover Railway Station.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
CATALOGUE, contaimng Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds

prices. Intending purchaser;

SALTER'S NEW JAPANESE

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
NOW READY.

SALTER'S NEW LARGE-FLOWERED

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
NOW READY.

For CATALOGUE, with Descriptions and Prices, apply to

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RA-RE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEW BEDDING PLANT, VERONICA BLUE GEM
AWARDED FIVE FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES LAST SU.MMER.

THOS. CRIPPS & SON
May. Unlike other shrubby Veronicas
of beautiful mauve flowers, making the
1 only 2 inches high, and continues in

Beg to announce that they intend distributing the above the first week
it is of a very neat dwarf habit, the axil of nearly every leaf producing spiki

plants appear literally clothed with bloom. It commences flowering w
bloom throughout the season.

In reviewing the New Plants of i86g, the Gardeners Chronicle (see page 45, present volmiie) says:—"Yet
another blue bedder, viz., Veronica Blue Gem, of great promise, both as a decorative plant for the greenhouse and a
erviceable plant in the flower garden, of remarkably close habit, and a singularly free bloomer. It cannot fail to

answer all expectations formed of it."

Price 5s. each.

Usual Discount to the Trade on three Plants. (See p. 74 of our Trade CATALOGUE.)

THE NURSERIES, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
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Important Kotlce.

HCANNELL having received so many unexpected

. Ordtrsfor his NEW FUCHSIAS, l-f' "<;'??
J":??,'™,' cF-ndintr them out until trie miuaie 01

"cquen^cc of FUCHSIA BANKS'
ced the most perfect flower of the

p,^c„, centurv, .h,s cannot DC sent out until July next. All the other

"h ''caSnElV New^FS^FIower and Florist Flower Seed

Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.
.^

A Glorious Stow of Eoaes,
^

BOURBON, CHINA, ^ and NOISETTE,

.„. ..,, NEW FUCHSIAS, has i

therefore defer sending them c '

May.' And H. C. finds, in consequence

PERFECTION being pronounced the

'EA,

BY PLANTING NOW.
of finest kinds, established in pots, mostly 48's, are ready

Presented to all in exchange for cash at 40s. per 100: purchasers
»".._. u-,f -he names at 5ar. per loa Packing extra charge.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshol.

Good plani

may choose half the

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY _ The ANNUAL GRAND EXHIBITION of

FLOWERS and FRUIT will take place on FRID.iY^ July I.

PRIZES OPEN to ALL ENGLAND.
Prizes for Hand-Bouquets, and for Single Pieces or Groups for

Table Decorations.
, r ^ r^ j

Also Prizes for best-kept Cottage Gardens, and for Cottage Garden

'

Mr. E- F. LOOF, 26, Parade, Tunb
iiy.

itfee
(

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 1870—JUNE 3 to 10.

. M, ich : 2d day.
Garde

I. eac
for these Tickets

. 6d. . ich ; Whil

2d :Tickets as follow.. . ,

.

IS. each. Applications for these Tickets must be made on or pciore

The fine Bands of Her Majesty's 4th Dragoon Guards, and the looth

nfantn'. in attendance each day.
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, May 2—Entomolocical 7 P.M.

!

Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

D!rSSfic.!oS3'°" :: W":
Ditto (General Meeting) .. ..3 P.M.

THt;KSDAV, — 5—Lionean 8 p.m.

when one looks into the inouth of the bell one sees 1 6 pro-

cesses radiating from tlie centre like the spokes of a wlicel,

and forming an imperfect barrier between the upper and

lower halves of the bell. The other ends of the two cells

of each anther, as already said, diverge slightly, and near

the ape.\ of each, on the e.xternal lateral aspect, is an oval

opening or pore, which gives issue to the pollen. As the

whole corolla hangs upside down, the pollen grains would

at once fall out from these pores as soon as dehiscence

occurred, were there nothing to prevent it. But even then

it is clear that the grains would not light on the viscid

surface, for this faces in the wrong direction. The pollen,

however, is prevented from so falling ; for each anther cell

adheres just in the part where its opening is situated to the

corresponding part of the adjoining cell of the next placed

anther in the circlet. Thus the pore of a cell, say the

right cell of an anther, is, so to speak, closed by the pore

of the left cell of the next adjoining anther; and so on all

the way round. Thus the pollen is kept imprisoned in the

cells by their mutual adherence. A very little force, how-

ever, is enough to dislocate this chain of anther cells. If a

slight pressure be made down upon one of the radiating

processes, which form the long arm of a lever of which the

filament is the fulcrum, the upper ends of the correspond-

ing anther cells, which form the other arm, are lilted up,

and break from their union with their neighbours. The
pores are then disclosed, and the pollen grains fall out

obedience to gravity. When a bee visits a flower it pushes

its head against the mouth, which is too small to admit it,

but which it obstructs completely. In so doing the head

sarily strikes against the viscid stigma, and will leave

is any pollen grains that it may have. The bee then

extends its proboscis down to the disc to suck the nectar.

The proboscis can scarcely get there without striking one

or other of the processes, and as soon as it does this the

jointed chain of anther cells, as before explained, is dis-

located, and a shower of pollen falls from the exposed

pores on the insect's head. This the bee carries off, and

will, of course, give up to the stigma of the next flower it

visits."

The whole paper from which the above quota-

tion is made is one of great interest, so that it is

the more vexing to find it marred by so many
misprints; thus we have "Gesenria" for

" Gesnera," " capital " repeatedly for " capitula,"

or flower-heads ; this may, however, be an inten-

tional neologism, but " Tynum " is, we suppose,
" accidental " for Linum, and " Tythrum " for

Lythrum. Unfortunately these are errors of a

kind far too frequent even in journals professedly

devoted to natural history and science generally.

The names are, in many instances, uncouth

enough when correctly spelt, how much more
so when distorted by misprints.

This week we redeem an old promise, by pub-

lishing a woodcut illustration of the specimen

of Dahlia imperialis (see fig. io6, p. 596),

which was to be seen last autumn in Messrs.

Salter's nursery at Hammersmith. Few of

our readers will need to be reminded what

a magnificent plant this newly-introduced Dahlia

is. All the gardening journals have sounded

its praises, most of them have given illus-

trations of it. We ourselves were indebted

In the current Number of the " Popular

Science Review," Dr. William Ogle continues

his interesting observations on the Fertilisa-
tion of various Flowers by insects. The
author admits his almost total want of acquaint-

ance with the literature of the subject, and
pleads that as an apology for passing over

previous observations without notice. We hardly

think the apology a satisfactory one, inasmuch
as the author assumes that the mechanical con-

trivances described in his paper have never, " so

far as I know," been described before. Unless

we are mistaken, some of the contrivances afore-

said, or some very similar to them, have been
described by Rev. G. Henslow in the very

journal in which Dr. Ogle writes ; and in so

readily accessible a periodical as ".Science

Gossip" for February last may be found an I

Jj^'^lj^'^" ,"p,g'^:gj,,''f^^7i;;"lo7„ of ""a Vvoodcut
excellent article from the pen of Mr. Duncan,
the foreman in the herbaceous department at

Kew, on the fertilisation of the Daisy, which goes

over much of the ground traversed by Dr. Ogle.
Indeed, so much has been written on these

subjects of late, in the natural history journals

and in our own columns, as at p. 687, 1867,

where a rather full abstract of Hildebrand's
exhaustive essay on this subject is given, and
especially since the stimulus that Darwin
has given to the investigation of this subject,

that we think the author would have (lone

better had he made himself to some extent

acquainted with the literature of the subject

before he recorded his own observations. In

so saying we do not wish to detract in the

least from the merits of the observations, which
are highly curious, and, so far as we have
tested them, accurate. We may possibly be
living in a glass house ourselves when we note

Dr. Ogle's account of the fertilisation of one of

our common Heaths (Erica Tetralix), as previ-

ously undescribed. At any rate it is interesting

enough to bear quotation, and is the more valu-

able as enabling us to ascertain the office of the
peculiar appentiages to the anther.

" The above-named plant has a corolla which may be
roughly described as bell-shaped, and which hangs when
expanded, as a bell should, with its mouth more or less

downwards. The style will stand for its clapper, but with
this difference, that it reaches to the very mouth of the

bell, or even projects slightly, when it terminates in a
semiglobular stigma. The viscid surface of this faces

downwards, that is, away from the cavity of the bell.

The style rises from a superior ovary, under which is a

disc that secretes a fluid highly attractive to all kinds of
bees. From beneath this spring eight stamens, which
soon converge and end in a circlet of anthers set closely
round the style. Each anther consists of two cells,

adherent in their lower and middle parts, slightly divergent
at their apices. From the base of each cell a curious flat

process is thrown out almost horizontally, towards the
inner w.all of the corolla, which it nearly touches. Thus

representing a single flower with a portion of

a leaf (sec p. 459). But, nevertheless, we may safely

say that no illustration that has yet appeared,

not even excepting the beautiful figure in the

"Botanical Magazine," still less any description,

has done justice to this noble plant. Its size alone

ould prevent any adequate representation being

given. One objection there is, and that a formid-

.tble one, to this otherwise magnificent plant—its

habit of producing a long, bare, unfurnished stem,

at the top of which is the marvellous panicle of

lily-bells, so unlike an ordinary Dahlia. Not

only is this long stem ugly, but it offers an impe-

diment to the proper growth and due enjoyment

of the beauties of the plant. It is not every one

who has a conservatory high enough to admit

the giantess, and if the plant could be pro-

perly accommodated the bare stem would be

an eyesore, and the crooked neck necessarily

involvedin the process of looking up at it would

still be objectionable. The method adopted

in some places of laying the plant on its side

was a make-shift more expedient than orna-

mental ; all honour, therefore, to Mr. Alfred
Salter, to whom occurred the " happy thought

"

of grafting a young shoot from the base of the

plant on to the tuber of one of the liliputian

Dahlias. What the success of this plan was, let

the figure on our next page testify. It is, more-

over, interesting as possibly adding another illus-

tration of the effect of the stock on the scion. We
say possible, because though at first sight it would

seem as though the lilliputian Dahlia stock

exercised a dwarfing influence, strictly cor-

responding to that of the Paradise stock on the

Apple, we are not quite sure that an ordinary

Dahlia tuber would not have done equally

well. We have an idea, which we should gladly

see tested, that a "lateral" implanted on any

Dahlia tuber would produce the same results.

We may be wrong in our surmise, and for physio-

logical reasons we hope we are, as, if so, the

effect of stock on scion would be so conclusively

proven. In any case we would strongly urge

upon the possessors of this splendid plant the

desirability of repeating the experiment in a

variety of ways. That this is not a mere matter

of science, interesting only to the physiologists,

our illustration clearly shows, and so we hope

next autumn to see many an example of these

campaniles of snowy lily-bells decorating our

exhibition tables. For a full description of the

plant we refer the reader to our previous articles.

We learn from " Nature " that the Herbarium
of the late VON Martius, which was olTered to and

refused by the Bavarian Government, has been pur-

chased for 3o,ooof. by the Belgian Government, to

form the basis of a national collection, to be located at

Brussels. It consists, ist, of the general herbarium,

containing 60,000 species, represented by 300,000

specimens, neariy half of which are Brazilian ; 2d, of

the great collection of Palms ; 3d, a collection of fruits

and seeds ;
4th, a series of woods ;

5th, a collection of

drugs and economic specimens, in great part formed by

his brother Theodore Martius, Professor of Phar-

macy at Erlangen. By the way, it is a pity that

"Nature" does not learn to spell. The names of

persons, plants, and things are too often grievously

misspelt. In the above communication von Martius'

patronymic was twice printed Martins. Such blunders

are of course occasionally venial, but our contemporary

is too notorious in this way.

We understand that Messrs. Veitch & Sons

intend to exhibit at South Kensington, on Wednesday

next (May 4), a specimen plant of Oncidium
Marshallianum, bearing from 50 to 60 flowers.

The following directions for rearing the

Bombvx YAMA-MAi Silkworm, compiled by Dr.

Wallace, may be of interest to some of our readers

at this season ;

—

The eggs should be kept during the winter in a cool,

dry, and well-ai;rated place, where the temperature does

not exceed 40°, at most 50' Fahr., till the Oak trees are

breaking into leaf in the hedges. Eggs have been suc-

cessfully wintered in a perforated zinc box with double

walls, kept in a cool,'shaded porch ;
also outside a North

window ; and suspended within a dry soda-water bottle,

hermetically sealed, and buried in the ground in the

shade of a North wall. A Norwegian kitchener (Soren-

sen's) is well adapted for wintering eggs. The tempera-

ture must be kept under 50° during the warm, sunny days

of spring, lest the worms hatch out too soon. They will

then keep perhaps better out-of-doors, in a shady spot,

where the cool night air helps to retard the worms. The
vicinity of mice, birds, beetles, &c., must be avoided. It

is well to plant acorns, or force young Oaklings in pots,

so as to obtain an eariier foliage, in case the worms hatch

out prematurely. When the Oaks are breaking into leaf,

bring the eggs into a temperature of 60°
;
expose them

freely to light and fresh air ; wash them well with water

to cleanse away the mould and to moisten the shell, but

do not remove the gum so that the young larvae may
escape more readily. It is a good plan to place the eggs

on blotting paper in a plate covered with a glass funnel.

The worms will hatch out from 6 to 8 A.M., and may

readily be removed, by means of a stiff cat's hair brush

moistened (avoid at all times touching the worms with the

finger) on to a well-moistened plate, or slip of glass,

whence they may drink up clean water, which is very

beneficial to them : they may then be placed on their food,

which must be fresh and moist. Admit fresh air freely,

sunshine makes them wander: avoid the proximity of

spiders, tomtits, robins, &c. ;
temperature if possible 60 ;

erratic at first, they cease to wander after the first moult.

The worms fed on the living Oak tree should be pro-

tected by muslin bags ; or on cut boughs, the longer the

better, up to 6 feet in length, having the cut ends plunged

into water, wet sand or loam ; supply fresh boughs every

48 hours, and keep them in a well-ventilated room, or,

better still, out-of-doors, so as to be exposed to the

evening dew ; the temperature should not exceed 75°, and

range from 60° to 75° ;
during hot dry weather supply

moisture freely in the evening by watering the foliage two

or three times a-week. In changing the worms from stale

to fresh food, avoid touching them, but cut off the stale

spray or twig containing the worm, and pin it to the

fresh food. If a bottle of water be used to plunge the

Oak sprays in, take care to plug the neck so that the

worms cannot crawl within and be drowned. If it be

wished to cover over the worms to prevent their straying,

a light wire frame covered with network, canvas, or open

muslin should be placed over them, but so as to allow a

free ventilation. Picked Oak leaves have been given to

the worms with some success on a tray, as is done with

Mulberry worms, but give plenty of pure fresh air, and do

not shut them up in a box. Do not give Lettuce, but the

worms will thrive on Apple, Beech, &c. Avoid disturbing

the worms while changing their skins ; when about to

spin up they generally choose the end of the branch as

the site of their cocoon. When spinning begins, remove

bough and all from the neighbourhood of the other worms.

The silk may be reeled the same as that of the Mulberry

worms; the moth emerges about the end of August. It

is found by experience that the Yama-Mai worms do best

in a freely ventilated room, shaded from the sun, tempera-

ture about 70°, equable and rather moist
;

"
dry heat of 80° seem highly injurious.

'^

is essential."

We are informed that M. Fahnehjelm, the

Swedish Commissioner for the f°rthcom.ng series of

Annual International Exhibitions, ha- —

nshine and a

Great cleanliness

applied for per-
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mission to exhibit a full-sized model of a Swedish
schoolroom, just as it exists in the country parishes in

Sweden, with all the books, maps, apparatus, forms,

desks, &c., in order togive a complete idea of the Swedish
system of elementary instruction. It is to be hoped
that encouragement will be given to other countries to

follow this excellent example. An easy comparison of

international appliances for educational purposes would
be most useful to visitors to the Exhibition, and would
be beneficial and stimulating to the countries exhibiting.

We have before us several Numbers of the

American Entomologist, a periodical which
hands as an admirable

mainly devoted to the

demands recognition at

publication. It is of

insects of America and the

injuries they inflict on plants

and animals. The articles

are accurate, and at the

same time sufficiently devoid

of technicalities to render

them intelligible to the gar-

dener and farmer. The
illustrations are good and
characteristic, and the "get
up" superior to that of the

generality of American pub-

lications. In the March
Number is an excellent

portrait of the late B. D.
Walsh, whose death was
noticed at p. 216.

The French market
gardeners are famous for

their Lettuces, Endive,
Escarole or large-leaved

Endive, and the means of

Blanching the Plants in

the spring and summer are

well kno^vn. The grand
difficulty is to get well

bleached salads in the

winter season, when the

leaves are very liable to

rot off on account of insuffi-

cient vitality. M. RoST,
a market gardener of Fumel,
has made known a plan
which he has pursued for

a long time for Blanching
Endive during the cold

months. He prepares a bed
of very active horse-dung,

at least 16 inches deep

;

then taking up the roots of
Endive with a ball of earth

around them, he places

them pretty closely together

in the bed, but without

overcrowding them, and
covers them with a thin

layer of straw. At the end
of a week the Endive be-

comes thoroughly bleached,

with scarcely a leaf decayed.

The Royal Horti-

cultural Society has pub-
lished, in the form of a
small pamphlet, Mr. B.AD-

ger's Prize Essay on CoT-
T.'^GE Gardening, and
that of Mr. H. Buttery
on Window G.ardening.
These essays may be ob-

tained at a cheap rate for

distribution among cotta-

gers on application to James
Richards, Esq., Assistant

Secretary, Royal Horticul-

tural Society, South Ken-
sington, W. The prizes, it

will be remembered, were
offered by Mr. W. Egerton
Hubbard, and were keenly

contested for.

We leam from the

Olago Times that the spread

ofCapeWeed in the vicinity

of Dunedin is becoming a serious evil. Dairymen com-
plain that it is fast taking the place of Grass in their

paddocks. Its proper name is Long-rooted Cat's-ear

(Hypoch^ris radicatus.) Mr. Buchanan lately counted
60 seeds in a ripe head, and there were 60 flower-heads

—making 3600 seeds from a single plant, of the kind

carried long distances by the wind. We believe the

name of Cape Weed was given to it in Australia. It

is only of late years that it has become a gi'eat nuisance

in Otago. It is a common weed in Britain, but not to

such an extent as to be a nuisance here.

Under the title of " A Plant to be Fetched
from the Antipodes," an extract is given in the
" Bulletin d'Agriculture " of Paris from a narrative

entitled " Shipwrecked on the Auckland Islands,"

published by M. Raynal last year. The author says

that he found in the forest of these islands a small

shmb, not much more than a yard in height, covered

with a multitude of ben-ies of a coral-red colour ; the

leaves were veiy thick, and somewhat resembled those

of the Box, but were even smaller. As the fruit looked

ripe he tasted it, and found it delicious ; it was of about

the size and shape of a Currant, and much like that

fruit in flavour ; it was not produced in bunches, but

grew singly on a short stalk at the junction of the

leaves with the branches. The fruit was so abundant,

that at a distance the bush looked like a large red

ball, speckled with dark green points. As the

climate of the Auckland Islands is far from tropical,

it is more than probable that the bush would grow
in European countries, and, therefore, we tmst some
of our hardy explorers will bring home a few plants

the first time they pass the Aucklands, especially

as the description of the bush presents some novel

features. Perhaps it may turn out to be some species

of Pemettya.

. The chief Meteorological Features of the

week ending April 23, were the high temperature and con-

tinued dry weather. In England (see Mr. Glaisher's

Tables) the extreme high day temperature ranged from

71.6° at Portsmouth to 79° at Leicester ; in Scotland,

from 60° at Dundee to 72.7° at Glasgow. The lowest

night temperature varied from 32.4 at Salford to 42°

at Newcastle ; in Scotland, from 34° at Paisley to

40° at Edinburgh and Greenock. The mean of the

highest in England was 75.5°, and in Scotland was

67.7°. The mean of the lowest in England was 36.9°,

and in Scotland was 38°. The mean of the extreme

range in England was 3S. 6*, and in Scotland was

29.7°. The mean temperature of the air in England!

was 52.4°, and in Scotland it was 50.8°. The aver-

age Rainfall during the week in England was.

0.04 inch, and in Scotland was 0.39 inch. At
Blackheath the highest temperature in the week was
on the 20th, and was 78.7°; in April, 1S69, it was
79.1°; in 1866 it Avas 79° ; in 1865 it was 81.5°.

The average rainfall at Blackheath for the month of

April is 1.7 inch ; and the fall this month, to the 23d,

is 0.14 only; in April, 1817, 1840, and 1S55, the fall

for the whole month was o. i inch only.

• In a letter to " Hardwicke's Science Gossip,"

Mr. W. W. Spicer states that the Colour of Insects.

is greatly influenced by the length of time during

which they have remained

in the chiysalis condition,

well-marked varieties being

produced by preserving the

chrysalis in a state of ab-

normal torpidity through

the autumn and winter,

which can be done by keep-

ing it in ice.

A compact and valu-

able little " Route-map and
Index to the more interest-

ing objects in the Royal
Gardens, Kew, " says
" Nature," is about to be
issued under official sanction

by Messrs. Macmillan &
Co. It contains an excellent

map of the gardens, and
index to some of the more
interesting plants : and as it

is to be sold for the low price

of 2d. it will doubtless have

a very large circulation.

We have before us

a pamphlet on Potato
Culture, by Mr. F. W.
WiLKINS, C.E., which is

at least remarkable for

brevity, and the chief re-

commendation in which is

to plant on well manured
ground large whole Potatos,

tlie larger the better, scoop-

ing out all but one, two, or

three eyes, and planting 4
or 5 feet apart in each direc-

tion. The Potatos produced

will, it is said, be nearly all

large ones, since the finest

seed brings the finest crop.

The produce is estimated to

be, under favourable circum-

stances, 84 bushels per rod,

or at the rate of 1360 bushels

per acre.

We have received

from a correspondent a col-

lection ofEggs ofan Insect
which are disposed in a

spiral arrangement round a

thin twig of Whitethorn, in

the same way as are those of

the Lackey Moth, but they

are covered and completely

enveloped by a grey woolly

substance, so as to look very

like the fur of a mouse. This

woolly substance seems to be

the wool cut by the insect

from the catkin of a Willow.

The eggs do not appear ever

to have been bred, so that

we believe that the insect to

which they belong is not

knovsm ; at least we find it is

new botli to the entomolo-

gists of the British Museum,
and those by whom it was
seen at the last meeting of the

Scientific Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society,

but there are some reasons

which lead to the supposition that it may be a

Lyda. The Lydas are sawflies, the larvse of some

of which do a great deal of harm to forest trees.

Lyda sylvatica feeds on the Whitethorn, and has

been observed to cover its eggs with a gluey secre-

tion, on which such a thatch as that seen in the

specimen sent could easily be applied. We should be

much obliged if our correspondent woidd send us a few

more fresh specimens of these eggs, and we shall try to

rear them, and report upon them hereafter. If he can

find any with the larva; come out and will also send

the larva;, we could determine at once whether it is a

Lyda or not. A. M.

Our contemporary the Builder, in a recent

Number, made some comments on the Metropolitan

Buildings and Management Bill, the object of

which is to consolidate and amend the Building Acts
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relating to the metropolis, the formation of streets and

of sewers and drains in the metropohs [not very clearly

expressed this, by the way], and for other purposes rela-

ting thereto, and which consists of 132 clauses and 17

schedules, printed on 69 pages. It was brought m by

Sir W. TiTE, Mr. Bentinck, and Mr. Bowring,

and is to come into operation, if so accepted, on Sep-

tember 30 next. Amongst the exemptions we find :—

"Greenhouses, plant-houses, orchard-houses, summer-

houses, poultry-houses, and aviaries, used exclusively for

such purposes, standing detached, and not less than

10 feet from any other buildings, not being heated other-

wise than with hot water, and the fireplaces, if any, being

detached, with no flues of any kind within the houses or

buildings."
• Water-closets and privies not exceeding m area 25 feet,

and not exceeding in height 7 feet 6 inches, measured

from the level of the ground to the under side of the eaves

or roof-plate, and built on separate foundations, and

external to the buildings lo which they belong, and having

no internal communication.

"Buildings not exceeding in area 50 feet, and not

exceeding in height 7 feet 6 inches, measured from the

level of the ground to the under-side of the eaves or roof-

plate, and distant at least 10 feet from any other building

and from any street, and not having therein any stove,

flue, fireplace, hot-air or hot-water pipe, or other apparatus

for warming or ventilating the same."

These exemptions, says the Builder, are very objection-

able, and would fill the back-yards of suburban districts

with dangerous wooden structures.

The fine collection of plants formed by the late

M.Victor Van den Hecke de Lembeke, of Ghent,

whose death we recently announced, is to be sold by

auction on May 2 next and following days, under the

direction of M. Jean Verschaffelt.

At a recent meeting of the Agri-Horticultural

Society of Madras, the use of Carbolic Acid to

destroy parasitical insects on plants was alluded to in

these terms :

—

" As carbolic acid has been recommended for the

destruction of vegetable and animal parasites on cultivated

plants, and as many seem afraid that its use might be

attended with some risk of injury to the plants, it has

been thought advisable to institute a series of experiments

to ascertain with accuracy the effects of solutions of the

acid of different strengths on vegetation. These are not

yet completed, but it may be stated that the pure
medicinal acid (Dakin's), painted on the stem of a young
Morinda tinctoria (belonging to the same N. O. as the

Coffee), merely produced slight desquamation of the

superficial layer of bark. A solution of the same sample,

containing 1 part of acid and 30 of water, was tried on the

Morinda and various strong herbaceous plants, and did

not seem to injure the leaves or stems in the slightest

degree. The pure acid painted on leaves and succulent

shoots of woody plants caused them to turn brown and
shrivel immediately, and in a few days the injured parts

dropped off."

segmentis

MSS. ex

opinions on the identity and limits of the plants just

mentioned, we then turned to the herbarium, where
native specimens exist, and which present such variations

among themselves, and pass by such overlapping of

characters the one into the other, that we think the

preferable mode of dealing with them is to group
them all as varieties under the head of Primula verticil-

lata, an opinion in which we are glad to be supported
by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley. The characters and
synonymy will then stand as follows :

—

P. VERTICILL.\TA, F'orsk. Flor. j^gypt. Arab. ^ p. 42 ;

Jaiib. d Spach, III PL Or. v., t. 43S.

FoUis lanceolatis vel oblongo-lanceolatis ; bracteis i-nerviis ; calyce
late campanulato profunde 5 parUto segmentis lincaribus

integris ; coroUse tubo quam calcyce 5-plo longiore, limbi seg-

mentis oblongis obtusis cmarginatis basi naud contractis.—Hab.
Yemen in Arabia Felici.

This is not in cultivation. The plant so-called in

gardens belongs to the following variety :

—

Var. a BovEANA. Foliis late spathulatis ; bracteis i-nerviis ;

calyce cyhndraceo-campanulato supra mediun
5 lineari-lanceolatis dentatis diviso ; corollEC

a—3-pto breviore, limbi segmentis rotundatis

emarginatis basi contractis.

—

P. Boveana, Deca
Duby in D.C. Prod. viii. 35; Jaub. et Spach, III. PI. O:

t. 439.—/'. verticillaia, Bot. Mag. t. 2842 ; Link et Otto,

Abbifd. t. 51 (nee F3rsk.).—Hab. in Monte Sinai, &c.

P. Boveana (the P. verticillata of gardens) is said to

grow about the spot where Moses struck the rock and

induced the water to flow.

Var, ^ stMENSis (vide supra).

Our present plant differs mainly in its shallower calyx

and larger corolla, the lobes of which, though emargin-

ate, are not crenulated, as in P. Boveana, which latter,

moreover, has a more truly tubular or cylindrical calyx.

Its leaves are like those of the true P. verticillata, and

not so abruptly spathulate as in P. Boveana. Of this latter

we have had the opportunity of examining fresh speci-

mens, kindly forwarded to us by Mr. Green, gr. to W.
W. Saunders, Esq.

Leaving on one side these technicalities, about which

so much difference of opinion may legitimately exist,

we may say that there can hardly be two opinions as to

the merits of the plant exhibited by Messrs. Veitch. It

has the mealiness of an Auricula, the stature and habit

of P. imperialis, while each individual flower has the

form and something of the colour of that of the common
Primrose, though deeper in tint, and not quite so large.

The dimensions, however, exceed those of its near

allies, P. verticillata and P. verticillata var. Boveana.

The Abyssinian Primrose is thus a veiy welcome
addition to our garden flora. M. T. M.

New Garden Plants.
Primula verticillata, Forsk. var. simensis.

Foliis rosulatis oblongo-Linccolatls farinosis (demum glabratis?)

;

bracteis inferioribus oblongis trinerviis superioribus minoribus

i-nerviis ; calycis late campanulati lobis deltoideo-lanceolatis

integris : corollae tubo calyce 3—4-pIo longiore superne clavato

farinaceo, limbi 5 parttti lobis obovatis integris emarginatis

basi parum angustalis.

—

I'rinmla simensis, Hochst. in Schimp.
PI. Abyss, sect, ii., n. 662 ; Field, et Gardn. Sert. Plant, i., t. 48 ;

Jaub. et Spach, III. PI. Orient. 5, tab. ^^o.—P. Btrveafia, A.
Rich. TcnL Flor. Abyss, ii. 15, non Dcsne.—A verticillata,

Duby in D. C. Prod. viii. 667, non F5rsk. (ex Jaub. et Spach,
/. c.).~P. Couttii, Hort. Veitch.

Some time since Messrs. Veitch exhibited, at the

Royal Horticultural Society, under the provisional name
of Primula Couttii, or the "Abyssinian Primrose," a

handsome Primrose some 18 inches in height, with

tufted root leaves, each leaf about 8 to 10 inches long,

oblong-lanceolate, feather-veined, covered with white

mealy powder, especially on the lower surface, irregu-

larly dentate at the margin. From the centre of the

tuft of leaves rose a scape bearing two or three tiers or

whorls of flowers one above another, these whorls con-

sisting of a dozen or more flowers, the stalks of which
measured some 2 inches in length. The whorls were pro-

vided with spreading leafy bracts, those in the lower
whorls, being the largest, measuring 4 to 5 inches in

length, i^ inch in breadth, and were oblong, acute,

irregularly dentate, 3-nerved, and farinose on both sur-

faces. The upper bracts were smaller and narrower.

The calyx was broadly cup-shaped, about half an inch

long, divided half way down into five deltoid-lanceolate

and entire segments; and the corolla yellow, salver-

shaped, its tube nearly 2 inches long, dilated at the

upper extremity, and its limb divided into five roundish
notched lobes.

On comparison with native Abyssinian specimens and
with the descriptions and figure above cited, we have
no doubt whatever that this plant is identical with the

P. simensis of Hochstetter, collected in Abyssinia by
Schimper and others, and differing only in the greater
degree of mealiness, the entire calyx lobes and other
points in all probability dependent on the enhanced
vigour imparted by cultivation.

But what is P. simensis? Richard says it is the
same as P. Boveana

; Jaubert and Spach think it dis-

tinct, and slate that the P. verticillata of our gardens
and of the Bot. Mag. is really P. Boveana, while the
true P. verticillata is apparently not known in gardens.
Finding that the authorities consulted expressed different

STOKE-HOLE MANAGEMENT,
In the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 9th inst. the

Editors (or one of them) seem to have put off their

bland smile and to leave their high gi'ound, perfumed

with the Violet and the Rose, and with truly Icnten

severity descend to the depths of the earth to over-

haul the coal-hole. Good housewives generally go

through the house by way of visitation once a year,

usually in the spring, either a little before Easter

or just before Whitsuntide, according to the genius

of the place ; and that nothing may be neglected, the

coal-hole, the ash-pit, and unnamable places get a

coat of whitewash to have them in keeping with the

lace curtains of the parlours, and the gold thread paper

usually hung before the bars of the grate in the living-

room, to look bright in the absence of burning fuel.

Now, when our talented Editor left his arm chair

and that mahogany editorial table in his study, and

descended the grimy steps, steep and awkward, that

lead to the stokehole, it must have been in his anger

that he preached to the inmates on the score of dust

and ashes, of coal dust dropping through the bars, of

cobbles carelessly cast into the flame, and of the raw

material wasted that should have been made into a

workman-like clinker. On opening the Paper it was
evident that spades were trumps this time, and that the

Editor had flung down the ace, the most elaborate card

in the whole pack, and that in his hand he held pre-

pared other trumps sufficient to turn the game and

clear the board.

Instead of giving beginners a chapter on combustion,

with all the gases weighed and measured to make a

blaze, or, as the popular lecturers have it, to show how
certain gases are "highly explosive" whilst others

"burn with a silent and lambent flame," he rushes into

the dark subject as if the ace of spades, with all its

twists and dark surroundings, were his text, and

declaims against gardeners for not consuming their own
smoke and for using dampers in the chimney instead of

damping the fire by means of the door of the ashpit.

It was only the other night, when frost appeared to be

setting in, that I went the round of the fires and hot-

houses with the owner of a garden, and held the lantern

whilst he shotdown about two barrowfuls of coke through

a hole in the floor, and said what an excellent boiler

that was, and what a large extent of pipes it heated
;

but alas ! its ways were not our Editor's ways, for it

belonged to that breed of furnace which Mr. Mendel
uses to heat some 10 or 1 2 miles of pipe, with one fire

and one boiler.

The ordinary saddle boiler and comfortable slow-

going furnace will do everything precisely as was
stated, and the brick flue, with all its failings, will

in like manner keep out frost, and force Grapes and

Peaches or grow Pine Apples nicely with a little

patience and a good deal of perseverance ; but before

we condemn the gardener for wasting fuel, &c., let us
E some of the extenuating circumstances.

Coals in and near London are dear, and coke is

freely used, and as there is no smoke in that kind of

fuel, the stoking is rather peculiar, but there is no great

it in burning smoke where there is only a pinch of

coal used to kindle the coke whose smoke has gone
to light the city. Lads from the manufacturing

towns never go to be gardeners; and it is only country

youths that take to the "primaeval art" who never

see a furnace or handle a fire-shovel until they ar«

ushered into the stoke-hole, and told to make a fire,

which each one does after his own fashion, as it is

always a dirty job, and is generally associated with "

degradation, being just about as respectable as cracking

stones by the roadside. In some large places, as at

Syon, the whole of the botanic department was heated

by steam, and I had only to turn a brass cock to get a
supply of heat, and the stoker had no pretensions to

gardening—he was, to use a sailor's phrase, "toldofl
for firing ;" and this system is well worthy of imitation,

for the " firing up," as it is called, is frequently such an
oppression and so ill-paid for, that a man's health and
spirits frequently break down underit. I have banked up
at 10 P.M., and began firing again at 5 a.m., and that for

months, for precisely the same wages that a labourer got

in the same garden for io4 hours daily, whereas I had
17 hours' labour for the same. This is a crying injus-

tice, giving young men no time for learning plants, or

making any other improvement. Not only should an
elderly trustworthy labourer do the firing by day, but a
watchman should do the night work in winter and
early spring, in order that it might be done honestly

both to master and man—being duly attended to, and
as duly paid for. I quite agree with the Editor, that

there is more art in firing than most people are aware
of. A gentleman in the North of Ireland show ed me
his furnaces, and told me his system of firing. His
fireman's wages depended upon the large amount of

steam produced for the factory, and the small amount
of the coal bill, and he found that a large

furnace enabled him to use radiant heat instead of

trusting to flame, and although he used two boilers

and two furnaces where only one was used before, the

extra one soon paid its cost, as it enabled the stoker to

keep up steam whilst one furnace was cleaned out and
got into working order. In firing with coke a very

much larger furnace is needed than when coal only is

used, and this kind of firing is little else but radiant

heat, as there is seldom any flame from such a fire, and
the slowness of the combustion is its greatest merit. A
scientific gentleman in South Devon burnt cracked
limestone in his hothouse furnaces along with coal, and
it gave out a great deal of radiant heat, and the ash
was valuable as manure for land. In ordinary prac-

tice not only will all the cinders and ashes be burnt
into clinkers, but all the contents of the ash-pit

from the mansion will be wanted to bank up the hot-

house fires with. The great secret of burning dust

coal, small cinders, and cinder-ashes, is simply to wet
them all thoroughly. I should always have an opening
of three-fourths of an inch between the fire-bars, and
not a particle of wet fuel will fall through that, and if it

did, it would only go like mortar in the next shovelful

to make up the banking. There is never enough of

water used about the stoke-holes, and seldom enough
of wind, for steam assists greatly in "wilful fire

raising," and helps to burn smoke. I have always had
great trouble in getting large openings between the

fire-bars to admit air on account of that terrible bug-
bear—the small coals falling through. Stoking to per-

fection may be seen in Lancashire, not in a few instances,

but by the hundred. Stoking under difficulties may be
seen on board the Irish mail steamers, where the

stokers are fanned by machinery to keep them from
fainting between two fires.

I should no more think of dispensing with the

damper in the chimney than I should of doing without

a fire-door, but as for the ashpit-door I might lend that

for a winter season and not feel its loss. The vexed
question of fire-bars and their openings to admit air has
been the subject of numerous patents. 1 have seen at

least a dozen devices for this end, and should prefer the

simple bar with a width of three-fourths of an inch and
an opening of three-fourths of an inch. In practice it

is far more important to keep the house at a regular

heat by means of strong fires in changeable weather
than to concern oneself with burning the smoke, for

in a gei;tleman's kitchen garden half a mile from the

mansion the smoke nuisance, especially at night, is fiil.

I think the late Mr. Anderson, of Chelsea, had a
crotchet of his own on firing, namely to keep out frost

by having his stoking done on the premises, under
the gieenhouse stage, in order to burn the cold air ;

and this may have suggested that hole-in-the-wall

system with the wet blanket which drew its supply of
air from the house it heated, and not from the stoke-

hole, as all others had done. I merely mention these

now to show in what various ways the simple firing up
may have to be done ; and before leaving the subject,

let me, with all due respect, hint to our Editor

that I am by no means certain that the canyingofa
shovelful of live coals as he advises, from place to

place, to kindle his fires, might not interfere with

the rules of the fire insurance companies, who do

not encourage that kind of display of fireworks on

property which they insure. Moreover, when visit-
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ing gardens for the future, I shall certainly look
out for an ash heap, for I do not recollect seeing

anything of the kind in any garden that I have
visited, and, by a fortunate turn of affairs, I have been
able to visit most of the best gardens in Scotland,

England, and Ireland. Coals, coke, and ashes to be
used as fuel, are all legitimate; but ashes "outward
bound " might well excite the virtuous indignation of

our Editor, for when he penned that sermon on un-

riddled cinders, chimney smoke, and wanton waste in

the coal-hole

—

"An angry man was he."

Alex. Forsyth.

NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS.
Amon'Gst the many objects that occupy the skill and

attention of gardeners, few are more productive or better

please the lady or ladies of the establishment than a plen-

tiful supply, in their season, ofNeapolitan Violets. Though
requiring a certain amount of care and attention they
are things that anyone can grow, who has at command
a frame and a good supply of covering material. It is

far better to grow them in cool frames in some out-of-

the-way place, where the covering material does not
present an untidy appearance, than in heated structures,

as the plants are rather given to red spider, and the action

of artificial heat only ser\-es to increase that dreaded
pest.

This being the time to lay in a supply of plants for

next winter's work, a few remarks as to the proper
culture may be acceptable, so that those who may
desire to begin their cultivation may begin at the

beginning. About this time the plants will have com-
pleted their season's work, and this is the time those
not in the possession of them should secure a supply,

as they are tolerably plentiful all over the country.

They must be taken out of the frames where they have
been flowering since last September, and have all the

young branches and suckers separated from the centre

or parent plant. They must then be transplanted in

nicely prepared beds under a north or west wall, at

8 inches apart each way. The beds should be made
4 feet wide, finely dug over, and some three parts rotten

leaf-mould carefully worked in 3 inches deep. When i

the runners or suckers are all planted as stated, they
should receive a good watering, some sticks that will

bend should then be arched over the beds, for the
purpose of supporting mats, or some suitable covering
material, to shade them from the bright sun until they
are firmly established, that is, sufficiently rooted in the
soil to avoid flagging, and also to protect them at

night until all danger from frost is over, at w^hich time
the mats and hooped sticks may be taken away
altogether.

They should receive copious waterings in the even-
ings during dry, hot weather, and of course must be
kept perfectly free from weeds. By September these

side shoots will have become nice plants with good
plump hearts. A frame should then be got ready,
where it can be protected by having any kind of dry
litter placed around and above it in severe frosty

weather, as no frost should be allowed to touch them.
About 9 inches depth of soil should be placed over a
thin layer of rotten manure, and the plants placed
in rows as near as they can be to each other
without actually crowding them. They should then
have a good watering, and if the weather be at all

bright, should be slightly shaded for a few days ; but
after that all the sun and air that they can have should
be afforded them, taking proper care that when cold
winds prevail the lights should be so tilted up as to

afford the gieatest break to the Violets inside the

fmrne. As they require water they should have it

with the chill taken off, and a nice dry bright morning
should be chosen for the occasion ; the lights may
remain off until the foliage is diy, and should then be
placed over them, and tilted up so as to allow a free

circulation of air.

A light loamy soil is best to grow them in. Spent
soil from a Cucumber frame is often used for the
purpose, and it answers veiy well, but it is far better, to
use soil that has undergone the purifying influence of
a winter's cold and frost. Kalmia.

WATER SUPPLY TO CITIES.

A SETTLING tank, to free the water of any mud
which in time of heavy rains may be diffused in the

water, is not necessary. Here the reader requires

rightly to understand the diflerence between' diffused

mud and dissolved minerals. It is a general fact that

river water is wholesome nearly in proportion to the
amount of earth matter, especially clay, that is diffused

in the stream. This arises from the deodorising effect

of earth or clay in correcting any putrid organic matter
in the water, or even in the fluids of the individual who
may use it; that is when the earth is only diflused, not
dissolved, such as lime or silex, when much of it

becomes pernicious, though invisible, even giving the

water a brighter, more crystalline appearance. Long-
continued boiling of water increasing its power of
solution of earthy minerals, and diminishing the quan-
tity of water, is therefore to be guarded against. In
the more unwholesome climates, where fever malaria
abounds, it is found that the banks of muddy streams
are much more wholesome than the banks of streams

transparent as crystal. This is owing to the deodorising

}
efiect of the diffused mud, chiefly clay, which seems to

prevent any malaria miasms from being given out by
the water, the mud combining with putrid miasms and
neutralising them. The horse, one of the most delicate

of animals in the digestive organs, and which is strongly

guided by instinct, raises the mud in the water where
he drinks by pawing it before he drinks. This serves a
double purpose, — it frightens away any injurious

aquatic insect or animal he might drink up with the

water, and also raises the mud.
In America, the St. Lawrence, which has the great

American lakes as compensation ponds and clarifying

tanks, and deriving its waters from a basin chiefly con-
sisting of limestone strata, has so much lime in solution

as to be unwholesome, though clear as ciystal. So
beautiful is the water, that emigrants from Europe
going up in vessels to Quebec, Montreal, and other

ports, after entering the St. Lawrence, having had
impure, slightly putrid water on the voyage, and seeing

the crystal water of the St. Lawrence so tempting, can
scarcely be prevented from drinking largely of it, and
becoming very unwell. The Mississippi also coming
in part from the same limestone region before its

junction with the Missouri, is also of pure crystal

water, but its banks are subject to fever and ague,

while the banks of the Missouri, an extremely muddy
river, are comparatively free from fever. In Spain I

have seen beautiful green hills and valleys, streams as

clear as crystal, with clean beds and banks of giavel or

sand, no marsh nor spot of mud—^just such a dry
country as you would suppose pre-eminently healthy,

yet subject to remittent and intermittent fever. It is a

well-kno\ATi fact, though the means of extendmg
infectious disease in towns is much greater than in

hamlets and villages, yet scarlatina, measles, and even
cholera, are generally more infectious and fatal, and
easier communicated in the latter. This seems owing
to the great disinfectant power of the coal smoke of

cities, which acts unfavourably to the extension of the

animalcule of the infectious disease—in fact, poisons

it ; while at the same time, like the clay in diffusion in

water, smoke in diffusion in air deodorizes it—corrects

the putrescency.

The balancings of Nature are admirable, though
sometimes not understood by man, who, from igno-

rance, runs counter to them. When great rainfalls

occur, and rivers are in flood, there is much organic

matter carried down, as well as diffused minerals,

—

clay (alumina) being the most abundant, and which
exerts a powerful deodorizing effect in neutralising the

corrupting organic matter. Man, however, in the

water he uses, is afraid of, and endeavours to get rid of,

the diffused clay which he sees ; but he is ignorant of

the more injurious minerals which spring water—and,

to some less extent, river water—often contain dissolved

in the water, such as lime, silex, &c., which even
renders the water clearer than when pure. Water
containing these solutions is, however, unwholesome

;

while clay in diffusion is often advantageous, from its

antiseptic quality. There is another common error in

people not being aware that much boiling renders

water less wholesome, by expelling the air- it contains,

and also by diminishing the quantity of water, while it

does not diminish the mineral solutions. There are

thus other ways of spoiling good water besides mixing
it with mischievous ingredients,— alcohol poisons,

Cocculus indicus, Kux vomica, sulphuric acid, lime,

acetate of lead, &c., or even sugar, tea, coffee. Wise
Nature has adapted pure water so as to be relished by
man when he needs it ; while, when he does not need
it, it tastes insipid (Scotch, wersh). W^hen water is

mixed with other ingredients, whether injuriously

stimulating or pleasing to the taste, man is often

induced to drink more liquid than he requires, and, in

consequence, he becomes of soft flabby consistency,

defective in muscular strength, and disposed to disease.

The water of the Nile, in Egypt, is said to be the

most salubrious water in the world, not only for

drinking, but also in sailing upon, not giving out

malaria, like most other rivers in hot climates. This
appears to be caused by the mud it contains, and the

complete deodorising the water sustains, in a course of

1500 miles, after it has received all its water—little or

no rain and no springs being received during this long
extended course, so that the deodorising power of the

mud has had time to act completely to sweeten it.

Although the Nile gets no accession of water in this

great distance, yet from the abrasion of its banks it

gets accession of suspended earth or clay. Rivers in

becoming aerated in their course, along with common
air seem to imbibe the malaria of the atmosphere
where malaria exists. It is extremely dangerous to

drink the water in the water-courses or ditches in

Holland, or the Ditmarschen of Schlesung-Holstein, in

time of dry warm summers, when the surface of the

clay-silt fields is all cracked, giving out poisonous

gases, miasms of fever, which the ditch-water seems to

imbibe. But the organic matter in the water may of

itself generate the malaria. In wet cool summers there

is no malaria ; such, in dry warm summers, has been
the fatality of the malaria, that one-half of the harvest

people that had come dowTi from the higher country to

assist at the har\'est never returned. In the case of the

St. La'ftTence, and around its great lakes, and affluent

rivers feeding the lakes, fever prevails ^^hile the water
is generally clear, defective of deodorising mud. In

limestone countries, where the rainfall disappears in

large springs and underground streams, and the rivers

are destitute of mud and only carry minerals in solution,
fever is generally more prevalent than in sandstone
countries, or of ancient sihceous rock.

In the case of a pond, to remove the mud as sedi-
ment, not only is what is highly useful abstracted, but
in a day or two the mud subsides before it has had
time to deodorise the water completely, while, along
with the dissolved mineral matter, a considerable quan-
tity of organic matter remains, which had been at first

carried down with the diffused mineral, but which not
being so hea-vy as the mineral does not subside, and is

left to corrupt the water, generating animalcule life to
increase the corruption. This goes to prove that a
settling pond can well be spared, at least where the
amount of water supply is of itself always abundant.
In the case of the Isla water, coming from a cold
alpine country, there is not much diffused organic
matter except peat, a little of which may perhaps be
useful, acting as a deodoriser to prevent corruption,
though, when abundant, injurious to animal life. There
is a strong presumption that mud in the water we use,
being chiefly clay, has a salubrious effect upon the
human organism in correcting any disposition to putres-
cence in the digestive organs or in the general system,
which, especially in the corrupt atmosphere of cities, is

not unfrequently the case. Clay may also remove dis-

solved lime or silex in water, as it does ingredients in

sewage, by combining with them and subsiding.

It is a most valuable object, almost a necessity, alike
advantageous to rich and poor, to procure good water.
It must be remembered that water constitutes nearly
three-fourths of the materials of organic life, and at the
same time acts as the liquid element or floating power
in the canals of life of the other materials to where
they are required to build up the organism, to supply
fuel to the fire of life, and to carry off the life-exhausted

materials. It is thus above all necessary to prDcure it

of the best and most wholesome quality and in abundant
supply. Patrick Mattheiv, Gourdickilly Errol.

HORTICULTURE FOR WOMEN.
[We extract the following from the pages of the Boston Common-

-a'caith. Of course, as in all that a lady says, there is " some-
thing in it," but we do not endorse all the author's conclusions,]

So we are really to start a horticultural school for

women ! And why not ?
'

' Because, " says the opposition,

*' women are physically unable to engage in gardening
as a means of support ;" and because " it will not pay."

"Physically unable," do you say? Why, my dear sir,

yourdaughter wastes more vitality during the balls of a

season than would be needed to carry on a farm.

Moreover, she is dying oi ennui, and killing you at the

same time with her restlessness and discontent. It

will not pay, you tell me. Let her have some work
for her hands ; something besides what Fredrika
Bremer calls the embroidering of interminable grey

handkerchiefs ; let her paint, mould clay, carve wood,
saw, plane, build, if she has a knack at it ; or put the

money you now pay to her gloVer, her hair-dresser and
perfumer, into a greenhouse, and let her be a florist, if

she likes, and you will be paid ten times over in the

cheerful spirit infused into your household in con-

sequence.

But horticulture in the abstract, is it not lighter,

more healthful, and more profitable work than the

ordinary avocations of labouring women ? Think of

Camellias retailing at 25 cents each ; Rose-buds, is. ;

Calla Lilies at Easter actually sold in Boston at 50 to

75 cents each ; English Violets, 75 cents, a small

nosegay ; Smilax fabulously dear by the yard ; and so

on, ad infinitum. Think of the prices every house-

keeper pays for Grapes, Melons, Currants, garden

berries of all kinds, Tomatos, Asparagus, Lettuce,

Radishes, Celery, Rhubarb, Spinach, and every other

green thing ; and then tell me if horticulture does

not pay.

Sometimes a single fact is worth a page of theory.

The writer of this knows a woman whose home is in a

suburban city, and who all her life long has been a

teacher in another seven miles distant. Rising long

before light, travelling in damp cold horse-cars, in all

sorts of wind and weather, seven miles to her school,

and back again at night, the winter of 186— found
her a confirmed invalid ; for, though her indomitable

will kept her still at her work, she was so deficient in

muscular power that she could not step from crossing

to curbstone without using her hands to lift up the

limb. When not in her school-room she lay on a
couch in a state of utter exhaustion, and so ner^'ous,

that the rattling of a newspaper caused her great suffer-

ing. As spring came on, instead of lying down on her
return from school, she began to work in the garden,

and though at first unable to raise her foot to push
down the spade, or to stoop to pull up the weeds, she

persevered in spite of the remonstrances of her friends,

and n£)t only recovered her health entirely, but, from

the cultivation at odd hours of less than a quarter of

an acre of land (no attention being given to horticul-

ture), made money enough to pay the taxes on the

family homestead? This, with similar facts that I

might adduce from my own experience, convinces me
that any woman in ordinary health may engage in this

work without fear of injury ; any woman who is strong

enough to s^veep, and cook, and wash and iron, and

do the ordinary work of a household, is strong enough

to take care of an acre of ground devoted to the raising

of small fruits and vegetables. "What!" cries ^ear
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Sensibility, " would you have women plough, and dig,

and cart muck ?"—an echo of that logic which has always

opposed Itself to the two great political questions

of the day in the invariable "Do you want to

marry a nigger ? " " How would you like to shoulder

a musket and go as a soldier?" and which I

feel very much like meeting with Patrick's argument,
*' An' shure, if a man is born in a stable must he needs

be a horse?" However, I answer mildly, "No;" and

no more would I have women scrub floors, and spend

their days at the wash-tub, or over a salamander stove

baking pies and puddings to the i-uination of your con-

stitution and their own tempers. I would let brawn

do the drudgery and brain the fine work in all trades.

"Beware!" chimes in Selfishness, "here is another

covert attempt to overturn our domestic altars and

degrade our idols." (Selfishness, by-the-by, is a devout

believer in the dogma, "Labour is worship," but he

worships vicariously, as Mrs. Gargery always attended

church. "It would kill him to wash dishes," you

know, so he delegates the labour to the idols aforesaid.

)

Then he falls back upon sentiment, and asks if he has

not a claim on the services of his wife and daughter,

and if it is not their duty to do what they can to

make the home he has so disinterestedly provided for

them a comfortable one, ami what is to become of

him if they turn market-gardeners. To all of which

I answer yes and no, with reservations, because I

have my own ideas about his marital and parental

duties, and am rather inclined to believe they include

something more than providing a fine house and rich

clothes and plenty to eat for his wife and daughter, not

questioning for a moment that they owe him loving

service for these, and will render it naturally and cheer-

fully, without thinking of it as a debt, provided he be
not a tyrannical creditor who insists upon compound
interest. About the wife I am not so positive, mar-
riage-being an entirely voluntary affair on her part;

but about the daughter I do affirm that not a daughter

of us but would have protested stoutly against being
bom, could we have foreseen that the process involved

the absolute disposal by another of our time and
talent ; for there are daughters, must I confess it, to

whom a needle in the hand is a dagger at their heart,

who take up a broom-handle and find it heavier than a

crowbar, with whom somehow or other the nap of the

carpet always runs the wrong way, to whom the bread
refuses to rise, and the cake is always dough ; to

whom the dish-tub is a burden and the wash-tub a

slough of despond ; who are as helpless with a flat-

iron as if they were manacled, and who think the

stocking-darning torture might be used with effect as a

part of penitentiary discipline : and yet I have known
such a daughter work out-doors the whole day with
spade and hoe and rake, and declare at night she

"wasn't a bit tired." It is for the sake of such as

these that I rejoice in the prospect that horticulture

is soon to become a recognised employment for the sex.

Not for worlds would I disturb the relation between
Selfishness and his daughter, if she be not of this

nature ; so let us forget that he has a daughter, and
glance at some other women more likely than she to

benefit by the new work.
Timorous Timid sees women in Switzerland reduced

to the condition of mere beasts of burden, and accord-
ingly enters in his note-book his profound conviction

that "any attempt to take woman from her legitimate

sphere of domestic service is unsound, and that nothing
so degrades her as labour in the fields." Nearer home,
I see widows with little children starving in city garrets
and freezing in city cellars on the pittance they receive
from the slop-shops ; sempstresses, with narrow chests

and hectic cheeks, bending over their work from eight
to ten hours a day the year round, earning barely
enough to keep soul and body together, and thinking it

hardly worth while at that ; shop-girls with sunken
eyes and palefaces standing all day behind the counter,

and huddled together three or four in an attic-room at

night, half fed, poorly clothed, and yet thankful for the
liberality that has opened the .shop-doors to woman-
clerks ; teachers with no love for their work, and so
unjust to themselves and it, driven to it because it is

supposed to be the best paid and the highest grade of
woman's work, receiving one-third the wages that men
are paid for the same labour, and not daring to com-
plain because there are enough others still needier
ready to jump into their places ;—and I own all this

shocks me more than the sight I have often seen in a
western city, of the German frau splitting wood, which
her husband sawed, by my door all day. Very pictur-
esque is the settlement made by these keen-sighted
emigrants just outside that city's limits, with its neat
little gardens planted and tended entirely by women;
and many a soft spring morning, when, with aching
head and languid step, I trudged to my daily labour, as
with kindly "Guten morgen ! " they passed me on
their way to market, their broad backs laden with the
produce of their little farms, I have envied them their
outdoor life in the pure air and sunshine.

Near these simple folks, a man, hoping in time to
be able to leave the desk over which he had stooped for

30 years, had invested all his savings in an acre or more
of ground, stocked it fully with the best of Vines and
fruits, built a snug little house and bam, bought a
horse and cow, paid for them all, then—died. What
were his family to do ? There were three full-grown
sons—clerks—foolishly fitted for nothing but office-
work

; two daughters, well placed at school, and three

younger children. At that time all the fruit, and half the

vegetables, eaten in that great city came from 40 to 100
miles by rail to market ; and for a bouquet one must
ride six miles to the greenhouse, there being no sale-

places for flowers in town. So to the widow I said,

"Don't sell the place ; ten years hence, when the city

shall have extended its limits, it will have trebled in

value. Keep the horse and cow, hire a stout Teutoness
to do the rough work of your garden, and raise fruit

and vegetables for the market." I suggested that

she could drive down evety moming early with the
produce of her garden to such friends of mine in the

city as I would engage should become steady customers
and pay the highest price for fresh fruits and vege-
tables throughout the season. My enthusiasm did not

stop here. The garden being on one of the gi'eat

highways for pleasure-driving out of the city, X thought
how excellent it would be to whisper to my friends

that in the little parlour they might stop and refresh

themselves with real cream and Strawberries just

from the vines at 2j-. the saucer—and so I said.

But from the city clerks and their sisters went
up with such a howl of astonishment at my effrontery

that I was glad to hide my diminished head.
"^Yhat ! we keep a restaurant !" "Our mother peddle
vegetables like a Dutchman!" Let me tell you
the sequel. The horse was soon sold, then the cow,

then a building-lot for a paltry price, and finally the barn.

One or two boarders were taken in, to help eat the

widow out of house and home ; the girls left school and
went into shops ; and 20 years hence, the clerks, still

living on small salaries, will tell their children as they

point to elegant marble-front houses on that same bit of

ground, " We owned that once, but we had to sell out,

while Hans Wisemann held on to his lot, and his son

lives in the comer house."

In the suburbs of Boston, and of eveiy other large

city, there are dozens of such cases ; widows left with

small homesteads that might be cultivated by them with

profit, but who, ill advised, sell out, and, flocking to

the city for employment, soon sink under the un-

accustomed burden and confinement in ill-ventilated

tenements, and become inmates of our homes for the

indigent or the consumptive. Will not those whose
charity never faileth when they are called \ipon to

succour such noble institutions as the above, come for-

ward now, and aid us to establish one which we fondly

believe is to be that "ounce of prevention" which
is "worth a pound of cure?" The project is

favoured by men of well-known judgment in our
community. Two noble women have headed the

subscription with looo dollars each. Others are

following with smaller sums, according to their ability.

The smallest will be welcome. All can give some-
thing. Let us not permit so benign an experiment
to fail for want of funds. C. Alice Baker.

Ijoiiie Cormponbciite.
The Destructive Influence of Fungus on

Vines.—Like many of your readers, I have been
interested in the discussion which has taken place in

your columns regarding the fate of the long celebrated

Vines at Bishop Stortford. To know the real cause of
the failure of such a set of Vines cannot fail to be
interesting and instructive to horticulturists, but in

following " David Tell Fact " through his speculations

as to the destructive cause, I cannot say that he presents

any very satisfactory conclusions, nor adduces any
circumstance from the effects of which, with good treat-

ment, Vines with strong recuperative powers should not

have satisfactorily recovered. In this, however, my
impression may not be cori'ect. But the cause which
Mr. John Monro, of Potter's Bar, discovered in the roots

of the Vine which he received from Bishop Stortford is

to my mind quite sufficient to solve the mystery—if

mystery it be. It quite accords with a little of my
experience, that Fungus will most completely destroy

Vines. I well remember the case at Colney House
referred to by Mr. Monro ; and I have had to do with

a case of more recent date, where Beech nuts and
small pieces of wood had found their way into a border
supplied with bottom-heat, and in which the Vines did

well enough for a few years, till such matter had time
to breed Fungus ; but no sooner had this taken place

than the Fungus seized upon the roots, and followed up
its work of destruction to the stems of the Vines, and
proceeded up their stems like a travelling wedge,
splitting them and causing rends as if produced by
some mechanical means. The Vines, of course, lan-

guished, and would have died outright, only, when the

cause of failure became so apparent, they were uprooted,

a new border made, and a new set of Vines planted,

which, in the absence of such an enemy, did splendidly.

From what I have observed, I do not consider that in

the absence of bottom-heat there is so much cause for

apprehension of danger from Fungus as with it. I

regret your correspondents have apparently allowed the

subject to drop after Mr. Monro's statement of facts,

especially as some who have taken part in the discus-

sion regarding the power of Fungus seemed to dis-

credit its destructive influence. In my own experience

I never saw anything so powerfully destructive to Vines
as Fungus in the case to which I refer, and, were it

desirable, I could point to other cases that corre-

spond with such experience. Where borders are sup-

plied with bottom-heat, especially if inside borders,

everything likely to produce Fungus should be rejected
as dangerous to the well-being of Vines. If Mr.
Monro be correct in stating that the Vine from
Bishop Stortford was one mass of Fungus, I think the
presence of such a destructive agency may safely be
accepted as the real cause of the death of these famous
Vines. D. Thomson^ Drumlanrig Gardens^ April 23.

Equisetum arvense.—In none of the books to

which I have access is there any allusion to the strong,

musk-like perfume which is emitted by the spike of the

fruiting stem of this species. I put four into a little

tin box and forgot them for two days, when on open-
ing it the musky smell was noticed by all who were
near. By the time the box reaches you, they will have
been gathered five days. W.^ T. [We have noticed the

same thing before. Eds.]

Luculia gratissima.—There is a noble specimen
of the Luculia in the gardens of E. B. Hartopp, Esq.,
Little Dalby Hall, Leicestershire. When I saw it a
few weeks ago it had been cut in and was breaking
strongly. This plant is 10 or 12 feet high, and in the

winter season bears a rich profusion of delicately

scented flowers worth going miles to see. Those who
possess plants of this beautiful winter bloomer, need
not hesitate to prune them any more than they would
to perform the same operation on the common Laurel.
K m B.

If " W. E." will again read my article at

p. 531, he will see that I stated my practice was
to break off the young shoots that generally grow at

the points, with the flower-heads, to strengthen the

heads of bloom. This operation has nothing to do
with forming the plant, but is adopted in order to pre-

vent it growing while in flower. The plant has a
tendency to grow at the extreme points before the
flower opens, ^\'ithout making a shoot from the old

wood. That is the reason why we see such long-legged

miserable specimens generally. " W. E." speaks of
summer pinching Luculias in Yorkshire. It takes a
whole summer to grow shoots with flower-heads with-
out any pinching. If you intend to grow it well, cut

a pot plant after it has flowered and been partially

dried just as you would a Rose ; break it without much
water, in a temperature X)f about 50°, away from any
cutting winds ; and encourage the growth with weak
tepid manure-water. As the season advances the

manure-water might be given of a reasonable strength,

to increase the size of the blooms. JVilliam Culve}~ivel/,

Thorpe Perroiv.

The Vines at Heckfield.—Vour correspondent
"Robin Hood" is correct in numbering the above
Vines amongst things of the past, notwithstanding the
remarks of Mr. Wildsmith. Knowing something of the
above Vines, afewremarks will prevent your readersfrom
being misled. Mr. Wildsmith states that " these Vines
have had nothing done to them beyond top-dressing ;"

this is not the case. The Vines in the late house
became much diseased ; his predecessor removed all the
soil except so much as was sufficient to keep the Vines
steady ; new soil was added, the roots carefully spread,

and the border finished with good sound loam. The roots

were found to have penetrated beyond the border, and
had got into a wet gravelly clay. Again, in the early

house, which has been forced 25 years, the continual use
of heating materials had raised the border 12 or

14 inches above the front glass ; a considerable portion
of this was removed, and a layer of loam applied, few
or no roots being at the top. If they were never better

than they are this season, they have never been much ;

but their improvement may be accounted for by their

having taken to themselves a partial rest last season.

The old greenhouse, which contains by far the best

Vines, was renovated in a similar way, and wonderfully
improved. The Vines in the Muscat-house had to be
removed. I fear Mr. Wildsmith has forgotten the
apostolic injunction, " I have laid the foundation,

and another buildeth thereon ; but let every man take
heed how he buildeth thereon ;

" a precept which he
and many other young men who succeed old practical

hands are apt to forget. In conclusion, the Heckfield
Vines may be certainly classed with the past, as it is

some years since they produced a dish of Grapes fit for

exhibition, though they may produce good ordinary
fruit for some years. Ebor^ Acton, Middlesex.

Narcissus.— Now that many, doubtless, besides

myself, are thankfully availing themselves of Mr.
Baker's elaborate analysis of these plants, published in

your Paper during 1869 (pp. 416, 529, 686, 1015, 1 136,
and 1 183), it may be the means of saving to others
much of the trouble which I have experienced if you
will allow me to correct an error which occurs at the
bottom of the first column of p. 529. It is there
wrongly stated that one of the distinguishing characters
between N. Bulbocodium and N. Pseudo-Narcissus is

that the filaments and style of the former are straight,

and of the latter curved. Reference to the full descrip-

tions of each species will show that these characters

have been transposed,— the filaments and style of

N. Bulbocodium are curved upwards, while those of

N. Pseudo-Narcissus are straight. W. T.

Worms: Hepaticas: Apricots.—A Bedford gentle-

man has adopted a very long business to kill his worms.

Let anyone troubled with worms on his lawn dissolve

corrosive sublimate [poison], say half an ounce, in any

sort of spirit ; let hun add this to a large watering-pot-
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ful of water, and water the grass-plot. In about five

minutes every worm will come up and die, when they

may be collected and buried in the manure heap.

" A. M. M., Bedford," not only does his work imper-

fectly, but by taking his worms alive to the manure-heap,

allows them to spread the lirst opportunity. I see

another of your correspondents says l.me is injurious to

the Hepatica. Can he show me any place where Iime-

haters like the Rhododendron, Heath, and Blechmim

flourish, where Hepatica is not found in flourishing

quantities, spreading itself, and the leaves in fidl vigour?

Can anyone suggest a cure for the apoplexy of Apri-

cots, and what is the best soil for Apricots ? I use

-lime-clay mixed with good soil, and live ui a county

where they say Apricots will not grow. Garden B.

Saxifraga ciliaris.—Some time ago you recorded

your own experience that this must not be regarded as

a usefully hardy plant near London. I lately had an

opportunity of confirming this by seeing a specimen out-

of-doors at Messrs. Salters' nursery at Hammersmith,

where a miserable bloom-spike was feebly forcing its

way out from amongst a collection of blackened leaves.

At the same place I had an opportunity of observmg

what a desirable plant this is for conservatory decora-

tion if merely protected from frost. Its apple-green

leaves and cheerful pink flowers are both welcome

amongst our early spring plants. Mr. Alfred Salter

informed me that they have had it in bloom for four

months, at the same time mentioning that it will not

bear forcing. W. T.

Dendrobium Dalhousianum.—A plant of this

grand species in the collection of W. Stead, Esq.,

Woodcliffe, near Leeds, has made pseudobulbs 5 feet

6 inches long during the last summer, and of a pro-

portionate thickness ; some of the old bulbs bear two

spikes of flowers, 10 blooms on a spike, and each

flower is about 3 inches across. A specimen of D.

Paxtoni (Hort. = D. fimbriatum var. oculatum) has

bulbs 4 feet long, two spikes on a bulb, and 26—29

flowers on a spike. It is not ever)- day that we meet

with such splendid examples of good cultivation, and I

think it would interest many besides myself if others of

your readers would kindly give measurements of the

more remarkable Orchids they cultivate or may have

seen. F. W. B.

Early Peas.—In reply to " R. G." I beg to say

that instead of being three weeks behind one's neigh-

in picking early Peas I have been that much

ahead of some of them. Last year I picked Peas on

these prizes have become perfect models of profitable

cropping, special excellence or quality of crops,

cleanliness, and beauty. The flower-borders are

extending year by year, till there are few cottage

gardens that have not, one or more flower-beds or

borders prettily and tastefully furnished The cul-

ture of Roses is likewise extending, and such

splendid sorts as Gloire de Dijon beginning to

adorn many gable ends of cottages. In a few more

years Marechal Niel will be found in plenty in similar

positions. The cottagers, in addition to many shows

of their own throughout the county, receive liberal

encouragement at all the shows of the Bury Horticul-

tural Society. A special tent is set aside for the

products, and liberal prizes are offered. There are a

good many advantages in this plan : the cottagers are

admitted free to see the show, and here they see the

beauty and pick up the names of the best Roses,

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c., which in a few years wdl

adorn their cottages or windows. They are likewise

eagle-eyed over new or improved varieties of fruits

and vegetables ; but in the latter they have little more

to learn. They grow only the finest varieties of Peas,

Potatos, &c., and it is no uncommon thing for

the great gardeners to buy seed of some favourite

sort of the cottagers. The prizes are open to all

comers, I believe, at our shows. In various societies

there are restrictions as to character. I think all

such restrictions ought to be abolished. It does a bad

man good to grow good fruit, vegetables, or beautiful

flowers ; and it is a crying shame that a poacher or

other doubtful character should not be eucounaged to

follow such humanising pursuits. The only point is

to see that the men really grow the produce they

exhibit, but it is very seldom that any frauds of this

kind are attempted. Numbers of roots and quantities

of fruits should be determined and strictly adhered to,

else some of the cottagers would bring a sackful of

Potatos instead of a peck, and a bushel of Onions

instead of a dozen, thinking the mere quantity must

carry all before it : and the same with window

plants. Prizes should be offf:red for the best plant,

the best pair, and the best four ; also for the best pot

of Mignonette, Musk, Fuchsia, Pelargonium, or any

other plant. It is astonishing what the last will some-

times bring forth, but it is essential to limit the number.

I attended a cottage shov/ last year as sole judge.

When I arrived I found the whole place literally

blocked up with hundreds of pot plants, and saw the

hours in picking eariy reas 1 uuve ucs... >..»u
entire village in motion, pots in hands or arms, i

ahead of some of them. Last year I picked Peas on
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ bringing every plant they had, and

May 24, and I could have done so a few days before
[ ^j^^^ to<»ether upon the tables. My task was

that, but, where I was then living, a dinner party was t;,^^6
^^^^ ,^^ miscellaneous class at the first ;mat, oui, wiicic 1 urt> ii.vii ">'"st - -."—- r---j

fixed for that day, and the Peas were kept for that

occasion. I sowed the latter part of January, some in

the troughs, as already described, and others in the

open ground at the same time. Those in the open

ground were quite three weeks later than those sown in

the troughs. Notwithstanding what " R. G." says about

the November sowing in the open ground being the

best way, I will guarantee that Peas sown in the

troughs in January, and properly attended to in the

way of hardening off', &c., will be fit for use before

those that are sown in the November previous out-of-

doors, besides saving three months' anxiety. I wish to

say that I am not so vain as to suppose that no one

else ever thought of the troughs until I described them.

The idea struck me as an improvement on the horse

shoe tile and turf principle, and as soon as I satisfac-

torily proved it I sent a description to you. I am

sorry to say it will be out of my power to comply with

"R. G.'s" request, to send Peas to your office,

b -cause I am at present out of a situation; but as a

proof of the truth of my statements I enclose the name

of the gentleman and of the place where I lived, as

well as my own, and which you are quite at liberty

to gi\e to " R. G." if he has any doubts on anything I

have stated. W. S.

Cottagers' Show^s.—It is hardly possible to over-

estimate the importance of these upon the character

and habits of the rural population. Fortunately, they

are becoming common as blackberries in East Anglia ;

and, wherever they are established, cottage and

window gardening start on a new and a higher level.

Two things should never be lost sight of in connection

withsuch matters—utility and ornament. All suchshows

should stimulate the cottager to get more produce of

higher quality out of his garden, and offer inducements

to him to make his cottage outside and in, at least so

far as the windows are concerned, more beautiful.

Perhaps it is not wise to go beyond the windows in the

matter. They belong, as it were, to the garden, and

the promoters of cottage gardening may legitimately

claim them, or, at least, their floral occupants ; in fact,

no cottage society should be considered complete that

does not ofler prizes for window plants, hand

bouquets tastefully arranged, and the best cropped,

cleanest gardens — this latter being probably the

most important point of all. The latter involves

two inspections in the course of the year—say,

a visit in May, and a second in September ;
but

nothing is so productive of good cultivation and

cleanliness as these visitations. Liberal prizes are

on"ered in this district for the best kept gardens; 1st,

/i- 2d 15^; 3d, IOJ-. ;
4th, ys. hd. ;

and all who

are commended by the judges, y. each. So close has

the competition become, that equal firsts or seconds

are not unknown; and the gardens competing for

piling iiiciii Lu^i-iin-» "^v^.» - J

worse than the miscellaneous class at the first great

International Horticultural Exhibition at Kensington,

but after nearly two hours' sheer slavery among a Babel

of voices and amid a perfect pot-maze of confusion,

order was evolved. But I have doubts to this day

about whether the right parties got the prizes. I give

this case merely as illustrating the necessity of limiting

the number of pot plants shown by each exhibitor. It

is almost equally necessary in other departments. I

shall be most happy to aid in the good work of estab-

lishing cottagers' flower shows by every means in my
power, and to give to any of your readers at any time,

throu<Jh your columns, any information or experience I

possess concerning their establishment and successful

working. D. T. Fish

Lilium auratum.—If it is not generally known

that this plant can be bloomed so early in the year,

permit me to record that during the last week in

March there was a nice plant with three blooms fully

expanded to be seen in the window of Mr. Reeves, the

florist, at Notting Hill. \V. T.

Ailantus glandulosa.—There is in the Park here

(Bath) a tree of this species, which at 3 feet from the

ground is 6 feet 2 inches in circumference, and is about

50 feet high. It was planted about 1832. This species

is in every sense ornamental, and deserves to be much

more frequently employed for planting in avenues,

parks, &c., than is usual. Bath.

Moses' Rod Wanted at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Garden.—The other day I deter-

mined to give my children a treat at the Royal

Horticultural Gardens. The afternoon being very

warm, the young ones became very thirsty, and wished

to have something to quench their thirst. I hastened

to the places where, on special days, there is never any

want of refreshment, hoping to find there at least some

water. But in this I was disappointed, and on asking

several of the men employed there where a glass of

water might be obtained, they informed me none was

to be had. "But surely," I said, "there must be

a drinking-fountain in some part of the gardens."

"No, there was none," was the reply. As children

will be children, and their thirst seemed to increase

when they found they could get nothing to quench

it, there was nothing left for me but to take a

cab and drive home, as we could not possibly go to

any of the low public-houses of the neighbourhood,

and I did not see a single place near where one

might have taken a young lady. Of course, 1 was

very much annoyed that our pleasure was thus cut

short, and I resolved there and then to write to my
friends, the Editors of the Gardeners' Chronicle, to see

whether they can't use their powerful influence, and

induce the Council to provide a drinking-fountain for

those who may feel thirsty after visiting the garden

on a warm day. There were so many models of

tasteful fountains at the entrance, that I feel quite sure

the exhibitors would be very glad to allow them to be

used as well as looked at. F.R.H.S. [What has

become of the proposal to erect a drinking-fountain in

the garden to the memory of the late Mr. G. Ure

Skinner? Eds.]

Sparmannia africana.—This is a good old plant,

not grown so generally as it ought to be considering its

beauty and easy culture. Cuttings struck in the spring

and grown in small pots—say 4S'5—during the summer,

will bloom profusely the following winter and spring.

Its delicate white flowers are invaluable for cutting,

as also are the plants for conservatory decoration.

F. W. B. [Certainly this is one of our old neglected

plants. Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
SwiTZERL.iND.—Having had my attention drawn to

the subject of climatic advantages by the writings of

Dr. Bennet, it has occuiTed to me that a few notes

upon a recent trip to Switzerland might be interesting

to some of your readers. The first place where we
noticed any unusual advantage from situation was

Seelisberg, on Lake Lucerne. Not liking to spend

Sunday in the town of Lucerne, amid its heat and

dust and crowd of tourists, we took the steamboat to

Treib, from whence we ascended by a winding path

through fertile fields to Seelisberg. The hotel, which

is large, is much frequented by travellers, who, like

ourselves, were attracted by the beauty of the situation.

It is built so near the edge of the cliff, that as you

look over the slight fence which runs along the narrow

terrace in front of the house you see straight down into

the depths of the green lake below. These cliffs, when

seen from the lake, form the background of the Field

of Griith, access to which, we are told, can only be

obtained from the lake, and wherefore historians say

this field was chosen as the meeting-place of the three

founders of Swiss liberty— Arnold von Melchthal,

Werner Stauffacher, and Walther Fiirst. They are

mountain limestone, and the woods upon them round

the hotel can furnish specimens of many sorts of trees.

We were sorry to see in one place some most

splendid Birch trees being made into fire-

wood. Here we found the pretty little pink Cyclamen

in flower, Asplenium viride and Hepatica growing

in abundance, though of course not in flower : some

plants we brought home have blossomed this spring,

and are of a lovely blue colour. The excursions from

this charming place are numerous, and we came away

on the Monday morning, envying those we left behind,

but promising ourselves another and longer visit, when

we could take with us friends we loved who were now

left in England.
Leaving our carriage at Andermatt, to walk on

while the horses baited, we crossed the wooden

bridge over the foaming Reuss, and began the ascent

of the St. Gothard. The road here has been stolen

from the rocks, which rise up like a wall
;
and in

the clefts covered with dust, and so dry that the Fern

fronds broke off' in our hands, grew quantities of Asple-

nium septentrionale. In Switzerland, I may say once

for all, no limestone, no Ferns. We followed the new

carriage road over the Furca Pass, which rises to the

height of more than 8000 feet, to gain the Rhone

Valley ; in ascending we found a great many flowers of

the Sed'um class, and an endless variety of others, all

new to English eves. Within a few feet of the Rhone

glacier grew the pretty pink Dianthus, which grows so

freely in Northern Italy. We ascended the .'Eggischorn,

which is 9657 feet high, and were amply repaid for a

somewhat toilsome ascent by the glorious panoramic

view from the summit. The countless number of snow--

clad mountains rising out of a bed of clouds far beneath

us—the Marjelen lake, with its walls of ice, and the

great Aletsch glacier, 19 miles in length, immediately

below us—formed a scene it is difficult to picture and

impossible to forget.

The vEggischom abounds with curious plants. V\ e

first found here the little alpine Gentian ; the flower-

stalks were about an inch in height, and we marvelled

that so tiny a plant could produce so large a flower
;

when we had raised with a knife a little group of

three or four there seemed nothing but stalk and

blossom. We went up the St. Nicholas Valley to

Zermatt, and then returning as far as Stalden, ascended

the Saas Valley to cross the Monte Moro Pass. In

both these valleys we found Polypodium Dryoptens,

Phegopteris, and calcareum, Asplenium septentrionale,

and any quantity of Lycopodium helveticum : and at

Saas growing on the rocks, quantities of Auriculas, from

which we gathered some seed ; the number of flower-

stalks told of the free manner in which they flower. The

advantages of situation here were but small, the lower

part of the valley having been entirely covered several

feet deep by an avalanche of stones and debris from the

mountains. Some of the wretched-looking inhabitants

were busily engaged in trying to get down to the soil

and remake their gardens, some had cleared a few

square yards, and had succeeded in burying the stones

and getting the soil uppermost. Our guide pointed

out to us the ruins of a chalet where 26 people had

perished during the recent flood. The elevation

of the valley is considerable, and the guide told us
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that the winters are so severe they are obliged to

house the cows for five months, and the goats for

three. We also found at Saas, Woodsia alpina, in .1

most picturesque situation near the Glacier du Fee; and

on the Monte Moro, Anemone glacialis, which is

rightly named, for it was growing in the cracks in the

rocks amidst snow and ice, at an elevation of upwards

of 9000 feet. The wind was piercingly cold, but we
soon found a change in the temperature on beginning

the descent, on the Italian side, to Macugnana. In

the Val Anzasca Auriculas continued to abound, most

luxuriant Parsley Fern, at least a foot high ; the pretty,

but not fragrant Chive, with its pink blossom, and

something allied to it, at any rate in smell, with a small

white flower, and a deeply cut leaf at the end of a long

stalk, which we thought as pretty and graceful as a

Fern. Our next point was Baveno, and here my
heart begins to fail me, for to any one who has never

enjoyed the rich treat of seeing the Italian lakes, it

seems almost impossible to convey an idea of their

extreme beauty, and the almost tropical luxuriance of

the vegetation, particularly on Lago Maggiore. We
were much struck with the beauty of the Aloes,

which were growing in the cracks of the bare

rocks on the Isola Madre ; the whole island is

a garden belonging to Count Borromeo,—he has

a palace here, and another on the Isola Bella,

which is very near. On both islands are rare trees of

every description, from Camphor and Cork trees to the

stiff and formal-looking Lignum and Arbor-vitae of

our English gardens, which are here really graceful

looking trees.

On the south side of the Isola Madre we saw a

collection of Orange, Lemon, and Citron trees laden
with fruit ; these we were informed were sheltered

during winter. Against the palace grew Mandevilla
suaveolens, Ipomcea Learii, Bignonia grandiflora, and
other creepers, in the greatest profusion ; Pomegranates,
Hibiscus, a very free flowering shrub called Lager-
strcemia rosea ; Magnolia grandiflora, as standards in size

almost like forest trees ; also a tree of Bambusa gracilis,

looking like a Weeping Willow, 20 feet high at least
;

and groves of Oleanders, 1 4 or 15 feet high : on some
of the single ones were seed-pods 8 or 9 inches long.

The water was exquisitely clear, and as we watched
the fishes swimming at the bottom of the lake we spied
a Caper plant growing out of a crack in the wall.

Among other curious plants we noticed Momordica
Charantia, which looked very pretty running up a
trellis : but in any reasonable time to describe all the
curious and beautiful flowers and plants we saw would
be impossible. After having laid in a stock of Pears,

Grapes, Figs, &c., at Pallanza, we rowed to the nursery
of Signor Rovelli, with whom one of our party wished
to arrange for the purchase of some of his large
Camellias, of which we found a large grove, many of
them from 15 to 18 feet high. The show, when in

bloom, must be worth the journey to see, and they
were well set with buds at the time of our visit—the
middle of September. We were also stioick with the
number of seed-pods on some of the more single ones,
quite Apple-like in size. Hibiscus trees lined the sides

of the road to shelter passengers from the sun, and the
fine Acacia trees, with more flower-buds almost than
leaves, looked silvery white in contrast to the Pinuses.
I asked him to give me the heights of some of his rarer
trees, which I give you in metres as he furnished it

to me,—a metre is 40 inches; some of your corre-
spondents will perhaps appreciate these even more
than I can :

—

monocaulis .

.
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Hyoscyamus, &c. The number this March is only

twelve, including those noticed at the January and

Febrtiary meeting.
Vn. Miscellatteou! Communicatioits.— Ur. M'Nab

exhibited a head of female flowers of Pandanus, produced

in the Palm-house at the Botanic Garden. He stated

at the Pa
for several years,

This year nine heads have been developed ;
they at

globular at first, and elongate as they advance

towards maturity. Mr. M'Nab also exhibited a

portion of the spadix of the Arenga saccharifera,

now flowering in the Palm-house at Edinburgh.

This Palm is now 68 feet in height, and has three

large flower-spikes near the summit.—Mr. Sadler

exhibited and presented a specimen of Guarana,

which he had received from Dr. Lea Richardson.

It is obtained from the seeds of Paullinia sorbilis,

one of the Sapindaceae, a tree which is found grow-

ing abundantly in some parts of the Great Amazon
Valley. The fruit, when ripe, is roasted, and the

S2eds taken out and powdered. The powder is

then mixed with water and made into a thick paste,

which is moulded into cakes or round rolls and

dried in the sun. It possesses a bitter principle,

identical with theine, and is reported to be stomachic,

and febrifuge. In Brazil it is regarded as a cure for

dysentery and many diseases. According to Dr.

Stenhouse, Guarana is the richest known source ol

theine. It also contains a colouring matter, analo-

gous to the tannin in Cinchona bark, as well as

fatty matter, which, like the fat of chocolate, does

not appear to become rancid by keeping. .Accord-

ing to the price paid by Dr. Richardson for the

specimen presented, Guarana sells in the market of

this cotuitry at €>s. an ounce.

Another arrangement—one which more strictly brings

us within range of the culture of alpine plants— is siich

a rude stone wall as is ^sliown in fig. loS, and which

is surely within the reach of all. "By build-

ing a rough stone wall, and packing the intervals

firmly as possible with loam and sandy peat, and

^^.tting perhaps a little mortar on the outside of the

largest interstices, a host of briljiant gems may be

in general terms, the author turns, in the second part

of his book, to describe the best alpine flowers, which

is done in popular language, without any attempt at

botanical precision, and in such a way as to notice the

peculiarities of treatment which may be required by

individual species. A large portion of the work

—

some 240 pages—is devoted to this branch of the sub-

ject. Then come selections of alpine and rock plants

for various purposes, a series of lists which will

be of much assistance to those about forming cl-

adding to their collections.

It would have been desirable that some attempt

should have been made to verify the nomenclature

of the plants described, but on the whole we have

no hesitation in recommending Mr. Robinson's

book on Alpine Flowers, as yielding not only

some pleasant reading, but as affording the best

information to be had as to the cultivation of

these "gems of earth,"

Alpine Flowers for English Gardens. By
W.Robinson, F.L.S. With numerous illtts-

trations. London ; Murray. Pp. 392.

There is no doubt whatever that the class of plants

called alpines furnishes some of the choicest gems

amongst living objects, and hence from a garden point

of view they are quite worthy of having a special

manual devoted to them. Almost every alpine traveller,

botanical or otherwise, has given expression to regrets

that we cannot enjoy in our gardens these most charm-

ing of flowers ; and one chief object of the book, we
are- told, is to dispel this idea as being erroneous,

and to show that there is no alpine flower that

ever cheered the traveller's eye with its brilliancy,

which cannot be successfully grown by an intelli-

gent cultivator. In treating on this subject the

author is quite in his element, and hence, as

might have been expected, he has done it full

justice.

It may at the outset be explained that what

are meant by alpine plants are those dwarf

herbaceous species which find their home on high

mountain chains, often fringing the snow-fields

with their many-hued beauty. "Enormous
areas of ground inhabited by alpine plants are

every year covered by a deep bed of snow.

Where the tall tree or shrub cannot exist from somewhat concave

;

grown with almost as little attention as we bestow on

the common Ivy. Thoroughly consolidated, the mate-

rials of the wall would afford precisely the kind of

nutriment required by the plants. The wall would

6ari5£it (ipcralrons.
, (for the ensuing week.)

' plant houses.
Some progress should now be made in the

preparation of young plants of Chrysanthemums,

either in the matter of propagating or potting on

such as are already struck, where large specimens

are an object ; otherwise, for ordinary decorative

purposes, cuttings struck any time between this

and midsummer, at the latest, if grown on

quickly, in a good rich compost, and kept m a

cool, moderately moist atmosphere, with plenty

of air, will do exceedingly well, and with a great

saving of labour. Though these very useful

autumn and early winter blooming plants

were originally purchased of Chinese traders,

in the market of Macao, and were introduced

into Europe during the last century, we have only

recently, through the efforts of that assiduous traveller,

Mr. Fortune, become possessed of the remarkable

featheiy-flowered Japanese varieties, called " ^-

,.„ . .™ -5£Sssr5r:;s ?^s"?r«l's=£S=^^Hany but the best constructed

parts of the country the rains

sufficiently moist condition, the top being always left
|
of

;;;jt;of(i;;c;;;;,.7;i;^;nswouidT.ep.hewa^^ ^-^^^^^^^^ ^'^T^^^^

dry districts perforated

the intense cold, a deep soft mass of downy snow copper pipe laid along the top would diffuse the requi-

settles upon these minute plants, like a great cloud- site moisture. In very moist places, natives of wet

borne quilt, under which they rest untortured by the rocks, and trailing plants, like the Linnsa, might be

alternation of frost and biting wind, with moist, balmy, interspersed here and there among the other alpines ; ,.-.
,„

and spring-like days. But let it not for a moment be in dry ones it would be desirable to plant chiefly the
,

are alloweclW

supposed that these conditions are indispensable for
!
Saxifragas, Sedums, small Campanul;

their growth ! The reason that they predominate in these
,

subjects that even

elevated regions, is that no taller vegetation can

exist there. Were these places inhabited by trees

and shrubs we should yet find alpine plants

among them, but much fewer than in the rocky

fields where they reign supreme. * * * In the

fierce struggle for existence upon the plains

and low tree-clad hills, the more minute species

are often overrun by trees, trailers, bushes, and

vigorous herbs ; but when in northern and

elevated regions these fail from the earth, we
get the choice jewellery of vegetable life known
as alpine plants.

"

This book of Alpine Flowers is divided into

two parts— the first devoted to the cultivation,

the second to the description of the plants. In

the former, under various phases, will be found

instructions for the construction of artificial rock-

work, and the adapting it in different situations

to the growth of alpine plants ; and in this con-

nection we find some excellent observations by
Mr. James Backhouse, of York, than whom we
have no more successful cultivator of alpine

plants, no more tasteful constructor of a rock

garden for their reception. This division of the

book is piofusely illustrated, and has afforded

us, by the courtesy of the author, an opportunity

of giving to our readers some pictorial hints

on the arrangement of alpines. Here, • for

example, Is a rocky waterfall (fig. 109), as it may be,

fringed with Yuccas, and various climbing and trailing

plants of the larger class ; and here is a rock-garden,

such as might be formed with excellent eflect on the

edge of a shrubbery (fig. 107), by means of a few cart-

loads of stones and earth, the mossy pieces of rock

cropping out from a carpet of Sandworts, Mountain

Pinks, Rock-cresses, Aubrietias, Sedums, and Saxifragas,

and backed up with Fems and flowering shnibs.

January of the present year, which is good proof

of their late blooming capabilities. To attain

fine large blooms of any of these for exhibition

purposes, or otherwise, it will be necessary to

let them grow on uninterruptedly with one or

only a few shoots, never pinching them back

during their whole period of growth and bloom-

in", excepting where necessary to thin out the

bloom-buds where too many form at the apex of

the shoots. The lovely old " Two-coloured

Incurved," I am afraid, is well nigh lost to us,

for I do not remember having seen it for some

years past. Pinch back the points of all soft-

wooded stove or greenhouse plants, which are

now growing rapidly, and thus induce stiff bushy

growth New Holland plants and otherswhich are similar

in their habits and requirements, such as Aphelexis,

Boronia, Cosmelia, Epacris, Dracophyllum, Lacheii-

aidtia Roglera, Pimdm, and Erica, will require atten-

tion in regard to root-watering. If such plants as these

affer through inattention in this respect

I inarias' and certain injury will follow, as at the active growing or

hotter countries tha^n"find1
' ^-^^^^^^i^Z:^^:^^^^^^^^

as a safeguard against a careless or thoughtless

' system of culture. Stimulants in the form of

artificial manures, like Standen's, Peruvian guano,

or good wholesome clear manure-water, may now

be applied somewhat more freely, since we have

experienced such bright sunny weather, which

has imbued artificially-grown foliage with a more

than ordinary vigorous capacity to turn such

materials to useful account. Fumigate all plant-

houses periodically as a preventive, if fortunate

enough to be without aphis pests at this season.

Should the fine bright weather continue take care

to guard all young growths from the scorching

influences of the sun, bearing in mind that the

amount of foliage now forming is destined to

play an important part in the decoration of our

greenhouses for many months to come. Parti-

cularly attend to the removal of Heaths and

Epaerisis, as soon as they go out of flower, from

any warm sultry show-houses, into cool pits

or other similar places.

FORCING HOUSES.
What a glorious week for forcing operations

was that ending on April 23 ! Such weather has

done wonders towards bringing forced vegetation

out of that state of supineness which it had

fallen into during the very indifferent sunless

With one period through which we had passed. Those whohome on the sunniest and barest crags. — ^ - ^
more hint of general utility we pass on :—" Many have Chapes colouring m.ay^ carry them^^a^ong

alpine plants, when grown in borders, are much ' " '-' - -.-.

benefited by being surrounded by a few half-buried

kindly to a successful islue with the more than ordi-

^ narily vivid sunshine we have experienced. The

eTs'tones or pieces of rock.
' These are useful in requirements of the roots must not be overlooked, for

preventing excessive evaporation, and in guarding the
j

according as the surface growth advances so will

plants, when small and young, from being trampled
j

copious waterings be more and more required. Where

upon, or overrun by coarseweeds or plants properly drained borders exist within-doors, a lesson

Having gone through the different phases of culture ' may be learnt from the frequency with which pot
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Vines require to be supplied with root moisture, wliich

should be supplied to larger and more permanent

Vines in our everyday practice. Depend upon it,

there is more injury done to forced fruits through

insufficiency of root-moisture at the most active

season of their growth than through excess

when the roots are confined within-doors. As
soon as the fruit is quite ripe in any Early Vineries,

it will be advisable to reduce the temperature by degrees

to about temperate at night. Abundance of air must
be admitted by day, and indeed at all proper times, so

as not to cause any undue fluctuations. In regard to

Fines it must be remembered that, warm as the weather

may be externally, the bottom-heat may at any time
wane materially, hence the heating material should be
frequently examined, if but for the sake of safety. Do
not on any account let the bottom-heat fall below 83°

or 84", in connection with fruiting plants. A high top
temperature with the roots too cold is a condition

antagonistic to a progressive and favourable advance.

This is perhaps one of the most trying times for Pines

which are permanently grown in the same house with
Grapes, and with no chance of changing them into a more
favourable position. Under these conditions the Vines
are not habitually started until late, hence this may be
near to the time when many are starting them. To
insure a strong start the temperature must be brought
down below that which Pines are accustomed to —
hence the hardship that is to be contended with. Be
careful not to go below 56°, and by giving the Pines

less root-water aid them as much as possible over the

fall of temperature. Stop all "robber shoots" upon
Peach and /Nectarine trees, and endeavour to equalise

the sap as much as possible. Peaches which are finally

swelling off should not be unduly forced. Air should
be given freely by day ; also upon warm nights.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
I do not remember a worse season for Piuks, doves,

CarnaiionSy &c., fully exposed in open borders, than
the past winter has been. The keen easterly winds
found out every faulty plant or branch, and destroyed
multitudes of promising plants. Those who have had
the means of wintering young plants in frames should
now plant them out into nice rich, open, porous soil

;

placing the soil well around them. Plant out into the open
borders successional Gladiolus bulbs. Thin out hardy
annuals immediately they become large enough, after

the warm showers which we may expect at any time
now. When pots or room is scarce let all late-struck

cuttings of such things as Verbenas, Pyretkritms,
Lobelias, Calceolarias, &c., be pricked^ out into vacant
frames at once.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed actively \vith disbudding /(•«(// 2Xid. Nectarine

trees, removing all fore shoots, or such as emanate from
the branches in any position not likely to fit well to

the wall, or unlikely to be needed to furnish fruiting

branches for the next season's fruit-bearing. Give
copious applications of water— whether propelled
against the walls from a hand syringe or a good form
of garden engine—to the trees, over every part. Dash
it freely against the wall, taking care not to injure the

delicate young leaf formations ; and by aiding the
growth, and by preventing any form of insect multipli-

cation thus early, make a good move towards keeping
the trees free from noxious pests.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Earth-up and use any ready means to protect Dwarf

French Beans immediately they show through the
ground. By watchfulness in this wise a crop may be
secured in trme for the early venison, which is of
importance in some establishments. Run the hoe
freely between rows of all such crops as Carrots, Beet,

Onions, Parstiips, &c. , which now show freely, and
will be very materiaHy benefited thereby. Do not omit
to prick out into nursery rows close together, im-
mediately suitable weather arrives, all young spring
sown and nursed vegetable seedlings, that they may
attain strength for the final transplanting. Transplant
any seedling Turnips if the plants are too thick, and
the produce is likely to be of use when ready. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Dahlias, and the A/a?vel of Peru, that have been

started in heat, should now be divided ; each shoot
should be taken off, with a portion of the tuber
attached, and planted in the borders, shaded for a few
days, and covered with a flower-pot at night if there is

any appearance of frost. They will do well, particu-
larly if the ground is previously prepared by digging a
hole 2 feet deep and 18 inches square, and a good
dressing of rotten dung worked in. Hardy Annuals
that have come up too thickly should be at once
thinned ; the following varieties will bear transplant-
ing, if lifted with care, planted at once, and
watered :—Larkspurs, Coreopsis, Stocks, Zinnias,

&c. The Ivy has been very much cut during
the past winter, and should now have atten-
tion, if it is desired to have it in perfection during the
summer months. All the old leaves should be taken
off, the dead wood cut out, and the remainder nailed
close. Windo7v Plants should have the surface mould
stirred, and a little fresh soil added. As much air as
possible should be given them during fine weather, and
they should be watered when the surface is dry. In
doing this, the pots should never be allowed to

stand in water, but be raised above it. The Ficus
elastica, or India-rubber, an excellent plant for town
windows, should now have its leaves occasionally
sponged with tepid water, which will tend much to the
health of the plant ; and if the plants are pot-bound
they should be shifted into larger pots in iresh peat,
with plenty of drainage in the bottom of the pots, J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKUEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, April 27, 1870.

34. Sunday

.

25. Monday

27. Wedncs

Barometer
reduced to

39.99
30.14
3a 18

Hygrometrical Deducli'
from Glaishcr's Tabic-

5th edition.

Month

Day.

23! Saiur. ..

25, Monday

Temperature c
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requirements. Flowers chiefly coQsist of Azaleas, Orchids,

Roses, French and Scarlet Pelargoniums, Heaths,

Fuchsias, Wallflowers, &c.

Fruit.
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BUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRLAGE FREE.

Producing abundant Crops ofHay and superior Pasturage.

PERlVtANENT PASTTJRE MIXTXTRES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils.

SUTTONS" BEST MIXTURES. 28s. to 32s. p. acre,
carriage ircc. 3 bush. Grass Seeds and 12 lb Clovers supplied p. acre.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

From J. J. Mechi. Esq., TiJ>tree Hall, near Kelvtdon.

February 5.—" Your Grass Seeds
I have often spoken of thci jlho

SUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS,

Ull
•^

^=0

weiRht per acre,

superior quality. ]

great saving of laboi

I thai

be pulled with a

s will be found oiic of the mo.st profitable

Price IS. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

For prices and particulars of other varieties (8d, to

Is. 6d. per lb.), see

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK.

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATION IS

Suttons' Champion.

5 = "^

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation

;

price 9d. per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

growing crops,
oTuring the past

f;cthcr with the unsolicited T
y our description.

At the ROYAL liERRSHIRE ROOT SHOW, to be held at
READING, on SATURDAY, Nov. 26, aSlL\TR CUP, value /Tio loi.

,

will be given by Messrs. SUTTON for the best 24 Specimens of
SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE ; and £s, {.%, and /s, as Second,
Third, and Fourth Prizes.

For prices of SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for all Soils, and all
other FARM SEEDS, see "SUTTONS' NEW FARM SEED
LIST," which may be had Gratis on application.

All Goods Carriage Free (except very small parcels). Five per cent,
allowed for prompt payment.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GRO'WERS,
READING.

t) OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.

IMPLEMENT ENTRIES CLOSE on

MAY r, and all Certificates received after

that date will be returned to the Senders.

STOCK PRIZE SHEETS and CER-
TIFICATES arc also ready, and will be
forwarded on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Sec.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

w D I L L I

;r and Valuer,

MR. CHANDLER, Horticultural Agent and
Valufb, undertakes all kinds of VALUATIONS connected

with HORTICULTURE.
N.B. Mr. C, having for many years acted as Judge at varin..<:

Metropolitan and Provincial Flower Show
iing s

ovjncial Flower Shows, is open to engagements for
-to, Wyncll Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

To Florists.

TO BE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
H0L1> PLOT of about i acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a West-end FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, offering an excellent opportunity to a perse

; old established, and doing : llent trade. Capiyoung M.
required, about £/.

A. B., Mr. Samuels, 26, Wcstbourne Grove, W.

a'"it"a1

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Otbers.

TO BE DISPOSED OF. a NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS, in full Trade, in a thriving Market Town, situate

on the Great Western and London and North-Wcstern Railways.
Nursery Ground about an acre, with Greenhouse (Hot Water), and
Pits. Good Shop in the best part of the Town.
Applications, by letter, to X. Y. Z., Mr. Rowc, 9. Quality Court,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.. will be answered in a few weeks, as
the Business is about to be Sold under proceedings in Bankruptcy.

A
To Seed Growers, Market Gardeners, and Others.
SMALL COMPACT FREEHOLD ESTATE.

for SALE, of about 63 acres of deep rich Loam, well
purposes. Situate close to a first-class Railway

This desirable property
d for

ion, and fashionable
Id be sold whole or divided. The Farm Buildings and Cottages
of good elevation, and substantial. Part of the purchase money

Ifn

,
W'. F. G., Post Office, Crickho

SALES BY AUCTION.

M^i-Jg,
MONDAY. Mi

Established Orcliids.

, STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
Rooms. j8. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.on

Cj-pripedium Stonii

Odontoglossum triumph;
„ Alexandra:

Saccolabium prajtnorsuir

ling of Sale, and Catalogu.

M
Important Sale of Established Orchids.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C. on

THURSDAY. May 5. at half-past i2o'Clock precisely, the well-known
Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS of the late J. N. Clarke,
Esq., of Trowbridge, including fine specimens of PHAL-^NOPSIS,
SACCOLABIUMS, VANDAS, AERIDES, CATTLEYAS, See,
all in good condition.

On view the morn i ng of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Exhibition Plants of Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAYand WEDNESDAY May 10 and 11. at half-past i2oClock
precisely each dav, the splendid Exhibition Specimen Plants of
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, the property of W. Marshall. Esq.. of
Enfield {who is giving up exhibiting and reducing his collection).

ivrng taken numerous Prizes at all

irst-rate condition, including finelal Shows, and are in

le following :

—

Odontoglossum luteo-purpuretim,

,, PhalaEnoi--;is, 20 leads
Sobralia macranlha, Woollcy's

:attlcya Schi

„ Triania luno ) istclai

Janta ^ Ccrtific
lelope ) R. H.

Schrardcri, 5 leads

And many other
On view the mornii

Cypripedium vi

„ Schlimii,.

,, caudatum
Cailogyne spec;

llosum, 30 flowers

) spikes
roseum, 8 spikes

lobosa
Wolstt

da gigantea, i5_ pairs of leaves
Cypripedium Parish!
Phalicnopsis Schill(

La;lia grandis, Ac,
rare and desirable varietit

:; of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Edmonton.
THIRTY-ONE YEARS' LEASE of DWELLING.HOUSE, with an

ACRE and a QUARTER of NURSERY GROUND, also the
STOCK.

MR. A. RICHARDS will SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, Church Street, Edmonton, on MONDAY,

May 2. at i o'Clock, bv order of the Executrix of the late Mr.
Thomas Barker, the LEASE of the HOUSE and GROUNDS, with
Viner>' 114 feet long. Span Greenhouse, Ranges of Pits, &c.. held for

31 years, at the trifling rent of 1,-2q per annu
including 140 dozen double Stocks, 200 dozen scarlet Gerani
Verbenas, Lobelias. Asters. 30 dozen Napier Strawberries, Boxes and
Lifrhls, TooK, Spring Cart. &c.
May be viewed and Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneer, Tottenham.

. the STOCK,

Waltham, near Melton Mowbray.
SALE of the L.VTE Mr SHIPMANS ENTIRE HERD ol

SHORTHORNS,

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL byAUCTION.
without reserve, by order of the Executors, on WEDNESDAY,

May II, at 2 o'clock, at Waltham, between Melton and Grantham,
the late Mr. William Shipman's entire HERD of SHORTHORNS.

PLANTS, (^KKLNHnusES, PITS. Sc"
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured w.ih instructions from Mr. James Over, to SELL bvAUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Nursery.
opposite ihe liowyer Hotel. Manor Street, Clapham, S., the
whole of the choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including 5000 Exotic Ferns, 100 thriving Gardenia intermedia;
specimen Hoya Bella, 40 handsome specimen Slephanotis flori-
bunda, double Primulas, a large quantity of specimen Camellias
and Azalea indica, Cyclamens, 10,000 Bedding Plants, 1000 White
GiniAi r|,.,-,-<, (tit^ i-tme kind that Mr, Over supplies the market
will:

,
r....'. :.. j-eutzias. Myrtles. &c. ; likewise the GREEN-

ise, 80 feet long, a Span-roof
se, 44 feet long ; 30 two and
Doo feet of 3 an(r4-mch HOT-

WAILI. llii:..i i(jut together with elastic rings). 4 capital
BOILERS, ihoMi-aMdsof Briclis, the erections of Shed and Stabling, a
capital strong Market Van, and numerous other effects.

The VALUABLE LEASE of the Nursery Ground, comprising
about 2}^ Acres, and held on a lease for an unexpired term ot about
50 years, at the moderate ground rent of ^^14 per annum, if not
previously disposed of. will also be offered for SALE byAUCTION,
on the Premises, as above, on MONDAY, May 2, at ir o'Clock
precisely, prior to the Sale of Plants.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues and parti-

culars of Lease may be had of Mr. OVER, Seedsman and Florist,
High Street, Clapham ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American
Nurseries, Lcytonstone, Essex, E.

^^.

IMPORTANT SALE of about 40,000 BEDDING PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises. Plashet Park
Nursery, Green Street, near Stratford E.. on MONDAY, May 5, at

o'clock precisely, bj[ order of Mr. John Frost, about 40,000
Choi

k precisely, by c

DDII^G PLANTS, rem
1 GERANIUMS of the leadingv

ell iing
....w.. „^„„., . „ ...o „, ,„c .i„u,.,ij .....ci.ci, lu.uou CALCEOLARIA
AUREA, 1000 HELIOTROPES, 1000 GOLDEN FEATHER, 7000
FUCHSIAS, Double PETUNIAS, 5000 LOBELIA SPECIOSA
from cuttings, 500 DAHLIAS, quantities of COLEUS, PELAR.
GONIUMS, Sic.

On view three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

IMPORTANT
MESSR>

byAl i
1
!

PYRETHkUM

Hammersmith, W.
V .1 it t 25,000 BEDDING PLANTS, Sic.

I
1 1 1 1 I

:i )E AND MORRIS will SELL
I Hcrve, on the Premises, The Nursery,

hite, Purple, and Scarlet :

S,20ooLOBELIAS,CERASTIUM,
I.CEOLARIA AUREA, COLEUS,
THER, &c. : Choice PELARGO.

NIUMS, CALCEOLAKIAS, FUCHSi'aS, 'and other Plant;

,
and of the Auc

Surrey- Holmbury, near Gomshall and Ockley.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE ol CHOICE STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, VALUABLE ORCHIDS, PALMS,
E.XOTIC FERNS, BEDDING PLANTS, Src.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, withoutM

precisely (the Property being Sold and immediate possession required),
the whole of the Valuable STOVE PLANTS (including many hand-

and effective specimens), comprising Musa Cavcndishii,
Allamandas, Ficus, Ma

ting of

Stonesby.
Cows, Hei i Iron

Oakh
:, and Wood, and are full of the blood
1 Prize Animals, for which the district
The Bulls used of late have been from

I illingstone Dayrell, viz., Springthorn (2^,209),
^1 Royalist (27,370), a son of 3d Grand Duke,
'iilingtontribe,isnowin servi
' healthy condition, being
lif good judgment of their late

;s, may be had of JOHN THORNTON

istly of a deep

the Pr<

MACHINE, GARDEN ROLLER, i

i-idcd

Edmonton.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of So.ooo BEDDING and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AMD MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Langhedge
Nursery, Edmonton, wif ' '-•- f
Great Eastern Railway.c ....

by order of Messrs, C. Woolvi
quired by the
PLANTS, '

Sophia Dui
TomThun
others: als.

1 10 minutes' walk of Park Station, on the
MONDAY, May 16, at 12 o'Clock precisely,

" Son, the land being immediately re-

nd of the AucI

« ay Company, abi
.,..,,.. ,.^ ncluding Mrs. Pollock,

nal Varieties ; Vesuvius,
ucher.and 600 Double Varieties and
ng into bloom; 2000 VERBENAS,
about 60,000 other BEDDING

ithe

Preliminary Notice.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. G.&W. Stecll, to SELL by AUCTION,
at an early date, on the Premises, The Nursery, Kew Road, Richmond,
a large and varied assortment of CHOICE GREENHOUSE and
BEDDING PLANTS.

Further particulars next week.

{For continuation of Sales, see page 619.)

SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
M „ f London Farmers' Club (Mr. Corbet, on English Tenant-
""y 't Right), at the Salisbury Hotel-6 PM-

On Monday, at the meeting of the Farmers'
Club, Mr. Corbet will once more discuss before

a company of English farmers, land-agents, and
landowners the merits of the system of tenant-

right of which he has for so many years been so

vigorous and so efficient an advocate. He could

hardly do better for his subject than strike the

same sort of key-note which Mr. Squarey
adopted in a paper on Farming Covenants, lately

read before the Institute of Surveyors, which we

have given in another page. " The principle

vi-hich ought to govern farming covenants would
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seem to be that the tenant should have the freest

and most unrestricted use of the lands and pre-

mises consistent with the maintenance and
yielding up of the freehold at the end of the

tenancy in an unimpaired and unirijured con-

dition." That is a very frank and friendly view

to take of the subject from the landlord's stand-

point. How the same kind of truth, as it appears

from the poinf of view which the tenant occupies,

will be presented to us next Monday remains to

be seen. For ourselves, looking on the whole

question as it affects not only the material

interests of the few who own the land, nor only

the immediate interests of the many who con-

sume its produce, but as it affects the whole

character and standing alike of the landlord and
the tenant, we greatly prefer the kind of independ-

ence which is given by a lease for a sufficient

term of years coupled with conditions aft'ecting

the management during the last three or four

years, to any system of valuations coupled with

the liability at any time to a notice to quit.

If it be said that in Scotland " the lease " for

a term of years has been found to involve a

much more frequent change of tenancy than
occurs in connection with mere tenancy at will

in England, it must be remembered that the

natural course of events is interfered with in the

North by a law which artificially fosters competi-

tion for the occupation of land as much as heavy
tenant-right valuation checks it among ourselves.

All this, however, will no doubt be fully repre-

sented on Monday evening, when the subject

announced upon the card of the meeting is not,

we imagine, so strictly hedged but that it will

permit, along with an " English Tenant Right

"

discussion, a consideration of the alternative

methods by which the interests of landlord and
tenant may be promoted.

The land is the capital of agriculture, the crops

are the returns, and the profit is the difference

between the cost of growing them and what they

will sell for. In drawing up the national balance-

sheet must we take credit for an increase of

capital (fertility), or are we reducing the fertility

of our land, and so " paying dividends out of

capital ? " The question is important. We shall

bring a few facts and illustrations to bear on it.

It is sometimes said that only corn crops are

exhausting, and that green crops are the contrary.

If so, our " capital " would increase fast, since

only one-fourth of the land in this country is in

corn, two-fourths are in pasture, and one-fourth

in roots and other " green crops " and fallow.

But the truth is, that all crops are exhaustive by
their removal from the soil of the constituents of

their growth. Whether crops be consumed byman
or by the lower animals, they exhaust it in the

first instance by the removal of certain consti-

tuents from the soil, and they leave it poorer in

proportion to the amount thus removed. Whether
they ultimately exhaust it depends on what
becomes of the remains of the food. In the case

of that consumed by the lower animals these

remains are carefully preserved : in the case of

man they are wasted. The strength and weak-
ness of our national agriculture lie here. It is

this part of the debtor and creditor account which
is so complicated.

The weight of the dry material contained in a
crop indicates pretty accurately the loss sus-

tained by the soil. No doubt some constituents

are more abundant in some soils than others, and
some plants and some portions of plants draw
more largely on the soil than others ; but it is

entirely erroneous to draw a line between cereals

and succulent crops on the supposition that the

former e.xhaust the soil and the latter do not. A
heavy crop of Mangel (30 tons) contains 2i tons

of dry vegetable matter, and a heavy crop of

Wheat (4^ quarters of grain and i4ton of straw)

contains only 6 cwt. The amount of soil consti-

tuents contained in the former is greater than
that in the latter, and the quantity of phosphoric
acid is 30 lb. in the Mangel and 20 lb. in the

W'heat and straw. The removal of a crop of

Mangel exhausts a field much more than the

removal of a crop of Wheat. But the roots are

usually consumed in the field or on the farm, and
the grain is carried oft' the farm, and this consti-

tutes the difference in the comparative exhaustion

of land by cereal and by forage crops. In the

one case we restore and in the other we abstract

from the soil the elements of its fertility. The
comparison is heightened by the fact that our

social habits prevent, in great measure,
the ultimate return to the soil of the pro-

ducts of the food consumed by man. Animals,

therefore, become a source of the increased

fertility of the land, man is the means of its

exhaustion. Not that root and green crops

exhaust the land less than cereals in the first

place, but the former are consumed on the farm
w-ith the purchased food which is used as an
accessory in the feeding of stock. Not that

cereals e.xhaust the land more than roots and
green crops, but they are removed from the farm,

and the manure arising from their consumption is

wasted. It is a fallacious expression that "cereals

exhaust the soil and green crops restore it."

The principle of all systems of farming is,

and must be, to give and take from the land.

Some farmers take with both hands, especially

towards the end of a lease ; others take corn

crops with one hand, and give back the green

crops along with cattle food and various pur-

chased manures. The corn crops are handed
over to the nation for consumption ; unhappily,

they never come back to the land, as they ought.

The complete debtor and creditor account with

the land may be a httle more complicated than

this, since there is a loss to the farm in the

bodies of animals when they are sold. In the

national balance-sheet, however, it must be noted

that the bones are returned to the land, while the

flesh is lost by going into human consumption. A
well-known instance of exhaustion by " green

crops " is the impoverishment of pastures, which
has occurred in Cheshire, Staffordshire, and
other cheese districts. In these instances it was
Grass, not cereals, that exhausted the soil.

Wheat sold for one shilling a quarter more
money on Monday last at Mark Lane, and the tone of

the market throughout was firm. At the Metropoli-

tan Cattle Market last Monday's prices were maintained,

and sheep were even a little dearer.

The Gloucestershire Agricultural Society will

hold its next amiual show and meeting at Stroud.

.'Vpplications had been received from Stroud and from

Cheltenham—the former town is preferred, as it has

never yet received a visit from the county Society.

Dijon, the old capital of Burgundy, and now
the chief to\^^l of the department of the Cote d'Or,

promises to be veiy busy next month when the agricul-

tural exhibition of the region or district takes place. In

addition to this, there will be held at the same time a

congress of farmers interested in the production of

wool, an exhibition of horses, and lastly, a special

exhibition of w'ine, beer, spirits, and other liquors,

mall, flour, bread, and all other preparations from

grain, and hops, as well as of apparatus and implements
used in the wine and beer trades. This speci.al exhi-

bition is international.

A correspondent of the Farmer describes his

use of fish offal as a manure. He farms near a great

fishing station in the North, where the average catch

per week amounts in value to about ;^2000. When
these fish are gutted he takes the ofl^al, paying Is. per

cartload. A trench is dug, say 6 yards long, 2 wide,

and I foot deep. The earth taken out is thrown up
along the outer edge of the pit, forming a rampart,

which not only keeps in the offal, but sucks up the

great quantity of blood flowing from it. The carts

are then backed in to the farther end and emptied, and
when the offal rises about 4 feet, the entrance is

closed in, and the whole covered with turf. After

winter, large stores of peat ashes having been provided,

the offal is taken out and spread on the ground about a

foot thick, over which the ashes are thrcrtvn, making
the mass another foot higher. Ov«r this, again, the

offal is spread, then ashes, and so on, until it reaches a

height of perhaps 5 feet. A man then mounts to the

top, the offal and blood being congealed by this time,

and digs a pretty large hole, into which he pours a

quantity of vitriol. The whole mass is then thoroughly

mixed, great care being taken that lumps of clotted

matter are broken up. When the topdressing season

arrives, this mixture is pretty dry, so that in some
cases it can be sown with the hand as guano. In a

short time after it is sown its great value is seen.

Leopold, the winner of the prize for calves dropped
in 1869, at the same show. Although his thighs are a

trifle light at present, age will probably supply the

deficiency. In general he may be described as a thick-

fleshed bull, of rich colour, with much of his sire's

style about him, and wonderfully altered since he

appeared in the sale ring at King's Fort 12 months
since, and was bought in by Mr. Chaloner at 12 gs.

The pedigree of such a bull as Sovereign is an

interesting study to the breeder. He is now just four

years old : he was by Mr. R. Booth's Royal Sove-
reign, and from Mr. Torr's Village Rose by Blood
Royal {14,169). The following diagram, which takes

up his pedigree immediately after three consecutive

crosses of Western Comet (689), according to tlie

fashion of the old breeders, will assist the reader in

tracing his lineage :

—

A Cmv, the resutt a/three

Western Comet (689). Frederick (io6o3.

whle Fat,.
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Thomas, which were used in bringing out successive

generations of Gwynnes. Among the more recently

used sires we may mention (1) May Duke (13,320),

as combining in his lineage the best Booth (
Vivandib'e,

by Buckingham {3239)) and Bates blood
; (2)

Grand Duke 5TH (19,875), whose name* proclaims his

pedigree; (3) Duke of Glo'ster (11,382), whose

merits need not be set forth to "Shorthorn" readers ;

and other Duchess sires of unquestionable extraction.

Space compels us to be brief in speaking of the remain-

ing families found at Biddenham. Where is the

admirer of Shorthorns who has not heard of the Mil-

cote "Charmers." We have spoken of their merits in

reviewing Mr. Murton Tracey's catalogue, and here

again we meet them further improved by alliances with

first-rate Duchess sires. So also in the Spencer tribe

we find animals splendidly bred, so far as the last

crosses are concerned, and backed up by remoter

descent from the best Chilton stock. The "Fawsleys,"

so long bred by Sir Charles Knightley, and the

"Sousies," descended from Sousic ^t/i, by 2D DUKE
OF Northumberland, and further back, from old

Trunnell (659), will also command attention and

create competition. We sincerely wish Mr. Howard a

successful sale of so much valuable stock. Mr. Straf-

ford will commence selling at i o'clock.

Mr. Murton Tracey's catalogue, recently issued

by Mr. Strafford, announces an important sale next

Thursday at Edenbridge, Kent. Rich as the contents

of this catalogue undoubtedly are, the fact that 40 of the

47 animals are Sweethearts, directly descended from

Sweetheart by Accordion (570S) and Charmer by
LiTTLEJOHN (4232), precludes much remark upon it.

This fact is, however, sufficient guarantee that on the

female side the cattle to be offered are thoroughly

well bred. The bulls recently used are matter of

interest, and, on applying to the catalogue, we first

find the familiar Milcote and Fawsley names of Day-
Break (11,338) and Mameluke (13,289), followed

by that of the famous Baron (13,833), of Booth
extraction, bred by Mr. Chaloner, of King's Fort. Next
comes the Duke of Albemarle, bred by Mr Tracey,

by The Marquls (20,961), in whose pedigree

the Duke of Devonshire's Cleopatras and the Milcote

Charmers are blended with the Booth element through
his grandsire, THE Baron (13,833). Baron of
Rathcool (21,233), whose name next appears on the

page, is also by The Baron, and from Sweetheart ^d
by Daybreak, lot i ; Count Leinster by Duke of
Leinster, and from Sweetheart 6th. Lastly, to con-

clude the list of the sires of the Edenbridge Sweet-
hearts, we may mention Corsair, (25,291), a son of

Baron Rathcool and Cleopatra 3<2'byTHE Baron
;

The Last of the Barons by The Baron, and
out of Cleopatra yi by THE Baron ; and The
Patrician, bred by Mr. Adkins, of Milcote. Cleo-

patra },d by The Baron, her daughter, Cleopatra ^th

by Duke of Leinster, and grandson Wrestler
by Patrician, will be offered. The Last of the
Barons and Patrician, whose origin has already

been traced, and several other well-bred bulls, will

also be disposed of.

POULTRY.
The following remarks on the poultry exhibited at

the recent Dublin spring show are from the Field

:

—
"As might be naturally expected from the time of year,

this show was not so large as it would have been had it

been held prior to the commencement of the breeding
season ; and perhaps there might be a tendency for the
same reason on tlie part of some amateurs to keep back
some of their principal stock, lest it should interfere with
poultry now in the very height of laying. Still with even
this somewhat serious drawback the show was a credit-

able one, the pigeons being a very attractive feature of the
exhibition. Dorkings were mostly shown in very bad
feather. Many of the Spanish fowls were of great merit,

and some few pens were shown in very creditable con-
dition. The Brahmas were not so good as those exhibited
at Dublin at the former spring show. There were some
good buff, and also good white Cochins exhibited, but, as
a matter of course, not in so good plumage as they were
a few weeks back. Mr. Artliur Perrin's entry of game
fowls was a good one, though the game classes generally
were not equal to those at English shows. The Hamburgh
classes were very inferior, but some first-rate Polands
made ample amends. The classes for French fowls were
well filled ; the cocks of the Houdans, however, some-
what diverging from purity of feather,—a failing so
general in the single cock class as to cause the ist prize
to be withheld. Some good Sultan fowls were present,
and took the ist prize in the 'any variety' class. The
turkeys and geese were especially worthy of notice, being
well grown and very large specimens. There was a
general impression that the entry of pigeons was the most
meritorious ever yet seen at the show of the Royal Dublin
Society. The pens were large, and showed the poultry to
great advantage. The judges were Mr. Edward Hewitt,
Mr. Chas. Peacock, and Mr. Wm. Mulligan."

A list of the poultry prizes will be given next week.

GORSE AS FOOD FOR STOCK.
In the AWth British A^-icztlturist of the i6th inst.

I observe that in replying to a correspondent who
asked your opinion of the value of Gorse or Whins as a
crop to be cultivated on very poor land, with the view
of producing food for live stock, you state that the
advice to cultivate Gorse, frequently given by agricul-

tural writers, though "advisable in theory, has never,

so far as we are aware, been on any large scale reduced

to practice, and when attempted, has invariably been
discontinued." I hope, therefore, you will kindly

permit me to give some particulars on this subject,

which may be of use to your correspondent.

For several years Gorse has been cultivated to a

considerable extent by many pei'sons in Ireland, and
its use as green food for horses and cattle, and as a

substitute for hay during winter and spring—not
" during the summer and autumn," as stated in your
reply—is steadily extending in that part of the kingdom.
It is just possible that some of your readers may not

think the more highly of the practice because it is

followed in Ireland—like the wise men of old, who
thought that no good thing could come out of Galilee.

But when Gorse is cultivated in Ireland, it is not by
the ordinary class of farmers. It is chiefly found on
farms where there is nothing to be ashamed of in the

shape of management ; and I know that some who
grow it in Ireland, and prize it highly, are Scotch-

men and Englishmen. I have also seen Gorse grown
in England for the same purpose, with much satisfac-

tion to those who cultivate it.

The description of stock which thrive best upon
Gorse are horses, milch cows, and young stock. When
given to horses no hay need be used, unless a little put

in the rack the last thing at night. In fact, horses

accustomed to Gorse, and getting it regularly during

winter as the chief j^art of their food, do not care much
for hay. It is well known that Carrots give horses a

nice coat, but even Can'ots do not surpass Gorse in

this respect. I know that some do not give their

horses as much Oats when feeding on Gorse as when
fed on hay, but I consider it more advisable that farm

horses should get their regidar allowance of Oats when
fed on Gorse.

When milch cows are fully fed on Furze or Gorse,

which is the same thing, certain results follow : the

cows give more milk, and it is richer in quality than

that yielded by them on ordinary food. But this is not

all. The winter colour, and too often the winter

flavour of the butter is well known as something very

different from the colour and flavour of butter made
during summer and early autumn, when the cows are

out on good pasture. Now, the butter obtained at

this season from the milk of cows fed wholly on Gorse
has as rich a colour and flavour as if the cows were
grazing on the finest old pastures. This, I need
scarcely say, is a very important point.

Store cattle getting plenty of Furze during winter

keep good coats of hair, and are in fresh forward con-
dition for the Grass. I know a gentleman who feeds

cattle for the butcher regularly on Furze and what
you may call half Turnips. His cattle are much liked

by the butchers who kill them, and on one occasion he
showed a heifer, fed as described, at a show of fat

stock held in spring, and took a prize, although

opposed by exhibitors who had used both roots and
cake freely.

What I have stated is not done on a limited scale,

for I know of many instances where 80 to 100 head of

milch cows, young cattle, and horses are fed on one
farm, I may say solely on Gorse—that is to say, with
the exception of Oats for the horses. The Turnips are

reserved for the fattening of cattle and sheep.

Gorse thrives on poor land. I have known it grown
with success for years on land not worth ^s. an acre

—

but, of course, like everything else, it is most luxu-

riant on good soil. It is, however, a crop well suited

for a poor soil, provided the land is dry, and made
clean and fine before sowing the seed. The best

manure to apply is bone-dust, and next to that, super-

phosphate ; but the bone-dust is preferable. The
proper lime for sowing is March or April, or even May,
and the quantity of seed is from 35 lb. to 40 lb. an
imperial acre. Some sow less, but I invariably find

the best crops where plenty of seed has been used.

Oats are usually sown along with the Furze seed, but

the Oats should be sown thin. The kind sold by
seedsmen for sowing is called " French Furze," and it

is believed to be finer than British Furze, although I

confess I cannot perceive any marked difference.

The crop is ready to be cut for the first time
eighteen months after the seed has been sown ; that is,

the crop grown from seed sown next April would be
ready by November, 1871. After that it is a perma-
nent crop, requiring only to be mown each year, and
yielding every winter a large quantity of green food at

a season when such food is not to be had, unless in the

shape of roots. A friend of mine, now deceased, who
had a large herd of valuable Shorthorns, well known
in the showyards, grew Furze on land worth 40J. an
imperial acre, with which he fed his cattle to a con-

siderable extent, and his cattle had always a beautiful

bloom on them in spring.

Old, self-sown Furze produces gi'owths which may
be cut off with a hook and given to stock ; but culti-

vated Furze is much superior ; that is, when regularly

cut, so that each year's crop consists of fresh shoots.

In preparing Furze for the use of stock, many persons

are in the habit of putting it once or twice through a

straw-cutter. This answers well enough for horses,

but cows prefer it when better prepared, and the best

machine for the purpose is Walsh's bruiser, which was
exhibited by Mr. J. Pringle, Victoria Street, Edinburgh,
at the late show of the Highland and Agricultural

Society. In fact, wherever Furze is largely used, and
power refjuired, it is advisable to get Walsh's machine.

In conclusion, allow me to say, that if Furze had
been a difficult crop to grow, its value would perhaps
have been better appreciated. It is best known in the
form of old bushes, which often occasion considerable
trouble in the improvement of land, and this, loo, may
have led to the plant being undervalued ; but 1 trust I

have said enough to induce those who, like your corre-

spondent, have poor land which they find difficult to

turn to profitable account, to give some consideration

to the subject. Uiex-ffibertiicus, in the " North British

Agriculturist.^^

NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS AS TO
COTTAGES FOR LABOURERS.

Dear R : You have asked me to give you my
views as to cottage building in the agricultural districts,

and also such suggestions as I can offer that may be
useful as guides to any one about to engage in cottage

buildings.

In the first place I must explain to you that I am
convinced, from my own experience, and also from that

of many practical persons both in the North and South
of England, that the

Three-Bedroom Upstairs Plan (the principle which
has of late years been generally adopted) has much
retarded cottage building. Cottages built on this plan
are decidedly unpractical, and are not suited to the

wants of this class of occupiers. Consequently, they

never give thorough satisfaction to any of those inte-

rested in their erection ; and this prevents others from
attempting cottage building.

In the second place, I believe so much stress

having been laid on the question of cost and the

paying of interest, has deterred many, and has also

caused the requirements of the occupiers to be not suffi-

ciently regarded.

I think the fair way for a lando^vner to consider this

question would be to ask, in the case of an estate

requiring 20 new cottages, each cottage costing ;^i 50,

the cost amounting in all to ;i{^3000, whether he

would improve his estate most by erecting these in the

course of years from income, or by borrowing the

money, under the Inclosure Commissioners, from the

Land Improvement Companies. In case he borrowed
this money, the yearly loss in interest would be

^5 for each cottage for the 25 years {by which time the

whole of the principal will be paid off), and this would
amount to ;^ioo a year. Would not this be by far the

most satisfactory arrangement ? What an advantage to

an estate, and how satisfactory to the owner to know
that he had comfortably housed twenty families at a

cost of ;[£'ioo a year, instead of being wonied by the

continued complaints arising from the badness or want
of cottage accommodation.

I ought to remark on facts one often hears men-
tioned, namely, that the cottagers will take in lodgers,

and that small owners of land will build indifferent

cottages and charge exorbitant rents. If these evils

arise they generally result from the cottage accommoda-
tion of the district being inadequate to the demand for

labour. I should advise a landowner before he com-
mences building cottages to consider whether it is his

property that may be deficient in cottage accommoda-
tion or that of his neighbours.

My opinion being so strong against the principle of

the three bed-rooms upstairs, I consider it to be barely

necessary to give a plan, but I refer to the common
form of such eottages as published by Mr. Birch in

1S64, as it may meet the wishes of some persons, and

may be adapted for some situations.

I now give you my notes which I made some years

back, and to which I have added my experience up to

the present time.

Notes on Agricultural Labourers' Cottages.

A direct profit cannot at present be expected from

such dwellings. They must be viewed in the same light

as servants' rooms in a house. In the South of England
generally there are already enough cottagoe in the

villages, therefore as a rule it is advisable for a land-

owner to build his cottages on his farms (these might be

let with the farms), or he may be finding accommoda-
tion for the property of other landowners ; and as such

cottages do not pay in rent the interest for money
expended, he may be adding to the value of the property

of other people, to the detriment of his own income.

From much experience in altering old and building

new cottages upon the plans most approved of during

the last few years (such as the prize essay cottages in

the Royal Agricultural Journal, vol. xvii., the York-

shire prize cottages, and others on the principle of the

three bed-rooms upstairs), it has been found that this

arrangement is not well adapted to the comforts and

requirements of the agricultural labourer, or to the

fullest improvement of agricultural property ; conse-

quently, on an estate in Oxfordshire the principle of

two bed-rooms upstairs, two rooms on the ground

floor (one a bed-room), with, at the back of the living-

room, a lean-to for scullery, pantry, fuel, &c., has been

adopted as far as possible in new cottages, and in

altering old ones.

The downstair bed-room with a fireplace has been

substituted, as it is found that a farm labourer (though

requiring the option of a third) does not for any length

of time require the use of more than two bed-

rooms, as his family is either veiy young, or as soon as

able out in service.
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The ground lloor bed-room can thus cither be used for

a lodger, quite private from the family (which is not tlie

case in the other plan), or as the heads of the family

get old (it being in practice diflTicuIt to move them) they

can retire to this room, and with their pantry under the

stairs, live there, taking in cither a married cliild or

another couple to help pay the rent, and be mutually

useful. The old woman, by looking after the children,

enables the young wife to attend to work. An old

mtin, if resident on a farm, is oflen most useful in crovv-

Thc pair in line and to face south; it is shown quite plain,

leaving ornament to the landowner and architect. As a

rule it is advisable to erect cottages only in pairs. This
plan is considered the most perfect, as in the other plans

the best aspect is partly lost. [The references are to a

set of drawings accompanying this paper, only a few of

which are presented here.]

No. I A. Do. do., but more cottage like, with

dormers, but not so good ; these are erected at

Woolvcrton, in Suffolk. The down sleeping room is

tomary for some of the beds to be in the living-room
(mostly opposite the fireplace as a rule) ; these beds
are somewhat like berths on board a ship, divided by
boards or curtains, &c., so as to make them private. I

must confess that I consider the plan to be a comfort-
able one, warm and healthy, as the fire causes such
good ventilation. This plan necessitates the living-

room being larger. See plan No. 6, by Mr. Bolam,
of WooUer, Northumberland, which may be considered
a good example of this description.

JaMmj i
- i * -

-Ground Fluuk. ^i'-- iio(\ i —Front Elevation Fig, 112.—Bed-koom Floor,

In the above cottages a is Living-room ; n, Scullery ; c, P.intry ; d, Fuel ; E, Bed-room ; f, Privy ; c, Tool-liouse ; H, Closet.

keeping, &c., thus allowing the children ujionwhom such

occupation now usually devolves to be kept longer at

school. (Seefigs. Iio, in, 112.) [The above figures are

taken from a sheet of cottage plans published by Messrs.

Bailey Denton, Son & North, of 22, Whitehall Place.]

7yicgrfa( odraniagc-s of (/lis plan an'—i. It will give

nearly all the advantages of two cottages, through oUl

people and young being able to resitic under one roof.

2, Greater privacy, owing to the position of the rooms.

3. Greater warmth. 4. Absence of draught in the

bed-rooms and their thorough
ventilation into the stair-

case. 5. If in or near a

village, the down bed-room
will come in very useful as a
shop, or a small tradesman's

work-room, or for a dress-

maker, &c., or often for a

crippled child. In case of

illness it is nuich more con-

venient, it also causes better

separation, therefore less risk

of infection.

'J7tt' principal objections to

the plan of three bed-rooms
upstairs—the usual one now
in vogue—are :

—

I. That to obtain space

for three bed-rooms upstaii^s,

of a proper size, more accom-
modation is given down-
stairs tlian necessary, and
the back kitchen is used as

the living-room, and the

front room is comparatively unused (without the pos-

sibility of being turned into a bed-room and living-

room). 2. Less privacy upstairs, as the rooms are

. only divided with lath and plaster. 3. The bod-

rooms are often badly shaped for the beds, and are

small and draughty. 4. The aspect aiul venti-

lation not generally so good. 5. When the labourer

gets old, and his family has grown up or left him, he

cannot take in with any comfort to himself another

family, and it has been fomul better that old people

furnished with a pantry at the back in the place of the

fuel store, which is placed in the block behind. This

is rather a better place to keep food than under the

stairs, but more expensive and not necessary, as so small

an amount of food to keep for one person and two old

people. One disadvantage is that it makes the room
more draughty, and not so good a place for the bed.

There are three other ways of placing those two
cottages so as to adapt it for any situation, still keeping

to the same principle.

above pl.i

Nos. 2 and 3. The pair at right angles. (Two ways
of turning them.) This plan can be adopted where
south aspect cannot be obtained, or for other reasons,

such as an irregular elevation being required, or owing
to the lay of site, or to the approaches of roads, but in

this plan there is only room for a scullery and pantry

to each in Ican-to. (The fuel places must be put with
block behind.)

No. 4 (figs. 113, 114, 115). The pair back to back,

nearly the same as published for someyears by theCottage

The principle is the same as in the other plans. I

name the plan (No. 7) of the cheapest sort of cottage

allowed by the Inclosure Commissioners for some of the

wild parts of Scotland ; and No. 7 A, a pair of cottages

on the ground floor. These are the common North of

England cottages, with the last improvements, and have
every convenience. They are cheap, say £,ZQO the pair.

No. 8. The plan of a cheap single ground-floor cottage,

which has lately been published by the Cottage

Improvement Society. Ground-floor cottages, in our
damp climate, are not so

suitable as those having also

upstair rooms. The entire

expense of walling cannot

be so expensive as the extra

roofing required by all rooms
being on the ground floor.

If Mr. Nicholls' concrete suc-

ceeds, it may develop the

ground-floor plan of build-

ings, as his material is damp-
proof, as also fire, tempera-
ture, and service-proof.

Nos. 9, 10. Plan of block
of cottages, with one, two,

and three bed-rooms. These
may be found useful in cer-

tain localities, though I be-

lieve most places are .sup-

plied with small cottages.

The calculation is, that

one family requires three

bed-rooms ; four require two,

one requires one bed-room.
In the Cottage Improvement Society's plan of a block

of three cottages, the three can have two bed-rooms
each, or one with one, one with two, and one with

three ; and in two blocks, one with three bed-rooms,

four with two, one with one. These two blocks will

cost, say, £,(xio.

I must draw attention to the Cottage Improvement
Society, of 37, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C,

—

where all these plans are to be seen,—a society

Fig. 118.—Ground Floor. Fig. 117.—-Si

The above plan represents block of three cottagc<;, with one, tw respectively

—

a, Livmg-r B, -Scullery : c, becond-r

should, if possible, live with and be looked after by
;

their own friends, instead of occupying cottages by
j

themselves.

Question of Cost.—A good pair of cottages complete
(supposing them to be erected under an architect and a

j

builder with everything to buy) cannot be built for
much less than ;^300 the pair, except under favourable
ciicumstanccs. But on an estate with home materials, !

and erected by working tradesmen by contract or
measure work, they will cost less.

I

The labourei-s much prefer cottages built on the plan
recommended to that of the three bed-rooms upstairs.
Explanation ofPlans.*—Yi^. no, in, 112—No. I.

—

' We give sketches of only three of the pla referred to.

Improvement Society, (the oven and copper beitig put
in a block behind the fuel places), can be adopted for

the same reasons as Nos. 2 and 3, with the additional

reason of economy.
No. 5^. If a cheaper plan is required for cottages, on

farms especially, make the rooms longer and narrower
in this plan, so as to get the scullery, &c., which is to be
less wide and with no fireplace, under one roof. This
will save cost and make a very useful cottage.

Note.—Ovens and coppers are always better out of
the cottages, and in a block separate, so as to keep
away all smoke, steam, and risk of fire. There is also

an economy of fuel if the oven or copper is used by
both families at one heating.

In the North of England and Scotland it is cus-

established to assist in cottage building by collecting

all the best information on the question, and distri-

buting plans and specifications. The principle of the

plan the society originally adopted is the same as the one
I am advocating, but I am afraid it has hot obtained the

confidence of the public, owing to the close economy
inculcated leading to the cottages being placed back to

back, and thus sacrificing aspect, and to the division of

the rooms upstairs being so slight that privacy was
destroyed. This plan of a pair of cottages is difficult

to adapt to sites, such as adjoining old cottages ; it is

also more suitable for a population near a town than

for an agricultural one, as the accommodation for

keeping goods, tools, &c., is small. The kitchen or

living-room for a family is too small— 12 by 9 ought to
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be 12 by 12—but the same plan of cottage carried out

by placint; the cottages in line instead of back to back,

makes a most perfect cottage, and thoroughly adapted

for the agricultural labourer; and, taking the run of years,

it will often answer the purpose of two cottages.

Dclail Explmtation ofPlan No. I (figs. IIO, ni, I12).

—Floors, 9 inches to 12 inches above ground level.

Damp course at ground level. No floors in wood
hovel, as they get broken up. Air-bricks to give air

under the wood floor. These bricks to be kept well

above the ground level, so as not to get stopped up in

course of years when the soil rises.

Vcntilalhn.—All the rooms are ventilated, with per-

forated zinc plates, into the staircase, which thus forms

the ventilating shaft— a perforated zinc plate being
placed in the ceiling over staircase ; this allows of the
bed-room chimney-fltie being stopped up in the winter.
The fireplace in the downstairs bed-room is placed near
the window, so as to give more room for bed. The lean-
to is not ceiled (the pantries are ceiled). The pantries and
fuel places are boanlcd over, so as to form lofts (which
are very necessary and most useful), for tools, &c. A
rough movable small ladder is supplied, to get to these
lofts.

The pantries are ventilated with two perforated zinc
panes. In the fittings of the living-room give a cupboard
(with lock and key), to keep the tea and sugar from the
children.

Underground drains having been found expensive,
and liable to get out of order, and ujineccs.sary, no
sinks are now put, as occupiers prefer to place the
wash-tub on a stool (movable to exactly where they
wish to work), in the old way, and to use slop buckets,
which they empty in the garden.

I do not think it necessary to add any specifica-
tion, for the simple reason that materials, &e., vary
so much in different localities, and in every district

firms are to be found quite competent to supply
them.
The Inclosure Commissioners will supply their

Requirements, on application being made to them.
F. D., IVesiminstir, May, 1869.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
[We continue the publication of the official Tables.]

Statement of the Population, Area, and Acreage under Crops and Grass in the United Kingdom and in various Foreign Count
ACCORDING to RETURNS FURNISHED By THE STATISTICAL DEPARTMENTS OF THE RESPECTIVE COUNTRIES.

(The Area and Acreage are stated in English Statute Acres.)
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congi-ess from America. The Inrge pr

the United States is stated by Mr. Ruggles to be

greatly facilitated by the numerous machines used for

sowing, reaping, threshing, and preparing the grain for

market. The number of reaping machines employed

in the United States in 1866 was estimated by Mr.

Gould, formerly President of the Agricultural Society

of the State of New York, at 210,000, and the number

now in use is believed to be much larger.

The product of cereals in the United States in 1S6S

is stated to have been 1,450 millions of bushels

(Winchester measure), of which 906 million bushels,

or 62 per cent., were Maize ; 255 millions, or 18 per

cent, were Oats ; 224 millions, or 15 per cent., were

Wheat ; and 65 millions, or five per cent.
,
were

Barley, Rye, and Buckwheat. The consumption for

human food, estimated at eight bushels per head of the

population, is 312 million bushels ; and from 500 to

600 million bushels are supposed to be consumed by

animals. Large quantities of cereals are distilled into

whisky and other spirituous liquors. Whilst export-

ing, in ordinary years, large quantities of Maize and

Wheat, the United States requires an importation of

Barley for the supply of the breweries. The yearly

product of Barley, although it is said to have quadrupled

between 1850 and 1868, has recently failed to meet the

demand of the breweries, and more than four million

of bushels of Barley were imported in 1S6S.

Upon the data furnished by official returns for the

United States, and from the best information that

could be obtained as to the production of cereals in

Europe, Mr. Ruggles shows that of the corn produce

of North America and Europe, neariy one half is

raised in the United States and Russia ; and he says

that these two great producing countries will be

abundantly able, for many years to come, to increase

the supply of food in the more densely populated

portions of Western Europe.

Too much importance cannot be attached to a

knowledge of the relative production and consumption

in various countries of the primary articles of food.

The more the differences in these respects are

ascertained, the better will the principle be recognised

that the extent to which countries can be supplied not

only with the necessaries but with the common
comforts of life, must depend upon the interchange of

their surplus productions.

oduct of com in
|

land and partly of natural hill pasture, the flock at

one time suffered much from louping-ill. The tenant

was very anxious to reclaim the hill pasture, and took

opportunity when his landlord happened to be shoot-

ing on the farm, to ask him for permission so to do.

The landlord replied that he would have been glad to

grant this request, but that the ground in question had

longbeena favouritebreedingplaceforgrouse. Hisgame-

keeper, who was present, here interposed the remark,

that of late years the grouse on this ground had been

ruined by ticks ; whereupon the desired permission was

given at once, the land was brought under cultivation,

and louping - ill disappeared from the farm. John

Wilson, Edington Mains, April 22.

IJome Corrcsijonkiite.

The Sheep Tick and " Louping-ill."—In the

report of the veterinary official to the Royal Agricul-

turil Society, as given in your issue of the 9th inst.,

there occurs the following sentence with reference to

ticks found upon lambs in Kent :
—" Until now they

have not been found on animals in Great Britain to an

extent injurious to health, much less as causing death."

With reference to this statement, I beg to observe

that many sheep-grazings in the south-eastern borders

of Scotland are much infested by this parasitical

insect ; and that on farms where it abounds there is

often a very serious loss of lambs and young sheep from

a disease locally called louping-ill, but which I believe to

be convulsion fits. I am well aware that these parasites

are not generally regarded as the cause of louping-ill

;

indeed, when this disease formed the subject of dis-

cussion at a meeting, a few years ago, of the Kelso

Farmers' Club, such of the speakers as made any

allusion to ticks seemed to reg.ard their presence^ as

altogether inadequate to produce such a distressing

and fatal malady. The quotation which I have just

now made from an official report has prompted me to

slate the grounds upon which I have arrived at the

conclusion that this disease is caused .solely by ticks.

1st. It is well known that in the case of young children

convulsion fits are often caused by the presence of

worms in the intestines. 2d. Since my attention

drawn a few years ago to this subject, I have,

opportunity occurred, inteiTogated a good many stock

farmers and shepherds who had experience of louping-

ill, and they have, without exception, concurred in

stating to me that they never saw a case of this disease

in which ticks were not present. 3d. The tick in what

I m.ay call its normal condition is a very slim and

nimble creature, but when it gets upon a sheep or other

'

animal it at once burrows its head in the skin and there

remains firmly fixed, distending itself witli the blood of

its victim and assuming the size with somewhat the

appearance of a sloe. As they often fasten in great

numbers on a single animal, it does not to me
seem surprising that these bloodsuckers should, in

the case of lambs or young sheep, cause such irrita-

tion of the nervous system as to issue in convulsions

and death. 4th. It is known that the disease is miti-

gated when a portion of the natural pasture, on farms

where it prevails, is broken up by the plough, and sub-

jected to a course of cropping. The beneficial result

thus obtained has usually been supposed to be due to

the more succulent and nourishing food thereby supplied

to the flocks in the shape of Turnips, and of the culti-

vated grasses and Clovers. My own belief is, that the

breaking up of the natural pastures destroys the ticks
;

and hence, that on farms subject to louping-ill, the

disease is either mitigated or entirely disappears accord-

ing as the ploughing up of the lands infested by ticks is

partial or complete. Let me give an illustrative case.

On a farm in Roxburghshire, consisting partly of arable

Condition of the Wheat Plant. — Mr. John

Watts, of Whitfield, Berkeley, gives us his opinion as

to the loss of Wheat plant. Here is my opinion as to

the cause. An insect pierces the stem of the plant just

above the point where the top roots spring from, and

deposits its egg. The egg becomes a grub, and the

grub eats the life of the plant, and the result is the

plant dies. I have examined thoroughly into the

matter, and find all the middle of decayed plants eaten

away, and can find numbers of the grubs carrying on

their work of destruction in other plants that are

become sickly. Why it is that this insect falls upon one

field and not upon another I know nothing, but I do

know that such is the fact, for at this moment my
Bean stubble, which on my he.avy land is looking

well, is without any attack from the insect, whilst my
neighbour's just over the hedge is looking bad, and the

plants are either dead or full of grub, eating them up.

IVilliam Smilli, BletchUy Station, Bucks, April 20.

The Compulsory Clause in the Elementary
Education Act.—Clause 66. Every school board

exercising powers under this Act may from time to

time, with the approval of the Educational Depart-

ment, make bye-laws for all or any of the following

purposes :— (i) Requiring the parents of children above

the age of five and under the age of 12 years to cause

such children (unless there is some reasonable excuse)

to attend school ; (2) determines the time of attend-

ance ; (3) provides for remission of fees ; (4) imposing

penalties ; (5) provides for revocation of such riiles.

The reasonable excuses are, (I) that the child is under

efficient instruction elsewhere ; (2) sickness or disease ;

(3) that there is no elementary school within one mile

of the child's residence ; and then comes the strong

compulsory part of the clause, which is as follows :

—

"Any proceeding to enforce any bye-law may be taken,

and any penalty for the breach of any bye-law may be

recovered, in a summary manner ; but no penalty

imposed for the breach of any bye-law shall exceed five

shillings for each offence, and such bye-laws shall not

come into operation until they have been laid before

both Houses of Pariiament for at least 40 days." Such

is a summary of the compulsory clause. The principal

objection to this clause is in reference to the age of 12

years. A fair elementary education can no doubt be

attained by an intelligent child before exceeding the

age of 10 years, so that after that time the attend-

ance ought to be optional, but every encourage-

ment should be held out to induce a continued

attendance, and which in the majority of cases

would be gratefully responded to, for the great

bulk of the population, after all, are becoming fully

alive to the advantages of education. Take our

"navvies" for instance. Each ganger (leader of his

gang or party) is generally selected for his knowledge

of figures and admeasurement—his being "a scholar."

Agricultural labourers, who are usually put upon the

lowest scale of education, are also well up to such

advantages, and anxious that their children should be

taught. The great reluctance hitherto manifested by

them has been mainly owing to the pecuniary benefit

their families have derived from the earnings of their

children. Herein they have been in the first instance

decidedly in the wrong. Their children have been sent

into the fields to labour at an age much too early. It

has been no uncommon thing to find children at eight

years and under engaged in field work. Not that

the little fellows deemed it any hardship, but often

quite the contrary, evidently thinking it quite manly

to be permitted to labour, and so far as their healthy

and robust constitution is concerned, much healthier

than school children. The writer is continually im-

portuned by little fellows of this order to be set to

work. The parents hold out inducement to these little

fellows to earn something towards a new cap, a new
jacket, or new shoes, or otherwise. Their ignorance

is to be deplored, but their health is not injured. The
evil of this early commencement of labour has not

been altogether lost sight of by the Legislature. No
child under 10 years of age is allowed to drive any

carriage on tire public highway now—and if the com-

pulsory clause was confined to 10 years instead of 12,

there could be no valid objection of weight.

No one deprecates compulsion more than my-
self, but I fear many parents would prefer their

children's earnings in the field to their strict attendance

at the school ; hence the necessity for this slight

innovation upon family order, freedom, and liberty :

the great consolation being that the good derived will

wonderfully compensate for the seeming restriction.

There are, however, provisions in the Bill for enabling

families to increase the family earnings in busy times

without danger of fines, and thus the hardship in cur-

tailing the family earnings is greatly mitigated. To
compel the attendance of children at school up to

12 years of age is, notwithstanding, a serious injuiy to

a poor man having a rather large family. It is, in

fact, starving the body to feed the mind, and is both

unnecessary and impolitic, and no doubt will ultimately

retard the favourable working of a measure which, in

its design for real usefulness, cannot be too highly

praised. There is another defect in this clause which

appears to be in favour of the poor man : his child is

not to be compelled to attend the school if it is more

than a mile distant from his residence. This, in

innumerable cases, would be taken advantage of, and

lead to endless difficulties. One mile is comparatively

no objective distance ; I question if two miles' exten-

sion would be far enough, taking into account "any

reasonable excuse," /. e., bad weather, the child's age,

state of roads, Sc. It must be borne in mind, that the

comfort and welfare of the poor man's family must not

be sacrificed, even to obtain the great benefit of

elementary education for his children. O. F.

The Bacon Fly.—Will any of your correspondents

inform me what is the best remedy against the ravages

of the bacon fly in larders, either as to prevention or

cure ? T. M. W.

Thinner Sowing.—The more frequently I discuss

this matter with practical farmers in various counties,

the more convinced am I that their opinions of proper

quantities are not based upon, or deduced from, compa-

rative and experimental trials ; but that they too often

merely follow the practice of their fathers or grand-

fathers, and the general custom of the neighbourhood.

In consequence of this want of comparative experi-

ments on a small scale (say half an acre in each field),

there is not only a great waste of seed, but a far

greater loss by diminution of the crop. In my case, on

heavy land, the difference was fully 30J. per acre in

favour of i bushel of Wheat over 2 per acre. I should

never have known this, had I not found it by compara-

tive experimental quantities in each field. It does not

answer to take old practices for granted undei' an altered

set of circumstances. Under the old broadcast system,

and the absence of dressing and blowing machines,

it was necessary to allow much for uncertain planting,

inferior seed, and waste by birds, &c. It is a great

mistake to suppose that land can, in our climate, be

too rich for cereals, for these are the crops that exhaust

our soils, being all disposed of. It is the too thickly

sowing that created this erroneous opinion. Farmers

often say to me, " I dare not give my animals cake

with the Turnip crop, for my Barley gets laid pre-

maturely, and destroys the young Clover." In such a

case I recommend a reduction from 3 or 4 bushels to

6 pecks, or on very rich soil to i bushel. This last

year I grew 7 quarters per acre of Barley from 6 pecks

of seed, after a white Wheat crop of 6 quarters per

acre. A portion was sown with only I bushel per

acre, and it appeared as good as, or even better than, the

6 pecks. For many yearsmy Wheat crop has been grown

from I bushel of seed per acre, and occasionally a small

area has produced large crops from only i and 2 pecks.

Many farmers who have adopted Mr. Hallett's advice

and sown small quantities of seed, have reaped much
heavier crops than usual. In fact, the practice of

thinner seeding is at length making considerable, but

by no means sufficient progress. Thick sowing, with

high farming, produces a dense mass of vegetation,

obstructing the passage of light and air and preventing

that branching or tillering which is the natural habit

of cereals. So eager are plants for light that being

thus deprived of it horizontally they rush up vertically,

become weak-legged, and tumble down prematinely.

The robust wide-spreading Wheat plant, with its broad

flag, and bold full ear, is crowded and cramped into a

thin and weak stem, with puny ear, and few small

kernels. The stem, where it issues from the cro^vn, is

soft and spongy instead of hard and glossy. The desire

of plants for light is apparent under many circumstances.

The -ivindow of a darkened room attracts alike the

Potato shoot or the flower stem. Two trees in close

proximity only make branches towards the light,

turning their backs to each other. Unthinned planta-

tions produce only branchless bare poles. To exclude

light from a cereal plant is as unprofitable as to do so

with an unthinned Turnip crop. In the latter case the

necessity for thin plants is never doubted by any agri-

culturist. There is something absurdly convincing in

the wretchedly small increase of our cereal crops. Ten
kernels for one, or a quarter of an ear (which is

estimated as the average of the United Kingdom)

appears like an impossibility, but it proves, unmistak-

ably, that a ruinous competition for air, light, and food

takes place among the over-crowded plants, and must

destroy many of them. Comparative experiments on a

small scale would save the farmer's money in a variety

of ways, and is, therefore, highly desirable. J. J.

Mechi, Tiptrcc Hall, April 20.

Foreign Correspondence.
New Zealand.—I see by your impressions of

September 25 and October 2, 1869 (just come to

hand), that more information is wanted about the

Wheat I sent you. I have little more to give, further

than that the plant I sent you represents the whole

stock of the variety, for we have had the rust so very bad
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this year, it has destroyed the whole of our crop : we
shall not have a grain. I thought the bearded Wheat
would have escaped, as the White Wheat was quite

dead with the rust before it showed on the bearded.

The rust lias been very bad all through the province

this year. It has been a very warm forcing winter,

and the Wheat giew away without any check from seed-

time till it came into blossom, when it was fully 6 feet

high, and gave promise of a splendid crop ; but this

plague of nist came, and it was all dead in a week.

I hope Mr. Hallett will succeed in glowing it, for I

should like to get the sort again ; there is no chance of

getting it here, for it has never been out of my hands,

no one liking to grow it because it was bearded. Now
I will tell you all I can remember of the growth of

75 bushels per acre.

To begin at the beginning, the land was covered
with Fern, Coriaria, and a few Cabbage trees (Cordy-
line) : the latter were burnt off, the stumps grubbed
out, and the land ploughed up about 6 inches deep,

and left to lie for summer ; in the autumn it was
harrowed and cross-ploughed, and as much of the Fern
roots burnt as could be gathered easily ; ploughed again,

and the Wheat sown and harrowed in : it grew and
produced 10 bushels per acre (from this crop I got first

plant of bearded Wheat). After harvest the stubble was
ploughed with a shallow fun-ow, and sown with White
Clover, which was cut for seed the following summer, fed

with sheep the next summer, and in the winter following

ploughed 4 inches deep, and sown with Wheat— i acre

of it with the bearded Wheat, about a bushel and a

half—which grew and produced the 75 bushels ; the

other part of the field was sown with White Wheat,
which produced 40 bushels per acre.

This is all the information I can give—that it is not

stronger than other Wheat to withstand rust you will

see by the first part of my letter. I only wish it was,

for I have never seen any other Wheat equal to it for

productiveness.

Can you give me any information respecting

the following case, or suggest a remedy :—We have
a valuable Shorthorn cow (imported). About four

years ago a small tumour was observed on her

throat just between the jawbone and windpipe, and
we thought that it was a bee-sting, or some kind
of warble, and did not think anything of it, as it

did not seem to hurt the cow ; after a time it got
much larger, and made her cough and wheeze very

much, when it broke internally, and a great deal of
mucus came from her nose, and we thought her better,

but it has grown and broken several times since. It

was proposed tn cut it out, but none here were expert

surgeons enough to do it ; and now we think to do so

would kill her outright, as the tumour is now about as

big as a sheep's paunch, and much the same shape,

and reaches from the jawbone on one side to the ear

on the other. We have tried blisters, Steven's oint-

ment, iodine, and setons ; but all without eftect. Hertry
Nairn, Poiirerere, Hawkes Bay, Jan. 31. [The
tumour is very likely to be due to constitutional disease

(scrofula),—a malady which is much on the increase,

in consequence of being readily transmitted from
parent to offspring. Nothing can be done for the

removal of so large a tumour in that situation.]

Sodxttxs.
Institution of Surveyors : Farming Coz'efiaufs.

—At a recent ordinary general meeting of this Institu-

tion, Mr. E. P. Squarey read a paper on this subject.

He said :—The principle which ought to govern farm-

ing covenants would seem to be, that the tenant should
have the freest and most unrestricted use of the lands

and premises, consistent with the maintenance and
yielding up of the freehold at the end of his tenancy in

an unimpaired and uninjured condition.

The interest of landlord and tenant coincide in this

abstract formula, but its application is interfered with
in practice through various reser\'ations by the land-

lord, and by the endeavour to define and limit the use

of the land in such directions as may consort, not with
the conditions of greatest production, but the preven-
tion of deterioration of the soil. It would be an
obvious waste of time to describe, however concisely,

the various forms of agreement, with their almost
illimitable number of covenants, which prevail, and
control cultivation in various parts of England and
W^ales. Those whom I address need no description of
present conditions of tenancy ; but rather that, how-
ever incapably, I may indicate the relaxations and
modifications, in whatever direction, which appear
likely to conduce to increased production without
injuriously affecting the interests of the landlord. I

propose, therefore, to deal with the separate questions
of rent, covenants as to cropping, repairs, and entries

between outgoing and incoming tenants.

Jient.—The payment of rent is obviously all-im-

portant. Under all forms of tenancy at rack-rent it is

prudent to reserve it quarterly ; and in the last year or
half-year of the tenancy, to reserve the last quarter's

rent in advance. This is a protection against a dis-

honest tenant, and need not be enforced against a good
one. The payment of the tithe rent-charge and the
consequent letting of farms to the tenants free of tithes

has some advantages, inasmuch as the landlord is pro-
tected from the contingency of loss by the failure of
the tenant to pay the current tithes on his occupation.

Where farms are let tithe-free, care must be taken to

deduct the tithe rent-charge in arriving at the assess-

ment of the famis for poor-rate and property-tax, so
long as the rental of lands is adopted as a basis of rate-

able value. Tlie payment of land-tax, fire insurance,
quit rents, and other exceptional charges, are matters of
agreement ; but, as a rule, they are best payable by the
landlord. How far the preferential position of the
landlord over other creditors for rent due is really

beneficial to the interests of either party, is open to

grave doubt ; less care in the selection of tenants
doubtless arises under this system, and a thrifty, hard-
working tenant is sometimes impeded in obtaining
further capital by this special exception in favour of the
landlord. One ill consequence is clear—a failing tenant
is allowed by the landlord to remain longer on a farm,
to its probable deterioration, than if all parties stood on
an equal footing.

Cofenants as to Management.—These vary so com-
pletely in almost every district of England and Wales,
that my remarks must necessarily be confined to the
broad principles which should influence their applica-
tion. Where leases for terms beyond 12 years are
granted to tenants of undoubted character and capital,

I venture to think that no covenants as to cropping are
necessary until the last four years of the term. It is a
matter of experience that excessive continuous cropping,
without the assistance of large quantities of artificial

manure, or the fattening of cattle and sheep on
extraneous food, is unprofitable to the occupier ; hence,
with a moderately long interest, a tenant may be
reasonably trusted to pursue such a course of manage-
ment as not to unduly impoverish his land for occupa-
tion in the last four years of his tenancy. During
this period of free action, some limitations, de-

pendent on the character of the soil and its

locality, may be insisted on for the consum-
ing proportions (to be governed by circumstances)

of the hay, straw, fodder, root, and other green crops,

on the demise. Assuming these conditions, tlie manage-
ment of the last four years should be simple, yet

stringent in the extreme. The cropping should be
limited to two-fifths, half, or two-thirds of the arable
land to corn, as the case may be, with moderate pro-

portions of pulse to be harvested. The green and root

crops should be consumed on the premises, except
under special conditions ; and an entry and quital, on
convenient and equitable terms, should be clearly

defined. The land should be given up clean and in

good order ; and herein lies the key to the position, if

the liberal policy I have indicated is carried out :—The
covenants of the last four years of the term should be
stringently enforced, and compensation for breach of
these, or the terms of quital or of proper and tho-

roughly cleanly managemcHt of the land (not according
to custom of country, but according to the best rules of
husbandry) should be distinctly insisted upon.

In some of the best-farmed districts of England
these conditions are recognised by landlord and tenant,

whilst in other localities it is the exception for a farm
to be given up in proper condition ; and in these latter

cases, if the condition and management form the subject

of arbitration, the whole matter is too frequently

adjusted on terms which are lenient and highly favour-

able to the outgoing tenant.

At an institution of great importance and considera-

tion, *' The Fanners' Club," a paper has recently been
read by Mr. Masfen on ** Farm Agreements," which,
highly valuable and suggestive in itself, has elicited

more valuable conclusions in the resulting discussions.

I earnestly commend a perusal of this paper and dis-

cussion to the members of the Institution of Surveyors.

The lecturer refers to, and discusses with much acumen,
the farm agreement of Mr. Cadle, for which the Royal
Agricultural Society's prize was given in 1S6S, and the

valuable opinions of my friend Mr. Randall, of Chad-
bury, on the same subject, elicited by a discussion at

the Midland Farmers' Club. Mr. Randall has the

courage to suggest a new principle for the adjustment
of entries between outgoing and incomingtenants, which,
like all suggestions from him, deserves the highest con-
sideration. His view is, that no land should be given
up to an incoming tenant in a condition of uncleanness,

which would cost more than £2 los. per acre to pro-

perly clean. If, in the opinions of the valuers, the

cost would be less, the outgoing tenant would be
entitled to receive the difference from the incomer ; if

more, the incoming tenant would be credited with
such difference. I am hardly prepared to adopt a
datum of /^2 los. per acre, or any larger or less sum,
dependent on soil and locality, or to recognise that a
tenant should be paid a premium for giving up lands in

simply good condition, and thus fulfilling his covenants
;

but I fully concur in enforcing the severest penalties on
the outgoing tenant, whose covenants, whether in the
direction of clean farming, cropping, or general dilapi-

dations, have been broken.

The application of this sterner discipline would
gi-eatly conduce to improved farming and increased

production over an immense area of England and
Wales. It is with some hesitation that I include in

this paper an outline of the cropping which is adopted
on the various soils of England and Wales, inasmuch
as the variety of soils aixl climate produce important
and infinitesimal modifications of each course, which
are yet further affected by the proportions of arable,

pasture, and meadow land on each farm.

On very light soils a five-field course prevails, viz.,

two-fifths corn, one-fifth roots or green crops, two-fifths
Clover and Rye-grass ; and where the old ley is broken
up, a portion is sown to Rape or Turnips before
Wheat. No pulse crop to be harvested in this course.

It is usually within the discretion of the farmer in
what order the two-fifths corn crops shall follow.

On lands possessing more staple and of greater depth,
the four-field course is almost universally adopted

—

viz., one-half corn, one-quarter roots, and one-quarter
Clover and pulse ; the proportion of pulse which may
be permissible fluctuates according to the quality of the
land from one-eighth to one-twelfth. In this case, also,

the sequence of corn and green crops should be at the
option of the tenant.

The three-field course, with its modifications convert-
ing it in some cases to the sbc-field shift, applies to the
rich, deep, strong soils which, alas ! are exceptional
over the broad area of England.

Its ordinary formula would be two-thirds com,
one-ninth Clover, one-ninth roots or fallow,
one-ninth pulse. It will be obvious that these
forms of cropping are merely the skeletons of
management, which permit endless modifications of
catch crops between corn and roots. With the views
previously propounded, it, is clear I have only intro-
duced the preceding paragraph to be some guide to
the farming of the last four years of a reasonably long
term. It is now to be considered how far this elasticity

in cropping, which I have ventured to suggest, where
long leases are to be gi^anted, may be extended to
tenancies determinable by 6, 12, or 24 months' notice.

In discussing these conditions I must dismiss, with
much regret, the actively operative but apparently
sentimental consideration of '* good feeling and good
understanding " which, however commercially unre-
liable and unsound, has, over very many large

estates in this counti-y, co-existed with excellent

farming and large and expensive improvements.
It is obvious that, under a yearly or two -yearly
tenancy, it would be a most unwise liberality which
would concede perfect freedom of cropping
or application of all produce to the tenant. In
these cases any relaxation of the ordinary covenants as

to cropping, or sale of produce ordinarily consumed on
the farm, must be coupled with special stipulations as

to return of manures or extraneous food to be consumed
by the stock. A system of tenant-riglit, however
valuable for the protection of the occupier under these
contingently short tenancies, leaves the landlord's

interest dangerously exposed, if any general concession
as to cropping without limitation or stipulations is

made ; hence, the landlord or agent of an estate where
short tenancies exist must exercise a continuous sur-

veillance of the property, if the remotest departure
from i-ule-of-thumb cropping and covenants is to be
permitted. On the other hand, I do think that the cul-

tivation and production of farms under these shorter

tenancies may be greatly improved by the concession of
a tenant-right for oilcake and artificial manures applied
to green crops within a reasonable period of the ter-

mination of a tenancy ; I do not suggest the details of
such tenant-right, but the experience of Lincolnshire
and other counties would be a valuable reliable founda-
tion for the extension of the practice over our country.

But, as I conclude this portion of my subject, before

me rises the recollection of various localities in England
and Wales to which the most sanguine of improvers
would scarcely apply the liberally elastic conditions I

have suggested. The thin, poor, wet clays, often of

considerable elevation, in the damp climates of a 'line

of country extending from Cornwall, through Wales, to

Lancashire, Westmoreland, and Cumberland ; the

weak, hot, burning gravels, and the occasional incom-
pressible sand^, where situated in an inhospitable and
unattractive district, command, unfortunately, no class

of tenants to whom these liberties may be safely granted.

New capital will not be drawn to these places. I

say "new capital," because it happens often enough
that, through long years of thrift, tenants are found on
these farms who have money ; but they progress not by
producing, but by saving.

The average tenant of these districts lives from hand
to mouth, and could not, if he would, supply the con-

ditions which alone justify the relaxation of his ordinary

management.
It has been suggested to me, that the further growth

of wealth may and will beneficially affect these neglected

districts, as it has others, heretofore, seemingly as deso-

late. I venture, if not to ignore, at least to depreciate

this influence in these special cases. The competition

will be keener for what is desirable, but will very
remotely affect the areas which I have described in such

gloomy colours. An advance of the cost of manual
labour, and a permanently lower range of corn prices,

may and ought to modify the character of produce of

these farms. In these cases every aid should be given

by the landlord and agent to develop such changes ;

in these directions it may be possible to concede greater

freedom of management.
Covenants as to Keeping Stock.—The ordinary cove-

nants for the keeping a defined number of sheep or

cattle on a farm, should obviously be as elastic as the

covenants for cropping, which I have indicated in the

foregoing remarks. With equal stringency, the main-

tenance of a full proportion of live stock must be

enforced during the last four years.

The management of dairy farms can scarcely be

affected by any of the foregoing considerations, except
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that a reasonable tenant-right should be given to the

occupier of strictly Grass farms for oilcake or other

artificial food which he may have consumed during the

last two years of liis tenancy. Further, the consump-
tion of oilcake or other kindred food during any period

of his tenancy should justify the sale of a certain

quantity of hay.

Repairs.—Repairs are a large and important feature

in farm agreements, and probably lead to more ques-

tions, troublesome of solution, between the landlord

and tenant, than any other condition of tenure. The
ordinary arrangements are— i. Where all repairs are

borne by the landlord ; 2. Where all are borne by the

tenant
; 3. Where the landlord provides the materials

and the tenant pays the labour ; 4. Where the land-

lord finds the materials and shares with the tenant the

cost of labour.

It is obvious that these varied conditions propor-

tionably affect the rent which is payable, and theoreti-

cally it would seem to be of little importance by whom
the necessary reparation is made ;

practically, however,

it is far otherwise. Left to themselves, and without
any liability to make good the wear and tear which
inevitably happens to farm buildings, the tenant is too

frequently careless of the cost of these repairs, and
permits waste and injury to his premises, which, had
he an interest in their economical maintenance, would
never arise. On the other hand, where the entire onus

of repair is thrown on the tenant, he is too much dis-

posed to evade, as far as possible, his liability ; hence
things go undone which, trifling in themselves at the

outset, by the end of a long occupation assume very

serious proportions. Arbitrations or legal proceedings

are frequently necessary for their settlement, and it is

exceptional if, in such cases, the tenant is not relieved

of a portion of the liability which, directly or indirectly,

should properly fall upon him.

For myself, I am inclined to the belief, that the

fourth adjustment of the liability, /'. ^., the division of

the cost of labour by the landlord and tenant, most
fairly meets the difficulties of the case.

The tenant's proportion of expenditure is limited to

an amount which is more than balanced by the comfort
and advantage of the maintenance, in proper condition,

of his premises ; and to avoid the large liability which
is certain to result from neglect of prompt repairs, he
will certainly be continually pressing on his landlord or

agent the necessity for keeping things in good order.

Let me suggest, as exceptions to the materials to be
provided by the landlord, straw for thatching, and
glass and leadvvork ; further, the tenant should be
bound to do the carriage of materials for repairs within

reasonable distance. As with land, so with buildings,

dilapidations at the termination of a tenancy should be
more strictly enforced than is now the usual custom

;

but it is clear that the tenant should be only liable for

a legitimate and necessary reparation, and not for

restoration or reinstatement.

EntrUs.^T\\e periods and conditions of entry on
farms, and the power to hold over certain portions of

the premises after the expiration of the term, by the

outgoing tenant, and the right of pre-entry to prepare
for Turnips and Wheat, by the incoming tenant, are

singularly varied over England and Wales. It would
be a waste of your time to describe them in detail ; but
I rejoice that the energy of some members of this Insti-

tution has led to the collection of information upon
these points from the body generally, which, when
collated and digested, will be as valuable as interest-

ing. It is, however, within the province of this Insti-

tution to direct their efforts to a modification of some
of the tedious, inconvenient, and expensive conditions
by which many entries are now hampered. As an
extreme instance of tediousness, I may mention, that

in some of the west country Lady-day entries, it is

fifteen months after the expiration of a tenancy before
the incoming tenant has entire possession of the occu-
pation. I need not again enlarge on the costly

character of the Surrey, Sussex, and Kent entries,

which really uselessly absorb no inconsiderable portion
of a tenant's capital.

Where it is possible, there can be no doubt of the
wise policy of the purchase, by the landlord, of a large

proportion of the items of these expensive entries, and
thus reducing the cost of entry and securing the appli-

cation of the tenant's capital in more profitable

directions. It is obvious that tenants will usually pay
at least 5 per cent, in the shape of rent on the capital

thus economised ; from a variety of causes, it happens
that few landlords are disposed to deal broadly with
the purchase of these rights. It is, however, for our
consideration whether, in gianting long leases, it may
not be desirable to make some effort to extinguish a
portion if not the whole of these outrageous conditions.

It is clear that the best entry is that which permits the
incoming tenant to set himself down in his occupation
at the least possible expenditure of capital without
prejudice to the interests of the outgoing tenant.
The Wiltshire Michaelmas entries, for instance,

appear to involve these conditions : the incoming tenant
has a pre-entry given him for Turnips and Wheat of
defined date and area, which he tills at his own dis-

cretion, without charge for rent, rates, or taxes. Even
in these cases, however, a question of tenant-right
crops up. Where the land on which a crop of Turnips
has been consumed is given up to an incoming tenant,

as an entry for his Wheat crop, custom has, during the
last few years, established the payment of half the value

of the tillages and artificial manure of such preceding
crop to be paid by the incoming tenant. It is a matter
of regret that the value of oilcake, or other artificial

food, does not, without special agreement, come into

the same category ; but I am sanguine that custom, in

this direction, is being quietly but certainly established.

Game,—It is with some hesitation that I introduce

this topic ; but the reservation is so usual and import-
ant a feature in the ordinary agricultural lease and
agreement, that it may not properly be left unnoticed.

The political and moral aspect of this question is

scarcely within the province of our Institution. Apart
from this, I regard the preservation of game and the

rights of sporting as a simple matter of agreement
between the landlord and tenant. It is, however, to

be regretted, that the preservation of ground game and
rabbits is occasionally carried to such an extent as to be
utterly inconsistent with good cultivation, and too fre-

quently productive of misunderstanding and quarrels

between landlord and tenant.

I may now shortly summarise the results which I

venture to anticipate from the adoption of more liberal

covenants.

Chief amongst them, I am certain of great general

increased production of all farm produce, from the con-

viction that, with perfect liberty of action, a farmer will

only sow his land when it is in the fittest and ripest

condition for perfecting a crop ; the conditions incident

to such fitness involving the growth of large proportions

of green crop, and the consequent maintenance of a

great stock of sheep or cattle.

2. The probability of more permanent occupations

of farms by the same tenants. Once free to manage
his lands in the fashion which he thinks most profit-

able, the tenant will be most unwilling to be reduced
to the four corners of his cropping covenants in the

last years of his term. He will make every effort to

remain on his occupation by the payment of the

extremest rent, consistent with his getting a living,

before the strict covenants as to cropping in the last

years of his term would come into operation. I believe

that the adoption of these suggestions would necessitate

great care in the selfection of men of capital and
experience as tenants ; but I am sanguine enough to

believe that it would tend, not only to the benefit of

the state, but to the increased income of the landlord,

and certainly to the comfort and prosperity of the

occupier.

Farmers* Clubs.
CaerMARTHEN.— Cropping.—At the last quarterly

meeting of this Farmers' Club, Mr. Morgan, of

Llwyn, read a paper on this subject. He said :

—

I propose limiting my remarks to the growth and
respective values of cereal and green crops, which are

generally giown in this country. I shall also adopt as

the basis of my remarks the four-course system, which
is in my opinion (for at least a certain number of years)

the most economical and efficient system of cropping.

I say "for a certain number of years," for my own
experience has satisfied me that after about 12 years'

cultivation under that system, it will be necessary to

give such land rest by laying it down in Grass. I

will suppose myself entering upon a farm (which has

already been treated on the four-course system) at

Michaelmas, and will consider what I had best grow in

the "Clover lea." I have no hesitation in saying,

that if I purpose growing Wheat at all, I would plough
it up and set the old red Lamas Wheat in it, taking

care that it should be in the middle of October, as I am
pretty sure that, taking the average of seasons for the

last 15 years, moderately early sown crops have been by
far the best. If the Clover crop had been a good average,

and had been grazed on the land, perhaps the field would
require no autumn dressing with manure ; but if in the

spring you find your crop does not look as thick and
luxuriant as you could wish, I should strongly recom-
mend a top-dressing of nitrate of soda. It has been
tried with excellent results by some of the best farmers
in our neighbourhood. I think the best time for the

top-dressing is about the middle of March, wdiich having
been attended to, I think we must then let it take its

chance, with the exception of a rolling or two and a
run through it, to take care of the weeds, I must here
remark that in nine cases out of ten the Wheat is per-

mitted to become sadly over-ripe before it is reaped.
The effect is seen not only in the shrivelled, crimped
appearance of the grain, and in the scant yield of flour,

but common sense and scientific testimony point to an
enormous deterioration in the value of the straw. Now,
gentlemen, I have intimated a doubt as to the wisdom
of growing Wheat at all in this neighbourhood, but
especially in the upper part of the county. Having
fairly given the matter my best consideration, I have
arrived at the conclusion that an Oat crop on Clover
lea is the more remunerative of the two. Thus I take
the average amount of Wheat grown per acre upon land
of 20s. rental to be 25 bushels, which at 6^. S{d. per
bushel—the average for the last seven years—will

make /"S os. ii\d. per acre. Now let us see

what Oats, set on the same land and under similar

circumstances, will make. We can safely calculate

upon a yield of 50 bushels per acre, which, taking the

seven years' average at 2s. iid.^ will make £"] $s. lod.

per acre. But in favour of the Oat crop you have four

whole months' grazing of the land, which cannot be
put at less than 5^. per acre ; then the difference in the

cost of seed will amount to ']s. 3j^. , leaving an
apparent balance in favour of the Wheat crop of
2s. 5|(/. per acre. If these figures are correct, I would
ask you, which would you prefer, a field of Wheat or
a field of Oats, when you take into consideration the
extra risk which attends the harvesting of Wheat? We
have not hitherto spoken of the relative value to the
farmer of Wheat and Oat straw. And here I shall

most likely run counter to the opinions of many, if not
all the gentlemen present, for I am going to claim a
decided superiority for the Oat straw. I was bom and
bred in the possession of quite a different idea ; nor
should I have been convinced now were it not for the
observations and arguments of a veiy intelligent neigh-
bour of mine, backed up as he was by an analysis

made by Professor Voelcker. Oat straw heads the list

for all flesh and fat-forming properties. Barley straw
comes next, and Wheat straw, which is the highest

priced in the market, is the least valuable of all. Such
being the result, I think I am justified in submitting
it to you for discussion. I should add that in my
opinion the weight of straw per acre would be in

favour of the Oats, while no one can doubt which is

the more hardy and most to be relied on, taking the
average of soils.

We must now proceed to treat the land preparatory
to the next crop, and I shall practically confine myself
to the Swedes and Mangels as being the most valuable
roots grown for the maintenance of stock. As soon
then as the pigs, poultiy, tic. , have picked up what
ears and corn may have remained after hauling, I send
in the scarifier with the broad spuds (or tines) on, and
scarify it thoroughly 2 or 2 4 inches deep, and, if neces-

sai"y, to secure a thorough paring, I would recommend
a cross-scarifying—then harrow it with a light harrow,
say once a week till the middle of October—by that

time the Grass, roots, weeds, and stubble, will have
been reduced into a compost of considerable manurial
value. I then spread over it what I consider to be a
half-coating of farmyard manure, plough it in as soon
as possible, not deeper than about 4 inches. I then
shut up the field, leaving it to the mercy of wind, rain,

frost, and snow, until the beginning of April, when
you will find it reduced to a powder. This time plough
as deep as you can—harrow it well—then send the

cultivator through it—repeat the harrowing, and
unless the land is very stubborn you will find it fit

and ready to be cobbed into ridges. Previous, how-
ever, to the ridging process, we must remember that it

has had only half the allowance of manure ; I there-

fore, to act honestly by the land (for there is nothing
that will carry tales sooner), purpose giving the other

half now in the shape of articial manure. 1 have found
2 cwt. of superphosphate, and i cwt. of guano per

acre, sufficient to produce an excellent crop of Mangels
and Swedes. Mangels should always be set before the

end of April. I only set as much as is necessary to

keep my cattle on from the time that the Swedes are

done, ;'.i*., about the latter end of March, until they
are turned out to grass. I have found them of very

great use for young calves, which I have sometimes
housed during the summer months ; but there can be
no doubt that, in such cases, Vetches or cut Clover are

as good as, and more economical than. Mangels and hay.

I have frequently kept them in good order till July,

and on one occasion I had some quite healthy in the

early part of August. Still, I only grow them sparingly,

as I have not grown anything like such a weight per
acre of Mangels as of Swedes. I should like Swedes
to be set during the first fortnight in May. I, last

year, set a considerable portion in the last week in

April, and a better crop 1 have never seen. In favour

of early setting there is the obvious advantage
that then the land is more moist, and better calcu-

lated to make the seed vegetate than under the broiling

sun of June, when the land, after repeated ploughings

and harrowings, is as dry as a bone, and so long as the

drought lasts the seed might as well, or perhaps better,

have been in the seedsman's warehouse. I am well

aware that some object to such early sowing of Swedes,
on the ground of their being the more liable to mildew.
I can only say that I have not found that to be the case,

and have sometimes suspected that the objection has
been made merely to cover the farmer's remissness in

not setting his crop in good lime. I like the ridges

raised about 27 inches apart, for then you will be able

freely to send between them the horse-hoe, that most
important implement in the successful cultivation of
green crops. Whatever sins are pardonable in the

farmer I can admit no excuse for the man who, having
incurred very great labour and expense in setting a field

of Turnips, permits the plants to be choked and the

land overrun by foul and poisonous weeds. A light

roller sent over the ridges prepares the way for the drill,

which should have its coulter so as to form a groove for

the seed to fall into. There should be no rolling after

the seed is put in; for unless the land is perfectly dry it

compresses the earth, which, when dried, becomes a

hard crust, through which it is useless to expect the

young plant to force its way. If we have a plentiful

supply of plants I would, as soon as they have got into

the rough leaf, send the hand-hoes through them,

striking off the unnecessary plants, and only leaving

small bunches of four or six at the distances at which
you intend growing your permanent crop, and until the

plant that is to remain can well dispense with the

other's company, which will be when it is about 2 inches
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above the giound. I like to see Swedes thinned about

10 inches apart, much preferring two moderate sized to

one very large Turnip. They are generally finner and

keep better. I store my Swedes about the end of

November, being satisfied that if sown at the time I

suggested, they will have reached their full maturity.

I have them topped and tailed in the field, charging

the men not to cut the leaves too close, for by so doing

a considerable quantity of winter food is lost, and the

tubers have not so good a chance of standing the frost.

I then tilt them about 3 or 4 feet high by as many
feet wide, against the high bank of a hedge, nmning
nearly north and south, which, with the assistance

of a good covering of refuse of straw, the plasterings

of hedges, and such stuff, effectually protects them from

frost. Ihaveadopted this simple planforyears, and have

found them keep perfectly sound and healthy to the

end of March. Mangels require much greater care.

I store mine in a house built for the purpose, placing

between the Mangels, at thicknesses of about 2 feet,

layers of small branches, which act as ventilators, and
prevent fermentation setting in. I should remark that

Mangels require to be thinned at greater distances

than Swedes ; I should say about 14 inches, and when
drawn the tops should on no account be cut close ; for

once the crown is cut, the keeping properties of the

Mangels are materially injured.

Now, for our last white crop, I would, as a nUe,

recommend my favourite—Oats ; because it is more
hardy, and better adapted to the generality of soils

than Wheat or Barley. Still, if you have a field

suitable for the growth of Barley, it is a crop with

which the farmer can. hardly dispense. Its feeding

properties and its superiority over even Oats in many
respects are too well known to require enumerating.

But it is only when that oppressive and. unjust impost,

the Malt-tax, shall have been repealed that the full

value of Barley to the farmer will be realised. It

only remains for me to advise you to sow, with the

Barley or Oats, the very best Clover-grass seeds you
can get, although, after the important disclosures as to

the enormous adulteration of seeds at our last meeting,

the warning may hardly be necessary.

Discussion.

Mr. Jones (Penycoed) said ;— It would be just to say

that the consideration of the system of cropping would be
putting the cart before the horse, unless they considered

how to put the land in proper order for sowing seed. Any
farmer before he adopted a system of sowing or cropping
would first ascertain the qualities of the land he was about
to plough. Personally, he was not an advocate for

ploughing old land before it had been manured. Farm-
yard manure, if it could be got, was very good. Lime
and earth he often thought good. As to the four-course

system he had tried it many years ago, and followed it for

seven years. During the first round he found it answer
very well, but when he came to the second he found the

land too light to bear a hea\'y crop. That crop was
generally Wheat. Wlien the land had been one year in

Grass he put in Wheat, which looked very well indeed
until it came to the ear ; when he found the stem wither-

ing at the root, the land being too light to hold it. It

was then he discovered that the four-course system would
not do. He would tell them what he had been doing since.

He afterwards followed the six-course system. First, he
had two years in Grass, then he put in Wheat, then he
limed it as well as he could after the Turnips, and then
had a crop of Barley or Oats, according to the nature of
the soil. Then he had Turnips, and then Barley or Oats
again, according to the seed, then two years in Grass.
He had found that system to answer well, and he was
still pursuing it.

Mr. Brodie (Tyrdail) said it appeared to him that

there was no general rule that could be laid down for

cropping. The climate, the quality of the soil, and other
things varied so much that a general rule was rendered
impossible. For example, look at the rainfall in South
Wales. There was one thing which appeared to him
certain, viz., that no two crops of any sort should succeed
each other. He did not think that was properly acted
up to in Wales, and the day seemed to have gone by for

having any stringent conditions in leases. He fancied

now that if a farmer had got anything in his head,
anything in his pocket, he should never suffer himself to

be bound too tightly by a lease. He should go with the

times and his own inclination. Of the four-course system
he did not approve. He never adopted it himself except
upon one small farm, and that had a clay soil. It went
on well for a time, but it told upon the land eventually.

The land required after some of the crops a good deal of
getting up again, as it was exhausted. Mr. Morgan had
spoken very much in favour of nitrate of soda. He could
not himself say that he had found it very satisfactory. It

might do for a hay crop, but nothing else. It was like a
man who wanted to get a good bit of work out of himself
and so took a few glasses of beer ; but on the next m
ing he would be found very seedy. If they would only
notice the land after nitrate of soda had been used, they
would find it was not a very profitable thing for the

farmer. He might be wrong on the point, but anyhow
such was his experience. He did not exactly comprehend
what Mr. Morgan meant in his reference to the Malt-tax,

He did not think that the Malt-tax had anything to do
with cropping.
Mr. Morgan : It has to do with Barley.

Mr. Brodie agreed that if the duty were taken off a
corresponding help would undoubtedly follow in favour
of the foreigner. He did not see what the country could
gain by beer being reduced in price.

Mr.' Lewis (Llwynfedwen) said that he thought it

would have been more practical if Mr. Morgan had
attempted to show what system of cropping was best for

Carmarthenshire. But on the contrary, Mr. Morgan had

:r alluded to any system of cropping ; he had been
talking only of the rotation of cropping. His own opinion

that when land was worth 25J. per acre, it would not

ver for any rotation of cropping. It would be better

then to keep it in permanent Grass. Besides there was
ery little land in Carmarthenshire that would produce
Wheat to the extent Mr. Morgan had mentioned, viz.,

25 bushels per acre. On the average he did not think the

best land would produce that quantity. He could speak
from experience, because he occupied some very good land
himself. He had inferior land, of which it would be
nearer the mark to say that it produced the half of 25
bushels per acre. And as to the comparative value of

Oat straw and Wheat straw he ventured to say that

Wheat straw was the more valuable. It afforded more
nourishment to the cattle.

Mr. Harris (Abersannan) contended that in discussing

the question of cropping they must ascertain what mode
would best help them to pay their rates and taxes. As to

the four-course system he believed it was quite practicable

if they had a summer fallow. The first thing he would do
after having a summer fallow would be to put m a
crop of Oats. If after that he could put in a crop of

Turnips he generally did so. He believed that was the

old system, and they must adopt that until they could gain
the opportunity to drain their farms ;

then they might
regularly resort to the four-course system. It was easy
enough for gentlemen to talk in theory about what was
suitable for Towy-side and what was not suitable, but he
wanted to hear something practical ; he wanted to hear

speakers relate what they had tried to do themselves, and
how it answered.

Mr. Prosser (Tygwyn) remarked that he could not

speak on the subject of cropping, unless he spoke against

it. He was quite tired of cropping. Ten years ago he
used to cultivate on the average about 40 acres under
different crops, but now he had reduced that quantity

down to 16. And he saved a good deal by it : he saved

a pair of horses and a man, and he repeated that he
reckoned that a good deal. Upon the 24 acres formerly

under crops he could keep about 20 head of cattle, in fact,

he could keep three cows with the Grass formerly required

for the two horses. Now, if the farmers present would
pause for a moment to reckon up the difference between
his former and present situation they would find he was
making a better profit now tlian formerly by cropping.

Besides, look at the anxiety when a man had 40 acres of

land under corn, and when he saw the thunder clouds

gathering and showering down day after day. The
anxiety of that man was tremendous. On the other hand
the cattle would thrive nicely during the stormy weather.

A man's mind was rendered a good deal easier if only

owing to that. Then last year the yield of corn had been
very indifferent, and they now also found the price down
very much. Therefore it was he could not speak at all

'

favour of cropping. The reason he kept 16 acres under
crops was, that he wanted straw.

Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland. February, 1S70. W.
Blackwood tS: Sons, 37, Paternoster Row.

The annual volume of Transactions of this Society,

which has just appeared, contains an interesting report

on North Country Farming, and a number of short

practical essays on points in farm practice, with

perhaps a preponderance of arboricultural subjects

among them. A repetition of reports on the same
subject, e.g.y on examining horses, and on sheep

dipping and smearing, gives an air of sameness and

consequent heaviness to the volume, which, however,

disappears on a further examination of its contents.

We quote from its pages the greater portion of the late

Mr. Paterson's essay "On the Propagation of Ne
Varieties of Potatos." Mr. Paterson informs us that

after long observation and experience he came to the

conclusion :

—

"That the Potato plant was only designed to serve its

generation, the same as in animal life, and that without ;

constant and successive renewal from the plum or appl
of Potato, it was quite probable that this most valuable

esculent might be lost altogether. Before arriving at this

conviction," he says, " I planted year after year all the

varieties I could obtain from the coldest and warmest
countries, used all the manures I could think of, tried by
different processes of planting and lifting, by preparing

the ground and seed, to arrive at some satisfactory result
"

" From 1853 I determined on carrying out my original

idea of raising and improving seedling varieties from the

plum or apple of vigorous and healthy tubers. The
initial difficulty was very great, as Potatos in this country

had almost ceased to flower. At considerable expense, I

imported them from England, the Cape of Good Hope,
Australia, America, and Calcutta, from which (as well as
from our own standard kinds) I selected the healthiest

tubers, and planted them in a field of newly taken-in

land, with reed manure, by the side of a stream where the

atmosphere was damp. All produced flowers, and most
of them apples. The experiment was successful, and
from the seed or apple were produced those new
improved varieties which I have now given out to the

public, and which are acknowledged to be (at home and
abroad) of so much benefit to the community. I now beg
leave to lay before the Society the method adopted by me
in obtaining and preparing the seed from the plum or

apple, which was as follows :

—

"When the apple was ripe I gathered and stored them
in boxes until the plums in a manner became decayed,
then bruised them among water and filtered through a
fine sie^e, so as to allow the seed to be separated from
the pulp. I again had the seed put through a finer sieve,

so as to leave it as clean as possible. I next had it dried

on a cloth in a dry atmosphere, and kept it safely over
the winter.

' I then had it sown in March, 1854, among properly
prepared mould, in small boxes placed in a greenhouse.
After the seed brairded, so that 1 could distinguish the
most healthy plants, I picked them out in the month of

May, and replanted them in an early border, in a garden
manured with vegetable mould. 1 paid every attention

until lifting time, when I found most of the tubers not

larger than Peas. I then placed them in small flower-

pots, and clamped them up, keeping the produce of each

plant separate, in a well sheltered garden, so as to secure

them from frost.

"In March, 1855, I again replanted the tubers con-

tained in each pot, in separate rows, in a garden a little

more exposed than where I had them the former year,

and at lifting time I found them of various sizes, the

largest not bigger (except the Early Red Kidney) than

good seed size. But I could now more easily distinguish

the different varieties, and I placed the produce of each

kind in separate boxes, and had them clamped up again

in the ordinary way for the winter.

"In March, 1856. I planted the contents of each box
(cutting the large tubers in two) in a well-sheltered field,

on the farm of Dronly, near Dundee, still keeping each

variety separate. At lifting time some of the varieties

had almost attained marketable size. But still sound

data cannot be ascertained until after years of continuous

cultivation.

"My aim was to discover new varieties of plants

possessing constitutions vigorous enough to enable them
to combat successfully both atmospheric and insect

adversaries.
" In regard to many of the varieties cultivated by me,

and which were found to be magnificent croppers, and of

surpassing quality, my hopes were frustrated, as, after

years of time, and great expenditure, outlay, and trouble,

they had to be discarded, on account of weakness of

constitution, being unable to withstand the ravages of

disease.
" In i860, I had about 100 tons, from which I selected

as many varieties out of the stock as I thought I could

undertake to cultivate and gi^e out true to name. I

threw the remainder all together, and both sold and
gifted them to English and Scotch growers, in hopes that

some good varieties would be selected from them, as

many of them were of handsome form, both oval and

round shaped, containing an extraordinary amount of

farinaceous matter, and flesh as white as milk. I am
satisfied this has been the case, from the appearance in

the country- of a great many varieties of altogether new
kinds besides my own named sorts.

"From i860 to 1863 (the stock at this time having

increased to about 1000 tons) I planted them on various

farms in Forfarshire and Perthshire. In tins year we
gave out about 20 distinct named varieties,' oval and
round shaped, also 16 distinct varieties of kidneys, all of

which I have found to be finely formed, rough skinned,

heavy croppers, good quality, and all of strong consti-

tution, yielding in many cases from 12 to 20 tons per acre

(while from 8 to 12 tons per acre of the other standard

kinds is considered a good yield), as also 21 per cent,

farina, against 12 per cent, of the Regent kind, which

was tested by Messrs. Schiebler & Son, Celle. seedsmen
to the King of Hanover. My Victoria, which keeps in

perfect order for the table for 12 months, was the richest

in farina.
" I planted one field (strong clay soil) on the farm of

Kinnaird, Carse of Gowrie. At lifting time, when my
Victorias, Blues, and Reds were driven off the field, they

looked like well-dressed London ware ;
weight per acre

nearly double that of the other sorts, and no disease

amongst them ; while the Rocks and late and early

Regents were quite black in the carts, and half gone with

original disease. These varieties, along with many of the

other sorts, have withstood the disease equally well up to

the present year, which many growers have testified. I

can refer to Mr. William Sturroch, farmer, Bumhead,
Auchterhouse ; Mr. Bell, farmer, Leoch, and many others,

who grew the varieties referred to last year, and found

some of them handsome, large tubers, heavy crop, and
almost entirely free from second growth ; while Rocks
and Regents, under the same cultivation, were almost

worthless, in many cases, for human food by reason of

second growth.
" From reports I have had from almost every quarter,

both at home and abroad, there can be no doubt of the

superiority of the new varieties, and of the incalculable

value they have proved to the community at large.

"When it is borne in mind that each variety has to be

kept entirely separate, and this continued for years, it will

give some idea of the vast amount of care, trouble, and
expense to which the cultivator exposes himself ere he is

enabled to judge of the success, or want of success, of his

experiment, even in regard to any single variety ;
and

when these varieties are very numerous, as was the case

in my experiment, it may very well be conceived that the

trouble and anxiety I entailed upon myself was, compara-
tively speaking, enormous.

"Still, regardless of cost, the benefit to society has

been attained at very considerable pecuniary loss to

myself—I might say, in fact, almost ruinous.

"Should my system of propagation be carried out

hereafter, I would recommend that it be done by Govern-

ment, or some public body, as it is an experiment far too

costly for an individual in ordinary circumstances, e\tn

although Potato plums are now to be had in almost any
district from my seedlings.

* The meaning of the word ' clamp ' is to pit or store

for keeping over the winter ; it is a term generally used

in England for this purpose ; and the phrase * good seed

size,' I would place it in comparison with an ordinary

sized hen's egg. Large and strong seed have always

yielded the heaviest crops in my experience ; and to get

good seed, Potatos should be planted late in the season,

or in cold soil, so that the tuber may not be well ripened.

Potato crops grown from seed thus prepared invariably

produce a heavier crop, with finer tubers, than seed pro-

duced on eariysoil and fullv ripened. I am fuUy con-

vinced (from past experience) that if strong seed from
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the second groivth of last year's crop be planted, it will

yield a hea\'y produce. A farmer told me some time ago

that he had planted 40 acres of Potatos produced from

second growth, and that he never had such a fine crop of

Potatos on his farm, It will be remembered that, some

years back, the Potatos in many districts were cut down

by frost on July 19, when they sprung up again in many

cases, and produced a crop of second growth. It was

from the seed thus produced that this farmer planted his

40 acres. To show the power of strong seed, I have seen

large tubers of my Victoria and Napoleon (planted in a

flower border, with a grapeful of seed manure under each

plant) grow to the height of 6 feet, and forming a hand-

some plant, covered with purple flowers (which kept

blooming for three months), and many handsome clusters

of plums all round the plant, thus forming a very hand-

some plant for the border ; and the crop, when dug in

autumn, was most surprising. The Napoleon produces

white flowers, which makes an excellent contrast for the

border."

Farm Memoranda.
Tattenhall Farm and Cheese Factory.—

The following account of Mr. Jackson's cheese factory

is abridged from the Chester Chronicle

:

—
Mr. Jackson's factory is, of course, only an experi-

ment, but slill one conducted on a sufficiently liberal

footing to give the system a fair trial. The building

which he has adapted for the purpose was used some

years ago as a malt-kiln, but it required no very con-

siderable alterations to suit it for cheese making. It is

almost 100 feet long and 16 feet wide, except where

the manager's apartments are built, where it is

broader. As it adjoins the corn-mill on Mr. Jackson's

farm, and has besides a good supply of spring water,

it possesses all the advantages of site that could

well be wished. One of the greatest essentials

is to keep the factory entirely free from smells of

all sorts, especially those arising from the refuse

of cheese. That will be amply secured by the

mill-stream running underneath the whole structure,

and the current will also supply all the necessary power

for turning and grinding purposes, without the use of

steam. The place, too, is tolerably cool, and as it is

situated near the junction of four roads, and is easily

capable of extension, it might be made available for

using the milk from as many as 1000 cows. At present

the building is only large enough for the produce of

500 ; and during the first twelve months, Mr. Jackson

thinks of confining it to his own, numbering from 100

to 150. The apparatus is not yet quite complete, a

turbine wheel and connecting gear having yet to be

added, but it is expected to be finished in the course of

the present week, and several cheeses have already

been made.
At the farther end of the building is a "vessel shed"

with folding doors, reached from the outside by a few

steps, where the milk in tins will be delivered by the

cart which has collected the tins from the milkers. In

this shed is also a boiler for preparing the hot water

necessary for the various processes, while beneath the

floor the turbine wheel referred to will be placed,

which will pump spring water, grind the curd, and also

hoist the cheeses into the upper storeys of the factory.

Adjoining this apartment is the room for conducting

the earlier processes of cheese manufacture, while next

on the same level is the press-room, connected by a

door with the lower apartments of the manager's house.

From the boiler in the vessel shed a long pipe runs

along by the farther wall the whole length of the build-

ing, for the supply of hot water, first for the milk tubs,

and then to keep up the temperature of the press-room.

And here, we may remark, that one of the most

obvious advantages of a factory is, tliat by the appa-

ratus used the various rooms may be kept at any degree

of heat that may be required. In a small farm-house

daily you are very much at the mercy of the sun and

the fire ; but here, by hot and cold water pipes, you
can either raise or lower the temperature in a few

minutes, or keep a steady average for any length of

time. The cold water is introduced by means of a side

pipe receiving its supply from near tlie top of the

mill wheel.

The milk, then, being received from the carts, say,

in the evening, and duly tested by the lactometer, is

poured into wooden tubs, containing from 90 to 160

gallons, ranged along the chief apartment we have

referred to. Round the inside of each of the tubs a

continuation of the hot and cold water paper winds, in

the shape of a " worm j
" and on the cold water being

turned on, it circulates about this, effectually keeping

the milk cool till morning. The water continually

runs away by means of an open channel cut the length

of the room, and delivering itself in'the stream below.

The Americans, it appears, run their water underneath

the milk ; but a worm, there is no doubt, will answer

the purpose better. Wlrat cream rises by the morn-

ing will be taken off*, but mixed again with the milk.

Then the stream of cold water is stopped, and by turn-

ing another valve the hot water from the boiler is

made to run through the same worm until the milk is

brought up to the proper temperature for introducing

the rennett and annatto. These are put in in definite

proportions, according to the weight of milk in the

tub, not left to depend upon the dairymaid's judgment.

The milk having set, the curd-breaker is introduced.

The one Mr. Jackson uses is an American invention,

shaped on one side to correspond with the side of the

tub, and having the look of a scale with uprights, the

bottom of which consists of a great number of cross

pieces of sharp-edged tin. When it is pressed down it

at once cuts the curd into an infinite number of small

cubes. The operation having been repeated sufficiently,

a plug is taken out of the bottom of the tub, and a

small sieve introduced, and then the whey immediately

drains off by the open channel before mentioned, along

other pipes, to some slate reservoirs outside the

building. The curd is next taken as usual to one of

Cornes's Patent Drainers, and there completely

drained. Next it is lifted on to the curd-mill, the

lower part of which is fitted with a weighing machine,

so that the ground curd falling may be weighed,

and the proper proportion of salt added. Mixing

the salt, we need not say, is an important matter ;

and no more certain method can be devised than keep-

ing to an exact proportion of each by weight. Then
the curd is put into cheese vats and set under the

presses. The press room, as we have said, is imme-
diately adjacent, and at present contains about six or

eight presses, some of the old sort, in which the weight

is imparted by a large stone, regulated by a cog and

screw, and some of Cornes's Patent. The former,

Mr. Jackson says, give a steadier pressure, and can be

raised and lowered through a greater space than the

others, though the latter, no doubt, possess their own
advantages. The hot-water pipe here is much thicker

than in the adjoining room, terminating at the farther

end in a sink, by means of which the water may be

swilled over the floor when required for cleaning pur-

poses. After the squeezing in the press the process is

the same as usual, the cheeses being conveyed to the

rooms above by the hoist previously mentioned.

The whey, as we have said, is taken to slate cisterns

outside, which will hold 1000 gallons. These cisterns

are roofed with slates, put on open so as to allow of a

current of air circulating. The whey remains in them

for 48 hours, at the end of which period the cream is

taken off, and is then put into a pan or bath of hot-

water heated to 200°. After that it is poured into cold

spring water, which has the effect of removing all the

impurities. This process is repeated, and then the

cream is put into pots, and when churned produces

what is known as whey butter, which, if skilfully

manufactured, is little inferior to cream butter. The
whey, when done with, will be carted away for the

pigs, which, at Mr. Jackson's farm, are fed with it by

means of open pipes miming along the end of their

styes.

%\t tlcch's mA.
April 30 : Farmyards in our southern counties are

w cleared of stock and manure, or the manure is turned

the yards preparatory to its application to the land

;

further north, a week to a month later. Some farmers do

not turn the manure, preferring to apply it fresh from the

yards. We have practised both plans extensively, and

prefer the mean between the two extremes of much
rotting and no rotting ; results proving that slightly

fermented manure, so as to bring it to a uniform

quality, if got in with its natural sap, is the best for

root crops. Cabbages, &c. Farmyard manure in-

tended for Mangel Wurzel should have nearly double

the quantity of common salt, either in the turning or

before, than that intended for Swedes and Turnips ;

or the extra quantity should be applied to the land at

the time of sowing.

Cabbage Plants from the autumn sowing are

planted from the beginning of April to the close of

May, according to the season, &c. The land is either

cultivated and manured in the autumn or in spring

a month before planting, as directed for seed. If

manured in the spring the artificial fertilisers may be

sown over the farmyard manure. If the latter has been

applied in autumn, give the ridges a stroke with a light

harrow, sow the artificial manures broadcast, then

set up with a double mouldboard plough, roll, and

plant. "April showers" are favourable for the latter

operation, and it is usual to calculate about 5000

Drumhead plants to the acre, but the quantity depends

upon the distance between the plants each way.

Turnip Falhnvs are now worked chiefly

cultivators, so as to keep the winter-made mould upon

the surface and retain the natural sap in the land.

But old pastures that have been pared and burned, and

peaty soils that have been stifle burned, require, as

soon as fhe ashes are spread, to be ploughed and

ploughed from 3 to 4 inches deep, clod-crushed and

harrowed, so as to incorporate the ashes and reduce the

staple ; an additional 3 inches of fresh soil are then

brought up with the plough, broken down and mixed

by means of the harrow, cultivator and clod-crusher.

The land is then allowed to lie until the end of May
or beginning of June. The last operation should be

rolling, to keep in the sap. A hea\'y shower is

favourable to the process of fallowing—a good dressing

of sewage or liquid manure is better.

Mangel Wurzel Sowing.—When the land has been

manured in the autumn the work at this season is light,

as artificial manures and the seed are both drilled into

the land, the former in a liquid or dry state as the

weather requires. But when the land has to be

manured at the time of sow-ing, it is otherwise, as the

several operations require to be performed with expedi-

tion and regularity, so as to get the seed in with the

sap, and thus ensure a sufficiency of plant. From 6 to

7 lb. of seed per acre should be drilled in and lightly

covered with not more than half an inch of fine mould.

The rollers of the seed-drill are seldom sufficiently

heavy, with the greatest hand-pressure put upon them,

to compress the soil properly ; hence many roll a

second time with a heavy roller. The plant is a

_ eater consumer of common salt than any of the other

cultivated crops—about twice that of the Swede.

The latter consumes more potash and lime, so that the

farmyard manure for the two crops requires to be
doctored differently. About 2 cwt. of salt to i cwt. of

superphosphate should therefore be sown over the

farmyard manure, if the salt has not previously been

applied to the manure in the yards. The better plan

is to salt the manure in the yards as the other crops

require, and to give the extra allowance, about weight

for weight, along with the superphosphate, at the time

of sowing, say 24 to 3 cwt. of each.

Sugar-Beet is sown about the same time as Mangel
Wurzel, and the cultivation of the two closely resemble

each other, with the exception that Sugar-Beet is

growm closer every way, the rows being 12 to 20

inches apart, and the plants in the row as close as they

can be grown, to weigh not more than 4 lb. each ;

consequently from 10 to 14 lb. of seed is required per

acre. Sow in a good season, and keep the horse and
hand hoe going afterwards.

The Dairy.—Cheesemaking and butter-maUmg both

begin to grow in importance with the Grass. Milch

cows should be gradually shifted from winter to

summer food. For this purpose sewage or irrigated

meadow Grass, Rye, or other early green forage should

be cut up with their hay into chaff, mixing less and less

hay as they take to their summer dietary. Practically

speaking never allow the Grass to physic the cows, or

it will affect the milk, butter, and cheese both in

quantity and quality.

Ac/wt'.—The last litter of 1869 will be now well

advanced. The first of the current season are coming

forward, and the sows may have the boar for their

second litter. Avoid the old rule of an excess of

washy food if you wish healthy pigs and fine pork.

Sheep.—Fat lamb is now plentiful, or should he, all

over the lowlands. South and North. About the middle

of April blackfaced and Cheviot ewe flocks begin to

leave the lowland pastures of the North of England

and of Scotland, where they have been kept during the

winter, and on their arrival in their native walks the

lambing season commences. In early seasons the

mountain grasses are ready for the ewes, two or three

varieties of the Cotton-grass being in flower. In late

seasons it is often otherwise. But shepherds contrive

to leave a good deal of rough forage in the autumn,

which in point of fact the sheep will not then eat ; but

in spring, when the early grasses grow up and mix

with it, both breeds find enough to carry them through

at this season. IV. B.

llarhcts.
HOPS.

Borough Market, April 29.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report an improved demand
for all descriptions of both English and foreign, late rates

being fully maintained.

HA Y.^er Loadof^^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, April 28.

e Meadow Hay 7 7j. to 82j. \ Clover, old

Inferior do.

Rowen 50
Inferior do —
Straw 26

New do.

I

Inferi

Prime 2d cu
Inferior do.

Market, Thursday, April z8.

, toqw. I
Inferior Clover , . gsJ. to i

70

130Superior Clover

-Whitechapei
Fine Meadow Hay 76J. to 8

Inferior do 60 7<

Prime New Hay . . — —

Straw 24 28

76 New do.
— Straw 30

Thursday, April 28.

I. Prime old Clover.

Inferior do. do. .

I Inferior do.

ENGLISH WOOL.
Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggeu i i t

Half-bred ditto 12-
Kent Fleeces 13-
Southdown ewes and wetliers .

.

. . o oj -

Leicester ditto .

.

. - 12-
SoRTS—Clothing o 10 -

Combing .. .. .. • ..10-

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Afril 28.

Best Fresh Butter J6i. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 13^- »
Small Pork, s^- a'- '0 Si- 8rf. ; Large Pork, 41. orf. to

4J. 8(/. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV April 25.

The number of Beasts is larger than on Monday
last ; the demand has, however, increased, and prices are

rather higher on the average. English Sheep are not

plentiful, and choice qualities are rather dearer ; foreign

are a little lower. Choice Lambs are in request at fully

late rates, but trade is very dull for middling qualities.

Calves are rather lower. Our foreign supply consists of 755
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Beasts, 7860 Sheep, 172 Calves, and 20 Pigs ; from Scot-

land there are 213 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

1760 ; and 438 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts
4 8—5
3 4—4

Best Long-wools..
Do. Shorn
Ewes & zd quality

Do. Shorn
Lambs

Pigs

Best D(
Half-breds .. .. - .

Do.' Shorn .- 4 10—5

Beasts, 3166 ; Sheep and Lambs, 27,165 ; Calves, 196 ; Pigs, 130.

Thursday, April 28.

Our supply of Beef is rather larger than on Thursday
last, but the demand is brisk, and best quality rather

dearer. The Mutton trade is also better, with slight

increase in values. Lamb is slow of sale, at reduced
prices. Veal is also lower, the supply being in excess of

the demand. Our foreign supply consists of 290 Beasts,

2980 Sheep, and 416 Calves.

3 4—4

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. .. - ..

Do. Shorn .. 4 10—5 4

Beasts, 815 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

1,700 ; Calves, 570 ; Pigs,

MARK LANE.
Monday, April 25-

There was a moderate supply of Wheat from Esse:

and Kent to this morning's market, and a brisk demanc
for the same, at an advance of is. per qr. upon the price

of this day se'nnight. The attendance was fair ; foreign

Wheat met a good consumptive Inquiry, at a like improve-
ment. Barley, Beans, and Peas were fully as dear,

Oats 6d. to IS. per qr. higher since this day week. Flour
brought the extreme rates lately current.

Pkk
White '39—46 Red.

43—50, Red.
53—55—

I Red.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.
— — fine selected runs.. do.

— — Norfolk .'.'.'*.'.'!!!!!.'

— — Foreign
Barley, grind. &dist., 265 10301.. Che
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 22—25 [Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk |22—24I— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato'24~26 Feed ...— Irish Potato
j

23—25
' Feed . .

.

— Foreign Poland and Brew 21—24SFeed ...

Rye
]

32—38, Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
j

Beans, Mazagan. .. . 30J. to 37^, . .Tick 31—49 Harrow .— Pigeon ....50?. to 56J. ..Winds.
I

— Longpod.— Foreign Small 41—43 Egyptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 32—42 Suffolk .

Maple, 4Tf. to 45^ Grey

OUR, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2dditto ditto— Foreic^ per barrel

38—40
35—43
33—37
29—31

_ _ 42 Foreign .

.

Maize - —
\ Foreign .

.

36—40!
25 -37 Country .

.

22—2,"; Per sack..

Wednesday, April 27.

Fresh up to Mark Lane this morning the receipts of
Wheat from Essex and Kent were only moderate

;

the trade was steady, and the quotations were well main-
tained for fine qualities. Fair supplies of foreign Wheat
were on the stands ; sales progressed slowly at about late

rates. Moderate supplies of Barley were on offer
; the

trade was very quiet, but prices were firm. Malt was
inactive, at late rates. Oats were in moderate supply and
fair request, at previous quotations. Beans and Peas
were steady on former terms. Flour was quiet, but at full

rates.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch

Irish

597°

Liverpool, April 26.—There has been a good attend-
ance, and millers have bought to a fair e.\tent, at an
advance of id. on both white and red Wheat. Flour in

fair demand, and rather dearer. Beans td. per qr. higher.
Oats and Oatmeal difficult to sell. Peas nominally
unaltered. Indian Corn in very limited demand, and <^d.

per qr. lower on the week.

Averages.

SEED MARKET.
Although the season is now somewhat advanced, our

markets during the past week have been well attended,
and a fair amount of business has been transacted.

Values of all descriptions are maintained with great firm-

ness, and in no single article has there been any giving
way in price. The stocks of new red seed which will be
left over will, without doubt, be exceedingly light. We
have a brisk inquiry for sowing Rape seed, which must be
quoted fully 3^. per qr. dearer on the week. White
Mustard seed is also very firm. Spring Tares are in good
request, at unaltered currencies. In bird seeds we have no
change to report.

John Shaw & Sons, 16, Water Lane, London, E.C.

"Ecoaomy.—Seeds Direct from the Growers."

2yi MvX 238, HIGH HOI.HORN. LONDON, W.C.

-n^4.
'^

CARTER'S

SWEDE.

The hardiest and best in cultivation.

9d. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.
CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE (the largest variety) Per lb.
SKIRVING'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE „

Carter's New Champion Intermediate
Mangel, (Is. per lb.)

CARTER'S WARDEN I'RUE MANGKL, the luicst Gluhc

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From W. Gappeb, Esq., DuddUstcne, Ncv. i, 1860.

"You will be pleased to hear that I hav< ' ' ^
Mangels crown from your seed. This i

that I have taken this prize."

From Mr. R. Beecuer, Kilmalooda, Oct. 25, i86g.
"Mr. Beamish took First Priiie at our Show with Carter's \\ardc

Mangel and Carter's Imperial Swede "

An Illustratci

FLAGS.

Duke Street,

CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES
upplicd to Her Majesty, the Nobility,

Gentry, Farmers, &c., at home

m^

Sf=^

) F. CRO(^K,5. Carnabv Street, Recent Street, London, W.

To Agriculturists.
/^REEN'S PATENT HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS,
vT with Inverted Cylinder Engine combined. Simple and substan-
tial in construction. The Boiler can be used for Steaming purposes.
Specially adapted for Farm use.

W

Carter's Devonshiie Giey-stone Turnip,
( >f quit k ijrowth inrl \crv fine qmlif)

Is per lb ( hcaper per cwt
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURMP.. Per lb. os.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP .. .... o
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP

, o
CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE, or Six-week TURNIP „ i i

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

ons of the Press, post free c

m«,iu..^iu.c.. .nd Sold by the Owners and Pjl""";, r
WTI T lAMS AND CO . I. City Road, Finsbury Square, t..^,.

I
Wholesale Accn.f JOHN .^.•Ro'luss,'old Swan ^'harf, London

' Bridge, E C.
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GREEN'S Patent SiLENS Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870,

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FORTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. ^^^

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILIT\ LLERG\ A\D L,LM k\ IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact. During the last six years the demand has been unprecedented, which

alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their ch.aracteristic features :
—

1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

2nd. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. 3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these Machines arc so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56,000 being now in use.

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the Public with a List of the numerous Testimonials they have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ARE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

i
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.

SOUTH KENSINGTON. THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.
THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK. ! THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN
THE CRYST.AL PALACE COMP-^^NY'S G.\RDENS, SYDENHAM

\
THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.
I

THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOTANIC GARDENS, BRUSSELS.
THE SUNDERLAND PARK.
THE PRESTON PARK.

AND IN MOST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY

MACHINES, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Box ;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches .

.

. . . . £1^ o o
28 inches

301 dies
Leather Boots for Donkey.. .. o 18 o
Ditto for Pony . . . . . . 120

HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches . . .

.

. . ,^21 o o

,, 36 inches .. .. . . 24 o o

, , 42 inches . . . . . . 27 o o

, , 48 inches 30 o o
Leather Boots for Horse . . . . 160

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,
the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse

;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND
Every Machine i \ warranted to give enti

can be returned

MACHINE.
tisfaction, and if not approved of

To cut 14 inches

,, 16 inches

Suitable for
Packing Cases

Suitable for two persons.

I'iz. :—For the lo and I2 inch Machine,
;

Parties providinE themselves with La
them away wnen not in use, to prcv

• person.

: charged at the following low rates,
14 ana lo men, 4s,

; 18 and 20 inch, 51, ; 22 and 24 inch, 6j.
Mowers are recommenrled to purchase the cases in which to ;

them from getting damaged ; if returned, two-thirds will be allowed for them.

Tlie above Prices include Free Delivery to all the principal Railway Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1S62.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dubhn, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

T. GREEN AND SON did not e.vhibit at the Paris Exhibition, 1867.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOXVERS h;

e that has been E'ven, in all cases of compelit
GREEN-S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combin

'

f running one way round, they
against the bollom blade, wh;
ar adaptation of the Machine, which

Pri

s become blu
sharp edge of the cutters
person, owing to the peculi

proved to be the best, and have carried off <

N.B. A!l Orders ,

all ttie advantages of self-stiarpening, and when
n be reversed again and again, Bringing the
operation can lie done by any inexperienced

vcd, cither frc

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR L.WVNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREEN.S, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

PRICES OF

HAND ROLLERS

30 in.

20 m. 22 1

PRICES OF

ROLLERS
Fitted with Shafts,

suitable for Pony or

Horse Power.

lb in. 17 in. 2 :

These ROLLERS possess many aii\,uit,ic;(.-:> <>\<.r all others; they are made in
two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording greater facility for turning, and
the outer edges are rounded off, or turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks
left by other Rollers. They are manufactured of the best materials, and are got up in

a manner surpassing any ever yet brought out.

The ROLLERS, 24 by 26 inches, 20 by 22 inches, and 16 by 17 inches, are also
made in one part, at a reduced price ; and, for Rollers of that size, will be found to

answer many requirements, as the handle can be reversed to either side of the Roller

at pleasure.

PRICES.
24 inches by 26 inches j^4 o o

16

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in England.

Every Machine and Roller is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and, if not
approved of, can be returned at once unconditionally.

T. G. AND SON have a large quantity of LAWN MOWERS in stock (upwards
of 2000) at their Leeds and London Establishments ; also various other kinds of
HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, GARDEN
SEATS and CHAIRS. FOUNTAINS, VASES, PLAIN and GALVANIZED
WIRE NETTING, &c.

Having very extensive Premises in Loudon, we are in a position to do all kinds

of Repairs th^re, as well as at our Leeds Establishment.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.
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HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
riiXDAXTS, GARDEN SKATS, EDGINi; TILLS,

AND EVERY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

£3
All tlie TERRA COTTA Manuraclurud b\

Messrs. H. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

e.xtra hard, and

WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE

BAMFO RD'S "MODEL'
GAFtD£N^ ENGINE,

FOR STRENGTH
^ DURABILITY

UNEQUALLED.

PRICE LISTS & TESTIMONIALS SENT POST FREE
BAM FORD a.SONS, UTTOXETER.

Inflestructlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers
TV/TAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
-LVX Patlcrns, and Specimens sent nost free on annliratlnn . „t..^

3 CO., Benllian Works, Broselcy.

NDREW HANUYSIDE AND CO.,
I I oundrj , Derby. | 32, Walbroolt, London.

r the last 40 years been well
I Castings. The use of Cast-

Five large Sheets of Design!

finest in the kingdoi

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c,, &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, K.C.

No.
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Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
\Fli;lll1i Hi: AND S0N5, at the Paris Exhiblti'on of iSf.7. The

r s who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

1

-. IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
V introduced byGEORGE Neighbour & Sons,K

the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages,and is more
easy of management than any
other Bee-hive that has been

Stand for ditto . . o lo o

The LIGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with

Black Stocks, £,i each.
ENGLISH BEES. — Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained

iith Drawrranged Catalogue of other Improved llii

c^, sent on receipt of two stamps.
jEO, neighbour and SONS, 127, High Holborr
o, Regent Street, London. W.
-Liverpool: James Cuthe
: J. Wilson, 50, King Sir,

10, Dame Street. GlasgO'
Dublir

CIayt(

& MCASLAN,

Bosher*s Garden Edging TUes.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in

Terra-Metallic Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Redware, and
of great durability. The jiainer sorts are

,
especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as

they harbour no Slugs and Insects, lake up little

1, and once put down incur no further labour
expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
itly being much cheaper.

_\RDEIsr VASES, FOUNTAINS &c , in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F &G RosHER, Manufacturers, UpperGroundStrect.Blackfriars.S.F-.

Queen's Road West. Chelsea, S.W ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland,N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, frc, as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and buff colours, aiid capable of forming a variety of

designs. Lilcewisc mire elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, for\varded for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks

of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &a
To be obtained of F, & G. Rosheb, at their premises as above.

COTTAM S H U RDLES are made in the best

manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.
Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM and CO., Iron

Works, 2. Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

S'
,'ithin three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities

of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 45. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G, ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

^ liberal dis

dth
J It nt r p Cover

impervious to infection,

Ironworks 2 Winsley
ford Street London W where the
•e^eral important Improvements in

MO U L E • S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
Front Mr. W. Gilbert,

Larjifard Street, Rugby.
perfectly :

_. great difficulty—the
pply of Dried Earth-

I have used thi

to my Rose Trees (;

_r f spadesful put inlt

bucketful of water), and

"W. GILBERT.
" January, 1870."

be obtained at 29, Bedford

N D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE.
60 feet J^ inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, ly. 6d
60 feel Ji inch do, do., extra strong,

age paid to all Railway Stations ' " ^ -
-Great Bi

of every article made in India-rubber forwarded on applica

E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Manufacturer, Quadrant, Bi ngham.

ailed Ease of Act
The HYDRONETTE :

r^'useVnl eTsv"
le than any othe

[I fiv e s les \ z No I th 4 feet of Suet on Ho
lose, izr. 6d. ; No. 2, 15s. 6d. ; No. 3, £:

:i loi. Extra Hose and Union Joints to o

HAYNES AND SONS, 227, 229, and 231, Edgware Road, W.

;

Stra net, Jet and
.

x'o. 4. Zi ss : No. 5,
order. To be had of

, worked by the fool, thrc

idcd as a fire '

'^

The Spreader for Watering Lawns, &c-, can b
" "

' "ipreader
) for Watering Trees, &c.
D MORTON. London Road Ire

ih Spreader
Force Pump for Watering Trc

COLEMAN "••' ' I Works, Chelmsford.

w
The Perfect

TERING CAN.
Registered according to the Act.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
., KI.N'G WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS .. frotn

GARDEN BARROWS..
GARDEN ROLLERS ..

SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES,
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS, IRON and

LAWN MOWERS,
GARDEN ENGINES from 52J. 60'. TORris'.'&c"""''

''"'"'"'"'" SHANKS", GREEN'S, RANSO.ME'S,

Deaue's Nciu Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount s per cent, for cash payments over £:!..

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is i6 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous
moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4,
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the
Fruit clean and assisting its growth— thus in the production
of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,
and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the )ate Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his o\vn gardens,

' Rock Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE , W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES. VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens^ Conservatories, &^c.

:

—First, watering c

1 bed 12 feetv-

;o lift the can an extra height ; third, about half the usi

For Greenhouses and Forcing Pits it will prove invaluable.
and being made of stronga^ IcirK*^ ^"^-^ ^'l be watered mm caai^, oiiu ui.iii^ iiiauc v

line tVy will last a lifetime. Price, No. i (1 gallon), 6j- 6d.

(2 gallons). Ss. 6d. : No. 3 (3 gallons), loi. 6d. '. No. 4 (4 gallons), 125. 6d.

Manufactured by jOSIAH LE BUTT, Haymaker Works, Bury
St. Edmund's; to whom Post Office orders must be sent and made
payable when ordering.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disratli,

Iron Ciatems.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Dqjtford premises

{Ida Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices,

and at very short notice.

N.B. Open Tan\s of diff

BATHS and TOILET WARE.—WILLIAM
S. BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted

exclusively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILET WARE. The
stock of each is at once the iarpest, newest, and most varied ever sub-

mitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate with those

that have tended to make his establishment tnc most distinguished in

the country. Portable Showers, 8j. ; Pillar Showers, £1 to £$ i3S.t

Nursery, i8s. to 38s.: Sponging, 61. to 32^. ; Hip, 13s. to 31J. ftd.

A large assortment of Gas, Furnace, Hot and Cold- Plunge, Vapour,
and Camp Shower Baths. Toilet Ware in great variety, from lis. 6d.

to 48s. the set of three. WILLIAM S. BURTON, FURNISHINC
Ironmonger by appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a
Catalogue containing upwards of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalled

Stock, with List of Prices and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms, post

1, Oxford Street, W. ;_i, i a, 2, 3, and 4jNewman Street; 4t Si
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
{Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
John Glutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.

Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Herrics, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlies, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Pnnccs Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.

nlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agriculturar Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Land;

No investigation of ti

For Forms and furl

RYDER, Esq., Managing Dir
Storey's Gate. Westminster. S.V^

Great George Street,

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

L Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie. Esq. | Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Agriciritural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN,the Secretary, at

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London. S.W.

T'
,nd No. 7, Pall Mall.

Governor,
luty-Govemor.
869 .. £3,si5.62^.

The Directors arc rt-iuJy U< rt-.civc applicatior

Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation,

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for ^£4.865,823

INCOME—Premiu
i of Bonus Addit

. ii6i,

ulatcd Premiums ;Cii342,47
Further information may be obtained on application.

JOHN P. LAURENCE, Secretary.

LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY, 10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London, E.G.

TRUSTEES.
The Right Hon. the Lord Chancellor.
The Right Hon. the Lord Cairns.

The Right Hon. Sir W. Bovill. Lord Chief Justice, C.P.
The Right Hon. Sir Edward Vaughan Williams.
The Hon. Sir George Rose.
Thomas Webb Greene, Esq., Q.C.
John Osborne, Esq., Q.C.
Edward Smith Bigg, Esq.
Robert Bayly Follett, Esq., Taxing Master in Chanceri'.

FINANCIAL POSITION on January i. 1870.

Annual Income £210,000
Invested Funds 1.583,000

Existing Assurances 4,200,000
Reversionary Bonus thereon . . . . 540,000
Assurance Cflaims and Bonus paid ,. 1,780,000

Share Capital fully subscribed . . . . 1,000,000

Paid up 160,000

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail,

SECURITY.—The Assurance Fund amounts to no less than seven
times the total annual income. The further guarantee of a fully

subscribed Capital of jjjt.ooo.ooo.

WHOLE-WORLD POLICIES granted for a single extra payment
of loi. per /loo, where no special Liability to foreign residence then
exists. PoWcics on lives of^full age when assured, after five years'

existence without incurring extra charge for foreign license, allow
unrestricted residence in any part of the world.

NINE-TENTHS of the total Profits divisible every five years
amongst the Assured. A valuable provision for Policies becoming
Claims between two divisions. Very moderate Non-bonus Premiums.

The GENERAL CON DITIONS of Assurance printed thereon are
specially framed to secure to Policies of the Society, when once
issued, absolute freedom from all liability to futi "

-

T HE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST.
CONTENTS of the MAY NUMBER (price 11,):—

Camellia Leopold icr, with coloured ilhi-^iralion—Alpine Flowers
for English Gardens, with six illustrations—Rose Hedges, by Mr.
Tillcry, Welbeck—The Garden Mentor, by Mr. Saul, Stourlon Park—
«., ,; . .__, ^ . Pl_.i„l_ by Mr. D. T. Fish—Sweet-

^ .-rlev-Lady's Slippers, Chap. III., with illustration, by Mr
B. S, Williams, Holloway—The Amateur's Page, by Mr. J. Cox,
Redlcaf—The Cyclamen, by R. D.—Boiler Improvements, with illus-

trations, by the Editor—Novelties, &c., at Flower Shows, by R D.

—

On Pinks, Northern v. Southern, by Mr. J- Walker, Manchester-
Watering Seeds and Plants, by Mr. E. Bennett, Enville—Garden

, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

With 20 Steel Plates and 274 Woodcuts, in Two Parts, fcp., price
cloth, or 271. calf lettered,

THE TREASURY of BOTANY; or Popul;
Diclionari' of the Vegetable Kingdom; with which

rated a Glossary of Botanical Terms. Edited by J. LiNDLiiv, r.K...i.

and T. MooRE, F.L.S., Curator of the Chelsea Botanic Garden
assisted by eminent Contributors.

London: LONGMANS. GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, EG.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John FoUNTAlNE, bouthacre,

Brandon), as now earned out in a New irouse erected for the pur-
In the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the
rrincipal Deviations from Ihe usual Conslruction of Plant?.

Hy Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with 218 Wood-
cuts by E. M. Williams.

Published for the Kay Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,
192, Piccadilly, W.

iel of him."

—

Gardeners' Magazii.

nd enlarged, post 8vo, price M., post free,Third Edition ^ ^... .

51. 51/. ; interleaved copies, post free, 6j. 6d.

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
"The only work of the kind worth a place in the cultivators'

library."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

B' With numerous Tabh
and Maps.
Contents;—Grazings—Leading Sheep-Wool and Mutton—Class

—Management—Grasses—Pasture Lands—Graziers' Balancc-Sheet—

Post 3vo, cloth, price s^- ; post free, 55. z^.,ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

" We have no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work
1 Exotic Ferns which has yet appeared."—Gdn/«i<r»s' Chnnticle.

s

Post 8vo, price 5J. ; post free, 55. 5(f.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprisine descriptions of upwards of 1000

accompanied by instructions U)r their cultiva-
gement.
dy volume will

."

—

Gardeners' Chn

In the Press, post 8vo, price 5s.
: post free, Js. 5d.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

manapcment. forming the Second Volume to " Choice Stove and
Greenhouse Flowering Plants,"

Sold by the AUTHOR, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway,
London, N. ; and also by all Nurscr^-men and Booksellers.

Books for Country Gentlemen, Planters, Gardeners, &c.
Now Ready, the following Work.

THE PLANTER'S CHOICE : TREES
and SHRUBS for ENGLISH PLANTATIONS. A Selection

and Description of the most Ornamental, Native and Foreign, which
wdl flourish in the Open Air in our Climate ; with Classified Lists of
the several Species, under the heads of Soil, Aspect, Form, Colour of
Foliage, Season of Blooming, &c., &c., for the purposes of Practical
Application. By AuGt;sTUS Mongredien. With Illustrations.

ALPINE FLOWERS for' ENGLISH GARDENS.
An Explanation of the Principles on which the Exquisite Flora of
Alpine Countries may be Grown to Perfection in all parts of the"

»ith numerous Illustrations of Rock Gardens,
cial, and containing descriptions of all the finest

^, 1 full Directions for their Culture. By W. RoBl.-J-
30.,,, F.L.S. With 70 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, tij.

THE PARKS, PROMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS, Described and Considered in Relation to the Wants of
our own Over-Crowded Towns and Cities. By W. Robinson,

PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS in GARDENING. With
Directions and Calendar of Operations for every Month in the year.
By Mrs. Loudon. Eighth Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6./.

A GEOGRAPHI CA L HANDBOOK
of all the KNOWN FERNS. With Tables to show their
Distribution. By K. M. LvELL. Post 8vo, 71, 6<f.

.
I'ith Oddsand Endsfor thosewholovet^cDogandGun.

By LieuL-Gen. HUTCHINSON. Fourth Edition. Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo, 91.

JOHN MURR.W, Albemarle Street, W.

IJIRDSNESTING: being a Description of the Nest
J and Eggs of every Bird that Breeds in Britain. By EnwAltD

Newman, Price One " "" -

WINTER and SPRING on the SHORES of the
MEDITERRANEAN ; or, the Riviera, Mentone, Italy,

Corsica, Sicily, Algeria. Spain, and Biarritz as Winter Climafcs. By
J. Henry Bennet, M.D.
From the Times, December 2r :

—" The book is a thoroughly good
one for its purpose, and should be studied by all who have need of the
kind of knowledge that it contains."

JOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS, New Burlington Street.

Crown 8vo, cloth, IJ.,

DR. KENNION'S OBSERVATIONS on
MINERAL SPRINGS of HARROGATE. Seventh Edi

Revised and Enlarged. By Adam Bealey, M.A., M.D., Canl

Imperial 4to, copiously Illustrated, price 12s. 6d.
^ARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles

recognised in the Construction and Arrangement of approved
1 ISuildings ; published separate from the " Farm Homesteads of

England." By Messrs. Bailev Denton and Bailey Denton, Jun.
Sold by E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, London, S.W.

F

B OTANICAL PAPER for DRYING FLOWERS,
FERNS and SEAWEEDS. The only Paper adapted for the

by Sir Wm. Hook.
lotanists. Price 125., 15s., i8j., and 24J. per Ream, according to sizi

EDWARD NEWMAN, 9, Devonshire Street, Bishopsgate, E.C.

D'

M
Cheaper Edition of Herschel's Meteorology.

Just published, in fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 35. 6rf., free by post,~"TEOROLOG\
By Sir J. F. W. Hebschel, Bart,, K^H.

Contents :—Air—Altitudes—Aurora Borealis—Ball
Barometer—Barometric Pressure—Climate—Clouds—Cold Currents-
Cyclones—Density of Air—Dew—Dryness—Dust—Earth-Electricity
—Evaporation—Fogs—Frosts—Gulf Stream—Hail—Heat—Hoar Frost
—Humidity—Hurricanes—Ice—Iceberes—Kite, Electrical—Lightning
—M«corolites—Monsoons—Ocean—Rain— Rainbow—Seasons—Snow
—Sun—Temperature—Thunder—Tides-Vapour—Wind, &C.

Edinburgh : A. AND C. BLACK. London ; LONGMAN AND CO.

/~10RNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
V7 tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-
mation by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,
without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on, a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTON. Esq., Ware, Herts.

MO~RE CURES of COUGHS, COLDS, and
THROAT AFFECTIONS by Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC

WAFERS,— From Mr. Williamson: "48, Hunslet Road, Leeds,
April II, 1870. Dr. Locock's Wafers have a direct action on the
affected parts, and immediately allay pulmonary irritation."—Tlicv
give instant relief of asthma, consumption, coughs, colds, and all

BREAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING.

The Civil Service GautU remarks ;—" By a thorough knowledge of
the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in I lb., i lb
and 1 lb. tin-lined packets, labelled

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homceopathic Chemists, London.

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at rr, ijrf. , 2S. gd., 41. 6d., and iir.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
in tjse the last 69 years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes at is. lid., as. gd., 4J. 6d., and 11

PILLS,

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at is. lid., 21, gd., 45. 6d., and lU.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
^^

in use the last 6g years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at ir, ilrf., 21. gd., 41. 6d., and its.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at is. ijd., 2s. gd., 45. 6d. , and i is.

INDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1869.— Gentlemen,— I feel it a duty I owe to you to express mygratitude for the great
benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.
For a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and
wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without
deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable
pills I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this
publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be afflicted.- 1 am,

cly, Henry Allpass—To the Proprietors of
sCa

SALES BY AUCTION.

M
BiddezUiam, near Bedford.

IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
R. STRAFFORD Ikls rea-ivud instmctions to

the TIM. I I .

I,
.

,
;.'.

. I. ,,, I , .;, .
I

,
I
- ., ^ (., head of Cows,

Heifers. ,ind Hul]_s, ^ibout h.-iirnf uludi are of the reno\v'ned Gwynnc
family, as well as several from Lady Spencer, with some very superior
Fawsleys, Sweethearts, and other noted tribes. Bulls of the very first

class have been used, such as sd Duke of Thomdale (17,748) Grand
Duke 5th (19,875), Lord Claret (24.376). and others of kindred blood,

(26,290).

speak of
u^.. ^di.,^i a., ...._... vi'iuiat-iiif^ aa IL uuua iiit 31) ic, n-jK COlOUT,
llent quality of llesh and hair, as well as substance and other

lials of good Shorthorns, the whole of which will be sold in a

>^irand Duke of Lightt

bon& fide

Catalogues, with Pedigrees,
Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Euston
Mr. HOWARD, Biddenham, nc;

Squai .

Bedford.
KKv". of

Edenbridge, Kent.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without reser\-e,

on THURSDAY, Mays next, the entire and valuable HERD of
HIGHLY-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property of G. Murton Tracy,
Esq., of Edenbridge, Kent, comprising members of the Cleopatra.
Surmise, and Sylph tribes ; the famous Cow, Sweetheart 3d, purcnased
at the Milcote Sale in i860, with nearly 40 of her descendants, consti-
tutes the distinguishing feature of the Sale. The principal Bulls used
have been the Prize Bull, The Baron (13,833), himself a. descendant of
Sylph; Duke of Albemarle (21,560), Count Leinster (23,638), and
latterly Patrician (24.728), of the renowned Princess blood, from the
Milcote Sale of :868, and whose dam was then sold for 345 guineas.

health and regular breeders, and well worthy the attention of those
desiring first-class Shorthorns.

Catafogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. STRAFFORD,
13. Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. TRACY, Eden-
bridge. Kent.

LewiSham, Kent.

MR. CHARLES ATKINS has received instructions
from W. S. Shove, Esq., who is about removing from Riverdale,

Lewisham, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Riverdale,
High Street, Lewisham, on MAY 10 and 11, at 2 o'Clock each day
precisely, all the GREENHOUSE and NEW HOLLAND PLANTS,
200 Pines, and upwards of 5000 Bedding-out Plants.
May be viewed three days prior to, and mornings ofSale. Cata-

logues can be obtained of Mr. CHARLES ATKINS, Aucti
5, Camden Place, High Street, Lewisham, S.E,

Buckinghamsliire—Vale of Aylesbury.
To Nurserj'men. Market Gardeners, and others desiring investments

in a first-class Market-Gardening Countrj', within the short
distance of three miles of the large and important County and
Market Town of Aylesbury, and having speedy communication
with London by means of the London and North-Western and
the Great Western Railways.

MESSRS. GADSDEN and SON are instructed to
ofler for SALE Jjj'_public_ AUCTION, at the George Hotel,

in 26 Lots,Aylesbury, on WEDNESDAY, Ma. , , ... __
anJm|>-,rMnt IRKKHnLD ami TllHE-FREE ESTATE, known i

hes of Stone and Waddesdoi
.ind large and commodious Yards]

, situate in the village of Stone,
Illy Town of Aylesbury; '

lalely in the occupations of Mr. Walter Crook, Mel
Search, and partly in hand.
Lot i,-Lands in the Eythrop Valley
Lot a.—The Stone Farm House, I

stead, and Lands adioining
Lot 3.—Sink Close and Market Garden adjoining. This

Lot has an aspect and soil scarcely to be excelled

5 Market Garden Land, divided ii

Detailed particulars,

I Aylesbury ; or by post
Trowbridge, Wil and of the Auci
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Horticultural Buildings of every Description
DESIGNED, BUILT, AND EFFICIENTLY VENTILATED AND HEATED.

MANUFACTORIES in LONDON, at GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, near ULVERSTONE,
PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN 07ily.

Ornamental Lantern and Ridge-anil-fLiiow Roofc I Conseivatory.

Winter Garden composed of Sir Joseph Paxton's Patent Roofs,

Lean-to Greenhouse.

PRICE LISTS OI-

SIR J. PAXTON'S PATENT HOTHOUSES
For the Million, on application.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, Testimonials, &c.,

for 2 stamps.

Estimates given for any style of Building,
full particulars of sizes, "with a rough sketch*

apt 0/

Cheap Vinery 01 Orcliard House.

HOT-WATEE, APPARATUS
Erected complete in any part of the kingdom. Cheap Semi-Span Greenhouse.

HEEEMAN AND MOBTON,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT, W. (formerly at Pall Mall East), LONDON.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

Advertisements and Business Letlers to *' The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
^ ^„ „j ,. _^ _ , _t the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whiicfnars, City of London, in ihe Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said William

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, April 30, 1870.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUIT, andWORKS of ART, WEDNESDAYS and THURSDAYS, May 35

and 26, June aj and 33, J uly 6 and 7, Tickets on or before May 14, 41.

;

after that day, 5r. each. AMKKICAN PLANTS, June i to 14.
NE.KT MEETING for the ELECTION of NEW FELLOWS.
May 14. Candidates, to be in time for the first great Fite, should send
in their Nomination Papers before the 14th.

R EADING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The SPRING SHOW will be held on FRIDAY, May 37 Iby

permission of the Mayor!, in the Abbey Ruins, Reading. A It.inil

will attend as usual. The Show will be open to the holders of Sub-
scriber's tickets at I o'clock, and to the Public at 4 o'clock, on payment
of II. Schedules and tickets may be obtained of the Hon Secretary

CHARLES CO LLINS, Esq., 34, Chain Street, Rc.iding

SPALDING H OR TiCULT U R AL~F E TE—
FLOWER, FRUIT, Sc, SHOW._The ANNUAL EXHI-

BITION will be held in the Grounds of Ayscough-Fee Hall, on

Schedules o
ends.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will beheld lUI.Y 7, and NOVEMBER 16,

1870, PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUlNi:AS,and FIVE SILVER
CUPS,.£5each. Schedules, with Forms of Ent

F- G. BUCKLE, Secr<

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, July 7 and 8.-
For PRIZE LISTS, apply to M. A. FORREST, Secrelari-,

Cherry Street, Bit

Fruiting Sized Vines.
G. HENDER.SON and SON have still the above

on hand, of excellent quality, full of fruit-buds.
WellinKlon Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.wEBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COR NUTS and FILIIERTS. LISTS of these
^sJVom Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

RICHARD SMITH, Nur! and Seed Merchant, Worcestei

AUCUBA POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for
four dorcn for 31., sent post free on receipt of stamps by
3HN STANDlSH AND CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

WOODROW BROTHERS, Seed Merchants,
Bombay, have to offer fresh seeds of INDIAN PALMS

including Cocos nucifcra, Caryota urens, Borassus llabelliformis, and

GRASS.
J. PO MCE. Church Lane, Hendon, Middlesex, N,W.

Roses for Bedding, &c.
ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, now

ready for delivery: also large slock of VERBENAS and
FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which contains a
selection of the best varieties only. CATALOGUES free.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

Chrysantliemunis.
ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Trade and

the Public, that he is now sending out his " NEW" and other
choice CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
For description see CATALOGUE (containinr a Treatise on their

growth) now ready " ....
Forwarded to all applicants Tor one stamp,
ick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N-

'Viola comuta Blue Perfection.
GEORGE SMITH has to offer a l.trcie quantity of this

superb hardy bedding plant. This bcinij liic best time for plant-
ing it out, it will make a good show of bloom in a few weeks. i&». per
dozen; i^ per 100. A liberal discount to the Trade.

Wilton Road Nursery, Salisbury.

CHARLES TURNER is now sending out, in strong
plants. Perry's set of 13 NEW VERBENAS, which are of very

fine quality and good growers. Also a Collection of the best for pot
culture or bedding, now ready, 4J. to or. per dozen" "jyalNuiThe Roya , Slough.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out Purple, 'White,

Scarlet, and Pink VERBENAS, including new varieties of 1865,
strong plants, in pots, at 11. 6d. per dozen; small plants of ditto at
6<, per 100 or /;a io>. per 1000; 30 varieties of New FUCHSIAS, 1S69,
at 35, per dozen; 12 new varieties of ANTIRRHINUMS, 1869, at 3>.

per dozen ; 18 new varieties, ifiia, of PENTSTEMflNS, at 3i. per doi,

;

VESUVIUS, the best bedding Scarlet GERANIUM, at 201. per too.

Nursery : fiexlcy Heath, Kent.

Hollyliock8.-To the Trade.
TAS. CARAWAY AND CO. offer the above, Autu

struck plants, best named varieties, 81 per dozen, 5or, per 10

JAS. GARAWAY AND CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Prist

Cheap Bedding Plants for 2b. per dozen.
SCOT!', Merriott, Soincrsct, h.xs. as usual, the
largest and most varjed collection in the West of England. The

N EW VARIEG-VrED IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM,
MRS. LAMBERT, of very dwarf habit, growing only 4 inches

high : foliage of a vivid green 1

WONDROUS CHEAP.—Thirty thousand choicest
TRICOLOR, BICOLOR, and ZONAL GERANIUMS,

strong plants, established singly in pots, from 3*. per dozen.

Specimen Tricolor Geraniiuns.FAND A. S.MITH invite an inspection of their
• large collections of GOLDEN and SILVER TRICOLOR

and BRONZE GERANIU.MS, now in good colour.
List of sizes and prices on application.

Calceolarias and Cinerarias.

FAND A. SMITH beg to announce that their
. splendid collections are now in full Bloom, and will well rcpa

The Nurseries, West Dulwich.

F
Specimen Azaleas.

AND A. SMITH have now in full Bloom a large
collcction-of the above, presenting a very attractive display.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich,

N EW GERANIUMS,
Coleshill, Zonal ; Lady Edith, Iryleaf ; unrivalled

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

N EW VERBENAS, Eckford's, unrivalled.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

N N DAHLIAS, unrivalled.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

w Calceolaria aurea fionbunda.
ILLIAM MEADMORE offers good strong

ilruck Plants, at 8». per too.—Nursery, Romford, E.

JAMES FAIRHEAD AND SON, Seed Growers and
Merchants, 7, Borough .Market, London, S.E., announce to their

Friends and Others that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of
DAHLIAS is now ready, and can be had, post free, on application.

Verbenas, Verbenas.— 6s. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000.
WILLIAM I'AD.MAN oflrrs PURPLE, WHITE,

SCAItl KT, KliSI.;, CUIMSi'N, Ac, well-rooted Plants,
from store pots, 6j. per loo; 50J. per 1000. Terms, cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.w
spring Flowers LIST on applic

DOUBLE POLYANTHUS, a very nice one. About
50 dozen good Roots for sale, 31. per dozen.

J, R. ALLDER, Oardener, Northflcct, near Gravesend, Kent.

i^ARIBALDI POLYANTHUS.—A new double
VJT sweet-KCnted variety of this pretty spring plant. It is of various
colours, bright and showy, end produces its flowers well above the
foliage. A decided acauisition. Seed if. and 21. i>d. per packet, post
free. Plants 3J. td. eacn, 241. per dozen.
BUTLER, Mcculloch and CO., south Row, Covcnt Garden,

W.C. Established upwards of a Century.

wOOD AND INGRAM offer fine stout i-yr. Seedlings,

ECOLE AND SONS have much pleasure in
• announcing to their Friends and Patrons that they are now

booking orders (or their new and distinct LOMARIA GIBBA

nex aqulfollum var. Lawsonlana.
A golden blotched Il..dtcns- Holly, c|iiiie distinct and very effectiye.

PETER LAWSON and .SON nrc now sending out
the above for the first time. Strong plants an., with the usual

[/"ARIEGATED HOLLIES.—For Sale, 12 rem.-trk-
\ ably fine specimen variegated Hollies, grown in slate tubs, Q to
1 feet high, and 18 feet in circumference, neatly trained ; safe to move.
Lowest price upon application to Messrs. R. LOWE and CO.,
lurserymcn, t^lueen Square, Wolverhampton,

CAMELLIAS for SALE.—A Collection of healthy
well.grown plants, varying from 3 to 16 feet in height, including

tubs,—Apply for particulars to A. N., Post Office, Crouch End, N.

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE, in consequence of the
sudden death of the owner, a small COLLECTION of

ORCHIDS, many of them rare and valuable. The whole will be sold
in one lot, and may be viewed on application to
Miss ORMEROD, rp, Portland Square, Bristol, of whom further

particulars may be obtained.

C
Carter's Index, May 7.

ARTER'S I'KIZE GLOHE MANGEL See p. 650.m and n\ High Holborn, London, W.C.

CARTER'S PRIZE LONG MANGEL. See p. 650
837 and ajS, High Holborn, London, W.C.

MULBERRY LEAVES.—Gardeners and others who
Contract for regular supplies of Mulberry Leaves are
pply to B. F. COBB, Hon. Secretary of the Silk Supply

WANTED, JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES,
Apply, stating quantity and price, to

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester.

/^ARTER'S PRIZE GRASS SEEDS.
A^ 337juid 338,_IIigh Holborn. London, W.C.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse
, 23; & 238, High Holborn. London.

V
To the Trade only.

lOLA CORNUTA, v.ir. BLUE PERFECTION.—
Plants now ready, 15J. per dozen. A flower sent on receipt of

THOMAS CRIPPS . ymen, Tunbridge Wells.

The ChTysanthemum : How to Grow lt,-SeeADAM FORSYTH'S CATALOGUE. Forwarded
for one stamp,

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of^ERlTISII and E.XOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup llil., Kent.

British Ferns.
EDWARD SANG A>

Seed Merchants, Kirk, _..
PRICED CATALOGflE of BKIIISH l-EKNS for the
season. This Catalogue embraces the entire Collection of' Plant'

:h belonged to Dr Lyell, Newburgh, Fife, and which they

tSS* Copie
1 by purchase.

,tly

and orders carefully fulfilled.

In WINGLi BEDDI^
gratis and post

lidini,' Plants. &c.
I

:
' .M K 1 XG C.\TALOGUE of

: , , i ^ is now ready, and will be sent

SPRING r
all the NOV!

JOHN AND (I

1870, containing
iital, of 1870, post free
,ird Nursery and Seed

M Spring Planting. To the Trade.
AURICE YOUNliS AI!kll)i;i;D CATALOGUE
of New Japanese ri.iiiu. An, i,l„,s, .-md other hardy Trees,

Shrubs, and Evergreens is just published, and can be had on
application. Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS

IS now; ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can

lighgale N urseries, I.ondon, N.

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Pric.

advantageous offers of above, on application to
ALFRED I.EGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London, E.

A J. IRETON, Fkuit and Flower Salesman,
• Covcnt Garden, W.C, begs to remind his numerous Customers

who have favoured him with their respective commissions, that he
still endeavours to give that satisfaction which has hitherto met their
various wants. Best prices" and quick returns. For answers to
inquiries stamped envelopes should be enclosed.

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.BETHAM AND SON, Custom House, Shipping
tieneral Transit Agents, beg to inform them that they rei

and forward SEEDS, PLANTS and GENERAL MEKCHAND
from and to all parts of the world, at charges as low as possible.

Office, 9, Lower Thames Street, London, EC.

Vy and Merchants. Sleaford, Lincolnshire, will be glad to send,
post free on application, their new PRICED CATALOGUES ofFARM SEEDS, grown from carefully selected stocks.

DAYNBIRD,

Address, jf,'. '.,-,

f Wheat: 1862. I ,1
'

UTIONS' GRASS SEEDS foi- PARK GROUNDS,

iARDEN LAWNS,

BUTTONS' CHAMPIO.V SWEDE, the best in
cultivation. 9<f, per lb,, cheaper by the bushel.

S^
BUTTONS' FARMER'S YEAR BOOK.

Gratis and post free.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

To the Trade.
RANGE GLOBE, RED GLOBE, and OLIVE
SHAPED MANGEL: selected stocks. Prices on application to

JAMES FAIRHEAD AND SON, 7, Borough Market, London, S,E.

o
Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine
• selected stocks of the above.named Seeds, all of i86q growth,

and raised from picked transplanted bulbs, prices moderate.
Seed Growing Establishn^

R
The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ICHARD WALKER hns to offer, for cish,

AMERICAN RED POTATOS, They pnjduced over 16 Tons
the Acre this year, „, ,,,.,.^.
Single WALLFLOWERS, 3t, M per too; SCARLET KING

DAISIES, CROWN DAISIES, WHITE DAISIES, all at 51. per

Splendid mixed laced PINKS, Ci per 100.
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Silver Tricolor Pelargonium, Mrs. Col. Wilklason.

T JANES will send out tlie above beautiful PELAR-
• r,ONlUM on andafter May I- This is a great adi

applical

, the leaf VI

of crimson-lake and blac

ral Society, October, iSt

ciety, April 27, 1S70. Tr

New Zonal Greranlum, Purity (Eckford).
"AMES CARAWAY AND CO. have much plea;

the above, and can confidently recommend
:icled 1 the of that well known variety

Madame W'crle, and is a great improv
slifipe and delicacy of colouring it cannot be surpassed, and its freeness
of flowenne especially adapts it both for conservatory decoration and
forefrectivebeddinfiout. Plaiilsnow ready. «.each. Four sentforthree.
___NEW^SILVER-EDGED GERANIUM; MADAME VAUCHER

,

A I. T-L-
_

_ , j-^p^ jjj^ green variety; is distinctly margined

the n
illy; bright pink i

the Trade.

Plants ready

& Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE i

ind sent post free on application.
JAMES CARAWAY AND CO., Diirdham Down Nurs

Novelties of 1870.
JOHN MANN begs to offer the following new

ZONAL PELARGON'IUMS-—
Amabilis I Countess of Derby I H.award I Valiant
Bella

I
Magnet

| Sir Robert Napier
| Fair Graham

GOLD and BRONZED PELARGONIUMS.
Banff

I Helena
nsurpassed for siie and form, Union
/ be had, ij. each.

Descripti

GOLDEN TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS
SILVER TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS
GOLD and BRONZED PELARGONIUMS

And best older kinds.
ive Priced LIST Mill be forwarded free on appli,
.lOlIN MANN, The Nursery. Brentwood!

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following choice l<inds,

m strong plants, at per dojcn. for cash .—TRICOLORS :

Sophia Dumaresque, ^s. 6<f. : Lady Cullum, 6s. ; Italia Unita, v :

Picturata, 3!. M. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS : Beauty of Cal-
derdale, 31. 6d. ; Beauty of Ribblcsdalc, 4s. ; Duke of Edinbureh. as •

E. G. Henderson, 4,1. ; Kentish Hero. 41. ; Mrs. John Todd, ij. ;

Neatness, ss. 6d. ; Model, 31. 6d. ; Pcrilla, 3s. 6d. Most of the above
are autumn struck. Baskets and packing, is. for a single dozen, andr -ubsequent dozen. Remittances requested from

, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

To the Trade.
IRK ALLEN has to offer the following, strong"'-—•

• -n 3.inch pots, for cash only ;—
r). Sir Robert Napier.
1 Regina:, and Beauty of

NEW f;OLIiEN IiRONZK-Cro'^^n Prince, Harrison Weir, Southern
Red King. St. John's Wood Star, Prima Donna, Black

It (Dnwine, Laird & Laing), Cleopatra (Smith), Mrs. Allan
des. rmcnun (Smilh), Goldfinder (Smith), and Arab (Smith).

NEW TRICOLORS.
Mrs. Dunnett, Howorth Ashti

The above six for 50s.

MARIE I.I
'

( mpton, Hunt ingdon-
~ CATALOGUE,

w Stroug Bedding Geraniums.
POTTIiN can now supply plants of Tricolor,

• Bicolor, Silver, Zonal, and Double GERANIUMS, by
en, 100, or looo. loo strong Zonals in sorts for 201., all good
>" single 3-inch pots, package free. A LIST, with prices of

PELARGONIUM, GEM OP THE SEASON
(HYBRID IVY LEAF).

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS
IIa\e much pleasure in offering the above

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT PELARGONIUM,
Which is the result of a cross between Mrs. Pollock and an Ivy-leaf variety. The habit is compact, foliage

good, flowers beautiful bright rose, in large trusses, and is well adapted for pot culture.
It has been exhibited both at the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Society's Shows, and on each occasion

received a First-class Certificate, and pronounced to be worthy of the name bestowed on it.

Good Plants, 10s. 6d. each.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, CHELSEA, S.W.—May 6, 1S70.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, & LAING
much pleasure in announcing that they are now prepared to send out the folk

NEW BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT VARIETIES.

GOLD AND BRONZE.
Each—

J

id compact
IMPERATRICE EUGENIE.—Golden leafg

zone of bright chocolate colour, robust grc
habit; the brightest colour of any yet introduced for __ _
decoration ; two First-class Certificates have been awarded

MRS. LEWIS LOYD.—Large leaves, deeply iobcd, of_a golden-
yellow colour, vandyked "

chocolate, habit good, a clist

variety r gained a First-class
PRINCESS OF WALES—Yell

dark chocolate

Ccriific;

of reddish
ery effective bedding

leaf ground, witi
ry dark chocolate, foliage large, smoc
id of great substance ; growth vigorous,

compact ; a magnificent and very distinct variety
W. R. MORRIS,—Leafgroundbrii:htgolden,vithaw

bronze zone, foliage smooth and of great suhstan
Eerfecl, a variety almost perfection, and u;

ition; was awarded the tirst prize at the f
Royal Horticultural Society at South Ki
last; has gained several First-class C._ _,.

Jigured in the " Floral Magazine" for January

The set of four for 63s

, lied for exhi-
he Special Show of the

"ngton, in May

HYBRID NOSEGAY.
^^^^_^

LADY HAWLEY.—Light orange-scarlet, petals broad, truss
large and compact, excellent habit, a magnificent variety ;

was awarded a First-class Certificate

LADY KIRKLAND.—Dark rosy purple, trusses of finely-

formed flowers, carried high on a stiff flower-stalk, foliage
very dark green ; a really superb variety

STANSTEAD RIVAL.—Bright crimson, petals broad, of great
substance, beautifully reflexcd, with large truss of smooth
well-shaped flowers, habit very good, colour quite new and

great acquisition ; First-class Certificate ; figured

7 6

7 6

SUNSHINE—Orang.
shaded with light

, foliage fine, very dark

MADAME HOCK.—Very brillia

double, vigorous and compa
Madame Barre. 7s. 6d. eacn.

, and habit compact ; a beautiful variety

The set of five for 30s.
DOUBLE.

:, flowers very large and
I

VICTOIRE DE LYON.—Flowers reddish

7 6

7 6

violet, colour ciuite new, and distinct from all other Doubles;
blooms freely; habit dwarf and compact. lor. 6d. each.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E., and EDINBURGH.

CATRTETR'^
LIST OF BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS FOR 1870,

f.ldy, price 6d. Post Free (gratis to Purcl.ascrs).
TiieKovalSe

The following NEW TRICOLOR and OTHER GERANIUMS are worthy of especial notice :-
PRINCE of WALES (Carter).—Undoubtedly the finest tricolor ever

offered, of most vigorous habit, and intensely brilliant colours. Price 63^-. each.
First-class Certificate was awarded to Carter's Tricolor Geranium " Prince of Wales," by the

Royal Botanic Society of London, Jun.
A First-class Certificate was awarded to Carter's Tricolor Gera

Royal Horticultural Society of London, July 7, i863.
. '^- - '"--- ^--^^

. _ . . D Carter's Tricolor Gerj

"Prince of Wales," by the

" Prince of \yales," by the

EDITH STUART (Carter).—A free-growing variety, with flat salver-
shaped leaves, zone bright vermilion, with a light yellow margin. Price 21s. each.

First Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural Society. Silver Medal, June 30. Royal Botanic Society.

PRINCESS of WALES (Carter).— A variety similar to Prince of
Wales, but more brilliant in colour and smaller leaves. Price 31J. 6cf. each,

First Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural Society. Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

SULTAN ABDUL AZIZ (Carter). — A splendid dark tricolor, very
distinct in character and free in habit, leaves of great substance and particularly
round, zone a dark scarlet, light golden margin. Price zis. each.

First Prize, May 12, Roj-al Horticultural Society. Special Certificate, April ao. 1870. Royal
lloriicullural Society. » / » j

The Set of the foregoing 4 \-arieties, £s 5^'

DR. WALLACE (Carter).— A free-growing variety, leaves flat and
of good form, deep coloured zone of carmine, intermixed with chocolate.
Price 5J. each.

MARIAN MORRIS (CarTER).~A variety after the style of Goliah,
and equally free in growth, but with brighter colours. A good bedder. Each 21s.

MRS. MULLER (Carter).—A most compact-growing variety, zone
light carmine, blotched with chocolate, margin creamy yellow. Each 5J-.

BALLYMENA (Carter). — A most desirable variety for bedding
purposes, and very distinct in character ; zone very dark chocolate and rosy
purple. Each 51.

Special Cenificate, April 20, 1870, Royal Horticultural Society.

The Set of the foregoing 4 varieties for 30.?.

CINDERELLA (Carter).
bloomer. Each 5^.

free— Deep pink zone, silver margin

For full descriptions, see CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED PLANT CATALOGUE,

CARRIE FOWLER (Carter).— Seedling from Crystal Palace Gem,
a beautiful bright golden colour, compact in habit ; an excellent bedding
variety. Each ^s.

Royal Horticultural Society, May 22, 1869.—Prize for best Golden-leaved Geranium, "Carrie Fowler, '1

ADA (Carter).—Bright chestnut zone, narrow and very distinct, on a
light straw ground ; a tine bedding variety. Each 5^.

Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural Society.

EDITH THOMPSON (Carter).—A seedling in the way of Egyptian
Queen, but with a much freer habit. Each 5J.

PERCY LEONARD (Carter).— Bold vigorous habit, excellent for

bedding, leaves of a bright golden colour, with a deep maroon zone. Each 5.f.

THE GIANT (Carter).— A very large and extra strong-growing
variety, very desirable for conser\-atory decoration

; the seedling plant measured

3 feet in height by 5 feet through ; blooming continually from May till September,
the trusses, of an immense size, being composed of 90 to 120 flowers. Each 2s. 6d.

VELOCIPEDE (Carter).— A variety in the way of Lord Derby,
flowers deep scarlet ; a fine bedding variety. Each 2s. 6if.

NEW DOUELE-FLOWERED ZONv\L GERANIUMS FOR 1870.

LE DUC DE SUEZ.—Flowers of excellent shape, almost imbricated,
veiy double, scarlet-crimson, tlie darkest of all double varieties yet known ; trusses

of large size, habit of the plant dwarf and very free-flowering. Each ys. 6d.

SAPEUR POMPIER.—Flowers of the largest size, very double, well
shaped, colour orange-scarlet ; trusses of an enormous size, 5^ to 6 inches

diameter ; foliage with well-defined zone. Flowers and trusses larger than those

of all known varieties. Each js. 6d.

The Set, one plant of each of the above two splendid novelties, for i2J. 6d.

MADAME MICHEL BUCHNER.—Vigorous plant, free-flowering,

both in and out-of-doors ; flowers very double, well shaped, and borne in trusses

of about 6 inches in diameter. The colour is of a delicate rosy salmon, and has
been admired by all who have seen it in flower. Each ys. 6d.

MADAME RUDOLF ABEL.—Plant of short -jointed habit, producing
compact trusses of average size

; flowers of a dark carmine-rose, with a brilliant

gloss. The darkest and most brilliant of all the rose-coloured double varieties,

Each js. 6d,

The Set, one plant of each of the above two splendid novelties, for 12^. 6d.

JAMES CARTER and CO., SEED FARMERS and NURSERYMEN,
237and23S, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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NEW PLANT CATALOGUE 1870,
POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
HAS MUCH }'LEASUKE IN ANNOUNCING THAT HIS

GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE
For the current year is now ready. It contains select Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Flowering and

Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Florists' Flowers, &c., &c., and, in

addition, full descriptions of many novel and excellent plants, which are now offered for the first time ; also

descriptions of many new or rare plants of recent introduction and sterling merit.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW PLANTS FOB 1870.

B. S. WILLI.^MS
Has much pleasure in offering the undernamed NEW PL.

New Summer Bedding- Plnnt.
PERISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA \i

. \TA.—This
very elegant Acanlhad is a

awardeda First-Class Certi

The leaves are ovalc-lanc
fith dark green

^\NTS, which will be ready for distribution on May i, next.

Verbena Mauve Queen.

s spring.

B. . W.

beautiful, and although the flow

their bright mauve-purple colour
orange colour of the leaves. Pri'

ling : Jid edging

Superb New Bedding Plant,
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR, PERFECTK

bedding purposes, li

iches I height; the lea'

een tested both in dry and exposed
and shady places, he has no hesitation
over every other Viola yet offered for

growth, yet seldom exceeds 6 or 8
larger than those of
borne well above

;tain the characteristic horns of that species, but
les the size, and of good substance ; the coloui
the eye orange -yellow, with a dark purple c

foliage, sti

fully three
shaded bl _.

surrounding it, from which proceed radi

purple; indeed it resembles a gigantic V.
--'•'••- -—'lining its profuse blooming qual

Th
Pric . 6d. each, Z41. per dozen,

Azalea Grand Monarch.

orcing purposes ; the habit is compact and dense, of mediL
nd a profuse bloomer ; flowers 3 "

'

tancc aiid perfect outline, the lobe;

nd in colour deep pink, shaded with warm rose towards the r

n addition, the upper lobes are densely spotted,

:w extra-sized plants, 42s. to 63J. each.

This very elegant variety posses;

of this plai

t of Verbcn,

nd yield :

"ed^to^the^;
in growth it i

russes. which
borne well above the young shoots,

beautiful mauve in colour, and yield a most del

be highly recommended for bedding purposes. Price 2

robust, and a

New Fuchsias.

\yiLLIAMS has much pleasure in being able

FORMOSA.—Tube slender, and, as well as the sepals, bright scarlet;

corolla double, very regular and compact, deep violet, the outer
petals rosy red, elegantly flaked with light violet. 10s. (xi. each.

HOLLOWAY RIVAL—This is probably one of the most distinct
forms yet sent out ; tube and sepals bright red. well reftcxed
corolla, very long petals of great substance, and rich deep violet in

RFEC
pals wa

nanasome, but to

TRIUMPHANS.—A suptrb double
crimson, reflexcd from the base ; corolla large i

petals intense violet, suflfused at the base with c

ich. The 5 ,421-

The following Nurserymen and Seedsmen have already ordered the new Viola cornuta '

and from whom the true Rotherfield Stock can be obtained :

—

, Culbush&Son
,
Die

Highgate
Edir'

,, Gadd& Son
,, Harrison & Son Dorchesli

„ Haage & Schmidt .. .. Erfurt.
„Lawson&Son Edinburg
,, Lee & Sons .. .. .. Hammer;
„ Little & Ballantyne .. .. Carlisle.

irgh.

,
Minier, Nash & Nash

, Robert
Rollis

Strand, W.C.
Denbigh.

Son Tooting.
t& Mci

,
Talbot & Prior Hastings.

, Tanner & Co Chippenhan
, Veitch & Sons Chelsea.
r Ashford Muckingfot

Mr. Cattcll Wcslerham.
, Clibran

, Cocker
, Cooling

Newport.
Aberdeen.
Derby.
Old Swan, Liverpool.

, Kinghorn Richmond.

,
Parker

, Parsons
,
Pilcher

,
Royle

Bishop Stortford.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

YELLOW-LEAVED CALADIUMS,
RAISED AT THE GARDENS OF

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
Having made arrangements with the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society to take all the available stock

of the above striking and very distinct novelties, have much pleasure in OFFERING for SALE the Plants, which
are now ready for distribution.

The following descriptions, published by the Society, may be relied on as being exact ; and J. V. & S. feel

they need add nothing to recommend to the Public tliese Novelties, which they are confident will be eagerly sought
after by all lovers of this popular and useful class of Decorative Plant. They would only say, that the splendid
golden tint of those now offered renders them perfectly distinct from any others previously in cultivation.

CALADIUM PEINCESS ROYAL.
Hybrid R.H..S.

Leaves large, of a pale green or yellow, with crimson
centre, in the style of C. Erongniarlii ; very handsome.

CALADIUM PRINCE OF WALES.
Hybrid R.H.S.

'

Leaves large, similar to the preceding, with the addition
of several deep spots and splashes of
handsome.

CALADIUM GOLDEN ftUEEN.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, pale green or yellow, uniform in colour
very handsome, and of a remarkably chaste appearance.

CALADIUM PRINCESS OE WALES.
Hybrid R.H.S.

Leaves large, similar to the preceding, with the
addition of some bright spots of colour ; very
handsome.

Cheap, Cheap, Cheap.
riTRICOLOR and other PELARGONIUMS, in good
-L plaFits. at the following low prices for cash :—Mrs. Pollock,

us. (id. |jcr dozen ; White Lady, 41. ; Lady Cullum, 45. ; Glen Eyre
Beauty, 51, ; Countess of Craven, 6s. : Rosetta, 5s. ; Castle Milk, «.

;

Italia Unita, 2S. (jd. ; Pcrilla, y. ; Crystal Palace Gem. 21. qd. : Luna,
2s. ^.; Lord Derby, 3J. ; Leonidas, 35. Alargc quantity of^ZONALS,
equally cheap- P.S. Sophia Dumaresque, 3s.

JOHN BARRETT, St. John's Nursery, Bury St. Edmund's. Suffolk.

PAUL'S NEW RCSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

-

One Special and Four First-class Certificates. Plants ready in

May, to.v. 6rf. each.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

VIRGIL.
SeeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

>AUL'S SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

Now ready, strong plants, price 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM WALTHAM BRIDE.
First-class Certificate, Plants ready in May, los. 6d. each.

: several very good pure white-edj^'cd Pelargoiiiu:

I think Walthai sidered amongst the

)AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE.

Plants ready in May, los. 6d. each.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NEW BRONZE .and GOLD PELAR-
GONIUM W.ALTH.^M BRONZE. The brightest and most

elTcclive of this section yet raised. Plants ready in May, lOs. 6,^. each.
SeeWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGIJE.

(AUL'S NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(Bf-ATON's Race). BONFIRE, the finest ol all the Stella race, and
others. Plants in May. 5s. each :

riptic ; W'.M. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NOVELTIES for 1870.—
ROSE PRINCE LEOPOLD, GOLDEN VARIEGATED

PELARGONIU.MS, BEDDING PELARGONIUMS, &c
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just

published.

W^
/"IHARLES TURNER'S SPRING CATALOGUEW of POPULAR PLANTS is now ready, and may be had on
application. It contains the best selections of—

Miscellaneous plants

„ bedding plants
Ornamental foliage plants
Pelargoniums, in ii classes
Petunias
Phlox
Picotees
Pinks

Stove plants | Verbenas

cs, Slough.

Azale;
Carna
Chrysanthem
Cinerarias
Coleus
Dahlias, in 4
Fuchsias
Gloxinias

w
Planting Season.

To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS, CEMETERIES, or
PRIVATE GARDENS.

M. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled

"n'nol'lic

-. of 1 i or

ORNAMENTAL
TREES generally cultivated in Britain, many of which are of large

sizes, well adapted for giving immediate effect.

To Gentlemen wishing to improve Old Pleasure Grounds this

excellent opportunity, for such an exteiisive and well-grt L Stock of

ithe-Hill.

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. are now prepared

to execute orders for the following New and Choice Plants, to

Which they wish to call special attention. See larger Advertisement in

rs' Chrmuli.
to 2IS. each ; with five or six

I'MPACTA.—2S, 6d. 1

M'ltNICA.—In Aprilii
[ ,\.—5J. each.
liNL—IS. eacl
t\.A VARIEG
> i YELLOW.—A few strong plants, n

,, MARQUIS of DOWNSHIRE.—Fineplants,7S.&f.t0ISS.e
ABIES OBOVATA.—los. 6d. to SIS. each.
lUNIPERUSJAPONICUS ALBO VARIEGATA.—as.M. toais.t
ACER RUFINERVE ALBO LIMBATUM.—2is. to 42S. each.

„ POLYMORPHUM PECTINATUM RUBRUM.—los. 6i

AUCUBA, Males. — is. 6d. to 5s. each. Other varieties. See o
CATALOGUE.

H OOPER AND CO. have just received small
consignments of the undernotcd SEEDS of INTERESTING

and VALUABLE PLANTS from their native districts. The Seeds
arc in excellent condition, and will no doubt grow freely.

From British Guiana, the following :—
,EIXA ORELLANA {the Arnatto). — Respecting this our correspon-

dent says:—"A very handsome shrub, the leaver are like the
English Oak, but darker ; and the fruit is like a cluster of English

pie;

,s, of a large size and crimson colour. This I a

The Seeds arc quite fresh and will grow al

1 year." Per gacket, :

The Set of Four Plants, £1 10s.

T/i£ usual Discount to the Trade; and special terms will be quoted where several Sets an taken.

ROYAL EXOTIC. NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CRUTON TIGLIUM. — Flowers like bunches of red coral. Per

Two seeds, 35. W.

IPUM<-EA SPECi'ES" (Tfie Moorj i^lower).— Arioblc white kind.

Per packet, is.

New Zealand, the following :

—

und seed ; charming
ental plants. Per pack<

PHORMIUM TENAX.—Sound - - ^
Other SHRUBS, with native names, of an ornamental character.

Four species ; each, per packet, 6a,

From Algiers, the following :—
r^^„-c„

ABIES NUMIDICA (Baborensis). — Most rare and new Cornier,

described last year in Van Houltc-s " Flore." Seed has, we believe,

never been offered before. Per packet, 5s.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA.—Fine seed. Per packet, \s. bd.

A packet of each of the above lor 21s.

ilOOPER. AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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c RANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

Descriptive LIST on application.
ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, ins-inch pots, for planting

lut or for growing on for pot cuUurc. Leading varieties of Tea-
icented, Noisette, Hybrid i'crpetual, Ac Descriptive LIST on

JOHN CRANSTON, The Nun , King's Acre, Hereford.

A Glorious Show of Roses,

TEA, BOURBON, CHINA, and NOISETTE,
may be secured and enjoyed all the summer

BY PLANTING NOW.
Good plants of finest kinds, established in pots, mostly 48's, are ready
to be presented to all in exchange for cash at 40s. per 100; purchasers
may choose half the names at 50J. per 100. Packing
Wholesale. CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshoi

SEEDS, of choicest quality.—ASTERS : French
Perfection, Dwarf Chr>'sanlhemum-fl. Emperor and Victoria;

STOCKS—German Ten-weck and Brompton : WALLFLOWER—

decoration, well established, in Flower, In large-sized 60 Pol

mediate Disposal, at £1 per 100. Selected from above s

i of the most brilliant perpetual and free-flowering species

^nd Windsor Gardei
connected with the Kcw
Head Gardener to the

puke of Northumberland, at Sion 'House, and Lord Ashburton, The
Grange, Hants. Landscape Gardener and Hothouse Designer and
"^ '

'

'
; Penge Nursery, adjoining the Chatham and

Pandanus utilis, &c.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium,
• has to offer a good stock of this fine plant for decorative pur-

poses, in small pots, at 605. per 100.

SABAL ADANSONI, or. per dozen.
CHAM>ER0PS PAL^IETTO, 12s. per dozen.

„ HUMILIS, ns. to i8j. per dozen.
LATA>JIA BORBONICA, 42J. per 100.

AGERATUM LISONI FOLIIS ALIREA VARIEGATA, 5s.

each. A very pretty novelty for bedding.
General CATALOGUE of Plants may be had, on application, of his

Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower
Street, London, E.G.

TO EXHIBITORS of FERNS.—Splendid specimens,
fit for any show, of Platycerium grande, Alsophila australis,

A. contaminans, Cyathea dealbata, C. Smithii, C. medullaris, Dick-
sonia fibrosa, D. antarctlca, D. squarrosa, Lomaria cycadasfolia. The
Tree Ferns are grown in a greenhouse temperature, and consequently
are perfectly clean and fresh. They will be sold at a low price. Exact

applic

JOHN MORSE, Nurser^'man, Dursley.

N EW FERN. ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS
MAGNIFICUM. 1870 {]. & C. Lee)—We have much pleasure
troducing this really useful Greenhouse Fern to publf

favourite. The frond;

being from 12 to 15 i

side of the pot. Th< nna: are of a beautiful soft green, and are
of A. Farleyense, and like that fine variety
graceful waves of maiden-hair, with finely
The chief value of A. magnificum is in its

to the temperature of a greenhouse, whereas
le cultivated by those who possess a stove.

S LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
mith, London, W.

New and Choice

F O W E R SEED
Post Free.

Per packet.—

J

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mi.scd «. 6d.,3l. 6<i.,and

CALCEOLARIA, NeiU's extra choice strain, 2t. &t., 3s. M., and

CINERARIA, WeathcriM's extra choice strain, as. M., 3!. W.,&

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain 11. M. and

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. :s. 6,i., js. W. and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA 11. and

ECHEVERIA METALI.ICA, new bedding plant

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS jr. W. and

Parsons' New Tree MIGNONETTE
PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers ij. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and cannot be too highly recommended. The fruits are

snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. td. and

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—These are, without exception,

the finest ever offered, the colours being scarlet, purple and

white, and of remarkable brilliancy in the two former and

purity in the latter ; the flowers are very double, and produce

immense spikes of bloom ; they make a grand display in beds

and for ribbon borders. Per collection of three colours

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. Is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. 6rf. and

STOCK, white Ten-week Wallflower leaved, the purest white

Stock in cultivation

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' line dark variety

ZINNIA EI.EGANS TAGETIFLORA, flore-pleno ..

B. S. WILLIAMS,
1 and Seed Merchant, Upper Holloway, London, N.

K
THOMAS KENNEDY

To Improve Meadow Land.
RICHARD SMITHS MIXTURE of the finest

GRASSES and PERENNIAL CLOVERS (8 to n lb. per acre,
at&f. cerlb.), if sown early, will cause a valuable

"

crop. RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, V

Mangel Wurzel Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
• offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varieties, and

including SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOP YELLOW GLOBE,
The Stocks arc very fine, and all of 1S69 growth. Prices very low.

[Seed-Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.
RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTURES of the finest

PERENNIAL GRASSES and CLOVERS are carelully made
to luit all kinds of Soil. Price 26s. to 30s. per acre.

PRICED LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations: Quality, Produce, Elevation. Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH.Seetl -Merchant, Worcester.

NEW BEDDING PLANT, VERONICA BLUE GEM
AWARDED FIVE FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES LAST SUMMER.

THOS. CRIPPS & SON
Beg to announce that they are now distributing the above welcome acquisition. UnHke other shrubby Veronica

it is of a very neat dwarf habit, the axil of nearly every leaf producing spikes of beautiful mauve flowers, making the
plants appear literally clothed with bloom. It commences flowering when only 2 inches high, and continues in

bloom throughout the season.

In reviewing the New Plants of 1869. the Gardeners' Chro7iicle {see page 45, present volume) says:—"Yet
another blue bedder, viz. , Veronica Blue Gem, of great promise, both as a decorative plant for the greenhouse and a
serviceable plant in the flower garden, of remarkably close habit, and a singularly free bloomer. It cannot fail to

all expectations formed of it."

Price 5s. each.

Usual Discount to the Trade on three Plants. (See p. 74 of our Trade CATALOGUE.)

THE NURSERIES, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

SEED WAREHOUSE, REGENT STREET, LEAMINGTON
;

NURSERIES, LILLINGTON.

PICOTEE, PRINCE OF ORANGE.
(PERPETUAL FLOWERING.) Figured in the " Floral Magazine for May.

FREDERICK PERKINS
Has great pleasure in announcing that he is now distributing his beautiful

PERPETUAL FLOWERING PICOTEE, PRINCE OF ORANGE.
The colour is bright orange, edged with crimson ; it is a very large, bold, good-shaped Flower, and a great

acquisition for Exhibition purposes.

It was exhibited and received the following First-Class Certificates and Commendations during the year 1869 :—

First-Class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society's

Special Carnation Show at

South Kensington, July 6
Leeds Royal Park, August 27

Banbury and Oxfordshire, August 31
Bath and West of England, September 9
Coventry and Warwickshire, September 14
Botanic Society of London, April 6, 1870.

Highly Commended at the following Exhibitions ;

—

Cr)'stal Palace, Sydenham, May 15 I Northampton. July r8

Leamington, June 23 Coombe Abbey, August 17.

Stafford, July 10 I Royal Horticultural Society, Oct. 6, and Nov. 16.

Special Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, March 16. 1870.

From the above it will be seen that it is a Continual Flowering Variety, and I shall have great pleasure in

forwarding intending Purchasers a Flower (per return of Post), for inspection.

Price: Small Plants, 5s. each; Strong Plants, with 10 to 15 buds, 10s. 6d. each.

The usual Trade Discount.

PATENT URBAN HORTICULTURAL MANURE,
THE MOST GENUINE, PORT.ABLE, AND SUCCESSFUL MANURE FOR FLOWERS,

ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, ETC.

Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins, & Co.,
As Wholesale Agents for the PATENT URB.AN MANURE COMPANY, have much pleasure in drawing

the attention of Nursery-men, Florists, and others to the following report (issued with the sanction of the Council of

he Royal Horticultural Society, London) ;

—

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
CHISWICK, LONDON. March, 1870.

Official Report on the Patent Urban Horticultural Manure.
The above Manure has been tried in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick, during the past

two seasons of 1868 and 1869. with very satisfactory results. It was applied to the following subjects—viz., Fruiting

Vines, in pots ; Cucumbers, in frames ;
Peaches and other orchard-house Trees, in pots ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

and Strawberries, in pots and in the open ground, ist, By mixing a little of the Manure with the soil in potting the

plants ; 2d, By sprinkhng some of the Powder on the surface, and watering it aftenvards
;
3d, By diluting a portion

with water, and then watering the plants therewith. In the case of the Vines and Fruiting Trees, in pots, which
were watered twice a week with a weak solution of the Manure, the effect was especially decided ; and this form of

application throughout seemed to have the advantage, and. secondly, that of sprinkling on the surface of the soil.

The foliage of the plants, where it was used, assumed a much darker hue, and became of more substance ; and the

plants, in general, increased much in strength, and the berries of the grapes greatly in size.

The proportions used were those recommended on the canister in which it is sold ; and in its general influence

it seems to possess greatly the character of Guano, and to be equally as powerful, without incurring so much risk in

its application.

Judging by the results, I am justified in stating it to be the best " Patent " Manure we have ever used, and
recommend it accordingly. (Signed) A. F. BARRON, Garden Superintendent.

This Manure is Manufactured solely by the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY, LIMITED, and

Sold in Canisters, Is. each, by all Seedsmen, Chemists, &c. A liberal discount to the Trade.

Sole Agents—MESSRS. WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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The North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment.
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Carlisle.

(\Vm. Baxter Smith, Manager), are prepared to make
SPECIAL OFFERS of FARM SEEDS, at liberal prices, when larce
quantities arc required, and to deliver them free at nearest Railway

They confidently recommend their superior stocks of TURNIP
SEEDS, which have been all carefully proved and found to grow about
90 per cent. This will ensure a much stronger braird than seed
reduced to grow only from 60 to 70 per
MANGEL WURZEL, CABBAGES, &c.,

Their stocks of

44, Enfilish Street, Carlisle.

PRICED LISTS on applic

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, in any
quantity.—This Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best

yet obtained. Price Lists on application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD,
Builder, 29, Clarendon Squarr, St, Pancras, N.W. Small orders
executed at the Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Western Railway Depot.

kill be found very superior to ar
ct sold. Divested of all crude, 'sour,' supcrfluoi

, fit for immediate use, tightly pressed inl

^ .
bushel cask (inclusive), ^i. Testimonials and reports of i

upcnority, from the most celebrated exhibitors and growers
W. JAS. EPFS,

T HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
:x Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
iALT, &c. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, EC,

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at
London, Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES.
Offices ; 59, Mark Lane, London,

Lranch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury; 27, Eden Quay, Dublin
;

LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

AMMONIA, and other cljemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
5 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Sails of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Wav, Mr. Ogslon, and Mr. Sib.son.
Delivered in 2 cwt, bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs, Kcighley, Maxsted &

s for Ireland— Messrs, R, F. Gladstone & Co,, Dublin.
ft l,\\ per ton, delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.

REES AND CO, 'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

"Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, FlectStrcet,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed vou will find the results ofacarcful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. 1 need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial
manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of

ure, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
ph; hich I understand you gu"arantee to furnish, and ..c^ ... „ ....^

of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
- agricuhurists, the more. I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,
(Signed) "Alicustus Voelck

The Secretary, REES and CU.'S Biphosphated Peruvi;
" Guano Company. Limiicd. ^2. King William Street, VLondon, EC
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMSS SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
CAdirma«—John Clayden, Ltttlebury, Essex,

Dtputy Chairman—]o\\n Collins, 255, Camden Road, Holloway.
Edward Bell, 48. Marine Parade, Brighton,
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk,
George Saville, Inglhorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jones, Grishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire,
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross. Lincolnshire.
Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Managing Director—}zmcs Odams.
tfuMi^rj—Messrs. Barnctts, Hoares &. Co., Lombard Street, EC.

p/iViTuri- Messrs. ICingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
' ''

-J. Carter Jones, Cambridge,
; II.. i-

-I bv. and is under mc uirt

othc:

which has been for years under management with Manures of th.
own manufacture ; consequently, the consumer has the best guarantee
for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by this
Company.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may.u-j,r.,._,
. , . .. X. MACADAM, Secretary.

M A Boon for Grape Growers.
EREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, 10 be had in staled bags of % cwt,, los. 6d.;

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
lod. per lb., or 845. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTII, Nu and Seed Merchant, Leeds

C:;i
ENUINE MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER,

* The most effective of all Funiigators, Terras, circulars and
particulars on application,
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton " Nur
10BACC0 CLOTH, the cheapest and most effectual— clc for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly, ij. ^.

Post-oflice Orders payable Fleet Street, E,C.

T OBACCO TISSUE,
for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the

ion in price for

R, ROBERTS AND SONS, IIJ, St, John
"^ " nd of all Seedsmen and

The Best and Cheapest Vermin Killer.
Vidi " The Gardeners' Mag.aiine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd

Esq.
, F R Fl

, S , of August 15, 1808.
UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. HOARD of CUSTO.MS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty)
for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, is., ss. 6d , Ins each

by Seedsmen and DlTi^gisls, POWDER DISTRIBUTORS. 31, each.
Manufactur. RRY

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide,
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majestt's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission

POOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
InTinsatij,,3s, M., and 51.

Powder Distributors, 2j. dd. and 3J. M. each.
" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants. —Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868
Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

Wharf, Wapping, E.

(^ I S H U R S T
^-^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

/:i KEEN'S P.\TENT LAWN MOWERS. — NoV^ alterations for the present season, 1870. After the severe tests
that the above Lawn Mowers have been subjected to during the last
SIX years, they have been found to give entire satisfaction, and to meet
all the requirements for which they arc intended, viz., the keeping ofLawns in the highest state of perfection.
They are the only machines in constant use at most of the principal

places in England, being preferred above all others.^
.

.-
^^^^ ^^^ application.

Lawn Mowers, Iron Vases, Seats, &c.
JONES AND SONS are now selling surplus

T HE GRANITIC PAINT,
as used in the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest, most

: lor Damp walls. Preserving Stone, Brick, and
from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION

of Parliament, and manufarlured by the SILL
CnMl-n.srrloN and CKANITIC PAIATE ZnPI NT

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW ANli CO.S PA TENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application : also
ns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatoi ._..,

,
&c, MAW AND CO,, Benthall Works, Eroseley.

, Entrance

by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Work^,

F
and with extra large firebox. Price, each, ilijs.
KINSEY, NORTON, HILL & CO,, Robin Hood Works,Noltinghai

OR SALE, at a low price, 1 W L) lii^l-class
lo-horse power PORTABLE ENGINES, vcrv ..Irom-lv m.irle.

large firebox. Price, each, ill 75.

SHAW'S TIFFANY.—No. i, $' per piece; No.
61, : No, 3, 71, ; No, 4, <js. : and every Garden Requisite at the

Garden Repositor>,, 33, James Street, Covent Garden, London. W,C,

s For Samples and Pi

F F A N
J. SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchestei

^ROWNS FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun, Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Coverinij Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS arc the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS, T, ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London,

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
' Mami CANDLE COMPANY

fi'ed.
fL'""'""-

Baltersea. London, S,W.

dated

To Her Maj:

Special Warr;

December 27, 1865,
1

DAY, SON
Original and Soli

By Royal Appointment.
Y, by ^^•^ ^ To the Prince or Wales

TcS^^ by Special Warrant,

^^^^^^ dated February 10, 1866,

AND HEWITT,

'IRE NETTING (Galvanised after made) for
GAME and POULTRY,—CROGGON AND CO

,

Albion Wharf, 10, Upper Thames Street, London, E,C.
3, Gorec Piazia, Liverpool,

59, George Square, Glasgow,

GARDEN NETTING and SHADING.—New and
Repaired TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of Fruit

Trees from birds; SCRIM CANVAS, for Greenhouse Shades:
STRIPED CANVAS, for Blinds, Stc.

For Price List, apply to BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 2, Duke
Street, London Bridge, V..C No other Establishment.

of the STOCKBREEDERS'
MEDICINE CHESTS, for DISORDERS in HORSES, CATTLE,
CALVES, SHEEP, and LAMBS.

MEDICINE CHEST,
Contains Sixteen different kinds
of Compounds, admirably ar-

No, 2 MEDICINE CHEST,
Contains the Extract Gaseous
Fluid, Red Drench, and Red
Paste, with Shilling Key to

„ , „. Farriery. Price J[^ i6s. Od., car-
paid, riage paid.

f^ Every Stockowner should sen for DAY, SON, and
HEWITT'S Work on Farriery. Large Edition, 2!. 6d., or l^rce by
post for 33 stamps. Small Edition, 11., or free by post for 13 stamps.
DAY, SON, and HEWITT. 32. Dorset Street, Baker Street, London.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever)-

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to lOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, EC, : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds,IRON HURDLES
(Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society)

:

SHEEP, jj, srf : CATTLE, is. 2i. ; 0.\, ss, itrf.

List by post, (5ATES and FENCING of every description,

St. Pancras Iron Work Company,01d St. Pancras Road, London, N.W.REUBEN HUNT
MANUFACTURER of IMPROVED HAND SEED

DRILLS, Atlas Works, Ei " ~ '

r^^^M^

\Ek W CI P L MI I No
tor sow ng T rn ps or Mangels r dge or flat

F tra cup pla e for alter ng quant ty of seetl
fNEKONt CLP DRILL No 2
TWO ROW CL P DRILL
ONE ROW 1 L RNIP and MANURE DRILL' racoul er for flat wo k
ONE ROW BEAN and PEA DRILL
ONE ROW BRUSH DRILL

Illustrated Catalogues post free on api

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 2, 4, and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard: too yards, 75. 6rf. ; 500 yards, 35J. ; zooo
yards, 051. Remittances to accompany all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, Stc, Market Place,

Peterborough,

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., and

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide. irf. ; two yards, 2d. ; three
yards, jii. ; and four yards, 4^. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
CHAS. WRIGHT and CO., William Street, Newark-on-Trent,

or their Anents, Messrs. HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, W,C.

NEITING for FR'MT 'TRI'F^, ^KKD BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBn.'r II -, .':.

I V.MM XTTTING for
Protecting the above fr I

' , ! I
,

I '

,
, yards wide,

3£/. per yard, or 100 yard^, . ., . ii.j. or 50 yards,
2or. NEW TANNEP .M I

ir-'i, .'.''-'i ir ,,!.- of the above
purposes, or as a Fence fur l-nw Is, :. j.inis w i^lc, Od' per yard ; 4 yards

per yard ; 4«-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6J. jicr. yard. Can

GARDEN NETTING fnt l<i--]uG d Vi
Protc. lofne'

e), for the
ht,and Birds;

Fence for Poulir-,. '

:
>

'
1

SCRIM CANVAS, for U >;i I . :: .
1

,-
. ,

1. .. -: "I- -, lulip Covers.
HAYTHORN'Sand WAll.l.K.^ M.I i l.iu-,, >.,.ii|,le of^alcrial

free on application. RICK COVERS, New and Second-hand, with
Poles, complete. Be particular

—

FREDERICK EDGINGTON AND CO., Marquee, Tent, Flag, and
Rick Cloth Manufacturers, 60 and 62, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

No. 1, Feel Street, MancheBter, 1S70.
OUR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a

thorough Protection from Winds, Frosl, and Hail, whilst at the
same time tliey admit Light and Sun, They are used and strongly
recommended by the most successful Exhibitors and Scientific Horti-
culturists in the kingdom, as well as on the Continent ; in fact, are
pronounced the only "proper shadings" ever offered to the public
against Birds, Wasps, Blight, &c. As acovering for Strawberries, Tulips,
Hyacinths, Seed-Beds, Greenhouses, &c., they have no rival. The
price being very reasonable, brings them within the reach of everyone.
With ordinary care they will last for many years. Samples post free
on application, DANIEL COLLINGE and SON.
No. I.—54 inches wide at S%d. per yard run.
No. 2.-54 inches wide at 7^. per yard run.
No. 3—54 inches wide at sf^i. per yard run.
No. 4,-54 inches wide at 4^. per yard run.
No. 5-—54 mches wide at 5l4d. per yard run.
In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when specially

ordered, Nett cash in 30 days from date of Invoice.

E ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO." —
J-U • Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle
and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J, Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kcw ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society. &c.

The best Shading is " Frlgi Domo *' Netting."" " " n, madcorpreparcd Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

and Floricultural

inductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed
' •- ' ^cd for all Plortic "applied. It

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
' FRIGI DOMo;;

J^J'XT^JiSi?^?.''!^.^^!^?'. " ^'^- P" y^^^ ""

per yard.
An improved make, a yards wide . . is. gd. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 21. 8rf. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, s\d., 6Jrf., 7\d., jld.

and i\d. per yard.
>sian Canvas, 54 ;

}if, extra for cut lei>Ki<i3.
, ., ,

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacture .

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nursery-

and Seedsmen throughout the Kintjdom,
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Veitch Memorial.

THIRD LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS.

Amount already Advertised, £740 15s. Od.

The Efirl of Dartir

al Gardci
iirkinshaw

, Hankhouse, Leek
, Gunton Park, Norwich ..

Mr. W, Allan, Gr., l^rnwnlow House. Lurean .

Mr C. Allen, Gr., Wiihingion Hall, Con^lcton
Two Under Gardeners at WiihinEton Hall

, Portlaw, Ireland
.'Andrews, Esq., Walworth

Archer, Esq., 7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street

West, E.C.
Mr, T. Avery, Gi
--

. R. B.,Chel
inersbury Park Gardens

Mr. Wm. M. Baillie, Gr., Keaufront Castle, Hexham

Mr. G. Balderstone, Gr., The Dell, Tunbridge Wells ..

Ambrose Balfe, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society, Dublin .

Mr. ). Ball. Great Fackington. Coventry

Mr. Lis BasKfurd, Ncwiands, Lymint;ton
Mr. J. Baxter, Or, Cusworth Hall, Doncastcr ..

Mr. T. Baylis, Foreman. Storr's Hall Gardens ..

Mr. Wm. Beech, Gr., Kingswood Warren, Epsom
Mr. Wm. Bennett, Jun . Liverpool .

Jr. T. Bird,
At. Jas Bin
rfr. F. ElacP

Bird, Pontchai
. _ . Blackwood, Foreman, Petworth House Gardens
. T, Bray, Gr., Nynehead Court, Wellington, Somersci

Tas Brown, per C, W. Mounsdon ..

. Budd, Gr, Kilcooley Abbey, Ireland .

. Bunyard & Sons, Maidslo)

Mr. A. Bye, Under Garden
Mr. T. Carling. Undci -

Mr. T. Clarke, per
Mr. Geo ChtTord.
Mr. F, Cobb. Wall
Mr. John Cobban.

Tin
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SHOW of ROSES, AURICULAS, &€., May 4, 1870.

AWARDS of Ihc JUDGES.
Class i.—9 ROSES, in pots, distinct. (Open 1

ist Prize, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old NursAies, Cheshunt, Herts, £4.
sd, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slouch, £}

Class 2.-3 KOSES, in pots, distinct. (Amateurs.)
151, Mr. P. Pcrrj', (5r. to F. G. Debcnham, Esq., Cheshunt Park,

Herts, £3.
2d, Mr.

J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Islcworth,

'"
•1867.68.69, in i;ots I

1 diameter. (Open,
ist, Mr. C. Turner, £j.
2d, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal E.\otic Nursery, King's Road,

CLASS6.-6SHOW AURICULAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. J. James, £,.

CLASS 7.-12 ALPINE or FANCY AURICULAS, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C Turner, £1.

2d, Mr. J. James, la'.

Class 8.-6 HARDY PRIMROSES, distinct, in boxes 12 inches
square. {Open.

)

2d, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N., 15J.

Class g.—6 HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, distincL (Open )

R. Holland, Esq., Stanmore Hall, Middle-

Mr. W. Denning, Gr. to Lord Londesborough, Grimstone Park, Tad-
caster, York, Collection of Orchids. E.\tra Prize, £1.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Holloway, Collection of Plants,
Extra Prize, £1.

Mr. A. Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kensington, Collection of Plants, E.xtra

Me!
Prizt

J. Standish&Co.,Nurscrjn
Extra Pri

Mr. T. S. Ware, Collection of Herbaceous Plants.
Mr. C. Turner, Collection of Auriculas, Extra Pri

, Collection of Plants,

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
E.XHIBITION, 187a—JUNEstoio.

Notice to Exhibitors.—Persons who intend to take part in this
Exhibition must signify their intention to do so by letter, addressed to
the undersigned, on or before May 30.

Ad-mission.- First day, loi. 6d. each; 2d day, 21. (kl. each ; Whit-
monday and remaining days, 11. each. Gardeners will be admitted by
Tickets as follows :—First day, 2r. 6d. each ; 2d and remaining days,
ir. each. Applications for these Tickets must be made on or before
May 30,

The fine Bands of Her Majesty's 4th Dragoon Guards, and the loolh
Infantry, in attendance each day.

Botanic Gardci . Manchcst BRUCE FINDLAY.

LEICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY—The GREATSUMMI l' I MllhllloN of this

Society will be held on the Race C. . . , I . . ,, TUESDAY
and W'EDNESDAY, Julysand 6, 111,.

,
:;, ,1 in Prizes

forCutRoses. and upwards of /a^fi I

A SHOW of BRITISH antTfOkl I' -, Mil' ... ill be held in

connection with the Exhibition

Market Place, Leic
lars may now be had of
WM, PENN CO.X.S.iccrctary.

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, JULY 13.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR ROSES (open to all England).
1st, For the best Collection of 72 Rcses (72 varieties), single trusses,

ist Prize, a Cup or i;io los. ; 2d, £s ss. ; 3d, £3 n.
2d, For the best Collection of 48 Roses (48 varieties), single trusses,

tsl Prize, a Cup, or £s 5s. : 2d, ,C2 21 : 3d, £< ".
3d, For the best Collection of 36 Roses (i6 varieties), single trusses,

1st Prize, a Cup, or £i y. : 2d, £1 u.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR PLANTS.
For the best la Stove or Greenhouse Plants (distinct varieties),6foIiage

and 6 in flower (Orchids excluded), 1st Prize, £w, 2d, £6;

VM. PALLETT, Secretarj-.

3d, £4; 4th, £
Full information may be had from

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
I SOCIETY.—The SUMMER SHOW will be held in the Music

Hall George Street, on WEDNESDAY, July 13. ENTRIES CLOSE
on tne 7th. The following Prizes for Koses, open to all, will be
awarded ;

—

Nurserymen
6 Roses in bloom, in pots, rst I'rize, £,2; ad, £1.
36 Cut Roses, of sorts ist, £5 ; 2d, ^-^ 3d, £1 los.

24 Cut Roses, of s
'

' ' ' '

24 Cut Roses, of s

blooms in each

Members of the Society or not. Prize Lists free.

Apply to WILLIAM YOUNG, 33, South Mudgc, Edinburgh.

G^
; PRIZES will be olTcrcd by the PROPRIETORS of th(

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE:—

C^ The Vegetables to be neatly set up in flat baskets'; the Fr'ul. .„

be aisplayed on stands or in dishes.
ionen only to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS
The Winners of the Conic '

-
... _. ;xcluded from competition.
be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING,

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1870.

A DAY in Paradise does not often cheer the lot

of man in this sublunary sphere, but, compara-
tively speaking, such a treat we had the other
day at Belvoir, where we went to spend a few
hours among Mr. Ingram's Spring Flovver.s,

which, in spite of a long, damp, and biting winter
—frost on 17 days in March—a season a month to

sixweeks later than lastyear—were blooming as if

we had had nothing but " sunshine and showers,"

and no lack of either. Last spring we appre-
hended the consequences of the preceding dry
summer when these alpine gems \yere scorched
almost out of existence—this year we feared a
dripping winter, with prolonged, if not intense,

frost, would be telling its tale. But no. Mr.
Ingr.-\m'.s pets appear to rise superior to all

climatic disadvantages, and bloom in spite of

seasons. But Belvoir possesses an army of

strong reserve ; and if one plant fails, or is not
so good as usual, there is another to fall back
upon. Thus, last year Mr. FiSH suggested that

Myosotis dissitiflora or montana should be
employed in preference to the ordinary kind, and
a stock was provided. But it lacks vigour

;

hence large quantities had died oft', though those
remaining were quite equal to everything that

had been said in praise of the variety. It cer-

tainly blooms much earlier, and when in full

bloom the delicate azure-blue flowers are very
channing, though in the earlier stages the pre-

valence of pink in the flowers is not so desirable.

For broad eft'ect Mr. Ingram depends upon
large quantities of simple but beautiful materials,

among which his own varieties of Aubrietia,

Arabis, and dwarf yellow Wallflower, stand pre-

eminent. Of the former, which is now being
sent out by Messrs. B.'VCKHOUSE, may be seen

cushions 10 to 30 inches in diameter, so gay with

bright lilac, almost purple flowers, as nearly to

cover every leaf. Then many of the varieties

have a clear white eye, almost like a small Auri-

cula ; and altogether the plant, though what
is called a cold colour, is so striking as

to form a groundwork of most eflective

decorative beauty. Again, Mr. INGR.^M has a

variegated variety, of much stronger constitution

and broader foliage than the kind commonly cul-

tivated, and that, too^ has finely coloured flowers,

which, sitting upon the white foliage, are very

effective. This variety, like all variegated plants,

is more delicate than its green brethren, and, in

consequencCj^requires more care. It is, however,
worthy of, and will well repay, every attention.

Of the Arabis, the fault is that the flower-stems

grow too high, and hence in windy or rainy
weather fall about and become unsightly. To
remedy this Mr. Ingram has been working to

get a more compact variety, and has succeeded
in raising a number of plants which do not rise

more than 3 inches above the foliage, and thus
form close and very compact patches, little

taller than the Aubrietia. These will be admir-
able for front lines, while the original species will

be suitable for the rear, where they may bo sup-

ported between strong young plants.

The Wallflower is of bright orange-yellow, with
a broad pctaled, flat, and well-defined flower. It

blooms at the height of 4 to 6 inches, rarely

exceeding a foot, and in point of hardiness it

may be stated that while the double and ordinary

Wallflowers have all, or nearly all, succumbed to

the season, this variety is not injured at all.

With such materials Mr. INGRAM almost defies

the seasons, and this in some measure may be
considered the secret of his success.

Then at Belvoir you meet with scores of

varieties of Polyanthuses, Oxlips, or whatever you
may please to call them, varying in colour from
pale yellow to nearly crimson, some throwing
their flower-stems boldly up above the foliage,

others with the flowers nestling like the Primrose
close upon the tips of the foliage, and forming
compact little specimens. These Mr. Ingram is

encouraging as a special class, so that in a short

time he will have a rich collection of these

varieties. Alpine Auriculas also receiving careful

attention, their rich colours being especially

welcome. But they are not so readily cultivated

as the Oxlips, and hence are not so abundant.

Of plants of more than usual interest we may
notice again aHeuchera with bronzy purple leaves,

which is very effective ; and associated with it as a

companion line was the broad-leaved, white-

spotted Thistle. Other very telling beds were
carpets of Cerastium tomentosum, thinly studded
with bright purple Beet.

Carpet bedding is at Belvoir very fashionable,

and for that purpose Saxifragas, Scdums, and
other close-growing plants are used ; while over

them, standing thinly, may be seen Hyacinths,
Tulips, dwarf Heaths, and other gay plants.

Violets and common Primroses are used i^or the

same purpose, and most charming beds they

make. In fact, Mr. Ingram's object is to get

rid of the naked soil, and to that end he uses any
plant that has neat foliage or gay flowers. A
singular fact may be mentioned: before Mr. I.

went to Belvoir it was said and believed that

Violets would not grow there, and the late
Duke used to regard it as a favour for his
neighbours to send him a bunch occasionally.
Now Violets do so well, ahd the mass of bloom
is so great, that they positively imj^art a glow of
colour to the beds in which they are planted.
It is, however, found that they do the best under
the partial shade of deciduous trees, especially

those which shed their leaves early in the autumn

;

and if, at the same time, the roots of the trees,

by growing under the beds, insure the Violets a
dry bottom, they are found to ripen more
perfectly in the autumn, and in consequence to

give more and earlier bloom.
In bulbs. Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Squills,

&:c., Mr. Ingram is becoming a perfect Hol-
lander, many of his home-grown bulbs bloom-
ing much stronger than those ^vhich are newly
imported. It is now found that the bulbs flower

much better through being left two years in the

reserve ground without being transplanted, and
upon such bulbs we saw many spikes of

Hyacinths 9 inches to a foot high, strong in pro-

portion, and profusely set with flowers. Upon
the Belvoir strong soil, with the free use of cow-
dung, leaf-mould, and burnt earth, Mr. Ingram
is accumulating such a quantity of bulbs that he
will soon be independent of the foreign grower, —
a great point in the cost of the spring garden.

We must not omit to direct attention to Arabis
rosea, a recent introduction by Messrs. Back-
hou.se, which, though it cannot be pronounced a
decided rose colour, yet when planted cii !/iiisse

imparts a glow of pale rose colour to the bed.

The plant is an acquisition, and may be the fore-

runner of still more decided colour. Then
Anemone fulgens, as its name implies, is a most
intense crimson-scarlet, while A. blanda is

superior as a blue to that general favourite A.

apennina. Some groups of Epimediums were
effective, but the flowers are too fugitive for

bedding purposes.

As to the general aspect of the spring gardens,

the early Rhododendrons were very gay, and
shrubs have scarcely suft'ered at all from the

frost ; but Pansies were drooping for the want of

rain, the Chveden Blue being little more than

lilac in colour— in fact, all the flowers were
suffering through the dry season. The Duke's
garden under the hill has been much increased

in size, simple stone being used for the purpose,

so placed, that when it becomes coloured by
the weather, and partly covered with plants, the

new parts of the garden may be mistaken for an
abandoned stone quarry. This is the right place

for naturalising alpine plants, and so gradually

is Mr. Ingram stealing his way, that in the

course of a few years the whole walk, some two

miles long, will become episodically, if not con-

tinuously, a garden of gay hardy flowers. If the

persons who are making the London parks,

through the winter and spring season, such a
dreary waste of bare beds, would take a lesson

out of Mr. Ingram's book, they might save the

country much expense, and infinitely improve the

aspect of the parks at all seasons.

Speaking of Mr. Ingram's work, we believe

we shall not be out of place in stating that he

has a book on spring flowers in preparation,

which will probably be published early in the

autumn, and we think will be welcomed by all

lovers of gay spring gardens.

The bed of the Serpentine, in Hyde Park,

above the bridge, has been cleansed, the offensive

mud removed and replaced by a thick layer of good
clean Kensington gravel, and the space is now
covered by a sheet of pure water, a dam having

been thrown across at the bridge to allow of the

upper part being put in order without hurrying

or waiting for the completion of the lower part.

In conjunction with these improvements some
alterations have been made on the banks of the

eastern side, as to which we feel disposed to

make some remarks. We do so in no spirit of

carping or fault-finding, nor even in the expecta-

tion that our remarks may catch the eye of those

engaged in making the alterations, and so lead

to the reconsideration of any points to which we
object, but rather for the purpose of examining

one or two of the principles of landscape garden-

ing which are involved in the alterations.

In landscape gardening it generally happens

that the view is more to be considered from one

side than the other. Where, for example, the

question is the disposition of views or scenery m
front of a mansion, the views from the mansion

are of more importance than those from any

other quarter, and the latter arc properly sacri-
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ficed to the former. In the case of the Serpen-

tine, such a preponderance of hiterest docs not

exist, for the public interest overrules the prefer-

ence which, in ordinary cases, would be given to

the Palace or mansion side. It is simply a sheet

of water, on both sides of which the scenery has
equal claims to consideration.

Hitherto we think the side next the Palace

has had the best of it—more attention, or, at

least, more effective attention, having been paid

to obtain good views from it than from the other.

We might notice various points on the eastern

side where a judicious dealing with the trees

would add greatly to the beauty of the scenery

from that stand-point ; but the views from the

Palace and its immediate vicinity arc, with the

unhappy exception of .Spekf.'S monument (which

is a blunder of recent perpetration), exceedingly

good. The main front view stretches down a

glade to the Serpentine, and is carried across

between two groves of trees, which continue the

effect of the avenue on the west side, and the eye

used to be refreshed by an open space of smooth
short grass, which came down to the waterside,

forming a lovely park-like slope, which was very

pleasing. This smooth green slope was a not

unimportant element in the scene of quiet beauty
which has for many years, on the sum-
mer evenings, especially .Sunday evenings, at-

tr.icled crowds to the western slope, facing it,

when all the chairs in the park seemed to be
brought together to that one spot, and all were
too few for the multitudes of well-dressed people

who thronged to use them.
This attraction no longer exists. It is as if

the gods were envious of the long-continued pro-

sperity and favour enjoyed by the western side.

To see it now the public must migrate to the

eastern side, from which indeed they may still

see a lovely green bank sloping down between
trees to the water-edge, but the other circumstances

are not the same. On the summer evenings, when
alone the spot is sought after, the rays of the de-

clining sun will flash right in the eyes of the

people instead of behind their back—instead of

a background of shady trees, they will have the

dusty clouds of the carri.age-road across the park,

and they will be deprived of the natural amphi-
theatre of verdure in which they have hitherto

tjeen accustomed to arrange themselves. Change
their place of rendezvous, therefore, we may be
sure that they will not ; and the question comes
to be, does the new arrangement on the eastern

side supply a sufficient equivalent for the sun of

which they have been depri\-ed. What is the

new arrangement, and what does the spectator

on the western side now see instead of the grassy
slo|)e w-hose beauty has been marred .' A clump
of Rhododendrons is clapped down on the

one half of it, and across the other runs a
bright yellow gravel path, fenced by an iron

rail. According to our view, this is not an
im movement.
We have always understood that obtrusive

lines drawn right across the line of vision were
objectionable ; that a grassy slope stretching up
from a sheet of water was to be prized ; and that

where, for the sake of contrast, it was thought
advisable to break its uniformity by clumps of

shrubs, these clumps should be the continuation
or termination of groups of trees ; and above all,

that a clump obstructing wholly or in part a glade
or avenue was against the rules of good art. We
may be wrong in this, or, if right, our good
reasons may perforce have to give way to better.

There are always two sides to a question, and
we therefore s\ispend our judgment until we see

whether anything in favour of the alterations

occurs to any of our correspondents.

Two Grand Flower Shows will be held at

the Crystal Palace on Saturdays May 21 and June II,

to both of which will be added new features in the

way of classes specially intended to encourage the

skill of amateurs in the culture and arrangement
of flowers. The annual Rose Show will be held on
Saturday, June 25, and a m.Tgnificent display of some
thousands of Roses in pots will be made by Mr.
W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, in one of the corridors

overlooking the grounds, from May 28 to June 4.

We leam also that it is proposed to establish a .Society
specially for the encouragement of the gi-owth of
Florists' Flowers. The new Society is not intended
to be in any way antagonistic to existing societies.

Among the first things proposed is the restoration of
the autumn show at the Crystal Palace. It is understood
tliat the Directors of the Palace will give liberal assist-

ance to the scheme. Those desii-ous of joining the

Society, or taking part in its operation, should address

themselves to the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell
Vicarage, Ashford, Kent. .^n exhibition of cage

birds and pigeon shows will also be held later in

the season. The programme, of which the above arc

merely a few items, fully warrants the Management in

vaunting the season ticket—extending, as it does, over

a clear twelve months—as the best guinea's worth in

the world of entertainment. F^irst-class railway season

tickets are issued by each of the two railway companies
running to the Palace for an entire year at two guineas.

• The exhibition of Chrysanthemums held

under the auspices of tlie Horticultural Society of

Liverpool—probably tlie best in the country—is fixed

to lake place on November 22 and 23 next. Entries

close on November 16. A liberal schedule has been

issued, and \\'ilh it a copy of a letter written last

ncccmber by the late Mr. S. Proome, in which he

writes :
— *' Will you be so good as to call the attention

of tlie Chrysanlhcnnmi growers to an excess of training

that I observed in some of their plants ; they were too

large and too flatly trained. The centre of the plant

ought to be from 9 inches to a foot higher than the

outside, and the blooms should not be tied down after

the bud is of the size of a small Pea. By tying them
so late, the stem of the flower is not strong enough to

support the bloom erect, and the beauty of the flo\\'er

is lust, as it is Innicd in the foli.age. I have one more
remark to make, viz., there are too many white and
yellow varieties ; try next year a few more dark

colours."

We have been requested to announce that a

meeting, in reference to the HORTICULTUKAI.
Division of the forthcoming Annual Inter-
national F-XHinrnoNS, will take place on Friday,

May 13, in the Council room of the Royal Horticul-

tural .Society, when the attendance of exhibitors is

es])ccially requested. The Right Rev. the Lord
Bishop of Winchester, Vice-President of the

Society, will take the chair at 12 o'clock precisely.

The Weather during the Week ending

April 30 was very varied in character. In England
the maximum tcmpemture varied from 57.4" at Brad-

ford, to 67° at Blackhealh ; the mean of the highest

for the 16 stations being 61.9°. In ScotUnd the

extreme highest was 66. 5° at Aberdeen, and the lowest

maximum was 55° at Greenock ; the mean for the

seven stations being 60.3°. The minimum temperatures

in England varied from 30. 1° at Portsmouth, to 38.8° at

Liverpool; the mean for .all stations being 35.3°. In

Scotland the lowest was at Aberdeen, viz., 33.8°,

whilst at Greenock it was 40° ; the mean for all

stations being 37.4*. The Rainfall was pretty ef|ually

distributed (with the exception of Manchester and
Liverpool, the amount at the former station amount-
ing to more than i inch), the mean for the two
countries being 0.32 inches.

• We are requested to state that a sum of .about

/990 has been raised for the Veitch Memorial, and
that a general meeting of the subscribers will be held

lo receive the report of the Central Committee, and to

delerminc finally on the application of the funds, as

soon as the necessary arrangements can be completed.

We would suggest that a <lay near the date of one of

the principal exhibitions may be found convenient to

subscribers who may wish to attend.

The display of Indian Azaleas at the Royal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea—famous for the production of

some of the most startling of the monster specimens
whicli have appeared at our metropolitan shows, espe-

cially at the International of 1866—will be well worth
seeing during the next week or two. The plants are in

excellent hc'alth, and in splendid blooming condition.

We may at the same time congratulate the Messrs.

Veitch on the position they have this season taken up
amongst our foremost Rose-growers.

The following letter tells its own tale—

a

mel.ancholy one :

—

' I herewith forward you specimens showing the
Effects of tlie Frost of the 4th insl., when the thermo-
meter at Cliiswick fell to 20" (12° of frost). On the

previous morning it fell to 24' (8" of frost), which, how-
ever, did but little damage beyond destroying the Potato
tops. On the morning of the 4th. however, the destruction
amongst our fruit crops was immense. As you will observe.

Cherries. Plums. Pears, &c., which had set their fruit, are
nearly all destroyed, and even the unexpanded blossoms
of the .'\pple. which is singularly, although the hardiest

fruit, possessed of the most tender blossom."

Nearly 2000 acres of Furze, besides a number
of plantations of Trees in the New Forest, have been
destroyed by Fire during the last few months. Most
of the fires have originated, it is believed, through
mischief

A HANDFUL OF FLOWERS FROM
CHISWICK.

It seems more than doubtful if we shall ever be
able again to gather such a handful of flowers from
Chiswick as we did some few days since, when many
of the trees in that hallowed garden were in their

loveliest garb. True it is that many, nay, most of the

trees, may be seen elsewhere in as great or greater

beauty than at Chiswick. Still Chiswick is Chiswick,

and its memories will remain long after the Wilderness
and the Arboretum arc labelled as "eligible building

land." True also was the remark that our bouquet
" would not fetch much in Covent Garden Market ;"

perhaps not ; but then we could not get such a one in

Covent Garden if we wished.

Let us overhaul our bouquet. What have we got ?

Willows, Birches, Poplars "all a blowing and a

growing," Plane buds just showing their pink styles,

Primroses, Wallflowers, flowering Currants, Bcrbcris,

one sheet of golden bloom ; Maples, some in all the

graceful beauty of inflorescence, others with the golden

hue of new-born foliage ; the Canadian Amelanchicr,

a sight to make the heart bound, so beautiful in its

snowy flowers. Let no florist talk of " windnnll

petals ; " let him see the snowy Medlar in full bloom,

and acknowledge that the windmill flowers are no dis-

figurement. The Grape-pear is another not inappro-

priate name for this plant, for its flowers are like those

of a Pear (though, in truth, the latter are nearer to the

florist's ideal), and arranged in Grape-like clusters.

How came it with such a name—Amcl.anchier ? Books
tell us that is Savoyard for Medlar. Indeed ; but we
shotdd be grateful for more information as to this word.

Perhaps some philologist will kindly tell us more about

it. Are Hooker, Koch, and other botanists right in

separating this from the Pears? No one looking at

the flowers would say so. But then the fruit is ten,

not five-celled, and that is a difference. There are

several varieties, but we confess our inability to distin-

guish them, and stick to the two species, the one
European, with the blunter leaf ; the other American,
witli the pointed leaf.

What have wc here, with flowers like a large double

Pe.ach, and leaves like those of Kerria japouica ?

Surely it is a Peach or an .\iiric(it ? But how comes
it with row .after row of soft downy fruits in embryo,
like eggs in a nest—Apricots luxuriating in six or eight

carpels instead of one ? No doubt it is a Prunus '

' gone
mad," as a satirical friend has it, though even he recog-

nises the rare beauty of the monster. No wonder the

botanists were |)uzzled when they first saw it. Carriere

called it Amygdalopsis Lindleii, not recognising its

exceptional character. But truly it is like an Almond,
while Lindley's name, Prunus triloba, though more
correct generically, is far-fetched as to the specific

name, for the leaves are not appreciably three-lobed.

When we look into the flower and see one central

carpel, and five subsidiary ones, each on a little

stalk, we ask ourselves if it would be an advan-
tage horticulturally to have six Peaches instead of

one from a single flower ; the answer is no, for

reasons that any gardener will appreciate. When
we ask ourselves, what if the additional carpels

prove advantageous to the plant in some recondite

manner, will they not be perpetuated through the

agency of natural selection (see Darwin), and may we
not have here the fons H origo of a new genus ? If so,

Carriere was only before the age when he established

it as a new genus. On the other hand, what if pre-

Adamite Apricots and Peaches had five or more carpels

to each bloom, and this is a reversion to older con-

ditions? Who can tell? The lake dwellers in Switzer-

land had Plums like our own to all appearance, but

these prehistoric gentry are Mushrooms compared with

other inhabitants of this world, more or less well known
to the geologist. And now look at the flowers of this

Acer macrophyllum : can anything be more exquisite

than these full drooping flower-clusters, each flower a

bell of perfect mould and with a filmy tuft of hairs

around the stamens which Art could not imitate. But
that is not all. Nature made these things for a pur-

pose, and wonderfully, thrice wonderfully, is every-

thing adapted to the fulfilment of that purpose. See
here the principle of the division of labour carried out,

see there the care taken to ensure the ripening of the

seed, and the perpetuation of strong healthy seedlings.

In this particular plant the majority of the blossoms

—those at the free end of the cluster—have stamens

only, and these stamens protruding beyond their

envelopes bursting with ripe pollen, as the bees full

well appreciate, and each one clothed with the

delicate cobweb-like hairs before alluded to. Look
now at the very bottom of these flowers, and see

the thick fleshy green disc trickling out its dew-
drops of honeyed liquor. Do you wonder that

messieurs the bees are at work here ? What a feast

for them ! How they battle with the hairs which
cover over the treasure ! How thickly they get dusted

over with pollen as they are rifling the honeyed store !

Now look at the flowers near the base of the cluster,

and notice that they are in groups of three, the central

one the most vigorous, and bearing the young seed-vessel

(a fact for Mr. Meehan this, the female flower so placed

as to receive the full flow of sap), the side attendant

flowers similar to those at the end of the cluster.

Examine now the central female flowers ; there is the

young seed-vessel, its stigmas all protruded, ready for

messieurs the bees to alight on when weary of their

labours in the pollen-bearing flowers. There are stamens

here, too, around the young seed-vessel, but they are

poor starvlings compared with the others ; they are

short, and do not protrude beyond the petals, their

anthers are close, their pollen is not ripe, their stalks are

less hairy than in the male flowers, and though^there is

a trace of disc at their b.ase, the disc is dry as a chip :

no honey there. It is clear that Nature does not intend

these atomies to be the parents of the seedlings. The
division of labour principle is acted on here, one flower

is serviceable for pollen, tlie other for seed. What,
then, is the meaning of the stamens in the female

flower ? Possibly they may be useful for other flowers,
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or if pollen from other flowers fall short ; but more

probably they are, as it were, relics of an earlier state

of things, when the division of labour was not carried

out as it is now, and when, instead of the influence of

the pollen from one flower on the stigma ofanother being

found requisite or preferable to ensure the continuance

of the species, fertilisation was effected by the agency

of the pollen on the stigma of the same flower. Phy-

siologists tell us that this separation of the pollen element

from the germ-producing stnicture is an advance, that

a structurally perfect flower is in a physiological sense

degenerate, and that a cross in some form or another

is essential to the vigour and prolificacy of the species.

The other Maples, of which there is a fine collection

in the garden, show the same facts as those we have

alluded to in the Acer nmcrophyllum. Let us hope

that no one will think their beauty detracted from by

this exposure of their life-history. To us the know-
ledge that each flower has its history written for us, if

we would but read it, adds immensely to their interest.

They become then to us, as it were, humanised. We
sympathise with them, and wonderingly and, we hope,

reverentially, admire wliat before we merely looked at

with more or less pleasure.

But our nosegay is not half exhausted. Here are

Pavias, with leaves half expanded, and of the most

delicate violet or mauve tints imaginable. Here is a

double white Peach, a glorious sight indeed, with its

large dead white blossoms. Here is the quaint

Caragana, with its Labumum-like flowers and queer

stunted " spurs," quite normal, not monstrous, though

ugly enough to be so were it not for the fact that the

most beautiful of flowers in florists' eyes are monstrous !

And here is a Ribes, or rather what we took for one,

and hunted in vain through books and plates for its

name, till at length light gleamed in on us, and we
found we had a Rosaceous plant (Nuttalia cerasiformis) to

deal with—very like a Ribes, very unlike a Rose

—

not beautiful, certainly, but interesting ; and when the

Wilderness is gone, where shall we go for a specimen
of a Ribes-like Rose? And here is another out-of-the-

way Rosaceous plant— a Potentilla or a Geum, we
think, as we look at its trailing habit and yellow flowers.

Neither one nor the other says the magnifying-glass,

but a Waldsteinia, as odd in its way as the Nuttalia,

and much prettier ; odd, because, with the appearance
of a Potentilla, it has the structure, so far as the flower

tube and carj^els go, of an Alchemilla. But then we
remember that Roses and .Saxifragas are very multi-

form, and, though all tied together, yet including some
curiously eccentric forms. Our bouquet is not a third

overhauled, but the patience of the reader ! —oh,
reader ! pray excuse A Rambler.

THE MANAGEMENT OF COTTAGE
GARDENS.

[One of tlic Highly Commended Essays sent in for competition for

Mr. W. Kgerton Hubbard's Prize. Eds.]

Few more cheerful sights are to be seen in the

country than the home of the cottager—its walls

clothed with the Grape Vine, from which the frugal

housewife obtains her yearly supply of fruit wherewith
she brews her famous home-made wine, or with sweet-

scented clusters of Cabbage Roses, or the still sweeter

blossoms of the Honeysuckle. On each side of the

pathway leading from the wicket-gate to the cottage-

door are trim flower-borders, where grow Giant Stocks,

the pride and boast of their owner, together with a
charming mixture of Wallflowers, SweetwiUiams, Pinks,

Moss Roses, and a variety of other flowers. Near
these, in some warm sheltered comer, perchance clo.=;e

by the Honeysuckle-covered arbour, are the bee-

hives ; while at the far end of the vegetable plot stands

the snug pigstye, all contributing to form a scene of

fnigal comfort, contentment, and prosperity, most
pleasing to look upon.
No better time of the year in which to take posses-

sion of a garden could possibly be chosen than

Michaelmas, when most changes occur among cot-

tagers. The soil should then be trenched to a depth of

18 inches, manured, and laid up roughly, so that the

frost and air may act upon it. That part of it which is

intended for fruit trees should be closely examined, and
if it is at all heavy, or of a clayey nature, a plentiful

mixture of gritty matter, such as road-scrapings, would
very much improve it ; but if it is a sound loam, no
preparation other than the trenching will be necessary.

In the preparation of manure care should be taken
that it is kept in a close heap and covered with earth,

ashes, road-dust, or anything which prevents the escape
of unpleasant smells. Never suffer manure to lie

exposed about the garden, but dig it in at once for the

sake of neatness, and that none of its richness may be
lost. If the manure used in autumn is somewhat rough
and only partly decayed, it will be all the better for the

future crops, as it will decay slowly during the winter
months, and also help to admit air into the soil. All
quick-growing vegetables require abundance of manure,
but fruit trees, growing in a good loamy soil, crop best

without much manure. An occasional application of

house-sewage during the growth of the fmit will assist

the tree in bringing its fruit to a high state of per-

fection, and, generally .speaking, will be all the manure
a healthy vigorous tree requires.

Plant all fruit trees early in November. Dwarf
trees are l)y far the best, standards suffer from the wind
and shade the ground, and thereby affect the crops

growing around them. Select stout, healthy young
trees, one or two years from the graft : before planting

shorten the shoots to three or four eyes, and cut off

any bruised or broken roots. The trees should be
planted close by the side of the garden walk, keeping
the squares or open parts of the garden for vegetable
crops. Apple, Pear, Plum, and Cherry trees to be 6
feet apart, and Currants and Gooseberries 4 feet apart.

Raspberries produce most fruit planted in rows 4 feet

apart, and I foot apart in the rows, the canes to be
fastened to a couple of strained wires.

In planting keep the roots near the surface, 4 inches
of soil over them is enougli. Fasten each tree securely

to a slake : this is very important, for if a fresh planted
tree becomes loosened by the wind it will not only be
slow in starting into growth, but its shoots will lack

vigour and substance. Protect the roots of all fresh

planted trees from frost by covering the surface of the
soil around each with some rough litter ; this litter

will also be useful the following summer in keeping the
soil about the roots moist : an occasional watering will,

however, be useful if the season is a dry one.
In pnming established fruit trees remember that all

fruit thrives best when fully exposed to the sun. The
aim of the pruner should, therefore, be so to regulate

the branches that the sun may shine, and the air cir-

culate, freely among them. As the pruning in a cottage

garden is mostly done in winter, care should be taken
to do it during the darkest period of the year, before

the days lengthen ; for if it is left till the approach of

spring, the trees and bushes will be weakened very

much, and consequently the fruit will not be so fine

as it otherwise would have been. It may be useful to

give one or two simple reasons for this. The limbs of

trees in winter are full of sap, and as the days lengthen,

and the sun gains power, the buds swell, the sa[i also

begins to move or circulate in the branches ; and if the

pruning is left till this takes place, the motion of the

sap must receive a severe check, and all the sap drawn
up into the shoots which are cut off will be so much
strength wasted, for the sap is the life of the tree.

If it is intended to grow Strawberries, there will be
no occasion to plant them till July or August, so that

a crop of early Potatos may first be secured. Give
plenty of manure to the Strawberry ground ; plant
strong healthy plants i foot apart, in rows 2 feet apart,

water freely, and you will have a fair crop the follow-

ing season. Plant a few young plants every year, and
never suffer old plants to remain after the third year,

but clear them off immediately after the fmit is

gathered ; then manure and trench the ground, and it

will be in readiness for a crop of winter Greens or
autumn Cauliflowers.

Turning now to the vegetables, the Potato, as being
the most important croji to the cottager, first claims
attention. The Potatos intended for planting should
be selected when the crop is lifted. Never suffer a
Potato to waste its strength by making useless growth
during winter. Select good seed, prepare it carefully

for planting, plant in soil which has been thoroughly
stirred and manured, earth-up lightly, and above all,

plant kinds that ripen early, and you will have
abundant crops of good quality and free from blight.

Prcparation of the Seed.—Choose your seed early in

autumn, spread it out in single layers, in a cool, airy

room or shed, safe from frost. Cut out all eyes,

except one or two of the strongest ; this may be done
at any leisure time during winter.

Planting and Culture.—Do not plant till safe from
frosts ; the stout, strong shoots which the Potatos will

have when planted, will soon force their way upwards
to the light. Draw drills 2 feet apart, lay the seed
carefully in i foot apart, and draw the earth lightly

over it with a jjrong-Iioe. When the young shoots are

up high enough to be seen clearly, stir the soil once or

twice with a hoe ; and when they are 6 inches high,

take a steel fork, and as you walk backwards between
the rows, stir the soil well and earth-up, giving the

whole a nice finish as you proceed, and so leave the

soil as light and open to the air as possible. Do not
form a high sharp ridge, but rather prefer a low, broad
one, just high enough to cover the Potatos, as then
they will profit by every passing shower and every
hour of sunshine ; the dew trickling down their stems
will also reach them, and the sun's rays so warm the

shallow soil that a quick, strong growth, and early

maturity will be the result.

Onions, Turnips, Carrots, and Parsnips are all

profitable and nutritious vegetables, ranking next in

importance to the Potato. Onions should be sown in

deep rich soil early in March. Should the soil be wet,
choose a clear, wdndy morning, and stir the soil 2 or

3 inches deep ; in a fine, clear day, with a brisk wind,
it will be dry enough for drilling towards night. The
drills for this and the other root crops should be

9 inches apart. Watch the seed-bed closely, and as

the young growth is just appearing, settle the bed
down with a light roller.

Of Turnips, make an early sowing of White Dutch
in a cool shaded position, in March, for summer use ; and
for autumn and winter, make two or three successive

sowings of Snowball as the ground is cleared

Potatos in July and August.
Carrots and Parsnips are sown about the first^ek

in March ; they should be watched closelyy^ tl

young plants are frequently eaten by snails. When the
plants are large enough to handle, thin them nut to

S or 9 inches apart. Do not suffer Carrots to remain

in the earth late in autumn, as they are liable to be
eaten liy slugs and wireworms. Carrots and Parsnips
keep best stored in sand.

A little Celery seed sown in light soil in a warm
corner, or, better still, under a liand-glass, early in
March, will afford plenty of plants ; when large enough
to handle they should be pricked out in rich soil in some
open place, where they will become nice, stout, dwarf
plants. A cottager should not aim at growing very
large Celery, but should rather tiy to produce crisp
firm hearts, a foot or 18 inches high. To do this no
trench is rcciuired. Stir the .soil deeply, mixing plenty
of rich dung with it ; plant the plants in a row 9 inches
apart, water freely (remember the Celery loves moisture);
do not earth till the plants are about 9 inches high,

l^revious to which tie each plant loosely, and keep
them free from side shoots. In earthing, loosen the
soil on each side of the plants, remove the string, then
grasp the plant with the left hand, and bind the soil

firmly around it with the right hand, then carefully

throw up more soil with a spade, covering the stalks to

the base of the leaves, taking care not to let the soil

fall into the centre of the plants. Two more earthings
as the plants make growth will be sufficient. In very
severe winters some dry litter thrown over the plants
will be useful, for if Celery suffers much from frost it

is apt to decay.

Peas arc a delicious vegetable, and where space can
be afforded a nice succession may be had throughout
the summer. Do not sow very early, but wait till the
sun gains power, as then the seed will vegetate and
grow c|uickly, so as to escape the ravages of snails and
other insects. Make the first sowing the second or third

week in l'"ebruary, and for a succession sow a row
every three weeks till the middle of June ; this will

give five sowings, the first of Ringleader, the second
Climax, the third Laxton's Prolific, and the two last

Vcitch's Perfection. If the rows are separate from
each other, in difl!erent parts of the garden where they
can have plenty of air and light, the crops will be
better than if the rows are placed side by side.

Two sowings of dwarf French Beans will suffice, one
the last week in April, in a warm, sheltered spot, and
the other the last week in June or early in July.

The main crop of Scarlet Runner licans should be
sown the first week in May, and if space can be had for

two more sowings, one the end of May and the other

the middle of June, they will serve to keep up a good
succession throughout the season.

Two or three crops of Broad Beans may be useful if

sown at the same time as the first few sowings of Peas,

Of Cabbages, sow Little Pixie early in March, in

light rich soil on a warm border ; these will do well

planteil l foot apart, and will give a supply of sweet
compact little hearts by the end of July. For an autumn
bed to succeed these, sow seed of the same kind the

first week in April ; this crop will come into use nicely

after the late-sown French Beans. If a larger sort is

wanted, Reliance is a good one, but it must be planted
18 inches to 2 feet apart. The seed for the spring bed
should be sown about the second week in July. In
planting this bed it is a good plan to have the plants

twice as thick as is necessary, and after they have made
a slight growth in spring to cut half the plants for

Greens, leaving the remainder to grow into Cabbages.
Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Cottagers' Kale for winter,

and Walchcren Cauliflower for autumn use, should be
sown early in March, and the main crop of Broccoli

the begiiming of April. Leeks are a useful vegetable

for soups and stews ; they thrive best in rich soil. Sow
seed thickly in March, and plant in rows I foot apart,

and 9 inches from plant to plant in the rows.

For a succession of Lettuces sow Bath Cos and
Stanstcd Cabbage the second week in August j sow
more Bath Cos early in March, and in order to keep

ui) a constant summer supply, as every batch of plants

is jiricked out another pinch of seed must be sown.
Ivery's Nonsuch and Paris Green Cos are good summer
Lettuces.

Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows must be sown
by the middle of May. Prepare a bed by opening a

trench a yard witle and a foot deep, laying up the soil

in a high ridge on each side, fill the trench with rough
manure, leaves, or any garden refuse ; cover with some
rich soil, and sow the seed in patches a yard apart,

five or six seeds in a patch. Protect the young plants

from cold winds by laying thatched hurdles or the

boughs of trees over them on the ridges. Waterings
of sewage will assist them very much.
Sow early frame Radishes on a warm border in

Febmary, and make another sowing of the same kind
in March, after which Turnip-rooted or French Break-
fast Radishes are the best. Summer Radishes require

abundance of water, without which they are hot and
tough ; they should be sown in a cool shaded part of

the garden. Edward Ltickhurst, Egerton House Garden,

Kent.
{To be Coniimicd.)

THE FLOWER GARDEN AT
DANESBURY,

The flower garden at this place, which is the resi-

dence of W. J. Blake, Esq., though not extensive, is

prettily arranged, and in the season it is very effective,

part of the effect being derived from the relative pro-

portions of tlie grass and flower-bed areas, proportions

which wouki probably be good on a larger scale. It
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also -ains much from the trees and shrubs on the la^™ :
It ^vlll be perceived tnat tne gener,

su,?omrdinc it, and overlooking a well planted park garden (fig. '^^ .^°f
^^, ;°lt^f^,?,!,/"surrounding it, and overlooknig

•with many picturesque views of this beautifully undu-

lated part of the country. The general arrangement

of the plan of this flower garden is due to Miss Blake,

whose great taste is brought to bear with the best

iThe arrangement of theplantingforeach year. ! first be noticed. Along the outer

It will be perceived that the general outline of the ornamental wirework, forming a series of arches on

....rden (fi? 120) is of a horseshoe form, the forepart each side of the garden, haying the best sorts of

being flattened by the conservatory, which forms the climbing Roses growing over them. The paths round

boundary on that side. The gi'ound by the conserva- the chain beds (i to 12) are of fine gravel Box-edged

torv is slightly elevated, and slopes away in all direc-
;
on both sides. The ring beds (13 and 14) have

tions. The permanent features of the garden wiir circular grass-plots withm them, and a vase on a

firrf bp noticed. Alone the outer side of the walk is
!
pedestal in the centre of each. Beds 15 and 16 are

^ '^ * ^ ,-^X ^^^J^
^.,,-rV^

-' ScAlE.1 INCH =16 FEET.

Box-edged all round ; 17 to 20, and also 45, have shell

pattern terra-cotta edgings. The segmental beds 21 to

28 are surrounded by ornamental pebble work, the

beds being raised about 6 inches above the general

level, and edged with Box ; in the centres of these

two clusters are ornamental baskets, containing vanous

plants, on raised turf mounds. In the centre bed (45)

IS ornamental wirework, about 8 feet high, of

columnar fonn, surmounted by a wirework basket,

in which are planted Pelargoniums, &c., Jack-

man's and Fortune's new Clematises climbing up

the column and falling over gracefully at the top.

48,^49, and 51 are planted with the best perpetual

I
Roses, pegged down. A fine plant of Cassia corymbosa

is usually planted out at 50, and a few standard Pelar-

goniums and Roses are dotted about the grass The

small circles on the plan, some of which are marked V,

1 are vases, planted with Pelargoniums, &c.

The bedding arrangements for this year are as

follows :—Beds : No. I. Viola lutea grandiflora ; 2.

Pelargonium Beauty of Welwyn; 3. Lobelia speciosa;

4 Pelargonium Beauty ; 5. Coleus VerschaffeUn ; 6.

Pelargonium Rose of Denmark ; 7. Lobelia speciosa ;

8 Pelargonium Waltham Nosegay; 9. P. Cloth of

Gold- 10. Amaranthus melancholicus ; II. Viola

comuta ; 12. Pelargonium Rose of Denmark ; 13. P.

Monsieur George Nachet, edged inside and out with
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Cerastium tomentosum ; 14. P. Lady Constance Gros-

venor, edged inside and out with Golden Feather

Pyrethrum ; 15. P. Bijou, edged all round with

Iresine Lindeni, with division down the centre

of the SEime, and Golden Feather Pyrethrum in r

;

16. P. Beaton's Silver Nosegay, edged all round

with Lobelia speciosa, with a central division of

the same, Golden Feather Pyrethrum in r ; 17. Cal-

ceolaria floribunda, a star of Coleus Verschaffeltii,

with a standard Coleus in the centre; iS. Viola

cornuta, a star of Pelargonium Stella, and a standard

Pelargonium in the centre ; 19. Viola cornuta, with a

star of Pelargonium Cybister ; 20. Calceolaria flori-

bunda, and a star of Verbena Purple King ; 21. Viola

cornuta ; 22. Pelargonium Rebecca ; 23. Viola lutea

grandiflora ; 24. Pelargonium Indian Yellow ; 25.

Verbena pulchella ; 26. Calceolaria Prince of Orange
;

27. Pelargonium Christine ; 2S. Verbena Ariosto

Improved ; 29. Pelargonium Indian Yellow ; 30.

Coleus Verschaffeltii; 31. Pelargonium Dr. Lindley ;

32. P. Christine ; 33. P. floribundum ; 34. P. Lord
Palmerston

; 35. P. Blue Bell
; 36. P. Cybister ; 37.

P. Amy Hogg
; 38. Calceolaria Kayi

; 39, Pelar-

gonium Duchess; 40. P. Alma; 41. P. Rubens;
42. Calceolaria Kayi ; 43. Pelargonium Lucius

; 44.

P. Madame Vaucher ; 45. Centaurea ragusina edged
with Campanula carpatica ; 46. Pelargonium Christine

edged \Aith Centaurea ragusina, with Ageratum in

centre of bed ; 47. P. Boule de Feu, edged with Cam-
panula carpatica, with Ageratum in the centre,

^. Parsons, Dancslniry, Welwv7i.

ORCHID CULTURE,
In reply to your correspondent, I beg to say that I

shall be glad to give such information as lies within the

scope of two or three letters, concerning the locality,

and the climatic and atmospheric influences, under
which the Burmese Orchids, known by me, are found.

With this object, then, I will divide, as far as the

vai-j-ing distribution of these plants will permit, those

growing on decided low levels (the plains) from those

found on the hill ranges, naming only such plants as

are generally worthy of cultivation in England.
The Orchids which come under notice here, taking

Moulmein and Rangoon as two points of departure,

will have a range of 300 to 400 miles, and as several

names of town?; and other places will be mentioned,
those interested in this question would do well to con-

sult a good map on a large scale, when the names will

in most instances be detected, and the general charac-

ter or features of the ground seen.

The rainfall at Moulmein not unfrequently exceeds

220 inches between April and November, and I have,

within my experience, known 6 inches, or one-fifth of

the yearly rainfall of England, to fall in 12 hours.

At Rangoon the rainfall is somewhat less, not, how-
ever, of such a difference as to exclude the growth of

the same plants, with few exceptions, as are found in

the vicinity of Moulmein. The flora of these districts

is nearly identical. Moulmein, from its proximity to

the sea, is refreshed in the hot weather by cooling,

moist sea breezes, and therefore is not subject to tlie

same amount of dry heat in summer as Rangoon, which
is more inland.

There are two plants found at Moulmein, never seen
elsewhere by me in BuiTnah, and these two are Phalae-

nopsis Lowii, and Cypripedium concolor. Phal^enopsis

Lowii is unquestionably a very rare plant, as difficult,

I should think, to grow as it is to find. I had always
been under the impression that the Rev. Mr. Parish

was the first discoverer of this graceful little plant, but
since I have been in England I have been informed
that that indefatigable collector, Mr. Lobb, sent dried

specimens to Messrs. Veitch ; however, be that as it

may, the credit of introducing living plants is due to

Mr. Parish, and well he deser\'es it, for it is a perfect

little beauty of elegance and grace when seen growing
in its owTi habitat. It is found on the limestone rock
near Moulmein, approached from Moulmein either by
the Saluen or Gyne rivers. These rocks, vast masses
of carbonate of lime, rise out of the plain abniptly to

the height of above 2000 feet ; consequently the rain

clouds are attracted thereto, giving the mountains and
their vicinity an extra degiee of moisture as compared
with more open plains.

On the same rock, but in a different position, and
under peculiar conditions of growth, is found Cypri-
pedium concolor. Phalsenopsis Lowii is seated on the

rock, receiving not only the direct downfall of rain, but
also the drainage from the mountains above. Cypri-
pedium concolor is found not only in shady places on
the limestone rocks, but at this spot, and also up the
Attaran River, growing on a stalactite formed by the
filtration of the water through an arched cavity in the
rock. I would mention that Adiantum Parishii may
also be found Iiere in abundance, as well as at or near
the top of the Thakabui Mountains, its only supposed
place of growth. Vide "Hooker's Species Filicum,"
vol. ii. p. 238.

These mountains at the latter end of the rains are

objects of gi-eat attraction to botanists. They are at

this season covered with a luxuriance of vegetation.

Ferns, Mosses, Orchids, &c., crowd on the rocks and
trees ; Platycerium Wallichii of gigantic size, with its

pendent fertile fronds, and Drynaria quercifolia, of pro-
portionate dimensions, may be seen. Again visit these

parts after the rains have ceased, and the sun will have

been playing his part, doing what is termed in England a

little '* scorching."

Between November and March vast changes have
taken place. The pendent fronds of Platycerium Wal-
lichii have shrivelled to nothing, the upper frond

dried as a dead leaf. Phalaenopsis Lowii, waving in

all its splendour, in full flower and leaf in October,
cannot be seen ; the roots only left and attached to the

rock which, in exposed places, from the absorbed heat,

would be hardly bearable to the hand. The stalactite

has ceased dropping ; in fact all Nature seems droop-
ing and fading from excessive heat.

Dendrobium fimbriatum, D. Farmeri, D. barbatu-
lum, D. nodatum, D. formosum, D. Dalhousianum,
D. albo-sanguineum, D. moschatum, D. chrysotoxum,
D. aggregatum, Saccolabium curvifolium, S. Blumei,
Aerides Lobbii, A. rosea, Vanda gigantea—each may
be said to have a range of distribution from lat. 14* N.,

to 16°. Amongst these I will also include Dendro-
bium lasioglossum, and Saccolabium ampullaceum. Yet
they are found in a somewhat drier locality, nearer

Rangoon than some of the above. I will also mention
that I have found D. albo-sanguineum and Dalhousi-

anum, together with D. Parishii and chrysotoxum,
extending at intervals from Moulmein to Prome and
across the Arracan Mountains tojougoup. It is difficult

to understand why some Orchids should thrive under
such varying climatic differences, whilst, on the other

hand, others are circumscribed in their particular

localities. However, as a general rule, I think we
may come to the safe conclusion, that all Orchids

require a decided season of rest.

The rains commence about the middle or end of

April, increasing in intensity until June, from which
month to the end of September they are at their maxi-

mum, gradually subsiding until the end of October or

beginning of November. Of course the monsoon
decreases as you recede from the coast line inland.

To those Orchids, therefore, which I have named,
I should say the watering should be given as near and
in the same proportion as they seasonably received it

in their own climate. From November to the end or

middle of March I should say these Orchids should

not be forced into growing.

I have in England seen Dendrobium albo-sanguineum
flowering and at the same time growing, and in this wise

it is figured in the "Botanical Magazine." The specimen

I noticed in London under this system of growth had a

loose flabby appearance both in flower and pseudo-
bulbs. In India albo-sanguineum flowers without a

leaf. I have never seen it do otherwise. Saccolabium
ampullaceum flowers during the hot season ; its leaves

become dried, parched, and brown, yet its flowers are

of great brilliancy in colour, and of good size, having the

appearance of a dense stuck-up feather of more than a

foot long. A*. Benson, Liatt.-CoL

(To he Continued.)

Jome Correspnbence.
Viola lutea.^In the summer of 1S6S I gathered

some seed of a yellow Violet (Viola lutea?) in Orkney,
to all appearance the same plant that I had found in

Norway. I sowed the seed immedately on my return

home in August. The young plants flowered in

April, 1869, bearing a flower too small to be of any
use in the flower-garden, so they were transplanted into

one of my children's gardens some three weeks ago,

and are now in flower ; but the flowers are lilac, not

yellow. Can you in any way account for the change of

colour?—the soil, a rather dry loam, and the situation,

&c., are much the same as last year. There can be no
mistake as to the identity of the plants. E. \V. Dincell.

[The plant is known to vaiy in this way, but the blue

flowers have usually a yellow spot at the base. Eds.]

Orchids at Chatsworth. — Unless Mr. Taplin
wishes me to ignore the evidence of my own senses he
must not ask me to retract what I have stated, respect-

ing the Orchids referred to. If canvas, tacked upon
the sides of the houses in the middle of April, and
which had evidently been there all the winter, was not

shading, what was it ? And certainly all the Catlleyas,

many of which had once been fine specimens, had the

majority of the leaves much eaten up with spot. The
same remark applies to some Vandas, and most of the

Phalaiuopsids, Oncidiums, and other plants. With the
" tumble-down roof " of the house I have nothing to

do, further than to say, that I believe that glass, putty,

and paint have converted the same roof into a range of

very serviceable forcing houses. As for the new
Orchid-houses being the "best in Europe," I will only

say they would be respectable places for a nurseryman
;

but in our present knowledge of the requirements of

Orchids, and for the surrounding associations, they, and
the plant-houses with which they are connected, are

certainly unworthy of the place in which they stand.

Mr. Taplin very likely made some improvements at

Chatsworth— I believe he did ; but as for the plant

department, either in point of cleanliness or cultiva-

tion, the less that is said about it the better. Orchids, I

know, will submit to agi-eatdeal of hard treatment, but

for them to be in a good state now, through Mr. Taplin's

three years good cultivation in "tumble-down houses,"

is an anachronism which "no fella can understand." I

have no wish to disparage Mr. Taplin in any way ; he
found difficulties and possibly made difficulties at Chats-

worth, but to revive them now can do neither good nor
harm to any one. The Writer of the Article.

Insect Eggs.—The eggs mentioned at p. 596,
which were found on a twig of Whitethorn, are
undoubtedly those of a very common moth, Eriogastra
lanestris, the female of which is furnished with a mass
of down at the apex of the abdomen, with which she
covers the eggs as soon as they are deposited. Henry
Doitbleday, Epping, May 2.

Cedar of Lebanon,—In making the few remarks
at p. 43 on the Ailantus, I alluded to a fine specimen
of the Cedar of Lebanon, which I wish to state was
planted by the late Duke of Wellington, when on a
visit to Kingston Lacy, to lay the foundation-stone of a
noble obelisk which stands on the lawn in front of the
mansion. This obelisk was brought by the late W. J.
Bankes, Esq., M.P., from the Island of Philea, where
it had fallen, and from whence he caused it to be
removed, under the direction of G. Belzoni, in 1819.

The inscriptions on the obelisk and pedestal record its

dedication to King Ptolemy Energetes II., and two
Cleopatras, his queens, who authorised the priests of
Isis in the isle of Philea to erect them about 150 years

B.C., as a perpetual memorial of exemption from taxa-

tion. After the foundation-stone was laid, his Grace
and a large company of visitors crossed the lawn to

what was then a forest nursery, and planted the Cedar
in question. The ceremony being over, the Duke's
name, together with the date (August 17, 1827)
was engraved on it by one of the workmen. The
tree is now 50 feet 6 inches in height, and measures

9 feet 5 inches in circumference, at i foot from the

ground, and 8 feet 8 inches at the height of 5 feet. I

send you a cone from this tree, which produced a large

quantity last year [a very fine one]. I sowed a gi'eat

many seeds some months ago, and I find on looking

over the seed-beds that they are coming up well.

At the time of gathering the cones there were a gi'eat

many which we could not get, and these, when they

became ripe, were blo\\ii all over the grounds Ijy the

wind, and young plants are springing up through the

grass by hundreds. We have some hundred or more
fine specimens of this tree growing in the park and
grounds here, some of which are supposed to be at

least 200 years old. y. Chapman, Kingston Lacy Gar-
dens, Wimborne, Dorset.

The Egg-plant.—Few subjects, grown almost

exclusively for the decorative merits of their fmits,

whether as seen upon growing plants in pots, or for the

garniture of the most rechercM dessert services, are

more quaint or distinct than the several varieties of the

Egg-plant, known technically by the name of Solanum
Melongena. It is by no means a new plant, having
been introduced so long ago as the year 1597—98, in

some of its varieties, though the best edible variety did

not reach England until the eventful year 1815, The
seed-pods are generally egg-shaped, but vary in colour

from an excellent imitation ofa well-polished hen's Qg^ to

purple, &c. The form of the fruits of different varieties

varies materially, some being more ovoid than others,

while there is one or more varieties the fruit of

which is round. These quaint plants have for years

received a somewhat extended amount of attention,

and are known by different names in those countries

where they have been the most popular. The Spanish

call them by the name of "Berengena," the Ger-

mans by that of " Cierpflanze ; " whilst the French,

whose naming of them we often imitate, call them
" Aubergines," In Africa, European settlers often grow
them by name of "Guinea Squash." Nor is this

latter name so ill applied as at first sight it seems, when
we consider how much the Squash is grovra as an

article of food in some of the warmer parts of the

intermediate zones, and that they are preserved very

extensively for winter use, as well as eaten like the

Vegetable Marrow is here in England. They are used

extensively in some parts of America, and their culture

is gaining ground yearly. Sometimes they use them
there in soups and stews, but more frequently they are

cut into thin slices and fried, the taste when thus

cooked having some slight resemblance to that of

oysters in a properly cooked state. The Egg-plant is

seldom seen grown in Britain with a tithe of the vigour

to which it grows in more favoured climes, and where,

having sown it upon a slight hotbed, they can then

harden the plants off, and by removing the lights give

them the full benefit of an almost tropical summer.
It is also very questionable whether we have ever

possessed such good varieties as are to be met with
growing in other countries. At Pekin, in China, for

instance, some varieties are grown the fruits upon
which average 6 and 7 lb. in weight. At New York,

U. S., a large oval-shaped variety is being somewhat
extensively grown, and has lately made its appearance
in the markets around, under the name of " New York
Improved," A variety resembling a hen's egg in size

has made its appearance in America, having somewhat
scarlet-coloured fruit, which are, to say the least,

extremely ornamental. In regard to the general cul-

ture of these plants there is but little to say. Being
originally natives of India, Africa, or truly tropical coun-

tries, they require agoodwaimth, such as that of a hot-

bed in which to sow the seeds, and to start them well

into growth. Nor should a too temperate warmth be

allowed until the flowers are set, and the fruits have

neariy finished swelling, when an ordinaiy greenhouse

will suit very well for the display of the fruits. They
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should be kept near to the glass, and be grown in good

rich soil of any ordinary character. A rich mulching

is very advantageous when the fraits are swelling, and

occasional waterings with good wholesome liquid

manure should be also given. It is not too late to sow

for an autumn crop, if the seeds are sown without further

delay. William Earley, Dignvell.

Primula veris duplex.—Under this name I have

now in bloom a batch of very pretty and novel spring

flowers, raised from seed last year. A few blooms sent

with this will exhibit their character, and the marl;ed

advance they display upon the old white " hose-in-

hosc." As early border flowers I believe this variety of

the Primula to be a valuable acquisition, as the plants

are robust, hardy, and have with me flowered most

profusely on a cold aspect all the month of April, and

will continue to do so for some weeks. Some of the

plants have not produced the duplex form, but these

might well be termed fancy Polyanthuses, as they present

a variety of markings that are both eccentric and pleas-

ing, whilst others resemble giant Cowslips. Alexander

£)ea?t, OldShirley. [All the forms of hardy Primroses and

Polyanthuses are valuable spring flowers. Some of the

flowers sent are very good dark-coloured "duplex"
varieties, and afford a nice variety for the garden. The
fancy Polyanthuses are similar to what Mr. Paul calls

Auricula-flowered. Eds.]

Wistaria sinensis, &c.—I shall be obliged if you

or any of your correspondents can give me information

as to what soil, manure, and other treatment is most

likely to induce the common Wistaria or Glycine

sinensis to flower. Is root-pmning of any use? The
soil will have to be made entirely in any case, as the

ground at the side of the house where it is to be

planted has been cut away to the depth of several feet
;

it is gravel. We tried a plant on a south fruit wall in

the garden some way off, but it only grew moderately

and did not flower. The same plant is now flowering

well in what may be called a dwarf state, in a box

2 feet square, in the greenhouse. But the great size of

the n.atural plant is a great merit. I may mention

a plant of the common Celandine has come double this

year, near but not on the garden rubbish heap : appa-

rently it is double in every flower, and the other

Celandines near are entirely single as usual. I

may also mention, with regard to a kind of contro-

versy about the Hepatica at present going on in the

Gardener^ Chronicle, that the Hepatica does very well

indeed here ; I do not remember seeing such large

spreading plants anywhere else, while the Rhododen-
dron also answers particularly well, and Heather is the

natural growth of the soil. An Old Subscriber^ Scotland.

Phajus Wallichii.—What a noble plant this is

for a moderately warm conservatory. We have a

plant just now with eight flower-stems ; they are 5 feet

long, and have in all over 80 flowers expanded. The
leaves are over 3 feet long and 9 inches wide.

They also flower freely in a small state ; some in

6-inch pots have two flower-stems. They continue to

look well for a long time, and are easily managed.
Richard Carr, The Gardens, Taverham Hall.

Primula cortusoides, var. amoena.—Allow me
to call attention to this lovely plant. I know of

nothing more beautiful at this time of the year to

decorate a conservatory or greenhouse. Like other

varieties of Primula it is a close compact growing

plant. The flower-stems rise well above the foliage,

lifting their bloom about 6 inches clear of the leaves,

and thus showing them olT to the greatest advantage.

The flowers are individually large, of a deep rose

colour, from 12 to 20 radiating from the top of each

flower-stem. As these stems are produced in great

abundance, the result is a complete sheet of bloom,

carried clear above the leaves of the plant. I have
plants in 6-inch pots with from iS to 20 flower-stems

each, presenting a mass of colour which could not be
obtained by any other plant in such small pots ; and
the best of all is that the plant is nearly, if not quite

hardy. Mine had been kept in a cold frame with other

hardy things all wdnter, without any covering whatever,
until they were beginning to unfold their lovely flowers,

and were then removed to a greenhouse, where they are

the most conspicuous objects the house contains. Their
culture is of the plainest and simplest character

possible, and therefore need not be entered into at all

;

Ijut I would strongly recommend everyone who is fond

of beautiful flowers to get at once a supply of this

lovely gem. Thos. yones, Gr. to J. E. Taylor, Esq.,

Didsbtiry.

Medinilla magnifica.—I have a grand plant of

this elegant stove shrub coming into bloom, with about

70 immense panicles of flowers. Six years ago it was
a very small plant. Richard Carr. [We should be glad

to know the treatment you have adopted with it. Eds.]

The Vines at Heckfield.—Please allow me to tell

your correspondent " Ebor," p. 599, that his letter is

no reply to the one I wrote respecting the Vines at this

place, as I never said the Vines had not failed, but
that failure was not caused by treatment on the restric-

tive principle. I still abide by all I have written. I

have no doubt but that your readers will quite as readily

accept for truth the remarks of one who is not ashamed
to append his name thereto, as those of " Ebor." Had
he gi\-en liiis, he would not have required to havewnritten

the words, " his predecessor," but would have told your

.eaders (of course with becoming modesty) who it was

that laid the foundation for the improvement of the

Vines during a long stay at Heckfield, viz., iS

months. W. Wildsmith. [We have been favoured

, _th communications from correspondents, confirming

the remarks made by Mr. Wildsinith, but must decline

inserting any further observations on this subject. Eds.]

The Fungus Theory.—To strengthen the defence

of the Fungus question it has been considered necessary

to hazard the statement that "Nature does not bury its

sticks and leaves," for such is the dictum set up by Mr.

Pearson, of Chilwell (see p. 460). To accept this new

theory, for new it is, we must not only ignore all we
ourselves know about Nature, but also endeavour to

forget that ever there existed such geologists as Mur-

chison, Agassiz, Lyell, De laBeche, Miller, &c. ; we must

close the Book ofNature, which, by such men, has been

opened up and read to us page after page, from the

primary formation up to the post-tertiary, and onwards

through the alluvium to the floor on which man now
stands. The whole testimony of the rocks must be

totally disbelieved, the shells found in the lower Silu-

rian, the fossil fishes and lignites of the old red

sandstone,' the encrinites of the mountain lime-

stone, the coal measures, which are said to consist

almost, or entirely, of vegetable organisms, formed

from the destruction of vast forests of timber. As to how
those forests were transformed into basins or formations

of coal our wisest philosophers can only hazard an

opinion. One thing we may accept as certain, and

open to no dispute, which is, that Nature buried

these forests where they are now found. Nature

formed them into beds of coal, which man, for

purposes of fuel, digs out of the earth. ' Had Nature

at such geologic periods neglected—but Nature knows

no neglect—to bui7 and economise her devastated

forests, from the most gigantic of Conifers down to the

tenderest Fern, it would be difiicult to say whether

our modern means of steam locomotion either by land

or sea wouKl ever have had an existence. Is it not to

the coal—the buried sticks and leaves of ages—we are

indebted for enabling us, in our northern latitudes, to

cultivate to such perfection so many delicious fruits and

gorgeous flowering plants of tropical countries ? The
destruction of vast forests, and the burying of sticks and

leaves is still going on. We can neither tell when the

burying of vegetable or animal organisms began, nor

can we say say when they shall cease to be buried— the

burying process goes on continually. There is scarcely

an artesian well dug but gives evidence of buried vege-

tation, and some of it of the most convincing form.

At New Orleans, writes Sir Charles Lyell, " an

artesian well was dug to the depth of 630 feet through

strata containing shells of recent species, without any

signs of the formation of the modern deposit having

been reached ; at a depth of 66 feet Cypress roots

(Ta.\odium distichum) are mentioned ; again at 130 feet

bark of the Cypress, and at a depth of 153 feet, a Cedar

log in a sound state." In borings made in other

parts of the world, similar evidences of buried vege-

tation have been found. It is indeed difficult to say

where did, or where did not, forests of timber exist,

where they were buried or where they were burned

—the forests beds of Cromer, for instance. Every

ship which sinks in the sea and becomes im-

bedded in the mud or sand, and every tree brought

down by a river and imbedded in its delta, is all proof

of Nature burying its sticks, and these, like the fossil

plants of our coal measures, will form in turn the fossils

of future geological epochs. Descending to even a more
humble agency by which Nature buries its refuse, it

would be difiicult to estimate either the quantity or

bulk of decayed sticks and leaves drawn into the ground

by the common earthworm. For further evidence in

proof of buried sticks extending to even immense forests

of heavy timber, see Lyell's
'

' Principles of Geology,

"

loth edition, chap. xUv., p. 495. From this chapter

and at p. 499 I may perhaps be allowed to make the

following quotation:
—"In Hatfield Moss, in York

shire, which appears clearly to have been a forest iSoo

years ago. Fir trees have been found 90 feet long, and

sold for masts and keels of ships ; Oaks have also been

discovered there above loo feet long. The dimension;

of an Oak from this Moss are given in the ' Philo

sophical Transactions,' No. 275, which must have been

larger than any tree now existing in the British

dominions." If we buckle on a dread of Fungus from

having a knowledge that sticks and leaves are buried

in the earth, our knowledge is verv ample. The more
we pry into the diflerent strata forming the earth's

crust, the more are we convinced of its being the great

"chamel house" in which is entombed in such

quantities as to form even the very rock itself, fossils

of both the animal and vegetable kingdoms. In

advancing such a theory that "Nature does not bury

sticks and leaves," Mr. Pearson has many learned

men to oppose. He may be found in a minority, but

if he has, like Galileo, well studied his subject, his

minority will do him no harm. If, on the other hand,

he merely advances it as a statement to "prop up" a

tumbling down argument, then, as has already been

shown, his statement must fall to the ground, and

instead of doing the party he professes to belong to a

service, he does them positive harm, and impedes the

progress of this otherwise very interesting controversy.

Win. Miller, Combe Abbey Gardens.

Diseased Cedar.—I should be very much obliged

if you could give me any advice respecting the tree of

which I enclose a small piece. It is a Cedar of about

70 years' gi'owth, standing in a border near to a carriage

drive, and has been (some years ago) deprived of all its

lower br.anches, to enable a carriage to pass under.

Just lately it has begim to shed its leaves to such an

extent as to be now almost bare, and as this is what it

has not done in previous years, I am afraid it is dying.

Cracks, too, ha\e appeared in the bark within about a

yard from the ground, from which there has been a

great escape of turpentine. Is there anything which

you could advise to be done that might tend to prevent

the death of the tree, which I should very greatly regret

to lose. J. B., Combe Hay Rectory, Bath, April 30.

[The symptoms are not encouraging. The presump-

tion, we are afraid, is, that the tree will die, and very

probably indirectly in consequence of the too severe

lopping to which it has been subjected. If our

diagnosis is right, nothing can be done to restore the

tree. In fact, it is practically already dead, and the

remaining verdure and vitality is little more than the

unextinguished life which lingers in the dead frame for

a time after decease, like the quivering of a man's

muscles after his head has been cut ofti We should

like to know in another year whether our prognostic

comes true. For the sake of our correspondent, and

his Cedar, we hope we may be mistaken. Eds.]

Vines.—In October last we had our vineries

repaired, the sashes being all taken off the roof of the

houses. The leaves were quite green, and the wood
far from ripe, and during the time they were thus

exposed the frost destroyed the foliage. .-Vt the present

time the Vines are showing very few bunches and

growing to laterals where the bunches should be.

The wood is strong, and in former years we had a fair

crop. The roots are outside, and the border is in a

bad state, owing to leakage from a drain that runs

along the front of the houses. I have plenty of room
inside for a border ; would you advise me to have one

made ? Had the frost of last autumn anything to do
with the present state of my Vines? A. C, Surbiton.

[The unripe condition of the wood, aggravated by
exposure and the destruction of the leaves by frost,

have no doubt a good deal to do with the present want

of crop. As the Vines are strong, they can scarcely

require a new inside border, but the damage from the

leaky drain should be made good. Eds.]

The Trees in the Parks about London.—I quite

agree with "C.'s" judicious and cautious remarks

upon this subject (see p. 564), excepting that I should

much prefer fresh loam to leaf-mould as a top-

dressing to the roots. His concluding suggestions of

the importance -of a thorough examination and syste-

matic plan of the whole, preceding action, is of the

highest importance. A careful report of the state of

the trees could easily be made, and it could not be

difficult to get a good plan of the whole of any

of the parks, with the proposed changes and

ultimate results of such alterations, submitted to our

President of the Board of Works. It also appears

to me that, with the exception of Rotten Row,
which might tax the genius of the lamlscape gardener

considerably to alter, and the resources of the cultivator

to renew the trees on the same spot, there are no
other portions of Hyde Park that might not be

re-arranged with comparative ease. But I believe in

the case of avenues much might be done to save

them by top-dressing and watering ; the latter is

perhaps almost as important as the former, and I

would water the tops as well as the roots. There is

plenty of water-power at hand to send a stream right

over the highest trees. During hard droughts the trees

should frequently be drenched towards evening with a

heavy shower from a pipe and hose ; suffici«nt should be

given to run through to the roots. In the case of old

Elms, a different plan of watering would have to be

adopted, the boles and stems only being watered. A
heavy shower from a hose, on their leaves, would bring

down the branches, but most young trees could be thus

watered with impunity, and root-watering would do a

great deal for the trees. The ground is trodden so

firm in most of the parks, that the rain that ought to

nourish the roots runs off ; the trees consequently

perish for want of water. If a report is made such as

that suggested by your correspondent, one point of

great importance to inquire into would be the most

suitable trees for the different parks. All Elms except

the Huntingdon variety ought to be condemned, from

their disfiguring and dangerous frailty of dropping

their branches without apparent cause or timely

warning. I am glad your correspondent ac-

knowledges the importance of an entire change of

soil for the young trees. Where practicable, I advised a

change of site for the plantations ; but where artistic or

other considerations render this impossible, the same

result may be attained, though not so thoroughly, by

bringing fresh earth to the old site. To plant young

trees among the old, in the old soil, is a mere waste of

timeandmoney. [Hear, hear.] The base line of the new
plantations should also be diversified with raised banks

of earth. These might readily be so disposed as to

shut out unsightly objects and biting winds at the same

time, while they would afford depth of root-room for

the trees and shrubs. In deep fresh earth, and with

plenty of water at the top and bottom, there can be

little difficulty in preserving the vegetable clothing of

our public parks in health. An Arboriculturist.
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Cantua dependens.—How is it that Cantua

dependens is not more gi'own ? I think for the want
of being better known, and to recommend its more
general cultivation is my object in writing, for a more
beautiful plant is seldom seen than this when in flower.

We have liere a plant 10 or 12 feet high, which has

been in bloom for some time, and will continue yet

longer, many of the flower buds not yet showing colour.

It is rather singular the plant commenced to flower

at the highest part, and continues opening downwards.
The plant has been greatly admired by all wlio ha\'e

seen it. There is a common sort which must not be

confounded with dependens, though many times it has

been sent out for it. I may remark that the plant

planted out against a pillar ; but it may be gi'own

in a pot with little trouble ; green-fly seems to be its

chief enemy. I have sent a branch, with a few flowers,

for your inspection ; as you will observe, some of

them have had iS or 20 flowers upon them : fancy a

plant covered with such lovely blossoms ! There are, no
doubt, much larger plants in the country (and I shall be

glad to see many more) ; ours was planted about two
years ago, the soil we used being composed of about
two-thirds turfy loam, with one-third peat, leaf-soil,

and sand. Let me strongly recommend Tacsonia Van
Volxemi, which will thrive with similar soil and treat-

ment ; it has flowered here eight months of the year

for the last three years. A. S. Kemp^ Haughh
Gardens, Shiffnal, Salop.

Sizes of Flower Pots.—I have some thoughts of

being an exhibitor at a provincial flower show, in sonn
classes where the schedule states that the size of pot,

must not exceed 10 and 14 inches respectively. I have
lately had an opportunity of conversing with several

regular exhibitors as to what was the proper way of

measuring, but we could come to no definite conch
on the subject, some asserting that the proper way
to measure from outside to inside at the top of the

others that the measure should be taken inside only, at

the top of the rim. I am told by no less an authority

than Mr. William Paul that the riUe observed at the

London shows is to measure the inside one inch frc

or below the top of the rim. Now this appears to r

to be the most correct method, as it gives nearer th;

any other the dimensions of the soil the plant has to

grow in. As this is a subject of very great importance
both to exhibitors and judges, and as all, I am sure,

are wishful to avoid contention in the matter, I and
many others would thank the Editors to state for our
guidance what is the rule in this matter. Of course

none would be so narrow-minded as to dispute about a

matter of half an inch, as it is impossible m any given

cast (a dozen, as the potters in this neighbourhood call

them) to get them of exactly one measurement. Robert

Featherstone, TheGardens, SC. Ami's Villa, Burley^Leeds,

April 30. [The proper mode of measuring the diameter
of a flower-pot is to take the length of a line extending
from the inner surface on one side to the inner surface

on the opposite side, just below the rim, at about the

point to which the soil is filled up in using it—

•

practically one inch or thereabouts below the upper
edge, in pots of the sizes used for exhibition purposes.

Eds.]

Electric Thermometer. — The following is a
description of an electric thermometer which I invented
some time ago. Its construction is so simple, and its^

object is so accurately and easily accomplished, that I
think it will be interesting as well as useful to som&o^
your readers. To simplify the description I havey^e*it

two sketches, which, although imperfectly pade,
embody the principle of the instrument, and will give
a pretty accurate idea as to its practical application. Fig.
121 represents the thermometer, which is conveniently
suspended from a rafter of the plant-house, in the usual

way ; from this instrument two wires are conveyed to

the dwelling-house, and are connected to the instm-
ment, fig. 122, and the battery, thus forming a complete
circuit, exceptwhencontact is broken at fig. 121. Inthis
figure, (7, fl, a, a, are four brass elbows which almost
meet at 0^ but so far apart that actual contact does
not take place. These elbows are inserted into sockets
L, and can be conveniently raised or lowered by the

screws S ; in the centre at o, is a light wire placed
perpendicular and made to float on the mercury in the
glass tube a ; on this wire is soldered a small
piece of brass, d, which exactly fits the aperture at (?,

and as the mercury expands or contracts, the piece of
brass, d, is pressed against either of the apertures o, a
complete contact is formed, and a current of electricity

established. By comparing the expansion and con-
traction of the mercury with an ordinary thermometer,
a complete graduated scale can be made out, to which
the elbows, a, a, a, a, can be set to the temperature
necessary for the alarm bell to be rung. Fig. 122 repre-
sents the instrument by which the alann is wrought

;

E in this instrument is a coil of insulated copper wire,
coiled round a bundle of soft iron wires. When a current
of electricity is passed through this coil, the iron wires
become powerfully magnetic, which attracts the iron
armature a, of tlie lever, e, e; the lever is drawn
down from the point of the screw s', thus
breaking the current of electricity. When there is

no current the elasticity of the spring s, brings
the lever back to the point of the screw s',

thus establishing another current of electricity, which,
so long as the brass D, in fig. 121, presses into the aper-
ture at Of the lever ^ ^ in fig. 122 is kept moving on its

axis a, which by its up and downward movements
pulls the string R, which is attached to a light alarm
bell By the above brief description the circuit of the

voltaic current will be easily perceived, but to illustrate

it further I will note its course, as it leaves the

positive pole of the battery, travelling to the ther-

mometer by the wire -f- , to the binding screw f, and
by the elbows already described to the binding
screw e, leaving by the wire, and enters the instru-

ment fig. 122 by the wire -F-, to the coil E, and from
thence to the brass standard N by the screw T, travers-

ing the lever e c, and spring s ; leaving the instrument

by the binding screw/, and returning to the negative

pole of the battery by the wire. For the permanent

working of the electric thermometer it is necessary to

connect it with a battery that requires little attention
;

this is found in a battery named Marie Davey, which is

Fig.

charged with a slightly soluble salt (persulphate of

mercury) and water : when set up carefully, it will

keep in action for nearly 12 months without further

attention. There is no limit to the extension of the

electric thermometer, a hundred houses may be con-

nected as well as one, to the gardeners' dwelling, and
all worked by one battery only ; the instrument ^vill

cost but a trifle, and-when it is once fitted up it liVill

last-''for years. IV. Cochrane, Foreman, Balcarnx
gardens, Colinsburgh, Fi/eshire.

'' The Bougainvilleas at Henley-on-Thames.
—Since i860, when Mr. J. Daniels, gardener to the

Rev. C. E. Ruck-Keene, at Swyncombe Park, Henley-
on-Thames, created such a sensation in the horticul-

tural world by the manner in which he bloomed
that most magnificent stove-plant, Bougainvillea

speciosa— *' one of the very foremost among the flowers

we cultivate for their beauty "—and continuously down
to the present time, the annual blooming of this

splendid species has been a series of unbroken suc-

cesses. Formerly it occupied one of two low span-

roofed houses, 50 feet in length ; then, getting beyond
the bounds of it above, it was carried through the top

of the partition into the other house ; but now the par-

tition has been altogether removed, the two houses

thrown into one, and the Bougainvillea is gradually

filling the whole length and breadth of the roof. Now,
at the very height of its superb beauty, it forms an

interior roofing of lustrous mauve. The branches are not

rigidly trained to the roof, only the leading ones ; and
from these hang down a profusion of lateral shoots, of

rying lengths, in the form of pendent wreaths. To
describe it and its marvellous beauty would be worthy
the attempt of the great word-painter, Ruskin ; lesser

mortals, untouched by the poetic fire, that imparts

. nervous action to graphic pens, can only in-

tinctively uncover in its presence, and yield

it a silent homage the lips cannot express. The
remainder of the roof of the Bougainvillea-house is

occupied by a plant of B. glabra, a capital succession

to B. speciosa, which fills all the roof space unoccupied

by the latter. Since the Comte de Rouelle brought

the Bougainvillea speciosa to Swyncombe from the

Continent, where he had seen it blooming in the open
- on the front of some Government buildings, and

wards to the present time, no one seems to be so

eply interested in its development as the French
bleman himself, who occasionally visits Swyncombe.

The roots of the plant have now got away quite beyond

the control of Mr. Daniels, and penetrate through not

only to the border of a vinery at the farthermost end

of the Bougainvillea-house, but also into a Potato
frame at the south-west side of it, and in each case the
fine rootlets come upwards seeking the rich soil near
the surface. Also, there is no doubt that roots are in

the chalk rubble forming the foundation of the path
between the Bougainvillea-house and the vinery, and
also in the lubble serving as drainage to the Vine
border. It has been assumed that Mr. Daniels has hit

upon some mode of treating this splendid plant, which
he keeps a profound secret, and hesitates to impart
it to others ; instead, Mr. Daniels is only too de-

sirous of furnishing every item of information likely

to aid others in reaching the same results ; and points

to the fact that the plant, having penetrated beyond
the house, cannot be curbed wholly at will ; and so

much sustenance does it derive from this enlargement
of root-room, that Mr. Daniels no longer feels it to be
necessaiy to give the plant supplies of liquid manure.
Practically, it would appear that if Bougainvillea
speciosa can be but planted in a house suited for it,

and near the boiler for the sake of ripening it thoroughly
in due season, it, when established, becomes a plant

easy of culture, if the incidents of cutting in and other
small details be observed. To Mr. Daniels it repre-

sents a plant comparatively easy of cultivation ; and
there seems no valid reason why it should not become
so to others. Perhaps one of the chief difficulties

besetting the cultivator (and it is not one difficult to

surmount) has to be encountered in the earliest stage
of the plant's career. Then it is that the fine and deli-

cate roots of the plant are apt to Le killed iust as root

action sets in, by over-watering and bad drainage. In
laying the foundation of the future plant, a thorough
drainage should be provided, so that the water
can percolate readily through the soil about the roots,

and pass away from any immediate contact with them
when stagnant. In all probability, the natural

subsoil of chalk at Swyncombe Park has materially

aided Mr. Daniels now that the roots of his splendid

specimen have got away beyond the boundaries of the

house ; still the conclusions just sought to be drawn are

no doubt correct, and of vital importance to the cuUi-

vator. When the "delicate young rootlets," as Mr.
Daniels terms them, have thickened, and become
thereby strengthened, the chances of danger are

lessened. The directions as to watering laid down by
Mr. Daniels on p. 346 are worthy of being reproduced
in this relation :

— " Plant out in this bed " [i. e., turn-

ing the young plant from a pit into a pit-bed prepared
as its abiding place), "in good friable soil, consisting

of leaf-mould, rotten dung, and sandy loam, with a
little sand and peat, and charcoal if obtainable. Water
sufficient to settle the soil, which keep a little moist
through the growing season. Be careful to dry off and
ripen the wood thoroughly before autumn, then keep
the plants dry till January, when they will begin to

show bloom, and when they may be gradually moistened
by giving water in sufficient quantity to wet all the

soil." There seems every reason to believe that it is a
plant preferring comparative dryness at the roots to

undue moisture. The cutting-back of the Bougainvillea
is a matter of prime importance. B. speciosa may be
said to throw two classes of shoots, ist, a number of long
thin wiry wreath-like laterals from the leading branches
springing from the main shoots of the plant, the

which bloom the second year ; and, 2d, a quantity of
^hick, fleshy, very strong, vigorous shoots, coming
a.>vay from the old wood—the former are thinned

oiit pretty freely in the case of a vigorous plant like the

one at Swyncombe, but not headed back. At the

oureet of his experience of the plant, Mr. Daniels used
to head these back, but does not do so now. On the

other hand, the thick fleshy shoots coming away from
the old wood are remorselessly cut back, as hard and
close as possible, so as to prevent their breaking

again. In this way the balance of the production of

wood with that of blossom is sustained, and from the

point where the stem rises to the roof of the liouse

from the pit in which it is planted, to its farthermost

point, the rich gifts of its richly-coloured bracts are

heaped up in happy plenteousness. This season,

singular to state, B. speciosa is blooming from the

young growth of the present year. This unusual
effect Mr. Daniels traces to the simple cause that some
alterations made during last summer in the Bougain-

villea-house necessitated the removal of the roof, and
the plant was much exposed during the hot dry weather
that prevailed. B. glabra is just beginning to develop

its pale rosy bracts in the same house as that containing

B. speciosa. It is now beginning to make growth
and produce bloom at the same time. It is the

easiest of all the species to bloom; if it makes gi-owth in a

sufficiently warm atmosphere, it must bloom, and does

so for eight or nine months, just as long as it makes
young wood ; and last season, when fully exposed to

the outer air, owing to the removal of the roof of the

house, it continued to bloom, notwithstanding the

exposure. As soon as it has done blooming it is cut

back closely as in the case of a Vine, generally about

the beginning of the new year. Not less successful in

blooming B. speciosa, has been Mr. W. H. Good, gr.

to Miss Majoribanks, Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames.

Just at the time that Mr. Daniels obtained so much
notoriety for blooming the Bougainvillea some 10 years

ago, Mr. Good got a plant from Mr. Daniels, and

placed it in the second of a fine range of lean-to plant-

houses and vineries. Here it did well for the space of

six years, and four years ago the plant was lifted, and
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planted at the furthest end of the first house occupying

the east end of the range, a bed being prepared for it

just where the flow pipes rise from tlie boiler. It

sustained no check, and it is now a magnificent plant

trained in the leading shoots along the roof, from which

hang down in great profusion almost numberless wreaths

of flowers. The higher elevation of this house, as

compared with the Bougainvillea-house at .Swyncombe,

^helps to show it off to better advantage ; and the

'success attained by Mr. Good requires that his name

should be bracketed with that of Mr. Daniels as

a foremost cultivator of Bougaiimllea speciosa in the

present day. In each case collections of stove plants

are gr-owm in the houses occupied by the Bougain\'illea.

This is stated to show that no harm arises to the plant,

nor does the glowing lustre of the bracts become

dimmed from any evaporation that may arise from the

presence of the plants beneath. R. D,

Foreign Correspondence.
Colonial Botanic Gardens—Brisbane.—From

Mr. Walter Hill's report on this garden, we read that

the chief feature in the way of improvement during

the past year has been the addition of two artificial

lagoons, in a line with the original two. One of these

was to be devoted to the cultivation of the Victoria

regia, which has flowered in the gardens, but which,

for want of a proper supply of water, finally perished.

As this for the future is no longer a hindrance, it is

intended to reintroduce the plant, which, together with

specimens of Nelumbium and Nymphsea, will present

in the four lagoons a beautiful diversity of these

interesting plants. Mr. Hill proceeds to say :

—

In the matter of e,>cperiments, I have largely extended

every department, and with the most gratifying results.

The Urtica nivea, or China Grass plant, may no longer

rank experimentally. That it will flourish fully as

well in Queensland as in its native land there can be

no doubt ; and it is to be hoped and trusted that its

cultivation and manufacture for commercial purposes

will, ere long, engage the attention of capitalists. I may
report with equal satisfaction of the other plants hereto-

fore ranking under the experimental department, but

which may now be regarded as thoroughly acclimatised

and adapted to

(Indigofera tine
• .

.

Coffee plant (Coffea arabica), &c., have all realised
, 5,,j,|-^g ,j,3j],g-[,j(j been asked on what authority Tfiteleia

the most sanguine expectations ; and thriving Inxu-
| uniflora was being sold about the country as T. alliacea?

riantly as they do in the gardens, there can be no doubt
j

He wished to say that this was a mistake, as the plant in

that many other parts of the colony would prove ' question was formerly shown as Leucocorj-ne alliacea,

suited to their cultivation. 1
though that genus differed from Triteleia in the number of

The seventeen varieties of Sugar-cane planted in the
[

stamens, which were six in the former plant, and three

gardens are thriving admirably. There has been

Darling Downs district, as there cannot exist a doubt

as to the advantage possessed by that locality for the

cultivation of the Grape. These varieties will include

the famous Catawba (from which large quantities of

wine are manufactured annually), the Concord, Hube-
mont, Anna, &c., all of which are highly prized for

their fruit or for the wine made therefrom.

The Mango fruit, of which there are several varieties

in the gardens, flourishes in all its native perfection.

The one imported from Bombay bears fruit annually,

and a seedling obtained from the West Indies some
eight years since has been reared most successfully, this

being the fourth year of its bearing fruit. The flavour

of the Mango is indescribable, being entirely sni

generis, approximating to nothing which is com-

monly known. It is mellow and gi-ateful to the

palate, and elicits warm encomiums from all who
have tasted it. The Mango plants imported from

Java are likewise in a healthy condition. The Banana
plants, of which there are six varieties from Java, are

all bearing fniit of a superior winey flavour, and the

different plants appear well suited to the climate of

Queensland. Of the remainder of the fruits under cul-

tivation the Chinese Date Plum (Diospyros Kaki), the

Jack (Artocarpus integrifolia), the Cherimoya (Anona
Cherimolia), are mentioned, all of which continue healthy

and productive. The various species of the Cinchona

plant, both indigenous and imported, are thriving most

satisfactorily, and ere long it is to be hoped that this

valuable bark will become an additional source of

revenue to the colony. Among the plants introduced

into the gardens during the past year are the Cochineal

plant and insect, the Cocculus palmatus, which is

prized for its medicinal virtues as an agreeable tonic,

and others chiefly ornamental. Mr. Hill concludes

his interesting report by saying that the visiting public

appear to be taking an increasing interest in the

gardens, judging from the increasing number ofvisitors,

and the desire exhibited for information on various

matters connected with the gardens.

Societies.

Royal Horticultural : May 4.—W. W. Saunders,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.—Theusual preliminary business
regarueu iu. u.o.oug,,,;, <...;w,,..,,c.,

,

4 ,

„^^,i„' j,^; <,,uded, and the awards of the Fruit

. . t ?''.''"i "^^Tl \^ S r f fl '
and Floral cLmittees having been announced, the Rev.

(Indigofera tnictoria), the Tea plant (Ihea Bohea), the
|
j^, , Berkeley proceeded to address the meeting, first

the latter. mg at a former meeting directed attention

glass wall at Chiswick, he was
immense crop of fniit had set,

, . . ,j -.r,, , I

iiiiu i.iaL inc I. cca w^.^ ..^. or in a better condition than at
erage sacchanne yield of the several

I

j^^t. In the new orchard-house there was also every
'cr to several applications from a prospect of a very large crop, especially of Apricots, of
"' ' " ' ""

'

•>
, . . , ,_. ,.___:

of the fifth

ireat demand for them bolh at home and abroad, «° 'h«gy<=a'be.aut\of the gl;

which has interfered, hitherto, with any practical test
! PiT,?,i"^h"re;s were never

to determine the avi

varieties. In answer
gentleman appointed by the Mauritius Government, X

have forwarded samples of thirteen different varieties to

that colony, the remaining four having been imported

from thence. The gentleman in question, lately con-

nected with the botanical department of that island,

expressed agreeable sui-prise at the luxuriant manner in

which the canes flourished, and the number of varieties

under cultivation.

There are now in the grounds several varieties of

grasses under cultivation, the object being to deter-

mine which will prove most hardy under our climatic

influences, and at the same time most nutritious for

stock. The Guinea Grass (Panicum jumentorum),

and a species of Paspalum, are both largely cultivated

in Demerara and other parts of the West Indies for

their nutritious properties. These grasses have been

growing in the gardens for the last thirteen years, and

both are capital grasses for dairy purposes, &c. The
Buftalo Grass appears to thrive well, but can hardly

be recommended for sheep, as it is coarse in quality, and

they do not appear to thrive on it. The Prairie Grass

(Bromus), however, has gi-eater claims to favour;

it is perennial, and much relished by horses, cattle, and

sheep ; and although they give the preference to other

glasses, will fatten on it, and it possesses the great

recommendation of being exceedingly hardy, and proof

against the action of either drought or flood. For

pastoral purposes, however, a mixture of certain tonic

and carminative herbs mil tend greatly to fatten, as

also to conduce to the health of stock. The pasturage

in the Darling Downs district is impregnated with the

Wild Carrot (Daucus brachiatus), &c., and in no p.irt

of the colony do stock thrive and fatten better. The
gi-asses adapted for cattle do not answer for sheep, as

they prefer the short dry grasses, while cattle, on the

other hand, prefer the rank, coarse grasses which are

to be found in low lands.

Mr. Hill says he has recently made application to

agriculturists both in India and South America for

seeds of such grasses as prove best suited to those

climates, as the importance of the best knowledge upon
the subject cannot be overestimated in an agricultural

country like Queensland. He goes on to say :—I am
happy to report that the Grape Vines of this depart-

ment have as yet escaped disease ; and I am now in

daily expectation of receiving a valuable consignment

of 26 varieties from the United States of America. I

purpose, after increasing them, to distribute them

among some of the principal Vine giowers of the

enormous crop had set. Specii

generation of wild Cabbage, from seed obtained from

.Abergele in North Wales, were then exhibited. The leaves

differed from the original form in being more divided. One
peculiar feature in the distinguishing characters of this

plant was that, though hens are fond of pecking thi

Cabbage tribe generally they would not touch this plant

Some obser\ations were then made upon the Auriculas

exhibited in the Conservatory, and the speaker directed

attention to the beauties of a small Californian Liliaceous

plant (Calochortus splendens), a beautiful genus of plants,

which had been said to be difficult of cultivation : but he

believed that if they were grown in a mixture of sandy

peat and a little loam, in a light position, under a north

wall, they would be found to do well. A very handsome
species of Iris, exhibited by Mr. Ware, of Tottenham,

then came under notice, with a promise that further par-

ticulars concerning it should be furnished at a future

meeting. Toxicophloea splendens, a new apocyna-

ceous plant from South Africa, exhibited by Mr.

Cooper, of Reigate, next came under review ; the

bark of this shrub is exceedingly poisonous, and
is used by the natives to poison their arrows. Another
extremely poisonous plant, frequently found in stoves in

this country, was the common Oleander {Nerium Olean-

der), which was so much so that it was very dangerous
even to sleep under it. A case of poisoning in connection

with it was mentioned, in which a party of 12 soldiers of

the French army, camping near them, made skewers of

the wood to roast their meat, the consequence being that

7 out of the 12 were killed by the poison imparted to the

meat. Some comments upon the specimen of Coslebo-

gjme ilicifolia brought by Major Trevor Clarke, were

then made.
The Chairman then directed attention to several hand-

some new species of Palms, which were exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch ; to a useful free-flowering species of Aloe,

which he believed to be A. acuminata, and which

belonged to a most beautiful class of succulent plants,

which, not being fashionable, were sadly neglected.

Alluding to the wild Cabbage shown by Mr. Berkeley,

and to the fact that hens would not touch them, ho

remarked that in his own garden he was much plagued

with skylarks, which came in droves early in the mornings,

and ate the leaves of his Broccoli almost to the ribs. He
also could not understand why blackbirds were so fond of

picking off the pips of Polyanthuses and Primroses, as

they did not seem to eat them,

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair, .^fter the formal business had been

concluded, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley stated that he had
examined the floury matter from the interior of Caladium
bicolor exhibited by the Chairman at the last meeting, and

found it to consist of starch grains of extreme minuteness
;

a quantity of mites, such as are so commonly seen in flour,

were also detected.

A brisk discussion ensued between Professor Westwood,
Mr. Stainton, Mr. Murray, and the other entomologists

present, as to the eggs of the insect exhibited at the last

meeting (see p. 596). The debate turned on the question

whether or no the pecuhar furry investment of the eggs

was the produce of the insect itself, or consisted of the

hairs from the bracts of the Willow. The prevalent

opinion seemed to be that the moth herself produced the

hairy matter, and that the insect in question was no other

than Eriogastra lanestris (see Mr. Doubleday's letter in

another column). Ultimately it was decided to wait for

further evidence before pronouncing a final decision. Mr.
Home exhibited some Vine leaves affected with hyper-

trophy of their tissues.

Mr. Berkeley showed some leaves of Peach trees pre-

senting singular circular spots, from the centre of which
exuded a sugary matter. It was supposed to be a result

of insect puncture.
Mr. Munby exhibited flowering specimens of a species

of Violet, collected by himself near the summits of the

Atlas Mountains, and called Viola Munbyana. The plant

is not unlike V. lutca, and was stated to be quite hardy.

Dr. Masters exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Parker, a
shoot of Acer Negundo variegatum, which had partially

reverted to the green form. The curious point was that

the green shoots appeared uniformly on one side of the

branch. ' In the case of the small lateral shoots the same
arrangement pertained. Dr. Masters also exhibited a
Carrot, the two main subdivisions of which had become
spirally entwined, the one around the other. The follow-

ing communication, from Mr. Simpson, Broomfield

Lodge, Chelmsford, was then read, and the circumstances

which had given rise to it explained :

—

'•Potato and Artichoke Grafting.—Notwithstanding the

success which has attended Potato grafting, it un-

doubted still remains a vcxata giiestio, and the successful

grafting of the Artichoke into the Potato, and vice versA,

is for manifest reasons infinitely more so. However, Mr.
Taylor, Mr. Fenn, and others, have solved the problem of

the former, and I now claim to have solved the problem
of the latter, and believe myself to have accomplished the

feat of producing a cross between the Artichoke and
Potato. After taking up my grafted Potatos and Arti-

chokes last September, I was led to believe that a cross

had been effected between the Artichoke and Potato,

which aroused my interest not a little, and induced me to

plant the produce in pots, which I did the first week in

December, and placed them in a Peach-house which

was just being started.
" After they had fairiy started, and the heat became too

much for them, 1 removed them to a cold i-inery. where

they remained till yesterday. Being ripe, I turned them
out of the pots, and although the Potatos have now pro-

duced something better than " mongrels," they neverthe-

less exhibit no such cross as the Artichoke and Potato,

but have produced some few decidedly handsome tubers.

On referring to my letter in this Journal at p. 1065, 1869, it

will be found that the Potatos grafted into the Artichokes

were in each instance killed by frost, while the Artichokes

grafted into the Potatos survived. It will also be seen

that the Artichokes grafted on Fluke produced a round

pinkish tuber ; and in a leading article on this subject the

Editors proclaim that tuber to be Artichoke, and not

Potato. [Our statement was to the effect that, supposing

the Artichoke scion to have grown, and to have produced

tubers, those tubers would be Artichoke tubers. Eds.]

Let us now look at it, however. That tuber was planted

in a 12-inch pot, and has now produced seven tubers,

three of which are .about the size of a Bantam's egg, and
the remainder quite small. I herewith beg to forward

the whole for your inspection, and it is now for you to

say whether they are Artichoke or Potato, or both.
'

' You will obsen'e all the tubers are round, four of them

red, the others white, and you will also observe that

they are a good shaped tubers, very rough-skinned,

resembling the Red Regent, and that the largest of the

tubers partakes somewhat of the character of the Artichoke

about the eyes.
'

' Now what has wTought this entire change of both

character and colour but the grafting ? Or is it due to

other circumstances ? If the former be the direct cause,

then it is manifest that a cross is effected, and if the latter.

Potato grafting is but a dream. Please give your opinion,

and be so good as to return me the tubers in a few days,

that I may lose no time in getting them planted out-of-

doors ; and I pledge myself to again send you the produce

in the autumn of this year, if you think it worth while."

Great interest was manifested in the exhibition of

these—Potatos? the more so as they are very different

from the Fluke, and with only a distant resemblance to

Artichokes. Of the seven tubers sent some were much
larger than the others, and bluntly and regulariy egg-

shaped, with a rough red skin ; the others were spherical,

smooth, and white. It was hardly to be expected that

the Committee would accede to Mr. Simpson's opinion,

though giving that gentleman full credit for veracity. It

was suggested that one of the tubers be sent to Chiswick,

and the remainder returned to Mr. Simpson for further

experiment. Whatever be the explanation, it is certain

that Mr. Simpson has produced Potato tubers, which are

not those of the Fluke, and certainly not of the Artichoke.

AMiether they are cross productions in the sense intended

by Mr. Simpson, can only be decided after further trials ;

and Mr. Simpson has brought forward evidence, which,

however opposed to all our notions, at least deser\-es to

be submitted to further experiment.

The Chairman exhibited specimens of Wlieat plant

partly destroyed by wireworm and partly by the grub of

an insect, determined by Prof. Westwood to be Musca
Frit, and which devours the heart of the plant, but at the

same time induces the formation of laterals which bear

ears, and hence are not objected to by the farmers ; a view

from which the Chairman and others ex-pressed dissent.

Major Clarke exhibited a cross between the Oxlip-form

of Primrose and the garden Polyanthus. He stated that
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he could never get a cross between the Cowslip and the

Primrose, though this was stated to have been effected by

the late Prof. Henslow.
An interesting conversation on Mr. I. Anderson-Henry's

Primroses and other crossed forms then ensued. Lastly,

Major Clarke showed a flowering spray of Ccelebogyne

iiicifoha, the so-called Virginity plant.

Floral Committee.—Rev. Joshua Dix in the chair.

From Messrs. Veitch & Sons came handsome young
specimens of Carludovica rotundifoHa, a very hand-

some Cyclanth, and of the following graceful Palms :
—

Euterpe sylvestris, Areca monostachya, Deckenia no-

bilis, and Geonoma pumila, to which First-class Cer-

tificates were severally awarded ; along with the above

came a charming species of Adiantum, named Veitchli,

from Muna, to which the same award was made ; and a

new ..\zalea, named Acme, of a somewhat novel shade of

rosy crimson colour. Mr. B. S. Williams exhibited, for

the first time in this country, flowering specimens of

Tillandsia Lindeniana, and Cochliostema Jacobianum.
The former is a beautiful stove herb, bearing a distichous

scape—about 6 inches above the leaves—of large, rich,

blue flowers, with a whitish throat. It was obtained by

M. Linden, from Brazil, with whom it has flowered. It

is figured in Kegel's " Gartenflora," t. 619, and has been
exhibited on several occasions last summer, but not in

bloom. The Cochliostema was a very fine specimen, with

three large spikes of expanded blooms, and several others

showing. It was first exhibited by M. Linden at the

Paris Exhibition in May, 1867, where it created quite a

"sensation." A full description of this extraordinary

plant, together with an illustration, will be found in our

own columns at p. 265, 1868. A First-class Certificate

was deservedly awarded in each case. With the above came
a fine specimen of Amaryllis carminata, with large, rich,

bright vermilion flowers, and a scarlet and white flower-

ing variety named President. Mr. Veitch, Exeter, sent a

large form of Anthurium Scherzerianum grandiflorum,

with very large spathes ; and from Mr. S. Parsons,

Brighton, came specimens of Reseda odorata eximia, a

large-flowered very fragrant variety, to which a First-class

Certificate was awarded. Mr. Green, gr. to W. W.
Saunders, Esq., received a similar award for a flowering

specimen of the singular Pothos ventricosa. Mr. Green
also exhibited Odontoglossum cariniferum, with one good
spike, and the pretty little Calochortus splendens. From
Mr. Cooper, Reigate, came a flowering specimen of Toxi-

cophlcea spectabilis, a new white-flowered evergreen shrub,

from South Africa. Messrs. Carter & Co. sent very nice

balloon-trained plants of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, pelta-

tum elegans, and Dr. Schomburgk. Messrs. Rollisson &
Sons sent a variegated Azalea, named Bijou de Ledeberg,

with pretty rose-coloured flowers ; Epidendrum floribun-

dum, and the dark red-flowered Kennedya Marryaitae

superba. From Mr. C. Noble, Bagshot, came a beau-

tiful group of his new Clematis, to one of which,

called Lord Londesborough, a fine bronze-coloured flower,

shaded with blue and red, a First-class Certificate was
awarded. The same award of merit was also given to

Viola lutea major, a fine new yellow bedding Pansy, from

Mr. Parker, Tooting; to a new dwarf and free flowering

white edged Pelargonium, named Avalanche, with white

flowers, from Mr. W. Paul ; to a handsome and highly

curious species of Iris from Mr. Ware, Tottenham ; and
to a fine new Caladium, named Princess Alexandra, of

a creamy yellow ground, with rose and green venation

from Messrs. E. G. Henderson. Mr. Cox, gr. to W.
Wells, Esq., M.P., Redleaf, sent some fine cut blooms
of Rhododendron Aucklandii. Mr. Chapman, Llandudno,
North Wales, again exhibited one of his new patent flowei

boxes, a very useful contrivance for conveying cut flowers,

which was highly commended by the Committee.

Frmt Committee.—Geo. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. No prizes being offered for competition on
this occasion, there were few subjects exhibited. Special

Certificates were awarded to Mr. Carmichael, gr. to

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Sandringham, foraveryfine

dish of President Strawberries; to Mr. Cadger, gr. to J.
Shaw Leigh, Esq., Luton Hoo Park, Beds, ifor a brace of

prodigious seedling Cucumbers, measuring 32 inches in

length and 9 in circumference ; to Mr. Hallet, Cossing-

ton, Bridgwater, for a very fine fruit of a Citron ; and to

Mr. J. Lee, Windlesham, Bagshot, for a good box of

honeycomb. Mr. Hallet also sent fine specimens of

Livedale's St. Germain Pears, a nice brace of "Hal-
let's Perfection" Cucumbers, and two varieties of

self-protecting Broccoli. From Messrs. Rolhsson & Sons
came a specimen of RoUisson's Telegraph ; and from
Mr. Collins, gr. to Major Trevor Clarke, came a
thick smooth-skinned seedhng Cucumber, the result

of a cross between the Sion House and Telegraph
\arieties, Messrs. Carter & Co. exhibited growing examples
of a variety of Kidney Beans named Ash Champion, a

white-seeded variety, selected by Mr. T. Sutton, of Ash.
The pods were of good size, but were not freely produced.
Mr. Barron brought up from the Society's Garden, Chis-

wick, branches of Currants and Gooseberries and some
Apple blossoms, which had been quite frozen the previous

night, when 12^ of frost was registered.

The Rose and Auricuila Show.—This was in

all respects another most successful exhibition. Roses
were undoubtedly the great feature, and a finer lot we have
never before seen at any spring show. To the Messrs.

Vuitch very great credit is due for the splendid group,
comprising nearly three score plants, exhibited by them on
this occasion, which were a perfect feast to the lovers and
admirers of Floras queen. The plants were remarkably
uniform in growth and substance of the flowers, many of

the latter, both in size and richness of colour, being
remarkably fine, especially those of Dr. Andry, Fisher

Holmes, Alfred Colomb, John Hopper, Centifoha rosea,

Paul Perras, Beauty of Waltham, Mar^chal Vaillant,

Madame la Baronne de Rothschild, Marie Eaumann,
Horace Vernet, G^ndral Jacqueminot, and Caroline de
Sansal. In the open class''for 9, distinct, in pots, Messrs.

Paul & Son were ist, and Mr. Turner 2d ; the former
showing fine specimens of Madame Villermoz, Mar^chal

Vaillant, Charles Lawson, President, Celine Forestier,

Camille Bernardin, Vicomte Vigier, Madame Margottin,

and Anna Alexieff, and the latter smaller plants, but as

well-bloomed, of Madame de St. Joseph, Madame Eugene
Appert, Souvenir d'un Ami, Mardchal Niel, John Keynes,

Leopold Hausberg, Alba mutabilis, and Madame Mar-
gottin. Mr. Perry, gr. to F. G. Debenham, Esq.,

Cheshunt Park, Herts, contributed three very neat speci-

mens in the amateur class for 3, and took the ist

prize; Mr. James, gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth,

coming in 2d. The best collection of 12 of 1867, 1868,

1869, distinct, in lo-inch pots, came from Mr. Ttu-ner, and
comprised, amongst others, very fine blooms of Duke of

Edinburgh, Clothilde Rolande, Miss Ingram, Reine du
Midi, Dupuy Jamin, Madame la Baronne de Rothschild,

Madame Creyton, and Madame Alice Duncan. Messrs.

Veitch were 2d, with a very good collection, in which
Duke of Edinburgh, Madame la Baronne de Rothschild,

Elie Morel, and Reine du Midi, were particularly fine in

size and colour. Messrs. Paul & Son staged the best

collection of cut blooms ; Mr. Earley, Gr. to F. Pryor,

Esq., Digswell, being 2d, and Mr. Osman, Gr. to R.

HolUnd, Esq., Stanmore, 3d.

In point of interest the Auriculas stand next, and these,

though not exhibited in quantity, were finer in quahty
than any shown before this season. Mr. Turner fully

maintained his reputation as a grower of these fine old

favourites, by taking first honours in both the open classes.

In his collection of 12 show varieties, a new seedling, named
Omega (Turner), a white-edged variety with black purple

ground and white paste, finely proportioned, was awarded
a First-class Certificate. Colonel Champneys (Turner),

Sophia (Chapman), General Neill (Traill), Eari of Shaftes-

bury (Turner), and Bessie Bell (Spalding), were also very

fine; Mr. J. James, who was 2d. had very good blooms

of Meteor Flag (Lightbody), Lovely Ann, fine, Ne Plus

Ultra (Faulkner), Superba (Headley), and John Bright

(Smith). Mr. James was the only competitor in the

amateurs' class for 6, and took the premier award. In

Mr. Turner's group of 12 alpine or fancy varieties were

admirable trusses of Bessie (Turner), deep purple, lemon
paste ; Brunette (Turner), almost black, with a white

paste ; Diana (Turner), purple violet ; and Selina (Turner),

purplish rose, with white paste. Mr. James contributed

a very nice lot, and took the 2d prize. From Mr. Turner
also came a large collection of alpine varieties, amongst
which Monarch, Clipper, Selina, and Black Prince, were

selected for First-class Certificates.

Of herbaceous Calceolarias, Messrs. Dobson & Sons

contributed a very fine collection, consisting of medium-
sized plants, with wonderful spikes of bloom, which also

were large and rich in colour. In the class for 6. distinct,

Messrs. Dobson were very justly placed equal ist with

Mr. James, who staged larger plants, very well grown,

but not showing the same size of truss and flower as those

of the former. Mr. Ware contributed 6 boxes of hardy
Primroses, and was awarded the 2d prize. In the miscel-

laneous class,—always a large one here,—there was no
lack of "good things." Lord Londesborough was again

to the fore with an unrivalled collection of Orchids, &c.,

including three magnificent specimens of the charm-
ing Vanda teres, showing upwards of 20 fine spikes

of bloom ; and a handsome example of Oncidium
sessile, on which were 12 spikes of flowers, to both

of which Special Certificates were awarded ;
also,

Dendrobium infundibulum, with five grand white flowers
;

a beautifully-coloured Cattleya Mossiae ; Dendrobium
Devonianum, a spike 3 feet long ; together with Lycastes,

Vandas, and five large handsome standard specimens of

,
Mardchal Niel Rose. Messrs. Veitch also staged a fine

group, comprising Odontoglossum Phalaenopsis, with 12

splendid blooms, and Oncidium Marshallianum, a magni-
ficent plant, to both of which Special Certificates were

awarded. Along with them came Dendrobium Heyneanum,
a fine white ; Odontoglossum niveum, Saccolabium cordi-

folium, Masdevallia Veitchii. and a very fine Oncidium
sarcodes, together with an assortment of Palms, Ferns,

&c. Mr. B. S. Williams contributed a choice collection

of Orchids and flowering plants, including Maxillaria lutea

albo, Odontoglossum Bluntii, C}T>ripedium biflorum.

Phalasnopsis amabilis, with nine beautiful flowers ; and
the remarkable Arpophyllum giganteum. From Messrs.

Rollisson & Son also came a similar assortment, in-

cluded in which were four fine examples of the beauti-

ful orange-flowered Dendrobium densiflorum, Cypri-

pedium hirsutissimum, and Saccolabium ampullaceum
moulmeinense, a pretty small rosy flowered species,

to which a Special Certificate was awarded.
Messrs. Standish & Co. sent a small group of well-

bloomed Rhododendrons, Genistas, &c. ; from Mr.
Wilkie, Addison Road, Kensington, came a good collec-

tion of stove and greenhouse flowering plants ; and from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, flowering examples of Bland-

fordia Cunninghamii, and B. nobilis grandiflora. and
several large seedling forms of garden Mimuluses. Mr.
Parker, of Tooting, sent 6 baskets of bedding Pansies, of

which Cliveden Blue, Cliveden Yellow, and Cliveden

Purple were the best. Mr. W. Paul staged a nice group
of hardy Primroses, Rbses, and Pelargoniums, &c. ; and
from Mr. Woodward, gr. to Mrs. Ton, Garbrand Hall,

Ewell, came four very fine standard specimens of Deutzia

gracilis, grafted on clean stems about 4 feet high.

Garden Memoranda.
G.\RDEN Reach, Champion Hill, Camberwell,

THE Residence of A. Wattenbach, Esq.—This

establishment may well sei-ve as an illustration of what
may be done in the way of suburban gardening in the

neighbourhood of London. The garden is not large,

but is so good in style and keeping as to be worthy of

a few remarks in these columns. The house stands on
rising ground, which slopes gradually to the north-

west, and on this slope the garden is situated.

Attached to the western side of the residence is a

good-sized, elegantly built, span-roofed conservatory.

Down the centre several handsome subjects are planted

out, including a fine healthy specimen of Seaforthia

elegans, about 14 feet in height ; handsome specimens

of the Silver Tree Fern, Cyathea dealbala and
Alsophila Macarthurii, the latter a tall specimenj up
the stem of which Lapageria rosea is climbing vigor-

ously ; whilst L. alba is growing close by in a similar

mamier, on a much shorter specimen. In the same
border are two examples of the Norfolk Island Pine,

Araucaria excelsa, as graceful a foliaged tree as could

be obtained for such a position. One of them is planted

out, both being of the same age and size at the time of

planting. There is now scarcely any comparison

between them, the one planted out having quite out-

stripped the other both in growth and beauty of form.

At each end of the bed are specimens of Yucca
aloifolia variegata, the one facing the entrance being a

very handsomely furnished plant, about 5 feet high.

Among the other inmates of this beautiful house there

are large bushy Camellias, Oranges, &c., nice

examples of Chama^rops Fortune! and Latania bor-

bonica, Aralia Sieboldii, Acacia armata, in full beauty ;

and a numerous collection of Azaleas, very good,

healthy specimens, just coming into bloom. Associated

with these, to give good effect, are a host of Cinerarias,

Primulas, Epiphyllums, very good, and other spring-

flowering plants, together with Ferns, Cactuses, &c.

Climbing along the roof is a good mass of Habrotham-
nus elegans, which has been producing splendid racemes

of its deep reddish purple flowers in profusion since

November last ; and along with it the free-growing

and useful Cobosa scandens variegata, whilst on the

back wall the beautiful Lapageria is attaining good
dimensions.

The lawn is reached from the conservatory by a flight

of stone steps, on each side of which are several small

vases, now filled with spring-flowering bulbs, and in

the summer with bedding plants. At the bottom of

the steps a gravel path runs nearly the width of the

garden and parallel with the conservatory, from which

the grass slopes about 2 feet to the lawn, which gives

it the appearance of a small terrace. On the other

side of the path there is a bank of very healthy Rhodo-

dendrons (well set with bloom-buds), planted to hide

the \valls of the conservatoiy ; Clematises, Wistarias,

&c., being also planted against the walls for the same

purpose. Under the conservatory are good com-

modious and convenient potting sheds and tool-house ;

and on the same level is a useful lean-to cool green-

house filled with Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c., coming

on for the show-house.

Returning to the lawn, which nearly resembles atri-

angle in outline, and which is planted all round with raised

banks of trees and evergreen shrubs, we notice a large tree

of the Silver Poplar literally loaded with inflorescence j

good specimens of Wellingtonia gigantea, Araucaria

imbricata, a perfectly formed tree of Thuja gigantea,

about 16 feet high ; a nicely furnished specimen of

Picea orientalis ; Cupressus macrocarpa, very fine,

about 20 feet high ; several handsome specimens of

Cedrus Deodara, just pushing forth their pleasing green

leaf-buds ; together with several standard golden and
silver variegated Hollies and Rhododendrons. At the

bottom of the lawn is the kitchen garden and plant-

houses, but before alluding to them we must mention

the method adopted for watering the garden. Between

the pleasure-ground and the kitchen -garden is

a good-sized tank, made in a kind of scroll pattern, and

filled with water, at one corner of which a good

substantial tliough easily-worked force-pump has been

fixed, and to which indiarubber hose, in lengths suffi-

cient to reach all over the place, are easily fitted. The
water is forced up in it, in sufficient force to enable

the gardener to well wash most of the trees, as well as

to water them and the grass. This process is essential

to success in growing such trees near towns. Turning

into the kitchen-garden, we pass through a miniature

orchard, containing about a dozen beautiful pyramidal

Pear trees, which at the time of our visit were a

mass of bloom, as also are some small bushy Plum
trees which had formerly been grown in pots. To
make the most of the space at command, espalier

Pears and Apples have been trained to neatly-fixed

strained wires around the paths. These, together with

some fan-trained Plums, in full, bloom, gave the

garden a very light and pleasing appearance. The
houses form the boundary of the garden, the first one

being the Cucumber-house, and here several plants of

RoUisson's Telegraph were growing and fruiting freely

up the roof, whilst the staging underneath was filled

with young specimen plants of Ferns, Begonias,

Marantas, and other fine-foliaged plants, including a

good specimen of the curious Aristolochia grandiflora

var. Hookeri, showing numerous fine blooms, and

concerning which we shall have more to say on
another occasion. The next is the Pine-stove, con-

taining about three dozen fruiting plants, principally

Queens, in excellent health and showing for fruit

nicely. On a shelf running over the path were a good

batch of Gloxinias in 4S-sized pots, and other

seedling plants. Leaving this house we enter an

early vinery, where the Grapes, all Black Hamburghs,

were swelling kindly ; they will probably be fit to cut

about the first week in June. The next is a span-

roofed house containing a good collection of large

Fuchsias, a lot of Lilium auratum and other vaneties,

and a miscellaneous collection of plants, .Vc. ILe

Peach-house comes next. This is a large, light.
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and airy house, with Peaches and Nectarines trained

to trellis-work under the roof and up the back wall.

The trees are planted out in the border, and have set a

very heavy crop of fruit. This house is the one-half of

a new range, the other being the late vinery. The

Vines are planted in an inside border, and have made

good canes to the top of the rafters. The varieties

which are planted are the Black I.ady Downe's

Seedling, Trebbiano, Mill Hill Hamburgh, Franken-

thal, &c. At the time of our visit they were just

beginning to break, with every prospect of a nice crop.

In front of this range of houses are two rows of pits,

containing a few lights of healthy looking Melons, with

other compartments filled with Balsams and such-like

subjects, with a large assortment of bedding plants of

unusually good quality.

Enough, we think, has been said to show that Mr.

Wattenbach, with great skill, has njade the most of

the ground at his command, and we need scarcely add

that the garden to him is a source of great pleasure
;

whilst to his gardener, Mr. Sullivan, great credit is

due for the excellent condition in which he keeps it.

Miscellaneous.
Treservation of Stone.—Dr. Robert, in the

Paris /« Mondes, maintains that the use of the black

Oxide of copper, and its salts, will effectually prevent

change in stone. He shows that the decay of gi-anite,

tnarble, limestones, sandstones, and all natural building

stones, is the combined effect of various causes, and

that among these is a veiy minute Lichen, the Lepra

antiquitatis, which is one of the worst enemies of stone,

and its action is to such an extent that, for instance,

the beautiful maible sculptures of the well-known Pare

de Versailles will, unless proper measures be taken for

staying the process of decay, be unsightly and ugly

masses of dirt, and quite irretrievably lost, as works of

art, within the next 50 years. The author, taking as

instances such buildings at Paris as the Bourbon Palace,

the Palais du Corps Legislatif, the Mazarin Palace

(I'lnstitut), the Mint, and others, points out that dust,

spider's webs, and the action of rain combined with

the minute Lichen above alluded to, hasten the decay

of stone, especially of those parts where any sculpture

"or ornamental car\'ing promotes the deposition of dirt

and dust. Various places and instances are cited of

the application of oxide of copper and its salts, which

places are open to inspection, and the length of time

which has elapsed since such application seems to

warrant the conclusion that these compounds act as

prcser\'atives of stone. In reference to granite, the

author states that this stone is also, according to the

experience of Egyptian engineers, far more readily

affected by a moist climate than one would be led to

believe. The obelisk of Luxor, brought from Upper
Egypt to Paris, has become blanched and full of small

cracks during the 40 years it has stood on the Place de

la Concorde ; although 40 centuries had not perceptibly

affected it as long as it was in Egypt. Granite, in a

moist climate, becomes the seat of minute cryptogamic

plants, which greatly aids its destruction, and it is

moreover, a well-known fact that the disintegration of

this stone, which is composed of three separate minerals

(quartz, mica, and felspar), depends very greatly upon

the thorough and intimate mi.xture, as well as the

chemical composition of these three ingredients, each

of which in a separate state more easily withstands the

influence of the weather.

Rise of S.\p in Trees and Plants. —The
nature of capillary, or hair-like attraction has long

been known and satisfactorily studied. It is easily

illustrated by placing a lump of loaf sugar in a plate

containing a little water, when the liquid will almost

instantaneously rise to the surface of the sugar, even

2 or 3 inches beyond its level. On this principle the

rise of sap in plants and trees has been explained. But

the celebrated philosopher, M. Becquerel, considers

that electricity is an acting cause. A capillary tube

that will not allow water to pass through it, does so at

once on being electrified. And he conceives that

electro-capillarity is the efhcient cause of sap travelling

in vegetable life. The Electric Telegraph Kei'inu.

Effect of Electricity upon Wine.—A curious

phenomenon resulting from electricity is said to have

been recently laid before the Academy of Sciences by

Dr. Scontetten. The house of a wine-grower in the

Basses-Alpes was struck by lightning a few months
ago. Several casks were broken, and the wine from

them escaped into a tank purposely placed to receive

any wine spilled by accident. The proprietor having

tasted it, and found it much improved, was induced by

the advice of Dr. Scontetten to try the effect of

artificial electrification upon some other wines of

inferior quality, which gave similar results. Appended
to this-statement is a short direction for carrying out

the operation indicated. The wires of the voltaic pile

should be tipped with platinum, to which must be

attached electrodes of the same metal, which both dip

into the liquid. The process seems to take some time.

The Press.

Australian Tobacco.—In Gipps Land a Swiss

gentleman is producing cigars of good quality at £c,

i)er 1000 from tobacco grown by him in this locality,

it is found that the soil of Western Australia is well

adapted to the growth of the Castor-oil tree, and it is

not improbable that its cultivation will be adopted.

Ofeiland Telegraph.

American Caoutchouc.—Of the early history ol

American caoutchouc we have very interesting facts.

Among the earliest is that of Herrera, who, in his

account of Columbus' second voyage, speaking of the

natives of Hayti, says, "They had other amuse-

ments, such as the game of ball, for which they had a

house set apart, and they played it so many on each

side, without sticks or bats, for they struck the balls

with any part of their bodies, and with great dexterity

and nimbleness. And the balls were of the gum of a

tree, and although large were lighter and bounced

better than the windballs of Castile." Juan de Torque-

mada, however, seems to be the first who mentions the

tree yielding this substance, viz., the Ulequahuitl, or

Castilloa elastica, Cerv. In his " De la Monarquia

Indiana," published at Madrid in 1615, when speaking

of Mexico, he says, " There is a tree which the Indians

call Ulequahuitl ; it is held in great estimation, and

grows in the hot country. It is not a veiy high tree ;

the leaves are lound, and of an ashy colour. This

tree yields a white milky substance, thick and gummy,

and in great abundance. To obtain it the tree is

wounded with an axe or cutlass, and from these wounds

the liquid drops. The natives collect it in round

vessels of different sizes, called, in their language,

'xicalli,' but by us calabashes. In these they allow

it to settle in round balls, of the size most convenient

for the purposes to which they are about to apply

them. When quite set they boil them in water, in

which state the gum is called 'ulli.' The Indians

who have got no calabashes smear their bodies over

with it (for Nature is never without a resource), and

when it becomes dry they remove the whole incnista-

tion, which comes off in the form of a very smooth

membrane, its thickness depending on the will of the

party collecting. They then make it into balls and

boil them as before. Our people {i.e., the Spaniards)

used it in waxing their cloaks, which were made of

coarse canvas, so as to make them resist water ; and in

truth it is of great effect in resisting the water, but not

so the sun, for the rays thereof melt it."

—

Electric

Telegraph Ret'mi:

Old Fashioned Gardening.—Time was when

kings and conquerors did not disdain the homely

occupation of farming and gardening ; when philO'

sophy, in the persons of Plato and Epicurus,

took up the gentle craft, and made their paradises

—

for so were gardens called in the olden days—real

academies ; when the rulers of Rome, with their pro-

verbial magnificence, caused their gardens to rank

among the wonders of the world ; when, in our own
land, princes and prelates loved gardens and gardening

and when Adam's craft,
—"There are no ancient

gentlemen," says the Clown in Hamlet, "but gar-

deners, ditchers, and gravemakers ; they hold up

Adam's profession "—was pursued with enthusiasm

and delight by philosophers, statesmen, and courtiers.

Gardening is a direct sign and warrant of civilisation.

Without going back to the days of antiquity—when

the Persians, the Greeks, and the Romans, borrowing

the art from still more primitive people, filled their

gardens with aromatic herbs, shady trees, and odorous

flowers—we find abundant evidence of a knowdedge

of gardening among the highest and lowest in our

land. The Bookseller.

^arbeiT Operations.
(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Aquatic plants in stoves or hothouses will now be

making young leaves freely. Considering how short

our summers are, I advocate that the Victoria regia,

Nvmphitas, and Nelumhiutu speciosum, &c., should be

pushed along quickly at this part of the year. They
grow quickest by keeping up an extreme temperature

in the house wdierein they are grown. Air need not be

given constantly, even if the sun shines brightly,

providing the thermometer does not rise higher than

from 98° to 100° within the structure. Of course it

will be necessary to allow such an amount of fresh

air, once during every 24 hours, as will suffice to clear

and freshen the atmosphere. Occasionally let the

water in the tank be thoroughly disturbed, so to speak,

by some artificial means, after which let it run out

through the waste-pipe, so that fresh water can be

admitted into the tank, for the purpose of keeping it

pure and wholesome, and to dispel the sluggishness

which exists more or less in standing water in hothouses.

It is advisable as a rule to deprive Xymphtras of any

suckers which form around the b.ase of the old plants,

for if they are allowed to remain they rob the parent

plants of some of that vigour M-hich is so essential to

enable them to produce a succession of fine flowers at

a later period. It is by potting these suckers as they

are taken off that this lovely class of plants is generally

propagated. The above remarks are equally applicable

to those small aquariums, which prove so interesting,

and afford such a fund of amusement in many homes,

though many of them are of small dimensions.

Bcuvardias, with their lovely variously coloured

flowers, should be kept up well to the glass, and so

have a plentiful supply of light, if they are to be grown
well and flower profusely at an early date. Those

which are likely to come into bloom freely in a month
or two hence should now have their final shift, if they

have not yet received it ; after which the treatment

I have mentioned above should be adhered to. They
delight in a compost formed of two parts each of peat

and loam, to one of sdver sand. B. Rosalinda, B.

leiantha, B. delicata, B. Brilliant (a good autumnal

bloomer), B. carnea (more fragrant than many), B.

Hogarth, and B. longiflora (a lovely, large-flowered, pure

white and fragrant species, which should be planted out

into the open border in June, and taken up again early

in September, preparatory to the production of its

blooms), are very desirable varieties, though there are

other varieties which possess great merit. Those who
really value the plants grown in any form of plant-

houses will not fail to shift at once those which need

it, and have not yet received such attention ; for it

will not only be useless to pot them when the

summer's growth is made, but it will be absolutely

injurious, in more ways than one. Bring the full

summer's treatment required by stove-plants generally

into full play now gradually, for activity in growth will

soon be at its highest pitch. For general stoves a

maximum temperature of 76° will be ample under the

most favourable external conditions at this present time,

whilst 64° to 66° will be a good minimum at which to

draw the lowest line. Shading must be maintained

with care at such times as the sun shines brightly,

and is likely to cause injury to the shoots. Copious

syringings should be given at or about 9 A. M. and

between 3 and 4 p. M. The finer the syringe can distri-

bute spray-like tepid showers, so much the more will the

plants be benefited. I do not say that less should

be afforded ; the quantity should be equally abundant,

but its distribution should be prolonged. Cape Pelar-

gonitims, the earliest of which will now be coming into

flower, should have all tying operations performed

quickly. The foliage must be kept particularly clean.

A good fumigation should be given, and manure-water

applied alternately with pure water, that the blooms may
be fine and lasting for a proper time in flower. My
thanks are due to Mr. Culverwell for his last reply con-

cerning the culture oiLuciilias ; we should have but one

wish in common in writing in these pages, and that

the elucidation and simplification of the practices

necessary to grow all plants needing more than

ordinary skill. I have personally tried the cutting

down young plants of these with a view to forming good

bushy specimens ; invariably these have succumbed

after being cut in, either at the second, or at latest the

third time the operation was performed. Others may,

however, be more successful, as I believe your corre-

spondent is ; and I hope our friendly controversy may
conduce to the success of others on the same principle.

. FORCING HOUSES.
Attend now very carefully to those Grapes in the

second early or main house which are at this time

engaged in what I may term stoning, for if all the

requirements of the Vines are not met at this time,

a want of success is likely to follow. Some growers

advise greater attention in applying stimulants at

the advent of the colouring period than now; this,

however, I do not agree with. If manure-water is

likely to benefit the plants, let those at such a stage

have a supply forthwith. In stopping back the lateral

or sub-lateral shoots two facts should always be kept

in view as suggestive of a basis to work from :— i,

on the principle of natural extension we should encou-

rage as much wood as possible ; and, 2, an extension

as will cause the younger leaves to overtop the older

leaves in too great a degree should never be permitted.

The young leaves now being formed are as yet incapable

of elaborating the crude sap which the roots are now
actively pumping up for the perfecting of the fruit.

The old maturer leaves divest it of its noxious parts,

and the fruit in turn perfects it to its uses. The young

leaves are capable only, on the contrary, of abstracting

for their own uses from this rarified sap at the present ;

so that to let them stay over the tops of those which

are actively engaged in the manipulatory process is

to do them great injury. Be very careful that the

temperature in houses which have Grapes colouring does

not fluctuate too greatly. Sudden changes from hot to

cold are often the cause of want of colour in Grapes,

and this because a uniform flow ofsap is checked thereby,

—the injury increasing according to the largeness or

otherwise of the crop. Those having the charge of

Vine borders which are Outside the house will be the

best able to judge as to whether they require an arti-

ficial watering. We have hadsomewhat dry period

for the time of year. It will be advisable to examme the

borders well, and if necessary to give to any that need

it a good watering. If artificial manure can be applied,

so much the better. Again pot any thriving successional

Tines which require it before the least check occurs,

so that the plants may be kept freely growing. Con-

tinue sprinkling the paths and all cold internal surfaces,

and use a thin shading, as before advised, when the sun

is hottest. Do not water any fruit after the first

symptoms of ripening occur. Cherry-houses, in which

the fruit are ripening, should have abundance of air,

so that the atmosphere will be maintained considerably

dryer than was necessary before. Remove the thickest

of the leaves from around fruits of Peaches and Necta-

rines, which show first symptoms of ripening, that the

light and air which should be admitted freely should

have access on all sides alike. Shut up the second

houses in good time in the afternoon, and so not only
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economise your heat, but secure tlie most natural

conditions for the production of healthy vegetation.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Finish thinning the crop of young Apricots in all

instances where necessary, for I can see that much

work of this kind will be wanted at home. Those who
have not attended to the disbudding of their Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots, where young and thriving,

will run some risk of injuring the branches, unless a keen-

edged knife is used, instead of the quicker finger and

thumb. All negligence demands an additional tax, how-

ever, on our energies, and the rule applies perhaps as

much to behind-hand work in connection with garden-

ing as to any known calling. If the shoots are not

numerous enough at the ape.\ of branches upon young

trees, the points alone may be pinched back, which

will conduce to the more uniform growth of the whole,

and during favourable seasons form, on some kinds of

fruit, two or three shoots for one.

HARDY FLOtyER GARDEN.
Do not delay longer to transplant edgings of Ceraslium

in all instances where this plant is grown. Cut off the

fading heads of bloom on all Auriculas which have done

blooming. Place the plants in a cool, properly sheltered

situation, and do not neglect their requirements now
that their flowers are past for the year. Where older

plants of Carnations and the hardier kinds of Pinks

e.xist, they will require a preliminary support, as they

grow apace now. Give the final shift to such as are

intended to bloom in pots. Look carefully over all

Rose trees, and remove any form of maggots which have

built to themselves a secure retreat amongst the young

growing buds, and are subsisting upon them ; they

bind the leaves so together that they are easily detected

with a little close inspection.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Take advantage of every shower to transplant all

seedling plants which require it. Prepare the neces-

sary beds or mounds for Vegetable Marrmvs or Xidge

Cucumbers. The more stable litter you can pack

together into a heap, damping it as it is made up if

too dry, so much the better will the plants thrive. The
first-crop Peas, which have six or eight flowers

expanded, should have the tops pinched off, if time is

to be gained. Plant out in favourable situations, under

sunny walls, Tomatos, Chilis, &€., putting a branch in

front of them, if the weather is ungenial. IF. E.

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
Attend generally to the instnictions given at p.

569, as to Temperature, J'enlilativn, Atmosphere, and

the suppression and eradication of Insects, i,S:c. ; the

latter pests especially must be closely looked after, for

if they are allowed to progress now, not only the crop

will be lost, but the trees themselves will be materially

injured. Disbudding and Stopping.—This is an opera-

tion which now requires increased and daily attention.

Disbud Peaches in places where the shoots seem rather

crowded, and pinch or stop all the others to three or

four leaves. When the trees are young and small due

consideration must of course be given towards the for-

mation of the plant, &c. ; the shoots of these may be

allowed to extend a little further. It will answer to

allow the shoots of Peaches to grow longer than this,

it is not so desirable, however, for the maintenance of nice

bushy, stocky trees, such as are required for the orchard-

house. Apricots, Plums, and Cherries, however, must

have their shoots pinched as closely as possible, for by

so doing they will become one mass of flowering buds.

If allowed to extend to whatsoever length, the flower-

buds will just be found at the very extremity of the

shoots where the pinching had taken place. The
shoots being first pinched will break again, and these

second growths must be again stopped at the first leaf

beyond, and so on during the whole season. It is a

simple operation, and very easily performed ; all that

is required is unlimited perseverance. If one part of

the tree is growing more strongly than the other, that

part must be most rigorously stopped and checked.

Thinning the Fruit.—In most cases there is a

superabundance of fruit this season. Blossom of

all kinds was abundant, and every flower seems

to have set, so that the operation of thinning must be

seen to at once. With fruits, quantity and quality

never go together, and especially is this the case with

fruit trees in pots, especially Peaches and Apricots.

Therefore, if fine fruit is wanted, they must be severely

thinned ; no very precise ndes can be given as to the

number, as much depends upon the strength of the

plant, &c. For the present, they need therefore be

only partially reduced—say the Peaches and Apricots

^to one every 3 or 4 inches, or two upon every shoot

until the period of stoning is past, when they may be

then finally thinned, as will be explained hereafter.

Plums which have set freely should have the fruit

reduced about one-half. Cherries will not require

thinning. Pruning Apricots.—Now is the best time to

do this. Plants which have not borne fruit, or plants

which are straggling and unshapely, should now be

headed back, when they will break again, and produce

quite a mass of fine shrabby fruiting shoots for the next

year. They may be cut back quite into the old wood
of several years' formation, and they will break out

quite freely. Apricots when at rest do not stand the

knife well, but at this season, whilst the plants are in

full leaf, nothing could be more satisfactory. I have

practised this method of pruning the Apricot for years,

and wish to recommend it. Watering.—Take care

that neither the trees in pots, nor those planted out,

ffer for want of water, for, if they happen to get dry,

all the fruit will fall. B.

TOWN GARDENING.
Carnations and Pints will now be putting up their

flower-stems, and should, therefore, be neatly staked and

tied as they progress in growth. For Carnations the

sticks should be i S inches above the mould, and 6 inches

for Pinks ; and if large blooms are desired, all the side

buds should be removed as fast as they appear, leaving

only the terminal one. Pansies are most serviceable

for town gardens, and if now planted in beds in sepa-

rate colours they will make a great show during most of

the summer months. If the plants are purchased, never

select or have those with the roots compressed ; such

only as have been merely lifted out of the ground are

likely to succeed. Another sowing off 'irginia Stocks,

Cape Marigold, Nemophila insignis. Candytuft, and the

dwarf Nasturtiums, if sown now, and frequently

sprinkled during their growth, will follow up the early

sown plants, and make a good display in July and

August. Mignonette and Intermediate Stocks should now
be turned into the window boxes, and if a piece of board

be fixed at each end it will be of great sei-vice as a pro-

tection from the wind. Coba-a scandcns or Convolvulus

major, if planted at the end of the box, will train nicely

round the window on wire or string. Suspended baskets,

if filled now with the drooping Saxijrage, commonly
called Mother of Thousands, or Tradcscantia discolor,

and hung in the window, will make pretty objects

during summer. When placing the pots in the baskets

it is advisable to pack Moss round them, which will

muc h assist in keeping them fresh and healthy. J. D.

Barometer

Hygrometrical Deduct

28. TJlurs.

2g. Friday

Temperatur:UREO
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or some coloured powder of any tint reqmred has been
stirred, to give it more opacity. A green tint looks as

well as any. It should be kept clear of the putty in

putting it on the glass.

The Hydropult.—The manufacturers of this garden

engine are Messrs. Griffiths & Browett, Bradford Street,

Birmingham. Mr. Button's address is 142, Cheapside,

London. V. Z.

Treatment of Vines : A Sitiscrihr. Your Vine roots

will require nothing done to them during the summer
beyond well supplying them with water whilst the plants

are growing. Whilst growing, if well drained, they can

scarcely have an over-supply. Towards autumn, how-

ever, whilst the wood and fruit are ripening, water should

be withheld. You may give the border a good coating

of well rotted manure, which will impart to the Vines

strength and vigour ; or once a week or so give them a
supply of liquid manure, which maybe made from good
stable or cowjdung, &c. , or a handful of guano may be
mi.ied in a tub of water. Every gardener with any
pretensions to the name knows how to do this.

Village Shows : B. W. B. Your suggestion shall be
attended to.

Catalgoues Received.—B. S. W^iUiams : General
Plant Catalogue. —J. Scott : Flower-Garden Annual
Directory.—V. Lemoine 1 Catalogue et Prix-Courant.

—Louis Roempler : Catalogue et Prix-Courant.—C.

Turner; General Spring Catalogue.-Bell & Thorpe:
General Catalogue of Plants.—Kirk Allen : Descrip-

tive Catalogue of Pelargoniums, &c.—A. Stansfield &
Son : General Fern List.—W. Bull ; Retail List of New
Plants.—Dick Radclyffe & Co. ; Catalogue of Bedding,

Alpine, and Decorative Plants.—Child cS: Lorimer ;

Spring Catalogue.

Communications Received :—D. E.—A. Y.—W. F.—J. P.—
A Young Gardener.—P.—R. B.—J. E.-Q.—W. B. S.-M. D.
—H. D.—A. A. M.—J. P. & Son.—D.—B. D.—F. B.—
W. P. A.

Ikrkls.
POTATOS.—Southwark, May 2.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise and by
rail have been heavy for the season, and much in excess

of the demand, the consumption having fallen off a third

since the rise in prices, which have declined loi. per

ton since this day week. Quotations as follow:—
Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, iioi. to 140/.; Ditto Regents,

looj. to 130J. ; Lincolnshire do., 90J. to looj. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., looj-. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do.. 90J. to looj.; Do. Rocks, 85^.10 901. ; Do.
Reds, 8oj-. to 90.^. ; French and Belgian Whites, 70J.

to 85J.

COVENT GARDEN.—May 6.

The weather is adverse to any improvement in home-
grown produce, the frost having much injured Asparagus,
Spinach, and such articles. Business is also much
influenced by it, and there is not nearly the amount usually

done at this period of the year. Continental supplies are

heavy, comprising Asparagus, French Beans, young
Turnips and Carrots, Peas, and Artichokes. Flowers
chiefly consist of Azaleas, Orchids, Roses. French and
Scarlet Pelargoniums, Heaths, Fuchsias, Wallflowers, &c.

Apples, p. \ sieve . . 3 o to 5 o Melons, each
Cobs, per lb. ..09 — 10 Oranges, per 100 . . 30 — ;

Filberts, per lb. ..06 — o g Pears, per doz. ..40 — 1<

Grapes, per lb. ..80 — V2 o Pine-apples, per lb. 8 o —1<

Lemons, per loo . . 4 o to So Strawberries, p. lb. . 60 — i:

Vegetables.

s.d.

CSS Ihroil

Blcolor Geranium, Prince of Orange.
SCOTT, Nurseryman, &c.. Eathford, Bath, can
with the greatest confidence recommend the above as a first-

Bedding variet>;, of very compact but free habit, flat circular

very distinct crimson zone on yellow ground, retains its distinct-

gh the summer: bright scarlet fit

uck Piai lith agoodc e -js- td- each-

Beddlng Plants—Bedding Plants.
AMES HOLDER'S unriviiIlcM ( Villrinon of Scarlet

.riegated GER.'\NIUM>. I 'A HI l.\s, VERBENAS,
CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS, LDiil.Ll AS, V\ \ I'NIAS, GAZA-
NIAS, KONIGAS, TROP/EOLUMS. CUI'HEAS, COLEUS,

L his usual price

J^

IRESINES AGErAtUMS, PENTSTEMONS,&c
(in spite of the long severe winter), namely, eight doz

n for los. bd. ; hamper and package included.
Crown Nurserj', Reading, Berks.

:n for 2

C HATER'S AGERATUM. IMPERIAL DWARF.
The FINEST BEDDING PLANT of the SEASON.

This is admitted to be the greatest acquisition for modem Flower
Gardening that has been offered for many years. Awarded a First-class

Certificate by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.

See report of meeting, August 17, 1869 ; also opinions of the Press.

This beautiful New Bedding Plant will be sent out after May i.

plants .. .. uss.od.
6plai

WILLIAM CHATER, Nu
The best Substitute for Grass.

PYRETHRUM TCHIHATCHEWI, a novelty from
Asia Minor, forms a carpet equal to the finest Grass. Will thrive

upon the poorest and hottest soils where Grass will not grow, forming
a carpet of the brightest green upon any bare place ; does not require

mowmg or other attention. Price 61. per dozen, 251. per 100.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

WAN^
FORE

idcrstand'

Crops, &c. He should also be a good Meli

indwell upin theCultiv
single Man and a Protestant preferred,—Addi
;ulars, to A. E., Messrs.

* --.-'

11 the Rotation of

Grapes, Peaches, and Figs. A
' ' '

I
giving full parti-

al Ex ":itch&Sons, Roya

wANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER.—
Must have a thorough practical knowledge of Vines, Fruit, and

icn Garden Culture, also Cows, Pigs, and Meadow Land. No
ng required, but a thorough knowledge of Successional Flowers
rcssing and Keeping up a Conservatory indispensable. Wife to

d to Lodge and Poultry. No young children. Wage? one guinea
eek, with lodge—C. P.. Post Office, Slough.

OUNG MAN. quick at Potting, Tying, &c, and Growing
of Soft-wooded (Plants for Market. — Apply, with reference, to

JOHN TURTLE, East Wickham Nursery, Welling. Kent.

WANTED, a
Houses. One

per week. Lodgings,
Park, Epsom.

lilk, vegetables, &c—t. CARLTON, Ashtcad

WANT
YOll
TED IMxMEDIATELY, a respectable, active,

UNG MAN to serve in a Florist's Shop, and make himself

useful in the business.—Must have a good address, and be able to take
orders.—Apply, stating wages, &c., to Mr. MORLE, 9, Queen's Road,
Bayswater, W.

Gt^^DENER (Head).-
:e ; thoroughly und.
and Vegetable:

character, and well re

ham, Tunbridge Well

- Age 33. married, no
stands Forcing and Growing of

... cvcrj' department. First-rate

ided.—A. G., Fishersgate Farm, Withy-

GARDENER (Head).—Thomas Simpson, Gardener,
Broomfield Lodge, Chelmsford, begs^to recommend a thorough

Eractical Mar
'

'
' "

"" '"'

e well recoiT

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; understands
the Management of Vines, Pines, Melons, Peaches, &c,. Early

and Late Forcing of Fruit and Flowers, and the general Routine of the

Garden in all its branches. Can be well recommended.—W. J., Post

first-class Forem
Gardener where

has had 16 years

nded by a Lady,
employed.—A. W., Post Office, Leatherhcad,

GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged, married, no
incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of the profession in all

its branches, and can take the Management of Land if reouired. Satis-

factory- testimonials as to character and ability.—R. T., Mr. Hurrcl s,

Post Office, Fulham. S.W.

GARDENER (Head). ~ Middle-aged, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly understands Forcing in every branch,

Orchard Houses, Kitchen Gardening, also Laying out and Arranging
Ornamental Flower Gardens. Highest reference.—HORTUS,
2, Linton Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey, S.E.

Thr<
n.Sun , S.W.

narried, no
'Q of the profcs-

t o'fa'Collection of Orchids, and Early
Flowers, and Vegetables. Country pre-

character. — F. G., 6, Bedford Road,

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married.—A Gentleman
changing residence can with confidence recommend his Head

Gardener, who has lived -with him nearly four years
;
he has had

under his care a considerable range of Forcing, also large Pleasure

and Kitchen Gardens, Plantations, &c., and is a thoroughly honest,

sober, and steady man.—W. W., 34, Moscow Road, Queen's Road,
Bayswater, W^

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30 ; 14 years

experience in very large establishments; competent in all

branches. Highly recommended by present and previous employers.-

E. WEST, G. B. Lennards, Esq., Wallasea, near Birkenhead.

GARDENER {Head, Working), where three
arekcpt,—Age 30, married, one child; thoroughly —-'"

Growing of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, aJ^i

more
dcrstands the

and Vegetables,

hbourhood of London. Two years' good character

i.. Post Office, Owlerton, near Sheffield.

GARDENER (Head), where one .

Age 33, married, no incumbrance; has
of Gardening, Can be highly recommended.
Office, Sussex Place. Hyde Park. W.

^r more are kept.

—

a thorough knowledge
-B. C. RHINDS, Post

WANTED, an intelligent, steady LAD, in a good
Garden Establishment, where the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers,

and Vegetables is carried on, also the Growing of Stove and Green-
house Specimen Plants. A small Premium required.—For further

particulars, address the GARDENER, Roydon Lodge Gardens,

VV be ,

character ana qualifications.

—

salary required, to Y. Z., Cardet
handwriting, stating

Asparagvs, p. bund. 3 6 1015 o
Artichokes, p. doz. . . 30—60
Beet, per doz. . . 20— 30
Broccoli, per doz. . , 10 — 26
Brussels Sprouts, p.

isieve - ..

Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
CeleiT, p. bund. .. 10 — i 6
Cucumbers, each . . 10 — 16
Endive, per doz. . . 16 — 20
French Beans, p. 100 20 — .

.

Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04

Potatos, York. Regents, per t

HorseRadish.p.bun. 3 o to 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. 02 — 04
Lettuces, p. score . . 10 — 20
Mint, per bunch . . 06 — 09
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — 16
Onions.per bunch . . 04 — 09
Parsley, per bunch . 02 — 04
Potatos, new, p, lb. 04—06
Salsafy, per bundle . 10 — 13
Scorzonera, do. ..10—13
Seakale, p. punnet. . 16 — 20
Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel. . 20 — 30
Radishes, per doz. . . 10 — 16
Turnips, per bunch .02 — 03
n, 120s. to is&J. : Flukes, do.,

Jsof.

Tlie West of England Bedding Plant Establlslunent.

THOMAS SAMPSON'S unrivalled Collection of
bedding PLANTS will be ready to send out after May i.

This Collection contains all (he leading kinds, at from 2i. per dozen,
in aVi and 3 inch pots ; also Collections (his selection) at £2 2s. for 25
dozen : ditto, £i $s. for 15 dozen; ditto, i8j, for 10 dozen ; ditto, lOJ, for

4 dozen, including basket and packing.
CATALOGUES free on application.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston Road and Houndstone Nur-
series, Yeovil, Somerset. PETER DRUM.MOND, Manager.

WANTED, ;

experienced ; will have 1

department. Must be .1 c""'"!
'"

suiing where prcvi..,,-' '

HY . CLARKE AND S"N .

ANTED, as 1' \li-

Woman, who can ui.J^;;

n Sussex ; she must also have a
will be lodged and boarded in th
iced apply who have not a thoro

^ificates to that effect.—

es, tol. W. L.The Fir

RETAIL SHOPMAN.—Must be
,vill have entire cinitrol and management of that

t Garden, W,C.

W^
1 knowledi
viih the other servants: None
A-lcdgc of the duties required,

V letter, stating qualifications

WANT PLACES— Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquir>'. Any Gentleman
making application would save tin'

'

be undertaken, wages offered. &c.
selected.—Highgate Nurseries, Loni

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E, G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

ANDSCAPE GARDENER, GARDEN
i ARCHITECT, GROUND WORKMAN, and CONTR.^CTOR.
Ir. NoRTHWOOD IS open to an engagement as above. Reference to

iks carried out.—Clyde Road, Addiscombc, near Croydon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37. married,
brance ; well skilled in all branches of the professit

references —C- B., i6, Perry Hill. Catford, Kent.

To Gardeners, Nurserymen, or Amateurs.
COLEUS.-Nice young SURPLUS PLANTS, well

rooted, or CUTTINGS, which can be sent by post, of the best
varieties, including Prince of Wales, Her Majesty, Duke of Edin-
burgh, and two most beautiful ones sent out by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society last year, named Acis and Cupid ; also a quantity of the
older sorts, such as Dixii, Berkleyii, to be disposed of, by the lot or by
the dozen. Plants at from 41. per dozen ; Cuttings, 2s. 6d. per dozen,
or 3s. post free. Address,

The GARDENER, Hawkhurst Lodge, Burdocks. Horsham.

Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
MISCELLANEOUS HARDY BEDDING PLANTS, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE, containing Descriptive Lists of the finest kinds
of the abov<

forwarded to applicants. Tf
from the best possible sour
offered at the lowest possible prices. Intending
requested to compare the prices with those of other noi

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, n
brance ; understands the profession in alt its branchc

Four years in last situation {a Nobleman's),—R. CAIRNS
Perry s Nurseries, Banbury, Oxon.

of the profession i:

as La'undress. Good character.—X. X,, 37, Elgin Te
Vale, Paddington, London. W. ___^___^^__^

GARDENER (First-Class). —Thomas Cooling,
many years Head Gardener to the late Rev. G. H. Arkwright,

Sutton Hall, Chesterfield, offers his services to any Nobleman or

Gentleman requiring the above. References kindly permitted to Sir

Hew Dalr\'mple. Bart., Luchie House, North Berwick: Mrs, Ark-

wrieht, Adbury House. Newbury, Berks; M. F. Mills, Esa., Duck-
mantnn Lndre. near Chesterfield: the Rev. M. M. Humble, Sutton

1 Cooling, Mile Ash Nurseries,

., Sutton Cottage. Chesterfield.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 21 ; five years' experi-

ence in the Glass department in first-class establishments. Good
character-J. H., Mrs. Allen's, Capworth Villa, Capworth Street,

GARDENER (Under, or Second).—Age 20; highly

recommended by present employer, with whom he has been
three years.—J, COOls , Ramsdcn Hall, Bdlericay. Essex.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed),
Gentleman's Garden,—Thorough knowledge of Gardening

its branches. Sen-ed Apprcnticcship.-WILLIAM CROUCH;
Green, Lower Edmonton, N.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 2

character.-W J., 2, Quill Cottages,

GARDENER (Under), where there is :

to Improve by
ES biJrton, The Lodge. Maulden, Ampthill

had four years' experience in the abovi

Mr.Musketfs. Nurseryman and " "

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24, single

strong ; good practical experience in the Cultivat

of Fruit, Flowers and Vegetables. Can be highly recot

Kemerton, Tewkesbury.

active and
1 of all kinds
tiended.—W.,

C1
ARDENER (Under).—Age 20; has been used to

T the general work of the Kitchen and Flower Garden, Forcing

Houses, &c. Active and strong, and well recommended by present

employer. Three years' good character,—H. A., Camcr, near Graves-

end, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Understands the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

Vines and Orchard Houses. Four years in present situation. Good
references as to character and capability.—Rev. CAPEL FORBES,
Cranleigh. Guildford.

TMPROVER. in
-L respectable. Four and a half yean
tion—G. P., Hatchlands, Guildford, Su

FOREMAN, i

hcid a situatioi

last employer.—A., <

Claphai '

good Establishment.—Age 25 ; has
above. Twelve months' good character from
of Mr. J. Muosett, Winstanlcy Road, near

F"
OREMAN, or SECOND GARDENER, in a Noble-
man's or Gentleman's Establishment—Age 24, single; under-

stands the Management of Pines, Vines. Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Highly recommended.—B. B. B., Post Office, Tamworth.

STEWARD
good recom

Sunninghill.Staine

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married ; thoroughly
understands Pines. Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. — H. H., The Shrubbery,
Streatham, Surrey.

branches. Fourteen ye
Streatham Common, S.W.

f^ ARDENER(Head), age 40.—A Gentleman, changing
VJX residence, is anxious to recommend his Head Gardener to an>

GARDENER (Head)
brance; understands Foi

also the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Twelv
vcars' character from present employer.—J. W. R., Post Office, Earl's

Colne. Halstead, Essex.

i, including thi
. . . . ,

:lons. Strawberries, Mushrooms, &c. Character will bear the
investigation.—J. \V., Kingston, Tetsworth, Oxon.

ESTATE or FARM BAILIFF, under an Agent or
otherwise.—Age 36 ; can undertake the Management of a Farm

of any extent ; understands the Breeding and Rearing of Stock, Buy!
,d Selling, Management of W.

on an Estate. Can keep Acco
having had many years' practical

references,—BETA, Me;

and the i

;, Measure Land, Timber. &c..
.eriencc. Good testimonials and

Carter & Co., 237. High Holborn. London

Understands the Rearing, Bu
had thi

Unders
Cattle, also Steam Cultr

the Superintende
of Farm Building;

lining, Fenci
large Estate.

To Nol3lemen and Gentlemen.
nd ESTATE BAILIFF, or GARDENER

Age 38, a native of Scotland; has
Management of a Home Farrn of about 600 a

' of Shorthorn Pedigreeig and Sellir

, __ . of Land and Steam Machinery :

neral ; the Superintendence of Woods and Plantations, Erecting and
Repairs of Farm Buildings, Collecting of Cottage and Allotment
Rents, Draining, Fencing, Road Making, and the general Manage-

"^ " '^' d three months' good character
edith. The \'inejard, Garston,

To tlie Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN, or SHOPMAN and TRAVELLER.—

Age 28; has a good knowledge of the trade in all its branches.

First-class references as to capability, &c.—A. B., Messrs. Hurst &
Son, 6, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.C.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SKEDS

FOR ALL yOILS, CARRLXGE FREE.

Produnn^ atiindant Crops ofHay and superior Pasturage.

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils.

Prices :—

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p., acre,

carriage free. 2 bush. Grass Seeds and 12 lb. Clovers supplied p. acre.

BUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

Fr^m J. J. Mechi, Esq., Tiptrce Hall, near Ktlvedatt.

February 5.—" Your Grass Seeds are 50 pure and well selected that

I have often spoken of them to those who required thera."

SUTTONS'
HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATION IS

Suttons' Champion.

SUTTOiNS" CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation

;

price 9d. per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

Ftctn Joseph Vincent, 'Esq., SimpicttMrsh, AddlcsUntf, Weybrid^e.
" yauuary 23, 1869.—I won the £s Silver Cup. presented by the

Members of the Western Division of the County of Surrey, with your
Champion Swede."

From J. Osborne, Esq., Coldashton, Marshfiild.
May 27, 1860.—My neighbour, Mr. Cater, with your seed, won the

is Cup which I annually give for the be&t four acres of Swedes."

From George Bush, Esq., Brooklands, Combcmartin.
" Juiy 10, 1869.—The parcel of Swede seed I bought of you has

come up splendidly. I tried yours against some seed recommended by
my man, and have shown him the advantage of selected seed."

rlr. Francis Sawtell, Great Hill

.

i/etc7«trff 20, i86g.—" The roots I grew fron
the Silver Cup given by Morgan Jones, Esq."

From Mr. James Page, Combe Farm, Kingston, Surrey.
" February 20, 1869,—The Swedes I grew from your Champion

Swede seed supplied to mc last June arc the very finest quality Swedes
I ever grew."

From J. C. Moore Stevens, Esq., Wtnscott, Torrington, Devon.
" April 2, 1868.— I won a Ten-Guinea Silver Cup last year for Swedes

(jrown from your Champion seed." ,

Sutton's Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.

rOMERAMAN WHITE GLOBE, per lb., 9J.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGON, per lb , grf.

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, per lb,, &f.

IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD, per lb., lorf.

GREY STONE, per lb., 9rf.

GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH, per lb., grf.

PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID, per lb., I0(f.

Cheaper by the bushel ; also all other Farm Seeds, as see

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK
for 1870, Gratis and Post Free on tipplication.

SUTTON AND SONS,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,
READING, BERKS.

D OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1S70.

STOCK ENTRIES CLOSEon JUNE i,

and all Certificates received after that date

will be returned to the Senders.

H. M. JENKINS, Sec.

quare, London, W.

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND SOCIETY, and
UTHERN COUNTIE.S ASSOCIATION.

POULTRY SHOW at TAUNTON, JUNE 6, 7, 8, g, and
NTRIES CLOSE M^" '--•'- J- '-

y to

, Terrace Walk, Bath.

w M. D I L L I S T O N E,
HORTICULTCR.\L AUCTIONEER and VALUER,

Sible Hedineham, E5

UWANS.—For SALE, THREE SWANS, i year t

^^ and very tine birds.
D. T., Mcs! . Dawson & Son. , Cannon Street, London, E.C.

WANTED to RENT, a FARM of 150 to 250 Acres
of pood Land, with a fair proportion Meadow, and a small

Gentleman s Residence, near a Railway Station, within easy distance
of London. Send full particulars to
WILLIAM BROWN, Woodsgate House, Fembury, Tonbridge,

Carshalton, Surrey.
RESIDENCE, with about 8 Acres of Meadow Land,

Stabling for three Horses, and Cottages for Coachman and
Gardener. The LE.VSE to be SOLD, with possession.
Further particulars, and cards to view, to be had of Messrs.

VIGERS. 4, Frederick's Place. Old Jewry, London, E.C.
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than 30 counties, and North and South, East and
West, we have everywiiere seen the hocrs among
Wheat and Peas and Beans. Tillage operations

of all kinds are indeed the very test and touch-

stone of the difference between the energetic and
slothful—the foolish and the wise in agricuhure.

The man who, by skilful and timely manipulation

of the soil, makes Nature work for him, is the wise

man; and he who thinks to cultivate and nourish

crops by direct manuring only—disregarding

natural supplies, and insisting upon results in

spite of natural conditions, is the fool. He may
enforce tilth by mere mechanism and brute force
•—he may enforce fertility by the direct addition

of artificial fertilisers to the soil, but in neither

case, and nothwithstanding his expenditure, is he
so successful as his neighbour who, with hardly

any cost, makes Nature provide him with both a

mouldered seed-bed and a soil enriched and
fertilised for the nourishment of his plants.

Notwithstanding, however, the undoubted
superiority of the well-tilled soil, it is not certain

that deep and thorough tillage during the growth
of all kinds of crops on all kinds of soils is

beneficial, and the Cirencester Chamber of Agri-

culture did well accordingly last year to direct a

number of tillage experiments, for the purpose of

determining the truth upon this subject on the
shallow Cotswold soils of Gloucestershire.

Their experiments on the Wheat crop were
intended to show, (i) how far a free admission of

air and light would influence the growth of the

plant
; (2) how far interculture was beneficial or

the reverse
; (3) the effect of thin seeding.

In each set of experiments there were two plots,

in ^^'hich alternately two rows were removed and
two rows were left—two plots, in which alter-

nately two rows were obliterated and two rows
left, the interspace being forked and sown with
Carrots, Potatos, or some other crop—and two
plots, in which two rows were alternately

removed and left, the interspace being forked
twice during the summer.

Lord B.\'rHURST's results were obtained upon
a free working soil previously under Clover, the
land being in good condition. The Wheat was
sown in October and the surplus drills removed
early in the season. The forking was done on
April 9 and June 7, and the remaining plots

were hoed so as to keep down weeds. The
growing crop looked well through the summer, a
marked difference being perceptible between the
various plots. The wide drilled portions assumed
a dark green colour and vigorous appearance,
and the heads were larger than those of the sur-

rounding Wheat. They were considered up till

harvest time to be carrying a heavier and more
bulky crop than the ordinary untouched Wheat.
The straw, however, was not so clean and blight,

being affected with mildew, and the result

showed that, although more straw had been
grown per acre, there was slightly less grain.

The Royal Agricultural College results were on
land in poor condition. The surplus rows were
removed as soon as the Wheat appeared, and
the spaces were forked where required during
March 10— 13, and again in June. As might
have been expected, the Wheat did not yield

largely ; the average of three unmanured and
untouched plots being only 25 bushels per acre.

The plots in which two rows had been alter-

nately removed and left without any interculture
except hoeing, gave respectively 60 and 80 lb.

less corn per acre than the unmanured and
untouched plots ; while two plots similarly treated,

but with the addition of forking between the
rows, showed a diminished yield of 175 and 1651b.
compared with ordinary Wheat. The poverty of
the land, owing to Barley having occupied it the
previous year, may account for thin-seeding and
wide drilling not being very successful.

Mr. Smith's (of Bibury) results were so satis-

factory to himself that he has sown a larger area
of Wheat upon the same principle this season.
The land upon which these trials were conducted
is of very good quality. It is a free, quick,
Barley soil, of dark colour and in good condition.
In one case, where alternately two rows were
omitted and two left, the interspaces being firmly
pressed, there was an increase of Si bushels of
grain and S80 lb. of straw ; in a second plot,

where the interspaces were planted with Potatos,
there was an increase of 440 lb. of corn (above
7 bushels) and 760 lb. of straw ; in a third

instance an increase of 320 lb. or upwards of

5 bushels of grain ; and lastly, where the spaces
were twice forked, there was an increase of

260 lb., or more than 4 bushels of corn. Such
results teach us the importance of each farmer

trying experiments for himself on his own land
rather than pinning his faith to results elsewhere.

Mr. W. J. Edmonds' results are not favourable

to wide drilling and interculture between the

rows, little more than half the yield being ob-

tained in the case of the wide-spaced plots. These
experiments were conducted upon good strong

land in a sheltered situation. The untouched plots

were also much better than the plots which were
simply pressed with the foot, an operation which
could not have done harm unless performed in

improper weather.

Such are the results of wide drilling and inter-

culture. In one case a remarkable increase of

Wheat and straw was observed in connection
with a saving of i bushel of seed per acre. A
second case gave an increased amount of straw

per acre, and was thought up to harvest to pro-

mise a greater yield of corn. Strict weighing,

however, revealed a deficiency, probably owing
to the presence of mildew. Another series gave
a slightly diminished yield, accounted for by the

poverty of the soil, this being the second white

crop ; and, fourthly, we have Mr. F.DMONDS'
experiments, giving a most unequivocal answer in

favour of continuing in the "old paths."

On the whole it must be admitted that, as re-

gards the Wheat crop, deep interculture was not

beneficial on the Cotswold soils^a fact, however,
which will not stop a single hoer among the grow-
ing Wheat either on the Cotswolds or elsewhere.

The paper on "English Ten.^nt Right,"
which is given in another page, was received by
the Farmers' Club last Monday evening with

much applause. Mr. Corbet is familiar with

the subject in all its local variety of details, and
did well to select the Lincolnshire system as a

practical illustration of the question.

Mr. Thomas commenced the discussion by
declaring that the large amount of capital farmers
now require to invest in successful farming de-

mands more protection than it often receives.

There are no doubt many good landlords, and
on their estates tenants' capital is safe, but it

cannot be denied that there are many exceptions,

and for these such a protection of tenant-right

as was advocated by Air. Corbet is requisite.

Mr. Smvthies did not approve of Mr.
Corbet's criticisms on Mr. Caird—they were,
in his opinion, more personal than practical.

The paper did not define tenant-rights, it left

them as vague as ever. He objected to the rules

of the Lincolnshire system, as not being applic-

able to other counties, and he thought that if an
Act of Parliament did not enforce definite repay-

ments, landlords and tenants, who very generally

understood each other in friendly terms, should
be let alone.

Mr. Williams took an opposite view of the
Lincolnshire system from the last speaker. It

was, in his opinion, the best which Mr. Corbet
could have taken as the basis of a fair settlement

of the c[uestion. The details of the subject were
intricate only because landlords were prejudiced

against the principle, and would not entertain it.

He thought two years' notice to quit would
often, practically speaking, be a fair acknowledg-
ment of tenant-right.

Mr. H A.MILTON, as alandowner,approvedof the

Lincolnshire system of tenant-right. He had
adopted it on his small estate, and found it

answer fully as well as in Lincolnshire. He
thought the principle generally applicable,

whether the tenant held from year to year, or for

a term of years.

Mr. Leeds took exception to some of the
remarks of the last speaker, and expressed him-
self in favour of i greater security to tenants'

capital than the present Law of Landlord and
Tenant provides. And tenants' capital is not
all that requires statutory protection ; for when a
tenant received six months' notice to quit, with-

out any grounds for removal, he had to look out

for another farm, and before he got one his loss

was often ver)' considerable.

Mr. Mechi agreed with Mr. Corbet that

the right of the outgoing tenant to unex-
hausted improvements should be legalised,

quoting examples froin his own county (Essex)
of £s, and even ^10, per acre invested, in

proof of its necessity. He dift'ered, however,
from him on one point, for he thought a lease

for a term of years must become the rule, as it

enabled the tenant to invest capital more advan-
tageously and safely than under yearly tenancy.
In support of this he referred to the greater
security under leases and improvements made in

Scotland. He next referred to the Surrey and
Sussex systems, and concluded by contrasting

Lincolnshire with " the lamentable want of

improvement in other counties."

Air. Harper approved of the Lincolnshire

system, as it kept the land in a higher and more
uniform state of fertility than the 19-year leases

of Scotland. Tenant-right simply carried out the

golden rule, "Do as you would be done by."

Mr. Edmunds drew attention to the increasing

investment of tenants' capital in improved agri-

culture. He did not think sufficient security

could be provided under yearly tenancy, which
was anything but "business-like" as between
landlord and tenant. Besides payment for unex-

hausted improvements, a lease of considerable

duration was equally necessary, with at least

two years' notice to quit, so as to enable outgoing

tenants to enter upon other farms without sacri-

fice of time and capital.

Mr. Masfen noticed the growing competition
for farms, which was increased by wealthy
townspeople farming often as much for amuse-
ment as profit. He thought tenant-right should

be considered more in the light of a national

question than it is. As the incoming tenant

pays the outgoing tenant, landlords had not to

put their hands in their pockets, and therefore

had nothing to fear. On the contrary, tenant-

right would secure for them a better and much
more intelligent class of tenants.

The Chairman, Mr. J. Howard, M.P., com-
plimented Mr. Corbet by saying his paper would
meet with as favourable a reception from English

farmers as did his Prize Essay on the subject.

After pointing out the difference between the law

of landlord and tenant in England and Ireland,

he expressed the opinion that " an English Land
Bill " would follow that of the sister country.

Whkat is still rising in price, having gained

one or two shillings last Monday at Mark Lane, on

the advance of the previous week. The Cattle

Market on Monday was well supplied, but the previous

Thursday's advance of prices was well maintained ; on
Thursday there was an over-supply, a dull trade, and
considerable fall of price.

No business of great importance was trans-

acted at last Tuesday's meeting of the Central Chamber
of Agriculture. The report of the Local Taxation

Committee was read by Sir Massey Lopes, and

received by the meeting. Resolutions were passed by

a majority of the Council, repeating its protest against

the exemption of personal property from local rates, and

challenging investigation into the trath of the assertion

that real property is compensated by bearing a much
smaller share of imperial burdens than personalty

;

asserting that the order in which the Government have

indicated their intention of considering the subject of

local taxation is irrcgidar and inexpedient, and that re-

adjustment must be preceded by a thorough inquiry into

what objects are local and what national ; and protest-

ing that measures to widen the limits of the rateable

area of local taxation by including woods, mines, and

Government property, or to charge some portion of the

rates on'the owner, are not to be accepted as a settle-

ment of the grievance to which both land and house

property are now subjected. It was resolved that a

copy of these resolutions should be submitted to the

Government. A petition to the House of Commons,
praying that the duty on game certificates may be re-

tained, and that the contemplated exemption in favour

of guns kept within a house be extended to those used

upon the land and premises in the occupation of the

owners of such firearms, was adopted. Another peti-

tion for the retention of hawkers' licences, as offering

a safeguard against the indefinite multiplication of

vagrants, was also agreed to.

At a recent meeting of the Scottish Chamber
of Agriculture, very largely and influentially attended,

the Government Bill on the subject of the Game Laws
was unanimously condemned. The President, Mr.

Wilson, of Edington Mains, unable to be present,

wrote, saying :

—

'

' I would not like to allow myself to think or say that

this Bill of the Lord Advocate's has been drawn with

the view of treating the complaints of the farmers of

Scotland with mockery ; but I do say that it seems to me
to make it evident that he has utterly failed to appreciate

the reality and greatness of the grievance which gives rise

to these complaints. Bad as matters at present are with

respect to game, I would ver>' much rather see things

remain as they are than see this Bill become law. It will

do nothing towards reducing the number of hares and
rabbits (the real cause of all the mischief), and the

unhappy tenant who shall seek redress in the way which
it proposes will simply add law pleas and open feud with

his landlord to his game grievance. I trust that the

Chamber will be unanimous in petitioning for its total

rejection, and also that it will fall back on the ground
which it first took up, by asking to have hares and rabbits

removed from the game list. As long as we held to that

our position was strong and hopeful, and the sooner we
resume it the better."

Mn Thomas Nicoll, of Littleton, Kerriemuir, who
was also unable to attend, wrote :

—

" The Whigs at last election dangled the hare-and-
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rabbit question before our eyes, and under promise of a

fair, reasonable, and equitable settlement brought about

the almost total extinction of the Tory party in Scotland.

We have been lamentably and treacherously deceived
;

but the day of reckoning will come, and this sham measure

of theirs, were an election now to take place, would, I

believe, be the foundation, so far as the agricultural con-

stituencies are concerned, of a decided Conservative

reaction.
.

" Failing help from the Tories, might

the Scotch landlords—our natural allie;

step forward and aid us in this emergency,

lock, and proclaim that their eyes

ve not hope that

after ail—would
this dead-

now open to the

he might say that, bad as present circumstances were, the
Lord Advocate's Bill would make thein worse should it

come upon them, and he moved that the Club should
petition against the Bill in toto."

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
The late John Grey of Dilston.

[Tht folloiving

knew Mr. Grey in hi

)ir is taken from Mr. H. H. Dixon's latest
nother page. We prefer it to any words of

is not perfectly satisfactory to one who
ime. It has a melancholy tone, which
the ordinary expression of his face.

Nevertheless we have the best authority for permitting
appear as a likeness of him in his later days.]

For more than forty years John Grey of Dilston was
a very prominent and a very honoured name in the
North Country. He was born not far from Flodden

fact that the preservation of ground game is incompatibl

with modern agriculture, and that for the future they

would place it at the command of the tenantry ? Had I

been able to be present at your meeting, I should have

availed myse ° f
°PP,

A^riJnlinro with the land' ^
i'«oriu >_ouiury. lie was uorn not tar irom riDuaen

!"T f%l l/nri o do so
"

•^S"™"""'' ""* ""^ ''""^
j

Field, and boEh by his farming success on the Tweed
lords or Scotland to do so. , ' .,, . ,

•'
,, , , .» ,.

Mr. A. E. Macknight (Advocate) moved :- and Tdls.de as well as by his political energy on the

*•
1 That the ovcr-presen-ation of game is absolutely

,

I^ustings by the side of Mr. Lambton and Lord Howick,

inconsistent with modem high farming.
!

^^ 'tunes enough to shake a mans soul, if he dared

"2. Thatwereharesandrabbitsstruckout of thegame to be a Reformer, he soon took a place m the van.

list, and Parhament to enact that all contracts presen-ing He was just in the prime of life at 47, when he was
these animals are illegal,

great benefit would arise to

the agricuhure of the nation.

"3. That the law of Eng-
land gives no practical benefit

to English farming, and
would give as little to Scot-

land ; and hence the Bill of

the Lord Advocate assimi-

lating the Game Laws of

England and Scotland does

not amehorate the existing

grievances under which ad-

mittedly Scotch agriculture

labours, but, on the contrary,

would lead to litigation and
disputes, and embitter the

relations between landlord

and tenant, and would result

in a state of matters worse
than the present, and there-

fore that the Chamber should

petition against the Bill of

the Lord Advocate.
"4. That the other game

Bills, in so far as inconsistent

-with these resolutions, be
also petitioned against."

Mr. Scot Skirving pro-

posed the resolution of the

Aberdeen Chamber :

—

"First, That any attempt
to redress the grievance suf-

fered by game based on com-
pensation for damages to

crops cannot be satisfactory

either to the public or to

farmers, (i) because com-
pensation for the direct

damage (even if it could be
satisfactorily ascertained)

would not indemnify the

farmer for the indirect loss

arising from injury to his

system of cultivation
; (2)

because claims for compensa-
tion would form a common
source of dispute, irritation,

and discontent between land-

lord and tenant ; and (3)

because crops being still

hable to damage by game,
this insecurity would con-
tinue to deter farmers from
investing in the soil the

capital they otherwise would
in the endeavour to increase

the production of food.

Second, That the Game Bill

introduced by the Lord
Advocate, proposing re-

dress by increasing the

facilities for obtaining
compensation, is, therefore,

unsatisfactory. Third, That
any measure promising a settlement of the game question

must at least confer on the tenant the inalienable right,

either by himself or others having his authority, to kill

hares and rabbits on the land occupied by him."

Mr. Macknight's motion was carried by a majority

of two. At a previous discussion before the Had-
dington Farmers' Club on the LoRD Advocate's Bill,

which assimilates the Scottish to the English practice

Mr. Scot Skirving had said :

—

"WTien he first saw that Bill, he became more and
more con\'inced that he was reading a hoax. The public

were hoaxed by one of the most ridiculous Bills that ever

was framed—a Bill to assimilate the laws of Scotland to

those of England, and place the tenant in as auspicious
circumstances as he could be in making a bargain with
his landlord. It appeared to him very much as if the
Lord Advocate said something like this :

' Here is a Bill

for you, and if you do not like the Bfll you may go to

—

he would not say the devil—but the law.' And what way
were they to go to law ?—not by arbitration to the sheriff

;

but it seemed as if the Lord Advocate wished to show
grace to the briefless barristers he had left behind hiin. If

a large farmer suffered damages to the extent of ^^200 or

£yx>, and chose to restrict it to ^^25, he might bring the

matter before the sheriff; but if the sum was ,^50, he
must go to the House of Parliament at Edinburgh, and
then, he presumed, to the House of Lords. He believed

Mr. JOHN GREY, of DILSTON.—[Died Jan. 22, i863, aged 82,

made Commissioner of the Greenwich Hospital

Estates, and he built his future home at Dilston, not

far from the spot where the last Earl of Radcliffe lies

buried with his head under his arm, and his heart

embalmed at his side.

No man had enjoyed a finer training, and Earl Grey,

Sir John Sinclair, and Clarkson were among those

whom he could call friend. His own deep and

abiding sense of religion and regard for his widowed
mother moulded him early for the important part

which he had to play in life. He honoured John
Culley for always asking him to rise early from the

Wooller market-table, and to be the companion of his

homeward ride ; and his first public speech was for the

Bible Society in the church of that town. , . .

Whatever he did he did with all his might, and he

invariably did it well. No man had a finer eye to

hounds, or better hands and nerve, whether on Rose of

Raby or "the flyer which stands in the stall at the

top," In the heat of his Lambton canvass he worked
on all day with two fractured ribs. Sir John Sinclair

entrusted him to revise the proof-sheets of his Code of

Agriculture ; and even in his 82nd year he delivered a

lecture of nearly two hours' length on poetiy, at

Haydon Bridge. Bone manure, draining, subsoil

ploughing, and the application of animal and vegetable
chemistry to agiicultural objects were his theme in

days when talk of such things was almost enough to
stamp a man as a Jacobin and a visionary. He dared
to denounce the corn laws as " the parent of scarcity,

dearness, and uncertainty," when 99 out of 100
thought him a man of profane lips for saying so, and
Bright and Cobden were mere boys. When he was
"up" for a speech, the audience always knew that

they would hear some sturdy truths ; but no one was
more uncompromising, and yet more full of tact. His
opponents might dislike what he said, but they could

not object to the language in which it was clothed.

Only a week before his death he mediated in an
excellent speech between landlord and tenant, when
an offensively couched resolution about game had been
passed at the Hexham Farmers' Club. "The Black
Prince of the North," as he had been called in his hot

political youth, was never in better tune for speaking

than at tlic Newcastle Royal Dinner of '46, and an

after-dinner remark of the second Duke of Cleveland's,

to the effect that agricultural improvement had reached

its utmost limit, drew from him an indignant denial,

and a stout argument on
tenancies-at-will as against

leases. It was in '59 that

he spoke what he called his

"Peace and Plenty"
speech, in which Prince

Albert delighted, and his

last at a public dinner was
made at the H ighland

Society's meeting of 1867,

where he attended as judge.

As an agent he practised

what he preached. Strong

as his political predilections

were, he never interfered,

directly or indirectly, with

a voter. The Greenwich
estates, when they came
into his hand, produced
;,^29,ooo clear, and gradu-

ally rose, under the drain-

ing and other improve-

ments which he planned

and carried out, to/;"40,ooo.

With the labourers he had
peculiar sympathy, and
"let the oppressed go free

and break every yoke," was
a saying that seemed ever

]u-escnt with him. He did

not deem that even the

poorest were " born just to

be handled by those above
ihcm like £1 notes." It

was the feeling that "John
Grey is a just man" which
was the secret of his power.

The desire to help every

one to the utmost was
another great feature in

him. During the cattle

plague no magistrate was
more active : and although

he was past eighty, he

would attend every sale,

however small, within reach

of his home, so that he
might spare the buyers the

trouble of coming to him
to get the papers signed.

His powers and his bodily

strength seemed unimpaired

to the last, although, as he

would say, his children and
grandchildren, by their

affectionate thought for his

comforts, whether at home
or when he went to spend
the Christmas at Millfield,

would "try to make an old man" of him. That task

would have been above their hands, with such a tough,

square-jawed borderer to deal with. The lecture on

poetry the year before he died, beginning as it did with

Chaucer and the 107th Psalm, and dealing largely in

Sir Walter Scott, the poet of " Teviot's bard and hero

land," near which his lot had been cast, was given

almost entirely from memory. His bodily force had

abated as little as his mental, and when his son would

insist, overnight, on sending his luggage down to the

railway for him, the sturdy octogenarian rose an hour

earlier, packed his big portmanteau, and carried it on

his shoulder half a mile to the station.

In him there was hardly even that "gentle decay"

which precedes death. He had a slight ailment, and

to his daughter's tender eye there might be an unusual

solemnity of manner when he read family prayers on

his last night on earth, but still nothing to cause alarm.

She exchanged a few words with him in the morning.

" My wants are few, very few," were the last he spoke

;

and when she next saw him lie was dead, seated on

the stairs with "his forefinger raised, as if to enjoin

silence, or as if he heard some one calhng him. And

so every scene in his life, from dawn to sunset, from

sunset to the close, is touched, in his daughter s memoir
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of him, with the same bold and yet tender hand. The
last of all was on that wild Saturday before his funeral,

when, as in Tennyson's Dead Earl, "the wind was
howling through turret and tree," the very window-
panes broken with a crash, the glass shivered about

the floor, and the white sheet which had been thrown

over the corpse blown rudely away. Sunday came in

calm and clear, and hardly stirred a leaf of the bright,

shining evergreen with which daughters' hands then

wreathed his coffin. " He looked so grand when he

was dead," with that union of tenderness and strength

in the whole outline of his head and face which was
the key to his successful manhood and his honoured
old age. He has gone to his rest, but the impress of

his practical knowledge and broad aims will be seen

and remembered for many a long year in the '* Sweet
Glendale" of his earlier days, and the rich vale of the

T)Tie.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
Mr. Ch.\rles Howard had a very successful sale

of his entire herd of Shorthorns on Tuesday last. The
great feature of it was the Gwynne tribe, which was
probably the best branch of this family in the country.

Some of them made extremely high prices. Mr. Howard
had used 5TH Grand Duke {19,875), 2d Duke of
Thorndale (17,748), and Grand Duke of Light-
BURNE (26,290), all first-class Bates bulls, and the

herd had been established about 12 years. A very large

company assembled, and the following prices were
obtained under Mr. Strafford's glass :

—
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Gander and Goose of any age—J. C. Cooper ; 2d, Hon. John
Massy : 3d, Mrs. Warburton.

Ducks.
Rouen Drake and Duck of any age—ad, R. W. Boyle.
Aylesbury Drake and Duck—J. C. Cooper : 2d, Mrs. Robert

Clay.

THE ROADS OF THE FARM.

It is to be deplored that good roads, or even what
may be fairly termed roads at all, are so rarely met
with on the farm. Tme, tliere are exceptional instances

where the facilities atforded by a carefully-designed and
well-constructed system of roads have been attained

;

but such cases mostly occur under the immediate occu-
pancy of an energetic and wealthy resident proprietor,

or on the home farms retained by the proprietors of the
larger estates. They do not therefore present any
appreciable limit to my first statement, and are only to

be regarded as examples of, and inciting to, a better

than the prevailing condition of things. I believe I

may hazard the assertion that on the majority of farms
in this country there is not a single furlong of made
road

—

i. c, of road solidly constructed and kept in

repair—except the comparatively short lengths leading
from the public highways to the homestead.
Some lands there are, undoubtedly, so situated, and

of such a character that it would be superfluous to cut
them up by internal roads ; such, for example, where
dry and flat grounds lie adjacent to, or are bounded by,
public or occupation roads. It may then occur that

easy access to a good road, and the contour of the field,

together with the character and drainage condition of
the soil, render the construction of roads inside the
fences quite unnecessary. But that is not a very
common occurrence, for even where a farm is well
intersected by public and occupation roads, and the
contour of the land flat, there will still be many fields

which lie interior to those which abut upon the roads
in question. Now, where, in order to reach one field

another has to be crossed, it will always be advanta-
geous to have a road. If there is much cart or waggon
passage across a field it will actually become an
economy to devote a portion of the land to the purposes
of a permanent road. Of course where the ground is

steep, or otherwise naturally unsuited to farm trafiic, it

often becomes a first necessity to open it up by a sub-
stantial road, even though a good road runs along the
outside boundary.
But I am not to be held as advocating the indiscri-

minate constniction of roads, far from it. I think that

the fewer they require to be the better, for the first

construction is very costly, and the labour and expense
of maintenance is considerable, while they occupy a
large amount of valuable soil. Vet it is not too much
to say that at every place where a necessity exists for a
road, at such a place the needed facility should be pro-
vided. There should, indeed, be a well-defined and
complete system of roads upon every farm, providing
easy and ready access in all directions and to every
field. The cost of such a system would materially
depend upon the skill with which it was designed and
laid out. It is surprising to anyone who has never
seen or attempted such a work, with what economy it

is possible to lay even a hilly farm under road control.

And who can estimate the value of such a boon ? the
pleasure^ the facility, and the profit derived? or the
annoyance, the delay, the ruts, and the waste, avoided
thereby ?

It is reasonable to suppose that, with the introduc-
tion of heavy machinery—such as agricultural loco-
motives, &c.—more general attention must be paid to
farm roads, for a firm path is essential to the ready
transport of these engines. But, apart altogether from
the requirements due to the introduction of heavy
modern implements and machinery, I do not consider
the permanent improvements on any estate or farm as
complete without a definite system ofgood roads. These
roads, as being of the nature of permanent improve-
ments, should be constructed at the expense of the
proprietors, and maintained by the tenants or occupiers
of the land.

The objects to be aimed at in road-making are, a
dry foundation, a hard surface, and a small inclination.

It would be quite foreign to my present purpose were
I to enter into a detailed consideration of all the prin-
ciples connected with the attainment of these objects

;

1 shall therefore now only refer to the more pro-
minent of the elementary principles involved in the
construction of roads.

The resistance or draught on roads is an important
matter, a proper knowledge of which is of advantage in

considerations regarding the gradients to be admitted in
a line of road. It has been found by experiment that
the resistance of wheel-carriages on roads is propor-
tional to the load, and inversely proportional to the
radius of the wheels.

The average proportion of the resistance to the load
on a level part of a good broken stone road has been
variously stated at from 44 lb. to 75 lb. per ton. Tel-
ford estimated it at I -30th of the gross load, or 745 lb.

per ton.

On an incline the resistance varies according to the
sine of the angle of inclination, and we have this
general rule for finding the amount of resistance to be
overcome. To the known ratio of resistance to load

on a level, add (if ascending), or subtract (if descending),
the ratio of the rise to the horizontal length of tlie

slope, and multiply by the gross load. The result

gives the resistance veiy nearly. Tlius, for example :

—

If we assume the resistance on a level to be i-30th of
the load, the force required to draw a waggon of
3 tons weight along a level part of a Macadamised
road is (J5 + load) = (i x 6720 lb.) = 224 lb. ; but the
requisite force to draw the same load on an incline of
I in 60 is (J, -1- i) X 6720, which gives 336 lb. as the
force to be exerted in ascending, and 112 lb. in

descending, the slope ; while on a gradient of i in 30
the force required is (3I, + jt,) x 6720 = 44S lb. in
ascending, and (J,— J-,) x 6720 = o in descending.
From these and such like calculations we thus find

that the comparative values of resistance to the same
load on different slopes stand thus in ratio :

—

Consequently, if we estimate the tractive force which a

horse is capable of exerting continuously at a steady
walk at 1 12 lb., each horse will be able to draw along a
level a gross load of (112 x 30) — 3360 lb. = i^ ton

;

while on an ascent of i in 60 a load of { 1 1 2 x 30 -r- i i

)

^ 2240 lb. = I ton, will be sufficient ; and on an
ascent of i in 30, the load to be drawn with advantage
must not exceed (112x30-^2) = ! 680 lb. = 1 5 cwt.
From these results we observe that since the resist-

ance is doubled by an ascent of i in 30, it \\\{\ be
exactly neutralised in descending a slope of the same
inclination. Hence, if the gradient at any part is

steeper than i in 30, there is a waste of mechanical
energy in descending, because a retarding force must
then be exerted by means of breaks or other\\ise, in

order to prevent undue acceleration of speed. Tliis is

.shown by the minus sign prefixed to the two last figures

in the third column of the above Table.
These results exhibit the advantages arising from easy

gr.idients, but of course the question of expense in

excavating and embanking limits, in most cases, the
flatness of the gradients, and farm roads, especially, are

much as possible constructed on the natural surface
of the ground.

method a uniform depth of "metalling" is obtained
over the whole breadth of the road. If the convexity
is given only to the surface material it must be laid on
thicker at the middle than at the sides of tlie road, and
as the trafiic usually preponderates near the centre, the
more so if the cross-section has a considerable convexity,
the action of horses and machines must throw the
metal from the middle to the sides, and thus tend
to reduce the road to a level, or to form grooves and
ruts.

A depth of 2 or 3 feet is sufficient in general for the
side drain or ditches already mentioned. The fence
should be between the ditch and the road.

If open ditches along the sides are not sufticient,

proper drains must be constructed, either by making a
covered drain down the centre, with brancli drains
from the sides running into it, or by forming covered
drains along the sides, with gratings at proper
intervals to let in the surface water.

In repairing a broken stone road, the surface must
be slightly loosened with a pick, and a layer of new
metal spread uniformly over it. Blinding a newly
metalled road with sand or gravel is a bad practice,
and prevents the stone ever forming a really compact
mass.

|)omc Con'fsponbciifc.

Smith of Woolston as a Landlord.—What a
liberal-minded landlord Mr. Smith would make ! [See

P' 577-] What a pity that his 112 acres had not .been
112,000, so that he might cany out in practice the
liberality which looks so grand upon paper. Why
should a landlord prohibit his tenant from selling straw
and roots off the fann ? For straw and roots, quoth
Mr. Smith, cannot be sold off the farm ; there is

nobody to buy them ! Did Mr. Smith, of Woolston,
ever hear of one Mr. Mechi, of Tiptree ? If so, I fancy
Mr. Smith could quite understand that if straw and
roots were allowed to be sold there would be a great
many Messrs. Mechi springing up who, farming their

own land, would be very glad to buy straw and roots
from their neighbours, knowing well that in a very few
years their own acres would be fat, and those of the
adjoining owners, who let out their lands to tenants,
would be lean. But perhaps Mr. Smith knows all this

well, and has an eye to the main chance in the "blind
advice" he is propounding for the benefit of landlords
and land agents. Perhaps he would like to try a littlie

of his neighbours' roots and straw at feeding price !

The principal points to be attended to in selecting the Did Mr. Smith ever hear of what is called m my part
line of a road, are—that in crossing valleys or hollows of the country " a bye-tack ?"—that is to say, a second
a narrow part of the valley should be chosen, and the farm taken by the same farmer, but from a different
deepest part should be crossed at right angles ; the landlord, and usually adjoining his own principal farm.
summits of ridges also should be crossed as nearly as

"

possible at right angles ; and when roads pass through
fields they should, as far as practicable, be formed
alongside of the fences to avoid the subdivision of the
fields, and consequent loss of time and inconvenience in

working the land.

When a road has to be formed on the natural surface
of the ground, the operation consists simply, when the
ground is level across, in digging a drain or ditch at

each side of the intended road, the earth from which is

thrown upon the track so as to raise it a little above
the adjoining ground, and any slight irregularites which
occur in its course are then levelled. If the ground has
a sidelong slope, a drain at the upper side of the road
only requires to be cut. Macadam considered this to

be all the preparation needed, even on swampy ground,
before laying the broken stone covering on a road.

Telford believed it necessary to have an artificial founda-
tion of rough pavement below the stone covering, and
this he formed of durable stones measuring from 4 to

7 inches, which were set by hand with the largest sides

clown, and packed with smaller pieces so as to fomr a
compact layer about 7 inches deep at the centre and
4 inches deep at the sides of the road. Above the
foundation thus prepared Telford spread a uniform
coating of broken stones, about 6 inches in thickness.

Macadam thought 10 inches of metal the greatest thick-

ness required for any road made upon his system, and
he often used from 5 to 9 inches as sufficient.

The road metal should consist of tough and hard
stone, such as granite, or some of the varieties of
gieenstone ; and, to ensure a firm and compact surface,

they should be broken into angidar pieces, about \\
inch cube, and spread evenly over the road with a
shovel and rake in two or three successive layers of

3 and 4 inches deep, each layer being allowed to get
partially consolidated by traffic before another is laid

And did he ever hear that landlords and land agents,
as a rule, set their faces against letting fanns as "bye-
tacks" to any tenant who rents another and a larger
farm under another landlord ? And if so, does he know
the reason why ? Did he ever hear, too, that land-
lords and land agents do not like to let their land to
yeomen, that is to say, to men who own a farm of their

own, and occupy it themselves? And if so, why? I

will tell him the reason. Because in a very few years
the one farm would be fat and the other lean. If
I draw all the hay, and all the straw, and all the
roots off one farm which I rent, and consume
them on my own land, and if I put all the dung
which results from that feeding on to my own land, I
venture very mildly to predict that in a few years
my own land would be greatly increased in value and
the farm which I rented would be vastly depreciated.
Or, if I have a flock of sheep, and I take good care
to fold them at night and during the heat of the day
upon my own land, but feed them every morning and
evening on the rented farm, I venture also to predict
that in a very few years my sheep will have carried

over bodily the fatness of my landlord's land, and laid

it very neatly, "honestly, no doubt," on to my own
paternal acres. It seems to me that Mr. Smith's idea
of a model farmer is, to be a dog in the manger. He
is not to expend a single penny in artificial manure
(although by so doing he would greatly increase his own
annual profits) for fear his landlord should benefit from
the farm at the end of the lease being left in a
much better state and more productive than it

was when he entered. Fortunately for himself, Mr.
Smith works his own land. If he rented under a land-

lord, and his mind was filled with these silly ideas, I
think the chances are ten to one he would have been in

the 6'(7c<'//(' long ago. The man whose object is "to beggar
his neighbour," seldom succeeds in making a plum for

himself. The tenant whose whole object was not to

improve his land for fear his landlord should reap some
benefit by it, would soon find his farm of little benefit

even to himself; and %Ahen he went to seek a new one
out of which he might extract the marrow by bad
farming, I think his character would go before him, and
he would find both landlords and land agents would
give him a very cool reception. If the farmers of
England were a down-trodden race, growing yearly

poorer, there might be some reason for such homilies

as that which Mr. Smith has given utterance to. But
when we know the contraiy to be the fact—when we
know that the farmers of England are growing annually

to the surface I richer, and advancing steadily in social position,

have seen,
|
influence, and consideration, the system of land tenure

Opinions differ a good deal as to the best transverse

fomi for a road. Some think it should be flat, and
others that it should be higher in the middle than at

the sides. There can be no doubt that it should have
a certain amount of convexity, but evidently the road
will be most suitable for traffic if the convexity is not
more than sufficient to make the water run off from the
middle towards the sides. The convexity may always
be reduced to a minimum where there is a slight

longitudinal inclination to the road, but a dead level

should always be avoided on consideration of drainage.

It has also been debated whether the convexity
should be given to the foundation,

material only; Telford's system, t . , ,

gives the convexity to the "bottoming," by which I needs no apology from any one. A system of manage-
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ment which renders the land of England more produc-

tive every year, and results not only in wealth to the

tenantry, but also in increa-.ed wealth to their landlords,

must be sound at bottom, and those men who, like

Mr. Smith, strive to breed illwill between tenants and

their landlords, are by no means the tenants' friend.

The share of the capital invested in farming by the

landlords is at least five times that advanced by the

tenant. That is to say, a tenant occupying a farm

worth ;^5000 will require perhaps ^1000 to work it,

and to suppose that the man who owns the /5000
will allow the man who owns the /'looo to reap all

profit is pure and simple nonsense. The same rule

holds in mercantile affairs, the sleeping partner who
supplies the lion's share of the capital is not content to

take simple interest, and leave all surplus profits to his

manatring partner. Nay, in mercantile affairs I think

it will usually be found that the man who finds the

lion's share of the capital also takes the lion's share of

the profits, although he never exerts himself in the

active management of the business. If Mr. Smith is

so enamoured of the pleasant and liberal doctrines he

propounds, suppose I was to give his own workmen a

hint, and suggest that they should not work upon his

land unless he gave them, not only their weekly wages,

but also a share, or rather not a share, but the whole

of the increased value which their labour produces !

Whatever Mr. Smith may think, let me tell him and

others, too, who seem inclined to follow a little in the

same strain, that they are playing with edged tools.

For my part, as a man possessing some property, I say

distinctly that if I have to divide with any one, I

should prefer to divide with the working classes rather

than with the farmers. G. A. H.

Road-making on Farms. — As I appointed

myself to be my road engineer—to form and make the

farm roads neecled here—the experience thus acquired

may be of service to your inquiring correspondent, and I

beg to offer it. In all cases I strongly recommend
that the surface soil be removed, and if the solid base

be not below 12 to 15 inches from the surface, it should

be reached ; and as a farm road is not likely to be made
wider than from 7 to 10 feet, the hard bottom must be

formed with a good inclination to one side, where

there should be a shallow drain of 18 inches to 2 feet

deep put in, to run all the length of the road. The
primary requirement is to run off all water from the

road as quickly as it falls, and so retain the earth

foundation dry and hard. The sides of the cuttings

should be perpendicular, as it is important these should

act as buttresses to the road material, and prevent the

wheels from crushing out the new road. Farm roads are,

from the want of these side supports, soon worked into

ruts, and the sloping foundation injured, giving a lodg-

ment for water, and so spoiling the inclined foundation.

The old dictum was to round the surface of the road,

so that the water would run off to the sides, but in

making a new road the material is loose and not con-

solidated, permitting the rain-water to percolate through

to the foundation as it falls ; thus proper means must be

made to get rid of the water at the foundation. I have

found that the surface earth dug out more than pays the

expense, in the increase of productiveness of the land on

which it is carried and spread. Having thus prepared

a suitable portion of base, the largest sized material

should, in the first place, be laid by hand ; in

fact, their biggest sized material must be placed as

if paved, and thus, from the greater surface

afford the most abundant support to the top material

:

it likewise will not be so liable to press into

the earth foundation as if of smaller size ;

over this will be spread the smallest sized material to

form the surface of the road. I prefer to keep the new
made road thus in use for some time, being watch-

ful—and this needs vigilance—that your men shall drive

the carts not in only one tract, but evenly over the

entire road, and in case of a rut or hole being made it

should be immediately repaired. After the new road

has thus become pressed and consolidated, any softer

dressing, as ashes, small gravel, &c., may be applied.

If these last are, as is too often the case, employed
before the road is properly compressed, from the softer

and smaller size of the material they are squeezed into

dust and washed down, when the firmness of the road

is deteriorated and loosened. As to materials, these

are solely depending on the locality, but I may add that,

as a rule, the want of farm roads is generally to be

found in clay districts. The clay dug out in forming

the foundation may be burnt, and will, if properly done,

make no bad road, the chief care being to chop up
enough of the clay to form the surface dressing, and
thus save subsequent making ; to have all the clods,

&c. , well dried prior to burning, and not to stint the

amount of fire. I have no doubt any man who has

experience as a brick burner will be able to perform

this part of the operation. Not only will there be less

fuel necessary if the lumps be dry, but they will be
harder and more compact. I never got into the prac-

tice of letting this last labour by piece, but would
recommend it being done for so much per cubic y.ard of

hard burnt lumps and pieces, to be pretty exempt from
cracks, which too rapid drying will produce. W, A.
Wooler.

The Bacon Fly.—Perhaps it may be of use to

"T. M. W." (p. 610) to state, that one year after we
had lost an old servant, whose tidy ways had pre-

viously kept the bacon fly in check, we suffered much

from it. Now, as before that year, we find very little

of it. Lime-wash on the walls, and care in clearing

out dust from holes and corners, seem to do much in

checking it. We also rub wood-ashes all over and

well into the hams and bacon when first hung up, and

in addition put the small hams into calico bags (washed

between each time of using) tied close round the leg-

bone. S. M. O.

Sodctics.
XOyAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : IVsdnesday, May 4.—Present

the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., President, in the chair
;

the Duke of Mariborough, K.G., the Eari of Lich-

field, Viscount Hill, Lord Chesham, Lord Kesteven,

Lord Tredegar, Lord Vernon, Lord Walsingham, the

Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P., Sir Watkin W. Wynn,
Bart, M.P. ; Mr. Amos, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Bamett,

Mr. Booth, Mr. Bowly, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Chal-

loner, Mr. Clayden, Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent, M.P.
;

Mr. Drace, Mr. Edmonds, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr.

Hassall, Mr. Holland, Mr. Homsby, Mr. Wren
Hoskyns, M.P. ; Mr. Jonas, Colonel King^cote,

M. 1'., Mr. Lawes, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Milward, Mr.

Pain, Mr. M. White Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Rigden,

Mr. Sanday, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Stone, Mr.

Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr. Turner, Mr. Webb, Mr.

Wells, M.P. ; Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Jacob Wilson,

and Dr. Voelcker.

The following members were elected :

—

Allcock, Thomas. Ratcliffe-on-Trent, Nottingham.
.Armstrong. John Knight, Winstord, Chester.

Basket!, Nathaniel, Brames Hall, Wetlieringsett.

Beeston, Thomas, Goldston Manor, Market Drayton.

Berridge, Samuel, Croughton, Brackley.

Berridge, Thomas Edward, Pimlico Farm, Tusmore,

Bicester.

Bickerton, Samuel, Shotatton, Ruyton, Salop.

Birch, James, Pearse Hay, Penkridge.

Birchall, Edward, Willaston, Nantwich, Cheshire.

Cliillingworth, John, Horsepath, O-tford.

Chillingworth, William, Cuddesdon, Wheatley.

Crawhall, George. 4, Queen's Parade, Cheltenham.

Crompton, John Cjeorge. Derby.

DecanviUe, M., Petit Bourg. Corbeil.

Decanville, M. Paul, Petit Bourg, Corbeil.

De Kergolay, Count, Caniisy (Manche).

De Monicault, Edouard, 127, Boulevard Hausman,
Paris.

Derham, James. St. Thomas Road. Chorley.

Elwell, Charles James, Compton. Wolverhampton.
Fielden, John, Dobrovd Castle, Todmorden.
Fitton, Samuel, Willaston. Nantwich. Cheshire.

Foljambe, Francis J. S., Osberton. Worksop.
Gammon, H. M., Frewin Court, Oxford.

Game. Thomas, Broadmoor, Northlcach.

Garlside. Henry, Wharmton Tower, Greenfield, Saddle-

worth, Yorkshire.

Giles, F. Thresher, Marsh House, Bentley, Famham.
Harcourt. Rev. W. Vernon, Nuneham Park, .'Xbingdon.

Hargreaves, Edward Henry, Kirkham, Preston.

Hughes. James. Oxfqrd.

Jones, William, Baschurch, Shrewsbur)'.

Lett, John, Stone Court, Kidderminster.

Lister, Edward, Cefn Ila, Usk.

Lloyd. John, Bod Lloyd. Ruabon.
Mansell, Andrew, Little Ness, Baschurch. Salop.

Mather, Daniel. Chipping Norton, Oxford.

Milner, John, Myerscough. Preston.

Nelson, John, Wyham House, Louth.

Page, Francis, Uttoxeter.

Pennel, Charles. Westwell, Burford.

Roberts, John, Wellhouse, Saltnev, Chester.

Rowland, Samuel, Grimsditch Hall, Whitley, North-

wich.
Russell, John, Sutton, Dartford, Kent.

Scott, Lawrence, Moor End, Ruddington.

Seymour, Richard Arthur, Kinivarton Rectory, Al-

cester.

Smith, R. C. Parkfield, Swinton, Manchester.

Sollom, Francis. Pennfields. Wolverhampton.
Stapley. Frederick Arthur, East Lavant, Chichester.

Symonds, Frederick, 35, Beaumont Street, Oxford.

Symonds. Horatio P., Oxford.

Taunton, George. Oxford.
Tomlinson, J. H., The Parkey Farm, Wrexham.
Vaughan, Edmund, Lapley, Penkridge.

Warner, Robert. 8, The Crescent, Cripplegate. London.

West, Richard Thornton, Streatham Hall, Exeter.

Wright, John, 30, Broad Street, Islington, Birmingham.

Finances. — Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented

the report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's

receipts during the past month had been examined by

Messrs. Quilter & Ball, and were found correct. The
balance in the hands of the bankers on April 30 was

j/^3583 OS. lod., ;£'3Soo remaining on deposit at interest,

JouRN.iL.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported that

the committee recommended the offer of a prize of

>f20 for the best account of the preparation, preserva-

tion, and use of sprouted grain as food for horses,

cattle, and sheep, competing essays to be sent in to the

secretary not later than the 15th of July. The c

mittee also recommended that the invitation of the

"Societe des Agriculteurs de France " to the Royal

Agricultural Society to take part in an International

Congress td be held in Paris next year, be accepted ;

that the request to furnish a report on British Agricul

ture be complied with, such report to be prepared

under the auspices of the Journal Committee ; that it

be suggested to the "Soci^t^ des Agriculteurs de

France " that the time of holding the Congress which

would be most likely to secure a good attendance of

represcntati\es of British Agriculture, would be Whit-

sun week ; and that in compliance with the invitation

in one of the letters on the question, the following list

of subjects for papers or discussion be suggested, viz. :

Drainage, Implements and Machinery, Manures, Rota-

tion of Crops, Fattening of Cattle and Sheep, and the

Labourer. The committee also gave notice that at

the next monthly Council they will move for a gr.ant of

;{^ioo towards defraying the cost of an autumnal tour of

inspection similar to that of last year.—This report was

adopted.

General, O.xford.—Lord Kesteven reported that

the committee recommended that the Finance Com-
mittee be given power to obtain the assistance of some

members of Council, in place of any Stewards of

Finance who may be unable to attend the Oxford

meeting. The arrangements for the supply of refresh-

ments to the showyard at Oxford, and the programme
recommended for the Oxford meeting, were also

eported.—This report was adopted.

Judges, Selection.^Mr. Milward (chairman) pre-

sented a list of gentlemen who had accepted the invita-

tion of the Council to act as judges at the Oxford

meeting, and reported the recommendation of the

committee that they be now elected.—This report was
adopted.
Education.—Mr. Holland (chairman) reported

that neither of the candidates who had entered to com-

pete for the Society's certificates and prizes had satisfied

the examiners, and that the committee, therefore, could

not recommend any award.—This report was adopted.

Selection.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported

the recommendation of the committee that Lord Vernon
be invited to accept the office of President of the

Society for the ensuing year, and that the house list be

printed in the usual manner.—This report having been

adopted, it was moved by Mr. Thompson, seconded by
Mr. Dent, M.P. , and carried unanimously, "That Lord

Vernon be recommended to the general meeting as

President for the ensuing year."

House List.—In conformity with the bye-laws the

Council then arranged by ballot the following election

list, to be recommended by them for adoption at the

ensuing general meeting on the 23rd inst :—
Attendances (from the August meeting, in 1868, to

Amos, Ch.irlcs Edwards, s. Cedar*;

Road, Clapham Common, Surrey.

Barthropp, Nallianiel George, Haches
ton, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

Booth, Thomas Christopher, Warlaby,
Northallerton, Yorkshire.

Bowly, Edward, Siddington House,
Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

Clive, George, Perrystone, Ross, Here
fordshirc-

Davies, David Reynolds, Mere Olt

Hall, Knutsford, Cheshire.

Druce, Joseph, Eynsham, Oxford.

Edmonds, William John, Soulhrop,

Lechlade, Gloucestershire.

Gibbs, B. T. Brandreth, Halfmoon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

Hassall, William, Bubney, Whitchurch,

Hesketli, Sir T. G., Bart., M.P. (elected

February 3, i86g), Rufford Hall,

Ormskirk, Lancashire.

Holland, Edward, Dumbleton Hall,

Evesham, Worcestershire.

Hornsby,Richard, Spittlegate,Gr3ntham

Hoskyns, Chandos Wren, M.P. , Hare-

wood, Ross, Herefordshire.

Kesteven, Lord, Caswick, Stamford,

Lincolnshire.

Lawes, John Bennet, Rothamsted, St.

Alban's, Herts.
Lichfield, Earl of (elected August 4,

1S68;, Shugborough, Staffordshire.

Macdonald, Sir Arch. Kcppel, Bart.,

Woolmer Lodge, Liphook, Hants.

Randell, Charles, Chadbury, Evesham,
Worcestershire.

Sanday, William, RadclilTe-on-Trcnt,

Notts.
Shuttleworth, Joseph, Hartsholme Hall,

Lincoln.

Statter, Thomas (elected Feb. 3, 1869),

Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester,

Lancashire.
Welby, William Earle, M.P., Newton
House, Folkingham, Lincolnshire.

Wells, William, M.P., Holmewood,
Peterborough, Northamptonshire,

Whitehead, Charles (elected Dec
1869I, Harming House, Maidsl
Kent.

County Meeting of 1871.—The report of the

committee appointed to inspect the sites offered to the

Society by the local authorities of Shrewsbury, Stafford,

and Wolverhampton, the Council were favoured by

the attendance of the following gentlemen, as deputa-

tions from the competing towns :

—

S/irewsiury.—Introduced by the Right Hon. Viscount
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Hill: the Viscount Newport, M.P. ; Gen. the Right

Hon. Sir Percy Herbert, M.P.
; J. R. Ormsby Gore,

Esq., M.P. ; the Mayor of Shrewsbuiy (Henry Fenton,

Esq.); Edmund Wright, Esq.; Messrs. Thos. Groves,

Thos. Southam. Tlios. Manscl, Wm. Brewster, J. Bowen
Jones, the Town Clerk of Shrewsbury, Hon. Sec.

S/iiJorci.—lntToAuced by the Right Hon. the Earl of

Harrowby: Lord Sandon, M.P. ; Captain the Hon.
Reginald Talbot, M.P. ; Colonel Dyott, M.P. ; the

Mayor of Stafford ; W. Blount, Esq. ; W. Sylvester,

Esq., Stafford, J. P.; J.
Pilling, Esq., Stafford, J. P.;

W. H. Gibson, Esq., Stafford, J.
P.

;
Captain Morgan;

H. Woodhouse, Esq., C.E. ; F. Greatrex, Esq. ; R.

Sylvester, Esq.
; J.

Darlington, Esq. ;
H. Gillard, Esq.,

Hon. Sec.

WolTierhamplon. — Introduced by the Right Hon.

C. P. Villiers, M.P. : the Mayor of Wolverhampton,
the Town Clerk, T. M. Weguelin, Esq., M.P. ; Sir John
Morris, W. F. Fryer, Esq., J. P. ; Alderman Ironmonger,

Alderman G. L. ' Underbill, Jno. Moreton, Esq. , J. P.;

R, H. Masfen, Esq. ; Councillor Jno. Lees, Councillor

SoUom, Mr. Barnett.

These gentlemen having laid before the Council the

facts and argtiments in favour of their respective dis-

tricts, and having answ-ered the inquiries made of them
by the Council, the President expressed to them the

tlianks of himself and the Council for their interest in

the Society, their anxiety to promote its objects, and

their kindness in attending the meeting that day.

The deputations having withdrawn, and his Grace

the President having vacated the chair on account of

an important engagement elsewhere. Lord Tredegar

was nominated to preside during the remainder of the

meeting.

It was then proposed by Mr. Milward and seconded

by Mr. Jacob Wilson, "That the Council do first

decide as between the counties of Salop and Stafford."

An amendment was thereupon moved by Mr. Thomp-
son and seconded by Mr. Wren Hoskyns, " That the

voting should be taken for the three towns, and that

the decision between the two having the majority of

votes should be decided by a second vote." After

some discussion, the amendment having the greater

number of supporters, the original proposition was with-

drawn, and a division taken in accordance with the

terms of the amendinent, as follows :—Shrewsbury

(proposed by Lord Hill, and seconded by Sir W. W.
Wynn), 17 votes; Stafford (proposed by Mr. Dent,

and seconded by Lord Vernon), i vote ; and Wolver-

hampton (proposed by Mr. Milward, and seconded by

Mr. Baldwin), 22 votes. A second division having

been then called for, it was decided, by 18 votes

against 13, tlmt the Society's country meeting for 1871

be held at Wolverhampton. It was then moved by

Mr. Torr, seconded by Mr. Wren Hoskyns, M.P.,

and carried unanimously, after some discussion, that

the Society's country meeting for the year 1872 be

held in the district comprising South Wales and the

counties of Gloucester, V/orcester, and Hereford.

On the motion of Mr. Thompson, seconded by
Mr. Turner, the question of the rotation of districts

was referred to a committee, to consist of the Com-
mittee of Selection and Lord Tredegar, Mr. Wren
Hoskyns, M. P., and Mr. Jacob Wilson.

The draft of the report to be presented to the

general meeting was discussed, amended, and ordered

to be printed.

Letters were received from Mr. A. Hansen on the

cultivation of Potatos, and from the Rev. W. W.
Jones, Rector of Suminerstown (Oxford), in reference

to Divine service in the showyard at Oxford, and the

latter was referred to the honorary directors.

A communication from the Foreign Office, relating

to the disease among cattle known as the "Mai de
Rate," or splenic disease, which had been received

from Her Majesty's Minister at Copenhagen, and of

which the following is a translation, was referred to

Professor Simonds ;

—

"The mal de rate is a disease which attacks man
equally with other warm-blooded animals. It develops

itself spontaneously in herbivores, and is communicated
by contagion. The contagious principle is transmitted by

the contact of either solid or liquid (blood) particles, or

even by eating the flesh of infected animals ; but it is not

communicated by the agency of the atmosphere. This

malady is especially dangerous in warm climates, and in

Southern Europe. In Denmark it is somewhat rare, and
only exhibits itself under a mild form (erysipelas), the

anthrax, or burning scabs {charbon), being there nearly

unknown. It is there observed only occasionally, in iso-

lated cases, amongst cattle, but is not propagated even in

the herd attacked, and it still more rarely acquires an epi-

demic character. Within the last few years it has shown
itself in pigs, under the form of erysipelas, but without

acquiring any great extension. The losses sustained by
the country through the mal tie rate are consequently very

insignificant ; but this result must be chiefly attributed to

the excellence of the measures which have been taken to

contend against it."

Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

May 2.—At this meeting the following paper was
read by Mr. CoKiiET, the Secretary of the Club :—At
our last annual dinner in December, I ventured to say

that many of the members did not appear to know
what the Club had really done in times past. I said so

much when referring to the discussion of the previous

evening, which had brought the relations of landlord

Eind tenant once more under consideration. Indeed,

during the last half year or so the duties of landlords

and the rights of tenants have been continually crop-

ping up again all over the country. It is probable that

the introduction of the Irish Land Bill has tended to

direct more general attention to the question ; and, at

any rate, this affords me an opportunity, in the outset,

of drawing the strongest possible distinction between
Irish and English tenant-right. I profess to speak with

no especial authority on the Irish claim, but it seems to

me to work very commonly something in this way : In
the first place, the outgoing tenant is paid veryliberally

for every improvement he has made ; in the next,

he receives a very handsome sum as " goodwill " for

giving up possession j and then—he thinks it a very

great shame that he should have to leave his farm !

English tenant-right does not go quite so far as this
;

and if I now attempt to define to you what this English

right actually aims at, and in so doing necessarily

travel over some well-worn ground, my reason for doing

so must be the misapprehension which still continues

to exist on the subject. At that very meeting in

December one of our members stated that "this

question suffered through being overshadowed by a

cloud of vague generalities. They constantly heard

such phrases as 'unexhausted improvement'— 'custom
of the country'— 'duties of landlords,' and so on.

What did they mean?" It will be my object to

endeavour to answer that question, and to show what
unexhausted improvements, customs, and duties do

mean. In setting about this, I shall have to take you

back to the earlier history of the Club, and to some-

thing of what it has done, as I have said, in past times.

History.—The first year, then, in which the Club

held any regular series of discussion meetings was in

1845, and in the December of that same year the fol-

lowmg subject stood in the name of my much valued

friend the late Mr. William Shaw, of the Strand :

"Tenants' Rights .as between Landlord and Tenant."
In introducing this, Mr. Shaw said :

" I should define

tenant-right to be the right of the tenant to require com-
pensation legally for outlay in the improvement of the

soil or buildings when the period of his occupation has

not been of sufficient duration to enable him to reimburse

that outlay. I need scarcely remark that the portion of

the outlay which should be reimbursed is that which
remains after making due allowance for the benefit he has
derived. I consider tenant-right as a question purely

between landlord and tenant, and wholly distinct from the

rights between incoming and outgoing tenants, commonly
called 'tenants' rights,' or dues. The payments made by

the incoming to the outgoing tenant vary according to

custom, and although embracing certain other items, are

little more than payments for labour, frequently used as a

means of drawing heavily upon the purse of the incomer,

absorbing his capital, crippling his means, and preventing

him from managing his farm to advantage. " This passage
embodies not only a very good definition, but a very nice

distinction between acts of improvement and acts of

husbandry. The meeting, which may be said to have
gone altogether with Mr. Shaw, concluded by adopt-

ing his opinion, that "\ system of tenant-right would
promote the interests of both landlord and tenant,

and must materially conduce to the advancement of prac-

tical agriculture." In the succeeding month another or an
adjourned discussion on the same subject followed, when
a tenant-right committee of the Club was appointed. In

the January of 1847 Mr. Shaw took up the subject from
the landlord's point of view, when the Club went with

him in declaring '

' That a well regulated system of tenant-

right would be beneficial to the landlords of this country."

Upon this Mr. Pusey brought in his Bill, on which he

specially asked the opinion of the committee of the Club,

which was given accordingly in the following report :

—

"The committee of the Farmers' Club on tenant-right

have pemsed the draft of a Bill for the improvement of

agricultural tenant-right in England and Wales, forwarded

to them by the kindness of Mr. Pusey ; and, after sug-

gesting some alterations in the various clauses, do recom-
mend that all items respecting buildings, roads, and
fences, be left out of this Bill, and that a clause be added
or a supplementary Bill be prepared to afford tenant-

farmers those privileges in the removal of buildings erected

by themselves which manufacturers and tradesman now
enjoy, the landlord having, in the first place, the option

of taking all or any by valuation. " Then we prepared

and presented petitions in favour of the Tenant-right

Bill, and a deputation from the Club waited on Lord
John Russell, the Prime Minister of the time, who, in

answer, said that inquiry would be the best means of

showing the justice of the cause, and of diffusing infor-

mation on the subject. In the summer of the same year,

1847, a local Farmers' Club offered a prize for the best

essay "On the necessity of some legislative enactment to

secure the tenant-farmer the benefit of his improvements
;

and the great national advantages that would accrue

therefrom." Being by that time tolerably familiar with

the question I was, in the face of some competition,

fortunate enough to write the prize paper. As I said in the

preface to this, when I published it as a pamphlet,
" When it is remembered that the tenant-right claim, if

not entirely originating with, has been mainly supported

by, the proceedings of the London Farmers" Club, the

advantage of being associated with the business of that

institution is at once apparent. The effect of this con-

nection has been to induce the writer to give his argu-

ments with more force and decision than he might,

perhaps, have ventured to do on his own unsupported
liability. As it is, there is not a case assumed nor an

opinion broached but for which he could name the very

highest authority and example." I feel that I am thus

relieved of any charge of egotism when referring to this

essay, which has been quoted or read again and again

with and without acknowledgment ; while I am happy to

add, that in a review of its proceedings, as taken two or

three years since, the Wenlock Farmers' Club considers
this prize essay on tenant-right to be the " standard
authority to this day."

In the spring of the following year, 1848, the Premier
fulfilled his promise, and a committee of the House of
Commons was appointed to take evidence on, and inquire

into the agricultural customs of England and Wales in

respect to tenant-right. And after some very careful

study of the evidence thus collected, I have no hesitation

in saying, that the Tenant-right Blue Book contains more
valuable and more reliable information on the practice of

agriculture than any work that ever was published in our
time. Of course we had a hand in it. Mr. Philip Pusey,

the chairman of the committee, came again to the Farmers'

Club for witnesses, and we called for him some 50 or so of

the picked men of all England—landowners and land-

agents, tenant-farmers, members of the Club, and others,

whose reputations had reached us. It was, however, by
no means a one-sided inquiry; at least half of the members
of the Commons' committee were dead against the prin-

ciple, and everything that could be urged against it was
brought up. Nevertheless, a blue book is at best btlt dry

reading, while this was kept back in a somewhat suspicious

manner, after having been partly circulated ; and at the

request of Mr. Pusey, Mr. Shaw and myself undertook to

prepare a digest or proper arrangement of the evidence.

I was in those days a very sanguine, energetic young
man, and I may tell you, what was then no secret, that I

had the lion's share of the labour, and hard work it was,

too ; although, as is generally the case with hard work,
when you are in a condition to stand it, this did me a
deal of good. Mr. Clement Cadle, I see, in his prize

essay on Farming Customs and Covenants, states, hand-
somely enough, that he is something indebted in the

compilation of his Customs to the "Law of the Farm," a

work in which not merely the general arrangement, but

actually some of my introductory remarks are taken,

without any such acknowledgment, from the Tenant-right

Digest. And it is from this digest, or like Hercules, by
the aid of his own Club, that I propose to clear off the

cloud of vague generalities, and to interpret those hitherto

mystic phrases known as "unexhausted improvement,"

"custom of country," and "duties of landlords."

Description.—There is, then, in certain parts of

Lincolnshire more especially, a certain custom which

recognises payment for unexhausted improvement ; or,

in the words of the Report of the House of Commons'
Committee :

—

In some parts of the country a modern usage has

sprung up, which confers a right on the outgoing tenant

to be reimbursed certain expenses, incurred by him in

cultivation, other than those of ordinary husbandry. That
among such expenses are included the purchase of food

for stock, the purchase of certain kinds of manure, and
the draining, chalking, and mariing of the soil ; the result

of all which outlay is, to effect an improvement of the

soil, more or less lasting, and requiring more or less time

to elapse before the increased productiveness, thereby

obtained, reimburses the expenditure incurred. That this

modern usage appears to have grown out of improved and
spirited systems of farming, involving a large outlay of

capital, and to have been promoted by forms of agree-

ment between landlord and tenant, whereby the former

covenanted to give compensation for such outlay ; which

forms have been from time to time altered and enlarged,

and are still extending themselves with the continued

advancement ofagriculture. That these uses have gradually

grown into general acceptance in certain districts until

they have ultimately become recognised there as the

custom of the country. That, in practice, the compensa-

tion agreed to be paid by the landlord to the outgoing

tenant, is paid by the incoming one. That its amount is

found by valuers, who ascertain the cost of the several

improvements, spread that cost over a certain number of

years, within which each kind of improvement respectively

is supposed to rep.ay itseff, and then deduct from that

number the time during which the tenant has enjoyed

the benefit of the improvement. This usage is dis-

tinguished in the Commons' Report from the more

ordinary practice of paying the outgoing tenant

for " the prep.aration of the soil for crops by till-

age, for the straw, hay, and dung left on the farm,"

and so forth. We then come to see which are properly

the landlord's duties, and which the tenant's, m this good

work of improvement. Briefly, then, the permanent,

such as building and draining more particularly, should

property be the duty of the landlord, while the temporary,

such as the due use of lime, bones, guano, oilcake, and

ashes should be the business of the tenant. With regard

to buildings, the House of Commons' Committee reported

very much as the Farmers' Club Committee had done :

—

"
'I he law, with respect to things afiixed to the freehold is

different and more beneficial as regards those annexations

made for the purposes of trade than those made for the

purposes of agriculture, an outgoing tenant being per-

mitted in many cases to remove the former, when erected

by himself, but not the latter. That this distinction does

not appear to be supported by any sound reason, and

your Committee are of opinion that the tenant's privilege

of removal, with respect to fixtures set up for trading

purposes, should be extended to those erected for agricul-

tural objects." This recommendation has been carried

into effect, and by an Act passed in July, 1851, a tenant

h.as now the power to remove buildings which he

has erected with the landlord's consent, if the latter

decline to take them at a valuation. In fact his

right so far is secured by law, but no further. The Report

of the Commons' Committee admits "that the improve-

ments (already mentioned) which are very generally

required throughout the country, in order to develop the

full powers of the soil, are greatly promoted by this

system of compensation, andthereforeit is highly important

that all difticulties should be removed which stand in the

way of its extension by the voluntary act of landlord ana

tenant." This is encouraging enough. The next clause

however, declares "That any attempt 'o. "=*''« ','=Senf!!{

introduction compulsory would be met by great practical
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difficulties, and your committee rely for the general and
successful adoption of the system on mutual arrangements
between landlords and tenants." Although this was only
carried on a division, still the feeling against legislation

has been very strong at times and places ; and the land-

lords of Lincolnshire actually petitioned against the
custom being enforced hy law, on the very good
but rather selfish showing that in their own case

the custom had the force of law already. Then
Mr. Caird went further still, and as the Times
Commissioner could hardly say anything too bad
about tenant-right, as towards the end of his

book he tims sums up against it; "It must be plain
that it is not the interest of the landlords, if the decision
is left with them, to adopt this system. To legalise it by
Act of Parliament, so as to render its operation general
over the kingdom, it would be necessary to prove that it

would promote the public welfare. We have seen in the
counties where it exists that f/ic agriculture is on the whole
inferior to thai ofother districts {\\\Q, italics are his own),
and in no cases, even under the most favourable circum-
stances, superior to other well-conditioned counties which
do not possess this tenant-right. In every county it has
led to fraud in a greater or less degree. It perpetuates
bad husbandry, by stereotyping costly practices which
modem improvements have rendered obsolete. It absorbs
the capital of the entering tenant, thus limiting his means
for future improvement. It unfairly depresses the letting
value of the land. Perhaps it may be urged that we dwell
on the abuses rather than on the fair and legitimate uses
of the system. But it is not easy to see where the line of
demarcation is to be drawn."

It is easy enough here to see what it is the wxiter does
not wish to see. Instead of attempting to draw any
demarcation line, he is, on the contrary, very careful
throughout the whole of this passage to confuse the pay-
ment for acts of husbandry with that of the payment for
acts of improvement. Holding him to the latter^to the
tenant-right we go in for, payment, that is, for unex-
hausted improvements— I am prepared to contradict on
evidence every one of his statements. I say that it would
be to the interests of the landlords generally to adopt this

system. I say that where it already exists the agriculture
is on the whole not inferior but superior to other districts

and to other well-conditioned counties which do not
possess this tenant-right. I say emphatically that its

effect is to perpetuate—the word of all others—not bad
but good husbandry, by stereotyping not obsolete but
modern improvements ; and I say that it raises not
depresses the letting value of the land. I have promised
that this contradiction should be made on evidence, and
the first witness I will call shall be Mr. Caird himself It

is thus, writing in 1850, and still as a Times Commis-
sioner, that he speaks of Lincolnshire :

— " Till the reign
of George III. the county remained in a neglected state,

the fee simple of the now cultivated wolds and heaths
worth little more than their present annual rent ; the fen
districts an unwholesome reedy waste, prolific of ague and
aquatic birds. Till even a more recent period the im-
provement was slow. In the parish of Limber, 60 years
ago, four tenants renting 4000 acres of land at j^i25 each,
or 2.r. 6d. an acre, became bankrupts. The same land is

now yielding its owner upwards of ^4000 a year, paid by
prosperous tenants. Lincoln Heath, whose improvement
had begun in Arthur Young's time, excited his astonish-

\

ment that farmers in prosperous circumstances could afford
,

to pay IOJ-. an acre for land which a few years before had
yielded nothing, orne.\t to nothing, to its owner. For the
same land tliey now pay double, and at Blankney several
thousand acres were let as rabbit-warrens in his time at
2.f. to 3J. 6d. peracre, for which Mr. ChapUn now receives
201., the increasing rent being accompanied in both cases
with the increasing wealth of the tenants. The transition
has therefore been very rapid and striking, perhaps more
so than in any other county in England. It was very
fortunate that, when the time for this transition arrived,
the leading landlords were liberal and enlightened men.
Among tliese may be named the late Earl of Yarborough,
and Mr. Chaplin, of Blankney. They saw the advan-
tage of encouraging their tenants to embark their capital
freely, and as leases were not the fashion of the county,
they gave them that security for their invested capital
which is termed tenant-right, or compensation for
unexhausted improvements. Though this tenant-right
may not be strictly a legal claim, it is universally admitted
in IJncolnshire, the landlord pa\'ing it when the farm falls

into his own hands, and refusing to accept a tenant who
declines to comply with the custom. It varies, however,
considerably in different parts of the county, and appears
to have enlarged in its obligations with the greater deve-
lopment of agricultural improvement. In North Lincoln-
shire the usual allowances claimed by the outgoing from
the incoming tenant include draining, marling, chalking,
claying, lime, bone, guano, rape-dust, and oilcake. The
following is the scale," &c.

WHiy, what, in the face of this, his own testimony, does
the man mean by saying that it is not, or has not been, to
the interest of the landlords to adopt the system ?—that
where it exists the agriculture is inferior, and that it

depresses the letting value of the land ? Why every, line
he writes, every figure he gives, proves that the system has
raised the value of the land, and bettered the condition of
owner and occupier. This extraordinary and unwarranted
antipathy would be altogether inexplicable but for one
significant fact—Mr. Caird is a Scotchman ; and so surely
as a Scotchman comes to teach us farming, so surely does
he start with the infallible dogma that there can be no
good farming without a lease. In concluding his labours
"as a Commissioner Mr. Caird says prophetically of the
English farmer that "The wishes for leases will increase
when the tenant-at-will discovers that security for his
capital by tenant-right is neither possible nor desirable"

—

so far about the very worst prophecy that ever was made.

Mr. Caird, in his description of Lincolnshire, as just

quoted, makes mention of the Chaplms of Blankney.
Let me, then, call the present owner of those fertile

lands as my next witness.

It was thus that Mr. Henry Cliaplin spoke in the House
of Commons but a few weeks since, not merely as one o'
the members for, but as one of the landlords of Mid
Lincolnshire: "In England, especially in those parts of
the country where agriculture was carried to the highest
perfection, there was something which was entirely want
ing in Ireland—namely, a marked, distinct, and accurati
system, capable of being enforced at law, assuring iht

tenant that he would be amply repaid for everything that
he had laid out in the cultivation of the soil in the event
of his being ejected from his farm. He would take as ai

instance the custom that prevailed in the county which hi

had the honour of representing—^and he did not think he
should be accused of undue partiality when he asserted
that his county stood pre-eminent for the excellence of it

cultivation. In no county was thescience of farming carried
to such perfection, or capital more liberally expended upon
the soil, and nowhere was the identity of interest between
landlord and tenant more fully recognised, or were
more cordial and kindly feelings entertained between th'

And yet this was a county where leases for a term of
years were practically unknown, or, at all events, ^

very rare. It would merely weary the House were he to
enter into details with respect to the various arrangement
They were many, and necessarily so, because in themselvt
the operations of farming were of a very multitudinous
character. Under those arrangements compensation was
amply provided for everything that could be laid out in

fair farming, the amount of compensation to be paid
being fixed by a valuer or valuers, and a third party being
called in to act as umpire if necessary. So simple was
that operation, and so well known its results, that an
appeal to law or a dispute scarcely ever arose ; and not
the least advantage of the system was that it applied with
equal effect to small or large farms. By this means
security of tenure, audits attendant beneficial results, were
attained ; and, although no man could more heartily
acknowledge than he did the cordial and kindly feelings
mutually entertained with respect to each other by the
landlords and the tenants, yet in his judgment those
feelings were mainly due to the uniform operation of
the just and effectual system of tenant-right to
which he had referred." Mr. Chaplin is known
to be a rising man in the House, but this speech
alone might make him a reputation. It will be
observed that he does not depend upon cordial and kindly
feelings between landlord and tenant—very good things,

no doubt, as far as they go and as long as they last^but
he looks at the matter in a really business-like light, and
speaks to a system, marked, distinct, and accurate,
capable of being enforced by law, and assuring to the
tenant ample repayment for even,thing he has laid out.
And against this, and such results', how can Mr. Caird, I

say, maintain his monstrous assertion that it is not to the
interests of the landlords to adopt such a system ? Only
go to the heart of the landlord's interest in the question,
and see how his rents would rise or fall by the establish-
ment of tenant-right. According to the too prevalent
custom, a tenant, if only duly and fairly forewarned of his
going, does all in his power to leave the land as low and
exhausted as, without directly infringing on any rule or
co\-enant, he possibly can. Let tenant-right have the
sanction of the Legislature ; let the good farmer work
under its protection, and it would be his interest to
farm well up to the day of his departure, for this
very simple reason — instead of, as in an unpro-
tected state, gradually drawing in the use of his
money, and staying the force of his ability, he
would have confidence to make the most of every minute
on every acre as long as he held it, knowing that
just compensation would await him for what he left

behind. Now, take the matter of rent here. Ask any
agent or any tenant what difference is made in rent to a
man entering on land in a good or in a bad state of
cultivation? Hear how the incomer will, in the one case,
plead the time he will have to wait, and the sums he will
have to find before he can count on the least return.

Attend to this, and only mark the effect it must of course
have on the estimate. In the other case the talk is all

the other way. Here is the land in a condition fit to
repay as readily as that of the oldest inhabitant on the
estate

;
and if one hesitates at the price per annum,

depend upon it there are plenty of others more than
anxious to take it at almost any rate of rent a man of

business could put upon it. Keep up the cultivation and
you keep up the rent. Lower the one, and there will be
a seqiiitur in the other as inevitable as unprofitable. The
time spent by a tenant in enriching at his entry, and in
impoverishing at his exit, is so much time lost to himself,
so much income lost to his landlord, and so much food
and wealth lost to the countr>'.

I will call but one witness more to clear up any
"vague generalities," and this shall be, as appropriately
following a Lincolnshire landlord, a Lincolnshire
tenant who has himself often been engaged in malting
these valuations according to custom.

I quote from a letter that T was the first to publish, but
which has since gone the round of the papers. " Lincoln"
says :

" The great interest felt at the present time in farm
agreements, leases, and tenant-right, and the frequent
mention of tlie Lincolnshire tenant-right system induces
me to give you the leading features of that system, which
has made those parts of Lincolnshire where it is adopted
one of the best, if not the very best farmed district in

England. Let me first mention that tenancies, as a rule,

commence and expire on April 6, six months" notice being
required, and that leases are quite the exception. When
a tenant quits his farm {and I now speak of the custom
where no private agreement exists) he will be allowed for

all underdraining done with tiles on the five years', and, in

some cases, on the seven years' principle, including labour
of leading tiles and putting in ; on liming he will be allowed
on the five years* principle, including carriage ; half the
last year's linseed and cotton cake bill will be allowed
him, or one-sixth of the last three years ; the whole of his

last year's artificial manure bill will be allowed if used for

roots ; and all buildings made of wood and resting
on brick or stone will be taken at their full value.

The manure and the straw are the property of the
landlord. These are the foundations of a system which,
in Lincolnshire, has in one generation raised the rental of
hundreds of acres of land from 5^. per acre to 30J.. and
the fee simple from /"ro per acre to _if50 and ^^55." There
is one sentence in this letter to which I would call your
especial attention. This is where the writer speaks to a
custom under which compensation can be claimed where
no private agreement exists. There is no doubt but that
the continued discussion of the tenant-right system and
the gradual spread of information on the subject have
done immense good, as more than anything else to root
out the frowsy fusty old form of agreement that too long
held something like sovereign sway in agents' and
solicitors" offices. Landlords and land-stewards, as they
come to be more enlightened, come more readily to intro-
duce liberal or compensation clauses which encourage the
tenant's exertions, and recognise his right to his own.

And here some would stop ; but I would not. 31,ike

the Lincolnshire landlords, men who have the sense to
see the advantage in, and avail themselves of, the
custom, need, of course, no Act of Parliament to induce
them to do so.

But any such argument as this is offered in defiance to
the first principles of legislation. Laws are made not so
much to bind over the good as to keep in order the bad,
and to mete out equal justice to all ; as it is clear enough
that if tenants holding only under hberal landlords or
enhghtened agents can feel secure in this way, that equal
justice is not meted out to all. In fact, we propose to
stop just where and when the pressure is most required.
Moreover, the elaborate agreement which minutely defines
what improvements the tenant shall make and what rota-
tion of crops he shall take, is fast going out of fashion.
If a man be only to lime, bone, or chalk his land after a
special contract to that effect with the owner or agent, he
might just as well turn farm-bailifT forthwith, or hold
under the last model Welsh agreement, which directs
him how to bum his weeds and how to ask permission of
his landlord if he should think of leaving home for a
month or two. But then it is urged, further, that the law
has no right to interfere in any private bargain made
between man and man, or to put it more directly between
owner and occupier. Why, the law is always interfering
in the bargains made between man and man. The law
ratifies the agreement between the citizen and his
apprentice ; the law looks jealously enough to the hiring
between master and ser\*ant, and the law is ready enough
to throw its protection over any unfortunate man who. in
any private transaction with his fellow man, has made a
bad bargain in buying a horse, a house, or a busi-
ness. Why should it not afford its protection- to the
tenant-farmer?
Again, the relative positions here of the two contracting

parties are, as Mr. Weller said of his grog, "unekal, and
that's just the fault of it." Let the agreement run as it

will, let there be agreement or no agreement, a landlord
has always " a case" against an outgoing tenant for dilapi-
dations, should the man have not acted fairly by the land.
But. on the other hand, should the tenant have laid out

pital on the land without full opportunity of reaping the
benefit of it, he, as any lawyer will tell him, has "no
case," unless this be in the bond. Thus, you see, there is

a sense of equity for the one side and not for the other.
But, it is said, it would be difficult or dangerous to attempt
to legahse any particular custom. UTiy, half the statutes

the law books are little more than legalised customs,
which, having been found to work well merely from force
of custom, have been further emphasised by the force of
law. And this is what I ask here ; as against this the
Tenant-right Committee of the House of Commons says,
"any attempt to make these allowances compulsory would
be met by great practical difficulties, " and so would not
recommend it. Now if it were proposed to pass a law of
details by which compensation, say for the use of bones,
should be made to extend over so many years in this
district, and so many the less in another, then I say with
the House of Commons' Committee there would be great
practical difficulties in the way. One might as well attempt
to draw up an agreement that should suit all the world

. But I would propose to do nothing of the kind.
I would simply have the law recognise and support the
justice of the principle, which would enable a man to

' n his rights, even where, as " Lincoln" puts it, no
private agreement exists.

Mr. Caird said 20 years back that the wishes for leases
amongst English farmers would increase ; since when, I

:ve, there has been scarcely any perceptible increase in
such a direction. I will not say why it is, but so it is,

ther landlords nor tenants in England would seem to
e about leases, as some of the best farmed land in

England is cultivated without any such security of tenure.
But I care not which it may be ; a lease, hke a shorter agree-
ment, cannot stand alone. In the evidence taken before the
Parhamentary Committee the advocate for leases invariably
stipulated for some provision towards the end of the term,

he was always ready to admit that without a proper
system of compensation for une.xhausted improvement
even the most orthodox system of tenure could not be
properly carried out.

One word more, and I have done. Often as this

subject has been previously discussed by the Club, I

cannot but think that it comes on very opportunely
just now. If I tried to read the signs of the times, I

should say it was by no means improbable that the
present Government took up in turn the Land Question

England ; and I feel very confident that much good
might follow from further inquiry.

Mr. Phihp Puscy, our stedfast champion, has long
since departed from amongst us ; but I look with even
greater hope to a Parliament wherein I can find men hke
our present chairman, Mr. Howard, and our past chair-
man, Mr. Sewell Read. When that first inquiry into
agricultural customs came on, one of the witnesses called
was Mr. Chandos Wren Hoskyns, then described as a
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barristcr-at-law. but now more distinguished as one of

the members for llie bucolic city of Hereford. And we
have a promise of further aid here, for it was thus that Mr.

Wren Hoskyns, as a witness, answered one of the chief

<luestions put to him as an agricultural lawyer—"Do you

think that legislation could compulsorily direct com-

pensation to be given by the landlord to the tenant for

those improvements?— It would be very difficult to make
it an act of direct legislation ; but it appears to me tliat

powers might be intrusted to those who should direct

the arm of legislation in enforcing the claim of the tenant

for improvements of that kind that had been made ; not

that legislation should dictate what the allowance

or compensation should be, but merely that there should

be a power given by the Legislature, in order to authorise

Iheir decision upon such a subject, whether it be the arbi-

tration of a single referee or umpire, or the arbitration of

aboard or court." I am happy to be able to agree so

much with so distinguished an authority as "Talpa,"
who, I trust, will have an early opportunity of saying

again in the House that which he said so w-ell in the

committee-room. Customs vary very much—Yes. lliere

are some customs that are very pernicious in their effects

—Yes. Customs are often hazardous or uncertain in their

action—Yes. But suppose from all this variety, uncer-

tainty, and mediocrity, we are able to cull some custom
that is particularly good, what shall we do with it ? Why,
make the most of it, of course ; and this I contend weshouid
best do by sanctioning its extension. In the claim we
urge, as I hope I have in some degree succeeded in show-
ing, there is nothing obno.xious, nothing impertinent, and
nothing encroaching. It is an argument grounded and
maintained on those wholesome ethics, Reason and
Right.

HEXHAM.
SterUUy in Soils.—At the last monthly meeting of

this Club, Mr. H. R. Goddard read a paper on this

subject :

—

A celebrated man has said that he who can make
two blades of Grass grow where one grew before has

conferred a benefit upon his countiy. I dare say we
all know places, ay, and even whole districts, where
this seems to be possible. Of course the terms fertility

and infertility are only relative ; at different times and
in different places their signification may alter much,
and therefore it may be necessary just to state the

meaning we wish to place upon them. Simply, and
without attempting a laboured definition, a soil may be

said to be unfertile when its produce is below an aver-

age, even when ordinary care has been bestowed upon
it in preparing it for and in getting in the seed. The
causes of infertility may be divided into two classes,

those that are natural and those that result from the

course of management, or rather mismanagement
pursued.

Among the natural causes of infertility we shall find

some that at first sight we should say were beyond our

power to remedy—situation as influencing the climate,

for instance, but it is surprising how much climatic

influences may be modified. We often hear complaints

of the lateness of a district retarding the ripening of the

corn, until autumn weather renders the harvest pre-

carious and spoils the quality of the grain. High-lying

land may be protected and materially sheltered by
plantations judiciously placed, but the effect that high

farming alone has is wonderfuL I was over an estate

some time since, and had frequent opportunity of

observing two farms—one lay in a hollow slightly fall-

ing to the south, and sheltered on all sides ; the other

consisted of poorer land, over lOO feet higher, and with

a much worse aspect. Any one would have classed the

first as an early and the other as a late farm ; the latter

was taken in hand by the proprietor, well farmed, and
the com top-dressed ; the other was badly farmed, and
the consequence was they changed places, and the com
was safely stacked on the exposed land, while on the

other it was still standing in the field.

Again, the temperature of a district will be affected

by the rainfall and by the facilities existing for passing

the water off the land ; uudrained land, where the

water is retained by beds or bands of clay, and rendered

stagnant, will be found colder than the same will be
when properly drained. In both these particulars

large woods or forests have an injurious effect ; they

both increase the rainfall of the district and prevent the

water from evaporating from the surface, or being
carried off by the wind. Cases have been recorded
where springs, never known to have failed, have become
dry when neighbouring plantations have been removed,
and have remained so until a fresh growth has covered
the land. The removal of large forests is calculated to

make a country both wanner and drier, and for this

reason in naturally humid climates much wood is not a
thing to be desired.

Other natural causes of infertility may be found
the soil itself, and before passing to these it may be as
well just to glance at its composition and functions.

We know that the soil is the source from which
plants derive all their inorganic or mineral as well as a
portion of their organic constituents, and therefore what
we find in the plant we may rest assured of finding in

the soil.

The ashes of all plants seem to contain variable
quantities of the following substances :—Potash, soda,
lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, silica, phosphoric acid,
sulphuric acid, and chlorine, all being found in com
pounds more or less complex, none of them being
uncombined.
Now, by careful experiment it has been found tliat

lants cannot thrive if any one of these substances be
wanting in the soil, and consequently that a soil cannot
bear a productive crop unless all the constituents

wanted by the plant are present in sufiicient quantity
and in such a form that tlie plant can absorb them.
Potash, for instance, might exist in the soil in the form
of felspar or mica, but not being present in a soluble

form, the plant would not derive any benefit. Thus
we see that it is not merely necessary that all the con-
stituents of the plant should exist in the soil, but also

that they should exist in an available form ; and it is

for this reason that analysis cannot give us always a
correct idea of the comparative fertility or infertility of

)il, for though it will reveal the absence of any
substance, it cannot always show whether they are
present in such a form that the plant can make use of
them.
We see, then, tw^o causes which might render an

otherwise fertile soil unfertile, viz,, the absence, or the
comparative absence, of some necessai-y constituent, or
its presence in an unavailable form.

Again, infertility may be due, not to a deficiency of
anything, but to the presence of something in the soil

which has an injurious influence upon vegetation. If

organic matter be present in an active state of decom-
position it prevents the healthy growth of plants, and
vegetable acids are produced, which often have a most
injurious effect ; these are often found inland, where an
excess of water keeps the air from permeating it.

Decaying matter absorbs oxygen, and for this cause

a large quantity of it is not a desirable thing. Iron,

too, present in its lowest form of combination with
oxygen, has a very deleterious effect, and it is often

found in peaty soils, or in a subsoil of blue clay.

Things of this sort may often be noticed in soils

which are being newly broken up. I saw a crop of

Oats last year upon a marsh adjoining the Thames, the

largest I ever saw
;
plenty of the straw was nearly the

size of my little finger, whereas the year before, the

field being fresh ploughed out, the Oats had com-
pletely failed. This might be due to the presence of

some deleterious substance, which disappeared when
the soil was laid open to the action of the air. In cases

of this sort lime seems to be of great benefit ; it neutra-

lises any organic acids which may exist in the

soil, and it assists the decomposition of vegetable

matter, and with efficient tillage generally succeeds in

removing these injurious substances.

But one thing which may be said more than any
other to affect the fertility of a soil is the presence of
stagnant water, no matter whether it comes from above

ises from below, and this for many reasons. The
temperature of the soil is cooled, not only by the con-
slant evapomtion from its surface, and the gi'owth of

the plant retarded, but all the pores of the soil being
filled, the atmosphere has not the power to penetrate

to act upon the substances there, and prepare them for

plant food. It not only acts directly as a poison on the

plant but, by keeping out the air, tends to promote the

increase of protoxide of iron and organic acids. The
herbage found upon wet grass-land is sufficiently cha-

racteristic.

On tillage lands the farrows, often bare, or at best

covered with spindly corn, shows the injury pro<Iuced
;

but who can estimate the hann done by working such
land in a wet state, as is oflen almost necessary, or the

amount of manure wasted by its being washed off the

land ?

Land naturally fertile may be rendered unproductive

by overcropping : all that is readily available for the

ase of the plant may thus be removed, but the soil

itself aids and assists those who give it an opportunity

to recover. The soil is not a dead inert mass, as we
are apt to think ; it is highly complex in its structure,

and its insoluble parts are perpetually being acted upon
by atmospheric and other causes, which prepare

them for the plant. Tillage besides being necessary in

suiting the mechanical condition of the soil for the

reception of the crop we destine for it, is thus instru-

mental in preparing its nourishment, by enabling the

air to gain access to all its pores, and to effect those

chemical changes which are necessaiy. Too much
importance cannot be placed upon all tillage operations

being efficiently carried out. We sometimes find lands

worn out by overcropping, possessing a good depth of

soil which has never been turned over. Deep ploughing
brings this to the surface, it becomes mixed with the im
poverished soil, and materiallyassists in its improvement
Lime, too, may advantageously be applied to land in

this state ; it seems to act upon the constituents of the

soil, and helps to render them available for the use of

the plant. Thus we may say that it assists the soil to

elaborate from itself what otherwise we should have to

bestow. I have heard of land being overlimed, and
can easily imagine where it has been continuously

applied and then discontinued that the soil would feel

the lack of the stimulus it gave, unless supported by an
increased supply of manure. But this should be no
argument against the application of lime, for by increac-

ing the crops it gives the material for the manufacture
of that manure which is necessary to sustain the land at

its increased standard of fertility. Rain and dew have
a great influence, and a considerable manurial value,

In their fall they bring with them from the air ammonia
and nitric acid, which are absorbed by the soil if of a

clayey, loamy, or peaty character. The quantity, though
not large in itself, yet becomes important when we con^

sider the amount of rain and dew constantly falling;

and the effect upon the crop of any nitrogenous manure
we all know. They bring with them, too, carbonic
acid absorbed from the air, and many things insoluble

pure water are thus to a certain extent made soluble.
Water charged with carbonic acid in contact with

bone eartli or insoluble phosphate of lime can even take
portion of this into solution. Diainage is, I think,

the first improvement on poor and wet lands, and not
merely for the reasons stated above, but because so much
manure is wasted or washed away when applied to
land undrained. Draining is necessarily an expensive
process, and it is of the utmost importance to do it

thoroughly, so as to avoid any risk of having to do it

over.

I have seen a great deal of drainage rendered inef-

ficient by attempting to keep in the old furrows, which
are seldom at regular distances, often varying from
8 or 10 to 14 yards. Outfalls are often left in such
an unprotected state that they become stopped, and a
great portion of the labour and expense rendered
useless. Every farmer should, for his own interest, see
that they are gone through at least once a year. Rabbits
frequently enter them when not grated. Last summer
on one farm I had three main drains taken up stopped
in this way.

"here are great varieties of soils ; we speak of clayey,
sandy, and peaty soils, and there are endless modifica-
tions of these. Either of them pure would be abso-
lutely unfertile, not merely from its chemical but from
its mechanical condition. Nothing could thrive in an
absolutely pure clay, even if it possessed all that the
plant required ; we therefore endeavour to modify soils

which contain an overwhelming amount of either clay,

sand, or peat, by the admixture of what will alter its

texture and improve its composition.

There are soils so situated as to have the means for

improving them in close proximity.

The poor sandy land of Norfolk has been wonder-
fully improved through the application of the marl,
which lay almost close to the surface, and this has
been used to an enormous extent through Kent, Berk-
shire, Lincolnshire and Cheshire, in fact wherever the

marl was to be found, and the soil seemed to repay its

application. Peat land in Lincolnshire has been thus

improved, trenches being dug, sometimes to a con-
siderable depth, and the subsoil laid upon the surface.

Perhaps the most wonderful instance of the improve-
ment of a barren soil took place in the north of Scot-
land, on the estate of, I think, the Marquis of Tweed-
dale. The soil was a useless peat. The proprietor
having discovered a good soil underneath, made canals
thoroughly intersecting the land, into these the peat
was thrown and floated away, and the productive soil

was rendered available for cultivation.

No matter how fertile a soil may be, it cannot be
continually cropped without adequate manuring, and it

is of great importance that all lands should be provided
with sufficient and suitable accommodation for the
manufacture of manure. The position of the land with
regard to obtaining manures from other sources has a
great effect upon the degree of fertility to which it will

be raised. Proximity to a large town, or direct and
speedy communication with one, affords great oppor-
tunity for improvement. Perhaps there never was a
time when greater facilities were available for making
improvements general. The theory and practice of
draining is better understood, we have more efficient

implements of tillage, while steam is lending her mighty
power to enable us to plough and to subsoil in a way
which could not before be done. Supplies of manure
are now being brought from the other side of the world
to take the place of what is not retumed to the soil.

Never was there a greater amount of attention bestowed
upon this subject, not merely in obtaining from abroad,

but in manufacturing at home. We hear of refuse

from our manufactories of all sorts being brought
to the aid of agriculture, while even the primeval

ocean seems to be rendering up its deposits. The
potash wliich is largely obtained from the salt mines of

Germany must have been deposited there from the

sea, to which it had been carried down in the constant

washings from the land. Thus we see that we derive

benefit from what was robbed from the ancient lands,

and we know not what changes may yet take place to

render available for future generations the vast quantity

of alluvium and sewage constantly being carried to the

sea.

Geologists hold that the same causes which have
resulted in the formation of the land we now inhabit

are still at work. We have streams and rivers carrying

to the ocean, to be deposited in its bed, the elements of

future soils which only need the action of those volcanic

agencies which are so actively at work in some parts of

our globe, and to a less extent even here, to raise them
above the sea, and thus render them available for

cultivation.

Though this maybe the case, and though the sewage
now descending into the sea may not be ultimately lost,

if one takes a broad view of the thing, still we personally

should be benefited if the difficulties could be overcome

of collecting, concentrating, and rendering it economi-

cally available.

Discussion.

The Chairman said Mr, Goddard's paper exhibited a

considerable amount of knowledge of the subject, and

much care in its preparation. He told an agriculturist,

the other day, that Mr. Goddard was to read a paper on
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the want of fertility in soils, when he replied, "That's
easily answered ; they don't put muck enough on it."' On
most soils, as Mr. Goddard stated, the first thing was to

drain the soil ; a great deal of manure was wasted if put
on wet lands. He believed almost any land could be
made fertile by a sufficient amount of manuring, but then
the question always came before them, "Will it pay?"
It was the consideration of that question that was the

most important,—in what way could they fertilise these

very poor soils without throwing their money away ? The
causes of sterility should be carefully noted down, =0 that

bearing these in mind they could go the right way about
restoring the fertility of the soil. Steam cultivation,

which was beginning to be appreciated in this neighbour-
hood, was of great advantage. The result, as it seemed
to him, was to bring to the surface the poor subsoil by
ploughing deeper than usual, and thus lessen the produce
of the first crop. But the autumnal digging by steam
cultivation broke the soil thoroughly up, and still left the
surface soil on the top, to be exposed to the winter's

frosts, winds, and rains, and in spring, instead of coming
to work a hard and disagreeable soil, they would find it

quite mellow, and would scarcely think it was the same
field as before. The atmosphere was made to do the
work for them during the winter, instead of waiting till

spring and having to work the land over and over again
;

because, being exposed to the air, the atmosphere did the
work for them, which they would othenvise have to do at

great expense. In that way they got the full value of the
ammoniacal qualities to be derived from the atmosphere,
and from the rain which brought it from the atmosphere.
As to liming, Mr. Goddard did not think they could over-
lime land, but he had seen land thoroughly exhausted by
a bad farmer by liming. That farmer merely used the
lime as a sort of pick-pocket for robbing the land of the
little that was left in it. In good fanning, where a proper
use was made of the produce, and justice was done to the
farm, a judicious use of lime would naturally increase the
value of the land.

Mr. Edward Rowell said the question appeared to
him to be, MTiat was the condition of the soils they had
to operate upon in this district or county? In many
instances they were in a very exhausted state, but whethe'r
the fault was in the system of cultivation adopted by the
agriculturists of Northumberland, or from the imperfect
application of manure, it was not for him to say. The
fact, however, was patent to them all as they passed
through the country, that many soils were in such an
exhausted condition that the question arose whether, con-
sidering the high wages they had to pay, and the taxes
that were laid upon them, it was really worth cultivation
or not. He held that land, though liberally supplied with
dung, would become exhausted. On TjTieside. 30 years
ago, they could get a good crop of Turnips without any
application of artificial manures, but they could not now
secure the crops of Turnips which once ornamented and
beautified the fields on Tyneside. Yet there must be
some cause for this ; some of the most important con-
stituents must have become exhausted. The question
was, What was the best plan to be adopted to render that
soil as fertile as it was formerly ? There was no question
but that the expense in the cultivation of land was much
greater now than it was 30 years ago on Tyneside. In
referring to this matter, he might state that the ever
esteemed founder of their Club, the late Mr. John Grey,
introduced in this neighbourhood, though among an un-
willing and prejudiced tenantry, the five-<;ourse system of
husbandry. In his humble opinion, it was a well matured
thought, worthy of his far-seeing mind ; and by adopting
this system, and allowing the land to lie one year in Grass,
it gave it an opportunity of resuscitating itself, as it were,
—of regaining some of its exhausted properties. The soil,

in his opinion, had been exhausted of some of its im-
portant constituents, and the five-course system should be
improved upon, the land not only being allowed to lie in
Grass a single year, but for four or five years. Artificial
manures simply acted as stimulants ; in themselves they
did not contain that amount of organic matter that would
add materially to the fertility of the soil, but they stimu-
lated the soil, and pushed it, so as to make it grow that
which it was not naturally capable of growing. Artificial
manures were exhaustive in their effect, and there was no
principle which they could adopt which would invigorate
the land and restore it to its original condition so tho-
roughly as to allow it to rest, and to depasture it with
sheep and cattle.

Mr. Joseph Lee, referring to over-liming of land, said
he had seen land in his own neighbourhood so impo-
verished by it that it could not be restored to its original
fertility. But on soils not accustomed to lime he believed
nothing paid so well as lime. Land limed from genera-
tion to generation, however, got exhausted of vegetable
matter and the other things so necessary for the growth of
good crops, but if used judiciously lime was of great
advantage. From his own experience of thirty years
upon his farm, he might say that a portion of it, which
lay at a distance from the steading, had never had a
particle of manure upon it. and yet it was in much better
condition than the other. That land is always three
years in Grass

; and for the sake of keeping his farm in
condition he generally let it lie two years in Grass, and
some parts of it five, six, or seven years in Grass. He had
had experience, as a farmer, of very unfertile soil. If
they applied manure or dissolved bones to the amount of
j£"4 per acre they would produce Turnips at a cheaper rate
per ton than they could by only expending _^3 per acre on
manures.
The Secretary (Mr. Trotter) said that Messrs. Lawes

and Gilbert, of Rothamsted, grew Wheat and Barley
each upon the same land, for a period of between twenty
and thirty years, by simply using artificial manures, and
the crops were increasing intead of going back. It was
not absolutely necessary to let the soil lie in fallow in

order that it might refresh itself. He thought the true
theory of farming was to begin by taking the water and
the large stones, if there were any, out of the land, for so
long as there were large stones in it they would never get
the land thoroughly ploughed, and until they got deep
tillage, and the bottom of the soil manured as well as the

top, they would never have good crops. With respect to

allowing land to lie at rest, he believed they got better
crops on the four-course than they did on the five-course

system ; invariably he got better crops of Oats after the
land only lay one year than when it lay two years. A
very good theory went to prove this ; When Clover-grass
was well up in height the roots went well down into the
soil, and there were few better manurers of the soil than
roots of Clover. WTien the land was allowed to lie two
years in pasture, whickens grew upon the land, and they
got a double crop ; they ploughed it for Oats, but the
whickens got among the Oats and robbed them of part of
their nourishment and lessened the value of the crop.
Mr. Goddard said there was some httle misapprehen-

sion respecting what he stated about liming land. Land
could be over-limed, but what he meant to say was, that
after the land had been limed and increased crops of Oats
and straw obtained, a larger amount of manure should be
applied to the land, so that it would not have cause to
suffer much. Providing manure was not returned it would
afford the best opportunity of deteriorating and depreciat-
ing the value of the land.

Mr. Drydon said that if poor land had been limed and
drained, and its surface not broken up, it would have
been worth double the value it was now. There was no
difficulty in reclaiming land on the general principles laid

down by Mr. Goddard, but would it pay? Many im-
provements might be carried out if the tenants had long
leases or compensation for such improvements. On not
only poor soil under cultivation, but grass-land in the
higher districts, hundreds of acres might be rendered of
greater value in many ways were it not for obstacles
thrown in the way, for purposes he need not refer to on
this occasion, but of which they were well aware. These
lands could be improved at much less cost, and made
belter land than the poor exhausted soils to which refer-

ence had been made, and if the owners of this land felt

the proper philanthropic spirit, they would see to the
improvement of it for the good of the community at

large.

The Ch.\irman slated that he was not in favour of
allowing land to rest, as he believed it was merely a
matter of calculation. '

' Will it pay or not ? " Poor land,
once drained, might be forced to grow crops by the
proper application of manures.

Mr. Christopher Gray said he had had some little

experience in the management of poor lands, and he
agreed with Mr. Rowell as to the advisability of allowing
it to rest in Grass. It would naturally refresh itself, and
when ploughed up again they would get better crops of
anything with the application of lime and proper manage-
ment. But he happened to have a different kind of soil

as well on his farm, which would not refresh itself by
lying in Grass. By letting this land lie in Grass two years
he got, as Mr. Trotter said, a worse crop of Oats. Had
not the late respected Receiver of the Greenwich Hospital
Estates allowed him to adopt the four-course system, the
best management he could have afforded would not ha\e
brought the crops up to the mark. He farmed other
portions of his farm on the five, six, and seven cou
system, for he found by this means he got better crops
these light soils and better Grass after^va^ds. The four-
course system was the best for poor soils that would not
refresh themselves, but the five, six, and seven course
system was better where the land, if allowed to lie in

Grass, would refresh itself.

A vote of thanks was carried unanimously, and Mr.
Goddard thanked the members for the compliment.

Saddle and Sirloin : or, Eus^Iish Country Life. By
The Druid. Rotjerson & Tuxford, 265, Strand.

We take from the columns of the Ti/fu-s, in which a
full and appreciative review of this work was lately

given, the following short memoir of the author :—
" Our agricultural and sporting readers will pardon us.

we are sure, if before attempting to give a sketch of the
contents of ' Saddle and Sirloin,' we say a few words con-
cerning the author, who quitted this world on March 16
last, at the age of 47, after a most laborious and indefatig-
able literary career. Mr. Henry Hall Dixon, better known
under his pseudonym of ' The Druid,' was a native of
Cumberland, and was educated at Rugby and Trinity
College, Cambridge, at both of which places his natural
genius and his untiring industry would have probably
gained him high honours, but for the persistent ill-health

which pursued him from childhood to the hour of dissolu-
tion. Upon quitting the University he read for the law,
and was subsequently called to the Bar, but after receiving
a few briefs he ceased to pursue the profession, although
his book on the * Law of the Farm," which is regarded,
especially in the northern counties, as an invaluable com-
pendium, sufficiently proves the solidity of his legal

acquirements. From his earliest years he took an intense
interest in all domestic animals, but his fondest
worship was reser\-ed for the noblest of all the crea-
tures which are devoted to the ser\'ice of man—namely,
the horse. His enthusiasm in this direction is attested
by the various scarlet-covered volumes which he pub-
lished, such as the 'Post and the Paddock,' * Silk

and Scarlet,' 'Scott and Sebright,' in all of which the
British horse appears as the grand central figure, sur-

rounded by an attendant body of satellites, trainers and
jockeys, huntsmen and masters of hounds. As a proof of
the purity of Mr. Dixon's equine enthusiasm, we may
observe that he never made a bet in his life. Beside the
above works, he wrote an immense variety of articles on
sporting subjects in numerous magazines and newspapers.
To the readers whom we are now addressing, ' The
Druid's' quaint, terse, original style is well known, and
perhaps it was never better exemplified than m his

biography of the Marquis of Hastings, transferred to these
columns. Of late years Mr. Dixon's sporting enthusiasm
somewhat cooled, and he devoted all his energies to sub-
jects more exclusively agricultural. He wrote a series of

articles on celebrated English herds in the Mark Lane-
Express, and then made a three years' tour in Scotland for
a similar purpose. The greater part of this journey was
performed on horseback, and often in the most inclement
weather, and the hardships which he underwent induced
the illness which terminated his laborious career. The-
volume now before us, 'Saddle and Sirloin,' treats of
.similar experiences in Northern England."

The book thus introduced is a most readable
collection of anecdote and sketch of character and
scene. It is written always in full sympathy with
and knowledge of every phase of country life, and
generally in the belief that the reader feels and knows-
almost as much as the writer. The unaccustomed
reader thus finds himself in a company whose lively

and entertaining conversation is only gradually acquir-
ing the mastery of his attention. Very soon, however,
he is to the full as interested as the principal narrator
himself; and there are many who will rejoice that,

this volume has been added to a previous long
series ere the pen of the writer was finally laid down.
The present work on English farm and sporting
worthies is confined to the northern end of the island.

To quote the preface, "The second part (South) will
(D. V.) see the light in the course of the present year."
Mr. Dixon*s intention, thus announced, will have to be-

carried out by another.

We only add, that since his death the friends of Mr.
Dixon have united to collect a fund which shall be at

once a testimony to the value of his life and a help
{much needed) to the widow and family who survive:

him. Agriculturists may well be called upon to join

in this good work. Mr. H. M. Jenkins, the Secretary
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, is

secretary to the fund.

Farm Memoranda.
Ormskirk and Scarisbrick : April 26.—Since

Friday last we have had nice refreshing rains and"
warmer weather, and the country has undergone a
magical change. On Friday the fields had a brown,
sterile appearance, and now they are covered with
verdure. We never remember such a sudden change.
Up to Friday last we had sunny days, cold nights, and
easterly winds. The spring has been a very late one,

but the land was in first-rate order for seeding, and old
farmers tell us they like a late spring, and never
remember a better seed-time than the present. Of
course all the spring corn has been sown, and Potato
planting is nearly finished. In some few fields the
Potatos are sprouting above the ground. This district

is celebrated for the culture of early Potatos, which-
fetch a higher price than those from Cornwall. All the
small farmers and cottagers prepare their seed Potatos
with great care ; they are spread on every available shelf

and floor, even under their beds, and sprouted. They are

planted in beds along a wall or thick hedge having a
southern aspect early in February, or even in January,
care being taken not to break off or injure the sprouts,

and are covered with light straw hurdles. These hurdles

are removed on wann sunny days, and carefully

replaced at night, and kept on during the day in frosty

weather. Large profits are made by this careful cul-

ture (one small farmer tells us he has often made £'J$
an acre by early Potatos), and a crop of transplanted

Mangels is usually taken aftenvards. The shoots in

these beds are now upwards of 6 inches above the
ground. This minute kind of market garden cultivation

could not be carried out by our large farmers who devote
themselves to steam-ploughing and smashing, and the

breeding of Shorthorn cattle and Leicester sheep.

Like poultry keeping, it is only practicable by cot-

tagers and small fanners, but in this district it is the
mainstay of our very industrious and careful peasantry,

and the benefit is felt not only in a money sense,

but in the careful and steady habits which invariably

accom.pany the pi-actice of cultivation of either flowers

or vegetables by the labouring classes. All our crops
are looking well. We shall soon be busy with our
Swedes ; the land is well cleaned. Even the Wheat,
so much complained of elsewhere, is looking well ; in

fact, so much seed is usually sown here that this crop
is all the better for having had more than half of it

killed by the frost ; we may, therefore, fairly expect
that an old saying among us, that a late spring is

followed by a good harvest, will this year be verified.

W. H. B.

May 7.

—

Barhy is sown in some late districts up
to the middle of the month, but it is liable to suffer

from the early autumn frosts of such places, much of it

in consequence being unfit for malting purposes, or

seed for the ensuing season. The change of weather
in such localities is often very rapid, so that the main
point of success is to get the seed into a favourable
seed-bed with plenty of sap to force forward germina-
tion and the formation of the ear, whenever the weather
begins to change ; otherwise the land will be scorched
and the braird burnt up. To effect the former and
avoid the latter, the ploughing, sowing, and rolling

should follow each other as fast as the land will permit,

and it is better to reduce the land to a fine tilth with
the harrow and roller, the latter only if necessary, and
then drill in the seed, as that ensures a more uniform
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depth of covering and brairding than when sown broad-

cast. Heavy soils smash up, so as to keep the winter-

made mould on the top. When sown with Grass

seeds, as is generally the case in such districts, this

should be done immediately, and the land rolled if the

weather permits. Where 2 to 3 bushels of seed were

sown in March, 3 to 4 will be required in May, but

much depends upon the vitality of the seed.

Bigg or Bere {a six-rowed Barley), ripens earlier and

is better adapted for late districts and seasons and for

northern latitudes than Chevalier and the other

varieties of two-rowed Barley. It is sown in Scotland

from the beginning to the end of the month, and in

late seasons in June, and in favourable summer weather

will be in the stackyard by the end of August.

In Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, where it is more
extensively grown than in this country, instances are

on record where it has been only six weeks in the

land. The cultivation of the land and sowing are the

same as for common Barley, but tlie seed is less, and
if sound germinates more freely, so that about a bushel

less seed per acre is sown. Like the two-rowed
Barley it is capable of improvement, but hitherto

sufficient attention has not been paid to the different

varieties of Bigg, and what is best adapted for this and
the other district and so on.

Buckivheat sow from this to the end of the month.

It is generally sown on poor sandy and gravelly soils,

where it pays better than Barley ; but in late seasons,

where the latter (Barley) has not been got into good
land in time, the former (Buckwheat) is often grown
with more profit. Buckwheat is also grown in game
preserves. The more common practice is to sow from
I to i§ bushel of seed per acre broadcast, but drilling

from 10 to 12 inches between the drills is to be pre-

ferred, as the birds devour greedily every particle of

seed not covered when sown broadcast.

Hemp may yet be sown, as directed in April, in a

favourable seed-bed.

Lticerue is sown as directed last month, but if

intended for forage cropping the sooner the seed is in

the ground the better. It is a deep-rooted plant, and
only luxuriates in a dry subsoil and warm climate.

Lupine is sown throughout the month as directed in

April, in poor, sandy, peaty, and fenny soils, adapted
for its growth as a forage crop. When grou-n for seed

the end of April to the second week in May is the

time of sowing.

Rape sow for folding and soiling on land prepared
as for Turnips, from 4 to 5 lb. of seed per acre, drilled

in on the flat, 12 to 20 inches between the drills ; in

dry weather use the water drill. The crop is well

adapted for heavy sods, and is very commonly grown
on such, after paring and burning, in preference to

Turnips, more especially in our southern and midland
counties. Farther north paring and burning is an
exceptional practice.

Hoeing winter and spring corn should now be
finished. Where the land has been cultivated too

shallow Thistles now begin to make their appearance
in drills, but more conspicuously when the corn is

growing broadcast ; they require to be spuded out,

and the deeper the Thistle is cut the longer it will be
in rising again, or it may not rise at all if the corn crop
covers the ground. Sainfoin and Lucerne when grown
as standing forage crops require careful hand-hoeing,
both to let in fresh air to the roots and to keep them
free from weeds. Couch-grass growing in the rows
should be carefully pulled out by the hand. Horse-
hoe and hand-hoe Peas, Beans, Parsnips, Carrots,

Potatos, and Cabbage, and in hand-hoeing draw the

earth well up to the plants. Where the crops are

sufficiently far forward earth up finally with the double
mouldboard-plough. Potatos grown in 'Mazy beds,"
as they very generally are in Ireland, are earthed up
with fresh soil dug from the alleys.

Grass Seeds may be sown as soon as the hoeing of
Wheat, Barley, and Oats is finished, and the seed
covered by the roller.

Mangel IViirzel sowing should now be finished. In
dry weather damping the seed and a liberal supply of

liquid with the liquid-manure drill should be attended
to, so as to forward germination and secure a sufficiency

of plant ; and if this is done, what is so\vn just now
may not be far behind the April sowing.

Fallcnus for Cabbages, Swedes, and Turnips, are now
got ready, as the time of planting or sowing the respec-
tive crops arrives. The modem improvements in tillage

implements have greatly simplified the work of spring
fallowing for root crops, the cultivator having super-
seded the plough. The use of artificial manures is also
rendering the occasional liming of spring fallows less

necessary, while in other respects it is removing the
old objections to growing root crops too close in

succession. In dry seasons the roller should follow the
cultivator, so as to keep in the natural sap, more
especially on light soils, and some think the heavy
clays of our southern counties for Cabbages and Kohl
Rabi are more liable to bum up in dry weather than
light land.

Liming^ whenever the land requires it, is a very
important branch of fallowing for root crops. We
have applied from 30 to 300 bushels and upwards per
acre of newly calcined lime from the kiln. It is

applied when the land is ready for the manure. When
the doses are small the shells are emptied where water
can be had, and when slacked the hydrate is spread
either from the carts with shovels, or by broadcast

distributing machines. The latter make the best
work. In applying large doses in moist weather, the

shells are emptied upon the land in small heaps and
covered over with the moist earth, which soon slacks
them ; but in dry weather, or, rather, when the earth
is too dry to slack the lime, it is slacked in cart-

loads, and the slacked lime carted and emptied in

heaps. When spread it should be immediately
harrowed into the land, and to incorporate large doses
properly the aid of the scarifier may be necessary.
Very heavy doses are incorporated by two or three
applications, the land being ploughed and harrowed
between each ; but this is generally done under a
summer fallow, to change the character of sour, tena-

cious clay soils. From 30 to 100 bushels of shells per
acre is a common application at this season.

Brood Mares are generally timed to foal about the
first of the Grass. They are not very punctual to their

time, but this is more than compensated by the little

trouble they give at foaling. Gentle exercise before
foaling is in favour of a mare that has been accustomed
to hard work, but for ten days before it should be very
gentle, and at night she should have a loose box for a
month prior to foaling. Afterwards grazing in a
paddock with her foal is the best exercise and the only
exercise she should have. IF. B.

Notices to Correspondents,
Butter : H O. complains, " I have every week to churn
a few pounds of butter, and it always comes so white."

[This was a week or two ago. Surely it is not so now

—

" Dr. Green" has cured that, with other complaints
from the dairy, by this time. The Grass has mended
dairy produce, both as to quality and quantity. Is it

not so ?]

Mr. Mechi's Catechism : Faversham. Mr. Mechi's
agricultural catechism is contained in Mr. Mechi's
book, " How to Farm Profitably," sold by Routledge,
Broadway, Ludgate Hill.

Wool in the Stomachs of Lambs: J. F. says:
" During the last 10 days I have got several large Iambs
dead, and upon opening their stomachs I find large
balls of wool, quite hard, in them. Can you, or any of
your correspondents, tell me the cause of it, and what
I should do in the case ? I may say the ewes have all

had more than two lambs." [It is not uncommon to

find masses of felted wool in the stomachs of lambs,
and when the balls pass into the small intestines they
obstmct the passage and cause fatal constipation ; if the
masses were only in the stomachs there is reason to sus-

pect the existence of some other cause of death. Lambs
are constantly in the habit of swallowing small portions
of wool, and if there is an insufficient supply of food for

them a considerable proportion of the wool remains in

the stomach long enough to cohere. Give any of the
animals which show signs of constipation a little castor-
oil

; let the ewes have oilcake, and take particular care

that the lambs do not get any cotton-cake or other food
difficult of digestion. If there is an opportunity for

them to nibble tlie young Grass, let them take moderate
advantage of it.]

[a rivets.

ENGLISH WOOL.
There has been no new feature in the trade during the

last week. Transactions have been only on a moderate
scale, but prices are well maintained, and appear likely to

keep so.

Current Prices of English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets .. .. .. i 1 to i 2^
Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces 13-1^
Southdown ewes and wethers ., .. o oj — i i

HA Y.~per Load0/ ^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, May 5.

' Clover, old .

.

' Inferior do.

I

Prime 2d cu
Inferior do.

130Superior Clover .. 12

COALS.—May 4.

Hastings Hartley, 15J. ; Holywell Main, 14J. gc?. ; West
Hartley. z$s. ; Walls End Gosforth, ly. ; Eden Main,
15J. 6d. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton, 16s. ^d. ; Walls
End Haswell, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End Hetton Lyons,
i5i-.: Walls End Russell's Hetton. 15J. 6d. ; Walls End
South Hetton, 17s. ; Walls End Tunstall, 15J. ; Walls
End Heugh Hall, i6j. 6d. ; Walls End Original Hartle-
pool, 17s. 6d. : Walls End South Kelloe, i6s. 6d.

;

Brancpetli Cannel, i8j. ^d.—Ships at market, 53 ; sold,

33 ; unsold, 21 ; at sea, lo.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday May 2.

We have a considerable increase in the supply of foreign
Beasts, that of English'about same as last Monday ; Thurs-
day's advance in prices is well maintained, and a few
choicest qualities have been sold rather dearer. There is

very little alteration in the supply of Sheep, either English
or foreign, but the demand has increased, and prices are
higher ; we have a large number of middling Lambs on
offer ; they cannot be all disposed of, and best qualities are
lower. Calves are rather dearer. Our foreign supply con-

sists of 1380 Beasts, 8160 Sheep, 187 Calves, and 20 Pigs •

from Scotland there are 223 Beasts; from Norfolk and
Suffolk, 2000

;
and 247 from the Midland and Northern

Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts
Be^l and

Do. Sh.

Long-wools
^hom
& 2d quality

6 8—7 6
Hatf-breds

Do. Shorn

Beasts, 3850 ; Sheep and Lambs, 29,800 ; Calves, 196 ; Pigs, 100.

Thursday, May 5.

We have a large supply of Beasts and a dull trade,
consequently prices are much lower than on Monday, and
several lots remain unsold. Sheep and Lambs are more
plentiful ; the former are nearly all disposed of, but at
lower rates ; several pens of middling Lambs remain
unsold

; best qualities find purchasers at about Monday's
quotations. The supply of Calves is larger, and prices
are lower. Our foreign supply consists of 408 Beasts,

3570 Sheep, and 445 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

Beasts, 1077 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools.

.
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"Economy.—Seeds Direct from the Growers."

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

CARTER'S \\IW IMPERIAL

HARDY SWEDE.

The hardiest and best in cultivation.

9d. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE (the larEesl variety) Per lb.

SKIRVING'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE
,

HALL'S WESTBURY SWEDE ,,

Cheaper per cwt. or bubliel

Carter's New Champion Intermediate
Mangel. (Is. per lb.)

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE MANGEL, the finest Globe

ORDINARY YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL 08
CARTER'S MAMMOTH LONG RED MANGEL .. „ i 6
IMPROVED RED GLOBE MANGEL „ 10

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
Fvcm W. Capper, Est]., DuddUstorie^ Nm'. r. 18G0.

" Yon will be pleased to hear tnat I have attain won the Cup for Red
Mangels grown from your seed. This is the hfth year in succession
that I have taken this prize."

From Mr. R. BEECHEit, Kilmalooda, Oct. 25, i860.
" Mr. Beamish took First Priic at our Show with Carter's Warden

Mangel and Carter's Imperial Swede."

Carter's Devonsbire Grey-stone Turnip,
Of quick growth, and very fine quality.

Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP.. Per lb, OS.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP .. .. „ o
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP .. „ o
CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE, or Si-x-week TURNIP „ 1

s
Caution to Gardeners.—'WTien you ask for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate fliark, Obtain
:genuinc.
Gardeners and others, but are

luine one, and which has 1

m of Knives which were not
ake all of which arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. 8: C's PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES arc the best :

the cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

IMMERMANN A^
Manufacturers and Importers,

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

8 & 10, Vernon Place,

Eloomsburj' Sq

London, W.C.

JARDINIERES

Bronzed Metal, w

best China P

12,508, 3 feet hi

gilt, 40J.

FIGURES, &c, &

REVOLVING
BLINDS, m.ide af

Strips of Wood.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." DismelL
Iron Cisterns.

F BRA BY AND CO. having laid do
. extensive ar '

'
. . _ .

GALVANISED or PAINTED, of superior quality, at reduced prices'
and at t ery short

N.B. Open Tanks of differ

G
To Agriculturists

REEN'S PATENT HIGH FRESbURE BOILERS,
;rted Cylinder Engl e comb ncd_ S n pie i

ng or cool of the day, instead of waiting for the Grass to dry,

lihng under the heat of a mid-day sun ; it is very easy to work,
nil preserve its perfect

Machine five or six weeks, >

son demands, and yo
, in your lawn.great and decided improv . ,

" Far superior to any of ours."—Vide TItt Pitld.
" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardeners' Ma^c
" The quickest, most simple, and eRicicntMo'

\'\Ac Gardeners' Ch
Catalogues and Opinions of the Press, post free on application.

Manufactured and Sold by the Owners and Patentees,
WILLIAMS AND CO., I, City Road, Finsbury Square, E.C-

Wholcsale Agent ; John G. Kullins, Old Swan Wharf, London
Bridge. E C. _^
SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.

The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several Important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.

The annually increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony
how much these advantages have been appreciated.

& Son beg I

.. . ^ersatthe P;

whom the Juiy awarded a Medal. The Silvi

Alexani
Exhibitors of La\vn Mow

awarded is the highi

, , It can be reveraedj thub bringmg the oppo-
site or sharp c3ge of the Cutter to act agamst the Sole-Plate. In
addition to this, A. S. & SoN now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Alachine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reserx-e at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, the
plate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the
front. It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables the
cutting parts to last twice as lo

) prevent the Mown Gr»

approved of can be
warranted

lars, with full part
Works, Arbroath ; and

stock' or in process of mai ufacturc Dra \ ngs and prices free <

)plication to

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithficid Iron Works, Leeds; ai

, and 55, Blackfriais Road, London, S.E.

American Lawns.

T fl L \ I Lkl V

ARCHIMEDEAN "

is admitted the best Mach;

purpose ; becau:

will do double the a

Leaving the cuti

looking untidy, sei

ught.

.'ing

1 V TEN I

LAWN MOWER
e ever brought out for the

durable, simple, and performs its work better

\LF the power of other Lawn Mowers, and
It of work,
in small particles, evenly scattered, never

as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

Opinions of ti

The Gardeiurs' Magazine says—"1
been fairly tested at Stoke Newingtt

The Field says—" The Americans have been beforehan
many Machines, but we were not, however, until now
possessed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any of o

The Gardeners' Chronicle says—" We are indebted to our American
cousins for many ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances,

adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind
generally. We owe to them many thanks^ for i

; they

ch lessened.hereby labourers' toil has been
Archimedean ' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when \

when in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The iJ-inch machine is

easily worked by a boy. It has been tried in the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Chiswick during the past season, and is

reported as the quickest, most simple, and most efficient Lawn Mower
ever used ; and such is our opinion."

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,

JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London.
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HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PENDANTS, GARDEN SEATS, EDGING TILES,

AND F,VEKY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

All the TERRA COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. li. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

extra hard, and

WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

To Gentlemen, Gardeners, and Others.-Wiite for
HEADI.Y AND SONS Illustrated List nf Prices of

the NEW I'ATENT IIVDRAliI.IC API'AkATUS Tor
Watering Croquet Lawns and Gardens, the NEW PATTERN FORCE
PUMPS, the NEW PATTERN GARDEN CHAIRS, the NEW
PATTERN GARDEN ARCHES, Sic. Post free on application to

E. HEADLY AND SON, Exchange Iron Worlis, Cambridge.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE.

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at 29, Bedford

MANLEY HALL, MANCHESTER
NEW HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

WHOSE IS THE BEST BOILER P

The most practical answer ever given to this all-absorbing question is, the New Apparatus in

operation at the above.

It is considered the "largest" and "most perfect" ever erected, being a "wonder" in heating.

It works like a model, and is unequalled in Great Britain.

NOTE THE CONTENTS.
Reference
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B. HIRST AND SON'S, Bntannia
Street, Halifax.

Works, Portland

B. HIRST AND SONS call special ,

FLEXIBLE SELF-SHARI'KNING
LAWN MOWING MACHINES, which .

THE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN WATER
and ROLLING ENi'.INE maybe had at J. DORES, the Sole

Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth Street, Clerkenwell, London, W.C.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must be obviou:
Watering, Rolling, or Sjnnging , it will throw about 60 feet, and i

portable that anj ordir ' - -

Pricc?5 »

RICK -CLOTHS. NEW :

with POLES. PULLEY'
An Illustrated CatAlociue pos

nd SECOND-HAND,

i

N'ETTING,

FLAGS.

Bee-Hlves.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867. The
only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as orieinally introduced by George NriGHBOLK & Sons,

working three bell glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
has three window

Hix This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages.and is more
easy of management than any
other Bee-hive that has been

Price complete ..jGi 15 o
Stand for ditto . , o lo o
The LIGURIAN

ITALIAN ALP BEE bei ,.

much in repute, G, N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
f-enuinc Italian Queen, in the

AlpBi
-' -- Ajp yucen, -1%

s for uniimg
>«>„,^ ^Lv,,..^:., £1 each.
ENGLISH BEES. —Stock;

An Itali

full directio
Black Stock;

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw
ing and prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Address GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,

Manchester
Brothers,
16, Buchanan Street

London, W.
Liverpool: James Cuthbebt, 12, Cla

J. \ViLSON, 50. King Sireet. Dublin:
Dame Street Glasgow : Austin .

IN D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE,
60 feet ^2 inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, 10s. 6rf.

60 feet Vi inch do. do., extra strong, 31J. 6a.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists
of every article made in India-rubber forwarded on application.

E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Manufacturer, Quadrant, Birmingham.

Cottam's Iron Hurdles. Fencing, and Gates.

Works, 2, WinsteyStn

made in tlie best
_ _ an improved method,

n api^ication to COTTAM AND CO., Iron
O.xford Street. London, W.

UNITED

movable at

r^ increased width
Drop Cover

; of Fittmgs per Cow, 551
Prospectuses free of COTTAft" AND CO'^ron Works,

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W.,

SURVEYS MADE

IN ANY PART OF THE
COUNTRY,

PLANS PREPARED

FOR THE

GENER.\L ARRANGEMENT

AND LAYING-OUT OF

STRUCTURAL

GAEDENS.

APPLY FOR

OEMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS.

DESIGNS
AMI

ESTIMATES
PREPARED FOR

F1RST-CLAS.S

CONSERVATORIES,

TO SUIT ANY STYLE OF
ARCHITECTURE.

ALSO

ARCHITECTS'

DESIGNS
CARRIED OUT.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, (Sic, kz,

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

GARDEN 01 FIRE ENGINE

CAST-IRON
PUMPS.

inches .. £\ g
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POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH. Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates previously in iis(

s and the Trade in any quantity ; and they would caution purchasers against
spurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from their briltlcncss, are exceedingly dangerous to use. CAUTION.— Infringers of this Patent
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 7S, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is 16 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches

above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preser\e Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous

moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4,
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the

Fruit clean and assisting its growth— thus in the production
of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,

and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens,

ga\e his appro\al of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

LLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

' Rock Hillb,

R. HO

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK tor CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens, Conservatories, &*c.

W. S, BOULTON & CO.'S
NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING. ROLLING

and COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

Tiportant actv.-inl.ijjc5.liese Machir
Radial Link.W adjustment of the-'--' -

• Breakage;exceedingly _ _ _ „
handles and all other light pans ormallcabi
selves 10 inequalities of the ground, i

'

by means of the handles working It

cutting end. E
to the purcha--. , ,.

Illustrated Catalogue, with prices.

: persons 01 any nciKhl

.^ This arrangement alsc

Roller, by folding back the front 01

Rose Lane Works, No

w.

These articli

naterials. Th

jcing rounded olt, The price is also very low.
Carriage paid to any Station in England.

« in, long by 18 in. diam. £2 17 I 24 in. long by 22 in. diai
2 .. 20 „ 3 7 1 26 „ 24 „

SINGLE CYLINDER ROLLS. Carriage paid.
8 in. long by i8 in. diam. £1 15 I 22 iii. long by 22 in. diai

Rose Lane Works. Norwich

.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGXS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Me. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen. Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL, TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on evciy form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862. page ^y6.
"The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan. I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should briiiR the tubes more completely within range of the
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel ; and this being so, the change, though a slight one,
with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement."

Thfy , ade of all sizes, which, nth ; lay be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PROTECT

First class MacMne made
WIRE G'\ME NETTING G\LV-\NISED after

MADE, sent carnage paid to any station in the Kingdom at the
following very low prices :

—

a feet high, 2-inch mesh, No. 19 guage, price "^Y^d. per yard.

3 feet high, ditto, ditto, price slii per yard.
2 feet high, i!4-inch mesh, No. ig guace, price sJi''- per yard.
3 feet high, ditto, ditto, ditto, price 7?|a. per yard.

All Netting failing to give entire satisfaction can be returned at once,
A full Descriptive Priced Catalogue sent gratis on application.
W. S. BOLILTON and CO., Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

WS. BOULTON AND CO.'S 36-gall(
• WATER BARROW—Oak Tub.

Carriage paid to any station in England.
Price, /a 5f. ; Ditto, with two tubs, M 31. ;Spreadcrand vah
SWING WATER BARROW, with galvanic '

"

18 gallons, price {,\ 151. ; Ditto, ^o gallons. j£2 5^

SWING

tank. To hold

W.

nd Spreadei
Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

WS. BOULTON AND CO.'S IRON WATER or
• LIQUID MANURE CART.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England, To hold
|o gallons, price ^lo; 200 ditto, ;ti3: ;^a50 ditto, ilM. .

Galvanised Iron Pump and lo feet india-rubber suction pipe, price

3 lOi. Spreaders, 151. each.

ROSE LANE WORKS, NORWICH.
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichbome Street, KeEent's Quadrant, London, W.

Hot-water Pipes and Boilers.

JONE'^ N-;i. SOVS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES

I T.ondon.
ui'ark, London, S. E.

POLLARD, JEPHSON,
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, 1

Pineries, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Mansions,
Halls. Warehouses, &c. Fixed :

Belper, &e. At Vise
Apply

t Sydney's replaced, aftei

Bear Garden, New Park Street. Southwark, Londo

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES. VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES. PITS, and every description of Horticultural Bv- -~

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam- "
"

in any part of the United Kinf
Apparatus for Heating Churche;

linery. and en
nufacturers of Hot-\

, Warehouses, fi:c.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 fL Lifthts. 2 in. _thick,_ unglazed

ft, Double Lights

ned and Glazed with 1

Sheet
with stout portable Box

Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .

.

,
Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork .

.

Painted four coats, two sides, ready for usi

Finsbur^' Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, 1

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERV.V-

TORIES,
HOTHOUSES,

CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c..

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rn s, TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared \vith other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and pcrfcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates fonvarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road , London, S E.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

900 ' '-'-^'^'I'f"'^!^ '"^^1^^ MICLON BOXES and
^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, gs. each.

GL-VSSES, all sizes

References to the Nobilitj, Gentrj, and Trade
Counties m England

HOT-WATER APPARATUS -of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &a
Plans and Estimates on a

J. JONES AND SONS. 35, King Street, <

M.in )i factory, 6, Bankside. Soutl

H BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the
• CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

31b. loz., throws water in a continuous stream over 35 feel. The
farge size, worked by the foot, throws over 60 feetj and is stronglylarge size, worked by the
recommended as a fire-en

Wholesale only at 10, Feat
To be had of all Ironmongers, and

Holbom, London, W.C

L
/I ; \ b PATENT 1 L ILDIXL,^
V_ liuJ liLL 11L RE, Parkficld Pershore Roid B rmingham
Descnplue Book full) illustrated MMth Wood Engravings bj t

hte Orlando Jewilt from existing houses m various parts of 1

kingdom- Post free for 30 stamps

SPECIAL NOTICE.—NEW PATENT.
The "GARDENERS' GREENHOUSE," fincluding ConservaU

and 12 Pits and Frames, with floor and stages m one structure,

complete, made to stand upon any level space, and not requinng v

ling toT)IbPOSE I

iption of PaMug m_ _. _ __
liuable for the floors of Cottages, Farmhc

. that thei

To landed proprietors these

Parkficld, Persh.

I by 16 feet, :

Patent Houses are for inspection at h
Road. Birmingham, and may also be

parts of the country,
ilaiion without admitting rain or monn^

sideni

RDL LK • GRELNIIOUSE-"

W \ T E R
mp ^

RFF

APPARATUS
led for Heating

TuhuLir}

A'
The Britannia Iron Works

:nown for the production of fine _ . „.

ron permits a delicacy of outline, and smoothness of s

Five lar^c shc'is ..I I i-sii-ns and Price Lists post free for 6 stamps.

A H. & Co. make the butter kind of IRON and GLASS CON-
SERVATORIES, and have constructed soma of the largest and

2d. They ,

3d. They take up little roor
other Boilers,

4th. They are cconomisers
healing surface upon

themselves, having perft

1, and can be put in places

of fuel, owing to the great

by mcar
*th. By mean

yth. The chir

h the fire acts

lows and Returns can be annexed to the Boilers

d doors they can be readily cleaned out when

made of cast iron, which can either be taken

ned into a

i

1 that it may be fixed

ranted to be the most

; the

Economical Bolle;

P n THROTTLE and othci

RNACE DOORS, BARS, and
OPKo
IND A R BBLR

Rosber's Garden Edging Tilea,

B LDINGS, S.C

TER PIPES atwhL

E bows, T - Pieces
d c ery other connc

k.

HT and CAST-IRON

III RS,

; s. 6d. each
PORTABLE BOILERS, on ^tand,

delivered at Railway or

irf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
t|d Barge Iron Wharf, Upper,
iindStreet, London, S.E., Surrey
Blackfriars Bridge). Price Li

HOT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PIPES,

ELBOWS . . . . No. IS

TEE PIPES .. .. No. 3-

SYPHONS .. .. No 2

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial I

London Warehouse, 16, Grand Juncti
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See Cardciitrs' Chronicle, Ma

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as Jcgards usefulness, and by far

Price from is. M. per

"c
...„ .,.„^^ „ ..est. Chelsea.
BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Jlanufactun

Kingston-on-Thames.

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GL.\SSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of J'aris,_are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire

Horticultural Glass Warehouse.
THOMAS MILLINGTON AND

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.
NEW LIST for ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS as suppl

Majesty, the Nt>bility, Gentry, Mr. Rivers, and the leading Hort

CO.,

Her

4ths

4^
snds.

I

Best.

165 6d 185 od

9i in. by 7i in. .. 14 in. by 10 in iis Q,f
1

13s 6</ 15s orf i6s 6ii

14! in. by loi in. .. 18 in. by 12 in \i2s id ^i^s od\iis 6d\i^s od
so in. by 12 in. .. 22 in. by 18 in |j2s 6,i!i4s MIios 6i(|i85 o<<

SHEET GLASS.
In Sheets for Cutting up, averaging from 6 to 9 feet super.

41I1S quality, per 300 feet case, 341. 4ths quality, per 200 feet case, 34J.

. 560 ,'"36"?
' inly i ubsta

I
IS"

HARTLEY'S I.Ml'ROVED ROLLED ROUGH PLATE
I-8th in., 3-i6th in . i-^th in,, and 3-8ih in. substances.
BRITISH I'LATE GLASS for Windows and Silvered for Looking

Glasses, Coloured Glass. Glass Shades, Striking Glasses, &c., &c.

FAINTS, COLOURS, VARNISHES, &c.
STUCCO PAINT, 245. per cwt. This Paint adheres firmly to the

irfao

hundredweight of pun

)ne hundred\v( I

Linseed Oil. S|i.

IMPROVED

GENU I

>

SECONl
GROl N

, Greenhouses, &c,, and is easily laid'on by any'ordinary
Prepared Oil for ditto, 3*. 6d. per gallon.

Perrwt—j. d. Per gallon j. (f.

i:\VIin I I 1 .VD30 o LINSEED OIL .. ..29
'

i">'i"i '' I'l' iV-""^^ ° :
BOILED OIL .. ..32

w,,.;;, ,M." TURPENTINE .. ..39
LINSEED OIL PUTTY,

to 4 1./.
.

,
RAW UMBER, M.

[per

J ad.

FincOAKVARNISH.i
„ CARRIAGE do., 1:

KNOTTING

-

Patent GOLD SIZE
BLACK JAPAN

28r. to 60
BLACK PAINT 24s. to 36
RED PAINT .. 281. to 36

'^^tf'6d'^',l ?8''^2""eacr' "'kuN.SwlcK'ELkK.
GROUND BRUSHES. MILLED LEAD and PIPES.
DUSTERS SASH TOOLS. ' OLD LEAD Bought or taken i

DISTEMPER BRUSHES. 1 Exchange.

The above are Neit, for Cash, and as such cannot be booked.
Lists of any of the above on application.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows:—

PROrAG.4TING

Either flat or conical tops.

24 inches long . . . . 2S. od. ' 16 inches long

20 !| v.
'.'.

I 8 I 13 !!

18 „ .. .. I 6 I

OPEN TOPS.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizes,

BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE, CROWN,
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
and ever^' description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

JAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., iSo, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry VV. Currie, Esq.

I

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-

WiUiamTite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Ten:

the exc

No investigation of title

Application to be made
he Olhcesofthe Compan'

Dll

Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

John Glutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.

^. —
. «

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshirc, N.B.
John Horatio Llovd, Esq., I, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.

of Agricultural Improve including the i

;ie'-By

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge
upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER. Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate. Westminster, S.W.

rpHE LONDON ASSUI^.\NCE CORPORjVTION
J- for MARINE, FIRE, and LIFE ASSURANCES.

. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Pall Mall.

The Directors are , ,

.

Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.

INCOME—Premit

i for -•Agencies for the

.- ;C4,S6s,823

58.324

application.
JOHN r. LAURENCE, Secretary.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the
Principal Deviations" from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Ma-xwellT. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with 218 Wood-
cuts by E. M. Williams.
Published for the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,

192, Piccadilly, W.
Price to Non-members, £1 „.

rriHE NEW METHOD of GROWLNG FRUITX and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaini!, Southacre,
Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for -the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

Balfour's Botanical Works.

Class-book' of botany
being an Introduction to the Study of the Vegetable Kingdom

Third Edition. With iSoo Illustrations, pp. 1114. Demy 8vo. Price 2i«

THE FLORA of EDINBURGH, with Map.
Fcp. 8vo. Pri<

' ----- -
-

Regius Kecpci

B
Just published, in fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 5s.,

RITLSH SHEEP-FARMING. By WILLIAM

Balancc-Shcet-
i Sheep. &c.

Edinburgh : A. AND C. BLACK. London : LONGMAN AND CO.

Cheaper Edition of Herschers Meteorology.
Just published, in fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 31. 6rf., free by post,^TEOROLOG\

By Sir J. F- W. Herschel. Bart., K.H.M
Altitudes—Aurora Borealis—Balloon A;

Barometer—Barometric Pressure—Climate—Clouds—Cold Cu
Cyclones—Density of Air—Dew—Dryness—Dust—Earth—Eli
—Evaporation—Fogs—Frosts—Gulf Stream—Hail—Heat—Ho,
— Humidity—Hurricanes—Ice—Iceberes—Kite.Elcctrical—Li
—Mcleorolilcs—Monsoons—Ocean—Rain— Rainbow—Season;
—Sun—Temperature—Thunder—Tides—Vapour—Wind, &c.
Edinburgh : A. and C. BLACK. London : LONGMAN A^

Just published, in demy 8vo, cloth, price 2s, 6d.,

PRACTICAL REMARKS on AGRICULTURAL
DRAINAGE. Bv William W. Hozier of Tannochslde. Prize

Report, published under the auspices of the Highland and Agricul

PIronKly bound ,- also 1857, 1859, 1861, unbound, c

1858. i860, _iS62, nearly complete, seven Numbei
Apply, slating what price will be given,

!62, nearly <

Mn'SLADDEN, Brcwe^^ Ho

5i/ 1856,

, Chipping No:

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS' COTTAGES
(Denton's Series), 94 Designs.—Photographic Working Drawings,

approved by the Inclosure Commissioners, for One Guinea each Design,
and One Guinea the Specification and Contract, suitable to the
several designs.

E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Charing'Cross, W.C.

Recent Works by B. S. Williams. F.R.H.S.
" ^*''v'^Y'l'>^"?s 's known throughout the world as one of the ablest

of English cultivators of Orchids, and is one of the most frank and

.ised and enlarged, post 8v(

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
"The only work of the kind worth a place in the cultivators'

library,"

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

Post 8vo, cloth, price $s. ; post free, $s. sd.,

SELECT FERNt^ and LYCOPODS,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

" We have no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work
an Exotic Ferns which has yet appeared."-Gar(/«irr*' ChronicU.
" An excellent, practical, and handy treatise on Garden Ferns, well

supplying a want which has long been felt. "—Florist and Pomolo^isL

Post 8vo, price 5s.
; post free, 51. ^d.,

HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of 1000

pccics and varieties, accompanied by instructions for their cultiva-
ion and general management.
" This neat and handy volume will supply a real want. We give it

L hearty welcome."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

c

In the Press, post 8vo, price 5r. ; post free, y. 5tf.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

..,,.,., . . ,;,^g ,[,g Second Volume to " Choice Slove and

London, N. ; and also by all Nurs

REFRIGERATORS, or PORTABLE ICE HOUSES.
Ordinary Construction. Patent Ventilating Do.

i3 3

WILLIAM S. BURTON, FurnisI
to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sen.

I

of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalletl -

of the 20 large Show-rooms, post ff.

lUKTON willalu

- £14 14^

. 6s. 6rf. to 131.

. 35s, to 130s.

-, by -Appointment,
ntaining upwards

, W. ;

and I, Ne

Ellis's Soda, r.

None genuin.
each bottle bc.nr

Sold hy ..

Wholesale c

London Agcni
Squ.r, . W.

Ik :t. Cavendish

Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'.

THE "WORCESTERSHIRE,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sai

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquant
Ask for LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE,

"

Beware of imitations, and sec the names of Lea & Perrins on all

bottles and labels.
-CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London; and sold by all

Unrivalled for piq^uancy and flavour.

DeaTe in Sauces throughout the World.

BREAKFAST. — EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL and COMFORTING.

The Civil Serz'ict Gasttte remarks :
—

" By a thorough knowledge of

lilk. Sold only in i. lb., i lb.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigcslion ; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,
without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTON, Esq., Ware, Herts.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at is. r\d., zs. grf., 41. 6d,, and 11

PILLS,

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 69 years for

INDIGESTION.
In boxes at is. lid., 2S. gd., 4s. 6d., and 11

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
In use the last 69 years for

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
in use the last 69 years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In boxes at is. ijrf., 2s, <yi., ^s. 6d., and lis.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at li. l\d., 21. 1^., 41. 6d., and IIJ.

PARR'S LIFE PILLS KEEP PEOPLE in GOOD
HEALTH and make them CHEERFUL and HEARTY.—

Persons suffering from Headache, Liver Complaints, Bilious Ailments,
Skin Eruptions, Lowness of Spirits, Costivcness, Gout, Lumbago, &c.,

particularly recommended to try PARR'S LIFE PILLS. They
3 fail in alfordint; immcdia

CLEAR COMPLEXION. —GODFREY'S
EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS has lonj; been known for

i surprising effect In softenini;, improviiis, and prescrvins the ik.n,

d in renderiuK the Complexion clear .and beautiful. It removes Ijtn^

A
Sunburn, Freckles, and all disfiffuremcnls produced bv sudden

Ganges in the weather ; cures Pimples, Humours, »"'! S"!",
''Joi?'

ions, and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes de 1 y ^
and smSoth. Golfrey's Extract of Elder Flowers p^^clear and smooth. Godfrey's Extract of Elder l-l","'" P,S^?f"!

delitrhtful fratrrance. and is an indispensable adiunct to tnc 1 oiici

Nursen- Sol fn bottks-Price «. ^., by all ctem.sts and Perfume
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,
OR

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FOKTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

AND MOST OK THE NOI

THE KING OF THE BELGIAN!?.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

\M) ( 1 \ 1 1 V

l-iMished ficl 1

I\ THE UNITED KINGDOM.
unng the last six years the demand has been unprecedented, whichThe extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAW N MOW ERS is

alone is a proof of their superiority o%'er all others. 7"lie following are their characteristic feat

1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access.

2nd. They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower. Srd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

From the fact that these Machines are so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, upwards of 56,000 being now in use,

T. GREEN AND SON do not deem it necessary to trouble the Public with a List of the numerous Testimonials they have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ABE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTUR^VL SOCIETY'S GARDENS, I

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.
SOUTH KENSINGTON. I THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.

THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK.
;
THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN

THE CRY.STAL PALACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM 1 THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.

I

THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOTANIC GARDENS. BRUSSELS.
THE SUNDERLAND PARK.
THE PRESTON PARK.

AND IN MOST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY

MACHINES, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Box ;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches . . . . . . ^13 o o

,, 28 inches .. ., ,. 15 o o
,, 30 inches ,, .. ,. 17 o o

I^eather Boots for Donkey.. .. o 18 o
Ditto for Pony , . . . , . 120

HOBSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches ^21 o o

36 inches .. .. . . . 24 o o
, , 42 inches 27 o o
, , 48 inches . . . . . . 30 o o

Leather Boots for Horse . . . . 160
The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,

the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse

;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND MACHINE.
warranted to give entire satisfaction, and ifnot approved of

can be returned unconditionalh.

Ihem fro

20 inches . . 800
22 inches , , 8 10 o

24 inches . . 900
Suitable for two persons,

z. :—For the 10 and 12 inch Machine, y. ;

, ^ , - , - , --- - artics providing themselves with Lawn
iic ici-uiiiiiiended to purchase the cases in which to stow them away when not in use, to prevent
n getting damaged ; if returned, two-thirds will be allowed for them.

above Prices include Free Delivery to all the principal Railway Stations
and Skipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, London, 1S62.
First Prize Medal at the International Exhibition, Dublin, 1865.
First Prize Medal at the Namur Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Gand Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Laeken Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Lineene Exhibition.
First Prize Medal at the Brussels Exhibition, on two occasions.
First Prize Medal at the Hamburg Exhibition.

T. GREEN AND SON did not exhibit at the Paris Exhibition, 1867.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the best, and have carried off every
Prize that has been given, in all cases of competition.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advantages of self-sharpening, and when
the cutters become blunt by runnmg one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the
sharp edge of the cutters agamst the bottom blade, which operation can Be done by any inexperienced
person, owing to the peculiar adaptation of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

N.B, All Orders are executed on the day they are received, either from our
Leeds or London EstablishmeHt.

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

PRICES OF

HAND ROLLERS.

30 in. 32 m. 7100

171 15 o
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW or PELARGONIUMS. HEATHS, &c„ onWEDNESDAY,
May 18. Hand of the Scots Fusilier Guards from 4 o'Clock. Doors

Fellows' friends' tickets bought before the i8th, 3X. td.

;

the day, 5(.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON. W.

FLOWER SHOW. FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTF.F.
MEF.TING, on WF.DNF.SDAY NEXT, May i3. at ii o'ClocIc
CENERAL MEETING at Thrte. Band of the Scots Fusilier Guards
from 4. Admission, y.

LINNEAN SOCIETY, Burlingto
—The ANNIVERSARY MEETINM

held here on TUESDAY, the 24th of Ihi , M
for the ELECTION of a COUNCIL r,irl > 1

year.—May Ig. FRIilH I h I

Ho Piccadilly.

READING HOkTICLM. I
i

The SPRING SHOW will be held on
In the Abbey Kui

FRIDAY, M.'i

fhe Show will be open to the holders of Sul
ydock, and to the Public at 4 o'clock, on paymer
tickets may be obtained of the Hon. Secretar>',

, Chain Street, Reading.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTUR.\L
SOCIETY.—GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW.TUESDAY,

June 28, at the Royal Pavdion and Eastern Lawn. Upwards of
50 Prizes arc offered for Roses, and 43 for Fruits. Schedules on
application lo the Secretar>', g6, Sl James's Street, or E. SPARY,
Superintendent of the Exhibitions. Queen's Graperies, Brighton.
N.B. GRAND AUTUMN SHOW, SEPTEMBER 14 and ISEDWARD CARPENTER, Secretary.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held JULY 7, and NOVEMBER t6,

1870. PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, ;C5 each. Schedules, with Forms of Entrance, on application to

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary, Pclerborough.

A Glorious Show of Roses,

TEA, BOURBON, CHINA, and NOISETTE,
May be secured and enjoyed all the Summer

BY PLANTING NOW.
Good plants of finest kinds, from pots, mosllj' 48's, are ready to be

presented t

5M-1
exchange for cash, at 405. per too ; if sent in pots.

Boses for Bedding, &c.
ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, n

ready for delivery: also large stock of VERBENAS
FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which contaii
.selection of the best varieties only. CATALOGUES free.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

JAMES IVERV AND SON'S splendid Collection
AZALEA INDICA is NOW COMING INTO BLOOM,

will be found worth an inspection. The HARDY FERNS arc

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.
BETHAM AND -SON, Custom House, Shipping and

General Transit Agents, beg to inform them that they receive
and forward SEEDS, PLANTS and GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
'

' " '" of the world, at charges as low as possible.

Cbiysantbemums.
ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Trade and

the Public, that he is now sending out his " NEW" and other
choice CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

For description see CATALOGUE (containing a Treatise on their
growth) now ready. Forwarded to all applicants forforwarded to all applicants for one

ck NurscQ-, Stoke Newinglon, N.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for si.'C postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, t6 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE ol^BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray N ursery^ Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Britisli Ferns.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and

Seed Merchants, Kirkcaldy, N.B., have now published their
PRICED CATALOGUE of BRITISH FERNS for the present
season. This Catalogue e"

' ., . - ^ „ .• , ...

which belonged to Dr. Lyell,
acquired from him by purchi

SS^ Copies free on application, and orders carefully fulfilled.

Cheap Bedding Plants for 2s. per dozen.

T
SCOTT, Mernott, Somerset, has, as usual, the

• largest and r

CATALOGUES

B'

Twenty Thousand Bedding Plants.
C. PADMANS SPRING CATALOGUE is

» ready, and may be had on application.
Providence Nursery, Boston Spa, near Tadcaster. Yorkshir

Catalogue'

Bedding Plants, Sk.
EWING AND CHILD'S SPRING CATALOGUE of

BEDDING and other PLANTS is now ready, and will be sent
gratis and post free on application.

The Rnyal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

NOTICE. -Before purchasing vour BEDDING
PLANTS, ,V-, . pic.ise con.sult W. D'ILI.ISTONE'S NEW

LIST,v^hi.l 1111 .', ,,jt the newest and best to be grown at very

%v' ; . I
,

1 lir Nurseries, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

\ I k 1 1 i .\ D AND SON, Seed Growers and
., ;, l; utli Market, London, S.E.,

DAHLIAS i;

N^

Llerval's New Phloxes of 1869.
)AUL AND SON offer strong plants of the 12 finest

of this fine batch, for 34*.

For descriptions see their new SPRING LISTS.

JAMES'S CALCEOLARIA. —The finest strain in
cultivation. In packets, 21. 6d. and 5r. each,

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, R0y.1l Vineyard Nursery and Seed
Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

T O the TRADE, for Gas
DOUBLE PURPLE ROCKETS, I2i. per 100.

ANEMONE HONORINEJOBERT, large white Japan Anem
I, 121. per 100.

E. AND J. PERKINS, Leamington.

N
N
EW VERBENAS, Eckford's, unrivalled.

CA'TALOGUES ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

N
EW DAHLIAS,

CATALOGUES ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.EW GERANIUMS.

Coleshill, Zonal : Lady Edith, Iryleaf t unrivalled
JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street. Salisbury

II be forwarded free on appli<

J. ELCOMBE AND SON, Nursery and Seed Establishment,
Romsey, Hants.

Blcolor Geranium, Prince of Orange.
SCOTT, Nurseryman, &c., Bathford, Bath,
with the gre.tlcst rfuifnk-tii e recommend the above as a
Bedding van-.-', .! vrv r, .,.• 1: . I lil free habit, fiat cin

leaf, a very di

ness thro '

Carter's Index. Mav 14.

CARTER'S MiW TRICOI.CJR GERANIUMS.
See p. 659.—237Tand 659, High Holborn, London, W.C.

CARTER'S IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE. See
p. 659.—337 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

ARTER'S PRIZE^^TURNIP^ See p. 659.
237 and 238. High Holborn. London. W.C.

C'

A
The Chrysanthemum : How to Grow it.-See
DAM FORSYTH'S CATALOGUE. Forwarded

for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

D OUBLE WHITE PRIMROSES.

. Tait&"'Co.,45, (^a|

J BRING PLANT CATALOGUE, 1870, containing~
all the NOVELTIES, English and Continental, of 1870, post free

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
lith, London, W.

M Spring Planting.-To the Trade.
AURICE YOUNG'S ABRIDGED CATALOGUE

if New Japanese I'lants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,

Milford Nu
and be had

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

CHARLES TURNER is now sending out, in strong
plants. Perry's set of 12 NEW VERBENAS, which are of very

fine quality and good growers. Also a Collection of the best for pot
culture or bedding, now ready, ar. to 91. per dozen.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Verbenas, Verheuas.—6s. per 100 : 60s. per 1000.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers PURPLE, WHITE,

SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, &c., well-rooted Plants,
from store pots, 6j. per too

;
5or. per looo. Terms, tiash.

Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

Viola cornuta Blue Perfection.
/".:( EORGE SMITH has to off"er a large quantity of thisVT superb hardy bedding plant. This being the best time fur plant-

good show of bloom in a few weeks. i8i. per

S^
BUTTONS' FARMER'S YEAR BOOK.

Gratis and post free.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

To Improve Meadow Land.
RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTI-KI' ..f the finest

GRASSES .-itnl l'll:i;\M\l I
I '

i ,ijli, peracre.
at8i. perlb.). if s..„t, , i.h, iMll, ...

. , - lucnt lo the

Grass Seeds for Per
RICHARD SMI 1 I! - \^

PEREN.M \) i.l >

to suit all kinds ui - I I

RICHAKll S.MIllI, Seed

'At, Pasture.
kI'.S of the finest
IRS are carelully made

i.-int, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations ; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

The best Substitute for Grass.
PYRETHRUM '1111 IHA'ICHEWI, a novelty from

Asia Minor, forms a carpet equal to the finest Grass. Will thrive
upon the poorest and hottest soils where Grass will not grow, forming
a carpet of the brightest green upon any bare place; does not require
mowing or other attention. Price 6j. per dozen, 25s. per 100.
LEWIS WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery. Sible Hedingham, Essex.

E,
Fruiting Sized Vines.

G. HENDERSON and SON have still the above
on hand, of excellent quality, full of fruit-buds.

Wellington Nurser>-, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

FOR SALE, a good COLLECTION of PINES,
Fruiting and Succession.

Apply, Mr. J. CORNELIUS, Tregullow Gardens. Scorrier, Cornwall.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

!S from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.
w
RICHAR'LrVM^rTH7Nura'e"iTmVn"il?See5'SerVto^^

M
invited

A'

ULBERRY LEAVES.—Gardeners and others who

.ubic PRIMROSES of differ*

and Double; with every «

"
"—

, Cal.-Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Readir

dozen flowers for u
on receipt of stamps by
Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

V
To the Trade only.

lOLA CORNUTA var. BLUE PERFECTION.—
Plants now ready, 151. per do^en. A fiower sent on receipt ol

THOMAS CRIPPS Ann SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

w OODROW BROTHERS, Seed Merchants,
Bombay, have to offer fresh seeds of INDIAN PALMS,

idinp Cocos nucifera, Caryota urens, Borassus fiabelliformis, and

Ilex aqulfolium var. Lawsoniana.
A golden blotched Hodgcns' Holly, quite distinct and verj- effective.

PETER LAWSON and SON are now sending out
the above for the first time. Strong plants au,, with the usual

allowance to the Trade.
Edinburgh and London,—May, 1870.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP LADDS is now srvu\iuv im.

Purple, and Pink VERBENAS, ,.

strong plants, in pots, at is. 6d, p( r .1

E
Bexley Heath, Ke

VERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehou se, gj? & 338, High Holborn, London.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &(^

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.,
• Co.x's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London .

Forwarders 10 all parts of the World,
N.B.-Mr. BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Firm ol

BETHAM AND BL.\CKrrH.

c HARLES STIARPE and CO., Seed Growers
nd MEHtIM- I ., l.if il, I ii.colnshire, will be glad to send.

FARM SEEDS, .

OA'VNBlk I

PRICED CATALOGUES of
, selected stocks.

,l,li|;rOTT, BA'WTREE,
\;.ijLU.\IPANV (Limited),

Corn, Siki, Mani.hi . .-ind Oilcake Mecchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize I^ledals. iSer.

foifWheat t 1862. for

"

. - -
- - -

Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds.

Turnip Seeds.

HAND F., SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine
• selected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of 1869 growth,

and raised from picked transpblnted bulbs. Prices moderate.
Seedt

Mangel Wtirzel Seed.

HAND F. SHARl'l'; .Tiv |.n|ureJ to make Special

• Offers of the above Si cii 1 i.nii.ii-.:!!!; ,iil the best varieties, and

including SHARPE'SSt°LE, I i'h ss'l.M I'l OP YELLOW GL(5bE,

The Stocks are verv fine, and all of 1869 growth. Prices very low.

Seed-Growing Eslablis .ech.
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"XTEW FERN, ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS
1\ MAGNIFICUM, iBjolJ. Si C. Lee),—We have much pleasure

ng this really useful Greenhouse Fern to publi

the firm conviction that i satisfactic

The fronds are much larger than t

being from 12 to 15 inches long, by ^ inches

side of the pot. The pinn;^ arr nf t Lr-^i!!

almost as large as those of A. i'.n I.
.

.
!, ^

,

they overlap each other in g^cc ^ith finely

Price 315, 6<^. each.

TWENTY THOUSAND PLANTS of beautiful

but neglected GENERA, well adapted for Bedding and Rock-
- - -"-i-'-hf-H. in Flnwpr. tn larec-sized 6o-pots,well established,work decoii—.w... ..-.. — -

for immediate Disposal, at £1 per 100. Selected

species of the most brilliant perpetual and free-flowermg spec

MESEMBRYANTHEMUMS known. v . t.-

Applv to Mr. THOMSON, for 10 years connected with the K-

and Windsor Gardens, and many years Head Gardener to l

Duke of Northumberland, at Sion House, and Lord Ashburton. 1

Grange Hants, Landscape Gardener and Hothouse Designer a

Builder, now residmg at Penge Nurseo', Penge, adjoinmg the Chath;

and Dover Railway station. _^___

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEED?i.

Post Free.

Per packet,—5.

Williams' Superb Sin Whitof PRIMULA, Red;

2s. 6d., 31. 6d. , and 5 o

Od.,y. W.,and 5 o

s.6d.,3S. 6rf.,& 5 o

. . II. Cut. and 2 G

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice strain, 2s

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain,

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain

CARNATION, from Prize flowers i

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

u. 6d , 2s. Od., and 5

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA • . •• " and 2

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant . . .

.

2

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties . . "• and z

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2J. 6*/. and 3

Parsons' New Tree MIGNONETTE i

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) 11. and 2

PANSY, from Prize Flowers 11. and 3

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties ir, and 2

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each i

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are

snowy white, and produced in great abundance is, 6d. and 2

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large • .. 1

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .

.

2

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. ir. and 1

PINK, finest double fringed i

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA 11. W. and a

STOCK, white Ten-week Wallflower leaved, the purest white

THE FIRST PRIZES FOR ROSES
AT THE ROYAL BOTANIC AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES' RECENT EXHIBITIONS

WF.RF. AWARDED TO

OLD
Paul & Son,

NURSERIES, CHESHUNT,

THE ADVERTISERS INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

MAGNIFICENT STOCK of ROSES in Pots, now READY for DELIVERY.
THEY COMPRISE

ROSES on OWN ROOTS, selected sorts for bedding, fine sturdy plants, £i per too.

NEW ROSES of 1870, extr.i strong pLants. their Mr. Paul's personal selection of varieties, 365, to 425. per doz.

NEW ROSES of 1869, the best kinds of which are now well known, 30J. per dozen,

EXTRA-SIZED ROSES for Greenhouse or to prepare for Specimens, 30^. to 84J. per dozen.

."Vn especially fine lot of TEA ROSES, will be ready for planting the first week in June (the best

season), i8j, to 30J, per dozen.

The very complete and varied COLLECTION of TEA ROSES in the Rose House, as well as a fine collection

of ROSES in POTS, will be in bloom during the ensuing week, PAUL AND SON will feel favoured by their friends

inspecting them,

THE "OLD" NURSERIES, near CHESHUNT STATION, Great Eastern Railway.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering the undernamed, which is now ready for distribution.

SUPERB NEW BEDDING PLANT. — VIOLA CORNTJTA var. PERFECTION.
W. has much pleasure in offering this superb plant to public notice,

been tested both i

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

ZINNIA ELEGANS TAGETIFLORA, flore-pleno ..

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, ITppcr Holloway, London,

New Plants of 1869, &c.
FUCHSIAS, 24 distinct varieties of last year's best,

strong plants, in pots, per dozen, 6j.

BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The best of last year are Fire KinK
(Turner), Lizzie (Smith), Masterpiece (Smith), Little Pinkie (Lee),
Morning Star (Bennett), Pi-ide of Osbcrton (Bennett), Thomas
Moore (Oubridge), and five other varieties. Pncc gs. per dozen, or

varieties, English and Continental,
- 1 application). Price aos. the Collec-

lion, or 12 of do. for 13s. 6d.
BRUN/Ii and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.—The following

scvfin beautiful varieties, oneof each, for los. 6d. :—Black Knight.
(.;.,ltl(^n Emperor, Golden Queen, Star of India, May Queen, Red
Ki„K'. Kcmi.hFir.-. Per dozen.-s. i,

' kinds of large and

I'll L<>X, Heautiful and Conqueror (Paul's) ..

\'KR( I.N IC.VS, six splendid varieties
IKKsINK LINDENI and ACUMINATA
ALttl'KCURUS PRATENSIS aureo-variegatus (nt

d from the manner in which it has

dry and exposed situations, as well as moist and shady places, he has no hesitation in asserting

its superiority over every other Viola yet oftered for bedding purposes. It is of free growth, yet seldom exceeds

6 or 8 inches in height ; the leaves are much larger than those of V. cornuta, whilst the flowers, which are borne well

above the foliage, still retain the characteristic horns of that species, but are fully three times the size, and of good
substance ; the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple disc surrounding it, from which

proceed radiating lines of still deeper purple ; indeed it resembles a gigantic V. cornuta in habit, and, whilst retaining

its profuse blooming qualities, producing flowers which almost rival our Florist Pansies for ;

'

plant was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee, September 25, 1869.

Price 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen, 70s. per half hundred, 100s. per 100.

; and substance. This

The following Nurserymen and Seedsmen have already ordered the new Viola cornuta var. Perfection,

Messrs. Backhouse & Son

, Carter & Co.

, Cutbush & Soi

, Dickson ..

, Gadd & Son

Carl is I

Claptoi

, Minicr, Nash & Nash . . .

.

Strand, W.C
, Roberts Denbigh.

, Rollisson St Son Tooling,

, Stuart & Mein KeUo.
, Talbot & Prior Hastings.

r. Ashford Muckmgford.
,
Brittain Fishcrton.

,
Bull Chelsea.

,
Denary Erfurt.

,
Cannell Woolwich.

gham Old Swan, Liverpool.

„ Cutbush Barnct.

,, Elcombe Romsey.
„ Fletcher Chertscy.
„ Frost Maidstone.
„ Guy Ryde.
,, Harrison Darlington.

,, Ker Liverpool.

,, Kinghorn .. ., .. .. Richmond.
c Allen

; P. McKenzie
, McPhersoD
,
Oakley ..

I Nursery, Paisley.

, Scott
,
Smith

, Watkin

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW BEDDING PLANT, VERONICA BLUE GEM
AW.-\RDED FIVE FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES LAST SUMMER.

THOS. CRIPPS & SON
Beg to announce that they are now distributing the abo\e welcome acquisition. Unlike other shrubby Veronica

it is of a very neat dwarf habit, the axil of nearly every leaf producing spikes of beautiful mauve flowers, making the

plants appear literally clothed with bloom. It commences flowering when only a inches high, and continues in

bloom throughout the season.

In reviewing the New Plants of 1869, the Gardeners' Chronicle (see page 45, present volume) says:—"Yet
another blue bedder, viz., Veronica Blue Gem, of great promise, botli as a decorative plant for the greenhouse and a
serviceable plant in the flower garden, of remarkably close habit, and a singularly free bloomer. It cannot fail to

expectations formed of it."

Price 5s. eacli.

Discount to the Trade on three Plants. (See p. 74 of our Trade CATALOGUE.)

THE NURSERIES, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

HOLCUS LANATUSalb.
YIOLA CORNUTA ALBA, froi

„ LUTEA GRANDIFLORA
„ DEVONIENSIS, best blue

(new Striped Grass) .

mgs .

from seed
(Pansies), <

IIEi*'ATICAfe' (sorts)"

PRIMROSES (double), to name, three varieties \\
HOLLYHOCKS „ „
DAI'ilFS ,, „ six varieties
WAI I,FLOWER, double dark

\UCUB.«FOLIA (spotted-leaved Daisy)
PdLV
Ft tX(i

^THUS, from Priz
)VE, fine-,C spottc^d

, 2 J. 6rf., and 3;. M. each.

3tc., Iree on application.
WM. DILLtSTONE, Nurseryman, &c., Sible HedinKhai

ITALIAN
NEW LARGE

TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE FLAT BLOOD-BED.
No. 2. GLANT BOCCA, the largest Onion known.

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLT "WHITE, earliest of all.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has e.\ceeded our most san^iine e-vpcctations—and n
consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,
nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent

disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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"Economy.-SeedB Direct from tlie Growers."

B=37

The West of England Bedding Plant Establislinient.
rnnoMAS SA.MI'MlXS unnvall.-rl i:..ll('rli(.ii ol

± 111 IiIMM; ri XNIs v.. 11 1». nviv 1" send ..,.1 iiflrr May i.

Tliis < . .11 . 1

1

11
I

till ]. II lint: kinds, at from 2S. per dozen
ui.i'. I-. I

I

.
.illii s (his seleclioni at /2 2S. for 2;

<Jii/tri;il ,
. ii; hiiii, i8s. for 10 dozen ; ditto, los. foi

c(HATER'S AGERATUM, IMPERIAL DWARF.
FINEST BElili

CardeninjJ that has been of

Certificate by the Floral Ci

See report of meeting, Aut;

This beautiful New Bedd

WfLLIAM CHATER, Nu . SafTron Walden.

Fandanus utUis, JEC.

A VAX rirrirr, nurseryman, Ghent,

SA l': \ I
Mil-. .1,1,.

CHAM

.ck of this

per dozen.
per dozen.
i8s. per dozen.

Slu? 'aurea VARIEGATA,
;

elty for bedding.
General CATALOGUE of Plants may be had, on application, oft

Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tow
Street, London, E.C^

w
Planting Season.

To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS, CEMETERIES, or
""IVATE GARDENS.

M. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
stock of choice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST

ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of at greally

rdcr u. LlcAr the land for building purposes.
.11. ill nu thousands of fine specimens of

:. , .; > ii .
, Hollies, and an immense Stock of

,1 .1111- Shrubs and ORNAMENTAL
.
'.

I : . |;i n.iin, many of which are of lar;

xcellenl opportunity, for such an extensive and well-gn

frees and Shrubs is seldom to be met with.

Nurscri-and Seed Stores—Walton-on-the-Hil
Seed Warehouse, 15, Queen Square.

Liverpool, April, 1870.

K E N N D

HARDV

The hardiest and best in

9d. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE (the largest variety) Per lb. w. ?

SKIRVING'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE „ 07
HALL'S WESTliURV SWEDE .. - .- » ^

Cheaper per cwt. or bushel.

Carter's Devonshire Grey-stone Turnip,
Of quick growth, and very fine quality.

Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLORE TURNIP.. Per lb. oj. g

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP .. .. „ o q

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP .. .. „ 08
CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE, or Si.x-week TURNIP „ 1

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CARTER'S LIST of BEDDING and other PLANTS

for 1870 is now ready, price W., Post Free (Gratis to purchasers).

New and Choice Plants for 1870.

GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.
PRINCE of WALES (CARTtiRl.— Undoubtedly thi

- - orousi elybrilli,

IQ, 1867.

,byt

EDITH STUART

A First-class
- Geranium, Prince of
Ion, May 27,

lety. ith fiat

„_ , __.__, ._ . ^. .
, light yclh

mnrpin I'l 1. c -n . .. li 1 usi Ti i'.-, M.fl\ 22, Royal Horticultural
Si.R I' I'l '-.i;', 1 1 Ml ! ii,

I
'I'M ;.i, !'. il i:..i,inic Society.

:1N( 1,1; I
I I - \ i\ similar to Prince of

\\",|i. .1 III 1,1, III smaller leaves. Price
^ii III, I I •

,
1 ' -., I

I \ il Horticultural Society,

fL'l .\ . \l.l'' ! I

'
'

ii; —A splendid dark tricolor, very
disniii ' II I ', I

;
1

1
I

1
I

. n liabil, leaves of great substance
ami

I

I
' ! d.tik scarlet, light golden margin,

rn.n _-i5 - .. :. Ill I'll ., M. IV 22, Royal Horticultural Society.

Special i_criincrtic, /\|fril .•>, idyo, Royal Horticultural Society,

The set of the forcKomg four varieties, £$ 51.

. free-growing variety, leaves flat and

'ith brighter colours. A goodand equally free in growth, but
bedder. Each 21s.

MRS- MULLER (Carter!.—A 1

light carmine, blotched with chocolal
Each SI.

BALLYMENA (Carter).—A most desirable variety for bedding
nd very distinct in character ; zone very dark chocolate

Each 5*. Special Certificate, April ao, 1870,
pun

purple."osv
. .

Royal Horticultural Society,

The set of the foregoing four varieties for 301.

SILVER TRICOLOR GERANIUM.
CINDERELLA (Carter).—Deep pink lone, silver margin, free

bloomer. Each $s.

GOLDEN SELF GERANIUM.
CARRIE FOWLER (Carter).—Seedling from Crystal Palace Gem,

ful bright ^oldcn colour, compact in habit; an excellent
variety. Each 51. Royal Horticultural Society, May
rize for best Golden-Leaved G '

"
'

IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS
are to he had only of

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO.,
and Seedsmen,

Jumfries.
commendation, as they :

CATALOGUES sent r

rpH E MANURE COMPANY
LISHED 1840)
'Iciivery, in fine condition,
M'Hnt; Use

I I
1 iressing Pasture Lands

.
I I l.ME

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

,.RILl I\E I'KIC

The North of England Nursery and SeedEstahlishment
MESSRS. LII TLE AXD BALLANTYNE, Carlisle.

(Wm. Baxter Smith, Manager), arc prepared to make

nfidently recommend their

SEEDS wh

Sdu"d°^to
MANC EL
qual ty ant
grow h of 1

ayin|.du n
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s HAW'S TIFFAI
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

B ROWNS FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, Manchester.

wIRE NETTING {Galvanised after made) for

GAME and POULTRY.—CROGGON and CO.,
Albion Wharf. 10, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

19, Gei ^ Squa
, Livci

GARDEN NETTLNG and SHADING.—New and
Repaired TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of Fruit

Trrcs from birds; SCRIM CANVAS, for Greenhouse Shades;
STRIPED CANVAS, for Blinds, &c

Fr,r Price List, apply to BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 2, Duke
Street, London Bridge, E.G. No other Establishment-

rpANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
i and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, BHghl, and
Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 2, 4, and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard; 100 yards, 7s. 6d. ; 500 yards, 351. ; 1000

yards, 65J. Remittances to accompany all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c.. Market Place,

Peterborough.

"XTETTI'^'G for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
1\ RIPE STR.^WBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Proiecling the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c-, 2 yards wide,
37. per yard, or 100 yards, -zos. : 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
-Qj NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, dd. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS- per yard ; ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per. yard. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER.6 & 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge. EC.

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the
Protection of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds;

also as a Fence for Poultry, Rabbits, and Sheep, id. per square yard,
c.-irriage free, in quantities of 250, 300, or 1000 yards.
SCRIM CANVAS, for Wall Fruit, Greenhouse Shades, Tulip Covers.
HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS, sample ofmateria!

free on application. RICK COVERS, New and Second-hand, with
Poles, complete. Be particular—
FREDERICK EDGINGTON and CO , Marquee, Tent. Flag, and

Rick Cloth Manufacturers, 60 and 6j, < 'Id Kent Road, London, S.E.

No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

OUR HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS form a
thorough Protection from Winds, Frost, and Hail, whilst at the

same time they admit Light and Sun. They are used and strongly
recommended by the most successful Exhibitors and Scientific Horti-
culturists in the kingdom, as well as on the Continent; in fact, are
pronounced the only "proper shadings" ever offered to the public
acainst Birds, Wasps, Blight, &C. As acoverinEforStrawberrics, Tulips,
Hyacinths, Seed-Beds, Greenhouses, &c-, they have no rival, The
price being very reasonable, brings them within the reach of everyone.
With ordinary care they will last for many years. Samples post free

en application. DANIEL COLLINGE and SON.
No. 1.—54 inches wide at 8,'^rf. per yard run.
No. 2.—54 inches wide at 7^. per yard run.
No. 3,—54 inches wide at 5*7 'i- per yard run.
No. 4.—54 mches wide at 4^. per yard run.

No. 3—54 inches wide at slid, per yard run.
In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when specially

ordered, Nett cash in 30 days from date of Invoice,

T\ ARCHER'S " FRIGI DO MO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Fro^more Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading is '• Frigl Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made oJ prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. 6d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. gd. per yard run.
Four yards wide .. .. _ .. ., 35. 6d. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . is. gd, per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2S. 8c(. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sld-, 61d., y^d., 7\d.
and 8kd. per yard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, did. and Bid. per yard

;

id. extra for cut lengths.
ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of all Is'ursery-
mcn and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

ALPH WALLER AND CO., 45, Dale Street.
Manchester, Manufacturers of all kinds of GARDEN NET-

TING, &'C.—The serious injury done every spring to fruit crops by
frost has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of providing
some protection to the trees early in the year. If the blossom, in its

earliest development, be but slightly weakened by frost, the vitality
of the fruit germ is destroyed, and the fruit lost. In this climate, on
the average of a century, there is not more than one year in iq when
the protection is unnecessary. Many fabrics have been tried ior this
purpose of protection, with more or less success; and we may now
say, without fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manu-
facturing the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this
purpose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the younc
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due circulation of
air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the vitality of the
tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the three kingdoms can
testify to these facts.
The Nettings also make a beautiful shading for Hothouses in sum-

mer, and arc cheaper than other fabrics on account of ihcir great
durability.
Netting (qualities) : Nos. i, 2. j, in pieces of 30 yards long, ij^ yard

wide. Tiffany : in pieces 20 yards long, 39 inches wide.
For prices, &c., apply to the above address—45, Dale Street, Man^

C:i ARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES,
^ BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, &c
GARDEN SYRINGES as. 6d. to 265.
GARDEN ENGINES sds. od. to ioks.
GARDEN WATER BARROWS .. 451. orf. to qos.
GARDEN ROLLERS 355. orf. to 701.
GARDEN CHAIRS %. 6d, to kos.
GARDEN SEATS i6i. od. to qos
GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS.
PATENT LAWN MOWERS . . .. jos.od. to 130J.

To cut 10 inches, £3 los. ; 12 do., £4 iw.
Suitable for a Lady.

To cut 14 inches. £5 los. ; 16 do., £6 los.

Suitable for a Man.
PATENT ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWERS.

To cut 9 inches, £3 5s. ; 11 do., £4 5s. ; 14 do., £5 los. ; 21 do-, £S-
WILLIAM S. BURTON. Furnishing Ironmonger, by appointment.

toH.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATAXOGUE; containing
upwards of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
Prices, and Plans of the 20 large Showrooms, post free.—39, Oxford
Street, W. ; 1, i A, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and o. Perry's
Place: and i, Newman Yard. The cost of delivering Goods to the
most distant Parts of the United Kingdom by Railway is trilling.
WILLIAM S. BURTON will alwaj's undertake delivery at a small

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.
Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers

S. &C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

Lawn Mowers, Iron Vases, Seats, Sue.

JONES AND SONS are now selling surplus
Stock of the above at a discount of 15 per cent. Ior cash.

6, Banksidc, London, :

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS,
alterations for the present season, 1870. After the seve

that the above Lawn Mowers have been subjected t

Lawns m the highest state of pcrfectic
They are the only machines in constant use at most 01 tne princip.

places in England, being preferred above all others.
Drawings and Prices free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds, and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, S.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application : also

ABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
L.\BELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punclied parchment, 4 inches

,
45. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351. ,casti on deliverj'. Sample Label

on receipt nf a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
UHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sites, wholesale of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH

Vases and Fountains, for tlie Garden and
Conservatory.NDREW HANDYSIDE AND CO.,

- Britannia Iron Works, Derby : and 32, Walbrook, London.
Five large Sheets of Designs and Price List free for six stamps.

Bi
RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—

ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most
durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
for\\'arded post free on application.

'
S. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street. Shoreditch, London.

West of England, Ireland, sind Wales.
^r I N C E N T
V SKINNER, Si

HOUSE BUILDER i

HOT-WATER APPAK
TUSMANUFACTUKI

:rly

^^
OT- WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,

PI'BLIC BUILDINGS, &c
lie IT-WATER PIPES atwhole.

,le prices; Elbows, T - Pieces,

.nd every other connec-

1 C.\ST-IRON

Tubular Eoiltr

;HTa'
\i., SADDLE, and
KnVED CONICAL, 1-

,11c, li.jilers. from 24s. each - -'*^

Imi.ir,-.,,! an.l citra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water Bars, from 52s. 6d. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork, from 6oj. each.

Porlntl, BaiUr Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,nrlM, hnur.
p^j^^^cE DOORS. BARS, and FURNACIS

' WORK of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints;
Sockets require no other packing, EUiptU Boiler.

perfectly water-tight.
Goods, of the

facture, delivered at Railway <

Wharf in London.

ind Street, London, S. E. , Surrey

pV '}

3d. They

3d. They take up little

4th. They are eco'nomisers of fuel,

complete in themselves, having perfect means o

be put in places inaccessible t

the great amount o
heating surface upon which the fire a

7th. The chimney is made of
through a roof or turned into a flue to meet the conv
the situation that it may be li.\ed in.

They are warranted to be the most Economical Boilers e
Price Lists free on appl

HOMAS GREEN and SON, Sraithfiel

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

sither be taken

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, W.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-
1, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

J.JONES/
Manufactory, 6, Banksidc, Sout

LDSldc. L
:hwark

HOT-WATER, GAS, RAIN-WATER PIPES,
BOILERS, &c., delivered in London, Liverpool, Bristol or

uivalent 2-inch. I 3-inch,
OT-WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 & 7 on illus- s. d. s. d.

trated sheet per yard o 11 1 g
ELBOWS .. .. No.
TEE PIPES .. ,. No. 33
SYPHONS .. .. No. 23
VALVES

GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial
London Warehouse. 16, Grand June

:i do. each
ndo.
ndo.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

I ft. by 4 fL Lights, z in. thick, iinglazed. - jCo 5 o
,, „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

Sheet o II o

„ „ with stout portable Box, not

6 ft. by 8 ft.. Double Lights, do.

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Railway van .

.

led and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .. ..009
Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . ..010
Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use 013

Y'^ir-^m loinerv Works. 121. Bunhill Row, E.G.

Heating by Hot Water.
>ri'.i.ic .Tiia PRIVATE

\:V I l.l>IN i;s, MANUFAC-
HUKS. l.oNSKR\'ATOKlES, &c,

healed on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for
setting in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.
(Successors to John R. Peill),

Sole Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Which arc in general use, and which
Boilers have for their durability and
economy attained a celebrity far sur-

passing any otherBoilers ever invented.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c..

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
* of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

allp-irts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

Suuth Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

iiarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

hip; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent on cost of

apparatus erected compared with olher systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injuryto Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and perfectncss of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Soulhwark Bridge Road, London, SE.

T. MESSENGER,

Honourable Mention awarded
: the Dublin Exhibi

:; Royal Horticultural Society.

I
Patentee of mafiy important improvements i

Any House Glazed,;
" ^.. Meadopted by T. G. Me

HOUSES (

)pen the whole of the roof and '

emoved, at once placing the pl.i

icntly answering the

lit putty. Themode

Tubular and Saddle combined, has hollow furnace bars, requires but a
shallow stokehole, exposes as much surface to the direct action of the
lire as can possibly oe obtained, the whole of which cin be easily
cleaned ; ana it is an important fact, that out of upwards of 500 now at
work made upon the improved principle not one has cracked.
T. G. Messenger's VALVE (single or double) is effective, simple,

easy to work, and as durable as the pipe to which it is attached.
Designs and estimates supplied for all kinds of Horticultural Work,

and guaranteed to answer the purpose for which they may be
intended. A richly ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, with descrip-

, forwarded post free on receipt of 33 stamps.
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LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.—
The: best mode of Raisinf M km. Is ..f Sprinff Seeds and Cuttines.

Price from 11. cacli.—Hont-i r ,. r..
.
r,. ,1 (harden: Roshcr S: Co.,

Upper Ground Slrect, 111 1. ^

'
< '"I Road, and Queen's

Road, West Chelsea; and III -
; M norgatc Street.

Inveni.i. ... '"rer.

BENJAMIN l.'ii

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES,^ and ^ FERN CASES,

Equal to every other arrangement

Hooper & Co.. Covent Garden: Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorf
Roshcr & Co., Upper Ground Street, Blacld'riars, Kings

Inventor and Sole Manufactun

TAMES 'WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders"
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or :furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS . . from 421.

GARDEN BARROWS.. „ 21s.

GARDEN ROLLERS ., „ sir.

SPADES, FORKS. SCYTHES, &c.
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS, IRON and

WIRE.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.

.)/Wk t_ULUi\ll;li.R and MELON LOXES and
'^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feel, 5'. each.

of the

liAWN MOWERS,
GARDEN ENGINES from 52J. 6(/. TORfEs''&c"''"''

^""'•"'•'^'" SHANKS', GREEN'S, RAXSOME'S, Sc

Dcanc's New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue post free.

EsT.'VRLisiiED A.D. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PENDANTS, GARDEN SE.VTS, EDGING 'TILE;

AND EVERY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

r$t\^t^

All the TERRA COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. H. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

extra h.ard. and

WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE.

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STR.\WBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is i6 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous
moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the

Fruit clean and assisting its growth— thus in the production

of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,

and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sirjoseph Paxton, who,
« —--"'^^

—

after testing them for one season in his own gardens,
' Rock Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES. ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, FHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every description of Wire, Work for Gardens^ Conservatories^ ^c.

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactured by

RANSOM ES, SIMS, AND HEAD, Ipswich.
The best, simplest, and most durable Machineb They leave no

ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed lor keepnig a Lawn or Croquet
Prices from qw.— -xeculed on

from Thirty

30ULT0N AND C
Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.
looking at the Illustration it is unnecessary to give a !

V and invaluable article, suffice to say that
and constructed of Wood and Iron. Wate
The Ventilation is perfect, and the Lights

W
.rr, lion o'f"!>i:

"i^tTwilhout P

Ca a^c pa c
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Cbeap, Cbeap, Cheap.
TRICOLOR and other PELARGONIUMS, in good

plants, at the following low prices for cash :—Mrs. Pollocli,

zj, txf. per dozen ; White Lady, +s. ; Lady Cullum, 4s
:
Glen Eyre

Beauty, 5s, ; Counie';=; c.f Cr,-iv<^n. (> : Rosetta, 5s. ; Castle Milk. 5;

j'ofZONALSl

nury St- Edmund's. Suffolk.

Italia Uni
21. qd. ; Lord Derby. T

equally cheap. P.S '^

JOHN BARRETT.

Variegated Eeddiiis Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following choice kinds,

in strong plants, at per dozen, for cash :—TRICOLORS

;

Sophia Dumaresque, is. 6d.; Lady Cullum, 6s.; Italia Unita, 3S-

;

Picturata, is 6rf GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS : Beauty of Cal-

derdale. y.^ed. ; Beauty of Ribblesdale, 4s. ; Duke of Edinburgh, gs. ;

E. G. Henderson, 4s.: Kentish Hero, 4J. ; Mrs. John Todd, 45.;

Neatness, 2s. &f. ; Model, js. (yd. ; Periila, 3s. 6d, Most of the above
are autumn struck. Baskets and packing, is. for a single dozen, and
W. extra for every subsequent dozen. Remittances requested from
unknown correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris. Cambridgeshire.

Choice and Distinct Geraniums.
HHOMAS PESTRIDGE will forward the following
L 12 on receipt of Post Office order for £i is. :—

Achievement (Turner) I
Prince Silver\vings

Charming Bride
|

Prima Donn;

Lucy Grieve
May Queen (Turner)
Princess "

' "

Red King
Italian Beauty

NEW FANCY GERANIUM {1870), CHARLES
WHITHAM. — Bright rosy crimson, suffused with violet,

margined with white, pure white throat, fine form and substance, free

bloomer, and robust habit.

. WHITHAM has great pleasu
nfident thai

unced by competent j
; of the very

best ol'its class.
In order that the Public may have the opportunity of possessing the

Nu , Reddish, near Stockport,—May, 1870.

Novelties of 1870.

JOHN MANN begs to offer the following n.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS:—
Amabilis

I

Haward I Valiant
Bella

1
Sir Robert Napier

|
Fair Graham

GOLD and BRONZED PELARGONIUMS.
Banff

I
Helena

The flowers of the^bovc are imsurpasscd for size and form.
GOLDEN TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS
SILVER TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS
GOLD and BRONZED PELARGONIUMS

Dcscripti
And best older kinds.

,c Priced LIST will be forwajded free ^,

JOHN MANN, The Nursery, Brentwood.
applic

CHOICE DOUBLE GERANIUMS for BEDDING,
in strong plants.

CAPITAINE L'HERMITE, bright rose, dwarfgrower, 91. per dozen.»-.,-,.». ..-.,,.,.,T-
;-rose, 9s. per dozen.
i-pink, the best double yet sent out,

rdozt

FREDERICK

F.R, flowers very double, uume
delicate rosy salmon, dwarf grow<

-Dark carmine-rose, very brillia

Now ready, 55. and los.t

man. Seed Warehouse,

New Zonal Geranium, Purity (Eckford).

JAMES CARAWAY and CO. have much pleasure in

offering the above, and can confidentiy recommend it as a
decided acquisition. It is in the way of that well known variety

Madame Werle, and is a great improvement on it.

For correctness of shape and delicacy of colouring it cannot be
surpassed, and its freeness of flowering especially adapts it both for

conservatory decoration and for cfl'ectivc bedding out.

Plants now ready, 5s. each. Four sent for three.

NEW SILVER-EDGED GERANIUM, MADAME VAUCHER
V.^R.—This is a sport from the green variety : is distinctly margined
with clear white, with occasionally a bright pink zone.

Plants ready the middle of May, 5.^. each.

e^ Usual allowance to the Trade.

James G.^rawav & Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready,

and sent post free on application.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO.,
Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

Sow now—Sow now.
PRIMULA FIMP.RI.\TA, choicest possible strain
.«„.„..,;„„ .....H. .. f„! .,,«^;„« r. CALCEOLARIA,?*.6rf.';

liable, and free per post.

d Seedsmen, Brixton. Surrey, S.^

Choice New Seeds for present Sowlne.
SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-

RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised, from
: inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great

/ariety, including the beautiful mottled
«. 6d. per packet
scoTt's \\ \-r

nd spotted; each 1

VER will quickly rid any piace
md other Garden pests, "it co:

ir Testimonials, sent on applicatic
I'.-, in stamps.

c

Coleus
Dahlias,
Fuchsia
Gloxinia

MisceH^eous plants

,, bedding
Ornamental foliage plai

Pinks

Stove plan

es, Slough.

N
AniANTUM DECORUM.
TRICHOMANES AURICULATUM.
TRICHOMANES MAXIMUM.

SON'S CATALOGUE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
for the present season, which comprises Palms, Orchids. Ferns &c
in the best varieties. Also a short list of select FLOWER SEEDs!
including

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA GRANDIFLORA,
IMPROVED OXLIP.
DWARF EARLY YELLOW WALLFLOWER,

of Mr. Ingram's fine selected strain, described in the Gardtttfis'
Ckwniclt last week,

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, York.

SPECIMEN VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,
AT MODER.\TE PRICES.

We hold a magnificent stock of VARIEG.\TED GERANIUMS in plants suitable for exhibition, varying in

size from i to 3 feet across, and consisting of the best varieties in the three classes. They are in fine condition for

the purpose named, and well worth a visit. Names, sizes, and prices on application.

F. AND A. SMITH, THE NURSERIES, WEST DULWICH, LONDON, S.E.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, & LAING
much pleasure in announcing that they are now prepared to send out tlie following

NEW BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT VARIETIES.

GOLD AND BRONZE.
^_^^^^_^

IMPERATRICEEUGENIE,—Golden leaffrnund, with perfect
zone of bright chocolate colour, robust growth, and compact
habit; the brightest colour of any yet introduced for summer
decoration ; two First-class Certificates have been awarded . :

MRS. LEWIS LOYD.—Large leaves, deeply lobed. of a golden-
,'ith i

Certificate 15
OF WALES—Yellow leaf ground, with medi
cry dark chocolate, foliage large, smooth, ne;
ind of great substance ; growth vigorous, and habft

ery distinct variety
\V. R. MORRIS.—Leafgroundbrit;htgolden,witha

: South Kei
last ; has gained several First-class Certificate;

figured in the " Floral Magazine" for January

The set of foxir for 63s.

MADAME HOCK.—Very brillia

double, vigorous and compa
Madame Earrc. yj. (>d. eacn.

HYBRID NOSEGAY.

formed flowers, carried hi,,

verj' dark green ; a really superb

STANSTEAD RIVAL.—Bright

nf finely-

tiff flower-stalk, foliage

,
petals broad, of great

od, colour qu:

:-class Certinc

substance, beautifully reflexed,

well-shaped flowers, habit vcrj^

distinct, a great acquisition ; F
in " Floral Magazine"

SUNLIGHT.—Bright orange-scarlet, suffused with violet

red

riety 7 6

SUNSHINE.—Orange- [Fused with purple, and
shaded with light'carmine, truss extra large, flowers magni-

:ent, and habit compact ; a beautiful variety . . • 7 '

The set of five for 30s.
DOUBLE.

y large and
]
VICTOIRE DE LYON.—Flowers reddish crimson, shaded with

colour of violet, colour auite new, and distinct from all other Doubles
blooms freely ; nabit dwarf and compact loi. 6d. each.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E., and EDINBURGH.

SOFT-WOODED AND BEDDING PLANTS.

James Veitch & Sons
HAVE THK PLEASURE TO ANNOUNCE THAT THKIR

CATALOGUE OF SOFT-WOODED AND BEDDING PLANTS
I-'or the present season, comprising a LIST of the BEST .NOVELTIES, as well as a selection of the most approved

kinds in general cultivation, is now ready, and will be sent Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEW DRACiENAS.

MR. WrLLIAM BULL
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE CAN NOW SUTPLY

THE BEAUTIFUL TRICOLOURED DRAC/ENA GUILFOYLEI,
In nice young plants, at i^ guinea.

ALSO THE FOLLOWING NEW DRACffiNAS :-

ALBICANS, li guinea. I EXCELSA, 3 guineas. I
PULCHELLA. i guinea.

ANGUSTA, l\ guinea.
|

LIERVALl, i4 guinea. REGINA. i guinea.

CONCINNA, I guinea.
| NIGRO-RUBR.'V. i guinea. | SPECTABILIS, i guinea.

For descriptions, vide Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains LISTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-
ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS. STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY FERNS. FILMY FERNS. &c.

;
graceful and high-coloured DRAC^N.\S. massive AG.WES and

YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS. DASYLIRIONS. ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &c. ; and many other
Variegated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the tiecoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZALEAS and C.\MELL1.AS (both of which are e-vtensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PL.ANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated). &c., &c.

B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well
repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON R-EASONABLE TERMS.

3 Choice Plants supplied -for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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f^ RAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
VT EXHIBITION, 1870—JUNE 3 to 10

Notice to Exhibitors —Persons who intend to take part in this

Exhibition must sifinifv their intention to do so by letter, addressed to

the umlcrsiKned.on or before May 20. ,. . „..

-

AriMi'iSioN —First day, ioj. 64. each; zd day, 2J. 6d. each ;
v\ Int-

monday and remaining days, ii. each. Gardeners will be admitted by

Tickets as follows :—First day, zjr. 6rf. each ; 2d and remaining days,

ij. each. Applications for these Tickets must be made on or before

T^he*fine Bands of Her Majesty's 4th DraKOOn Guards, and the lootb

^^'ITtamc'cfrdentMlnchesfe^^ BRUCE FINDLAY.

LEICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-The GREAT SUMMER EXHIBITION of this

Society will be held on the Race Course, Leicester, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July 5 and 6, when /40 will be offered in Prizes

for Cut Roses, and upwards of ^25 for Plants in pots.

A snow of BRITISH aniT FOREIGN BIRDS will be held in

connection with the Exhibition.
Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may now be had of
Market Place, Leicester. WM. TENN COX, Secretar;'

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, JULY 13.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR ROSES {open to all England),
ist, For the best Collection of 7a Roses (72 varieties), single trusses,

ist Prize, a Cup, or £10 105. ; 2d, £s 5*. I 3d..j£2 25._

2d, For the best Collection of 48 Roses (48 varieties), single trusses,

1st Prize, a Cup, or Is 5^- : 2d, £s 7s. • 3d. O "
3d, For the best Collection of 36 Roses (36 varieties), single trusses,

ist Prize, a Cup. or £2 31. ; 2d, £1 is.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR PLANTS.
For the best 12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants {distinct varieties),6foliacc

and 6 in flower (Orchids excluded), ist Prize, £10; zd, £^:
3d. ;£4; 4th, £2.

Full information may be had from \VM. PALLETT, Sccretar>- .

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
At the GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL

HORTICri TTKAI. SOCIETY to be held at OXFORD, in JULY,
1870, i,: , ,,. , t,. !, V :rh the Show of the Royal Agricultural Society,
th.^^ I !

I

''
1
M - vm!1 be offered by the PROPRIETORS of the

G.\r I : .11 I i>NICLE.—
I.I '

. •>[ LECTIONSofFRUITandVEGETABLES,
I. .h ;

!! 1
', .... ..I" <-.-ich, a ist prize of i]?. and a zd prize oi £^.

dif 1 lie \ cKtt.-\(.lcs to be neatly set up in tlat baskets ; the Fruit to

be aisplayed on stands or in dishes.
The competition isopcn only to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS

of Private Families. The Winners of the Garrfrt<--rj' CArwKiV/^ Prize in

1867, 1868, and 1869 excluded from competition. The articles produced
to be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING.

STROUD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 1870.—
The ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW of the above Society will

this year be held in conjunction with the Meetings of the Gloucester-
shire Agricultural Society, in Stratford Park, Stroud, onWEDNES
DAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, August 10, 11, and 12. ONE
HUNDRED and SEVENTY-FIVE POUNDS are oflercd in PRIZES
The Band of the Grenadier Guards has been engaged. Schedules and
full particulars may be obtained on application to

EDW. W. WINTERBOTHAM, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.
The Bank, Stroud. Gloucestershire

^

VEITCH MEMORIA L.—The following are
Corrections of preceding Lists :

—

JoshuaFeilden, Esq., MP., Witton Park, Blackburn.. ..£2 z o
Mr-T. W J. Fortey. Haven, Aymestrcy i i o
Mr. Frederick Hockey, Gr., Warneford Place, Highworth .. o 10 o
Mr. J. Johnston, Gr., West Lavant House, Chichester . . o 10 6
Mr, John Kirk, Gr., Langleybury. Watford i r o
Three Under Gardeners at Busbridge Hall 076
Mr William Lacey, Gr, Wigmore Park, Dorking .. ,. o 10 o
Rev. G. T Marker, Grantlands, Collumpton i o o
Mr. H, May. Kilnwood, Horsham, Sussex 110
Mr. Henry Munro, Clevelands, Lyme Regis i o o
Mr. Thomas Newman, Gr.. Torry Hill. Siltingbourne .. o 10 6
O. SavilleOnley. Esq., Stisted Hall, Bainlree i o o
Mr. William Smith, Gr., Marlfield. Clonmcl o lo o
Mr. F. Snulham, Springfield Park Gardens, Knowle .. .. o g o
Mr, R. Stringer, Royal Exotic Nursery .

.

. . ..050
Mr. L. C. Sumpter, Gr., Fring Hall, Lynn Regis , . ..050
Under Gardeners at Fring Hall 050
Mr. William Taylor, Gr, Buckland Fillcigh, Highampton .. i i o
Mr. T. Williams. Gr.,Gaywood Hall, King's Lynn r .. ..026
Mr. M. Dunn, Gr., Powcrscourt, County Wicklow , . . . i i o

SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Royal Ho
Commil

icultural (Fruit and Floral
cc), at S, Kensington . . ii

ntific Committee) ..II
eral Meeting) .. .. 3 F

In the last Number of the " Flore des Serres,"

we find an article by M. DUCHARTRE, based
upon some researches of Prof. H0FF1I.\NN, of

Giessen, and which is so pertinent to the experi-

ments in progress at Chiswick, and is of such
general importance to cultivators, that we believe

we shall be doing them a service by calling

attention to it. By way of preface we may recall

the interesting observations made at Rothamsted
by Mr. LAWEsand Dr. Gilbert, and from which
it is made evident that the APPLICATION of

certain Manures to the Mixed Herbage of

pasture land has the effect of diminishing to a
greater or less extent, according to the nature of

the manure employed, the number of species in

any given plot, and consequently of favouring the
growth of a few species at the expense of the

rest. These results arc so remarkable that one
of the first series of experiments instituted by
the Scientific Committee at Chiswick was
undertaken with a view to throw light on
this phenomenon. Twelve different species of

plants, such as are commonly met with in

pastures, were grown at Chiswick last year. For
each species six bo.xes of sufficient dimensions
were provided, 72 in all. In one box of each set

of six the plants were placed in ordinary soil, to

which nothing was added ; to the other boxes
different chemical manures were added, so that

all 12 species were subjected to the same five

manures. The growth of the plants was care-

fully watched and recorded, and a report will in

all probability be laid before the Society at an
early date.

Let us now turn to Professor Hoffmann's
experiments, which were of a somewhat similar

character. In a previous set of experiments the
Giessen Professor had ascertained that the

particular plants under observation grew equally

well in all the varieties of soil in which they were
placed, provided due care was taken to prevent
the growth of intruding weeds. Having arrived

at this result, Prof. I-IoFFMANN ne.xt left the

several plants to themselves, with a view of

ascertaining how they would comport themselves
without assistance against the inroads of weeds.
The result was that the weeds completely gained
the upper hand, as might have been expected
from their known habit. The species which held

out longest was Asperula cynanchica. This plant,

after having been grown in a bed for three years,

and protected from weed-invasion by the use of

the hoe, was then left to take care of itself. It

held out for four years, but was ultimately

elbowed out by the intruders. Bearing in mind
the principle of " set a rogue to catch a rogue,"

Prof. HOFFiMANN then set himself to observe the

results of the internecine struggle between the

weeds themselves, thinking that the ultimate

survivors would perhaps prove to have special

affinities for the soil in which they grew.

Thus left to themselves the beds became so

densely covered, that in a square foot the Professor

counted 460 living plants, and the remnants of

many others, which had succumbed in the

encounter. Every year in July the beds were

examined, and every year the number of species

was found to have diminished. Melilots, at first

abundant, gradually disappeared; Artemisia vul-

garis succumbed after two or three years ; and so

on, till at length only a few species were left, and
these not only persisted but slowly gained

ground from year to year, and ultimately remained

in possession of the plot. The plots under obser-

vation were 2 metres 30 cent, long, I m^tre

broad, all as nearly as possible under the same
conditions, save that the soil was varied, in

some cases consisting of the ordinary soil of the

garden, in others of an admixture of lime, in

others of sand, or of sand and lime, and so forth.

Of the 107 species under observation all, or

nearly all, found the most essential requisites of

their existence equally well in all the varieties of

soil, so that, other conditions being equal, the

nature of the soil was indifferent. The species

which remained victors, all the others being
ultimately dispossessed, were Triticum repens

(Couch), Poa pratensis, Potcntilla reptans, Acer
Pseudo-Platanus (Sycamore), Cornus sanguinca,

native plants ; and Aster salignus, A. parviflorus.

Euphorbia virgata, and Prunus Padus, derived

from other portions of the garden.

It may, therefore, be inferred that the district

in which these experiments were made would in

process of time, if no obstacle were aftbrded,

become covered with meadows and woods

—

meadows in the low ground and woods in

elevated places. Again the experiments show
that the survival of certain plants has not been

influenced by the nature of the soil, thus the

Couch-grass was ultimately spread over all the

plots, whether of sand, or of loam, or of lime,

whether drained or undrained. So also with Poa
pratensis and PotentiUa reptans. So that the

chemical and physical nature of the soil, as has

been so often shown in similar investigations,

plays only a secondary part.

As to the action of shade, it was found by Pro

fessor Hoffmann that low-growing plants,

especially if annuals, disappeared rapidly, while

taller-growing plants, such as Couch, Prunus
Padus, &c., survived. The survival of certain

plants then,—Couch, Aster, PotentiUa, &c.,—is

due much less to external conditions than to the
" habit " of the plant itself, that is to say, to the

facility the plant has of adapting itself to varying

external conditions, and thus of triumphing over

others less favourably endowed in this wise.

""The immediate source of victory lies in the

powerful root-growth of the survivors, including

under the general term root, not only the root

proper, but the offshoots and runners which are

given off just below, or on the surface of the

ground. Indeed, the latter habit of growth is

more advantageous to plants in such a struggle

than the development of the true root downwards
would be. Among those plants where the root

were equally developed there were nevertheless

inequalities of growth, dependent probably on the

greater need for light in some species than in

others, &c.

It is clear from Professor Hoffmann's expe-

riments that, but for the continual use- of the hoe,

and the diligent extirpation of the weeds in our
fields, the stronger growing ones would not only
destroy our crops, but also other weeds less

vigorous than themselves. The facts thus pre-'

sentedto our notice by Professor Hoffmann are

quite in accordance with other observations on this

interesting subject, but they are not sufficient, as

M. Duchartre well remarks, to explain all the

conditions of this complicated problem ; thus, in

the district adjoining the locality where Pro-

fessor Hoffmann's experiments were carried on,

the predominant plants are not the same as those

which ultimately proved victors in the experi-

mental beds.

Again, there is little in the organisation of

such a plant as the American water weed
(Elodea canadensis) to account for its predo-
min.ance over the Potamogetons and other water
weeds of our ditches, or in the nature of the

common Watercress, which is becoming so great

a nuisance in the watercourses of New Zealand,

—

phenomena the more curious, when it is remem-
bered that in America the Elodea (Anacharis) is

no more of a nuisance than is the Watercress here.

We shall probably revert to this matter when
the results of the last year's experiments at

Chiswick are published.

Dahlia imperialis has no sooner come to the

front than it has met with a rival. This at least is the

conclusion we draw from the following statement,

which we abstract from a circular issued by Messrs.

Ruber et ClE.,of Hyeies, referring to a new Dahlia

they have to offer. "The Dahlia arborea," they

say, " is not a variety of D. imperialis, but a distinct

and unpublished [?] species, having many points of

advantage over its rival. One of these is its dwarfer

habit of growth, some 6 or 7 feet being indicated as

the limit of its height, while it forms a branched head,

with large leaves, and produces an innumerable

quantity of pretty mauve-coloured flowers. These
flowers are produced very late, namely, after the end
of December, and their development, we are told,

is not arrested by a temperature below freezing

point, this statement being made after the experience

of two consecutive winters. To give flowers in

profusion under so low a temperature," continues

MM. Ruber, "is certainly a quality with which one
seldom meets in plants, of which all the parts are soft

and watery, and that would be suflicient praise. But
tliis is not all, for the flowers in themselves are admir-

able both as regards colouring and form, the latter

being quite new in the genus, and such as can only be
compared with a gigantic Anemone. Plants are now
being distributed. " This plant is alluded to at p. 459.

The lovers of new and curious plants may be
glad to learn that they will find just now blooming in

"the Victoria Nurseries, Highgate, a specimen of the

beautifid blue-flowered Tillanusia Lindeniana, as

well as the noble Cochliostema Jacobianum, of

which a full account, with a woodcut, was given in our

volume for 1868, at pp. 264, 323. Both these plants

.are, we believe, flowering for the first time in England.

The choice collections of stove and greenhouse plants,

and of succulent plants, afford further inducements for

a visit to Mr. Williams' establishment, while at this

season the specimen Azaleas and Orchids alone suffice

to furnish a rich floral treat.

The beautiful I RIS sent to the last meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society by Mr. Ware, is Iris

iberica, HolTm., of some varieties of which figures were

|)ublished by Kegel in 1863, from drawings forwarded

to him. We doubt whether it has hitherto been in

cultivation except at St. Petersburg. M. J. B.

It is important for all who are interested in

the Royal National Tulip Show to make note of

the date which has been finally determined on. The
event will take place on Wednesday the 25th inst.

The date has been twice altered, once with a view to

escape clashing with the Derby, and now to avoid what

to many in Cambridge would be unseemly, the holding

of a flower-show on Holy Thursday. We repeat that

Wednesday, the 25th, is to be the date of the National

Tulip Show,

Last week we recorded that the styles and

ovaries (the yaung fruit) of Apples in the neighbour-

hood of London were destroyed by the Frost on

May 4, even in the unexpanded flower. We are now
enabled to state that the flower-buds of the wild Crab,

in the hedges, in low damp ground near Harrow, were

similarly injured.

We are requested to state that a Bazaar, under

the special patronage of H, R. H. Princess Christian
of ScHLESwiG Holstein, H.R.H. Princess
Louise, H.R.H. Princess Mary of Teck, in aid

of the funds of the North-Eastem Hospital for Children,

will be held in the large hall of the City Terminus

Hotel, Cannon Street, on Monday, May 16. Princess

Louise will open the Bazaar at 12 o'clock.

There still seems to be a doubt as to whether

the Primrose and the Cowslip can be crossed;

Professor Henslow .succeeded in accomplishing tlie

cross. Major Trevor Clarke has never been able
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to cITect it. We have before us some specimens from
a correspondent, " W. T, C," wliich he found growing
in a garden, and which look intermediate lietween
the two ; the leaves are like those of the Cowslip,
the flowers are like those of the Primrose and
solitary on the stalks, but bent downwards as in the

Cowslip. The anthers are destitute of pollen, and
the calyx is leafy, as it so often is in Primroses. Mr.
Anderson-Henry has availed himself of this tendency
to raise a race of large calyxed Primroses, some of
which are very handsome, and are likely to be popular
as garden flowers. There is a very old variety often

brought to Covent Garden under the name of "Jack,"
in which the calyx is partly petaloid (hose-in-hose).

The late Professor Morren stated that the Belgian
gardeners, in order to produce the fine colour of the
caly.>f of Primula officinalis var. smaragdina, cut away
the corolla in an early stage, so as to increase tht

coloration of the calyx. We have never seen the state^

ment confimied, but suggest that it should be tried in

the case of the double Mimulus now in gardens.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society
have elected Lord H. Gordon Lennox, M.P. , to

serve on the Council in place of the late General Hon.
C. Grey ; and his Grace the President has nominated
liis lordship one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society
for ihe current year.

A short time since we were favoured by Mr
Siii.i.iVAN, gr. to A. Wattenbach, Esq., with some
flowersofARISTOLOClIIAGRANDII'XORAvar. HOOKERI,
the A. gigantea of the " Botanical Magazine," but not
ofMARTIUs. The flower of this species is among the
largest of the large-flowered kinds, and is very striking

in appearance. The variety in question (not the
species) is described as destitute of the disagreeable
perfume which forms so objectionable a feature in

many of these plants, but we are sorry we are unable
to confirm this statement, the flowers sent to us
being as odoriferous, or nearly so, as the others. Our
present object, however, is to call attention to the
singular funnel-like tube which hangs down in the
lower part of the tube of the flower over the anthers.

The lower part of the flower forms a distended sac,

lined in the interior with cottony hairs, the general
direction of which is downwards. At the upper end
of the sac the flower is bent abruptly, and it is from the
point of flexure that the curious tube just mentioned
springs. It is about an inch in length, trumpet or
funnel-shaped, perfectly detached from the side of the
flower, except at its origin, and is directed downwards
in such a way that an insect making its way down the
tube must almost necessarily alight on the staminal
column below. Escape of the insect would be difficult,

the more so from the cottony hairs lining the flower
tube. This " fly trap," then, would seem to favour
self-fertilisation. We have looked in vain for any
description of this tube in liooks and monographs ; the
omission is probably due to the circumstance that
flowers of these plants are necessarily so scarce in

herbaria that specimens for dissection are not to be had,
hence the necessity of carefully examining flowers of
living plants, in all cases where dried ones, from their

size, are likely to be scarce, or from their tenuity,

succulence, or other circumstances, are likely to lose

thsir character in drying. In some other species,

according to the figures, there is an indication of this

tube, but very small as compared «ith that just

described—thus in Aristolochia leuconeura, Eot. Mag.
S420, there is a slight fold in the situation of the tube.
In A. macradenia, Dot. Mag. 4467, this fold is some-
what larger, and forms a trowel-shaped scale, evidently
serving the same purpose of directing insects to the
staminal column.

One of the most magnificent specimens of Rho-
dodendron NuTTALLii that has bloomed in Europe
since its introduction from the East, some 15 years ago,
maynow be seen in the shopof Mr. T. Methven, Princes
Street, Edinburgh. The specimen under notice is about
S feet high. The blossom-heads on the plant shown
are 3 feet 4 inches in circumference, and the flowers
•— II in number—measure 6 inches by 5. The most
profusely-blossomed specimen of the Rhododendron
Nuttallii, which had previously been grown in Europe,
had only 10 flowers on the truss, and Mr. Methven's
plant far excels in grace of outline and beauty that
figured by Sir William Hooker. Among other rare
Rhododendrons to be seen in the Leith Walk Nurseries
of Mr. Methven, who has for 20 years been the
largest grower of this class of plants in ^Scotland, are
R. Hookeri, a beautiful scarlet flower, now blooming,
it is supposed, for the first time ; and R. Thomsoni,
also a scarlet-flowered variety.

From the "Revue Horticole " we glean the
following particulars of a specimen of Livistona
austkalis, now or lately flowering in the Botanic
Garden at Munich. The plant was originally sent
from Kew by Aiton to VoN Martius in 1826, when
it was about 4 feet in height. It now measures about
SO feet in height, and above 7 feet in circumference at
the base. The crown of foliage is nearly 20 feet across
The plant flowered in i860 for the first time, and has
repeated the process five times.

A recent number of the " Iiulian ^^edical
Gazette " contains the following extract from the Report
of the Agri-Horticultural Society of the Punjab on
Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus) ;—Its seed has an

edible kernel, and affords 15 per cent, of a mild oil,

which is equally good for food or for burning. If the
outer skin is removed, it would give a still larger prO'

portion of oil. Although little cultivated as an oil

seed, it deserves to be better known, especially as its

seed is very useful for nourishing and fattening poultry.
It is said to increase the number of eggs. The roasted
kernels are used instead of coffee. The foliage, which
is abundant, and may be partially removed without
injury to the seed, forms a good fodder for cows. The
stems, which will do for sticks for Peas or Beans, may
be burnt, and their ashes abound in potash. Sun-
flowers require good and fertile soil if they are to pro-
duce much seed, but they will succeed in very indif-

ferent soil, or even in very moist ground. Their cul-

tivation is very similar to that of Indian com. They
may be sown from April to May in lines or broadcast,
It has often been said that large plantations of Sun
flowers are useful in marshes or places where malarious
fever is common, as this plant is a decided remover of
malaria.

Among the objects of interest exhibited at the
jo/ViT of the Linnean Society on the 27th ult., w;

collection of Mimetic Plants shown by Mr. W. W.
Saunders, arranged in pairs. The plants forming each
pair belonged to entirely difltrent natural orders, but
were so remarkably alike in their general form as only
to be distinguished by a practised eye. One of the
most strikingly " mimetic " pairs, says " Nature," were
a Conifer and a Selaginella, belonging to the two sub-
kingdoms of flowering and flowerless plants.

It is said that simplicity is the highest per-

fection, and this sometimes applies to the arts as wel
as to taste. Every one knows that the Cultivation
of Asparagus is regarded as rather a delicate matter,
but M. Isidore Bickakt assures us, in a communica-
tion to the Agricultural Journal of the Department of
the Haut-Rhin, that it is all a mistake, and that

Asparagus succeeds with very simple treatment. All
the deep pits and heaps of manure, he says,

unnecessary ; the plan which he has followed for a long
time with the best results is described in the following
terms :—The beds are dug to a depth of about 2 feet

and manured ; if the soil is too close it is opened with
old plaster broken up or ashes. The distances between
the plants are given as follows :—For the early varieties

of Holland and Ulm, 28 inches ; and for the improved
Dutch Rose variety, 48 inches. At the approach of
winter trenches are dug across the beds and filled with
manure, little more than 2 inches of mould being left

over the roots. Manure rich in potash is best of all

adapted for the development of Asparagii.s. M.
Bick.\rt's plan gives large crops with a great reduc-
tion in the cost of cultivation. He declares that he
has grown the improved Rose variety of Holland of
unusual quality and size, three heads weighing a pound.
We may add that in the South of France Asparagus is

frequently grown between the Vines. We liave eaten
it at Montpellier and found it excellent, but of course
the temperature and dryness of the climate and soil

account for this.

Nothing adds so much to the effect of plants
cultivated in rooms, whether in jardittib-es or other-

wise, than the use of Moss, which at once hides the

mould and prevents rapid evaporation, but it has the

very great disadvantage of containing innumerable eggs
of insects, and thus of filling the apartments with
disagreeable visitors. Prepared moss is well known,
but it is generally of a dull bluish-green colour, that

destroys all illusion. A French chemical journal gives

the following recipe for preparing moss with slight

alteration of appearance :—Dissolve one grain of nitric

acid, and about 15 grains of indigo, in 2 quarts of
water ; tie the moss up in small parcels, throw them
into the solution while boiling, and leave them in for a
minute ; after being dried in the open air the moss will

afterwards last for an almost indefinite time without
alteration.

The Temperature of the Air in the week end-
ig May 7, was as high as 67' at Wolverhampton, and

did not reach more than 57* at Newcastle. The mean of
highest readings in tlie week at the 16 places in England
was 62.2°, and of the eight places in Scotland was
62.2° The lowest temperature during the week was, in

England, 29** ; and in Scotland was 31.1°. The mean
of all the lowest in England was 33.3°, and in Scot-
land was 34.4°, The average range of temperature in

the week was, in England, 28.9°, and in Scotland was
27.8°. The mean of all the highest daily temperatures
in England was 56. 1°, and of all the lowest was 38.0°

;

the average daily range of temperature was 18. i". The
mean temperature of the week in England was 45.3°,
in Scotland was 47.3°. The Rainfall in England
varied from 0.02 inch to 0.32 inch ; the average
fall from the 16 places was 0.15 inch. In Scotland
rain fell at Aberdeen to the depth of half an inch, and
but little elsewhere. The nights in Scotland appear
to have been warmer than in England.

M. CarriJre, on the authority of M. C.
Verdier, adds another illustration of the Effect of a
Variegated Scion on the Stock. In this case a
graft of the variegated Pittosporum Tobira was worked
on a green-leaved stock of the same species, and
though the graft did not take, the contact was sufficient

to cause the production of a variegated shoot from the

stock below the graft, This confirms the statement

made by M. Morren, and already alluded to at

P- 315-

We are requested to state that the Birming-
ham Rose Show for the current year will be held in the
Town Hall on Thursday and Friday, July 7 and 8. The
Brighton Rose and P'ruit Show will be held on June 28,

• In a paper addressed to the Academy of
Sciences, M. P. Duchartre describes a curious phe-
nomenon he has observed on certain Mushrooms.
Vegetable physiologists have long been engaged in dis-

cussions relating to the phenomena of direction in

certain organs, such as leaves, for instance, which
invariably have the same face turned upwards, and
consequently the other towards the soil. Whatever
attempt be made to invert their relative positions, they
constantly return to their natural one, with insurmount-
able energy, by a torsion which takes place on their

basilary part. Various hypotheses have been put
forward, especially by German philosophers, to explain
this phenomenon, some assigning the cause to the laws
of gravity, others to an inequality of growth, by which
the tension in the various tissues differs, and so on.
Our author's observations do not seem to confirm these
suppositions. In a garden at Meudon there stood a
cask containing about 225 litres {about 52 gallons), and
the bottom of which, on the outside, was covered with
a thick stratum of plaster of Paris, but rather cur^ed
inwards, so as to form a sort of cupola. The cask was
sunk into the ground, in such a way as to leave an
empty space below, nearly a foot in height, the ceiling

of which was the above-mentioned plaster cupola.

The receptacle was always full of water, and exposed
to the noon-day sun. About the end of September
last, M. Duchartre, having occasion to examine the
cask, had it turned upside down, and found one-fourth
of the plaster surface, on the side exposed to the sun,

peopled with a considemble number of Mushrooms of
the Agaricus or Coprinus genus. They had, there-

fore, all been growing in an inverted position, that is,

head downwards ; and the consequences were twofold.

First, the stalks had all deviated from their natural

perpendicular, to incline by 30° towards the north ;

and secondly, their caps, the smooth part of which was
turned downwards instead of the contrary, had quitted
their usual thimble-like form, and spread out like open
umbrellas, their inside portion, the lamella; of which
are generally attached to the stalk, having left the
latter, which, in its turn, had bulged out, in order, as

it were, to overtake them. The author does not venture

to explain the primary cause of these phenomena.

The latest novelty in head-gear, says the

Press, has made its appearance in Paris. During
the ensuing summer it is thought the new form of hat
will become exceedingly popular. In appearance it is

snowy white : it is light and comfortable, and looks
very like good straw. When an enterprising London
hatter some years back produced a hat at 4J. 9^/., he
met with extensive support from the lower strata of
society; but the "upper ten" scouted the notion of

appearing in a "four and nine," What will be said

when the new hat makes its appearance in this country?
and when it is discovered that its price is—inferior

quality, 2ijij. ; better kind, <j\ii.7 This light, cheap
imitation Panama is made from wood-shavings, but it

is so well manufactured that, we are told, it " might be
worn by a well-dressed heavy swell at a horticultural

show." A hat so cheap must, of course, have certain

defects. This one is admitted to be fragile, a heavy
shower would reduce it to the consistency of blotting-

paper. It must be carefully handled, and only brought
out in fine, settled weather.

A BOUQUET OF NARCISSI.
Thanks to Messrs. Barr & Sugden, and other

correspondents, we have had the opportunity of in-

specting a large number of forms of this charming
genus. Thanks to Mr. Baker, we have been cn.abled

to refer them almost all to their respective places and
names. The laborious and careful summary of these

plants made by Mr. Baker was published in our columns
at pp. 416, 529, 686, 1015, 1136, 1183, 1869, and has
lately been republished in the "Journal of Botany." One
can never tell how arrangements of plants will work till

the actual test is applied, the groups and subdivisions,

which are so neat and so easy on paper, are too often

broken down when one comes to test them in prac-
tice. Let us at once say that after blundering over
Herbert and Haworth's arrangements till our head
ached, we took up Baker's, and found the solution for

most of our difficulties— not all truly—for although
botanists, with much care, and with as much precision

as circumstances will allow, draw up analytical tables,

it is quite likely that the very first specimen taken up
by the student cannot be assigned a proper place in

the system. So much the worse for the plant ! And
it really is the plant whose individual variations cause
the difficulty. Nevertheless, as clues, such analytical

tables as Mr. Baker has given us are invaluable ; only,

put not too much trust in them. In the instance before

us, the cup won't always be "ob-conical," as it is

expected to be, but will nm away into the true cup
form, and this again is apt to flatten out into a
saucer. As for the filaments and style, which
should be straight in some and curved in others

—

I'iiie Haworth—it simply won't do. The straight
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Styles, at nny rate, bend their necks sometimes,

the crooked ones unbend at others. The relative

length of these organs also varies at different times,

in accordance with certain love-passages which have

only partially as yet been recorded by prying

botanists. In spite of Haworth, who made 1 6

genera out of Narcissus (the characters of which,

for the life of us, we can't distinguish), and in spite

of Herbert, who reduced them to six, most botanists

agree with Mr. Baker, and adopt the one genus
"Narcissus," which however is certainly not indivisible,

inasmuch as some adopt Herbert's genera as sections.

So far as our scanty experience entitles us to express an

opinion, we agree entirely with Mr. Baker, and think

his three main subdivisions by far the best and easiest

that have yet been proposed. We refer the reader to

Mr. Baker's papers for the details, and merely state here

that the three main divisions in question are founded
on the relative length of the cup or "corona " of the

flower—long, short, or of middle length. If it were
not unbecoming we should compare them to breakfast,

tea, and coffee cups respectively, the latter form
occasionally, as in the Poet's Narcissus, replaced by
the saucer ! Now let us look at the specimens before

us, taking the breakfast-cup series first.

-First we have the Hoop Petticoat (iV. Bulbocodium),

the Medusa's Trumpet of the French, so distinct and so

generally grown that everyone knows it. The flower is

bright yellow, perfectly funnel-shaped, the outer seg-

ments much, narrower than the rest ; the cup, if like a

petticoat, is like one turned the wrong way upwards.
Of this there is a charming variety, the white Hoop
Petticoat Narcissus monophyllus, a native of Algiers.

Its flowers are very like those uf the

common Hoop Petticoat, but pure
white, and the bulbs throw up but a

^ngle linear leaf. The plant bloomed
in January of the present year in the

Royal Gardens, Kew, and has been
figured in the "Botanical Magazine,"
and also in the "Florist, "from which pe-

riodical the present illustration (fig. 124)

is borrowed. Mr. Baker makes this a
variety of the common N. Bulboco-
dium, but in the opinion of many it

is deserving of specific honours, though
truly the distinctive characters, such as

the single leaf and broader perianth

segments, &c., are too variable to be
relied on. This is the plant the bulbs

of which, gathered by Mr. Munby in

Algiers, and placed in his herbarium,

were found by him still retaining their

vitality after a rest of 22 years, and in

spite, no doubt, of the poisonous lotion

which so careful a botanist would be
sure to apply to his specimens to

obviate the attacks of insects. The
bulbs were taken out of the herbarium
when seen to be alive (see 1869, p. 335),
placed in a greenhouse, where, as we
learn from Mr. Munby, they flowered

in the spring of the present year.

A^. bkolor comes next, and is, accord-

ing to Mr. Baker, a variety of the com-
mon Daffodil, N. Pseudo-Narcissus.

Its pale yellow segments and long

tankard-like yellow cup, are unmis-
takeable. Mr. Barr sends us a double
form of this under the uncouth name
of " Tratus Cantus ; " what that may
mean we cannot divine. The flower

is very double ; very interesting to people like our-

selves, who like to see what is inside the bellows, but

to our thinking, ugly as a flower.

N. lor'tfolhts belongs also to the variety bicolor,

according to Mr. Baker. Our specimen is too far gone
for us to pronounce an opinion.

Narcissus major is represented by two forms in

Mr. Barr's collection ; one he calls maximus, the

other maximus flore-pleno. Clearly they are all the

same species, only differing in size and doubleness.

They are common in old-fashioned gardens, and those

who have them not should get them for the sake of

their large deep yellow flowers. They are Daffodils, a

size or two larger, and hold their head more erect.

We shan't quarrel with Mr. Baker for not keeping up
Linnreus' species, but there are many who would think
N. major as good a species as N. Pseudo-Narcissus.
ChaciinasongoiU. We have no more of the large-cupped
series before us, so we pass on to the mid-cupped series.

Narcissus incomparabilis is the first that comes to

hand, and we think it deserves its name. Bold, yet

graceful, its pale yellow flowers form above a spread-
ing star, 4—5 inches across, and encircle an orange
cup. It bears but one flower on each stalk. Among
our bouquet we find a white variety with paler segments,
but otherwise identical, and three "monster" double-
flowered forms, which we should dismiss from the
bonier and relegate to the dissecting-room, where their

merits would be sure to be appreciated. But for the sake
of old times, and the memories of gay cottage gardens
in the country, we would keep "butter and eggs " (N.

incomparabilis var. aurantius). Here belong Orange
Phcenix, like the last-named a double-fluwered
variety, but paler ; while Sulphur Phcenix is paler still,

and is the N. incomparabilis var. albus fl.-pl.

A^. odorus, the Campernel, is the next in our bouquet,

with two or three flowers on each stalk—bright yellow
spreading flowers, 2\ inches across. The cup is very
elegant, six-lobed, and a little recurved at the edge.

There are numerous varieties of this sent by Mr. Barr
under the names of Campernelli, interjectus, cala-

thinus, trilobus, and rugulosus, the differences between
which are very slight. No doubt Mr. Baker is right in

grouping them all under N. odorus. Everyone should
grow some of them.

N poculiformis.—This is a white flowered form,
called generally N. montanus. It is an old friend of

ours, because we have never seen a flower which was
not "eccentric," in some way or other. Mr. Barr's

specimens have the usual failings. It is so erratic that

we do not venture to recommend it to cultivators in

general, nevertheless u^e like it ! The wild form is not
known, and the cultivated one is supposed to be a
mongrel. Its structure and inconsistent character bear
out this notion.

AC Maclcaii.—Mr. Barr sends us this under the name
Diomedes minor. Mr. Baker says that this, like the

preceding, is only known in cultivation, but it is strictly

normal, and does not, so far as we have seen, indulge in

the vagaries of the N. poculiformis, except that it has
no pollen. The supposition is that it is intermediate

between N. Tazettaand N. odorus in character. It is

not one of the most attractive of the genus.

Turning now to the small-cupped series, we come to

a group irreverently styled a botanical dust-bin, by which
the profane mean that thegroup in question is a refuge for

questionable characters, who can't or won't answer to

their proper names, but hide under aliases innumerable.

We mean thegroup of which N. Tazetta is the type.

Every one knows N. Tazetta, or tliinks he does. It is

characterised by a fiattish leaf, a group of flowers on a

stalk, a medium-sized flower for the genus, and a

proper bowl-shaped cup. We can hardly be more
precise. Sometimes the flower is white or whitish,

and the cup yellow, as in the Grand Monarque and
Bazelman major of gardens. Mr. Barr sends us a

smaller form, under the name of Hermione compressa.

N. lacticolor is more creamy than white ; sometimes
the flower and the cup are both yellow, as in N. aureus

(Soleil d'Or of gardens).

A', interjuedius, which we have received from
Mr. Barr under the name of N. bifrons, differs in

its rounded, not flat leaves, else, so far as its

flowers go, it might range under N. Tazetta. A
third set of varieties of N. Tazetta have flowers and
cup both white. Here are some exquisite varieties

known generally as Paper Narcissus. We have three

such before us—one labelled by Mr. Barr as N. dubius,

but it is not the dubius of Gouan, or of " Moggridge's

Mentone. " We don't say what it is, further than it is

one of the most exquisite of the lot, barring (we intend

no pun) one thing, its perfume,^ which is not so agree-

able as that of some others. It is a small-flowered form

of Tazetta, with pure, dead white flowers, and a shallow

lobed cup. It is very like N. Panizzianus, but we
cannot refer it to that variety with certainty. Mr.

Barr's Hermione luna is only a slight variety of the

true papyracea, with larger, less pure white flowers

than the preceding. N. dubius, of Gouan and Mog-
gridge, Mr. Baker refers to his large-cupped series, but

it evidently belongs, in our judgment, to the Tazetta

set, and is only placed with the breakfast cups to fit

into the analytical tables nicely, its natural affinities

being with N. Tazetta.

A', italicus,—Mr. Barr sends us two forms of this,

one under the name of pnecox, the other under that of
sub-albidus. They are both Tazetta-like, but have
narrower segments and more "starry" flowers. For
garden purposes we should retain N. italicus as distinct
from N. Tazetta, but we dare say Mr. Baker is riglit

in referring it to that polymorphous species, as he may
have seen numerous intermediate forms. At any rate

his analytical table, as all such contrivances have occa-
sionally an awkward knack of doing, breaks down ; for

the italicus before us is dirty white, its crown pale
creamy yellow, while according to the table cup and
flower alike should be yellow. The starry flowers

render N. itaUcus desirable for cultivation, but the
perfume, to our appreciation, is not nice. Far other-

wise is it with the Jonquil, N. Jonquilla. Everybody
knows the Jonquil, so we need not tarry over it or its

double variety. Mr. Barr sends us N. juncifolius, one
of the Jonquil set in our estimation, but differing in the

longer crown, on which account it goes into Mr.
Baker's mid-crown set—another sacrifice to expediency,
as it certainly does not difTer more from the Jonquil
than many of the forms ranged under Tazetta do from
that species. Under the name N. tenuifolius, Mr
Barr sends us a plant which is not Herbert's tenuifolius,

and which, in the absence of leaves, we should be dis-

posed to consider as a large-flowered, pale-coloured N.
juncifolius ; but we must speak with resei*ve, as we have
only seen the flowers.

iSf. poeticus.—Too well known to need description.

Eveiy one knows it, every one admits it to be one of
the very best of the genus. It varies considerably in

the size and breadth of the segments of the flower, &c.

Mr. Barr sends us a variety under the name of N. orna-
tus, a name we do not find in books,
and another under the name of N.
angustifolius, with very narrow flower

segments. Last in our bouquet is

—

N. biflorus.—A common plant in

gardens, with horizontally bent white
flowers with a yellow cup. Like N.
poculiformis it is a friend of ours, for

we seldom or ever have seen a perfect

flower ; indeed, it is said never to pro-

duce ovules ; certainly we never saw
any, and rarely any pollen, and yet it

is not uncommon in a wild state in

many parts of Europe.
In the course of these remarks we

have incidentally alluded to the varying
length and disposition of the stamens ;

indeed the species and varieties we have
mentioned fall very naturally into two
groups, those in which the six stamens
are of equal length and really, or appa-
rently, in one row and separate from
the tube of the flower, unless at the very
base, and those in which the six stamens
are clearly in two rows, one above the

other, the uppermost protruding from
the tube of the flower. In these the

stamens are usually adherent to the tube
of the flower for nearly the whole
length. The first, or free-stamened
series, would include the Trumpet Nar-
cissi, suchastheDaffodiland its varieties,

the Hoop Petticoat, also such forms as

incomparabilis, Macleaii, the Cauiper-
nel, &c. The adherent-stamened series

would include the Tazetta series, the

Jonquils, the Poet's Narcissus, iS:c.

It is worth while here to call atten-

tion to the accidental transposition of
Mr. Baker's first paper, where the stamens

of the Hoop Petticoat series are said to be straight,

and those of the Daffodil series upturned. The error

occurs in the analytical table, and is corrected in the

detailed description.

We are far from thinking that these varied arrange-

ments of the stamens are simply for the convenience of
" classifiers." What they do mean may in some degree
be gleaned from the following facts: —Where the

stamens are in one row and of equal length, the anthers

open before the stigma is fully developed, and this

latter when full grown protrudes far beyond and
out of the way of the stamens : inference, it is not
fertilised by the pollen formed by its associate

stamens but by others in other flowers. Where
the stamens are in two rows, and the iqiper row
protrudes from the mouth of the flower-tube, there it

will be seen that the upper anthers open at the time
when the stigma is fully developed, and that the latter,

which is on a level with them, is often dusted over
with pollen from the immediately adjacent anthers:

inference, stigma fertilised by the pollen from its

associate stamens. But what of the three lower ones ?

These are still undeveloped when the upper ones are

ripe. We can only guess that their use is to supply
pollen for other flowers when that occasional cross

which Darwin recognises as so essential takes place.

As to the "cup," it is neither fish, flesh, fowl, nor

good red herring ; that is to say, it is not calyx or

corolla, or stamens, but an outgrowth from the peri-

anth formed subsequently to the stamens, and is in all

probability referrible to an abortive series of stamens.

The use of the cup seems to be to guide the insects in

their visits to the flower—visits so imporlant to the

well-being of the insect and of the flower itself, or at

least of its descendants.

character;
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THE MANAGEMENT OF COTTAGE
GARDENS.

(Comhdcdframt. 629.)

Every inch of space should be economised and made
tlie most of ; at no time during spring, summer, and

autumn, should there be much unoccupied space in the

cottage garden ; one crop should succeed another as

quickly as possible. Take, for instance, a border of

early Potatos, such as Myatt's Prolific ; these, if

planted in February, would not be lilted till about the

middle of June. Now, if the rows are 2 feet apart, a

row of Leeks can be very well planted between every

two rows of Potatos, and when the Potatos are lifted

they can be replaced with plants of the March sown

Little Pbcie Cabbage. Early Ulm Savoy and Cauli-

flowers are both good crops to follow early Potatos.

The larger growing Savoys and Winter Greens do
nicely to follow the crops of early Peas. Broccoli will

be in readiness to share with tlie late Turnips the space

occupied by the second early Potatos. Thus in almost

every instance two crops at least may be taken every

year.

Order and neatness should prevail everywhere. S Irive

to have a system of cropping. Don't do things hap-

hazard, but work with a purpose and plan. Never

suffer weeds to rob the soil. Keep the soil well stirred

among growing crops ; remember that a loose soil lets

ill the sun's rays, and the warm air and showers of

spring and summer admitted to the roots of plants,

causes the sap to flow, and the plant to grow. Attend

regularly to the watering, and if possible use water

that has been fully exposed to the sun and air in a

pond or tub. Save soapsuds and all kinds of house

sewage ; it is good for all crops, and is most suitable

for all the Cabbage tribe. The weekly supply of soap-

suds carefully given to Winter Greens or Broccoli in

their young state tends to promote that quick, strong

growth, which it is so important to secure in such

vegetables ; for, no matter how e-arly they are sown, if

they are not kept gi'owing steadily on, but are per-

mitted to suffer from drought, flieir growth is stunted

and their produce falls far short of what it ought to be.

It has been said that " good morals and good

flowers generally go together ;" without inquiring how
far this may be true, it may safely be concluded that

the man who has a real love for flowers, and who takes

a pride in the gay appearance of his own flower plot,

will not care to exchange the quiet enjoyment and pure

fresh air of his garden for the impure atmosphere and

noisy mirth of the village tap-room. Flowers, there-

fore, are. far too important to be left out of this essay.

In selecting flowers for a cottage garden, tho.se kinds

only should be chosen that are hardy and of easy cul-

ture. Roses in such gardens, as in all others, take the

first place. They should be planted early in November,

and will grow in most soils, but the richer the soil the

stronger will be the growth and the finer the blossoms.

Prune in February ; cut all weak wood clean out,

shorten the strong shoots to three or four eyes, and so

thin out and regulate the branches that the air may
circulate freely among them.

Amongst spring flowers Anemones are most beauti-

ful, and when once established they need hardly any

care for years. The best time to plant is October.

They will grow freely enough in any good and rather

light garden soil.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocuses, may be planted at

the same time and in the same soil.

The Gladiolus is a grand flower, of easy culture ; the

bulbs are hardy, and may be left in the ground during

winter, but it is the safest plan to take them up after

flowering and keep them on a dry shelf, planting them
again in March or April.

Pinks, Picotees, and Carnations, all claim a place ;

cuttings of most of them, if made in Augxist, will root

readily in the open garden if kept moist and shaded

from the sun.

Chiysanthemums are another useful class, blooming

in autumn after most other flowers arc faded and gone.

A few clumps of single blue Russian Violet will give a

supply of their sweet flowers from October to March,

when they should be divided and transplanted year by

year.

For the other flowers no particular culture is required.

Plant them either in spring or autumn ; tic all tall

;.;rowing kin^ls neatly to stakes; remove all deca\ed

leaves and flower-sialks ; and should any plant become
weakly in its growth, or fail to blossom as freely as it

has hitherto done, a removal into fresh soil, or a little

old rotten manure forked in around it, will in most

instances be all that is necessary.

All the annuals and perennials may be raised from

seed sown in the open ground ; they should be sown
in March—the annuals in the flower borders, the

perennials on any spare border, from whence they ari

removed to the flower-borders in autumn, to flower thi

following summer. Sow thinly and cover lightly with

fine soil.

The flowers given in the list will well repay the

cottager for all his pains and care ; and as with the

flowers, so with the entire garden, to the man who
really cares for it, it will prove an unfailing source of

profit and pleasure. In unfavourable seasons failures

may sometimes occur, but generally speaking, pains-

taking eflfort is certain in this as in all other undertakings

to meet with its due reward.

The foUowmg Fruit, Vegetables, and Flowers, are

suitable for a cottage garden :

—

Apples, kitchen.

Keswick CodUn.
Hawthornden.
Hamvell Souring.

Alfriston.

Apples, dessert.

King of the Pippins.

Court-Pendu Plat.

Purs.

Williams' Bon Chri'tien,

Autumn Bergamot.
Louise Bonne of Jersey.
Seckle.

Beurr6 Diel.

Beurre, Easter.

Plums.

Gisbome's Early.

Orleans.
Gohath.
Denyer's Victoria.

Autumn Beauty.

Damson, common.

Cherries.

May Duke.
Kentish.

Black Naples.
Knight's Large Red.

White Dutch.

Gooseberries.

Golden Drop.
Warrington.
Champagne Red.
Crown Bob.
Bonnie Lass.

Rough Red.

Raspberries.

Prince of Wales.

1. Early Mazagan.
2. Monarch Long-pod

3. Newington Wonder
(dwarf Froich).

4. Scarlet Runner.

Pens.

1. Ringleader.

2. Climax.

3. Laxton's Prolific.

4. Veitch's Perfection.

Lettuce.

1. Paris Green Cos.

2. Ivery's Nonsuch.

3. Bath Cos.

4. Stansted Winter.

Potatos.

1. Myatt's Prolific.

2. Milky White.

3. Dalmahoy.
4. Paterson's Victoria.

Cabbage.

1. Little Pixie.

2. Cattells Reliance.

Roses.

r. Jules Margottin.

2. John Hopper.

3. Charles Lefeb\Te.

4. Eugfene Appert.

5. General W^ashington.

6. General Jacqueminot.

7. Alphonse Karr.

8. Due de Cazes.

9. S^nateur Vaisse.

10. La Ville de St. Denis.

11. Colonel de Rougemont.
12. Souvenir de le Mal-

maison.

Amtiials.

1. Mignonette.

2. Candytuft, mi.xed.

3. Clarkia elegans.

4. Larkspur, Branching.

5. Larkspur, dwf. Rocket.

6. Stocks, Ten-week.

Straioberries.

Trollope's Victoria.

Rkubarb.

Early Scarlet.

Vegetables.
Winter Greens.

1. Early Ulm Savoy.

2. Drumhead Savoy.

3. Rdsebeny Brussels

Sprouts.

4. Cottagers' Kale.

Turnips.

1. Early Dutch.
2. Snowball.

Broccoli.

1. Walcheren.
2. Adams' Early White.

3. Frogmore Protecting.

4. Cattell's Eclipse.

Intermediate Carrot.

Cole's Celery, Red and
White.

White Spanish Onion.

Wood's Early Frame Radish
French Breakfast Radish
Hollow Crown Parsnip.

Wood's Ridge Cucumber.
Custard Vegetable Marrow.
White Mustard.
Plain Cress.

Flowers.

7. Poppy, double.

8. Sweet Pea.

9. Nasturtium.
10. Honesty.
11. Convolvulus, major and

minor.

lai Calliopsis, mixed.

successful, and may be stated as foUow'S :—As soon as

the plants have done blooming, they are stowed away
under the stage of the house to mature their growth,
which is done by June. Then the pots are laid on their

sides, to ripen the bulbs, till September, when they are

shaken out of the soil, and the largest bulbs being
selected for potting purposes, about eight or nine are

placed in a pot 6 inches in diameter ; the bulbs are just

covered with a soil made up of fibry loam, leaf-mould,

and silver sand, and the pots placed in a cold pit, out

of the reach of frost. Here they remain till Christmas,

when they are removed to a greenhouse, and come into

bloom in February, and continue in flower for three

months or more.

Some writers have recommended that the bulbs

should be kept in the same pots for several years with-

out fresh potting ; perhaps this will account for the

wretchedly attenuated appearance the plants sometimes
present, at least it is suggestive of two things that

should be avoided—undue crow-ding in the pot, and
poverty at the roots. As in the case of many other

plants similarly tormented and starved under the con-

ditions of the traditional modes of cultivation adopted

in past times, a generous course of treatment is abund-
antly rewarded.

As a window^ plant, the Lachcnalia is very valuable,

A few years ago, on the exterior of one of*the windows
in one of the law courts overlooking Broad .Sanctuary,

Westminster, could have been seen, in the month of

May, some capital specimens in full bloom, and
apparently none the worse for their exposure. In

such a position an abundance of water, combined with

free drainage, appears to be all that is required. As a

matter of course, the plants should be screened from

the sun when at its meridi.m, if the cultivator would
prolong the season of bloom.

Unacknowledged by compilers of schedules, and

rarely cultivated to that degree of perfection of which
it is capable, the pretty, useful, unpretending Lache-

nalia claims that real attention it occasionally gets ;

and when so cultivated, amply asserts its right to be no
longer relegated to that undeserved fate — a place

among the neglected plants. R. D. [We endorse all

our correspondent states in favour of Lachenalias.

Where is the deep orange-coloured species or variety

grown, many years since, in the Chiswick Gardens,

introduced, if we mistake not, by Mr. Wicks ? It was
singularly beautiful. Eds.]

Perennials.

1. Antirrhinum.

2. Columbine.

3. Campanula pyramidalis.

4. Campanula carpatica.

J. Sweet William.

6. Canterbury Bells.

7. Scabious.

8. Wallflower,

g. Hollyhock.
ID. Penstemon.
11. Polyanthus.

12. Pansies.

13. Viola cornuta.

A few other useful flowers.

Chrj'santhemums.
Gladioli.

Forget-me-nots.
Pinks', Picotees, and Car-
nations.

Lily of the Valley.

6. Dielytra spectabilis.

7. Parrot Tulips.

8. Crocus.

Snowdrop.

E. Lticklmrst,Egerlon House Gardens, Egerton, Kent.

LACHENALIAS.
nfrequently happens that in walking through

place where plants are done well as a general rul

see that the representatives of this highly interesting

genus of greenhouse bulbs do not present that vigorous
j
a royal appanage

GARDEN LITERATURE.
Even in the seventh century, a pleasant fruit-bearing

close existed at Ely, cultivated by the abbot of that

city ; and some among the thousands who daily pass

over the Holborn Viaduct, in glancing down Ilatlon

Garden, may readily recal that scene in Shakespeare,

when Gloster, anger-heated, reminds the prelate,

whose palace gave his name to Ely Place, that good
Strawberries grew there,

—" My Lord of Ely, when I

was last in Holbom, I saw good .Strawberries in your
garden there." Fir trees, planted by Cardinal Pole,

exist in the Bishop's garden at Lambeth, and Uvedale's

Cedars still flourish at Enfield. In the time of

Henry II. the citizens of London had large and
beautiful gardens behind their houses. According to

Hollinshed, the taste for gardens had so extended

itself in Edward III.'s reign, that curious and

delicate plants, brought from Holland and other

distant places, were cultivated assiduously. But the

wars of the houses of York and Lancaster diverted

attention from the gardener's craft, and roses bloomed
chiefly as the emblems of rival factions. From this

period to the reign of Elizabeth there seems to have

been no revival in England of the gardener's art, and

parks, paddocks, and rude kitchen-gardens were the

only evidences of a love ofNature, outside the walls of

convents and monasteries. Though Raleigh is said to

have introduced the Potato plant as a "fine fruit"

from America, and the Lord-Keeper, the great Sir

Francis Bacon, wrote an essay on gardens about this

time, we find Dr. Turner, who dedicated his "Herbal"
to the Queen, complaining that at the University of

Cambridge he could not learn the name of a plant in

Greek, Latin, or English—proof of the low state of

botanical knowledge at that day. It w.as at Nonsuch,
the village of Cheam,

th and fine development of which we know they

ire capable. Perhaps they are too lightly valued in

many instances, consequently, they are neglected, the

growth is feeble, and the flowers poor and compara-

tively unattractive ; and they come to be regarded as

scarcely worth the little attention and trouble really

required to grow them well. Occasionally, however,

they are seen remarkably good, answering well in the

pleasant service they yield to the intelligent culture

bestowed upon them, in which case they are classed as

among the most useful of spring-flowering greenhouse

plants, and the " prettily spotted lance-shaped leaves

and curiously pendent blossoms" have a charming

effect as a front row to other plants occupying a stage.

At Swyncombe Park, Henley-on-Thames, the home of

the glorious Bougainvilleas, the culture of the Lachen-

alia is by no means neglected by Mr. Daniels. In

one of the intermediate houses could be seen but

recently some pots of Lachenalias having masses of

bold well-developed foliage, and large showy spikes of

yellow and red flowers. The system of treatment

.adopted by Mr. Daniels appears to be as simple as it is

t-y,

that the first Lilac tree in England was planted ; and

in the catalogue made by Cromwell, secretary of

Henry VIII., six of these beautiful and now common
shrubs are named. With the extension of trade and

commerce, new accessions were made to our horticul-

tural and floral treasures ; the growth of science

naturally led to a love of flowers ; and so, gardens

grew into fashion, and the literature of gardens was
pursued by able and enthusiastic writers.

Much might be said of the changes that have taken

place in the style of our gardens since the time when
Nonsuch was a Lord Chancellor's residence. Then, it

was common to decollate gardens with pyramids,

statues, pillars, and sun-dials, and to trim hedges and

bushes into extravagant imitations of men and animals

;

and, though Bacon ridicules the shearing of trees into

gi-otesque and fantastical forms, this absurd conceit did

not disappear until the beginning of the present

century, and has not, even now, thoroughly died out.

Enough, however, of gardens. Let us briefly refer

to some of the books that have been written about

them.
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The earliest English work of importance is Fitzher-

berd's treatise on husbandry. Its title was "The
Booke of Husbandrye, very profitable and necessary to

al maner of persons. Imprinted at London, in Fleet

Street, in the house of Thomas Berthelet, near tlic

conduit, at the sign of Lucrece (cum privilegio), 1534."

This is probably a wrong date. Judge Fitzherberd

wrote a volume on land-surveying in 1534 ; a monogram
bearing the latter date was used in the title-page of his

second work, which is believed to have been published

five years later, namely in 1539. The monogiam was

used on the title-page of both books, hence the discre-

pancy. The Book of Husbandry was several times

reprinted with additions, but it is now very scarce.

In 1562 appeared Tusser's "Five Hundred Points

of Husbandry," a work much oftener quoted than read,

and of which many editions have since been published ;

we hear also of a new issue shortly about to appear

under the careful editorship of Mr. Arber.

In 1 5 7 1 was published (in black letter) the

"Gardner Labyrinth," by Dydymus Mountain, a work
chiefly compiled from Latin writers, with four plates of
" herbes, knots, and mazes, cunningly handled for the

beautifying of gardens." Next year Leonard Mascall

produced his *' Booke of the Arte and Manner how to

Plant and Grafife all sorts of Trees," a treatise

Englished from a MS. by a monk of the St. Vincent's

Abbey in France. Another edition appeared in 1592.

Thomas Hyll, citizen of London, issued his " Pro-

fitable Arte of Gardening" in 1574; to which was
added a chapter on the " Marvilous Government,
Propertie, and Benefite of Bees, with the rare secrets

of the honnie and waxe ;" and others on the "Arte
of Graffing and Planting of Trees." This also went
through three editions ; the last (1593) without the

author s name, and said to be "set forth and printed

by Robert Waldegrave.

"

This period seems to have been prolific in works on
agriculture and gardening; for in 1578 we find Barnaby
Googe's "Four Bookes of Husbandrie ; " translated

from the Latin of Conrad Heresbach, a German

;

reprinted in black letter, in 1614, by Gervase Mark-
ham, and intended, as he says, to adapt German
husbandry to the English climate. In 1592, a trans-

lation from the French, entitled "A short Instruction,

very profitable and necessarie, for all those that delight

in Gardening," printed, also in black letter, by John
Wolfe, and "sold at his shop over against the gi-eat

South doore of Panles ;" in 1593, Sir Hugh Piatt, "of
Lincolne's Inne, Gentleman," produced his " Dyvers
Soyles for manuring Pasture and Arable Land ;

" in

1594, his "Jewel-house of Art and Nature, containing

divers rare and profitable Instructions, together with

sundry new Experiments in the Art of Husbandry,
distillation, and moulding;" and "Divers Chimicall

conclusions"—a book which by Martin is thought to

have been really tlie work of several hands, and to

have been edited merely by Piatt, who in his preface

extols his " Conceyted book of Gardening, wherein he
has set downe sundrie observations, which neither M.
Tusser, though he have written shapelily, nor Master
Hill, though he have written painfully, nor Master
Barnabe Googe, though he have written soundlye,

applying himself in his whole discourse both to our

Soyle and Clymate, hath as yet discovered to the

world." The "Jewel-house of Art and Nature," was
republished in 1653 by Dr. Beati, and several times
subsequently by various booksellers. Dr. Beati, or

Boat—for the name is spelt both ways by contem-
poraries —called his reproduction of 1653, and his

second part of 1660, "The Garden of Eden ;" though
Piatt himself seems to have embodied much of his first

work in the " Paradise of Flora," published by Peter
Short, "at the signe of the Starre on Bread-Street
Hill," in the year 1600.

During the next twenty years or so, various unim-
portant works on gardening, &c., were published.

"The Countrie Farmer " in 1600; "The Fruiterers

Secrets," in 1604; a "Treatise on Drilling Com," in

1606; "Flora's Paradise Beautified," in 160S ; an
" Old Thrift newly revived of Planting and Preserving
Timber and Fewel," in 1612 ; and Gervase Markham's
" Country Housewife's Garden," in 1623. Markham,
says Mr. Harte, in his "Essays," "appears to be the

fii^st Englishman who deserves to be called a hackney
writer. All subjects seem to have been alike easy to

him. His thefts were innumerable, but he has now
and then stolen some very good things, and preserved
their memory from perishing;" from which it seems
that theft is not always criminal. Now-a-days we call

literary appropriation by the less offensive names of
compilation and quotation.
Though gardening and farming had, as we have

seen, no lack of expositors, few works of real import-
ance, devoted to those arts, appeared till 1 629, when
the " Paradise," of Parkinson, was first published.
This admirably-written and profusely-illustrated folio,

contemporary with the first edition of " Mr. William
Shakespeare's Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies," is

a real treasure, and contains the best account extant of
the then state of Horticulture and Floriculture in

England. In the British Museum there are four
copies, in excellent preservation, of this valuable work,
the full title of which is as follows :

—

^^ Paradisi in

Sole Paradisus TerrestriSy or a Garden of all sort of
Pleasant Flowers, which our English ayre will permit
to be noursed up : with a Kitchen-Garden of all

manner of herbes, rootes, and fruites, for meate or

sauce used with us, and an Orchard of all sorte of

fruit-bearing trees and shnibbes fit for our land, to-

gether with the right orderinge, planting, and preserving

of them, and their uses and vertues. Collected by

John Parkinson, Apothecary of London, 1629, fol.

Printed by Humfrey Lownes and Robert Younge, at

the sign of the Starre, on Bread-Street Hill." The
title-page, engraved on copper, by Switzer, represents

the Garden of Eden, with many fanciful designs and
representations of trees and flowers. The text consists

of 612 pages, numerous woodcuts of trees, fruits, and
flowers, and is prefaced by a portrait of the author. In
this work we get a fair notion of the flowers and trees

common to English gardens in the beginning of the

seventeenth century. Among others, the author men-
tions 94 kinds of Narcissus, 50 Hyacinths, 31 Crocuses,

70 Irises, 66 Anemones, 30 varieties of Ranunculus,

besides many kinds of Gilliflowers, Roses, Lilies, and
those sweet-smelling plants which we now look for in

what is called an old-fashioned garden. His catalogue

of fruits comprises Raspberries, Cherries, Gooseberries,

CuiTants, Barberries, Mulberries, Figs, Apples, Pears,

Plums, Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Nuts,

Almonds, and even Oranges—many sorts of which are

described and pictured. His lists of vegetables and
herbs for the table and the kitchen include many of

those now in common use, and some that have gone out

of fashion : while he speaks of such now ordinary trees

as the Larch and the Sumach, as curiosities.

To this work many respectable writers and practical

gardeners contributed, and from the names of growers

and experimenters mentioned in the text, we may
presume that this was regarded as the "authority" of

the day on all matters connected with gardening

operations. The Bookseller.

(To be Continued.)

TRADE MEMORANDUM,
The trade will do well to be on their guard against

a person in the neighbourhood of Warwick, who
favours the trade with extensive orders. The person

in question represents himself to be a gi^ower of vege-

table produce, and as very anxious to do business on
reciprocal tenns. He is not only a free-trader, but a

protectionist, in so far that he claims to be the inventor

of some new plant protector.

gcriiie Corrcsjjunbeiitf.

The Muscat Vines at Wrotham Park.—It

afibrds me much pleasure to reply to the queries regard-

ing the present condition of these Vines, put forward by
"David Tell Fact." Such a communication, I fancy,

will prove more interesting, both to your general

readers and to " D. T. F.," if given a few weeks later.

I shall then, I hope, be in a position to give the amount
of bunches, their size, and probably a few more details

which at present would not be quite so satisfactory to

myself, for were I to state accurately the number of

bunches at present on the Vines it would probably be

considered incredible. For the present I would refer

your readers to Mr. Thomson's work on the Vine,

from p. 68 to 71, in his sixth edition, where a detailed

statement of these Vines is given as furnished by me,
at Mr. Thomson's request. I have not observed any
trace of Fungus in the borders ; in fact, were such to

exist, the roots have travelled far beyond its influence.

This question is somewhat novel, and I am glad to see

it is undergoing a thorough discussion by some of your
correspondents, who I hope will in the end throw
some light on the subterranean marauder— if it in

reality has an existence—possessing such a blighting

influence. "John Edlington.

Diseased Calceolarias.—The last two years I

have lost all my herbaceous Calceolarias, and this year

I fear I shall again lose them. On reference to the

"Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," I find it stated that

the herbaceous Calceolaria is subjected to a disease much
like that of the Potato. A few of my plants are now
showing blossom veiy stunted, the leave are one by one

dropping, some of the plants are turning yellow, others

shrivelling, and the best have a very altered appear-

ance. The plants have been kept in a cool frame,

under glass, standing in ashes. The frame was covered

over at night and shaded during the late bright

weather, and the plants were moderately and carefully

watered. Till about three weeks ago they were as

fine, strong, healthy plants as could be desired. The
disease attacks the stem between the roots and foliage.

I enclose a small portion as a specimen, and shall be

glad to know the cause. Also, would some of the great

herbaceous Calceolaria growers oblige me with the

benefit of their experience, as to how to guard against

this disease, their mode of treatment, and raising

plants from seed, and particularly when near upon
flowering. I may also add that several others in my
neighbourhood have lost their plants much earlier. Q.

[We have carefully examined your diseased Calceo-

laria. It is quite clear that the disease does not arise

from the attack of a Fungus, like the Potato disease
;

but is one of those mysterious cases which, in the

present state of our knowledge of vegetable pathology,

is inexplicable. As far as we can judge from the dry

condition of the specimens forwarded, the fault does

not seem to be in the roots, but the disease commenced

in what is popularly called between wind and water,

and is either constitutional, or depends on some atmo-
spheric action which is at present inappreciable. Your
only chance is to alter your system. Whatever you do
must in some measure be a leap in the dark. M. J. B'X

Sw^eet Peas.—I am a great lover of the Sweet Pea
when in flower. On looking over several catalogues I

found the following kinds mentioned, viz., Lord
Anson's White, Do. Blue, Tangier, and Tangier

striped, together with nine others of difierent colours.

These I obtained from a well-known firm, from whom I

have never had a bad article during the last 20 years.

The roots above named have all come up like seed-

lings of the Everlasting Lathyrus. Are they really

Sweet Peas, and will they flower this year with the

others? H. T. [i. None of the above belong to the

Sweet Pea, Lathyrus odoratus ; 2. Yes. Eds.]

Pea Louse.—A flock of young chickens is a good

remedy against the Pea louse. Forecast a flock of

chickens about the middle of March. Procure a good-

sized hen-coop, closed at one end, to keep the chickens

warm at night, with the other end made so that the

chickens can get in and out without being crushed.

As soon as the insect begins to cat the Peas, place the

hen and chickens in the coop about the centre of the

Peas, and you will be delighted to see how well the

chickens work. D.

The Weather in North Middlesex.—We had
sharp frost here on May 3 and 4, which has blackened

Potatos an inch above the ground. Those further

advanced have so far escaped. French Beans and
Runners have also suffered, as well as half-hardy

annuals just making their appearance. The weather

is extremely cold, with a cutting north-west wind,

which is anything but genial to fruit trees in bloom.

At present it would be premature to judge of the effects

of the frost on the blossom : a more promising fruit

season I never saw, but we are not safe yet. John
EdlingtoHy Wrotham Park, May 5.

Wistaria sinensis.—In reference to the questions

asked by " An Old Subscriber "
(p. 632), relating to the

culture of this beautiful climbing plant, I wish to inform

him that, although it often seems to be capricious in its

mte and vigour of growth, it requires only a good, well

drained loamy soil, free from chalk or gravel, and above

all things a certain amount of patience. But with

regard to its habits and mode of culture, I think it has

never yet been fairly or properly treated in this countiy.

It is usually nailed to a wall, which it soon occupies to

its full extent, to the exclusion of everything else. Its

own beauty is but of short duration, and I should be

very glad if some of your correspondents would try to

treat this noble foreigner in a manner more congenial to

his natural tastes. In his owm country he doubtless

revels in native forests, climbing, not clinging, and
flinging himself from tree to tree, forming canopies

which, when loaded with the familiar blue and
lilac floral racemes, must be grand indeed. I have
attempted this with success, although hitherto to a
limited extent, and chiefly on the Laburnum, a large

tree of which it soon occupies; and as they both flower

at about the same time, the effect of the contrast of the

two colours is very pleasing. There is no reason why
this should not be carried out to any extent in suitable

situations, in shrubberies and pleasure-grounds, or

even in many woods. I have adopted the same system

with Ampelopsis hederacea, which finds itself quite at

liome among the trees, and would perhaps, in common
with Wistaria sinensis, if uncontrolled, wander away to

an undesirable extent. To ensure success in establish-

ing and promoting the growth of either of the above

plants, rather more than ordinary care should be taken

in preparing the soil, owing to the probability of its

having been already partially occupied and exhausted

by other roots. I wish to make one more observation

with regard to Wistaria sinensis, feeling desirous to

know why such a free-flowering plant, and one appa-

rently so perfectly adapted to our climate, has never, I

believe, been known to perfect its seed in this countiy.

Is there any botanical cause to hinder it ? I have tried,

but unsuccessfully, to hybridise it with the common
Laburnum. IV. R. Baker, Bayfordbury, Herts. [In a

specimen before us the anthers are imperfect, and desti-

tute of pollen ; we do not know if this is so always. Eds.

Ants.—A speedy clearance of places infested by
ants maybe effected by simply pouring a small quantity

of paraffin into the holes and places infested by them.

They disappear almost by magic. J. Loder, IVoodbridge.

I have found the following a most effectual

remedy for destroying ants in Cucumber-houses. Place

in a number of tea cups a mixture of brown sugar and
warm water, sufficiently thick to prevent the ants from
getting out when once in. The cups must be rather

more than half filled and placed where the ants con-

gregate. In this manner I have destroyed all the ants

in my houses in one night. Robert Smith, SHchester

Nursery, iVotting Hill, IV.

Protecting Wall-Fruit Trees.—Having found

that the few remarks I communicated to your pages

about this time last year on this important subject

have to some extent drawn the attention of others to

the better protection of their wall fruit, it has occurred

to me that a similar notice may not altogether prove

useless in promotmg extended interest therem, and

increased recognition of Frigi Domo canvas or similar
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material for the protection of the fruit blossom, especially

as instances are reported of considerable injury accruing
to wall fruits this season, notably among Apricots,

where efficient protection was not afforded. On the other
hand, however, rumour proclaims an abundance of fruit

generally, but wliether or not it has been secured by
means of artificial protection I am not informed. I

expect, however, if the frosts prevailing last week have
been as severe elsewhere as at Chiswick, to see ad-

verse statements made in your forthcoming numbers.
From here I am enabled to report favourably, as the

frost was comparatively nit, as exemplified by the fact,

that not even the stamen of a Strawberry or Apple
blossom was injured. I learn, however, that in some
localities in this neighbourhood vegetation suffered

considerably. In reference to the general fruit crop
here, I may report promise of abundance, including a

most abundant crop of Apricots, partly secured by the

aid of Frigi Domo protection, which proved of great

service in the protection of the swelling and expandiuL
blossoms in March, when the thermometer here
registered 22° Fahr. on the morning of the 14th, and
16 on the 28th of the month. In illustration of the
way in which our Apricots have set, I herewith transmit
for yourinspection fruit-laden shoots, selected fromdozens
similarly laden, the majority of which have been thinned
for tarts, &c. [Densely laden with fine fruit.] I may add,
parenthetically, as it may not be generally known, that

gi-een Apricots jiroduce a rtchcrcM marmalade, highly
esteemed by some epicures. It would prove interesting

were corresjiondents to report remarks on the fruit

cro]) of the current season, with information as to

whether or not tlieir crops have been secured by the
aid of artificial protection. This information, I may be
excused remarking, was conspicuous by its absence in

the majority of the reports contained in the Gardeners'
Chronkle at p. S72 and 895 of the fruit crop returns of

1869. In conclusion I would express a hope that the
utility and advantages of efhctent means of protection
of our wall fruits may be more fully recognised than
hitherto, as it is very distressing, to the gardeners
especially, to lose a fine crop of fruit for lack of proper
means, in our uncertain climate. VVm. Gardiner, The
Gardens, EatingUm Park, Slratford-oit-Avon.

Myosotis dissitiflora.—This has been a trying
winter for this most delightful and exquisite of all our
spring beauties. I write this sentence advisedly, and
with the full knowledge that some have accused me of
exaggeration in connection with this gem. 1 say the
thing is impossible. No one can write down or up
one half of its beauty, far less over-praise it. Do any
of your readers doubt it ?—then I invite them to come
and see,—which, by the way, a good many have done,
and they have gone away not only convinced but con-
verted into enthusiastic admirers of M. dissitiflora's

beauty. It carries all before it captiveat its sweet will, and
reigns supreme without a rival over all the Forget-me-
nots. It comes first and endures to the last ; and yet
it is comparatively unknown. Nine-tenths of our
visitors have never seen it before, and few or none of
the others have it in possession. We are constantly
met with the remark, " Why, your dissitiflora is differ-

ent from ours; il cannot be the same variety." In
many instances this may be true, for I find many good
cultivators still confound dissitiflora with sylvatica.

Among these I fear I must class your liberal

correspondent, Mr. May. This gentleman was
kind enough to send me a portion of his seed
'of Myosotis dissitiflora alba. All that have come
white are sylvatica. I find others have made similar
mistakes. I should be glad to hear if those who pur-
chased the thousand seedlings oflfcred so freely last

autumn have really got the true dissitiflora. But apart
from this mistake about the varieties, no plant pays so
much for cultivation as Myosotis dissitiflora. We had
a good many to look at our stock last autumn, and
among others Miss Hope, of Wardie Lodge, wdio
seemed astonished at the vigour and size of the plants.
However, the experience of this winter has given me
a cultural caution : moderate growth must be aimed at
rather than an excess of vigour. Tlie largest and
finest plants have suffered the most from this

trying winter
; plants from 9 inches to a foot

in diameter, that afforded space for the rain to rest

upon, were mostly killed, or at least had their

centres frosted out of them, leaving only a fringe of
life around the outside. Compact, well grown plants,

about from 4 to 6 inches across, stood the winter better.

These points must be studied, for this wintering, with
such winters as the last, is a serious matter. The
winter found us with probably 4000 or more plants ; it

has left us with about 2000. I should be glad to learn,

through the Gardeners' ChronieU, liow it has fared, to

use an East Anglianism, with my dissitiflora friends in
the North. Next to compactness of culture, I

recommend my last year's recipe, of elevation of
ground lines for the safe wintering of this plant.
It is wet rather than frost that kills it, and
sudden alternations from frost to thaw. Frost,
with the wet laying heavily upon the plant, leaves
the black patch of death behind it. The great
object of bank planting is to pitch off the wet. When
dry the dissitiflora will endure from 10° to 15° of frost

without injury ; the wet, duration, and numerous
changes of the past winter tried its constitution to the
utmost limit of endurance. I have made another dis-

covery this winter. A very slight protection suffices to

caiTy this plant safely through such seasons. Our
latest plantings were placed in a new shrubbery ; they
were divided late, and it was doubtful if they would
do much. But every chance of increasing our favourite
is eagerly adojited ; and thus a large batch was put
in for stock. The shrubbery is new and rather thin,

but I don't think a single plant died there, and it is

now a carpet of the loveliest azure. Next winter, i

spared, I intend to stick a few boughs over our entirf

stock during the most severe weather. A very slight pro
tection will suffice to carry it through, and it is

astonishing how small a thing can ward off cold, or
intercept the radiation of heat ; it matters not to the
preservation of the plant what function the over-
hanging branches perform, it certainly saves the plant.
Those in very cold localities, or very far north, had
better winter the Myosotis in small pots in cold houses,
pots, or frames, and put out in April. This was the
resolution determined on the spot by a nurseryman
from Yorkshire the other day. As pot plants
thousands might be sold in flower at this

season, and dissitiflora is as well worth the
shelter of glass as any bedding plant in

the land. However, the new stock will not
generally need any such shelter. Placed on raised
ground, and very slightly protected, it will in ordinary
seasons begin to flower in March. This year it has
been much later ; but side by side the Aubrietia and
dissitiflora flowered together, almost to a day. One
other point must be attended to, if this beautiful plant
is to be had in perfect lines or masses without blanks.
An immense stock must be gi-own. It is well to have
a reserve of a half, or a third. Supposing 6000 are
needed, propagate 9000 ; 4000, 6000 ; and so on. For
the Myosotis dissitiflora, like many other beauties, has
one most provoking and apparently incurable frailty—it

will suddenly sulk, refuse to grow, become purple or red
in the face, and linger and die. This weakness seems
constitutional. I have tried to stamp it out by instantly

destroying every affected plant, but cannot do it. As
soon as the slightest symptoms of stuntedness appear,
away with the plant, and replace it with another.
Without a large reserve this is impossible, and patched
beauty will be the penalty paid for a paucity of jilants.

Finally, the flowering stocks must all be renewed
annually ; no dependence should be placed upon old
plants ; they may live and they may flower, but young
ones must increase by cuttings, or division, or liy seed iT

you can get it. All my stock has been raised and
preserved by the first method. D. T. Fish.

Alterations at the Serpentine.—With you, Mr.
Editor, I consider the alterations on the east bank of
the Serpentine above-bridge anything but improve-
ments ; 1 think it is not ditlicult to see how they have
come about. Hitherto the grass came down to the
water's edge, and although it was not observable from
the other side, it was certainly in some places trodden
a little bare and hard by jieople walking along the
edge of the stream. It has no doubt been with the
intention of preventing this that a regular walk a few
feet back has been made and railed off, and most pro-
bably the clumps of Rhododendrons have been dotted
down at equal distances between the water and the
walk to hide the walk in jiart from the opposite tide.

Now, it seems to me that if the walk is to be substi-

tuted for the sward, the plan of partially concealing it

by a clump of Rhododendrons is a very good one. I

do not defend the position in which it has been put
;

that is as bad as could be ; but by shifting it a very
little nearer the bridge your objection would be
obviated. Where I feel more disposed to be critical

is with regard to the propriety of this walk
being made at all. It wholly changes the
character of the scene, destroys its rural effect,

and as you say, spoils its beauty ; but more than
all that, it deprives a numerous though small popula-
tion of a great enjoyment. It used to be somclhijig
very pleasant to see the delight of the little urchins
who were taking their first lessons in angling with a
short stick or piece of thread and a crooked pin.

Their occupation is gone, poor things ! They must
now keep, I presume, decorously between the rail-

ings of the gravel path. I should not wonder either
but that this, too, has been done advisedly against
them, for I have observed within the last year or two
that the old occupation of fishing has somehow become
attended with peril. No sooner did a policeman or
keeper come in sight, than a general panic seemed to
take possession of all the infantile votaries of the rod,
who scuttled off with their apparatus as hard as they
could pelt, I have always intended to inquire
of these dreaded guardians of the treasures of
the deep, what harm the jioor little ragged urchins
\\'ere doing, but they have invariably been so intent

on the execution of their awe-inspiring mission,
that I have never been able to catch them any
more than they have been to catch the boys. Left to

my own resources, I have worked out a solution for

myself, but upon my word I have no idea whether it

is the right one or not, I have supposed that the
fish are wanted to maintain the balance of purity in

the water, and that they have to be replenished by
va or fish brought from elsewhere, and that the efforts

f the youthful Isaak Waltons to take out what has
just been put in does not meet the approval of the

guardians. If that be the case, I am sure there are
plenty of benevolent people in London who would

gladly subscribe enough to replenish all that the little

fishermen take out ten times over, rather than that they
should be deprived of their cherished sport, and it

would not take many people to do it either ; a ^'5 note
would do it all, I know from personal observation
what sort of baskets of fish they take home. They are

not heavy, rarely exceeding one " whopper " of nearly
an inch in length in a bottleful of water, but- more
generally the bottle goes home empty. C, Campden
Hill.

Eriogaster lanestris,— I enclose some eggs of an
insect, which seems to be precisely similar to those
described at p, 596, which were on Whitethorn ; these
were found on Blackthorn, as may be seen by the
leaves on the sprig sent. I have never seen the kind
before. Arthur Berritl. [The eggs have come just in

the nick of time. The young caterpillars are coming
out of them in numbers, and busily spinning together
the leaves of the Thorn on which they have been put,
as is the manner of the young larva; of Eriogaster
lanestris, which these obviously are, as stated by Mr.
Doubleday in our last week's Number, A. il/,]

Bedding Pansies.— In the various .articles ap-
pearing for some time past in the Gardeners'
Chronicle on the above plants, I do not recollect

to have seen the name of the best bedding Pansy
grown (Vesuvius), which, in my opinion, as a hardy
and early flowering variety, has not its equal.
From its close and compact dwarf habit, throw-
ing up stifi'-petaled flow^ers above the foliage, it struck
me as being far in advance of all other bedders, I

saw it in early spring this year in full bloom, in spite of
the cold biting winds, before any of our so-called early

arielies had a flower open. I do not know the raiser's

name, having only seen it in one locality and at two
private establishments, at one of which it is used exten-

sively. I am certain if known it would be highly
appreciated by all who use bedding Pansies. G. Wood.

Medinilla magnifica.—The pknt noticed Last

week is 6 feet high and 8 feet in diameter ; it is in an
iS-inch pot. The soil consists of equal parts loam and
peat, with a little charcoal. It makes its growth after

flowering, when it enjoys a temperature ranging from
60° to 90", which is by the autumn reduced to 50° and
60°, and as I want it to flower at Easter I put it into a
warm house in January, a fruiting Pine stove or
Orchid-house, as circumstances permit, and for the
last four years it has been magnificent. It flowers on
the old wood as well as the new, in fact the panicles

have to be tied up from the mould. It is one of the

many plants grown in pots that want to be large to

show their real beauty, Richard Carr.

Foreign Correspondence.
RUNGliU,—Dr, Hooker wr(.)te to me some time ago

for Rhododendron and Juniper seeds. Arum roots, tSrc,

and particularly a tall Juniper, called by the Lepchas
'*Tchokpo." I had a great difficulty in finding a man
who would go for it, as it is some 15 days' march from
here, in a bitterly cold and bleak country. The man
brought back what he declares is *' Tckokpo," but I

have my doubts about it, though several other rather

decent sort of natives have since confirmed the man's
statement. The seed was very green : the best of it I

sent to Dr, Hooker, and placed the rest in the sun to

ripen. Seeds of Rhododendron argenteum, the only

species that grows near my house, I failed to get, I

searched many trees, but could not see a single cap-

sule. It is now flowering most abundantly, and I hope
to have better luck this year, Dr, Hooker, I think,

mentions that this species does not flower freely, but so

far as I have seen, no plant could flower more abund-
antly than it does. At present there is a flower-spike

at the end of at least 90 per cent, of the branches on
some plants about 2^ miles from my house.

Two of the most common plants growing beside R.
argenteum, in the district I mention, are Daphne
indica and Ardisia crenulata. It seems strange to see

an old stove plant (Ardisia) growing in so temperate a

climate. Both it and the Daphne flourish best about
6000 feet above the sea, where the glass in February
occasionally falls as low as 28°, and showers of snow
fall once or twice in the year. Both plants, however,
flourish far best under the shelter of trees, where the

temperature must be a few degrees higher than in the

open. Neither keep very healthy for long when fully

exposed, and are far finest in places where they are

well sheltered, and never dry at the roots. I fancy

both plants would do splendidly planted in the borders

of the temperate house at Kew, under the large plants.

I have never seen the Ardisia higher than about 4 feet,

but the Daphne sometimes gi'ows as high as 15 feet,

but 8 or 10 feet is an ordinary height for a good plant.

Were your gardeners to see some of the beautifully

shaped natural plants of the Daphne, I am sure they

would never afterwards let a knife or a slake near one
of their specimens of it.

Two of the most showy plants (in the sub-tropical

regions) at present are the white Buddlea and a
Lobelia, I think excelsa. There were a few plants of

the latter, which stood about the frames all the time
I was at Kew, but which never grew at all, most likely

for want of pot room ; but if well managed it would be a
splendid plant for decoration or for cut flowers at this

season. It throws up a spike about 5 or 6 feet in
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height, and flowers from the top to within a foot of the

ground. Tlie Buddlea is a plant which, though one of

the most common here, would I am sure be very mucli

thought of at home. I think more of it than of ahnost

any other plant in the district. I have no doubt that you

will succeed better in raising the temperate seeds of India

in heat tlian cnliicly without fire. Even here we are

more successful with a liltle bottom-heat than without.

We always find that the faster we can get seeds to

germinate the smaller the loss, and
seedlings soon gather strength when
placed in the cool.

We have just finished giving our
Succirubra plantation of 1S66 a very
slight thinning, and have got about
2000 lb. of dry bark. With a very
moderate thinning we could have
doubled that quantity, but it was not
considered advisable to have more
cut just now, as success in manufac-
turing is not yet assured The Dar-
jeeling Cinchona Association have
made a clean sweep of their 1S66 plan-

tation. The bark is not yet quite

dry, but I calculate they will have
5000 to 6000 lb. of lark to send to

market. It strikes me that after the

end of 1872 or 1S73 wc shall be able

to collect at least 100,000 lb. of bark
yearly, and probably double that

quantity if required. Mr. Clarke is

now on his way to visit the Madras
Cinchona plantations, and I am most
anxious to hear the true state of
affairs in that quarter, though I feel

confident that the Darjccling planta-

tions are by far the best, for had we
had as good and early a start as the

Madras people had, we should have
sent a very large quantity of bark to

the market by this time, and so far as

I know, the Madras people have
scarcely sent any, neither have I

heard of their quinologist manufac-
turing any quantity ofalkaloids. These
things look suspicious, to say the

least ; the Madras people are not

guilty of "putting their light under a

bushel.

"

I observed that C. Calisaya has "

been raised in St. Helena from seed

sent by Dr. Hooker. I should be
glad to have a supply of fresh Calisaya,

and from South America, as it may turn out to be
different from what we already have : we evidently have
at least three varieties. Lately we have got a little

Calisaya seed from Java, and more is on its way.
We find it a most difficult species to propagate quickly
from cuttings ; the cuttings do not strike freely, and the

stock plants will not stand the knife. I have just had
a large number of eyes put in, in hopes that we may
be more successful that way. J. G.

of blooming, soils, situation, &c., for the purpose of
practical application." The very thing that was wanted !

will doubtless be the exclamation of many a reader.

Loudon, all honour to his memory, was a diligent com-
piler, and amassed an enormous amount of material,

but employed little jutlgment in its use, wrote an
encyclopLvdia where a compendium would have been
more serviceable, and occupied a great deal of space
with botanical details, which he was either not compe-

tent, or had not time to digest, and which therefore

are all but valueless. Selby's "Forest Trees" is excellent

so far as il goes, but it applies only to our commoner
native kinds. Karl Koch's "Dendrologie" is admirable

from a botanical point of view, but it is as yet incom-
plete, and is moreover not yet translated from the

original German. There was room, then, for the

present work, and a great boon would have been con-

ferred had the excellence of its execution been com-

lay before our readers. Others, etjually artistic, are
not so characteristic, and the reader, save for the
IcLjLiid. unuM h;ivc some difficulty in ascertaining what
plain u.i. ir,,llv meant.

I'll' 111 1 I'.iit of the volume is devoted to an alpha-
beliuil li.i ul hzi trees and shrubs selected as desirable
fur planting in the open air in this country. Of
each of the selected plants, a short and often
inadequate description is given. Here is an ex-

ample of the author's method — he
is speaking of the Naples Alder :

—

"Alnus cordifolia— Naples, 1820.

Tree, 50 to 60 feet ; leaves heart-

shaped acuminate shining ; male cat-

kins long and ornamental. This
handsome tree, which is of pretty

rapid growth, is quite hardy, and
presents an appearance very distinct

from tliat of all other species of

Mder: indeed, at a first glance, it

wnuld be taken for a Poplar." We
'|uite sympathise with the author in

his disregard of many varieties and
garden forms, either trifling in them-
selves or of liltle merit from a garden-
ing point of view, still we think he
has sometimes carried his eclecticism

loo far, and has omitted many forn s

which should have found a place.

Thus under the head of Cerasus we
miss one of the best, if not the best, of
ilie Bird Cherry section—we allude to

< 'crasus nepalensis—while not one of
I he varieties of the common Cherry
Laurel is mentioned, though certainly

^iime {as the C. caucasica) should have
iVmnd a place, as superior in beauty
and hardihood to the common Laurel.

It would have been worth while to

have mentioned Hartoghia capensis

under the Laurels, if only for the sake
of nailing bad coin to tlie counter, as

the plant so called is only a variety

of the Cherry Laurel. As selection,

not collection, is the author's aim, he
would have done well to have selected

Chimonanthus fragrans var. grandi-

(lorus, as preferable to the ordinary
form.

Only three Cotoneastcrs are men-
tioned—C. Simonsii, one of the very
best, being omitted. Again, surely

it would have been desirable at least

to note some of the now numerous varieties of Law-
son's Cypress, but not one is even mentioned, though
all are equal, and many superior, to the assumed
typical form.

Every one who takes the least interest in his planta-

tion is surprised and pleased at the Cytisus Adami.
Surely we might have expected to find some notice of
this remarkable form, but it is not even alluded to.

Fremonlia is perhaps too scarce to find a place in this

polices 0f §00hs.
Trees and Shrubs for English Plantations. By
Augustus #Iongredien. With illustrations. 8vo,

pp. 388. London : Murray,

It is quite worth while to quote the second title of this

book, as it fairly indicates the nature of its contents. It

mns thus :
—" A selection and description of the most

ornamental trees and shrubs, native and foreign, which
will flourish in the open air in our climate ; with classi-

fied lists of the several species, under the heads of size

and habit, peculiarities of foliage and of flowers, season

mensuratc with that of its plan. As it is we have a

very unequal book, excellent in some respects, very
disappointing and incomplete in others. Handsomely
got up, the very first impression on opening the pages
is an unlucky one,—we have a coloui-ed frontispiece,

apparently representing Araucaria excelsa, but which is

labelled A. imbricata. The illustration is repeated on
another page in an uncoloured state, and with the same
legend. This may be a mere oversight, but it leaves

an uncomfortable impression nevertheless. The other
illustrations are, many of them, excellent as woodcuts,
as may be seen from the specimens {figs. 125— 127) we
are, through the courtesy of the publisher, enabled to

volume, to which otherwise its splendid flowers amply
entitle it. Under the head of Garrya elliptica, we are

not even told that the catkins of the ordinary plant are

male, and of course the existence of the female plant is

wholly ignored. Again, if Iberis was worth introduc-

ing into a list of shrabs, surely I. Pruiti, and specially

the true I. gibraltarica, should have been mentioned.

The large-leaved variety of the Tulip Tree, so superior

to the common form, is also not alluded to. The

account of the Planes is limited to a meagre staternent

respecting P. occidentalis and P. orientalis, from which

it is clear that our author has no definite knowledge of

the two forms and the many fine varieties of orientalis,
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'ithwliile he evidently confounds our Park Plane i

P. orientalis, in spite of the oft-repeated teachings

of Rivers and others. We have taken these illus-

trations at random as we have turned over the pages,

and were it necessary we could adduce a much larger

number of instances wherein our author has exercised

selection rather than discrimination. Indeed, so far as

this portion of the work is concerned, a good nursery

catalogue (and we can hardly do wrong in naming

Osbom's catalogue as a model in this respect), con-

tains, within smaller compass, not only more, but more

trustworthy information than is contained in this

volume.

It is a relief to turn from the first to the second part

of this book, wherein the author has arranged his

information under several heads, showing the height,

habit, characters of foliage, flowers, &c. Thus we

have lists of trees and shrubs with showy, abundant,

or fragrant blossoms ; others giving a catalogue of

those that bloom in winter, and, indeed, in each month

of the year ; enumerations of timber trees and of others

serviceable for some pui-pose or another ; catalogues of

trees arranged according to their mode of growth,

rapidity of development ; of those suitable for hedges

or game cover ; of others thriving in the shade or under

the drip of trees, in towns, on the sea coast, &c. Other

lists are given of shrubs and trees which require protec-

tion in the South of England in winter.

All these lists, though sharing in the defects of the

previous part of the volume, are likely to be useful.

The chapter containing a list of fine collections of trees

and shrubs in various parts of the kingdom, partakes of

tlie meagre incompleteness of the earlier portion of the

volume. And so we take leave of this book, which,

with all its shortcomings, is one which must find a

place in the library of all who take interest in trees and

shrubs, and which is likely to render good service by

reviving interest in the noble and very interesting plants

of which it treats ; merely adding that fig. 125 repre-

sents Abies Pinsapo and Biota pendula, fig. 126 a

scene in Burnham Beeches, and fig. 127 Gleditschia

triacanthos. ^_^

Societies.
Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras ; Jan. 5-

— Dr. J. D. Hooker communicated the follomng letter,

dated Kew, November 12, 1869, accompanying a packet

of seed of the best Havannah Tobacco :— " Tobacco is

in great demand in tlie English market, and the brokers

inform me that the India and colonial is very poor indeed,

and that fair qualities would command good prices. 1 1 is

greatly to be desired that this sample should be tried and

bales sent home to a London broker, through some house

of agency in Madras which would take an interest in this

subject." The Secretary intimated that he had instructed

the superintendent of the gardens to grow a considerable

quantity of the plant, with the view of carrying out Dr.

Hooker's suggestion. The meeting was also mformed

that a portion of the seed had been sent to the collector,

God.^very district. It seems very desirable that more

attention should be paid to the culture and curing of this

important product, and there can be no doubt that if

improvements were introduced, Indian Tobacco would be

in demand and fetch a good price in tlie English market.

The usual varieties of the plant now cultivated have

greatly deteriorated, and the first step towards improve-

ment must be the distribution amongst the growers of

seeds of some of the best kinds likely to thrive in this

country. The Society will be prepared in the course of

the year to furnish supplies of seed of acclimatised plants,

.and it is proposed to seek the assistance of the Board of

Revenue in distributing the seed, and to ask them to take

such measures as they may deem advisable, for improving

the crops and the preparation of the leaf in the Tobacco

producing districts. Samples of the cured Tobacco from

exotic seed might then be forwarded to the Society, who
will undertake to have their value in the English market

ascertained, in the manner recommended by Dr. Hooker.

If such steps were taken and the ryot made aware of

the ready market and high price that a really good article

would secure, it seems reasonable enough to suppose

thai he would devote more attention to his Tobacco crops.

The following is a summary of the modes of cultivating

and preparing Tobacco, as practised in Virginia.* The
soil best suited for the plant, is a rich open alluvial, and

before planting, it should be broken up into a fine tilth.

The mould is then drawn into little hillocks arranged in

lines, usually 4 feet apart one way and 3 feet the other.

(In this country 3 feet by 2 feet would be quite sufficient

intervals between the lines, and the propriety of raising

hillocks on which to plant the seedlings seems doubtful,

as they would be apt to suffer from drought. ) The seeds

are sown in beds manured with the ashes of brushwood,

straw or dried weeds, and each bed is surrounded with a

strip of Mustard, which being more attractive to insects

than the Tobacco prevents their attacking the young
plants of the latter. In about a month the seedlings will

bo fit for transplanting, and they are knoNvn to be ready

for lifting when the fourth leaf has sprouted and the fifth

is just appearing. Rainy weather is best suited for the

operation, and the seedlings must be carefully raised from

the beds, so as not to injure the tender roots.

When lifted they are at once conveyed to the field

which they are to grow, and planted by making holes in

the ground with a finger or dibble, inserting a plant in

each hole and then pressing the earth round the root with

the hands. Great care must be taken not to injure the

leaves, as they are at this stage extremely tender, and if

injured the plant is hkely to die. After planting, Tobacco

husbandry calls for continual labour in weeding, stirring

up the soil and earthing up the plants, and these labours

must be persisted in through the whole growth of the

crop. When the plants show signs of coming into flower,

the flower branches must be pinched off with the finger

and thumb nail, as flowering reduces the size and impairs

the quality of the leaves. In topping in this way some

judgment requires to be exercised as to the height at

which the stem is pinched off. In Virginia so much is

removed as to leave only from five to nine leaves on the

plant, according to the quality of the soil, as it has been

found that, in general, the fewer the number of le.ivcs left

the greater will be the strength of the Tobacco. Another

kind of pruning is also caUed for. In the axils of the

leaves and about the roots shoots continually appear and

must be pinched off, for if allowed to grow they injure the

quality of the Tobacco. It is somewhat difficult to

determine the time at which the plants should be cut

down. When ripe the leaves change their colour to a

yellowish green, putting on what m,ay be called a mellow

appearance, and the web of the leaf appears more

prominent and somewhat thickened in its substance.

As all the plants in a field do not arrive at maturity

together, they are cut in succession as they become ready

for curing. The proper time for cutting requires to be

selected with great judgment, as if Tobacco be cut before

it is ripe it never has a good colour, and is apt to rot

when packed in hogsheads. The stems are cut across

near the ground with a strong sharp knife, and if thick

are divided down the centre nearly to the extremity. The

spUtting of the stems permits of the freer action of the air

and the escape of moisture. When cut they are laid in

regular order on the spots where they grew, with the end

of the leaves all pointing in one direction. They are then

collected and carried to the curing house or barn. This

consists of a roof supported on pillars 12 feet high from

the ground to the eaves, and partially open at the sides,

so as to allow free circulation of the air. The interior of

the barn is occupied by horizontal poles stretching across

the building in a parallel direction, and 4 feet apart from

each other. These poles are connected when the house is

occupied by cross pieces called tobacco-sticks, on which
" " are hung. The plant then must be conveyed

and I can see no reason for its cultivation on our hill

ranges being other tlian a success. I would however

strongly urge planters to look on silk raising as an agri-

cultural and not as an industrial undertaking. Many an

enterprising man has been ruined by attempting to reel.

Your School of Arts must teach the native how to do this.

All the planters can do is to furnish you with packages of

dried cocoons : I found the merchants in Lyons very eager

to receive dried cocoons. The process of drying is a very

simple one. An even temperature of 140° for three days

will do all that is wanted. I fancy that with the aid of

glass the sun will do in India what the clumsy apparatus

(and costlv) of the Itahans often fail to do for them.

"I have now with me 10 lb. of white Mulberry seeds,

and have some more following ; some seed I am planting

in hedges, some in beds like osiers at home, and the rest

in the nursery for standards.

"As a fodder I have brought out some seed of the

Locust or Carob Bean ; it thrives weU in dry arid countries,

so ought to suit Madras districts.

"Tobacco seed—some from the Havannah, Virginia,

and Turkey— I am planting myself, and distributing to

r>-ots in the Dindigul Tobacco gardens, I trust to be able

to improve the indigenous plant (or rather the plant now

raised by the natives), to improve the curing of the crop,

and if possible to revive languishing industry m the

Dindigul talook.
" In Egypt I inspected some Cotton fields and received

many valuable hints from the cultivators there. I brought

5cwt. of fresh seed with me, and have already put down

20 acres as shade to young Coftee, and 6 acres of Cotton

alone, in pits 18 inches wide, and 5 feet apart. Abandoned

Coffee-land is, 1 believe, a virgin soil for Cotton, and I do

not see why old estates should not be converted into

Cotton fields. The only thing I fear is, that insects may

destroy one's prospects in Cotton. I fear nothing else.

Exotic Cotton thrives capitally on our hill ranges, and an

experienced planter in Ceylon told me that he would

grow it on his abandoned and grass lands if it were not

for the unseasonableness of the rains there, which would

injure the ripe pods. In India we have regular monsoons,

so need not fear this danger. The gentleman I allude to

S'\,J:^,^hr:'-as tS:n^:lh:'^r^e sXiSu; -^^-V^^ down 2S, acres ofVeen Aloes forfibre

pliant to hear handling. If taken in when new'ly cut, they

From " Porter's Tr0pic.1l Agricjlturist,''

rce book.

somewhat

get broken and damaged. The operation of hanging 15

then performed bv suspending the plants upon sticks with

the points of the leaves downwards, hanging them either

on the stalk of the lowest leaf, or by the slit in the stem

already mentioned. Each plant is placed so as to hang

4 or 5 inches apart from its neighbour. The agency of

the atmosphere is principally relied on for curing the

Tobacco, and in this country artificial heat could never be

required. When the curing has proceeded to a sufficient

extent the Tobacco is said to be in case, an effect generally

produced in four or five weeks from the time of hanging.

The method of ascertaining whether this point has been

attained is to stretch the leaves genUy over the ends of

the fingers and the knuckles, and if in good case the

leaves will be found elastic and tough and slightly covered

with moisture. After this the first rainy day is chosen for

taking down the leaves, and stripping them from the

stalks" The lower or ground leaves being often soiled

and torn are separated from the rest, while of those pro-

duced higher on the stalk some are inferior to others, and

the whole are therefore distributed into three heaps.

When the operation has been efl'ected a number of leaves

are tied together, each little bundle being a little thicker

than a man's thumb at the end where it is tied. The

bundles are then thrown together in heaps on a wooden

platform, where they undergo the process of sweating.

This amounts to a slight degree of fermentation, and care

must be taken, bv exposure to the air, to prevent this

from going too far. On this point e-xperience must be the

only guide. The leaves when properly sweated will once

more show an elastic quality, when stretched, and are

then in case for packing for shipment. The Tobacco is

packed in Virginia in casks, 4 feet deep by 32 inches

diameter at the heads, and each hogshead will, if properly

packed, contain from 95010 1000 lb. weight of Tobacco.

In proceeding to pack, the little bundles are arranged one

bv one paralled to each other across the hogshead, their

points all in the same direction. The next course is

reversed the points being in the opposite direction to

that of the first layer. When the cask is about one-

fourth full the lavers are pressed down by a powerful

lever until compressed into the thickness of 3 inches, and

the pressure is kept up until the Tobacco wiU^retain
-

position when the weight is withdrawn " - - '

then added and pressed

is full.

At the same meeting, a letter from Capt. Campbell, in

the following terms, was read:— "I shall be very happy

to furnish your Society from time to time with such

information as thev may want from my part of the

countrv, i.e. the Puiney and Siramally Hills. As you are

already aware, I am making a collection of the Dammars,

gums, and other produce of those ranges, samples of

which together with specimens of the timbers, I will

for\vard to you shortly. Some of these latter are I fancy

valuable, as I think we have the Canarium stnctum,

Vatica Tumbagaia, Vateria indica, Shorea robusta, Ptero-

carpus Marsupium, and Pterocarpus santalinus.

"I have just brought out with me a large collection of

En-'lish garden seeds, and a Wardian case with Olive,

Vine, and Orange plants from the continent of Europe—

about 300 fruit trees roughly packed in moss, and some

verv fine Rose trees. I will let your superintendent know

exactly what I have, and should any specimens be wanting

in your gardens I trust that you will allow me to supply

that want.
" In the south of France I picked up some fine fresh

seed of the Morus alba. I conceive that the probable

cause of the sickness of the Mulberry in this country is

caused by over propagation by cuttings ;
fresh seed will

cure this. , . ,_ ,,r j
"Conceiving that silk may be raised in the Wynaad

and other planting districts of this Presidency I have

carefully studied the cultivation of the Mulberry in France,

Fresh layers

the same way, till the cask

Is he not WTOng, and should he not tiy the blue Alo

common in this country, to be seen all along the Madras

Railway ? A line to the Ceylon papers might do good.

"The Egyptians get over the difficulty of insects by

planting annually, and flooding their fields. Now, we on

the hills want to plant Cotton as a perennial, and have no

Nile at hand, so I fancy the only way for us to do is to

adopt the South American plan of keeping great numbers

of Turkevs, Guinea and other fowls, to destroy the insects

whose nests should annually be buried by the ground m
the plantation being dug over. I am told that the birds

if put on the estate from the first will quite keep down

the insects, but not so if the insects are once allowed to

breed and got a fair start.
.

"Should you desire it I would spare you some of this

fresh seed. It has arrived in capital order, so much so

that the collector of customs was tempted to levy duty on

it. a fact which I conceive will raise a storm in Manchester

when it comes to the ears of the ' cotton lords
'
there.

"
I have formed a connection with a firm in Japan, who

import silkworm seed largely in Europe. I am going to

write shortly for a little seed to try preliminary experi-

ments with, and should be happy to get seed for your

Society, should any be wanted."

(iarkit operations.
(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Ttiberom-rooleii Tropctolunis which flowered early

will now want a season of rest, and must receive less

water at the roots, so that the balls of soil may become

gradually dried off by the time the leaves cease to per-

form their Usual functions. Too frequently a super-

abund.ance of moisture at the root, even before the

foliage begins to ripen, causes much unperceived

injury to these now somewhat neglected plants.

Borouia serrulata is now showing its pink or rose-

coloured flowers, and should therefore be watered very

carefully. It frequently happens that after these plants

have exhausted their resources to the utmost during the

flowering period, they immediately die off. It may
therefore be readily surmised that by paying greater

attention to their wants at such a period, this loss may

be averted. Being a native of Port Jackson, it delights

in pure rarified air, and consequently should not be

grown in a close sluggish atmosphere. Ixoras will now

be growing actively; some, indeed, which are intended

for blooming next month will be already forming

their young flower-buds. These plants thrive well if

allowed a free supply of water at this period, together

with a high degree of atmospheric moisture. Never

let the temperature surrounding them fall below from

64° to 66° by night and 71° to 73° by day. Look

well after insects which are likely to attack them

at this season, such as thrip, red spider, and

especially that detestable plague mealy-bug. Pot

ofT young Balsams which are about 2 inches high

into small pots, in a compost of rich fibrous loam, leaf-

mould, and silver sand. Keep themJas near to the

glass as possible, and do not allow the~einperature to

(ret too high. Sow more seeds for a successional supply

ff required. Make a final sowing of Cineraria seed for

winter blooming, to succeed those which are already up.

Cock's-comb seedlings which have made three or more

young leaves should now be potted off singly into

60-sized pots in moderately rich soil, after which they

should be placed close up to the glass in a high moist

temperature, to remain until they show flower, when
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they should be immediately shifted into tlie pots in

which they are to bloom. Varieties of Schizanthus

which are coming into flower should be occasionally

watered with good liquid manure ; they should also be

afforded plenty of light, as they assunie a far brighter

colour under such conditions than when they are placed

in a shady position. Conservatories or show-houses

should now have liberal internal treatment. It will

not be possible, in the majority of instances, to syringe

all the inmates over-head, because of the liability to

injure the flowers of such as are in full bloom ; it will,

therefore, be better to damp over all such as are not

likely to be injured with a fine-rosed water-pot. Keep
the walks and borders constantly damped over, and so

cause a nice amount of humidity to pervade the house.

FORCING HOUSES.
Carefully inspect those parts of inside or outside

Vine borders wherein young Vines were planted last

March, so as to ascertain whether water is required.

It should be borne in mmd that, as the young roots

are near the surface, they are more likely to suffer

from want of water than those of older plants which
have buried themselves at a greater depth in the earth,

and so obtain a more uniform supply of moisture.

With perfect drainage, young thriving Vines require

an abundant supply of water at the roots. Those who
may have grown Vines on in pots, to fonvard them a

little before turning them out, should not delay their

final transplanting any longer; because in all instances

of this kind they should be turned out in the heyday
of their gi'owth, and not when the current season's

wood has become somewhat hardened and an unim-
peded and quick growth becomes impossible. In re-

gard to PineSy it has now become absolutely necessary

that such an amount of atmospheric humidity should

be constantly supplied, that the air may be kept

densely surcharged with moisture, whether air be given

or not. To keep up an abundant supply of humidity
where air is on, will require a large amount of labour

—

so quickly will the warmth absorb all surface dampings
or superficial sprinklings. Pans, or other appliances filled

with water, and kept near to the heating mediums, will

prove ofgi'eat assistance towards attaining this end. It is

thought less important by some growers to keep the

pans filled with water during the summer months than

during winter and early spring. This I think is a great

mistake, for even if the moist vapour arising from them
be not readily perceived, the influence it exerts is

nevertheless very important, inasmuch as it softens the

dry fresh air which is admitted, and so prepares it

that, in its contact with the plants, no tax is imposed
on their now hard wrought surfaces. As May advances

l" or 2" more heat must be allowed in all Pine stoves.

To give the necessary amount weekly would be difificult,

so far as the requirements of Pines at the various

stages of their growth are concerned. The main prin-

ciple to be followed is to make a steady advance,
1^ at a time, until the full maximum of the growing
season is attained. By the middle and end of

July, and on through the month of August, we
aiTive at this point, when a mean temperature of from
So" to 82* of artificial heat should be maintained,

during the coldest, dullest weather, apart from any
influence which the sun may have at more favourable

periods. At this time 75" will be ample, and should

be maintained as the minimum by day on all occasions,

the night temperature being 9° or 10° less than that of

the day. It will be seen that between now and the

first week in July, 5° or 6" are to be gradually added.
Forced Strawberries will not now require to be elevated

upon high shelves against hot, dry, insect-breeding

back walls, &c. ; a more rational mode must therefore

be adopted. An ordinary cold frame or pit will forward

them materially now, if it is closed early in the

afternoon, so that a moderate amount of sun-

heat is maintained away into the night. Give
Melon plants which have set a full crop, liberal

treatment ; shut the frames up early, damping the

plants over previously with a rosed water-pot. Weak
liquid manure applied about every third root-watering

will tend to increase the size of the frait, but it should

never be given until the fmit is obviously swelling

freely.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Though many will begin bedding-out on Monday or

Tuesday, the i6th or 17th inst., I advise due caution so

as not to expose to risk any tender, scarce, or otherwise

valued plants. Up to the time I write, the weather is

unusually harsh and cold ; hence, even more than ordi-

nai7 caution should be used. I know there is much
more lost than gained by planting out a few days too

early. The 20th of May in a general way is quite soon
enough, especially when we consider that a very severe

frost once cut everything off on the iSth of May.
Besides, where is the advantage, apart from the risk of

losing one's stock, or getting the plants partly injured

and thrown back for some weeks ? It is better to keep
them until the above date, and if they are pot-bound
give them a little manure-water, and so assure to them
an unchecked* and uninterrupted growth when they are

turned out. The requirements of each separate class

of plants must be taken into consideration. All should
be planted in beds having such an amount of good soil

and aruficial support added as will insure the neces-

sary assistance should a very dry, hot, trying period

ensue. The beds should not, however, be so rich as

to cause the ]:)lants to run to leaf at the expense of

flowers. Some subjects, such as Pclnrgoiiinms oi ihc

plain-leaved and zonal sections, require a somewhat
poor soil to cause them to bloom freely, whilst other

varieties, with variegated foliage, require a rich soil

wherein to grow freely for the production of fine

foliage, which is their main beauty. Iresines and
Violas, of the cornuta and lutea types, like a deep rich

cool soil. Those who succeed best with foliage plants,

such as Wigandias, Solamims, Ricimis, when growing
them in a bed, generally place such an amount of fer-

menting material in the bed before planting as will

afford a fair supply of bottom-heat until they have
made a good start into growth. These plants should
not be planted out for another week or so.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Caulifimver plants which have fairly started into a

free growth should now have a good soaking of water
at the roots. If the weather keeps cold, as at present,

give them only a little weak manure water, and that

either preceding or following the general watering
with clear water, until some progress has been
made. If frequent doses of strong liquid are given
the delicate young spongioles will be injured. The
soil, if at all rich—and these plants are seldom planted
in poor soil—will contain moisture and support enough
without the aid of such stimulants, but should a
nice rain ensue, then by all means give a good water-

ing with thick liquid manure, between the showers
if possible, or immediately following them. If the

weather continues dry all further sowings ol Broad
Beans and Peas should be watered in the drill rows
after sowing and before the soil is drawn over them.

Regular waterings must be afforded to all seed-beds,

and in such a manner that they do not become dry

after once the seeds have germinated until they are

fairly established. Make a final sowing oi Broccoli for

late spring use, also Caulifloioer^ Lettuces^ Endive^ and
Lhvarf French Beans. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
After the first shower of warm rain prepare the

beds intended iot Bedding Plants. Fork them over,

and add a portion of rotten dung, leaf-mould, and
sand. Afterwards level the ground, mark out the

rows for Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and Ageratums,

9 inches apart, and put in the plants in a diagonal
fashion in the rows. Press the earth closely around
the roots, and well wat*"r them. As the season
advances, a mulching of rotten dung will be of gi-eat

advantage to them, particularly to the Calceolarias.

The varieties of Pelargonium which I have found to

do well in town, are the following :—Cybister, Stella,

Christine, and Madame Vaucher. Of Calceolarias,

Aurea floribunda, Kayi, and Prince of Orange ; and for

EdgingPlants, Cerastium tomentosum, Lobelia speciosa,

and the Golden Feather, Pyrethrum aureum, which is a
most useful plant in any position. The very pretty

Echeveria secunda, E. secunda glauca, and E. pumila,
make very neat edgings, and are well adapted for rock-

work. The following Foliage Plants do well in town,
and are very showy :—Varieties of Cannas, growing
from 2 to 3 feet high ; Indian Com, 2 feet 6 inches ;

Centaurea gymnocarpa, 18 inches j and Cineraria

maritima, 18 inches. J. D.
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you mention. In a short time we will comply with your
rpqucst.

V[NE AND Rose roots eaten by Water-rats: A
correspondent forwards us specimens showing the de-

struction of Vines, in a house, and Rose bushes, in the

open ground, caused by water-rats, in his garden at

Wallington.

Watercress : C. We believe the culture is profitable

where labour is cheap, and access to market easy.

Communications Received 1—J. B.-F. W. B.—A. O. S.—
O. M.-A. C—J. R. P.-G. T.— L.-idy F. H.—M. M.-
F. D.—E. \V. D.—Vectis.—J. W. (yes).—P. G.— R. G.—
W. S. (France).—J. H. Krclagc.

. Illiirluls.
POTATOS.—Souihwark, May C).

During the past week the arrivals have been quite

equal to the demand, and prices very various, according
to sorts and quality. The following are the quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 120J. to 150J. ; Ditto Regents,
iroj. to 140J. ; Lincolnshire do., loox. to iioj. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., iioj. to 140J. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshiredo., 905. to 105J.; Do. Rocks, goj. to looj^. ; Do.
Reds, 85.^. to 90J. ; French and Belgian Wliites, 75J.

to goj.

COVENT GARDEN.—May 13.

We have a large addition to the supply of forced fruit

this week, and prices are receding. The sale of rough
goods has improved, the stands being generally well

cleared. Peaches may be added to the list, but the

quantity is veiy limited at present. Flowers chiefly con-
sist of Azaleas, Orchids, Roses, French and Scarlet

Pelargoniums, Heaths, Fuchsias, Wallflowers, &e.

Fruit,

Apples, p. i sicv

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Melons, each ..50!
Oranges, per 100 ..30-
Pcars, per doz, ..40-
Pine-apples, per lb. 8 o -

Strawberries, p. lb. . 60-
Vecetadles.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 to 15 o
Artichokcs,p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 30
Broccoli, per doz. . . 10— 26
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
— young, p. bun. 16— 20

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, p. bund. .. 10 — 16

French Heans, p. 100 2 (

Garlic, per lb. . . o S

Herbs, per bunch . . o
HorseRadish,p. bun. 3 c

Potatos, York Regen

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, p. score ..

Mint, per bunch ..

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions,per bunch ..

Parsley, per bunch . 02 — 04
Potatos, new, p. lb. 04 — 06
Salsafy, per bundle . 10 — 13

Seakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel.

.

Radishes, per doz...
Turnips, per bunch .

— young, p. bun.

» 6— <

• 4— <

6— ;

iS<M. ; Flukes, do.,

I soy.

C

Economic and Effective Gardening-See

ARTERS I I, T,l' STR ATE D PLANT

Upwai'ds 01 luii.dOii Ikdihui; Phuits lor Sale,
At llic la.ORAl. .\L K-.l KV, M-J-.-.W iJl.iU, i.Lji Nurtliampton,

T OSEPH WESTLEY invites the special attention of tlie

Trade and intending Purchasci
llEDDING and other Warns.

Ccnlaureas, 285. per 100. I Fl

Italia I'nita, J5s. per too. Hi

l-'ElcRanlc, 2.(5, per 100. | C;

CATALOGUES free <

very large and fim

r of Spring, 201, pi

Bedding Plants—Bedding Plants.
[AMI'S TKM Iil'K <in of Scarlet

lERBENAS,
. IAS, GAZA-

vnNur! , Readir

R
Mlscellaneons Plants suitable for Bedding and

Decorative Purposes.
OI'.I i^l' I'.NRJhI I-: lugs to announce that his

i( Kll ll\l'. I'RICED LIST, including the
111 \ I.KIAS, I>ANSIES, SEMPERVIVtiMS,

,AS, .^^ . \c., is now published, and will be
udcd I

: Nu .•IT, Tool
, S.W.

R
The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

HUARl' WALKER h.is to offer, for cash,
AMI i;liw RED POTATOS. They produced over 16 Tons

SCARLET KING
Ss. perDAIsll s. I l;"\\ -"

too. Splendid loi^cd

New Roses of 1870.
CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW KOSES of the season. Exlr.i strong plants now ready.
Descriptive LIST on application.
ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, in s-inch pots, for planting

pplic
;ed, "no

JOHN CRANSTON, The Nu

New Roses.
JOHN HARRISON betjs to offer to the Trade a

splendid slock of line healthy plants of the NEW ROSES of the
present season :—Own selection, iss. per dozen ; purchaser's selection,

for planting out in the open
, 5W. to 75J. per loo: TEAS,

Seedling HOLLYHOCKS, from best named
colours, 351. per too: mixed, 30s. per 100.

MRS, PINCE \'INES, fine strong plants, lyr. old, 24s. per dozen ;

See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just published.

VM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

SecWM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S SELECTION of NEW FRENCH ROSES.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CAPALOGUE.

Now ready, strong plants, price 31. M. to 5r. each.

(AUL'S NEW SILVER -EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM WALTHAM BRIDE.
First-class Certilicate. Plants ready in May, loj. 6,f. each.

ING CATALOGUE.

)AUL'S NEW SILVER-EDGED WHITE-
FLOWERED PELARGONIUM AVALANCHE.

Plants ready in May. loj. W. each.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NEW BRONZE and GOLD PELAR-
GONIUM WALTHAM BRONZE. The brightest and most

effective of this section yet raised. Plants ready in Mayj tor. (jtf. each.
See WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGW

PAUL'S NEW BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
(BtvATON's Race). BONFIRE, thefinestof all the Stella race, and

five others. Plants in May, 55. each ; or the six varieties for ajj.

For description see \VM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

PAUL'S NOVELTIES for 1870.—
ROSE PRINCE LEOPOLD. GOLDEN VARIEGATED

PELARGONIUMS, BEDDING PELARGONIUMS, &c.
For description see WM. PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, just

published.

W^
w ANTED, an active PARTNER, in a small

Nursery, Florist, and lobbing Business in Islingt

£=,0 cash required.—G. R. " ' '
~ibbing Busin

, 32. Rotherfi
:tpn. Long
shngton, N:

WANTED, a GENERAL FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR.—Address, stating age, reference, and salary

required. ROBT. T. VEITCH, Nurseryman, Exeter.

WANTED, for a large Property in a North-Western
County of England, a thoroughlv qualified ESTATE BAILIFF.

He must possess a practical knowletfge of Agriculture, and be fully

competent to Superintend and carry out under the direction of the
Agent all Estate Works, including Drainage, Brick and Tile Making,
the Erection of Farm Buildings, the Formation and Maintenance of
Roads, Fences, Water Courses, Btc. A married Man. from 20 to 45
years of age, preferred.—Apply, stating particulars, to Mr. JAMES
FAI R, Estate Ollices, Lytham.

WANTED, a GARDENER andhisWlIT, «iil;. m
incumbrance—the Wife to undertake the Laun I

knowledge of the Orchard House is indispensable. .\ '

A strong active Man, of middle age .and irreproacli i! 1
1

.

desired. A cottage will be found, with firing, &c.—AiMi. .
,

'
,

length of last service and wages expected, Mr WM. THllRNToM,
Auctioneer, Old Bank, Rcigate.

WANTED, as UNDER FOREMAN, .an active Man,
to take charge of the Fruit Tree Department of a Nursery.

—

Apply, stating ape and wages required, and enclose reference, to

G. G. B., care of Messrs. Hurst & Son, Seed Merchants, 6, Leadenhall
Street, EC.

Propagator.
WANTED, a good GENERAL PR0r.\r,.\TOP

.ind SALESMAN—For further Ijarticulars, .-idili, .. I-''. \

IIHI.IISWORTH, Nursery, Wilsden, near Bingley, Y.nkh i

W.'XNl'ED, on a Farm, an e.xperienced mul-llr i.-i ,1

MAN and his WIFE, without incumbrance.— A|.|>l) by letter

to Mr. I, TAME. Lower Place Farm, Acton. W.

WANT PLACES— Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Norscrj', St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

w Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

thcirbooks MF.N of variousqualificalic

hose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to

GARDENERS (Experienced).—Joseph Meredith,
The Vineyard, Garslonj near Liverpool, beRS to ' '

end from his personal knowledge ofthe cm Mrnnt:l

Experienced Gardeners, also Under Gardeners.
JOHN IIAKKISON having a number of CLEVER

MiiN oil liJs Hooks waiting for Engagements, any Gentleman
requiring GARDENERS can be suppIiccT at once with Men of first-

class character and ability. — North of England Rose Nursery,
Darlington, May 9.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

J-^"

GARDENERS <Any Lady or Gtntlcman requiring GARDEN
lay rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most string
.;— r ._ .„.: :,i- — .„ ability, honesty, &c.

. High Holbom, London, W.C.JAMES CARTER and CO. 237 & :

C^AKhl \1 kiili Mil .\l''' ^,:;, married ; understands
'

I 'III' , \ ! I i-i'l li. II .. )'L\nis, Ferns, and Flower
and !; I' ,.; i

.
.1 .1 II 1 1 .

I ii. In
,

i lcr^^ Streatham, Surrey. I

GAl-M'IM k [\\\ \\^\. -- \'^--- 40. married; has a
ihornugli pr.TCtical kno\vlcdi:;c of the profession. Good reference?.

—A. B-, Mr. Toolcy's, North End, Hampstead, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; understands
Hothouse, Greenhouse, also Flower and Kitchen Gardening,

Can have five years' personal character from last situation.—A. B.,

Langley Park, Beckenham, Kent, S.E.

G^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 50. married, no incu
brance; has a thorough knowledge of the profession in all

branches. Can be highly recommended by his present cmployei
T. R., Coworth Park, Staines, Middlcse-v.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance : thorougnly competent in airdepartments. Could under-

take Land if required. Good recommendations.—W, T. A., Mr.
Cranston, Seed Warehouse, St. Peter Street, Hereford.

GARDENER (Head), age 40.—A Gentleman, changing
residence, is anxious to recommend his Head Gardener to any

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Man. Six
years' character.—J. B., Stoke Park, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, married, very
active; thoroughly understands Forcing in every branch.

Kitchen Garden, and Laying-out and Arranging
ver Gardens. Highest reference. - HORIXS;
Lower Norwood, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married,
brance; thoroughly understands the profes'-

Godalming, Sun

all

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; understands
r Mic M,-in,if;cmcnt of Vines, Pines, Melons, Peaches, &c., the

tv n]><l 1 :\\<- [''Mrrini;' nf Fruit and Flowers, and ihc general routine

If < , ,1.1, !i r, >M Us liranches. Can be well recommended.—W. J.,

/ ' :\\-\'\
i I: iHead).—Age 32, married, one child

Vl .1-. . il.i.ughly understands the Management of Pines,

Vines. Pcalhcs, Sicluns, and Cucumbers ; and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Has lived in manyof the leading establishments in Scotland

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head) ;

,.
,

.: 1. nne child.—
F. Hockey begs to ofTcv I v Nobleman or

Gentleman requiring a good, pr.i> t
,
mII^ competent in

every branch of the profession. 1.' n ]i m c of the death

of his late employer. Six years' t:..od charactcr.-F. HOCKEY,
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nurseries. Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—James Grant, Gardener to
At);ernr.n IVrkins, Esq.,of Hanworth Park, Hounslow, Middle-

sex, \\ , .11 ;
. . i;,i[:ed cndof July next. Is open to an engage-

i' character.—Apply as above.

GARDENER (Head), or G,A.RDENER and
BAILIFF.—Middle-aged, single: thoroughly understands the

ssion. Si.t years' gooiTreference as to character and ahilities.—

. To^l OIT.cc. Acton. Middlesex, W.
,

A !
1 > I M 1 ; (Mead), or BAILIFF.—A Gentleman

III. lid a thoroughly respectable and trustworthy

1^ .iiid 41), the Slan as above, andhas had some
,;, v. d; his Wife to undertake a Dair>', and look

Hake well. They lived in the service of the

lather upwards of 15 years (the Man as Head
Gardener), and have since been in good situations, from^which they

Id also be I

e since been in goodsituations, from which they

nmended.—SPENCER C. WILDE, Esq., Cheam

GARDENER (Head, or
understands Flower and K

its branches. Wife can act as 1 .

Cnnd character —F. G. lO. Prosf

/ ' M'lirvi'irriTi \iii, V,

i).—Age 41
. 1 Forcincina

,t of a large Garden.

GARDENER.—Age 40, married, no incumbrance;
well understands the profession. Well recommended. Has

been in Jersey seven years. No objection to any part of England.—

JAMES MEWSK, 44. Due St. Heliers, Jersey.

G
To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

ARDENER. — Married: thoroughly understands
c\erv hr.Tiuh nf the ptol'ssinn-tlic Management of Vines

/ ' ,\K|I|' M'.k, «li'-|r 1

V ' has a thoroui;h knowlcilf^i

character from present employe

live are kept.—Age 31 ;

proicssion. Four years' good

, Mr. Ingram, Bellamy Street,

/^ ARDENER, in a small Establishment, where another
V_T is kept,—Age 24, single ; understands the Cultivation of Pines,

\'ines. Peaches, ftlelons, and Cucumbers, and Flower and Ki'chen

Gardening. Six years' good charactcr.-JAMES PUDBURV, Walton
Gardens, W.arwick.

/y ARDENER (Second).-Age 22; four years' prac-
Vjr tical experience in Gentlemen's Gardens, and wishes for further

improvement.—K. P., Post OHice, Totteridgc, Herts.

G.A.RDENER (Second), in a Niursery.-A young Man,
who has had lo years' experience in the work; accustomed to

Soft-wooded ri m; . ti i^ i v, . .ih attended to Roses, Rhododendrons,

and Conifers n I i.iracler—E, A. L., Keymer, Sussex.

GARDKM
Good charactci

1 the Houses, in a Nobleman's
cnt.—Age 22 : 7 years' experience,

ttages. Oval Road, Croydon, Surrey,

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF
Age 40, married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly practical. Is v.v.i

experienced in all branches of the profession, both the useful and

ornamental : is a good practical Farmer, and has no obicctioit tc

Manage Land and Stock. Highly recommended.—ADVERTISER,
Itaginton. near Coventry'

[71 OREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.- Age 23 ; two
P .• pood character.-A. U.. Dyman Park, near Barnet, N.

To Gardeners.
FOREMAN, in a large Garden.—Seven years e.\peri-

cnce : used to Forcing, &c Can be highly recommended.—
S. BEACH, The Gardens, Ash Grove, Sevenoaks, Kent.

ASSISTANT, under Hard-wood or general Propagator.

—Can Bud and Graft if required, and is willing to make himself

useful at general Nursery Work.—F. S., 8, Apsley Place, Old Dover

Road, Elackheath, Kent, S.E.

F'

FARM BAILIFF.

-

in the Breeding, Rear
thoroughly understands X\

but a good sl( ii.ii^ n V i'l

theEarlof R. 'I

-Age 33 ; has had _
ng. Buying and Selling^of Stockj S:c., and
: Management of Land, bi

experience
':, &c., and
he Son of

ven. Nothing
RN, Bailiff to

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

FARM aii.l 1M.VI1-, 1;.\1LIFF. or G/
and ESTATE llAl Lit K—.'Vge 38, .-i mi'. '

had the entire Management of a Home \
•

<

Understands the Reanng, Buying and SelliHL

Cattle, also Steam Cultivation of Land nn 1 ,1

general ; the Superintendence of Woods
Repairs of Fai " '"" ir^-n-- -rm Buildings, Collecting of Lmiage

g, Fencing, Road Making, and the g
c Estate. Six years and tnrec months

-A. B., Joseph Meredith, The Vin

:ncral Manage-
good character
eyard, Garston,

fTlURNISHER or GENERAL MANAGER.—Twenty-
JU two years' experience in London Trade. Can be highly recom-
mended.—A. B,. 15. Elgin Road. Maida Vale. W.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRLAGE FREE.

Prcducin^ <ibund,int Crops o/Hay and superior Pasturage.

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
which arc prepared for various descriptions of Soils.

Prices :

—

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. toSSs. p. acre,
carriaficirce. a bush. Grass Secdsand 12 lb. Clovers suppliedp. acrt.

BUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriaf^e free.

Froml. I. MECHl,Esq., Tiptrii Hall, m^r Kilvidcn.

February 5.-" Your Grass Seeds arc so pure and well selected that
I have often spoken 01 them to those who required them."

SUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN FARM SEEDS.

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATION IS

Buttons' Champion.

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation.

^ruoi Joseph Vincent, Esq., Simflrmarsli, ^Jdlalait, Wiybridp,
n the jCs Silver Cup, presented by the
sioii of the County of Surrey, with yourMembers ofthe'we

champion Swede."

From J. Osborne, Esq., Coldashton, Marshfuld.
May 27, i86Q,_My neichbour, Mr. Cater, with your seed,

AS C up which I annually give for the best four i

ithe
lally give for the best four acre's of Swedes."

Fnmt George Eu.sh, Esq., Brooklandi, Comhcmaytin.
'July 10, i86q.—The parcel of Swede seed I bought of you has

come up splendidly. I tried yours against some seed recommended bymy man, and have shown him the advantage of selected seed."

From Mr. Francis Sawteli., Gnat Hill Farm, Langhanit.

.

" ^tcimbtria, 1869.—" The roots I grew from your Swede seed won
the Silver Cup given by Morgan Jones, Esq."

From Mr. James Tage, Conthe Farm, Kingston, Sumy.

wn from your Champion seed.'

Sutton's Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGON.
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
GREY STONE.
GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH.
PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID.

Also, all Other Farm Seeds, as see

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK
for 1870, Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEED.SMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS.

To FloristB.

TO RE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of .ibout I .icrc (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

STABLI NO, S:c,
,
silu.ite at Maidenhead.

Apply 1" Mr U, TANTON. The Nurseries, Epsom.

ro 1!K LET. on Lease, 'ith hand"

Sale of First-class Cattle and Sheep.
TVTR. JOHN IlK.RNrON will SELL by
J.V1 UNKKSKKVFII AIMTIl.N,il,ef„l]r.wi„,.r,r.l-cl,i«IlFRnS
ofSlIORTII(.KNai„lliK\ll.N 1 Al TI.F,.nnd F?.orM<Sof SOUTH-DOWN SllKEP, lull p.„licul.,r, and Catalogues 10 be had at

• £.00

To riorlstg and Others.-Grove Park, Chlswick.
^[tO 111'-. Ll'Vr. .,11 l.lvAM', H, this .l.•l,^;lurul locality.
J- an eligible Tl.t i I' ,.!" I \ N I ), iji ,t . ..itiiii.[ii.li,,K' .iliintion.adjoininc
the Station. A Res.,l.-.H - .-ind Sl,,,vv li.iist ^^,,l,l.l b, rr-i ted if required

Address. Mr 1' A. K \M^,'\^. i ;ruw r.uk, l htswicle. W.
To Nurserymen. Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS in full Trade, in a thriving Market Town, situate

on the U.reat Western and London and North-Western Railways,
Nursery (.nunid about an acre, with Greenhouse (Hot Water), and
Pits ( :r..,<l shop in the best part of the Tow n^

ve. 9, (Quality Court,
:ery La eks, s

SALES BY AUCTION.

Pollard to
North End, Balham.

MR. I. A. SMITH is instructed by M
SELL bv Al'CITON, at Kings Cntiace'Nurser\', as above, on

MONDAY NE.XT, M.-iy 16, at 12 o'Cl.ick. the ERECTIONS of
CONSERVATORIES. Potting Houses. Forcini; Pits; three .Span-

REEN HOUSES, 300 feet run of IRON PIPING and HtJT-" .RATUS; Chestnut fast PONY. Spring Cart. Harness,
d the remaining of about 5000 choice GREENHOUSE
rday prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues on the

WATER APr
Covered V
PLANTS

M'^isi,
TUESDAY, the 17th

Imported Orchids.
STEVf .\N «;ll .'^l I I, [

II i\, .It

italogues had.

Godalmlng, Surrey.
ANNUAL SALE of BEDDING PLANTS.

MR. W. ABRAH-^M has received instructions from
Mr. W. Kaile, of the Meadow Nursery, Godalming, Surrey, to

SELL by AUCTION, on TUESDAY. May 17, a quantity of choice
BEDDING, HOTHOUSE, and GREENHOUSE PLANTS (about

Particulars by Catalogues, to be obtained at the Nursery, or of the

Royal Nursery. Beigsbot.

M EXPIRATIl
R. W. AHRAII.\M
the Royal '

SELL bvAUC 111

ally cr.

thi

lid CLEARANCE SALE.
s instructed by Mr. Hanafy, of

1 , Surrey (near the Turnpike Gate), to
rnisrs, without the least reserve, on

1 ! . k, the whole of the remaining
10,000 BEDDING PLANTS, of
'

; also a quantity of JAPANESE
. I V name: TEA and H. P. ROSES,
U KELS, Standard RHODODEN-
oRTUNEI,6reet: &c.
in Catalogues, to be obtained at the

and Valuer, Goldsworth

Edmonton.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of 80.000 BEDDING and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on llie IVrmisrs, 1 .,i,..he.lce
Nursery, Edmonton, within m in '<::::]] ..1 luL-. ii,...i[hc
Great Eastern Railway, on M ' 1 \,,M ; : ...-iv,

by order of Messrs. C. \Vn.

I

,' I,
! ;,re-

id by the Great Easti

5, Langha
MAY IS.— Mr. J mcs' IIFRII of PURE-BRED SHORT-

.i.'iv.-..-. oit-u for several years from Knightly blood, at
Hiidgclowii. Slnufmd-ou Avon.

MAY 30-The li.le fi.iiu1os-.ilc la W.in's FLOCKS of PURE-BRED
SolrilllKiWNS, f»o Ilc.ul, lircd for 30 years at Knole
I'lirk, Seveuii.iks, Kent, Iroin Kllman Ewes, crossed with
some of the best blood Irom the Sussex Down Flock-

MAY 2<.—The late Mr. W. H. S. Adcock's well-known HERD of
first-class SHORTHORNS, at Farndish, near Welling-
borough, including some Prize animals.

MAY 37.—The late Mr. W. G. Niicy's celebrated HERD of first.elass
DEVON CATTLE, numbering between 60 and 70 Head,
several of which are in preparation for the Christmas Fat
Shows, at Upton Court Farm, Slough, near Windsor.

JUNE 7.—Mr. \V. Tippler's HERD of PURE-BRED SHORT-
HORNS, some SOUTHDOWN SHEEP, and BERK-
SHIRE PIGS, at RoxwcU, near Chelmsford, Essex.

15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London.—May 9.

Here Old HaU, Knutsford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS, SHROPSHIRE

SHEEP, PIGS, (to

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
D R Uavies, F.sii, to SELL bv Al'CTION. w ilhoiii reserve.

After which, Messrs. LVTHALL and CLARKE will SELL some
rime RAMS, as well as choice EWES and LAMBS, from his famed
lock of Shropshire Sheep, which has been selected at great cost, and

All

^ith Pedigrees, and other particulars, will shortly be
lounced in future Advertisements.
London : t3, Euston Square.—May 9.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
' INSTITirTION forlhe RELIEF of DECAYED FARMERS,

their WIDOWS and ORPHANS.
/"uifww—Her Majesty the Qleej*.

President—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.
Allowances to Pensioners.

Married ^^40 per annuni.
Male
Widows an

Zvcry inform;

£a6
unmarried Orphan Daughte: „
on to be had of the Secretary, by whom Subscrintic
II be thankfully received

AGRICULTURAL

ets, ej. i t

of tlic In

I Zon.il \

Tom Thumb, Christine,Madame V
"U „...._..._ ,

STOCKS, and about 60,000 other BEDDING

the Sale. Catalog'
ndofthe Au ,nd Va , Leyt,

Riclimoiid, S.
IMPORTANT SALE of about 20,000 CHOICE BEDDING

PLAN IS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nursery, Kcw Road,

Richmond, Surrey, on TUESDAY. May 17, at 11 for 12 o'clock
precisely, by order of Messrs. G. and W, Steell, without reserve, about
20,000 well-grown BEDDING PLANTS, comprising about 2000
Verbenas, 500 Heliotropes, 600 Fuchsias, in 48 and 6opot.s: 10,000

'
' ' ' '

' .; also 2500 Calceolarias, in 48 and
Scented Verbenas, Iresine, Kcenigia,
1 le.iihcr. 20OO Lobelias, Sic. All

of the leading kinds
. s ; quantitie- '" -

Perilla, Trop^ohi
, Pelargonium

IMPORTANT UNKI-M I

MESSRS. PRO 1

instructed by Mr. I

I.DDING PLANTS.
MORRIS arc
AUCTION, with-

lepherd's Bush, W
,

,.,..,; Ii'v.^ilel

r 12 111 lock precisely, about*i3,
,— w.,...^, ,.„..v,.,.^. choice GERANIUMS, thousands

rivinp BEDDING PLANTS, comprising 2000 Calceolaria aurea.
1000 Heliotropes, 1000 Lobelias, Iresine Lindeni, Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias, Coleus, Cenlaurea, &c.
May be viewed two d.iys prmr to tlie S.ile Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the An. lii.ne.rs, ,l^ .ilmve.

House plan is
P.KDDING and GREEN-

MU[NDAY,,'Vlay23,atiIfori20'Clock|
and GREENHOIISE PLANTS, com
including LadyCullum, Sophia Dum.ir
and others; thou sands of choice namti I

AUREA. COLEUS, HELIOTROII
PELARG
other :

KAI

^7.AI.EA I.Nl'

1 the Premises, the Am
tig the Railway .Static

isely .about 2S.1X0BEI1I

id other Cliinbei

<!ratalogues may be

Hornaey, N.
SALE of .iboul 25,000 FIRST-CLASS BEDDING PLANTS, &c
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS art

instructed by Mr M. CIcall to SELL by AUCTION, withou
rescrvr, ,-, ilv I'r.mi- .-

.;, The Nursery, near the Church, Hornsey
MidHhsr ., 1 1 -I 1 W.M ay 24, at II for 12 o'clock precisely, abou
25,1x10 li I 'I I

.
II \ .N rs, comprising thousands of Fuchsias

^crbrni
,

1
'.

,
illn-.tropes. Petunias, Gazanias, Salvias ; 10,00

GERA-Ml Ml ilin,; Lady Cullum, Sophia Dumaresque, Mrs
Pollock, Luna, M.jii.iine Lemoine, Dr. Linliley, and other leadinj
varieties : also 3000 CALCEOLARIA AUREfA, 1000 White am
Scarlet Intermediate STOCKS, quantities '

^

COLEUS, &c ; fine PELARGONIUMS
irdy CLIMBERS, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sali

1 the Premises, and of the Auctioneers anc

of CERASTIUM,
• " ,oft-wooded

SIGNERS and CHILDREN will take place at Willis's Rooms, St.

James's, on WEDNESDAY, June 32, at 11.30 A.M.
All Subscriptions shall be deemetl payable on January i in each

" ' ' shall Vote while the same is in arrear.
S.W.
BOUSFIELD SHAW, Secretary.

Mil \.\D SOCIETY, and
lATION.

year ; and no Contributt
No. 55, Charing Cross, L

TFaIII "m.l \\'l'^ I

^ E 6, 7, 8,

, El

JOSlAll GOODWt'nT
Papers, &c.»

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.

STOCK ENTRIES CLOSE on JUNE I,

and all Certificates received after that date

wilt be returned to the Senders.

H. M. JENKINS, Sec.

quare, London, W.

A GENERAL MEETING of the

Members will be held at the SOCIETY'S
ROOMS, on MONDAY, May 23, at

iso'Cliii-k, when the Il.-ilf.ycarly Report of

C|c|igricw(fura[(iHjtttc.
SATUKD.n; MAV 14, 1S70.

Although the subject is, at this moment, not
of immediate urgency, some of our readers may
be interested in the following discussion of a
personal experience of the question of thin
seeding.

.Seven ye.irs on our present farm has brought
round as many seasons of discussing the quantity
of seed best calculated to insure the most success-

ful results. We quite believe that it is wise on
going to a new district to consult one's neigh-

bours, and in many things to do as they do ;
yet

having been brought up under the injunction, to

" Prove all things, and hold fast that which is

good," even our farming has in many important

/a'lue?!"'^""
"'='» '"^''=''

matters assumed the form of experimental proof.
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and in no instance more signally than in the

matter of seeding.

How far such a method of trial and obser-

vation may be of value tlie following report will

show, and in how far we have ventured to differ

from the practice of those around us may be
gnthered from the fact that we found the average

quantity of seed sown to an acre of corn and
pulse was quite a sack, and now we use little

more than a bushel.

The following Table will show the facts of this

case, as it has been, as it was, and as it is :

—

Tabu- o/Secd SrMiiig.

Tiiirlcy

Whc.1t

Hi.iiis" ;.'
'.'. '.'.

Tens
Vetches
Average
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furmer Ministries wlien tliey hesitated to allow such

sncictics as that leferrcil to above to iiicel, ami

state freely and fairly what were the views of their

members on questions of political economy, wliicli

touch their interests so nearly. There was one feature

which marked the whole of the speeches, Liberal and

Protectionist, in the Corps Legislatif, that wc must not

pass over, namely,-the admirable tone which charac-

terised every reference to our own country. Assuredly

the understanding between the two countries is

infinitely belter than it was only a few years since, and

much of this is certainly due to the effect of diminished

import duties. Increased commercial dealings will

ever beat diplomacy hollow.

The inquiry into the possibility of furnishing

from our home growths vegetable fibre in sulhcient

quantity for the supply of the paper manufacturer, is

being conducted closely and systematically by the

Scotlisli Chamber of Agriculture. The form of ques-

tions issued specifies the following fibre vegetables

as possibly sufficiently productive :— Flax, Thistles,

Nettles, grasses, Peas and Beans, grain, trees. Haw-
thorns, Broom, Whin, Brambles, Heather, Sedges,

Bulrushes, Potatos, Turnips, Mangels, Cabbages,
Vines, Ferns, Mosses, sea-weeds. In all these instances

members of the Chamber have been requested to state

or estimate the climate and soil suitable for the plants ;

the cost of seed and production, including artificial

aids ; the time of sowing ; the time of reaping and
winnowing ; the life of plant in favourable circum-

stances ; and the effect of its growth in exhausting soil.

Papermakers are requested to estimate fibre product
per ton, quality of fibre, price per ton to grower ; and
the joint committee will fix plants to be tested, the

selection and preparation of ground and artificial aids,

and the quantity of seed per acre. The whole seems a
very exhaustive plan of inquiry into the subject, and
we shall soon hear the result. Meanwhile we direct

attention to portions, in another column, of a correspon-

dence on the subject which the .Scottish Chamber have
just published. At a conference with papermakers
held last week, Mr. Bruce stated Flax would much
better pay the fanner to ripen it and send it for spinning
purposes than to sell it to papermakers, butitmight be cut

while green, and Turnips or some other crop grown in

the same season. Mr. Scot-Skikving said he thought
straw was the cheapest commodity that could be pro-

duced for this manufacture. Mr. John Cow.-vn stated

that straw was better even than Esparto for paper-

making. When lately on the Continent, he found
large mills being erected in Germany and France, for

no other purpose than to make paper from straw. In

districts where there was a large command of straw
3OJ. a ton was paid, and the makers did not contem-
plate ever having to pay above 35J. or 36^. a ton of it.

One great restriction in regard to the making of paper
from straw was the difficulty of getting it, owing to the

stipulations in leases that straw must be consumed on
the farm. Mr. Chalmers had made experiments
with straw, but did not find it so profitable as Esparto.

Mr. John Miller said he had been importing straw
from Sweden and Belgium to his works, and even from
Ireland, as cheap as he could buy it in Scotland.
What they therefore wanted was, that the farmers
should give them straw as cheap as he got it abroad.
The market price in this country was £1 per ton more
than the price in Belgium or Sweden. The Chairman
said he thought that since the introduction of light

manures there were very few proprietors but would be
willing to allow a tenant to sell straw if he introduced
something of manure value for it. He did not think
they could hold out great hopes from anything that had
taken place in the discussion further than that they
should grow us much straw as they could. He did not
think the other substances mentioned couU be culti-

vated in such abundance as to he the least likely to be
useful to the papermakers. Flax was a very unpopular
crop, and he did not think they would get any farmer
to grow either Thistles or Nettles.

For some time water pipes made of Burgundy
cement have been largely used in France, not only on
account of their cheapness but their durability, for

while iron suffers terribly in moist situations, those
made of cement increase in hardness under such circum-
stances. Those pipes are moulded in place, and over-
lapping each other like ordinary metal or stoneware
pipes, but with this difference, that the joints are abso-
lutely solid, so that they form in fact one continuous
pipe, the thickness of cement used depending on posi-
tion and the chance of accident. These pipes have
been used with great advantage in Burgundy, where
the supply of water is frequently terribly deficient. One
of the most extensive applications of cement pipes was
made lately by an architect, M. MoNNIOT, of Ch^illon-
sur-Seine, who has laid dovm a conduit for the supply
of the town of Chaumont with water ; this conduit is

more than nine miles long, and conveys 1440 tons of
water in 24 hours. The whole of the work, including
reservoirs, cost but ^^12,000, while the expense with
cast-iron pipes would have been' just double. The
relative cost of cast-iron and cement pipes, 10 inches
in diameter, in place, is, according to M. MoN-
NIOT, as follows :—Cast-iron pipes, equivalent to
lys. 6t/. per yard, and cement pipes to 5^. 31/,

M. Belgrand, the director of the hydraulic service
of Paris and the rest of the department of the Seine,
has constructed a conduit at Avallon in cement pipes.

and many more instances might be mentioned. The
introduction has been a great boiin for Burgundy and
many other parts of France, and has been the means
in many cases of converting sterility into fertility, and
of supplying many villages with pure .and cheap water.
It is possible that crnn-il p'tp- . may not, in the case
of small bores espc^i.ill\, pi- mi any advantage over
our excellent Engll-,li .1 wjir |.i|ii:s, which have no
representatives in Iiaih. ; nil, as England is . well
off for cement, the subject ivcU deserves consideration
and trial. Everything that increases and cheapens the
supply of water demands attention.

OUJi LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Murton Tracey's sale, on the 5th inst,, con-
ducted by Mr. Strafford, was exceedingly successful.

Forty-four animals realising an average of _;r^86 2s. 6(/.

,

and 31 cows bringing an average of .^107 each, are

facts which may well cause astonishment in the outer

world. Such is, however, the homage paid to quality,

beauty, and pedigree by those who desire to continue
and improve a race of cattle now distributed over
almost every civilised country. The highest ]>ricc,

270 gs., was given by Sir C. M. Lani]>son for Ih-be 2(/,

a yearling, and 260 gs. were given by Mr. F. Leney fiir

the mother of the heifer just named. S^ct-dhmrt ^i/i,

by Mameluke, brought 245 gs. from the Earl of

Dunmore ; S^veetheart 26th was purchased by Mr.
White, for Australia, at 200 gs. ; Sweetkenit Itjth goes

to Kilthow, at 220 gs. ; Sweetheart 6M was secured for

the Beaumont Grange herd at 120 gs., and Captain

Oliver and Mr. Foljambe both purchased individual

of the same celebrated family, at from 105 to

150 gs. each. The bulls made low prices in

comparison. M.-\J0R, own brother to Sweet/ieayi 28///

(bought by Mr. Foljambe at I50gs.), only made 42 gs.

;

and Belvedere, own brother to J/elie 2(1, was bought
(we are inclined to think very cheaply) by Mr. W. W.
Slye, for 52 gs. On comparing Mr. Tracey's average

with the results of former sales, we find that it is

higher than any obtained either in 1869 or 1868. The
first portion of Mr. Rich's herd in the autumn of 1 868
averaged £(><) y. lod. over 58 animals, and the second
portion, sold in the succeeding spring, averaged

£'J2 p. Both these extraordinary sales were rivalled

by Mr. E. Bowly, who, in April, 1869, sold 39 animals

for .,^72 i6s. each. This result has never been equalled

until the sale of the Edenbridge cattle, which we now
record. Reference to the accompanying list will show
how far Mr. Murton Tracey has eclipsed the results of

recent Shorthorn sales.

highest price given was 50 gs. for a 2-year-old bull,
Pattern, by Paragon (2665 in Eyton's Herd Book).
Two yearling bulls made respectively 30 ami 31 gs.

;

Stately, a 5-year-old cow, by Tittkrstonk (1775),
was sold for 40 gs., but beyond these no prices of
note were obtained.

Na : of Animal.

Cmvs and Heifer
Siuccthcart yi ,

,

Clcapalra yt
Smn-llieart s/ti

Sivccthcart 6t/t

Cteopalra sih

SvjcctlKart itk

Stvfcthcnrt gth
Sivectheart loth

•etiieart nth ..

Siwctlienri x^th
•ctlieart i-^th .

.

•etheart \e,tlt ..

etheart 15th

Sweetheart i-^d

S'weetheart i^th
Svjeet/teart 2$th
Siveeihiart rttth

Sivectheart y:ith

Hebe id .

.

Sivectheart jist
Siveet/ieart 32^
Siveetheart 33^
Sit'retheart i\th
Sweetheart i^th
Sweetheart ^fith

Bulls.
Last or thk Barons
Patbtcian ..

Major
Rkginald ..

Spok-
Red
The
Rob Rov
Patrician the You

The Kaiser
Wrestler ..

Champion ..

Forester ..

When

Fcl).

April 1869
June, 186.

Nov., 186.

. ,
>87i

Jan., 187.

Mar, 187,

Mar, 1870

Nlay, i86g
May, 1869

Dec., .869
Dec, 1869
Mar, 1870

Withdrawn, by leavi

Lord Dunraorc.
Mr. W. W. Slyc.

Mr. Thornton (f(

Mr. Torr,:.

Mr. Thornton [f(

Mr. Chaloncr).
Mr. G. Payne.
Mr. T. Conolly.
Captain Oliver.

Captain Oliver.

Mr. G. Barton.
Mr. G. Payne.
Mr. R. lietts.

Mr. F. Leney.
Mr. Thornton (fc

Mr. Chaloner).
Mr. J. Fawcetl.
Mt.

J.
P. Forstcr.

SHEEP.

The Needlmm Hall Flock.—A short account of the
formation, progress, .and present state of Captain
Catling's flock may perhaps be interesting to such of

your readers as admire the true Lincolnshire breed of
sheep. It is fully 50 years since Captain Catling's

uncle, the late Mr. Joseph lilachborn, established tile

nucleus from which this flock has been formed, but Mr.
Blaekbom confined himself simply to breeding rams,
for use in his own flock and those of a few of his

immediate friends and neighbours. The entire flock

(exclusive of Iambs) now cmisisK of c;7o sln-rp, about

300 of which are breeding iwr ,, wlii- li « iih iln n lambs
(more Ih.an a third of which air h\iii ) ai iln n 1

Ic. are

now a beautiful sight. IImIIi (\\( . ami i.ini. Ii.tvc

been chosen from the very best to be obtained, irre-

spective of price, many of the former having cost 10 gs.

each, and the tups have in several instances cost over
100 guineas, in one particular case 160 gs.

Some ewe hoggets intended fur exhibition were being
clipped last week, when I had the jjleasurc of seeing
this flock, and I enclose two staples of the wool
which I drew from two fleeces as tltcy lay upon the

winding-board ; by measuring you will find them

20,i inches in length, and you will remark how strong

is each individual fibre, and how well the strength is

maintained throughout. At my request three <ff the

fleeces were weighed, wliich I took note of; they are

as foHows :—No. i, 20 lb. ; No. 2, l8i lb.; No. 3,

20.5 11). I do not of course wish you to suppose that

I chose any but the best I could lay my haml upon,

but I have no hesitation in saying that there were
many sheep waiting in the pen to be shorn that would
clip as much or more wool than those I have given

you particulars of,

I may here note a peculiarity which, in these push-

ing days, seems somewhat behind the times— the

rams are always let by private contract and not by
public auction. One feature in the flock which struck

me, in going over the farm, was the singular unifor-

mily of the whole lot of sheep, not a trace of another

class apjiearing in any individual. Captain Catling

has of late years been very successful as an exhibitor of

Lincoln sheep at the various Eastern Counties agri-

cultural shows, one ram having taken ;^70 in prizes in

a single season. Nemesis, April 21.

Tho (fo

Chal.
Ir. J. Hetherington,
Ir. F. Bamford.
Ir. F. Bamford.
Ir. J. White (foi

Australia.)

ir C. M. Lampson.
Ir. F. J. S. Fol
jambc.
Ir. J. K. Fowler.
ir C. M. Lampson.

Mr. G. Moore.
C. C. Dormer.

Capt. J. J. Robinson,
••r. J. IC Fowler.

r. W. W. Slye.

Mr. R. R. Sewcll.

Mr. Mold.
G. Harton.
R. Betty.

. _ . F. Bamford.
-Sold.

J. Denchfield.

J. B. White.

.ilia).

J. benchlield.
H. Gerringc
R. Belts.

.-.. Taylor.
Mr. W. W. Slye.

13 bulls at

44 head at

= .£3316 19

bui-y.

£86 2 6 = £3789 9 o

On the 29th ult. Mr. W. G. Preece, of Shrews-
old 53 head of pure-bred Herefords. The

|

In the Number of the "Veterinarian" fin-

May, we find the following res])ecting the rickets in

Iambs :

—" In our last number we inserted an extract

from the 'British Medical Journal' on rickets in

the lower animals, and took occasion to remark that

wc should make some observations on the disease

commonly known as rickets in lambs. The affection

thus designated was, upwards of 25 years since, so

far investigated as to prove to our satisfaction that

its pathology was in no way allied to that diseased

contlition of the osseous tissue which constitutes the

rickets of man. The bones of rickety lambs differ in

no respect as to the relative amount of animal and
earthy matter from those of the most healthy animals.

The affection is in reality congenital defect of the soft

tissues, involving especially the ligamentuvi teres, which
is elongated, even at the time of birth in some instances,

to allow of partial luxation of the hip-joint. As the

young animal advances in life, however, this elongation

increases, so that, almost exclusively by the power of

the muscles surrounding the joint, the head of the

femur is kept in the acetabulum. Hence lambs are

said to become rickety when a few weeks old.

It is difficult to account for this pathological con-

dition of the hip-joint being so frequent in Iambs,

and especially so when it is boiTie in mind that on

many sheep farms the cases are periodic in their

occurrence. Under ordinary circumstances, in a flock

of 300 or 400 ewes, a lamb or two may be affected, for

a few years in succession, when a time arrives at which

the cases will number even as many as 30 to 35 per

cent. Heath-land farmers suffer most, and especially

those on whose farms 'black sand' abounds. It is

believed in Norfolk that if marl be spread on the

surface of a black-sandy soil to improve its agricultural

value, and the in-Iamb ewes be fed on the Turnips

which are sown in the ordinary course of cultivation,

that causes are brought into operation which will

suddenly augment the number of cases of rickets. It

is not unfrequently observed that one lamb of a twin

birth is rickety, the other being perfectly well. The
affection, though congenital, is not hereditary. Rickety

ewes, which had been bought as lambs from heath-

land farmers and taken into valley farms, are often kept

for breeding—the range of pasturage over which they

travel being both limited and fi-uitful, thus enabling the

ewes to keep up their condition—.and it is not found

that their lambs are'affected with the disease. Even on

heath-land farms the same fact has been often observed.

No breed of sheep seems to be exempt from the

tlisease, nor does it matter what may be the age of the

ewes or of the rams, nor whether the ewes are kept

exclusively on Turnips, or have a supply of manger

food."
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FARM BUILDINGS,
VI. The Prince Consort's Home Farm.

The old Dairy Homestead at Frogmorc was built in

the form of a square, with the piggeries and other

buildings projecting from the north side. These

buildings had been built at different periods, as the

necessities of the farm
required. They were
not arranged on any
regular plan, and con-

sequently were very in-

convenient. Sarah, the

celebrated Duchess of

Marlborough, former
Ranger of Windsor
Park, had had a gar-

den at Frogmore, where
the old homestead sub-

sequently stood, and
the principal cow-house
had been its oranger)'.

This part of the build-

ings served its purpose
tolerably well, but all

the remainder of the

homestead presented a

most ruinous appear-

ance, and had been
often compared to the

homesteads of the

worst parts of Ireland.

The buildings were not
I j

only inconvenient and
ruinous in themselves,

they were also rviinous to the health of the cattle : and

in 1845-46 a great many valuable animals were lost from

pleuro-pneumonia and other diseases. This was not to

be wondered at, because when the River Thames was
flooded the water rose to the level of the floors, and

some of the houses could not be used. In addition to

these evils, the old houses required a great yearly

expense to keep them in habitable repair. For these

These buildings, represented in the sketch (fig. 128)

as seen from the north-eastern side of them, are also

shown in plan (fig. 130}, and in isometrical perspective

(fig. 129).
_

The principal feature in the arrangement is the

magnificent two-rowed cowhouse with its wide central

gangway and lofty roof. The arrangements for water-

ing and for draining, the latter being shown by dotted

lines upon the plan, are most perfect throughout the

building. The structure consists, it will be seen, of no

fewer than five lines of building abutting upon a cross

line which connects them, and which carries a clock-

tower in its centre. A roadway nms across the other

ends of these lines and gives access up the intervals

between them, which are used partly as roadways and

partly as open yards. On the other side of this cross

through Crosskill's hanging flaps. You may also

look into them from the gangway separating them
from the cow-shed, which is provided with an open
yard upon its other side. On your left hand are

other pigsties, stores for food and litter, boiling-

house, slaughter-house, &c. ; the whole of this de-

partment being a most complete establishment for the

accommodation of the valuable herd of the Prince

Albert Windsor pigs.

Traversing the gang-

way in which the road

terminates, you pass

yards, //, d\ and stores

for straw and hay, j j\

to the other side of the

buiding, where is ano-

ther open yard d' pro-

vided with sheds, a

calves' house, c, and
hemels e e\ for feeding

cattle, cows, and bulls.

Between this, the fifth

ridge line, and the

fourth, there is, as be-

tween the first and
second, a roadway, and
on the other side of this

roadway, a shed like

the cattle-shed of the

second ridge line, fur-

nished, as it is, with an
open yard. The central

line is the noble cow-
byre to which reference

has already been made.
Its dimensions will be

gathered from the section (fig. 132). The stalls

are 9 feet wide, for two cows each, divided by

slate partitions. The iron trough for each is divided

into three compartments — the central division for

water. The raised gangway, rt, has a stone floor

with slabs of slate on either side of it. The pipes,

(/, supplying water to the drinking troughs, lie below

the passage floor. The stalls and passage floors are

reasons His Royal Highness the Prince Consort, in

1 85 1, resolved that an entirely new farm steading

should be erected, suitable for the requirements of this

important appendage to the Castle.

General Wemyss had at that time the charge of all

the Prince Consort's farms, and Mr. Turnbull received

ttie Prince's commands to consult with the General on
the subject ; and after considerable discussion the site

of the future homestead was resolved upon, and

Mr. TurnbuU's plans adopted. The works were at

once commenced, but not completed until 1S55.

Fig. 129.—ISOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE.

road, occupying therefore the same relative position as

the cross line of building on the uther side, stands

another line with a fine architectural elevation, of

which a separate drawing isgiven (fig. 131) : itfacesthis

dividing road. The other elevation of this row is seen

in the isometrical drawing, which very beautifully gives

the general style of the structure. It includes cart-shed,

cottages, loose boxes, and stables. From the southern

end of it you walk up the space between the first two
rows of which the main structure consists. On your

right hand is a series of pigsties, fed from the roadway

asphalte. The gutter, 3, presents a sloping cross

section, allowing of the easy escape of water,

which falls at intervals into the drain shown in section

below it. The plans and sections will enable the

reader to follow the general design of the architect,

and also to detect many clever points of detail by

which Mr. Turnbull has obviated difliculties and

avoided liabilities to nuisance.

It will be seen that ready access is given to all the

yards and sheds for litter (chiefly fern-leaf mown from

the park, and stored away for its winter purpose) ; and
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that from the centres yy, and ?/, and 0, where hay, pig

food and meal are stored, easyaccess is given by the gang-

ways, a n, to all the feeding-houses, stables, cribs, and

boxes where the stock are kept. The whole of the floors

are laid upon a strong bed of concrete, and this has com-

pletely prevented rats,

ROOTS AND STRAW.
Smith of Woolston as a Landlord.

" G. A. H." has stepped in again to question my
remarks (upon the sale of straw and roots) upon Mr.

If so, I fancy Mr. Smith could quite understand that

if straw and roots were allowed to be sold, there would
be a great many Messrs. Mechl springing up who,
farming their own land, would be very glad to buy
straw and roots from their neighbours, knowing well

that in a very few years

I acres would
be fat."

Let us now look to

Mr. Mechi's practice.

Hisbalance-sheet, pub-
lished in your paper
of Jan. 23, 1869, shows
it. It reads thus :

—

*' Purchased straw,

iS65,;^i6; i866,/6;"
and that is all that we
can find about either

straw or hay having
been purchased from •

*' neighbours." We
read this about "Hay
sold (and straw in 1 867)

:

— 1S65, £-^2 \p. ;

1 866, ^10 2s. 6</.
;

1867, /130 IS. U.
;

1S6S, £14.$ 19s. 6(f."

Now let us look to roots.

There was not so much
as a ton purchased, yet

there were some sold,

for I read thus :
—

" Mangel roots and
seeds sold— 1S65, ^"39

17^. 6d. ; 1 866, £91
ios.3d.; iS6y,£iss."
Therefore the evidence

is conclusive that Mr.
Mechi did not make his

farm "fat" by the pur-

chase of straw and
roots. Then let *'G.

A. H." tell us at once
who these "Messrs.
Mechi " are who have
done so, for the sale of

straw, roots, &c., aided

Mr. RIechi In the pur-

chase of feeding stuff,

&c., to make his land

fat. But then Mr.
Mechi's evidence about

making land fat is not

worth having, for last

year he did not get a

pennyas tenant, neither

would he the year be-

fore had he not have
shown his wheat as sold

at loj-. per qr. more
than the average of

farmers of England sold

theirs at. "G. A. H."
must tell us, as I have
said before, who the

"Messrs, Mechi" are,

for I do no^ know all

from' the road"upon the level outside, along the gang- 1 Lawes' paper. Here is what he says:—"What a
|

this well, as "G. A. H." would have you believe that I

way extending into this house, and tilted over I pity that his (Smith's) 112 acres had not been 112,000, ' do. Again, " G. A. H." says, " Perhaps he (Mr.

into the space below upon the floor, from which it ' so that he might carry out in practice the liberality
|

Smith) would like to try a little of his neighbours

is removed by cart, which has access down a sloping which looks so grand upon paper."
|

roots and straw at feeding price." I do not crave the

road at the other end. The liquid drainage finds its

way into the tanks, and is pumped

mice, and other vermin
from burrowing below
them. The several

yards for cattle have

drinking troughs sta-

tioned in them, sup-

plied on the self-feed-

ing principle ; and there

are hydrants placed in

various parts of the

buildings, with a plen-

tiful supply of water

from the Castle water-

works in case of fire.

The surface water from

the roofs and roadways
is carried away by a

separate set of drains,

which are not shown in

the plan. The whole
of the door and win-

dow jambs, the orna-

mental coping, corbels,

terminal pieces, and
panels in gable, are

executed in terra cotta.

This was done by the

command of the Prince

Consort, who took

great interest in super-

intending the erection

of the homestead, de-

claring when it was
finished that he pos-

.sessed the best cow-
house in the world.

The reader will easily

gather, by an inspec-

tion of the plan, how
well and with how
much economy of

labour it is adapted to

its pui-pose. In nothing

is this saving of labour

more considerate or

more conomical, than

in the provision of cot-

tages for the herdsmen
and young men em-
ployed in them. These
occupy a position, j

and t, on either side of

the central archway.

It maybe added that

the whole of the soak-

age and drainage of the

sheds and yards is con-

ducted to a manure-
house outside the plan.

The soiled litter is

every morning wheeled

, Gangways.—^, Cow-house.

—

c c', Cow-shed:

stock.—^ Calving-boxes.—̂ ^, Pigsties.—«« ,

/, Stores.—?«, Slaughter-house.— «, Boihng-hoiist

—«, Cart-shed.—f. Hospital.—w. Entrance arcl

the isometrical drawing.

—

y, Yards.

—

s, Calves' hi

Reference to the Index Letters.

-. and yards. — </«'', Sheds and yards for young stock.— ^ e', Hemels for bulls and other

-/c/t'. Yard and shed.—(>, Sheds and yards. —77, Hay-house.— ^, Clock-tower.—
Straw-store.—/, Horse-boxes.—^, Stables.— r, Loose boxes.

—

s f, Cottages.

ay.—-i', Drain.^ge of ya and Stable:

131.—WESTERN ELEVATION OF CART-SHED, ENTRANCE AND COTT.'

I grand upon paper.

not possessed of that grand total "112.000 purchase of neighbours' roots and straw at such a price,

rvhich I shall hereafter show.

out either to the water-cart, which
takes it out to the pasture land,

or on to the heap of manure itself,

which being loosely piled in this

receptacle is liable to femient. The
closed roof and walls hinder most of

the loss, however, to which it is thus

liable.

One of the chief features in these

buildings evidently is the ample accom-
modation for pigs

—

g g on the plan.

The comparatively smaller white Prince

Albert's Windsor breed—from 16 to

23 breeding sows—are kept here. The
pure Berkshire — 10 to 12 sows— are

kept at the other farmery. In both
cases there is ample demand for the

young stock for breeding purposes. Mr.
Tail gives the preference to the former
breed, both for fecundity and for pre-

cocity. As much as ;^700 worth of
produce has been sold out of the pig-

geries at the Home Farm alone in a
single year.

The dairy stock, for which ample
accommodation is provided on these

premises, is for the most part kept
here. Nearly 200 head of stock are now kept—about
80 cows in general of the Shorthorn breed, besides lO
or 12 Alderneys. The Shorthorns of course are not yet
all pure pedigi-ee stock—the pure-bred herd has been
growing into existence only during the last eight or lo
years. The Royal Dairy stands near the homestead
just described. It is represented in the sketch, fig.

95. P- ^oG.

132 —SECTION OF COVi HOUSE

acres" of land, but lam possessed of more land than I

occupy, and for many years my tenants have occupied

upon the terms "pay their rent and keep their land

clean," and I have never had reason to regret those

conditions ; therefore, I practise according to the

advice I give.

Again, " G. A. H." says:—"Did Mr. Smith, of

Woolston, ever hear of one Mr. Mechi, of Tiptree?

Again " G. A. H." says, "Did
Mr. Smith ever hear of what is called

in my part of the country 'a bye-

tack?' that is to say, a second farm

taken by the same farmer, but from a

different landlord, and usually adjoin-

ing his own principal farm ; and did

he ever hear that landlords and land-

agents as a rule set their faces against

letting farms as ' bye-tacks ' to any

tenant who rents another and a larger

farm under another landlord ? " I

know of very m.any farmers who rent

two, and, in some cases, three farms as
" bye-tacks," underdifferent landlords.

In this parish there are three renting

farmers occupying two farms each, held

under different landlords ; and when I

look to the adjoining parishes to this

—

east, west, north, and south—I find

men in every parish occupying land

under two landlords and such men are

to be found as thick as hail all over

England ; yet I never hear of land-

lords, or even land-agents, setting their

faces against such practices. The evi-

dence is conclusive against " G. A. H.

upon this point, for the vast numbers of men who hold

such holdings all witness against him.

Again "G. A. H." says :—" Did he ever hear, too,

that landlords and land-agents do not like to let their

land to yeomen—that is to say, to men who own a farm

of their own and occupy it themselves? And if so,

why? I will tell him the reason. Because in a ver^

few years the one farm would be fat and the other lean.
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I never heard of, nor do 1 know a landlord or a

land-agent who would make such an objection, yet I

do know where owners of land rent farms adjonring

their own, and things have gone on smoothly and well

between the tenants and landlords. Such men are to be

found in this neighbourhood, and in almost every

parish, for there are many "yeomen" about here.

I will instance one, leaving names out :—A man

30 years back omied a farm, and then took the

adjoining one i the two farms are veiy much alike m
character, but the one just taken was very much out

of condition, but was soon fetched into condition by

this persevering tenant who owned the adjoining farm.

This fanner died. The farm that he rented is now let

at io.r. per acre over what he first rented it at, and his

own farm is let at only Is. an acre over the one he

rented ; thereby proving that men are not such rogues

as "G. A. H." would have us believe that they are,

for there are no end of like cases to be found. A man

who can fann his own land well would be safe to farm

rented land well, for a good farmer has not the heart

to rob land.

So much for " G. A. H.'s" mountain in labour.

Now I shall look this straw and root question fairly

in the face upon its real merits, and I will take

straw first.

A ton of straw makes four loads or tons of maniire,

worth S'- psr 1°^^ O'' '°" when fresh made ;
there is a

less quantity and weight wdien rotted down. Mr. Lawes

tolls us that a ton of wheat-straw is worth for manure

I2J. 6d. I say that a ton of straw and three tons of

water are worth £1. I have just sold 40 tons of wheat-

straw to a London straw dealer for the London market.

He gives me nett 32^. 61/. per ton, doing the binding

and delivering himself According to this evidence I

am robbing my heavy land of wheat-straw worth ^40
for manure. Now I will show you how I am going to

compensate it. I have bought of this London dealer

200 tons of London dung, to be delivered by him

by canal to my heavy land, at 6.f. 6d. per ton,

so that the 40 tons of straw sold, at 321. 6J. per

ton, just pays for it. This dung is to be delivered to

me just as it comes from the London stables, of the

best quality. Good London dung consists of, say,

I ton of wheat-straw—value for manure, .^i ; half a ton

of hay—value for manure, los. ; half a ton of corn

—

value for manure, £1 5^. ; and say 3 tons of water,

which would be the outside. These 5 tons of manure

cost me S2S. 6J., whilst I show that it is worth, as

a manure to my land, 55.'., or m. per ton. Then the

200 tons are worth, at that price, .^i 10. Now, if I pull

from this the ;^40 for the value of the straw that I

have robbed my land of, I gain in value £70 worth of

manure over and above the £40 worth sold off to go

back to my land.

This will show to "G. A. H." that the way to

make land fat is to sell the straw and buy manure from

town,—that Mr. Lawes' exceptional men get the best of

it by doing so, and can afford and do pay to their land-

lords shillings per acre more for their land than the

" protection " landlords get fortheirs. "Protection" is

their grand word, so they stick to it.

Now let us go into the question about roots for

making a farm "fat." A ton of roots costs, carting

and all, quite £1, very frequently more than that,

and I think I may say never less ; then we will

fix their average at that price. Your Paper, at p. 606,

tells us that the dry vegetable matter in a ton of

Mangel is about 2 cwt., then the rest is water. The

manure value of this 2 cwt. of dry stuff, with 18 cwt.

of Avater, would be put high enough if fixed at 5^.,

and the entire value of a ton would be put high enough

if fixed at 6s. ; the two items together make a total of

I IS. Therefore the buyer would make himself poor by

feeding his land with bought Mangel, and bought

Swedes would be about the same.

Now let us try this straw and root question upon

another point, viz.,—If a tenant under a noble Duke
or Lord, or large landowner (who in all their agree-

ments put in the protection clause about straw, &c.),

were, supposing he had not got the clause in, to set-to

and sell his straw and roots off without purchase of

manure, &c., what would he do ? Why, if he did not

ruin himself quickly he would make a fool of himself;

he would soon have to cut his occupation, and his

brother farmers would look upon him as a gieat block-

head. Therefore he might cut off to Van Dieman's

Land, for his character would hunt him out of

England.
The evidence is conclusive against the landlords'

"protection" clause for straw, &c. If " G. A. H."

has any more to say about it, let him give evidence

instead of asking questions and making general state-

ments, which show plainly that "Looker-on" had

measured his head correctly for common sense.

IVilliam Smilh, WmIsIoii, Bklchhy Station, Bucks,

May 9. =^==^=
Ijonic Corrfspnkiitt.

Present Appearance of Crops.

—

Dr^vitshirt-: The
Wheat crop is looking as bad as I ever saw it at this

season of the year ; it is very rare for us to lose Wheat
plants from severe weather. This year some persons

liave ploughed up a chance field. The weather still

remains cold and dry ; a favourable change would be

in time to improve the spring crops, which now look

indifferent. Samuel Cornish, Stancombe,

bridge. May 9.

Lincolnshire : Many fields of Wheat have lost

plant very much fi-om the severe winter, and look very

unpromising ; a few pieces which have not done so

look fairly. The spring corn looked very well until

the last week or two, which have been too cold, but I

think with a return of warm weather it would recover.

Isaac Sharpley, Bos7oell, Louth, May 9.

North Lincolnshire : I have pleasure to give

you my opinion on the growing crops of the present

season. As an old man, turned So, I have not been

far from home ; I have been an invalid for several

weeks. My neighbour, Dr. Mackintosh, whom I see

almost daily, informs me the Wheat crop on our wolds,

which he has known for more than 20 years, was never

so bad as the present season : part of it is good for

nothing, and many fields sown part over either with

Oats or Barley. As to what I have seen the last few

weeks, I quite agree with the doctor. It must be a

failing crop. There are some fields of Wheat promising

a crop, but the weather is cold and frosty, making it

look yellow and not healthy. My son farms on strong

lands, and his Wheats are very promising. The spring

crops have come out well, but at present I cannot give

an opinion on them. J. G. Dixon, Caistor, May 9.

Wilts: Wheat at this time is, in very many
instances, thin on the ground, not more than half a

plant ; some instances a full crop or plant looking

healthy and well ; on the whole very backward, too

much so to give anything like a correct opinion,

although the spring corn was sown eariy. Should this

weather continue much longer without rain, it will

materially injure the prospects of having a full crop.

Vetches very bad, from the extreme changes of the

season. Winter Beans very bad. Thin sowing this

season, I fear, will not be very favourable towards a

full crop of any kind. Without rain very shortly food

for sheep and cattle will be very scarce. Geo. Brown,

Avebury, Calne, May 9.

Sheep Ticks.—Obsei-ving a paragraph in the Agri-

cultural Gazette relative to sheep tick and louping-

ill, it may be desirable to point out what was pro-

bably the real cause of death from convulsions in the

lambs. That a visitation from sheep tick amongst a

flock of sheep is a great and serious drawback upon

their satisfactory progress, no one acquainted with

sheep can doubt. It creates and upholds a continuous

irritation, and is almost as bad as scab. The sheep

tick is a very hardy and prolific insect ; its bite is

sharp, and it delights in sucking the blood from the

puncture it makes. To old sheep its attack is .almost

unbearable, and the const.ant rubbing they practise

_ ^ures their wool. To young lambs ticks are very

detrimental ; they are never at rest, but are continually

"nabbing" at their wool, till they become almost like

a pen-feathered fowl. It is this constantly pulling their

wool that does them their great injury. They by

degrees collect portions or pellets of wool in their

stomachs, and as it is indigestible they cannot get rid

of it ; they cannot void these pellets of wool, and in

the course of a short thne they produce the convulsions

of which the lamb dies. Seven cases have come

within the writer's cognisance within the past few weeks.

The pellets of wool become so closely compressed as

to be difficult to unravel, and will not yeld to powerful

purgatives. The chief thing is prevention. The ewes

some months prior to lambing should either be

dipped or "fag-watered, i.e., the dipping mixture to be

jerked from a corked bottle through a quill in the cork

over the sheep, and be well rubbed in. It is highly

dangerous to dip lambs in any of these poisonous mix-

tures at an early stage of growth ; but if loss to any

extent arises, a rather weak solution of tobacco-water

might be applied, either as a dipping mixture, or to be

jerked upon them from a bottle as above. Perhaps

early shearing of the ewes, and then the immediate

dipping of the lambs, is the safest practice. It would

be certain death to many lambs to permit their dams to

be dressed for tick with any poisonous mixture. They

would suck the poison from the teat, and death would

speedily ensue. There must be some error in your

writer's idea of certain lantls or certain districts being

infected with sheep-tick. It is quite a new idea to the

writer of these lines. The scab insect, we know, does

awhile in crevices of gates and fences, from whence

sheep will take them when rubbing ; but tick is a

stirring, bonny fellow, only at ease when his nose is

buried in a lock of wool, and sucking at the puncture

he has made in the skin. Every precaution should be

adopted by the flockmaster to keep clear of the pest.

It merely requires attention and the administration of

those simple remedies that are known to all flock-

masters. The dipping mixtures are the most effective,

and every country chemist can supply them. Mercurial

ointment is by no means efficacious in killing ticks,

many will escape ; but effective dipping, or even " fag-

water " dressings, as above, will not only destroy the

tick, but will greatly injure, if it does not destroy the

egg or pupa: of these ticks. It is customary for our

best flockmasters to dip their sheep annually, and others

to dress with mercurial ointment. In either case the

growth and cleanliness of the wool is promoted, and

the sheep graze more quietly. O. F.

Choice of Potatos for Seed.—In some recent

Numbers of the Agricultural Gazette the following

advice is given on the above subject:—"The sets

should be cut from properly matured tubers ;" and

again, " Potatos that have not attained muturity are
Kings-

objectionable for seed." These statements are directly

opposed to the experience of many persons who have

given great attention to the cultivation of the Potato,

and to whose evidence must now be added that of Mr.

Paterson, a Potato grower of "long observation and

experience" in Scotland, who writes thus (Agricultural

Gazette, p. 613) :

—"To get good seed, Potatos should

be planted late in the season or in cold soil, so that the

tuber may not be well ripened. Potato crops grown

from seed thus prepared invariably produce a heavier

crop, with finer tubers, than seed produced on early soil

and fully ripened." P., jVay 2.

Fly-blown Sheep.—The flies which breed maggots

on the sheep are four species ; the one with a shiny

green colour (Musca Ca;sar), and the M. cadaverina,

with the thorax shining bluish and abdomen green, are,

I believe, the two chief inflictors of this evil. There

are, however, in addition, the two larger flies, the

common blue-bottle or flesh fly (M. vomitoria), and the

grey M. carnaria, which blow sheep. Now, as all

these will quite readily, and, I believe, preferenti-

ally deposit their eggs on any carrion which has com-

menced to putrify, I have for the last two seasons

offered them the choice. A dead mouse or bird, the

cleansings from a ewe or cow, or a piece of meat, soon

became alive with maggots, which no doubt would

otherwise have been laid on the sheep. To avoid

trusting to any servant to destroy the carrion along

with the maggots, last year I had covered tin vessels

made with a loose diaphragm with an aperture in the

centre, filledbelowwith water, and as soon as the maggots

reached maturity they dropped into the water, and

committed involuntary suicide. Treacle or other viscid

substance, such as oil, &c., would be preferable, as I

found in warm weather the water evaporated, and so

needed attention, and as I had had the vessels made

too small they called for more attention than is desir-

able. I had a cover attached to the cone by wire

hooks, and on the underside of the cover was hung the

carrion. A stone jar would answer the purpose admir-

ably, or upon a larger scale, a larger piece of flesh hung

over a pond, so that when the maggots dropped they

would be drowned. As gardeners, we have been in

the habit of hunting the queen wasps in April and

May, with the full assurance that by each wasp killed

a nest was prevented. How much easier would it be,

with less industry, were we to supply these four flies

with enticing nest-places in the early spring and summer

months, both in town and country, and be rewarded

with a freedom from sheep-blown and from legs of

mutton " crawling with life. " Such a desideratum is

too obvious, as bearing upon the people's food supply

and preservation, to need another word. IV. A. Wooler,

Sadberge Hall, April 30.

Steam Ploughing : Fisken v. Roundabout.—
"West Indian" (p. 542) forgets that when Mr. Fisken

and Mr. Smith were each describing their systems of

steam ploughing, they had the natural bias of a parent

for his offspring. Now when I was describing Fisken's

system, and comparing it with others, I was acting, if

I may use the expression, magisterially. I saw Fisken's

plough at work at Manchester, and there were only

four persons employed—namely, an engine-driver, a

ploughman, and two windlass-men, one on each head-

land ; but then the field was a small one, and the

length of ploughing-rope out was short and had no

porters, consequently the porler-boys were dispensed

with. I should be sorry, however, to work it in a large

field, ploughing a long furrow without rope-porters,

because the work would be greatly increased by the

friction of the rope dragging upon the ground, and also

the wear of the rope would be considerably gieater.

As to the amount of work done, I think I gave very

good reasons for "the faith that was in me." I showed

that the work done, if worked out on the data

that your own reporter supplied, was \<)\ acres,

whereas my estimate was 13 acres, or just two-thirds of

what your report would have given. Why, then,

should " West Indian" seek to cut down this quantity?

We both saw the plough at actual work, and we both

saw that there was no humbug about it. " West

Indian's" common sense might tell him that an engine-

driver, a ploughman, and two windlass lads, could not

possibly work Fisken's tackle and supply it with water.

There must be a lad at each windlass ; who, then, is to

drive the water-cart? I do not know what "West
Indian's experience of "lads" is, but I know my own
experience tells me that when a lad does man's work he

very soon requires man's pay. To attend on a wind-

lass may not require much strength, but it requires

nerve, coolness, and steadyattention,—three qualitiesnot

easy to find in a mere lad, and when they are found in

one lad, I venture very mildly to suggest that the lad

is worth more than a shilling a day. I do not see why
"West Indian" should compare Smith's apparatus,

costing ;^225, with Fisken's at ;^350. It would

be about as reasonable to put a Crosskill cart

made to carry 25 cwt. into the same category as a

Crosskill cart made to carry 50 cwt. Fisken's set

includes a first-rate Fowler's implement, which would

tear up land that would most assuredly break Smith's

implement all to pieces, just as to put 50 cwt. into a

2S-cwt. cart would very quickly smash it. I stated

prettv plainly why I thought Fisken's flying-rope

system to be preferable to the roundabout. One great
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reason was that Fisken uses in his windlasses friction

dutches, which ave screwed down each time the

plough starts to the point just sufficient to overcome

the resistance, and thereby obviating breakages, or tlie

necessity for making your plough into a hunter, and

teaching it to "jump over a stone." Another reason

was that when the ropes and anchors are once laid out,

you can go back over the ground without the trouble

and delay of replacing the anchors and relaying out

the ropes and pulleys. I do not know what sort of land

"West Indian" has, but my experience is that a pair of

good horses will plough more than an acre of light

land in a day. I consider an acre and a quarter of

light stubble land by no means severe work for a pair

of horses (an acre of land contains nine miles of 1 1-

inch furrow). If I hire in my neighbours to plough, I

can get my light land ploughed ' at Ts. an acre ; and in

Sussex, where I have veiy heavy land, and where they

usually put three horses to the plough, I can hire

ploughing at I is. an acre. I consider three-quarters of

an acre of heavy land a moderate day's work for two

horses. "West Indian" seems to have forgotten

that when I named i-j acre as a day's ploughing for a

pair of horses, I was speaking of the land which I saw

ploughed .at Manchester. " West Indian " finds faidt

with me for estimating the engine-driver's wages at 5^.

per day, because he says he could easily do other work.

What sort of work is there about a farm that an

engine-driver could do ? I really know of none that

would keep him regularly employed, and most

assuredly I know of no " farm work " that would be

worth T,s. 6if. per day. G. A. IT.

Foreign Correspondence.
Prussian Agriculture.—[The following particu-

lars are communicated to Mr. J. Howard, M.P., by

Baron Eisner von Gronow, member of the Royal

Prassian Board of Agriculture, Silesia] :—Land over

the whole of Eastern Prussia is divided into great and

small properties. There were in Prussia in i S58 farmed

properties under 3 acres, 871,926 ;
properties from 3 to

18 acres, 521,690; properties from iS to 180 acres,

359,697 ; from So to 360 acres in the country, 14,082 ;

from more than 360 acres, 14,082. The assessment of

landed property in 1865 showed

—

5518 properties of ;^i50 to .C300 annual val

lS7I do.

loS do.

In 186s there V
^,1500

2Qi,6i4 properties

503.434 ..

22,467 „

5450
A750
Al5°o

a day in winter, <,d. in spring and autumn, "J^d. to \od.

in harvest, without victuals. In har\'est a little com
brandy is given. Unmarried women and widows are

extensively employed ; their wages are about id. less

tlian the labourer. In harvest time they are paid 54/.

to 6d. per day. As much work as possible is done by
the piece. Being situated in the neighbourhood of a

large mining district, labourers are becoming a little

scarcer ; therefore wages are rising. Twenty years

ago we did not pay more than 2\d. a day in the

winter time, and now wages are 4a'. a day. go',

an acre was formerly the price for mowing and
binding an acre of Wheat ; now it is 2s. T,d.

Dwellings are found for the labourers, but they pay
for the use of them a day's pay weekly. The houses
consist mostly of two rooms, and a stall for a cow.
Generally two or more families occupy one house.

The practice, however, varies. The careful proprietors

let some l| to 2^ acres of land to the labourer, or a

garden about the house, on which to raise Potatos, and
to keep a cow or some goats. The labourers on the

larger estates are nearly always allowed to collect the

dry wood in the forest on one fixed day. My cattle

have been free from murrain, foot-aitd-mouth disease,

or afieclion of the lungs ; but in my neighbourhood
nearly every herd of cattle suffered from foot-and-

mouth disease. Affection of the lungs is common,
because cattle are nourished on many farms with the

refuse wash of the Potato distilleries, very extensively

combined with greater fai-ms. The sheep are well all

over the country. The animals never die of the foot-

and-mouth disease, but lose much flesh and milk.

Wood vinegar* and sulphate of copper are used as

medicaments with success. All over the land artifi-

cial water meadows exist, principally where small

streams and a hilly or mountainous configuration of

the soil make the arrangement of water meadows after

the *
' Treges " system easy. The result is good where

water is not wanting, and the soil is not too flat. On
400 morgen of water meadows in my neighbourhood,

where the Land is too flat, the result is bad, only

aquatic gi'asses springing up.

; townships,

hands of the gentry.

If you take the taxed revenue 30 times, it will repre-

sent the real value of the property. The morgen,

or Prussian acre, pays in any neighbourhood on

land of middle quality about three thalers a year

(5r. 5^. per acre). T'he Prussian landowner farms mostly

himself, and small landowners do not let fanns ; only

the State and great landholders let land. The great

landholders sometimes let small plots of arable land to

the smaller landholders or farmers, or to the labourers.

In my own case I let about 360 acres in pieces of 2}i to

75 acres, at a rent of 25.r. per acre for the best quality,

and •js. 6d. for the worst. Land is divided into six

classes for taxation purposes. L.and in large lots

fetches on sale from ^15 to ^'20 per acre with the

farm buildings, &c., and in small lots, ^25 to ;^37 los.

per acre without buildings, &c. 1 think you get a

more steady population if everyone owns the land he

farms. In Eastern Prussia there exists no class of per-

sons who would farm a very small property, so I had

never occasion to compare the results. For the State

and the great landowners it is better to let the

farms out to farmers with intelligence and capital,

but a man of intelligence could not subsist on a

smaller farm of middle quality than 130 to 200 acres.

Small farms are let out for periods of from

one year to three years ; but farms properly so called,

with homesteads, are let upon a lease of 12 or 18 years.

No one would take a farm with less than a 12 years'

lease. The contracts are in writing. The farmer is

precluded, by law, from selling straw or meadow hay ;

most contracts forbid him to sell such feeding stuff as

Clover, Mangel, &C.- The law gives some security

against damage by game,..going so far as allowing the

tenant to kill it, if the proprietor does not keep it in

bounds. Nearly always the proprietor retains the right

over the game. The rotation of crops is very

seldom mentioned. Rye, Wheat, Barley, Oats, pulse.

Red Clover, White Clover, Lucerne, Esparsette (Hish-

foin). Cow-grass, Swedish Clover (Trifolium hybri-

dum). Rye-grass, Timothy-grass, and other grasses,

Indian com (for feeding geese), Rapeseed, Flax,

Potatos, Mangels, Lupins, are among the crops we
cultivate. The rotation is very various, but nearly a

four years' course :— I. Potatos or Mangels ; 2. Barley

or Oats
; 3, Clover

; 4, Rye or Wheat. Rye,

27 bushels per acre ; Wheat, 22| ; Barley, 33.J ;

Oats, 36; Potatos, 74 tons; Mangels, ii:S.

Bones, superphosphate of bones, or " Baker's guano,"

nitrate of soda, sulphate of potassium, sulphate of

magnesia, and gypsum, are much in use. The use of

guano has decreased. The bones and most of the

other artificial manures are used for Rye, Wheat,
Potatos, and Mangel, gypsum for Clover, Sainfoin,

and Lucerne ; sulphate of potassium on very light or

moory land (14 to 3 cwt. per acre). Wages are 4«'.

Farmers' Clubs.
LO.VDO.V.

May i.^Disctisswn on Mr. Corbet's Paper on English

Tmant-rigkt.—Mr. Thomas (Bletsoe) felt very much
indebted to Mr. Corbet for so able a paper. As a

tenant-farmer he entirely agreed with it. Laiid-agent;

might object to the opinions which had been expressed,

but the paper contained nothing that should be objec-

tionable to a tenant-farmer. You could not expect a

tenant of capital and skill to embark in a farm, and
make a considerable outlay upon it, unless he had a

tenant-right agreement or a lease. A lease, no doubt,

was preferable, notwithstanding what the reader of the

paper had said ; but some objected to a lease, and in

that case tenant-right should be supplied. He could

fully endorse Mr. Corbet's views as to the payment of

the farmer for unexhausted improvements made upon
the farm. The land would then be farmed at the end

as at the beginning of the agreement, which would, of

course, be a benefit to the incoming tenant, the owner,

antl the community at large.

The Rev. E. Smythies said Mr. Corbet began his

paper by some disparaging terms as to some remarks
made at the Club last December, and reference was
made to the question suffering from being overshadowed

by a cloud of vague generalities. The original expres-

sion, he begged to say, was "vague and vapid gene-

ralities," and he did not at the present time see .any

necessity to withdraw that second epithet, because the

generalities from which the question suffered were as

vague and vapid as ever. The Club had been told

that due allowance should be made to the outgoing

tenant, and that an alteration should be made in the

present system. He maintained these expressions

were of no good whatever. What fanning men wanted

was to know exactly what the outgoing tenant was

to receive—what proportion of the whole. The first

departure from vague and vapid generalities which

he h.ad heard w.as the Lincolnshire tenant's letter,

wherein was sketched out the money proportion and

value of certain practical things to be allowed to the

outgoing tenant. Let the Club be told whether the

outgoing tenant was to have the wiiole of the last year's

bill for artificial manure, half of the last year's bill for

oilcake and other artificial foods, a third for the pre-

ceding year, and a certain proportion precisely defined

for lime, &c. These statements would be valuable,

and would guide landlord, tenant, and agent, incoming

to a satisfactory conclusion ; but when we were told

time after time that "what is right between man and

man must be done," and that "due allowances must

be made," and so on, nothing whatever was said that

would assist two men in coming to an agreement upon
a matter where agreement was desirable. Let propor-

tions and figures be placed before them, and all that

remained would be a simple question of arithmetic,

which the landlord and tenant could settle between
themselves without any alteration or need to call in a

third party. Supposing it were possible to make an

agreement, it would be very difficult to frame it so that

* I do not know the English expression for " Hol2e.|:sig.
"

perhaps " methylated vinegar. " It is vinegar out of the distilla-

tion of wood.

it would suit all parts of the kingdom, for even Acts of
Parliament would be of no use if they merely embodied
vague expressions.

Mr. Williams (Baydon, Hungerford) quite agreed
th Mr. Corbet that, taking all circumstances into

consideration, the Lincolnshire tenant-right was the
best that could be adopted for the tenant-farmers of
England. This opinion .was founded upon practical

observation of the working of the system. Tenant-
right, admitting there were certain interests in the soil,

should define what was occupation as distinct from
ownership. No doubt this w-as an intricate subject,

because, except in Lincolnshire, there w^ere very few
landlords who would take the subject in hand. In
the county he had named there was no objection, but
in the West of England the landords looked several

times before they would have anything to do with
tenant-right. In his neighbourhood they said that

tenant-right would be landlord wrong. They could

not yet be brought to see that they would suffer no
injury by granting to the tenantry that which he
believed every English farmer had the right of demand-
ing. He, himself^ held that a great good would be
done if the law were simply altered on the matter
of notice to quit. The law of the land at

present was that six months' notice W'ould

send any tenant about his business, let him
spend whatever he might in improvements. A
strict tenant-right would alter this law so that no man
should be turned out of his occupation without two
years' notice to quit. Nothing short of that would do,

and that was a very good idea of tenant-right. The
tenant had to pay all the local burdens imposed upon
the country, and it was an agreement between landlord

and tenant that this should be so ; and the consequence

was the tenant never knew what he had to pay.

Carrying his memory back 40 or 50 years, he could

remember a continual accumulation of burdens upon
their shoulders—county police, lunatic asylums, militaiy

stores, and a host of other things. Was that tenant-

right ? These local burdens were about to be increased

again by an educational rate, and no man can see an end

of what the tenant-farmer would be called upon to p.ay,

and to which he never gave his consent. He suggested

that the tenant-farmer should pay a proper amount of

rent for the occupation of the soil, and then, in addition

to that, in the same way as he paid the income and
land-tax, he should be annually called upon to p.ay for

his landlord all the other local taxes, the landlord reim-

bursing him as in the case of the income-tax. This

was his definition of tenant-right.

Mr. Hamilton (.\cton), as a new member of the

Club, attending his first meeting, wished to join in the

thanks that had been expressed to Mr. Corbet for his

paper. As a small owner of property in Hertfordshire,

he had for 22 years adopted the Lincolnshire system of

tenant-right. He had only had two tenants during the

whole of that time, and the second paid the outgoing

tenant what the custom required, so that as landlord

he had no trouble whatever in the business ; and he

had every reason to believe that the tenants had been

satisfied with the whole aiTangements. The compen-

s.ation clause he agreed to was that unexliausted im-

provement was paid for by the landlord or incoming

tenant. The result was, that the land was kept in per-

fect condition always. The first tenant had a 2 1 years'

lease ; but he unfortunately did not carry on the farm

as well as he ought to have done, and he (the landlord)

gave him notice to quit at the end of 14 years, and the

tenant then went on for seven years as a yearly tenant.

The present tenancy was yearly, with six months' notice

to quit. The tenant was perfectly satisfied, because

if he laid out ever so much money upon the land it

must come back to him in accordance with the Lin-

colnshire compensation clause. If this system, or a

system modelled upon its principle, could be can-ied

out throughout the entire country, it would be much
better for the land, and there wotdd not be that six

years' loss which was now suffered by the outgoing

tenant neglecting it for three years before he left, and

the incomer having to wait thiee years before he got

it back to its proper condition. The adoption of

tenant-right in England would, therefore, not only

improve the relations between landlord and ten.ant,

but would increase our produce, and thereby tend to

the welfare of the general community.

Mr. Leeds (Castle Acre) differed from the last

speaker, who thought six months' notice to quit was

sufficient. Suppose a person had occupied his farm

for 20 years, and had spent a good deal of money for

improvements, which the landlord repaid him, no doubt

during that time he had formed friendly connections ;

and to be called upon in six months to sever all the

ties he had formed, would be a hardship which it would

be difficult to satisfy by compensation.

Mr. Mechi thought the question before the Club

was the very simple and distinct one—whether it was

for the advantage of the Landlord and tenant and the

country at large that there should be a tenant-right for

improvements. All were no doubt agreed that on the

question of leases Government could not interfere ;
and

that if tenant-right be for the national good our Legis-

lature had the power, if it had the will, to enact that

unexhausted improvements by the tenant should be

paid for to him. It was equally plain that it woii d be

impossible for the Legislature to define exactly all the

circumstances of compensation according to the various

soils and necessities of parricular counties m England.
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Once let the main principle be asserted, and there

would be very little difftcidty in ultimately arriving,

through a proper Commission, at a clear notion of

what agricultural improvements in this country meant.

The necessity for legislation was important indeed,

because, while much had been said about Lincolnshire,

and the liberality of arrangements made there, and the

custom which had now become a basis accepted as law,

in the county of Essex, and many others, such a system

was not in operation, and could not be with present

discrepant views of the various valuers indifferent parts.

A man might spend £$ or £6 an acre in draining his

stiff clay, and another £s in chalking it—two very

essential elements of improvement, and if he went out

or died to-morrow, not a shilling would be allowed by
the custom of Essex for that ten pounds of valuable

farm improvement. This state of things, to his know-
ledge, could be multiplied all over the country. There-

fore he wanted the Government by Act of Parliament

to define and lay down the general principle, and that,

as Mr. Corbet had pointed out, should include remune-
ration to the tenant for unexhausted improvements.
Much as he admired the intelligent paper Mr. Corbet
had read, he (Mr. Mechi) agreed with Mr. Caird, that

for the comfort and happiness of the farmer the lease

must be the first consideration.

Mr. Harper {Bury, Lancashire) also could testify

from experience that the Lincolnshire custom was a

good one, but it would not be good unless it were
founded upon reason and truth. The gi'eat difficulty in

dealing with the question of tenant-right was the

correctly ascertaining the difference between tb.e value

of the farm when the tenant entered upon it, and the

condition in which he left it wlien he gave up his

tenancy. Whatever an outgoing tenant expended
in the due course of his husbandry, of which the

incomer received the benefit, was in his opinion tenant-

right, unless on his original entering the tenant received

a like benefit without paying for it. On some farms it

was the custom for an outgoing tenant to leave all the

manure without any payment ; and in that case, when
the incoming tenant came to an end of his occupation,

he ought to leave his manure in the same manner.
This was not a satisfactory arrangement perhaps, but

it was based upon the sound principle that, as a tenant

entered upon land, so he ought to leave it. The
Lincolnshire tenant-right had simply arisen from a long

,

course of practice and observance of the old rule of

giving and taking—of doing-unto others as you would
that men do unto you. It was very desirable that this

most excellent custom should be better known in

various parts of the country where tenant-right was
most required. He would like to ask Mr. Mechi,
apropos of his remarks upon leases, whether he was
really well acquainted with what was done in Scot-

land, and whether he was not aware that with

all our difficulties of tenancy, and defective tenant-

rights in England, and rabbits, and hares, and
game, we had not on the whole longer tenancies

and a greater number of generations living upon
the same estates than in Scotland ? In Scotland

they had universally the 19 years' lease, and in the

best parts of Scotland one rule which prevailed was,

that about three years before the expiration of the

tenancy, the tenant, unless he could make a satis-

factory bargain with his landlord, began to take out of

his farm all he could ; which certainly was neither satis-

factory nor beneficial. Possibly the law of hypothec,
which gave the landlord a prior claim upon all the

property of his tenant for payment of rent, might give

an undue advantage and be an encouragement to the

landlord to take an inferior set of, and not quite solvent,

tenants. He did not like to hear leases compared
with a satisfactory tenant-right like that existing in

Lincolnshire and the south-east parts of Yorkshire. Let
people once understand the difference between the two,

and he was sure this satisfactory tenant-right custom
would be carried out by agents and valuers, to the

great benefit of agriculture and to improved relations

between landlord and tenant. It would certainly be
more beneficial to agriculture than when a lot of leases

are put up to auction. In Scotland they were put
up to auction. The landlord was protected by the

law of hypothec, and he could tell them of some
friends of his who had been lately dispossessed and
turned out by strangers from a distance who offered a

few more shillings rent per acre.

Mr. Mansell said he thought a well-digested lease

should contain covenants for the protection both of the

landlord and tenant—covenants which would protect

the landlord at the end of the tenancy and the tenant

at the beginning of the tenancy.
Mr. S. Sidney said the farmei-s of England were

numerous and powerful body, and if they chose to

make up their minds as to what they wanted there

would not be the slightest difficulty in obtaining it
;

but the fact was—and here he expected to be received

with a howl of indignation—the farms of England
were under-let, and let exceedingly cheap, and there

was an implied bargain between the landlord and
tenant in those counties where there was no compensa^
tion for unexhausted improvements—where there were
no leases at all—those leases which some people
thought so much of. The real meaning was that the

landlord said :
" Vou take my farm. I can turn you out

at six months' notice. You won't trouble me about my
game. When there is a general election you will vote

in my favour. If my wife's health is proposed at

dinner, though you don't exactly like her, you will

drink it with cheers. If you do that I will not

disturb you—you shall not be troubled about the

way in which you farm your land." That was the plain

truth. The farmers might shuftle here and there, but

that was the real thing. When he was young he

attended a farmers' dinner, and he heard one toast with

great indignation. It was proposed and received with

great cheers. It was "Liberal landlords and grateful

tenants." As long as there were grateful tenants they

would not be able to make a bargain with their land-

lords. If they were now discussing whether or not

farmers ought to have security of tenure, there could be

no two opinions about it. It was perfectly absurd to

suppose that a farmer should expend a large amount of

capital unless he knew that, whether he lived or died,

whether he remained on the farm or left it, he should

have restored to him the money that he had put into it.

It was no use disguising the fact ; the farmer was no
different from the shopkeepers and tradesmen of

London : they must have confidence in laying out their

money that it would come back to them ; and if they

were disappointed, they would only have themselves to

blame, because they would have placed confidence

without having sufficient security for so doing.

Mr. CoussMAKER said, the question of tenant-right

appears to be a veiy simple one. No doubt tenant-

right properly defined would be most useful in this

country, and might supersede, to a certain extent, what
was generally called "the custom of the country."

He did not think it could supersede the custom
entirely, because custom differed so much in different

localities that certain customs at one place would not

be applicable at another place ; but it would be a most
useful thing if a good tenant-right could be established

in combination with the custom of the country, so as

to form a basis upon which all future leases should be

granted- To upset existing leases would be unfair and
unjust. All improvements made by the tenant might
not be considered improvements by the landlord, and
it would be very hard for the landlord to be pledged to

a tenant-right in respect of them. The landlord should

have fair play as well as the tenant. If any tenant

wished to have any improvements carried out, the land-

lord should give his consent in writing ; and when that

had been done the improvements should be made, and
the tenant paid : but the tenant ought not to be

entitled to compensation on leaving the farm in respect

of improvements to which the landlord had not con-

sented. Before an agreement was made both parties

were free—the landlord to let his land to the best

tenant he could get, and the tenant was free to get the

best farm he could obtain. Let them be careful in

making an agreement, but after it was made no tenant-

right in the world ought to upset it. What he asked

for was, make a fair tenant-right, define properly what
the tenant-right was, and then let the agreement take

place between the two parties, the tenant-right being

the basis of the agreement ; then after that both parties

should keep to their agreement.
Mr. W. J. Edmonds (Lechlade) said it would be

natural for landlords to ask why they were discussing

a subject which 30 or 40 years ago would not have been
considered of any consequence. He would remind

them that 30 years ago the farm implements used were
only ploughs, harrows, and rollers, but that now the

farmer spends ;i£^ioo where he formerly spent £1 upon
implements. It was the same with manure : where

the farmer formerly spent pounds he now spent

hundreds of pounds ; and with regard to oilcake also,

years ago the farmer only spent ;^io where now he

would spend £100. It was for these reasons that they

thought it necessary that the farmers should have

tenant-right, but if they did not get tenant-right they

must have instead of sbc months' notice a two years'

notice. They might be laughed at for talking of two
years' notice, but gentlemen who had leases had prac-

tically I2 or 1 5 years' notice. If instead of taking a lease

for 12 or 15 years they took it for three years, with two
years' notice, the farmer would go on his occupation

probably his whole lifetime at the very same rent ; but

with a fifteen years' lease they might expect, at the end
of that time, that the landlords would call upon them
for increased rent, on the ground that the land had
considerably increased in value to what it was fifteen

years before ; so that he considered the three years'

lease with two years' notice preferable. He certainly

was in favour of leases. W^ith their present machinery,

with the outlay farmers were called upon in the present

day to make, there ought to be leases, because though

a common year's tenancy with six months' notice to

quit might be very convenient under a good landlord as

long as he lived, there might be a death, or a change of

circumstances ; and he, therefore, did not think it

business-like to have a yearly tenancy with six months*

notice. He thought a tenant-right might be preferable

to a two years' notice to quit, because there would
then be no temptation to run out the farm at any
time.

Mr. Masfen did not look upon tenant-right as a

tenant's question, but as a landlord's and a national

question too. A tenant-right would increase the pro

duce of the country, and give to the landlord a class of

tenantry we did not see now where liberal covenant
did not exist. He believed they were doing that

which would be to the farmers a great security, and to

the landlords an additional security, and to the com-
munity an advantage. It was one of those questions in

which the whole community were directly interested.

The tenant-farmers were not more interested than the

community generally. It was ridiculous to suppose
that a landlord was going to have his rights infringed

upon when he was asked by the tenant for an agree-

ment. If any idea of that sort was in existence, Mr.
Corbet had dispelled the allusion by his reference to

Mr. ChapHn's speech in the House of Commons on
March 12 last, in which it was shown, in as plain

language as was ever used, that the Lincolnshire custom
had as greatly benefited the landlords as the tenants

and the community at large. So well was that custom
defined, that very seldom were the services of an umpire
required ; and the landlord had rarely very little to do
with the arrangement, except that he secured to himself

a better class of tenant ; and, as regarded putting his

hand in his pocket to pay for it, he did not do so.

The Chairman closed the discussion by saying that

the rights of property in this country were never better

understood or more fully recognised than they are at

present. Time was when it was an accepted doctrine

this country that a man had a right to do as he liked

with his own ; but we have outgrown that, and the

people of England now take a very much broader view
of the rights of property. They believe that there are

certain duties attaching to property, as well as rights to

be exercised. If a man, or a class of men, so manage
control their property that the full benefits are not

derived from it by the community—if, for instance, a
landlord stocks his tenant's farm with game, or avails

himself of improvements made by a tenant without
recognising the right of the tenant to the advantages

which he has created himself, or if for insufficient

reasons he evicts the tenant from his holding,—then

the State is perfec tly justified in stepping in, and
putting the law in such a form that the tenants and the

public shall not be damaged by such arbitrary course of

conduct on the part of any owners of property. That
nothing would tend more to the advancement of
agriculture in this country, and that nothing would
tend more to the benefit of the landlords than a well-

considered tenant-right ; and the paper and discussion

that has taken place will hasten that desirable end.

After a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Corbet, the

meeting separated.

NEWCASTLE.
Qttarter-illin Cattle.—At a meeting of this Club, Mr

Henderson, of White Lea, read a paper on this subject,

in which he stated that the great injury is done when,
the stomach being full of diy food, the beast takes too

much water upon it after fermentation has commenced.
When you find your beast in the state already described

that, is, when it looks dull, sticks out its head, moves
stiffly, is afraid to turn itself round, and is swollen—you
may be sure, from these symptoms, that there is some-
thing wrong in the stomach. Suppose it is not swelled,

the first thing for you to do is to give a plentiful supply
of oil, not over large— a hornful at a time. You may
give as much as a quart before it will dissolve the con-
tents of the stomach, and then, immediately after

the oil, give to a large beast | lb. of salts, 2 oz.

salts of tartar, and rub the chest and neck with
mustard and turpentine, or the recipe No. I lotion.

Mr. Henderson proceeded to describe various medi-
cines and modes of treatment which he declared had
proved successful.

Mr. Jacob Wilson, of Woodham, said he had gone
there that afternoon rather by accident, and simply as

a listener, and one who wished to gain some instruc-

tion, which necessarily would fall from a paper of that

importance. He must say that the matter contained in

that paper was of considerable value to the agricul-

turist generally, although he should be rather prepared
to express his doubt as to proving a panacea for all the

evils represented in it. It was a question which he
had personally given some attention to, because in his

young and aspiring days, rather imagining that one
could go before the common times, he thought he
could cure this disease, and he had a try at it. He
took a young bullock, iS months old, which was about
the usual age at which the disease might be said to

make its attack—from 12 to iS months. There was
no doubt he took the animal at a stage when the

symptoms were the most marked, and, perhaps, in the

most chronic stage, that was, when the quarter itself

gave way. Like the gentleman who read the paper,

he sat up all night also. He used remedies in the

shape of hot fomentations, and he actually succeeded in

driving the disease from that quarter ; but it was simply
to drive it to another. There was no doubt that,

although the direct symptoms of the disease lay in a
local part, and exhibited themselves to the eye in

some quarter of the animal, yet the seat of the disease

was the stomach. He perfectly agreed with Mr.
Henderson on that point ; but as to the

cause, he thought they would generally notice that

the disease occurred either in the autumn or the spring,

most frequently, probably, in a Clover fog, slightly

frosted, or perhaps in the case of young cattle grazing

out on Turnip-tops. But he thought, with all due
deference to the gentleman who had introduced the

subject so ably, that the experience of this country

would go to teach us that it was not a disease which
was usually cured. He quite admitted that there was
a possibility in everything. There was a possibility

that the information contained in that paper, which

possibly up to the present time had been withheld from
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are applied to the grain as well as root crops, and alike
by the small and the large occupier. No doubt the
general yield has been' increased by this means, but
has the purchaser always had his pennyworth for his
penny? JV. 7. Af.

Small Dairy Farm.—I have about 123 acres of
good second-rate land, all either naturally dry or else

well drained ; also about 14 acres of land that used to

be a wood, but now only a little timber in j this is on a
slope, but nearly all dry.

My stock consists of 24 cows at present ; I generally

have from 17 to 27, the greater number in winter, and
the less in summer ; also six calves of about five weeks
old, from my own cows, though I have only one heifer

out of the lot ; these are the first I ever attempted to

rear. I have three horses, and three carts of 1 1 cwt.
each.

I have 136 Northumberland ewes, tupped with two
Lincoln-Leicester tups, bred near Wetherby, due to

lamb about the Sth of March. The milk is all sold at

30'. per quart, and fetched from the house ; some of it

is fetched a mile ; it is all ready money, excepting
about a dozen customers that pay montlily ; in fact,

30J. would cover all the bad debts I ever made with
milk. I chum a little ; being ready money, it varies

at times ; what we churn is whole milk, not cream :

the buttemiilk we sell at i*/. per quart ; the butter

averages here about ij-. ^d. per lb. Before tea and
sugar became so cheap there used to be a great demand
for buttermilk. Some time since I milked 35 cows ;

but churning a deal, my missus grumbled about it,

having so much butter-making.

The last winter was my first beginning with sheep,

partly through having so much Grass left on the land
at the back end of the year, and then when we came to

mow the meadows, the hay was full of the old dead
Grass ; and partly through the writer of the articles

signed "J. S. " in the Mar/: Lam' Express^ I bought
60 Cheviot in-lamb ewes, 20 Penistone ewes, and a few
what they call Derbyshire Limestones, bred near
Buxton. We lost one ewe in lambing, one lamb through
sucking in wool ; but being rather short of land for

them, we gave them a deal of cake and corn, and sold

both ewes and lambs to the butcher. I went to the

sale at Shrewsbury, in September last—the 3000 sale,

but I thought they sold very dear. I bid hard, but did
not get a lot. I gave 483'. and 49^. for my north ewes
at York, such would be bought at 40J'. and 42j-. the
season before.

I will tell you how I keep my cows. I get from 12 to

15 loads of grains weekly, about two miles from here,

at 2j. ^d. per load of 6 bushels ; each cow also gets

about 4 lb. daily of linseed-cake and rape-cake,
together with 6 lb. of bean-meal, mixed up with the
grains and Mangels, at present three times a-day ; once
a-day we fodder them with straw ; what they leave we
bed them with. We give them hay twice a-day in

summer ; they get the same weight of cake and meal
with the grains. We turn them out to grass in April,

but they don't go out in the night until June i ; they
are tied up early in October for the winter. I have
tried letting them stop out in the day until near Decem-
ber : but they always lost a deal of condition, and this

is of some consequence, for I let them all go to the
butcher. I have tried bulling a few, but they nearly all

slipped their calves for several years ; people here say
it was through being too highly kept ; but they never
used to do it, and they have always had about
10 lb. each cow of meal or meal and cake per day.

1 did sell two that had been milked about 13 months,
for j^66, at Christmas ; these made about j^io
more than they cost me, but they were very

well bred, and made a good price,

—

%iL per lb. ; but as

a general rule, of late they never make near the price

they cost. At the present time they are very middling
ones, at ;i^24 or ^25 each ; we used to get better at

^18, besicles the risks attending getting in fresh stock

from fairs and markets. My cows used to carry their

calves before I got some land that was very poor—it

had not had a shiUing spent on it for 50 years ; it lies

near the rock, but fair amount of soil on it ; it used to

burn in summer if there were 10 days without rain, but
now a long drought scarcely injures it. I have limed
it three times—with 6 tons per acre once, and 4 tons

per acre twice ; it has not missed having a dressing of
either manure or lime these nine years ; it is in pasture,

it is full of benty Grasses yet, and has a skin of about
2 inches thick of dead Grass, something like that

from a heath. We put the heaver sheep and
lambs on this field last summer, but they did
not grow a bit ; then we let it get fresh, and put
the Cheviots and their lambs on it, but they stopped
growing also, yet they all did well on the other land.

How do you think it would answer to break it up, and
sow it with Rape this season? This is a badly-fanned
district ; we live near what is called the backbone of
England : they are almost all of them small farms,

nothing but Grass, milking six or eight cows, skim
their night's milk, and mix it with their morning's fore

milk, and retail out at 2.\d. per quart. My land con-

sists of four or five such places. The steward, for

part of my land, does whatever draining I have wanted

done ; he has done it all, both carted 3-inch pipes and

put them in free ; they also keep all walls on the road-

side. Of such I have l^ mile in good repair, free also.

The rent averages about Sos. the statute cere. I live

on the outskirts of the town ; it runs near i| mile from

the public, might licrcafter furnish recipes which

might be of advantage to the farmers of this country,

and might prove a panacea for the disease. lie had

his own doubts upon that point, but he believed that

most practical men would tell them that they might

take for dead any animal attacked with the disease.

lie thought that a very great deal of the importance of

cattle management upon improved systems would also

furnish them with the means of preventing this disease.

He believed that no better general principle could be

observed than the use of something which kept the

stomach in a uniform way— he referred to a healthy

good oilcake, or linseed, which kept the stomach
uniform and not constipated. He made these remarks
simply to encourage discussion, in which he was glad

to lend a helping hand. He simply said that in this

particular case prevention was better than cure.

Mr. Wilson added that he took the precaution every

autumn or spring to physic all his young animals, and
to seton them all.

Uoticcs 0f §00hs.
Practical Remarks on Agricultural Drainage.
By W. W. Hozier, of Tannochside. Prize report,

published under the auspices of the Highland and
AgricuUural Society of Scotland. W. Blackwood
& Son, Edinburgh and London.

The large gold medal of the Highland Society was
awarded to this report ; and as it was rightly considered

a valuable treatise on the subject, it was ordered by the

directors of the Society to be printed separately from

the Transactions, so as to render it more available to

the public. The public are indebted to the Society for

this resolution. The essay contains a sufficient refer-

ence to the theory of the subject, but it is mainly a

discussion in full detail of the practical experience of

the writer in outfalls, mains, small drains, depth, the

laying-out and cutting of drains, tiles and tile-laying,

filling in of drains, period for draining, and subsequent

treatment of land. The whole is a good practical

treatise, useful to Southern readers as well as to those

for whom especially it was written. We make an
extract on the treatment of land after drainage :

—

"If the land is intended to remain in pasture, the sod
should be taken neatly off along with the top spading,

and replaced after the drains are filled, when a year or

two's subsidence will erase almost every sign of its having
been disturbed. Should the intention be to break up the

• land immediately, stripping the turf is unnecessary. All

that is then requisite is to make each drain a fearing when
the ploughing commences, throwing a furrow slice from
both sides on top of the drain. This avoids the necessity

for horses trampling on the newly disturbed soil, and the

furrows on each side of the filling have, in this mode of

ploughing, a tendency to check the surface water, and to

prevent its rushing too impetuously into the drains, which,
before the filling is consolidated, is apt to burrow holes in

the loose soil above the drain, and even to disturb the tile.

By this mode of ploughing the crown of the ridge becomes
the furrow, and the old furrow becomes the crown. The
subsidence of the soil above the drains, when thus left in

the crown of the ridge, sometimes causes the ridges to

appear unsightly during the following summer, but appear-
ance is of little moment when ultimate benefit is ensured.
In the following autumn, the land should be cross-ploughed
as deep as possible to stir up the subsoil, and break the
' pan ' on the top of the old ridges, and in this state it

should be left exposed to the influence of winter frost.

Early in spring it should be thoroughly worked and
cleaned, and, if not requiring to be fallowed, care should
be taken to keep it clean during the fallow crop. In the
following season it should be laid down, as it was origin-

ally, with the furrow exactly over each drain ; and, in order
to faciUtate this, it is advisable to place marks in the
fences opposite the drain ends at each boundary of the
field.

" There is a prejudice against ridging amongst advanced
agriculturists, and no doubt, in soils where percolation is

perfect, ridging is wrong in principle. It tends to collect

the surface water in the furrows instead of inducing it to
filter downwards, thus washing away valuable matter,
instead of contributing to the support of the plants. But
in clayey soils filtration never can be as perfect as in those
of looser texture. The glutinous element in clay causes
its particles to run together when soaked with water, and.
by closing many of the finer apertures, it materially
impedes the process of absorption. Aeration and cultiva-
tion will overcome this tendency in some degree, but the
addition of silica in the shape of sand is the only radical
cure, and, until this mechanical change of texture is

effected, a considerable portion of the rainfall in pluvious
seasons must, before it gains admission to the drains,
remain upon the surface longer than is expedient. Thus,
the farmer has a choice of evils ; he must submit either to
the rotting of his plants and the chilling of evaporation, or
to losing some of the fertilisers which he has it in his
power to keep. But, as fertilisers are of little benefit to a
saturated soil, the writer, even at the risk of being con-
sidered antiquated in his notions, has no hesitation in

recommending every prudent man to choose the latter

alternative, and in clayey soil, especially in humid climates,
to make it an invariable rule to lay down his land in ridge
and furrow. Experience has thoroughly convinced him
that this practice is beneficial, at all events in such a
climate as the West of Scotland. The rounding of the
ridges need not exceed 6 inches, as it is not intended to
supersede filtration. In well drained land water should
seek the furrow only in unusually heavy downfalls, when
the ducts have more to carry than their capacity permits.
Not till this occurs does the clay expand to its full amount
and close the ducts, which cannot then regain their former '

size till drought again sets in. The furrows should have
connection with some channel at the bottom of the field,

in order to get rid of this surface water."

The Sugar-beet and Beet-sugar. By J. H. Por-
ter, Assoc. Inst. C.E. M. S. Rickerby, 4A, Wal-
brook, E.G. Pp. 47.

This pamphlet is a compilation from the reports of Mr.
Baruchson, Dr. Voelcker, Mr. H. M. Jenkins, Sir R.
Kane, and some French writers. Excepting a some-
what elaborate discussion of the £. s. d. aspect of the
subject to both farmers and manufacturers, which is

given towards the end of the pamphlet, the only point
in which, as it appears to us, Mr. Porter himself con-
tributes in these pages to the elucidation of a most
interesting subject, is in reference to Mr. Duncan's
works at Lavenham. The following is what he says :

—

"About three years ago one of our largest Sugar re-

finers, Mr. James Duncan, of London, having by very
liberal offers prevailed upon the farmers in the neighbour-
hood of Lavenham in Sufiolk to grow the Sugar-beet from
the seed he supplied, erected and fitted up there a factory
for the extraction of the sugar.
"In the second season the factory was supplied with

some 4000 or 5000 tons of roots, which it disposed of at
the rate of from 50 to 60 tons per day. The farmers, well
satisfied with the very liberal terms on which Mr. Duncan
receives their roots and delivers to them feeding-pulp for

their cattle, will no doubt very shortly enable him to con-
duct his operations on a larger scale. Those operations
have already attracted much notice here, and not less on
the Continent, whence, necessarily, Mr. Duncan has pro-
vided himself with his ' plant ' and skilled workmen.

" Hitherto, he has stopped short of the production at

Lavenham of the actual sugar in a crystallised state ; for,

as the refiner has to reduce the imported sugar to a fluid

state by the addition of a proportion of water,—bringing
it back, so to speak, to the state of syrup it was in at a
previous stage of its manufacture,—Air. Duncan, having
purified the juice of his Sugar-beets, and evaporated from
it so much water as to reduce it to the desired state of
syrup, transports it in that stage to his refinery in London,
where of Colonial and Continental sugars he operates
upon 500 tons per week.

'

' The greater portion of the Beetroot sugar manufactured
on the Continent passes through the hands of the refiners,

but the author has not heard of this system having been
adopted or tried there. Mr. Duncan argues that it not
only obviates the provision of costly apparatus and machi-
ner>', and the larger buildings necessary for the reduction
of the syrup to crystallised sugar, and saves the cost of so
reducing it ; but, at the same time, there is also disposed
of in the syrup, that which remains otherwise on the
hands of the manufacturer in molasses or uncrystallisable

sugar."

Farm Memoranda.
North Riding of Yorkshire.—The month of

April ended as it began, with weather of a character
decidedly wintry. From the 7th to the 23d the tem-
perature was mild, and on two or three days hot, but
devoid of the mild refreshing showers which so fre-

quently are characteristic of April. Since the 23d the

temperature decreased, and on the 2Sth, with the wind
N.N.W., we had shght showers of hail.

For field work the dry weather has been favourable.

Barley sowing was finished in good time and in

excellent order, and good progress has been made with
Potato planting, and in preparing the fallows for the

root crops, the land generally working very kindly
and affording great facility for picking out the
Couch, &:c.

Spring-sown com has come up an even braird, and
generally is promising ; although rain is now wanted.
The dry season has been particularly favourable for

\Vheat, and though backward it has, where thin,

tillered out ; and on the whole in this district there is

not room for legitimate complaint, as far as can be
augured from present appearances.

Although our meadow and pasture land has assumed
the russet green, yet the herbage remains short, and
during the last few days vegetation has been almost
dormant, and the prospect of early pasturage is by no
means good. Up to the present time this state of things
has not affected the value of good grazing cattle, /.*•., ani-

mals that a few months' Grass would qualify for the
shambles, which are selling at very high prices. The
demand for younger animals is not so animated, and
they can be bought *' bigger for money."

Store sheep, especially hoggets, meet with heavy
markets, to a certain extent owing to the backward
spring, and also to the low prices current for wool.
About the beginning of the month our fat cattle mar-
kets were heavy, with drooping prices, but the supply
being now in fewer hands, resulting in smaller markets,
has arrested the downward tendency, and for really

prime animals about %s. <)d. per 14 lb. can be obtained.
Sheep in the wool are making 9^/., and out of it ^^d.
per lb. Pigs are scarce, and very dear.

The sales of stock, t^c, consequent on a change of
tenancy, are nearly at an end for the season, and have
in number been fewer than is usual—a fact, let us hope,
indicative ofprosperityand contentment on the part of the
occupants. Whether for the last few years the farmer's
nett profit has been greater than during the previous
years, is a matter of uncertainty, but no uncertainty rests

on the subject of his great liberality in the manuring of
the land. Ten years ago the application of purchased
manure was confined to the roots, and supplied only by
the larger and most intelligent of the tenantry. Now they
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one end to the other ; we can get on to two-thirds of

the farm with 25 cwt. of manure with one horse, and

for the remainder it takes two horses for that weight.

There is horse and cow manure to be had at an average

of 4J. 6(/. per ton within i\ mile of any of it, and they

will put one-horse barrels of night soil on the land at

IS. 3(/. per barrel : night soil and ashes mixed we can

have free for fetching. We can get 35 cwt. or more

hay to the acre. Swedes and Mangels are worth, on

an average of years, 25^. per ton ; they come some
miles from here by rail, out of York.

All my land was in Grass until 1868, when a gentle-

man came out of Nottinghamshire, and said to me,
*' Why don't you grow some Cabbages and Mangels?

This land will grow Cabbages and Mangels with any

land. Try an acre of Cabbages, it will not be much
loss if they fail." I did so, and put the manure on the

flat surface, and only harrowed it, and got 5000 plants
;

we had lots above 30 lb. each ; and green crops being

a failure, people were quite astonished. Succeeding

with these, and the cows doing so well on them, I put

in about 5 acres last year, also 3 acres of Mangels, an

acre of Kohl Rabi, and a few Swedes ; my Mangels
would weigh about 25 to 30 tons to the acre, Kohl
Rabi 16 to 18 tons, but they were sown on some of the

poorest land. People in this country said Cabbages and
roots could not be grown, neither could sheep be kept

;

they could not tell their reason for it, only some one

tried a few seeep about 20 years since, and he could

not manage them.

I only came into possession of one part of this land

at Christmas, the owner having let his mansion ; it is

all in Grass excepting about 12 acres that had been part

Oats, part Beans, Potatos, Mangels, and Swedes ; but

it is Turnip-sick, for it has had Turnips on every other

year, he being the only Turnip grower for miles. I

was thinking of sowing this with Oats and seeds ; the

fault with corn of any sort here is, being late to get

ripe. I have a field of about seven acres ploughed,

and I think of sowing it with Oats.

The field in which I had the Cabbages, &c., was
four fields made into one. There was a deal of labour

to get it into form, so that it could be worked with

horses. I have a midden in it of about 250 tons of

horse and cow dung. I am thinking of planting Cab-
bages, Mangels, «S:c., again.

The way we used the Cabbages, part was cut with a

large turnip-cutter for the cows, and mixed with grains,

&c. ; the ewes got a good many carted on the Grass

fields, and a portion was given to some wethers feed-

ing off 30 acres of good after-grass. I also sold a lot,

about 10,000, to the hucksters about here. I can also

get the winter eating of a lot of dry land near this, very

cheap.

The cows are milked winter and summer in a
shippon, about 200 yards from the house. I should
like to get a class of cows that would milk well at less

cost. I have given since Christmas ;^I27 loj-. for four,

they were so dear : they are York and Skipton cows.

I have bought five common ones, such as are bred

about here, but they have not flesh about them ; there

is not a good bull kept in this district. I am rather

fond of sheep, but know very little about them. I

have given them a sack of bran (120 lb.) every morn-
ing for some weeks, but since the storm two sacks, and
hay as well; and shall have some Mangels to spare for

them. I have about 25 acres of Grass that nothing has

been on since October. A Smail Farmer, in the ''Mark
Lane Express^

may add, roundness of legs, fulness of fetlock joints,

and marks of work on his limbs. He may be per-

fectly sound for all that, but you had better not buy
him. " CasselVs Household Guide" for May.

IS (Ldorlu

Miscellaneous.
Horse Buying.—There is an old saying, ** Do not

look a gift horse in the mouth," highly applicable to

our present chapter. If you go to market for a cheap
horse, you must not be very particular about his age.

We can give you some very correct ** wrinkles'* on this

point. One of the great recommendations in a dealer's

yard is *'age." "See, sir," says the dealer, "he is

just five off," as he puts his fingers into his mouth, and
exhibits his teeth to a gentleman to whom, it is a
hundred to one, he might as well have exhibited his

tail. Now it would be far better to buy a horse of nine,

if you could be tolerably certain that he was no more,
and his legs were still hard and good. In the first case,

it must be a toss-up whether he w-ill stand work or

not ; in the second, it is an ascertained fact that

he has done so. If you can be sure of your young
horse, you will have so many more years of his

services ; but you -will have to pay so much the

more for him. When the tooth-mark is really gone,
which is the case at eight yeare old, excepting to very
good judges the horse is no longer a dealer's horse ; he
is said to be of any age, and may be bought well worth
the money. We sold a mare fourteen years old, six

years age, because we thought she must soon decline,

though there were then no sjTnptoms of it ; we sold

her to carry a lady of light weight to hounds. She is now
twenty, and is just as good as at fourteen ; we should
like to buy her back, but we know her positive age,

and she is not for sale. The most notable marks of

too great age are length of tooth, change of colour,

and interspersion of grey hairs in the coat, deep inden-

tations over the eyes, a hanging of the nether lip, a

sinking away of the muscles behind the shoulders, and
leanness of head, which gets handsomer towards
middle age. If the horse has been hardly used, we

May 14.

—

Cabbage Plants (autumn sown) have in

many places suffered much from the inclemency of the

season, so that there will be an increased demand for

spring sown plants, and these should be got in as soon
as they are ready for transplanting. In dry weather,

which has hitherto been general, some wait a shower,

others use liberally the water-cart to start the young
plants. We have tried both, but prefer the latter.

Those who wait for rain in dry seasons are often disap-

pointed.

AW^/-/?^/'/ sowing sometimes follows the Mangel seed

time in our southern counties, in other cases it precedes.

The plant is a slow grower and should be sown early.

Some transplant, but sowing is now generally preferred.

In the South many farmers find that they can gi-ow

heavier crops of this root than of Swede. It is other-

wise in the North, the Swede being there better

adapted for the climate. When sown in dry weather
in May it should always be with the liquid-manure and
seed drill, using from 500 to 1000 gallons per acre.

Some only apply 200 gallons, but this quantity only

wets the surface, while the liquid is loo strong,

assuming that 3 to 4 cwt. of superphosphate with an
equal weight of common salt have been dissolved in it.

When the liquid-manure drill is at work, it is a poor
saving to stint the land of water in dry weather. For
many soils in dry weather looo gallons are not enough,
being less than 200 when the land contains more
moisture naturally.

Rolling White Corn crops finish as soon as circum-

stances will permit. In dry seasons it not only makes
a smooth surface for the reaping-machine, but keeps in

the natural sap. Large stones brought to the surface

of stony groimd should be previously gathered off;

also pieces of wood, as the points of stakes and hurdles

where sheep have been folded, short pieces of hoop
iron, and such like, as the roller in passing over them
tilts up one end, so as to stand in the way of the knife

of the reaper. Land infected with Coltsfoot should

likewise be carefully gone over and picked clean, as

the smallest bit left when rolled in is sure to take root

and spread. Some soft land requires to be rolled so

as to consolidate the soil about the roots of the plants,

more so in seasons like this than commonly. An
opposite quality, viz., hard cnisty clays, require a heavy
roller to break the crust, let in the air, and supply fine

mould for tillering. Spring ploughed clay lands clod

—and the clods must be broken fine with a heavy roller

or clod-crusher—sometimes both, the roller following

the clod-crusher. Meadows intended for hay should

have been rolled before now, but many pastures may
yet be rolled with a heavy roller so as to crush clods,

wormcasts, and break the crust of unkindly clays so as

to promote the tillering of the grasses and the covering

of the ground with a close rich bite of Grass.

JVireivorm and slug not unfrcquently about this time

play sad havoc, both in cornfields and grass-land.

Some apply a top-dressing of lime, soot, and salt, with

a broadcast distributor, and if done in time and either

in moist weather or else washed in by means of the

water-cart, or hose and jet when applied in dry weather,

it will assist in checking their ravages if it does not kill.

In the case of slugs the mixture is sown at night when
tliey are abroad feeding. Some roll at night to kill

the slugs and consolidate the earth about the plants.

Wireworm is not so easily got rid of, as it feeds

more below the surface, and is defended by a

tough, leathery coat—very unlike that of slug. But
lime, soot, and salt, and also the salts of ammonia,
and potash are obnoxious to the insect, and if applied

in a soluble form so as to reach it and the food on
which it feeds, the solution will prove effective. Where
town or farm sewage is at command it is the best

remedy. Unfortunately all remedies are generally too

long in being applied, so that afterwards blanks have
to be filled up. In corn crops this may be done in

moist weather by transplanting from thick places ; one
plant at g inches square, or even 12 inches square, will

soon tiller and fill the ground ; and with a shallow

basket to hold the plants, it does not take long to

make good what otherwise would be very bad. When
old giass-lands are suspected, as they justly may be
when daddy-long-legs, cockchafers, and click beetles

abounded the previous season, they should frequently

be examined during March, April, and beginning of

May ; and as soon as worms are observed active

measures should be taken to soak the roots of the

grasses in which they live with liquid manure such as

the land requires, rolling the land as soon as it is

sufficiently dry for the operation. But when such

means have been neglected, and large patches appear
brown when the diy weather of May sets in, from the

insects having separated the sward sod from the soil

below, rake off the loose sods, apply a top-dressing of

the above salts with earth in the form of a rich compost
to the bald spots, sow a renovating mixture of Grass

seeds ; and to the rest of the grass-land infected with

the wireworm, but not yet beyond recovery, apply the

top-dressing without earth, and well wash it in with

the water-cart.

Stijle Burning, to obtain ashes for root crops,

if not completed by the end of April, should be
brought to a close as early in M^-y as practicable, as

the ashes should be applied a month before sowing.

This, however, cannot always be complied with, the

ashes having to be spread at the time of sowing. Stifle

burning is also done to get rid of an excess of effete

vegetable matter in peaty soils, the work being similar

in character to paring and burning. A shallow furrow

slice, from 3 to 6 inches deep, is turned up, dried and
burned, at a cost of from 2J-. to 2s. 6d. per cubic yard

of the ashes. The ashes are then spread and ploughed

in. Clay ashes cost about bd. per cubic yard for

burning, and from zd. to 3^/. for filling and spread-

ing ; the total expense—for fuel, burning, filling,

carting and spreading—being from ()d. to \s. ^d. per

cubic yard. The quantity of ashes applied per acre

is very different, but lOO cubic yards are com-
monly quoted as a fair average, so that the total

cost per acre will at this rate run from 75J. to

I25J-. An old plan still in use in some places is to rib

clay soils full of Twitch in the autumn, cross plough in

spring, harrow, gather the clods full of Twitch, and
bum them, at a cost of from 12s, to 40^'. per acre

—

including the spreading of from 1000 to 4000 bushels

of slightly burned ashes. But this old practice has

been superseded by deep thorough drainage, steam-

culture, with the liberal use of artificial manures,—

a

practice which gets rid of the weeds, aerating and
enriching the land more effectually than the old one.

JVater Meadozc's, late as the season hitherto has been,

should now afford a daily supply of green food for

folding and soiling, and if the weather continues

favourable, the ordinary routine of practice may not in

favourable situations be much deranged from its usual

;

but in others the most that is possible will have to be

made of the meadows, both for sheep and neat cattle,

as directed last month, by converting water and

artificial manure into green forage for soiling.

Farm Horses continue to require extra com and
grooming, with green forage where it can be had, as it

brings away the bots much better than drastic

purgatives.

The "grass-parks" of the North now begin to be

stocked in the more sheltered and favourable localities,

and neat cattle generally to be turned out to Grass,

being housed under night until the cold frosty nights

are gone.

Milch Coivs always require special management as

compared with other stock, and in many places more
so this season than usual. On southern pastures .

they generally are taken with the Grass, and do well

by this time. In the North the bite is shorter and the

nights are colder, while the cows are not yet taken with

the Grass. But this season these adverse elements of

practice will in many places perhaps be less divergent

than usual, at all events where there is irrigated

meadow Grass, town sewage, or farm sewage Grasses,

Luceme, Sainfoin, or Tares, farmers need be at no loss

how to feed their milch cows. When soiled they do

better in open yards with shedding than in confined

stalls, and the green food should be cut into chaff along

with a handful of hay and seasoned with bean-meal,

and the mixing of the meadow Grass and Tares with

Sainfoin or Luceme or Carob bean-meal in the absence

of such will be an improvement. W. B.

ENGLISH WOOL.
A steady business has been doing during the weeli in

English wool. Good deep grown lustres and half-breds

still command the chief attention, but good skin wools are

also inquired for, and prices are going against the buyer.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb. —j. d. s. d.

. .. . I to I .JFleeces Southdown hoggeU
Half-bred ditto ..

Kent Fleeces ..

Southdown ewes and i

Leicester ditto

Clothing
Combing

HA v.—per Loadof -i^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, May 12.

Prime Meadow Hay Soj.

Inferior do 60
Rowen 50
Inferior do —

Cu

New do.

76 New do.

Superior Clover .. 123 130 | JoSHi

Whitechapel, Thursday, May 12.

Fine Meadow Hay 765. to 82*. Prime old Clover.

Inferior do 60

Prime New Hay .. —

Straw 24

Inferior do, do.

' Inferior do. 90

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, May 9.

We have a large supply of Beasts and a very dull

trade, consequently prices are lower for all descriptions.

There are a few more Sheep than on Monday last
;
the

demand is very limited, and lower rates are submitted to.

Lambs are not selling so well as of late ;
middling

qualities are especially difficult to dispose of. Choicest

Calves meet with a ready sale, but on the average trade i3

worse. Our foreign supply consists of 1305 Beasts, 9040
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Sheep, and 198 Calves; from Scotland there are 383

Beasts ; from Ireland, 30 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

1740 ; and 554 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
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GREEN'S Patent SiLENS Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND GOLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ON FORTY-FIVE DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.

THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The extraordinary success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact. During the last six years the demand has been unprecedented, which

alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following arc their characteristic features

1st. Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access
2nd. They are worked with, far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower

From the fact that these Macl
GREEN AND SON do not deen

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY'S GARDENS, SYDENHAM
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.

3rd. They are the least liable to get out of order.

nes are so well known in Great Britain and Ireland, also on the Continent of Europe, up\^ards of 56,000 being now in use,

it necessary to trouble the I'ublic with a List of the numerous Testimonials they have received from time to time, but would add

THEY ARE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT
NL-\RLBOROUGH HOUSE.
THE HYDE PARK GARDENS.
THE WINTER PALACE GARDENS, DUBLIN
THE DUBLIN BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE LEEDS ROYAL PARK.
THE HULL BOTANIC GARDENS.
THE BOT.ANIC GARDENS, BRUSSELS.
THE SUNDERLAND PARK.
THE PRESTON PARK.

AND IN MO.ST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS, SQUARES, ETC., IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINE. PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY
MACHINES, including P,atent Self or Side Delivery Box ;

Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches .. .. "£^3 o o

,
, 28 inches . . ,

.

. . i :; o o
30 inche

HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches ;^2i o o

,, 36 inches .. .. . . 24 o o

,, 42 inches 27 o o

,, 48 inches 30 o o
Leather Boots for Horse . . . . 160

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey,
the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse

;

and as the Machines make no noise in working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running
away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND MACHINE.
Every M,ichi. Cdof

PRICES OF
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John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., &c,

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

III! ( k\sr\I 1 \L\CE
GARDEN or FIRE ENGINE.

C AST-IR
PUMPS.

inches ..£

SURVEYS MADE

IN ANY PART OF THE
COUNTRY,

PLANS PREPARED

FOR THE

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

AND LAYING-OUT OF

STRUCTURAL

GAIEIDQENS.

APTLY FOR

OEMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS.

^<{'7i.

DESIGNS

ESTIMATES
PREPARED FOR

FIRST-CLASS

CONSERVATORIES,

TO SUIT ANY STYLE OF'
ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTS'

DESIGNS
CARRIED OUT.

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing .attention, will

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or moti\e power, where a few feet fall can be obtained
ited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse c

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galv,anized Iron Tubs.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 46,7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54.'. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms &c comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, G-VS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MAJEURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,

Particulars taken tti any part 0/ the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c.
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RICK-CLOTHS, NEW and SECOND-HAND.
with POLES, PULLEYS, &c., complete.

An Illustraled Catalosruc post free on application.

FL.\GS.

full), I, Duke Street,

REUBEN HUiNi.
M \NrF.\rTrRER of IMPROVED HAND SEED

DRILLS, Atlas Works, Fjrl- '' ' - '—

"

-^^.......^^.-

IMPROVED BARROW SEED DRILLS,

For Sowinc every description of small Seeds. ^ Price

box anj striking-out Kcar, j(3 55. ;
"" ' '

B HIRST AND SONS, Bnt.-innia Works, Portland HP H
. Street, Halifax. -•-

FLEXIBLE slS-FiH.iRPE/lNG and SELF-COLLECTING
L4WN MOWING MACHINES, which can also be used as Garden

Rollers. Intending purchasers for the .P'"'"' s"=^°"
^''""J^^t';""

for Illustrated Catafogue and Pnce List of
>J".S.f^p"" „fT"',;|

Machines. The demand for E. HIRST AXD SONS ^-^'V^^ f^"
Moving Machines has already been ercat. These Machines are

acknowledged to be the best for keeping Bowling Greens, La» ns, ana

Croquet Grounds in order. Shipping orders promptly attended 10.

FORI

GARDENS,

GREEN- 7

HOUSES, ..,-

CONSERVA- ^^^^^ps
TORIES,

^ ^...^ throw-ing machine than any other in 11

in live sires, viz. ; No. i, with 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, J el and

Rose, I2S. 6i ; No. 2, 15J. M. ; No. 3, £1 is. ; No. 4. / 5'- i
No. s,

£1 lot. Extra Hose and Union Joints to order. To be l^d of

Proprietors, Londoi

'ILLI\MS' PATENT "ARCHIMEDEAN'
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

eds, Pnce,
length, per fw

ciNERi'W err I'KiLi., .No I,

For sowing Tnniips or Mangels on ndgc or llat. Price ••''? °

Extra cup pLnte for altering quantily ol seed ° ° „
ONE-ROW CUP DRILL, No. 2 3 "S o

TWOROW CUP DRILL 3 'S »

ONE-ROW TURNIP and MANURE DRILL .. .. 5 <> »

Extra coulters f»r flat work .. .. ° ? „
ONE-ROW BEAN and PEA DRILL a 10 o

ONE.ROW BRUSH DRILL • ..150
Illustrated Catalogues post free on application^

" Ever)' Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraili.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid do«-n more
. extensi^.e and Improved Machinery on their Deptfordpremisrai

IID» \ViiVkH, arc prepared to supply wtoUGHT-lfeON fANkS.
G.ClVANISED or P.UNTED, of superior quality, at reduced pnces.

,t of Galvanised Iron, and other of Br.^

n applic
An Illustrated Prici

5peci.al Manufactures, sent on appncntion. „. , ^ . i.-..^

T^BRABY AND CO, Limited, Fitiroy V orks. Euston Road

.r through all respectable Ironmongers.
. . „ ,T.__>._ _^ j:J& . ^:—= n..-L.»1 one in another tO savi

Is the only lAwn Mower that CUTS WET or LONG GR.^SS

WITHOUt CLOGGING, thus enabling the man to work it in the

motnin- or cool of the day, instead of waiting for the Grass 10 drv,

and toilTng under the heat of a mid-day sun ;
it is "^„'j^^>' '° j" „

and.wUl pres.r^•e Its .^en cu^^wh^l«
THE ROOTS OF THE

v,rass once a week as the season demands, and you will :>erccive a

great and decided improvement in your lawn.

" Far superior to any of ours."--yide ?*< /'iVU.

•• Remarkably easy to work."-Vide Crd^frsMapinHt
" The quickest, most simple, and most cfticientMo»cr e\er usea. —

Vide Cardmfn' CkrvmcU,

Catalogues and Opinions of the Press, post free on application.

Manufactured and Sold bv the Owners .and Patentees,

WILI lAMS AND CO., 1, City Road, Finsbur>' square, t.C.

Wholesale Agent : JOHN G. Rollins. Old Swan Wh.arf, London

Bridge, E C

' in Gentlemen's Gardens and Grounds The delivery- %.alve ca
.^j — .L-^miet when filling awatering-poL It holds 35 pllons.

Force Pump for Watering Trees, &c.

COLEMAN AND MORTON, London Ro.td Ir

'

/:5 S o

n W^orks, Chelmsford.

First Prize,

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, 1869,

^^
KI^^^si Also 22 other

PRIZES FOR

LIQUID

MANURE
Si C\RT VNI)

Cottam's Iron Hurdles. FeDClng, and Gates.

_ P.ATENT EARTH
TEM.
-- Mr. W. Gilbert,

, , and find

hal I had imaspned would
a great difncultj*—the

ipply of Dried Earth—to
_ ; no obstacle ; as, by lay-

ing by a few bags of earth

/^OTTAMS HURDLES are made in the best

r of soDcrior Wroucht Iron, by an improved method.

COTT\M'S P.A.TENT PORT.A.BLE UNITED
cow FITTINGS.

T"
HE above and many other PAT FERNS are made in

Tcrr,vMeIamc Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneivare, and Redware, and

Vermin. Hay kick aispensea wiiu ai uiiucvt:^^

and depth orFeeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop cover

to prtiTnt over-gorCTig. Creanlj-, durable, and impervious to infecuon^

bdiuraUof lr\)n. Price of Fittings per Cow, 5S(. «.- ,

^^oectuses ft« of COTTaS .\nd CO.riron Works, I, W insley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Streel^London, W ., where the

abSre ari exhibited, together with several important Impro>-ements m
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

THE AMERICAN PATENT
"ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER
ix Is admitted the best M.achine ever brought out for the

purpose ; because it is durable, simple, and performs its work better

and with LESS TM.Ui K.UJ the power of other Lawn Mowers, and

will do double the amount of work.

Le.i\nn" the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never

^ing Cntidy, serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

Opinions or the Press.
.

= G„,^^n- if^S"''" sa)-s-"This new Mowing Jilacjune has

.c.t fSj- tested at Stoke Newington, and the verdict is. 'valuable

The J'uld saj-s—" The Americans have been beforehand with us in

many Machines, but we were not however, """' "°y„j;?r'
"">

possessed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any ol ours.

The Gardtners' CknmicU savs—" We are indebted to our American

ousbis f^^^S- inl^^ous devices and remarkable conmv^ces

adapSd ^t onlyVor^ur amusement b"' f"' .'-=^"^^' "^ ^„Vi^J
-..nemllv We owe to them many thanks for improvements amongst

fmplSients whereby labourers' toil has been much
'""J!^-.J^!' \Smedean ' Lai-n Mower will cut grass equally well Jh" l^" ^'

£|rr^3bTI\S- '^itKaJi^^ntrilS-fn ^^'^^.U^l^l

ever used ; and such is our opinion.

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,

JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London.

forKliCHt..^ UAK.i-'c..>3, a*
Slurs and Insects, take up little

_i""and once put 3own incur no''further labour

,d expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-

nuentlv being much cheaper.
^ G "^DEN^ VASES. FOUNTAINS, &c., m
Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior

ntiish, and in much varict>' of design.

r.& G, ROSHEf,Manun.cture,j,UpperGreu^^^ S.E.
lufacturers, UpperGround Street, Blacklnars^:.. r.

,-s"R;id'\<-'e;r. Chelsea, S.W.;Kin6Sland Road Kin£slar,d,>«.E.
-

lllus?rated".ice Lists free by posL The Traiie suppUed.

ORN OMENTAL PAVING TILES for Consen-atories,

Halis, Corridors, Balconies, &c-, as
i'''="'r^l,1"?'^"vSie™"o{

in blue, rei, and buA colours, and capable "' f°™'?g ''^'a °'

designs. Liitewise more elaborate designs. Pattern sheets ol 1 ave-

ment with prices, forwarded for selection. , t^ . - r ..^...
WhTte'gLAZED tiles lor Lining ^aUs of Dairies L^ej^

i.--.^k.» Dir,<r» R9th<: Jit Grt>oved and other stable I aMng unctss

^fS^^dSui^y%u^<* -d "M.amanune Clinke^ Wall gopmgs.

RtS and Stonewie Drain Pipes, blares, Cements, isc.

T?be obtained of F. & G. RosHER, at their premises as above.

SIL\'ER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—

, —rTon r, J^ oer Bushel; » per Ton extra for delivery

I within^lS; S«. Lf.o'Sy Londol, RaiKSy or WTiarf. Quannt.^

! Tf 4 TonTVV. per ton less A cc^irser grainej Sand 4'. per Ton more.

1 Samples of Sand bv post on receipt of stamp.. ,„.„„„ KENT
FLINTS and BRICK BL KRS for Rockenes or Femenes. KJi" i

PEAT and LOAXI supplied at lowest rates.

F & G. ROSHER .addresses see abovtt

N B Orders promptly executed by ^way or \ essel.

I A liberal oiscount to the Trade.
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THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and part

and Caldcr Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames
s kept ; also at 36, Long Aci

s of th.

where a Stock

J. GOODERiDGE, Agent.

JAMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their pri«s as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by tbcm to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society.

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

J the fool

Fourth quality . . . . 15^- od 19^.6^.

Third quality . . . . lOs. o,f 32s, 6d.

Seconds iSj. 6d 265. od.

English 20s. od 271. od.

The above prices include the boxes, which j

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, bo.\es included.

bic.
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Shanks's Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDER THE PATRONAGE

OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY (

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF THE

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY
OF

GREAT BRITAIN.

TJie Patent hnp/ovoncuts recently introduced give Shanks s Machine several important

advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE , WIND GUABD, &C.

The steady and continued increase in the Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn Mowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced.

FIRST PRIZE

OF THE

THE FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL
OF THE

UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.INTERNATIONAL- EXHIBITION, _
LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

ALEXANDER SH.\NKS AND SON, in presenting their " PRICE LIST of LAWN MOWERS for 1870," have much satisfaction in intimating that among all llie

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at tlie Universal Exhibition of 1867, they are the only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.

A. S. AND SON have, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These

alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a

Machine which far excels any other that has ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or durability. The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and

has only to be compared with other Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRIQ^S—INCLUDING CARRIAGE TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR SHIPPING PORT IN THE KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

Easily Worked,

8-inch Machine £3
10-inch Machine., .. .. •• •• •• 3

12-inch Machine., .. .. .. •• •4
14-inch Machine •. •• •• 5

[
By a Lady.

By a Boy.

6-inch Machine., .. ,, ., .. .. £6
9-inch Machine,. .. .. .. ., ..7
»rinch Machine.. ., .. .. .. ..8
:4-inch Machine.. .. .. .. .. • 9

Eaiily Worked.
By a Man.
By a Man and a Boy.

The Hand Machines are all with Silent Movement.

SHAITKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
.ilh ralcnt Delivering Apparatu

30-inch Machine..
36-inch Machine ,

,

.

.

.

,

42-inch Machine..
48-inch Machine..

Silent Movement, 20J. extra.

/'9 30J. extra.

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
If with Patent Delivering Apparatus

25-inch Machine ;£i2 lo ° •• •• 25'- extra.

28-inch Machine. 14 lo o .. .. 301. ,,

30-inch Machine ^5 ^5 ° •• •• S^-^- •

Silent Movement, i2j. 6</. extra.
,., ., „ , ,,

Boots for Pony, 221. per set ; Ditto for Donkey, l8.r. per set. Silent Movement, 20J. extra. Boots for Horse, 26J. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS are in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor, Buckingham Palace, Hampton Court, Osborne, and

Bilmoral in the Uirdens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham
; in Hyde Park, in

Victoria Park, in Battersea Park ; and in many hundreds of the'principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abrcad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

success firmly established. Every Machine ivarranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be at once returned.

GARDEN ROLLERS,
SUITABLE FOR LAWNS, BOWLING GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers are made in halves, and are much easier to work than when cast in one piece. The

edges are rounded off to prevent any marks being left on the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

fitted to each Roller.

PRICES.
Roller, iS Inches Diameter, x 20 Inches Long ji^3 o °

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SHAFTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PONY.

Roller, 30 Inches Diameter, Inches Long • £^'^

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B7, Leadenhall Street is lie only pla. London -where intendingpurchasers ofLawn Mowers can choosefrom a Stock offn
All sites kept there, whetherfor Horse, Pony, or Hand Power.

Edilorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor
;

Aii

Printed by William Kichards, at the Othcc of Messrs Bradbury,

RJCHAEDS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul s, t t Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, May j
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TDOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.-

CRYSTAL PALACE.—Mr. WILLIAM PAUL'S
SPECIAL F.XHIBITION of POT ROSES and FOLIAGE

PLANTS will CO.MMENCE on SATURDAY, May a8, and will be
continued until JUNE 4.

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The SPRING SHOW will be held on FRIDAY, May a? (by

permission of the Mayor), in the Abbey Ruins, Reading. A Band
will attend as usual. The Show will be open to the holders of Sub-
scriber's tickets at I o'clock, and to the Public at 4 o'clock, on payment
of IJ. Schedules and tickets may be obtained of the Hon, Secretary-,

CHARLES COLLI NS, Esq, 34, Chain Street, Reading.

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, CLIFTONT^^TTtST
FLORAL FETE, THURSDAY, June 2. By permission of the

commanding officer the Band of the 50th Regiment will perform from
3 10 6 o'clock. Subscribers Tickets, to admit at 2 o'Clock, los. td.
for a set of six, which may be obtained at any time on or before the
Saturday previous to the show. Single Tickets, to admit on the day of
show : I o'clock, y. 6d. ; 2 o'Clock, 2s. f

- ""
'

" - . .
.

and every information may be obtained
Zoological Gardens, Clifton.

GRAND FLOWER SHOW
FANCY FAIR, BAZAAR, &c ^. ,..,.,.,. .„„„.

LIVERPOOL, in AID of the BUILDING FUND of the NEW
STANLEY HOSPITAL, on WHIT MONDAY, TUESDAY, and
WEDNESDAY, June 6, 7, and 8, under highly distinguished patron-
age. Nearly THREE HUNDRED po"^"'"- ' '
l-or further particulars apply to

T. I.EATHERBARROW, 1 „
I'KED. R. EDWARDSON / "'

Committee Rooms, Masonic Hall, Kirkdale Road, Liverpool.

PRIZES.

SAFFRON WALDEN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—By kind permission of the Right Hon. Lord

Braybrooke, the SUMMER EXHIBITION will be held in the
Park, adjoining the Essex Agricultural Society's Show, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAl?, the 15th and t6th of Ju'

r., including Silver Cups, will be awarded i " '

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW.TUESDAY,

June 28, at the Royal Pavilion and Eastern Lawn. Upwards of
50 Prizes are offered for Roses, and 43 for Fruits. Schedules or
application to the Secretary, q6, St. James's Street, or E, SPARY.
Superintendent of the Exhibitions, Queen's Graperies, Brighton
N.B. GRAND AUTUMN SHOW. SEPTe'mBER 14 and isEDWARD CARPENTER, Secretary.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held JULY 7,and NOVEMBER 16

1S70. PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, /;5 each. Schedules, with Forms of Enti

Twenty Thousand Bedding Plants.
C. PADMAN'S SPRING CATALOGUE is

• ready, and may be had on application.

Providence Nursery-, Boston Spa, near "I'adcaster, Yorkshir

BEDDING PLANTS, BEDDING PLANTS.—
An Immense Stock of the above at exceedingly Low Prices.

Catalogues, Wholesale and Retail, Post Free on application to
'THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

ROSES, for bedding, by tlie dozen, hundred,
thousand. Prices on application.

WM. %yOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, n
Uckfield,

Boses for Bedding, tic.

ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, n
ready for delivery; also large stock of VERBENAS

FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which contaii
selection of the best varieties only. CATA I.OGU ES flee.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, .Sussex.

A Glorious Sbow of Roses,
"lEA, BOURnON, CHINA, and NOISETTE,

M,,; 1. -.; .hi .nioyedall theSummer

IBLE, Bagshot.

fAMES IVERY AND SO.N'S splendid Collection of
I AZALEA INDICA is NOW COMING INTO BLOOM, and
ill be found worth an inspection. The HARDY FERNS are also

taking a nice show.—Dorking, May 10.

JAMES'S CALCEOLARIA. - The finest stmin in

cultivation. In packets, 2s. 6d. and 51, each.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
stablishmcnt, Hammersmith, London, W.

E
Bedding Plants. &c.

WING AND CHILD'S SPRING CATALOGUE of
BEDDING and other PLAN TS is now ready, and will be sent

gratis and post fre 1 applic
! RoyalNorfolk Nun

TO the TRADE, for Cash.
DOUBLE PURPLE ROCKETS, lis. per 100.

ANEMONE HONORINE JOBERT, large white Japan Anemone,

E. AND J.' PERKINS, Leamington.

DaUla Imperialls.
XTOOPER AND CO., oflcr good examples of this noble

: i)J. NUNPARKII,

The Clirysantlieinimi : How to Grow It.—See
AD.-^.VI FORSYTHS CATALOGUE. Forwarded

for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

N EW VERBEN,\S, Eckford's, unrivalled.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

N EW DAHLIAS, unrivalled.
CATALOGUES ready.

JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street, Salisbury.

N EW GERANIUMS.
Coleshilt, Zonal ; Lady Edith, Ivyleaf ; unrivalled

JOHN KEYNES. Castle Street. Salisbury,

N^
Gold and Golden Bicolor Gei

uperb Single Zonal >

B. W. KNIGHT, Florisi
ickagc included, from

TRICOLOR, BRONZE, and ZONAL
PELARGONIUMS.—Descriptive CATALOGUE of all the very

best and newest varieties will be forwarded free on application.

J. ELCOMBE AND SON, Nursery and Seed Establishment,

Bicolor Geranium, Prince of Orsinge.
SCOTT, NURSERYMAN, &c., Bathford, Bath, .

with the greatest confidence recommend the above as a f

Bedding variety, of very compact but free habit, flat c

leaf, a very
ness through the

1 yellow ground, 1

imer t bright scarlet flowers.
ick plants, with a good cutting, price 7r.6</. e

CHARLES TURNER is now sending out, in strong
plants. Perry's set of 12 NEW VERBENAS, which are of very

fine quality and good growers. Also a Collection of the best for pot
dding, now ready, as. to (>r. per dozen.

The Royal t , Slough.

Verbenas, Verbenas.—6s. per 100 ; BOs. per 1000.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers PURPLE. WHITE,

SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, &c., well-rooted Plants,
from store pots, 6j, per loo : 501, per tooo. Terms, cash.

Verbenas, Verbenas.
>HILIP LADDS is now sending out White, Scarlet,

Purple, and Pink VERBENAS, including new varieties of 1869,
)ng plants, in pots, at IJ. 6d. per dozen; small plants of ditto at— '- -^ -"----' "—r FUCHSIAS, i860,

M Bedding Plants, Florists' Flowers, &o.
ESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Carlisle, are prepared to send
ry choice selections of the above, at ven- moderate prices, and

Carter's Index, May 21.

CARTER'S NEW TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.
See p. 690—337 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

CARTERS IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE. See
p. 690,—237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

ARTE R~S "PRIZE TURNIP. See p. 690.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

c-
N-
Peculiarity, Season, Growtl e of I'lowcring, Price, &c,

rree oy post.
RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 338. High Holborn. London.

of Ell

, Carlisle.
jid Nursery and Seed K<itablishni

, EnRlish

Before purchasing your BEDDING
. c, please consult W, DILI-ISTONE'S NEW

LIST, which comprises all the newest and best to be grown at very
low prices. Post Free on application to

W. DILLISTONE. The Nurseries, Sible HedinEham. Essex.

Cheap Bedding Plants for 2s. per dozen.

J SCOTT, Mernott, Somerset, has, as usual, the
« largest and most varied collection in the West of England. The

plants are now hardened ofT and ready.
CATALOGUES on application.

GARIBALDI POLYANTHUS.—A new double
sweet-scented variety of this pretty spring plant. It in of various

colours, bright and showy, and produces its flowers well above the
foliage. A decided acauisltion. Seed is. and 2s. dd. per jacket, post
free. Plants as. td. eacn, sas. per dozen.
BUTLEK, McCULLOCH, and CO., South Row, Covent Garden,

W.C. Established upwards of a Century.

E.
CRISPA, to be
strict rotation as the orders are received. Prices to the Trade'

i

application.—The Nurseries, Withington, near Manchester.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with double PRIMROSES of different colours :

AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort of Early—-; Flowers LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Readini

TO GARDENERS.— Required, TENDERS to supply
on HIRE, to a large Hotel, about four dozen FLOWERING

PLANTS, of an ordinary description, and a few E\'ERGREENS, and
to change them for others as often as it is requisite.

SECRETARY, Westminster Palace Hotel, S.W.

PENZANCE EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI.—
Good plants from the seed-bed, sent to any address, at 21. Gd. per

100. JOHN MITCHINSON, Truro, Cornwall.

H
Turnip Seeds.

AND F. SH.\RPE have to offer to the Trade fine

elected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of 1869 growth,
iised from picked t .spla,

Mangel Wurzel Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
• Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varieties, and

including SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOPYELLOWGLOliE,
The Stocks are very fine, and all of i86g growth. Prices very low.

Seed-Growincr Establishment. Wisbech.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

id prices post free on application. Priie Medals, 1851,
, for

"
t Seed Corn and Seeds,

c
Faxm Seeds.

HARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire

N'

SPRING PLANT CATALOGUE, 1870, containing
all the NOVELTIES, English and Continental, of 1870, post free

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
Establishment, Hammersrailh, London, W.

Spring Planting.-To the Trade. .

MAURICE YOUNGS ABRIDGED CATALOGUE
of New Japanese Plants, Aucubas, and other hardy Trees,

Shrubs, and Evergreens, is just published, and can be had on
application. Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S Catalogue of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,
ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
nds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgale Nurseries, London, N.

E.
Fruiting Sized Vines.

G. HENDERSON AND SON have still the above
on hand, of excellent quality, full of fruit-buds,

Wellineton Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

FOR SALE, a good COLLECTION of PINES,
Fruiting and Succession.

Apply, Mr. J. CORNELl US, Tregullow Gardens, Scorrier, Cornwall.

w EBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

:s from Mr, WEltB, Calcot, Reading.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed tlerchan

MULBERRY LEAVES.—Gardeners and others who
itract for regular supplies of Mulberry Leaves are

d to apply to B. F. CUBB, Hon. Secretary of the Silk Supply
, 65, Moorgate Street, EC.

AUCUBA POLLEN.—One dozen flowers for
four dozen for 3s. , sent post free on receipt of stamps by

JOHN STANDISH and CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

V
To the Trade only.

lOLA CORNUTA v.ir. BLUE PERFECTION.—
Plants now ready, 151. per do2cn. A flower sent on receipt ot

'HU^fAS CRIPPS AND SON, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

WOODROW BROTHERS, Seed Merchants,
Bombay, have to offer fresh seeds of INDIAN PALMS,

including Cocos nucifera, Caryo
others. Terms on appliLation.

seeos 01 iiNi.»irttn rni^a^a.
IS, Borassus flabclliformis, ana

Ilex aqulfolium var. Lawsonlana.
A golden blotched Hodgcns' Holly, quite distinct and very effective.

PETER LAWSON AND SON are now sending out
the above for tfie first time. Strong plants 21s., with the usual

allowance to the Trade.
Edinburgh and London,—May, 1870.

LASTREA FILIX-MAS CRISPA GRACILIS
(Lyell).—Nice plants of this new and unique Fern post free for

60 stamps. Priced CATALOGUES, enumerating upwards of 300
s of BRITISH FERNS, on applic '

anv apphcan
. . „ .

A STANSFIELD & SON, Vale Nurseries, Todmorden, Lancashire.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties, 56 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exolic Ferns) of his PRICED bEsiRIP.
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and E.XOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hih, Kent.
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To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.

JOHN BETHAM (Son of the late Senior Partn(
the Firm of Betham & BLACKlTHl, beijs to inform the :

that he is Trading under the title of

and to all pans of the world.
r Thai i Street, London, E.G.

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedtling and
Decorative Purposes.

KOBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

finest varieties of ECHEVERIAS, FANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, Src., St, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nurserj'. Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Sow now—Sow now.
PRIMULA FIMRRIATA, choicest possible strain.

So growing seeds, 3J 6rf. : no ditto. 5s. CALCEOLARIA, »i.6rf.

;

CINERARIA,2s.6rf.;CVCLAMEN,2j.6rf. ; POLYANTHUS, II. &i.;
with many otiicr choice seeds for present sowing, all thoroughly
rcli.ihle, and free per post.
PUNSFOKD AND SON, Nursery and Seedsmen, Brixton, Surrey, 5. Vf.

Chrysanthemums.
DAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Trade and

- the Public, thJithe^ is itow sending out his " NEW" and other

ivick Nursery", Stoke

CRATER'S AGER.\TUM IMPERIAL DWARF.
The finest bedding plant of the season. Strong robust growl

^ill be forwarded upon
, Saffron Walden.

New Plants of 1869, &c.
FUCHSL^S, 24 distinct varieties of last year's best,

strong plants, in pots, per doien, 6s.

BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The best of last year are Fire King
(Turner), Lizzie (Smith), Masterpiece (Smith), Little Pinkie (Lcel,
Morning Star (Bennett), Pride of Osberton (Bennett), Thomas
Moore (Oubridge), and five other varieties. Price 91. per dozen, or

varieties, English and Continental,
I application). Price 301. the Collec-

tion, or 12 of do. for 131. (yd.

BRONZE and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.—The following
seven beautiful varieties, one of each, for los. 6d. ;— Black Knight,
Golden Emperor, Golden Queen, Star of India, May Queen, Red
King, Kentish Fire. p^, dozen.-., d.

GERANIUM MADAME LEMOINE 40
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 24 beautiful new kinds of large and

small-flowering and Japanese varieties . . . . . . ..60
LOBELIA lErinus), six splendid new kind:
HELIOTROPES,
PENTSTEMONS, nine magnifio
PHLOX, Beautiful and Conquero

•ed, t jof e

(Paul's)
VERONICAS,
IRESINE LINDEI^I and ACUMINATA
ALOl'ECURUS PRATENSIS aureo-variegatu

r Striped Grass) .

LUTEA GRANDIFLORA
DEVONIENSIS, best blue 4
(Pansies), choice, to name 61. and 9

from seed 3

. .-, three varieties o
HOLLYHOCKS „ , 4
DAISIES „ „ sixvarieties 4WALLFLOWER, double dark 6
BET I IS AUCfnlvFOLIAIsnotted-leavedDaisy) .. .. 3
!'

Fii \ I

PtM
III 1 i HIN I IMS .sorts)

J.ll.HM .\l R.M UM, II. (

CALCEOLARIAS, six sort!

Post Office Oi
A CATALOGUE of Choic

&c. tree on application.
WM. DILLISTONE, Nui

1 Prize Flow,
lotted

I. W., and 31. 6d. each.

?ible Hedingha

w Geraniums of all Classes.
OOD AND INGRAM offer fine Plants of the

following :-

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS.
Each-s. d

6 Silver St.ar

Each

—

s. d.

Diamond 3
Lucy Grieve 3 ti

I

Twilight
Mrs. Dix 36! Rosette.

6
I

Italia Un
Mr! 6 The Queen's Favouri

Or the 12 varieties for 181., package included.

EXTRA FINE NEW and CHOICE VARIETIES
Each—y. d. I Each—s. d.

Mrs. Dunnett 15 o Princess Beatrice .. ..50
Sir Robt. Napier .. ..15 o Excellent 50
Huntingdonian .. ..10 6 1 Charming Bride .- .-50

Or the six varieties for 501., package included.

NEW BRONZE and GOLD VARIETIES of 1869.

Each—I. d.
I _ _ _

Each—j. d.

Beauty of Riverdale!Beauty of Rive'' '

black Knight .

Cleopati .-

Criterion
Stanstead Beauty

Or the

3 6

Crown Prince

.

,
Miss Beatrice..

I Mrs. Allen Lowndes
Red Ring
Southern Belle

' SL John's Wood Star

301 , package included.

3 5

DOUBLE-FLOWERING ZONAL
Andrew Henderson .

Gloire de Nancy
Madame Lemoine .

Or the s

Madame Rose Chan

NEW ZONAL of i

Acme (F. & A. Smith)
Bayard (Pe.^rson)
Blue Hell (W. Paul)..

Lord Stanley (F. St A. Smith)
Louis Veuiliot
Reticular
Robert Bowley

; King (Turner) ,

12 distinct varieties, W. & I.'s selection, for 121., package ii

NEW SHOW PELAROGNIUMS of 1869.

Each—I. d.

Joan of Arc (Foster)
Ladyof the Lake (Foster).'. 3 6 1 Env
Lord Napier (Foster) . . 3 fi

j

Met

6 Emily (Hoyle)

3 6 Nathalie (Hoyle)

ict varieties, W. & I.'s selection, for3oj., package i

NEW FANCY PELARGONIUMS of 1S60,
Sent out by Mr. Turner.

Lady Dorothy Neville.

" Economy.—Seeds Direct from the Growers.'

JAMES CARTER & CO,
SEED GEOWEES,

237 iS:23S, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.W.C
1^* /// consequence of the gnat injury to the Grmohii^

Crops during the late winter, J. C. & Co. regret heit'tg

compelled to announce tilefollowijtg Ay)\wc^ in Prices
fir their Choice Prize Stocks of Swede, Turnip,
6-V., after tliis date.

The hardiest and best in cultivation.

Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.
CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE (the largest variety) Per lb.

SKIRVING-S LIVERPOOL swede ,

HALL'S WESTBURV SWEDE
,

Cheaper per cwt. or bushel.

Carter's DevonsMre Grey-stone Turnip,
Of quick growth, and very fine qtiality.

Is, per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP.. Per lb. Ds. 10
LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP , o 10
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP .. „ o 10
CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE, or Six-week TURNIP „ 1

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CARTERS LIST of BEDDING and other PLANTS

for 1870 is now ready, price 6J,, Post Free (Gratis to purchasers).

New and Choice Plants for 1870.
GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.

PRINCE of \V.\LES (CarterI.— Undoubtedly the finest tricolor
ever offered, of most vigorous habit, and intensely brilliant colours.
Price 631. each. A First-class Certificate was awarded to Carter's
Tricolor Geranium, Prince of Wales, by the RoyaJ Botanic Society
of London, .June iQ, 1867. A First-class Certificate was awarded
to Carter's Tricolor Geranium, Prince of Wales, by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, July 7, 1S68. A First-class^„... i-. .. ^-„-_.-^.^-..„

^ .

^f

Price 21J. each. First Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural
Society. Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society,

PRINCESS of WALES (Carter).—A variety similar to Prince of
Wales, but more brilliant in colour, and smaller leaves. Price
311, 6J. each. First Prize, May -n, Ro>3l Horticijltural Society.

L dark scarlet, light golden margin.

of good form, deep _.__.___ , __ ,

chocolate. Price 55. each.
MARIAN MORRIS (Carter)—A variety after the style of Ooliah,

and equally free in growth, but with brighter colours. A good
bedder. Each 211.

MRS. MULLER (Carter).—A neat compact-growing variety, zone
light carmine, blotched with chocolate, margin creamy yellow.

BALLYMENA (Carter).—A most desirSble variety for bedding
purposes, and very distinct in character; zone very dark chocolate
and rosy purple. Each 51. Special Certificate, April 20, 1870,
Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties for 30*.

SILVER TRICOLOR GERANIUM.
CINDERF,LLA (Carter).—Deep pink zone, silver margin, free

bloomer. Each 51.

GOLDEN SELF GERANIUM.
CARRIE FOWLER (Carter), -Seedling from Crystal Palace Gem,

a beautiful bright golden colour, compact in habit; an excellent
bedding variety. Each 55. Royal Horticultural Society, May 22,
1869.— Prize for best Golden-Leaved Geranium, Carrie Fowler.

For full descriptions and particulars of CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS of REDDING and other PLANTS, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED
PLANT CATALOGUE fo r 1870.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Beautiful New Fuchsias and Noseffay Geraniums
GEORGE SMITH is now sending out, in good plants,

his beautiful new FUCHSIAS, vi^,. Avalanche, Purple Prince
and Sultan, at los. Ckf. each ; also his new GERANIUMS, Claudus,
Soleil, and Harry George, 71. 6rf. each. Coloured drawines (bv
M- T^™«,. A I I _f P-l l.._ 1 c_i-:i :_ . __ _. "1 .'

Cheap, Cheap. Cheap.
TRICOLOR and other PELARGONIUMS, in good

plants, at the following low prices for cash :—Mrs. Pollock,
2f. ()rf. per dozen ; White Lady, 45. ; Glen Eyre Beauty, 51. ; Rosetta,
51. ; Castle Milk, 51. ; Italia Unita, 2*. grf. ; Perilla, 35. ; Crj'stal Palace
Gem, 2s. ^. ; Luna, 2r. c)d. ; Lord Derby, 31. ; Leonidas, 31. ; Centaurea
candidissima, extra strong plants, 45. per dozen. A large quantity of
ZONALS. equally cheap. P.S. Sophia Dumaresque, 31
JOHN BARRETT, St. John's Nurscr>-. Bury S^t. Edmund's, Suffolk.

To the Trade.
CALCEOLARIAS, autumn-struck, of Yellow Prince

of Orange, Aurca floribunda. Sparkler, Superb, and others,
60J. per 1000, from cutting pots,
GERANIUMS of Scarlet, Zonal, and Nosegay, named, our selection,

from pots, 8s. per 100 ; Purple Unique, is. 6d. per dozen.
DAHLIAS, named, our selection, from 16s. per 100.

H- and R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nu

f^ HARLESVy of POPUL.4
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T HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also CJenuinc PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &C. E. PURSER, Secretary.

OfSces, ri6, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is novf

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be tne best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains zi per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Icker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

L/ciivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
ong as the seals remain unbroken.

Agents for the North of England—Messrs. Keighley, Maxsted 81

Co.. Hull.
Agent for Lancashire and neighbouring Counties—W. S. Gladstone,

VoJI,

M'

LAWESS MANURE for GI^VSS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

NITRATE of SODA suoplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks al
London, Liverpool, and otlier ports, at lowest market prices-

E n"nT:~t l^aTw e s.
59, Mark Lane, London.

sbury ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin
;

O H N

s of England—MeiAgents forTvlidland. South and W
Wm. Smith & Co., Bristol.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. Richard Connon & Co., Glasgow and
Aberdeen.

Messrs. Allan, Ed%vards 8i Co., Dundee.
Agents for Ireland—Messrs. R. F. Gladstone & Co., Dublin.

Price £11 per ton. delivered free to Rail or Wharf in London.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

EEPORT and AN.\LYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal AgriculturalSociety of England.

"Analytical Laborator>', ii, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

*' Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial
manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.-Believe me. Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "AUGUSTUS VOELCKER.
The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

.' Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C."

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPH.'VTE for ROOTS.
GDAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPH.\TE of LIME.

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOE
MANURE COMP.\NY (Limited).

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

DlRECTOHS.
Chairman—John Clayden, Littleburj-, Essex.

Vfftlty Cliairtfian—Jf>hn Collins, 255, Camden Road, Holloway.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Slanstead Abbot, Hens.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Saville, Inglhorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jones, Grishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Managing Director—J&mcfi Odams.
i^awft^rs—Messrs. Barnetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

Soliciivrs—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Aitditar—]. Carter Jones, Cambridge.

This Company = " •" '
'

of, agriculturists
title—viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
1 of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

for the genu nd efficacy of the Manures manufactured by this

-loQ, Fenchurch Street, Londoi

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shi
Womanby Street, Cardiff.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, ot

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE 01

AMMONIA, and other Cliemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
lorf. per lb., or 845. per cwt

WILLIAM RITSHFORTII, Nur5er>m.io and Seed Merchant. Leeds,

'ITGBACCG TISSUE,
-L for FUMIGATING GREENHOUSES. Will destroy all the
Insects, and not injure the Plants, and Burns without the assistance of
Blowing. Price 31. td. per lb., carriage free. A reduction in price for
large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. R. ROBERTS AND SONS, 112, Sl John

Street, Clerkenwell, London, EC. ; and of all Seedsmen and

Tlie Best and Cheapest Vermin Killer.
Vide " The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted bv Shirley Hibbcrd

Esq., F.R.H.S., of August 15, 1808.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty),
for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, is., 2j. M, &4S. each,

by Seedsmen and Druggists. POWDER DISTRIBUTORS, 2s. each
Manufacturers: COKRY AND SOPER, at their Bonded Ware-

house. Shad Thames, London, S.E. [AGENTS WANTED.]

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, and bv Permu
: Hon. Board c"

'^

ingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
other plants."—GEO. Eyles, Superintendent, Koyai Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, i!

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEl
Wharl, Wapping, E.

LEY Bonded Warehousi

/^^ I S H U R S T
^-^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

10ft water, and

for Vines and
iOUt

preparations intended to super.

.bd.

Red
Spider

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street^ where a Stock
s kept : also at 36, Long I J. GOODERIDGE, Agent.

Lawn Mowers, Iron Vases, Seats, &c.
JONES AND SONS are now selling surplus
Stock of the above at a discount of 15 per cent. lor cash

6, Bankside, London, S.E.

A RCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER to be SEEN
rS. M BUTI.Il;. Ml III lira AND GO'S., South Row, opposite

Hot-water Pipes and Boilers.
JONES ANO SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES

1 and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free to
station in England^ for cash with order ; or they allow a liberal

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application : also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conscri-i
Halls, &c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.'

, Entrance

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISH ER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

To Gentlemen, Gardeners, and Others.—'Write for
HEADLY AND SON-.s in.i^tr:it.,d List of Prices of

the NEW PA1 1 N I 1

1

'. I >l: \ i I IC APPARATUS for
WateringCroquctLawns.ii 1 W PATTERN FORCE
PUMPS, the NEW l'.\ I IN CHAIRS, the NEW
PATTERN GARDEN M' 111 .... I ..^l free on application to

E. HEADLY AND Sii.\. l,,,!,..,„;e li„n Works. Cambridge.

T N D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE,
-L 60 feet ]ri inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, loj. ftd.

60 feet J'i inch do. do., extra .strong, 31J. 61^
Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists

of everj' article made in India-rubber forwarded on application.
E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Manufacturer, Quadrant, Birmingham.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street. Shoreditch. London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
BLACKBURN and SONS have received a large
consignment, and are now offering them at very low prices.
&c., on application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

ESSIANS and SCRIMS for SHADING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to $d. per yard, advancing Hd.
54-incK Hessian and Scrim, 3^. , lAd., 4d. , 4%d, and s'^rf.

72 ,, ,, ,, 45^a,,s}^rf.,6rf., 6*.^rf.,and upwards.
J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas

Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street. London. E,C.

H

Ti

Flatting ever manufactured, as it is cool in working, takes a
hours in going down, has comparatively little smell, can be washed,
and will cover all sunk parts.

Sold only by the GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, lOA, King
William Street, London, EC.

Prospectuses and Testimonials free on application.

No MORE DAMP WALL S.—
The only Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, and

Cement from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,
used in the Houses of Parliament, aud manufactured by the SILI-
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT
COMPANY, 311A, King William Street, London, E.O

PATENT URBAN HORTICULTURAL MANURE,
THE MOST GENUINE. PORTABLE, AND SUCCESSFUL MANURE FOR FLOWERS,

ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, ETC.

Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins, & Co.,
As Wliolesale Agents for the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY, have much pleasure in drawing

the attention of Nurserymen, Florists, and others to the following report (issued witli the sanction of the Council of
the Royal Horticultural Society, London) ;

—

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
CHISWICK, LONDON, March, 1870.

Official Report on the Patent Urban Horticultural Manure.
The above Manure Ims been tried in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick, during the past

two seasons of 1868 and 1869, with very satisfactory results. It was applied to the following subjects—viz., Fruiting
Vines, in pots ; Cucumbers, in frames

; Peaches and other orchard-house Trees, in pots ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
and Strawberries, in pots and in the open ground, ist. By mixing a little of the Manure with the soil in potting the
plants ; 2d, By sprinkling some of the Powder on the surface, and watering it afterwards

; 3d. By diluting a portion
with water, and then watering the plants therewith. In the case of the Vines and Fruiting Trees, in pots, which
were watered twice a week with a weak solution of the Manure, the effect was especially decided ; and this form of
application throughout seemed to have the advantage, and, secondly, that of sprinkling on the surface of the soil.

The foliage of the plants, where it was used, assumed a much darker hue, and became of more substance ; and the
plants, in general, increased much in strength, and the berries of the grapes greatly in size.

The proportions used were those recommended on the canister in which it is sold ; and in its general influence
it seems to possess greatly the character of Guano, and to be equally as powerful, without incurring so much risk in
its application.

Judging by the results, I am justified in stating it to be the best " Patent " Manure we have ever used, and
recommend it accordingly. (Signed) A. F. BARRON, Garden Superintendent.

This Manure is Manufactured solely by the PATENT URBAN MANURE COMPANY, LIMITED, and
Sold in Canisters, Is. each, by all Seedsmen, Chemists, &c. A liberal discount to the Trade.

Sole Agents—MESSRS. WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

The Spreader for \^ ater n(. La v

Price \ th Spreader jt5 5 o
Force Pump for Watering Trees, &C. . . a 2 o extra.

COLEMAN AND MORTON. London Road Iron Works, Chelmsford.

fi HEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufacturing Firm
V^ have a considerable Stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,
more or less damaged in the processs of manufacturing, that ihey
would be willing to DISPOSE OF, at prices below those of the com-

J : r n_
"erials. To landed proprietors these

i E., Post Office, Broseley, Salop.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made
"' l-Metallic Ware, Terra-Cotta, S'.Qncware, and Red'

of great durability. The plainer sorts are
d for KITCHEN GARDENS, as

and Insects, take up little

r no further labour
and expense, i „ „ _ .

juenlly being much cheaper.
GARDEir VASES, FOUNTAINS &c., in

Artiticial Stone, of great durability ana superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F. & G. RosHER, Manufacturers, UpperGround Street, Blackfnars.S.E.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, ficc, as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
145 per Ton, 11. id. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Raifway or Wharf. Quantities

of 4 Tons, II. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4J- per 1 on more.

Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp. . tmuT
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. Ki-Ml

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F & G. KOSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vess*:!.
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WIRE NETTING (Galvanised after made) for
GAME and POULTRY.—CROGGON and CO

,

Albion Wharf, 10, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G.
2, Goree Piazza, Liverpool.

59, George Square, Glasgi

rpANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Presemng Seed
-L Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c, and
as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, 3d. ; three
yards, 31^. ; and four yards, id. per yard in any quantity. May be had of

CHAS. WRIGHT and CO., William Street, Ncwark-on-Trcnl,
or their Agents, Messrs. HOOPER and CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C.

GARDEN NETTING and SHADING.—New and
Repaired TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of Fruit

Trres from birds; SCRIM CANVAS, for Greenhouse Shades;
STRIPED CANVAS, for Blinds, S:c
For Price List, apply to BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 2, Duke

Street, London Bridge. E.C. No other Establishment

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c- ; 2, 4, and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard; 100 yards, 7s, 6d. ; 500 yards, 35s. ; 1000

Peterborough.
ISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c.. Market Place,

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for tlie

Proieclion of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds
;

also as a Fence for Poultrj', Rabbits, and Sheep, i j. per square yard,
carriage free, in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 yards,
SCRIM CAN VAS,for\Vall Fruit, Greenhouse Shades, Tulip Covers.
HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS, sample ormaterial

free on application. RICK COVERS, New and Second-hand, with
Poles, complete. Be particular

—

FREDERICK EDGINGTON and CO., Marquee, Tent. Flag, and
Rick Cloth Manufacturers, 60 and 62, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

REGISTERED HAND GARDEN SEED DRILL.—
Four thousand sent out in 1868 and 1869. At the Great German

International Agricultural Exhibition, Altona.
Hamburgh (1869), the First-class Silver Medal
was awarded to JOSIAH LE BUTT for his
Manufactures: also at the Great German Inter-
national Horticultural Exhibition, Hamburgh.
1869, another First-class Silver Medal was
awarded. By simply turning a screw, this Drill
can at once be adapted for Sowing Onions, Cab-
bage, Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Barley, Whi
Sainfoin, Mangel Wunel, Tares, Rape,

"'

Flax, and Carrot Seeds. It is an i

implement for a Market Gardei
who possess a Kitchen
Garden ; and for the Farm it

will be found useful for

the purpose of filling up thi

t.

)rkcd by a lad.

: the horse-drill

Full di

each Drill,

stamps or Post-office Order,
made payable to JOSIAH ^^^

th

eipt_ of

LE BUTT, Patent
Manufacturer
Drill will be

THE CHAMPION HAYMAKER, for strength,
lightness of draught, simplicity, and efficiency, is unequalled.

More tnan ordinary care has been bestowed u[]on the construction and
arrangements of all the vital parts, rendering an accident when at

work in the field almost a matter of impossibility ; while all compli-

cated parts, such as "levers and eccentrics." arc entirely dispensed
with, and the cog-wheels are so arranged that it is impossible for them

' wrong. and altogether the , icultural

^^nabled at once to unijerstand the working of the machine.
The parts made of cast-iron are numbered, and if by any chance the^
get broken, a duplicate can be supplied r' - * '- '- '* -

guaranteed to work in the heaviest crop, an
to the high-priced machines of other maki

1 equal in every respect

' Novelties in the Implement Departmext."—At the great
Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Burj- St.

Edmunds, the Mark Lane Express of July 29, 1867, under the above
heading, says:—"One of the simplest, strongest, and most efficient

Haymaking Machines we have seen is that made by JOSIAH LE
BUTT, of Buri' St. Edmunds, and which he has christened, not vain-
gloriously, 'The Champion,"'

Price, including delivery to principal stations, £131^1., and —•'
weil-st-asoned wood travelling wheels. "Width of ma "

weight, 8M cwt.

OWER or REAPER KNIFE REST,
for firmly holding knife of Reap^fr or Mower during the process

8 feet

;

M

DuMO. " —
jniscd by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmorc G.irdens. the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late bir J. I'aston for the Crj'stal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
K.ew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading Is "Frlgl Domo" Netting.'"^ "' -, made 01 prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect n.' -
• j,u,j „here it

. — --- — _nd Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO"NETTING,3yardswide,is.6<i per yard ri

•"FRIGI DO.VIO" CANVAS,
Two yards wide ". oj. per yard rue
•^- •'-'- - '^. per yard.

POLL.\RD, JEPHSON, and C O.'S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOT-WATER,

Pineries, Greenhouses, Conser\'atories, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &c Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
Helper, &e. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being 20 years in

Apply a
Park Street. Southwark, London, S.E.

H^
houses. Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &.c

Plans and Estirr

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, Kmg Street, Cheapside, London. EC.
Manufactory. 6 Bankbide boui

H'
trated sheet per yard

VALVES
GEORGE ROBINSON, Dial In

London Warehouse. i6, Grand lunctio

inch. 3-inch.
J. d. s. d.

on 15
14 3 1

20 30
19 30
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GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. GR.\Y begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report ill Gardenees' CHRONICLE of Int,

" The upripht form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seem
but the oval form civen to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should brinR tile tubes
preferable in consequence of its brinfiin^ the tubes in closer contact turning fuel ; and this being
with the lire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram

I
is no doubt an improvement,

"

tiomit Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page 476.
feasible that the Boilers on the

Tiicy are of all sizes, -which, with prices, may de had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

B A M F O R D'S "MODEL'
GARDEN ENGINE,

FOR STRENGTH
^5 DURABILITY

UNEQUALLED.

PRICE LISTS & TESTIMONIALS SENT POST FREE
BAMFORD a.SONS,UTTOXETER.

ANDREW HANDYSIDE and CO.,
Pritannia Foundry, Derby. | 32, Walbrook, London.

The Britannia Iron Works have for the last 40 years been well
' ^ • I Castings. The use of Cast-

smoothness of surface, impos-
asi iron Vases if occasionally

Five large Sheets of Designs and Price Lists post free for o stamps,

A. H. & Co. make the better kind of IRON and GLASS CON-
SERVATORIES, and have constructed some of the largest and

SURVEYS MADE

LN ..\NY P.ART OF THE
COUNTRY,

PLANS PREPARED

FOR THE

GE.N'ER.-VL ARR.WGEM ICN I

AND LAYI.N'G-GUT OK

STRUCTURAL

GABDENS.

APPLY FOR

OEMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS.

DESIGNS

ESTIMATES
PREPARED FOR

FIRST-CLASS

CONSERVATORIES,

10 SUIT ANY STYLE OF
AJICHITECTURE.

ALSO

ARCHITECTS'

DESIGNS
CARRIED OUT.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description. Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

GAKDEN
10 Gallons .

.

S47A.

ENGINE.
..^3 o o

Flow

AaUAJECT.
Useful for every variety of pur-

watering or washinfj
or Trees in Gardens,

. &c. ; also for

washing Carriages or Windows,
laying Dust, &c.

Price, complete _j^i 8 o
Small size for the

hand, as an ordi-

nary Syringe .. o 15 o

THE CRYSTAL PALACE
GARDEN or FIRE ENGINE.

CAST-IRON
PUMPS.

2J inches '• L^ 9

li ;: :; :: : 7

No. S79J.

SWING
WATER BAKROW.
20 Gallons . . " jC^ ^ °

3° • •• lli Z

5° 5 14
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VIOLA CORNUTA PERFECTION.

THE SEASON FOR BEDDING OUT BEING SOMEWHAT ADVANCED,

GEORGE SMITH
Begs to announce that he has lowered the price of this splendid hardy SPRING and SUMMER BEDDING

PLANT, and that he will now Sell the remainder of his large stock at 6s. and 8s. per dozen.

G. S. obtained a First-class Certificate at the Bath Floral F^te, Wednesday, May 18.

Plants may be seen beautifully in BLOOM at his Nursery, and at the Wilton House Gardens.

WILTON ROAD NURSERY, SALISBURY.

NEW GERANIUM, BRONZE QUEEN (Sheppard).

We have had several opportunities of seeing this GER.ANIUM in growth, and believe it to be one of the

most eftective of its class for out-door display. The zone is very distinctly marked on a bright bronzy yellow

ground, and the habit all that could be desired.

Plants are now ready, 3s. 6d. each.

OSBORN AND SONS, FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.

Our PLANT CATALOGUE for this season may now be had on application.

NEW BEDDING PLANT, VERONICA BLUE GEM
AWARDED FIVE FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES L.AST SUMMER.

THOS. CRIPPS & SON
Beg to announce that they are now distributing the above welcome acquisition. Unlike other shrubby Veronica

it is of a very neat dwarf habit, the axil of nearly every leaf producing spikes of beautiful mauve flowers, making the

plants appear literally clothed with bloom. It commences flowering when only 2 inches high, and continues in

bloom throughout the season.

In reviewing the New Plants of 1869, the Gardeners' Chronicle (see page 45, present volume) says:—"Yet
another blue bedder, viz., Veronica Blue Gem, of great promise, both as a decorative plant for the greenhouse and a
serviceable plant in the flower garden, of remarkably close habit, and a singularly free bloomer. It cannot fail to

answer all expectations formed of it."

Price 5s, each.

Discount to the Trade on three Plants. (See p. 74 of our Trade CATALOGUE.)

THE NURSERIES, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

NOW SENDING OUT,

NEW ROSE, PRINCESS CHRISTIAN,
ONE SPECIAL, AND FOUR FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

" One of the grandest Roses in cultivation."

—

Journal of Horticulture.

" A good Rose for exhibition, and a grand Rose for the garden."

—

The Field.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

NEW PELARGONIUM, WALTHAM BRIDE.
A SILVER-EDGED WHITE FLOWERED BEDDING SORT.

TWO FIRST-CL.ASS CERTIFICATES.

' Waltham Bride may be considered amongst the very best."—P. Grieve, in Journal of Horticulture.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

For other NOVELTIES, see WILLIAM PAULS SPRING CATALOGUE.

WILLIAM PAUL, PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

BENJAMIN S.

GENERAL AND NEW PLANT

WILLIAMS'
CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

( ..mains LISTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beamiful P.ALMS (of which this e.slabhsh-

mem contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS. STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY FERNS, FILMY FERNS, &c. ;

graceful and high-coloured DRAC.ENAS. massive AGAVES and
YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &c. ; and many other

Variegated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZ.\LEAS and CAMELLIAS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.

B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well

repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

New Roses of 1870.

CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

Descriptive LIST on application.

ROSES for BEDDINtj.—Superb plants, m 5-inch pots, for planting

scented, No
application,

JOHN CRANSTON, The Nun s. King's Acre, Hereford.

NEW COLEUS.—The new Golden and other select

Coleuses, sent post free, 12 fine varieties, 2S. bd. ; 24 select

* fREstl^E I.INDENI, ACUMINATA and HERBSTII, is. 6A
per dozen; VIOLA CORNUTA and CORNUTA ALBA, is. 6rf. per
dozen ; i2 fine varieties CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 2s. bi. ; 12 fine

varieties PHLOXES, 3s. ; 12 superb varieties FUCHSIAS, 3!. ; 13

.ARTEMISIA STELLARIANA, 31. Any of the above sent free by
post, at the prices named, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.

SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-
RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised^ from

plants 9 to 18 inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great

variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted: each IJ., and
6rf. per paclc.

plctely cleared the pia.

Price IS. ixL., and 2s. fid. per bottle, m stamps

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Ye<

apphcat

'il, Somerset.

Upwards of 100,000 Bedding Plants for Sale,

At the FLORAL NURSERY, BLISSWORTH, near Northampton.

JOSEPH WESTLEY invites the special attention of
the Trade ^and intending purchasers to his very large and fine

stock of BEDDING and other Plants,

Italia Uni
Flower of Spring, ;

.per 100.

CATALOGUES free i

Bedding Plants-Bedding Plants.

JAMES HOLDER'S niiriv.ill..-,! ColLxtion of Scarlet

and Variegated C.LK.VMIM^. DAIILLVS. VERBENAS,
CALCEOLARIAS, FlCllslAS, I.. iMI.LHS. PETUNIAS, GAZA-
NIAS, KONIGAS, TROP.LilLUMS, CUPHEAS, COLEUS,
IRESINES. .VGERATUMS, PENTSTEMONS,&c,athisusuaI price

(in spite of the long severe winter), namely, eight dozen for 2

dozen for i Tipcr and package included
, Readir Berks.

I
he 'West of
MIOM.\s
litDllING

'he West of England Bedding Plant Establishment.
^( ).\ S unrivalled Collection of
, \m11 be ready to send out after May r.

This Collccli.-.i. . Milt.mis [ill the leading kinds, at from 2S. per dozen,

in 2ji and 3 inch pots ; also Collections (his selection) at ,(2 2s. for 25

dozen ; ditto. ;£i 5s, for 15 dozen ; ditto, i8s. for 10 dozen ;
ditto, 105. for

4 dozen, including basket and packing.
CATALOGUES free on application.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston Road and Houndstor "' -

.PER DRUM.MOND. Manager.

w Bedding Plants, &c.

O O D AND 1 .\ G R .A M beg to offer

AGERATUM IMPERIAL UW.ARF (Chater), 2S. bd. each,

l8s. per dozen.
ARISTOLOCHIA ORNITHOCEPHALA. 3s. bd. each.

DRAC.*:NA INDIVISA, iS inches high, 181, per dozen.

FUCHSIAS, in great variety, from
HELIOTRriPES. in great variety, from

LEPIS GRACILIS,4 inch poll

IONIA FLORIBU.NDA, IS. ca
MESEMBRVANTHEMUM CORDIFOLIUM

1. per

VERBENAS, established i

per dozen ; 15s. per loa
^hc Nurse IS, Huntingdon.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SHOW of PELARGONIUMS, HEATHS, &c, May 18.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
Class I.— SHOW PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Open.)

1st Prize, Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, Essex, ,£7.

2d Messrs L Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isle-

worth, W., l^.

Class 2.-6 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. J. Ward, U.
2d» Mr. D. Winclsor, Gr.

Leylonstone, Essex, ^3.
3d, Mr. J, Weir, Gr to Mrs, Hodgson, The Elms, Plampstead, N., j£2.

Class 3.-6 FANCY PELARGONIUMS, distinct, (Nuscrymen).

2d, Messrs. J. Dobson & Sons, £3.

Class 4.—6 FANCY PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

Mr. D. Windsor, A. 1 2d, Mr. T^
r I. lames, &. to W. F. Watson, Es
worth, W.,i;2.

Class 5,-6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, di

Ravenhill, Esq., Forest Ris

3d. Mr Watson, Esq,, Redle

, Me:
Hill,

(Nurserymen .

Downie, Laird & Laing, Stanstead Park Ni

not variegated.

ist, Mr. J.
2d, Mr. J.

1

3d, Mr. E.

2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Paddock Nurseries, Stratford-on-Avon, ,£3.

Class 6.-6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, not variegated.
(Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. J. Catlin, Gr. to Mrs. Lermitte, sen,. East End, Finchley, N,,

2d, Mr'*!. Weston, Gr. to D. Martineau. Esq., Clapham Park, {,%

3d, Mr, H, Townscnd, Gr. to J. C. .Mappin, Esq., the Ferns, King's

Road, Clapham Park, £2.

Class 7—3 DOUBLE-FLOWERED PELARGONIUMS, distinct

(Open.)

1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £,2.

2d, Messrs. L Standish & Co., Royal Nursenes, Ascot, £1 los.

3d, Messrs. Down.e, Laird & Laing, jfji.

Class q,_6 CAPE HEATHS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st. Mr J Carr, Gr to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleel Lodge, Weybridge,
Surrey iis.

2d, Mr. J. Ward, £3,

3d Mr Geo Wheeler, Gr to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart,, M,P.,

St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, N, W., £2,

Class 10.—8 CAPE HEATHS, distinct. (Open.)

Ward, £7.
Wheeler, Gr. to J. Phillpotts, Esq., Stamlord Hill, N., ,C5,

Morse, Original Nursery, Epsom, Surrey, ^$3.

Class ii.—12 CAPE HEATHS, distinct, in I2.inch pots. (Open)
ist, Mr J. Ward, £5. I

2d, Mr. J. Wheeler, ;(:4.

CLASS 12.-6 STOVE FERNS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
isl, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, (a

Class 13.—6 STOVE FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr A. Wright, Gr. to C. H. C. Roberts, Esq., Sunnyside, Upper
Avenue Road, Regent's Park, N.W., £4.

2d, Mr. J. Carr, £3.
3d, Mr. A. Wilkic, Oak Lodge, Kensington, W., £2.

Class 14.—FORCED FRUITS, 8 dishes, distinct (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. S. Miles, Gr to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, High
Wycombe, Bucks, £&

MISCELLANEOUS.
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Nurscrvmen, Hammersmith, Miscellaneous

Collection of Plants, Extra Prize, £3.

Mr, W. Denning, Gr. to Lord Londesborough, Grimston Park, Tad-
caster, York, Collection of Orchids, Extra Prize, £2.

Mr B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Holloway, Group of Plants, Extra
Prize, £1 los.

Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooling, S., Collection of
Orchids, Extra Prize, /l loj.

Mr C. Noble. Nurseryman, Eagshot, Collection of Clematises, Extra
Prize, A.

Mr- Wilkie, Group of Plants, Extra Prize, £1.

Mr, J- James. Collection of ITalceolarias Extra Prize, £1,

.Messrs, Bell & Thorpe, Collection of CaJadiums, Extra Prize, los.
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GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 1870.—JUNE 3 to 10.

Notice to Exhibitors.—Persons who intend to take part in this

Exhibition must signify their intention to do so by letter, addressed lo

the undersigned, on or before May 20.

AD.MI6SION.—First day, las. Cd. each; 2d day, 2S.6d. each : Whit-
monday and remainingjaays, is. each. Gardeners will be admitted by
Tickets as follows :--First day, 2s. 6d. each j 2d and remainiiip; days,

js. each. Applications for these Tickets must be made on or before

May 30.

The fine Bands of Her Majesty's 4th Dragoon Guards, and the looth

Infantr\', in attendance each day.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDI.AV.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardigan Fields, Kirkstall Road. JUNE 3, 4, 6, and 7.

TRIZES NEARLY SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS,
including those offered for

Collections of Plants ;6i70

Pelargoniums £170
Orchids, Azaleas, and Heaths ^£120

Roses in Pots and Cut Blooms £ioa
Fruit, &c £Bo
Bouquets and other Cut Flowers £35

Note.—The North-Eastern, Great Northern, Midland, Lancashire
and Yorkshire, and London and North-Western Railway Companies
will convey Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c., at ordinary rates to the Show,
and return them free if they remain the property of the Exhibitor.

The Committee undertake to receive Boxes of Fruit, Cut Flowers,
and V'eeetables for Exhibition.
The Committee provide Assistants and Horses for Exhibition Vans

coming by Rail; also Covered Spring Vans to convey Plants, &c.,
between the Railway Station and the Exhibition Grounds, close at hand.

Schedules, with I-nrms of Entry, forwarded on application.

ENTRIES for PLANTS CLOSE MAY 27; for FRUIT, CUT
FLOWERS and VEGETABLES, May 31.

JAMES BIKBECK, Secretary, Crossgates, near Leeds.

LEICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-Thc GREAT SUMMER EXHIBITION of this

Society will be held on the Race Course, Leicester, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July 5 and 6, when £^o will be offered in Prizes
for Cut Roses, and upwards of £25 for Plants in pots

A SHOW of BRITISH and FOREIGN BIRDS will be held in

connection with the Exhibition.
Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may now be had of
Market Place. Leicester. WM. PENN COX, Secrctar>-.

P>OYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
t SOCIETY.-The SUMMER SHOW will be held in the Music

Hall, George Street, on WEDNESDAY, July 13. ENTRIES CLOSE
on tnc 7th. The following Priics for Roses, open to all, will be
awarded :— NURSERYMEN.
6 Roses in bloom, in pots, ist Prize, £2; 2d, £1.
36 Cut Roses, of sorts, ist, £5 ; 2d, £3 ; 3d, £i los.

24 Cut Ros&s, of sorts, ist, £3 ; 2d, £3 ;
3d, il-

ia Trusses, not more than three blooms in each truss, ist, £2;
2d, £1 : 3d, loj.

Gardeners and Amateurs.
4 Pots Roses, in bloom, ist, £2 ; 2d, £1.

36 Cut Roses, not less than 24 sorts, ist, £5 ; 2d, £3 ; 3d, £1 loi.

24 Cut Roses, of sorts, isl, £3 ; 2d, £3 ; 3d, £1.
12 Trusses, not more than three blooms in each truss, ist, £2;

2d, £1 ; 3d, loJ.

6 Cut Roses, ist, yt. 6d. ; 2d, 55.

The competition in Roses to be open to all, whether they arc
Members of the Society or not. Prize Lists free.

Apply to WILLIAM YOUNG, 33, South Bridge, Edinburgh.

r-t ARDENERS' CHROlVlCLE PRIZES.—
vT At the GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY to be held at OXFORD, in JULY,
1870, in connection with the Show of the Royal Agricultural Society,
the following PRIZES will be offered by the PROPRIETORS of the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE;—
For the Two best COLLECTIONSofFRUITand VEGETABLES,

6 distinct kinds of each, a ist prize of ;fi7, and a 2d prize of £j.
C^^ The Vegetables to be neatly set up in flat baskets ; the Fruit to

be displayed on stands or in dishes.
The competition isopenonlyto AMATEURS and to GARDENERS

of Private Families. The Winnersof the Gardeners- Chronicle Prize in

1867, 1868, and i860 excluded from competition. The articles produced
to be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING. ^^_^^
STROUD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1870.—

The ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW of the above Society will
this year be held in conjunction with the Meetings of the Gloucester-
shire Agricultural Society, in Stratford Park, Stroud, on WEDNES
DAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, August 10, 11, and 12. ONE
HUNDRED and SEVENTY-FIVE POUNDS are offered in PRIZES
The Band of the Grenadier Guards has been engaged. Schedules and
full particulars may be obtained on application to

EDW. W. WINTERBOTHAM, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.
The Bank, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1870.

We have on previous occasions intimated that

it was the intention of those concerned in the
management of the projected annual Inter-
national Exhibitions, which are next year to

be inaugurated at South Kensington, that HOR-
TICULTURE should form one of the main divi-

sions of these periodically recurring shows.
Such a prominent recognition of the claims of
horticulture as an industrial science, while it

must be gratifying to its votaries, ought at the
same time to stimulate them to take up boldly
and efficiently the vantage ground thus assigned
to them, in order to prove—if, indeed, further

proof be needed—that the importance to the
State of the science they cultivate has not been
overrated. We may surely claim that, irrespec-

tive of its special and direct produce, which is of

no mean character, horticulture has a direct

bearing on the well-being of the community, in-

asmuch as the successful and profitable cultiva-

tion of the soil is one of the necessities arising

out of our high state of civilisation, and since

experimental horticulture is the undoubted
source and fountain head of all improved culti-

vation. Hence we may assume that the position

assigned to horticulture in these International
Shows is but a just recognition of its import-
ance

; and we also assume that the position is

one which can, and will be, worthily occupied.
While, therefore, to find for horticulture a per-

manent place in the International series, is to do
it honour, we must maintain that the honour
conferred has been fairly won, and, we doubt
not, will be worthily worn.

It has been further intimated that the manage-
ment of this horticultural division of the Inter-

national Exhibition has been in great part dele-

gated to the Royal Horticultural Society ; and
our readers' will have seen from an announce-
ment in our issue of the 7th inst., that a prelimi-
nary meeting, in furtherance of the arrangements
to be made, took place yesterday week at South
Kensington. There is not a shadow of a doubt
in our own minds, whatever cavillers may say,

that the Royal Horticultural Society, as the
national representative of horticulture, is the
right body to take charge of the arrangements
for these meetings. We are, therefore, glad to

find that the Council, on the occasion of this

"International," has, without hesitation, accepted
its proper position in relation thereto, of which
the meeting in question, presided over by a
staunch horticulturist, the Duke of Buccleuch,
is an earnest. It must have been gratifying to

the Council to notice the cordial spirit in which
they were met and supported on this occasion
by representatives of the different sections of

the horticultural world.

So far as we have had opportunities oflearning,

we believe it is the general intention that there

shall be bi-monthly exhibitions, partaking very
much in fact of the character of the shows—and
really excellent and most highly varied shows
they h.ave been—of the present season. These
exhibitions are to be supplemented by special

prizes for various subjects, which prizes are to be
offered at certain of the meetings for competition
amongst foreign exhibitors only ; while such
arrangements will be made as will admit
foreigners to compete at all the meetings for

the Society's Certificates offered for new plants.

Thus far, then, the International shows may be
expected to represent augmentations of the

present South Kensington meetings. Another
feature, however, is to be added, and this most
intimately concerns the trade. There is to be
also a permanent exhibition, the exhibitor filling

up to the best advantage for a given time
—the whole period from May till October, or a
part thereof—such 'a portion of the available

space as he may find it convenient to undertake
to occupy. For this a certain sum, to be allotted

in medals, is to be set apart. Here, however, we
think the Council may wisely reconsider its

announcement ; and since medals are compara-
tively little valued (amongst horticulturists, at

least) in this country, we have no doubt it

would be better to permit the exhibitor to take
all beyond a single commemorative medal, in

some more useful form—not necessarily in vulgar

coin. Such a feature as this has formed part of

our previous great industrial exhibitions, and may
very well be repeated in the case of the lesser

gatherings which are to commence m 1S71. It

was stated that our French neighbours had
already intimated that they would take part in

this permanent exhibition.

The meeting to which we have referred was
held for the avowed purpose of consulting exhi-

bitors on these and kindred matters, and the

opinions expressed were decidedly in favour of

holding bi-monthly meetings as now, and subject

to similar regulations, as well as of supplementing
these by continuous exhibitions supplied by
individual cultivators. We are not quite sure

that we should h.ave consulted the exhibitors on
another point—on which, however, the Council

did consult them—that of the .appointment of

judges, namely, as to how and by whom they

should be nominated ; though in the result, per-

haps, little harm was done, as the meeting clearly

expressed its opinion that the nomination should
rest with the Council. No doubt it should ; the
Council, as representing the Society, makes out

the schedule of prizes, finds the prize money or

the medals, and undertakes all the general ar-

rangements of a show ; and while doing this, it is

cert.ainly equ.ally its duty to find out and appoint
honest and competent judges to award its own
prizes. That an exhibitor should choose his own
judge is monstrous, and therefore we arc glad to

find that a mistake on this point has been
avoided. The Council has, in the committees
which carry on its most important horticultural

work, the help of a strong body selected from
amtingst the most intelligent of our horticulturists,

amateur and professional ; these are quite suffi-

cient for the purpose, and as a general principle

we think it is due to the members of these com-

mittees, while perfectly safe for the Council, that
the judges should be selected from amongst
them. Anyhow the nomination should rest with
the Council. If the members of this august body
do not know enough of their committees to use
them to the best advantage, in the interests of
truth and justice, they are not the right men to

occupy their position.

The debate in the House of Commons on
Mr. Ayrton's DISMISSAL of Mr. Barry, the

architect to the Palace, from his employment,
was rather a curious one, insomuch as the advo-
cates on either side seemed to be labouring
under the disadvantage of an incomplete case.

While the leading principle on which the Govern
ment staked the issue of the contest, namely the

right of putting the Palace on the same footing

as other public buildings, and of claiming the

drawings made for the building (for which the

public have already paid) to aid them in this

course, was in itself unassail.able,—although we
by no means wish to imply that the arrange-
ments in force are good, or even that they ought
to continue without very considerable amend-
ment,— on the other hand, it was difficult to avoid
the statements as to the alleged want of courtesy

and the scant consideration that was extended to

Mr. Barry, in return for his long services. For
this Mr. AvRTON has, in a great measure, to

thank himself. The unseemly language in which
ho clothed his sentiments on the subject of art

and literature in his speech at Southwark,
coupled with the novel view he took of the

duties he was about to undertake, naturally

created a certain amount of distrust in those

who, like ourselves, take a deeper interest in

these proofs of civilisation, and have a higher

conception and a wider view of the mission that

is performed by art.

Although out of our usual path of criticism, we
make no apologies for alluding to the debate, as

Mr. Ayrton has many public parks—of which
we are justly proud—as well as public buildings

under Iris charge ; and we were somewhat
alarmed as to what practical results his views on
these matters might lead, and feel confident th.at

it was some such distrust as this that induced so

large a minority in the House to pass a vote of

censure upon his conduct, although a large

majority decided, and we hold rightly, that the

abstract principle called in question w.as correct.

But it is rather unfortunate for Mr. Ayrton,
as well as for the country, that he should be
called upon to preside over works for which he
has so little sympathy. His peculiar views on
subjects relating to Art scarcely compensate for

his exceptional administrative ability. It is true

his opinions seem to be undergoing some change,

or perhaps, as a fact, that they were never so

subversive as he painted them. But, while giving

him full credit for the reforms he is undertaking,

we think he might take a leaf from Mr. Cowper
Temple's book, and by " a friendly bearing

towards artists, secure the assistance of the best

men," when public works are in contemplation.

There is a remarkable passage in the portion

of Milne Edwards'" Lemons sur la Physiologic"

just published, which has such an obvious

bearing on prevalent questions as to the Origin
of Species, questions which apply to the

vegetable as well as the animal kingdom, that

our readers will be glad to have it before them.

We have long believed that cellular Cryptogams
belong to a totally different series from Phneno-

gams, and perhaps the same may be said of those

which are vascular, the similarity of the embryo
in Lycopods being one rather of analogy than

affinity, but at the same time we are very far

from ignoring the immense service which has

been done to science by Darwin's great work,

and merely quote the passage for what it is

worth, apart from any views which we may
ourselves hold.

After stating the peculiarities which draw a

definite line between the development of the

embryo in vertebrate and invertebrate animals,

the particulars of which would be out of place

here, and indeed would, without many details, be

uninteUigible, our author makes the following

general observations ;

—

"We see then that it is not only in the perfect state

that the vertebrated animal differs intimately from every

invertebrate, but that this difference manifests itself

so soon as it begins to exist in the earliest stage of develop-

ment. There is from the first an organic plan which is

peculiar to it, and the order of primogeniture of the

organs is in harmony with that of the importance of the

zoological characters to which its structures will give rise.

It is not yet characterised as a mammifer, or bird, or
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reptile, or batrachian, or fish ; it is merely a vertebrate,

and yet differs already from all the inferior animals by the

general plan of its organisation.

"The facts thus furnished by the studyof embryology are

in complete contradiction to the views of certain natural-

ists who have considered the ensemble of the animal

kingdom as the result of the more or less complete deve-

lopment of one and the same organism, which, arrested as

it arrives at different degrees of perfection, should consti-

tute sometimes a monad, a zoophyte, a moUusk. some-
times a fish, a reptile, or a man. This hypothesis

of the production of the long series of zoological species

by a certain number of arrests of development, either in

the whole of the animal economy or in one or more
organs in particular, has been presented under different

more or less seductive forms to those who are content

with vague perceptions or gross resemblances ; but the

facts which I have just indicated show that it is not the

expression of truth. The organisms of a vertebrate animal
in the course of formation never passes by conditions

similar to those which prevail in the formation of an
annelide, moUusk, or radiate ; and when we formulise

these pretended laws as follows, ' The animal series

considered in its organisms is but a long chain of embrjos
arrested from post to post, and ending in man," so that
' the human organogeny is a transitory comparative
anatomy, as in its turn comparative anatomy is the fixed

and permanent state of human organogeny,' we merely
present imaginary views, which are not in accordance
with facts."

It is added in a note, of which we extract

merely a portion :

—

"These views were of ancient origin. In accordance
with them, man commenced his existence as a worm,
then was analogous to a mollusk, then to a fish, thus
undergoing a series of transformations, whose different

terms had permanent representatives in the different

inferior types of the zoological world. As, however, com-
parative anatomy was better understood, it became evi-

dent that there are only very distant resemblances
between the apodous lan'a of an insect and a worm, and
that the embryo of the fowl is in no period of its existence

fashioned after the manner of a worm or caterpillar."

We must refer to the work itself for further

details. M. J. B.

In the j(Y7«rf of April il, "Nature" says, M.
DucHEMiN brought before the Academy of Sciences

of Paris the following curious fact in Natural History :

—In the park of the Chateau de Montigny (Eure),

belonging to M. Deroche, there is a large piece of

water, through which a gentle current of beautifully

clear water flows. In this lake numerous C.\rp are

reared, which thrive well, except duringthefirst days of

spring, when each year an extraordinary mortality

occurs amongst them. In each animal one morbid
symptom is always observable in the dead animals as

they float on the surface of the water—in every case

the animal is blind ; a kind of film covers the eyes and
even a part of the head. An examination of the body
brings to light no internal disease, beyond a slight fatty

degeneration of the tissues. The viscera appear
healthy, and contain no intestinal worms. The cause

of this strange malady has not hitherto received any
notice ; but from M. Duchemin's researches, in con-

junction with M. Deroche, it seem that the toad

(Bufo calamita) is an enemy, if not of all fishes, at least

of the carp in spring. It attacks it, exhausts it,

conquers it, and kills it. To determine the point, they
examined all the carp in the pond, and found squatting

on the head of each of those that were diseased an
enormous toad, the fore-paws of which were placed on
the two eyes of the unfortunate fish. Thus this ugly
batrachian, which presents so stupid an aspect, has yet

sufficient intelligence to assume the offensive, and to

overcome a large fish. If it has not agility and energy,

it has cunning and perseverance. It would appear to

kill by exhaustion, but it remains to be ascertained

whether the acrid secretion of its skin assists in the

conquest.

Those of our readers who may be familiar

with Swedish, and at the same time interested in the

process of Fertilisation of Pl.xnts, should read a
recently issued treatise by M. Severin Axell, the

title of which runs as follows:— *' Om Anordningama
for de Fanerogama Vaxternas Befruklning." It is

illustrated with 58 woodcuts, and seems to go over
much the same ground as that traversed in Hil-
DEBRANd's work, already frequently noticed in our
columns.

In a recent communication to the Swiss Alpine
Club, M. Alphonse De Candolle suggests the

desirability of searching for the remains of that Vege-
tation which existed on the Alps previous to the
formation of the glaciers. The Alps, he points out,

assumed their present contour and actual height at the
end of the pliocene epoch. The great develop-
ment of glaciers and snow took place in the subse-
quent geological epoch. As snow and ice are
conservative agents, so he thinks it possible that

remains of Crustacea, diatoms, seeds, &c., may exist

buried in the ice at great depths. In commenting on
this suggestion. Professor Heer, a great authority on
matters connected with fossil botany, says that the
chances of finding any such remains as those indicated

by Professor De Candolle are very slight, because,
I. Organised beings only pass into the fossil condition
under rare and exceptional circumstances ; 2. The
so-called perpetual snow is not really perpetual, the

upper layers exert a pressure on the lower and squeeze

them do^^-n the slopes of the mountain, so that the

rocky surface of the latter is necessarily denuded. The
only chance of finding such remains as M. De
Candolle alludes to, would be to search in the deep
bowl-like cavities or fissures where the snow and ice are

not subjected to this constant movement. Lastly,

M. De Candolle suggests, what seems more practic-

able, and what certainly is desirable, the fixing on the

summit of Mont Blanc, or other lofty mountain, of
some guage by which the depth of the snow and ice

could be ascertained from time to time. He describes

an instrument adapted for the purpose. As to the

seeds, &c., we think that if they by chance survived the

cnishing and grinding of the glaciers, they would be
found at the lower end of the glaciers—in the moraines.
We are not aware that any fossil remains of the kind
indicated have been found in such situations.

The Strawberry Crinoline is an article of
garden utility, which at this season of the year will

soon be in demand. It was invented by the late Sir

Joseph Paxton, was thoroughly tested by him in his

garden at Rock Hills, Sydenham, and wherever it has
been subsequently tried has, we "believe, met with
approval. The object of the "crinoline" is to keep
the fruit of the Strawberry well up above the soil, and
while thus preserving it against dirt, damp, and vermin,

to facilitate the ripening process. It may be described

as a wire table 16 inches in diameter, made of con-

centric rings ; this is elevated on legs a few inches above
the ground. It is made in two semicircular pieces, so

as to fit neatly together, with the plant in the centre.

The whole is galvanised after being put together, and
in this way is made quite firm. The contrivance is

simple but most efficacious, and one which may be
recommended for general use. It especially recom-
mends itself to amateurs, who grow a few choice sorts

of Strawberries.

Planters \s\\\ do well to inquire for Siebold's
Malvs florirunda, specimens of which, in all their

beauty, were forwarded to us by Mr. Cripps, of
Tonbridge Wells, and others were shown at the Royal
Horticultural Society on Wednesday. It is impossible
to imagine anything more lovely in the way of Apple
blossom. Moreover, the tree is, we are assured, quite

hardy. It was figured a few years since in Van
Houtte's "Flore des Serres," t. 1585—9, but has not

attracted the attention it merits. Professor KocH, in

his" Dendrologie " considers it a variety of Pyrus specta-

bilis, from which, however, it seems to us abundantly
different. Von Siebold, who introduced it, stated

that it was a hybrid, which is so far confirmed by the

statement of M. Van Houtte, that from seeds of this

present plant he obtained seedlings of Pyrus Ringo.
Grafted on the Paradise stock it would form a bush,
which from the beauty and abundance of its flowers

may fairly claim to be unrivalled among hardy flower-

ing shrubs. It must find a place in Mr. ^IoNGREDIEN's
next edition.

The chief Meteorological Feature of the
week ending May 14 was the anxiously looked for

Rainfall^ which varied greatly in amount at the different

stations, for whilst at Blackheath and Norwich the fall

was less than four-tenths of an inch, at Portsmouth and
Bristol it amounted to more than i inch : at several of

the other stations in England the fall exceeded nine-

tenths of an inch. In Scotland the fall ranged from
a little more than two-tenths of an inch at Paisley

and Leith to 1.8 inch at Greenock. The mean Rain-
fall for the 16 stations in England was 0.73 inch,

and for the several stations in Scotland 0.92 inch. The
rainfall at Dublin amounted to little more than half an
inch. The Maximtm Temperature in England
ranged from 61° at Newcastle to 68.5" at Salford,

and in Scotland from 59° at Dundee and Greenock
to 66" at Paisley. The mean of all highest in

England was 63.5°, and in Scotland 61.6° The MINI-
MUM Temperatures in England ranged from 27° at

Hull to 42** at Manchester, and in Scotland from 36" at

Edinburgh to 43* at Paisley. The mean of all

lowest in England was 36.1*, and for Scot-
land 40.1°. The mean temperature of the week in

England ranged from 47.4° at Hull and Portsmouth to

51.7° at Manchester ; and in Scotland from 47.5° at

Dundee to 50.7° at Paisley ; the mean for the several

stations in England was 49. 1°, and for Scotland 48. 7^

Much difficulty is often experienced by culti-

vators in obtaining Soil of good quality for the growth
of choice PoT Plants. We are therefore glad to be
able to report favourably on a sample of Peat Earth
which has been sent us by Mr. W. J. EPPS, of
Lewisham, who some years ago was noted as one of
our best cultivators of specimen Heaths, and who there-

fore must know exactly what is suitable for plants of

such delicate organisation. This difficulty of getting a
supply of good peat, properly selected and divested of
all inert and superfluous matter, which has seriously

hindered the successful cultivation of choice plants,

more especially in the case of small growers, who do
not require large quantities, has led Mr. Epps to make
arrangements to supply peat selected from the best

growths, and divested of all crude and sour matter, so

as to render it fit for immediate use. This peat is sent

out tightly packed in casks, and will therefore travel

without damage to any distance. The sample sent to

us was first-rate in quality, and, packed in this way,
arrived in excellent condition. We have no doubt that

many plant-growers, who are inconveniently situated

in regard to obtaining good peat earth, will be glad

to know of such a source of supply.

A Cricket Match between Married and
Single (Benedicts and Celibates), both being <w7//(?v/r

in Messrs. Carter & Co. 's seed firm, was played on the

Match Ground, at Battersea Park, May 7, resulting in

an easy victory for the married.

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.
Acacia Riceana, Bot, Mag. t. 5835.

One of the most beautiful of the Acacias, with the habit
of a Weeping Willow, and a profuse golden inflorescence.

Its slender, whip-hke, pendent branches are clothed with
linear-subulate phyllodes, and from every axil droops a
spike of golden flower-balls. Dr. Hooker calls it "by far

the most beautiful Acacia of Tasmania." At Floors

Castle "a single plant festoons the glazed corridor for

full 50 feet of its length, flowering during many months of

the year, from March or April onwards."'

Antigonon leptopus, Bot. Mag. t. 5816.

This beautiful Polygonaceous climber is, in its native

country, said to rival the Bougainvillea in the profusion

and beautiful tints of its inflorescence- Here it seems to be
a tall, slender climber, requiring the temperature of an
intermediate house. The leaves are membranous, ovate

or ovate-hastate, and acuminate, and the racemes of bright

rosy-sepaled flowers are both axillar>' and terminal, the

peduncles running out into branching hooked tendrils.

It is a native ot Mexico and other parts of South
America, and was flowered at Kew last autumn from
plants raised from seeds sent from the Sandwich Islands.

Arenaria purpurascens, Bot. Mag. t. 5836.

A tufted decumbent herbaceous plant, forming masses
of several inches in diameter, clothed with ovate-lanceo-

late leaves, the short erect branches producing two or

three pale pink starry flowers, with deep red stamens and
pistils. The stems are also red. It comes from the lofty

mountains of the Pyrenees.

Clavija macrophvlla. Bot. Mag. t. 5829.

.•\ noble stove shrub, with a simple stem, surmounted
by a magnificent crown of 18— 20 obovate oblong
sinuately-toothed leaves, 12—20 inches in length, inter-

mixed with shorter ones, amongst which appear the

numerous loose slender many-flowered racemes of orange-
coloured flowers. The plant figured was imported by
Mr. Wilson Saunders from Brazil, where it was collected

by the unfortunate Bowniann, and is rather doubtfully

referred to the C. macrophylla, on account of some
discrepancy with the description of the flowers.

Curcuma petiolata, Bot. Mag. t. 5821.

A charming tuberous-rooted stove herb, of the Scitamin-

eous order. The leaves are rather large, oblong-lanceo-
late acuminate, with a rounded or cordate base ; and the

flower-spike is 5 or 6 inches long, on a stout peduncle,

and consists of from 20 to 30 reniform or shortly ovate

rosy purple bracts, in the deep hollows of which are seated

the pale yellow flowers. 1 he species is a native of the

forests of Pegu and Martaban ; the specimen figured

was sent to Kcw from Moulmein by the Rev. C. Parish.

Cvclonema myricoides, Bot. Mag. t. 5838.

An interesting dwarf Verbenaceous stove shrub,

"which has been long in cultivation in the Palm-house at

Kew. flowering annually in spring, but how or from whom
procured is not known." It has scattered angular branches,

oblong-lanceolate or obovate toothed leaves, and fascicled

axillary cymes of curious flowers, of which the four upper
segments are almost white, elliptic, and set so as to form
a cross, while the fifth is longer, obovate-spathulate, and
coloured blue. Its range extends from Abyssinia to Natal,

reaching to 7000 feet elevation in the former country.

Dahlia imperialis, Bot. Mag. t. 5813.

This magnificent plant has been so frequently alluded

to in our columns, that description is unnecessary. Dr.

Hooker's figure, derived from the Chiswick plant, does
not at all exaggerate its beauty, though the original figure

in the "Gartcnflora" was "literally not one-third the size."

The Lily-hke aspect of the drooping capitulae is remarkable.

Delphinium nudicaule, Bot. Mag. t. 5819.

An attractive-looking hardy perennial herb, nearly allied

to D. cardinale, but smaller and said to be more manage-
able. The leaves are tripartite with numerous segments,

and the scape, which grows from 12 to 18 inches high, is

loosely racemose, bearing several flowers, of which the

sepals and spurs are of a bright orange-red, and the petals

bright yellow. It has been raised from Califomian seeds
by Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich.

Dendrobium lasioglossum, Bot. Mag. t. 5825.

One of the many choice Orchidaceous epiphytes dis-

covered in Burmah by Col. Benson, and sent home by
him. It is likely to prove a very useful plant for cutting.

The stems are slender, erect, bearing lanceolate acuminate
leaves, and when mature, numerous short racemes of
white, fleshy-looking flowers, having a few red streaks on
the lip, and a tuft of yellow hairs on the disc.

Enkyanthus japonicus, Bot. Mag. t. 5822.

An elegant Japanese shrub, probably hardy, introduced
to cultivation by Messrs. Standish and Co. It forms a
slender, deciduous shrub, \vith whorled branches, mem-
branaceous elliptic-obvate leaves, which acquire a golden
tint in autumn, and white globose nodding flowers, which
have five saccate pouches at their base. It is more nearly
allied to the Indian E. himalaicus, than to the Chinese
E. quinqueflorus.

Hernandia Mcerenhoutiana, Bot. Mag. t. 5839.

A native of the Pacific Islands, forming a shrub or
small tree, furnished with coriaceous oval-oblong or ovate-
cordate leaves, and axillary corymbs of flowers, of which
involucral leaves, sepals, and petals are all of a pale buff-

yellow. " It is closely allied to the well-known Hernandia
sonora of the East and West Indian Islands, the juice of
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which has the property of destroying the hair without pain

when applied to the head ; and the light wood of which is

used for floats for fishing nets, and is said to take fire

from a flint and steel, like German tinder."

PALMS.—No. V.

Vfrschaffdtia {Wendl. in FI. des Ser., t. 1597—
l^gS).—The adjectives lavished on the typical species

of this genus— "splendid! magnificent! princely!

majestic
! " and, to complete the climax, those of

"heavenly" and "divine" might be added — the

adjectives, we say, show that we have here to deal with

a genus of extraordinary beauty. Indeed, few plants

of this order can be more striking than a well-grown

V. splendida, such as may be seen in Messrs. Veitch's

and some of our other Palm-growing establishments.

Van Houtte has also given us, in his excellent " Flore

des Serres," an illustration of this Palm in its native

valleys of the Seychelles Islands, surrounded by
Travellers' Trees (Uranias) and feathery Palms, where
it throws up its erect but unarmed tnmk, and displays

its large simple leaves with their spiny petioles to

advantage. Mr. Duncan.
late of Mauritius, was the

first who brought this noble
species into notice, naming
it Stevensonia viridifolia,

because the leaves, in con-

tradistinction of those of S.

grandifolia ( Phoenicopho-
rium sechellarum), are green
on both sides of the blade.

Gardeners then named it

Regeliaprinceps, majestica,

and magnifica, but as there

is already a well-established

myrtaceous genus Regelia,

that name had to be with-

drawn in favour of that of

the great Belgian nurser}--

man. A second species has
since come to light in V. me-
lanochsstes, also a plant of
rare beauty (fig. 133). The
genus is one of the spiny
Arecacere, but not yet well

known technically. The
fruit is a round dnipe, with
erect seed, niminate albu-

men, and basilar embryo,

maculata. Port.), a native of the Philippine Islands, the

leaves of which {at least those of the young plants) are

of light green, marked with dark green blotches.

P. nobile (generic name doubtful) is also a fine species,

A\ith that bold habit imparted by the direction of the

leaves approaching the perpendicular ; moreover it has
petioles of a delicate pink tinge, which greatly add to the
beauty of the foliage. Garden catalogues offer, besides

P. latisectum (Pinanga latisecta), gracile, polystachyum,
nipicolum, and a few others, but the bulk of the species

remains to be introduced. The Ptychospermas are

erect Palms, with unarmed, smooth trunks, and pinnated
leaves, the uppermost segments of which are generally

like the fins of a fish ; the flowers are monoecious,
the males having numerous stamens, and the females a
one-celled ovary and trifid stigma ; the fruit is one-
celled and of small size, the albumen ruminate. They
are found in the depths of forests, and a few species

overtop in height the surrounding trees, forming what
St. Pierre has poetically described as " a forest above
a forest."

Veitchia (Herm. Wendl. in Seem. Flora Vitiensis,

p. 270, t. Si) is closely allied to Ptychcspermn, \Ahich

The flowers have not yet

been described.

Ptychosperma (Labill. ;

Seaforthia, R.Br.).— The
focus of the geographical
distribution of this extensive

genus is in the Indian
Archipelago, but four spe-

cies are now known from
• New Holland, viz., P.

elegans, Bl. (Seaforthia

elegans, R. Brown, non
Hook. Bot. Mag. ; P. Sea-
forthia, Miq.) ; P. Cunning-
hamii, Wendl. (Seaforthia

elegans, Hook. Bot. Mag.,
non R. Br.) P. Alexandra?,

F. Miill., and P. Veitchii,

Wendl. The Society
Islands have disclosed one
species (P. tahitiense,

Wendl.), and six have been
found by myself and others

in the Viti Islands, of one
of which (viz., P. vitiense,

Wendl. ) I have seen a
young specimen in the col-

lection of the Messrs.

Veitch. One of the most
common garden plants is P. Cunninghamii, of which
there are fine large specimens cultivated in nearly every
garden under the erroneous name of Seaforthia elegans.

As already stated it is doubtful whether the genuine
P. elegans (Seaforthia elegans of R. Brown) is in

cultivation), or, indeed, whether even in Australia
it has not disappeared through the process of
clearing. P. Alexandr.x, of which Dr. von Miillcr has
given a portrait in his *' Fragmenta," and which he
named after her Royal Highness the Princess of
Wales, is now to be found in many collections ; but
P. Veitchii I have only seen in the establishment
of the enterprising nurserymen whose name it bears.

A singular species is the P. filiferum, the lower-
most leaf-segments of which, being narrow, and
at least three or four times as long as the upper-
most, hang down in fringes. When in the dusk of
evening I first encountered this singidar Palm in Vit",

it was this peculiarity which attracted my atten-

tion, otherwise I should have taken it for Veitchia
Johannis. It was pitch-dark before the tree was felled

and dragged out of the forest towards the beach, but
on passing my fingers over the leaves I felt a thick
marginal vein, which assured me that I had added an
undoubtedlynew species to my collection. P. Scemanni,
another Viti Palm, is only 8—10 feet high, and is used,
on account of its straight trunk, for spears by the
natives. Decidedly pretty is P. maculata (Pinanga

it resembles in habit, but from which it differs in the

position of the male flowers (arranged in couples on the

upper part of the spadix), in having only six stamens
;

in its hemianatropous, almost longitudinally afiixed

ovules ; in its large fibrous mesocarp, and in its even
albumen. The genus was named in honour of Mr.
John Veitch, who, during his visit to the Viti Islands,

added another species to those previously known, the

first having been discovered by the United Slates

Exploring Expedition in 1S40, but not described until

I brought home additional materials in 1S61. As yet

only one species (V. Johannis) has been introduced into

our gardens. Young plants of it were safely brought
by me to Sydney, and there placed in charge of

Mr. C. Moore, of the Botanic Gardens ; but those I

sent to Kew died on the passage home, and it was
reserved for Mr. Veitch finally to introduce the species

to English gardens. In Viti this Palm is rather

common, and known as " Niu sawa," sawa signifying

"red," in allusion to the colour assumed by the ripe

fruit. The kernel is eaten by children. Another noble
species is V. Storckii, called after my assistant, Mr. J.
Storck, who sent a complete spadix of it, several feet

long, to the British Museum. This is known as
" Vuleito" in Viti, and is an ornament of the banks of
the Rewa river ; a sketch of which will be found in the
"Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedi-
tion." V. subglobosa is a third species, from the same

island ; and V. spiralis, a fourth, from Aneitium, where
it was discovered by M'Gillivray. The Veitchias are
unarmed Palms, with smooth trunks, about 40—60 feet

kigh, pinnate leaves, monoecious flowers, appearing
belo\V the leaf-crown, six stamens, and ovoid drupes of
a bright colour.

Dypsis (Noronh.)—A genus of unai-med Cane Palms,
with pinnated leaves, monoecious flowers, i -seeded

berries, and ruminate albumen, inhabiting Madagas-
car, and allied to Ptychosperma ; it is composed of
about four species, none of which, as far as I knew,
have as yet been introduced into our gardens.

Orania (Zipp. non Blum. ; Macrodadus, Griff.

Palms of the East Ind. t. 239).—This- genus has the

leaves and female flowers as in Arenga, the spathes as

in Cocos, and the fruit as in Coryphn, and was dis-

covered in New Guinea by Zippelius, who gave it the
family name of the King of Holland. There are only
two species, the O. regalis, the type of the genus, and
0. macrocladus (Macrocladus sylvicola. Griff.) ; the
latter is a native of Malacca, where it gi*ows in the
forests, and is known by the name of "Ebool,"
or "Eboel;" specimens of which may be seen in.

the collections of Messrs.

Bull, Veitch, and Wil-
liams. It is a stately Palm,
with an unarmed ringed
trunk, pinnate leaves, pen-
dulous spadix, monoecious
flowers, i-seeded drupes,

and even albumen.
Sdcrosperma (Mann et

V.'endl. in Trans. Linn.
Soc. xxiv. p. 427, t. 38,
fig. C, and 40, fig. a). —
This is a highly interesting

genus, interesting because
it approaches in its tech-

nical characters Phytele-

phas, Nipa, Manicaria, and
Orania, and has extrorse

anthers, and the position of

the female flowers, to

which must be added a dis-

tinct habit, well indicated

in one of the plates above
quoted. At present there

is only one species known,
viz., S. Manni, Wendl.,
which grows on the West
Coast of Africa in swampy
places near the Gaboon,
from Point Clara upwards.
It is a stemless cn;spitose

Palm, sending forth from
the root-stock a mass of
elegant pinnated leaves

(10— 13 feet long), with
prcemorse leaflets, glauces-

cent above and whitish be-

low. The flowers are

monoecious, the fruit dru-

paceous, and the albumen
large and hard like that of
theVegetablelvory. Wend-
land justly regrets that the

attempt to introduce this

Palm has failed.

Socratea (Karst., Wendl.
in Bonplandia, i860, p.

103).—This genus has been
separated from the allied

Iriartea, from which it

differs in several technical

characters, but they may
be distinguished at once
by their respective taste.

Whilst the "heart "of the

leaves, indeed the whole
plant, is very bitter, and

therefore rejected by the natives as that of a "bitter
Palm" unfit for " cabbage," that of the Iriarteas, as
now restricted, is sweet, or at all events not bitter, so as

to allow of their being eaten. Dr. Spruce objects to the

genus, but in this place it would lead too far to discuss

the merits of the case. The Socrateas have tnmks
supported on a cone of prickly roots, raised several feet

above the ground, so as to appear as if they were placed
on stilts. The trunkls unarmed, smooth, and distinctly

ringed, crowned by a few paripinnate leaves, with
pinnatisect leaflets ; the spadiccs are placed in the
axils of the leaves, and are either erect or horizontally

patent, only bending down (unlike Iriartea) by the
increasing weight of the berries. The flowers are

moncecious in the same spadix, the male having 24,
and even more stamens, the berry being i or 2-

seeded, and the albumen even. We know only four
species, viz., S. elegans, S. Orbignyana, S. exorrhiza,

and S. (?) durissima. S. exorrhiza (Iriartea exorrhiza)

is cultivated in our gardens.

Jriartella (Wendl., Bonplandia, 1S60, p. 103).

—

1. setigera, the only representative of this genus, is a

slender little Palm, of the stems of v hich the natives of

the Amazon region make their blowing canes for shoot-

ing birds. " It is one of the very {qsy Palms," says

Dr. Spruce (somewhat invalidating by this a general

remark he made on the habit of all Iriarteous Palms),

"that send out prostrate suckers from the root." The
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Brazilians term it, " I'axiuba-i." Kiver banlis are its

favourite haunts, where it attains 10 to 20 feet in

height. The leaves are from 44 to 5 feet long, and

pinnate, the leaflets wedge-shaped, rhomboid, and

prcemorse at the point. The genus is closely aUied to

Socratea, with which it agiees in the apical embryo,

but differs in the fniit, having the stigmatic scar a little

above the base on the inner side, and not near the

apex ; tlie raphe is divided into ten filaments, which

are slightly anastomosed. It seems still to be a

desideratum in our living collections.

Calobhutiis (Wendl., Bonplandia, 1S60, p. 104).

—Two species, C. prremorsus (Iriartea pra'morsa), and

C. pubescens (Iriartea pubescens), both natives of Vene-

zuela, are the only known members of this genus, the

former of which is under cultivation. They have the

habit of Iriartea, but differ in technical characters. The

leaves are imparipinnate, and the leaflets simple,

whilst tlie spadices appear below the leaf-crown, bear-

ing male and female flowers mixed, and a i or 2-

seeded berry, with ruminate albumen.

IVdtinia (Pcepp. et Endl.)—The first discoverers of

this genus were the Spanish botanists, Ruiz and Pavon,

of whose specimens certain fragments came into the

hands of Martins, who figured them as belonging to a

doubtful Arecacea from Peru (Hist. Palm. t. 166, fig. 7).

The same species was afterwards found by Pa-ppig,

but the specimens of it which he brought home, thougli

showing that they belonged to an undescribed genus,

were again so imperfect that the plant was held to be

a Cycfanthacea rather than a Palm, and named W.
au^usta. Wendland has the merit of first pointing out

ilie tnie systematic position of the genus near Iriartea.

Dr. Spruce arrived at the same conclusion when travel-

ling "in Peni, and when he could not possibly have

known what Wendland (Bot. Zeit. 1S59, p. 73) h^d

written on the subject. At present we are acquainted

with three species, presuming that W. augusta and W.

maynensis are really distinct, viz., W. augusta, from

the Rio Tocache of Peru ; W. maynensis, from the

Maynenian valleys of the Andes ; and W. panamensis,

from the Isthmus of Panama. The latter was discovered

by me in 1S47, but mistaken for a species of the allied

Iriartea, which at that time was not so well worked

up as, thanks to the labours of Wendland, Spruce, and

Karst'en, it is at present. Only one species (W.

maynensis) is as yet in cultivation. Wettima has the

h.abit of Iriartea, the prickly roots emerging above the

ground, and supporting a tall, slender, unarmed tiaink,

with pinnatifid leaves, having long semi-lanceolate

segments, equidistant, and all spreading out horizonally.

The berry is invertedly pyramidal, hirsute, the albu-

men even, and the embryo basilar. The Peruvian

species grow in company with several genuine Iriarteas,

and it i° stated that the natives sometimes cut them

down for "cabbage," but soon become aware of

tlieir mistake on discovering the bitter quality of the

'Dictyocaryum (Wendl., Bonplandia, i860, p. 106,

ct Bot. Zeit. 1S63, p. 12S).—A small genus of the

Iriartea group, and inhabiting tropical America.

Wendland has only described one species of it

(D. Lamarkianum), and a second I find in Mr. Bulls

catalogue under the name of D. Wallisii, probably in-

troduced from Brazil by that zealous botanical explorer,

Mr. Wallis. It has the habit of Iriartea, from which

genus it differs in several technical characters.

Iricirtai (Ruiz et Pav., Wendl. in Bonplandia, i860,

p loi ; Dcckcritt, Karst. in Linna:a, xxviii., p. 258).

—

Owing to our imperfect knowledge of all the Iriartea-

like Palms, a good many species were until recently

referred to this genus, including even the Wa.x Palms of

the Andes (Ceroxylon) : and Dr. Spruce says, that

"all these are so alike in habit that the Brazilian

Indians unhesitatingly give them the same generic ['./.,

collective] name ('Paxiuba') ; and a closer examination

reveals so many essential resemblances that the botanist

will probably indorse the opinion of the savage, and

continue to unite these Palms under one title. Perhaps

Ceroxylon and Wettinia are the only genera of this

group, with the stem supported on an emersed cone of

roots, which ought to be kept separate from Iriartea."

Wendland is of different opinion, and characterises

Iriartea proper by the embiyo being lateral a little

below the middle of the seed, and the filaments of the

raphe distinctly anastomose. I. deltoidea, R. et Pav.,

is taken by him as the type of the genus, with which

atrree "enerically I. ventricosa, phreocarpa and Cometo.

Tliese" Palms have a cylindrical or much swollen

tnink, imparipinnate leaves, the leaflets of which are

deeply pinnatifid, and praemorse at the point. The

spadix appeals below the leaf-crown, and when young

has a certain resemblance to a horn, hence the Spanish

name " cometo " given to one of the species, which

Karsten adopted as a specific naine ; tliis Wendland

altered into "cornuta," but "cometo" is quite in

accordance with the genius of the Spanish language

—

corneta as name for the tree would be incorrect. The

flowers are monoecious in the same spadbt, and the

berries more or less globular and of dark green colour.

All the species are confined to the tropics of continental

America. , . ,,

Ceroxylon (H. B. K. ; Klopstocha, Karst. in

Linna:a, x.xviii., p. 251). — Wendland has shown

(Bonplandia, i860, p. 69) that the genus Klop-

,tockia is identical with Ceroxylon, the genus which

embraces those South American Palms which exude

a resin-like wax, which gives to their lofty stems a

white and marble-like appearance, imparting a striking

feature to those mountains where they abound, -„ ...

Quindiu, in New Grenada. To obtain the wax the tree

must be felled, and in order to convert it into candles

it must be mixed with tallow, to prevent its

burning too fast. C. andicola \vas found in the

Andes, as high as 9700 feet above the sea level,

in company with Podocarpus and Oak trees, and may

prove hardy even in the milder parts of England. It

has long been an inmate of our Palm-houses, as has

also C. Klopstockia (Klopstockia cerifera). Other

species, worthy ot a place in our collections are

C. interruptum, utile, and quindiuense. Whether

Morenia Chonta of Chili (one of the many Palms called

Chonla in Spanish America) is also a member of the

genus, is as yet doubtful, though Philippi vouches for

it. All the Ceroxylons are trees with pinnated leaves,

the underside of which is of a more or less intense

white colour, rendering them desirable additions to

collections. Bcrthold Scciitann.

botanists, and yet in a nurseryman's catalogue, now
before me, I find no less than 15 names disposed in a

way which implies the possession of as many species.

Surely no harm would accrue either to horticulture or

the public from a reduction of that number, jfo/u:

Duncan.

EPIMEDIUMS.
EpimcUum alpinum (I,.).—The leaves and flowers

of this lovely little plant come up together in spring.

The leaflets are heart-sliaped, unequal-sided, fringed

with hairs, supported by thin wiry stalks, and of great

delicacy when young, but very hard wdien mature.

The raceme is loose, and about 6 inches long. The

sepals are red, and within or upon them rest the pale

yellow or wdiite spur-shaped, hollow petals. This

species is easily increased by parting, and both

this operation and that of transplanting should

be pcrfonned in autumn. It delights in friable

loam, with an occasional top-dressing of leaf-mould,

and plenty of moisture during the growing season.

It is adapted for the border, the rockwork, or. the

margins of shrubberies, and does not care much

whether it is exposed to direct sunlight or not. If

gi-own in a pot, the soil should be renewed every third

year at least. It inhabits various parts of Southern

Europe, and is sometimes declared to be a native of

this country. There is a variety from Japan larger,

and more handsome, though less hairy, than the typical

form, and known by the very descriptive name of

"roseum." I may here mention that I have never

noticed seed on any member of the genus to which the

present subject belongs.

E. diphvlhim (Lodd. ) is one of those neat and elegant

plants which make some writers go into literary hysterics.

It seldom rises above 6 inches in lieight, and one stalk

serves both leaves and flowers for some distance.

Shortly after the rich green foliage is fully grown, the

pure wdiite drooping blossoms expand. This may be

known from all the other species of Epimedium by its

corolla, which has no spur. Indeed, the absence of

this has been taken as the character for a new genus,

so that the plant is distributed under the name of

Aceranthus diphyllus. Although quite hardy, its powers

of endurance are not so great as to fit it for every

ordinary border, but it is admirably adapted for any

place which is both sheltered and shaded. In other

respects it should be treated like E. alpinum. It is a

native of Japan, and blooms early in summer.

E. macranthum (Lindl.).—Sometimes this species is

grown under the name of E. giandiflorum, and so dis-

tinguished a designation is well deserved, for it is

decidedly the most beautiful species of the genus. 1 he

lobes at the base of the leaflets are rounded, whilst

along the margins occur occasional hair-like projections. 1

The flowers are very large and drooping, and the spurs

of the lilac petals are remarkable for being twice as

long as the sepals. It blooms early in spring, and also

occasionally in autumn. It is a native of Japan, and

should be treated exactly like E. alpinum.

E Mmschiamim (Morr, et Decaisne).—A cultivator

seein" this when not in bloom would undoubtedly

look upon it as the most distinct of the genus, because

of its peculiarly erect and compact habit. Neverthe-

less' it is not easy to tell in what particular its leaflets

differ from those of E. alpinum. The flowers come up

with the leaves, and open early in spring. Moreover,

they are pure white, and in this point agree only with

those of E. diphyllum, but here there are spurs to

the petals, whereas there spurs are altogether absent.

It is a native of Japan, and should be grown in the

same way as E. alpinum.
, , . , , ,

E pinnatum (Fisch. ). —Although this does not need

shelter, yet when so treated it is evergreen. It is the

only known species of the genus m which the leal-stalk

is distinct from the flower-stalk from the very beginning

The sepals are very much larger than the petals, and of

a bright yellow colour, contrasting curiously though

pleas.antly with the neat little brown or red spurs of

the petals. It requires the same kind of treatment as

E alpinum. It is a native of Japan, and blooms early

in spring. There is a variety known as "elegans,"

which has uncommonly large racemes.

E. violaccum (Morr. et Decaisne).—The habit of this

plant is similar to that of E. macranthum, but here the

leaflets are regidarly fringed with hairs, in the former

they are not. Besides, in the present species the spurs

of the violet-coloured petals are not half the length ot

those belonging to the other kind, being not longer

than the sepals. It is a native of Japan, flowers in

spring, is quite hardy, and ought to be treated in the

same way as E. alpinum.

The preceding are all the Epimeduims known to

A VILLAGE GARDEN SHOW.
'

' -\ garden is itself a comfort, and a badge of comfort.

It is also an ornament, and the ornamental is sometimes

no contemptible part of the useful. It makes home more

pleasant, which, again, tends to improve the labourer's

-induct to those who share it with him. Much more

ight be said of the beneficial influence of cottage

gardens." Edinburgh. Review, vol. 81.

In the county adjoining that where I reside there is

a village which in most respects is the prettiest I ever

saw. The cottages are nearly all old-fashioned ones,

with thatched roofs ; not a few of them are adorned

with neatly trained climbers. Honeysuckle, Jasmine,

Roses, or Ivy. On some of the cottage fronts, or on

the gables, whichever chances to have the sunniest

aspect, an Apricot or Pear tree is to be seen ;
and the

Vine, too, is also to be found on some of them,

contributing the adornment of its handsome leaves

from early summer with the added charm of its lovely

bunches of fruit later in the year. I do not think

there is a single cottage in this village without its

patch of garden ground, while, thanks to the consi-

derateness of a good landlord (most of the village

belongs to one proprietor), many of them have a large

garden attached.

As example is invariably better than precept, a page

from the history of this village may possibly be more

useful than the most minutely didactic account of how

a village garden show may be set on foot, and I there-

fore bespeak for it the thoughtful consideration of all

who are interested in the welfare of our rural popula-

tion. ... .

A stranger's first impression on visiting this village is

that it is an unusually tidy one. He soon finds that

this impression is produced by the combined elfect of

clean cottages and well kept gardens. Fruit and

vegetables; and flowers—" those stars so blue and

crotden that on earth's firmament do shine,"—are all in

considerable abundance. Now the bulk of the cottagers

are poor ; most of them, indeed, are only farm labourers

;

and farm labourers' cottages are very often anything

but models of cleanliness. But if the stranger pays a

visit to the cottages of this village he will find them as

decently kept as the gardens outside them, for the

women, as a class, are housewifely and industrious.

It must be stated at once that a passion for gar-

dening exists in this village. Husbands, wives, and

children, seem to be all fond of the pursuit ;
and

durin" the spring, summer, and autumn months it is a

very pleasant sight to see these humble cottagers, in

their leisure hours, vieing with each other who shall

till their gardens best, while the outside world's greater

excitements and pleasure-giving pursuits are miniatured

here by the contests who shall have the earliest Peas

and Potatos, or cut the first Cabbage; whose bush

fruit shall be cleanest and heaviest, or whose main

crop of Potatos shall yield the finest roots and the

largest measure per rood.

Perhaps some of my readers will fancy that 1 am

picturing a rural Arcadia which exists only m my
imagination, but there will be others among the readers

of the Gardeners' Chronicle who will know as well as 1

do that the village in question, model one as I conceive

it to be, has both a "local habitation and a name.
' What then, it may be asked, is the reason for the

exceptional pre-eminence of this village compared with

many others? My long acquaintance with it and

the knowledge that it was once very difl'erent, warrants

me in saying that all is due to the estabhshment in it

some dozen years ago, by the excellent vicar of the

parish of a cottager's garden show, and to the untiring

care he has ever since bestowed on its management.

Before the coming of this worthy clergyman the village

was much as most other villages are. Some of the

cottages were tidy and pleasant to look at, and there

were a few decently kept gardens. But there were many

other cottages devoid of attractiveness—too often dirty

within and without ; while the gardens—well, they

were as thousands of cott.age gardens usually are--m

the winter empty of crops, undug, unpleasant, untidy

spots, remnants of old crops rotting in heaps, or left

standing attached to Pea sticks or Kidney Bean stakes;

.TTOund never dug till late in the sprhig, and then crops

put in anyhow ; p:nd, as a consequence, generally

unsatisfactory both as to the quantity and quality of

their produce. The vicar soon became conscious ot

the state of things. His predecessor was a gi'eat

scholar, who knew nothing about gardens or gardening,

and to whom it had never occurred that a w'ell-tilled

cottage garden is invariably associated with a decently-

kept cottage, and assists in the formation of habits ol

thiifiiness and tidyness. The new vicar, as it fortu-

nately chanced, was an excellent practical gardener, an

entliusiastic florist, and one well read m social eco-

nomics. He was not long in detemiimng how to bring

about a change. After a few months residence he

invited all the villagers to a tea party, and as there was

no charge for admission the invitation was numerously

accepted. It was a lovely afternoon early in autumn

when the meeting took place, and it was held in the
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school-room, which (as well as the church) is situated

quite close to the vicarage. After tea the villagers

were invited to accompany the vicar to his garden,

where, as he told them, they were at liberty to inspect

all it contained, the vicar and his wife doing their best

to make them feel quite at home. Now the attention

of a little group was drawn by him to one or other of

the crops, and its cultivation was simply described ;

then he would go and hold a similar chat with another

group. The charms of a well-kept garden were perceived

by many for the first time. The visitors were told to

help themselves to Currants, Gooseberries, and Rasp-

berries, which hung in plenty and tempting ripeness ;

and then just before the descending sun showed the

parting hour had come, the vicar assembled his humble

but gratified friends on the lawn and spoke a few

earnest words to them, pointing out how they might

make their gardens both profitable and pleasant, and

he added, "Next autumn, if we are spared, we will

have another meeting ; but then instead of coming to

see the crops my garden produces, it shall, with your

kind help, be a meeting to look at the crops grown in

yours. Now it is my intention," he went on to say,

**to summon a meeting of the entire parish as soon as

the harvest is completed, to consider how this may be

brought about, and I shall then detail some plans

which 1 think may be adopted with benefit to us all.

I hope everyone of you* will try to be present, and will

do all you can to assist in the establishment of an

annual village festival." After a few more hearty

words he bade them all good night, shaking hands with

each of his guests as they passed through the wicket

gate which led to the adjacent road.

In due time the meeting was held, the vicar mean-

while doing his best to interest some of his influential

neighbours in the movement, though it must be con*

fessed he had a good deal of difficulty in overcoming

the .prejudices of some of the more old-fashioned among
them. The school-room was filled. The vicar opened

the proceedings, and began by describing a village

show in a distant part of the country, where he had

lived as curate. He showed how it had increased the

comforts and happiness of many homes. He then read

a simple but well-considered code of rules and a list of

prizes, which he said he hoped might be offered, and

ended by proposing the establishment of an annual

garden show open to all the cottagers in his parish. He
invited the expression of opinion, and was followed by

several speakers, some of whom had evidently been

warmed by his enthusiasm. Before the meeting ended

it was unanimously determined that a show should be

held ; the rules for its management were agreed upon,

and other matters of detail were settled. Every

cottager was invited to become a subscriber of not less

than IS. annually ; the wealthy parishoners were asked

to give of their abundance, and a committee of manage-

ment was chosen.

This meeting marks dn epoch in the history of the

village, and from it dates the alteration in its appear-

ance and its increased tidyness. The effects were, of

course, produced gradually. Some of the more energetic

among the villagers set to work at once ; their example

soon induced others to emulate them, and so the

gardens were in time got into a better state of cultiva-

tion. During the winter months the vicar delivered

several addresses in the school-room on matters con-

cerning gardening practice. His addresses were short,

plain, and instructive. He purchased from one of the

leading firms of seedsmen a supply of good seeds and
vegetable roots, carefully selecting such as were suited

for the cottagers, and these were of course sold to them
at cost price, which the seedsmen had liberally put as

low as possible.

In due lime the day for the first show amved. It

was a universal holiday in the village. The show was
an excellent one for a first attempt ; but every succeed-

ing year it has grown in extent and usefulness, for the

vicar, whose efforts have been seconded by a band of

willing disciples and helpers, has never relaxed his

efiorts but has been unceasing in his endeavours to

promote the welfare of his parishoners. This is not

the place to record how his efforts to promote their

social improvement have also advanced their spiritual

welfare ; but it cannot be improper to state that I

know no village of the same size where there is less

drunkenness or brawling, tidier cottages and happier
homes, or more regular and attentive church-goers.

INSECT ENEMIES.
PlIACECORYNES FUNERARIUS, Mwr.

On examining a number of different species of

Encephalartos, lately imported from Natal by Mr.
Bull, some of them were found in an unsatisfactory

state—the stem being soft, with the scales loose and
easily detached. On pulling them off it was seen that

the whole was absolutely riddled by a white grub,
about a third of an inch in length. By-and-by a
number of black weevils appeared, each about half an
inch in length, which Mr. Bull justly assumed to be the

perfect insect of the grub. He communicated speci-
mens of both to me, and I aftenvards visited the plants,

and obtained a further supply ifi sitt^^ which enabled
me to examine them at my leisure, and I have now to
report the result of my observation.
The perfect insect (fig. 135) is anew species ofPhaceco-

rynes, a genus dismembered from the old Linncean genus

Calandra (section Sphenophorida;), chiefly distinguished

by the concave form of its abdomen. Two species are

already known, both from South Africa,—one, named
Sphenophorus Zamire by Schonherr; the other, Calan-

dra Sommeri, by Burmeister. The former is black,

egated with ferruginous and black velvet markings.

The latter is also black, decorated with black velvet

and blood-red markings. The one which I have now
to describe is entirely black, with black velvet markings.

There are other differences, which will be found noted

the specific description below.

The grub, both in this species and Burmeister's, and
therefore probably in all species of the genus or sub-

genus Phacecorynes, is provided with a pair of

recurved semi-fleshy hooks on the last segment of

the abdomen ; see fig. 13S. In other respects it does

materially differ from the larvae of other Rhyn-
chophori. I have watched the grubs at their

work in order to ascertain the purpose of these

hooks, and I think it is to push back the dH>ris in the

passages they make through the stem of the plants in

which they live. As the reader knows, the stems of

Zamia and Encephalartos are composed of a heart or

core composed of reticulations of hard woody matter,

with interstices filled up with cellular tissue, very

much as the structure of the rhizome of a Fern,

surrounded with a covering of large scales, more or

less imbricated, like the cone of a Fir tree or the fruit

of a Pine Apple. In the exterior lozenge-shaped

apophysis of these scales, in the attacked plants, a small

round hole is here and there to be observed—doubtless

a door of exit made by the perfect insect in coming

out. It is too large to have been a door of entrance

made by the young larva, and the texture of that

part of the scale is apparently too hard for its jaws.

Inside I found gi'ubs in all stages, in smaller numbers

in the core of the stem, but very abundant in and

about the scales. In pulling the scales asunder the

fat, well-fed, little pig-like larvae dropped out in num-
bers from the holes or galleries they occupied. Their

borings ran in every direction right through scale after

scale, and at first I was quite contented with my har-

vest from thus tearing the scales asunder, but I after-

wards found that the numbers I so picked up were as

nothing compared to those I had left behind. After I

had secured every visible grub, and nothing remained

but a pile of apparently riddled empty scales, I

found that almost every one of them contained

either one or two gi-ubs at work well up in

its interior (fig. 134). It was another! nstance of what
entomologists are familiar with in bark insects. I

have seen one man go over a number of trees whose
bark was full of insects, and after tearing off quantities

of bark give it up in despair without finding one, while

his companion coming after him took as many as he

wished from the broken bark merely by breaking it

down, and looking into instead of under it. The soft

farinaceous-looking interior of the scales of Encepha-
lartos crumbles into a reddish granular debris^ through
which these larva; eat their way ; and I see that they
have a way of backing a little every now and then
with the recurved hooks in a vertical position, which
leads me to suppose that their use is to push back
the dSbris behind them. They do not seem to be
used in assisting progression, although no doubt
they do give a leverage when applied against the

walls of their borings ; but the larvie do not need any
assistance of this kind. If laid on the table, notwith-

standing the absence of feet, they walk off at a good
pace, solely by the vermicular motion of the segments

of the body.

The genus Phacecorynes is one of those subgenera

which has always appeared to me to be established on
insufficient grounds. In a large genus, in many species

of which the abdomen and underside is flat, the fact of

this flatness being turned in some into a more or less

decided depression does not seem to me of generic

value ; but if it should prove that the larvae of those

having it are provided with these recurved terminal

hooks, while all the rest are without it, it says a great

deal in favour of the truth of the generic division as a

natural section. Now, it so happens that of the large

sub-family of Sphenophori, -numbering upwards of

170 species, only four larvK have been described, one
of which, as already said, belongs to this sub-genus,

viz., the Calandra Sommeri, of Burm. , and it has these

two recurved hooks. Westwood ("Modern Classifi-

cation of Insects," i. 348) speaks of another specimen

with this peculiaiity in the collection of the College

of Surgeons, but he says that in it "the points are

more obtuse;" but I have been unable to identify the

specimen he saw in the collection in question. I owe
thanks to Mr. Flower for the trouble he took in giving

me the opportunity of doing so.

The other two species whose larv^ have been
described are Sph. liratus, Sch., and Sph. sacchari.

Guild., both from the Antilles, and neither have this

peculiarity—a simple, single, terminal tubercle being

all that they possess. When we know which species

are provided with hooks and which not, there is little

doubt that we shall find that it corresponds with a good
natural generic section, and very possibly a geogra-

phical one. As yet the two known to have these

terminal hooks are South African, the two without

them South American.
When the larva of this species is full grown, I believe

that it passes into the chrysalis state in the scales or

stem of the tree where it has passed the rest of its life.

In the first place I believe this is the habit of all the

other Calandras. It certainly is that of the common
grain weevil, which undergoes its metamorphoses in

the grain on which it has fed. In the next place, if it

had gone out to pass its metamorphoses in the ground,

Mr. Bull would not (as he has had) every morning
a fresh supply of perfect insects lurking about the

plants. He cleared them away regularly every day,

but each new day brought a new crop ; of course he

had potted the plants in fresh earth, and if the mature

larva? had passed down to it they would have required

a longer time than they had to complete their meta-

morphoses. And lastly, I succeeded in finding a dor-

mant perfect insect in the heart of one of the scales,

surrounded with debris on every side. It had no
cocoon, nor appearance of chrysalid. The large

Calandras (the Rhynchophori) do make a cocoon of

the twisted fibres of the stem of the plants on which

they feed, but the grain weevil has no cocoon, but

comes out in the same way as this species.

The specific description is as follows, viz. :

—

Phacecorynes funerarius.

Larva {fig. 136-7).—Wrinkled, fleshy, yellowish-white.

Head oblong, corneous, light brown, mouth directed

downwards. The cephalic plate behind the labrum has

six or eight depressions (in a double series) in the middle,

and two irregular ones on each side near the anterior

margin. No ocelli ; no antennae ; clypeus short and trans-

verse, labrum broadly trjlobed, mandibles robust, rounded

towards the point, the under side concave without basal

tooth, but with one or two slight elevations not large

enough to be called tubercles along their posterior edge
;

maxillae far apart, each almost a fleshy column, most

developed on the inner side, bearing on the external angle

a short palpus, consisting of two articles, of which the

lower joint is tumid, the terminal one minute and pointed
;

mentum triangular, with the base of the triangle in front,

canaliculated in the middle; front with a shght pro-

jecting tooth on each side of the middle, and bearing on

each side on the external angles a somewhat tumid

palpus consisting of two small articles. Thoracic

and abdominal segments all well separated from each

other, and very wrinkled, the first thoracic segment

with a corneous pale yellowish-brown plate along each

side of the back, the last segment with two recurved

fleshy hooks projecting upwards, yellow, and slightly

corneous at the tip. Stigmata nine on each side, all dis-

tinct and easily seen, the first twice the size of the rest,

placed close to the inferior angle behind the head. Feet,

Perfect Insect (fig. 135.)—Afiinis Ph. Sommeri, et Ph.

Zamiae, colore toto nigro et segmentis abdominis baud

villosis dignoscitur. Long, slin., lat. i^ lin.

Allied to Phacecorynes Sommeri and Ph. Zamis,

which like it are both black with black velvety patches on

the thorax and elytra, but Ph. Sommeri has also blood-

red and Ph. ZamiK ferruginous markings on the elytra,

which this species has not. It has no villosity on the

underside, while the depression of the abdomen "S pilous

in both of the others Rostrum smooth shmmg. ihorax
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and elytra opaque, the former coarsely punctate with

smooth irregularities, and with a black velvety diamond-
shaped patch in the middle, and three curtailed similar

patches at the base {the lower third of each being absent),

one in the middle and one on each side. The elytra deeply

crenate-striate, the interstices punctate-stnate with

gular velvety black patches on the interstices, forming
a largish black velvet patch about the middle of the elytra,

a smaller one behind the middle and points of velvet

here and there. Underside without pubescence or villosity,

and shining, except on the sides of the thorax and epister-

nums of the body, which are thickly and opaquely
punctate, the middle sparsely punctate, most closely so

on the first segment of the abdomen ; legs punctate,

tibia? crenate.

From the interior of South Africa, 300 miles from Natal,

Andmv Murray.

Joint Contsponbtiice.

A Note on Palms.—The publication in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle of the interesting papers on Palms,
by Dr. Seemann, and the growing taste for the cultiva-

tion of these elegant plants—which, along with Ferns
and Mosses excel all others in beauty of form, if they
have not much of the beauty of colour—will, it is to be
hoped, lead to a call for a second edition of the
" Popular History of Palms" of that able botanist. It

does not say much for our English love of these matters
for their own sake that, whilst one edition has sufficed

for us, in Germany two large editions—perfect models
of typogi'aphy and illustration—should already have
been exhausted. Now also that steamers navigate the

Amazon to the very foot of the Andes, and the Negro
and Orinoco up to the cataracts, and the traveller has
no longer to creep up those vast rivers in canoes, as I had
to do 20 years ago, the regions around their headwaters
—more prolific in wonderful vegetable forms than per-

haps any other in the world—will be brought sufficiently

near to be safely transmissible to European conserva-

tories. The most valuable collection of dried plants I

ever made was nearly a whole year on its way to

England, and at one place where it had to change
hands before it could be sent on, the boxes were thrown
aside for several weeks on the damp floor of a hut,

the consequence being that many of the plants at the

bottom of the boxes were glued together with mould
and quite unrecognisable. Such long delay would
have been fatal to living plants, and to the oily seeds

of Palms ; but I suppose it could never happen now.
And when that canal is made, to avoid the cataracts

of Atures and Maypures—which Humboldt showed
would be so easy—the tourist may sail in his yacht,

by way of the Orinoco, into the very heart of the most
glorious forest in the world. Of all the Palms that

flourish in the Orinoco-Negro region, the species of
Lepidocaryum w^ould most delight our cultivators.

Smooth, reed-like stems, 4 to 12 ft. high, and not

more than ^ to i inch thick ; fan-shaped leaves, deeply
cut into from 4 to 20 segments, and lightly balanced
on long petioles ; fruit {which is copiously produced,
and is borne on pinnate spadices), an oblong or

obovate cuspidate beriy, clad with shining reddish,

rhombic scales : such is an outline picture of
the Lepidocaryums, the slimmest and most fairy-

like of all Fan Palms. They grow in the virgin

forest, where the trees are not so thickly set as

to exclude gleams of sunshine ; in a climate where
drought is unknown, and where the temperature ranges
from 70* to 88°. On the shores of rivers in the same
region grow the allied Mauritia aculeata of Humboldt
and Bonpland (M. gracilis, Wallace), sending up its

tufted spiny stems to the number of from 12 to 50 from
a root, and to a height of 20 feet. It is a most grace-

ful Palm, the outer stems of each tuft hanging far over
the water, and the fan-shaped leaves {blue-green above,
white beneath) having the lacinise pendulous from the
middle. Like the Lepidocaiyums, it bears scaly fruits,

but much larger and more numerous. The zoned,
rainbow tints of the leaves, described by Humboldt,
are those of decay, and are seen also in other Fan
Palms. I must beg to disclaim the honour which
Dr. Seemann would assign one, of being considered an
authority on the classification of Palms. They were
never a speciality of mine, and I have only studied with
care a lew of those of equatorial America. My
paper on the Palms of the Amazon region was
undertaken at the earnest solicitation of the lamented
Dr. Von Martins. I hoped he might live to see it in

print, and it w-as with great regret I heard of his death
just after I had put the finishing hand to it. He had
written to me only two months before in his usual
firm distinct handwriting, and with all his accustomed
warmheartedness, but not with the old vivacity. "I
feel now," he said, "the pressure of years, I cannot do
so much as I wish

—

' Non sum qui fueram, periit pars maxima nostri

;

Hoc quoque quod superest languor et horror habet !
'

"

It would seem as if he already felt some
presage of approaching dissolution. I wish, indeed,
that when I undertook to write on Palms,
I had known of the an-angements proposed by
Griesbach and Wendland, although I could hardly
have adopted them as they stand, for their two
primary divisions seem to me of very unequal value,
and their "Arecineee" surely compnse three or four
groups of equal value with their *'Cocoine5e." The
arrangement adopted in my ** PabnEe Amazonicse"

was stmck out when I was living among Palms in

their native forests, by comparing all the forms within
my reach, and combining or contrasting them with the
eastern Palms, as I found them described by Kunth
and Endlicher. It seemed to me that the fruit had
been too exclusively relied on in forming the primary
divisions, and that in Palms, as in many other large

orders, such as Leguminos^, Corapositas, &c. , the

floral organs afforded better characters. I had drawn
up a synopsis of all the genera known to me, disposed
under seven tribes ; but I did not include it in my
memoir, being unwilling to burden it with extraneous
matters. The tribes were distinguished as follows :

—

Spatiiiflor^.—Spadices simple or branched {with

polystichous branches), before flowering enclosed in

fusiform spathes. Leaves simple or pinnate.

Fruits exocarpic, usually asymmetrical.
.(Estivation of ? fl.

valvate. = Geonomece (i).

.i^stivalion of $ fl.

imbricated. = Arecinene {2).

Fruits symmetrical, cn-

docarpic. =
/Estivation of ? fl.

valvate. = Bactrideae (3).

^Estivation of ? fl.

imbricated. = Cocoine^^ (4).

Spathelliflor.^.—Spadices pinnately branched (the

branches distichous, the flowering ramuli mostly
catkin-like), completely sheathed with numerous im-
bricated spathella2. Leaves fan-shaped, except in a
few genera of Lepidocaryinece.

Fruits scaly. = Lepidocaryineas (5).

Fruits naked.
.^Estivation of ? fl.

valvate. = CoryphinccC (6).

.(Estivation of ? fl.

imbricated. = Borassinece (7).

These tribes are natural assemblages of genera, which I

am persuaded will stand, although the technical bases

may be varied, and the limits shifted hither and thither

to suit the notions of individual systematists, and for

the reception of new genera and species. * The dis-

tinction between a valvate and an imbricated aestivation

in the female flower of Palms is certainly an important
one ; for the latter indicates a higher organisation, and
probably a separate existence, dating from a remoter
epoch. To justify this opinion, it will be necessary to

enter into a few details. The male flowers of all Palms
have valvate petals, often combined into a mono-
petalous corolla, and are of frail (though not always of
thin) texture ; while their butterfly-like existence in the

perfect expanded state usually endures but a few hours
after the shedding of the pollen. About half the

number of all known Palms have the petals of the
female flowers valvate, and in some genera scarcely at

all different from those of the male flowers. In
Geonoma not only are the chaffy sepals and the

lanceolate valvate petals so much alike in the flowers of
both sexes that, before expansion, the female flowers

only to be distinguished by their central, and the males
by their lateral position in the alveoles ; but there is

also a staminal tube in the female like that in the male
flowers, only shorn of its anthers. It is in the Valval:

pelala? (as I proposed to call them) that hermaphrodite
flowers are still normal to a few genera, and that an
occasional reversion to hermaphroditism in monoicous
and even in dioicous species is not infrequent. But in

the other half of Palms, the Imbricatipetalce, both
sepals and petals of the female flowers are orbicular,

widely imbricated, and often very thick and tough ; and
the petals increase in size after flowering so as to form
a stout persistent cup, needed for the support of such
enormous fruits as the common Cocoa-nut and the
double Cocoa-nut of the Seychelles, and very rarely

associated with fruits so diminutive as those of the

Geonomas. In this division, hermaphrodite flowers are
unknown, or are only due to very rare instances of
reversion. Now, as {on my theory) all flowers have
been originally hermaphrodite, and unifomi on the
same plant, the vast difference between the male and
female flowers of Q^nocarpus, Cocos, Lodoicea, and
other Imbricatipetalas, implies either a more rapid or a
far longer-continued process of specialisation than in

such Valvatipetalous genera as Geonoma, Lepido-
caryum, &c., where the female flowers have undergone
such very trivial modification. To give an example of
the application of the same principle to another family
of plants. I should consider Corylus a genus of higher
organisation than Salix, seeing that there is a far

greater difference between the male and female inflores-

cence of Hazels than between those of Willows.
R, Spritce.

The Protection of Wall-fruit Trees.—Your
con'espondent, Mr. Gardiner, p. 667, in drawing at-

tention to this subject asks for information respecting

the present prospects of the fmit-crops, protected and
unprotected. I am sorry to §ay that as to those fruit

trees which w^ere unprotected, the fruit is all killed
;

not so, however, with those under cover. Of Peaches,
Plums, and Pears, there is abundance. I think as

regards the advantage of protecting the trees there can
hardly be two opinions, but concerning the material
there may be a great many. Vour correspondent uses
Frigi Domo, which is no doubt an excellent covering
material. Here, my father has used Hessian with

* In " Palmffi Amazonicae," by a slip of the memory, I placed
the Borassinesc among VsdvatipetalEc instead of ImbricatipetalE.

great success for the last II years. Information re-

specting the article used, its price, and stability, and
the degrees of frost which each will exclude, together
with the amount of success attained with the crops,

would be of the greatest service. I may add, that
but a sprinkling of the Gooseberries have escaped.
Currants are very much injured, as well as a great V

many of the Strawberries. John J. Buchanan^ Dyr-
ham Park Gardens.

Myosotis dissitiflora.— I cordially endorse all that
Mr. Fish has written in praise of this beautiful spring
flower, and can heartily wish with him that it was more
imiversally known and grown, for in spite of the severe
winter through which we have passed, and the cold,

unfavourable character of the spring, I have had it in

a blaze of bloom for several weeks past. For earliness,

compactness, and general effect, it is far in advance of
M. sylvatica, and the individual blooms are nearly
twice as large. I say emphatically, that no arrange-
ment of spring decorative gardening can be complete
that excludes Myosotis dissitiflora. As to future modes
of propagating it, I shall raise from seed only, as I

found the result of a winter's experience to be that not
a large, and scarcely a small propagated plant w-as left

alive, whilst every seedling plant stood the winter with
impunity, not one being injured. As the plant is such
a continuous bloomer seed-saving is a matter of some
difficulty ; but if a little fine' soil is used as a top-

dressing, what seed falls before the flower-stems are

finally gathered will germinate and grow all the more
readily. And if the ripened seed that is gathered be
sown in August it will be good time. It was surprising

to note the growth of the little cushions of this

Myosotis in the spring, as a plant that could be
covered by a 4-inch pot in March would in a few
weeks have required a large pan to hide it.

My experience of its cultivation has been limited to a
very dry gravelly soil, and in a southern locality, where
it certainly has had a fair trial ; and if it is found that

old or propagated plants will not stand severe weather
under such conditions, I fear we must assume it is

really of too tender a constitution to be classed amongst
hardy perennials. The stunted plants of which Mr.
Fish writes are invariably those propagated by cuttings

or side shoots ; but I have never seen it developed in

seedlings. To these latter I pin my faith, as from
seed it comes perfectly true. Mr. Fish told us last

year that he had got a white variety of this Myosotis,

but he says nothing about it now. Was it Mr. May's
M. sylvatica alba after all ? As we have no lack of
early white hardy flowers, a variety of that colour

would be no great acquisition ; but if it should prove
possible to raise a pink variety—and that I think is not
improbable—we should indeed have something over
which to rejoice. The tendency of the Myosotis dissi-

tiflora to produce here and there pink flowers appears
to me to point in that direction. Alex. Dean.

Hose for Watering Streets.—A subscriber will

be much obliged if any of the correspondents of the

Gardeners' Chi'onicle can give any information about
the hose used in Paris for watering the streets and
parks. They appear to be made of leather, and run
on several pairs of little wheels which keep the hose
off the ground. Are they to be obtained in England ?

if so, from whom ? And do they know if that mode
of watering has superseded the use of the old fashioned
watering-cart in any town in England ? [A some-
what similar plan was followed in Oxford 14 or 15
years ago, but we are not aware that it has been tried

elsewhere, nor do we know who supplies the apparatus
in England. Eds.]

Fruit Prospects.—Fruit trees of all kinds are

looking remarkably w^ell in the gardens here. Peach
trees have set a splendid crop, and the trees are very
healthy. Apricots are also an abundant crop. No
covering of any kind has been used for either Peach or

Apricot trees this season. The only protection they

have had is a board about 10 inches broad, fixed to

the wall with iron brackets. I consider the abundant
crops of these fruits partly owing to the treatment the

trees have received—viz., early in the autumn I had
all the young wood unnailed and left in that state till

the middle of April ; by so doing I managed to keep
the trees at least a fortnight later in blooming, I

think if gardeners generally were to pay more attention

to keeping their trees back they would stand a much
better chance of securing a good crop of wall fruit.

Apple trees are laden with bloom. Pears are w^ell set

on the walls, and bush trees are well covered with
bloom. Cherries on walls have set a splendid crop.

Plums are looking well, and there is every appearance
of a heavy crop. Figs are in a for\vard stale, and look
vei-y promising. Filberts will be an average crop.

The most conspicuous objects in the garden at present

are the Siberian Crab trees, which are completely
covered with fine large blossom, and are objects of
great beauty. J. S?nith^ Gr., Exton Park,

Bedding Pansies. — G. Wood has been kind
enough to tell us about the character and habit of
Pansy Vesuvius (p. 66S) ; will he please to give in

addition the important information as to what is its

colour. A. D.

Mimetic Plants.—Your allusion to the exhibition

of mimetic pairs of plants, by Mr. W. W. Saundersj

at the soirie of the Linnaean Society, excites my
curiosity, and I have no doubt that many others besides
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myself would be pleased to have a list of the plants

shown, if it be possible. This mimicry in plants is an

extremely interesting subject, as it naturally suggests a

closer examination of plants, before attempting to refer

them to their position in the vegetable kingdom, than

would otherwise be accorded to them by many super-

ficial observers. The plants belonging to this category

are not so very numerous, it is true, but they prevail to

an extent unknown to any except the practical botanist

;

and the gross mistake made by the "special corre-

spondent " ofa well-known daily paper, who accompanied
our forces in the Abyssinian expedition, would have

been avoided had he been aware of its existence when
writing of the vegetation of that country. He said

"that certain parts of the country abounded in huge

Cacti," when, of course, they were nothing else than

succulent Euphorbias. The most remarkable instances

of mimicry among plants known to me—though only in

a dried state—are to be found amongst the New
Zealand species of Veronica. Indeed, V. tetragona

was originally described and figured by Sir \V. J.

Hooker as a species of Podocarpus, though shortly

afterwards he received flowering specimens and rectified

the error tlie general appearance of the plant had led

him into, for he discovered that his presumed Podo-

carpus was really a curious form of Veronica. V.

lycopodioides, V. cupressoides, V. salicornioides, and

several other New Zealand species, would puzzle the

most accomplished botanist. I think, too, that

geologists might profit by the study of these unusual

alterations from ordinary types before naming tlieir

fragmentary fossil specimens. //.

A Plant from the Antipodes.—I should imagine

the plant described by M. Raynal is a species of

Coprosma, for his description agrees better with plants

of that genus than of any other genus known from the

Auckland Islands. The species are nmiierous in New
Zealand and the neighbouring islands, some producing

scarlet, and one, at least, blueish, edible berries.

Besides the shrub mentioned by Raynal there are many
other interesting things that might probably prove

hardy in the south of England. Metrosideros florida

and lucida form a gi-eater part of the wood on the

islands, it is stated, and would give us a little more
variety, if hardy. Olearia Lyallii, Celmisia vernicosa,

Gentiana cerina, Veronica Benthami, and Anthericum
Rossii, are all very handsome plants from the same
region. H.

Flower-basket.—I forward you a description of

what must, I think, be a curiosity in its way. It pur-

ports to be a flower-basket, or rather, a Fern-basket,

and to be fit only for a superior garden or conservatory,

or to stand in a very large hall:
—"The basket is

suitable for either indoors or out, though the more it is

exposed to the weather the better it looks. It is of

hexagonal shape, larger at the top than the bottom,

and stands upon three shell-covered curved legs, which
form a claw foot. It is proof against all weathers

—

sun or frost, wet or dry. The shells are first used to

form a panel on each side, and inside each panel is a

basket of flowers made of various kinds of shells, the

leaves being formed of the same kind of composition

in which the shells are imbedded. The flowers and
baskets are of a different kind in each panel : there are

field flowers. Fuchsias, Dahlias, various-coloured Roses
and Rose buds, double and single Tulips, Poppies,

Apple blossoms, scarlet and white Geraniums, Labur-
num, Snowdrops, and many others. Each flower is

made with shells, and has its natural colour, as w^ell

as the leaves and stalks. The flowers are apparently

set into the basket, some standing upright, others,

such us Bluebells or Laburnum, drooping. The maker
is Mr. Phillips, West Row, Soham.'' I have not seen

this curiosity. F.

Burnt Peat.—In June, 1869, we had carted from a

distant moss a large quantity of peat, which was put
up in two large stacks of loo cartloads each. We have
made use of one stack, but on commencing the other

we find it has been on fire in the middle, and has an
unhealthy smell. Will any of your correspondents be
kind enough to give us the benefit of their experience,

as to whether it is safe to use such peat for Rhododen-
drons, &c. We may add the weather was very hot

and dry when the soil was carted and put together.

John Palmer 6^ Son^ Annan, Dumfriesshire. [We
should not anticipate any injury to the Rhododendrons,
as in some districts we have known it to be the practice

to keep {and on a small scale to grow) American plants

in beds of peat ashes—that is, the ashes from peat
turves used. as fuel. Eds.]

Sitona lineata.—This insect is very destnictive to

the young Pea plant this year in many parts of the

country, and as I have been paying some attention to

it, perhaps a note of what I have observed on one or

two points, which seem to be in obscurity, may be
acceptable to some of your readers. It appears from

Curtis that there is no notion when they lay their eggs

(one might almost think he considered the old ones

lived on, en permanence) ; but I felt sure, from veiy

quiet observation, eggs must be somewhere. If people

go stumpmg along, of course the beetles vanish.

Looking inside the largest beetles there are the eggs,

about (say) eight in each, I think they are eggs
because of their quite clear well-defined shape, and
because on opening the beetle they at once stand out

clear and clean among the dibriSj and also because I

only find them in the largest ; so that I do not think,

though I am no insect anatomist, that I can be con-

fusing them with other miscellanea of the insect

cupboard ; however, I send them to you for verification,

with a store of the beetles their owners were taken

from, and if you will examine them out of the spirit, I

think their egg form wtli show much plainer than it

does in the bottle. [They are unquestionably the eggs.

Eds.] Now if these are eggs, might not one suppose
(reasoning from the duration of life in the early stages

in other small Curculios) that in about three weeks the

larva; from the Sitona eggs would be turning to pupx,
in three more the pupje hatching? The duration of

egg larvse pupa life in Calandra, I think Curtis says, is

45 days. In the Turnip-seed weevil, one may gather,

he considers it about the same ; and—following up the

fact of the Curculio causing different kinds of root -galls,

and the idea that this sort causes them on Beans—I fancy

that if some natm'alists with good eyes would investi-

gate the Pea roots, scraping and dusting the earth

from them with their own hands as they grow, not as

drawni out specimens, we might get this question

solved. I shall try to do this myself, but I make the

suggestion in the hope that others may be induced to

try the experiment likewise. The more independent

observers one can get, the better. O.

Strawberries.—On Thursday, May 5, I gathered

five fine ripe Strawberries from plants of the old Black

Prince growing in the open air without any protection.

They were of a good size, richly coloured, and of

excellent flavour. I shall be able to gather freely in

about seven days from this date. The crop is abundant,

and the fruit are changing colour beautifully. I have

also in the same garden a plot of President and Dr.

Hogg loaded with fruit, about the size of the hazle-nut.

Maitheiv Hague, Haguh Wentivorth^ Rotherha/n,

Yorkshire^ May 12.

Aucuba.—The male Aucuba is destined to add a

brilliancy to our shrubberies by causing our old female

friend to glow with berries in such profusion as to vie

with our own Holly or Hawbush. We were at first

instructed to use a camel's-hair pencil to diffuse the

pollen over the female blossom, but recent experience

has taught us to trust to the means provided by the

Creator for the production of berries. I was led to this

conclusion by what has taken place in the garden of

Captain James, of Littlebourne, where may be seen a

bush 12 feet high, and almost as much through, literally

loaded with oval, scarlet berries ; so full is it that they

are found from top to bottom, even touching the ground,

and also adorning the smaller branches in the thickly

set centre of the bush. Thus insects and wind have
operated where the hand of man would never have
reached. A plant of male in blossom was introduced

on the sunny side of the large bush, and when the sun

had faded away the male was removed to the green-

house for the night, and if the morning was favourable

the plant was brought back ; this was repeated so long

as the male plant was in flower. The result is a

marvel of beauty. The effect, however, has not

stopped here, for most of the other plants in the garden,

and there are many, have become berry bearing from

the same source. Amongst others a female A. hima-

laica, has produced numerous berries, some of which,

through the Captain's kindness, I possess. All these

are of a different form, for instead of being oval are

precisely like a miniature Pear, indeed quite turbinate

—

in this respect differing from the beautiful coloured

engraving in Cathcart's magnificent work published by

Dr. Hooker. It is a nice point whether the A. hima-

laica is to be considered a species or not. I am curious

to know if the berries of it are so formed. I have

enclosed a berry, and wait your reply. W. Masters.

[We should be glad to have the experience of our

correspondents as to the fruit of the Himalayan Aucuba.

Those we have seen have been bluntly ovoid. We
believe the Himalayan and Japanese forms to be

merely variations from a common type. Eds.]

Paint for Hothouses.—In your Journal for 1S66,

P- SQ^, you give your correspondents most excellent

advice, and matter for consideration on this subject.

1 have, however, sought in vain in your columns for

any information as to how often the paint of hothouses

and frame-lights ought to be renewed, whether

annually, biennially, triennially, or how ? Is there

any custom, or usual stipulation in leases of nursery

grounds or market gardens, as to this? Diss. [Paint

when required,—once in three years, or one coat a

year. Some of our correspondents will perhaps
answer the second question. Eds.]

Medinilla magnifica.—A magnificent specimen of

this most gorgeous-flowering stove plant is now in full

bloom here. The plant is about six or seven years old,

and is growing in a rough oak box containing about

2 cubic feet of earth and drainage. The dimensions of

the plant are as follows :—10 feet through, 30 feet in

circumference, 6 feet high ; it has 208 rosy panicles of

inflorescence, varying in length from 12 to about

22 inches. The flowers are produced from the axils of

the leaves on young wood, and also as freely down the

branches of the old wood, where there are no leaves at

all, to the very surface of the earth in the tub : one
flower has pushed itself up through about 2 inches of a

recent surface dressing. During the last iS months the

plant has been situate at the end of a fiuiting Pine pit,

during which period it has had to submit nolens volens

to a continuous rather high temperature ; but as the
plant is in rude health it is evident there was
nothing much wrong with its treatment. To view the
plant as it now appears is certainly a treat seldom to be
met with. In a tub, and situate close to the one con-
taining the Medinilla, is a plant of Ipomoea Horsfalliae.

Its stem rises up through the Medinilla bush to the top

of the house, where it covers an area ofabout 350 square

feet. During winter and spring its magenta racemes of

flowers hang from it in graceful profusion, than which I

don't know anything more beautiful for the decorating of

tall flower-glasses, where an opportunity is afforded of

giving the raceme of flowers a swirl round the stem of

the glass. This plant has rooted freely through its

box into the sticks, leaves, and tan, which form the

plunging material for the Pines ; and so also has a

very fine plant of Passiflora edulis, situate in the next

house, occupying a space of about 400 feet, and now
setting fiuit freely. Passiflora macrocarpa and Musa
Cavendishii also enjoy nooks in this house, and are

remarkably productive. William Miller, Combe Abbey
Gardens.

Otiorhynchus picipes.—In addition to your advice

on the Vine beetle (p. 671), I would advise your corre-

spondent to put a toad or two in the vinery ; we have
adopted this plan for the last twelve years with perfect

success. Make with two or three bricks, or a horse-

shoe tile, in a shady corner, a place for them to retreat

during the day, and remove them at any time when
smoking, yolui Taylor, Rose Hill Lodge, Boteherby,

Carlisle.

Diseased Vines.—I herewith beg to send you
some Vine roots, together with the soil they were

grown in, for your inspection and opinion as to the

probable cause of their present condition. They were

planted in 1858 in a compost of turf, broken bones

(boiled), and lime rubbish, and till lately the Vines

grew to my satisfaction. This year they started of

their own accord, broke strong and regular, and con-

tinued to do well till they commenced to show bunches,

when I began to fancy they were not making such

progress as I could wish for. I then examined the roots,

and to my horror found them in the state of which I

now send specimens to you. I have omitted to mention

that when the Vines began to break, I gave them a

thin top-dressing of turf and lime rubbish, and a thin

sprhikling of the enclosed "bone flour" over all, and
soon afterwards they began to show signs of having re-

ceived a check. The enclosed soil is a small handful

taken at random nearest to the dead roots. I am pleased

to state that all the Vines in this vinery are not alike

bad, but all have received a check from some cause or

other. The Vines from which the enclosed roots are

taken were grown on the back wall of a vinery. A
flag footpath 3 feet A\'ide, resting on arches, runs

parallel with and about i foot from the wall ; conse-

quently they can have little soil to grow in, and under
the arches can have no water, excepting what may
reach them from the narrow border, but the roots nearest

the surface of all the Vines back and front are injured.

A. B. [We are afraid that your Vines are injured by the

little coccus-like insect which has of late been so de-

structive. The insect is so minute that it is not easy

of detection on roots which are transmitted without

extreme care in packing, and some knowledge of its

existence in the specimens sent, and the season is

possibly not very favourable ; still, after a minute in-

spection, we find two of the yellow eggs, which place

the matter almost beyond doubt. Unhappily, no cer-

tain remedy has at present been ascertained. Plants

badly affected should be burnt, and you should watch

the leaves for the purse-like bodies which the insect

causes on them, and destroy them as soon as they

appear. M. J. B.\

The Destructive Influence of Fungus on
Vines.—1 am of opinion that Fungus is more fre-

quently the cause of failure in Vines than is generally

supposed. Every one that has had anything to do
with renovating old Vine borders must have observed

the large accumulation of old decaying bark round the

large roots. Now, if the conditions are favourable to

Fungus growth, as they would be in a quiet, well-

drained, undisturbed border, it is quite clear that this

mass of decomposing vegetable matter will breed

Fungus, which will fasten itself on the living bark,

poison the sap, and eventually kill the Vines. From
what I have heard of the famous Vines at Bishop

Stortford, and the exceeding porosity of the border, I

think it most likely that they succumbed to the

insidious attacks of Fungus, as I have seen light, dry,

porous borders poisoned with it, and it is almost impos-

sible to keep such borders in a sufficiently moist state

to prevent its growth. It has been my practice for

some time past to fill the holes where the Vines come
through the wall with pieces of Gorse, to prevent the

mice getting through to the Grapes. This I found

was partly decomposed, and had generated Fungus
round the stem of the Vines, which was spreading in

an alarming manner—so much so as to seriously affect

their health and vigour. I have just had the soil

removed around the collar of the Vines, and find that

it has travelled down the main roots deep into the

border. I am having these stripped and carefully

scrubbed, filling in with fresh soil, and shall give an

abundant supply of tepid water during the summer,

and I trust by these means to arrest the mischief. 1
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may add that these Vines were most vigorous before

this attaclc, as last season they bore from 15 to

20 bunches each, some of which weighed over 3 lb.,

aiid won me three 1st class prizes. With this I send

you specimens of the bark, and a small piece of root,

that you may see the hold it has on them. J. S/iep-

pard, Gr. to J. Bcnicrs^ Woolverstone Park.

Fungus on Living Roots.—It is a general

opinion that a good hearty laugh is conducive to health.

Mr. Miller's paper at p. 632 may be considered quite

sanitary. Did anyone before go further back for an
argument or even for an illustration ? If I have under-

stood the subject in dispute, the question is as to the

danger of living roots of trees being attacked by
Fimgus produced by sticks, pieces of timber, &c.,

lUcAying in the soil. Some one, I think it was Mr.
Miller, referred to the accumulation of leaves and
sticks in a forest, as Nature's mode of manuring trees.

This appeared so little pertinent to the point in dis-

pute, that I merely pointed out that in this case Nature
did not bury her sticks and leaves, but left them on
the surface to decay. Whp would have thought it

i)o-.sible to make a lecture on geology out of this ?

Who besides Mr. Miller have thought it necessary to

tell your readers and conespondents that coal was
1)U I led vegetable matter, or that large trees had been
found in a bog or buried deeply in alluvial soil,

or even that earthworms dragged leaves into their holes?

I bfg to congratulate him on the proof he has given

that his own reading has been so extensive. When we
have a deluge every five years, or causes are seen in

ojioration tending to take recently fallen sticks and
bm y them beneath growing trees, his arguments will

ha\e great weight. Having seen the roots of trees

co\ered and white with Fungus, which could be traced

to Iiits of wood buried near their roots, I prefer to

guard against such an accident in future. In this

resolve I am strengthened by the observation of others.

Not only have men of science, like Mr. Berkeley,

pointed out the danger to be apprehended from this

cause, but many of our best practical gardeners have
recognised its effects. Mr. Speed, of Chatsworth,
recently told me he had removed some Vines which
had become unhealthy, and had found their roots white
with Fungus, and he also stated there was no doubt
on his mind that beech-nuts buried in the border had
given rise to the Fungus. " But," he added, ** I have
thrown away scores of unhealthy plants with roots

covered with Fungus in my time, which Fungus I have
been satisfied has been due to old stakes broken off and
left in the pots." Is not the experience of such men of

more value than arguments drawn from sunken ships,

or the formation of coal ? One great discovery Mr.
Miller certainly has made ; he has discovered a doubt !

It really is doubtful if men would ever have driven

steam-engines if Nature had not buried her sticks.

J. A\ Pearson, Chikvdl.

Foreign Correspondence.
ToKONTO, Canada.— I am very glad to see by late

numliers of your interesting paper, and by other

English publications, that Maize or Indian Com is

becoming a garden vegetable in Britain ; and as doubt-
less a great portion of your readers are in a state of

comparative ignorance respecting the plant and its

productions, the following account from a practical

person who gi'ows it may be both useful and interesting.

Maize or Indian Corn has almost interminable
varieties ; it is one of the plants that hybridises of
itself, and, therefore, the number of " sorts " need not

be ^^ondered at. The growth of Indian Corn is

peculiar: the male flower is the plume at the top of

the stem, which blossoms like ^Vlleat, and evolves an
immense quantity of pollen, which it casts adrift on
the winds, and which, as wafted about, forms the
fertiliser to the female portion of the plant,—this con-

sists of the future ears, generally from two to three in

number (but often only one), which spring forth from
the junction of a leaf with the stalk ; these ears are at

first a mere cone-like cylinder of green integuments,
wrapped round the future cob which is to form the

car. About the time the male blossoms, a tassel

ripens and there appears at the end of the ear {that is

to be) a bundle of delicate threads called the silk :

each of these threads extends down inside the bunch
of giecn wrapper, and is fast to the cob at the place
where the future grain of com will come to perfection.

There is one of these threads to each grain, generally

about 500 to the ear ; these threads are the female
organs (if reproduction, tiiey receive the pollen of the
tassel, and are at once fertilised. If any thread is

injured or broken, or misses fertilisation, the grain
belonging to it is lost, and its place in the ear is a
blank. If all are fertilised, the ear is beautifully

regular and complete from the stem to the tip of the
ear ; tlie threads which fertilise the lower grains extend
the v.-hole length of the ear, and all are regularly
disposed over the surface of the future grain. The
centre round which the grains are arranged is called

the "cob."
If the pollen of one kind of Indian Cora falls on the

thread or silk of another kind, the result is reproduction
of the kind of corn to which the pollen or male element
belongs. Thus, if one seed of red or yellow corn has
been planted in a patch of white corn, the stray grains

of pollen will cause scattered red or yellow grains of

com throughout the ears of the white corn. Unlike
other plants, the hybridised seeds of which appear like

the seed of the mother plant, but produce the following

year a hybrid, Indian Corn reproduces the kind from
the male fertiliser the first year, and that in a complete
shape : the effects of this easy hybridisation are seen
in the endless varieties of the plant.

It will thus be seen that where purity of kind is

required, only one sort of Indian Corn must be sown.
If two or more kinds are within reach of one another,
an endless mixture is the result.

So far as the Gardeneri Chronicle is concerned, we
need only treat of the best kinds of corn for kitchen use

as a vegetable ; the description of the different kinds of

field com would almost fill a volume. The only two
kinds of Indian Com which are gro\\Ti by connoisseurs in

gardening operations are the "Sugar" or "Sweet Corn,"
and the " Evergreen Com. Both kinds are excellent,

and they form a succession which lasts through the

whole com season. The first is the earliest, the second
about a fortnight later.

In Canada we sow the corn on or about May 13,
and between that and June i, and the first of it is

ready for the table late in August and through Sep-
tember. I do not mean to say that there are only
two kinds used in gardens—there are a dozen sorts,

from the small "six-rowed" to the great white
" Tuscarora," but the two best sorts are the " Sugar "

and the " Evergreen." When these are ready for the

table they are fully formed, and as large as they will

ever be ; each grain is full and plump, and is just out

of the milk and in the doughy state. When the corn
of these sweet kinds gets ripe and dry, each grain
shrivels up into half its original size, and becomes like

a shrivelled piece of gum. Anyone not aware of its

peculiarities would never believe that it could grow.
It is a great mistake in the British gardener to sup-

pose that because Indian Com does not ripen thoroughly
in England, that it is not an esculent to cultivate for

the garden there ; the very fact that it does not ripen

readily will made it continue all the longer in season,

for, like Peas, when the corn is ripe it is no longer fit

for cooking as a green vegetable, and its not ripening

should form no objection to the gardener, as he will

naturally get his seed from America, where it does
ripen, just as we get our Cabbage and Cauliflower seed
from England, because we cannot grow the seed here
owing to the peculiarity of our seasons.

Our mode of cultivation is to plant the seed in the

open ground as soon as the soil is warm ; it is only a
waste of time and seed to plant earlier. We make the

ground as rich as possible. We plant in "hills" of
five plants, and pull out to three. In exposed situations

some people prefer to plant in rows, to stake the rows
here and there, and run a line from stake to stake on
each side of the row, at about 2 feet from the ground, to

keep the corn from blowing down and about in high
winds ; and in a garden corn in any shape should always
be staked. Where the com is planted in "hills" or

patches, a string round each three or four plants forms
a sufficient support without stakes. Indian Com
requires rich ground, I never saw ground too good for

it, and the better the ground the larger the ears. It

has always an even number of rows, such as lo, 12, 14,

&c. ; different kinds have different numbers, but there is

no absolute rule with all, for generally speaking the

better the ground the greater the number of rows and
the greater the length of ear. Goodness of ground does
not delay the perfecting of the ears, the better the land
the quicker the growth.
The rapidity with which com comes to perfection is

marvellous. One year we had a dreadful summer frost

on June 10, ir, and 12, and cold weather for some days
afterwards ; all our corn was cut off and destroyed.

We resowed after the frost, on the 13th or 14th, having
steeped the seed in " chloride of lime water," to hasten
the growth, and we never had better or finer table corn.

We in Canada prefer getting seed corn fresh from the

United States to saving our own seed, and if we can
get seed enough, we never plant seed from, the upper
third of the ears. Corn transplants well ; the course
for the English garden would be to raise the plants in

small pots in the greenhouse early, and then plant out
as soon as the warm weather is established.

As soon as the ears begin to appear the plant throws
out a number of large, strong roots from the crown of

,

the root and the first and second joints of the stem
;

these are intended to nourish the seed : the first and
fibrous roots seem to be for the growth of the stem ; it

is for the encouragement of these secondary roots that

Indian Corn is always "earthed up," and although we
speak of "hills," the corn ought always, on any land,

to be planted in a hollow, so as to admit of easy and
liberal earthing up. When these secondary roots once
get hold of the ground there is but little fear of the

com blowing down, but if a gale happen before these

roots have good hold the entire plant upsets with the

wind easily, particularly if the plant is large and
gross, hence the necessity in garden culture for the

staking of the crop. If planted in rows they should be
at least be 4 feet apart, and if ground can be spared,

6 feet is better ; in hills or patches, they should be 4 feet

apart each way. Though blown down the corn will

still bear plentifully.

Every one knows how to plant Indian Corn, all it

wants is heat and moisture ; I have seen grains of it

germinate on a wet board in a loft, where the wet was
supplied by a leak in a vat. In such a situation it

throws up its beautiful green aerospire, supported by
the delicate roots spreading all round the grain like the

claws of a bird. Of course com in this situation

would never come to perfection, nor grow to any
extent ; I merely mention the fact to show how easily it

germinates where there is heat and moisture. As soon
as the silk dies off, and the ear is swelled to its full

size, the state of the grain may be ascertained by open-
ing a slit in the upper part of the ear ; when the upper
part of the ear is fully formed, and the grains are out

of the milk, it is fit to gather and use : the outer coat-

ing is then stripped off and the ears well boiled, and it

is eaten either by biting the corn off the cob, or it is

cut off and served up like green peas. Roasted ears of

corn is a great American dish,—it requires plenty of

good fresh butter, pepper, and salt, and is then a dish

fit "to set before a king. " People on this continent

who once take to eating com, will never be without it

during the season, and it is now a regular article of

merchandise when "canned" like preserved meats.

Where much com is grown, the husks of the ears are

saved and used for stuffing mattresses, bolsters, &c. ; it

is a material always clean, and sweet, and elastic.

Paper is also made from it of good quality for

wrapping. The stems of the corn in English gardens
would be a highly useful acquisition to construct elastic

hurdles with, or to use as shelter for hot-bed frames ;

for this purpose each stem is arranged, the head of one
with the leaves all put straight and gathered up length-

ways with it to the stem of the other. Rope-yarn or

bass matting strings are then made use of in four or five

places, to hold all together, like a piece of rough
weaving ; and the result is, when you have trimmed off

the ends you have a good serviceable warm hurdle,

which can be either set up straight, or curved, or used
flat as a covering to bring up seeds under. It will last

a considerable time ; the stems and leaves, also, make
the very best of fodder for cattle.

Taken altogether the Indian Corn plant is one of the

most useful in the garden, and I cannot understand
how you have in England done without it so long ; .but

I believe it is from the fact that the plant does not

ripen its seed with you, and parties have lost sight of

the fact, that to be useful as a garden vegetable it must
be used in an unripe state. The successful growth of

Indian Corn is not altogether a matter of " latitude."

It grows much better in Lower Canada than in Upper
Canada, and in many parts of the former is a regular

field crop, while about Toronto, Kingston, and
Ottawa it is a garden crop only. In the western
portion of the peninsula of Ontario, it again forms a

field crop.

As a field crop, and properly planted, it is most
useful as a clearing crop,—with the horse-hoes, corn-

ploughs, and cultivators, in general use throughout
America. A big boy and one horse will keep 20 acres

of corn crop clear from weeds until the plants are so

large as to smother all intruders.

As a crop for soiling cattle it is not surpassed, but it

is then sown thin, and not cultivated, or expected to

produce ears ; it is cut and carried to cattle and cows,

and is one of the great aids for dry American sum-
mers, where cheese factories abound. The stems
when cut are as sweet as sugar. For the seed used,

sown corn produces the largest yield of any known
crop ; from 600 to 1000 grains for one is a liberal

return ; but then one seed and plant takes up a good
deal of ground. Many of our rich American corn lands

have been sown without manure every year with
Indian Com for twenty years, with no apparent dimi-

nution of fertility.

I send you by this mail an ear of Evergreen Corn.

Vou will obser\'e that one grain has been fertilised by
another kind. It is not a very fine ear; but having
the infected grain in it, proves what I have advanced.
It will of course be too late for this year, but it will

grow next year, and you will get it and this letter just

about the time you ought to be having corn in the

garden coming out into tassel. Vectis, April 26.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural: Mayi%.—George F. Wilsi

Esq., F. R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary bu
of the meeting being concluded, and the awards of the
Fruit and Floral Committees having been announced, the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley proceeded to address the meeting,
first stating that the beautiful Iris sent to the last meeting
by Mr. Ware, was I. iberica, as announced in our
columns at p. 663. Mr. Ware was said to have obtained
the plant from Greece, but, strictly speaking, its home was
in Caucasus ; and he was glad to state that Mr. Fitch had
made a drawing of the plant, to be published in the
" Botanical Magazine." A large white-flowered species

of Cactus, exhibited by Mr. Martin, gr. to S. P. Kennard,
Esq , then came under notice, as being probably a seed-
ling from C. triangularis, and in all probability a hybrid
between that and some other species. Elisena longipe-
tala, a conspicuous white-flowered Amaryllidaceous plant

from Peru, exhibited by Mr. W. W. Saunders, next came
under notice. It is closely allied to the genus Ismene. and
is very interesting, from the crown of the flower being
curiously flattened and depressed. A figure of Ismene
Macleaneana, a plant very nearly resembling the one under
notice, was shown, and concerning which Mr. Berkeley
read some interesting particulars respecting the use made
of the flowers by the natives of Pem. Several of the
Orchids, exhibited in the conservatory, were alluded to

;

and attention wasthen called to some flowers of thecommon
red Lychnis, the anthers of which were attacked with
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rust, and of which further particulars will be found in the

report of the Scientific Committee. Some specimens of

the Golden Alder were next commented upon as

being, together with the Golden Sycamore, a fit subject for

grouping with the Golden Oak, the beauties of a specimen

of which in Fhntshire he had alluded to at a former

meeting. The Golden Sycamore was, said Mr. Berkeley,

a most beautiful object, as would be acknowledged by all

who had seen the fine specimen in the Wilderness at

Chiswick. Some galls on Vine leaves next came under

review, Mr. Berkeley remarking that the first time it was
brought under his notice was four years ago. The galls,

as would be seen on examination, were full of insects and
eggs, which could not be mistaken. There was little doubt

but that this is the same insect which has created such

devastation in the French vineyards, and it was rapidly

spreading through this country. Unfortunately no means
of getting rid of the pest had as yet been discovered,

with the exception of gas water, which was said to kill

the insects, but at the same time it is doubtful

whether it would not also kill the plants. He
would recommend, as the only means of stamping

it out, that all plants found to be infested with it

should be immediately taken up and burnt. Mr.
Berkeley then stated that on two former occasions he had
had the pleasure of commenting favourably on the condi-

tion of the glass wall and new orchard- house at Chiswick,

and he would now ask Dr. Hogg to make some further

remarks respecting them.
Dr. Hogg said that as regards the orchard-house at

Chiswick, there was, he believed, no better example
to be found, and that the trees, both in pots and planted

out, were managed in such a manner as to be highly

appreciated by every one who saw them. The new house

is I20 feet long and 30 feet wide, which dimensions offered

a great advantage over structures of smaller size, as

large houses do not become dry so soon as smaller ones,

but always contain a greater body of moisture, which
not only acts as a great preventive against insects but

also is of material benefit to the trees. Another advan-
tage—and that no mean one—which such a house pos-

sessed, was that a greater body of heat was at all times

maintained in it, and this prevented the interior from
being subjected to any sudden fluctuations arising from
external cold. To Mr. Barron, he said, all the credit was
due for the success attained, as also for devising a new-

plan for saving labour, in the shape of watering, an
operation in connection with orchard-houses which re-

quired strict attention. The method which Mr. Barron
has adopted is to leave the greater portion of the leaves

packed round the pots in the autumn, as a kind of

mulching, and this not only checks rapid evaporation, but

keeps the roots uniformly cool. Dr. Hogg added that

he had not seen any orchard-house in which a larger

crop of fruit was set, and he thought that the Society had
practically demonstrated the invaluable qualities of such

houses when wel! managed.

Scientific Committee.—A. Grote. Esq.. in the

chair. Rev. M. J.
Berkeley e.xhibited further specimens

of Peach leaves on which a manna-like exudation was
present {see p. 634). The microscopic examination showed
the existence of numerous linear crystals, quite unlike

those of true manna. 2. Specimens of Lychnis affected

with Ustilago antherarum, which, however, did not con-

firm Miss Beckers observations (1869, p. 1012). 3. Speci-

mens of Tragopogon, in which the receptacle was affected

with a similar Fungus. 4. A portion of a branch of a

Cucumber, in which the tissues were extraordinarily

hypertrophied, as they sometimes are in certain species

of Pelargonium. Mr. Berkeley also remarked that in the

Chiswick garden Apple blossoms on the lower branches of

trees were killed by the frost of May 4, as previously men-
tioned, while the flowers on the higher branches were un-

affected. 5. I-eave.^ of Vines infested .with the new Vine
disease, and showing an extraordinary development of the

little wart-Uke excrescences in which the insects and their

eggs may be detected.

Dr. Hogg exhibited a Polyanthus, in which the terminal

flowers of the truss were abortive, showing only the rudi-

ments of calyx, corolla, and stamens.

Dr. Masters presented a report on the experiments

carried on last year at Chiswick, which will appear in the

Society's Journal. Also the following letters from Mr. I.

Anderson-Henry :

—

"Primulas. — As allusion has been made to my
seedling flower-foliate Primulas, so to call them, I beg
leave to forward a spike of one of the most advanced of

that particular form. [A further notice of this will be

given hereafter.] It is odd enough that while some go on,

like the specimen sent, to the extreme development of the

leafy calyx, others pass into a pure 'hose-in-hose' form,

of which I have one just now coming into bloom, of

which the lowest is as perfect a corolla as the uppermost,

while both are of fine, dark, velvet-like texture. But I

must defer till another opportunity to allude to the expe-

riments I undertook to intermix, if I could, the other

members of this interesting tribe. I may only'observe

generally that Nature refuses to be driven so far as I had
expected ; but in rare cases some rare things do result.

e.g., in the specimens on the cards inclosed, the lower

part of a seedUng 'hose-in-hose,' where, while the

upper part, or corolla proper, is red, this lowest part is

regularly flaked red and pale or ash-coloured white.
' Scl/stnvn Hybrid Seedling Kubus biflorus.—\t is well

known to all who have tried their hand on the Rubus
tribe how intractible they are to cross one with another.

Mr. Darwin and others of note have remarked upon this,

and I have often tried, but with doubtful success, to

produce a hybrid between the Blackberry and Raspberry,

though now I do think I have succeeded with the R.

biflorus crossed on the Raspberry. But of this again,

perhaps. At present I speak only of the seedlings sent,

which I gather abundantly every year beneath a large

plant of R. biflorus growing on a gable, away from all

Raspberries. At first I got, perhaps, as many pure as

hybrid seedlings, now not one pure among three mixed.

I send with the hybrid plant (i) cuttings of an advanced
self-sown hybrid, now opening into bloom

; (2) cuttings of

the pure R. biflorus ; and (3) cuttings from the common

garden Raspberry, for comparison. In such small speci-

mens the difference, so marked in the growing bushes, is

not nearly so discernible
;
yet to an educated eye it may

easily be detected. A friend of mine, to whom I gave
seeds, flowered the self bee-produced hybrid, and
fruited it last year; and the fruit, instead of being
amber-coloured, as in the R. biflorus, was red, as
in the Raspberry. It is worthy of remark that at
my place in Strathearn the self-sown seedlings are all of
them pure R. biflorus, with the same milky stems as in the
parent ; whereas here they are all less or more tinted

purple, and much more thickly set with spines, as in the
young Raspberry, which I believe to be the male parent,
the pollen being communicated by the bees. ,It is due to

Mr. Rivers, when writing long ago on this tribe, to say
that he most kindly sent me plants of a Raspberry, which
he believed (and showed as good reasons as I can now for

his belief) to be self-produced hybrids between a Raspberry
and a Blackberry, and of which I have still plants now in

my garden. All this I opine shows how much Nature, if

left to her own means, works out those varieties, many of
which, from their origin being unconsidered, we have
been accustomed to regard as species ; and thus, too, if

all the lost links were recovered, might all vegetable forms
be united in a bond of brotherhood.

" RhododeTidron Dalhoiisi(F.— Permit me, ere I close,

to direct the attention of the Committee to another
singular instance of divergence, which Dr. Hooker some
years ago, in putting a question, has fixed my attention to

year by year since. He asked if the blooms of the Rhodo
dendron Dalhousias, which, when first flowered in Britain,

were, as in their Himalayan homes, pure white, had
since become with us here, as they had also at Kew, of a

primrose-yellow colour? That was the first year I

believe he had observed the change, and it was the first

year I observed it here ; and it has so continued, and this

season I think it is more yellow than before, But whereas
formerly it was spotted, as if by decay, I have observed
few or no spots this season."

Mr. Reeves showed Peach leaves affected with a pecu-

liar spot of decaying tissue, which ultimately drops out,

leaving a circular perforation. Some leaves on the

branches of a Plum adjacent to the Peach \fere similarly

affected. It was supposed to be produced by insect

agency.
Mr. Glaisher exhibited leaves of a Horse Chestnut

from Greenwich Park, which had recently been subjected

to a cold wind of the force of 20— 301b. on the square

foot. The leaves were dried and shrivelled as if burnt.

The flowers were not affected. Other members related

similar instances. Mr. Glaisher then stated the results of

his examination of the records q^ the rainfall at Chiswick
for tlie last forty years, and compared it with similar

records at Greenwich. This elaborate and most valuable

report is a pendent to that on the temperature before

alluded to, and, like it, will be printed in the Society's

Journal.
Mr. A. Murray exhibited further specimens of Erio-

gastcr lanestris, and also Larch twigs affected by the
larvas of Coleophora laricella, and other specimens.

Floral Committee.—Rev.
J. Dix in the chair.

From Messrs. Veitch & Sons came a large group of

plants, to the following of which First-class Certificates

were awarded :—-Ficus dealbata, a large, broad, deep
green-leaved species, the under side of the leaves being of a

beautiful silvery white ; Oncospermum Van Houttei, a very

graceful Palm ; Pritchardia pacifica, a stiff-growing,

broad-leaved species ; Alnus glutinosa rubronerva, with

deep copper-coloured leaves ; Cyanophyllumspectandrum ;

and Rhaphis humilis, a distinct, upright, leafy-stemmed

species. With the above also came a well-bloomed

specimen of Azalea Antoinette Thelemann, a bright rosy

carmine semi-double flowered variety. Mr. B. S. Wil-

liams sent a nice group of plants, including Aralia

peltata, Clerodendron speciosum, Miltonia festiva, and
Trichopilia crispa marginata, a very handsome Orchid,

with a large deep claret-coloured lip, and with bronze

white-edged undulated petals and sepals, to the latter

of which a First-class Certificate was awarded. From
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son came a collection

of secdlmg garden Mimuluses, to which a Special Certifi-

cate was awarded. None of the varieties were singled

out for certificates, as a packet of good seed—like the

Calceolaria—would produce innumerable first-class varie-

ties. Nevertheless those exhibited were thought very

highly of, as being a great advance on previous varieties.

To Messrs. Paul & Son a First-class Certificate was voted

for Hydrangea stellata flore-pleno, a small-growing and
double-flowered species, with pale

,
green and rose-

coloured flowers. Mr. Turner sent two new Azaleas, to

one of which, named Roi d'Holland, a large deep crimson

scarlet-flowered variety, a First-class Certificate was
awarded. From Messrs. Bell & Thorpe came a collection

of seedling zonal Pelargoniums, Petunias, &c. Mr. Lii

ton, Stamford, also sent a collection of seedling Pelargo-

niums. Mr. Martin, gr. to S. P. Kennard, Esq., Wood-
lands, Harroweald, sent a splendid basket of cut blooms
of Hoya camosa, richly scented, to which a Special C(

tificate was awarded. It seemed almost a pity that a

plant should be robbed of such handsome plumage.
From Mr. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq., came
six plants of a remarkably pretty Saxifraga named japo-

nica tricolor; also Elisene longipctala, a large white-

flowered species ; and a large brilliant scarlet-flowered

species of Gesnera. probably faucialis, from Jamaica.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons sent a good specimen of Vanda
Rollissonii, a very fine variety of V. tricolor, which had
however been frequently exhibited as V. tricolor superba.

Fruit Committee. — Daniel Nash, Esq., in the

chair. There was a very small display of subjects

brought before the Committee on this occasion. Special

Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Standish & Co. for

some very fine bunches of Royal Ascot Grapes ; to Mr.
Record, Lillesden Gardens, Hawkhurst, for two excellent

dishesof President Strawberries, rather crushed in packing
;

to Mr. Merrett, Lavender Hill, Wandsworth Road, for a

large and excellent dish of Keens' Seedling Strawberries
;

and to Mr. Gardiner, gr. to W. E. P. Shirley, Esq.

;

Eatington Park, for a collection 'of exceedingly well kept
Apples, consisting of Reinette du Canada, French Crab,
M6re de Menage, Sturmer Pippin, Royal Russet, Graven-
stein, Dumelow's Seedling, Hanwcll Souring, &c. Mr.
Miller, gr., Worksop Manor, sent dishes of Cherries,

Figs, and Strawberries, and also bearing branches of Figs
bearing successional crops, cut from trees in a Fig-house,
and on the open walls. Three prizes were offered for

8 dishes of forced fruits, but only one collection was showr,
and to that sent by Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington,

Wycombe Abbey, the ist prize was given. The collection

comprised small bunches of Black Hamburgh and
Chaoush Grapes, very nice Enville and Queen Pines,

a good dish of Brown Ischia Figs, Elton Cherries, Sir

Charles Napier Strawberries, and Hybrid Cashmere and
Bailey's Green-fleshed Melons.

Pelargonium and Heath Show.—When we say

that this exhibition was a very fine one, the weather
glorious, and the attendance large, we shall have said as

nuch as is necessary, before giving the details. The
how Pelargoniums made a splendid display in the

western arcade. The best 9 in the open class came
from Mr. Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton,

Essex, and comprised very large, finely bloomed speci-

mens of Ariel, Conqueror. Exhibitor, Patroness, Empress
Eugenie, Fairest of the Fair, Lilacina, Regina Formosa,
and Mdlle. Patti. Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth,

were 2d, with a good collection, including a very large

example of Rose Celestial, Belle of the Ball, Con-
stance, and Lilacina, &c. In the amateurs' class for 6
Mr. Ward was again placed ist. His six were a capitally

done lot. Pericles and Mdlle. Patti were very fine, whilst

Desdemona, Maid of Honour, Fair Rosamond, and
Empress Eugenie were very little inferior. Mr. D. Wind-
sor, gr. to J. R. Ravenhill, Esq., Forest Rise, Leyton-
stone, came 2d with good examples of Caractacus,

Patroness, Sir Colin Campbell, Desdemona, Rose
Celestial, and Beacon. In the amateurs' class for 6 fancy

varieties, distinct, the last named exhibitor took 1st

honours, with six as well-grown and flowered plants a^

could possibly be wished for. The kinds shown were Mrs.

Ford, Lady Craven, Madame Sainton-Dolby, Godfrey
Turner, Roi des Fantaisies, and Ellen Beck. Mr. Weir, gr.

to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, and Mr. James,
gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, were respectively

2d and 3d. Only one collection was exhibited in the

nurserymen's class, and to this, from Messrs. Dobson &
Sons, the 2d prize was given. In the above classes the

pots were not allowed to exceed 8 inches in diameter.

The zonal Pelargoniums were represented very poorly

in comparison to the displays made at former exhibitions.

Messrs. Downie, Laird &' Laing took the lit pri.^e in

the nurserymen's class, with healthy, well-bloomed

examples of Duchess of Sutherland, Sultan, Ladies' Pet.

Comet, Countess of Strathmore, and Rose Stella ; the 2d
prize going to Messrs. Bell & Thorpe. Stratford-on-Avon.

with Amy Hogg. Eleanor, Fairy Princess, Sparkler, very

bright scarlet. Duchess of Sutherland, and Startler. In

the amateurs' class for 6, Mr. J. Catlin. gr. to Mrs.

Lermitte, East End, Finchley. was ist with \ery large

specimens, nearly 5 feet over, of Tintoret, Leader.

Clipper, Commander, Oliver, and Mons. Rendatler.

Mr. J. Weston, gr. to D. Martineau, Esq., Clapham
Park, came in 2d with nicely bloomed plants of Amelina
Griseau. Virgo Marie, Dr. Lindley, Herald of Spring.

White Tom Thumb, and Sensation; and Mr. H. Towns-
hend, gr. to J. C. Mappin, Esq.. Clapham Park, was 3d.

The best three double-flowering Pelargoniums came from

Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, and included a very large specimen

of Gloire de Nancy, Madame Lemoine. nicely bloomed,
and Hector, ver\' poor. Messrs. Standish 6t Co., Messrt.

Downie, Laird '& Laing, and Mr. C. Edmunds, Hayes,

also exhibited smaller specimens.
The Cape Heaths were very attractive, and for the

most part were well shown, the only objection, if any,

being their unevenness in size. The best 6 in the amateurs'

class were contributed by Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L. Hinds,

Esq., Byfleet Lodge, VVeybridge, and comprised very

neatlv flowered examples of E. Cavendishiana. very good ;

E. v'entricosa grandiflora, E. mutabilis, E. Victoria,

E. elegans, and E. ventricosa coccinea minor, remarkably

good. Mr. J. Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., came
2d, with a very uniform lot, though not over well bloomed

;

and Mr. G. Wheeler was 3d. Mr. A. Wright, gr. to

C. H. C. Roberts, Esq.. Regent's Park, also exhibited,

and showed in his collection very good specimens of

E. depressa multiflora, and E. ventricosa coccinea minor,

Mr. J. Ward was placed ist in the open class for 8 with

E. Cavendishiana, very large ; E. Candolleana, and

E. ventricosa magnifica, very fine ; E. aristata superba.

very good ; E. florida, splendidly bloomed, &c.
;
Mr. G.

Wheeler 2d, with excellent specimens of E. coccinea

minor. E. Spenceri, and E. Victoria Regina in his collec-

tion. Mr. C. Morse. Epsom, was 3d. Mr. J. Ward was

also ist for 12 ; Mr. J.
Wheeler, gr. to J. Philpott. Esq.,

Stamford Hill, being 2d, both exhibitors showing very

good groups of medium-sized, well flowered plants.

The stove Ferns, exhibited in competition for the prizes

offered, contributed materially in affording variety. The
best 6 in the nurserymen's class were furnished by Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe, and consisted of DavaUia pyxidata,

Lomaria gibba. Pteris serrulata cristata, Dicksonia an-

tarctica, and Thamnopteris australasica. The ist prize

lot m the amateurs' class, furnished by Mr. A. Wright,

were excellent. The collection comprised Adiantum far-

leyense, Cibotium Schiedei, Gleichenia flabellata, Brainea

insignis. Lomaria gibba. Gleichenia semivestita. Mr. J.

Carr was 2d, and Mr. G. Wheeler 3d, both showing very

effective groups.

In the miscellaneous class, which was again remarkably

well represented, was a charming group of Orchids,

exhibited by Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londes-

borough, and comprising some very fine Cattleyas, Sacco-

labium guttatum, with four handsome spikes, also S. pras-

morsum very fine Oncidium crispum, Burlingtonia Ira-

grans, a very nice tuft ;
Cvpnpediums, &c., and a ve^

nicely bloomed specimen of Trichopilia cnspa. A Special

Certificate was awarded to the latter, and an extra prize to
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the collection. From Messrs. Veitch also came a very

fine group of plants, including the following Orchids :

—

Trichopilia crispa, a larger specimen than the above,

which also was honoured with special recognition ; the

handsome, lilac-like flower, Epidendrum syringothyrsus,

L?elia purpurata, rich in colour, Oncidium bifolium majus,

very bright yellow ; Aerides Fieldingii, and several varieties

of Primula cortusoides. &c. Mr. B. S. Williams staged

a very effective group of Heaths and other flowenng

plants, including several very nice Amaryllids, Ferns, &c.,

and of Orchids, Dendrobium Dalhousianum, the beautiful

*\spasia lunata, Maxillaria Tumeri, &c. Messrs. Rollis-

5on & Sons also sent a group of Heaths, Palms, Orchids,

&c. From Messrs. J. & C. Lee a fine collection of stove

and greenhouse plants, including a good specimen of

Medinilla magnifica. fine plants of Erica Cavendishiana,

Clerodendron Balfourii, Gleichenia semivestita, very fine ;

and a veiy good specimen of Todea superba, &c. To
Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, Special Certificates

were awarded for fine collections of Azaleas and
herbaceous Calceolarias. Messrs. Standish & Co. exhi-

bited a small collection of Rhododendrons and a very

large specimen of Eucharis amazonica ; and from Mr. C.

Noble came a splendid group of Clematis, some of them
beautiful pyramidal plants in pots. Nothing could exceed

the usefulness of these plants for consen'atory decoration

at this season. To Messrs. Carter & Co. a Special Certifi-

cate was awarded for a very neat group of tricolor Pelar- ^^„„_^„ „_„„ „^^^ ^
goniums, Echevenas, &c. From Messrs. Bell & Thorpe ;vWcheverclass"'they"may requ
came a collection of Caladmms and seedlmg Pelargonmms. ^j. ^^^^ .^^ ^^^ ^^^j,

' - - •' - ^ .

and from Mr. Tames a splendid collection of herbaceous , ,, . , . -. ^^ , ^ v^^ Uf^i.,
r- 1 1 fi ^ ;« i;,^ o^^ T-i^v, ir. ^Mr*i,r Mr a correspondence on this subject, which he has lately
Calceolanas, fine m size and rich in colour. Mr.

, , .
.^^ , , ,,, ,, r i- . j i.u 1

Parker, Tooting, again exhibited a collection of bedding had with Mr. \\oodbury, of Exeter ;
and although we

Pansies. From Mr. Turner came a very showy collection think that the arguments of that distmguished apiarian

of cut blooms of Tulips, and a neat group of Azaleas, to ! in favour of the generally received opinion, that all eggs

which Special Certificates were given ; and from
Mr. William Paul came a very interesting col-

lection of cut blooms of hardy trees and shrubs.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons exhibited

further flowering examples of Blandfordia no-

bilis, and also of the pretty dwarf Narcissus

Bulbocodium, to which a Special Certificate was
awarded ; and from Mr. Wilkie, Addison Road,
Kensington, came a group of Caladiums,

Heaths, &c.

vations are confirmatory of the fact, that at least sixteen

days must elapse from the laying of the egg to the

perfect development of the queen.

Here is another error :
—" If they (queens) are not

mated {with the drones) before they are ten or twelve

days old, they are worthless for breeding purposes."

It has been proved, over and over again, by actual

experiment, that a queen may remain unmated with a

drone for more than double the time that Mr. Petti-

grew allows, and yet become a fruitful mother, capable

of sustaining the best interests of a prosperous colony.

Mr. Pettigrew states at p. 7 that egg-laying com-

mences from six to ten days after impregnation takes

place. The majority of those who have minutely

studied the habits and peculiarities of bees, unite in

asserting that queens usually commence breeding in

about 48 hours after impregnation. We have kno^vn

in our own apiary queens to commence breeding in

about and within this period of time.

But probably the strangest of all the incorrect

theories held by Mr. Pettigrew, is that relating to the

sexes of eggs. He believes that all the eggs laid by a

queen, whether they may turn to be drones, queens,

or workers, are precisely alike in sex, but that the

adult bees have the power of raising them into

by their treatment

Pettigrew gives a portion of

to be raised into young queens are set about four days
before swarming takes place. We can almost confi-

dently assert that from a week to nine days is the more
usual duration of time which elapses from the first

deposit of the eggs in the royal cells to the issue of the

swarm.
With respect to honey, our author asserts that bees

reswallow honey before it is finally deposited in the

cells. We do not believe they do, and would ask Mr.
Pettigrew for his proofs for such a strange assertion.

We have extended our remarks on this portion of

the book to such a length that we have left no room
for any observations on the second, and by far the most
valuable portion of it, viz., that relating to the practical

management of bees. While we do not wholly agree

with the author on every point, we can confidently

recommend this portion of the book to the careful

study of would-be practical bee-keepers. It is a great

pity that so good a book should be disfigured with such

errors as we have shown to exist in the first portion of

it, devoted to the scientific consideration of the subject,

in which it would appear as if Mr. Pettigrew had
ventured rather beyond his depth. X.

Florists' Flowers.
Fringed Petunia.—We reproduce from

the Amef-icnn Agriculturist a novelty amongst

florists' flowers, in the shape of a fringed

Petunia, which was raised by Mr. Vick, of

Rochester, who writes :
— " In my Petunia-

house, devoted to saving Petunia seeds from

pot plants this summer, I discovered a plant

producing flowers that startled and delighted

me ; they had a pretty deeply cut fringe.

My first impression was that this fringe resem-

bled that of the fringed Gentian. I give

a drawing of this remarkable flower, and hope

to prove next season that the peculiarity will

be reproduced from seed." The edge of the

flower, it will be seen, is jagged, like the less

deeply laciniated form of Dianthus Hed-
dewigii. Something of the same kind was

raised at Chiswick ayear or two since, but was,

we believe, subsequently lost. See fig. 139.

The Handy Book of Bees. By A. Petti-

grew. *—The author of this little work is not

unkno\^'n to ourselves or to the apiarian

readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle. Know-
ing Mr. Pettigrew to be a man of ster-

ling honesty of purpose, as well as a good practical

apiarian, we were prepared to find in his treatise much
of really good and sound advice, adapted more
especially to those bee-keepers to whom profit is of

paramount consideration. After a careful perusal of

its contents, we have found no reason to change our

opinion as to the thoroughly honest and practical

nature of the book and its author ; but at the same
time we are bound to confess that a few errors of

fact, chiefly in that portion devoted to the natural

histoiy and physiology of the bee, have come
under our notice. As it is important in the interests

of science that truth should prevail, we have thought it

advisable to point out some of these errors, and state

what we believe to be the real facts, at the same time
disclaiming the least shadow of an intention to

depreciate the value of the book as a practical guide to

the apiarian.

The first statement we notice to which we must
take exception, is that nine months are given as the

greatest duration of the life of the common worker bee.

\Ve would ask—has Mr. Pettigrew proved this by
actual experiment ? From experiments instituted by
ourselves, partly with the object of determining this

problem, we came to the conclusion that the workers
do not live much, if anything, beyond seven months.
The introduction of Ligurian queens afforded most
favourable facilities for finding out the truth respecting

this disputed question.

At p. 3 it is stated that "queens are fourteen days
in, being hatched ; that is, perfect queens are produced
on the fourteenth day after eggs have been put in the

royal cells." It has been proved by the experiments of

many of our first apiarian authorities, and our obser-

1 Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

laid by a fertilised queen bee are of different sexes—
that is, that they are of two kinds, fecundated or un-

fecundated—are unanswerable, Mr. Pettigrew, at the

close of the chapter, declares himself " to be of the

same opinion still" as that with which he started. It

has been most satisfactorily proved that unfecundated

eggs, if hatched out, invariably produce drones or

males, and fecundated eggs are hatched out into

females, whether perfect or imperfect—into perfect,

that is, queens, if brought up under extraordinary

treatment and nursing; into imperfect, that is, workers,

if hatched out under ordinary treatment and nursing.

Mr. Pettigrew, in support of his view of the subject,

quotes Mr. Quinby, an American authoi', as a powerful

ally. He cannot have seen Mr. Quinby's last edition

of his work, published in 1866. In this he most

distinctly refutes all that he had previously asserted in

support of the theory that all eggs are alike. For
instance, Mr. Quinby says, at p. 37 of his book :

—

"The fact that all eggs laid in drone cells will produce

drones, and nothing else, is to be accounted for. There
is no possibility of setting this aside. The attempt to

rear queens from such has so utterly failed with myself

and others, that we have no longer any hope of success.

The reason undoubtedly is, that eggs laid in drone cells

are not impregnated." We have not space to pursue

this argument fiirther, but we hope that Mr. Pettigrew

will see reason to alter his opinions before he issues a

second edition of his book. Again, Mr. Pettigrew

startles us by asserting, or seeming to assert, that the

working bees help to distribute and deposit the eggs in

the cells. This statement seems to us to be so absurd,

that we can hardly imagine Mr. Pettigrew to seriously

believe in it.

At p. 41 Mr. Pettigrew states that the eggs intended

Miscellaneous.
Californian Vineyards.—As a rule, the vine-

yards cannot be said as yet to have been very remunera-
tive. While there are large quantities of excellent

white, red, and sparkling wines made, and while the

average quality is creditable, it ^vill be understood that

many wine manufacturers hardly as yet under-

stand the full modus opei'andi. Further, it is

difficult to introduce to a market a new -wine

anywhere, unless the quality is unmistakably

high ; and yet the profits of the best vineyards

near San Francisco are very enticing. I am
acquainted with an amateur Vine-grower, who
gets from about 10 acres an income of not

less than 2500 dollars (^500) ; his Muscat of

Alexandria Vines nett 370 dollars gold {about

;^75) to the acre. The same Grape (princi-

pally used for the table) netts 675 dollars (or

j^i35) to the acre in one celebrated vineyard.

In other localities I have known Grapes sold

(for distillation) at from three-fourths of a
cent to one and a half cents per pound. Even
then they were more profitable than Wheat.
Many Grape Vines in the State have grown
to great size. There is one at Montecito,

Santa Barbara county (Southern California),

now 74 years old, which yields from three

to four tons of Grapes per annum (the American
ton is 2000 lb.) At Cotoma there is a Vine
which produced 1000 lb. in 1867, when it was
five years old. At Santa Cruz there is ano-

ther, planted in 1851, which last year yielded

about the same quantity. Southern California

produces the largest amount of wine and
brandy. One county alone, Los Angeles, has
nearly 4,000,000 Vines, and yielded in 1868,

1,111,200 gallons of wine and 85,800 of

brandy. The total produce for that year

probably nearly doubled that of 1S69, but the
wine was inferior. The wines of Califoniia,

especially of Southern California, are a little

too alcoholic and heady. This springs from
the freshness of the soil cultivated ; time will

correct this drawback. The leading wine
district for the present is undoubtedly Sonoma,
40 miles north of San Francisco ; but the

foot hills of the Sierras (included in what are

known as the "mountain counties") will probably
yield the highest grades in the future. Already native

champagnes are driving foreign importations from the

market, both here and in the Atlantic States ; and
this branch of the business will probably prove the

most profitable of all. The wine yield of California was
stated to be last season not less than 3,500,000 gallons,

and it may be indefinitely increased. The area of good
vineyard land in the State is probably larger than that

of France. The latter country produces 600,000,000
gallons of wines and spirits annually, and with time
California may become hardly second to her. Even now
you cannot take up the wine card in any large New
Vork or other Atlantic city hotel without finding the

productions of California side by side with those of

France, Germany, and Spain. I cannot find that the
Vine is indigenous to Califocnia, but the priests early

introduced the Spanish varieties from Mexico, and the
" Mission" is still the stock Vine of the country, though
nearly every other kind is largely grown. F. Whymper^
in " The Field.

^*

^artrcit #|!crati0irs.
(for the ensuing WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Fuchsias will now be making an advance towards

flowering, in instances where they have been
pushed on to afford an early display of bloom. When
fairly started into growth, and with a sulificiency of pot

room, these plants will stand and flourish in a high

temperature ; but when so treated plenty of moisture

in the atmosphere should be constantly afforded,

together with a little shading when the sun shines
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bright. Too much pot room should not be afforded at

once, small and frequent shifts are far preferable. Some
15 or 20 years ago gardeners were wont to follow the

single shift principle—potting such plants as these into

their blooming pots at once—but these practices have
been completely given up. Fuchsias delight in a rich

compost, composed of good pasture turf (which should

be laid in a heap for 12 months or so, that its fibiy

matter may become partly decomposed), good rotten

dung, thoroughly pulverised by the action of the air,

and plenty of silver sand. Old plants, when growing,

must be frequently pinched back, except the strongest

and best placed shoots, which should be reserved to

form a symmetrical pyramidal gi'owth. Yoimt plants

which are being grown on from cuttings, and which
when well grown invariably beat the older plants in

point of compactness, &c., will also require pinching-

back a little. These young plants should be so

managed that they receive their final shift in time to

allow of their being pinched back twice at the least.

This will enable them to fill the pots well with roots

before the flowers are permitted to expand, at which
time good \\*holesome manure-water should be given

alternately. Many soft-wooded stove plants, and others

which grow freely at this time, will also be materially

benefited if some kind of artificial manure is afforded

them. There are many stove plants which may be used
more freely than at present in the garniture of our con-

servatories or show-houses during summer, providing

they are gradually inured to a more plentiful supply of

air for a few weeks before removing them from the

hotter houses to the cooler ones, and by keeping the

latter kind of structures somewhat closer and entirely

free from draughts for a few days subsequently. I

may instance Clc'rodetiii7-onSy Vificas, &c. , and some
exotic Ferns, such as the Doodias, Adiantum Jormosiini^

A. piibescem, Bkchnum^ and Pteru. Air should now
be allowed nightly to all cool-houses, when the weather
is at all favourable. Be careful not to over-crowd
Ericas of the autumn or winter-blooming sections,

which are now making their summer's growth, and
look well into and throughout each plant to detect at

the earliest moment anything in the form of mildew
which may exist amongst them. This pest, which
proves extremely fatal to this class of plants, is easily

disposed of by applications of sulphur, dusted finely on
all the affected parts.

FORCING HOUSES.
Attend as early as is necessary to all Vineries in

wliich the Vines are now making active growth. Tie
the young lateral shoots in their places before they
become too stiff or old, and become likely to snap

off at the base when being so tied. Syringe freely when
the blooming period is over, and by affording air

freely, at all times when the thermometer outside stands

above temperate, imbue them with all the rude health

and vigour possible. During fine weather but a very

slight amount of heat will be required in the pipes, and
that mainly to keep up a proper temperature during the

night and early hours of morning. In earlier vineries,

in which the Grapes are finally swelling, and especially

if they are just approaching the colouring process, a

good maximum temperature should be maintained.

With bright \Aeather, and a sufficiency of air allowed to

keep the internal atmosphere continually moving, so as

to neutralise the fixity of the sun's rays, from 95'^ to joo*
may safely be permitted about raid-day, when the

foliage is dry. Give to rooted suckers and other

young Pine plants, which are actively growing in suit-

able pits, as much air as possible, so as to induce a thick

sturdy growth. Make the necessaiy preparations for

shifting any prominent successionals which may shortly

require it, by the proper preparation of soils, tVc,

which if chopped up and placed under cover will be fit

for use at any time when wanted. Do not omit to

shade all fast-growing Pines with thin shading when
the sun shines brightly, during about two hours of the

hottest part of the day. Neglect in this wise, though
it may not show itself at once, will nevertheless injure

what otherwise would be a finely developed leaf-surface.

Give an abundance of manure-water to Fig trees, which
are swelling their fniit. There are few subjects

which are more capable of imbibing and turning to

good account a gross diet than these, more especially

when, it is afforded them under the other most favour-

able conditions of growth, viz., heat, humidity, and
fresh air. Continue stopping all free-growing shoots,

whether secondary or otherwise, as the young fruits

are formed on these at the base of the young leaves,

which latter become better developed when the shoot

is so pinched back—a point of great importance to the

well-being of the fruit. Be careful at this time not to

permit old pots of forced Dwarf French Beans, or other

similar subjects, to stand about, whether within or just

without any of these structures, for that pest, the red

spider, when not generated within the house, is liable

to affect a lodgment in them through carelessness in

this respect. Stop the grosser shoots upon JMdon plants

just before they reach the sides of the frames when at

the earlier stage of their growth, and also all the lateral

shoots upon those which are farther advanced, at two
leaves beyond the female flowers. Set the flowers as

soon as they expand. Keep the atmosphere surround-
ing them somewhat drier until successful fertilisation

has taken place and a crop is secured, which will

readily be seen by the fruits commencing to swell.

Then a good root-watering must be given, and the most
favourable conditions to a quick growth assured.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Apricot trees should now be looked over, and have

all misplaced shoots which are unnecessary, taken off.

If this be done forthwith, many of them might be
snapped off with the finger and thumb, which is a
better mode of manipulation than cutting them off with
a knife. Of course such as are too strong {as many of
tliem will be if left much longer) will have to be taken
off with a keen-edged knife. Every encouragement
should be given to all well-placed young shoots which
are not too vigorous and will train well against the
wall. In most of the sorts this is the wood required
for fruiting next season. Not so in the case of the Moor
Park, however, which fruits most freely upon "spurs;"
hence every encouragement must be given to the forma-
tion of such when the summer pruning is being per-

formed. Look over Peach and Nectarine trees, and in all

instances where there is a good crop remove all the

lesser fruits in places where they are too thickly placed.
It will be seen that some branches which are shy to

form wood-buds or grow have nevertheless a heavy
crop of fruit forming on them. These in particular

should be thinned out freely, so that every assistance

may be given to such naked branches to form young
growths as well as fmit. I have before suggested how
important periodical syringings are to the well-being of

the trees; even with the view of deterring the formation

of insect pests alone, this simple operation should not be

neglected.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Hardy Annuals which are sown in the open borders

will, now that a nice rain has fallen, germinate and

grow freely. No neglect should occur in properly

thinning them out ; too frequently from six to a dozen

or more plants are made to occupy the space which one

would need, could it grow freely and unimpeded by the

others. It will be seen, therefore, how necessary it is

to give each variety a proper amount of space, accord-

ing to its requirements. In all varieties of plants there

are certain characteristic proportions of the parts, as to

the general outline, the foliage, and flowers, which excite

our admiration ; and without the proper development
of each part, not a tithe of their beauty is discernible.

How much we lose by overcrowding—which is so

antagonistic to successful cultivation—I need not say.

The Annuals and Hardy Perennials, now being raised

from seeds, as well as Half-hardy Annuals—comprising

such subjects as Asters, Stocks, Marigolds, Zinnias,

&c.—will all pay for careful transplanting into good
ricli soil, advantage being always taken of a nice

showery period for this purpose, as a matter of course.

Necessary precautions should also be taken against

slugs or similar nocturnal visitants. Do not delay

longer to transplant, after properly dividing them, all

kinds of Violets, and especially the Neapolitan, which
requires a' whole summer to grow and perfect its

growth. Thin out the spindles upon choice Pinks,

.ic, and secure the stronger ones to neat sticks.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pinch off the tops of early Broad Beans, which

have produced a sufficiency of flowers for a crop. This

will enable the crop to swell-oft freely and better than

it otherwise would do. Transplant Turnips, in all

instances where a limited sized bed only has been sown,

or where they have come up patchy, for the fly, owing

to the late cold winds, has been very troublesome. Trans-

plant at the earliest possible moment, when fit, and when
'ce showery weather prevails, all spring-sown Brussels

Sprouts, Cauliflinvers, Cabbages, &c., into their pei-ma-

nent summer quarters. A dozen rows of the former,

which I transplanted with the first warm showers on the

nth inst., are now growing away freely. The hoe

must be kept constantly going now, whilst a weed
remains. In addition to the destraction of the latter

the moving of the soil between the crops is of very

great importance. Transplant out the first row of

Celery for early autumn use on the single trench

principle. The trenches should be from 8 to 10 inches

deep, according to the depth of the soil, for the first

crop, and the wider they are made {in reason) so much
better, as more manure can be placed at the

bottom for them to grow in, and superficial rains will

have a more ready access to them. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Liliunt auraium and L. lancifoliuni will now

receive much benefit from a watering with, liquid

manure twice a week ; this should be done by putting

spadeful of horse droppings into a large water-can of

soft water, and letting it stand 12 hours before using.

Plant out Tender Annjtals, such as African and French
Marigolds, Hibiscus africanus, Portulaca Gilliesii,

Phlox Drummondii, and if possible take the oppor-

tunity of a showery evening for the operation.

They will do well if planted one in a 48-sized

pot, and prove very useful for decoration in

autumn. The Pompon Chrysajithemums that were
put in last month, should now be topped, and if

the tops are put into pots, six round each, and placed

ay in the shed for a few days, Ihey will make nice

plants for flowering in pots in front rows in the borders.

Grass plots and lawns should be mouTi once a week,
and the edges should be trimmed with the shears,

which will add: greatly to their neatness ; and at this

season take the advantage of rolling the walks after

every shower with a heavy roller, which will render the

surface close and smooth for the summer, y. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, May 18, 187a
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viminea.—y4. O. S. Wistaria sinensis, lilac ;
Clianllius

puniceus, scarlet.—^. £. y. Helleborus viridis. We
have no knowledge of the other specimens referred to.

Preserving Timber : G. M. There is no doubt that

creosote is the best preservation against Fungus. Cor-

rosive sublimate answers for a time only. The bottom

of your posts only «ould require being impregnated.

We have no information at present as to the points on

which you want instruction, but we will make inquiries.

Inquire of the station-master at the nearest railway

station. .1/. J. B.

Rose Trees Barked : E. W. D. Like yourself, we

have never seen a similar attack on Rose trees. We
will endeavour to obtain some information on the sub-

ject. Are you infested with cockroaches, which are

omnivorous ? Some Lime twigs similarly affected were

brought to the Scientific Committee, May 4, 1869. It

was supposed that squirrels were the enemies, but there

is no trace of teeth on your Rose shoot, so that it is

difficult to believe that any vertebrate animal is con.

cemed. If an insect is the cause it must be one of con-

siderable size. M. J. B.

Tropical Agriculturist ; Oricns. We know of no

other work than that of Porter, a new edition of which

is much called for.

Vine Leaves Curling : F. D. We should say that the

cause of the leaves of your Vines curhng in the way you

mention is cold—a cold temperature in the house, or

rather a chill, aided, it may be, by a cold border. The
watering would not tend to improve matters. They
will soon improve under good treatment.

Vines : B. D. Your Vines will grow quite well without

the protection of glass. There is no necessity to take

them up. Attend to their pruning and training the

same as if the glass was over them, so as to get the

wood properly ripened. It is this free exposure of the

wood, and the consequent ripening of the same, that

will enable your Vines to stand the winter uninjured.

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.
.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following choice kinds,

in strong plants, at per dozen, for cash :-TRICOLORS :

Sophia Dumarcsquc, 3!. M, ; Lady Cullum, 6s. ;
Italia Unita, v.\

Pifturala^ M GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS : Beauty of Cal-

dtrdak, V U. ; Beauty of Ribblesdale, 4s. ; Duke of Edinbureh, 9s.
|- " Henderson, 4S.; Kentish Hero, 4s. ; Mrs. John Todd, 4J.

;

Vs! J° 6d. I
Model, 3!. M. I

Perilfa, 3s. M. rfost of the above

umn struck. Baskets and packinB, " for a single dojen, and

ra for every subsequent dozen. Remittances requested Irom

wn correspondents. , . , . .

.FRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Neato'

Ctolce and Distinct Gersmlums.
THOMAS PESTRIDGE will forward the following

12 on receipt of Post Office order for £1 is. :—

Charming Bride

.—Age 33, married, no mcum-
profession in all its branches. Scotch.

Nobleman's).— R. CAIRNS, Mr. P. J.

GARDENER (Head), to a Lady or Gentlema
Married, no incumbrance : understands Forcing FIc

Fruits, and Vegetables, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head). —Age 35, single ; h:

thorough practical knowledge of the professiori in ;

branches, including Specimen Plant Growing. Can be highly r

mended.—A. L. X., Post Office, Sudbury, Suffolk.

n ARDENER

Italian Beauty

Novelties of 1870.

JOHN MANN begs to offer the following n
ZONAL PELARGONIUMS I—

Amabilis j Haward I
Yal'a"'

,

Bella
I

Sir Robert Napier
I

Fair Graham

GOLD and BRONZED PELARGONIUMS.

W. B.—W. B.—J.

ak.-W. H. G.

H.

[arhets.
POTATOS.—Southwark, May 19.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

limited : trade for all best samples a little better, prices of

former week fully maintained. Quotations as follow ;

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 130.1. to 150J. ; Ditto Regents,

liOJ. to 140J.; Lincolnshire do., iooj. to iioj.; Dunbar

and East Lothian do., iioj. to 140J. ;
Perth, Forfar, and

Fifeshiredo., 95^. to iioj.; Do. Rocks, 951. to 1055.: Do.

Reds, 90J. to ioo:c. ; French and Belgian Whites, 8or.

,

Helena

The flowerjof the above are unsurpassed for size am
GOLDEN TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS
SILVER TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS
cninanH BRONZED PELARGONIUMS

And best older kind;

Descriptiv ipplic

New Zonal Geranium, Purity (Eokford).

JAMES CARAWAY AND CO. have.much pleasure

nflering the above, and can confidently recommend it a;

decided acquisition It is in the way of that well kno

Madame Werlc, and is a great improvement on it.

For correctness of shape and delicacy of colouring it

surpassed, and its freeness of flowering especially adapts

conservatory decoration and for effective bedding out.

Plants now ready, 5S. each. Four sent for three

NEW SILVER-EDGED GERANIUM, MAD.«IE VAUCHER
VAR.—This is a sport from the green variety : is distinct'

with clear white, with occasionally a bright pink zone.

Plants ready the middle of Maj', 5S. each.

SS" Usual allowance to the Trade.

JAMES CARAWAY & Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE is

and sent post free on application.

JAMES CARAWAY AND CO.,

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

L both for

(Head).—Middle-aged, mamed, nc

roughly experienced in the Culture of Pines

,, house Plants, all kinds of Forcing, Kitchcr

nil can take the Management of Land.—S. \ .

1 .. irde's Terrace, Kensington, W.

GARULNLl; illEAo), age 35, married.—J. Orsm.an,
late Head Gardener to the Right Hon. Viscount Sydnejf, offc^rs

his services to any Nobleman, Lady, or Gentleman I

practical Gardener. First-class references and t

years' good character. — Victoria and Paradise

Holloway, N,

Tl^.

(^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no incum-

VJf brancc ; thoroughly understands the proft

and well able to Manage a First-class Pir" ^
excellent reasons for leaving. — A. I

Dcptford, S.E. __^__

. ._^ branch,
character, and

Post 0§icc, Broadway,

,e ; thoroughly

, in all branches of the 'profession ; understands Vines,

nbers, Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also

and Kitchen Gardener, &c. Good character.—A. B.,

eel. Upper Kennington Lane, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ;
understands

the Management of Vines, Pines. Melons,^ Peachc «- '^^

Early and Late Forcing of Fn
of the Garden in -" -'~ '-"

W. J.. Post Office,

branches. C
nham, Beds.

GARDENER (Head).-Age 28, married, no incum-

brance; thoroughly practical, and fully competent in every

branch of the profession, including Early and
J;a«.,^°"='"f(

-^

turesquc Gardenin'' Ar Rest relctenccs.—H. D., Mr. Ltiestiir
:luding Early and I-a

denme, &c. Best relctenccs.—H. D.

, Grove Road, Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head).-Aged 29, married
;
practically

acquainted with ever>' brancli of the profession ;
over three

vears- excellent character from the Gentleman he has just left, also

from Mr.Ewing, Botanical Gardens, Sheffield, and present emoloyers,

Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, and Co., Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield, to

whose care please address for J. F.

55, married.—A Gentle-

th confidence recommend his

PARTNER WANTED, Activ

the Advertiser to carry out '^'

—

Works. &c.—W. H. C, Post Office,

or Sleeping, to assist

Sand, Peat, Fullers' Earth
:dhill, Surrey.

Jobbing Tracfe done). Si

Capital required, £300.-
•\Vharf, Birminghai

-G. W., John:

to

COVENT GARDEN.—May 27.

We have no alteration to announce here. The supplies

of home-grown produce have considerably increased since

last week. Imports are heavy. Melons and Apricots are

now offered in limited quantities. Flowers chiefly con-

sist of Azaleas, Orchids, Roses, French and Scarlet

Pelargoniums, Heaths, Fuchsias, Hydrangeas, Lobelias,

Mignonette, and Heliotropes.

Fruit.

Apples, p. \ si.

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per 11

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per ic

I to 5 o Melons, each •• 5 <

— 10 Oranges, per 100 . . 3 <

— 09 Pears, per doz. . . 4 (

, —ij o Pine-apples, per lb. 8 <

I
— So Strawberries, p. lb. . 6 (

Vegetables.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6

Artichokes, p. doz. .. 30
Beet, per doz. ..20
Broccoli, per doz. ..10
Cabbages, p. doz. ..10
Carrots, p. bunch ..04
— young, p. bun. i 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. i 6

Celery, p. bund. ,. i o
Cucumbers, each ..10
Endive, per doz. ..16
French Beans, p. 100 2 o
Garlic, per lb. ..08
Herbs, per bunch .

HorseRadish. p. bun. o-°Jl
Potatos, York Regents, pei

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2 to o
Lettuces, p. score . . 10— 2 .

Mint, per bunch .. 06— o >

Mushrooms, p. poti. 10 — 11

Onions,per huni:h . . 04 — o
Parsley, per bunch .02 — o
Potatos, new, p. lb. 04 — o
Salsafy, per bundle .

10 — i

Scorzonera, do. . . i o— i

Seakale, p. punnet. .16 — 2

Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 3
Radishes, per doz. .. 10 — 1

4
I

Turnips, per bunch .02 — o
young, p. bun, 16 — 2

'. to 150s, ; Flukes, do.,

Gardener and Industrial Trainer.

ABINGDON UNION.—The Guardians of this Union
will at their Meeting on Monday. June 13 next, proceed to

the ELECTION of a Single Man as GARDEI^ER and INDUS-
TKL\L TRAINER for the Workhouse of the above Union The
person appointed will be required to possess some knowledge of

Gardening to Superintend the Male Adult Inmates, and to act as

IndustriaV Trainer to the Hoys when at work in the Garden. Salary,

f-iti ner annum, with rations, lodging, and washing in the Workhouse,
monials as to age, character, previous
my Office in the High Street, Abingdon,

1 next.—By order of the Board,
BROMLEY CHALLENOR, Clerk.

Applic

WANTED, by a Gentleman in the country, an active

MAN, for the care of a small private Farm, under a Gardener.

A Man with a Wife and no family preferred. There is a cottagjc to

live in. Assistance in the Laundry offered. The Man and his Wife

must offer good references for honesty and wilhngncss.— F. D., Avis

& Norman, Stationers, Ucklicid, Sussex.

r PROPAGATOR, for general
3or. a-week, with a comfortable room.

—

nd'BALLANTVNE, Carli

GARDENER (Head),
man, changing residence, —

Head Garc^ener, who has lived with him nearly four >;cars.

under his care a considerable range of Forcing,

and Kitchen Gardens, Plantations, " " -~ ""
ady M

London, W.

large Pleasure

ns, rianiauun>, c.., ^... ..„ thoroughly honest and

B,, 4, Brunswick Place, Hammersmith Road,

GARDFNi
to Noblemen and Gentlemen

~, married, no mcum-
impctent to Manage a

the Early Forcing o(

,
Mc nd Strawbcn

n particular. Fen
and is a first-cla

Head Gardener t

rouna ihumiium,,,^ .« ^..j . !
also the

:rof Camellias, Azaleas, Roses, and Orchids

,, &c. j'^has great taste in the Arranging

Bouquet maker. Has been for the la

1 Nobleman.-ALFHA, Poi

Flowers,
six y

,
Stamford.

/-^ARDENER Head and BAILIFF.— Age 41,

\y mamcd ; has had 2. years' experience ,n Noblemen ' '"'H'''"''^;

men's Gardens, and thoroughly understands
f"'!;,J°:''l*i.'?' „

kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables Kitchen and fper
Gardens, the Manageraent'of Land and Stock, Buymg and Sell.r"

Certificates, and
KeepinK Accounts. Wife a good Dairywotnan. _

nearly is years' good character can be produced.-A. B., 6, tden

Place,: "
' " ""'

good character.-

"XX WANTED, a Steady,

VV in the House Departm
understand the Propagation

THOS. DAVIES & CO., \Va

5 PROPAGATOR,

rANTED, a good CORRESPONDENT CLERK,
T t who is a neat and rapid penman. Preference will be given to

one well up in the Nursery andSeed Busi

los. per week, with an early adv. ^

Garden, W.C.

WANTED, as SALESMAN and FOREMAN in a
London Nui

Economic and Effective Gardening—See

R'S ILLUSTRATED PL
C.'VTALOGUE for 1870.

! ready, post free 6rf., gratis to purchasers.

J ,\MES CARTER AND CO. 2:17 and 238, High Holbom, Lond

c-

elligcnt Man, acquainted

„,„.„, ^^f "Plants and their Value. One used to making
nreterred.—J. W. WIMSETT, Royal Ashbumham Park

ith theCulti

,^lfin'g's Road,"^ Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, as SHOPMAN, a young Man of experi-

ence. Must be steady, industrious, obliging, and able to keep

Accounts correctly. First-class references requ - "-

Appi
HOI

irrectly.

RTUS, Post Offici

WANT PLACES

w
-Letters to be Post Paid.

WPOTTEN now offers the following 20 choice
• GERANIUMS as under:—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS,—Edward Milner, Florence, Mrs. Turner
Queen Victoria (Perkins), Star of India.

SILVER TRICOLORS— Impferatricc Eugfnic. Mabel Morris,
Mrs. John Glutton. Princess Beatrice, Queen Victoria (Smith's).

SILVER VARIEGATED.—May Queen (1 urner'sl, Princess Atex-

GOLD and BRONZE.—Crown Prince, Black Knight, Cleopatra,

Black Pruicc.
DOUBLES —Marie Lemoine, Wilhclm Pfitrer, Madame dc St. Paul,

Madame Lemoinc-
Good plants, in 3 inch pots, package free, for 25s.

W. POTTEN. Florist, SissJnghur.st. Staplehurst, Kent,

N>
' WHITHAM has great pic;

1870), CHARLES
Timson, suffused with violet,

t, fine form and substance, free

in offering the above, and feels

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
VI. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
' application would save time by clearly stating the duties to

enaken, wages offered, &c, so that suitable Men may be
• -Highgate Nu - '

-
ries.'Loncioi

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E. G.

HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nurserj-, M. Johns Wood,
London.

N

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).—
Married, no incumbrance: thoroughjy understands the profc;

branches. Nineteen Years' experience, Four jears

.—W. BECKETT, Ridge. Chilmark, Sahsbury
.

..^,.„ „. Single-handed). —Middle-

incum'brance ; has a good practical knowledge

of the profession in all its branches ; also Stock and Meado;- —
'

•'

required. Six years' character.—j. S.,1A

ARDENER (Head), where
Ace 34, sinfilc : has a gor '

branches. No objectn
Airei. sinirle: has a good practical knowledge of Oardening,

' 5 No objection to Cows or Land.

-B. C, Barleythorpc, Oakh,

more are kept.—

•

- ^ ling in

highly

GARDENER.—Age 40,

general Managment of a G
tion to a Single-handed p'

Wardley Street, Garratt 1

narried
;

understands the

. ua.u^ "" "- branches: no objec-

Good character-A. L., Mrs. Beach,

Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER.—Thoroughly understands every branch

of the profession; the Management of Vines, especially Stove

and G?ecnhoEe Plants Forcing, &c. Has grown extensively for the

iZdon Markets. Understands the Laying out of Pleasure Gronnds

GoSd references.-GARDENER. Mr. German, .6, Upper Maudlin

Street, Bristol.

ARDENER (Under, or Second|.—Age 20
'.
highly

recommended by present emnloyer wiA whom he has been

.kr„ ",rs -T. COOK, Ramsden Hall, Billericay. Essex.

DER), in a Gentleman's Garden.

—

good character.—A. B., Hassock's Gate,GARDENER (Under
Age JO:

•*

Hurstpierpoin

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses.—Age 21
,
has

some knowledire of Plants and Forcing. Can be highly recom-

mended from the place he is now leaving, or from a Hursery.-

L. H. E., Post Olhcc, Acton, W.

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Understands the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

Vines and Orehard Houses. Four years '"P™s=«%<"f"'"n„^S.°s
references as to character and capability.—Rev. CAFLL tOKUtb,

Cranleigh, Guildford.

FOREMAN.—-•\ge 24 ; seven years' experience. Highly

recommended—H. BEACH, Mrs. Ballard's, Sevenoaks, Kent.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER AND CO. ha\-ing many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

unquestionable references need apply. „„„,.,^„^ T>.TTrfi?^T-j /-.._.! \.\^^ GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
'opting the most stringent regu-

siiniouiaib as to ability, honcsty, &c
JAMES CARTER AND CO., 237 & 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

in refer.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; has a practical

knowledge of the profession in all its branches. Good character.

Wife as Laundress.—X. X., 37, Elgin Terrace, Maida Vale, Padding-

married, one child

branches, including the
:lons. Strawberries, Mushrooms, &c. Character 1

investigation.—J. W., Kingston, Tetsworth, Oxo:

;, Peaches, Cucun

FOREMAN, or GENERAL
MANAGER.-Knows the profession thorouebly m every

- sman, and knows the value of Nursery Stock

d Grafter, indoors and out : is a successfuldepartment ; a good Salesman, and km
well : a good Budder and Grafter, in

rn^d'o^e^?ha^t"j;ullrbe''p;nifnent""ATrS^lnS^^
Firstdlsweferences—ALPHA, Messrs. F. and A. Dickson & Sons,

io6, Easlgate Street, Chester.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR and SALESMAN-

-An experienced Man of =5 t? 3° >"« ^';"-^*^.f
V"" ??,""',

™

"C,^ Messrs. Low & Co., Claptoi

-Age 45, no incumbrance ;STEWARD .

F"Trm' BAILIFF and ESTATE OVERSEER.-Age
33, married ; has had considerable experience in the above ca-
•'" • . " --,d Selling of Stock, the Supen-*'"" o'

, -id Sellii..

1 large Estate, the Laying
)f Timber, M
: Estate, and

and Drain-
It and Pay-

uliy qualified 1

Gardens, Chiswick, London, W.
1.—D. C. P., J. W. Barron, the R. H. S.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS, CARRLAGE KREE.

Producing abundant Crops ofHay and superiorPastumge.

PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTTJRES,
which are prepared for various descriptions of Soils.

Prices :

—

SUTTONS' BEST MIXTURES, 28s. to 32s. p. acre,

carriaRclrcc. 2 bush. Grass Seeds and 12 lb. Clovers supplied p. acre.

SUTTONS' CHEAPER MIXTURES, 20s. to 26s.
per acre. Carriage free.

From J. J. Mechi, Esq., Tiptree Hall, near Kdvedon.
February 5.—" Your Grass Seeds arc so pure and well selected that

I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

SUTTONS'
HOME-G ROWN FARM SEEDS.

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATIUN IS

Buttons' Champion.

ithe

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
most productive, and best shaped Swede in culti\-ation

;

price Is. per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

Lowest price per bushel on application.

From }osz?H Vincent, Esq., Simplevtarsk, AddUsOjItr, Wiybridse.
Jantmyy 23, i86g.—I won the is Silver Cup, presented by the

i^lcmbers of the Western Division of the County of Surrey, with your
Champion Swede."

From J. Osborne, Esq., Coldashton, Marshjietd.
May 27, i86c|,_My neighbour, Mr. Cater, with your seed, »

/,5 Cup which I annually give for the best four acres of Swedes.

., « ^^""^ George Bush, Esq., Brooklands, Combtmartin.
Joly 10, i860.—The parcel of Swede seed I bought of you has

come up splendidly. I tned yours aeainst some seed recommended by
my man, and have shown him the advantage of selected scctl."

From Mr. Francis Sawtell, Gnat Hill Farm, Lavehanil.
,.

Otamtirm, 1869.—" The roots I grew from your Swede seed won
the Silver Cup given by Morgan Jones, Esq."

,. r. f''"" Mr. JAVES Pace, Coiiibi Farm, fringslan, Smrty.
Ftbruaty 20. r869.-The Swedes I grew from your Champion

Swede seed supplied to me last J une are the very Bnest quality Swedes
1 ever grew.'*

From J. C._MooRE STEVENS, Esq., IVinscolt, Tornng/ott, DevOM.
Ten-Guinea Silver Cup last year for Swedes

Sutton's Turnip Seeds for Present So-wring.
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, per lb., lod.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGO>f, per lb, loi.
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, per lb, lorf.

I.MPROVED GREEN TANKARD, per lb, is.

GREY STONE, per lb., ij.

GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH, per lb., is.

PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID, per lb, ti.

Also all other Farm Seeds, as see

SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK
for 1870, Gratis and Post Free ( apphc

QUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for PASTURES,^ 201. to 32s. per acre, carriage free.

Q UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for PARK GROUNDS,
^--^ i8s. per bushel, carriage free.

Q UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for GARDEN LAWNS,
^-^ It. per lb., or 30J, per bushel, carriage free.

QUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the best inJ cultivation.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

RE.'\DING, BERKS.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Importation of OrcUda from New Grenada.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

1 UF.SDAY, May 24, at hall past 12 o'clock precisely, an importation
tif (IRCHIDS from New Grenada, in fine condition, comprising
Odonloglossums Pescatorea, Bluntii, and Alexandra;: Oncidium

Onv Mher ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of EstabllEtied Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, M.1V 26, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a collection
of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, many of them fine specimens, and

- -" -' '
tion of amateur Orchid growers

them are good plants of—
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night of moist mild weather, their opinion of our

prospects is. We have made " through" journeys
on most of our EngUsh railways and many Scotch
lines also during the past two months, and had
not by any means such gloomy forebodings of

the coming harvest as seem to possess the

writers of the crop reports which we publish this

week. We do not recall more than two
instances in which we have seen the Wheat
plant ploughed up and the land resown. But
our experience only confirms the conclusion long
since reached, that the opinion of a mere railway

traveller, however industrious and attentive, is of

little agricultural value. Though continually

going to and fro at all seasons of the year, we
rarely see a steam-plough or a mowing-machine
at work from the railway carriage, though there
are hundreds and thousands of them in use.

And in like manner there may be thousands of

acres of young Wheat ploughed up, though
but little near the lines of railway.

But however ready to abandon an opinion
formed in this way before the testimony of

residents, we cannot doubt that even they must
now be ready to report the improvement due to

this very seasonable and delightful weather ; and
we shall be glad, therefore, in the interest of

truth, to have a second report from them.

The warm rains of the past week have not
only prepared a most valuable tilth for the
Turnip seed-time, but they have set afloat again
all the feeding materials within the soil, which
had been lying helpless, useless, stranded as it

were, for want of water by which to reach their

destination within the roots of plants. The
nitrates and other salts, whether sown directly or

administered unwittingly in farmyard dung and
other bulky fertilisers, which have been hitherto
without eflect upon the young Wheats (which
sorely needed them), have been at length distri-

buted throughout the soil, and the effect cannot
but be almost directly visible. Let us then learn,

from a second " edition " of our correspondence,
what the difference produced has been between
the present time and a fortnight since.

Messrs. W. Torr, Hall Ke.^ry, and T.
Gibbons, have a very considerable agricultural

responsibility placed upon them. They are to

declare on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England what GOOD Farming is. Some
20 or 30 farms within an area on the map whose
points are Reading, Wantage, Lechlade, Stow,
Banbury, Buckingham, Aylesbury, and Great
Marlow, are in competition for two handsome
prizes, and these gentlemen are the jury whose
verdict is to constitute the award. They are

well-selected judges. No one can deny their

experience, intelligence, or trustworthiness. But,

now—how will they set about their task?

They will, no doubt, walk or ride over every
farm upon their list, once, if not twice, and they
will probably require some information of what
has been accomplished in the past, in addition
to their inspection of what is actually before

them. Will they, however, trust chiefly or exclu-

sively to the general impression which they will

thus acquire—letting each new farm stand in

comparison with the victor among its predecessors
in respect of the character and cleanness of its

crops, the condition of its roads, gates, fences,

buildings, the quality of its live stock, the apparent
punctuality, smartness, and cordiality of its

labourers, and the intelligence and businesslike
ability of its tenant .' Or will they go down to

each competing farm with a definition of good
farming already in their minds, and take up
each point in succession of the many on which
they have agreed as constituting, in the whole,
perfection ; and—noting whatever deficiency in

any or many of these points it may exhibit

—

will they afterwards collate their notes, thus

bringing the particulars of all the competing
farms together, and determining by an addition
of" points " which of them shall stand first and
second on the rank ?

We are inclined to expect that it is virtually

the former of these plans which will be carried
out ; and an award made thus is not unlikely to

be correct. We should, indeed, trust the opinion
of an experienced man, like Mr. ToRR, Mi'.

Keary, or Mr. Gibbons, formed after careful

inspection of a farm, almost unreservedly.
Nevertheless it will, we think, be considered a
misfortune if the only result of this elaborate

examination shall be the right award of a
hundred-guinea cup. The effect even of the

mere award will no doubt be to send many an
agricultural student for a lesson in good farming

to the decorated farm ; and somewhat more than
the award of a valuable prize will be even thus
accomplished. But we shall lose all the advan-
tage of that special lesson on the merits of the

farm in question, which these three gentlemen
ought to give us. The other plan, if carefully

pursued, is much the more likely of the two to

produce an instructive report. And, in the inte-

rest of the many who will never visit the success-

ful farms, but who will desire to profit somewhat
by Mr. Mason's patriotic offer, we trust that the

selecting jury will do more than merely take such
pains as are required to ensure that the best

man wins.

The first step, then, on the alternative course
of proceeding, is to define good farming. Will
any of our readers help us here ? Ought the

natural fertility of the land, the severity of the

rent at which it is hired, the natural or educated
ability of the labouring population of the district,

the fulness of the farmer's purse, to affect the

judgment ? Is it the greatest amount of produce
profitably obtained beyond the natural yield of

the soil—or is it the proved ability to pay the

highest rent and overcome the greatest difficul-

ties of other kinds with smallest means, which
will determine merit ? Is it the greatest profit

derived from cultivation under average circum-
stances which ought to rule the award—or are

straight lines, square fields, good crops, clean

land, neat premises, irrespective of expenditure,

necessary to justify success .'

" A " has drained a swamp j^nd laid it out in

well fenced fields, to which good roads and well-

made gates give access ; but, even so, he has not
the crops which " B," on naturally better land,

laid out long before he entered on his occupation,

has much more easily obtained. " B " looks

best at harvest time, but has not " A " the

greater merit ? " C " may have accomplished a
wonderful success by lavish outlay, " D " by
good judgment much more economically. It

appears to us that mere inspection is not suffi-

cient to determine the relative agricultural status

of the several candidates. The judges need a
history as well as a mere inspection, and this

history they must give us in the report which
is to announce their judgment. Meanwhile, they
would themselves perhaps benefit by a discus-

sion of the duties of their office, and we shall

gladly publish any suggestions which may occur
to our readers on this subject.

On Monday last little business was done in

Mark Lane ; buyers refused to give last week's prices,

and sellers refused to part with their Wheat on lower

teiTns. On the whole, the tendency, owing to the

favourable weather during the past week, has been
downwards.- In the Metropolitan Cattle Market, a

considerable reduction of prices had to be submitted to.

Those clauses of The Irish Land Bill which
are intended to facilitate the purchase by tenants of the

land they occupy, were adopted in committee last

Monday with very little discussion. The clause (41)

which regidates the advances to tenants for this pur-

pose were amended with the assent of the Government

;

so that the amount to be advanced is not to exceed

two-thirds of the price of the holding, and the repay-

ment is to be by an annuity of £^ for every ;^ioo

advanced, lasting 35 years. The ch.aracter of the dis-

cussion which preceded this resolution may be gathered

from the following abridgment of speeches :

—

Mr. Wren-Hoskyns obse^^'ed that if hon. gentlemen
would study the two Blue-books which had been issued

about the conditions on which land is held in different

parts of Europe, they would find that the ownership of
land in small quantities is one of the most conser\'ativc,

valuable, and pacifying elements which it is possible to

introduce into a State. He looked with apprehension at

the enormous aggregation of land in this country, and the

prejudice which exists against small proprietors, and he
should, therefore, heartily support the Government,
Colonel B.\RTTEL0T would ask the hon. member for

Hereford whether the system of small proprietors which he
lauded so highly had proved successful in France ? On
the contrary, it was well known that the properties in that

country are mortgaged to the chimney-tops ; and in the

belief that this provision would prove a curse instead of a
blessing, he should support the amendment.

Mr. Tipping said that in those parts of France where
the agricultural produce corresponded with that of this

country the peasant proprietors are a poor class ; it is

only in the wine country that the cultivation by small

occupiers is a great success. The general position of

the agricultural population in France is decidedly in-

ferior to that of our own agricultural population.

Mr. J. Howard grounded his objection to the clause

on the plain and intelligible principle that it is not the

duty of the State to interfere either in the aggregation of

large estates or in their disintegration.

In the report on the Glasnevin Botanical Gar-

den for 1869, Mr. Wood, the Director, speaks of the

experiment of growing an extra crop of Kohl Rabi
among a regular crop of Mangel Wurzel, and states

that he has succeeded equally as in former years. The
plants attained a fair average size before the leaves of
the Mangel closed over between the drills, when the

Kohl Rabi was gradually used as required, thus

affording a considerable amount of nourishing food,

much relished by cattle, at a time when it is wanted,
and without seeming to injure the crop of Mangel.

The daily papers announce from France that

the cattle plague has broken out among the cattle of

the Department of Doubs, and that in consequence the

Council of Neufchatel has prohibited the importation

of cattle from France.

On Tuesday last, at a meeting of the Council
of the Royal Agi'icultural College, at the town resid-

ence of the Earl of DticiE, a prospectus of the Institu-

tion in its present prosperous condition was adopted,

and we shall hereafter direct particular attention to it.

Meanwhile we see it is announced that the income of
the College now provides a sui-plus after paying the

interest due on its .1^30,000 debt ; and it is proposed to

"appeal to the great landed proprietors of the king-

dom, and to all persons interested in the extension of

sound education in agriculture and its allied sciences,

for their aid and co-operation in dealing with this

.^30,000 debt, which it is proposed to discharge by the

issue, under the College seal, of bonds of the amount
of;^iooeach, tu be paid off at the end of 30 years

(unless redeemed in the interval), with interest in the

meantime at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum."

The North of England Chamber of Agricul-

ture, at a recent meeting, resolved

—

'

' That whilst highly appreciating the efforts made by
the Central Chamber of Agriculture to establish Chambers
of Agriculture throughout England, such Chambers are

now established in sufficient numbers as, by each furnish-

ing a delegate, to ensure an adequate attendance at

meetings of an .Association of Chambers, and that the

mixed Council of the Central Chamber might now be
beneficially transformed into an association constituted

solely of delegated members from the provincial Chambers.
By this means greater harmony would prevail among
Chambers of Agriculture, more unity of action be pro-

moted, a more powerful influence brought to bear on
Parliament, and the present independent members of the

Central Chamber would more efficiently aid in the

common objects of Chambers by being formed into an
independent local Chamber, either retaining the name of

Central, or adopting some local designation."

With reference to Agricultural Instruction in

France, it is said that the new Minister of Public Instruc-

tion has decided that the courses of instruction in the

agricultural department lately established at the Jardin

des Plantes shall be discontinued, and that each of the

normal pupils shall receive an indemnity equal to ,j^20,

and return to his post in the primary schools of the

provinces. This is a strange commentary on the

opinions and writings of M. Dumas, at whose
instigation the lectures were established, and of

M. ClIEVREUIL, the eminent chemical professor,

whose considerations on this subject were noticed the

other day in our columns. We do not believe that the

present Ministry have any intention of discouraging the

scientific education of agricultural teachers, and if the

above statement should turn out correct, we shall be
curious to see what new plan is to be adopted. Pos-

sibly the bringing of young provincial pupil teachers to

Paris has been regarded as an unwise step ; and cer-

tainly the departmental colleges ought to be able to

supply common school teachers with sufficient scientific

knowledge nearer home. If this be the solution, we
think the new Minister has acted wisely.

An Order in Council was published in last

Friday's Loudon Gazdte^ on the subject of the transit

of stock. It extends to Great Britain only. The
following are extracts :

—

" Transit of Atiinmls by Sea.—s- With respect to

places used for animals on board vessels, the following

regulations shall have effect from and after July 31,

1870: — {i. ) Every such place shall be divided into

pens by substantial divisions. (2.) Each pen shall not

exceed 9 feet in breadth, or 15 feet in length. (3.) The
floor of each pen shall have proper battens or other foot-

holds thereon. (4.) Every such place, if inclosed, shall

be ventilated by means of separate inlet and outlet open-
ings, of such size and position as will secure a proper
supply of air to the place in all states of weather. 6.

Between each rst day of November and the next follow-

ing 30th day of .-\pril (both days inclusive), freshly shorn
sheep shall not be carried on the deck of a vessel. 7.

When sheep are carried on the deck of a vessel, proper
gangways shall be provided either between or above the

pens in which the sheep arc carried. 8. From and after

October 31, 1870, animals landed from a vessel shall, on
a certificate of an inspector appointed by the Privy

Council in that behalf, certifying to the effect that the

foregoing regulations, or some or one of them, have not
or has not been obser\'ed in the vessel, be detained, under
the supervision of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's

Customs, at the landing-place, or in lairs adjacent thereto,

until the Privy Council otherwise direct."
" Transit ofAnimals by Railway.—t2. From and after

December 31, 1870, every truck used for carrying animals

on a railway shall be provided with spring buffers, and the

floor thereof shall have proper battens or other footholds

thereon. 13. From and after June 30, 1870, a railway

company shall not allow any truck used for carrying

animals on their railway to be overcrowded so as to cause
unnecessary suffering to the animals therein. 14. Between
each 1st day of November and the next following 30th
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dav of April (both days inclusive), trucks used for carn-mg

on'a railway sheep freshly shorn and unclothed shall be

covered and inclosed so as to protect the sheep from the

weather, but shall be properly ventilated.

" Cleansing and Disinfecting of Pens and Vehicles.—

15. Every pen. carriage, truck, horse-box, or vehicle used

for carrving animals on land shall, on every occasion after

any animal is taken out of the same, and before any other

animal is placed therein, be cleansed and disinfected m
manner following : (r.) By the sweeping out of the pen,

carriage, truck, horse-box, or vehicle, and the effectual

removal'therefrom of all dung, sawdust, litter, and other

matter. (2.) Then by the thorough washing of the pen,

carriage, truck, horse-box, or vehicle with water. (3.)

Then in the case of a pen, carriage, or truck, by the

application to the floor and to all parts above the floor

with which animals or their droppings have come in con-

tact, of a coating of limewash made by mixing good

freshly burnt lime with water, and containing in each

gallon of limewash either one-fifth of a pint of commercial

carbolic acid, or one-fifth of a pint of commercial cresylic

acid, or four ounces of fresh dry chloride of lime, such

limewash to be prepared immediately before use. The
sweepings of the pen, carriage, truck, horse-box, or

vehicle shall be well mixed with quicklime and effectually

removed from contact with animals.

"Penalties.— 16. If anything is done or omitted to be

done in contravention of any of the regulations of this

Order, the owner and the master or person having charge

or command of the vessel in which,—and the owner and

the occupier of the place where animals are put on board

of or landed from vessels at which,—and the company
carrying animals on or owning or working a railway on

which,—and also in case of the overcrowding of a tnick

on a railway, or of the carrying on a railway of sheep

freshly shorn and unclothed, the consignor of the animals

in respect of which,—(as the case may be), such thing is

done or omitted, shall severally be deemed guilty of an

offence against this Order. 17. Provided, that no person

shall be liable to a penalty under this Order in respect of

sheep as freshly shorn, where it is proved that the sheep

have not been shorn within 60 days before the time of the

commission of the alleged offence."

A list of some 300 railway stations is appended to the

Order, at which railways must provide water for

animals carried on or about to be or having been

carried on the railway of the company.

We have before us a copyof the Thanet Advertiser

of April 30, in which appears the report of a gathering

to do honour to our friend and correspondent through-

out many past annual volumes of the Ap-ictdittral

Gazette—^\x. W. M.\NSER, of St. Peter's. Mr.

M.\NSER, who has been for 40 years resident in the

Isle of Thanet, had been nearly all that time one of

the Board of Guardians of that Union ; and having

lately resigned the position of their chairman, which he

had held for many years, his friends and neighbours

(upwards of 50 gentlemen from all parts of the Isle of

Thanet) assembled to meet him as their guest. Among
the company in the course of the evening was the now
venerable Baronet, Sir MosES MoNtifiore, who
declared that he could not retire to rest that

evening without coming to express his regard for their

guest, and his satisfaction that, though no longer

chairman of the Board, he was still, as a guardian, to

give them the advantage of his attendance and advice.

We refer to the meeting not only as a gratifying com-

pliment to our. valued correspondent, but as an illus-

tration of the kind, and quantity, and value of the unpaid

labour by which public-spirited men in country places

serve their generation. In returning thanks for the

toast of the evening, Mr. Manser said :

—

" The Chairman and he had been bom within a day
of each other ; they both came to the Isle of Thanet in

the same year, in 1830, and it did not want much reckon-

ing to show that that was 40 years ago. During the best

part of that time his services had been devoted to the

Board of Guardians, so that it was pretty nearly time he
retired. He was in a very humble position when he came
into this district, and in his most visionary moments he
never aspired to such a position as that which he now
held, nor thought he shouUi ever be received by his

friends in such a manner as he had been that evening.

He became a guardian in r84r. When he took his seat he
tried to get all the information he could, read everything

that came out from the Poor-law Board before he gave an
opinion, and listened to such men as Mr. John Ashley
Warre. Nothing ever encouraged him more than to see

any of the cx-officio guardians present. He had been told

that he ought to have received it as a compliment that the

ex-officio guardians were not at the Board meetings
oftener ; but he would tell them that it was much easier to

go right than to get a thing right when it had been
going wrong. He had attended at the board-room about
rooo times, and riden something like 10,000 or 12.000

miles. Now, what had he got for all that ? The respect

and esteem of his neighbours. The Chairman had spoken
of the guardians being liberal and kind to the poor, and
he hoped he had always been so : but he always thought

it his duty to be just as well as liberal. They must take

great care not to give a premium to make people beggars
;

they should take care of those who tried to take care of

themselves. He was speaking to those who knew him
well, and he thought they would give him credit for taking
care of the old and infirm, and young children ; and this

was his reward. No man started lower than he did, and
he had been taunted with it on many occasions, but he
did not mind that. But he would say this : that there

was at the present time a great disposition on the part of
a certain class of persons to be what he called almost
over liberal with regard to paupers, and a desire to feed

the pauper in the house better than the hard-working
poor were fed out of the house. He was not accustomed
to public speaking, and they must t.ake the will for the

deed. He did not come there to make a religious speech

or to preach a sermon, but this he would say, that He
who had kept and prospered him in the past would
support him to the end."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Some excellent Shorthorns, comprising the herds of

Mr. William Shipman and Mr. John Snodin, of

Stonesby, were sold by Mr. Thornton, at Waltham,
near Melton Mowbray, on the nth inst. Although
the average of £i(i "Js. Zd. over 48 head is low when
compared with recent sales, yet some fair prices were
made. Perser'erance by Petulance (20,489) made
41 gs. , and her daughter Industry by Collegian
(23,591) became the property of the same purchaser,

Mr. Gentle, at 70 gs. Modesty by White Velvet
(19,146), and from Mohair by Old Buck, brought
only 29 gs., .and her daughter by Royal Duke
(25,018) made 60 gs. Julia loth by Lord Chan-
cellor (20,160) was purchased by the Hon. H.
Littleton for 50 gs. The remaining heifers did not

bring noticeable prices. Roy.\list (27,320), got by a

Grand Duke (16,182), and from the Darlington

tribe, was bought by Mr. CassweU for 70 gs.

Next Thursday, Mr. Thornton will sell Mr,

Adcock's Shorthorns at Famdish. The herd contains

four specimens of the " Harringtons," descended from

Lady Barriiigton by Belvidere (1706), and since

crossed with nothing but first-class bulls, such as Cleve
land Lad, Earl of Liverpool, and Duke of

Bolton. Lot 2, Adeline by Sir Colin Campbell
(16,961), is the eldest of five representatives of the

Knightley^«;/rffe by Little John tribe, in which a lon^

list of excellent sires is consummated by I2TH Duke of
Oxford and Duke OF Geneva (19,614). Next follows

Jantja ^th by Yeom.'^n, the ancestress of three females

and two bulls. This cow was bred by Mr. Beasley of

Overstone, and afterwards became the property

Mr. Lynn of Stroxton, and may be traced back to

the famous Studley Bull through three crosses of

Favourite (252). The Fairies and Pearls are both

good old families, and said to be excellent

dairy cattle. Judging from the results of recent sales

the three Charmers are likely to be in request, and

among other representatives of Fawsley blooA we may
mention the Ladv Knightleys 2d, 3./, and 4M, de.

scended from Rosy by Rob Roy (557). I2TH Duke
of O-xford {19,633), and 2D DuKE of Waterloo
head the list of bulls, which is completed by young
anim.als from Famdish cows. In closing this brief

notice of a most attractive catalogue, we may say that

upon an excellent foundation great pains has been taken

to raise first-class stock by the employment of

thoroughly good bulls.

Lord Dunmore has sold Siddingtons ^th and
dth for 1000 gs. These two animals, it may be r

bered, were purchased at Mr. Bowly's sale last spring

for 400 and 370 gs. respectively ; they have therefore

left 230 gs. for one year's keep.

The following remarks by an old authority,

George Culley, have been again placed before breeders

in the last issue of Thomton's Circular, and are well

worthy attention as bearing upon a frequently discussed

point :

—

'
' I apprehend one great mistake that breeders in gener.al

have run into, especially in breeding neat cattle, has been,

endeavouring to unite great milkers with quick feeders.

I am inclined to think this cannot be done ; for, wherever

wo attempt both, we are sure to get neither in any per-

fection : in proportion as we gain the one, in the same
proportion we lose the other— the more milk, the less

beef ; and the more we pursue beef, the less milk we get.

In tralh, they seem to be two different varieties of the

same kind, for very different uses ; and if so, they ought

most certainly to be differently pursued by those that

employ them. If the dairyman wants milk, let him pursue

the milking tribe ; let him have both bull and cows of the

best and greatest milking family he can find ; on the con-

trary, he that wants feeding or grazing cattle, let him

procure a bull and a cow of that sort which feeds the

quickest, wherever they are to be found. By pursuing

too many objects at once, we are apt to lose sight of the

principal ; and, by aiming at too much, we often lose all.

Let us only keep to distinct sorts, and we will obtain the

prize in due time. I apprehend it has been much owing

to the mixing of breeds and improper crossings that kept

us so long from distinguishing the most valuable kinds.
" I do not suppose the doctrine to be so new, as it has

been unattended to, and not properly considered ; for I

have heard many people say, * How should that cow be

a good milker ; she mns too much to flesh ?
' And so

it is, while all the great milkers are invariably thin. The
former are generally high-sided, light-bellied, covered in

all their fatting points, in proportion as they recede from

the great milking tribe, though kept on middling fare
;

while the latter will be lean upon their backs, flat-sided,

big-bellied, poor, and ill-looking, though much better

kept than the others.
'

' I own there is a middling kind of cows which give a

tolerable quantity of milk, and also keep in pretty good
condition ; but this, I apprehend, does not at all militate

against the above reasoning, because, still those that

incline the most to flesh invariably give the least milk,

and vice versa : and though many of the middling cows

will make very fat when they are dried, or the milk taken

from them, yet will not get so quickly fat, nor so ripe, as

those which give less milk, and are inclined more to fatten

while in a milking state."

It is the privilege of race-horses to prove the

value of their breeding in the field. Shorthorns may
be valued highly, simply because of pedigree. It is pos-
sible for a fashionably bred heifer to attract 500 gs.

from the pocket of a noble lord, albeit fashionable

blood is her only charm. It is possible for a second
generation to again command a large sum, solely on
account of parentage. -With this we do not find fault.

The high price is given because experience has shown
the existence of a strong probability that well-bred

cattle will propagate good'Stock. In a competition for

prizes offered for special qualities the case is very

different, and we maintain that after ordinary pre-

cautions have been taken to insure that an animal

is pure-bred, the decision of the judges should be based

solely upon personal merits. The turf offers a strict

parallel, which we shall use to illustrate our meaning.

Race-horses do not win stakes because they have
pedigrees, but because they are first at the winning

post. That they arrive there first may be due to

descent, but what would be the value of a pedigree

which conferred not the necessary strength, speed,

and mettle? Stockwell is dead. His chief victories

on the turf were the Two Thousand, Great York-
shire, and St. Leger stakes. He was the sire

of six St. Leger winners, namely, St. Alban's, Caller

Ou, The Marquis, Blair Athol, Lord Lyon, and
Achievement ; two Derby winners, Blair Athol and
Lord Lyon ; and one Oaks winner. Regalia. In 1S66 his

stock won over ;^6i,ooo—a gigantic sum, every penny of

which must be considered as the reward of positive

merit, thereby proving the goodness of their pedigree.

During the seven years he was at the stud he became
the sire of 184 colts and 226 fillies, who won upwards
of ;^30O,oo0, a success truly immense and never

equalled. Nevertheless, we repeat that decisions were

not given by judges in favour of these horses because

they were got by Stockwell, but because they were

first at the winning post. Such facts are significant at

the present time, when some Shorthorn breeders are

agitating for pedigree as a merit in a competition of

beauty, symmetry, quality, and early maturity. The
value of pedigree in selecting a bull or a cow for breed-

ing purposes is incontestable, because of the probability

of thoroughly good animals being thus produced. But

the breeder's object is not to propagate a pedigree, so

to speak, but first-class stock of unrivalled beauty and

quality. ^^__^
POULTRY.

We are informed by Mr. J. C. Cooper, in the

Field, that the Sultan, or Serai Taaouk fowl, was
first introduced into IreLand by Mr. Zurhorst.

These birds were first brought from Constantinople,

where they are special favourites in the grand

harems, and probably were called Sultans in

compliment to the augvtst ruler of those Oriental

institutions. As ornamental birds it is difficult to

imagine a prettier fowl, "lively without romping, with

a cheerful, chatty voice, indicative of their character ;

of a plump and not very graceful contour, full breasted

and well backed, and not long in the neck. The cock

weighs 45 and the hen 341b.," and the egg weighs as

much as 2 and 24 oz. Mr. Cooper has not found them
hatch, but they lay well, although not as early as some
breeds. They have feathered legs, vulture hocks, and

from four to five toes ; cock's crest and comb like the

Crevecceur in fomr but less in size, and gills sm.all

;

hen rounder crested, s.ay 1 1 inches circumference, in

full-aged and very good specimens, with an almost total

absence of comb and gill; a thick short beard and

whisker in both sexes, and a spotted white plumage

completes the picture.

The Launceston poultry show will be held on

the 25th and 26th inst. Taunton .show, in connection

with the Bath and West of England meeting, promises

to be very successful. There are 35 poultry classes,

including seven for single cocks. This show opens on

June 6.

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE
CROPS.

Bedfordshire—North : The prevailing dry weather

of the last nine months, together with the winter's

frost, has had a very beneficial effect upon our clay

soil, which is now in fine condition. The Wheat,

though backward, looks exceedingly well, with the

exception of that after fallow, which has gone off very

much, and in many instances cannot be a full crop.

The Barley and Oats are very good where so\vn early ;

the late pieces after roots have come up very indiffer-

ently, for want of rain. Beans are backward and weak,

especially the winter ones. Peas are looking well.

The pastures st.and greatly in need of rain and warmer
weather. The barometer has fallen, and we have h.ad

some nice showers yesterday and to-day. A/ay 1 3.

Berks : I am sorry to say my opinion of the present

gi-owing crops is anything but favourable. Of Wheat
we have a great deal very thin plant, and unusually

backward. A great quantity has been ploughed up,

also a large breadth resowm with April Wheat.

I never remember seeing so little really good

Wheat, and so much inferior, at this time of year in

this neighbourhood. The summer com was generally

planted in excellent season, and forward, but it is suf-

fering from the long drought—the Barley particularly. 1

found, on Saturday last, in one of my fields of Barley,

sown on March 21, lots of com not the least vegetated.
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Our forward Potatos are all cut down with the severe

frosts during this month. There cannot be a good cut

of upland Grass. I know several farmers who have
not yet rolled an acre ; I fear much (unless we have rain

very shortly) must be fed off with sheep, and we will

have to depend on the second crop. It has been one
of the best seasons for preparation for the root crops I

ever remember, but rain is much wanted to bring up
the Mangel. Thcs, Chvm, Clapton, Hungerford, May 10.

Tlie continued dry weather and cold nights are

beginning to tell on the light-land farms, and neither

the Wheat nor summer com look so well as they did a

fortnight ago ; but on other lands, particularly where
there is condition, no material damage has been done
beyond that which a warm rain and a little forcing

weather will put right again. The crops are more
backward than usual at this time of year, but on the

whole the weather has been favourable for Wheat, and
I anticipate quite an average crop in this neighbour-
hood, with perhaps less straw than is grown some
years. John B. Spea?-ing, Hamilton Road^ Erh'igh,

Reading.

The present appearance of the Wheat crop in

this neighbourhood is not favourable. There is not a
sufficient plant in much of it ; in fact, several pieces

have been ploughed up, and the whole is altered for

the worse, during the last fortnight, from the cold
winds and frosty nights. Some pieces of Barley and
Oats look well, but the wireworm is doing much mis-
chief, and the late sown is coming up very irregularly

oking

Rc\

nt of rain. Peas and Beans
well, and the Clover and Sainfoin pro;

good crop. JaTiies Htdbcrt^ Stn-atLy, n

May i<2.

Devon—JVo?-t/i : Wheat, a partial failure. Many
fields thin, some plouglied up, others fully planted and
looking well. Oats regular but backward, much im-
proved by the late rains, and will now advance ; the

same may be said of I3arley. Mangel coming up.
Potatos early, nipped by the recent frosts, but recover-

ing ; main crop over ground and looking fair. Pas-
tures bare, owing to the dry, harsh, and ungenial
weather of April and the early part of May; looking
better now since the rain, but a full bite not expected
very soon. Orchards a mass of bloom. P. Coican,
Lawsiock Manor, BarnstapU, May 1 6.

Dorsetshire : The Wheat crop about here in the
chalky district is about half a plant ; most fields are

very thin, in patches that are scarcely worth standing,

and some fields have been ploughed up and so\\n with
spring corn ; the plants now look very healthy, but do
not braird out well for want of some warm weather and
rain. The thin patches, when the rain comes, I expect,

will throw out late shoots, which will cause green ears at

harvest and an uneven sample. The Wheat in the
strong clayey soils is mostly a thick good plant, and
looks well ; the plant on the light soils is very much
improving in appearance. The Barley mostly looks
yellow from the frosty nights. The early-sown Oats
look promising. The winter Vetches about here are
nearly all killed ; I sowed about 50 acres, which are
all gone. The Mangel seed is generally put in well,

but requires rain to bring it up. I never remember
sheep feed so short in general ; many large sheep farms
will be obliged to feed most of the young Grass, which
ought to be cut for hay for next winter. The land is

too dry to plant out our Drumhead Cabbage plants for

autumn feeding. T. H. Saunders, Watercombe Farm,
Dorchester, May lo.

Essex : I regret to stale the plant of Wheat has
suffered much, and a great deal has been ploughed up
or drilled with Oats, iS:c., on the Wheat, and is gene-
rally looking yellow and no promise of a good crop.

Oats and Barley, from the dr)-ness of the weather and
cold, frosty nights, are looking yellow, and do not
generally look well. The frosty nights have greally
injured our young seeds. Potatos are looking black,
having suffered much from the frots. Mangels are not
up yet, wanting rain. Kohl Rabi the same, in fact

our present prospects are not cheering. Samuel Jonas,
Crishall Grange, Saffron Waldcn, May 10.

At the present time I cannot report very favour-
ably of our harvest prospects. We have had a long
and trying winter for vegetable life, and up to this

period frequent frosty nights have occurred. The fall

of rain since January i has been only 4.60 inches, and
the soil is so dry that late spring seeding, whether of
com or Mangels, is not promising. Wheat is defective
in plant on heavy clays. Many fields have been
ploughed up and seeded with Barley or Oats. Upon
deep light soils the prospect is good. Barley and Oats:
The plant looks well when sown early, and may be a
good crop \\'ith favourable weather following now, but
it is very backward, which is adverse to full-bodied
grain at harvest. Beans : Autumn-sown very defective,

both in plant and growth. Spring seeding hardly
ready for the hoe. Peas are in good plant, but it is

too early to infer what the crop may be. They have
an enemy to contend with in "French partridges,"
which abound here. They scrape out the seed in the
drills, and feed upon the plant afterwards ; and you
will probably hear of their pei-formance elsewhere.
They do great damage to corn of all kinds in the spring.

Mangels, put in early, have come up full and well

;

the later sown will not germinate till rain comes. All
attempts to get Cabbage, Broccoli, or Kohl Rabi plants.

is up to this time a failure. Land prepared, or preparing

for Swedes or Turnips, is in excellent condition ; the

dry spring has been favourable for a fine tilth. Every-

thing is backward at least a fortnight. There is but a

scanty and short bite upon grasses and Clovers, »S;c.

In this district much land is cultivated for Mangels,
Swedes, common Turnip and Cabbage seeds, and the

failure is a heavy one. Henry Dixoti, Donvards Hall,

Witham, May.
On our light soils the Wheat is well planted,

in some cases rather a want of that robust appearance

which indicates health at this season. On the heavy
lands, although late, the crops look healthy, and with

more genial weather would make rapid progress.

Barley has planted well, and in general has a satis-

factory appearance. We have few Oats in this locality,

those put in forward are promising. Rain is much
wanted for grass-lands and all small seeds. Mangels
sown the first week in April are rowed, but those

sown afterwards have not vegetated. P. Mitchell,

East Hall, Rainham, May 10.

Hampshire: Wheat sown after lea rather thin of

plant, but rapidly improving ; the prospect is

very good on cold strong land, and all loamy
soils in good condition. Barley is a good plant,

put in at the right time to give a malting sample,

scarcely any being sown late, the crop however requires

rain. Oats a good plant, and all sown in good time
;

this crop also requires rain. Winter Beans damaged
by the frost, except in a few cases ; spring Beans late

planted but taken well, and are now all hoed in

excellent season. Peas of all sorts a good plant,

rather late, but now making rapid progress owing to

the favourable weather for hoeing. Trifolium and
Vetches, very late, a very iiTegular plant, and promise
altogether a poor produce, being so much damaged by
frost. Clover for hay an excellent plant, rather late,

but very promising, could we get a timely rain. Clover

seeds for the next year are put in under the most
favourable circumstances, the land being so very soft

and fine : the plant is very thick and good. Potatos :

Early sorts cut down by the night frosts, the main crop

is planted with the best possible prospect. Mangel :

A larger breadth than usual, planted with the land in

the finest condition. Cabbages and Kohl Rabi for

field culture are a failure up to this time, the fly

having eaten everything as fast as the seed vegetated.

Joseph Blundell, Land Agent, Southampton, May 10.

Herefordshire : Had we written a report from this

county three days prior to the present date it would
have been full of gloomy forebodings for the future,

not sufficient rain having fallen to moisten a clod from
March 2 until the nth Inst. ; on that day we were
blessed with 12 hours continuous rain, and showery
weather since, which has had a most beneficial effect

upon all kinds of vegetation, and very materially changed
the appearance of the country. The heavy falls of rain

during the winter months, and the rapid changes of

temperature from warm rain to cold north-east winds
and biting frosts, told most severely upon the Wheat
plant ; hundreds of acres have been ploughed up and
put to other corn, and, with few exceptions, that which
remains is too thin and weak to attain more than half a
crop. Winter Beans suffered in a similar manner,
and where there are any left they are coming into

blossom, scarcely 6 inches high upon some of the best

land in the county. The spring-planted Wheat is

generally very good ; that pest, the wireworm, had com-
menced its ravages, but those genial showers it is hoped
will drive the plant on out of further danger. The
early planted Barley will now be set right, but much
of the later planted has come up vei-y irregular ; where
the ground received extra labour to render it a

firm seed-bed it was too dry for the seed to

vegetate, and where it was not rendered fine there it

is in a similar state. The Peas, too, have suffered

from drought. The early Potatos have been cut

off with frost, and the pastures are most unusually bare.

Never was so much artificial food given to sheep, and
certainly never was it more required than during the

past six weeks. The hay and Clover ricks are gone,
and the cattle have in many cases have turned upon
the pastures, not to graze, but to wait the growth of
the food they so much needed. Thanks to our boun*
tiful Creator, there is now every prospect of a rapid

change. B>., May 13.

Kent—East: I have had upwards of 40 years'

experience of farming in this locality, and I say without
hesitation that I never before saw Wheat in May looking
generally so bad as at present. Some has been
ploughed up, and the appearance of a gi-eat deal more
is not such as to justify your expecting more than
three-fourths of an average crop. The few hot days
we had in April, followed by frosty nights, appeared
to do the mischief. Wheat vegetated, and came up
well in the autumn, and withstood our long winter with
the severe callow frosts better than might have been
expected on our thin soils up to the end of March,
since which time it has gradually gone back. Barley

at present is much more promising than W'heat, and
Oats generally look well. Beans that were planted in

the spring are good plants, and promising, but the

winter Beans have suffered dreadfully from frost, and
many have been completely destroyed, and not any
look well. Peas are looking well at present. Rain

,
is much wanted : the dry weather, with the continuance

of frosty nights, retards vegetation so much that short-

ness of keep for cattle and sheep is the complaint of
every farmer in this locality, and if we do not get rain

and warmer weather very soon, the crops of Grass,

Clover, Lucerne, Sainfoin, &c., must be very light.

IVm. Manser, St. Peter's, Margate, May 10.

Lincolnshire : The Wheat plant on the better

soils in this neighbourhood is looking well. On the

peaty soils there has been a great loss of plant during
the past two months, some fields were ploughed up,

and many others it would have been better to have done
so, for they cannot be more than half a crop. The
inferior silty soils where not highly cultivated are also

thin planted and veiy weak, especially the late sown
after Rape and Mustard. The plant of Oats is gene-
rally good, and where sown with artificial manure,
which is now very common, are looking well but back-
ward for the time of year. Kohl Rabi and Mangel
sown on the winter furrow are planting well. The
young Grass is very bare, but with rain, of which we
have an appearance to-day, there will be a veiy rapid
growth ; the soil is in a fine state, and the Grass well
rooted. Thomas Aitken, Decoy Farm, Spalding, May 1 1.

The WMieat crops in this part are under an
average. Barley not much grown. Oats good, but
want rain. Beans under average. H. Dudding, Panton
House, Wragby, Lmcoln.

North : The Wheat crop is backward, and upon
light land has thinned off a good deal, and does not look
well. It must be a very favourable season to be an

average crop. Early sown spring corn got a good
seed-bed, and went in well, and looks well ; later

sown was wanting rain very much, but yesterday's fine

rain will do an immense deal of good. F. So^verby,

Aylcsby, Great Grimsby, May 12.

Norfolk : Up to within the last few days the

Wheat plant has looked remarkably well, but owing
to the late severe frost some of it begins to look rather

yellow. I have never seen the Barley plant look
better. Peas and Beans up to the present look well,

but 1 am afraid the frost will affect them. Oats, none
gro\\n. The feed is very short with us. Samuel G.

Steam, Brandeston, May II.

Fait : I think we must be worse off (as regards

W'heat) in this district than in any other part of
England. During my 30 years' experience I never saw
such a failure in plants. I generally grow from 5 to

6 quarters per acre, but see no chance of getting

4 quarters this season, and I am quite as well off as

my neighbours. In this district I ne\er saw the grow-
ing crop of Wheat more unpromising ; thin on plant,

and unusually backward. Many fields on the coast

have been ploughed up, and sown with Lent corn,

and others which were partially planted have been
drilled over with various grain. Where the land is fairly

planted the crops look neither strong nor healthy.

Barley, Oats, Peas, and Beans are more promising,

but wanting rain. No change of weather, liowever

favourable, can now produce an average crop of Wheat
in this immediate locality. Threshing is forward for

the season, and we must draw heavily on foreign

supplies before the harvest is secured. //'///. Cubitt,

Bacton Abbey, N'orth IValsham, May 1 1.

Salop : Barley, Peas, and Oats, are looking well
;

winter Beans thin and blighted. Wheat varies much,
a few fields looking very well {but they are the excep-

tion) ; a considerable breadth ploughed up and sown
with spring grain ; the generality very thin ; the pros-

pect for Wheat bad. We have not had rain suflicient

to fetch Mangels up for five weeks, yet the Clovers and
Grass are forward and good, and the Turnip fallows are

nearly all ready for the seed. Mangels have all been
sown some time, and many acres of Swedes are in. I

am speaking of the crops in my own neighbourhood,

for I do not go far from home. Thos. N'ock, Sutton

House, Shi/nal, May 11.

SiRREV: The appearance of the growing crops in

this neighbourhood is very various. Wheat, Barley,

and Oats on well-famied land, and when not too
thickly sown, are looking remarkably well generally

;

but on the chalk, gravel, poor land, either light or
heavy, and badly farmed, with all the late sown crops
are looking very badly indeed. Also the Wheat
planted on the old Clover and Bent leys has lost plant

veiy much from the attack of wireworm, and some in

exposed situations from frost and cutting winds, so

much so that many acres have been ploughed up and
put to other crops. The cold, ungenial weather has
kept back all spring feed very much, and the frosts

have cut off all the Potato tops. Mangel is now
almost invaluable, and has kept well, but is now being
fast worked up and stock hurried to market. Early
sown Mangel are coming on well to hoe, and do not
appear to be hurt by frost, but the late sown do not
come up well, the weather having been much too dry
for them. The coming hay crop, I think, must be
short, especially Clover, which is much affected by the

continuous frost. Hay is advancing in price, and is

fast disappearing. Sheep have done well, the fine

dry weather suiting them. I finished shearing both fat

and stores April 23, and have never had them do
better out of the wool, though early, and the weather
so cold. Fat pigs have receded considerably in price,

but stores continue very dear. Edward Hilder, Hoe-
bridge, H^ohing, May 17.
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Sussex : The Wheat crop hi this neighbourhood is

very inferior—ihin on the ground, and plant very weak.

Some Wheat has been ploughed up, and Barley sown.

Oats and Barley have come up well, but are very late,

owing to the late cold weather. John Brotherton^ Rose
Hill Obsei-vatory, Robertsbridge, May 13.

Wilts : I consider that the Wheat crop in this

district looks very bad. Much of it is thin on the

ground, and a considerable area has been ploughed up.

Some of the low lands look well. The Barley crop,

now that we are getting a good fall of rain, will pro-

balily be pretty good. The Bean crop is very bad.

Green food of all descriptions for cattle and sheep is

very scarce, and most of last year's hay has been con-

sumed. Water meadows have been exceedingly valu-

able this spring. They have been fed off and are now
laid up for hay. Early Potatos have been much
injured by frost. Cyrus Combes^ T'lsbiiry^ Salisbury^

May II.

Worcester : The present appearance of the corn

crops in this neighbourhoods is not promising ; the

severe and long winter has sadly tried the autumn-
sown Wheat and Beans : some of the former has lost

plant, and on the cold subsoils or undrained looks weak
aifd yellow. Rolling, hoeing, and harrowing has been
going on, and the colour of much of the Wheat has

improved during the last week, the difference in effect,

too, of good farming being evident. The winter

Beans are very weak and short, presenting quite a

contrast to those of last year. The dry spring has been
fiivourable for cleaning the land and drilling the spring

corn crops. Peas look fair, and spring Beans better

than the winter. Spring Wheat is not much sown
here. Barley and Oats, like all other crops, now
suffer from want of rain, and the wireworm has
done much mischief in some fields ; altogether

the general appearance is backward, the nights having
been cold and very little moisture. The young seeds,

or Clover, present a bad prospect for the early hay
crop, and Vetches are late for spring feed. Whilst
writing this a fine rain is falling, which, if general,

must prove a great blessing to all the growing crops.

Stiles Rich, The Cedars^ Fearnall Heathy Worcester^

May II.

The Wheat in this neighbourhood is very
much improving. The Barley is excellent, Oats good,

autumn-planted Beans a failure, spring-planted pro-

mising. The Peas that were planted last autumn and
very early in the spring have failed, but the later

planted of all descriptions are very regular and good.

Mangels deficient in plant, and a large breadth not

yet come up. Pastures very fair. Clovei"s quite eaten

down. The blossom of the Pear, Apple, and Plums
magnificent, no blight whatever. Potatos coming up
well. H. Hudson^ Vandyke Court, near Pershore,

May 12.

FARM AGREEMENTS.
Hay and Straw.

Mr. Smith evidently considers himself to be pos-

sessed of an uncommon amount of common sense, and
others to be possessed of none. What a brilliant argu-

ment he gives us about Mr. Mechi and his straw ! If

Mr. Smith possessed the great amount of common
sense he thinks he has, he might have known that

straw is not sold at ''feeding price," and that Mr.
Mechi, who is not devoid of common sense, therefore

does not buy it, but prefers to take some cheaper feed-

ing stuff. Mr. Smith gives us a homily upon selling

straw and buying manure, and seems to think himself
quite a genius for having discovered it ! I wonder he
does not take out a patent for it, as he did for the

Bath-chair handle to his smasher. It would be about
as sensible. If every farmer could sell straw, does
Mr. Smith suppose the price would be as high as at

present ? And does Mr. Smith suppose that every
farm is close to a railway station, or a line passing
through London ? A great many farmers now sell

straw by permission of their landlords on condition that
they bring back 2, or 2\, or 3 tons of dung for every ton
of straw sold. I myself know two farmers who have
done that for a considerable time. When Mr. Smith
asserts that i ton of straw makes 4 tons of manure,
he is talking or writing on a subject he evidently does
not understand. Straw will not absorb three times its

own weight of water, consequently by no possibility

could one ton of straw make four tons of manure.
When straw, too, is passed through the stomach of an
ox or a horse, Mr. Smith may rest assured it does not

all come out again in the dung and the urine. I got

some veiy accurate experiments made for me two
years ago, with some very dry Wheat-straw grown in

Hampshire ; and the conclusion I came to was
that by no possibility could I convert one ton of

straw into even three tons of dung, let alone four,

—

that in fact from 2 to 2^ tons of dung for each ton of
straw might be taken to represent the usual proportion
of dung to straw.

The feeding value of straw is a very disputed question,

but no farmer in his senses would give 32J'. 6(/. per ton
for it for feeding purposes. If therefore, Mr. Smith
could every year sell all his straw at that price, and
with the money lay down on his farm 5 tons of London
dung for each ton of straw sold, he would do a good
stroke of business ; for he may depend upon it his ton
of straw is not worth more as manure than %\ tons of

dung such as comes from London. 1 myself sold a

great deal of straw three years ago, which went to the

camp at Aldershot. I got 40J. and 42^. per ton for it,

and I believe the buyer resold it at the camp for 6ox.

I did not bring back London dung, for I could not
afford the cartage, but I brought back superphosphate
of lime to an equal value. I should not, however,
like to rejieat that experiment often, as I have more
faith in straw fed on the farm than I have in super-
phosphate, even at those relative prices.

Mr. Smith never heard of a landlord who objected
to let his land as a bye-tack. Well, I am a landlord,
and have a very decided objection to letting my land
as bye-tacks. All my wealthy neighbours, too, have
the same objection, and every intelligent farmer in my
neighbourhood knows that we object, and knows the
reason why we object. Mr. Smith gives us an instance

of a very honest yeoman-farmer. What of that?
Landlords do not require to make conditions and lay

on restrictions against honest tenants, who are also

good and intelligent farmers, but against dishonest
tenants, or men who are ignorant and shortsighted, aud
who in a down-going farm would sell away the very
marrow and fatness of the land to prolong for a short

season their own miserable tenure of it.
'* If a tenant

of a noble duke or lord or large landowner (who in all

their agreements put in the protection clause about
straw, &c.) were, supposing he had not got the clause

in, to set to and sell his straw and roots off without

purchase of manure, &c., what would he do ? Why, if he

did not ruin himself quickly, he would make a fool of

himself, he would soon have to cut his occupation, and
his brother farmers would look upon him as a great

blockhead. Therefore he might cut off to Van Die-

man's Land, for his character would hunt him out of

England." These are Mr. Smith's own words. Now
I should like to know what satisfaction it would be to

a noble duke, or lord, or great landowner, to hear that

a tenant who had ruined a good farm, and left it worth
not half the value it was a few years previously, was
looked upon by his brother farmers as a great block-

head ! Would his brother farmers come forward and
subscribe amongst themselves a sum sufficient to replace

to his landlord the money of which he had robbed him
by selling straw and hay without replacing them by
bought manure? I should think not. And if Mr.
Smith was asked to subscribe to any such fund, his

answer would most probably be. What a confounded
fool his landlord was to let such a farm to such a man.
And a very goon answer too.

Mr. Smith's valuations of farm produce are very
amusing, and savour greatly of the uncommon amount
of common sense he thinks he possesses. ** A ton of
roots (saith Mr. Smith) costs, carting and all, quite ;^i.

Very frequently more than that, and I think we may
never say less." What "uncommon" costly roots

Mr. Smith grows. I get from 20 to 25 tons

of Swedes from an acre. I should say my average
crop of roots, taking yellow and white Turnips in

also, will average at least 24 tons to the acre. Now,
if they cost me £\ per ton, I am afraid I must make a

desperate loss upon roots every year. I should be very

glad, indeed, if I could get 10^. per ton, carted into

my farmyard, for every ton of roots I grow. My
roots cost me, according to Mr. Smith, ^24 per acre,

and yet I should think myself very well off, indeed, if

I realised ;^I2 per acre out of them. But perhaps Mr.
Smith is confounding price with cost. Perhaps he
means that he could not buy roots and lay them down
on his own land under;^l per ton. Now this, I think,

is very likely. In all probability the land around Mr.
Smith belongs to some "noble duke, or lord, or great

landowner," who lets his land on agreement, and not

on lease, and who has a somewhat lynx-eyed agent
;

and if the agent saw a tenant selling much Mangel,
without bringing back manure to replace it, he would
probably think, with Mr. Smith, he had much better

"cut off to Van Dieman's Land, as he was a great

blockhead," and so the price of Mangel sold off

the farm becomes raised in consequence above a feeding

price, and consequently would cost Mr. Smith £\ per

ton to buy, instead of its feeding value of %s. or there-

abouts. If landlords and land-agents, however, were
to adopt Mr. Smith's very liberal ideas, they would
never trouble their heads about such matters, and so

Mr. Smith might possibly at odd times be able to pick

up a great deal of hay and straw and roots at prices far

below their feeding value, provided he had ready

money in his pocket, and could find a needy seller.

And under such a system I have no doubt whatever a
vast number of needy sellers would soon appear.

A celebrated physician was one day finding fault with

St. John Long, the quack, and urging upon him that

a man of his education and real knowledge ought to

become a duly qualified physician, because, he said,

"none but fools would ever go to a quack." "My
friend," said Long, taking him to the window, "out of

all the crowd you see passing by, how many do you
think are wise men?" "Well," said the other,

"perhaps one in a hundred." " Then," said Long,
"you may take all the wise men, and I will take the

fools for my patients !" Mr. .Smith may rest assured

there are a vast number of fools in this world, and when
a landlord puts a farm worth perhaps ^1^5000 into

the hands of a farmer whose capital is perhaps
;^iooo, it becomes a very serious thing for the landlord

if his tenant should turn out to be a fool. But if he
should turn out to be a knave as well as a fool the

matter is doubly serious. If the landlord should be a
fool it would not hurt the tenant one bit, but if the
tenant be a fool he might do the landlord a vast amount
of injury. That is the reason why landlords and in-
telligent land-agents put restrictive clauses in their farm
agrements ; and every good, honest, and intelligent
tenant knows well that such restrictions are put in, not
to tie him down, but to prevent a foolish or dishonest
tenant from injuring the farm which has been com-
mitted into his hands. He knows right well what the
reply would be if he goes to his landlord or the agent
and says, " My farm is very well placed for selling hay,
and straw, and roots ; I can sell them at very remune-
rative prices, but I know that I must replace them with
at least an equal amount, if not a greater amount of
manure, than they would produce if fed upon the farm.
Well, then, let me sell these things, and I will bring
back in place of them such and such manure." The
landlord or the agent no doubt might stipulate for a
large quantity of manure to be brought back, more
perhaps than the articles sold would have really pro-
duced if consumed on the farm ; but althougli in the
bargain made the landlord may reap some advantage
in the gradual enrichment of his land, yet the tenant
in all probability will reap the lion's share of profit

out of a transaction which his own acuteness originated.

Mr. Smith's ridiculous use of the word" protection,"
puts me in mind of nothing but the fable of the ass who
kicked the dead lion. His uncommon amount of
uncommon sense must have elevated his intellect to

that of a " Malaprop," for no one else could have seen
any relation between restrictive clauses in farm agree-

ments and protection to native industry. G. A. //.

EXAMPLES OF SEWAGE IRRIGA TION.

I. The Savage Meadmvs near Edinburgh.—These
have long been quoted as an example of the largest

produce known to agriculture, yielding Grass of a
somewhat coarse and "washy" character, but per-

fectly well adapted for cow food. These meadows,
cannot, however, be named as a good example of the

agricultural remedy for the nuisance created by town
sewage, for it is poured over them in such enormous
quantity that the soil has not fair play given to it as a
cleanser, and the water therefore leaves the grass-land

still filthy and offensive.

The Edinburgh experience is rather one of agricul-

tural profit from the use of sewage, than of that perfect

abatement of its waste and nuisance, which, in the
interest of rivers, we desire to see. This arises from
the enormous quantity of the sewer water and the
small area of land on which it is used. At Loch-
end and Craigentinny on the north and east of Edin-
burgh, about 230 acres receive the whole drainage of
80,000 people, being at the rate of 350 people per acre.

At Grange on the south side of the city, 16 acres get
the drainage of a comparatively small number. At
Dairy, on the west, 60 acres or thereabouts receive a
very large quantity of filthy sewage, which they are

unable perfectly to clean ; and there are one or two other
plots similarly treated on the road to Leith, Here,
however, altogether are only 400 acres, whereas the

population whose drainage they receive must largely

exceed 100,000, and it is not therefore surprising that

the drainage water leaves the land by no means
perfectly cleansed.

The Foul Bum which waters the Craigentinny
meadows passes first through Lochend farm, where
about 20 acres of permanent Grass and 8 acres of Italian

Rye-grass receive as much of it as the tenant chooses

to apply. The quantity is, probably, often as much as

10,000 or 15,000 tons per acre during the growing
season, besides an indefinite quantity during winter;

and of course a very small proportion of the filth

which it brings down from Edinburgh is deposited

here. The stream flows on in almost undiminished

foulness to the meadows lower down. In addition to

the 20 acres of permanent grass-Ian I there are 12 acres

arable at Lochend (of which S acres are every year in

first and second year's Italian Rye-^ra^-;) connianded
by a self-acthig pumping apparatus. A water-wheel,

driven by the stream, works a four-fold pump, deliver-

ing, when in perfect order, about 1000 cubic feet per

hour, a quantity which, as it works night and day

during eight months of the year, corresponds to nearly

20,000 tons, or, even assuming that only half duty is

accomplished, to 10,000 tons per acre. In either case

it is plain that an enormous quantity is applied—much
beyond the needs of the largest possible crop of Grass.

The Grass of Lochend meadows has averaged,

during nine of the spring sales at which it is disposed

of by auction, £2"] 12s. 2d. per statute acre. During
the past year the highest price attained was ;!^4i i^s. 6d.

per acre ; and from that down to £i() an acre has

been realised. The Italian Rye-grass on the same
farm has varied in price from ;r^32 an acre for the first

year's cuttings to £2^ an acre for the second year's

cuttings.

Leaving Lochend the Foul Burn pursues its course

to the sea on the Portobello side of Leith ; but it has

for many years been diverted, right and left, to a con-

siderable distance from the original watercourse, and a

fan-shaped farm of more than 200 acres, wideningout

as it gets near the coast, has been thus laid out for irri-

gation at a cost of about ^So^O- '^his Craigentinny

farm includes within its limits land of excellent natural
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fertility, but it terminates at its lower end in a wide

belt of sheer sea sand, which though not equal in its

annual produce to any of the originally superior plots,

old men still remember as a barren shore. There is

here too a portion of higher land of excellent natural

quality watered by a pump, in this instance driven by

steam power. The area this year watered thus is

8 acres, and as the engine is driven only 300 hours

during the six or eight dressings which this land

annually receives, the pump, delivering from 60 to

80 tons an hour, does not distribute more than 3000

tons per acre annually, a quantity which at id. per

ton, if ordinary sewage be taken to be worth so much,

many ordinary agricultural crops would easily repay.

These 8 acres of Italian Rye-grass have been sold

during the past year at froin ^25 to ^36 an acre,—

prices equal to those obtained at Lochend, where four

times the quantity of sewage is applied. It would

seem, therefore, that the enormous surplusage of foul

water used at the latter place fails to be of any agricul-

tural service.

In the lower Craigentinny meadows 190 acres receive

probably nine-tenths of the Foul Burn, and, a night and

day waterman being constantly employed in its distri-

bution, it flows constantly over one plot after another
;

a single dressing of five or six hours being given

between the several cuttings of Grass to each of the 250

plots, or theireabouts, into which the whole area is

divided. The summer's Grass of these beds, varying

from 2 to 5 roods each, is sold by auction to the Leith

and Edinburgh cowkeepers every spring, and the maxi-

mum value reached last year was ^36 i^s. per statute

acre. The quantity of Grass for which such prices are

obtained is believed to vary from 50 to 70 tons per

acre. And as the means are perfected of distributing

the sewage more evenly, and as the subsoil drainage of

the land improves, the quantity and price are both

increasing yejr by year. No exhaustion is apparent

anywhere. The sewage brings down more than the

plants require of every necessary constituent of their

food, so that even the poor sea-sand is as fertile as the

rest, and the land is getting richer year by year, not-

withstanding the enormous crops it yields. Taking

the average price of the whole 240 acres to be £2^ an

acre, we have a total annual produce of £s^(>o a year,

extracted by the land and Grass from the drainage of

80,000 people, or is. t,d. from each person annually

—

certainly not 4"'. a to" over the enormous quantity of

sewage which is here applied.

But the area is not sufficient to take up the whole of

the filth brought down by the water. A much larger

extent of crop could be obtained from the use of it if

there were any land convenient on which it could be

applied, or if there were a sufficient demand for the

produce of it. The Edinburgh experience, therefore,

must be quoted not as a successful example of sewage

cleansed by irrigation, but rather as an instance of the

largest produce raised by means of it from a limited

area of land.

2. Loiigt Farm, near Barking.—We turn now to an

example of another kind, where the supply of sewage is

limited, and where the object has been, from this

limited supply, by means of an ample extent of land, to

obtain the largest annual produce. Neither at Edin

burgh nor at the farm near Barking in the occupatior

of the Metropolis Sewage Company has the sanitary

result or the purity of the water been the object aimed

at. In the latter case, however, it has incidentally

been secured. The object having been to obtain by
agricultural use the largest return from the sewage

used, it became necessary to make it as clean as poS'

sible before letting it go. At Lodge Farm, near Bark-

ing, the Metropolis Sewage Company in 1S66 took

about 200 acres, for the most part a light gravelly soil

in comparatively poor condition, for the purpose

of illustrating thereon the value of North London
Sewage of which they hold the concession for a term

of years. The land has been accordingly laid out in

beds varying from 50 to 150 feet in width with a

central carrier down the middle of each, and having a

slope from this can-ier on either side, down which the

sewage trickles to a midway furrow. The carriers are,

as nearly as the general slope of the land allows,

horizontal ; the slope on either side varying from i in

20 to I in 60. The sewage is pumped from the outfall

on the Thames near Barking through a 15-inch pipe

to a reservoir on the highest part of the farm, and

from that it is conducted in open ditches to the ridge-

line carriers of these lands. These carriers, being

stopped at intervals by the spade of the waterman,

overflow ; and the sewage, passing over and through

the soil to the furrows, is by them conveyed to the

lower slopes ol the farm, over which it is distributed

until it either sinks altogether into the land or flows

finally off' the surface at the foot of the farm. The
soil is too pei-vious and has too hollow and open a sub-

soil to permit the water to travel far upon the surface,

so that after 50 yards at most of surface flow it sinks to

reappear only at the mouth of the main drain of the

farm ; which, nearly dry in ordinary weather, pours a

full flow within an hour or two of the sewage being

properly applied to the fields.

Turning now to the produce of the sewage, here

considered not as a nuisance but as a valuable manure,

it appears that 300,430 tons were, in 1867, used over

56 acres of land, and 2480 tons of Italian Rye-grass

were cut off that area. Of the sewage, however, no

doubt a great deal was lost in the channels and on the

land in first starting the process ; and, as regards the

Grass, we are informed that a large proportion was
killed by the unusual frost of January 1867, only

3 acres, in fact, of the whole extent having been in

full bearing ; and these yielded 62 tons of Grass per acre.

It appears, therefore, upon the whole experience, that

for every 100 tons of sewage applied I ton of Grass per

acre was obtained over and above the natural produce

of the soil and climate. In 1868 and 1869 experi-

ments over a considerable extent of land have been

ade with other crops than Grass, to wdiich alone, or

to equally succulent growths, so dilute a manure as

sewage appears at first sight to be adapted. A field of

13 acres of poor gravel that was in Wheat in 1S67,

yielding then about 3;^ quarters per acre, was sown in

"'S in the following manner :—4f acres with Wheat
early in November, 2j acres with winter Oats, 4 acres

th Rye, and 2 acres were planted with Cabbages in

October, which were taken off' in March, and Mangel
wn in their place. The Wheat was twice flooded

th sewage, in March and in April, 450 to 500 tons to

the acre being applied in the two dressings. The crop

produced 5 J quarters, and three loads of straw to the

e. The winter Oats were three times flooded in

rrch and in April, over the whole, and over a part

June, receiving in all about 500 tons to the acre.

These Oats yielded 8 quarters of corn, with three loads

of straw per acre. The Rye was flooded twice, in

March and in April, in all with about 450 to 500 tons

per acre ; it was cut in July, and threshed in the field,

yielding 6 quarters, with three loads of straw.

If it be urged that in such an unusually dry season as

1 868, good results would necessarily follow irrigation

with town sewage, it must be remembered that although

these crops no doubt benefited in common with those

of the whole country, by the lengthened fine weather,

the soil is a dry burning gravel, and no sewage w-as

applied to either Wheat or Rye after the month of

April, up to which time there was the ordinary amount
of wet weather, without any unusual heat. The same
field has been again in Wheat and Oats and Barley,

and the experience of 1869 with a cold May and June
equally with that of the hot and dry season of the pre-

vious year, bears ample testimony to the power of sew-

age upon this soil as a manure for corn crops. The
Wheat has yielded 4 quarters per acre, the winter Oats

no less than 1 1 quarters per acre, the Barley ripening

unkindly only 4J quarters per acre ; but it must be

remembered in all these cases that the field, naturally

a poor gravelly soil, was then yielding its third succes-

sive grain crop. Most satisfactory results also continue

to be reported last year* from Lodge Farm in the culti-

vation of Potatos, Cabbages, Beet, Mangel Wurzel, and
other green crops. The Lodge Farm experience, con-

fining it to its growth of Grass, maybe said to represent

a return of 5J. annually from every individual con-

tributing to the sewage used upon it. Supposing
the water supply to be over 30 gallons a head,

each person will make 50 tons of sewage annually,

corresponding to the production of 10 cwt. of Grass,

worth I0.f. a ton.

The experience here, combined with the information

derived from the analyses of the clear effluent water,

pouring from the farm into the neighbouring brook,

is sufficiently encouraging for those who are interested

in the cleanliness of both town and river.

We turn now to a large number of instances of irriga-

tion where the object has been not only to make a pro-

fit but to abate a nuisance. Such are the cases of

Aldershot, Banbury, Bedford, Croydon, Norwood,
Rugby, Warwick, and Worthing. Report of II. M.
Rivers PolhitioH Commission.

(To be Continued.)

PAPER FIBRE INQUIRY.
ing are extracts from letters received by the Scottish

this subject.]

I. From Mr. C. Laivson, of Bortlnuick Hall, Gore-

bridge, March II, 1S70.—This subject is naturally of

mportance to paper manufacturers, and well deserving

of their attention.

Fibre, of course, exists more or less in all grasses ;

but to ascertain which species will be found equally

suitable for the manufacture of paper, and for cultiva-

tion oir waste place, it will be necessary to conduct

careful experiments, to which end I shall gladly offer

my advice and services, so far as my health penrrits

me, should the Chamber resolve to follow out the

question seriously.

Esparto itself is not adapted to this climate, but there

are several other grasses and plants with which advan-

tageous experiments may be made.
Regarding waste lands, they may be divided into

sea-coast and landward. On the sea-coast the common
Bent or Marrum (Psamma arenaria), and the Elymus
arenarius might be tried with probable success ; and

for such localities attention might also be given to the

Tree Mallow (Lavatera arborea), which is indigenous

to this country, and produces very strong fibre in con-

siderable quantity. These plants occur to me at the

moment, and I am sure that a certain amount of success

would result from their cultivation. But in the course

of experiments there is no doubt that other plants.

* Notes upon the Sewage Cultivatic

by the Hon. H. W. Petre. EfBnghar

suitable for the purpose, would also be found capable

of cultivation on sea exposure.

The landward waste lands may be subdivided into

three sections : I. Veiy stony moorland on wdiich the

mon Bent-grass (Agrostis vulgaris) suggested by
Mr. Cowan, might certainly be tried ; the Wavy Hair

Grass (Aira flexuosa), and some of the Fescues, such

Festuca ovina and rubra, should also be experi-

mented with, as well as the Gold of Pleasure (Camelina

sativa), which yields a good strong fibre. 2. The
damp peaty moorland where the Marsh Bent-grass

(Agrostis alba), and the variety of it called Fiorin-

giass (Agrostis stolonifera), may very likely succeed ;

and on drained and reclaimed parts the common
Timothy (Phleum pratense) might be tried—this last

with considerable prospect of success. 3. Waste laiids

in favourable situations, good exposure, and possessing

some little fertility. On such, many grasses might be

experimented with, and the Oat-grass (Arrhenatherum

enaceum) as well as Yellow Oat-grass (Trisetum

flavescens) are chiefly deser\'ing of notice. The common
Nettle, or perhaps rather the Canadian species (Urtica

adensis), should also have attention ; the Sunflower,

the Jerusalem Artichoke, and any good hardy species

f Althaea, and Mallow offer likewise good prospect of

success.

Looking to the very high price which Mr. Cowan says

Esparto has reached, I am still of opinion that in the

good exposures of the South of England and Ireland,

the New Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax) is worthy of

further trial.

While on this subject, do you not think it possible

that the refuse of the sugar-cane manufactories may
form a good raw material for papermaking ? I have
frequently seen abroad mounds of the expressed cane

lying about, apparently of no value ; but surely this

has been thought of and found unsuitable.

2. From Professor Balfoicr, Royal Botanic Garden,

Ediid'Uigh, March 21, 1S70.—I have no doubt that

there are many plants which can be cultivated in

Britain for this purpose. Some years ago a gentleman

presented to the museum of the Botanic Garden speci-

mens of paper pulp manufactured by him from various

plants, such as Broom, Whin, Heather, Blaeberry,

Bramble, Thorn, &c. The specimens can be seen in

the museum.
I agree with Mr. Lawson in most of his stiggestions.

The following plants appear to me to be suited for

furnishing materials for paper :

—

Psamma arenaria, the common Bent, or Marrum of

the shore, Elymus arenarius, Phragmites communis,
and perhaps Carex arenaria. These are all native

plants, which thrive well in a sandy soil. Elymus
condensatus (the Bunch-grass of Western America),

Arundo conspicua, and Tussac-grass, might also be

cultivated with success.

The Mallow tribe might supply valuable species ;

such as Malva sylvestris, Lavatera arborea, L. triloba,

Althrea officinalis, and A. rosea (the Hollyhock).

Among the Composite plants I may mention the

Sunflower, the Jerusalem Artichoke, the Hemp Agri-

mony, Senecio sarracenicus, and the American species

of Solidago, as being useful fibre plants.

The Nettle tribe also supplies fibres, and the common
Nettle and the Hop can be easily grown in many kinds

of soils.

Another plant which thrives in our climate, and
which yields fibre, is Yucca gloriosa. Specimens of this

plant thrive well in the open air in the Botanic Garden.

It is of importance to cultivate plants which can be

cut down in summer without being destroyed. Some
of the plants mentioned, such as Lavatera arborea,

after being cut, would require to be renewed by seed.

These are some of the plants which occur to me as

worthy of cultivation.

Mr. M'Nab has suggested the following additional

plants as worthy of a trial ;—Bark of Lime tree, San-

guisorba, especially S. canadensis ; Spira:a aruncus,

and perhaps S. Ulmaria ; Campanula latifolia, species

of Centaurea, Daphne Laureola, stems of species of

Teazel (Dipsacus), Scirpus maritimus, some species of

Rush, such as Juncus maritimus ; leaves of Scotch Fir,

Willows, species of Dock, stems of Chicory, Epilo-

bium angustifolium. Privet, some Ferns, such as the

common Bracken ; Lythrum salicaria, species of

Thalictrum, Typha latifolia, and T. angustifolia.

3. From Mr. Charles Coioan, Alount Grange, Edin-

burgh, April 2, 1870.—Regarding, as I do, a steady

supply of suitable material for paper as an absolute

necessity of our social and intellectual existence, I feel

deeply interested in the success of the efforts that may
be put forth for the growth and supply of such vegetable

matters as may be found the best adapted for the various

purposes for which paper is applied, at a moderate but

remunerative price to the growers, and in such abund-

ance as to render us independent of foreign nations.

The Esparto, or Spanish Grass, which was first

introduced in small quantity in 1S60, at a cost of;^5

per ton, delivered at the port of importation, has been

supplied at about the same price ever since, in large

and yearly increasing quantities, till about six months

ago, since which time, owing to an alleged very short

crop, the price has nearly doubled.

The first question to be solved is, what are the vege-

table substances the most likely for the purpose which

could be supplied at about £i or £6 per ton, free from

extraneous matters.
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The gi'ower must bear in mind that tlie cost of grow-

ing, winning, gathering, and storing the crop, must, in

a large measure, depend upon the density or sparsencss

of the yield, and besides, that it is of the utmost im-

portance that the vegetable matter, when treated,

should have comparatively but a small portion of the

alkaline earths, such as silica, in its composition, it

being essential to detach these earths by boiling the

material in strong caustic alkali under very high

pressure, the process, besides, being attended with

great expense, and leaving but 50 per cent, or even

less, of the original weight of material of fibre fit for

paper.

I am of opinion that there are many of our grasses,

such as the common Italian Rye-grass and Timothy-

grass, which would cost much less than the Esparto in

the boiling processes, and would be better adapted for

paper. I may mention, among other substances which

I am prepared to exhibit, specimens of pulp from

Tussac- grass, and from Broom shoots, which have

been tried, at the request of Sir James and Lady

Matheson of the Lews, both of which yield a long fibre,

which, when bleached, is of a fine white colour.

There is good hope besides of wood shavings being
found very suitable ; but one disadvantage in their use
arises from the enormous and dangerous pressure under
which they are boiled in strong alkaline ley, and the
heavy expense attending the process.

I by no means wished to discourage the production
of Flax straw as a material for paper. My object was
merely to state that, from the extreme strength of the
fibre derived from it, and its consequent "harshness,''
it would not per sf be well adapted for printing paper.
But it would be valuable as a blend in papers used foi

printing, and certainly for packing paper for various
purposes it would be admirably adapted.
Both printed paper and brown packing papers now

used are adulterated by a large admixture of mineral
matter introduced into very unsuitable materials ; and
the supply of a tough and yet flexible packing paper,
both white and brown, of various thicknesses, is a great
desideratum.

A GRICULTURAL STA TISTICS.

; [We continue the publication of the official Tables. The following are further Tables illustrative of

Foreign Agriculture.]

Statement of the Estimated Quantities of the Principal Kinds of Corn and of Potatos and
OTHER Crops Produced in Foreign Countries, according to the Latest Returns.

Corn Crops :

—

Whe.it and Spelt

Oats .'.

Rye .

.

Peas .

.

Buckwheat .

.

Maize .. ..

Mixed ^ain . .

Other kinds .

.

Green and other crops
Potatos

Mangels
Beetroot and Cabbage
Beetroot for sugar
Chicory
Colza and Rapeseed.

.

Tobacco
Madder

I'- {libfe ;.

H-P {lib?e v.

Cotton
Sug,

10,591,001

1,348,540

19.739

3.393.034

2S.3M.=«7

94.322

187,420

651,390

186,561

79.S42.1

",643,!

87,206,932
25,887,302

bush. 9,802,546
14,608,434
55,584,219

bush. 2,350,048
cwt. 1,029,406
bush. 2,536,572

* Included with Carrots, &c.

Statement of the Estimated Average Yield per Statute Acre of the Principal Corn Crops,

AND OF Potatos in Imperial Bushels, in various Countries.

Countries,
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This, it must be remembered, is earned at a cost of

many extra hours of work, often amounting to an

addition of two days to the week, and allowance must

be made also for the gieater amount of food and drink

consumed, and for the wear and tear of tools. The
difficulty of laying down any fixed estimate on this

subject is shown by ojie of the Tables in the Appendix
(Evid. 6S), where the earnings of 12 ordinaiy labourers

at piece-work varied from the fixed payment of £1 for

harvest to ^3, which was obtained by specially skilled

men.
Difficult as these additions are to estimate, I think it

may safely be said that the ordinary labourer in this

county earns on the average (piece-work and everything

included) from 10/. to ilj". a week. Carters and

shepherds, who work longer hours, and to whom
therefore some additional advantages are always given,

would often receive from 2s. to 3j-. a week more.

To the "perquisite" system, as above described,

there is another very strong objection to be made.
The general time of payment is once a fortnight, in

many cases once a month, and in some at irregular

intervals. The result of this is that very little money
passes between the master and his man. Deductions

are made for the '

' grist corn, " and often for cheese and
butter, for skimmed milk, for barley for the pig, or for

the pig itself, so that the actual money earned never

passes between the employer and the employed, but

the balance only which remains (if any) is handed over

to the labourer. The result is, that "48 hours after

the labourer has taken his wages he has seldom a

shilling left." (Evid. 72).

The rent of the cottages on some estates is very low.

Lords Portman and Shaftesbury, for instance, let all

theirs at is. a week, including a garden ; so do many
other landowners. Lord Westminster, who always
adds an exceptional amount of land, charges ;i^5 a year,

and round Dorchester few cottages are to be obtained

at a less rate. Indeed, many of the farmers in that

district who include a cottage in their wages, estimate

its value at 2s. a week. In Fordington and similar

open villages 2s. 6d. is no uncommon price. On the

whole, however, taking the ample gardens into con-

sideration, the cottage rents are usually below the

average of other counties.

The redeeming feature of rural life here is the

amount of land held by the labouring class ; indeed,

but for this, the wages would sometimes hardly be
sufficient to support life. The gardens are large, many
regular labourers have a bit of Potato land ploughed
and manured for them, and allotments are very common.
A reference to the Tables appended to this Report
(Evid. 65) will show that these are not always cheaply
let, and that a good many are bringing in a profit of

£4. an acre to their owners, and cannot, therefore, be
described as any favour granted to the peasant. In
the union of Bridport the average rent of land let in

aHotments is as high as 6 gs. * Some landowners, on the

contrary, have been very careful to avoid this. On
Lord Shaftesbury's estate alone there are 396 allotment
gardens, of which the common rent amounts to a rate

of 24s. per acre, and no less than 164 of them are half

an acre in extent.

"For some years the cottages of Dorset were a byword
and reproach. . . . It is pleasant to look back
upon the serious charges then advanced against them,
because it places in strong and gratifying contrast their

present condition."+ "There has been," says Lord
S. G. Osborne, "in the 27 years I have known Dorset,
the greatest improvement " {Evid. 4). Where many have
improved, it is invidious to mention names. Following
the lead of Mr. Sturt at Crichell, the great majority of
landowners have effected great changes on their estates.

The improvement in public opinion on this subject is

no doubt in a great degree due to the exertion of Lord
Sidney Godolphin Osborne, to whose most valuable
paper in the Appendix (Evid. 4) it is unnecessary for

me to call your particular attention.

In spite of these changes, the cottages of this county
are more ruinous and contain worse accommodation
than those in any other county I have visited except
Shropshire ; and it must be remembered that the
system of hiring adopted here would especially seem to
require a sufficiency of bed-room accommodation. The
estate of Lord Rivers, having been long held by life

tenants, is notorious for its bad cottages. And such
villages as Bere Regis, Fordington, Winfrith, Cran-
bourne, or Charminster (in which there is an average
of seven persons to a house), together with others
described in the evidence, are a disgrace to

the owners of the land, and contain many
cottages unfit for human habitation. Nor can
this condemnation be confined to large open villages.

The parish of Batcombe, for instance (with an acreage
of 1 109), has within its limits 23 cottages occupied by
agiicultural labourers, of which 11 have one bedroom
only, and in five of these families with three or more
children are sleeping (Evid. 59). In the 42 parishes
comprised within the unions of Cerne and Wimborne,
no less than 314 (or 16 per cent.) of the cottages had
one bedroom only, and 1 13 of these contained a family
with three or more children (Evid. 59). What is

From 45 parishes where allotments are let I have a retun
also of the rent paid. The rollowing shows that at least half an
let at a very high rate :—Let under £2 per acre, 71 acres ; £2 ant
under £i, 133 acres ; £3 and under ^4, 54 acres ; £4 and unde
£s> 93 acres ; £5 and over, 68 acres.

t Journal of Royal Agricultural Society," xv., p. 441.

called a second bedroom is often, too, a mere apology
for it, and is sometimes described as "a closet not

closed " from the bedroom. One special difficulty in

the way of improvement in this county should, how-
ever, be mentioned. It is the number of cottages let

on lease for lives, and until these fall in the landlord

has no control, and no power of effecting such improve-
ment. It is to be regretted that some are still being let

on these terms.

There is one circumstance connected with these

villages which renders them more especially open to

reproach, that is, the neglect of the most obvious

sanitary precautions. In village after village the

answer was, " there is nothing like one privy to eveiy

cottage." I saw whole rows of cottages with none,

and abounding with nuisances of all kinds. Remon-
strance is generally disregarded, and the state of filth

in which many parishes are left calls aloud for some
active interference to relieve the present authorities of a

responsibility they have gi'ossly neglected.

In respect of education, this county appears to me
to have made considerable exertion. The smallness of

many parishes has rendered it difficult for them to

procure a master, and therefore the school, which now
exists in almost every parish, is generally taught by a

mistress. From what I have already said it will be

seen that these schools have great difficulties to con-

tend with, owing to early labour, and to the scanty

resources of the families. Education, therefore, is very

insufficient, but I noticed with pleasure the great

desire for instruction which prevailed among the

labouring poor in this county, one proof of which may
be found in the fact that the proportion of parishes

with night-schools is very unusually large {Evid. 3).

Farmers in this county are especially suspicious of

education, because it is found in practice that the low
wages drive away almost all the young men who are

sufficiently well educated to go. A striking instance of

this is given by Lord Sidney G. Osborne, in his

memorandum relating to children educated at Dur-
weston (in which parish the day-school is not of any
pretension, but a night-school has been most ener-

getically worked) during the last 24 years. Out of 1S7

children thus traced, 129 are accounted for as having
left the parisli, and 24, besides four whole families,

have emigrated (Evid. 57).

The great need of education in this county is some
check upon the continuous employment of children at

an early age. In the case of girls, "gloving" is

mainly responsible ; in that of boys, as I have already

said, it is field work. Many cease to obtain any
effective instruction whatever after seven or eight years

of age, and in some parishes it is the maximum age to

which they can be kept at school. I/ori. E. Stanhope's

Report to Commissioners on theEmphymeyit of Children,
Young Persons, and IVomen in Agriculture.

THE SMALL FARM IN IRELAND.
At a time when the ablest politicians have their

thoughts anxiously directed to the state of the Irish

peasant, and the wisest heads seem puzzled to find out

the secret of his long-standing discontent and the

readiest means of removing it, it may not be out of

place to anticipate the issue of the Land Question,

which is now the important move upon the political

board after that of the Church ; and, "come the con-

quest when it may," we shall assume that the crisis

has been tided over with the usual amount of speeches,

pro and con, and that the small tenant has at last

secured the long-coveted prize, and has become the

lucky farmer of one or two acres of his native soil, with
all the advantages that law can give on the score of

tenant-right, or any other right.

All this being settled, still the task lies before him of

earning a livelihood ; and if he is to live by the land, or

upon it, he will require help from various quarters

besides the Statute Book. When agriculture has been
in a strait it has had to borrow from the kindred art of

horticulture, until some farms have got to be more like

immense market gardens than farms ; but if we make
every allowance for the Irish acre being large, still the

fanner of a few acres will only be a small market gar-

dener, that is to say, a person sparing neither labour
nor capital to make the most of his holding. I recollect

reading of a first-class gardener, who kept a full sized

cow all the year round, and never had more than half

an imperial acre of land to keep her on. He could not

afford to grow corn of any kind, consequently he had to

buy straw, but, as a set-ofF against that, he had many
tons of manure to sell, which his employer was glad to

purchase at a good price. The secret of his success lay

in the well-known doctrine of having one crop half-

grown, or well forwarded, before the other was got off;

and, if we take the Cabbage tribe for example, many
months of their growth would be in small compass
in the seed-bed or nursery lines, whilst the crop
of Vetches was waving on the future Cabbage
ground— for the Cabbage plant will bear trans-

planting, either young, half grown, or full grown.
Besides the Cabbage tribe he grew CaiTots and Mangel
Wurzel for his cow, and these being rich in nourish-

ment, they would bear to be let down with a fair

amount of finely cut oat-straw. In confirmation of

this doctrine, I found that when my own cow got

Carrots and Mangels aalib. she would not eat hay, and
the milk and butter were inferior in quality ; but when
I cut the hay, and rasped the roots, and mixed the

mess, all went on right. My gardening friends will

easily understand what a bulk of food a skilful gardener

would get from half an acre of good land well situated,

as there are crops, such as the Gourds, that yield a

great weight of food, that will keep a long time with
proper handling ; but this style of farming is not

calculated to meet the wants of the Irish peasant at

the present time, although the climate of Ireland being

favourable for green crops generally is indeniable.

No man is fit to be trusted with an acre of land
who contemplates the cultivation of Potatos only

;

that day has gone by, and no friend of Ireland would
wish to see it return. There has been for a long time
past an excellent market for any amount of Irish

butter or Irish pork, with hard-cash payments on the

spot, thereby enabling the producer to exchange com-
modities with all the word. Agriculture and horti-

culture being carried on for the most part by ill paid

and uneducated labourers, an idea has got into the

minds of the inexperienced that any one can dig or

plough : and we hear it from the pulpit, and read of it

from the lighter portion of the press, that a country

life in a thatched cottage must be happiness, or very

nearly thereto. The homely art of digging or delving

is by no means indigenous to Ireland, for in whole
districts the ordinary spade, if known, is not used, for

I noticed a body of men a few miles from Waterford
with spades that were merely crooked sticks shod with
a piece of iron not much wider than my hand ; and
in order to convince a person of the power of the

spade, he might look in at some London market
gardener's man digging by piecework, to see what
good tools worked with a good will can do. Whoever,
therefore, contemplates working in earth, whether with

the spade or the plough, had better be well advised in

the matter before he begins ; for it is quite a serious

affair now for a man to take his fortune into his own
hands, when a crop of Potatos to supply all his wants
can no more be depended upon.

Foreign aid—all that Government, however paternal,

can do, is not taken into the smallest account ; but the

bleak and barren acres have to be made warm by
drainage and shelter, and fruitful to the utmost that

the soil and climate are capable of, and this principally

by the untiring energy of one man and his family.

Costly tools, steam, and machinery are out of the

question here, however profitable elsewhere, and the

happiness of the cottage life is seriously interfered with
when we have to coerce an ungrateful soil or subdue a
stormy climate. The former greatness of some chief

bearing the family name, and the forlorn hope that the

descendants of such a man might one day by some
means get back the long-lost wealth and honours, has
gulled thousands ; and if I could only eradicate this

weed (which years ago in Scotland, with all our pride,

we have trodden under foot), I might then hope to

plant something profitable in its place. A great deal of

the land in Ulster is held by royal charter— actual

grants from Government in "consideration," and this,

no doubt, helps to keep alive the delusion that Court
favour might some day make amends for the misery it

had caused many years ago. I read only the other day
the finest example I ever met with of a man blinded by
his wealth and Court favour. When Naaman, the

commander-in-chief of all the armies of the King of

Syria, was afflicted with leprosy, he proceeded, with

a splendid retinue befitting his high rank, from that

Court with a letter from his royal master to the neigh-

bouring king, in the hope that a prophet of that

country would be able to cure hira. He was, more-
over, the bearer of rich presents of gold and other

goods. Here was Court favour and Government aid

with a high hand ! The generalissimo himself was,

moreover, valiant, honourable, and rich ; and in

addition to all this, the prophet kindly and freely

offered him the gift of a miraculous cure ; but all to no
purpose, for the great general, like all true patriots,

was proud of his native country, and jealous of its

honour, and therefore thought lightly of the prophet's

bidding him wash in the Jordan ; and the whole
embassy would have been a failure had not the prac-

tical wisdom of 5er\'ants come to his aid, counselling

obedience, of which as a warrior he no doubt felt the

weight, and at last saw the necessity : so that after all

the state patronage of two kings, and the kindness

of the good prophet, it was the advice gently given,

or rather hinted, by men of no mark that got over the

difficulty. Now, since these things were written for our
instruction, the case of the great general might save

others from splitting upon the same rock.

Whether it be the echo of the Irish tiller of the soil

and his tenant-right that has reverberated on the

English shore, or whether it is a sign of better days
coming, when the poor shall no more be forgotten

unto the end, I know not ; but certain it is that the

importance of the agricultural labourer was never so

openly acknowledged as it is now, and he too is spoken
of as worthy of having half an acre or more of land

attached to his cottage. I have stated above that even
this small area of land may be made to go far towards
keeping a cow, and the cow will go far towards keeping
the family. Most people have more land than they have
capital to manage ; land must be got and kept in condi-

tion to grow anything that is found most profitable if

it is to pay the occupier. A poor crop of anything is to

be shunned, and the scientific rotation of crops, so im-

portant on a large scale, is of no service in small holdings.

An eminent gardener remarked at the Congress of
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Horticulturists in Manchester last year, that those who
did not agree with deep tillage .should be disestablished

and disendowed, for there is no profitable cultivation

without it. If the dii;gmgs were tried on both sides of

the Shannon in Ireland, and also on both sides of the

Trent in England, it might save the long journey to

the Antipodes or to California ; for assuredly gold, or

the value thereof, would be found in the underlying

fun-ow or maiden loam, if we could only get it to work
over the broad acres where it has so long reposed.

The earth being got, the next thing is manure. Now
everything that your soil is short of, which good fertile

land has, will be manure for your land. Sand may be

of great service to your stiff clay soil ; and peat, being

vegetable matter, will be always a staple article, and
should be used as an absorbent of liquid manure, to

enable that article to reach the field of its labour ; dry

peat will pay for its carriage for this purpose, as it is of

itself an excellent manure, and does double duty when
charged with liquid manure. Clay, too, is useful when
dried for the same purpose, and burnt clay becomes
exceedingly valuable where it can be got. Sawdust
being an exceedingly convenient form of vegetable

matter, seems all at once to have attracted attention as

an absorbent of liquid manure. Almost all fonns of

waste vegetable matter are useful to build up new
tissues, and the manure-heap itself requires some
management. No article should either be seen or

smelt that is destined for manure ; there should be a

burial of the dead vegetable or animal remains ; or, in

other words, the manure-heap should be soiled over,

that the properties of the manure should not be wasted
before the time. Unless the English labourer intends

to keep a cow, he will find that 40 poles of ground, or

one-fourth of an imperial acre, ^\ill be quite as much
as he can manage In the way of garden, and even this

amount of garden may require him to hire labour to

keep it in good working order, for if we take the

digging at 4I?. a pole and the trenching (i foot deep)

at St/., it will soon be seen that a moderate-sized plot

of ground is best suited to the means of the tenant.

The 65 miles of sea that divide Kingston from Holy-
head separate also the ideas of the English labourer

from those of the same class in Ireland, as I shall

endeavour to show. The ordinary supply of vegetables

to the English labourer's mid-day meal would average
about I lb. of Potatos, whereas a working man in

Ireland would require from 10 lb. to 14 lb. of Potatos

daily for the three meals. The habits of the two
classes are essentially different ; whilst the one %vould

be content to cultivate a moderate-sized garden
for his immediate wants, the other would require quite

a home farm to supply his family with the one article

of Potatos. If we take the garden of the English agri-

cultural labourer, and reckon it at 40 poles, and divide

this into four quarters, we shall have to assign one
quarter entirely to the Cabbage and Kale tribe, and
another to the early and late Potatos, whilst a third

will be taken up with fixtures or plants of perennial

habits, such as Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Plums, Apples, Rhubarb, as the raw material for tarts

and dumplings. Strawberries also should have a small
square if possible. The other quarters of the garden
will be charged with that staple article the Broad Bean,
and early and late Peas, with Carrots, Parsnips,

Onions, Leeks, Lettuce, and Celery, with Parsley

and other potherbs. I have not forgotten Turnips
although I have not named them, as they can usually

be grown after early Potatos or after early Peas,

for spring sown Turnips seldom yield a profitable crop
in a cottage garden, or indeed anywhere. Ground
unoccupied by gi'owing crops .should be kept at work
growing Kales or Cabbages, as they will bear to be
transplanted several times, and are just as useful for

table when half grown as when larger. Those who
would allow the labouring man much less that 40 poles
for a garden would be depriving him of a very great
blessing, and those who would allot him a larger

amount, unless for the keep of a cow, would not be his

benefactor generally speaking ; for I have counted the
cost of seed, plant, labour, &c., and can testify from
experience what the cropping, cleaning, manuring, and
harvesting will cost, for I have just about 40 poles of
garden ground in Aberdeenshire, and therefore I maybe
allowed to give a practical opinion, especially as it has
been in the family for about 100 years.

I have travelled the length and breadth of Ireland at

all sea.sons of the year, and have been grieved to see the
mines of wealth unworked in landed property uncared
for in a fertile climate, whilst the mud cabin in other
places was pushed far too high up the hillside to be
either comfortable or profitable to the tenant. Let ns
hope that the coming event of tenant-right may bring
blessings in its train to every tiller of the soik Alex.
Forsyth, 9, Islington Square, Salford.

gome Comspnbeii«.
Roots and Straw.— I must go into the latter part

of '* G. A. H.'s" letter. He tries to make it out that
I am a kind of *'dog in the manger," by making it

appear that I am opposed to tenants using artificial

manures. Now there was nothing in either of my
letters upon Mr. Lawes' paper to justify him in this,

for I took Mr. Lawes' own evidence, and showed that
a man might take a farm in low condition, and by

clean farming and the aid of manures, artificial or
otiierwise, its productiveness might be greatly increased ;

and my writings went to show that if a tenant left such
a farm (no matter what the cause), all Mr. Lawes
would give him for his improvements was the eating
value of a year's straw. That is the sum and substance
of Mr. Lawes' paper, and " G. A. H." has not shown
that I put a wrong construction upon it, neither has
Mr. Lawes. If I did, let either of them come out and
show that I did. The fact is, I took Mr. Lawes' own
words, and they stand dead against him. I said that
such an acknowledgment would not do the tenant-
farmer justice, and 1 say so now. The eating value of
a year's straw never can be the just reward to a man
wh3 has increased the letting value of his farm some
Sj-. or ioj. per acre, which such an improvement must
have effected. Let "G. A. II." read my letters again,
and all that I have written, and he will find that 1 am
not the **dog in the manger," trying to stop the use of
artificial manures or any. other permanent improvement
on land, for all that I write or say goes for its improve-
ment ; all I ask is that the man who improves shall

have justice done him. Mr. Lawes' eating value of a
year's straw would not give him justice, for in this part
of the country every farmer gets that, the eating value,

tic, whether he be a good or a bad farmer, without
Mr. Lawes' aid. William Smith, Woolston, Blctchlcy

Station, Bucks, May 19.

Potato Planting.—We have had a most favourable
time for planting. The land has been dry and in good
condition, and if planted our way it will not have
suffered from the sharp frosts of the last week. We
are looking for\\'ard to an early and vigorous growth,
although neither our first nor second sets have as yet

made their appearance, mainly from our treatment of

the seed through the winter and mode of planting.

From past experience we find much depends on winter

storing. Since digging time last autumn we have not

sprouted them, neither have we put under earth, but
housed them in an old cottage, and frequently removed
from one side to the other by picking up and putting
them into baskets. The slightest touch to the young
spurts efi'ectually prevents them from growing ; in fact,

we had no occasion to spurt once. My neighbours, as

a rule, are very particular to get long spurts to their

early seeds, and very carefully plant the spurt upwards
to come through as soon as niay be ; in fact the sooner
they come through the ground after planting the better

they are pleased. If in good condition they certainly

do come through soon, and grow away into large tops.

This I consider is a great mistake ; for if taken up
some considerable time after coming through they will

have clean blanched stems only, and simply growing
at the expense of seed. If tops only were wanted for

salad or any other use, by all means plant with a good
long spurt, and with the eye upwards. We j^refer

them long in coming up, and for some years have
planted with eye and sprout.downwards ; they are some
time in finding daylight, and certainly form a stouter

stem and more active root ; and these are of primary
importance, if we plant for a crop of tubers. At another

time I will write you some further particulars about
our most useful but consumptive patients, pommes tie

terre, with the view of finding some specific for their

various diseases. T. G., If. A'. S.

A Walk over the Farm, May 16.—Fifty-five

acres of heavy-land Wheat looking all that could be
desired, and amply thick, from one bushel of seed per
acre. Equally promising are Oats from two bushels,

and Barley from six pecks per acre. Spring Beans,

red Clover, winter Tares, and Italian Rye-grass, all

very satisfactory. Mangel coming up nicely. A good
seed-bed of Kohl Rabi plants, for future planting.

Two acres of Cabbages planted this spring, ready for

harvest, growing nicely. Six acres of Peas for London
markets, recovering from the attacks of frost and
French partridges. Fourteen acres of pasture, late. The
only failure is in six acres of Wheat on light land,

thrown out by frost and partially injured by wire-

worm ; about two acres of this field are so much
injured as to require drilling with Barley. Winter
Beans, although somewhat injured by frost, are

branching well, and the blanks supplied by spring

Beans. Live stock, both sheep and bullocks, doing
well. A sufficient supply of Mangel still on hand.
Mowing Italian Rye-grass for our farm horses. Land
clean, hoeing having been ea.sy and uncostly, owing to

the long drought. Thick sowers had better come and
see my crops now, and draw their own conclusions from
facts rather than from imagination. The 2 pecks
per acre of Wheat drilled may surprise them, so may
Wheat after Mangel and two previous Wheat crops

;

also Rivett Wheat after 6 quarters of White Wheat

—

the Rivett drilled at i bushel per acre. If thin sowing
is ample in such a winter as we have had, there can be
no doubt about it in ordinary winters under circum-

stances similar to mine. At all events let every farmer
who desires to save his money, try hall an acre in each
field, or other small comparative experiments. With
drainage, deep and clean cultivation, and plenty of

unwashed cake manure, we may safely bid adieu to

long fallows, thick sowing, and small crops, and choose
such a rotation as we may find more profitable. So far

as I have observed, Wheats are promising on well-

farmed drained heavy lands—not so good onundrained
heavy land—on light land very gappy from injury by
frost and wireworm, a considerable breadth having

been resown with Bariey or Oats. As I anticipated,
the non-paying prices received by foreign growers
have led to a discontinuance of Wheat growing, so that
we may reasonably expect a better price for the produce
of our next Wheat crop. A gentleman just arrived by
Pacific Railway from California tells me that they are
changing from corn to cattle, owing to the unremunera-
tive prices received for Wheat and dear labour. Barley
and Oats appear to ]ilant well wherever I have seen
them. Much failed Wheat land has been resown with
Barley, so that there is no present prospect of a high
price for that grain. These fine showers are rapidly
improving vegetation. As certain persons persist in

pretending to doubt the truthfulness of my published
balance-sheets, I will merely remark once for all that
they represent the exact amounts received and paid in

hard cash as entered in my cash-book, so that there can
be no mistake as to the facts, y. J. Mcchi.

Mr. Smith of Woolston as a Landlord.—What
can be the matter with your irritable correspondent
" G. A. H. ? " Is there some disturbing influence
in the atmosphere, or is he labouring under incipient

gout ? I have carefully looked over the article written
by Mr. Smith, of Woolston, and can find nothing to
justify the tone of '*G. A. H.'s" recent communica-
tion. No one less deserves the accusation of striving

to breed ill-will between tenants and their landlords
than Mr: Smith, and such remarks as "dog in the
manger" and "beggar my neighbour" might well have
been spared. JV. II. B., May 11.

Herefords v. Shorthorns and Devons.—After
your tabulated statement of the live weights of the
Devons, Herefords, and Shorthorns exhibited at the

last meeting of the Smithfield Club, you say "That at

2 years 6 months old the Shorthorn exceeds the Devon
in average weight by 17 st. i lb., and the Hereford by
3 St. 5 lb. ; " whereas in your tabulated statement you
have shown that the 1st prize Hereford weighed
14 cwt. 3 qr., and the 2d prize 14 cwt. 3 qr. 22 lb.,

and the 1st prize Shorthorn 14 cwt. i qr. 22 lb.,

and the 2d prize 14 cwt. 3 qr. 12 lb. ; thus, instead

of the Herefords being 3 st. 5 lb. lighter, they ave-

raged 4 stones heavier, taking the ist and 2d prize

animals ; and if taken as a class, the difference is

greater, viz., S st 4 lb., in favour of the Herefords.

Having personally superintended the weight of every
animals, I can vouch for the correctness of this. The
subsequent portion of your remarks would lead your
readers to forget the fact that at the previous show the

average weight of the Hereford steers not exceeding
2 years 6 months old was 10 st. 3 lb. more, and of
those exceeding 3 years 3 months old, 3 st. 4 lb. more
than that of the Shorthorns, whilst in the class not
exceeding 3 years 3 months old the Shorthorns
exceeded the Herefords 5 stones. From these facts I

think it right to question the soundness of your opinion
of relying upon a single year's experience at the metro-
politan show. T. Duckham, Bayshani Court, Ross,

January 12. [Mr. Duckham has sent us this copy of

a letter posted on the date it bears, which had not
reached us, or would have appeared at the time. See

pp. 50 and 572.]

Agricultural Gleanings from Foreign Con-
suls' Reports.

—

St. Croix, Denmark.—An agi-icul-

tural society has been re-established during the past

two years, and appears to create much interest ; but as

the public are thus far without any reports as to its

proceedings, no conclusion in the advance made
through this means in so vital and important a subject

can be arrived at. The great prevailing defect of exhaus-

tive cultivation remains unaltered, whereby the finest

lands of the island are becoming reduced in productive-

ness and value. The Labour Act of 1849 continues in

full operation, by which a yearly contract is enforced,

the labourers on the estates divided into three classes,

and five days' labour of nine hours compulsory in each
week, at a remuneration of 15 cents per diem for each
first-class labourer, lO cents per diem for each second-

class labourer, and 5 cents per diem for each third-

class labourer, in addition to houses, provision grounds,

medicines, and agi-icultural implements; permission

is also granted to keep hogs, poultry, and in

many cases horses and carts. Immigiants arc

also supplied with medical attendance for the first

two years after their arrival. Saturday is set apart

for the use of the labourers, to cultivate their

grounds and attend market ; employment is, how-
ever, always open to them, at the rate of 20 cents

per diem on this day. Any labour performed on the

estates out of these hours is paid forextra. When desired,

the labourers may receive 6 quarts of meal and 2 lb. of

fish per week, at a reduction in their wages of 5 cents per

diem. Boidognc-sur-Mer.—The indigence of labourers

is being more and more felt in the country, where
migration to the towns is constantly on the increase.

Agricultural machineiy would do much to supply this

lack of hands, but it is as yet little known in this

neighbourhood. Labour at harvest time is worth
2 francs 25 cents a-day with food, and 3 francs without

;

at other seasons, i franc 60 cents with food, and

2 francs 25 cents without food. The necessities of life

and the exceeding dearness of provisions have made
the position of the working man in a town extremely

precarious ; notwithstanding the great increase in the

price of labour, he is now comparatively worse oft

than he was 40 years Habits also of order and
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economy have greatly disappeai'ed, to give place to

wants which only increase. Little is thought of the

mon-ow, and the money thus gained is quickly spent.

Publichouses and places of amusement have much
increased, and swallow up each weelc what would,

if usefully employed, bring in the end a cer-

tain ease and comfort to many families. Kid.—
The stock of Wheat in the hands of the farmers

in the country is at present not large, but from the

practice here of storing in bams it is impossible to give

an approximate estimate as to its extent, and it is quite

certain that even an advance in prices in England would
not bring forward large quantities of Wheat for expor-

tation. Oats are nearly in the same predicament, and,

owing to the local demand, the exportation of Barley

would likewise be limited ; as to Rye, the quantity har-

vested, though considerable, will not be sufficient for

the home consumption, and a supply will be required

from abroad. Lisbon.—The exportation of cattle is an

entirely new feature in the Lisbon trade. Nearly 2500
head were shipped hence in the course of last year for

England. Unfortunately this promising branch of

commerce threatens to be nipped in the bud by the

proposal of the Finance Minister to impose an export

duty of four milreas * per head of cattle, a duty which
is said to be almost exactly equivalent to the profit of

the breeder. Smyrna.—Steam cultivation has been
introduced into many large farms in this district during
the last five years, but the result has not been so satis-

factory as. was anticipated, the expense for coal,

engines, and grubbihg being very heavy items of

expenditure. There are various descriptions of

horses bred in this country, they are generally

useful hardy animals. The horned cattle are very good
for draught. Philadelphia.—An agricultural college is

here established, and is supported partly by the National
and partly by the State Government. The course of
studies is adapted to the wants of the agricultural com-
munity. Three farms have been purchased at a large

expense, and the board of directors have taken such
steps as will ensure success for the practical application

of knowledge and the lights of science in agricultural

pursuits, y, R. J.

Foreign Correspondence.
Paris.—The new society of French agriculturists,

of which M. Drouyn de Lhuys is president, has
announced that a competitive exhibition under its

patronage is appointed to take place next year in Paris.

This exhibition is to be international as regards ma-
chinery, implements, and agricultural produce, but
French only with respect to cattle and other live

animals. The society has voted a sum equal to £2000
for the purpose, the Government, it is expected, will

make a grant of ^6000, and the municipality of Paris
probably about the same ; in addition a guarantee fund
is to be raised to the amount of /'i2,ooo, in subscrip-
tions of ^"40 each.

The same society offers a prize of ;^40 and a medal
for the best agricultural application of a closed vessel,

or other means of keeping grain for a long period
without loss of weight or deterioration of quality. The
papers, &c., are to be sent to the office of the society,

43, Rue du Bac, Paris, before the end of the present
year. G. \V. Y.

Somtics,
SCOTTISH CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.

Entails in Scotland.—At a late meeting of this

Society, Mr. A. K. Mackmght, advocate, read a
long paper on the law of entail, in the course of which
he said it appeared that entails in Scotland took their
rise from an attempt to protect property from the con-
fiscation of a tyrannical Government, and this object
was kept steadily in view, for after the Revolution in

1690 an Act was passed for the security of the creditors,
vassals, and heirs of entail of persons forfeited. But
the circumstances which caused the introduction of
entails have ceased to exist in the country, and the
principles and effects of them have been reprobated
both by the ablest lawyers and political economists
ever since their introduction. He then went on to
say that the valued rent of Scotland is stated in
1S14 at ;^3,8o4,22i. The proportion of that held
under entail is stated to be ;^l, 213,150 17J. 9,/. Scots,
leaving unentailed the valued rent of ;i^2, 591,061
2J. 3i/. Thus, at that period, nearly one-third of the
landed property of the country was possessed under the
fetters of entail. From 1811 to 1S26 there had been
no less than 342 deeds of entail put on record. The
extent, therefore, of the entailed property had greatly
increased between these two periods.. By computing
at a moderate rate the value of properties so entailed,
and by taking into view the extent of property con-
veyed to trustees to be entailed as soon as debts are
paid off, and the amount of iunds conveyed to trustees
for the purpose of purchasing and entailing, the con-
clusion may be truly drawn that about one-half of the
territorial property of Scotland is held under entail,

and the proprietors subjected to all the inconveniences
attending their restricted rights of property, and the
risk and expense of rendering effectual or defeating
the settlements of their predecessors. In 1S25 an ex-

lilreas is about 4^. 5^^.

amination of the record of entails was made, and the

sum was divided, with the exception of the first period,

into teiTns of twenty years ; the whole number of en-

tails was 1 59 1, and there appears to have been recorded

between 1685 and 1705, 79; 1705 and 1725, 125;
1725 and 1745, 15S ; 1745 and 1765, 138 ; 1765 and
17S5, 272 ; 17S5 and 1S05, 360; 1805 and 1825, 459—total, 1591.

It thus clearly appears that the system, instead of

decreasing, has been largely on the increase, and that

as the wealth of the country increased, so the number
of persons who were desirous to found families and
perpetuate their names and estates has been extended,

to the injuiy and demoralisation of the country ; and
from the period of 1S25 till the present time the evil

has gone on magnifying, notwithstanding the passing

of the Rutherfurd Act, which has effected some
improvement in particular cases. But it clearly appears
that the law of entail has operated as a very great

impediment to the progress of agriculture, and the

commerce and transmission of land is obstnicted to a

great extent, and over large districts of territory. In a

commercial and trading country the disadvantages are

obvious. The person who wishes to establish a family

may, in the exercise of this power, find some motive for

his industrious exertions. But the stimulus, even to

this extent, terminates with himself. The incentive is

by the same act taken away from his heirs, and a con-

trary influence, that of indolence or indifl^erence, is

substituted. Not only is improvement retarded, but a

system of mismanagement may be perpetuated ; for

individuals making entails may do so under very im-
pnident and xmwise conditions—not, indeed, for the
purpose of wasting the estate, but through some narrow
policy of an opposite kind, or under the influence of
some wrong bias or partial view, or from mere caprice,

which thus come to be upheld by the sanction of

the law.

Further, one great principle of the law of Scotland
and of every civilised country is violated by this

system—namely, the right of every creditor at common
law to obtain payment of his just debts from property

of every description belonging to the debtor. Pie

then went on to refer to the Rutherfurd Act. Un-
doubtedly, he said, some good has been effected under
this statute ; some entails have been brought to an
end, and the country thus far relieved ; but a greater

number of estates, after having been disentailed, are

just re-entailed again, which is the case with two of

the largest entailed properties in Scotland. Then
there is a serious defect in this Act, that it did not give

the power to the creditors of the substitute heirs to sell

their right of succession. This would have given rise

to a great practical benefit to the country, by forcibly

bringing to an end many entails which are still subsist-

ing, owing to that defect. Although we should be
grateful to Lord Rutherfurd for this Act, which, it has
been said with truth, is the most valuable Act passed for

Scotland since the abolition of the heritable jurisdictions

in 1747, yet the circumstances of the country have
greatly changed since 1848. A poHtical revolution has
taken place, and household sufll^rage now rules in the

country. The question of waste land and waste labour

is coming up prominently before the public. Since 1845
Scotland has been groaning under a compulsory poor
law, which is demoralising the country by providing a

subsistence from property for the idle, the dnmken, and
the depraved, for thieves and prostitutes. This is

becoming a regular moral pestilence, and annually

increasing, till it threatens to swallow up a large portion

of the rental of the countiy. The large proprietors are

pulling down houses and depopulating the country, in

order to save themselves from the increasing assess-

ments, and driving the people in herds into the large

towns, there to be a permanent burden on the city pro-

prietor, and to be maintained in idleness, as there is a

scarcity of employment, owing to the present general

stagnation of trade. But while this is the unfortunate

position of many, will it be believed that there are

5,950,000 acres of waste in Scotland, capable of
improvement, awaiting only the industry of the people
to turn into fertile fields of waving corn ? And what is

the obstacle that stands in the way of this happy trans-

formation ? Why, it is this detestable Satanic law of
entail, which seems to be an ingenious device of the
Prince of Darkness to injure the owners, the heirs, the

tenants, and any one at all connected with land.

The House of Commons' committee consider them-
selves justified in reporting the prevalence of a universal

opinion that the law of entail in Scotland demands
immediate alteration and amendment. Well, then, I

tiTjst that the Chamber of Agriculture will be of the

very same opinion, having so many of them practically

felt the evils of the system. And now, in reference to

the remedy, I would say that the time for tinkering

half-way measures is gone by, that we must demand
and not rest satisfied with anything less than total

abolition of all entails for the future ; and in reference

to existing entails, that a measure shall be passed to

enable the heirs in possession to free themselves of their

burdens by selling as much of the estate as will clear

them, and should they refuse to do this, then their

creditors should have the power, as in a bankrupt
estate, to do it themselves. Further, we must demand
the extension of the principle of the statute of 1848, so

as to render compulsory the sale of their hope of suc-

cession by the substitute heirs, that so the entail may
be wound up and destroyed. Nothing short of this

will or ought to satisfy the people of Scotland,
and the Chamber of Agriculture will not be in
its right place if it does not take a leading
part in this agitation. We want an Encumbered
Estates Act as much or more than Ireland did, and
it has done wonders there. We want a Land Bill in

Scotland to protect the interests of tenants and occu-
piers, which has been so grievously injured by the law
of entail. Finally, as a landed proprietor, I denounce
this law as having been proved to diminish the respecta-
bility and degrade the character of the landlords of
Scotland, and to reduce them to a state of bankruptcy
and beggary—that it has been proved to defraud
creditors and to create a system of legalised swindling
upon the commerce of the country. As a patriot, I
demand its abolition as having caused a train of innu-
merable evils to my country, and being proved to be a
delusion, a mockery, and a snare to every one con-
nected with the land, and as a Christian, I demand its

abolition as contrary to the spirit of the Gospel. He
begged to give notice of the following motion for dis-

cussion at next meeting of the Chamber :
—"That this

Chamber is of opinion that the law of entail has proved
extremely injurious to agricultural improvement in
Scotland—that it has inflicted serious injury to the
general interests of the tenantry, as well as of the pro-
prietors of land held under it, and therefore calls loudly
for the interference of the Legislature. That the Acts
of 1770, 1824, and 1S4S have failed to remove the evils

complained of, and therefore a measure must be
obtained to abolish the Act of 1685, and also to provide
for the winding up of existing entails, with due regard
to the interests of proprietoi^s, substitute heirs, and
creditors."

Discussion.

Mr. Hope of Fentonbams said he agreed very much
with the principles which Mr. Macknight advocated, but
at the same time he would wish to guard himself against
some of Mr. Macknight's illustrations. He had long
thought that entail was a grievance to this country, ta
the people who held estates under it, and to those who
expected to succeed to these estates. Land is a property
different from money, or anything that can by labour be
obtained in quantities, and he thought if a man got the
use of a property during his lifetime, it might be left to
any one the proprietor pleased ; but he (Mr. Hope) denied
his right or title to tie it up in all future times. He would
second the motion.

Mr. Langlands, Balkenback, Forfarshire, in the
course of some remarks, said they were all aware that the
last great sum of money which was expended on the per-
manent improvement of the land of this country came
neither from the proprietors nor the tenants, but was a
sum of money borrowed from Government, and loaned
out at a rate of interest that repaid both interest and
capital in 24 years. That money, for which interest was
paid at the rate of 6^ per cent., was principally taken up
by the farmers, and expended in the improvement of
another man's property. With the contingent expenses,
he thought he was right in saying that the last great sum
of money expended on the permanent improvement of
the land of this country paid at the rate of 8J per
cent. This high rate he attributed to the interference
of the laws of entail and primogeniture, and this
affected every person in the community. In examination
before a Committee of the House of Commons, Mr.
Dickson, of Saughton Mains, said that, according to his
experience, there was a fourth part of agricultural land
which might be profitably employed awanting. Every
farmer knew that for every 50J. of capital invested he must
sell at least ^i worth of human food, or its equivalent. If
this statement of Mr. Dickson's was right, and he (Mr.
Langlands) thought it was, it followed that there was £x
of food awanting from every arable acre in Scotland.
From Parliamentary statistics, he knew that at least there
were 70,000,000 arable acres in the United Kingdom, and
thus it would be seen that there was a lack of j/!^70,ooo,ooo

of food lo the inhabitants of this country. And this might
be traced to the old-fashioned barbaric law of entail.

Although he did not agree with everything which Mr.
Mechi said, when that gentleman stated " with the proper
cultivation of this island it was fit to maintain its present
inhabitants," he cordially agreed with him.
Mr. Melvin. Bonnington, considered that this question

of entail must soon come up to be considered in Parlia-
ment. He thought they were indebted to Mr. Macknight
for the comprehensive way in which he had noticed the
subject, and he moved a vote of thanks to him.

It was then agreed to adjourn the discussion of the
motion till next meeting of the Chamber.

CHESHIRE.
Unifoi'fjiity in Weights. — At a recent meeting of

the County Chamber of Agi-iculture Mr. Rigby read
a paper on the feasibility of selling fanning produce
invariably by weight, and the adoption of the cental as
the standard :

—

Thinking it might facilitate the discussion of the
second question named on our agenda for to-day, I

have ventured to write out a few thoughts thereon, more
with this object simply than to exhaust or even to amplify
remark upon the subject, and in this spirit I beg to
bring them to your notice. The varieties of weights
by which agricultural produce is sold in this country is

very great, and is attended generally with much incon-
venience and perplexity, and I think also with consider-
able loss to the seller. The market reports of our
newspapers are reduced in value to all of us by the
necessity of reduction to the st.andard we individually

use, and which has been determined by the custom of
our respective neighbourhoods, and they are oftentimes

worse than useless to us v-dien we are ignorant of the

standard on which they quote.

i
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As to variety. Wheat for instance is sold in all

our markets by corn-dealers at a certain price per

quarter, which represents 8 bushels of measured grain,

and may weigh 4S0 or 496 lb., according to quality of

sample. In some markets home-grown Wheat is sold

70 lb. to the bushel or measure, and in others 75 lb.

Oats are sold at 40 lb. to measure 42 lb., 45 lb.,

and 50 lb,, and a quarter represents eight times these

weights.

Barley is sold by 60 lb., 65 lb., and even 70 lb.,

and some maltsters will buy only by measure of

38 quarts, and this especially when the sample is good.

Beans are sold per 60 lb. and per 80 lb. Peas as

a rule per 631b., and 60 lb. in some cases. Rye is

generally sold 60 lb. to the bushel,

Potatos are sold by the load of 2401b. or 252 lb.,

and by the bushel of 84 lb. and 90 lb. Hay, straw,

Turnips, Carrots, Mangel Wurzel, and manures of all

kinds, are sold by the ton of 20 cwt. of U2 lb. each
;

but cheese, the staple produce of the county, is sold per

cwt. of 120 lb., to which long custom has added I lb.

more. Butter is sold by the pound of 16 oz., and by
the dish of 20 oz. and 24 oz. Fruit is sold generally by
the measure, or by the hamper, both of which will

represent different weights, according to mode of

measuring, quality, and size of fruit.

The inconvenience and perplexity necessarily

arising from this state of things to one who has any of

these kinds of produce to dispose of only occasionally,

and who may not be very quick at accounts, is appa-

rent ; but it becomes even worse in some markets than

in others because of their situation on the boundary
line between different districts, and has often led to

expensive litigation. The weight per bushel of Wheat,
for instance, not being named at the time the bargain

is made, say in Northwich market, may lead the seller

to infer he has sold 70 lb. per bushel, and the buyer

may be just as confident that he bought 75 lb. The
former being the rule at Warrington and on that side

of the county, and the latter in Middlewich, Nantwich,
and places more south, leads to perplexity and often to

serious dispute.

The matter of loss by these varieties of weight is

proved by the fact known to all close obervers that a

higher proportionate value is obtained on sales by the

lower standards than by the highest. It is seldom that

6(/. per bushel more for Wheat of 75 lb. is obtained,

now for instance, than for a bushel of 70 lb. Those of

us who are sellers of Red Wheat in a market where

75 lb. is the rule, find more difficulty in making 6,r. i)d,

per measure than our neighbours 20 miles away find in

making 6^. yi. for 70 lb. ; and at present prices the

fractions on the 5 lb. are in our favour. When Wheat
is Sj. per 70 lb. in one market, the same quality should

make 8j-. 'j\d. per 75 lb. in the other, but it rarely

makes more than %s. 6(i., and I give it as the result of

some experience that as a rule the difference is even
greater, and that the man who attends the market
where Wheat sells at 70^. will make the most money
in proportion. Similar remarks will apply to Oats and
to Barley. On the Shropshire side of the county,

maltsters almost invariably stipulate for 14 score lb.

weight to the 4 bushel sack, and one of our
members told me that Iiaving some fine Barley to

dispose of last season, he offered it in Chester
to sell at 56 lb. to the bushel, but was met
with the reply, " We maltsters have entered into

a combination with each other to buy only by
measure of 38 quarts." A higher proportionate price

per pound for butter will, I believe, be found to prevail

where it is sold per 16 oz., than when sold by the dish

of 20 or 24 oz. There being but one weight of cheese
sold to the cwt. in the county by makers no discre-

pancy in value may arise ; but why should the i lb.

per cwt. be given over ? We as farmers do not get a
similar favour when buying Hops or Clover seed, or

even in guano or bones. Nor does the cheesemonger
give it to his customer ; nor is our cousin Jonathan so
liberal. I fancy ''business is business" he will say,

and
" There's the bill, sir,

How much your cheese is

To the utmost carat,"

9 tons ig cwt. 3 qr. 27 lb. nett weight of 1 12 lb. to the
cwt. Why should I sell 120 or 121 lb. to the cwt. of
cheese, when I neither sell nor buy aught else at other
than n2lb. ? I make no reflection upon dealers in

any of these commodities. They have a right to buy
on the best tenns they can, and to take advantage of
any local customs that prevail in their district. But as

a body ofmen interested chiefly in the sale of agricultural

produce, we may, I think, fairly inquire whether
uniformity of weight of some kind would not be to our

advantage ?

In discussing this question a little time ago, the

Central Chamber of Agriculture came to the conclusion—"That in the opinion of this council all agricultural

produce should be sold by weight only," and "that
the cental of 100 lb. should be the standard," and
certainly weight appears to be the fairest way of de-

fining quantity, and there is little agricultural produce
to which it might not be applied. Fruit certainly

might be changed thus with advantage to the gi"ower

on his sales, and to the consumer in his purchases ; as

also might Peas, Beans, and similar garden produce,

Eggs even might be more fairly valued by weight than
by number, and in weighed instead of measured milk
there would be one test of purity so far at least as

admixture from the pumji is concerned, milk being
heavier than water. .We shall have no difficulty then,

I think, in agreeing with the Central Chamber on the

first resolution, and the more we inquire into the

second the more shall we be convinced that it is the

best standard to adopt. It has been adopted in Liver-

pool corn market, and has worked well now for some
years, and when the system on which it is based is

understood it will be found to be the simplest and
most complete. The reduction of sacks of scores

and pounds into measures of 45, 50, 70, or 75 lb.

would be entirely superseded, each sack being put
down in pounds weight, the simple addition of the

whole would show the number of centals by cutting off

tlie two last units. Its adoption would be a change of

the usual weights in all parts of the county, and would
perhaps be troublesome at first, but a very little prac-

tice would make it simple, and it would be accompanied
by the advantage of uniformity, and of knowing the

exact market value of all commodities at a glance. A
rise of 41-. per quarter in London is equal to an advance
of 4J-. lO(/., or 7i(/. per bushel, where Wheat is sold per

75 lb. and a fall of 4^., equal to a fall of the same amount;
but to ascertain this, in order to apply it to our own
cases, necessitates considerable calculation. If all market
reports treated only of the cental of 100 lb. for all grain,

the value of a rise or fall would be seen at once. And
so in cheese, a rise of ^s. per cwt. in London is equal to

nearly 5^. 6d. here, more if the old pound be considered

;

and if cheese were sold per 100 lb., it would redeem

a sum of from ;i^5ooo to ;i^io,ooo to the cheesemakers

of the county, which is now sacrificed by the custom of

giving I lb. over per cwt. On this account, and on
others named, and that might be further urged, I would
say—^Let us sell by weight instead of measure as much
as possible. Let the weight chosen be applied as a

standard for all heavy produce, and let it be that of

the cental or loo lb."

After some discussion it was resolved, on the motion

of Mr. Jackson, seconded by Mr. Edwards, "That, in

the opinion of the Chamber, all agricultural produce,

except liquids, should be sold by weight, and that the

cental should be standard.

ESSEX.
Corn Buyers'' Deductions on Payment to Farmers.—

At a recent meeting of the Escex Chamber of Agricul-

ture, Mr. James Voungman introduced this question,

and said the amount of these deductions differs on
different markets. On Chelmsford market there is no
uniform rule, and the practice varies from id. to 31*/.

a quarter. The nearest approach to a rule appears to

be 6(/. a load of 5 quarters, as porterage, or for un-
loading, and IJ". more for the lot, large or small, as

table money, or for the bowl. Of course there was at

some time a reason for this. When payments were
made at a public-house, no doubt some old-fashioned

farmers used to think they took the value of the deduc-
tions away with them, except, of course, in cases

when they took more than they could carry. But now
science has taught the folly of alcoholic drinking, and
payments are no longer made in public-houses, but in

commodious com exchanges ; and delivery of com is

generally all that is desired, when it is taken to the

door of the merchant's warehouse, or beneath the

machinery at the mill, when the carter places the

chain on the mouth of each sack. There is

another objection to this practice besides its in-

consistency with modern methods of transacting

business. It enhances fictitiously the price which is

returned to Government for the purpose of calculating

tithe rent-charge and corn rents. This, considering

the immense amount of money which has to be paid

according to the rate of the corn return, is no trifling

matter—how much in the shape of com rents, we
have no statistics to show, but in Essex alone the tithe

rent-charge amounts to about ;^i 75,000 a year. The
nett annual value of the livings, as given in the " Essex

Almanac," is over ;i^i 50,000. Now, zd. a quarter

added to the price at which corn is returned, increases

the amount to be paid in this county alone about ;i^iooo.

If no other reason could be given, I think this ought

in itself to be sufficient to put an end to the practice of

deductions, so that the price returned to Government
should be that which the farmer actually receives.

One would hope this needs only be represented to the

com buyers to secure their consent to the suggested

reform. On many markets the payments are already

made in full ; at the principal markets in Kent it is so,

and recently, I am infomied, the plan has been adopted
at Bedford and Peterborough, so we may hope it will

speedily be in our own county. I therefore propose
the following resolutions :

—

" I. That the deductions made by com buyers on pay-
ment to farmers for their com are inconsistent with
modem methods of transacting business ; and the prices

returned to Government, by which the tithe rent-charge

and corn rents are regulated, being more than the farmer
receives, the payments he has afterwards to make are
inequitably increased, therefore such deductions ought no
longer to be made.

" 2. That this Chamber of Agriculture hereby requests

the discontinuance of such deductions ; and that the

Council do endeavour to obtain the concurrence therein

of the buyers in the Essex markets ; also, if necessary,

that farmers be invited to unite in refusing to sell their

com to any but those buyers who will agree to pay them
in full."

Mr. Henry Pertwef. (Danbury), in seconding the

resolutions, said that it was far from his intention to
insinuate that the corn merchants and millers, who
were men of respectability antl morality, were know-
ingly and ingeniously committing any fraudulent act
upon the farmers, but the custom of which they as
farmers so justly complained had been handed down to

them by their forefathers, and they were apt to look
upon its exercise as their undoubted right. It could
easily be conceived that when those gentlemen came to

look upon this question impartially they would see at

once the propriety of discontinuing a practice which
there was no just reason for continuing.

The resolutions were caiTied unanimously.

Farmers' Clubs.
DORCHESTER.

Irrigation.—At a late meeting of this Farmers'

Club, Mr. Frederick Genge, the vice-chaimian, read

a paper on irrigation, from which we make the

following extract :—Gentlemen living on the banks
of the Frome may be tempted with advantage to

help themselves more freely to its waters ; but then,

perhaps, some unhappy miller would feel himsell

aggrieved ; and this is a point which is well worthy of

a passing notice. Water-mills on a stream are fre-

quently a great nuisance, and I question whether the

rent they pay is not often more than balanced by the

injury they do the meadows both above and below
them ; in the one case by penning the water, and
causing it to be stagnant on the land, and in the other

by preventing its being used freely and advantageously

for purposes of irrigation. I have been advised that

;^500 per annum would pay the rent of all the water-

mills between Maiden Newton and Wareham. Could
not the beneficial results of their removal be
reckoned by thousands ? And where, let me
ask, can landed proprietors find a better or more
paying investment for money than in the improve-

ment of water meadows ? I agree with Mr. Howard
that hundreds of acres of extra water meadow could

be made by a judicious outlay of capital, whilst much
of what is now imperfectly irrigated or badly drained

might be made doubly productive. Are the Fording-

ton meadows, which we sometimes see so productive

of docks, &c., rather than Grass, in a creditable state?

And another fine tract of land, not many miles away,

which unfortunately happens to be "common meadow,"
would well pay at least l\ per cent, for capital in-

vested were it enclosed, and the old, and probably

doubtful, if not obsolete, rights to which it is subject

bought up and annihilated.

I need not detain you by detailing the advantages

arising from the possession of good water meadows.
Water is now abundant, and the crop of grass will

probably be good ; and, should the severe frost we
have lately experienced injure the Swedes and Turnips,

it will be more than usually valuable for early feed.

In making a water meadow, two things require the

greatest consideration— first, how to get the \\'ater on ;

secondly, how to get it off your land. The size of

your ridges or panes must depend upon the supply

of water, which should be caused to flow gently and
evenly over the surface when turned on, and when
out the drainage should be sufficiently good to leave

the land as dry as possible. With an adequate supply

of water, and beds laid out in a uniform manner, there

is little trouble in making the whole water well ; but

with small streams, and where the ridges are irregular

in shape and size, considerable care and attention are

required to give all the surface an equal share. In

such cases the water should be kept together, and not

more land irrigated at a time than can be done
effectually. Drains and floats or flows should be well

scoured or "taken up," as it is termed, every season

where required, by which means the work of irrigation

is greatly facilitated. The first flood in the autumn
should be taken advantage of. The water may then be

allowed to remain two or three weeks in one place,

taking care not to shift it when there is a probability of

frost. In severe weather all should be flooded that it

is possible to get water for. In the spring of the year

the water must be frequently shifted. If allowed to

remain too long a scum settles on the Grass, which

prevents its growth, and is very undesirable at any

time. The appearance of scum on the Grass is a

proof that it has had water enough for the time.

Solias 0f §00hs.
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture and
Arts for the Province of Ontario, for the year
1869. Hunter, Rose & Co., 86, King Street West,
Toronto.

This large octavo volume contains a good deal of useful

information for English readers. Besides the general

report for the Province, given by Mr. Carling, the

Commissioner, who issues the book, it contains a col-

lection of reports by local societies, and statements of

account by each, showing how by legislative grant,

members' subscriptions, and the admission money to the

local show, the funds at their disposal have been col-

lected and used in the promotion of good agriculture.

Among other efforts made are attempts, by crossing,

to improve the Wheat plant. Thus North Brant

says :—
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" Experiments in crossing the different varieties of

Wheat have been attended with very promising results.

Out of about 100 kernels carefully crossed between the red

Midge-proof and white Soules, some 15 or 16 varieties

are very promising, showing, in some instances, almost

pure Soules, in colour and appearance of grain, with the

earliness and midge-resisting qualities of the red Wheat.
Some of these varieties have shown remarkable produc-

tiveness, as many as 4800 kernels liaving been produced
from one in orie season. The result of these experiments

with Wheat cannot but be productive of much good to

the agriculturist, as establishing the fact that different

varieties of Wheat can be artificially crossed, and thus

enable the operator to inould both the grain and the straw

into the shape and colour that he may desire. It points

also to the important fact, viz., that with plants as well as

with animals, a cross between different varieties gives

vigour to the offspring."

The following, again, is the good advice given to the

members in the report of the South Bratit Society :

—

" We therefore say, educate your sons and daughters
;

never cease in season and out of season to impress upon
their minds the nobility, the dignity, yes, the blessedness

of labour, the godlike virtue of truth, the necessity of

honesty and liberality in their dealings with all men.
Purchase books, old and new, for the use of your families ;

spend less in adorning the person, more upon the mind
;

more usefulness, less worthless display. Place the minds
of your sons and daughters, by means of books, in direct

communication with the best minds that have lived during
the last 3000 years, and thus endeavour to make the rising

generation giants, mighty men of renown, who will go
forth into the world to make their mark as artizans, me-
chanics, chemists, and farmers, men who will be eager to

aid industrial progress of every kind, to help forward a
new social organisation, having for its object the banish-
ment of poverty and distress from the face of the land,

together with other much needed reforms; then, after a
lifetime spent in usefulness and self-abnegation in doing
good and helping their weary, toilworn fellowmen, they
will have fought the good fight, and will be prepared for

the welcome summons which will call them hence to a
new and more glorious life, in which they will enjoy
eternal peace and rest, leaving behind them honourable
names to be emblazoned on the pages of history along
with those of other great and good benefactors of
humanity."

Returning to matters of detail South Bmce points

attention to the want of labourers :

—

" There are plenty of farmers who would gladly pay
good wages to ablebodied men, capable of performing
farm work, yet cannot obtain them. Farmers would pay
from 120 dollars to. 160 dollars per annum and board,
some have even paid as high as 20 dollars per month and
board, and unless labourers and farm helps become more
numerous, the farmers in this county cannot hope to

succeed as well as they otherwise would. We, therefore,

recommend that this matter be laid before those parties

whose duty and interest it is to encourage a class of immi-
grants suitable to our wants."

On mountains high, in valleys low, the same small
voice I heard,

And by the sea the waves to me spake out the wondrous
word.

I looked upon the silent night,

And in the heavens above,
In golden letters, clear and bright.

The stars, in lines of shining light,

Repeated, 'God is love.'
"

A Medley of Rhymes for the Children. Written
and illustrated by A. M.—James Nisbet & Co.,

21, Berners Street, W.
It is rarely in these columns that we can leave the

homestead, fold, or field upon the farm, to enter the

sitting-room or school-room, still less the nursery, of
the former's house. There is, however, sufficient

justification for our doing so just now. An invalid
* 'Aunt Anne " has here written a little hook for the

children whom she has so often charaied with her stories;

as they stood around her couch. And whether they be
children of the town, of the country-house, or cottage,

who shall listen to the rhymes which she has written
and translated in these pages, we are certain they,

within the larger circle, will benefit by the same good
and kindly influence which has been already exerted
by these and similar tales and rhymes among the few at

home. That is why we call attention to them here.

We may, perhaps, be asked to justify so confident an
opinion. Here then, as an example of a lesson for the
children, is a translation from the German :

—

" A bee was sipping honey—the pretty blossom shook—
The bee. it toppled over into a tiny brook :

A dove upon her bower a leaf plucked from the tree.

She flew unto the brooklet, and dropped it to the bee :

The bee, with many struggles, got on the leaf afloat
;

And safely to the margin came the httle sylvan boat.

The dove was cooing softly within her bower one day
A sportsman came so gaily with dog and gun that way

;

He raised the deadly weapon, he pointed to the dove-
The bee came flying swiftly upon the wings of love

—

She lighted on his finger, she darted down her sting.
And puff! the shot was scattered^our dove was 0:1

the wing.

Tlien welcome every kindness, and pay it back with
love :

Each one can help another, like the busy bee and dove.

"

Is it not a charming little parable, with all the spright-
liness and grace and warmth which are certain to
impress a listening child? We take as one other
illustration the lines with which the book begins,
giving perhaps still more truthfully the tone and key-
note of the whole :

—

" The blooming flower, with fragrant lip, whispered
some words to me.

The happy bird, with gladsome voice, warbled them
from the tree.

The river, as it onward went its pleasant winding way.
Sang with a smile of sweet content that message day by

day.

Farm Memoranda.
Merse of Berwickshire : May 9.—Now that the

weather is of a more seasonable character, one may
venture to speak of the bitterest spring that has been
known for many years. Keen frost in March is not

unprecedented, and with milder weather about the 19th

came a good seed time. April opened with bright, hot
days and cold nights, yet Grass and com answered to

the stimulus for a while, in spite of drought ; but,

latterly, vegetation has been cut up by cold, withering,

north winds, especially young Grass early stocked with
ewes.

It was curious to see snow lying on May 3, but
things look a little better now, although showers are

much wanted. Streams are remarkably small, for

the ground has not been wet since seed-time, although
the dovnifall exceeds an inch. In such weather, it

need scarcely be said, fallows are working uncommonly
well. Many fields were drilled up last week, and some
sown according to the new fashion, which is certainly

excusable in the case of clay lands at least. The
regular Swede sowing time is now in, and all will soon
be finished with ordinary fair weather ; and then
everybody will want a liberal rain.

Live stock is selling very high, especially sinall

hoggs. Fat beasts have been very dull of late—at

least 6(/. a stone below last year, whicli sweeps off the

profit. There are still a few feeding on early stored

Swedes and other good things, from which we may
draw a lesson. Swedes that "stood the winter"
became almost worthless, y. T.

Anick Grange, Northumberl.\nd.—On nearing
Hexham there lies on the north side of the Tyne, and

a semicircular curve of that picturesque river, the

towmship and farm of Anick Grange ; and on reaching
the station a few minutes* ride across the curiously

arched stone bridge and down by the riverside brought
us to the western field of the farm. The farm itself is

principally a flat and open occupation in a "ring
fence." as the auctioneer would say, but in reality about
half bounded by the left bank of the river, while the

remainder, about 100 acres, is on the hill side. The
old fences have been grubbed by the present occupier,

and new Whitethorn ones have been planted in straight

lines, the trimming of which is in the naiTowest wedge-
like form.

Anick Grange consists of 420 acres, 120 of which are

Grass. The character of its soil is very light at places,

being composed for the most part of the alluvial sand
which was deposited at some pre-historic period when
a lake broke away, or the sea ebbed and flowed as it

gradually subsided from this part of the country. The
subsoil is apparently of a gravelly or stony conforma-
tion ; and it certainly is what is commonly termed
hollow-bottomed land, and, therefore, as Mr. Dods
says, it will not hold and retain soluble manures for

any length of time during the rainy seasons of autumn
and winter. Thus, it will be perceived, here is an
instance presented—which, too, is evidently not uncom-
mon in the North—that proves the correctness of local

practice in other parts of the country, and the wisdom
of farmers, both there and here, in not being shaken in

the confidence they have in their experience by
agitating theorists, who would ignore the value of
local observ-ations and upset every principle of practical

action. In these remarks we refer more especially to

the application of both farmyard and more soluble

fertilisers. If this be done in the autumn, three-

fourths of it will have been washed away into the

subsoil before the crop can begin to grow, and need
nutrition in the spring.

In addition to the 300 acres of arable land, as a
part of Anick Grange, Mr. Dods has 40 more acres

of arable, a part of an adjoining farm of 54 acres.

Thus Mr. Dods farms 340 acres of arable in all. This
quantity he works with nine horses, which is a further

indication of its light, hollow-bottom character. The
men employed number eight as regular hands, while
two extra men, with the aid of the groom-gardener,
and the women on the farm, and six or eight from
Hexham, suffice to get in the harvest. The cost for

this in-gathering last year was los. 6d. per acre for

cutting, tying, caiTying, and thatching the corn. Tliis

economical accomplishment was largely due to the

employment of three reaping machines, the work of

which was done all one way.
The ordinary course of cropping pursued by Mr.

Dods is Turnips, Wheat, "seeds," Oats. Portions of

Potatos, about 15 acres in all, are taken after seeds on
the more favourable spots. There is apparently an
unaccountable fatality in regard to sowing Wheat after

seeds in this part of the North, Two white straw

crops are occasionally taken, but this plan is quite

exceptional ; and when we come to the food consumed,
and the extraneous manures used, it will be seen that

Mr. Dods is fairly entitled to pursue this practice when

the season and the probable prices of grain are favour-
able. When Potatos are taken after seeds. Turnips
follow, a practice which is in favour at Anick Grange,
as the land becomes " sick " of both Turnips and seeds
if growii twice in eight years ; and as the Potatos make
a fifth crop in the course, the Turnips and seeds are

thro\vn further apart. Under the high farming prac-
tised, by using large quantities of stimulating manures,
this is necessary, as it gives the soil time to recover
itself.

In regard to green cropping, no catch crops, such as

Rye and Tares preceding Turnips, or Rape and Mus-
tard after pulse or grain, can be grown in this climate
w'ith advantage. Swedes and white Turnips are grown
in alternate widths, the former to pull off and the latter

to feed on the field. On the best fields, and when they
are in high condition, 16 rows or drills of Swedes are

grown to four of white ; and on the poorer parts of the
farm, eight rows of Swedes for drawing off and eight
rows for feeding on the soil are grown.
The quantity of artificial manures used for the above

crops, in addition to some of the highly charged farm-
yard manure, is above 30 tons annually ; sulphate of
potash, at £l per ton ; mineral phosphates, at £^ 4?.

per ton ; and finely ground Egyptian bones, at £% per
ton. The latter are merely the shell of the bones of
camels and other beasts of burden, which have been
exposed to the dry and arid heat of the desert, and
consequently the substance of them is devoid of all

gelatinous matter, and the largest possible amount of
phosphates is contained in this manure. This is, there-

fore, a highly valuable fertiliser, for restoring to the
soil the phosphates which are annually walked off th^
farm in the bones of the young animals which Mr, Dods
brings to early maturity. Besides these substances, salt

is liberally used, and lime is occasionally supplied.

The stock of this fanu includes six scores of lambing
ewes. These are half-bred, which, in tliis northern

country, means a border Leicester and Cheviot cross,

the former being the male and the latter the dam.
The breeding of these sheep, according to the soil and
situation, is striking. Mr. Dods has a hill farm of
l6o acres five miles away, and the ewes (eight scores)

which are kept there have, as a rule, only one lamb ;

but on Anick Grange there are usually several trios,

and the average yield is about two-thirds more lambs
than e^\es. This increase is a great triumph in good
feeding. All the lambs are well kept from their birth,

and they come out fit for market before and by this

time of the year. Some we saw last week, which
were on their way to market, were from 17 lb. to 20 lb.

per quarter, while their wool was full and long. The
number thus fed from the 14 score ewes is usually, as

this year, about 17 scores, ewes and wethers together,

all told. Of one lot, there were 94 couples out of 131
ewes that were tupped.

The stall-feeding and stall-fed cattle are equally

interesting. Mr. Dods prefers to buy yearling steers

and heifers that will " turn over " twice or more in the

year, under his good feeding, to purchasing larger

animals that will eat more food and only "turn over"
once, and perhaps not that. Whether or not this

plan would be successful if every one pursued it, we
need not stop to inquire. But this we may say, if it

was generally carried out we should have to do without

a cut of large ox beef, and be satisfied with the small,

young, pale, and somewhat tasteless joints, which are

so general on butcher's stalls in the North. Mr. Dods
practically testifies to the still greater value which
Ireland might become to herself by generally buying
yearlings from the sister island. In his transactions

in procuring them, too, the advantage of treating the

Irish cattle more considerately—that is, humanely

—

than Irish dealers generally do is amply proved.

About 80 a year of these young animals are fed

off, and last year only one was lost from sickness. A
local dealer with an Irish name that we forget goes

over occasionally from Whitehaven to Belfast, and
takes as much care as possible of the animals he returns

w-ith. Consequently, chronic diseases, which ulti-

mately end in death, are not contracted during

this journey and voyage in the same way as almost
invariably occurs when animals are embarked at

Dublin ; and from 30 to 40 that Mr. Dods had
home last week, although thin on their arrival, ate

freely of steamed straw, and looked fresh and healthy

after a few days' rest. These ranged in price

from ^5 \os. to ^6, according to age and condition.

These animals are kept in the yards eating steamed
straw and a small quantity of cotton-cake till a bite has

grown on the poor, rough pasturage by the river, and
on the river bank, and among the sheep oh the fields of

seeds, when they will be turned out, first partially, and
then entirely. In the autumn, when the Turnips or

Swedes are fit to pull, they will be brought back to the

stalls, and there be placed singly, the steers in a loosa

box under a shed, and the heifers lied up in a byre.

Then they will have 3 lb. per day, or i^ stone per

week of linseed, cotton, and rape cake, mixed with

steamed straw, the cost of which {the cake) will be 2s.

per week per head. Each animal will have with this

2 stones of Swedes. This is the feed for about ip

weeks before Christmas. About this time, however,

the cake is increased to 5 lb. per head, and the cost

3J-. (id. per week, while the Swedes are also increased

to 4 stones per day, and the steamed straw is given

by itself nd libitum. For this purpose there are 59
stalls for heifers, and 24 boxes for steers ; and, so far
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as wt ^aw, aiiiiiials o.'uM iml pus^ihly lia\e progressetl

better than tlidse whicli were g'-ini; away the day we
were there, or about to go in a few days. The lieifers

weighed apparently from 35 to 40 stones of 14 lb. each,

at the age of 21 to 24 months ; and Mr. Dods informed

us that last year they were of less value, and not so

good in appearance as the little things which he had
just bought of the Irish importer above-mentioned. In

addition to the cattle grazed during summer, about

20 fresh heifers are purchased in October, and on
being ready for market tliey are sent off, and the

smaller ones brought into their place on full keep.

The quantity of extraneous food thus consumed by
cattle and slieep is from 50 to 60 tons of cake, one-

third being linseed, per annum. All the corn gi-own,

too, is closely dressed, and the tail or light com is,

therefore, considerable, all of which is also used on the

farm. As to pigs, Mr. Dods has no partiality for these

animals, and only feeds enough for his men and
household.

The terms under which Mr. Dods farms are a lease

with liberal and fair covenants. On leaving, one-third

of the prime cost of the cake used the previous year is

allowed by the landlord or incoming tenant ; also the

value of the straw left and the manure made, the straw

of the "away-going crop" belonging, as usual, to the

incoming tenant. Half the prime cost of bone used the

year before is also allowed, and one-fourth of that used
the last year but one. The prime cost of lime used on
fallow during the last year, and half that used the pre-

ceding year, is also paid by the landlord or the incom-
ing tenant ; while guano and rapecake used as manure
on fallow during the last year are allowed for at the

rate of one-third their prime cost. North ofEngland
Farmer.

The New Forest.—The forest is about 63,000
acres, and since 1851 its position has been neither more
nor less than that of a manor, the lord of which is the

Crown, and the usufruct of which is in the free-

holders.

Previous to 1S51 it was more than a manor—it was
a forest, and the forest laws overrode the common law,

and the exercise of the prerogative of the Sovereign in

preserving deer (the one purpose of a forest) was para-

mount over the right of the freeholders wherever the

two laws clashed. In that year the Deer Removal
Act was passed, and, by the virtual disafforestation,

the freeholders were supposed to be remitted to the full

enjoyment of their property. At that time they were
an uncertain and disjointed body, and unable to unite

for the purpose of resisting the details of a legislation

the unjust nature of which is now apparent ; but
fortunately for them they got clauses introduced into

the Bill under which their rights over the forest could

be definitely settled by a commission.
This legal decision has been and will be of the

greatest moment to them in their struggles for the
preservation of their property against either attacks

from outside or from the clutch of the lord of their

manor.
Those interested in the commons of Berkhampstead,

Hampstead, Wimbledon, and other places in which
common or public rights exist will know that this

clutch is not peculiar to the officials of Whitehall
Place.

The area of the forest being, then, 63,000 acres, the

state of it may be taken to be something like this :

—

12,000 acres of new plantation enclosed ; 20,000 acres

more or less occupied by old timber and unenclosed
plantations ; 31,000 acres of clear land, of which the
greater proportion is of a very poor description of soil.

This statement, given in round numbers, is founded
not upon any- rough guess, but upon the considered
evidence given to Parliament by surveyors and others.

Assuming that they have formed a correct judgment,
it may be taken that the available land over which the
freeholders can exercise their rights of pasturage is less

than 40,000 acres, some of them so poor as to be de-
clared by the authorities referred to as *' worthless."

It remains to state what rights there are and to what
extent they exist. There are rights of fuel, of turf, of
pasturage, and of pannage for pigs ; but for the present
I will only allude to the rights of pasturage. Under
the parliamentary title given by the Commissioners
appointed under the Deer Removal Act, no less than
67,000 acres are possessed of common of pasturage in

the summer for as many cattle as can be kept on those
acres in the winter. It needs nothing beyond this bare
statement to demonstrate that on an enclosure the

interest of the lord of such a manor would be confined
to the trusteeship of the soil and the right of timber.

This was not formerly denied by the representatives of

the Crown, the Office of Woods ; indeed, one of the

chiefs expressly stated, in 1848 (before the removal of
the deer) that " timber and deer feed are the only pro-
duce in which the Crown is interested," and when the
deer were removed an allotment of 16,000 acres (under
special conditions) was made in consideration of the
right to keep deer being given up.

Practically, therefore, the Act of 1S51 is an Enclosure
Act, by which the lord of the manor has an allotment
of 16,000 acres, and retains his right to the timber.
The plans which have been suggested for the sale or

occupation of the lands which are now open have
evidently been made by those who have not had the

opportunity of considering the title by which the

common is held by its owners. It may be

that some disinterested politician may devote himself
to the elaboration of a scheme by which this large

track of open land may be rendered more profitable to

those who own it, and so to the public
; yet up to this

time it has not been done, and the freeholders have to

be more diligent in watching their lord of the manor,
who, like some others holding that position, betrays
from time to time a lurking desire to "approve the
wastes " of the quondam forest in a way that may be to
his own advantage, but is certainly detrimental to their

common interests.

There may be a very proper question to be argued as
to whether an enclosure should be forced upon the
freeholders or not. It may be said that employment
would thus be found for many poor persons ; while, on
the other side, it may be doubted whether the condition
of agricultural labourers is so good that it is desirable
largely to increase the class at the expense of a con-
siderable number of persons, who, through the enjoy-
ment of their forest rights attached to the lands they
own or occupy, are able to maintain a comparatively
comfortable and independent position in society.

On this I do not enter now. This letter is already
too long for one which touches only cursorily upon the
fringe of a subject which has so many branches requiring

both time and care to consider properly. It is written,

too, in haste ; almost, as it were, by return of post

;

for it seems to me to be of no little importance that, if

the New Forest is to continue to be a theme on whicli

men are to employ their pens and tongues, they should

at once understand that any scheme founded on the

idea of 63,000 acres of available " Crown property " is

founded upon a mistaken view of the beneficial owner-
ship of that considerable tract of land in which they are

good enough to interest themselves. Correspondent of
" ran Mall Gazette;' May 5.

Wilt mill's M0iii.
May 21.

—

Scotch Terms are Whitsunday and Mar-
tinmas. Unmarried farm servants are engaged a week
or so before each term, a few by the year, but the vast

majority for only six months. Married farm servants

have generally houses on the farm, and are engaged by
the year some time prior to Whitsunday, generally

about Candlemas, so as to erable them to arrange

about their gardens and potato ground.

IVJiitsunday Entries on Farms 2cc^^ to the homestead,
turnip and pasture lands on the term day, and to the land

under corn and hay at the separation of the crop from
the ground. The incoming tenant sows Grass seeds,

has generally the option of working the fallow land for

green crops, but more commonly pays the outgoing
tenant for doing so. On many estates landlords have
purchased the tillages so that the incoming tenant

enters free. The manure on the farm he gets at a
valuation, and sometimes the growing crops in-

cluding the hay, generally Rye-grass and Clover,

but the com and hay crops are not unfrequently

sold. Sometimes the incoming tenant has the straw

of the awaygoing crop at a valuation or fixed

price, on other estates for nothing ; in which case the

outgoing tenant retains the stackyard and bam until

the threshing is over, he being bound to thresh out the

straw as his successor requires it. Although there is

thus a considerable diversity in the county customs of

the North, they are upon the whole more uniform than

in England.

Paring and Burning are more easily done now than

in March and April in breaking up old grass-land. In

late districts and seasons very little can be done before

the begimiing of the month, but when once the warm
weather sets in, the sods dry rapidly, and the several

operations of paring, burning, spreading the ashes,

and breaking up the land, as directed last month, should

be prosecuted with the greatest expedition, so as to get

the land rolled down with as much natural sap as

possible for the brairding of Rape or Turnips ; and
even when this is done the seed should be sown with

the liquid-manure drill, applying plenty of water to

moisten the dry ashes, which lick up the normal sap of

land, otherwise it is difficult to get a sufficiency of plant

in dry weather.

Stifle Burning a7id Clay Burnittg are old practices

still in use, but thorough drainage, steam culture, and

the application of artificial manures are fast rendering

both practices unnecessary with very few exceptions,

the available salts which the burnt ashes supply being

obtained in the artificial manures now used.

Swede Sowing commences from the middle to the end

of the month, and this year it should not be later than

usual. The crop is a slow grower, and as a rule the

water drill should be used to give it a fair start, success

depending mainly upon a suitable supply of air and

moisture below as a preventive of mildew. The land

is generally manured at the time of sowing, as directed

last month for Mangels—from 2^ to 34 cwt. of super-

phosphate, with equal weights of the salts of potash

and soda each, the mixture being sown over from 15

to 20 loads of farmyard manure per acre ; or the

artificial fertilisers may be applied in a liquid form by

means of the liquid-manure drill. Where the former

is the practice river or pond water should be applied

along with the seed in dry weather. With less farm-

yard manure the difference should be made up with

Peruvian guano. As a rule, farmyard manure should

be covered, as it is sometimes termed, "down below
the wcather,"and the drills or stetches rolled well down,
almost as if sown on the flat, assuming that the land is

thoroughly drained and deeply cultivated. In favour-
able weather 3 lb, of seed is sown per acre, but in dry
seasons it is better to sow 4 lb. or more if the fly is

dreaded, and then single out in time should no loss

be sustained. Some sow soot, and other ingredients
obnoxious to the fly, along with the seed ; but to this

we shall return next week under IVeeinls^ Ground
Beetles^ &c., and how to prevent their depredations
generally.

Live Stoek are said to begin their new year with the

Grass, and this year more than ordinary attention will

require to be paid to the great change thus implied,

and for a longer time after cattle are turned out to

Grass. This will more especially be the case with
milch cows, brood mares, and all cattle that have
newly put off their winter coats in warm stalls. And
in such cases it is not always the more robust consti-

tution that stands the change tlie best. When
individuals separate themselves from the herd, and
otherwise exhibit unfavourable symptoms, a little

exercise, with a free use of the currycomb, will some-
times start the stagnant circulation, and put matters
right if applied in time.

Dorset Etvcs are served from the beginning to the
close of the month with Sussex Down or Hampshire
Down rams for early lambs. In many cases the ewes
are bought in for what is technically termed "lamb
and dam fattening," the ewes and the lambs being sent

to the shambles together. Sussex and Hampshire
Down ewes also have early lambs, but the homed
Dorset ewe is generally preferred for a single crop of
lambs. A similar practice prevails in the North of

buying in "crock " or draught ewes in autumn for the
shambles in May along with their followers. iV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
BuKGUNDY Cement: Alix writes as follows:— "In

p. 20 of your periodical is a short notice of ' Burgundy
cement." Will any of your subscribers say what is

Burgundy cement ; what is its composition ; whether
made and sold in England, and whether it can be
applied in making water-tanks, liciuid-manure tanks,

&c.^? If all these can be answered in the affirmative

there follows the question, will it stand alternate wetting

and drying, sun and frost, in the open air? Very many
persons must be interested in these questions. I am so
myself m a small way, having several open tanks in my
garden (brick and cement), which are my despair, and I

am told by a builder that there is no cement that will

stand in such situations."

Climate of Ikeland : T. Thanks.
Fai«mers' Suppi-y Association : C. P. We have
every reason to think well of it. The Board of Direc-

tors includes well-known and trustworthy names.
Erratum. At p, 644, in the paragraph on Road-making
on Farms, line 33, "their" should be "the;" and line

58, "making" should be "breaking."

Uts.
HOPS.

Borough Market, May 19.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the demand for

botli English and foreign is of a retail nature, rates being
in favour of purchasers. Yearlings have been in rather

better demand, but at low prices.

HAY. —per Load0/^S Trusses.

lELD, Thursday, M.Hy ig.

Prime Meadow Hay 80^. 1

Inferior do 60
Rowen 50
Inferior do —

ET, Thursday, May 19.

I Inferior Clover . . 955. to 1

Superior Clo

Whi-
Fine Meadow Hay 765.

1

Inferior do 60
Prime New Hay . .

—
Inferior —
Straw lA

, Thursday, May ig.

•.i. Prime old Clover.

I

Inferior do. do. .

28 90

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, May 16.

We have nearly as many Beasts as on last Monday, and
trade is exceedingly dull

;
prices are lower for all descrip-

tions, and several lots remain unsold. The sup]ily ut

Sheep is also large; trade was brisk at commencement,
but declined towards the close ; on the average ):)rices are

not much altered. Trade is dull for Lambs and Calves,

at lower rates. Our foreign supply consists of 1650
Beasts, go8o Sheep, and 183 Calves ; from Scotland

there are 385 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1500;

and 365 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns.

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Downs and
Half-brcds .

.

Do. Shon

s. d.

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn

Calves .'.' 'i

Pigs

5 8-7

BeasU, 3900 ; Sheep and Lambs, 29,800 ; Calves, 190 ; Pigs, 5c.

Thursday, May 19.

The number of Beasts is small, yet q'"t_e
^^"^f _*°^*^^5

demand ; on the average prices are t better tha
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on Monday. The supply of Sheep is about the same as

of late ; trade is very dull, and it is difficult to effect a

clearance at our quotations. Lambs and Calves with

difficulty realise Monday's rates. Our foreign supply con-
sists of 144 Beasts, 4880 Sheep, and 432 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

zd quahty Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools..
Do. Shorn
Ewes & zd quahty
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Olives ..

Pigs

Beasts, 494 ; Sheep and Lambs, Calves, 517 ; Pigs,

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.~May :

Best Fresh Butter i6j-. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 135. „
Small Pork, 55. od. to 55. ^d. ; Large Pork, y. 8d.

4s. od. per 8 lb.

There

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV. May 16.

.as a short supply of English Wlieat to this

morning's market, which was held for the prices of

this day se'nnight ; millers, however, not being disposed
to purchase except at a decline, the stands were not
cleared at a late hour. The attendance was fair, and a
small amount of business only transacted in foreign

Wheat, at prices generally a trifle under those of last

week. Barley was unchanged in value. Beans and Peas
rather dearer. Oats slow, at a decline of 6d. per qr.

There was no alteration in the price of Flour.

Wheat, Essex, Kent. Suffolk. White's'g—47 Red
,— — fine selected runs. .do.

J43—51 Red— — Talavera 53—56_ _ Norfolk — iRed
— — Foreign 38—54'

BARLEV,grind.&dist,26jto30J. .Chev. 39—4Z Malting .— Foreign .. grinding and distilling;22—25 Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk [22—24— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato Z4— 26 Feed ...— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew 2 1—24 Feed . .

.

RvE * 32—;^8 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
|

|

Beans, Mazagan. ... 30J. to 37^. . -Tick 31—49 Harrow .— Pigeon ....501, to 56r...Winds, ! — Longpod.— Foreign Small 41—43 Eg>'ptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers' 32—42 Suffolk .— Maple, 4tj. to 4$s Grey 32—42 Foreign .

Maize I — 'Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—43— zd ditto dittojaS —40 Country .— Foreign per barrel 22—2_^ Per sack. . 29—55

Wednesday, May 18.

Fresh up to Mark Lane this mornmg the receipts of
Wheat from Essex and Kent were limited ; for all

qualities the demand was inactive, at about late rates.

The show of foreign Wheat was good. Sales progressed
slowly on former terms. Moderate supplies of Barley
w'crc on the stands ; the demand was inactive at previous
quotations. Malt was dull on former terms. Oats were
in moderate supply and limited request, at the late

decline. Beans were quiet, and the demand for Peas was
inactive

; prices were unaltered. Flour sold quietly, at
previous quotations.

31—49

38—40
35—43
33—37
29—31

Arrivals <
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Road, West Chelsi

BENJAMIN I.'

(.'arden ; Rosher Hi Co.,
Ill Koad, and Queen's
iluorgate Street.

i-on-Thamcs.

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far

more ornamental in appearance. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12.

rHcc from is, 6d. per foot

Hooper & Co,, Covcnt Garden ; Dixon & Co., 48A, Mooreate Street ;

Rosher & Co., Upper Ground Street, Blackfrtars, Kingsland Road,
and Queen's RoacIWest. Chelsea.

BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,
Kingston-on-Thames.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj-

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to* lOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,
London, EC. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds,

s
Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you aslc for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them,

the mark SAVNOR
Warranted, without which non

S. & C. regret having to cai
Tipclied to do so, in conscqi

the Corporate Mark," Obtain
genuine.
Gardeners and others, but
of an imitation, of con

:, and which has ca
of Knives which ___ _.

their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
S. & C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the market,
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, ]!ISHOI'SGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
\Vith Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER' PLATES (Gray's Patent).

CLAYlUN AND SHUITLLWUKIII, Suie Li

rhcse Plates have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more llian three tin

C AND -S. are prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade in

ipurjous imitations in Cast-slcel, which, from their briltlcness, are exceedingly d?
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Fri

d they wijuld caution purchasers against
CAUTION.—Infringers of this Patent,

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

M.VN r rACTi: RERS OK

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
Pl^NDANTS, GARDEN ^iE.VTS, EDGING TILES.

AND EVKKY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

All the TERRA COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. H. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

extra hard, and

"WAB.H.ANTED IMPERISHABLE.

PJilCS LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE.

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is i6 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-

ivith the
They are

berries from slugs, contact
moisture, and other nuisances.
10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the
Fruit clean and assisting its growth— thus in the production
of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,
and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens.

Rock Hills gave 1 is ippro\al of their usefulness The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.
GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS FLOWERSTANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &C.

c^<j„r.,..

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens, Conservatories, ^c.

Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awajded to
GEO. NEIGH 111 It- 1; ANi. MiNS.al tlic J'.-.ris Exhiljiiion of 18O7. Tlic
only EiiKlish Exhibilor^ whu oLttjmcd a bilvcr .Medal for Bcc-hivcs.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as orit-inally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

' ' bell classes, is

sngly made of
has three windows in

Bee-hive that has been

Stand for ditto .. o 10 o
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP HEE being
:h in repute, G. N.

pply a Swarm of Bees >

n Queen, in

A newly arranged Cataluj^uc of olhcr Improved Hives, with Draw-
ing and prices sent on receipt of two stamps.

Address GEO NEIGHliOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,
r 140 Regent Street London W

16, Buchanan :

Dame Slrt

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
! ^r^. W. Gilbert,

great ditficuUy—the
pply of Tried Earth—lo

obstacle; as, by lay-

a few bags of e.irth

any trouble of artificial

drying. I have used the

had the finest blooi

"W. GILBERT.
" January, 187a"

nd full information may be obtained at 29, Bedford
, Covent Garden, W.C.

F
Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

B RA B Y AND CO. having laid down more

iupply VVROUGHT-IK

V. BRABY AND CO., Limited, Fitzroy Works, Euston Road,
London ; or through all respectable Ironmongers.

N. B. Open Tanks of different sizes packed one in another to save

Cottam's Iron Hurdles. Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best

manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM AND CO., Iron

Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

pleasure, no Wtodwork or Parliliuns to impede \tntililion <r breed

Vermin, Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary increased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover

to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly durable, and impervious to infection,

being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow sss
Prospectuses free of COTTA& and CO , Iron Works j, W.nsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London. W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements m
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.
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No. 1, Peel Street, Manchester, 1870.

OUR HORTICULTURAL SH.-VDINGS form a

thorough Protection from Winds, Frost, and H.iil, whilst at tlie

same time tTiey admit Light and Sun, They are iised and strongly

recommended by the most successful Exhibitors and bcicntinc tlorli-

e:ulturi5ts in the kingdom, as well as on the Continent; in tact, are

pronounced the only "proper shadings" ever offered to the puDuc

against Hirds, Wasps, Bliaht,&c. AsacovenngforStrawbernes, luhps,

Hyacinths, Seed-Bcds, Greenhouses, &a, they have no rival. The

price being very reasonable, brings them within the reach of every one.

rapp'SroT""'
'""" "''' '^'Li°m'"Erc'SSlN%SlND''s§N"'

No. I.—54 inches wide at 8KA per yard run.

No. a.-54 inches wide at 7^- per yard run.

No. 3.-54 inches wide at 5^i. per yard run.

No. i-54 inches wide at 4rf. per yard run.

No. J-S4 inches wide at sMi P" yard T""-

In pieces of about 30 yards each, or any longer lengths when specially

ordered Nell c.tsh in 30 days from date of fnvmre

RICK-CLOTHS, NEW and SECONU-HANU,
with POLES, PULLEYS, &c., complete.

An Illustrated Catalogue post free on application.

Address, BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full), I, Duke Sli

London Bridge. S.E. No ^•^'^ ir=,^v,lichm,.nf

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactiireti by

rpH

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.K.S.
Gt ~' ™

' " -
s Clark, Esq.

The Right Hon. Viscount Cora-

Edward John Hutchi

W. Currie, Esq. I
Sir William Tile, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal EnRincer.

Agricultural Improvements of any kind are exec

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowi
the work by their own Agents.

Tenants may also, by arrangement ith their Landlords, procure

6fsuch ',

The outlay, with all official expenses, may ^«^ fJ|^5''S^,^

Estate, ajid paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years,

Landowners m a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, the Secretary,

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place. Londo , S.W.

rpiHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament)

Directors.

John Glutton, Esq., g, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Frederick L. Dashwood. Esq., Kirtl:
"

Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. H
James Street. S.VV.

Lord Garlics, MP., 85, Eaton Squi

Wit
John I

nshire, N.l
) Lloyd, Esq.,

, S.W., and Galloway House,

,„ „.. ,., „,., ., King's Bench Walk, Temple, EC.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Granville R.^H.'Somerset, Esq. ,
Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.

Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

and Cocd-y-Maeii
:harles Watkin Willis

Berkeley Street,

Welshpool

The Company advance money. inlimited i;

w
IS, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn o

i.ratP order; 4000 are now in use. Prices

A large stock kept, and orders ex<

Accui

of Agriculturaf Improvement, including the erection of Cottages a

Farm" Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 23 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R,

RYDER, Esq.. Managing Director, No. 1, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

A New and Enlarged Edition.
MR. REYNOLDS HOLESABOUT ROSES.
Now published, price 7s. 6d.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London

and all Booksellers.

"p o O K

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph Pa.\ton, MP

Reprinted from the Gardeners' ChroiticU and AsneHUural Gazette,

with Additions. ,. ., .

Price 3d. each, or 55. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst

Cottage Tenantry.
Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office order,

payable to Wm. Richards, at the King Sweet Office, Covent Garden.

Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chraiiiele and A^eultural
Gazette, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.t,.

Llnnean Society.
This day is published, price i-es., the Fourth and c icluding

,
price 12S., the I-ourth

Part of Vol. X.XVI. of the

TRANS.\CTIONS of the LINNEAN SOCIETY of
LONDON,

Sold by LONGMAN " ~ „ -- —

s of the Society

the Society, Burlington Hou
any, of the preceding volu

_ . requested to apply to Mr. KIPPIS"

the hours of 10 and 4 o'clock.
for

8vo, cloth. Ten Shillings and Sixpence.

PINACE^: being a HANDBOOK of the FIRS antl

PINES. By Seneus.
"This is a useful and interesting production, containing good

practical information on a noble and important race of uses."^Futd.
" The author has produced a work which is at once instructive and

attractive It is eminently a practical treatise, yet handling the subject

in a thoroughly scientific manner."— T/i; Press.

HATCII.\RDS, Publishers, &c., 187, Piccadily, London, W.

WATER
COLOUR^-The s'lXTY-SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION

IS NOW OPEN, at their Gallery,_5,_
Pall MaljE^st,^ from 9 tillj.

Admittance ir. Catalogued. . .. ^-
.
. , ,

n,WILLIAM CALLOW, Secretary.

THE
f

LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
for MARINE, FIRE, and LIFE ASSURANCES.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, A.D. 1720.

Offices : No. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Pall Mall.

JAME-S Elvth, Esq., Governor.
Edwin Gower, Esq., Sub.Govcmor.
David Powell, Esq., Deputy-Governor.

Total Funds on 3tst December, 1869 .. £!i,S'S,<>^-

The Directors are ready to receive applications for Agencies for the

Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for ,,.... • •• £4,8oS,S23

(exclusive of Bonus Additions.)

INCOME—Premiums £'(•',1^'

Interest 58,3'4

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.
Lalely Published,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scicntitic Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or. The Rudiments of
BOTANiciAL Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5J. 6d.

In I

:ipal Plants employed
vol. Ith nu

nay be obtained on application.

JOHN P. L.-VURENCE, Secretary,

Balfour's Botanical 'Works.

c L A

Third Edition. With 1800 Illusi

BOTANY
Vegetable Kingdom

[14. Dciny 8vo. Pri

LONG GRASS

r cool of the day, instead of wa
%;^.„ under the heat ef

111 .preserve^i.^s^.^erfect^c^u^ wh^lg tnt^^ing^ov^e^^
slopine bank;., ^-^.^.^ — j~ , ,. ,.
GRASS, which is the direct cause of the brown, dead looking spot!

lawns in midsummer ; use our Machine five or six weeks, cutting

Grass once a week as the season demands, and you

great and decided improvement in your lawn.

" Far superior to any of ours."—Vide The Field.
" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardners' Ma^asttu.
" The quickest, most simple, and mo.st efficient Mower ever

Vide Gardeners' Chronicle.

Catalogues and Opinions of the Press, post free on applies

Manufactured and Sold by the Owners and Patentees,

MANUAL of BOTANY; an Introduction to 'the Study

of the Structure. Physiology, and Classification of Plants. Crown
ith 820 illustrations. Price 12*. &f.

U T L I N E S of BOTANY.

EMENTS of BOTAN
With 427 Illustrations. Fcp. Svo. Price 3*- W-

THE BOTANIST'S COMPANION ; or, Directions

for the Use of the MICROSCOPE, &c. Crown Svo. Price 2- '^^

Fcp. Svo. Price 3*. 6i By 1. H. Balfour. A.M.. MD.F.R.S.,
Regius Keeper of the Royal Botanic Gardens, and Professor of

Medicine and Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

Edinburgh: A. AND C. BLACK. London : LONGMANS and

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR, Thr
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, cloth, price 361., with

upwards of 500 Illustrations.

Lately Published,

HE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous illustrations. 12s. cloth.

of Elcmentar>' Botanical Works by
, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable

kingdom," form the other parts.
Professor LiNi

T^eT'st Botany, comprisi,,.^ „._ Parts of "The Elements ,- . .

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of T
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s. ....
These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medic

and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with tl

Author's "School Botany."
, . , ,

.

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price s»-

Extract from the Author's Preface.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a^ large quantity i

plants of no known importance t

in medicine, the arts, or in the niany b

The principal part of those which «

iportance, deserve I be among the earliest •

the following pages, where they

proposed
:ofn r departed from

Kingdom ' of the author, with

of younger s Id be cor

that this selection will be found
that all teachers who posse:

"ng thi

Itedbelieved that the c

by doing so. Thi

__^ __ .11 Botanic

ardcn'srniayl'urnisii the larger part of the species which are men-

tioned A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a

greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majontv of

purchasers 1 and secondly, because experience shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany, reauire to

concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited

number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, i

New Edition, with Woodcuts, in crown Svo, price 71. W.

ESSAYS on PHYSIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS. By
Gilbert W. Child, M.A. F.L.S. F.C.S., of Exeter College.

Oxford ; Lecturer on Botany at St. George's Hospital. Second

Edition, revised, with Addi
"

Shortly, a Second Edit t Svo, cloth, ;. 6^.,

HENFREY'S ELEMENTARY COURSE of

BOTANY, Structural, Physiological, and S>
^-*—'^

WILLIAMS >

Wholesale Ageni
Bridge. E C.

City Road, Finsbur>- Square, E.G.

Rollins, Old Swan Wharf, London

._. Edited

T 'Masters, M.D., F.R.S., Lecturer on Botany, St.

George's Hospital. Illustrated by upwards of 500 Woodcuts.

JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row, E.C.

b>- Ma

THORLEY'S delicious

COMPOUND or SUGAR i. SPKE'

THORLEYS SPICE for HORSES, COWS, SHEEP,
PIGS. RABBITS, DOGS./OULTRY. and_ PHEASANTS

-

In Penny Packets ' - - -^ — '^'

G roce rs, Druggists
, of alt Corr

1 Dealei

By Royal Appointment.

Y. I'V 'ta- "^^^-^ '^'^ ^^^ Prince of Wales
by Special Warrant,

dated February 10, 18O6.

DAY SON. AND HEWITT.
Original and Sole Proprietors of the STOCKBREEDERS'

MEDICI^_E.CHESTS. for DISORDERS in HORSES, CATTLE,

MEDICINE CHEST,

To Heb Majesty, by

Special Warrant, dated '

December 27, 1865 1

O N
Original and Sole Prop

CALVES, SHEEP, and LAMBS.
No. I MEDICINE CHEST,

Contains Sixteen different kinds

of Compounds, admirably

ranged, with Complr" '"
Farriery. Price ^i

Every Stockowm

_,-ith Shilling Key
Farrier>'. Price ifi its. td., c

riage paid,

ihould sen for DAY,
Farricr>'. Large ,Edit

Books on Botany.

HENFREY'S ELEMENTARY COURSE of

BOTANY. New Edition, edited by Dr. Maxwell Masters,

F.R.S. 500 Woodcuts. I2S. M. llaafewdays.

HENFREY'S RUDIMENTS of BOTANY. Second

Edition. 3s. 6tf.

BABINGTON'S MANUAL of BRITISH BOTANY.
Sixth Edition, ioj. M.

SEEMANN'S BRITISH FERNS at ONE VIEW.
A Coloured Illustration of each Species. Folded in cover, 6f.

SOWERBY'S BRITISH POISONOUS PLANTS.
Second Edition, 32 Coloured Plates, 91. W.

SOWERBY'S ILLUSTRATED KEY to the

NATURAL ORDERS of BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. Nine

Coloured Plates. 7s. i>d.

SOWERBY'S BRITISH WILD FLOWERS.
1780 Coloured Illustrations. Svo, £3 3*-

THE BRITISH RUBI. An attempt to Discriminate

the Species. By Professor C. Cardale Babisgton, F.R.S

REFUGIUM BOTANICUM. Partially Coloured

Figures, with descriptions, from living specimens, of htlle known

or New Piants. Edited by W. WiLSON SAUNDERS, F.R.S. Royal

Svo, each Part containing 24 Plates, 75. dd,

JOHN VAN VOORST, t, Paternoster Row.

lull di:• These " il;

ixTa Theory.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN,

:ussion of the Atmospheric

) CO., Paternoster Row.

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE of BOTANY, Vol. 16.

CURTIS'S BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Vol. 70, for 1844.

HORTICULTURAL TRANSACTION^S.^yol^7,^an^^
^

WANTED, to PURCHASE, the above. Address, with price, to

ROBERT COOPER, Seed Merchant, 15*, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Dr. Lindley's Tlieory of Horticulture.
In Svo, with q8 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth.

THE THEORY and PRACTICE ot

HORTICULTURE; or, an Attempt to explain the Chief

Operations of Gardening upon Physiological grounds: being the

Second Edition of the " iTieory of Horliculti

John Lindlev, Ph.D., F.R.S.
"The First Edition of this valuable work

which time it has had an extensive circulatior

the German, Dutch, and even Russian

particularly restricted to principles, hi

e," much enlarged. By

length
sting and useful by a
He has thus greatly

tAL...ided"the matter by supporting the physiological doctrines with an

appeal to facts familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the

ult ; till :

principles and practice,

ting

Builder.
"Thi

the :

nd popular compendium of the
of horticultu

addit
is a Second Edition of the ' Theory of Horticult

of a large quantity of practical mat
scientific principles and good cu
contains aboul four times as 1

Although very large addi

th the
reduced to show how

the first

while many passages in the first edition have been wholly

may be proper to say that the greatest changes are those

fr, vltalitv. climate, domestication, ventilation, propa-

Is and manures; such being the

n whi^ practical men are most interested. The whole work

has^ indeed, assumed such a form a

object of the authorhas been, 1

t evident that the great

apply.

SoV''

which every well-informed person may understand^

As the volume concludes with a very copious inde:

re is no difficulty in finding where any f

-Gardenen' Cktonicle.

By the same Author,

TNTRODUCTION to

X. Fourth Edition, greatly enlarged ;

Wood Engravings. Two vols. Svo, 245.

*,* It has been the Author's wish to b

has introduced down, as nearly as possible,

found at the present day. In doing

derable a quantity of
_ he has added si

ut.aL..^ - ^— J - — especially in what

Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that the present Edi

CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.
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A MEDLEY of RHYMES for the CHILDREN.
Written and TransLitccJ by A. M. Price One Shilliny.

JAMES NISRET and CO.. 21. Bcrncrs Sired, W.

Now ready. Sve, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the
Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with 218 Wood-
cuts by E. M. Williams.
Published fcr the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,

192, Piccadilly, W.
Price to Non-members, £1 rr.

Recent Works by B. S. Williams, F.R.E.S.
" Mr Williams is known throughout the world as one of the ablest

of English cultivators of Orchids, and is one of the most frank and
genial of advisers, whether the merest novice or the most experienced
adept lake counsel of him."

—

Gardeners' Masatim.

Third Edition, revised and enlarged, post 8vo, price 51., post free,

51. 5(/. ; interleaved copies, post free, 61. 6j.,

THE ORG H ID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
"The only work of the kind worth a place in the cultivators'

library."

—

Cardeticrs' Magazine.

s
Post 8vo, clolh, price SJ. ; post free, ss. s<f.,

ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS,
liRITISH and EXOTIC.

IVe have no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work
Exotic Ferns which has yet appeared."—Garrf^^rn' CkronicU.

An excellent, practical, and handy treatise on Garden Ferns, well
)lying a want which has long been MC—Florist and Pomologist.

c\

will supply a real ^

1 hearty welcome."

—

Gardentfs' Chronicle.

In the Press, post 8vo, price 5s.
;
post free, y. 5^.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

management, forming the Second Volume to " Choice Sieve and
Greenhouse Flowering Plants."

Sold by the AUTHOR, Victoria and Paradise Nursenes, Holloway,
London, N. ; and also by all Nursentnen and Booksellers.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now c.^r^lcd out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.

^'^^. '°r- 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,
171. Fleet S tnthc Autho;

The Poultry Yard.
Fourth Edition, ready, cloth, 5s., or with the Illustrations

Coloured, 61. 6if.|

THE PRACTICAL POULTRY KEEPER :

a Complete Standard Guide to the Management of Poultry,
whether for Domestic Use, the Market, or Exhibition. By L. Wkight.

make poultry pay ? Which are the best layers, the
best ;, the best table fowl ? No one need close the" vol'un:

thout abundant data on these subjects."—5a/«nfflj' Review.
CASSELL, FETTER, and GALPIN , Ludgate Hill, E.C.

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS' CO':
(Denton's Series), 24 Designs.—Photograpliic Working

approved by the luclosure Commissioners, forOncGuincae;
and One Guinea the Specification and Contract, suit;
several designs.

E. AND F- N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

IHE OMBRA, the OMBRA.~The new Sunshades,
applicable to all Hats for Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children, in

iw Plait, &c. Extremely light, becoming, portable, and moderate
~~'"~

" " "'
" « for travelling, the seaside, and all

D'
adache, Gout,

for delicate const
and Infants.

DINNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street. Londoi
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

C ORNS and liUNlONS
.ill bt: |j,,

cntleman, many years
lo afford others the infor-

f removal in a short period,

elopto F, KINGS'lUN, Ksq , W.i.,

PARR'S "LIFE"PILLS Ki
HEALTH, and make thim

Persons suffering from Headache, 1 1

Skin Eruptions, Lowness of Spirits, >

arc particularly recommendec
3 fail i

D'

T,
Ask for LEA I

bottles and labels.

iND BLACKWELL, London! and sold by all

uehout the World.

»URE AERATED
Ellis's Ruthin Waters 1 . ._

^is's Soda, Potass, Selzer, Lithia and Potass Waters and l^en-
"

": Son, Ruthin,"

3tel-kcepers.
Ruthin, North Wales.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

/;,;,/; half-yearly Volume complele in iliclf, ii-'ilh Title-page and Index,

THE ATHENiEUM :

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE
FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific VoyaRcs.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relating

CRITICISMS on ART; MUSIC and DRAMA.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely to interest the informed.

THE ATHEN/EUM
conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature. Science and Art, i

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

c>f per Bo.x,

A CLEAR COMPLEXION. —GODFREY'S
EXTRACrr of ELDER FLOWERS has long been known for" ' ' 'mproving, and preserving the Skin,"^

itiful. It removes Tan,
produced by sudden

„ effect in softci
and in rendering the Complexion clear and
Sunburn, Freckles, and all disfigurements produced by
changes in the weather; cures Pimples, Humours, and other Erup
tions, and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes delicately soft
clear, and smooth. Godfrey's Extract of Elder Flowers possesses ;

delightful fragrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet
. Sold in bottles—Pr r. »f. , by all cTem s and Perfun

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST

FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes at ii. i\d., aj. grf., 4s. 6rf., and iij.

c OCKLE'S

In bo:

ANTIBILIOUS
use the last 69 years for

INDIGESTION.
: IS. \\d., 21. 9,i., 4r. fid., and ri

PILLS,

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
In use the last 69 years for

BILIOUS AFFECTIONS.
In boxes at is. i\d., xs. gd., 41. 6d., and 11

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
in use the last 6g years for

LIVER COMPLAINTS.
In bos. lid.

C" LE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE OLDEST

PATENT MEDICINE.
In boxes at is. i\d., 2S. gd., ^j. 6.^. , and ri

w DILLISTONE,

an equaUty

Subscription for Tuvlve Mouths, Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

' Learned, chatty, useful."—^Mcz/rram.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d,

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works.
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

B.\LL.ADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HER.ALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve their
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:—

Hepworth Dixon, Esq.

To Florists.
"O BE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about I acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

qiO BE DISPOSED OF, a WEST END LONDON
-L FLORIST'S, doing a capital business, and offering an excellent
opportunity. Capital required about ^^200, including everything. Full
particulars on applicatio)

A, B,, 26. Westboi

Surblton.—To Fruiterers, Greengrocers, Nurserymen,
FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, a well-established BUSINESS, as
above, together with the LEASE of a capital RESIDENCE,

good SHOP, and large YARD, most coniinandlngly situate in this
fast improving Suburb, together with an Acre of Ground fully stocked
and cropped with choice FRUIT, STANDARD and DWARF ROSE
TREES, SHRUnS, Sic, and all kinds of VEliETABLES ; also about
3 Acres of prime ORCHARD and MEADOW LAND.
For further particulars and to view, apply to Mr. WINDLER,

Land and Estate Agent, 13, Victoria Terrace, Surbiton, S.W.

SALES BY AUCTION.
North Cray Place, Foot's Cray, Kent.

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT of KOLIAGt, FkUlTING, and
FLOWERING TREES, SHRUBS, and PLANTS.

FAREBROTHER, LYE, and WHEELER are
instructed lo SELL by AUCTION, at North Cray Place, on

t> . -—-TIT. .,- . _ ,, ., 'fih day's sale of the eficcts of the
I'lock, a valuable and important
i;, and FLOWERING TREES,
\ery beautiful and choice speci-
|j,i japonica, Azaleas, Camellias,

•-'^"rns, Fuchsias, Figs Ficus
nd Palms, Roses (of sorts),

SATURDAY, I

late Mrs. Wt-
collection of F
SHRUBS, and
mens of the Ac

Rhododendrons, Thuj; . Tobacco, Salvias, Strawberries, Vines,
ids of the choicest varieties of Geranium, Calceo-
entire stock of the celebrated gardens of North

VHEELER, 8, Lancaster Place. Strand. London, W.C.

A. Ashpitel, Esq,
Lord Braybrooke
Rev. Thomas Boys
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.

J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, Esq.
L P. Collier, Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq.

1 Corney, Esq.
P. Cunniuf^ham, Esq.
Rev. T. Corser
Rt. Hon. J. W. Croker
J. Crossley, Esq.
Dr. Dalton
Professor De Morgan

Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Elli:

E. Foss, Esq.

. Hawkins, Esq.
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter
George Vere Irving, Esq.
Rev. John Jebb-

igla^

. C. Trt Bart.George Offor, Esq,
George Ormcrod, Esq.
William Pinkerton, Esq.
L R- Planchfe, Esq.

. Dr. Kennedy E. F. Rimbault, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Rock
S. W. Singer, Esq.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price 4^., or stamped to goby Post, 5^, It is also
issued in Monthly Parts

; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Index, price ioj-. 6d. cloth boards.
The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Six Months, forwarded direct from the Publisher (including the

M. A. Lower, Esq.
Lord Lyttelton
W. B. MacCabe, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir F. Madden
J. H. Markland, Esq.
Rev. J. E. B. Mayor
Lord Monson
R. M. Milnes, Esq., M.P.
J. G. Nichols, Esq.

E. Smirke, Esq,
A, Stcinmeti, Esq.
George Stephens. Esq.
H. E. Strickland, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir J. E, Tennent
Professor Thompson
W.j. Thorns, Esq.
B, Thorpe, Esq.
Kev. J. H. Todd, D.D,
SirW - "

the Gardci

FAREBROTHER, LYE, AND WHEELER, beg to
give notice that they are honoured with instructions from hi3

Grace the Duke of Northumberland to SELL by AUCTION, at Syon.
on WEDNESDAY. lune 22, at 12 o'CIock, an assemblage of rare
l^ROPICAL PLANTS and TREES, of remarkably fine growth;

specimens in Europebe found some of the fim

bcrt Way, Esq.
iniamin H, Wiffen, Esq.
. Varrell, Esq.
Yeowell, Esq., &c.

Half-Yearly Index), is iis. ±d., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand I'ost Office
WILLIAM GREIG SMITH. .

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller find Newsman ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Alocasia macrorhiza
Anthurium acaule
Areca concinna
Caladiums of sorts
Carolmea alba
Chrysophylium Cainito
Cocos sp. , and other Palms

Cycas revoluta
Diospyrossapota and M
Dracaena, sp.

El^odendron australc
Eugei

"

Hit
elastic indie

s lilif

, &c.

Catalogue!- _. ^.^
obtainable of Mr. FAIRBAIRN,

nil be

sold in consequence of alterat;
Gardens at Syon.

of preparat;
»iii.uiiIRN, Gardener, ai »yon ; aiiu un auyi-

FAREBROTHER, LYE. and WHEELER,
8, Lancaster Place, Strand, London, W.C.

Saccharum oflicii

Sterculia nobilis

Theobroma cacao
Urania speciosa
Vanilla plai

'^ "

arrangement of the

I, and when ready.
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND GOLLEGTINC MAGHINES FOR 1870.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS HAVE

PROVED TO BE THE BEST, AND HAVE

CARRIED OFF EVERY PRIZE THAT

HAS BEEN GIVEN IN ALL CASES OF

COMPETITION.

EVERY MACHINE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE

ENTIRE SATISFACTION, AND IF NOT

APPROVED CAN BE RETURNED WITH-

OUT ANY COST WHATEVER TO THE
PURCHASER.

The following are a few of the distinguished Patrons of the above Lawn Mowers, who can fully

guarantee their superiority and efficiency :—

the Prince of Wales.

e'Bdgians.
HIM, the Emperor of the French.
H.LM. the Emperor of Russia.
H.R H, the Pasha of Egypt.
H.R.H. the IJuchess ofCambridge,
H.S H, the Prince Lk-chtciisleiii.

H.H, ll.r R.li.li ,,f ^il.ir.ik

His Grace the Dulse of iNonhumberland.
His Grace the Duke ot Richmond.
His Grace the Duke of St. Albans.
His Grace the Duke of Wellington.
His Grace the Duke of Argyle.
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
His Grace the Duke of Rutland
His Grace the Duke of Buckingham.
His Gr.icc the Ilukc ,[ Newcastle.
Her 1:1 I.. Hn i., ,,.,r Sutherland.
The- M ^1 iniuisot Westminster.
Ph.. M i iniuis of Anglesey.
The M . .1 ir.iuisofSligo.

The M . ' l-ilu- Miirquis of Exeter.
The .Most :\..l,lc the .Marquis of Aylesbury.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Hastings.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Ducic.
The Right Honourable the Earl de Grey and Ripon.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Darnley.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Derby,
The Right Honourable the Earl of Chichester.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Carlisle,

The Right Honourable the Earl of Cathcart.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Stamford and W.arringt
The Right Honourable the Earl of Effingham.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Harewood.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Scarborough.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Leicester.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Stair,

The Right Honourable the Earl of Stradbrooke.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Brownlow.
The Right Honourable the Earl Spencer.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Abergavenny,
The Right Honourable the Earl Fitzwilllam.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Ellesmere.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Howarth.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Airlie.

The Right Honourable Count Kennisdal.
The Right Honourable Count Donnemarsh.
The Right Honourable Count Bernstoflf.

The Right Honourable the Lady Palmerston.
The Right Honourable the Countess of Harewood.
The Right Honourable the Countess Dellarmorella.
The Right Honourable the Countess Dowager of Jersey.

able Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vi.

The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Rei
The Right Ret
The Right Hoi
The Right H.

t Campdcn.
t Eversley.
t Sydney.

;nd the Lord Bishop of Kilm
rable Lord Charles Fitiroy.
Table Lord Stourton.

The Right Honourable Lord Sondes.
The Right Honourable Lord Scarsdale.

The Right H.
The Right H(
The Right Honourable Lord Bolton.
The Right Honourable Lord Ross.
The Right Honourable Lord Clarence Paget.

The Right Ho
The Right Ho
The Right Ho

ourable Lord Forester,
ourable Lord Creinornc
ourable Lord Broughtoi

The Right Hoi

3ble Lord Leigh, L.L.
urable Lord Wenlock.
urable Lord Ashtown.

., .. . jurable Lord John Scott.

The Right Honourable Lord Sufficld.

The Right Honourable Lord Heytcsbury,
The Right Honourable Lord George Ctvcr
The Right Honourable Lord Brayurookc
The Right Honourable Lord A. Hei
The Right Honourable Lord Aveland,
The Right Honoiirablc Lord Penzance.

rth.
The Right Honourable Lord LeconfielJ.
The Right Honourable Lord Romily.
The Right Honourable Lord Uroughton.
The Right Honourable Lord Chesnam,
The Right Honourable Lord Heytesbury,
Lady hfilner.
Lady Fairbairn.

Lady Eardley.
Lady Buxton.
Lady Ingleby.
The Right Honourable J. Stewart Wortky
The Right Honourable J. R. Mowbray.
The Right Honourable Sir D. Dundas.
The Right Honourable J. T. Parker.
The Right Honourable Henry Labouchere.
The Honourable and Reverend Charles Hervey.
The Honourable and Reverend Latimer Neville.
The Honourable H. Bligh.
The Honourable Mr. King.
The Honourable Lady Howard.
The Honourable and Reverend J. Harborough,
Sir J. Lowther, Bart.
Sir Wm. Brown Folkcs. Bart.
Sir Wm. Goodenough-Hayter, Bart,
Sir E, M, Elton, Bart.
Sir Wilfred Lawson, Bart.
Sir E, S. Stanhope, Bart.

Sir Wm. Codrington, Ban.
Sir Wm. Lawson, BarL
Sir Francis D. Legard, Bart.
Sir William E, Milner, Bart.
Sir Matthew Blakestone, Bart.
Sir J. RadclifTe, Bart.
Sir Alexander Ackland Hood, Bart.
Sir George Burrand, Bart.

Sir Edward Hunter Blair, Bart.
Sir Francis Crossley, Bart.
Sir William Brown, JBart.

Sir Robert Sheffield, Bart.
Sir J, W, Ramsden. Bart,
Sir Angus Campbell, Bart,
Sir Robert Bateson, Bart.
Sir C, R. Tempest, Bart.
Sir Humphrey dc Trafford, Bart,
Sir William Osborne, Bart.
Sir Charles Mordaunt, Bart.
Sir Kennett Mackenzie, Bart.
Sir lohn H, D.avis, Bart.
Sir']. G. Hesketh, Bart.
Sir Percy Shelley. Bart.
Sir E, Wray Tavistock, Bart.
Sir .\I Shaw Stewart, Bart.
Sir John Shelley, Bart.
Sir Ralph Howard. Bart.
Sir Richard Garden. Bart.
Sir Walter Farquhar, Bart.
Sir Andrew Fairbairn,
Sir James Watts.
Sir Joseph Copley.
Sir Thomas Wills.
Sir J. Nelthorpe.
Sir W. Yardley.
Sir Noel Harris.
Sir I. Bligh, K.C.B.
Sir William Hutton.
Sir Charles Watson.
Sir Joshua Walmesley.

General Bl.inshard.
General Reeve.

Colonel lackson.

Colonel Vandelei

Vice-Admiral Eden,
Rear-Admiral Braisier.
Rear-Admiral Poppam.

The following are a few of the principal places where Green's Patent Lawn

in use, and have been for a number of years giving entire

THE ROYAL GARDENS, WINDSOR.
BUCKINGH.4M PALACE GARDENS.
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE GARDENS.
SANDRINGHAM HALL GARDENS.
CHISWICK HOUSE GARDENS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
ST. JAMES'S PARK.
GREEN PARK.
KENNINGTON and BATTERSEA PARKS.

ROYAL BOTANICAL i;ARDENS
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
KENSINGTON PALACE GARDENS.
T£MPLE GARDENS.
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
BERKELEY SQUARE GARDENS.
RUSSELL SQUARE GARDENS.
GORDON SQUARE GARDENS.
PARLIAMENT SQUARE GARDENS,

Mowers are the only Machines

satisfaction :—
BRUNSWICK SQUARE GARDENS.
ROYAL HOSPITAL, CHELSEA.
ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOLS
HYDE PARK GARDENS.
LIVERPOOL PARK.
BIRKENHEAD PARK.
PRESTON PARK.
SUNDERLAND PARK.
HALIFAX PARK.
BRADFORD PARK,
LEEDS ROYAL PARK.

T. GREEN &^ SON )night add considerably to the number of distinguished Patrons and principal places luhere their Patent Lawn
MoiL'crs are at worlc, but deem the above ample.

Illustrated Price Lists of Green's Patent Lawn Mo'wers, Garden Boilers, and Patent Boilers, free on application.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.'

Editorial Communications should be addressed t

Printed by William Richards, ; _
Richards, at the Office, No. 41* Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Cov< t Garden, in the said County,—Saturday, May
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Twenty TLousand Bedding Plants.
C. PADMAN'S SPRING CATALOGUE is now

• ready, and may be had on application.
Providence Nursery. Boston Spa, near Tadcaster, Yorkshire.

EDDING PLANTS, BEDDING PLANTS.-
An Immense Stock of the above at exceedingly Low Prict

E
Bedding Plants, &:c.

WING AND CHILD'S SPRING CATALOGUE of
BEDDING and other PLANTS is now ready, and will be sent

c
Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.

.\LCEOLARIA AURE.\ FLORIBUND.\
VERBENAS, in single pots. Good clean Plants.

GEO. ROSE,

New Spring Catalogue.
FAND A. SMITH beg to announce that their LIST

• of New and Approved NOVELTIES of the SEASON may be
had on application.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S E.
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" Economy.—Seeds Direct from tlie Growers."

JAMES CARTER & CO,
SEED GEOWEK^,

237 & 238,HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

1^^ In consequence of the great injury to the Growing
Crops during tlie tale winter, J. C. & Co. regret being

compelled to annonncetlicfollowing hVNKV.ce. in Prices

for their Choice Prize Stocks of Swede, Turnip,

b'c., after this date.

NEW COLEUS.—The new Golden and other select
Coleiiscs, sent post free, \2 line varieties, 2s, dd, ; 24 select

li'-l'l I IM'I <!, MrMI\\l\
1 lll'-.RBSTII, IS. 61;.

I" '
' '. I' 'i \ ' ' TM I \ .M ' .r

' I \ ALBA, IS. 6i per
'I

' IH ; \ , I II I .i ; M,, 3s, 6.i. ; 12 liiie
I" - I'll I ". I , ' ..i|- il, . n,. ,

. , I ri'HSIAS, 3s. ; 12
II ^11 'l\ ^ I 1-1 I V1:IAN.\, ii. .Viij ..I liic above sent Tree by

ic

'""Jj^^^'JJJ^jJj™^ Florist, Battle, Sussex.

CARTER'S

IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE,
Tlic eai'liest and best in cuhivation.

Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

CARTER'S LONDON SWEDE (the larsest variety) Per Ib.-is. oi

SKIRVINO'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE „ 09
HALL'S WESTBURY SWEDE 10

Cheaper per cwt. or busliel.

CARTER'S

DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE TURNIP,

Of quick growth, and very fine quahty.

Is. per lb. Cheaper per cwt.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP . . Per lb.—OS. lo<i

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP , o 10

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE TURNIP .. .. „ o 10

CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE, or Si.i.\veek TURNIP „ 1

CHARLES TURNERS SPRING CATALOGUE
of POPULAR PLANTS is now ready, and may be had on

Azaleas
Carnations
Chrysanthe

s the best selections of—
Miscellaneous plants

„ bedding plai

Coleus
Dahlia.

Gloxini

C HATER'S AGER.^TUM IMPERIAL D-WARF

—

The finest beiUlini; plant of the season. Strong robust growth,
not exceeding 6 inches in height, and throws a mass of blossom all
through the summer : for second rows in floral designs unsurpassed.
See Opinions of the Press, to be had on application.

quai
' Rl.a . 6,i. : 6. i8s.

will be forwarded upon req

WILLIAM CflATER, Nu

25s- : 24, 40s. Special prices for

Saffron Walden.

NEW FERN, ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS
MAGNIFICUM. 1870 (T. & C, LEE).~We have much pleasure

in introducing this really useful Greenhouse Fern to publi.u-fi !__ .u_. -._ „ _ - ,
Ion and become a un
those of Capillus-X'

Ion
J,', by

. .X arc of a beautiful s^ft L-rccn" and
those of A. Farlcyense, and like that fine var

d fringed cdc

icty

side of the pot.

almost as large
they overlap each other in graceful waves of maiden-hai

hardiness and adaptability to the temperature of a crcc"nhousc, whereas
A. Farlcyense can only be cultivated by those who possess a stove
To be sent out in June. Price 31s. M. each.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed
Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

CARTE R'.S

LIS'T of BEDDING and other PLANTS
For 1870 is now ready.

/'r/.i' Sixpence, Post Free (Gratis to purchasers).

NEW and CHOICE PLANTS for 1870.

GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.

June 19,1867. A First-class Certificate was awarded
to Carter's' Tricolor Gcrmiium, Prince of Wales, by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, July 7, 1868. A First-class

Certificate was awarded to Carter's Tricolor Geranium, Prince of
Wales, by the Royal Botanic Society of London, May 27, 1868.

EDITH STUART (Carter).—A free-growing variety, with flat

•alvcr-shapcd leaves, lone bright vermilion, with a light yellow
margin. Price 21*. each. First Prize, Mayas, Royal Horticultural
Society. Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

PRINCESS of WALES_{Carter).—A variety similar to Prince 01

Wales, but )

.(id.

:: 30, Royal Botanic Society.

inn, AZIZ (Carter).—A splendid dark tricolor, very
tiKir.icicr and free in habit, leaves of great substance
ularly round, zone a dark scarlet, light, golden margin.

. each. First Prize, May 22, RoyaJ Horticultural Society.

DR. WALLACE (Carter!.—A free-growing
of good form, deep coloured zone
chocolate. Price 5s. each.

beddci

1870,

MRS. MULLER (CarterJ.—A neat compact-grcwing variety, zone
light carmine, blotched with chocolate, margin creamy yellow.

BALLYMENA (Carter).—A most desirable variety for bedding
purposes, and verj- distinct in character; zone vcrj- dark chocolate
and rosy purple. Each y. Special Certificate, April
Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties for 301.

SILVER TRICOLOR GER.\NIUM.

GOLDEN SELF GERANIUM.
CARRIE FOWLER (Carter).—Seedling from Crystal Palace Gem,

a beautiful brigbt golden colour, compact in habit ; an excellent
bedding variety. Each gs. Royal Horticultural Society, May 22,
1869.—Prize for best Goldfen.Leaved Geranium, Carrie Fowler.

For full descriptions and particulars of

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS
oi-

BEDDING and OTHER PLANTS,
SEE

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED

PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870.

ECHEVERIA GLAUCO-METALLICA.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Have much pleasure in offering the above beautiful anri distinct hybrid. It was raised from the Echeveri.i

metallica, crossed with the E. glauca, and is a valuable addition to this popular class of Summer Bedding Plants.
The leaves are nearly as large as those of E. metalhca, and in colour are intermediate between both parents,

the deep glaucous green of the one, but with the bronze hue of the other.

One of its great recommendations is, that unlike the E. metallica, it always remains stemless, and it is by far the
most showy and largest leaved of all the dwarf kinds. It is a very free grower, and was awarded a First-class
Certificate when exhibited, August 22, 1868.

Nice Plants, 5s. each; larger Plants, IDs. 6d. each.
'

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, CHELSEA, S.W.

NOW SENDING OUT,

NEW ROSE, PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
ONE SPECIAL, AND FOUR FIRST-CL.'^SS CERTIFICATES.

" One of the grandest Roses in cultivation."

—

Journal of Horticultnre.

" A good Rose for e.\hibition, and a grand Rose for the garden."

—

The Field.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

NEW PELARGONIUM, WALTHAM BRIDE.
A SILVER-EDGED WHITE FLOWERED BEDDING SORT.

TWO FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

" Waltham Bride may be considered amongst the very besL"—P. Grieve, in Journal of Horticulture.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

For other NOVELTIES, see WILLIAM PAUL'S SPRING C.\TALOGUE.

WILLIAM PAUL, PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains LI.STS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-

ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY FERNS, FILMY FERNS, &c.

;
graceful and high-coloured DRAC.-ENAS, massive AG.AVES and

YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS. ALOCASLAS, &c., &c. ; and many other

Variegated and Ornament.al-le.aved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments .and the dinner table),

also choice AZ.ALEAS and CAMELLI.AS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLA.NTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.

B. (3. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of PlatUs, which at all times weU
repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW LARGE

ITALIAN TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE PLAT BLOOD-BED.
No. 2. GIANT BOOCA, the largest Onion knoNvn.

No. 3. LABGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EABLY WHITE, earliest of .all.

JAMES CARTER AND CO.,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in

consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be In a position to meet the demand ; but would,
nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent

disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Superb New Bedding Plant,
VHU.A CiiKNUTA VAR. iT.RFECTION.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering thi:

• superb plant to public notice, and from llic manner in which i

has been tested both in dry and exposed situations, as well as mens
and shady places, he has no hesitation in asserting its superiority ovci

every other Viola yet offered for bdl'lin;^ piiriK)sc5 li is "T hct

growth, yet seldom <

uch lareer than those
ell above the fol

;Nu'

each, 24J. per dozen, 70J. per half

:s, Upper Holloway, London, N.

B. S. WILLIAM
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free,

Per packet
Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red,
Mixed 21, M,, 3s. M., and 5

CALCEOLARIA, Nelll's extra choice train, 2j, W, 3S. M., and s

CINERARIA, Wcalherill's extra choice strain, 21. 6J., 3s. 6^.,& s

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain 15. M, and 2

CARNATION, from Prize flmvcrs i

CYCLAMEN, WiBsins' Prize strain .. 11. M , 21. W., and 3

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA IS, and 2

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant ,. ., 2

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties ,. 15. and 2

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2J. M. and 3

PYRF.THRUM (Golden Featherl is. and 2

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is, and 2

PANSY, finest Bcleian varieties is. and 2

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each i

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS,—This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy while, and produced in great abundance is, (xf. and 2

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large I

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. 2

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and i

PINK, finest double fringed i

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. 6X and 2

STOCK, white Ten-week Wallflower leaved, the purest while
Stock in cultivation i

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb i

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety i

ZINNIA ELEGANS TAGETIFLORA, florc-plcno .. ., i

Ul)per Holloway, London, N.

W^
Geraniiuns of all Classes.

AND INGRAM offer fine Plants of the
following :

—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS.

Rosette
Italia Unita ..

The Queen's Favouri
nset o 6 I Glow«

Or the 12 varieties for iSj., package included.

EXTRA FINE NEW and CHOICE VARIETIES
Each—J. d. 1 Each-

rs. Dunnett 15 o Princess Beatrice ..
r Robt. Napier .. .. 15 o Excellent
untinfidonian .. ..10 6 | Charming Bride

Or the six varieties for 50J., package included.

NEW URONZEand GOLD VARIETIES of 1869.

Beauty of Rivcrdale.

.

Black Ki "

Cleopatr; 3 6
Southern Belle

Stanstead Beauty . . . . 2 6 St. John's Wood Star
Or the 12 varieties for 30s

, package included.

DOUBLEFLOWERING ZONAL
. . ,,

,

Each—s. d. I Each-
Andrew Henderson . . .. I o Madame Rose Charmeux ,,
Gloire de Nancy ., .. o 6 Marie Lemoine
MadameLcmoine .. ., i o | Wilhelm Pfitzer

Or the six varieties for 6s,, package included.

NEW ZONAL of i860.

AcmelF. St A. Smith)
Each—s. d.

tai ,. „
Lord Napier (Foster)

Queen ofTcMs
"Troubadour (F
Consul Camerc
Elvira (Hoyle>

ct varieties, W. & I.'s selection, for 12s., package included.
NEW SHOW PELAROGNIUMS of 1869.

Each—s. d. Each-s. d.
Emily (Hoyle)

(Foster)

En
Me
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Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS ;

I Mttallic Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Kedw
of f;reat durability. __The jjlai

)wn incur no further labour
" grown " Edgings, conse-

itly being much cheaper.
(\RDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in

tilicial Stone, of great durability anti superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F. & G. RosHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. E.

Queen's Road VVest, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

O'

, forwarded for selectic
WHITEGLAZED TILES lor i-imng V

Kitchen Ranj^es. Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

To be obtained of F, & G. Roshe

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14s, per Ton, is. 2d. per Bushel; 2J. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, II. per Ton less, A coarser grained Sand 45. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.„^

.
_„f r. „ . . rFemeries. KENT

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

liberal discount to tlie Trade.

NDREW HANDYSIDE and CO.,
undry, Derby. | 32, W.ilbrook, London.

The Britannia Iron Works have for the last 40 years been _wcll

known for the production of fini

iron permits a delicacy of outlii

sible in cheap Stone or Terra-c

1 Castings. The use of Cast-
smoothness of surface, impos-

Five large Sheets of Designs and Price Lists post free for 6 stamps.

A. H. & Co. make the better kind of IRON and GLASS CON-
SERVATORIES, and have constructed some of the largest and
finest in the kingdom.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANrFACTUREKS OF

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PENDANTS, GARDEN SEATS, EDGING TILES,

AND EVKRY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENT.

All the TERRA COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. H. D. & Co. is made of the best material, burnt

extra hard, and

WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

PH/CE LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE.

BAM FORD'S "MODEL'
GARDXN ENGINE,

PRICE LISTS & TESTIMONIALS SENT POST FREE
BAM FORD SLSONS, UTTOXETER.

' Rock

R

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
""^

The STR.\WBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of
a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing

the plant. It is 16 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches

above the g^round, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous

moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the
= Fruit clean and assisting its growth—thus in the production
'_ of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,
" and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens,

Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

, HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS. SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Eve}'y description of Wire Work for Gardetis^ Conservatories^ &'C.

John Wamer & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, <Sic., &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

GARDEN
lo Gallons .

,

547A.

ENGINE.

WARNERS
AaUAJECT.

UseTul for e\er> variety of pur
?ose— 1 1 watcnnj, or washing
"lowers or frees in Gardens,

Conservatories, &c also for

washing Carnages or Window s,

laying Dust, &c
Price, complete ^^r 8 o
Small size for the

hand, as an ordi-

nary Syringe ., o 15 o

No. 35.
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Lawn Mowers, Iron Vases, Seat?, So.
JONIlS and bON.S an: now sdliiig surplii

6, lianksidc, London. 's.E.

A-;

60 feet '^ inch
Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Bri

of every article made in India-rubber forwarded on a

E. G. CAPON, India-rubber iManufacturcr.Quadn

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price L\st, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
BLACKBURN and SONS have received a large

• consignment, and are now offering them at vcty low prices.

:e, &c, on appUcation at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

ESSIANS and SCRIMS for SHADING.
^-4 Scrim, from ad. to g<f. per yard, advancing iid.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3d., jj^rf-. 4'^-, Ayj'^- and s^d.
72 ,, ,, ,, 4H"i5Hd.,6d., 6%d.,ana upwards,

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

H

T,

Sold only by the GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, ggA, King
William Street, London, E.C.

Prospectuses and Testimonials free on application.

N ) MORE DAMP WALL S.—
rhconly Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, and
from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,

LOOKERS PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far
more ornamental in appearance. See Gardmers' Chronicle, March 12.

Price from is. 6rf. per foot
Hooper & Co., Coven t Garden; Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorgate Street ;

Roshcr & Co., Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road,

--C
Kingston-on-Thames.

LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.-
Thebe&t modeof R.Ti^in- nil l.-iii,1-. ..f'^,, ,;,,. ".,

, .U and Cutting^
Price from is. each.— Hn,.,„- .-, i ,-,

,
1 ,

,
.\. .

, Kosher & Co.
Upper Ground Street, 1:1 1

'
; . l : !. and Queen"

Road, West Chelsea; an'l I
1

--trcet.

COMPANY, 3qA, King William Street, London, EC.

Land and Premises Inspected. Designs and Estimates submittet
for Erecting Poultry Houses and Yards, Aviaries, Pheasantrics, &c.

E. AND F. CROOK, 5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

froii,l.AWN MOWERS
r.AKDF.N liARROWS.. „ sis.

c;ari)i:n rollers .. ,, lu.
SPADES, FORKS. SCYTHES, &c.-
SYRLNGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SE.\TS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER ST,\NDS, IRON and

•WIRE.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.

HOT.WATER FITTINGS for T A"WM WmAWPRC
•cnT/vT»TT^« r rs GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA- i.AW IM mUWliHb,
ENGINES from S2J. 6if. Tories, &c. SHANKS'. GREEN'S, RANSOM E'S,

Dealt e's New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

GREEN'S
PATENT SILENS MESSOR.

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING
AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

Patronised

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN
on 45 ditTerent occasions.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
THE KING OF THE BELGL\NS,
THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,
THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

T. GREEN AND SON give the names of a few of

the principal places where their Lawn Mowers are the

only Machines in constant use, and have been for a

number of years, giving entire satisfaction.

The Royal Gardens, Windsor.
Buckingham Palace Gardens.
Marlborough House Gardens.
Sandringham Hall Gardens.
Chiswicfc House Gardens.
Royal Horticultural Society's
Gardens, South Kensington.

St James-s Park.
Green Park.

and Batlcrsca

ultural Gardens.
Kensington Palace Garden;;.
Temple Gardens.

South Kensington Muscui
Berkeley Square Gardens.
Russell Square Gardens.
Gordon Square Garden;

Royal Hospital, Chelsea.
Royal Naval Schools.

Hyde Park Gardens.
Liverpool Park.
Birkenhead Park,

Preston Park.

Sunderland Park.

Halifax Park
Bradford Park.

Leeds Royal Park.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved

to be the best, and have carried off every prize that

has been given in all cases of competition ; and in

proof of their superiority upwards of 50,600 have

been sold since the year 1856,

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

Newly

SAMUELSON & CO/S
Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS.

THE MOST IMPORT.\NT IMPROVEMENT EVER INTRODUCED.

MESSRS.
SAMUELSON &C0.

3raw special

Lawn Mowers
for 1870,

which are fitted, when
required, with a NEW
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-
tirely superseding the old
and tedious operation of
Edge-CHpping by hand.

All Machines fitted with
new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of
the New Patent Edge-
Clipping Silent Lawn

on application to

SAMUELSON and CO., BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.

Suitable for One Person. Suitable for Two Persons.

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines, in-

cluding Patent Self or Side Delivery Box
; Cross

Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary

Chaise Traces or Gig Harness :

—

HoRsi; Macimne

I Leather Boots for Horse, 261.

warranted 1 give entire satisfaction, and if not

e, without any cost whatever to the

Every Mach;

approved of ca

purchaser.

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and

Shipping Ports in England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Stock to select from both at our London and Leeds Show Rooms,

and all orders executed on the day ihey are received.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,

Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds, and S4 and 55, Blaclcfriar

Road, London, S.E.

N.B.—REPAIRS to LAWN MOWERS DONE at the London

Establishment in the most expeditious manner, having cverj' necessary

appliance of steam-power and machinery same as at Leeds.

Illustrated Price Lists of Green's Patent Garden Rollers, Patent

Hot-Water Boilers, Garden Seats and Chairs, Fountains, Vases, and

Galvanised W'ire Netting, &c., free on application.
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NE^A^ PLANTS FOR 1870

James Veitch cS^ Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE NOW PREPARED TO SEND OUT

THEIR UNDERMENTIONED SPLENDID NOVELTIES.
ADIANTUM RUBELLTJM.

A very prcttj' species of the Capillus-Veneris section, introduced by
IS from Peru.
It is of dwarf and very compact habit, rarely exceeding 8 inches in

leight, the young fronds, which are produced in great profusion, being
less decorated with the roseate tint which has sug-

:ived Certificates.

gested i

It has been frequently exhibited by us, and re

Price loj. 6d. each.

ALOCASIA SEDENI
A very distinct and beautiful hybrid, raised at our 1

obtained by crossing the A. metallica with A. Lowii.
The form of the leaf is perfectly intermediate Detwecn the two

parents, wnijst the colouring is a very striking and pleasing combina-
tion of the metallic hue of the one parent with the dark green and pro-
minent white veins of the other.

a fine foliage plant, wc consider it decidedly superior to both
island in all respects worthy ofa place in the most select collec-

from the Royal Hi
I^arents,

;

I May, i86g.

Price 31J. 6d. each.

(lold Medal at the International

AE.ALIA OSYANA.
A very distinct introduction from the South Sea Islands, where it

was discovered by Mr. J. G, Veitch. It is a free growing plant, of
graceful appearance, and will be especially useful for decorative pur-
poses. We need only say that the colour of the foliage is a very pleas-
ing green, which at the tips of the leaves, and also where the veins
br.nnch, changes to a strilting chocolate-brown, the contrast being
decided and pleasing. It retjuires an average temperature of 60 degs,

Nice young plants, loj-, &d. ; stronger ditto, 2ii^. each.

BEGONIA SEDENI.
Undoubtedly the finest hybrid flowering Begonia ever raised. It is

a cross between an unnamed species and B. boliviensis, both now so
well known. It is eq^ually as free in growth, and of the same upright

GROTON (CODI^UM) CORNUTUIVC.

spotted with yellow, li.i

greater number, from ,t p <

at the apex, giving the pla:

In the Ganieners' Citron
as " a very curious variety,
ing horn-like process from the

CROTON (CODLaEUM) VEITCHII.
Another splendid introduction from the South Sea Islands.

foliage of great size,

1, ,ind the

increasing a

ghtly undulated, and of perfectly new colour-
a length of 12 to 14 inches by sj^, the young
! broad bands of creamy yellow, which cnang-
irmine-purple, the intensity or these colou
:jecome older,

perfectly distinct, both in size of foliage and colouring, froi

any other known kind, and will be a magni
exhibition or decorative purposes; and we na\
that this and the C. undulatum are two of the finest novelties ini

duccd during late years.
The Editors of the Gardeners' Chrcnicle, who described the whole of

our collection of Crotons in 186S, p. 844, thus speak of C. Vcilchi-
anum :—" One of the most beautiful o? the scnes, and one which
attracted much attention in Paris, Ghent, and elsewhere."

year exhibited asancw^lant, and received, amongst

1 saying

B. boliv
coloured. The flowers

The plant contii

^litly ros

Llofalai..
t was awarded the Sili

int Show of the Royal \l'

n bloom,
lora Medal (l>irst Prize) at the Ne
lultural Society, Junes, 1869,^3 beir

unhesitatingly offi

shown for the first

one of the finest acqui

Price 2is. each.

BLANDFORDIA ATTREA.
very beautiful addition to the itircady fine group of Blandfordia,
:ing a sixth reputed species in the tribe It forms an evergreen
1 greenhouse or conservatory plant, with narrow linear keeled
nnelled leaves, from the base of which the flower-sc
2 feet in height, bearing an umbellate cluster of thi

ubledly proi

s of very easy cultivatio:

Price 15/. each.

CROTON (CODIjEUM) UNDULATUM.
xhibitcd so often,

any lengthened description.
Considered by many 1 tiful variety of the fin

1 brought
!ids, we oiler it to tlie puniic as being lar siiperi

other Croton yet in cultivation, both from the form of the leaf a

superb colouring.
's of the usual free Croton growth, the edges of the leaves being

beautifully undulated and wavy, and the
numerous markings and blotches, which ii

: brightest crimson, on a dark green ground,
red leaves are of

„ „ , d in the young
caves at first yellow, gradually changing to pink and crimson, the
base of the petiole being a very light green.
As a plant for table decoration It will be an univers.il favourite, the

colours by night having a magnificent effect, and, indeed, from what-
ever point of view we consider this plant, we cajinot too highly

It was thus described by the Editors of the Gardeners' Chroyticle, 1868,
31 p. 943 :—" One of the handsomest, if not the most so, of the set."

*

Price, 1st size, 63.^. ; 2d size, ^zs. each.

several other prizes, the Bi

Horticultural Society, on June :

Nice young plants, 42.?

wpi
. . „

Flora ^Rdal at the Show of the Royal
!, iSog.

, ; stronger ditto, 63^. each.

DAVALLIA MOOREANA
Fern, of which a very faithful woodcut is t.

Gardeners' Chronicle of September 11, 1869; page 964—to which
ying some idea ofespecially d

is one of our best introd'
We annex the follow

Chronicle, believing it 1

novelty :-
'l»hisisoneofthemi

introduced t

graceful habi
pale green
"The pi;

, „ ;haracler-
of this year.

Icscription, taken from the GardtHen
the best method of describing this fini

beautiful
r gardens, and is

large size, combined

; Ferns which have yet been
arkable i

Li.b. i-uiiiuMii^u nith its small sub-divisions, it;

lotn surface, and its bullate sori.

if Borneo, whence it was introduced by Mr,
Veitch fit Sons, by whom

J and who have received for
it the award of a First-class Certificate,
"The rhizome, which is as stout as one's little finger, is of a less

rapidly elongating habit than in many other Davallias,
cr. IS 01 a less
nd is clothed

raw, from afoot to
a foot and a half long^ quite smooth, and pale coloured.
" The fronds are from 2 to 3 feet long, and from 1 to a feet wide at

the base, triangular and pointed, of a graceful arching habit of growth,
and most elegantly cut into a multitude of small blunt oblique
sorifcrous segments; their colour is a pale green, and they are very
remarkable for the dotted appearance presented by the upper surface
from the prominence of the '

"

"At the_ . of Messrs. Veitch we have
named this Fern in honour of Mr. Thomas Moore, whose services in

of Fern knowledge are such that it is most fitting his

; and beauty of this plant, which "

xhibiled on that c

uch admired when

DBACffiNA ALBICANS.
A distinct kind, of the upright habit of D. terminalis, and

foliage nearly as large as thai

DBACaiNA GUILFOYLEI.
A very distinct introduction ; also a native of the South Sea Islands.

It is of smaller growth than the other new kinds wc now offer, the
leaves being about 2 inches in width and 15 to 18 inches long, striped
through their entire length with creamy \v'nite, which in age acquires
a rosy tint, especially at the margin. It will be a useful dccorativ"

tallr Tiblir

DRACjENA MOOREANA.
This magnificent novelty, discovered \-\ ••^ M; I '

imported by us direct from the South ~'
1

,1
D. Cooperi in habit, bu

i 111. luibii i3 compact.
The base of the leaf-

it, the leaves h. i;

;th, and Wautifully unduLiici
litable for decorative purpost

ne mid-rib arc of a bright
---'-'-

„ --jclf chanees to a elossv br
invaluablcj

recommend It to all plant growers. It has r
and was much admired both at the St. Pc
Exhibitions, as well as at our English shows,
pleasure in naming this fine plant in comptir
Sydney Botanic Gardens, an old and valued c

ECHEVERIA GLAUCO METALLICA.
A very distinct hybrid, and. one which will be a valuable addition

this popular class ot^ summer bedding plants. The leaves are nearly
large as those of E. raetallica, and in colour arc intermediate bctwc
boin parents, having the deep glaucous green of the one, but with t

bronzy hue of the other. One of its great recommendations is ih

grower, and
August 22, l&OB.

Nice young pi

kvhcn exhibited

each ; larger ditto, los. 6d. each.

ORTHOSIPHON STAMINENS.
very gencr,in>' n > 1. ! 'i

and published by l>r. M.^
,eplci

rip-

lifTs
__. of the recent meetings of the Floral

Messrs. Veitch S: Sons exhibited a flowering example of this very

Eretty labiate planL The plant is herbaceous, with numerous much-
ranched purplish hairy stems ; the leaves are ovate or deltoid,

tapering at the base into a short petiole, coarsely and irregularly

toolhca, dark green above, with a purplish mid-rib, glai

DBACffiNA CHELSONI.

^ : .. I . . ii I > ^iri." large and striking, the
I'.l . /lif I" iii_' .1 .

;.'-^'-
.
! Ilk .; ,-ilniost black, which, as the

.m-iiiis si^e. bt;coin(.s muttlcd and suffused with deep crimson, a
broad line of the same colour bordering the leaves on each side. We

01 too strongly recommend this fine plant, which we believe will

supersede the well-known D. terminalis, latifolia variegata, and others
of that class. It is another of our own introductions from the South
Sea Islands. It has received the highest awards at various Exhibitions.

Price 42s. each.

laixceolai

purplish teeth. The corolla is nearly an inch long, pale lilac

1 colour (sometimes white), with a straight tube projecting for

listance beyond the calyx, covered with long whitish hairs, and
divided above into a two-lipped ringent limb. From the beauty of the

^-ith whfc s little

It

nlroduced by Mr. J. G. Veitch, from the neighbourhood of Cape
York." The plant is of very easy culture, and blooms when only a few
inches high. Price 7s. 6d. each.

RHODODENDRON LOBBII.
This isoneof the most distinct and ccrLainly the most brilliant coloured

species we have yet imported. It is

of from 8 to 12 flowers, which ai

tubular, and of a brilliant glossy

most striking oharacter. It requ

inches in length, curved,

Price $is. 6d. each.
irdcd a Firsl-Class

CYPRIPEDIUM HARRISIANUM.
A beautiful_ hybrid, obtained by crossing C. villosum with C, barba-

tum. In foliage and flower the plant, whilst partaking largely of the
character of both parents, is perfectly distinct from cither.
The following, condensed from Professor Rcichenbach's description,

published in the Gardeners'' Ckrojticle of January 30, i86q, page 108,
.' the r

plant :-"Thelea'
than those of villo

The peduncle
, spotted a

rthi
of this

of barbatum, but broade;
barbatum, and glossy like thosi

green and violet, but having less nai

% "
that of villosum. The bract
than that of C. villosum. The

C. barbatum, but is covered with a denser
scencc. The dark violet streaks in lieu of being distinct are con-
t.sothat thegreater part ot it appears of a blackish purplc.whitish
the top. It IS very glossy. The inferior sepal is whitish green,

The petals are spread at a right angle, and arc Hgulatc
SITL.

_
the upper and under limb, as in C. barbatL,..,

wer tnan in C. villosum, very shining port wine coloured, with a
dark line on the middle nerves, which arc green beneath and dark
/lolaccous above. The lip is of alight porl-wine colour, wilh .n

of liiiht urcen here and there : it has dark brow
of the limb, bristles around the month of the sac, and fine dark

ally. The colours are much bri£;htcr and darker than
large as those of the lar)

NEW ORCHIDS.
CYPBIPEDIUM (SELENIPEDIUM)

LONGIFOLrUM.
A Striking Orchid, discovered on the Cordilleras of Chiriqui at an

elevation from 5000 to 8000 feet, and thus described by Professor
Reichenbach in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1869, page 1206 ;

—

"The flowers remind one very much of Selenipedium davense. It

is easily distinguished by the two angles at the inner base of the
channelled claw or unguis of the lip. Selenipedium Hartwegii stands
even nearer, yet it appears to be very distinct by its much larger and
longer bracts, and by an open channel of the unguis of the lip, and by
some discrepancies in the lip Our plant appears to have the habit of

the old Selenipedium caudatum. The inflorescence has bracts very
much like those of Hclicinias. The flowers are greenish, very shiny
outside; the dorsal sepal is nearly oblong-triangular, with a brownish
border. The inferior sepal is much broader and longer, or even quite

as long, as the lip. The petals have a broad sub-cordate base, and
taper into a tail, greenish, "' '-•

ODONTOGLOSSUM COBONAEIUM (trae).

This beautifal species has been described by the late Dr. Lindley j

2 of the finest of^thc genus. The flowers are most striking, and of a

the base and
those of the Ion;

both basil;

broad sub-cord;
borders, and two brown streaks

the ends, these tails bein^ much shorter than
pecics. The lip is highly curious, for the

those of C.vijlosum, and the flowers
" \ plate of thi

s'e;"
)? the unguis overlapping o:

Price 21.^. to 63J-. each
3 that there i;

i of C. barbatun;
found in the "Floral Mag;
awarded numerous First-dass Certificates' .. ^ _^ „^„... ..

the energy and skill of Mr. Dominy for this beautiful acquis
.,.1,;. ="•"•-—, named in ho '^ " " '

. Dominy is ii

on of Orchids.

Price _^5 5^. each.

/ill he EPIDENDRUM SYRINGOTHYRSUS.
Epidendrum, introduced by

I

from Peru. It is ce;

in panicles of 70

linlyoneofthefii
. _

So blooms, the flowering growths being from
The throat is white, sepals and petals ligh

, bordered . „
our. The spikes are often 17 in

/e as many as 40 flowers expanded
:his remarkable Orchid was disco-
1 of 8000 feet, on the Peruvian mou

ered by Mr. Pearce, at an eleva-
itains, whence he sent us living

ivation there can be no doubt of
; indeed, it is alreadj' suc-
than in any other.

Price 105J. to 210s.

SACCOLABIUM GIGANTEUM.
introduced by us from

cecding better with i

Rangoon, through Coloi
large, are dcliciously sc;

with dark purple lip, tli

coloured dots. Hciii;;

lasting a very long wl

11 colour sepals and peiaf
.-V of bc.nutifui arncthys

pLnt is exceedingly
vaiuaoic lor an accoralnc imrjiostis

A full description by Prulessur Reichenbach ^^ill be found in the
Gardeners' Chronicle for January 12, 1867.

Price 42J. to 633-. each.

VANDA BENSONI.
sh green on the inside, and

ilh numerous reddish br
uduced on spikes nearly

Price 63 to

with a violc
inthes long. Sweet s ntcd.

each.

A NEW ILLUSTRATED
Of the above and many novelties sent out by

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
other houses will be forwarded free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

I

I

I
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GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 1870—JUNE3I010

Admission—First day, 10s. di. each; 2d day, 2s.6deach; Whit-

monday and remaining days, ii. each. Gardeners will be admitted by

Tickets as follows :-^irst day, 21. 6d. each ; 2d and remaining days,

js. each. Applications for these Tickets must be made on or bclorc

The fine Bands of Her Majesty's 4th Dragoon Guards, and the looth

Infantry, in attendance each day.
-n-n-nr^-,^ ctxtt^t ^^'

Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDL/VV.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The SF.VENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardigan Fields, Kirkstall Road, JUNE 3, 4, 6, and 7.

PRIZES NEARLY SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS,
including those offered for

Collections of Plants £^0
Pelargoniums A'TO
Orchids, Azaleas, and Heaths £120
Roses in Pols and Cut Blooms £jpo

Fruit, &c £°o
Bouquets and other Cut Flowers £25

Note.—The North-Eastijrn, Great Northern, Midland, Lancashire

and Yorkshire, and London and North-Western Railway Companies
will convey Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c.,at ordinary rates to the Show,

and return them free if they remain the property of the Exhibitor.

The Committee undertake to receive Boxes of Fruit, Cut Flowers,

and Vegetables for Exhibition.
, .. .

The Committee provide Assistants and Horses for Exhibition \ ans

coming by Rail; also Covered Spring Vans to convey Plants, &c.,

between the Railway Station and the Exhibition Grounds, close at hand.

Schedules, with Forms of F,iitr\-, forwarded on application.

ENTkir^ r : PI WT- rio^E MAY 27; for FRUIT, CUT
FLOWI !; \ ! .1 I M'.l I -, M:iV3I.
A till. i

111 for Horticultural Erections and
Implcr \ ,1 ,[ I'.arden Requisites. No Erections

ft-ill lir |>i..i:. ii \:',--'i- •:.:• for space must be made to the

Secretary, by k-iicr. All Implements, &c., must be on the ground on

or before June 3

JAMES BIRBECK, Secretary, Crossgates, near Leeds.

SAFFRON WALDEN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—By kind permission of the Right Hon. Lord

Braybrooke, the SUMMER EXHIBITION will be held in the

Park, adjoining the Essex Agricultural Society's Show, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 15th and i6lh of June, when
/112 lOi,, including Silver Cups, will be awarded in Prizes. Open to

all England. ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 7. Schedules forwarded on
application to THOS. D. GREEN, Hon. Sec^_

EICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The GREAT SUMMER EXHIBITION of this

Society will be held on the Race Course, Leicester, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July 5 and 6, when ;;;40 will be offered in Prizes

for Cut Roses, and upwards of /as for Plants in pots.

A SHOW of BRITISH ancT FOREIGN BIRDS will be held in

connection with the Exhibition.
Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may now be had of
Market Place, Leicester. WM. PENN COX, Secretary.

f^ ARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
VT \r f'r cri'M' PROVINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL
Hon I H I I II l\i ^oCIETYtobcheldatOXFORD. in JULY,
iZyo. j li the Show of the Royal Agricultural Society,

the r. 1 ,
1;

I ^- ill be offered by the "PROPRIETORS of the
G.AKIH M I--. I lii:oMCLE:—
For tiic Iwu best LULLECTIONS of FRUITand VEGETABLES,

6 distinct kinds of each, a ist prize of /?, and a 2d prize of £^
C^ The Vegetables to be neatly set up in flat baskets ; the Fruit to

be displayed on stands or in dishes.
The compctitionisopenonly to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS

of Private Families. The 'Winners ot the Ganie}tfrs' Chranicli Prize in

1867, 1868, and i86g exchided from competition. The articles produced
to be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING.

Siljc^arkncr$'(!t|r0uicIc

SAtURDA V, MAY 28, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Thursday, June 2—Linnean 8 p.m.

Saturday, — 4—Crystal Palace (Second Great Show).

( RoyalHorticulturaUFruitajid Floral

g* Committee), at S. Kensington ..11A.M.
i Ditto (Scientitic Committee) .. i p. M.

( Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.

In the year 1825 the series of Meteorological
Observations at CniswiCKwere begun. From
these observations, in so far as they relate to tem-

perature, Mr. Glaisher has deduced the mean
value at Chisvvick for every day in the year for

the 44 years ending with last year, as our readers

will have seen by our reports of the meetings of

the Scientific Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, all which will appear in detail

in the Transactions of the Society. It was still

very important to ascertain the degree of confi-

dence which could be placed in these results.

Mr. Glaisher had treated the observations made
at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in the

50 years ending 1863, in a similar manner, the

results of which are published in the Proceedings
of the Meteorological Society in the year 1865.

The results of both these long series of obser-

vations were laid down in diagrams and com-
pared together, when it was found that the one
series of observations completely confirmed the

other, and that each series gave increased

value to the other, as will be seen by the diagram
printed at p. 735, showing the observed daily

mean temperature of the air both at Chiswick
and at Greenwich.

Notwithstanding that the means in the two
series have been deduced, the one from 50 years'

continuous ohservations at the Royal Observa-
tory, Greenwich, the other from 44 years'

continuous observations at the Gardens of the

Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick, there

are still many instances of the diiiference

between the mean temperatures of two con-

secutive days exceeding half a degree. In the

table of Greenwich observations there are

nine such cases in January, 1 1 in February,

15 in March, 17 in April, 14 both in May and
June, 12 in July, 4 in August, 9 in September,
ig in October, 20 in November, and 16 in

December ; or no less than i5o in the year. Of
those exceeding I between tlie mean tempera-
ture of adjacent days, they were three in

January, in February two, in March one, in

April three, in May five, in June three, in

July two, in August none, in September
three, in October five, in November seven,

and in December four ; or 38 in the year.

The largest of these differences in the several

months were as follows:— In January, between
the 2istand 22d days, was l°.04 ; in February,
between the 4th and 5th, was i^.iS ; in March,
between the 25th and 27th, was i''.i8; there were
two instances in April, both amounting to i°.3o,

viz., between the 13th and 14th and 19th and 20th;
in May the difference of I ".34 appears between
the 14th and 15th ; there is one of 1^.54 between
the last day in June and the first day in July;
and a difference of 1^.10 appears between the

15th and i6th of July ; o°.78 is the largest differ-

ence in August, between the 4th and 5th ; 1^.40

between the 3d and 4th of September; i°.74in

October, between the 28th and 29th ; i°.86

between the 14th and 15th of November ; and
l°.74 between the 29th and 30th of December.
The largest difference in the year between the

mean temperature of consecutive days is i°.S6

between the 14th and 15th of November.

In the Table of Chiswick observations it will

be seen that there are 130 cases in the year in

which the difference between the mean tempera-

ture of two consecutive days has exceeded half a

degree. In January there are 10 such cases

recorded, there are 10 also both in May and
June, in February there are 8, in March 9, in

April 12, in July 13, in August 7,in September 8, in

October 15, in November 13, and in December 15.

Of days in which the difference in the mean tempe-

rature of two consecutive days has exceeded 1°,

there was one in January, in February three, in

March three, in April two, in May two, in June
one, in July one, in August one, in September
three, in October seven, in November five, in

December three, or 32 in the year.

The largest of these differences in the several

months are as follows ;—In January i°.3 between
the ist and 2d; in February i''.2 between the

13th and 14th ; in March, between the 26th and
27th, was l°.5 ; in April 1^.5 between the 13th

and 14th ; in May the difference of i°.4 appears
between the ist and 2d ; in June i°.2 between the

19th and 2oth ; in July, 1° between the 6th and
7th ; in August, i°.4 between the 28th and 29th ;

in .September the largest difference is i°.5

between the 15th and l6th ; l°.7 between the 23d

and 24th October ; i°.2 between the 27th and
2Sth November ; and l°.7 on two occasions in

December, viz., between the 24th and 25th, and
between the 28th and 29th. The largest difference

in the year between the mean temperature of

consecutive days is i°.7 between the 23d and
24th October, and between the 24th and 25th

and 28th and 29th December.
With differences so large as these still remain-

ing after 50 years' observation in the one case,

and 44 in the other, it seems probable that 100

additional years of observations will be necessary

to give results following each other progressively,

and of their true values. It became therefore

necessary to subject these numbers to some
treatment, so as to deduce from them the most

probable mean temperature of every day, and this

has been done by making a curved line pass

through or near every point, so that the area of

the space between the line and the observed

temperatures above the line should be equal to

those below it ; and in this way the two Tables,

given at p. 735, were formed, showing the adopted

mean temperature of every day for Chiswick and
Greenwich.

At Chiswick, the days of lowest mean tempe-

rature, 36°.3, are January 7th, 8th, and 9th ; it then

increases to 39°.3 by February 4, remains station-

ary at that temperature till the Sth
;
and then

gr.adually decreases to 39° on the 13th and three

following days. From the i6th it increases and

continues so to do—gradually for the first few-

days, but toward the end of March at a more
rapid rate, the mean temperature of consecutive

days differing as much as two or three tenths of

a degree from each other ; and continues in-

creasing at this rate till June 8, when it slackens

to a general rate of one-tenth, but still increases

till we arrive at July 9, the mean temperature of

this day differing from that of the 26th by one-

tenth of a degree only. It then begins to decrease

gradually till August 11, and at a more rapid rate

from that day uninterruptedly to December 9,

days together, and decreases till the end of

the year.

At Greenwich the day of the lowest tempera-

ture, 35".7, is January 8 ; it then slowly increases

to 37° on the 20th, and then rather quickly to

38°.4 on the 27th ; the temperature then dechnes

to 37°.7 on February 2, increases to 38°.9 on
the Sth and 9th, and dechnes to 38°.! by the

15th and l6th ; increases day by day to 40°.2

on March I and 2, and is nearly stationary for

several days, differing only one-tenth of a degree

from February 28 to March 7 ; then increases

1042' on March 17; differs but little from 42°

for a week, or till March 24 ; increases then

to 45°.4 by April 5, is stationary at this value till

the 8th day, then declines to 44°.9 by the 13th

day ; a quick increase then sets in, and at the

end of April the temperature increases 4°.4, being

as much as the increase which took place be-

tween tlie beginning of March and the middle

of April ; the increase continues at the beginning

of May, and is 51°. 7 on the 6th, when it is

checked, and remains stationary on the 7th and
Sth ; then declines half a degree by the

nth day, the temperature on May n and 12

being 5i°.2 ; an increase then sets in, and on May
14 the temperature is the same as on the 7th and
Sth, viz., 51^7; a rapid increase now takes place,

and on the last day of May the temperature is

56°.6. At the beginning of June the quick increase

at the end ofMay is checked, and a slight decline

takes place from 57°.4 on the 3d to 57° on the

6th and 7th, increases to 59° by the 14th, is

stationary till the 17th, then increases slowly to

6i°.9 by the 7th day ; the increase is checked till

the loth day, and then increases to 62°.; on

July 14 and 15, the absolute hottest days in the

year; the temperature then declines to 6i°.4 by

the 20th ; but this increases to 62-.4 for five days,

viz., from July 30 to August 3 ;
and this is the

hottest period in the year, the temperature con-

tinuing longer at these high values than about July

14 and 15, which are distinguished as the hottest

days in the year. From August 4 a decline sets

in, at first very slowly ; several days together

appear of nearly the same temperature ;
after

the 2Sth day it sets in decidedly, and continues,

with very slight checks, to 40°.9 on November
25 and 26 ; a very decided and remarkable

increase then sets in to 42°.3 at the beginning of

December, and till the 7th day there appears but

little change, and from the Sth day the tempera-

ture declines to 37''.2 by the 27th day, when
again the decline is arrested ; the temperature

on December 31 rises to 37°.5, and finally de-

clines to 35°.7 on January 8.

There are some variations of temperature par-

ticularly during the early months of the year

and the months of spring, during which the

increasing temperatures are checked for some

days, which are remarkable. Among these may
be mentioned the declining temperature at the

end of January and beginning of February, be-

tween February 8 and i5; the almost con-

stant temperature at the beginning of March ;

and, again, from April 6, followed by a fall

;

again in May, from the 6th day, and cold days

from the loth to 14th ; the check at the begin-

ning of June ; then quick increase and stationary

at 59° for some days, about the middle of June,

are periods in the ascending branch of the curve

of daily temperature for which it is diflicult at

present to assign any physical cause. In the

declining branch, there is but one great break

in its continuancy, and that is at the end of

November ; it is very remarkable indeed, and

perhaps is the most so of any in the year
:

its

probable cause may be owing to the south-west

currents of air setting in over our country about

this time.

The number of days, from the lowest tempera-

ture to that of the mean, is" in days ; between

the latter and the hottest day is 76 days, but to

the hottest period of the year, viz., the beginning

of August, is 91 days ; from the hottest day to

that when mean temperature is that of the year,

viz., October 20, is 84 days, and from the latter

to the lowest in the year, 78 days.

Assuming that on two days of the year the tem-

perature is' the same as tlie average of all, the

189 days are below the average, and 176 above.

The number of days the temperature is rising

from the coldest period of the year, January 7 to

10, to the hottest period of the year, viz., July 3°

to August 3, is about 194 days ;
and the number

of days from this period to the lowest again is

about 171. The decline of temperature is

therefore, more rapid than the increase Thus
trom tnat aay unmierrupieaiy w jjeccmuci y, uiciciuic, lii^i^- ;"t-.— „f nhsprvations at
when the change is very small for three or four I the two meteorological series of observations at
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Chiswick and Greenwich confirm each other in a

very admirable manner ; and we may congra-

tulate the Society, under whose auspices the

observations were made, on the continuance ol

the Chiswick observations for so long a period

as 44 years, and which has led to so satisfactor)'

and valuable results. Horticulture also owes its

acknowledgments to Mr. Glaisher for the great

pains and labour he has taken in verifymg a

series of observations which form the basis of

most that has been written on this subject in

horticultural works for the last forty years.

In a still more recent smiice of the Academy of

Sciences, M. Duchemin, says "Nature," reverting to

the communication in regard to the Mort.\lity of the

Carp (see p. 696) being in some instances due to the

attacks of the toad, supplies observations which have

been forwarded to him in support of his statements,

and relates that from investigations undertaken at the

Chateau de Montigny, the toad does not always remain

permanently fixed on the head of the dead fish, but

only so long as it gives signs of life. He observes,

too, that all the carps from which the attacking toads

had been removed were more or less blind. They

were placed with care in another pond, but none of

them recovered from the injuries received. No author

has hitherto noted this animosity of the toad for the

carp, who, perhaps, themselves consume the eggs of

the toad. He has obtained additional evidence from

M. Mermet, Directeur des Eau.x at ContrexyiUe

(Vosges), who states that it has been found impossible

to preserve carp in a sheet of water in that neighbour-

hood inconsequence of the presence of numerous toads.

M. I'Abbe Caillet, Cure of Rosoy (Haute Marne),

whilst confirming the above statements, writes to him :

"The toad is a villainous beast. One day I observed

one that had crawled beneath a hive ; there, with his

two forepaws advanced and his throat wide open, he

attracted the innocent bees, with which his sides were

distended."

From the report of Dr. ScHOMEURGK, the

Director of the Adelaide Botanic Garden, it is

evident that good work is being done in South Aus-

tralia in the way of introducing serviceable plants, &c.

The Sultana Vine has been introduced, and succeeds

well, but, like the Zante Currant Grape, will not fruit if

short spur-pruned. The system of long-rod pruning,

says Dr. ScHOMBURGK, must, therefore, be adopted,

and at least eight to ten eyes should be left on evei^

rod. " The Guinea Grass, Panicum giganteum, also

promises well ; and if it only grows half as luxuriantly

in South Australia as in South America, there woukl

during the summer months be an end to all difficulties

about green food for cattle." Cynodon Dactylon is

spoken of as the only grass that will stand the scorch-

ing heat and drought of the summer on lawns.

Mr. Robert Thomson sends us his report of

the Botanic Garden, Jamaica, for the past year, which

is of a highly encouraging character. Grafted Mangos,

Madder, China Grass, Nutmegs, Cinnamon, Ipecacu-

anha, Latakia Tobacco, various fibre plants, Assam tea,

have all been introduced, and in most cases promise well.

Cinchonas of various kinds are doing well, and making
rapid growth, and manifesting their usual tendency to

break into varieties, some of which are found much
more valuable than others. Alluding to the obstacles

afforded to Coffee and Cinchona plantations by the

climate, Mr. Thomson says :
—" As the plantations

(of Coffee) were gradually extended, and the primaeval

forests disappeared to make way for more profitable

vegetation, the rain-producing agents were removed,

and a comparatively dry hilly climate obtained for the

new product. Coffee may thus be said to have created

its own climate, and it is not presumptuous to predict

for the Cinchona a somewhat similar history, abounding
no doubt in episodes of disappointment, difficulty, and

labour, but recording eventually a great and gratifying

success."

We invite attention to an advertisement in

another column, from which it will appear that the

Gardens at Envii.le will be thrown open to the

public, at certain stated times, through the liberality of

the noble owner. This generosity on the part of Lord
St.\mford is worthy of imitation in other quarters,

especially in the case of gardens which lie in contiguity

to great centres of population. We understand that

the bedding arrangements at Enville are in a very

advanced stage.

The Asparagus Trade in France is an im-

portant one, and becomes more so every year. There are

three regidar kinds recognised in the Paris market—the

early, or " Asperge en branche" as it is called, which is

cut when it has reached two centimetres (four-fifths of

an inch) above ground, the season for which generally

commences about March 25, when the bundle never

costs less than lo francs, or %s, wholesale ; secondly,

the intermediate, which requires no explanation ;

and, thirdly, the late kind, or *' Asperge aux petits

pois," which is usually cut up and dressed with

sauce like green Peas, and eaten either as a sepa-

rate vegetable, or as sauce to certain meats

;

is also much used in soup. Another kind coi

in Paris ; it is'too cheap'.! Prize Asparagus is grown

of great size in the neiglibourhood of Paris, the maxi-

mum attained to the present time being eight inches in

circumference, but a dish of such grass costs 40 or 50

francs. The consumption has grown enormous of late

years. In 1820, Argenteuil, the chief place of its

growth near the capital, only sent to market about

5000 bundles, now the produce probably exceeds a

million. The price in Paris ranged the other day, at

the wholesale market, from 151. to i6.r. per bundle.

Except at the very commencement of the season.

Asparagus is constantly given even at 2-franc dinners in

Paris ; it is served hot, with white sauce, as \yith us
;

but quite as frequently it is eaten cold, with a little oil,

vinegar, salt, and pepper ; and, although at first a little

odd to an English palate, it is very good eating.

Mr. Wilson Saunders has communicated to

"Nature" a list of the collection of Mimetic Plants

exhibited by him at the recent Linnean soiyir, and in

reply to one of our correspondents we are enabled,

through the courtesy of our contemporary, to subjoin a

complete list of the mimetic pairs. Mr. Saunders
states that the plants were none of them grown for the

purpose, but were simply selected from his greenhouse

on the spur of the moment for the purposes of the

extinction of fires, and other purposes. The following

table shows the quantity supphed in different cities to

each inhabitant per diem, expressed in litres (— 17
pints).

Q44 litres derived from springs.

Ne'

Olea europasa
Swammerdamia antennaria

Klcinia ficoides .

.

Cotyledon tricuspidata .

.

Thujopsis l;-etevirens

Selaginella circinata

Phyllanthus xylophylla .

.

Polvgonum platycladon

Peperomia sp. Brazil .

.

Nematanlhus longipes .

.

Haworthia planifoUa

Cotyledon (Echeveria) aloides .

GymnostachjTim Versch.affeltii

Echitcs mbro-venosa ..

Oleaceee \

Compositce )

Compositas \

Crassulacete ]

Coniferre \

Lycopodiaceas |

Euphorbiaceae )

Polygonacere j

Piperaceas )

Gesneracc-e
)

Liliaceae \

Crassulacere )

.\canthacea; \

Apocyneae \

Crassulaceae
\

Liliaceas J

Cactaceas \

Euphorbi.aceas )

Araliaceae )

Araceai )

Moraceae 1

Acanthaceae |

Proteace^ 1

:ille'

Grenoble

MontpeJlie

568

springs,

springs a
springs.

Echinocereus Blankii ,

.

Euphorbia echinata

Aralia sp. Bahia
Philodendron sp. Trinidad

Dorstenia sp. (near xillosa) Brazil

Eranthemum sp. n. Brazil

Grevillea sp. .....

.

Acacia chordophylla LeguminosK )

Euonymus latifolius Celastraceae
|

Hedera canariensis van .

,

.

.

.

.

Araliaceae J

Ilex .\quifolium var Aquifoliace^ 1

Osmanthus Aquifolium var Oleaceae J

During the next week the public will have an

opportunity of inspecting Mr. William Paul's Rose

Show at the Crystal Palace, which opens to-day, and

will be continued for about a week. The fine specimen

plants which have been preparing for this display will,

no doubt, render it well worth examination by all who
love Roses — and who does not own this soft

impeachment ?

The French Commission for The Inter-

n.\tional Horticultural Exhibition ok 1871

and following years, has appointed a series of committees

for the selection of French productions, one for each

class in the programme. The compositien of these

committees is of a nature to prove that the selection of

specimens of French industry and art will be of a severe

character. The horticultural committee is composed of

the following members :—M.Drouyn de Lhuys, Senator,

President of the new Society of Agriculturists of France

(president) ; M. Decaisne, Member of the Institute
;

M. Hardy, head gardener of the Imperial kitchen

gardens at Versailles ; M. Pissot, keeper of the Bois de

Boulogne ; M. de Sainte-Marie, Director of Agriculture

in the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce ; M.
Tisserant, director of the horticultural establishments of

the Government ; M. Leroy, of Angers, horticulturist ;

M. Vilmorin, of Paris, horticulturist ; M. Fouquier,

Mattre des Requetes of the Council of State ; M.
Riviere, head gardener of the Luxembourg (secretai-y).

We may therefore calculate on French horticulture not

being unworthily represented at South Kensington next

year.

We hear that the Manchester Exhibition,

which is to open next Friday, will be the finest ever

held in the northern metropolis. There are a large

number of new exhibitors, and the entries are con-

siderably more than usual. We are also informed that

the large exhibition-house has been put in good con-

dition, and rendered perfectly sound and water-tight.

It can scarcely be said (we quote from "N.ature")

that any amount of Water is too great for the Supply
of Public and Private Wants ; but, as the expense

increases rapidly with the volume supplied, a limit is

in practice soon reached, and cannot readily be

exceeded. The average amount of water consumed

per diem for each person is estimated at about three-

and-a-half pints, below which proportion physical

suffering commences. The quantity required for wash-

ing pur|>oses is estimated at about one gallon. A con-

from the South, it is long and green from tip to stump, I siderable quantity is also required for the consumption

and the flavour is excellent ; but it is not the fashion I o( animals, for watering the streets, gardens, iSrc, the

Liverpool . . 38 ,, ,, .
ditto.

A subscriber, who asks for information respect-

ing Hose forWatering Streets, &c., will find the sys-

tem of watering the streets and roads of Paris explained

and illustrated in every particular in " Les Promenades

de Paris," by M. Alphand, the engineer entrasted

with the entire transformation of the Bois de Boulogne,

and of the construction of all the new parks and gar-

dens. We understand that this work is about to appear

in an English dress, and it will certainly be of great

use to all connected with the keeping of roads and

parks, or the embellishment of towns, as it contains

the results of a long series of very costly experiences,

carried on ever since 1852 in a thoroughly scientific

manner. No portion of the work has been investigated

more completely, or been brought to a more satisfactory

issue than that of watering, and as the conclusions will

occupy but little space we annex them, referring our

readers to M. Alphand's work for the details. The
hose originally used was made first of leather, then of

india-rubber, and lastly of canvas, which proved the

most economical ; but the friction on the macadam or

gravel wore it so rapidly that the articulated system was

tried and soon brought to perfection. The tubes of

the apparatus now in use are made of thin sheet iron,

the inner surface being covered with Ie.ad and bitumen,

connected together by pieces of leather pipe 20 inches

long. The whole apparatus consists of five tubes

about 6 feet long each tube, to which the branch is

attached, about a yard long, and seven leather connecting

pieces. Close to one end of each tube is attached a small

cross piece of wood, with two wheels about 3 inches in

diameter. The apparatus is altogether 40 feet long,

and the tubes have an interior diameter of rather less

than an inch. The cost of the apparatus without the

branch is under £1. The cheapest and lightest method

of connecting the tubes and leather junctions is by

means of copper wire. The cost of watering by means

of this apparatus is about one quarter of that of the old

system of water-carts, but in the former case the

hydrants must not be more than about 100 feet apart.

The grass plots and meadows are treated rather

differently : similar apparatus are used, only much
longer, the orifice being plugged instead of having a

branch attached, and the iron tubes have rough holes,

pierced at distances of about 3 feet apart, and at an

angle of 45°. The water spurts through these in an

irregular jet, and falls like fine rain over a considerable

distance. The apparatus is shifted at intervals.

To provide space in the South Kensington

Museum for the examination and Exhibition of the
National Competition Drawings of the Schools of

Art in the United Kingdom, the gallery of Raphael's

cartoons will be used, and must be closed for a

short time.

We learn that the Parisians have had extraordi-

naryWeather for some days, the thennometer standing

at about 90° in absolute shade 30 feet above the ground.

On thfe 22d the excessive heat finished, for the time, in

a tolerably violent storm. The country has been visited

in like manner, the rain, which has been long desired,

falling in some parts in torrents. In and around Lyons

the rainfall was large, and the Rlione is much swollen.

The complaints from the South are serious ; the Vines

have suffered severely— first from the long frost, and

since from the cold nights nipping the young shoots ;

It is said that more than half the fruit is lost. Now
that the rain and warmth have appeared, it is remem-

bered that in the famous year 1811, the year of the

"comet" wine, as it is called, the Vines were completely

frozen on the night of May 5, and the famous vintage

was the result of the second shoots. However, we
know that the Southern Vine growers never expect

large results under such circumstances. The crop of

stone fruit will not be gi'eat this year, which is unfor-

tunate for English consumers ; only on the lower and

colder soils is there anything like a promise of abund-

ance. The Apples are said to have suffered but little.

The cereal crops generally do not look promising, at

least they did not the other day, before the rain

appeared.

In England the MAXIMUM Temperature has

ranged from 85° at Blackheath, to 64° at Newcastle-on-

Tyne ; and in Scotland, from 67° at Leith, to 60° at

Greenock. The mean of all the highest in England

was 76°. 5, and in Scotland, 63°. The Minimum
Temperatures in England ranged from 47° at Liver-

pool, to 37° at Hull ; and in Scotland, from 50° at

Greenock, to 42° at Aberdeen. The mean of all the

lowest in England was 42"'.2, and in Scotland, 44°.6.

The mean temperature of the week in England ranged
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from 59°. 8 at Blackheatli, to S-°-^ ^' Newcxstle-

on-Tyne ; and in Scotland, from 55°. 5 at Leitli

and Edinburgh, to 51°.4 at Greenocli ; tlie mean for

the several stations in England was 56°. S, and for

Scotland 53°. 5. The higher temperatures were experi-

enced near the eastern coast. The great differences,

however, occurred during the day, the nocturnal tem-

perature being more uniform throughout the country.

Very little rain fell in England ; the maximum fall was

but o. I S inch, this occurring at Portsmouth. The mean
rainfall for England was but 0.05 inch. In Scotland

the falls were very varied ; they ranged from 2.44 inches

at Greenock to o. 14 inch at Leith. The mean rainfall

for Scotland was 0.79 inch. At Dublin the fall

recorded was 0.3S inch.

New Garden Plants.
Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) Leopoldii, ffbri.

Veilch.

ivert Watteau's pictures into

improvement of new colours,

parterres admit of a similar

charming. We thus co

tableaux vivans with the

fabrics, and faces. Oui
kind of renovation.

Amongst old-fashioned flower

for the Lilies ; the newly-arrived strangers of that

noble family will speak up for themselves. No small

garden should* be without a collection of Lilies, even

if restricted to one single bulb of each leading species

or variety, as an economical beginning ; for they obey
the law of increase and multiplication. Two lanci-

folium rubrums, bought in ])Ots last summer, are now
nine, great and small. Lilies do not require, like the

Gladioli, to be taken up and stored away from frost

every autumn. Indeed they seem to prefer to be left

quiet in their sites for two, three, and four years at a

time, at the end of which period they require to be

lifted and separated to prevent overcrowding by their

own progeny of offsets. Although they do not like to

be kept very long out of the ground, and will

not bear tossing about like Tulips and Hyacinths,

This fine new Hippeastrum, which was named, by their period of rest is quite sufficient for the pur-

permission, in honour of the King of the Belgians, on poses of sale or interchange. While growing they

the occasion of his visiting an impromptu show at the ' require only ordinary care, and are not attacked

Royal Horticultural Gardens last year, is evidently by ni.any enemies. He must be a slovenly gardener

related to the beautiful and recently introduced who would let them be ravaged by slugs and

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) pardina, of which several snails. Less obvious at first, and less suspected in

states, varying in form and
colouring, have been flowered.

The present is, however, much
more robust and vigorous in its

growth, and bears larger flowers,

but it has the same expanded
form and broad perianth seg-

ments as pardina, and this marks
it out at once as distinct from

the ordinary garden forms of

Hippeastrum, and as one of the

noblest of its race.

The bulbs of this novelty

were imported by the Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, from
Peru, the same country which
yielded to the same successful

explorer—the unfortunate Pearce

—the leopard-spotted species

already referred to. It was de-

scribed by Pearce as the finest

of all the Amaryllids he had met
with in his journeyings, and has

fully realised the description he

gave of it. The leaves are

broadly strap-shaped, and the

scape stout, supporting two
flowers, which issue from a broad

tapered spathe. The individual

flowers measure fully 7 inches in

expansion, and consist of six

broadly obovate perianth seg-

ments, the lower half of which
is of a clouded crimson colour,

while the tips are of a greenish

or creamy white. The base of

the shallow tube is also of a

greenish white, and from this a

bifid white bar passes upwards
into each of the segments, form-

ing a ten-pointed star. This dis-

position of the colour is very

well indicated in our engi'aving

(fig. 140), which was prepared
by Mr. W. G. Smith from
the stately specimen originally

flowered by the Messrs. Veitch.

The.se two grand and distinct

novelties — A. pardina and A.
Leopoldii — have been very
opportunely introduced at a time
when the beautiful garden forms
of the Hippeastrum group of Amaryllis are engaging
the increased attention which they well deserve at the

hands of cultivators. Few floral subjects are more
gorgeous than the Amaryllis, while few plants produce
a more magnificent display at an exhibition than such
groups as those which often appear at the Belgian
flower shows, or such as we have seen filling up and
overflowing from the greenhouses of our worthy friend.

Van Houtte. No name could therefore have been
more appropriately chosen than that which has been
given to this novelty, which must find its way into

every choice collection of bulbs. It should be added

foliage ; flowers three limes as large as the White
Lily, interior creamy while, exterior nisty purple.

The stamens are of a rich chocolate, a distinctive

characteristic with this species." But compare these

let me speak up
j

reasonable figures with the prices asked for Orchids,
' ' and for almost every new introduction, as \^•ell as for

almost every newly-raised variety of flower.

Other beautiful Lilies are so cheap, that it is not

worth while depriving oneself of them. Lancifolium

speciosum album is 5^. the dozen ; lancifolium rubrum

(still handsomer), 4J. the <lozen ; longiflorum (white,

large, and long, tube-shaped flowers, with petals

slightly turned back, and yellow stamens), 2t. per

dozen : Thunbergianum aureum nigro-maculatum (of a

beautiful nankeen spotted with black), bs. bd. per

dozen ; while that good old favourite, tigrinum, the

Tiger Lily, now pushed out of most gardens by upstart

intruders, is to be had for Is. 3</. the dozen. Van
Houtte does it the justice to call it " a well-known but

ever beautiful variety, attaining 4 feet in height, red-

dish orange flowers spotted with black, petals much
recurved ;

" but he patronises a new variety (Sj. to i6j".),

tigrinum splendens, " taller in habit, with flowers

marked with larger spots, and altogether finer than

the old sort." It is certainly a striking improvement,

but does not, I think, whip its parent into nowhere.

For half-a-cfown a dozen you have Lilium umbellatum,
mixture, superb varieties, with

that the plant has gained its First-class Certificate. T. M.

LILIES AND THEIR KIND.
A small garden should be filled with floral gems,

but it should also be a mullum in pan'o, a collection of
specimens of varied beauty, representatives of all the
great families, both of flowering and flowerless plants,

which are cultivable in the open ground. In their

selection, novelty has much to do, fashion more, and
individual taste and researches something. I would
here like to suggest the adoption, with flowers, of the
system now pursued by ladies and their advisers with
regard to dress, namely, a revival of the old in com-
bmation with the new : Louis XV. skirts and draperies,
dyed with hues supplied by recent chemical discoveries,
produce effects which most men pronounce to be

their origin, arc the injuries committed by a pretty

small scarlet beetle, found crawling amongst Lily

leaves, mostly in pairs, in April and May. These

spoilers, conspicuous to the eye, are easily caught, and

should be destroyed relentlessly, for their eggs give

birth to an ill-favoured larva, which simply looks like a

lump of dirt, being hidden beneath its own excrement.

Knowing what they are, nothing is easier than to get

rid of them as fast as they appear. Both the filthy

grubs, and the smart perfect insects disfigure the plants

by gnawing their stems and leaves.

Another recommendation is, that a parterre of Lilies

is quite within the reach of a moderate purse. The
only species which can be called at all expensive (I

quote Louis Van Houtte's Catalogue of Bulbs, &c..

No. 1 28—F. , 1869; the prices charged by other

nurserymen will not be widely different) are gigan-

teum, 16^. ; auratum, from ^s. to 8.f. ; and

Brownii, from 3j-. t,J. to 5^. But the first of

these may be provisionally omitted, because its

hardiness has not been ascertained, except in certain

favoured localities, while the great beauty of the

remaining two makes them well worth the money they

cost, especially remembering that they are hardy

perennials gaining strength and blooming more pro-

fusely with age, not to mention the probability of their

giving offsets and seeds. The merits of auratum are

already well known. Van Houtte's description of

Brownii is, '* Magnificent hardy species, with noble

very large cup-shaped flowers of

divers shades, dazzling red, &c.,

suitable for the formation of

masses on lawns, which are ex-

ceedingly effective when seen

from a distance. These varieties,

amongst the hardiest known,
attain a height of from 2 4 to 3
feet. The white Lily (a stately

plant, if ever there was one,

and which would be puffed up
to the clouds if it was new or

rare), is \s. Si/, per dozen ; the

double-flowered white Lily, 6d.

a-piece.

So much for inexpensiveness.

To give an idea of their variety

would require the enumeration

of their qualities item by item ;

I cannot, however, help noting

pyrenaicum, lemon-yellow, with

scarlet anthers, besides others

with petals of a similar hue ;

grandiflonim, magnificent deep

blood-red, star-shaped flowers ;

and the well known (to our

grandmothers) scarlet Turk's-

cap.

Many Lilies do well in any
ordinary garden ground ; they all

thrive in light soils with a liberal

admixture of leaf-mould. This,

being especially suited to the

Japan Lilies, may be .advanta-

geously employed for all. It
•

ensures good drainage, is less

penetrable by frost than soils that

retain moisture, and also admits

of deep planting—another pre-

servative against frost. Some
gardeners take up their Japans

every year, at the beginning of

October, replanting them im-

mediately after having removed

the offsets and the old roots.

Lilies grown in pots make showy
ornaments, and will even rise to

the dignity of specimen plants ;

but their most appropriate place

is the open ground, whether

border or bed ; because many of

them emit a perfume which, though sweet, is so power-

ful as to be unbearable in a closed apartment by any

but the hardest heads and the robustest nerves. Out-

doors they brightly fill up the considerable gap between

the blaze of spring flowers, and the glowing hues of

autumn.
I would not have my own Lily bed consist entirely

of these plants alone, but would help it out with a

succession of bloom obtained from near relations, and

even from utter strangers. True, there is the pleasure

of expectation as well as of actual enjoyment ; but

there is no reason why we should not, while watching

the growth of the Lilies, be gratified by something

more than hope. A Lily parterre may stand alone, or

there may be two planted exactly alike ; or corre-

spondent pendents, with a reversed arrangement, in

greater number, may answer to each other. Suppose

there is but one, whether regular or irregular in shape,

I would have its outer edge bordered, according to

the size of the garden, either with Box or with Irish

Ivy ; inside which I would plant a fringe, either of

Snowdrops or Crocuses— yellow, purple, or white.

Within those, a ribbon of single Anemones (mixed),

18 inches or 2 feet broad. Sown (for economy) in

May, they would begin flowering in the following

October, and afterwards bloom at the regular season

The whole of the interior should then be assigned to

liliaceous bulbs, planting a few Crown 1™?"';; ^1^
two varieties, orange and yellow) at symmetrical
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from such measures, but people must not forget that
we who, in other respects, have so much for which to
thank our forefathers, are morally obliged to do some-
thing for our aftetcomers. Sumatra Couraitt.

GARDEN LITERATURE.
[Coficludcdfrovi f. 667.)

Seven yeare after, namely, in 1636, there vas a work,
however, pubUshed by Messrs. Adam Isslip, Joice
Norton, and Richard Whitakers, which was in some
respects an improvement upon, though it was not
intended to supersede, the " Paradise." This was
Gerarde's Herbal— '

' The Herball, or Generall Histories
of Plantes. Gathered by John Gerarde, of London,
Master in Chirujrgerie, vei-y much enlarged and amended
by Thomas Johnson, citizen and apothecarye." Several
editions of this folio exist in the British Museum library,

though we have been unable to find a copy of the first

edition by Gerarde alone. The title-page, a marvel of
minute engraving, consists of vases and flowers, groups
of fruits, and novel arrangements of trees, with figures

of Ceres and Pomona on either side, and portraits of
the Greek physicians, Theophrastus and Dioscorides, i 1

medallions. The text is illustrated with hundreds of
engravings on wood, which, considering the period of
their production, are wonderfully well executed—many
of them superior, indeed, to the majority of woodcuts
employed in modern book-illustration, in that tliey are

representations of natural forms faithfully and tastefully

rendered.

Parkinson's second folio appeared in 1640. Its title

ran thus :
— ** Theatrum Botankum—the Theatre of

Plants, or an Herbal of a large extent : containing,

however, a more ample and exact Historie and Decla-
ration of the Physicall Herbs and Plants that are in

other authouvs, increased by the accesse of many
hundreds of new, rare, and strange plants, from all

the parts of the world, with sundry gummes and other
physicall materials than hath been hitherto published
by any before ; and a most large demonstration of
their natures and vertues. Showing withall the errors,

ditTerences, and oversights of sundry authours that have
formerly written of them, and a certaiue confidence or

most probable conjecture of the fine and genuine herbes
and plantes. Distributed into sundry classes or tribes

for the more easie knowledge of the many herbes of

one nature and property, with the chief notes of Dr.

Lobell, Dr. Bonham, and others inserted therein.

Collected by the many yeares travaile, industry, and
experience in this subject, by John Parkinson, Apothe-
cary of London and the King's Herbalist ; and pub-
lished by the King's Majestye's especiall privilege."

In this work we have something like an attempt to

forestall Linna?us in his classification, but in a more
natural order.

In 1648, Gervase Markham's *' Country House-
wife's Garden " was re-edited and improved by William
Lawson into a '*Way to Get Wealth," in which
husbandry, gardening, and kindred occupations are

treated at considerable length : in 1649, Captain
Walter Blith published his "English Improver Im-
proved," a treatise on tillage, pasture, the planting and
growth of trees, which enjoyed considerable reputation,

and is still occasionally found in libraries and old
book-shops: in 1653, Ralph Austen, "practiser in the

art of planting," issued a "Treatise on Fruit Trees :"

and in 1658 appeared Evelyn's first work on gardening—" The French Gardiner : instructing how to Cultivate

all sorts of Fruit Trees and Herbs for the Garden"

—

mainly a translation, to which was usually added the
" EngHsh Vindicated," by John Rose, gardener to

King Charles II. ; and a tract on the making and
ordering of wines in France.

Evelyn's " Sylva," a discourse on forest trees,

many times reprinted, and still an admired and much
sought-for work, was first published in 1664 ; in which
year also appeared a new edition of Markham's
" Housewife ;

" and in the following year John Rea's

"Flora," a guide to the planting and decorating of

pleasure gardens. Evelyn's " Sylva " gave a great

impetus to the planting, and, indeed, to the love of

trees, now so important a feature in English scenery.

Worlidge's "Systema Agricultur^e, the Mystery of

Agriculture Discovered," appeared in 1665, and is the

text-book which formed the foundation of numerous
treatises, and is even now worth consulting. In it the

method of grafting and pruning still pursued was fully

explained, the author adopting and enlarging upon the

theories of Piatt, Markham, and Gerarde.

For the next twenty years nothing of importance in

the way of garden literature was published, though
many compilations, reprints, and pamphlets were
issued by the booksellers from time to time :—an
"Epitome of Husbandry," by S. B., containing iSr

pages taken from Fitzherberd without acknowledg-
ment, and the rest of the text only colourably altered

from Mascall, Blith, Gerarde, and others, being a
sample of the rest. S. B. is said by some to have been
Samuel Blagi-ave, and by others Samuel Billingsley,

both booksellers' hacks, with ready pens and no great

scruples.

In 1699, George London, chief gardener to their

Majesties William and Mary, and Hemy Wise, his

assistant, brought out their joint work, the " Complete
Gard'ner." This book, which is well known to col-

lectors, contains directions for the planting of trees and

the cultivation of flowers and vegetables, a calendar of

stations, and making the outer rank to consist either of

Dog's-tooth Violets or Fritillarias, or both. The
centre is the place for the tallest Lilies (giganteum
sends up a famous shaft), advancing the places of

different sorts towards the outside, in proportion to

their diminished stature ; and when the Lilies are over,

the bed need not be bloomless, so long as there are Col-

chicums and autumnal Crocuses to be had. E. S. D.

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.
Erythochiton hypophyllanthus, Bot. Mag. t. 5824.

A noble Rutaceous stove shrub, of erect, unbranched
habit, with bold cuneate-oblong acuminate leaves, from
a foot to a foot-and-a-half long, and remarkable for hav-
ing the short cymes of from one to three flowers developed
on the costa behind. The flowers are white, rather showy,
with a tubular calyx and five oblong-ovate petals. "The
position of the flowers upon the midrib varies, as they are
sometimes produced not far above the petiole, and are
often subtended by a second leaf, the upper surface of which
faces the back of that from which they both spring." The
introduction of the plant is due to M. Linden, whose
collector, Schhm, found it in rocky ravines, at 2500 feet

above the sea, in New Grenada.

Grevillea Preissii, Bot. Mag. t. 5837.

A remarkably elegant greenhouse evergreen shrub, of
spreading habit, with pale green sfightly silky subbipinnate
leaves, composed of numerous short narrow, almost fili-

form segments, and short dense terminal racemes of attrac-

tive flowers, the tube of which is of a deep rosy red, and
the limb of a yellow-green. It is a native of Western
Australia.

HOYA AUSTRALIS, Bot. Mag. t. 5820.

An evergreen glabrous warm greenhouse climber, of free
growing habit, with obovate or suborbicular coriaceous
deep green leaves, and deflexed umbels of white flowers
tinged with pink, and diffusing a Honeysuckle-like scent.

It is a native of Queensland and New South Wales, and
was introduced to this country from the banks of the
Brisbane River by the late Mr. James Backhouse.

Jerdonia indica, Bot. Mag. t. 5S14.

A pretty little hothouse herb, belonging to the Didymo
carpeae, almost stemless, and producing a dense tuft of
cordate obtuse petiolate dark green leaves, blotched with
greyish green in the centre, and strongly suggestive in

their form and marking of those of Cyclamen vemum.
The flowers are small, rosy lilac, on slender scapes, which
elevate them above the leaves, and have a singularly

oblique ventricose tube, and curiously dilated filaments.

It inhabits the western slopes of the Neilgherries, whence
Major Beddomc sent it last year to Kew.

Linakia tristis, Bot. Mag. t. 5827.

An old but seldom seen, and charming little hardy
perennial, with numerous short ascending stems, bearing
spreading linear glaucous leaves, and spikes of compara-
tively large yellowish flowers with a bronzy palate. It is

a native of Spain and Gibraltar, a very free flowerer, and
an excellent rock plant.

Monolena peimul^eflora, Bot. Mag. t. 5818.

A remarkably beautiful and highly floriferous Melas-
tomaceous stove herb, introduced, not from New Grenada,
as stated in the '

' Botanical Magazine, " but from Ecuador.
It has been fully described, with a very characteristic
illustration, at p. 309. The delicate tints of its rosy flowers,

together with their abundance, render it a very attractive

object.

Narcissi;s Bulbocodium monophyllus,
Bot. A/ag. t. 5831.

A beautiful dwarf, hardy bulb, resembling the common
Hoop-Petticoat Narcissus, except in the colour of the
flowers, which is white. It has small globose bulbs,

isolitary (rarely two) semiterete leaves, and nearly white
flowers, with a large hemispherical corona, crenulate at
the edge. A native of Algiers, and figured at p. 665.

CEnothera maegin.yta, Bot. Mjg. t. 5828.

A grand hardy herbaceous perennial, stemless, forming
a tuft of spathulate lanceolate sinuately-toofhed leaves,

from amongst which rise the large white handsome flowers,

fully 4 inches in diameter. The midrib and petiole are
often of a blood red beneath. It is a native of the Rocky
Mountains of North America, and has been for some
years cultivated at Kew. One of the finest of all the
dwarf perennial Evening Primroses.

Orthosiphon stamineus, Bot. Mag. X. 5833.

A showy-flowered Labiate, with the aspect of a Clero-
dendron, the resemblance arising from the long-stamened
flowers. It is a branched herb, with ovate or rhomboid-
ovate crenately-toothed leaves, and a terminal inflores-

cence of numerous whorls of blue-lilac flowers. It is a
very widelv-spread Eastern plant, and was introduced to

the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, by Mr. John G. Veitch,
See illustration at p. 941, 1869.

Paranephelius uniflorus, Bot. Mag. t. 5826.

"A very beautiful hardy or half-hardy Composite,
remarkable for the brilliant golden colour of the flowers,

and the bright green reticulated foliage, which is snowy
white underneath. It is a native of the Peruvian and
Bolivian Andes, and was raised from seed by W. W.
Saunders, Esq." "It appears to be thoroughly alpine,

inhabiting rocky places at 14,000 to iS.ooofeet elevation."

It is a stout-growing dwarf perennial, with the obovate
rugose leaves subpinnatifidly lobed, and the flower-heads
are from 2 to 3I inches across.

Phal^nopsis Parishii, Bot. Mag. t 5815.

This lovely httle Orchidaceous epiphyte was discovered
in the Burmese forests and sent to England by the Rev. C.
Parish, after whom it is named ; it has also been found
and sent home by Col. Benson. The plant is almost stem-
less, and bears a few distichous oblong-lanceolate acute
leaves, and short racemes of numerous gay flowers,

which are white, with the front portion of the lip of a rich

amaranth. The disc of the lip bears some curious fringes.

T//E CAMPHOR TREE OF SUMATRA.
Among the most luxuriant and valuable trees of the

Island of Sumatra the first place belongs to the Dryoba-
lanops Camphora. This is abundantly met with on the

west coast, to the north of Ayer Bangie, chiefly in the

extensive bush of the Batta lands, but seldom in places

more than 1000 feet above the sea levels and although
it IS often found in dry (not marshy) places near the
sea-coast, it attains its utmost growth at heights from
250 to 400 feet.

The tree is straight, extraordinarily tall, and has a

gigantic crown, which often overtops the other woody
giants by 100 feet or so. The stem is sometimes
20 feet thick. According to the natives there are three

kindsof Camphor tree, which they name "mailanguan,"
"marbin tungan," and " marbin targan," from the out-

ward colour of the bark, which is sometimes yellow,

sometimes black, and often red. The bark is rough and
grooved, and is overgrown with Moss. The leaves are

of a dark green, oblong-oval in shape, and pointed ;

they smell of camphor, and are besides hard and tough.

The outward form of the fruit is very like that of the

acorn, but it has around it five petals ; these are placed
somewhat apart from each other, and the whole in form
much resembles a Lily. The fruit is also impregnated
with camphor, and is eaten by the natives when it is

well ripened and fresh. The amazing height of the

trees hinders the regular gathering, but ^vhen the tree

yields its fruit, which takes place in March, April, and
May, the population go out to collect it, which they

speedily effect, as, if the fruit be allowed to remain
four days on the ground, it sends forth a root of about

the length of a finger, and becomes unfit to be eaten.

Amongst other things, this fruit, prepared with sugar,

furnishes a tasty comfit, or article of confectionery. It

is said that it is very unhealthy to remain near the

Camphor tree during the flowering season, because of

the extraordinary hot exhalations from it during that

period.

The camphor which the tree yields is generally

known as Baros camphor, and outdoes by far in purity

the Japanese and Chinese product. This was acknow-
ledged as far back as the i6th century, and 100

guilders per catty was paid for it, while a like quantity

of Japanese camphor was worth only 15 guilders. The
gathering is made in Sumatra in the old fashion, and
in a very unsatisfactory way. The natives have no
means whatever of estimating the quantity of camphor
in a given full-grown tree. Consequently everything is

left to blind chance, although the gi-eater th.e age of

the tree the more camphor it contains, but it is just the

age of the tree which the natives are uncertain about.

Usually, the order of the rajah is given for a certain

number of men, say 30, to gather camphor in

the bush belonging to the territory which he claims

as his. The men appointed then seek for a

place where many trees gi^ow together ; there they

construct rude huts, and sometimes remain there for

months. When the encampment has been formed
they forthwith set to work. The company is now
divided into two parties, of which one occupies itself

with felling the trees, and the other with gathering the

camphor. The tree is cut down just above the roots,

after which it is divided into small pieces, and these

are afterwards split, upon which the camphor, which is

foimd in hollows, or crevices in the body of the tree,

and, above all, in the knots and swellings of branches

from the trunk, becomes visible in the form of granules,

or grains. The quantity of camphor yielded by a

single tree seldom amounts to more than half a pound,

and if we take into account the great and long-

continued labour requisite in gathering it, we have the

natural reply to the question why it fetches so high a

price. The well-known camphor oil is of very little

worth, and no tree is ever felled to obtain it. At the

same time that the camphor is gathered—that is,

during the cutting down of the tree—the oil, which
then drips from the cuttings, is caught in considerable

quantity. It is seldom brought to market, because

probably the price and the trouble of carriage are not

sufficiently remunerative. Whenever the oil is oflfered

for sale at Baros, the usual price is one guilder for an
ordinary quart wine-bottle full.

The production of Baros camphor lessens yearly

;

and the profitable operation of former times, say in the

year 1753, when fully 1250 lb. were sent from Padang
to Batavia, will never return. Since time out of mind
the beautiful clumps and clusters of Camphor trees

have been destroyed in a ruthless manner
; young and

old have been felled, and as no planting or means of

renewal has taken place, but the growth of the trees

has been left to Nature, it is not improbable that this

noble species will ere long wholly disappear from
Sumatra. Consequently, we have occasionally inquired

whether the Government cannot do something on behalf

of Camphor production and trade by causing plantations

to be formed of this Camphor producing tree, such as

is done in Java regarding the forests of jattie (Teak).

The districts of Ayer Bangie and Rau, and also the

Tapanolie Residence, offer perhaps the most favourable

localities for the experiment, and the transport of fruits

and plants four to six days old can be effected for a

gi'eat distance, by potting them, or planting them in

boxes half filled with wet sand. The contents need
only to be carefully kept wet, and the box should be
kept covered with linen. It is ti-ue neither the present

nor perhaps the coming generation may derive profit
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garden operations for every month in the year, on

much tlie same plan as that adopted in recent works,

and a recommendatoiy " Address to the Nobility and

Gentry," by John Evelyn. . The same compilers pro-

duced, in 1707, a work, called the "Retired Gard'ner,"

now obsolete. From this period to 1 7 14 no real work

on gardening, as an art, made its appearance ; but in

that year, the Rev. John Laurence (or Lawrence),

Rector of Yelvertoft, Notts, and some time Fellow of

Clare Hall, Cambridge, produced, in three parts,

*'The Clergyman's Recreation ; showing the Pleasure

and Profit of the Art of Gardening ; " and a few years

later, "A System of Agriculture and Gardening," in

five books, folio. These works have been extensively

used in the compilation of modern treatises. These

were followed, in 1717, by Richard Bradley's "New
Improvements in Planting and Gardening," a pamphlet

of seventy p^iges, and in subsequent years by many
treatises on husbandry and gardening, Mr. Bradley

becoming, in 1727, Professor of Botany to the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. Thenceforward to 1732, few

really original books on the art were published; but

in that year William Ellis issued the first monthly

part of his "Complete Modern Husbandry," which
was completed in S vols., Svo, in 1774, abridgments

of whicii were afterwards several time published.

Again we have a long period of mediocrity. Essays,

pamphlets, and small books on agricultural topics,

"printed for the booksellers," appeared between 1727
and 1756, in which latter year Dr. John Hill produced,

among other books on plants, his "Gardner's New
Kalendar," and his " British Herbal," followed, in

1760, by his "Flora Britannica on Linnceus's Method,"
introducing the then newly-invented system of Linnaeus

;

about that time also appeared his "Outlines of a
System of Vegetable Generation. " To the same
period we owe Stillingfleet's " Miscellaneous Tracts on
Natural History, Husbandry, and Physic ; " and
several small works, by various hands, such as the
"Farmer's Guide," the "London Gardner," the
"Botanist's Dictionary," the "Dutch Florist," the
" British Gardners' Directoi-y," &c. ; and in 1766, we
find the publication of " Every Man his own Gardner,"
by Thomas Mawe.
A jump of nearly half a century, during which some

scores of books on gardening, of greater or lesser

authority and pretension, had been published, brings
us to 1S07, and the publication of Miller's " Gardners'
and Botanists' Dictionary," edited by Thomas Martin,
B.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor of Botany in the

University of Cambridge ; a work of real value, in two
volumes, large folio. Mr. Miller was curator of the

physic garden belonging to the Worshipful Company
of Apothecaries. Miller's book was first published
about 1724, in four vols. ; but the edition most
generally esteemed is that of Dr. Martin, in which all

the knowledge of previous writers on gardening was
thoroughly digested, systematised, and extended ; the

plants being arranged in families and species, according

to the natural system, with such additions as recent

observation had enabled the editor to make ; the text
being illustrated with all necessary figures in steel and
wood. Miller's Dictionary, edited by Martin, was very
successful, adapted to the wants of practical as well as
scientific gardeners ; the descriptions and directions

being written in a very unaffected and pleasing style
;

and, being much sought for, produced a high price as

the book got more scarce. After being suffered to

remain out of print for some years, the proprietors

determined to republish it, with such improvements as

seemed desirable. For this purpose, they engaged the

services of Mr. George Don, a gentleman bearing a

high character for literal^ and scientific acquirements.

Under his management, the first volume of the new
edition appeared in 1831, but disappointed the expec-

tations of both the proprietors and the public. It was
too scientific for the "general reader," and too diffuse

for the student. Three other volumes, however,
appeared at intervals, and, in 183S, when the fourth

was printed, Mr. Don, greatly to their surprise, coolly

informed his employers that, so far from having com-
pleted his work, as he had engaged to do, he had
materials, still unused, for more than two additional

volumes ! Mr. Don, however, gained nothing by his

move, for the proprietors determined to close their

publication. They therefore dropped the name of
" Miller's Gardners' Dictionai^y," and in the place of

that, they called their work a " General History of the

Dichlamydeous Plants," by George Don, F.L.S., and
issued new title-pages. The Bookseller.

D
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Ijomc CaiTCsponkiicc.

The Gem in the Head of the Toad.—The toad,

the elephant, the swine, the rhinoceros, the hippo-

potamus, the tapir, the centipede, as well as numbers

of the organisms of ocean, are entirely destitute of

visible beauty, while some of them, instance the male

Japanese hog, is a model of supreme ugliness. It is a

remarkable fact that in the flora and fauna of former

eras the principle of beauty and of grace appears not

to have been so highly developed as it now is, nor,

perhaps from the density of fogs and clouds, was the

splendid magnificence of the day or the spangled infinite

depths of the starry night opened up to be cognisable.

Has this embellishment of the flora and fauna and

splendour of the face of Nature only been introduced

. when beings came to be developed able to enjoy it?

As proof of the absence of beauty in ancient eras,

instance the want, as far as we can judge, of flowering

plants (the term flora being improper), and the abund-

ance of ugly saurian monsters and other uncouth types

of animals. There is no means of judging whether

the delightful aromas of the present flora have been

wanting or present in the ancient, but as these aromas

are chiefly restricted to the flower, the probabihty is

that they were wanting. The larger animals, at least,

tlie rude direction animal life seems tlien to have taken,

would not have been delighted with the attar of roses.

This remarkable beauty and fragrance of flowers, and

in some cases fragrance as well as beauty of foliage,

does not extend to most of the fauna, and seems to

have been found incompatible with the devouring

nature of their being, anil the forces necessary to loco-

motion. There is often much gracefulness of motion,

elegance of form and beauty, and harmony of colour,

especially in the bird class, with a sweetness in their

vocal harmony. But the fragrance of flowers does not

extend to the fauna. The most that the fauna can

attain is an absence of odour ; yet the poet sings :
—

"There's kaims o' hinny 'tween my love's lips."

Others say a pearl drops out every time the lips are

opened. In the case of Homer and of syrens this may
be true. The breath of the cow is said to be sweet and

salutary, and I have known an instance of the fragrance

of the Allspice flower or Strawberry in the human
breath, not obtained from artificial means or from

vegetable fragrance. A mal-odour, however, exists in

all animals that harbour in holes, where the air is

necessarily corrupt. This extends even to humanity
where the air breathed is not suflicicntly freshened. When
a little boy running wild in the country, I could scent

the mal-odour of a town at a mile distant, and pursue

a fox by the scent. This mal-odour is especially strong

and repulsive in those which subsist upon animal food,

especially the mustela or weasel class. And inventive

constnictive Nature employs this odour as a formidable

means of protection, almost as repulsive as the defence

of the poison fang or sting. In some of the serpent

class the mal-odour is accompanied by poison fangs.

It would seem that foul air was necessary to the

creation of animal poisons, and that hydrophobia
generated in the fetor of the fox-hole. The foul air of

the bee and wasp hive go to conoborate this. The
incense of the flora has been used as a religious aid or

stimulant—a power of attraction, especially in R
rites ; and in ancient religions it has been employed
as an offering to propitiate the gods. This has been
resorted to in milder climates, and vvith meeker races ;

but in ruder climates, and with coarser races, the

priesthood, such as our Druids, as well as those of the

primitive Jews, and even those of more modem
Cliristians, have found that human sacrifice, whether
on the stone altar, or, as in later times, bound to the

stake as heretics, forming aittos-da-fe^ or burnt on the

witch hill as witches, had a much more exciting

effect upon collected multitudes than incense or any-
thing else in promoting superstition, terror, and priest

power. But my wilful fancy has run away from
my repulsive subject into a long preamble, which I

hope my readers will forgive. My subject was the

ugly, ungainly toad, but which we would love had we
no other vital companion, such is the communicative,
transmissive vital power of sympathy. Last summer I

came upon a very fine spetimen of the toad in a
locality rich in slugs, flies, and other insects. From its

largeness I considered it a female, which in this class

much exceeds the size of the male. Seeing me she
stopped her march, in a rather awkward position, with
a fore leg or arm up in the air, as if to take a step

forward, and^was seized with catalepsy. The sun had
been for som'e time up, and I observed a fine, shining
diamond upon the centre of her broad forehead,

about the size of a pea. I had often heard
of a beautiful gem existing in the head of the toad, but
accounted for the poetic idea by supposing it had
arisen from the brilliant eyes, more remarkable from
their coarse uncouth surrounding. Here was the
brilliant gem we had so often heard of. Upon examin-
ing the back of the creature I found a number of small
shining specks or gems of the same nature as the large

one on the forehead. Upon touching the large one on
the brow I found it to consist of a gelatine, soft and
shining, and I considered it and all the smaller gems
on the back to be an exuded poison, given out by
especial pores and glands, supplied by Nature as a

means of defence, the poor creature being otherwise

defenceless. I have, however, held a toad in my hand
1 patted one gently on the back with my fingers

without any injurious effect. But my hand was a little

hardened with work. I have seen a young dog seize a

toad in his mouth and immediately throw it out, the

dog's mouth foaming for near an hour afterwards, and

he running about rubbing it on the giass and the

ground. The dog's mouth having only a mucous mem-
brane cover was different from my hardened hand. I

have seen a toad exposed by boys to a treatment of

stoning and pelting that would have been destructive to

life in any other creature, yet when thrown into water

it showed remaining life. The creature seemed almost

as indestructible as a piece of india-rubber. Being

closed up from the air, the chemical composition of this

creature seems so well balanced and kept so well in

hand by the vital attractions as to be permanently fixed,

like those in a dried seed, and only requiring exposure

to the air for the vital functions, after many centuries, to

be resumed. Patrick Matthtit\ Gonrdieh'tll^ Errol.

Fruit Prospects.—Peaches and Nectarines have

set their blooms most abundantly here and look well.

The trees have been protected by putting small

branches of evergreens over them. This year we used

the blue-beiTied Cedar for the purpose, and found it

answer admirably. We only removed the branches la?t

week. Apricots are not so well covered with fruit.

Plums and Pears are thickly set. Rain is much wanted

to wash the trees, &c., none having fallen since the

13th, and only slight showers then, so that all growing
crops are wanting moisture. M. /^, Ryton-on-Dimsmore.

Alternation of Function in Palms.—The phe-

nomenon which I have described imder the name of

"Alternation of Function " in Palms, is neither so

new and strange, so entirely without parallel in other

families of plants, nor so fraught with alarming conse-

quences, as Dr. Seemann represents, p. 41S. He
facetiously compares it to a husband offering to relieve

his wife, at odd times, of the burden of childbearing.

It would be a truer simile to compare it to a wife

saying to her husband, "What do you think of our

wearing the breeches turn and turn about—you your

three months, or six, or twelve months, and then me,

for the same length of time?"—a state of things not

tjuite unknown in some households, and which I am
tuld some husbands would gladly compound for. But

if we would pei-sonify all tlie phenomena of plant-life

by human and other intelligent actors, we should see

infinitely greater marvels ; as, for instance, in the

agency of insects in fertilising Orchids and other flowers.

The question between myself and Dr. Wendland turns

entirely on the existence of unisexual spadtces, which I

aftirm and he denies. He says he has "seen himdreds
of spadices of Geonoma, but never any essential devia-

tion—never any unisexual spadices." I know not how
many spadices of Geonoma I may have "seen," but I

examined all those I described ; and, not in Geonoma
alone, but in every other genus of Palms, whenever I

have been able to thoroughly examine the inflorescence,

I have never failed to detect it in some polygamous
practice, more or less glaring. Even in Nunnezharia,

which he cites as a model of dioicity, I found, in

examining a great many male spadices of N. fragrans,

some flowers with the rudimentary pistil entire and
merely trisulcate ; others with it deeply tripartite, and
in some very rare cxses the three carpels were perfect

and stigmatiferous, />., the flowers were hermaphrodite
—an instance (as I take it) of reversion to their primi-

tive condition. Such an hermaphrodite flower is

figured by Ruiz and Pavon. I have again looked

through all my notes, made on living plants of Geonoma
in the forest, and I see no reason to doubt that I

described correctly what I saw, namely, that in certain

species the abortion of all the male flowers on so

spadtces leaves the latter purely female, and the abort

of all the female flowers on other spadices renders them
male. Exactly the same thing is affirmed by Martins of the

genus Orania :

*

' Flowersmonoicous on different spadices

;

the male spadices with twin flowers, and the rudiment
of a female flower between them." Elo^is and Kunthia
are described to have " Flores monoici in diversis

spadicibus." I myself have seen both male and female

spadices on the same plant in Wettinia, Geonoma and
Leopoldinia. Are we to suppose that these spadices

occur at random, along the whole length, and through-

out the life, of a Palm-stem ; or is it not more probable

that their sequence is regulated by some law ? I

thought I had made out a law of alternation in certain

species ; and although it should be proved that what I

attributed to the species belonged only to the indi-

vidual, it could not at all affect the fact of the existence

of a far more important law of progression, from her-

maphroditism towards dioicity, which I find to pervade
the entire family of Palms. Richard Spruce.

Hose for Watering Streets.—Our attention has

been called to an inquiry at p. 700, regardmg the appa-

ratus in use in Paris for watering the streets and
parks. The Local Board of Health here has used
this apparatus for many years for watering the streets,

and is quite satisfied with its working. Those in

use here are larger than those in Paris, but are

similar in other respects. We shall be pleased to give

your correspondent every information if he will com-
municate with us. C. Hart &^ Sons, 13, Gun Street,

Reading.

In answer to your correspondent's inquiry as to

hose for watering the streets as used in Paris, allow me to

inform him that the simplest form is gas piping in

12-foot lengths, put upon small cast-iron wheels, and
united by india-rubber hose. It is very cheap, and
does well enough for lawns and for broad walks, 1

cannot make it answer for general garden purposes, it is

difficult to move up and down the cross paths, and
runs riot amongst the border's and edgings when drawn
from place to place. R. T. F.

Roses.—These Roses have bloomed beautifully

under glass in small pots :—Marquise de Montemart,
silvery white with delicate blush centre ; Edouard
Morren, rich pure rose ; and Souvenir de M. Poiteau,

carmine-rose. I can so far highly recommend them.

These are just come, and appear to be nice specimens,

and I hope may be good :— Princess Christian, Prince

Leopold, Paul Neron, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, Mar-
quise de Castellane, Baron Chaurand, Louis Van
Houtte, and Albion. W. F. Radclyffe.

Sitona lineata.—About a fortnight ago I selected

some plants in a row of Peas apparently injured by
Sitona lineata, and on examination of the roots could

not find any difference in appearance from the others.

Now, however, I am more fortunate. Yesterday I

chose a spot near to where I had noticed the beetles

the most closely earlier in the season, and where now
the missing plants and the injured leaves point parti-

cularly to their former presence. Here I carefully

loosened the earth with a large stick-knife, and care-

fully removed it, until I was able to lift the Pea-planls

out with the roots attached, and found, with scarcely

any exceptions, that the plants had galls fully formed

on the large root in bunches—in rows or single. I only

noticed one gall, I think, on the small side roots.

Opening a good-sized gall, I found it hollow, and
seemingly decayed ; a bunch that I opened contained a

number of transparent white tenants, various in kind it

seemed to me, and from the galls on one side the bunch
appearing each to have a little (a very little) puncture,

1 imagined that the active inhabitants were parasites,

or at least extra lodgers. In this bunch of galls the

divisions appeared to have crumbled or decayed

between the cells (or possibly had been eaten away).

In another gall, still in good order, the inhabitants

looked to me, as far as I could make out, very like

coleopterous larva. I have not examined further, as I

was anxious you should have all the specimens for your

own inspection, and I send them with some leaves on

to identify them as Peas. You will also notice the

stems appear gnawed. Might not this, if a case of

beetle gnawing past, and beetle presence future, be

another instance—to borrow a word from Dr. M'Cosh
—of special ends in creation to keep the too great

development of roots from stilling the young larviK ? O.

[The galls on the specimens sent by our correspondent

prove to be all empty, the inhabitant having left them
after they had served its purpose, and most of them
already in an incipient stage of decay. They exactly

correspond in size and appearance to the figure given

by Curtis ("Farm Insects," pi. L., fig. 7) of the gall

caused by Sitona lineata. A. il/.]

An Early Gathering of Mushrooms.—I gathered

in the park here (South Herts) an excellent dish of

Mushrooms of all sizes on Thursday the igth inst.

They consisted of the lighter pink film variety, and

were, when cooked, excellent. I have never gathered

such Mushrooms so early in the year, and from open
pasturage, before, Opits,

Societies.

Crystal Pal-^ce, May 21.—Seldom has there been at

the Crystal Palace a better exhibition than that held on
Saturday last. The stoveandgreenhousecoUections brought

together on this occasion were vastly in advance of any-

thing shown in former years. Orchids, Heaths, and
Azaleas, were rather under the average of excellence,

though some very meritorious collections of these were
shown. It was thought that the competition for the

liberal prizes offered for bouquets would be an interesting

feature in the day's arrangements, and that we might
have the pleasure at least of seeing something good, if

not new ; but in this case we were much disappointed,

for there was a lamentable deficiency of merit in nearly

all the exhibitions. It would appear, to judge from the

quantity of ungainly bouquets exhibited, that size was the

first point to be considered, but to our mind a greater

error of judgment could not well be committed. In the

classes for three, to comprise one each for the wedding,

the ball, and the table, we expected to see more origi-

nality in design. The severely formal flat style should be
abandoned. We also want a change in the composition

by introducing more green in the shape of foliage, and
we should like to see the ordinary backing up of Ferns

dispensed with, and a substitute found in some other

direction. The bridal bouquets in particular should be

made lighter, and the more they are unlike those shown
on Saturday last the better.

Returning to the stove and greenhouse plants, which
stand first in the schedule, we come to the 15 staged

by Mr. Baines, gr. to H. MichoUs, Esq., Southgate House,
Southgate, which were brought out in wonderful perfec-

tion, and were undoubtedly the best grown group
in the show. His specimen of Darwinia (Hedaroma)
tulipifera, was magnificent ; Erica ventricosa coccinea

minor, was a very handsome plant ; Aphelexis macrantha
purpurea, and A. humilis rosea, both perfect globular

masses of flowers ; Boronia pinnata, a very pretty bush ;

Ixora coccinea, a large well grown plant with immense
trusses of orange-scarlet flowers ; a similar specimen of

I. aurantiaca ; a large beautifully flowered bush of Epacris
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iCa
Eclipse, Clcrodendron Balfourii, very good

;
Er

dishiana, a splendid specimen; Eriostemon .ie|,..u.,u»

a beautiful specimen; Azalea Iveryana, 6 feet li.gh and

nearly 5 feet through, literally covered wuh snowy white

flowers ; A. coccinca, a dwarfer example but equally well

flowered ; a very fair specimen of Bougamvillca glabra

and Anthurium Scherzerianum with 13 finely expanded

spathes. Mr. Chapman, gr. to J.
bpode, Esq.. Hawkes-

yard Park, Rugely, was second with, amongst others in a

very good collection, excellent specimens of Erica ventn-

cosa coccinea minor, Pimelea mirabihs. D.-irwinia macro-

stegia. Pimelea spectabilis rosea Acrophyllum venosum.

and Eriostemon pulchellus. &c. Mr. B. Peed. gr.

to Mrs. Tredwell, St. John's Lodge, Lower Norwood,

was 3d. and Mr. J.
Wheeler, gr. to J.

Phillpott. Esq..

Stamford Hill, 4th. In the amateurs' class for 10 the ist

prize was taken by Mr. Wright, gr. to E. H. C. Roberts.

Esq.. Sunnyside. Regent's Park, with a very handsome

specimen of Bougainvillea glabra, very fair Medinilla mag-

nifica. Danvinia{Hedaronm) tulipifera. very good ;
a very

nice Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, a large bush of Erica

Cavendishiana, well bloomed, and a smaller one of

E. depressa multiflora ; Dracophyllum grjcile. good ;
and

a fair specimen of Ixora coccinea supcrba. A more

uniform, neater, and generally better grown lot, from Mr.

] Ward. gr. to F. G. Wilkins. Esq.. Leyton, were placed

2d. on what account we did not learn. In this collection

were Tremandra ericifolia. 4 feet through, and well covered

with bloom ; a very handsome Darwima (Hedaroma)

tulipifera, a much finer specimen of Stephanotis flon-

bunda than is usually seen ;
Aphelexis macrantha piir-

purea, good ; Epacris miniata splendens, a fine bush ;
the

same of Erica Cavendishiana, and one of the best grown

specimens of Dalechampia Roczliana rosea ever exhibited,

quite 3 feet in height and diameter. The latter, however

pretty it maybe consideredwhen in a small state, is evidently

not striking enough for exhibition purposes. It looked dull

and unattractive, and was probably the main cause of the

othei wise unique collection being placed 2d. Other col-

lections were also staged in this class by Mr. Carr, gr. to

P. L. Hinds. Esq., and Mr. Wilkie. gr.. Addison Road.

Kensington. In the corresponding class for nurserj-men.

Mr. B. S. Williams exhibited an excellent group, and

took the 2d prize, the ist being awarded to Messrs. Jack-

son & Son. Kingston, Mr. Morse. Epsom, coming in

3d. Mr. Wright sent the best 6 stove and greenhouse

plants, consisting of fine foliage and variegated plants, and

others in bloom, comprising Phoenicophorium sechellarum,

very handsome ; Cupania filicifolia. a beautiful specimen ;

Gleichenia flabeliata. very fine ;
Clcrodendron Balfouru,

Azalea Juliana, and D.arwinia (Hedaroma) fuchsoides.

Mr. J. Carr was 2d. and Mr. Wilkie 3d. In addition

to the above, prizes were also offered for a group of stove I

and greenhouse plants arranged for effect, which brought

forth an interesting display. The following exhibitors

competed, and the prizes were awarded in the order

named :—Messrs. RoUisson & Son. Mr. B. Peed, Mr. J.

Woodward, gr. to Mrs. Xorr. Garbrand Hall. Ewell
;
and

Mr. W. Reid. gr. to Mrs. Hunt. Sydenham Hill.

As before mentioned, the Cape Heaths were not so

numerous as heretofore, but as a whole they were in very

good condition. The best 8 in the nurserymen s class

came from Messrs. Jackson & Son. and consisted of

exceedingly well grown and bloomed E. tricolor Wilsoni.

E. tricolor dumosa. E. ventricosa coccinea minor. E.

Victoria. E. perspicua nana. E. depressa multifiora, and

E. picturata ; whilst a medium-sized uniform group from

Mr. Morse came in 2d. In the corresponding class for

amateurs. Mr. B. Peed stood ist with a fine collection,

including the pretty E. ventricosa coruscans, E. Lindley-

ana. good. E. Candolleana. and E. perspicua; Mr. J.

Ward was 2d, and contributed in his group E. anstata

major and E. tricolor Wilsoni, both very fine, and rich in

colour, &c. Mr. J.
Carr was placed 3d. and Mr. J.

Wheeler 4th. Mr. J.
Ward had the best 6 in the open

class, which included vcrv young specimens of E. fiorida.

E. eximia superba. E. Cavendishiana. E. tricolor Wilsoni.

E. Fairiana, and E. Candolleana. Mr. G. Wheeler and

Mr. B. Peed, who both exhibited very commendable

groups, were respectively 2d and 3d.

The best group of Azaleas in the show was contributed

in the amateurs' class for 8, by Mr. S. M. Carson, gr.

to W. G. Farmer, Esq., Cheam. They were quite

6 feet high, of a beautiful pyramidal form, and bloomed

to perfection, contrasting favourably with the large,

worn-out specimens from other quarters. The varieties

were Triumphans. Criterion. Symmetry. Model. Exqui-

site, Formosa, and Holfordi, &c. Mr. W. Neighbour,

gr. to Sir W. Clayton. Bart.. Harleyford, Great Marlow.

and Mr. A. Wilkie were equal 2d ; and Mr. G. Wheeler,

3d. The last-named was ist for 6. and Mr. W. Chap-

man 2d. Mr. B. S. Williams took both ist prizes in the

corresponding classes for nurservmen, with first-rate collet

tions; Messrs. J.
& C. Lee being 2d for 8, and Mi.

Turner for 6.

The displav of Orchids was much below the average.

Mr. B. S. Williams sent the best 10. and took ist honours,

having Cypripedium barbatum superbum, a fine specimen,

with about three dozen handsome flowers ;
Odontoglossum

luteo-purpureum, fotir beautiful spikes ;
Cattleya Mossiae

superba, good; Vanda suavis, with four magnificent

spikes ; and Dendrobium densiflorum, &c. Mr. G. Young.

Casina Nursery, Dulwich, was 2d. Mr. J.
Ward contri-

buted the best 12. amongst which were Epidendrum

macrochilum. Phalaenopsis grandiflora. Oncidium ser-

ratum. Cattleva Mossias, Odontoglossum bictoniense, and

Oncidium bifolium. in excellent condition. For 20. Mr.

J. Burnett, gr. to W. Terry. Esq., Peterborough House.

Fulham was ist with a very nice lot. including two nicely

coloured specimens of Catdeya Mossia;, the interesting

Selenipedium caudatum, with very fine tail-like append-

ages, about 2 feet long ; Dendrobium macrophyllum

giganteum, with three pretty spikes ; a very nice Cypripe-

dium barbatum superbum, &c. Mr. Wright came 2d. In

his collection were two finely-flowered examples of Der.dro-

bium nobile, Oncidium leuchochilum, with four grand

spikes ; Odontoglossum citrosmum superbum, very fine

white ; and Oncidium Philipsianum, with good spikes, &c.

Mr. B. Peed was 3d with a neat collection.

The Pelargoniums were very effective, the fancy varieties

ucing remarkably well done. Messrs. Dobson & Sons. Mr.

J W.ard. and Mr. D. Windsor all came in for ist prizes,

fiir. Turner was ist for 10 Roses in pots, with an excellent

lot, Messrs. Paul & Son being 2d ; the smallness of the

blooms in the latter collection was very noticeable ;
they

were not at all Mkc the glorious flowers we usually see from

the Cheshunt nurseries.

Amongst the miscellaneous collections were several

boxes of cut Roses from Messrs. Paul & Son, a fine group

of plants from Messrs. Downic, Laird & Laing, a rich

collection of hardy flowering plants fronj Mr. Ware,

a choice collection of herbaceous Calceolarias from Messrs.

Dobson & Son, a collection of Tulips from Mr. Turner,

and from Messrs. Lane & Son a group of Rhododendrons.

Mr. W. Chard, Salisburv. sent a collection of cut Roses,

and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain a group of Auriculas.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Mr. Turner for

Azaleas Roi d'Holland and Reine Marie Henriette
;
to

Mr. W. Paul for Pelargoniums Avalanche and Waltham

Bride ; to Mr. Parsons. Brighton, for Reseda odorata

eximia ; to Messrs. Carter & Co. for tricolor Pelargonium

Lothario ; to Mr. B. S. Williams for Oreodoxa plalani-

folia Thrinax grandis, Astrocaryum Niburgianum, Cala-

mus ciliaris, and Caladium Meverbeer ;
and to Messrs. A.

Henderson for Licuala peltata[?]. Daimonorops plumosus,

Ficus Cooperi, Brownia erecta, and Phccnix sylvestris.

The system of awarding certificates here seems "slow but

sure." if not quite satisfactory, seeing that the three latter

plants have been in cultivation for some years, whilst the

beautiful Trichopilia crispa marginata, Mlltonia festiva,

Livistonia rotundifolia, and other equally deserving plants

were passed unnoticed.

Royal Botanic : Mav2S.i>!<l26.—Fme weather anda

newly-devised schedule brought together a very successful

exhibition on this occasion. The large classes for stove

and greenhouse plants, which used to be the great attrac-

tion of these late spring exhibitions, were somewhat

missed ;
nevertheless, Mr. Don, the superintendent ot

the gardens, was enabled, with the abundance of excel-

lent materials at his command, to arrange the whole in a

very pleasing and satisfactory manner. The large classes

of stove and greenhouse plants having been dispened with,

prizes were offered in their stead for groups of such plants

arranged for effect. The conditions were that any number,

size and kinds of plants would be allowed. 1 hey were

to be arranged as for the decoration of a small conserva-

tory, with climbers, hanging baskets, vases, or other

accessories. Three groups were arranged in this manner,

shown by Messrs. J. & C. Lee. Hammersmith; Messrs.

A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road

;

and Messrs. RoUisson & Son, Tooting ;
and the prizes

were awarded in the order named. Recesses in

the large tent were apportioned for these displays,

and they were tastefully filled with Palms, Ferns, Orchids,

and flowering plants, generally of various dimensions. No
doubt such exhibitions would do much good in creating a

taste for successful grouping, if they could only be got up

so as to represent a furnished greenhouse as nearly as pos-

sible ; but as showm in the positions assigned to them here

and at the Crystal Palace, they are questionable, as it is doubt-

ful whether the same plants would be suitable for a green-

house proper. Prizes were also offered for a group of bed-

ding plants arranged for effect by nurserymen ;
these were

cornpeted for by Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Mr. Ware,

and Mr. J.
Aldred, Kilburn. The collections from the

two former were arranged on raised banks of a semi-oval

form ; and in the case of Messrs. Henderson's group,

which took the ist prize, were arranged in the following

manner :—Six triangular-shaped shallow boxes, filled in

the centre with different kinds of Coleuscs and Iresines,

with a band of Pyrothrum Golden Feather, and an outer

edging of Selaginella Kraussiana. formed the front

edging. Behind these were other little square boxes,

filled with Coleuses. tricolor and other Pelargoniums, some

very fine Stocks, several variegated forms of herbaceous

plants and succulents, &c. Mr. Ware's group consisted

of an outer margin of the Pyrethrum Golden Feather,

then distinct rows of Echeveria metallica. E. secunda

glauca Funkia viridi-marmorata. and Centaurea, the

space behind being filled in almost entirely with varie-

gated foliaged herbaceous plants, without any flower or

relief whatever. Messrs. Jackson & Son. of Kingston,

were the only exhibitors in the nurserymen s class for

20 greenhouse plants in pots not exceeding 8 inches in

diameter In this collection were very neat specimens of

Azalea Grand Crimson, very bright in colour ; A. Extrani,

also good two specimens of Erica Cavendishiana, very

iiealthvand well flowered ; Pimelea Hendersonii, very rich

in colour ; and well flowered examples of Erica ventricosa

coccinca minor, E. ventricosa albo-cincta, E. magnifica.

&c Messrs. Lane & Son sent the best 12 Rhododen-

drons, in pots not exceeding 8 inches in diameter, which

were a nice, well bloomed lot. The best single specimen

—a small but good one of Lord John Russell—also came

from the Berkhampstead establishment.

Cape Heaths were divided into two open classes, for 3

and for 12 in 8-inch pots respectively. The kinds were

nearly identical with those shown at the Crystal Palace,

and therefore need not be repeated. Mr. J.
Ward. gr. to

F G Wilkins. Esq., had the best 8. fine groups being

also staged by Messrs. Jackson & Son. Mr. J.
Wheeler,

and Mr" Carr. In the class for 12. which brought out

some very promising young stufi'. the two former exhi-

bitors were placed equal ist, and Mr. Wright 2d.

The best 6 Azaleas in the amateurs' class came from

Mr S M. Carson, and in the corresponding class for

nurserymen from Mr. B. S. Williams-Mr. Turner

being placed 2d; and Mr. Tanton. Epsom, 3d
;
whilst

for 12 in 16-inch pots, a very neat collection, which

took the ist prize, was contributed by Mr. J.
Little, gr.

to I Goddard. Esq.. Royden Lodge, Essex ;
Messrs.

Lane & Son and Mr. G. Wheeler being respectively 2d

and 3d.

The Orchids were grouped on a bank by themselves,

the display being of about the average description. In

the class for 8, Mr. Burnett, gr. to W. Terry, Esq., sent

a selection from his Crystal Palace collection, and came
in 1st ; Mr. J. Ward being placed 2d with sonic nice

plants, and Mr. Eckford, gr. to the Earl of Radnor,

Coleshill. 3d. In the latter collection were a good
Dendrobium nobile. Calanthe veratrifolia. with eight good

spikes, and Saccolabium retusum. with four spikes, two of

them being over 2 feet in length, and nicely expanded.

Mr. B. S. Williams was ist for 6. Mr. Parker. Tooting,

being placed 2d, and Mr. Bull. Chelsea. 3d,—all exhibiting

very good collections. The best single specimen was a

fine Phatenopsis grandiflora. with two good spikes, on

which were twenty nicely expanded flowers, from Mr.

Fairbairn, gr. to the Duke of Northumberland. Syon

House ; Mr. Bull coming in 2d with Oncidium sarcodes, a

good specimen, with two admirable spikes ; Mr. Wright,

who showed a tall specimen of 'Vanda suavis, and Mr. J.

Douglas, gr. to Sir S. H. Waterlow, who had a very fine

Cattleya Mossia;, were placed equal 3d.

Stove and greenhouse plants, both in the amateur and

nurserymen's classes for 3. were very well represented,

some excellent examples being shown. Mr. Wright and.

Mr. B. S. Williams were ist in their respective classes

;

Mr. T. Godfrey, gr. to J. Anderson. Esq., Ankerwycke, Mr.

Carr, Mr. G. Wheeler, Mr. Wilkie. and Messrs. Jackson

& Son. also competing. The best pair of Tree Ferns

came from Mr. B. S. Williams, and the same of Palms

from Mr. Fairbairn ; whilst Mr. Hill sent the best three

exotic Ferns, which consisted of Cibotium Schiedei, a

fine specimen, but rather pale, Thamnopteris Nidus, very

handsome, and a well-grown specimen of Drynaria

morbiUosa ; Mr. Carr, who came 2d, had Lomaria gibba,

Platycerium grande, and Dicksonia antarctica, in excellent

condition; Mr. G. Wheeler, Mr. Wright, and Mr.

Wilkie also competed.
.

Pelargoniums, notwithstanding the absence of prizes for

fancy varieties in the schedule, made a very good display.

The names of the varieties shown having nearly all been

given before we need only state that the ist prize group,

sent by Mr. Ward. gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., comprised

excellent examples of good cultivation, and that Mr. D.

Windsor's 2d prize lot was very little inferior. Of Roses,

Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Turner, were the principal

exhibitors, and the winners' honours were divided between

tiiem. The amateurs' class was well represented. Mr.

lames was ist for Cinerarias, and the 3d prize was awarded

to Mr F.airbairn, both groups being very inferior, which

cannot be wondered at considering the lateness of the

season. ,

Amongst miscellaneous subjects were fine groups ot

Rhododendrons and Azaleas, from Messrs. Lane & Son ;

an excellent collection of herbaceous Calceolarias, from

Mr Fairbairn ; ten boxes of cut Roses from Messrs. Paul

& Son including one of Marf'chal Niel ; and a smaller

collection from Mr. Cranston, of Hereford ;
whilst from

Mr R. Wood. gr. toW. B. Kellock, Esq., Stamford HiU,

came a nice collection of Agaves, including a very hand-

some specimen of A. filifera, quite two feet across.

A considerable number of subjects was shown in the

class for new plants, the largest contributor being Mr.

Bull of Chelsea. Amongst those furnished by him we noted

in a flowering state the curious Dracontium elatum, of

which an account was given at p. 344- There vvere also

many Palms and Cycads. Among the latter. Encepha-

lartus giganteus, dentatus. mirabilis, and expansus—all

recent and promising though undeveloped acquisitions

from South Africa—and Ceratozamia Kusteriana, were the

most prominent for foliage, while E. noblhs bore a par-

tially grown cone. Of the former, we specially noted

Verschaff'eltia melanochaetes, a fine and rare species,

represented at p. 697; Areca nobilis, a spiny species,

with short pinnate fronds ;
Deckenia nobihs. somewhat

similar in character ; Welfia regia, with bifid leaves

on slender stalks; Thrinax havanensis, a particularly

elegant Fan Palm ; Ptychosperma Alexandra:, a bold

pinnate species ; and P. regia, having the leaves un-

equally pinnate ;
Geonoma elegans, with slender

pinnate leaves ; G. lacerata, a dwarf bilobed species,

with lacerate edges,' and a tendency to become fenestrate

at the base ; G. speciosa, somewhat similar in character,

but less distinctly bilobed ;
Chamtedorea spectabilis,

remarkable for its few broad pinnae ;
Licuala peltata

with peltately palmate leaves, and truncated lobes
;
and

Dcemonorops plumosus, a remarkably elegant free-grow-

ing pinnate species. In the same group were some pretty

plants of the dwarf, shrubby habited, silvery-leaved Dor-

stenia argentata ; Piper futokadsura, which h;^ more bo-

tanical than horticultural interest, being a hardy counter-

part of the tropical black pepper of commerce ;
Maca-

damia ternifolia, formerly described by us, and interesting

as a fruit-bearing plant; Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta

viridis, one of the finest of evergreens ;
and Diacaana

cxcelsa, a handsome South Sea Island plant, with broad

recurved leaves of a deep bronzy tint variegated with rosy

red Finally Mr. Bull had a good plant of the new Oncidium

cryptocopis, with deep mahogany-coloured flowers having

a narrow yellow border, and remarkable for its two elon-

gated lateral sepals and its scandent flower-scape Another

Considerable group was shown by Messrs. Veitch & Sons,

of Chelsea Here also were many Palms and Cyclanths,

as Deckenia nobihs, Euterpe sylvestris, Oncosperma

Houtteanum. a charming little pinnate-leaved plant, with

spinv leaf-stalks ;
Carludovica rotundifolia, a particularly

striking Cyclanth, remarkable for its erect petioles and

roundish deeply-lobed lacerated leaf-blades ;
RhaP'S

humilis, of a most distinct habit, the stems being furnished

with elegant little palmate fronds, so as to form lealy

columns; Seaforthia Veitchii, a good addition to our

pinnate-leaved Palms ; Geonoma imperialis, with elegant

drooping pinna; ; and G. pumila, a slender pinnate Palm,

remarkable for its unequal pinnae. In this collection wa5

also a good plant of Phormium Colensoi variegatum, -w tn

white-edged leaves ; a distinct-looking Araucaria. with

stiff foliafe. named A. elegans ;
Epidendrum syringothyr-

sum,withitsconspicuous raceme of long-stalked niagenta

coloured flowers Adiantnm Veitchii, a
^f

X f;g^,"4S
natespeciesofMaiden-hair ;

and last, b"t.y no means east

Dieff-enbachia Bowmanni. a =?<=='« "•>='^^P,S plants,

to take up a high position amongst ornamem.a p

having broad -leaves, which are most elegantly n ar
.
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over nearly the whole surface with blotches of yellowish

green. Mr. Williams, of Holloway, had a very interest-

ing group—specially so as containing flowering specimens

of the beautiful Tiilandsia Lindeni, and of Cochliostema

Jacobiaiium. Mr. Williams had also Nidularia Schere-

metieffii, a spreading leaved bromeliad, with a red centre,

and closely resembling Nidularia Carolinie, as shown by

Messrs. Veitch. With these were several good ornamental

Palms, as Thrina.x grandis, Dsemonorops plumosus,

Welfia regia. Deckenia nobilis, and the little feather-fronded

Calamus ciliaris, with Lomaria gibba crispa, a choice

curly-leaved variety now being distributed by its fortunate

raisers, Messrs. Cole & Sons. Messrs. RoUisson, ofTooting,

further contributed to the display of Palms, by exhibiting

Plectocoma elongata, with spiny petioled bilobed leaves
;

Korthalsia robusta, with Caryota-like pinna: ;
Areca

nobilis, Ptychosperma Alexandrse, and Chamserops

gracilis, a small-leaved species, apparently distinct, They
had also a nice plant of the pretty narrow-leaved form of

Pteris straminea, called attenuata, which is well worth

growing amongst ornamental Ferns. From Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son, of St. John's Wood, came a small plant

of the double-flowered Hydrangea, called stellata prolifera,

a plant which is likely to become useful in decorative

gardening. There also came from the WeUington Road
establishment a group of the charming Hoteia japonica

variegata, withgolden-veined leaves ; andaprettySaxifraga,

marked "lancostana " (Pleucostoma), with narrow ligulate

leaves, and a dense dwarfish panicle ofshowy white flowers.

From Mr. Atkins, of Painswick, came Erinus alpinus albus,

a lovely pure white hardy rock plant ; and Mr. R. Parker,

of Tooting, showed a basketful of his briUiant golden

blossomed Viola lutea major. Mr. H. Ley, of Croydon,

had three very choice Ferns, the Lomaria gibba crispa

already noted ; Adiantum decorum, a South .-Vmerican

species of much merit as a decorative plant ; and A.

excisum Leyii, a remarkably dense selected form of A.

excisum multifidum, one of the most elegant of its race.

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. contributed, amongst other

things, Zalacca edulis and.Euterpe sylvestris, two elegant

Palms, and a good plant of Dorstenia argentata. The
distinct and hardy Struthiopteris japonica, a very

remarkable Japanese Fern, came from Messrs. Standish &
Co. of Ascot ; and finally, in a group of Azaleas, Mr.

Turner showed good examples of the varieties named
Madame Van der Cruyssen, a bold flower with a fine rosy

tint, and well spotted ; and Roi d'Holland, a bright

crimson scarlet, also nicely spotted. Most of the fore-

going subjects received First-class Certificates.

Cambridge Horticultural Society : Afnji 25.—

A

more fitting place than the charming gardens of King's

College could scarcely have been selected for holding this

exhibition, and in connection with it the Royal National

Tulip Show. The show of the local Society \yas of

a character in keeping with provincial shows in the

Eastern Counties ; the various plants were arranged

under one large tent, the vegetables and frtlit in a smaller

one ; while the productions of the Cambridge Florists'

Society, all of which, excepting the Tulips, were very poor,

were located in another small tent ; a fourth tent was
entirely occupied with Tulips, and here the general

interest appeared to centre. Of the subjects staged in

the large tent, stove and greenhouse plants. Azaleas,

Pelargoniums, Ericas, and Caladiums, were the leading

features, but none of these contained anything calling for

special remark. Forced and other vegetables and salad-

ing, some Cherries in pots, and some capital Strawberries,

especiallv a remarkably fine dish from Professor Adam-
son, were certainly above the average seen at this season

of the year.

The first meeting of the National Tulip Show was held

at Cambridge some 20 years ago, and the present year

found the cultivators of this showy flower again meeting

close by the sluggish waters of the Cam. The heat

of the weather had materially affected the flowers of the

Southern growers, while the Northern flowers were scarcely

at their best ; in the case of the former the flowers had
become much "flushed,"

—

i. c, the colours had run into

the pure ground of the petals,—while some of the finest

flowers were past their best. The blue riband of the

meeting was a silver cup value five guineas, for r2 dis-

similar Tulips, two feathered and two flamed of each

class. This was won by Mr. S. Barlow, Manchester,

with Royal Sovereign, beautifully marked and very fine ;

and Garibaldi, feathered ; and Polyphemus and Sir J.
Paxton, flamed bizarres ; Martins loi, and Talisman,

very fine, feathered ; and Bacchus, finely flamed, and
Duchess of Sutherland, flamed bybloemens; Mr. Lea,

an exquisitely feathered flower, and Charmer, feathered
;

and Aglaia and Rose Celestial, flamed roses. This
was a fine and even lot of flowers, very clean and pure,

and finely marked. 2d, Mr. Richard Headly, Stapleford,

with Richard Headly, finely m.arked, and Demosthenes,

feathered ; and Dr. Hardy and Prince of Wales, a highly

coloured flower, flamed bizarres ; W. E. Gladstone, a
heavily feathered flower, and Mrs. Pickerell, finely

marked, feathered ; and John Kemble and John Thorniley,

flamed byblcsmens ; Sarah Headly, finely marked, and
Queen of Beauty, feathered ; and Semiramis and Circe

flamed roses. 3d, Mr. D. Barber, Derby, in whose stand

Mrs. Pickerell, Exile, a fine hardy feathered bybloemen
;

and Mary Barber, a fine flamed rose, was especially

conspicuous. 4th, Mr. W. Lea, Leigh, who had, very

good. Lord Byron and Sir J. Paxton, two feathered

bizarres. A fifth stand was contributed by Mr. John
Serjeant, Hastingfield. In another class for 12 varieties,

the Rev. S. Cresswell, Radford, was ist, with George
Hayward and Storer's Seedling, the former finely marked,
feathered; and Dr. Hardy and .Sir

J.
Paxton, both very

fine, flamed bizarres ; Nepaulese Prince, feathered, and
Duchess of Sutherland, Lord Denman (very fine), and
Adela, feathered bybloemens ; Vicar of Radford, beauti-

fully marked, and Heroine, feathered ; and Aglaia and
Heroine, flamed roses, the last named variety being shown
both as a feathered and flamed flower. 2d, Mr. W.
Willison, Whitby, with

J.
Sanderson (very fine) and Sove-

reign, finely marked, feathered ; and Sir J.
Paxton (very

fine) and SecdUng 1283, flamed bizarres ;
Leache's Sarah

and Mrs. Sharp, feathered ; and WiUison's Eliza and

Nepaulese Prince, flamed bybloemens ;
Queen and Juliet,

feathered ; and Seedling 380 and Juliet, feathered roses.

3d, Mr. Thomas Haynes, Derby, who had Sir J.
Paxton,

feathered bizarre ; Orion, feathered rose ; and Lord Pal-

merston, flamed bizarre, of remarkably good quality.

4th, Mr. G. Pickerell, having a flower of Sir J.
Paxton,

bizarre, very finely flamed. In the class for 6 Tulips, one

feathered and one flamed of each class, there were nine

competitors, and the judges were some time in scrutinising

the flowers, ist, Mr. D. Barber, Derby, with Royal

Sovereign, feajhered ; and General Lee, fiamed bizarre

;

Mrs. Pickerell (very fine), feathered, and First-rate,

flamed bybloemens ; Heroine, finely marked, feathered
;

and Rose Celestial, flamed rose. 2d, Mr. G.

Pickerell, Nottingham, with Storer's Model, feathered,

and Sir J.
Paxton, flamed bizarres : the first named a

beautiful and finely finished flower ; Mrs. Pickerell,

feathered, and Duchess of Sutherland, flamed bybloemens

;

Heroine, feathered, and Aglaia, flamed rose. 3d, Mr. W.
Willison, Whitby, with Henry Steward, feathered, and

Sir J. Paxton, flamed bizarres ; Leache's Sarah, feathered,

and Queen, flamed bybloemens ; Inimitable, feathered, and

Captivation, flamed roses. 4th, Mr. J. P. Sharp, Birming-

ham. 5th,'Mr. R. Headly. 6th, Mr. T. Haynes. Three

feathered Tulips brought a very keen competition, ist,

Mr. Lea, with Sir J. Paxton, bizarre, Adonis, bybloemen,

and Heroine, rose. 2d, Mr. J. P. Sharpe, with Sir J. Pax-

ton, bizarre, Adonis, bybloemen, and Industry, rose. 3d,

Mr. T. Haynes, with Masterpiece, bizarre. Mrs. Pickerell,

bybloemen, and Heroine, rose. Equally brisk was the com-

petition with three flamed flowers, ist, Mr. T. Haynes,

with Lord Denman, bvbloemen, Triomphe Royale, rose, and

Dr. Hardv, bizarre. '2d, Mr. W. Willison, with WiUison's

Queen, bybloemen. Inimitable, rose, and Sir J. Paxton, bi-

zarre. 3d, Mr. J.
R. Hextall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Prince

of Wales, bizarre. Duchess of Sutherland, bybloemen,

and .Aglaia, rose. The best two Tulips, one feathered

and one fiamed, came from Mr. S. Barlow, who
had Talisman, flamed bybloemen, very fine, and

Heroine, feathered rose. 2d, Mr. Hextall, with

Duke of Devonshire, feathered bybloemen, and .Aglaia,

flamed rose. 3d, Mr. J. P. Sharp, with Heroine,

feathered rose, and Triomphe Royale, flamed rose. The
prizes offered for the best eight flowers in each of the six

classes brought together 39 feathered and 37 flamed

bizarres ; 27 feathered , 29 flamed roses ; 26 feathered, and

28 flamed bybloemens. The best feathered bizarre was a

seedling from Mr. Willison, a very fine flower ;
the next,

Henry Steward, from the same ; and Lord Sydney, the

3d and 4th. The best flamed bizarre was .Ajax, then

Pilot, Dr. Hardy, Sir J. Paxton, and Shakespeare. The
best feathered rose. Heroine, which took the first five

prizes. The best flamed rose, .Aglaia; then Mrs. Lomax,

and Aglaia, 3d and 4th. The best feathered bybloemen

was Adonis, then Violet Amiable, Bugart, and Beatrice

;

the best flamed bybtemens, John Linton, Violet Sove-

reign, Duchess of Sutherland, and Adonis.

The stands of breeder Tulips were very attractive, not-

withstanding their self-colours ; the best six came from

Mr. Headly. who had a stand of superb flowers, very

perfect in form, all seedlings, of which Mr. Headly h,is a

great lot in bloom at the present moment. 2d, Mr. T.

Haynes, in whose stand was a bloom of Parker's Rose of

England, which, in the breeder state, was very lovely.

The premier flamed flower in the whole exhibition was

Sir ]. Paxton, a flamed bizarre, in the stand of Mr. S.

B.trlow ; and the premier feathered flower, Mrs. Pickerell,

a beautiful feathered bybloemen, in the stand of Mr. D.

Barber.

Very interesting was a collection of species of Tulips

contributed by Mr. J. J.
Chater.lwhich included T. Gesne-

riana, T. viridiflora, T. carinata rubra, T. carminata

violacea, T. Clusiana, T. persica, and T. comuta.

^uxHtn #ptratmns.
(for the ensuing WEEK.)

PLANT NOUSES.

Orchidiucoiis Plants, whether epiphytal or terrestrial,

and either requiring cool treatment, or an assimilation

to the heat and moisture of an exciting tropical

climate, will generally have commenced active growth,

and should therefore be duly attended to in all the

essential details of practical treatment, if a fine robust

growth is to be assured. In the houses inhabited by

natives of tropical habitats, the minimum of from
86° to 88° of heat must be maintained in the daytime,

during moderately bright sunny weather ; whilst

during dull days, and when the external temperature is

cold, the temperature should never be allowed to fall

below a mean of 70° by d.ay, with a decrease of 5° or

6° at night. Orchids which are natives of Mexico,

and, indeed, the cooler parts of very w.arm countries,

will not require more than from 72° to 74° during the

brightest weather, with a decrease of 4° or 5°

when artificial heat is needed to maintain the

above temperature, or when the weather is very dull.

Amongst Orchids which are now in flower, many of

the best, such as Saccolabiums, Burlingtonias, and such

Dendrobiums as D. Devonianum and D. Dalhousianum,

&c. , should be reinoved to a cooler house, where less

humidity is diffused, if they are to be kept as long as

possible in bloom. These, if they have not very young

growing le.aves upon them, will all stand in any cool

house where the temperature is not less than 56°, but

the house must be kept free from anything in the form

of draughts. The best way to provide them with a

safe comer is to canvas the inside of the structure, so

that the sun will not reach the plants. One inlet only

should be allowed for air, and that at the point from

whence the beauty of the plants is readily discernible.

Moisture in any and every form should now be given

them plentifully, and especially to those in the Indian

house. With the exception that all the foliage should

be allowed to become dry at least once during each day,

they may bedeluged with tepid water, diffused over

them in the foi-m of natural rain with a fine syringe.

Basket plants, and such as are grown on blocks of

wood, should have continuous applications of water in

this wise. Indeed, some few Orchids, even when
grown in pots, may enjoy a continually damp surface

;

such for instance as the Huitthyas, which in their native

country, British Guiana, grow amid perpetual spray

scattered over the rocks from the cataracts.

FORCING HOUSES.
Some care must be taken in removing the fermenting

materials from the borders of Early Vineries, for in

many instances it will be seen that young roots have

grown through the surface of the soil into the manure.

To injure these is not desirable, so that it will be

necessary to let an inch or two of the smaller broken

material remain on them. Attend to the necessary

thinning of the berries in Late Vineries, bearing in

mind the fact, that all branches which are intended to

hang late into the autumn or winter months should

have a more decided thinning than such as are intended

for more immediate use, because the more the bunches

are thinned in reason, so much more freely will the air

pass throughout them, and there will be less risk from

injury through the damping or rotting of any of the

berries. Pines which are showing fruit about this date

will ripen about October, and in succession into the

winter. Every encouragement should, therefore, be

given them from this time forward, so that they may
perfect their fruit to the utmost. Give to all the plants

immediately they are found to be showing fruit, a good

surface mulching with a rich fibrous loam, and occa-

sional waterings with wholesome liquid manure, as pre-

viously advised. Peach and Neetarines trees now ripen-

ing their fruit, should have a temperature of not less

than 66° maintained by night, with a good maximum of

heat, and plenty of air, by day. The autumn of their

artificial existence having arrived, they must, under

such an artificial state of cultivation, receive treatment

as nearly assimilated to that period as possible. Do
not let the he.at in linings attached to Melon-frames, or

pits, decline too considerably yet, but maintain a nice

brisk heat, without which no great amount of success

can be .anticipated. Those Melons which are now
about ripening their fruits must have no root water given

them, only an occasional sprinkling over the foliage

with a fine-rosed water-pot.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
That pest, the Gooseberry caterpillar, will now be

making itself seen more or less numerously upon

Gooseberry bushes, and must be removed immediately

by handpicking, which is the most efficient of the

many remedies recommended. In instances where they

are not yet discernible to the casual observer, they may
have already formed a lodgment amongst some of the

branches, in which case they are readily detected by

close scratiny. When very young they are invariably

collected together, one batch apart from another, upon

the underside of the leaves, through which very small

holes are being punctured, and by which means they

are to be found out, and should be removed bodily by

taking the leaf off. It will be seen that by so doing

much labour will be saved compared with what would

be needed were they permitted to giow and distri-

bute themselves amongst the other leaves. Give the

necessary support to the strongest and most promi-

nently grown shoots upon Peach and Nectarine

trees, by tacking them to the wall. This should

be done before heavy rain showers, perhaps accom-

panied by wind, arrive, as these are very likely

to cause them much injury, if, indeed, some of

them may not be broken off altogether. Thin out the

young sucker shoots which emanate from around the

base of Raspberry stools. Leave about four or five to

each stool, according to the quantity of shoots required

to form new canes for next season's fruiting. Pinch

back the young shoots upon Out-door Vines where fruit

alone is wanted, at about two leaves beyond the flowers,

which are now readily seen. When further gi-owth is

wanted to fill out any vacant spaces upon the walls,

and to increase the exterior surface of the plants, those

shoots which are strongest and are the best placed

should be selected, and tacked firmly into their proper

places.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Climbing Plants, and especially such as are grown

against walls, which make their spring growth earlier

than those which are more exposed, will need the

necessary attention in regard to training, — this

especially in connection with Banksian and Bour-

sault Roses (which make a very good display when

thus grown), Loniecras of the flexuosa type. Clematises

(now so veiy greatly improved and worth growing

everywhere), and many others. Break the capsules or

seed-vessels oS all Tulips which have shed their petals.

Shade all finally transplanted seedling Auriculas from

any sun which may reach them. A moderately shady

place should be chosen for them. Attend well to

Hardy Cypripediums, a most lovely class of plants,

greatly neglected ; support the growths which are

hastening upward to display their beautifully marked

blooms ; keep the roots well watered, and if con-

venient plunge the pots into a cool moist material, stich

as cocoa-nut fibre, as they thrive better if such in-
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ducements are accorded them. Give every attention to

Picotees and choice Carnations^ which "spindle"

fast now, though it is somewhat late. There are

very useful elastic or india-rubber rings pro

curable, which if slipped over the buds on to

tlie spindles before the former get too largi

prevent the blooms from splitting at the base at a later

date, if they are at the proper time pulled up around

them. These are preferable to the old card-board

bands, as, on account of their elasticity, they admit

of the blooms swelling to their full extent unimpeded.

Cuttings of /V7«j/fj may still be put in. The younger

the shoots are, the more readily will they root. Plant

out the whole batch of Dahlias remaining on hand at

the earliest possible moment. As I have before stated,

they require a deep rich soil to grow in.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
With the main crops in, and thriving apace, the prin-

cipal duty in this department during fine weather will

consist in the assiduous use of the hoe ; for weeds will

form and grow against our utmost efforts, and yet nothing

looks so bad as such things seen in too great abundance

within the limits of which the gardener has charge.

There should be no excuse for them, if proper aid is

afforded. In the use of the hoe much may be done

to benefit the crops, besides simply uprooting the

weeds. Hard baked surfaces should be stirred freely,

so that the air may be admitted to the roots as

readily as possible ; besides, a loose irregular surface is

not so attractive of the sun's rays as a smooth, hard one.

The former is capable of maintaining a larger amount
of moisture, as even the dews of night permeate its sur-

face the more readily. Hence, too much cannot be

enforced in favour of keeping a nicely loosened ground
surface amongst all growing crops. Sow a succes-

sional batch of Endive and Peas^ Beans^ &c., as soon

as those which were last sown appear through the

ground. W. E,

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
The general management of the orchard-house

should continue much the same as already directed at

pp. 637 and 569. Teniperature and Ventilation.—On
fine bright warm mornings air should be given tolerably

early, say about 7.30, the trees having been previously

freely syringed. Increase the ventilation until mid-
day, and shut up early in the afternoon, say about 3
or 3.30, and afterwards again freely syringe the entire

house. Atmosphere.—Maintain a genial humid atmo-
sphere in the house at all times, excepting when very

cold. On bright days evaporation takes place very

rapidly, especially if air is freely admitted ; then water
should be plentifully sprinkled about in all parts, so

as always to maintain the atmosphere in a humid
state. This will tend very materially to the health

of the foliage and trees, and will also prevent the

attacks of red spider, which can only exist in a dry
atmosphere. Insects.—Keep these in check as already

directed. Watering. — Trees in pots should be
examined twice a day or oftener, and be very liberally

supplied with water. They should, in fact, never be
allowed to become dry. Rain-water is the best where
it can be had. A little liquid manure may now also be
given once or twice a week. This should be diluted

with water before using. A little guano may also be
put into the water when watering the plants, say about
half a handful for a large can. These stimulants will

assist materially in swelling the fruit, and increasing

tlie vigour of the tree. Trees planted out
should also be plentifully supplied with water,
but no stimulant should be applied, as they are fre-

quently apt to grow too strong. Top-dressing.—This
must be seen to now, for on this a great portion of

the success depends—that is to say, if really fine finit

is wanted. Top-dressings should consist of some
rich unctuous loam about one half, and the other
horse-droppings, a little dried, as they might be
gathered from the roads. Another very good thing
is malt-dust, where it can be had. A little charcoal

and burnt ashes may also be added, and the whole
plentifully saturated with strong liquid manure from
decayed night-soil. About i inch of this material
should be placed on the surface of each pot, form-
ing it into a sort of basin so as to hold the
water. It should be -"put on very firmly with
the hand, pressing it down as hard as possible,

some of the top loose soil being taken away at the

same time. As soon as the roots have penetrated
through this, which they will very speedily, as they are

now growing very rapidly, and require an immense
amount of nourishment, another top-dressing should be
applied. Thinning the Fruit.—With Apricots the

stoning period is now passed, so that there is no danger
of any more of the fruits falling. They should there-

fore be now properly thinned, leaving to each tree just

a stated quantity. Peaches, as soon as it is found that

they are fairly stoned, must also receive their final thin-

ning. It is better, especially with pot trees, to err on
the side of too few than too many. There is a very
true saying that *'no one ought to thin his own fruit,

any more than be his own lawyer." The reasons are
obvious, we have not sufficient courage to act in either

case. In fruits we cannot have a great quantity with
fine quality at the same time ; we must sacrifice one or
the other. For trees in lo-inch pots, from 20 to 25
fruits would be sufftcient, and for trees in 12-inch from
24 to i(ij and so on in proportion to the size, health,

and vigour of the tree. Nectarines will bear a heavier
crop of fruit than Peaches, therefore a third or fourth

more may be left. Stopping.—Continue this deter-

minedly as fast as the young growths are made. B.

TOWN GARDENING.
Complete the Bedding-out of Pelargoniums, Cal-

ceolarias, and all kinds of bedding plants as soon as
possible. Waterings a most essential operation at this

season, if the weather is dry, should not be neglected
in the case of such trees and shrubs as were trans-

planted last spring. These should be well watered at

their roots, and be syringed overhead frequently if

success is to be attained with them. All fresh planted
roots should also be particularly attended to in this

respect. Bttlbs^ such as early Tulips, Hyacinths, and
Crocuses that have done flowering, and have ripened
their leaves, can now be removed and laid away to

ripen the bulbs. If their place is not required, let

them remain in the ground for another month. Large-
iiowered Chrysanthemums should now be shifted into

their flowering pots, and should be plunged about
half-way up the pot in the open borders. To keep
out the worms stand them on a small pot turned
bottom upwards. Secure them well to stakes as they
progress in growth, and take off all laterals as they
appear. Frequently syringe the foliage to keep it

clean, and if they are at all troubled with thrip, dust

them with a little Scotch snuff after syringing.

Windaiv boxes should now be filled wirh scarlet

Pelargoniums and Calceolarias, planting them alter-

nately ; and, if the boxes are wide enough, the blue

Lobelia or Viola cornuta may also be planted with
them, and will make a nice front row. y. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, May 25, 1870.

Month

Day.

. Satur. .

.

23. Monday
24. Tues. ..

25. Wednes

Hygrometrical Deduc

iq Thurs. .

It. Satur...

12. Sunday.

23. Monday
2^. Tues. .

JS. Wednes

Temperature (
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tlian that portions of them are dead—a not uncommon
occurrence with newly planted Vines which have not

been properly treated.' The worms in your border will

not do much harm ; their presence there, however, so

numerous, betokens a condition of soil not at all

favourable for Vine roots, or Vines to grow in. It is

here where the evil lies. To get your young Vines to

grow fieely you must plant them in new fresh soil, not

in the old border, as you seem to have done. Young
Vines will never do well planted amongst old ones.

Received :—W. P. R.—P. G.-S. L. M.—
J. C—Tilia.—Kalmia.—W. S. W.—T. (next weeh).—R. G.—
'^, P.-B, S.—A. M.—W. P. A.

POTATOS.Soxdhwark, May 26.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

moderate, but owing to tlie sudden change to warm
summer weather, the consumption has fallen off more
than one-half, and prices of the former week were barely

maintained. The following are this day's quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton. 130J. to 150J.; Ditto Regents,

no/, to 140J.; Lincolnshire do., looj. to iioi. ;
Dunbar

and East Lothian do., iioj-. to 140/. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshiredo., 955. to iio-t.; Do. Rocks, 95/. to 105^.; Do.
Reds, 905. to looj. ; French and Belgian Wliites, 8oj.

to 100J.

CO VENT GARDEN.~May 27.

We have no alteration to announce. The supply is

well kept up, and a fair amount of business is doing.

Home-grown produce from underglass has much improved,

and comprise all tlie usual varieties to be had at this

season. Melons and Apricots are now offered in limited

quantities. Flowers, which are now very plentiful, chiefly

consist of Azaleas, Orchids. Roses, French and Scarlet

Pelargoniums. Heaths, Fuchsias, Hydrangeas, Lobelias,

and ftlignonette.

Apples, p. \ siev.

Apricots, per do;

Cherries, per lb.

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 to 15 <

Aitichokes.p.doz. .. 30 — 6 <

Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 3 <

Broccoli, per doz. .. 10 — 2 (

Cabbages, p. doz, . . 10 — 1 (

Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — o 1

— young, p. bun. 16— 2 (

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 3 <

Celery, p. bund. -. 10 — i (

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz.
French Beans, p. 100 20— .

.

Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — o
HorseRadish,p,bun. 30 — 5

Potatos, York Regents, per

Melons^ each
Nectarines, per do;

Oranges, per 100
Peaches, per doz.

.

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per 1

Strawberries, p. lb.

:
6— :

Leeks, per bunch . . <

Lettuces, p. score .

.

Mint, per bunch .. >

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions.per bunch . . 1

Parsley, per bunch .

Potatos, new, p. lb. >

Salsafy, per bundle .

Scnrzonera, do. ..

Seakale, p. punnet.

.

Shallots, per lb. . . <

Spinach, p. bushel. . ;

Radishes, perdoz. . . 10 —
Turnips, per bunch .10 —
— young, p. bun. i 6 —

n, 120J. to isoJ. ; Flukes, do.

— 3 '

Chrysanthemums.
\ 111 begs to inform the Trade and

I, now sending out his " NEW" and other
. i MUMS.

\ I ALOGUE (coniaininK a Treatise on their
cd to all applicants foi

GARIBALDI POLYANTHUS.—A new double
sweet-sccnlcd variety of this pretty spring plant. It is of various

colours, bright and showy, and produces its flowers well aliovc the
foliage. A decided acuuisilion. Seed is. and zs. 6iJ. per packet, post
free. Plants 2s. 6rf. eacn, 24s. per dozen.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., south Row, Covem Garden,

W.C. Established upwards of a Century-

Echeyerla glauco-metallica and secunda glauca
major.

P>OBERT PARKER begs to announce that he is now
t distributing these two distinct and fine varieties, for both of

which he has received First-class Certificates at the Horticultural and
Royal Botanic Societies. The plants, which are stemless, are formed of
Tosulatc tufts of leaves, similar to Echcveria secunda glauca, but are

least three times as large as that variety. Young plants, 51. ; large
do. . 6rf. and ?i;

G
all first-class. For dcscriptic

,N.

Bedding Plants-BeddiJig Plants.
TAMES HOLDERS uniiv.illed Collection of Scarlet
fi and Variegated GEKAMrMS. DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,
CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS. LrillF,LL\S, PETUNIAS, GAZA-
NIAS, KONIGAS, TKITP.l.I iLUMS, CUPHEAS, COLEUS,
IRESINE3, AGERATUMS, PENTSTEMONS.&c.athisusual price
despite of the long severe winter), namely, eight dozen for 20J., or four

The West of England Bedding Plant Establishment.
THOMAS SAMPSON'S unrivalled Collection of

BEDIIING PLANTS will be ready to send out after May
This Culleclitm contains alt the leading kinds, at from 2S. per dozt
in ^% and 3 inch pots ; also Collections (his selection) at £2 2i. for 25
dozen : ditto. i;i 55 for 15 dozen; ditto, 18s. for to dozen ; ditto, toy.

'

4 dozen, including basket and packing.
CATALOGUES free on applitation.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston Road and Houndstone N
PETER DRUMMOND, Managei

Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.
COTT'S stiperb strain of I'RIMULA and CINE-
RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hj'bridised, from

8 iriches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great

s
plan ,

variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted ; each
sj. td. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will quickly rid any plac

Wasps, Crickets, Cockroaches, and other Ciarden pests. "It (

pletely cleared the place." Vidi Testimonials, sent on applica
Price IS. 6d., and 2s, 6rf. per bottle, in stamps.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Hex aqulfolium var. Lawsoniana.
A golden blotched Hodgens' Holly, quite distinct and vcrj' effective.

PETER LAWSON and SON are now sending out
the above for the first time. Strong plants 21J., with the usual

M Bedding Plants, Florists' Flowers, &c.
ESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,

and Seedsmen, Carlisle, are prepared to send

North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment,

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
BOWLING AND COMPANY (TJmited).

Corn, Seed, M.
, 26^ Seed ^Market, Rlark I

Samples and prices post free '.u

»r Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Si . I

Gboice and Distinct Guramums.
THOMAS PESTRIDGE will fon\ard the following

13 on receipt of Post Office order for £1 11. :—

Charmine. Bride

WPOTTEN now offers the following 20 choice
GERANIUMS as under :—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Edward Milncr, Florence, Mrs. Turner

GOLD and
_
BRONZE.—Crown Prince, Black Knight, Cleopatra,

Madame de St. Paul,
Black Prince.

DOUBLES.—Marie Lemoine, Wilhelm Pfitzi

Madame Lemoim

N
Good plants, in 3 inch pots, package free, for 251.

W. POTTEN, Florist, SJssinghurst, Staplehurst. Kei

pure white throat, fine form and substance, free

. - nd robust habit.

K. WHITH.\M has (great pleasure in offering the above, and feels

In orficr that the Public may have the opportunity of possessing the

above, B. W. is now offering it at the vcr>' low price of -ps. bd. anc
lOJ. 6d. each.—strong flowering plants. Allowance to the Trade.

Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport,—May, 1870.

Farm Pupil.

THE MANAGER of the celebrated Steam Cultivated
Farms of Messrs. HOWARD, of Bedford, has a VACANCY

for a PUPIL—WALTER J. HENMAN. Britannia Farm, Bedford.

ANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, where two
Under Gardeners arc kept. Personal reference to last situa-

n indispensable.—Apply by letter, stating experience and wages
cquired, 10 T. H. T.. Higham Lodge. Walthamstow, E.

W
WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER.—

Must have a thorough practical knowledge of Vines, Fruit,

Flowers, and Kitchen Garden Culture. Wages 335. per week, without
cottage.— Full particulars to M., i, Chapel Place, Poultr>-, E.C.

Gardener and Industrial Trainer.
ABINGDON UNION.—The Guardians of this Union

will, at their Meeting on Monday. Tunc n next, proceed to

the ELECTION of a Single Man as GARDENER and INDUS-
TRIAL TRAINER for the Workhouse of the above Union. The
person appointed will be required to possess some knowledge of
Gardening, to Superintend the Male Adult Inmates, and to act as
InduslrialTraJncr to the Boys when at work in the Garden. Salary,

£,20 per annum, with rations, lodging, and washing in the Workhouse.

"icHighS
-By order of the Board,

BROMLEY CHALLENOR, Clerk.
>n or bcfare Saturday, Ju
Abingdon, May 16,

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a steady, active,

married MAN, age from 30 to 4a He must understand the

Management of Peaches, Grapes, and Cucumbers, be quick at Potting,

Tying, and Growing of Soft-wooded Plants for Covent Garden Market.
To a respectable Man, a family not objected to. Wages 14s. per week,
with house, fire, and vegetables.—G. M.. Post Office, Luton.

HOUSE, The Gardener, Moon.illc, Burley in Wharfcdale, near Leeds.

WANTED, as SALESMAN and FOREMAN in a
London Nurserj-, a trustworthy intelligent Man, acquainted

with the Cultivation of Plants and their Value, One used lo making
Bouquets preferred.-J. W, WIMSETT, Royal Ashbumham Park
Nursery, King's Road, Chelsc.i, SW.

WANT PLACES.- Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENERS (Experienced).—Joseph Meredith,
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool, begs to intimate to

Ladies and Gentlemen requiring the above, that he has on his
register some excellent MEN for every class of situation, whom
he can strongly recommend from his personal knowledge of them.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualificanons, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars piven on application to Messrs. E, G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellineton Nurser)', St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

Head Gaxdeuers. Foremen and Journeymen.
rAMES DICKSON and SONS can now recommen
SEVERAL EXCELLENT MEN, of whom they ivill be glad 1

nd particulars on application.—"Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

w Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

'C time by clearly stating the duti
I, &c., so thi - " •

-Highgate Nurseries. London, N.
that suitable Men may be

G
To Noblemen and Gentlemen

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37,' married, no incum-
thoroughly practical, and quite competent to Manage

Head Gardener t' -ALPHA, Post Office, Stamford.

G_ARDENER (Head), age 38, married. — James
Stewaet, for the last six years Head Gardener at Nuneham

Park, where he had the entire Managcnicm 1

''. wi' < .tensive
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, where Forcing -m was
carried out, including Pines, Vines, Peaches, 11 1

! • 1 ri|ition

of Fruit and Flowers, also Spring Beddinj:; fw scale,

open for an engagement with any '

g the services of a first-class V
order.—Apply, in the first placi

Royal Vineyard Nurser>', Hammersmith.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married : thoroughly
understands Pines, Vines. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Two years' good character,

—

A. B.. 9, Wells Lane, Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; understands
Hot-houses, Greenhouses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.

Five years' character from last situation,—A. B., Langley Park,
Beckcnham, Kent, S.E.

s practical Gardener, well up in every

G
—J. WRii;ii

I

ARDi;-, 1

ncuml.rr
ofVines, I .

ofKuc!,
—T. A., To

1).—Age 36, married, no
practical knowledge of the culti\a-

and Greenhouse Plants, and the

ening- Can be well recommended.

GARDE.M ]: ill. .; -Middle-ageiJ, married, vety
active; Ll. I ...,;;:. L. .icrstands Forcing in every branch,

Orchard-houses, Kit>.hcii' C-.irdcn, and Layingout and ArranRing
Ornamental Flower Gardens. Highest relercncc. — HORTUS,
2, Linton Grove, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head) ; age 28, married, one child.—

F. Hockey begs to offer his services to any Nobleman '

('^ ARDENER (Head,
VJT Married ; good
Excellent character.—/

good Single-handed).—
cticaJ knowledge of the profession.

Mr. Randall's, Upper Sunbury, Middlesex.

C"''

ARDENER (Head, or Single - handed).—
7 Married : thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Excellent references.—J. C, Post Office, Bydect, Wcy-
bridge, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—.\ge 40, married ;

thorough practical knowledge in all branches ; understands
Land and Stock. Good reference.—D. D., 2, Grove Tlace, Denmark
Hill, London, S.E.

GARDENER.—A respectable young Man, married,
one child ; understands the profession. Well recommended.

W., Mercury Gardens, Romford, Essex.

GARDENER, &C.—Age 38, married, steady ; used to
Growing Bedding Plants, &c., for Sale, Jobbing work, &C.—B. T.,

Post Office. Button, near Hull.

GARDENER.—Age 38 ; thoroughly understands the
profession. Eight years' good character—A. H., Mr. Surman's,

Florist, High Street, Witney, Oxon.

GARDENER.—Age 27, married ; hits a thorough
knowledge of the profession. Can be well recommended by his

present employer, in whose service he has been forthejlast three ye
—Apply, in tnc first ins

"'

Abbey Wood, S.E.

GEO. HAVELOCK, Nursery,

GARDENER (Second).—Age 22 ; six years' experi-
ence both in Gentlemen's Gardens and in Nurseries. Good

character.—A. B., Messrs. Frascr's Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, Essex, E. ^
GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentl

man's Establishment.-Age 21 : two years in present situati<

Good character—W. F., The Gardens, Osberlon, Worksop, Notts.

GARDENER (Under), age 19.—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend a young Man, who has been with him two years.

—R. COU RTEN AY, Esq., Beechcroft, Sevenoaks, Kent.

ARDENIJR (Under).—Age 19 ; understands the
Management of all kinds of Forcing Houses. House depart-

ment preferred. Four years' good character.—R. BINLEY, The
Lawn, Whitchurch, Hants.

G
GARDENER (Under), in the Houses, in a Noble-

man's or Gentleman's establishment.—Age 22 ; seven years'

experience. Good character.—F. M., 4, New Cottages, Ova! Road,
Croydon, Surrey, S.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman s Garden.—Age 23;
thorough knowledge of the profession. Two years' good

character.—A. B., Uyrnan Park. Barnet.

To Nurserymen.
GROUND FOREMAN and SALESMAN.—

Thoroughly experienced, with a good practical knowledge of the

Value of Nursery Stock. Successful Budder and Grafter. First-class

reference.—A. B., Mr. John Stevens, The Nurseries, Coventry-.

To Landscape Gardeners and Nurserymen.
SUPERINTENDENT, in the Laying-out of New

Grounds, the Keeping of Suburban Villa Gardcns.&c—Can draw
and furnish Plans. Understands Drawing-room and Dinner-table

Decorations. Would endeavour to increase business.—M. B., No. Si

ithgate Grove, Kingsland, London, N.

"IDROPAGATOR. — Age 24; understands Roses,
X Rhododendrons, Conifers, Soft-wooded Plants, &c. Good
reference.-E, L., Mr. Parson's Nursery, Hassock's Gale, Hurst-
pierpoint.

PROPAGATOR (Under).—Age 20; has been
accustomed to the work four years. Two years-' good character

from present situation.—A. E., Hassock's Gate, H urstpierpoint.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
ESTATE AGENCY, or the Management of a large

Farm,—A Gentleman, who is a good Accountant, and has
had cnnsidcr.ilile experience in Agriculture in all its_ branches

;

I.'^.XKM i;\ll.[lF.—Thoroughly practical; no objec-
iinii ui bi; uiiiJi:! a Slcward on a large Estate. Good references.

— B. C. U. 1870, Post Office, Ross, Herefordshire.

FARM BAILIEF.—An Englishman, married, without
incumbrance ; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Reference to present employer.—G., Post Office, Barnane,
Templcmorc, Ireland. _

To Gentlemen.
FARM BAILIFF, or Place of Trust.-Married

;

thoroughly understands every branch, also a ]c;ood Accounts
Good character ; very steady, "'

' ''

~
'

' ''"'

A. B., Wyn " •

very sicaoy, at-iive, diiu l-

r Pcrshore, vVorcestershir
I be well recommended.

-

TRAVELLER or MANAGER, in a good Country
Seed Trade. Thoroughly understands the business —J. H. J.,

Post Office, St. Alban's

SALESMAN or TRAVELLER.—Thoroughly under-
stands Market Work, Furnishing, Table Bouquet Making, &c.

Well known in the Trade. Highest testimonials.—W. S, H., 30A,

Edwarde Street. Dorset Square. London. W-

IMPROVER.—Age 24; wishes to learn Gardening
under a Gentleman's Head Gardener. A Premium will be given.

—

R. S,, 4, Pelham Villas, South Kensington. London, S.W.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's Garden;
where there are only two Improvers kept preferred —Age 21 ; a

Premium given. Good character.—A. B., Mr. Randall's, Sunbury,

SHOPMAN.—Age 24 ; nine years" experience
first-class references.—S. M. W., care of Messrs, Hurst

6, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.C.
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SUTTONS'
SELECTED TURNIP SEEDS.

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATION IS

Suttons' Champion.

c'-LJ

a, ^
I. s /

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the

most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation
;

price Is. per lb., cheaper by the bushel. Carriage Free.

The numerous Trizcs which have been awarded to prowing crops,

and also to pulled specimens of our Champion Swede, during the past

season, together with the unsolicited Testimoniair ••- *—- —-""''

fully itistir>;^ou_r descripji

At the ROYAL liERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW, to be held at

READING,on SATURDAY, Nov. j6. aSILVER CUP, value /lio lOf.,

will be given by Messrs. SUTTON for the best 24 Specimens of

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE ; and £.5, £3. and £2, as Second,

Third, and Fourth Prizes.

THE BEST TURNIP FOR THE MAIN CROP IS

Buttons' Imperial Green Globe.

generally sulii under that name. It is of fine globular form, very clear

skin, and only a single tap root, It is very heavy and nutritious, and
wiil stand the winter if sown late. Price lod. per lb., cheaper by the

bushel. Carriage Free.

Suttons' Lincolnshire Ked Globe.

Or Improved Red Paragon Turnip.
A particularly free growing variety, which has been found to thrive

:>n poor soils and exposed situations, where others had failed. Very
large, and of excellent feeding propcrtie

present sowing,
I particulars of other varieties of TUKNli'ti lo

also MUSTARD, RAPE, GRASS SEEDS, &c.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS.

W [. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Iledingham, Essex.

T
To Florists.

O BE LET, on long Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-
HOLD PLOT of about I acre (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

To Market Gardeners and Otliers.

O BE LET, 2i4 ;\C'KE.S of OLD MARKET
GARDEN GROUND, well stocked. Binding and other Sheds,

Tames, Boxes, Horse, Carts, Van, &c., at Dcptford, 4 miles from
.ondon.
Mr. GOOD, Gardener, Brockley Road, New Cross, Deptford, Kent.

T

To Nurserymen. Rorists, Market Gardeners,
and Others.

AN nppnKTl'NITY WHICH SELDOM OCCURS.
10 BE DISPOSEl^) OF. with immediate possession.

recently on the most modern .iiid substanti.il principles, the whole now
stocked with most rare and beautiful Plants, in splendid condition,

for Sale. The stock of Bedding Plants and Dahlias is very extensive,
comprising many thousands of the best varieties.

The Grounds comprise upwards of 20 Acres, and are stocked with
choice hardy Evergreens. Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Herbaceous
and Alpine Plants, and Bulbs in great variety; also a splendid collec-

tion of Roses.
Most of the spare ground is planted with the choicest kinds of

Potatos. Rhubarb, and Early Cabbage, or sown with suitable sorts of

vegetable seeds for market purposes.
The whole of the Business, Stock in Trade, Horse, Carts, and

Carriages, will either be sold in one Lot or in the market gardening

department separately.
There is a population of about 250,000 residine within a radius of

les of the premises. Two enterprising men, by taking the wholr

Early application is necessary as the busy season is now on,

purchaser could be making money at once,—a very different r

I accept an enterprising Partner| who thoroughly understands the

Dusiness.wiih a view to his ultimately taking the whole of the busmesf
in his own hands.
The above business has been established over 60 years, and has

consequently a good 1

FOR S.'^LE, a very handsome pure-bred ALDERNEY

SALES BY AUCTION.
Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
THURSDAY, May 31, at half-past la o'Clock precisely, the second
portion of ESTABLISHED ORCr"""^ ' ' '

"^ " "•—'--"

Esq., of Cavcrsham, among which
Trichopilia crispa

Cypripcdium Stom

Saccolabium Ulu

,, hastilabiu
Cattleya amethystoglossa

ling of Sale, and Catalogues had-

M
Guildford, Surrey.

IMPORTANT -SALE of BEDDING PLANTS.
R. W. ABRAHAM is instructed by Mr. Baxindine

SELL by AUCTION, at the Nursery, stoke Road, Guildford,

of PELARGONIUMS, FERNS, COLEUS, &c.,

for Conservatory and Window Decoration.

Kull particulars in Catalogues, to be obtained of Mr. BAXINDINE,
Florist, Guildford ; or of the Auctioneer, Goldworth Nurseries,

WokinK, Surrey.

Tj1\Rl I 1

S\TURI1\\
late Mrs W
collccl.nn I I

SHRUBS II 1

mens nf the At

I kl 1 s SHRL Bb, and PLANTS
1 ^ L, AND WHEELER are
M criON, at North Cray Place on
! L fifth da> s sale of the eltects of the

I oClock a \aluable and miportant
II 11 1N(, ind HIIWFRIM. IREES,

^n^'ra' ;

'

^K:;
ns. 111 1 'COS

Rhododendrons Ihujaiurti I
1 ^^

i'"-^'
Kc- , severil thousands of the chtiu si \ intl Ls<f l cranium Ca ceo

Wria, &c , bemg the entire stock of the celebrated gardens of North

"if^av be%iewed on application to the GARDENER, of whom
Catalngucs may be had; also o^ Messrs. FA_REBROTHER, LYE,

;HEELER,8, Lane; nd. London, W.C.

Syon Gardens, Isleworth, filiddlesex.

Hichlv important SALE of Valuable and Rare TROPICAL FRUIT
ING and FLOWERING TREES, SHRUBS, and PLANTS, of

luxurious growth ; for sale in consequence of a re-arrangi

the Gardens.

FAREBROTHER, LYE, and WHEELER, beg Xo

Eive notice that they are honoured with instructions fror

Grace the Duke of NorthumbcHand to SELL by AUCTION, at S

on WEDNESDAY, lunc 22, at iz o'Clock, an assemblage of

TROPICAL PLANTS and TREES, of remarkably fine gro

among which will be found some of the finest specimens in Europe
of the

Alocasia macroi
Anthurium acai

Caladiumsof so

Carotmea alba
Chrysophyllu
Cocos sp., and other Pa

Jambosa polypetala and

Pstdium pyriferum and chi-

Saccharum officinarum
Sterculia nobilis
Theobroma cacao

And a variety of other choice Trees, Shrubs, and Plants

be sold in consequence of alterations and a re-

Gardens at Syon.
Catalogues are in course of preparation, and

obtainable of Mr. FAIRBAIRN, Gardener, at S

cation to Messrs. FAREBROTHER, LYE,
8, Lancaster Place, Strand, London, W.C.

nd WHEELER,

Sale of an Entire Herd of Shorthorns, Sheep, &c.
/] K. JOHN '1 IlOkXTON \\ill Sl'lLl. by ALU/TION.M

D of .

CATri.K,(icIn,i,'i„L; (,, Mr W. Tipnier. It numbers about 50 Head.
and has bmi liicij Iwr sL\<r,L! years from well-known stocks, originally
obt;iJiu;(l fiuiii scvci.il .il" ilic best Herds in the North of Eiigland.
Soiih: i.r iIm- .iiNiii il', li.i\f hccii successfully exhibited at the County
Show -i'l 1 T- ihc Dull Duke (25,024), now in service, carried oft
ilii- I 11 .1 1 111-. i.lass. Also will be offered, a few nnrc-bred

MS, descended from the Babraham Flock, and

ay be had of JOHN THORNTON,
i'lGS.

;,k:;"„vi;?

M
Important Sale of Prize Sliortlioms In Ireland.
^ " lollX IIKikNION will SELL by AUCTION,

I ill Ush,\\'. liiiM. in. .'It Tliornville. near Wexford, the
hi; ].:, .!,..,.'.

I
111 I'll . r If il: THORN CATTLE,

1,.'
I ;

M.
,

1
;

I
. .iliathas attendeii

ha .:. :
I ih.. Royal English

:sl,i,, .! . I I M .liljnd Society of
nii.l .

I
1 ', .:.r\ h.il 11., -.

. I. lits, aswell as the
hy .11 ' \'.

I
i . V '., h.is lieen rem.Trkably brilliant; and

c III . .IwLh will comprise the entire Herd,
c ^ i 1:1 I lie Calves of this year), will be found
K\\.. III. d to the two celebrated Bulls Bolivar

e of the Realm (22.6271, who is also included in the Sale.

To Slortlioni Breeders.
TflOR SALE or HIRE, CYNTHIUS (25,864), half-

Lord Cobhai

er valuable animals, was bred by Lord Zetland from Cynlhi

1 of the bull now ollered. Apply to

W. J. MOSCROP OLLIVER, Richmond, Yorkshire.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION forthc RELIEF of DECAYED FARMERS,

their WIDOWS and ORl'HANS.
/afraii—Hi;r Majestv the Queen.

Pmidml—Uts Grace the Duke of Richmond.
Allowances to Pensioners.

Married £ao per annum.
Male £26 „
Widows and unmarried Orphan Daughters £20

Ever)' information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Subscriplit

I Don; ill be thankfully

m
ai ^illllSS H.OOmS, si. J.mcss, on ^^ i:.ui^ i:.^u

6 o'clock. The Right Hon. Lord L\lTON in the Cha
Dinner Tickets, 21s. ; Ladies' Tickets, 5s. ; to be had of the

Stewards; the Secretary, at the Oflice of the Institution ; and at

\Villis\ Konins^

I^OV.M. NORICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
_! V l\.]lll lli'N',—The ANNUAL ELECTION of PEN-
SliiMi:-. .irnl 1 lilLDREN will take place at Willis's Rooms, St.

J^riu-.^, im \\ I I'NESnAY, Junc22. at ii.^O A.M.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in each
year ; and no Contributor shall Vole ^^ hile the same is in arrcar.

No. 55, Charing Cross, London, S.W.
C, liUUSFIELD SHAW, Secretary.

B ATH and WEST of

ENGLAND SOCIETY'lEstablished

1777), and SOUTHERN COUNTIES
ASSOCIATION.

/•ranf™;—The Right Hon. Sir S. H.

IREAT EXHIBITION of STOCK,
// rmlLTRY, IMPLEMENTS, WO
// i.r ART. and HORTICULTURAL!
.' , iML-Me ... TAiiwTnw «n tlI^

RKS
SPE-

JUNE6,

JOSIAH GOODWIN,

Dinner and PutUc Meeting at Taunton.
ri^HE CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE
X will h.,ld 1 DINNER and TUIILIC MEETING M TAUNTON,
on lULSDAY, June?, when the subject of LOCAL TAXATION
will be discussed

DOYAL AGRICULTURAL
^^ SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING, 1870.

/^X STOCK ENTRIES CLOSEonJUNEt,
and all Certificates received after that data

11 be returned to the Senders.

PRIZE SHEETS and CERTIFI-
'<^ GATES will be forwarded on application.

H. M.JENKINS, Sec

anovcr Square, London, W.

Cj)c|ignc,uliuralia^fttc.
SA TURDA V, MA V 28, 1870.

Spanish fever, or Texas fever, as different

authorities have it, appears from all accounts to

be a formidable disease, of which we have yet hap-

pily no practical knowledge, and from the ravages

of which we have hitherto felt ourselves tolerably

secure. The honorary corresponding secretary

of the New York State Agricultural Society,

however, has expressed his conviction that cattle

on the Pampas are likely to be affected with

Texas cattle fever, and as South American cattle

have been landed in England recently, and more
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may be on the way, stock owners in this country

are not hkely to receive the suggestion with in-

difference. With every desire to raise a warning

note in time, we cannot help feeUng that we are

left very much in the dark as to the extent of the

risk incurred. All that has been written or said

about Texas fever confirms the belief that the

disease is confined to certain districts ontheshores

of the Gulf of Mexico. Upon this point reporters

who contradict each other flatly on every essential

particularofthe nature ofthe plague, are inaccord,

but Mr. Harrison's letter to Dr. Cameron, as

quoted by the "Chambers of Agriculture Journal,''

cuts at the root of this consolatory assurance, and

sets us drifting in a sea of speculation.

The author of the suspicion which we are now
trying to discuss says, he shall be very much
surprised if cattle from the Pampas are not sub-

ject to the same diseases as the Texas cattle ; but

really it seems to be more a matter for surprise

that they should be so affected and nothing be
known of the matter. This difficulty, it is true,

may be got rid of at once if we accept the state-

ments of those who say that Texas cattle do not

themselves suffer from the disease, which they

communicate to other cattle with such effect that

90 per cent, of the affected beasts die
;
such a

condition of things is indeed alarming and,

worse still, mysterious. Once let the idea

be accepted, that animals to all appearance
in good health carry about the germs of a deadly

disease, capable of ready communication, and of

so malignant a kind that even the ground over

which these animals tread becomes contaminated,

and there is an end of all sense of security for

the owners of home-bred stock, so long as cattle

from distant regions are imported into this

country. No amount of care in inspection, no
length of quarantine will avail to protect our

herds and flocks from animals which arc the

miserable but unconscious carriers of an infec-

tious but permanently occult disease.

Medical authorities who have written upon the

Pexas fever do not hold the opinion that Texas
iattle are exempt from the malady which they

impart to others, although they admit that they

are less virulently attacked, and also that they

less readily succumb to the effects of the disease,

which is almost invariably fatal to cattle that are

brought within the sphere of the infection.

If it is true that Texas fever is, like other dis-

eases, indicated by certain signs, and produces
certain effects in the organs of those animals

in which it is developed, it would be possible to

obtain some information of its existence on the

Pampas, and then the remedy would be obvious
;

but if the previous assumption be the correct one,

and the affection cannot be known to exist,

because it is not manifested at its origin by any
appreciable signs, we are warring against a

shadow. What can be done ? Prohibit the im-

portation of cattle from South America? On what
ground ? The mere suspicion of a disease, which
may exist, but of the presence of which there is

no evidence to be obtained without exposing
home-bred stock to contact with the suspected

beasts ; or by the doubtful method of examining
the interior of the body for traces of an affection,

of the precise nature of which we know abso-

lutely nothing definite.

Whichever view of the character of the Texas
cattle fever be accepted, it seems we are only in

the position to choose one horn of a dilemma.
If cattle on the Pampas are subject to an infec-

tious disease, the importation ought to be
stopped ; but if the disease in question is not

indicated by any special symptoms, how is the

proof of its existence to be obtained ?

Perhaps after all there is not much reason for

apprehension ; the last lot of South American
cattle, if we recollect rightly, realised a sum
that would scarcely cover the original cost

and expense of transit, and although we should

be sorry to hint at a limit to the enter-

prize of cattle importers ; it is tolerably safe to

affirm that cattle will not be imported from the

Pampas unless they can be sold here at a fair

profit ; and ships had better return empty than
bring an unrcmunerative cargo. On the con-

trary, should the South American trade grow in

extent, and Pampas cattle become as familiar to

us as German, Dutch, French, and Spanish are

now, we must be content to incur whatever may
be the risk, until it assume a tangible fonii ; and
should it ultimately transpire that cattle from
South America endure the hardship of a long
voyage, and show no sign of disease on being
landed in England, and, notwithstanding, subse-

quently communicate a malignant and con-

tagious disease to home cattle, our veterinary

authorities will all need to go to school again

to learn the why and the wherefore.

Agriculture thrives by the reproduction of

vegetables ; it is not a constructive art, and
therein is essentially different from manufactures.

However much it may depend on the aid of power
and labour, it is chiefly on sun, soil, and shower,

that it must rely, and on one or two other things

which we will notice presently. These essential

dift'erences are overlooked by writers when they

predict the future progress of agriculture by its

" affiliation to steam-power," and also when they

tell us that the time will come when " the plough-

share wiU pass through the "soil, steam-urged,

just as the shuttle passes through the fabric in

the loom ; " that " steam, which has imposed on
the farmer a struggle for existence, brings him
the means of issuing victorious from the

encounter ;

" that " husbandry may now rise

from the rank of a handicraft to that of a manu-
facture, farms be organised and worked like

factories—food, like every other commodity, be

at length produced by steam-power ; tall factory

(meaning farmyard !) chimneys rise among the

trees, the steam-engine panting below." At the

same time we are reminded of "the power of

steam on the side of progress ! the mighty power
of steam !

"

Power and labour, which are the prime agents

in most industries, are comparatively insignificant

in agriculture. It is true the soil must be pre-

pared before the seed is sown, but this may be

done by a spade, elbow-urged, even more
effectually than by the " steam-urged " plough-

share. The crops, too, must be gathered in and
prepared for market. No doubt something is

saved by mechanical appliances, even on a farm

;

but fully admitting the farmer's alliance and con-

nection with] the workshop and the factory, it

is not on the "affiliation" of his business to

these, but on the fertility of the soil that he

and the public must rely for the abundant
production of food. This becomes manifest if

we consider where food is now produced most
cheaply and abundantly. Let us select three

sites. First, Minnesota, where there are no "pant-

ing steam-engines," and where labour is twice

as dear as in England, and good Wheat is now
selling at 2+y. a quarter. It may be said, " the

land is rent-free." This, however, is not the

case in our second example. The market gar-

dens round London, cultivated by the spade,

pay rents six times as high as common farm

rents, but their proximity to the sources of

fertility, the London stables, enable them to pro-

duce vegetables cheaply, and so abundantly that

it is no exaggeration to say if our average agri-

cultural production were in the same proportion,

food would be so abundant, and the price so low,

that none would be imported ; our present popu-

lation would be unable to consume one-half of

our production. It may be objected, that this

only applies to Cabbages and "vegetables," to

which the reply is, thut succulents and cereals

are composed of the same constituents, and a

fertile soil will produce equivalent proportions of

either.

The third example is afforded by the agricul-

ture of China and Japan, which is more produc-

tive, beyond all comparison, than that of

England. Horses are but little employed in

tillage, which is mainly effected by manual
labour. Nowhere in the world is the farming

better and more simple. No artificial manures
are used. There are no farmyards and no
cattle, so that no farmyard manure is made.
The people avoid meat, and live almost entirely

on vegetable food. According to popular agri-

cultural theories, it would at first sight appear
that the land could not be made productive

without farmyards and dung. It is an axiom
with us, " The more cattle the more manure

;

the more manure the more com."
This, however, is not strictly correct ; and the

fact that one nation lives on a vegetable diet,

and another eats flesh, has no actual relation

to the state of fertility and of exhaustion

in which the soil of the two countries may
respectively be found. The lands of China and
Japan gain nothing from the vegetable diet of

their people, and our soil loses nothing from our

eating flesh. It is true that a flesh diet is a little

more costly, because the feeding of animals

extends that circle which, by the law of Nature,

the elements must traverse in their alternate

passage from the inorganic to the organic king-

doms. But in this extension there need be no
waste, any more than when a hamper of sherry

is sent to the East Indies and back, instead of

the shorter journey to the Cape. A crop of

Potatos or Rice removes from the soil certain

constituents, but the sum of fertility is not

affected by the particular stage through which
these earthy elements pass previous to their

restoration to the soil. The Potato may be burnt

or eaten by man, or passed through an inter-

mediate stage in the body of a pig ; the remains

—

the dead body or residuum—may be in the form
of ashes, or in bones and excreta of pigs or

inan— it matters not, provided they are restored.

The simple law of compensation which plays so

large a part in the operations of Nature, requires

that they should be restored to the soil in order

that the Potato, or its equivalent Turnip or ear

of corn, may be reproduced. It would not

be profane to say that the remains of the food

we eat should be laid with reverence in the earth

as " ashes to ashes, and dust to dust."

The Chinese farmer, having no other re-

sources, has obeyed this law, hence the fertility

of his land. We, on the other hand, have de-

pended on our own imported manures, and
perhaps we have been somewhat misled by
mistaken theories as to the nature and com-
position of the soil itself, and the kind of manure
to apply to it, as well as by false notions about

mechanics and steam, and what they could do for

us ; hence the increasing scarcity of all food which

cannot be imported. If comparisons are to be
made between agriculture and the " factory

system," a true one is that the loom must be
supplied with raw materials before it can weave
them into fabrics, so the soil requires from the

hand of the cultivator the materials removed from

it in the previous crop. In this respect our

agriculture has attempted to cheat Nature by
various substitutes, such as deep tillage alone,

and adding an inch of depth (equivalent to

100 tons per acre !) to the fee simple. This is

futile. Let the raw material be supplied, and
agriculture will speedily emulate our manufac-
tures in her increased production. Steam and
mechanics will then find an extended field, and
probably one of their first tasks would be to cul-

tivate the unproductive pastures, which, if well

farmed as arable, would produce more meat than

they do now, besides producing corn.

Practically the cost of manures rules the

expense of cultivation and the price of food.

Their high price prevents our poor pastures from
being made rich arables. That manures continue

to get scarcer is not surprising, for the dead body

of 13,000,000 quarters of home-grown Wheat is

lost every year. All the guano and superphos-

phate, and imported cattle food, are insufficient

to prevent this fraud upon the land from causing

its eventual bankruptcy. And until we restore

to it what is now withheld, all the resources of

our modern and impro\-ed agriculture will be
unable to prevent the increasing cost of cultiva-

tion and the scarcity of all kinds of food that

cannot be largely imported. E.

At Monday's com market in Mark Lane a

decline of Is. per quarter had to be submitted to in the

price of Wheat ; and Wednesday's quotations were, if

anything, lower still. Oats, Beans, and Peas, were

rather dearer. In the Metropolitan Cattle Market

prices, last Monday, were higher. There was a short

supply and a fair demand ; and on Thursday, with a

much larger supply, the demand was sufficient to main-

tain Monday's prices.

The discussion on Wednesday last, during

which Mr. Taylor's Game Bill was talked out of

the House of Commons, by the arrival of the hour of

adjournment before the conclusion of the debate, is

shortly reported on page 751.

At the meeting on Monday last ofthe Council of

the Smithfield Club, Lord Walsingham, Vice-Presi-

dent, in the chair, a decision was made of the question

relating to the disqualification of Mr. Chamberlayne's
pigs at the last show, and it was resolved, that

—

" The Council, considering that both Mr. Cham-
berlayne's steward and bailiff are highly culpable in

respect of the false entry of the age of the pigs shown in

class 59 at the last show, resolve that no entry be received

in future signed by either of these individuals, and that

Mr. Chamberlayne be allowed to exhibit in future on

the sole condition that he shall himself certify the particu-

lars required by the Club."

A letter from the Earl of Powis, the President of the

Club, was read, offering to place at the disposal of the

Council a sum of money for prizes to be given for the

best instrument for the slaughter of animals by the sever-

ance of the spinal vertebra;. — The hon. secretary

notified the death of Mr. T. Twitchell, a member
of the Council, and for many years one of the most

successful exhibitors at the Club's show, and that the

vacancy in the Council caused by his lamented decease

will be filled up at the November CouncU meeting.
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In his recent exnmination before the Local

Taxation Committee of the House of Commons, Mr.

C. S. Re.vd, M.P., stated as regards the incidence of

rates that increase and decrease of old rates, and all

new rates fall upon the tenant during existing tenancies,

and that landlords are usually able to eventually throw

llje whole increase upon the occupiers. To share the

rates would be of no pecuniary benefit to the tenant

;

landlords would recoup themselves, and in order to be

safe might in future agreements add rather more than

half the existing rates to the new rents. It might,

however, promote a more uniform, enlightened, and

rational expenditure of local rates, but would certainly

not lessen the amount. Revision of existing areas for

local rating is required. County boards should manage

great thoroughfare roads, large bridges, arterial drain-

age, and great sanitary works, and should be a court of

appeal from smaller areas. Government should pay all

county rates, such as militia, police, lunatics, prisoners,

administration of justice, and might also contribute a

certain fixed sum in aid of the poor-rate, without in-

curring the risk of extravagant local expenditure.

Union chargeability has slightly increased poor' rates,

mainly by small farmers paying off labourers in winter,

and guardians having less pecuniary interest in indi-

vidual cases ; halving rates might augment this,

tliough this is not the case in Ireland and Scotland.

One great drawback to the employment of capital in

agriculture is the pressure of local taxation. Income
from personal property, when it is applied to land, is

at once taxed is. bd. in the pound, whereas it pre-

viously paid nothing. Good farming has often increased

the rent of land £1 per acre ; assessments are directly

raised, and the money that finds increased employment
for labour, and so reduces the poor-rates, has also to

contribute to all other local taxation. Rates are 124

per cent, on rental, and 25 per cent, on the profits of

the farmer.

Professor Thorold Rogers read a paper on

the incidence of local taxation last week, before the

Statistical Society. Taking the amount of local taxa-

tion on the occupation of real property alone at

/'t6,733,ooo, from the parliamentary paper moved
for by Mr. WARD Hunt, he pointed out that half this

amount is expended on the relief of the poor, and that

tlic remainder is the cost of roads, sewers, police,

water, light, and other purposes necessary for the enjoy-

ment of property and safety of society. He contended

that taxes levied on rents and paid by the landowner

cannot be transferred to the occupier, but that

taxes on occupiers (when not part of the cost in-

curred in carrying out any industry) remain a burden

on the occupier. Hence he maintained that the

local rates, which are now paid by the occupier,

are really and ultimately borne by the occupier

;

and controverted the conclusion of Sir G. C. Lewis
and Mr. Dudley Baxter, that the greater part

of the rates fall on the owner. As regards houses,

he argued that the rates are no burden on the

landlord, but are a burden on industry, and
that the owner is enabled by the increasing com-
petition, and through his power of inflicting

loss by determming the occupation, to enforce

the payment of increased rates by the ocupier. As
regards agricultural land, he desired the transference of

the rates from the occupier to the owner. The heaviest

item in the fanner's local taxation is the poor-rate.

Economically considered the poor-rate is an insurance

of the labourer's life and health. Cut away poor-law

relief and one of two things must happen ; either the

labourer must be better paid, or many of those habi-

tually maintained by the poor-rate must perish. A
poor-rate, therefore, is a rate in aid of wages, whicli

cheapens labour and so increases the rent. But the

farmer pays only a portion of the insurance, through

the fact that occupiers of houses have to contribute

towards the support of his labourers. The poor-rate

in country towns, is in fact, a house tax, levied to a

large extent for the advantage of landlords, who obtain

the boon in the shape of cheap labour in agriculture.

Roads are still more markedly a beneficial outlay,

and so far from highway rates being a burden to the

land, they are a necessary part of the process of

agriculture, some of the costs of which are thrust on
occupiers of houses. County rates alone are a loss to

the occupier. For these reasons Professor Rogers
contended that lando\vners have no right to those com-
pensations which they have obtained under the idea

that local taxation presses severely on real estate, such

as a fixed land-tax, the exemption from probate duty,

loans for improvement of land, exemption of farm-

houses, and the custom of primogeniture, all ofwhich he

strongly condemned. He concluded by urging that

the greater part of local taxation is beneficial outlay,

and, therefore, not a tax at all ; and that it is

altogether paid by the occupier. —Mr. Dudley
Baxter replied that the paper was opposed to the

teaching of all the great political economists, who were
all agreed in the conclusion that the greater part of the

local taxes fell upon the o^vner, and that only those on
the outlay on improvements in farming land and on the

building rent of houses fall upon the occupier. He
pointed out that the rates on a farm are part of the cost

of production, and in all valuations for the purpose of
rent are deducted by the valuer before fixing the rent.

He condemned Professor Rogers' paper as founded
upon a false theory of taxation, which will not be

accepted by scientific men. — Canon Girdlestone
protested against its being supposed that a pauperising

poor-law, supplementing wages by relief, is any benefit

to farmers or landowners. They would get much more
remuneration out of a smaller number of mdependent
labourers at higher wages.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Willoughby Wood's sale was on the whole
satisfactory. Twenty-eight animals realised an average

of ^43 15^-. yi., notwithstanding the drawback of eight

calves within four months old, and 22 females made
j^46 6j- 4//. each. The F/oujices were not in request

;

seven of them only realising an average of 21 gs. each.

Oxford's Ada, a pure Bates' cow, particularly good at

the forequarter, was purchased very cheaply by Colonel

Kingscotefor 140 gs., and her daughter. Lady Adelaide,

by Northern Duke (22,431), became the property of

Captain Oliver at 145 gs. Lady IValton, by 3D Earl
OF Walton (19,673), was bought by Mr. Baxter for

60 gs. ; Lady IValton 2d, by Earl of Glo'ster (21,644),

goes to Beaumont Grange, at 71 gs. , and Cotiniess of
Clarence, by 3D DUKE OF CLARENCE (a splendid bull),

was knocked do^vn to Mr. Fawcett, of Scaleby, at

61 gs. The Earl of Barrington combines the

pedigrees of Countess 0/ Barrington 2d, by 9TH Duke
of Oxford, with that of Mr. Sainsbuiy's Darlington

family, and was bought by Mr. Wood for 68 gs.

Earl of Thorndale, a good-looking bull, out of the

same cow as Mr. Leney's Fidget ^tli, 'became the pro-

perty of Mr. Dugdale at 60 gs. ; the remaining bulls

did not realise noteworthy prices. Subjoined is a list

of the prices and purchasers :

—

Name of Animal

Cows and Hci/c
Florence bth
Bellona
O-vford's Ada

Lady Waltoii
Grenadine id
Royal Florettce

Lady Hilda..
Zialtith ..

Forest Flounce
Wild Flounce
Lady Walton 2d .

.

Ginevra
Grenadine jd
Fidelity ytlt

Grenade zd .,

Lady Adelaide
Countess of Clarenct
Frolicsome . . .

.

Tartan Flounce .

.

Venial Flounce

Bulls.

Earl of Barri
(26,051) ..

Earl of Thorndale
Viscount ..

Guardsman
MARQurs OF Stafford
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show a comparison between land under two artificial

manures, and land of the same description without them.

"The land marked II. was a portion of a meadow,
which has long been cropped for hay every year. This
land received no other
treatment than the applica-

tion of the artificial ma-
nures.

" From the above state-

ment the benefit resulting

from liberal top-dressing of

Grass is apparen t. The
aftermath on all the top-

dressed land was also

superior to that on the rest

of the field, bat no differ-

ence could be seen betwi.xt

the two sorts experimented
with. On the application

of guano there seems to be
considerably the greatest

profit ; but as experiments
have been tried in other
localities in which the

nitrate of soda has had the

superioritv. the explanation

of the difference in the

effects produced must be
sought for in some pecu-
liarity of the soil. In both
cases stated above, the soil

and subsoil consist of clay,

not very tenacious.

"It is believed that the

difference in the produce of

the dressed and the undressed land is greater than may be

expected in ordinary seasons, in consequence of the

weather and other circumstances having been exceedingly

favourable for the application of the manures. No rain

had fallen, and there had
been constant dn,'ing

easterly winds from Feb-
ruary till May 22, the day
of application, and con-
sequently the Grass had
made no growth what-
ever. The manures, there-

fore, on being applied,

came immediately into

contact with the roots,

and on May 26 genial

rains commenced, which
continued almost without
interruption till the day
of cutting. The surround-
ing Grass seemed never

to make a start all the

season, which the small-

ness of the crop will

show, while the top-

dressed land improved
daily.

"F. H. Seymour,
Deputy Ranger.

"W. Menziks, De-
puty Surveyor."

Since the date of tliis

experiment a large ex-

perience in various quar-

ters has been recorded,

and especially by Mr.
Lawes of Rothamstcd,
St. Alban's, in the same
pages, upon the effect of

manureson pastureland

;

and it has been shown
that nitrogenous ma-
nures, such, as ammonia
and the nitrates of soda
and potash, tend rather

to encourage the growth
of grasses, while the

phosphates, alkalies and
mineral manures tend
rather to encourage that

of the Clovers. The
whole research to which
the above report is a

contribution, proves that

our pastures, no less

than our arable fields,

are directly amenable to

the influence of manage-
ment. Though, how-
ever, the term "culti-

vation " thus applies to

our Grass as well as to

our ploughlands,— and
pastures need manuring,
drainage, weeding, and
may even receive tillage

with advantage, just as

arable land,—yet it is to

the latter more espe-

cially that the last-named

of these cultivative pro-

cesses is applicabli

141.—THE FLEiMlSII HOMESTE.\D.

ways which have been recommended ; namely, by
taking Beans instead of Clover over one half of the

Clover break, and by taking Barley after a corn crop

in place of after the roots or fallow. The whole arable

rides by dotted lines. Thus every field is in either
|

plough, with a 12-horse engine, has been at work,

way easily accessible. with the effect of considerably cheapening the horse

The buildings are centrally placed. I
labour of the farm. Twelve or thirteen horses used to

The rotation is a four-course, modified in both the | be employed on it, undertaking, however, of course, a

good more than the mere
labour of the farm. Since

the employment of Fow-
ler's 12-horse engine the

work has been easily done

by eight.

One of the fields. No.

9 on the map, was set

apart, by Her Majesty's

desire, during the Battersea

Show of the English Agri-

cultural Society, for the

exhibition of the steam-

plough, in order that

foreigners and others might
have an opportunity of

seeing it at work within

easy reach of London.

The buildings on the

Prince Consort's Flemish

Farm, here represented

(figs. 141, 143), were de-

signed and erected by the

late Mr. J. R. Turnbull,

of Windsor Castle, in con-

formity with very compre-
hensive and detailed sug-

gestions and directions

from his Royal Highness, in 1S5S. They are one of

the most complete homesteads in the kingdom. The
principle is one of the best for uniting compactness
with easy arrangement of parts. A central covered

yard has a stable on one
side of it, and an open
yard on the other. At
the end of these, and
separated by a covered

cartway, stand root-

house and straw-house

for the supply of the

cattle and horses, with

threshing-barn and gra-

nary ; and close by,

detached from the main
block of the building,

near the stables, are the

cart-shed, implement-

shed, and cottages for

the ploughmen. The
drainage of the whole
buildings is conducted

to a tank at some little

distance from the build-

ings, and there by hose

and jet it is spread over

the grass fields on a
lower level.

The plan (fig. 144),

and the accompanying
isometrical projection of

these buildings (fig. 143),

with the table of refer-

ences, will enable the

reader to understand

their arrangement.

The connection o!f

the various parts is most
natural and obvious.

The horses come out of

the stable, and are at

once close by the cart

and implement shed.

They are yoked in carts,

and cany the corn from

the stack through the

gang\vay betw-een/and
o^ where the sheaves are

unloaded and threshed

at 0, the straw falls away
into the straw-bam at

«, and the grain goes

upwards to the granary.

From 71 the straw is car-

ried the shortest possible

distance io a b c and^
and k. If the carriage

of the litter should rule

the position of the

several feeding places,

then this principle has

been well observed in

this instance. The
soiled litter from the

stable^, is thrust through

openings near the floor

into the covered yard i,

land amounts to about 190 acres, and there are rather ' and that from the cow-stalls f, into the open yard at «'.

—-e than 200 acres of pasture-land and wood-land,
i

It thus gets trodden down into a solid material, which

MAP OF THE PRINCE CONSORT'S FLEMISH F.\RM.

uffers no waste while waiting its application to the
The Prince Consort's Flemish Farm, with its clay

soil, is a capital illustration of the benefits of the 1 the whole occupation including nearly 400 acres,

drainage and thorough tillage of arable land. for the most part a very stiff soil, and has been greatly field.
. , , , , 11

In the map of this farm (fig. 142) the numbered improved by its regular division into fields, its tile The machinery m he bams and houses is well

fields are arable, and the others are pasture. The drainage 4 feet deep and 7 yards apart, its admirable
|

arranged and well selected Messrs.. Uayton ana

stone roads are represented by shaded lines, the green 1 buildings and its thorough tillage. Fowler's steam '
Shuttleworth put up the whole of the machmeiy, con-
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Fig. 143.

sisting of one of their S-horse power fixed steam-

engines, which works a tlireshing, winnowing machine,

and corn-mill, manufactured by them ; a chalT-cutter

made by INIessrs. Cornes, a litter-cutter by Messrs.

Ashby, an oat and bean
crusher by Messrs. Tur-
nerj a cake-breaker by
Messrs, Garrett, a root-

cutter by Messrs. Gard-
ner, and a pulping-

machine by Messrs.

Bentall.

When the work of

threshing is going on,

three men remove and
build the straw, two
men and two boys un-

load the carts as they

arrive and feed the mill.

By the corn-stack stands

a big tripod used when
building the rick for

suspending the cradle

taken from the cart

wheels which constitute

the harvest cart. Pul-

leys are brought into

use by which the inner

cart frame on which the

load is brought in from
the fields is pulled by
the horse up to a level

with the rick and left

there, while the one just

unloaded is placed upon
the empty wheels and
taken back to the field

for its load. In the shed

outside are Fowler's

steam-plough, Bentall's

broad-share, Hancock's
pulveriser plough, which
met with more than its

match on the stiff clay

soil of the Flemish
Farm, Phillips and
Gardner's turnip-cut-

ters, and Wood's mow-
ing machine.

A cottage containing

several bed - rooms, a

kitchen, and a sitting-

room for the ummapied
ploughmen are part of

the farmery. Very com-
fortable accommodation
is thus provided, and the

establishment is in fact

a model "bothy."
A great deal of in-

structive detail exists in

the history and construc-

tion of these buildings.

The spot chosen for

their erection was fixed

upon because of its cen-

tral position. There
was, however, a great

deal of earthwork and
excavation needed to

adapt it ; and it was
distant both from bricks

and gravel. In Mr.
Turnbull's hands, how-
ever, both of these diffi-

culties were obviated,

by the expedient of

making bricks and burn-

ing ballast upon the spot

with the excavated ma-
terial. The nature of

the excavation may be
gathered from the sec-

tion of the buildings,

fig. 145. The yards

are covered with ballast

and road-metal about a

foot deep. The ballast

is valuable as a cor-

rective of the damp,
which might otherwise

have been expected from
the clayey site of the

buildings. The walls

are in eveiy case built

on a concreted founda-

tion.

The flooring is every-

where concreted—hav-
ing been dug out low
enough to hold a large

thickness of lair. That
of the cow-houses, chaiT-houses, and passages is

asphalted in addition, and thus a complete security is

provided against the lodging of rats and mice. The
flooring of the stable is paved with stone above the

concrete.

In the roofing of these buildings Colthurst's three-

ribbed tiles are employed, the last row being Beadon's
patent eaves tiles, which constitute a spouting for the

roof water. Beadon's tiles are bedded in cement and
screwed to the raflcr, and make a^ierfectly strong and

-HOMESTEAD AT THE TRINCE CONSORT:

(Designed and erected dv J. R. Turndl

FLEMISH FARM.

r T
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saving in your later experiments in quantity of seed

grain sown.
If I am right in supposing that the Barley during all

these years was drilled in rows 7 inches apart, in

accordance with your sowing of main crop in 1S69

(in which, ]io\A'ever, you state in one instance having

employed 2 bushels instead of 6 pecks), then the

results of these trials would be in accordance with

your conclusion, that *'as great a measure was pro-

duced by the use of half the seed as with double the

quantity."

In giving us, therefore, the benefit of your experi-

ence in the direction of employing a lesser quantity of

seed without loss to your annual returns, you unques-

tionably do the agi-icultural public good service ; and

if every one would experiment for himself by copying

your example, and communicate results for tabulation,

much wasted seed grain would otherwise be econo-

mised, but the matter to my mind is of yet greater

public value than that, and should not end there.

I confidently assume that it is quite possible to

secure from your land a larger return than your

average of 40 bushels an acre, without either using

more seed than you have been giving, or treating your

land differently, as to cultivation or the application of

manure, provided only you will deposit your grain in

rows 4 inches distant, in place of rows either 7 or 9
inches distant from each other.

I will give you an instance of my e>fperience. In

the spring of 1869 I laid down 17 acres of Barley with

the Aberdeen corn drill, sowing at the rate of 13 pecks

an acre in rows 4 inches apart. Afterwards with a

deep tined harrow, I crossed the lines of sowing to

dislodge and disperse the grain from the line or bed of

the rows, and the produce I realised in autumn was
120 quarters, sold grain, and 34 quarters kept for horse

feed ; the produce being at the rate of upwards of 58
bushels an acre.

The land I grew this crop on had not been treated

dilTerently from other farming land in the neighbour-

hood. It is distant only a quarter of a mile from

granite quarries, and rests on extensive beds of this pri-

mitive rock, whilst not much more than 30 years ago

it \\'as uncultivated moorland. If, therefore, your land

will compare favourably as against mine, the im-

portant question would naturally arise, why your

land should only yield 40 bushels and mine 58 bushels

an acre.

I think the difference of 18 bushels an acre may be
found due to my method of sowing, and I shall endea-

vour to show it. Of course it is to be supposed, in

both cases, that the land is in good tiUh and cleared of

weeds, and that the Barley has had fair swing to braird

and grow unmolested.

If I have made any mistake in using too much seed,

I shall have " the struggle for life " existing, or, as you
remark about thick seeding, I shall have to contend

with "Barley as being the greatest weed in a Barley

crop." However, when I placed ray 13 pecks of

Barley per acre in the ground in rows 4 inches apart,

I find I had about one seed only in every six seeds more
in the row than you had sowing 6 pecks an acre 7 inches

apart ; and yet I had nearly one-half more return than

you. The fact is, you did not so deposit your Barley

as to make the land yield all it could readily do. You
had for one line of Barley 7 inches of interspace (less

tillering or stocking of the plants), otherwise yielding

nothing except weeds ; whereas I had two lines of

Barley for every S inches, and the 4-inch interspaces

were nothing crowded, and but little room for weeds

—

quite in accordance with your own view, that "if the

ground be thoroughly occupied with the crop there will

be less weeds and a better result."

As, therefore, I had the growth of 13 pecks to

6 pecks per acre, or the produce of 13 plants to

every 6 of your sowing, I could hardly fail (other

conditions being by comparison about equal) to secure

58 bushels to your 40. In this respect the matter
becomes one almost of arithmetical solution ; but I

would urge on every intelligent agriculturist to bring

thin seeding and the 4-inch method of drill sowing to

the crucial test of actual experiment.

My practice in the cultivation of cereal crops is

based on what might be termed a primary or funda-

mental principle, in itself so evident as to admit of little

dispute ; namely, that with the view of obtaining the

highest possible return from the soil every individual

pickle of seed or plant should have all the necessary

space of ground it requires for its perfect development,
but nothing more. Now, in carrying out this primary
idea, it will at once be seen that to place two seeds

together is a departure from the principle, and therefore

on error in culture. Some farmers endeavour to arrive

at tlie most profitable results by broadcasting, and have
deliberately thrown aside the wide-sowing drills to

resume the broadcast machine. They certainly see in

broadcasting the prospect of an unprepared and bad
seed-bed, a gieat waste of seed grain, most irregular

covering by the harrows, and irregular braird ; but

they are greatly reconciled to these drawbacks at

harvest time by tolerably satisfactory results being

obtained, returns exceeding those produced from the

7 or 9-inch drill-culture. The
j
broadcasting of seed

does blindly aim at such a scattering as will leave

every individual seed its requisite space of gi-ound to

thrive upon, but as it fails to secure the correct and
uniform deposition of' the seed, any system of broad-

casting must for that reason alone be pronounced a

failure. The nearest approach therefore in a practical

way to canning out an illustration of the principle

indicated, is the system of 4-inch drilling, and the em-
ployment of a "cross tine" of harrows to dislodge the

seed in some degree from the rows, and separate the

pickles or grains from each other. The laying down
of grain crops happens to be surrounded with such a

variety of circumstances concurrently affecting the

ultimate results, that it is next to impossible to get any
intelligent verdict recognised on a single point in

dispute. If any farmer were to follow your example
in the matter of thin seeding so as to arrive

at a conclusion by which he would be after\vards

generally guided in the quantity of seed he should use,

you may depend on it he will have a dozen theoretical

men about him, telling him the matter is all bosh, for

in determining the quantity of seed grain to employ per

acre he ought to have in his mind's eye also the

quality of the seed, condition of his land, character of

the climate, period or time of sowing, aspect or altitude

of his land, &c.

No doubt all these points are veiy important, and
have a distinct bearing on the single question at

issue; but in your six years' experiments you prob-

ably were not so clouded by them in your views

as to prevent you from coming to the settled

conviction that 6 pecks an acre was the minimum
quantity you could use profitably. If, therefore, every

farmer were to do the same thing, the same conclusion

might not be arrived at, because all the conditions

might not be alike ; still, one would be able to deter-

mine for himself the minimum number of pecks per

acre he could most profitably use.

In the same manner as now indicated for determining

the quantity of seed gi'ain per acre, I should like a

farmers' verdict given as to the proper manner of its

distribution and deposition. That question is as capable

of solution as the other, and should not be clouded by
the collateral views of theorists.

In many parts of England I have seen different kinds

of corn drilled at wide intervals, with the view of

machine-hoeing the interspaces, in order to keep down
weeds, pulverise and aerate the land. Where this

practice is necessary, I am certain the highest possible

returns are not obtained from the land ; but where the

land may be light and friable, and well cleaned, there

are yet advocates for a wide distribution into rows

{from 6 to 12 inches), who allege in effect that this

practice will be found, both North and South,

the correct and orthodox one, yielding the highest

returns, and preferable to all others. To such

an opinion my theory and practice are entirely antago-

nistic. Take, for instance, your 6 pecks Barley per

acre. Let half of grain and land be sown in rows

8 inches apart, and the other half in rows 4 inches

apart. Is it not at once apparent which series of rows

will be most crowded ? The S-inch rows will certainly

contain double the number of grains to the 4-inch

rows. The comparative result that must inevitably

follow from this circumstance should form an interest-

ing problem for some of your numerous correspondents

to reply to. My answer, however, is ready and dis-

tinct. "The best returns are only obtainable when
there is an actual practical approach to the principle of

giving to every individual grain of seed its requisite

space of ground to thrive upon," and that can never be

done either by thick seeding or wide row drilling.

Gt'o. Reidj N'tttseries^ Biirnieboozte^ Aberdeen.

ADDRESS TO CHAMBERS OF
AGRICULTURE,

[The following whimsical letter has been published

by the Chairman of the Central Chamber of Agiicul-

ture :—

]

" And hunger's scowl was prophecy."

—

E. Elliott.

Gentlemen,—We shall have a free mint. No Govern-
ment will again be able to refuse silver and gold coins to

men whose business in life is to earn them.
One cause of pauperism will be removed. Others

remain in excessive taxation and unequal rates. I venture

to ask you to consider what our position is now, and what
it might be.

One per cent, is a light tax.

The Probate and Legacy Duties average 4J per cent.

The Malt-tax is 100 per cent.

Railway passengers contribute S per cent, to the

Exchequer.
The duty on Tobacco in England and Ireland is

—

Prohibition to grow it.

Local rates are 15 per cent, on one-third of the income
of the nation.

One per cent, therefore, is a light tax.

Six per cent, is taken from the silver coinage, which,

though it be the wage of all industry, is limited in amount.
The duty on an Inland Bill of Exchange for j^io.ooo is

^1^5. The duty on jTio.ooo in shillings, which are the

hvelihood of poor men, is 600 sovereigns ; and neither the

sovereigns nor the shillings are permitted by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer to be coined, though bills may be

multiplied at the pleasure of rich men.
The duty on a Foreign Bill of Exchange for _,^io,ooo is

£1 13s. 4d.

The Bank of England deducts ild. from every ounce of

gold bullion which it receives in exchange for bank notes.

If the metal remain uncoined it does nothing for this

charge. ;^2ooo per million is only part of its profits if the

gold be coined, though the expense be borne by the tax-

payer.

The Bank has charged 10 per cent, for the loan of bank

notes, with the consent and advice of Government, to
break the law when in difficulties.

Mr. Lowe has justly proposed to take i per cent, from
the sovereign to pay Mint expenses. In India there is a
duty of I per cent, on gold ; of 2 per cent, on silver, the
poor man's metal. In Australia the duty on gold coin is

I per cent.

One per cent. , therefore, from the circulation is a
common and light tax.

The assessed taxes stop employment and deny to
Englishmen freedom of trade, which for many years seems
to have been reserved for foreigners. These duties are
now paid in advance, and a poor man has no practical

appeal from the surveyor, but is at his mercy.
Therefore the assessed taxes are a grievance.
The Income-tax is a sad source of immorality. Fifty-

seven millions in Schedule D escape the tax unfairly ; and
this immorality, become systematic, is ruining our com-
mercial credit at home and abroad.

Therefore the Income-tax is a grievance.
The Malt-tax is a charge of roo per cent, on the arable

land of England and Ireland. It is borne chiefly by poor
men, and injures the character of statesmen, who declaim
in favour of free-trade, while they refuse it to their

countrymen.
Therefore the Malt-tax is a grievance.

A tax of I per cent., shown to be compamtively light,

on funds which pay no poor or other rates, would supply
the means of redressing these three grievances.
The London Clearing-house statistics explain this :

—

_^3. 720, 623,000 in cheques and bills were paid there last

year.

One per cent, on ^3.720,623,000, which now pay
scarcely a tax and no rates, would give ;/^37,2o6,23o,

collected weekly, by stamps, without the expense and
annoyance of excisemen, Income-tax commissioners, or
surveyors of taxes.

No poor man would feel this tax, and the wealthy
might escape by using coins, which would become abim-
dant instead of continuing scarce, as they are now.
One per cent, on unlimited paper money is a favour if

contrasted with 6 per cent, on silver coin, which is limited,

depreciated, and, when exported, not to be replaced.

If other nations had free mints and free trade they
could be customers to each other, with power to purchase,
ot which now all are destitute. In the Banks of France
and England, ^^73, 000,000 are hoarded. Were these
coins circulated, the French Treaty would be a success

;

now both nations complain of it.

I give a skeleton sketch of free trade, and ask you to

examine it, bearing in mind that under our present
system, one man in eighteen is a pauper, that other
nations are as poor as we are, and that over-production
and depression of trade mean that neither at home nor
abroad can we sell what we produce to people who are
wiUing to buy, but are not permitted by their Minister of
Finance to have coins with which they can gratify their

desires.

I have the honour to be, your obedient servant,

George Tomline,
Chairman of the Central Chamber of Agriculture.

Orwell Park, Ipswich, May, 1870.

FARM AGREEMENTS.
"G. A. H." AND W. Smith.

'*G. A. H." says, "What a brilliant argument he

(Mr. Smith) gives us about Mr. Mechi and his straw.

If Mr. Smith possessed the great amount of common
sense he thinks he has, he might have known that straw

is not sold at * feeding price.*
"

Straw is taken at ''feeding price" by valuation from

the outgoing to the incoming tenant, and that is all I

know about straw being sold at "feeding price." I

never said that Mr. Mechi sold straw at "feeding

price," but " G. A. H." asked me if I should "like to

try a little of my neighbour's at feeding price?" Let

him see his own writing and my quotation of it, and
then question himself a bit upon this point.

I do not know what he means about the "Bath-chair

handle of my smasher." Let him explain.

"G. A. H." asks, "If every farmer could sell straw,

does Mr. Smith suppose the price would be as high as

at present?" Lam clearly of opinion that that would

not affect the price one atom, for there are plenty of

exceptional men in England to keep the towns supplied

;

and I showed in my last letter that a farmer had

better buy anything than straw to make his land fat

with.
" G. A. H." then asks, " Does Mr. Smith suppose

that every farm is close to a railway station ? " I know
they are not ; therefore, those that are not have but a

bad chance upon the sale of straw point. They had

better by half keep it at what it is worth for manure,

for it will not pay at the low figure " G. A. H." would
put upon it to cart it about much.

" G. A. H." goes into the exceptional men's 'case,

which I had already well explained, and then he ques-

tions my statement about a ton of straw making four tons

of manure, and would have you believe that I do not

understand what I am about, and then asserts thus :

—

"Straw will not absorb three times its own weight

of water." Then I want to know how (as in the case

of Mangel, sho\vn at p. 606) a ton of dry vegetable

matter could hold 9 tons of water? Let him reflect

over that awhile before he tells us again that i ton of

straw will not suck in 3 tons of water. It is quite clear

to me that he does not understand what he is talking

about, especially when he tells us about the lot straw

loses in weight when passed through an "ox or a

horse." You may depend on it that, if it goes in straw

it will come out straw, without leaving bdrind (from a

whole ton) enough fat to grease a shoe-string ; there^
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fore the weight must be (exclusive of the morsel for

the shoe-string) the same. His Hampshire straw was

a bad sort, and his statement about it is as bad, for

there is nothing authentic about it.

"G. A. H." then goes a little into the question as

to the value of straw by telling me that 3 ton of. straw

is not worth moi-e as manure than 2\ tons of London

dung. I made it to be worth 3 tons, therefore it is only

the half ton in dispute, and I take it that the wayin which

I put it is quite as plain as his. Then he runs away and

tells us what he did in a dear year. That is of no use,

we must take things as they are ; but the strongest point

of the matter is, that the sale of his high-price straw at

Aldershot did not satisfy him, for he winds up thus—"I
should not, however, like to repeat that e.xperiment

often, as I have more faith in straw feed on the farm

than I have in superphosphate." What can we do with

this man ? Here he is putting a high value on straw as

manure, whereas a few lines back he was making it

almc^st worthless.
" G. A. H." then gives a bit about "bye-tacks,"

showing plainly the length of his liberality as a land-

lord, inasmuch as he looks at every man as a rogue,

therefore takes care to "protect" himself by agree-

ment lest they should "sell away the veiy marrow and

fatness of the land to prolong for a short season their

own miserable tenure oi it;" and then he gives a

quotation from my letter, " If he did not ruin himself

quickly, he would make a fool of himself, he would

soon have to cut his occupation." His statement and

this quotation must mean the same thing, but then

"G. A. H." goes on and makes a different thing of it

by saying, "I should like to know what satisfaction it

would be to a noble duke or lord orgi-eat landowner to

hear that a tenant had ruined a good farm." A
tenant may min himself, but he cannot ruin a

good farm if he keeps it clean, and that is my point

—

that it shall be kept clean. He may crop and sell as

he likes, giowing less in quantity yearly, from which

he must pay rent, &c. , and his labour account cannot

decrease, for his land is to be clean, therefore he must

soon become poor
;
yet his land would not be ruined,

for he gets nothing out of it. Let him feed it a bit,

and it will feed him. He is robbing himself, not his

landlord, for the landlord's matter would soon right

itself, as soon as the " fool" got the sack ; and, besides,

the landlord would not lose a penny, for the fellow

must pay his rent, and there would stand

ready plenty of persevering men to take the block-

head's place ; for, as the land would be clean,

they would have nothing to do but to feed

it a bit. These would not need a "subscription."

The man would be the fool, not the landlord. But

before I havedone with this, I want " G. A. H." to lell

us where we can find a ruined farm by letting it to an

exceptional man to sell straw off as he likes. There
are plenty of men in England who take their land to

crop and sell as they like, yet I never heard of a

good, or even bad farm having been ruined by such

practice, and I now challenge " G. A. H." to show
us one.

" G. A. H."questionsmy pfi aton for roots, includ-

ing carting, and then writes a gieat deal of nonsense

about his own roots, and then asks whether I am not

confounding price with cost. Roots are bought and
sold, and the average ])rice, including carting, may
be put at £1 per ton. I showed plainly what I put their

value at— 51. per ton as the value ofmanure, and 6j. as

the eating value ; total value, ii.r. per ton. He fixes

their value at los. per ton. Then why does he quarrel

when his evidence proves that we are agreed, or nearly

so. It seems to me that he does not know what he is

talking about, but he talks on feeling nettled at me
because he cannot substantiate a single scratch against

me, .so he bolts off to quackery for aid, which does not

help him a bit ; and he sums up by showing that the

word "protection" nettles him as a landlord and fits

his own case tightly.

" G. A. H. " makes a great fuss about ruining land. I

will look ajittle more fully into the case than I have
done hitherto. I have looked about in all directions

to find some that would fairly represent the case ; at

last I find an allotment of common land in a parish

near here belonging to the poor of the parish, or rather

the rents from it ; it being under tmstees' direction to

thus apply it, according to the award of the parish.

The parish has been inclosed about 80 years. From
the inclosure down to about 20 years back this

land was rented at about ioj". per acre by a

farmer whose land adjoined it. For 60 years

it was regidarly folded from, and its "fat," as
" G. A. H." would tell you, was driven away in

the belly of the sheep to the farmer's land. For
60 years this practice went on, driving its fat away.

Twenty years ago it was let to a man at £1 per acre

to plough it up, to crop it as he liked, and to sell all

away, just as he pleased. This man held it some years

at that rent and on those terms. After his term was
up (for he took it upon lease) another man took it, at

the same rent and upon the same terms, for another

term.

At the end of his temi or lease it was let,

seven years ago, to another man, upon the same
terms, at a rent of 30^. per acre, and that man
occupies it now at that rent ; and it is quite as high a

rent as any of the adjoining land is held at. This

man's crops are quite as good, if not better, than

they were when he began seven years back, and I have

eveiy reason to believe that he will continue the occupa-
tion at ios. per acre. This is what has been done on
poor clay land. It is all nonsense about ruining land
by letting it upon liberal terms. " G. A. H." cannot
point to an instance where land has been mined, let

upon those terms. If he can, let him do so.
" G. A. H." is " the dog in the manger" man, for

he will not farm his land himself, neither will he let

others, except in leading strings, drawn tightly almost
to strangulation. The " sleeping partner " share of the
matter is very plainly shown, for according to his notion
the tenant must ransack his body and pocket to fill the
"sleeping partner's" pocket. Let me tell him that trade
and farming are two things, and very distinct ones too.

A "sleeping partner's" name in trade is generally
valuable. A man who has worked hard and has estab-

lished a flourishing trade, has earned for himself a name,
and that name is worth money, and the working bees
are always glad to pay for it ; but not so with
" G. A. H." as a "sleeping partner" on his land, for

the tenant must look entirely to the chai-acter of the

land in his case. It is such men as "G. A. H." who
make capital shy at oftering itself to the land, for a
capitalist will never lend it to a tenant when he sees

that his landlord means to swallow him up. 'There
is a lot of pride belonging to some of our
landlords. They and their wives must cut a shine,

so they spend their last farthing yearly, and in

some cases outmn the constable, and are at their wits'

end as to how they are to get on. In some cases they

look to their character as a " sleeping partner " for aid.

So they send John Land-agent (who always stands

ready to do any dirty work) to assess their land

some hundreds of pounds higher, disregarding tenants'

improvements. I use the word assess advisedly, for

they do not go to value now-a-day but to assess,

spreading a fixed sum as the increased rent over

the several farms, according to the direction of

the "sleeping partner." This is going on in all

directions. England never will be farmed until

that "sleeping partnership" is honestly and fairly

stoned to death, leaving a tenant to crop and sell

as he likes upon condition that he keeps his land

clean and pays his rent, receiving at the end of a term
payment in cash for all the unexhausted improvements
that he may have made upon the land during his term
of occupation. If he is a good farmer the " eating

value of a year's straw" would not be enough in

1 4 years' hence on many of our now 6ut of *
' condition

"

farms. The word "condition" is Mr. Lawes'. William
Smith, Woolston, Bletchlty Station, Bucks, May 23.

EXAMPLES OF SEWAGE IRRIGATION.
{(Continuedfrom p. 712.)

3. Aldershot Farm.—The case of Aldershot may be
placed first upon the list, because here land has been
taken for irrigation, not by the authorities, but by a

tenant who, bound no doubt to cleanse the sewage of

the camp, yet has for his principal object the extraction

of a profit from its use, so that he comes more nearly

under the same class with the example last named.
Mr. Blackburn here receives the drainage of the North
and South Camps, /. e.^ of a population which is fairly

represented by a constant number of 7000 adults.

During winter the drainage of this population, amount-
ing to about 700 tons a day throughout the year, is

poured in succession over the several fields of the farm,

80 acres in all, one half being in one and two years old

Italian Rye-gi'ass, and the other half growing crops of

Potatos, Mangel Wurzel, Cabbages, &c. During the

summer the crops upon the arable half take but little of

the drainage of the camp, and it is then poured almost
exclusively over the Italian Rye-grass land. The soil

is the poor sand of the Aldershot waste (consisting of

almost pure silica), prepared at considerable expense by
levelHng and deep gnibbing, so as both to provide a

uniform slope over which the water may flow evenly,

and to remove the ferruginous *'pan" which every-

where underlies the soil, and would hinder the even
distribution of fertilising matter downwards. A few
deep drains sei-ve to draw off the water which sinks

beneath the surface.

In this case the extreme natural poverty of the soil

does not seem to have been a hindrance to the efficiency

of the process of cleansing by irrigation. The farm,

well managed, is covered with a capital plant of vigor-

ous growth, to be fed by the filthy water, which accord-

ingly is greatly purified by the process. Mr. Blackburn
lets portions of his land to neighbouring cowkeepers,

at £20 an acre ; and here the Grass, cut in regular

rotation, was in the heat of July, when everything was
withered and burned up around it, a perfect oasis of

luxuriant green, yielding annually its four or five crops
ofSto 10 tons apiece per acre. The Aldershot farm
appears the more satisfactory as an example of the sew-

age nuisance abated, at the same time that its filthy

contents are converted into valuable produce, from the

circumstance that a previous attempt to deal with it by
subsidence and filtration tanks had been a complete
failure.

Supposing 40 acres here to yield £10 an acre, and
other 40 acres to owe one-half of their crops, or ^10
an acre, to the winter sewaging, we have here a return

of ^1200 from the waste of 7000 adults, or 3^. 4^. per

head per annum.

4, Carlisle.—The sewage of Carlisle finds its way,

for the most part, into the Eden through the main
sewer beneath the alluvial i^asture-land bordering the
river. It is delivered in the middle of the river channel
through a submerged iron pipe. On the town side oi
tlie meadow a pumping station has been erected by
Mr. M'Dougal, to whom the land (about 100 acres) is

let : and a quantity is thus lifted, deodorised by treat-

ment with carbolic acid, and distributed over the land

by means of light portable iron troughs. These are

shifted from place to place by the man in charge, and
in this way the sewage pours on at one place after

another, distributing itself with more or less regularity

according to the natural surface of the land, which lias

not been levelled,—flowing here, ponding there, soak-

ing everywhere. There is an obvious increase in this

way to the natural fertility of the land ; and a larger

quantity of stock is kept upon it than it would naturally

maintain. Thetc is no surface drainage from the land

to the river.

As there is properly speaking no efiluent water from
this meadow, the whole of the sewage applied being
absorbed by the sandy soil and there being no drain

outlet, the result is not quite so trustworthy as in other

cases ; nevertheless, we may fairly conclude from it that

the soakage from the irrigated land into the neighbour-
ing river is effectually purified.

5. Penrith.—Here the drainage of a town of 8000
people, only partly provided with waterclosets, is

received on So acres of good meadow land near the

Eamont. A little more has been done here than at

Carlisle to distribute the water by means of perma-
nent caniers ; but the treatment is otherwise the

same, and the result is veiy similar. A very large

stock of cattle and sheep is kept upon the land to

graze do\m the abundant growth of Grass which is

obtained.

Here, as at Carlisle, the whole of the sewage is

absorbed into a porous sandy soil, but the drain passing

beneath the irrigated land pours out a considerable

and clear stream into the Eamont.

6. J^ugby.—At Rugby, a town of more than Sooo
inhabitants, the Board of Health have taken a lease of

65 acres of land for a temi of 31 years, at a rental

which, with rates and taxes, amounts to £^ los. per

acre ; and, confident in the powers of their somewhat
gi'avelly soil (lying upon a clay subsoil) to cleanse their

town drainage, and to convert it into valuable produce,

they have laid out nearly ;i^5ooo on the works re-

quired for the distribution of the sewage-water over

it. An intercepting sewer takes the drainage of all

the upper part of the town by natural giavitation to

the top of the farm ; and, by a deep and costly tun-

nel drain, the waste of all the lower part of the town
is made to flow (along with the tail water of the

upper fields) over about 16 acres of the lower part of
the farm.

The quantity of sewage at command is about goo tons

a day, or nearly 4000 tons per annum for every acre of

the farm. The land has been in hand for only one year,

and much of it was sown with Italian Rye-gi'ass for

the first time in the spring of 1869, so that the best

results can hardly have been yet realised. The third

and fourth cuttings (both heavy crops) were, however,

ready in the following month of July, and a sale was
being obtained for the Grass at Sj-. a ton upon the land.

A considerable portion had been let at;i^io an acre ; and
the 16 acres at the lower end of the fann had supported

throughout the spring and summer 54 head of cattle,

consuming at least 4 tons of its Grass produce daily ;

and a considerable extent of the crop on these 16 acres

had been made into hay.

The following account of the experience of 1S69 at

this place has been communicated to us by Mr. T.

M. Wratislaw, clerk of the Local Board of Health :—
"The gross produce of the sewage farm, for the year

ending December 31, has been ;(^S44 i6j. 8(/. The total

expenses, so far as the payments' (including wages for the

year) have been made, stand at ^^458 Sj. s^., and I do
not apprehend much addition.

" I am not aware of the actual number of persons con-

tributing to the sewage utihsed, but should estimate

780Q."

7. Banbury.—A population of about 11,000 people

here drain into tanks, from which, through a i2-inch

pipe, the sewage is driven by steam-power a mile or

more to the upper end of a farm of 136 acres, a lease

of which has been taken for 21 years, at a rent of

£^ los. per acre. The quantity thus applied amounts

to about 300,000 gallons a day, or about 4000 tons per

acre per annum over that part of the farm which is

under irrigation. The sewage settles to some extent in

the tanks from which the pump lifts it, and both mud
and scum are here taken from it, and mixed with the

street sweepings and other scavenging refuse of the

town ; and 2000 tons of this compost were sold last

year, for which a sum of about ;^ioo was received at

the depot, the material being loaded by the purchaser

into barges on the canal close by. The liquid part,

delivered on the highest part of the farm, having about

17 feet of fall before it reaches the river Chemell,

flows twice or thrice over successive fields before it is

finally dismissed, and the extreme filthiness of the river

fonnerly complained of is now satisfactorily abated.

The farm is for the most part a very stiff soil, and

the greater part of it is still in old grass-land, and

neither circumstance is favourable to its efficiency ;
the

former because the soU tends to crack in dry weather
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thus givinij the sewaj^e direct access to undergiound
drains, and thence to the river before it has been pro-

perly acted upon by the soil ; and the latter because the

surface of the land, not being specially and evenly laid

out for irrigation, the water tends to collect in shallow

ponds or puddles, to the injury of the produce, without

being itself materially cleansed.- The accounts given

of the produce of the land are satisfactoiy, and it is

believed that the farm will soon repay rent, and costs,

and loan, so that the nuisance hitherto created by the

town will be ultimately abated without any serious per-

manent charge upon the inhabitants.

The produce of Italian Rye-grass and of the meadow
land is sold by auction as the successive cuttings are

ready for the scythe ; and prices varying from £;^ to

jC$ an acre have been obtained per cutting.

The Banbury sewage, owing to a deficient water
supply, is sometimes much above the average strength,

and consequently its efficient cleansing is then a more
difficult operation ; nevertheless the above results are

by no means unsatisfactory ; and they are improving,

botli as regards the cleanness of the effluent water and
the returns from the use of it.

The following account of receipts and expenses, in

respect of the sewage farm here, for the year ending
Lady Day, 1S69, has been supplied to us by Mr. T.
Pain, the town clerk :^

Pnytitenis.

Mr. Tomline, a year's rent less pro-

perty-tax £.Co%
R.ites and taxes for the year . . 57
Coals for engine .. .. .. iii 1

Labour expended in cultivation of

Seeds, implements, &c. W .. Sa
Manager's salary .

.

.

.

. . 45
Auctioneer's expenses of sale, In-

cluding c

Profit on farm £^ M 9

Instalment of prlr

of ;^4ooo borro arry out the irriga-

^250 o o

The produce of the summer of 1869, when we were
over the farm, bid fair to at least maintain the satis-

factory character of the acove account.

8. JViirivifk, a town of 11,000 inhabitants, occupy-
ing 2400 houses, of which upwards of 2000 are con-

nected with the sewers, has lately poured its sewage
over a clay-land farm of lOO acres about a mile away.
The quantity thus pumped, and which formerly fouled

the Avon, amounts to about 600,000 gallons a day,

double the water supply of the town, or nearly

1,000,000 tons a year, corresponding to 10,000 tons

per acre annually. A large quantity of very dilute

drainage water thus flows over a veiystifTand therefore

less appropriate soil.

The farm has been in hand for two years. Pumping
commenced only in the autumn of 1S6S, and it \vas

not continuously carried on until the following year.

This, together with the difficulty which the low and
flat part of the farm presents to the proper drainage

from it of so large a quantity of water, has hitherto

delayed the satisfactory financial result which is looked
for. Nevertheless, the nuisance is sufficiently abated,

and large crops of Italian Rye-grass have been
obtained, for which a ready sale at loj-. and 12s. a ton

upon the ground has latterly been obtained. The farm
must, we understand, pay at least ;i^i6oo a year to

replace the costs which the town has already incurred

and still bears in respect of rent, pumping, and works.

9. JVorlhing, containing about 8000 inhabitants, has
hitherto fouled a stream running into the sea two miles

to the eastward of it. The town drainage now runs to

a tank from which it may flow as heretofore, and still

does run during the night, so that a good deal of very
offensive filth even now lodges in the bed of the stream.

During the day it is pumped and flows upon the land

of the Worthing Land Improvement Company, who
have about 100 acres on which to receive it. The soil

is a good free loam perfectly well adapted for their

purpose, and the natural slopes are quite sufficient for

the easy distribution of the water. There are on the

lower part of the farm upwards of 40 acres of an
alluvial flat of natural Grass on which the effluent

drainage of the higher arable land is received before it

leaves the farm. Mr. W. Hugh Dennett, solicitor to

the Worthing Land Improvement Company, has com-
municated to us the following account of the gross

receipts and working expenses of the sewage farm for

the year 1S69 :

—

" Receipts ;£iSo7 4 9
Expenses .. .. .. 1045 6 g

Halance .. ,. ^761 18 o
" In the above expenditure is included a sum of

£<,! ly. T-id. for a " level " rate, made for the protection
of various lands from the encroachments of the sea, which
is a special and not an ordinar)'' parochial rate. There is

also included a sum of ,^^50 for the rent of Z\ acres of the
land referred to and comprised in the area stated below.

A steam-engine on the farm was used for about three

months, at a cost of about ^25.

" The population of Worthing is about 7600.
"The engineer reports that the average volume of sewage

pumped each day of 24 hours to the farm is about
480,000 gallons (of which about 130.000 gallons are spring
or surface water). In addition to this, about 80,000
gallons of water per day flow into the Teville stream.
"The extent over which the sewage flows is about

83 acres.
" The whole farm consists ofabout 96 acres, a portion of

which is not sewaged
; 42 acres are pasture land.

" I cannot say that the pollution has altogether ceased,

because although it is stated that the 80.000 gallons of
sewage flowing into the stream per day is top water, yet
it flows from the sewage well, and must be necessarily

polluted with sewage. However, the actual pumping of
the sewage into the stream ceased some months ago, and
the communication has been removed. The Local Board
of Health have also cleansed the stream, and there is

reason to beheve that all the sewage pumped goes upon
the land, though materially diluted by spring and surface
water.

"

The sewage, which was somewhat weak at the time
of our visit, was sufficiently cleansed by passing over
the first plot ; indeed it was cleaner than another
sample from the effluent stream which was probably
carrying into the river the purified water from the

stronger morning sewage. Close proximity to the sea

affects the proportion of common salt in the Worthing
sewage. The proportion of chlorine in all the samples
is much higher than the strength of the sewage would
lead us to anticipate. Some of the streets are watered
with sea water.

[To be CoHiinufd.)

Ijonie Contspiiknce.
Crops. — Bedfordshire : In this neighbourhood

Wheat has much improved, but is not a good plant

;

Barley, good plant ; Oats, good plant ; Peas, poor and
weak plant ; Winter Beans I may say a failure ; Clover

and Rye-grass a general good crop. All permanent

pasture late for the time of the year, fame's /Hoss, Hoo
Park Farm, Luton.

Gloucestershire : I consider the Wheat varies a

good deal in this neighbourhood. I think it is looking

very well on the good land, but th"e weak land has lost

plant, and looks bad. Barley and Oats generally

looking well. Beans and Peas bad. dies Edmonds^
Eastieachy Lechlade, May 21.

East Kent : A great improvement has certainly

taken place in our crops since my report on the

lOth inst. On the day following we had a slight rain,

and though it does not appear that we have had the

quantity of rain here that has fallen in other parts of

the kingdom, yet the change from cold bleak N.E.
winds and frosty nights to a S.S.W. wind with warm
nights has produced a marked improvement on the

growing crops, nevertheless there is a great deal of

Wheat about here that will not bear a close inspection

even now. The rain we have had has been very bene-

ficial to all small seeds, many that had been sown for

weeks showed no signs of vegetating, but they are

now coming up freely. The winter frosts and dry

spring assisted materially in cultivating our fallows,

and the rain has been just sufficient to cause our

Mangels to germinate freely. There has been a beauti-

ful time for the blooming of our fruit trees, and there

is a prospect of a large growth of fruit of every sort.

To use a commercial phrase, I think I may say the

prospect of the farmer is 20 per cent, better than it was
a fortnight since. Wm, Mauser, St. Peter's, Margate,

May 21.

East Norfolk : Since my last report we have

had some very warm weatlier, but, with the exception

of a few hours' gentle rain on the nth inst., the drought

has continued. The Wheat on good lands has certainly

improved in colour, and to some extent has tillered ;

but when it is possible to ride in the roads and see

blank spots in the middle of a 20-acre field, no weather,

however genial, can make an average crop. More-
over, the continued drought is beginning to tell upon
the light lands ; and without a speedy downfall the

results will be serious. The hay must now be very

short. I took a long drive the other day in a light-

land district, and saw many fields of Grass,, which but

a short time ago promised abundance, now scorching

up. The Barleys are suffering for want of rain, and,

however deep-rooted the Wheat plant, it cannot on
sharp soils much longer withstand the searching

drought. Many of our ponds and watering-places are

drying up—quite unprecedented at such an early period.

The sowing of Turnips has proceeded rapidly ; Swedes
are nearly all in, but the seed has only partially vege-

tated. The rain that fell on the nth inst.* was just

sufficient to bring up the Mangel Wurzel, but some few

fields have since disappeared from wireworm. /K
Cu/'itt, May 24.

Oxfordshire.—I am glad to report that a great

improvement has taken place in the Wheat plant during

the last three weeks. On the kindly Wheat soils there

is a prospect, although late, for an average crop, but the

lighter soils are short of plant, and that remaining is in

a sickly state ; several fields have been ploughed up or

resown, while others have been top-dressed, and every

kind of pressure used, yet it has not tillered- out as we
have seen in former seasons, therefore a late thin crop,

which is seldom a kindly one, must be expected. The
early sown Barley and Oats are doing well, while

several pieces of late planted Barley did not come up
until the late beautiful rains, so much wanted for spring
corn, as well as the seeds and grass land. Peas are

doing well, but winter Beans and Vetches are all but a
failure. We never had a finer season for cultivating

the fallows, they are in a forward state, and planting is

rapidly going on with various kinds of roots. The
autumn steam-cultivated land has again the advantage,
deep probing seems to beat deep ploughing on most
soils. Alatthciu Savidge, Sarsden Lodge Farm, Chipping
Norton, May 19.

South Lincolnshire { Wisbech district) : An in-

spection of the crops throughout the district at the
present time will not leave a favourable impression as

to the prospect of a good harvest ; although the Wheats
on the higher and loamy soils have been looking well
up to within the last few days, the continued cold winds
and frosty nights have had a telling eflect upon the
plant, and many unsheltered fields have gone off, turn-

ing yellow and feeble to a most unpromising extent,

but the crop on either side the railway from Ely to

Wisbech, on the low-lying peat and moorlands, is in a
truly shocking state, the plant having in many places
disappeared altogether, and that which remains is very
thin and patchy. On the Sutton or Lincolnshire side

of the district, there have been many acres ploughed
up and sown with Oats or other spring corn ; in

almost every instance, however, where the Wheat was
put in with artificial manures, the crop is full and
healthy. Oats are suffering much from w^ant of rain,

and also from the cold nights, and on the new lands
from the wireworm ; but a warm damp month will do
great things for this crop. Barley we grow to no great

extent, but where it has been sown it looks very well
indeed. Potatos, of which there is a large acreage set

again this year, like dogs, have their " day :" the now
fashionable seed in this district being the Regent and
Paterson's Victoria ; the once favourite Fluke is left

**out in the cold," and is not esteemed so highly even
as the coarse and vulgar Rock. Growers seem to snub
the Fluke because of the smallness of the yield, but it

seems to me doubtful policy to gi'ow Rocks, which,
although they may produce 25 per cent, more Potatos

per acre, are not so valuable by at least 4J. to ^s. per
sack of 16 stone ; besides the greater exhaustion which
they cause to the soil, as may frequently be seen in the

Wheat crop following, in a field where the two kinds

have been grown side by side. The pastures are very

backward, and where the stock have been upon them
a little time they look bare and frost-bitten ; but with
some thoroughly soaking rains and warm growing days,

we may yet hope that grazing will prove remunerative,
although store stock are terribly dear. Nemesis, May ^,

Fisken v. Roundabout.—"G. A. H." having
satisfied himself that the roundabout and the flying-rope

systems "would give pretty nearly the same results"

(p. 288), at p. iSS, writing of the two systems,

puts them about on a par as to the "arrangements of

anchors and pulleys," claiming only that "the balance

of convenience lies with the flying rope." Such being

the case, he further informs us the field at Manchester
was " light land." I do not think he has any reason

to complain of my taking 10 acres as an average. He
must be reminded that there is such a thing as stiff

land in existence, and even Mr. Fisken's "natural bias

of a parent " only claims 9 acres for his offspring ;

however, let us look at the relative cost for interest

and labour of the two systems, taking " G. A. H.'s"
figures for Fisken's, and Mr. Smith's for the round-

about, as to labour—gianting that 13 acres can be
done, Fisken's costing ;^500, interest £ts ; Smith's

costing/375, interest £%6 $s. (p. 542).

Ftskin's System.

With a full day's work of 13 acres the roundabout

is the cheapest, and, as shown at p. 542, ploughing

74 acres per day it is still the cheapest. In

a roundabout the water-cari7ing might be lessened

if tanks were supplied near the outlets of the drains, or

at some spot convenient for working the engine.

Very likely " G. A. H." has a workshop on the

premises, and the engine-driver no doubt will find some
odd jobs to do, and he can drive a mowing or reaping

machine as well as an engine, build and thatch ricks ;

besides our engine is to be a traction one, and I

hope he will be able to give a hand at harvesting,

drawing out manure, and, may be. Mangels and Swedes
home. In winter, grinding, chafT-cutting, if our farm

is well stocked, will employ a considerable portion of

his time ; a coat of paint will prolong the usefulness of

our implements, waggons, &c. ; the ring of a mason's

trowel will indicate that the brick and mortar portion

of our holding has not been overlooked. " G. A. H."
says, "I do not know what kind of land 'West
Indian ' has, but my experience is that a pair of good
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horses will plough more than an acre of light land in a

day." Very tnae, but as I said before, it cannot always
be done ; our horses, as well as our engine, feel the

difference. He admits the difference in hiring in his

neighbourhood to be from "js. to lis. per acre,—is the

lOs. to I4J-. in my neighbourhood a stumbling-block?

He does not see " the necessity for making your plough
into a hunter, and teaching it to *jump aver a stone.'

"

No, I would get the stone out of the way, rather than

add £12^ to the cost of my tackle. West Indian.

Foreign Correspondence.
P,\Ris.— Compkmeniary A/afnnrs. —The chemists

and agriculturists of the Continent are rendering good
service by the analysis of manures, and the diffusion of

scientific views respecting them. M. H. Villeroy, of

the Agricultural Society of the Palatinate, Rhenish
Bavaria, has lately addressed a letter to M. Grandeau,
secretary-general of the late agricultural congress of

Nancy, which was printed in the Paris "Journal of

Agriculture" under the above title.

The farmers of Rhenish Bavaria make great use of

commercial manures, convinced by the reasoning of
Baron Liebig that ordinary manure does not return to

the soil all the principles taken from it by the crops,

and that therefore some supplementary substances arc

required to replace what is taken away in the grain,

the meat, and the wool, which do not return to the

soil. This doctrine has, however, found opponents,
and although many experiments have been made, the

exact value of chemical manures, and the best manner
of employing them, are not yet clearly defined. The
great differences in the composition of soils, the atmo-
spheric influences and other causes, with which we are

little acquainted, produce effects not easily explained.

Plaster {sulphate of lime) is largely used on the
Continent, and its value is estimated more Iiighly

every ; year yet although in some seasons it produces
remarkable effects, in others it seems powerless, and it

becomes impossible to distinguish fields that have been
dressed wiih plaster from those which have not. It is,

evident, therefore, that there is still something to be
learnt respecting it.

The writer argues that high cultivation cannot be
maintained without the aid of chemical or artificial

manures, if only from the fact of the insufficiency of
farm manure. In many parts the latter is aided by
the refuse of agricultural industries, such as sugar-
making, distilling, brewing, and oil-making, but this is

at the cost of other lands, which furnsh the materials of
these manufactures. Moreover, these industries diminish
the amount of land devoted to the production of cereals.

Cattle are, it is true, fed with the refuse of these factories,

and thus the quantity of manure is increased ; but this

kind of cultivation has an exhaustive effect on the soil,

and renders chemical manure still more necessar)\ This
is proved by the spent condition of the soil in the north
of France, where the excessive cultivation of Beetroot
has reduced the crops to a very low average.
Guano was the first commercial manure employed,

and was in great favour, as it yielded very fine crops
;

but it was soon found that its effects, although very
energetic, were of short duration, and that its continued
application greatly exhausted the soil. Guano is still

employed, but generally mixed with other substances,

such as ground bones, acid superphosphate of lime,

salts of potash and plaster. The proportions employed
per hectare (2^ acres) are usually as follows ;

—

Bonedust, or superphosphate, often half and half .. 400
Guano . . . , . . . . , . , . . . ,

.

50
Potash . , . . . . , . .

,

eo
ria:>lcr 200

Kilogrammes 700

—that is to say, about 600 lb. per acre, divided in the
proportions of 8, i, i, and 4.

The superphosphate acts favourably on almost all

soils and under all circumstances ; if its effect is some-
times but small on sandy and clayey soils, it produces
wonders on calcareous earth. Its effect is ascribed to
the phosphoric acid which it holds in a soluble condi-
tion, and as calcareous soils are generally rich in alkali
and lime, it is considered sufficient to add phosphates
rendered soluble by sulphuric acid.

Ground bones have little effect in the latter kind of
soil, because its compactness hinders the decomposition
of the bone ; but whatever may be the cause the fact is

certain.

M. Villeroy gives an instance of the admirable effect

of superphosphates on calcareous soil :
— ** At a short

distance from where I reside," he says, "there is a
tract of calcareous land which had been divided and
sub-divided, ill-cultivated and badly manured, until

the alternate crops of Wheat had dwindled down to
about II bushels per acre ; Rye was tried, and yielded
a little better result. Superphosphate was tried, and
the effect in the case of Rye was beyond all expecta-
tion—with 350 lb. per acre it is not at all uncommon
to obtain crops of 44 bushels. This was a veritable re-

volution for the poor villagers, and every one was
astonished to see magnificent crops of Rye produced on
whatwas considered Wheat land, although it yielded
so little. The question is, will the effect be per-
manent ? The farmers think so ; being richer in straw
and forage, they produce more manure, and are able
to give their fields two dressings of manure, alternating
superphosphate with manure ; thus they hope not only

to maintain, but to increase the fertility of their soil. It

would be difficult to find a more striking example of

the good effects which may be derived from the
employment of chemical manures." Another case is

that of an old farmer and post-master, whose horses
were rendered useless to him by the railways ; he sold

them, and found his manure reduced by one half, he
had recourse to superphosphates and ground bones,
which he mixed daily with his dung, and let them
ferment together, and he found that one cartload of the
manure thus produced gave him the same results as
two cartloads of common dung had formerly. He has
pursued this system for 10 years, and his crops are
finer every season.

Other farmers improve the quantity and richness of
their manure by the daily addition of ground bones or
fossil phosphates and plaster. After fermentation they
obtain an excellent manure, one-third, or even one-half
superior in effect to common dung ; by this simple plan
they achieve great economy, are able to double the
value of their manure, and thus arrive at very high
culture.

M. Villeroy's conclusion is, that all who study the
subject carefully must arrive at the conclusion that

chemical manures are absolutely indispensable.

Sfltidics.
KOVAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

The half-yearly general meeting of this Society was
held on Monday afternoon at the Society's rooms,
Hanover Square.

Lord Walsingham, in the absence of the President,

the Duke of Devonshire, occupied the chair.

Mr. W. E. Welby, M.P., of Newton House, Folk-
ingham, Lincolnshire, was elected a member of the

Council,

On the motion of Earl Cathcart, Lord Vernon was
elected president for the ensuing year.

The trustees and vice-presidents were re-elected, and
the list of the members of the Council adopted.

Mr. Jenkins, the ^cretary, then read the following

Report of the Council.

Since the last general meeting in December, four gover-
nors and 69 members have died, and the names of 199
members have been removed from the list ; on the other
hand, one governor and 212 members have been
elected, so that the Society now consists of 74 life

governors, 74 annual governors, 1511 life members, 3764
annual members, and 15 honorary members ; making a
total of 5438.
The half-yearly statement of accounts to December 31,

1869, has been examined and certified by the auditors
and accountants of the Society. This statement was pub-
lished in the last number of the Journal together with the
Manchester country meeting account, and a balance-
sheet for the whole year 1869. The last-mentioned
document shows that, independently of the financial

results of the country meeting at Manchester, and after

charging on income the cost of all additions to the per-
manent country meeting plant, the receipts of the year
exceeded the expenditure by a sum of ^675.
The funded capital of the Society remains the same as

at the last half-yearly meeting, namely, the permanent
fund of ;/^2o, 000 New Three per Cents., and the Reserve
Show Fund of ^^4.612 js. 8d. New Three per Cents. In
addition, the sum of^38oo lies on deposit with the Society's

bankers, and the balance of the current account on the
ist inst. waSj^3583 oj-. iO(^.

The Council have granted a sum of j^soo to the
Manchester Local Committee, in aid of the extra and
exceptional expense occasioned by the compensation
awarded to the tenant of the trial ground.

Mr. Charles Whitehead, of Harming House, Maidstone,
Kent, has been elected a member of Council to fill the
vacancy caused by the election of his Grace the Duke of
Devonshire, K.G., as a vice-president.

At the first anniversary meeting of the English Agricul-
tural Society, held 31 years ago, it was stated that the
prizes offered for stock to be shown at the then approach-
ing Oxford meeting would amount altogether to ;i^74o,

besides ^^50 for extra stock, implements, roots, and seeds,

^50 for a draining plough, and two prizes of ^^50 eacli

for the best specimens of white and of red seed Wheat. At
the forthcoming Oxford meeting the prizes to be competed
for amount to ^^3130 for Hve stock, and ^£^395 in addition
to 10 silver medals for implements. A contrast of these
figures will enable the members to realise the growth of
the Society's operations dunng the inten-al ; and to esti-

mate the nature and extent of its influence on the progress
of British agriculture.

The interest thus attaching to Oxford, where the first

country meeting of the Society was held, promises to
invest the forthcoming show with unusual attractions.

The showyards for implements and hve stock comprise
nearly 60 acres. The entries for implements, machinery,
&c., which closed on the ist instant, prove that in this

respect the display will be quite as extensive as the
remarkable collection exhibited last year; while it is con-
fidently anticipated that certain classes of live stock will

be extremely well represented. Another element of instruc-

tion and interest will be found in the competition for the
prizes offered last year by the then high sheriff of Oxford-
shire, and the Society, for the two best managed farms
in the district round Oxford. A list of the competitors
(21 in number) and the names of the judges appointed by
the Council have already been published ; and it is hoped
that the awards of the prizes may be made known at the
general meeting of members held in the showyard.
The Council resolved last year, that the Society's

country meeting for 1871 should be held in the division
comprising North Wales, and the counties of Cheshire,

Shropshire, and Staffordshire. Invitations having been
received from the authorities of Shrewsbury, Stafford, and
Wolverhampton, a committee was appointed to inspect
and report upon the various sites and other accommo-
dation offered by the competing localities. After duly
considering the report of this committee, and after a
conference with deputations from the three towns, the
Council have decided that the country meeting for 1871
shall be held at Wolverhampton.
The Council have also to announce that the country

meeting for 1872 will be held in the district comprising
South Wales and the counties of Gloucester, Hereford,
Monmouth, and Worcester.
The President and Council of the Soci^t^ des Agricul-

teurs de France have invited the Royal Agricultural
Society of England to take part in an International Agri-
cultural Congress to be held next year in Paris, and to
furnish a report on British Agriculture. They also request
suggestions as to any of the subjects of interest which
should be discussed at the Congress. The Council have
determined to accept this invitation, and have suggested
the following as subjects worthy of discussion, and afford-

ing opportunities of illustrating the present position of
English Agriculture :-(i) Drainage, (2) Implements and
Machinery, (3) Manures, (4) Rotation of Crops, (5) Fat-
tening of Cattle and Sheep, and (6) the Labourer.

In accordance with the resolution mentioned in the last

half-yearly report of the Council, the Society's consulting
chemist has presented two quarterly reports on samples of
guanos and bone manures forwarded to him for analysis
by members of the Society. The immense increase in the
manufacture of artificial manures and feeding stuffs, and
the competition amongst dealers and manufacturers, have
introduced into the market low priced and inferior articles,

which often tempt purchasers by their apparent cheapness.
It was hoped, therefore, that the publication of analyses

of different manures and feeding stuffs submitted to the
consulting chemist might render purchasers more cautious
in their dealings, and prevent that disappointment which
follows the purchase of inferior or adulterated articles,

and the Council have reason to believe that the publica-

tion of these quarterly reports in the agricultural journals

has already been productive of good results.

The Council have resolved, that in future the annual
grant of j^2oo to the Royal Veterinary College shall be
divided under two heads :— (i) That j^i5o shall be paid
to the Royal Veterinary College, for the general advance-
ment of veterinary science in reference to cattle, sheep,

and pigs, as heretofore ; and (2) That ^^50 shall be
retained under the control of the Council for the purpose
of being applied to experiments on the diseases of cattle,

sheep, and pigs.

The Council have directed their attention to the

desirability of improving the Society's Library, by the

purchase of recent works bearing on the practice and
science of agriculture together with such Parliamentary
papers and reports as refer to agricultural subjects ; and
they confidently anticipate that a useful library of re-

ference will shortly be at the command of the members.

Mr. BoTLEY, in moving the adoption of the report,

said that he did so with much pleasure, because he saw
in it evidence of the great progress of the Society. If

he compared this report with the preceding ones he
saw nothing in it but what was complimentary to the

Society. Nothing could be more gratifying than to

note the wonderful progress which they had made since

they last met at Oxford, now 31 years since. The
gi-eat increase in the members of the Society was a
matter of congratulation. There was one paragraph
in the report which was of special interest, namely,
that which referred to the invitation to an agricultural

congress at Paris, because it showed the great interest

which the Emperor of France took in that subject. He
was glad that the Society had accepted the invitation,

for he was sure that every one who had travelled in

France might be sure that in that congress England
would hold its own.

Mr. Roberts seconded the motion, and he did so

with great pleasure because he considered the report a

very satisfactory one. At the same time there were
one or two points on which he should like to make an

observation. The progiess they had made since their

last meeting at Oxford had been very great, but he
doubted the necessity of their continuing the system

which had been adopted of giving rewards of a pecu-

niary character to those who were successful at their

annual exhibitions. That might have been necessary

in the infancy of the Society, but now that they were

made aware of the very great advantages which the

Society confen-ed upon those to whom it awarded
prizes, he thought it scarcely necessary to continue to

award money prizes. He found that at Oxford this

year they proposed to give £39S to the exhibitors of

implements, and ;!^3i30to the exhibitors of live stock,

and contended that there was no necessity for giving

those money prizes, considering the profit made by the

exhibitor of animals from the sale of his particular

breed of stock which gained the prize ; while as respected

the manufacturer, the increased sale of his implements,

in consequence of their being awarded a prize,

was such that the pecuniary reward they offered was a

matter of veiy little importance. Under these circum-

stances he suggested whether it would not be worth the

consideration of the Council to discontinue the giving of

pecuniary rewards and resort to bronze or silver medals,

which would be equally efficacious, while it would

enable the Society to devote a much larger sum to the

advancement of agriculture generally. The motto of

the Society was "Practice with Science," but he was

afraid theydidnot altogether act up to it. Theyhad much

practice and much science, but not practice with science.

He questioned whether one individual member of the

Council, Mr. Lawes, had not done more by a strict
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adherence to that rule than all the members of the
Royal Agricultural Society put together. He
did not by any means wish to detract from the
n-nportant services which Dr. Voelcker, Mr. Cole-
man, and Mr. Ellis had rendered to agriculture
through the Society, but he thought tliey would
have been still more valuable if they had an
experimental farm. He approved of the continuance
of the grant to the Royal Veterinai7 College, but very
much regretted the failure of the educational exami-
nation system, and hoped that it would be continuefl
next year. He had taken gi'eat interest in the subject,
and attended several of the examinations ; and the con-
clusion at which he had arrived w.as, that with such a
standard for examination as they had established,
a I years was a very unsuitable limit to the age of the
candidate, because although at that age a young man
might have a very good scientific knowledge of farm-
ing, or on the other a very good practical know-
ledge they could not expect them at that age to have

Mr. Fkeeeody wished to ofter a few remarks be-
fore the report was adopted. He regretted to say that
out-of-doors among the public generally the feeling
was growing that this Society was not fulfilling its duty
or Its mission

; and certainly, considering the means at
its command, he did not think that it had done what
It ought to. In the first place he quarrelled with the
large balance at their bankers. Mr. Raymond Barker
at one time stated that when they had ^Sooo as a
nucleus a different state of things would ensue, but that
amount had long since been exceeded. He had been
extensively engaged in the reclamation of land, and
had seen thousands of sheep feeding where formerly
ships sailed. He complained that the Society had
been remiss in not encouraging by prizes the improve-
ment offanns. Why should they restrict the competition
at Oxford to farmers of 200 acres. They ought to have
added another /loo, and made the prizes £so, ;^30 and
X20, and thus have made the high sheriff's prize a very
valuable ane. He complained veiy much of tlie inferior
character of the Journal, both in regard to the matter
the manner, and the illustration and execution. Again,
with respect to the manufacture of cheese he complained
that the report of their commissioner on the subject had
resulted in a most lame and impotent conclusion,
merely leaving it an open question between the land-
lords and tenants as to whether it Mould be or not
expedient to create cheese manufactories in this country
What he wished to suggest was, that committees consist-
ing of three governors, three life members, three annual
subscribers, and one hon. member, not in any way here-
tofore connected with the management, should be
appointed to confer with the official staff, and to report
to the next general meeting what measures the Society
can adopt, in order that some of its accrued funded
capital should be made available for the general advance-
ment of agriculture.

The noble Chairm.vn thanked the hon. member for
Ins suggestion, and stated that the resolution to which
he had referred should have the most serious attention
of the committee.

Mr. Dent, in reply to the observations of the
seconder of the report, contended that if the Society
were to embark in experimental farms, they would very
soon see the end of their reserve capital. At the same
time the Society did, through its chemical experi-
ments, combine practice with theoiy, and he pointed
out that It was impossible to judge of the results in
one year. In regard to feeding cattle, it had become a
question whether they should not devote them-
selves to examining the effect of sprouted Bariey
on t^re feeding of cattle, since the statement of
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that it would be
permitted to be used. He defended the Journal
against the criticism to which it had been subjected
and stated that in his opinion there was nothing more
readable or more instnictive to farmers than the report
which had been made on selected farms, and he anti-
cipated very favourable results from the publication of
the reports of the consulting chemist on artificial
manures. If members of the Society would send up
their manure examples to be analysed, and give the
whole statement of the facts, he was sure that it would
lead to the sale of genuine manures. He regretted as
much as anybody could the failure of the education
scheme, and attributed it to the extreme difficulty of
applying an efficient test, stating his belief that a land-
lord would rather apply the test of practical experience
to the tenant who sought a farm than refer to any
diploma wliich they might receive from this or the
Highland .Society.

The Chairman said that he tnisted that what had
iai en Irom the two honourable members who had spoken
did not represent any general feeling on the iiart of the
members of the Society to establish either an experi-
mental farm or a cheese manufectoiy, because while
on the one hand such enterprises were far better
carriec^ on by private persons, on the other nothing
could be more fatal or niinous, in his belief, than thai
tlie Koyal Agricultural Society should embark in such
speculations He called the particular attention of the
meeting to the invitation which the Society had received
from the French Society, and hoped that a laree
number of members would attend.
A short discussion ensued on the education question

in which It was admitted on all hands that it had
entirely failed, and Mr. C. Barnett inquired whether
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they could not obtain candidates from middle-class
schools.

The Chairman said that every facility was offered,
but unfortunately they would not come.

Mr. Wells, M.P., confessed, as one of the Council
of Education, that he could not ask for a renewal of the
vote for education, unless he could see some way of
applying it more usefully. He considered that the
examination system had altogether failed.

Sir M. Lopes suggested the institution of prizes and
medals in the various schools throughout the country.
The report was then unanimously adopted, and the

usual routine business having been transacted, a vote of
thanks to the noble lord for presiding terminated the
proceedings.

ESSEX CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
The Game Laws.—At a recent meeting of this

Society Mr. W. Brown, of Braintree, read a paper
on this subject, from which we make the following
extract :

—

I take it for granted that if landlords and tenants
settle the question amicably the rest of the community
\yill ratify their conclusions, as it seems impossible that
the state of the Game Laws can be much worse than
they are at present for all parties, wdiether landlords,
tenants, or the community at large. I shall divide my
remarks under two heads—1st, that the Game Laws as
they are at present enforced are injurious to the tenant-
farmer and the occupiers of the soil generally ; 2d,
that they are injurious to the ratepayers generally, and
to the community at large.

I shall not attempt a disquisition on the Game Laws,
of which we are told there are sixteen different Acts of
Parliament now in force, and thirteen of them have
been passed in the present reign—I expect all of them
in favour of the game preserver, for on no question
before the House of Commons, in my remembrance,
has more zeal been shown than there has been in
passing Acts of Parliament for the preservation of game
—not even upon Reform, the Irish Church, or the Land
question ; and I cannot but think that in all these
debates on the Game Laws veryjittle regard has been
manifested for the tenant-farmer. The Game Laws,
fostering over-preservation of game, are injurious to the
farmer, in that he has to maintain the game—not only
hares and rabbits, but winged game as well. Some
people think that it is hares and rabbits only that do
mischief ; with them I beg to difier. for though winged
game may eat some slugs, if they (the birds) are too
abund.ant they will eat your corn ; and it is getting
quite a common remark among farmers that "the old
French partridges are eating all our winter Beans and
Peas up." They are quite as bad, if not worse, than
rooks

; but rooks you may shoot, while it is more than
many farmers' farms are worth to them to shoot the
partridges, especially as the tendency upon many
estates in the present day is not to give leases, so that
the tenant-farmer's position—even in England—is fast
becoming an increasingly unenviable one.
Another hurt to the tenant is the letting of the right

of shooting over their farms by the landlord to a second
party. The most striking illustration of this was the
case of the Duke of Portland and his tenant, Mr.
Dickons, which was tried at Leeds in 1869, when the
tenant got a verdict in his favour, giving him ^'500
damages from a game association for libel. The
decision has since been appealed against in the superior
courts, but affii-med in favour of the tenant, who gets
his/'5oo, but loses his farms. The Duke ought now
to reinstate him in those farms, seeing that he had been
deceived by this so-called game association, consisting
of merchants, bankers, and a solicitor. These partiel
hire of the Duke of Portland the right of preserving
and shooting game on part of his extensive estates.
Mr. Dickons hired two farms upon the estate, and,
report says, was a thorough business man, and had
improved both land and buildings since he had held
them—one farm for 25 years, and the other for 16 years,
a length of occupancy which ought not to have been
severed very easily by any landlord without due inquiry.
But the association wTote to the agent, complaining of
Mr. Dickons for disturbing their game presen-es
(which, by the damages given against them, «as
proved to be false) ; the agent sends this letter of the
association to Mr. Dickons, and with it a notice to
quit his farms. The tenant writes to the Duke
denying that he had ever disturbed the game, and asks
for an inquiry, which was refused ; and ultimately the
tenant gets evicted from his farms; so that game
is made to stand first, and an enterprising tenant last.
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may be brought to the edge of ruin, who, if their land-
lord had lived, would have been prosperous

Surely the prosperity or ruin of a tenant ought not todepend upon the life of a landlord. Another source.of
injury to the tenant-fanners are the gamekeepers—

a

class of men who are generally uneducated, chosen
more tor their powers of physical strength and endur-
ance than for their intelligence, who generally have the
ear of the squire m preference to the tenant ; and if the
squire should happen to be a little deaf, you may be
sure the keeper will know which ear the squire can
hear best with. A fresh.sort of annoyance to the tenant-
farmer WMll be, I think, the proposal of a 20s. license
to carry firearms, so that a farmer cannot shoot rats or
rabbits without paying 20j. per annum, and yet dare
not touch the game ; while the landlord reserves the
game, gets all the sport, and has only to pay the same.

Then as to the Game Laws being injurious to the rate-
payers generally This is seen in the large and increas-
ing number of convictions under these laws ; in 1 841; thev
were 5000, in 1869 there were 10,345, 862 of which were
under the Act of 1862, which Act virtually made police-men deputy gamekeepers. 310 convictions occurred in
this county, but in the absence of county financial
boards we are unable to tell what they cost the rate-
payers. I think, however, if we put them each at /i;
to the county rate, and ^5 to the poor-rate in support-
ing the families of convicted poachers while they are in
prison, we should not be very wide of the mark. This
vvould make the cost of the Game Laws to this county
alone over £ioix, per annum. Then, how are many
poachers made? Why, by the gamekeepers. It is
well known that they purchase largely during the
season pheasants eggs poached from their neighbours'
preserv^ and very likely from their own preserves as
well. The squire has to pay for them all. In Essex
they say they get their game from Suffolk, and no
doubt in Suffolk they say they get it from Norfolk. In
lact the whole trade of procuring game is thoroughly
contraband, and to lift the veil from it would be to
reveal a hideous mass of cheating and lying.
Now as to remedies proposed to amend the Game

_.aws by the Home Secretary. So far as England is
concerne<l tliere is only one clause in his Bill of any
benefit-clause

7, which restrains a landlord from
getting an injunction against his tenant for breach of
contract under the Game Laws. It provides no compen-
sation for damages done by winged game. And the
latter part of clause S will provide plenty of work for
valuers arbitrators, and lawyers, but no benefit to the
tenant for should he be so simple as to sue his landlord
once for damages he may soon look for an evictionNo doubt the most effectual remedy would be for the
tenant to stand upon his legal right, and not to hire
and where the landlord reserves the game ; but as
landlords have reserved the game so long I apprehend
they will be loth to part with that power. So that I
propose submitting three resolutions for your con-
sideration as a remedy to the present state of the law •—

Another illustration of the letting the right of pre-
rving and shooting is seen in the'upper part of this
unity, where a landlord dies and his estate goes into

the hands of trastces on behalf of the heir, who is a
nor. The landlord had, as usual, reserved the game
his leases, but had, while he was alive, allowed his

tenants to shoot. After his death the tiiistees let the
mansion, with the right of sporting over the estate,
and the consequence is that game increases very fast,
the tenants are forbidden to shoot or destroy it, and a
sort of internecine war is begun between the tenants
and the gamekeepers, which has already produced
some very hard swearing before the magistrates, both
in petty and quarter sessions ; and very probably the
final result will be that .some of the tenants concerned

I. That the landlord and tenant should have the
equal right of sporting over the lands that are let by
one party and hired by the other. If this were done
there would be plenty of game and sport for boUi
parties.

That all game upon enclosed lands should be
considered the property of the owners and occupiers of
SUCH lands. This provision would destroy one of the
poacher s strongest arguments in favour of his poaching.
1 oachers generally maintain that the game is wild and
that It IS as much his as yours if he can catch it, and
when he sells the pheasants' eggs this idea is recognised
by gentlemen s keepers. If game was considered pro-
perty. It might also provide a remedy for damage done
by game coming from neighbouring presei-ves.

3. That in lieu of the present Game Laws a stringent
law ot trespass should be enforced against all un-
authonsed persons. The difficulty of the present law
of trespass is in fixing the damages, but I see no reasonwhy a person should trespass upon my farm any more
than a person should trespass upon a garden or orchard
in a town or even into a house. It is those people who
go crawling about your lands on a Sunday that do the
mischief generally, and we need more protection
against these intruders than we have at present.

In conclusion, I will give you a pen-and-ink .sketch
ot what I should consider a model landlord upon the
game question. At his next rent audit he will say to
his tenants, "Gentlemen, I intend to dismiss my
keepers and give you the right of sporting over the
lands in your occupation, on this condition, that you
will be able to find me some good sport whenever I
may come over your lands in the season. " If a system
like this were tried, I am sure, with the inherent love
of sport there is m most Englishmen, a better feel-
ing would be produced, and more healthy sport would
be enjoyed than there is under the present system.

After some discussion, the Chairman, Colonel Brise,
M.P., said : I stand here as a preserver of game, and I

not opposed to the preserv:alion of game under certain
restnctions. What I think is detrimental to the interests
of the country is the over preservation of game. I aoree
ith a great deal that Mr. Brown has said, but I think he

has painted the blackest side of the picture. But, taking
things altogether, I am not going to cavil with any
observation—or with very few at any rate—that we have

I
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heard. Tlicre are some I disapprove of, because opinion

have been expressed by one or two gentlemen who hav
addressed this meeting, as well as by Mr. Brown, that w
not only ought to get rid of hares and rabbits, but of wini

game also. I do not believe there is any strong feeling i;

the county of Essex on this game question. A proof of

this is that for three years our Chamber has been esta-

blished and no gentleman has come forward till this time

to introduce the subject, while Chambers in other counties

have discussed it over and over again.

A great deal has been said about the convictions under
the Game Laws, the expenses the country is put to thereby,

and the evils that attend thereon. I hold in my hand
statistics respecting convictions under the Game Laws in

England. In some parts of Essex there have been a good
many convictions, no doubt, and game is more preserved

in one part of the county than another, but it is a hunting
county— a county of sport, generally— and, compared
with other counties, there is not much game preserved in

it. The statistics which I have here show that although
this is not a game preserving county, yet game convictions

in Essex are pretty nearly as high as in other counties
where game is preserved. In the county of Essex in 1869
we had 310 convictions under the Game Laws ; in Norfolk,
which is a game preserving county, there were only 266.

Now, this, I think, proves that it is not strict game
preserving only that tends to increase convictions ; but
there are many small owners of land in Essex which there

- are not in other counties, and, as Mr. Brown has
observed, they don't like men trespassing on their lands,

and a great many of those' convictions that swell out the
list in Essex are not the convictions of the large game
preservers, but of yeomen and smaller occupiers and
owners throughout the county generally.

As to the resolutions that iS'Ir. Brown has proposed, I

have no objection to any of them. In the first of them, it

is proposed that the landlord and the tenant are to have
an equal right, but I say the tenant has all the right— the
tenant is the owner of the game at the present moment
under the present law, and it is only by a stipulation, by
the agreement of a certain payment from the landlord, or
through some other inducement, that he hands it over to
the landlord. Therefore, I do not see that that resolut:

is of any avail. I do not understand Mr. Brown means
to interfere with agreement contracts, and I certainly

have no objection to that rule. If one landlord says, " I

will have the shooting and you pay me so much less

rent," and another, " I do not want the shooting, you
shall give me a little more rent than otherwise," that is

agreement with which I do not think it would be desirable

to interfere. As to the second resolution, that all the
game is to be the property of the occupier, that, I think,

is a similar resolution to the first ; the game is the
property of the occupier already.

The third resolution asks for a stringent law of trespass.

I quite agree with Mr. Brown that if you repealed the
Game Laws astringent law of trespass would be absolutely
necessary ; and I repeat, what I have said over and over
again, that I have not the slightest objection to the repeal
of the Game Laws, provided we have a stringent law of
trespass. As to the Government Bill, I do not think it is a
valuable Bill in any way. I do not think it will get rid of
the evil that we all want to get rid of, and that is the evil

of over preservation. I believe that the great remedy for
that is public opinion—that the landlords who do damage
their tenants will be won over by the force of public
opinion being brought to bear upon them and showing
them that want of consideration towards their tenants
engenders an ill-feeling which is very dangerous and goes
down to the very root of all society. These discussions
are highly valuable in that respect ; and although I have
been told that in some counties there has been rather an
ill-feeling engendered between landlord and tenant in the
discussion of this question, I do think upon the whole it

is for the benefit of the landlord rather than otherwise.
It is therefore with great regret one hears that in some
counties landlords have taken their names off the list of
members of Chambers of Agriculture through observa-
tions that have been made on this subject.

IPofirts af ^fioohs.
Sanitary Arrangements for Stock. By W. Brown,

fun., Edderstone Farm, Peebles. W. Blackwood
& Co.

This Prize Essay, which appeared in last year's volume
of the Highland Society's Transactions, is well deserv-
ing of the separate publication here given to it. In it

several existing sets of buildings for cattle are described,

and thereafter the policy of the various methods of
ventilation, arrangement, and construction which they
illustrate, is discussed. We have in the following
column made an extract descriptive of Mr. M'Combie's
byres at Tillyfour. The following is a passage from
the concluding part of the essay, in which the general
subject is considered :

—

" A byre constructed as follows should prove an excellent

one so far as sanitary requirements are concerned. Walls
of substantial rubble masonry, i foot 10 inches thick, 9
feel high, plastered inside, and waslied with Hmc ; roof
formed of principal rafters and smaller intermediates, as
at Dechmont, and slated; passages and cattle stances of
close-jointed pavement, or of some hard and impervious
composition, with a smooth and even surface ; feeding-
troughs of glazed earthenware, or of freestone ; feeding
passage before the cattle 4 feet wide. Cattle stances,
from 7 feet to g feet 6 inches in length, over the feeding-
troughs, according to the size of the cattle

; passage
behind, including gutter, 6 feet in width

;
gutters, i foot

3 inches wide. 3 inches deep, and smooth in the bottom
;

stalls 6 feet to 8 feet wide, according to size of cattle
;

travises of wood, with metal heel-posts ; zinc or lead
ventilators in the ridge, one for every four cattle, with
orifices 5 inches square, and skyhghts 2 feet 6 inches
long by I foot 6 inches broad, fitted to lift, as at Dech-

mont. Provide one skylight for every four cattle, and
place them midway between the ventilators in the ridge,

ypace before the cattle between the travises sparred, £
inches between centres, to the height of 2^ feet. This
allows the expired air to get freely away ; when clos^

,

and when an ox stands with its head directly against a
wall, the air breathed out rebounds, and the animal ag

'

has to inspire in part the exhaled air.
'' Arratigemeiit of Buildhigs.~T\\Q straw-barn should

be large and central, and the stables, byres, feeding-boxes,
and cattle-courts, where straw is required, should he
grouped around and as near to it as possible. The cattle
accommodation should consist of airy byres for the cc
warm comfortable byres, feeding-boxes, or completely
covered courts for feeding cattle ; and roomy covered
slieds, with open courts attached, for young rearing stock,
In byres, small cattle, as Ayrshire, should have 700 cubit
feet for each animal ; and large cattle, as Shorthorns,
should have 1000 cubic feet to each. When practicable,
the cattle-courts should be open to the south, and tht

other buildings should be arranged to afford shelter from
the north and east. It is desirable to have cattle-shed:
on two sides of the open courts, because, if the wine
blows directly into the sheds on the one side, those on th<

opposite side, of course, are sheltered. Each shed should
have two entrances ; if only one, an ill-natured ox
keep the others within or without at pleasure. These
entrances should be wide enough to admit a cart, for the
more readily removing of the dung within the shed, and
should both be placed near the middle, so as to leave
large sheltered recesses at the ends. Sufficient shelter

should be provided. Each 2-year-oId should have 90, and
each stirk 75, superficial feet of covered area, with open
courts about half these sizes.

Overcrowding sheds should be avoided. If some of the
cattle have to betake themselves to the open courts, where
they are exposed to cold winds, rains, and snows, it

entails pecuniary loss, as the animals so exposed sustain a
great loss of heat, and loss of heat means loss of fat.

Food is of two kinds—^nitrogenous and carbonaceous
;

the former repairs and builds up the muscles and tissues
;

the latter, to a great extent, maintains the animal heat,
and what is not required to keep up the temperature of
the body is stored away as fat. If, therefore, an animal
be exposed to cold and wet, greater oxidation of the car-
bonaceous part of the food is required to maintain the
normal temperature of the body, and consequently less fat

is produced from the. same weight of food than would be
the case if the animal were properly sheltered.

"In conclusion, however perfect the sanitary arrange-
ments of byres, their good effects may be greatly nullified

by allowing decaying litter to li« under the cattle, keeping
the feeding-troughs filthy, the gutters unswept, and the
passages littered with excrement. The importance and
necessity of cleanliness of the steading, and especially in
byres, cannot therefore be too strongly urged."

Farm Memoranda.
The Byre at Tillyfour, Aberdeenshire.—

This steading, which consists of two squares, was
designed by Mr. M'Combie, with the assistance of one
of his cattlemen. The arrangement of the byres and
cattle-courts is very convenient. The straw-barn is

central, and the feeding-byre and large cattle-court

have direct communication with it, whilst the other
byres are as near as possible to the straw-barn, con-
sistently with the arrangement in squares. The
turnip-sheds are of easy access, and central for byres
and courts.

There are two cattle-courts ; the open court of each
being surrounded on three sides by shelter sheds. The
superficial area under cover in one set of sheds is 1650
square feet. The open court measures 25 feet 6 inches
long, by 23 feet 6 inches broad. Twenty year-olds or
sixteen 2-year-olds are wintered in it. In the other
shed the area under cover is 1 180 feet. The open
court is 23 feet 6 inches square ; fourteen stirl^

eleven 2-year-olds are wintered here. The total

covered area of the two courts is 2830 square feet

giving a space of 83 ^ square feet for each stirk, and 105
for each 2-year old ; and the area of the open co
1

1
52 square feet, giving 34 feet for each stirk, and 43

for each 2-year-old. There are turnip-troughs along
the back walls of the shelter sheds and under the ** too-

falls." There is no provision for ventilation by the
roof, as enough of air is admitted by the doois, which
are 9 feet 2 inches wide. The only provisions for

drainage are, that the ground slopes on all sides

towards the gratings in the centres of the open courts,

and the water not absorbed by the litter is conducted
away to a manure tank by covered drains formed of
4-inch glazed pipes.

The feeding-byre measures 80 feet in length by 17
feet 6 inches in breadth, and houses twenty cattle.

The height of the walls is 8 feet. The cubical space
to each ox is 840 feet. The passage before ihe cattle

is 3 feet 6 inches in width, and thn\ I-IiJikI i-, .[ feet

6 inches. 'Hie length of Ihc slaii' . ^^n h,.|in;^r,

troughs is 9 feet 6 inches. The il 1 > n 'wiyed
with pebbles. The feeding-trough-., (iavi.-.c>, and
system of drainage are the same as at Uridgend. The
provisions for ventilation are three ventilators in the
ridge, i foot 9 inches square, and about 2 feet high,
fitted with louvre boards, which can be closed or
opened more or less by drawing or relaxing a rope, and
air-holes in the wall before the cattle, one to each
double stall. These air-holes are about i foot from the
top of the wall, and are 2 inches wide by 20 inches
long. The doors are quartered, and part can be left

open for the admission of air. The top panes of the
windows are set in movable frames, and can also be
opened or closed.

The cow-byre is stalled for twenty cattle. The cows
stand in one row, and have no feeding passage ia
front. This byre is 85 feet in length by 14 feet 3
inches in breadth, and the walls are on an average
10 feet 3 inches in height, giving a cubical space of
893 feet to each cow. The provisions for drainage
and ventilation are of the same description as in the
feeding-byre, but here there are only eight ventilators

in the wall in front of the cattle ; these are i foot

9 inches long by 2 inches wide, and are placed 4 feet

'2 inches from the ground.

Mr. M'Combie's cows suckle tlieir calves, and
whilst housed they occupy a byre 17 feet 6 inches widcj

and 35 feet 3 inches long, which is divided into five

stalls by wooden partitions, 9 feet 6 inches long and
5 feet high. There is a manger and straw-heck in

front, and the space between them is filled up with
spars 3 inches apart. Iron gates, 3 feet 9 inches wide,

hanging on the wall, can be closed against the heel-

posts of the travises, and thus each division is converted
into a loose-box. The floor is laid with hard-burnt
bricks, i foot long, 3 inches deep, and 5 inches broad,
grooved out below, and when set together, a great

number of channels are formed which conduct the
urine to the gutter. The latter consists of an inverted
tile 3 inches wide and 2 inches deep, covered with a
wooden board 5 inches in breadth.

Miscellaneous.
Mr. P, Taylor's Game Bill, which proposed

simply to abolish the Game Laws, was talked out of the

House of Commons on Wednesday evening.—In his

introductory speech, Mr. Taylor cited the opinion of
various autliorities, legal and political,—quoted the
Field to the effect tliat in Suffolk eleven gentlemen
had in the space of five days killed 8345 head of game,
being about i ton of game per head {in his opinion
there was almost as much sport in such slaughter as in

being apprenticed to a Leadenhall Market butcher)

—

and declared that the Game Laws were a curse to the

landlords, bringing suspicion upon the administration

of the law by the justices of the peace throughout the
country {he was aware that justices of the peace never
sat to determine their own cases, but they acted on the

Christian maxim of doing to the poachers on other

people's property as they wished should be done to the

poachers upon their own property). The Game Laws
were a curse to the farmers also, for the injury done to

them by the game was impossible to estimate ; and
they were a curse to the agricultural population, to

whom they offered a perpetual temptation to commit
crime.— General Foirester and Mr. M 'Lagan sub-
sequently addressed the House, and at the hour of
adjournment the debate was suspended.—The chief

interest of the debate centered in the speeches
of Mr. Sturt and Mr. M'Combie. — Mr. Sturt,

"having been a game preserver more or less for

upwards of 20 years, and having during all that period
mixed in a friendly and familiar manner with many
tenant-farmers, felt quite equal to the occasion, ready
to grapple w'ith the facts adduced by the member for

Leicester, to deny his statements, to refute his argu-
ments, to annihilate his doctrines, and, in fine, to shut

him up altogether. The hon. member's statement
about the ill-feeling existing between landlord and
tenant showed that he either had no landed property,

or, if he had, that he never went shooting on it ; for,

of all the 365 days in the year, the one to which the

tenant-farmer looked forward with most pleasure was
that on which his landlord came to take a day's recrea-

tion with him. He was referring to English landlords,

and would say nothing of the landlords of Scotland,

because he did not understand the language of that

countiy. Then, was not the hon. member well aware that,

whether in the town of Leicester or in an agricultural

village, it happened in 99 cases out of every 100 that

the poacher was the bad character of the place ? Did any
onesupposethatthemenwhowent out poaching, and who
sometimes, without any provocation, committed murder,
wouldhesitatetostealgeese, chickens, turkeys, oreventhe
watch which was now ticking close by the philanthropi-

cal heart of the hon. member for Leicester ? Let the

House consider the extraordinary argiunent of the hon.

member, who demanded the repeal of the Game Laws
because there were an enormous number of convictions

under them. To repeal a statute because it was fre-

quently infringed would be to pursue a policy fraught

with danger. Then the hon. gentleman had spoken
of the immense quantities of food which game de-

stroyed, l>ut he seemed to forget that hares, rabbits,

and pheasants were food for the people as well as Ijeef

and mutton. Having said this much .against the liill,

he desired to give some friendly advice to his Itrullier

preservers of game, for he belie\'od they would lake

advice from him in a better spirit than they would from
the member for Leicester. Now he confessed he did

not think that everything in regard to the Game Laws
in a satisfactory state. The long list of convictions

for poaching made him very uneasy, and was a sort of

disgrace to the civilised age in which we lived. He
wished, however, to effect a change by social and

moral means, and not by Act of Parliament. If the

owners of large estates wished to diminish the

number of convictions for poaching they ought to

see that every labourer on their property was com-

fortably housed, and had a nice garden and a good
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allotment. He «'as not anxious to bring his
o\yn individu?! case before the public, but he
might mention that he reared 4000 pheasants the
year before last, and that during the last 23
years there had not been on the average more than
one case of poaching per annum on his estate. This
was because every labourer on the estate voluntarily
constituted himself a keeper of game, as he was treated
like a Christian, and, in fact, considered himself as one
of the family. He wished every landlord would have
all the rabbits on his estate killed, and see that his-

tenant-farmers were not eaten up with hares. If they
took his advice they would do what was still more
important, and refuse to let their places for shooting
in order to put a few dirty sovereigns into their
pockets. If the landlords built cottages for and made
friends of their tenants, and if they declined to make
the game the subject of a money transaction they
would be able to withstand for many years the
onslaughts of such men as the hon. member for
Leicester, and to keep up a noble sport and amuse-
ment which brought about and cemented tliose feelings
of friendship and cordiality which ought to exist
between all classes, and more especially between the
owners and cultivators of the soil—Mr. M'Combie
read extracts from letters sent to him by tenant-farmers
in various parts of .Scotland, some of whom said they
regarded the Lord Advocate's Bill as an insult to
the people of Scotland, and rather an aggravation of
the evil. No one could deny that the question upon
which some of the most important elections in Scotland
turned was that of the Game Laws, and the gentle-
men on the Treasury benches owed their large majority
to the tenant-farmers and the feuars of Scotland. Now,
he would say, that, after helping the Government to do
justice to Ireland, the tenant-farmers wanted justice for
themselves—justice in taxation, justice in not allowino-
their crops to be eaten up by the landlord's game, the
modification of the Malt-tax, and the abolition of the
law of hypothec. They wanted no more than justice,
and they would be content with no less. It would not
do for hon. members to say that they were friends of
the tenant-farmers, and to come here and vote against
them on this question. The tenant-farmers would
judge, not by the words, but by the acts of their repre-
sentatives, and would in this way see who were their
friends and who were not. As to the Lord Advocate's
Bill, he fully exonerated the right hon. and learned
lord from any wish to hurt the tenant-farmers, but it

would be a pity to waste the time of the House in the
consideration of such a measure. He trusted that Bill
would be withdrawn, but, if not, he would oppose it in
all its stages by every constitutional means in his
power, for he regarded it, and the tenant-fanners of
Scotland regarded it, as a snare, a trap, and a mockery.

Irish L,u\d Bill.—Mr. J. Howard, M P ha>

believe no greater mistake can he committed than to
assume that peasant proprietorship would be advan-
tageous to other countries where the condition of things
is so essentially different. For instance, can any
country in the world compare with England in the
amount of com and meat raised on the same area ? I
believe, judging from extensive observation in other
countries, were England parcelled out among small pro-
prietors, that meat—dear enough now—would, with our
teeming population, very soon be at famine prices.
Again, it is admitted on all hands that even with a
large proportion of small proprietors—such, for instance,
as Prussia, which has 900,000 farms under 4 acres,
there must always still remain a large class below
them, mere labouiers ; and what, I ask, is their condi-
tion ? I answer unhesitatingly— far more wretched
than our own agricultural labourers. In my book,
'Continental Fanning and Peasantry,' I have given
the wages of each country in Europe. The lowest I
met with were in a part of the very country you have
singled out as a notable example of the benefit of
peasant propnetorship. In Silesia the wages of farm
laboui are i^. per day in winter, <^d. in spring and

and 7|</. to iO(!'. in harvest, without victuals."

^ — , ., has
written to the Daily Telegraph to explain his vote on
the proposal to advance Government money to enable
Irish tenant-farmers to purchase their occupation. He
says that his speech was intended to show that " be-
tween the State lending money for improvements and
lending it for the purchase of land a broad and important
distinction was to be drawn. In the first case, money
expended in the reclamation or improvement of land
led to the employment of more labour, and the raising
of more food for the people—the lending of State money
for such purposes was therefore most justifi.able, inas-
much as it was for the benefit of the public at large, or,
as you have laid down the principle, ' if the object in
view is really public in its importance, the State may
advance the public funds.' The lending, however, of
State money to a section of the public, in order to
enable individuals to become owners, instead of occu-
piers, of their farms, is a totally different question.
What does it matter to the general public whether
particular farms are owned by A, B, or C ? Nothing
whatever, unless it can be shown that it will lead to
the employment of more labour or the production of
more food. The difficulty of maintaining such a
position was well known ; and the proposal was not,
therefore, put forward on that ground, but simply on
the plea that it is necessary for the pacification of
the people of Ireland. Will this bear examination?"
Mr. Howard adds,— "That the details of the Irish
Land Bill can be introduced into an English Land Bill

May 28.

—

Tur}iip So-whii; commences about the
close of the month and beginning of June. Some of
the hybrid yellows require to be sown as early as the
Swede. The cultivation and manuring are the same
as directed for Swedes last week. If the land was
deeply ploughed in autumn, 12 to 14 inches, it should
be smashed up in spring to the same depth, and the
fine winter-made mould kept on the surface, which
this year is unusually fine, and by this time the land
should be ready for the manure. Much of the success
of growing Turnips depends upon getting farmyard
manure into the landwithout loss of moisture, and at the
same time to keep the natural sap in the land, and to
keep the sowing close up to the manuring. Where
there is a sufficient force to keep a sowing machine
going, this is easily done, and when otherwise sow at
the close of every yoking close up to the ploughs in dry
weather (and if needful use the liquid-manure drill), and
never stint the land of water when it requires it, as
success depends upon getting the braird rapidly into
rough leaf.

.,: . IV/ieat Flagging is this year an exception, but the
exceptions must be attended to with the timely use
of the scythe ; and it must also be borne in mind that
in seasons like the present when once Wheat fairly
starts glowing it sometimes "grows too fast to straw,''
so that relieving the ear prevents etiolation and lodging,
thereby forcing forward the harvest.

Liutiiig root crop fallows continue up to the time of
sowing. The lime should be well harrowed into the
land before it is set up in stetches or drills for farmyard
manure, and the thorough incorporation of the lime
with the land is still more necessary when the manure
is ploughed in for growing Swedes or Turnips on the
flat. On many soils which previously required liming,
every now and then the liberal use of superphosphate
has rendered the practice unnecessary.
Fat Lambs (Leicester, Cheviot, and blackfaced

crosses) should now be rijie for the shambles. 4-year-
old Cheviot, draft, or crock ewes, and 5-year-old
blackfaced are bought in autumn and served with
Leicester rams so as to have the lambs ripe
by this time for the market ; the ewes follow,
and in not a few instances the ewes and
lambs are sold together. Some sheep farmers draft
out the most forward ram lambs from breeding flocks
for the shambles, and also ewe lambs when not suited
for breeding. Generally speaking, lambs (whether ram
or ewe) that run early to fat seldom turn out good
breeders, so that when there is a good selling market
for lambs the best plan is to turn them into money.

Castration of lambs should be done in mild but clear
weather. Those intended to be sold fat need not
undergo the operation. The whole lamb flock is

generally docked at the same time, and those

its prime both for butter and cheese making. When
the fire is put out and the dryness and temperature
of the milk room is wholly dependant upon solar
heat, some extra attention is required to keep dairy
utensils, shelves, and everything clean and sweet ; and
more depends upon the purity of the atmosphere
outside than many imagine, for if the atmosphere
outside is loaded with noxious matter, as it frequently
is, that which is inside cannot be so very nice as it

should be.

Dairy and Small Porkers, fed on the whey of
cheese dairies, and on the butter milk and skimmed
milk of butter dairies, should have a fair allowance of
solid food

; also an allowance of sour food daily. Sows
that farrowed in February and beginning of March will
be dry and coming forward to litter a second time ;

they should be kept in good condition, and so should
those still nursing. Young pigs intended for bacon
should never be allowed to lose their milk flesh ; but
fattening should be avoided, as it is opposed to grow-
ing flesh. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
To Preserve Eggs : G. A. H. says, in answer to a

question on this subject:— The best way to preserve
eggs I ever saw or heard of, is to butter them. Take a
piece of butter in the hand (it will soon soften), and
rub the egg all over with it, rolling it well in the palm
of the hands, and leaving it thoroughly greasy. A
small bit of butter will do a great many eggs. Let the
eggs be cold before they are buttered. I remember,
when I was a boy of 13. one of my elder brothers, for a
wager, marked a number of eggs, duly signed by both
parties, buttered them and eat them on that day six
months. They were beautifully fresh to all appearance,
and quite milky.

""

tended to be kept for breeding branded ; the branding

is out nf .1,» „„„ f u . .1, . u
—°'

r--.",—'• °f those intended to be sold in the summer markets
s out of the question

;
but that the mam principle- being left to the purchaser, who puts his own brandthe securing the tenant m his just rights-must, I hold, upon them as he thinks proper.

^

with an advancing style of farming, ere many years be
adopted in England. Nothing less will secure the
fullest development of the resources of the soil. With
our limited extent of cultivated ground, the public have
a right to demand that no individual rights, if indefen-
sible, shall be allowed to stand in the way of the
accomplishment of this important national object. I
was therefore anxious that no important principle
should be adopted in the Irish Land Bill which could
not be applied equally in England ; and, as I thought
It to be an unsound principle, and neither necessary
nor justifiable, although a loyal supporter of the
Government, I deemed it to be my duty to stand up to
oppose the clause in question. The policy of creatine
a peasant proprietory is so important a question that to
discuss it in its various aspects would require many
columns of your valuable space. That the raising of a
portion of the peasants on the Continent from a con-
dition of serfdom to actual proprietors of the soil has
been attended with great advantages to the persons so
raised is so palpable that no one can dispute it ; but I

proper
Sheep Washing and Shearing m our southern counties

begin about the latter half of the month, sooner or
later, according to the weather. Some flockmasters
have washing places built of stone or brick expressly
for the purpose, of a size capable of allowing one or
more sheep to be washed at a time according to the
size of the flock. Water is laid on from a pond or
stream by means of a pipe or trough, the refuse water
being drained off from below. A few stone steps lead
down to where the shepherds stand, and as the sheep
are washed they walk out clean, and as soon as the
wool is dry shearing commences. Others dam a
running stream, the shepherds each standing in a cask
while washing. The older plan was to drive the
sheep through and through a river, a practice still in
force, as will be noted next month, in washing Highland
flocks.

The Dairy.—When cows are newly turned out to
the Grass, "small churnings and small cheeses"
is the older nile. But by the latter end of May
and beginning of June the milk should be in

ENGLISH WOOL.
Market quiet but steady. Consumers are limiting their

purchases to see the result of the opening fairs of wool
of^ the new clip, which will now shortly take place.
When once prices have been thereby established we may
look for an improved demand.
Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- .t. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i i to i zt
Half-bred ditto j 2 _i 2
Kent Fleeces .. .. ., ..13—14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. 00* — i 1

Leicester ditto .. .. i 2" — 1 3
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — i 6

Combing ,. .. .. .. ,. 10 — 18

HA y.~pcrLoadof-^6 Trusses.

Smethfield, Thursday, May 26.

Prime Meadow Hay Sew. togos.
\
Clover, old . . ..12

Inferior do 65 75 j
Inferior do 8

Rowen — ^ I Prime 2d cut ..10
Inferior do — —

j Inferior do 8.

Suaw 20 28 1 Charles James 1

CuMUERLAND Market, Thursday, May 26.

Sup. Meadow Hay 84.1. togas.
\
Inferior Clover .. q

Inferior do 70 76 New do -
New do — — Straw 3.

Superior Clover .. 123 130 | Joshua

Whitechapel, Thursday, May 26.

Fine Meadow Hay 765. to 821. Prime old Clover. .121

Inferior do 60 70 Inferior do. do.
Prime New Hay . . — —

I

Prime ad cut d
Inferior — --

1 New Clover..
Straw 24 28 'inferiordo. ..

90

90

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, May 23.

The number of Beasts is much smaller, and we have a
fair demand, consequently prices are higher for all kinds.
We have a very short supply of English Sheep ; they are
sold rather dearer, but trade was not brisk at the close.

Choice Lambs are scarce and rather dearer ; the average
quality is only middling. Trade is brisk forchoice Calves,
at higher rates. Our foreign supply consists of 930
Beasts, 10,000 Sheep, and 137 Calves; from Scotland
there are 286 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suifolk, 1260;
and 314 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c.

Best Shorthorns..
ad quality Beasts
Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn

5 4 Pigs

8-5

Pigs,Beasts, 2700 ; Sheep and Lambs, 26,280 ; Calvi

Thursday, May 26.

We have a much larger supply of Beasts than on Thurs-
day last ; there is, however, a fair demand for best

qualities, at fully Monday's quotations, and a pretty good
clearance of all descriptions is effected. The number of
Sheep and Lambs is larger, but the average quality is

very middling ; choicest qualities are readily disposed of,

at a slight advance on Monday's prices. Calves are
rather dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 260 Beasts,

3930 Sheep, and 315 Calves.
s. d. s. d.

'

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools,
fords, &c. . . 4 lotos 2 Do. Shorn

Best Shorthorns . . 4 8—5 o Ewes & 2d quality
2d quality Beasts 3 (

-^ «.

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. ..

Do. Shorn . . 5 :

Beasts, 918 ; Sheep and Lambs

Pigs

14,440 ; Calvei
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METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—May 26.

Best Fresh Butter i6ff. per dozen lb.

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, May 23.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat to

this morning's market, which was sold at a decline of

about IS. per qr. from last Monday's rates. The attend

ance was fair, and for foreign Wheat thi

consumptive demand, at prices about is. per qr. below

those current a fortnight since. Barley, Beans, and Peas

were firm. Finest qualities of Oats brought an advance of

6d. per qr. ; other descriptions were unchanged in value.

Flour was quiet.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White'39—47 Red

fine selected r

Tala'

.do. Red.
53—56— Red
38—54
39—42 Malhng

25 Malting .

— - Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barley, grind. & disL,2&j to 30J/;. Che'
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling :

Oats, Essex and Suffolk '22—24
— Scotch and Lincolnshire .. Potato 24—26 Feed
— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed
— Foreign Poland and BrewJ2i—24 Feed

Rye 32—38 Foreign

Rye-meal, Foreign
|

|

Beans, Mazagan. .. . 30J. to 37^. . .Tick 31—49 Harrow
— Pigeon ....505-. to 56^. ..Winds. '

— Longpod
— Foreign Small 41—43 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 32—42 Suffolk

— Maple, 41J. to 45J Grey 32—42 Foreign

Maize i
— Foreign .

Flouk, best marks delivered, .per sack'sg—43
|— 2d ditto ditto

1
28 —40 Country. .

'28—40
— Foreign per barrel 22—25 Per sack. . 29—55

Wednesday, May 25.

The grain trade at Mark Lane this morning has been
in a very quiet state. The supplies of English Wheat
have been only moderate, but they have been sufficient to

meet all inquiries ; in all qualities sales have progressed

slowly, at the late reductions. The show of foreign

Wheat has been tolerably good ; the trade has been
heavy, at the quotations of Monday. The supply of

Barley has been moderate ; the inquiry has been restricted,

but prices have ruled firm. Malt has been dull, at late

rates. Oats, the show of wliich has been moderate, have
been in heaUhy request, at full quotations. Beans have
been quiet, but firm, and Peas have realised extreme
currencies. Flour has been sold slowly, at Monday's
quotations.

Arrivals last Week.

S IR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
I'ncc Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

,5s Rools, for two stamps. — HEREM.A.N and MORTON,
Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, W.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by4ft. Liphts. 2in. thick, unglazed.. ;£o 5 o
„ „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

Sheet ti

„ „ with stout portable Box, not

English I.&
Scotch..

Irish .

.

3573

Oats.

Qrs.
1 104

37,488

*,592

Flo

Liverpool, May 24.—The market opened very dull,

but the attendance subsequently swelled, and a brisk

demand set in, and, induced by the low prices, a large

business has resulted in Wheat, at the decline of p-fiday

last. Flour has been better, and the prices are the same
as on Tuesday last. Barley rather dearer.

Beans i.r. 6d. higher. Oats and Oatmeal fi

Corn slow, and 6d. per qr. cheaper.

Averages.

900 i-tLLxMLLk and MELON BOXES and^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Gb?ed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Stronj^ GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.

most of the

Heating by Hot "Water.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, MANUFAC-

TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS arc adapted for

stttinii in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

I'OLLARD JEPHSON, and CO
(SLrccssors to John R. Pcill),

s-lc Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Which arc in general use, and which
Boilers have for their durability and
economy attained a celebrity far sur-
passing any other Boilers c

H OT- WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heatint:

Impivi'cd Cititical.

- 30 ..

May 7 ..

Average

Wheat.

43 "

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES.

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES.

rURLIC BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT-WATER PIPESatwhoIc.
le prices : Elbows, T Pieces,

'phons, and every othe

Oats.

HOPS.
Borough Market, May 26.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report the demand of a
retail character, choice samples being extremely scarce,

and these command full rates, but middhng and low
descriptions are to be had upon easier terms.

SEED MARKET.
Our seed markets are now very quiet, as must be

expected at this season of the year. The two articles

which have principally engaged the attention of the trade

during the past week have been Rape and Mustard seed,

both of which, being very scarce, have advanced in price.

A good rain would, without doubt, considerably increase

the demand for these seeds. We have an improved
inquiry for large blue Peas. Reports to hand from

France speak very badly of the growing crop of Trefoil.

Clover seeds of all descriptions meet just now with no
attention whatever. Trifolium incarnatum is in fair

request.

John Shaw & Sons, i6, Water Lane, London, E.G.

COALS.—May 25.

West Hartley, 155. ; Walls End Gosforth, 15^. ; Eden
Main, Tss. ^d. ; Walls End Haswell, 17J. 6ii. ; Walls
End Russell's Hetton, 15J. gd. ; Walls End South
Helton, lys. ; Walls End Stewart's, j6s. 6d. ; Walls End
Hartlepool, 16s. ^d. ; Walls End Kelloe, ly. gd. ; Walls
End East Hartlepool, i6j. 6d. ; Walls End Original

Hartlepool, lys, 6d. ; Brancpeth Cannel, i8j.—Ships at

market, 47 ; sold, 39 ; unsold, 8 ; at sea, 25.

I CAST-IRON

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
f,Kd comptae m an^yjja^t of U,e^coontry, for Warmin,. Green-

Manufactory, 6, Bankside, SoutI
, Cheapside, London, E.G.

H^ RAIN-WATER PIPES,
in London, Liverpool, Bristol or

2-inch.
I

3-inch.

HE \TING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
rilURCHES, PUBLIC
LLILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

T^ S. TRUSS begs to state that the Immense number
* of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; efiTccts a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints ; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and perfcctncss of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E,, Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
d CULTIV.1T0R may be SEEN at WORK in evcr)>

CO.,71, Cornhill
London. E.C. ; ;

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON 'PORTABLE BOILERS, o

lor use without brickwork, from dos. each.

Portable Boiler.
'

WORK of.
INDIA-RUBBER llINGS for P pe Jo nts

Sockets reouirc no other packing Elltptt Boiler

Wharfm London.

LYNCH WHITE,
(Old .Barge Iron Wharf, Uppci

T. MESS N G E R,

TURER, LOUGHBOROUGH.

>'ith unqualified approbal prepared to give refcrt

constructed.
Any House Glazed, single or double, with or without puttj;. The mode

adopted by T. G. Messenger for Heating and Ventilating Forcing
II _ particularly successful, drip being entirely prevented.

mosphere.
T. G. Messencer-s BOILER possesses all the advantages of the

Tubular and Saddle combined, has hollow furnace bars, requires but a
shallow stokehole, exposes as much surface to the direct action of the
fire as can possibly be obtained, the whole of which can be easily
cleaned ; and it is an important fact, that out of upwards of 500 now at
work made upon the improved principle not one has cracked.
T. G. Messenger's VALVE (single or double) is effective, simple,

easy to work, and as durable as the pipe to which it is attached.
Designs and estimates supplied for all kinds of Horticultural Work,

HIAW'S TIFFA]
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 1% Oxford Street, Manchester-

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROWN, Grecnheys, Manchester.

WIRE NETTING (Galvanised after made) for
^'ME and POULTRY,—CROGGON and CO.,

Albion WI
2, Gorec Pia:

59, George Square. GlasgO'

Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

GARDEN NETTING and SHADING.—New and
Repaired TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of Fruit
from birds; SCRIJI CANVAS, for Greenhouse Shades;

STRIPED CANV.\S, foi

For Price List, apply
Street London Bridge, E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

1 or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; z, 4 and 6 yards wide, at one
per square yard ; 100 yards, 7s. 6d. ; 500 yards, 35s. ; looo

J 651. Remittances to accompany all orders.
«. HRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c., Market Place.

Peterborough.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
2d. per yard, or 100 yards, 205. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or ko vards.
20J, NLW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards

s wide, IS. td. per.per yard ; K-i"ch mesh, 4
e had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER,6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge,E.C,

Can

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the
Protection of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds ;

also as a Fence for Poultry, Rabbits, and Sheep, td. per square yard,

'"'^m'IuVcAN V AS. f.,r\val] Krmt
, tWeenhou^Yshades, Tulip Covers.

VALI.f:_R'S NETTINGS, sample ormaterial" "" " nd Second-hand, with

, S.E.

By Royal Appointmezit.

IS, forwarded post free

To Her Majesty, by

Special Warrant, dated

December 27, 1865. ^^^^^'h^L^

"r\AY, SON, AN]

CALVES, SHEEP, and LAMBS.
No. I MEDICINE CHEST, I

Contains Sixteen different kinds
of Compounds, admirably ar-

To the Prince of Wales
by Special Warrant,

dated Februarj' to, 1866.

HEWITT.
STOCKBREEDERS'

, HORSES, CATTLE,

No. 2 MEDICINE CHEST,
Contains the Extract Gaseous
Fluid, Red Drench, and Red

inged, with Compli
Farriery. Price jCa 65., carriage Farriery. Pnce ;62 i&r. W, car-

paid. I riage paid.

f5p* Every Stockowner should send for DAY, SON, AND
HEWITT'S Work on Farriery. Large Edition, us 6d., or tree by

post for 33 stamps. Small Edition, is., or free by post for 13 stamps

DAY SON AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker Street, London.
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k, London, S.E.

convenient water throwing machnie than any other in use- It is made
n five sizes, Mz No i with 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, Jet and
Rose, I2S. 6d. ; No. 2, 155. &i. ; No. 3, £1 is. ; No. 4, £i 51. ; No. 5,

£1 tor. Extra Hose and Union Joints to order. To be had of

HAYNES AND SONS, 227, 220, and 231, Edfovare Road, W.
CAtJTiON.—None are genuine unless labelled " Haynes & Sons,

RICK -CLOTHS. NEW and SECOND-HAND,
with POLES, rULLEYS, &c., complete.

An Illustrated Catalogue post free on application.

London Bridge, S.E. No other Establishi

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down
• extensiv* and Improved Machinery on their Dcptford pr

(i>?'^.w.''*!'.fh

id other of Braby'j

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are mide ii

inanner. of superior Wrought Iron, by an mpro ei

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM .

Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London W

the 1. St

me hod
D CO Iron

to prevent pver-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55s.

_
Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsley

Stable Fittings just

The Spreader for Watering Lawns, &.C, c

Price \\ ith Spreader
Force Pump for Watering Trees, &c.

COLEMAN AND MORTON, London Road Ir. 1 Works, Chelmsford.

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactured by

R ANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, Ipswich.
The best, simplest, and most durable Machines. They leave no
n the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet
nd in first-rate order; 4000 are now in use. Prices from 55s.

8 to 20 inches. A large stock kept, and orders executed on

B. HIRST AND ^(JNS call spc
FLEXIBLE SLLI- bll \KI t M'
LAWN MUWINL. M \( IIINCS \h h can also be used a^ Gardei
kollers. Intending purchasers for the present season should sent

for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List of these Lawn Monin(
Machines. The demand for B HIRST and SONS Patent Lawi
Mowing Mach ncs has already been great These Machines an

American Lawns.

THL VMERICVN PVTEXT
ARCHIMEDEAN " LAWN MOWER

is admitted the best Machine ever brought out for the

purpose ; because it is durable, simple, and performs its work better

and with LESS th.\n half the power of other Lawn Mowers, and
will do double the amount of work.

Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never
looking untidy, scr\ing as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and
droughL

been fairly tested at Stoke Newingtc
'This

" The Ameri e been beforehand ^i

! they
Tht Field say

many Machines, Dut we were not, however, until now
possessed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any of

The Gardaurs' Chronicle says—" We are indebted to our American
cousins for many ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances,
adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind
generally. We owe to them many thanks for improvements amo^st
implements whereby labourers' toil has been much lessened. The
' Archimedean' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when wet as
when in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The li-inch machine is

easily worked by a boy. It has been tried m the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Chiswidc during the past season, and is

reported as the quickest, most simple, and most efficient Lawn Mower
ever used ; and such is our opinion "

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,
JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old SwanWbarf, London.

Hot-water Pipes and Boilers.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES

tforc
, S.E.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you asls for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

ObSbrve the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

quality, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caused
many complaints to be made to tnem of Knives which were not of
their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards ofiaS years.BOULTONand I

Rose Lane Works, Norwich.
UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

After looking at the Illustration it is unnecessary to give

w
description of tTiis new and invaluable artit

Glazed without Putty and constructed of W
is done expeditiously. The Ventilation is perfect, and the Light;

long

Watering

Larger

Loose ends, ()d.,

.abl-

the orders.
6*f. , and 31. 6d. 1

nd 6 feet T

Mednls Awarded to
I 'iii.ition of 1867. The

Bee-Hives.—Two Sil

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SON
only English Exhibitors who ulii I. !

r M .lil for Bee-hi

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPkO\'li:i) COITAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced byCEORCE Nf.ighbour & Sons,

working three bell glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
has three windows ii

c lower Hive. This Hive
ill be found to possess many

practical adv.
easy of management than any
other Bee-hive that has been

Stand for ditto . . o 10 o
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Decs with
genuine Italian Queen, in the
Improved Cottage Hive, at

jC4 v., Hive included. (Such
will shortly have wholly yellow
Italian Alp Bees.)
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks, j£i each.
ENGLISH BEES. —Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore,

;s, with Draw-

SONS, 127, High Holborn,

The Perfect

-VKT ATERING CAN.
Registered according

(Any person infrmgingwiUa ; be proceeded against.)

abed 12 feet wide can be watered without treading on the soil, or having
to lift the can an extra height ; third, about half the usual exertion is

required. For Greenhouses and Forcing Fits it will prove invaluablcj
as large areas can be watered with ease; and being made of strong
zinc tliey will last a Ufelirae. Price, No. i (i gallon), 6s. 6d,; No. 3
[i gallons), 81. 6d. ; No. 3 (3 gallons), loj. 6d. ; No. 4 (4 gallons), 121. 6(i.

Manufactured by JOSIAH LE BUTT» Haymaker Works. Bury
St. Edmund's; to ^s-hom Post Office orders must be sent and mA^C
payable when ordering. ' _ ,
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M
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.S PATENT,—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS—Tree or rinnt Labels, punched parchment^ 4 inches

1 Wo

c1111'' \l' r\\'i\(i 111. IS,—A Manufacturing Firm
,i,si,l,r.il>l,- si,H k i>r l'l..\IN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,
(l;ini.Tf,'cd in llic processs of nianufacturinB, that they

lid be willing to DISPOSE UF, at prices below those of the corn-

iest description of PavinR materials. To landed proprietors these

s are invaluable for the floors of Cottages, Farmhouses, &c, and
be supplied at a very low rate.

Address E., Post Office, Broseley, Salop.

Under Royal Patronage.

CHARLES PHILLIPS. Sen., Proprietor of Hie
ROYAL POTTERY, BRICK, TILE, and LAND DRAIN

PIPE MANUFACTORY, Locking! Road, Weston-super-Mare,
in returning his sincere thanks to the NobiUty and Gentry of the

United Kingdom, for their past liberal support, begs to slate that he is

now prepared to supply goods of most elegant design, and trusts that

his practical experience (extending over 45 years), combined with the

superior make of his Manufactures, will secure for him a continuance

of their patronage, feeling assured that his establishment cannot

Pottery is under
employs neither
The Royal Pol

them that the above-named
;i'l<nce and management; ihat he
iiiil that his only depOl is

' Ir.idinglolhecity of AVells), (a

si.a ion), Weston-super-Mare.

n ARDEN WIRI-: WORK, consisting of ARCHES,
Ur 'BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, &c.

GARDEN SYRINGES 4s. 6d. to 26s.

GARDEN ENGINES
GARDEN WATER B/
GARDEN ROLLERS
GARDEN WATER BARROWS

GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS.
PATENT LAWN MOWERS .. .. 70^.0^.

To cut 10 inches, £2 10s. • 12 do. , £4 1

Toe .£6^
•sui:t\bicYo,

PATENT ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWERS.
To cut 9 inches, £3 5s. ; 11 do., £4 y- ; M do., £5 los. ; 21 do., £S.

WILLIAM S. BURTON. Furnishing Ironmonger, by appointment,
toH.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, containing
upwards of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of

Prices, and Plans of the 20 large Showrooms, post free.—39, Oxford
Street, W. ; r, i A, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, ando, Perry's

Place; and i, Newman Yard. The cost of delivering Goods to the

most distant Parts of the L^nited Kingdom by Railway is trifling.

WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock
is kept ; also at 36, Long Acre. J. GQODERIDGE, Agent.

AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg follo'

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
A^ supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

" 'Dility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United: of the Nobilit

12. 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot. 21 01.

. . isj. od 195. 6d.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oh., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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Shanks'S Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDER THE PATRONAGE

OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
(

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF THE

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY
OF

GREAT BRITAIN.

T/^e Patejit Improvements recently introduced give Shanks s MacJiine several important
advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE, WIND GUAED, &C.

The steady and continued increase in tiie Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn Mowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced.

THE FIRST PRIZE MEDAL
OF THE

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,

LONDON, 1862.

THE FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL
OF THF

UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION,

PARIS, 1867.

much satisfaction in intimating that among all theALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, in presenting their "PRICE LIST of LAWN MOWERS for i8
Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Universal Exhibition of 1867, they are tlie only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.

A. S. AND SON have, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-(Juard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These
alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a
Machine which far excels any other that has ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or durability. The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and
has only to be compared with other Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRICES—INCLUDING CARRIAGE TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR SHIPPING PORT IN THE KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

Easily Wurkcd.

8-inch Machine £3
lo-inch Machine 3 10 o\ By a Lady.
12-inch Machine 4 10 o )

14-inch M.ichinc 5 10 o By <J Hoy.

The Hand Machii

16-inch Machine.. .. ., .. .. • • L^ 10
19-inch Machine,. .. .. .. .. .. 7 15
2».inch Machine.. .. ,. .. .. . . 8 10
24-inch M.achine.. .. .. .. .. ..90

are all with Silent Movement.

Easily Worked.
By a Man.
By a Man and a Bay.

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
If with Patent Detivoring Apparatus

25-inch Machine ;fi2 10 o .. .. 251. extra.

28-inch Machine. r4 10 o .. .. 30J, ,,

30-inch Machine., ,, ., .. 15 '5 ^ •• •• S^-^- >>

Silent Movement, I2J. 6./. extra.

Boots for Pony. 22^. per set ;
Ditto for Donkey, i8j. per set.

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE,
If with Talent Delivering A

30-inch Machine., ,, .. .. ^19 00 ,, ,, 30J. extra

36-inch Machine,, ,, ,, ,. 22 o o ,. ,. 30J, ,,

42-inch Machine,, ., ,, ,, 26 o o ,, ,, 4CW. ,,

48-inch Machine,, 28 o o ,. ,, 40J. ,,

Silent Movement, 2or. extra. Boots for Horse, z&s. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS are in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor, Buckingham Palace, Hampton Court, Osborne, and
Balmoral ; in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham ; in Hyde Park, in

Victoria Park, in Battersea Park ; and in many hundreds of the principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

i firmly established. £.jiry Machine w.!rnintcd to give ample satisfaction, and if not approi'cd of, can be at once returned.

GARDEN ROLLKRS,
SUITABLE FOR LAWNS, BOWLING GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers are made In halves, and are much easier to work than when cast in one piece. The

edges are rounded off to prevent any marks being left On the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

filled to each Roller,

PRICES.
Roller, 18 Inches Diameter, x 20 Inches Long..

M 20 ,, ,, X 22 ,, ,,

.> 24 ,, ,, X 26 ,, ,, .

.

Z3

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SHAFTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PONY.

Roller, 30 Inches Diameter,

,, 3° X 36

Inches Long., ,. .. > ' £^'

30

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

27, Leadtnhall Street is the only pla, I London where intendingpurchasers ofLawn Mozvers can choosefrom a Slock offrom 150 to 200 Machi,

All sizes kept there, whetherfor Horse, Pony, or Hand Power.

Communications should be addressed to " The Editor :" Adver
)y William Rjchabds, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Ev
t the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covi

ements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WellinRton Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
IS, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, In the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said WILLTAM
t Garden, in the said County..^ATi;BOAV, May 38, 1870.
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BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

GRKAT FLOWER SHOW and EXHIBITION of RHODO-
DENDRONS by Mr. ANTHONY WATERER, on WEDNESDAY,
Junes. B.inds of the Scots Fusilier Guards and Honourabl.

R'
FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE

MEETING, on WEDNESDAY next, June 8, at it o'clock
GENERAL MEETING at Three. Bands of tlic Scots Fusilier
Guards, and Honourable Artillery, from Three. Admission, 71. dd.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL bOCIETYS GREAT
PROVINCIAL SHOW of FRUIT and FLOWERS, will be

held at OXFORD, from JULY ii) to aj inclusive. Applications for
Schedules of Prizes, as well as space for Implement Exhibition,
should be made at once to JAMES RICHARDS, Assistant Secretary.
South KcnsinMon

KOVAL BOTANIC SOCIETY GARDENS,
Regent's Park.—The EXHIBITION of AMERICAN PLANTS

NOW OPEN. Admission as on ordinary days, and by tickets,
6d. each. The NEXT SUMMER EXHIBITION of PLANTS,
.OWERS and FRUIT, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June
>nda3 NEXT MEETING for ELECTION of NEW FELLOWS,

riRYSTAL PALACE.—The SECOND and LAST
KJ FLOWER SHOW of the SEASON. SATURDAY WEEK,

Special Prizes offered for Table Decorations. Full parti-
" applic I. WILKINSON, Crystal Palace.

WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW. — This
EXHIBITION (Open to the United Kingdom) is fixed to

take place in the SHIRE HALL, HEREFORD, on TUESDAY
July 5. OVER ONE HUNDRED and THIRTY POUNDS
offered in PRIZES. All communications to be addressed to the Hon
Secretary, Rev. C. H. BULMER, Credenhill Rectory, near Hereford.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE and ISLST^oTeLY^^ORTT-
CULTURAL SHOW, in connection with the Agricultural and

Poultry Shows, to be held at ROYSTON, on WEDNESDAY. lulv 6
LAST DAY of ENTRY JUNE j8. Prize Lists 1

'
-

application to H. D, NASH, Secretary, Royston, Camb
(ETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURALX SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held JULY 7,ind NOVEMBER 16

1870. PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
CUPS, is each. Schedules, with Forms of Entrance, on application to

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary, Peterborough.

A
FLOWERING pLaNTS of every description; FERNS, PALMS,
and ORCHIDS ; GOLD and SILVER FISH, AQUARIUMS, FERN
OASES. Sic, on the Terrace, at
R. GREEN'S, Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Echeverla glauco-metalllca and secunda glauca
major.

ROBERT PARKER beg.s to .innounce that he is now
distributing these two di.stinct and fine varieties, for both of

which he has received First-class Certificates at the Horticultural and
Royal Botanic Societies. The plants, which are stemless, are formed of
rosulatc tufts of leaves, similar to Echeveria secunda glauca, but are

i large as that variety. Young plants, 5J. ; large

ACUMINATA and HERBSTII,

NEW COLEUS.—The
Coleuscs, sent post free,

varieties, as.

IRESINE I.INDENI, _.... ,.
per dozen; VIOLA CORNUTA and CORNUTA ALBA,
dozen

; 13 fine varieties CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 21. 6d. ; 12 fine
varieties PHLOXES, y. is superb varieties FUCHSIAS, 31. ; ij
ARTEMISIA STELLAKi.->.;a, 31. Any of the above sent freely
post, at the prices named, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fi^iiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Wor
)EACHES and NECTAR INES.— Fine healthy

Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF (Chaters).-
Good plants in pots at tar. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and
Derivations

; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,
Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

Free by post.
RICHARD SMITH, Seed .Merchant,

pi
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST on appli

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ROSES, for bedding, by the dozen, hundred, or
thousand. Prices on application.

WM, WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near
Uckfield, Sussex.

Roses for Bedding, &c.
ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, now

ready for delivery ; also large stock o( VERBENAS and
FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which contains a
selection of the best varieties only. CATALOGUES free.

WM. KNIGHT. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

change for cash, at 401. per r

c
Kew Bases of 1870.

R.^NSTO.N'S selection of l!-,» best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now r;ady.

scnptive LIST on application.
tUSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, in 5-inch pots, for planting
: or for growing on for not culture. Leading varieties of Tea-
ntcd. Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, &c Descriptive LIST on

' i'oH°N CRANSTON, The N urseries. King's Acre. Hereford.

.
New Spring Catalogue.

TTI AND A. SMITH beg to announce that their LIST
J- • of New and Approved NOVELTIES of the SEASON may be

.West Dulwich. S.E.

Choice Cineraria Seed.
FAND A. SMITH beg to announce that their NEW

. CROP of the present year is being harvested in extra fine

F
Specimen Tricolor Geraniums.

AND A. SMITH invite an inspection of their largt

H USSEY AND SON beg to offer TOM THUMB
GERANIUMS at us. per loo : BIJOU at 121. 6d. per too;

i6f. jjer 100 : all strong Plants in single pots.

NEW DOUBLE GERANIUMS. — Twelve fine
varieties Double Zonal Geraniums, 61. ; 12 superb new Double

Zonal Geraniums of i86g for i2j. ; la superb Single Zonal Geraniums,
6s. ; 13 varieties Gold and Golden Biculor Geraniums, 6j., package
inrludcd, from

-B. \V. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

C HARLES TURNER recommends MRS. HEADLY
as the finest Golden Tricolor GERANI UM yet offered, lis.NEW AZALEA, MRS. TURNER, 31!,

„ REINE MARIE HENRIETTE, Jir
For descriptions, see CATALOGUE.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.
CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUND.\ .and

VERBENAS, in single pots. Good clean Plants.
GEt:). ROSE, Nurseryman. Barnslcy.

BEDDING PLANTS. BEDDING PLANTS.—
An Immense Stock of the above at exceedingly Low Prices.

Catalogues, Wholesale and Retail. Post Free on application to
THOMAS PERKINS, ^a^Drapery, Northampton.

Bedding PlaBiTFiorists'^Flowers, &c.
MESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE,

Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Carlisle, are prepared to send
out very choice selections of the above, at very moderate prices, and
will be glad to send their new priced CATALOGUE free on application.
North^ of England Nursery and Seed Establishment, 44, English

, Carlisle.

Bedding Plants-Bedding Plants.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of Scarlet" and Variegated GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,
CALCEOLARIAS. FUCHSIAS, LOBF.LIAS. PETUNIAS. GAZA-

CARTER'S New Seed >

REQUISITE
7&238, High Holbom. London.

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on applic.ition to
ALFRED I.EGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgale, London, E.

Spring Planting.-To the Trade!
IVTAURICE YOUNG'S ABRIDGED CATALOGUE
XT-L of New Japanese Plants. Aucubas. and other hardy Trees,
Shrubs, and Evergreens, is just published, and can be had on
application. Milford Nurseries, near t;od.^lming.

__ Genuine Seeds.
AXTM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
* » KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

IS now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of th-
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N,

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &o.
JOHN BETHAM (Son of the late Senior Partner of

the Firm of Betham & BlackithI, begs to inform the above
that he is Trading under the title of

BETHAM AND SON,
Receiving and Shipping Plants, Seeds, and general Merchandise from
.and to all parts of the world.

Office, g, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

KAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

CoBN, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals. rSei.
for Wheat

; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

OUTTO.N'S' SELECTED TURNIP SEEDS,
^— _Carriage free.

[ S' C H^Xll P I

The best variety in culti\

Q U t T O N S' CHAMPION SWEDE,

JUTTON AND SONS. THE Queen,

The Best Turnip for the Main Crop Is
SUTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.

Price loif. per lb : much cheaper by the bushel,
SUTTON and SONS, .Seed t;rowers. Reading,

Turnip Seeds.XT AND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine
-*- J- • selected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of i86g grow th,
and raised from picked transplanted bulbs. Prices moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Mangel Wurzel Seed.
AND F. SHARPE are prepared to make Special
Offers of the above Seed, comprising all the best varieties, and

udingSHARPE'S SELECTED S.MALL TOP VELLOWGLtiBE,
TheStocksarc very fine, and all of 186.] growth. Prices very low.

H.

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, includine the

finest varieties of ECHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applic

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.
Sow now—Sow now.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, choicest possible strain,
50 growing seeds, as, 6d.;iio ditto, 5s, CALCEOLARIA. 2r,M,

;

CINERARIA.2S-6,;,: CYCLAMEN, as, M,; POLYANTHtfc! ij,&;,
1

with many other choice seeds for present sowing, all thoroughly
reliable, and free per post.

PONSFORU AND SON, Nurserj- and Seedsmen, Brixton, Surrey, S,W.

Verbenas, Verbenas.— 6s. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000.
WILLIAM BADMAN uSk-rs PURPLE, WHITE,

SCARLET, ROSE, CRI.MSON, &c., well-rooted Plants,
from store pots, 6s. per lOO : SOJ. per looo. Terms, cash.

Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

MULBERRY LEAVES.—Gardeners and others who
Contract for regular supplies of Muibeny Leaves are
pply to B. F. COBB, Hon. Secretary of the Silk Supplv
65, Moorgale Street, EC.

WOODROW BROTHERS, Seed Merchants,
Bombay, have to offer fresh seeds of INDIAN PALMS,

including Cocos nucifera, Caryola urcns, Borassus flabelliformis, and
others. Terms on application.

Pterls serrulata.
ANDW. G. DALY, Nurseryman, Newry. begs to

ofter the above, strong plants, 12s. per 100. His Stock is not to be
supasscd in the Kingdom.

ANDREW G. DALY , Nurseryman and Seedsman, Newp-.

FERNS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, in more than
beautiful species and varieties.—The Subscribers beg to

that their CATALOGUE of the above will be forwarded
any applicant on receipt of three postage stamps.
A. STANSFIELD & SON, Vale Nurseries. Todmorden, Lancashii

British Fern Catalo^e.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part L (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTICFERNS, No. 7.

G'
plants 7s. 6d. each, 34J. per dorr

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., South Row, Covent Garden,
"' ' »•— '-"-'"d upwards of a Century.

Seeds from Prize Flowers, saved by
MESSRS. DOB.SON and SON-S, Seed Growers,

.
^'^•' Woodlands Nursery, Islcworth, from their unequalled

CALCEOLARIA—From plants which have been so successlully
exhibited this season at the Crystal Palace and Royal Horticul-
tural Exhibitions, In sealed packets, is. 6d., 2s. 6d., v. (td., and -is.

CINERARIA.-Splendid.mixeiT, ts.,as!M.,and5!,
PRIMULA.—A particularly fine strain of fringed flowers, of a bril-

. 6d., and 51.- . _-- ALBA, -., , „.
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK -Very rich in colon*' " "*

"
All the above post free

WPOTTEN now offers the following 20 choice
• GERANIUMSas under:—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Edward Milner, Florence, Mrs. Turner
Oueen Victoria (Perkins). Star of India.

SILVER TRICOLORS.-Impfratrice EugSnie. Mabel Morris,
Mrs. John Clutton. Princess Beatrice, Queen Victoria (Smith's).

SILVER VARIEGATED.—May Queen (Turner's), Princess Alex-

GOLD and BRONZE.—Crown Prince, Black Knight, Cleopatra,
Black Prince

DOUBLES.—Marie Lemoine, 'Wilhelm Pfitier, Madame de St. Paul,
Madame Lemoi

Good
W. POT

; plants, in 3 inch pots, package free, for 2«.

TEN, Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kei
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'NDIA-RUBBER, BROAD-LEAVED MYRTLES,

s; the India-rubber tre(

>re tnan 25 years old.

are appioijri.itc for a Nobleman's Conservatory, <

,n or Carriage-approach during ihe summer.
For full particulars, and cards to view, apply

. KENNEDY, Florist, 6 and 7. Piazza, Covent C

w DILLISTONE,
A Boon for Grape Growers.

MEREDITHS VINE, PINE, PEACH .and PL.'^NT
MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of }» civt., los. 6.i, ;

J-i cwt., 21S. ; and I cwt., 42s., with full directions for use. For further

particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garaton, Liverpool.

T HE LONDON
(El

COMPANY,
Have now ready for delivery, in fi:

CORN MANURE, for Spring Ui

'DISSOLVED BONES, for Dresi
SUPERPHOSrHATESofLlME
PREPARED GUANO

Dressing Pasture Lands

Offices, lie, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

ODAMS'.S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or
MANURE COMPAN-V (Limited).

Chief Offices—tog, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanslead Abbot, Herts.

Robert Leeds, West Lcxham, Norfolk.

\\'ebb. Melton I

cs I. Lacy, 60, W
iMaiuging Din ir-Ja Odai

, E.C.
< St., Strand, W.C.

i & Co., Lombard St

Kingsford & Dorman, 23, E
idlUtr—]. Carter Jones, Cambrioge
as originally formed by, and is under the direction

s that have justly earned for it another

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March.

BENNET LAWES.
Offices : 59, Mark Lane, London.

JOHN
Branch Offices : Market'street, Shrewsburj': 22, Eden Quay, Dubli

Womanby Street, CardilT.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE 01

AMMONIA, and other Chemical Manures.
AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

The Best and Clieapest Vermin Killer.

Vidt "The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd,
Esq., F.R.H.S., of August 15, l86S.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty),

for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, rr., 2j. 6d., &4S. each,

by Seedsmen and Druggists. POWDER DISTRIBUTORS, 2S. each

Manufacturers: COKRY and SOPER, at their Bonded Ware-
house, Shad Thames, London, S.E. [AGENTS WANTED,]

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

; Majestv's Royal Letters P.\tent, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO PO'WDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurscrjnnen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at IS., 2s. 6rf., and 5s.

Powder Distributors, 2S. fid. and. 3s. dd. each.

*'
I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."—Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

Gardens, South Kensington. May 7,

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOL:
Wharl, Wapping, E.

Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and
Conservatory.

I NDREW HANDYSIDE AND CO.,
J- Britannia Iron Works, Derby ; and 32, Walbrook, London.
Five large Sheets of Designs and Price List free for six stamps.

GRANITIC PAINT,
the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Is the Cheapest, most

Brilliant, and EnduTing for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and
Wood, &c. ; for all Decorative purposes ; and is the best Paint for

rri H E

Prospectuses and Testimonials free on apphc

1> Th
MORE

The only Cure for Damp
Cement from Decay is the SI I I

used in the Houses of PaHiii
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOS I

COMPANY, 3QA, Kins Willi 1

1

WALLS-

Caution to Gardeners —Wlien you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKLS WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and PUDDING KM\ FS see that ^ou get them.

Obser\-e the mark SA\\OR also the Ct.rporate Mark, OBTAIN

etfield Established i

: the best and

ards of 125 years.

M \RQU res —This magnificent Suite
Greatest number fanj to be had on Hire in

n s e fi m tl e La^ n lent to the Monstre
ce s reni,th and general adaptability to open-

'. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named 11

Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, an
Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the A r

and Caldcr Glass Company, 83, Upper Thai
is kept : also at 36, Long Acre.

^

Glass for Garden Purposes.

AMES PHILLIPS and CO
bee to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

'THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
members are cultivators of upwards of

"

I has been for years under management
Acres of Land,

ih Manures of their

has the best guarantee

Chief Offices— log, Fenchurch H

nufactured by this

Dthe Secretary, (

. i.iACADAM S

:t, London, E.C.
C. T. MACADAM, Secretar>'.

s believed t

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, FlyinE Albatross)

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. Il

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its bas,

Government Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

cent, of Ammonia with Sails of Potash. See reports of Dr.

, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston,Voelcker
Delivered i

loni

^ the Company
s the seals

h of whrch is secured by a leaden seal,

i "Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

Hiphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

P EPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Xv Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analvtical Laboratory, ii,SalisburySquare,FleetStreet,E.C.
" I.uiidon, January 15, 1870.

" Sir —Eiirli'^'-H v''ii ''":'! find the results of a careful analysis of a

sample'of yimr |:.i.i.. -r.i
i l'..-ruvian Guano. These results speak

for thtmsd\. I . 1
1! l"re hardly add anything in commen-

datJiin of til ;. I
I

' ., character of this valuable artificial

manure, 'lli-' ^ii'.i|'l< ' .muKd by me contained only 10 per cent, of

moisture, and luliy ilic pt-ii_cntages of soluble and insoluble phos-

nh^xf^ \vliirh I understand vou guarantee to furniah, and was in a fine

; generally this manure will becomestate of preparation. The 1

known to agriculturists, lh<

ciated by them.—Believe me
(Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

32, King William Street, London, E.C."

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,

icm/, per lb., or 84s, per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Leeds

G S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 18

'der, Milde'

Red
Spidi

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

M_agTlI- (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

dated

To Her Maj:

Special Warn
December 27, 1865. i

DAY, SON
Original and_Sole P

By Eoyal Appointment.

Y, by i^S^^^-^ To the Prince of Wales
^^^ffi" by Special Warrant.

^^^^ dated February 10, 1866.

AND HEWITT,
of the STOCKBREEDERS'

MEDICINE CHESTS, for DISORDERS
CALVES, SHEEP, and LAMBS.

MEDICINE CHEST,

HORSES, CATTLE,

No. 2 MEDICINE CHEST,
Contains the Extract Gaseoi
Fluid, Red Drench, and Red

nged, with Complete Guide to Paste, with Shilling Key
Farrierj'. Price £6(>s., carriage Farriery. Price £2 its.Od., car-

paid, riage paid.

ft^ Every Stockowncr should send for DAY, SON, and
HEWITT'S Work on Farriery. Large Edition, as. 6d., or free by

post for 33 stamps. Small Edition, is., or free by post for 13 stamps.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker Street, London,

CUCUMBER

\\ H SSE\ 46 Osborne Street Hull.

MO U L E S
PATENT EARTH

S\ STEM.

perfectly satisfied

th the Closets, and find
hat I had imagined would

great diliiculty—the

few bags of earth
mer, I have a
apply, without

couple of spadesful put i:

a bucketful of v " "
"

ha\e had the fim

W. GILBERT.

Street L
2g, Bedford

E\ery Cottage should be prov ded \ th a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

RABY AND CO. having laid down more
ensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

(IDA WHARF), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IKON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, ot superior quality, at reduced prices,

and at vcrj' short r

F.

lised Iron, and other of Braby's

lited, Fitzroy Works, Euslon Road,
' ' ' jnmongers.

3 packed one in another to save

Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS.atthe Paris Exhibition of 1S67. The
onlyEnglish Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,—

'
--- three bcil glasses, is

nd strongly made of
L has three windows in

: This Hive
I possess man>
iges andismort.

of management than any
ilher Bee hue that has been
ntroduced
Price complete £1 15 o
Stand for ditto o 10

The LIGURIVN or
ir-VLI\N ALPBEE beinf.

suppl> a Swan 1 of Btc-

igc"''Tlu

'V newlj arranj^c >\ 1

ing and prices, scut 1

Address GEO ^ 1 I

W C or 140, Rcf-nt
AcriNTS .—Liverpool .

Manchester: J
ROTHERS, 10,

16, Buchanan '.

PNGLISH BEES —Stocks
and Swarms may be obtained
!<; heretofore

r Improved Hi\es, with Draw
imps
SONS, 127, High Holborn,

Claj

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES
manner, of superior Wrought In

Illustrated Price Lists on appticatic

Works. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Strt

made in the best

\y an improved method.
1 COTTAM AND CO., Iron
London, W.

the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.
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T„^»,,*^,onv,io T»rra mtta Plant Markers. ITTIOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
Inaestructible^Terra-cottajjaOT md.i^e

Printed ! -T and cultivator may b» seen at WORK in even-MAW AND CO.S FATh-NT
Pacitrns, and Specimens sent post free

Patterns of Ornamental Tile I'avements tor Con

Halls, S;c. MAW and CO.. Benthall Work;

T ABELS, LABELS.-PARCHMENT or CLOTH
JU LAEELS.-Tree or Kan, Labels punched p^^
lOHE, 4. P-'0-^°I-.,7S[mf •g'rtrrdeliverc^ free iS London

n'tc. Label Works, Boston, Lmcolnshire., t of'a postage stamp. Ordi

by JOHN FiSHER - ^'^ r .i,.i w.

.OOKER'S__PATENTCAPPro ^GARDEN

Equ.al

^^A'JiES,_GROUND_ymER;_ES,_^^and^^FERN^__CASE|^

icle, March 12.
ngement :^.".. — 'egards usefuli

ameniari'n appearance. See Gardeners' Chra

Price from is. 6d. pi

Hooper & Co., Ct

Roshcr & Co.,U
and Ouecn's Road ....ji, ^..^—

—

, ^ , n*•"'".XW . ..T.i T /->/-! 1.- c ij T.,..oT.inr ^nA Sole Mi

t Gardei t Co.,48a, Mo^.uc... -... ,-,--, T ' Street;

und Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road,

__ West, Chelsea.

"benjamin looker, In'

King^ton-nn-Thr---"

\ I iCNT PROPAGATING BOXES.-
1: using all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cuttings.

II. ...per & Co., Covent Garden; Roshcr & Co.,

I lll.ickfriars, Kingsland Road, and Queen's

& Co.j 48A, Moorgate Street
.bL

.

iL
^'-jj^^,;!,.,'^^^.^;,^! Sole Nl'anufactu

HENIAMIN LOOKER, Kingston-o: •Thame;

T N D I A-R U B B E R GARDEN HOSE
X 60 feet '^ inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, iw. W.

60 feet M inch dp. do.,
. ''''\%^^'Z^'

^' '^

Carriage paid ^" =•" Hailwav Stations in Oreat iintain. ri

, Quadrant, Bi

all Railway Station^

cle made " "

G. CAPON, Indi

nGreai
rubber fon,vardcd c

ubbcr Manufactun

s HAW

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from

Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

forwarded post free on application. j. ,. t j
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Axcliangel and Petersburg Mats.

T BL.'^CKBURN and SONS have received a large

signment, and .ire now offering them at veiy low prices.
- -J- "^ • Street, London, E.G.applic 4 and s. Wormwood Street,

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for SHADING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to 5<f. per i-ard. advancing I4d.

S4-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3^., ^%d.
,
^d., 4^d. and sKrf.

72 „ „ „ 4^^.,5!'^rf.,6rf.,6^^rf., and upwards.

] BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Ba^^ Makers, and Canvas

Manufacturers, 4 and 5, W( wood Street, London, E.C.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,

and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 2, 4, and 6 yards wide, at one

penny per square yard ; 100 yards, 7s. 6d. ; 500 yards, 351. ; 1000

yards, 6g-«. Remittances to accompany all orders.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEV, Seedsman, &c.. Market Place,

Peterborough.

Net Makers to Her Majesty the Queen.

EW GARDEN NETS for the Protection of Fruit

Trees also a good Second-hand Garden Net ; 2 yards wide, 145.,

ards 28s., the 100 yards run. Tiflany. 5s. 6^. pei

'heasant, Pouitrj-, Rabbit, Fishing, and N'

"cnts. Marquees, and Rick Cloth--

N

Squ
I SON, Manufacturers,

ry description.

Street, Euston

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, ^c.,_and

a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard \ '

'

Lo

CHAS- -

iheir Agei
)ndon, W.I

1. Me ;, HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden Market

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

3(t per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ;_4 yards wide, bd. per yard, or 50 yards,

Z(W. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above

purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards

wide, 15. per yard
;
^i-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per. yard. C:

be had in any quantity of
. , .^ „

EATON AND DELLER,6& 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge,E.C-

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the
Protection of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds r

also as a Fence for Poultry, Rabbits, and Sheep, id. per square yard,

carriage free, in quantities of 250, 500, Or 1000 yards. „ ,. ^
SCRIM CANVAS, for Wall Fruit. Greenhouse Shades, Tulip Covers.

HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS, sample of material

free on application. RICK COVERS, New and Second-hand,
"

Poles, complete. Be particular-

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castk

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke ol

Devonshire, late Sir J . Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading la " Frigl Domo '* Netting.
White or Brown, made ofprepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, a yards wide, is. dd. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is.od. per yard run.

Four yards wide 35. orf. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide . . is. Qd. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . , as. EW. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sid., 5irf. ,
7\d., jld.

and Sid. per yard.
Hessian Canvas. 54 and 72 inches wide, 6ld. and 8Jd. per yard

;

ii. extra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom,

IV

J lOIIN FOWLER A
1 Plough Works, Leeds.

RCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER to be SEEN
TLKR, M'CULLOCH AND CO.'S, South Row, Covent
kcl, I,oih!oiij W.C. (opposite Southamptoi

ARCH!
at Bll

Established upwards of a Century.

lUblAH LE BUTT ft

Garden ; and fortlie Farm it

jII be found useful for

the purpose of filling up the
)laces where the horse-drill

las missed. It can easily

be worked by a lad-

Full directions sent with
each Drill. On receipt of
stamps or Post-offici

made payal
BUTT, Patentee

lufacturer of the '

Drill will be sent imn
;st station should I

JOSI.\

CHAMPION
i of draught, sii

1 ordinar>' care has been be;

of all the
work in the field almost
cated parts, such as " levers and

sUciigth,

lowed upon the construction and
rendering an accident when at

impossibility; while all compli-
:entrics," are entirely dispensed

witn, and the cog-wheels are so arranged that it is impossible for them
to be worked wrong, and altogether the commonest agricultural

labourer is enabled at once to understand the working of the machine.
The parts made of cast-iron are numbered, and if by any chance they
get broken, a duplicate can be supplied at an hour's notice. It is

guaranteed to work in the heaviest crop, and is equal in every respect

lo the high-priced machines of other makers.
" Novelties in the Implement Department."—At the great

Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Bury St.

Edmunds, the Mark Lane Express o{ July 29, 1867, under the above
heading, says :

—" One of the simplest, strongest, and
""

Haymalcing Machines v '
"

'

BUTT, of^urySt. Edn
gloriously, 'The Champi

Price, including delivery to principal stations, jfiig

well-seasoned wood travell' '
'

'"'-• '

weight, S% cwt.

made by JOSIAH LE
which he has christened

lling wheels. Width of r

MOWER or REAPER
for firmly holding knife of Reapt-r m

of sharpening, and ob-
many danger-

t is very portable,
1 is adapted for all

perormower knives,

above or below the bar,

an advantage which i^i

J.
Lawn Mowers, Iron Vases, Seats, Sec.

JONES AND SONS are now selling surpUi
Stock of the abc

6, Bankside, London, S.E.

ANKSS MACH NE
g p d b h r Lawn Mower,

LEP ATL W ND-GUARD,&c.
onvincing testimony

and SELF COLLL( TING
LAV/N MOWING MACHINES, which can also be used as harden
Rollers. Intending purchasers jfbr the present^

;ed Caulogue "and Price Li_st of the

The demand fo;

Id send
Lawn Mowing

SONS' Patent Lawn

i promptly attended t

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &o.

Thomas Millington & Co.,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

the Revolving Cu
Steel on both Sides of <

blunt by running one way, i

site or sharp edge of the
addition to this, A. S. &
Blade of their Machine wit
one in resen.-e at the back ;

plate has only to be unscre
front. It will be seen at a

^i ihcir Machine;

:ng pai

'utter to act against the Sole-Plalc. In
ON now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Two Edges—one in front as usual, and

.vhen the front edge gets worn down, the
cd and the unused edge brought to the
;lance that this arrangement enables the
as long as in other machines, where the
t be entirely renewed when the edge isiingle-edged Sole-plalc r

A Wind-Guard has also been introduced to prevent the Mown Grass
lein;; blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.
Th'T*' i^ nn ribbing with these Machines. The Lawn when mown

I
I. .1 in. .1 lir.njtiful appearance, being as smooth as a piece of velvet.

I M 1. liine warranled to give ample satisfaction, and if not

ill i.j I irculars, with full particulars, sent free on application.

A ,.I1.\NKS AND SONS. Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and

7, Lcadtnliail Street, London, E.C.

SS" A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at

27, Leadenhall Street.

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactured by

and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet
ate order; 4000 are now in use. Prices from 551.

hes. A large stock kept, and orders executed on
:ed Lists free by post, r '»—

-

-'-

American Lawns.

..^H
1 V M L I

RCHIMLDLAN L\WN MOWER
tted the best Machine ever brought out for the

purpose ; because it is durable, simple, and performs i:

and with less than half the power of olbei

will do double the amount of work.

Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never

looking untidy, serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

drought.
Opinions

The GardeHcrs" Magazine says-

been fairly tested '
""

' "
"*'

Press.
1 new Mowing Machi

Stoke Newington, and the verdict valuable

The Field says—" The Americans have been beforehand with us in

many Machines, but we were not. however, until now aware they

possessed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any of ours.

The Gardeners' Chronicle says—'* We arc indebted to our American

cousins for many ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances,

adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind

generally. Wc owe to them many thanks for improvements amongst

implements whereby labourers' toil has been much lessened. Ihe
' Archimedean' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when wet m
when in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The ij-mch machine is

easily worked by a boy. It has been tried m the gardens of the Koyai

" Itural Society at Chisw|ck during the^g^st^seaso^.
^"^^^^^

reported as the qu
Chiswick during the

used ; and such is our opinion
"

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,

JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London.
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Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.

SCOTTS superb strain of TRIMULA and CINE-
RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised, from

jtlants 9 to 18 inches hiKh. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great

variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted ; each is., and

2S. 6rf. per packet.
, ,

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will quickly rid any place of

Wasps, Crickets, Cockroaches, and other Garden pests. ' It com-

pletely cleared the place." nde Testimonials, sent on application.

Price IS. 6d., and ss. 6d. per bottle, in stamps.

J. SCOTT. The Seed Stores. Yeovil. Somerset.

The Batli and West of England and Southern
Counties Societies' Meeting at Taunton,

w Bedding Plants, Sec.

O O D AND I N G R A M beg to offer

AGF.RATUM I.MPERIAL DWARF (Chater), 2S. bd. each,

ARISTofoCinA' ORNITHOCEPHALA, 3s. 6d. each.

DRACFNA INDIVISA, iS inches high, l8s- per doien.

FUCHSIAS, in crcal variety, from store pots, lOJ. per 100.

HEI.im ROPF.S. in ereal variety, from store pots, los. per too.

ISOLEPIS GRACILIS, 4 inch pots, line, 4J. per dozen.

LIBO.NIA FLOKIBUNDA, IJ. each. ,,.„,,-^.MESEMIIRYANTHEMUM CORDIFOLIUM VARIEGA
TUM, ir. bd. each.

VEKKENAS, in great variety, from store pots, fine, 51. per 100.
-' -

- ' '
J single pols, \V. & I.'s selection, 2r.

s, Hunlincdon.

B
Superb New Bedding Plant,

VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PKRFECTION.
S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering this

superb plant to public notice, and from the manner in which it

.nuch larger than those of V,

borne well above the foliage,

that species, Dut are fully thi

lilst the flowers, which ;

n the characteristic horns of

_ c size, and of |;ood substance ;

tiiecolour is shaded biue, the eye oranee-yellow, with a dark purple

disc surrounding it, from which proceed radiating lines of still deeper

purple ; indeed ii resembles a gigantic V. cornuta in habit, and, whilst

retaining its profuse blooming qualities, producing flowers which

almost rival our Florist Pansies for size and substance. This plant

was awarded a First-Class Certificate by the Floral Committee,
September 25, 1869. Price 21. td. each, 241. per dozen, 705. per half

hundred, loos. per 100.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

1 dozen Iresine Lindi

The above are stro

)r half the gu;
.g pla.

! dozen Golden Feather
[ dozen Lady Cullum Geraniun-

sill be sent, package free, for 3

foIlowinR for 15s, :—Lucy Grieve.

Mrs. Dix, Florence, Sophia Cusack, Sophia IJumaresque. Queen
Smith, Excellent. ImpCratrice Eugfinic, and May

. . Strong plants. Package included

The following good kinds for 51. 6rf. Lemoine, Mad.
Lemoine, Victor, Triomphc, A. Henderson,

Masterpiece and Lizzie.

Centaurca gymnocarpa,2i. td. per dozen. i6r. per too; Colcus, choice

kinds, IS. per dozen, 145. per 100; Geranium, Rev. W. F. RadclyfTe, the

best bicolor for bedding, 61. per dozen; Lady Cullum, good strong

plants, in 48's, per dozen, oi. Terms Cash.

EDWIN HILLIER, Nurseryman, Winchester.

CARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this

splendid strain received several ist Prizes last season at the Roya!
Botanic, Royal Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, 7S. 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, a*. 6d. CALCEO-
LARIA, finest spotted. Per packet, 21. 6d. Saved with the

greatest care, and from one of the largest collections in the

Kingdom.
CINERARIA, ch.

named varietic ,

PRIMULA, choicest fringed
Primula we offer can be grown witn the utmost connacnc
they are saved with the greatest care, and from one of the

strains in cultivation. The Fern-leaved varieties are sple

and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in coloui

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, 2j. W.

MESSRS. SUITONS' STAND of AGRICUL-
TURAL and HORTICULTURALPRODL'CE will be found

in close proximity to the Horse Ring and Poultry Dep.irimcnt.
Royal Berks SeeJEstablishment.

The Exhibition of the Bath and West of England
Agricultural Society, Taunton.

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., Seed Farmers,
217 and ST,B, High Holborn, London, W.C.. invite inspection

of their extensive and varied collection of Samples of CARTER'S
PRIZE MEDAL MANGEL, SWEDE. TURNIP, and other FARM
SEEDS, harvested on their own SEED FARMS. On View and Sale

during the Show at
SHED No. 20.] .f?X:'^-lP ^^- ^96-

K
Thes

DESC
appli

IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS
are to be had only of

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen,

Dumfries,
varieties require no commendation, as thev are now well

id highly appreciated.

RIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent post free on

"CHARLES TURNER'S SPRING C.\T.ALOGUEc of POPULAR PLANTS i

Auriculas
Azaleas
Carnations
ChrysanthemuiT
Cinerarias
Coleus
Dahlias, in 4 cla

Fuchsias
Gloxinias

The Royal Nur-

Miscellaneous

rinks
Roses
Stove plants

I
Vcrbcn;

ies. Slough.

B.

PRIMULA.—Darke fringed. Per packet, 2J. 6rf.

piilMULA.—New scarlet. 'Per packet, 2i. M.
PRIMULA.—Rose fringed. Per packet, 21. 6d,

PRIMULA—Choicest white fringed. Per packet, 2j. 6d.

PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved carmine. Per packet, 2i. 6d.

PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved white, 2J. 6d.

PRIMULA FIMBRl ATA.—Fern-leaved new scarlet. This is a

decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour- Per

packet, 3i. 6d. ,„.-.,
Forwarded immediately on receipt of Post-office Order.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 238, High
Ilolbom, London, W,C.

S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet. —J. d

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red. While, or

Mixed 2J, 6J.,3t W.,and 5

CALCEOLARIA, Ncill's extra choice train, 21. W,, 31- 6J., and 5 1

CINERARIA, WeatheriIl"scxtrachoiccstrain,2X.W., 31. W.,& 5

BALSAM. Williams' superb strain 15. 6J. and »

CARNATION, from Prize flowers i

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is. 6d , 21. 6d. . and 3

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA «. and 2

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant .. .. 2

HOLLYHOCK, from Chalcr's finest varieties .. u. and 2

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2*. W. and 3

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) 11. and 2

PANSY, from Prize Flowert u. and 2

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties 11. and 2

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each 1

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and ciinot be too highlv recommended. The berr.es are

snowy white, and produced in great abundance tf. oa. ana 2

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large '

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. 2

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain " and i

PINK, finest double fringed »

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA ii. W. and a

STOCK, white Ten-week Wallflower leaved, the purest while

Stock in cultivation '

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb i

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety «

ZINNIA ELEGANS TAGETI FLORA, flore-pleno .. .. i

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Economic and Effective Gardening.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS
OF

BEDDING and other PLANTS,
FOR THE

SU.MMER DECORATION of the FLOWER GARDEN,

Ate now ready for delivery.

These Collections are made up in the most liberal

manner, and will produce a permanent and effective

display.

Carter's " Battersea Park" Collections of

Bedding Plants.

50 Plants, 15J,
I

120 Plants, 30^. |
No charge for packing.

Carter's " Crystal Palace " Collections of

Bedding Plants.

60 PLants, 17J. 6rf.
I

120 Plants, 301.

No charge for packing.

CARTER'S
"Own" Collections of Bedding Plants.

80 Plants, ISJ.
I

158 Plants, 3ar. ] 296 Plants, bos.

Xo charge for p.acking.

CARTERS
"Surplus" Collections of Bedding Plants.

72 Plants, 15^.
I
96 Plants, \^s. 6d. | 144 Plants, 25X.

No charge for packing.

NEW GERANIUM, BRONZE QUEEN (Sheppard).

We have h.ad several opportunities of seeing this GERANIUM in growth, and believe it to be one of the

most eflective of its class for out-door display. The zone is very distinctly marked on a bnght bronzy yellow

ground, and the habit all that could be desired.

Plants are now ready, 3s. 6d. each.

OSBORN AND SONS, FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.

Our PLANT CATALOGUE for this season may now be had on application.

BENJAMIN S.

GENERAL AND NEW PLANT

WILLIAMS'
CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

fnntiins T TSTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful P.VLMS (of which this establish-

ment'clut^Vt^l'IrgeltcoSct^^^
HARDY FERNS. FILMY FERNS, &c.

;
graceful and high-coloured DRAC^NAS, massive .^GAVtS and

YUCCA,S BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCAS1.AS, &c., &c.
;
and many other

Varie-^ated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also dioice AZALE.AS and CAMELLIAS (both of which are extensively grown and many fine specimeiis are now

in full beauty), CAPE HE.ATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.

'B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well

repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

CAHTEK'S
NEW and CHOICE PLANTS for 1870.

GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.
PRINCE of WALES (Carter).— Undoubtedly the finest tricolor

ever offered, of most vigorous habit, and intensely brilliant colours.

Price 63J. each. A First-class Certificate was awarded to Carter's

Tricolor Geranium, Prince of Wales, by the Royal Botanic Society

of London, June iQ, 1867. A First-class Certihcate was awarded
to Carter's Tricolor Geranium, Prince of Wales, by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, July 7, 1868. A First-class

Certificate was awarded to Carter's Tricolor Geranium, Prince of

Wales, by the Royal Botanic Society of London, May 37, 1868.

EDITH STUART (Carter).-A free-growing variety, with flat

salver-shaped leaves, rone bright vermilion, with a light yellow

matRin. Price 211. each. First Prize, May 2a, Royal Horticultural

Society. Silver Medal, June 3O1 Royal Botanic Society.

icty lilar I Prin. ; of

Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

SULTAN AUDUL AZIZ (Carter).—A splendid dark tricolor, very

The set of the foregoing four varieties, £$ 51.

DR. WALLACE (Carter!.—A free-growing variety, leaves flat and
of < ntermixed with

MARIAN MORRIS (Carter).-A variety after the style of Goliah.

and equally free in growth, but with brighter colours. A good
bedder. Each au.

MRS MULLER (Carter).—A neat compact-growing variety, zone

light carmine, blotched with chocolate, margin creamy yellow.

Each 5*.

BALLYMENA (Carter}.-A most desirable variety for bedding
purposes and very distinct in character: zone very dark chocolate

and rosy purple. Each 5*. Special Certificate, Apnl 20, 1870,

Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties for 30J.

SILVER TRICOLOR GERANIUM.
silver roargiiif free

GOLDEN SELF GERANIUM.
CARRIE FOWLER (Carter).—Seedling from Crystal Palace Gem,

a beautiful bright golden colour, compact in habit ; an excellent

bedding variety. Each «. Royal Horticultural Society, May 22»

1869.— Priic for best Golden-Leaved Geranium, Carrie Fowler.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

For full descriptions and particulars of

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS

OF

BEDDING and OTHER PLANTS,

SEP,

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED

PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON. W.C
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NOW SENDING OUT,

NEW ROSE, PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
ONE SPECIAL, AND FOUR FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

"One of the grandest Roses in cultivation."

—

Journal of Horticulture.

" A good Rose for exhibition, and a grand Rose for the garden,"

—

Tlte Field.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

NEW PELARGONIUM, WALTHAM BRIDE.
A SILVER-EDGED WHITE FLOWERED BEDDING SORT.

TWO FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

' Waltham Bride may be considered amongst the very best."—P. Grjeve, ih Jcitrnal of Horticulture.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

For other NOVELTIES, see WILLIAM PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE.

WILLIAM PAUL, PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

Royal Botanic Society.
FIRST SUMMER EXHIBITION, MAY 25 and 26,

AWARDS OF PRIZES.

house Plants, arranged for effect.

MEDIUM GOI.D MEDAL,
issrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Nursery, for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, arranged for effect
. S. M. Carson, Or. to W. G. Farmer, Esq , N

6 AzaJeas.
. Charles Turner, Royal NurFicries. Slough, for n
:5srs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for 10 Roses in pots.
. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for 6 Azaleas.

isuch Park, for

Mr. T. Burnett/Gr. 1

Mr. G. Wheeler. Gr.
Charles Tun

. J. Ward. Gr. 1

goniu

> A. Terry. \

D Sir F. H.
Loyal Nurse
, G. Wilkin:

Messrs, Dobs<
Messrs. Rollis

Plants.
Messrs. E. G. Hendersc
• arranged for effect.

& Son, for Group of Bedding Plants,

T. Ward, Gr., Leyton, Essex, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. ^. Ward.Gr, Leyton, Essex, for 8 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. U S. Williams, Holloway, for 6 Exotic Orchids
Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, for t3 Rhododendrons.
Mr. Wilkie. Gr., Oak Lodge, Kensington, for 6 Aialeas.
Mr. John Little, Gr. to J. Goddard, Esq., Roydon Lodge, F.ssex, for

13 Azaleas.
Mr. Thomas TerT>', Gr. to A. G. Puller, Esq., Voungaburj-, Herls, for

Mr. Charles Turner, for 20 Roses in pots.
Mr D. Windsor, Gr. to J. R. Ravcnshill, Esq., Leytonstone, for

Mr. Charles Turner, for q Pelargoniums.
Mr. T. S, Ware, Tottenham, for Group of Bedding Plants, arranged

for effect.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for a Collection of Foliage and Flowering Plants,

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Wright, Or. to C. H. Cromplon Roberts, Esq.. Avenue Road,

Rei^cnt's Park, for 3 Slove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Wilkic, for 12 Rhododendrons.
Mr. Ransley Tanton, Epsom, for 6 Azaleas.
Messrs, Lane & Son, for 12 Azaleas.
Mr. Thomas Godfrey, Gr. to J. Anderson, Esq., Ankcrwycke, Wrays-

bury, for 6 Roses in pots.
Mr. C. Turner, for 3 Azaleas.
Mr. Robert Parker. Exotic Nursery, Tooting, for Collection of Hardy

Herbaceous Plants in pots.
Mr. James Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstcad, for g Pelargoniums.

SILVER-GILT MEDAL.
Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 8 Cape

i

SILVER MEDAL.
I Mr. Wright, for ao Pelargoniums.
I Mr. J. Ward, for Specimen Pelargonium.
, Messrs. Paul & Son, for Collection of Cut Roses.

Mr. Wright, for

Mr. G. Whccli-r,
Mr. G. Fairbairi

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
FIRST CLASS.

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Dracontium elatum.
Mr William Bull, Chelsea, for Ceri

for Encephalartos nobilis
for Encephalartos gigante
for Encephalartos clcntaK

dium cr>'ptocopis

Heath;
Mr, J. Ward. Gr, Leyton, I

Messrs. Jackson & Son. for
Mr. Isaac Hill. Gr., Poles, Ware, H.
Mr. H. Eckford, Gr, to Earl Radnor,
Mr. Robert Parker, Tooting, for 6 E;

for 13 Cape Heaths.

ndG;
Mr. B. S. Willi
Mr. G Fairbai

for Specimen Orchid.

Hinds
cenhouse Plants

"
- =

Holloway. for 3 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Duke of Northumberland, Syon Housi

Mr. Willi
Mr. Willia
Mr. Willia
Mr. Willia
Mr. Willia

a, for Oi
;a, for A

I

a, for Cuprcssus
a, for Deckcnia r

a, for Wclfia regi

]bilis

Bull. Chelsea, for Thrin;
Bull, Chelsea, for Encephalartos mirabilis.
Bull, Chelsea, for Piycnosperma Alexandr;

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Geonoma elegans.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Chamacdorca spectabilis.

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Macadamia ternifolia.

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Piper fulokadsura.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Dorsteniaargenlata.
Mr. Willia "•"' ' -
Mr, Willia
Mr. Willia
Mr, Willia
Mr, Willia
Mr. Willia
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Ac.

, Holloway, lor Agavi

_ Bull, Chelsea, for Dor;
I Bull, Chelsea, for Geonoma s

1 Bull. Chelsea, for Licuala peltala.

\ Bull. Chelsea, for Geonoma lacera
1 Bull, Chelst

ull.Chclsea, for En.

Mr. B.

Mr, B,

. Willia

, Holloway. for Deckcnia nobilis.

, Holloway, for Ntdularium Schercmeti
;, Holloway, for Dsmonorops plumosus
,, Holloway, for Thrinax grandis.
:, Holloway, for Lomaria gibba crispa.

, Holloway, for Cochliostema Jacobian

S. Willi
Mr. B. S. Willi

Mr. B. S. Willi

Mr. B. S. Willi
Mr. B. S. Willi ,, .

B. S. Williams, Holloway, for Welfia regia

Mr. G, Fairbaim, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, for Pair of
Palms.

Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for a Specimen Rhododendron.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart,, for 1

Mr. T. S. Ware, Tol

\yindsor, Gr. to J. R. Ravcnshill, Esq., for Spccir

. Paul & Son, for Collection of Roses in pots.

Mr. Willia... „„,...
Mr. J. Wheeler, 61

Plants.
Messrs.-Jackson & Son, Kingston, for 3 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea. Ibr Specimen Orchid.
Mr, J. Carr. Gr. to P. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge, forjExotic Ferns.
Messrs Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for a Pair of^^Free Ferns
Mr. Wright, Gr. to C- H. Crompton Roberts, Esq., for Pair of Palms.
Mr. Wilkie, Gr., Oak Lodge, Kensington, for Sptftimcn Rhododcn-

Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F Watson, Esq , for 6 Roses in pots.

\, for Adiantum Vciichii.

1, for Carludovica rotundifolia

1, for Deckenia nobilis.

1, for Euterpe svlvistris.

a, for Ficus dealbata.
1, for Geonoma pumila.
a, for On.
a, for Rhapi

. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Epiaendrum syringothyr;
*' tch & Sons, Chelsea, for Nidularium Carolmae.

tch & Sons, Chelsea, for Phormium Colensoi.
h & Sons, Chelsea, for Araucaria elegans.

___ _ :h& Sons, Chcls(
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsi

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chels<

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chels<

;. Veitch & Sons, Chels<
.

.for Seaforthia

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Geonoma
"ohn H. Ley, Croydon, for Adiantum exci

,. A, Henderson & Co.. for Dorstenia argentata.

.Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Spiraea japonica variegata.
Messrs. E. G, Henderson & Son, for Saxifraga lancostana.
Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for Plectocoma elongata.
Messrs, Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for Korthalsia obusta.
Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for Areca nobilis

Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for Chamscrops gracile.

Messrs. Rollisson fif Son, Tooting, for Pteris straminca atlcnuat;
Messrs. Rollisson &. Son, Tooting, for Ptychosperma Alexandrze
Messrs. John Standish & Co., for Slruthioptens japonica.
Mr. R. Parker, Tooling, for Viola lutca major.

FLORfCULTURAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Hydrangea stcllata fl-pl.

Mr. Charles Turner, for/ ' '

Ml
, Charles Turner, for Azalea Madame V
, Charles Turner, ior Azalea Roi d'HollandL
ssrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for Pelargoniu

dcr Cruys

;Vic
Downie, Laird & Laing, for Pelargoniu

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing. for Pansy Miss nope jonnst
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for Pansy Pandora.
Mr. Hooper, Vine Nursery", Bath, for Pansy Sunshine.
Mr. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Bath, for Pansy Mrs. Felton.
Mr. John Aldred, Kilburn, for Bronze Pelargonium Little Gei

c1 HATERS AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF.—
The finest bedding plant of the season. Strong robust L'rowlh.

s of the Press
-I plant, 3*. 6rf. ; 6, i8i. : la.

es will be forwarded upon real
WILLIAM CHATER, Nu I, SalTron Walden.

N EW FERN. ADIANTUM CAPILl.US-VKNERIS
MAGNIFICUM. 1870 (J. & C, Lee}.^\V, 1,

,
, ,,,.,1, .i. r.uic

troducinp this really useful Greenhouse 1. 1 .

;
-r, in

almost as large as those of A, Farlcyense, am
they overlap each other in graceful

soft Krc-n,
like that fin

1-hair
ely

/ith finely

CHA

The chief value of A. tnagnificun:

he temperature of a greenhouse, whereas
iiltivatcd by those who possess a siove.

- .._e 3tj. 6rf. each.
ARLES LEK, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed

th, London, W.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
At the GREAT PROVINXIAL SHOW of the ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY to be held at OXFORD, in JULY,
th the Show of the Royal Agricultural Society.

the following PRIZ
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE:
For the Two best COLLECTIONS of FRUITand VEGETABLES,

6 distinct kinds of each, a 1st prize o( £j, and a zd prize of £2.C^ The Vegetables to be neatly set up in flat baskets ; the Fruit to
be displayed on stands or in dishes.
The competition is open only to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS

of Private Families, the Wmncrsof the Gardmrrs' Chnmidt Prize in

1867. 1868, and 1869 excluded from competition. The articles produced
to be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING.

offered by the PROPRIETORS of the

LEICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY—The GREAT SUMMER EXHIBITION of this

iociety will be held on the Race Course, Leicester, on TUESDAY
ind W EDNESDAY, July 5 and 6, when Uo will be offered in Prijes
or Cut Roses, and upwards of £25 for Plants in pots.

A SHOW of BRITISH and FOREIGN BIRDS will be held in

:onncction with the Exhibition.
Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may now be had of

Market Place, Leicester. WM. PENN COX, Secretary.

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, JULY 13.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR ROSES (open to all England).
1st, For the best Collection of 72 Roses (7a varieties), single trusses,

St Prize, a Cup. or i;io .0.. ; ad, Cs 5'- : %i. C' "
ad, For the best Collection of 48 Ro-ses (48 varieties), single trusses,

1st Prize, a Cup, or £s 5» : ad, £' « ; 3^. £'. '•
.

,

3d, For the best Collection of 36 Roses (36 varieties), single trusses,
1st Prize, a Cup, or £^ y- : 2d, £1 11.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR PLANTS.
For the best la Stove or Greenhouse Plants Cdistinct varieties), 6folia

and 6 in flower (Orchids excluded), ist Prize, ;£it

3d, £4; 4th, £1.
Full inforr V be had from

Jliate

, 3:
VM. I'ALLETT, Secretarj'.

Grand ExMbltlon of Hardy Scarlet RhododendronB.
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REIiENT'S PARK

JOHN W.\TERER and SONS have great pleasure
in announcing that their ANNUAL DISPLAY of the above it

NOW ON VIEW at the above Gardens. Cards of Admission ate

f
-anted by all Fellows of the Society, and by application at the
xhibitors' Gate.

The Rhododendrons at the Nursery are now finely in Bloom.
The American Nursery, B.igshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale Station,

South-Westcrn Railway.

SATURDAY, JUNE a, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
(Royal HorticulturallFruitand Floral

Committee), at S. Kensington .. II A. V.

( Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.

SATfRDAY, — ti—Crj'stal Palace (Second Great Show).

The show which has just been held in Paris,

under the auspices of the Societe Centrale et

Imperiale d'Horticulture, presented some note-

worthy features. In the first place it was the

Great Flower .Show of the year in Paris—
nay, the only one. What would Londoners say

to one flower show only during the summer ? Of
course this is partly to be accounted for by the

circumstance that the Paris season ends when the

London season is at its height, but more than

that, it is one indication amongst many others

that our Parisian friends are not so energetic in

these matters as their neighbours the Belgians, or

as ourselves.

The exhibition was held in the nave of the

Palais de I'lndustrie, a building, as many of our

readers will remember, erected in tlic Champs
Elysees for the Exhibition of 1855. The galleries

of this edifice constitute the "salon" wherein are

exhibited the pictures of French artists, after the

fashion followed in our own Royal Academy.
The idea of combining a flov/er show with the

statuary of the "Exposition des Beaux Arts" is a

good one —the one should lend grace to the

other, but in fact but little benefit resulted from

the combination. It is only fair to say that no
attempt was made to harmonise the two, unless it

be in one instance in the centre of the building,

where a fine Fan Palm was borne off (metaphori-

cally) by a group of sea-horses and dolphins'

assisted by a tortoise.

The building itself is a vcr>' trying one for an

exhibition of plants. Its proportions are so vast

that the groups of plants would necessarily be

dwarfed, much more so when, as was the case,

no attempt was made to raise the plants into

effective masses. The general plan may bt:

described as a series of narrow raised borders ot

picturesque outline, and in which the plants were
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plunged, so that the pots were not visible—a great

improvement, so far, over our exhibitions, where
sometimes the pots are as obtrusive as the flowers

themselves. These borders surround a central

sunk grass plot, in which—rare thing in Paris

—

the grass really is well kept and in good colour.

We may possibly advert to sundry details on
another occasion, and will allude now only to

certain features of the exhibition in which the

contrast with our own shows was the most
marked. It will not occasion much surprise to

hear that in the matter of Palms a finer display

was made in point of numbers and A'ariety than
we are accustomed to. Cycads and Tree Ferns
were fairly represented, and such a group of

Pandanads as we should have a difficulty in

matching, so far as number and variety of speci-

mens are concerned. As might have been
expected Caladiums were well done, one collec-

tion especially ; but we are not sure whether to

our English eyes the large and brilliant collec-

tions of annual and herbaceous plants sent

by MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. were
not the most extraordinary feature of the exhi-

bition. It was not only the number and immense
variety of the plants exhibited, to enumerate
which would require a longer catalogue than
that of Homer's ships, but the admirable way in

which they were grouped. The plan of sinking
the pots—to which we have already alluded

—

was of special advantage in this case, and who-
ever arranged them was a true artist, and made
out of a somewhat weedy class of plants as
brilliant and effective a bit of colouring as an
Indian shawl weaver could produce.

Florists' flowers were very numerous, but w-ith

few exceptions of such a nature that our florists

would not look at them—Pelargoniums far in-

ferior to our own ; Zonal Pelargoniums very
indifferent ; Tricolors poor in colour and repre-

sented by about a dozen plants, or very few more
;

the Gold and Bronze section scarcely better repre-
sented

; Calceolarias which would not pass
muster in England. The Azaleas, grown as low-

standards, were very effective, but, as flowers, very
indifferent ; indeed, the display of these plants
at La Muette, and to which we may hereafter
allude, was far superior to that in the exhibition.

Fancy Pansies were very effective and good, but
cannot be judged by our standards ; although,
singularly enough, they call them English Pan-
sies, they belong to a strain but little known in

England, and credited with a foreign origin.

A border of Vinca rosea, grown as dwarf
standards, deserves special mention, as w-e do
not often see the plants so grown, and they are
rerharkably effective. Dwarf Oleanders also are
admirable for table decoration. Double Zinnias,
of which one collection was shown, ivere very
good indeed, rich in colour, and good in form.
Standard Roses in pots are useful to mix in with
Palms for the decoration of apartments, &c., but
the flowers were indifferent, while as to pot Roses
in our sense of the term they were conspicuous by
their absence— an indifferently cultivated and
badly trained Celine Forestier proving the rule !

Of Orchids there were a few, including fine

samples of Cypripedium Veitchii and Seleni-
pedium caudatum ; but after our own grand
fortnightly displays they are not worth mention-
irig. Double Stocks, such as were here exhi-
bited, would be shown the door in London, or at
least sternly frowned at by the judges. On the
other hand, a collection of succulent plants
was richer and better than anything we
are in the habit of seeing in London now-
a-days. Fruit and vegetables scarcely merit a
notice. Forced fruit was scarcely to be seen, and
what there was, save some passable Pines, was
not worth much attention. Some of the gigantic
Asparagus was exhibited growing almost as
thick as the end of an elephant's trunk, and
about as well worth eating, in fact it is pro-
bable the latter would be preferable. The class
of new plants was poorly represented, the best
collection coming from M. Linden, who sent
a small lot, consisting of Dioscorea Eldorado
(Hort.), with cordate leaves of a brown velvet-
like appearance, prettily marbled with white;
Cissus Lindeni (Hort.), also another marbled-
leaved climber, not to be named in the same
breath with the now universally diffused C.
discolor ; Ficus Wendlandi (Hort.), a good bold-
leaved foliage plant, but of a type not much
wanted in our collections.

We forbear now from entering into further
details, as we may hereafter again allude to the
subject ; in the meantime we should be sorry to
convey the impression that the exhibition on

which we have been commenting was a fair

representative of French Horticulture. In other
fields, as we shall perhaps have an opportunity
of showing, French cultural skill is more
remarkable than it would appear to be, to the

casual visitor accustomed to the triumphs of

British horticulturists.

The Pruning Knife is a very necessary
implement of garden use, but, like other edged
tools, it may be used or abused, and work well

or not in proportion to its proper direction. The
practice of pruning a tree is known to many, the

art and mystery of doing so properly only to a
few—those who think before they cut, and can
say why they cut at all. To cut here, or to

cut there, to thin out this branch or shorten that,

is easy enough, and may be very necessary
processes. But why do we do so ? What object

do we propose to gain ? It may be more or

larger flowers or fruit, or it may be more timber,

and it is then that the abuse of the knife steps in,

and generally does more harm than good. So
far as forestry is concerned, the systematic prun-
ing of a quarter of a century or more ago has
been abandoned by the most successful timber
growers, as has also the system of sowing or plant-

ing thick, so that in the struggle for life the strong
plants may stamp out the weak ones, and thus
gain the desired position. If the rule of planting
thick is in some situations indulged in, the coun-
terbalancing practice of thinning early is no less

necessary.

Plants, like animals, must have breathing
space ; they must also have light, as without it

it is impossible that those functions of the leaf,

the elaboration and fusing of the crude materials
of the food, be it collectetl from the earth by the
roots, or the atmosphere by the air, can be so

carried out and consolidated as to add to the
fabric and stature of the plant. If you want a

forest of whip-sticks plant thick, thin not at all,

and in a few years you will have trees so thin and
attenuated that they depend upon each other for

support, and if thinned out 'are unable to stand
alone. This, to borrow a phrase from recent dis-

cussions, may be called the restrictive system,
and may be carried out just as certainly by con-
tinuous pruning and pinching as by thick plant-

ing. The effect is in both cases the same, viz., a
restrictioR of the working, w-ood-forming prin-

ciples of plant life, first by the natural condi-
tion, the supply of light, being insufficient ; and
secondly, by the unnatural crippling of the plant

by the removal of foliage, which, if left to itself,

must add materially to the plant bulk. Hence,
pruning may be abused, and is abused, as by a
systematic method of weekly pinching we reduce
a plant to that state of enfeebled existence which
might not inappropriately be called half-life.

In stating this much, we do not say that a
plant under the artificial conditions of cultivation

must be allowed to develop into a branch every
bud upon its surface ; but we do say if vigorous
root action is desiderated, why then every
branch and leaf that can be fully exposed to the
action of light must be retained and well cared
for. Is it a few vigorous and well-placed
branches that are required ? why, then, to reduce
and thin out those that are not required may be
good and permissible practice. But there must
be method in an operation of that kind. Reckless
defoliating will just as certainly paralyse a plant's

growth as will the destruction of the roots—one
cannot live without the other ; and it matters not
which may be injured or destroyed, the other
suffers in proportion to the amount of injury
received.

These remarks may be necessai-y at this sea-
son, especially to those who seek to ascertain
the area of foliage necessary to produce a given
quantity of fruit ; we doubt, however, if it will

ever be possible to lay down a rule of that kind,
at least not until such time as we can guage the
constitutional vigour and vital force of each
plant we have to operate upon. Hence the rule

of retaining and encouraging every inch of foliage
that light, the life of plants, can act upon, is the
right one ; and if we wish to regularly increase the
vigour of our plants, that can only be accom-
plished by a yearly increase of the respiratory

and elaborating organs of the plant, viz., its leaves.

Thus it will be seen restriction and perfect deve-
lopment in plant life are antagonistic terms. The
exigencies of cultivation may and do enforce
restriction, but it is only under such conditions
that it is either necessary or commendable.
Apposite to the foregoing conclusions we may

mention a fact communicated to us a short time

back. One of the first gardeners in England
wrote :

" I have long been wavering between
restriction and extension in plant management,
and it was not until to-day that 1 was convinced
that the doctrine of restriction is untenable, and
will not hold water. In the flower garden here
is a long avenue of Roses, one row of which has
had the shoots trained at nearly full length
in the pendent manner, while the other has been
pruned upon the strictly orthodox manner of
close spurring. The trees had been planted at
the same time and in the same soil, and about
12 years ago ; but in taking them up to make
way for more modern kinds, I found those of
extended growth had extended roots, and stems
as thick as my arm, while the restrictive pruned
plants had restricted roots, and stems scarcely
large enough for a broom handle. Hence, I say,

farewell to restriction, except where necessity
enforces it."

Another writer startled us with the abrupt
ejaculation, " Did you ever see a MarcJchal Niel
Rose with a thousand flowers upon it? If you
have not, make a pilgrimage to Wollaton Hall."
This plant, wdiich is a standard upon the Brier,

was planted a dormant bud three years ago last

October. It is growing up an iron column about
12 feet high, it then divides, and is trained along
a wire 18 feet on each side the column, and
nearly 10 feet another way, the blooming branches
depending in most graceful festoons, forming a
floral gem such as perhaps no other conservatory
in England can boast of. Gloire de Dijon, and
Climbing Devoniensis, are not less vigorous and
beautiful. Now these Roses scarcely know the
pruning knife. The most they get of it is to cut
away rude growth in the summer, and remove
the immature points of the shoots at- the winter
pruning." We commend the attention of the
restrictive advocates to these facts.

The garden corriclor at the Crystal Palace, ^\'liich

erlooks the beautiful grounds, and commands a
picturesque view of a great portion of the richly wooded
county of Surrey, has seldom been utilised for a better

purpose than for the display of the magnificent coUcc-
of Pot Roses which Mr. Willum Paul, of Waltham
Cross, has exhibited there during the past week, to the
delight and gratification of thousands. Mr. Paul has
long been known as one of the foremost of the great
champion growers, and has well maintained his honour
and reputation as a most successful exhibitor. This
season, however, he has, so far, declined to compete at

our horticultural exhibitions, and instead, has husbanded
and concentrated his great resources for the purpose
of holding an exhibition of his own—with \vh;it

success will be hereafter gleaned. Entering the
" Rose Garden "/ru tow. , the path on either side was
lined with freely blooming zonal and other Pelar-

goniums, including the new dwarf, and free white-

flowered varieties, Waltham Bride and Avalanche,
which must prove great acquisitions for bedding pur-
poses. The Roses were principally arranged in one long
bank, broken up at intervals, and so arranged that a most
pleasing effect was presented. To relieve the excessive
amount of colour, Mr. P.\UL had judiciously disposed
amongst the Roses a number of nicely trained plants of
garden Ivies in pots, together with pretty standard
specimens of the Acer Negundo variegatum, the Golden
Oak, and other pictorial trees. The bank was divided
into three divisions, the centre one being edged with a
belt of Pyrethrum Golden Feather, whilst those on
either side were set off with a margin of Euonymus
radicans variegata, alternating with neat speci-

mens of tricolor and zonal Pelargoniums, &c.
Amongst the Roses, which comprised most of Mr.
Paul's best specimens, the following were all that
could be desired for size and colour ;—Hybrid Perpe-
tuals : Marie Baumann, large and rich in colour ; Ma-
dame Alfred de Rougemont, fine white ; Beauty of
Waltham, very fine, large and full ; Princess Christian,

one of the best peach-coloured Roses in cultivation-;

Madame Clemence Joigneaux, splendid blooms ; John
Hopper, good ; Comte de Nanteuil, bright rose, very
fine ; Pierre Notting, a grand Rose, deep and rich in

colour ; Souvenir de Mons. Boll, very large and good ;

Senateur Vaisse, and General Jacqueminot, old favour-
ites in excellent condition ; and Comtesse de Chabril-
lant, pink, large and beautifully cupped. Of Hybrid
Chinas, Charles Lawson, Coup d'Hebe, and Paul
Perras, were very fine ; whilst amongst Teas, Madame
Falcot, Devoniensis, Madame Villermoz, and Madame
Pauline Labonte, appeared to be the best. Besides the
above were necessarily a great number of well kno^\Tl

kinds that cannot be particularised here, as well as
many new flowers, which will probably be seen again
during the season. Several admirable boxes of cut
Roses were also used with good effect, as a margin,
and amongt these were two lots of the grand yellow
Mar^chal Niel, which, to borrow a quotation from
' Lothair," were in well "sustained splendour."

The Begonia boliviensis, which is, no doubt,
one of the finest of its genus at present known under cul-

tivation, was introduced by the Messrs. Veitch, of
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Chelsea, and attracted much attention at the Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition at Paris in 1S67 as a
new plant. It has been figined and described as being
two-flowered, but our attention has been called by
Mr. Charles Green to the fact that it has not

hitherto been seen bearing on the entire plant three-

flowered panicles. Is this because it has not previously

attained sufficient age and vigour to develop its proper
character ? It is now flowering in the collection of

Mr. Wilson Saunders at Hillfield, Reigate, and is,

we learn, bearing from the axils of the leaves some
So flowers or more, the whole in three-flowered panicles.

The centre flower of each panicle is the male, and is

about 3 inches in length, while the lateral female
flowers are about 2 inches long. The plant has a

thick fleshy stem, 3 feet 9 inches high, producing
several branches. This ornamental plant should be in

every collection of warm greenhouse plants.

We recently received from our correspondent
*'T. " a couple of fine specimens of the Mole
Cricket, which we have forwarded to the Horticul-
tural Society for the collection of economic entomo-
logy at South Kensington. "T." describes them as

burrowing in the ground and eating the roots of Lettuces,
and other plants growing in the gardens of Rome, and
asks for a notice of the best mode of destroying
them. Although occasionally met with in the south of
England they are not so common in this country as to
do much damage. In France and Italy, however, they
are often very destructive, especially to the horticul-
turist. The growers of bulbs and tubers are always at
war with them. Mr. Robtnson, in his "Parks, Pro-
menades, and Gardens of Paris," gives an interesting
account of them ; and we cannot better answer " T.'s

"

inquiries as to the best mode of destroying them, than
by quoting Mr. Robinson's description of the plan
adopted by M. Souchet, the great Gladiolus grower
at Fontainebleau (and generally followed by gardeners
in France) to get rid of them :

—

**When this strong and well-armed little fellow gets
into a bed of choice Gladioli, you cannot well dig him out
as you could if he happened to be in an open spot. The
way he is then killed is as follows :—When the mole
cricket goes about he leaves a little loose ridge, like the
animal after which he is named ; and when his presence
is 'detected in a closely planted bed of Gladiolus, they
generally press the ground quite smooth with the foot, so
that his track and halting place may be more distinctly
seen the next time he moves about. This had been done
in the present instance in the case of a young bed of
seedlings. We saw his track, and a workman, who
brought with him a jar of water and one of common oil,

opened a little hole with his finger above the spot where
the enemy lay ; then he filled it with water twice, and on
the top of tlie water poured a little oil. The water
gradually descended, and with it the oil, which, closing
up the breathing pores of the mischievous little brute,
caused it to begin to suffer from asphyxia, and in about
twenty seconds we had the pleasure of seeing it put
forth its horns from the water, go back a little when it

saw us. but again come forth to die on the surface,
hindered for ever from destroying valuable bulbs. Being
very strong and well armed, a single mole cricket can do
a deal of damage in a bed of Gladiolus ; and therefore
the moment the workmen of M. Souchet see a trace of
the pest, they take means to catch it as dcscrilDcd, jars of
water and oil being always kept at hand."

Weleamfrom *' Nature" that Mr. Sherwood
has invented an ingenious methodfor the Separ.vtion of
animal Fibre from vegrtable. The process does not
alter the colour or structure of the animal fibre, and
permits the use of cotton or linen separated from it for
numerous purposes. It is sufficient to suspend the
goods in an atmosphere of nitrogen or carbonic acid,
and to cause the vapour of perfectly dry sulphuric,
phosphoric, or hydrochloric acid to enter the room.
These fumes disentangle the vegetable fibre, and leave
intact the animal—^the two fibres can thus be separated
and appropriated to their respective uses.

Our neighbours the French give great attention
to the Grafting of Trees, and their fruit attests the
fact. One of the difficulties in practice is the keeping
of grafts cut some time previously to being used

;

generally they are placed in the ground in a sheltered
situation with a northern aspect, but without consider-
able care being taken disappointment will often occur.
Professional grafters make tours amongst the fanners,
and often find the prepared grafts dried up or other-
wise injured. To avoid such accidents the following
plan has been adopted with excellent results :

The cuttings are first wrapped in rags, in order
to prevent the soil from mixing with the scions
and attaching itself to their bark, and then
the packets are buried in a cold spot, to the north of
a wall, at a depth of 8 or 9 inches ; and, in order to
prevent the scions from being injured when unearthed,
a few branches are laid upon them. Scions thus
treated, whether cut in autumn or in February, will

keep perfectly till the end of April, if not still later,

and they have the great advantage over those simply
inserted in the ground that the sap does not begin to
flow_ so early. A case may be quoted in ^vhich last
year's scions, treated as named above, were applied to
50 Apple and Pear stocks which had been drawn before
the winter and re-planted from February to March
19 ; the scions were inserted in simple slits, from
April I to 13, and not one ofthem failed to take. The
growth of the year ranged from 24 to more than 40
inches. The rule laid down

giafting the sap should be rising in the stock, and
about to do so in the scion ; if the latter is cut at the

moment of grafting it may be more forward than the
stock, in which case the graft will fail. By cutting the
scions previously the movement of the sap is stopped,
and if they are then laid under ground the retardation
may be carried to such an extent that they may be
applied to stocks already in leaf, which is a great
advantage where many graftings are to be made,
whereas if the buds of the scions are much developed
success is very doubtful.

It will be seen from an announcement by
Messrs. Farebrother, Lye & Wheeler, in another
column (p. 773), that the collection of Troi-ical
Fruits and other rare plants for which the gardens at

SyoN House have so long been famous, is to be
disposed of by auction on the 22d of the present
month. So little attention is paid generally to this

interesting class of plants that we can ill afford to lose

the Syon collection, and we trust therefore that the
present opportunity may be taken advantage of by
some one having the necessai^ convenience to secure
and keep up the cultivation of some of the choicer and
more remarkable specimens.

—- The Smut which attacks the Anthers of
Lychnis diurna has been extremely prevalent this

year, and in consequence we have been enabled to

study it more effectually than has been possible to us

hitherto. Amongst myriads of plants, we have found
a single plant only of the male and female form respec-

tively, in which, while some blossoms were attacked, a

few escaped. In most cases every flower was equally

affected. In the male plant, and this only in the

white-fiowered variety, which is quite distinct from
Lychnis vespertina, the unaffected flowers were in their

normal condition, with scarcely a trace of pistil. In
the female plant, though the pistil was partially deve-

loped, but in no case, as far as we could find, fertile,

the stamens were uniformly developed in the affected

flowers, and the anthers filled with the spores

of the Ustilago ; in the unaffected flowers

there were just the same rudiment of stamens as

are always visible in unaffected plants, and no further

development. It seems perfectly clear, therefore, that

when the female plant is traversed by the mycelium of

the Fungus there is a tendency to cause the develop-
ment of the stamens, which takes place at the expense
of the pistil, which is much reduced in size. There
is not the slightest ground for considering it a reversion,

and the true explanation is undoubtedly that which
is given in this Journal, 1869, p. IIIO:—"The Ustilago
penetrates the plant, but as it can only fmctify in the

stamens, it would appear to be the determining cause
of the production of those organs in the normally
female flower." We have planted affected female
plants, and we shall be very surprised if any of them
prove truly hermaphrodite, should they not be at-

tacked by the Fungus. Amongst thousands of un-

affected plants we have not found a single one, after

a long search, which combines both sexes. Jlf. J. B.

Thistles are making their way at the anti-

podes. A correspondent of the Otago Daily Times,

who, during one day's journey, met with a few Thistles

growing here and there by the wayside, on the next

day entered a district in which, for over 40 miles, this

acclimatised weed seemed to have fairly taken possession

of the land. Now, cesthetically considered, this corre-

spondent observes, a Thistle is a tolerably handsome
object, and has an air of independence about it possessed

perhaps in tlVl equal tlegree by no other plant ; but
there is a place for everything, and no doubt the

farmers in this part of the country have every reason

to complain of the apathy which allowed the Thistle to

become such a nuisance. Spreading from a small

point to the nortJi of Hampden, where it is said to have
been introduced by a flock of sheep, the Thistle is now
to be found all over the valleys of the Shag, Otepopo,
and Kakanui, comprising some of the finest agricul-

tural land in the colony ; and not only in the valleys,

but up to the tops of the hills, not a spur or a gully

being \\ithout its hundreds. This nuisance has now
reached a point at which all the Thistle Prevention
Ordinances in the world will fail to prevent its spread.

Slowly but surely it will work its way to the south-

ward and westward, until ft has overrun the province.

The Meteorology of the Week ending
May 28 was remarkable for the entire absence of Rain
throughout England, whilst in Scotland the falls

amounted to nearly four-tenths of an inch at one or
two stations. The MAXIMUM Temperatures were
82°. I at Blackheath, in England, and 75° at Perth, in

Scotland ; the mean for all stations in the former
country was 73°. 6, and in the latter 68°. 8. The
Minimum Temperatures were 33" at Hull, in En-
gland, and 39* at Perth, in Scotland : the mean for

all stations in the foiiner country was 40^.8 and in the

latter 4i*.6. The Mean Temperature of all stations

in England was 54''-3> and in Scotland was 52^I.

ORCHID CULTURE.
Before proceeding further, I wish it to be under-

stood that I do not profess to express an opinion on
the best system of the cultivation of Orchids in England.
I have had no practical experience, and consequently
am incompetent to do so. My intention in these

remarks is to give an account of the natural or instinc-
tive habits of these plants in their own country, leaving
the amount of "scorching" or *' shrivelling" they can
be beneficially subjected to artificially in England to
be settled by the judgment and intelligence of expe-
rienced cultivators.

There is an error in the printing in my former letter,

Jougoup being given for "Toungoup," or "Ton-
goup," a village at the foot of the Arracan mountains,
direct west of Prome, on the Irawaddy River. This I

wish to correct, as in this locality several, in fact the
gieater number, of the Orchids sent by me (which
proved to be new species) were found.

In my last letter I concluded with drawing attention

to Saccolabium ampuUaceum as being a plant capable
of bearing a considerable amount of dry heat. In the
same category, then, I will also place Vanda teretifolia,

for these two plants are found in great profusion

together. The latter, having a scandent habit,

climbs to the top of large trees ; from this I

am inclined to infer that its shyness in flower-

ing in England arises from immaturity, or, in other
words, from not having regained sufficient age and
strength after transportation to England. Although this

plant bears the same amount of dry heat as Saccolabium
ampullacenm, yet it is found on the Andaman Islands,

where the climate is analagous to that of the Straits.

Before dismissing the Orchids found on the plains I

must mention Dendrobium formosum, for I have never
observed it growing at any elevation worthy of notice

above the plains, or at any great distance from the sea.

On ascending the mountains, more inland, we come
across its co-species D. infundibulum, D. eburneura, and
D. Jamesianum, which, in my opinion, barely deserve
a separate specific name. The favourite habitat for D.
formosum is on trees growing on a laterite soil, as Dip-
terocarpus laevis, and a species of Dillenia. This plant

does not seek shady places for growth, in fact, as far as

my knowledge goes, few Orchids do, beyond what is

given by the trees when in leaf. During the months
of Febiniary, March, and April, they must be exposed
to an atmosphere of 1 10" Fahr. in the shade. That the

fresh-grown pseudobulbs are by this heat reduced in

size, or "shrivelled," there can be no question, and
in some of the mountain Orchids this reduction takes

place to such an extent as to render it doubtful whether
they are the same plants when first seen at the end of the

rains. Cymbidium tigrinum is a good example of this,

for when specimens were brought to me at the end of

February I could scarcely identify them as the same
plants I had seen growing at the end of November.
The pseudobulbs had decreased to at least half their

dimensions in ttiis short space of time. Saccolabium
giganleum and S. gtittatum, Vanda Bensoni, Dendro-
bium Parishii, D. albo-sanguineum, D. Dalhousianum,
D. chrysotoxum, Saccolabium ampuUaceum, &c., may,
as plants found on the plains, be said to bear a difference

of temperature, from 46" F. to no' or 112" F. in the

shade during the cold and hot seasons ; and this

difference during the month of February would fre-

quently take place in one day.

Enough has, I think been said about the Orchids
found on the plains : I will therefore address myself to

those inhabiting the mountain ranges to an altitude of

from 6000 to 7000 feet above the sea, and to the best

of my recollection they may be taken in the following

consecutive order of growth, commencing from the

plains at an elevation of about looo feet :—Dendrobium
BuUerianum, Thunia Bensonioe, Dendrobium infundi-

bulum, Cypripedium villosum, Cymbidium tigi'lnum,

Pleione Reichenbachiana, iS:c. At the same elevation

as Pleione Reichenbachiana, 6500 feet, Dendrobium
infundibulum is found, but its character of growth is

somewhat modified, the pseudobulbs being compressed
or thickened into shorter bulbs, having an almost

globose form. At this elevation, then, the thermo-

meter averages in the shade somewhere about 75° in

the mid-day, descending to 40°, or even lower, in the

mornings at sunrise.

The mountain on which these Orchids are found is

about 150 miles from Moulmein, and reached by
ascending the Houndrow River,- which runs in a

therly direction from the Slam territory. This

range of mountains will be observed, by the map, to

run nearly north and south on the east side of the

Sittang and Salween rivers, forming a vast chain of

mountains separating the Shan and other independent

States from the British territory on the Moulmein side

of British Burmah, forming a vast field for botanical

research, the greater part being unknown ground.

The mountain here referred to not being a great

distance from the sea becomes subject to a heavy rain-

fall and moisture from the constant mists from the

clouds which frequently envelop it : here then we
come to the conclusion that the plants Cymbidium
tigrinum, and Pleione Reichenbachiana, will stand a

great deal of moisture the greater portion of the year.

P. Reichenbachiana was plucked by me in the beginning

of December, embedded in moss, from which a goodly

supply of water could be squeezed, and the broken

or fallen rotten branches of trees were so damp as to

render it somewhat difficult for us to kindle our camp
fires. On this mountain the dry, or season of rest for

the Orchids above named, then, may be taken from

December to the middle of Marclf.

I will now close this letter, leaving the Orchids

found on and near the Arracan hills to another letter,

which I will conclude the subject, by addmg a table
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sliowing the several Orchids named in this communi-
cation, with their respective localities, the probable
amount of rainfall, the elevation and temperature at

which they are found. A Benson.

PALMS.^No. VI.

The encouraging remarks of Dr. Spruce, at p. 700,
about my writings on Palms, shall not be lost upon me.
I have long wished to bring out a second English
edition of my " Popular History of the Palms " which
should be equal to the two German ones in typography
and illustration, and superior in completeness ; but until

recently there was in this country so little taste for

foliage plants, that I do not wonder no publisher could
be found bold enough to lead rather than follow in the

wake of public taste by engaging in such a publication.

Now, however, Phyllomania is decidedly in the
ascendant ; the claims of Palms can no longer be over-
looked by us botanists, and I will therefore once more
liglit my lanthorn and look for a publisher ; but as I

shall probably not be very successful in that attempt,
the present papers, sketchy as they must necessarily

be, will probably be for a long time the only resume I

shall be able to give of the subject.

li^alluhm (Ko-ah. ; Harina, Ham.).—Like Caryota,
to which it is allied, Wallichia has the peculiarity of
flowering only once during the term of its existence,

and having leaves the segments of which resemble the
fins and tail of a fish. But whilst Caryotas have bipin-
natisect leaves, the Wallichias have them merely simply
pinnate. The genus was named in honour of N.
Wallich, the well-known
botanist, and is composed
of about a dozen species,

ail of which form part of

the underwood of Indian
forests, notably those of

Chittagong, Assam, and
Darjeeling. They are low
spreading Palms, with
reed-like, unarmed trunks,

sometimes creeping (sobo-

liferous), with pinnatisect

leaves furnished with net-

like fibres, and wedge-
shaped segments, variously

erosed, on the upper surface

dark green, and on the

lower whitish with black
dots. The flowers are
moncecio-dicecious, and the
berry is somewhat dry,

I— 2-seeded, oblong or
oblique, of a red or white
colour, and containing a
caustic juice. One of the

most remarkable species as

yet brought to light is W.
disticha, which Dr. T. An-
derson found, with many
other fine Palms, in SiUkim,
and fully described in the

Journ. of Linn. Soc. 1869,

p. 6. This Palm, which
wascultivated in theBotanic
Gardens of Calcutta under
the name of Caryota mitis,

and which seems to be
Griffith's "Wallichsoidea,
trunco 3— lo-pedali," re-

sembles the well-known Traveller's Tree of Mada-
gascar (Kavenala) in appearance, from the manner
in which the leaves are ranged along two opposite
sides of the stem. It grows gregariously, but
very locally on the steep sandstone declivities of
Eastern Sikkim valleys. The Lepchas call it "Katong,"
and dread touching even its leaves, from the reputed
irritability of the plant,—confirmed by Dr. T. Anderson,
who suffered from slight urticaria on the hands and
face after examining the seeds. W. densiflora, a
species with the normal habit of the genus, was intro-
duced, with many other East Indian plants, by Dr.
Hooker. W. porphyrocarpa, caryotoides, and myrio-
stigma, are also inmates of our gardens, forming by
their peculiar foliage a very distinct feature in Palm
collections.

Amiga (LabiU.).—Though composed of half-a-dozen
species, this genus is rendered famous principally by
one, the sugar-yielding A. saccharilera, known in the
East Indies by the names of Anao, Sagwire, Gomuti,
&c., and long an inmate of our hothouses, where it

attracts attention by its robust growth and gigantic
foliage. It is largely cultivated in its native country, and
is one of the monocarpous Palms which flower only once
during the whole term of their existence. The flowers
(male and female being generally on distinct spadices)
appear first on the top of the tree, and gradually from
parts lower down, until the base of the trunk sends forth
the last spadix, and announces the death of the plant.
The trunk is unarmed, and, like that of the true Sago
Palm, yields an edible, farinaceous substance, which,
however, disappears after the ripening of the fruit,

leaving when the tree dies a tube, which is used for
water pipes in irrigation works. The petioles are clad
at the base with copious black, rigid fibres, which,
having a great power of resisting wet, are used in
India and elsewhere for cordage, both domestic and

naval, and by some tribes for writing pens and arrows.
The gossamer-like substance underneath these fibres is

used for caulking ships, and also instead of tinder. The
leaves are pinnate, and thee laflets, often 5 feet long, are

linear-ensiform, bilobed, or eroso-dentate at the apex ;

dark green above, and whitish underneath. When
young they are eaten, and when fully expanded they
serve as thatch. The flower spadices, by a well-known
process of tapping, yield "toddy," convertible into an
intoxicating drink, sugar, vinegar, or yeast. All the

species delight in shady forests and the neighbourhood
of rivulets ; and one of them, which I have named
A. Grifiithii, may possibly prove hardy in the milder
parts of England, as it grows on the mountains of the

Irawaddy, in the company of Campanulas and Horse
Chestnuts. A. obtusifolia is enumerated in several

nurserymen's catalogues.

Caryota (Linn.).—Caryota is among Palms as

singular for the form of its leaves, as is Salisburia among
Conifers. Not only are the leaves bipinnate, but their

ultimate divisions have the shape of the fins and tail of

a fish—features so peculiar, that by means of it Caryota
may be distinguished from all the other genera of the

order. C. urens is the best known species, it being
one of the most productive of sugar and starch-yielding

Palms. It is cultivated in many parts of the East
Indies and the Archipelago. According to Dr. T.

Anderson it is found in Sikkim at a height of 4400 feet

above the sea level, where the temperature of the air is

often as low as 40* Fahr. I noticed several trees in

the factory gardens of Canton, where occasional night

frosts, and even a thin layer of ice on the pools, is no

uncommon occurrence. But though the tree may and
does thrive under these conditions, it grows best in the

warmer parts of Asia, where it is much cultivated for

its sugar, which can be produced at one-fourth or even
one-sixth of the price of the cheapest made from
Sugar-cane. All Caryotas, as all Arengas, flower but
once during the term of their existence ; and the

spadices are developed in exactly the same manner,
first at the top, and last at the very foot of the
trunk. The spadices are large, and their spikes

often hang down in bundles, somewhat like the tail

of a horse, bearing monoecious flowers, the males
having an indefinite number of stamens. The berries

are red, i -seeded, and sour. The Royal Gardens at

Kew and other establishments can boast of some noble
specimens of Caryotas, and most of the species de-

scribed, viz., C. Cumingii, purpuracea, sobolifera,

propinqua, maxima, urens, and others.

Bsjitinckia (Berry ; Keplera, Endl. non Meisn.).

—

The type of this genus is the Condapanna of the Telinga
language, B. Condapanna, which has of late years been
introduced to Europe, and is a Cane Palm, about
20 feet high, with pinnated leaves, scarlet male and
lilac or violet female flowers, and egg-shaped berries of

purple colour. The second species t>f the genus,

B. Renda, Mart., of Sumatra, is apparently not yet in

our collections.

Geonoma (Willd.).—We are indebted to Dr. Spruce
for a recent revision (Linn. Soc. Journ. .\i., p. 98)

of these humble but graceful American Palms, which
often grow beneath the shade of the Mauritias, Attaleas

and other lofty Palms, bearing about the same relation

to them as the Hazels of our European woods do to the

Oaks and other cupuliferous trees. The stems usually

reach a height of from 6— 10 feet, rarely 15 feet, their

thickness being that of an ordinary walking-cane, or

sometimes no greater than that of a swan's quill ; and

their smooth polished straw-coloured cuticle is marked
with closely set rings. A few species are stemless.
The stems vary in leafiness even in the same species,

and the older the plants get the fewer leaves they 4mve.
The leaves are, in some species, scarcely a foot long, in

others they reach 6 feet or more ; and their blades are
either entire or more or less pinnately divided, of a
pleasant pale green colour, and (in some species) of a
pinkish or bronzy hue when unfolding. The flowers
are monoecious, one female being seated between two
males, the latter bearing six stamens. The fruit

is a small dry berry, of globose or oval shape,
rarely exceeding half an inch and sometimes not
more than I line in length. The stems of some
species are converted into walking-canes, the frait

of others is edible, and those with entire leaves are
used as thatch. Dr. Spruce praises in the latter respect
the "swallow-tailed" kinds, that is, the species with
entire bifid leaves, but my own experience is just the
reverse. In the Chontales Mountains, where we could
not get the fine thick leaves of the Coryphas and
Sabals, of which in other parts of America such fine

roofs are made, we were obliged to resort for thatching
to a variety of Geonoma Martiana, which is grown in

gardens under the name of G. Seemanni, because
introduced by me. But though such a thatch looked
remarkably neat when first put up, it turned quite

white on exposure, shrivelled up during the dry season,

was apt to work out by the action of the wind, proved
very leaky when the rains set in, and lasted scarcely

longer than two seasons. Such a temporary roof was
found to be about three times as expensive as the

best galvanised iron roofing

imported from England.
Nothing is more suitable

for roofs in the tropics than

Palms, if the proper ones

can be obtained ; their

coolness is something de-

lightful ; but Geonomas are,

in my opinion, not the

proper Palms for the pur-

pose. Considering that

about 80 species of this

genus arc now known, and
that all of them are by
their manageable size and
fine foliage specially to be
recommended to cultiva-

tors, it is strange that as

yet only about a dozen

, species are found in our

gardens.

Calyptronoma (Griseb.

Fl. West Ind., p. 518).—
This genus is founded upon
the old Elaeis occidentalis

of Swartz, a West Indian

unarmed Palm, 50 or 60
feet high, witli pinnated

leaves, and linear bifid

leaflets. Resembling Eu-
terpe in habit, but approach-

ing Calyptrogyne in its

technical characters, it

difl'ers from the latter in

habit, in the infundibular,

exserted, staminal tube, the

safgitate anthers, the struc-

ture of the female flowers,

the divided spadix, and the

basilar two-valved spathe. We only know as yet one

species, C. Swartzii, Griesb. (Geonoma, Kth.), which

grows on low hills of Jamaica and Cuba, and seems

to have been also a native of Barbados, before that

island was turned into a vast Sugar-cane field.

Wclfia (Wendl. in Regel Gartenflora, 1870).—Two
elegant unarmed Palms, distinguished by their sirnple

bilobed leaves, of fine bronze colour on unfolding,

compose this genus. It bears the family name of the

last King of Hanover (Welf or Guelph), and is closely

allied- to Geonoma, from which it diflers by its large

number of stamens (36—42) and staminodia (18), as

well as its branched raphe. One of the species, W.
Georgii, grows in Costa Rica, the other, W. regia, in

New Grenada. The latter, which Mr. Bull has

allowed us to figure (fig. 146), is more frequently to

be found in gardens than the former, and is perhaps the

finest of the two. If I mistake not, it was distributed

some years ago from Kew, under the name of CEno-

carpus bolivianus, the seeds having been sent home
by Purdie ; but it is only quite recently that the

plant has become more generally cultivated in our

gardens.

Calyptrogyne (Wendl. Bot. Zeitung, 1859, p. 72).

—Two species, C. spicigera, Wendl. (Geonoma spici-

gera, C. Koch, Wochenschrift, 1S58, p. 244), from

Guatemala, and C. Ghiesbreghtiana, Wendl. (Geonoma
Ghiesbreghtiana) from Chiapas, and a doubtful garden

species, which is sold under the name of C. elata, are

the members of this genus. They occur in forests

as undenvood, and have the habit of Geonoma, from

which they differ in several technical characters

;

but may be distinguished ofl'-hand by their two spathes,

one of which drops ofl^ the moment the flowers begin

to open. The flowers are monoecious, the males

having six stamens, and the females a three-celled

ovary, of vvhich two become abortive.
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Igimmira (Blum. ; Slakia, Griff. Palms of British

India).—The typical species of this genus, I. geonomce-

formis (SlaUia geonomoeformis, Griffith), of Malacca,

was one of the Palms introduced to our gardens by the

Prussian expedition to Eastern Asia, whilst I. remoti-

flora, of Borneo, and I. leucocarpa, of Sumatra, seem

still to be desiderata in our collections. All the

species are Cane Palms, with pinnatisect leaves

and cuneate leaf-segments ; the spadix, which is simple,

emerges from the axils of the leaves, and bears poly-

gamo-monoecious flowers. There are 6—9 stamens, a

3-celled ovary, and a fleshy i -seeded drupe.

Calyptroccilyx (Blum.).—Amboina and other islands

of the Moluccas are the native country of C. spicatus, a

stately Palm, which attains 20 to 40 feet in height, and

has pinnated leaves with reduplicate leaflets, polygamo-

monoecious flowers, arranged in long spike-like spadices,

and orange-coloured I-seeded drupes. The wood is

used for timber, and the seeds serve as a substitute for

Betel-nuts. I have not found it in any of our garden

catalogues.

Manicaria (Gaertn.).—Until Grisebach and Wend-
land pointed out (Fl. West. Ind. Islands) that the West

Indian representative of this genus was a distinct

species, which they named M. Plukenetii (because the

fruit was first figured in Plukenet's " Phytographia,"

tab. 323, fig. 3), botanists believed that there was only

one species of the genus, viz., M. saccifera, of Gartner,

so named because the spathe taken off the tree entire

forms bags and caps used by the South American

natives. The principal difference

between the two species is that the

leaves of M. Plukenetii are obovate

bilobed (with an angle of 40° at the

point), inciso-dentate towards the

apex and pinnatisect towards the

base, whilst in M. saccifera they

are oblong, entire, almost tnmcate

at the apex, and their teeth are

equal to those of the upper part of

the leaf. These Palms have been

not inaptly compared to Plantains,

on account of their leaves, which

make excellent thatch. They have

unarmed and arboreous trunks, \A\\\

axillary spadices, numerous sta-

mens, a 3-celled ovary, a dryechinate

verrucose fruit, and even albumen.

They abound in rivers, and the seeds

are frequently carried about by the

tides. M. saccifera, perhaps also

M. Plukenetii, is an inmate of our

gardens. Bcrthold Sccmann.

now have the pleasure of knowing that this little gem
still lives in our gardens. Indeed, it grows larger in

this country than it does in its native North American
bogs. The leaves are shining evergreen, and each one
consists of three leaflets. The scape is one- flowered, and
about 6 inches long. The flowers are large for the size

of the plant, white, produced plentifully, and expand in

spring. I have known this to thrive both in loam and
peat. In the former it is stouter, and much more dis-

posed to blossom than in the latter. It cannot bear
extreme drought, and, like theDodecatheons, is fitted for

the margin of a Rhododendron bed, or, indeed, any
position having the appropriate conditions. It is in-

creased by parting in autumn, and by seed sown when
ripe. John Duncan.

FIG GROSSE MONSTRUEUSE DE
LIPARI.

[We borrow this paper and illustration (fig, 1^7) from our
monthly contemporary, the " Florist and Pomologibl," Eds.]

As an early, free-fruiting, useful variety, this Fig
merits attention,. and is well worthy of cultivation. In
its general appearance it resembles, in many respects,

the good old Brown Turkey, differing, however, in the

more turbinate, flattened shape of the fruit, and in its

habit of growth, which is more stubby ; it is, more-
over, a better producer of the first crop. In this last

respect it is of sterling merit, and one of the most satis-

factory varieties in existence. It is essentially a " first-

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
IValJsh-mia fragarioidis (Tratt. ).

—This is one of the gayest of spring

flowers, and a favourite with all who
know it, but unfortunately it mostly

bears the name of a weedy simple-

leaved relative, W. geoides (Willd.).

The leaf in the present, and only

horticulturally-valuable species of

the genus, is compound, consisting

of three roughly toothed, or some-
times lobed leaflets. Each scape

bears several blossoms, which are

of a bright yellow colour, and half

an inch across. A drawing of this

as Dalibarda fragarioides is given

in the "Botanical Magazine," but

the petals have hardly received jus-

tice, being rendered much too

narrow. The stems are creeping,

and root readily from the under side as they advance,
so that propagation is an easy matter. The soil should
be a rich loam, and the situation any part of a rock-
work, or front of a border. It ought to be mentioned
that this flourishes under trees quite as well as anywhere
else, and is, therefore, all the more valuable on that

account. It is a native of North America.
Eriniis alpinus (L.).—A delightful little herbaceous

alpine, which is a native of many parts of Europe. It

is not rare in our gardens, but should be excessively
common, for anything more delicately beautiful than a
mass of it in full flower is seldom realised. When
the small hairy stems are about 4 inches high the
flowers begin to appear, one in the axil of each
leaf, and a display is kept up for a month or more.
The corolla is composed of five petals, the spreading
but unequal limbs of which are of a rose or purple
colour. Care is taken to ensure complete self-fertili-

sation. There are two races of this plant. One has
hairy leaves and a robust habit, whilst the other is

slender, and has glabrous leaves. Though almost
regardless of exposure and position, yet this is rather

particular about the kind and state of the earth in

which it is to grow. Loam never permitted to become
absolutely dry meets every immediate want, but where
permanence is aimed at, an occasional top-dressing of
some vegetable mould ought to be given. Readily
multiplied by seed sown when ripe, or by parting early
in autumn. The flowers begin to expand about the
beginning of summer.

Coplis trifolia (Salisb.).—A short time ago the Rev.
H. Harpur-Crevve wondered where this, amongst other
good old things, had gone to, but that gentleman will

bearing " variety, and but rarely produces a second

crop. It is well known that some varieties of Figs are

apt to cast their fruit much more readily than others,

through some defect in the setting. This the Grosse

Monstrueuse de Lipari very rarely does, so that almost

every fruit which is formed—and they are formed in

abundance—comes to perfection ; and this, too, under

vei7 adverse treatment, as I have frequently proved.

The fruits ripen about the same time as those of the

Brown Turkey, and the plants require much about

the same treatment.

Fruit, medium-sized, roundish-turbinate, much
flattened at the apex. Skin, light brown or chestnut-

coloured, shading off to dark, and with dark coloured

ribs, and occasionally dark spots throughout, the whole
being covered with a thick bloom. Neck very short.

Eye large, almost closed. Flesh dull red, thick and
juicy, very pleasantly, although not richly flavoured.

Habit of plant robust, and very prolific. Early,

suitable for cultivation on the open wall.

This variety comes from France, and is yet com-
paratively unknown in this country. The accompany-
ing figure is taken from a fruit in the collection of the

Royal Horticultural Society. A. F. Barron, Chinvick.

EARLY SPRING BEDDING FLOWERS.
That somewhat modern feature of gardening,

" spring bedding," has met with a rather severe check
during the past inclement winter. Even so far south
at this, the mischief and damage done to hardy plants

has been veiy great, and the autumn growths of many
of the earliest and most useful bedders have either been

entirely destroyed, or so much injured as to greatly
impair their uselulness for the present spring ; whilst
the later blooming section of flowering plants, such as
the Silenes, Limnanthus, Myosotis sylvatica, Iberis

sempervirens, Saxifraga granulata, Cheiranthus Mar-
shallii, and a few others, were so behindhand, that

they scarcely reached the full development of their

beauty ere it was time to rout them out to make
way for their more gorgeous, but certainly not more
pleasing, successors. But it will be little to our credit

if we are not able to cull from the record of disasters

that have befell the spring flower garden, some few
useful lessons, and such an addition to our experience

as shall make us better able to surmount these dif-

ficulties should they again present themselves.

If we do but ascertain what varieties of flowering

plants are at once the earliest, hardiest, and most
effective, a winter's severity and a spring's partial

failure will not have come upon us in vain. It is

scarcely correct to designate a blaze of bloom during

the month of May "spring flower gardening," neither

is it the highest or most enjoyable development of it.

The humblest cottager, with the aid of a few packets
of seed, may get that with much ease ; but to begin
early in March, with a gradual expansion of flower,

that increases in extent and variety with the progress of
the month, and makes all April a veritable month of
bloom and beauty, calls forth something more than
mere labour—it requires much searching for the right

plants, much forethought in their preparation, and such
capacity for arrangement as shall

result in having the successional

flowers so dispersed as to have
some in all directions, until the

whole of the decorative material

shall arrive at its best.

To secure this it is not desirable

to mass together the very earliest of

the flowering plants ; patches of

these .placed in sheltered nooks, or

on warm borders, where they may
flower and pass away, will not be

missed if there are other patches to

succeed them : but beds of them,
leaving after blooming a long inter-

val before the summer filling up,

would be a mistake, and create a
void that would sadly mar the whole
arrangement. As a rule it is best to

fill the beds with plants that will

flower altogether, and that will have
performed their blooming functions

by the beginning of May. There is

one drawback, however, to an effec-

tive display of bedding in the earlier

months of spring that is not existent

later on, and that is, the small

choice of colours at the disposal of

the gardener, as these are then

chiefly limited to three— namely,
white, blue, and yellow. Early
blooming reds are scarce ; the

prettiest of these is the rosy pink
double Hepatica, but that is too

early for beds and far too difficult of

cultivation to be generally used.

The later bedding system finds in

the Silenes and Saponaria great aid

in producing shades of red ; but I

fear the use of red annuals or

biennials in the earlier months will

not avail unless we can secure that

very great desideratum, a bright red

dwarf Wallflower that will bloom
early and come true from seed.

Perhaps one of the most useful early reds that we have

now is the mottled double Daisy ; although even

these are exceptionally late this year, owing no doubt

to the severe wintry weather. Where the pocket will

admit of it, however, bulbs will supply an abundance

of this bright colour, especially in the Hyacinth and

Tulip ; and the bright scarlet Anemone will yield a

richness of colour that the gaudy Pelargonium cannot

excel.

If bulbs are used for bedding a much greater effect

and a far more pleasing variety can be produced where

the beds are carpeted with plants the flowers of which

produce a striking contrast to those of the Tulips,

Hyacinths, or whatever bulbs may be used. Tulips

afford the brightest contrast in this respect, but

Hyacinths also will be greatly improved. If, for

instance, a bed of scarlet Van Thol, Vermilion Brillant,

or General Garibaldi Tulips, had a good carpet of the

beautiful golden-tipped Sedum acre, or a bed of either

Duchess of Parma or Thomas Moore Tulip over the

pretty purple Aubrietia grieca, the beauty of the Tulips

would be greatly added to, whilst the bed itself would

become a perfect picture. But bulbs are, after all, a

luxury in external gardening that all cannot afford, and

are not essential to the production of a really pleasing

floral effect where there is an abundance of other

material to be obtained. One of the most recent intro-

ductions into our flower gardens is the very early

and very beautiful Myosotis dissitiflora, celestial blue.

This plant is a great acquisition, as it begms blooming

at the end of March, and will continue to do so for

months. I have found, however, with regard to this

plant, that seedlings will flower earlier and stand the
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winter better than those raised from cuttings or 1 sldmmed tlie surface of the subject, but I press Us

offshoots: it is a perfect gem for the early spring.
|

pr '

'

Another first-rate plant, with flowers of a blue

shade, is the old Cliveden Blue Pansy. This is

the earliest to flower of all the Pansies, and although

during its earlier blooming period it was, owing to the

great amount of sunlight that has prevailed, somewhat

deficient in colour, it seems at present to be in no

danger of being displaced. The Blue Perfection Viola

has not so much "blue " in its colouring, and certainly

is not nearly so early to flower. It will prove no doubt

to be most valuable as a summer bedder. I think that

the Myosotis and the Pansy are the two best early blue

bedders that we have. The best and most useful white

bedder to match is the old Arabis albida, with its

variegated congener ; either of these make a fine mass

of white, and will match the blues admirably. For taller

uses the white Honesty is both early and eflijctive, and

for dwarfcr purposes the double white Daisy and

Primrose. Another capital bedder is the old white

Hose-in-Hose—that has a wonderful faculty to flower ;

and the pretty Phlox Nelsoni looks like patches of

snow. Amongst purple or lilac plants, the purple

Honesty, Aubrietias purpurea and grreca, old plants

of Viola comuta, and Phlox frondosa, will furnish a

pleasing variety ; and to these I trust soon to see added

some early blooming Pansies : but of these more anon.

In yellow flowers there are few so useful or eflective

as the varieties of Viola lutea grandiflora. I say

varieties, because there are a large number of shades

of it under this name (some of which show consider-

able merit, wliilst others are worthless), but strong old

plants are necessary for early flowering. Another

capital yellow which I have met with this year is a

dwarf compact Wallflower, that comes very true from

seed and has a brightness that closely resembles the

Cheiranthus Marshallii, and looks like the result of a

cross between that and a common yellow Wallflower :

it has been in bloom all through April. A splendid

plant for yellow colouring is the Pyrethmm Golden

Feather. I have never seen it in better foliage than it

has been with me this past month, and I have proved

also how exceedingly hardy is its constitution, as some

hundreds of it have had to pass the winter in the open

field ; these were sown in the open ground in May last,

but owing to the drought they made but little growth

until the autumn, when they were planted out : small

plants w-ilh only a few leaves were killed, but those

that were from 3 to 4 inches in diameter came out of

the severe trial unscathed.

Amongst other early blooming plants that should

be found in every garden, a beautiful gem is the'

single crimson Primrose ; this is traly a winter bloomer,

as "in sheltered places strong plants of it will com-

mence flowering in November, and continue to do so

in open weather up to the end of April. The form of

this flower is excellent, and it has a bright lemon eye ;

the plants flower profusely, and are quite hardy. Like

all the Primula race, however, it has more to fear

from heat than cold. A good strain of the golden-

edged Polyanthus affords some pretty and exceedingly

pleasing bunches of flowers ; indeed, the diflerent

varieties of "spring flowers," as the country people

about here call all the Polyanthus tribe, must always

rank amongst the best of early border flowers. Another

favourite that is by no means common is the old Mag-

pie Pansy. This variety always blooms early and

abundantly, and its somewhat grotesque flowers make
it, cither in beds or patches, a very distinctive object.

I saw this spring in flower for the first time some

patches of the Saxifraga oppositifolia major, with

flowers of rosy red. It opens very early, and is a

capital companion plant to the variegated Sedum.

Of variegated foliaged plants for the spring there is

no lack, but they cannot be treated of here. Sufiiee it

to s.ay that, with a careful selection, and with a season

not too severe, it is possible to have in the spring

flower garden foliage as well as flower in great variety.

None, however, are more useful or effective than the

two already mentioned in this paper. Judging by the

improvement that has been efiected in the first few

years in the bedding Violas, it seems not unlikely that

to them idtimately we shall have to look forward for

supplying the place now occupied by the bedding

Pansies. The best of these latter for early blooming I

have already mentioned, and the Cliveden Yellow has

not been surpassed for summer work, except by the

Violas. But the bulk of the so-called bedding Pansies

have blooms too large in size, and few of them are

sufficiently distinctive in colour. The blue is not true

to its name, and the yellow has a dark blotch ; and as

for a good white, that has not yet been sent out.

Plenty of creamy w^hites have seen the day, but not

good pure colours ; and, excepting the old Magpie, to

these three colours we have in bedding Pansies hitherto

been restricted. I perhaps should have mentioned that

Imperial Blue has a rich colour, but its habit, I fear, is

scarcely what is desired for a good bedder.

I have recently seen some promising kinds gi^owing

that have a good variety of self-colour in them, and the

flowers of which are not more than half the size of

ordinai-y Pansy blooms ; they are not yet sufficiently

advanced to speak to their blooming qualities, but a

pure white and a rich purple, if they flower freely, will

be sure to prove acquisitions, and it is not improbable

that the rich clarets and maroon, found amongst the

Belgian Pansies, may also add in time to the beauty of

our spring flower gardens. I have in this sketch but

actical application upon all possessing gardens, as

affording an abundance of rich delight. A. D.^ Sottth-

avipton.

Jontc ODontspoubentc.

The Fungus Question.—Mr. Gardiner has not

very dexterously changed his front in the battle on this

question. But I suppose I must not complain, as it

has almost brought him round to my side, although he

either does not, or will not, see it. Our argmnent

commenced with the wonderful adventures of his Picea

Pinsapo. In his description of its ailments he attri-

buted all the blame to an attack of Fungus, caused by

the tree having been planted over the roots of pre-

existing trees, and in a soil containing bits of stick.

We all remember how the old philosophers used to

reason. Instead of obser\-ing facts, and then deducing

theories, Mr. Gardiner appears to have acted upon

their plan. Having got his pleasant theory into shape,

he proceeded to ti-y to find the facts to bear it out.

But alas ! his search was vain ; no roots or bits of stick

would turn up. So he rather shabbily deserted his old

friend the Picea, and pays his addresses to some Peach

trees. These have not had half such wonderful adven-

tures as the other; but they are said to be "incon-

trovertible instances " of Fungus as a source of decay.

Mr. Gardiner's history of these "instances" may be

fairiy summed up as follows :— 1st, The trees were

planted in a layer of decayed leaves ; 2d, drought set

in, which, 3d, so much debilitated the trees as to pre-

dispose them to disease, and also, 4th, developed

Fungus in the decayed leaT«s ; and 5th, the Fungus

attacked the predisposed tree roots. I may in support

of my fourth clause call attention to what Mr. Gardiner

says (p. 349) about a certain state of drj-ness being one

of the "chief elements necessary to the development

of Fungus." But what a change is here. In the case

of the Picea he wrote as if Fungus was not merely the

leading symptom of the final stage of the disease, but

the primary cause of the disease also (the fons et crr^o).

Now the Fungus is treated almost as shabbily

as the poor Picea, and is actually deposed from

the front rank to the fifth and last. Is he going to

desert it also ? But where did Mr. Gardiner get his

opinion about a certain state of dryness being necessary

for the creation and development of Fungus? This

theory, Mr. Gardiner ingeniously says, is analagous to

mine. It is perfectly so ; and had Mr. Gardiner beheld

his own face in a glass and compared the reflection, he

could have found no better analogy. (See my letter on

Funfnis, p. 247). Another correspondent, writing from

Wales, agrees with me that no danger from F'ungus

arises from decaying roots, when left in the ground, or

from fallen branches. The gist of his argmnent is,

that we need only fear bits of slick when left in earth

mechanically made up for certain pui-poses. Differing

from Mr. Gardiner and myself, this philosophic corre-

spondent appears to overlook the fact that drought has_

anything to do with it. ,Mr. Berkeley, again, argues'

quite the contraiy to the teachings of his Welsh dis-

ciple ; for, at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society (see p. 3S7), we find the eminent mycologist

speaking in the following manner :
—"As an instance

to prove that the dead roots of trees are injurious,

Mr. Berkeley mentioned that some years ago two

Deodars were planted near the residence of the late

Sir W. Hooker, at Kew, one of which was placed

where a Cherry tree had formerly stood. This one

became unhealthv, and it was not until the soil had

been thoroughly cleared of the bits of dead wood that

the tree grew," &c. Who would think of planting

a tree in a hole dug in a root-bound surface? This,

together with the late Marquis of Huntley's, obser-

vations, '
' that there was no use in making a new

plantation on ground which had been cleared of

timber until that ground had been covered over

with Heath [Furze]," &c., is loose argument. Do
eulturists of any pretensions ever think of either sowing

or planting a piece of ground until every vestige of the

previous crop has been removed and the ground again

prepared ? Really common sense is here altogether

lost si^ht of, and I am compelled to ask this most

ludicrous, but not the less appropriate question. Would
any old woman think, of planting her Greens before she

had rid the ground of the old "runts" and "delved

theyaird?" The Marquis could afford to wait until

the roots on his gi-ound had decayed, but could the old

woman ? or could the settlers in Canada or any other

country afford to wait? The answer is short but

expressive, "No." Now I have already stated my
opinion that Fungus is contracted in most cases by

drought. Drought kills the smaller roots, they mortify,

in fact, and the mortification spreads thi-ough the dying

into the contiguous living tissue. Dead fungoid tissue,

to be injurious, must be placed in contact with the

living tissue in what I may call an abnomial manner,

and in an abnormal place, that is, within the structure

of the tissue itself. But placed in contact with it in a

normal manner and in the proper place, dead tissue is

assmiilated and does good. But to argue that dead

wood is altogether to be avoided as a manure—that is,

as food for plants—is utterly foolish. This fungophobia

is the rabid teetotalism of certain gardeners. Because a

man with a diseased stomach caimot receive, beef and

mutton, are we to denybeef and mutton to all ? Because,

as it is alleged, that trees with diseased roots cannot

stand decayed leaves, are w-e to deny decayed leaves to

all ?—and decayed leaves, bark, and wood are the beef

and mutton of trees. As animal stomachs most easily

assimilate animal food, so vegetable roots most easily

assimilate vegetable food. Leaves, bark, and bits of

stick are the only natural manure. In natural woods
what else is there to recuperate the soil. These alone

are sufficient, for with these they have been enabled,

for thousands upon thousands of years,
'

' Gaily to bourgeon and broadly to grow.

"

Don't, therefore, let us be frightened out of the use of

Nature's chief restorer by a .senseless panic. Rather

let us try how best we can keep our tree roots in that

healthy state in which they are able to assimilate vege-

table manure ; and in the word " healthy" is the whole

gist of my argument. My favourite vineiy had its

inside border made up almost entirely of leaves ; the

leaves were placed there for a certain purpose, and

having served their end we set about their removal,

when we found the bed—not a "sea of Fungus," but a

complete mass of fibrous Vine roots. The removal of

the leaves was stayed and—like the buried faggots in

the vineyard of M. Comu, at Champerion—they are now
entirely eaten up by the roots of the Vines. Having a

terrible dread of drought I water freely—not so many
potfuls to a light, but from a 3-inch hose, until the

borders almost float like a quagmire, and until we see

the water freely running away by the waste drain. Teq
late severe seasons of drought— I mean those of 1864,

and 186S—taught many a lesson. During those seasons

or I should rather say the seasons following, it was

easy to observe the ravages drought had made amongst

our park and other ornamental timber. Great Britain,

notwithstanding its insular position, is subject to occa-

sional severe droughts, sufficiently severe at these times

to materially affect its vegetation. In our overdrained

and often overgrazed parks, and I may also add our

over-dressed shrubberies, what is there to protect trees

from the killing efiects of these droughts, or even to

recuperate them when there is no drought at all? Now
it is useless to argue that it is impossible for drought to

overtakemanyplantswhicharedireetlyunderagardener's

care, even when water is at command. 1 have seen

it with myself, and also with others who considered

themselves much my superiors in practice. Once lej

earth become thoroughly indurated, whether in a pot,

tub. Vine, or other border, and note the consequences.

It is sufficient, however, to abide by such consequences

under what I may be allowed to call ordinary circum-

stances, but under such abnormal circumstances as that

Jescribed by Mr. Monro, at Colney House (see p. 497),

where the Vine border was suspended between heaven

and earth, and an unnatural heat applied in the

chamber underneath, could any one be sanguine

enough to hope for other results than that described by

Mr. Monro? To supply the waste by evaporation from

both the upper and under surface of such a constructed

border, the quantity of water to be poured on must

have been something enormous. I remember when at

Trentham that Mr. Fleming experimented with a hot-

water pipe underneath a narrow Vine border, and the

effect of this pipe was so terribly drying that its use was

speedily abandoned. "David Tell Fact," with whose

letters I am very much pleased, is also evidently under

serious suspicion that water is loo scnipulously adminis-

tered to plants wdiich are dependent on gardeners alone

for their supply. At an agricultural dinner, I

remember hearing Mr. Newdegate tell in a very

humorous speech how a farmer during a veiy dry year

got a splendid field of Mangel Wurzel. In answer to

Mr. Newdegate's inquiry the farmer simply stated that

he turned the river over them ! We may not all, like

the farmer, have a river so convenient ; but my opinion

is that Fungus often gets the credit for what really is

due simply to the lack of water. It is possible, too, to

over-water, but Vines with their roots well at work

soon absorb an excess of moisture. Reverse the

circumstances, and ofwhich the " splitting of Vines,"

of which we have heard so much of late, is a proof,

and all is disaster and disappointment. Wm. Miller,

Combe AM'O' Gardens.

Fern.—In that highly interesting novel, " Lothair,"

by the Right. Hon. B. Disraeli, there occurs in the

description of an English nobleman's seat the follow-

ing passage :
—" Vauxe stood in a large park, studded

with stately trees ; here and there an avenue of Spanish

Chestnuts, or a grove of Oaks ; sometimes a gorsydell,

and sometimes a great spread of antlered Fern, taller

than the tallest man." Can you tell me what Fern

thereby can be meant? A. W. [Pteris aquilina, we
suppose. Eds.]

Stokehole Management.—This is a subject of

so much importance to the horticultural world, that I

am surprised that your editorial article, at p. 491, has

not called forth the opinions of others versed in the

subject besides Mr. Forsyth. The first hotliouses I had

to do with were heated by old flues, some of which

were rather dilapidated and leaky, requiring some care

to get the fires to burn bright, so as to prevent the

smoke from passing through into the house. This was

best done with a shovelfirl of fire, and a little dry wood

to make a blaze, so as to drive the damp out of the

flue, and by feeding the fire behind the flame a good

clear fire was secured. This same plan of making a

fire holds good to the present time, where the fire is

supphed with fuel at the furnace door, and not, as Mr.
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Forsytli happily puts it, froma 'Miole in the floor." In

that case the fire is made very much the same as I have
described, only on a far better plan, viz., put a little

straw and wood in the centre of the furnace, light it,

and shut the furnace door, and add coke or coal at the

opening above ; in doing so the fuel will naturally fall

down all round the kindling material, allowing the

flame to rise from the centre of the heap, which will

consume its own smoke, on the same principle as the

fire in the old flue. Waste in the stokehole is so

identified with the kind of boiler in use, that it is im-

possible to discuss tlie matter further without their

assistance. I have had the management of a variety of

boilers, viz., saddle, conical, retort, cannon, Burbidge
& Healy's, and Cottam & Allen's, all of them good
in their way, and like the flue efficient in keeping out

frost. In addition to patience and perseverance they

also require a considerable amount of care. In attend-

ing to the firing of such boilers as I have just mentioned,
the wonder is that the waste is not more than it is.

They require to be often looked at, the clinkers often

drawn out and fresh fuel added, and all the time the

stoker has to be in front of a strong fire, suiTOunded by
hot clinkers. This is stoking under difficulties, and can
it be wondered at if some of the fuel should get mixed
with the ashes and clinkers ? I have had no experience

with the thin plate firebars, but all the other solid fire-

bars I have ever seen in use soon get deformed, warping
and twisting about like so many snakes in the furnace,

requiring often to be replaced by others if much fire is

wanted. We do not pretend to anything like the

extent of piping as that heated for Mr. Mendel by
Messrs. Weeks & Co. *s upright tubular boiler, but what
we have (the same description of boiler) works well, with
ease and comfort to the stoker, and at a profit to the

owner compared to what it was when a dozen boilers

were in use. We have had the above-mentioned
boilers in constant use for three years, and thei'e has
been no trouble either in making a good fire, or fear

of being scorched or suffocated ; and the firebars being
hollow tubes, with the return water almost cold, there
is no danger of their warping, neither do the clinkers

adhere to them as they do when the firebars are solid.

We never clinker the fires but once in the 24 hours,
and that is arranged so that it is done when the fire is

about to be started afresh, and, as a matter of course,

there is little fire in the furnace to inconvenience
anyone, and the clinkers are no sooner drawn out, and
the fire gathered together, than the stoker ascends
to the floor above to put in the fuel. I like the damper
in the chimney, and consider it of great use when the
fire is at a red heat, to prevent the Ireat escaping up the
chimney ; closing the furnace only will not prevent it.

I quite agree with you as to the excellent qualities of
the .Silvester sliding doors ; those supplied by Messrs.
Weeks are very similar, entirely shutting off the
draught, and when they are open they are not in the
way like doors on hinges. It sounds very nice to talk
about a day fireman and a watchman to attend to them
at night, but it is but a very few places where such an
arrangement can be carried out. And indeed where
the one-boiler system is in operation it is unnecessary

;

all that is required is some one to clean up the stoke-
hole in the morning and attend to the supply of fuel.

It is much better that the man who will be responsible
for the safety of the hothouses at night should attend
to the starting of the fires in the afternoon, for I have
found that the houses are often either rather hot or a
little too cold just between the day and the night
management : and this is much more likely to occur
when two people have to do with the fires instead of
one. Gcofge Tlwnuoti, Staiistcd Park, Sussex.

Larch and Spruce Scale Insects.—I have been
lately watching the process of egg-laying by the chermes
of the Larch and Spruce. It strikes me as curious,
and as I am not aware that the points I am about to
mention have been hitherto recorded, I venture to bring
them under the notice of your readers, although they
are few and trifling. Unlike most other insects the
process in them is slow. They seem to get on at the rate
of five eggs in a day, and there may be observed in the
insect an almost constant kind of pumping motion,
producing from the inside of the creature a'succession
of drops of something like turpentine, which remain
hardening successively and continuously among the
young family. I have not seen an egg actually laid,

but from the sudden movement occasionally of one
close to the chermes' mother, I think it must then just
have happened. The difierence in colour shows clearly
the difference in age. On the Spruce I was struck also
with the singularity of an ordinary chermes sitting
amongst ordinary eggs, and another much smaller
sitting amongst much smaller eggs, these last (mother
and family) all being green, while the ordinary chermes
and eggs are purple or purplish brown. Surely, unless
it is a different sort, it would be a cutious thing to find
the creature and the eggs gradually enlarging. O
[What do our entomological friends say to this? Eds.]'

Purple Laburnum.—The accompanying specimens
were cut from a Laburnum tree gi^owing among a
group of common Laburmims in thfs neighbourhood.
The yellow and dull-red flowers break out all over the
tree, one colour generally predominating on one branch,
and the other colour on another branch, while here
and there break out tufts of the pui-ple Cytisus, as in
one of the twigs sent. Please inform me if this three-
flowered Laburnum is common ? how it originated, and

where it is to be got? The tree in question has no
particular history, has not apparently been gi-afted or
"worked "in any way, and was discovered accident-
ally among the others growing in a wild state. J. Simf-
son, Woi-thy. [It is the Purple Laburnum, known as
Cytisus Adami, which is supposed to have originated in

a bud-graft of C. Laburnum and C. purpureus, and in

such specimens as these, which are occasionally met
with, appears to be reverting to the forms from whence it

sprang. Eds.]
• In Buckingham I recently came across a

common yellow Laburnum tree, on which were
numerous branches of another description, like the
enclosed. I could only trace one graft, and am puzzled
to know from what cause this arises. Can you give
me any information ? J. IV. Heatley. [The specimen is

Cytisus purpureus, tufts of which sometiines break out
on the Purple Laburnum. The tree in question was,
perhaps, a yellow-flowered seedling with infected blood.
Eds.]

Spring Bedding.—It would be desirable, in the
interest of spring bedding, if practical gardeners would
communicate to you their experience as regards the
state of their spring flower gardens, at the close of this

somewhat exceptional season. It seems to me that as
it is a safe nUe to be always prepared for the worst,
it should be the constant aim of those who have to

make their spring gardens as gay and effective as

possible, that they should regard such a season as

always to be expected, and so select varieties that have
proved themselves well able to withstand the vicissi-

tudes of the past somewhat extra severe and variable

winter. Nothing looks worse than patchy and ragged
beds, with here and there a plant, and great bare
intervals of naked soil ; and unfortunately it is very few
who can, consistently with other claims, provide the

immense stock of Myosotis dissitiflora which Mr. Fish
recommends. My experience this last winter tells

me that we have more to fear from cold biting winds
from whatever quarter, more especially, of course,

froiTi the north or east, than from any ordinary
amount of frost ; and I, like Mr. Fish, am fully

determined, if spared, to protect my spring flowers

next winter with Spruce boughs thmst in the

beds in an oblique direction, so as to oiTer the most
effectual break to wind and frost, but most especially

the former. With me—and I am situated in prob.ably

one of the bleakest places in the south-eastern part of
Ireland—nothing could have done better than the
various sorts of bulbs, especially Tulips. They have
really been brilliant, but, of course, they were warm
and snug beneath the ground during our most severe
weather. During the recent stonny weather I have to
lament the breaking off of a vast number of the double
varieties, especially Rex Rubroram and Tournesol,
whilst the single ones are all but unhurt. I tried tying,

but I really believe that it only made matters worse,
as they broke off at the ties worse than if they
were allowed to bend to the storm ; still I

cannot see such treasures destroyed without
another trial or two, and I have an idea that something
in the way of support would be far preferable, such as

strongish branches placed amongst them, which, whilst
not actually holding them fast, would still mate-
terially support them. Silene pendula is splendid,

not a leaf is injured ; whilst Nemophila insignis, which
was round it as an edging, has all but entirely perished.

On the other hand, Saponaria calabrica has proved very
tender, and is a partial failure, whilst the various
Aubrietias which border it are most effective. All the

varieties of the Myosotis have done indifferently

;

but Daisies, which are an edging to them, have stood
moderately well. Stocks are all killed ; the double Wall-
flower is perfection, Viola comuta and Viola lutea are

but middling. The golden Saxifrage is good. Nothing
in its way could beat the Cliveden Blue Pansy, but
the yellow has suffered severely. Both Arabis albida arid

albidavariegataareuntouched, so is the golden variegated

Periwinkle. Aurictilas have been very good, also Hepa-
ticas ; the Czar Violet has escaped well and was grand,
whilst the common Russian ones have lost all their

foliage, though they are growing freely now. Polyan-
thuses were very good, and Stachys lanata is perfectly

hardy ; Cheiranthus Marshallii is good, and Alyssum
saxatile, though it suffered a little, soon regained its

vigour, and is now one mass of bloom. I shall look
anxiously for more, information on this subject, as I

doubt not that many of us have bare places in our beds
which we would rather not see, and grievous failures

which we shall renrember and try to avoid in years to

come. Kalniia.

Hardy Penstemons.—Allow me to offer a few
comments on the article headed as above in p. 562.
P. digitalis, "with large copper-coloured foliage and
immense white flowers, streaked with crimson," must
be something out of the common way of the species.

In the United States, to which it is indigenous, and in

cultivation here, the foliage is light green, and the
flowers attractive indeed, but by no means " immense,"
being little over an inch in length, and cither pure
while or slightly pink-coloured. P. giandiflorus is not
"a native of Mexico," but of the plains on the

Missouri River, &c., as far north as lat. 40'^
; rnrcly

exceeds 2 or 3 feet in height ; and il^ foliai^c, " \ery

similar in appearance to P. Murrayanum," indeed frr

from being "of a d^ep glos.sy green colour," is

exceedingly pale and glaucous. The large flowers are

showy, but with us by no means "deep purplish blue."
P. Mackayanus is only the old P. pubescens. A. G.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—A Fellow of
this Society recently complained of the need of "Moses'
Rod " at South Kensington, because a drinking fountain
in course of construction was not finished in time for

his visit with the juvenile members of his family.
Now, as holes are so readily picked iir the shortcomings
—supposed or otherwise—of the officials of public bodies
is it not just that equal publicity of their shrewdness
should also be given to now-haliittih ? Hence I ask
space to say how much I was pleased to see a "case
of living plants " fixed in a conspicuous part of the
South Kensington station of the Metropolitan District

Railway, attached to which is a suitable advertisement
respecting the Society's gardens in that neighbourhood.
Surely this is a inove in the right direction, and will

be duly appreciated by all who take an interest in the
well-being of these gardens. W. E. [A most appro-
priate and unexceptionable form of advertising, which
we have ourselves noticed with much satisfaction.

Eds.]

Cherry trees not bearing Fruit.— On taking
charge of these gardens, two years ago, I found a
large Cherry tree (the name of which I do not know),
which, for the last 25 years (so says my informant, who
has been on the place nearly 40) never bore more
than from one to two dozen fmit at the most in a
year." Last year it was one mass of bloom, and, being
against a wall, I had no difficulty in protecting it

with glass, which I did, leaving both ends open.
With the assistance of the camel-hair brush I carefully

distributed ,the pollen, but still only the usual quan-
tity set. Now, being in favour of the extension sys-

tem of pruning Vines, I was induced to try it with
Cherries, and therefore left the whole of the breast

wood to grow as it liked ; strange to say, this season
it has set a fine crop of fruit, to the great delight of
my noble employer. R. Gilbert, Burgliley.

Encephalartos villosus, &c.— When looking
round the new and rare plants exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on the 26th inst., I

was surprised to find in the collection of Mr. W. Bull,

Encephalartos villosus (Lehm.), with five different

names (viz., giganteus, mirabilis, expansus, dcntatus,

and nobilis, the latter without fronds), yet any botanist

must have seen on examination that the whole were
one and the same species. The villose stem is so very
marked a character, that any one pretending to a

ledge of these plants cannot fail to notice it. On
lookmg at the cards appended, I was astonished to see

that a First-class Certificate had been awarded to each
five certificates for one species ! and that named in-

rrectly ! What are certificates for ? I thought they
were awarded for distinct, or new plants ; but here we
have five plants of the same species, in different stages
of development, each receiving one. Purchasers have
a right to expect a plant which is certified as distinct,

to be so, but if this is a specimen of the value of First-

class Certificates, we shall soon begin to say it is 71U.

As for the merit of the plant in question, there can be
but one opinion—that it deserves a First-class Certificate,

but why give it five ? It can't be to make it sell, as it

is too rare ever to hang on the hands of any one, and
so very elegant that one has only to see it to raise a
wish to possess it as an ornament to any conservatory.

If the judges had a superabundance of certificates to

dispose of, why not have given them to the other desei"v-

ing objects that were passed over, although of equal
merit ? I may add that I have seen several plants of

the above Encephalartos imported, and not one could

be said to be exactly equal in its growth to another
;

but the same general character can be seen on exami-
nation, and we have a right to expect the judges to

examine before they give their awards. Any importer
of plants knows that in five or six years these plants

will take up their characters, to the astonishment of

the mnocent possessors, and will proclaim that they

are brethren all. J. CroHcher, Royal Gardens, Kew,
May 28. [There is some room for difference of
opinion on this question, as we may be able to show
hereafter. Our correspondent alludes to other deserv-

ing plants which were passed over. Is he certain

these were not subjects already certificated, and there-

fore ineligible ? Eds.]

Mimetic Plants.—I observe a letter at p. 700, on

the subject of mimetic plants, made so interesting by
Mr. W. W. Saunders' recent exhibition of this class of

curiosities. Your correspondent does not seem to be
aware of the existence of a little work upon the sub-

ject, recently published by me, namely "Echoes in

Plant and Flower Life," by Mr. Leo Grindon. This
work contains a vast ntimber of instances of the

general proposition ; and, though not professing to be
a scientific treatise, nor, indeed, anything more than

an enumeration of facK, dealt with in a popular

manner, is worth the allcnli.ni of all who value the

inquiry. Frederick Filiiifui, 20, Palernosler- Rmt',

Ulay 25. [Mr. Grindon 's liook was noticed by us

at p. S43, 1S69. Ens.]

Myosotis dissitiflora.—I cannot agree with your

correspondents who think this plant less hardy than

M. sylvatica. If the old plants are divided for trans-

planting, many of them will damp off in the winter

and spring months, but if a small patch is planted every

autumn, far away from any other variety, and the seed
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ccirefiilly saved, the seedlings will not only prove true

but will also withstand the wet and frost quite as well

as the different varieties of sylvatica, and they will

liliewise blossom more profusely than divided plants.

I have adopted this plan for four years, and have not

lost more than a scoreof plants out of several thousands,

even during the last winter, which has been particularly

destructive to spring plants generally. Thomas ChalUs,

Wilton.

I beg to endorse all that Mr. Fish has to say

about Myosotis dissitiflora. I was induced to buy a

packet of seed, and I am happy to say that it quite

agrees with Mr. Fish's description. I have M. dissiti-

flora edged with Limnanthes Douglasii, and I must

confess that I never saw anything to equal it, both for

compactness of growth and profuseness of bloom. I

beg to thank Mr. Fish for bringing its merits before the

gardening world. S. Wraight, The Gardens, Newland,

Sittingbourne.

Amaryllis Johnsoni.— I liave only one bulb of

tliis plant large enough to bloom. Last year I sent you

an account of the number of times which it bloomed,

whicli, together with your remarks, will be found at

p. 1233, 1S69. The plant has at present three blooms

on it, each S inches in diameter. The height of the

flower-stalk is 2 feet 3 inches. Robert Stokoi, Gr. to

H. C. Marshall, Esq., Weetviood Hall, Leeds.

Early Strawberries.—The letter of Mr. Hague at

p. 701 has taken us in this part (Kent) by surprise. In

the North, not many years ago, and not many miles

from Rotherham, the beginning of July was the usual

time to gather Strawberries. I have a memorandum of

the fir^t lot of Keens' Seedling being gathered on the

22d of tliat month. On the very day (May 5) that

your correspondent was enjoying the pleasure of pick-

ing ripe Strawberries, we in Kent and in other parts of

the South were bewailing the loss of every flower that

\\as expanded, by the destructive energy of frost.

Such an instance as that given by your correspondent

is worthy of record ; but I should like to know what
w.rs his motive in thus giving it publicity ? Was it to

show us that the occurrence was unusual in his garden

or in the neighbourhood ? or does he desire to impress

on our minds that the above variety is a month or two

earlier than any other sort ? Or perhaps he has some

peculiar treatment tending to this precocity. I have

looked over many acres of Strawberries in this district,

and from what I have mentioned as having occurred on

May 5 you will not be surprised when I state that the

fruit is only just showing itself. The earliest date of

which 1 have any memorandum of the Black Prince

variety being ripe in this garden is May 29. Last

year, which was not a late season, it was first gathered

on June 13. \V. P. R., Holwood, Kent.

Saxifraga granulata fl. -pi. is exceedingly at-

tractive at this season of the year, and should be

grown by every one who appreciates spring flowers,

it requires a damp, shady situation, where it rapidly

increases, and soon forms a very attractive object.

The flowers are large, veiy double, and of a pure

white colour, and are produced upon stalks from

4 to 6 inches in height. The typical species, although

common in some parts of this country, is well worth

growing, the flowers are very large and numerous.

Both this and the double variety die down soon after

flowering, and thus make room for other plants near.

.-/. /. /'., Tottenham.

Black Beetles and Peaches.—Can any of your

readers tell me of a certain cure for black beetles.

Following the advice given me in the Gardeners^

Chronicle, I glazed in a wall 80 feet long, covered with

si.K Peaches and five Nectarines. The result, as far as

fruit goes, is most satisfactory, but I find the beetles

are attacking the fruit at night time, and more especially

the Nectarines. This is very annoying. There is no

doubt they come from the furnace of the Stephanotis-

housc, which adjoins the Peach-house. R. C. 71,

Bri.rton. [Do you mean cockroaches ? If so. Chase's

Beetle Poison, perseveringly used, will clear them.

Or do you mean weevils? Eds.]

The Purple or Brown Beech.— I have just been

reminded, by the transplanting of some seedlings

from under a grafted tree, /. e., the purple-leaved

grafted on the green-leaved variety, of a question

asked by one of your readers some few years ago,

\\-liich, if my memory serves me correctly, amounted to

tliis :—Are seedlings from trees, grafted in the abov

manner, constant in colour ? I beg leave to say, i

ansv,-er to that question, and for the information of

those who still have doubts on the matter, that si

seedlings found here under the same trees about

six or seven years ago, are still quite equal in colour

to the grafted trees from which they were rai

From the size to which they have grown—about S feet

high, with branches from 4 to 6 feet long—I think

sufficient evidence has been obtained to prove that

. the colouring is really pennanent. This is a fact

worthy of notice, and one, perhaps, of as much
interest to the nurseryman and the planter, as it

must be to the physiologist. Henry Mills, Enys,

Penrvn.

Phlox stolonifera is now a dense mass of flower, and

is certainly one of the best alpine Phloxes. It requires

no care in its cultivation, for it creeps steadily over the

ground, rooting as it goes, and soon forms a complete

carpet of soft green foliage, which is smothered with

purplish rose-coloured flowers from the middle of

April to the end of May. These are produced upon
stems about 4 inches in height, and generally number
from five to eight flowers upon each. It frequently

flowers again in the autumn, but not so freely as in the

spring, and I have seen flowers at intervals during the

whole of the summer. P. subulata var. frondosa is

very distinct in character from the one just mentioned.

It forms large cushions of moss-like foliage, of a bright

green colour, which is now completely hidden by its

flowers. It grows very rapidly, and good plants

planted now will form tufts at least a foot across, and

from 6 to S inches in height. The flowers are of a

bright rose colour, with a conspicuous dark eye ; these

are produced close to the foliage, and in innumerable

quantities. P. Nelsoni is another beautiful variety,

and a charming companion for either of those men-
tioned. It is supposed by some to be a variety of

subulata, but I am inclined to think it is a near relation

f P. nivalis. It grows very freely in light sandy soil,

but is subject to injury from drought. I find large

stones placed close to the plant of great service, for

they help the soil to retain the moisture, which is very

essential to many plants of this character, and there are

many more of these alpine plants which will not grow
without this assistance. The flowers of this variety

are of a pure white colour, and I think, if possible, are

produced in greater profusion than in any other of this

class. A. I. P., Tottenham.

Queen Emma Melon.—The late Mr. Dwerrihouse

claimed the honour of being the raiser of this variety,

during the period of his head-gardenership for Lord
Eversley, at Heckfield. Jos. Forsyth Johnson, Curator,

Royal Botanic Gardens, Belfa !t.

French Nurserymen's Catalogues.—A custom

is beginning among the French nurserymen, and I

think the seedsmen also, of issuing their catalogues in

English, and charging the prices of the articles in

English money. For example, trees that are charged

I franc in the French editions of their catalogues, are

charged is. in the English editions, and everything in

the same proportion, so that their English customers are

charged exactly 20 per cent, more than the French.

Why this should be I am at a loss to understand. Is

it because they have a doubt as to our knowing what

the value of a franc is, and that we should not be able

to compute an account made out in francs? If it is,

they are mistaken, for we know that 100 francs are

equal to £4, and that 100 shillings are equal to £$.
Why then are we to be charged £$ f^r "'hat a French-

man is charged ^4? This sort of trading may be

honest, but it is not just, and rather suggests a covert

form of extortion insidiously presented to the English

purchaser. I have been caught once this way, but I

shall take care I shall not be caught again. I could

mention the names of the nurserymen, but I shall

forbear for the present. A Greenhorn.

The Aucuba.—I am induced, by the remarks of

Mr. Masters, at p. 701, to state the method which

I have adopted to obtahi berries on large plants of the

female variety. It is that of grafting bits of the male

kind all over the female bush. This practice ensures

the distribution of the pollen, in a manner which can

hardly be expected from planting dwarf plants of the

male kind alongside. H. Mills, Enys, Penryn.

Foreign Correspondence.
Corsica.— I have recently returned from a vei-y

pleasant and successful expedition to this island, and I

am glad to say that the plants I collected are, on the

whole, in very fair order. I was much struck with

several points of contrast between the flora of the

island and the continent, especially in the extreme

abundance of individuals of species which do not occur

at all, or are found but very sparingly, on the mainland.

Pancratium illyricum was most abundant, and is a

grand plant, just coming into flower. It is not a shore

plant, as alleged by Woods. I found it nowhere on

the coast, but in mountain pastures up to 3000 feet

above the sea. Helleborus lividus is another mos
conspicuous plant, forming quite a feature in the land

scape. It is in the style of H. foetidus, which it seems

to replace : H. fcetidus is abundant about Nice and

Mentone, but I did not see it in the island.

Of Euphorbias, eight or nine species were in great

abundance. Some of them were new to me, I

E. dendroides, which is so conspicuous about Nice,

I think, ab.sent. Statice pubescens, the species so

common on the neighbouring continental coast, I could

not find, it seems to be replaced by another species

(duriuscula, or one closely allied). Crocus versicolor

I found in extraordinary profusion, commencing at

about 2300 feet, and extending up to the snow line.

Cyclamen europa;um was to beseen everywhere. Lilium

candidum I found above Bastea, but I am not satisfied

that it is indigenous ; also another species (probably

pomponium), which is truly wild in the higher woods.

There were also Sedum corsicum, S. dasyphyllum, and

an allied species with hairy leaves ; also a great flat-

leaved annual species allied to S. Cepcea, and another

species allied to S. acre. Orchids are very abundant,

and I think I collected about ten species, some of them

rare. Arum corsicum (? A. pictum), a remarkable

looking plant, with heavy thick dark green leaves, and

ery distinct, was abundant about Ajaccio, but I did

not see it on the east side of the central range. The
only other species I saw were A. italicum and
A. Arisarum.

Bulbous plants were in great abundance as regards

the number of individuals of each species. I found two
species of Romulea, one with dark purple flowers ;

Allium neapolitanum, A. triquetrum, and A. sub-

hirsutum (I think), besides the common species ; also

Colchicum montanum, and two species of Scilla new to

me ; an Ornithogalum allied to umbellatum, but larger

and more diffuse ; also several species of Muscari. Of
Ferns I found Nothochlrena Marantte in the greatest pro-

fusion, also N. Januginosa near Ajaccio, but of the latter

only a few specimens. Cheilanthes odora is very

common ; Asplenium acutum, common and very large ;

also A. lanceolatum, and a few small specimens of

A. septentrionale. A. Adiantum-nigrum was nowhere
to be seen. The valley of the Restonica, near Corte,

is tmly magnificent ; we ascended it as far as the mules
would take us, and I then ascended, a pied, one of the

ridges subordinate to Monte Rotundo, to the snow line

(tkJoo feet). I was, however, too soon for the alpine

districts, as the snow cut me off just as the flora begins

to change. I, however, got several good things, includ-

ing Berberis a^tnensis, a most singular-looking, small

thorny shmb, with golden-yellow branches ; a silvery-

leaved Potentilla, an Arenaria, and just at the highest

point I reached acres of a stony-gro\^'ing Androsace,

not distinguishable in its present state.

I got up to the watershed between Monte Rotundo and
Monte Cinlo, and obtained a magnificent view over the

greater part of the island, with the sea visible at

several points ; but the beauty of the scene scarcely

made up for the disappointment of having to leave

"under the snow" nearly the whole of the alpine

region of from 6cxx) to 9000 feet. I must try and
revisit it some day six weeks later, as in June the

mountain is nearly clear of snow. I found one or two
species of Dianthus not in flower, also several alpine

Silenes, and one very pretty annual species, on the

coast, which I have never seen before ; and near

Ajaccio I found for the first time Arenaria balearica.

The altered rocks on the east side of the island are

exceedingly interesting,—alternations of gneiss marble,

serpentine, and conglomerate, with a tolerably uni-

form strike north and south, suddenly terminating

against the great mass of granite on the west side of

the island, just to the west of Corte.

I think the neighbourhood of Bastea is the best

botanical district, as you get a considerable range of

altitude in its immediate neighbourhood. The town is

not attractive, and the Hotel de I'Europe is to be
avoided. The Hotel de France, to which we removed,
was very comfortable. At Corte, which is a singular

little town, the accommodation (Hotel de I'Europe) is

all that can be wished for. Ajaccio is a bright pleasant

place, with excellent hotels, but the scenery is not so

striking as in the interior. The road across the island,

crossing the watershed at nearly 4000 feet, is a wonderful

work, equal to anything of the kind in the Alps ; and
the drive through the Pine forest is unlike anything of

the sort I have before seen. The whole thing is on
such a scale that it is scarcely possible to realise the

siie of the trees till you see them fallen and squared

into timber. Pinus Laricio and P. halepensis (the

latter sparingly) were the only two species I noticed,

and I do not remember seeing the .Stone Pine, which is

so abundant between Nice and Marseilles. The
"insular" donkeys are remarkably small, certainly not

half the size of the English kind, and I think not a

fourth the size of the fine animals you see on the

Riviera. They must be a distinct race, of great

antiquity. We saw none of the large breed in the

island. Geo. Mazu, Benthall Hall, near Broseley, in a

letter to Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.

Societies.

. EDiNBt-fRGH BoT.4Nic.\L : April 14. — Sir Walter
Elliot, President, in the chair. The following communi-
cations ^vere read ;—

I. On tite Flowering and Fruiting ofAucuba japonica.

By Mr. P. S. Robertson. The author had observed that

recently-introduced female plants from Japan (grown in a
cool pit) came into flower in January and February, while

the male plants, grown in the same circumstances, never

came into flower till the middle of March. Yet he had
every year obtained a crop of young seedlings from the

berries, although the female flowers were quite shrivelled

before the male ones expanded. He found that the com-
mon spotted variety, long grown in this country, does not

flower till May or June, although grown in the pit or

house with the others, and begins to expand its flowers

when the males are getting past
;
yet it also never fails to

produce a crop of fruit with perfect seeds. He thought

that the pollen must lodge for some time in the scales of

the unopened flower-buds, or must reach the pistils before

the flowers are expanded ; but how to account for the

fertilising of the early flowering varieties he was at a loss.

This year he has forced on the flowering of the male
plants by placing them in strong heat, and has all the

varieties of the male and female plants in full flower at

very nearly the same time, and accordingly he anticipates

a much larger produce of berries than in former years,

when they were left to the ordinary course. He exhibited

a branch bearing berries with perfect seed : yet when that

plant came into flower, there had not been a male plant

in the house where it grew for fully a month previously.

Mr. Sadler stated that he had been informed by the
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Messrs. -| Lawson that when there was a great lapse of

time between the flowering of male and female Aucuba
plants, they frequently collected the pollen and kept it

wrapped in paper unt'il such time as the female flowers

were ready for fertilisation, when it was applied to the

stigmas, and thus secured invariably a crop of fruit with

perfect seeds. By grafting the male plant on the female,

the two kinds of flowers might expand nearly at the same

time.

II. Remarks on Grimmla pndnosa [Wihoiis MSS.).

By Mr. William Bell.

III. Remarks on Bmhmeria nivea (Urttca mvia of
Linnsiis). By Mr. Sadler. Mr. Sadler exhibited raw

and prepared fibres of the Bojhmeria, as well as articles of

dress manufactured from it, and drawings and specimens

of the plant. He stated that it was a plant which was
attracting a good deal of attention at the present moment,

both in this countr>' and abroad, from the fact that the

Government had lately offered an award of jfs,ooo for the

invention of a machine capable of separating the fibre

from the bark and stem in an inexpensive manner ; the

working expenses of the prepared fibre not to exceed £is
per ton, and to be of such quality as to realize not less

than j^50 per ton in the English market. The offer of

this premium was issued from the India Office in February-

last, and one year given to competitors ; but he regretted

to see it stated in the newspapers about three weeks ago

that a gentleman in Bombay had invented a machine such

as was required. He thought that the Government ought

to contradict such a statement, as he believed that it had
had the effect of stopping many intending competitors in

their inventions. Mr. Sadler exhibited a scarf manu-
factured from the fibre of the common Nettle (Urtica

dioica), which he described

lasting fibre. The Boehmt
"Ramie." "Ma," or " Chu-
" Chinese Nettle."

IV. Memorandum on Ipi

fine and soft, but not

known as " Rheea,

"

'Chinese Grass," and

ha. By Clements R.

V. Report on the Open-air Vegetation at the Royal
Botanic Garden. By Mr. M 'Nab. Since the last meet-

ing of the Botanical Society (March 10), the temperature

has been somewhat variable. On nineteen mornings the

thermometer has been below the freezing point, the lowest

being on the 12th, 13th, 14th. 23d, 27th, and 28th of

March, falling respectively to 24", 25', 23

'

27', while the six highest temperatures were

ings of i6th and 31st March, also ist, 8th, 12th, and 14th

of April, standing respectively at 40^, 40
47^, and 49^. Having more sunshine during the past

month than during the previous markings of this ye;

vegetation, in consequence, has made considerable pi

gress, although still behind last year, as exemplified by
the following register. In the foiest and ornamental tree

departments the foliage is still very backward,
so than has been at this date for many years.
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To my mind, a dwarf, compact, branching liabit,

and a certain hardiliood of constitution, are qualities

of the first importance in a bedding Pansy ;
lience,

after some three or four years' trial I have well-nigh

come to altogether abandon the fancy Pansy as value-

less for bedding purposes, owing to the vigorous growth

that generally characterises it. I think it was a mis-

take of the Floral Committee to give a First-class Cer-

tificate to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son's Golden

Bedder Pansy, for the simple reason that not a single

plant of it as shown exhibited the slightest approach to

a branching habit. Next in pomt of importance I would

place size—the flowers to be somewhat undersized

rather than oversized, like Golden Bedder ; such for

want of stoutness of texture get bedaubed by a shower

of rain, and hang dowa their heads, and rarely raise

them again. Next there must be profusion of bloom,

added to a disposition to continuity of flowermg, which

can only be obtained in plants of a branching habit.

The desired prolificacy of bloom is far more likely to

come with plants producing .small rather than oversized

flowers. The flowers should also be produced on

stiff, erect footstalks : this is a most important con-

sideration.

Bedding Pansies should be self-coloured, and, as far

as possible, destitute of a central blotch. What we

most require is a floral mass of one colour, not a con-

fused mass of white and black, yellow and black, and

so on. Mr. John Fleming, of Cliveden (than whom
no one knows better the value of the bedding Pansy),

always made a great point of self-coloured Pansy flowers

for bedding purposes. I have now planted out in my
garden at Ealing a good variety of bedding Pansies,

varying from pure white flowers, with only a few faint

lines radiating from the eye, to the rich black-purple

self of the darkest type. I have endeavoured, for the

sake of comparison, to get all the so-called bedding

Varieties I could lay my hands on, and, with some

three or four exceptions, I have come to the con-

clusion that it is essential to discard most of the

kinds now in cultivation as bedders, and to commence

again by crossing, making habit and self colours the

basis on which to work. I have now in bloom £

seedling Pansy, raised by my brother, Mr. \V. Dean,

when at Shipley, of singularly dwarf and compact

growth, and most floriferous ; on plants barely 4 inches

in diameter I can comit 20 expanded flowers, each of

which is about the size of a large flower of Viola lutea

grandiflora ; the upper petals are of a rich reddish plum

colour, the lower petals having the striking hue of the

Imperial Blue Sedding Pansy. There is no blotch,

and with the combination of colours the effect is very

striking indeed. For edging purposes this variety will

prove invaluable ; but I hope to make it still more

serviceable as a starting point from which to set out in

order to obtain other flowers even better than this.

J?. D.

We have to record with regret the decease of Mr.

John Burgess, of PenkhuU, a partner in the firm of

"Burgess and Kent, PenkhuU Nurseries, Stoke-on-Trent.

He died on Tuesday, the 24th ult., at the good old

age of 85. Mr. Burgess was widely known and

respected amongst the old-established members of the

nursery and seed trade.

Garden Memoranda.
Ferniehurst, the Se,\t of E. S.\lt, Esq.—

The Orchids cultivated here belong for the most part

to the " cool section,"—rather an indefinite term by-the-

by, but it may generally be understood as meaning

either plants from temperate countries, as the Australian

Dendrobes, or, if from the tropics, those that are found

at an elevation of say 2500 or more feet ; thus many
Odontoglots come from high altitudes in New Grenada,

very near the equator itself.

The Odontoglossa form a distinctive feature a'

Ferniehurst, there being upwards of 150 plants of

O. Alexandra; alone, and many were showing their

spikes at the time of my visit. A fine batch of O. Uro-

Skinneri was growing vigorously, making some of the

strongest growths I ever saw, and some were throwing

up stout spikes that promised well for future bloom.

A fine plant of O. pendulum (O. citrosmum of gardens)

bore II fine spikes, but the flowers were not yet

expanded. Several plants of O. luteo-purpureum were

in full flower, the spikes 2 feet or more in length, and

bearing 10 to 12 blooms on each. This varies much
in the colouring of its flowers, some being very pale,

others blotched profusely with rich bro\™.

A nice piece of O. nebulosum var. candidulum, was
producing a spike of flowers that differs from the

common iTorm in having theflowers pure white except the

bilobed crest, which is suffused with lemon-yellow, and

streaked with orange. A plant of O. Phalsenopsis had one

of its Miltonia-looking flowers expanded ; also a bit of

O. cordatum (Lindl. Bot. Reg. N.s. p. 50). This plant,

by the way, is figured in the Bot. Mag. t. 4878, as O.

maculatum, and a figure of O. maculatum (La Llave

Descr. Nov. Veg. ii. 25— i, is substituted for it in Paxt.

The two plants agi'ce pretty

much broader subhastate petals, and the bilobed crest

on the unguis of the labellum is essentially distinct.

Cultivators easily recognise O. cordatum by its equal

lanceolate attenuated sepals, the petals being yellow,

blotched for their whole length with rich brown, and

by the ground colour of the labellum being white ;

whereas in O. maculatum it is yeUow, and the petals,

besides being much broader than the sepals, are only

blotched at the base. O. cordatum is figured correctly

m the Flor. Cab. lOiwl. & W. t. 100 (with the excep-

tion of the lip being represented with a yellow ground).

There is a figure in Kegel's Gartenfl. t. 356 (1S62),

evidently taken from the true plant. O. maculatum is

figured correctly in Bot. Reg. t. 30, 1840, and also in

Bateman's Mon. Odont.

A near relative of the Odontoglossa—Mesospinidium

sanguineum, Rchb. fil. in Bot. Mag. t. 5627—was also

in flower, although past its best. I was most agreeably

surprised to meet with a nice blooming plant of

Odontoglossilm roseum, (Lindl. in Benth. PI. Hartweg.

151 ; Folio i., Odont., No. 65). This is an old plant,

bearing a short spike of 10 to 12 rosy flowers, and

the lip being parallel to, and closely addressed to

the column, it looks something like an Epidendrum.

The three-lobed lip is of a paler colour than the sepals

and petals. This is just the plant for the " Refugium

Botaiiicum," not but that it is worth a place in any

collection of rarities.

Among the Oncids were several fine plants" of

O. macranthum, with a vigorous flexuose spike several

feet in length, the flowers of Avhich were not as yet

expanded. A strong plant of O. serratum (O. diadema.

Linden), with a panicle 9 or 10 feet long, had one or

two of its fine blossoms just expanded. The petals of

this species are connivent, and their apices being

joined together, or coherent, they form a sort of

arch over the column, and give a peculiar

characteristic appearance to the great brown flower.

Several plants of the beautiful Oncidium sarcodes

(O. amictum var. sarcodes ?) were blooming. This is

a very variable plant, some varieties having pale yellow

flowers merely speckled with pale brown, while others

have sepals and petals of a rich golden yellow heavily

blotched with crimson-browni, the panicle varying in

length from I to 6 or 7 feet. Two fine varieties of

O. bifolium were just opening their flowers, one had a

lip nearly an inch and a half across, with an undulated

margin, the other had a smaller lip, but it was much
deeper coloured than the large variety. A small plant

of Oncidium pubes had a panicle of dusky flowers,

nearly 2 feet long, the two lateral sepals being coherent

;

their whole length gives to the flowers a characteristic

craciate appearance. The habit of the plant much
resembles that of O. sarcodes, so much indeed that in-

experienced buyers of imported plants should be cautious,

for they will not be likely to meet with the same pleasant

surprise that attended thosewho luckily purchased Cypri-

pedium niveum in mistake for C. concolor, or Phalse-

nopsis Luddemannianafor P. rosea (P. equestris, Rchb. f. ).

There was a small plant of Oncidium cucuUatum, with

dusky purple sepals and petals, and a spotted lip ; this

interesting plant is found in New Grenada at an altitude

of 3000 feet. A plant of Oncidium altissimum had

several large panicles of yellow and brown flowers, and

a fine variety of O. Papilio must not be forgotten,

its petals standing up like the antenna; of some gigantic

moth. A fine plant of Trichopilia coccmea (Warsc.)

bore several of its large solitary reddish carmine flowers,

bordered with white. This is an old species,from

Central America, and is, both m habit and colour of

the flowers, something in the way of T. crispa, Lindl.

,

but cultivators may easily recognise it by its flowers

being each larger than in the last-named species, and

borne on one-flowered scapes : both flower about the

same time.

First amongst Dendrobes comes the brilliant D.

Falconeri, a fme plant of which was blooming on a

block. The flowers were both large and richly

coloured. A nice piece of the older but perhaps

equally rare D. Cambridgeanum had three or four

flowers on one of its fresh young growths. The flowers

are of the richest golden yellow colour, with a blotch

of dark velvety crimson on the lip, and look inore

beautiful by being seen in juxtaposition with the bright

green foliage. Some fine plants of the elegant Den-

drobium Devonianum were flowering freely, the lip

is beautifully fimbriate, with two large blotches of

yellow, and the flowers have a delicate musk-like

perfume.
Laelia flava, with a pair of golden yellow flowers,

and Lfelia praestans, with a flower of the richest

crimson-purple, together with some good varieties of

Cattleya labiata and Mossise, one of which had an

extra large and richly coloured flower, were also to be

seen. Sobralia macrantha was blooming at the

extremity of its slender reed-like stems, and the pretty

little rose-flowered Comparettia falcata was just going

out of flower. There is, moreover, in this collection

one of the finest plants of Masdevallia Veitchii in the

countiy, and probably worth upwards of 100 gs.

Several large pans of Disa grandiflora with healthy

foliage, not a speck upon them, might be taken as

models of skilful cultivation. How seldom it is that

we see this plant in perfection, or, indeed, any of the

other terrestrial Orchids from the Cape.

The plants in the span-roofed house devoted to the

Odontoglots are placed upon a layer of hard coal.

\vith which the benches on either side are covered.

The thick, fleshy aerial roots seemed veiy eager to

reach and creep among the black nodules. I shoidd

say, judging from what I saw, that it is one of the best

things that can be used—much better than either giavel

or shell ; it is always clean and sweet, and its powers

of absorption are well known, and may play a more

important part in the economy of the plants than at first

sight might be supposed. There is also, near one of

the Orchid-houses, a very pretty exotic fernery, con-

structed li la mode rustique, with a beautiful waterfall,

and a natural-lookmg basin below, which is well stocked

with fish. F. IV. B.

Miscellaneous.
The Flower Sermon.—The Flower Sermon will,

this year, be preached at St. Katharine Cree, Leaden-

hall Street, as St. James's Church is closed for the

present. This quaintly interesting service will com-

mence at 7 o'clock, on Whit-Tuesday evening, and the

sermon will, as usual, be preached by the Rev. Dr.

Whittemore, rector of St. James's. The young persons

attending this special service carry bouquets, and the

sennon is on some floral text. There is something

both touching and encouraging in the sight of an old

City church crowded to overflomng with these young

people, whose eager and blooming countenances are a

flower-sermon in themselves. The City Press.

Handy Rules.—The following is a rough-and-

ready way to find the contents of circular tanks, wells,

and pipes :—Square the diameter in inches, and cut off

the right-hand figure as a decimal, and the result will

be gallons in each 3 feet (yard) of depth ; -or length, if

a pipe ; as

—

Pipe>

16

Callo:

i .. ..6X6= 36 or 3-»

12 .. .. 12 X 12 = 144 OT H-4

Well or Tank.

36 .. .. 36 X 36 = 1296 or 129.6

72 .. .. 72 X 72 = 5184 or 518.4

To turn francs into pounds steriing English :—Multiply
by 4, and cut off two right-hand figures ; as

—

100 francs ^4

And so on

—

25 francs .. • .- • • • •A,!
50 .. \

'?ft^c :: :: .: :: :: :: :: .<»^

By using this ride, French money may be turned into

English ; that is, its value in English money may be

seen at a glance. To turn English pounds steriing into

francs, reverse the process : divide by four and add two

c\'phers ; as

—

X4 loofrancs

Mag. of Bot. xiii. p. 147
closely in the pseudobulbs, leaves, and ancipitate „

scapes ; but O. maculatum is easily distinguished by its I
broken into pieces about the size of hazel nuts, and

This rule assumes that 25 francs are the value of /"i

sterhng, and is near enough for the rough-and-ready

purpose indicated. Builder.

Gardenias.—In order to gi-ow Gardenias thoroughly

well, there are three essential requisites, namely, great

heat, abundant atmospheric moisture, and very rich

soil. With these advantages, and the aid of judicious

management, they may be had in bloom all the year

round, the most difiicult season to secure a supply

being the month of January. If planted out in a well-

prepared bed of rich soil. Gardenias. will continue to

blossom in succession, from March until December;

but in order to secure this result, both heat and

moisture must be kept up to a high standard. The

temperature of the house should never be less than 70

at night, and the house may be shut up in the afternoon

with abundant moisture, at a heat of from 90° to 110°
;

but it must be always borne in mind that mth this

excessive amount of heat, there must be a very moist

atmosphere. Plants in pots will produce three crops

of flowers, but it is better for the plants tliat they

should bear but two crops, so that they may be rested.

The resting period should immediately succeed the

flowering season. When the plants are once started

into growth, they should be kept moving onwards

until the blossoms are developed, for if, during this

growing period, they are at all checked or starved,

they will only produce small semi-double flowers. To
obtain a supply of flowers in the month of January, the

plants must be started into giowth about the middle of

June. When the flower-buds begin to show, which

will be about August, they must be put into a cold

frame, and kept as cool as the weather at the time will

pennit. In this position they must be kept until the

beginning or middle of September, according as the

season may be wann or cold. The resting state must

be maintained until November, but the plant should

not be subjected to a lower night temperature than 50°,

or the flowers will be small. In November the heat

should be increased, and if the plants have been and

are well attended to, they will furnish a good crop of

flowers through December and January. No plant

delights more than the Gardenia in the heat from a

dung-bed, and during the summer they will grow

better in a dung-bed than in any other way. They

should be potted in turfy peat and loam, with plenty ol
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sand to keep the compost in a free open condition.

During tlieir growing season tliey require to lie kept

well fed with liquid manure, or with some other of the

fertilisers now in use, such as Standen's manure, which

suits them remarkably well. It seems to be almost an

impossibility to keep the mealy-bug off these plants,

and therefore constant attention is necessary so as to

keep down the intruders. Clarke's compound is the

best application we have made use of for killing them,

but there are many others which we have not tried.

Gardenia Fortunei brings the largest blossoms, but for

general purposes I find G. florida intermedia the best

variety, taking quantity and size of blossom both into

accoimt. John Standish, Royal Nursery, Ascot, in

** Florist and Pomologist^

The Gamekeeper's Enemies.—Everybody knows

with what persistent zeal the gamekeeper will follow

up, and destroy every bird of the falcon tribe

which may be domiciled on his "preserves;" but,

although it may not be generally known, they occa-

sionally serve the keepers a good turn by destroying

that notorious egg- poaching reptile— the common
adder. Quite recently a remarkable instance of this

occurred in the neighbourhood of Camborne. A
harrier hawk, too cunning ever to come within range

of the keeper's gim, was invited to precipitate himself

on a gin, or trap, over which was put tempting bait

in the shape of a young rabbit, and then a bird, and

again a weasel. But all to no purpose ; for, hovering

over the place, his keen eye detected something wrong
in the "makeup." At last the gamekeeper, having

killed an adder, put it over the trap coiled up as if

asleep, and awaited the result. He had not long to

wait, for the hawk, quietly sailing along with out-

stretched wing, espied the reptile, and without a

moment's hesitation, pounced on it and—we are sorry

to add—was caught in the trap. Cornish Teligraph.

(for the ensuing vn;EK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The elegant Hovca Cdsi, which is now producing its

vivid deep blue ilowers, reminds us that there is

another very useful variety, H. pungens major, which,

if grown-on well at this time, will afford us flowers of

the rich deep blue colour during a portion of the dull

winter months. If the antipodes had furnished to

horticulturists no other gems than these from amongst

its floral riches, it would still have done a great

service in contributing for our use a colour which is

rare indeed in any class of plants. The plants of this

genus, and especially those mentioned, grow best in

peat, having a slight quantity of fibrous loam and silver

sand, with a few pieces of charcoal in admixture.

They should'be shaded from the more scorching rays of

the sun. Another floral gem, Etiphorbiajacquinifli.

although a stove plant, is a most fitting associate for

the Hoveas. Its bright orange-scarlet flowers are pro-

duced in great abundance upon long, somewhat tapering,

flexile branches, and last a very fair length of time in

full beauty. These also thrive best in a mixture of

peat, having a moderate quantity of fibrous loam and

silver sand. Plants which hare finished blooming

should now be gradually dried off, or be allowed to

rest for a week or two, preliminary to their being cut

back and started into fresh growth. When pruned, they

should be afforded a little bottom-heat, so as to induce

them to make as many young growths as possible, after

which thay will require fresh potting into good fibrous

compost, such as that recommended for Euphorbias,

but with a little more sand. Such plants grow quickly

in a high moist temperature, averaging about 70°, with

plenty of air upon all suitable occasions. Poinsettias

which have been stored away to rest may now be

brought forward, and started into growth, so that

cuttings may be produced for propagating purposes at

an early date. Lathenalias which have done blooming

should be gradually ripened off', by supplying them
with less root moisture, and by exposing them fiiUy to

both the sun and air. Give to Indian Azaleas which

are now making their young growths a high moist

temperature. If proper attention is observed in the

matter of shading them occasionally, just at the hottest

time of day, and of affording a wholesome quantity of

water to the roots, without in any way causing the

soil to become sour, it will not injure them to close the

house early after noon, and allow the temperature to

run up to 100°. Of course, in such a case the mean
temperature should not be less than from 73° to 75° by
night. Pinch back the points of all strong gi-owing

shoots, so that not only may a greater multiplicity of

shoots be fonned, but a more equable distribution of

the sap take place.

FORCING HOUSES.
Forcing, in the general acceptation of the term, is at

this most felicitous period reduced to vei7 simple

limits, if only a little forethought and judgment be

brought to bear on all such active operations. All that

requires to be done now is to watch our houses care-

fally, so as to guard them against the bad effects of

extreme fluctuations in the external temperature. A

shines with much force. It is scarcely necessary

to say that moisture must be afforded, both in the

atmosphere and to the roots, in a measure equivalent

to the dryness of the external air or the brightness of

the sun, &c. Keep a sharp look-out for Red Spider,

which is very liable at this particular season to attack

Vines, and especially those with somewhat ripened

foliage, and much taxed by a heavy crop of fruit.

Brimstone is the red spider's greatest enemy, and it

may be safely used as a preventive by sprinkling it

around upon warm places within the structure, which
are not likely to be heated beyond no** or there-

abouts. Many experienced cultivators make a thick

wash of it, and then paint over their flues or hotwater-

pipes ; but great experience must be acquired

before such a step is taken, because too frequently

the fumes from the sulphur injure the under surface of

the leaves very much, as well as cause "rust" to

form upon the Grapes, which ends in their inevitable

destruction, so far as finely finished fruit is concerned.

In regard to Pine-pits, it will now be necessaiy, no

matter how warm the external temperature may be, to

renovate the heat of the tan-beds, with the assistance

of a fresh supply of new tan or leaves as the case may
be. Go through the whole stock of Pines at once, and

repot all that require it. It is a common practice in

most establishments to have such operations carried out

at certain fixed times ; this is very convenient, so far as

the aggregate amount of work to be done is concerned,

though it may not be so advantageous in the matter of

keeping up a good successional supply of fruit. After

the fermenting materials have been renewed (which

must at this season be done with great moderation in

regard to the quantity of fresh matter added) the bottom-

heat must be closely watched to see that it does^ not

exceed a wholesome mean of from 85° to 90°. Keep
the atmosphere moist, and do not let the sun shine too

brightly on to any newly-potted plants. The second

crop on the earliest Fig trees, which are now growing

vigorously, should have even more attention than before

in the matter of watering, &c., for it must be under-

stood that every effort which the roots are capable of

making will be quickly turned to the most useful

account. Turn out-of-doors all those Cherry trees in

pots from which the fruit has been gathered. A
sheltered position will be the most suitable place for

them. Give to all Cuenmber plants which are grown
in houses a thorough good soaking occasionally with

weak manure water. Sprinkle a little fresh soot over

the whole surface of the beds before watering.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Seldom has the maggot been so numerous, and so

injurious to Rose trees, as it is this season. It has

given us much trouble to keep the bloom-buds clear of

it. It will be advisable to give all plants of this

universal favourite a good syringing with soap-suds as

frequently as possible. The latter part of the day

—

towards the evening—when the rays of the sim have

lost their power to injure, will be the best time at which

to syringe them. Not only will this cleanse them of

such pests as the green aphis, but they will thrive

with more vigour in consequence. Look sharply after

all robber shoots and "suckers." The former ema-
nate from around the base of the bud upon the Brier

stocks, and are a part of the latter. The suckers

sometimes push up through the soil after having traced

a circuitous route under ground, and must be followed

from the points right home ; thus they may be severed

in twain from the parent stock, with less risk of their

growing again than would be the case were they broken

off carelessly.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The shoots which have formed too numerously

during the present spring upon bush fruits, Black

Currants excepted, should now be thinned out in all

instances where they grow too densely. The yoitng

shoots upon White and Red Currants may be some
what shortened, so that the strength of the trees may be

thrown into the fruit, and also that bloom-buds may be

formed more freely for next season. During dry

periods, and especially if the sun shines warmly during

the day, too much caimot be said in favour of syringing

wall-fruit trees in the evening, more particularly such

as are carrying heavy crops.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Take the handlights oii Ridge Cucumbers axii. Vege-

table Afarro^us as soon as they begin to grow freely,

and see that neither suffer from want of moisture at

the root. The weather may be dry when this is read,

heartily as 1 wish that such a prediction may be incorrect.

If no rain falls in the interval, artificial waterings will

be absolutely needed by most crops, especially Peas,

and such things as Lettuces, Endive, Radishes, small

seedling plants, &c. I do not advise watering until

some slight check is observable in the growth ; then give

water freely, and in abundance. W. E.

ing of rotten dung just over their roots, which will do
them much good. Common Alpine Auriculas do well

in towns when once established ; now is the proper

time to propagate them. This should be done by taking

off" the shoots with a portion of the roots if possible, the

divisions to be planted close to the edge of a pot in

rich sandy soil. Place them in the shade until they

are well rooted, at which time they should be planted

out and not again disturbed, for I find that the longer

they remain in one position the better they flourish.

A little good rotten dung placed round the older plants

at tliis season is of great service to them. French and

African Marigolds, Love-lies-bleeding, P'rincis Feather,

Stocks, and all kinds oftender aimuals, may still be trans-

planted if carefully taken up with as much earth as will

hang to their roots ; as soon as they are planted give them

a good watering. Plants that are required to be kept

low should be pegged down as they progi-ess in growth.

I .save all my old birch brooms, which come in vei7

useful for cutting pegs from for this pui-pose. J. D.

STATE OF TUB WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, June i, 1870.

TOWN GARDENING.
Continue to put in the cuttings pinched oSPompon

Chrysanthemums, which will make nice stuff to follow

the bedding plants when taken up in the autumn.

They should be placed round the rim of the pots, and

be put away in a shady position until they are rooted,

steady and regular temperature must constantly be i They may also be dibbled in the open border if care is

, ally cloudy. Occasional showers,

June 1.—Gcncrallycloudy. Heavy showcrsofrainfclloccasionally.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL. OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

', May 23, 1870.

Portsmouth
Blackheath
Kristol ..

Eirmineham

Bradford

Hull
'.'.

Newcastle

Dundee
Aberdeen
Paisley .

.

Greenock
Leith ..

Perth ..

Temperature c

JAMES GLAISHER.

maintained, whether by affording a little artificial taken to shade them, and from thence they can be

warmth when the outside theiTnometer falls below transplanted in the autumn. Finish planting out

temperate, or giving air abundantly when the sun ' Dahlias ; stake them at once, and give them a mulch-

Notices to Correspondents.

Drainage ; O. M. For all successful drainage there

tnust be an oulfall. The plan you propose, of digging

large holes to be filled up with loose stones and the

crumbled marl, would not benefit you imless there were

drains leading from the bottom of such excavations to

proper outlets.

Flowers for a North Border ; 5. L. M. The
situation described is not at all favourable for any

summer flowering plants. We recommend you to try

scarlet Pelargoniums, assisting them with liquid

manure.
Galls on Lime Leaves; Tilia. The galls on your

Lime leaves are produced by a little mite, of whicli a

figure is given in the "Annates des Sciences Naliuelles,

2s^rie, vol. 2, tab. xi., tig. r. jI/. 7-/-
, ,,,,:,,,

HARDY WALL-PLANT : H. H. P. For a plant which
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will grow against a wall without trellis, and would
cover a large exposed surface, having a W. N.W.
aspect, where Ivy has been tried and failed, take
Ampelopsis tricuspidata, or Veitchii, or even the
common Virginian Creeper, only these are not evergreen.
Cissus antarcticum is a fine evergreen for the purpose.

Insects : J. D. S. The grubs are those of Otiorhynclius
sulcatus. Before answering positively our correspon-
dent's inquiry as to their complicity in causing the
death of his Kalmias and Rhododendrons, we should
like to have known whether there was any, and if any,
what relations between the grub and the roots of tlie

Kalmia and Rhododendron. Were thev found in their

vicinity, or apparently eating them? Our impression,
from the information given and the specimens sent, is

that the two have had nothing to do with each other.
The roots have, to our eye, more the appearance of
death from some ailment affecting the general health
of the plant than from the attacks of insect enemies.
The best mode of dealing with the Oliorhynchus is to
destroy as many of the perfect insects as possible.
A. M.

ISOMETRICAL DRAWING : T. W. S. The principles of
isometrical perspective as used in some of our illus-

trations are extremely simple, and we are not aware of
any work devoted specially to this subject ; indeed
handbooks of perspective generally omit all reference to
it, as it comes under the head of geometrical projection.
To project any subject in isometrical perspective, a
wooden '

'
angle of 60° " (to be purchased of any artist's

colorman for 3(7'. ) must be used in connection with
a T-square

;
this will give an angle of 30' to both

sides of the structure, which sides, though appaiently
in perspective, are really onlyin oblique elevation. There
are only three sets of lines in isometrical perspective
(and they are all parallel), viz., the vertical, and the
two oblique sets, pointing right and left, which the
wooden angle gives. All measurements can be taken
off as m ordinary elevations

; this gives it a certain value
for some subjects. "We intend to give an illustrated
article on the subject in an early number.

Lasiandra macrantha : Old Sub. Do not keep it too
warm

;
treat it about the same as Pleroma elegans.

Names of Plants : J. E. Lees. A seedling plant of
Polystichum angulare.—y. Sha-w. Clematis montajia.— /•'. W. D. One of the many forms of Gvmnogramma
chrysophylla.—7. C. Slmdwcll. i, Lithospermum
purpureo-cceruleum

; 2, Halesia tetraptera
: 3, Geum

rivale. — P. B. Euphorbia Esula. — /". H. G. i, a
Gaultheria, near (or a variety of) G. repens

; 2, a Bol-
bophyllum, but we cannot identify the species with any
described. — J. C. &• Co. Lithospermum purpureo
coeruleum.

—

P. C. i, Camassia esculenta ; 2, .Acer
rubrum.

Tansies : Dickson b" Co. Your set of bedding Pansies
and Violas contain several highly promising sorts. The
V. lutea suaveolens Improved is very sweet scented, and
a good clean yellow flower ; V. lutea pallida, a large
sulphur-yellow, with a few radiating lines at the eye, is

a beautiful thing
; V. lutea Grievii is somewhat deeper

tinted and smaller, but good ; and there are two large
unnamed varieties, deep golden-yellow and straw-
coloured respectively, which are very promising, being
as round, and full, and large as Pansies. The crosses
with V. stricta and V. amcena are also very interesting,
and are likely to yield good results if followed up. 'We
arc of course noting the characteristics of the cut blooms
submitted to us, and have no evidence as to habit or
continuity of bloom. A rich dark blue seedling Pansy,
not named, described as very dwarf, and a fine bedder,
is remarkably rich in colour, with round, stout flower,
which looks as if it would stand any weather.

Pkar Leaves: W. S. W. The affection on your Pear
leaves is very common. It does not seem to be caused
by an insect, but is an over-development of the cellular
tissue. It does no harm, except when it attacks the
fniit, which is sometimes the case. The affection on
Rose leaves is quite different. It consists rather in an
under-development of parenchyma. 'We do not recol-
lect having observed precisely the same condition before.
.1/. J. D.

Preserving Wood : C. M. Charring the lower ends of
wooden posts is a common country method of presen--
ing the wooden against decay. Can any of our readers
inform this coiTespondent where he can get his posts
steeped in creosote ?

RoGiERA gratissima : Old Sub. This requires an
intermediate house, turfy peat soil, well drained and
gritty, and must not be over-potted. It must be treated
like a hard-wooded plant.

To Destroy Ants : Sub. Various plans have been
suggested : one is to soak a sponge in some sweet fluid,
and place it in the place frequented by ants. They will
crowd to it, and the sponge may then be plunged in
boiling water. Your plant is a Celsia, probably C. hete-
rophylla.

Vine Leaves : R. S. N. The little growths on the
under side of your Vine leaves are very common, and
are not injurious. The e.xact cause is not known
M. 7. B.

Watering Gardens : R. F. Warner's Aquaject will
probably suil you. In ordering, if you cannot select
personally, describe the work you require it to do.

-T. S.-H. K.-J. D.— The

POTATOS.—Southwark, June 2.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
more plentiful

;
this, coupled with the hot weather and

large importatioffs of foreign new Potatos, has caused dull
trade, and a fall in prices Quotations nominal :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, iioj. to 130^.; Ditto Regents,

90^. to iioj. ; Lincolnshire do., 90J. to looi. ; Dunbar
and East Lothian do., looj. to 130J. ; Perth, Forf;ir, and
Fifeshiredo., 90.^. to looj.; Do. Rocks. go.T. to looi^. ; Do.
Reds, 85J. to 95X. ; French and Belgian Whites, 70J.

to 90J.

COVENT GARDEN.—June 3.

A large increase in our supplies has taken place, and
prices have receded accordingly. Heavy importations of
foreign goods are also to hand, and among them 20,000
West Indian Pines. Flowers comprise Azaleas, Orchids,
Roses, Pelargoniums, Heaths, Fuchsias, Hydrangeas,
Lobelias. Mignonette, and bedding plants in large

quantities.

Fruit.

Apples, p. } siev

Apricots, per do:

Cherries, per lb.

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Oranges, per%bo .. 6 o

—

n
Peaches, per doz. ..150 — 31

Pears, per doz —
e-apples, per lb. 6 o — 1<

Strawberries, p. lb. . 30 — ;

Vegetables.

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6 to 15 o
Ai tichokes, p. doz. . . 30 — 60

Broccoli, per doz. . . 10 — a 6
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10— 16
Carrots, p, bunch . . 04 — 08— young, p. bun. 16 — 20
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, p. bund. ., 10 — 16
Cucumbers, each . . 10 — 16
Endive, per doz. . . 16 — 20
French Beans, p. 100 20 — .

.

Garlic, per lb. .. 08— ..

Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04
HorscRadish,p.bun. 30 — 50

Potatos, York Reg(

Leeks, per bunch ..

Lettuces, p. score .

.

Mint, per bunch ..

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions.per bunch ..

Parsley, per bunch .

Potatos, new, p. lb.

Salsafy, per bundle .

Scorzonera, do. ..

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel..
Radishes, per doz. ..

Turnips, per bunch .

— young, p. bun.

to i5&r. ; Flukes, do.

28jf. do.

i^s.

A PRACTICAL FARMER wishes to undertake the
charge of a younfi Gentleman, as PUPIL, desirous of instruc-

tion in really practical Farming. He can ofter a comfortable home,
Terms on application—Mr. LOVEJOY, The Library, Reading; or
Mr. JEMMETT, Murrell Hill Farm, Binfield, Berks.

WANTED, a Young Man, a
retail Nursery' and Seed Business, 1

CHARLES SHARPEand CO., Sleaford.

WANTED, a GARDENER, for a small place;
must understand Forcing Flowers, and have a thorough

interest in his work—Apply (between 10 and 4 o'clock} to Mr. T, H.
ifRYANT. Fairfield Works, Bow.

W1
understand the Propagation of H.ird and Soft-wooded Plants

State age and wages required —THOS. DAVILS ANDCO.,\Vavertre<
Nursery, near Liverpool

WANTED, a thoroughly proficient TRAVELLER
for a large Nursery and Seed Establishment near London.—

'
'

full ijarticulars as to terms^ references, &:c., to S. T. A.,
Hooper and Co., Centre f ":.Cl:o :;ardcn. VV.C.

WANTED, TWO or THREE sober, honest, and
steady G.\RDEN LABOURERS, in a large Amateur Garden

at Twickenham.—Apply, between lo and 3 o'clock, to HENRY G.
iiOHN, Esq., 18, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

GEORGE CLARKE is in WANT of a Young Man as
UNDER SHOPMAN. He will require to have a (jood know,

ledge of Plants, and be a good Salesman.—Strcatham Place Nursery,

WANTED, a DAIRYMAID, for a Gentleman
Family, 30 miles from London. Must be well qualified, ai

an experienced Person—acquainted with serving a Gentleman's hous
Not less than 30 years of age.—A. li, , Post O/licc, Luton, Bcdfordshir

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and UAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E G
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood',

Head Gardeners. Foremen and Journeymen.
AMES Dli KSO.V ,\M, SLiNS can now recommem
SEVERAL 1 X. 1 I I I N 1 MKN,..r uhom they will be glad 1

send part

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on thejr books MEN of variousqualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to
be undertaken, wages offered, &c, so that suitable Men may be
selected.—Highgate Nu '-- > --J-- "

, London, N.

£1 knowing of a HEAD

To Noblemen ana Genth.ineu.
GARDENER (Head)

; a-- _ , n. ,m . l. one c
F. Hockey begs to offer his scrvii-cs v> c-tny Nobl

Gentleman requiring a good, practical Gardener, fully comp
every branch of the professicn. Leaving in consequence of li

of his late employer. Six years' good character.— F. H
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons. Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chcl

OCKEY.
, S.W,

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, one child
;

V_X has a first-class practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches, including the Management of Vines, Pines, Peaches,
Cucumbers, Melons, Strawberries, Mushrooms, &c. ; Greenhouse
and Stove Plants, also Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Character
will bear the strictest investigation.-J. W., Kingston, Tets-

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Frank Nichol, late
Gardener to Miss Brodie, The Gore. Eastbourne, is now open to

an engagement with any Lady or Gentleman requiring a first class
Gardener. Thoroughly understands the Forcing ana Growing of
Fruits, particularly Grapes, and has a thorough practical knowledge
of the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids. Ferns, &c.
First-class references —F. NICHOL, Mr. Stevenson's, The Vineyard,
Sunbury Common, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married. —James
Stewart, for the last six years Head Gardener at Nuneham

Park, where he had the entire Management of the very extensive
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, where Forcing of every description was
carried out, including Pines, Vines, Peaches, in fact, every description
of Fruit and Flowers, also Spring Bedding on a comprehensive scale,
is now open for an engagement with any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a first-class Man. Testimonials of the
highest order.-Apply, in the first place, to Messrs. J. fit C. LEE,
Royal Vineyard Nursery-, Hammersmith.

G ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; well skilled in all branches of the profession. Highest

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no incum-
brance; thoroughlvunderstands theprofessionin all its branches.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing, Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen

Gardening. — T. EDMOND, Gardens, Norton Hall, Davenlry,
Northamptonshire.

GARDENER (Head), age 40, married, no incum-
brance.-(George Gadd, Gardener to Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bt.,

Brockham Warren, Reigate, Surrey, is at liberty to engage with any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the scr\'iccs of a practical Man.

—

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37,
brance : has had 20 years' exneriencc in

ried, no incum-

the Laying.out of New Gardens, the Erection and Heating nf Horti-
cultural Buildings ; also the Management of Farm Land. First-class
testimonials.—J. B., Mrs. Bradford. Market Place, Se I by, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head) or FOREMAN, where
good gardening is appreciated.—Age 29 ; thorough practical,

stomed to Private Nursery and Growing for Market:

, King Street East, Hammei

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 38. married ;

understands the profession, also the care of Stock and I.and, if

required. Eight years' character.—A. H., Mr. Surman, Florist,

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 40;
understands Forcing Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, &c., Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Wife can act as Laundress, or otherwise, as
required. Good character.—F. G., D. N. Enoch's Library, Clifton Road,

GARDENER (First-class, Working), where two or
three Under Gardeners are employed.—Experienced in all

branches. Highly r lendcd.— D. M. T., Mr. Sprigings' Nur;

To Nurserymen.
GARDENER, &c.—Age 22 ; well up in Nursery

work, Hard and Soft-wooded Propagation, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Vmes, &c. Three and a-half years' good character.

—

W. WILLIAM, 9, Russell Street. Staplcton Road. Bristol.

GARDENER (Single-Handed, or otherwise).

-

Age 23, married ; thoroughly practical. Well recommcndcd.-
Gardens, Romford, Esse;nercur)- Liaraens, Komiorg, K.ssex.

ARDENER (Under), where he will have an oppor-
tunity of improving himself.—Age 18 ; six years" good character
present situation. State wages. &c.—C. G., 5, Trmity Terrace,

G _
from present situation. State wages. &
Trinity Square, Stockwell, London. S.W,

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; understands Vines, Pines,
Cucumbers, and Melons; also Stove and Greenhouse. Two

years' first-rate character.-J. SMITH, Crystal Palace Nursery,
Forest Hill, KenJ^, S^E^

FOREMAN, under Glass, in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26 ; first-class testimonials from

several Noblemen's gardens.—W. L., Cambridge Town, Blackwater,

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Has had good practice in the Culture of Exotic Ordiids and

Ferns, Stove, and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, and
other fruits, Forcing and General Gardei

'

N'
department ; a good Salesman, and knows the value of Nursery Stock
well ; a good Budder and Grafter, indoors and out ; is a successful
Propagator generally. The Advertiser wishes for a situation of trust,

and one that would be permanent. A Provincial Nursery preferred.
First-class references.—ALPHA, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons,
106, Eastgate Street, Chesier.

L^OREMAN and I'ROI'Af JATOR.-Age 37; no
i objection to travel 1 > . : i r ,' :. . {» ncncc. Good references.
— B- C. -Mr. Toolcy, N. r^ I II u\. N.W.

To Nurserynieu.
GENERAL FORI \1\\ .^M PROPAGATOR and

SALESMAN.—An expericnctd Man, of 30 years' practice in
* in England. First-class

A. B. C.,

of the first Nur^
I character and abilit

cty, Clapton, London, N.E.
. Low& Co., Claptoi

FOREMAN or UNDER GARDENER.—Age 28.
single : has served as above in hrst-class establishments. Can

be highly recommended from last and previous employers.

—

. HERBlERTS, Post OfSce. No

FOREMAN (or r
practical experien. <

-G. F., . Fort t Hill,S.E.

To Nurservnien.
GROUND FORliiMA.N and SALESMAN.—

Thoroughly experienced, with a good practical knowledge of the
Value of Nursery Stock. Successful Budder and Grafter. First-class
reference.-A. B., Mr. John Stevens, The Nurseries, Coventry.

M':
having been brought up in the trade and had considerable eipcrience,
both m Management and Travelling.— B. S., 25, Kingslakc Street,
Edge Hill. Liverpool.

AGENT or FARM STEWARD (at Michaelmas next),
where a Herd of Cattle is kept,—.-Vn experienced Person, who

has had the entire Management of a large Farm and first-class Herd
of Cattle.—For further particulars apply to JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, London.

A GENT or LAND STEWARD.— Scotch; has been

B AILIFF.—A single Man, of really good practical
experience.—For particulars, address R. W., James Dickson

Sons, Chester.

To NurserjTnen, Gardeners, Florists, &c.

PUPIL, or otherwise.—Age 24 ; used to the Farming
business, wishes to have two years' experience in the above

branches.—Address, stating terms, to H. L., Post Office, Ditcheat,
Evercreech, Bath, Som erset.

SALESMAN and FORl-.M.W—Thoroughly under-
stands Market Work. '. . I . it 1^ lUisiness. Furnishing, &c.

Moderate salary ; well kn 1 :
: Highest testimonials.

—

A. B,, 67, Boston Place. M . 1 .1 ..iidoii, W,

To the Seed Trade.
l^HOPM_AN.—A young Man ; hns had 10 years' experi-
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MESSRS. SUTTONS
SEED STAND,

AT THE

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND
AND

SOUTHERN COUNTIESAGRICULTURAL
SOCIETIES' MEETING,

TAUNTON, JUNE 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN, READING,

Invite the attention of all Visitors to the above Show
to tlieir interesting

MUSEUM OF AGRICULTURAL
AND

HORTICULTURAL PRODUCE,

In the Show Yard, in close proximity to the Horse

Ring and Poultry department.

The Collection will include upwards of

ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY SPECIMENS of

GRASSES, in their dried and growing state.

S.AMPLES of PURE HOME-GROWN SEEDS.

SPECIMENS of AGRICULTURAL ROOTS, and

MISCELLANEOUS FOR.\GE PLANTS.

Orders will be i ved at the Stand for

SUTTONS'

HOME-GROWN TURNIP SEEDS
FiiK PRESENT SclWIM',,

AT VERY MODERATE PRICES.
Tcr Ib-

SUTTONS' CH.\MPION SWEDE
SUTTONS' IMPROVED HARDY WHITE
SWEDE, the best variety for late sowing

BUTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE
TURNIP

SUTTONS' LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE
TURNIP

SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE
TURNIP

HARDY GREEN ROUND TURNIP ..

GREY-STONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE

Much cheaper by the bushel. Also

MUSTARD, RAPE and GRASS SEEDS
For present Sowing, full particulars of which may be

had on application.

IMPROVEMENT of GRASS LANDS.
SUTTONS' REN0V.\T1XG MIXTURE should be

sown after the Hay is carried, and will greatly improve
the quantity and quality of succeeding crops on all

Meadows or Pastures which have suffered from the late

continued drought.

Price 9d. per lb., 80s. per cwt. Carriage Free.

1^^ AU Goods Carriage Free, except very small parcels.

Five per cent, allowed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS.

w To the Trade.ANTED to RENT, on Lease, a SMALL
NURSERY, with or without a Seed Trade, in orncar a thriving

cial Town. Address, with particulars, to
W. B., as. Kingslake Street, Edge Hill, Liverpool.

TO BE LET,
HOLD 11 "H

STABLINi;, .>.

To FlorlstB.
Umi; Lease, or SOLD, a FREE-

I. (frontage), DWELLING HOUSE,

I'O BE IMMit
I

li iH, with immediate possession,X aFLORISTS lll'SIN ESS. situate in best part of West End;
.Id established, and doing an excellent trade.

^
For further particulars apply to E. B., Mr. Samuels, 2(5, Wcstbournc

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Otbers.

TO RE LET, on long Lease, an old established
NIIKSERY, consisting of about Two Acres of Ground, with

Ilwcllin^' Il.tuse. ScctI Shop, and Three Greenhouses. &c. Stock,
young, in good saleable condition. Pleasantly situated about three
miles s.iuth of London.
For full particulars apply to Mr, CHANDLER, Horticultural

Agent and Valuer, lo. Wynell Road, Forest Hill, S,E.

To Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Others.
SURREY, about 25 miles from London, and within one mile from a

station on the South Eastern Railway.

TO BE LET, on Lease, from September 29 ne.xt, a
capital KITCHEN GARDEN, productive ORCHARD, and

good DVVELLING HOUSE, eligibly situated in a highly respectable
and improving neighbourhood, and within 3 miles from two important
Market Towns rapidly i

'
"'

.MESSRS. NASH, Land Agents, Valu nd Auc

Eastdean and Pevensey, Sussex.

TO BE LET. by the Year, by Tender, fr

SErTEMHEK 29. 1870. the desirable FARMS, known
BIRLING, llOTCDMBE, and MICHELDEAN Farms, 1)

together, situate in the I'arish of Eastdi patit

of Arable, Pasture, Meadow, and Down Land, together with ^6

the Marsh Land,
Tenders to be sent in on or before JUNE 24 next, to MESSRS.

CELL AND VVOOLLEV, Solicitors, Lewes, from whom further infor-
btained. The Lessor will not be bound to accept the

-Lewes, May 6, 1870.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Syon Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.

hly important SALE of Valuable and Rare TROPICAL FRIMI
ING and FLOWERING TREES, SHRUBS, and PLANTS,,

growth : for sale in consequence of a rearrangement tluxui
the Garde

"piAREBROTHER, LYE,
they are h.

Carohn
Chrysophyllum Cainit

JD WHEELER, beg to

'

i'\\'
'

".'i'""|'l'o'N,at°s'yo,i!

. ...I.lagc of rare
11 ' !> line growth

;

sp. , and other Palms

elegans, &c.

Andi
be sold i

Hibiscus sinensis lilifl.

Hex paraguensis
Jambosa polypctala a

Saccharum oflicir

Sterculia nobilis
Thcobroma cacao

&c.

les only, obtainable 1

fliSdS', Svun House
I WHELLI.K.S, Fill

, Horticulturists, and Others.

It from S.diiburi, and live from Grately Station, S,W.R.
PRELIMINARY NOTICEof SALE of the COLOSSAL CONSER

hundred t.l. I i - 1
!' 'I

1 ,11 I .111- 1 I'l \ I ^, amongst whicl
will be found s.-iiie iin.' s,,., nncus

R. FREDERICK. ELLEN has been honoured witl
instructions from Francis Sloane Stanley, Esq,, to SELL by

AUCTION, in the Consetvatnrv, some time in the month of JULY,
the above unusually valuable PROPERTY, which will be first offered
in one Lot, and if not Sold, then in such other Lots as may be arranged

M

Papers, and in Catalogue ' preparing: and in the

Sale of an Entire Herd of Shorthorns, Sheep, &c.

MR, JOHN rilOR.X'lOX will .SI'.I.L bv AU( TION,
without reserve, on TUESDAY, June 7, at Roxwell, near

Chelmsford, the entire HERD of pure-bred SHORTHORN
CATTLE, belong!

. Langham Pla.

r the Bull Duke (25.Q24), now
,'ill be offered, a few pu

rbc had of JOHN THORNTON,

Mere Old HaU, Knutsford.
I.MPORTANT SALE of First-class SHORTHORNS, SHROP-

SHIRE SHEEP, PIGS, &c
MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from

D. R, Davies, Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,
on WEDNESDAY, July 13 next, at Mere Old Hall, his entire HERD
of First-class SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 50 head of Bulls.
Cows, and Heifers, including the far-famed Cow " Moss Rose," with
her daughter " Moss Rose 2d," as well as her son " Royal Chester,"
and several other animals of the Kirklevington sort, whilst the Sires
lately used have been princioally of that renowned blood.

After which, Messrs, LYTHALL AND CLARKE will SELL some
prime RAMS and EWES, from Mr Davies' famed Flock of Shropshire
Sheep, which has been selected at great cost, and bred with care from
the best blood in the country.
Also will be SOLD, some very superior PIGS of the White Breed,

reared from the best sources.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particulars, may be had on

application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Fusion Square, London 1 or of
Mr. CHORLTON, the Bailiff, at the Bucklow Hill Farm, Knutsford,

M^
Shardeloes, Amersham, Bucks.

iMi'i 'K lANi s,\i,i.. of siii.iR'i Horns
STRAFIORD begs to announce that he has

".'j'StrKl't^'S' J<'__.^ELL^by^ AUCTION, without

JS. the
of Yot

• : I

I' "' ^ : I'v: Lord I.ieute-
. .111.1 V. 1^,11.1 ..^,400,, liom Sholcbroke
ICC. and included m the Sale,
may be had of Mr. STRAFFORD,
r of Mr. WINFIELD, the Bailiff, a

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION forthe RELIEF of DECAYED FARMERS,

their WIDOWS and ORPHANS.
/"a(>t>»—Her Majesti- the Queen.

Fresidtnt—Hts Grace the Duke of Richmond.
Allowances to Pensioners.

Married £40 per annum.

R^
6 o'clock. The Riglit Hon. Lord LviTON in the Chai
Dinner Tickets, 21J. ; Ladies' Tickets, sr, ; to be had of the

Stewards ; the Secrctarj-, at the Office of tfic In
"

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION,—The ANNUAL ELECTION of PEN-

SIONERS and CHILDREN will take place at Willis's Rooms, St.
James's, on WEDNESDAY, June 22, at 11,30 AM.
All Subscriptions shall be deemed paiable on January i in each

year
;
and no Contributor shall Vote while the same is in arrcar.

No. 55, Charing Cross, London, S,W.
C. BOUSFIELD SHAW, Secretary.

H'
ENTRIES CLi5SE on j'ui^E 15.

Premium Lists and Certificates may be obtained on application to
FLETCHER NORTON MENZIES, Esq,, Secretary.

3, George IV, Bridge, Edinburgh,

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SLEAFORD EXHIBITION, lULY 27, 28. and 29.

The PRIZES offered amount to ONE THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED and SI.\TY POUNDS and upwards, ENTRIES
CLOSE JUNE 27. Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, &c,, may be had on

STEPHEN UPTON, Secretary.
Lincoln.—May 6.

ATH and WEST of

ENGLAND SOCIETY(Established

JOSIAII GOODWIN,

Bath and West of England Society and Southern
Coimtles Association.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, for JUNE II, will contain a

FULL REPORT of the above MEETING.
A Single Copy sent free by post on receipt of 6 stamps.

Ollice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

C|c|igriailturaliiajfttc.
SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
/Annual Meeting of the Southern Counties and Bath

June 6 to lo
J

and West of England Agricultural Society, at

10—Horse Show at Agricultural Hall, Islington.Jm

The great annual meeting of the Southern
Counties' and Bath and We.st ok England
Agricultural Society will open on Monday
at Taunton, which it revisits after an interval of

1 8 years ; and with this meeting may be said to

begin the great displays of English agriculture,

of which the summer months are full.

The authorities of the Society may well be
satisfied if we shall nc.\t week be able to con-

gratulate them upon a spirit and energy only

equal to that displayed by their predecessors in

1852 ; but they and we, and every other person,

would be wofully disappointed if we should not

be able to chronicle a wonderful advance in the

result of whatever effort they inay make. Even
so early as 1852 no fewer than 50 implement
makers contributed their manufactures to the

show. The cattle were arranged in two main
classes, namely, Devons and " other pure
breeds ; " but these, as it happened, were all

confined to Shorthorns, of which 26 were shown.
Nearly 100 lots of sheep were exhibited, and 58
lots of pigs and a few horses.

It is, however, to the 60 Devons and the 26 of

"other pure breeds" at Taunton in 1852 that we
especially d rect attention. What will be the rela-

tive number of these two classes at the show in

1870? It is a very crucial test by which to

measure the progress of a breed, to see how it

stands at intervals of time in the very home of

any of its rivals. No doubt " other pure breeds '

will next week mean something more than those

words did 18 years ago. Then it included Short-
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horns only. The Society belongs, ho\ve\-er, now
j

the country lies still in pasture, and although

to the Southern Counties as well as to the West
|

the growth of corn has considerably diminished

of England ; and Herefords and Sussex cattle

will no doubt be exhibited at Taunton. But we
shall probably not err very materially if we
should rest our opinion of the Shorthorns as

now, more than ever, the dominant breed of

cattle in this country, upon the exhibition which

is made of it in 1870, as compared with that in

1852 in the very home of the Devon.

We do not, however, need to let our opinion on

this subject rest on this alone. The wonderful

hst of sales which we have had to report this

spring gives extraordinary testimony to the

increasing estimation in which pure Shorthorn

blood is held. Higher averages than have ever

before been quoted are obtained by almost every

breeder of any note ; and when any herd, long

known for the purity of its descent, comes under

the hammer of the auctioneer, the prices realised,

considering the numbers of such sales which are

being advertised, are wonderful.

Here, too, an illustration may be drawn from

the fortunes of an exhibition of another kind

after an interval of time. Ten years ago Sicu-ct-

licart ^d, a cow calved in 1853, and therefore

•seven years old in 1S60, was bought by Mr.

MURTON TR.'^CEY,at Mr. ADKINS'sale at Milcote,

near Stratford-on-Avon, where 31 of her relatives

averaged £fi() a-piece. She had already had four

calves, and till lately she, now 17 years old, and no

fewer than 37 descendants in Mr. Tracey's
hands, have been bred in the Edenbridge herd.

in the last 20 years, the production of meat
is still far below the capabilities of the soil,

and inadequate to the wants of the people.

Notwithstanding the settled high price of meat,
farmers find that it does not pay to manufacture
it rapidly, if we may use the expression, by arti-

ficial means ; they are compelled to leave a large

portion of the process to Nature, relying on pas-

turage and on the grasses under rotation — on
crops, in short, which yield little, but at the

same time cost little. Expense is saved at the

cost of time, and in the ordinary rotation on
arable land, the land is economically manured by
those crops which are subordinate to corn—rota-

tions are devised, in fact, to distribute the labour

and manure of a farm with economy. Success
in farming depends very much on the adoption
of a skilful rotation, but the necessity for a nice

adjustment of a succession of crops, for the mere
purpose of manuring, is a great defect arising

from the lamentable waste of the manure
resources of the country and the dearness of

artificial substitutes. If the nation were econo-

mical in the direction indicated in the recent

report of the Rivers Pollution Commission,
the rotations throughout the country would be
greatly modified, and agriculture would become
far more productive both of corn and meat.

Farming would then, to some extent, approxi-

mate to market gardening. At all events, when
the land is better fed it will yield more, and not

DESCEND.^NTS OF Swccthcixrl 3,d.

,-No. 4, {,(>% 5s. — Reginald
(1868) by (22,081).

No. 28, £,^^ 14X. — Sweetluari

"'/,3^l''2L'p-';lf;;. , .. r No. 24.. Uj.i.^-. -S^»theart

pNo. 8, ^84.

—

Sweetheart \oih\
(1864) ly (13,833!. L

17, ;£23i. — Sweetheart
ig^A {1867) by (23,638).

Sweetheart -jth by
(13,833).

20, ^55 13^.

—

SwcetJtcart
23ii (i863) by (23,638).

21, £iio ss.—"iiveet/uart

24M (1868) by (23,638).

9. i,43 " — Patki
/uN. (.869) by (24.728).

II, ;^35 I4J.

—

Sweetluart-
13IA (1865) by (21,233),

No.
:6t/i (1867) by (21,560),

{No. 19, £6^ IS. —• S'weetluart
22</ (1868) by (25,291).

No. 13, ki5 15/ - FOKKTER
(.86^by(L,o8i).

— SiuccilicaH— IAa. 12, ;£i5 15^- — CHAMrio.s-

7/'/5 (186^ by (25,291)
No. 31, £21 is. — Siticcthtart

nth (1870) by (24.728;.

No. s> C ? .—Sportsman
(1869) by (24,728;.

rNo. 26, j^74.

—

Sweetheart ^oih

- '^- Jf7^-/''--H No. ^l^l\l^i'.-lfLeet,.eart
2//4 (.865) by (21,560). L 3";/, (iSjcfby (24,7=8).

i;85 \s. — Sweet/ttart—lHa. 8, £26 SJ. — Rob Roy
(1869) by (24,728).

No. 13, Cii I

1S//1 (1866) by (21,233!.

No. io,,.£43 ij.—Kaiser (i8(

by ^24,728).

No. 7, .£"0 5J. -Sweetheart gih (1863) by (13,833).

No. 9, /no ss.—S:i>eethearl nth (1864) by(i3,833).

{1869) by (24,728!.

18, /126.

—

Sweetheart 21st (

29, jC6s 2S.—Sweetheart 32^ (ll

) by (25,291).

I
by (24,728.1:

r No. 3. i44 2i.-MAjoR (1868) by (23,638;.

J No. 25, C'57 las.—Sweet/ienrt 2%th (186S) by (23,638).
L No. 32, ;<;33 !js.—Sweetheart 3sM (1870) by (27,428).

r No. 6, .£25 +r.—Red Gauntlet (1869) by 24,718;.

2, £n Z2s.-Sweetheart z^th (1866) by (21,560). -|_ ^^ ^^_ ^^ ^s.-Sweetheart 33'<'(.87o) by (24,7.8:.

0, ;(;ioo \f^.—Sweetheart \7th (1867! by (23,638).

2,;£i78 ros -Sweetheart 2ith{zi!,i)
| by (23,638).

Her 37 descendants were sold the other day—28 ,
before. Agriculture is a vegetative not a me-

females, averaging ^96 \\s. Sd. each, and nine I
chanical art! And even by-and-by, m the good

males, averaging ^35 4^-. Sd. In the abo
Table we give in four successive columns the

descendants of which she was dam, grand-dam,

g.g. dam, and g.g.g. dam respectively. The names
of cows are printed in italics, and of bulls in

small capitals ; the dates of birth, and the prices

realised are also given ; and we challenge the

champion of any other breed—say Mr. DUCK-
HAM, the champion of the Herefords (to whom
we owe an apology for having so long mislaid a

former letter with which he favoured us, criti-

cising conclusions regarding the Shorthorn breed

at which we had arrived)—to bring forward any
example of value, quality, fecundity of live stock,

which shall tell with anything like the force of

this in favour of any other breed than Short

horns.

The tendency of our civilisation has been to

enlarge the towns at the expense of the country,

and to produce food with less labour, so that a

smaller number may feed on our fields and a

larger number be fed by them. Coal and steam
otflarge farms are to some extent a substitute for

men, and have promoted economy and facilitated

the change which has occurred in the distribu-

tion of the population, but we believe that the

popular expectation of continued agricultural

improvement in the same direction is exaggerated.

Our own opinion is that a more productive

system of agriculture, when realised, will neces-

sarily be accompanied by an increase in the

agricultural population. The necessity for saving

labour appears to have introduced a cheap rather

than a productive system of agriculture. Half

time commg, though we expect much from
steam, wc expect more from men ; and the popula-

tion of farms will necessarily be increased when
the crops are augmented.

An ox, or five or six sheep, will gnaw off all

that grows on an acre of Grass between April

and October, and no labour is expended in the

process. But the same acre, well manured,
would produce 30 tons of roots, which would feed

at least five oxen for six months better than the

Grass had fed one ox for five months. Whatever
aid we may obtain from mechanical appliances,

the acre oi" arable, and the five oxen, and next

year's crop of Wheat will employ a considerable

amount of labour. Generally speaking, it ap-

pears the country has found the cheap system

more profitable than the other, in spite of

the improvement of mechanics. But when
the land is fertilised by means of the waste

of towns, the cost of growing a ton of roots or a

quarter of Wheat will be reduced, and there will

be a reaction in favour of arable cultivation,

with great advantage to the country.

We have endeavoured to place the question of

agricultural production on a broader basis than

that of the relative size of fai-ms. We have no
apprehension of the jnorcclUinent of the land of

this country ; nor, on the other hand, do we
share the excessive admiration which some have
felt for exclusively large holdings. These ques-

tions will find their natural level with the gradual

development of agriculture. Large farms will

no doubt hold their ground to a great extent, but

probably there are certain details in practical

cultivation—certain small strokes of economy,
which little farmers manage best.

The steam-engine is the giant ally of capital

;

its tall chimney is reared near the abode of the

wealthy agriculturist, and is the landmark of

large farms ; but let us hope that the honest

industry and patient toil, and the thrift and
independence of the little farmer may always

exist among the varieties of rural life, and may
find their sphere on a fair number of homesteads,
and that a certain proportion of small occupa-
tions may still survive and flourish, just as the

village forge remains in spite of the great work-
shops. We have not a word to say against the

principle of division of labour, but, after all, on
land there is no labour so cheap as manual
labour well bestowed— no cultivation so profit-

able and productive as that by the spade, and no
spade half so industrious as that of the little

farmer and his sons.

Steam has been the friend and teacher of the

poor when it has lightened their toils and
caused a demand for skilled labour ; but there

are hmits to the success and extension of steam
an economical power, and we rejoice to

believe, therefore, that the operation of the laws

of commercial economy may not continue to

diminish the number of the rural population,

already relatively smaller in this country than in

any other. Putting aside the question of economy
for a moment, we prefer to see the exercise of the

force that dwells in the human breast and swells the

muscles of men rather than that of mere mecha-
nical power, bound within the iron ribs of a steam-

engine. We hope to witness the progress in

number and character of the rural population,

which is the healthiest, and we believe we may
add the happiest, of all classes of the community,

and which, in all countries, has been an anchor

in stormy times.

There is reason to hope that these desires will

be realised, if, as we have endeavoured to show,

the future progress of agriculture is dependent

less on the further economy of manual labour

and better husbanding of the means now at the

farmer's disposal, than on an increase of those

means, securing the increased fertility of the soil

by feeding it with what is now wasted.

A SHORT supply of English Wheat at Mark
Lane on Monday brought an advance of \s. to 2s. per

qr. on the prices of the previous week, and trade was

firm again on Wednesday. In the Metropolitan

Cattle Market on Monday, notwithstanding a large

supply of both cattle and sheep, prices had an upward

tendency. On Thursday an excessive supply induced

a duller market ; much stock remained unsold, and

prices were lower.

The seventh annual Metropolitan Horse Show
is this day opened at the Agi'icuUural Mall, Islington.

The entries include contributions from many fine studs,

including those of Baron Rothschild and Mr.

Blenkiron. There is a good show of pony stallions,

and a large show of hunters and harness hoi-ses. The
show will continue open during next week, until

Friday evening, June 10.

—- The Irish Land Bill was read a third time and

passed through the House of Commons on Monday
evening last, after a speech from Mr. Gladstone, in

which he declared the principle of the Bill, as a rule,

to be to leave freedom of contract, it being only with

respect to particular matters in the third clause that it

is interfered with. "By any contract made by any

tenant from the day the Bill receives the Royal assent

to pay any rent whatsoever, reasonable or unreasonable,

hewillbeabsolutelybound," saidMr. GladstOiNE, "and

he will not be able to escape from the obligation." The
following is an abridged report of the Premier's

speech :

—

"It has been charged that this is a one-sided Bill—

against the landlord and in favour of the tenant, but I

will just point out this fact, that for generations and

centuries legislation has been almost entirelji in favour of

the landlord. 'What has been the result ? What is the

position of the landlord in regard to security of life,

security of property, and in regard to the price which his

estate will fetch in the market ? And when we find the

result has been what it is of the adoption of the too one-

sided policy pursued by Parliament in former generations,

can you not bring yourselves to admit that legislation in

favour of the tenant for the purpose of securing to him

the fruits of his industry may turn out to be one of the

surest methods of legislating in favour of the landlord ?

In framing this measure we deliberately and advisedly

declined to meet the popular demands in Ireland. There

w.as a demand widely spread that the Ulster custom should

be recognised as the universal land law of Ireland. To
4hat demand we declined to accede. Another demand
which went through the whole of Ireland was one for the

valuation of rents and for fixity of tenure, and there are

those who say that valuation of rents is involved in the

Bill as it stands. Now, that is tnie up to a certain point,

where the Ulster custom prevails, but that question

does not stand on the ground of conventional legislation,

but on recognised rights already in existence. I contend

that the principle of the third clause, establishing damages
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for eviction, is entirely different from the principle of the

valuation of rents. It places a burden, I admit, on the

landlord who evicts without a cause, but that burdett is

limited and cannot go beyond a certain point. A valiiation

of rents would fix the absolute amount of rent that should

be paid ; the amount under the Bill is left wholly free,

and the fine or burden that may be levied on the landlord

is confined within the hmit of a certain ma>amum. We
advisedly decUued to accede to those popular demands,

and having brought in a Bill founded upon a distmct and

much more limited basis, we have presented it to the

House after an amount of labour on our part such as in

the course of a long political life I have never known

bestowed on the preparation of a Bill ; and I must

add, entirely agreeing in the main upon this point

with the right hon. gentleman, that the House of

Commons, which has spent 22 or 23 nights in the dis-

cussion of the Bill, has bestowed on it an amount of care,

attention, and time for wliich there are but few precedents.

Referring to the objections still entertained to the pro-

visions of the Bill, I put this question—and I found myself

on the conduct of the Irish landlords in this House for the

opinion I entertain :—Suppose we could gather the Irish

landlords in a mass and obtain from them honestly their

judgment whether they would prefer the Bill, on the one

hand, as it stands, or, on the other, the state and pros-

pects of Ireland were the Bill to be rejected or to be

mutilated in a manner to insure its rejection, and we were

to put to these Irish landlords this categorical question,

Will you take it as it is, or will you have it lost?' I

may be wrong, but my firm conviction is that the cry of

these landlords would be, ' Let the Bill pass into law.'

"

On Friday last Lord E. Cecil moved a reso-

lution calling on the Government to deal as early as

possible with the defective state of the law for punish-

ing the use of false weights and measures and the

adtilteration of food and drink. He suggested that

inspectors should be appointed by the local authorities,

with an appeal to a central analyst, and, above all,

though he would not revert to the strict letter of the

sharp and severe punishments of our ancestors, of

which he read some striking examples from the Liber

Allius, he was for giving the fullest effect to the spirit

of them—publicity.—Mr. T. Hughes agreed with

Lord E. Cecil as to the deterrent effects of publicity,

and suggested that the names of the offenders should

be placarded on what he called "Rogues' Boards."

—Mr. Bruce admitted that the law, both as to

adulteration and short weights, was fuU of defects

capable of removal by legislation. But he was not

very sanguine about the power of even the strongest

Government to deal with thein, for "independent

memberdom " would assert itself at once if a proposal

were made to cover the country with an army of in-

spectors and analysts.—Mr. MuNTZ narrated some start-

ling instances of the extent to which adulteration is car-

ried, and included both practices in the sweeping condem-

nation that "we are all plundered, and two-thirds of

us poisoned" by dishonest tradesmen.—Mr. Bass was
obstmately incredulous on the practice of adulterating

beer, and treated as a good joke thenotionof " cocculus

indicus" or the " New River " entering to any extent

into its composition ; and Lord E. Cecil withdrew his

motion.—In reference to the speech of Mr. Bass, Mr.

Smee has since written to the Times, stating that an

examination of 12 different samples, obtained from

London beerhouses, led him to believe that beer is

very generally salted and watered, but not adulterated

with any deleterious or poisonous ingredients.

The question of game licences and gun licences

has been reconsidered. At present and up to this time

no tax was payable on carrying a gun, unless the gun
were carried in pursuit of game. In that case the

sportsman paid to the Revenue a duty of ^^3 a year for

tttf enjoyment of the privilege. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer proposed in the original scheme to

abolish this special impost and to substitute for it a

general tax of £1, payable on carrying a gun or other

firearm for any purpose whatsoever. On Monday
evening, however, he announced that the proposal in

that shape would not be pressed. The game licence

is not to be abolished, but continued, only with this

indulgence, that it will include the gun licence, so that

whoever is licensed to kill game will be licensed also

by the same warrant to carry firearms. Supposing the

licence taken out for not killing game, but only for

carrying a gtm, the tax of ^i is still proposed.

At a recent meeting of the Cirencester Chamber
of Agriculture, Professor McBride read a valuable

paper on the Prevention of Cattle Disease, to which

we hope hereafter to give publicity. The follow-

ing is an instructive passage in the conversation

which ensued upon the lecture :—Mr. Bowly said :

We know what restrictive measures have done— we
saw their efficacy during the time of the fcattle

plague, for whilst there were restrictive measures the

foot-and-mouth disease and pleuro-pneumonia almost

disappeared. I am sure I should be glad to do any-

thing I can to strengthen our Members' hands, and to

obtain restrictive measures. Mr. McBride : 'We have

about 12 agriculturists present representing the Ciren-

cester Agricultural Chamber on such an important

subject as cattle disease—how can they expect Govern-

ment to take an interest in it, when they do not take

an interest in their own affairs !

—— We have received from the pubHshers, Messrs.

J. Smulders tS: Co., of thfe Hague, a copy of a wall

map of the Netheriands, by Dr. W. C. H. Staring,
in which, along with complete geographical and topo-

graphical detail, there is given what is virtually a

picture of the soils and agriculture of that country.

We should be glad to see a map of England on a

similar scale, drawn up upon a scheme equally elabo-

rate and detailed, giving the character of the soil and
cultivation, and enabling anyone at a glance to learn

the agricultural character and circumstances of any
locality on which information might be desired. We
have not sufficient acquaintance with the Netherlands

to give any opinion of the accuracy of the agricultural

picture of that country which the map presents. We
are, however, certain that a scheme so complete and
well-devised has been worked out here with all the

care which its elaborate character required.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
The late Mr. Adcock's herd of Shorthorns was

sold by Mr. Thornton on the 24th ult. A large com-

pany, among whom were many well known Shorthorn

breeders, assembled to witness the dispersion of the

herd. The average realised over the 47 animals

disposed of was ^'49 y. ; that of the 35 females was
£$o6s. lod., while the 12 bulls made ;^45 ly. 6d.

each. The total proceeds of the sale amounted to

/2310. The highest price, 145 gs., was given by
Mr. C. C. Dormer for 12THDUKE OF Oxford (19,633),

now nearly eight years old, and bred by the Duke of

Devonshire at Holker. He was purchased in 1864

for the sum of 210 gs. Charmer 2d was bought by

the same gentleman for 100 gs. ; Catalani, of the

Charmer tribe, was purchased by Mr. Purkis for 55 gs.,

and her daughter, by the I2TH DuKE OF Oxford,
became the property of Mr. H. J. Sheldon for 100 gs.

LndyKnightleyid, by Grand Duke 4TH, was knocked

down at 140 gs. to Mr. Sartoris ; while other two Zai/y

Knightleyis, both by I2TH DuKE OF OXFORD but with

a previous cross of 6th Duke of Airdrie, made
respectively 30 and 46 gs. 2D Duke of Water,
loo, by Lord Lally and out of Waterloo T&tJi, who
was sold at the first Didmarton sale for 270 gs. , was
purchased by Mr. Tippler at the modest figure of 36 gs.

We subjoin a complete list of the prices realized.

Name of Aniraal.
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sake of simplicity also, the same proportion of straw to

corn may be assumed on entiy and on leaving, though
it would probably be higher under the nnproved con-

dition. Let it be assumed, then, that in each case half

the roots are consumed in the yards ; that previous to

entry no purchased food had been employed ; that

during the last year of the occupancy 20 tons of decor-

ticated cotton-seed cake \\ere used ; tliat for every

bushel of Wheat (of 60 lb.) there was an average of 100
lb. of straw, and for every bushel of Barley (of 52 lb.)

an average of 62^ lb. of straw. Adopting these data,

the following are the amounts of straw, and the esti-

mated amounts of dung, entered upon and left, respec-

tively ; and the value of the difference between the two,

together with a proportion of the manure-value of the

purchased cake, will represent the compensation to be
received by the outgoing tenant for his improvements.
First, as to the straw, we have

—

Wheat.
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rarely introducing a change, and even then admitting

the miniminn of foreign blood, they would then returi

to tlieir original line. Such, I have shown, was th

practice of Mr. Bates. Although I am less familiar

with the pedigrees of Mr. Booth's herd, Mr. Carr

informs us in his interesting history, that a similar

course was pursued by that eminent breeder. Mr.

Carr also remarks that on the rare occasions when a

foreign alliance was admitted by Mr. Booth, the effect

was seldom beneficial if the new blood was admitted

"raw." For example, supposing a Bates bull were

mated with a Booth cow, the offspring would probably

be inferior to either ; whereas good results would come
out in another generation or two, after reverting to the

original blood.

No breeder adhered more closely to the fine blood of

his own herd than Sir Charles Knightley, and year by
year its descendants advance in public favour, until

they bid fair to rank not far behind those of the

Kirklevington herd. So too the kindred blood culti-

vated by Mr. Adkins, surpassed in purity by none,

admitted the alliance of Accordion (570S) with, I

believe, tlie unanimous approbation of competent
judges.

My space will only allow me, in conclusion, to con-

trast a few examples of the consequences of recklessly

mixing blood, with the success which, as we have seen,

attends perseverance in a line of proved excellence.

At Mr. Packers sale in 1868, several cows descended
from Mr. Bates' Waterloo family, which had been
crossed by Booth bulls, were disposed of at low
prices, Wor Cloudy a 6-year-old cow with three

Booth crosses, only reaching 32 gs. In the autumn
of the same year, Waterloo 28M, a white cow,
eight years old, of the same family, but with none
but Bates bulls in her pedigree, realised 270 gs.

at the Didmarton sale. The rapid increase in

value, where the same strain of first-rate blood is

judiciously persevered with, is also strikingly shown
in the Kirklevington family. At Didmarton Kirklcv-

tngion 12M made 380 gs., and at Siddington, Mr.
Bolden obtained a larger sum for some of that tribe.

In like manner the Barringtons have risen in public

estimation, a two months old calf of that strain being
sold at Mr. Slye's for 300 gs., and Capt. Oliver's

Lahige 4/// realising 450 gs. These are only a few
among numberless instances in which several families

of Bates blood have, during the last 20 years, advanced
some hundred per cent, m value. On the other hand,
that this value is not depreciated by a small admixture
of other first-class strains, is proved by the continued

favour with which those Bates lines are regarded with
which Mr. Bolden mingled a certain proportion of

Booth and Cherry blood. In like manner Duke of
Lancaster, with which I won the 1st prize at Bir-

mingham, inherited through his sire a minute propor-

tion of Booth blood. As he is no longer my property,

I may say that both on this ground, and from his

intrinsic qualities, I consider him a valuable mate for

pure Bates cows.

What herds can boast of results like the foregoing in

which blood has been made a secondary consideration,

and in which showyard triumphs have been the main
objects of their owners ? We have seen herds whose
winnings have accumulated in successive years to several

thousand pounds, and yet, when brought to the

hammer, they have realised but little over the marke
value of the animals of which they were composed
We have seen near relations of Christmas prize-winners

which scarcely any one appeared inclined to buy.

Perhaps the public in these matters sometimes runs too

much into extremes. Perhaps fashion is allowed too

much influence, while intrinsic merit has not sufficient

weight : perhaps certain lines of sterling worth are

unduly neglected. Still the superiority of the Short-

horn race over every other remains a proved fact, as has
been strikingly brought out in the interesting articles

which have lately appeared in the Agricultural Gazette^

in which the weights of the several classes of steers

exhibited at Smithfield during a series of years are care-

fully analysed. Referring my readers to the article of

April 23, I cannot better conclude than by quoting its

closing sentences :
— ** From this it is clear that the

merit of the Shorthorn is equally prominent, whether
we test it by a comparison of the prize animals of the
same age and class, or as now, by the whole weight and
aggregate age of all the animals of each breed exhibited.
Who, then, shall dispute the claim of the Shorthorn to

its position as 'the dominant breed?'" Willoughby
Wood, Holly Bank, May 5.

" Now let us see how Mr. Lawes would compensate
a man for increasing the production of straw and con-
suming it upon the land. For this 21 tons 24 cwt.
produced (by artificial manuring) and consumed Mpon
the land (in 13 years) Mr. Lawes would give the
tenant the consuming value of the straw he leaves in
excess of that he entered upon,—that is, they are to have
the eating value of a year's straw at leaving, if any is

left unconsumed, and the landlord is to pocket the lion's

share—the whole of the 21 tons 24 cwt., made into
manure and applied to his (the landlord's) land in per-
manent improvement—without any acknowledgment
whatever. If this be Mr. Lawes' justice to the
farmers of England, I do not know what justice is !

It appears to me like giving a big man a pat on the
back while picking a little man's pocket?"

Well, then, will Mr. Smith tell your readers what
all this means if it is not to be interpreted in the way I

take it. ,To my mind it is simply saying to the farmers
of England, "Do not use artificial manure, even
though it pays year by year to use it ; do not use it,

because each year you get more and more straw which
you are are not allowed to sell—although you may feed
with it, and more and more dung, which dung you
must put upon the land, thereby yearly improving it,

and leading ultimately to an increaje of rent ! Do not,

then, use this artificial manure, notwithstanding that it

pays you, unless your landlord will consent to pay you
a second time for it, in the shape of remuneration for

the increased fertility of the farm at the end of your
take."

FARM AGREEMENTS.
Artificial Manure and Tenant-Right.

Mr. Smith is not pleased with my criticism of his

critique on Mr. Lawes' paper. He says I try to

make it appear he is a kind of "dog in the manger," and
that he is.opposed to tenants using artificial manures.
The letter which I criticised appeared in p. 577, and,

to my judgment, the whole burthen of it was to point

out to farmers that they ought not to use artificial

manures unless they got paid by their landlords at the

end of their take for the increased value of the farm
over and above its value at their entry. Let us take
some of Mr. Smith's own words.
"Here is Mr. Lawes taking up the cry of the old

hound, the land agent, who, in every thing he does,

tries to please his master who pays him."

Here, again, are Mr. Smith's own words, "Look to

past practice ; tenants have improved their lands and
landlords have shoved up their rents, thus taxing the
tenant for his own improz'ement.^* The italics are mine.

Mr. Smith's nose has fallen out with his face, and
there is a nasty scratch upon it, to heal which would
add greatly to his nose's comfort ; but then it would
improve the beauty of his face, and so the scratch shall

be left to fester, unless the face will consent to pay
handsomely for the improvement of its beauty.

Now Mr. Smith tells us he is a landlord (p. 677),
and that for many years his tenants have occupied
upon the terms "pay your rent and keep your land
clean,"—very liberal terms, no doubt, provided the
rent is low, as low as it would be under " a noble
duke, or lord, or great landowner," but if otherwise,
then the terms may be by no means liberal. I will

assume, however, that Mr. Smith is a very liberal

landlord, and lets at low rents. Well then, if he is

ready to carry out in practice the doctrines which he
preaches, I ask him for an answer to these two
questions :

—

Are you willing that your present tenants should
sell the whole of the hay, straw, and roots off' theii

farms, without any obligation to bring back pur-
chased manure in their place ?

2. Are you willing that your present tenants and
their descendants should continue for ever to occupy
their farms at their present rents, without any rise,

until the land should become "building land " and so
cease to be agricultural ?

If Mr. Smith does not answer these questions in

the affirmative, then I tell him he is not prepared to
practise the doctrine which he preaches, and his
vaunted liberality is a sham.

But now let us go a little bit deeper into this

question of comjiensation for increased fertility of the
farm, produced by artificial manures and good farming.
At p. 715 Mr. Smith says, "I look Mr. Lawes'

own evidence, and showed that a man might take a
farm in low condition, and by clean farming and the
aid of manures—artificial or otherwise—its productive-
ness might be greatly increased ; and my writings went
to show that all Mr. Lawes would give him for his
improvements w.xs the eating value of a year's straw,
which never can be the just reward to a man who has
increased the letting value of his farm &s. or 10s.

per acre."

Now I beg to join issue with Mr. Smith on this

point, and say distinctly that Mr. Lawes, in giving
the feeding value of the unconsumed straw, awarded
the correct amount, and my reasons are as follows :

—

1. No tenant-farmer will use artificial manures or
any purchased manures upon his farm simply to increase
the future letting value of it ; a landlord may do so,

but certainly not a tenant. If a tenant uses such
things, he uses them because their present use leaves
him a present profit, realisable within the term for
which he holds his land, and he knows at the very time
he uses them that any increased future value they may
confer upon the land will belong, not to him, but to
his landlord, who owns the land.

2. Every tenant-farmer when he uses artificial manure,
knows that the probable effect of that manure will be not
only to increase the produce of grain which is saleable,
but also of straw, which is forbidden to be sold. But he
also knows that if he increases the straw he increases his
future quantity of feeding stuff, and his future quantity
of dung, which he is bound to put upon the land, and
\vhich will react year by year in upholding and increas-
ing the produce, and therefore increasing the letting
value of the land. And, as he knew that the increased
letting value would belong to his landlord, it is plain
that it formed no part of the inducement which made
him buy artificial manure and apply it to his farm.

3. If a tenant-farmer applies artificial manure in

such a way that he does not expect it within the year

to repay iu cost and a profit in addition, the chances
are he has a lease, or else he holds under a landlord
who does not frequently or arbitrarily raise his rents
and upon whose reasonable consideration he can confi-
dently reckon. But if he does not so hold, and if, being
a yearly tenant to an arbitrary landlord, he is foolish
enough to spend his money on artificial manure without
a reasonable prospect of getting back his money with
a profit within the year, then he is (to use Mr. Smith's
own words) '

' a blockhead, and the sooner he cuts off
to New Zealand the better."

Now, I am one of those who have a thorough con-
tempt for humbug, and-I always call a spade a spade.
We have had a great deal of discussion lately about the
relations between landlord and tenant, and I have no
hesitation in saying that the great bulk of what is said
and written about it is pure " bosh." The tenants are
right well able to take care of themselves, a deal
better in many instances than the landlord is ; and in
reading the .igiiiultural Gazette for May 14, I saw at <
p. 680 a speech made by Mr. S. Sidney, which seems
to me one of the most sensible I have read for many a
day. He said:—"The farmers of England were a
numerous and powerful body ; and if they chose, to
make up their minds as to what they wanted, there
would not be the slightest difficulty. Hut the fact was,
that the farms of England generally were underlet, and
there was an implied agreement between landlord and
tenant something like this. The landlord said, ' You
take my farm. I can turn you out at six months'
notice. You won't trouble me about my game. When
there is an election, you will vote in my favour. If
my wife's health is proposed at dinner, though you
don't exactly like her, you will drink it with cheers.
If you do that I will not disturb you, and you
shall not be troubled about how you farm your
land.' That was the plain truth. The farmers
might shuffle here and there, but that was the real
thing, and they knew it. When he was a young man
he was at a farmers' dinner, and he heard one toast
with great indignation, but it was proposed, and received
with great cheers. It was ' Liberal landlords and
grateful tenants.' As long as there were grateful
tenants they never would be able to make a bargain
with their landlords."

There is good sound common sense in this. If the
farmers of England desire to be thoroughly independent
and to have full security for every penny they expend,
let them do what their brethren in Scotland did two
generations ago, let them take leases. A lease is the
best security a tenant can have, and it is in the end
far better for the landlord's pocket, and for peace and
good will. At present many a landlord is restrained
from raising his rent, although he knows his land is

fairly worth more than he gets, because to raise
rent is an unpopular act. But why it should be more
unpopular to raise rent than to raise the price of corn or
of beer, or of iron, or of coal, I really cannot see. With
leases this rise of rent would come periodically, and
this (I like to call a spade a spade) the tenant-farmers
of England know right well. Heretofore leases in
England have been the exception, but when taken the
usual farm lease is for 2 1 years, with breaks at seven
and 14 years, if six months notice is given before each
period arrives. Six months' notice seems to me too
short, 18 months would be a more reasonable notice.

It would give a man longer time to look round him»
and make the hardship of a change less if he and his
landlord did not agree as to the new rent. With such
leases the rent would very likely rise a little every
seven years, and if a tenant was a good farmer, who
increased the fertility of the land so as to enable it to
bear an increase of rent and still leave a comfortable
income for him who worked it, he would in all proba-
bility remain upon it all his life. But the man
who followed out Mr. Smith's tactics, and kept
his farm poor for fear the landlord should "tax
the tenants for his own improvements," in all pro-
bability would get his dismissal at the first septennial
period. Good tenants would be at a premium,
while the "dog in the manger" type would be at

a discount. When a good farmer wished to move
from a small into a large farm, if his own landlord
could not accommodate him, there would be a dozen
at his disposal, for every landlord in his neighbourhood
would know that not only would he be able to make a
good living for himself, but also he would be able

every seven years to pay an increased rent in conse-

quence of the increased fertility of the soil. A dozen
landlords would be bidding for him, and a dozen more
saying to him, " Thou hast been faithful in a few
things, I will make thee ruler over many things."

No doubt in such leases the landlords, or rather
their advisers the land agents, would introduce rather
stringent clauses as to the general course of husbandry,
and a prohibition against using in the two years pre-

ceding each septennial period any artificial manures
except certain specified ones, so as to prevent the land
being impoverished by an outgoing spiteful tenant,—for

there are such things, although Mr. Smith tells us a
farmer "has not the heart to rob land."
There has been a deal of discussion lately about

what it is now the fashion to call " tenant-right," but

which old Lord Palmerston so humorously described

as only another word for
'

' landlord wrong, " and

Mr. Smith is plainly one of those who cry it up. I do
not suppose that it signifies three straws to Mr. Smith

whether tenant-right ever becomes law or not, for he
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farms his own land ; but I would simply suggest to the

tenants, who are just now inclined to talk a deal of

nonsense about it, that the moment tenant-right becomes

a serious question in England, leases will become the

rule and not the exception. And if what Mr. Sidney

tells us be true, that the land of England is let far below

its value, and if what more than one speaker at the

various farmers' clubs tells us be also true, that the

lease system in Scotland has forced up the price of land

. there far beyond its value to an English tenant than

the kase system in England, is not likely to result m a

money profit to English tenant-farmers.

Let it not be forgotten that the Scottish system of

19 years' leases, and letting the fanns after extensive

advertisement by public tender (all the tenders to be

opened the same day), is practically putting up the

fann to public auction. For although a landlord does

not bind himself to accept the highest, or any offer, yet

in practice the highest offer is almost always taken.

The territorial influence of the landlords is fast

passing away. Before a single gi'ouse falls on the

1 2th August next, the Ballot in all probability will

have become the law of the land, and one great item in

the tacit agreement, which Mr. Sidney so humorously

described, will have disappeared. Whether the honour

of having their wives' health drunk with cheers will be a

sufficient inducement to the great landowners to continue"

to let their farms below their value, remains to be seen,

but for my part I doubt the potency of it. "Women
are beginning to assert their rights, and husbands con-

sequently are inclined to shrug their shoulders, and

leave the women to take care of themselves. Not
long ago a noble duchess and two of her daughters did

all the honours of a farmers' public dinner, and pro-

posed most of the principal toasts of the evening.

The farmers then would do well to brace themselves up
for the change. "The lease" is looming upon them,

and while they are dreaming of "tenant-right," and,

under Mr. Smith's would-be leadership, groaning over

the hardship of not being paid twice over for their

artificial manure, they may wake up to the sad reality

that a great rise of rent is upon them. They may find

out, when too late, that after all a great many land-

lords agree with old Lord Palmerston in thinking that

tenant-right is landlord WTOug. G. A. H.

EXAMPLES OF SEWAGE IRRIGA TION.
{Cojicludcdfrom /'. 748.)

10. Bedford.—M Bedford, wliicli contains about

15,000 inhabitants, large sums have been recently laid

out, under the direction of Mr. John Lawson, C.E., on

both its water supply and its drainage system. The
sewers here receive not only the fouled water supply of

the to^^^^, together with a certain proportion of the

rainfall on its houses and yards, but an immense quan-

tity of land water from the gravel site on which the

town is built. Thus, though the water supply does not

much exceed 150,000 gallons daily, the quantity of

drainage which reaches the pumping station, about a

mile below the town, is as much as 500,000 or 600,000

gallons daily. Each of the two 12-horse power engines

here stationed is, however, capable of lifting 2000

gallons a minute to a height of 20 feet, so that either of

them can master the ordinary dry weather sewage of

the place.

During the night the comparatively pure water which

then drains away is stored in the outfall sewer and tank

at the pumping station. In the daytime it is delivered

by an iS-inch iron pipe to the irrigated land 400 or 500
yards off, flowing thence into a small circular tank, and
afterwards, by two 15-inch pipes, along either side of

the nearly flat land which has been laid out in trans^

verse beds for its reception. These beds are about 70
feet wide on the side, with a fall of S or 10 inches from

the central carrier to the midway furrow. The carrier;

are either 5-inch pipe tiles ^\ith open longitudinal slit,

or S-inch half-round tiles ; and a fall of about I in from
about 300 to Soo is given to them.
The beds were sown in 186S with Italian Rye-grass,

and have yielded, heavy crops. Up to the middle of

July three crops had been cut off" 20 acres, besides one
crop off 15 acres sown in 1S69, and the sales amounted
to nearly ^^330. A much larger area of land is about
to be taken in hand for irrigation purposes by the Cor-
poration. The extent at present rented is about 50
acres, but a farm of about 200 acres will utimately be
under their management. The cost of pumping,
which amounts to ^4 per acre of the land now irrigated,

will then be reduced to a rentcharge of about 20j-. an
acre, which will be more easily repaid. And as the

houses become more generally connected with the

sewers, both the need of the greater area, and the pro-

duce derived from so large a supply of fertilising

matter, will increase. At present, as analysis shows,

the sewage is very weak, but the cleansing process is

satisfactory.

The undertaking here is sufficient as a sanitary

agency, and its ultimate profitableness appears probable
from the character of the crops we saw growing on the

land. The Italian Rye-gi-ass must have weighed 12 to

14 tons per acre. The Mangel Wurzel and Kohl Rabi
were tolerably promising. The prices obtauied by
auction for the former crop wei'e improving at the suc-

cessive sales, as the prejudice against sewage-gi'o\\Ti

cattle food was dying out. The difficulties connected

with tlie even distribution of the liquid will also

diminish every year as the settlement of the moved land

enables the necessai7 corrections of the surface to be

made, so as to ensure a more uniform flow of water

The following report for 1S69 has been fur-

nished by Mr. John Lawson, C.E. :

—

The land leased by the Corporation from the Duke of

Bedford contains 54a. 3r. 7p. Of this area 47 acres have

been irrigated by sewage.
Two fields, containing about 22 acres, were so\ni with

Itahan Rye-grass in 1868, and the produce sold from this

land in the year 1869 was about ^420.
Of the remaining portion of the land irrigated 15a. 2r.

were sown with Itahan Rye-gi-ass in the spring of 1869,

and the remainder with Mangel Wurzel and other root

crops. The sales from this portion amount to about

_^227 10s. 4(/., making a total of ^^647 xos. ^d.

Produce in the year 1869 as sold by a

Rent, 55 acres at £^ 10s.

Auctioneer's commission
Printing ,.

Seeds and plants
Labour, including sa!ar>' of manager

Sundry expenses

£<^A7 '

sSo

£6 J 6 2."

II. Noi-%vood.—The histoiy of the facts connected

with sewage irrigation at Norwood and at Croydon has

been sufficiently prolonged to make it now thoroughly

trustworthy and instructive. At the former place about

30 acres of low-lying clay land, with sufficient slope for

tural surface drainage, have been well laid out for

igation by Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E. The drainage

of about 4000 people is received into a subsidence tank

at the upper end, and thence flows along surface

carriers, arranged both nearly in contour and do\vn the

slope. The fall in these carriers varies from i in lOo

to I in 1000, and the water stopped at intervals in their

course flows over their edges, and so finds its way over

the surface of the land. Plots varying in size from i to

3 acres are iiTigated at once, according to the abund-

ance of the supply, which, especially in summer time,

when it is most 'wanted, is barely sufficient for the

proper inigation of the land. Nevertheless, very good

crops of Italian Rye-gi-ass are cut five or six times a

yedr ; and a ready sale is obtained for the produce, at

prices varying from <^d. to \s. 3d. per rod, or £^ to

;^io per acre, and the Croydon Board of Health have

in this way obtained a revenue of ^22 per acre during

nine months of 1S68, and ^^25 per acre in 1S69, which,

spread over the population to whose drainage it is due,

amounts to about y. gd. per head per annum. Mr.

Baldwin Latham has furnished the following satisfac-

toiy report of the past year's experience :

—

" The total amount received for the produce in the

year, was .. * ^741 o 6
The expenditure has been as follows :

—

Rent after deducting income-tax . . £-2^2 16 3

Wages for cutting produce, attend-

ing to the distribution of the

sewage, re-digging, and otherwise

preparing the land for crops . . 196 1 3

Seed 17 2 6
Taxes, rates, and tithes .. .. 63 15 3

Sundr>"bills

Balance £-ijfi 5 9

"The area under iirigation is 30 acres. Previous to

the Local Board becoming the tenants of the land, the

rent paid was iSj. per acre. The adjoining agricultural

land is let at less than £t per acre rent. The average

population draining to this area during the last year has

been about 4000. During the last month or two we have

made provision to bring in a much larger area to this out-

fall, and in order to make provision for the increased

population the Board has taken a sufficient area of land

adjoining the present irrigation works at a rent of^io per

acre. This will nearly double the existing area under
sewage. It may also be interesting to the Commissioners

to know that when the existing works at South Norwood
were completed they were let to a tenant for three years,

at a rent of ;^200 per annum. The Board at this time

paid the cost of distributing the sewage, so that as Ion

the works were let, there was a clear loss to the Board of

^180 per annum, but since they have taken them into

their own hands a profit has accrued, as has been seen
from the foregoing figures."

Report of H.M. Rivers Pollution Cotmnission.

INOCULATION AND PLEURO-
PNEUMONIA,

With a veiy faint hope of averting some of the con-

fusion which we forsee, we intend to state the present

position of the argument as concisely as possible, deal-

ing only with facts which have come under our own
obsei-\'ation, and w^hich bear with some degree of force

upon the question which is again before the agricul

tural public. To make the matter as clear as may be

we shall place all speculative points first, and then,

leaving these, proceed to the consideration of others

which are capable of demonstration.

Speculation the first relates to the origin of the

disease in this kingdom. Did it arise spontaneously, or

was it introduced from the Continent in 1S40? The
answer to this question is based on a legend of the im-

portation of Dutch cattle into Cork by a certain

consul for his o\^^l private use. As this event is said to

have occuiTcd less than 30 years ago, some one ought

to remember the name of the consul, the number of

the cows, and the fact of the disease first appearing

among them, but none of these details have been satis-

factorily made out. We have, however, no objection

to admit the truth of the speculation without this

evidence, as the admission does not in the least affect

the present investigation.

The mode of propagation of the disease involves

speculation number two—Is it contagious? Is the

vims contained in the breath or the excretions? Can
the malady be artificially induced ? All the evidence

on these points is conflicting. There is no doubt tliat

the admission of a diseased animal into a cow-shed or

field is followed in many-instances by an extension of

the malady to the sound animals ; but then it has

to be remembered that pleuro-pneuraonia often occurs

where no fresh stock has been introduced for many
months, and also that the disease often ceases with the

first or second case, even though no means are taken

to arrest its spread. Further, the direct transference

by inoculation of the fluid from a diseased lung does

not cause pleuro-pneumonia or any disease like it ; in

fact, beyond the production of local irritation it has

no effect at all. Many stocli.owners deny the con-

tagiousness of the disease altogether, while others who
have observed its course in localities where the circum-

stances are favourable to its progi'ess, are equally

positive in the opposite opinion. The balance of

evidence is decidedly in favour of the contagion theory,

and we therefore accept that view of the nature of the

malady as the correct one.

Passing from the debatable points to facts which
admit of only one interpretation, we have first to notice

some of the peculiarities which are manifested during

the progress of the disease. Everyone knows what is

the rule that obtains in reference to contagious disease

in general ; an outbreak occurs, two or three animals

are attacked, and day by day fresh cases are added,

until the majority succumb, perhaps none escape. No
one who has carefully watched the course of pleuro-

pneumonia of cattle can assert that this account is

explicitly ti^ue of it ; on the contrary, it is impossible

to predicate of an outbreak when the malady will cease,

or how many victims it will seize, what time will

elapse between the attacks, or after what period the

remainder of the herd may be considered safe. Some-
times one animal after another is taken ill at an interval

of a fortnight, and then several may be smitten almost

on the same day. This kind of thing often goes on
pretty regiUarly in some parts of the country ; but in

others, where the circumstances are totally different,

the disease will assume a much more irregular character.

Perhaps one animal is attacked and dies, and the

disease is at an end : or in another instance, cases occur

at various periods for a long time, and then disappear

entirely. Change in the system of feeding and general

management has, in our experience, been frequently

followed by the sudden cessation of the disease after a

considerable period of its continuance in a malignant

form.

In the light of these facts, relating to the progress of

the disease, we may proceed to consider some of those

referring to the results of inoculation. That the intro-

duction of a few drops of serum from the lungs of a

diseased ox causes pleuro-pneumonia, or any disease

bearing the slightest resemblance to it, no one believes

or asserts. Therefore, whatever influence the operation

may have cannot be due to the induction of the con-

dition which usually attends inoculation with the

matter of other contagious disease. The local effects

of swelling and suppuration may be produced over and

over again in the same animal, and in this particular

the introduction of the serous exudation differs entirely

from inoculation with the matter of other contagious

Inoculated animals are in many instances subse-

quently attacked with pleuro-pneumonia. As a matter

of fact cows have died of the disease after having lost

their tails from the effects of the inoculation. This

again is contrary to the experience of inoculation with

the matter of other contagious diseases. The only

question which remains in reality is one of degree.

Does inoculation confer any amount of protection ; and

if so, to what extent ?

Again we appeal to facts within our own knowledge.

Inoculated cattle, we repeat, have taken the disease

naturally in many instances. A considerable number
of inoculated animals resist the infection, so do a large

percentage, in many cases, of animals wdiich are not

inoculated. In the same shed we have seen inoculated

cows attacked, while others left uninoculated have
remained free of the disease. After the performance of

inoculation, pleuro-pneumonia sometimes ceases ; so it

does veiy often when the diet is altered or medical

treatment is had recourse to, or disinfectants are

employed.
Mr. Priestman has been veiy successful in arresting

the course of the disease by the use of carbolic acid,

and, we believe, prefers it to inoculation, which he at

one time extensively practised. Under all the circum-

stances of the case, considering the very, irregular

course which the disease takes at different times, and

in various places, what can be expected of a number of

experiments undertaken by persons imperfectly ac-

quainted with the subject, unaccustomed to the critical

examination of evidence, and incapable of drawing
correct conclusions from facts which they can only

dimly observe ? At best an addition to the mass of

crude unsatisfactoiy evidence which already exists is

alone to be expected.

We understand that it is proposed in Chesliire to
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inoculate certain animals on a fann and leave the rest ;

an experiment vhich lias been performed repeatedly

with results which have been adduced in proof of the

total failure of the operation by its opponents and of

its success by its advocates. Again, it is contemplated,

we believe, to test the matter in Norfolk by inoculating

some 30 or more animals on a farm where two or three

cattle have died of pleuro-pneumonia. The experiment,

however, is to be made contingent upon the occurrence

of another attack. To the pathologist there would be

something infinitely amusing in these arrangements if

there were not something tragic in the idea of well-

meaning people deliberately entangling themselves in

confusion of the most liopeless character. Take the

last suggested experiments as a type of the practical

idea. The mere act of holding back until another

attack occurs, faithfully expresses a conviction of the

probability, or at least of the possibility of no more
attacks in the herd, and yet, if one other animal be

attacked and inoculation be then had recourse to, what

is likely to happen ? If none of the inoculated animals

are attacked, what a testimony to the efficacy of inocu-

lation ! And yet in numerous instances the same result

has followed the adoption of sanitary measures, the use

of disinfectants, and it must also be confessed the "let-

alone system."

In 1S50 we were called upon to advise respecting the

treatment of a number of cattle—Irish, Scotch, and

Hereford—amc?iig which pleuro-pneumonia had made
rather serious ravages ; 24 animals having died out of

200. Various means of a sanitary character were

employed, and judging from the result, they were com-
pletely successful, as no more cases occurred in the

herd. Recently an outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia

occurred in a small herd of 10 or 12 cattle ; disinfection

was resorted to, and the sick animals were removed
from the apparently healthy. The disease, after attack-

ing three animals, which died, ceased altogether, and

has not since reappeared. These instances are only

quoted in exemplification of the difficulty to which we
have alluded, of distinguishing between post hoc and
propter hoc ; and it is to be feared that the difficulty

will not be lessened by the prosecution of the inquiry

according to the method which is being adopted. If

inoculation had been employed in the few instances

referred to, and in numerous other cases which we can

call to mind, a very strong argument would have been
established in its favour ; but while it is admitted that

inoculated animals are at least sometimes attacked

while others escape, and that the progress of the disease

is arrested by other means, we cannot avoid the con-

clusion, that a repetition of former experiments is likely

to lead to more contradictions.

If the farmers of England have made xip their minds
to give inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia a fair trial,

we venture to pi-opose a few questions for their consi-

deration. What constitutes successful inoculation,

and who is to be the judge? Upon this point much
confusion appears to prevail. How much swelling of the

tail is necessary? or must the caudal appendage be

entirely sacrificed before security is gained ? If any
protection be afforded by inoculation, how long is it

likely to last ? Are calves to be operated on, or not ?

or is it necessai-y to wait until they are a year old,

or more ? If so, what is to save them from the disease

meanwhile? If calves arc to be inoculated, when is

the operation to be repeated. Points of this kind are

of the fiist importance, if the system is to be generally

adopted in this country. We say if, because the

antecedents are not quite so satisfactory as they might
be. Then ifwe take the Continental view of the subject,

the prospect is not all sunshine. In Germany, Belgium,
and Holland the operation is extensively practised,

and the faith in its efficacy is unbounded : but we have
not yet heard that pleuro-pneumonia has been extermi-

nated in any ofthose countries. Perhaps we may be more
fortunate here ; but it seems rather odd for us to get

into a state of excitement in favour of a practice which
originated, and is most supported, in those parts of the

world whence, as we persistently assert, animals are

constantly sent to us infected with the disease, which,
if the theory of inoculation is worth anything, should
have been long ago eradicated. The Vetcrmarian.

Cvop^. — Dorsetshire : I find it most difficult to

report on the present appearance of the crops in this

locality. Wheat varies so very much ; in some places
I hear of its being fed or cut, owing to its luxuriance

;

in others it presents a very poor appearance. I can
only state my opinion that the crop will not be an
average one. Barley is very thick and promising.
Beans and Peas also look very well. Oats are likely

to prove a fair crop. Flax is almost a failure, and a
great deal has been ploughed up. Mangel is just

making its appearance, but will require rain, otherwise
a considerable portion of the seed sown will lie dormant
in the ground. The pastures are unusually bare for

the season. The orchards, perhaps, are the most
pleasing objects which meet the eye in this unusually
trying year. John Pope^ Symondsbttry, Bridport,
May 25.

Hampshire: The Wheat crop, although some-
what backward, promises well on all cold, strong, and
loamy soils; but on light soils, and particularly on the

chalk hill farms where the Wheat was sown after lea,

it has lost plant, and will be veiy thin and light ; some
considerable portion of the thinnest having been
ploughed up, and reso\\'n to Lent corn, will reduce the

breadth of the Wheat crop. The Barley crop has been
so\vn under the most favourable circumstances, and is

generally a good plant, having also been sown in good
time. Tliere is a chance of a good sample of malting
Barley, for although the season was a little delayed at

first, yet there is hardly any late sown this year ; and
having vegetated with gi-eat regularity, there will be
few edge-gro\\'n crops this year. Oats are also a good
plant, and look well generally ; and, having been sown
in good time, will no doubt produce grain of good
quality. The Clover and Grass seeds so\vn in the Lent
corn have taken remarkably well ; the land worked so
fine that these small seeds vegetated veiy evenly.
Winter Beans have failed in plant in numerous instances,

owing to the winter frosts. These require a finn bottom,
and the greatest failures are where the land was
ploughed ; those crops put in after the scarifier have
suffiired but little. Spring Beans have planted well,

and the hoeing season has been unusually favourable.

The same may be said of Peas of different kinds, and
as the hoeing time always operates favourably on the

produce, we may expect a good crop of both Beans
and Peas should the summer prove favourable. The
Clover and Grass crops are a good plant, and although
late are strong and promising, and with genial showers
a good crop of field hay may be expected. Trifolium

and winter Vetches are very late, and also much
injured by frost, large breadths being entirely destroyed.

Grass, both for hay and pasturage, in the meadows, is

very late and unpromising, and cannot give an average

produce. All kinds of Cabbage seeds and the like have
been destroyed by the fly in nearly every instance, and
in some cases the second sowing also ; and up to the

present time the fly is veiy strong, which, it is to

be feared, bodes no good to the Swede and early

Turnip crops, if so\vn early. Mangel has been largely

sown this year, with the land in capital condition,

and the late fine rains have vegetated the seed very

quickly. In the last year and the present season,

up to this time, the weather has been exceedingly

favourable for cleaning the land, and as an agri-

cultural operation it is full of promise for the future,

indeed, it is scarcely within recollection when the land

has been so forward in condition for root crops,

particularly upon strong cold soils. The price of store

sheep and cattle continues very stationary, as keep is

very short even on the best pastures ; and on many of

the hill farms the loss on the Vetch crop is very serious,

and will cause large breadths of Grass intended for hay
to be sacrificed. There is, however, one thing in

favour of chalk soils—the Sainfoin may be said to be
the crop of the season, and in most instances is truly

magnificent, which may be attributed to the high
temperature of the subsoil. Steam culture is still

progi-essing in public estimation, and particularly when
used for breaking up strong soils and also shallow
gravelly land. When these soils have been deeply
stirred it will be a long time before the subsoil will

become consolidated as before, and it is now well under-

stood that an impen'ious subsoil is always a cause of
sterility. Potatos have been planted extensively this

season, the land being in such fine condition. Some
of the early sorts have been cut down by frost, but the

main crop in field culture is coming on well, the most
approved sort being the Scotch Rock. The seed direct

from Scotland answers best, and guano is considered
the best manure, as it saves much time in its appli-

cation compared with bulky manures, yoscph Bliuidctt,

SouthamptoJt, May 25.

IJncobishirc {North) : Ever since I wrote you
last (May 12) the weather has been very dry the whole
time, wliich is telling unfavourably upon gi'ass-land

and late-sown spring corn, both of which want rain

vei7 much. Wheat, where a full plant, has done well
;

indeed, thin Wheat has improved, and may get to be
much better than at one time expected. Should this

di-y weather continue, we may have harvest at the

average time. H, A. So7verby, Ay/est'y, May 25.

Northamptonshire: Wheat: On good Wheat
soil the plant is looking remarkal:)ly well, but on the

weaker land it has anything but a favourable appear-
ance. Barley and Oats look well, but begin to show
the effi;cts of the present excessive drought. Winter
Beans a failure. Peas : Many fields in bloom pre-

maturely, and the crop must be very light. Mangels
and Turnips : In many places the seed has not germi-
nated, in consequence of the continued dry weather.
Pastures bare and parched up, and, unless there is a
good fall of rain immediately, the hay crop will be very
short. Altogether present appearances are not at all

encouraging, though a copious fall of rain with a high
temperature would soon improve matters. J. Borlase
Tibbits, Barto7t Seagrave^ Kettering.

Wilts : I have delayed to answer your inquiry,

to see what effect the late rain had on the crops in this

neighbourhood, and although the Wheat looks a better
colour, I am sorry to say it won't bear inspection. The
Wheat crop may be divided into three parts, one third

looking very well, and promising for a good crop
;

another third anything but good, looking well at a
distance, but on going over it is much too thin, and
cannot be a large crop. The remainder is miserably
thin, and no weather can make more than half a crop

j

much of it ought to have been ploughed up and sown

with spring corn. The Lent corn is looking well, con-
sidering the cold weather we have had, and the want
of rain. The Grass must be a very liglit crop unless it

rains vciy soon, and we shall be very badly off for

water. The land is in a very fine condition for the
root crops, and should we get some rain soon, we may
probably get some heavy crops of Mangel, Swedes,
and Turnips, if not it will be a poor look out-again

for another winter. J. A. Williams, Baydon^ North
Wilts, May 27.

Paper Fibre.—Noticing in your last impression

statements by three gentlemen well qualified to give

an opinion to the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce
on the probable substitutes for the present high priced

material used in paper-making, I beg to ask the favour

of your inserting this letter to direct attention to the

paper which forms a large proportion of the solid

matter of our sewage. Where irrigation is the order

of the day, provision for paper and such solid matters

is generally made at the pumping station, but by some
means or other quantities get passed through the

screen and find their way to the land in an unchanged
state, or if changed by the disturbing action of the

pumping into frothy matter, on deposition are found to

be in large amount the elements of paper. Let those
interested in the matter take a measure of sewage from
a settling tank or pit, say one-tenth of a gallon, evapo-
rate in a steam bath to the consistency of a dry portable

manure ; on comniitting it to the mortar it "will be found
so soft and unworkable a mass for the pestle as almost

to defy its use. From practical experience it may safely

be said to lose a quarter of its weight in water, leav-

ing a good quarter more as pure paper, sand and other

solid matters making up the remaining half. Found-
ing on the maxim that "like produces like," the fact

presents scope for inquiiy ; and, if practicable in the

opinion of paper-makers, it might be matter for consi-

deration for those local authorities or boards of our

large towns connected with in^igation, -whether they

could not reduce their item of yearly pumping, at the

same time that they grew fibrous gi-asses, which in

time might come to be cultivated on the farm for

paper-making. A Scot, May 24.

Seeing that there is an inquiry afloat as to

the plants and grasses suitable for the production

of fibre for the manufacture of paper, &c., may I,

therefore, beg to call your attention to the Pampas-
gi-ass, as no other plant in this part of Her Majesty's

dominions produces one-tenth the amount per acre of

gross herbage. The annual growth of the leaf and
stem in this place ranges from 17 to 25 feet, and so

dense is each tussac that they present the appearance

of a gi'cat sheaf tied at bottom. Shoidd the fibre

prove suitable for the above purpose, an unlimited

supply could be produced in this part of Ireland ; it is

easy of propagation, and will succeed in almost any
geological formation in Tipperary, and like the Whin,
after being once established nothing further is neces-

sary but cut and work away. Perhaps some of your

readers are not aware that the people in Ireland claim

this plant as their own, for, for the first time in Eiu-ope,

the vitality of vegetation was infused into a few di-y

hopeless-looking seeds with Irish soil at Glasnevin ;

and I think many Irishmen should pray, more power
to Dr. Moore. William Jones, Kilhoy, May 23.

Tiptree Hall.—Hoed all the spring and winter

Beans, and going over the Wheat again ; Cabbage,

Barley, Peas, Mangel, and Grass want rain very badly.

I think there will be a good crop of Wheat on our

heavy land. Twelve men on our heath out of work,

and a great many more at other places. Plenty of

work wants doing, but not much money to do it with.

•Low prices of corn, and only a moderate crop are

acting unfavourably on the labourer in arable districts.

Don't think hay will be late, but a very bad crop.

Hope we may have a dripping June, which is said to

" bring all things in tune." J. J. Mechi, May 27.

Sugar-Beet and Beet Sugar.—In your last

Number you give under the heads of " Foreign Cor-

respondence" and ''Complementary Manures," a digest

ofa letter by M. Villeroy of the Agricultural Society of

the Palatinate of Bavaria. The inference conveyed in

the fourth paragi-aph is, that in the North of

France the soil is "spent" by the excessive culti-

vation of the Beetroot for sugar, &c., and that

thereby the crops have become reduced to a very low

average. The contrary is the fact. The cultivation of

the Beetroot for the sugar and spirit industries has

been for years increasing, and still extends with

gi-eat strides ; and the results are an increasing

area under cereals, and a larger yield of corn per

per acre than obtains where the Beetroot is not cul-

tivated. What is true is, that many people (and land-

owners, who in France are very numerous, and of

small means) have improvidently grown Beetroot

season after season without intermission of other crops

and without any "high cultivation." In
_
such

cases of course the land becomes impoverished,

but that is not the nde in the North of France.

No ; I am told by those who understand farm-

ing as it is practised in England, that even

English farmers may learn something to their advan-

tage by a visit to the North of France. Pemiit me to

say that the little pamphlet you did me the honour to

notice in your issue of May 14 is not published for sale,

and that I shall be pleased to send a copy of it to any

one of your readers who may take an interest m the
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subject of " Sugar-Beet and Beet sugar." John Hen-
derson Porter, 9, Mincing Lane, London,

Fisken v. Roundabout.—" West Indian " makes
one mistake, which vitiates the whole of his calcula-

tions. He supposes now that because Fisken's plan

will do 13 acres a day, therefore Smith's roundabout

will do 13 acres. A Smith's roundabout, costing £^1%
as estimated, is made up of half the price of the engine,

say /150, and the cost of a Smith's tackle at ^225.
But no Smith's tackle, costing ;£'225, will go over 13

acres of deep ploughing per day. It would be knocked
all to pieces. You must either get Fowler's heavy

implements, which cost more money, or you must come
down to 8 acres per day for a Smith's roundabout, costing

only ^375. Therein lies the error of " West Indian's"

calculations. Now, let us go back to p. 542. "West
Indian " there gives a Table of the cost per day of

labour and materials, and he puts down the roundabout
at 20S. bd. and Fisken's at l%s. 6d. This will give

the rate per acre for 8 acres and 13 acres respectively,

as follows :—Roundabout, 20s. bd. -^ 8 = 2j. 6|<i'. per

acre; Fisken, lS.r. 61/. -f- 13 = ix. So', per acre.

As to interest, &c., "West Indian" shows the annual
charge on the roundabout to be ^^56 ^s., and
upon Fisken ;^75, and assuming them to work 10 days

a-year {as he suggests), the charge per day for interest,

&c., would be

—

Roundabout .. ;^56 5J. -^ 10 = ;^5 t2J. 6*/.

Fisken .

.

.

.

TS os. ~ \o = £,^ loi. o<i.

and dividing these sums again by the acres done in a

day we get

—

Roundabout .. i,i ij.t. 6,/. -f- S = 14J. a\d.

Fisken .. .. 7 101. od. -i- 13 = iir. bl,d.

Putting these together, then, we get the respective

costs as follows, when the two implements are working
ten days in a year :

—

Smillts KounJaboiit.
Interest, &c. f8 acres a day) .. .. 14J. o3./.

Wages, &c. (8 acres a day) . . . . as. bid.

Cost per ac
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Practically this bone-superphosphate contained no bone,

but was a badly made coprolite superphosphate, contain-

ing only 2j per cent, of soluble phosphate. It would be

dear at ^^3 3J. a ton.

Cake is often sold as genuine linseed-cake, which is

either made from inferior and undressed seed, or is mi.\ed

with other aiticles. The following is a good example of

one of these cases. Mr. Dudfield, of Catslev. Bewdley,

fowarded a sample of cake branded \B^ genuine,

bought from Mr. Firmston, Stourbridge, price £10 ijj.

per ton, and manufactured by Walker & Smith, of Hull.

The analysis is as follows :

—

Moisture .. .. .. 12.30

Oil
•Albuminous compounds (fiesh-forming matte

Mucilage, sugar, starch, and digestible tibrt

Woody fibre

Mineral matter ;ash)

56.16

*Containing nitrogen ,, .. .. .. 5—0

This cake was found to be made of dirty Linseed, and

to be mixed with earth-nut cake. A correspondence on

the subject with Mr. Dudfield ensued, and the committee

think it right to that gentleman and the manufacturers to

publish the last letter received from him :

—

"Catsley, Bewdley, April 15, 1870.
" Dr. Voelcker.—Dear Sir : I have to thank you for

yours of the 13th inst., as also for other communications,

but I have no/ to thank you for any information tending

to lead me as to the relative value of the cake you analysed

for me ; and I beg to say that it is not my wish that any
publicity should be given in this matter, or if it is. it must

be on your own, or the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society's account—the parties I bought the cake of hav-

ing amicably settled the matter with me, and the makers,

Messrs. Walker & Smith, having accounted for the error,

and shown every courtesy in the matter.— I am, dear sir,

yours truly, " Benj. Dudfield."

Another sample was forwarded by Mr. Hudson, of

Castleacre, bought of Messrs. Marsten, of King's Ly
as genuine linseed-cake, at ;^io 15J., of which the analysis

is as follows :

—

Moisture
Oil
"Albuminous compounds (flesh-forming matters) .

Mucilage, sugar, starch, and digestible ilbre

Woody fibre

Mineral matter (ash)

13.78

"Containing nitrogen '4- 95

This cake was found to be mixed with earth-nut cake,

and although it was by no means a bad feedingK:ake, it

should not have been sold as genuine linseed-cake.

Other cases of adulteration have occurred, in some of

which the Professor has been able to prevent loss to the

purchasers ; but the committee regret to find that many
farmers are unwilling to give up the names of the dealers,

resting satisfied with the settlement made in their indi-

vidual cases.

It was also reported that the committee had had

under their consideration some observations made at

the general meeting, with reference to the possibility of

experiments being carried out to a greater extent than

is the case at present, ami that they had requested Dr.

Voelcker to prepare for the next meeting of the com-

mittee a statement of what he has done in this direction

during the last few years, with the view of considering

with him whether any change in the present system

can be advantageously adopted.—This report was
adopted.

General, Oxford.—Lord Kesteven reported that

the committee recommended that the secretary be

empowered to make arrangements for advertising the

Oxford meeting at a cost not exceeding ;.f400, and that

the secretary be instructed to communicate with the

Home Office, requesting the assistance of the usual

number of the A. division of the London police.—This

report was adopted.

Country Meeting Districts.—Mr. Thompson
(chairman) reported that the committee had agreed to

an order of rotation to be recommended to the Council,

and that they suggested that a copy of this scheme

should be seat to each member of the Council, to ensure

its being duly considered by the next meeting, when
the committee will move its adoption.—This report

was adopted.

In the absence of Mr. Booth, it was moved by Mr.
Shuttleworth, that the railway expenses of the Committee
of Inspection at Shrewsbury, Stafford, and Wolver-
hampton be paid by the Society ; and it was explained

that this motion was brought forivard in consequence

of the refusal of the railway companies to grant free

passes, as on former occasions. Mr. Cantrell having

seconded the motion. Lord Kesteven and Mr. D. R.

Davis, who were members of the committee, expressed

their unwillingness to be reimbursed in an exceptional

case. It was, therefore, suggested by Mr. Dent, M.P.,

that the resolution should be amended as follows :

—

"That the railway expenses of the Committee of Inspec-

tion for the present and future years be paid by the

Society." This suggestion having been adopted by the

mover and sccondei', the resolution was carried

unanimously.

The Earl of Powis, in moving " that in future lists of

stock prizes a class be established for mules," urged

the desirability of improving the character and increas-

ing the value of these useful animals. He quoted facts

showing that a large number of them are employed on

small holdings, especially in Ireland, and particularly

mentioned the school at t >klcastle, to which is attached

a farm of 13 acres, worked entirely by a jennet. He
also mentioned the greater longevity of the mule as

compared with the horse, and the probability that

owners might treat their mules better if the value of

the animals were more generally appreciated, as reasons

why the Society should establish a class for them in

future prize lists. That mules were really valuable for

draught purposes and as beasts of burthen was proved,

he maintained, by their extensive use in Spain and
other countries, and particularly by the use made of them
by our own Government in the Abyssinian Expedition.

Mr. Dent, M.P., while agreeing with what had been

stated by Lord Powis, urged that the reasons which
proved that the Society ought to give prizes for mules
were at least as strong in favour of their giving prizes

for asses. Lord Powis, having concurred in this view,

moved "That in future lists of stock prizes classes be

established for asses and mules. " This resolution was
then seconded by Mr. Dent, M.P., and carried unani-

mously.

The Secretary laid before the Council the following

letter, which he had received from the chief of tlie

Veterinary Department of the Privy Council at Dublin

in the course of correspondence with reference to the

conveyance of cattle, sheep, and pigs to and fro between

Ireland and the Society's showyard at Oxford.

"Veterinary Department of the Pri\'y Council Office,

Dublin Castle, May 20, 1870.

"Sir,—In reply to your communication of the 17th

inst., addressed to the secretary of this department, I

have the honour to inform you that there is no legal

obstacle to animals going from Ireland to the O:

ford show, and returning therefrom, if the cattle or

sheep, as the case may be, are accompanied on their

return with a declaration and a certificate of health.

There is, however, an obstacle with which the Govem-
ment has, unfortunately, no powder to interfere. It is

caused by the steam-packet companies, principally

the Dublin one, refusing to bring agricultural

live stock in their vessels from Great Britain to

Ireland. For any stock going to, or returning from, the

Oxford Show of the Royal Agricultural Society, the

greatest facilities in tlie power of the Government will be

afforded ; and on application to this departmant by the

owners or exhibitors of stock at your approaching show,

wishing the same to come on return to Ireland, and be
landed at the port of Dublin, instruction will be im-

mediately given to their owners, or agents, and to the

steam-packet companies, that the Government have no
objection to such animals being landed at Dublin, pro-

vided that they are accompanied with a certificate of

health.

"Assuring you that I have received directions from
the Government to afford the utmost facilities for the

movement of cattle into Ireland, compatible with safety

and the provisions of the law,
*

' I have the honour to be, sir,
'

' Your obedient servant,

(Signed) " Hugh Ferguson.
"H.M.V.S."

"To II. M. Jenkins, Esq., Secretary, &c."

The Secretary also stated that he had applied for,

and obtained from the authorities at Dublin Castle,

copies of the forms of declarations and certificate of

health for the use of Irish exhibitors at the Oxford

show, and that he had ascertained, by direct communi-
cation with the companies, that although the City of

Dublin Steam-Packet Company refused to convey

cattle to Ireland under any circumstances, the Chester

and Holyhead Company, in connection with the

London and North-Westem Railway Company, were

prepared to convey them if accompanied by the neces-

sary documents, mentioned in the foregoing communi-
cation from the veterinary department, properly filled up

and signed by the authority appointed by the Govern-

ment.

Mr. J. D. Dent, M.P., gave notice that at the

next monthly Council he would move—" That it is

undesirable to persevere with the agricultural exami-

nations hitherto carried out by the Society ; but that

in lieu thereof the Society should give medals or other

premiums for agricultural knowledge in such public

county schools as may apply for them, and be ap

proved of by the Council.

"

Farmers' Clubs.
.I/(lA'.ir.S7//A'f.

I/ayijhiiiiig.—At the late quarterly meeting of this

Farmers' Club, the question for discussion was "Hay
what is the opinion of members as to the best method
of managing the hay crop in this country? "

Mr. Rose could not prescribe anything better than

the usual mode of cutting it, letting it lie a day or two,

putting it up in small coles, then into larger ones, and

allowing it to remain in stack for the winter. It would
scarcely do in this country to adopt the English plan of

turning it over and over for two or three days. He
fancied the plan the farmers adopted in this country

was the general rule of this part of the country.

Mr. Harris was in the same position with Mr. Rose
in regard to the growing of hay, for he had scarcelygrown

into cole as s])eedily as possible. They were apt to

forget that the liaygrown in this countrydiffcred from the

natural grasses and seeds of England. It had there-

fore to be sorted in quite a different manner from the

hay in this country, which was a mixture of Clover and
grasses. Some years ago he had an English gentle-

man with him, a very successful farmer, from the

midland counties. That gentleman laughed at the

manner in which the hay was being managed, and it

was left to him to try his own way with it. lie

knocked it about in the English fashion, and appeared

to leave about about one-half of it on the field. It

was put into the stack, and, though it heated, he

insisted it w.as all right, until the cattle came to get it,

when they would not eat it. He thought the plan

presently pursued in this country, though very much
run down, was the proper w^ay of making hay.

Mr. Walker (Leuchars) said the way they made
hay in the county of Fife, so iar back as 40 or 50 years

ago, was to cut it and let it lie for two or three days,

the time depending upon the strength of the hay.

When hay was left in the swathe as cut, it would stand

a great deal of rain, but if they turned it over and over,

it was easily spoiled. After lying for two or three days

in the swathe, he would turn it over with the handle

of a fork, then put it into cole, and it would stand two
or three good showers : then put three or four of the

small coles into one, and allow it to stand till it could

be put into stack. He might mention, with regard to

his experience of the English mode of making hay,

that they turned it up at once immediately after it was

cut, and put it into little handcocks at night. After

turning it up, however, it began to rain ; but, being

fair the next afternoon, they turned it out of the small

cocks and began to put it into larger ones. It rained

again, and they wrought away in that manner with it

till they got it put into large coles, and by the time

that operation was completed the hay was almost on

fire. They had to turn it out again, and the crop was

lost nearly altogether. They could not in this country

depend upon weather for making the hay, as in England.

Mr. Paterson (Mulben) said he generally made a

little hay. If it was hay for use, he cut it when the

bloom v/as upon the Clover. If the weather was very

good, perhaps a day or two was sufficient time for it to
"' and if there was sunshine at the time it was cut, he

coled it at night. He did not make the coles large,

but increased them in size as he thought it expedient.

With regard to hay for seed, he let it ripen pretty well

before cutting, and if the weather was good he left it

out a day or two and then shook it over a paling bar.

He never threshed hay. If the weather did not look

well, he put it into stook ; and of the weather improved

he shook it over a bar out of the stook ; if the weather

was not favourable, he caiTied it home and stored it till

satisfactory weather came for shaking it out.

The Chairman (Mr. Yool) said, before summing
up, he would express his own opinion. In the first

place, in their country, as almost no natural Grass was

cut for hay, the system pursued must be considerably

different from that pursued in England. The whole of

the grasses cut for hay in this country consisted of

mixed Clovers and grasses grown under a regular

system of rotation. 'There was one point that had not

been alluded to by any of the speakers, the modes of

cutting the crop, whether it was best done by scythe

or machine. The machine, he was aware, was in gi-eat

favour, and was generally admitted to do its work in as

good a style as the scythe. His own experience cor-

roborated that. By the help of the mowing machine

he could cut a great deal more than with the scythe,

.and they had the crop left lying thin upon the ground

behind the machine, so that in good weather they

could carry it off very much sooner than they could if

left lying in swathes by -the scythe. That w:is no in-

considerable advantage. In cutting by the scythe, the

crop being left in swathes took longer to dry. During

wet weather, cutting by the scythe was the best course,

because in swathes the hay was not so much liable to

be damaged ; lying in a large body the rain was easier

thrown ofT it. If the weather was dry, they would cut

better with the reaper. The m.achine considerably

reduced the expense of the operations, while it was

clear that where the surface of the ground was mode-

rately even and free from stones, the mower could do

the work as well as the scythe, and could be set to cut

quite as close as was desirable, and made more level

work than the majority of scythemen. The difference

of expense in mowing a heavy crop of Grass by machine

and scythe was considerable, amounting, according to

his calculation, to from 2s. 6J. to p. an acre in favour

of the machine. A comparative statement of the cost

might be put thus. The manual labour for cutting

with the scythe a heavy full crop of Grass might be

put down at 4J-. , or say 4s. 6ci, , an acre. Against that,

cutting by the machine, he would put down the manual

labour .at 34(/. , an acre, allowing that the machine would

cut 10 acres a day, which it would do in a fair crop ; the

horse labour at 6d. an acre, which would give 5*. a day

for horses ; the percentage upon the mowing machine he

estimated at 91/., making a total of is. b\d. an acre,

and giving a difference in favour of the machine at

IS. lid. per acre. At least 2s., and as he tliought_3J-.,

could be saved by the use of the in place of the
100 acres during his lifetime. He thought they should could be saved by the use of the mower in place 01 me

cut it pretty green, beginning with it when the bloom scythe. They had also to add the lessened cost 01 tne

was on it, certainly before it had left it. He would after operations, for that they did not require to turn

leave it in the swathe for two or three days, then turn the hay made the case still stronger m lavour 01 tne

it gently over with the handle of a fork, and get it I machine. If the crop consisted prmcipally ot Italian
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Rye-giass it should be cut on the appearance of the
flowers, as this Grass is such a fast grower that if cut

at this stage a second cutting can be obtained, nearly,

if not quite, equal to the first, and on good land a third,

and perhaps even a fourth cutting. With regard to

ordinary Rye-grass, it might be allowed to produce the

flower, and Clover was best cut when the greatest

number of heads were in full bloom ; if left longer the

leaves began to fall off, the stems got more woody, the

weight of crop was diminished, and the quality deterio-

rated. Fields ofmixed grasses and Clovers, iffor ordinary
hay, should be mown when the greatest number of the
plants are in full flower. When the crop was cut by the

mower it required very little handling during the drying
operation, the principal thing necessary being to spread
out somewhat more thinly that part of it which was
drawn together by the dividing shoe of the machine, in

order to clear a space for the horses' feet : then the
less turning they gave it the better, until it was put
into small coles. When cut by the scythe it should be
turned as quickly as possible, without knocking it

about, on the second or third day, in order to let the
drying process get though the swathe. It should then
be put into small cocks, and can-ied as soon after as

there was a chance of it keeping. All this should be
done with as little rough shaking as possible, so as to
retain the leaves of the Clover unbroken. He
thought the tedders would be of no use to them, but
rather disadvantageous, and for this reason that their

Clovers would not bear to be knocked about with the
tedder as the natural grasses of England would. If

they knocked the Clover about they knocked olf all

the fine leaves, which were very nutritious to the cattle.

The practice of letting hay stand long in the field in

small cocks he had frequently observed in this and in

other parts of Scotland was very wasteful. When
allowed to stand long on the fields in these small cocks
it would be found that the parts of the cocks next the
ground were very much deteriorated, in fact, were
worth little or nothing, except for manure. As soon
as it was fit to be carried to the ricks it should be
carried ; in fact, the whole process of cutting, diying,
and carrying the hay crop, should be done as fast as
possible with safety. If just sufficient time is allowed
to let it dry thoroughly, so as not to heat in the
stack, the more quickly it was carried the less w'ould
be the loss incurred through wasting and feiTnentation.
These were his experiences, and from what had been
said it seemed to him that the finding of the meeting
would be that a party making hay could make, on the
whole, very little improvement upon the prevalent
system. As Mr. Harris said, Scotch farmers had been
often taunted for the inefficient way in which they
made hay, as compared with the English farmers

;

but really there was not an element of comparison
between the two. By machines they might cheapen
the cost of making hay, but, on the whole, their mode
of managing the hay crop could not be very much im-
proved upon.

Ilotitcs £tf '§oa\\$.
Agricultural Economy in China. (Industries

Ancimucs d Modenics de tEmpire Chinois, &-r.
By M. Stanislas Julien and M. Paul Champion.
Svo, pp. 254, with plates. Paris: Eugene Lacroix.)

The Chinese have always been considered to rank
amongst the first agricultural people in the world. Few
facts are more remarkable in that remarkable country
than the excellent condition of the fields, the admirable
methods of irrigation, and the ingenious expedients of
all kinds for increasing the fertility of the soil. As a
proof of the success which has been achieved, it may
be mentioned that, cheap as rice is, ordinary vegetables
are still cheaper in China—a fact that speaks volumes
for the condition of market gardening.
We are learning very gradually to know what China

and the Chinese are really like, and a French chemist,
M. Champion, who lately visited the East expressly
for scientific observation, has recently published some
highly interesting facts respecting Chinese agriculture,
and on the way in which waste matter of all kinds is

used up in that old country.
The Chinese fanner, says M. Champion, no matter

how distant may be the sources of water, always con-
trives to supply his land with the necessaiy quantity of
that fertilising agent. Can we say as much ?

The extent of China gives it a gi'eat variety of soil.

Some of the land is too rich, causing plants to produce
an excess of fibrous growth and leaf to the detriment
of grain and fruit ; some, on the other hand, is very
poor. When circumstances peiTiiit, the Chinese
faimer remedies this state of things in a strikingly
practical manner—he mixes the soils together.
The value of manure has become proverbial with the

Chinese. "Manure," say they, "should be treated
like gold !

" and " It is cheaper to manure the field

you have than to buy another."
The Chinese know little of the science of chemistry,

but they practised manuring elaborately ages before we
in Europe had the slightest notion of the effects of
fertilising substances ; they found out that different
lands and different crops required special treatment

;

they employed all the wasis of the cities on the land,
and, in some cases, they produced what we should call

artificial manure. To show to what an extent the
system has been carried in China, it may be stated that

they have at least five well recognised kinds of manure
in constant use, to which they give the names of
trodden stable manure, enclosed manure, stifled

manure, burnt manure, and boiled manure.
Trodden stable manure consists of the refuse from

the threshing floors, placed in stalls and cow sheds,
where it is trodden by the animals and absorbs all the
urine ; after a few days it is reduced to a pasty mass,
spread on the land, and turned in with the plough.
Enclosed manure consists of all kinds of animal and
vegetable refuse, thrown into pits carefully lined with
brickwork and covered in, where it is left to ferment,
or, as the Chinese say, to " cook." Stifled manure is

produced in enclosures called manure-houses, in which
all kinds of excrement and waste matter is throwai ; the
house is carefidly roofed over, to shut out the wind and
rain, and it is always built on a slope, so that the rain
water shall not diminish the value of the manure.
Burnt manure consists of manure of all kinds partially
dried and then covered over with leaves and set on
fire ; the ashes thus produced are mixed with certain
seeds at the time of sowing. Boiled manure consists
of the trodden manure first mentioned, mixed with
bones and other matters, and boiled in water. The
Chinese find this highly eflicacious in certain kinds of
culture. The insoluble matter left at the bottom of
the cauldrons is sometimes used with the liquid manure,
and sometimes separately.

The Chinese use every kind of waste for manure

—

Hemp and Lucerne stalks, oilcake, and especially that

left from the extraction of castor oil, waste Rice, fcecal

matter of all kinds. In the case of Hemp stalks they
take the trouble to cut them up and mix them with
ordinary manure in large pits kept well closed until the
top layer is fermented, when they remove this and close

the pit again, repeating the process till the whole is

thoroughly "cooked."
One kind of manure is rarely used alone, the

Chinese finding that certain mixtures suit best certain

crops, and they are perfectly aware that the propor-
tions must be varied according to circumstances of soil,

climate, and crop. Printed works, centuries old, prove
how long the Chinese acquired this kind of knowdedgc
before we in Europe had a notion of it. Lime, oyster
shells, and certain other mineral substances, are largely
used,^ the system being to plough them into the soil

with the weeds and roots.

The most remarkable fact, in connection with Chinese
agriculture, is that all the fcecal matter produced is

turned to account. In the neighbourhood of towns it

is mixed with earth, or artificial manures, on the spot
;

in those districts well supplied with water-carriage it

is carried, frequently to a great distance, in large
barges, managed by two or three men, and when the
farmer lives near streams that are not navigable he uses
up all the water plants he can procure, feimentingthem
and mixing them with mud. Sometimes the night-soil
is collected in great pits,' into which the water used for
cleaning rice and all other kitchen refuse is thrown, and
sometimes it is stored in huge earthen jars, placed near
the fields and along the sides of roads. No village in
China seems to be without one or other of these con-
trivances.

The Rice fields in the east and south of the empire
furnish the most striking evidence of the careful culti-

vation of the Chinese. They are often situated on the
hill sides, where the soil is arranged in terraces, each
of which is bordered with a low wall, fonned of stones
and clay, to stop the water coming down from the hills.

When the first field is sufficiently moistened, a hole is

made in the wall, and the water is allowed to descend
to the next teirace.

When the source is on a low level the water is raised
up by ntde bamboo wheels, worked by two men, and
near streams the water is simply baled out in pails

slung at the end of a bamboo ; the water is received in

a trench cut for the purpose in a convenient position,

and is conveyed in all directions by a series of carefully
an-anged trenches. The Rice is soaked in ^vatcr before
being sowTi, the soil being previously irrigated, and the
grain is transplanted in little tufts of six or seven heads,
set 5 or 6 inches apart—an immense labour when the
extent of the Rice fields is considered. Several crops
are obtained annually, the fields being sown in succes-
sion; so that when one crop is cut and carried, the soil

is immediately ploughed, and set with the surplus
plants from another.

Such being the condition of Chinese agriculture we
are not surprised to find that the farmer is held in great
esteem, and that many monuments andfeUs exist in

honour of his calling. It is recorded in ancient Chinese
works, that in old times the Emperor used to plough a
fuiTow at a certain period of the year with his own
hand, and M. Champion was assured, when at Peking,
that the antique custom was still perpetuated.

Farm Memoranda.
W.^RWiCK Sewage Far.m : yl/t7)'25.—A few notes

on our farm may be of sufficient general interest to find

space in your Journal. Last year we began our season's

cutting of Italian Rye-grass on March 2, this year on
May 2. The field, of 7 acres, yielded 50 tons 2 cwt.,

or 7 tons to the acre. The second crop now averages
all over 18 inches in height, and will be fit to cut in

another week.
The experiences of Barking, Aldershot, and places of

kindred soils, are, that it is not profitable to grow Rye-
grass beyoncl a year. Mr. Hope finds one year suf-
ficient ; Mr. B. Denton gives, I think, two. The
field referred to above is entering its fourth year.
What, therefore, is tme of Barking and Aldershot is

not true of Warwick. The Editor of the Agrictilli<nil
Gazette has himself seen this field under cut, and can
correct me if I am wrong.
We have one field of 12 acres, an old ridge-and-

furrow pasture ; over it the sewage has been scrambled
during the winter. There has been a good crop for
cutting the past fortnight. Failing to sell the Grass, I
began cutting for hay on the 28th, and hope to have
the whole down by to-morrow night. The crop is very
heavy ; half an acre carted off gave 5 tons 1 1 cwt. I
estimate the yield in hay at 24 tons per acre. The
field next to it, precisely similar in every respect, is

dried up, and the Grass over it does not average above
6 or 7 inches high. As only two or three of the
grasses have developed seed, I look to make a good
second crop of hay.

What more striking example of the value of sewage
as a food-producing element can be shovni ? Applied
to old pasture, the keep is enormous. I send speci-
mens of Cock's-foot, Fox-tail, and common Clover.
With regard to the v.alue of Italian Rye-grass as

food for cattle, I note that it is often spoken of in a
hesitating way, as if the question was doubtful, or at
least open. I will give our experience :—In 1S6S the
prejudice was so great against sewage-grown Grass that
we could only sell part of our crops at nominal prices ;

indeed, at times we could hardly give them away. To
prove the value of the Grass, the Mayor, Mr. G. H.
Nelson, bought stock especially for the purpose. The
late Mayor, Mr. Robins, put all his cattle upon it, and
I bought a cow myself, and kept her wdioUy on the
Grass. The result was very satisfactory. In the
spring of 1869 the cowkeepers began to come in,

gradually the horsekeepers ; these were followed by
the carriers, and lastly, by the brewers. At the close
of the season, all without exception expressed their
satisfaction with the Grass, and all are coming in again
this year.

I'urther, I was very desirous of selling the crop off
the i2-acre field of natural Grass above referred to,

and offered it at 10s. to 12s. per ton. Many tried it

once, but no more; preferred giving 15^.10 i6.t. for the
Italian Rye-gi'ass.

We had three fields cut during last December. All
suffered much from frost. They looked in the spring
as if burnt up. I harrowed the bare places, and rolled
some seed in. The fields are now coming round well.

A field sown in October, the plant well started, was
wholly killed by frost. Seed sown at the same time
the previous year came on well. No seed ought to be
sown later than first week in September to be safe.

I should be glad of the experience of others as to
spring sowing of Italian Rye-grass. I sowed a consider-
able breadth in March, some in April, and some in
May. The first started very well, but the bitter east
winds and frosts appear to have cut it down. The
April sowings are backward, and much of the seed has
either missed, or the young plant has been destroyed
by the grab. Our May sowings are nearly as forward
as those of March.
Look at the fibre in the specimen of Cock's-foot I

send you, under sewage treatment. Would it not make
a good paper Grass ?

Can you tell me anything of the plant of which I

send you a specimen ? The seed of it was sent me
from France as an Algerian forage plant. It grows
with great luxuriance in my garden, a dry sandy soil

;

stands several cuttmgs in the year ; but as far as I
have tried, neither cattle nor horses will eat it. The
name I know it by is "Galuga." It has beautiful green
foliage. It appears to gi'ow well almost anywhere.
Transplanted some plants to fill bare places on a border
under trees ; the result is satisfactory. It belongs, I

think, to the Lentil family ; bears a pretty lilac-coloured
flower. W. Clifford. [It is a Galega, probably Galega
officinalis—more a Lupine than a Lentil.]

Ro.XBUKGIiSHIRE : Twcedsidc, May 28.—The warm
weather we have had for the last two or three days is

telling favourably on the grain crops, but we require
moisture to bring on the pastures, that have been

sually bare all this season. Of Wheat there is

little sown, the peculiar and trying ^\'inter preventing
the seed being got in. Barley was sown under most
favourable conditions, and brairded most beautifully,

and now looks well. Oats had also a fine seed-bed,
and are generally promising well. Hay has been too
long pastured, and, even though it gets rain, can scarcely
be a full crop. The Tumip break is working uncom-
monly well ; and never before, perhaps, has such
a large breadth been sown, as early and in such good
ordei-,—on many fanns they are all su\\n, and on others
they only delay for a few days to lessen the risk of
running to seed ; the Turnip fly, however, has made
its appearance, and the fine braird stands in consider-
able danger of disappearing unless we get rain with
heat immediately, to force the young plants forward. •

At the numerous fann sales that have taken place
lately stock has sold well, ewes and single lambs
bringing from 50j-. to 70J., and twins from dos. up
to 120^., on one farm where there was a good stock of
pure Leicesters. Ewe and lean wether hoggs have also

brought long prices, and glazing cattle are very dear.
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Horses have not been bringing as much money as they

would have done at the March fairs, which may be

omng to farm work being far advanced ; whereas

in March the opposite was the case. The severe

black frosts have certainly saved a great deal of labour,

and will thus in part make up for the damage caused

to unstored Turnips last winter. H.

June 4.

—

BuckivJu-at \i\^y y^i be sown on dry soils

adapted for it where other crops have failed. Athough
hardy when up, and widely cultivated in most of the

Northern States of Europe, from whence large quan-
tities are annually imported, it is very susceptible of
frost at the time of brairding, so that what was early

sown last month should be examined in time, and
resown if killed by frosty nights. It is a rapid-growing
plant, and the late-sown is often the best crop. Buck-
wheat meal is relished by all kinds of stock. Drill

in a bushel of seed per acre as directed last month.
Turnip Sced-thne.— "This is the great season for

sowing Turnips," wrote Arthur Young ; and so it is at

the present day. The weather has been favourable for

spring fallowing and getting the land ready for

manuring and seeding. The free use of the liquid-

manure drill will be very general, with more than the

common allowance of water. If 25,000 plants are

grown per acre, 1000 gallons will not be much to each
when divided amongst them, granting that it is applied
on the drop principle; and if dribbled continuously along
the drill, the question is—How much will each Turnip
get? The whole art ofgiowing Turnips lies in getting the

seed with plenty of sap in properly cultivated land. It

is a good plan to well soak farmyard manure with
liquid manure from the tank some, days prior to its

being carted to the land, as it both supplies sap and
makes the manure spread better in the drills. In this

way upwards of rooo gallons of water per acre may
be applied much more available to the Turnip crop
than \\ hen sprinkled along the surface of the drills in

dry weather. In short, such is the importance of sap,

that the quantity each plant requires should become a
question of exact calculation, just as the quantity of
guano, the solid. portion of plant food, is calculated.

In the northern counties Swedes are generally sown
during the latter part of May ; but in the southern
counties the beginning of June is more common. But,

as stated last month. Kohl Rabi is now preferred to

Swedes in the South. In the North the .sowing of the
white and yellow-fleshed Turnips follows the sowing of
Swedes—the white-fleshed Globe and Tankard first—in

order to get them consumed before the winter frosts set

in. In the South white and yellow Turnips are now
mostly stolen stubble crops. About 31b. of seed is

the common calculation per acre, but in dry seasons

we prefer 41b., singling in time should growing
weather set in.

Lupine. — Continue to sow on poor dry soils

adapted for it up to the middle of next month. Keep
the early-sown crops clean. Weeds are apt to grow
in soils suited for Lupine, proving very inimical to

its growth ; and in hoeing draw the earth up to the

root.s, as in hoeing Peas, Beans, and Potatos ; and it is

an old saying, that "where Lupine prospers it is a
paying crop."

Weeds now begin to ripen their seeds, which should
be prevented everywhere on the farm. Bear in mind
the old proverb, " One year's seeding is seven years'

weeding." All the com and grass fields, roads, and
fences, should be gone over, and the weeds collected

and reduced to manure either by lime-burning or

fermentation with liquid manure; Grass and every green
thing along the ditch and fence sides round fallow

and Turnip fields {as under hedges) beyond the reach
of the plough, pare deep with the spade, throw into

heaps and cart off. This and the cleaning of the
ditches should be done before the Turnips are sown.
When the gi-een sod parings and cleanings of ditches

are stifle-burned they yield excellent ashes for the seed
and manure drill. The seeds and roots of some weeds
are very tenacious of vitality, therefore whatever may
be the mode of destmction, very great care should be
taken that it is effectual.

Scivage Farming is now at its maximum, yielding
large and rapid returns of Italian Rye-grass—10 tons
per acre and upwards at a cutting for soiling. The
inestimable value of such a supply of the best green
food for live stock will this year be appreciated by
many ; and it should be borne in mind that such a
supply is not limited to the use of town sewage, for

wherever there is a command of water 10 tons per

acre during this and the following two months can be
had by washing in a few hundredweights of guano or

artificial Grass manure. Water is a most powerful
stimulant at this season to all farm crops, provided
there is anything in the land for it to work upon. In
point of fact, heavier crops can be grown with doctored
water than with town sewage, for the latter is not a
specific manure even for Italian Rye-grass, and it is

still more defective for Mangel Wurzel. In other

words, town sewage should be doctored with super-

phosphate, t&c, to make the most of it.

Soiling.—Although the season has not only been
late but remarkably backward in other respects.

Vetches, Clover, Lucerne, and other forage plants

should now be ready for the scythe, and should daily

be given to live stock to .^ave the pastures. Milch
cows, fattening cattle, and horses, that can be more
profitably soiled in the yards, should be kept at home,
and only the younger beasts and sheep left in the field.

To overstock the pastures at this season is ruinous, and
the removal of a few " big mouths and feet " is a great
relief.

The Pastures now begin to feel the influence of a
vertical sun, more especially when cropped too bare.
The shelter which a close full bite affords from the rays
of the sun, obviating at the same time the exhausting
evaporation from a bare surface during mid-day,
together with the opposite moistening and fertilising

effects of the night dews caught and utilised by the long
Glass, are facts with which graziers have long been
famUiar; and this is not all, for the old proverb that

"grazing cattle eat with two mouths," reminds us that

at this season cattle, when the pastures are bare, con-
sume more with their ieet than with their mouths.
Hence the practice of shifting grazing stock from one
close when it begins to get short to another where there
is a full bite, and in doing so advantage is always taken
of a summer shower to start the Grass.

Irrigation of Pastures. — The rapid growth that

follows a summer shower proves that with our present
steam-pumping appliances much grass-land might be
watered on the same principle. We have seen it suc-

cessfully done on outfield land that was irrigated on the

old plan when lying in pasture. When the cattle were
shifted the gutters were cleaned out, the water turned

on for a day or so to well soak the land, and in ten

days " the cattle were up to their knees in Grass again,"

and so on. At one time also, much grass-land was
irrigated by means of underground culverts, with

hydrants rising here and there in the surface, and from
these the water was distributed by means of troughing

and leather hosing. We have now got beyond these

old appliances, and by means of a short length of

movable troughing grass-lands can be irrigated in the

same way it is now done on Lodge Farm, Barking,

with fixed troughing, either on the ridge or catch-water

system, according to the inclination of the land.

Hop Gardens attend to, in hoeing, digging, and tying

up bines, and in liquid manuring should the plants

require it, to force them forward and obviate insects,

blight, &c. When the land is sufficiently moist, and
yet requires manure, guano and fish manure may be
sown on the hills, and the hoeing will help to work it

in to the roots. IV. B.

Calves is larger, but the average quality is only iniildling
;

some of the choicest arc making nearly as mucli as on
Monday. Our foreign supply consists of 450 Beasts, 3100
Sheep, and 550 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

ad quality Beasts
Best Downs nnd

Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools.. . . to ,

Do. .Shorn

Ewes & 2d quaUty

s. d

5 2—5 4 Pigs

Beasts, 1500 ; Sheep and Lambs, 14,250 ; Calves, 672 ; Pigs, —

.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET,~June 2.

Best Fresh Butter 14s. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 12s. „
Small Pork, 5s. ^d. to 5*. 8^. ; Large Pork, 3^-. 8r/. to

4r. 4(f. per 8 lb.

MARK- LANE.
Monday, May 30.

The supply of Enghsh Wheat to this morning's market
was very short, and brought an advance of i r. to 2v. per
qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. A like improve-
ment was demanded for foreign, and paid by needy
buyers, but the business done was not extensive.
Grinding Barley was rather dearer. Beans and Peas
brought IJ-. per qr. more money. The Oat trade was
firm, at an advance of is. per qr. upon the week. Flour
was 6d. per barrel and is. per sack dearer.

Price per imperial Quarter. \s. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. WhiteUi—49 Red..— fine selected r

Tala
.do.

— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barley, grind. & di-st.,2&j to 3o.r. .Che— Foreign . . grinding and distilling ;

Oats, Essex and Suffolk : __,

— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato 24— 26 Feed
— Irish Potato 23—25

' Feed— Foreign Poland and Brew 21—24] Feed
Rye '32—38 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
| |

Beans, Mazagan. .. . 30^. to 37J. . .Tick 31—49 Harrow .— Pigeon ....sof. to s6j. ..Winds.] — 1 Longpod.— Foreign Sin;dl 41—43 Egj'pti.in

Peas, White, Essex,' and Kent.. Boilers 32—43 SuH

3 Red.
55—57— Red
40—55;
39—42 Malting .

25 Malting ,

— Maple, 41J. to 4SJ Grey
Ma

[iirluts*
ENGLISH WOOL.

No fresh feature in the market, buyers still holding off

in the hopes of being able to come in for the new clip on
moderate terms. We are strongly Tif opinion, however,
that no dechne will take place, or if it does that it will be
only temporary.

Current Prices of English Wool. Per lb.- s. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i i to i 2J
Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces .. .. .. ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — i i

HA Y.^erLoado/2'S Trusses.

, Thursday, June 2.

2 Meadow Hay 85s. to g2S.

.. — — Inferior do

D Mark
Sup. Meadow Hay 8+j. 1

Inferifl *

New do.
76 New do.

— — Straw
Superior Clove

Whitechapel, Thursday, June 2.

Fine Meadow Hay j6s. to 82J. , Prime old Clover.

Inferior do 60 70 Inferior do. do. .

Hay . . — — Prime ad cut do. .

.

Inferio:

Straw 24 rdo. 90

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, May 30.

We have a larger supply of Beasts, but there is a good
demand, and prices are better on the average. Sheep are
also more plentiful

;
prices, however, have an upward

tendency, although trade is not very brisk ; the average
quality of the Lambs is very inferior, consequently the few
choice ones on offer realise higher prices, but middling
ones are difficult to sell. Choice Calves are dear. Our
foreign supply consists of 1023 Beasts, 9350 Sheep, 253
Calves, and 10 Pigs.

32—42 Foreign .— Foreign .

39—43!
28 —40 Country

.

22—25 Per sack.

41—50

35—43
33—37
29—31

best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, June i.

At Mark Lane this mornmg the receipts of Wheat
from Essex and Kent were very moderate. The demand
was not active, but the trade ruled tirm, and prices were
well maintained. Tlic show of foreign Wheat was
moderate ; the inquiry was limited, but at full currencies.

Moderate supplies of Barley were on the stands. The
trade was firm, at full quotations. Malt was quiet, on
former terms. Oats were in request, at the recent
improvement. Beans and Peas were quite as dear, with
a moderate inquiry. Flour was steady.

Arrivals op Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.
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Notices to Correspondents.

Game Preserving : M. A. writes as follows :—A friend

of mine took a house and the grounds, and the shooting
over 300 acres, from year to year : the land is in the

occupation of tenants. In the agreement drawn up and
signed by my friend and his landlord, my friend agreed

to pay for the shooting. My friend entered on his

occupation, and is now living at the place. Talking
one day to one of the tenants over whose land he

imagined he had the right to shoot, this individual

informed him, quite respectfully, that he should be
happy to allow him to shoot over his farm, being no
sportsman himself. My friend mildly hinted his belief,

subject to correction, that he had the right to this.

"No, sir," he rephed, "Mr. " (naming their

landlord) " could not have done this, for he had not the

power, the shooting was not reserved by the landlord."

Now this farmer merely holds his farm from year to

year, and there is no lease, and, my friend thinks, no
written agreement. I wish to know your opinion for

my friend. Has a farmer who holds from year to year
the same right of sport, unless reser\-ed by landlord, as

a farmer who holds by lease ? [We are not learned in

the law, but we imagine that this farmer has the right

in question.]

Import.? of Fouk Months, 1869-1870: li.

Animals, living — Oxen,

Calv

Lambs
Swine and Hogs.

,

Bones (burnt or not, (

Charcoal)
Corn—Wheat—From Ru
Denmark .

.

Imported.

Pni

Ha

Illyria, Croatia, and Datmatia
Turkey and Wallachia .ind Moldavi;
Egypt
United Stales
Chili

British North America
Other countries .

.

O.its ..
'.'.

'.. '.'.
.'.

Indian Corn, or Maize
Wheatmeal and Flour- Hanse Towns

United States .

.

British North America .

Other countrie.s .

.

Corn— Indian Com Meal
Fb.vnnd ToworCodillaof Fla
Unlland
n.luiiim

f.u .„!,-'\Vcst hoali of Africa
United States ..

Peru
Bolivia

British West India Islands

Hemp and Tow or Codilla of Hemp-

Ven.
1 Rusi

Illyria, Croatia, and Dalmatia
British India
Philippine Islands
Other countries
China Grass
Jute' and substances of the nature of

Hides, untanned—Dry—From British
India

Other countries .

.

Wet—From Argenti
and Uruguay .

.

Australia .

.

Other countries .

.

Hides, tanned, ta« ed,
dressed (except Russi

Oil Seed Cakes . .
'.'.

'.'. ton
Potatos . . . . . . . . cwt
Provisions— Butter

Eggs .. .. '.'.

.. Nc
Fish, cured or salted . . cw(

Meat, fresh or slightly salted—Beef.
Pork . . . .

Meat, salted—Bacon and Hams
Beef, salted

Pork
Meat, not otherwise described

Saltpetre
Cubic Nitre

Seeds—Cotton .. tor
Clover ;; cw
Fla.\seed and Linseed . . . , qi
Rape .

Tallow—From Russia .. .. cw
Australia
South America

",595

19,568
2,796,828

133,654
1,421,618

21,653

214.275
284,858

312,414
461,987
279,292

2,674,190
131,300

37.79
56,563

4,179.9
1,700,457

294.3 _

809,813

4.949.725
214,767
605,958
273,646

6,148

377,661

74,16:

59;

19,968

19.775
18,423

9.783
43.040

,081,836

97,9361

52,177
54<'.o9>

350,899
103.897

147 961 320
177.866
66,222

2,324

Wool, Sheep and Lambs' — From
Europe lb

British Possessions in South .\frica ..

British India

24,076

36,3
250,036

48,333
132.333
328,103
50,656'

34.049

41.553

6,003,242
9.856.S53

4.105,82.

52,003,41^
4,618,487

37.5

33,588
5.687

183,825

3.921,127

92,991
478,780

42.085
174,362

95.327
3.955.926

57,376
87.761

117.345
2,719.069

2.005,935
278,756
513.350

4.772.516
327.366
401,780

719.457
4,687

171,714

50,436

530

jo,256

1,080,960

84,810

23.783
9.094
5.809

42,179

57.171

38.465
197.835
323.724
138,043

272,937
85.072

235,968

33,640
52,764

263,520

108.49s
228,852
75.C

9.773
92,808

97.723

1.879.383

'2.457.533

4,184,447
35.869

To Preserve Eggs : K W. asks our tonespondent
" G. A. H." to be good enough to say which is the best
way of packing or storing eggs after they have been
buttered, as he recommends, to preserve them.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.

ARCHITECTS DESIC.XS CAREFULLY CARRIED OVT.

APPLY FOR EbTIM.\TES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
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PORTABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER PLATES (Giiy^s Patent)

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole

Plates have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more than three

\.ND S. are prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade
s imitations in Cast-steel; which, from their brittleness, are excecdin^jly dangcrou
r makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by P

icenst'L-s and Manut
les as long as the Malleable I

any quantity; and they wou'
CAUTIO N.—Infringers of this I'al

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

BAM FORD'S "MODEL'
GARDXN ENGINE,

R STRENGTH
RABILITY
NEQUALLED.

PRICE LISTS & TESTIMONIALS SENT F03T FREE
BAIViFORD a.SONS, UTTOXETER.

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
Newly Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS,

THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPKOVEMKXT I;VI:R TXTRODLTED.

MESSRS,
SAMU£LSON(SiCO,

.iMriiU..n (o their

NiaV

Lawn Mowers
for 1870,

which are fitted, whei
required, with a NEW
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-
tirely superseding the old
and tedious operation of
Edge-Clipping by hand.

All Machines fitted with
new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of
the New Patent Edge-
Clipping Silent Lawn
Mower, on application to

SAAlULLhUX AMJ CU., I^UIIA.NNIA WORKS, BANBURY.

Paxton's StrawberryJIrinoline.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is 16 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to presence Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous
moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last
10 years at least with care.

.re declared by
in keeping the
the production

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWRERRY CRINOLINES

all who use them to be of the greatest us
Fruit clean and assisting its growth— thus i

of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,
and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

^ The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Pa.\ton, who,• -^—

"

after testing them for one season in his own gardens'
' Rock Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

'

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.
GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS FLOWERSTANDS, SUSPENDlfjG BASKETS, AVIARIES, FHE.^SANTRIES, Scc.

'-'^"•'•'^'-''^' ''LUWt.K

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens, Conservatories, Sr'e.

[AMES BOYD AND SONS, Horticultural

, &c.

IJOILARD, JEPHSON, and C O.S
1 c )MCAI BOILERS for IIEATING. by HOT-WATER,

cs Urcc houses, Cgnservatorics, Mansions, Churches, Cliapels-
\\ arehouscs. Sec. Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcasl Ic, L<
&.e At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being 20 years

Apply
r Garden. New Park Street, Southwark. Londo: S.E.

w H LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft, by 4 ft. Lij;hts. 2 in. thick, unglazed.. £0 5 a

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, fe^

Woodw

Painted..
Painted four co;
Handles on .

.

Packed and Deli\
Railway van .

.

led and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .

.

Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork .

.

Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use

y Steam Joinery Works, I2i, Bunhill Row, 1

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

T JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
'f • and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free
111 any station in England, for cash with order ; or they allow a liberal
discount for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

I. .TONFS AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,

OT -WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

Tiduljr EciUr.

WROUGHT and CAST-IRON
CONICAL, SADDLE, and

IMl'KnVED CONICAL,
:rs. from 24s. ca

111,1 t-Mra strong CASI'-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
It \V,,lcr li.irs. Irom 52s. &(. each.
WROUGHT-IRON TORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
ut brickwork, from 605. each.

PorUblt Boiler Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
, FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE

WORK of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints :
" ' packing, Ettiptu BoiUr

facture, delivered at Railway
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppci
indStrcet, London, S.E. (So
Blackfriars Bridge). Prict

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CUNSERVA.
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
* ol APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be overestimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects 3 saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extcn

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints ; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day : and perfcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY,
The Trade supplied.

Pric , Plai , and Estimates forwarded on applic

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

nsulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Ilot-w

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

Forcing Pits, &C., Consen'
Plans and EstTmates

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, C'heapside, London, E.G.
Manufactory, 6, Bankside, Southward

H BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the
• CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

3 lb. I oz., throws water in a continuous stream over 35 feet. The
large size, worked by the foot, throws over 60 feet, and is strongly

recommended as a hre-engine. To be had of all Ironmongers, and
Wholesale only at 10, Featherstone Buildings, Holborn, London, W.C.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

VA8E8, PEDESTALS, FLOWER POTS, FERN CASES,
PENDANTS, GARDEN SEATS, EDGING TILES,

AND EVERY KIND OF

TERRA COTTA GARDEN ORNAMENL

All the TERRA COTTA Manufactured by

Messrs. 11. D. & Co. is made of tlie best material, burnt

extra hard, and

"WARRANTED IMPERISHABLE.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION AS ABOVE.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Bari-ows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., &c,

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

ages or Windows
J Bust, &c.

)

I

Price, complete £
o

j
Small size for the

hand, as an ordi-

5 13 o I nary Syringe . , (

L(H

GARDKN or FlKJi iiJNUJlJME.

CAST-IRON
PUMPS.

indies ..^i 9

i 27
2 IS

SWING
WATER BARROW.
20 Gallons . . . . ^2 2 o

30 2 14

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

1-^- . - ..OVEB SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Sclf-attin^ Ajti'Tratus, wliich works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 63

No. 4^!

1 . \\ 1 PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

rORTA.BLE IRRIG.\TORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Ho
L Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.No. 49. G.A.RDEN ENGINES, of all sizes,

No. 54*. THE C.'iSSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes..

No. 4. C.\ST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Waterino
Oardens, &c

No. 49<7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54.7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction,

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and Genera.1 Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &o., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPAR.-\TUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Famphlct, with Views of these and oth(^

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's (juadrant, London, W.

H^
per yardtratcd sheet

ELBOWS ..

TEE PIPES ..

SVi'HONS ..

VALVES
l.EORGE ROBINSON, Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

1 >.ii.ion Warehouse, 16, Grand Junction Wharf, Paddington Eas

No. 23 o

^RWSlo 1 IJ i iL!li;\Gb fur

II I TK I 1 1 L I C 1 1.1 Id 1 1 I d b gh m
p b k f ll> llu irat d w th VC d E g g bv th

SPECIAL NOTICE.—NEW PATENT.
The "GARDENERS' GREENHOUSE," including Conservatory

and 12 Pits and Frames, with floor and stage? in one structure, all

complete, made to stand upon any level space, and not requiring walls.

These houses, of two sizes, viz,, 24 by 18 feet, and 21 by 16 feet, are

kept in stock ready to send ofl"al three days' notice.

Mr. Cranston's Patent Houses arc for inspection at his residence,

Parkficld, Pershorc Road, Birmingham, and may also be seen by per-

mission ill most parts of the countrj-.
' Perfect ventilation without admitting rain or moving any of the

gla:

F'

Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

rpHE above and many oilier I'A 1 1 1 KXS :

- - Tc ~ ^

of great durability.

peciallv suited for KITCHEN GARDENS

quently being much cheaDi

id Insects, take up little

r no further laboui
" Edgings, conse

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
III;. ( ,

r I
1

'-. l; iIi;onies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blu' ,

'

; . l.jrs, and capable of forming a variety of

desit:;ri'^ ' ' liborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

Redand Sloi._. .„._ -_- . ^. . , .
. .

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14s per Ton, is. 2d. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf Quantities

of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 41. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand bypost on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockcncs or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rales.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.E. Orders promptly executed by Railway or VcsspL

B
o the DISPLAY ofBATHS and TOILETWARE.

rhe stock of each'is at once the largest, newest, and most varied ever

ubmitled to the public, and marked at prices proportionate with those

thfs' country! 'Portable Showers, is. ; Pillar Showe
Nursery, 185. to 38^^^ Sponging, (>s_^io 32J._ ;Jlij

logue containing upwards of 700 Illustrations of his unrivalled

c, with List (if Prices and Plans of the ao large Show Rooms, post

30. Oxford Street, W. ; i. ia. 2, 3, and 4. Newman Street ; 4. 5,

..Perry's Place? and i, Newman Yard. The cost of delivering

s to the most distant pans of the United Kingdom by Railway is

ig. WILLIAMS. BURTON will always undertake delivery at

all fixed rate.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins. Esq.
Henry W. Currie. Esq.

| Sir AViUiam Tite, MP
J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procu

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on tl

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
\ppIic-ition tibe made to ARTHUR MlLMAN.the Secretary, at

th Hi f th C mpany, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(I rp rated by Special Acts of Parliament)

Directors.
I

1 CI tt n E q 9 Whitehall Place, S.W.
i t k T D h od, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford,
i 1 I E q., (Messrs. Herries, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

M P 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

I I jd Esq., I, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
i J , Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

11 R H S m set,Esq..Q.C.,6,ParkStreet,WestmJnster,S.W.W \\ t E q , Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

\\ tk n W 11 ams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lowei
J k 1 y bt t Porlman Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,
U 1 1 p 1

Ih L mpS V d nee money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
f \-T 1 limp vement, including the erection of Cottages and

I m b Id g t the Owners of settled and other Estates, and
th CI gy p t of their Glebe Lands.

Ih hi I y and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge
p h 1 d d mine principal and interest, over 25 years,
N t g f title IS required.

F r m and f rther information apply to GRANVILLE R.
R\DER Eq M aging Director, No. 1, Great George Street,
St y G t U minster. S.W.

THE LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
for MARINE, FIRE, and LIFE ASSURANCES.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, a.d. 1720. '

Offices : No. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Pall Mall.
Tames Blyth, Esq., Governor.
Edwin Gower, Esq., Sub-Governor.
David Powell, Esq., Deputy-Governor.

Total Funds on 31st December, 1869 .. i^s.sis.fiag.

The Directors are ready to receive applications for Agencies for the
Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

'

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for /4,865,823

(exclusive of Bonus Additions.)
INCOME—Premiums £161.381

Interest 58.3^4

Accumulated Premiums £1,342)472
Further information may be obtained on application.

JOHN P. LAURENCE, Secretar>'.

A MEDLEY of RHYMES for the CHILDREN.
Written and Translated by A. M. Price One Shilling.

JAMES NISBET and CO., 21, Berners Street, W.

from the Gardaten" Chronicle aitd Agricultural Gaztttt,

h, or 5f. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst

nherc in London on receipt of a Post Office order,
iiiCHAliDs, at the King Street Office, Covent Garden.

c of the Gdn^fMcjV Chronicle and Agriculiitral
cUingtoi , Cov. t Garden, London, W.C.

This day, Globe 8vo. price 10s. 6d.,

THE STUDENT'S FLORA of the BRITISH
ISLANDS By Dr. J. D. Hooker. F.R.S., Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew. The object of this work is to supply Students
and Field Botanists with a fuller account of the Plants of the British
Islands than the manuals hitherto in use aim at giving.

MACMILLAN and CO., London.

Now ready, 8vo. pp 534,

VEGETABLE TER.'\TOLOGY ; an Account of the
Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D,, F.L.S. Illustrated with 218 Wood-
cuts bv E. M. Williams.

Published for the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,
192, Piccadilly, W.

Pric 3 Non-members, £t

THE UNIVERSAL NURSERYMAN, Illustrated
Horticultural Review. A new Botanical Work, edited and pub-

lished (in English) by the Directors of the Pomological Institute,
Ringelheim, Hanover. Each Number will contain Lithographic
Designs for Pleasure Grounds ; Engravings (beautifully executed from
Photographs), ofOrnamental and newly-introduced Plants and Flowers,
besides numerous Woodcuts, &c. Price 12s. per annum Plain; i6s.

Coloured (the colouring, executed by eminent artists, will be true to
Nature and done in Oil-colour Printing); or post free is, per annum

Prospectus, with full particulars of letterpress, &c.,can be had free
on application to the London Agents of .the Institute, Messrs. R.
SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, E.G.,
where Subscriiiti'iiis rirc ri'i-'i^ivcd .ind Specimen Copies can be seen.

pnt Worl.-s Iw B- S. Williams. F.R.H.S.
!i lit the world as one of the ablest

,
aid is one of ihe most frank and

.
' '

,
; '

!: r ' li I!,' (( -.t no\'ice or the most experienced
lunsel of h\m.-~Gariieners- Magasitu.

Third Edition, revised and enlarged, post Svo, price w.) post free,

5s. 5<i. ; interleaved copies, post free, &J. 6rt.,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
"The only work of the kind worth a place in the cultivators'

librarj'."

—

Gardeners' Alagaxine.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 51. ; post free, 51. 5^., -

SELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

"We have no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work

lich has long been felt"

—

Florist and Poviolo^ist.supply ii

Post Svo, price 5J. ; post free, 5J. jrf.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of 1000

species and varieties, accompanied by instructions for their cultiva-

tion and general management.
" This neat and handy volume will supply a real want. We give it

a hearty welcome."

—

Gardeners' Chrmiicie.

In the Press, post Svo, price 55. ; post free, SJ. 5*^.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

management, forming the Second Volume to " Choice Siove and
Greenhouse Flowering Plants."

Sold by the AUTHOR, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HgUoway,
London, N. ; and also by all Nurserymen and Booksellers.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

Lately Published,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
CKSCRimt^G Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY: or, The Rudiments of
BoT.\NiCAL Science. In One Volume, Svo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 55. 6d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic Giconomy. In 1 vol. Svo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

HE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR. The
Structure, Classifjcation, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, cloth, price 365., with
upwards of 500 Illustrations.

THE ELEMFNTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Pin^i I. M Willi a Glossary of Technical Terms,

This compl, ! ' :'

Professor LiNi.M ,, -i .
\

Kingdom," form tlic tulicr
,

The first two I'arts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, arc published in one octavo volume, price 121.
These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical

and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's " School Botany,"

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 55.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS, and CO., 11, Bouvcrie Street, E.C.

T

A New and Enlarged Edition.
ME. REYNOLDS HOLE'SBOOK ABOUT ROSES.
Now published, price 7s. 6rf.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London
and all Booksellers.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, bouthacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick,
Second Edition, much enlarged.
Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

" EMM ETT * S well-known ANNUAL FARM
ACCOUNT BOOK is rapidly being adopted by all who are

sirous of knowing their GAI N and LOSS in Farming operations.
May be had of all Booksellers.

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS' COTTAGES
(Denton's Scries), 24 Designs.—Photographic Working Drawings,

approved by the Inclosure Commissioners, for One Guinea each Design,
and One Guinea the Specification and Contract, suitable to the
several designs.

E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross. W.C.

Price 2d. , post free "^d.,

THE PRACTICAI MAX \nT:Mr\'T ..f ni'ES.
By a well-known A|.; . . -, \. . ,,|,ove

interesting subject crimm. .
I

. 1
1

\ \ '
, : l

, r I
, theJOURNAL of the Him -, i|. !

I
, 1 I ,1 .

|
|. ..,1 .ilso

contains articles upon in.ui', 1
..i

1
'i' t- , n^.l .1 I 1 .[ "i I :! 'i^.mds of

Things for Sale and Exchnii-c hy Priwite IVtsous.

London : 32. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

The Poultry Yard.
Fourth Edition, ready, cloth, 5s., or with the Illustrations

Coloured, 6s. 6d.,

HPHE PRACTICAL POULTRY KEEPER :

-*~ a. Complete Standard Guide to the Management of Poultry,
whether for Domestic Use, the Market, or Exhibition. By L. Wright.

*' How are we to make poultry pay ?

" Which are the best layers, the best sitters, the best table fowl ?

"No one need close the volume without abundant data on these
subjects."

—

Saturday Re^ic^o.

CASSELL, PETTER, AND GALPIN, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

nil 'Mi tMI'

, portable, and moderate
ng, the seaside, and all

iipany, No. 29, Red Cro
and all respectable Hai
e not appointed, apply.

Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'.THE " W OR CESTERSHI RE,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

1 Sauces throughout the Worid.

PURE AERATI 1^ WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Ellis's Rulhi.i ^^ <1 for their purity.

Ellis's Soda, Potass, SlI.' I
. ! i 1 m^'^ Watersand Lemonade.

I^ndon Agents: 'w. Best & Sons, Aei
Square, W.

Street, Cavendish

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,
without pain or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stampea

D'
Headache, Gi

for delica
and Infanls.

DINNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;
and of all Chemists thronehout the World.

TN the CANADIAN DOMINION PARR'S L:
X PILLS are now generally established as the most favo
Family Medicine.

Agents ; Quebec .. .. T; Mtjsson and J. Bowie;
'oronto
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Thomas Green & Son

Deem it necessary, for the benefit of p.irlics purchasing LAWN MOWING M-VCIIINES, to make a few remarks relative to the articles that have lately appeared in

several Periodicals respecting the Archimedean Lawn Mower.
One writer speaks in its praise because of its having no guide rollers, but on each side a flat iron sole. What can he claim for the flat iron sole ? In the first place, he

cannot mow the Grass in wet weather, which he professes to do, without marking the Lawn ; and in the second, it is impossible for him to mow verges, which is a great

consideration : but supposing he could, the Archimedean having no box in which to collect the Grass, what would be the consequence? It would be spread more or less over
the flower-beds, walks, or borders—not a very comely sight to look at.

Another writer says that he has tried the Archimedean Lawn Mower against two of the best English makers, and that he has no hesitation in recommending it as being far

more easily worked than either of them. Now, as we claim to be the best makers of Lawn Mowing Machines, and have held that position for a number of years—having
carri&d off every Prize that has been given in all cases of competition,—we are prepared to prove that we still hold it. Quoting from the same writer, he says, " It has the great

advantage that, by a very simple adjustment, it will cut with the greatest ease rough coarse Grass 6 or 7 inches long, with which an English Lawn Mower would clog and be perfectly

useless. For the information of the said writer and the Public, we can show that not only can we cut Grass 6 or 7 inches long with our Lawn Mowers, but do it sooner and with
less manual labour than the Archimedean, and will collect the cut Grass at the same time, leaving the Lawn m a beautiful finished state, while the friends of the Archimedean
are left to sweep up and carry away the long Grass,—a process, we guarantee, that will take as much time as will be required to mow and collect the same with one of our
Machines. Much is also claimed for the Archimedean not collecting the short Grass, but leaving it on the Lawn for nourishment to the soil. This idea seems novel to the
writer, to \vhom we cannot give all the credit in the world for being well up in the use of Lawn Mowers. It is a well known fact, that parties who have used I^awn Mowers for

years, whenever they have wanted the short Grass to remain on the Lawn have taken off the Grass box, but when they want to collect it tfiey put it on, and do not go back to

the antediluvian custom of sweeping it up.
Without making any further comments at present on the various articles that have appeared in favour of the Archimedean, we will merely add that we are prepared to come

into PUBLIC COMPETITION with it to prove the truth of our remarks. We make no selection of places, but leave the matter in the hands of the parties (who appear
to take an interest in the Archimedean) to offer a suggestion ; and the sooner the better.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS HAVE

PROVED TO BE THE BEST, AND HAVE

CARRIED OFF EVERY PRIZE THAT

HAS BEEN GIVEN IN ALL CASES OF

COMPETITION.

EVERY MACHINE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE

ENTIRE SATISFACTION, AND IF NOT

APPROVED CAN BE RETURNED WITH-

OUT ANY COST WH.\TEVER TO THE

PURCHASER.

The following are a few of the distinguished Patrons of Green's Lawn Mowers, who can fully

guarantee their superiority and efficiency ;—
Her ^^osl Gracious Majesty the Qu
His Royal tlighness the Prince of \

H.M. the Queen ol Prussia.

H. M. the King of the Belgians.

H.I.M. the Emperor of the French.

H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia.
ypt.

His Grace the Archbishop of Cantcrbun
His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch,
His Grace the Duke of Leinster.

His Grace the Duke of Norlhumberlai
His Grace the Duke of Richmond.
His Grace the Duke of St. Albans.
His Grace the Duke of Wellington

: Right Honourable CouiU Kennisdal.

: Right Honourable Count Donnemarsh.
: Right Honourable Count BernstotT.

; Right Honourable the Lady Palmerston.

; Right Honourable the Countess of Harcw
: Rijjht Honourable the Countess Dellarmoi
: Rii^ht Honourable the Countess Dowap

Jersey.
: Right Honourable Viscountess Downe.
; Right Honourable Viscount Falmouth.
: Right Honourable Viscouni
: Right Honourable Vis.

; Right Honourable Vi5(
e Right Honourable Vis.

e Right Reverend the Lord Bishop
i Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Kilm
5 Right Honourable Lord Charles Fitzroy.

c Right Honourable Lord Stourton.
e Right Honourable Lord Sondes.

t Campden.
t Eversley.

Lady Buxton.
Lady Ingleby.
The Right He
The Right He
The Right He
The Right He
The Right He

urablej. R. Mowbra
.urableSirD. Dunda;
urable t. T. Parkci

The Hoi
irable Henry Labouchere.

irable and Reverend Charles Hervcy.
irable and Reverend Latimer Neville,

irable H. Bligh.

The H
TheH.
The Honourable Mr. Kmg.

The Right Honourable

The Right Honourable the Earl of Effingham.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Harcwood.
The Right Hotiourable the Earl of Scarborough.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Leicester.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Siair.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Stradbrooke.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Brownlow.
The Right Honourable the Earl Spencer.
The Right Honourable the Earl ol Abergavenny,
The Right Honourable the Earl FitzwilRam.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Ellesmere.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Howarth.
l he Right Honourable the Earl of Airlie.

: Right Hoi
: Right Hoi
: Right Hoi
. Right Hoi
: Right Hoi

The Righ,
The Right
The Right

The Right Honourable I

The Right Honourable 1
The Right Honourable
The Right Honourable
The Right Hon. urable
The Right Honourable
The Right Honourable
The Right Honourable
The Right Honourable
The Right H^
The Right Hi

able Lord Scarsdale.
lurablc Lord Ashburton.
lurable Lord Bridport.
urable Lord Bolton,
lurable Lord Ross.
lurnbk- I-.ird Clarence Pa

The Honourable Lady Howard.

Sir Wit
Sir Wrr
SirE. M. Ellon, Bart.
Sir Wilfred Lawson, Bart.
Sir E. S. Stanhope, Bart.
Sir Frederick Balhhurst, Bart.
Sir Charles Henry Ibbctson, Bart,
Sir John V " '

Sin.. .

SirWin '

Henry 1

11 Id. 11:1

scph Copley,
lomas Wills.
NeUhorpc.
. Vardley.

sde Rothschild.

Itaron de Mai

lantGeneral Higgin

Lord A, Her\'ey.
Lord Aveland.
Lord Penzance.
Lord Fitiwalier.
Lord Ravensworth.
Lord Lecontield.
Lord Romily.

r Willi.im E Milncr. li.irt.

r Matthew Blakestonc, Bart,
r J. Radcliffe, Ban.

Sir Robert Sheffield, Bart.
Sir J. W. Ramsden. Bart.
Sir Angus'Campbcll, Bart.
Sir Robert Bateson. Ban.
SirC. R. Tempest, Bart.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.

Sir B. Wray Tavistock, Bart.
Sir M. Shaw Stewart, Bart.

Colonel lacksdn,

ulunel \'andeleur, M.P.
olonel Seymour,
olonel McMurdo.
olonel J. R. Smith.

Colonel Linton.
Colonel North.

uld.

.-Col. Montresor.
Coloi
Lieu
Lieut. -Col. Bower.
Lieut. -Col. Sale.

Major the Hon. C. Keith Falconer.
Admiral Evans.
Admiral Warren.
Vice-Admiral Hughes D'Aeth.
Vice-Admiral Eden.
Rear-Admiral Eraisicr.
Rear-Admiral Poppam.

The following are a few of the principal places where Green's Patent

in use, and have been for a number of years giving

Lawn IVIowers are the only IVIachines

entire satisfaction ;—
THE ROYAL GARDENS, WINDSOR.
BUCKINGHAM P.1LACE GARDENS.
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE GARDENS.
SANDRINGHAM HALL GARDENS.
CHISWICK HOUSE GARDENS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
ST. JAMES'S PARK.
GREEN PARK.
KENNINGTON and B.\TTERSEA PARKS.

ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS.
ROY'AL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
KENSINGTON PALACE GARDENS.
TEMPLE GARDENS.
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
BERKELEY SQUARE GARDENS.
RUSSELL SQUARE GARDENS.
GORDON SQUARE GARDENS.
PARLIAMENT SQUARE GARDENS.

BRUNSWICK SQUARE GARDENS.
ROYAL HOSPITAL, CHELSEA.
ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOLS
HYDE PARK GARDENS.
LIVERPOOL PARK.
BIRKENHEAD PARK.
PRESTON PARK.
SUNDERLAND PARK.
HALIFAX PARK.
BRADFORD PARK.
LEEDS ROYAL PARK.

Tcsiiinoiiial from the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, May 2^, 1870.

" Gentlemen,—I am directed by the Council to inform you that your Lawn Mowing Machines have been in constant use in their Gardens at South Kensington during

the last 10 years, and that they have always given the greatest satisfaction, doing their work excellently and with so much ease as to be generally preferred by our workmen.

" Thos. Green & Son. " I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant, James Richards, Assistant Secretary."

Illustrated Price Lista of Green's Patent La-wm Mo-wers, Garden Rollers, and Patent Boilers, free on application.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS ; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—

i
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LEADING ARTICLES, &-C.—

Alteration of Kensington
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ROYAL HORTICULTUR.-\L SOCIETYS GRE.\T
PROVIN'CIAL SHOW of FRUIT and FLOWERS, will be

held at O.XFORD. from JULY IQ to 32 inclusive. Applications for
Schedules of Prrecs, as well as space for Implement Exhibition,
should be made at once to JAMES RICHARDS, Assistant Secretary,
South Kensington.

Grand ExUbition of Heirdy Scarlet Rhododendrons,
ROYAL BOTANIC GAKDENS, KEGEN TS PARK,

JOHN WATERER and SONS have great pleasure
in announcing that their ANNUAL DISPLAY of the above is

NOW ON VIEW at the above Gardens. Cards of Admission are
granted by all Fellows of the Society, and by application at the
Exhibitors' Gate.

The RhododentJrons at the Nursery are
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey,

South-We! I Rai

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The NEXT EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and

FKUir will take place on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
Tune 22 and 23. The attention of Nurserymen and Florists is par
licularly directed to the New Schedule of Priies.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S LIST of .AWARDS.
—OMISSION. Botanical Certificate of Merit to Mr. Atkins,

Painswick, Gloucestershire, for Erinus alpinus albus.

INSTITUTION —The TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNIVER.
SARY FESTIVAL will take place at the LONDON TAVERN,
Bishopsgate Street, London, on WEDNESDAY, June 29.

The Right Hon. the EARL of DERB'Y in the Chair.
Dinner upon Table at 6 o'clock precisely. Tickets, 2ir. each.

EDWARD R. CUTLER, Secretary.
14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. —A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING ol

the MEMBERS of this SOCIETY will be held at the Bedford Hotel,
Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, July s next, for the purpose of
ELECTING SIX PENSIONERS. 'Phc Chair will be taCen at
6 o'clock. The Ballot will close at 8 o'clock precisely. By order.
Tunc 10. EDW. R. CUTLER, Secretary.
Phc Voting Papers have all been delivered. Any Subscriber not

having received one is respectfully requested to make immediate
application.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL FETE-
FLOWER, FRUIT, &c., SHOW.-The ANNUAL EXHI-

BITION will be held in the Grounds of Ayscough-Fce Hall, on
THURSDAY, fune 33. Band of the Royal Horse Guards attends
Schedules on application to GEO. F. BARRELL, Hon. Sec.

X EICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
J_J SOCIETY.—The GREAT SUMMER E.XHIBITION of this
Society will be held on the Race Course, Leicester, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July 5 and 6, when £^0 will be offered in Prizes
for Cut Roses, and upwards of /2S for Plant; '

A SHOW of BRITISH '^ "

connection with the Exhibi
Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may now be had of
Market Place, Leicester. WM. FENN CO.X, Secretary.

neT FOREIGN BIRDS will be held i

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWS will be held JULY 7, and NOVEMBER 16,

- -- ORED GUINEAS, and FIVE SILVER
, vith Forms of Entrance, on application to

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary, Peterborough.

>IRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, J ULY 7 and 8.—
" ""•"' >.'-—

j,pj,|^ ,(, J,, ^ FORREST, Secretary,

wVerbenas, Verbenas.—6s. per 100 ; 603. per 1000.
'"'ILLIAM BADMAN offers PURPLE, WHITE,

SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, &c., well-rooted Plants,
too

; 5or per looo. Terms, cash,
letery Nursery. Gravcsciid.

: pots, 6r. per i

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Furposes.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

r ECHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS.
""'*"' °- '- ' w published, and will beTRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &

lerj-. Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

forwarded to applic

WOOD AND INGRAM beg to offer fine plants of the
following, in a'^-inch pots :

—

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWAkP (Chater), i2I. per dozen.
MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CORDIFOLIUM VARIEGATUM,

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

w Isolepls gracilis.
OOD AND INGRAM offer fine plants of the above,

"" Inch pots, at 2j. bd. per dozen; 4-inch pots, at 3s. per doz.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

invited to apply to B. F. c5bB, Hon. Secretary of the Silk Supply
Association, 65, Moorgate Street, E C.

Pteris semilata.
ANDW. G. DALY, Nurseryman, Newry, begs to

oficr the above, strong plants, 125. per roo. His Stock is not 10 be
supassed in the Kingdom.

ANDREW G. DALY. Nurseryman and Seedsman, Newr>-.

B'

M Bedding Plants, Florists' Flowers, &c.
ESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Carlisle, are prepared to send

out vcr>- choice selections of the above, at very moderate prices, and
will be glad to send theirnew priced CATALOGUE free on application.

North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment, 44, English
Street, Carhsle.

Bedding Plants-Bedding Plants.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of Scarlet

and Variegated GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,
CALCEOLARL^S. FUClIslAs. l.oHrJJAS. PETUNIAS. GAZA-
NL^s, KONP; '. -, i pi >i i -i im ,, . upheas coleus,

'-'.
,
M '. I

I I M I iNS,&c.,atnisusual priiIREsfNES AC
despite of the I'

^tEW DOUBLE GERANIUMS. — Twelve fine
* varieties Double Zonal Geraniums, 6j, ; la superb new Double

Zonal Geraniums of 1869 for 121. ; 12 superb Single Zonal Geraniums,
6i. : la varieties Gold and Golden Bicolor Geraniums, 6i-, package
included, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

C^

NEW HYBRID IVY LEAF GERANIUMS,
WILLSII and WILLSII ROSEA, -sent free for 2S, 6d.

H. CANNELL, F.R.HS., New Florist Flower and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant, Woolwich.

N E W
ACIS
AJAX

The six best and older
LUSTRE

sent free for 2

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S., Florist Flower and Florist Flower Seed
Merchant, Woolwich.

N^

B. W. KNIGHT, Floi

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF.— Well-rooted
plants, out of stores, ar. per dozen ; strong, in pots, (Jr. per dozen.

S. BADMAN, Eltham Road Nursery, Lee, S.E.

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF (Chater's).—
Good plants in pots at i2r. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
reaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wore

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations: Quality, Produce, Elevation. Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Scecf Merchant, Worcester.

C'

Roses for Bedding, So.
ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, now

ready for delivery ; also large stock of VERBENAS and
FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which contains a
selection of the best varieties only. CATALOGUES free.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

Descriptive LIST on application.
ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, in g-inch pots, for planting

out or for growing on for pot culture. Leading varieties of Tea-
scented, Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, &c. Descriptive LIST on

)OHN CRANSTON, The Nur; , King's Acre, Hereford,

c^ UT FLOWERS.—Wanted, by a London Florist, a
' BOX of CUT ORCHIDS and other rare Flowers and Foliage,

__ or twice a week.—Apply by letter, immediately, to

^ R. GREEN, a8, Crawford Street, Baker Street, London, W.

"Y^ANTEp,^a ^magnificent Specimen of CROTON
tr. T.T.-^>

.
T^TT*.

. St be a superbly handsome plant. QuoteVV VARIEGATUM
i\ic and price, either in exchani
WILLIAM BULL,Establisf

Read, Chelsea^ London, S.W.
t for New and Rare Plants, King's

lUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE.
The best variety in cultiii

UUl^ONS' LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGONO TURNIP Very large, and a good feeding variety.

The Best Turnip for the Main Crop is
'UTTONS" IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.*

Price \od. per lb ; much cheaper by ihc bushel.
'""""^ON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 338, Hi^h Holborn, London.

EW and GENUINE GARDEN. AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

intageous offers of above, on application to
LFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, g, Aldgate, London, E.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds. &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, Londoi

For\vardcrs to all parts of the World.
N.B.—Mr. BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Firm

BETHAM AND BLACKITH.
Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of th"
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.
JOHN BETHAM (Son of the late Senior Partner of
t) the Firm of Betham & RlackithI, begs to inform the above
that he is Trading under the title of

BETHAM AND SON,
Receiving and Shipping Plants, Seeds, and general Merchandise from
and to all parts of the world.

Office, 9, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 36, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E,C. ; or Basingstoke,

Samples and prices post free on application. Priie Medals, 1851,
for Wheat; i86z, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

f superior stock. Pr per lb. ; cheaper by the bushel
ND SONi, Seed Gi

S^
;. per lb., cheaper by
UTTON AND SONS

ill produce a very heavy crop.

Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading,

H
Turnip Seeds.

AND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine
1 selected stocks of the above.nained Seeds, all of i86g growth,

H
Mangel Wurzel Seed.

AND F. SH.ARPE are prepared to inake Special

The stocks
. Wisbech.

/" 1 H O I C K
KJ PANSIES I

VERBENAS, I

ALYSSUM, an-

JAMES H'

KKNCH and SHOW
n- A quantity of LOBELIAS,
I'EATHER, VARIEGATED

St free), ir. 4J. per dozen.
irsery, Addlestone, Surrey.

Sow now—Sow now.
PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, choicest possible strain,

50 growing seeds, 2J. td. ; no ditto, er. CALCEOLARIA, 9i. 6<f.

:

CINERARIA,3s.6<i.; CYCLAMEN, 2!. &i.; POLYANTHUS, Ir. 6rf.

;

with many other choice seeds for present sowing, all thoroughly
reliable, and free per post.

I'ONSFORD AND SON, Nursery and Seedsmen, Brixton, Surrey, S.W.

c1 HATER'S AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF.—
The finest bedding plant of the season. Strong robust growth,

iiui exceeding 6 inches in height, and throws a mass of blossom all

through the summer ; for second rows in floral designs unsurpassed.
See Opinions of the Press, to be had on applicatio.i.

Price—I plant, 31. W, ; 6, i8j. ; 12, 351. ; 34, 40*. Special prices for
quantities will be forwarded upon request.WILLIAM CHATER, Nurseries, Saffron Walden,

/ 1 ARIBALDI POLYANTHUS.—A new double
VJ sweet-scented variety of this pretty spring plant. It is of various
colours, bright and showy^ and produces its flowers well above the
foliage.

free. Pianis 2;. oa. eacn, 24;. pc
BUTLER, Mcculloch, a

W-C. Established upwards of a

. td. per packet, post

> CO., South Row, Covent Garden,

itiraate that their CATALOGUE of the abo'
ny applicant on receipt of three postage— " -^ & SC^, Vale Nursci

will be forwarded I

. STANSFIELD J ;, Todmorden, Lancashir

British Fern Catalogue.
f>OBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

kj .stamps. Part I. (Dritish Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE C\A.TALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hih, Kent.

NEW FERN. ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS
MAGNIFICUM. 1870 (J. & C. Lee)—We have much pleasure

in introducinp this really useful Greenhouse Fern to public notice, in

the firm conviction that it will give satisfaction and become a universal
favourite. The fronds arc much larger than those of Capillus-Vencriy,
being from la to 15 inches long, by 4 inches broad, curving over the
side of the pot. The pinn^ are of a beautiful soft peen, and arc
almost as large as those of A. Farleyense, and like that fine variety

they overlap each other in graceful waves of maiden-hair, with finely

incised and fringed edges. The chief value of A. magnificum 13 in its

hardiness and adaptability to the temperature of a greenhouse, whereas
A. F'arleyense can only be cultivated by those who possess a stove.

To be sent out in June. Price 311. 6</. each.
. t- j

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed

Establishment, Hammersmith, London, \V.
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BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains I^ISTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-

ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY F'ERNS FILMY FERNS, &c, ;

graceful and high-coloured DRAC^NAS, massive AGAVES and
YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &c. ; and many other

Variegated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.

B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well

repay a visit, biU at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADLSE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ITALIAN
NEW LARGE

TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE FLAT BLOOD-RED.
No. 2. GIANT ROCCA, thelargest Onion known,

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLT WHITE, earliest of all.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sangtune e.xpectations—.and in

consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,

nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent

disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.

SCOTTS superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-
RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised, from

pl.-ttits g to 18 inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great
variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted; each ij., and
ss. fid. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will quickly rid any place of

\V;isps, Crickets, Cockroaches, and other Garden pests. " It com-
pletely cleared the place." Vide Testimonials, sent on application.
Price IJ. bd., and 2f 6*f,Der bottle, in stamps.

J. SC(.)TT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset^

A Boon for Grape Orowers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PE.\CH and PLANT

timiTRE !5 t: h:d !r, rc:!:^ !:t'"' rf ?i. cwt.^ ie)j._is4.

particulars, •

L-ith full directi'ons for usi

lulars. to be had post free on applicat

i'ineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1S40)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &c E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

LAWES'S MANURE for GR.\SS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March-

NITRATE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London, Liverpool, and otncr ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES.
Offices : 59, Mark Lane, London.

Branch Offices : Market Street, Shrewsbury : 22, Eden Quay, Dublin ;

Womanby Street, CardifT.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWESS DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, or

throiij;!-! aiiv of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
l-KRUViAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE oi

AMM< IN I A, and other Chemical Manures.
A M E K 1 CAN and other CAKES at market prices.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOQD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— tog, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C

-John ColHns, 255, Camden Road, Holloway.
iiawara ueil, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jones, Grishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smithficld, E.G.

Managins Director—J^mes Odams.
Bankers—Mes&Ts. Barnetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Sl, Strand, W.C.
Auditor—J: Carter Jones, Cambrids

This Company \

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,
hich has been for years under

„ „nufacture; consequently, the consun-

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Mam
Company.

faclured by this

_ _ be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or ma>
be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretar>',

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in hnc condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains 3t per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

5 to 7 per cent ofAmmonia with Salts of Potash. Sec reports of Dr.
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

32. King William Street, London, EC.
o Company (Limited),

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
" *'Anaij'.JcalXah©misry, I'jSalisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.G.

' London, January ig, 1870. -
, , -

Enclosed you will find the results of a careful aiiaiysis^Dl

for themselves, f need therefore hardly add anylhini
sample of 3

:losed yi

ur Eiph(iphosphated Peruvian Gu

of the high fertilising character of this' Valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by mc contained only 10 per cent, of

moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which 1 understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me. Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "AL'GtJSTUS VOELCKER.
The Secretary, REES and LO.'S Hiphosphated Peruvian
" Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.Ci"

^ AN, Gratis, in the immediate neighbourhood of
Covcnt Garden. Apply to

ESSEX AND SONS, 28. Stanhope Street, Clare Market, W.C.

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quaUty,
jod. per lb- , or 84$. per cwt

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH,Nurser\'man and Seed Merchant, Leeds.

leners' Magazme," conducted
Esq., F.R.H.S.,of August 15, 1:

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.

THE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty),
for the Destruction of Blight. Sold in Tins, is., 3S. 6rf., &4^. each,

by Seedsmen and Druggists. POWDER DISTRIBUTORS, 2i. each
Manufacturers: CORRY and SOPER, at their Bonded Ware-

house, Shad Thames, London, S.E. [AGENTS WANTED.]

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOB.-YCCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, and ey Permission
: Hon. Board of Customs.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Floiists,

In Tins at ii, , us. td. , and 55,

Powder Distributors, us. bd. and 3s, (>d. each.

' I find it exceedinglj; useful for killing the Aphides c

other plants."~Ge
Gardens, South Kensi
Sole Manufacturer,

Wharf, Wapping, E,

in. May 7, 1868.

A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Hy, and other Blight, in

preparations intended to super

Red
Spider

;&i.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Matmi- CANDLE COMPANY
fied.

(Limited),

Eattersea, London, S.W.

pOLIN PULLINGER'S newly-invented SULPHUR
V^ DISTRIBUTOR, for VINES, PLANTS, &c.,is acknowledgedK, lor '

«ho h:

Vhole^
lilofall IrontT d Nurserymen.

DAMES and GRANT, Chichester.

H
The Noted French Cold Grafting Wax

(MASTIC LHOMME LEFORT),
For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &c., may be obtained of

OOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C. Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurscr^n

CROQUET.—BARCLAY'S WALKING-STICK
LAWN WEEDER (Registered) removes D.iisics and other

weeds from Lawns and Croquet Grounds «-iihoul the trouble of
stooping down. Pncc from 4J. Wholesale and Retail of

Messrs. EATON and DELLER, Crooked Lane, London.

plicily. Convenience and Force,

: useful, easy-working, reliable, and
convenient water-throwing machine than any other in ui>c. It is made
in five siies, viz. : No. i, with 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, Jet and
Rose, 125. 6d. ; No, 2, 151. &f. ; No. 3, £1 is. ; No, 4, £t 5s. ; No. 5,

£1 los. Extra Hose and Union Joints to order. To be h.^d of
HAYNES and sons, 227, 220, and 231, Edg^vare Road, W.

CAt^TroN.—None are genuine unless labelled " Havnes & Sons
Proprietors, London."

The Perfect

"ry A T E R I N G

L.-iwns
Walks, solely

supplied by

Eand F. CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES
• of every description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility,

Gentry , Farmers, &.c , at home ana abroad

¥/.

k

IMPROVED CHICKEN FEF.DI
PROTECTOH. Full llluslralecl Li

> F. CROOK, 5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STR.\WBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is 16 inclies in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous
moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the

Fruit clean and assisting its growth—thus in the production
of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,

and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens,

' Rock Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens, Conservatories, &^c.

HOTHOUSES FOR
AWARDED A PRIZE

INVENTED and PATENTED by the

THE MILLION.
MEDAL, 1862.

late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
MANUFACTORIES:

COMBINE

SIMPLICITY,

CHEAPNESS,

AND

DURABILITY.

-LONDON; COVENTRY; GLOUCE.STER; Ni;.A.R ULVERSTONE
PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN, only.

FULFIL

ALL THE

KEOUIREMENTS

OF

HORTICULTURE.

Detailed PRICE LISTS Iicc A PAMPHLET, wiih several Designs of these and other Roofs, Consenatories,
&c., sent for two stamps. Estimates given for Hcatinjj, &c.

HEREMAN and MORTON, Horticultural Engineers,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGE.NTS QU.ADRANT, LONDON, W. (formerly at 7, P.all Mall E.ast).

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, with 28 Illustrations of Glass Houses, &c..
Hints for Heating, carefully selected Lists of Fruits and VcEctablcs for Orchard-house Culture (by S. Hereman, of Chatsworth), Post
.Free, I3''. Third Tidition

Vases and Fountains, for the Garden and
Conservatory.

A N D R L: W II A N U Y t. I Dl:: and CO.
Britannia Foundry, Derby. | 32, Walbrook, London.

The Britannia Iron Works have for the last .(O years been well
of fine Iron Castings. The use of Cast-n for thi

iron permits ar cichcacy of outline, and smooths „.
siblc in cheap Stone or Terra-cotia. Cast-iron Vases, if oc
painted, are imperishable, and will not crack when exposed

„ s and Price Lifits p.ibt ficc r.r (j stamps
A- H. «: Co. make the belter kmd of IKON and GLASS CON-

SERVATORIES, and have constructed some of the largest and
finest in the kinffdoi

Rosher'a Garden Edging Tiles.

I &r, RosiiiR M
"Jueens Read Wcs

Itlubtratcd 1

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

d^ capable of forming a variety of

'—^ nans, ^.^orriaors,
in blue, red, and buff

Lilce- elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selectic

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Chnkers, Wall Copings,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements. &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE). at the above addresses—
14*. per Ton, u. 2d. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 41. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENTPEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.-Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel

A liberal discount to the Trade.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, (Sic, &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

tplete £z 8
Sni:ill size for the

hand, as an ordi-

nary Syringe , , o 15

THE CRYSTAL PALACE
GABDEK or FIKE ENGINE,

No. 3S.

C AST-IBON
PUMPS.

iches ..£1 9 o

No. 579J.

SWING
WATER BABEOW.
20 Gallons . . . . jC^ 2 o

30 2 14 o

38 3 i3 o

50 „ ., .. 5 H o
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Suttons' Selected Turnip Seeds.

CUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, the hardiest, the
kl? most productive, and best shaped Swede in cultivation. Prict

ij per lb., much ciicaper by the bushel. Carriage free. The numerou:
prizes which have been awarded to growing crops, and also to pultec

specimens of our Champion Swede, during the past season, toj^ethei

with the unsolicited Testimonials we have received, fully justify oui

description.

At the ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW, to be held a!

READING, on SATURDAY, November 26, a SILVER CUP. valui

i;io lOr., will be given by Messrs. SUTTON for the best 34 specimen;
of SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE, and /s, £3, and i;a,as Second
Third, and Fourth Prizes.

SUTTON AND SONS can also supply other excellent varieties of
SWEDES and TURNIPS; also all other Farm Seeds, prices and
particulars oi which may be had gratis and post free on appli

All goods Carriage Free, except very small parcel;
liscount allowed for prompt payment.

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen 10 the Queen, Reading.

per 1

To the Trade.

MRS. POLLOCK, ITALIA UNITA, and some 40
other varieties of Gold. Silver, and Bronjelcaved GERA-

NIUMS, about 3000 of young and strong plants on offer : 5000 of Zonal,
Nosegay, and Scarlet established plants of LITTLE DAVID, TOM
THIJMB, ROSE QUEEN, RATAZZI, and many choice sorts.

PELARGONIUMS of Show. French and Fancy, choice namedt
coming in bloom, young in 3j4-inch pots, strong in 4'^ and g-inch,
and extra in 6-inch. These can be supplied by the dozen or 100.

PETUNIAS, choicenamedr Blue SALVIAS; VERBENAS, mixed,
nimed; GAZANIAS, CALCEOL.^RIAS, DAHLIAS, cheap by

H. 1 R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nun , Lancaster.

Choice Tricolor, Golden Bronze, and Variegated
Geraniums.

KIRK ALLEN offers tlie following, in strong plants,
sent free by post, or in 3-inch pots, securely packed, at the fol-

TKICOLORS—Beauty of Dunmow, aj.; Guiding Star, as.; Mabel
Moi . M.

6d. ; Goldfinder, 15. 6ii. ; Variegated

NE^V PLANTS FOR 1870.
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FORWARDED FREE on APPLICATION.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS
; to announce that they are now scndini

which were give

out their undermentioned splendid NOVELTIES, full descriptions of
1 in the Gardeners' Chro7iicle of May 28, 1870.

ADIANTUM RUBELLUM, :qj. (xl. each.
ALOCASIA SEDENI, 31J. 6rf. each.

ARALIA OSYANA, ioj. bd. to 21J. each.
BEGONIA SEDENI, in. each.
BLANDFORDIA AUREA, 15J. each.

CROTON (CODLEUM) UNDULATUM, 43J. to (>y.

CROTON (CODLEUM) CORNUTUM. 21J. each.

CROTON (CODI^UM) VEITCHII, 4zt. to by. each.

D.-\VALLIA MOOREANA, 2u. each.
DRAC/ENA CHELSONI, 42^. each.
DRAC^NA ALBICANS, 151. each.
DRAC^NA GUILFOYLEI, 2i.r. each.
DR.\CjEN.\ MOOREANA, 42J. each.
ECHEVERIA GLAUCO-METALLICA, cj. to las. dd.

each.

ORTHOSIPHON STAMINENS, ^s. 6d. each.
RHODODENDRON LOBBII, 31J. 6d. each.

NEW ORCHIDS FOE 1870.
CYPRIPEDIUM HARRISIANUM, £s z,s. each. I EPIDENDRUM SYRINGOTHYRSUS, £< es. e.ich.

CYPRIPEDIUM (SELENIPEDIUM) LONGIFO- VANDA CCERULESCENS. Prices on application.
LIUM, 2IJ. to 63.1. each. | VANDA DENISONIANA, 105/. to 210/.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

s FECIAL OFFER of ZONAL and VARIEG.\TED
GERANIUMS.—The following in strong plants at 3s. per dozen,

-Eclat, Grand Duke, Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Duchess of

Mrs. I Cluilnii. I'. .

SPfK.-EA I \!

VERONU A !

BRONZE 1,1 1 , .

CLIMBERS I 1

J. ELCOMBE AND SON, Florists, Romsey. Hants.

, Cobsas, Maurandyas, j

C.-\RTER'S choice strains of CALCE0L.-\R1A,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE—The plants of this
splendid strain received several ist Prizes last season at the Royal
Botanic, Royal Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, 2J. 64.

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, 2J. id. -CALCEO.
LARIA, finest spotted. Per packet, 3S. td. Saved with the

,na from one of the largest collections in the
cingdo:

choicCINEUARI.
n.inied va

PRIMULA, choicest fringed
; offer can be grown with the u ,

ved with the greatest care, and from one of the finest
' splendid,
;(

'

lixed, fringed. Per packet, ai. W.

PR I M U LA Choicest Fern-leaved white,

;

PRIMULA FIMERIATA.—Fern-lcaved new scarlet. This is a
decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour. Per
packet, 31- fid.

Forwarded immediately on receipt of Post-office Order.

_JAMES_ CARTER^AND CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 338, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

B. S. W I L L 1 A ^

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

'. 6d., 3f. 64I, and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 31. M.,3J. &2.,and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, a*. 6<i.,3r. M.,&
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain Ij. M. and

CARN.tTION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

IJ. &i , aj. M., and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA II. and

ECHEVERI.\ METALLICA, new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties .. ij. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS aj. M. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) ij. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers It. and

P.A.NSY, finest Belgian varieties 11. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.-This is a charming companion to
our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in ereat abundance 15. (td. and

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,
and very large

E.\ST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. Is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. M. and

STOCK, white Ten-week Wallflower leaved, the purest white
Sto, cultiv

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb i

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety I

ZINNI.4. ELEGAJ^S TAGETIFLORA, flore-pleno .. .. i

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Royal Horticultural Society.

SHOW of ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.,

June 8.

AWARDS OF

Cuiss 3.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS (Nurserymen.)
ist, Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, HoUoway,U
3d, Mr. W. Bull, £3.
3d, Mr. R. Parker, txotic Nurserj-, Tooting, S.W., £a.

Cuis.'i 3.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Amateu
V. Denn

id,' Mr. J. Ward,
' Mr. J. Wood

Surrey. £3.

Mr. W. Denning, ,£5.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. toTF. G. Wilklns, Esq., Leylon, Essex, /«.

3d; Mr. J. Woodward, Gr. to Mrs. Torr, Garbrand Half; Ewell,

Culss 4.— I EXOTIC ORCHID. (Open.)
ist, Mr. T. Baines, Gr. to H. L. Micholls, Esq., Southgatc House,

Southgate, £3.
ad, Mr. R. Laing, Gr. 10 W. P. Flower, Esq., Fune Down, Tooting

3d, Mr. G. Fairbaim. Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, SyoD
House, Isleworth, W., Ci.

Cuiss 5.-30 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct, in

pots not exceeding la inches in diameter. (Open),
tst, Messrs. T.JacksonS Son, Nurserymen, Kingston.on-Thamcs, ,£10.

2d, Mr. /. Ward, {,3.
|
3d, Mr. A. Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kensington, ,£6.

Cuvss 6—9 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct, in

pots not exceeding la inches in diameter. (Amateurs.)
.„ .,_ . ,.— ,.- .- r.^.Hinds,E5q..ByfleetLodge,Weybrrdge,£s.

J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill./Ji
. Goddard, Esq., Roydon Lodge, Roydon,

Essex, £3.

Class 7.-6 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, dia
(Nurserymen.)

1st, Mr. E. Morse, Original Nursery, Epsom, Surrey, C%.
3d, Mr. B. S, Williams, (,,. |

3d, Messrs. T. Jackson 81 ion,C%.

Cl-ASS 8.-« STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct.

(Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. T. Baines, Ci I

ad, Mr. J. Ward, £4. I
3d, Mr. J. Carr, ^3.

Class o-c Fine FOLIAGE PLANTS, distinct. (Open.)''"''
f.^. 1 ad. Mr. G. Fairbairn. {.6.it, Mr. T.

ad, Mr. J. Tibbies,
Road, £a.

3d, Mr. J. Carr, £}.

Cheam, Surrey, £5.

I A. Hains, Esq., Kensal House, Harrow

ad, Mr. A. Wilkie, ii'
3d, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid,Bart., M.P.,St. John's

Lodge, Regent's Park, £2.

Class 1

ist, Mr. Jf.^Voodw'ard"27.'"'"''fE'qu'a^i

5.^ ROSES, in pots, dis

. J,Ivery&Son,;C7_

. (Open.)

:st, Messrs. J. Carter &: Co., Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, £3.
3d, Mr. C. Turner, ,{3.

Class 19,-6 LILIUMS, in pots, distinct. (Open.)
3d, Mr. W. Bull, £,.

Class 31.-6 GLOXINIAS, dis
Davis, Nc«

"

R. Parker, £u

THE JUDGES.
Class 24.-13 HARDY FERNS,
kicssrs. J. Ivery & Son, £3. 1 3d, I

Class aj.- la HARDY FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. C. Smith, Gr. to C. Walton, Esq., Manor House, East

Acton, £3.
3d, Mr. J. Carr, £3. I

3d, Mr. G. Fairbairn, £r.

3d,' Mr. J. Stephenson, Gr. to F. c'. Barker,Esq., Leigh Hill, Essex,,£l.

Class 38.-34 PYRETHRUMS, Cut Blooms, in la varieties. (Open.)

ist, Mr. R, Parker, £1.
3d, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N., is«.

Class 30.—PINE APPLE, any variety. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. Ward, Gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, £2
3d, Mr. J. M'Lean, Gr. to W. P. Herrick, Esq., Beaumanor Park,

Loughborough, Leicester, jCi loj.

Class 31.—GRAPES, BLACK, Single Dish. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford,

ad. Mr. W. Davis, £1 I0>.

Equal ad, Mr, G. Thomas, Turner Road, Lee, Kent, £1 loi.

3d, Mr. T. Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, Blithcfield, Rugcley, if.

Extra, Mr. W. Lynn, l^r. to Lord Boston, Hedsor Park, Maidenhead,

Class 33.-WHITE GRAPES, Single Dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas, /a.

3d, Messrs. J. Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, £i los.

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, High
Wycombe, Berks, £1.

Class 34.—NECTARINES, Single Dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. Lynn, £3. j 3d, Mr. G. T. Miles £1 IM.

3d, Mr. W. Hill, (Jr. 10 R. Sneyd, Esq., Koele Hall, Newcastle,

Stafford, £j.

,
Mr. G. Fairbain

I
3d, Mr. J. Douglas,

Class 38 STRAWBERRIES, Single Dish. (Open)
1st, Mr. J. Douglas, £1. | ad, Messrs. J. Standish Ik Co., 1$!.

3d, Mr. E. C. Clarke, Gr. to J. C. Brown, Esq., Holrabush House,
Horsham, Sussex, icu.

Class 39.—MELON, Green-fleshed. (Opea)
ist, Mr. J. Douglas, £1.
ad, Mr. W. Lynn, 151.

I
3d, Mr. E. Clarke, los.

Class 40 MELON, Scarlet-fleshed. Open.
ist, Mr. J. Douglas, £1.
3d, Mr. H. Barnarti, Gr. to Misj Ffarington, Worden Hall, Preston,

Lancashire, 151.

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, tos.

Class 41.—MISCELLANEOUS, for Fruit not mentioned in Schedule.

(Open.)
3d, Mr. C. Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, for

Dessert Pears, 151.

3d, Mr. C- Ross, for Dessert Apples, loi.

Extra 3d, Mr. W. Davis, Basket of Black Grapes, IOJ.

Extra 3d, Mr. C Gardiner, Collection of Peaches and Nei

Colfe

MISCELLANEOUS. (Plants.)

ch & Sons, Nurserymer
^ of Plants, Extra Prize, £4.

W. RoUisson &' Sons, Nurseryinen, Tooting, Collection of
Palms, Extra Prize, £3.

Mr. W. Bull. Collection ofPlants, Extra Prize, £1.

Mr. R. Parker, Collection of Herbaceous Plants, £t.

Mr. C. Turner, Collection of Pelargoniums, £1.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden, Collection Of IxiaS,

Extra Prize, loj.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hardy Herbaceous Plants, loi.

Mr. J. Tibbies, 6 Selaginellas, los.

Mr. C. Noble, a Spira;apalmaja, loi.

Mr. H. Hooper, Collection of fansies, Stc, loi.
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Economic and Effective Gardening.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS

BEDDING and other PLANTS,
FOR THE

SUMMER DECORATION of the FLOWER GARDEN,

Are now ready for delivery.

These Collections are made up in the most liberal

manner, and will produce a permanent and effective

display.

Carter's " Battersea Park" Collections of

Bedding Plants.

50 Plants, 15J,
I

120 Plants, 30^.
j
No charge for packing.

Carter's " Crystal Palace " Collections of
Bedding Plants.

60 Plants, 17J. 6(/.
I

120 Plants, 30J.

No charge for packing.

CARTER'S
"Own" Collections of Bedding Plants.

80 Plants, 155. .
I

158 Plants, 30J. | 296 Plants, 601.

No charge for packing.

CARTERS
"Surplus" Collections of Bedding Plants.

72 Plants, 15J.
I
96 Plants, 171. 61/.

| r44 I'Lints, 251.

No charge for packing.

CARTEE^S
NEW and CHOICE PLANTS for 1870.

GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.

Horticultural Society of London, July 7, 1868. A Fi
Certificate was awarded to Carter's Tricolor Geranium,:
Wales, by the Royal Botanic Society of London, May 27, 1868.

EDETH STUART (Carter),—A free-growing variety, with flat

salver-shaped leaves, zone brifjht vermilion, with a light yellow
margin. Price 211. each. First Prize, May 33, Royal Horticultural
Society. Silver Medai, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

PRINCESS of WALES (Carter).—A variety similar to Prince of
Wales, but more brilliant in colour, and smaller leaves. Price
•^y. M. each- First Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural Society.
Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

SULTAN AliDUL AZIZ {Carter).-A splendid dark tricolor, very
distinct in character and free in habit, leaves of great substance
and particularly round, zone a dark scarlet, light golden margin.
Price 2rs. each. First Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural Society.
Special Certificate, April 20, 1870, Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties, £$ 5*.

DR. WALLACE (CarterV—A free-growing variety, leaves flat and
of good form, deep coloured zone of carmine, intermixed with
chocolate- Price 5s. each.

MARIAN MORRIS (Carter).—A variety after the style of Goliah,
and equally free in growth, but with brighter colours. A good

Each 55.

BALLYMENA (Carter).—

a

purposes, and very distinct in - .^., .,..^^^.. ,,,,

and rosy purple. Each 51. Special Certificate, April 20, 1870,
Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties for 30*.

SILVER TRICOLOR GERANIUM.
CINDERELLA (CARTER).-Dcep pink zone, silver margin, free

bloomer. Each 51.

GOLDEN SELF GERANIUM.
CARRIE FOWLER (Carter).—Seedling from Crystal Palace Gem,

a beautiful bright golden colour, compact in habit; an excellent
bedding variety. Each «. Royal Horticultural Society, May 22
1869,—Prize for best Golden-Leaved Geranium, Carrie Fowler

For full descriptions and particulars of

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS
iiV

BEDDING and OTHER PLANTS,
si:f.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED

PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Echeveria glauco-metallica and secunda glauca
major.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that he is now
distributing these two' distinct and fine varieties, for both of

which he has received First-class Certificates at the Horticultural and
Royal Botanic Societies. The plants, which are slcmlcss, arc formed of-•- tufts of leaves, similar to Echcvcria secunda gl

s large s that variety. Young pla

y. Tooting. Surrey, S.W.

i, 5*. ; large

pHARLES TURNER'S SPRING CATALOGUEV of POPULAR PLANTS is now ready;, and may be had on

Azaleas
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of the town council for the purpose of the park, on

very favourable terms, on condition that the whole cost

of the scheme be defrayed by voluntary subscriptions.

To place upwards of 20 acres of land, commanding

fine views of the surrounding scenery, at the service of

the inhabitants of the borough, for the purposes of

health, recreation, and improvement, will require the

outlay of .^3000.

At the meetingof the Royal Society on June 2,

the following 15 candidates, whom the Council re-

commended for election out of- the total number

of 53, were elected Fellows of the Society, viz. :—

William Fronde, C.E. ; E. H. Greenhow, M.D.
;

T. Jago, M.D. ; N. Story-Maskelyne, M.A. ; Maxwell

T. Masters, M.D. ; Professor A. Newton, M.A. ;

Andrew Noble, Captain Sherard Osbonie, R.N.
;

Rev. S. Parkinson, B.D. ; Captain R. M. Parsons,

R.E. ; W. 11. Ransome, M.D. ; Robert H. Scott,

G. F. Verdon, C.B. ; A. Voelcker, Ph.D.; S.

Wilks, M.D.

M. Van Volxem of Brussels, in the " Belgique

Horlicole," states that there is a considerable diffe-

rence in the habit of the male and female plants of

Ginkgo biloba. The male forms a tapering tree, with

wide-spreading verticils of branches ; the female, much
smaller, forms a compact and bushy tree.

In an interesting notice in a recent number of

"Nature," Mr. A. \V. Bennett discusses the claims

of the great painter Leonardo da Vinci to be ranked

among the Botanists. It appears that the method in

which leaves are arranged on the stem (phyllotaxis)

was known to and described by Da Vinci long before

Sir Thomas Browne, in his G,-irden of Cyrus, called

attention to it, and before Grew and Malpigiii

noticed it. The fact that in exogenous trees the age

may be determined by the number of rings, and the

aspect in which the tree has grown by the greater

thickness of the tree on the south side, was also first

noticed by the great painter. Many other illustrations

of his botanical knowledge are cited, and which have

hitherto been overlooked. The student will find in

Mr. Ruskin's "Modem Painters" many remarkable

observations on plant conformation, which appear to

be as much neglected by the botanists as those of

Leonardo da Vinci—a consolation for Mr. Ruskin.

• Among the New Books on our tabic are

The Stiidenl's Flora of the British Islands, by J. D.
Hooker, C.B., F.R.S., Director of the Royal Cardens,

Kew (M.acmillan). Every student will find it

necessary to procure this handy little volume, of whose
contents we shall have to speak more fully af an early

date.— r//f Mineral and other Resources of the Ar,

line Republic (La Plata), by Major F. Ignacio Rickard
(Longmans).— Cryptogajnes Vasculaires {Fer7is, ^c.)
dii Brhil, par A. \.. Fee (Williams & Norgate).—
The Poetical Magazine (SlMPKIN & Marshall), the

gist of which may be divined by the motto on the title-

page—
" They best can judge a poet s worth

Who oft themselves have known
The pangs of a poetic birth,

By labours of their own."

—Notes of a Course of Nine Lectures on Li^ht, by
John Tyndall, LL.D., F.R.S. (Longmans').— 77;<-

Universal Ntirseryman, containing full descriptions and
critical accoimts and illustrations of all the latest im-

provements and inventions for flower and kitchen

gardens, orchards, nursery, and pleasure-grounds,

groves, hothouses, woods, parks, implements, &c.,

edited by the Directors of the Pomological Institute at

Ringelheim (Germany). The size is quarto, the period

of publication bi-monthly. W^oodcuts and coloured

illustrations are supplied. The text is in German, but

it is proposed to publish an English edition as soon as

300 English copies are subscribed for. Messrs. SlL-

BERR.AD & Son, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street,

are the agents.

—

Mushroom Culture: its Extension and
Improvement, by W. Robinson, F.L.S., illustrated

(Warne & Co.).— 77;.- Story of Aristaus and his

Bees ; a translation of Virgil's Fourth Georgic,

by E. R. Millington, M.A. (Longmans).—
Selections for Latin Prose, by E. R. Millington,
M.A. (Longmans).—Annates Industrielles, construc-

tion et materiaux de construction mecanique, mines,

metallurgie, chimie, telegraphic, agriculture, economic
et jurisprudence industrielles. Edited by A. C.ass.\gnes

(Paris: 30, Rue Lepelletier).—The American Ento-
mologist, of which we had occasion to speak in favour-

able terms lately (p. 596), has increased in usefulness

by the addition of a botanical department, conducted
by Dr. George Vasey.—The Horticultural Direc-
tory for 1S70 (171, Fleet Street).

—

On Food: the
substance of four Cantor Lectures delivered at the
Society of Arts, by H. Letheby, M.B. (Longmans).
—The second part of the Kryptogamcn Flora von
Sachsen, &'e., by Dr. Raeenhorst, with capital

illustrations of the Lichens (Leipsig, Kummer
;

Lomlon, Williams & Norgate).—Narrative of a
Spring Tour in Portugal, by Rev. A. C. Smith, ^L A.
(Longmans). — Among "new editions" we are

glad to see both Mr. Reynolds Hole's Book about
"Roses (Blackwoods), and Mr. Fisher's modest
pamphlet " On the art of Grcrwing Roses Out-of-doors "

(Bradbury & E\'.\NS), both of which are excellent,

but which bear the same relation one to the other as

Mr. Disraeli's "Lothair" does to Mr. Gladstone's

" Tuventus Mundi" (see Punch).—A fifth edition of

The Principal Baths of Rhenish Germany, by Edwin
Lee, M.D. (Churchill).

How satisfactory it is to find our friends across

the Channel "have as characteristic a Circumlocution
Office as ourselves ! Here is what the French papers

say on the matter :—A provincial druggist, desirous of

gathering Fox-glove (Digitalis) in one of the St.-ite

forests, applied for permission to the local authority

(garde general local), offering at the same time to pay

an annual sum of 6 francs for the privilege. The local

magnate transmitted the request to his inspector, who

forwarded it to the conservator of the department, who
despatched it to Paris to the director-general of forests,

whocaused it to besent to the Minister of Finance. The

Minister referred it for study to the director-general

of domains, who sent it to the departmental director

of domains to be examined by the registrar. The latter,

after examination, pronounced a favourable opinion on

the request, and sent it back to the departmental

director, who forwarded it to the general director, who,

in his turn, desp.atched it to the Minister through the

agency of the general secretary of finance, who availed

himself of the opportunity to make his comments on

the matter. Then the unhappy druggist's request was

returned to the director-general of forests, who sent it

to the conservator, he to the inspector, and the in-

spector to the garde general who was the original

recipient of the request. The authority " to cull

simples," at length reached the successor of the original

postulant, and at an age when he was too old to

herborise. We hope this style of m.anagement will not

be engrafted on to our Indian forest department,

already well provided in this way.

With true scientific candour M. E. MORREN
publishes m the current number of the "Belgique

Horticole " a coloured plate of a Double-flowered
Stock with Varieg.vted leaves. A similar plant

was figured in the "Revue Horticole" last autumn,

and adds another exception to M. Morren's law that

double flowers and variegated leaves do not co-exist

in the same plant.

—^ How fond the French arc of what they call

Anthemis (Chrysanthemum fkutescens). Vou

see it everyivhere just now in windows, in lialls, in

flower-beds, on restaurant tables, and its similitude in

almost every young lady's bonnet. If it were not effec-

tive, one might be sure it would not grace the latter

situation. At the recent exhibition in Paris were three

en- four gigantic plants, 4—5 feet across, and trained

dome fashion. They were very handsome and novel,

a trifle too regular, perhaps, but that would be thought

no defect by some.

During the week ending June 4, the Highest
Temperature of the Air (see Mr. Glaisher's

Tables in our present issue) was as in the previous

week at Blackheath, in England, and Perth, in Scot-

land ; the mean of all the maximum temperatures for

the several stations in England was 73°, and in Scot-

land was 68^3—the mean of the readings in the

former country being nearly 5° higher than the mean

of the readings in the latter. The Lowest Tempera-

ture in England was, at Hull, 39°, and in Scotland,

at Aberdeen, 42^.9, the mean of all minimum in the

former countr)- was 44°. 5, and in the latter 45°. 6. The

Mean Temperature of England was nearly 3i°

above that of Scotland, the values being 56''.4 and 53°

respectively. The Rainfall in Scotland, however,

gi-eatly exceeded that in England, for whilst the

maximum fall at any station in the latter country was

less than two-tenths of an inch, at several stations in

the former the falls amounted to considerably over i

inch. The mean rainfall for England w-as o°.II in.,

and for Scotland o*.S6 in.

The Botanic Garden at Rotterdam, di-

rected by Dr. Rauwenhoff, and in which M.
Witte acted as head gardener, is to be given up.

We do not know the reasons for this step.

It is worth while chronicling the names of the

P.\ndanads exhibited at the recent show in Pari'

we so seldom see more than one or two species e

bited here. We give the names as we found them, without

guaranteeing their accuracy. We presume they came

from that wonderful repository. La Muette. Here is

the list : -^P. reflexus, Vandermeerschii, inermis,

elegantissimus, Porteanus, omatus, Lais, utilis, pyg-

mjeus, amaryllidifolius, and an unnamed species from

Madagascar. The plants were not large, but they were

interesting.

Collectors and possessors of Fresh Water
Shells may be interested (says "Scientific Opinion")

in knowing that such conchological specimens are

wanted, either in exchange or for purchase, from all

parts of the worid, by Mr, Charles M. Wheatley,
of PhcenixviUe, Pennyslvania, U.S.

. Notwithstanding the extreme drought of the

presei-it spring, and the damaging late" frosts of May,

1869, which killed so much of the young growth, the

Exhibition of American Plants by Mr. Anthony
W-ATERER, at the Royal Horticultural Society, South

Kensington, which is now open, and will be continued

as long as the weather permits, is as usual of a very

striking character. The happy arrangement of the

ground, and the tasteful distribution of the masses of

colour, always produce a most gorgeous picture, the

general effect of -ivhich is but httle touched by the

draw-backs to ivhich we have alluded, though on a

closer inspection it may be seen that both causes

—

frost and drought—have left their mark npon the

inflorescence of some of the varieties. Those who
can do so should take the eariiest opportunity

of visiting the exhibition, as the present dry,

sultry weather will necessarily limit the duration of

the flowers—and the Knaphill Rhododendrons are a

sight not to be missed. The exhibition of the Messrs. J.-

Waterer & Sons, of Bagshot, at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park, is also now open ; and, being

of a similar character to that just alluded to, a visit to

it will afford an additional treat to lovers of flowers.

On Thursday, June 2, the men employed by

Messrs. Fr.ancis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, of

Chester, to the number of 125, were treated to a good

substantial dinner in the grounds at Upton, the occa-

sion being the m.arriage of Mr. Thomas Dickson, a

member of the firm. The bride and bridegroom were

of course "toasted," .as also "The Mayor of Chester"

(Mr. Francis Arthur Dickson).

COCHINEAL.
The natural order Cactacea; is not great in econom.c

value, cochineal being about the only really v,-iluable

product of the family, the demand for which in this

countr)-, judging from the quantities imported during

the last 20 years, is steadily increasing. Very little is

generally known about cochineal, from whence it

comes, how it is produced, and, in short, what it is,

and many even of those who know something of these

matters have little idea of the extent of the trade in

this article. Brazil and Mexico have .always supplied

us with large quantities, but in later years the plants

have been largely cultivated in Madeira and the Canary

Islands, and during the past year many new cochineal

plantations have been established in Teneriffe and the

neighbouring islands, in all of which the cidtivalion is

proving most remunerative, a large amount of capital

being thus employed. So great, indeed, is the demand
in Europe for this valu.able dye, and so large are the

profits derived from it, that every av.ailable piece of

land is being laid under Cactus cultivation for the pro-

duction of cochineal.

To such an extent is this cultivation carried that

every other branch of field produce is suffering accord-

ingly ; even the cultivation of food jilants both for

human consumption as well as for cattle is being much
neglected. The temptation of realising such large

returns from the cochineal crops is causmg the land-

holders to neglect the proper care of their soil as

suitable for other plants, it being necessary for the

successful growth of the Cacti to use large and con-

stant supplies of guano. Not only is every owner of

every small patch of land tempted to embark in the

cultivation of Cacti in preference to any other crop,

but they are also guilty of appropriating the water

supply—which to a certain extent is limited in the

towns, and which should be carefully husbanded on

sanitary principles,—for the irrigation of their planta-

tions.

Mr. Consul Grattan says, writing from Teneriffe,

"The water supply in the towns of this island, which

is limited during six months of the year, has been

abstracted in order to irrigate cochineal plantations,

causing much inconvenience and distress, not to say

suffering, to many of the inhabitants. The public

health cannot but be injuriously affected by the

scarcity of this most necessary article, especially during

the hot months of summer when it is experienced. I

have been informed by the best authority that, of 40
pipes of water per hour, that should at present reach the

town of Laguna for public use, 33 pipes are lost on the

w.ay, the greater part baing abstracted from the open

aqueducts before it reaches the public tanks and

fountains. The individuals interested allow their love

of gain to stifle even feelings of humanity, and the

municipal authorities permit these proceedings, or take

no efficient steps to prevent them, which, practically,

amounts to the same thing."

A cochineal plantation must present a singukrly

weird aspect, with its rows of green, fleshy, and spiny

plants. It is said that in some of the older and larger

plantations as many as 50,000 or 60,000 plants may be

seen arranged in parallel rows, the plants being kept

down as nearly as possible to a height of 4 feet. The
impregnated female insects are first placed on the

plants about the month of August, and so quickly do
they breed, that about November or December the

first crop is ready for gathering, and other crops agam
mature at periods of about four months. After being

gathered they are thrown into boiling water for the

purpose of killing them, after which they are dried in

the sun. It is estimated that i lb. weight of cochineal

contains 70,000 of these insects, and when we consider

that the quantity annually imported into this country

ranges between 30,000 and 40,000 cw-t., we can form

some little notion of the countless myriads of insects to

be found in one plantation. The .iver.age value of

cochineal is somewhere about .^^400 per ton.

Several species of Opuntia serve as food for the

cochineal insect ; O. cochinijlifera and O. Tuna are

perhaps the most common. Several varieties or quali-

ties of cochineal are known in commerce under dif-
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ferent names, as " silver grain," " black grain,"

"granilla," &c. The first is of a purplish-gi-ey colour,

with silvery white lines. The black variety has no
bloom, and is of a dark reddish colour, while granilla

is composed of the smaller insects, sometimes of

broken insects, and the inferior qualities are occasion-

ally mbced with dust and fragments of foreign sub-

stances. The chief use of cochineal is in the manufac-

ture of carmine, and as a colouring agent in cookery,

confectionery, and medicine. J. R. Jackson, Keii'.

New Garden Plants.
ToDEA WiLKESlANA, Brochenridge, United States

Exploring Expedition, xvi. 309,1. 43 ; T. FraSERI/3,

Flooker and Baker, Synopsis Filicmn, 427.

T. caudice erecto ; stipitibus laevlbus semiteretibus antice sul-

catis : frondibus membranaceis glabris bipinnatis ; pinnls

sessilibus oblongo-Ianceolatis inferioribus deflexis : rachibus
pilosis alatis ; pinnulis oblongis obtusis dentatis basi oblique

cuneatis pellucido-punctatis. Brackenr. I. c.

This beautiful and very rare miniature Tree Fern was
first discovered by the botanist attached to the United
States Exploring Expedition in Ovolau, one of the Fiji

Islands, where it was found growing in humid moun-
tain forests. It is closely allied to T. Fraseri, but is of

larger giowth, with an arborescent habit, and has the

lower pinnce distinct and deflexed, and the rachis hairy.

Mr. Baker, indeed, makes' it a variety of T. Fraseri,

but the two plants arc distinct enough for all garden

cabinet-making. These qualities ought to induce
planters to avail themselves of it. This tree, indeed, is

many years before it fruits, but its other advantages
afford ample compensation for these unfruitful years

;

many varieties of trees are planted which produce no
iruits, and yet have not the same advantage as the
Service tree has in its beauty and in the profit arising

from the sale of its wood.
Like many other trees, the Service tree is unhappily

too much neglected after its plantation ; it is scarcely

ever supported or protected from the cattle, and the
surrounding ground is often ploughed or dug. These
facts attest the ignorance or carelessness of the culti-

vator.

When a plantation of Service trees is made, the first

care is to secure them upright with strong stakes, to

which the trees are attached by thick hay-bands, so as

not to injure the bark of the tree, which is veiy liable

to become deeply cankerous, and thus to lose its value.

Around the stakes Thorn bi-anches should be placed,

in order to prevent the inroads of cattle.

The stem of this tree has naturally a good habit,

but it is as well eveiy year to inspect the trees, so as to

remedy any, that for some reason or another may not
have assumed the vertical direction. When the tree,

after many years of plantation, has got a reasonable

strength, it is useful to cut away very carefully its

lov\cst branches, to make its trunk every year grow
taller, and so much the more valuable. It is after-

wards sufficient to prune the off-shoots, so as to preserve

readily, but strange to say, the seedlings damp off
{scehauffent) and die some days afterwards jj ih fondenty
accordingly the term used by French nurserymen. For
this reason the kernels of Sorbs are always sown with
Pears or Apples, or mixed with other seeds ; kernels of
by separating the seedlings from each other the plant
succeeds pretty well, and may be planted m the nursery
during its first or second year. Up to this time the
separation has been considered necessai-y by all nursery-

men. For this reason, this tree is always sown mixed
in conjunction with Apple, Pear, Plum trees, iSic, in

the nurseries of Anjou. I doubt the advantage of the

plan in the plantations in the nursery, and think this

mode of planting is a mere matter of routine.

It is certain, indeed, that in a plantation of Sorb trees

in the nursery, all the stocks will not attain the same
degree of vigour ; a few of them will be beautiful

standards after three years, the majority will want five,

six, or even ten years ; others of them will produce no
shoots, and will decline every year. I have compared
a bed of Sorb trees planted by themselves with the

same number of these trees mixed with other trees ; I

have, nevertheless, found the same results. I think it

is an en'or to say that Sorb trees do not prosper when
isolated in nurseries.

This tree, the roots of which are tap-shaped, requires

a warm, deep, and calcareous loamy soil ; it lives with
difficulty in poor, sandy, or swampy ground. As has
been before said, it is liable to canker, and especially

when planted in unsuitable soil. When the tree is

\W\'
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purposes. We are indebted to the Messrs. Veitch &
Son, by whom it has been imported, for the opportu-
nity of figuring and describing it (See fig. 148).

Mr. Brackenridge describes the trunk as being from
18 to 20 inches high and an inch and a-half in diameter,
scaly towards the top, and producing from near the
base black wiry roots, about the thickness of a crow-
quill, the surface roughened by the raised scars of

fronds that have fallen off, the summit crowned by
from 10 to 12 spreading fronds, of a broadly-lanceolate

outline, and 2 feet or upwards in length. The pinnae
are sessile, oblong-lanceolate, spreading, the two or
three lower pairs distant and deflexed. The pinnules
are oblong obtuse, obliquely cuneate at the base, dent-

ate, pellucido-punctate, with numerous small brownish
spots. The rachis of the pinnae is winged and clothed
with articulated hairs. Messrs. Veitch's parent plant
has already a stem of a foot or more in height, and
about an inch in diameter, which slender tree-like habit
gives it quite a distinct aspect amongst its allies

—

which include some of the most lovely of cultivated

Ferns.

The present species belongs to the Leptopteris

group, which, however, does not present any sufficient

differential characters to separate it from Todea, the

thin texture and pellucid character of.the fronds afford-

ing the only marks of distinction. T. M.

SERVICE TREE.
The Service tree (Sorbus domestica) attains the

largest dimensions among fniit trees in height and in

diameter. Its regular pyramidal form is very marked,
rendering it a very desirable tree for avenues or as

isolated specimens. Its wood is hard and very slightly

grained j it is very much esteemed for turning and

the regular fonn of the tree, and the equilibrium of all

its parts.

The fruits, being light, do not weigh down the

branches, as in the case of the Apple or Pear tree.

The fmit, named Sorb or Corme, is produced In

corymbs, and has the form of a small yellowish Pear

;

it is commonly more or less red in colour, according to

the variety. At first very austere, the Sorbs become
eatable when over-ripe ; they have then the taste of

Medlars, and are, when taken in this condition, very

astringent. This fruit is generally used to make three

sorts of drinks :

—

1. When green it is soaked in water for a fortnight,

in the proportion of 15 decalitres to the tun of

230 litres. It thus forms a refreshing drink, which
remains good a long time, and forms a very econo-

mical beverage for workmen.
2. When still green, but nearly ripe, at the end of

September, the Sorbs are pounded and pressed in the

same way as Apples or Grapes, in order to extract the

juice, which is put in barrels and allowed to ferment.

Many months afterwards it forms the true cormc
(" Vin de Cormes"), a beverage commonly strong and
alcoholic, and which is put into bottles as wine.

3. The fruit is submitted to broiling [? boiled], and
from it a very sweet and agreeable drink, to be used in

winter, is obtained, which is ready for use sooner than

that prepared from the green fruits
; 70 or 80 litres

only are necessary for a tun of 230 litres.

In making the ctvvKtf'the kernels are extracted, these

are wanted by nurserymen for seedlings. As soon as

the fruits are pressed, the skins, which will not fer-

ment, are picked out, to extract the kernels, which
will be laid out to dry or ressttycr. These kernels are

laid out to stratify in January, to be sown in the follow-

ing March ; they habitually shoot from the ground very

large and cannot be removed, the best remedy consists

in surrounding the canker, as soon as perceived, with a

composition of cowdung and chopped hay, after

having cleaned the wound up to the live wood. In the

course of years the wound will heal completely. In

the nurseiy the only remedy is to cut down the tree

near the ground, and make it form a new stem. It

produces shoots of 3 or 6 feet in length a-year.

At first there were only two varieties of Sorbs, the

grey and red sorts. Their seedlings have already

furnished several other varieties, such as those with

rose fruit, large grey fruit, and large rose fniit. The
most esteemed varieties are the two sorts with grey fruits.

The three common sorts would undoubtedly reproduce

themselves by seed, if the kernels were taken from

stocks isolated from those of another variety, and

not liable to become hybridised. Generally, however,

the stocks grown in nurseries are mixed with grey and

red sorts.

To have all the varieties true, it is necessary to

graft or bud them on young plants from seedlings.

Many experiments have been made by grafting it on

Sorbus Aucuparia ; the Sorb tree succeeds on it, grows

for a time, but lives only a very few years.

As a fruit tree, the Service tree is more or less

fniitful each season. An old proverb says, *' When it

rains on St. George's Day, there is neither Cherry nor

Sorb." Undoubtedly this saint had not much to do

with the matter ; and it is better to say, that the

flowering of this tree, being about May 23, suffers the

vicissitudes as it reaps the advantages of favourable

weather at this season. .

Very often one side of the tree is loaded with fnut,

whilst tlie other is entirely destitute of them, and

vice versd another year. We attribute this anomaly to

thedirectionofthewind, which is favourable on the
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one side and detrimental on the other, so far as regards

the feciuidation of the ovaiy. DcUfhie aim'. Nursery-

ORCHID CULTURE.
As I have before mentioned, Vanda Bensoni and

Saccolabium giganteum are found in the plains in the

drier climate of Prome and its vicinity ; but when you

commence ascending the Arracan mountains, to which

I have already referred, all trace of S. giganteum is lost.

The ascent of these mountains begins at a place called

Neeounkidouk, about 30 thirty miles from Prome due

west ; and the highest point reached in crossing through

this mountain pass, leading to Toungoup, is about 2500

to 3000 feet. At the height of about 2500 feet the

following Orchids are found :—Dendrobium crystal-

linum, "D. chrysotoxum, Thunia Bensonce, Pleione

Wallichii, Vanda Denisoniana, D. binoculare, and D.

crassinode; and at a lower elevation, say 1500 feet,

Dendrobium Bensonia; and Vanda ccerulescens.

These mountains form, as it were, a barrier to the

south-west monsoon, arresting its force to the eastward
;

consequently, the country around Prome and Thayet-

myo (the chief civil and military stations) has a

considerably drier climate than that about Rangoon and

Moulmein. Thus the rainfall on the Prome, or the

east side, is very much less than on the west, which is

exposed to the full violence of the south-west monsoon,

coming direct from the ocean. Although the rainfall

on the east side is greatly diminished in Intensity, yet

the rain-clouds hang about the tops of these hills,

giving them a moist, watery vapour, an atmosphere

these plants delight in, but without a great deluge of

rain. Observing this, I was led to search these moun-
tains, conceiving I should be well rewarded for my
labour, and this turned out to be a correct conclusion.

It is, indeed, strange to see how in ascending a few feet

the flora changes, and how some plants are strictly con-

fined to chosen spots, whilst others again are distributed

far and wide. How is this to be accounted for? Is it

the instinctive sensitiveness of the plants, which causes

them to emigrate to suitable habitations, or is the

original germ there developed, from the congeniality

of certain climatological influences? We hear and

read now much about the fertilisation of plants by
bees. It has occurred to me, that other insects

besides bees are made the vehicle through which

fertilisation and hybridisation are carried on. Thus this

cross impregnation or sympathetic assimilation be-

tween different plants, together with pliysical and

climatic variations, must naturally tend to modify

types. Thus the action of tlie sun, for instance, must

necessarily play a prominent part in these modifications,

for its rays, penetrating through different media, as the

more rarified air of the mountains and denser atmo-

phere of the plains, must, it is to be presumed, pro-

duce some corresponding chemical effect upon the

plants.

However, be this as it may, it is foreign to my
present subject ; I will, therefore, again refer to the

several Orchids found in these parts. The first time I

visited these hills was in the beginning of February.

Tlie trees had dropped their leaves, the juirgle grass was
burnt up, even to the elevation of 1500 feet. The hills

were bare. The stems of the leafless trees were charred

and scorched, giving the whole country thereabouts a

burnt, black, desolate appearance. Here the heat was

almost insupportable, and I do think I shall not be

exaggerating in stating that the thermometer could not

have been less than 120° in the shade at this season ;

yet this is the spot selected by Vanda ccerulescens and

Dendrobium Bensonia?, and other Orchids. It is not

until we get to a higher elevation that we come
across Dendrobium crassinode, D. crystallinum, Vanda
Denisoniana, D. binoculare, D. Farmeri (yellow variety),

&c. The three last named plants prefer more shady

places to D. crystallinum and D. crassinode. For more
detailed particulars the following table may be re-

ferred to :

—

Names.
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liis last revision of tlie order in De Candolle's Pro-
dromus (lune, 1S6S), nor has Lcmaire himself seen
flowers or fruit. But apart from tliis difficulty, Mr.
Croucher is incorrect in assuming that " the villose
stem is so very marked a character" of tlie species with
wliich he identifies the offending ones. Villosity is a
character certainly, but one common to several well-
known species, notably E. lanuginosus, horridus, cycadi-
folius, &c. Moreover, a villose stem (does he mean
trunk or rhachis?) is by no means found in all the
exhibited species. More competent hands than mine
will doubtless deal with the systematic aspect of these
interesting plants; but I may remark that the
Encephalartos exhibited at Regent's Park difltr so
much in their habit, shape of trunk, their glabrous
and lanate nature, the length of the leaves (ranginir
from 18 inches to 7 feet), the setting of the leaflet"
(closely approximated in some, 14 inch distant in
others), their shape (pointed in some, 3-fid at apex
in others), and other peculiarities, that it is quite
impossible for any one examining them with a
critical eye to arrive at any otlier conclusion but that
they do belong not to one but to several distinct
species. The opinion of Mr. Croucher, mistaken
though it may be in this instance, derives importance
from the position he occupies at Kew. Of course
those behind the scenes know that his writing from the
Royal Botanic Gardens does not necessarily imply, nor
does imply, that he has sought or obtained for his
article the sanction of the eminent botanist who directs
the aflairs of that celebrated establishment ; but out-
siders and people abroad may not be able to dissociate
the private from the public opinions emanating from
Kew. Mr. Croucher may be assured that the respect
which one is apt to entertain for what he may
have to say, will rise in proportion to the discretion
he displays in writing to the papers from the place
with which he is connected. F. L. S.— In reference to Mr. Croucher's remarks on the
specimens of Encephalartos recently exhibited at
Regent's Park, I will only trespass on your space so
far as to say, that if in his opinion the specimens com-
mented on are all of one species, that opinion is totally
at variance with mine, and that of others better quali-
fied to decide. One of the Jiidga. [From our own
repeated examination of these plants we have been led
to a difl^erent conclusion from that expressed by Mr.
Croucher. Drawings and descriptions of some of these
plants have been submitted by us to Professor Miquel,
of Utrecht, and Mr. Carruthers has, at our request^
kindly undertaken to furnish us with a description of
the specimens. It will be better, therefore, to wait till

the publication of the decision of these eminent bota-
nists—y&o/^ prhidpcs~3.% regards a knowledge of the
plants of this order before expressing an opinion. In
a short time the description and illustrations will be in
the reader's hands, and he will then be able to judge
for himself between the contending parties. We
do not think that Mr. Croucher is fairly open
to the rebuke of " F. L. S." Right or wrong
he was expressing his own opinions, as he has very
good right to do. In so doing, he did not in any way
compromise the oflicials of the establishment in which
he so worthily fills an important position. In any
case, Mr. Croucher will have done excellent service by
calling attention to the mischievous tendency to give
different names to trifling variatkjns of the same plant

;

and if Mr. Croucher's protest leads nurserymen to
pause ere they tack a Latin name of their own con-
struction to their plants—thus assuming the privilege
of the botanist without pretending to partake of his
laborious inquiries, or share his responsibility— we
thmk most of those who write F. L. S. after their names
will applaud Mr. Croucher. Eds.]
Potatos and Salsafy. _ Out of a considerable

variety of early Potatos planted with the same
manure, viz., burnt vegetable, and earthy and cesspool
matters, I find none with even indications of tubers
excepting those known here as Gloucestershire Kidneys
of which I have gathered to-day (June 4) of the first
three roots tried about a dozen at a root, averaging
the size of pigeons' eggs. These were grown on
ground which has been planted almost annually for
many years with Potatos, whereas some Early Hands-
worth, Early .Shaws, Early Goodrich, &c., on quite new
and excellent soil, have as yet no tubers. My garden
IS in an elevated and cold situation ; I do not, therefore,
instance this case as one of positive earliness, but to
show that the Gloucestershire Kidney is a compara-
tively early kind amongst those reputed early. Will
you now allow me to say a few words about the
culinary preparation of a vegetable which I feel
assured would be very generally grown if it were
properly cooked, I mean Salsafy, which is known by
some as the " Oyster Plant," a name it richly merits,
for when cooked in precisely the same way as
scalloped oysters it is very similar in flavour, and,
to my thinking, quite as good, and many people think
the same. I suppose it is not too late to sow the seed
now. The green top, just before the flower-stalk
appears, is as greatly admired by many when cooked as
Asparagus

: it has an agreeable cocoa-nut flavour.
With regard to the cooking—the roots must be boiled
quite tender, when the skins will easily be removed by
wiping with a cloth. They must then be sliced
obliquely and thinly, not cut into lumps. Then melted
butter seasoned with anchovy sauce, must be poured
over them m the scallop tins, and the whole covered
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an oven, and brownith bread crumbs. Bake
before the fire. J. H. M.
Lawn Mowers.—In the Gardaun' Chronicle, at

p. 311, there is an article eulogising the Arciiimedean
lawn mower, and endorsing a report from the autho-
rities at Chiswick as to its being the quickest, the most
simple, and most efficient mower ever used Partly
through reading that article I was led to give the
machine alluded to a fair trial, and am much astonished
that such authorities should commit such a mistake
in so vastly overrating both its qualities and capa-
bilities. As to the first recommendation, of its being
the ' quickest," my experience leads me in some cases
to the opposite conclusion. Twenty years ago when
I first worked one of Budding's machines, we used to
think what a saving of labour it was to us to have a
machine that would not only cut the grass but collect
It at the same time, thereby relieving us of the necessity
of getting up by 4 o'clock in the morning to haggle
away with the scythe. However, the times are changed
and our "astute" friend the "Yankee" steps forward and
tells us that there is no necessity to sweep and clean so
much. In some cases I agree with our friend, but like
many other over-astute people, I think he has missed
one or two main points or requirements of a mowing
machine for our English lawns. There are times and
places when to leave the cut grass on the lawn would
be very objectionable

; therefore, would it not have
been better if our "astute" friend had made provision
in his mower to collect the giass when necessary,
thereby saving the labour of the sweeping process in
such cases? The statement as to its being the quickest
can only apply to cases in which is not objectionable to
leave the cut grass on the lawn, and then it

only gains that advantage by obviating the neces-
sity of stopping to empty the grass-box and
barrow. Next as to its being "the most simple,"
I suppose that applies to its construction, which I
think is an entire misnomer, as it has all the clumsy
cross bar, cog-wheels, jingle and noise, of the old
Budding. The only simple point I see about it is its
cast iron cutting-blade or screw as it is called. If any
one is "simple " enough to believe that a "cast iron"
cutting-blade is an advantage, then our friend the
Yankee deserves the appellation of being "astute."
As to its being "the most efficient," the machine I
got would not touch our lawn till I had about a
quarter of an inch filed off the skid, so as to
be able to set it nearer the ground ; it then made
a lasting impression in the form of what some
might call beautiful waves, but which I call ugly ribs

;

in that matter then I found it a long way inferior to our
best English lawn mowers, therefore it does not merit
the title of being the most efficient. It no doubt g.ains
one point, " in long grass esgecially," in not having
rollers in front ; but where lawns are Cut once a week
as they ought to be, rollers are found not objectionable!
and they are very necessary for mowing narrow verges,'
&c. I have no pecuniary interest to induce me to
recommend any lawn mower, or to disparage any, still

I would say to all intending purchasers, "Do not place
implicit reliance on the authorities quoted ; but see and
judge for yourselves, or wait till the Archimedean has
been fairly and publicly tried against some of our best
English machines." Robert Feathentone, Si. Ann's Villa,
Burlt-y, Leeds. [Longer experience does not induce us
to alter our favourable opinion of the American lawn
mower

; for small gardens and amateur's purposes it is

the most efficient machine we know, and the easiest
to work. It will not do everything, for instance
it does not answer for steep slopes or verges ; and if the
grass be so long as to be in flower, it does not cut the
"bents " well, and those that are cut in drying make a
litter like straw. But a lawn should never be allowed
to get into such a condition. Eds.]

Early Strawberries.— I know Mr. Hague by
repute to be an enthusiastic amateur and a good gar-
dener, and I have no hesitation in believing him when
he tells us he gathered ripe Strawberries on May 5,
but allow me to caution your readers against taking
the fact as an indication of the forwardness of crops in
his neighbourhood. I am pretty familiar with the
Wentworth estates and Mr. Hague's locality, where I
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as heavily loaded as the well-managed trees of the hall
or castle. Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, arewe I set and promise a full crop. In the Frodsham
and Helsby district, celebrated for the large quantities
ot Damsons produced, more than an average crop is
anticipated, and Currants and Gooseberries, of whicli
large quantities are grown, are very full ; in fact, I am
informed by old growers that it is some years since
fruit of every description promised such an abundance
The above district is also celebrated for its productioti
of Potatos, which are very extensively grown for the
Manchester market, particularly the early varieties.
The system of cultivation appears to be peculiar to the
district. The ground is ploughed or dug in the
autumn

: and in the end of February, or the first week
in March, it is laid in ridges 3 or 4 feet wide, being
previously manured, so that the manure is only covered
3 or 4 inches deep. The Potatos are then dibbled
in rows, 3 or 4 feet apart, according to the
width of the ridge, and i foot apart in the rows.
As soon as the Potatos show themselves above
ground, the soil is taken out of the alleys (which are
left 12 inches wide between the ridge), and spread
over them, which completes the operation. Few of
the ash-leaved varieties are grown, as it is found that if
they are cut down by frost they seldom recover so as to
produce a remunerative crop. The favourite sorts are
known as Radicals and Falaries— early pink-eyed
round varieties. The preparation of the sets is care-
fully attended to. The farmers and cottagers have all
a number of boxes or tr.ays 4 inches deep, and from
30 to 34 inches square, with a piece of wood at each
corner projecting above the box about 4 inches, so that
they can be placed one above the other without injurino-
the sets. The first or second week in March is the
favourite time for planting for the early crop, the
sprouts being then i or 2 inches long. After the
crop IS gathered the ground is frequently planted
with late Potatos for a second crop, or with Mangel
Wurzel transplanted from a seed-bed, the alleys beino-
planted with cattle Cabbage. The soil is a light sandt
and requires much manure. A large quantity of guano
IS used. The land is not so clean as it should be.
Couch being very prevalent. Rain is much wanted ';

the earlier Potatos are now in want of moisture, and
the samples now going to market pro\-e deficient in
quality and quanity. This has been one of the most
ungenial Mays on record, cold, without rain, with high
winds, and very changeable. The Oak was in fiill

leaf before the Ash showed signs of growth—a pretty
sure indication of a dry summer. T. Uliorlt.

Grape Showing.—I feel certain that it would be
very interesting to Grape growers if exhibitors at our
coming great shows would state the age of their Vines,
and whetlier grown on the extension or sjiur system.
It is a well-known fact that it requires less skill to

than frc

Id do well

[A good

-These have

• that no such feats can be accomplished, as a
general rule, even under hand-lights ; but I am informed,
on good authority, that one of the coal-pits in that
locality has been on fire for years in a certain part, and
its influence on the surface of the ground is 90 felt

n some parts as to be destructive to vegetation
altogether, while in other places it imparts only
a mild bottom-heat that has enabled others to
perform feats quite equal to Mr. Hague's that have
never been chronicled. I do not know whether Mr.
Hague's garden is situated on this favoured strip, and I
should not like to assert that it is, but if I am not
greatly mistaken, the gardens of his neighbour, just
across the road, are ; and the presumption is strong that
Mr. Hague's Strawbemes were also benefited from the
same source. I maybe wrong in this, but I am never-
theless confident that the ripe Strawberries which he
pulled on May 5 must have been produced under
equally exceptional conditions, though they may have
been grown in the "open air." P. Q.

Fruit Prospects in North Cheshire.—Fruit of
every description in Cheshire promises well. Peaches
are good

; Apricots a great crop—the trees on the
houses of cottagers, generally carelessly managed, being

produce first-class Grapes from youii^, .

old ones. Judges at horticultural shows
to bear this in mind. J. Smith, Exton J
suggestion. Eds.]

Chapman's Patent Flower Cases.— i„csc nave
been already formally noticed in your columns, but
will you allow me to add my mite of praise from
personal experience ? I was from home the day before
the Crystal Palace show on the 21st, but I requested
my daughter (an ardent little florist), to cut a dozen
blooms of Auricula and send them up. The box was

ited to the tender mercies of the railway, and
when I opened it at the Crystal Palace the blooms' were
all perfect, and not a drop of water had been spilt.
After the show was over they were again put into .the
case, and arrived at home in perfect condition. This
was to me conclusive proof that this invention of Mr.
Chapman is one of the most valuable for amateur
florists that has been brought out for a long time. Mr.
C. has also recently added to it a very ingenious zinc
tally for the address

; you pass the padlock which
fastens the box through it, and it remains perfectly
secure, so that no mishap can happen to the box from
the address coming off D., Deal.

Cherry Trees not Fruiting.— I have read with
much interest Mr. Gilbert's remarks on this subject,
at p. 767. I have a similar instance in the case of a
White-heart Cherry tree. Every year it is white with
blossom. It is growing on a south-east wall, and is
well protected with Frigi Domo netting. All the
blossoms seem to set, but only a dozen or less swell
the remainder falling oflT. The tree makes a deal of
breast wood, which has always been summer and
winter pruned. One year I root-pruned it. It is 13
years old, and I was thinking of casting it away, but
I shall now try Mr. Gilbert's plan. I should; how-
ever, like to know if he winter-prunes his tree, or
leaves all the breast wood on. In a year or two it

would, I fear, become a mass of wood. //. A.

The Vines at Broomfield Lodge.—In your
columns, at p. 56S, there is an article on Grape growing
at this place, on which I beg to make a few remarks in
reply. I happened to be well acquainted with Broom-
field Lodge nearly 40 years ago, when one Robert
Harris was gardener there, and he ^\as allowed to be
one of the best Grape growers of his day. lie was a
descendant from Harris, the celebrated fruit-grower to
King Henry VIII. In all probability it was he who
planted the old Vines If such was the case they are
now about 60 years old. The events to which I wish
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more particularly to refer, took place at a more recent

date. Mr. Payne, who was gardener there to the late

Mr. Beadle, exhibited Grapes, cut from the old Vines,

at the Chelmsford Show every year, from 1S57 to 1861,

both years inclusive, and took away the cream of the

prizes every time. In the year i860 Mr. Payne
exhibited a bunch of Grapes, at the opening of the

gardens at South Kensington, which weighed S lb.

14 oz. , and was the admiration of thousands ; the

judges had it placed in a position apart from the rest

of the show, that the spectators might obtain a better

view of such a splendid bunch. In the same

year he also took four prizes in London, and

one at Romford. Mr. Payne's knowledge of Grape
growing did not forsake him when he left Broom-

field, for in the autumn of last year he earned off two

1st prizes at the Brighton exhibition in classes open to

all England. Surely Mr. Payne is not such a veritable

**duirer"as your correspondent insinuates, or how is

his success as a Grape grower to be reconciled with a

system of " barbarous treatment," "unscientific ampu-
tations," and the like other harsh epithets? I question

•whether his critic will acquit himself with equal

credit as his predecessor, not even now the houses have

been remodelled on a "style of magnificence," and the

Vines have the benefit of a little "scientific" handling.

Is your correspondent really in earnest when he says

he can supply his employer's table with Grapes ten

months in the year, and that, too, equal in "quantity"

as well as "quality " to any in the country? I believe

there are plenty of places to be found where Grapes

are grown in greater "quantity" than they are at

Broomfield Lodge, and I cannot avoid the conclusion

that the "ten months' supply" is considerably over-

drawn. One who *^ honaitrs" old agc^

Orchids at Chatsworth.—If your correspondent

had taken the trouble to inquire, he would have found

that the canvas on the sides of the houses was tacked on

for a temporary purpose a few days before I left there

in April ; and if he is a practical man, he will know
that if spot once gets on a Cattleya it remains until the

leaf is cut off, and also that the most fatal cause of spot

is the cold drip from a bad roof. I know there was
some spot on some old plants of Cattleya, which origi-

nated before my time from the cause I mentioned in

my last, viz., bad watering and drip. No doubt

glass, putty, and paint, to which your correspondent

should have added door^, wotild make a very good
structure of the old Orchid-house. I may say there

was no spot on the Phahtnopsids when I was there,

and only on a few old plants of Oncidium and Vanda
Roxburghii, which I had kept to see how nearly it was
possible for plants to be dead and then recover. I

should like to know where there are finer plants of

Oncidium ampliatum majus than the two I left

there? As regards the new houses, I may say

that I always imagined that nurserymen were toler-

ably good judges of the kind of houses required for

plants, so that it is satisfactory to know that they

are considered respectable by that body of growers. I

beg to inform your correspondent that the puke and

his friend;

for by their being carried out, but this "any fellah can

understand." Your correspondent has made such a

flourish about the wonderful improvements in the

Orchids in general and Cattleyas in particular, that I

will challenge him to produce as good growth or as

many flowers on any of the improved specimens at

Chatsworth, with his superior skill and all the evidences

of his senses, as lean produce for the same two years here.

I am Sony to see that anonymous writers still flourish at

Chatsworth, and I may mention, for the benefit of

your correspondent, that the only difficulty I ever had
at Chatsworth was with one of those pests to society,

and that I should never have troubled you on the sub-

ject if it had not been for the personal and uncalled-for

article to which my first reply was sent, for if there was
ever any interest in such an article it is lost before I can
reply to it from here. I shall now take leave of this

subject, merely remarking, in conclusion, that I have
done with a country in which a gardener, if he wishes
to hold his place, must not only please his employer,
but fall down and worship his employer's man-servant
and maid-servant, his ox and his ass. [!] James Taplin,

South Amboy, JV. J., United Slates of America. [We
can insert no more on this subject. Eds.]

May in the Eastern Counties.—There is a sound
of potentiality in the name of the month through which
we have just p.assed which probably conveys to some
ears a promise of success in the vast amount of work
to be done and progress to be made during its 3 1 days.

But my own experience, invariable, though limited, I

confess, for a few years, leads me to think that outdoor
gardeners in the chalky and lighter soils of West
Suffolk and Norfolk, and Cambridgeshire, would find
" Mustn't" a more appropriate name for it than " May.

"

Blazing suns and keen diying winds, of whose biting

character one is aware even when the sun is fiercest,

are so unfavourable for the growth of seeds and young
vegetables, especially where the means of watering are

limited, that the "merry" month tries one's patience

here to the utmost. It would be interesting to leam.

from some of the gardeners in the North, particularly in

the Western Highlands, what has been the character of

the month with them—the range of the barometer, the

amount of rain and of moisture in the air, and the

prevailing mnds. Perhaps the tale which they have to

tell would explain better than anything else the " pull"

which the North has upon the South in respect to the

kitchen garden. A good start at this tiiue of the year

is of incalculable advantage—can never, in fact, be

overtaken. As for annuals for the flower garden, it is

in nine years out of ten such a mockei-y to sow them

in this district, that I wonder that our nursery

gardeners ever find any customers here for their

numerous packets and assortments of seeds. Even the

bedding plants might as well be still in their frames,

since, although the nights are not cold enough to hurt

them much, only constant watering will keep them

from utter starvation. East Anglian.

Raising Early Peas.—In reply to "R. G.'s"

note a few weeks ago, stating that he did not approve

of sowing Peas in boxes of any kind, and that he could

gather Peas earlier from those sown in autumn
than from those sown in boxes and planted out,

in which, moreover, he demanded that a sample of

transplanted Peas should be sent to the oflice, and

engaging to send a .sample of autumn-sown Peas when

fit to gather, I have this day sent a sample of Suttons'

Ringleader Pea, sown in boxes of the ordinary kind

February 21, planted out on south border April 2, aiid

gathered May 28. I have practised sowing Peas in

boxes or pots for many years, and have had an autumn
sowing as well, but have found the transplanted Peas

to be from six to eight days earlier than the autumn

sowing, and frequently the autumn sowings were much
destroyed by rats, mice, spanows, S:c. />. Z. S. [A
very good sample indeed. Eds.]

Cinchonas at St. Helena.—Table showing the

growth of 14 Cinchona plants from the date of planting

up to April 14, 1870 (elevation 2700 feet) :
—
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amongst which I found specimens of Sitona, which I

enclose, I found similar galls on the root containing

larvse, which, as far as I could ascertain by microscopic

examination, were precisely similar to those in the Pea-

root galls. With regard to the exit, of these grubs, I

noticed in one of the Vetch-root galls, still tenanted by

a larva, a round dark spot ; in another a larva was

holding firmly by its head to a similar spot, and in a

third, the larva was gone, but the black, circular mark

was there, with an opening through it. From this,

and from the absence of the lar\-K in the perforated

galls, I infer that they gnaw at one particular spot, till,

aided by the natural process of decay, it is thin enough

to admit of their exit. I have endeavoured to find

the pupa by digging carefully beneath the infested

Peas, and examining the earth, by carefully spreading

it on a large, white handkerchief, but at present with-

out success. A few weeks, however, may possibly

supply the pupa so much developed as to give a

complete history of the economy of Sitona lineata. O.

[The so-called galls are the normal tubercles found on

the roots of most Leguminous plants. Eds.]

Ranunculus aconitifolius fl.-pl.—This is a

beautiful double-flowered variety of the ordinary

white Crowfoot, commonly called "The Fair Maids of

France." It grows from 18 inches to 2 feet in height,

and is a charming plant for the select border or rock-

work ; it thrives best in a deep, light soil, partially

shaded, where it soon forms a beautiful object. The
flowers are produced very freely, on comparatively

small plants, for I have one planted last season which
has borne 24 pure white flowers ; these are not large,

but very regular and double. There are several more
of this family, which bloom at the same time, and
deserve notice, viz. :—R. amplexicaulis, R. gramineus,

R. speciosus, R. alpestris, R. montanus, and R. rutss-

folius, A. I. P.y Tottenhatn.

Malus floribunda (Sieb.).—This is without doubt
one of the most ornamental trees of recent introduc-

tion. Beautiful as it is in flower, it is, if possible,

more so when covered with ripe fruit. The fruit is

rather less than that of the Siberian Crab, of a fine

bright amber colour, the skin being peculiarly rough.

The contrast of the fruit with the dark foliage is very

striking. The fmit does not suffer from the attacks of

birds or insects. T. Shortt.

Luculia gratissima.—Your columns have recently

been occupied with remarks respecting the treatment of

this plant, and I have no doubt a few additional

notes will be read with interest. I believe many
persons are under the impression that it is difficult to

manage. I certainly must admit that it is not so

easily propagated as many other plants
; yet this draw-

back should not deter people from attempting its

culture, for plants can be procured for a mere
trifle from the nurseries. In order to cultivate the

Luculia to any size, it should be planted in

a bed or border of a conservatory, where it will be
sufficiently shaded to prevent the sun beating fiercely

upon its leaves, and yet not altogether deprived of a

large amount of indirect light. It should also be
planted where a current of cold air can ^ever play
round it, and then, provided it is planted in good soil

well drained, and yet capable of being kept moist

enough to maintain a rather damp atmosphere around
the plant, it will flourish with a luxuriance seldom
witnessed, and will bloom magnificently. After two
or three years blooming in the same soil, a mulching of

well pulverised manure will be of the greatest assist-

ance to the plant, and this should be liberally continued
in every subsequent season. Naturally this species is

of luxuriant growth, making a few strong shoots, which
grow to a great length, and consequently it is not by
any means a bushy plant. After it has flowered, or,

indeed, before the blossoms are well fallen, these

branches produce several shoots near the apex, all the

lower buds remaining dormant, and hence the plant
is left bare of leaves and shoots for perhaps half its

height ; and if this is continued for two or three years
the growing powers of the plant are impaired, owing
to the large quantity of useless wood that consumes the
sap necessary to support new growths. The great
error in its management is the fear of using the
knife freely ; it is only by pruning {and severe pruning
too) that tlie naturally straggling character of tlie old
plants can be overcome, and made bushy. Instead
of allowing the uppermost buds on the preceding
summer's growth to furnish the shoots for the succeed-
ing season, the old branches should be cut away to

within an inch or two of their base ; thus from two
to four branches will be obtained from each near the

point from which only one or two pushed the pre-

ceding year, consequently the number of shoots will

be yearly increasing, and insteatl of becoming naked at

the base, and of a loose growtli, the plant will become
more compact and bushy. This character, however,
may be carried to excess, even with the Luculia, for if

too many shoots are permitted to form they will pre-
vent one another from acquiring that degree of vigour
which is necessary to produce a good Hydrangea- like

head of bloom. Besides the large leaves demand a
proportionate space for their exposure to light, and if

they are crowded the loss of the interior and lower
ones will be the inevitable result. Another eiTor, which
necessarily ensues from permitting the uppermost buds
to remain is, that as they have mostly begim to grow

before the flowers are withered, the plants are deprived

of their season of repose and kept in a continual state

of excitement, but when pruned back to the lower buds
and kept cool, and partially dry for a time, they get,

as it were, a season of rest. The plants should be
gradually started into growth, and the strongest shoots

stopped, up to the middle of July, but not later if

expected to flower the following season. The foliage

must be kept free from insects, for like all delicate

plants, it is very liable to their attacks—indeed it is

an especial favourite with the black thrips, &c. The
Luculia will not thrive in a lower temperature than
40" to 45°, for when the temperature does not average
this the flowers are very liable to damp ofi. Edward
Bennett, EnvtUe Gardens, Stourbridge.

Aquilegia coerulea.—I am afraid my powers of

description will fail to give an adequate idea of this

charming plant. It is the most beautiful of this race,

and as easily grown as the common Wallflower. This
plant grows about iS inches in height, and flowers

during the whole of May, and frequently again in the

autumn. The flowers are large and erect, very numer-
ous, and of a pleasing violet-blue colour, shaded
towards the mouth with white; this gives it a very
pleasing and striking appearance. The spurs are at

least 2 inches in length, very slender, and tipped

with green ; it has the advantage also of flowering

much earlier than most of the other species, but in

succession to it, A. alpina, A. glandulosa, A. Skinneri,

A. spectabile, and a host of others will expand their

blooms. A. I. P., Tottenham.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Palms of Herrenhausen.—Business having

called me a few weeks back to the old town of Hanover,

I availed myself of the opportunity to carefully examine
the valuable and extensive collection of plants in the

Royal Garden of Herrenhausen. Few Englishmen
are aware of the extent of the plant collection at this

place, and those who dole out the supplies for their

maintenance are either equally ignorant, or else

indifferent to the value of them, or better accommoda-
tion would be provided. Kich as are the gardens of

Herrenhausen in plants generally, it is in Palms par-

ticularly that they excel. This will be better under-

stood and appreciated when I state that the collection

comprises nearly 500 species, many of them large

specimens of great beauty, but in most instances housed
in structures totally unfit for their cultivation. Most of

the houses are heated with smoke flues, which, for such

moisture-loving plants, are the worst possible soitrce of

heat, and consequently all sorts of odd contrivances have

to be introduced in order to preserve the life of many
species. It is to be hoped the authorities will speedily

look into this state of things, and while providing this

unique collection with proper house room, at the same
time remove a national disgrace.

Palms are not well understood or much cultivated

by the majority of horticulturists. The Hanover
Garden excels all other European ones in its collection,

and is specially fortunate in having for its director a

man who is thoroughly acquainted with this order, both
scientifically and practically. The horticultural world

will hail with delight the publication of his research

and views as to the classification of these plants, which

I understand may be shortly expected.

One of the great features in this, as in most other

German gardens is, the very small tubs and pots in

which large specimens are grown. For instance, at

Herrenhausen a plant of Livistonia australis, with a

stout clear stem upwards of 30 feet high, and bearing

a crown of more than lOO leaves, and which is about

40 feet in diameter, is growing in a tub 5 feet in

diameter and not quite so much in height. Several

other examples quite as marvellous might be named.

It is almost wonderful how they exist ; indeed, under

the usual treatment of Palms in English gardens, it

would be impossible. The liberal and copious supplies

of water they receive is the secret of the success which

has crowned Mr. Wendland's labours as a cultivator of

Palms. One visit to Herrenhausen, I am sure, would
be suflicient to convince all reasonable men of the truth

of this assertion, for not only do these plants receive

large supplies from watering-can and syringe, but a

great many kinds are standing in tanks of water up to

the rim of the pots in which they are planted ; and I

again had proof of what I had frequently main-

tained, that if a Palm through drought or other

causes gets into a sickly state, the removal to a

tank of water is a safe and certain restorer of vigour

and beauty. Without doubt the reason we have failed

to establish many rare and beautiful Palms which have

been introduced to this country is the absurd practice

of keeping them too dry, for wherever they can obtain

an abundant supply of water they grow very rapidly.

As examples of this I may cite the large plants which
liave become such splendid ornaments in the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew. Since these were planted

out their growth has been wonderful, and I am firmly

convinced their roots have got down below the water
level. Similar evidence exists in the Botanic Garden
of St. Petersburg, where there are two fine examples
of Palms which are very slow to make stems,—one is

Attalea princeps, the other Maximiliana regia, the

latter with a clear stout stem 20 ft. high, and

a grand crown of plume-like leaves. These, with-

out doubt, have their roots down in the water
of the Neva, as the surface of the ground is only
2 or 3 feet above the water level. At Manchester,
again, until quite recently, there existed in the Botanic
Gardens a large plant of the moisture-loving Rhaphia,
but which has been cut dowm on account of being too
large for the house. This plant could never have
attained such dimensions had its roots not been well

supplied with water, and in the position it occupied

they would have but a very few feet to travel to get

into it. I have been led into this digression through

having so often noticed with how mean and niggardly a

hand many gardeners in this country supply water to

these grand and beautiful plants, and afterwards express

surprise at their want of success ; and as the Palms are

becoming favourites in English gardens, I wotdd
impress upon tlie minds of gardeners generally that,

unless well supplied with water, they will not make
handsome specimens.

To return, however, to Herrenhausen. The follow-

ing are amongst the most rare or handsome specimens,

conspicuous even amongst grand plants :—Thrinax
radiata, with stem 20 feet high, and splendid head of

leaves ; as a small plant, this is most beautiful for the

decoration of apartments, and it will also stand in the
open air during summer. Cocos botryophora, with a
magnificent head of plume-like leaves, and stem 24 feet

high. Chamxrops ^Iartiana and C. excelsa, handsome
fan-leaved Palms, with stems 20 feet high ; both
species are admirably adapted for decoration of halls,

corridors, or the subtropical garden during summer.
Ceroxylon andiCola and C. niveum, beautiful specimens,

with their long pinnate leaves, which are rich deep
green on the upper side, and white as a Gymnogramma
beneath. Livistonia 'chinensis, which is better known
in English gardens by the erroneous name of Latania

borbonica, is here represented by a glorious specimen,

having a stout columnar stem upwards of 20 feet high,

and a crown of leaves measuring about 35 feet diameter.

Fine specimens also exist of the rare Acanthorrhiza

Warscewiczii,'and A. stauracantha ; also handsome plants

of the spiny Acanthophcenix crinita, and A. ruber, both

of which luxuriate in water, and beautiful plants of the

following :—Pinanga javana, nenga, cassia, maculata,

and latisecta ; also of Arenga obtusifolia, and Coper-

nicia macroglossa. This latter plant has a veiy curious

appearance ; it has large fan-shaped leaves, but they

are almost destitute of petiole. There are fine examples
of Calyptrocalyx spicatus, Catoblastus pi-<emorsus and
robustus ; also of CEnocarpus utilis, and CE. caracasana.

The genus Bactris is largely represented, and many
very handsome small specimens exist in the collection.

Some of the rare West African Calami are also doing

well in pans of water, the finest plants being C.

Hookeri and C. secundiflorus. The Indian represen-

tatives of this genus are also gi^owing well, and many
species might be enumerated ; amongst the hand-
somest C. Nicolai, ciliaris, tenuis, anceps, javensis,

Imperatrice Marie, plumosus, crinitus, flagellum, and
fasciculatus. All these are very useful for purposes of

decoration in a young state.

Of the genus Cham^dorea, which is so eminently

adapted for the decoration of apartments or the dinner-

table, numerous fine specimens exist, and the number
of species is very extensive ; as also are those of the

elegant genus Geonoma, amongst which may be men-
tioned the true G. Porteana, which is extremely rare.

G. Willdenovii is also a beautiful species, and has been

distributed from some Continental gardens as Porteana,

but it is not so handsome as the true plant. Other

species which I specially remarked for their extreme

beauty are G. ferruginea, ca^spitosa, congesta, undata,

Martiana, Schottiana, and the tnie elegans. Here also

are fine specimens of the massive and graceful Hyophorbe
amaricaulis, Verschaffeltii,. and the true indica.

Of the genus Iriartea, which is so difficult to culti-

vate, I saw beautiful specimens of I. gigantea, del-

toidea and ventricosa, which, rising above the soil upon
their cone of stem-like roots, present a singular and

very tropical appearance. The beautiful fan-leaved

Licuala horrida, paludosa, celebica and peltata are all

doing splendidly. Beautiful plants are also here of

Pritchardia pacifica and P. Martii, very handsome and

distinct si^ecies, although in many English gardens

they are considered synonymous. Nice plants of the

rare Plectocomia Miillei-i and hystrix, Ptychosperma

Alexandra, and the true Ptychosperma, or Seaforthia

elegans of R. Br.—not Seaforthia elegans of " Botanical

Magazine," which has been wrongly named, and must

in future be known as Seaforthia, or Ptychosperma
Cunninghamii. Other rare species of this genus are

promising to be highly ornamental plants, such as

P. Veitchii, rupicola, Rumphii and Smithii. The Sea-

forthia elegans {Ptychosperma Cunninghamii) of English

gardens is represented by a fine specimen, with a trunk

25 feet high, bearing a superb crown of leaves, and is

growing in a tub scarcely 4 feet in diameter.

The genus Areca is largely represented by fine speci-

mens, and many of the species are well adapted for

dinner-table and drawing-room decoration. Kentia

Baueri and sapida are represented by specimens with

stems some 12 feet high, and large heads of their

beautiful pinnate leaves, and are growing in extremely

small tubs ; these two plants are fine greenhouse Palms,

and fine objects in the subtropical garden. Livistonia

Jenkinsii is also a fine cool-house plant ; L. Hoogen-

dorpii, oliv^formis, and spectabilis are grand plants ;

the last named is a superb species. The two plants
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existing here are supposed by Mr. Wendland to be all

that are in Europe ; it somewhat resembles L. chinensis,

but carries a much larger crown of leaves in proportion

to its size than that species ; the leaves are also larger,

and the segments are more pendent, the petioles shorter

and more spiny. These appeared to me to be its chief

points of distinction at present : it will with age

doubtless become still more distinct. Other rare kinds

are Pholidocarpus Ihur, and Veitchia Johannis—good

specimens of this latter kind, which is deservedly named
in honour of that ardent collector, Mr. John Veitch.

Various species of Caryota, the only genus of Palms

with bipinnate leaves, are also found here in handsome
specimens ; also the difficult Manicaria Plucknetia,

Korthalsia robusta, and K. debilis. The large fan-

leaved Sabals, serrulata, Blackbumiana, and umbra-
culifera arc also doing well. This genus should be

generally grown, the coriaceous leaves rendering them
good plants for outdoor decoration in summer.
Amongst many other fine specimens and rare kinds

a few only can be named here, such as Corypha
Gebanga, Calyptrogyne spicigera, Brahea dulcis,

Chamierops hystrix, C. humilis bilaminata, Syne-

canthus fibrosus, fibrosus gracilis and Warscewiczii ;

Oncosperma fasciculata, filamentosa, and Van Houtte-

ana ; many beautiful species of Thrinax ; the rare

Welfia Georgii and regia, the latter with its young
leaves a deep crimson, bids fair to become one of the

most elegant of stove Palms ; fine examples of Verschaf-

feltia splendida and melanochcetes,—this latter be-

comes with age a fine pinnate-leaved plant, and will

probably have to be removed to another genus : they

were luxuriating in an abundant supply of water in

company with grand plants of Phoenicophorum sechel-

larum. Cocos Weddelliana, perhaps the most elegant

and graceful Palm yet introduced to cultivation, also

enjoys a copious supply. Bentinckia coddapana,

Zalacca Blumeana, Wagneri, and edulis are also very
ornamental plants. Mauritias, with Rhaphia Hookeri
and longifolia—the two last very rare West African

Palms—are growing splendidly, and are all standing in

a tank of water. More species it is not necessary to

enumerate. Sufficient has been said to show that by
keeping these plants well supplied with water, success

is almost certain ; but if this element is supplied with a

niggardly, sparing hand they will not develop their

tme character, and we shall fail to enjoy the beauties

of the most ornamental and glorious tribe of plants

in the whole vegetable kingdom. ?K //. G.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : June 8. — Sigismund

Rijcker, Esq., F. L.S., in the chair. The usual prelimi-

nary business being concluded, the Rev,
J. Dix an-

nounced the awards of the Floral Committee, which were
very numerous. Tliose of the Fruit Committee were read
by the Rev, M, J.

Berkeley, in the absence of Mr. G. F.

Wilson. Mr. Berkeley then directed attention to some
remarkably fine specimens of Early White Naples Onions,
from Messrs, Carter & Co. ; and also to two monster
examples of a water Cucumber from Java, bearing the

Chinese name of "Sooly Qua," exhibited by Mr, Temple,
gr, to the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall, Coventry.
He (Mr. Berkeley) thought they were the fruits of some
species of Luffa, a Cucurbitaceous genus, native of tropi-

cal Asia and Africa. One character of the genus was
that the fibres within were very hard and tough. This
purt of the fruit, it was said, was used by the natives as a
sponge, and was also made into hats, of which there were
specimens in the Museum at Kew. Some species of the

genus, as L. acutangula. were edible, and highly esteemed
by the natives of India as potherbs, whilst others were
extremely poisonous. The subject of mildew on the fruits

of Peaches, which is very prevalent this season, was next
alluded to, as completely changing the colour of the hairs

to a buff colour, Furtlier remarks on this subject are
given under the head of the Scientific Committee,
Several of tlie more remarkable of the Orchids exhibited
in the conservatory then came under notice, including a
beautiful new species of Gongora, named portentosa [Gar-
tieners Chronicle, 1869. p, 892), shown by Mr. Green, gr,

to W. W. Saunders, Esq., who received it under that name
from the Continent. Mr. Berkeley then stated that Mr.
Bateman had requested him to deprecate the plan of mixing
Orchids with other plants on exhibition tables, as it was
impossible that the full beauty of such subjects as Mas-
devallias could be observed under such arrangements.
Several curious abnormal forms of vegetation which had
been exhibited at the Scientific Committee were then
allued to, and a specimen of the fly-trap figured in our
columns at p. 461 (fig. 84) was shown, the speaker
remarking that Mr. Barrc5n had tried one at Chiswick for

some time, and had found it to be very efficient.

Scientific Committee.—.\. Murray, Esq., in the
chair.— Rev. M. J. Berkeley reported that on further exa-
mination he found that the eggs of the Vine aphis, Phyl-
loxera vastatrix, varied very much in size even on the leaf,

though, as a general rule, those on the leaf were larger
than those on the root. He also stated that an examina-
tion of numerous specimens of Lychnis diurna affected
with the parasitical fungus, Ustilago antherarum, had led
him to form an opinion exactly contrary to that of Miss
Becker, who thought that the ovary was developed in the
male flowers in consequence of the attacks of the Fungus.
Mr, Berkeley, on the other hand, stated that it was the
anthers which were developed and not the ovary, and
generally endorsed the opinion given in these pages (1869.

p. 1012) at the time. Mr. Berkeley also brought before
the notice of the meeting the decorticated Kose twigs,

already noticed, p, 706, but no opinion was pronounced as

to who or what the marauder might be. Specimens of a

variety of the common Wallflower (Cheiranthus cheiri, var.

gynantherus) were exhibited, in which the stamens were
metamorphosed and formed an adventitious circle of

carpels around the normal pistil. A sport of Mrs. Pollock

was also shown, in which the plant had almost entirely

reverted to one of the zonal forms from which it originated.

Two specimens of Graya (?) were shown, one perfectly

glabrous, the other downy, both gathered from the same
plant. A specimen of Coieus Verschaffeltii was shown, in

which one shoot bore small contracted spoon-shaped leaves

perfectly cup-shaped, and in colour more like that of the

Iresine than of the Coieus.—Dr. Masters stated that some
of the white variegated Ivies almost constantly produced
leaves of this form,—The gigantic Cucumber-like Gourd
was also exhibited, and was considered to belong to a
species of Luffa. Specimens of an Azalea, from M
Parsons, were shown, in which the flower was singularly

everted. A similar instance is figured in Dr. Master's
" Vegetable Teratology."

Professor Westwood exhibited specimens of Mint
affected by CEcidium Mentha^, which produces changes
similar to those of the copper-web Fungus, often met with

on Asparagus and Lucerne. Two roots of the garden
Pea, with its peculiar tubercular growtlis, which it was
conjectured might at times be the resting place of some
lanae, or serve as food to it. The larva of Sitona was
stated not to be a gall feeder.

Mr. Berkeley exhibited fruits of Peaches covered 1

mildew, which had the effect ofcaiising buff'-coloured spots

on the fruit.

Dr. Hogg alluded to the curious circumstance that

those Peaches destitute of glands were found to be
free from the attacks of mildew, while those varieties

with glands on the leaves were peculiarly liable to the

attacks of this Fungus. It had been remarked that the

Noblesse Peach, which has no glands, is often attacked

by mildew, but that a seedling from this variety, and
which is provided with glands, is not subject to the

attacks of this parasite.

Dr. Hogg reported on the condition of the plants

the experimental boxes at Chiswick, and stated that the

plants this year were under much more favourable con-

ditions for observation and experiment than they were
last year.

Mr, Glaisher made some further remarks on the

meteorological observations carried on at Chiswick for

the last 40 years, and presented a Table showing the

deviations above and below the average mean tempera-
ture for every day throughout the period.

Floral Committee.— Rev. J. Dix in the chair. A
large number of awards were made on this occasion, con-
sisting of First-class Certificates, to a fine early white

forcing Pink, from Mr. Shenton, Biggleswade, Beds ; to

Gongora portentosa, a new pink and yellow flowered

species, from the gardens of W. W. Saunders, Esq. ; to

the following distinct and beautiful Palms, &c., from Mr.
Bull :— Geonoma elegans, G. speciosa, Welfia regia,

Cycas Armstrongii, Pandanus decorus, and Anrecto-

chilus pardina ; to Messrs. RoUisson & Son for

Korthalsia robusta, Bactris marissa, and a beautiful

purple-flowered Gloxinia, named Alice ; to Messrs.

Veitch & Sons for Adiantum sessilifolium, Pan-
danus Veitchii, Dieffenbachia Bowmanni, Aralia

Veitchii, Cypripedium Dominianum—one of Mr. Do-
miny's most successful hybrids, between C. caudatum
and C. Pearcei, and Aerides maculatum ; to Messrs.

Cripps & Son, Tonbridge Wells, for a beautiful white

Clematis named Sylph ; to Mr. Thompson, Ipswich, for

Brodiosa coccinea (?), a beautiful hardy bulbous plant,

Delphinium nudicaule, a fine scarlet, and Leptosiphon
roseum, dwarf, and very pretty; to Mr. Cannell, Wool-
wich, for a new dwarf bedding, pink-flowered zonal

Pelargonium, named Master Christine ; and to Mr.
Turner for the following fine new show Pelargoniums :

—

Admiration, Charlemagne, Duke of Edinburgh, Syren,

May Day. and Iron Duke. Special Certificates were
voted to Messrs. Cripps & Son for a rich collection of

cut blooms of Clematis ; to Mr. Fairbairn. Syon House
Gardens, for a large collectionof herbaceous Calceolarias,

well bloomed, but past their best ; to Mr. Stevens, Ealing,

for a group of tricolor Pelargoniums ; and to Messrs. J.
Waterer & Sons, for a collection of Rhododendrons.

Fruit Committee.—G. E. Blenkins, Esq., in the
chair. Partly in consequence of prizes being offered in con-
nection with the large exhibitions, .there was a paucity of

productions for adjudication by this body. From Messrs.
Carter & Co. came splendid examples of White Naples
Onions, to which a Special Certificate was awarded ; they
also sent some capital specimens of improved Musselburgh
Leeks. To Mr. Hill, gr. to Ralph Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall,

Staffordshire, a Special Certificate was awarded for fine

examples of Lady Downe's Seedling of this season and
last season's growth ; and to Mr. Miller, Worksop Manor
Gardens, for a collection of fruit. New seedling Melons
were exhibited by Mr. Jack, gr. to the Duke of Cleveland,
Battle Abbey. Sussex ; Mr. E. C. Clarke ; and Mr. G. R.

Rennie, gr. to C. W. Finzel, Esq., Frankfort Hall,

Somerset ; but the flavour in each case being inferior, no
awards were made. Mr. Turner sent a fine dish of Frog-
more Early Black Cherries, grown in the open air.

Show of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Sec—
This was without question the best show of the season,

which is saying a great deal considering the very success-
ful character of its forerunners. The stove and green-
house plants were exceedingly fine. The fine foliage

plants were first-rate, and the Orchids charming. The
weather was all that could be desired for the occasion (but

not for vegetation), and the attendance was much larger

than we have seen it for some time. The class for 20 di-

stinct stove and greenhouse plants, in 12- inch pots,

brought forward three very good groups of well grown
plants. This is a step in the right direction, as affording

more opportunities for exhibiting to the smaller growers.
while the beauty of the young' and vigorous plants is

greatly enhanced by their being seen easily, without
stretching one's neck, as is the case with larger specimens,
and many new and good old plants, now almost totally

neglected for exhibition purposes, are thus brought out.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, had the best lot, and
they were uncommonly good, comprising nice bushy, well
grown and flowered examples of Erica Cavendishiana, E.
ventricosa grandiflora, a perfect picture of health and
beauty ; E. ventricosa coccinea minor, almost as good

;

Clerodendron Balfouri, verj- good ; C. Kasmpferi, very at-

tractive on account of its bold foliage and bright deep
scarlet flowers ; beautifully coloured examples of Aphe-
lexis, Dracophyllums, and Azaleas, &c. Mr. J. Ward came
2d, and contributed admirable specimens in all respects
of Kalosanthes Frederick Desbois, and K. Phoenix ; a
very well grown plant of Bougainvillea glabra, and Vinca
ocellata, fine white; the same of Franciscea eximia, and
nice plants of Adenanda fragrans. Ericas, &c., Mr. Wilkie,
Addison Road, Kensington, was 3d. In the amateurs'
class for 9, in pots of the same dimensions, the best came
from Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge,
Mr. J. Wheeler being placed 2d ; and Mr. J. Little, gr.

to J. Goddard, Esq., Royden Lodge, Essex, 3d. In Mr.
Carr's collection the most noticeable plants were one of
Begonia parviflora, very neat and well flowered ; Aphe-
lexis macrantha purpurea, good ; Erica eximia superba,
and E. ventricosa grandiflora, &c., in excellent condition.
In the nurserymen's class for 6, three coflections were
shown, the best being staged by Mr. Morse, of Epsom

;

Mr. B. S. Williams coming in 2d, and Messrs. Jackson
& Son 3d. The first-named exhibitor had AUamanda
nobilis, very healthy ; Dipladenia amabilis, good, but
thinly flowered

;
Erica ventricosa grandiflora, very fine ;

Dracophyllum gracile, excellent ; and I -eschenaultia
biloba major, always attractive, on account of its rich

colour. The corresponding class for amateurs was the
great attraction of the show, and these almost made an
exhibition of themselves in the western arcade. Six col-

"

lections, containing some magnificent specimens, were
shown in competition, the ist prize being cleverly won by
Mr. Baines, gr. to H. Micholls, Esq. ; Mr. J, Ward being
placed zd, and Mr. J. Carr 3d. The productions of Mr.
Baines were grand, and included immense bushy plants of
Aphelexis humilis rosea, Dracophyllum gracile, Darwinia
(Hedaroma) tulipifera. Erica Cavendishiana, Ixora coc-
cinnea, with remarkably fine trusses; and Azalea Chelsoni,
all well bloomed and very fresh. Kir. Ward also had a
good Darwinia and Erica, with an admirable speci-
men of Stephanotis floribunda, Bougainvillea glabra,
and a very good plant of Statice profusa. Mr.
Carr's lot was very good, the most remarkable being a
grand bush of Phaenocoma prolifica var. Barnesii. Mr. A.
Wright, Mr. Wilkie, and Mr. J. Wheeler also exhibited.

In the open class for 9 distinct fine foliage plants, Mr.
Baines again carried off the premier award with as fine

a group as ever graced a metropolitan exhibition ; his

specimen of Nepenthes Rafflesiana was wonderfully fine,

and had over two dozen handsome pitchers, many of them
measuring 9 inches by 5. Along with it were Alocasia
metallica, a splendid specimen, about 5 feet through,
with finely developed foliage ; an exceedingly handsome
Gleichenia Spelunca^, of about the same size ; Croton
augustifolium and C. variegatum ; Verschaffeltia splen-
dida, the finest ever shown, and Stevensonia grandifolia,
both noble Palms, Theophrastum imperialis and Dasylirion
acrotrichum. Mr. Fairbairn, gr. to the Duke of Northum-
berland, Syon House, was 2d, with large and handsome
examples of the Cocoa-nut Palm, PhoL-nix farinifera, and
Lataniaborbonica ; avery good Alocasia zebrina, the same
of Anthurium acaule ; Thamnopteris Nidus, an extremely
handsome specimen, nearly 6 feet across, &c. Mr. J.
Burley, Albert Nursery, Bayswater, was 3d, and Mr. J.
Wheeler, 4th, both collections being very commendable.
Mr. A. Wright came ist in the amateurs' class for 6
with a similar collection to that shown on a former
occasion; Mr. J. Tibbies, gr. to A. Haines, Esq., Kensal
House, Harrow Road, and Mr.

J, Carr, being respec-
tively 2d and 3d. Mr. Bull took ist honours in the open
class for 20 in 12-inch pots ; his collection consisting of
excellent specimens of Palms, Ferns, Cycads. Dracaenas,
t&c. Mr. F"airbairn was 2d ; and the 3d prize was
awarded to Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Stratford-on-Avon.
Mr. J. Burley, Mr. G. Wheeler, and Mr. A. Wright, also
exhibited.

Of Orchids, as before mentioned, there was a charming
display, much finer than on any former occasion this year.
Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, sent the
best 9 in the open class, comprising Aerides odoratum
van, a fine specimen with 16 beautiful spikes; Aerides
afiine, very good ; Epidendrum vitellinum majus, with
II richly coloured spikes; Cattleya Warneri, very fine;
L^lia purpurata, beautifully coloured ; Dendrobium
crystalhnum ; D. M 'Carthia;, a four spiked specimen of
the prettily spotted Odontoglossum niveum, and the
curious Pescatorea cerina. The 2d best lot came from
Mr. Burnett, gr, to W. Terry, Esq., Fulham ; and the
3d from Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea. From the former came a
very fine specimen of Cypripedium barbatum superbum

;

a good example of the pretty rosy crimson Saccolabium
ampullaceum, and an excellent Cattleya Mossice, &c.
Mr. Bull sent Odontoglossum citrosmum and O. citros-

mum roseum, Laelia Brysiana, and L. purpurata
splendens, kc, in very nice condition. The best 6
in the nurserymen's class were contributed by Mr.
B. S. Williams, and consisted of a splendid specimen
of Cypripedium barbatum superbum, nearly 3 feet over,
grand examples qf Cattleya Mossiae and C. Warneri

;

Lcelia purpurata, two fine spikes of richly-coloured
flowers ; Aerides odoratum, a very healthy specimen ;

and Anguloa Clowesii. Mr. W. Bull, who had amongst
hers a fine specimen of Trichopilia tortilis, was 2d ; and
r. R. Parker, Tooting, 3d. In the amateurs' class

for the same number, Mr. Denning was again to the fore
ith Dendrobium Parishii, very beautiful ; Laslia purpu-
ra, with four admirable spikes, two very nice Aerides,
c. ; Mr. J. Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton,
ho had two good Cattleyas, Oncidium bifolium, An-

guloa Clowesii, with eight grand flowers, and a very fine

Phalaenopsis grandiflora, being 2d. Mr. J. Woodward,
gr. to Mrs. Terr, Garbrand Hall, Ewell, Mr. A. Wright,
and Mr. Wheeler, also competed. The best single
specimen was Dendrobium Devonianura, with four mag-
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nificent spikes, about 30 inches long ; froir

Baines, gr. to H. Micholls, Esq., the second
remarkably handsome Laelia purpurata from Mr. R.
Laing, gr. to P. W. Flower, Esq., Furze Down, Tooting,
Common.
The best 6 Azaleas in the amateurs' class were contri-

buted by Mr. S. M. Carson, gr. to W. R. G. Farmer,
Esq., Cheam. Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, furnished
the 1st prize group in the corresponding class for nursery-
men, and also a very good collection of 15 in 12-inch pots,
which came in 2d, the premier award being won by Mr. J.
Woodward, with a well grown uniform lot. Messrs. Paul
& Son and Mr. Turner contributed effective groups of
Roses, each taking ist prizes. Six hardy Rhododendrons
came from Messrs. J. Waterer & Son and from Mr. C.
Noble in very good condition, and the prizes were awarded
in the order named. Hardy Ferns were shown well, and
produced a very good effect. Messrs. I\ery & Son
1st in the nurserymen's class with a capital lot, consi
of well grown examples of Osmunda regalis, Trichi
radicans, and several varieties of Athyrium Fili.x-foemina
and Polystichum angulare ; Messrs. Jackson & Son
being 2d. In the corresponding class for amateurs
the competition was more numerous, collections being
staged by Mr. Smith, gr. to C. Walton, Esq., Manor
House, East Acton ; Mr. J. Carr, Mr. Fairbaim, and
Mr. Earley, and the prizes were given in the order named.
In Mr. Smith's group—a very good one—were a capital
plant of Adiantum Capillus-Veneris, and good examples of
Onoclea sensibilis, Cyrtomium falcatum, and varieties of
the Lady Fern. The best 6 variegated Zonal Pelargo-
niums were staged by Messrs.

J. Carter & Co., consisting
of Fairyland, Aurora, Sophia Cusack, Lady Cullum,
Prince of Wales, and Mrs. Dunnett, all good and bright
in colour

; Mr. Turner was 2d with, amongst others,
Echo, Princess of Wales, Italia Unita, and Mrs. Turner, &c.
Amongst miscellaneous collections were very excellent

groups of Palms, Ferns, Orchids, &c., from Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, Mr. Bull, and Messrs. RoUisson &
Sons; a splendid group of hardy herbaceous plants
from Mr. R. Parker, 'Tooting ; and a large nicely-
grown collection of Caladiums from Mr. WiUcie.
The display of fruit was first-rate. The best Pine Apple

was a noble Queen, weighing 6 lb., from Mr. Ward, gr.
to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford

; the 2d best
being a fine smooth-leaved Cayenne, the same weight,
from Mr. J. McLean, gr. to W. P. Herrick, Esq., Beau-
manor Park, Leicester. Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whit-
bourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, sent the best dish of black
Grapes, fine in berry, bunch, and colour ; Mr. Davis,
New Lodge, Whetstone, being 2d ; and equal with him
was Mr. G. Thomas, gr, to H. W. Wright, Esq.,
Turner Road, Lee,—Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot,
Blithefield, coming in 3d. The best dish of white Grapes,
very fine Buckland Sweetwater, also came from Mr.
Douglas ; Messrs. Standish & Co. taking 2d honours
with Muscat of Alexandria, and Mr. Miles, gr.
Lord Carrington 3d, with excellent bunches of Fosti
White Seedling. Messr'. Standish & Co. sent nice
examples of the new Royal Ascot, and Mr. Dav
sent a good basket of Black Hamburghs, which received a
extra prize. Of Peaches, the best was a dish of first-rate
Royal George, from Mr. Miles ; Mr. Carmichael, gr.,
Sandringham, being 2d with Stirling Castle, of good
colour ; and Mr. Gardiner, gr. to W. E. P. Shirley,
Esq., Eatington Park, coming in 3d with an unnamed
dish. Other examples of Royal George were contributed
by Mr. Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor ; and from Mr.
Tegg, ClumberGardens, Notts, came somen ice Bellegarde.
Of Nectarines, capital specimens of Violette Hative were
sent by Mr. Lynn, and Mr. Hill, gr., Keele Hall; Mr.
Miles sent Elruge, as also did Mr. Gardiner ; and from
Mr. Tegg came Brugnon. Mr. Lynn came ist, Mr.
Miles 2d, and Mr. Hill 3d, Mr. Miles exhibited the best
dish of Figs, and the same of Cherries. The ist prize
for a single dish of Strawberries was taken by Mr. Douglas
with exceedingly fine British Queen ; Messrs. Standish &
Co. securing the 2d with very fine La Constante ; and
Mr. E. C. Clarke, gr. to

J. C. Brown, Esq., Holmbush
House, Horsham, the 3d with Sir Charles Napier. Some
verygood fruitof Dr. Hogg were also shown by Mr. C. Ross,
gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury; and also by
Mr. Miles. The competition in the classes for Melons
was very good, Mr. Douglas eventually winning both
ist prizes. His green-fleshed variety, a hybrid between
Scarlet Gem and Hybrid Cashmere, named Loxford
Hall Hybrid, was particularly fine. The fruit is of medium
size, with very thick flesh, and very rich in flavour. His
scarlet-fleshed Melon was rather larger, with very firm
flesh, and a hybrid from the same varieties as the former
but scarcely so rich in flavour. Mr. Lynn came 2d
in the green-fleshed class with a good friiit of Hybrid
Cashmere; and Mr. E. C. Clarke, 3d, with Queen
Emma. The 2d and 3d prizes in the scarlet-fleshed class
were taken by Mr. H. Barnard, gr. to Miss Ffarington
Worden Hall, Preston, and Mr. Miles. Royal Ascot
came from Mr. Lynn and Mr. Miller, Worksop Manor,
and Scarlet Gem from Mr. Douglas and Mr. Earley gr'
to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell. From Mr. W. Gardiner
came excellent dishes of Royal George Peaches and
Elruge Nectarines, to which an extra prize was awarded.

I of Mr. Micholls' famousl pants, now located near
nevertheless, suflJciently and well repre-

and

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural :

7""' 3 '" to.—This Society has again been fortunate in
bringing together an exhibition of a first-rate character,
equal perhaps on the whole to any of the great exhibitions
of ordinary years, metropolitan or provincial, and probably
never surpassed, certainly very rarely equalled, except
indeed at the International of 1866, in the element of
Orchids—which made a thoroughly magnificent display, so
ilumerous were they, and of such generally excellent qua-
lity. These, the aristocrats of flower shows, and the groups
of alpine and herbaceous plants, which we have seldom
seen shown in better style, were the two most suc-
cessful points of the exhibition. Ferns, especially hardy
ones, were particularly good, Roses and Pelargoniums
somewhat below the average ; while Azaleas, miscellaneous
collections, and foliage plants, if thinned as they probably
were by the occurrence of another show at Leeds, and by

r.
I

the los

Londo
sen ted.

A remarkably fine group of 15 Orchids was put up by
Mr. Archer, gr. to A. Turner, Esq., of Leicester, and to
this the ist prize was given. It included a magnificent
plant of the Bomean Phatenopsis grandiflora, one spike
of which bore 16 such flowers as are seldom seen ; a Tri-
chopilia suavis, literally a mass of blossom

; a Cattleya
Mossias, with upwards of 30 flowers ; Dendrobium Pa-
rishii, a fine mass, brilliantly coloured ; Oncidium ampli--•- with three stronger and two smaller flower-spikes

;

good Cypripedium Stonei. Mr. Mitchell, gr.
Ur. Ainsworth, who was 2d, had a nice plant of
:idium sarcodes. The 3d prize went to Mr. Allen,

gr. to
J. H. Fernley, Esq., who showed Oncidium Lance-

anum saperbum, richly coloured
; Cypripedium Lowii,

with a dozen flowers
; a large Dendrobium nobile inter-

medium, quite a mass of blossoms; and othergood plants.
In collections of 6 plants Mr. J. Stevenson was ist.
He had a good 'Vanda tricolor, and Laelia purpurata with
16 flowers. The ist prize for 3 plants went to Mr.
Higson, gr. to G. Smith, Esq., who had good plants
of Cattleya Mossiae, and of C. lobata, and perhaps the
finest LEElia purpurea ever seen, —a well-grown, compact
mass, not less than 4 feet across, with upwards of 60
perfect flowers, and certainly the gem of the exhibition.
The 2d prize was given to Mr. Orme, gr. to W. C. Bird,
Esq.

, who had a neatly bloomed Dendrobium Devonianum.
Mr. Stevenson came 3d, and had a fine variety of Cattleya
lobata, bearing some score or more of flowers, and remark-
able for its richly coloured purple-veined lip. The single
specimens included Saccolabium Holfordianum superbum,
from Mr. Allen, and Odontoglossum Alexandra; from
S. P. Callender, Esq. Mr. Williams of Holloway won
the ist prize in both nurserymen's classes of 14 and 6
plants, his most effective specimens beingCattleya Warneri,
with six spikes ; a richly coloured Laelia purpurata ; a
large Oncidium sphacelatum—we are glad to see these
lively yellow-flowered plants again more plentifully shown
than they h,ave been lately

; and Cypripedium caudatum,
with six very highly coloured flowei-s. Messrs. Brooks &
Co., andMr.

J. Shawwere also exhibitors in these classes.
The most noticeable plant in the collections of Palms

was a handsome specimen, some 4 or 5 feet high, one
of the finest in the country, of Leopoldinia pulchra, shown
by Mr. Stevenson, who had also Calamus jenkinsii, a
prickly-stemmed species, not often seen at exhibitions.

Foliage plants A'ere well represented, in the amateurs'
class, by Mr. Stevenson, who was ist for 6 plants, and in
whose group was Alocasia Jonningsii, 4 feet through ; A.
Lowii, fully as large, and A. metallica, 5 or 6 feet
through, all grand specimens. Mr. G. Elkin, gr. to
T. H. Birley, Esq., had in his 2d prize group a remark-
ably well-grown Maranta fasciata. Messrs. Felton &
Sons, who were ist in the nurserymen's class, had a very
fine Phormium tenax variegatum, and a large, densely
leafy Cycas revoluta, which was very effective. In Mr.
Williams' lot was a fine narrow-leaved Croton

; an
extremely well-developed Cordyline indivisa

; and Loniaria
cycadifolia, with a thick stem 2 feet high, and a good
head of fronds, including several fertile ones.
The leading prizes for collections of Ferns, 12 and 8

plants respectively, were won by Mr. 'Varty, gr. to T. M.
Shuttleworth, Esq., the plants including an Adiantum
cuneatum, a yard through, and a model of gracefulness
and high cultivation. Mr. Cardwell's (gr. to T. Hobson,
Esq.) 2d prize lot had a nice standard plant of Cyathci
Smithii, but it and some other tree Ferns were disfigured
by having the fronds unnaturally bent down. Mr.
Goodall, gr. to Mrs. Leach, who was 3d, had a fine
Asplenium macrophyllum, a bold, pinnate, drooping-
habiled species, very effective, and one we do not
remember to have previously seen used for exhibition
purposes. The hardy Ferns included many choice
varieties, especially that which obtained the ist prize in
the class for 24, shown by Messrs. Stansfield & Son, the
well-known nurserymen of Todmorden.

Miscellaneous groups of stove and greenhouse
plants comprised some highly meritorious specimens.
Messrs. Cole & Sons were ist for 16, and had some grand
Azaleas, some good Heaths and Pimeleas, Dipladenia
crassinoda, scarcely 3 feet high, but covered with highly
coloured flowers ; Ixora amboinensis, dwarf and finely
bloomed

;
and Ixora Colei, a new white-flowered variety,

quite an acquisition in its class, and remarkable for its

free blooming quality. Mr. Brierley, gr. to T. Kendal,
Esq., who was 2d, had as perfect a specimen of Erica
Cavendishiana, about 5 feet high, and as much through,
as was ever seen

; Dipladenia amabilis, fine ; Pimelea
Hendersoni, AUamanda grandiflora, and Gompholobium
polymorphum splendens, all well handled

; and Epacris
miniata grandiflora, spoiled by being tied down to a
globular form. Mr. Cardwell, gr. to T. Hobson, Esq.,
had in another class a fine Darwinia (Hedaroma)
tulipifera, 5 feet through

; and a well-coloured Dipladenia
abilis. Mr. Stevenson also had a good Darwinia

tulipifera, Bougainvillea glabra, and Ixora princeps, in the
tyle of javanica, a little specimen, 2 feet high, and about
.s much across, but a perfect model as to growth and
bloom.

Passing to new plants, the Messrs. Veitch & Sons came
I with a valuable group, containing Crotons Hookeri,
'isemannianum, Veitchii, undulatum, and Johannis, the

latterbeingonewe have not often seen in public, having'long
stiff narrow leaves with a yellow rib ; Alocasia Chelsoni,
which proves to be very fine ; Dieflfenbachia Bowmanni]
Draca3na Chelsoni, and Adiantum concinnum latum, all
fineplants, frequentlyalluded to in our pages. Mr. Williams
came 2d, and had in his group Tillandsia Lindeniana

;

the Commelynaceous Cochliostema Jacobianum, which
one of the local journals tells as "is so unlike the gene-
rality of Orchids in respect of foliage, that the blossoms
alone declare its relationship!" Glazioua elegantissima,
a remarkably elegant Palm of the Leopoldinia style •

Welfia regia, and several others. Messrs. Cole & Soii
had a nice group of their distinct and beautiful Lomaria
gibba crispa

;
and Messrs. Stansfield & Son had a charm-

ing British variety, Athyrium Fili.x-fcemina crispissimum,

with remarkably dense crispy fronds,
Edwardsii.
The<

in the way of

of the Azaleas quite reminded one of the days
when Messrs. 'Veitch and Turner used to contend against
each other. They were of the huge crinoline shape
exceedingly well flowered, and occupying, as they did, two
of the central mounds in the large tent, they were a
charming feature in the vista opened up to those standing
on the elevated ground at the west end of this tent. A
fine group of Conifers at the far end, with Palms and Tree
Ferns at the sides, admirably relieved the glare of flower
in the Azaleas, and toned down the deep hues of some of
the scariet-flowered kinds. In the amateurs classes for 10
and 12 kinds, Mr. G. Fletcher had it all his own way,
there being no foe worthy of his steel. The kinds staged
were Brilliant, Iveryana, Juliana, Mrs. Fry, Empress
Eugenie, Gem, Extrani, Admiration, Perryana, Variegata,
Illustris nova, and Vesta. The groups of8 Azaleas in 14-inch
pots, contributed by amateurs, were not good enough to
admit of a ist prize being awarded. The competition
among nurserymen brought a much smaller class of plants,
but equally valuable as decorative agents. Messrs. E.
Cole & Sons had the best 8, and were the only exhibitors, as
well as of the best 12 in pots 14 inches in diameter. The
group of 8 formed a very good lot, and consisted of Con-
queror, Distinction, Sir C. Napier, Marginata, Forget-me-
not, Criterion, Perfecta elegans, and Due de Nassau. The
12 comprised Stella, Adelaide de Nassau, Extrani, Presi-
dent Claeys, Etoile de Gand, Baronne de Vrere, Mrs.
Fry, Perfecta— the quality of this very fine, Variegata
superba. President, Cedo Nulli, and Eulalie Van Geert,
Messrs. H. Lane & Son had Advance, Comte de
Hainault, Juliana, Rubens, and Crispiflora rosea, as their
best kinds.

Fuchsias were represented by old bushes and old sorts,
the branches were thin, and the eye could easily follow
the outlines of the framework of each tree. There may
be a little difl^culty in getting plants sufficiently forward
for exhibition at this early season of the year, but it is

quite as likely to be done with young plants as with old
ones. The class for Gloxinias brought a capital lot of
plants arranged as a kind of fringe to the large collections
of stove and greenhouse plants in the conservatory. 'I'he
plants were large and finely bloomed. Several nice pots
of Lilium auratum were staged, forming a background to
some of the Roses in pots, amongst which they dispensed
an exquisite fragrance. A group of AmarvUis in flower was
furnished by Mr. John Shaw, but it contained nothing
calling for special remark. Pansies in pots brought no
competition, though a special prize of 3 guineas was
offered for the best 18.

Show Pelargoniums were well grown, but somewhat
sparingly flowered. Among amateurs, Mr. G. Oliver had
the best 6, the best were Beadsman, Magnificent,
Spotted Gem, and Rose Celestial. The next best were

well grown, but had little flower. In the nursery-
's class for 8 kinds Mr. C. Rylance was ist with well-

grown plants, among which were Majestic, Charies
Turner, Victoria, a light-spotted flower ; Madame Hiliare,
Desdemona, Beadsman, Betrothed, finely bloomed ; and
Rose Celestial. Mr. Rylance also had the best 8 fancy
kinds, viz.. Miss Ford, Undine, Illuminator, Madame
Sontag, Roi des Fantaisies, Delicatum, Godfrey Turner,
and Advancer. No plants were staged in the amateurs'
class for 6 kinds.

Zonal Pelargoniums were very well done, and made a
nice display. In point of quality and growth they were
much superior to those shown at South Kensington on
May 18. The best 8 came from Messrs. Felton &
Son. who had Mrs. William Paul, Prince of Wales,
Dr. Karl Koch, having a very fine glow of scariet ; Louis
Veuillot, a fine hybrid nosegay ; Rose Rendatler, Virgo
Marie, Mrs. Menzies, and J. P. Aldebert. Mr. Charies
Rylance came next, the best varieties being Rev. H.
Dombrain, very bright orange - scarlet ; Pre-eminent,
Comet, and Magnum Bonum. Messrs. G. & W. Yates
were ist with 8 variegated zonal and 8 variegated
Pelargoniums, being the only exhibitors. The first con-
sisted of well-grown plants of Lucy Greive, Sir Robert
Napier, conspicuous for its marked individuality of
character

; Florence, Sophia Cusack, Italia Unita, Sophia
Dumaresque, Beauty of Ashburnham, and Mrs. John
Glutton, a fine and free grower. The 8 variegated
kinds consisted of Princess Alexandra, a very robust
grower ; May Queen, also vigorous in growth ; Prince
Silverwings, Lucy Greive, Lady Cullum, Italia Unita,
Victoria Regina, and a good plant of L'El^gante. In the
amateurs' classes, Mr. G. Macbeth had the best 8 varie-
gated Zonals ; and Mr. Myers the best 8 variegated Pelar-
goniums. They were the ordinary kinds, and pretty well
grown. Herbaceous Calceolarias were represented by
nice and somewhat small plants, very well bloomed, and
of good quality. The class for shrubby Calceolarias did
not fill.

Messrs. Lane & Son were the only exhibitors of 10
and 25 Roses in flower, the last restricted to pots 8 inches
across. These 10 consisted of good examples of Mar^chal
Vaillant, Paul Perras, Marcella, Madame A. de Rouge-
mont, BaronneA.de Rothschild, Coupe d'H^bd, Professor
Koch, Charies Lawson, Anna de Diesbach, and Pierre
Notting. The best kinds in the large class were Felix
Gonero, Mons. Bonnaire, Monsieur Furtado, Madame de
Rothschild, Charies Verdier, Victor Verdier, Mar^chal
Niel, and Madame Bra\7. The Roses in pots, contributed
by amateurs, were of indifferent quality. In the way of
cut Roses Mr. John Cranston contributed a fine stand, in
which there were some splendid blooms of the leading
Tea Roses

; also 24 blooms each of Marechal Niel and
)ire de Dijon, the former extremely fine.

At. Thomas Ware contributed a capital group of 12
culents, including some of the newer forms of Eche-
ias ; and Mr. B. S. Williams also contributed a miscel-

laneous collection, intermixed with Double Pyrethrums.
The alpines (widely interpreted), in groups of 50, made
5, as already noted, a really interesting and effective

display. Messrs. Backhouse & Son were isf, and we
noticed amongst the gems of their collection Lychnis

Lagasca;, Linaria origanifolia, Lithospermum prostra-

tum, Dianthus neglectus, Iberis coriacea, Anthyllis
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erinacea, with greyish flowers and singularly mflaed

calyces ; and several species of Orchis, as militans, lat.lolia

odoratissima, nigra, &c. In Messrs. Yates 2d prize lot

was the beautiful Spircea palmata, while in that ot ttie

Messrs. Stansfield & Son, which came 3d was the love y

Gentiana verna, and a remarkable tuft of Pinguicula

grandiflora, with its large Mimulus-like, lilac flowers. Mr^

Ware had also the remnants of a good collection, part ol

which had been lost in transit. i„„i„
Some good fniit was shown—notably some Pine .^pples

from M?. Ward, gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq of Bishop

Stortford-who had a Black Princewe.ghing 61b., and two

splendid Queens, weighing respectively 61b and 51b.-

and some Grapes from Mr. Potts, gr. to J.
Knowles, Esq.

The latter exhibitor carried off the ist prize in both classes

(three bunches and two bunches) of black Grapes, with

some splendidly finished Hamburghs, as perfect as Grapes

could be, not of extra size in either bunch or berry, the

bunches being about 8 inches deep, by 6 inches across

the shoulders, but compact and plump, lying well upon

the dish, perfectly black, evenly covered with bloom, and

altogether exhibiting that refinement and finish which

carries \vith it so much weight—and properly so—m all

matters of competition. Mr. J.
Wilson, gr. to J. E.

Reynolds, had also some good Hamburghs. Mr. J.

Sm'ith, gr. to W. Blinkhorn, Esq., who stood ist in the

class for two bunches of white Grapes, showed some very-

fair Muscat of Alexandria ; and Mr. W. Wright, gr. to

T C Clarke, Esq., who was ist for three bunches, took

the prize with fair samples of Buckland Sweetwater.

There was quite a display of Cucumbers, some 18 brace

being shown, but we venture to question the awards, since

the best was, in our opinion, altogether passed over.

Leeds Horticultural : y««s 3 '" 7-—Considering

that a large national horticultural exhibition was held so

near at hand as Manchester, it was not surprising that

visitors to this show noticed some slight falling off from

the high standard to which they have been accustomed

during the last few years. But if the display in one or

two departments was scarcely equal to that of former

years, the committee must be congratulated on one

feature, which cannot fail to mark this year's show as the

most remarkable in the Society's history, which is that,

formerly as a rule, the prizes were borne off by amateur or

professional gardeners from a distance, whilst the inhabi-

tants of Leeds were content to find the money, and enjoy

a spectacle in eveiy way so charming. But recently, the

very result aimed at by the establishment of the Society

has come to pass. The exhibitors from a distance were

not reduced in numbers, whilst those in the locality

mustered more strongly, and showed well in front. A
most worthy ambition has been stirred up in the minds of

cultivators in and about Leeds ; and, judging from the

aspect of this year's prize list, even those whose names

stand highest amongst horticulturists must look well to

their laiuels at future exhibitions held in Leeds.

In the class for 12 stove and greenhouse plants Mr.

Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, had it all his own

way and took the ist prize. Around a beautiful Ixora,

which formed the centre of the group, were staged some

magnificent specimens, those most conspicuous being two

fine species of Darwinia (Hedaroma)—tulipifera and

fuchsioides—both well grown and covered with bloom
; a

fine example of Acrophyllum venosum, one fine Azalea,

and a capital specimen of Erica ventricosa coccinea minor.

For 6 stove and greenhouse plants there was a good com-

pnition Mr. L. Temple, gr. to the Mayor of Leeds, being

ist Some of the plants shown in his Worship's collec-

tion, such as a beautiful Stephanotis, and a fine example

of Clerodendron Balfouri, were remarkably good. For the

best single specimen, Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, of Man-

chester, took ist honours with a comparatively new kind

of Ixora— Ixora amboinensis; Mr. James Garth Marshall

came next with a wonderful specimen of Clerodendron

Balfouri ; and Mr. J. C. Padman, of Boston Spa, 3d with

a very nice example of Bougainvillea glabra. In

another tent filled with similar plants, Messrs. Cole & Son

assumed the most prominent position— their collection of

nine plants embracing some kinds not yet sent out—which

include Ixora Colei and 1. Alexandrce. The 2d prize

in this class was taken by Mr. James Garth Marshall,

amongst whose plants a fine specimen of Cattleya Mossia:

was conspicuous. Next in order came the Ro?e trees and

Tree Ferns. In the first-named department, Mr. F. W.
Tetly of Weetwood, carried off bv far the largest number

of prizes. Mr. Charles ]. Perry, of Castle Bromwich
;
Mr.

Butler of Burley ; Messrs. Lane & Son, of Great Berkhamp-

stead, Herts ; and Mr. George Edwards, York, pressed

Mr Tetley somewhat hardly in several of the classes.

The most attractive features of the show were the

collections of fruit and cut flowers. The ist prize for

6 varieties of fruit was taken by Mr. W. Wallis, gr to

H S. Thompson, Esq., of Kirby Hall. In this collec-

tion the Grapes, both black and white, were particu-

larly good, as also were the Peaches and Figs. The

finest Pine-apple was exhibited by Mr. John Clark,

Studley Royal, who took the 2d prize. I he heaviest

bunch of Grapes came from Mr. H. S. Thompson, and

the 2d from Mr. F. W. Tetley ; whilst for Strawberries

Mr Chas J. Perry carried off the princip.al honours, with

enormous specimens of Dr. Hogg. In all the classes for

cut Roses, with one exception, Mr. Perry was ist—the

exception being for 48 blooms, in which Messrs. Paul &

Sons, of Cheshunt, were ist. Although not set out with

so much display as last year, the groups of flowers for the

centre of dining tables and the bouquets were as attrac-

tive as before, and gave evidence of great taste and

judgment in their construction. The vegetables did not

make a large show, but, considering the season, few

varieties in a better condition could be found than those

shovra by the ist prize-taker, Mr. J.
Clark, Studley

Royal. _^
Manchester Literary and Philosophical;

Pei 8—The following paper "On the Natural Ropes

used in packing Cotton Bales in the Brazils," was read by

Charles Bailey, Esq. :—
Most of the Cotton bales which reach this country from

Brazils are corded with the long stems of climbing

plants which grow in the greatest profusion in the forests

bordering on the Cotton districts. In their fresh state

these stems are exceedingly pliant and of remarkable

strength, so that they serve admirably for cordage pur-

poses ; but by the time that the Cotton reaches the mills

of Lancashire they become dry and rigid, and as no

further use can be made of them, they are burned for

firewood. Being very long, they are very troublesome to

put on the boiler fires, and most millowners are glad to

get rid of them.
These objects are invested with singular interest when

examined in regard to their structure ;
for although the

external form of many of them is extremely curious, their

chief interest centres in their remarkable internal organi-

zation. Although they reach this country in immense

quantities, they are not often to be met with in our

museums or colleges 1 it may be questioned whether any

one of our public institutions possesses a complete col-

lection of these stems ; certainly the names of the plants

which produce them are for the most part unknown.

Z?/>«o»!'fi«(r.—Travellers in the Brazils tell us that by

far the larger number of climbing plants in the Sotith

American tropics belong to the natural order Malpighi-

acea; and we should therefore expect that this would be

the family which furnishes the majority of natural ropes.

But this does not appear to be the case ;
the Bignoni-

acea stands pre-eminent as the natural order most largely

used for supplying lianas for packing purposes both as

regards the quantity of ropes and the number of species.

Most of them are readily identified by the remarkable

and symmetrical oudines presented by the cortical and

woody systems of their stems when seen in a horizontal

section, the bark being projected into the woody tissue

towards the centre, in the form of rays. These cortical

rays are wholly formed of liberian fibres, and they vary in

colour according to the species. In the majority of stems

such prolongations of the bark are four m number,

disposed after the manner of a Maltese cross. In a

few species each' of the four cortical portions is very

thick and perfectly square in contour, but in the large

number they are long and slender, frequently reaching the

pith itself.
, , ,,

The yearly additions to these rays do not proceed alter

a uniform method, and I shall notice two or three of the

principal arrangements. The more common 15 that where

the four primitive rays are deeply projected into the woody

portion, the additions taking place each season in the

form of plates deposited on each side of the primitive cor-

tical ray. It is difficult without the aid of a diagram to

convey a clear idea of the sequence in which the various

portions of bark and wood are formed ;
suflice it to say

that each successive addition of bark is projected into the

wood a shorter distance than its predecessor, and as the

innermost extremity of every plate is truncate or rect-

angular, it follows that the outline presented by each

cortical mass is that of a pyramid, whose sides are formed

of a series of rectangular steps, like an ordinary stone

staircase It is difficult to account for this singular

appearance ; but the more probable explanation seems to

be that a layer of wood is deposited for every layer of

bark, so that by the time a new deposition of the bark is

about to take place, the wood has already surrounded the

extremity of the previous plate, in consequence of which

the progress of the new plate inward is barred by the pre

vious season's layer of wood. If this explanation be

sound, the number of cortical plates on one side of, and

including the primitive cortical ray, indicates the age ol

the stem under examination. Each annular layer of wood

is thus broken up into four distinct portions by the pro-

jecting bark, each portion filling up one of the spaces

enclosed by two of the arms of the cross. The number of

plates formed on each side of the four primitive cortical

rays rarely exceeds six. The peculiarity of arrangement,

to which I here draw attention, is so striking, that it is a

matter of suiprise to see this feature so badly represented

in Gaudichaud's plates ; it is fairly drawn by Schleiden,

in his
' Principles of Botany" (pp. 251-252 of the English

translation), but a better figure is given by Duchartre, in

his " EWments de Botanique," p. 167.
^

Another arrangement of the cortical portion is also

common. It commences, as in the last method, with the

projection of four slender rays into the midst of the woody

fibres, reaching about half way to the pith ;
but the next

additions which take place are not found by the side of

the four primitive rays, as in the first-noticed arrange-

ment, but occur as four new projections placed exactly

midway between the first four, so that the stem now

exhibits eight of these rays arranged like the spokes of a

cart-wheel. At first, the four secondary rays are very

much shorter in length than the four primitive rays, but as

the stem increases in age, all the eight rays become of

equal length. Even in this type some species exhibit an

approach to the first type, by some of the primitive rays

in the older stems having one or two lateral plates lying

alongside them. „ , r^
Perhaps the most striking form of all the BignomaceiE

which I have hitherto examined is one which unites the

peculiarities of both the preceding arrangements, but

carried to such an excess that the cortical portion at

last forms one-half the bulk of the stem. Originally the

woody portion is arranged in the form of a cross, the bark

filling up the whole space enclosed by the four arms of

the cross. According as the stem increases in diameter

new cortical rays are projected into the four extremities of

the woody mass, so that the arms appear to be bihd
;

these bifurcations also in their turn become bifid, and so

the woody mass has its primary, secondary, tertiary, and

quaternary divisions, according to its age. Further, as the

innermost cortical deposit—that surrounding the woody

tissue—is very dark in colour, it throws into high relief

the stellate outline of the woody portion. I have met

with only one or two species of Bignonia which furnish

this elaborate arrangement, and the specimens exhibited

will show its striking character. •

The woody system of the stems belonging to this

natural order is by no means uniform, but it requires care-

ful study before a detailed description can be given.

Nearly all the species, however, have numerous vessels of

large diameter imbedded in the woody tissue, so that the

stems are for the most part very light and porous. Such

an arrangement might have been expected in plants whose

stems are only as thick as a finger, and whose sap has to

travel a long distance before it can reach the leaves,

which are for the most part met with only in the upper-

most portions of the stems. In most of the species, this

woody tissue is traversed bv a large number of fine

medullary rays, which give a beautiful figure to many of

the sections.
'
Their internal arrangement does not mani-

fest itself in any marked vvay on their exterior
;
their form

is generally cylindrical, but some of them exhibit four

slight projections in the form of narrow raised bands

arranged lengthwise, which correspond with the outer-

most portions of the four cortical rays. Some species

have a square stem during their early growth, and even

the older stems do not altogether lose their four-sided

The constancy of the figure four as the radical number

is very noticeable in the structure of the different parts of

these stems, and there can be little doubt that it originates

in the decussate arrangement of the leaves. The stems ol

the Mints, Sages, and many other British plants furnish

us with ready examples of a quadruple arrangement

of parts.
(7'c ie Conttnucd.)

Florists' Flowers.
Ten years ago it was stated that the groat improve-

ments which had been made in the Verbena withm

the past few years were so truly remarkable that,

"whoever has seen in our botanical works the first

introductions, would be led to believe that there had

been a magic hand in order to lead to such results.

And, in like manner, comparing the new flowers of the

last year with those of ten years ago, the improvement

manifested is not less remarkable, nor less brilhant in

All our finest new Verbenas are mainly derived from

these well-known raisers, Mr. C. J.
Pen-y, Castle

Bromwich ; and Mr. W. Eckford, Coleshill Gardens.

Occasionally other growers bring out a good floweiv

and the Continent will sometimes send over a good

flower, as our lists of choice Verbenas testify. It is,

however, the two first named raisers to whom we look

for the annual lists of new kinds, and their unceasing

enterprise and proverbial success never fail ns. It was

generally admitted that the new flowers of 1868 were

of more than average merit : it is equally certain that

as great, if not a greater degree of praise can be laid to

the credit of the new flowers of 1869. Out of a

batch of 13 new flowers of Mr. Peng's raising, the

following eight received First-class Certificates from

the Floral Committee :—Ada King, white, with a

faint zone of pink round the eye; flowers large,

circular and stout, and habit good, suggestive of

making an acceptable bedding kind. Butterfly,

"lowing flesh colour, with a striking and distinct

crimson ring round a pale eye ; a fine and .showy

flower, that will tell on the exhibition table. Joseph

Sanders, bright deep red, with a conspicuous leinon

eye, a fine and striking show flower. Rev. Joshua

Dix, blush, with a centre of deep rose extending some

way along the segments of the pip ; a very promising

flower pip large and bold, and fine truss. Richard H.

Vertegans, a true purple self Verbena, colour shaded

plum-purple ; very^ovel and striking, and a splendid

exhibition flower. Rising Sun, probably the very

finest and most distinct of this fine floral octave;

colour glowing salmon-red, with small white eye,

surrounded by a rich deep maroon ring ;
extra fine

quality, and will be most efTective for exhibition pur-

poses. Thomas Hyatt, clear glowing red, shaded

heavily with dark round a pale eye ; pip large and of

fine form : and Thomas Lawdon, clear rosy pink, with

a large blotch of crimson in the centre ;
pip of fine form,

and truss bold. Theremainder of Mr. Perry'sflowersare:

Edwin Day, cerise-scarlet, with a small pale eye, pip of

fine form, and large truss. Kate Lawdon, a very pretty

white flower, with a pale ring round a small primrose

eye. Mrs. Day, something like the preceding in character

but quitedistinct from itsground colour, pure white, with

a band of deep pink round a small lemon eye—a little

undersized, but delicate and pretty. The Rev. P. M.

Smythe, a fine self flower of a crimson-violet hue, pip

and truss large and bold, a fine exhibition variety ; and

The Kev. S. R. Hole, pale mauve, shaded slightly

with purple, a fine and novel flower, pip large, circular

and smooth, and bold truss.

Mr. Eckford sends out, through Mr. Keynes, a batch

of eight new flowers, to the following of which, form-

ing one half of the batch. First-class Certificates have

been awarded :—Countess of Radnor, lilac sufl'used

with blue, with deep violet ring round a lemon eye ;

distinct and novel, pip and truss of fine quality. Eclipse,

rich crimson-scarlet, fine and distinct ;
pip smooth, and

of fine form, and bold truss. Harry Eckford, deep

crimson, with large white eye ;
pip large and smooth,

and fine truss : and Lady Ann Spiers, rosy pink, mar-

gined with white, properly a white gi-ound flower, with

so much of the centre covered with rosy pink as to

merit being termed an edged flower ; very novel, and

of fine quality. The remainder of Mr. Eckford s batch

comprise Martha, shaded rose, a very pleasing type of

flower ;'pip finely formed, truss largeandbold. Miss Cole,

lilac, with distinct rosy purple ring round a yellow eye ;

novel and distinct. Pearl, pure white, with small

gieenish lemon eye, pip smooth and well formed ; and
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Sensation, dark rose, with deep scarlet ring round a

conspicuous yellow eye, good pip and bold truss.

That there is no lack of production of new Verbenas

notwithstanding their banishment from the flower

garden, is shown in the fact that Messrs. E. G. Hender-

son & Son announce 12 new varieties, chiefly remark-

able for their brilliant colours, large trusses, and profu-

sion of bloom. There are in addition Marquis of Bute,

Lady Cowley, and Lord Charles Percy, specially

adapted by habit and otherwise for bedding purposes
;

the former of a rich bright scarlet, the second rosy

pink, the last crimson flushed with scarlet. Mr. B. S.

Williams also announces Mauve Queen, a bedding

variety, of strong constitution, robust growth, and great

freedom of bloom.

At most of the leading provincial exhibitions the

Verbena is seen generally pretty well done, in some

cases excellently so ; and it must be admitted that when
the blooms are cut from the plants, and shown as other

florists' flowers are, in neat green stands, with the

colours well arranged, they have a charming effect, and

always (when well done) become a leading feature. Mr.

George Smith, of Islington, whose name was for many
years most honourablyassociated with the Verbena, once

made some capital suggestions to Verbena exhibitors

worthy of being reproduced here :
—" When the flowers

are cut for exhibition, be vei7 careful not to place

them in too damp or too warm a situation, or in a

newly painted box, as any sudden check will cause

them to shoot their pips. Many think that the Verbena,

when cut from the plant, cannot be carried any distance.

My experience leads me to an altogether different con-

clusion, as I have known flowers drop three times as

many pips as those which had travelled a much greater

distance, the age being the same. This was caused by

their being grown in close and warm greenhouses or

frames. The aim of the exhibitor should be to bloom
his flowers in a similar atmosphere to that in which

they are generally exhibited." R. D,

Miscellaneous.
Gloire de Dijon Rose as a Stock for

Marshal Niel.—The time for budding Roses will

shortly arrive, and many will be looking around them
for suitable stocks upon which to bud, and thus to

increase the number of some especial favourites. I

need, therefore, make no excuse for offering a few

remarks upon the merits of Gloire de Dijon as a stock

upon which to bud that most lovely of all Roses,

Marechal Niel. Two years ago, as well as last year, I

placed some buds of the Marechal into about the

middle and more natural part of some gi-ossly grown
shoots of Gloire de Dijon. The buds having taken, I

reduced the young shoots upon the stock in each fol-

lowing spring down to the buds which had formed
prominently, as a preliminary in making a strong
" start ; " and the result, as to progress afterwards

made, both in regard to the growth and the profusion

of bloom, has surpassed anything I could have wished

for. The buds grew so as literally to exceed the

stock in size, and the base of each bud has so enlarged

as to overlap the wood upon which it was inserted.

The young shoots made thereon last season in some
instances exceeded 10 or 12 feet in length. One thing

I have particularly noticed in connection with the

Gloire de Dijon as a stock, which is, that if an old

branch, or branchlet, be budded upon, and afterwards

cut in to the bud as is customary, the bud of the

Marechal so placed seems to lose its capability of

growing large, and produces wonderfully shortened

growth in regard to its branches, as well as yielding

blooms more profusely. I therefore advise all who
have a large plant of the Gloire, to ti-y its effects either

way upon Marechal Niel. I have not yet tried the

former as a stock, treated in the ordinary way, but

hope to do so in the ensuing autumn, as I have a small

stock of cuttings well rooted in preparation, upon
which I intend to experiment. William Earley, in
" Florisl and Pomologist."

^arkit #|jeratr0ns.
(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Specimens of that very interesting genus Anacto-

chilus may now be favoured with a somewhat more
liberal treatment than they have heretofore received.

Up to this time they have been strictly confined under

bell-glasses—a system which is necessary to their well-

being when only a limited amount of humidity is

admissible in the atmosphere of the structures in which

they are grown. It will now be practicable to admit

air to them with tolerable freedom at certain times in

every 24 hours ; the time chosen should be when
the excessive heat and humidity maintained in all

houses containing true exotics has become somewhat
proportioned to their wants. Giving air in such

a case is best done by simply tilting the bell-

gla.sses. more or less on one side, with a wedge of

some kind. The same remarks apply with equal

force to such as are grown in small frames made
especially for them. With this liberal treatment

they will require damping over the whole surface

of the leaves more frequently than was before

advisable. This is best done by means of a small

water-pot, having a very fine spray rose. Always
use tepid water, and if soft water so much the better.

Chrysantkcnuims should also be more liberally treated

from this time onwards throughout the summer. They
should be removed from such confined spaces as pits or

frames into the open borders, or any other position

where a moderate amount of shading may be afforded

them from the full rays of the mid-day sun. When
plunging them into the soil, always place a piece of

slate beneath each pot, for the double purpose of

keeping out worms and of keeping the roots from
running rampant into the soil in which they are

plunged. When placed in this position they should be
firmly tied to suitable stakes or trellis-work, so that they

may not be injured by the wind, and then they should

be pinched back as often as may be necessary to form
bushy plants. Frequent moistenings over their whole
surface should be given by the best means at hand.
Every one engaged in the culture of these plants should
know that they are gross feeders, and that liquid

manure of moderate strength is an absolute necessity

to their successful culture. Like all other plants,

however, this stimulant suits them best when given

alternately with clear water, as then one acts as a zest

to the other. Camellias, Indian Azaleas, and many
similar subjects which have by this time nearly or quite

finished their growth, such as flowered and were gi'own

on in the early winter months, should now be exposed

more fully, a little at a time, to the sun and air. This

will cause flower-buds to form, and the wood to become
more thoroughly ripened. At such a time, it is advis-

able to syringe these and similar subjects constantly,

once or twice daily, whilst a sufficiency of root

moisture must always be afforded. A somewhat
more limited supply than heretofore may not be

without its advantages. The early flowered Pelar-

goniums should be somewhat dried off as soon as they

cease flowering. Such cuttings should now be taken

off as are likely to strike freely and subsequently to

form good plants. Place the old plants in a position

where they can be kept moderately dry until they are

cut back.

FORCING HOUSES.

The later Vineries in which the crops are set must
now have an increased amount of the humidity of which

they have been in a measure deprived, to insure more
successful fertilisation. Keep the lateral shoots or

sub-laterals where they have formed, especially such

as emanate from those spurs showing fruit, well stopped

back. For the purpose of inducing abundant forma-

tion of young roots, or rootlets, let some few shoots

—

one or so upon each Vine, ramble along the back
wall beneath the foliage of the Vine already foiTned,

or along the front, in a similar situation, and for a like

purpose. Queen Pines, which, as the forwardest suc-

cessionals, are following the more immediate fruiters,

should have every possible attention at this time. Any
which have the pots nearly filled with roots should

receive a nice shift into moderate sized pots, only large

enough to allow the plants to fill them well with roots

by the third week in September. They will require

very liberal treatment during the next few months.

Stop the young growths upon Fig trees at about the

fourth leaf. Melon plants, however grown, will need

attention in some stage or other of their growth almost

itantly. When a good crop of fruit is secured, and

these have swelled to about three parts their full size, it

11 be .seen that the parent plants lose much of their

vigour in so far as crude growth is concerned. Indeed, in

some instances, so great will be the tax upon the plants,

caused by the growing requirements of the fruits, that

the plants will often flag during bright weather, and

will need some amount of nursing, such as attentive

shading at such times,. &c. During such a trying period

full encouragement should be given to eveiy shoot

which may form and grow. These at such a time will

keep up a more healthy communication between roots

and branches, and, it may be, cause a better root

action. A species of canker often attacks Melon plants

at the base or shoulder. This, if not guarded against,

will often cause the plant to rot off : attend to them, if

symptoms of this disease occur, by placing a little fresh

slacked lime on the place affected, and by removing

those leaves which shade these parts ; see also that no

drip falls thereon, and that the parts do not become
too wet.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
With the exception of finally thinning the fruit upon

all Peach and Nectarine trees, bearing in mind during

such an operation that an excessive crop is extremely

injurious to the well-being and longevity of the trees,

little can be added at this time to directions given in

former Calendars. Continue, therefore, to fasten in

all shoots which require such support, and to destroy

insects by washing the shoots with tobacco-water in

which soft-soap, sulphur, &c., has been freely mixed.

It is always best to apply it when slightly warmed, as

the soap causes it to act more freely, and more work
is in consequence got over.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.

From the beginning of June onward the budding of

Roses may be performed. Generally speaking, in bud-

ding thus early, the buds are expected to form into

heads of moderate size during the current summer, the

operation being of advantage when time has to be

studied. The oldest buds at the base of shoots upon the

current spring growths must be chosen. In all instances
where buds are procurable upon forced Rose plants,

these should be used in preference to any others, as
they are more matured, and, in consequence, more
fitting for the operation. Thin out the bloom-buds
upon Carnations in all instances when fine blooms are

wanted ; the centre bud, it is needless to say, will be

the finest ; only from three to five should be left. Put
in pipings of Pijihs and Picotees, if attainable, and never

afterwards let them become too dry through want of

watering. Place a good thick mulching of rotten dung
around the base of all Dahlias, and soak this after-

wards thoroughly with liquid manure or water. It

always pays well to place a similar mulching and to

water Phloxes of the decussata type, than which few
other plants are grosser feeders at this particular season.

Give the necessary support in the form of stakes to

Hollyhocks, having previously thinned the shoots out as

lately advised. If the weather keeps dry do not mow
grass-lawns too frequently, but use the daisy-knife or

rake instead, and so insure a green surface, even if it be
not so smooth as you could wish, as mowing at such
times produces a brown unsightly surface.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
With the weather still too dry for anything in the

way of useful work to be done in this department,
excepting indeed it be hoeing and constantly watering
the suffering vegetation,—a most thankless, wearying
performance,—little can be added. With the first

shower of rain get out all kinds of autumn and winter

Broccolis, Kales, &c., which are large enough to be
transplanted. Afford to each plant as much space as

possible, so that the full sun and air may act, and allow

the plants to harden their fibres fully in process of

growth, thereby enabling them the better to withstand

the frosts of the coming winter. Never plant these upon
ground which has lieen but just dug over, especially if

the soil is light and stony in its nature ; rather choose

a piece which has laid in "fallow" from a month to

eight or ten weeks,—the lighter the texture of the soil

the longer, and vice versS. Just loosen the surface of

the ground amongst stools of Seakale. Make the last

sowing this year of tall Marrowfat Peas, and sow a

succession of all things needed. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
The Virginian Creeper, Ivy, and all other plants

used for covering walls, will now require attention.

The leading shoots should all be nailed in closely, and,

except where there is space to be filled, all the super-

fluous shoots should be removed. Look over the shrubs

in the borders. Where any have made rank, straggling

growths, they should be reduced to order, either by
taking them out altogether, or by shortening them, so

as to preserve something like regular growth. Con-
tinue to support with sticks all tall-growing plants, for

there is nothing more necessary in a flower garden than
to have all plants standing firmly in their places. Hoe
the borders between the plants frequently, and water
freely. Let the lawn alone, with the exception of

watering during hot weather. Take off all the lateral

buds of Carnations, and also those of Chrysanthemums,
if specimen flowers are required. The blue Siberian

Larkspur will grow in the most confined positions, and
if planted in front of the bed, and pegged down, it will

make an excellent edging plant where the Lobelia will

not thrive, y. D.
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TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturdav, June 4, 1870.

Shcflicid

Edinburgh
Glasfiow
Dundee

Dee.
I

Deg.

455
(5-7

j5-5

45.8
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever,-

Airricullural County in Enpland. „„ „ ^.,,

>or particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, CornhiM

London. E.G. ; and Steam Plouch Works, Leeds.

(^ RASS-SEED CLEANING MACHINE for SALE.
V.T A Second-hand Macliine, of most approved description; been

little used, and will be Sold a Bargain
lio: Office, Leith.

To Horticultural and Agricultural Societies.

TO BE ,SOI n, ,1 nir-iin. TWO NORTON'S
TURNSTM I I

I
. : . I M: lined in a portable wood

frame: also T«- ' I il I
I KNSril.fe, complete,

suitable for F.\liil' I

i ( i^-h Holborn,

Alsoaqiiantin -( '
'."•..

1
' ,;/ iMc for Hay Rick, Cart

and Wacgon Covers. M.iri|iit-fS. Hi..il)is, .^<:

riTHE GRANITIC PAINT.
JL as used in the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest, most
Brilliant, and Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and

Wood, &c. ; for all Decorative purposes; and is the best Pamt for

Flatting ever manufactured, as it is cool in working, takes at least five

hours in going down, has comparatively little smell, can be washed,

and will coverall sunk parts.

Sold only by the ofeANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 39A. Kmg
William Street, London, E.C.

Prospectuses and Testimonials free on apphcation.

N O MORE DAMP WALLS.—
The only Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, and
« from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,

w [. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Siblc Hedingham, Essex.

Eastdean and Pevensey, Sussex.

TO BE LET, by the Year, by Tender, from
SEPTEMHF.R 39. 1870, the desirable FARMS, known an

BIRLING, HOTCOMBE, and MICHELDEAN Farms, lyinj;

together, situate in the Parish of Eastdean, and now in the occupation

of Mr. John Gorrinpe. Comprising a good Fi '

-. - .with Gardi
and about 960

f Arable. Pasture" Meadow, a"nd Down Land, together with 56
all necessary Outbuildings, 14 Cottages for Labi

" Arable, Pasture, Meadow, and Down L^..^. .^^^..

r thcrcaoouts, of superior Marsh Land, in Pevensey.
Particulars of the Farms, with terms of letting,

Mr. NORTON STEVENSON'S, Old Town, Eastbourne, who will

show the Farms. Mr. JAMES BANKS, Looker, Pevensey, will show
the Marsh Land.
Tenders to be sent in on or before JUNE 34 next, to Messrs.

CELL AND WOOLLEY, Solicitors. Lewes, from whom further infor-

1 may be obtained. The Lessor will not be bound to accept the

highe! r any tender.—Lewes, May 6, 1870.

To Market Gardeners, Niirserymen, and Others.
SURREY, about 25 miles from London, and within one mile from a

station on the South Eastern Railway.

TO BE LET, on Lease, from September 29 next, a
capital KITCHEN GARDEN, productive ORCHARD, and

good DWELLING HOUSE, eligibly situated in a highly respectable

and improving neighbourhood, and within 3 miles from two important
Market Towns rapidly increasing in population.

The Garden is well walled in, and stocked with Fruit Trees of the

most .ipprovcfl ^nri-i in full bearing, and contains Vineries, Brick

Melon Mi^ and I'miinj; Shed, with plentiful supply of Water. The
House is rnn\ciiK-ni, li.iving 2 entrances, the Garden portion of which
willren'lily l.ri. '1 lu> v. hnre presenting a favourable opening seldom
met Willi. Fur terms .mil cards to view apply to

MESSRS. NASH, Land Agents, Valuers, and Auctioneers, Rei,c:ate.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, al

his Great Rooms. 38, Km- Strrct. Covcnt Garden, W.C, on
MONDAY. Tune n. at hall 1 > : 1 ''1 ! |.. rrisely. Importations of

I
' > ' • I 1, Mexico, and Japan,

Syon Gardens, Islewortli, Middlesex.
Highly important SALE of Valuable and Rare TROPICAL FRUIT-

ING .-tnd FLOWERING TREES, SHRUBS, and PLANTS, ol

luxurious growth ; for sale in consequence of a re-arrangement of
the Gardens,

FAREBROTHER, LYE, and WHEELER, beg to
give notice that they are honoured with instructions from his

Grace the Duke of Northumberland to SELL by AUCTION, at Syon,
on WEDNESDAY, lune 22, at la o'clock, an assemblage of rare
TROPICAL PLANTS and TREES, of remarkably fine growth;
among which will be found some of the finest specimens in Europe
of the

Alocasi.
Anthuri

Jambosa polypctala and vul-Caladiums of sorts
Carolinea alba
Chrysophyllum Cainlto
Cocos sp., Elnd other Palms
Coffca arabica
Croton pictum, elcgans. &c.
Cycas rcvoluta
Diospyrossapota and Mabola
Draca:na, sp.

Ela;odcndron australe

Vanilla ph

. , Shrubs, and Plants which are to
: of alterations and a rc-arrangement of the

..^ _ , , by Catalogues only, obtainable of
Mr. FAIRBAIRN, Gardener. atSyonrof Mr. JUD.SON, Svon House
and of Messrs. FAREBROTHER, LYE, AND WHEELER, 8, Lan.
caster Place. Strand, London, W.C.

Important Sale of Prize Shorthorns in Ireland.

M R.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY, June 30, at Thornville, near Wexford, the

small but highly distinguished HERD of SHORTHORN CATTLE,
belonging to Joseph Meadows, Esq. The success that has attended
the splendid animals exhibited by Mr. Meadows at the Royal English
and Yorkshire Shows, the Meetings of the Highland Society of

jcly related to the two celebrated Bulls Boliv

(25,649), and Charlie (25,745!. The young Stock are chiefly by, and
the Cows and Heifers mostly in-calf to, Mr. Carr's pure Booth Bull
Prince of the Realm {22,627), who is also included in the Sale.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
ig, Langham Place, London: or of Mr, MF-.-VDOWS, Wexford.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

TohnClutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford,
Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Farquhar & Co,}, 16, St.

Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway IIousi

Wietonshire, N.B.
) Lloyd, Esq., I, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

of Agricultural Improvcmen
Farm Buildings, to the Owr
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. 1, Great George Street,

Storey's ^,ate \Vest'minstcr. S.W.

Dif
The Right Hon. Vis
bcrmcre.

Edward John Hutchir

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Currie. Esq. | Sir Willia

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer exccutinj

the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all otScial expens

Estate, and paid oflT by a rent-charge in 3
Landowners m a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN.the Secretary, s

the Offices of the Company, 23, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

M
Preliminary Announcement.

SALE of MESSRS. MITCHELL'S HERD ,ii ALLOA.
R. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by
UNRLSF.RVEI) Al'( III nn THURSDAY, Au

Birminsliaiii and Sn,]ll,licldVlil>Sho»s.
Further particulars will be given in future Advertisements,

Catalogues duly announced.—London : ig, Langham Place, June 4.
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The question is put, in another column
What are the objects of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England ? It is not difficult to supply

the answer. Five thousand of the leading

farmers of this country—many of them owners as

well as tenants of the land—have for many years

banded themselves togetiicr for the improvement
of the Science, Art, and Business of the Farm
Their purpose is " the perfecting of the

system of English Agriculture by the union of

Practice and Science, and by the collection and
dissemination of facts having reference to the

capabilities and cultivation of the soil, the theory

of crops, and the improvement of live stock."

Their purpose also includes " the gradual per

fection of the various operations and implements
of husbandry, and the amelioration of the con-

dition of the English labourer." But we need not

look about for words or phrases by which to

represent the uses of the Agricultural Society of

England. They are carefully and explicitly defined

in the Charter by which its members are in-

corporated ; which directs them to embody in

their journal agricultural information from all

sources, whether already published in books
or acquired by correspondence with societies,

or by the labours of its members and of men of

science. These it directs them to " encourage"
in their researches conducted for the improvement
whether of farm processes or of implements, or

of plants and animals.

It is on this last direction that our cones
pondent founds his protest. The Council of

the Society have refused to " encourage " the

men of science to whom the British Association

has committed the investigation of the sewage
question, wliich has undoubtedly important agri-

cultural relations. They have refused to copy
the example of the Sister Societies in Scotland

and Ireland, who have contibuted to the funds

which the British Association Committee are

accumulating for this research.

For ourselves we think that the English

Society ought to be very careful how they refuse

counsel from outsiders. They have to thank
outsiders for some of the most useful parts of

their career. Mr. Sidney had insisted on the

need of local farm reports long before the

Council were induced to issue their commissions
of investigation into steam- ploughing, cheese-

dairying, and Belgian agriculture, which have
filled the most readable pages of recent Journals.

And now it is Mr. Mason of Oxfordshire, and
not the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
whom we have to thank for what promises

to be one of the most interesting competitions
connected with the ensuing Oxford Show. Let us

hope that the award of the prizes thus offered

may be early enough announced and definitely

enough explained to guide the visitor of the

Oxford showyards to what will be the best agri-

cultural lesson of that meeting. No doubt, that

definition of the duty of the judges, which declares

that the award ought to be made to the farm
on which (being conducted in a business-like way)
the agricultural visitor shall learn the most for

the future improvement of his own occupation,

is the correct one. Let the report put this

clearly, and point out with precision the lessons

which are to be learned upon the prize farms,

and then, thanks to the High Sheriff of Oxford-

shire, the English Agricultural .Society will

have a satisfactory answer to our correspondent's

question. Its "use" will have been, this year,

at any rate, to point out to its members, and to

English farmers generally, what good farming

is, and where it is to be seen.

It must not be forgotten, however (to return

to the letter of our correspondent), that this, like

others of the Society's performances, has been
virtually the work of outsiders. We think with

him that it is a pity they have declined to assist

the useful inquiry in which an important body of

outsiders—men of science and others—are now
engaged, upon a subject of great agricultural

importance.

A CORRESPONDENT very naively asks how
large cattle can be soiled at home in yards ? He
has no Tares and but little hay, and the cows are

in the mowing Grass. He is, in fact, waiting for

rain before shutting up the fields hitherto grazed,

so that at present he has nothing to feed with. We
fear it is not easy to help him. It is not possible

to keep cattle, whether large or small, whether

in stalls or fields, without food ! But, indeed, the

experience thus described is too general, and is

becoming too serious, for a joke ; and anything

which will anyhow economise the little cattle

food there is ought to be carefully considered.

Already, in the first week of June, we see pastures

withering and brown and bare. The arable lands

are standing the drought better than the

meadows. Wheat has not yet suffered materi-

ally, though all spring-sown crops are very short.

Beans and Peas in full bloom are indecfl to be

measured by inches. Clover mowing yields

everywhere a sorry swathe : and where in the

Southern Counties any haymaking has begun,

the promise of a crop is miserable in the extreme.

As to economy of food, we doubt whether,

when cattle are driven to bite olf every blade,

any saving is effected by keeping them indoors,

and using the scythe to provide them with forage.

A very scanty bite of dry grass, with plenty

of water, will keep store stock in fair condition.

There is, however, considerable help given, both

to the live stock and to the fields in which they

are being pastured, by bringing them in at

mid-day, and giving them a meal of chaff in the

feeding yard. We saw the other day a con-

siderable herd of young Shorthorn cattle looking

in capital condition notwithstanding the bareness

of their pastures. They had been brought into the

yard, and were eating with relish the clean Wheat
chaff fresh from the threshing machine. This,

with access to water, and with such food as they

could get in the fields, already bare and burning,

had sufficed to keep them.
Now is the time to get seed-beds forward, for

transplanting as soon as the weather changes

—

Cabbages, Kohl Rabi, even Mangel Wurzel, may
be thus got ready. A good-sized plant dibbled

into suitable land a few weeks hence will bring

cattle food to hand sooner than it can be had from

seed, sown then. And not only now but long

before this, contingencies of this kind ought to be

foreseen. The advantages of autumn -sown
Vetches and Trifolium become apparent in a

spring like this ; and the lesson of one year in

four or five ought so far to affect the management
of every year as that a larger extent ought always

to be provided of spring for.age crops of these

kinds than is expected to be needed. A watered

meadow proves in dry seasons, like 1868 and

1870, an invaluable adjunct of the farm ;
and

it is we.ather like that of the past two months
which quickens our anticipations of the good to

be realised from sewage irrigation.

The continued drought and its obvious effects

on the young corn crops are at length affecting the

supplies to tlie com market. Holders will not send in

their corn ; and a sliort supply on Monday at Mark Lane
resulted in a rise of ftilly 2j-. a quarter on the prices of

last week. It was a dull market on Monday in the

Metropolitan Cattle Market, and only the clioicest

qualities could maintain the prices of last week ;
all

ordinary and inferior stock, both sheep and cattle, was

fully 2d. per S lb. lower than on the previous Monday.

On Wednesday evening the loth anniversary

of the Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution was

held at Willis's Rooms, .St. James's, when 150 gentle-

men, including the Honduras Minister, Lord Sondes,
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Col, LoYD Lindsay, and other distinguished guests

dined,"togethcr, under the presidency of Lord Lytton.
The object of the Institution is, as our readers well

know, to provide pensions for those in distress who
have been farmers, their widows, and their unmarried

orphan daughters, and to maintain and educate the

orphan children of farmers.—Described more par-

ticularly the persons eligible for the relief wliich the

Institution affords are farmers of the age of 60 and

upwards, being British born subjects, who during

20 consecutive years have cultivated as an exclusive

means of support holdings of at least 50 acres, or at

rentals of at least ;^ioo per annum, and who by circum-

stances beyond their own control have become so

reduced in circumstances as not to possess an income

from all sources exceeding ;^20 a year. In cases of

bodily infirmity resulting from accident, and of such a

nature as to disable the candidate from following

any occupation as a means of livelihood, the limit

of age is reduced to 45 years. The widows and

orphans of farmers . are eligible for relief under

prescribed rules, and subject to the provision that

lliey are the widows and orphans of farmers who have

fulfilled the above-mentioned conditions. The Chair-
man, in proposing " Prosperity to the Royal Agricul-

tural Institution," expressed his opinion that no charity

was entitled to more general support. He dwelt on

the great vicissitudes, entirely beyond their own con-

trol, to which farmers are exposed, and on the fact

that their success is at the root of all commercial

prosperity. He regretted that from Ireland, Scotland,

and the wealthy district of Lancashire there should be

so few subscribers to the funds of the Society, and con-

cluded by advocating strongly its claims to the assist-

ance of the public.—Among the other speeches of the

evening was an excellent address by Mr. J. B. Brand-
ram, one of the local secretaries, who contended that

more might be done with the income of the Society,

and that it was impolitic to fund so large a proportion

of their means.—Mr. C. Shaw, jun., in responding for
** the Secretary," was able to state that the Institution

had prospered since his appointment ; and with the

entire acquiescence of the meeting he could claim for

himself tliat the anticipations of those who had protested

against the appointment of so young a man had entirely

failed.—'ponations and subscriptions were announced
to the amount of over ^4000.

The Horse Show at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington, has been a great attraction during the past

week. Our columns are so occupied with more strictly

professional agricultural matters that we have room
for but a short report of it and the prize list, which will

be found in another page. But we cannot resist

extracting from the columns of the Mark Lane Express

the following description of the prize horses in the

weight-carrying hunter class, evidently written by a

clever and enthusiastic lover of horseflesh :—

•

" But we are diverging from the 39 articles in horse-

flesh, who, with Iris and Expectation, are far in advance
of last year's lot, headed as they were by the soft, carty-

looking St. Clare, and the flashy Harkaway. The latter

is much improved, and again tried for honours, together

with such prize horses as Tyrconnel, Brian Born, and
Monarch. Then there was that tough old Chicken of

Captain Heath's, a hunter of a couple of hundred years

ago in form and breed, and who, in his seventeenth year,

may be had at 500 gs. Iris, the prize horse at Wetherby,
and of the year 1868, and whose wall eye and form now
attract as much attention on the walls of the Royal
Academy as they do at Islington, came straight away
from Fife by rail in a box, and landed at the Hall the

over-night— out of the frying-pan into the fire this; for

anyone who has tried the rail and the Hall knows that one
is hot and the other hotter ; so we were not surprised to see

so high-couraged a horse fretted away and shrunk. But the

Hall is too confined for Iris to show himself to advantage. In

fact he is not a circus horse, and was fairly beaten on the

tan or sawdust by the grand, square, symmetrical chestnut

of Sir Watkin's, a model of a weight-carrying hunter,

and a show-horse from head to heel. If his joints are a
little gummy what of it ? as hunters are not made to look
at, and most of them, especially if they are good for any-
thing, bear a memento of some good run. Then that

noble sensible-looking head and perfect tail, how varmintly
are they set on, and with what a jaunty way he carries them
as he steps away so firm and free, as if the whole place

belonged to him and lie was on good terms with every

one : or should he catch the eye of some crabbing dealer

or coper who has not fingered something out of him, he
has that honest independent composure that tells the

fellow his abuse is useless. But we hope to see Iris and
Expectation meet again in the open, either at Oxford or

the great Yorkshire meeting, where they will have room
on the turf to fight it out, as at Islington the prize has
generally gone to the best form or "standstill" horse.

The 3d prize, Ironmaster, is a neat horse and does not
look sixteen hands and an inch, which is the greatest
compliment we can pay him."

"We learn from the South of Scotland that on
the 27th nit. there broke out simultaneously all over
Berwicksliire and Roxburghshire, a perfect plague of

the Turnip flea. In three days they swept off whole
fields, which had a beautiful braird all over. In this

brief space of time the bright green lines of young
Swedes, so pleasing to the eye, totally disappeared,

and already an immense breadth has been resown. A
fortnight ago there never before was seen so good a

braird over so great an acreage at the same date, and
already this fair prospect has gone.

The Farmer calls attention to the relations be-

tween country consignors and London consignees at the

metropolitan meat markets :—Mr. Dear, "awell-kno;vn
cattle food manufacturer at Southampton, had some
beasts to sell, and sent them to a salesman who had
previously assured him that the beef was 41. %d. per

stone. Mr. De.\r sent his animals, and the returns

were 6t/. less per stone than was promised, with a

deduction of igx. 3(/., on the allegation that the

weight invoiced was above the actual quantity.

It was proved, however, that the meat had been
put in the scales, or on the steelyard, both by Mr.
Dear and the railway company ; and both agreed that

the correct number of pounds were sent to the seller.

Judgment was allowed to go by default ; and the

Registrar, Mr. Thorndike, remarked, on the ques-

tion of expenses, that ' he would grant the fullest

amount possible.' This, it is declared, is not a solitary

instance of transactions of the same nature between
country consignors and the consignees in the metropolis.

The sooner it is put an end to the better, and this action

may help towards the desired result. A case of a

similar nature took place last week at Crewkerne, with
the same result."

Lord KrxNAiRD has addressed a letter to the

Secretary of the Highland and Agricultural Society,

asking for the appointment of a small committee of

gentlemen who have acted as judges "to consider

whether it would not be possible to frame a set of rules

for the guidance of judges at their shows, according to

points, after the manner in which prizes are accorded
in rifle matches." "It might be tried first with the

Shorthorn class. Certain points being specified, the

judges would have to report their opinion on each
individual point, rather than their impression of the

merits of the animal generally, and by this means the

exhibitors would be satisfied on what grounds their

animal was rejected or approved of." Lord Kinnaird
Uustrates the need of some such alterationsofpracticeby

his own experience of the inaccuracy of judgments as at

present conducted. It appears that at the Edinburgh show
"the gentlemen had evidently no experience in judging.

There was scarcely a decision which was in accordance
with the opinion of the many good judges in the yard.

I should prefer not bringing my own case forward, but

it was so singular and so much to the point, and being
naturally better acquainted with my owm case than

any other, that I must mention it. Mr. Young, the

manager for Sir W. Stirling Maxwell—and there

is not a better judge of Shorthonis in Scotland—volun-

teered to tell me before the judges went round, that his

heifer was fairly beaten by niine ; and I ^nll venture to

say, though tlie surprise of those looking on was great,

no one could have been more surprised than Mr.
Young himself at finding his heifer placed before

mine. I may say ex iino disce omnes.^''—We fear his

lordship will not get many men to agree with him as

to the policy of judging Shorthorn or any other breed-

ing stock by points. Certainly we shall not do so

until the following question can be answered :—If the

quality of hair be counted as 5, and, say, the colour of

the nose as 2, within what limits shall the number vary

which is fairly to represent variations in such a thing

as health, vitality, energy, or force of character ? The
differences here vary from I to lOOO, and will swamp
all other considerations whatsoever.

We are informed that an exhibition of horses

and agricultural implements will be held at Lille

(France) from June 22 to June 26. We beg to call the

attention of our readers to this fact, and to inform those

of them who intend exhibiting that any information

they may be in need of as regards the transport of

horses and machinery will be readily obtained from

Messrs. Lebeau & Co., Continental agents to the

London and North-Westem Railway, Great Northern
and Midland Railways, 6, Billiter Street, E.C.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
The Old Mere Hall catalogue (Knutsford) con-

tains an interesting list of animals for sale on
the 13th of next month. The oldest matron of

the herd is Moss J\ost\ by Marmaduke, and
out of Cambridge J\psc 6ih, by 3D Duke of
York, and therefore admirably bred. Her charac-

ter and appearance are well known, and attracted

coinment at the last Killhow sale, when she was
purchased by her present owner, Mr. D. R, Da\^es,

for 400 gs. She is due to calve on the loth of this

month to Grand Duke ioth, the Duke of Devon-
shire's purchase at Willis's Rooms when the Grand
Duchesses were sold. Moss Rose 2d, by 4TH DUKE
OF Thorndale, and Royal Chester, by Grand
Duke ioth, are both from this excellent cow, and
will no doubt attract a lively competition. Moss
Rose 2d has grown into the fine healthy animal she

promised to become when a calf at Preston Hall.

She has just returned from a visit to Wetherby.
Cleopatra ^th is a rich roan fine massive cow, a good
breeder and heavy milker, as are most of her tribe. She
is by 9TH Duke of Oxford, and of the Cleopatra by
Earl of Dublin family. Several other members of

the same tribe, as for instance Cleopatra <)th^ by Lord
Oxford (20,214), and Cleopatras \2th to 15M, one of

which is by 3D Duke of Claro, will also be offered.

Harmony^ by Cherry Duke 3D (15,673), has much
of the Grand Duchess character in her appearance, and
was greatly admired at the Milcote sale, where her

dam and her daughter were purchased for Her Majesty's
herd. Lot 4, WcUiiigtonia, by 3D Duke of Thorn-
dale, is a Bates' Waterloo cow, with an abundant Coat
of hair, and possessed of a pleasing appearance. She
calved a fine roan bull on the 19th nit., by 12TH
Duke of Thorndale. Charlotte ^h^ by Duke of
Knowlemere (19,623), is a thick-made cow of the
Crummy by CoTHERSTONE sort, and was the winner
of the 1st prize at the Plymouth meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society, 1S65. She has a fine head and
good forehead, with well sprung ribs, and is the
mother of two heifers and a bull, all well got.

The next lot is Candidate's Duchess, by Captain
Gunter's Duchess bull Duke of Wharfdale
(19,648), and otherwise very well bred. She is

a good cow, and the mother of a heifer, of thriving

appearance, by Grand Duke of Essex, and a young
bull by Garibaldi (17,919). Rose of Thorndale zd^

by 2D Duke of Thorndale (17,748), comes of the

Garland 2i-n& Moss Rose hy Emperor family, and is a
very good looking cow, and the mother of four nice

cows and heifers and a yearling bull. Among the bulls

there are some good and useful animals, but the son of
Moss Rose, Royal Chester, will be probably more
sought after. Grand Duke of Essex 4TH is by
Grand Duke 4TH, and of the Lady Bates family. He
was purchased at the Havering Park sale, when exactly

one year old, for 180 gs.

In our advertising columns -will be seen a notice

of a Shorthorn bull offered for sale or hire by the Earl

of Zetland. This bull, Cynthius (25,864), is half-

brother to Lord Cobham (20,164), ^^^^^ known as the

sire of much valuable stock. He was bred at Aske by
the Earl of Zetland, and is by Bolton (23,440), and
from Cynthia by Apollo (9S99), and previously

descended from Dido by Wallace, AVellington,
Marmion, Layton, and Favourite (252). His
pedigree is, therefore, excellent, and if he proves as

good a stock-getter as his half-brother he will be a
truly useful animal. Cynthius is white, and is two
years old in August.

Five hundred calves are at present being weaned
at Buscot Park by Mr. Campbell. Far too many
together, some of our readers may rejoin ; but whether
the criticism be just or not can only be proved by
the result. Certainly Buscot presents facilities for a
work of this kind, possessed by few farmers. It is an estate

of well nigh 4000 acres, all in the hands of the spirited

owner. Mr. Campbell's agricultural operations would, if

described at length, fiUmany columns of this journal. At
present we wish to say a few words about his calves.

First, they receive very little milk but are fed first

upon milic, and gradually changed when about a
fortnight old on to a diet of gruel. At present, Indian

meal and a little linseed-cake ground fine are the

feeding materials used, and the general method adopted

is based upon the same principle as was enumerated
by Mr. Henry Ruck before the Cirencester Chamber
of Agriculture three years ago. The leading idea,

both at Buscot and on Mr. H. Ruck's farm, was to

wean calves with the smallest possible amount of milk,

and Mr. Ruck has not hesitated to state, that any

number of calves may be reared on his principle, say

after the first fortnight, with little or no milk at all.

Indian-corn meal is the staple of the gruel used at

Buscot, and this is diluted with the requisite amount
of water, and given in buckets to tlie calves at the

temperature of new milk. Mr. Ruck's method is

rather more complicated, but it must be remembered
that young animals will repay extra trouble and atten-

tion, and that a method of feeding may be so simple as

to become monotonous to the animal and scarcely fitted

to the special requirements of individuals. Mr. Ruck's

plan may be thus described :—7 lb. of finely ground

linseed-cake is dissolved in two gallons of hot water,

and to this is added two gallons of hay tea ; 7 lb. of

mixed meal, consisting of equal parts of wheat, barley,

oat, and bean-meal, is also added with two gallons of

water. This mixture, which may be described as 7 lb.

of linseed-cake ground fine, 7 lb. of mixed meal,

2 gallons of hay tea, 4 gallons of hot water, is given to

the calves as follows :—Two quarts in the morning,

further diluted with 2 quarts of water, and 2 quarts

mixed with 2 quarts of water at night. Upon this gruel

the calves thrive well, and are weaned at 12 weeks old,

having cost not more than from is. 2,d. to IJ-. 6d. per

head per week. Mr. Ruck is fully convinced of the

practical character of the method of weaning calves

just described, but insists upon the importance of strict

personal supervision and attention to the wants and

peculiarities of appetite of each calf

POULTRY.
It is neither necessary nor desirable, says Mrs. F.

Somerville, to go into the market for expensive feeding

stuffs for poultry ; still, there are several kinds of food

not gro\\'n upon the farm which yet are cheap aiid

useful in the rearing of young poultry, or putting in

condition birds intended for exhibition. One of the

cheapest of these, if properly prepared, is rice, if it can

be bought at i^d. per lb., or even less. Preference

should be given to small grain, or fine rice, which

should be prepared in the following manner. To
6 quarts of boiling water add 2 lb. of rice, and let

boil forio or 15 minutes, according to size of grain;

when sufiiciently boiled, pour it into a hair-sieve,

and when cold, mbc it with as much oat or barley
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meal as will, when stirred lightly round with hand, give

it the appearance of small well-dusted pills ; each gram

being then separate it will be very convenient for, and

is gi-eedily devoured by, young birds, and being very

digestible, is an invaluable food for them. Another

kind of food for young birds is prepared by boiling two

or three eggs unlil quite hard ;
afterwards chop fine,

adding two or three handfuls of stale bread-cmmbs :

mix well together, so that the one caimot be eaten

without the other. This may be thought expensive

food ; but as the consumption of young birds is at first

very small, a little extra keep is not thrown away upon

them ; the young birds will under this forcing system

grow rapidly, and repay you at no distant date.

Anotlier description of food is Indian and barley meal,

in equal quantities, slaked with boiling water or milk,

and served cold. It cannot be surpassed as food for

young chickens, and answers admirably given alter-

nately with the rice and egg prepared as aforesaid.

The youngest chickens should be fed sparingly every

two hours throughout the day.

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE
CROPS.

Ayrshire : Wheat, early-sown (of which there

is little in this neighbourhood), strong and healthy ;

spring-sown nearly all resown, and in many places

second sowing of Wheat or Oats not looking well.

Oats generally looking very promising and forward
;

have not been so regularly good for some years.

Barley also looks very healthy and promising. Hay
must now be generally a heavy crop. Potatos look

well and healthy everywhere. With the exception of

spring-sown Wheat, the crops generally in this neigh-

bourhood have seldom looked so well at beginning of

June. And. W. Ralston, Lagg, by Ayr.

Bucks— Vale of Aylesbury : Wheat healthy-look-

ing and strong, but very thin on the ground. Oats

thin and poor, want rain badly. Barley good plant,

but getting yellow and spindling. Beans (winter) very

short and bad ; ditto spring, average. Peas below

average. Clovers very short and poor, not half a crop.

Mangels fair plant, drying up. Swedes, as soon as up

fly destroys them. Grass, the worst crop known for

many years, hundreds of acres intended for mowing
broken into for grazing ;

great want of rain everywhere.

y. K. Fnakr, Prcbendal Farms, Aylesbury.

Devonshire : As to the corn crops of this imme-

diate neighbourhood, I beg to say the prospects are

not good, from the extreme dry weather, having had

only one day's rain (on May 1 1 ) and a shower (on Wed-
nesday last) since February. The plant of Wheat is

very thin indeed, a large quantity of the plant killed

by the frost, and late sown very plain. Early-sown

Barley very good, late sown-plain. Oat crop similar

to the Barley : a slight crop of straw in all cases. The
crop of Clover-grass is the lightest I have known for

many years. The meadows are suffering from want of

rain, but there is plenty of time for a good crop if we
have rain shortly. Mangel Wurzel very good. Not
many Turnips sown yet. R. W. Pollard, Blaydoit,

Paignton, Devon.

Gloucestershire : Wheat has very much improved

in colour since the beautiful rain which fell on May n,
but there will nevertheless be a deficiency of fully one-

third upon an average in this neighbourhood ; some of

the early-sown is now coming into ear, but much of

it will come out very irregular, and a fortnight later

than usual. Early-sown Barley is very promising, and

coming into ear ; late-sown much in want of rain.

Oats are not extensively grown hereabouts ; what few

acres there are look pretty well. Winter Beans are

very thin in plant, and also very short in the haulm,

being about as many inches high this year as they were

feet last ; some farmers have filled up with spring

Beans, some with Peas, &c. Spring Beans are looking

very well, and at present free from blight. Peas are

generally good, and with a genial rain soon would be

a full average crop. Winter Vetches are very thin and

late ; spring-sown require rain, otherwise a good plant.

Potatos are looking very promising at present ; there is

a full average breadth planted. Mangels have come up
very regularly ; owing to the extraordinary fine tilth,

nearly every seed grew, and grows slowly in spite of

the drought. Early sown Swedes are up, but there is

great difficulty in keeping offthe fly, which is unusually

troublesome, but by frequent dustings with a mixture

of road dust and gas-lime when the dew is upon the

leaf we have hitherto saved them. The Clover crop is

very various in this neighbourhood ; we are now busy

cutting, in hopes that there may be a chance of cutting

a second time, or our prospects of hay next winter are

very doubtful, for the English hay threatens to be

almost a failure in this district ; there is not enough

Grass at present (except upon some of the very best

meadow land) to cover the points of the mowing-
machine. John Watts, Whitfield Farm, Berkeley,

June 6.

NORTH.\MPTON : Can any of your more experi-

enced readers inform me through your valuable columns,

1st, Why does the Wheat look so bad after Clover this

season more than after any other crop, as it generally

does best after Clover ? 2d, What makes the Barley

grow in bunches about the field ? the bunches look a

good colour and are much higher than the rest of the

crop, which begins to look sickly ; it is not where the

sheep troughs have stood or where the Swede heaps

have been. I have inquired of several practical farmers,

and none can give me a satisfactory answer. A Young
Farmer B. B.

NoRTnuMBERL.\ND : Wheat on my ovra farm is

looking well—a full plant and good colour. This,

however, is not general, and especially on the strong

Wheat soils, where the plant is thin ; in many cases

not half a crop, and in many more ploughed down and
sown with Barley. Barley is generally looking well,

short but healthy, and Oats also ; all needing rain.

Beans and Peas, few grown. Seeds thin and short,

and too far forward for rain to make much impression

on the first cutting. Old land hay short, but a good
soaking rain would make a crop of it still. Potatos

looking well, and growing fast. Turnips, a very poor

prospect for a crop unless we have rain in a day or

two ; where a plant has been got it is much damaged
by the flea. Thomas P. Dods, Anick Grainge, Hex-
hajn. May 6.

Worcestershire : Everything in this neighbour-

hood, even Wheat, is suffering from lack of rain.

Straw of all kinds must be very short, and, from

present appearances, I should say that the crop ofcom
of all sorts must be far below an average. Hay not

half a crop. Mangels alone are looking as well as

usual. C. Randell.

Yorkshire: I beg to say that autumn-sown

Wheat upon good land is looking well, and promises

to be a good crop, but all spring-sown Wheat and Oats

and Barley, which had been looking well up to a

sliort time ago, are so much affected by the continued

drought that they will be very light indeed ; each day

they continue to get less, so that I expect we shall

have the lightest crop of each description of grain we
have had for some years, according to the present

appearance. Turnips in general, in this district, with

few exceptions, have been taken off by the fly, and

will have to be sown over. With regard to seeds

and pastures, they are nearly all burnt off, and the hay

crop will be very light, and unless rain should come in

a few days, cutting will have to commence next week

to save the little Grass there is from burning away.

John Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catteriek.

VVOOLSTON FARM AGREEMENTS.
Pay vour Rent, and keep your Land Clean,

Mr. Smith, at p. 747, says, "Roots are bought

and sold, and the average price, including carting

away, may be put at £,1 per ton. I showed plainly

what I put their value at—S^. per ton as the value of

the manure, and 6j. as the eating value; total value,

lis. per ton. He ('G. A. H.') fixes their value at loj-.

per ton." Now I beg very distinctly to say, that

" G. A. H." did not fix theirvalue at los. per ton. I

simply said I should be veiy glad indeed if I could

get lOJ-. per ton for every ton of roots I grew. Mr.

Smith does not seem to know the difference between

buying and selling. I should be very glad to sell at

10s. per ton, but I should be very sorry indeed to buy

at any such price. Will Mr. Smith buy some roots

here at \os. per ton? I will be very glad to give hin

2000 tons of Swedes and yellow Turnips next Novem
her and December, put into carts on a good hard road,

at the price of io.t. per ton.

I would like to know how Mr. Smith fixes upon this

value of 5j. per ton for manure. Is it drawn from his

own experience, or is it that he had been reading the

Table Mr. Lawes drew up of the value of manure

obtained by the consumption of i ton each of various

substances ? I find in that Table Mangel put down at

5^. -^d., and Swedes at 4J. 3</. No doubt Woolston is

a grand farm for roots, and Mr. Smith has had a deal

of experience in them ; and as he is such a very warm
admirer of the Tiptree system of stall-feeding, and keeps

such very accurate accounts, he is able to tell to a

penny the value of roots for manure.

When Mr. Smith sets himself up to lecture the land-

owners of England, and to tell them that their farm

agreements are a mistake from beginning to end, that

they are drawn up in ignorance and founded on pre-

judice, an injury to themselves, and a robbery of their

tenants, it behoves him to show his diploma. Let Mr.

Smith show that he is a man fitted to pass judgment on

such things. He presumes to fix 5^. as the value of the

manure to be obtained by the consumption of 1 ton of

roots, that is to say. Turnips, Swedes, or Mangel. Now,
is he fitted by experience or by a scientific education to

fix authoritatively the manure value of any article?

There are only two conceivable ways for doing this : the

one is by actual experiment, carried on through a long

period of years, and most accurately performed, the

other is by chemical analysis. Has Mr. Smith ever

done either? Has he carried out an actual experiment

with Turnips, or Swedes, or Mangel? and has he

accurately noted the results? And if he has not, as we
have every reason to suppose he has not, then is he

fitted by education and practice to carry out a chemical

analysis? If he be not possessed of this superior

knowledge, what right, then, has he to lecture in the

way he does the landowners of England about their

way of managing their land ? and, above all, what

right has he to talk of a respectable body of men—the

land agents—in such terms as the following?—" Here

is Mr. Lawes taking up the cry of the old hound, the

land agent, who, in everything he does, tries to please

the master who pays him, and so in all agreements he
puts in this stupid clause "

(p. 577) ; and again at

p. 747, "so they send John Land-agent (who always

stands ready to do any dirty work) to assess their lands

some hundreds of pounds higher." These are pretty

terms for Mr. Smith to use about such men. I have

a very strong idea that the land agents of England

know more about farming, both practically and scienti-

fically, than Mr. Smith does ; and I have a still

stronger idea that they are much better fitted by educa-

tion and by experience to fix the value of land, and to

point out safe rules for its management, than Mr.

Smith is.

When Mr. Smith begins to talk about trade, and

says "a sleeping partner's name in trade is generally

valuable," it is plain he knows nothing about it. The
sleeping partner's name never appears, and the very

ternr "sleeping partner" might have shown him that.

As to a man "who has worked hard, established a

flourishing trade, and whose name is worth money,"

such a man seldom becomes a sleeping partner. If he

leaves his name behind, and ceases to be a partner, he

is certainly not a sleeping partner ; and he leaves his

name either for a money consideration, or out of good-

will towards his successors ; but if he remains a partner

Mr. Smith may feel assured he does not sleep. When
Mr. Smith tells me that "trade and farming are two
things, and very distinct ones too," he does not know
what he is writing about. Farming is as distinctly a
" trade " as any trade Mr. Smith can name, and it is a

trade which takes much longer to learn than most

trades.

Farming carried on as Mr. Smith carries it on, and

recommends it to be carried on, is " hu.xtering ;" but

farming caiTied on in the way in which the well-

educated scientific practical farmers of the present day

caiTy it on is a trade of the highest class, and which

requires great skill, gieat tact, great judgment, much
experience, and great knowledge, for it is the two

businesses of a manufacturer|and a merchant combined.

Mr. Smith recommends the 'farmers of England to buy

no artificial manure, for fear that their landlords might

reap some benefit out of it from its enriching the land

they farm. Even though it leaves an excellent

profit to themselves over and above this enrich-

ment of the land, they are not to buy it,

unless their landlords will agree to pay them for the

supposed value left in the land. Now this is the true

spirit of a " huxter," who expects the article he sells to

be always sold at the highest possible price, and to be

forthwith consumed, and who would be cut to the

heart if he thought any one else made a single penny

of profit out of any article he had ever parted with.

But although Mr. Smith puts this forward as his

reason for advising the farmers of England not to buy
artificial manure, I do not think it is the true reason.

I believe that at least he "funks" it; he is afraid it

will not really pay to use it. If it were really the fear

of a landlord grasping at his tenant's improvements,

Mr. Smith himself can have had no such fear.

He has been a yeoman, farming his own land for

20 years or so, and therefore has not had hanging

over his head the terror of a grasping landlord send-

ing in a land agent to revalue the farm, in order

to appropriate to himself his tenant's improvements.

Well, then, will Mr. Smith tell how much he has

spent in artificial manure and bought food during the

last 20 years? He has had 112 acres of land in hand,

and I suppose we may safely presume it to be worth

at least £i an acre to rent, or ^224 per annum. Has
he, then, spent an amount equal to two or three or four

rents each year in artificial manure and bought food ?

If he has not, then I tell him he is behind many a

tenant-farmer, for in East Lothian (if I am rightly

informed by a gentleman, a tenant-farmer there, whom I

happen to know) it is by no means an uncommon
thing for a tenant to spend in manure and bought food

two or three or four times as much as his rent comes to,

and yet rents in East Lothian are a great deal more

than £,z per acre.

But now let me refer to another bit of Mr. Smith's

rhodomontade. " Pay your rent and keep your land

clean," saith Mr. Smith, is all the agreement that any

landlord needs to have with any tenant. How very

clever,—what a genius Mr. Smith must be ! If brevity

be the soul of wit, surely Mr. Smith would

make the very wittiest of estate managers. Pay

your rent and keep your land clean. "A tenant

may laiin himself but he cannot ruin a good farm if he

keeps it clean—that is my point (saith Mr. Smith),

that it shall be kept clean. He may crop and sell as

he likes, growing less in quantity yearly, from which

he must pay rent, &c., and his labour account cannot

decrease, for his land is to be kept clean, therefore

he would soon become poor, but his land would not be

ruined, for he gets nothing out of it. " Is the man who
writes all this in his sober senses ? The land is to be

brought doNvn to the point at which it will grow

nothing, and yet Mr. Smith tells us the farm is not

ruined ! But Mr. Smith goes on thus
—" Let him feed

it a bit and it will feed him." Ay, Mr. Smith, there

is the rub—let him feed it a bit ; but who is to feed it

—the landlord or the new tenant ? If the new tenant is

to feed it, do you suppose the new tenant wiU be fool

enough to pay the old rent for it?—and if he gets less

than the old rent has the landlord been robbed, or has

he not ? The land has been kept clean, but it is no
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longer worth the old rent, for it will produce nothint,%

and the farm has literally been ruined. Either the
landlord or a new tenant must make a heavy outlay
to restore it to fertility. So much for Mr. Smith's
silly maxim, **Pay your rent and keep your land
clean."

The cleanest bit of land I ever saw was a long strip

of sand close to the seashore at Portobello, near
Edinburgh. About 30 years ago there was not a
plant of any sort or description upon it except here
and there a few scattered roots of short benty Grass,

the common Grass which is found along the sandy
links of the east coast of Scotland. This land was
clean, because, being pure sand, it had nothing in it fit

to sustain vegetable life. The sewage of Edinburgh,
however, was turned on to it, or rather what remained
of the sewage after it had passed over a long series

of irrigated meadows that lie between Edinburgh
and Portobello, and in a very few years this piece of
worthless land became a rich green carpet. Suppose,
now, a tenant were, under Mr. Smith's silly form of
agreement, to get possession of that land, and, after

turning off the sewage, were to mow it as long as
there was anything to mow, and then in the dry
weather chose, out of spite, to plough down the Grass
roots 12 inches deep, bringing up the pure sand again

:

the land would still be clean, the tenant would have
kept to his agreement, but what would be its value ?

At this moment it is worth £^0 an acre of annual rent,

but the moment it was ploughed up it would not be
worth 20 pence. Yet this great loss might be laid

upon the landlord if Mr. Smith's cuckoo cry, " Pay
your rent and keep your land clean," were the sole
agreement between landlord and tenant.

I know another instance of a gentleman who has
an estate near Malahide, in the county of Dublin. A
very large portion of it is in his o\vn hands, and is, to
all appearance, pure
sea sand, but by dint

of heavy manuring,
bringing out dung from
Dublin, it has been
brought into a high
state of fertility, and
grows excellent crops of
Potatos, Carrots, Tur-
nips, Barley, Oats, and
Rye-grass. If, how-
ever, the manuring be
discontinued it runs
rapidly down in condi-

tion, for a very large

portion of the produce
(Potatos, Carrots, and
Barley) is sent into the
Dublin markets. Now,
suppose this gentleman
were to let this land on
Mr. Smith'splan, **Pay
your rent and keep your
land clean," three or

four years would utterly

exhaust it if no dung
were brought back.

The tenant would not
ruin himself, on the

contraiy he would make a gi-eat profit, for there is

a good supply of manure now in it which would bring
two or three very fair crops, and it most certainly would
not gi'ow a weed all the time. As soon as it ceased to

pay for cultivation, he could give it back to his land-

lord not worth one-fourth part of the rent it is worth
at present, and yet he would have stuck manfully to

hi:; agreement, " Pay your rent and keep your land
clean."

Pay your rent, and keep your land clean ! Why the
man must be a bom idiot who could seriously propose
such a maxim as sufficient for a farm agreement. Rich
land- badly farmed produces the greatest amount of
weeds, the poorest land in the kingdom is the cleanest.

Let Mr. Smith go to a dry grouse moor in Scotland,
and he will see miles upon miles of land upon which
there is only one plant— Heather. But Heather is no
weed, and land which grows only one plant is most
undoubtedly clean. In places here and there you will

find a shepherd's "clearing," a spot which has been
rendered fertile by hard labour and manure, and upon
which fair crops grow. Now suppose a landlord
had cleared a thousand acres of such land, and by a
heavy outlay upon it had created a good and useful

farm. That farm can only be kept in fertility

by restoring to it every atom of manure that

it naturally produces ; and if any grain is sold
away from it, the land will fall rapidly out
of condition unless some manure is brought in to
replace what you take away. Suppose the owner of
that farm were silly enough to adopt Mr. Smith's silly

rule, " Pay your rent and keep your land clean," and
were to let it on those conditions for a few years to the
owner of an adjoining piece of moorland ; and suppose
that tenant were to carry away every year eveiy atom
of grain and straw and hay and roots, and were to con-
sume them with sheep and cattle upon his own adjoin-
ing moorland and not upon the rented land. He would
not have broken his agreement in any way, and yet in

four or five years he would have converted his own
barren moor into a fertile farm, and could then restore

the rented land like a sucked orange to its owner, clean.

no doubt, but so poor that it would hardly even grow
the natural plant of the countiy, Heather.
Pay your rent,and keep your land clean ! Ah ! Mr.

Smith, you made one little mistake : you ought to have
written, " Pay your rent and keep your land fertile ;" but
that word *

' fertile " involves a great deal, and necessitates

those "stupid" clauses which intelligent land agents
take good care to insert in any leases or agreements
they have to draw.
Pay your rent and keep your land clean ! Was

there ever a more silly sentence penned by any one?
And who is he who penned it ? Why the man who
sets himself up to be the Mentor of the landowners of
England, and who presumes, not only to read them a
lecture on their management of their estates, but also

has the hardihood to talk of their land agents as men
"who always stand ready to do any dirty work !"

Pay your rent and keep your land clean ! Let the

words be stereotyped, but, printer, take care to put a
" full heading" at top, in the very largest of letters,

and let that heading be " Smith's Folly." G. A. //.

FARM BUILDINGS.
VIII. The Barton Homestead.

The Barton Homestead (fig. 149) is hidden from
Osborne House by its sunken site, and by plantations

along the top of it. The roadway to the homestead
lying thus along the foot of an abrupt bank is at the top
of the surface more gradually sloping from it, on which is

a series of east and west rows of buildings, and of yards
connected by a higher cross line of bams and threshing

house, and at their western end the rickyard stands.

Coming to it from the famihouse, you pass between a

ElG. 149.—SKETCH OF THE BARTON HOMESTEAD.

double row of shedding, set apart on one side as a
cottage, coach-house, &c., and on the other as imple-
ment-shed, nag-stable, &c. A little study of the plan
and of the index upon it will show how easy is the

communication in these buildings between those parts

which are connected in use ; and this, as saving labour
in the management of stock and produce, for whose
shelter they are designed, is the true key to the merit
of farm buildings. The rickyard and root stores He on
the further (western) side of the threshing-barn and
tuniip-house, so that com is easily brought
to the threshing-machine and roots to the turnip-

cutter. These roots are cut by an oscillating I

turnip-cutter, and filled into a tmck upon a tramroad, I

by which all kinds of food are easily conveyed to their
,

destination in the feeding stable, and boxes on either
|

side of it. The straw-barn, which is of course close to

the threshing-machine, is also close to the yard where
straw is needed—to this central roadway down the
feeding house where it is also needed—and to the
roadway between it and the stables. The labour of
carriage is here also, therefore, reduced to a minimum. I

It is also close to the chaff-house, passing thither

'

through a chaff-cutter, by which it is reduced either to I

small chaff" for mixture with food, or to coarser chaff"!

for litter in the cattle boxes. The machinery is well I

arranged. From the fixed engine, erected by Messrs.
Easton & Amos, shafting, fixed wherever necessary,

I

conveys power and motion to Clayton's threshing-

machine and corn-elevator, Gan-ett's chaff"-cutter. Bur-
j

gess and Key's turnip-cutter, Biddell's cake-crusher,
|

Ransome's corn-cmsher, and Hughes' millstone—on one
side, and on the other the Parson's saw bench or the

carpenter's bench close by. In the implement shed
are collected, when not in use, the best farm imple-
ments of the day.

The accommodation for stock in the buildings is

exceedingly good. A 13-stall stable, with two loose
|

boxes at one end, and haniess-room at the other, pro- ,

vides accommodation for the horses of the farm. The
stalls, 64 feet wide, are provided with a rack on one
side on the level of the manger, for chaff, hay, or green

,

food, a manger for corn, and a small tank for water in
enamelled iron. The whole of the stabling and cattle-

sheds are \\ell supplied with water by natural gravita-
tion from a spring and pond outside, and all are drained
to a tank as shown in the map, to which the open
yards also have their surplus water directed, and whence
it is taken at intervals by water-carts to the pasture
land.

The central line of buildings contain a row of accom-
modation for cows and cattle—boxes or stalls or calf-

pens—on either side of a gangway furnished, as already
said, with a tramway. Parallel with this, on the other
side of intervening yards, is other shedding for the
yard-fed cattle not yet put up to fatten ; and on the
southern and eastern sides of the eastern yard, facing
respectively south and west, are the well-arranged pig-

sties. In the eastern yard, too, are bulls' houses, near
the cow-byre, and boiling-house close by the piggeries;

and below the eastern yard, on the southern side of it,

is a sheep-yard, and shedding used as a lambing-house.
There is thus ample accommodation for the machinery
and the horse-power of the farm, for the cows and fatting

and store cattle, and for the pigs and sheep. As a last

illustration of the fitness of the arrangements for the
economy of labour, we may point out the granary, built

on arched and fire-proof floor, over the cart-sheds, thus
enabling the easy loading of the carts for market.
The live stock of the faiTn included, when we visited

it some years ago, 13 working horses, chiefly Clydes-
dales, three or four mares, and a pure Clydesdale stal-

lion, brother to the prize filly shown by. the Prince
Consort at the Leeds show, and son of the prize stallion

shown at the first Chelmsford meeting of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society. Three or fourmares are bred from every
year, so that of all ages there are generally 24 to 30 horses.

Twelve to 16 Alderney cows, and a bull of the same
breed, are kept. The dairy is within the farmhouse ; a

good example of sim-
plicity and cleanliness

of arrangement and
management. Eight
breeding sow-s of the

black Sussex breed are

kept, and their pro-

duce are for the most
part fattened as

large porkers, being
killed when from four

to eight scores a-piece.

I he stock at any one
iinie thus generally

-(MTiprises 100 pigs, or
thereabouts, of various
ages. Besides the cows,
and their produce
reared for breeding
purposes, some 30 or

40 Galloways are pur-

chased every year at

the Barnet fair, fed in

the yards on straw and
Turnips during the first

winter, turned out to

the pastures during
summer, and taken in-

to the boxes and feed-

ing stalls during the following winter, and fattened
off as fast as possible on Turnips, Swedes, Mangels,
hay, cake, and meal. In feeding, excepting in

the case of the pigs, no cooking of food is practised.

Hay and straw and roots are cut into chaff and
slices, and corn and cake are crushed and ground

;

but the food is given in an uncooked state. A
flock of 40 to 100 Dorset ewes, in lamb by a black-

faced ram, is purchased every autumn. Lambing com-
mences before Christmas. Both ewes and lambs, fed

first on Tumips brought to them in the shed and
pastures, are at length folded in the Turnip field,

receiving there, the ewes about half a pound of oilcake

apiece, and a few Peas daily, the lambs having liberty

beyond the fold, and receiving, in addition to the

Tumips, as many Peas as they choose to eat ; both
thus fattening together. The Dorset lambs, thus fed,

have been this spring worth 38^. to ^os. apiece in the
months of April and May.
A flock of 300 Southdown ewes is also kept, and

their produce kept on, and fattened and sold, at 20 or

24 months old. The stock of all kinds which has a
place in the Michaelmas inventory, when it is as low as

at any time during the year, thus varies from 800 to

1000 head.

Let us now take a walk across the farm. It includes
820 acres, of which 412 are permanent pasture, and 13
waste and wood. The cropping of the remainder at

the time of our visit was as follows :—Wheat, 86 acres;

Barley, 44 ; Oats, 64 ; Beans and Peas, 26 ; Vetches
and Rape, 24 ; Potatos, 2 ; Turnips, 88 ; Canots and
Cabbages, 3 ; Mangel Wurzel, 8 ; Clover, 50—the com
crops thus amounting to 220 acres, and the green crops
to 175. The cropping next year was as follows:

—

Wheat, 97 acres ; Barley, 61 ; Oats, 46 ; Clover and
Grass, 54 ; Trifolium, 3; Mangel Wurzel, 16 ; Tumips,
78 ; Cabbages and Potatos, 3 ; Vetches, 25 ; Peas, 10;
fallow, 6.

The arable fields of the Barton Farm are most at the

further end of the farm : the rest of that portion of the

estate, with the exception of the two outlying fields in

the extreme north of it, which are also plough-land, being
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pasture. Notwithstanding discrepancies of acreage, the I When, however, one corn crop follows another, as I given. Since tlic purchase of the estate an immense
rotation adopted is essentially a four-course series.

[
Oats or Barley after Wheat, a dressing of guano is

|
improvement has been effected in the land, not only by

Fig. 151.—ISOMETEICAL PERSPECTIVE: BARTON HOMESTEAD.

tillage and drainage, but of course also by the purchase I when it was more needed. The produce of the crops I of Oats. A few acres of Belgian Carrots, (or dairy

oi artificial and other manures, and of cattle food, has thus been raised to from 4 to 5 quarters per acre of cows, and of Cabbages, which yield most useful autumn

Less is done in this way now than in former years, | Wheat, 4J to 6 quarters of Barley, and from 5 to 7 or 8
|
produce, are generally grown. And 5 or 6 acres ol
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corn stubble are sown each autumn with the Trifolium

incarnatum, yielding most useful early spring feed

for the stalls.

1 .White Mustard is also occasionally grown as a stolen

or catch crop. The Swedish Turnips, of which there

was, on the occasion of our last visit, an unusual

extent, are grown either in rows sown by the Suffolk

drill upon the flat, or by the special sowing machine,

on the raised drill system adopted in Scotland ; and on

this plan of cultivation, as the crop then followed

a failing Mangel plant, there were several fields.

The crop was remarkably full and even, not a blank

being visible in the planting, and a good average size

prevaiUng through the fields. In general, superphos-

pliate and ashes are depended on for a crop of Swedes.

Tlie dung of tlie boxes and yards is applied upon the

Clover for the Wheat crop, and for Mangels, Cabbage,

and Carrots. A large quantity of manure is thus

provided, and, with the artificial aids already named,

the farm is growing in fertility. The manure from the

royal mews is also purchased for the farm—a clear

addition to the land, as all the hay and straw of the farm

is consumed in the courts and buildings of the farm itself

On walking over the fields you are struck with the

excellence of the roads and fences. These last are

almost entirely new, i. e. , made since the purchase of the

estate ; they were planted a single row of Thorns in

lines prepared carefully for them by deep digging and

manuring, and they have since been kept perfectly

clean and well trimmed—one man having the sole duty

nil round the year of looking after them. They are

now a good slieep fence, occupying not more than

2 feet width, and being about 3 feet or 3^ feet high.

Tile land is cultivated close up to them, and the fields

are clean. A mixture of Holly with Thorn is added,

with great success, wherever tlie fence runs under trees,

in which case Thorn alone will not prosper.

PAPER MAKING MATERIALS.
Can a Farmer afford to Grow them?

Mr. Charles Cowan, who is an experienced paper-

maker, says that Esparto-grass, which now sells at ^^10,

was originally introduced at £^ per ton, delivered at

the port of import, and that at that price for many
years a very large quantity of it was used, and that if a

similar material could be supplied by the farmers of

tliis country, at from £'i to £(i per ton, large quantities

of it would be consumed by paper-makers. He says

tliat the common Italian Rye-grass and Timothy-grass

would both be " better adapted " for paper-making, and

would cost less in the boiling process ; consequently it

seems fair to assume that they would both be worth

more than Esparto, that is to say, worth more than ^'5

to jf6 per ton. We may, then, safely assume that

Rye-grass hay would be worth to a paper-maker jQd

per ton, put on railway, or a little more if delivered at

the manufactory. Now, it seems to me that if a farmer

could be assured of j^6 per ton for Rye-grass hay it

would pay him to grow it, and it would pay

the landlord to allow it to be sold if the farmer brought

back 40J. worth of artificial manure for each ton of

hay sent off the farm. Mr. Lawes values the manure
from a ton of hay at 30j-. 6</. ; so that 40J. worth

returned would leave the land better than if it only had
the hay manure returned to it. And £s, per ton, which

would be the farmer's nett price, certainly seems to me
more than any farmer could make by feeding Rye-grass

hay. Supposing the Rye-grass to be cut just as it

came into full flower, the exhaustion to the land would
be very little if the theory be true that it is the

perfecting of the seed which exh.austs ; and as Rye-
grass is a very early plant, the quantity of after-grass

would be very great. Thirty cwt. of hay from the acre

would leave (deducting manure) £,(>, minus the cost of

cutting, saving, and delivering at the nearest station
;

or, allowing those items to cost £\, he would get a

nett profit of ;^5 per acre from his hay, and have all the

after-grass and the wintering.

Mr. Lawes has shown that land can be kept *Mn
condition " quite as well with artificial manure as with
farmyard dung. He experimented for 14 years on two
plots of permanent meadow land, mowing it regularly

each year, and the average produce, where farmyard

ni.anure was applied, was 43 cwt. ; whUe the average

produce of the other plot, to which artificial manure
was applied, was 45 cwt. of hay yearly.

Now, if we reckon an acre of Italian Rye-grass

mown early to produce 30 cwt. of hay the first year,

and the same quantity the second year, tliat makes
3 tons in two years ; and the quantity of manure to be
brought back (at the rate of 40J. worth of artificial

manure for each ton of hay) would be £(> worth, or

^3 eacli year for each acre. Of course the exact

species of manure to be brought would be varied,

according to the soil and situation, but over a great

extent of soils a dressing of lime, salt, superphosphate,

nitrate of soda, and kainite (native potash), would
answer very well, at all events for several rotations.

But the following are fair average prices for these

articles laid down at the farmyard. Of course at some
farms they might be a little cheaper, at others a little

dearer :—

•

Salt, clean . . 10
Superphosphate, 26 per cent, soluble . . .

.

56
Nitrate of soda, 10 per cent, refraction .. .. 15 o

Kainite (potash salt) . . 40

and .j^3 expended in tliem would give to each acre the

following dressing :—

•

Cwt. J. a.

Lime . . . . 20^ .

.

20 6

Salt 3 .. 20
Superphosphate . . 4 .

.

22 o

Nitrate of soda oi .

.

76
Kainite .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. So

Per acre per year . . . . 60 o

and if mown twice it would get this dressing twice

over, and most farmers and landowners will agree in

thinking that the above named dressing would fully

make up for the loss of the manure arising from

30 cwt. of hay consumed upon the farm.

A question might arise as to when the manure ought

to be applied. If I were the farmer, I should like

to put on the salt, superphosphate, nitrate, and kainite

in March, before the Grass began to grow (whicli I was
going to cut for hay), and the lime as soon as the hay
was oft. But if I were the landlord, possibly I would
like them brought in after the hay was gone, so as truly

to replace the manure which it would have produced
;

and that unquestionably would be the fairest towards

the land. With such a dressing as I have named above

I think there is very little doubt that the second year's

cutting of Italian Rye-grass would be quite 30 cwt., so

that I do not over-estimate in saying that an acre in

two years would give 3 tons of hay, wdiich, if sold at

£(3 per ton to the paper-maker, would produce £\^,
and deducting £(1 for two years' manure, the farmer

would get £\'2. nett, and all the after-grass, and all the

wintering for two years from each acre of Rye-grass.

And this certainly ought to leave him a good profit,

after paying rent and taxes and expenses.

I f, then, I were a farmer within easy reach of a paper-

manufacturer, either by road or railway, I think X

would be inclined to write and ask him would he give

me £(i per ton for Rye-grass hay, and would he make
a contract with me to buy it, provided I could

arrange with my landlord to let me sell it? and if

he was willing, I would then go to my landlord and

offer to bring back £1 worth of artificial manure for

each ton of Rye-grass hay sold oft" the farm.

Mr. Cowan also mentions Timothy-grass or Cat's-

tail as suitable for paper-making, and as this Grass

produces a very large crop and is perennial, it very

probably would pay better even than Italian Rye-grass,

as it might be left down for several years if a few
renewing seeds were sown upon it in early spring before

shutting up for hay. At all events, if the paper-makers

can afford £(> per ton for hay, whether Rye-grass or

Timothy-grass, it seems to me that it will pay farmers

to grow it, returning^2 of the price in artificial manure

;

and I also think it will pay the landlord to let it be

sold on these terms. If any of your readers are paper-

makers, will they let us hear their ideas ? or if any of

your farmer readers live near a paper manufactory it

would be well if they talked to their neighbour about

it, and got him to write you a line. G. A. II.

|)onic C(jrrcs|ioiibcnce.

A Walk over the Farm : June 6.—Since I wrote

on May 15 tlicie has been scarcely a shower, conse-

quently there is no bottom to the pastures, and on the

uplands the few heads of early ripened grasses are

being binishcd douTi with the hope that the after-crop

may be a good one. On some lands the spring crops

are showing unmistakeable signs of suffering from want

of moisture. I fear our Eastern Counties have been less

fortunate in regard to rainfall than others in the West
and Midland. My Wheat, Oats, Barley, Beans, Peas,

Clover, and Tares, are all at present satisfactory, with

the exception of 6 acres of light-land Wheat, which

are much improved. We are mowing Tares and
also Italian Rye-grass, passing them through the

chaff-cutter. 1 could not find the half acre of Wheat
drilled with only 2 pecks per acre, for it looked as

thick as where the bushel was sown. Thick
sowers should really come and see my 60 acres of

Wheat. I call i bushel per acre thick sowing. Barley,

with 6 pecks, and Black Oats with 2 bushels, seem
thick enough. I have a full plant of Mangel and
first-rate Red Clover. Depend upon it drainage, deep
and clean cultivation and unwashed cake manure show
their good results in a dry season as well as in a wet
one. Market gardening and seed growing are extend-

ing in this neighbourhood. There are some very clean

examples of it near me ; they want to be nearer to the

great metropolitan sewers or London dung. These
gardens employ much labour, which is lucky, for our

population here is rapidly increasing since my first

settling down here. My own men average five children

each, including those who have no children. Day
wages are los. a week, thefarmer finding small beer, esti-

mated at IS. per week. Ploughmen get an extra shilling.

The conclusion I arrived at, after a 44 miles' ride in

Essex, is, that upland hay is a failure, so far as regards

the first crop ; Clover crops thin and patchy ; that

Wheat on well-favoured and well-drained heavy lands

is healthy and promising for corn, but must be short

in the straw, and perhaps rather late at hai^vest ; that

on light, hot, and weak lands Wheat will be a poor

crop, and, unless we get rain, prematurely ripened, and

a very short crop of straw ; that there is a great mis-

j

plant of roots where the land has not been manured
I and deeply cultivated be/ore winter ; that there are

great complaints of the destruction of the young plants

by insects ; that this is likely to be a bad farmer's
year, and tliat there will be a good many farms to let

at reduced rents next Michaelmas. I hear of farmers
drawing on their reserves at their banker's. Fortu-
nately on my farm I have little to complain of,

except that corn has been too cheap, and that

on my 14 acres of pasture we shall have scarcely

one-fourth as much hay as we had last year.

When we consider that one half of the United King-
dom (22,500,000 acres) are in permanent pasture, the

drought must cause much loss to the farmers and to

the nation. I am decidedly opposed to permanent
pasture, except under peculiar circumstances of climate

and locality. I have only 14 acres of pasture on 170
acres of land. A great many labourers are out of

employ, and I fear will remain so, seeing how small

will be the bulk of hay and straw as compared with
last year. 'Tis true that bread is cheap, but wages are

lower than last year. Meat, butter, and cheese are,

however, much too dear for the agricultural labourer.

Plis position as compared with last year is not favour-

able. At present there is no sign of rain. If we
should hav^ a dripping June, which is said to "bring
all things in tune," it would very much improve our

agricultural prospects. Late ploughed and late sown
spring crops are in a critical condition, owing to the

dry weather. 7. y. Mechi,

Woolston Dung.—Mr. Smith still sticks to it that

ton of straw will absorb 3 tons of water, and that the

mixture will be 4 tons of manure. That is Mr. Smith's

idea, founded upon no known data, and in all pro-

bability picked up hap-hazard from some chance con-

versation with a neighbour ; but Mr. Smith hath said,

and so it must be right ! As to my Hampshire
experiment he says:

—

"His(*G. A. H.') Hampshire
straw was a bad sort, and his statement about it is as

bad, for there is nothing authentic about it." Of
course Mr. Smith saw the Hampshire straw, and is a
great judge of the goodness of the statement, and of the

authenticity of it ! "Then I want to know," says Mr.
Smith, "how, as in the case of Mangel, a ton of dry

vegetable matter could hold 9 tons of water." What a

clever argument ! I wonder if our Woolston friend

ever drank a glass of cider. What ! he has ? Well,

then, suppose we take 10 tons of Apples, and put

them through the cider press, we shall get about

8| tons of liquid out of them, and what is left behind

will be, not diy, but nearly dry, vegetable matter.

Suppose, then, Mr. Smith, you try your hand and see

if you can make this dry vegetable matter absorb the

84 tons of juice again ! Try hard, Mr. Smith ! It

takes a long time to do—at least for a mortal ! You
profess to be omniscient, but I fear you must also

become omnipotent before you succeed. When you do
succeed depend upon it you will be a more celebrated

character than Prometheus was in days of old. Sup-

pose, however, Mr. Smith tries a simplerfCxperiment.

Hampshire straw is bad, but Woolston straw must be
first-rate, for are not all the Woolston geese swans ?

Suppose, then, he weighs out lolb. of Woolston straw,

and puts it to soak in water in a tin vessel for a week
or two. Then let him lake it out and let it drip until

no more water will drop from it, so as to make it as

dry as London stable dung, and having so done let him
try if it weighs 40 lb. Then let him tell your readers

honestly the result. Tell the truth, Mr. Smith, and if

you cannot shame the devil at all events refute

G. A. H.

G. A. H. and West Indian.—Will "G. A. H."
turn over to p. 2S8, and look at the following words
penned by him?—"Although in the foregoing calcu-

lation I have taken Fisken's flying-rope system as my
basis, there is no doubt that a good roundabout,

worked by a traction engine, would give pretty nearly

the same results." Does he consider 8 acres as "pretty

nearly the same results" as 13 acres? But perhaps

Smith's name is a bugbear, and, substituting the name
of Howard or Fowler as makers of the roundabout, he

may admit that his estimate of "pretty nearly the same
results" is quite correct. Pray what does he consider

deep ploughing—74 inches, as he states at p. iSS? Is

it at such a depth that these said stones that are apt to

convert the plough into a hunter or smash it to bits,

are to be found ? When "G. A. H." closed his letter

with "I have in this calculation taken 'West Indian's'

own figures," he should have added, "being a quota-

tion from a correspondent in the Agricidtural Gazette^

p. 2S7, signed * G. A. H.'" Will he inform me
where tackle on Fisken's system, costing £^^^—
portable engine same power as Mr. Smith uses, is to

be found averaging 13 acres a day ? Please let us have,

more instances than one. West Indian.

What are the Objects for which the Royal
Agricultural Society of England was formed ?—

•

It has been stated in scientific circles that the Council

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England has

declined to contribute towards the fund for payment
of the expenses attending "the inquiry into the treat-

ment and utilisation of sewage," by the committee of

the British Association, although the subject is of

greater consequence to the agricultural interest than

perhaps any other. It is remarkable that this

decision was come to at a meeting of the Council

when there were present as macy as nine peers and
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five members of the House of Commons, who, being

legislators, it mny be presumed must know the value

of an inquiry conducted by gentlemen of various

opinions, independently of the Government, with the

sole intention of arriving at facts by local investigation

and critical research, and requiring, on their part, only

to be relieved of loss wlien giving their time gratuit-

ously to the public. On what gi-ound could such an

application be refused? According to the charter, the

fourth object of the Society is "to encourage men of

science in their attention to the application of chemistry

to the general purposes of agriculture," and surely

when the food of millions may be cheapened by the

proper application of sewage it could not have been

deemed a departure from the charter to have given

a few pounds towards the expenses of the inquiry

undertaken Ijy the committee. But there may be

some other reason for the refusal which the public

would like to know, particularly as both the Scotch

and Irish agricultural societies have contributed

liberally. There is something sublime in the satis-

factory tone of the reports of the Chemical Committee
on the adulteration of oilcake. It is quite evident

that the Council has been led to believe that if by
publishing the names of a few rogues it can be shown
that the Society is of some use as detectives, the funded
property may be suiifered to remain intact, in spite

of anything Mr. Freebody may say. A Member of
R. A. S. E.

Sucixtics,
BA TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.

Taunton, June 6 to 10. — The show-ground and
trial-fields opened at 10 o'clock on Monday, amid
weather of the most cheering description — bright

and yet breezy. Last year the show week at South-

ampton was ushered in with rain, which happily,

however, cleared away on the evening previous to

the show, leaving a brightened vegetation and lovely

scenery all the lovelier for its refreshing influence.

The present season has been, up to Wednesday,
a complete contrast to the last ; and although nothing

could be pleasanter for sight-seeing, the practical

effect of so long-continued a drought is, that the

mowing-machines in the trial - fields had little to

encounter but "bents," with a very scant under-

growth, and farmers were expressing giave fears as to

the success both of Grass and root crops.

At the time we write we can only express an opinion

as to the quality of the show as an exhibition ; its

pecuniary success can only be known at the end of the

week. As an assemblage of implements and animals

it deserves the highest praise, and the arrangement of

the show-yard could not be improved.

This has been the second combined meeting of the

Bath and West of England and Southern Counties

Societies, a combination which has been an undoubted
advantage to both, principally because it ensures a

good implement show. The implement makers, who
probably would not have sent their machineiy to two
comparatively small meetings, here at the combined
gathering assemble in full force. An important feature

is the absence of prizes for implements, the exhibitors

being willing to send their goods without further

advantage than this opportunity for advertising them.

At the Taunton meeting one of the most striking

points was the improvement in horse-ploughs, a class

of implements which we had learnt to think had
arrived at maturity or perfection. The last few months
have shown us that this is not the case, and that there

is still room for striking modifications in the stnicture

of even the common plough. The show of both live

and dead stock has been excellent, but instead of deal-

ing in generalities we pass on to details.

CATTLE.

Shorthorns are fairly represented, especially in the
yearling heifer and bull classes. Mr. George Game takes
the 1st prize with Royal Butterfly 20th (45,007),
bred by Colonel Towneley, from whom he was pur-
chased by his present owner for 300 gs. This is a re-

markably well made bull, especially in his forequarters.

He has a beautiful head ; and his whole appearance
is grand. Lord Sudeley is in the 2d place, with
Mandarin, an excellent, level, white bull, and
prize-winner last season.

In the class for the best bull under 2 years old on
June I, Lady Pigot takes the 1st place, with a level

bull, good across the shoulders, and showing signs of
constitutional strength. Mr. Stratton, of Burderop,
comes 2d, with a very good animal, rather coarse at the

shoulder point, and perhaps a shade cow-like about
the head. In class 8, Mr. Game carries off the prize

with a very excellent roan cow, and Mr, Stratton's

Coriander was placed 2d.

In the class for heifers in calf, Mr. Stratton takes the

1st prize with Peeress by BuDE Light (21,342), a

wide, level, and good beast, but exceedingly fat, and
Lady Pigot obtains the 2d place with La Belle

Helhte by Prince of the Empire, a thick, level,

and well-grown heifer of the true Branches Park
character. The yearling heifers are well represented,

and allowed by all to be a very perfect class. We
refer our readers to the subjoined Prize List.

Herefords. — This is an excellent section. In the

bull class for animals over 2 and under 4 years of

age, Mr. Thomas, St. Hilary, carries oft the 1st prize

with an animal bred by Mr. Rawlings, of Shropshire,
which afterwards was sold into Glamorganshire, where
he signalised himself as a prize-taker. He is a good,
straiglit, large-sized bull, of excellent quality, got by
Sir John, and is a grandson of old Sir Benjamin,
The merits of this animal are indicated by the fact that
the Manchester prize bull is exhibited against him,
and is fairly beaten. Lord Ashford, the 2d prize bull,

in the same class, and the property of Mr. Baldwin,
of Luddington, is a son of Lady Ashford^ a remark-
able cow, which was a 1st prize-taker at a Royal
meeting, afterwards winner of a 1st prize at

Smithfield as a fat cow, and subsequently she again
became a breeding animal in Mr. Baldwin's herd. The
great feature in the exhibition of Herefords is the
class for yearling heifers, which has rarely ever been
equalled. Many good judges preferred the 2d to the
1st prize heifer in this class.

The Det'ons.—These occupied the first place in the
catalogue, and formed, as might have been expected, a
large and good section of the live stock exhibited.
Lord Falmouth gains fresh laurels by his excellent

bull Narcissus, and Mr. Davy, of Flitton Barton, and
Mr. Smith, of High Hoopem, well nigh divides the
remaining prizes between them. Mr. J. H. Buller

show a good 3-year-old bull, which was placed 2d.

The following are the awards in the cattle classes :

—

Devon s.

Class i. For the best Bull, exceeding 2 and not exceeding 4
yearsold on June i, 1870.— ist, £-20, the Right Hon. Viscount
Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall, Narcissus, aged 2

years and 8 months; 2d, ;^io, Mr. J. H. Buller, Downes,
Crediton.
Class 2. For the be^t Bull, not exceeding 2 years old on

June I, 1870.— ist, ;^2o, Mr. James Davy. Flitton Barton, North
Molton, Duke of Flitton 5TH, aged i year, 3 months, 3 weeks
and 3 days ; 2d, ;Cio, Mr. W. Smith, Hoopern, Exeter, Penn-
sylvania (S98).

Class 3. For the best Cow in calf (or if in milk, having had a
calf within six months next preceding June 1, 1870.—ist, £,\<„

Mr. James Davy, Flitton Barton, North Molton, Actress (7740),
aged 10 years, 3 weeks and i day ; 2d, £\o, Mr. W. Smith,
Hoopem, Exeler, Musk {2883), aged 5 years.

Class 4. For the best Heifer in calf (or if in milk, having had
a calf within six months next preceding the first day of the exhi-

bition}, not exceeding 3 years old on Junei, 1870.— ist, ^15, Mr.
Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Pretty ^laid,

aged 2 years, 6 months, 1 week and 6 days ; 2d, ;^io, Mr. J. A
Smith, Bradford Peverill, Dorchester, Picture (2922).
Class 5- For the best Heifer, not exceeding 2 years old on

June I, 1870.— ist, £,xo, Mr. James Davy, FHtton Barton, North
Molton, Teutptress id (3070}, aged i year and 10 months; 2d,

j^S, Mr. W. Smith, Exeter, Duchess, aged i year, 5 months,
2 weeks and 3 days.

Class 6. For the best Bull, exceeding 2 and not exceeding

4 years old on June i, 1870.—ist, ;^2o, Mr. George Game,
Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, Royal Butter-
fly 20TH (25,007) ; 2d, /lo, the Right Hon. Lord Sudeley,
Toddington, Winchcomb, Gloucester, Mandarin, aged 2 years,

II months, 4 weeks and 2 days.
Class 7. For the best Bull, not exceeding 2 years old on June

I, 1870.— ist, /20, the Lady Emily Pigot, Branches Park, New-
market, Suffolk, Bythis, aged i year, 9 months and i day

;

2d, ;^io, Mr. Richard Stratton, Burderop, Swindon, Wilts,

Majesty.
Class 8. For the best Cow in calf (or if in milk, having had a

c.-ilf within six months next preceding June i, 1S70).—ist, j^is,

Mr. George Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton, Pride of
the Heath, aged 4 ycirs and 10 months ; 2d, £,xo, Mr. Richard
Stratton, Burderop, Swindon, Wilts, Coriander.
Class q. For the best Heifer in calf (or if in milk, having had

a calf within six months next preceding the first day of the exhi-

bition), not exceeding 3 years old on June i, 1870.— ist, ;^i5,

Mr. Richard Stratton, Burderop, a roan Shorthorn heifer, in

calf. Peeress, aged 2 years, 10 months and 2 weeks ; 2d, ;^io, the

Lady Emily Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket, a red and white
Shorthorn heifer, in calf, La Belie Helene.

Class 10. For the best Heifer, not exceeding 2 years old on

June 1, 1870.— ist, £,\o, Mr. Richard Stratton, Gertrude, aged i

year and 10 months ; 2d, ^5, Mr. Richard Stratton, Flo^vcr
Girl.

Herefords.
Class ii. For the best Bull, exceeding 2 and not exceeding

4 years old on June i, 1870.—ist, ^20, Mr. T. Thomas, St.

Hilary, Cowbrldge, Glamorganshire, Sir John the Third, aged

3 years, 9 months and i week ; ad, ;^io, Mr. John Baldwin, Lud-
dington, Stratford-on-Avon.
Class 12. For the best Bull, not exceeding a years old on

June I, 1870.—ist. £,10, Mr. T. Edwards, Wintercott, Leo-
minster, Sir Richard, aged i year, i month, 3 weeks and 5 days ;

2d, £,\o, Mr. Henry Nicholas Edwards, Broadward, Leominster,

Sir John (3451).
Class 13. For the best Cow in calf (or if m milk, having had a

calf within six months next preceding June i, 1870).— ist^ ^15,
Mr. John Hungerford Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leomuistcr,
Hampton Beauty, aged ^ years and 11 months ; 2d, ^10, Mr. T.
Thomas, St. Hilary, Lizzie.

Class 14. For the best Heifer in calf (or if in milk, having had
a calf withm six months), not exceeding 3 years old on June i,

1870).—ist, £,-1$. Mr. William Tudge, Adforton, Lcintwardlne,
Herefordshire, Silver Star, aged 2 years, 9 months, 2 weeks and
5 days : 2d, ^10, Mr. Philip Turner, The Leen, Pembridge,
Leominster, Liz'ia.

Class 15.— For the best Heifer, not exceeding 2 years old on
June I, 1870.— ist, ;Cio, Mr. Thomas Thomas, St. Hilary,

Sunbeam, aged i year and 9 months; 2d, £$, J\Ir. James D.
Allen, Tisbury, Salisbury. Wilts, Lovely, aged i year. 11

months and 4 days. Highly Commended : Mr. John Harding,
Bicton, Shrewsbury, Salop, Dahlia.

Sussex.

Class 16.—For the best Bull, not exceeding 2 years old on
June I, 1870 —ist, /20, Mr. John Turvili, Alton; 2d, ^lo,
Mr. Jenner, Rye, Sussex.

Class 17.—For the best Cow in calf (or If in milk, having had
a calf within six months next preceding June 1,1870).— ist, £t^,
Mr. Smith. Ashford. Sussex ; 2d, £10, Mr. Turvlll, Alton.
Class 18.— For the best Heifer in calf (or If in milk, having

had a calf within 6 months next preceding the first day of the
exhibition), not exceeding 3 years old on June i, 1870.—ist, £is,
Messrs. John &. Alfred Heasman, Angmerlng, Arundel, South-
atfi^ton, aged 2 years, 5 months, 3 weeks and 3 days ; 2d, ;Cto,

Messrs. John & Alfred Heasman, Beauty.

Channel Islands.
Class tq. For the best Bull, not exceeding 4 years old on

June I, 1870.— lit, £10, Mr. George Digby Wingfield Digby,

Sherborne Casde, Sherborne, Sir Jei
nths ; 2d, £^, Mr, Henry Comptoi

, Mai
steed, Lyndhurst, Prii
Class 20. For the best Cow in calf (or if In milk, having had a

calf within six months next preceding June i, 1870.-151, ^lo, Mr,
William Gibbs, Tyntesfield, near Bristol, aged about 3 years

';

2d, £5, Mr. Henry Compton, Manor House, Minestced, Lynd-
hurst, Ada.

SHEEP.
There is a good show of sheep. The Leicesters

are all from West of England flocks. The Cotswolds
appeared in moderate force, although many of the
principal breeders of this race still hold back from exhi-

biting. The Devon Longwools, a cross between the

Leicester and the Devon Knot, forms a large class of
useful sheep, larger and lengthier in their carcases than
pure Leicesters. The short-wooUed sheep embrace
all the usual breeds in considerable numbers ; and
Southdowns are sent by Mr. Rigden all the way from
Brighton, to compete successfully with west country
bred sheep. Among Hampshires, Mr. Rawlence is

1st in two and 2d in the remaining class, but we were
sorry to observe that the Messrs. Russell's (of Kent)
pens were all empty, otherwise the competition might
have been keener. To a visitor in the south-west of
England probably the most interesting part of the sheep
show would be the Exmoors and other mountain
breeds, which were well represented.

The following is the list of awards :

—

Leicester.
Class 21. For the best yearling Ram.—ist, .^10, Messrs. John

& Albert E. Gould, Poltimore, Exeter ; 2d, £5, Mr. James
Tremaln, Polsue, Grampound, Cornwall,
Class z^. For the best Ram of any other age.—ist, £10,

Messrs. John & Albert E. Gould ; 2d, ^5, Mr. George Turner,
Bramford Speke, Exeter, Devon.
Class 23. For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— ist, ;fio,

Messrs. John & Albert E. Gould; 2d, £s, Mr. James Burston
Corner, Longforth, Wellington, Somerset

COTSWOLD.
Class 24. For the best yearling Ram.—ist, ^10, the executors

of the late Thomas Killett, Kilkenny, Farringdon, Oxfordshire;
2nd, £s, the executors oi the late T. Gillett.

Class 25. For the best Ram of any other age.— ist, ;^io, the
executors of the late Mr. Gillett; 2d. ,£5, Mr. T. Beale Browne,
Salperton Park, Andoversford, Gloucestershire.

Class 26, For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes. — ist, ;^io,

the executors of the late T. Gillett ; 2d. £s, Mr. John Wil-
liams, Caercady, Cowbrldge, Glamorganshire.

Devon Long-wools.
(Not eligible to compete in Classes 21 to 26 inclusive.)

Class 27. For the best yearling Ram.— 1st, £-10-, Mr. Richard
Corner, Torweston, Willlton, Somersetshire ; 2d, .£5, ditto.

Class 28. For the best Ram of any other age.— ist, £io, Mrs.
Elizabeth Gibbings, Higher Brenton, Kennford, near Exeter;
2d, ^5, Mr. Richard Corner.
Class 29. For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— ist, ;£io,

Mr. James B. Corner, Longforth, Wellington, Somerset ; and,

£5, ditto.

Southdown.
Class 30. For the best yearling Ram— ist, j^Jio, Sir William

Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland, Farringdon, Berkshire ; 2d, .^5,

Messrs. J. & A. Heasman, Angmerlng, Arundel.
Class 31. For the best Ram of any other age.— ist, ;£io,

Mr. William Rigden, Hove, Brighton ; 2d, £2, the Right Hon.
the Earl of Portsmouth, Hurstbourne Park, Whitchurch, Hants.
Class 32. For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes. — 1st, £10,

Mr. Ralph Neville-Grenville, Butlelgh Court, Glastonbury,
Somerset; 2d, £s, Sir William Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland.

HAftirsHiRE Downs.
Class 33. For the best yearling Ram.—ist, £io, Mr. Alfred

Morrison, Fonthill House, Tisbury, Wilts ; 2d, £$, Mr. James
Rawlence, Bulbridge, Wilton, Salisbury.

Class 34. For the best Rani of any other age.— ist, i^io,

Mr. James Rawlence ; 2d, £s, ditto.

Class 35. For the best pen of 5

Mr. James Rawlence ; 2d, £s, ditto.

Shropshire.

Class 36. For the best yearling Ram.—ist, ;£io, Mr, Henry
Wood, Pucknall Farm, Romsey, Hants; 2d, £s, the Right Hon.
Lord Chesham, Chesham, Latimer, Bucks.
Class 37. Ram of any other age, disqualified.

Class 38. For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes,—1st, ;fio, the

Right Hon. Lord Chesham, Chesham, Latimer, Bucks ; 2d, £$,
Mr. Henry Wood, Pucknall Farm.

Oxfordshire Down.
Class 39. For the best yearling Ram.— ist, .£10, Mr. Charles

Gillett, Cote House, Bampton, Oxfordshire; 2d, £$, ditto.

Class 40. For the best Ram of any other age.— ist, ^10, Mr.
George Wallis. Old Shifford, Bampton; 2d, ^5, Mr. Charles

Gillett, Cote House.
Class 41. For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— ist, £10, Mr.

Charles Gillett ; 2d, £s, Mr. Gillett, Burford.

Somerset and Dorset Horn.
Class 42. For the best yearling Ram.— ist, £-20, Mr. Henry

Mayo, Cokcr's, Frome, Dorchester; 2d, ^5, Mr. Herbert Farth-

ing, Nether Stowey, Bridgwater.

Class 43. For the best Ram of any other age.—ist, £10, Mr.

Herbert Farthing, Nether Stowey ; 2d, ^5, Mr. Abraham Bond,

Hunstllc.
Class 44. For the best pen of 5 yearling Ewes.—ist, Xio, Mr.

Farthing, Bridgwater; 2d, £s, Mr. Culverwell, Bridg^vater.

ExMooR and other Mountain,
Class 45. For the best Ram of any age. — ist, £\o, Mr.

Quartly, South Molton ; 2d, £s, Mr. Davy, North Molton.

Class 46. For the best pen of 5 Ewes of any age.— ist, £$,
Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart., Minehead ; 2d, £2, Mr. Smith,

HORSES.
Considerable classes of agricultural horses, a small

show of hunters and hacks, and a pretty fair exhibition

of ponies, make up a whole which has never been a

great feature in the annual meetings of this Society

;

but which is this year as considerable as it has else-

where been. There are 23 entries of agricultural

horses, 39 in four classes of hunters and hacks, and

20 ponies.

The following are the awards of the judges :—

For Agricultural Purposes.

Cla5S 47. For the best Stallion, foaled before ^S^S.—ist, j£25,

Mr. Hitchcock, Heylesbury: 2d,;i:i5, Mr. Joyce, South Molton.
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Class 48. For the best Stallion, foaled in 1868.— ist, Im, Mr.

Tice, Bridgwater; ad, £10, Mr. Hitchcock, Heytesbury.

Class 49. For the best Mare and Foal.— ist, £15. Mr. HuLson,

East Brent ; 2d, {,s, Mrs. Burbidge, South Wraxhall.

Hunters.
Class 59.— For the best Mare or Gelding, foaled before Jan. i,

1866.—ist, .£25. Mr. Clement Champeney, Theale, Wells, • Hunt-

ing Horn," aged 5 years ; 2d, £.10, Mr. George Bland Battams,

Kilworthy, Tavistock, Devon, " Seneschal," aged 5 years.

Class st. For the best Mare or Gelding, foaled in j866.—ist,

;<;25, Mr. George Bland Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock, " Epi-

cure," aged 4 years and i month ; 2d, ^10, Mr. George Bland

Battams, " Grimaldi," aged 4 years.

Class 52. For the best Filly or Gelding, foaled in 1867.—rst,

Ixo, Mr. John Thomas Robinson, Leckby Palace, Asenby,

Thirsk, "Splashwater," aged 3 years and i month; 2d, iJs,

Mr. George Bland Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock, Devon,

"Topthorn."
Class 53. For the best Colt or Filly, foaled in 1869.— ist, £.to,

Mr. Joyce, South Molton ; 2d, f,^, Mr. Robinson, Thirsk.

Class 54. For the best Mare or Gelding.—ist, {.i^, Mr. Bat-

tams, Tavistock ; 2d, £,^, Mr. Peren, South Petherton.

Ponies.

Class 55. For the best Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 14

hands high.—ist, £10, Capt. Ballard, Cowbridge ; 2d, {.i, Mr.

Gibbs, Pitminster.

PIGS.

There has been a large entiy of pigs, and a good show

both of black and white breeds. The Messrs. Howard,

of Biddenham ; Messrs. Duckering, of Lincolnshire
;

and Mr. Taylor, of Taunton, cany off most of the

prizes for large and small white breeds, and we would

especially mention Mr. Duckering's "Lily," a 2-year-

old sow of extraordinary merit. In the Berkshire

class Mr. Russell Swanwick, of the Royal Agricultural

College, showed an e.\ceedingly perfectly formed boar,

wliich took precedence of a remarkably good pig,

exhibited by Mr. H. Humphrey, Shrivenham. Mr.

Swanwick is again Ist in the class for the best two

breeding sows, with two admirable hilts.

The following are the awards of the judges :

—

Large BreiiD.

Class 57. For the best Boar, above i year and not exceeding

2 years old on June i, 1870.-151, Xs. Messrs. J. & F. Howard,
Britannia Farms, Bedford, " Victor the Second," aged i year,

1 1 months, 4 weeks and 1 day : 2d, ^3, Messrs. R. E. Duckering

6 Son, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey, Lincolnshire, " Cultivator

the Sixth," aged i year, S months, i week and 4 days.

Class 58. For the best Boar, not exceeding i year old on

June I, 1870.— ist, /s, Messrs. Duckering & Son, "Victor,

aged 9 months and 3 weeks ; 2d, .£3, ditto, " Cornet," aged

7 months and i week.
Class 59. For the best Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited

with her litter.— ist, £,1, Messrs. J. S; F. Howard, " Longville the

Second," aged i year, 11 months, i week and i day; 2d, £^,
Messrs. Duckering & Son.

Class 60. For the best pen of 2 Breeding Sows, not exceeding

qmonths old on June i, 1870.— ist, .£5, Mr. Jacob Dove, Ham-
brook House, Hambrook, Gloucestershire, a pen of 2 white

breeding sows in farrow, aged 8 months, 3 weeks and 4 days ; 2d,

;C3, Messrs. Howard, two white breeding sows.

Class 61 —For the best Boar, above i year old and not exceed-

ing 2 years old on June i, 1870.-151, ^5, Mr. William Mor-
timer, Ware, Newliam House, near Hclstone, Cornwall, " Gem,"
aged I year, 2 months, 2 weelcs and I day ; 2d, ;£3, ditto, " Jet,"

aged I year, 2 months, 2 weeks and 1 d.ay.

Class fi2.—For the best Boar, not exceeding i year old on

June I, 1870.—1st, £$, Mr. Thomas R. Cornish, Wolfsgrove,

Bishop's Toignton, Teignmouth, Devon, "Comet," aged
8 months and 4 weeks ; 2d, ;C3, Messrs. Duckering & Son,
" Peter," aged g months and 2 weeks.

Class 63. For the best Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited

with her litter. —ist, £,%, Messrs. Duckering, "Lily," aged

2 years, 10 months and i week ; 2d, ^3, Mr. William Osbc
Ponty's Pool, Hillfarrance, Taunton, Somerset, "Gipsy Que
aged I year, g months, 2 weeks and 5 days.

Class 64. For the best pen of 2 Breeding Sows, not exceeding

9 months of age on June i, 1870.-151, £$, Messrs. Duckering,
"Lily" and "Daisy," aged 7 months and i day; 2d, i^3, Mr.
Thomas Taylor, Pool Farm. Taunton, Somerset, "Love" and
" Unity," aged 6 months and 2 weeks.

(Not allowed to compete in any other cLass.)

Class 65. For the best Boar, above i year and not exceeding

2 years on June i, 1870.-151, ^^5, Mr. Russell Swanwick, Royal
Agricultural College farm, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, " Sambo
the Second," aged i year and i day ; 2d, C?,, Mr. Heber Humfrey,
Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham, Berks, " Royal Oak," aged i year,

6 months, 3 weeks and 3 days.

Class 66.—For the best Boar, not exceeding 1 year old or

June r, 1870-—1st, .£5. Mr. Stewart, Gloucester ; 2d, .£3, ditto.

Class 67. For the best Breeding Sow, in farrow, or exhibited

with her litter. — 1st, ,£5, Duckering and Son, Northorpe; 2d,

£1, Mr. Stewart.
Class 68. For the best pen of 2 Breeding Sows, not exceed-

ing 9 months of age on June i, 1870.— 1st, £,^, Mr. Swanwick,
Cirencester: 2d, ;i,3, Mr. Humfrey, Shrivenham.

The following gentlemen acted as judges of the seve-

ral classes :

—

Devon, Sussex, and Chnnuel Islands Cattle. — Mr. Joslah

Pitcher, Hailsharn, Hurst Green ; Mr. R. Warren, Childokeford,

Blandlbrd.
Sliortlwrns and Herefords.—Mr. M. Savidge, Sarsden, Chip-

ping Norton : Mr. William Yeoraans, Stretton Court, Hereford.
Loits-mvl Slurep.—tAt. William Bartholomew, Waddington

Heath, Lincoln ; Mr. T. Brown, Marham, Downham Market.
Skort-imol SIteep.— Ur. Henry Woods, Merton, Thetford ;

Mr. F. Budd, Hatchwarren Farm, Basingstoke ; Mr. Canning,
Wiltshire.

Pigs.— Ur. J. Coate, Hammoon, Blandford ; Mr. J. Smith,
Henley-in-Arden.

Horses.—Mr. Howard, Temple Brewer, Sleaford ; Mr. H.
Thuniall, Royston.

Inspector ofSfuartng.—Mr. Henry Bone, Avon, Ringwood.
Ponltry. — Mr. Hewitt, Birmingham ; Mr. Tegetmeier,

London.

IMPLEMENTS.
This report would extend beyond due limits if all

that was interesting was even slightly described. We
must, therefore, confine our remarks to novelties, or at

least to improvements in agricultural mechanism that

have not been long before the agricultural public. The
various impleinents were to be seen either in the sheds

or trial-fields continguous to the yard.

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, have shown a self-acting

horse-rake, furnished with sheaves inside the travelling

wheels, around which pass friction-straps or bralce-

bands. By means of a lever handle the friction-strap

is tightened, and immediately, in revolving with the

travelling wheels, raises the teeth and delivers the load.

The same firm show an iron Anglo-Saxon plough,

made at Bedford, with catch-and-swing head, rendering

it unnecessary to hold the stilts on turning at the head-

lands ; a digging breast, suitable for a horse-plough,

and a double-furrow plough furnished with anti-

friction wheel, which follows in the furrow, taking the

place of the plough sole, as in the case of the Pirie

plough. Messrs. Howard also exhibit a large assort-

ment of ploughs, harrows, horse-rakes, and reaping-

.achines.

Messrs. Dening & Co., Chard, exhibit a large

number of implements, among which we may specially

notice a patent brush-drill, invented by Mr. Shiner, of

Crimchard, adapted for sowing all kinds of agricultural

seeds, from a Clover to a Bean. It requires no change

wheels, and hilly land or change of the horses' pace is

said not to influence the regular deposition of seed.

The same firm exhibit a Spencer's chain-drill with a

removable slide, furnished with a brush specially used

for regulating the sowing of Beans.

Messrs. Picksley & Sims exhibit a large variety of

implements, including chaff-cutters, mills, horse-rakes,

mowing machines, &c.

The Bristol Waggon Company show a large collec-

tion of carts and waggons, among which we noticed

Captain Stevens' adaptation of endless rails or shoes to

enable carts to travel over boggy ground. Each shoe

or section of rail is fixed on the tire by means of hooks,

attached by spiral springs to the nave. The shoes are

removable at pleasure, and may be fixed upon any

cart. Carr's disintegrator, by means of beaters

revolving rapidly in opposite directions, pulverises

minerals, ores, artificial manures, tic, and is exhibited

by the same firm.

The next novelty we have to notice is exhibited by
Mr. Henry Beare, Newton Abbott, Devonshire. It is a

manure distributor of ingenious design, in which the

manure is conveyed from the box in the zigzag grooves

of a revolving roller or barrel passing along the bottom

of the manure box. The manure is kept running by

means of horizontally oscillating agitators, worked by a

revolving cam at the end of the grooved barrel. Any
unbroken fragments of manure are pulverised by

being brought in contact with a number of fixed iron

teeth in close proximity to the zigzag grooves just

mentioned, so that nothing but finely divided manure
can pass out. This implement is therefore at once a

manure distributor and pulveriser.

Fellows & Bate, of Manchester, exhibit a pyro-

meter, for testing the temperature in the centre of

stacks. This instrument consists of a hollow tube

terminated by a screw or worm, by means of which it

is introduced into the stack ; at the end next the stack

centre is an expansive material (quicksilver), which

expands with the increased temperature, pushes up a

piston rod, and registers the temperature by an indi-

cator and graduated table. The same firm also again

exhibit their exceedingly neat and effective lawn-mower,

first exhibited at the Smithfield Show last winter, and

which at that time challenged admiration.

The Bristol Implement Co. exhibit a three or

four-horse cultivator with rotary tines and diggers,

adapted for varying conditions of soil. A large

travelling wheel, 5 feet in diameter, is furnished with

internal gearing and a pinion. The pinion engages

with this gearing, and by an intermediate action causes

a shafting, on which are fixed the teeth or diggers, to

revolve rapidly.

Mr. Heap's earth closets act simply, and are well

adapted for cottages as well as for more pretentious

residences. We were specially struck with one

suitable for the first-named class of dwelling, in which

the ashes from the house are thrown through

aperture, as in the case of an ordinary ash-pit ; these

fall upon a sieve or screen, through which the finer

portion, by a simple contrivance, must find its way to

act as a deodoriser upon the night-soil, while the

coarser cinders are returned to a vessel, where they

accumulate for rebuming.
Messrs. Nell, Harrison & Co., London, exhibit

their excellent smut separator, described under th^

head of " mechanical novelties " in the "Chamber of

Agriculture" of January 3. It has been largely sold

Canada and North as well as South America, where it

is announced to be " the best Wheat cleaning machine

in the world." The whole work of separating and

cleansing is done by fan-blast. The Wheat is

" cleansed in a whirlwind," at the rate of 10 up to 200

bushels per hour, depending upon the size and capacity

of the machine. The same firm also exhibit a bran

duster of considerable merit.

Moule's earth closets appear in usual force, with

many improvements, and adapted for all kinds of

dwellings.

A new winnower and com dresser, patented by Mr.

G. R. Turner, of Charmouth, is exhibited by Brown
Brothers, Lyme Regis. In this implement the riddle

frame and screen require only one motion to work
both, the action being parallel and horizontal. The
corn passes through six riddles, if required, exposing

it to the blast sufficiently long to ensure a perfect

sample.

This Spring several ingenious lamb hurdles have

been brought out. The latest improvement exhi-

bited by Messrs. Carson Sl Toone, of Warminster,

Wilts, amidst a large and excellent assortment of

mplements. It is entitled the "automatic lamb creep,"

antl makes provision for the return of the lamb without

injury, when, from its increased size after eating the

nutritive food outside the fold, he can only return with

comfort through a larger opening than that which

sufficed to give him egress. This is effected by the

roller frames opening freely from the outside but not

from the inside, and again closing immediately the

lamb has passed through, by means of springs. .

THE TRIAL FIELDS.

Several acres of Rye, conveniently situated for the

show ground, and two fields of Grass were placed at the

disposal of the exhibitors of mowing and reaping

machines. The Rye was a good upstanding crop,

offering little opportunity to any implement to show
special capabilities for grappling with difficult work.

The Bath and West of England Society do not give

prizes to implements, and both these facts combined to

render the trial of reapers somewhat "mild." Many
well-known reapers were to be seen upon the ground,

among which we may notice three forms of the imple-

ments sent out by Messrs. Burgess & Key, including the

Automaton, a small back-delivei-y reaper, and the older

form of the McCormick, greatly improved by the old

straps having given way to chain-gearing, &c. Messrs.

Howard showed their British Reaper ; the Beverley Iron

and Waggon Company exhibited a reaper propelled by
horses, which did excellent work. Wood's reaper was
also present, and accomplished its work in its usual

excellent style. It was difficult after the trials, in

passing over the stubble and examining the swathes or

sheaves, as the case might be, to speak distinctly in

favour of any one of these implements.

Mr. Robert Hellard, Taunton, has patented a reaping-

machine furnished with a revolving divider and two
knifebars, the top one working on the under one,

thereby requiring little sharpening. However good the

idea, this implement found it difficult to compete with

the older established machines, which, to a thorough

development of the principles upon which they are

constructed, add the advantage of highly finished work-

manship.

ALmnug Machines.—These have only a light crop to

encounter and little to test their merits. Burgess &
Key exhibited a mower in which the crank is low

placed, to give a horizontal push to the knife, thereby

economising power. Samuelson showed an excellent

implement with the draught placed low so as to take it

from, as near as possible, the point of greatest draught.

The horses draw by means of a draught chain, instead

of from the pole or shaft. The Messrs. Howard
showed an improved mower of a very perfect kind,

which we cannot further describe at present. Picksley

& Sims' combined reaper and mower exhibits a very

pretty contrivance for sliding the entire bottom frame

or bed with the knife, so as alternately to cause the

driving pinion to gear to the right or to the left

travelling wheel as Grass or corn is being cut.

Brenton's mower boasts the introduction of india-

rubber washers for preventing vibration from

the oscillating action of the knives. Hornsbys

exhibited their "Paragon" mower which won the

first place at Manchester, and both Bamlett and Woods
were also represented.

By far the most interesting portion of the trial-

fields was that devoted to ploughs. Even last

year at Manchester the horse-plough trial-field would

have been about the last place that an inquirer

after novelties would have entered. All is now
changed, and the old-fashioned single and simple

horse wheel-plough seems doomed to be a thing of the

past. Mr. Pirie deserves a high place among the

improvers of this useful class of implements, and we
may mention, among ploughs, which in general con-

struction appear to be made upon the same principle,

a very good one, made by John Gray & Co., of

Glasgow. Two excellent tumwrist ploughs, one by

Ransome, in which two mouldboards are used, one of

which is held above the work while the other is turning

its furrow ; and one by Mr. Davy, which cannot be

spoken of too highly. By a simple contrivance all the

moving parts of this last plough are turned at once

—

one breast being placed in proper position while the

other is raised clear of the beam. The mould-plates

are of pure cast steel. Mr. Woofe's now celebrated

general purpose plough showed to great advantage

even on the hard and dry land upon which the trial

was conducted. A revolving disc protrudes through

the mouldboard and cuts the furrow, thereby effectively

pulverising it, and closely following the mouldboard is

a conical wheel-presser, which consolidates the fur-

rows as fast as laid. Both objects appeared to be

attained, and the implement evidently did its work

more effectively as the depth of the furrow was

increased. Mr. Woofe also exhibited a good and new
double plough, which we cannot do more than mention.

Messrs. Ransomes also exhibited a two-fuiTow plough

with stilts, a? in the older forms of ploughs, thereby

differing from all the other double ploughs in the field.

This plough has a very short sole, and no anti-friction

wheel, and yet goes perfectly steady, and did its work;
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admirably. A very good contrivance for facilitating

turning on the headland, by means of what Mr.
Ransome calls a lifting wheel, is also worthy of notice.

Not only does the wheel keep the plough upright in

turning, but by means of the lever, which presses it

down into position, the plough may be instantaneously

lifted out of work above the surface of the ground. This
saves the too frequently ragged work at the ridge ends,

as ploughs are gradually run out on to the headland.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Seedsmen to the Queen,
Reading, exhibit an extensive and varied collection of

agricultural and horticultural produce, including many
specimens of dried natural grasses, an extensive collec-

tion of grasses in their growing state from Messrs.

Suttons' experimental farm, Reading ; samples of

fine cleaned grasses and Clovers, several hundred
samples of seeds of various kinds in glass cases, all

distinctly labelled ; very large specimens of Messrs.

Suttons' improved varieties of agricultural roots, and a

miscellaneous assortment of agricultural forage plants,

including the Bromus Schrsederi and the Bromus
odoratus.

Messrs. Carter, of High Holbom, also show a large

and varied collection of agricultural seeds, and some
exceedingly fine samples of Mangels, fresh and firm,

and apparently capable of retaining their good qualities

for many months longer.

FLOWER SHOW AND ARTS EXHIBITION.

, To the thorough-going agriculturist these appear
in the light of a relief from hard work rather than
as the theatre of study. It was indeed refreshing

to pass from the hum of machinery in motion, and the

almost endless lines of sheds, into the quiet of the

horticultural tent. Some magnificent Azaleas full of

flower, exhibited by Mr. Proctor Baker ; a very fine

Tree Fern (Dicksonia antarctica), a large assortment
of Ferns, Pelargoniums, Begonias, &c., were among
the principal and most attractive objects.

The Ar^s department was divided into two
sections— the first devoted to fine and the other
to useful arts. Glancing at the first-named section

we found it further divided into paintings and
articles of 7rrfu. The pictures appeared under the

heads of water colours and oil paintings, many of
them being of the very highest merit, as is rendered
evident when we mention that Whitaker, Ansdell,
Calcott, Carter, and many other well-known artists

were represented by their works. Designs for, and
some beautiful specimens of, Honiton lace were the

more striking as products of an industry peculiar to the

district. Something less attractive, but nevertheless

interesting, was the sister exhibition of useful arts, in

which were an-aiiged a variety of useful appliances,

such as sewing machines, articles of domestic interest,

surgical instruments, carving in stone, and beautifully-

v;orked furniture. Wednesday was the day fixed for a
youth, snns legs, sa/is arms, to appear, decked in

wooden representatives of these useful members, so
skilfully executed as to render detection of their

unnatural character impossible.

At the annual meeting of the Council, on Wed
nesday, Sir Stafford Northcote, M.P., President for

the year, who arrived in England from Quebec only
on Tuesday, took the chair, and in opening the pro-
ceedings congratulated the Council on the appearance
of the present exhibition. Great evidence had been
afforded of the success of the Society in the number of
the agricultural implement makers who thought it

worth their while to send their implements for exhibi-

tion ; and no one could have made Jiimself acquainted
with the progress of agriculture in the south-west of
England without noticing the improvement that had
been made. Mr. Goodwin (secretary) read the report,

which stated that the steady progress and financial

prosperity of the Society afforded legitimate ground for

congratulation on this the occasion of its 93d anniversary
meeting. The Council hoped the contemplated meet-
ing at Guildford next year would firmly cement the
union recently contracted between the Western and
Southern Counties.

T//£ HORSE SHOir.
Agricultural Hall, IsUngtou.—We have else-

where referred to this show as if it hardly came within
the subject-matter of a strictly professional agricultural
journal. That i:? not our meaning. There are cer-

tainly no specially agricultural horse classes exhibited
on this occasion, and the whole display acquires
a sort of holiday and unbusiness-like aspect from
the prominence given to efforts specially for the
mere amusement of spectators. But it is far from our
wish to imply that there is not a considerable section
of the agricultural body who are professionally
interested in the breeding of horses of the classes

which have drawn such crowds of spectators to the
Agricultural Hall this week. The constant announce-
ment " for sale " one sees on many of the stalls, shows
that it was with an eye to business, and for meeting
with customers, even more than for the winning of a
prize or the achievement of mere reputation, that
many of the horses here exhibited have been sent to
Islington. We are not aware if the meetiftg has been
a good one for business ; but certainly there have been
crowds of lovers of the horse in the Hall this week,

and very handsomely filled classes from which to choose.

We have to be satisfied with the following short

account of them. There is a larger number of entries

on the whole than were exhibited last year. Very
noble classes of hunters—the 39 weight-carrying
hunters were especially a noteworthy class. The
1st prize went to Sir W. W. Wynn, Bart., for

his chestnut "Expectation," which also carried ofi

the Gold Medal. It is described by another pen else-

where. In the second class of hunters without restric-

tion as to weight, another 39 contended for the honours.
The award of prizes is given below. Other two classes,

under 154 hands and four years old, included 47 entries.

The show of hunters, combining strength and activity

probably more perfectly than any other class of horse,

was not only thus remarkably large, but of excellent

quality. Of riding horses and roadsters there have
been smaller classes—cover hacks and roadsters {weight

carriers) being especially a small class of capital horses.

A fine and showy class of ladies' horses, and a good
display of carriage and harness horses, have contended
for a liberal prize list. The ponies were a capital class,

or series of classes—sprightly, clever, compact, hardy
looking, and very attractive.

The leaping was, as usual, great fun ; and, no
doubt, added immensely to the enjoyment and tlie

number of spectators. The stallion classes were fairly

filled. The following is the list of awards :

—

List of Judges.—The Earl nf Coventry, the Earl of Ports-

mouth, Henry Chaplin, Esq., M.P., Colonel George A. Maude,
C.B., and James Baillie, Esq.

PRIZE LIST.

Class r. Hunters, weight carricis, equal to not less than

15 stones.— ist {£.%o\. Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart, M.P., Wynn-
stay Ruubon, for his chestnut, aged, named "Expectation;"
2d i;^4o}, J. A. Thompson, Esq., Charlton, Colinsburgh, Fife,

"Iris," bay; 3d (j^ao). Mr. H. Sanders, Brampton Hill, North-
ampton, for " Ironmaster," grey, 6 years.

Class 2. Hunters, without condition as to weight.—ist (j^so),

Henry Spencer Lucy, Esq., Charlcote Park, Warwick, for

"Heroine," bay; 2d (;£25), H. S. Lucy, Esq., for "Golden
Hue," chestnut; 3d C^i5\ S. J. Welfitt, Esq., for "Loiterer,"

Class 3. Hunters, without condition as to weight, and not
exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high.— ist {C\o), Major Quentin,
Woodleigh, Cheltenham, for " Coxcomb," bay gelding ; 2d(;i2oS
Mr. Francis Barker, for " Bird on the Wing/' black.

Class 4. Hunters. 4 years old. — ist UTsol. Mr. Thomas
Sulton, Middleton One Row, Darlington, for "Comrade," dark
chestnut; 2d (;^25), John B. Booth, Esq., for "Borderer,"
chestnut; 3d f;^i5). L, J. Doxat, Esq., County Club, Albemarle
Street, for " Villager," chestnut.

Class 5. Riding horses, of any height exceeding 15 hands.

—

ist C^2o), Captain George Cook, Prince's Gate, for " Sobraon,"
grey ; 2d (;^io), Earl of Rosslyn, Dunmow, Essex, for "Angela,"
black ; 3d {^5), Joseph Topham, Esq,, Great Staughton, near
St. Neots.
Class 6. Cover hacks and roadsters (weight carriers) not

exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high.— ist {;£i5), Henry Frisby,
Esq., for "Daisy." grey; 2d i/iol, Mr. G. H. Sanday, Holme
Pierrepoint, Nottingham, for " Brunette," brown; 3d (^5), Mr.
Frank Barker, for " Bird on the Wing." bk^ck.

Class 7. Park hacks and ladies' horses, not exceeding ishands
high.—ist {^20', Major Quentin, for " Coxcomb," bay gelding

;

2d (;^io), Mr. Robi. G. Heart, for "Master Stygins"' black
horse ; 3d (^5), Mr. Thos. Cook, for " Beauty," dark brown.
Class 8. —Harness horses, not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches

high: for the horses of the best shape, with park action,
exhibited in single harness, with suitable carriages.— ist (^15),
Henry Frisby, Esq., 20A, St. James's Place, London, for

"Daisy," grey mare; 2d (;£io), Harvie Farquhar. Esq., 60,
Lowndes Square, for " Blackstrap," black.

Class q. Park hacks and ladies' horses, not exceeding 15 hands
1 inch high.— ist (/20), Major Quentin, for " Burnt Sienna,"
bay gelding; 2d (iiis), Mr, George Gumell, Broughton, near
Brigg, Lincolnshire, for " Quickstep," bay mare

; 3d (;^io),

Henry Frisby, Esq., for "Dainty," bay.

Class 10. Park cobs—high steppers, not exceeding 14 hands
2 inches high.— ist (^20), F. J. Cooper, Esq., 131, Piccadilly, for
" Primrose," brown : 2d(j£io), the Duke of Wellington, Apsley
House, Piccadilly, for "Skewbald;" 3d (;£si, Mr. Charles
Gates, Ilhington liall, Thetford, Norfolk, for " Princess," bay.

Class n. Harness horses, not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches, in

single harness.—1st (^15), Henry Frisby, Esq., for " Dunstan,"
bay ; 2d (,£ioi, Mr. J. Grout, for "The Colonel," dark chestnut

;

3d (jCs), William Henry Gaunt, Esq., for " Rocket," brown mare.

Class 12. Ponies, not exceeding 13 hands 3 inches high, in

single harness.— ist {£15), Mr. William King, Leighton Buzzard,
for "Tommy;" 2d (;£io), Frank G. Haines, Esq., 18, Oxford
Road, Ealing, for " Multum in Parvo ;" 3d (^5), Lord Cardross'
dun mare.
Class 13. Thoroughbred stallions.—Agricultural Hall Medal

^""i -^5°' ^- J- ^"S'^'i Esq., Lubbenham, Leicestershire, for
" Alcibiades," chestnut.

Class 14. Stallions, half bred, not less than 15 hands high, for

getting roadster trotters.- ist (Agricultural Hall Medal and ^30),
B. Mitchell, Esq., Crowe Hall, Downham Market, Norfolk, for
" Fireaway," dark chestnut ; 2d (Medal and £\^), to Mr. Wm.
Flanders, Fen House, Mildenhall, for " Quicksilver," roan.

Class 15, Stallions of any breed, under 15 hands, for getting
hacks or cobs. — ist (Medal and j^is), to Mr. Henry Roundell,
Queen's Head Hotel, Otley, for "Sir George," brown; 2d
(Medal) to Richard Munson, Esq., Whalpole, St. Peter's Lodge,
Norfolk, for " Young Shales," black.

Class 16. Stallions, not exceeding 13 hands 3 inches high.

—

Agricultural Hall Medal and £,\q-, J. A. Ransome, Esq., Carr
Street, Ipswich, for " Perfection," brown.

Extra Class "E." For any anima! of extraordinary merit
not qualified to compete in any of the 16 classes. —;£io, Henry
William Peek, Esq., M.P., Wimbledon House, Wimbledon, for
" Selim," grey Arab stallion.

High Commendations.
In Class 4.—Mr. E. Paddison's chestnut gelding; P. Woller-

stan, Esq., for " Tommy," bay.

In Class 5.—H. S. Lucy. Esq., for " Twilight," brown mare.
In Class 6.—Mr. J. Robson, for " Miss Patty," chestnut.
In Class 14.—Mr. Robert Turnham, 234, Euston Koad, for

" Young Resolute," red roan.

Commendations.
In Class i.—Mr. P. Barker, of Westlands, Ingatestonc, Essex,

for "Sampson:" John R. Booth, Esq., of Kellerly Hall,
Catterick, Yorkshire, for " Brian Boru," chestnut.
In Class 2.— Mr. W. J.Wheeler, Oxford, for " Ma.stcr of

Arts," bay.

In Class 3.— R. Brown. Esq., Carlisle, for "Tiny Tim."
chestnut; William Wright. Esq., Woolaton, Nottingham, "The
Pilot." brown.

In Class 5.—Mr. E. Paddison's roan gelding.
In Class 7.--Sir Arundle Ncavc, Bart., of Dagcnham Park,

Essex, for " King Charming," dark chestnut.

In Class 14.—Major H. Stapylton, for "Shepherd F. Knapp,"
chestnut.
In Class 15.—Mr. Richard Taylor. Park House, Nichclls,

near Birmingham, for " Hercules II.," chestnut.
In Class 16. ~ Charles Groucock, Esq., Standfield Hall,

Wymondham, Norfolk, for " King Arthur," chestnut ; G. Eurn-
ard, Esq., Jewin Water, Welwyn, Herts, for " Frolic," bay.

CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
At last week's meeting of the Council of this Society

a number of resolutions were adopted :

—

(i). On Occupation Roads.—"That the subject of
legal provision for the repair of occupation roads is of
sufficient importance to be worthy of consideration by
the Government, in connection with any general road
Bill that they may hereafter introduce.

(2). On the Turnpike Acts Continuance Bill.— *' That
this Chamber regrets to find in the Government Turn-
pikes Act Continuance Bill, now before Parliament,

that trusts with toll incomes amounting to nearly

;^200,ooo (^11,183 of which is in the county of
Warwick), are placed in the abolishing schedules of
the Bill. The Chamber had hoped, from Mr. Knatch-
buU-Hugessen's speech at the Central Chamber, on
February 8, that the Government were preparing to

deal with the whole subject of roads at the first con-
venient opportunity, and therefore trusted that the

Annual Continuance Act would not be made the

vehicle for shifting the burden of the repairs of the

turnpike roads from the users thereof to the adjacent

payers of rates levied upon real property alone, until a
revision of the incidence of local taxation has been
inquired into and readjusted. It is also resolved that

the Secretary send a copy of the above resolution to

Sir Massey Lopes (chairman to the Local Taxation
Committee to the Central Chamber), and to the M.P.'s
for the county, cities, and boroughs, and request them
to give their strenuous opposition to the Bill, unless the

abolishing schedules are abandoned."

{3). On Weights and Measures.—The following six

gentlemen were requested to act as members of a joint

committee for the discussion of this subject, along with

a committee of the International Decimal Association,

namely, Colonel Tomline, M.P. (Chairman of the

Central Chamber), Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., Mr. Albert

Pell, M. P., Mr. R. Jasper More, Mr. R. Varden, and
Mr. John Algernon Clarke (Secretary of the Central

Chamber).

(4). On the Game Laws.—"This Council, while

declaring that an excessive preservation of ground
game is incompatible with good farming, disapproves

of any legislation on the subject that would interfere

with freedom of contract between owners and occu-

piers." On this subject a prolonged discussion took
place, and various amendments were proposed— {a)

{by Mr. D. Long, Gloucestershire): "That in the

opinion of this Central Chamber the special laws
which surround the preservation of game are prejudicial

to the interests of agriculture and the public generally,

inasmuch as they diminish home production and the

supply of food for the people, greatly increase crime,

and frequently cause animosity between landlord and
tenant ; and they therefore require the early attention

of the Legislature, with a view to their abolition, and
the substitution of a sufficient and effectual law of
trespass;"

—

{b) "That this Council repeats its pro-

test against the over-preservation of ground game, and
considers that in all future agreements the owner and
occupier of the soil should have a joint right of killing

hares and rabbits "—by Mr. C. S. READ, M.P. (Nor-

folk), who said it was impossible to know anything of

the increase of game. One gentleman had spoken of

the long leases and the increase of game ; but he would
say that in one year a gamekeeper might increase the

game indefinitely if a landlord were an absentee. It

was said that the landlord had a right to his own pro-

perty. So he had so long as he remained in occupa-

tion ; but when he gave it up that was changed.

Though he was against an appeal to legislation between
owners and occupiers, he thought it should be some-
times asked to interfere on account of what he would
call the rascality of some owners of land, who went
on increasing their ground game. — The Council

further adopted on this subject two resolutions, that
" This Council considers that, in justice to ratepayers,

all land should be rated at its full value, irrespective of

any reservation of the rights of sporting on the part of

the owner;" and (after a prolonged discussion) that

"This Council is of opinion that hares and rabbits

should be excluded from the operation of the Game
Laws ; but considers that such exclusion would render
imperatively necessary a change in the law of trespass,

by giving a summary remedy without the necessity of
proving pecuniary damage."

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.
At last week's monthly meeting of the directors of

this Society the Secretary reported that in terms of the

instructions of the last Board meeting he had pro-

ceeded to Dumfries, and arranged with Mr. Mathew
Richardson, Annan, for the erection of the show-

yard.

The Board approved of the President's dinner being

held in the Mechanic's Hall on the evening of Wednes-

day, July 27 ; and the Secretary was instructed to

arrange with a contractor.
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Closim; of the Entries.—"XVft Secretary stated that,

as the last day for lodging certificates was Wednesday

the 15th inst., he would attend at the King's Arms

Hotel, Dumfries, on that day, to receive entries, and

to close the list.

British Association— Treatment and Utilisation of

Sewage Committee.—The following letter, addressed to

the Secretary, was read :

—

"22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W., May 10, 1870.

"Sir,— I have been requested by the committee to

beg you will do it the favour of placing before the Council

of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland the

enclosed circular letter, addressed to the sewer authorities

of the towns of the United Kingdom, explaining the

objects for which the committee exists, and suggesting

for consideration whether they are not such as the Council

may fairly encourage by a subscription to the Inquiry

Fund. This committee has thought it probable that, as

the utihsation of sewage in agriculture is one of the great

ends, if not the principal end, to which the labours of the

committee arc directed, the Highland Society may be

disposed to add a subscription to the fund now raising to

defr.ay its expenses. I need hardly add that the members

of the committee give their own services gratuitously for

tlie public benefit.—I have the honour to be, &c.,

(Signed) "Richard B. Grantham, Chairman."

On the motion of Mr. Walker, of Bowland, the

Board unanimously resolved to subscribe ;f10 in aid of

the fund.

Farmers' Clubs.
LA]E^'HAM.

Horse Breeding.—At a recent meeting of this Club,

Mr. G. D. B.\DHA!iI, of Bulmer, read a paper on this

subject :

—

I shall state my views with regard to breednig and

rearing h orses. I. As regards horses for riding. We
constantly hear the remark, " Breeding nags does not

pay." Why does it not pay? Simply because we
breed amiss. Do we not put mares without any known

pedigree, and too often with some hereditary defect, to

any stallion which happens to come near its ? If we
wish to improve our cattle, sheep, or swine, the

services of a good male animal are secured, and some-

times we go even further, and purchase some good

females, but we take no trouble vrith our horses, and

frequently the one we use is hardly looked at. Cer-

tainties in horse breeding are fallacious, yet we must be

guided by general rides, and the breeder who carefully

studies the selection of both sire and dam will far out-

step the reckless breeders. Our great object should be

to produce an animal as near perfection as possible
;

for this end the sire chosen should be possessed of

those points in which the dam may be deficient. There

is, in my opinion, but one true shape for a horse,

whether it be a cart horse or a hunter, and depend

upon it the sloping shoulder is ^s necessary for the one

as the other, for if he has a straight shotUder he cannot

walk, and the old story about being able to draw with

a sloping one is sheer nonsense. You must, if you

wish to succeed, give up using the half-bred horses,

except upon thoroughbred mares ; if you have the

alloy in the dam you do not want it in the sire. The
modern hunter or hack must be thoroughbred on one

side, and I should like to see the same rule in our

Agricultural Society in Suffolk as they have in the

North, where no animal is allowed to compete unless

the pedigree show at least two crosses of blood. The

gi-eat improver of his species is the thoroughbred horse,

and if we wish to succeed in breeding a modem
hunter or hack we must select a mare free from here-

ditary ailments, and put her to a horse with plenty of

stout blood in his veins. In the best hunting counties,

such as Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, and maiiy

others, the cocktail stallion is unknown, and more will

be found in the Eastern Counties than in any part of

England. The selection of a good mare is of the

greatest importance. I have scarcely ever seen a bad

horse of any class from a really good mare, and there

is scarcely an instance of extraordinary merit but the

prevailing points of excellence could be traced in some

way to the dam. At the same time we must not over-

look the importance of good sires, for without these we
.shall assuredly fail in our attempts to breed a good

animal.

How does the chance breeder proceed in the choice

of his sire ? Does he look for one which has all the

points good in which his mare is defective ? If he did,

half the evils might be avoided ; but chance is again

trusted to, and all the anxiety he evinces in the matter

is the cost of the horse's services ; while in other cases

it is the one which passes the gate, or is close at hand,

which is cho=en. He may have every defect to which

horsellcsh is liable, but this is no matter to the chance

breeder ; a foal is all he wants, and I once heard a

breeder say, "A foal was a foal, and it could not be a

calf." He never pictures to himself the cost of rearing

a colt up to three, four, or five years old, and then

finding the animal has a spavin, a curb, or a ring-

bone.
The systematic breeder never allows any chance-

work to creep into his concems. Whether he breeds

racers, hunters, carriage, saddle, or cart horses, he

selects with deep anxiety the animals he intends to

breed from, of both sexes, and those wdiich he can trace

back to blood of unquestionable family in their class.

; in these

1, and they will generally succeed best by confining

tliemselves to breeding only one class of horse, though

of course there are exceptions to this as every other

rule. One, I remember, some years ago in the eastern

parts of this county ; I remarked that all his colt foals

were sent away as sires, and his fillies became first-class

mares, and were always winners at the Suffolk agri-

cultural shows, and before he let Ijis home farm he

oflered to show Iiis five mares with any five in the

county ; the challenge was accepted by the late Mr.

Cattlin, who was beaten by him. The same gentle-

man bred also a few hunters and hacks, and iu these

he was just as successful ; his carriage horses were bred

by himself, and they had not their equal in the county,

and one of his hacks I shall always remember.

I mention these facts to show it is not so difficult as

people fancy to breed good animals if you only set

about it in the right way, for "like breeds like.

"

Temper, power, endurance, spirit, generally follow

the dam ; form, action, &c. , the sire. Without losing

sight of the power, the more breeding a hunter can have

the better, for they are often called on to perform extra-

ordinary acts of gameness, and from the thoroughbred

comes all the pluck and courage to stay a distance, and

by their blood-like action to give their riders a comfort-

able seat in their saddles. It is not necessai-y for a

mare to have been a fine performer herself, but there

are a few points indispensable, viz., a sloping shoulder,

deeper girth, short cannon bones, a good back, big

quarters and thighs and hocks, with her hind legs in

the proper position under her. As I h.ave before said,

temper, spirit and endumnce are all very essential in

the dam. Mares to breed caniage-horses need not be

so w^ell bred as those for breeding hunters, but they

must have plenty of knee action, with good heads,

necks, and shoulders, and should be put to a thorough-

bred sire if you wish to breed fii-st-class animals. The
same thing applies to hacks, and it is utterly impossible

to breed a modem hack except in this way.

As regards horses for agricultural purposes, there is

nothing will interest you more as a body of advanced

practical farmers than what we want to constitute a

good draught brood mare, and there is nothing con-

nected with agriculture of greater importance to the

fanner than his horse-power, with the exception of

manual labour. It is true that steam is largely ein-

ployed where formerly horse-power was used, both in

cultivation and threshing ; but horse-power still is,

and must always be, the principal means by which a

farmer gets through his work, and steam becomes

more of an .auxiliary than a real power. Such being

the case, is it not our interest to have this great power

of the most approved class? And in order to effect

this, the same attention must be paid both sire and

dam as in breeding horses for the field or road. A
pedigree of undoubted .authority is absolutely neces-

sary ; if you see two horses with all that you

want in a sire, but no pedigree, or only an im-

perfect one, and another with some fatUts, but with

a pedigree, select the latter, as you are more certain

to get an average foal, but with the other it is

all chance, you may get what you want, or you may
not. The all-important point of soundness is now to

be considered. It is the essenti.al one in the brood

mare for all purposes. It is a notorious fact, that there

are certain diseases to which parents are the subjects,

and which will descend in the progeny. Ringbones

and sidebones are hereditaiy in almost any form, irideed

ringbones will come out after many generations

;

blindness, a special disease of horses, is certain to follow

breeds, and on no account would I recommend breed-

ing from either sex affected with it. A mare may lose

an eye or become blind from accident ; but though this

would not be hereditary, it unfits her for that ofiice for

which Nature has destined her—to protect and shield

her offspring from mjury, besides, it makes her clumsy,

and she is liable to tread on the foal. Diseases of the

respiratory organs, as roaring, whistling, broken wmd
and thick wind, are all, I consider, hereditaiy diseases.

Diseases in the feet should be carefully avoided. Sand-

crack I have seen follow in families, and seedy too also.

In conclusion, I may add that it is most important

to have both sire and dam in a healthy condition, as

the progeny of sickly framed animals are sure to

inherit some of their failings. Perfect conformation

and soundness in both sire and d.am are of the greatest

importance. Before I conclude I will make a few

remarks upon the treatment of foals and yeariings, &c.

Having bred a good animal, the next thing we have to

attend to is his being well cared for. I will suppose

you are breeding animals of the right sort, and such as

will bear a little increased expenditure to be bestowed

upon them. I will begin with the foal : get them as

early as possible, and give the dam bran, corn, and

hay. Corn should be continued a good part of the

summer, if you intend having a good yearling, and

three feeds should be given to the foal daily, when it is

weaned ; during the following summer, and, indeed,

till the animal is rising tliree years old, no corn will be

necessary, but at that age it should be brought into the

stable and commence its education ;
this course

requires good management, but I would on no account

allow it to be taken off the fami to be what is termed

broken ; if you must employ a person for the purpose

of getting the animal in a fit state to be ridden, by all

means have it done at home. And I strongly advise

U breeders to have their foals haltered and tied now

greatest care is necessary with stock of this description.

It is quite possible to avoid accidents in a great

rneasure—at all events, we should try to avoid them ;

allow only a very careful man, who uses your animals

gently, to have anything to do with tliem, and I feel

sure you will find accidents much less commoii than

heretofore.

Breeders of this description are not .™.. >— , ,. , t,.

counties, but there is nothing to prevent their becoming I and then when they are suckmg upon the rnares. 1 he

i0tucs flf S0d\s.
Report to the Metropolitan Board of Works
on the Economy of Road Maintenance and
Horse-draught through Steam Rolling. By
F. A. Paget, Esq., C.E, Judd & Glass, Phcenix

Printing Works, Doctors' Commons, E.C.

Mr. Paget, who has proved his powers of exhaustive

investigation in connection with other subjects, has

here collected and discussed a great quantity of mfor-

mation on the maintenance of London roads, and on

the economy of using the steam roller. It is intended

hereafter to republish this report with an introduction

expressly written by Field-Marshal Sir John F. Bur-

govne, Bart., G.C.B., F.R.S., R.E., &c., formerly

Chairman of the Board of Works in Ireland, who has

studied the subject of road-rolling for more than thirty

years ; and, together with this, several other articles.

Amongst these will be a paper by the Paris Steam

Road-rolling Company, on the results of the last seven

years' steam road-rolling in that city ; and another on

road-rolling in Germany, by an eminent Gejman
engineer : both to be translated by the author of the

*

Report. Articles will also be contributed by John

Colam, Esq., Secretary of the Royal Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Anhnals, on the law beating

on the subject ; by an eminent veterinary authority on

the injury caused to horses by unrolled roads—and

others.

The following is an extract illustrating the mode in

which Mr. Paget treats his subject, section by section,

in detail :

—

Advantages of Steam Road-roUing.—Tbe steam-roller

produces no interuption of the frafiic from time taken up

in turning the machine, nor from slow progress of the

rolling on account of light weight. Tlie ste.am road-

roller can completely consolidate from 2000 to 2400 square

yards in a day of ten hours. The steam-roller can be

rapidly turned, and be made of almost any weight

endurable by a road ; while its smoothing action, from

this extra weight and its possession of a motive power not

requiring the metalling for such fulcra as the horses'

hoofs, is much superior. AveUng & Porter's, the French,

and other steam road-rollers can go up inclines of one in

twelve with ease. It is considered by Mr. Mann, the

superintendent of the department of Her Majesty's Com-
missioners of Works—and his opinion is endorsed by

Mr. E. A. Cowper, the consulting engineer of Her

Majesty Post-office— that the steam-roller has ' the effect

of turning down the sharp edges of the stones and leaving

their flat sides uppermost, bedding the stones together in

the road so as to make a solid level surface.'

'
' A fully loaded ordinary cart presses with at least s

cwt. to the inch run ; and 10 cwt. to the inch wide is

rather below the load of a great proportion of the

metropolitan traffic. The railway vans of Messrs.

Fickford and of Chaphn & Home weigh ij ton, and carry

loads of about 3* tons ; and on tires about 3 inches wide.

This gives more "than i64 cwt. per inch ran ; even if we

suppose that the felloes form perfect cylinders, though, as

a rule, Ihey are soon rounded off by the we.ar for more

than an inch from each edge. The tires then really bear

on only one inch of their widths on a level road, or ij ton

per inch ran. The present London omnibuses, which

have remained unchanged for many years, weigh from a

ton to 22 cwt. when empty, and, when loaded with

twentv-six persons, exclusive of driver and conductor.

about'3 tons. The i| inch wheel felloes become so convex

that the load often rests on a zone only an inch, or half-

inch, or even sometimes only a quarter of an inch. This

last 'minimum width would give as much as 3 tons per

inch ran. Of course, as soon as the rounded wheel sinks

into the ground and cuts into the stones, its full width

would come into play, but it has to sink before this takes

place Omnibuses are, no doubt, the most destructive

vehicies on a ro.ad. They are mostly filled in wet weather,

or just at the very time when the roads are in the worst

state for bearing a load. When starting, the efforts of

the horses to overcome the inertia of the vehicle necessarily

lead to the road being much cut up. To take the most

favourable case, that of a Pickford van with new felloes,

and only loaded with i!i ton, on less th.an half its usual

load If the Aveling & Porter roller at Liverpool, with

its width ofroUer of 9 feet 6 inches, were required to exert

a pressure of only 10 cwt. per inch ra« it would have to

be weighted to 57 tons, though its present weight of 30

tons has been found sufficient in practice. It makes up

for want of weight by an additional number of passages

over the metalling, just as the paviour's rammer, though

comparatively hght. sets the paring-stones by a series of

repeated falls. To roll down for the omnibus wheels

when on a level road flooring, the same roller should

weigh 114 tons ; a weight quite out of the questio

it is remembered that the roller has to pass over 1

subways, water and gas mains, and more especially old

cellars. In fact the 30-ton roller has been found to do

injury in this way, and even the 2S-ton roller at Sheffield,

though perfectlv successful as a roller, has been found to

break down badly laid shallow drains. Messrs. Aveling

& Porter as the result of this experience, now recommend

a is-ton engine. Messrs. Gellerat & Co., of Pans,

inform us that ' 15 tons is the weight most suitable for

new roads where the ground is not very good ;
but they

preferably employ on old roads (for rcchargements)

oUers weighing from 24 to 30 tons, which work much

I when
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more rapidly and economically." The 15-ton Gellerat &
Co. roller presses with nearly 5^ cwt. per inch run

;
the

30-ton Paris roller with more than 8 cwt. per inch run
;

the Aveling & Porter 30-ton roller with more than 5;- cwt.

;

and their 15-ton roller with a little more than 4 tons to the

inch of width. The roller in Hyde Park, hired by the

Government from Messrs. Moreland & Son, carries nearly

6 cwt. per inch mn. Messrs. Bathe & Clark's new roller,

now at Birmingham, is loaded with nearly 5 tons per inch.

Comparing these figures with the heaviest and best sample

of horse-roller, we find that the lo-ton 5 feet 6 inch wide

water-hallasied roller of Messrs. Amies & Barford presses

with only about 3 cwt. per inch run."

Farm Memoranda.
Streat Road Station, Chester County, Phi-

LADELPHIA.— Mr. Samuel J. Sharpies has here a

dairy of ihorough-bred Jerseys. The milking-house

is a light wooden structure, with so many open doors

and windows that it is hardly more than a shed,

the winter it is closed up, and used as a stable for

young stock. In size it is about 22 feet by 36, with a

vow of stanchions on each side, and with mangers in

wliich a little bran is put at milking time. Each cow
has her own place, with her name, age, and pedigree

- on hej- own manger, and she always goes to it as

though slie could read. Their names have been put

up in the order in which they come from the pasture,

the " master " cow entering first, and the least plucky

last. Tlie milking is done by women, the same one

always milking the same cows, and it is done rapidly

and quietly, no unnecessary talking and no skylarking

being allowed. We measured " Niobe's '' yield, and

found it to be 1 1 quarts (she gave 9 the next morning,

making it 20 quarts for the two milkings)—not bad
for a butter-making Jersey. The others gave less {the

smallest not more than S quarts at two milkings) ; but

the whole herd of 18 cows could not have given less

than 200 quarts a-day, and this of milk that yields

over 20 per cent, of cream. Near by the milking-

house is the '* spring-house," about 24 feet long by
iS feet wide, built of stone, with its foundations

set deeply in the hill-side, and its floor about 4
feet below the level of the ground at the down-
hill side. The sight is that of a plentiful spring,

which is allowed to spread over the whole of the

enclosed area to the depth of about 3 inches above
the floor of oak laid on sand or gravel. At this

height there is an overflow by which the water passes

to a tank in an open shed at the down-liill end of the

house. On the floor of the spring-house there are

raised platforms or walks to be used in moving about

the room, but probably three-quarters of the space is

occupied by the steady-flowing spring water. The
walls are about 10 feet high, and at the top, on each
side, are long, low windows, closed only with a wire

cloth, which give circulation of air at the upper part of

the room. The milk is strained into deep pans of

small diameter, that are kept well painted on the out-

side, and are provided with bails, by which they are

handled. The depth of the milk in the pans is about

3 inches, and they are set directly upon the oak floor,

the water, which maintains a temperature of about
58*" Fahrenheit, surrounding them to about the height

of the milk. The cream is taken off after 24 hours,

and is kept in deep vessels having a capacity of about
12 gallons. These vessels are not covered ; and as

the room is scarcely warmer than the water, the

cream is kept at about 58" or 59* vrntil it is put into

the churn.

Churning.—The chum is a large barrel {bulging

only enough to make the hoops drive well), with a
journal or bearing in the centre of each head, so that

it may be revolved by horse-power. This barrel has
stationary short arms attached to the inside of the

staves, so arranged as to cause the greatest disturbance
of the milk as it passes through them in the turning of
the churn. At one side is a large opening, secured by
a cover that is screwed firmly into its place—tliis is the
cover or lid of the chum. Near it is a hole, less than
an inch in diameter, for testing the state of the churn-
ing, and for drawing off butter-milk ; this is closed
with a wooden plug. The churning lasted about an
hour, at the end of which it was necessary to add a
little cold milk to cause the butter to gather. This
being secured, and the butter-milk drawn off", cold
water was twice added, a few tunis being given each
time to the churn, and when the last water was drawn
off it came nearly free of milkiness. A crank was then
put on to an arm of the churn, the horse-power thrown
out of gear, and a gentle rocking motion caused the

butter to be collected on the lower side, and directly

over the small hole, through which the remaining
water escaped. It was left in this condition about two
hours. After breakfast we returned to see the working
of the butter.

The Butte}' Worker.—In one comer of the spring-

house stands the butter-worker, a revolving table about

3 feet in diameter. The centre of this, for a diameter
of 12 inches, is an iron wheel with a row o'f cogs on the
upper side of its rim. From this rim to the raised

outer edge the table {made of wood) slopes downward,
so that the butter-milk as worked out is passed into a
shallow groove, and is carried away through a pipe
which discharges into a pail standing below. Over the
sloping part of the table there works a corrugated

over the centre of the table, and has a small cog-wheel

that works in the cogged rim of the centre wheel, and
causes the table to revolve under the roller, as thi:

turned by a crank at its outer end. Of course, the

roller is larger at one end than the other, so as to

form to the slope of the table, and its corrugations are

very deep, not less than 2 inches at the larger end,

Supported on each end of the roller, and on both
sides, are bevelled blocks which, as the table revolves,

force the butter from each end towards the centre of

the slope. About 20 lb. of butter is now put on the

table, and the roller is turned, each corrugation cany^

ing through a long narrow roll, which is immediately
followed by another and another, until the whole table

is covered. The roller does not quite touch the table,

and there is no actual crushing of the particles. The
bevelled blocks slightly bend these rolls, and crowd
them towards the centre of the sloping part, so that

when they reach the roller they are broken in fresh

places, and by a few revolutions are thoroughly

worked in every part.

Fi?ial Processes.—Then follows a process that was
new to all of us—the "wiping" of the butter. The
dairyman turning one roller backward with the left

hand, so that the butter came through at the right hand
side, presses upon every part of it a cloth which ha

been wmng dry in the cold spring water, and which he
frequently washes and wrings out. This is continued

until not a particle of water is to be seen in the butter

as it comes from the roller, to which it now begins to

adhere. If there is any secret in the making of Phila-

delphia butter this is it ; and it has much to do with

the uniform waxiness of texture, whether hard or soft.

After this the butter is salted (an ounce of salt to 3 lb.

of butter), still by the aid of this machine, and any
lurking atom of moisture is in this way prevented from

becoming a cause of rancidity. When the salt is

thoroughly worked through the whole mass the butter

is removed to a large table, where it is weighed out and
put up in pound prints. Tlie working, wiping, and
salting of over 100 lb. of butter occupied about an hour

;

and before 10 A.M. the entire churning, beautifully

printed, as fragrant as the newest hay, and as yellow as

pure gold, such butter as only Jersey cream will make,
was deposited in large tin trays and set in water to

harden. The next morning it was wrapped in damp
cloths, each pound by itself, put in a tin case, each

layer having its own wooden shelf, with two compart-
ments of pounded ice to keep it cool, and, surrounded
by a well coopered and securely locked cedar tub, was
sent to the Continental Hotel, where we found it on
our return as delicious as when it left the farm. It is

very difficult to describe any process in which so much
depends on the judgment of the operator ; and the

writer hardly hopes for more than that his example will

stimulate others who arc interested in the subject to

examine for themselves the daily operations of this

interesting and beautiful region for butter-making.

G. E. Warring, Jun., in the ''Boston Cultivator:'

June II.

—

Manuring and Watering Cabbages, Man-
gels, Carrots, &c., is practised in some parts of the United
Slates of America, where root crops can with difficulty

be otherwise grown, owing to the ^\^arm, dry summers.
As soon as the Cabbages are planted, or the young
Mangels begin to break the surface, the '* water

drill" (a common water-barrel cart with a biforked

hose) is yoked, applying the liquid from the manure
tank to two rows at a time, a man behind guiding the

flow to where it should fall. If the field is not more
than a mile from the homestead, a man with an active

horse will do two acres a day, and if only half a mile,

four acres, and so on. The application not only
secures an abundance of plant in the rows, but also

prevents the ravages of turnip-fly. All drill crops may be

watered in the same way, cither wither without manure
dissolved in it. A water drill made on the same plan,

but with four discharge pipes for four drills, wa:

patronised by the Highland Society of Scotland in the

early part of the present century. A water-cart made
on the same plan was exhibited at the Leicester meet-
ing of the Royal Agricultural Society. The practice is

sound in principle, but as yet defectively carried out,

or it would have met with more support than it has
hitherto received. Success depends upon timing the

velocity of the discharge pipes in the opposite direction

of the pace of the horse, so that the water shall fall

upon the ground with no more force than that due to

gravitation from the mouth of the pipes, which should
be allowed to trail as it w-ere over the surface. The
mechanical proposition is doubtless a nice one, but not

beyond the hope of a practical solution, and just now,
on the eve of the Oxford meeting, when root crops are

suflfering for the want of rain and from fly, it comes
home with inviting claims on attention.

Hoeing and Weeding corn crops, if not finished,

should be so without delay, In peculiar seasons and
circumstances the fields have to be gone over again to

remove Docks, Coltsfoot, Turnips, &c., which may
have sprung up or escaped previous observation. All

such should be carefully pulled by hand and carried

off, and the gi'ound and plants of corn loosened in

can be distinguished by this time, and when such is the
case it also should be put into the basket.

Beans, Peas, and Potatos- go over. If too far

advanced for the hoe, weeds should be pulled by the
hand. Earthing-up is the last operation, and if pre-

ceded by the horse-hoe, the double-mouldboard
plough will work all the better.

Mangel Wurzcl horse and hand hoe. In early

seasons the crop will be ready for a second hoeing by
this time, but in late ones, like the present, it is

otherwise. Opinion is yet very much divided as to the

proper distance between the plants ; the practice of

singling ranging from 8 to 18 inches apart. Roots
averaging 8 lb. can be grown at 8 inches apart, and we
have found this distance and the above medium of

weight of root yield a heavier crop of better quality,

than here and there large roots grown at twice the

distance asunder ; and we believe the practice of grow-
ing this root closer in the rows is becoming more
general, strong as the prejudice once was against it.

Sugar-Beet horse and hand hoe as Carrots, sing-

ling out the plants 5 to 6 inches apart. To keep the

earth loose and in a porous state with the horse-hoe

is in favour of the growth of this root, and the practice

applies with nearly equal force to all root crops.

Hoeing Tadle for Mangels, Kohl Rabi, Swedes, and
Turnips.

Distance
between
Rows.
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below ground is even greater than is generally imaginetl.

They are more numerous in dry seasons than in wet

ones, and in ground that is tired of growing any of the

above crops, than in rich productive land, wliich indicates

the best means of getting rid of them. Thus the

curculionid^ or club beetles are vegetable feeders, but

they live chiefly on the decaying remains of plants, />.

,

club-roots soon rot when the insect is in an active

feeding state. Others subsist on animal matter in the

soil, and hence are seldom found on land in a healthy

state, where such animal matters undergo immediate
decomposition, and so on. The mode of prevention

therefore is deep tillage, plenty of farmyard manure
below, with the proper use of the liquid-manure drill

;

the salts of ammonia, lime, soda, and potash in solution

being destructive to both the insects and their food.

The subject requires more attention than it has yet

received. JK B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Eggs and Butter : Q. says:—If " Chicken " will rubhis
eggs over evenly with mutton or beef fat, they will keep
perfectly fresh for many months. It should be done :is

soon as taken from the nest, when quite "fresh laid."

Fresh butter will also keep good for months, by adding
half a drachm powdered nitrate of potass to each pound,
if for long keeping one drachm ; it should be thoroughly
beat up together, with a little extra salt ; if kept many
months, it may be well washed and made into shape.
This I have frequently tried in India most successfully.

Poultry : G. E. O. We submit the following letter to

poultry correspondents :— I have a Dorking hen, sup-
plied to me last autumn from an excellent establish-

ment, that lays eggs almost without any white. She lays

a great number of eggs, and now they are sometimes
very thin in the shell, and sometimes wrongly shaped,
but always small in size. She has not yet sat. I should
be much obliged if you would mention to " G. E. O.,"
in your Notices to Correspondents, whether it is at all

likely that the hen will lay properly when she is older.

(1 am told that when she has sat the eggs will be dif-

ferent, but see no reason for believing the statement.)

Another hen that came at the same time, and has been
treated exactly in the same way, lays, sits, and hatches
perfectly.

RiCKF.TS IN Lambs : A Cotswold Farmer says :—In your
number of the r4th inst. is an extract from the
"Veterinarian," regarding the disease in lambs known
by the term of "rickets. "'

I have been a sufferer to a
great extent this year, losing more than 70 out of the
produce of 200 ewes. The sheep and lambs have had
about the same treatment they have had for this last

14 years. Can yourself or any of your readers favour
me with any remedial suggestion as to the remain-
ing lambs, some of them still showing symptoms of the
malady? [No remedy appears to be of any use in the
treiitment of this disease, indeed, as the affection con-
sists in a physical defect (elongation) of ligaments, it is

scarcely possible that a cure could be obtained by the
use of medicines.]

lilarhtts.
HOPS.

Borough Market, June 9.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report the market quiet,

the demand being of an entirely retail character, at last

week's quotations.

HA v.—per Loadof^^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, June 9.

Prime Mcidow Hay goj.toioo^. 1 Clover, old . . .

Inferior do 75 84 I Inferior do. ..

Rowen - —
, Prime 2d cut .

Inferior do — — ; Inferior do
Straw 24 30 ' Charles Jame

Cumberland Market, Thursday, June
Sup. Meadow Hay los^.toiiaj.

|
Inferior Clover .

Inferior do 88 95 New do. .. .

New do — — Straw
Superior Clover ..12S 136 | JosHl

Whitechapel, Thursday, June 9.

Fine Meadow Hay 76^. to Szj. Prime old Clover.

.

Inferior do 60 70 ' Inferior do. do. .

Prime New Hay . . — — , Prime ad cut do. .

,

Inferior — --
, New Clover . . .

Straw 24 28 ' Inferior do 90

ENGLISH WOOL.
No fresh feature in the market, buyers still holding off

in the hopes of being able to come in for the new clip or
moderate terms. We are strongly of opinion, however,
that no decline will take place, or if it does that it will be
only temporary.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—SouthdoT,vn hoggets . . . . . . i 1 to i si
Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces .. .. .. . . i ^ — j^ ^
Southdown ewes and wethers .. o oj — i 1
Leicester ditto .. .. 1 2" — i -i

Sorts—Clothing o 10 — i 6
Combing .. .. .. ., ,. 10 — 18

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, June 6.

The supply of Beasts is about the same as on Monday
last, but the demand has greatly decreased, and prices are

lower, The number of Sheep is about the same as lasl

week ;
trade is exceedingly dull for them at lower rates,

and several lots remain unsold. There are more Lambs
and Calves than can be disposed of; some of the choicest
make about as much as on Thursday, for other kinds

prices are lower. Our foreign supply consists of 840
Beasts, 9530 Sheepk, and 204 Calves ; from Scotland
there are 174 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1670;
and 536 from the Midland and Home Counties.

J. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools . . to .

.

fords, &c. , . 4 ictos o Do. Shorn . . 4 8—5 o
Best Shorthorns.. 4 8—4 10 Ewes & 2d quality .. — ..

2d quality Beasts 3 0—3 10 Do. Shorn .. 4 o—4 6

Best Downs and Lambs .

.

"5 o—6 8

Half-breds .. .. — .. Calves .. ..3 6—5 6
Do. Shorn . . 5 0—5 2 Pigs .

.

. . 3 6—5 6

Beasts, 3220 ; Sheep and Lambs, 30,800 ; Calves, 216 ; Pigs, 12c.

Thuksdav, Juneq.
The supply of Beasts is much shorter than on last

Thursday ; demand very limited, and prices have not

advanced except for a few choicest descriptions. The
number of Sheep and Lambs is the largest we have had
on Thursday this year ; the average quality of the latter

is very inferior. The trade generally may be stated as on
Monday. Choice Calves are scarce, and rather dearer.

Our foreign supply consists of 190 Beasts, 4200 Sheep, 343
Calves, and 60 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-

Best Shorthorns.'.'

2d quality Beasts

Beasts, 930 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools.

.

Do, Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn

Pigs

16,900 ; Cal

.. 3 6-5 8

.. 3 6^-5 6

450 ; Pigs, 70.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET^Jimc
Best Fresh Butler 14^'. per dozen lb.

Second do. do .. 131. ,,

Small Pork, 51. od. to 5^. ^d. ; Large Pork, 3.^. 6^/.

4J. od. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
Monday, June 6.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was generally held for con-

siderably more money, but a portion only was sold at an
advance of fully 2J. per qr. on the week ; for foreign

there was a good demand, at a similar improvement.
Barley \vas6f/.. Beans is. per qr. dearer. Peas steady.

The Oat trade was firm, at an advance of 6d. to is. per

qr. Flour was is. to 2J, per sack and6(/. to is. per barrel

dearer.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex. Kent, Suffolk, White
— — fine selected runs . . do.— — Talavera
— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barlev, grind. & dist., 261 to 30J...Chev.
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
•— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.... 34J. 1043^. ..Tick
— Pigeon ....401. to 55^... Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . BoUers
— Maple, 33f. to 40J Grey

46—S2 Red.
49—sSRed.
50—59— :Rcd.

24—26 Feed . .

.

24 -26 Feed . .

.

32—36 Foreign .

34 —46 Harrow .—
;

Longpod.
41—43 Eg>-ptian

34—38 Suffolk .

32—35 Foreign .— Foreign .

39—IS
29—41 Country.
23—26 Per sack. . '30—56

34—46

38—40
37—40
33—37

Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreii^ per barrel

Wednesday, June 8.

Coastwise as well as by rail the receipts of Wheat
from Essex and Kent were very moderate. The trade

was very firm, and prices were weU maintained. The
show of foreign Wheat was moderate ; the demand
was steady, and extreme rates were obtained. The
market was moderately supplied with Barley, for which
the trade was firm, at fully late quotations. Malt was
quiet, on former terms. Oats, the show of which was
moderate, were in request, at improving prices. Beans
and Peas were firm, and fully as dear. Flour was steady.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage.

English &

Irish
'.

'.

Wheat. Barley. Oats.

5160

Flo

Liverpool, June 7. — To-day's market was well

attended by local and distant buyers. In Wheat there

was a large speculative and consumptive business at an
advance oi^. to ^d. per 100 lb. on the week. Flour also

was in good request, and i^. to zj. dearer than on Tuesday
last ; the business being restricted only by reason of the

present limited stocks. Oats and meal both neglected,

but otherwise unchanged. Beans met a fair sale, at full

quotations. Canadian Peas were unaltered. "WTieat and
Barley, now in smaller compass, exhibited an upward
tendency. Indian Com experienced to-day a very fair

inquiry from consumers, the rates ranging 6d. per qr,

above those of last Tuesday.

Averages.

NVheat. Barley. Oats.

First Prize,

T30YAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW,
Also 22 other

PHIZES FOR

LIQUID

MANURE

urpassed for keeping a Lawn c ,

order; 4000 arc now in use. Prices from 555.
A large stock kept, and ordci ' '

;o their PATENT
SMAKPEN'ING and SELF-CULLECTING

Nt; MACHINES, which can also be used as Garden
img purchasers for the present season should send
Ciialogue and Price List of these Lawn Mowing
demand for B. HIRST AND SONS' Patent Lawn

ncs has already been creat. These Machines are
3 be the best for keeping Bowling Greens, Lawns, and
s in order. Shipping orders promptly attended to-

Axnerlcan Lawns.

ARf 111 M ] 11 \ \
s idm led the be t ^

purpose ; becau

will do double the a

Leaving the culi

looking untidy, set

drought.

\\\ \ M 0\\ ER
: e brou ht out for the

durable, simple, and performs its work better

1LF the power of other Lawn Mowers, and

in small particles, evenly scattered, never
as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

been fairly tested at Stoke Newinglon, .nnd the verdic
Mowing Machine has

The Field says—" The Americans h.ive been beforehand with us in

many Machines, but we were not, however, until now aware they
possessed a La\vn Mower which is far superior to any of ours."

The Gardeners' Chronicle says—" We are indebted to our American
cousins for many ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances,

adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind
generally. We owe to them many thanks for improvements amongst
implements whereby labourers' toil has been much lessened. The
' Archimedean' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when wet as
when in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The li-inch machine is

easily worked by a ooy. It has been tried in the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Chiswick during the past season, and is

reported as the quickest, most simple, and most efficient Lawn Mowcp
ever used ; and such is our opinion."

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,

JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London.
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND GOLLEGTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

THE Extraordinary Success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact.

During tlie last Six Years the demand h.is been unprecedented, which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their

characteristic features :

—

1st, Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access. 2d, They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower.
3d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

LEEDS HOETICULTUEAL AND FLOBAL SHOW, JUNE 3, 1870.
TRIAL OF MOWING MACHINES,

Extract from Yorkshire Post.

"During the Show, a very interesting trial of Lawn Mowers took place on the ground. The competitors were the well-known manufacturers of these Machines,

Messrs. Thomas Green & Son, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds, and the maker of a Machine called the Archimedean. The judges were the gentlemen who had made the

awards at the flower show. The merits of the competing Machines were decided by setting them to work to cut long coarse grass, the style and time in which they accomplished

their task, and the draught of each, being elements in guiding the judges in giving their award. The following was their unanimous conclusion :—
" We, Ihe judges of the Leeds Horticultural and Floral Society, having tested Lawn Mowing Machines manufactured by Messrs. Thos. Green Si Son against the one called the ' Archimedean ' in an open field

where the bents were from 5 to 8 inches long, have come to the unanimous conclusion that the ' Archimedean ' is perfectly useless, either for long or short Grass, the superiority of Green i Machines having proved on

this, as on many other occasions, pre-eminent. We find the ' Archimedean ' is only suitable for banks and steep rising grounds."

Extract from Leeds Mercury.
"Amongst the other interesting features of the Show to which attention has not yet been called was a public tri.al on the opening day of Lawn Mowing Machines,

manufactured by Messrs. Green & Son, of Leeds, and the American Machines known as the Archimedean. The test took place before all the judges in an open field where

the bents were from 5 to 8 inches long, and at the close the decision was unanimously in favour of the Machines made by Messrs. Green & Son. That firm had an excellent

stand on the ground occupied by horticultural machines of various descriptions."

Judges.—V^m. Carmichael, John Wells, F.R.H.S., M. Saul, W. Culverwell,
J.

Mclndoe, James Fowler, Wm. Stewart, T. S. HoUoway, late Chairman of the Society.

JAMES BIRBECK, Secretary.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS HAVE
PROVED TO BE THE BEST, AND HAVE
CARRIED OFF EVERY PRIZE THAT
HAS BEEN GIVEN IN ALL CASES OF

COMPETITION.

EVERY MACHINE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE

ENTIRE SATISFACTION,. AND IF NOT
APPROVED CAN BE RETURNED WITH-

OUT ANY COST WHATEVER TO THE
PURCHASER.

The following are a few of the distinguished Patrons of Green's Lawn Mowers, who can fully guarantee

their superiority and efficiency :
—

rMo. t Gracious Majesty the Queen.
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

H.M. the Queen of Prussia.

H.M. the King of the Belgians.

H.I.M. the Emperor of the French.

ir.LM. the Emperor of Russia.
H. R H. the Pasha of EL;v]>t.

H R.H. the Uuchcss ofC.imbridgc.
H.S.H. the Prince Liechtcnslein.

H.H, the Rajah of;
J the .' chbishi.pofC

s Grace the Duke of liucclei

s Grace the Duke of Leinster.
s Grace the Duke of Devonshire.
s Grace the Duke of Leeds.
s Grace the Duke of Northumberland.
s Grace the Duke of Richmond.
5 Grace the Duke of St. Albans.

£ the Duke of Wellington.
; the Duke of Argyle.
I the Duke of Marlboroi
:the Duke of Rutland.

His Grace the Duke of llui

His Grace the Duke of Ne
Her Grace the Duchess nf
The M..SI N.,l.l..lhf M.iKi
The MuM \. •;.'• ii." '! ii'i

The Mi.'.
I

.'.;. M
The M-.i .

!
The Mi. SI : Ln'l
The Mom :,„bl._ ili^ .M.,i.j

The Right 11,11

The Right Honourable the Earl of Derby
The Right Honourable the Earl of Chiches
The Right Honourable the Earl of Carlisle,

The Right Ho: lurable the Earl of Cathcart.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Effinghai

The Right Honourable the Earl of Stradbrooke.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Airlie.

The Right Honourable Count Kennisd.il,

The Right Honourable Count Donnemarsh.
The Right Honourable Count Bernstolf.

The Right Honourable the Lady Palmerston.

The Right Honourable the Countess of Harcwood.

The Right Honourable the Countess Dellarmorclla.

The Right Honourable the Countess Dowager of

The Right Itonourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis
The Right Honourable Vis

5 Downe.

The Right Hoi
The Right Hoi
The Right Ho
The Right Hoi
The Right Ho
The Right Hoi
The Right Hoi

lurable Lord Stourloi
urable Lord Sondes,
iurable Lord Scarsdale.

The Rii t Hoi
Right Hoi

The Right Ho
The Right Hoi

lUrable Lord Boltoi
iurable Lord Ross,
urable Lord Clarence Paget.
irable Lord Portrr
rable Lord Forester.

The Right Honourable Lord Cremorne.
The Right Honourable Lord Broughton.
The Right Honourable Lord Cork.
The Right Honourable Lord Overstone.
The Right Honourable Lord Belper.

The Right Honourable Lord Bagot.
The Right Honourable Lord Leigh, L.L.
The Right Honourable Lord Wenlock.
The Right Honourable Lord Ashtown.
The Right Honourable Lord John Scott.

The Right Honourable Lord Suffield.

The Right Honourable Lord Heytesbury.
The Right Honourable Lord George Cavendish.
The Right Honourable Lord Braybrooke.
The Right Honourable Lord A. Hervey.
The Right Honourable Lord Aveland.
The Right Honourable Lord Penzance.
The Right Honourable Lord Fitzwalter.
The Right Honourable Lord Ravensworth.
The Right Honourable Lord Lcconheld.
The Right Honourable Lord Romily.
The Right Honourable Lord Broughton.
The Right Honourable Lord Chesham.
L,idy Milner.
Lady Fairbairn.
Lady Harland.

Lady Collier.

Lady Eardley.
Lady Bu.xton.
Lady Ingleby.

urable I. Stewart Wt
urable }. R. Mowbra
urable Sir D. Dundai
urable J. T. P.irkci

The Right Honourable Henry Labouchcre.
The Honourable and Reverend Charles Het
The Honourable and Reverend Latimer Nei
The Honourable H. Bligh.

The Honourable and Reverend J. Harborough.

Sir E. ,M. Elton, Bart.
Sir Wilfred Lawson. Bart.
Sir E. S. Stanhope, Bart.
Sir Frederick Bathhurst, Bart.
Sir Charles Henry Ibbetson, Bart.
Sir John Hould, Bart.
Sir John Selwyn, Bart.

Sir Frederick Roe, Bart.
Sir George Armitage, Bart.
Sir Wm. Codrington, Bart.
Sir Wm. Lawson, Bart.

Sir Francis D. Legard, Bart.

Sir William E. Milner, Bart.
Sir Matthew Blakestone, Bart.

Sir J. Radcliflfe, Bart.
Sir Alexander Ackland Hood, Bart.
Sir Ceori^-e ISurrand, Bart.
Sii I A.: .1.1 ll.,i,l./r Blair, Bart.

,
Bart.

li, Bart.
n. Bart,

tipbell, Bart,
teson, Bart.

_ . . jpest. Bart.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.
"' "• "

, Osborne, Bart.
Mordauntj Bart,

t Mackenzie, Bart.
Davis, Bart.

-. Hesketh, Bart.
Sir Percy Shelley. BarL
Sir B. Wray Tavistock, Bart.
Sir M. Shaw Stewart, Bart.

Sir John Shelley, Bart.

Sir Ralph Howard, Bart.

Sir Richard Garden, Bart.

Sir Walter Faniuhar, Bart.

Sir Andrew Fairbairn.

Sir James Watts.
Sir Joseph Copley.
Sir Thomas Wills.
Sir J. Nelthorpe.
Sir W. Yardley.
Sir Noel Harries.

Sir I. Bligh, K.C.E.
Sir William Hutton.
Sir Charles Watson.
Sir Joshua Walmeslcy.
Sir Edward Ryan.
Baron James de Rothschild.
Baron de Bid.
Baron de Mattsake.
General Bl.inshard.

General Reeve.
Lieutenant.General Higginson
Colonel Jackson.

il Greenwood.
Colonel Vandeleur, M.P.
Colonel Seymour.
Colonel McMurdo.
Colonel J. R. Smith.
Colonel P. Grant.
Colonel Hill.

Colonel Duncombe.
Colonel Thornton.
Colonel Linton.
Colonel North.

Lieut.-Col. Montresor.
Lieut. -Col. Bower.
Lieut-Col. Sale.

Major the Hon. C. Keith Falconer,
Admiral Evans,
Admiral Warren.
Vicc-Admiral Hughes D'Aeth.

The following are a few of the principal places where Green's Patent Lawn Mowers are the only Machines in use,

and have been for a number of years giving entire satisfaction :

RUY.M. l;iir,\NIC.\L t:.\KI)I-THE ROYAL GARDENS, WINDSOR.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE GARDENS.
S.\NDRINGHAM HALL GARDENS.
CHISWICK HOUSE GARDENS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

Ul.riR.VI. '.ARDENS
KENSINGTON PALACE GARDENS.
TEMPLE GARDENS.
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.

RUSSELL SQUARE GARDENS.

BRUNSWICK SQUARE GARDENS.
ROYAL HOSPITAL, CHELSEA.
ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOLS
HYDE PARK GARDENS.
LIVERPOOL PARK.
BIRKENHEAD PARK.
PRESTON PARK.
SUNDERLAND PARK.
HALIFAX PARK.
BRADFORD PARK.
LEEDS ROYAL PARK,

Testimonial from the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, May 2%, 1870.

"Gentlemen,—I am directed by the Council to inform you that your Lawn Mowing Machines have been in constant use in their Gardens at South Kensington during

the last 10 years, and that they have always given the greatest satisfaction, doing their work excellently and with so much ease as to be generally preferred by our workmen.

" Thos. Green & Son. " I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant, James Richards, Assistant Secretary."

Illustrated Price Lists of Green's Patent Lawn Mowers, Garden Rollers, and Patent Boilers, free on application.

THOMAS GEEEN AND SON,
SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS; and 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,

fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

;, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c
Plans and Estimates on applic"''

;ONS, 35, King Street, Chea
nufactory, 6, BanksJde, South

West Of England, Ireland, and Wales.
"""INC E N ~

SKINNER, Sirv..
HOUSE BUILDER and
HUT-WATER APPARA-
TUS MANUFACTURER
(formerly Partner with J.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

^}^'-\ HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
liUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, ^c,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S, TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

ol APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injuryto Pipes or Joints, easili

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and perfcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras

EATII and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN orCOUMRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road. London, S E,

TG. MESSENGER
• MIDLAND STEAM-POWER HORTICULTURAL

WORKS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, VALVE MANUFAC
TURER, LOUGHBOROUGH.

hundreds of works entrusted
punii"''^c f<:ir which they were constructed.
Any House Glazed, singleordouble, with or without putty. The mode

adopted by T. G. Messenger for Heating and Ventilating Forcing

's particularly successful, drip being entirel>; prei*entcd.

X the pi.

T. G. Messenger's BOILER possesses all the ad\'aniagcs of the
. ~ .

..
. ' hollow furnnce bars, requires but s

;poses as much surface to the direct action of the

^ be obtained, the wlu.le of which can be easil>

cleaned ; ana it is an important fact, thatnut of upwards of 500 now al

work made upon the improved principle not one has cracked,

T. G. Messenger's VALVE (single or double) is effective, simple,

easy to work, and.as durable as the pipe to which it is attached.

Designs and estimates supplied for all kinds of Horticultural Work,
and guaranteed to answer the purpose for which they may be

intended. A richly ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, with dcscrip.

tions, forwarded post free on receipt 0133 stamps.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. ' Each,

ft. by 4 ft. Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed .. £0 5 o

,, Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

Finsbur>' Steam J

med and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .

.

livered, and Fixed with Ironwork .

.

Painted four coals, two sides, ready for usi

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

J TONES AND SONS dehver HOT-WATER PIPES
• and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

to any station in England, for cash with order; or they allow a liberal

discount for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Lanksidc, South'

, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.
PUBLIC and PRIVATE

BUILDINGS, MAN U FAC-
TORIES, CONSER\'ATORIES, &c,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for
setting in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require no Brickwork.

POLLARD JEPHSON, and CO
{Successors to John R. Peill),

'Sole Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Which arc in general use, and which
Boilers have for their durability and
economy attained a celebrity far sur-
passing any other Boilers ever invented.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
:cd Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, TubuUr Bnltr.

CHURCHES.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT-WATER PIPESal whole-

sale prices; Elbows, T - Pieces,

S^hons, and every other

tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST IRON

CONICAL SADDLE and

with or without \\ ate

CAST and \\ RUI i

Porlabli Boiler

IMPROVED COnIcaL,
) Elliptic Boilers from 241 each

t strone CAST IRON TUBULAR BOILERS

M:
SYSTEM.
From Mr. W. Gilbert,

' - ford Street, "
perfectly ;

Laiv/ord Street, Rugby.

\\ (

be a great difficulty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle ; as, by lay-
ing by a few bags of earth
in the summer, I have a
plentiful supply, without
any trouble of artificial
drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a
couple of spadesful put into
a bucketful of water), and
have had the finest blooms

"\V. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

n ay be obtained at 2g, Bedford

' Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

" * pjcpare^^to supply WROUGHT-IKON TANKS,
reduced prices,

of Galvanised Iron, and other of Er.iby'S

ted, Fitzroy Works, Euston Road,
ble Ironmongers,

of different sizes packed one in another to save

. BRABY AND ( ,

London ; or through all respectable Ironmongers,
N.B. Open Tanlcs of diffc

carriage.

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

i\ni \ [

Sockets reel

and ire perfectly u
Goods of the m

facturCj delivered
\\ harf m London

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upp

"roundStreet, London, S.E. (Su

;de Blackfriars Ei '

'

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
Newly Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS.

THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT EVER INTRODUCED.

MESSRS.
SAMUELSON & CO.

NEW
Lawn Mowers

for 1870,
which are fitted, when
required, with a NEW
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-

tirely superseding" tlie old

and tedious operation of

Edge-Chpping by hand.
All Machines fitted with

new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of

the New^ Patent Edge-
Clipping Silent Lawn
Mower, on application to

V WORKS, BANBURY.

L;,i.ssar> in<_reastd width
Cistern and Patent Drop Cover

-gorgmg. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to iuJectiont
bei'ng all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM AND CO., Iron Works, a, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London. W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society^
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Eacn Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sUes stated

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by iS-

16 02. to the foot. aioz.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock^sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the s

I by 9
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Lawn Mowers, Iron Vases, Seats, &c.

T
JONES AN'D SONS are now selling surplu

• stock of the above at a discount of 15 per cent, lor cash.

6, Bankside, London, S. K,

ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER to be SEEN
at HUTLER, M'CULLOCH AND CO.'S, South Row, Covcnt

Garden Market, London, W.C. (opposite Southampton Street).

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Maricera.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices. Pnnted
and Specimens sent post free on appl:

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, .(

inches

lonp. +t. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J.,cash on dchverj'. Sarnple Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CO.,

Retail ( I applic

LOOKER'S PATENT CAPPED GARDEN
FRAMES, GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.

Equal to every other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far

more ornamcinaj in appearance. See Gardeners' ChtvnicU, March 12.

Price from is. 6rf. per foot

Hooper & Co,jCoven£ Garden ; Dixon_& Co., 4SA, MoorfjateSt

LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.—
The best mode of Raising all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cuttings.

Price from is. each.—Hooper & Co., Covent Garden; Rosher & Co.,

Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, Kingsland Road, and Queen's
~

•
*" "'

' "i.\on& Co., 48A, Moorgatc Street
md Sole Manufacturer,

RENIAMIN LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Koad, West Chels.

IND.IA-RUBBER GARDEN HOSE,
60 feet ?i inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, las. 6d.

60 feet 'i inch do. do., extra strong, 31J. 6rf.

Carriage paid to all Railway Static ' "
jf every article made in India-rubber
E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Manufaclurt

S HAW'S TIFF/
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manche:

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, Manchester.

r Covering Garden Frames.—
•IROG MATS are the cheapest and mo<
pfives the size of every class of Mai

ommercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
T BLACKBURN and SONS have received ;

IS and SCRIMS for S H A D I N G.
_ . sr yard, advancing J^rf.

S4-incli Hessian and Scrim, 3^., yA'^-j 4''-t aI^'^- f>nd ^l^d.

73 „ „ ,, A^^d-,S%d.,6d., t%d.,a.n^ upwards.

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.G.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and

Birds, or as a Fence for Fowls, &c. ; 2, 4, and 6 yards wide, at one
penny per square yard; 100 yards, 71. 6d. ; 500 yards, 35s. ; 1000
yards, 05J. Remittances to accompany all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c., Market Place,

Peterborough.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
•\d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. : 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
20s. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, ,2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard ; ?4-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. od. per. yara. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER,6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E,C.

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the
Protect on of ne ly so vn Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds

;

also a=; T F n f f Pn n P fib and Sheep id. per square yard,

SCI cnho se Shades, Tulip Covers.
H \\ TTINf S. sample of material

free New and Second-hand, with
Poles
FKI - --

ET ARCHLR S FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patron scd by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Fr i^more Cirdens the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Ue onsh e Hte S r J Pa'<ton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew Professor L ndlcy for the Hon cultural Society, &c.

Tbe best Shading is "Frigl Domo" Netting.
Whit n, made ofprepared Hair and Wool, a perfect r

of heat or cold, keeping a fixed _ __ _. ._

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
*' FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. W. per yard run

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
Two yards wide u. orf. per yard run.
Four yards wide y. od. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . is. grf. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2r. 8(f. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sJrf., 6Jrf., y\d., -jld.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,
7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom,

G-t ARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES,^
liA'^KETS, FLOWER STANDS, &c.
\ ^Vl 1\<,ES ..- .. .. 4r. 6rf. to =6j.

.! l: "harrows'
s. od. •

_. _s, 6<i. I

OARIiEN SEATS .. ... .. .. lU od. \

GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS.
PATENT LAWN MOWERS .... 76^. orf. l

To cut 10 inches, jC3 ios. ; 12 do., £4 iqs.

Suitable for a Lady.
To cut 14 inches, l^ 10s. ; 16 do., ^d loj.

Suitable for a Ma
PATENT ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWERS.

To cut 9 inches, £,-i ^s. ; 11 do., Ca S^- I M do., £$ 10s. ; 21 do., £8.
WILLIAM S, BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appointment,

tolI.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, containing
upwards of 700 lUustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
Prices, and Plans of the 20 large Showrooms, post free.—30, Oxford
Street, W. ; i, i A, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street

; 4. 5, and^6, Perry's
rlace: and i, Newman Yard. The cost of delivering Goods to the
most distant Parts of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling.
WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small
fixed rate.

Gardens of
. ^ ^

and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Str^et^ where a Stock
is kept ; also at 36, Long Acre.

nd particulars of the Ain
. iidiiies Street, where a Stoc'

J. GOODERIDGE, Agent.

FUSSEY'S MARQUEES. -This magnificent Suite
contains by far the grf.Ttf r nnn^l-r f my to be had on Hire in

this country, varj-mg in si/,' n.;,, i'm' I .. j, l-cnt to the Monstre
Marquee, and for elegance, -r 1

. ,,i| adaptability to open-

W. FUSSKV,
. Hull.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you asH for

SAYNOR AND COOKIE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDl'INi; KM\'ES.see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYN(_>K, also tliu Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genu:

I and others, butS. & C. regret having
compelled to do so, in consequ
quality, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caused

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 ye

Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS,3t the Paris Exhibition of 1867. The
only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
IIIVEjas originally introduced byGn9RGE Neighbour & Sons,

Stand for ditto .. o 10 o
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
genuine Italian Queen, in the
Improved Cottage Hive, at

jC4 4^-. Hive included. (Such
will shortly have wholly yellow
Italian Alp Bees.)
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks, £1 each.

s heretofore.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ing and prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Address GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,
W.C. ; or 140, Regent Street, London, W.
Agents :~Liverpool : James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square.

Manchester: J. Wilson, 50, King Street. Dublin: Edmonston" Dame Street, Glasgow : Austin & McAslan,
16. Buchai I Str<

THE OMBR.-\, the OMBRA.—The new Sunshades,
applicable to all Hats for Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children, in

Straw Plait. &c. Extremely liffbt. becomint^, portable, and moderate
in price. A re.il -w»,- .7»,t „on for travelling, the seaside, and all
country pursuits, \^;,;i ! |. r I m , mviiluable.

Wholesale: 1 !i r
,

,
• inpany. No. 20, Red Cross Street;

Retail : ANDRK\'. ,
,

I i

: : .aid all respectable Hatters, &c.,
in Town and Couin; \. 1; .,,. U- re not appointed, apply.

By Royal Appointment.
To Her Majesty, by ,^ '^ ^ To the Prince of Wales
Special Warrant, dated '^^^g^^v' ^V Special Warrant,
December 27, 1865. 4a^^^^^ dated February 10, 1866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT.
Original and Sole Proprietors of the STOCKBREEDERS'

MEDICINE CHESTS, for mSORDERS in HORSES, CATTLE,
CALVES, SHEEP, and LAMBS.
No. I MEDICINE CHEST,

Contains Si.xteen different kind
of Compounds, admirably
anged, with Complete Guid'
Farriery. Price ;£6 61., carriage Farriery. Pric

f=^ Every Stockowner should send for
HEWITT'S Work on Farriery. Large Editio
post for 33 stamps. Small Edition, is., or free by
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, I

No. 2 MEDICINE CHEST,
Contains the Extract Gaseous
Fluid, Red Drench, and Red
Paste, with Shilling Key to

, or /ree by
T, Stamps,

et, London.

Daviu Powli.l, Esq,, Dcpuly-Governor.
Total Funds on 31st December, 1869 .. ^12,515,629.

The Directors are ready to receive applications for Agencies for the
Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for £4,865,823

(exclusive of Bonus Additiotis.)
INCOME—Premiums .. jCi6i,38i.

Interest 58,324
£219.705

Accumulated Premiums £1,342,472
Further information may be obtained on application.

__^ JOHN P. LAURENCE, Secretary.

LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY, 10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London, E,C.

TRUSTEES.
The Right Hon. the Lord Chancellor.
The Right Hon, the Lord Cairns.
The Right Hon. Sir W. Bovill, Lord Chief Justice, C. P.
The Right Hon. Sir Edward Vaughan Williaras.
1 he Hon, Sir George Rose.
Thomas Webb Greene. Esq., Q.C.
John Osborne, Esq,, Q.C.
Edward Smith Bigg, Esq.
Robert Bayly Follett, Esq. , Taxing Master in Chancer}'.

FINANCIAL POSITION on January i, 1870.
Annual Income .. ^^210,000
Invested Funds 1,583.000

Reversionary Bonus thereon . . . . 540,000
Assurance Claims and Bonus paid . . 1,780,000
Share Capital fully subscribed .. .. 1,000,000
Paid up 160,000

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail.
SECURITY.—The Assurance Fund amounts to no less than seven

times the total annual income. The further guarantee of a fully
subscribed Capital of ^1,000,000.

WHOLE.WORLD POLICIES wanted for a single extra payment
of 105. per £100, where no special Liability to foreign residence then
exists. Policies on lives of full age when assured, after five years'
existence without incurring extra charge for foreign license, allow
unrestricted residence in any part of the world,
NINE-TENTHS of the total Profits divisible every five years

amongst the Assured. A valuable provision for Policies becoming
Claims between two divisions. Very moderate Non-bonus Premiums
The GENERAL CONDITIONS of Assurance printed thereon are

specially framed to secure to Policies of the Society, when once
issued, absolute freedom from all liability to future question.
LOANS are granted on Life Interests and Reversions.

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

A MEDLEY of RHYMES for the CHILDREN.
Written and Translated by A. M. Price Cine SliillinB

JA.MES NISHET AND CO., SI, Ecracrs Street, W.

M

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

Lately Published,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
De.scribing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

QCHOOL BOTANY; OR. The Rudiments of
to Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400
Illustrations, price 51. iid.

EDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or
Stic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural- and
Physiologicil. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In one

Vohufii', -. , I t!i, ', 'ill luiraerous Illustrations, price 13S.

iT f' I
'

'
' iii.iy be had separately, price 51. cloth.

ry\\\ \M,I lABLE KINGDOM; OF. Thf.
-L sii .

I I!. I
I -11 iLATioN, AND Uses OF Plants. Illustrated

upon tin: .\^Luial i:,. :,;t_ ni. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 365., with
upwards of 300 Illustrations,

Extract from the Author's Preface.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medici[,ie, the arts, or in the many branches of doincsiic ceconomy.
The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers in
Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great
importance, deserve to be among the earliest subjects of study, arc
mentioned in the following pages, where they arc arranged in the
manner proposed in the ' Vegetable Kingdom 'of the author, with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted
by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to
have been made in suchawaythat all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which arc men-
tioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a
greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of
purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that those
who have to study a science of obseri-ation, such as Botany, rcnuire to
concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited
number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., ti, Bouvcrie Street, E.G.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the
Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with 218 Wood-

Published for
^
the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,

) Non-members, £1 is.

192. Piccadilly, W.

THE STU I''r Xt's ''

fY''o'i''!"V°'>' III.- BRITISH
ISLANDS '

: ! 1' i:
, 1

:
. !i,ioctor of the

Royal Garden'^. I. 1 'U'l'ly Students
andFieldBol.il. I

, ..t the British
Islands than tin.' n. ', i>i f.. m .:

, ,.,,1 ,t , ,,,

MAC.MILLAN A.m> C'"., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, n ' '

'

171, Fleet Street;

ryiHE UNIVERSAL NURSh KVM \MX Horticultural Review. A new r...i ,
. . ,] W,,;,.,

lishcd (in English) by the Directo, . : , 1

Ringclhcim, Hanover. Each Nu.n! .
.,!..

ins. per
Photographs), ofOrnamental and nc\\ I) -1

besides numerous Woodcuts, &a Prii:

Coloured (the colouring, executed bye
Nature and done in Oil-colour Printing) ; or post free

ipdctus, ^vrth full par

SON, 5, Harp I

vhcrt

"Mr. Williams'iskn.
of English cultivators oi OrcKids, and. i

genial of advisers, whether the n _ . . __ _

adept take counsel of him."

—

Gardeners' Magastf

T
Third Edition, revised and enlarged, post 8vo, price 51,, post free,

5s, 5^. ; interleaved copies, post free, 65. 6a,,

HE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
The only work of the kind worth a place in the cuUivalors'

library."

—

Gardeners' Alagdzii

Post 8vo, cloth, price 5s. ; post free, 5f. $d.t

ELECT FERNS and L Y C O P O D S,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

We h.ive no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work
E.\otic Ferns which has yet appeared."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

An excellent, practical, and handy treatise on Garden Ferns, well
ivhich has long been felt."

—

Florist and Painologist.supplying

Post 8vo, price 51. ; post free, 5s. 5tf,,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of 1000

species and varieties, accompanied by instructions for their cultiva-
tion and general management.
" This neat and handy volume will supply a real want. We give it

a hearty welcome."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

c
In the Press, post 8vo, price 5s. ; post free, 55. e,d.,

HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

management, forming the Second Volume to " Choice Slove and
Greeiihouse Flowering Plants."

Sold by the AUTHOR, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway,
London, N. ; and also by all Nurserymen and Booksellers.

A.

D'
and Infants,

DINNEFORD and CO., 172. New Bond Street. Londoi^ and of all Chemists throughout the World.

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be h.Tppy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtainril i(., ,[ . ,11;,;, i, i-moval in a short period,
without pain or any incii]!-,- 1 I 1 r,| address on a stamped
envelop to F. KINGSTi'N, I .. ,1! ,,„

:;, I S6c).— Gentlemen,

gentleman, your; trulv.

: Pills.

Henbv Allpass.—To the Proprietors oC
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Shanks's Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870,
UNDER THE PATRONAGE

OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF THE

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY
OK

GREAT BRITAIN.

The Patent Improvements recently intyoditced give Shanks s Machine several iniportant

advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE , WIND GUAED, &c.

The steady and continued increase in the Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn Mowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the Improvements recently introduced.

THE FIRST PRIZE MEDAL
OF TH£

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,

LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, in presenting their "PRICE LIST of LAWN MOWERS for iSjo," have much satisfaction in intimating that among all the
Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Universal Exhibition of 1867, they are the only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.

A. S. AND SON have, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These
alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result has been so successful as to enable the Patentees to offer a
Machine which far excels any other that has ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or durability. Tlie new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and
has only to be compared with otiier Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRICES—INCLUDING CARRIAGE TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR SHIPPING PORT IN THE KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

Easily Worked.

8-inch Machine.

.

lo-inch Macliine..
i2-inch Macliine.

.

14-inch Machine..

£3
) By a Lady.

By a Boy.

lie Hand Machii all

16-inch Machine..
19-inch Machine..
2Q-jnch Machine.

.

24-inch Machine..

th Silent Movement.

• i(>

Easily Worked.
By a Man.
By a Man and a Boy,

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
If with Patent DeliverinK Apparalu:

25-inch Machine /12 lo o .. .. 25^. extra.

28-inch Machine 14 'o o .. .. 30J. ,,

30-inch Machine.. 15 15 o ,, .. 30^. ,,

Silent Movement, I2J. 6*/. extra.

Boots for Pony, 22^. per set ; Ditto for Donkey, i8j. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS are in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor. Buckingham Palace, Hampt.
Halmoral ; in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydi

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
If with Patent Delivering Apparatus.

30-inch Machine., ,, ., ,. £^\<^ 00 ,, .. 30J. extra.

36-inch Machine 22 o o ., ,, 30X. ,,

42-inch Machine, . .

.

, . . . 26 o o , . . . 40J. ,,

48-inch Machine.. 28 o o .. .. 40J. ,,

Silent Movement, 20J. extra. Boots for Horse, 26^. per set.

Court, Osborne, and
Hyde Park,

Victoria Park, in Battcrsea Park ; and in many hundreds of the principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

success firmly established. Every Machine warranted to give ajnph satisfaction, and if not approved of, can he at once returned.

GARDEN ROLLERS,
SUITABLE FOR LAWNS, BOWLING GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers are made in halves, and are much easier to work than when cast in one piece. The

edges are roimded off to prevent any marks being left on the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

fitted to each Roller,

PRICES.
Roller, 18 Inches Diameter, x 20 Inches Long Zs ° o

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SHAFTS SUITABLE FOR A HORSE OR PONY.

Roller, 30 Inches Diameter, x 32 Inches Long . . _;^io o o
36

X 42

X 60
X 72

10 IS o
IS o

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

27, Lcadenhall Street is the only pla, i London where intendingpurchasers ofLawn Mowers can choosefrc
A II sixes kept there, whetherfor Horse, Pony, or Hand Power.

I Stock offrom 150 to 200 Machi

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor
Primed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs, Bradburv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street,

Richards, at the Otfice^ No. 41, Wellitigton Street, Pariah of Sc Paul's, Covent Gardco, Id the said County.~Satuiu)av, Ju
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curs, ;fi5 each. Schcdulcj

HORTICULTURAL

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, J ULY 7 and 8.—
For PRIZE LISTS, apply to Mr. A. KORREST, Secretary,

Cherry Street, Eiraiingham. ENTRIES CLOSE JULY J.

GRAND HORTICULTUR.^L FETE will beheld
1 SUDBURY (in .

July 15 and l6. TWO HUNDRED
PRIZES. For Schedules, &c, applyl
Sccrj:tary, i. Clarendon adford.

THE
IN

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
NSTITUTION.-The TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNIVER-

SARY FESTIVAL will take place at the LONDON TAVERN,
Bishopseate Street, London, on WEDNESDAY, June 30.

The Rifht Hon. the EARL of DERBY in the Chair.

Dinner upon Table at 6 o'clock precisely. Tickets. 2ix. each.

. 834

THE APIARY—
Bee management S34

CALENDAR OFOPERA TIONS
Farm work of the week .... 848
Garden operations 83;

t4, Ta. stock Ro
EDVVARD R.' CUTLER, Secretary.

, Covent Garden, W.C^

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. -A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING ol

the MEMIIERS of this SOCIETY will be held at the Bedford Hotel,

W.C.. on TUESDAY, July 5 next, for the purpose ol

ELECTIN
6 o'clock. The Ball

The Voting Papei

close at 8 o'clock precisely. By order,

EDW. R. CUTLER, Secretary,

e all been delivered. Any Subscriber n.

cspectfuUy requested to make immediai

Tji VERY
CARTER'S New Seed \V

GARDEN REQUISITE
KEP r in STOCK at

337 & 238, High Holborn, London.

N EVV and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special P ices and

)fTcrs of above, on applic

ft.LFKED LEGERTON, Seed Mei
> 5 1 Aldgate, London, E.

W1?
Genuine Seeds.

CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS.

s in 'cultivation, with such novelties as can
Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

a selection of th".

w
Corn, Seed, M,

ress, 36, Seed Mai

at : 1862, for " Ex.

URE, and Oilcake M
<et, Mark Lane, E,C.

;

t free on application.

client Seed Corn and S.

Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fin

• selected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of 1869 growtJ

and raised from picked transpK-inted bulbs. Prices moderate.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

S"
The Best Turnip for tlie Main Crop is

TTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.
Price lorf. per lb ; much cheaper by the bushel.

SU'lTON AND SONS. Seed Growers. Reading^

The best Substitute for Swedes is

t. per lb., cheaper by the bus)

R°^

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W

SHOW. FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
J WEDNESDAY, June 39. at it o'clock. GENERAL
t Three. Band of the Scots Fusilier Guards from

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S (ii

junction with the ROYAL OXFORDSHIRE HORT
TURAL SOCIETY) GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of I

Th'; urlh da:
. M.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
At the GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY to be held at OXFORD, in JULY,
1870, in connection with the Show of the Roval Agricultural Society,
the following PRIZES will be offered by the 'PROPRIETORS of the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE:—
For the Two best COLLECTIONS of FRUITand VEGETABLES,

6 distinct kinds of each, a ist prize oi {,^, and a 3d prize of ,£3.

C^^ The Vegetables to be neatly set up in flat baskets ; the Fruit to

be displayed on stands or in dishes.

The competition isopen only to AMATEURS

; and 1809 e

J be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING.

GARDENERS
of the Gardmfri Chrofticlt Prire in

The articles produced

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The GREAT FETE and EXHIBITION of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT, will lake place on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, lune a» and 33. Tickets, price 51. each ; to be had at

the Gardens, and of the Society's Clerk, Austin's Ticket Office.

St. James's Hall. Piccadilly, by orders from Fellows of the Society-

CRYSTAL PALACE.—The GREAT ROSE SHOW,
SATURDAY, lune 35—Forms of Entry and Schedules or

application 10 I. WILKINSON, Superintende nt, Crystal Palace.

GREAT WEST of ENGLAND^ROSE and
:1BNAMENTAL PLANT SHOW will be held in the beautiful

Grounds of WILTON PARK. SALISBURY, WILTS,
TUESDAY, June 38. For Prize Lists apply to Mr. S. GRIFFIN,

THE
OR

Verbenas, 'Verbenaa.—6b. per 100 ; 609. per 1000.

WILLIAM BAD.MAN offers PURPLE, WHITE,
SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON,

; sot.
.

letery Nursery, Gri
Ten

ell-rooted Plants,

ny applicant on n
.. SI ANSKIELI

EXOTIC, in more thai
rieties.—The Subscribers bee t

CATALOGUE of the above will be forwarded t

ceipt of three postage stamos.
& SON, Vale Nurseries. Totodmorden, Lancashir

Brttlsh Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six

stamps. Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Fer
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH a

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.—Any or
Surplus Stock of very early Spring Bedding Plants

OF, r

EUV
rofa

<IRD BENNET
rchaser by apply

ardens. Enville. Stourbri

UlsceUiineous Plants suitable for Bedding and]
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

finest varieties of ECHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c., is now published, and will be

forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery. Tooting. Surrey. S.W.

Golden Chain Ger3uuum.-To the Trade.
WILLIAM BRYANT begs to offer extra strong

Plants of the above, at 3ot, and 301. per 100.

The Nursery. Rugby.

NEW
Zonal Gerai

DOUBLE
es Double Zonal

186^ for

GERANIUMS. — Twelve fine

Geraniums, 61. : 13 superb new Double
perb Single Zonal Gerani

cs Gold and Golden Bicolor Gi

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle, Su

EW HYBRID IVY LEAF GERANIUMS,
ILLSII and WILLSII ROSEA, sent free for 3<, ti.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S., New Florist Flower and Florist Flowci

Seed Merchant, Woolwich.

NTi

N

Secretary and Tre . Wilton Road. Salisbury.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, TUESDAY,

June 38, at the Royal Pavilion and Eastern Lawn. Upwards of
50 Prizes are offered for Roses, and 43 for Fruits. Schedules on
application to the Secretary, g6, St. J

' "

Superintendent of the Exhibitions, Quei
N B GRAND AUTUMN SHOW, SEPTfeMBER nEDWARD CARPENTER, Secretary.

XX/'EaT of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW. —This

OVER ONE HUNDRED

H. CANNELL. F.R.H.S
derchant. Woolwich.

COLE
COMUS
LUSTRE

US, 1870
1 DISPLAY
I

OSCAR
. 3(f. The six best and older

er and Florist Flower Seed

RICHARD WALKER has the following to offer for

cash—DRUMHEAD PLANTS, selected stock: NONPAREIL
PLANTS, all at 3!. per .000 ; Red and While CELERY PLANTS,

r too. llarket Gardens, Biggleswade. Beds.

EARLY and SCOTCH CABBAGE PLANTS
3r. per 1000; SAVOY, BRUSSELS SPROUTS, CURLED

BORECOLE, CAULIFLOWER PLANTS, &c., 6ii. perioo; Trans-
planted CELERY PLANTS, \od. per too, 71. fid. per 1000.

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Malton, Yorkshire.

Per 10,000.

ENFIELD MARKET
THOUSAND HEAD,.
GREEN KOHL RABI
THOUSAND HEAD ai. W.

tjUINCEY, Secdsi
to accompany all ordi

Market Place,

THOUSAND CALCEOLARIAS, of Yellow
Princ* of Orange, Sultan, California, Sparkler, Golden Mantle,

Shirley, Mrs. White, &c , out of pots, at 6*. and 81. per too.
S'i

Fancy, Pompon, and

FUCHSIAS of i;

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman. Malton, Yorkshir

A
Stangerla paradoxa.

VAN GEER'P, NURSERYMAN. Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer fine healthy plants of the above named very rare

w Isolepls gracilis.

OOD AND INGRAM offer fine plants of the above,
J^inch pots, at 31 td. per dozen

;
4-inch pots, at 3J. per doz.

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF (Cha

RICHARD SMITH, Nur!

New Spring Catalogue.

FAND A. SMITH beg to .-innounce that thei

• of N
had on applic

o RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fniiting in Pots.—

J: Py,

EACHES and NECTA RINES.— Fine healthy
in Pot9, each bearing from

'RfCHARD SMIl K, Nurseryi

8 good Fr

and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

LIST
and Approvcd'NO\'ELTIES of the SEASON may be

The Nuri .We : Dulwich.S.E.

IIBITION (On. led Kingdoi

July

fixed

the SHlRfi HALL, HEREFORD, on TUESDAY.
. 5. OVER ONE HUNDRED and THIRTY POUNDS
ed in PRIZES. All communications to be addressed to the Hon.

Secretary, Rev. C. H. BULMER, Credenhill Rectory, near Hereford.

LEICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY—The GREAT SUMMER EXHIBITION of this

Society will be held on the Race Course. Leicester, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July s and 6, when t,V will be offered in Prixes

for Cut Roses, and upwards of £35 for Plants in iiots

A SHOW of BRITISH and FOREIGN BIRDS will be held in

connection with the Exhibition.
Schetlules of Prizes and aU particulars may now be had of
Market Place, Leicester. WM.'PENN COX, Secretary.

..„.._, ..-ill be held on THURSDAY, luly 7
to the amount of ONE HUNDRED and T6N POUNDS will be
awarded. ENTRIES to CLOSE JUNE 30. _ Schedules and full

particulars

Committae Room, White Hart Holt

. S. PALMER,
K. HULSE,

, Romford, ,_

Jsecs,

F
Choice Cineraria Seed.

AND A. SMITH beg to announce that their NEW
CROP of the present year is being harvested in extra line

idition, and they can now execute orders. Retail packets, i*. and
W. Prices to the Trade on application.

The Nurseries. West Dulwich.

Specimen Tricolor Geraniums.
FAND A. SMITH invite an inspection of thi

• Collection of GOLDEN and SILVER, TRICOLOR
BRONZE GERANIUMS, now in good colour. LIST of

prices on appli

large

The Nur^ . Wc : Dulwich, S.E.

To Seed Importers. Nursersrmen, &g,

JOHN BETHAM (Son of the late Senior Partner of

the Firm of Betham & Blackith), begs to inform the above
th»t he is Trading under the title of

BETHAM AND SON,
Receiving and Shipping Plants, Seeds, and general Merchand

, London, E.C.

w ANTED, CUTTINGS of all the best SHOW,

) C. B. R., Cjrdtntrs- ChrMihU Office, W.C.

N'A TURAL
GRASSES: their Names and

Derivations :
Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Roses for Bedding, <cc.

ROSES, New and Old, strong plants,

ready for delivery ; also large stock ol VERB'ENA
FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which
selection of tlie best varieties only. CATALOGUES free.

WM. KNIGHT. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sus!

Paul's Roses.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES are

JUST COMING INTO BLOOM. All the varieties recently

exhibited by him in his " Garden of Roses " at the Crystal Palace, and

many other novelties, may be s

inspection respectfully
Waliham Station, Great EasK
London. PAUL'S Nurs. , Waltham Cross, N.

nPE^
A Glorious Show of Roses,

BOURBON, CHINA, and
May be secured and enjoyed all the Sum

BY PLANTING NOW.
Good plants of finest kinds, from pots, mostly <8>

presented to all, in exchange for cash, at 40J. per 100

5o..pertt».
•''kijfi'^^^'-flVNOBLE Bagsho
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IAN, Gralii in the immediate neighbourliood of

Covcnt Garden. Apply to

'N'S, 23. Stanhope Street, Clare Market, W.C.

LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should

be applied during the months of February and March.

IslTRvVTE of SODA supplied ex Ship, or from stocks at Docks at

London. Liverpool, and other ports, at lowest market prices-

L A W E S.

Branch Offices : Market Street, ShrcwsbuiS' ; 22, Eden Quay, Dublin

;

Womanby Street, Cardiff.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES. „,.„„„„
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. [MANURE.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
LAWES'S CliNCEN'TRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
Thtsc M.-iiiiirc-. c:i)i be nl.tained at any of the abo'

through :ll.Vurii,r,M>

rERU\ IAN IIIA.... ....,-„
AMMONIA, ajid c.th.;r Chemical M;
AMERICAN and oilier C.\ICES at market pri

.... „ t the United Kingdom.
TITRATE ot SODA, SULPHATE ol

ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,

d Seed Merchant, Leeds
G
WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Nui

The Best and Cheapest Vermin Killer.

Viiit "The Gardeners' Magazine," conducted by Shirley Hibberd,
Esq., F.R.H.S., of August 15, 180S.

UNDER PERMISSION of the HON. BOARD of CUSTOMS.
nn HE LONDON GROUND TOBACCO (free of duty).

Mai

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

Bv Her MAlESTi-'s Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission
-, Hon. Board of Customs.

POOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, .and Florists,

In Tins at IS., 2S. &f., and s^.

Powder Distributors, 2r. 6rf. and 3s. 6tt. each.

*' I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
other plants "—-GEO. EVLES, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

Gardens. South Kensington. May 7. if""

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEl
Whart, Wapping. 1

POOLEY Bonded Warehou

i 1 S H U R S TG COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
'- -' -nd olher Blight, in

of soft water, and

Red
S pider

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London. S.W.w [. D i L L I S T O
HORTICULTUR.\L AUCTIONEER and VALUER,

Sible HedifiKham, Essex.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
ratterns, and Specimens sent post free on appli

Patterns of Ol — " ^ ^
Halls, &c

nd Specimei
lentai Tile Pavements for Consen^a
AW AND CO., Eenthall Works, Brc

, Entrance

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,

fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-
i, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &e

Monro's Cannon BpUer.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-W.-\TER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

they allow a liberal

o LD or DEFECTIVE HOT-WATER APPAR.\-
TUSES RE-ARRANGED, ADDED TO, &c., and put in

Fuel, by a careful practical
in the employ of tlie i

4008. O fhce of" The Builder." York Sti [larden. London.W,

' To Horticultural and Agricultural Societies.rpo bE SOLD, a Bargain, TWO NORTON'SX TL'RNSTILE -REGISTERS, strongly fitted, in a portable wood
frame: also TWO Wrou-ht-iron EXIT TURNSTILES, complete.
suitable for Exhibitions. ^'— >• •• -^ " - ^

Also a quantity of CAN
and Waggon Covers, Marquees, Booths', &c

Caution to Gardeners.—WHen you asR for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them
Obscne the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which

S. & C. regret having to cai
Tipellcd to do so, in conseq

Gardeners and others, but ;

quaUty, having been sold for the
many complaints to be made to

2 warranted both by Selli

, and which has i

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Trice Lists free. A ramphlct, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's QuadraiU, London, W.

POLLARD. JEPHSON, and CO.'S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, bv HOT WATER,

Pineries, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &C. Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
Belper, &e. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being :

THE PATENT "TER^^XAL SADDLE" BOILER
is now at work in hundreds of places in all parts of the country,

and commands universal admiration.
Illustrated Circulars, containing Opinions of the Press, Testi-

monials. &C.J post free.

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft;- Lights, 2 in. thick, unfjlazed.. ;f;o 5 q

„ „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

Sheet II o
: portable Box, not

6 ft. by 8 ft, Double Lights, do.

Painted .

Painted four coats, j

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Railway van .

.

Finsbury Steam J

,d Glazed with 16 o
r)elivered, and Fixed with Ii

Painted four c

Sheet . . . . (

Ironwork.. .. t

les, ready for use (

, BunhiU Row, E.C.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. GR.\Y begs to call the attention of the NobiUty, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It Ikas proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quiclsness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any olher.

Extract from Report in GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, pagny6.
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circulap plan,

|
rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form given to Mr. Grav's variety of it is said to be "

preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact

with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram

1^^ TItey are made of ail sizes, wJiich, "with prices, may be had on application,

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

should brmg the tubes more completely within range of the
ng fuel ; and this being so, the change, though E

doubt an improvement."

APPLY FOR

OPtMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS.

SURVEYS MADE
IN .-VN'Y P.\RT OF THE COUNTRY, AND

PLANS PKEPAEED
FOR THE

GENERAL ARR.\NGEMENT AND L-WING-OUT

STRUCTURAL GARDENS.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES
PREPARED FOR FIRST-CLASS

CONSEEVATOEIES,
TO

SUIT ANY STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE,

ALSO

ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS.

u-i

Paxtqn's Strawberry Crinoline.
(^.

'

The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

^ a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
^^ the plant. It is i6 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches

^ - "^
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous

moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the
Fruit clean and assisting its growth—thus in the production

_ of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,

_^^ -^^
'.:^^^ ^Ji*^ Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

^ ^ S '"'
The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,

'~
• _--^ '—^ ^fjgj. testing them for one season in his own gardens,

' Rock Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, Si;SPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every dcscriptiofi of Wire Wor^ for GardenSj Conservatories^ &^c\

rJ^*.
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POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patciil Rolled Steel Ribbed Rcater Plates ind all othei recent Inipro\t.mcnts.

PATENT BOLIiKD STEEL RIBBED BE

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees and Manuractur. li.

These Plates have been thoroughly tested, and arc found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates previously in t

upply Threshing Machine Ownci d they would caution
C.VUTION.—Infrini

purchasers against)ly Thri
...„ ...

J
which, from their bnitlene? . ...

thcr makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post on applic

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,.
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
Newly Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS.

THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT EVER INTRODUCED.

MESSRS.

SAMUELSON &C0.

Lawn Mowers
for 1870,

which arc fitted, when
required, with a NEW
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-
tirely superseding the old

and tedious operation of
Edge-Chpping by hand.

All Machines fitted with
new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of
the New Patent Edge-
Clipping Silent Lawn
Mower, on application to

SAAIUELSON AND CO., BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in cver^-

' CO.,7i,CornhiII,
London, E.C.

;

JOHN F
1 Plough \Vorlcs, Leeds.

Bee-Hives —Two Silver Medals Awarded to
cm M ir.liniiUk AND SONS at the Paris Kxhibition of 1867. The
only English Exhibitors %\ ho obtained a Silver Medal for Bec-hives.

NEIGHBOUR S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as origmally mtroduL,ed by George Neighbour & Sons,

working three bell glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw ; it has three windows in
the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages,and is more
easy of management than any
other Bee-hive that has been
introduced.

Price complete ..£115 o
Stand for ditto . . o 10 o
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE bcine

nth
liting

lack Stocks, £,\ cacli.

ENGLISH BEES. — Stocks
and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
' ---.----

pj of two stamps.

SONS, 137, High Holborn

,d prices,

Address GEO. NEIGHBOUR
W.C. ; or 140, Regent Street, London, W.
Agents :—Liverpool : James Cuti Clayton Square

16, Buchanan Street.

MO U L E ' S
P.\TENT EARTH

SYSTEM.

be a great difficulty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle; as, by lay-
ing by a few bags of earth

a bucketful of water), and
have had the finest blooms

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at 39, Bedford

*' Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

(Ida Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRUN TANKS,
GALVAN ISED or PAINTED, ol superior quality, at reduced prices,
and at very short

and other of Br,\by'S

^,.<.<iod, iMtzroy Worksj Euston Road,
, „ _^.. „.. .jcctablc Ironmongers,

N.B. Open Tanks of different sizes packed one in another tg save
carriage.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

No- 35.

CAST-IRON-
PUMPS.

I J inches •• Zi 9
2 2 o ' 30
2 7 o 38
2 IS 6

I
so

I

No. 579'.

SWING
WATER BARROW.

!
20 G.illons . . .. £2 2 o

3 :8 o

5 14 o
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Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.
SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-

RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carcrully hybridised, from
plants 9 to 18 inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great
variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted; each ij., and
zs. bd. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will quicltly rid any place of

Wasps, Crickets, Cockroaches, and other Garden pests. " It com-
pletely cleared the place." Vide Testimonials, sent on appl:

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.—J.

Superb Str£Williams
Mixed

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's ex

CINERARIA. Weatherill'si

BALSAM, Williams' superb

of PRIMULA, Red. Whit
,

2j. &/., 35. 6d. , and

Cf
. , 31. fkf

.
, .and

!. t>d..y. 6J.,Si

CARNATION, from Prize Howers

CYCLAMEN, Wicsins' Prize strain .. it. 6J , 3s. 6J , and

CENTAURE.\ CANDIDISSIMA it. and

ECIIEVERIA METALLICA. new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties . . it. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS St. U. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

P,\NSY, from Prize Flower It. and

P.A.N'SY, finest Belgian varieties it. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration.
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in great abundance it. 6d. and

Williams' Improved French MARIGOLD, beautifully striped,

and very large

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. it. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA it. &;, and

STOCK, white Ten-week Wallflower leaved, the purest white

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

ZINNIA ELEGANS TAGETIFLORA, floreplei

, Upper Holloway, London, N.

M A Boon for Grape Growers.
EREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, to be had in scaled baps of H cwt.. loj. M ;

JOSEPH MERE

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE?^ for Spring 'Us.

r Dressing Pasture LandsDISSOLVED BONES, for

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME

PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE o( AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &c E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fcnchurch Street, E.G.

be^tllc

REES AND CO/S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (KeKistered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
.rtiticial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
'uano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
of Ammonia with Sails of Potash. See reports ol Dr.
Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

o Company (Limited),

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER.
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
" Analjlical Laboratory, ii,SalisburySquare,FlcetStreet,E.C.

" London, January 15, 1870.
"Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analyii<( of a

sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These resi"
for themselves. 1 need therefore hardly add anything in
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable
manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
Mate of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "Augustus V
The Secretary, REES AND CO. 'S Biphosphated Pci

ilts speak

ficial

no Company, Limited, 32, King Willia , London. EC."

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for ROOTS.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

LATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOO
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C,
"

'
"' " ccl, Exeter.

:t, Dublm.
DIRECTORS-

C/idiVwidM—John Claydcn, Littlebur>-. Essex.
Deputy CAa(>T«a«—John Collins. 255. Camden Road, Holloway.

Edward Bell. 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Hens.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

I, Grishall Grange, Essex,
lan, 23, Essex Street, Str;

b, Hildersham, Cambridt
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross. Lincolnshir
Charles J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield. E.C.

Alanaging Dinctor—jAmcs Odams.
Bankers—Messrs. Bamelts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

Si>licilffrs— Messrs'. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—J. Carter Jones, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction
of. agriculturists—circumstances that have justly earned for it another

.nd efficacy of the Manures manufactured by thi*

-log, Fenchurch Street, London, E,C.

Economic and EffectlTe Gardening.

/BARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BEDDING and

other PLANTS, for the Summer Decoration of the Flower

Garden, are now ready for delivery. These Collections are made up

in the most liberal manner, and will produce a permanent and effective

CARTER'S NEW and CHOICE PLANTS for 187a

GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.
PRINCE of WALES (Carter).— Undoubtedly the finest tricolor

ever offered, of most vigorous habit, and intensely brilliant colours.

Price 63J. each. A First-class Certificate was awarded to Carter's

Tricolor Geranium, Prince of Wales, by the Royal Botanic Society

of London, June iQ, 1867. A First-class Certificate was awarded

to Carter's Tricolor Gernnium, Prince of Wales, by the Royal

Horticultural Society of London, July 7, 1S68. A First-class

Certificate was awarded to Carter's Tricolor Geranium, Prince of

Whales, by the Royal Botanic Society of London, May 27, i863.

EDITH STUART (Carter).—A free-growing variety, with flat

salver-shaped leaves, lone bright vermilion, wiih a light yellow

margin. Price 21 j. each. First Prile, May 23, Royal Horticultural

Society. Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

PRINC'ESS of WALES (Carter).—A variety similar to Prince of

W'ales, but more brilliant in colour, and smaller leaves. Price

31J. 6J. each. First Prize. May 22, Royal Horticultural Society.

Silver Medal, June 30, Royal Botanic Society.

SULTAN ABDUL AZIZ (Carter)—A splendid dark tricolor, very

distinct in character and free in habit, leaves of great substance

and particularly round, zone a dark scarlet, light golden margin.

Price 21*. each. First Prize, May 22, Royal Horticultural Society.

Special Certilicatc, April ao, 1870, Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties, £$ 5*. .

DR- WALLACE (Carter).—A free-growing variety, leaves flat and

of good form, deep coloured zone of carmine, intermixed with

chocolate. Price 51. each.

MARIAN MORRIS (Carter). -

and equally free in growth,

beddcr. Each 2ir.

MRS. MULLER (Carter).—A neat compact-growing variety, zone

light carmine, blotched with chocolate, margin creamy yellow.

BALLYMENA (Carter).—A most desirable variety for bedding

purposes, and verj- distinct in character; lone very dark chocolate

and rosy purple. Each 51. Special Certificate, April 20, 1870,

Royal Horticultural Society.

The set of the foregoing four varieties for 30J.

For full descriptions and particulars of CARTER'S COLLEC-

TIONS of BEDDING and other PLANTS, see CARTER'S

ILLUSTR.^TED PLANT CATALOGUE ior 1870.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 338, High Holborn, London, W.C.

N E"W FERN. ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS
MAGNIFICUM, i87o(J. & C. Lee).—We have much pleasura

n introducing this really useful Greenhouse Fei
the firm conviction that it will give satisfaction and become a ur
favourite. The fronds are much larger than those of Capillus-V
being from 12 to 15 inches long, by 4 inches broad, curving o

irlap each other in graceful ' i-hair, with finely

Establishn; It, Ha:

tivated by those who possess :

, London, W.

To tlie Trade.

MRS. POLLOCK, ITALIA UNITA, and some 40
other varieties of Gold, Silver, and Bronze-leaved GERA-

NIUMS, about 3000 of young and strong plants on offer; 5000 of Zonal,
Nosegay, and Scarlet established plants of LITTLF. DAVID, TOM
THUMB, ROSE QUEEN, RATAZZI. and many choice sorts.
PELARGONIUMS of Show^ French and Fancy, choice named,

' ' h pots, strong in 4!^ and 5-inch»
in6-i

.MAS, CALCEOLARIAS, DAHLIAS, cheap by

. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

S^
30I. per 100 :—Eelat, Grand Duke, Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Buchess of
Sutherland, Baron, Kingfisher, Purple Queen, Black Dwarf, L'Ele-
cante (Ivy-leaO, Duke of Edinburgh (Ivy-leaO, Italia Unita, Compac-
tum (bronze), Model (bronze), (Tountess. Her Majesty, Beauty of
Otilton, Reful^ens (bronic), Edwinia Fitzpatrick, Imparatrice Eug6nie
(silver tricolor).

The following TRICOLORS, iji. per dozen :—Edward Milner,
Mrs. J CImton, Defiance, Humming-Bird, Queen Victoria (Perkins).
SPIR/EA PALMATA. 31. M. each
VERONICA BLUE GEM, small plants, II. 6d. each.
BRONZE GERANIUM REV. Vi. F. RADCLYFFE, 41. per doz.
CLIMBERS:—Lophospermums, Coba:as, Maurandyas,Slc.,4I. per

CARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this
splendid strain received several ist Prizes last season at the Roya
Botanic, Royal Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, ai. 6d

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, 2S. 6d. CALCEO
' -I, finest spolte' "

1 care, and fr<

kingdom.
CINERARIA, choicest

' '

I. &i.
PRIMULA, choicest fringed

" '
'

""
be grown with the utmost confidence,
f'eatest care, and from one of the fir

he Fern.leavcd varieties arc splent
and the Fcm.leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, a». &f.
PR IM U LA.—Dark carmine, fringed. Per packet, si. 6d.
PRI.MUI.A—New scarlet. Per packet, ai. 6rf.

PRIMULA Rose fringed. Per packet, ai. 6d.
PRIMULA —Choicest white fringed. Per packet, aj. 6J.
PRI.MULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved carmine. Per packet, 71. id.
PRIMULA Choicest Fern-leaved white, It. M.
PRIMULA FIMBRIATA—Fern.leaved new scarlet. This if

ded novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour.

they are saved with the 1

:.6d.

Holborn, London, W.C.

NEW GERANIUM, BRONZE QUEEN (Sheppard).

We have had several opportunities of seeing this GER.-XNIUM in growth, and believe it to be one of the

most eflective of its class for out-door display. The zone is very distinctly marked on a bright bronzy yellow

ground, and the habit all that could be desired.

Plants are no'vr ready, 3s. 6d. each.

OSBORN AND SONS, FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.

Our PLANT CATALOGUE for this season may now be had on application.

VIOLA CORNUTA var. PERFECTION.

GEORGE SMITH,
WILTON ROAD NURSERY, SALISBURY,

prepared to establish the absoluteHaving flowered Mr. Jobson's "seedhng" alongside his own "variety,"

identity of the two. G. S. now offers the remainder of his large stock at

6s. and 4s. per dozen ; extra large plants, 8s. per dozen.

Awarded a First-class Certificate at the Bath Floral Ffite, on Wednesday, May 18 ;
and Highly Commended at

the CUfton Horticultural Show, Thursday, June 2.

*:^* Parties visiting the exhibition of the Wilts Horticultural Society at Wilton oil Coronation Day, may see

plants beautifully in bloom, in Lady Herbert's Floxver Garden, or at the Nursery, Wilton Road^ Salisbury.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains LISTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-

ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), eleg.tnt TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY FERNS, FILMY FERNS, &c. ;

graceful and high-coloured DRAC.CNAS, massive AG.WES and
YUCCAS, BEAUCARNE.^S. DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASI.^S. &c., &c. ; and many other

Variegated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice .\2.ALE.AS and C.AMELLI.AS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c. , &c.

B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well

repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TEEMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Ditmer-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Frea on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLlOWAY, LONDON, N,
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Bedding Plants, Flortsts' Flowers, &c.
ESSRS. LITTLI': and BALLANTYNE,
NfBSFRVMFN and SiinsMEN, Carlisle, arc prepared to send

ii very choice selections of the above, at very modcralc prices, and
ill be glad toscnd their new priced CATALOG UK free on application.

North of England Nurscrj- and Seed Establishment, 4^, EnRJish

M
street, Carlisle

Bedding Plants-Bedding Plants,

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of Scarlet
and Variegated GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,

CALCEOLAKIAS, FUCHSIAS, LOBELIAS. PETUNIAS, GAZA-
NIAS, KONIGAS, TROPAOLUMS, CUPHEAS, COLEUS,
IRESINES, AGERATUMS,PENTSTEMONS,&t, at hisusual price

despite of the long severe winter), namely, eight dozen for 2W., or four
dozen for lOr. 6d. ; hamper and package included.

Crown Nursery, Reading, Berl<s^

Bedding Plants-Surplus Stock.

THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton,
has great pleasure in offering the following, in good strong plants,

at exceedingly tow prices, which may be had on application :

—

GERANIUMS.—Bijou. Mangles' Pink, Ivy-leaf. White and Scarlet.

AGERATUM VARIEGATUM. CERASTIUMS. HELIO-
TROPES. Double Purple GROUNDSELL. IRESINE HERliSTI I,

GAZANIAS. PETUNIAS, PENTSTEMONS. &c.

GARIBALDI POLYANTHUS.—A new double
sweet-scented variety of this pretty spring plant. It in of various

colours, bright and showy, and produces its flowers veil above the
foliage. A decided acouisition. Seed is. and 2i. 6d. per packet, post

"'
' acn, 24J. per dozen.free.. Plants

NEW COLEUS.—The new Golden and other select
Colcuses, sent post free, 12 fine varieties, 2j, 6d. ; 24 select

IRESI'NE I.INDENI. ACUMINATA and IIERBSTII, is. M.
jjer dozen ; VIOLA CORNUT,\ and COltNUTA ALBA, is. M. per

. 6d.

ARTEMISIA STELLARIANA.V. Any of the abovi
post, at the prices named, from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist. Battle. Sussex.

c
New Roses of 1870.

RANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

lOHN CRANSTON. The Nursenes. King's Acre. Hereford.-

M Seeds from Prize Flowers, saved by
ESSRS. DOBSON and SONS, Seed Growers.
&C., Woodlands Nursery-, Islcworth, from their unequalled

CALCEOLARIA.—From plants which have been ^o successlully
exhibited this season at the Crystal Palace and Royal Horticul-
tural Exhibitions. In sealed packets, is. 6d., 2j. &/., 3s. 6d., and ^is.

CINERARIA.—Splendid, mixed, t5., 2J. M., and 55.
PRIMULA.—A particularly fine strain of frinced flowers, of a bril-

liant colour; also ALR.\: It., 3J. 6d., and m.
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK -Very rich in colour

M

Myosotls dissitiflora.

ESSRS. VEITCH and SONS can now supply new
seed of this splendid early flowering BEDDING PLANT,

from the Dalkeith collection.
CINERARIA, saved from the finest named sorts.
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RURAl From the fin

n „ „ ALBAS- strains in c
Mixed J tivation.

Each 2S. 6rf. per packet-
Royal Exotic Nurseries, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

SATURDAY, JUNE 18, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WtDNESDAV, June 22) Royal Botanic (Exhibition of
Thursday, — 23/ Plants and Flowers) .. .. a P.M.

EvER'v one admits that " comparisons are
odious," yet every one makes them. It is Iil;e

that little soup^on of venial naughtiness which
gives flavour to an otherwise tame story, or

"goody goody" book. Moreover, it is often
difficult, sometimesimpracticable, to convey one's
ideas without recourse to some such device. And
so, although the two establishments are not fairly

comparable one with the other, the comparison
of the Jardin des Plantes at Paris with our
own Kew Gardens will rise to the mind ; and when
our dear, ding>-, ugly London is weighed and
found sadly wanting in some particulars, as
compared with gay, brilli.ant, gladsome Paris, it is

natural to feel a sort of retaliatory triumph when
the scale is turned in the opposite direction.

What does it matter that pounds are probably
spent at Kew where shillings are expended at the
Jardin des Plantes? In the retaliatory frame of
mind just alluded to, such trifles as that are
overlooked, or set down to our own credit.

The French themselves say, that in their

establishments evei7thing is done for science,

while in England everything is done for the
public. Now this is a miserable sophism, that
will not impose upon the merest tyro. Are we
to suppose that that elderly female in the round
white cap, with the basket on her arm, who,
attended by the squire in the blue blouse and
the black round cap, is staring at the plants
in the parterre devoted to pinnies po/agens,
is a femmc savanti', intent on stutiying
the scientific peculiarities of Fceniculum vul-
gare or Apium graveolens ? Surely we have
no more reason to think so than we have to infer

that the arrangement of the plants in the
succulent house at Kew, or the disposition of the
specimens in the museum, is devised simply for

the innocent recreation of excursionists from
Bow and Poplar ! How many of the latter have
the faintest idea of the amount of scientific work
that is done in the garden ; how many realise

the immense services Kew has done and is doing
in accumulating and dispersing plants and pio-
ducts upon which the health and daily necessities
of millions of our Indian and colonial fellow
subjects depend. But reinembering the odious-
ncss of comparisons, we will pursue this subject
no longer. Let us rather indicate certain points
of interest about the French garden.

Badly situate, it presents no special features in

a landscape garden point of view, though the
vistas of fine Limes, and the avenues of Virgilia
lutea and of Robinia, are noticeable features
of interest. The botanic garden proper con-
sists of a series of narrow beds arranged grid-
iron fashion. We have our doubts as to whether
this eminently simple plan of arrangement
is really the best, or whether the plan of grouping
the plants in riiore picturesquely-shaped beds is

not preferable. In the one case, all the dis-

advantages of the "linear" system which bota-
nists deprecate so much in their schemes of classi-

fication are intensified. On paper such arrange-
ments are unavoidable, but in the garden it is

not so. There it is possible, by skilful manage-
ment, to arrange beds of greater or smaller size

in such a manner that the pupil may see at a
glance both the relative populousness of the

different orders, and many, if not all, of their

multiple and reciprocal relations. Moreover,
the "habit" of individual plants, their tend-
ency to grow by themselves or in masses,
can be better illustrated by the more pictur-

esque method than by the rigidly formal
style, wherein the plants look so supremely
uncomfortable and out of place. As these

remarks suggest themselves from an inspection
of the Paris garden, it is only just to add, that in

the parterres devoted expressly to ornamental
plants, herbaceous or perennial, an arrangement
more in consonance with the nature of the plants

themselves is—and very successfully—followed.

We must not omit either to comment upon the
richness of the collections of herbaceous plants
and fruit trees, and on the evident signs of
intelligent care bestowed on these departments.
Labelling is carefully attended to, the plan
adopted being to affix to the top of a tall stick,

some 3 feet in height, a sloping metal tablet, on
which is painted the name of the plant. If the

plant be of use in medicine, the label is red, like

a doctoi-'s lamp ; if of service for food, it is

green ; if used in the arts, blue ; if interesting

for ornament alone the label is yellow, and if the

plant be poisonous a black label—a kind of

Death's head and cross bones—serves to indicate

the fact. The houses—closed to the general

public, another tribute to science !— are quite

unworthy a garden with such a history, quite

below the requirements of so noble a nation, and
bear no relation to the acknowledged genius and
skill of those who have the management of the

establishment. That the plants should be
drawn is only what would be expected from a

glance at the structures in which they are

growing, good cultivation being next to impos-

sible under such circumstances, and scientific

or geographical arrangement out of the question.

So much indeed are some of the poor things

drawn that when turned out for the summer their

poor skinny naked stems, surmounted with a

wisp of leaves at the top, have to be tied together

in rows, with a friendly stake here and there

to prevent them from being blown over.

That so fine and interesting a collection should
be gathered together under such disadvantageous
circumstances reflects no little credit on the

management, and affords an idea of what might
be done under happier auspices.

To attempt to enumerate what may be found
in these stoves would be tedious, we content our-

selves with mentioning one or two curiosities

whose rarity and value give them special

interest, such are Cyclanthus bipartitus, which
held the post of honour in the aquarium ; Zami-
oculcas Loddigesii, an Aroid which might well

figure among Mr. Saunders' mimetic plants, so

close is the resemblance of its thick compound
leaves to those of a Zamia ; while Hoya imbricata,

with its fleshy green leaves, recalling the shells

of turtles, mimics, or is mimicked by, the leaves

of some Marcgraavias.

Of the arrangements for rendering these

gardens available for public instruction, we may
possibly speak at another time.

We subjoin a statement of the results of
the Examinations in Floriculture and
in Fruit and Vegetable Culture, held
in April last by the Society of Arts, the parti-

culars of which have just been made public in

the Journal of that Society. We take the oppor-
tunity thus afforded to remark with satisfaction

that a steady interest is evidently taken by the
rising generation of gardeners in this means of

self-improvement, and that, notwithstanding the
animadversions to which these e.\aminations have
from time to time given rise. This public effort,

on the part of young gardeners, under such
auspices, affording as it does evidence of tne

use by them of one worthy means towards
attaining a noble end, cannot but be gratifying

to all who desire to see the professors of the art

and science of gardening .admitted to the social

status to which, if they be true gardeners, their

manifold acquirements justly entitle them. That
these and other kindred examinations ai'e calcu-
lated to assist in raising the standard of the
gardener's acquirements, and of obtaining for

them a more general appreciation, thereby tend-
ing to elevate the whole profession, there can be
no doubt, and hence they are entitled to receive

our hearty support.

We arc, nexertheless, free to admit that the per-

sonal advantages to be derived from these exami-
nations are rather of an indirect than a direct

character, although we by no means underestimate
the value of the latter. We believe that on this

point mistaken notions have been entertained, and
that in consequence the value of the certificates

awarded have been unduly exalted or depreci-

ated. It should be distinctly understood, that

the award of a first-class certificate does not

necessarily prove the certified candidate to be
a first-class gardener any more than the

attainment of a similar place in a military

examination marks out the young cadet as

already an accomplished general. But in both
cases the certificate indicates the possession of

valuable qualities on the part of the candidate. It

shows that he has a good share of intelligence,

and that he has turned this to account in the
acquirement of the technical knowledge which,
applied and followed up, can hardly fail rightly

to gain for him a position in the coveted front

rank of his profession. True he might possess

an inborn spirit of perseverance, by the aid of

which, without any such stimulus as that afforded

by an examination he might have been led

to win his position, but it is more likely

that in the majority of cases he might
have suffered his light to be hid under a
bushel but for some such inducement to let it

shine forth. We have been supposing the case

of an inborn genius, but take another a grade
lower—that of a man with ordinary moderate
ability—and say if such an one would not be
specially benefited by the stimulus of preparing

himself for an examination. To a young man in

this position the very sight of others striving is

of itself an inducement to enter on the struggle,

and but for this no small amount of latent talent

may have been suffered to die out unutilised.

It is not, then, because we think certificates

make good gardeners that we uphold gardeners'

examinations ; but it is because the habits of

study acquii'ed in the preparation for such exa-

minations, and the extra knowledge thus directly

acquired, cannot fail to raise those who try to

win certificates above the level they would other-

wise be likely to have attained to, and hence we
urge upon young gardeners the desirability of

continuing to avail themselves of this means of

self-advancement. No professional information,

whether acquired in this or any other way, can

be other than useful. It is when it comes to be

brought to bear on everyday practice by the

observant student that real progress is made
towards the honourable position of a first-class

gardener.
It may indeed be said, in disparagement of

these examinations, that the answers to some
dozen or score of set questions cannot possibly

aflbrd much insight into the gardening know-
ledge of the candidate examined. Having, how-

ever, had some experience in the matter, we
altogether dissent from this opinion. A series of

varied questions on matters which may fall at

any point within the whole range of the subject,

and to meet which no other than a general pre-

paration is possible, does afford a good test of

the technical knowledge of the candidate, while

it also renders evident his aptitude and general
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intelligence. It does this for gardeners as for

other classes of students, without in the least

degree depreciating the value and importance of

practical acquirements.

The result of the examination of the Society of

Arts in April last, above referred to, is as follows

Name.
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during the past week the amount collected at the
several stations south of Nottingham amounted to little-

more than the one-tenth of an inch, but north of that
station the mean at each station amounted to nearly
two-tenths, whilst in Scotland the mean for all stations
amounted to .13 inch.

We have received from Messrs. Carter & Co.

,

samples of two new Annual White-flowered
Bedding Plants, which seem to be acquisitions for
general decorative purposes. One is a Dwarf White
Virginian Stock, a single tuft of which forms a close
erect mass (much like Lobelia Erinus in habit) of some
6 inches high and 9 inches broad, clothed «'ith a pro-
fusion of pure white flowers. It will form a capital
white edging plant. Another is Nemophila cram-
boides alba, which is dwarfer in habit and a closer
grower than N. insignis grandiflora alba, and with white
flowers equally pure as in that useful variety.

The Gardeners ' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette.

New Garden Plants.
OnCIDIU.M CRVPTOCOPIS, Sp. It.

(Cyrtochila auriculala, labello apice dilatato) : Sepalo suit
ovato Iransverse undulato serrulato hastato supra ungucm baunculatum sepalis lateralibus dcfleiis longe unguicul
in lammas oblongas acutas paulo undulatas cuneatis auric
in basi nulhs: pEtab's unguibus latis brevibus' oblongiS
acutis unduatis serrulatis ; labello trifido. laciniis latemli
bus tnangulis postice semijatis antice abruptis lacinia
antica unguiculata, antice dilatata semiovata, biloba'crispula,
tumore baseos incrassato medio carinato, uirinque papuloso
papula altera anlice utnnqueapposita

: slriis sulcisque utrinque
postice

: columna curva, alls ligulatis antice retusis carnosisjuxta fovea: basin, laminis lanceis acutis gcminis sub fovea.

This is a very unexpected novelty. The lar-^e
flowers are chestnut brown, with yellow streaks and
a yellowmargin around the crisped and toothletted sepals
and petals. The superior sepal has a long claw with
two auricles at its base. Its lamina is transverse ovate
acute. The lateral sepals are stalked, and lengthened
into cuneate ovate acute lamina:. The petals have very
short and broad claws, while the lamina; of the same
are oblong acute. The lip is highly curious, having
triangular lacima; of a purplish brown colour, with a
prochve anterior part, and many toothlets on the pos-
terior side. There are farrows on both sides of the
whitish flesh-colour callus, whose posterior part is a
httle velvety. The claw of the lip is of the same
whitish flesh-colour, and its border is sulphur-yellow
The yellowish column has brown spots. Its winc-s are
pui-phsh brown, and under the stigmatic hollow there
are two swordblade-like lamina:—hence the name.
We had hitherto only the Oncidium diceratum

Lindl., with such a lip, so that the plant is interesting'
Its flowers are fally as large as those of the now well-
knoTOi Oncidium serratum. Mr. W. Bull has obtained
it, under the name of Oncidium serratum, and has sent
us flowers of both species. H. G. Rchb Jil

PALMS.~No. Vir.

PhyleUphas (Ruiz et Pav. ; Elephantusia, Willd ) —When about 1S44 Sir W. J. Hooker began to interest
liimself about obtaining information and specimens of
he ivory-yielding Palms, nothing was known about
them except that two species had been found in Peru

i
'5,^<^''°'^="'P='. vernacularly termed " Palu-puntu "

and 1 microcarpa, vernacularly termed "Yarina")
and that one of the species, or perhaps a congener!
existed on the banks of the Magdalena in New Grenada
I-urdie the collector for Kew Gardens, found the
Magdalena species, called "T.agua" by the natives
and sent it home. A few years later (1S47) I dis-
covered extensive groves of vegetable ivory in Southern
Uarien where it was known to the Indians by thename of " Anta ;

" but owing to the imperfect know-
p'Sf. ,^^ 'hen had of the Peruvian species, both
Purdie s 1 agua and my "Anta " were held to be
P. macrocarpa. Wendland always entertained a doubt
about the correctness of this identification, and more-
over insisted upon the specific difference between theMagdalena and D.anen plants. However, it is onlv
since Dr. Spruce has enabled us to know what thePeruvian species really are that the genus can be put inanything like order. Besides Y. macrocarpa*^ and
P. microcarpa Dr. Spruce found, about Guayaquil inEcuador, a third species, which the natives te™
Ladi, and which he named P. jequinoctialis It

approaches closely to, but appears to be dilTerentirom, the Darien species, of which my descriptiondrawn up on the spot (Kew Misc. 1S51, p. 303) ratherthan the account snibsequently given by me (Botany ofHerald, p. 205), should be consulted. I have received
ivory nuts from Esmeraldas, Ecuador, but do not know
to what species they may belong, possibly to P. a-qui-
noctia IS. About Portobello, in the State of Panama,
large tracts of country are covered with Phytelephas
and an estate of that kind was recently off-ered for salem the newspapers. Whether this Portobello species be
Identical with the Magdalena one (both bearing thesame popular name of "Tagua")has not yet been
ascertained. PortobeUo is the most' northern Jtation of

mavf. '
'*' ^'=' ?'-'°'^='"''- ""«' "^"y species there

"hi I

' "^" '" S="-dens, It is impossible to say. Gaudi-

tions o^i'w fi"""""' V°
!'"' '''" '''^ published no descrip-

afford soL^^'r*^"'" "='''' '^^^ >^^^ds doubtless

sn^ri^ b ^ °^ characters, for instance, the Darien

renders -rrfl^''^'"
""" ""'^" "^ ">« ^l'^"">«". ^^hichrenders ,t of less vahie commercially than its congeners

in ,„ l„f b
'';°''' ^""y "'^"'"«' '° be genuine

mtc hv n

*".'
'='-<='=P'"g or ascending trunk, termi-

Male nn^d ^
"^S"'"""' ':™"'n of pinnated leaves,

and emit a delicious perfame. The male flowersdensely surround a fleshy cylindrical spike, eachSg
ro'lo"r ? °^

^'^™^"^T^-
"•^"•ocarpa, from 5I

fon 1 fl

^."^'""octialis 1000 and more. Thefema e flowers are in almost sessile heads, and developinto several muricate dnipes, containing as many as nineseeds {the vegetable ivory of commerce,!ised by UirnerIvory Palms have flowered at Kew, Scli^nbrunn, and

plants.^"
' '""'™ "' y^' °"'y *e female

m^flnhTf'^'""-'r-~'^^^ 'yP''^"' 'P''"^' °f "^is genus

I K 1^ P ^°"""j
't'""-*

'^ °"« °f 'he most widely dis-trbuted Palms of the Old World, being found in most
part of tropica Asia, and if B. ajthiopum should prove
identical with it, also in tropical Africa. No doubt
the infinite number of uses to which it is applied —alamil poem enumerates no fewer than Soi without
exhausting the catalogue,—has materially tended to its
geographica spread. No part of the plant is useless,
but the Palm is principally cultivated for its gi-ea
sugar-yielding qualities, its edible fruit, and its valuable
timber. The fate of millions of human beings is inti-
mately linked to this Palm, it being, in fact one of the
most important plants on the whole earth The Palm
ofTimbuctoo, which travellers had conjectured to be
the Cocoa-nut, I have shown (Journal of the Linnean
Society, 1., p. 152) to be B. a^thiopum, which has gene-
rally a curiously swollen trunk, and is supposed to have
suggested to the early Egyptians the ventricose shape of
their columns. Attempts have lately been made to
identify B. asthiopum with B, flabelliformis, but
the proofs adduced do not appear conclusive B
p'
"au""^^, °^ ^"'^''^ '^ doubtless identical witli

B. Habelhfonnis, which sometimes divides into two or
even more branches, and is then regarded with peculiar
often religious, veneration by the natives. The genus
has long been represented in our gardens, and is com-
posed of trees with unarmed trunks, often 70 feet hioh
fan-shaped leaves, with spiny petioles, dicecious flovrers
appearmg in the axils of the leaf-stalks, and large
brown drupes, containing three seeds, and being the
largest Palm fmit next to the Cocoa-nut.
Plwbdocarpus (Blum. ; Teysmannia, Zoll. et Rchbm Bonplandia, 1858, p. 322).—This is an imperfectlyknown genus, of great beauty, which seems to ranoe

from Sumatra to New Caledonia. The fruits are mlook much Hke those of Manicaria, but, closely
examined, of different structure. At present only one
species IS known, Peysmannia altifrons being held tobe identical with Pholidocarpus Ihur (Lontarus silves-
tris altera "Ihur" dicta, Rumph. ; Borassus Ihur
Gieseke

; Livistona (?) Diepenhorsti, Hassk ) This
species was grown years ago, perhaps is still, in thegarden of Mr. Blass, of Elberfeld, who described it ashaving the appearance ol a Plaintain, the leaves beino
large and entire. It is certainly one of the rarest, as it
must be one of the most beautiful, of Palms I have
not seen anything of it myself, except the tesselatc
fruits collected by M'Gillivray in New Caledonia and
preserved at the British Museum
Lodokm (Labill.)._The double Cocoa-nut has often

been introduced into our living collections, but after
putting forth a few leaves it has generally died, and it is
therefore, still one of the rarest of Palms. The largest
specimen I ever saw under cultivation was in the
Botanic Gardens of Mauritius, in i860, planted by
Mr. Duncan, and I should like to know the fate of it
Until, in 1743, the only spot on the globe where this
noble Palm grows was discovered, the nuts occasionally
picked up at sea were thought to be the produce of
trees at the bottom of the ocean, fetching a high price
and being esteemed amongst the most precious of royal
gifts A single nut, which now would realise at our
public auction rooms about ;fio (and that only if
germinating), w-as then paid for at the rate of 60 to
150 crowns. The Emperor Rudolph II. of Gennany
is stated by Malte Brun to have ofl-ered 4000 florins
for one, which, taking into calculation the difierence in
the value of money in that time and ours, is perhaps
the highest price ever paid for any single fniit There
IS only one species of the genus, L. sechellarum, an
unarmed tree, 80 to 90 feet high, bearing fan-shaped
leaves, often 20 feet long and 10 to 12 feet broad
tliCECious flowers, and fruits sometimes 3 feet in circum'.
ference, and from 40 to 50 lb. in weight. The rapid
destniction of the tree in the Seychelles Islands, where
It IS cut do^vn for timber, thatch, and "cabbage " was
nearly leading to the tolal extinction of this sin-nilar
I aim, and induced the Linne.an Society to send a
memorial to the Governor of Mauritius, praying for the
protection of the few remaining specimens—a step
which has happily led to the desired result.

Latania (Comm.)—Agenusof Fan Palm's, inhabiting
the islands of Eastern Africa, composed of a few
specie.s all of them middle-sized trees, with palmate
Habelhform leaves, dioecious flowers and yellow
3-seeded drapes, eaten by the negros. Our gardens
boast of L. borbomca, Verschaflbltii, glaucophylla &cHyphane (Ga:rtn.

; Douma, Poir.). — The repre-
sentative ^species of this group is the well-known
ginger-bread tree of Egypt (H. thebaica), the fmit
of which has somewhat the look and taste of ginijer-
bread, whilst the trunk, unlike that of other Palms' is
normally branched. This species shares the peculiarity
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^ ^"'hjLTormcea, but not .^^UirTTTri^iHl{U. natalensis, H. Petersiana) and H. vcntric" aHyptenes have an unarmed trunk, fan-shaped leaves'

dicecious yellowish orreddisli flowers, and large bunchesof fi-uit with mealy rind, yellowish or purplish in lookThe species are not well defined ; this even Dr Kirk
(Linn. Joura. ix., 234) has to own, though we have tothank him for a valuable contribution towards a better
stae of things. H. thebaica, crinita, and several
undetermined species, are now in our gardens
Pntchardia (Seem, et Wendl. in Bonplandia, ix.

of P°'
'p'',-' P- 3"' '''''• '5)—This is the only genus

of Fan Palms as yet met with in the Polynesian
Islands, where it was discovered by George Forster
who mistook it for the Cor)^pha umbraculifera of
Ceyfon

; however, he saw only one leaf of it in the Mar-
quesas Islands, where it was afterwards met by F D
Bennett and Langsdorf, and where, as in Viti it is
devoted entirely to the use of the chiefs, no commonman being allowed to convert the leaves either into
fans, mats, hats, or thatch. There are at present four
species known, three from the Hawaiian or Sandwich

1 "i-T;^'?-
'^^="^''' (Livistona Martii), P. Gaudi-

chaudu (Livistona Caudichaudii), and an undescribed
species^ enumerated by Horace Mann; whilst the
fourth is from Viti (Fiji), viz., P. pacifica. The latterseems to range from the Fiji to the Samoan, Tongan
and Marquesas Islands. In 1S60 I brought numerous
germinating seeds of this plant to Europe, so that it isnow to be found in most gardens, a fine specimen
being lately exhibited by Messrs. Veitch at the ««7'c-r.
sazwne of the President of the Linnean Society P
pacifica attains a height of above 30 feet, is unamied',
and bears a fine crown of palmate leaves, axillary
spadices, with hermaphrodite flowers, having six
stamens, and 3-celIed ovary. The drapes are dark
purple, and about the size of a sloe. In Viti I have
never seen it truly wild, but always planted as isolated
specimens near houses of chiefs of rank. The other
species are not yet introduced.

Coiypha (Linn.). — Formerly this genus included
several species now distributed under Copemicia
Licuala, Livistona, &c., and at present only six are
retained under the old generic name. All these are
trees of tropical Asia, having ringed or channelled
unarmed trunks, generally remarkably straight, but not
much higher than 30 feet, and terminated by a crown
ot fan-shaped leaves, with prickly petioles. The
flowers are herm.aphrodite, emitting a powerful though
not always agreeable odour, and the fruit is a roundish
i-seeded berry. Under the native government of
Ceylon no person was allowed to have more leaves of
(-,. umbraculifera carried before him than his social
station allowed, reminding one of the absurd restric-
tions existing in the good old times in Europe, when
peoplewho dared '

' to dress above their station " infringed
the laws of the land. A single leaf will affbrd shelter
for seven or eight persons, as maybe seen from the fine
specimens exhibited at the British Museum, and hence
these leaves are extensively turned into umbrellas and
parasols. In common with other fan-shaped Palms
they have been used from the eariiest times for writing
upon, hence it comes to pass that we still employ the
teiTO "leaf," in connection with books as well as
plants, just as we borrow our term " book " from the
ancient name of the Beech (Fagus sylvatica), still
preserved in the word "Buckinghamshire," because
from the wood of that tree the writing tablets were
made. C. umbraculifera is an old favourite in our
gardens

; more recent introductions are C. Gebang
and Cumingii.
Lhnstona (R. Brown).—To the accidental introduc-

tion of the seeds of L. australis (Corypha australis),
which happened to have been used as crocks by the
attendants of Allan Cunningham, and had germinated
during their passage home, we are indebted for the
useful discovery that Palm seeds are best sent home
in mould if they are to retain their germinating
power unimpaired. Three of the plants which first
came over 111 that way are amongst the gems of our pre-
sent Palm collections

; one is at Kew, one at Sydenham
(formeriy in the possession of Messrs. Loddiges), and
one, perhaps the finest of all, at Hanover. The latter
has long been too tall for the house, and every few years
the tub in which it is planted has to be lowered into the
ground, solid walls of masonry surrounding the ivell.
Excellent portraits of this species are published in Van
Houtte's Flore des SeiTes, tab. 1789-90. It is the
Cabbage Palm of Australia, which country also
supplied us with two other species, L. humilis (now in
our gardens) and L. inermis. The bulk of the species
are natives of the Indian Archipelago. They are
unarmed Fan Palms, most of them with arboreous
trunk, having generally spiny petioles, the base of which
is enveloped in fibre. Their flowers are hermaphrodite
and an-anged in a.xillaiy spadices, and their frait a
drupe, often intequilateral, and alw.ays of a shining
glossy blue colour, by which latter ch.aracter Livistonas
may be distinguished from their allies, the Licualas.
The leaves are used for thatch, hats, fans, &c.
Nurserymen's catalogues offer us several species, among
them L. chinensis, Jenkinsii (" the indispensable
accompaniment of every native gentleman's house in
Assam "), olivreforaiis, rotundifolia, humilis, &c.

Trithrhiax (Mart. ).—There is only one species of this
genus known, viz., T. brasiliensis, which giows in the
campos betw-een the rivers Uruguay and Paraguay.
It has an erect, unarmed tmnk, fan-shaped leaves, her-
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maphrodite or (by abortion) pulygamous flowers, and
T-seeded berries. T. aculcata (Lieb.), of Mexico, has
been shown to be an Acanthorrhiza, and T. mauri-

ti?eformis, a Sabal. Both are in our gardens. Ba-thold
Secma7in,

THE KNOWN FORMS OF YUCCA.~\.
There is now probably no genus of plants that is

famiharly cuUivated about which less information can
be obtained from books than Yucca. No enumeratign
of the known species has been attempted since 1S43 in

any botanical work, and a considerable propor-
tion of the forms known in horticulture seem
never to have been described and named. With
one or two exceptions, the only figures of the

species in existence, except small woodcuts, are

more than a generation old, and usually both
these and the descriptions are so vague that they
will apply indifferently to many forms indivi-

dualised by cultivators. The fullest and most
satisfactory account of the cultivated forms which
we possess is contained in a series of papers by
M. Carriere, commenced in the eighth volume of
the *' Revue Horticole,"and continued at intervals

through succeeding volumes ; but these only pro-
fess to include the forms known in the French
gardens, and have only been completed for a
portion of the genus. Mr. Wilson Saunders has
taken a special interest in the genus, and has
gathered together at Reigate as many forms as he
could, and is quite prepared to devote a number

, of the " Refugium Botanicum " to the genus as

soon as I can undertake to describe the kno^^n
forms with any satisfactory measure of complete-
ness, and to give figures and dissections of as
many of them as possible. In the present
state of chaos, as regards names, in which the
genus stands, it is very diflicult to get to know
what forms exist in different parts of the country.

So far as I can judge it would seem that a
considerable proportion of the forms which have
been named and described in the books are
not in the collections of the English cultivators

;

but this point is one which it would be very
. desirable to have settled if possible. I pro-
pose, therefore, in the present papers, without
touching upon the characters furnished by the

general inflorescence or parts of the individual
flower, points relative to which our notes are still

very incomplete, to attempt briefly to characterise

by means of the general habit and leaves all

the forms with which we are acquainted, either

from living specimens, or of which we have more
or less definite knowledge from published descrip-
tions. This will give any one interested in the
matter a key to the information which we possess
about each of the groups, and show which are the
forms on which further information is wanted ; and
such further information, I need not say, we shall

be very glad to receive either through the pages
of the Gardeners' Chrotikl,\ or privately in the
shape of a description, and if possible a drawing
from the living plant of any clearly marked form
to which we have not already access.

Dividing the genus into groups as follows :

—

1. Serrato-marginati^, species in which the edge
of the mature leaves is distinctly semilate ;

2. FUamenioso-jnargiHalts, species in which the
edge of the leaf habitually splits up into fila-

mentous threads ;

3. Integro-tnarginntiT, species in which the edge
of the leaf is entire, and consequently neither
toothed nor filamentous

;

I will enumerate in this paper all the forms of the
first group about which I have any information, with
the hope of following it up soon with a similar account
of the forms of the other two groups.

I. Forms known to us from specimens in cultivation
in England at the present time :

—

1. 1'. aloifolia.— Stem, when fully developed as thick as a
man's arm, always, so far as I have seen, unbranched,
rising to a height of 6— ro, or even, it is said, in the
"Botanical Magazine." to 18 feet; leaves 100 or more,
spread over a space of a foot or more, all rigidly ascend-
ing whilst in a hving state, dark green, with a slight
glaucous bloom, when fully developed 18—21 inches
long by I— I J inch broad half way up, narrowed
to |—f inch broad above the dilated base, and gradu-
ally upwards, to a decidedly pungent reddish brown
point ; the texture the thickest of any form of the group
known to us in the living state, the upper part not at all
plicate, but the edge enrolled for 2-3 inches below the
point, the edge narrowly transparently homy, with copious
minute teeth of the same substance. This form may
clearly be fairly regarded as Y. aloifolia, Linn. Sp. Plant.,

P- 457- As a native plant it is said to begin on the coast of
North Carolina, and to extend southward, by wav of
Florida, to Mexicoandjamaica. Thewestem (Californian)
plant, which has been called by the same name, is no doubt
a distinct form. The fine figure of Dillenius in Hortus
Elthamensis (t. 323. fig. 416) differs onlv from the plant
just described by having the leaves slightlv shorter and
broader (15—16 inches long by \\ inch broad). The
Y. aloifoha of Haworth's Suppl. PI. Succ, p. 32. is

characterised from the Dillenian figure ; and the ordinary
form, as in our description, is his Y. semilata (Haworth,
Suppl. Succ. p. 32. Rcem. et Schult, Syst. vii. 716';
Kunth, Enum. iv. 270).

2. Stem not nearly so tall as in the last, and not

more than from i

—

1\ inch thick. Leaves paler, not
nearly so numerous, a little thinner in substance and
slightly inclined to droop when fully developed, 15

—

16 inches long, by 9 — 10 lines broad half way up.
narrowed to half an inch broad just above the base, the
central half flat, the upper third concave on the face, the
point and toothing as in the last. The alliance of this is

entirely with the last, but all its parts are upon a smaller
scale. I know of no published name that belongs to it.

There is a form with the leaves tinged with purple, which
is known in the gardens as the "Algiers variety of
aloifolia."

3. Stem as robust as in No. i, and reaching several feet

in height. Leaves 25—30 spread over a space of a foot
or more, and consequently very much laxer than in No i,

bright apple-green, not at all glaucous, much thinner
in texture than in No. i, and the lower ones decidedly

recurved whilst living, when fully developed 28 to 30
inches in length by two inches broad half way up,
narrowed to an inch broad just above the dilated base,
the point not pungent, and the edge of the leaf near it

very little enrolled, and the upper part of the leaf very
slightly plicate, the face and back of the leaf both fla't

except the lowest quarter and very apex ; the edge very
narrowly transparent, the teeth closer but still more
minute than those of No. i This, we believe, is the
plant now growing in England under the name of Y.
Draconis, but it is quite different to the true plant of that

name, which we shall notice shortly, and for which another
figure in the Hortus Elthamensis of Dillenius is the
original authority. We know of no other name for the
present plant, but two forms, called in the gardens
Ghiesbreghtii and guatemalensis, appear to be essen-

tially the same, differing only by their extremely glossy
green leaves.

4. Stem about an inch in thickness, only a foot long
below the leaves in the specimen examined, tuberous at the
base ; leaves 20—25. resembling those of the last in
texture, but very much smaller, the fully-developed ones
being not more than 16 inches long by an inch broad
half way up, bright apple-green, only slightly glaucous
when young, the lowest rather drooping, the point not
pungent, the face slightly concave throughout, the trans-
parent edge a little broader, but the teeth as close and
fine as in the last. Of this form Y. mexicana is the garden
name, but it quite agrees with the description, so far as

that goes, of Y. conspicua, Haworth, Suppl. Succ,
p. 32, Kunth, Enum. iv, 270, a plant received by
Anderson, of Chelsea, from Paris, in the year 1816,
under the name of Draconis.

II. Forms not known to us from living speci-

mens, about which further information is wanted.

5. Y. creriuliita, Haworth, Suppl. PI. Succ.
p. 33, Kunth, Enum. iv. 271. — "Rough-edged
oblique Yucca. Central leaves a little recurved, sub-
obliquely bent, glaucescent, lorately linear-lanceolate,

the edge and obtuse keel asperous," Thus charac-
terised by Haworth from a young plant at Loddiges
before 1818.

6. Y. arcuata, Haworth. Suppl. PI. Succ, p. 33;
Kunth, Enum. iv. 271.- "Leaves lorately linear-lan-

smicircle.

. broad."
> to 1817,

ceolate, arcuately recurved, almost
flaccid, deep green, smooth, 7— 8 lir

Described from the Chelsea garden previ(

but only seen in a young state.

7- y. tenuifolia, Haworth, Suppl. PI. Succ, p.

33 ; Kunth, Eimm. iv, 271.— " Leaves sharply arcuate,

recur\ed almost in a semicircle, lorately linear-

acuminate, very narrow (4—5 lines broad), the face
distinctly concave." Received by Loddiges from
Malta in 1817. Known only in a young state.

8. r. Draconis, Linn. Species Plant., p. 457
(founded upon tab. 324 of the Hortus Elthamensis of
Dillenius, of which our woodcut (fig. 154) is a reduced
copy), and of numerous authors, including Haworth,
Suppl. Succ, p. 33. The whole plant, as figured
by Dillenius, is 8 feet high, the leaves spread over
half that space, upwards of 100 in number, 2 feet

or more long, an inch broad half-way up, thinner
in texture than in aloifolia. recur\ed. bright, shining
green, with a longer and thinner point.

9. K. spinosa, H. B. K., Nova Gen. i. 289,
Kunth, Enum. iv. 271.—.-Vrborescent, with the habit
of gloriosa ; leaves i\ foot long, 4 lines broad,
green, glabrous, shining, flat, coriaceous, striate,

the edge beset with ascending yellow spines. Tem-
perate regions of New Spain.

10. Y, rupicola, Scheele, Linncea, xxiii. 143.

—

Stem 4—7 feet high. Fully developed leaves in the

wild plant 18—20 inches long, by r inch broad at

the middle, thicker in texture than those of No. i,

with a point equally pungent, often twisted, the
homy edge broader, and the teeth more distinct. A
native of Texas. The above notes were taken from
herbarium examples. Y. lutescens (Carriere), Revue
Horticole vii., p. 579, is apparently the same plant.

He says it was introduced by M. Trecul, and has
been called tortihs, and contorta in French gardens.

He describes as acaulescent, the leaves very pale

green or even yellowish, 20^24 inches long in the

cultivated plant by ij inch broad, and nearly erect

at the flowering time.

11. Y. Trecukana, Carriere, Re\'ue Horticole,

vii., p. 580.—At first described as acaulescent, but
afterwards found not to be so. The finest form of

the group, introduced, like the last, by M. Trecul
from Texas, and flowered at Paris in 1863. Fully-

developed leaves 40—50 inches long, 2

—

2.\ inches

broad, slightly twisted, dark green on both sides, the

apex furnished with a firm mucro, the edge reddish

brown, the serratures fine and very regular. When
strong, the nearly flat leaves are suberect, except the

lowest, which droop a hltle. See also Re\'ue Hort., i86r,

p. 304. and 1865. p. 55.

12. Y. Whipplci, Torrey, Hot. Mex. Bound., p. 222.—
A Californian form, near aloifolia, not yet described fully.

Caudex i—2 feet high, leaves, in the imperfect examples
I have seen, thicker in texture than in any of the

preceding, and more rounded in the back, said to reach a
length of 18 inches or more, narrowed gradually upwards
from above the dilated base, where it is ^—| inch broad,

to a rigid pungent point, the face flat below, channelled

upwards, the serrations fine, but distinct.

Do any of the forms of this group with toothed leaves

grow up to the flowering stage in England, in the open
air ? 7. G. Baker, Royal Gardens, Keiv.

THE MULBERRY TREE.
An effort is being made to introduce once more into

England the cultivation of the Mulberry tree, and as

the leaves of either the white or black variety (but

especially those of the former) afford food for the silk-

worm, and both kinds will flourish in a tolerably mild
and moist climate, there seems to be no reason why we
should be altogether dependent upon foreign sources

for a supply of raw material for the looms of Coventry
and Macclesfield. Certainly the present is a favour-

able opportunity for making the experiment, as the

price of silk has been largely enhanced by disease

amongst the worms in the south of Europe, and by the

destniction of the Mulberry trees in China during the

rebellion. At Yately, in Hampshire, Captain Mason
has for the last three or four years been successfully

engaged in rearing silkworms, and he calculates that if

his Mulberry plantations had been made upon a suffi-

ciently extensive scale, a profit of £\o an acre might
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have been easily realised. King James I. preceded
him in this speculation, and imported shiploads of
Mulberry trees from France with the view of encou-
raging the production of silk in England. In 1629
Walter Lord Aston was appointed " to the custody of
the garden, Mulberry trees, and silkworms near
St. James's, in the county of Middlesex." But the
scheme, like many others framed by the same monarch,
proved abortive, and within a few years the Mulberry
garden became, in the words of Evelyn, "the only
place of refreshment about the town for persons of the

best quality to be exceedingly cheated at." Pursuing
its history a little further, we find the gardens con-
verted into the site of Buckingham House, and in our
own time Dr. King's allusion, written a century and a

half ago, is a good deal more true than when he
penned it :

—

"The fate of things lies always in the dark
;

What cavalier would know St. James's Park ?

A princely palace on that space does rise,

Where Sedley's noble muse found Mulberries."

Within our own memory a similar experiment was
tried in the neighbourhood of .Slough, but it failed, not
from any deficiency in the supply of food, but from the
difficulty and expense incurred in tending the worms
and carding the silk. Mechanical processes have now,
in a great measure, removed these drawbacks, and the
whole process of cultivation is one which would afford
suitable employment for women and children.

The vicissitudes of fortune experienced by the Mid-
berry tree in England belong to a curious chapter in the
yet unwritten history of Botany. In common with the
Vine and several other trees, the Mulberry has been
alternately fostered and neglected : but in spite of royal
favour and many intrinsic merits (for its fruit is whole-
some and its timber valuable), it has now become a rare
tree in Britain. The specimens at Syon House enjoy
the reputation of being the first planted in England

;

but the probability is that the Mulbeny was intro-
duced by the Romans, for the .Saxon name for the tree,

"mor-beam," is little more than an echo of the Latin
viorus, which again can be traced to 3 still more
Eastern source. The Syon House trees were, perhaps,
some of those imported by James I., but their interest
is far inferior to that which attaches to the celebrated
tree planted at Stratford by Shakespeare's own hand,
and ruthlessly destroyed by a Goth of modem times.
C. y, Robinson^ in ^^ N'atiire."

HARDY PALMS FOR THE SUB-
TROPICAL GARDEN.

The interesting letter from your correspondent,
" W. H. G.," at p. 799, respecting the cultivation of
Palms at the Royal Garden of Hanover, leads me to
think that the additional experience gained since I
wrote from Algiers last spring on this subject may
be useful to some of your readers.
The statement that a bountiful supply of water is

essential to the healthy and rapid growth of Palms,
is fully borne out by my travelling experience in Spain
and in North Africa. At Elche, on the south-east
coast of Spain, where a forest of large fruit-producing
Date Palms is seen, the like of wdiich is seldom met
with even in the tropics, a river is actually turned
through the forest, and its waters are diverted into
large saucers, or depressions, round the trees, a couple
of feet deep. At Murcia the Date Palms which I
found in the gardens of Lord Howden, 15 feet high,
although only 12 years old, were planted at the bottom
of a wide ditch, 3 feet deep, into which a running
stream was frequently turned in summer In
Algeria the Date Palm only thrives where there is

plenty of water, and the Arabs have a proverb, "(hat
for the Palm to flourish its feet should be in the water
and its head in the fire." In the oases of the Desert of
Sahara, where Date Palms grow in such luxuriance,
ripening the fruit we eat, they are principally found at
the foot of the southern slopes of the last ranges of
Mount Atlas. In these regions the watershed of the
Atlas forms streams or springs which enable the Arabs
to abundantly irrigate their Palms. Where there are
no streams at the surface, the water is arrested below
the superficial sands by impermeable rocks, and the
roots of the Palms no doubt strike it, as in the cases
quoted by "W. H. G."
There is one very important circumstance, however

connected with water-supply in the cultivation of Date
Palms, which your correspondent does not mention.
An abundance of water should only be given when the
Palms are growing in a state of nutritive activity, that
IS, in warm summer weather. This I was told in Spain,
at the Garden of Acclimatisation of Algiers, and by
M. Narbonnard, a nurseryman at Golf Juan, near
Cannes, who is devoting much attention to the culti-
vation of hardy Palms for outdoor puqMses. To water
Palms freely when at rest is to kill them. The regions
where Palms live and flourish, I may remark, those I
have mentioned—the east coast of Spain, the Genoese
Kiviera, the Desert of Sahara—are all regions where
the wmter weather is peculiarly dry and sunny, although
the thennometer goes down to the freezing point, or to

<x^
degrees within it, every winter.

Vvhen at Algiers last April twelvemonth I purchased
some three score small Palms at the Gardea of Accli-
matisation, and had half sent Jo my garden at Mentone,
Halt to my country residence at Weybridge. They

were Cocos nucifera, Latania borbonica, Raphis flabel-
liformis, Corypha australis, Oreodoxa regia, Phcenix
tomcntosa. Those sent to Mentone have done well
as a matter of course, so I shall say no more about
them. Those that came to England were a fortnight on
the way, but were so admirably packed in a deal box,
like books on a book-shelf, that they did not suffer in
the least. They came by quick train, and the carriage
from .\lgiers amounted to about i.r. a-piece. They
were at once repotted, and I only lost two Oreodoxas.
The rest grew vigorously during the summer, in the
sun, on the top shelf of an orchard-house, and when
shifted a few months later there was not an unhealthy
root. They have passed the winter in a house where
the temperature has been repeatedly down to within a
very few degrees of freezing, without beingin any respect
damaged. They are now again in the orchard-house,
and have started into growth. Were it not for the
ungenial vveather they would be in the garden, in my
"small" subtropical department. During the winter
they were not watered more than three times.
That Palms require the full blaze of sunshine when

growing, as well as water, was proved to me by a little
experiment unwittingly made. For the last few winters
I have used small Palms at Mentone for the decoration
of the drawing-room. These PalnTs, sparingly watered
about once in three weeks, have remained perfectly
vigorous and healthy, although constantly in the shade,
and on repotting in the spring I have each year found
every root sound and healthy. Last spring I thought
I might do the same at Weybridge, and placed six of
the best Palms received from Algiers on a staircase in
bright light, under a skylight, but shaded by a white
blind. In the autumn we found evei-y root rotten.
The treatment that suited them in a dormant state in
winter killed them in an active state in summer ; they
ought to have had their heads " in the fire of the sun."
I have this year a convincing proof that the position
was not one suited for such constitutions, for six vases
of Selaginella robusta, by which I have replaced them,
are in perfect health and beauty.

I can endorse what your correspondent says of the
crowded state of Continental Palm-houses by my recol-
lection of many that I have seen in the South of
Europe—Madrid, Valencia, Murcia, Montpelier. I
have repeatedly wondered that the Palms could live
piled one against and one over the other, in shady
places, any how, and planted in very small tubs and
pots for their size. But in reality Palms are very
hardy vigorous plants, if treated according to their con-
stitution. If these tubs are examined, the thick, white,
wiry roots would be found curled round and round at
the bottom, like those of a potted Hyacinth. In the
South some nurserymen conform their pots to this
tendency of the roots to descend and curl at the bottom,
and plant Palms in deep conical pots, twice as deep as
ordinary ones. I once purchased at Marseilles some
Chamserops humilis, grown in pots of this kind. Half
the pot was full of a tangle of white curled roots. My
Mentone gardener foolishly cut them off' instead of
patiently unravelling them, and the result was that the
Palms lived planted in the ground, but never started
into growth for two years.

Thus it would appear that what the more hardy
Palms require in winter is shelter from frost and little
or no water, in all but any kind of house, and in
summer, whilst growing, a blaze of sunshine with
plenty of water. I would add that, wherever I have
found them flourishing out-of-doors, the soil has been
more or less siliceous.

With these Palms from Algeria I received three
Musa Ensete, for which I paid 10 francs, or Sj-. each.
Two died, rotting off, probably from over-watering.
The third has lived and flourished. When I left last
October it was only 10 inches high. It was put in a
house where the temperature was never much above
50°, but has grown all winter prodigiously. It is now
a large plant, 4 feet high, and occupies a No. 2 pot.
I look upon it with pleasure, but with some alarm,
for he is a regular Brobingnag child, and will, I am
afraid, soon get too big for me. In the garden of
M. Gastaux, at Nice, there are two, only five years old,
as large as moderate-sized Oaks. One alone would
fill the largest house I have, and come out majestically
at the top. Henry Bamet, M.D., Grosfenor Sired,
June II.

gome Comspnbeiia.
Encephalartos villosus, &c In answer to the

letter of " F. L. S.," at p. 796, I must beg to say that
he is in error in supposing my remarks on the above
were made in haste ; on the contrary, they are the
result of close examination and previous knowledge.
As for the Buriington House examination, I should
say an evening conversazione of the Linnean Society is

not a likely place for a critical examination of any such
plants. "F. L. S." .seems to think I ought to have
suppressed my name and address, as he has done,
though I never write anonymously, but should have
given it, had it been Seven Dials or Whitechapel. As
to the trouble of defining the species, it is one of the
most distinct, especially in the acuteness of the spines
on the pinnae, which vary from two to eight on the
same frond, and the villosity on the tnink, which may
be pulled off the same as one might pull the cotton
from the npe capsule of Gossypium. As to " F. L. S. 's"

reference to E. lanuginosus, horridus, and cycadifolius
he cannot have examined these species very minutelyl
or he would have given me credit for knowing theni
from villosus, even iri the dark. Had he taken E. Alten-
steinii as an example, I might have allowed that one
who saw them seldom might be mistaken ; but even
here an experienced eye detects the circumstance at once.
As for the shape of trunk, length of frond, or distance
of pinna?, there are seven or eight plants of E. villosus
in these gardens, and not two stems or trunks are shaped
alike. The length of the frond is owing to the strength of
roots, age of the plant, or the vigour of the whole, and
of course according to vigour of growth, so will the
length or distance of pinnre be. I have seen some
plants of the above with weak roots form depressed
fronds about 20 inches long, and others 'that were
vigorous and started in bottom-heat grow 7 feet, and
almost erect. "F. L. S." hints about cones : now I have
seen species of Encephalartos, one year with a cone
2 feet high, and the next with one only i foot. If that is

to influence botanists in naming them, we shall have one
called E. Caffra one year, and the next something else.
I can show " F. L. S." a plant of E. villosus, with
perfectly cylindrical and angular rachis on the same
plant. When he writes about pointed and 3-fid
pinna;, I can show him 2, 3, and 4-fid or pointed
pinna; on the same frond. I must say, if our botanists
were of the same opinion as "F. L. S." we should
not stand still for number of species of Encephalartos.
y. Croucher, Jie7V,

Cherry Trees not Bearing Fruit. —There are
in this garden two Cherry trees which have been
planted 15 years ; I do not know the name of
the variety, but it is the best we have. During
that time only once have they borne a crop of fruit,

generally producing one fruit where there ought to be
a hundred. During the past two years I have covered
one with tiffany at nights and the other in the morning
until the sun ceased to shine on it, but I had not
the slightest recompense. Last year I went over a
part of each tree with the camel-hair brush, but noi
good result accraed from the operation. This year I ann
happy to say they are, like all the other trees, loadecl
with fruit, and that without any assistance from me. X
may say that they have flowered annually most abund-
antly, and sometimes the fruit has set, but finallyturned
yellow and dropped. Mr. Gilbert may therefore have
made a rash conclusion ; it is to be hoped that he has
not, and that we shall live to see a similar record made
by him in future years. IV. P. R. IMvood.

In reply to your correspondent " H. A." per-
mit me to say that I have this day (June 13) slightly
shortened the breast-wood, but I do not intend to
winter-prune at all. I am happy to add that the
Cherries are now swelling fast, some of them colour-
ing. R. Gilbert, Biirghlcy.

Pine-apple Fibre.—I beg to submit for inspection
a small sample of the fibre of one leaf of the Pine-
apple plant—a distinct portion of the membranes of
the upper and under surface of the leaf, and a little of
the fibre from a short section of the stem. The fibre
enclosed may be reckoned as a sixtieth part of what
an ordinary sized plant would produce with probably
50 lineal yards of the membrane, &c. It is not sup-
posed that this :»ticle can be produced in this
country in such abundance as to be useful in
trade, but if it has not been already tried, should
it be found to possess any of the qualities
requisite for paper making, &c., no doubt the article

could be found in considerable quantity where the
Pine is extensively cultivated—the plant, as I under-
stand, being of no use after its fruit is cut. My knowledge
of the fibres in use being limited, may I ask your opinion
of the enclosed ? yohn Reid, Haigh Hall Gardens. [We
submitted this letter and its enclosure to Mr. Jackson,
of the Kew Museum, who kindly replies as follows :

- The fibre of the Pine-apple (Ananassa sativa),

when properly cleaned and bleached, is very fine and
silk-like. The natives of the Philippine Islands pre-
pare a very delicate muslin-like fabric from it, which is

frequently embroidered by the nuns in the convents of
Manilla, and is then much prized. It is said that the
fibre loses its strength, and becomes brittle if it is not
prepared from the leaves while they are green ; this

would stand considerably in the way of exporting the
article to this country, as it would be necessary to clean
the fibre before sending it, instead of sending the leaves
in bulk. So long ago as 1836 samples of the fibre,

of native production, were sent to the .Society of Arts,
and specimens of the fibre and fabrics made from
it are in the museum at Kew; therefore its merits
are not unknown in Europe. If it could be had
in any quantity, and could be sold at a reasonable
price, there is no doubt that it would meet with a
demand, and would be used for similar purposes as
China Grass. The fibre obtained from the stem is

brittle, and would be valueless as a textile material.
The cuticle of the leaf could not be put to any econo-
mic use. With regard to the application of the whole
leaf to paper-making, I reckon the cost would be far

too great, especially when other materials around us

are still unused and considered waste.]

Lawn-mowers.—The present time is by no means
an improper one at which to raise a discussion upon
the respective merits of lawn-mowing machines, as

with the great Oxford meeting looming at a not very

remote distance it may not be altogether unwise to
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anticipate tliat so great a horticultural gathering will

not be allowed to pass without some opportunity being

aftorded to makers of these machines to submit their

best specimens of manufacture to a public trial, just as

the agricultural machinists submit their machinery to

the approval or otherwise of competent judges. The

Messrs. Green have, according to announcement in

your advertising columns, taken the initiative in this

matter by putting their machine into competition with

the " Archimedean " at Leeds ; and as it is impossible

to discredit the judgment of the eminent practical men

to whose approval the two machines were submitted,

there seems no doubt but that the "Archimedean" is not,

after all, so successful a " notion " as some would have

US believe. But, of course, a trial upon so limited a

scale as this cannot be accepted as conclusive by any of

those who are interested either in the sale or use of

lawn-mowers. A competition that should include the

machines of every good maker, would be a trial of

great interest, provided it were conducted under the

special supervision of a great public body like the

Royal Horticultural Society, and the judges were men
perfectly amd practically conversant with the fullest

requirements of a good mowing-machine. It is possible

that such a suggestion as this would not have been

made, had it not been for the authoritative manner in

which the claims of the "Archimedean" machme to high

favour has been put before the public, but when it has

been declared by the authority of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society to be the " most efficient lawn-mower

ever used" it certainly becomes our own makers to

bestir themselves lest their well-earned reputation of

many years should suffer, possibly unjustly. There

are, however, many important considerations that enter

into the question of practical usefulness with regard to

mowing-machines, all of which should have due atten-

tion paid to them at any trial of their respective merits.

It is not enough that a machine should do its work

neatly and well ; it is not enough that it should gather

or scatter the grass at the pleasure of the user of it. If

there are several tests to which in ordinary working it

is put, it should pass through, not simply one or two

of them, but the whole successfully ; and any machine

that will do that deserves to receive the highest approval

that can be publicly bestowed. I had the pleasure

for a number of years of enjoying many a wet shirt

whikt working mowing-machines ; and I say it in

the interests of those gardeners and garden labourers

of whose work mowing forms no inconsiderable portion,

that the question of draught should have an important

consideration. There is no machine in existence that

is at all adapted for mowing lawns the working of

which does not involve considerable labour, and cer-

tainly nothing can be more absurd or ridiculous than

those "cuts "with which advertisements make us so

familiar, in which a highly-dressed "girl of the period"

is represented as being hard at work mowing the lawn,

upon which doubtless she is supposed a little later to

be engaged in the exquisitely feminine game of croquet

and in doing a bit of effeminate flirting. I am not at all

sure that our "lords of the creation" would at all

desire to see their wives and daughters engaged in the

masculine labour of lawn mowing, even though it were

with an "Archimedean." In any public trial of lawn-

mowers there could be no difficulty in testing the

draught of any machine by using a^spring dial similar to

those wherewith on certain public occasions we are so

earnestly invited to pull our arms out of joint for the

small charge of one penny. Stiffness of going too often

depends upon complexity of construction. The greater

the number of spindles and bearings required the greater

will be the friction, liability to get out of gear, and

consequent larger expenditure of labour needed ; and

sny machine that is so liable to these defects is pretty

certain after one or two seasons' working to entail upon
those who have to operate with it an amount of labour

that is truly severe and often excessive. To discuss with

gravity the question as to whether this or that machine

can best cut grass that is from 6 inches to 8 inches in

length is a severe test for the risible faculties. Who but

the most complete sloven would ever allow a lawn to

become so mrtidy ? Mowing-machines are intended to

keep grass short, not long, and to raise such a

absurd, A vei7 much more proper point to raise is the

effectual clipping off during the spring months the

blooms of those iiTepressible Daisies, that will continue

to burst up in spite of all eflorts to keep them do«-n.

1 have usually found the leading rollers to be a consider-

able hindrance against doing this well. The pressure

to which the flowers are subjected frequently prevents

their rising to the knives, and as a consequence they are

left behind, to the great annoyance of the operator.

Here, no doubt the introduction of the side skids is

advantageous, but machines so constructed cannot be
worked upon verges or along the edges of walks and
beds, and thus their benefits are practically nullified.

I have often thought that the only way for makers to

effectually surmount this difficulty would be to put the

guide-rollers behind the large roller instead of in front

;

and if they can further so improve their machines as

to make the driving projections at the side to occupy
less space than at present, they will make their

respective mowers all the more useful to gardeners.

As to the argument in favour of the " Achimedean,"
that it " equally distributes the grass over the surface

of the lawn," I think the Messrs. Green have fairly met
it when they say that the operator has only to leave off

the box from their machines and the like results are

attained. But how many gardeners are there who
consider the leaving of the cut grass ungathered to be an

advantage ? Very few, indeed ; and supposing tliere is

any gain attached to it, the litter occasioned by the

casting of the grass over the walks, borders, and beds,

more than outweighs the supposed advantages. 1 his

perfect and excjuisite. Hence, then, it is a favour that

the French gra, it to the Engli-h in offering them the

first choice of tlieir goods. If Mr. " Greenhorn "
is

disposed to inquire of the French horticulturists for

goods of second or third quality, they will tell him,

Sir, these are itot good enough for an Englishman
;

is certainly a new idea in lawn gardening ; bht I see they are not worth the cost of packing and transport

;

no reason to believe that it will take root amongst us. '--'-- •' • -'• •' ...„ ...:n -~.,j .u„.„ "

To sum up what I conceive to be the requirements of

a good lawn-mower, it should be light of draught, easy

and convenient to handle ; it should perform its work

perfectly neat and smooth, and should leave behind

no notches or scores to mark its path ; it should be as

noiseless as possible in its working, its driving power

simple in construction and not easily put out of gear,

the bearings should be properly protected from dust

and convenient to oil ; and lastly, it should be cheap.

I think any machine that fully answered all these

requirements would afford to the public complete

satisfaction. A. D.

Early Peas.—Experience leads me to confirm the

truth of "R. G.'s" statement on this subject, which

appeared in your pages a few weeks ago, as the follow-

ing will show. On February 28 I sowed in the open

ground Dillistone's Prolific, Sutton's Ringleader,

Taber's Perfection, Beck's Gem, and Daniel O'Rourke.

athered from Dillistone's, June 4, being exactly the

same time to a day, from sowing to gathering, as

"D. L. B.'s" wasfromhis, which were raised in boxes;

and I not .only gathered, but I gathered both in quantity

and quality. Sutton's Ringleader was about three

days later, the others in the order I have given them.

Will some of your correspondents kindly give their

opinion as to whether Peas sown in bo.xes and planted

out ever produce such a crop as those sown in the

open ground, even if they do gather a few days earlier'?

" D. L. B.'s" sample was good, but what sort of a

crop had he ? E. Morgan, The Bulls, ffarrcnu-on-

Ihc-Hill.

My first gathering was on May 29—Rin

leaders, and on June 7 I had Laxton's Supreme in fine

condition, both sown at the same time, November 16.

A'. Gilbert.

Marechal Niel Rose grafted on Gloire de

Dijon.—In February, 1S69, I grafted a few Marechal

Niel as an experiment on Gloire de Dijon, in the

manner followed in the case of potted Manetti stocks.

The result exceeded my expectations ; as, from a small

plant which bloomed in March last in a 6-inch pot, I

had fourteen large and finely-developed blooms of a

much richer colour than I have ever seen Marechal

Niel have before. The growth is much more compact,

and I believe the plant will bloom much more freely,

and of a deeper golden-yellow than on any other stock.

In fact, many gentlemen and gardeners that saw it in

bloom at our establishment stated that they never saw

it so fine. William Lock, The Nurseries, Stitlon,

Surrey.

Gold and Bronze Zonal Pelargonium's.—It

would be interesting to all growers of the above

modern introductions to know what, in your opinion,

constitutes a first-class variety. The Leeds Horticul-

tural Society offered, at its recent exhibition, hand-

some prizes for six gold and bronze zonals, and, as may
be expected, there was strong competition. Among
others, Mr. Butler, of Burley, Leeds, and Messrs.

Downie, Laird & Laing, sent collections, and to these

were awarded the 1st and 2d prizes—Mr. But!

taking the 1st with plants of Model (Wills), Beauty

of Calderdale (Wills), Beauty of Ribblesdale (Wills),

Beauty of Oulton (Wills), Admiration (Wills), and I

think either Fascination or Conspicua (I am quoting

from memory) ; while Messrs. Downie & Co.'s lot

comprised the following, of their own sending out ;

—

Imperatrice Eugenie, Crown Prince, Prima Donna,

Princess of Wales, W. R. Morris, and Mrs. Lewis

Lloyd. Botli lots of plants were equally clean and

well grown, Mr. Butler's being much the larger and

more grossly grown lot— they were indeed bronze

and green with a very slight tinge of yellow ;

the Messrs. Downie & Co.'s, on the other hand,

were of the most vivid bronze and yellow, with

hardly a shade of green on the leaves. One of the

judges was the eminent raiser, Mr. John Wills,

F.R.H.S., and the other a Yorkshire farmer. Looker-

oiu [Similar cases often arise at all exhibitions, in

which the judges have to decide between higher culture

on the one hand, and better quality of material on the

other. It would be well if societies would always

indicate in their regulations which they elect to

encourage ; such a course would save many disputes.

As it is, a chance word in the schedule may sometimes

five a reason for preferring the one to the other, but

generally the question is left quite open ; and, conse-

quently, the decisions are liable to vary according to

the bent of the judges. Eds.]

French Nursery Catalogues —I observe in the

Gardeners' Chronicle (p. 768), a complaint of Mr.
" Greenhorn," which seems to me ill-founded. If

the French nurserymen print English editions of their

catalogues, and affix higher prices than in their French

editions, this is simply and purely a piece of French

flattery [galanterie] on their part towards their cele-

brated, eminent, and learned [sic] brethren on your

side of the water. The French know well enough that

the English thoroughly appreciate all that is most

nevertheless, if you wish them, we will send them.'

Joseph Napoleon Banmannfds, Gaud, Belgium.

How to Gather Two Crops of Strawberries
before the end of May.—Begin forcing the plants

in January. Push them forward pretty rapidly ; this

will enable you to gather the first crop in April. If

strong plants, they will push up second flowers.

Remove them about the middle or end of April into

a piece of rich ground, in a warm aspect. Water them
well, and place Rendle's protectors, or Looker's patent

capped frames, over them. They will flower, set, and
swell off their fruit at once. I served a hundred plants

of Keens' Seedling so this year, placing them close

together, and covering the whole with 60 feet of the

protectors, and we have been picking from them since

the middle of May, and will do so till we gather out-

side, which will be at least a fortnight yet. We also

find these protectors most useful for winter Lettuces.

As soon as we could dispense with them for Lettuce

growing we whipped them on to French Beans, and
these are already showing flowers. This was a great

saving of time during the cold season. Pro bono publico.

Queen Emma Melon.—Observing a paragraph at

p. 768 respecting the parentage of this Melon, I feel

constrained to bear testimony to its high excellence.

No Melon is so much liked here, and it is likewise

handsome, full-sized, and a good grower. The Merton

Hall and Queen Emma are our favourites. Turner's

Gem is good in quality but under-sized, which is a

misfortune, for small Melons are not effective for large

desserts, and look poor. Three on a dish together are

flat, and four look too much of a good thing. The two

I have named are fine representatives of useful dessert

Melons in size, form, and general appearance, and the

quality, when well grown, w^iU disappoint no one.

D. T. Fish.

Unfruitful Cherry Trees in Pots under Glass.

—Notwithstanding that almost everybody says it is

so easy to grow Cherries under glass, or to force them,

it is but seldom we meet with a good crop. They
flower in sheets of spotless large blossoms, and then

between the flowering and the setting, or swelling,

down they fall. I can warrant Mr. Gilbert's remedy

of allowing the breastwood to grow out from the wall,

and renew them, as good practice for the open air ;

but how to manage pot Cherries, so as to have full

crops, has beat me and many others besides. Will

some of your Cherry growers under glass kindly give

their experience, and oblige A Great Lover of Early

White Hearts.

The Fungus Question.—Before gardeners can be

made to believe or realise the evils said to be created

by Fungus, they must be taught how the mycelium

really acts on the vegetable tissue. But at present a

correspondent describes the amount of Fungus in the

soil, as well as the deplorable appearance of the things

growing in it, and forwards them to a mycologist. The
reply is

—"Evidently the effects of Fungus." Now
even Mr. Miller will not deny that Fungus may not

in some cases injure the roots of plants in a similar

manner to that in which mildew affects the leaves.

It may even poison the soil, or in some other way

interfere with the progress of the roots ; though

I am happy to say I am not a witness to its

effects. It is singular that, whilst water with an un-

benrable amount of low temperature is conducive to

mildew, a plentiful supply of water will keep away

Fungus, and even destroy it. After hearing of all the

evils°attributed to Fungus a gardener must be stricken

with horror when he finds traces of it in the soil. But

on the other hand, if obstinate persons will persist in

planting trees where others have been, or give them

faggots to grow in instead of peat,—or peat, sand, or

clay, instead of a compound of the three,—they can

only expect to reap their reward. They may as well

make Fungus the scapegoat as inculpate themselves.

It is an axiom with gardeners not to plant the same

piece of ground with two crops of the same kind suc-

cessively, the interval being generally two years.

During that time it might be said that the ground is

disturbed three or four times for other crops, and Mr.

Miller might be easily forgiven for being sarcastic

where he is refuted with an argument of the effects of

Fungus, by a healthy tree being planted over the wreck

of another. Four years ago the indoor Peach trees

here were fruitless, and evidently had been so to a great

extent from the time they were planted, eight or nine

years previously. They had made shoots annually

several feet in length, but very little of what might be

termed bearing wood. For tliis I saw no remedy

but to root - prune, and in disturbing the border

I found a quantity of Fungus in the soil as

well as on the roots. I was recommended by a

gentleman visiting here at the time to send some

ofthe roots to the office of tlie Gardmcrs' Chronicle,

and some editorial remarks will be found m your

columns at p. 1017, 1S66, which were anything. but

encouraging to me, and tjiey had such an effect on ray

nervous temperament that I dreamt of that mycelium
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in the soil. Nii^ht after night could I see its progress,

until at last thiiiL^s came to a crisis—it developed itself

in the shape of Fungus of various shapes and colours,

and some of the most demoniac appearance. At the

dawn of spring I was delighted to see the various

hues of the flowers, and more so still to gaze at the

rosy cheeks of a goodly sprinkling of Peaches and

Nectarines. The trees are still alive, and on

two may be seen from 500 to 600 Peaches. The
border is all inside, and well drained, and at the

time of disturbing it, though it had recently been

watered, it was very dry a little distance below the

surface. I have concluded that dryness was the actual

cause of the fruit faUing and of other disasters, such as

buds dropping, &c. Twelve months ago I saw a house

of Cucumbers, the beds on eacli side were a mass of

spawn. This was in the month of January, and all that

the grower wished for was some sunny weather, so that

he might apply a few soakings of water, which he con-

sidered an unfailing remedy. I mention this because I

consider it a mite contributed to prove the soundness of

Mr. Miller's logic in his last letter. IV. F. R. Holwood.

Picea mag"nifica.—I have a Picea magnifica which
last year grew willi a somewhat crooked leader, and
this year seems to be making a still crookeder one, to

my great annoyance. Can anything be done to it ?

It is too stiff to stake. A Douglas Fir is also growing
in the same manner. Neither of them have been in-

jured that I know of, certainly not the magnifica.

G. M., Derby.

Purple Laburnum.— I enclose samples of three

varieties growing here on one tree. It appears to have
been grafted about 4 feet from the ground—the purplish

flowered kind on the common yellow variety. The
scion portion of the trunk is about one-third greater in

diameter than the stock. The blood of the stock seems
to be struggling hard with that of the scion, for on one
branch of the tree the yellow appears at the point,

the purple all round for 3 feet lower down, then a

whorl of the lilac-coloured, then the purple all the way
to the main stem, interspersed with bushy twigs of the

lilac form. Doubtless the lilac sports are occasioned

by the commingling of the purple and yellow blood,

while the purple is affected by the struggle of the

yellow to appear by the influence of its stock. F. J/,
lVv)uistay.

Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums.—I sincerely

trust that the "dictum " laid down at p. 796 respect-

ing the conditions under which these beautiful plants

should be staged at flower shows will generally be
brought before the notice of the managers of all pro-

vincial societies, so that in future it may be distinctly

defined in their respective schedules of prizes, *' that in

all cases Variegated Pelargoniums of any class or

description exhibited for competition shall be without
flowers." Nothing has tended so much at exhibitions

to mar the beauty and rich colouring that can be
developed in the foliage of these plants as the very

common practice on the part of judges of awarding
the prizes where the greatest amount of flower existed,

thus literally judging them by the same standard as

they would the zonal or nosegay varieties. I have
long held that with respect to Variegated Pelargoniums
highly coloured foliage and expanded flowers are in-

compatible ; indeed, it may be a question whether or

no the colouring matter absorbed in the flowers is not
so much abstracted from the leaves of the material that

produces their richness and beauty. I have almost
always found that those plants which caiTied the

greatest quantity of flower have displayed the least

amount of leaf-colouring, whilst the foliage has usually

been the most meagre. Should the suggestion you
have. made be generally accepted, it will be emphati-
cally a step in the right direction. A. D.

Preservation of Rose Blooms.—Some years ago
a friend of mine was told by her physician that cut

Rose blooms might be preserved in water for a much
longer time than usual if some drug or drugs were
added to the water. The physician in question died
before my friend could ascertain for me what it was
that should be added. Can you or any of your coiTe-
spondents kindly tell me this ? A Regular Subscriber.
[Query, was charcoal intended? Eds.]

Laburnum Pods.—The Laburnum has this year
flowered exceedingly abundantly, but, ^vith me at
least, has scarcely set any fruit. I have two trees in

my garden which were a perfect mass of bloom, but
which have now scarcely a dozen pods between them,
while the shed flowers have been swept up by the
bushel almost. Has this been the case elsewhere? or
can any of your correspondents suggest a reason why
the fertilisation has taken place so very sparingly? We
are told that most legmninous plants require the agency
of insects for their fecundation, but that can hardly
have been wanting in this case. Alfred IK Bennett^ 3,
Park Village East, Regetifs Park.

Roses.— Marquise de Castellane and Albion,
planted out from a pot 13 days ago, have bloomed,
and are promising infants. The most beautiful Rose,
thoroughly proven herfi on Manetti, without a fault, is

Felix Genero. It is first-rate as to form, colour,
outline, growth, and free blooming. I advise all

nurserymen to propagate it largely, and Rosarians to
buy it extensively. I have il plants of it in bloom
now, and I see no difference. It is as good in form as I

Chabrillant, larger, of a better colour, and of better

growth, foliage, and health. I thank M. Lacharme.
AK F. Raddvjje, Okeford Fitzpaim.

Iberis, or Candytuft.—As there are several of

these woith notice, I hardly know which to select,

as they are all deserving more attention than they have
hitherto received. They are dwarf evergreen shrubs,
producing in the spring innumerable corymbs of white
flowers, so dense on most of the species as to entirely

eclipse the whole plant. I. gibraltarica is a robust-
growing species lately reintroduced into this country.
It is the largest flowered of the race, but is not so

hardy as some, therefore cannot be recommended for

general purposes ; it is, however, a beautiful plant, and
one which will soon become familiar to us all. I.

corifolia must be called the gem of this family ; it is

an invaluable hardy plant, and indispensable where
good flowers are appreciated. It is distinct from all

the others, having large thick foliage and compact
heads of pure white flowers, which stand up boldly

above the plant ; the individual flowers, as well as the

corymbs, are much larger than any other species of
this character, and it continues in flower long after all

the others have done. I. sempervirens superba is a
variety of the common Candytuft, much larger in

flower and foliage, and is a decided improvement upon
the old plant. A. I. P., Tottcnhavi.

Myosotis dissitiflora. — I have been much
interested in all that your correspondents have written

about this beautiful plant, and have been rather struck

with their concurrent testimony in favour of seedlings

over cuttings or divisions as a mode of increase.

Several have said that such plants are not affected with

dissitiflora weakness. Well, I hope not, but am still

doubtful about it. It is very important in this matter

that we should be sure of our variety, or know for a

certainty that we have the veritable article. Within
the past month I have had from a dozen to a score

samples of Myosotis sent to me, not one of which was
dissitiflora, and therefore it is just possible that some
of your correspondents may also be mistaken. As far

as sylvatica goes, seedlings are the best mode of

increase without doubt, and it seeds remarkably freely.

But 1 never found any weakness engendered by in-

creasing it by cuttings, which I had occasion to do
with the white variety on a large scale some 20 years

ago. Besides, it is not with me alone, nor with my
stock only, that dissitiflora exhibits this tendency. I

have heard of similar exhibitions of sudden weakness
from Scotland, Ireland, and many parts of England.
Doubtless many of such plants were seedlings. However,
I will carefully test the matter for myself now, as I have
ripened some this season, and have sown a stock for

next year. The cuttings and seedlings shall be flowered,

and the difference, if any, duly chronicled. One word
about the mode of propagation I have described. It

is not division, in the usual sense of that word ; I only

keep a portion of the old stem until the young branch
establishes itself. Every branch roots into the ground,

and it matters not after a few weeks whether the stem
lives or dies. The divided branch is soon as inde-

pendent of it as a rooted cutting of the plant whence it

was taken. Nothing, again, can exceed the healthiness

and strength of our cuttings. They bear great broad
leaves wider than those of any seedlings I have ever seen,

so that they cannot go back for want of growing force.

But I am also afraid that your readers have over-estimated

the risk of loss from growing this variety, and that

my last letter helped them to do so. The plants we
lost last winter were lost through the exceptional

character of the season, and not through dissitiflora's

usual malady. In ordinary seasons our loss does not

exceed 10 per cent. ; last winter it was nearly cent,

per cent. Lastly, I do not agree with Mr. Challis

that dissitiflora is as hardy as sylvatica. Perhaps,

if they were both in the same condition, the difference

would not be so great. But as sylvatica side by side

is fast asleep while dissitiflora is in full glory, there

is a great difference in the power of endurance of the

two plants. One word in the ears of my correspondents,

and to some whose questions I may not have answered.

May I beg of them to send their specimens to be
named to the Gardeners^ Chronicle, not to me ? I

think I can read off dissitiflora pretty plainly now,
but whenasked, '*If not dissitiflora, what then?" I pause

er the withered fragment, and fear to answer wrong.
Further, permit me to say, that in future I must decline

to answer privately questions arising out of my public

Trespondence unless a stamped address is enclosed.

Some of my correspondents have been thoughtful on
this matter, but others do not seem to know that post-

ge stamps are a heavy tax on the slender resources of

gardeners. £). F. Fish. [It is most inconsiderate to

intrude on the privacy of our correspondents without
previously asking permission. Eds.]

The Mole Cricket.—At p. 763 your corre-

spondent " T." gave an account of the habits of the

mole cricket. We can fully bear out his statements
from our own experience in the past, and shall avail

ourselves of M. Souchet's method of extirpation. With
us it is equally as mischievous as the cockchafer grub.

It appears to be fond of moist, shady ground, where in

a few nights it inflicts incalculable mischief in uproot-

ing everything not of sufficient strength to resist its

attacks. From a shady portion of our nursery, devoted

to the training of seedling Rhododendrons, it has quite

driven us away, entirely from our inability to check its

ravages. It appears to work entirely by night, and,
moreover, it is very shy; if discovered by day, it makes
a hasty retreat. We have detected it on high, open,
or sunny grounds. I am pleased to thmk, with your
correspondent, that it is rather uncommon, or the

consequences would be serious indeed. F. Waterer,

Nursery, Bagshot.

Dodecatheon Jeffreyanum.—Among the many
hardy plants which have recently been in flower, there

is none more interesting than this charming perennial.

It was introduced into this country from the Rocky
Mountains, but, like many more such good things,

is but rarely to be seen. It is a very vigorous grow-
ing species, often attaining the height of 18 inches;
the foliage is very long, lanceolate, and of a dark green
colour. It produces many stalks, which support large

umbels of bright rose-coloured flowers, often as many
as 10 or 15 upon each. The flowers have a yellow
ring at the orifice of the corolla, which gives it a
pleasing and striking appearance. It is quite hardy, but
succeeds best in a slightly sheltered position. A. I. /*.,

7\^ttenham.

Garden Literature.—In perusing the Gardeturi
Chronicle, I read an extract at p. 734 from "The
Bookseller" respecting old " Gerarde's Herbal," &c.,
which induced me to look to the date of the edition I

have in my possession. On the title-page is

—

"Imprinted at London by John Norton, 1597," but

with considerable variation in its adornment. Vases
and flowers there are, of inimitable beauty, but not a
vestige of fmit that I can discern. There are two
goddesses, one at the top and another a little way from
the bottom of the page, and four men, two on each
side. Under all is a well laid out geometrical garden,

with the house or castle on the right, a summer house,

gardeners digging, and the master and mistress parad-

ing. After the addresses to the author and the author's

to his reader, is placed an excellent plate of the likeness

of the herbalist, with " Effigies Joannis Gerardi,

Cestreshyrii civis et chirurgi Londinensis, anno
cet.atis 53, 1598." May this be a copy of the first

edition by Gerard alone? It appears to be 272 years

old. If this would be of service to the inquirer in the

"Bookseller" through you, I tmst I shall not have
called your attention to it gratuitously. Charles Fticke}\

VicaragCy Charminster, Dorchester.

Early Peas.—I had ready for gathering on June 8
an excellent sample of that very early dwarf marrow
Pea, Multum in Parvo. These were sown in the

open field in the middle of Febniary, about three

months later than the usual period at which the earliest

garden sowings are made, viz., the middle of November,
whilst the difference of time in readiness for table was
not more than a fortnight. I think it is not unfair to

infer from this, that were Multum in Parvo to be sown
early in January upon one of those warm south borders

usually allotted to early Peas, it would be ready for

gathering quite as soon as any of the other early kinds,

with this difference in its favour, that it is a marrow
Pea of capital flavour. As this Pea does not grow
higher than from 15 to 18 inches, crops well, and needs
no sticks, it is one of the least troublesome Peas in

cultivation ; it is in fact an improved Little Gem. It

is quite remarkable to obsen-e how tenaciously gar-

deners still cling to the tall varieties, the growth of

which entails upon them so much labour and expense
in sticking, whilst they also require so much of the

valuable space of the garden. Our best dwarf kinds

offer to growers almost all that can be desired in the

shape of good crops, well filled pods, and rich flavour.

And I believe that, of those for successional culture,

Multum in Parvo, Advancer, Wonderful, Premier, and
the Prince, have as yet in the market no other five

kinds to beat them. A. D.

Black Beetles and Peaches.—I suspect the

damage done to the Nectarines of your Brixton cor-

respondent was caused by snails or the large slug. We
had a Peach and Nectarine wall attacked in a similar

way, and gave a good dusting with quicklime and soot

in equal proportions. The cure was instantaneous.

The soot was added to take away the too conspicuous

appearance of the lime. This year they have attacked

us outside, and the same remedy was applied with

instant effect. F. M., IVynnstay.

Foreign Correspondence.
Rouen. — Being neither a cotton -spinner nor a

manufacturer of " Rouenneries," I can hardly fonn an
opiu'on as to what either of these individuals would
say to the phrase one hears so often, to the effect that

Rouen is the Manchester of France." All I know is

that in an cesthetic sense the phrase is an abominable
libel on the French town. True, there is an " r " in

ichester and an " R " in Rouen, but the position of

the letters is reversed in the two cases. The inversion

is characteristic of the contrast between the two towns.

In the one case the environs arc flat and simply

detestable, in the other they are bold and hilly, I

might say lovely ; the river is a broad limpid stream in

the one, a foul black ditch in the other town.

The streets present a similar contrast. If you

take old Rouen, that is, such of it as there is left, every

reveals some picturesque ** bit," eveiy corner some
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striking feature, which one might look for in vain in

the murky monotony of Manchester. Contrast, also,

the new streets, broad handsome boulevards, emu-

lating those of Paris, but having nothing in common

with" any street in Manchester, save that there are

houses and shops in both cases. And if one turns to

the cathedrals and churches, still more must the Lan-

cashire town hide its diminished head. The western

front of St. Maclou, for instance, is beautiful almost

beyond belief. St. Ouen and the cathedral present

portions almost equally lovely ; and lose nothing by

repeated inspection. Every fresh visit reveals new

beauties, or enables one to see them from a different

point of view ; but as all this is told in the pages of

"Murray," I will not occupy more time in descanting

on such subjects, but pass at once to matters in which

your readers may be supposed to take special

interest. Let me then give the first place to the

Botanic Garden : it doesn't deserve it, nevertheless

I will remember the question, "Dost thou not

respect mine office?" and speak of it first. A mile

or two out of the toNvn, under an avenue of Elms

{U. glabra), in full fruit at the time of my visit, is

the entrance to the garden, a tall gateway in a long

stone wall. Enter it, and a large ill-kept grass-plot

is before you, with four huge oval beds, filled—one

with Wallflowers, another with Nemophila (blue),

another with CoUinsia, and so on. In front is a large

tumble-down structure, that looks as if it were meant

for the director's residence, and for class-rooms, &c.

;

but the director lives in the town, and no lectures are

given in the garden. Turn to the left, between a row

of tubs filled with Phormiura tenax (cheap.and effective

plants for the purpose, as requiring little attention m
the way of protection in winter), and the Botanic

Garden proper is before you, but does not

offer a very tempting prospect—a square enclosure

within a wire fence, parcelled off into narrow

oblong beds, with plenty of tallies but few leaves or

flowers. I am quite willing to believe the plants were

" all there," as Albert Smith used to say of the photo-

graph of Strasburg Cathedral taken at midnight on a

dark night ; but it was intensely hot at the time of my
visit, and a superficial glance did not enable me to see

many oases in the apparent desert. Placed on a terrace

overlooking the garden is the Palm-stove, a square

glass box with a small wing on either side the walls,

straight up and do\vn, and the plants therein also

straight up and down, the stems drawn with a tuft of

leaves at the top, just as one might expect in such a

structure ; nevertheless, there were a few interesting

plants, some of which it may be worth while to note.

Petrsa volubilis, with its long racemes of pale violet

flowers, is beautiful enough to be mentioned in the

same breath with the Bougainvillea ; if it received as

much attention at the hands of the gardener it might

repay his care in an ornamental point of view. Some

fine Palms ; Cocos flexuosa was pushing its head to the

top of the stove ; Ceroxylon niveum, &c. ; two good

plants of Cycas circinalis, a Bamboo, a Dracxna

(D. arborea), showing by the swellings on its stem

the dates of its periodical " shifts." Now, by the way,

all the larger plants are planted out in a bed two

metres deep. There is no bottom-heat, but a flue runs

round the circuit of the house. Under the circum-

stances, it is remarkable that the plants looks so well

as they do. In other houses, destined soon to fall down

if not prevented from so doing by being taken down

forthwith, are a good collection of succulents, and a

few Orchids and Ferns. As to the Orchids, it is worth

while recording what my cicerone, the most obliging

and intelligent chef dc serres, or whatever his official

designation may be, said. We were looking at a plant of

Epidendrum tigrinum, the flowers of which are pretty,

but not very conspicuous, as 1 happened to remark,

when drawing himself up, and speaking in a tone of

implied rebuke :

—" But, monsieur, to a botanist every

flower is beautiful." The man was right, and deserved

to have had the Cross of the Legion of Honour con-

ferred on him on the spot.

At the back of the houses is a rockery, which

would excite Mr. Robinson's just scorn ; it is simply

a conical mound of stones, with a bigger pebble at the

top, like a cap on a flagstaff'. There are by far more

stones than plants, still the plants were interesting,

and after the rebuke I got, I must not fail to do justice

to a local celebrity, to wit, Viola rothamagensis, a

plant of limited range ; an Iberis, also local, Ceterach

ofticinai-um, and Cotyledon Umbilicus— that is I

believe! "all told."

Trees of Populus virginiana are numerous in the

garden, as, indeed, throughout this part of France, and,

moreover, they are greatly infested with Mistleto, great

bushes of which hang from nearly every tree. Few
things root more freely from cuttings than this Poplar,

but a cutting infested with a trace of Mistleto spawn

will not root. My informant told me he had tried

repeatedly to get a cutting to giow under these circum-

stances, but had never succeeded. It will be gleaned

from what has been said, that the condition of the

Botanic Garden is not creditable to such a flourishing

town as Rouen—a town of merchants and manufac-

turers, to whom the practical value of a botanic garden

might be brought home. That the municipality can do

better things in the gardening way is evidenced by

the Ecole d' Arboriculture adjoining the Botanic

Garden, and in which are palmettes and eventails,

cordons oblique, cordons unilateral, cordons bilateral,

in fact, illustrations of most of the ingenious methods

of training for which our French friends are so

renowned, and many of the pyramids and other trees

were capital examples of well-balanced, well-managed

trees. Every Sunday the Professeur d'Arboriculture

holds forth to whomsoever will, on the principles and

practice of fruit-culture. A small park, dignified with

the name of Trianon, adjoins the Botanic Garden on

one side, but calls for no special remark beyond one of

surprise that the smoke of the numerous factories and

chemical works at no great distance apparently does no

harm to the trees. If Rouen presents an illustration

of a neglected garden, she also gives a specimen

of what a town square should be, and if the

garden conveys an impression of neglect and the

square indicates care and attention, it is also

abundantly clear that it is money which is wanting in

the one case, while brains are not wanting in either.

The square, " Jardin Solferino " as it is grandiloquently

designated, may be of about the same size as the

enlosure of Finsbury Square, or perhaps a little larger,

but here the comparison ceases. Within a boundary

of trees and shrubs, among which the scarlet Pavia

was particularly beautiful at the time of my visit, are

undulating mounds, planted with shiaibs and bordered

with bedding plants. A small lake— it is a mere pond

as to size, but it is too artistically managed to be

called a pond,—affords an opportunity for the land-

scape gardener to make believe that the square is

much larger than it really is by jutting out promon-

tories into the lake, and partially hiding it from view

in places and allowing it to expand freely at others,

so that you might, with a little stretch of imagination,

think you had to deal with a large piece of water. At

any rate. Water Lilies and well disposed clumps of

Iris come in well amid the shrubs, and the whole may

be put down as a successful bit of gardening, except

the grass, which is not to be envied by an Englishman.

Science, literature, and art, are well represented in

Rouen. There is a large gallerj' of pictures, an exten-

sive public library, and a museum of natural history,

the latter under the direction of M. Pouchet, the well-

known opponent of M. Pasteur, in the matter of spon-

taneous generation. M. Pouchet, I was told, lectures

occasionally on botany, as also does M. Blanche, the

director of the Botanic Garden. Let us hope that the

fame of these gentlemen will lead the powers that be

to avail themselves of the capital opportunities that

such a city as Rouen offers of putting the Botanic

Garden on a proper footing, and of making it service-

able, not only to science but to the mercantile com-

munity of the city ; with which wish I subscribe myself

A Rambler.

Societies.
Crystal Palace : June ir.— ITns exhibition in

comparison to the extent and excellence of the one held

on May ar, was of little importance. Many of the speci-

men stove and greenhouse plants had already done their

o«-ners good service on the stages at South Kensington a

few d.avs before, and m consequence did not look any the

better for it, and some of the classes were but poorly

represented. These drawbacks were, however, atoned

for by the excellent display of floral devices for the deco-

ration of the dinner table, which constituted by far the

most interesting and certainly the most attractive feature

in the day's arrangements. The first table to attract

attention in the dep.artment set aside for this portion of

the exhibition, was arranged by Messrs. Bertram &
Robarts, as if for a wedding breakfast. This, the first in

position, was also undoubtedly first in point of merit, as

was fully testified by the hearty encomiums bestowed upon

it by the fair sex, though to be sure their testimony might

be interested. Messrs. Phillips & Pearce, of New Bond

Street, also had a verv fine display, which comprised

some tasteful copies in glass of the water temples in the

Palace grounds, but which, as a whole, were a little too

heav-y and elaborate, nevertheless it was deemed worthy

of an extra prize. The rst prize in the open class was

taken by Mrs. W. L. Buster, St. Mary Cray, Kent ;
Mrs.

Green 28 Crauford Street. Bryanstone Square ;
Mr. G.

Weeks. Bromley, Kent, and Mr. W. Dedman. Sundridge

Park also securing prizes. In the class for amateurs

only Mr W. D. Soder, gr. to O. Hanbury. Esq.. took

the' premier award. To Mr. E. Jackson, Mayfield Place,

Orpington, the ist prize for a single vase, epergne, or

basket, was awarded ; and Messrs. Dick Radcliffe & Co.,

High Holbom, exhibited a series of baskets, &c., of a

curious combination of woodwork and shells, filled

with dried flowers, which were considered worthy of an

extra prize.

Mr. Baines.gr. to H. Micholls. Esq. had the best 10 stove

and greenhouse plants, in the amateurs' class, and which

were of unusual excellence ; Mr. B. Peed coming in 2d

with a good Allamanda grandiflora, fully 4 feet through,

and well bloomed, in his collection ; and Mr. A. Wright

3d. In the corresponding class for nurserymen, Mr.

B. S. Williams and Messrs. Jackson & Son staged

excellent collections, and the prizes were adjudged in

the order named. As most of the plants shown in the

classes for 6 have already been noticed, it will be suffi-

cient here to mention that Mr. J.
Ward and Mr. J.

Can-

were placed respectively ist and 2d amongst amateurs,

Mr. Baines and Mr. Carr occupying similar positions in

the open class. For jo Orchids. Mr. B. S. Williams

came ist, with richlv coloured examples of Cattleya

Wameri and Mossia: ; a very good Dendrobium densi-

florum, Lailia purpurata, with two grand spikes, Aerides,

Cypripediums, &c. ; Messrs. W. Maule & Son, Bristol,

coming in 2d, with amongst others Cypripedmm Hookerie,

with 12 good blooms, .3 good Saccolabiums, and Vanda

suavis, with two very nice spikes, &c. The best 8 came

from Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Hill,

Mr. T. Burnet sending the next best in this class as well

as for 6, in which latter class Mr. ]. Ward was placed ist.

The Heaths were very good, but have nearly all been

noticed before. Mr. Morse, Epsom, sent the best

8 amongst nurserymen, and Mr. J.
Ward the best in the

corresponding class for amateurs ; also the best 6 in the

open class for that number. Mr. J.
Carr, Mr. B. Peed,

Mr. J.
Wheeler, and Messrs. Jackson & Son also com-

peted. Mr. S. S. Carson contributed 8 remarkably good

Azaleas, and took the ist prize. Mr. B. S. Williams and

Mr. J.
Woodward also occupied similar positions in the

open classes for 6. Several other collections were also

shown, nearly all being past their best.

Several prizes were offered for Tricolor and Bicolor

Pelargoniums, and had they been belter competed for a

good display would have been produced ; as it was, the

staging allotted to them presented a very thin appearance.

The ist prize for 12 Gold or Silver Tricolor varieties was

awarded to Mr. Stevens, Ealing, who had well grown

plants—not over well coloured—of Sophia Cusack, Sophia

Dumaresque, Lucy Grieve, Lady CuUum, Mrs. Turner,

&c. ; Mr. Cannell, Woolwich, came 2d with, amongst

othe'rs, Victoria Regina, SirR. Napier, Mrs. Dunnett, Sun-

ray, &c., large plants, but not well finished ;
Mr. Turner

being 3d. Messrs. Carter & Co., and Messrs. Downie,

Laird & Laing also competed, the former with a very

neatly grown and beautifully coloured lot, but rather

small. In the amateurs' class for 6, Mr. . Welsh, gr. to

D. Rutter, Esq., Parkfield House, Hillingdon. sent a

capitally grown lot, averaging about 18 inches over, com-

prising the following varieties :— Sophia Cusack, Lady

CuUum, Italia Unita, Sophia Dumaresque, Mrs. Turner,

and Lucy Grieve. Mr. W. H. Townshend. gr. to

J. C. Mappin, Esq., Clapham, came 2d ; and the Rev.

H H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford. 3d. .
The

Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums were by far the most

eff'ective, their bold, well-defined markings rendering

them at once distinct and attractive. Messrs. Downie,

Laird & Laing were ist amongst nurserymen, with very

well grown specimens of Black Douglas. Mrs. Allan

Lowndes, Prima Donna, Imperatrice Eugenie, Red

Gauntlet, and Crown Prince ; Mr. Cannell was 2d.

Mr. W. Townshend was ist in the corresponding

class for amateurs, with fair examples ;
the Rev.

H H. Dombrain being 2d. The best Silver Tricolor

was Miss Pond, from Mr. Turner. This is a very pretty

variety, .with a bluish green centre, irregularly defined

zone, next to which is a band of reddish crimson, and an

outer margin of bright silvery white. The same exhibitor

war also placed 2d with Mrs. Rousby, apparently a free-

growing variety, with convex leaves of a duller or more

greenish colour than the former. The best Golden Tri-

colors were adjudged to be Prince of Wales (Carter), ist,

Ealing Rival (Stevens), 2d, and Achievement (Turner),

3d Roses were very well shown, especially cut blooms,

which were both plentiful and good. Mr. Turner was ist

for 10 and 20. in pots, with excellent specimens, Messrs.

Paul & Son being placed 2d in the former class. Amongst

the collections of cut blooms, which will be more fully

noticed at another time, were several very fine boxes from

Mr. Mitchell of Piltdown.

Amongst the miscellaneous collections were a group of

..-w plants from Mr. B. S. Williams, amongst which

Viola cornula var. Berfection, Agave Verschaffeltii, and

the new golden bedding plant, Peristrophe angustifolia

aureo-variegata, were selected for First-class Certificates.

Mr. Wilkie sent 10 very good Caladiums ;
Mr. William

Paul 3 dozen very fine Lilium auratum ;
Mr. Hooper,

Bath', a collection of Pansies, Pinks, &c. ;
Messrs.

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, a beautiful collection of

Ixias &c. ; Mr. Mann. Brentwood, several new seedling

Zon.ai Pelargoniums ; Mr. Turner, a fine group of Roses ;

and Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, a miscellaneous

collection of Pelargoniums, Coleus, &c.

Exhibitions of American Plants.—In our last

we called the attention of our readers to the exhibitions

of American plants in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens at South Kensington, and at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park, respectively. Owing to the

eff'ects of frost which we experienced last winter, and of

the drought during the spring and early summer months,

neither exhibition comes up to the high standard of excel-

lence attained during the past few years. As every one

knows, who has visited the Society's gardens at South

Kensington, the ground under the great tent is most

happily laid out for the production of a good effect
;
and

if— as in the present instance—the masses of colour are

judiciously grouped, the whole forms a very pleasing and

attractive floral display. Here Mr. Anthony Waterer. of

the Knap Hill Nursery, has brought together an immense

collection of all the leading varieties, comprising most of

the older and better known favourites, as well as those of

more recent introduction. Amongst the latter were fine

trusses of that general favourite, Stella, flowers pale rose,

with an intense chocolate blotch on the upper petal, a

free bloomer, and one of the best of its class
;
Purity,

white, with a faint yellow eye, very fine ;
Lady Armstrong,

pale rose, much spotted, pretty ; Othello, crimson, with a

beautiful'mauve tinge, showy ; Rosabel, pale rose, distinct

and good- Francis Dickson, very bright scariet, with

immense trusses, one of the best late-blooming varieties ;

H W Sargent, fine crimson, grand trusses, of a good

habit and hardy; Sir Thomas Sebright, deep purple,

distinctly blotched with bronze : Lady Frances Crossley,

beautiful rosy pink, very distinct ;
Mrs. John Glutton,

flowers white and exquisitely shaped, remaining longer in

perfection than any other variety ;
and Lady Clermont,

rosy scariet, intensely blotched with black, beautiful in

shape, and of good habit. Of older sorts, the following

were in very good order :—Due de Brabant, showy
;
Con-

cessum, clear pink, one of the best ;
Lady Eleanor Cath-

cart Delicatissimum, Scipio, Alarm-good, and always

brilli.ant ; Caractacus. Brayanum, Archimedes, and Fleur

de Marie. Cut flowers of several very promising un-

named seedlings were also exhibited. One great feature

of the Knap Hill Rhododendrons, is their fine and

striking foUage, added to a vigorous constitution.
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The transition from South Kensington to the Regent's

Park is now easy, thanks to the Metropolitan Railway.

Here Messrs. John Waterer & Sons, of Bagshot, have
brought together a similar collection to that at Kensing-
ton, and the ground being arranged somewhat after the

same style, the display is quite as effective. Several new
varieties are exhibited in flower for the first time, and of

these the following are in every way worthy accessions to

the already numerous list of good sorts which have ema-
nated from the Bagshot nursery ;— Mrs. William Agnew,
delicate pink, with a deeper, or faint rosy tinged margin,

trusses magnificent in size, fine in form, and of a good
habit ; Duchess of Mecklenburg, bright rose, cinnamon
spotted on the upper petal, large and fine ; Frederick

Waterer, briglit deep crimson, very compact neat truss,

and showy ; Mrs. Thomas Agnew. white, very large and
fine ; Loquendum, rich rosy pink, beautifully marked, and
distinct : Lady Southampton, clear rose, large and very

pleasing ; Mrs. Williams, pale lilac, with beautfnl rosy

margin ; and Waterer's Comte Gomer, deep crimson,
strongly marked, fine in shape, good. Amongst the older

kinds we noticed excellent blooms of Mrs. John Penn,
salmon-pink ; Pantherinum, rose, darkly spotted ; Henry
Bohn, a grand flower, bright rosy crimson with a pale

centre
; Joseph Whitworth, dark purple with deeper spots,

one of the very best ; Michael Waterer, very rich scarlet-

crimson, excellent ; Lady Falmouth, clear rose with
intense black blotch, very distinct ; Alexander Adie,
bright rosy scarlet, handsome truss ; and Countess of
Clancarty, pale rosy crimson, well maiked, and with large

trusses. As a nile the blooms are not so large or so
freely produced this season, but the colour is first rate.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical {con-

cludcdfromp. %oi).~MalpighiacecB.—If the lianas which
belong to the Bignoniaceas are remarkable for the symmetry
of their parts, the lianas of this family may be said to be
characterised by an absence of symmetn,'. In general,

their stems are singularly nigged in outline, a section

presenting deep sinuosities or irregular projections, while
at other times they appear to be made up of a number of

separate branches which have become consolidated in the
progress of growth, so as to form a rough looking rope of

many strands.

Jussieu gives a full and interesting account of the
structure of one of these stems, the Stigmaphyllon emargi-
natum ("Memoire," &c.

, pp. 103, &c.), and Gaudichaud
(" Recherches," &c., pi. xviii., fig. 11, p. 129) figures an
allied species, but I have not, as yet, identified either

amongst those coming with Cotton. I exhibit however a
stem which appears to be the Tetrapterys Guilleminiana,
referred to by Jussieu. and figured by him in his mono-
graph, plate iii., fig. 5, p. 106; but this species does not
exhibit the sinuosities so characteristic of most of the
lianas of this family.

As a general rule, the woody matter is developed
unequally round the central pith in the form of irregular

lobes, the bark closely following all the sinuosities of the

stem. If the lobes increase on one side of the stem only,

the pith soon becomes eccentric ; but. on the other hand,
in many species, while the pith retains its central position,

the irregular growth of the woody lobes— each of which is

closely invested by the bark—causes some to grow beyond
their neighbours, and these latter, in the progress of

growth, become imbedded, with their bark, in the midst
of the woody matter produced by the more vigorous lobes.

A stem in this adult state therefore presents the greatest

irregularity of form, particularly in the genera Banisteria

and Heteropterys.
Sapindacca.—In this natural order we meet with some

wonderful aberrant forms of dicotyledonous stems, but I

shall here notice only two which are met with on Cotton
bales.

One of these is most probably the Serjania cuspidata
figured by Duchartre ("Elements." &c., fig. 82, p. 170)
and Schleiden {" Principles." fig. 168, p. 253), and easily

recognised by its triangular form and compound character.

It consists of a primitive stem not specially noticeable for

any divergence from the usual type of a dicotyledonous
stem ; but round this stem are arranged three other lateral

stems, each of which has its own bark separate from the
rest, but united to the bark of the primitive central stem.
These lateral portions are circular in outline, save that

they are flat on the side by which they are attached to the

central stem, which latter is in consequence hexagonal.
The attachment of the lateral portions to the central mass
is not very firm, as most of the ropes of this species reach
this country with their strands separated, but this is due
to the rough usage to which they have been subjected in

packing ; but Gaudichaud points out that in certain parts
of the stem—most likely at the nodes, for he is not very clear
upon the point—the lateral strands have an organic attach-

ment to each other, since some of the woody fibres of the
central mass are continued in one of the lateral strands,

and vice versa. {"Recherches," pi. xiii., figs. 2 and 3,

p. no.)
A still more remarkable example supplied by this family

in the form of a natural rope, is one which might have
ser\ed our telegraph engineers as the model of a sub-
marine cable. Like the Serjania, there is a central woody
mass possessing a medullary sheath and pith, woody
layers, and a cortical system : but surrounding th

central core and arranged parallel with it is a series (

eight lateral strands, each surrounded by its own bark, the

whole being consolidated so as to form a rigid cylindrical

axis, which presents no external manifestation of its

peculiar internal organisation. It is represented in the last

figure of Gaudichaud's "Recherches" (pi. xviii., fig. 21, p.

130), and has been copied into most of our text-books, in

some cases incorrectly described as a Malpighiaceous plant,

as by Professor Balfour in his "Class Book," figs. 186
and 1429.
On examining such stems of this order as I have been

able, the pith and medullary sheath with its characteristic

tracheal vessels appear to be met with in the central mass
only, and some botanists, contrary to the opinion ex-

pressed by Jussieu ("Memoire," pp. 116— 117), doubt the
existence of these organs in the lateral strands. Never-
theless, one of the most recent obser\'ers of these stems,

Herr Nageli, has recently demonstrated their presence in

each of the surrounding woody masses (Dickenwachsthum
des Stengels . . . bei den Sapindaceen. Munich,
1864).

A short summary of their mode of growth, communi-
cated to the J^rench Academy by Monsieur Netto, will be
found in "Comptes Rendus," t. 57, pp. 554—557, Sept. 21,

1863. from wliich it would appear that a young stem, two
to three weeks old, exhibits a number of fibro-vascular
bundles in the midst of an outer zone of cellular tissue,

one bundle being formed opposite the innermost portion
of each of the external grooves of the stem ; so that from
its very earliest stage the stem exhibits all the rudiments
of the lateral strands which surround the core. Around
each of the fibro-vascular bundles a mass of liber is

formed, at first crescent-shaped, but afterwards annular
;

and by the growth and union of these several parts the
stem soon assumes its peculiar composite character.

Legumiiios<s.—Another group of lianas, presenting
some external resemblance to the sinuous Malpighiads, is

met with in plants which belong to this natural order of
the genera Bauhinia and Schnella. In the Brazils they
bear the name of Cipo d'Escada from their resemblance
to a ladder, but Jussieu restricts this name to the Schnella
macrostachys ("Memoire," p. 118).

They are chiefly remarkable for depositing their woody
fibres on two sides only of the central pith, so that their

stems have a singular fiat, tape-like appearance, present-
n section the outline of an elongate OO. the position

of the pith being at the intersection of the two loops.

The pith, however, by no means maintains its central

position, for according to the researches of M. Netto the

growth of branches brings about a lateral deposit of

oody matter, sometimes on one side and sometimes on
the other, so that the pith soon becomes eccentric. The
pith is generally in the form of a small Maltese cross,

formed of two unequal arms, the longest of which lies in

the direction of the largest diameter of the stem.
There are many other forms of Bauhinia, many of

which ^vill be found figured in the standard w^orks of
Lindley, Schleiden, Richard, Duchartre, &c.

Arisfolochiacecv.— It is very likely that this natural
order has representatives amongst these ropes ; at least to

it I refer for the present two species, remarkable for their

very striking medullary rays.

In both species these rays proceed from the pith to the
bark, increasing in breadth and volume as they recede
from the pith, so that by the time they reach the bark
they become of considerable thickness.

In one species, whose wood has a reddish tinge, there
are about 19 or 20 of these magnificent rays in a stem
exceeding half an inch in diameter ; the intermediate
spaces are filled up with woody fibres, in which occur
large vessels. In this species secondary medullary rays
rarely make their appearance. But in the other species,

which has a beautiful cream-coloured wood, of the shade
of our common Holly, secondary and tertiary medullary
rays make their appearance, so that in a stem three
quarters of an inch in diameter there will be as many as

30 primary rays, and as many more secondary rays. In
this, the commoner species of the two, the cortical system
is much thicker than in the first-mentioned species. Both
bear much resemblance to a wood-section in my cabinet
which is called " New Zealand Pepper," a plant of which
I am quite ignorant.

Ampelidetc-—Gaudichaud in his memoir (
'

' Recherches,

"

plate xiii., fig. 5, p. 109) gives a figure of the Cissus

hydrophora as one of the common lianas of the Brazil,

but I am not sure whether it occurs amongst the ropes

which reach this country. It is described by M. Netto
("Annates des Sciences," 5th ser. Bot. t. vi., p. 320;
"Comptes Rendus," torn. 62, p. 1076), and a short

summary is worth transcribing, as he had the advantage

of studying the living plant.

In the section of a young stem, beginning with the

bark, we have first a suberous layer, then a thick cellular

laver containing very little chlorophyll ; and having at the

side nearest the bark a mass of dotted cells whose walls

become very thick. On the inner edge of this cellular

layer we meet with a number of liberian bundles in front

of some woody bundles ; the latter are strikingly sub-

divided by the adjacent parenchyma into separate groups

so as to cause it to look more like the arrangement
generally seen in a monocotyledonous plant.

M. Netto mentions that the structure of the woody
mass is even more remarkable, since in the place of the

ordinary medullary rays cellular bands are projected from

the bark towards the pith, which form cortical rays.

Another peculiarity of the woody part is that, notwith-

standing it may be two years old, the woody fibres are so

loosely held together that they readily detach themselves

from the cellular tissue in which they are imbedded. The
stem must be at least three years old before it attains

anything like consistency ; this weakness, as contrasted

with other lianas, probably leads to its not being so

frequently used for packing purposes.

There is one histological character, however, presented

by this liana which will lead to its identification, and
that is the abundant quantity of raphidian crystals

contained in all parts of the stem. M. Netto describes

the form of these crystals as needle-shaped, but bifurcate

at one extremity—which is peculiar.

However abnormal many of the stems belonging to

these various orders may become, and however difficult it

may be to trace their divergency from the normal
structure, there can be no doubt that the characteristic

elements of the dicotyledonous stem are all present during

some portion of their lives. Their unequal development

may be brought about either by the vital energy of the

growing tissue of the bark being in excess of that of the

wood, or vice versa, from which circumstance will arise

the curious outlines presented by the relative distribut

of each ; or else it may be produced by a much more
copious deposition of woody tissue at some points of the

circumference than at others, from which will result

the curious forms presented by the Bauhinias and many of

the Malpighiacese.

The monocotyledonous division of the vegetable king-

dom has also its representatives amongst these ropes.
There are two species, perhaps belonging to the grasses,'
which I have met with

;
but in neither case is the entire

stem used. One species is much larger than the other,
their diameters being about 2 inches and 4 inches respec-
tively ; both are hollow and are divided into strips for use.
There are many other species found amongst these
pes which belong to other natural orders, such as the

Menispermaccas, Gnetacete, Asclcpiadacese, &c., but
knowledge of them is too limited to assign them to

their respective orders. Most of my specimens have
come from bales of Santos Cotton, and it would be as
well to keep a record of the localities from whence they
are derived. I am very anxious to get some from the
Pacific coast, where many species differing from Brazilian
species must be found. Gaudichaud mentions the neigh-
bourhood of Guayaquil, in Ecuador, as being particularly
prolific in these lianas.

I will conclude with a notice of another species which
was sent me from the Liverpool Docks by Mr. Griffiths,

whose structure is so puzzling that I know not whether to
call it dicotyledonous or monocotyledonous. It consists
of a central spongy mass of woody tissue apparently with-
out medullary sheath, pith, or medullary rays, and arranged

the form of a pentagon formed of semicircular lobes, the
whole being surrounded with what appears to be liber, which
has shrunk awayfrom the very thick and hard external bark,

s to leave the woody core isolated within it. The core
consists of woody fibres, but half its area is taken up

"th wide-mouthed vessels.

I may add that the whole of these lianas furnish
beautiful objects for the microscope.

|[0trcCS 0f §00hs.
The Student's Flora of the British Islands.
By J. D. Hooker, C.B., M.D., F.R.S., &c.,

Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew. Fcap. Svo,

pp. 504. London : Macmillan.

Botanists will, we imagine, take up this volume with a
mixed feeling. Students will hail its advent, and
appreciate its value, without any such admixture. The
professed naturalist will rejoice that so excellent a
summary of the views of the modern scliool of botanists

has been published, but he will lament that its execu-

tion should have delayed, as we fear it must
have done, the prosecution of that other work,
the "Genera Plantarum, " for the completion of

which so great a desire is felt. The student
— the beginner— whose wants the present volume
is intended to supply, is hardly in a position to share itt

this lament. For him all is gain. He has placed in

his hands in convenient form an admirable account of

the plants found wild in Britain. The descriptions,

which are clear, concise, and well contrasted, have

been drawn up from actual specimens, and then, as

we are assured, have been compared with those in

the usual British and Continental Floras, and collated

throughout with the account given of each species in

Dr. Symc's edition of the "English Botany." In-

deed, Dr. Hooker seems to a large extent to have
adopted the views of Dr. Syme, and, contrary to his

usual practice of late years, to have followed an analy-

tical plan of action rather than a synthetical one. It

is curious to conjecture how far Dr. Hooker's adhe-

sion to the Darwinian hypotheses may account for this

change. Variations and modifications apparently

trifling in themselves, assume a high degree of import-

ance under the theory of evolution. The "character"

we used to think lightly of may, for aught we know,
be the indication of a possible future change, or it may
be the sole remaining trace of an older and different

condition, in any case it is a sign which we must not

overlook. At the time when these variations were set

down merely to an "innate tendency to vary," for which
neither rhyme nor reason were alleged, we were justified

in passing over these deviations as of little import.

We were taught that plants varied because it was
'

' their nature to. " If a reason were sought, the answer

given was analogous to that of the medical student, who
when asked wliy opium acted as a sedative, answered
" Quia est in eo virtus dormitiva." It is far different

now : not the least of the services rendered by
Mr. Darwin has been the demonstration of the signifi-

cance of these variations, no matter how triHing they

may apparently be. Students and collectors used

(and we fear the practice has not altogether died out

yet) to look on plants merely as things to be collected,

named, ticketed, sorted, and put away. Their past

history, their living present, their possible future, were,

by all but a very few, ignored. The process followed

by many and many a so-called British botanist was to

get his specimens together just as the post-office em-

ployes get letters together. The officials in question

collect the letters, ascertain to what town or district

they are addressed, distribute them accordingly, and
finally deliver them to the individual for whom they

are intended, without troubling themselves as to where

the letters come from, by whom they were sent, or

what their contents may be. Now this process, unex-

ceptionable in the case of a post-office clerk, is not one

which should be held up to the student of Nature as

sufficient. It is his business to piy into Nature's

secrets, and the more deeply, the more minutely he

does so, provided he proceed with due intelligence,

the more likely he is to be successful. On this account

we are glad to see in the present volume a full account

(so far as the necessary limitations enforced by the

plan of the work will allow) of the more important
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"varieties" of British plants. The term variety,

we ought to say, is here subordinated to that of sub-

species. On this plan, what we used to call a marked

variety becomes a "sub-species," and the modifi-

cations of this latter are classed as "varieties." The

following e-xtract will suffice to show the plan followed

by the author :

—

" Sagina, L.—Pearl Wort.
'

' Very small tufted annual or perennial herbs. Leaves

subulate, connate at the base. Flffwers small, pedicelled.

Sepals 4—5. Petals 4—5, entire, sometimes minute or o.

Stamens 4, 5. 8, or 10. Ovary i-celled ;
styles 4—5,

oposite the sepals, ovules many. Capsule 4—5, valved to

the base. — DiSTRlB. Temp, and cold N. and S.

hemispheres ; species 8. Etym. doubtful.

"I. S. APETALA, L. ; annual primaiy and lateral

branches all flowering, the latter ascending, radical leaves

sub-rosulate, petals minute or o."

Dry banks, wall tops, &c. ; fl. May—August.—A slender,

almost filiform wiry herb, 4—10 inches; leaves i-ioth

—

i inch, spreading. Flowers i-i2th inch in diam., green.

pedicels capillary.—DisTRiB. Europe, N. Africa, W. Asia,

doubtfully indigenous in the U. States."

Then follow the descriptions of three sub-species,

apctala proper, ciliata and maritima, of which latter

four varieties—maritima proper, debilis, Jord. (sp.),

densa, Jord. {sp. ), and alpina, Syme, are admitted.

In this manner it will be seen that a very complete

account of the forms met with in Britain is given in

comparatively small compass. In determining what

should be admitted into, and what rejected from the

Flora, Dr. Hooker has followed the " London
Catalogue of British Plants ; " this being so it would

have been a great convenience if the numbers used to

indicate the plants in the catalogue had been employed

also in this book. References to good figures, especially

to those in the new edition of "British Botany," might

also advantageously be inserted in those future editions

which are sure to be called for.

Pleased as we are to call attention to so excellent a

book, and one so well adapted for students' use, we are

even more gratified at the promise held out in the last

paragraph of the preface. " When I commenced this

Flora," writes Dr. Hooker, "it w.as my intention to

have made it a record of those physiological and

morphological observations on British plants which

have of late given so great an impulse and zest to

botanical pursuits, and toward which I was offered much
assistance from my friends Mr. Darwin, Prof Oliver,
and Prof Dickson, of Glasgow, and this intention

was my chief inducement to imdcrtake the work. I

had, however, made but little progi'ess before I dis-

covered that the number of such observations was so

great, and that the value, accuracy, and interpretation

of many were so much disputed, that to make even a

small selection from them would be a very difticult task,

and would have filled a volume far exceeding the

dimensions required for students. I do not abandon
the hope of being able at some future time to undertake

such a task in the form of a companion to the
** Student's Flora."

British Floras we have, but no such digest as Dr.

Hooker has here alluded to. We do but echo the

general wish of botanists when we hope earnestly that

no long delay may elapse before the fulfilment of the

promise above expressed.

Bee Management.^Wc once more propose to

enter into the subject of keeping bees in our gardens,

whether for amusement or for profit. This latter point

has been so often written about, and such delusive

hopes have been held out of securing harvests of honey
to all who will follow a system, or adopt a certain con-

struction of some patent, or non-patent hive, that we
shall at once decline the aid ofany bee books, and refer

our readers to the practical experience of some 30 years,

leaving the naturalist, or even the common observer

of the instincts of bees, to follow our short instructions,

and judge for himself in the management of the

bees and hives, taking warning in time from expend-
ing money in useless hives and books, where disappoint-

ment and vexation are marked on the prices of the one
and the pages of the other.

We have, however, first to turn our attention to the

leading object in the bee-master's views on the subject.

If it be the idea of securing the largest quantity

of honey with the greatest sacrifice of bee-life, this may
be carried out in any locality where the bee pasturage

is abundant, and where meadows abound, with the

Willows and Alders to supply pollen or propolis,

with the Limes or Linden tree, with their honeydews
and pollen, or the later-flowering Heaths, for a full

autumn supply for the last fortnight's honey harvest,

as it is after their great summer breeding is over and
the drones have been destroyed that the largest stores

are treasured up, and a pound of honey a day is no
uncommon gathering for a strong stock of bees, be
they placed in any kind of hive, or box, or common
straw skep, so long as they are well protected from
heat and wet. For these, then, we do not write

;

they may follow the old destructive method of suffo-

cating the bees, to obtain their honey. This old

cottager's method has, however, been exploded, and the

Rev. C. W. Cotton's writings, in letters to cottagers

and others, has changed this foolish old custom of

"killing the goose for its egg," which experience has

proved to us for these many years that when the bees

have been saved from the autumn condemned hives

and joined into one family for the winter, and care has

been taken to secure the youngest and most prolific

queen bee for this united colony, these stocks, with very

little care and feeding, prove the most prosperous, and

form the best swarms for the following year. The reason

is this—we write from experience : the life of the worker

bee is now known to us almost as a certainty, both by

those who have acted as "registrars of bee life," and

those who have calculated the averages—that the lives

of bees extend to six months or a little over. We have

found that a colony of bees, left in October, will not have

a single individual alive in the May following ; so all

hatched and raised before May will have died out by

October of the same year—the casualties of summer, from

the birds, wind, and rain being gieater than those of

winter, when the bees are quiescent in their hives. We
proved this fact by introducing a Ligurian queen in the

autumn, when the drones had been destroyed, to a large

stock of the brown bees, when the whole of the bees have

been found to be of the yellow or Ligurian bee, in the

period mentioned ; and again, reversing the experiment,

we have found, by introducing a brown queen amongst

the Ligurians (first, of course, removing in each instance

the queens regnant), that the whole colony has be-

come brown bees. Whilst this settles the question of

the duration of life in the worker, we have equally

proved the ages of the drones and queens, which will be

stated upon another occasion, but we must protest

against any experiments being conclusive where the

bees have been diverted from their normal condition,

and have been cooped up in glass or experimental

hives. We know that the queen bee's life is only

extended so far as the seasons permit her to deposit the

eggs from the two ovaries, and when these are

exhausted, which they naturally are in the second

season, the queen dies ; but we must leave the question

to be discussed on another occasion. What, then, is

the use of saving the bees when they must die within

six months, the drones within four months—as we have

never been able to keep them alive after January or

February when raised in September or October pre-

viously? This question will be answered in a future

paper. J\I. D.

Florists' Flowers.
I HAVE read with much pleasure "R. D.'s" brief

but interesting comments on Violas and bedding

Pansies at p. 769. I have been a lover as well as a

cultivator of these gems for the last 20 years ; therefore

these comments cannot fail to whet one's appetite for

a glimpse at what is fresh and new in this type, and a

desire to compare them with the old but good sorts of

other days. My attention was directed a week or two

ago to an article in a leading daily paper, giving a

formal description of the Violas to be seen in bloom in

the nurseries of Messrs. Dicksons & Co., Leith Walk,
Edinburgh. It reminded me of Mr. D. Thomson's

(then of Archerfield) predictions for them some three

years ago, which induced me to see them, and form

their better acquaintance. The product of those then

described, and subjected to a trial, would, I am certain,

now surprise and delight him. The crosses with

montana, lutea, and amoena, are marvellous, and

extraordinarily fertile in selfs of all hues and shades

—

repeating " R. D.'s " statement that all bedding Pansies

should be of self colour, which holds good in every

kind of bedding plant if they are to be effective.

With permission I noted down a few of the most

telling for my own guidance—keeping habit of plant,

size of flower, and colours in view. Violea lutea

pallida is a clear primrose, flowers large, habit com-

pact, most profuse bloomer, quite a distinct shade of

colour among bedding Violas, and is sure to be

in demand for that purpose. V. lutea Grievei,

rich yellow, large flower, branching habit, yet

dwarf, and free growing; most profuse bloomer.

This one, I understand, had a First-class Certificate

at the International Show. The next lutea is a

little gem, called The Fairy, with under petals

clear rich yellow, slightly pencilled, upper petals puce,

deeply edged with yellow ; ver>- neat, an extraordinary

free bloomer, and which will be charming for small beds,

the flowers standing well above the foliage.

One named New Colour is quite a novelty, also a

self and a colour much wanted
;
ground colour peach,

streaked with plum ; flowers round, with more of the

Pansy substance and form about it than any already

named ; habit dwarf, very free grower, and profuse

bloomer. Purple King is another wonderful

variety, a large dark purple flower, with a small golden

eye ; plant of dwarf branching habit, flowers of great

substance, retaining their colour pure to the last ; it

had a First-class Certificate at the International. Of
the mountain race is Viola suaveolens major, a fine

deep clear yellow flower, veiy large, well formed, and

of great substance ; very sweet scented, of a dwarf
branching habit, an immense fiowerer, and will be a

great acquisition. Then comes Viola montana aurea,

clear yellow flower, much larger than montana, but

blooms more profusely ; very close compact habit. My
own idea of bedding Violas leads me to fancy that

those two can scarcely be improved, certainly not in

the colour, and any addition to the size would not

be an advantage for standing the weather.

Viola amctna Excelsior is a fine light clear purple

plant, of much freer growth, but still retaining the

creeping dwarf habit of that species ; the flowers,

which are much lai-ger than the parent, stand well

above the foliage ; it is a most profuse bloomer.

Viola amcena oculata has upper petals of a light

pui-ple, under petals light mauve, with a distinct small

eye ; habit same as the last. Viola amcena Polly is

similar in size and habit to the above, but with a

clearer white centre, strongly pencilled, and a most
effective variety as a bedder. Viola coriacea is a clear

white, very large, and exceedingly dwarf, equal in size

to a good show Pansy, with a much stouter petal than

Cliveden White ; habit very dwarf, blooms very freely,

and is one that cannot be dispensed with. There was
a seedling from Viola stricta, of much dwarfer habit

than the parent, colour of a pure white, which is likely

to take the place of any other white at present out ;

but the plant was too small for nie to form a distinct

opinion respecting it.

At the same time I noted their bedding Pansy

Celestial, a rich dark blue, of a charming shade of

colour, with fine round flowers of great substance,

quite fit for a competition stand ; the colour is new
among Pansies, it blooms as freely as Imperial Blue ;

but as a bedder I like it better, it does not show the

dark blotch, detracting nothing from its grand eflfect.

Summing up the list of their new and much needed
hardy bedding plants with Viola amcena magniftca,

montana Dicksoni, and comuta Vanguard—which are

not only first in their sections, but conspicuous among
many of the highest merit,—they are, in fact, the real

type of what bedding Violas ought to be, keeping their

colour and texture for the whole season.

Messrs. Dicksons & Co. have the newest strains

planted side by side with the original and other known
sorts, as well as in pots, thus making the labour of

drawing comparisons of little trouble and ensuring cor-

rectness in decision. The plants were put out in beds in

the second week of February with older varieties ; they

have been in full bloom since the middle of April,

and are still improving, notwithstanding the severe

drought and cold winds of the past spring months. On
some of the seedling plants I counted 25 good and
fresh flowers and 13 buds ready to open, and some of

last October's cuttings had no less than 17 fresh blooms
expanded ; this is not a criterion, for in ordinary cases

they would have a great many more, as the numerous
visitors to this attractive spot are constantly carrying

away with them handfuls of blooms to admire and be
admired.

This firm has been well known for the last 30 years

as successful raisers and cultivators of our best show
Pansies, and must be accorded every credit for

their perseverance in following up a subject which,

though full of interest in itself, yet must appear at first

very distant from pecuniary interest. To the lovers of

this charming race it would be a treat worthy of a long

day's journey to see the hybridising grounds of the

new Violas in the Leith Walk Nursery. A. McLeod^
Newbattle Abbey, Dalkeith.

Miscellaneous.
Improvements in Rdadmaking. — Experiments

are to be tried in one of the suburban parishes of Lon-
don with a steam road-rammer, which, if the promises

held out by the patentees, Messrs. Gore & Green, be

fulfilled, is calculated to effect a revolution in road-

making, and entirely supersede the steam-roller, as yet

but slightly in use. The advantages claimed for the

invention are, that it combines a traction-engine and
rammer : hence it can be readily and easily moved
from place to place. The machine is said to be equally

applicable to roads paved with granite cubes and
macadam. The blow from the hammer can be regu-

lated. The machine is said to be so simple that any
one of ordinary intelligence can work it. Builder.

Rose Growing.—In England there are two classes

of Rose-growers, those who grow for plants and those

who grow for flowers. The two points are not usually

combined in the same individual with the highest degree

of success. As the results sought are different, so are

the means used in their attainment. Those who grow
for show let the dormant buds of the last year's budded
plants flower from the first growth, and by means of

high manuring, copious watering, and disbudding,

induce a fat growth and fat flowers, which, by the use

of hand-glasses, flower-pots, mats, canvas, and other

warming, bleaching, shadmg, or disbudding processes,

as the case may require, obtain flowers of a size and
complexion which are not often met with except on the

exhibition tables. True, the garden during this process

is in a state of infinite disorder, but what does that

matter to your exhibitor? He grows for a purpose,

and attains it. The grower for plants, on the contraiy,

stops the shoots of the last year's budded plants when
only a few inches long, whereby he destroys the

first bloom ; but he gets a later bloom, and, what he
chiefly aims at, instead of a few stout and often ill-

ripened shoots, many well-placed shoots of moderate
growth and well ripened. In France, although some
growers show and some do not, there is not this broad
difference in their practice of cultivation. All grow
for plants. I discussed at length with several of them
the diflferent ideas of showing prevalent in England and
in France, and agreed with them that the extra size of
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the flowers obtained in England by the disbudding

process was dearly bought by the absence of flower

buds. I discussed this with M. Margotlin, especially

at the flower show at Sceaux, where the Rosc^ were in

some cases very good. There was one fully expanded
flower of each sort exhibited, surrounded with leaves

and two, three or four beautiful buds in various stages

of development. There was far more beauty to my
eye in these Roses than in the larger flowers seen after-

wards at the Crystal Palace and Kensington, leafless

end budless, bald and unnatural, though vei7 tidily set

up like so many rows of balls or teacups in a toy or

china shop. But chaatn h son gout. IV. Pmil^ in
" Florist ami Pomologist.'''

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
All the hardier kinds of Stoz'c Plants which have been

pn)perly inured to the full action of the air may be
safely removed at this time into conservatories, green-

houses, &c., provided these are kept rather close and
free from actual draughts. In many instances such a

change will be much approved of by those who are

necessarily limited to one or two houses only, because
the house which contains greenhouse plants, and especi-

ally such things as Camellias^ Indian Azaleas, &c., will

be all the better for being kept closer, for the purpose of
ripening the new wood and perfecting the bloom-buds.
Then, again, at this season we are wont to introduce
into such houses Fuchsias^ Balsams, Cockscombs^ Gloxi-

nias, and all similar plants, the better to maintain them
in full bloom as long as possible. It is unnecessary for

me to observe that when so introduced a close, mode-
rately shady place is the most suitable for them. All

Bc-go?iias, even those coming from the hotter regions,

will be better prepared for winter by being placed in

such a position for a month or six weeks. B. wcltoni-

ensis, which is now showing flower freely, will attain

more colour and do far better in moderate temperature
than when pampered up in a close moist atmosphere.
I cannot without some misgivings recommend the

placing of any hardier kinds of greenhouse plants out-

of-doors yet, so exceedingly cold are the nights, with
but few exceptions. If any of them could be placed
out, it would be such as Oleanders, Oranges, Agaves ixnd

other subjects of the Genista and Coronilla type, which
are not likely to receive any veiy great amount of
injury. Attend to the choicer kinds of Primulas.
Propagate by division all double flowered or other
favourite varieties, of which a larger stock is required.

Such plants as these do much better if turned out of
their pots into a nicely sheltered shady place, in a

good rich sandy comport in which plenty of leaf-

mould is intermixed. Pot off all young seedling
Primulas into 60-sized pots, as soon as they are

large enough to handle ; and place them in a
close, cool frame for a week or two, keeping the air

moist around them. Flood the floors of all kinds of

structures at this date, and endeavour to afford to the

inmates as great an amount of atmospheric humidity as

possible. Attend at this particular time to the neces-

sary painting, cleansing, or repairing of all stoves

which require such renovation, for no better oppor-
tunity is likely to occur.

FORCING HOUSES.
Do not fail at this very trying season to give all

outdoor Vine borders such occasional soakings of water
as will not fail to afford a full supply of moisture to all

the roots. Too frequently during dry seasons, such as

the present, a short supply of water lays up an evil for

an ensuing season, in the fonn of slow growth, with
plenty of dormant buds. In the case of all such
borders as have not been plentifully supplied with
water, even if a little rain should fall, it will be
advisable to give them a liberal allowance forthwith.
Some consideration should, of course, be had to the
stage in which the crops are. Finish thinning all late

Grapes, such as Lady Downe's, &c., which arc intended
for use through the winter. Be careful not to permit
too densely packed bunches to remain, but by using
the pnming scissors freely, though with judgment,
endeavour to ensure the air free access throughout
every part, at a subsequent date when each berry has
gi-own to its full size. Stop the laterals upon these,

until the first stage of swelling is completed, when a
little growth may be advantageously allowed. Do not
omit, at this early stage in the swelling of the berries,

to give air early in the morning, say by 7.30, when the

weather is favourable. Attend carefully to all forward
successional Pines, in the matter of root watering, as

many of them will now have well nigh filled their pots

with roots, and will therefore need a supply, commen-
surate with their increased requirements. Both Pines and
Grapes, which are now ripening fast, will be materially

benefited by having a very small amount of air left on
nightly ; this not only has a beneficial influence upon
the fruit, but by neutralising the condensation it

ensures a far more buoyant atmosphere, and, in

consequence, is better in keeping ^vlth the requirements
of the plants.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Runners upon Strawberry plants should be cut away

close to the base, immediately they show, in all

instances where they are not required for the purposes

of propagation. These should always be selected and
made use of at the earliest possible moment, if fine

strong plants are in request for forcing during the

ensuing winter. For such purposes always layer

them into small pots, and if possible plunge the

pots into the soil, so that they become dry less fre-

quently than would otherwise be the case. Procure
the necessary protective materials for Cherry trees^ the

fmit upon which is now ripening. Place a nice layer

of straw around Strawben-ies to keep them free from
dirt and gritty matter, should heavy showers of rain

fall. During the first really moist period the clay from
around all gi"afts should be carefully removed, and at

the same time the ligatures should be loosened so that

the graft and scion may swell and grow away freely

together.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Tulip should be taken up in all instances when the

tops are tolerably ripe, and be placed in an open shed
where they will have plenty of light and air, and be
protected from superficial rains. In the outdoor
flower garden, order, neatness, and a scrupulous regard

to cleanliness should be the order of the day. To
neglect these essential points is to deprive the garden
of half the beauty it would otherwise possess. Edgings
of Cerastiuvi should have the flowers constantly picked

or clipped off. And it will be necessary thus early to

clip it neatly around the edges that it be not permitted

to run beyond its legitimate limits. To permit

this plant at this early season to gi'ow away too

freely, necessitating its being cut back somewhat
severely at a later date, is to spoil its capacity for

display afterwards, because, as the shoots elongate,

tke foliage, which becomes buried away beneath,

"yellows" and dies, so that when it is cut back to

these old useless leaves it takes a long time in fonliing

young shoots, and, in fact, never again during that

season attains its proper colour. Brush and clean up
well beneath evergreen shruos, for few things look

more unsightly or are more to be deprecated in a neat and

enjoyable garden, than symptoms of decay. Common
and Portugal Laurels may now have the young shoots

pruned or clipped in. The operation is best performed

with the knife, and is quickly got over by a handy
person. When clipped back to an even surface with

shears there is the great drawback of cutting in twain

all leaves which come in the way, the edges of which

subsequently decay and do not fail to give evidence of

this somewhat barbarous practice. Give thorough

soakings of water to the roots of all shrubs planted

during the past winter. These remarks apply also

with equal force to all Hardy Pereiuiial Plants, the

flowers upon which are valued, and which have only

been planted out during the present spring. Ranun-
culuses are producing a somewhat small and premature

bloom this season ; shading should be had resort to in

all instances where, by proper sprinklings, &c., the

growth has been somewhat finer, and hence more
prolonged in bringing the flowers "out." Outdoor
planted Chrysanthemums should have frequent copious

waterings.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Constantly looking forward fcft- a fall of rain, I can

only suggest that immediately such a felicitous period

arrives we must set "all hands" to work sowing,

planting, transplanting, and thinning out the various

successional crops in this department. Not a weed
should be permitted to remain to enjoy such a treat of

rain, or it will soon assert its native supremacy over the

nursed and cultivated neighbouring crops. Tomatos,

Chilis, Capsicums, Kidge Cucumbers, and Vegetable

Marrcnvs, Celery, &c., will need frequent waterings if

the present weather continues. In the majority of

instances the wholesome contents of a manure tank

will be most beneficial to them. Sow early Peas for a

late crop, such as Sangster's No. I. Veitch's Per-

fection is a good late podder, and so also is Ne Plus

Ultra. The seed should be watered in the drill rows

immediately it is sown and before the soil is drawn

over them. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
If not already done shift the large-flowered Chry-

santhemums into their blooming pots, which should

not be less in size than those known as 24-inch, though

1 prefer 16. They should then be plunged, halfway up

the pot, in an open border, on a small flower-pot

placed upside down, to keep out the worms. If you

have not a convenient spot to plunge them in, in the

border, they may be stood on the walks, if boards are

placed in front of them to protect the roots from the

heat of the sun during hot weather. Put in pipings of

Pinks as soon as possible, for the sooner they are struck

now the better plants they will make to stand the

winter. Take off the young shoots of this season's

growth, and cut them off at the third or fourth joint

with a sharp knife ; at the same time remove the lower

leaves, being careful not to tear the stem, and shorten

them at the apex of the shoots. The pipings will then

be ready for putting in the ground, which should be

prepared for them by sifting some fine soil, about

3 inches deep, and covering it with a layer of silver-

sand, afterwards well watering it, and allowing it to

become somewhat solid before putting in the pipings.

These points being attended to, the cuttings should be

thmst into the ground up to the leaves, and about

2 inches apart. A gentle watering should then be

given to settle the earth around them, and when they

are dry cover them with a hand-glass or paper cover,
and shade them from the mid-day sun. They will then
require nothing more until they have made roots,

which will be in about five weeks, at whicli time the
cover should be lifted off for a few days, prior to their

being planted out. y. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON
Foe the Week ending Wednesday, June 15, 1870.

Hygromcl rical Deduction

Month

Day.

, Sunday., 740 S^o

^
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white woolly cc

Chronicle, p. 3
cative in future querie?. /. O. IV.

Insects on Geraniums: A. J. C, Bedford. We
found in the box of fragments of stems of Geraniums
sent, several specimens of a small snake millepede, a
young specimen of Lithobius {another species of Myric-

pod), and a young wood-louse (Oniscus sp.), all

feeders upon decaying vegetable matter, and by no
means likely to have been the original cause of the

injury to the plants. The millepedes may be trapped
by sinking slices of Poiatos near the plants, and if they

are verv numerous, the soil should be carefully removed
and burnt. /. O. W.

IsoMKTRiCAL Drawing. A correspondent informsus that
* "The Illustrated Drawing Book, for the use of Schools,

Students, and Artizans," by Robert Scott Burn,
contains much useful information, and many examples
of isometrical and other systems of drawing." His
copy is the third edition, revised—London : Ward &
Lock, 1856— and he considers it wonderfully cheap
at 2s.

Names of Plants : W. H. Tragopogon porrifolius

(Salsafy).— y./'.C. Ceanothus coWmns.-J. H. 1,3,4,7.
Athyrium Filix-fosmina ; 2, Lastrea montana

; 5, Cys-
topteris fragihs ; 6, PoU'podium hexagonopterum.

—

Geo. Sturge. Some Casuarina— we cannot tell which
from the specimen. In Australia they are called "Oaks,"
or sometimes Beef Wood. In the Fiji Islands Dr.
Seemann says the canibals used to eat human flesh

with forks made from the wood of a species of
Casuarina, while all other food was eaten with the
fingers.— ,V. G. N. Your Oncid is one of a herd of
yellow-flowered species that abound on the wastes of
South America, from Honduras to Rio Janeiro, but it

would be impossible, without devoting half a day to the
enumeration, to pretend to say which it is. They are
all worthless.— IV.M. i, Potamogelonpusillus, probably,
but it is not well developed ; 2. one of the many forms
of Ranunculus aquatilis.

—

J. H. Hawkins. The
Feather Hyacinth (Muscari comosum), a very old
friend.

Nursery Gardens : Tino. Ask Messrs. Osborn,
Fulham, or Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross.

Pear Leaves and Fruit : R. O. D. This is an
aggravated case of the affection which is so common
on Pear leaves, which seems to consist in a mere hyper-
trophy of some of the cells. As long as it is confined to
the leaves it does not seem to be injurious, but when it

attacks the Pears themselves it is fatal. Your Pears,
however, have evidently other enemies. They have
been attacked by some caterpillar, and have apparently
suffered also from cold winds. M. J. B.

Pelargonium: G. J. W. In the way of Madame
Werle, and apparently not so good as that variety.

Propagating House : 20 Years Subscriber. The
house you propose to erect should answer sufficiently

well in the situation indicated, or better if, as we under-
stand you, it can be turned so as to face the west. The
utility of the house will depend more on the complete-
ness of the internal arrangements, as to affording a
regular supply of heat and moisture at the busy season,
than upon its aspect or position.

Roses : R, F. asks how many varieties of Roses he must
show to meet the requirements of the following class in

the schedule for the Salisbury Rose Show:— "48 blooms,
3 trusses of each, distinct varieties." We suppose 48
varieties are intended, but this " R. F." should be able
to judge from the position of the class in respect to
others, and from the amount of the prizes. If so, it

ought certainly to have been more clearly expressed.
Rust on Grapes : //. /•'. The berries sent are affected
with rust, mainly attributable to the cause you surmise.
There is no cure for it.

Spot on Peaches : y. C. S. This is a clear case of
mildew on the fruit. It is in a too advanced stage now
to be cured, as the injury is done. It ought to be
checked at its commencement. As your trees seem
somewhat subject to it, we would recommend you next
year to sulphur them as soon as the fruit is fairly
set, and repeat the process frequently. The cause of
its appearance it is difficult to determine. Some
varieties—indeed, the two you mention—are more
subject to mildew than others.

Various: Subscriber, i. The simplest, and perhaps the
most useful, of all boilers, especially for small houses,
is the old saddle, of which there are various forms. 2.

Tiles are about as economical as anything you can use,
when you take durability into .consideration, and
decidedly cleaner

; you may, however, have good path-
ways made of slips of wood, 3 inches by ij, nailed on
quartering, with half inch meshes, which is tolerably
cheap, and lasts a good time. 3. Yes. Plant your
Vines at 3^ feet apart, afterwards you may adopt the
extension system if you think proper, by cutting out any
plant which does not grow well or proves worthless.
4. Vines planted outside will, we consider, suit your
purpose best. 5. The sooner the Vines are planted
the better

;
now, or a month hence, will do, or in

winter any time. 6. For Geraniums (Pelargoniums
properly) you had better apply to your nearest nursery.
The varieties are so numerous that you might find it

difficult to procure just what we might name for you.

Communications Received : T. S. {too late).—A. C—P. G.—W. P-. A._G. J. W.—R. S.—G. S.—E W—R McC

—

A. B. C.-W. W. G.-Subscriber.-J. E. IX

POTATOS.—Southtuark, Ju7te 15.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
very small, only a few lots m sacks bv steamers. As all
the old Potatos at this market will be' finished in two or
three days, this will be the last report for the
season. The following are this day's quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 120J. to 130J. ; Dunbar and
East Lothian Regents, iooj. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and

Fifeshiredo., loar. to t.\os.\ Do. Rocks, loos. to iioj. ; Do.
Reds, 95J. to looj. ; French and Belgian WTiites, 90J.

to lOOJ.

CO VENT GARDEN.—June 17.

We have little to record this week, as markets and
prices remain much the same. Flowers comprise Orchids,
Roses, Pelargoniums, Heaths, Fuchsias, Lobelias, Migno-
nette, Pinks, and the usual description of bedding plants.

Fruit.

.. 36Apples, p. i sievi

Apricots, per do;
Cherries, per lb.

Cobs, per lb.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 6
Artichokes, p. doz. . . 3 o
Beet, per doz. ..so
Broccoli, per doz. ..10
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10
Carrots, p. bunch ..04— young, p. bun. i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. i

Celery, p. bund. .. i

Cucumbers, each . . i

Endive, per doz. .. i

French Beans, p. 100 2

Garlic, per lb. . . o
Herbs, per bunch ..

HorseRadish,p.bun, 3

Potatos, York Rege
nor. to 1401. ; new ro
145. to 24^. do.

)— 4 <

s.d.

Melons, each .. 6 ot
Nectarines, per doz. 16 o -

Oranges, per 100 ..60-
Peaches, per doz. . . 18 o -

Pears, per doz -

Pine-apples, per lb. 60-
Strawberries, p. lb. . 30-

Vegetables.

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, p. score .

.

Mint, per bunch .

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions.per bunch ..

Parsley, per bunch .

Potatos, new, p. lb.

Salsafy, per bundle .
6-3 o

do.

Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 30
Radishes, per doz, .. 10 — 16

— 04
j

Turnips, yng., p. bun. 09 — 10

WANTED, an
Nursery, Floris

Lease. ^[50 cash requir
Apply to G. R.,32, Rolhcrficld Street, Islingloi

A PRACTICAL FARMER
charge of a young Gcnlleman.

tion in rcaJly practical Farming,
Terms on application,—Mr. LOV
Mr. JEMMETT, Murrell Hill Farm", Biiifield, Berk:

ishes to undertake the
m. as PUPIL, desirous of instruc-
IIc can ofler a comfortable home.
EJOY, The Library, Reading; or

WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN.—A smart,
active, intelligent Man, with a good general knowledge of th(

Nursery and Seed Business, to act as SALESMAN and BOOK
KEEPER, and generally Superintend a pushing Business in the

Covcnt Garden, VV.C.

he same, would be preferred. A suitable Man
icouragement.—E. W., 41, Wellington Street,

WANTED, a First-class SOFT-WOODED PROPA-
GATOR—Must thoroughly understand the Cultivation and

Management of Soft-wooded Plants in general, and be able lo produce
good references as to sobriety, integrity, and industrj-,— t. & A.
SMITH, The Nurseries, West Dulwich.

WANTED, a first-class SOFT-WOODED PRO-
PAGATOR —H. Canneli. is in immediate want of a first-

class Propagator of Soft-wooded Plants (only). He must be quick,
active, and mtelligent, also thoroughly understand the Florist Tlower
business. A good character for honesty and sobriety is indispensable.
Liberal and progressive wages and every encouragement will be given
to a good Man, AoDlications. in first instance, in own handwritintr.
with full particula:
being determined
H. CANNELL. F.R.H.ST. VVoolw

W^
id who ajso understands Kitchen Gardening and the I

rruic Trees. Must be induf ' '

his demeanour, and have an
Lodge, Southall.S-W.

WANTED, by a Widow Lady, a Man and Wife-
Man as GARDENER, and to take care of Pony and Chaise,

and make himself useful; Wife as GENERAL SERVANT, of kind
disposition, cleanly in person and work—Apply, by letter, stating full
particulars and wages, to A. B., Post Office, Egham, Surrey.

WANTED, a thoroughly proficient TRAVELLER
for a large Nursery and Seed Establishment near London.—

Address, stating full particulars as to terms, references, &c., to S. T. A
Messrs, Hooper and Co., Centre Avenue, Covcnt Garden. W.C-

MESSRS. DOWNIE. LAIRD and LAING are in
WANT of a SHOPMAN for their Edinburgh Establishment.

He must have had good experience, and be well recommended.—
Apply by letter, giving full particulars, references, and salary expected,— 17. South Frederick Street. Edinburgh.

WANTED, a Young Man of good experience, as
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN in a Provincial ?Iouse. -Apply in

own handwriting, slating age, references, salary expected, ic, to

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

w Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

applic
rtaken, wages offered, &c, :

selected.—Highgate N s, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen,— Further particulars given on application to Messrs E G
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood',
London, N.W.

GARDENER (He A d).—Middle-aged, married,
without incumbrance ; thorough practical Man. Over five

years in last situation. — JAMES FOWLER, Plompton Hall,
Knaresborough, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no incum-
brance : thoroughly understands Kitchen and Flower Gardening,

and tlic Management of Greenhouse Plants; also hasagood knowledge

GARDENER (Head).—Age 46, no incumbrance
;

has a thorough practical knowledge of Vme Cultivation.
Orchard-houses, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the routine of
Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Seven years' good character from
last situation, and two-and-half from the one now leaving.

—

J. PERKINS. Walditch. Bridport.

GARDENER (Head), age 29, married, one child.-

J. Wright begs to offer his services to any Nobleman, Lady, .

Gentleman requiring a first-class practical Gardener, welt up in eve
u u_f.L f___:-_ includmg the Managei '" "

ivestigation.—J. WRIGHT, Kingston, Tetsworth,

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance ;

well skilled in all branches of the profession. Highest
references,-A. B., Post Office, South End, Catford, Lewisham. Kent,

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentle-
man going abroad ; Sydney (Australia) preferred.—Single ; under-

years' character.—R. F.,

C:i ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married ; thoroughly
^ practical in all branches of the proiession. Six years' excellent

character from present employer,—M, J. CL.A,RKE, Gardener to
Sir W. H. Humphery, Bart-, Penton Lodge, Andover.

G1
ARDENER (Head), to live off the place, and withii

^ 12 miles of London.—Age 38; a successful Cultivator of Stoy<
nd Greenhouse Plants. Ferns; Early and Late Forcing of Fruit'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married ; thoroughly
understands the profession, including Early and Late Forcing,

Kitchen and Flower Gardening, also a good Plant Grower. Three
years in last place. Good character.—C. D., Post Office, Leatherhcad,

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and AGENT.
—Age 28 ; has had 13 years' practical experience in first-class

establishments ; thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Vines,
Pines, Mushrooms, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Orchids and Nepenthes ; also Orchard-houses, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, and tne Management of Land and Stock. Good

HigK t references.—A. B., Post Office, Utto

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and BAILIFF.
—Age 41, married ; is thoroughly experienced in Early and Late

Forcing ail kinds ofchoice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables; also Kitchen
and Flower Gardening, the Management of Land and Stock, Keeping
Accounts, &c. Wife a good Dairywoman, if required. Eleven and <

half be produced.—A. B., 6, Eden Place,

GARDENER (Foreman), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Establishment —Age 24, single ; has had experience

both in Gentlemen's Establishments and Plant departments in London
Nurseries. Good references.—A. B., Messrs. RoUisson's, The Nur-
series. Lower Tooling, Surrey.

branches. Highly r ended.—D. M. T,, Mr. Sprigings" Nur:

/^ARDENER.—Age 30, married; thoroughly under-
V^ stands the profession ; can take charge of Meadow Land, if

required. Has good references.—HAMBURG, Post Office, Hounds-
down, Southampton.

GARDENER.—Mr. WiLKiE, Oak Lodge, Kensington,
W., is anxious to procure a situation as above, for a middle-aged

Man, who has had great and varied experience in all branches of the
profession. Well acquainted with Horticultural Buildings and
Ground work, Evcr>- particular given on application as above.

GARDENER.—H. Lane & Son have on their List e

first-class Gardener, age 18, open to an engagement ; thoroughly
npctcnt in the branches of Early and Late for of Fruits, Or-

:hids. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns. &c. : has'becn a successful
Exhibitor at the Metropolitan and Provincial Shows.—The Nurseries,

t Bcrkhamstead. Herl

G^

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26, married ;

can undertake the Management of a. Greenhouse, &c., and
Flower and Kitchen Garden, Four years' good character from
present employer.—J. F. W., Post Office, Earlcy, Reading.

GARDENER (Under).—A respectable, steady, young
Man. Good recommendation from last place—H. B., Post

Office, Warmly, near Bristol,

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or BAILIFF.—Middle-
ape, married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands both

professions ; has a thorough knowledge of Farming both Heavy and
Light Land; has had the Alanagcmcnt of large Grass Farms, Buying
and Selling of Stock, &c.—^^ N., Fairfield Collage, Hounslow,
Middlesex,

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment,—Has a practical knowledge of Gardening in all

branches. Good reference.—E. BRADLEY, Newton Nurseries,
Chester.

J^^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
- —Has had good practice in the Culture of Exotic Orchids and

Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, and
other fiuits, Forcing and General Gardening. Good character from

iploycr (Mr. Hill, Gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., Poles
irk), also from pre :—J. PARKER, Poles Gardens, Ware,

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR. —Age 37, married ;

no objection to Travel, Considerable experience- Good refer-
cnces— B. C, Mr. Tooley's, North End, Hampstcad, N.W,

F
To Nurserymen.

OREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR, in
the House Department.—Age 38; has been used to growing a
ral Collection of Plants for Market and other purposes.—A. B.,
L's, Fruiterer. 5. Market Place, Leytonstone Road. Stratford, Essex.

PROPAGATOR (or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN)
of Roses, Rhododendrons, Conifers. &c.—Has been for the last

six years in the largest Rose Nursery in the North, Satisfactory refer-

ence.—ALPHA, R- T. Blackwell, Darlington-

B^
AGENT or FARM STEWARD (at Michaelmas next),

where a good Herd of Cattle is kept,—An experienced Person,
who has had the entire Management of a large Farm and first-class

Herd of Cattle.—For further particulars apply to A., John Thornton,
15, Langham Place, London,

UTEWARD or BAILIFF. —Age 45, married, no
Cj incumbrance ; has had the Management of an Estate of 500
acres- Two good refcrences.-Mr. STEVENSON, SiUwood Park,
Sunninghill, Staines.

To Noblemen or Landed Proprietors.

AGENT or LAND STEWARD.—A Gentleman, who
has had many years' experience in the Management of a large

Estate, and who is also a practical Agriculturist, wishes to obtain a
situation as above. Can give the most satisfactory references as to

ability and character.—F. J. A., Messrs. Thomas Gibbs & Co,, Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, W.

FARM BAILIFF or STEWARD. — Respectable,
middle-aged, married; thoroughly understands the business.

Can be highly recommended bypresent employer.—O. H, LATIMER,
Chesham, Bucks.

IMPROVER, in a first-class Provincial Nursery.—
Age 19, respectable, intelligent; good knowledge of Seed Trade.

Can Paint and Draw from Nature. Medal awarded. Four years'
excellent character. — State salary, &c , to W. G,, Post Office,
Lavcnham, Suffoik.

To the Seed Trade.
HOPMAN,—Ten years' experience in the best Retail
Houses^ A slight Knowledge of the Nursery Business. Country

preferred.—C. W.,
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T
To Nurserymen.

O BE LET, on Lease, nearly THIRTY ACRES of
L.\ND, hichtv suitable for Nursery purposes, near Ii,if,.shot. with

- iriclrom Sui.ninudalc Station,

Southdown Farm.

rO BE LET, at Michaelmas next, a F.4RM, consist-

ing of aliout 550 Acres of Arable, Pasture, anil Sheep Down, with

food Residence, and Seven Labourers' Cottages,
or particul.irs. apply to Mr. T. COLGATE. Glynde, Lewes, Sussen.

To Florists and Nurserymen.
O BE LET, in the best position in St. John's Wood,
a SlltlP roNSERVATORV, well adapted for the Sale of Plants,

Seeds, Birds, and tiold Fish.

Api>li 10 .\o. I, Hueen's Terrace, St. John's Wood, N.W.

T
HigLly Important to Florists,

Desirous of earning on a successful Market Trade, in conjunction
with a good Local JobbinR Uusiiiess.

TO BE LET, or the LEASE to be SOLD, with
possession, of the NORFOLK NURSERY, Shacklewcll, Middle-

sex, ten minutes' walk from Dalston Junction, comprising about
1 a. 1 r. 30 p., with the Erections thereon, vh. :—10 Greenhouses,
mosllv of modern construction, ranges of Pits, Stabling, and other
Outbuildings, and every appliance to ensure a successuil business.

The whole is held on a Lease from Lady-day, 1865, for a term of 21

years, at the cxcecdinqlv low rental of ^34 per annum. 1 he LEASE,
also, of FOUR DWELLING HOUSES, adjoining, held for the same
term, three of which are let to respectable tenants ; the othi '

' "

n hand, may be occupied by a ^

"iurserv. For further particulars appl
PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, Aut

ng or purchasing the

Radnorshire, South Wales.
>EN CWM FARM, about 940 Acres, 800 of which

lilable for Ploughing, will be LET on LEASE, for 21 y

fora first-class Tenant. It has_ been Fenced, Drained,

phosphate having been put into it during the last three years. A New
.^imed, and Reclai tity of Lime, Salt, and Su

ig the last three years
Tiplete set of New FaTied Ht

ings have been erected and arranged, so that it can be used either for

a Dairy or as a Feeding and Fattening Farm, being in the centre of a
great oreeding country, and only 10 miles by an excellent road from
Newtown, in Montgomeryshire, a first-class Railway Station, 6'i hours
from London, and i% from Liverpool, Manchester, and Birmingham,
lhu9 affording easy access to those great Meat Markets. Pen Cwn is

a fine Hill Farm, which, being so lar south, has a climate much the

pied in Plantations and Fences, 50 acres are Steep Hill Sides
Rough Pasture: 50 acTes more are Bottom Land, suitable for Cow
Pastures and Meadows, and 800 acres arc good Ploughable Land,
easily worked, and suitable for a 5 or 6 or 7 course rotation, 3 years in

For full printed particulars apply to G. HAIG, Esq., Pen Ithon,

SALES BY AUCTION.
Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVE.NI.S will SELL by AUCTION', at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C

on FRIDAY, June 24, _ at hajf-past 12 o'clock precisely, choi

importation of Cattleya superb;
np of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Syon Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Highly important SALE of V.iluablc and Rare TROPICAL FRUIT.

ING and FLOWERING TREES, SHRUBS, and PLANTS, of
luxurious growth ; for sale in consequence of a rearrangement of
the Gardens.

AREBROTHER, LYE, and WHEELER, beg to
give notice that they are honoured with instructions from his
the_Duke ofNorthumberlajid to SELL by AUCTION, at Syon,

F
on WEDNESDAY, Jun Clock,
TROPICAL PLANTS and TREES, of
among which will be found some of the finest speciii

growth

;

Caladiums of sorts
Carolinea alba
Chrysophyllum Cainito
Cocos sp., and other I'ain

agetta lin

alms in vi

Saccharum oflicir

Sterculia nobilis
Theobroma cacao

lid in consequence of alterations and a re-arrangement of the

May be viewed two days prior, by Catalogues only, obtainable of
Mr. FAIRBAIRN,Gardener, atSyoniof Mr. JUDSON, Syon House-
and of Messrs. FAREBROTHER, LYE, AND WHEELER, 3, Lan-
caster Place, Strand, London. W,C.

Important Ssile of Choice Greenhouse and Orchard-

M House Plants and Trees.
ESSRS. POTT AND NEALE are favoured with
instructions from the Executors of the late Mrs. I. Hadden, toSELL by AUCTION, on the Premises at Bramcote, near Nottingham

on TUESDAY, June jS. the whole of the beautiful COLLECTION
of about 100 CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, of the finest sorts, many
of, them 6 to 7 feet high ; ROSES, GLO.XINIAS, fancy GER.A.
NIUMS. and other GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in great variety TheORCHARD HOUSE TREES are in fine condition, full of fruit, and
"Umber 34 Nectarines and Peaches of the best sorts.
The Auctioneers beg respectfully to announce that this collection of

Camellias and Azaleas is the finest that ever came under their
hammer, both as regards size, beauty of training, condition, and

Catalogues may be had on application, by post, to thi
and at the Office of this Paper.

gHORTHORN SALES,
THURSDAY, June 30.—The CELEBRATED HERD belonging to

Joseph Meadows, Esq., at Thornvillc, Wexford, Ireland, includ.
ny Prize winners and animals closely related to the noted
ills, " Bolivar " (25,649), and " Charlie ''

{25,745).
4V, August 25.-Messrs. Mitchell's ENtlRE HERD at
by Stirling, N.B., crossed with bulls hired from Mr. Booth

THURSDAY, August
Alloa, by Stir '

WEDNESDAY, September 21. -A
HEIFERS, and BULLS, of Bate

herd belonging to Jam ,
Esq.

of COWS,
blood, from the

Castle, near Carlisle.
FRIDAY, September 23._The ENTIRE HERD belonging to Chas.

K. Saunders, Esq., at Nunwick Hall, near Penrith, comprising
between 60 and 70 head, and many remarkably fine specimens of
the "Waterloo,'^ " Fleda," " Gwynne," "Emma," " Wild Eyes,"
and other fashionable tribes; also the prize bull " Edgar" {10,680).THURSDAY, October 6.-The late Mr. William Hewlr's HERD,
about 80 Head, and stock of first.class BERKSHIRE PIGS,
considered some of the finest in the kingdom, at Sevcnhampton,
Highworth, Wilts.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees of these Sales, will be issued in due
V.7u« i.'i'''"^''

particulars can, however, be had on application toJOHN THORN'rON, 15, Langham Place, London.

M
Mere Old HaU, Knutsford.

IMPORTANT SALE of First, I;, ss Minn I HORNS, SIIROP.
SHIRE SllKEl', l'li;s,S,

R. STR.'VFFORD has received instructions from
D. R- Davies, Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

on WEDNESDAY, July 13 next, at Mere Old Hall, his entire HERD
of First.class SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 50 head of Bulls,
Cows, and Heifers, including the far-famed Cow " Moss Rose," with
her d:iiH..|,t..r " Mn..s R..^-- -.I" r.s well as her son " Royal Chester,"
and ... . I J ..(I ,,.1.1 il,r Kirklevington sort, whilst the Sires
lali I

I
:

if that renowned blood.
-Ml I

!
!i M Land CLARKE will SELL some

pntiii 1 \ .1 - I!,
;

I
.'.

1 ., ;i .11 Mr Davies'famcd Flock of Shropshire

- PIGS of the White Breed,
the best blood iixthe rounlry.
Also will be SOLD, some vet

reared from the best sources.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particulars, may be had on

application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London; or of
Mr. CHORLTON, the Bailiff, at the Bucklow Hill Farm, Knutsford,
Cheshire.

M
Shardeloes. Amersham. Bucks.

IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
R. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has

SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve, on FRIDAY, July 15 next, at Sh'ardeloes, about FIFTY
HEAD of very superior SHORTHORNS, the properly of Thomas
Ty^^vhi^l Drake, Esq., consisting mostly of Young Cows and Heifers
that have been long and carefully bred from the Jamcd Herds of the
late Captain Dilkc. Maxstoke Castle, Rev. F. Thursby, Abingdon
Rectory, and of Mr. W. Torr, Aylesby. The Sires first used
the famed Knightley sort, such as St, Patrick (12,018), and Scapulary
(15.244), followed bv Final Hope (17.848), from Aylesby : Lord Lieute-
nant (;2,i67), from fiusheyGrovc; and Wiiard {a5.,^68). from Sholcbrokc
Lodge : the latter is now in sen-ice, and included m the Sale.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. STRAFFORD,

n, Euston Square. London: or of Mr. WINFIELD, the Bailiff, at
bnardelocs, Amcrsham, Bucks.

John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq.

I

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermere.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.

I
SirWitlia , M.P.

^ BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the
T

Estate, and paid ofTby a

the
t the option of the

;cessan', and no legal expenses incurred.
J ARTHUR MILMAN,the Secretary,;
22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

, S.W.

Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Hcrrics, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway IIou;

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple. EC.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrai

Welshpool.
The Company adv:

mc'lJd"""^-'
' t, for all purposes

1 of Cottagiof Agricultural Improvcmi . „ ^.
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Eslalcs,'*and
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands,
The wnolc outlay and expenses are liquidated by 3 rent-charge

upon the laiid, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.

RYDER, Esq.. Managing Dir
Storey's Gate. Westminster. S.V

No, Great George Street,

R^
their WIDOWS and ORPHANS.

Patron—Her Majesty the Q
President—His Grace the Duke 01

Allowances to Pensioner:

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION—The ANNUAL ELECTION of PEN-

SIONERS and CHILDREN will take place at Willis's Rooms, St.

James's, on WEDNESDAY, June 22 at ii 30 A.M.
All Subscriptions shall be deemett payable on January i in each

l-car ; and no Contributor shall Vote while the same is in arrear
C. BOUSFIELD SHAW, Secretarj-.

No. 55, Charing Cross, Londoi i.W.

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SLEAFORD EXHIBITION, JULY 27, s8, and zo.

The PRIZES offered amount to ONE 'THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED and SIXTY POUNDS and upwards. ENTRIES
CLOSE JUNE 27. Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, &c., may be had on
application to STEPHEN UPTON, Secretary.

St Benedict's Square, Lincoln,—May 6.

Clje ligriciiltenil (ia^ctte.

SATURDAY, JUNE i8, 1S70.

We give the utmost prominence to a letter

from Mr. Hall Keary, one of the judges
appointed by the Royal Agricultural Society of

England to determine the award of Mr. Mason's
prizes for the best cultivated farms in the Oxford
district. It is to Mr. Keary that the work of

drawing up the report on these farms has been
allotted ; and it is plain, from the tone of his

letter, that he is aware of the iinportance as well

as difficulty of his task. No discussion has fol-

lowed upon our former reference to this subject,

and we hope that Mr. Keary's expressed an.viety

for suggestions may be more successful in elicit-

ing from our readers remarks upon the desired

character of the report, and even upon the points

by which award of the prizes should be guided.
The following is his letter ;

—

" Britdgnorth, Salop, June 13, 1870.
"Dear Sir,— I have read with interest the article, in

your Paper of May 21, touching the ' Oxford Show Farm

Prizes.' In the first place, I am glad that you tliink the
selection of the judges is a good one, and hope that you
will not be disappointed by the results of our work. As
it falls to my lot to write the report, I shall be most
anxious to read any ' suggestions which may occur to your
readers on that subject. ' I think that my task is a very
difficult one, for unquestionably one great object is to have
an instructive report published in the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society. We have, as you observe, to declare,

on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society, what gootl

farming is. That is not a very difficult thing to do, if the
climate, soil, and all other circumstances are alike, but in

this case there are 21 competing farms, many of which it

is almost impossible to compare one with the other. There
are large light land arable farms upon the stone brash,

and small cold clay farms, and several fine mixed arable

and pasture farms where Nature has done almost every-

thing. Then, again, there are dairy and breeding farms,

where stock is very well managed, and where it forms the

principal feature. If the 21 farms had been divided into

three classes our task would have been less diflicult, and
our report might have been made, I think, more instruc-

tive. I shall hope to see some further remarks in your
columns. I remain, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

"H. W, Keary.''

As the inspections are not yet completed,
perhaps it may be well, as a first suggestion, to

remark that the work of the reporter, and even
the accuracy of the award, will depend very
much upon the patience and thoroughness with
which the circumstances and condition of every
farm are examined. It is possible that the lead-

ing characteristics of any example of farm
management may strike the professional eye at

once, and a very cursory inspection may suffice

to satisfy a practised judge as to the order of

merit in which a dozen farms should be arranged.

But there are certainly a great many points of

primary importance for the preparation of a satis-

factory report which cannot be appreciated—can-

not even be observed—by gentlemen who despatch
their work at the rate of three farms a day,

getting over their inspections pretty much as

if they were riding to hounds. It might have
been unreasonable of the Society if it had
required the work of inspection to be done on
foot, but unquestionably the judgment so ob-

tained would have been less liable to error ; and
Mr. Keary's special part of the duty to be done
would have been made much easier. The judges
would all have realised more perfectly those

conditions, particulars, and details by which,

combined, the iinpression is produced on which
the accuracy of their award depends ; and the

reporter would have had a fuller note-book to

assist the memory, on which he has to rely for

the production of his report.

We are glad to know that a second inspection

is to be made, and that the hasty impressions of

a first hurried visit have thus to be submitted to

review. The probability, no doubt, is, consider-

ing the competency of the Jury, that their first

verdict, if they have already arrived at one, will

stand—that it is, in fact, accurate, and ought to

stand. But it cannot be too strongly urged that to

give a verdict is only part of the duty which
devolves upon Messrs. Gibbons, Torr and
Ke.\RY. There are a multitude who ought to read

the English Agricultural Society's Journal who
will never see these farms, and to whom the

award will be nothing unless the grounds of it

are carefully and explicitly stated in a report.

On Mr. Hall Keary, too, it depends not only

whether the influence of this award shall tell upon
the many farmers who will hear of it, and who
would like to know the reasons of it, but also

whether this great opportunity of getting agri-

cultural readers for the Society's Journal shall

be well used. And we defy him, or any other

man, to learn everything about a farm which

the readers of his report will expect to find in it,

unless ample time for conversation as well as

mere inspection be taken for his visit.

Take a single point— to which we refer,

both because it may not be considered as of the

first consideration in an estimate of good agri-

culture, and also because success in it is attain-

able only as an incidental result of management,
and is not to be achieved by expressly directed

effort :
— How are a man's relations to the

labourers whom he employs to be ascertained

during a gallop over his farm .' It certainly

is a capital testimony to the business-like

ability of a tenant-farmer when you find

that all his achievements have been won
for him by a body of well- conditioned

cordially disposed labourers. We can refer to

this without hesitation, because no one is more
ready to doubt and even to condemn the policy

of petting labourers, or making agriculture any

other than a business, whose object is simply a

livelihood and a profitable investment for capital

;

leaving it of course to farmers and labourers
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alike to do that duty which devolves equally on

both as " neighbours." Nevertheless, it is a fault

and failure, in spite of good crops, clean culti-

vation, well kept stock, and other evidence of

good farming, if masters and men are at variance,

so that results are gained only by constant

drive, and notwithstanding pretty constant

ill-will. Unquestionably, however, the relations

of masters and men cannot be ascertained by

anyone at a hand gallop. And if another
" suggestion," therefore, be permitted us, we

venture to express the hope that Mr. Hall
Keary, if he should find it desirable after the

second inspection which has yet to be made, will

not hesitate to pay a third personal visit to those

few farms out of the 21 upon the list of which he

proposes to give a more detailed account.

There was again a short supply of Wlieat at

Mark Lane on Monday, and a consequent rise of

3^. per quarter in the price. All spring corn was

dearer too. A great show of fat stock at the Metro-

politan Market lowered prices of both beef and mutton

on Monday ; and though the supply was not so great

on Thursday, it exceeded the demand. Prices for

old hay have risen considerably, in anticipation of the

poor crop which is everywhere a certainty.

In the discussion last Thursday on the Customs

and Inland Revenue Bill a proposal by Colonel Brise

to dispense with the notice to the exciseman on the

steeping of grain, allowed by the Bill, being objected

to by the Government, was pressed to a division, and

rejected by 47 to 31.—Mr. G. Gregory moved a

clause providing that horses kept for husbandry shall

not be liable to duty on account of being employed

occasionally in the repair of highways. He was sup-

ported by the Speaker and by Mr. Disraeli, and the

Chancellor of the Exchequer offered to exempt

horses for whose services no money payment was

received. This compromise was refused by Mr. G.

Gregory, and on a division the clause was carried

against the Government by a majority of four—49 to 45.

On Friday evening last in the House of

Commons Mr. LoCH drew attention to the attempts

that had been made in the last and present Sessions of

Parliament by private members and by the Govern-

ment to amend the laws relating to game,^ and observed

that, in spite of the number of measures introduced, no

progi-ess had been made towards the satisfactoi-y solution

of this question. He analysed the several Bills which

had been introduced this session, pointing out their

shortcomings, and condemning the perfunctoiy manner

in which the Home Secretary had redeemed the

promise of the Government. He stated, in proof of

the necessity for investigation, that no fewer than five

Bills had been introduced on the subject this session,

that it was 25 or 26 years since there had been any

inquiiy into the operation of the Game Laws in

England, whereas there never had been any inquiiy

into their operation in Scotland, and that there was no

adequate knowledge possessed by the generality of

members of the feeling of the people of Scotland

on this question.—Mr. Parker said that in giving

their support to the present Government the agri-

cidturists of Scotland had looked for action

in respect of the Game Laws. If the Govern-

ment did not take action in the matter the

result of the next election would be different from

that of the last.—Sir L. Palk observed that the best

mode of settling this question would be to abolish the

Game Laws altogether, and to substitute for them a

stringent trespass law. — Mr. Bruce said the

Government appreciated the difficulty in which the

House was placed by the proposals respecting this

question, but stated that the House was already in

full possession of all the facts of the case, and promised

on behalf of the Government to deal with the question

on a very early day in the light of those facts. The

measure of the Government would tend to reduce the

quantity of ground game materially, and be generally

as strong as it could be without infringing the rights

of property.

Turnip-fly is so destructive this year that we
are glad to publish the following letter on the subject

from a correspondent. Mr. Bainbridge, of Oulston

Hall, Easingwold, Yorkshire, writes thus :

—

'
' For the last 15 years, on sowing Turnips, I provide,

ready slaked, one ton of lime per acre. As soon as the

plants appear the lime is spread from a cart over the

young plants in the rows. In hot seasons the plants have

had rough usage from their tormentors, but sufficient

plants escape. I never missed a crop, nor have I had to

sow a second time. Another important effect of the lime in

the present drought is to reflect back the rays of the sun,

and thus moisture is preserved in the soil to meet the

roots of the infant plants. If evenly spread over the rows,

the young plants will push through the coat of lime and
present a beautiful green line on the white surface. Many
of my neighbours have to sow a second time. Mine are

ready for the hoe. Several of my neighbours have by

this means saved their crop. The lime must be put on

dry, and on a warm or hot and dry day ; for if any dew
or moisture be on the plants, they will be destroyed.

The lime must be ready to be put on the moment the

mischief begins, for in the 24 hours of a hot season the

fly can ruin any crop ; it is of no use then going for the

lime."

The following Table, showing the Greenwich

rainfalls in each month of a series of years, is extracted

1 the Pall Mall Gazette:—
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Hei-efords ; this was at Christmas, 1S69. Mr. James
lets two or three dairies. I had not time to review

them. His father let tliree, but I do not know whether
he retains the tJiird.

I now come to calves. Mr. James has saved two
bull calves—one of them of great length. He has saved

this year 31 heifer calves, of which I bought two of the

five best to come here. I saw 2S 2-year-old heifers and
26 yearlings, some of each of great merit. The half

has not been told. It is a land of wonders. You
must go and see for yourself. It is well worth a

long and expensive journey. You will be charmed
with the family no less than with the Herefords.

Under any circumstances Mr. James would receive you
graciously and with sincerity and truth—peculiarly his

attributes ; but if you used my name it would act as a

talisman, and you will get a reception such as no one
but Sir Benjamin (1387) should expect to receive !

In fine, long may my friend (I have carried him in my
arms) live and prosper, and continue, as he has hitherto

done, to adorn the noble and valuable class to which
he belongs—the English yeoman. Mr. James has won
40 prizes in the last two years, and 95 prizes since he

commenced the Hereford warfare ! /K F, Radclyffe,

Okcjord Fitzpainey Dorset.

POULTRY.
A CORRESPONDENT sends us the following method

of preserving eggs :—Several years ago we preserved a

quantity of eggs by dipping them in melted mutton fat,

and as soon as this was cool dipping them a second
time, that the places where they were held by the

finger and thumb might also be covered and made air-

tight by the melted fat. They were then stored in a
large earthen pan, and if the experiment had stopped
here it would have been quite successful, as the eggs
were perfectly good some months afterwards, but the

recipe said that the space between should be filled also

with mutton fat, and this became so hard that the cook
in trying to separate the eggs overheated them, so that

they were of no use, though as fresh as when put away.
G. E. 0.

• The hen mentioned by " G. E. O." (p. 816)
has probably diseased ovaries, and is very unlikely to

recover, and should certainly not be used to breed
from, //. S. IV.

THE GREAT SEWAGE QUESTION.
Liquid versus Dry.

For a long period I have been a regular reader of

your paper, and no subject of the many that have been
under discussion in its columns has excited my attention

more than the great sewage question. The recent

articles reporting results at various places where the
liquid distribution of sewage is adopted have induced
me to write this letter as a contribution on this very
important subject, which is at present only in an early

stage of development.
Your review of a work in a recent number on

Chinese Agriculture was to my mind excessively

instructive, bringing, as it does, the practical experience
of such a vast empire as China to bear upon a matter
which, until within a comparatively recently date, was
thought beneath the notice of ourselves.

The proper utilisation of town sewage has become a
question between two parties, one advocating the
liquid form of its distribution, the other dry deodo-
risation and subsequent application to the soil. Before
going further, I may state that after three years' prac-
tical test of the dry system, both in private houses and
in yards public to many cottages, I am strongly an
advocate for its adoption in preference to the liquid,

but should prefer to see both systems in use at the same
time, each system doing the work for which it is best

adapted.

The advantages claimed for sewage irrigation are
manifold, but the great cost of sewage works in towns,
and the comparatively small return in value for the
sewage supplied to the land, should make the autho-
rities in places where sewage works have not yet been
established, pause and weigh well the relative good
which may be obtained from this plan as compared
with the other.

Taking, as an example, the town of Cirencester with
7000 inhabitants, let us see what is its condition as
regards the subject before us. The drainage of the
town is only by shallow drains, discharging themselves
at short distances into the nearest points of the small
river that runs through the town, and is called the
Chur, It is obvious that these drains are applicable
only for storm water and the overflow from cesspools,

into which at the present time everything of an offen-

sive kind is placed, until by accumulation a necessity

for its removal occurs.

The soil on which the modem town of Cirencester
is built is, to a very great extent, what is called a made
soil, or rather the accumulation of centuries of the
dtHiris of former cities on this same site. The natural
foundation, however, is gravel interspersed with clay-

beds and stone strata.

The water supply of the town is never failing, and
is derived from shallow wells, dug in the gravel, it

consequently happens too frequently that a cesspool,
containing every sort of abomination, is in close con-
tiguity to the well from which the daily supply of water
is obtained, and sometimes it has been discovered that
open communication has existed between the two

wells—in the summer time the cesspool contributing

to the drinking well, in the winter the gravel-water

rising in tlie cesspool.

For many years we have had the subject of dry closets

brought under our notice by one of the Improvement
Commissioners, who is enthusiastic as to their efficiency,

and believes in the possibility of their ultimate universal

adoption.

Encouragement has been given to the inhabitants by
the Commissioners for the use or these dry closets,

the authorities havin^-^ undertaken to remove, without

charge, twice a week, the accumulation of refuse, and
to supply in summer, when ashes are scarce, such other

deodorising material as may be necessary.

Many of these appurtenances have, in consequence of

this regulation, been erected, and Earl Bathurst, who
is a large owner of cottage as well as other property,

has caused several of his premises to be fitted accord-

ingly, but having a steward who knows something of

Chinese fanning, his lordship gets the refuse removed
to his own estate, instead of leaving it for the public

scavenger.

I am strongly of opinion that in towns situate

similarly to Cirencester as respects sewage, it would be
a great advantage were the dry system made compul-
sory so far as the mere human excreta are concerned,

and this being accomplished the existing shallow drains

and cesspools would be harmlessly and beneficially

employed in carrying out of sight the impure water

from the washing-tubs, &c.

The cost of converting existing closets into such as

have been put up in the town during the last six or

seven years is very trifling, in many instances not equal

to the cost of once cleansing a large and offensive cess

pool.

I may add that on my own premises, and for the use

of a large family, I have two of these closets, which

have been in use more than three years without a singlt

penny of expense for repairs or anything else. Being 2

public officer, I have made them known to the public,

and have received more visitors to see them than would
probably be believed ; I am, however, glad to know-

that seldom are they inspected that the number of them
is not increased in consequence. George ^ofies, Tozvn

Survey'or and Sanitary Inspector^ Cirencester, yiine 7
P. S. The great advantage of the dry over the liquid

system is its economy, both as regards the first

object, namely, the removal of offensive matter from
our habitations, and also the enhanced value of the

sewage itself.

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE
CROPS.

Berkshire : The Wheat on the strong land is

looking pretty well, but a good deal has lost stock, and
does not look promising for a good crop. Barley and
Oats, where put in forward, look fair, but the later

sown have come up uneven, and are suffering from the

drought, especially on the chalky land. Winter Beans

are very short, and Peas look bad. The grass is a very

bad crop, with the exception of a few pieces of Sainfoin.

Win. Daue, Soitthbridge, Streatle)'^ Jline 8.

Devon : I never remember the plant of Wheat
varying so much as it does at the present season in this

neighbourhood. Many acres have been ploughed up
;

certain fields are patchy, with a very thin plant ; other

fields, again, are extremely good, and promising for

an abundant crop, though, on taking the matter as a

whole, I think I may venture to say, if we get favour-

able weather we may reasonably expect an average

crop of Wheat. Barley and Oats, in all well cultivated

lands, are very promising. Hay crop very light. Mangels
and Swedes, although suffering from the fly in some
instances, are progressing very favourably. Potatos

promising to be good. Grass very scarce indeed, and
where the stockmaster has neglected to provide Tri-

folium and Vetches, or other green food, the stock is

suffering greatly, and men are driven to the grass sales,

and giving lOO per cent, more for grass than it is really

worth. I have not seen a Wheat-ear yet, but think I

may in the course of a few days, yohn Wilisj South-

pethet-ioyn, Launceston, Jtine 7.

Dorsetshire : With the warmer days and nights

of the last few days the Wheats are tillering favourably,

and many a spot with but a thin plant is warning the

farmer that too great haste to plough up a thin plant is

not wise. Still, with all the improvements making in

this crop, it seems unlikely that it will be at all favour-

able this year. Barley, where sown early, especially

fin winter-ploughed land, is looking well, and we
should say, judging from our own experience, that the

thinner seeding, say from 6 to 8 pecks, looks the

most promising when sown after Swedes. In soil not of

a fine "tilth" the seed has behaved like that that

fell among stones, it has matted and succumbed
to the continued dry weather. Oats look very pro-
mising, as theygot ahead before any injury from drought
could accnie. Beans, both winter and spring, seem
to look up better than was at one time expected, but
the crop has been sadly mauled by the Sitona lineata,

the Pea weevil, which we shall anon notice at greater

length. They are now recovering this, and though
they will be short in burden they seem to blossom well.

Peas were literally eaten down to the bone with the
Sitona, and more especially the white sorts. Being at

our wit's and with our own crop we determined to pass a

medium light wooden roller over them, which seemed
to act by magic ; doubtless many of our enemies were
cnxshed to death, while the smoother soil spoilt their

hiding places ; however, these migrating creatures were
so disturbed that they went off to our near neighbour,

wliose crop was a little later, and we hope Lhat he sent

them on by the same means, as it is comparatively easy

to roll, and, if the roller be followed with the hoe
as soon as may be, we find it freshens up the old shoots,

and makes new ones spring from the bases of these,

and the injury is quickly repaired. In our own crop

we are happy to say that the means employed, followed

by the rain, have happily left us with a promise of a fair

crop. Seeds have come up but badly, and we fear the

young plants have greatly suffered from the drought.

With us they are much as they were in the dry summer
of 1S64. They are not late this year, as they have

prematurely nm up to stalk, but the bottom is so poorly

filled up that at best the crop will be small, and this

may be said, even more emphatically, as regards

meadow hay. Under the circumstances, then, we
should advise haymaking to be set about as soon as

may be, for then when rain comes we shall have some-

thing worth feeding off for the autumn ; and good
autumn meadow feed gets on stock so fast, that little

hay or artificial food is required for their winter finish-

ing. At present Mangel Wurzels are up well, and
the dry weather will assist in weeding and culti-

vating them. Potatos have recovered the frost of

May 4, and crops are now looking healthy and well.

J. B., Sherborne.

East Lothian : The breadth of Wheat is rather

under average, part having been ploughed up in spring

and re-sown with Barley. A number of fields remain

thin in plant, but there are a number of unusually fine

fields, and all have an excellent colour, so the crop

may still be an average. Barley in general looks

promising. Oats rather inferior, all suffering from
drought, and a portion very poor. Beans are very

promising, and Potatos have seldom looked better.

Turnips are in gieat jeopardy from the extreme dryness

of the soil and the attacks of fly, a good braird is

hardly to be seen. The hay crop must be a very poor

one. F. B., Jnne^.

Essex : I regret to say my account of the crops in

this immediate neighbourhood cannot be at all good,

as we are suffering dreadfully from the drought, and

much of the spring corn will now be very bad,—if

the weather lasts another week it must be wretched.

There is some fair Wheat on the clay land, but even

the best of it is better in colour than in reality, and
does not bear inspection, it will be short in the straw ;

but from the dry weather will probably shoot out a good
head, and, if it has a fine blooming, will yield well

according to the straw. Grass and Clover very, very

bad, and not one-third of a crop. Peas and Beans,

whether winter or spring, do not promise well, and
this continued dry weather is against them. Just now
I think it is impossible to give a fair report of what the

crop may be should we soon get genial rains, if we do
not the young Clovers in the corn must be ruined. This

is a very serious loss for another year. Mangel Wurzel
varies in plant, and does not gi'ow. Very few Turnips,

or Kohl Rabi plant. John Claydcn, Littleburyy Saf-

fron IValden, June 8.

The general impression is that Wheat will

be a full crop on well farmed stiff and deep lands ; that

straw will be short and stiff; that a great deal of

Wheat has been ploughed up and resown with Barley

or Oats ; that it is a bad light land season for Wheat,-

and that on such lands much harm will be done by
continued drought. The hay crop so far is a failure,

where we had 27 cartloads last year on S acres, there

are not now seven ; fortunately we have only 14 acres

of permanent pasture, but seeing that we have in the

United Kingdon nearly 23,000,000 of acres in pasture,

the deficiency must be important. I hear that Clovers

are patchy, and in some cases giving in to the drought.

I hear of rain elsewhere, but Essex has not been

favoured, nor, I believe, Suffolk and Norfolk.

7. J. Mechi, Tipiree Hall, near Kelvedon, June 7.

Kent : I again forward to you an opinion on the

crops in this neighbourhood. On our heavy and well-

farmed clay soil Wheat will be a tolerably good crop,

as on this class of land the wireworm has done but

little mischief ; a close observer would find the plant

somewhat deficient for a heavy crop—the fields of

Wheat look best at a distance, owing to the deep

green colour, whereas upon close inspection the

deficiency is at once seen. I think this deficiency

is somewhat owing to a protracted and late

winter's frost, accompanied with a very severe north-

east wind ; this class of land will produce the best

Wheat in this neighbourhood. The frost and wind
did sad havoc on the Avinter Vetches, this crop

being nearly a failure—in many fields completely

so. On our light soils the Wheat has much
lost plant, through the depredations of the win-

nower, even in some fields to the extent of one-

third of a crop. I am afraid the yield of Wheat will

come under our expectations when the crop is threshed,

as under the circumstances above-named one cannot

well judge the produce now. Oats up to this time

have looked well in most fields ; some pieces are more

or less eaten by wireworm, but this crop is now m
want of rain, which must soon come or othenyise

Oats will go off in colour, and the produce wUl be Ugnt
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and indifferent seed. Peas and Beans are an indifferent

crop, the latter being in many instances but a few
inclies out of ground and coming into bloom. Our
prospects (or roots at present are cheerless ; this, in

conjunction with the prospect of an exceedingly meagre
hay crop, makes us look forward to next winter's

supply of fodder with doleful faces. Our prospects at

the present are anything but cheerful; " and what of

the agricultural labourer next winter, should our

harvest prove according to present appearances?"
Pastures have now a parched and burned appearance,

require a good soaking rain and warm nights to revive

them ; but I think the frosty nights, followed by sun-

shiny days, have produced the greatest mischief upon
the pastures. April and May have been much
deficient in amount of rainfall. I have registered but

1. 84 inch for the two months, being about 1.20 inch

below the average. John Avery Buckliuid, Fi'ogs Hole

Farm, Biddendai, Staplehiirst, Jn7ie 1 3.

Leicestershire : The Wheat in this immediate
neighbourhood is looking veiy well, and promises a

full crop. Oats and Barley a fortnight since were
equally so, but the last week or two they have gone off

very much from want of moisture, and are looking

yellow and bad ; if we don't have rain soon, they
cannot be anything like a crop. Winter Beans are

thin and bad, but spring Beans and Peas are very

promising. Mangels (unless where sown very early)

have come up badly, and are thin. Swedes likewise,

in some fields,, are badly gone through the fly. If we
don't have rain soon, the consequences to the graziers

will be very serious, as we have not had a drop of rain

for weeks, and the pastures are quite dry and burnt up

;

a great many cattle being still fed with hay, of which
there is a good lot left, but the prospects for this

season's hay crop are wretched. George Turner
^
yun.,

Alexton Hail, Uppinghayn^ yune 8.

Lincolnshire, South {Wisbech District): Since
my last report, dated May 4, there has been one long-

continued drought up to last Saturday afternoon, when
the rain began to fall, and continued falling gently
until Sunday morning, 5 o'clock, and was followed by
a cold dull day, which gave the rain an excellent

chance of thoroughly getting into the land. To-day
(Monday) has been very hot and sunny, and 1 fear that

we shall have no more rain at present, although we
should be much benefited by it. The Wheats, which
have lately been going off and looking unhealthy,

already show signs of improvement in colour, although
so short a time has elapsed since the rainf^all ; how-
ever, taking the whole district through, the crop

cannot be heavy, for there is nowhere a thick,

plant, and in many places it is miserably thin.

The Oats have had a very trying time of it lately, for

in many instances the wireworm attacked them in their

young days, and the long dry season has rendered their

growth very slow, and although the rain has come at

last still they must be very short in the straw, and I

fear the yield will not be much better. Barley is not

much grown, but where it has been sown early it looks
well, and there is a chance of lowland Barley being
again fit for the maltster, as it was in 186S, but of

course this will depend upon the condition in which it

is harvested. Mustard, which is largely growTi in this

locality, is now in full flower, but the season has been
much too dry for a large crop of this seed, and the

average produce I think will not exceed 16 to iS bushels

per acre this year. It is to be hoped that the mustard-
crushers will fix the price for good brown seed

sufficiently high to leave a margin of profit to

the grower, even with this small yield. Potatos

are looking well generally, but I hear of one or

two instances, in which the Scotch seed have been
used, where the tubers have rotted in the ground, from
which I infer that the Potatos must have heated in the

vessel during the transit from the Scottish port to

Wisbech—the rain of Saturday might well do this

crop a great deal of good. Mangels : Early-sown are

very well, and are being singled out ; but wherever
they have been drilled since the first week in May,
there they have remained until now, but tliis glorious

rain will doubtless start them. But our chief cause of
trouble is the scarcity of grass ; for a long time the

bullock pastures have been quite bare, and the stock

have either been put upon rations of artificials, or have
remained in statu quo : and sheep have had to work
hard for a living, instead of getting fat. Of hay there

will be scarcely any, and many of the meadows laid in

to be mown have been stocked from dire lack of
pasturage for the cattle. Neinesis, Jiuie 13.

Mid-Lothian : It is yet too early to give anything
like a decided opinion as to what the crops in this

district will be when they come to maturity ; as to what
they now are I may say Wheat suffered severely from
maggot, and a larger breadth has been ploughed down
and sown with Barley than in any year for the

last 30, and much that has been left might also have
been similarly treated, as many fields are very thin of
plant. Spring-sown com is well planted, but now
suffering from want of moisture, and will be very short

of straw unless we have rain soon. Potatos never
looked better at the season of the year. The Turnip
crop does not promise well, nearly all the early-sown

Swedes, having been cut off by the flea or beetle, have
been ploughed down and sown with yellow and common
Turnips. Hay must be much below an average crop.

from want of moisture, and pastures are suffering from
the same cause. Few Beans are sown in the district,

but they promise well. These remarks may apply not

only to this district but to the whole district extending
along the coast from Edinburgh to beyond Dunbar.
Dalkeith, June 8.

Northumberland : I find it necessary already to

upplement my report (see p. S07) ag to the appearance
of the crop;. The last three days have made a very
great change for the worse, both on corn, grass, and
Turnips, and in many places they are all three past
recQvery, even if rain should fall, of which there is no
more appearance than for weeks back. If we have not
rain immediately, crops of all kinds will be in a much
worse case than either of the last two years. Thos. P.
Dods, Anick Grainge^ Hexham.

N'orth : Wheat—little more than half the usual
breadth sown—a good colour, but very thin in the

ground. Barley came away well, but is now suffering

from the dry weather. Oats suffering very much from
want of rain. Beans short in the straw, and not likely to

be a good crop. Hay will be a light crop. Turnips : the

land has worked well, and most of it is now sown, in

good condition, for the first time. The Turnips came
away well, but the fly and a frosty night, together with

the dry weather, have taken nearly all the early ones off.

Everybody in the neighbourhood is busily engaged
re-sowing with yellows, whites, &c., and in consequence
there will be a very small breadth of Swedes ; in fact, if

we have not rain soon, we shall have very few Turnips
of any sort. Potatos look pretty well as yet, but want

'

rain. George Laing, IFark, Coldstream, "Jitne 9.

Oxfordshire : Wheat a fair crop, not heavy.
Barley looking well, but wants rain. Oats and Peas
fair crops, but want rain. Spring Beans, good plant,

but short in the straw. Mangels, good, mostly hoed
out. Swedes, good plant, just coming to hoe. Winter
Vetches, a bad crop ; Spring ditto, a good plant, but

wanting rain. Clovers, very short ; seeds, ditto.

Sainfoin, a good plant, but short. Meadow for hay,

very bad. Rain much wanted. F. y, D.j Kirtlingtvn,

7u„e6.

Shropshire — North: All crops here vary very

much in appearance. Generally speaking Wheats are

thin, and the plant in many places weak and of an
unhealthy appearance ; many acres have been ploughed
up and sown with spring corn, a really full healthy

crop is quite the exception. Barley has much improved
of late, and now looks very promising, but would be
all the better for some rain. Oats look well. Peas
and Beans have a very wretched appearance generally.

Potatos look healthy, but the continued dry weather
will be against there being a full crop. Mangels have
not germinated evenly, what have come up are at a

standstill for want of rain. There seems a poor pros-

pect of a Turnip crop if the present dry weather con-
tinues, what has already come up is either taken by fly

or has withered, and will have to be sown again ; a

great breadth yet remains unsown. Grass is very

much burnt up; hay and Clover will be a very

short crop. IV. Dickenson, Palin, JVHcott, Baschirch,

Juneb.

Suffolk : For nearly two months we have had no
rain. The Wheats on good soils bear the drought
well, and on most soils the Wlieat crop will get

through the drought with but little injury. Late-sown
Barleys are very short, and Barleys generally are suffer-

ing much from the dry weather ; on sandy soils they

must be more or less a failure : on all these will

be a lack of straw. Winter Beans are good on heavy
lands ; spring-sown short. I have seen a few good
pieces of Peas ; the layers are thick but short. A good
many are busy cutting, making, and carting Clover.

Hay will hardly be worth cutting on upland
meadows ; on the low meadows it is a short

crop. The pastures are getting brown and bare,

and the prospects for flocks and stock feeding,

now that the Mangels are consumed, are be-

coming serious. Green crops :—Potatos look well,

but few are growTi, mostly for home consumption.
Mangel and Sugar-Beet : a few early pieces are up,

and suffering terribly from the drought. A great

many have sown, but not got a plant ; all are

waiting for rain to sow afresh, or if it does not come
directly, to put in Swedes. The fields are also ready for

white Turnips, but none can be got in till after the

rain. I noticed several farmers sowing Mangel and
Swedes last week, ploughing, ridging, and drilling

simultaneously. Every grain of moisture is thus

turned to account over good soils. Perhaps
enough might be obtained to make the seeds

sprout. Others, again, had sown seeds of Mangel on
the flat, also a good plant in dry seasons. It is not

wise to be in too much of a hurry to plough up Mangel
or Beet; the seed lies long dormant when diy, audit
will, if good, spring forth into rapid growth the

moment the rain falls. The short grass in the meadows
is rushing into flower, and hay-making will be generally

attempted within a week or a fortnight. Alas ! much
of it will not pay for the cutting. It is said that
" Rain in June puts all things in tune ;

" but unless it

comes very soon, I fear many farmers will be
very much out of tune at rent-day this season.

Prospects at present are indeed gloomy. With the

exception of Wheat, the whole of the crops are in

much danger of failure more or less complete. D. T. F.,
7u„e S.

Yorkshire : As regards the present appearance
of the crops in this district I may say that
a deficiency of Wheat plant is complained of; this

I do not believe to be general, but confined to some of
the poor cold clays and worse descriptions of the
lighter soils. On all good and well farmed land, the
plant maintains a healthy colour, and with a timely
rain would promise well for a full crop ; but on some
of the thin soils colour has succumbed to the drought,

and the crop on them is likely to be very deficient

unless we have rain very soon. Spring-sown grain, Oats,

and Barley brairded as strong and evenly as could be
desired, and up to the present time have progressed

very favourably, but, as in the case of the Wheat, or

even more so, the prospect for a crop now very much
depends on an immediate fall of rain. The Swedes
sown early came up well, but have suffered much by
the ravages of the fly. We hear of some fields being
entirely destroyed and resown, the second prospect at

present being no better than the first. Many fields

sown lately will not braird until we have rain, and
altogether the feeling as to the future of the crop is not

assuring. The hay crops, good or otherwise, hinge on
an immediate fall of rain, but in any case we think

they cannot now attain to an average, and if we have
not rain they must be very light. fK y. Moscrof^
Olliver, Richmond, yune 7.

Leeds: Wheat is in general looking well; on
wet lands it has perished in places ; summer fallow

Wheat looks very well ; Wheat after Beans does not

look so healthy, but may make a crop. Oats and
Barley are at a standstill for want of rain. Beans, not
much grown about here,—my crop (winter-sown) suf-

fered from the cold winds, and I filled in with Peas,

hoeing the Peas in : they are doing well, began to

flower on May 25, are in full flower now. Tares, early-

sown, good, late-sown want rain. Lucerne seldom
grown about here ; that which I have wants rain.

Meadows will not bear a heavy crop this year unless

rain comes soon ; and pastures, where heavily stocked,

will soon be bare. Rye-grass and seeds are doing
better than meadows in most cases where they have

been well manured for the winter. Haymaking will

be general in about two weeks. Swedes want rain,

the first sown Swedes will hardly make a crop, unless

rain comes soon; the later sown Swedes are better, but

want rain. People are waiting till rain does come to sow
white Turnips. Potatos look healthy, and are coming
up well. £. H. Marshall, June 8.

THE VALUE OF MANURE,
Mr. Lawes.

At p. 511 you reprint a Table of the estimated

value of manure obtained from the consumption of

arious articles of food. These estimates are those

given by Mr. Lawes, in his paper read before the

London Farmers' Club on April 4. And in this Table
I find that Mr. Lawes values the manure from the

following articles at the following sums :

—

I ton of hay (meadow) .. ^1 10 6

., hay (Clover) 256
,, barley-straw .. .. .. . . o 10 9
,, Mangel .. .. .. .. ..053

Swedes 043
Turnips 040

Again, at pp. 775 and 776, you publish an article

by Mr. Lawes, in which he gives us some figures about

a farm of 400 acres, and he estimates the crop and the

dung thereon.

Now I am not going to question these figures in any

way ; I am going to test his valuation of manure by
his own figures. Mr. Lawes states that a fann of

400 acres in a poor condition, and producing 100 acres

of Wheat, 100 acres of Barley, lOO acres of hay, and
100 acres of roots, might be estimated to yield as

follows :
—

Roots 600 tons.

Hay 100 „
Barley-straw 78 „
Wheat-straw 107 .»

and that such a farm wouhl produce 649 tons of

dung.
Let us then calculate, according to Mr. Lawes' Tables

of values, what this dung ought to be worth. He does

not say what the roots consist of, but I shall assume

that half were common Turnips, one-fourth were
Swedes, and one-fourth Mangel. As to hay, I shall

assume half to be Clover hay, and half to be meadow
hay, which I suppose will represent fairly Rye-grass

and Clover hay grown on a four-course farm. And
then, taking the valuation as given in his Table, the

value of these 649 tons of dung ought to be as

follows :

—

300 tons Turnips, at 4s. . . - . .

.

;C6o o o
150 tons Swedes, at +J. 3//. 31 17 6

150 tons Mangel, at 5J. 3'^- 39 7 6

50 tons Clover hay, at 45i^. 6(/. .. .. 11315 o
50 tons meadow hay, at 305. 6</. .. .

.

76 s o
78 tons barley-straw, at icw. Qrt'. .. .. 41 18 6

107 tons wheat-straw, at 12s. 6t/. .. .. 66 17 6

885 tons producing 649 tons of dung, worth ^430 i o

But as there are just 649 tons of dung, that would

make the value of each ton, according to Mr. Lawes'

Table of values, rather more than 13^. 3d. Now,
would any practical farmer in England give

13^-. 3(/. per ton for common farmyard dung, made
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from the consumption of the articles named above,

namely, roots, hay and straw grown upon the farm,

and without the addition of any bought food ?

Looking at the long list of articles, the value of

which Mr. Lawes gives in his Table, I suppose we
may assume that those values are ascertained by
chemical analysis and not by actual experiment. Mr.
Lawes, no doubt, is a very great experimentalist. He
has made some of the most useful experiments that

have ever been made for farmers, but he could scarcely

have experimented in so many substances to determine,

by actual experiment, in observing its effects, the value

ot the dung from each article.

If, then, these values are simply the values ascer*

tained by analysis, I think it is open to us as practical

men to doubt the standard by which he fixes those

values. I have no pretensions to be a chemist either in

practiceor intheory ; indeed, my knowledge of chemistry

is veiy small ; so that, in judging of these matters, I

can only test them by the principle of common sense

and by analogy.

As I take it, a chemist fixes upon certain articles as

being useful manures, and having ascertained what is

the cost of those things artificially produced in the

most economical manner, he assumes these to be their

value in whatever manure they may be found. It

seems to me, however, that there are several elements

of error in this. In the first place, a chemist may fix

on certain things as being the most valuable portions of

a manure which may really not be so valuable at all
;

and in the second place, he may altogether overlook

other substances which occur possibly in very minute
porportions, but which, nevertheless, maybe extremely
valuable. Another source of error consists in the basis

by which he fixes the price or value of each article.

For instance, salt exists in minute quantities in the

blood of animals ; but if we were to say that the price

or value of salt was represented by the expense of

extracting it from blood, we should get a very
exaggerated idea of its cost or value.

Now, I do not know on what basis Mr. Lawes fixes

the price or value of the various elements he finds in

farm produce, but it seems to me that the most sensible

way of fixing that value would be to assume that a ton

of ordinary farmyard dung was worth a certain amount
as manure, and then to work back from it and fix the

relative values of the various species of farm produce as

manures. I have shown above that Mr. Lawes'
present Table of values brings out ordinary farmyard
dung, made from the consumption of roots, straw, and
hay, grown on land in poor condition, to be I^s. 3//,

per ton. But I think most farmers would agree with
me in saying, that such an amount is a very excessive

value to put upon it. A dressing of 20 tons of dung to

the acre is considered a full dressing for land, but
20 tons of dung at J^s. 3^. would cost £1^ ^s. If,

however, we fix the value of dung made from the

articles named above at half the value Mr.
Lawes would by his Table put upon it— or, say,

6s. 'j^d. per ton—then the Table of values which
Mr. Lawes has drawn up would be a useful document
for a practical farmer. I would not like to buy dung
made from hay, straw and roots at 131. ^d. per ton,

but I should not object to buy it at half the money
;

and if this rule holds, then we have simply to halve the

values which Mr. Lawes has affixed to the various
articles in order to make his Table a very useful one
to a practical farmer. Mr. Lawes, in his letter to you
at pp. 775 and 776, incidentally alludes to another

matter, which is one of considerable interest to many
farmers, and that is the weight of dung we may expect
to find upon a farm according to the produce grown
upon it. Mr. Lawes estimated that 885 tons of hay, straw

and roots would produce 649 tons of dung, and from
observations which I have myself made this is pretty

nearly the quantity I should have estimated. I have no
doubtwhateverthat Mr. Lawes' data for calculating these

quantities are more valuable and more to be relied upon
than anything that I can offer, and if he would favour

us with them I am sure your readers would put
a high value upon them, as he is unquestionably a very
accurate experimentalist. My own rough way of esti-

mating the probable weight of dung is as follows :

—

1. Each ton of roots may be estimated as giving
a quarter of a ton of dung.

2. Each ton of hay or straw consumed by an ox,

that is to say eaten by him, may be estimated as giving
I ton of dung, a large proportion of which of course is

simply water.

3. Each ton of straw, used for bedding and trampled
into dung, may be estimated as producing 24 tons of
dung.
Now, with these rough rules, I will calculate what

dung I should have expected from the 885 tons of farm
produce in question. I reckon that all the roots and
all the hay are actually eaten, and that half the wheat-
straw, or say, 53 tons, are eaten, whilst the remainder
of it, 54 tons, and all the barley-straw, 78 tons, was used
for bedding, and, therefore, was trampled into manure.
The following, then, would be the quantity of dung

which I should expect to find :

—

Roots, all citen—600 tons should give .

.

150 tons.
Hay, all eaten—100 tons should give .. 100 ,,

Wheat-straw, ealen— 53 tons should give .. s3 ,.

Wheat-straw, trampled—54 tons should give 135 ,,

Barley-straw, trampled—78 tons should give 195 ,,

Making

wliich I should expect to find a

633

Of course, each of your readers will take my est

mate ijuautitm valcat— for what it is worth. I d
not pretend to say that in the two first there is any
great accuracy, but as regards the third, which refers

to trampled straw, it is founded upon the experiment
of weighing out a certain quantity of dry chaff, then
soaking it well in water for several days, and, after it

been well drained, weighing it again.

In looking at these figures, too, there is another
matter brought prominently out by them which has
many a time occurred to my mind, and that is, what
is a fair dressing of farmyard dung? It is custon;ary
amongst farmers to talk of 20 tons of dung as a
full dressing, and 10 tons as a half dressing. Now, a
little contemplation of the figures which Mr. Lawes
gives us at p. 776, will show how very seldom land
could get what we call a full dressing. Here is a farm
of 400 acres worked upon the four-course system, and
when in low condition the whole manure produced is

only 649 tons, and if we suppose this all applied to one
division, it would only be 6.J tons to each acre of that
division, so that each acre of the farm would get dressed
once every four years with 6.^ tons of dung. If thus we
are to give 20 tons of dung as a dressing, it is plain we
could only dress i-i2th of the land each year, and
consequently it would only get a full dressing once
every I2 years !

Look, again, at the same farm when brought into

high condition by means of artificial manures and
bought food. The quantity of manure has increased

to 1069 tons, but if we laid all this in to the 100 acres

of roots, which come round every four years, it would
only be about io§ tons of dung to the acre once in four

years, so that the land would only get a full dressing

of 20 tons about once every eight years. Looking at

these figures, it seems to me that we make a great

mistake when we 'speak of 20 tons of dung as a full

dressing. It would be more consonant with reason to

call 10 tons of dung a full dressing and 5 tons a half

dressing. G. A. H.

Uome Correspnkiice.

Landlord and Tenant : Mr. Lawes' Explana-
tion.— Mr. Lawes' e.xplnnation is very acceptable,

inasmuch as he states a case, and places it clearly

before us. He would give to llie tenant £bc) Ts. 6d. as

the eating value of his e.\tra straw. That is just

nothing, for the custom of the country gives that.

He would give ^^84 13J. 4(/. on purchased food con-
sumed. But that, too, is nothing, for in 99 cases out of
every 100 a farmer would keep his money in his

pocket, instead ofspend ing it to make permanent improve-
ments for the benefit of a tenant to follow him ; and he
would give ^^105, at $s. per ton, for the extra dung
made upon the larm the last year. That is something,
for it clearly proves that the farm must have been
vastly improved

; yet he will pay this tenant for only
the extra manure that he has made the farm produce
for the last year, leaving the substantial improvement
unacknowledged. Such justice as that will never
tempt capital to improve land. This tenant is to be
swallowed by the landlord, all he is to get is what
he has made the farm produce for the last year
in the shape of extra manure. This landlord may
put up the rent to a new tenant ^105 a year, and
start him on improving for another rise as quickly
as possible. Mr. Lawes is doubtful as to whetlier he
has shown the tenant justice, for, after stating the case,

he writes thus :
—"Whether the above amount would

or would not be adequate compensation may be a
question iairly open to discussion." By this it is clear

that Mr. Lawes means justice, although in this case
his conclusions are short of it to the tenant. The case

is now clearly shown to the public, and I have done.
Willmm Smith, iVoohton, BldchUy Station, Bucks.

Woolston Chemistry.—What a profound know-
ledge Mr. Smith possesses of animal economy ! He
says :

— " It is quite clear ' G. A. H.' does not under-
stand what he is talking about, especially when he
tells us about the lot straw loses when passed through
an ox or a horse. You may depend upon it (saith Mr.
Smith), if it goes in straw it will come out straw, with-
out leaving behind (from a whole ton) enough fat to

grease a shoe-string ; therefore, the weight must he
(exclusive of the morsel for the shoe-string) the same !

"

Unanswerable logic ! An ox shall eat a ton of straw, and
(deducing as much fat as would grease a shoe-string)

every ounce of that straw shall be found in the dung
and the urine in the shape of straw ! Prodigious !

The ox is a great chaff-cutting machine ; and its

urine and dung, which we poor mortals fancy
to be in a liquid and semi-liquid state, are posi-
tively nothing but dry chaff. " G. A. H." had
said (p. 711), "When straw is passed through the
stomach of an ox or a horse Mr. Smith may rest

assured it does not all come out again in the dung and the
urine." But Mr. Smith knows much better : the
Woolston oracle hath spoken, and " G. A. H," stands
rebuked. Two oxen, each one year old, shall be put
into two separate stalls side by side, but separated by
a thin partition. Both shall be kept warm and both
shall have plenty of good fresh air to breathe, and good
sweet water to drink, but one shall have nothing what-
ever to eat, while the other shall have plenty of good

oat-straw (carefully separated from the corn), and
nothmg else. In a few days, or at most two or three
weeks, tlie one wliich had nothing but air and water
given to it will be dead, and if weighed the carcase
will be found to be many pounds lighter than it was
when put up,—it will, in fact, have been living on the
tissues of its body. The other, which had straw but
no other food, will be alive and merry, and
will continue so for six months, and if then
taken out and weighed, it will be found to have
increased many pounds in weight, several inches
in height, in length, and in girth, and considerably in
strength. Marvellous result ! The one ox had air

and water, and died several pounds lighter than it went
in, the other had air and water and straw, and it is still

alive and merry, and many pounds heavier than when
it went in. Yet it has had nothing more tlian the
other except some 3 or 4 tons of straw, and the whole
of that straw, Mr. Smith tells us, will still be found in
the dung and the urine, every ounce of it, except perhaps
the hundredth part of an ounce which might be neces-
sary to grease three or four shoe-strings ! How
wonderful ! Tile straw has been eaten, but the straw
is still there, and yet the ox is many pounds heavier !

Ex nthtio nihil jit—out of nothing nothing comes

—

said the old Roman, but we now know better ! Let us
rub our eyes and wonder ! There are two lines of Pope
with which most school boys are familiar, from having
had them so often for a copy from the writing master :

—

" A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring ;

"

and when Mr. Smith sets himself up to teach his
brother farmers, if he would bear them in mind,
possibly they might prevent him laying down the law
quite so dictatorially. G. A. H.

The Wheat Plant.—In answer to the question of
" A Young Farmer," Why does the Wheat plant look
worst this year after Clover-lea ? I may state that we
have a field of Wheat here after Clover ; about a
quarter of it was ploughed up directly after harvest,
and the rest was left for about a month. Now, that
that was ploughed first has looked well all along, and
is a good plant, but the last is a poor plant, and not so
good a colour, so much so that it shows now where a
ridge was drawn out at the first ploughing, and the
casting left till the second ; therefore I think, with one
of your conespondents some time since, that the failure

is in consequence of the soil not having had time to
settle before the seed was drilled. I may state that
the worst is greatly improving now. Pitstone, Tring,
I/i-rls.

Farmers Politically Left to Themselves.—
What are they to do, or what can they do. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer gives them a somewhat
easier or less restrictive way to vegetate their Barleys
for farm stock to be used as food. A precious few will
avail themselves of this supposed privilege, which in
real fact is of very little service, as the old practice of
grinding it is more efficacious and more valuable as
food for the average of farm stock, most assuredly for
pigs, upon which they are principally fattened. He
also gives them the advantage of carrying a gun upon
more moderate terms than a game license ; but upon
the average of farms this will prove a certain grievance,
as no farmer can keep a gun for bird-tending purposes,
unless he pays the license of 20s, As there is nothing
said about revolvers or pistols of any kind, possibly
our "crow boys" may use a pistol instead of their
" clappers," or their glib tongues. Be that as it may,
every one who has observed the habits of crows and
pigeons, and some small birds, know full well that they
pay very little regard to either. The boy may clap, or
rattle, or shout himself hoarse, the birds will merely
fly out of his way to another part of the field, to con-
tinue their depredations, but the report of the gun and
flash of fire does truly alamt them and drive them
away. The gun or pistol, then, is a necessity to the
" crow boy. " There are, in fact, more difficulties put
in the farmer's way, and payments to make, from which
he was exempt. He can't keep a shepherd dog now,
unless he pays a 5j-. tax ; he cannot use his farm-horses
for profit even for a day, except upon his farm,
without paying the tax (duty so called). " Boon-
ing," or road-repairing, is now obsolete with him.
But are there no ways open whereby the farmer may
recoup himself in some measure? Well, if he pays his

2o.r. and carries a gvm, he may shoot a hare, rabbit, or
other game, or why do away with game licences ?

The landlord may interfere, but the number of guns
that will be "carried"—yes, at 20j. each—will cer-
tainly be used more or less in a way the landlord won't
approve. Farmers must be watchful. There are
many ways in which they are wronged, and they
must use their best endeavours to have them redressed
and rectified. Take the corn averages. Farmers pay
little attention to see that they are correct. It is the
duty of the inspector of corn returns to receive the
account of the purchases made by each merchant or
buyer in his market, to look them over, and to

regulate and adjust the quantities and prices, and so

calculate the differences as to make a fair and just

return, taking, as in many markets, both price and
weiglit into account. It is his duty to ascertain yearly

the average weight of each kind of grain in imperial

bushels in his immediate district, and upon that ascer-

tained weight he has, and ought, to regulate the imperial
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average price of corn by which tithe averages and com
rents are taken. Now, does he do this ? Farmers

should see to this. Take a market having some 50

or 60 or more buyers. Does he receive their returns ?

Does he carefully investigate, analyse, and properly

regulate them so as to abstract from each and every

one a correct average, are all thrown into one general

careless account, and a hasty, indefinite, and un-

reliable average given? These things require to be

watched. Some inspectors, according to Government

returns, have placed the average weights of com grown

in their districts much too high; some to the extent of

more than 5 stones for a bushel of Wheat, 4^ stones

for Barley, 4 stones for Oats, &c. Then come

in the various heavy payments farmers have to meet

under the head of local taxation. Why are they to

bear so many and such exclusive burthens ? These

must be closely watched and scrutinised. Some say

local taxes are landlord's taxes, and only another form

of rent : queer logic, I think. Be it so, he has no

right to bear all the burthen for ever, as he now does.

Suppose these burthens to be shared alike by the

whole community, the landlord would be thus relieved

to the extent of two-thirds of the present payments. Is

that all to go into his own pocket exclusively in the

form of rent ? Certainly not. Whatever tends to the

advantage of the landed interest is shared by all con-

nected with that interest. Land will always find its

value : undoubtedly it does so at all times. A
depressed agriculture always lowers rent and the value

of land, and is equally bad for both landlord and

tenant ; a relieved agriculture is vice vcrsd—it matters

not how—and would be a benefit to both landlord and

tenant. Their interests are more or less identical.

Some farmers take alarm upon the local taxation ques-

tion, supposing that their crops and farm stock arc to be

valued and rated above what they now sustain. This

is ridiculous. It is these crops and this stock that in

any way make the farm profitable for rating now
;

and it is upon and from these they have to make their

payments. Surely the less the landlord has to pay fire

less he will require of his tenant in some degree ; and
all farmers are not tenants. The burthen of local

taxation is exclusively upon real property—land or

buildings thereon—to the extent of two-thirds above

what is fair and right ; and to relieve this property of

this extra burthen cannot fail to be of advantage to it,

and must be diffused over all connected with it. 0. F.

Relations of Straw and Dung.— *' G. A. H."
writes a great deal, but he does not always write cor-

rectly. At p. Sio, speaking of me, he writes thus :

—

*' Suppose, then, he weighs out 10 lb. of Woolston
straw and puts it to soak in water in a tin vessel for a

week or two. Then let him take it out and let it drip

until no more water will drop from it, so as to make it

as dry as London stable dung, and having so done, let

him ti7 if it weighs 40 lb. Then let him tell your

readers honestly the result. Tell the truth, Mr. Smith,

and if you cannot shame the devil, at all events refute

'G. A. H.'" This professes to represent my esti-

mate of straw and water in a \vet state, just as it is

taken from a farmyard. Now, let us see what I say about

London dung. At p. 678, I write thus:— "Good
London dung consists of, say, i ton of wheat-straw,

value for manure, £l ; half a ton of hay, value for

manure, lOj. ; half a ton of corn, value for manure,

£,\ 5j-. j and say 3 tons of watei", which would be the

outside." By this it may be seen that my estimate of

London dung and straw and water, just as it comes
out of a farmyard, are two things. The former I esti-

mate to consist of two-fifths dry and three-fifths wet,

for I know that the Londoner does not want to cart

more water about than he is obliged, and the latter I

estimate at one-fourth dry and three-fourths wet, and I

am of opinion that I am not much out in my estimate ;

but whether I am quite exact or not, it does not matter,

fori fix the value of ^^i upon the straw and nothing upon
the water. Let me give another quotation from p. 678 :

—

*' A ton of straw makes four loads or tons of manure,
worth 5j. per load or ton when fresh made, there is

less quantity and weight when rotted do^\'n." This is

conclusive evidence that I did not tie myself to an
exact weight, but to value, and I stand by that now.
Let " G. A. H.," or any other man, send to me icx3

tons of wheat-straw and I will give ^100 for it
;

but then *'G. A. H." will tell me that I shall have

the eating value into the bargain. Then I will give

him a bit of lat for his shoe-string, and that will make
that right.—This is all "truth," *' G. A. H.," whether

it "shames the devil" or not. William Smithy Wools-

ton, Blctchley Station, Bucks, June 13,

"The Blind Leading the Blind."—With regard

to the letters and article on the subject of the self-

appointed Committee of the British Association on the

treatment and utilisation of sewage, the question arises,

and should be satisfactorily answered before the acts of

the Royal Agricultural Society are impugned:—W^hat
prospect of good is likely to be derived from inspections

by a number ofgentlemen, necessarily as unpractical and
ignorant of the subject as those whom they propose

to instruct, of the places where sewage is being utilised

or wasted, or where experiments for the conveision of

it into a portable manure are being conducted ? In the

first place, there are not many modes of dealing with

the refuse of towns ; and so far as one can learn from

the public journals, and from reports published upon
the subject, the number of such is decreasing rapidly,

and so the question is practically becoming solved

without the assistance of the "jury" who propose to

"sit" upon each separate town, and offer the

local Board advice in proportion to the subscription

made to the committee. Now, sir, what can this

committee say of its experience to justify the local

authorities in paying it any special attention? If they

have any experience at all, their minds are possibly

made up as to the course to be pursued, and visiting

about the countiy becomes unnecessary. If they have

none, there is no reason why both they and their

patients should not both *' fall into the ditch." Take
the "A. B. C. plan: it is either—we will say for the

sake of argument—in its infancy, or it is a failure.

What can the committee say of that system more than

has already been said of it by the Royal Commissioners
on the Pollution of Rivers in their lately published

report : and so on of all the other systems and places

to which the Commissioners—gentlemen appointed by
Government from their peculiar fitness for the task

—

have, and still are, giving their best attention? A Non-
subscriber, London, ynne 13.

"West Indian "and" G. A. H."—A good Fowler's

implement could be pulled through 1 3 acres of plough-

ing daily, or nmch more, without any risk of breakage.

No Fisken's system, that I know of, can be set to work
for j^525, neither can a good roundabout of Fowler's

make be set to work for any such sum. The fault of

Smith's tackle is making it too light, and not having

the iron properly proportioned. A bar of iron i inch

square and 2 feet long between the supports, will bear

425 lb. without injury, but if we take a bar 2 inches

deep, and half anjnch thick, it will just weigh the same,

and yet will bear S5olb., or just double the weight.

I do not consider 74 inches "deep" ploughing, but

the ploughing I saw done at Manchester was just

7^ inches, and that is why that depth was mentioned,

if I remember rightly. I call 12 or 13 inches deep
ploughing, and I have frequently ploughed that depth

(with four horses and a Howard's B. B. B. plough)

land that had never been ploughed in the memory of

any one about here. As to stones to be found at

7.^ inches, I have no doubt whatever about finding

them if they are in the land ; but old wood is quite

as bad as stones. I am at this moment draining land

which has old trees lying embedded in it, and coming
within an inch or two of the surface after it has been

pared and burnt. How would "West Indian" deal

with them? would he like to put a Smith's smasher into

that ground without a friction clutch ? G. A. //.

Foreign Correspondence.
Paris.—The French Minister of Commerce, in the

name of the Superior Agricultural Commission, recently

presented to the Emperor the report embodying the con-

clusions arrived at by the Commission, after examination

and discussion of the immense mass of evidence

collected in all parts of France. The greater portion

of the document deals with questions which have little

or no interest out of France, but some few touch Great

Britain nearly ; and as in France a Ministerial report

may be looked upon as a law all but passed, the

recommendations of the Superior Commission acquire

double importance. The following are the points of

general interest :

—

Customs Duties.—From a general

point of view the Commission recognises the principle of

freedomofcommerce, wisely applied, asfavourable tothe

development of agricultural riches ; that agriculture,

mother of all other industries, has a right to be treated on

a footing of perfect equality with the other branches of

national production, and that in any future commercial

treaties the attention of the Legislature ought to be

directed to the produce of the soil as well as that of

our manufactures ; in short, that the modifications to

be introduced into the general tariff ofduties ought to be

conceived in a liberal sense, rather with a view to the

increase of the national revenue than with that of

favouring the tendencies of a protective regime. Pro-

ceeding to details, and taking up in the first place the

question of wool, the Commission did not hesitate to

pronounce against the re-establishment of import duties

on the raw material. The freedom accorded to the

importation of foreign wool appears to the Commission
to be in harmony with the general system which at

present prevails in our customs legislation. On the

same principle the Commission demands the suppres-

sion of the surcharge on guano coming from entrepots,

and the diminution by one-half of the duties on foreign

horses, colts, &c. The Commission pronounces against

the free admission of agricultural implements proposed

in the inquiry, its opinion being chiefly founded

on the view that such a measure could nut be

reconciled with the system of tariffs, at once

liberal and fiscal, of which it demands the adoption,

and according to which all merchandise should in the

interest of the public treasury pay a duty on entering

France. The Commission, at the outset of its labours,

at once set aside the question of the legislation upon
cereals as completely settled by experience in the sense

of the liberal solution given to it by the law of 1861
;

but it reser\'ed to itself at the same time the examina-

tion of the complaints made respecting the temporaiy

admissions of foreign gi-ain duty free for re-exportation

in the form of flour. The principal complaint is that

under the present system, by a traffic in the bonds,

flour may be exported from a point far distant from

the port of entry of the com. Independently of the
loss sustained by the treasury, the facilities accorded to
the miller have lost their importance since the abolition
of the extra dues has allowed foreign corn to be brought
into port in foreign bottoms at the rate of 50 centimes
the metrical quintal. After a long and animated
discussion, the Commission recommends the Govern-
ment to examine this system with the view to its modi-
fication. Application of Sezvage, o-'f.—The Commis-
sions dwells with great emphasis on the importance of
the application of the waste substances and liquids of
towns, and declares that to allow sewage or detritus of
any kind to be cast into rivers is an injury to agricul-

ture and the countiy generally. It pronounces in the

most decided manner its conviction that the most
advantageous mode of applying sewage is without con-
centration, disinfection, or preparation of any kind,

conveying away in the liquid form all the refuse of the
houses and streets. ** This is the system adopted in

the city of London ; and the best application that can
be made of liquid manure thus obtained is the irriga-

tion of natural or artificial gi-ass lands."

TheyftTw aphtheuse continues to rage amongst
the cattle in the Vosges, and more or less throughout
the Eastern districts of France. The cattle markets
are in consequence ill supplied and poorly attended, for

every one fears purchasing diseased animals. The
farmers see no hope of the visitation being stopped, as

healthy animals arriving in railway trucks in which
diseased beasts have been conveyed contract the genns
of the malady, and until means of completely purifying

the trucks have been adopted the evil must continue,

unless all importation ceases. The disease is

found in France to be extremely contagious ; it

is asserted that if a person enters a shed where
there are diseased beasts, and then visits another
without changing his clothes, he may carry the infec-

tion to healthy cattle in the latter. The fact, it is said,

has been proved in many instances. It is therefore

impossible that a locality into which diseased beasts

have been introduced should get free of it while the

same railway trucks are used— especially as cattle,

when fatigued, fasting, and crowded together, are

ready to take any disease. It is urged, and with
reason, that special precautions should be taken, now
that the warm weather is advancing, when all

epidemics assume increased intensity. [The alleged

reappearance of the cattle plague in the Department of
Doubs, referred to in our columns, at p. 708, proves to

have been a rumour without foundation.]

The French Government has lately suppressed
the duties on salt for agricultural purposes, and this

has naturally caused an increase in the use of that

condiment, and, as some people believe, to an excessive

extent. A member of the agricultural cornice of Epinal
says that, although all animals are very fond of salt, it

should be given to them in moderation, otherwise it

may prove injurious instead of useful, it is therefore

important to fix the proper quantities. The average
derived from practice in France is 20giammes (| oz.)

per 100 kilogrammes (2 cwt.) of the weight of the

animal, per day, and rather more for sheep and pigs.

In such proportions salt is serviceable for fatting

animals. The Germans have a proverb that 1 lb. of salt

makes lolb. of meat ; and it certainly contributes greatly

to Tts development and keeping qualities. G. W, V.

Sonelits,

The following is the address of the Chairman,
Lord Lytton, in proposing prosperity to this associa-

tion, on the occasion of its annual banquet last week :

—

Among the attributes for which England is distin-

guished, I know not if there be one which is more
remarkable— and certainly there is not one which
presents the character of our countrymen in a more
amiablelight—than that readiness tocombineforpurposes
of charity and benevolence which springs from active

sympathy with human suffering. The main distinction

between the civilisation of Christianity and the civilisa-

tion of the old heathen world is, that all Christian

communities recognise to an extent unknown to the

most enlightened commonwealths of antiquity the

simple doctrine, " Help one another." The ancients

had among their goddesses three Graces, to whom they

gave in their language the endearing name of "The
Charities." Goddesses veiy chaiming and attractive

were they : elegant companions in feasting, in merri-

ment, and in gallantry. But those charities did not

take their stand by the sick bed and the desolate

hearthstone. They had no fellowship with old age and
decrepitude ; no broken-hearted widows knelt at their

altars ; no fatherless orphans cried to them for bread.

Instead of those three heathen charities we have
adopted one simple image of Christian charity ;

we place her, not amidst the hearths of joy, but

in the abodes -of sorrow ; and the only festivals to

which we invite her are such as we hold to-day, in

order the better to fit her to-moi"row for her sacred

mission as the benefactress of poverty and the consoler

of distress. Now, gentlemen, when I look around me
I see many with whom I am familiar—many with

whom I hope on some other occasions to become
more familiar^who are engaged in the active pursuits
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of life ; and I think most of us may say that we arc

that.

It is commonly said that those who are engaged in

such pursuits, and in keen competition for gain and
power, are apt to forget others in their desire to advance

themselves. And yet there are no communities in

which that competition for gain or power is so active as

it is amongst us of the Anglo-Saxon race ; and in no
communities are there so many institutions that attest

the sympathy of the prosperous for the unfortunate, or

in which the desire to aid and serve those who have to

struggle against the ills of life, more systematically

pervades our public legislation, or more enters into our

private habits of thought. So that, perhaps, the tnith

is in reaUty, that the more active and busy our lives

are, the more our sympathies for large varieties of

mankind are aroused and diffused ; and our exertions for

gain and power bring us naturally so much into familiar

contactwith the poor and the feeble, that we become more
sensible and compassionate simply because objects of

compassion are brought more frequently before our eyes.

The Samaritans were much more engaged in the active

pursuits of life than the priests and the Levites ; but

when the wounded traveller lay half dead in the public

thoroughfare, the priests and Levites passed by on the

other side, and it was the Samaritan who bound up his

wounds and took care of him.

Amongst all our charitable institutions, speaking

honestly and fairly, 1 know not one which is more
entitled to general support than those in aid of which
we are met this evening—a support which should not

be confmed to that class the suflering members of

which it is the object of this charity to relieve. For
the w-ealth of our nation has its groundwork in the cul-

ture of the soil. It is in proportion as land becomes
productive that capital arises for the purposes of trade,

commerce, and manufactures. So that all classes may
well say, ** Speed the plough," because it is the plough
which puts in motion the ships of the merchant and the

mills of the manufacturer. And yet, gentlemen, while

every other class and vocation long since established its

special guild or benevolent institution for its unfor-

tunate members, it is only within the last ten years that

there has been added to the charities of this country

this institution for the benefit of those cultivators of the

soil who, while adding to the wealth of the nation,

have themselves been overtaken by poverty. There
are many who think that the life of the farmer

is the most enviable of all, and in many respects

it is. Still the life of the farmer is exposed to

vicissitudes over which he has no control. This

has been the case at all times ; but I think I could

show that in the times in which we live there is

a more special call for the resources of this institution.

In all times the English farmer is exposed to the risk

of bad seasons in a climate proverbially fickle and
uncertain ; in all times his flocks and herds are exposed

to disease, and his crops to blight and mildew, storm

and tempest ; in all times he is subject, by the condi-

tions of other countries as well as his own, to great

fluctuations in prices, and to the consequent difficulty

of calculating profits and guarding against losses ; in

all times, too, he must be subject to that anxiety and
fear of the morrow which preys upon the heart and
undermines the Jiealth. And if he belong not to one

of the higher order of farmers, such as I see to-day,

but is one of the working class of farmers, his frame

must be always exposed to the inclemencies of the

weather, and, stout though that frame may be, he is

thus more liable than weaker men who carry on their

work under shelter within doors to be suddenly stricken

down by disease. And yet, perhaps, there is no voca-

tion in which the eye of the master is more imperatively

demanded than in that of the laborious agriculturist.

While, then, at all times the life of the farmer is

exposed to unforeseen reverses, this institution, in aid

of which we are now met, is the only one existing in

which in case of misfortune he can find comfort and
relief, a provision for his old age, a pension for his wife,

and a school for his orphans. The times in which we
now live are marked by circumstan'ces which may
perhaps render the resources of this institution still

more called for and important. We cannot conceal

from ourselves that for several years past a transition

slate of agriculture has been in operation, and that it

must continue in increased activity and force. There
is a growing persuasion that a much larger amount of
capital than was formerly needed is now required for

the due cultivation of the soil. Small farms are being
somewhat rapidly melted into large ones, and that old

class of farmers whom we may fairly call working
farmers, who had little other capital than theirown bodily

labour and the scanty savings of their own careful thrift

—

that class is eitherrapidly disappearing, or, where it exists

to any great extent, isengaged in a life and death struggle

against the competition of neighbouring tenants, with all

the costly advantages of machinery and science at their

command, perhaps with some resources at their backs,

which enable them to resist the pressure of adverse

seasons and fluctuating markets. That change began
long before the repeal of the Com Laws, but that

Irepeal gave to the change an irresistible impulse. Tlie

change is inevitable, and if it is for the good of the

community, I cannot say that it is not desirable.

Whatever brings to any description of business a
liigher degree of education and a larger amount of
capital is not a change which any sound reasoner can
deprecate or lament. But in the coiu-se of that change

there must be a corresponding amount of innocent
sufferers, and this institution comes opportunely to their

aid. But even when the change sliall be completed,
even when large farms have become universal, and
when the opulent tradesman and the scientific agricul-
turist shall more and more become eager competitors,
at high rents, for the hire of acres in which to invest
their capital and hazard their improvements, still we
cannot hope that all will succeed. On the contrary,
the hope of large profits necessitates the risk of great
losses ; and thus, perhaps, the uses of this institution

may become more demanded when the change is

complete than they are now that the change is in

course of operation.

Why, I learn from the last report, which I have
looked over rather carefully, that among the recipients
of your bounty are the former occupiers of large farms
at high speculative i-ents, farms of 500 or 600 acres
(Mr. Mechi :

** A thousand "). The occupier of one
farm paid, I find, not less than ;!^3500 a-year rent.

We must not forget that in the course of this transition,

in which the old class of fanners is disappearing, with
it must also disappear the old affectionate spirit of
clanship between landlord and tenant. Formerly there
was a kindly, affectionate relationship between the
squire and the farmer. The former was naturally—ho
could not help being so—indulgent towards the man
whom he had known in his childhood, whose ancestors

had lived there almost as long as his own ancestors
;

and I don't see how he could be persuaded to set adrift

in his old age a tenant who, whether from straitened

circumstances, from infirmity, or from obsolete notions

of agriculture, was not doing full justice to the land.

But when the hire of acres is to become that mere
matter of business which political economists tell us,

and perhaps rightly, it ought to be ; when the sole

consideration between landlord and tenant is to be that

of rent and contract, you cannot expect that the landlord

will have the same affectionate indulgence that he has
had heretofore for a failing tenant ; and then the

uses of this institution may become more urgently

required.

Now, in presenting the subject thus earnestly before

you, I have not attempted to disgm'se the fact that it is

dry and tedious; but I have dwelt thus minute upon it,

in order that I might bring the uses of this institution

now and hereafter more visibly, not before the public,

but before those distant counties which at present

subscribe to your funds in a proportion so light com-
pared to the wealth of the districts and to the agricul-

tural interest there, that I am induced to suppose that

in those districts the uses of your society must be
unknown. With a few brilliant exceptions, which I

shall presently notice, I have observed that, while the

Society has been liberally supported in the Home
Counties, where its benefits are, I suppose, best known,
as a general rule the amount of support diminishes in

proportion to the distance of a district from the

metropolis. Well, ought that to be the case? This
Society offers its bounty impartially to the three king-

doms ; yet Ireland, with regard to which we
hear a little more about the distress of small tenants

than we hear in the case of either of the other

parts of the United Kingdom, sends us only one
subscriber, and he is a physician at Dublin —
long life to him as well as to his patients—while Scot-

land, which justly prides itself upon its agriculture, and
which sets in many respects so notable an example of
prudence and of foresight, sends, I think, only five

subscribers, one of whom is a duke, and another a

bishop. Long life to the duke's order, and long life to

the bishop's church ! We may be reminded of the old

sarcasm, that farthings were first coined in order to

enable the Scotch to subscribe to our public charities

(great laughter). Yes ; but, then, I find that the Welsh
seem to think the farthings just as useful to them as

they are to the Scotch, or more so, for North Wales
and South Wales together only send us eight donors
and subscribers. The county of Cornwall exceeds them
all in care for the farmers. With the single exception

of Earl St. Germans, not one single farthing has that

great county contributed to our funds. Derbyshire sends

us, I think, nine subscribers. Cumberland and West-
moreland combined send us four ; and the wealthy
district of Lancashire, which would never have
had its manufactures or its wealth but for the agri-

culturists, in spite of the munificent example ol

the late Earl of Derby, and of the interest evinced
in the Society so sincerely and so warmly by the

present earl, who was my predecessor in this chair,

that county only sends us 15 subscribers, nine of whom
(honour to the town and discredit to the country !) as

appears from their place of residence, are not squires,

or farmers, or persons belonging to rural districts, but
persons residing in the towns of Liverpool and Man-
chester. Well, then, gentlemen, surely our object

ought to be to diffuse as far as we possibly can a know-
ledge of the uses of this institution among those wealthy
but benighted districts. How much can be done by
the efforts of a single individual we may learn from the

brilliant example of the founder of this institution,

I have no doubt that it is owing much, and mainly, to

his exertions that we are so gi'eatly supported by the

Home Counties in general, and by the county of Middle-
sex in particular. Perhaps the generosity with which
certain Southern districts contrast the parsimony of the

Northern counties is also to be ascribed partly to the

superior exertions of individuals, and especially of the

honorary local secretaries
; I mean the districts or

counties of Hampshire and Leicestershire.

Being myself the son and the brother of a
Norfolk squire, perhaps I may be allowed to say
with pride that the county of Norfolk sends
us 85 donors and 250 annual subscribers. Well
now, I would suggest one very cheap and simple mode
of extending a knowledge of the society in those dis-

tricts which do not at present contribute to our exche-
quer, and confirming our hold upon those which do :

it is, that we should endeavour that at the various agri-

cultural dinners, which take place eveiy year, '* Pros-
perity to the Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institu-

tion " should form one of the toasts, and be entrusted
to some person of local weight and influence. If he be
a farmer of local weight and influence, it will be better
than if he were a squire ; but at all events let him
possess those qualifications. I should like to see such
a toast proposed by my friend Mr. Brandram at the
next agricultural dinner in Hertfordshire. No one could
propose that toast better ; and though Hertfordshire—

•

thanks much to him—has done its work worthily, and
we subscribe largely, still if the example be once set of
bringing the institution fairly and clearly before the
farmers of the county, it might befollowed at other county
festivals and the practice become general. Further, I
think that the editors of the great county newspapers
should really make a fair mention of the Society ; and
if, besides this, we could secure in the more distant,
and at present niggardly districts, honorary local secre-
taries who would actively exert themselves to get
farmers to take an interest in the work, then, I think,
year by year we should be enabled to extend the bene-
fits of this institution. There is one object to which I
wish to allude that is only partially carried out, and
which, to my mind, is of the highest importance to the
community—I mean a provision for the orphan
children of poverty-stricken farmers. To soothe and
cheer the last days of the old in their passage to the
grave is a noble and a lovely charity. But for the
community at large it is perhaps of still more import-
ance that the rising generation, which is to influence

the days to come, should be saved from the adverse
influences of ignorance and destitution, and trained to
become useful members of the body politic. I have
here to appeal to the ladies who have lionoured our fes-

tival with their presence. This is an object to which they
can contribute, and I cannot believe that the cry of the
orphan will fall in vain on the heart of woman. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, why have I thus argued ? To
increase your funds. And, while I have complained
of the comparatively small proportion of subscribers,

let it not for a moment be supposed that I am dissa-

tisfied with the progress you have already made. On
the contrary, when I consider within how short a time
the Society has been founded, and how large is the
country it has to permeate, I see ample reason for
congratulation. Within the past year you have dis-

tributed amongst the pensioners nearly ^£^3500, and,
besides your annual subscriptions, you have within
10 years accumulated ^^22,000, which is now invested
in the Funds ; and while your resources have thus
increased, your expenditure has been almost annually
diminished ; so that the Society presents every ground
for encouragement, combining, as it does, a most rare

and admirable economy of management, with a bene-
volence which comprehends in its range affliction and
old age, pensions for widows and schools for orphans.
Knowing, then, that I appeal to your reason as well as

to your hearts, I give you "Prosperity to the Royal
Agricultural Benevolent Institution."

DERBYSHIRE
The Agricultural and Commercial Value of Artl*

fitial Manures.—Professor Voelcker lately delivered a
lecture to the members of the Derbyshire Agricultural

Society on this subject.

Dr. HitchMAN introduced the lecturer, saying ;

Like almost all men possessing great knowledge, Dr.

Voelcker is most cautious in induction and modest in

statement, and is ever ready to receive with courtesy

and thankfulness any facts which may be communicated
to him by practical and observant men. Facts from
such a source are always most acceptable, provided

they are facts, for it is a sad fact that there are many
things alleged to be facts, and given in all good faith

by the communicant as facts, which are nothing less

than illusions, mistakes, part-truths, or entire blunders,

and which, taking the place of facts, act as barriers to

progress, prevent or retard d iscoveries, act, indeed,

like sand-shoals in the ocean of truth, until their true

nature has been revealed, and the alleged fact is found
to be a phantom—what Lord Bacon would have named
an idol, called into existence by false perception or

erroneous induction. To observe accurately is a
valuable quality, and one by the acquisition of whioh
the most humble of us may contribute something to

that great storehouse of knowledge from which things

new and old are being daily called forth by scientific

minds for the benefit and instruction of mankind. I

have watched with interest and admiration the

career of Dr. Voelcker for more than 20 years ; and I

confess that his industry, honesty, caution, practical

sagacity, and inductive skill have excited my reverence

and esteem. He has never been fond of indulging in

•* sensational " theories, has not emulated the bnlliancy,

the scientific romance, of some other great chemists.
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has never longed to " o'erstep the modesty of nature ;"

but with child-hke docility he has sat at her feet, and
with inexhaustible patience awaited her teachings, and
then placed them in calm, clear language before his

own auditors and readers ; and if he has not dazzled

us with the splendour of his genius, neither has he led

us into quagmires by its delusive coruscations. I am,
unfortunately, old enough to remember the hopes

which were excited in the minds of ardent agriculturists

by the earlier writings of Liebig and his imitators.

Enthusiasts began to think that agricultural chemistry

was an Aladdin's lamp, to conjure up com crops from

a deal board ; and even soberer men expected that any

number of crops might be successively raised from any

plot of gi-ound by substituting a few pounds of potash

for the crops removed. Persons talked in such a

manner of manuring a large field with a mere hatful

of salts as to call forth the satirical remark that, when
that took place, they might bring back the produce in

the waistcoat pocket. Those days have passed ; and
practical chemists like Dr. Voelcker know that there

is a wide difference between chemical compounds
subjected to the influence of soils, of wind, of light,

of moisture, cold, and warmth, in variable and varying

quantities, in the external air, and to the added
influence of the special vital qualities of the growing
plant, and the same compound obediently complying
with the wishes of the chemist in the scales and retorts

of his laboratory. Dr. Voelcker has conferred great

benefits on the cultivators of arable soil, by his valuable

analyses, by his description of fertilising earths, by his

exposure of the frauds of dishonest manufacturers of

cattle food and manures, and by the information he has

imparted on the manures best adapted for special soils

and seeds ; and he has now, under the auspices of

that wise friend of the farmer—the right hon. Lord
Vernon—come among us, to tell us something of arti-

ficial manures and the agencies best adapted for the

fertilisation and sustentation of our grass lands.

Dr.Voelcker said : The subject of artificial manures
was of annually increasing importance, for where five

or ten years ago men spent their tens of pounds in the

purchase of artificial manures they now spend their

hundreds, and those who spent their hundreds now
spend their thousands. To see how important the

question was becoming they need only look at the

many manufactories of artificial manures which were
springing up everywhere, and at the keen competition

which existed between rival dealers ; indeed, the

dealer in artificial manure had become one of the

greatest bores in the market. They could not go into

a market without being pestered by some agent for an
artificial manure manufacturer, who praised his wares
often to the detriment of those of his rivals. There
were now makers who produced from 30,000 to

40,000 tons per annum; others 20,000 and 10,000,

and some 1000 or 500. Very large sums were in-

vested in the manufacture, and it was unnecessary

to say that large sums were paid annually for these

manures by agriculturists who must, in the present day,

if they would successfully cultivate their land, spend a

good deal of money for the purchase of these manures :

for the present state of agriculture necessitated the

application to the soil of more fertilising agents than
could be conveniently obtained from farmyard manure.
Seeing that so large an amount was spent on these

manures, it was of the greatest importance to the

farmer that he should lay out his money to the greatest

advantage, and how could he do that unless he pos-
sessed some knowledge of the fertilising constituents

which enter into the composition of the manures offered

for sale? The time was long past when the fertilising

powers of certain materials were ascribed to a certain

unknown force, and they now knew pretty well on
what substance the value—^both economical or money
value, and the fertilising or practical value—of the
manures depended. It was not by any process of
cooking or of turning over that they could obtain good
manures; they could only secure them by incorporating
the right materials. There was a time when a mis-
taken notion prevailed that farmyard manure should be
turned three times, and that it got better every time.

Now there was, as was generally the case, a little truth

mixed up with the error involved in that idea. To
turn manure helped to make it rotten, and rotten

manure was better than fresh, bulk for bulk ; but by
its standing exposed it was apt to lose a great deal of its

fertilising properties, and the more economical plan
was to cart the dung to the field as soon as possible,

and then they avoided the risk of losing a portion of
its valuable properties by evaporation or by drainage.

They knew well that the value of animal manure
depended very much upon what they put into the
animal's belly, and that it would be very different if they
used plenty of oilcake, or other rich food, than if they
gave their stock an insufticient amount of poor food.

So with artificial manures. Their value depended on
the materials put into them. They might concoct a
manure of the sewage matter of London, or Birming-
ham, or Derby, by sifting out its solid parts, but its

fertilising value would be very little, and it would
largely consist of soil, clay, or sand, with some organic
matter of no great value. They must not expect to

get much fertilising matter from town sewage, unless

they incorporated with it a good deal of Peruvian

guano, or good bone dust, or nitrate of soda. The
fertilising value of manures depended mainly on the

nitrogenous matters, phosphates, and salts of potash
they contained. Nitrogenous matter was derived from
animals, and existed largely in blood, flesh, skin, hair,

and other refuse animal matters. As a rule ammoniacal
salts produced bulk, and phosphates produced quality,

and his aim would be to get both.

^
Artificial Manure.—He would now direct their atten-

tion to a few of the common artificial manures. The
fertilising value of guano depended essentially on the

amount of nitrogenous matter, which was measured by
the amount of ammonia it yielded. The fertilising value
of guano was declining. Formerly it would often con-
tain 19 per cent, of ammonia, but that was a great

rarity at present, A few years ago they might fairly

have expected 1 6 per cent. , and often 1 7 or 1 8 per cent.

,

with very little insoluble siliceous matter, \\'hich was
only a long name for their old friend sand. The
following table showed the composition of four samples
of guano :

—

I. ir. IH. IV.
Phosphates oflime .. .. 25.07 .. 19.31 .. 30.98 .. 42.93

Ammoniacal salts .

.

. . 52.98 . . 5g.11 . . 33.94 . . 19. 79
Insoluble siliceous matter .. 1.50 .. 1.45 .. M--;© .. Ci.\^

Yield of a

This showed that whilst two specimens of Peruvian
guano contained about i \ per cent, of sand, another,
which was evidently adulterated, contained 14.^ per
cent., and another nearly 9^. The last had once
been Peruvian guano, but it had suffered from the

action of the weather and the sea water, and its

valuable (Constituents had been washed out. Whilst
the first yielded upwards of 1 7 and the second upwards
of 19 per cent, of ammonia, this yielded only

4^ per cent. The ammonia was easily removed
by the exposure and washing of the sea, but this

specimen contained a good deal of the phosphatic
materials, which were not so valuable, and were not

so easily affected by the water. It was really guano
no longer. Peruvian guano was getting less and less

valuable, and if they could this year get it from the
Government directors' stores to yield 15 per cent, of
ammonia, they would have no reason to grumble, and
they would have a good chance of getting only 13 per
cent. The manufacturers knew well the difference in

the value according to the yield of ammonia. Each
percentage of ammonia in a ton was worth I2i-. to 15^,,

so that the difference between 13 per cent, and 16 per
cent, would be at least 36^. in value. If they paid

£,\^ per ton for guano yielding 16 per cent, of am-
monia, which they might fairly expect to do, they
ought to pay 36^. less if the yield was only 13 per
cent., all the other circumstances being equal ; and he
had no hesitation in saying that many a farmer had
paid too dearly for Peruvian guano. The importers
could always sell the good guano to the manufacturers,
and he was not sure whether farmers could not now
often buy prepared artificial manures more cheaply
than Peruvian guano. At any rate it was manifestly

unjust to charge the same for Peruvian guano yielding

13 per cent of ammonia, as for that which yielded 16
per cent.

An inferior guano was perhaps the dearest thing the

farmer could buy. Genuine guano was light in colour;

it had not a pungent but an aromatic smell, and a

cheesy flavour when tasted, which was derived from
the undigested fish on which the birds fed, and which
disappeared when it had been washed by the sea. The
inferior guano was discoloured, and was generally of a

darkish brown, somewhat like the colour of varnished
oak when neither very new nor very old, and invariably

lost the peculiar taste to which he had referred.

Inferior guano always weighed more in proportion to

the bulk than the best. It should not exceed 68 or 70
lb. per bushel. By applying those tests every farmer
could tell whether the article was genuine or not, or

whether it was of inferior quality or not. He had had
many samples of guano direct from the importers, and
from respectable dealers, which contained 12 or 14
per cent, of sand. It had not been mixed with it

purposely, but the guano had been scraped too near
the rock, and some of the rock had found its way into

it. The sand should not exceed two or three, or at

most four per cent., as it was dear at £\^ a ton. He
would strongly urge them, as practical men, to agitate

the question of the purchase of guano being so regu-

lated that they might buy it to pay only for what
valuable properties they actually received

Nitrate of soda was often used with great advantage,
especially for cereals, and it was useful as a spring
dressing for Wheat, but like many other manures of

high value it was often adulterated, and often a large

quantity of common salt was mixed with it. Not long
ago a Worcestershire dealer in manure came to him, and
asked " What are we to do this season? The price of

nitrate is going up so frightfully that we cannot sell it

unless it is mixed with salt. If I don't do that my
customers won't buy at all." He mentioned that as

an example, and all the cases to which he referred had
come under his own experience, or were vouched by
correspondence : they were not the creations of fancy.

Now as the retail price of nitrate of soda was £\'i per
ton, and that of common salt i6j-. to £\, it was plain

that a mixture of 10 per cent, of common salt would
pay very well.

Whilst all manures were veiy much adulterated,

none were so much adulterated as bone dust. It was
extremely difficult to get genuine bone dust, as bones
were getting scarcer and scarcer. People had learnt
to appreciate their value as manures, and they had also
learnt to appreciate the comparative value of bone
phosphate, in comparison with mineral phosphate.

The superior value of bone phosphate arose from its

containing a large proportion of nitrogen, and genuine
bone dust yielded from 4^ to 5 per cent, of
ammonia. For pasture land he preferred steamed
bones to boiled bones, because in steamed bones the
fat, which was naturally contained in a large propor-
tion in bones, was removed. Fat, as an element in
bones, had no fertilising qualities whatever. It con-
sisted of carbon and hydrogen, and they need not
trouble themselves to supply those elements to the
plants. Fat was decidedly injurious in its effects, for

it prevented the decomposition of the bone dust, and
fresh bone would be in the land for many years before
it came into active play, the fat preventing the rain

from affecting it. Bone dust put into a heap,
especially when it was a little wet, heated ; and the
effect was to cause the ammonia to combine with the
fat, and to make what was called ammonia soap,
which would not prevent the rain obtaining access to
the bone phosphate which was tlien rapidly brought
into operation. Superphosphate was another kind of
manure on which he would offer a few remarks. He
was often asked to give the composition of a good
superphosphate, and also what was a fair price for it.

The general answer to the second question was "As
much as it is worth." The determination of the value
of a superphosphate was not easy. It could not be
ascertained by merely looking at it, or handling it, or
smelling it. It might be necessary to handle it to see
its condition, whether it was dry, and so on ; but they
could not test its value by smelling at it. Pointing to

a table showing analysis of eight specimens of super-
phosphates. Dr. Voelcker said the value of a super-
phosphate of lime depended on the amount of the
soluble phosphate it contained, and the amount in

comparison of insoluble phosphate. The former would
be greatest in the case of bone dust, the latter in the
case of mineral phosphate, and that made all the
difference. Coprolite, which was a mineral phosphate,
had hardly any practical value. In the next place the
value of a superphosphate depended upon the amount
of organic matter it contained, and a very good test of
that was the amount of ammonia it yielded. Speaking
generally, the value was regulated by the amount of
soluble phosphate of lime. The quantity varied from
10 per cent, to as much as 40 per cent. It was
entirely a question of what they would pay. They
might say, " I pay, say, ^6 per ton ; what sort of
manure should I get for it?" or they might say,

"Here is a manure, what ought I to pay for it?" His
advice was that it should be bought at a rate fixed

according to the quantity of soluble phosphate it con-
tained— so much for each percentage of soluble

phosphate—say i^s. 4^.;to 4^. per cent.

There was a class of manures termed phospho
guanos : some of them were veiy good. They were a
mixture of phosphates with ammoniacal salts. They
were sold under various names. Their value depended
on the amount of soluble or insoluble phosphates, and
the amount of ammoniacal salts which were present.

Another class was that of nitro-phosphates, which was
only another name for a description of superphosphates.
These often did not contain nearly so much nitrogenous
matter as ordinary bone superphosphates. Fraudulent
mixtures, he was sorry to say, were very frequently
sold in England. There was one which had almost
gone the round of every county, for after being exposed
in one place it was sold with vigour in another district.

It was not improving. One sample he had analysed

yielded sixth-tenths per cent, of ammonia, a later one
a third per cent., and the last not a trace. It consisted

of gypsum, salt, and vitriol, and was of no value what-
ever. It was tfue that the proprietor got many testi-

monials, and no doubt most of them were genuine, but
it was not difficult to see how they were obtained.

Small specimen bags were sent gratis to a number of
persons with a request for a statement of the results,

and the maker wisely advised that only a small quantity
should be used, not exceeding i cwt. or 14 cwt. per
acre, and for the simple reason that if used in any
quantity it would seriously injure the land.

Everyone knew that the result of the best manures
was peculiarly affected by the season, and that a crop
which had been treated with the best manure would
sometimes look worse than one badly manured.
Hence a certain number of crops to which this stuff

was applied would turn out pretty well, and as all the

bad results went into the waste-paper basket, in the
course of a few years {with a liberal distribution of
samples) a good many testimonials were obtained. It

was impossible to form a decided opinion of the value
of manures without repeated trials and different cir-

cumstances, there was so much variety in the seasons j

and he would advise them not now to spend any money
in top-dressing, the season was far too much advanced
for it, and it would do more harm than good.

Nitrogen existed in organic matters, in the shape of
ammoniacal salts, in the shape of nitrates, which con-

sisted of nitrogen and hydrogen, and as nitric acid,

which consisted of nitrogen in combination with
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oxygen. The next in value to nitrogenous compounds

as fertilising elements were phosphates, which were

compounds of phosphoric acid, and were very import-

ant elements in many artificial manures.

The third class of fertilising substances was salts of

potash, and the value of an artificial manure, speaking

generally, depended on the quantities it contained of

nitrogenous matters, phosphate of lime, or potash

salts. Of course there were other matters essential to

the growth of plants, but they were of minor importance

because they either existed naturally in abundance in

the soil, or if not they could be readily supplied in a

cheap form. Gypsum, for instance, was a useful ferti-

liser on many soils ; but it would be better to appl^' it

directly to the land requiring it than to buy it in the

shape of artificial manure. Lime was very valuable on

some land, and especially pasture land, and also on

some arable land ; but he need not say that it answered

infinitely better to lime the land than to buy lime in

the shape of artificial manure. So common salt was

another useful fertiliser, and mixed with lime was the

means of renovating many poor pastures ; but they

could use those materials in their ordinary form.

He would name a few constituents that should not be

present at all in artificial manures. They did not want

vegetable matter in the shape of peat, or sawdust, or

rotten straw, or such cheap substances, which, he was

sorry to say, sometimes entered very largely into the com-

position of artificial manures. Peat had been called one

of the best friends which artificial manufacturers had
;

and he knew that sawdust, impregnated with sulphuric

acid, often did duty for superphosphate. Superphos-

phate was an acid substance, and was often cleverly

simulated by acid sawdust. There was a 1

called bone phosphate, which did not contain bone or

phosphate in any shape or form. Sand was a substance

which should exist in artificial manures in as small a

proportion as it was possible to obtain it. It was

impossible for any commercial product to be chemically

pure, and substances could not be dealt with for the

purpose of manufacture without a little sand being

introduced into them, and it was found in small

quantities in the best artificial manures, but the

quantity should be as small as possible. So far as the

value of manures depended on the matters employed in

compounding them, it could be ascertained by analysis,

but their value depended also on the form in which the

elements of fertility existed in them. In certain com-

binations nitrogen acted much more rapidly on vegeta-

tion than in others. Nitrate of soda when properly

washed into the soil showed its effects in the course of

three or four days, by imparting a darker colour and a

healthier appearance to the Grass, But this would not

be witnessed in dry weather, and it was only fit to be

applied in showery weather, or it would be lost. It

was the most powerful form in which they could apply

nitrogen to the soil, was most easily taken up by the

plant, and the quickest in its effects ; but it readily

disappeared from the soil, and Jhose substances which

were quickest in their operation most readily passed

away in drainage and otherwise. Ammonia in the

shape of ammoniacal salts was not quite so acti\e as

nitrate of soda, so that it could be applied with less

risk of being lost. They might top-dress the land with

manure containing ammoniacal salts in the autumn,

but it would be a bad plan to top-dress «'ith

nitrate of soda. It was a remarkable fact that the

soil possessed a special power of laying hold of

ammonia in the form of ammoniacal salts. Tliat con-

stituted, he considered, the second stage in which

nitrogenous matters were presented to the plant, an

intermediate stage between the crude fertilising material,

such as they found in fresh manure, or in dried blood

or fiesh, which entered into fermentation readily, and

was changed into ammoniacal salts. The soil readily

laid hold of these ammoniacal salts, and during the

winter months converted them into nitric acid, which
was, he believed, the form in which nitrogen was taken

up by the crops. •That was a lesson from Nature that

time should, not be lost, but that the farmer should

make good use of his spare time, and cart his manure
to the land as soon as his leisure would admit of it.

It would never do to apply fresh manure, as they well

knew, in the spring. It would have very little effect

comparatively on the root crops. Rotten dung answered

a great deal better, for the reason that it had under-

gone the necessary change, and the nitrogenous matter
existed in it in the appropriate form.

In considering the value of artificial manures they

must consider, not only the value of the materials

which entered into them, but also the form in which
they existed in the manure. They might have nitro-

genous matter, for instance, in the shape of nitrate of

soda, Peruvian guano, or dried blood, in which case it

readily became effective ; or again in the shape of

shoddy or wool refuse, which required a long time

before it came into action, unless specially prepared.

Ammonia existed in shoddy or wool refuse, but it was
impregnated with greasy or fatty matter, which prevented

its decomposition ; and this greatly detracted from its

value. Again, nitrogen occurred in leather ; but do
what they would with leather, let them reduce it to the

finest powder, the nitrogen would remain inactive.

Some manufacturers knew well how to compound a

manure, which on analysis would show a large per-

centage of nitrogen ; but it made all the difference

whether it was in such a form as leather powder, or as

Peruvian guano, in which latter shape it was readily

taken up by the soil. He would rather have i per

cent, of nitrogen, in the shape of sulphate of ammonia,
than 6 per cent, in the shape of powdered leather.

They must not, therefore, too implicitly trust to

analyses, which were sometimes made for sale as much
as the manures themselves. A mere number of figures

of percentages would not put them into a proper

position to judge of the true value of manures, but they

would, show in what force tlie various constituents

figured in the analysis were present in the manure.

Another point was the mechanical condition of the

manure, which had a material influence on its value.

Dryness and fineness of division could not be obtained

without expense, but the farmer was well repaid for

paying something like "js. 6(/. or even loj-. per ton

extra for a manure in a dry and finely powdered condi-

tion. Again, the fertilising value of manure depended
very much on the use the farmer made of it. Certain

manures answered best for cereal crops, and others for

root crops ; some were adapted for one kind of soil and

some for another ; and their value also depended on

their being applied at the right time of the year, and in

right manner.
Some years ago he made a series of experiments with

a variety of artificial manures as applied to grass land,

and the result of those experiments, carried out on a

tolerably large scale in several counties in England

was to lead him to the conclusion that the most

economical and most efficient manure which could be

applied to grass lands was good farmyard manure. No
manure produced so good a result, if they could get

plenty of it, as good stable dung on grass land; but as

they could not always get enough they must get the

next best, or the land, instead of becoming richer,

would become poorer and poorer. In determining

what was the best substitute, they had to consider what

was the character of the land. If, as was the case

with most of the Derby pastures, the land required

lime, they should lime it well, and having done so,

leave it for a couple of years without putting any

manure at all upon it. His experience showed that in

most counties of England it was desirable to apply

bones to grass land, but bones never did well on newly

limed land, and in many cases where it had been so

applied he had not been able to see even where the

bones went to. It was very important to settle the

point whether the land needed lime. If the herbage

looked unhealthy or deathlike, as people said, they

might take a little of the soil, and pour upon it weak
spirits of salt, and if there was an effervescence that

would be an indication that there was enough lime.

If they tested the land in that locality, they would find

that by far the larger part of the pasture land required

lime. The effects of liming might be regarded as

permanent, and after its application they should adojH

other means. Supposing the lime to be thoroughly

incorporated with the land, the next thing to decide

was whether bones would answer as a manure. There

were no general rules which would hold good under all

circumstances. Speaking generally ,on heavy soils fresh

bone dust, at any rate, did not show so well as on light

and more porous soils ; and as bone manure was rather

expensive at the present time it was well to make an

experiment on a small scale before applying it exten-

sively. The result of his inquiries went to show that

all good artificial manures for grass lands should

contain a certain proportion of phosphatic materials,

if possible in the shape of bone dust ; and light land

should also be supplied with salt of potash.

be that, if observation and experiment were essential to

progress. He would advise them to deal with respect-

able men, who had a reputation to lose, for in buying
cheap manure from some one who went on for a short

time and then failed, they would, in the long run, not

gain any advantage. He would advise them not to be

led astray by statements of analytical results, for, as he

had stated, nitrogen might be present in the form of

leather or phosphate in an insoluble mineral, like

coprolite, which would have very little effect. He
would not, on the whole, advise them to deal with

their brother farmers, who made a little manure, and

dealt in horses, and so on ; as, generally speaking,

they would get an inferior article. He would not

recommend them tobuy cheap manures, and he showed
by reference to analysis that many of the cheap manures

were by far the dearest. Some of these manures con-

sisted mainly of dried nightsoil, which was perhaps

worth about 51. for a good cartload, and which were

sold at £t, ox£^ per ton. If they bought superphos-

phate they should buy by analysis, and when they were

certain that they had got what they wanted, they must

give the price for it. In buying nitrate of soda they

should have a guarantee stating the amount of impurities

it contained^5, 6, 7, or S per cent. This was called

"refraction," and deducting it would show the amount
of nitrate it contained. He should have liked to have
spoken on the question of Supply Associations, for the

purpose of ensuring genuine manures, but could only

recommend the question to them for discussion. Such
associations were springing up in various counties in

England, and some were carried on in a very profitable

manner.
In reply to Mr. Robinson, of Melbourne, Dr.

VOELCKER said there was no better easy test of guano
than weighing, filling the bushel lightly, and sweeping

it off level ; and the weight as above stated should not

exceed 68 or 70 lb. Any material mixed with guano
weighed heavier, and they would find some weighing

72, 73, and even 74 lb. The test of the application of

quicklime with a view to determine the amount of

ammonia could not be relied upon, as a small quantity

of ammonia would produce a good deal of effervescence,

and cause a strong smell. Hence dealers in inferior

manures were fond of putting that test forward.

Pasture lands, to yield a good crop, must be also

supplied with a considerable proportion of nitrogenous

matter, in the shape of ammoniacal salts, and he would

recommend for light pasture lands mixtures of manures,

which should include potash—a good deal of which

was now got from Germany, where it had been dis-

covered in a state called kainit. They ought to pay

for that something like £z to £t, los. per ton retail.

It was imported into England lor something like £2
los. It was retailed at £^, which was rather too much
profit, and the farmers should insist upon getting it for

less, and the dealers could well afford to reduce the

price. He would recommend for light marly grass-

land I cwt. of supherphosphate, which would cost 6s. ;

2 cwt. of bone dust, which at 7j. 6d. would be 15^. ;

2 cwt. of potash salt at 4J., which would be 8.r. ; and

i4 cwt. of Peruvian guano, which would be £1 or 21s.

^

making a total of £2 los. per acre. He would not

advise them to lay out less than that, if they wished to

apply artificial manure to grass-lands at all, as he

thought it would be like wasting away powder by
dribbling it into the breech lock of a gun, where it

would produce no effect. Two cwt. of bone dust, and

the same quantity of Peruvian guano, and | cwt. of

nitrate of soda, made a very good dressing for light

grass-land. On heavy soils they might leave off" the

potash salts, more especially if they contained a fair

proportion of the better description of the more unctuous

kind of red clay.

In buying artificial manure they should first ascertain

what would suit the land, and they could ascertain that

for themselves, if they were not ashamed of being

called experimenting farmers ; and every fanner should

CIREMCESTEK.
Prez-eittion of Cattle Disease.— At a recent meet-

ing of this Chamber, Professor M'Bride, of the

Royal Agricultural College, read a paper on "The
Prevention of Cattle Disease." After quoting statistics

as to the loss sustained by this country from disease

amongst stock, he proceeded to consider the means of

preventing disease.

{ I ). The Inspection of Foreig7i Stock at British Ports

:

—
After some experience of this mode of preventing

disease, I am compelled to say that at the best it is of

doubtful utility. Every one knows that the results

obtained from the examination of animals which have
been at sea are very unsatisfactory, as the excitement

produced by bad ventilation between decks, over-

crowding, and the cruel manner in which they are

treated in landing, are sufficient to obscure the signs of

disease. Inspectors cannot possibly recognise disease

during its incubative stages. These vary, extending to

40 days in pleuro-pneumonia, in cattle plague six days,

epizootic aphtha ranging from 24 hours to five days.

Now it is quite possible that a cargo may be passing

through this stage and yet be reported healthy by the

inspector. They are then permitted to be exposed in

our markets, to propagate disease. The inspector may
limit the number of animals suffering from the acute

form, and in this particular may be of some little

service. But it must be evident that it can be no pro-

tection to our home stock.

{2). Quarantine has been recommended for all

foreign cattle. I believe that it is impracticable in this

country, because it would never be so efficiently con-

ducted as to secure us against the spread of such

maladies ; in fact, it would resemble our sanatoriums

during the cattle plague, and would merely be a centre

for the spread of such disorders. The advantages to

be gained by this procedure would be so few that it

would never compensate for the expense. It would

meet with very much opposition from its impracticable

character. Imagine an old Dutch cow retained in

quarantine for six weeks—it is simply absurd. No
doubt this measure would have this advantage, that it

would soon put a stop to foreign supplies altogether.

(3). What I would suggest for your safety would be,

that all foreign cattle and sheep should be slaughtered

when they arrive at our ports, and sent as dead meat
to our central markets. Sheep, if allowed to be

exposed in our markets alive, would be capable of pro-

pagating all the epizootics to our home cattle. There
should be no half measures. Government should be

compelled to restrict this traffic, and encourage our

home trade. If the British farmer offered animals for

sale, knowing that they came from a diseased stock,

and that they were suffering from the disease in a

latent form, he would be punished. Why, then, should

Government allow salesmen to dispose of foreign

cattle when they are known to come from infected

districts ? Indeed, this fact often leads to an in-

creased supply of such animals to our markets.

Foreign cattle dealers know we will give good prices

even for stock capable of propagating disease 1 the
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shortest possible time. This shows the inequality of

our English laws, foreigners being allowed to go scot-

free for the same offence that you would in all proba-

bility be imprisoned for. Why should you suffer from

any defect in the laws of free trade in cattle ? I can

assure you if the same thing was even attempted to be

done to any other section of the community, the statute

would be at once repealed. In fact, the more seldom
tliat either sheep or cattle are pemiitted to leave our

ports alive, the less likely are we to have a repetition

of the calamity of 1S65, which proved so fatal to your

interests. It is one of the most characteristic features

of epizootics that they always tend to become extin-

guished in places remote from those wherein they seem
to have a spontaneous origin. The influences which
affect this extinction are difficult to determine ;

per-

haps one reason is, that the contagious matter requires

other conditions besides the mere presence of animals

before it can establish itself permanently in a country.

As these conditions, however, exist nowhere excepting

in those countries wherein s\ich diseases spontaneously

arise, their absence in our own land may be one cause

of those disorders undergoing a gradual extermination.

Again, these diseases, from being transmitted through

several generations, lose much of their virulence, and
animals become much less susceptible to the influence

of their contagious principles. It is well known, for

example, that neither pleuro-pneumonia nor epizootic

aphtha is so deadly now as when it appeared first

amongst us, and it is just as certain that each of these

diseases would ultimately disappear if it were not for

the continued introduction of virus from abroad.

(4). Htno to Treat Home StocJz,—I should advise you
to place newly-purchased animals from public markets
in isolation houses for at least six weeks. You will

never regret doing so, as it will prevent the spread of

such diseases as pleuro-pneumonia. Should this

disorder break out among your stock, what should be
done?—Kill at once all those suffering from the

malady, separate the rest of your stock into small lots,

and be certain that each herd is isolated from the

other. Then put them all under tonic treatment,

sulphate of iron being the best. By tliis procedure

you will invigorate them to such an extent that they

will probably withstand the action of the specific

poison. Be careful that those attending diseased

animals do not come in contact with your healthy

stock. Such measures will tend to confine disease to

the districts in which it has first broken out, and
at the same time stay its progress. It is at all

times wise to use antiseptics. This treatment in its

entirety would not apply to epizootic aphtha, as its

period of incubation is so short that it would be dif-

ficult to prevent its spread. It is not deadly, but it

leads to great waste of meat and milk. Fat stock may
sink ;^3 per head in value, while with the dairy stock

it is simply ruinous. This disease has, during the past

30 years, robbed our people of not less than between
two and three million tons of animal food. A practical

farmer has stated the money lost at ;^250,ooo,ooo.

He recommended that farmers should show theii

annual losses from disease, with a view to claiming

compensation from Government. They might appoint

registi^ars in different parts of the country, whose duty

it would be to ascertain the diseases in particular dis-

tricts. Their reports should contain, (i) name of

disorder ; {2) its causes ; (3) its nature, whether con-

tagious, infectious, or otherwise ; (4) its dm-ation ; {5)

the number of deaths. Finally, he proposed that they

should inaugiu'ate the system of I'ccord which he had
suggested, and to get reliable statistics as to the annual

loss of cattle in Gloucestershire.

BANBURY.
The Rotation of Crops.—At a recent meeting of the

Banbury Chamber of Agriculture a paper was read by
Mr. W. CoTHER on this subject. He said :

—

I will, in the first place, give you my own experience

and information on the subject of a light sandy soil

;

secondly, consider the better mode relative to the

cultivation of retentive stone-brash ; and thirdly, to

make a few remarks on the kind of soil which pre-

vails generally in this district.

In the first place, I propose that the fii-st-named soil,

being sandy, shall be farmed on a five-course system ;

the second, or retentive stone-brash, on a three-course

system ; and the third on a five-course system, the

details of which I propose to enumerate thus :—The
sandy soil to be cultivated on the following rotation

—

1st, fallow ; 2d, Barley ; 3d, Peas ; 4th, Rye, seeds.

Mangels, and Swedes, with a liberal dressing of manure
previously supplied ; 5th, Barley. This is a course by
which the land may be kept from tendril Couch, by the

occasional application of the fork, which can be best

applied during the crop of Mangels and Swedes, both
before and after they arc raised or consumed. The
second, or stone-brash soil, to be farmed on a three-

course system, viz., ist, Wheat; 2d, Barley or Oats;
3d, evei'y kind of green crop known, or to be known,
as a preparation for Wheat. What I mean by the

green crops already known as a preparation for Wheat
are these : Rye, Beans, Peas, Trifolium, Italian Rye-
grass, or a mixture of Italian and Trefoil, and the various

kinds of Clover, or any others that may be introduced.

The third kind of soil already named, or that which
generally abounds in this district, I propose should be

proportions ; and 5th, Wheat. The reason for naming
the Oat crop after Turnips is this : On the highest-

farmed lands in Norfolk this is preferred, because the

succeeding Barley crop is not thrown or lodged, the

Barley is of superior quality, the seeds are not injured

by lodging of the Barley, and the seed crop is superior

either for mowing or grazing.

I shall now consider the summary of these courses on
a farm of 250 acres. Ist, there will be 150 acres of

corn, 50 acres of Rye, and 50 acres of Mangels and
Swedes on the sandy soil. 2d, there will be 166 acres

of com, and 83 acres of gi*een crop ; but by the

addition of an indefinite number of acres of Beans the

166 acres may be increased. The 3d course will

comprise 175 acres of corn, and 75 acres of Swedes
and Beans. This will give an idea, from the various

courses I have named, at what rent the different soils

should be taken ; but the further consideration of this

question may be better left for a future paper in detail,

by some person more competent than myself to decide

on such a question.

There are still two other kinds of soil to be alluded

to, but they do not abound in this immediate neigh-

bourhood, and are of a directly opposite character to

each other, viz. : A very thin brash soil, such as is

found on the Cotswold Hills ; the other being a very

heavy clay. The first of these, as I gather from the

best authorities I have met with, should be farmed

upon a six-course system, viz.: ist. Turnips; 2d,

Barley ;
3d, seeds ;

4th, seeds again
;

5th, Wheat

;

and 6th, Oats. And here I should observe that

preceding the Oat crop there should be a liberal appli-

cation of cart manure, and that the Turnip crop

succeeding should be thoroughly well manured with

supeqihosphate of lime. This is a system, as will be

observed, by which each crop of corn will be kept

at a considerable distance from the others of a like

description.

WUth regard to the clay, having lived in a clay

district, the old system would perhaps be best adhered

to, thorough draining done much to improve such

soils ; and here from the most experienced fanners I

gather that the better rotation as a preparation for

Wheat is Vetches or Clover consumed by sheep early

in the summer, a fallow made, Wheat succeeding the

same year, to be followed in the next by Beans, and in

the following year by Barley. I would here, as a

rider, if I may be permitted the term, say that I

recommend Mangels and Swedes mixed, because I

believe and feel almost certain that Mangels have the

nature of taking that from the soil which is prejudicial

to the successful growth of Swedes, and inducing a

healthy state, the Swede crop being almost free from

the direful disease known as '* finger-and-toe." I

would here remark that in using the drill for planting

Mangels and Swedes the seed should be in proportion

of 36 oz. of Mangel to 16 oz. of Swedes, the seed to be

thoroughly mixed in the box of the drill, in the propor-

tion of 9 oz. of Mangels to 4 oz. of Swedes, and that

tlie hoe should be applied immediately on the appear-

ance of the plants, as sandy land produces so many
annual w£eds.

There now arises a very grave question, and one

which requires veiy careful handling. It is, what is

the most satisfactory arrangement that can be come to

between landlord and tenant ? My own opinion is that

there is a very simple basis on which that conclusion

maybe come to, viz., to graft on the present agree-

ments the customs of Lincolnshire, admitted to be not

only the most improved, but one of the best cultivated

counties in the kingdom, quite equal to Norfolk, where

leases are prevalent. In the former county the tenants

are protected by equitable tenants' compensation.

The tenants* compensation in Lincolnshire is 25 per

cent, upon the last two years' outlay for oilcake, to be

paid by the incoming to the outgoing tenant, wholly

irrespective of the landlord. This compensation from

the incoming to the outgoing tenant is based upon the

production of just bills ; but in the event of enoneous

or unjustly made-up accounts being introduced the

outgoing tenant forfeits his claim to compensation

under this head.

With these observations it is better for me to conclude

that the improvement of agi^iculture may be unlimited,

under wise and careful provisions ; and this is no less

an agricultural than a consumer's question, the well-

being of every individual consumer of agricultural

produce being concemed therein, and therefore the

improvement and perfection of agricultural science

and practice is a subject which concerns the interest

of all.

In consideration of these Lincolnshire customs, I

would suggest that a committee be formed to take this

subject into consideration, such committee to consist of

the chairman, the vice-chairman, and secretary, three

landed proprietors, and three tenant-farmers, as you

will then have a preponderance of the landlord element

in tlie committee ; that they shall well consider the

question, and report to a future meeting of the Cham-
ber.

h the treatment of the soil and the rotation of cropping,
and he thouglit it preposterous to think that they would
a\'e good crops if their land was not fit for ihem. It

ould be a great benefit to them if Mr. Cother would
iform them as to the application of lime and the different

kinds of artificial manures to be used, so that they might
grow better crops by their application and secure the
rotation of crops most to be desired.

"
Ir. Dunn thought that in a Large portion of this

country agriculture had languished owing to miserable

interference on the part of landlords, who, although
singularly incompetent to give advice, had yet attempted
to impart it to their tenants, who were very often bound
down by the most absurd arrangements. They would
have a much better system of farming, they would have a
much greater amount of enterprise, industry, and energy,

and they would have more capital applied to the cultiva-

tion of the soil, if a system of leases or tenant agreement,
such as Mr. Cother had referred to, was more general

amongst them. The land would be found much better

cultivated if they had a tenant agreement such as was the

practice in Lincolnshire and Norfolk.

The Chairman thought that landlords should have a
remedy against the neglect of tenants. If the landlord
gave a lease for 21 years, as suggested by Mr. Dunn,
the man might be active and energetic enough the

first half of the lease, and the other half he might let

the land go down so as to be quite worthless, and he
thought the landlord should be protected against such
neglect.

Mr. Walton said if they compared the system of

tenure adopted in Scotland with that of his locality, the

comparison was greatly in favour of the former. In
Lincolnshire they had the system of compensation for

unexhausted improvements, and if a tenant increased

the value of his holding during his occupation he was
compensated- for it. He agreed with the chairman that

there should be protection for the landlords. The appli-

cation of capital to agriculture was also much discouraged

by the present system of rating ; if a landlord erected

commodious farm buildings the rateable value of the land

was raised, and both tenant and landlord had more to

pay.

The following resolution was ultimately agreed to

—

"That in order to encourage the application of capital

to agriculture, tenants be allowed greater security and
permanency of tenure, with compensation for unexhausted
improvements."

gotixcs 0f I'lOoRs.

The Farmers' Harvest Companion and Country
Gentleman's Assistant. By Thomas Jarvis. A
new edition, considerably enlarged. By William
Burness, Author and Editor of various works on
Practical Agriculture, Land Surveying, &c. G.

Routledge & Sons, The Broadway, London.

There are here 19 Tables relating to areas of land—

•

value per rod—cost per acre and per bushel—value

of bulk at given prices per unit — measurement of

haystacks, thatcher's work, drill work—land drainage

—weights, measures, wages, &c. There is a great

quantity of useful help here offered in the shape of a

re.ady reckoner for almost every jiossible calculation

which the farmer has to make, whether to satisfy his

landlord, his customer, his labourer, or himself. Mr.

Bumess has added very materially to the original

edition, and has done his work well. We make the

following extract from his preface :

—

" The amount of capital now invested in British

agriculture, including the joint investment of the land-

lord and tenant, far exceeds that invested in any other

branch of British industry, and with an area of

upwards of 40,000,000 acres, and say £i\o invested

per acre— ,^30 for the landowner and _,^io for the

tenant—the yearly outgoings and incomings involve

an extent of business that requires every means
in the power of science to expedite calculation in the

daily transactions of the landed interest. To effect this,

and at the same time secure accuracy of calculation, is

tlic grand object of Jar\is's Tables, and of all agricultural

Tables of a similar kind. 'Time is money,' said

Fr.anklin, and the saving of time effected by the tise of

such Tables is incalculable.

"The thorough revisal, extension, and enlargement of
' The Farmers' Harvest Companion and Country Gentle-

man's Assistant ' T.ible5, so as to bring the work up
to the requirements of the present time, cannot fail to

continue for it the very favourable patronage it has

hilherto received. The sale of seven large editions, and
the demand for the present, is very satisfactory evidence

to the authors and publishers of its practical usefulness

and standard character in the daily experience of the

agricultural public."

Discussion.

Mr. S. Berridgf. would have much preferred it if

Mr. Cother h.ad gone a little further into the subject of

the application of capital to agriculture. Certainly he

should like to have heard from him what treatment he

,ght would be best in the management of the different

farmed on a five-course system, viz., 1st, Turnips ; Uoils'he had a knowledge of.

2d, Oats ; 3d, Barley ;
4th, Beans and seeds in equal ' application of artificial

It

had
certain that the

I great deal to do

Farm Memoranda.
West Sussex : yum: 13.—We cannot give a vei^

favourable report of the farm prospects. The hay crop

is the lightest in the memory of man. We meet a great

many meadows that ought to have been cut, but have

been fed, and much of what will be cut is hardly worth

the labour. For daii-y farmers, perhaps, it hardly ever

was wor.se. Some are now cutting, and the crop is

hardly equal to the rakings of ordinary years, and it

seems nearly all weeds, very little grass. As a conse-

quence cattle food is also short, but not so bad as it

may soon be, as much of what was to be cut has been

turned into, and they are eating both their winter and

summer food at once.

The Wheat crop is not nearly up to the mark, but it

improves steadily. As a nile it was thinned very much
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during the winter, and has up to this time kept a good

dark colour ; it is now coming out in car, and though

the straw is Hkely to be short, the ears promise fairly.

Barley has done well up to this time, but now begin;

to wither at the roots, and, unless we have rain soon,

will to a certain extent fail. Oats can hardly, in any

case, be a fair crop, especially where late-sown. Peas

are said to be very bad in some places, but what I

have seen arc pretty good, as I suppose they are

on the deep heavy lands. Mangel comes on very well,

and some arc fit to hoe ; but as the land as a rule is

pretty free of weeds, we shall let them get well-rooted

before disturbing them while it is so dry. Swede
sowing Is over, and some are up, but we fear the fly

will find them out, as they are not likely to go a-head

very fast.

M Works of every kind are well advanced, and hands

are not likely to be very busy until harvest, which we
may expect about the beginning of August. The
Potato crop is healthy, but is showing signs of coming to

maturity too soon. As a matter of course, lean stock

of all kinds are lower, and a very dull sale, and fat

stock are also lower, and lambs nearly unsale-

able. G. S.

Wark, near Coldstream.—The Wark farm, now
in the occupation of Mr. George Laing, consists of

917 acres, about 120 of which are pasture. This is the

farm which was occupied by the Messrs. Culley during
the latter part of the last century, when they wrote
their "Agricultural Survey of Northumberland, West-
moreland, and Cumberland," introduced the Leicester

breed of sheej'), practised imgation, and did other

matters of which the farm and neighbourhood bear
evidence to this day. It was the model, too, of the

homestead of this farm which attracted so much atten-

tion in the Great Exhibition of 185 1. In this steading,

however, there is nothing extraordinary beyond its

substantial character, for in many instances much more
convenience might have been devised. It is in the form
of a square, and everything goes in and comes out of

one gateway close by the bailiff's dwelling-house. On
one side is the cart-stable of 24 stalls and two loose

boxes ; on another side is a row of boxes for feeding

cattle ; on the third side are byres or boxes and shed-
ding and small yards ; and on the fourth side are mill-

^ house, granary, threshing-floor, cart-sheds, implement
and manure houses, and so on, while in the centre are

capital yards for fatting cattle in. The premises are

certainly compact and good, without any false preten-

tiousness, and they far surpass the average of farm
homesteatls about the country.

The formation of this farm gives it two characters,

one of which is flat and alluvial, from deposits made
by the shifting and overflowing of the Tweed, and the

other is higher and more hilly, and in many places of
a stratified clayey character that was deposited in its

present position before the debris of the lower ground
was left as a subsidence by retreating waters.

On these 797 acres of arable and 120 of pasture of
variable soil, there are kept 400 breeding Border
Leicester ewes. Mr. Laing's name is well known
connection with this breed. At Manchaster last year
he took 1st and 2d Royal prizes for shearling tups. A
few of the best tups are sent to the great ram show and
sale at Kelso in the autumn, where they make good
prices. The hoggs and surplus females are fed off in

the winter and spring, and so disposed are these

animals to mature early that in a good Turnip season
like the last they require nothing more than the roots

they have given them. In exceptional cases a little

meal made from light com is given them during the

last month or six weeks. These sheep are sold or sent

to market a truck or two at a time as they are clipped,

beginning in April and ending in May. This year
900 fat sheep have been sold, some of which were
brought in to consume the extra yield of Turnips last

year. As an instance of the weight these sheep come
to> TiZ tup hoggs, which did not come up to the mark
in appearance for sires, were sold by weight in April,
and they averaged 28 lb. per quarter. As Mr. Laing
was the off-going tenant of a neighbouring farm at

Comhiil, the fat sheep off this farm were sold at the
auction on May 5, when the 250 shearlings
averaged out of their coats 59^. per head. The smaller
h'^ggs, which were sold privately, averaged 46j-. per
head. And the ewes, draughted from the flock last

year, were privately sold at an average of 62^-. per
head. These prices, considering the sheep were fed
almost entirely on Turnips, will, no doubt, add to the
importance of Mr. Laing's breed, notwithstanding that

in past years his sheep have taken prizes in Scotland,
Ireland, and America, as well as in England.
The cattle kept are properly looked upon as mere

instrumcnis to tread straw down into manure. Mr.
Laing as properly concludes that boxes for cattle,

excepting it be for a month or six weeks at the finish,

are a great mistake. He prefers small yards, where
two, three, or four bullocks can walk about ; for by
the exercise they can take there, the muscles are not
only kept in a healthy state, but they are much more
fully developed. This must be obvious to every one
who does not want to appear to be a modem wiseacre,
capable of teaching every experienced farmer in the
country that he has learned nothing all his life. The
muscles of a blacksmith's arm and the branch of a tree

trained en espalier^ both show how exercise developes
organic substances, both animal and vegetable. The tied

branch of a tree is so thin and weak that it drops down
on being loosed, because it had not been gently bent
backwards and forwards, or exercised by ordinary
currents of wind. Last year 118 cattle were fattened,

besides which 50 young cattle ran on the pastures in

the day and ate straw and half a feed of Turnips at

night. These 50 steers are now in fine order on the

grass, preparing for Turnips {should there be any) in

the autumn and winter, when they will be sold accord-
ing to the food there may be for them and the
market price of meat. Mr. Laing judges correctly

when he thinks it better to keep 50 cattle and make
a direct profit on them, than it is to keep 75 eating

expensive food, and, consequently, have to pay for

the pleasure of keeping three beasts at a loss, where
two would have been profitable. It is the greatest

mistake in the world to think that English farmers

ought to depart from the mles of every other man of

business, and use their judgment and their capital for

benevolent purposes. If the public will have free

trade in live stock, and if they will—led by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer— over-tax and unduly tax the

raw materials of the agriculture of their own coyntry, it

is their own look-out if they have dearer and dearej

meat. It certainly is not the producer's duty to grow
more than he can make profitable to himself. This is

tme political economy, as well as sound agricultural

economy. For if British farmers were to expend theii

capital at a loss, in a few years' time agricultural pro

duce would necessarily decrease.

The system of cropping pursued is generally the

four-course, viz., Turnips, Wheat or Barley, seeds,

Oats. The exception consists in about 50 acres per

annum being planted with Potatos and Beans, which

throw the Clover crop on this area over for eight years,

when the sowing and cutting of Clover for hay is

made on this Clover-rested portion of the farm,

Indeed, here, as well as almost everywhere else, the

soil is Clover-sick, and Rye-grass and Welsh Clover or

Cow-grass, Trefoil and Dutch Clover have to be

resorted to. Great complaints of Clover-sickness

have been made, of late years, to Messrs. Hogg &
Wood, the celebrated agricultural seedsmen, of Cold-

stream, and they have devised a mixture which has

been attended with great success. This is especially

the case at Wark, for we never saw better bottoms of

"seeds." This mixture is:—Alsike Clover, 5 lb. ;

Co\\;-grass, 3 lb. ; Welsh red, 3 lb. ; Trefoil, 3 lb.
;

Perennial Rye-grass, 2 pecks. The Welsh red—from

which we have always understood the Cow-grass is

descended—is obtained direct by Messrs. Hogg &
Wood of a Welsh saddler who collects a few
pounds of it from small farmers and cotters, who gather

it off the mountain side, or in their small inclosures,

when a few heads escape their goat, pig, or cow. The
sheep these seeds carry per acre through tlie summer
number from five to six ewes, with their lambs, to every

two acres. This these seeds appear to be well capable

of doing, for there is yet an abundance of feed, although

rain has been so much wanted ; and the Border

Leicester ewes and their lambs are now looking as well

as we have ever seen any unpampered arid really

practical tenant-farmer's breeding flock.

Potatos are grown at Wark in a way that is well

worthy of consideration elsewhere. Orkney Reds are

preferred as a main crop both by Mr. Laing and his

husbandmen. The seed of this kind is had direct from

the Orkney Islands. They are not so prolific when
thus first obtained, so a given quantity is planted every

season to supply the seed for the main crop the next

year. The first yield of the native growth is the most

prolific, and also the most trustworthy as regards

blights and diseases. The third year they degenerate

a bit, and by the fourth year they would be very much
altered in character for the worse. This eventuality

is, therefore, avoided in the manner described. These

Potatos are obtained through Berwick merchants, who
ship them direct, and retail them to the Border

farmers. Twelve acres are generally grown for home
use among Mr. Laing's household and men ; and if

there be a surplus, as there was last year, they are not

sold, but consumed by the cattle in the yards. The
flavour and quality of these Potatos are excellent, and
those we tasted this week were sound and fimi as well

as white, mealy, and of -an agreeable flavour.

The Turnips at Wark this year are anything but pro-

mising. Tlie first sowing of Swedes will, it is feared,

all have to be re-sown. This was already begim when
we were there on Wednesday. The plan Mr. Laing
adopts answers admirably : he harrows do\\'n the

"drills" or ridges, whereby all the annual weeds
are killed, when the fine surface moulds thus

disturbed are reformed into a drill at the same
place where they were worked from. Thus, no dis-

turbance of the farmyard manure occurs, and no

coarse moulds or clods are brought uppermost, which

is a very important point on the clayey parts of

such hilly and irregular fields as we saw being worked.

Although 3 lb. per acre of seed were sown, and in

most places an ordinary proportion of it "brairded"
or vegetated, the whole of the plants, as a rule, have

been cleared off by the fly. This year there are 184

acres of land for Turnips, as against 200 acres last

are used : this compost is, i cwt. dissolved bone-ash,
I cwt. sulphate of ammonia (containing 25 per cent, of
ammonia), and 2 cwt. of sulphate of potash. This
dressing costs about 35^-. per acre.

The crops on the Wark Farm are, as a whole, look-
ing well ; but the Wheat is very weak, as it is almost
everywhere else, and where there is a full plant it is

spindly, and there is comparatively nothing of it. Oats
are standing the dry weather in a surprising manner

;

so is the Barley. The Beans are very short ; but the

Potatos are strong ; and there is one of the best fields

of Clover and Rye-grass for mowing that we have seen.

The quantity of Wheat sown per acre is 2 bushels,

Mr. Laing as well as every one else will have plenty of
experience in their seeding this year—if not to their

sorrow, it will certainly be to their loss ; 2 bushels, or

24 bushels of Barley are sown and 4 bushels of Oats.

The greater part of all these crops are broadcasted

either by hand or with one of Messrs. Brigham
and Bickerton's excellent and. cheap broadcasting

machines.

The horses kept to do all this work number 11 pairs,

two jobbing animals, and a pony. For these, indeed
for none of his animals, Mr. Laing neither pulps nor
steams any of his roots or fodder. Mr. Laing calcu-

lates the cost of a system before he begins, and acts

accordingly. This is Mr. Laing's third year at Wark,
and if he pursues the same course he is doing here, and
has done for some years at Comhiil, Wark will soon
be a farm that will be worth going many miles to

inspect. North of England Farmer.

Miscellaneous,

year.

The manures used are mainly applied for the

Tumip crops. Farmyard manure is applied in a half-

rotted form at the rate of 15 i -horse cart loads per

acre. In addition to these, 4 cwt, per acre of mixture

The Climate of Ireland.—In the .science of

Nature there is no chapter more interesting than that

which treats of physical geography, which, properly
understood, means the account of physical phenomena
as they are modified by geogi-aphical position ; and at

the present moment the physical geography of Green
Erin, or its pecuHarities of soil and climafr, presents a
theme of no slight importance. It has been stated in

the Plouse of Commons, as a proof of the retrograde

condition of Ireland, that its production of cereals has
of late years diminished, while its pasture lands have
increased. To this it ought to have been answered that

the decreased cultivation of cereals, and of Wheat in

particular, was a proof of improved knowledge. Years
ago, at the meeting of the British Association in Cork,
a communication was read, pointing out that agricul-

turists in general are governed wholly by example,
their scanty science not allowing them to quit the

beaten path. Hence Irish farmers, when they aim
at improvement, endeavour to imitate the farm-
ing of Norfolk or the Lothians, and in so
doing fail miserably, owing to the wide difference

between the climates of the western isle and of the

eastern side of Great Britain. It is commonly stated

that Ireland has a very wet climate. It has undoubtedly
a humid atmosphere, owing, perhaps, in some measure,
to a great extent of undrained surface. But the total

quantity of rain that falls in Ireland, little, if at all,

exceeds the rainfall of England. In its distribution

through the year, however, it differs much from the
latter. The vicinity of the Atlantic gives Ireland in

the highest degree an oceanic and, to some extent, an
equatorial climate. Winter in the Green Isle is

extremely mild. The southern and western coasts,

though seldom free from wind and drizzling rain, never
experience severe cold. Vegetation remains in mid-

nter brilliantly green and undepressed. As spring

advances, everything seems to flourish ; crops of
all kinds promise abundance, and already, in

May, harvest seems to be close at hand. But
now the scene changes. There is little or

no dry summer. When the sun is highest in the

meridian, there is a constantly clouded sky and no sun-

shine. Rain begins to fall in June. The rainfall of

July is the heaviest in the year. In August the rain

begins to abate ; but clear skies and bright sunshine

cannot be reckoned on till September, when the short-

ened days and the sun's declination have much reduced

the solar heat. The crops in the meantime, arrested

in their progress, are not the better for two months'

slumbering under the clouds. They have summer rain

in excess, and too little sunshine. From this it will be
seen that the character of the Irish climate is, that under
it everything grows well, but that the process of ripen-

ing is painfully slow and uncertain. Now, to culti-

vators of the cereals the success of this process is of
the utmost importance. The com har\-est in Ireland

falls late in the year, in September and October,

when the days are short and noctumal frosts not
unfrequent. The plains of Southern Russia, or of the

Red River in Canada, with a comparatively rigorous

climate, far excel Ireland as Wheat-producing countries,

because their short summer is one of uninterrupted

fierce sunshine ; their vegetation suffers no check ; the

grain is ripened all at once, and the harvest gathered

without delay or difficulty. The deficiency of ripening

power in the Irish climate produces a secondary

defect, which meets with less attention than it deserves.

The grain which lingers on the stem two or three

months before it hardens is sure to be unequally

ripened ; some of it is immature, while more is tending

to decay. Consequently, it is bad seed, and the Irish

farmer habitually sows perhaps sue or eight tunes
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as much as Mr. Mechi would deem requisile.

Under these circumstances, it is evident that

the Irish farmer ought to cultivate cereals no

further than is requisite for the economy ot

his farm, and to look to other productions for

his profit. Fortunatelv, there is a husbandry for

the pursuit of which he enjoys peculiar advantages.

In green crops no country can compete with Irelaml,

where nevertheless, they are still little known or

esteemed by the multitude. From this it may be

inferred that sheep and cattle ought to be the chief

objects of Irish husbandry. In truth, the Green Isle,

under proper management, could easily supply tngland

with beef, mutton, poultry, milk, and butter, and grow

rich by giving abundance at a cheap rate to her neigh-

bours. But then this could be effected only under a

system of large farms. The giazier and cattle dealer,

to make their business profitable, must do it on a large

scale. Butter of the best quality cannot come from a

small dairy. The improvement of Ireland, therefore,

as dictated by climate and natural capability, can

be effected only under a system of large farms. The

popular wish, however, is for small holdings. It is

thought that the country, when divided into Potato

gardens and all covered with cottages, will be a para-

dise. But this poor man's paradise, beginning with a

few years of felicity, will assuredly lead to the pau-

perism of ages. The Legislature cannot countenance

schemes opposed to the wholesome development of

society, and which would make poverty an institution ;

neither can it prevent their diffusion ; but it may

counteract them by spreading enlightenment and by

presenting plain truths to the common sense of the

community. This might be done by the publication of

some statistics, showing the relative amount of cost

and production of wheat and of green crops in England

and Ireland, with some illustrations of the gain deriv-

able from large farms and the use of machinery.

IV. D. C, ill "Nature."

The Production of Cheese.—The production

of cheese is becoming an important branch of our

agricultural tadustry, and the demand both for home

consumption and for export is every year increasing.

Factory-made cheese will compare favourably with the

best of English and Dutch manufacture. The business

of making cheese in the United States has long been

profitable to the farmer and dairyman ; and that it will

continue to be so for years to come seems highly pro-

bable, in view of the limited crop and the growing

taste of our people for food of this description. It is

estimated that there are in the United States and

Canada 1000 factories, whose average weekly produc-

tion is equal to 117,250 boxes. The cheese made in

the United States and Canada in 1867 reached

215,000,000, and in Great Britain 179,000,000 lb.

The consumption in America during the same period

amounted to 160,000,000 lb., and in Great Britain to

400,000,000 lb., leaving a deficiency over the joint pro-

duction of the two countries of 75,000,000 lb. This defi-

ciency was supplied by Holland and Belgium. The

principal States engaged in the manufacture of cheese

in this country are New York, Vermont, Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, and Wiscon-

sin. Western New York, the Western Reserve, and

some sections of Illinois and Michigan, enjoy a deser>-

edly high reputation for the excellent qualities of the

products of their dairies. England has long been

justly celebrated for the abundance and superior

quality of its cheese. Cheshire, Stilton, Derbyshire,

Suffolk, and Cheddar, are the best known varieties.

Gouda cheese, the best made in Holland, is very

pungent, which preserves it from mites, and this pun-

gency is attributed to the fact, that muriatic acid is

used in curdling the milk instead of rennet. Parmesan

cheese, made at Parma, in Italy, owes its rich flavour

to the fine sweet herbage of the meadow along the Po,

where the cows are pastured. The best Parmesan

cheese is kept several years, and none is sold until it

is at least six months old. Swiss cheese is made, in

part, of skim-milk, and is flavoured with fragrant

herbs. They usually weigh from 40 to 60 lb. each,

and are exported in casks, each of which contains ten

cheese. Westphalia cheese derives its flavour from the

curd being allowed to become soured before it is com-

pressed. Dutch and Swiss cheese contains, according

to chemical investigation, from 26 to 40 per cent, of

nitrogenised matter, considered the most nutritive con-

stituents of food. The best cheese is from 25 to 100

per cent, more nutritious than bread and meat, which

contains only about 22 per cent, of nitrogen. The

superior qualities of cheese has been repeatedly proved

by the experience of labourers in those countries where

it forms one of the principal articles of food. To
delicate stomachs, cheese is objectionable, on account

of its slow and difficult digestion ; but to individuals of

great physical strength, it is a healthful and agreeable

article of consumption. In combustible or heating

qualities, cheese is only exceeded by oil, butter, and

like unctuous substances. Ntto York Mercantile

June i8.
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Rape sow as directed hast month. The

first sown, if in rows, horse and hand hoe, giving the

plants " a rough singling." If sown broadcast and too

thick on heavy land, yoke the harrow ; if not too thick,

hand-hoe. Some prefer the hand-hoe to the harrow I

for thinning on soft land.

Lucerne. — Spring sowings, when grown alone,

require to be hand-hoed as soon as the plants will

stand the hoe. Old crops also require hoeing after

every cutting, and all weeds or grass which can-

not be removed with the hoe pull with the hand.

Some prefer forking in spring, and also after the

summer cuttings, to keep down weeds, but this old

practice has been superseded by forking deep between

the rows after the last mowing in autumn, and tltcn

hoeing in spring and summer, so as to keep the fine

winter-made mould on the surface, which is better for

aelration, for the absorption of night dews and the

retention of the natural sap in the land, than the raw

soil brought up by forking.

Sundry '.rnrks now claim attention. Old roads may

be repaired and new ones made ; hedges will require

cutting, and if infested with "goss" (caterpillar) should

be switched close in time, as the removal of the young

shoots deprives the insects of food ; new stone fences

may be built ; as rivers and their tributaries fall low,

their channels should be cleaned, straightened, and

deepene'd, if necessary ; straightening and deepening

watercourses increases their fall and capacity for the

conveyance of water,—as narrow places tail back the

water, so widening them lowers the surface level
;
on

steep inclinations the lower landsend is apt to increase

in depth, so that a spit may be taken off without doing

harm. This, and the cleaning of ditches, &c., will

afford work for the teams after the Turnips are sown.

Marl and chalk may also be carted into hills for appli-

cation after harvest, or they may be applied 'I'rectly

to land that has been pared or burned, or to Vetch

.tubbles, for Cabbages, Rye-grass, and Clover stubbles

intended for Wheat. "Lay clay on sand and you

buy land," which may be done either by carting or

warping. Applied rough from the pit to poor, sandy,

gravelly, chalky, and peaty pastures, clay is easily

broken down at this season with the clod-crusher and

roller, and bush or chain harrowed in. Clay warp may

be applied to a large area of soft bog land more

readily just now than in winter. Farm buildings should

be repaired, or new ones built, and stackyards and

thatch got ready for hay and corn harvest.

Nay Ifanesl generally commences with Rye-grass

and Clover, but this year there will be exceptions,

meadow hay being made first, to prevent its being

burnt off the ground. In bright, sunny weather both

plants are liable to "roast," more especially the

Clover, so that turning is the rule, which should be

carefully done, so as to avoid breaking the grass.

When mown by the scythe, the swathe is easily

turned with the fork handle or rake handle. The

great bulk of the crop, however, is now cut with

the mowing-machine, which leaves the grass behind

the knife in a broad flat swathe, more contracted

and compressed at the one side than at the other

by the "track clearer," so that the hay does not

make equally. When the crop is not very heavy, and

the weather forcing, the outspread grass, from its

,

great exposure, may be ready for cocking without
|

turning. But if the crop is heavy, the thick half of

,

the swathe should be turned over upon the thin half

with a common hand-rake, which operation will gene-

illy fit it for hand-cocking. But if the weather is

precarious it may have to go into grasscocks, which

will next day, weather permitting, have to be spread

out avoiding breaking of the grass, and when ready

put up into handcocks. There is no use in shaking

out grasscocks in a moist atmosphere greatly loaded

with vapour ; in which case the grasscocks may

have to be turned upside down, to prevent heating, or

the making of "hay vinegar," should the grass be

much broken. The hay remains in the handcock

until fit for the " trampcock" or "cole," and m the

latter until fit for stacking, the length of time in each

case depending upon the weather.

Clover, Sainfoin, and Lucerne, when made into hay ,

separately, require careful turning in scorching weather
|

to prevent the leaves being burnt to " tinder or

"snufl'.'' In other repects the motius operandi of hay-

making is similar to that above described under Rye-

grass and Clover hay. Sainfoin is sometimes carried

when half made or so, and stacked in layers alternately

with straw, to which it imparts much of its odorous

and sapid properties—the two when cut into chaff

being wholesome and much relished by cattle.

Parsnips and Cairots (Belgian) horse and hand hoe.

in singling look before you, so as that the best plants

shall fall in their place, 6 inches apart. When grown

in raised drills, draw the earth well up to the plants in

hand-hoeing, as it is liable to go the other way with the

horse-hoe. Hoe deep and close, but do not touch the

roots ; skimming the surface does no good.

Chicory horse and hand hoe as Carrots, leaving the

plants somewhat closer in the rows, when grown as a

substitute for coffee.

The Dairy.— " K cow is made by that which goes

in at the mouth," says the old proverb, and as green

food is now in its prime this is one of the best months

for the dairy fanner, provided his milch cows receive a

plentiful supply of pure filtered water, and are shel-

tered from the scorching rays of the sun, and other-

wise properly attended to. Whether soiled at the

[homestead or grazed in the pastures, on no account

should a milch cow be roasted in the sun or tormented

I with flies, as her milk is thereby reduced in quantity

and depreciated in quality. Some natural grazings

yield rich milk, but generally speaking richer butter

and cheese can be produced by soiling than by grazing

under ordinary good management ; but when Vetches,

irrigated meadow grass, sewage grass, &c., are forced

forward at this season, such forage requires to be

mixed with others, as Clover, Sainfoin, and Lucerne,

or properly seasoned with pea and bean meal, to

supply the requisite proportion of cheesy element requi-

site to produce rich milk either for butter or cheese. As

the natural grasses of rich grazings consist of a mixture

of several varieties, so must the artificial supply of

green food for milch cows, to produce similar results.

Grazing Stock in pastures devoid of shade from the

sun now begin to suffer at mid-day, and to avoid the

scorching effects of the sun's rays and the torment of

flies some farmers take home their cattle between

10 and II A.M., and turn them out again about 4 P.M. ;

and where cattle and sheep have trees to go under,

they will be found ruminating in the shade which they

I

afford during the above hours of mid-day.

Swine attend to as directed last month. For a

single litter June is considered a favourable month for

farrowing, and therefore it is not unfrequently chosen

for young sows to bring forth their first litters ; but it

is too late to be followed by a second litter under ordi-

nary management. iV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

Calves : A Correspondent says—My calves are at pre-

sent aftected with some sort of disease in the skin
;

it

generally appears first about the head, cheek, and neck

in small spots, the hair dropping off, and seems a little

itchy ; they get rather dry in the hair, and do not seem

to improve, but feed much as usual ; my neighbours

do not seem to know anything of it. Your advice will

greatly oblige. [It is very probable that the calves

are affected with ringworm, a disease to which these

animals are liable. Feed liberally, and apply to the

bare places an ointment composed of pure carbolic

acid, half an ounce, and lard 8 ounces.]

ilnrhls.
HA Y.—per Loadof^d Trusses.

Smithfield, Tliursday, June 16.

e Meadow Hayiioi.toisoi. Clover, old ..

< Clo
rdo.

Cci
Sup. Meado

Inferior do.

95 no : Prime 2d cut ..115 Mo
fco 00 Inferior do loo no
24 30 1 Charles James Easton.

AND Market, Thursday, Ju

Whitech/
Fine Meadow Hay 76J.

Inferior do 60

Prime New H;iy . .
—

Inferior —
Straw 24

lEL, Thursday, June 16.

o 82i. Prime old Clover

70
I

Inferior do. do. .

—
I

Prime 2d cut do.

-- New Clover..

we think,

t clip has been

ENGLISH WOOL.

The market remains unalKred, and,

continue to do so until the bulk of the ne.. —^ -— -

brought forward at the various county fairs shortly 10

take place.

Current Prices OF Encusm Wool.. Per lb.- j. d. '•'',

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i i to t 2»

Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces 13—14
Southdown ewes anJ wethers .. .. o oj — i i

Leicester ditto •• ..12 13
SORTS-Clothiiig 010 —I o

Combing •• I o — I B

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAV, June 13.

We have a large increase in the supply of Beasts, and a

very dull trade
;
prices are lower for all descriptions, and

a clearance cannot be effected. The supply of foreign

Sheep is shorter, but of English quite as good or betler

than of late. Trade is dull, at our quotations. Choice

Lambs and Calves are in demand, there being very few of

that quality on offer. Our foreign supply consists of 1040

Beasts, 7250 Sheep, and 350 CaJves ;
from Scotland

there krc 174 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1680;

and 1096 from the Midland and Home Counties.

. . to .

.

8-5

0-6
6-5
4—5

; Pigs,8

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools

fords, &c. .. 4 >ot05 o Do. Shorn ..

Best Shorthorns. . 4 6-4 10 Ewes & 2d quahty

2d quality Beasts 28-3 8 Do. Shorn

Best Downs and Lambs
Half-breds .. .. - .. Calves ..

Do. Shorn .. 5 o—i 4 P'ES •• ••

Beasts, 3990 ; Sheep and Lambs, 27,300 ; Calves, 3

Thursdav, June 16.

The number of Beasts is not quite so large as on last

Thursday ; it, however, exceeds the demand ;
prices are

lower and several remain unsold. The supply of Sheep

is laree and the demand for them is small, consequently

lower prices are taken, and a clearance cannot be effected.

There is scarcely any sale for middling Lambs
;
a few

choicest qualities are disposed of at nearly late rates.

Calf trade is very dull. Our foreign supply consists of 270

Beasts, 3t2o Sheep, 655 Calves, and 5 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 4 8t05

Best Shorthorns .

.

4 6—4
2d quality Beasts 2 8—

3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. .. —

Do. Shorn .. 4 to—

s

Best Long-wools.. -. to ..

Do. Shorn .

.

4 8-4 1

Ewes & 2d quality . . — .

Do. Shorn .. 4 »—

4

Lambs .. •• 5 °-*
Calves .. •• 3 4—5
Pigs .. "3 4-5

Beksts, 880 ; Sheep and Lambs, 15,850 ;
Calves, 840 ;

Pigs, 25.
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METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Jurte
Best Fresh Butter 15^. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .

.

,

.

. . . . 13J. ,,

Small Pork, ^j. Zd, to 5^. od. ; Large Pork, 3J. &d.

3 J. 8</. per 8 lb.

COALS.— Jinie 15.

Walls End Haswell, 17J. ; Walls End Hetton, i-]s.\

Walls End Hetton Lyons, 14J. 6d. ; Walls End Haw-
thorn, 14J. -^d. \ Walls End Ryhope, 15J. bd. ; Walls
End Russell's Hetton, 15T. 3.^. ; Walls End Heugh
Hall, i6j-. ; Walls End Original Hartlepool, \^s. ; Walls
End South Kelloe, i6j. ; Walls End Tees, i6j'. ^d.

;

Brancpeth Cannel, i8j.—Ships at market, 53 ; sold, 39 ;

unsold, 14 ; at sea, 20.

MARK LANE.
Monday, June 13,

There was a very short supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was sold at an advance of 2X. to

3^. per qr. The attendance was good at this morning's
market, including several country millers, and also some
purchasers of foreign Wheat for the Continent, who
took a considerable quantity at an improvement of 3J,

per qr. upon American, and 2t. per qr. upon otiier

qualities. Barley. Beans, and Peas were u., and Oats
IS. 6d. to 2s. per qr. dearer. The top price of town-
made Flour was raised 4J-. per sack, and foreign was 2s.

per sack and is. per barrel dearer.

Price per imperial Quarter. \s. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. While'49—55 Red..

Tala
ielected r .do.

— — Norfolk

Ba RLEV, grind. & disL ,2& to 30^. . Chev.— Foreign .. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 24—26 Feed— Irish Potato:23—25 Feed ..— Foreign Poland and Brew '25 -27 Feed ..

RvB [32—36 Foreign

-60 Red
53—62— Red
42—60
39—42 Malting .

22—30 Malting ,

33—36

34—46
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan 34J. to 43J. . .Tick '34 —46 Harrow .— Pigeon ....40J. to 55s, ..Winds. — Longpod.— Foreign Small '41—43 Egypt'an
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers ^ 34—38 Suffolk— Maple, 33^. to 4W. GreyJ32—35 Foreign
Maize — Foreign
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—47— 2d ditto dittopg—41 Country— Foreigin per barrel 1 34—27 Per back

Wednesdav, June 15.

The receipts of English Wheat at Mark Lane th
morning were very moderate. I-'or all qualities the t d
was firm, at fully the late advance. The show of fore n
Wheat was moderate ; the demand was steady, and
extreme quotations were obtained. With moderate
supplies, the Barley trade was firm at the recent improve-
ment. Malt was steady at late rates. Oats were in short
supply and healthy request, at improving prices. Beans
and Peas were firm, and quite as dear. Flour was steady,
on former terms,

Arrivai^ of Grain, &c., into Lond

Portalale and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA.
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c,.

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

'Tl S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
of APPARATUS annually DesiRiicd and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantaf^c obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost ol

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously creeled ; an ordinary site apparatus is put up

in a day; and perfectncss of design supplied, insuring no extras.

B.A.TH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Fnar Street, Souiliwark Bridge Road, London, S E.

H° T- WATER APPARATUS
cted Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GRFFNHOUSES, Tubular BoiUr.

Qrs.

760

giSo

I BV Water Carriagf.

Flour.

Pcrtablt Boiler.

I s ong CAbl IRON TUBULAR
t \\ aler Bars, from s?t. 6d. each.
VROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, (

t brickwork, from 6oj. each.

ILERS,

.aici.L THROTTLE and other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints:
Sockets require no other packing. Elliptic Boiler.

perfectly watcr-tign"
of the very best

delivered at Raih
London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppe:

H°'RTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

Upon application to the Undersigned, P[ans and Prices for the
HIKE of elegant
charge. All letter;

Bridge, S.E. Illustrated Catalog:

G^c
RDEN CANOPIES, of various sizes, suitable for

iiN I

iiidon Bri

Playing Ground: general

, Duke Street,

CROQUET, CRICKET, and GARDEN TENTS of
all sizes and shapes. An Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Address, IIENIA.MIN KDc;INi;TON (in full), a, Duke Street.
London llridgc, S.E. No other listablishmcnt.

Illustrated Catalogues post free.

ARDEN and LAWN TENTS, of the most elegant
form, easily erected and removed, at

UENJAMIN EDGlNliTON'S, a, Duke Street. London Bridge, S.E.
Illustrated Catalogues post free.

G

irden Market, London, W.C. (opposite Southampton Street).
Established upwards of a Century.

long, 41. per 1

by JOHN FISHER'^ 3 CO., Label Works, Bostoi

FRAMES. GROUND VINERIES, and FERN CASES.
Equal to evcrj' other arrangement as regards usefulness, and by far
more ornamental in appearance. See Cardentrs' CkronicU, March 12.

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden: 1

kosher & Co-. Upper Ground Str
ind Queen's Road VVest, Chelsea.
BENJAMIN LOOKER, Inv

Cineston-on-Thames.
and Sole Manufaclun

LOOKER'S PATENT PROPAGATING BOXES.—
The best mode of Raising all kinds of Spring Seeds and Cuttings.

Price from u. each.—Hooper & Co., Covent Garden; Roshcr & Co.,
Upper Ground Street, Itlackfriars, Kingsland Road, and Queen's
Road, West Chelsea; and Dixon & Co., 48A. Moorgate Street

Inventorand Sole Manufacturer.
BENIAMIN LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

ry H E GRANITIC PAINT,
sed in the Cr>'stal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest, most

Brilliant, and Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on Iron and
Wood, &c. ; for all Decorative purposes; and is the best Paint for

only by ^the GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 39A, King

als free on application.

ly Th
MORE DAMP WALL S.—

The only Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, and
:ement from Decay is the SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,
ised in the Houses of Parliament, aud manufactured by the SILI-
ATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT
OMPANY, 30A. King William Street, London, E.G.

Liverpool, June 14. — Good average business
Wheat, at an amendment of 3*/. to 4;/. in white and
to -^d. per cental in red, on the week, the sales being
chiefly to British millers. Flour is. per barrel and ne
2J. per sack dearer. Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley
neglected. Beans and Peas is. per qr. higher. Indian
Corn in moderate demand, at an advance of 6d. per qr.

on last Thursday's quotations.

Averages.

Average

Wheat. Barley. OfltB.

HOPS,
Borough Market, June 16.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report the market quiet,

the demand being of an entirely retail character, at last

week's quotations.

SEED MARKET.
Quietness in demand but firmness of tone continue to

characterise the agricultural seed trade. The prolonged
drought, which is now becoming quite serious, causes all

descriptions of seeds to be held very firmly. Accoimts
from the provinces speak very badly of the growing crops,

whilst our French advices describe Italian as almost a
total failure. Mustard and Rape seed are held for full

prices ; a few days' rain would create a large demand for

these seeds. We have an inquiry for old "Trifolium seed.

In Tares there has been a rapid advance of several

shillings per qr., large quantities having been bought for

export to France. Canary seed must be quoted 3^^. to 4J.

per qr. higher. French Italian is 2S. to 3J. per cwt.

dearer. Linseed is steady.

John Shaw & Sons, i6, Water Lane, London, E.C.

or BELL GLASSES, named
ntercsting Book on the Parks, Promenades, a
now rcadv- Prices and particulars of the A

ipany, 83, tapper Thames Street, where a Sto
nsAcre. J. GUODERIDGE, Agent.

Glass for Garden Purposes.JAMES PHILLIPS and
h

rPHE BEST and CHEAPEST PAINT for Farm
-L Buildings, Stables, Conservatories, Garden and Park Railings,
.Tnd all other out-door work, whether in Iron, Stone, Stucco, or Wood, is

JAY-S PATENT METALLIC PAINT. Itcoverswell,driesquickly,
presenting a hard elossy surface, and never blisters or cracks. The
Erice is half that of ordinary paints, and it goes twice as far, one coat
eing equal to two. Price, ready mixed for use in all colours, 51. 6d.

per gallon, or 27J. per cwt. ; Red, Chocolate, and Black, 45. 6d. per
gallon, or an. per cwt. Orders for i cwt. or upwards sent carriage
free to any Railway Station in England upon receipf

*"

addressed to
WILLIAM P. OWEN, Woodham Works, Vauxhall Static

H W T I N Y.

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING, a protection from
Frost and Sun. Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the siie of every class of Mat,
application.

NDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.
forwarded post free

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., and

" "
" '' " ' " :. One yard wide, id. ; two yards, 2d. ; three

s, 41/. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
ND CO^ William Street, Newark-on-Trent,

„ -, HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, \V.C.

CHAS. WRIGH
ryai
^T

frANNED GARDEN NETTING for Seed Beds,
J- and for the Protection of Fruit Trees from Frost, Blight, and
Birds, or as a Fence for
penny per square yard

;

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, "See'di

to accompany all orders.

ugh.

Blight,

500 yards, 331. ; 1000

Market Place,

IPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for
I'rotectuig the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c,, 2 yards wide,
31/. per yard, or 100 yards, 201. ; i yards wide, 6rf. per yard, or 50 yards,
20! NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, bd. per yard ; t yards
wide, IS. per yard ; ?i-inch mesb, 4 yards wide, ij. M. per. yard. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER.6& 7, Croolied Lane. London Bridge.E.C.

igents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sljej,

BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE. ROLLED PLATE.CROWN,
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
and every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

J AS. PH ILLIPS AND CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

C4.ARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price),
_T Protection ofjiewly-snw-n Seeds from Frost, Blight,

, Tulip
ipleprr

for the
. .. . nd Birds!

for Poultry, Rabbits, and Sheep, id. per square yard,
iage free, in quantities of 250, 500, or rooo yards.''- ^ - Shades, Tulip Covers.SCRIM CAN V'AS, for Wall hruit.d

HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS,
rce on application. RICK COVERS, N

Be particul,

b, sample 01 material
d Second-hand, with

CO, Marquee, Tent^ Flag, and
, Old Kent Road', Lonr/or

E
and Frogmi

T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO." —
Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

dens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of

; Professor Lindley for the I

The best Shading is "Frigl Domo" Netting.
lite or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect r

adapted for all Hoi and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO "NETTING, 2 yards wide, ii. 6J. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide 1 1. Oif, per yard run.

Four yards wide y.bd. per yard.
An improved make, i yards wide . . ir. 0^. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide .. ss.Sd. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sld., tXd., 7ia., 7\d,

and 8iii. per yard. . _ . ,

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 7a inches wide, f>\d. and 8jrf. per yardj

AS AR

1 and Seedsmen throughout the Kinifdoi
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REGISTERED HAND GARDEN SEED DRILL.
Four thousand sent out in 1868 and 1869. At the Grc' ^ "

cultural Exhibition, Altona,

Hamburgh
i;^)^SilI^^LE'%§T¥ f^r'^hS

at the Great German In te

ionai Horticultural Exhibition, Hamburg
other First-class Silver Medal

ardcd Hy s mply turning ;

H
Jib. 1

large

Whole

BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the

. CHELTENH.\M GARDEN ENGINE, «hich weighs only

throws water in a continnf^"'^ stream over t^ feet. The
worked by the foot, thrt

be adapt

oagc, vdu, lo ers. Broccoli, "---.
St nfo n Mangel Wurzel, Tares, Rape,

d Carrot Seedr '' " '

rninff a screw, this Drill h^
for Sowing Onions, t-ab- / I,

occoli. Barley, Wheal, I
:J

:1, Tares, Rape, Tumipi, ' M

for a Market Garde;

Mow

aefcafal'o^ue and' Tree I St of these La .. ...- »
, Tic demand for B HIKST AND SONS Patent La n

Machines has already been (Treat. These Mach "^ ^
fllacnines nas aiiejuy utci, 1.,.=,. - . .

acknowledged to be the best for keeping Bowling Greens, Law-n

Croquet Grounds in order. Shipping orders promptly attended

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.

The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
<;evcral important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD. &c

The annually increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony

how much these advantages have been appreciated

A,,^v.Mnpii Shamkj? & Son bee to intimate tl

Eshib at the Paris Exhibition tney are tne oin

the'jjry'awarded a Medal. Th_e Silver Medal the

ar'ded is "the highest Prize t any E.\hibition for Law n

< O.,

la iron Works have for the last 40 lears been well

production of line Iron Castings. The use of Cast-

ielicacy of outhne and smoothness of surface impos-
. -_ - I -. ..T r^tr ,rnn \ a.:es if occasionallv

Five large Sheets of Designs ana irice i-isi!. pu=L "'-'•?•
«Vs7-?lN

A H. & Co- make the better kind of IRO^I and GLASS COJ>
SERVATORIES, and have constructed some of the largest and

Rosher's Garden Edging TUes.

Garden and for the Farm it

II be f und useful for

the purpose of filling up the

i here the hi

rked bj

BUTr 1

Manufacturer ..

Drill will be sent immed;
nearest station should be g

Wly pay More tlian Thirteen Guineas

FOR A HAYMAKER. '!

MLUi..^,

THE CHAMl'IOX llAVJIAKER, for strength,

lightness of draught, simplicity, and efficiency, is unequalled.

; tlian ordinary care has been bestowed upon the - -
igemcnts of all the vital parts, render

the Revolving Cutter of their Machines Self-Sharponing-that is, with

Steel on both Sides of each Blade, so that w-hen the Cutter becomes

blunt bv running one way, it can be reversed, thus bringing the oppo-

site or sharp eSge of the Cutter 10 act against the Sole-Plate In

atidition to this, A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom

Blade of their Machine with Two Edges-one in front as usual, and

one in reserve at the back ; when the front edge gets worn tiown, the

plate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brough

'"t°w"ifi 1 glance that this arrangement enables the

as lonff as in other machines, where the

"ngie°c<fged SoIc-i)laie must be entirely renewed when the edge is

Wiild^Guard has also been introduced to prevent the Mown Grass

annro^'ed of can be at once reiumea.

Illustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on application.

A. SHANKS AND SONS. Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and

27, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

SS" A Slock of all--
•'

,T.lh, and the cog-wheels are so arranged that it is impossible for them
to be worked wrong, and altogether the commonest agricultural

labourer is enabled nt once to understand the working of the machine.

The parts made of cast-iron arc numbered, and if _by any chance they

get broken, a duplicate can be supplied

_.„.jtced to wort in the heaviest cVop. and is equal in every respect

the high-priced machines of other makers.

' Novelties in the Implement Depaktment."—At the great

Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Bury St.

Edmunds, the Mar/i Lane Express of } n\y 29, 1867, under the above

heading, says :—" One of the simplest, strongest, and most efficient

Haymaking Machines we have seen is that made by JOblAH LE
liUTT, of Bury St. Edmunds,;and which he has christened, not vain-

gloriously, 'The Champion.'"

Price, including delivery to principal stations, £13175-, and with

wcU-scasoned wood travelling wheels. Width of machine, S feci

;

weight, 8J4 cwt.

MOWER or REAPER KNIFE REST,
for firmly holding knife of Reaper or Mower during the process

of sharpening, and ob-
nemany danger-

practices i~

c';pSVsuTtfd't:;rKi?£HE'i"£ARDENS,^s
il.cy harbour no Slugs and Insects, take ud little

r,..m and once put down incur no further labour

and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-

Quentlv being much cheaper.

GARDENT VASES, i'^OUNTAINS, Sic., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior

finish, and in much variety of design.

F K: G. ROSHEB, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. t.

Uuecn's Road West. Chelsea, S.W.; Kingsland Road, Kingsland,N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Sic, as cheap and clurable as.Stone,

in blue, red, and buft colours, and capable of forming a variety ol

designs! Lil<ewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
, T^ . . T ^^^

wftlTE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, Sic lirooved aiiB other Stable Paving Bricks

of great duraBility, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. RoSHi:g, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—

14s. per Ton, u. sd. per Bushel; is. per Ton extra for delivery

withinthree miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities

of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4J. per I on more.

Samplesof Sand by post on receipt of stamp. TrrMx
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS lor Rockencsor Femenes. KEM

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F Si G ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

A liheraj discount to the Trade
.

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactm-ed by

RANSOMES, tiIMb, AND HEAD, Ipswich
The best, simplest, and most durable Machines. They leave n(

ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquc

English Counties. (Please refer to this.\dvcrtisement when ordering).

^^^Mmm^^'i^^^^^^v
'[ i! 1, .\M 1. KICAX I'ATKNT

A RCIIIMEDI' AN • LAWN MOWER
-TL is admiited the best Machine ever brought out for the

purpose ; because it is durable, simple, and performs its work better

and with LESS than h.\lf the power of other Lawn Mowers, and

will do double the amount of work.

Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never

looking untidy, scrying as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

drought. ,„
Opinions of the Press.

The Gardtners- Magazine says-" This new Mowing Machi

been fairly t Stoke Ne uid the verdi( valuable

The Field says—" The Americans have been beforehand with us in

many Machines, but we were not, however, until now aware they

possessed a L.Twn Mower which is far superior to any of ours.

' The Gardeners' Chronicle says—" We are indebted to our American

cousins for many iogenious devices and remarkable contrivances,

adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankind

generally. We owe t

mptements whereby —
Archimedean ' Lawn M

;n in a dry state, or

ily worked by a boy.

COTT\M'S HURDLES are made in the best

manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lisu on application to COTTAM AND CO.. Iron

Works, 2, Wiiislcy Street, Oxford Street, London, W. ^^^
COTT^M'S P.\TENT PORTABLE UNITED

COW FITTINGS.

It grass equally well when \_ lower will cut grass equally wcii niici, •>>-. .;-

.hen in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The li-inch machine is

lorked by a boy. It has been tried in the gardens of the Royal

uiiicultural Society at Chiswick during the past season, and is

ported as the quickest, most simple, and most efBcient Lawn Mower
suchi

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,

JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Whaif, London.

pleasure noWoodworkor 1 artitions to impede \cntilation cr breed

Vermin, Ha> Kick dispensed with as unnecessary increised width

and depth orFeeding Troughs W ater Cisterri and^Patent Drop Cciver

to prevent ov er gorgfng Cleanly, durable, and impervious to inlecUDn.

bemg all of Iron Price of Fittings per Cow, 55:

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, a, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W. ,
where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements m
.

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.
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THE LONDON ASSUR.^NCE CORPOR.\TION
for MARINE, FIRE, and LIFE ASSURANCES.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, a.d. 17W.
Offices : No. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Tall Mall.

James Blyth, Esq., Governor.
Edwin Cower, Esq., Sub-Governor.
David Powell, Esq., Deputy-Governor.

Total Funds on 31st December, 1S69 . . .£2,515.029-

The Directors arc ready to receive applications for Agencies for the

Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for £4,^5,^33

(exclusive of Bonus Additions.)

INCOME—Premiums £161,381

Interest 58,324
£219,705

Accumulated Premiums . Ai,342.472
Further information may be obtained on application.

JOHN P. LAURENCE. Secretary.

Now ready, price Seven Shillings, cloth,

THE ENTOMOLOGIST'S MONTHLY MAGA-
ZINE. Vol. VI. On June i was published, 24 pages 8vo,

price 6.f., No. 73 of "The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine," com-

Loiidon : JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY ; an Account of the
Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants.

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with ai8 Wood-
cuts by E. M. Williams.

Published for the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,
192, Piccadilly, W.

Price to Non-members, £i is.

This day, Globe 8vo, price lOJ. td.,

THE STUDENT'S FLORA of the BRITISH
ISLANDS. By Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S., Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew. The object of this work is to supply Students

and Field Botanists with a fuller account of the Plants of the British

Islands than the manuals hitherto in use aim at giving.

MACMILLAN and CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fovntaine, Socthacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick,
Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPERATIONS. Bv the late Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle and Arricultural Gazette,
with Additions.

gf. for* as Copies for distribution amongst
ntry.

Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office order,
)ayablc to Wm. Richards, at the King Street Office, Covcnt Garden.
Published at the Office of the Gardnters' Chronicle and Agricultttral

Gazette, 41, WcUingti t Garden, London, W.C.

nlargcd, post 8vo, price 5s., post free,

adept take c

Third Edition, rev „ .. ,, _
5J. $d. ; interleaved copies, post free, 6j. 6d.

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
"The only work of the kind worth a place in the cultivators'

library."

—

Gardetters' Afa^axiiu.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 51. ; post free, 51. 5^.,

SELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

" We have no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work
on Exotic Ferns which has yet appeared."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" An e.\cellent, practical, and handy treatise on Garden Ferns, well

supplying a want which has long been felt."

—

Florist and Pomologist.

c
Post 8vo, price 5^. ;

post free, 5^. 5.I,

HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of ioo<

, accompanied by
ion and general management.
*' This neat and handy volume will supply

L hearty welcome."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

c
In the Press, post 8vo, price y. ; post free, 55. 5rf.,

HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

management, forming the Second Volume to " Lhon
Greenhouse Flowering Plants."

Sold by the AUTHOR, Victoria and Paradise Nurscr
London, N. ; and also by all Nursery-men and Booksellei

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Voliimi ccmplek in ilself, 2C'ith TilU-pagi and Index,

THE ATHENAEUM :

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE
FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every impottane New
REPORTS of the Learned Societies

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scie

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE (

lure, Science and Art,

ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, inciuding all tliat Is likely I interest the informed.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so concluded that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on tin equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. / Six Months, &s, 6d,

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON"

' Learned, chatty, \3S,v,^\Ji,."—Atheii<tiim.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d,, of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d,

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them. |

BIELIOGR-'\PHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HER.\LDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preser%-e their
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES :—

Hcpworth Dixo
Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Ellis

E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatty
Henry Hallam, Esq.

J. O. Halliwell, Esq.
E. Hawkins. "
Samuel Hick:
Rev. J. Hu:

J^TolRev. John Jcbb
Douglas Jerrold, Esq.
Thomas Keighlev, Esc
Rev. Dr. Kennedy
Rev. L. B. Larking

. Sir G. C. Lewi;

M. A. Lower, Esq.
Lord Lyttelton
W. B. MacCabe, Esq. George Stephens, Esq.

W. r. Thorn
B. Thorpe, Esq.
Rev J- H. Todd, D.D.
SirW, C. Trevelian, Bart.
T, H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henr>- Waller
Albert Way, Esq.
Benjamin B, Wiffen, Esq.
W. Varrel!, Esq.

J. Yeowcll, Esq.,&c.

s also

O
On Monday the 27lh instant, in crown 8vo, with ic

engraved on Wood,

N the MANUFACTURE of BEET-ROOT SUGAR
inENGI.ANnand IRELAND. EyWiLUAsi Chookes, F.R.S.,

>ROFESSOR LINDLEVS INTRODUCTION
to BOTANY. Fourth Edition, with Corrections and Additions.

0 Vols., 8vo, witli Si.^ Copper Plates and numerous Wood

> CO.. Paternoster Row, E.G.

D

M

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

Lately rublislied,

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Drscribing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

;ruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

CHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400
-ations, price 5s. fid.

EDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
71. W.
rpHE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, StructuralX AND rHvsioLOGic.\L. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,
and numerous Illustrations. i2J. cloth.
This complcl

Professor Lindi
Kincdom," form the other parts.

Author's " School Botany."
N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price $s.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, Thf.
Struc

upon the Natural System,
upwards of 500 IVustration:

Extract fb(
"The Vegetable Kingd.

plants of no known importai

The principal part of those

Author's Preface.
ains, among a large quantity of
lan, various useful species employed

n the many branches of domestic ceconomy.
'w"hic^ (

manner proposed in the ' *'egetable Kingdom ' of the author, with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted
by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to
have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-
tioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a

, Bouverie Street, E.C

T N D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE
JL 60 feet % inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, iw. W

60 feet Js inch do, do., extra strong, lu. M.
Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price List-

of every article made in India-rubber forwarded on application.
E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Manufacturer, Quadrant, Birmingham.

KEFRIGERATORS, .

Ordinary Cons-
Inches.

23 X 18 X a6 .

,

39 X 24 X 32

.; a large Cabinet, do., ;ii4 14s.
Ids, 6s, Oil. to 13J.

ig Ironmonger, by Ajipomtment,
1 Catalogue containmg upwards
-'" "vith lists of prices and plans

s undertake delivery a
williaSi S.

IHE OMBRA. the OMBRA.—The new Sunshades,
applicable 10 all Hats for Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children, in

iw Plait, &c r,\tr';m(.-ly li^ht, becoming, portable, and moderate
elling, the seaside, and alt

Sauce.—Lea Sx. Perrins'.THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.
Ask for LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE.

Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perrins on all

bottles and labels.

Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London ; and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

PURE AERATED WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Et-US's Ruthin Waters unsurpassed for their purity.

Ellis's Soda, Potass, Sclzer, Lithia and Potass Waters and Lemonade.
None genuine utdess Corks branded " R. Ellis & Son, Ruthin," and

each bottle bears their trade mark—Goat on Shield.
Sold by all Chemists, Confectioners, and Hotel-keepers.

Wholesale only, of R. ELLIS & SON, Ruthin, North Wales.
London Agents : W. Best & SONS, Hen; , Street, Cavendish

A, :iON. —GODFREY'S
I Ij.is long been known for

. ,ind preserving the Skin,

produced by

;, and by persevering
Hu s, and other Erup-

n becomes delicately soft,

deligntful fragrante, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet and
Nursery. Sold in bottles—Price 21. 9^.—by alt Chemists and Perfumers.

D'
Headache,
for delicate
and Infants.

,
Children,

r Bond Street, London;

NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price 4*7'., or stamped to go by Post, ^tl.

issued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Index, price 10s. 6d. cloth boards.
The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Six Months, forwarded direct from the Publisher {including the

Half-Yearly Index), is ii.f. 4^/., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, to
WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

/^ORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
mented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period,
pam or any inconvenience.—Forward address on a stamped

K EEI' AWAY THE DOCTOR is a sensible old
I' i :! ImNow the advice, and ensure a good state of

priicess of takinff PARR'S LIFE PILLS,
ill confidence by persons suffering from Liver

\,[uicnts, Skiir Eruptions, Lo.vness of Spirits,

'. .ii ., Cout, Lumbago, &c The mild, pleasant

curative properties of PARES HERBAL
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLEGTING MAGHINES FOR 1870.

THE Extraordinary Success of GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS is an established fact.

During the last Six Years the demand has been unprecedented, which alone is a proof of their superiority over all others. The following are their

characteristic features :

—

1st, Simplicity of Construction, every part being free of access. 2d, They are worked with far greater ease than any other Lawn Mower.
3d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

LEEDS HOETICULTUEAE AND FLOEAL SHOW, JUNE 3, 1870.
TRIAL. OF MOWING MACHINES.

Extract from i'ori-s/a'ir Post.
" During the SIiow, a very interesting trial of Lawn Mowers tool; place on the ground. The competitors were the well-known manufacturers of these Machines,

Messrs. Thomas Gkeen & Son, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds, and the maker of a Machine called the Archimedean. The judges were the gentlemen who had made the
nw.nrds at the flower show. The merits of the competing Machines were decided by setting them to work to cut long coarse grass, the style and time in which they accomphshed
their task, and the draught of each, being elements in guiding the judges in giving their award. The following was their unanimous conclusion :

—

" Wc, the iudses of the Leeds Horticultural and Floral Society, Iiaving tested Lawn Mowinc Mactiines manufactured by Messrs. Thos. Green & Son against the one called the ' Archimedean," in an open field
M-here the bents were from 5 to 8 inches long, have come to the unanimous conclusion that the ' Archimedean ' is perfectly useless, either for long or short grass, the superiority of Green's Machine* naving proved oa
this, as on many other occasions, pre-eminent. We find the ' Archimedean ' is only suitable for banks and steep rising grounds."

Extract from Leeds Mercury.
"Amongst the other interesting features of the Show to which attention has not yet been called was a public trial on the opening day of La\vn Mowing Machines,

manufactured by Messrs. Green & Son, of Leeds, and the American Machines known as the Archimedean. The test took place before all the judges in an open field where
tlie bents were from 5 to 8 inches long, and at the close the decision was unanimously in favour of the Machines made by Messrs. Green & Son. That firm had an excellent
stand on the ground occupied by horticultural machines of various descriptions."

Judges.—\Jm. Carmichael, John Wells, F.R.H.S., M. Saul, W. Culvenvell,
J. Mclndoe, James Fowler, Wm. Stewart, T. S. Holloway, late Chairman of the Society.

JAMES BIRBECK, Secret.ary.

GREEN'S PATENT L.'VWN MOWERS H.WE
PROVED TO BE THE BEST, AND H,WE
CARRIED OFF EVERY PRIZE TH.\T

HAS BEEN GIVEN IN ALL CASES OF
COMPETITION.

EVERY MACHINE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE
ENTIRE SATISF.-VCTION, AND IF NOT
APPROVED CAN BE RETURNED WITH-

^
OUT ANY COST WH.XTEVER TO THE

©?^^» PURCH.\SER.

THE ROYAL GARDENS, WrNPSOR.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE GARDENS
SANDRINGHAM HALL GARDENS.
CHISWICK HOUSE GARDENS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
ST. lAMES'S PARK.
GREEN PARK.
KENNINGTON and BATTERSEA PARKS.

BRtlNSWICK SQUARE GARDENS.
ROYAL HOSPITAL, CHELSEA.

The following are a few of the principal places where Green's Patent Lawn Mowers are the only Machines in use,

and have been for a number of years giving entire satisfaction :—
ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
KENSINGTON PALACE GARDENS.
TEMPLE GARDENS.
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
BERKELEY SQUARE GARDENS.
RUSSELL SQUARE GARDENS.
GORDON SQUARE GARDENS.
P.\RLIAMENT SQUARE GARDENS.

LIVERPOOL PARK,
BIRKENHEAD PARK.
PRESTON PARK.
SUNDERLAND PARK.
HALIFAX PARK.
BRADFORD PARK.
LEEDS ROYAL PARK.

Testimonial from the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, May 2S, 1870.

"GENTLEMEN,— I am directed by the Council to inform you that your Lawn Mowing Machines have been in constant use in their Gardens at South Kensingtc

the last 10 years, and that they have always given the greatest satisfaction, doing their work excellently and with so much ease as to be generally preferred by our worki
" THOS. Green & Son. " I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant, James Richards, Assistant Secretary."

during

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ROLLER,
FOR LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET

FIELDS, AND GRAVEL P.-\THS.

GREEN'S PATENT TUBULAR
BOILERS.

HOT-WATER

Suitable for Hand

PRICES OF

HAND ROLLERS.

30 in-

24 in.

32 in. 7 10 o
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W
iREAT ROSF. SHOW, WED.NESDAY. June 2<). Band of Scots

Fusilier (Guards from Four. Tickets of principal Musicsellcrs, or at
the (jardens (if bought before the 2t)th). Fellows' Friends, 31. 6d.

;

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
MEETING, on WEDNESDAY, June 29. at 11 o'clock. GENERAL

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'.S (in con-
junction with the ROYAL OXFORDSHIRE HORTICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY) GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of FRUIT
.. ^. «„,.,„^ ^A,, u. u-,j _. ,^^^^^^ f^^^ JULY 10 10 3j

s daily, Admission-First
bd.); Second day, 2. &i. ;

/^ARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—VT At the GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY to be held at O.XFORD, in JULY,

w of the Roy •^
'

- - Tered by the 1
ARDENERS' CHRONICLE
For the Two best COLLECTIONS of FRUITand VEGETABLES,

t kinds of each, a 1st prize of j!;?, and a 2d prire of j(;3.

i&,;

t up in flat baski

•n only to AMATEURS
le Winn— -'-'^- '"- '

GARDENERS
of the Gardtn/n^ Chronictt Prize in

produced
t'S OWN GROWING.

rilHE UKEAi WEST of ENGLAND ROSE and
J- OR.NAMENTAL PLANT SHOW will be held in the beautiful
Grounds of WILTON PARK, SALISBURY, WILTS, on
TUESDAY, June 28. For Prize Lists apply to Mb. S. GRIFFIN,
Secretary and Treasurer, Wilton Road, Salisbury.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTirULTUR.M,
SOCIETY—GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW,TUESDAY,

June 28, at the Royal Pavilion and Eastern Lawn. Upwards of
50 Prizes are offered for Roses, and 43 for Fruits. Schedules on

' ' ;etary, 96, St JamesJ^s Street, or E SPARY,
Supe of the Exhibit . , ^ ...

K.E. GRAND AUTUMN SH6w, SEPTEMBER 1

EDWARD CA RPENTER, 'Secretary.

and ,5.

ExUbltion of Roses.

THE SUMMER SHOW of the REIGATE ROSE
ASSOCIATION, will be held at the NEW PUBLIC HALL,

REIGATE, on SATURDAY, July 2. Admission by Members'
I payment ofTickets at i o'clock : and after 2 6'Clock to the Public c

Close at 6 o'clock.

LEICESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-The GREAT SUMMER EXHIBITION of this

Society will be held on the Race Course, Leicester, on TUESDAY
and VVEDNESDAY, July 5 and 6, when Ua will be offered in Prizes
for Cut Roses, and upwards of /as for Plants in pots.
A SHOW of BRITISH aniT FOREIGN BIRDS will be held in

connection with the Exhibition.
Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may now be had of
Market Place. Leicester. WM. PENN COX, Secretary.

THE ROMFORD and ESSEX FLORAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY—The FIRST SHOW. Open

to All England, will be held on THURSDAY. luly 7, when PRIZES
to the amount of ONE HUNDRED and TEN POUNDS will be
awarded. ENTRIES to CLOSE JUNE to. Schedules and full

particulars on application to E. S. PALMER, 1 c
R. HULSE, S^'"

Committee Room. White Hart Hotel, Romford,

QLEAFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—O The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above Society will take
place on THURSDAY, July 14, when the following Prizes, open to all

England, will be awarded :

—

12 Stove and (greenhouse Plants-ist Prize, /s : 2d, h 3d, £. 10..

24 Roses, distmci varietiej-ist Prize, .£3; ii. [.% ; 3!, lu
aof Fru'

Schedules 01

Sleaford, lu
pplic Mr. J. C. BROWN, Hon. Sec.

H ExUbltion of Fuchsias.
CANNELL will OPEN an EXHIBITION of the

• above plants simultaneously with the Flower Show of South
ington, and will continue open until further notice.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S., Woolwich.

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, J ULY 7 and 8.-
Fur PRIZE LISTS, apply to Mr. A. FORREST, Secretary,

Cherry Street, Birmingham. ENTRIES CLOSE JULY 2.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—The TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNIVER-

SARY FESTIVAL will take place at the LONDON TAVERN,
Bishopsgate Street, London, on VVEDNESDAV, June ao.

The Right Hon. the EARL of DERBY in the (Jhal^' " "'
elt'. Tickets. 2rs.

R. CUTLER, Secretary,
t Garden, W.C.

rpHE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENTX INSTITUTION. —A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING o[

The Voting Paper;
having received one
application.

EDW. R. CUTLER, Secretary.

'. all been delivered. Any Subscriber m
;spcctfully requested to make immcdiat

TO the SUB.SCRIBERS of the GARDENERS'
ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.—The Friends of

DONALD SINCLAIR, one of the Candidates at the ensuing Ele.

w Golden Chain Geranium.—To the Trade.
ILLIAM BRYANT begs to offer extr.i strong

NEW DOUBLE GERANIUMS. —Twelve fini

varieties Double Zonal Geraniums, ts. ; 13 superb new Doubli
Zonal Geraniums of z86g for I2J. ; 12 superb Single Zonal Geraniums,

Gold and Golden Bicolor Geraniums, 6*., package
included, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Susi

Stangerla paradoza.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer fine healthy plants of the above.named very rare

Cycad, at 421. to 635. each. There is but a few of them for Sale.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, PALMS, FERNS, &c.,
in large and small specimens, can be had of

Mr. ALFRED SERDOBUEL, Faubourg d'Anvers, Ghent, Belgium.

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF.— Well^rocjteti
plants, out of stores, ar. per dozen ; strong, in pots, 61. per dozen.

S. BAD.MAN, Eltham Road Nursery, Lee, S.E.

RICHARD S.MITH, Nurserymian, Wo

o RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

.. '•
-ed Merchant. VVorcester.RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryrr

PEACHES and NECTA RI NES.— Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

75. fid. to lOi. 6J. each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations ; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

c HOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST on appi;Po
RICHARD SMITH, Nun an and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Roses.

THE COLLECTIOiN of ROSES at Woodland;
Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, occupying an arcs

ofmanyacres, are NOW COMING INTO SPLENDID BLOO.M.
WM. WOOD AND SON.—June 25.

CHOICEST ROSES, in pots.
TEA.SCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE. &c.

The largest stock in the kingdom, consisting of many thousands
of strong liealthy plants.
WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near

Uckfield, Sussex.

Roses for Bedding, &c.
ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, now

ready for deliver!- ; also large slock of VERBENAS and
FUCHSIAS, and gentr.il llF.l Hil Nr. PLANTS, which contains a
selection of the best vannips ..niv CATALOGUES free.

WM. KNIGHT. Ilnral Niirsrry. Hailsham, Sussex.

H,
Roses, Roses, Roses.

LANE AND SON'S magnificent COLLECTION
of over 100,000 PLANTS is NOW IN FULL BLOOM.

A OloriouB Show of Roses,

TEA, BOURBON, CHINA, and NOISETTE,
May be secured and enjoyed all the Summer

IIY PLANTING NOW.
Good plants of finest kinds, from pots, mostly 48*5, are ready to be

presented ti change for cash, at 40J. per i

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT T'ARKKR Ihj^s to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

finest »ariciics of LCHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applic

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Sun . S.W.

T
T̂he GARDENER, Isleworth House, Isleworth, Mlddleiw
WM. ARMITAGE and SON, Seed Merchants, Huddersfield.wANTED, strong Cuttings TRICOLOR

GERANIUMS, POLLOCKS, &c. Slate quantity and price,
WM. ARMITAGE AND SON, Seed Merchants, Huddersfield.

s
The Best Turnip for the Main Crop Is

UTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.
Price lod per lb : much cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

The best Substitute for Swedes Is

BUTTONS' PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP.—For sowing the latter end of June and in July and

August, this variety is invaluable, and will produce a very heavy crop.
Price II. per lb., c'-

i... .1.. 1....1..1

SU'l'TON /

H Turnip Seeds.
AND F. SHARPE have to offer to tite Trade fine

I

selected stocks of the above.nnmed Seeds, all of i86q growth,

Seed Growing Establishm
Prices moderate.

RICHARD WALKER has the following to offer for
cash—DRUMHEAD PLANTS, selected stock ; NONPAREIL

PLANTS, all at V- per 1000 : Red and White CELERY PLANTS,
ir. per 100. Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ERY GARDEN REQUISITE
CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 838, High Holbom. London.
E^'
1ARTERS PRIZE SWEDE and TURNIP.
J Sec pai,'e 854 of this day's Gardeners' Cknmiclc.

>AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
\i DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Me
Address, 26! Seed karkct, ^ia^k Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on apphcation. Prize Medals, j

or Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. B L A C K I T H AND CO.
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays. Lower Thames Street, Londoi

illnartsofthc World,
sole Survivor of the la'

KLACKITH.

N'

W Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATa-\LOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS;
ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of th*
j_ ;.. ( ..i.:.._.:_^ ...:.i. — . ..

^ ^^ recommended.

To Seed Importers, Nurserymen, &c.

JOHN BETHAM (Son of the late Senior Partner of
the Firm of Betham & Blackith), begs to inform the above

that he is Trading under the title of

i Street, London, E.C.

Verbenas, Verbenas.—6s. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000.
WIIJJAM BADMAN offers PURPLE, WHITE,

SCARLET, ROSE, CRIMSON, &c.. well-rooted Plants,
from store pots, 6j. per loo ; 50*. per 1000. Terms, cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Beautiful Columbine.
JOHN GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries. Forres, N.B.,

offer fresh seeds of their AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA, with
specimen blossom, post free, for 18 postage stamps, per packet.
"This is perhaps the handsomest hardy perennial in cultivation."—

Gi
bright and showy, and produi

foliage. A decided
free. Plants ai. 6d.

BUTLER. McCULLOCH, AND
W.C. Established upwards of a C(

CO., South Row, Covent Garden,

Bedding Plants, Florists' Flowers, &c.
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,

Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Carlisle, are prepared to send
out very choice selections of the above, at very moderate prices, and
will be glad to send their new priced CATALOGUE free on application.
North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment, 44, English

Street, Carlisle.

FERNS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, in more than
1000 beautiful species and varieties.—The Subscribers beg to

intimate that their CATALOGUE of the above will be forwarded to
any applicant on receipt of three postage stamps.
A. STANSFIF.LD & SON, Vale Nurseries, Todmorden, Lancashire

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their TarietJes, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP.
TIVE CATALOGUE ofBRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, Na 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hili, Kent.

N^
np this really useful Greenhouse Fern to public nol

me iirm conviction that it will (jive satisfaction and become a universal
favourite. The fronds arc much larger than those of Capiilus-Vcneriy,
being from 12 to 15 inches long, by 4 inches broad, curving over the
side of the pot. The pinna; are of a beautiful soft preen, and are
almost as large as those of A. Farlcycnse, and like that fine variety
they overlap each other in graceful waves of maiden-hair, with finely
: _ __jj fringed edges. The chief value of A magnificuni " '

Establishment, Ha

T AN, Gratis, in the immediate neighbourhood of
Covent Garden. Apply to

ESSEX AND SONS, 38, Stanhope Street, Clare ^(arkel, VV-C.

A Boon for Grape Growers. _
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in scaled bags of f< cwt., io>. 6i.

:

!4 cwt., an. ; and I cwt.. 4JS., with full directions for use. For funher

particulars, see Dcscrintive Circulars, to be had post free on applicatioo,

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Carston, Liverpool,
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BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains LISTS of select ORCHIDS (niMy being now in flower), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-

ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS
HARDY FERNS FILMY FERNS, &c. ;

graceful and high-coloured DRACiENAS, massive AGAVES and

YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &c. ; and many other

Variegated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now

in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.

B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well

repay a visit, but at this particular season arc specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Owiw Planls supplud for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application,

SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other
Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street. Refrent's Quadrant, London, W.

West or England, Ireland, and Wales.^
I N C E N T
SKINNER, Stol

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ROSES IN BLOOM.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO INI-'ORM THE PUBLIC THAT THE

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
At their COOMBE WOOD NURSERY, KINGSTON HILL,

Is now in great perfection, and they respectfully solicit an inspection.

The Coombe Wood Nursery is within one hour's drive of Hyde Park Corner, and a short distance from

N'orbiton, Maiden, or Kingston Stations, South-Westem Railway.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, CHELSEA, S.W.—June 25.

NE^V PLANTS FOR 1870.
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FORWARDED FREE on APPLICATION.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to a that they are now sending out their unde

which were given in the Ganlene.

ADIANTUM RUBELLUM, 10s. (d. each.

ALOCASI.\ SEDENI, 31J. bd. each.

ARALI.\ OSY.\N.\, lor. 6(/. to 2ij. each.

fiEGONIA SEDENI, 21s. each.

BLANDFORDIA AUREA, is.t. each.

CROTON (CODI^UM) UNDULATUM, ifls. to by.

each.

CROTON (CODI^UM) CORNUTUM, 2ii. each.

CROTON (C0DIA:UM) VEITCHII, 42J. to by. each.

lentioiied splendid NOVELTIES, full descriptions of

C/lronicU oiMay 2S, 1870.

DAVALLIA MOOREANA, 2XS. each.

DRAC/ENA CHELSONI, 42J. each.

DRAC/ENA ALBICANS, 151. each.

DRAC^NA GUILFOYLEI, 21s. each.

DRAC.«NA MOOREANA, 42^-. each.

ECHEVERIA GLAUCO-METALLICA, 51. to los. bJ.

each.

ORTHOSIPHON STAMMINEUS, ;!. bd. e.ach.

RHODODENDRON LOBBII, 31/. bd. each.

V.
HOUSE LUILDER an
inn wnER appak \

ri sM^NUrACTUI.l u
r\y Partner with 1

APPARATUS
or the M.itcrials supplied for Iteating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular Bcil/r.

CHURcnpS
PI PLIl, I UIiniNGS, S.C
lliil W VTERPIPEba
1 pr s Elbows, T

It- tl L\R EOILLKs,
I t h

CAbTandWROLGHI II NI 1 1 VLLE BOILERS, on Stand,

or use without brickwork, fr£in6oj^

Portable BoiUr
" "

Goods,
ctK ,

.^Ling, ElUtltc BoiUr

Wharf in London

LYNCH WHITE.
Old Barse Iron W hirf, Uppe

GroundStreet.Inndon s F (S

side lilackfriars llr,di,il 1 tj,

Beard's Patent Non-conducting and Ventilating
Metallic Glass Houses.

1 u > S Edmund
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ABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS,—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

,
4J. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery, banipic label

on receipt of a postai'o stamp. Orders delivered free in London
riHN FISHER ANU CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J,
BLACKITH AND CO.,

Co.x's liuay Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

Retail of tlie principa l Seedsmen, Prices on application.

American Lawns.

%.,^"7v

1111 \ M 1 1 1 \

ARCHIMLDIW I-\\V\ MOWER
IS admitted the best Macliine e\er broufrht out for the

purpose because it is durable simple and performs its work better

and -with less than half the pov^er of other Lawn Mowers, and
will do double the amount of work.

LeavinE the cuttinns in small particles, evenly scattered, never

looking untidy, serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and
drought.

Opinions of the Press.
The Gardeners^ Magazine says—" This new Mowing Machine has

been fairly tested at Stoke Newington, and the verdict is, 'valuable

The Field says—" The Americans have been beforehand with u9 in

many Machines, but wc wcrc_ not, however, until now aware they
i far superior to an'
- We are indebtcd'to our American
ices and remarkable contrivances,
lent but for the benefit of mankind

generally. We owe to them many thanks for improvements amongst
implements whereby labourers' toil has been much lessened. The
• Archimedean ' Lawn Mower will cut grass equally well when wet as

when in a dry state, or if 6 or 8 inches long. The M-indi machine is

easily worked by a boy. It has been tried m the gan

possessed a
The Gctrdetttr^ Chronicle says-

cousins for many ingenious de'

adapted not only for i

' We owe to
"cby laliou

lety
1 Chib during the

i of the Roy-il
!ason, and is

Lawn Mower

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactured by

R^ SIMS. AND HEAD, Ipswich.
St, and most durable Machines They lea\c no
ire unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet
ardcr; 4000 arc now in use. Prices from 551
_A large stock kept, and orders executed on
lists free by post, ana Testimonials from 1 hirty

t when ordering)

B HIRST AND SONS cill spetial attenti n to their P\TENT
FLEXIBLE SELF-SHARPLNING and bELF COLLECTING
LAWN MOWING MACHINEb, which can also be used as Garden
Rollers. Intending purchasers for the present season should send
for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List of these Lawn Mowing
Machines. The demand for B. HIRST and SONS' Patent Lawn
Mowin" Machines has already been great. These Machines are
acknowledged to be the best for keeping Bowling Greens, Law;

Shipping promptly attended t

Mo U L E S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at 2g, Bedford

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Milungton & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE street without, LONDON, E.C.

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
Newly Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS.

THE MO.ST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT EVER INTRODUCED.

MESSRS.

SAMUELSON &C0.
Beg to draw special

tion lo their

NEW
Lawn Mowers

for 1870,
which arc fitted, when
required, with n NP^W
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-
tirely superseding the old

and tedious operation of

Edge-Clipping by band.
Ail Machines fitted with

new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of
the New Patent Edge-
Clipping Silent La^vn
Mower, on application to

SAMUELSON and CO., CKITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 fu Lights, 2 in. thick, unplazcd. . /o 5

„ „ Primed and Glazed with 10 01.

Sheet 11 o
„ „ with stout portable Box, not

Painted .

1 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

Handle:
Packed anc Delivered

Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . . . o
Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . . . o

"
Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use o

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C.

Heating toy Hot Water.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, MANUFAC-

TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,

heated on the most improved system,
combmed with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for

setting in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

POLLARD JEPHSON, and CO
(Successors to John R. Peill),

Sole Manufacturers of the" Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Park Street,

iBi^x.lHfi^W?'^-'-"

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

TONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
. and CONNFXTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

ly station in England, for cash with order; or they allow a liberal

Roller and the
Barrow, for
Lawns and
Walks, solely
supplied by

Price Lists free

rri H E

roR

GARDENS,

GREEN-

HOUSES,

roNSI R\ A

TUKILb,

S7; J^^. HOTBEDS,

W \SHING

V INDOWS,

L \kRIAGES

&c,&c.

Unrivalled Ease of Action, Simplicity, Convenience and Force.

The HYDRONETTE is a more useful, easy-working, reliable, and
coinciiiciit water-throwing machine than any other in use. It is made
in livf sizes, vir : No. i, with 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, Jet and
K.>s,-, i:..t lirf. : No. 3, t5J. &i. ; No. 3, {,1 is. ; No. 4, /i 51. ; No. s,
/;i loi, IMr.i Hose and Union Joints 10 order. To be had of

IIAV.NKS ANU SONS, 227, 22q, and 231, Edgwarc Road, W.
Caution.—None are genuine unless labelled " Haynes & Sons,

Proprietors, London."

The Perfect

Xy A T E R I N G CAN.
Rcfiislcrcd according to the Act.

( \ny person infrmgmg will at once be proceeded ifjainst

)

The ad\ intakes this \\atering Cin possesses over the old kind
are —First watering can now be done in about half the time second,
abed 12 feet wide can be watered \nthout treading on the soil, or having
to lift the can an extra height ; third, about half the usual exertion is

required. For Greenhouses and Forcing Pits it will prove invaluable,

as large areas can be watered with ease ; and being made of strong

line they will last a lifetime. Price, No. i (r gallon), 6s 6d ; No. a

(2 gallons), 8f. 64. ; No, 3 (3 galtoni), lOJ. ed. ; No. 4 (4 gallons), 121. 6d.

Manufactured by JOSIAH LE BUTT, Haymaker Works, Bury

St. Edmund-s; to whom Post Office orders must be sent and made
payable when orderin2.
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LAWES'S MANURE for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March,

"iiip, or from stocks at Doclts al

t lowest market prices.

JOH

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE

[MANURE,
d MANGEL
; MANURE.
s addresses, or

t the United Kingdom.
SODA, SULPHATE 01

rPHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
iravi

10)

COR
DISSOLVEli )"

' '

'

IS Pasture Lands
.SUPERI'Ili'-slli \ I I , ,,1 1 I 111.,

PREPARED 1. 1 A.Mi
MANGEL and li.>TATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY

Offices, 116, Fcnchurch Street, E.C.
E. PURSER, Secretary.

Ibatross) is

Itiibclievi

TREES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
X\l GUANO (Registered Trade Mark,
rcadv for delivery in qu.-indty niui in line c

he rhe best Artificial M .i:. .- >M
i

i. : -

^T.^^pcTc'ent!" Aniin..' .
'

'

. :

V..el.ker. Dr. Andcrv.n. ) :
. . V

Royal Botanic Society.
SECOND SUMMER EXHIBITION, June 22 and 23.

AWARDS OF PRIZES.
LARGE GOLD MEDAL.

;. J. & C. Lee, Hammcrsmilh, for a Group of Slo'

MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.
kCo., Pinc-applc Nursery, U

Messrs. E. G, Hehdei
lictldinR Plants.

Mr. J. Ward. Gr. to F. G. Wilki

GOLD MEDAL.
& Sons, WellinKton Road, for a Group of

Leyton, for 8 Exotic Orchids,

out; ^"^ tlie seals remain unbroken.

UF,ES AND CO.'S Biphospliated Peruvian Gu;
.', KiMjr William Street, London, E.C.

Company (Limited),

J
> EPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER.

J t Consultinp Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analj-tical Laboratory, ii, Salisbury Square, FlectSirect, E.C.

of this valuable artificia
mnrMiri- J \u- •F.ipi,- fxammcd by me contained only lo per cent, o
nii'i ,ri,i-

.
,,, I I ,;i, iin_- irerccntages of soluble and insoluble phos

p'l I

'
1

I I iiid you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fini

^1 I"
:

:
1 he more generally this manure will bccomi

y.'i'>'- I' I'
'

Ji I ri (s.the more, I am convinced, will it be appre
Li.iiLii i>i liit-iji.— ],..l,i;ic me. Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
The Secretary, REES'AND LO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian
" Guano Company, Limited, 33, King William Street, London, E.C

c
by even* Gardi
ciTcctuaf machii

i, ai. Re
e Wholesali

10LIN PULLINGER'S
DISTRIBUTOR, for VINI s

Gardener who has sci n

\1)AMI

H
The Noted Frencli Cold Grafting Wax

(MASllC LllOM.ME LEFOKl j,

For Grarting, Buddinp, Healing, 6ic., may be obtained of

OOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C, Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through any

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, for 20 Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. J. Ward, Gr 10 F. G. Willtins, Esq., Leyton, for 6 Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Dobson & Son, for 6 Pelargoniuma.
Messrs. G. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for so Roses in Pots.
Mr. li. S. Williams, Holloway, for 6 Orchids.
Mr. Isaac Hill, Gr., Poles. W'are, Herts, for 8 Orchids.

Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Dart., for a Group of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

srs. Jackson & Son, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Uagot, lilithefield Hall, Rugely, Stafford,
for a Collection of Fruit.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. John Ward, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. J. Carr, Gr. to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Eyilcct, for6 Foliage Plant
Mr. D. Windsor, Gr. to R. Ravenshill, Esq., Leytonstone, for 6 Pelar-

goniums.
Mr. R. Parker, Tooting, for 24 Herbaceous Plants in pots.
Mr. J. Catlin, Gr. to Mrs. Urmitte, Finchley, for 6 Scarlet Pelar-

goniums.
Mr. J. Stevens, Ealing, for 6 Tricolor I'clargoniums.
Messrs. James Carter & Co., for 6 doublc-llowered Pelargoniums.
Mr Henry Clark, Gr. to liarl Cowpcr, Itrockctt Hall, Herts, for a

collection of Fruit.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. I. Carr, nyflect, for 3 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. li.S. Williams, Holloway, for 3 Stove and Greenhouse VhMs.
Mr. J Wheeler, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, .for 8 Cape

Mr. I U.irJ.'l.cytim. for 12 Cape Hi

BRONZE MEDAL.

al Secdsi ud Nur>

Tlie Clieapest and Best Insecticide,
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

! MAjcsrr's Royal LKTri:ns Pati:nt, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOB-ACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurscr)-men, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at 11., 21. M, and 51.

Powder Distributors, aj. 6d. and 3*. 6d, each.
" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."—Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex
Wharf, Wappi

::^::i<:l,

r 6 Orchids.

aling Park, for 6 Foliage Plants.

Mr. Thog. Ware, lor 24 spikes Digitalis.

Mr. Bird Porter, Gr. to E. Benham, Esq., Isleworth, for Hardy Hei
baceous Cut Flowers.

Mr. William Davies, Gr. to W. Booker, Esq., for i Pine-apple.
Mr. J. Cross, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, for i Green.fleshed Melon.
Mr. James Douglas, for i Scarlet-fleshed Melon.
Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carringlon, for i dish Black Cherries,
Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to ditto, for i dish White Cherries.
Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to ditto, for 4 dishes Strawberries.
Mr. James Douglas, for 3 dishes Strawberries.

CERTIFICATE.

Mr. J. Wheeler, for 6 Gloxinias.

Mr. J. Skinner, Gr. to Captain Christy, Wcsterham, for 25 Roses.
Messrs. Paul Si Son, for Roses, 24 Single Blooms.
Mr. R. Webb, Reading, for basket of Koses.
Mr. D. Turner, Portland Road, Notling Hill, for Herbaceous Cul

Mr. James Budd, Oaklands Park, Hants, for 1 Pine-apple.
Mr. James Douglas, for i Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. Bird Porter, Gr. to E. Benham, Esq., for i Scarlet-fleshed Melon.
Mr. Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, for basket of Grapes.
Mr. George Ward, for i dish Black Grapes.
Mr, Bannerman, for i dish Black Grapes.
Mr. P. Feist, Gr. to J. Ashton, Esq., Staines, for i dish White

Mr. C. Ross, for 2 dishes Peaches.
Mr. Hill, Kccle Hall, for 2 dishes Nectarines.
Mr. Isa,ic Hill, for i dish Black Cherries,
Mr, John Belliss, Gr, to W. Philips, Esq,, Ealing, for 1 Jlsh White

Cherries,

Mr. A. Johnson, Gr. to the Marquis of Aylesbury, for 4 dishes Straw.

Messrs. John Standish & Co , for 2 dishes Strawberries
Mr. C. Ross, for a dish of Tomatos.

.
George Masters, Gr. to the Eari of Macclesfield, for i HybriJ

BOTANICAL CERTH-TC.'VTE OF MERIT.

Mr. W. Thompson, Ipswich, for Delphinium nudicaule.
Mr. W, Thompson, Ipswich, for Leptosiphon roseus.

A Henderson .& Co., Pine-apple Nursery, for Pteris
:henia:folia.

Messrs. Vcitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Fii

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Adi
Messrs, Veitch fit Sons, Chelsea, for Fii

Pearcei.

um sessilifoliuir

sarapigiensis.

'p;ro'ry,"Welir„g't5n,'¥omSet. for Cut Roses, "!'!" ^f^ ^ f"'' rht"' f" rT."
"~''."'-"'",-

'
. Aiessrs. veitcn « i.ons, Chelsea, for Caladium Princess of

Green, Finchley, for

, for 6 Tricolor

. Bragg, Star Nursery, Slouch, for 6 doublc-flowcred Pclargoni

Mr. Willcic
PlaniL

Mr. RansleyTanti

SILVER MEDAL.
Oak Lodge, Kensington, for 3 Stove and Greenhou:

,
fnr 3 Stovo and Greenhouse Plants.

z-:;. I s H u R s T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Grt-cn Hy, and other Blight, in
solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended

boxes, is.,3x.,and i . W.

Red
Spider

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

rp M E GRANITIC P A IX as used in the Cribtal Palace, Sydenham, is the Cheapest
Enlliant.and Enduring for all Outside and Inside Work, on In
Wood, &c. ; for all Decorative purposes ; and is the best Pa
Hatting ever manufactured, as it is cool in working, takes at Ic:

i comparatively little smclj, can be w

Sold only by the GRAN

Prospectuses and Testimonials free on applic

]\T O MORE DAMP WALLS.-
J-^ The onK- Cure for Damp Walls. Preserving Stone, Brick, andCement from Decay IS the blLIC.'\TE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION
used in the Houses of Parliament, aud manufactured bv the Sill'

rA^fPAw8''^^^^^°^^M^^^^'^'^N ^"d ORANITIC PAINTCOMPANY, 30A, Kmg William Street, London, E.C.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get th.
Observe the mark SAYNOR, al:

Warbanted, without which non
S. & C. regret having to cai

the Corp.
c genuine.

I Gardeners and othi

Mark, Obtain

r make" all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers
&C,'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES arc the best and

Mr. G. Wheeler,

.^Imen Orchid.

..i, liart,, for6 Catadiums.
lo.xinias.

:3, Sussex, for Cut Roses,

Mr. Ifollingsworth, for Cut Roses, 25 v:
Messrs. Paul & Son, for i basket of Cut Roses.
Messrs. James Carter & Co., for 6 Tricolor Pelargoniums
Messrs, E. G. Henderson & Co., for 6 Tricolor Pelargonium-t
Mr. George Ward, Gr. to F. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, for

Pme-anple.
Mr. Georee Ward, for i basket of Grapes.
Mr. M. Henderson, Gr., Cole Orion Halt, for i dish of Black Grape'
Mr. Alex. Reid, Gr to L. Huth, Esq., Passingworth, Sussex, fc

t dish White Grapes.
Mr. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, for i dish Figs
Mr. M. Henderson, Cole Orton, for i dish Grisly Frontignan Grapes

the Duke of Cleveland, Battl. " '
. Thomas Jack, Gr. Abbey, for

m, for 2 dishes Nectarines.

Withingto.l Hall, Cheshire, for

SMALL SILVER MEDAL,
Mr. J. Wheeler, for 3 Stove and Greenhouse PlantJ
Messrs. Jackson & Son, for 3 Stove and Greenhous.
Mr. J. Whcclcr, for i specimen Orchid.

Esq., Mortlake, for Cut Roses, 25

Mr. J. Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford, for Cut Roses, 24 single

Mr. S. Dobrec, for basket of Roses,
Mr C Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Wclford Park, Newbury, for

Digitalis, 3A sDikes.
Mr. Thomas W
Mr. G, Wheeler, for 6 Fuch^
Mr. Filcc. for i specimen Fuchsia.

r Hard)- Herbaceous Cut Flowers, 24 \

, H. Ballram, Gr.
tt. Esq., Finchley, for r Pinc-applc.

T. Crawshay, Esq., dyfarthfa Castle, for

^*^'
^mZVa,?'^'

^°'^"^" Bassett, Bingham, Notta, for Grccn-flcshed

Hodgson, Hampstead, for 1 Scarlet-fleshed

Cole Orton Hall, for basket of Grapes.
Abbey, for i dish Black Grapco.

Douglas, Gr.,Loxford Hall, Ilford, for i dish While

Mr. James Weir.

Mr. MiUcr, Coombe Abbey, for i dish Black Grapco.

of Wale:

. Hooper, Nursen-man, Bath, for collection of Pink

. Hooper, for collection of Carnations

. David Pizzie Fulmer, Slough, for stand of Pink3,

Teck.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Aralia Veitchii.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Dracsna Dcnisoni.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Pandanus Veitchii.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Cypripedium Dominianum.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Vanda Denisoniana.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Begonia Chelsoni.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Cattleya Reineck iana.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Cattleya quincolor.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Miltonia Warscewiciii.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Nepenthes rubra.
Messrs, Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Pritchardia pacifica.
Messrs, Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Veitchia Johannis.
Messrs. Vcitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Chamxdorea Ernesto-Augusti..
Messrs, Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Chamaidoreaglaucifolia.
Messrs. Vcitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Da:monorops melanochactes.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Acanlhorhiza Warscewiciii
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Calamus
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Geonoma Schottis
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, lor Pandanus anguslifohus.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Cham£Edorea graminifoh'a
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Lilium Thunbergianum bicolor-
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Cor>-lus Avellana pendujav
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Viola cornuta Perfection
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Caladium Golden Queen
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Cissua Lindeni.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Pandanus decorus.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Anacctochilus pardlaus.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Euryalc australis.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Fraxinus longicuspTs.

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Godwiniagigas.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Orbignya dubia.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Acanthorhiza Warscewiczii.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Geonoma princeps.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Stangeria paradoxa obtusa.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for VerschaflTeltia melanochxles.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Marcgraavia grandis.

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Phormium tenax gracilis
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Curculigo recurvata stricta.
Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Latania rubra vera.

Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, for Mesembryanthemum cordifi51iijm''Tar
Mr, B. S. Williams, Holloway, for Viola cornuta var. Perfhclioii.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for Chamxdorea glaucifolJa*

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for Peristrophe angusJiifoJia aurco-
vanegata.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for Pogonia sp. Java.

Mr. B. S, Williams, Holloway, for VerschafTeltia melanochaites
Mr. J. Mapplebeck, Broseley, Athyrium Filix-fccmina caudigcrum,

J. Mapplebeck, Broseley, Scolopendrium vutgare supra fcrax.
Mr. J. Mapplebeck, Broseley, Scolopendrium vulgare oerifera

comutum, •^

Mr. J. Mapplebeck, Broseley, Ath>Tium Filix-fccmina furcillans.

j. Mapplebeck, Broseley, Arhyrium Filix-fccmina Craigii.
" ' * ' Mapplcbeckii.. J. Mapplebeck, Broseley, Athyrium Filix-foemin

FLORICULTURAL CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.

Mr. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Widcombe Hill, Bath, for Double Rocket

MeSBrs. J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for Glo.xinia
Magnet Improved.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, Chelsea, for Gloxinia Kingcraft.

Messrs. J. Veitch St Son, for Gloxinia Sunshine.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, tor Gloxinia Aurora.

Mr. H, Cannell, Woolwich, for Fuchsia Champion of the World.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Co., for Tricolor Pelargonium Las*

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Co., for Tricolor Pelargonium Edward

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Co., for Tricolor Pelargonium Mysterious
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NEW LARGE

ITALIAN TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1. LARGE FLAT BLOOD-BED.
JTo. 2. GIANT ROCCA, the largest Onion known.

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLY WHITE, earliest of all.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sang;iiine expectations—and in

consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.

Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,

nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent

disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

New Rosea of 1870.

CR.'VNSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra stronK plants now ready.

Descriptiv'c LIST on application.
ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, ins-inch pots, for planting

for (jrowing on for pot culture. Leading ~' '^'

applic
:cd. Noisette, Hybrid Fcrpctual, &c.

)OHn' CRANSTON, The Nurs

riptive LIST

s Acre, Hereford.

NEW COLEUS.—The new Golden and other select

Colcuscs, sent post free, 12 fine varieties, 2J. W. : 24 select

varieties, 4J.

IRESINE I.INDENI, ACUMINATA and HERKSTII, rj. M.
per dozen; VIOLA CORNUTA and CORNUTA ALBA, IS. M. per
doren ; 12 fine varieties CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 2S. M- ; 12 fine

varieties PHLOXES, 31. ; 12 superb varieties FUCHSIAS, 31 ; 12

ARTEMISIA STELLARIANA, 31. Any of the above sent free by
post, at the prices named, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

To the Trade.

MRS. POLLOCK, ITALL.\ UNITA, and some 40
other varieties of Gold, Silver, and Bronze-leaved GERA-

NIUMS, about 30C0 of young and strong plants on offer.

PELARGONIUMS of Show, French and Fancy, choice named,
coming in bloom, young in 3K inch pots, strong in 4'^ and 5-inch,

in 6-inch. These can be supplied by the di

I R. STIRZAKER, Skert

Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.
SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-

RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised, from
plants 9 to 18 inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great
variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted; each 15., and

¥cr packet
T'S WA._ _

Wasps, Crickets, Cocki
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will tjuickly rid any pla.

rice IJ. M , and 2S. 6d. per bottle, in s

J. SCOTT, The Seed Store

Bedding Plants-Bedding Plants.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of Scarlet

and Variegated GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS,
CALCEOLARIAS. FUCHSIAS, LOBELIAS, PETUNIAS, GAZA-
NIAS, KONIGAS, TROP>E0LUMS, CUPHEAS, COLEUS,
IRESiNES,AGERATUMS,PENTSTEMONS,S!c-,athisusual price

despite of the long severe winlerl, namely, eight dozen for 70s., or four

dozen for loj. 6d. ; hamper and package included.

Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

SATURDAY, JUNE i8, 1870.

V ARTE GATED GERANIUMS.—
LADY CULLUM.4! per dojen, 30J. per 100.

SOPHIA CUSACK.fa- per dozen.
SOPHIA DUMARESQUE, 4J. per dozen.
ITALIA UNITA, 31. per dozen, jor. per 100.

IMPERATRICE EUGENIE, 31. per dozen, 201. per 100.

E'ELEGANTE (Ivy-leaf), 31. per tfozen, 201. per 100,

DUKE of EDINBURGH (Ivyleaf), 31. per dozen, 20J. per 100.

REFULGENS (Bronze), 31. per dozen.
METEOR (Golden Tricofor), 4J. per dozen.

ZONAL GERANIUMS.—Peach Nosegay, Countess of Rosslyn,
Black Dwarf, Eclat, Grand Duke. Hon. G. Hirdv, Dr. Hogg, at

31. per doicn; Joi. per 100.—VERONICA BLUE G6M, if. dd. each.
Terms Cash.

J. ELCOMBE ^ND SON, Nurserymen and Florists, Romscy, Hants.

CARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of thi

and from one of the largest collectio

. M.
PRIMULA, choicest fringed varieties.—The various varieties of

Primula we offer can be grown with the utmost confidence, as
they are saved with the greatest care, and from one of the finest

strains in cultivation. The Fcrn-Ieaved varieties are splendid,
and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, 2«. M.
PRIMULA.—Dark carmine, fringed. Per packet, 2i. M.
PRIMULA.-New scarlet. Per packet, 2». td.

PRIMULA.—Rose fringed. Per packet, 2j. id
PRIMULA -Choicest white fringed. Per packet, 21. M.
PRIMULA.-Choicest Fern-leaved carmine. Per packet, 2J. M.
PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved white, 25. 6d.

PRIMULA FlMBRIATA-Fern-leaved new scarlet. This is a
decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour. Per
packet, 2J. Cid.

Forwarded immediately on receipt of Post-ofiicc Order.
JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 238, High

llolborn, London, W.C.

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Wi
;. W.,3s. 6rf.,'and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 2». M.,3». M.,and

CINERARIA, Wealherill's extra choice strain, 2s. 6^,35. id., Si

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. ij. M , 21. 6,i., and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ij. and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chiiter's finest varieties .. ti. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2s. M. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) ij. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers ij. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties ir. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS—This is a charming companic

and
Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are

,y white, and produced in ereat abundance ij. id. and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. 1

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. M. 1

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' line dark variety

Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MVOSOTIS AZORICA, var. CCELESTINA
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid grccnho

,nd Paradise Nur.series, Upper Ilolloway, London, N.

Ditto (National Rose Show).

If any one desire to see variety in the matter
of Town Gardening, let him repair to Paris.

He should take with him Mr. RoBINSON's work
on the subject as a faithful guide, and one which
precludes the necessity of going into detail here.

It makes little difference in which direction he
turns. In the course of a short walk, he is sure

to meet with many and diverse bits of garden
effect. The simplest of all is that produced by
the use of Ivy, pegged down around the grass

plots, and filling up the angles of buildings,

architectural terraces, and the like. Years ago,

before town gardening became so prominent a

feature in Paris as it is now, this use of Ivy was
pretty general. It was effective then, and loses

nothing now in comparison with more ambitious

attempts. Another and rather odd use of Ivy

may be seen in certain confined spaces in the

midst of the city. Here the Ivy is trained so as

to form little pyramids dotted about like nine-

pins, or with greater regularity disposed in pyra-

midal groups, the tallest in the centre.

Where space is not so much an object, another

style is adopted, still in association with build-

ings, which is neither a shrubbery, nor a mixed
border, nor a flower-bed, but a combination of

all three, and, as might be expected, it is not

satisfactory. This also is a plan that has been

adopted for years, but it does not improve on

further acquaintance, though it is not a little

astonishing to a Londoner to see standard Roses

in full bloom under the very walls of the Louvre,

Fancy what they would be round St. Paul's

This tells a tale of brighter, purer air, and also of

the constant use of the hose. By the way, even

the bedding plants are sunk in basin-like hollows

ofthe soil, so that not a drop of water may be use-

lessly expended.
A better form of this style of town gardening

may be seen in the Place du Trone at Brussels,

Here the garden is strictly architectural, with

narrow geometric beds, edged with a low iron

rail of formal pattern. Rhododendrons and
evergreen plants occupy the centre, grass plots

intervene, and here and there are scattered such
plants as Agaves, Aloes, Phormium tenax, &c.

In the case of very narrow borders. Ivy is trained

along the grounti trellis-wise, the spaces filled

with common Ling—Calluna.

Reverting to Paris gardens, we must allude to

the very simple and very satisfactory arrange,

ments, which consist of a mere belt of shrubs and
trees, evergreen and deciduous, intermixed, with

a grass plot in the centre. " We have this in

London." True, but with a difference, attributable

mainly to our smoky atmosphere, the less diligent

use of the hose, and the foolish plan of raising

the beds and borders into hillocks. On the other
hand, the trees in many of our West End squares
are far superior to those in Paris, and hence, with
a httle more attention, our town squares might
easily vie with most of those in the gayer capital.

If we banish from our minds for a moment
the recollection of the depressing sooty atmo-
sphere which blackens our London parks, and
renders its denizens dirtier in a day than their

Paris brethren become in a week, ami then com-
pare the highest flight of town gardening in

Paris, say the Pare Monceau, with our own St.

James's Park, the contrast is by no means un-

favourable to our own park. True, we have not

the beds of Negundo or of deciduous Magnolias,
nor the specimens of Ensete ; we cannot boast

so grand a specimen of Weeping Juniper ; we
have not great beds of Judas trees or of

Tamarix ; our flat surface is not diversified by
such constant undulation. Still, in the disposi-

tion of its masses, and as a piece of landscape
gardening generally, our own park may carry the

palm. It should be remembered, however, that

the Pare Monceau is comparatively small.

Small as it is, it contains a Lake of very dirty

water, surrounded by some cockney ruins, and
overtopped by some rockwork, excellent in all

respects but one, and that one fatal— it has no
business there. One is surprised to see it ;

nothing leads one to expect its presence. It has
not the aspect of a natural feature of the locality,

but conveys the impression as if the landscape
gardener thought a rockwork was desirable, and
accordingly constructed one—a very good one.

At the Buttes Chaumont, in a not very choice

quarter of Paris, another type of town gardening

may be seen. The opportunity was such that

the artist must have been unworthy the name if

he had not made a fine work. An old disused

quarry, with bluffs and cliffs of say loo to

150 feet in height, and irregularly disposed, com-
manding a splendid view of clear-skied Paris

on the one side, and its smoky manufac-
turing suburb on the other—such is the mate-

rial the gardener had to work on. The result

is really grand, save in one or two parti-

culars, which time may mend. As if the natural

features of the place were not bold enough, a
fictitious mass of plaster-rock, recalling those in

the confectioner's shops, has been raised, which,
though respectable in proportions, is hideous in

its bareness— no plant would grow on so cockney-

like a structure. Another eyesore in this other-

wise noble town garden is the painful prominence
given to the temple which caps one of the hills,

and the ugly and anomalous paths leading to it.

If it be a Temple of Fame, a road fit for a coach-

and-six is hardly the most appropriate means of

access, according to the fitness of things.

For town gardens, supported by the contribu-

tions of ratepayers, an expensive style of garden-

ing should be deprecated ; better by far, in our

populous towns, a scries of neatly kept open
spaces for the benefit of the masses, diffused

here and there, than a few highly ornate squares

for the pleasure of the few.

Our London squares in many instances possess

all the necessary elements to make healthy,

pleasant recreation grounds, and in the matter of

trees leave nothing to be envied in Paris. Too
much praise can hardly be given to such men as

Mr. Godwin, who have for years advocated the

necessity of well kept open spaces in the denser

quarters of London and other towns, and to Mr.

Robinson, who, in the work before mentioned,

has told us how these benefits may be secured

without incurring the lavish expenditure neces-

sarily bestowed on some of the gardens we have

been commenting on.

It may be opportune, now that we are in the

midst of the season of FLOWER Shows, to invite

attention to the following note, which we find

appended to one of the regulations for the Grand
Yorkshire Gala Exhibition, It reads thus :

—

" In consequence of great difficulty and inconvenience

having been experienced in former years from parties

entering pknts and not exhibiting them, the committee

desire it to be distinctly understood, that where this rule

is violated, such person so offending shall forfeit, in the

open classes, a sum not exceeding loj., and in the

amateur classes, 5J."

The rule to which this is very properly made
a pendent, is as follows :

—

"Intending exhibitors must give notice [by a specified

date] of the class or classes in which they intend to com-

pete and of the average diameter of the plants to be

exhibited ; after which'time no entries can be received.

This is to be done by filling up and returning to the

secretary the accompanying form, A compliance wUll
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this rule is indispensable, in order that proper accommo-

dation may be provided."

The reason for such a rule is made quite

evident by the last sentence. It is " in order

that proper accommodation may be provided."

Now, as this is a matter which concerns the

exhibitor himself equally as much as the

managers of an exhibition, one would think there

would be no attempt at evasion, and consequently

no ground for inflicting a fine such as that which

the above-quoted note imposes. It is to be

regretted, however, that this is not the experience

of show managers. We are told that it is by no

means so rare a case as it ought to be, to find an

exhibitor entering in more classes than he intends

to fill, so that he may shift into the one or the

other as a quick glance over the forces opposed

to him may lead him to determine on the spur of

the moment, and this is sometimes called

"generalship," sometimes "jockeyism," as the

moral perceptions of the commentators may
or may not be slumbering.

Leaving, however, the question whether this

is good, honest, hearty downright competi-

tion, worthy of manly Britons, or whether it is

condescending to win by trickery — leaving

also the application to the individual consciences

of those whom it may concern, we pass on to

notice the effect of such defections upon the

arrangement of an exhibition— that very point

on which every one is so anxious to see some

improvement made, but which none seem to have

the courage to grapple with boldly and effec-

tually. The manager of a show of course pro-

vides space according to the returns sent in, and

he allots this space in the first instance to suit the

various returns. It is the only course open to

him. But if he could count on all the collections

entered being honestly forthcoming, he might

study something like an arrangement for effect,

and be able to carry out any plan determined on

without flaw or flurry ; but it is quite evident

that if any groups are not forthcoming, all his

plans are upset, and he is thrown back on an

amount of labour and bustle in rearrangement,

which it is quite unreasonable to impose on

liim at the last moment, or otherwise he must

be content with a patchy, made-up and neces-

sary faulty picture. What we desire most espe-

cially to point out is, that such defections

do not give the managers a fair chance to

make the best of the material in hand ; and the

too frequent recurrence of such defections must act

as a check upon any serious attempts at improved

arrangement. We have seldom, indeed, heard

of so flagrant a case as one which occurred at the

last Manchester show, and which might have

done irreparable injury to that exhibition but for

the able manner in -which it was met. We have

official information that one grower, who had

entered in 23 classes, and had e\'en a few days

before the show written to make some alterations

or corrections in his entries, not only failed to

show in any of them, but actually suffered the

arrangements to proceed w-ithout giving the

slightest intimation of his intention not to contri-

bute to the show. A case of this kind is indeed

hardly met by the small fine imposed by the York
committee. It is worthy of consideration, whether

an entrance fee, returnable in some shape to those

who keep their engagements, should not be paid

in all cases.

""*' A COUPLE of reports on the New Vine
Disease in France, lately published by the Societe

des Agriculteurs, contain some interesting, but con-

fessedly incomplete particulars of this new disease,

respecting which it is important our own cultivators

should be informed as far as possible. Certain pre-

monitory instances of the malady, it is said, were noted

in 1S66 and 1S66, but it was not until the summer of

1869 (a season, it will be remembered, of remarkable

heat, following upon a severe winter) that the evil

assumed proportions, the magnitude of which has been

steadily increasing ever since. At present it is con-

fined to two districts—viz., the valley of the Rhone
and the department of the Gironde. In the latter, the

damage is of limited extent. The Medoc country has

escaped altogether ; but in the former the results have

been truly deplorable. The crops have been reduced

to one-tenth of the average of former years. On
the right bank certain districts have hitherto

escaped ; but on the left, which possesses a

different geogi-aphical conformation, wide ]-)lains and

valleys watered by numerous streams, the disease has

been almost univei-sal. Out of 60,000 acres in

Vaucluse, 20,000 have been utterly ruined. Many
proprietors (including some of the most skilful, the

prize glowers of these districts) have been compelled

to abandon the culture within the last 12 months.

Around Bouquemard and in Le Gard entire vineyards

have been grubbed up, and the sticks sold as fuel at

4d. per cwt. (S2c. per 100 kilos.). It is a curious fact,

that the greater the distance from the banks of the

streams, the less severe the ravages appear to be.

Eveiywhere the symptoms are identically the same—
healthy plants die off suddenly without any apparent

cause, the stems turn black, the leaves fade and drop

off, and close examination shows that the roots are

rotten throughout. The whole of a vineyard is not

attacked at once ; the disease appears to establish itself

in a number of independent centres, from whence it

radiates rapidly in all directions, until the entire area is

infected. For the investigations made by Professor

Westwood and Mr. Berkeley, and other information,

we refer to our own columns, 1S69, pp. 109, 6S7, 762.

We are glad to learn that the Earl of Derby
will not only confer the honour of his presence on the

festival of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution on Wednesday next, but has also pro-

mised a supply of fruit for the occasion. This is an

example which might well be followed by others. His

Highness the Nawab Nazim of Bengal and his two

sons have also intimated their intention to be present

at the dinner, which promises to be very successful.

The inauguration of the pleasure-grounds of the

Summer Garden Society, situated within about a

quarter of a mile of the Willesden Junction Station on the

North London Railway, was celebrated recently. These

gardens have been established by a body of working

men under the title of the Summer Garden Society,

and will be conducted on a principle popular on the

Continent, under the management of Mr. Henry
Bolleter. The admission is by season ticket only,

at the price of is., and admitting until September next,

the children of members under 12 years of age being

admitted free with their parents, it being the object of

the Society that the gardens should become a summer
resort for families. On week-days, among the other

amusements provided are cricket, bowls, quoits, athletic

sports, and dancing on a large platform, with special

amusements for children. On Sundays the gardens

will be opened in the afternoon for promenade, with

instrumental band, which will play from four until

eight in the evening. No persons but those holding

season tickets will be admitted into the grounds.

The quantity of Vegetables and Salad pro-

duced annually in Paris is estimated at 134,000 tons.

The ground cultivated by market gardeners in and

around the city amounts in all to more than 3000

acres, and the business gives employment to 9000

persons and 1 700 horses, these being used for pumping
water as well as for transport. It is said that 360,000

glazed frames, and more than 2,000,000 of bell-glasses

are employed in the production of vegetables alone.

The annual amount expended for manure is said to be

^72,400, and the total receipts from the sale of vege-

tables and other productions of the market gardens to

exceed half a million sterling—which, after all, does

not seem a very large sum, as the consumption of Paris

includes a very considerable proportion of expensive

early vegetables. This sum does not, however, repre-

sent the entire consumption of Paris, as large quanti-

ties of Potatos, Asparagus, and other vegetables are

sent to the capital from all parts of the country. A
month ago excellent Alpine Strawberries were to be

had in all the restaurants at a very low rate, brought

from Bordeaux.

In recording the result of the recent Gar-
deners' Examinations at p. 826, we omitted to

mention that Mr. G. DOWNTON, who occupies so

honourable a position in the prize list, was at the time

one of the Chiswick students.

After many years' observation of the curious

Pustules which have been so very prevalent this year

on Pear Leaves, and have sometimes extended to the

Pears themselves, we have at last done something

towards solving the mystery. The pustules have

almost always a little aperture, through which it

might be conjectured that some insect had passed ; but,

on the other hand, the stomates are so large, that it

might be only a stomate extended beyond its usual

dimensions. However, on a recent examination

some of the pustules which were without any

aperture, we found in each three or four minute a(

so minute, that it is not wonderful that they had

hitherto escaped observation, especially as they 01

only in small numbers, their dimensions being only

one-hundredth of an inch in length, with a breadth of

one by 500. The whole body has dense transverse

stria;, consisting of granules. The anal extremity is

slightly contracted, with two bristles, and there are

4 feet in front, each consisting of four joints, of

which the basal one is swollen, the second oblong,

the two terminal ones being about half its

length, the latter furnished with a hooked append-

age. They appear to be very inactive, and

possibly are the larva state only of some more perfect

acarus, though scarcely of one which occurs sparingly

on Pear leaves, and which resembles closely the

common "red spider." We trust that some competent

entomologist will take up the subject. It will be seen

at once that we have here an insect closely allied to

the CuiTant-bud acarus, figured in this Journal, p. S41,

1869, but it is twice as long, at least when extended,

for when contracted it is not about half the length.

The point which is to be determined by entomologists

is, whether the four-footed acari are merely a condition

of the eight-legged Tetranychi, though Duciis says

expressly, "larvte hexapod.x, adulto simillima; ;" or

whether, as is more probable, they constitute with

some other parasitic species, a distinct tribe in these

curious, though minute insects. A/. J. B.

— A correspondent, who asks whether Clematis
Jackmanni is not admissible as a greenhouse plant,

tes us a long letter to explain why he puts such a

question. It appears that at the recent exhibitions at

Leeds and at York there were classes for collections of
" 6 stove and greenhouse plants in bloom." At Leeds

we are told that " two out of the three prize winners

had each a plant of Clematis Jackmanni;" while at

York a few days later, a similar, if not the very same
collection, was marked with the "very objectionable

word. Disqualified," the ground of disqualification

being the presence therein of a specimen of this veiy

Clematis, which the judges regarded as "not being

in accordance with the schedule." We entirely agree

with them. If all disputed points in the reading o^

prize schedules were as clear as this, there need be

little hesitation about them. If Clematis Jackmanni

is anything, it is a hardy plant ; bred of hardy plants,

and itself having grown out unprotected from its youth

(we speak of the parent plant), having been multiplied

and bedded out by thousands, as a permanent bedding

plant, occupying its position winter and summer, what

further evidence of the fact is needed ? But then if hardy,

as it undoubtedly is, it is not a " gr-eenhouse " plant

according to the proper interpretation of schedules,

and if so, it follows that it was not eligible for com-

petition in the cases quoted. That the Leeds judges

were lax in their interpretation of the class affords no

proof whatever in favour of admitting the disputed

plant. Its admission or rejection must depend upon
the evidence of facts, and the facts are dead against

admitting it as a "stove or greenhouse" plant, though

very much in favour of introducing it to an independent,

position in any schedule as a late summer exhibition

plant of great merit. We must add that our cor-

respondent, in shaping his inquiries, has, to our minds,

altogether shot beside the mark. After explaining the

circumstances as above, he continues :

—

" The questions I therefore beg to ask are, first, is the

fact that a plant having stood out unprotected and un-

harmed half-a-dozen of our ordinary winters sufficient to

establish it as a hardy plant ? Secondly, if the plant, as

in this case, can be improved both in colour and size of

flower, is the former fact sufficient to outweigfi the latter,

so as to exclude it from ever being admissible to be
exhibited in a collection of stove and greenhouse plants,

to the true and liberal interpretation both of the spirit and
letter of the schedule ? I have seen the plant alluded to

exhibited in the same class of plants more than half-a-

dozen times before, and never heard of any objec-

tion being made to it. It is a matter of such import-

ance to all of us that it would be well if wc could be

satisfied as to the correctness of our views of what con-

stitutes a greenhouse plant within the meaning of the

term stove and greenhouse. As for myself 1 should

adopt the same rule in judging a plant as I would in the

case of a Lady or gentleman,— not merely by their money
worth, or the still more questionable standard sometimes

alluded to of gentle or tender blood, but by the broader

and more universal test of their deserts and merits."

To all which, we need only reply that a hardy plant is

not properly admissible in a class defined as being for

"stove and greenhouse plants," whatever its merits

may be ; and that the meaning of the words " stove
"

and "greenhouse" when used in a prize schedule is

simply "stove" and " gi-eenhouse " respectively.

It is stated that the manufacture of Alcohol
from Reindeer Moss, which was set on foot in 1867

by M. Sternberg, Professor of Chemistry at Stock-

holm, has been carried on to some extent in Sweden,

and is about to be introduced into Norway. At present,

large quantities of grain and Potatos are consumed in

the manufacture of spirits. It is to be hoped, con-

tinues our informant, that the production of alcohol

from less valuable material than hitherto, will tend to

ameliorate the condition of Scandinavia, by setting at

liberty the large amount offoodstuffs at present destroyed

by distillation.

It is worthy of mention that the idea of the

Halfpenny Card Postage, which is shortly to

come into operation, originated, .as far as this country

is concerned, with Mr. Beale, of the fimi of James
Carter & Co., the eminent seedsmen of Holbom,
and that Mr. Beale has received an acknowledgment

from the authorities to that effect. It has been in use

in Germany for some time past.

The Meteorology of the week ending

June 18 differed from that of the preceding week
in the copious rainfall (see Mr. Glaisher's Tables in

our present issue) which took place at all parts of the

country on the i6th or 17th, and at the more northern

stations of England on the i Sth ; at Leeds the rainfall

on the iSth amounted to 1. 15 inch, the heaviest for the

week was at Hull, where it amounted to 2 inches.

For the stations in England south of Nottingham

the mean rainfall was 0.39 inch, and for those to the

north itwas 0.93 inch. In Scotland the mean rainfall for

all stations was 0.45 inch. The M.^xiMUM Tempera-
ture of the air in theweekwasatBlackheath, viz., S6°.2,

and the mean maximum for the stations south of

Nottingham was 8o°.3, whilst for those to the north it

was only 74°. 5. In Scotland the mean amounted to

only67°.3. The Minimum Temperature inEngland
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was 44°, and the mean fov all stations was 47°. 9.

In Scotland the lowest was 43°, and the mean 44°. 6.

The Mean TKMPER-vruEEfor the stations m England

south of Nottingham was 6i°.2, and for those to the

north 58°. 7. In Scotland the mean for all stations

was 55°. 3.
^

New Garden Plants.

TiLLANDSIA LiNDENIANA.

(SkI. Wallisia) Reffi:!.

Sect. Wallisia, Stigma trilobum, lobis apice comiatis. Pla-

centa: multisenaUter ovulata;.

Km! Cartettfiara, 1869, p. 193.

T. (Wallisia) Lindeniana.
r 'v.

Foliis dense rosulatis, patentc-recurvis, subulalo-ensirormibus,

supra glabris, subtus minutlssime laseque punctato-lcp.dous

mbronSe ncrvosis ; spica disticha, subquinqueflora : floribus

miximis azureis fauce albidis :
gen.talibus inclus.s ;

stami-

nibus omnibus 'potatorum unguibus per pana adnatis
:
sng-

mate trilobo, lobis apice connexis; placcntis multiseriatim

Braliiial'^CoUegit G. Wallis. Regd Gartenflora, 1869, p. 193.

tab. 619.
,

Our iUustration (fig. 156) shows on a much reduced

scale a plant which, when

first shown at one of the

meetings of the Floral Com-
mittee by Mr. Williams this

spring, excited great attention.

It is a native of Brazil, whence it

was introduced through M. Lin-

den by Mr. Wallis. Unluckily,

there is another plant figured by

M. Morrcn in the "Belgique

Horticole," a little after the pub-

lication of M. Kegel's descrip-

tion, under the name Tillandsia

Lindeni. There is considerable

difference between the two

plants, so that M. Morren is

disposed to retain the two

names, Lindeni and Lindeniana,

in spite of the similarity be-

tween them. M. Kegel, on the

other hand, proposes to form a

new genus under the name of

Wallisia, to receive his plant.

These matters of botanical

etiquette we may well leave

Professor Morren to settle. That

gentlemen is at present engaged

on a monograph of this order,

and in which he will no doubt

marshal the species under their

appropriate designations.

The flowers of our present

plant are each about the size of

a half-crown piece, of a beauti-

ful glistening pale bluish violet

colour. The bracts have a

faint rosy tinge, but not so pro-

nounced as in M. Morren's

plant. Moreover, the flower-

stalk in our specimen is longer,

so that the flowers arc further

removed from the leaves than

they are represented in the plate

in the Belgian journal. The
differences between the two

plants are gi-eater than those

dependent on cultivation merely.

In any case, the present plant is

a charming addition to the list of

a family already rich in showy
plants.

the outer and inner segments of the perianth are either

undulated or curled, whilst the slipper is about the size

and shape of a sparrow's egg, white on the outside,

spotted or otherwise marked around the entrance and
witliin. The column is yellow, with a few spots of

another hue near the apex. A native of North America.

For cultivation, see the preceding species. Blossoms
early in summer.

C. acaitle (Ait.) is perhaps the most remarkable
species of the genus, and it is not a mere botanical

oddity, for it is marked so as to attract even the dullest

eye. It may be distinguished at once by its pair of

nearly opposite radical leaves, from between which
springs the scape, bearing but a solitary terminal

flower and a foliaceous bract. The slipper is rather

larger than a blackbird's egg, slit right up the face, and
with the column bent tightly down, so as to do away
with the usual opening. The movements which take

place under these circumstances, with a view to fertili-

sation, are very remarkable. This goes sometimes by
the name of C. humile, A native of North America.
For cultivation see under C. pubescens. Blossoms
early in summer.

HARDY ORCHIDS.
Cyprlp,-dhimfiik-scem(Wi\\A.)

is a native of North America,

grows from i to 2 feet high, and
flowers early in simmier. Every
healthy stem bears five perfect

leaves, and each one of these passes away from its

support in a graceful curve. They are oval acute in

form, pale green in colour, clothed all over with

minute hairs, deeply grooved along the surface in the

direction of the venation, and wavy along the margins.

The two outermost perianth segments are mottled, and
one extends in an upward and the other in a down-
ward direction, whilst the two lateral ones are each

2 or 3 inches long, pendulous, and very beautifully

curled. The column stoops forward, and is of the same
colour as the large yellow slipper, the entrance to which
it partly closes. In the present instance not much
shading is needed, but rather than let the rays of a

mid-day sun do harm, perhaps it would be as well to

select a site where extremes do not occur. The soil

may be either leaf-mould or loam with a top-dtessing

of peat. The former being almost wholly composed of

organic elements, when it is used, much less watering

should be given than when the latter is employed. A
neglect of this precaution will lead to damping off.

They are increased by division, and autumn is the best

time for the operation.

C. candidum (Muhl.) grows from 6 to 12 inches

high. It is slender, and shows a gradual passage from
scales below to perfect leaves above. The flowers are

small but very neat, and are produced singly. Both

Fig. 156.

C. spectabilc (Swartz.) is a noble species, which every

ecstatic person should see. It is the^em of the genus,

and few are so prosaic and sober-minded as to feel no

little thrill of pleasure from the contemplation of so

mtich rare beauty. The stem grows from I to 3 feet

high, bears plenty of handsome foliage all the way up,

and ends in three or fewer flowers. The leaves are

hairy, sessile, alternate, ovate, and tapering to a point.

The perianth segments are white and spreading, and

the slipper or labellum is larger than that of C. acaule,

and of a most pleasing rose-purple or pink tint towards

the front. .Sometimes the whole flower is on a par

with snow in colour. The remarks on the cultivation

of this species in the "Botanical Kegister " are emi-

nently misleading, and the coloured figure in Sweet's

"Flower Garden " is a miserable representation. On
account of the manner in which the roots spread hori-

zontally, so as to demand much surface but little

depth, this, like many of its relations, is not well

adapted for pot culture, and if subjected to such usage,

a few years can hardly fail to span its life. The treat-

ment should resemble that given to C. pubescens. A
native of North America. The blossoms expand

during summer. [The late Mr. W. Barnes used to grow
this species with much success in a pot, and has shown
beautiful examples of it in that condition. Ens.

]

C. pannfloriiiii (Sails.) is very dangerously near

C. pubescens. Both inhabit North America, blossom in

the spring, recjuirc the same care, and have flowers of

a like colour supported in the same way. In this, how-
ever, the lip or slipper is much broader than it is deep,

whereas in C. pubescens the very reverse is the rule.

The species under notice is said to be fragrant, but

several trials have not enabled me to find any odour

whatever.

C. Cakeolus (L.) used to be found in Durham and

other parts of England, but some Vandals have pro-

bably torn it nearly all up and taken it away for sale.

It is a species which is distributed over many parts of

the adjoining Continent, so that quantities are often and

easily imported to enrich our gardens. It resembles

C. parviflorum, but it is less handsome, and has not

the ringlct-like perianth leaves which are so conspicuous

an ornament of that species. The blossoms open early

in summer. The same kind of treatment as C.

pubescens.

In addition to the above C. aridinum is sometimes

cultivated with us, and although the least of the genus,

it is pretty and very interesting. It is entitled to the

last-named distinction chiefly

because of its perianth leaves

remaining separate, so as to be

clearly five in number, whereas

in the other species the two
lower leaves cohere, and form

one whole, or almost whole,

piece. Then C. macranthum,

C. guttatum, and C. ventrico-

sum, from Siberia, are all first-

rate kinds ; and let us hope
some energetic nurseryman may
ere long reintroduce them, for I

fear they are not now in this

country, although they were a
little time ago.

The terrestrial Orchids of the

larger part of North America,

and of all Europe, excepting

the more southern portions,

being capable of standing the

severities of our winter with

hardly any extra protection, and
""^ being often very gay, have not

received anythmg like the notice

which they deserve. Further,

even the humblest of the order

is raised in importance when we
think over the discoveries of

Mr. Darwin about the part

insects take in the general eco-

nomy, and, indeed, life of these

plants, and try to repeat for

ourselves some of the experi-

ments which helped to confirm

that great student of Nature in

his original notion of so wide
and wonderful a law as that

which he has sho^vn to exist.

And that the objects in ques-

tion are not harder to manage
than many other far less in-

structive things is quite true,

and can no longer be doubted

by any one who has had the

advantage during the spring

months of a visit to the garden

at Twickenham of H.R.H. the

Comte de Paris. Although the

roots are brought home in the

very best state by the distin-

guished owner of the place just

named, yet the skill and care

which follow their arrival are

admitted to do high honour to

Mr. Needle, the gardener ; and

the method by which he attains

his end is as follows :—^The soil

is chiefly loam, renewed every

year in the case of pot culture, and little if any water is

given after the leaves decay, but plenty should be used

so long as these continue green. Full exposure to the

rays of the sun is the nile until the flowers expand, but

let it be remembered that this does not apply to any

one kind at every stage of its career. For mstance, to

leave a weakly plant unprotected is usually succeeded

by consequences the very reverse of those which follow

the like treatment to a strong one. Indeed, the latter

may rise equal to the occasion, and actually gam

strength by a process almost certain to shower rum on

the former ; and it is in such critical cases that the

saving power of practical wisdom is wanted. John

Duncan.

HORTICULTURISTS AT OXFORD.

As we are now within a month of this great event,

it seems time that something definite was told us of the

expected sayings and doings of horticulturists at Oxford.

One of the chief conditions of the success of a Congress,

for instance, in which weighty deliberations and earnest

discussion may form an important feature, is the timely

announcement of subjects, and of the Se" 'emen who

are to introduce them. Time is as "«<=dful to prepare

for the intellectual work that m.ay be expected of us, as
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it is to enable us to grow fmits, plants, or flowers for

the show. And yet while the schedule of prizes has

been in our hands for months, the programme of

the Congress is not yet before us. I do not say that

the same amount of time is needed for both these

objects ; but sufficient ought to be allowed for each
;

and it might even be possible after a time, if such

meetings became pennanent, to arrange and publish

the plan of the Congress proceedings with the usual

schedule of prizes. I know the novelty of the project

has hitherto made these arrangements difficult and slow

of execution, and I write, not to blame for the past, but

suggest for the future, and urge the present importance

of at once announcing the programme of the Congress

to be held at O.-iford. The time now is all too little for

horticulturists to be able to refresh their memories, and
familiarise themselves with the subjects to be dis-

cussed. There is no recipe for promoting freedom of

good speech equal to a complete mastery of the subject

to be spoken upon.

Another great want at these annual gatherings is a

general rendezvous or place of meeting for mutual
friends, or strangers who wish to become friends.

Already I have had many letters, many of them from
gardeners I have never seen, saying they hoped to meet
me at Oxford. The same thing happened at Manchester
and Leicester, and in the majority of instances the

shows passed over without the meetings or recogni-

tions taking place. I hardly know how this is to be
remedied. Of course where one stranger meets another
they pass on, although the said stranger may be the

very man who has written so affectionately, hoping to

shake you by the hand, &c. .Some may say, what docs
it matter? Well, I think it matters much; I v.a'ue

these annual meetings highly for their social influence.

Meeting with our neighbours or friends from year to

year we know them better and love them more, and
the more we know of each other the better. I

have a brotherly fefling for every true knight of the

knife and spade and pen throughout the kingdom, and
I long to grasp the hand of every one of them and tell

them so. ^This being impossible, one of the next best

things seems to be to make acquaintance with all who
desire to know me at the Royal show. Doubtless
other gardeners have similar desires. I low are they to

be gratified ? I hope you or your readers will point

out a plan. Meanwhile I offer the following sugges-

tions for promoting fraternity :—A general place of

meeting for all gardeners or others who wished to be
introduced to anyone else at Oxford. Certain houses
might be specified for this purpose. Every one who
entered to have his name taken down in a book, and
to be announced by the door-keeper both on his

entrance and departure. This would afford the chances
for recognition to all who were within.

The Irorticultural dinners have not perhaps been
so successful as they deserved. The idea of inviting

gardeners to lunch with the Council and jurors was
good, but it was marred by an inadvertence, in

placing the tent close to the military band. "The
feast of reason and the flow of soul " were stopped
by a fuller measure of the sweetest music. Could
it not also be managed for horticulturists to drink tea

on a large scale? This could be done for little money,
and it is said by the fair sex that tea loosens all tongues,
and opens all hearts. Why should we not try it at

Oxford? It might prove less exciting than the dinner
at St. Martin's Hall, but of this I am quite certain,

there would be fewer hats smashed and coats lost, and
more friendships formed at the end thereof.

But Oxford suggests something even more ambitious.

I have the most pleasing memories of the cotnrr-

sazione at Kensington in connection with the great

International Exhibition. That was a delightful re-

union, tending to refine, elevate, and instruct in many
ways and directions where we need it most. Is it

not possible to have something on a smaller but
similar scale at Oxford ? The very place is sugges-
tive of intellect married to social pleasure, and it would
do us all good to partake of such a feast of these good
things as Oxford might readily provide for us. Our
isolation is not only our weakness, but it often begets
something akin to roughness. The atmosphere of a
well conducted conversazione would refine as well as
enoble. It could hardly fail to sweeten our manners,
enlighten our intellects, and enlarge our hearts. D.
T. Fish. F.R.H.S.
[We hope to be able to announce the programme of

the Congress in a few days. In the meantime we may
state, that we believe it will be found in every way
satisfactory. Eds.]

ELECTRICITY IN PLANT LIFE.
No one seems to have questioned the usefulness of

steam or vapour in the culture of all indoor plants,
still no one seems to have fixed its boundary line and
stated clearly the times when it is most beneficial, and
the actual heat at which the steam or vapour should be
applied ; neither has it ever been very clearly made out
what end this steam or vapour served beyond that of
moistening the surfaces of the plants on which it

settled. I had charge of four bark stoves at Syon,
heated by steam, or in other words heated by iron
pipes always at the boiling point. To pour water
upon such pipes to raise vapour would have been mad-
ness, and this will give your readers a clear idea of
lyhat I mean by having a boundary line by which to

regulate the temperature of the vapour supplied to

hothouses.

In propagating plants from cuttings, or, in other
words, in growing plants that have no roots, it would be
idle to say that such plants are not fed by their leaves,

or at least partially so. Of the functions of the leaf we
have in botanical works elaborate accounts, we can
propagate the perfect plant in many cases from the
single tiny leaf, and no one needs to be told that leaves
unfolding themselves to the action of the air act as

lungs. If any one will take the trouble to examine
the opening foliage of the Beech tree he will find

along the margin of each leaf a fringe of hairs

like an elegant eyelash. I have selected the Beech
because it is the most likely to be within the reach
of every student. Now this air which we breathe,

and in which plants live, has had its history told over
and over again in scientific works, but besides the
ordinary ingredients of our atmosphere, there is occa-
sionally announced to us, literally with a "voice of

thunder," that it is there and then especially seasoned
or charged with a power that can fuse metals and rend
Oak trees ; in short, the forked lightning tells us that,

whatever the bulk of our air may be made up of, it is

occasionally " salted with fire."

If I had time and space given I might bring a
good deal of evidence together to show that every hair

and sharp point in the vegetable kingdom cannot help
being a lightning conductor in its own little way any
more than the pointed rod on the tall chimney or the

church steeple can. In some of the beautiful machines
made for illustrating lectures on electricity, the con-
ductor is charged by induction, and receives from the
cylinder the electric fluid on sharp-pointed wires not
actually in contact with the revolving cylinder, the con-
ductor really catches the fluid on its horns. Whoever
has looked closely into the economy of plant life must
have been struck with the great ends constantly attained

there by small means, for it is not the large spread of

the gaudy corolla that propagates the species, but the
tiny thread-like stamens and pistils which they enclose

;

.and when the petals of the flower are altogether want-
ing, the mere dots of the anther and stigma do the
important work.
Now although, logically speaking, this may look like

begging the question, I hope I shall be able to give
some reason why I look for the hairs of the leaf to do
what they are so well calculated for, namely, to conduct
an agent capable of rendering such signal service as

electricity has proved itself to be. There can be no
question that wherever water rises in the form of vapour
electricity is present, and although its action may be
weak for scientific tests, it may not be the less useful

for plants.

A professor in the College at Aberdeen got a hollow
ball of metal, and enclosed a small quantity of water
in it, and when this was converted by flame into super-
heated steam, the electric current kindled gunpowder
at the end of a long wire, thereby proving beyond
doubt the relation between the giant powers of steam
and electricity. In " Silliman's Journal" there is given
on good authority the case of an electrical lady who
became at one time so charged with electricity that her
fingers flashed fire, and the state of the atmosphere
most congenial to the dis])Iay of sparks was a good
Pine-stove heat of about So° Fahrenheit. Again, the
electrical eel of the Amazon river is endowed per-

manently with a dangerous share of electricity, so

much so, that when anyone touched the water of
the tank in which one was confined he received a
shock. There have been innumerable experiments with
conducting wires on poles and Leyden jars to try to

harness the electric spark, and get it to draw the car

of horticulture, but all in vain, and there is little doubt
that electricity thus applied was never diffused enough
to meet the case ; the dose would always be excessive,

for who would imagine it needful to have 30 or 40 con-
ductors for one leaf of the Beech tree, with an area of
about I square inch ; and yet this is no doubt the way
that tree gets its share of electricity.

However useful the sun's rays maybe when diffused,

if you collect them in a focus on a lens the size of your
thumb nail they will set plants on fire. The position

of the hairs on plants favours the idea of their being
conductors of electricity, for they are never deve-
loped on the roots or stems underground p?], and in

many plants we find them on the ribs of the leaves as

if they were placed on the flow and return currents,

whereas in the case of the Beech they are beau-
tifully arranged on the margin of the leaf; and
unless all this array has been made in vain, every hair

must have a duty to perform. Our thunderstorms
usually occur after a time of drought, and in all experi-

ments with electricity dryness is considered essential

to success ; and this falls in so well with the wants of
vegetation, that we really need the aid of such a
vivifying power after the heat, for it is then that every
hair will have its work to do. And if the case of the
electrical lady is to be relied upon, we have a key to

the temperature of hothouse vapour at So°, when eveiy
hair upon the A^ine leaves may fill its horn with what
it seems to long for. An artificial climate has, there-

fore, immense advantages on account of the way that

vapour, and with it other things, may be imprisoned in

a glass case for the service of exotics ; and we can
have no doubt when we see the wonderful effects of
vapour, when it has been regulated by reason and expe-
rience in the growth of plants, that through it small

doses of electricity have been administered to every
hair and point within the house. Never was a bar of
magnetised steel more truly positive and negative than
the parts of a tree above and below the collar ; they
are as opposite in their requirements as light and dark-
ness, and although united, yet each must have its own
way or die in the attempt.

In the case of the electrical eel, above mentioned, it

is clear that water is a good conductor of electricity,

indeed, water seems the halfway house for electricity

between the earth, its grand reservoir, and the region
above, where it displays its grandeur and its force ; and
there seems no rational way of accounting for the
invisible particles of water in a damp atmosphere
being collected on the points of leaves in the form of
dew drops, unless we give the point the credit of
attraction, not of dew, but of electricity, and when
that fluid travelled through the moist medium
there is no mystery about its carrying the particles that
eventually form the dewdrop, neither is there any
other rational explanation of a soft spongiole making
its way through a substance harder than itself unless we
credit the strong hand of electricity with the deed.
When the lecturer shows you that it decomposes water
and melts minerals, and you know that this is just

what plants require, and that this agent is undoubtedly
present when these diflicult works are doing, there is

at least circumstantial evidence that electricity has
done it.

When ozone was first talked about it was thought by
many that we had got the clue to electricity, and the
explanation given led us by the nose, for it was said
ozone was "smell of electricity ;" still when ozone is

present vegetation seems to be more active than when
it is not, and when we see the fresh sown fields smoking
like the cooler at a brewery, the old farmer will tell

you that you may almost see things grow : this is just
the timewhen the ozone paper will give you its evidence
—that " smell of electricity" has toned the paper in its

own peculiar way, just to mark the action as its "act and
deed. " There is scarcely a plant that grows in water,
a true aquatic, that produces highly flavoured food for

man, and they are almost always without hairs. Again
the gaudy flowers of the epiphytal Orchids, glorious to

behold, are the most worthless as food for man or beast
of anything that ever grew upon a tree, and most of them
are destitute of hairs. The North of Scotland may be
regarded as the headquarters of the Gooseberry, and
the highest flavoured kinds there are beset with hairs

;

the Lancashire Gooseberry grower gives you heavy
weight without flavour ; the Warrington is a sort with
moderate flavour, and it has agood deal of hair, but after

about half a hundred years of extensive eating of this

fruit, north, south, east, and west, I can say that I have
never seen anything to equal the small Scottish jam-
berry (Champagne) in flavour, and its berries are as
bristly as a hedgehog. This is not properly a table
fruit, but the hairy green Gooseberry and the hairy
yellow Gooseberry, grown in Aberdeenshire, are the
only Gooseberries worth eating, and they are beset
with hairs all over. The richly-flavoured Pine-apple
has every leaf edged with hundreds of sharp pointed
prickles. The Prickly Pear, as its name implies, has
its thorns bound in bundles ; a single frait may have
thousands, all set on edge. The goodly Cedar and the
vast forests of the Fir tribe have every leaf needle-
pointed ; the grasses that clotlic the earth with verdure
and feed "all flesh " are all pointed, as if they hoped
for good to come from on high and had lifted up their

horns accordingly.

Myattentionwasonce called to an electrical experiment
on a large scale at a paper mill. As a roll of writing
paper was passing from the steam-heated cylinder,

where it was dried, to the reel on which it was wound
ready for cutting, the rosin size, with which it was
starched, had been rapidly changed from the form of
thin gruel to that of dry paper; and when a boy was
asked to sit under the roll for a minute or two the hair

of his head stood on end like a bottle brush, as if every
hair presented arms to some unseen agent passing.

And in this case we know electricity was the attracting

power, visible only by its effects. The vague meaning
of this word "attraction " is apt to mislead us. When
we see two corks in a tub of water come together, it is

considered conclusive that they attract each other, and
the water and the electricity are left out of the question.

But a few of the well-known experiments with the
pith of the Elder tree will settle the cork theory ; and
if we take the passage " Deep calleth unto deep " in

its literal meaning, we shall soon see that when water
called unto water, that water which had the power
obeyed the call and came ; and hence we find that

Westmoreland with its lakes gets nearly double the

rainfall that Warwickshire gets. You can often see

with the naked eye the vapour moving on the face of
the still water, and this charged more or less with the

electric fluid will attract clouds of vapour similarly

charged, and the rain-gauge tells that some unseen
agent has conducted about 54 inches of rain into its

receiver.

The difficulties, nay, the impossibilities, of getting

evidence of the working of electricity in vegetable life

arises from the fact that vegetables have life but have
not the faculty of speech, and hence we may draw
wrong conclusions ; whereas if " Pulvermacher " cures

rheumatism by electricity the patient gives evidence of

the fact. Highly poetic things have been said of the

Holly tree being beset with prickles when low and
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young, and when old and high leaving off this habit and screw the two sides of the bar firmly together, and keep

bearing smooth leaves, but what if the prickles had

been wanted for a time just as much as the roots.

The Ivy plays the same freaks, not only with the shape

of its leaves but also of its branches, bearing no roots

when it begins to flower. Another agent has come
upon the stage to act, and that with different tools, just

as we see the tadpole drop his tail and take to his legs

because circumstances compel him to be a fish no

longer. Vou can see salt crystallising in the mother

liquor, but no botanist has been able to see the forma-

tion of the bladders of cellular tissue, and, as yet, no man
knows how they bring forth their young [?]. One
author thinks they bud (pullulate), another thinks they

embrace (anastomose). Here, then, we have the true

sap by way of the mother liquor, and some silent,

unseen, accurate, and powerful agent binding up the

tissues, cellular, vascular, and fibrous ; and no power

seems so well able to do this as electricity, with its

conductors bearding the leaves, as in the Beech, &c.,

above mentioned.

When plants put forth their hairs they are evidently

asking for help ; for, in the case of the electrical bdy,

when she was under the influence of fear she gave

out no sparks. When we see the dog preparing for an

onslaught Iiis mane rises on end, and the heat of his

anger is, no doubt, helped by his bristles attracting

electricity ; and it is when the cat is enraged that her

tail assumes great dimensions and her back rises, but

when she runs away, and the case is hopeless, her tail

drops, and bodily fear smooths her back. Electricity

is, therefore, intimately connected with the working
gear of vegetables in fighting their battles, and one
cannot help borrowing the boy's hair and the bristles

of the cat and dog to help to explain a very difficult

question.

If I could only succeed in showing that all the

best fruits are pre-eminently endowed with points

to conduct electricity, and that all our valuable

timber trees, such as the resin-bearing Coniferce,

owe their resin and their other vircues to the

spearheads with which every one of their leaves

is armed, we could arrange our culture accord-

ingly. I might adduce the example of the

Chestnut among trees as yielding both food and
timber of the first order, and its leaves are

terribly sawed and pointed, and we might see

in this way how woods and forests may be bene-

fited by the exhaled vapour from lake and river,

where other water could not come ; and there

are secrets still in the way that alpine plants of

the tenderest forms live on hillsides, which the
cultivator would be glad to know ; and the cloud-

cap of mist on the mountain top could, no doubt,

explain the mysteiy. In our dealings with vapour we
may safely reckon upon another ingredient being present
although invisible. Alexander Forsyth.

the glass in position. In fig. 15S we have a front view
of a 5-fect length of a very high wall. The base is of

slate
;

(fig. 158, i,) The position of the outside prin-

cipals is shown at 2. The common glazing bars (3)

are formed of two |-inch semicircular bars, placed
face to face, gripping the ends of the squares between
two layers of felt. At (4) the glass sides abut against

each other at the dotted lines. The coping pro-
jects 3 or more inches on each side. This is (5)

bolted on to the iron principals, and is consequently
movable. Portable copings are best, for though
useful in cold weather to pitch the frost and the hail

and snow or cold rain over the face of the wall,

they are injurious in summer and autumn, by inter-

cepting the nourishing dews, and hindering the

cleansing rains from reaching the tops of the trees. The
glass used is strong rough plate, ranging from 40 oz.

to the foot and upwards, according to the height and
strength of the wall required. Other advantages are

likewise gained by the use of stout glass. The greater

its substance or mass, the more heat it will absorb and
retain for future use.

The walls are covered with wires for training, or

sheets of galvanised wire netting, of 3 or 4 inch mesh,
can be suspended from projecting struts screwed
into the principal supports—the length of these struts

and their distance apart being determined by the wants

and character of the plants to be trained against the

wail. If more are used, the distance apart may range

from 4 to 12 inches. But there is nothing so conve-

nient in practice as the wide-meshed netting, as a tie

can always be made upon it wherever a branch is found.

This rearing of the surface completes the glass wall,

and what has surprised me most is, not their light,

elegant, and beautiful appearance, although these are

all that could be desired, but their strong, practical,

business - like character. They do not seem the

CLASS WALLS FOR FRUIT AND
FLOWER GRO WING, SCREENS,
FENCES, &c.

We have long been familiar with the name of glass

walls ; but these were only ordinary walls with glass

facings. Whether the name begot the idea of veritable

glass walls I know not ; but I now have the pleasure

of introducing and describing real glass walls to your
readers. They were invented by the patentee, Mr.
Charles Beard, of the Victoria Works, Bury St.

Edmunds, Suffolk, and are of the simplest and most
serviceable character. They can be had of any height,

and of course of any length, straight or zigzag, high or

low, thick or thin, to suit all positions and all circum-
stances. All of them, down to the very lowest, are

made sufficiently strong to

resist the stress of ordinary
weather in the open air.

The elements of all forms
and sizes are alike, the struc-

tural constituents the same.
The glass is supported and
held in position by iron. The
two main constituents of the
wall 'are consequently distin-

guished by cleanliness and in-

destructibility. They are dirt

and decay proof.

The foundation of the edi-

fice, which we trust soon to

see crowned with fruit trees

and flowers, in most gardens
consists of T'sl'^P^tl double
iron bars, placed at intervals of

say 5 feet apart ; these rest

upon soles, or are bolted on to

blocks of wood, or built firmly

into a foundation of brick

stone, or set in a base of

cement or concrete. They
must be made quite firm

I'lu, 157. to keep the wall from :

ing with the highest ^

These bars are formed of l^-inch
are joined into an I-formed top,

fragile, faii-y things that a storm could smash, or a

hurricane level, but substantial walls, so firmly

grounded as to defy the fury of both for any length of

time. This stability of the whole wall is combined
with the utmost portability of its different parts. No
walls can compete with these in facility of erection or

removal. They involve no cartage of bulky materials,

and but little excavation of stubborn foundations. They
are as easily erected as a sheep or bullock wire-fence.

Arriving in crates or bundles complete they may be

erected ready for use within a few hours. This

facility of erection implies equal or greater despatch in

the taking down or removal. The latter is of equal

practical importance to the former. For a very large
,

number of those interested in the erection of walls for
:

horticultural purposes, the chief hindrance to their

building is that, although they are perfectly free to put

walls up, they are by no means free to take them down
again. The property was the tenant's to-day, it becomes
the landlord's to-morrow, by being simply fixed upon
his property. But these glass walls need not be con-

verted into fixtures. They will thus continue the pro-

perty of the tenant, and may be removed and trans-

ported from place to place at a small cost.

They are neither bxdky in transit nor do they occupy
more than an inch of space when erected. Their
thinness is of great importance where ground is

scarce and gardens are small. In villa and suburban
gardens 10 per cent, of the ground is often covered with

brick walls. By the use of glass the proportion will

be reduced to from I to 5 P^"^ cent. The
abolition of deep, ponderous, impenetrable founda-

tions, will deliver the roots from a perpetual warfare

with unbroken lines of brick, stone, or concrete, and
give them greater freedom of root room, and a choice

of site. This is of great cultural importance. Not
only will the feeding grounds for the roots be enlarged,

but improved, and the roots will have the power of

electing to live in the best places. The whole of the

holdings previously occupied by bricks and stone, will,

by the use of glass, be given up to the roots ; and the

sharp dividing lines, marked oft by dead walls between
genial and ungenial borders—north and south for

instance—will be destroyed. When this is done, is it

too much to expect that the instincts of plants will find

out and abide in the best quarters ? But the greatest

merit of the distinguishing characteristic ot glass walls

to be noticed, They are transparent—they

cultural importance of these simple announcements.
The great problem of shelter without shadow, seems
to be solved by the use of glass for walls. The backs
of trees will enjoy the light, and bask in the sun's

beams, as well as the front. North walls will be con-

verted into south ones, by the passage of the warmth
and the light through the glass. Transparent walls

will not improve the climatic position of every tree,

but double Uie extent of the genial area provided

by ordinary walls. They will even do more and
better than this. Their thinness and transparency

will enable them to be placed much closer together.

Whole blocks of ground may be covered with these

walls, at distances of from 4 to 6 feet apart, of equal

or graduated heights, and the climate of the South of

France be thus commanded throughout the greater

part of the three kingdoms. Not only will this compact-

ing of walls together save ground, but afford rare

facilities for protecting their occupants from frosts and
vermin by horizontal protectors thrown over entire

blocks at special seasons. The frost

and the birds may thus easily be van-

quished by bunting or netting in early

spring or mellow-fruited autumn. By
protecting the cold or northern side of

glass walls, the plants on both faces

will enjoy the light, all the while the

protecting material keeps in the heat
and out the cold.

Another mode of economising space

as well as providing every kind of

aspect, consists in the erection of glass

walls in zigzag lines, at any angle, in

convenient lengths {figs. 157, 15S). By
the adoption of this plan plants may be

made to look to every or any point of

the compass. The force of the wind
would be broken as the angles form

.such snug nooks and corners

for early spring flowers or tender

early produce of any kind.

When glass walls are used for

dividing lines in suburban gar-

dens, considerations of privacy

may render their complete trans-

parency objectionable. In such
positions ground glass may be
used, or a thin coat of paint

will obstruct the sight either

way without seriously impeding
^ the passage of light or heat to

or from our neighbours.

This pennealiility of glass walls to light and
heat may be objected to by some upon other

grounds. Of course they will be somewhat colder

than opaque walls, but possibly this may prove
one of their chief merits. The alternations of
temperature on ordinary brick walls is something
terrific, the trees are at one time half roasted, at

another frozen through ; the changes will be much
more moderate and limited on glass walls. They
may be as cold, slightly colder, but never so hot as

brick walls, and the great thing we have to fear in the

spring is heat, not cold. Dormant trees are safe. It

is wlien the heat rouses them into life and growth that

the danger arises. For this reason it is probable that

glass walls will prove the best for our climate. In
appearance nothing can equal them in neatness and
beauty, and as to price 1 have heard that they can be
erected complete for about two-thirds of the price of

ordinary walls. They will be exhibited at Oxford, and
for further particulars I must refer your readers to the

manufacturer and patentee, Mr. Charles Beard, of the

Victoria Works, Bury St. Edmund's. My duty in

relation to this useful horticultural invention begins

and ends with this introduction of them to your

readers. For cheapness, strength, cleanliness, elegance,

and general utility, as well as the many other merits

alluded to, [I consider glass walls one of the mo^t
useful inventions of the day. D. T. Fish, F.R.//.S.

remai

gle-iron, and
j

may be seen through, and if we can see through them
157, are

1
the plants will also see or feel the light and the heat

: space is through them, just the same, or nearly so, as if no
left for a layer of felt to support the glass on each side,

|

wall interposed between them and the sun. Glass
and keep the two sides of the bar (3) from touching

;

walls will deliver one half of our plants from the reign
the glass. A small bolt gr screw is used (near fig. 4) to ! uf semi-darkness. It is impossible to overrate the

At2^
. ^ ^.,

grooves for the insertion of the glass. Sufficient space is I through them, just the same,

Jomc Corrcspoiikiicf.

Antigonon leplopus.—Your leaders will be glad to

learn that, instead of having only one species of Antigonon

in our gardens, we have already two, perfectly distinct

;

but at this stage of the inquiry I am not prepared to say

which is which, or in other words, to decide wdiether the

plant lately figured by Dr. Hooker in the Botanical

Magazine, tab. 5S16, or the plant which I introduced

from Central America, is the true A. leptopus of

Hooker and Arnott. For the present purpose it

suffices to say, that in colour and growth my plant is

much superior to that figured by Dr. Hooker. In

fact, the Botanical Magazine plant, beautiful

though it is, is not one that I should go into ecstacies

about. Mr. Bull has both of them growing side by
side, and tliey may be readily distinguished, even by
the touch, the Botanical Magazine plant being soft and

weedy, my plant hard and more substantial in texture.

The Botanical Magazine plant has the petioles and

young shoots reddish, leaves ovate or ovate-oblong

cordate, at least three times larger than those of my
plant. My plant displays no reddish tinge on the young

shoots, petioles or blades of the leaves, and has more

hastate leaves. The Botanical Magazine plant grows

fast, and produces seeds readily (bushelfuls having
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been sent to this country since 1 first drew attention to

Antigonon in these columns), whilst my plant gi'owsmuch
more slowly, and produces seeds so rarely that I never

could find more than six, though I looked out for them
for years. The leaves which Van Houtte figures with

his plate of Antigonon (tab. 1886— 1SS7) have evidently

been taken from the plant I introduced, but the flowers

which are tacked on to them are very unlike in colour

the beautiful ones displayed by my plant. As the

plants now in gardens begin to develope, their synonomy
can be easily set to rights ; at present my impression is

that my plant is the true A. leptopus of Hook, et Am.,
and that the Botanical Magazine plant is inferior in

beauty, though still most acceptable, to other species of

the genus. Berthold See/nan/i.

A Potato Show.—If I remember rightly, there

was some talk last season of holding a sweepstake
exhibition of the *' noble tuber," and I pictured in

my mind's eye how the ** crack '' growers would exult

when they saw their more humble rivals placed /tors dt'

cojfibat in the race ; but I have heard no more about it.

Allow me, thus early, to suggest that a sweepstakes be
started, for the purpose of holding *' a little go" at

one of tlie meetings of the Fruit Committee during
August next. This ungenial season is a very trying

one, even to the best of culturists, for tlie production
of first-class Potatos, hence the prospects are the same
for all. I will gladly undertake to accept suggestions

or receive subscriptions for the purpose ; and if I may
be permitted to make another suggestion, it is that the

Fruit Committee should be selected to adjudge tlie

awards. William Earley, Digsivell, Welwyn.

Cranberries.—I shall be obliged to any of your
readers for information how best to grow Cranbemes.
I have spots admirably suited to them, in which the
bog Mosses in which they delight grow luxuriantly.

What would be the best method of inoculating these

Mosses with the Cranberry ? If by seed, where is it to

be obtained ? //. S. //.

Cacti.—My acquaintance with collections of Cacti
is so very limited, that I fear perhaps I may be
announcing no novelty in saying that I have in my
possession two examples of Echinopsis oxygona of the

' purest and most dazzling whiteness, and which I con-
sider as some of the gems of my little collection.

Excepting for the column and the pistil being consider-

ably larger than in the typical form, and perhaps they
flower a little more freely, they are identical. One
plant is most proliferous in offsets. They were
selected from a batch of seedlings raised by Mr.
Cooper, of Reigate. J, E, Danic-l, Epsom.

Blight Compositions.—The question is often
asked by many of your conespondents as to which is

the best blight composition, and as the season is now
approaching when we may expect a return of those
pests, a few words on the subject may not be inapplic-

able. Many of the compositions now in use have
obvious disadvantages, some from their odours and
others from the unsightly stain left on the foliage of
the subject to which they are applied, and which
is often with difficulty removed, while some are
very expensive, and not within reach of the many.
Last season Mr. Wilkie, the gardener at Oak
Lodge, Kensington, seeing the frightful state my
Roses were in, being nearly eaten up with fly, sent me
ajar of a composition, which he tells me he has used for

years, and always with the most satisfactory results ;

and much to my astonishment it had the desired effect.

I gave the trees a thorough syringing, and within one
hour after the application not a living insect was to be
seen. I am induced particularly to make this state-

ment, as I believe Mr. Fairbairn, at Syon House, has
been using this composition for several years upon
various kinds of insects, and always with the same
results ; and perhaps this may induce him to give your
i-eaders the benefit of his experience, as Mr. Wilkie
may also do. I may further remark, that the compo-
sition imparts no disagreeable odour, leaver; no stain

on the foliage, and I am given to understanl that it is

far from being an expensive article. Amygdaius.

CherryTreesnotBearingFruit.—WillMr.Gilbert
of Burghley kindly aid me with a scrap of his knowledge
in the above matter, and particularly in the case of two
Cherry trees I have ? About two years ago I chanced
to visit the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, and while
there particularly admired a pyramidal or bush form of
a Morello Cheny tree, standing, if I remember rightly,
alone and near the edge or intersection of two paths.
On inquiiyl was told it was the *'Frogmore" Morello,
that it succeeded well, and always bore fruit in pro-
profusion, and of fine quality. I thought it a most
desirable tree, and on my return home searched for it

in the trade catalogues of the nurserymen, and found
it described in that of Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth.
In due course I obtained from him two very prettily
formed trees of this Frogmore Morello, and hoped
some day to have as handsome and usefiil trees of that
variety as I had seen there. They were planted in an
open and airy place in deep land, where you may dig
3 feet down without coming on sand or gravel. For
the first four or five years I pinched in their summer
growth and moderately root-pnined them, as Mr.
Rivers, in his books, directs should be done. Since then
they have been treated much the same as I prune
Black Currants, by thinning out the old wood and
leaving the young wood its entire length ; they have

thriven well in their growth, are now about 9 to

10 feet high, and nearly the same through, year by year

they are densely covered with bloom from the ground
upwards, but have never produced a ripe Cherry.

Before the stoning time comes every fruit turns yellow

and drops off". I was induced to feel that this year

might prove an exception, as the trees blossomed later,

and atmospheric influence all through the blooming
period was especially favourable to success, but the

trees are barren now, as before. For some years past

I have been in the habit of leaving standing out from
the wall the "last year's" wood of all my Morello

Cherry trees trained to the wall, and have every reason

to be satisfied with the result. That difference exists

in Morello Cherries I feel quite assured, for some trees

I purchased of Mr. Scott, of Yeovil, have grown
stronger and produced much finer fmit than any trees

I had previously had from any other nurseryman, but

here, vigour of tree and size of fruit are the character-

istics
J

for quantity of fruit, they are neither better nor

worse than any I have obtained elsewhere, yames
Enstone^ Exder.

Rose Growing.—In Mr. WiUiam Paul's paper
from the "Florist and Pomologist," quoted in your
colums at p. 834, he states, "that in England there

are two classes of^ Rose growers, viz., those who grow
for plants and those who grow for flowers," by which
we presume he intends to convey to the public {to put
the sentence into plainer words) that those growers

who exhibit are not the persons from whom to pur-

chase, as the disbudding system practised by exhibitors

does not produce plants equal in ripeness and well-

formed heads to those produced by non-exhibitors, who
all practise, we are led to infer, the removal of the

first blooms. Now, in this we entirely differ from him,

and record our opinion only after the most careful

practical trial oT both methods. We assert, with the ex-

amples of plants treated either way standing side by side

on our quarters, that properly disbudded plants are equal

in every respect to those from which the first blooms
have been entirely removed, while to lovers of Roses the

first blooms of disbudded plants are not things to be
willingly thrown away. These trial plants may be

examined here by anyone whom the subject interests,

and if such persons come during the exhibition season,

we trust they will not find our Rose gi'ounds in the

state of disorder described in the paper to which we
allude. Fattl <^ So7i, ^^

Old'''' Nurseries, Chcshuni^ Herts.

French Nursery Catalogues.—I do not know
whether M. Baumann intends his communication

(p. S30) to be satirical or apologetic. If satirical, it

bears its character on the face of it ; but if apologetic

it requires a few words in reply from me, as I opened
the subject in your Paper. Allow me to assure

M. Baumann, that we, in England, do not appreciate

tliat kind of French galanterie which prompts French
nurserymen to print their catalogues in English and
then ask us to pay for it. Their galajiterie would be

better exhibited by charging us the same as they charge

their home customers, in francs insteads of in shillings.

I have from time to time, during the last 25 years

(long before Frenchmen printed English catalogues

with English prices), had trees and plants from the

Continent, and my experience, which has not been
small, teaches me that what I now pay a shilling for is

no better, but just the same as what I formerly paid a

franc for ; and my experience further teaches me that

Frenchmen are as anxious for the best that can be had
as Englishmen are. I have yet to learn that a French-

man will be satisfied with what an Englishman rejects.

No, no ! Mr. Baumann, you must find a more satis-

factoi*y apology. Respectable houses, like M. Louis
Van Houtte, M. Linden, Simon-Louis, Charles Baltet,

Jamin-Durand, and Dauvesse, are satisfied to issue

their catalogues in French and with French prices in

England, and we are satisfied we can appreciate such

galanterie^ but the galanterie of charging shillings for

francs we call by another name. A Greenhorn.

The Fungus Question.—With the thermometer
standing at nearly 90° in the shade, and work looking
one in the face in almost evei-y direction, I have but little

time or inclination to enter on the Fungus controversy,

but seeing at p. 830 your correspondent " W. P. R."
recommending water for the destruction of the Fungus,
which certainly seems to me a most extraordinary

recipe, I beg to state how I have succeeded in its

destruction here. During the past four years a Peach
tree in one of the late houses has always suffered more
or less from Fungus ; last year my predecessor lifted

the tree, removed the soil, washed the roots, and
replanted the tree. This any one would have con-

sidered a most satisfactory way of getting rid of

the pest, but I am sorry to say the tree was
attacked during the early part of the season worse
than ever. The tree being too far advanced in growth
to remove the soil from it, I determined to try my
sovereign remedy—diluted gas water, which has not

only destroyed the Fungus but restored the tree to

its former vigour ; and I much question if in the space

of a few more weeks it will not be the most healthy

tree on the place. Now facts are stubborn things, and
all the logic that some of your correspondents are

gifted with will not remove the Fungus, or even en-

lighten us much on the subject, although it is, I

adrnit, interesting, and a question that requires well

ventilating, and one which I believe is but very little

understood. I once heard an old friend of my father's.

a Dr. Richards, make a very sensible remark to one
of his patients who was bothering him about the origin

and other particulars respecting some very peculiar

disease he was suffering with, and which, I believe,

was not well understood. The doctor replied,
" Bother the disease and its origin ; let us make up our

minds to kill it." And this is the advice I would
recommend to the writers on Fungus. Edzvard Bennettj
Eni'ille Gardens, Stourbridge.

Cultivating Cherries under Glass (seep. 830).

—

We received from the nurseries, in the year 1861,

several varieties of Cherry, four or five years old

—

Bigarreaus, Hearts, Dukes, and Morellos. They
were planted in the fruit garden, where they remained
for two or three years, growing very vigorously and
blossoming very freely ; but no fruit could be ripened

upon the Bigarreau and Heart varieties. My employer
then erected an orchard-house, 135 feet by 26 feet.

Having plenty of spare room in the house for my fruit-

less Cherries, I had them all lifted and placed in boxes.

The boxes were 22 inches deep, 22 inches square at

tlie top, and 15 inches square at the bottom, inside

measurement. The roots had to be cut back very much
to get them into the box. After that the boxes were
filled with good turf well rammed in. The trees were
then removed to the orchard-house, where they produced
fruit very sparingly. For two or three years I could not

get more than half a crop from them, but I found as the

trees got older and the roots filled the boxes, they pro-

duced more fruit. I am now gathering fruit every day

as fine as any person could wish. The trees are pro-

ducing from 500 to 1000 fmits each. The treatment

they have received has been to place them in a line

along the back of the house in the early part of the

month of March ; as the trees came into blossom the

back lights of the house were left open 5 or 6 inches

day and night, to allow a continual circulation of air,

unless the thermometer indicated a frost in the early

part of the evening, when the lights were partially or

wholly closed. The most critical period in the cultiva-

tion of Cherries is when the fruits are stoning ; the

temperature in the house at that time ought to be kept

as fixed as possible. We endeavour to keep the house

between 55° and 65°. 'We have got one flow and return

pipe in the house, heated by a small saddle boiler.

Sliould the weather prove very hot, with bright sun,

the trees will require shading. Then, as to watering,

we give each tree 2 or 4 gallons of water daily. After

the soil in the boxes or pots has become full of roots

there is no fear whatever of the soil becoming sour by
watering. The roots so thoroughly drain the soil that

if watering is not well attended to they will very soon

become dry, and should that prove the case a failure in

the crop may be looked for. I think it very bad prac-

tice to allow Cherry trees to grow fast, especially

Bigarreau and Heart varieties. It is better to pinch off

the ends of the young shoots after they have made two
or three leaves, and so on through the summer.

Should the trees be full of new growth it should not be

taken off" during the time the fnaits are stoning, though

it may safely be taken off as the fmits begin to swell after

stoning. The Duke Cherry fruits too freely here to grow
verymuch ; it is a very hardy and usefiU Cherry, but not at

all to be compared to the Bigarreau. Governor Wood
is, in my opinion, the sweetest and best Cherry in

cultivation. I remember once hearing a very practical

man amongst fruit describe a Cherry-house that he had
seen several times. It was a lean-to house, in which

the trees were all planted out. In winter the trees

looked very ugly, showing nothing but stunted and
croolicd growth, but in summer, on the other hand,

they afforded a beautiful spectacle, being one mass of

fruit. H€ii>y Mansley*

The Vines at Broomfield Lodge.— I am not

such a "cunnudgeon" as to grumble at a little criti-

cism, and will, therefore, with your permission, say

a few words in reply to the letter of "One who honours

old age." Your correspondent singles out one Robert

Harris, as he is pleased to style him, and Mr. Payne,

as the objects of attack in my letter at p. 568 ; but if

he will re-read my article at the above page, he will

find that no names are mentioned. Mr. Robert Harris

planted these Vines in 1802, they are consequently

about 68 years old ; but for your correspondent to state

that he was one of the best Grape growers of his

day, is, I am informed on good authority, mere
assumption, and indeed the reverse of fact. From
what I can gather, Hams appears to have left

here about 26 yeai-s before Mr. Payne came, and

notwithstanding your correspondent's 40 years' know-
ledge of Broomfield Lodge, he omits to give any

particulars of this 26 years' interval ; for such informa-

tion I should be much obliged. I have not the

slightest hesitation in stating, that the greater part of

this "barbarous treatment," and "unscientific ampu-

tations," which seem to have tickled your correspond-

ent's fancy, were performed before Mr. Payne's time.

Mr. Payne, I hesitate not to say, is a very good Grape

grower, and I am quite sure he will agree with me that

these Vines have been handled in a very unscientific

manner ; but I never insinuated that lie was the person

who thus handled them. The large bunch which Mr.

Payne exhibited in London was not cut from these old

Vines, as your correspondent would have your readers

to infer, but from a young Vine about four years old ;

and it is worthy of notice that even Mr. Payne never

produced anything like it afterwards, which circum-
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stance tends to confirm my statement at p. 568, **that

Vines grown on the restrictive or single rod system

(as these were) are proverbial for producing large

bunches in their youth, but are they lasting?"

These monstrosities are no uncommon things on young

Vines ; but once overcrop the Vines, and they will cease

for ever, tliat is, if they are confined to a single rod.

Mr. Payne's success, too, at Brighton, was not the pro-

duce of old Vines, but from what I will call "fancy

Vines " of not more than six years old. Your con-e-

spondent questions whether I shall acquit myself with

equal credit as my predecessor. Does he overlook the

fact that my predecessor left for the very reason that he

failed to produce anything worth calling Grapes ? Such

is the fact ; and
" He that says the things he shouldna,

Is sure to hear the things he wouldna."

I forbear to mention names, but there are plenty of

horticulturists who can testify as to the state in which I

found these Vines when I took charge of them in

April, 1S67. I repeat for your correspondent's infor-

mation, that my ten months' supply is no over-

drawn statement, as I will show, and that, too, under

adverse circumstances ; but let me first state that

I never allow the Vines to carry a fourth of a crop

for the sake of producing "exhibition Grapes," but

I always give them a heavy crop, and notwithstanding

which I generally secure an average number of prizes.

The adverse circumstances above alluded to are these,

viz. , my late vinery is converted into a second conser-

vatory through the summer, being filled with large

foliage plants. Orange trees, &c., while all through the

winter it is crammed full of greenhouse stuff, the gi'een-

house itself being only large enough to hold the Cape
Pelargoniums, and not a single month in the year is

the vinery empty. Notwithstanding this drawback, I

manage to keep Grapes hanging till the end of January,

this year till February 5, when I cut the last in good
condition. My early house I can ripen by the middle
of March if I wish, but I prefer the first week in April.

In conclusion, let me add that my object in my former
letter was to prove the value of the extension system,

and not to call in question Mr. Payne's abilities as a
Grape grower. Thomas Simpson.

Large Apricot Tree.—Your readers may feel an
interest in the particulars of an Apricot tree, which is

growing in one of the numerous gardens in the plain

between Hyeres and the Mediterranean, and from
which Paris is so largely supplied with early fruit and
vegetables. This tree I should judge to be between
25 and 30 feet high. The stem, as measured by me, is

a little more than 6 feet in circumference immediately
below the spring of the branches. The branches from
end to end in one direction extend 56 feet, in the other

52. The proprietor informed me that the average
yield of the tree is 2000 fruits. He describes the fi"uit

as so large that six and sometimes only five go to the

kilogramme of 2 lb. 2 oz., and in this he is confirmed
by his neighbours. They all agree in saying that the
flavour is far finer than that of any other Apricot kno^vn
to them : the quantity this year seems wonderful.
The history of the tree is curious. It grew from a

kernel, but whence derived no one knows. It is said

to be about 30 years old. I observed some large

blocks of stone placed in the forks of the principal

boughs. I was told that it had attained a veiy large

size before it bore any fruit, and the owner was
thinking of cutting it down, when he was advised to

try the effect of the stones, and it has since borne so

abundantly. I have seen this system adopted with a
Pomegranate tree, but I have failed to discover any
principle or theory on which it is founded, neverthe-
less I am assured that it has the unanswerable argu-
ment of success in its favour. Some of your readers
may be able to explain it. H. M.
Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums at the Leeds

Exhibition. — Your con'espondent "Looker-on"
labours under the same impression as the reporters and
public alike did, after the decision of the judges on the
Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums at the Leeds exhibition,

"We were awarded equal 1st prize, but the 2d prize
card was put to our plants without the words
" 2d prize" being erased, and underneath was written,
in very small and indistinct pencil markings, "equal
to 1st prize." As soon as our Mr. Laing called Mr.
Birbeck's attention to the improper state of the card,
he had it rectified at once, but evidently too late for

the press reporters and yourconespondent '
* Looker-on.

*'

It would be superfluous to ofler any remarks on the
decision of the judges, as it was sufficiently criticised

during the exhibition by growers and others. DmvniCf
Laird <2r= Laijig.

It would have been better had " Looker-
on " armed himself with particulars respecting the
award of the judges at the Leeds show before rushing
into print, and if he had given his name more reliance

would perhaps have been placed on his statement. The
schedule states that the prize was to be awarded for

6 Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums in class 39, type
Beauty of Calderdale and Beauty of Ribbledale. The
matter was well considered, and three points were con-
sidered to be in favour of Mrs. Butler's exhibition,
namely, size and uniformity of the plants, and good
constitution, whilst only one point could be given to
the other lot, namely, colour ; and it was well known
that some of the varieties named in the first lot would
be cultivated long after the others were forgotten, but in

order to please every one it was suggested by another

of the judges that the ist and 2d prizes should be put

together and the amount made equal, giving the two
exhibitions an equal 1st prize. I was not aware but
that this had been done. It would be a good rule if

the Editors would refuse to insert all communications
from correspondents not sending their name and
address ; this would be the means of keeping their

valuable Journal more sacred to its legitimate purposes.

No man should ever write that which he is ashamed
to sign his name to ; if my'friend Mr. Stewart has
added to his horticultural knowledge a store of the

sister art, he is very likely as capable of judging the

qualities of a good Pelargonium as " Looker-on" with-

out indulging in personalities, y. Wills^ Ashburnham
Park Nursery, Chelsea.

Preserving Peaches.—As the Peach crop in our
neighbourhood this year is likely to be an abundant
one, I should be glad if any of your correspondents
could inform me the American mode of preserving

them in tins, as they are sold in London at this season
of the year. T. Z*. Huntingdoyi.

Early Peas.—The best way of testing the earliness

of Peas, either of those sown in turves or boxes, and
brought on under cover, and finally transplanted to the

open ground, or of those sown in the usual way, is to

have both methods under one's own observation. The
influence of localities—nay, the turn of a garden wall

—will give one a week's advantage over his neighbour.

How, then, can the relative value of each method be

correctly judged when the evidence comes from places

miles apart? I myself decidedly give the preference,

and have for the last four years gathered the

first Peas from those that have been sown in boxes.

This spring I determined to test the value of each

method. On February 2, two boxes of Sangster's

No. I were sown, and placed in the early

vinery, and two rows of the same kind at the same
time were sown out-of-doors. Those in the boxes
were up in a few days, and shifted into a cold frame,

and finally planted side by side with those in the open
ground, in the month of March. They experienced

very cold weather, sometimes 6" of frost, and very

often 2" and 3°
; while those which had been so^\'n in

the open ground, and had escaped the ravages of mice,

&c., slowly made an appearance, and never at any
time looked so promising as those that had been
planted out, and they were ten days later into the

bargain. Andrciv McUde, Read Hall, Whalley.

I am glad to find a little discussion on Peas,

and I trust the result will prove useful in the way of

reducing the number of varieties, all of which have
good recommendations. I have no doubt that seeds-

men would hail the reduction with satisfaction. I often

think they must be compelled at times to make several

kinds out of the same bag. I have been trying for

some years different varieties, and this year I am trying

all the varieties I can get at this time ; I have 44 va-

rieties from one of the most extensive seedsmen in

London. I am noting all particulars with care, such

as time of sowing, when in flower, date of flowering,

height, and other remarks. The description that
" A. D." gives at p. 831 ofMultum in Parvo is worthy
of the name, and I quite agree with his remarks
about gardeners clinging to tall varieties. If the expe-

rience of growing tall varieties was shown in figures I

think the peck of tall Peas would cost double that of

the small varieties. At p. S30, Mr. Morgan states that

Sutton's Ringleader was three days later than the other

sorts; now I find this variety one of the earliest. I sowed
all my kinds on February 23, and have daily observed

the race which should prove the winner as to flowering.

Since the startall have done well, notwithstanding the

dry season about the middle of May. The kinds that

took the lead are as follows :—Maclean's Little Gem in

flower May 21, Sutton's Ringleader in flower May 21,

Dickson's First and Best in flower May 23, Sutton's

Early Champion in flower May 25, Taber's Perfection

in flower May 30. The earliest Peas ready to gather

were—Little Gem, June 16 ; Ringleader, June 18
;

Dickson's First and Best, June 18 ; Sutton'sChampion,

June 18; Taber's Perfection, June 20. The second,

third, and fourth named now look to me as if they had
been taken all out of the same bag, for I cannot see

any difference between them, but I intend to invite

three or four gardeners to assist me in deciding as to

the merits of all the kinds, and will communicate the

same to the Gardeners' Chroniele. R. Draper, Seaham
Hall, Sunderland.

The result of sowing early varieties of Peas in

boxes for transplanting out has always proved most
satisfactory here. My plan is to sow in rows, across

boxes, 4 feet by 2 feet, on Feb. i. The boxes are then
placed in a temperature ranging from 40" to 50°, and
well watered. When they have made about 2 inches

of growththeyareremovcdinto cold frames, where plenty

of light and air can be given ; this point is carefully

attended to, that they may not become drawn up too

much. By the first week in March they will be ready

for planting out, "when they are protected with Fir

boughs, as we are very much exposed to north-cast

winds. In 1868 I gathered Dilhstone's Prolific on
May 22 ; the same variety the .first week in June in

1S69; this year on May 30. These dates show no
fault in the Pea, as the same variety was grown each

year, but indicate the variation of the seasons. As
regards the productiveness of Peas grown in this way,

there can be no doubt about their bearing quite as
good crops as those sown in the open ground : to my
mind it is conclusive. % M. Burleigh, He^-ts.

Valeriana pyrenaica.—The enclosed Valerian

grows very commonly in a dean here—have you ever

heard of its growing in any other locality ? It spreads

yearly, and seems likely to overgrow the other wild

flowers in its vicinity. R. Draper, Seaham. [" Natu-
ralised in plantations," is the comment in Hooker's

Student's Flora." Eds.]

Anemone sylvestris is one of the most showy of

our May flowers, and one which has almost been lost

sight of This plant is widely distributed throughout

Europe, but I think it has not been found wild in this

country. It grows very vigorously in almost any soil,

but prefers a damp shady situation. It is something

similar in habit to A. japonica, but differs very much
in height, as this plant rarely exceeds iS inches, while

the Japan species will grow 3 feet. When in full

flower it forms a very striking object ; the flowers

are very large, many of them measuring from I to

\ inch in diameter, and are produced so freely as

almost to eclipse the whole plant. The flowers are of
a pure white colour, and last a considerable time in

bloom. A. Pulsatilla is a British plant of no mean
merits ; it is found gi'owing in many localities, espe-

cially upon the chalk. I have seen the downs near

Newmarket covered with its large, shaggy, purple

blossoms. It grows, however, much larger under cul-

tivation, and soon forms veiy strong tufts. I have
seen plants more than 2 feet in diameter, with from 50
to 100 fully expanded blooms, and twice this number
waiting to expand. It gi'ows very freely in any ordi-

nary border, and forms a charming companion to A,
sylvestris. A. I. P., Tottenham.

Fungophobia is far too common, and it is full

time that a check was applied to it. I agi'ee with

Mr. Miller that there is little danger from Fungus if

the earth is kept wet enough, and with another

eminent Grape grower, that Fungus may be washed
out of any border, or restrained from mischief by the

free use of the hose or watering-pot. Amid such a

parching drought I would, if I could, put the whole
garden under water for three or six hours at a stretch.

I quite envy the old fanner who sent the river over his

Mangel. The greatest drawback to the perfect pro-

secution of horticulture throughout a large portion of

England is the want of water. We have carried off

or intercepted the subterranean supplies with our

under-drains, and failed to compensate our plants by
doubling or trebling the natural rainfall. Under-
drainage dries both earth and air. By one and the same
process we deprive the roots of their deep cool drinking

fountains, and quicken the evaporating force of the

leaves. Drainage is right and proper, but it seems to

be forgotten that artificial watering must be its necessary

complement, if the highest excellency is to be reached

in the cultivation of succulent vegetables and luscious

fruits. This fact seems only dawning upon gardeners.

A few here and there see its importance, and apply

water, clean and foul, with a freedom and a frequency

that astonishes others. Last year I called at a garden

famous for Vine growing. Along the side shelves of a

Pine-stove stood a row of pot Vines, with fine out-

spreading leaves and roots, round, thick, and brown.
The surface of the pots was as black as ink. " You
are a believer in soot for Vines ? " I exclaimed. " Not
at all," was the reply. "Why, then, what black stufi

have you given them ? " " Nothing," was the answer.

"They are soaked through and through" {if I remem-
ber aright, three times a day) "with water, and that

black slime you see on the surface comes of the copious-

ness and frequency of the deluge. I consider it impos-

sible," added the gr"Ower, "toover-water growing Vines

in a Pine-stove." The houses had just been shut up at

90", and, as the Vine leaves quivered under the hazy

lashings of the syringe, and the pots were again filled

up for the night with water, one would fancy that

he saw the plants growing. The same cultivator

said he believed the watering of Vine borders would

generally prevent shanking. I strongly urged him to

Chronicle his experience. "Not for the world," was

the answer—"to be subjected to such a badgering as my
friend Mr. Miller, of Combe Abbey, is just now sub-

jected to." I write this down, hoping that some of your

correspondents may take the hint and write a little less

incisively, and with a shorter measure of gall in their

ink. [Hear, hear.] But not only is water an antidote

to Fungus, but likewise Fungus mostly, if not always,

succeeds and does not precede disease. In this also

Mr. Miller and myself are at one. The weak roots

succumb to the attacks of Fungus, the strong resist it or

eat it up. Take a simple illustration, that of " fairy

rings." Your observant readers will have noticed the

rankness and strength of the grass the succeeding

year, on the line occupied by this Fungus the season

before. Whence comes this strength and succulence ?

From the old spawn ? It seems so. The grass seems

to consume it so thoroughly along the whole line that

only the outside edges of the spawn, which have struck

into fresh earth, is let to giow ; hence Fungus is not

seen, or but seldom seen, within the charmed circle.

I know the explanations that have been ofiered to

account for this singidar phenomena, and I ven-

ture to hope that this is not only an original

but a better solution of the difficulty than

any of them. The old spawn becomes good food for
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the grass, and the grass grows rank and strong upon it,

showing that it enjoys the diet. If grass roots con-

sume spawn, why not other roots, as I believe they do?
and if not, why not? Cut the point is not so much
whether roots can eat Fungus, as whether Fungus can

injure or destroy healthy roots. I very mucli doubt it.

I have moved thousands of trees and slirubs in my
practice. Many of tliem have been growing in perfect

nests of Fungus, and the majority of the roots have

been perfectly healthy. Let any one try the experi-

ment of digging down through the roots in Spruce,

Scotch, or Larcii Fir plantations, and in most cases

they are full of Fungus spawn of various kinds. The
roots are often enclosed with it, like a network of

lace, and yet it does not seem to injure them in the

least, and it is probable that they make many a good
meal out of it. The fact is, that because Fungus and

disease are often found together, the conclusion has

been hurriedly drawn that they sustain the relation of

cause and effect. But coincidence is not correlation.

Things often exist, side by side, without the one being

in any way responsible for the production or presence of

the other. It is so, I verily believe, in the matter of

Fungus and rools. Plants are weakened by drought,

overcropping, insects, an excess of cold or lieat, a

scarcity or excess of food, or a biting north-easter.

They are checked, the growing force is arrested ;
partial

paralysis ensues—internal disorganisation, perhaps

;

putrefaction supervenes, and then the Fungi, watch-

ing their opportunity, cling to the weakened tree.

The signs of sickness, distress, disease, become mani-

fest, the cause is searched for, found—so it is thought—
in Fungus ; and another case, a fresh proof, sure and

certain, of destruction is laid up in the memory of the

_Fungophobist for future warning and use. But was
it Fungus that wrought the destruction? Most certainly

not. It only assisted to complete it, or came in at the

death. But not only have such mistakes been frequent

but they work most mischievously in other ways. Such
cases are treasured up for use in or out of season. No
matter what the particulars or condition of failure in

any particular case, nor how plainly these are pointed

out, the Fungophobist straightway mounts his Fungus
hobby-horse, and trots it up and down—an appear-

ance—and forthwith it is credited with all the mischief.

We have had some notable instances of such misappli-

cation of facts in your columns. Permit me briefly

to advert to one of them. In endeavouring to indicate

the cause or causes of failure, I took especial care tp

guard against a fresh display of Fungophobia. Having
studied the whole case for myself, and secured the

hearty and skilful help of other and perhaps better

authorities in its investigation, I endeavoured to lay

all tlie facts before your readers. These facts fully

warranted me in asserting, in the most positive manner,

that the Vines did not succumb to Fungus. None
was seen on root or branch, or within the borders,

when the Vines were uprooted. The roots were in fact

exceptionally clean, strong, and numerous. They were

likewise in full and active growth. In truth, I doubt

whether old Vines were ever before found in equally

good condition. The monster rods were likewise

healthy. All this was carefully pointed out. Not-
withstanding this, however, hardly had my diagnosis

of the case been completed, when two distinguished

gardeners burden your pages with the old cry of

"Fungus ! Fungus !" How do they go about to

prove it. They tluly set out two cases from the book
of their experience, both as unlike as anything could

well be that has relation to the same plant, to the case

X described ; and infer, or seemed to infer—for apart

from such an inference, their letters were meaningless

—

that because their Vines were destroyed by Fungus,
so also must have been the Vines at Bishop Stortford.

True, we are told that circumstances alter cases, and that

like produces its like ; but your correspondents made
short work of such aphorisms. According to theii

logic, the unlike produces like. The generation of

Fungus, under one or two sets of circumstances emi
ncntly favourable to its generation—spontaneous or

otherwise—means that it will spring forth everywhere
else. Because a pabulum of beechmast or leaves

in a Vine border in Scotland, and the suspension

of Vine roots in a hanging border in Hertford-

shire had their roots destroyed, and their stems

rent asunder by Fungus, therefore the Bishop
Stortford Vines were also destroyed by it, though
their roots were so numerous and healthy, and
their stems so fine, strong, and wholly unriven. Can
Fungophobia go further, and is it not high time for

something to be said or done to stop the spread of this

mania among horticulturists ? If such things have
been done among—said by the green trees—what may
we not expect to hear among the dry. The fact is, we
do hear, and that constantly, the most preposterous

statements made about Fungus. If the officers of the

army of horticulturists are possessed with Fungo-
phobia is it any marvel that the rank and file

become bewildered amid a network of mycelium, or

are blinded alike to the reception of facts and the

force of logic by the tiiick dust of Fungus spores?

Since writing the foregoing, I have seen Mr. Ayres'

letter, p. 79S, and am surprised that a writer of his

ability and shrewdness should have added another case

of the unlike producing the like. Pie believes that the

Bishop Stortford Vines succumbed to Fungus, and
here is his proof :—He planted some young Vines out

of pots, without breaking their balls, seemingly into a

well made border, enriched, however, with the parings

of horses' hoofs. The Vines broke strongly, went on

promisingly till the fruit showed—came to a dead stand

—the leaves drooped, and they lingered thus, between

a sort of dreamy life at night and semi-death by day,

until they were destroyed as hopelessly weak and

diseased. What was the cause?—Fungus; and the

cause of Fungus?— horse-feet parings. Well, it may
or may not have been so. I have used these parings to

most pot plants, and found them excellent. But what

logical relation has this case to the Vines at Bishop

Stortford? None whatever; they had not a single

symptom in common. The inference is irresistilile, if

such are the manifestations of Fungus-infested Vines,

and Mr. Ayres' Vines perished of Fungus, then the

Bishop Stortford Vines did not. They made splendid

wood and clean healthy roots to the last. They never

flagged in the sunshine, nor had to recover themselves

at night. The air they grew in needed no extra care,

nor charging with moisture by an expert in Grape

growing. The shows of fruit were fine, and the pro-

gress satisfactory up to the last, or shanking stage.

The Vines only shanked, nothing else ; and finally they

had no parings of horse feet, and no Fungus was found

in the soil. And yet, well—will some of the professors

be asked to read a paper on the laws of inferential

reasoning at the Oxford Congress ? I must also beg

that Mr. Ayres will explain what he means by the

borders for the Vines at Bishop Stortford having been

made by a heterogenous accumulation of London street

garbage. I have been in London a good many times,

and never saw an atom of such matter in the streets. I

have, indeed, heard the refuse of Covent Garden Market

called garbage. Does Mr. Ayres mean that the Cabbage

and Lettuce leaves were swept up and sent to Bishop

Stortford ? The materials of these Vine borders have

already been carefully described in your columns by

data provided by the maker of them, and I feel bound

to protest against any writer asserting " that these fine

borders were mainly formed out of Lontlon street

garbage." The thing is impossible and controverts

itself, as must appear to the youngest reader when
formulated thus—Wanted, fine porous Vine borders:

accumulate London street garbage. David Tell Fact.

houses at Kew, and at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's
Park, and have much admired their contents. These
houses, however, and especially the great Palm-house
at Kew, are decidedly overcrowded. Many of the

smaller Palms are quite in the shade, instead of being
the full blaze of the sunshine, and are suffering

accordingly. I recognised many hardy Palms thus

situated, such as the Corypha australis, Latania bor-

bonica, Phcenix, Chamcerops, &c. I would suggest, in

all humility, whether such Palms would not be better

out of the houses during two or three months of even

our summer, say from June 15 to September I or 15.

Full exposure to English sunshine in the open air, it

seems to me, is more suited to their constitution than

the sickly shade of their noble relatives in a Palm-
house. On the other hand their presence along the

walks, and around the houses, would add much to the

beauty of the gardens, whilst those left in the Palm-
houses would thrive all the better for the absence of

their brethren. The same remark would apply to the

large Aloes, and to many of the large CactaceD^ and
Crassulaces?. Lastly, a strong impulse would thus be
given to subtropical gardening. The success of the

plan followed at Battersea Park proves it to be appli-

cable to Palm-houses in general. Her.ry Benuei^ Gros-

venor Street, yiine.

Caltha palustris fl.-pl.
— *' The Double Marsh

Marigold," is a bold, striking plant, and one which
should be found in every garden, where a damp spot

can be found. It has large, dark green, glossy foliage,

heart-shaped at the base, and produces in the wildest

profusion large, bright yellow flowers, about the size of

a florin, and very double. It continues to flower from

May to August ; but that depends on the situation, as

abundance of moisture is essential to its full develop-

ment. A, /. P.^ Tottenhain.

Corbularia Bulbocodium, commonly called the

Hoop Petticoat, is nearly allied to the Narcissus, and

is frequently called N. Bulbocodium. It is a dwarf

bulbous plant, scarcely exceeding 4 inches in height,

producing narrow Kush-Iike foliage from 4 to 8 inches

in length, from which issue solitary funnel-shaped

flowers of a deep yellow colour. It is perfectly hardy

and increases very rapidly, and is an indispensable

adjunct to the spring garden. It is very useful for pot

cultivation, and will stand forcing very well, but by

keeping it m a cold frame you may have it in

flower in March, without doing the bulbs any injury,

There is a very pretty white variety, but it has not yet

found its way into commerce. A. I. P., Tottenham,

Thunder Storm.—On Thursday, the i6th, the

early part of the day was very hot and sultry, much
more so than during any part of the drought up to

the above date. The continued dry weather lasted

nearly five weeks, scorching and drying up all light

land pastures, which looked so promising at the begin-

ning of the drought. As usual, poorly cultivated land

suffered first and most severely when the severe drought

set in. About I o'clock on Thursday the sky became
overcast, and continued getting darker and darker,

while the braying of the ass and the call of the pea-

fowl betokened a sudden change. Overhead tlie

fleecy clouds changed places rapidly ; the barometer

sinking fast to "change." A vivid flash or two of light-

ning, followed with the distant roll of thunder ; the

sky became very black in the south-east, and indicated

that the tempest was coming from that direction.

Flash after flash followed each other in rapid succes-

sion. I cannot say that the thunder was extra-

ordinarily loud. About 3 o'clock the rain fell in

torrents, and for a few minutes, amongst the down-
pouring of the rain, we had one of the heaviest

hail-storms that I ever witnessed. Many of the stones

were an inch in diameter ; the noise of the hall in

coming down the manor lulls and across the valley was
terrific in the extreme. In driving through the woods
after the storm, the ground was seen to be literally

covered with the young shoots of the Oak. Amongst
the hothouses the grand smash took place. Some of

the lights were completely riddled and broken in all

directions. Some were cut out as if with a

diamond, in rounds and ovals. The old small

Sfjuares suffered most. The Peach-houses, where
the squares are 20 by 14 in., 16 oz. glass, did not

suffer so much, although they looked as if they had

got a charge irom a Rifle brigade. The Pine stove

(span-roofed), standing south and north, had only a

few broken squares in it. Cucumber and Melon
frames were completely riddled. One house of 22 oz.

glass had not a cracked square in it. When the storm

was over, the walks looked very much as if they had
been gravelled with Derbyshire spar. The storm

raged more or less for three hours. About midnight

another storm occurred, with no hail, but with heavier

rain, which gave our bedding stuff a grand soaking.

J. Miller, Worksop Manor.

The Palms at Kew and the Botanic Gardens.
—Since I wrote last week I have been over the Palm-

Societies.

RovAL Botanic : June 22 and 23.—The alterations

in the schedule, which the authorities thought proper to

make, had no doubt a great influence in determining the

character of the exhibition held on Wednesday and
Thursday last. The show was unfortunately a poor one,

considering the prestige of the place, and the season.

Nevertheless we entirely agree with the Society, that for

the benefit of horticulture a change from the usual

stereotyped schedule was highly necessary, yet it would
have been more saiisfactory had the alterations been
made in a more gradual or easy manner. The large

classes of stove and greenhouse plants, which have hitherto

contributed so much to the success of these exhibitions,

were altogether absent, classes for three being substituted

—

a number which an exhibitor could scarcely set up with

credit to himself, to say nothing of the uneven effect

which such small groups tend to produce. Again, the

hot and sultry nature of the weather had a great

deal to do with the paucity of Pelargoniums, &c., a
class of plants largely patronised in the schedule,

but not shown in sufficient numbers to fill the space

Hotted to them, as growers no doubt found it very

difficult to retard them during this e.\'ceptionally trying

season.

Four prizes were again offered for groups of stove and
greenhouse plants arranged for effect, any number, size,

and kinds of plants being allowed. This is an innovation

which has also been tried at the Crystal Palace, but

beyond bringing together a bulk of most ordinary green-

house plants we cannot perceive that it has done any good :

the large prizes offered might certainly be employed for a

better purpose. On this occasion only two groups were

shown in competition, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of Hammer-
smith, securing the ist prize, and Messrs. Arthur Hender-

son & Co. the 2d. In neither case was the exhibition at

all striking, yet the large sum of ^1^25 was taken between the

two. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son sent a collection

of bedding plants, similar to that shown at the last exhi-

bition, and secured a ist prize, a 2d award being

made to Mr. John Aldred, Kilburn, for a modest but

pleasing display, including a faithful representation of an

anchor—presumablyof Hope—worked out with Pyrethrum
Golden Feather and blue Lobelias. Mr. R. Parker,

Tooting, had the best collection of 24 hardy herbaceous

plants, including excellent specimens of Betonica grandi-

flora, CEnothera venusta, fine yellow ; Pseonia albifiora

Lucrece, large, white, and rose ; Potentilla hybrida

William Rollisson, with large semi-double orange-scarlet

flowers ; Tradescantia virginica alba, and Pyrethrum, &c.

A neat collection of 20 moderate-sized greenhouse plants,

in 8-inch pots, came from Messrs. Jackson & Son, and a

ist prize was awarded. Some very good Heaths were
contributed by Mr.

J.
Carr, Mr. J. Wheeler, Mr. J. Ward,

Messrs. Jackson & Son, and Mr. Ransley Tanton, and
lent much towards enlivening the exhibition tent. Mr.

R. S. Williams sent the best 6 Orchids, including a magni-

ficent Cypripedium ; and Mr. Ward the best 8 in the

amateurs' class, Mr. Bull being 2d in the former, Mr.

I. Hill taking a similar position in the latter class.

Amongst florists' flowers two classes were made for

Fuchsias in 13-inch pots, but only one collection of any

merit was shown in each class ; these being contributed

by Mr. Filce, gr. to J. Hutten, Esq., Clapham Park, and

Mr. Cannell, Woolwich, who both took premier awards.

The latter exhibitor's collection comprised well grown

and flowered bushy specimens of Alba coccinea, Lizzie

Hexam, Puritani, Lustre, Stariight, and Try-me-oh.

Mr. J.
Ward, Mr. D. Windsor, and Messrs. Dobson,

each contributed show Pelargoniums, and took awards.

The best 6 scarlet or zonal varieties came from Mr. J.

Catlin, gr. to Mrs. Lermitte, Finchley, comprising plants of

Clipper, Tintoret, Leader, Commander, Oliver, and Mon-
sieur Rendatler, over 4 feet across, and remarkably well

bloomed- Mr.
J.

Haines, gr. to
J.

A. Koble, Esq.,
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Finchlcv. being 2d, with a collection very little inferior.

Of Roses, a nice group of 20 in 8-inch pots came from

Messrs. Paul & Son, who also contributed some fine cut

blooms. A large quantity of the latter were also con-

tributed by Mr. Cranston, Hereford ; Mr. Fraser. Lea

Bridge : Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Mr. J.
Mitchell, Pilt-

down, &c. ; whilst from Mr. Webb. Catcot House,

Reading, came some grand blooms of Mar^chal Niel.

From Mr. Ware came a choice assortment of beautiful

hardy plants ; from Mr. W. Paul a large collection of

Zonal Pelargoniums, in very fine order ;
from Messrs.

Rollisson & Son a choice group of Gloxinias ; and from

Mr. Stevens, of Ealing, and Messrs. Carter & Co.,

specimens of Tricolor Pelargoniums,

One of the most interesting new plants exhibited on this

occasion was the bright pink Leptosiphon roseus. a

charming annual from California, exhibited by Mr. W.
Thompson, of Ipswich, as was also the Delphinium

nudicaule, a scarlet-flowered tuberous-rooted perennial,

both of which received First-class Certificates. Lep-

tosyne maritima, from the same exhibitor, a large yellow

half-hardy annual composite, received a Second-class

award. Messrs. Carter & Co. showed a good plant of

Lomaria gibba major, which had previously received an

award. In Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.s group was a

narrow-leaved form of Pteris serrulata named gleichenias-

folia, which received a First-class, and Broussonetia

laciniata, which received a Second-class award. Messrs.

Veitch & Sons had a fine group, in which the following

received First-class Certificates : — Ficus Pearcei with

large thin but firm elliptic leaves ; Ficus sarapi-

giensis, with cordate ovate leaves, whitish beneath, in

the way of nymphasifolia ; the charming Adian-
tum Henslovianum (sessilifolium) ; Croton Hookeri. with

fine yellow-centred leaves ;
Caladium Princess Teck,

one of the golden-leaved sorts, with a bright red

centre ; Aralia Veitchii' with palmate leaves composed
of narrow undulated leaflets ; Dracasna Denisoni, a stiff

erect broad-leaved dark bronzy variety ; Pandanus
Veitchii, a bold habited species, with white striped leaves;

X Cypripedium Dominianum. a very interesting hybrid, with

recur\ed lorate leaves, and flowers in the way of those of

C. Pearcei ; the white-flowered Vanda Denisoniana

;

X Begonia Chelsoni, a hybrid in the way of B. boliviensis

with orange-red flowers ; Cattleya Reineckiana, a pretty

pale-flowered kind, with delicate flesh-coloured sepals.

and a yellowish fringed lip ; Cattleya quincolor, with olive-

shaded sepals, and a gay yellow-centred lip with rosy veined

front lobes ; the pretty MiltoniaWarscewiczii ; Nepenthes
rubra ; Pandanus angustifolius, narrow-leaved, with a white

base ; and the following ornamental Palms—Pritchardia

pacifica, Veitchiajohannis, Cham^dorea Emesto-.Angusti,

Chamasdorea glaucifolia, Da^^monorops melanochs'tcs,

Acanthorhiza Warscewiczii, Calamus cinnamomea. Geo-
noma Schottiana, and Chamaedorea graminifolia. Brassia

Gircoudiana, in the way of B. caudata, and Tillandsia

filiformis, with slender thread-like leaves, received Second-
class Certificates. Mr. W. Bull also sent a large group,

among which the following received First-class awards:—
Corylus Avellana pendula, a distinct weeping Hazel

;

Lilium Thunbergianum bicolor, with broad, bright flame-

coloured flowers ; Viola cornuta Perfection, a very useful

bedding plant ; Caladium Golden Queen, an effective self-

coloured golden-green variety ; Cissus Lindeni, with cor-

date silvery variegated leaves; Pandanus decorus, aneatand
pretty species in the way of P. omatus ; Anasctochilus par-

dinus, from the South Sea Islands, a handsome species,

with elegant green reticulated leaves, having a membranous
margin ; Euryale australis, with white pancratium-like
flowers ; Fraxinus longicuspis, the hardy Japanese Asli,

which nourishes the wax insect ; Godwinia gigas, the Gog-
Magog Arad introduced by Dr. Seemann from Panama;
Stangeria paradoxa obtusa a distinct-looking form of this

anomalous plant, with remarkably obtuse leaflets serrated at

the apex ; Marcgraavia grandis, a fine evergreen, of Ivy-like

habit, adapted for covering the walls of stoves ; Phormium
tenax gracilis, an elegant variety with narrow drooping
dark-edged leaves ; Curculigo recurvata striata ; Mesem-
bPi'anthemum cordifolium variegatum, a charming decum-
bent plant, with a chastely-tinted creamy variegation in

the foliage, and forming a close-growing mass studded over

with rosy purple flowers—a charming plant both for bed-
ding-out and for baskets. Mr. Bull also exhibited the

following First-class Certificated Palms:— Latania rubra
vera, Verschaffeltia melanochfetes, Geonoma princeps,

Acanthorhiza Warscewiczii, and Orbignya dubia. Mr.
Williams contributed an interesting group, in which the
most remarkable subjects, and which obtained First-class

awards, were :—Viola cornuta Perfection, beautifully

flowered ; Chamaerops glaucifolia, an elegant narrow-
leaved pinnate Palm ; Peristro])he angustifolia aureo-
variegata, a golden variegated plant, recommended for

bedding purposes ; the curious and rarely seen Pogonia
discolor; and Verschaffeltia melanochcetes. A specimen
of the large-flowered variety of Epidendrum vitellinum was
shown by the Messrs. Rollisson. Finally, in a group of
interesting varieties of British Ferns, from Mr. Mapple-
beck, of Birmingham, and which our space precludes us
from more closely noting, were the following interesting

forms, to which First-class Certificates were given, namely,

Athyrium Filix-foemina caudigerum, A. F.-f. jonesii, A.
F.-f. furcillans. A. F.-f. Craigii, A. F.-f. Mapplebeckii.

and Scolopendrium vulgare supraferax.

The exhibition of fruit was excellent, and quite up to

the average. The best collection of fruit, arranged as a

dessert for the dmncr-table, came from Mr. T. Banner-
man, gr. to Lord Bagot, and consisted of good dishes of

Black Hamburgh and Foster's White Seedling Grapes (?),

two nice Pines, two good dishes of Peaches, and one of

Nectarines, the latter being fine in size but pale in

colour ; a handsome-looking Melon, and dishes of Cherries

and Strawberries. Mr. Clark, gr. to Earl Cowper.
Brocket Hall, was 2d with a similar collection. The
1st prize for one Pine Apple, any variety, was adjudged
to a handsome Queen, weighing 5 lb. 11 oz., from Mr.
Ward, gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford ;

equal

2d prizes being taken by Mr. Battram, gr. to R. S.

Crawshaj, Esq., Cyfartha Castle, with a Providence,

weighing 10 lb. ; and Mr. Penford, gr. to Earl Radnor,

Longford Castle; while Mr. Grant, gr. to G. Plucknett, Esq.,
Finchley, came in 3d with a Queen, weighing 4 lb. 7 oz.

Twenty Melons were shown in competition in the class for

green-fleshed varieties, and, as a rule, were much better

flavoured than the scarlet-fleshed kinds. The best of the
former was a finely flavoured fruit, named Colston Basset
Seedling, shown by Mr. Lamb, Colston Basset, Bingham,

next best bemg a large unnamed variety from Mr.
Cross, gr. to Sir F. Goldsmith, Rendcombe Park, Glou-

tershire ; Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq.,
Loxford Hall, taking 3d honours with a good specimen
* Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere. Weir's Eclipse, a

medium-sized, moderately thick-fleshed, and good
flavoured Melon, from Mr.

J.
Weir. gr. to Mrs. Hodgson,

The Eims, Hampstead, was ist in the scarlet-fleshed class,

J. Douglas being 2d, and Mr. E. Porter, gr. to E.

Benham, Esq., Isleworth, 3d. The best basket of Grapes,
of not less than 12 lb., came from Mr. G. Ward,
being Black Hamburghs, with good berries, well

coloured, and having plenty of bloom. Mr. M.
Henderson came in 2d with a smaller berried lot,

but with plenty of colour, and Mr. T. Bannerman 3d,

Mr. W. Davics, Whetstone, being 4th with very fair

examples of Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. Miller, gr.. Combe
Abbey, also sent very good Black Hamburghs. Mr.
M. Henderson was ist for the best dish of Black Grapes,
with medium sized bunches, very large berries, and well

finished ; Mr. Miller, Combe Abbey, taking 2d honours
with fine bunches, smaller in berry than the former, but

fine in colour and bloom. Mr. Bannerman was placed

3d, and Mr. G. Ward 4th. with very creditable specimens.

A very good dish of Buckland Sweetwater, contributed by
Mr. A. Reid, gr. to L. Huth, Esq., Passingworth, Essex,

was placed ist in the class for White Grapes, Mr. G.

Douglas being 2d with large, well grown bunches of the

same variety. Very fair examples of Royal Muscadine
and Muscat of Alexandria were also shown, but in an

unripe condition. Of Pcach&s, 2 dishes, 13 lots were

staged, the best being very fine examples of Bellegarde

and Royal George, from Mr. Jack, gr. to the Duke o'

Cleveland, Battle Abbey. Mr. W. Davies was 2d witi

the same varieties, and Mr. C. Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq.

3d, with Violette Hativeand Royal George, large, but pali

in colour. In addition to the above varieties, shown ii

other collections, were some fine Grosse Mignonne. Mr
Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington, showed the best Necta-

rines, very fine Elruge, of a beautiful colour ; Mr. Car-

michael, gr. to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, being 2d with

good examples of Elruge and Violette Hative ; Mr. W
Hill, gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., coming 3d. Mr. Miles \va:

also 1st for Black and White Cherries, with admirabli

fruit of Black Circassian and Bigarreau Napoleon. Mr
J. Douglas took ist honours for 4 and 2 dishes of Straw-

berries, with well grown specimens of Frogmorc Late

Pine, La Constante, Mr. Radclyffe, Sir Harry, and
British Queen. Messrs. Standish & Co. were 2d in the

latter class. Amongst miscellaneous fruit came a fine

dish of Brown Turkey Figs, from Mr. Miles, to which

a ist prize was awarded.

Yorkshire Gala : ^u^e 15 to 17.—The York Gala,

which has always maintained a high reputation for its

magnificent display of plants and fruit, was held in York
last week, and on this occasion it did not lose any of its

fair fame, but on the contrary was a grand success, and
added another leaf to its well-won wreath. In the central

pavilion were staged some of the finest and largest plants

in the exhibition, and whether as regarded shape and
size, richness and brightness of bloom, and healthy and
redundant foliage, they could not be excelled. The
greenhouse plants in bloom, and the ornamental, fine

foliage, or variegated plants were here exhibited, and they

formed a magnificent array, the collection in this tent

being of a very imposing cliaracter. In another marquee
stood the Pelargoniums, whose beauty and brightness of

bloom, enhanced by the sunlight penetrating through the

canvas roof, was the theme of general commendation.
Mr. George Edward, of York, nurseryman, carried off the

ist prize of _^i2 for the best dozen show Pelargoniums,

beating Mr. Aid. Steward, who took the second place,

and Mr. Tetley. of Westwood, the third. For 12 stove

and greenhouse plants in bloom, distinct varieties. Mrs.

Cole & Sons, of Withington, took the ist prize, Mr.
Stevenson, of Timperley, the 2d, and Mr. VA E. Dixon,

of Beverley, the 3d, after a very sharp competition. In

the next class, 12 ornamental, fine foliage, or variegated

plants, Mr. Dixon and Mr. Stevenson ran a dead heat for

first place, and Mrs. Cole & Sons took the 2d prize. This

was indeed a splendid class. For Zonal Pelargoniums, a

capital lot of plants, the successful exhibitors were

J.
Wilson. Esq., of Nunthorpe Hall, Great Ayton, Sir

G. O. Wombwell, and the Hon. Admiral Duncombe.
The two latter named were also prize-takers in the class

for 16 distinct bedding plants. Mr. G. Edward again

taking first honours, as well as in the class for 6 Fuchsias.

Running the whole length of the centre of one tent, and
placed at a height of several feet from the ground, stood

in a row a numerous array of gigantic Fuchsias, one mass
of bloom. The Verbena's were superb, the Calceolarias

were generally good, the Orchids were as curious and as

beautiful as ever, the Azaleas of various colours were very

large, of fine shape, and dazzling bloom, the Ferns were
excellent and very interesting, and the Cape Heaths,

Achimenes, and Palms were equal to any specimens that

we have witnessed at similar shows. Mr. B. S. W^illiams.

of Holloway, sent a very unique collection of new and
rare plants, which was greatly admired.
Whatever beauties the plants presented, and they were

indeed a splendid collection, the cut flowers held their

sway and were the powerful, and to some extent the suc-

cessful rivals of the plants, being so numerously exhibited

as to constitute a host in themselves. Cut flowers of

Roses and Verbenas were the principal subjects, and of

the Roses it is said that "a more magnificent display was
certainly never seen in York before." In the class for

16 distinct varieties of Roses in pots {the prizes for \^'hich

were offered by the Lord Mayor and the City Sheriff

along with other inhabitants of York), three out of thi

four marks of distinction were won by citizens of

York, Mr.
J.

Douglas being first and gaining the prize

of j^i5 ; Mr. G. Edward third with a £j prize, and
Mr. J. Buckle fourth with a £$ prize. Mr. Douglas
was also very successful in the other classes. Other suc-
cessful exhibitors of Roses were Messrs. Paul & Son,
Mr. J.

Cranston, Mr. C. J. Perry. Mr. T. Laxton, and
Mrs. Grimston. In the class for 24 cut Verbenas, a first-

rate lot, the successful exhibitors were Mr. Perry and
Mr. Dove. In the floral section were several bouquets

suitable for marriages or balls, and also groups of flowers

in vases and ornamental stands. They were arranged

in good taste, both as to shape and harmony and
combination of colour, so that they failed not to

please the most fastidious eye. The department for

fruits is always attractive at the Yorkshire Gala, and
never on any previous occasion was it more so than
this year. The Grapes, especially, were in prime condi-

tion, and the bunches exceedingly large. The Melons,

too. were quite up to the mark. Peaches and Nectarines

were very fine. There were some very good Strawberries

exhibited, and the Figs and Cherries were in prime

condition.

Garcfen Memoranda.
M. Linden's Establishment at Brussels.—

A

glance into the interior of a great manufactory often

enables us to gain in the course of an hour or two more
information on some particular product than could be
obtained from a daily visit to any number of retail

stores. In this manner, although the name of Linden
has become a household word among horticulturists

and botanists, although we have all heard of his

triumphs in the arena of competition, and many of us

have seen and admired the Armstrong guns and Whit-
worth rifles with which his victories have been gained,

none but those who have been privileged to inspect his

armoury can have any, save a very faint, notion of the

extent and variety of his resources. As may
be known to many of our readers, M. Linden
not long since became the possessor of the already

famous establishment of M. Ambroise Verschaffelt at

Ghent. Of this and other establishments in the

capital of Flora, as it has not inappropriately been
termed, we may speak more at lengtli on another

occasion ; our business now lies with the unassuming

establishment of M. Linden, at Brussels. We say un-

assuming, because nothing external leads the visitor to

surmise what may be found within, and if the visitor

were not duly advised beforehand, he might make the

circuit of the establishment, like the agonised husband,

pourtrayed by Dickens, and who, on adark night, walked
round and round the little lighthouse on Folkstone pier

in the vain endeavour to find the night bell

!

That the interior should present more the aspect of a

scientific than of a commercial establishment is what
we might expect, when we remember M. Linden's

personal botanical researches, during a period of

12 years in Mexico, the West Indies, Venezuela,

New Grenada, Peru, and Brazil. Horticulturists know
well enough the general results of these travels as regards

the introduction of living plants to our stoves and
greenhouses, and they have had ample opportunities

of judging what has been accomplished in this way by
the phalanx of celebrated collectors employed by M.
Linden, after his own return to Europe. That the

phalanx de5er\'es the epithet celebrated is shown by
the names of Funck, Schlini, Porte, Libon, Ghies-

breght, Triana, Galeotti, and last, not least, Wallis.

Most of these collectors have followed M. Linden's

own example, and enriched our herbaria with dried

specimens for which they have earned the lasting

gratitude of botanists. Those specimens will remain,

and retain their scientific value, when many of the

living plants have disappeared from cultivation, from

the caprices of fashion or other causes. Moreover, a

much larger number of dried specimens, illustrating a

greater variety of plants, can be sent home than is

possible in the case of living plants ; and so we hold a

collector who fails to send home carefully dried speci-

mens, leaves more than halfhis work undone.

By the means just alluded to M. Linden was enabled

to found, first at Luxembourg and afterwards at

Brussels, an establishment expressly for the purpose

of receiving his introductions of new and rare plants.

The stoves and greenhouses therefore, though well

adapted for the purpose for which they are intended,

have no pretensions to ornament, their adornment

naturally consists in their contents. They are filled

to overflowing with collections of plants, a large pro-

portion of them not yet in commerce, but cultivated

until they show their flowers, or acquire sufficient

"characters" for identification. The ordinary stock

of a horticulturist is not to be found here, that must be

sought in the Ghent establishment.

On entering the first house at the extremity of a

little lane going up from the Rue Wiertz, behind the

zoological garden of which M. Linden was for some

twelve years the director, we enter a veritable Palm

grove ; most of these plants are large, and were

brought by M. Linden himself. Here, it is said, the

finest specimen of Chamcerops stauracantha known in

Europe, 14 feet in height, with its stem covered with

adventitious roots,— if productions that grow upwards,

and are covered with spines, are really to be called roots.

Specimens of Latania, and Pandanus, Areca alba,

Seaforthiarobusta, Carludovica, &c., are mixed together

in the most picturesque order ; Tree Ferns, such as

Cibotium ininceps. from Mexico ;
Cyathea Beyrichiana,

Lophosoria magnifica, Cyathea microlepis, and enoi-
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mous masses of Angiopteris Brongniartii, and gigantea,

adorn this house with their noble foliage.

Opposite this building commences the principal

range of houses of the establishment. A small stove,

along the wall of the zoological garden, contains a rich

collection of various foliaged plants and new introduc-

tions. There gi'ow freely the following new plants,

some of them not yet known in the trade :—an Aristo-

lochia, with large leopard-spotted leaves, a new
Pitcairnea (?), Peperomia odoratissima, a new Carlu-

dovica {?), Xanthosoma Wallisii, leaves hastate,

with pure white zones along the ner\'es ; Iso

loma digitaliflora {Hort. Lind.), a charming Gesne-

rad with pink flowers spotted with green. This

has flowers about the size and very similar in form to

those of the Foxglove, but the lobes of the corolla are

bent backwards ; it is a beautiful novelty, as many
will have the opportunity of judging, as we learn it is

shortly to be figured in the "Illustration Horticole."

The following species are also new, but as they are

comprised in this year's catalogue of M. Linden, many
of them are already known to amateurs :—Cissus Lin-

deni, Centrosolenia bullata, AUoplectus vittatus, Cala^

thea illustris and roseo-picta, Anthurium hybridum and
trilobum, Cochliostema Jacobianum, Maranta Lindeni,

Cyanophyllum spectandrum, the valuable Dracaena
Guilfoylei, &c. Some strong specimens, very often the

original importations, enable the visitor to gain an
adequate idea of the beauty attained by the plants in

their native countries.

The succeeding house is devoted partly to herbaceous

and Tree Ferns, among which we found the Cibotium
regale, covered with its hairy golden ornament on the

rachides; a fine Cibotium spectabile, the stipes of which
are covered with white silvery hair ; the noble Cyathea
dealbata, Balantium Culcita, and others. The
remainder of the house is filled by an extensive collec-

tion of Araliaceae, especially of the genus Oreopanax,
and well adapted for ornamental purposes in the

conservatory. We noticed the Oreopanax palmatum,
Osyanum (quite distinct from the Aralia Osyana,
Veitch, and named before this last plant), O. platani-

folium, dealbatura, umbraculifemm, dactylifolium,

besides many other species not yet in the trade, as

O. laciniatum, auriculatum, denticulatum, furfura-

ceum, ts:c. In another house devoted mainly to

Palms and Tree Ferns, are fine specimens of

Angiopteris piniinosa, A. australis, Cyathea
funebris, Alsophila contaminans, Didymochla^na
sinuosa, Dicksonia chrysotricha, a new species from
the high mountains of Java ; a Cyathea (C. lugubris,

Hort. Lind.) from New Caledonia ; Alsophila paleolata.

Among the noticable Palms we noticed a fine Phcenix

from the Niger, Oreodoxa ventricosa, Brahea nitida,

B. calcarea, with palmate glaucous leaves, and which
is found in Mexico amid the Pines, and may therefore

prove hardy in the South of Europe ; Livistona Hoog-
endorpii, Cocos schizophylla, Martinezia Lindeniana,

densely clothed with spines ; Areca speciosa and
Verschaffeltii, Martinezia erosa, and a veiy elegant

Geonoma undata, 10 feet high, with a straight, yellow,

annulated stem, and a tuft of leaves like a Seaforthia ;

Cocos Bonnetii, C. elegantissima, a charming species
;

and a very fine plant of LeopoldJnia pulchra (Cocos

Weddelliana), showing a spathe of flowers ; Glaziova

elegant issima is likewise a most elegant feathery pinnate-

leaved Palm.
On entering the next house, devoted to the tropical

fruit trees and useful exotic plants, a powerful smell of

Tuberose is perceived, the product of a new species of

Posoqueria, now covered with splendid creamy-white
tuljular flowers. The plant will shortly be named,
and figured in the "Illustration Horticole." In the

same house is a numerous and important collection

of trees of economic or botanical interest, such as

Macha-rium firmum, Garcinia Mangostana, Crescentia

nigripes, bearing from the stem a long green fruit

;

Persea jitotolensis, Jambosa vulgaris, : the rare Ery-

throchiton hypophyllanlhus, lately figured in the

*'Botanical Magazine;" Galipea odoratissima, quantities

of Erythroxylon coca, many in flower, and well known
through all the equatorial parts of South America as a

stimulant, and which serves to stave off hunger ; the

new Citrosma Lindeni, the lemon-scented leaves of

which are used as tea ; Calophyllum Limoncillo ; Cupauia
undulata, the fruits of which are used as pepper ; the

beautiful Rudgea macrophylla ; the broad foliage of

Coccoloba regalis and Gustavia Leopoldi. The new
Ficus Wendlandi, with noble elliptic glaucous leaves

;

Icica nucifera, the young leaves of which are of a

beautiful pink colour, like the unexpanded foliage of

Brownea ; a species of Gomphia, with the habit of a

Weeping Willow, and young leaves of a colour similar

to that of the last-mentioned plant ; a species of Bruns-
felsia, with opposite trifid leaves, producing a stellate

or radiating arrangement of the foliage ; Myrtus melas-
tomoides, well named as being a true Myrtle, with the

foliage of a Melastomad ; Coccoloba pubescens, with
fine broad leaves ; two species of Cinnamomum from
Japan, C. pedunculatum variegatum, and C. sericeum,

both supposed to be hardy ; species of Persea and
Monodora ; the Pimento, or Allspice, Macropiper
excelsa, the berries of which furnish a substitute for

pepper, with the advantage that the plant may be culti-

vated in cold countries ; a small-fniited Pine-apple,

Ananas microcarpa ; Triplaris Lindeni, with fine foliage
;

Flacourtia Ramoutchi, Meliosma coccinea, Crescentia

regalis, a new wliite-leaved Cataleuca, Ficus Leopoldi,

as well as many noble Theophrastas, T. attenuata

macrophylla, imperialis, &c. , but, indeed, the house is

full of objects of importance and interest.

Still another house devoted to Palms, in this case

mostly young plants, among which we noticed elegant

fronds of Dictyocaryon Wallisii, Acanthophcenix

nobilis, Glaziova elegantissima, Calamus ciliaris, or

Daemonorops ciliaris, Areca Verschaffeltii, in quantity
;

Calamus asperrimus, Malortiea elegans, simplex, and
gracilis, Corypha Gebanga, Pinanga, and c??sia;

Geonoma Seemanni, Astrocaryum robustum, Ce-
roxylon niveum, Chamssrops stauracantha, Livis-

tona olivjeformis, a new Cocos from Yurimaguas,
Euterpe Zamuro, Iriartea Zamuro, Hyospathe chiri-

quensis, Phytelephas Yurimaguas, Corypha Mar-
tiana, Hyospathe antioquiensis, the chamiing Welfia

regia by thousands, Phytelephas Pceppigiana, Calyptro-

gyne elata, Martinezia Lindeni, Lepidocaryon gracilc,

Verschaffeltia splendida and melanochjetes, both noble

plants. This list may serve to give some idea of the

number of species in cultivation here, though the

numbers are few compared with those in the Ghent
nursery. A few Pandanads, noticeably P. reflexus, a

splendid specimen ; P. omatus, of beautiful habit,

leaves light green with thorns at the margin ; P.

Vandermerschii, a very elegant species, are placed here

together with numerous rare Bromeliads, such as

Vriesia Glaziouana, Distiacanthus scarlatinus, provided

with scarlet central leaves ; EnchoHrion Liboniana,

a noble species, belonging to the same family.

The greenhouse next to the large Palm stove is now
nearly empty, most of its inhabitants being placed in

the open air for the fine season. Here we noticed

numerous species of Vaccinium, from the higher

parts of the Cordilleras tjf Columbia, and among
them the lovely Ceratostema speciosum, lately de-

scribed and figured in the *' Illustration Horticole ;

"

several Psammisia, Thibaudia, among them T.

acuminata, introduced by M. Linden fifteen years ago.

The Gunnera manicata which wanted more space to

extend its enormous orbicular leaves ; the collection

of new Acers from Japan, purchased from Siebold,

Lomatia Bidwilli ; a new Sterculia, a laciniate-leaved

Carica from Chiriqui, are all good plants.

ToiTeya bogotensis, a glaucous-leaved conifer, is a

valuable addition to our collection of greenhouse coni-

fers. Orchids one expects to find in quantities here,

and the expectation is not disappointed. It is com-
puted that not less than 800 selected forms are here

cultivated, some in very large quantities. At the time

of our visit a lovely new Masdevallia, M. Lindeni, was
in bloom, with puce or crimson flowers ; the brown-
yellow Odontoglossum cristatum Dayanum ; the

brown flowered Oncidium serratum majus, the white-

flowered Maxillaria grandiflora ; Oncidium macran-
thum hastifenim, a magnificent plant when in full

bloom ; many varieties of Oncidium nubigenum, and
cucullatum ; the magnificent Epidendrum Friederici-

Gulielmi, with a panicle of purple flowers, the only

specimen now existing in Europe ; Oncidium miniatum,

Epidendrum Xylosteum, E. purum, with white flowers ;

E. Sophronitis ; Oncidium sarcodes, Mesospinidium
roseum, Helcia sanguinolenta, Oncidium leucochilum,

Trichocentrum tigrinum, Stenia pallida, Zygopetalum
Gautieri, whose chosen home is the stock of a Tree
Fern, &c.

A special feature of this collection is its richness in

species of Odontoglossum, a valuable genus as consist-

ing of temperate house plants. They, almost all of tliem,

come from the high parts of the Cordilleras, not

far from the snow line, and they do not require more
than a cool pit treatment during the winter months.

They have become, during the last few years, great

favourites with British Orchid growers. Such plants

as Odontoglossum Pescatorei, nccvium, coronarium,

Hallii, odoratum, leucopteinim, Alexandrce, triumphans,

ramosissimum, hastilabium, and a score of others, are

worthy of the best place in our houses, owing tliis

favour to their beauty and their easy cultivation.

Among them are about a dozen of supposed new species,

introduced by M. Linden.

The collection of Cattleyas is a splendid one, com-
prising fifty species and varieties, not including the new
plants from Choco, lately received. The HouUetias,
Anguloa and Acineta, were just coming into bloom

;

Warscewiczella discolor, Burlingtonia granatensis,

Polycycnis muscifera, Miltonia flavescens, the

strange and beautiful Gongora portentosa,

agnificent varieties of L^lia purpurata, the

gorgeous racemes of Aerides Fieldingii, Larpentae,

virens, crispum, purpureum, odoratum, assamicum,

afiine roseum, and their neighbours Saccolabium
guttatum splendens, Holfordii, retusum, form a fine

display. Vanda ccerulescens, Cathcarti, Denisoniana,

Cypripedium Stonei, Polycycnis bifida and barbata,

Huntleya albido-fulva, Selenipedium caudatum splen-

dens, several PhakTenopsids, among them P. Liidde-

manniana, Oncidiums (from Chirigua), Oncidium ampli-

atum, with its large panicles of yeUow-lipped flowers,

quite white outside, comprise a few among the flower-

ing plants of these houses at the time of our visit ; while
the health of the specimens, the root growth, and the

deep colour of the foliage leave nothing to be desired.

What M. Linden calls his private houses is a small

range, wherein are deposited the most important
plants of his new introductions, until a sufiicient

number are propagated and fit to be sent out. Among
these species, many of them still unnamed, we found

'

a beautiful Aristolochia, some ten or a dozen Passifloras,

a Centropogon (h:om Chiapas), Pilogyne (from Queens-
land), a new Cycad (Macrozamia cylindrica, from the
same country), Zephyranthes (?), some Dioscoreas,
perfect gems, having cordate velvety leaves, variegated
with the brightest colours, and destined, M. Linden
thinks, to rival the species of Anpectochilus, and certainly

much easier to cultivate ; Rapatea pandanoides, an
extraordinai7 plant, which made its first and only
appearance in public at the International of 1866, and
which has a broad leafy petiole flattened at right angles

to the direction of the blade ; Colocasias, numerous
Gesneracese, a new Gunnera with red petioles and peltate

leaves ; and a very interesting set of new Melasto-
macese, highly remarkable for the varied forms and
colour of their foliage. The majority of these plants

come from the high regions of the Cordillera, and
hence may be safely grown out-of-doors in the summer
time. These plants have a great future before them
as decorative plants for conservatories, or for bedding
out in the summer.
Space forbids us detailing the contents of the

remainder of the houses forming M. Linden's establish-

ment, and we can only add, that there is also a small
garden devoted to hardy plants, where are some valu-

able new trees and shi-ubs. A Philadelphus .Satzouma,

from Japan ; [new species of Weigela, Rosa rugosa,

Betula, Clethra, Actinidia, Xanthoxylon, Distiocaryum,

Crataegus, Rhus, and Hamamelis, the specific names of

which are not yet determined, are there growing and
flowering, and several of these species will be worthy
of a place in our arboreta and shrubberies.

The above notes may ser\'e to give some idea of this

collection, extraordinary for the vast number and
variety of plants which the energy, skill, and enter-

prise of M. Linden and his collectors have amassed.
The *' Illustration Horticole" is a publication devoted
to the illustration and description of some of the

novelties in this collection, and has been since the

beginning of the year under the direction of M. Andre.
Its plates do not come up to those in the ** Flore des
Serres" of M. Van Houtte, but that is no disparage-

ment, when the excellence of the latter is considered.

M. Andre will have no sinecure office in determining
the correct names to be applied to M. Linden's intro-

ductions, and in describing those that are new ; but let

us hope, for the sake of science, that he may be enabled

to fulfil this duty conscientiously, and so relieve us from
the incubus of those often misleading and always
objectionable provisional names.

Miscellaneous.
A GARDENKR"S W(.>ES.

I CRAVE permission, gentlemen.

My sorrows to relate.

That may be known to garden men
WHiat are my troubles great.

My garden is a bed of stone,

Its colour a pale buff;

In summer 'tis as dry as bone,

In winter cold enough.

My houses they have heat by flues.

My pits have none at all

:

Indeed it doth give me the "blues.'

For how the plants do crawl !

Of live stock, too. I've not a few,

Rats, mice, and sparrows too.

Hares, cats, and rabbits for a stev.',

—

The rest I leave to you.

Keen winds scorch'd up the evergreens,

The sun burnt up my lawn
;

The frost kill'd all my early greens,—
But " man was made to mourn."

Melons were attack'd by canker.

Geraniums by the spot
;

My Vines quite o'errun by spider,

My Primulas by rot.

Cucumbers, indeed, were beauties,

But pride received a fall

When nasty crawling aphides

Came and destroy'd them all.

They laughed at Pooley's Powder,

—

Which ended all in smoke,
At which they laugh'd the louder :

Oh, what annoying folk !

My beds of greens in turn engag'd
My very grave attention :

What matchless prowess was display'd

By hares 1 need not mention.

Desponding, I retum'd from thence.

But on the road I saw
The nimble mice ; to stay suspense,

My Peas were gone before.

O bitter trial! lumbago
Three weeks my back now tore :

Three full weeics I wish'd it may go,

—

It tried my temper sore.

And now I for myself do fear

Lest I may be ejected
;

My master he may think me dear,

And feel himself neglected.

Soda as Manure.—Ordinary washing soda—the

hydrated carbonate—has been rather extensively and

successfully employed as a manure by Mr. Toms,

a market gardener, of St. Ives, Cornwall. All manure,
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strictly speaking, should supply the plant directly with

the elements and connpounds necessary for its growth

and development, and supply to the soil all the sub-

stances removed from it by the cropping. But certain

other substances are used as manures which exert a

fertilising influence on certain soils, or for certain crops,

by effecting a chemical change with substances already

in the soil, and to this class of fertilisers soda undoubt-

edly belongs, as a substance used as a manure cannot

supply to a growing crop that which it does not itself

possess, unless it can develope it from the soil to which

it is applied. The substances may be in the soil, but

in such a state of chemical combination or mechanical

condition as to be of no comparative use to the plant,

and the action of soda is likely to change the chemical

compounds, and so render soluble that which was

before insoluble, or by double decomposition from new
chemical compounds, such as the plant requires, or in

such a state of aggregation that the plant can assimilate

them into its complex structure. Scientific Reinra.'.

Road Repairing. — "When roads are much cut

about by heavy cartage, the cheapest repair in the end

consists in breaking up the entire surface, so that the

whole body of the road may present one uniform body
of equal hardness, and the same degree of smoothness.

The worst of piecemeal repairs is, that the repaired por-

tion continues weaker than any other part of the road,

and being mostly on the wheel line it has to bear the

heaviest burden. Compulsory means, such as heavy
timbers and blocks of wood, are often used to compel

a more equal use of the whole roadway, but these

are inconsistent with the beauty and safety which
ought to distinguish private roads. Dry weather is

almost as trying to many roads as rain or frost

— they break up into dust, and their substance or

surface is carried away by the wind. Nothing pays

better than water for roads in dry weather ; it is

cheaper than gravel and equally useful ; it adds

immensely to the comfort of travelling, and acts as a

preservative of the road. If followed by the roller, the

effect upon the hardness, solidity, and smoothness of

roads is astonishing. As to the cleaning of roads

there is nothing so cheap and effective as putting their

surface in pickle once or twice a year. This may
either be done with a surface sprinkling of dry salt

durijig hot weather, or by a shower of hot brine from

Heming's salting machine. Either way the salt will kill

every living thing, and make the gravel sparkle like a

bright shingly beach. Well made roads, however,

need little cleaning. We have seen roads so hard and
smooth and dry, that scarcely a blade of grass could

lay hold of or find food for life on their surface.

Finally, all roads should be slightly curved, at the

rate of from ^ to i inch fall per foot, from the centre to

the sides. The edges, if of grass, should not be more
than I or li inch in depth, and these should be cut,

and all sediment removed from against the sides at

least once a year. The bottoms of the side drains

should be renewed at the same time. On very wet
land, and in out-of-the-way positions, roads are some-
times formed wholly above the natural surface ; thus the

expense of drainage is avoided, and considerable saving

of material efiected. Greater convexity may be given,

and the entire drainage of the road is pitched on to

the ground on either side of it. This, however, at

best is but a slovenly mode of road-making. Public

roads, again, are, as everybody knows, mostly drained

by open ditches of more or less depth on each side of

them. Many of these, however, might be kept in

repair at half the expense, were a deep drain run along
underneath them.

Detection of Logwood in Wine by Neutral
Acetate of Copper.—Lapeyrere has discovered

that the hematine contained in logwood yields a sky-blue

colour with salts of copper. Thus, if strips of good
filtering paper (Swedish being preferred) are placed in

an aqueous solution of neutral acetate of copper, and
then dried, they can be used for testing wine. When
a strip has been dipped into the wine and removed
again, the adhering drop must be made to run back-
wards and forwards over the paper, which is then
quickly but carefully dried. If the wine be free from
logwood, the colour exhibited after the strip is dried
will be grey, or rose-red gi-eyish ; but if logwood is

present, the tinge will be distinctly sky-blue. European
Mail.

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Greenhouse or stove climbing-plants, which are

planted out into borders, and have been permitted to

occupy a position in such structures, must, now that

they are entering on the full-flowering season, have
evei-y attention in the matter of training, so that all

the space allotted to them may be filled in such a

manner that the best possible effect may be produced.

Many kinds which produce pendulous flowers, such as

Passifioras, Tacsonias, and the like, will simply need
catching up and tying in their proper places. It is

with such upright blooming plants as Dipladcnias^

AUamandas of the grandiflora type, Combretums,
TecomaSy &c., that the greater amount of work
and taste is necessary to bring the more upright

spikes of bloom prominently into sight, without

the appearance of any unnatural restraint. Cut
away all the grosser young shoots which may be
forming, as well as those which are not likely to

produce flowers. Syringe them freely, and give copious

waterings to the roots of all those which are thriving

well. Achiviotcs which are now producing their

flowers, after having well filled their pots with
roots, will be much benefited if a little clear

manure water is applied to them. Both these and
Gloxinias will do well if placed in any cool greenhouse
or conservatory free from draughts, when their growth
is perfected and the flowers opened. Under some
circumstances the accelerating or retarding of the

growth and flowering period of certain stove plants

may be necessary, and where thi^ is the case it may be
advisable to give some of them a slight shift. This
should not be delayed one single day beyond what is

absolutely necessary, for the season is already advancing
apace. Give but small shifts, and be careful that the

compost used is as open and fibrous as possible,

according to the requirements of individual species,

and that perfect drainage also exists.

FORCING HOUSES.
Admit air to Pine plants more freely during mild,

warm days, after rainy weather, as the salubrity of the

atmosphere at such times is very invigorating to them.

Besides, now that the longest day has passed, it is

necessary to begin to prepare for the compai-atively

more ungenial period we have to anticipate. In a

word, we must endeavour, by gi-eater exposure,

to imbue the plants with hardiness, the better

to enable them to withstand such weather without

in any degree causing a check in their onward growth

Still afford a slight amount of shading when the sun

shines brightest about mid-day, and especially to those

which have been but recently potted. In fact all Pines

which have been just potted should be well shaded for

a fortnight or three weeks, and be kept in a closer

atmosphere, well charged with humidity. Attend w
to Peach and Nectarine trees^ in the matter of keeping a

good supply of moisture at the roots whilst the fruit

is swelling, and syringe all internal surfaces in these

stnictures most copiously twice a day. Do not afford

water too freely when the fruit commences to ripen ;

the drier the air is at such a period, and the less actual

moisture is afforded to the roots within reasonable limits,

so much the better will be the flavour of the fmit.

Every precaution should be taken against red spider at

this season, for they multiply rapidly. When ATelons

are actively swelling off their fruit they should,

before being pinched back, receive a pot or two of

wholesome manure water, and afterwards a good
soaking with clear tepid water, to wash the former

well down to their roots ; this will prove far more
beneficial than periodical moistenings of the surface,

which keeps the soil constantly in a stagnant unwhole-

some state, without proving so beneficial as it should

do. Of course the foliage will require the usual

damping over at shutting-up time for some days yet.

A little night air should now be given regidarly to

these, and also to Cucjunhcrs, whether grown in frames

or proper houses. The proper modus operandi is to

sprinkle them all over early in the afternoon, and to

close up the house or frame until about 6 or 7 p.m.,

when a little air should be afforded at the top of each

light as regards frames or pits, and at the tops of the

Cucumber-house proper.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Finish the early summer pruning and fastening in to

the wall of all Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries,

&c., at the earliest possible moment in instances where

any remains to be done. To save labour in nailing,

&c., it is customary to fix many of the young shoots of

the current season's growth by the aid of small thin

sticks about a foot in length. Those procured from

Privet hedges, or other similar places, are the best, as

they are not too thick and do not look unsightly in use.

In fastening the younger shoots to the wall with them,

one end is jnished crossways between the old wood and

the wall, so that when the young shoot is brought into its

place the other end is drawn and pushed behind another

older branch, and so the young shoot is firmly secured.

Many of the strongest young shoots upon Peach and

Nectarine trees should be cut right away, leaving only

those which are composed of small hard wood, and are

likely to be useful for fruiting in the ensuing season.

Upon Apricots summer growths will have again

pushed forth, and if these are not required for the pur-

pose of increasing the size of the tree, or to fill out any

vacancies amongst the main branches, they should be

carefully taken off. To let these grow now will be to

rob the tree of some portion of that support which the

tree will want for the proper development of its fruit.

It should be unnecessaiy to suggest that the final

thinning out of all fruits of this kind should have been

performed before this. In instances where these are

very late, however, no further delay should take place.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Carefully fasten all Dahlias to neat strong stakes

now that they begin to gi'ow fast. The mulching

which, a few weeks since, I suggested should be placed

around their base, will have been very beneficial to

them during the past very trying weather. It will be

necessary to repeat the root waterings at well regulated

intervals, as neglect in this wise is sure to tell against

them, unless a wet period ensue. Weak little shoots,

which emanate from the base of old Pansies, if taken
off at this season, and dibbled into rich soil in a shady
comer, will root readily, if kept moist for a time, and
form nice plants for early autumn transplanting. The
thunderstorm which visited here {South Herts) on the

1 6th, has proved very beneficial to Carnations, Pinks,

Sec, which did not show well this season. In all

instances where single dwindling plants alone exist,

it will be well to remove the flower - stalks

which have formed at the earliest possible moment,
that the young shoots forming may attain to greater

robustness. Many kinds of perennials, &c., which,

though grown early in the season, have not succeeded

in their growth, owing to the harsh and arid weather,

should again be sown. These comprise", amongst
others, such things as Szveet IVilliams, Walljlozvers,

Aquilegias, Hollyhocks, Antirrhinums—of which some
exceedingly dwarf large-flowered varieties are now
obtainable, and Pentstemons, &c.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
With the late shower some progress will have been

made in transplanting all kinds of "winter stuff." In

the more northern portions of the island I fear little if

any rain has fallen, and there cultivators must wait till

such favours visit them. It is quite useless to trans-

plant until a damp period anrives. The check will be
so gi-eat upon the plants, even with artificial root-

waterings, that it is better to wait awhile. As fast as

the first crop or two of Peas are cleared off the ground
let trenches be prepared to plant Celery in with all

possible despatch. Choose good stiff and moist

manure, to be dug in in good quantities, and walk
along the top of this when done, so as to make the

whole moderately firm before the plants are put in.

Of course they will need a thorough soaking of water
immediately they are planted if the weather is dry.

Further sowings of Spinach, Endive, Lettuce^ Turnips,

Radishes, &.C., should be made now; also a little

Caulifiowcr seed, which, with an open autumn, may
prove useful in November. VV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Pelargoniums that have done flowering indoors

should have the old flowering shoots cut down to the

new shoots that are appearing. The top soil should

be stirred, and a little fresh added, and placed out in

the garden, and kept well watered, when they will

again flower towards the end of the summer. The
Mignonette in bo.xes should have the seed-pods picked
off as fast as they appear, which will be the means
of prolonging its existence. The beds and borders
should be occasionally stirred with the Dutch hoe, and
levelled with the rake—this will keep down weeds,
ensure neatness, and likewise let the water into the soil

instead of running off. Cut off all flower-stems that

have done blooming, and remove damaged leaves.

Fern cases should be occasionally watered round the

shades, and shaded from the mid-day sun. Liliiwis^

and all other plants coming into flower will now be
much benefited by a good watering twice a week with
liquid manure, and there is not a more useful thing for

this purpose at this season than a tub sunk in the

ground, into which you can throw a few spades of cow-
dung, and fill it with water, and use it about twice a
week on any gi-owing plant. J. D.

STATE OF THE
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TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AXD FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, June 18, 1870.
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in EnRland
tor particulars apply to IO}L_ _ _

London. K C ; and Steam l''loui:h Works. Leed'
culars apply to JOIIN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

w I. D I L L I S T O N
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Notice to Florists.

TO BE LET, on Lease, or SOLD, a FREEHOLD
PLOT of GROUND, situated at Tolleniiam, suitable for

Garden or Building purposes. Apply for terms, &c..

D.
Wliltton Nursery, Hounslow.

FERGUSON offers tlie LEASK of the above {or
half as a partner), about 80 years of which is unexpired, II

consists of about 3 acres of Land and 13,000 feet of Glass Erections.
The residence and situation is first-rate, with Whitton Park on the
north side ; Richmond Hill, with the Star and Garter, on the East ; and
Epsom Downs in the distance on the south. This is an excellent
opportunity for two younj:; men with a little capitol ; or anyone wishing

wn h.

apply as aboi

blish their

• the s.
,

. . _, . „
Garden, or, as D. F. cfocs, Sell at Home- Forfurthcrparticulai

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

FOR SALE, with immediate possession, a first-class
NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, 15 miles S,W. of

London, about 10 Acres in extent, with good connection ; long Lease,
rich loamy soil, surrounded by good roads, plenty of water, and
adjommg a Railway Station. 'Ihc Stock consists of a good collection
of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, some Soft-wooded Plants, a Show House,
two Span-roofed ditto, Pits, Frames, and other appliances forcarrying
on a very lucrative trade A portion of the Purchase-money may

_._ approved security if required,
nd Cards to view, maybe obtainedFurther i:

tion to Mr. \V. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Aui
Goldworth Nurseries. Woking. Surrey.

,
Valui

Highly Important to Florists,
Desirous of carrj'ine on a successful Market Trade, in conjunction

with a good Local Jobbing Business.

TO BE LET, or the LEASE to be SOLD, with
possession, of the NORFOLK NURSERY, Shacklcwell, Middle-

sex, ten minutes' walk from Dalston Junction, comprising about
I a. T r 30 p., with the Erections thereon, viz. :—10 Greenhouses,
mostly of modern construction, ranges of Pits. Stabling, and other
Outbuildings, and every appliance to ensure a successful business.
The whole is held on a Lease from Lady-day, 1865, for a term of 21

H
,
Leyt.

OUSE TO BE LET, on the North Kent Line,
n Bridge, on Ihc high road from
TIAL FAMILY RESIDENCE,
~\- I..' . r ,, 1 ..ii.lr.n ArchitecL It

I' •- x... .,, ,-,„d surrounded
times renting the

!i,l, commanding.

Approach Carriagc-driviwo Kitchens, and the requisite
rnamcntal Portico, Terrace Stol
hrubs. Conifers, &c. Back Tie:
ajled in, laid out the same as front. The whole of the

Apply I

Brixton Hill, S.\
Nursery, S.W. ; (

HERRING AND CO., Moorgatc Street. EC.
. ; or to G. CLARK, Proprietor, Streatham Place
on the Premises, Mottingham Nursery, Kent.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Homdon-on-tlie-Hlll.

Valuable BUILDING and MARKET GARDEN GROUND,
"lining the Stanford-le-Kope Railway Station.—The desirable„„. . HIGH HOUSE, and

M ESSRS. BE.JiDEL will SELL by AUCTION, .-it

Mart, Tol<enhou8e Yard, London, on THURSD.1Y, July at
o'Cloclc precisely, the above valuable PROPERTY, in Pour

,11 comprise two very eligible Closes of Freehold Land,

I the high road, and

Vin
Land,

Gardei
of4a. ir- I4P Lot 4 11.

Jen Ground, w,th frontage
for building purposes, in llie o

May be viewed by permis

oad. and containing an area of 30a. 3T. 37P.
lie Freclinid Rcsidem.c, known as High House,'-"'

' ' III, i, I'.i.lilock, Stabling,
' '.Mil cnt, as yearly

I .'Ill Accommoda-
''' ' '

' iipation of Mr,

nl i,r IreeholtrOrdiard and
ri Street, admirably adapted
Mr. John Wright, as yearlycupalion of

I of the Te
s Gra,.', Inn,

, London, E.C.

Important Sale of Prize Shorthorns In Ireland.
lyr R.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION

n,,"" .'^".F''^'^.'^'^'. J""= r- =' Thomville, near Wexford, thi
small but highly distinguished HERD of SHORTHORN CATTLE
belonging to Joseph Meadows, Esq, The success that has attended
the spcndid animals exhibited by Mr. Meadows at the Royal English
and Yorkshire Shows, the .Meetings of the Highland Society of
.Scotland, and of the Roval Irish and Dublin Societies as well as the
Enniscorthy and Wexford Shows, has been remarkably brilliant- andamong the animals for sale (which will comprise the entire Herd
except one Yearling Bull and the Calves of ttis year), will be foundmany Prize Winners closely related to the two celebrated Bulls Bolivar
(3i.6«), and Charlie (!5,745l. The young Stock arc chieHv by, and
""" ' ""* and Heifers mostly in calf to, Mr, Carr's pure Booth Bull

eof the Re.
lalogi

Pri

15, LangTia

PR ELI M I ^

2,6!7l, :ludci

JOHN THORNTON,

AR\-
I.MPiiKI '

I'ERY

Scaleby Caatle, near Carlisle.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on WEDNESDAY, September 21, at Scaleby Castle, near

C.irlisle, a valuable selection of pure-bred SHORTHORN CATTLE,
from the first-class herd belonging to lames Fawcett, Esq.

lurther particulars will shortly be given.

Nunwlck Hall, near Penrltli.

MR. JOHN THORN TON will SELL by AUCTION,
.in FRID.VY, September 23 (the day after the Penrith Show),

S,^„-?"'!: ', "=," Peirith, the entire herd of first-class SHORT.HORNS, belonging to Charles R. Saunders, Esq.
". be given in future Advertisements, and

im Place.—June n, 1870.

John Glutton, Est)., 5, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry F'arquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Heriies, Farqubar & Co.), 16, St.

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., I, King's Bench Walk, Temple, EC.
Granville R. Rytler, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H, Somerset, Esq, , Q.C. , 6, Park Street, ^Vestminster, S W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charks'Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Coed-y-Macn,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
F'arm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses arc liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. I, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate. Westminster, S.W.

John C. Cobbold, Esq.

I

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermere.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
rWilliamTite,M.P

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN,the Secretary, at

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S. W.

PRIZES offered amount to ONE -THOUSAlvID FIVE
HUNDRED and SIXTY POUNDS and upwards ENTRIES

'orms of Entry, &c., may be had on
STEPHEN UPTON, Secretary.

Cljcligriailtaralda^ctte.
SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1S70.

Messr.s. Vii.morin-Andrieux & Co., of

Paris, have published a circular, in which they

call the attention of French agriculturists to the
remaining possibilities of this dry season as to its

yield of cattle food. They enumerate several

crops which, sown now, may still be able in the

course of the year, if not of themselves to give a
full return, at any rate to assist a most useful

economy of the small produce, which is

undoubtedly all that natural and artificial grass
will this year yield. Some of the plants they
name may.bc serviceable to English farmers ; and
among them are various species of Maize,
Millet, Sorghum, Canary-grass, and Buckwheat,
in addition to Vetches, various Cabbages, Rape,
white Mustard, &c. They also suggest various
mixtures of seeds of these crops, calculated, when
cut green, to furnish very useful autumn fodder.

Among them are mixtures (somewhat whimsical
to English ideas) of Peas, Vetches, white

Mustard, Millet, and Spurry— or Buckwheat,
Maize, Peas, and Canary-grass. We have
very little experience here of Maize, but

the occasional occurrence of excessively hot

summers like the present suggests the advantage
of having seed-beds ready of these and other

crops to which our climate is only rarely

adapted, so that use may be made of an excep-

tional season ; or at any rate, so that means
may be at hand to meet the difficulties which
such seasons bring with them.
The collection of evidence as to how to

meet a drought which appeared last year in the

Journal of the English Agricultural Society

—

descriptive of what was actually done during
the drought of 1 868—may probably be referred

to now with as much chance of serviceablcness to

English farmers as can be expected from any
account of French agricultural necessities and
possibilites. Among the witnesses whose expe-
rience was then collated, were Mr. Charles
Howard, of Biddenham, Mr. Randell, of

Evesham, and Mr. FIenry Hudson, of Per-

shore, all well-known and trustworthy men.
Much of what they did in the autumn of 1S68
may well be done two months earlier in pros-

pect of the hot, dry summer of 1870, which has
already spoiled our hay crop, and may yet spoil

our Turnip fields.

Mr. Howard says that immediately after

early harvest he sowed 20 acres with Essex
dwarf Rape ; also 13 or 14 with Italian Rye-grass
and Rape mixed. Both the Rape and the stubble
Turnips proved most servicable. Excellent crops
of Mustard after Peas proved useful for sheep.
Cabbages were planted out, and would be fit for

use in the following May. Eight acres of Cab-
bages, which he had that summer, were most

serviceable—sheep, pigs, and Shorthorns, were
all glad of them. "As a rule," Mr. Howard
says, " farmers do not cultivate this plant so
much as they should ; it can be managed to
come in all the year round, at any time the
farmer requires the most keep : in my case I

have to provide for the summer months. Nothing
grows more keep ; it is beautiful food ; and above
all, I know of no plant that can be cultivated

more cheaply according to its weight, if only
set about in the right way."

The Cabbage crop is specially a great re-

source on the sliffer class of soils ; witness both
Mr. Henry Hudson's experience and that of
Mr. Randell, which are recorded at length in

the article referred to.

So much for ordinary English agricultural

experience. Probably the best thing that can be
done by any farmer now, to obtain an early help
in autumn, when, in all probability his cattle and
sheep will be hard up, is to prepare a field as
well as possible by thorough tillage and liberal

manuring, against the first soaking rain ; and
meanwhile get a large seed-bed ready of the
quickest growing Cabbage known to London
market gardeners. If these are picked out a
foot apart, on land well fitted for them, an
immense growth of cattle food will come as
quickly as anything we can name after the first

heavy rains.

In case, however, any of our readers should
desire to try the Maize crop for green growth,
notwithstanding the late seed-time—hoping that

this hot weather may characterise the whole of
the ensuing three months—we publish the follow-

ing notes on Maize growing by Mr. FoRSVTH, of
Salford, who sends them to us as the result of
personal experience. Although it is already a
month past the seed-time proper for an attempt
to ripen this crop in this country, it may still be
possible to obtain a great bulk of useful green
stuff for autumn forage by means of it.

"About four plants to the square yard will

give a fair crop, and as the plant grows
rapidly and feeds voraciously, deep culture and
heavy dressings of manure arc of the greatest

importance. Thick sowing is ruinous, producing
unnatural stalk, long and lean, whereas the signs

of health are short chubby stems with great
breadth of blade, and that of a deep green hue.
The seed should be dibbled singly by hand,
rather less than i inch deep, in rows 27 inches
from row to row, and 12 inches from plant to

plant in the row. Even if forwarding Maize
plants in pots were practicable for farmers, it

would not be desirable, as the plant does not
bear transplanting with profit. I believe that,

properly cultivated, it will in hot seasons be a
useful agricultural crop, even in England."

" The milk from Turnips, Mangel, and Sainfoin,

where these are given ad lib. to cows, is far

from sweet, but the Indian Corn has never had a
blot on its fair fame, and it will yet be grown in

garden and on farm for both man and beast."

Mr. Forsyth's remarks, added to the recom-
mendation of Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co., may perhaps induce some of our readers to

make an attempt at growing Maize for autumn
forage this autumn. For ourselves we should
rather trust the Cabbage tribe.

In an estimate of this year's crops, which Mr.
Mechi contributed to last Thursday's Times, he
says ;

—
" This is a more unfavourable season for

light land farmers than even 1868, and must
cause serious losses unless we should be favoured
with heavy rain shortly." He is probably right

;

nevertheless we were on Tuesday over a light

land farm, which is giving promise of a capital

harvest, in Wheat, Barley, Oats, and even
winter Beans. All the early-sown Swedes are
showing a capital plant. Mangel Wurzel is very
promising, and even the Clover swathe is fair.

The excellence of the corn crops is owing to the
spring dressing which they receive of nitrate of
soda. That is not mere opinion. Across every
field a blank ridge has been left, which, having
received no dressing, has depended only on the
ordinary condition of the land, and of the season.
The contrast thus presented in each field is most
obvious and instructive. Even in this dry season
all the Wheat and Barley and Oat fields show a
difference between the nitrated and undressed
parts of the field of probably many bushels per

acre. It is impossible to doubt that a lesson of

this kind must tell upon the whole neighbour-

hood. fNo one can escape the proof which is

thus aliorded of the profitableness of liberal

management even in a drought like that of 1S70.
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And it may interest our correspondents,
" G. A. H.'' and Mr. Smith, of Woolston, to

know that this lesson is being given in the midst

of a large estate which is wholly let on lease

—

whose landlord, indeed, would not let his land in

any other way. The whole of this estate, more-
over, is left to the tenants to farm it how they

choose, up to within four years of the end of the

term. The only security for the fertility of the

property is, in fact, the self-interest of the tenant.

And its present condition is sufficient proof

that the security in question is great enough for

its purpose. Leases for 21 years, with liberal

covenants, and provision made towards its close

for a retaking on mutually favourable terms,

—

these, combined with care in choice of tenants,

are all the security which the landlord

needs for ensuring the maintenance of

his own influence, the prosperity of his tenantry,

the fertility of his land, and the welfare of the

labouring population. It seems to us, in the

light of such an example as this, that Mr. Smith,
of Woolston, is not far wrong when he declares

that the only conditions landlords need impose
upon their tenantry are, " Pay your rent, and keep
your land clean." With Rothamsted experience

to sanction such a maxim, and imperturbable
good humour to help him in the contest, we do
not think he need be daunted even by the

slashing onset of such a fighting man as
" G. A. H."

In Monday's Com Market the prices of the

previous week were not exceeded, and on Wednesday
no change took place. In the Metropolitan Cattle

Market trade was dull both on Monday and Thursday,
the supply exceeding the demand.

The programme of the great annual meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society at Oxford is already

issued. The class of implements entered for competition

this year include steam-engines and various farm imple-

ments. The trial of these machines will take place before

the Society's judges in the week July 11— 16. On
Monday, the iSth, the entire showyard will be open
from 8 in the morning, at which hour the judges
will commence inspecting the live stock, and making
their awards. On Tuesday, the 19th, general meeting
of the members in the sho^vyard will take place at

2 o'clock. The yard will remain open until Friday
evening. Members of the Society are admitted free.

The public are admitted daily up till Monday evening,

July 18, on payment of 5J-. each. On Tuesday and
Wednesday the charge will be 2s. 6if., and on Thurs-
day and Friday is. each. The exhibition of cattle in

the rings will take place at 10, and of the horses at

12 noon, each day after Monday. The following are

this year the principal officers of the Society :

—

Pre-
sident : His Gr-ice the Duke of Devonshire, K.G.
Ste^oards of Depaf-tmcnts—lAxe stock : Mr. Davies,

Mr. Jacob Wilson, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart. Im-
plements : Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart. ; Major
Wilson, Mr. C. Wren Hoskyns, M.R ; Mr. W^ J.
Edmonds (Steward elect). Finance and Showyard
Receipts : Major-General Viscount Bridport, Colonel
Kingscote, M. P. ; Mr. Davies, Mr. Randell, Mr.
Torr. Forage : Mr. J. Dnice, General Arrangement
of Show : Mr. Brandreth Gibbs.

The reaping-machine trials organised by the

Societe des Agriculteurs de France, under the presi-

dency of his Excellency M. Drouvn de Lhuys, will

be carried out as follows :— First series of competitive
trials, July 5 and 6, at the farm of M. Decanville,
Petit Bourg (Seine-et-Oise), near Paris. Second series

competitive trials, July 25, at Chamant, near Senlis

(Oise). A istprizeof looof. is offered by the Societe des
Agriculteurs de France, and two prizes of 50of offered

respectively by the Agricultural Societies of Seine-
et-Oise and Senlis are also at the disposal of the jury.

The jury will consist of eight members, of whom seven
will be chosen from a list of 15 names by the exhi-

bitors themselves, and one English member, whom the
Royal Agricultural Society of England will be respec
fully requested to nominate. Intending exhibitors

will receive a certificate of admission upon sending a
written entry to the Society des Agriculteurs de France,

43, Rue du Bac, Paris, before July i, 1S70.

• The Norfolk Agricultural Society is holding
its annual meeting and show at Harleston as we are
going to press. In the cattle classes Shorthoins and
Devons are in strong force. In sheep, Southdowns
are well represented. The Prince of Wales is

among the exhibitors. There is also a large show of
cart-horses, hunters, and hackneys.

Mr. J. J. Mechi, writing to the Times on
harvest prospects, calls attention to the fact that the
drought is affecting injuriously much the greater
portion of the occupied land of the country. " In the
United Kingdom, with an area of 45,000,000 available

acres, we gi'ow only 3,700,000 acres of Wheat. My
experience teaches me that we might gi"0w much more
Wheat with advantage, and abolish much poor and
unprofitable pasture."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The herd from whence sprung Bolivar, the famous
Leicester prize bull of 186S, may fairly be called ''cele-

brated," and an inspection of the interesting catalogue,

just issued by Mr. Thornton, shows clearly that its

reputation does not depend upon the fame of any one
animal. Our readers will hardly need reminding that

the herd thus alluded to is the one which for the last

12 years has been carefully bred by Mr. Meadows, of

Thomville, County Wexford. Mr. Meadows has

resolved to make a sale, and we have pleasure in draw-
ing attention to what he has to offer to the Shorthorn-
loving public. The interest of this catalogue is enhanced
by the introduction of notes upon the past history of each
animal. Thirty lots,27 ofwhich are females, \vill be sold.

First on the list stands Chanisette^ by Famous, the

grandmother of Chaiitnontel, winner of the 1st prize at

Dublin in the heifer class this spring. This grand old

cow, now above 12 years old, is the mother of

Camisole^ Ca7iczou, and Chanso7iette^ all celebrated

prizetakers. Fanny "jthy by Satan (16,910), is the

oldest representative of several excellent cows and
heifers of the same name, among which we may name
Fanny 9///, by Fugleman (a King's Fort bred bull),

which as a calf distinguished herself as the best animal
in the yard at the Wexford meeting, 1862. Lots 4 to

S include five cows, all first-class prizetakers, by
Fugleman. Lot 9, C/iajisonette, by First Fiddle,
is a daughter of lot I and mother of Chaumo7iteiy above
referred to. Next upon the list is Bloom, by First
Fiddle (19,749), and from Blossom ^th^ by Duke of
Bedford, and therefore full sister to Bolivar.
The remainder of the catalogue fully bears Mr. Thornton
out in speaking of "the small but distinguished herd"
at Thomville. In conclusion we may say that this

stock comprises the representatives of six noted tribes,

as follows :—Four heifers and a bull, descended from
Chemisette, by Famous (12,857) ; ten members of the

Fanny tribe ; three Primroses, descendants of Prim'
rose by Abraham Parker (9S56) ; Chintz, by
Fugleman, and her two daughters ; Amelia (of

Chilton origin), by Fugleman, and her daughter
Adelaide, by VICTOR (25,371) ; and three of the

Blossom tribe, from whence sprung Bolivar. Such
good foundations have been improved by carefully

selected bulls, such as Prince of the Realm, a sire

worthy of his grandmother ^(W«('/, by Buckingham
(3239), and his g.grand-dam Bliss, by LEONARD. Other
sires recently employed have already been incidentally

mentioned. The Thomville sale is advertised for the

30th inst.

There was a capital show of Shorthorns at the

meeting of the Essex Agricultural Society last week at

Chelmsford, of which the following statement is abridged

from the Chelmsford Chronicle:—
"The quality of the pure-bred Shorthorns was very high

throughout, and the class included four or five animals of

extraordinary merit. The premium offered by the Society

for the best bull was awarded to Monk, a red and white
bull of fine shape and quality, belonging to Mr. James
Upson, of Rivenhall ; the 2d prize was given to Whippkr-
IN, and owned by Lieut. -Colonel Brise, M.P. For the

prize of _^2o for the best bull of any age, open to all

England, there was a strong competiiion, no fewer than

17 animals being submitted for the judges' approv.al.

The competition was not merely strong in number, but in

point of merit, as well—so much so that seven cards of

high commendation were awarded, in addition to the

prize. In this class, as in the last, Mr. Upson's bull

Monk carried off the honours. The yearling bulls con-

testing for premium 43 were not over good altogether, but

there was among them one remarkably fine animal—viz..

Lord Braybrooke's Haydon Duke, qn whom the ist

prize was bestowed. This bull is of a rich roan colour,

has splendid flesh, beautiful hair, and all the qualifications

of a hrst-mte stock-getter. The judges spoke of him as

the animal of the show, and there is no doubt that if he
had been entered for the open prize he would have beaten

Mr. Upson's bull Monk, which is saying a good deal for

him. The Society's 2d prize in the yearling bull class was
bestowed on a useful animal named Old S.\m, belonging
to Mr. R. H. Crabb, of Baddow Place. The prize of

£1$ offered by Lord Braybrooke for the best yearling bull,

competition open to all England, was won by his lordship's

own bull, Haydon Duke, against an array of opponents
whom it was a mark of distinction to beat. A fair class

of bull calves were exhibited, premier honours going
to Mr. James Christy, jun., of Boynton Hall. In the

next class—an assembly of 10 excellent cows—the same
gentleman was again the successful exhibitor, second
honours being bestowed upon Mr. John Clayden, of

Littlebury, and three others being highly commended.
The 2-year-old heifers were a lot of useful animals.

.Among the yearling heifers brought together to do battle

for premium 48 we encountered another remarkably fine

specimen of the Shorthorn breed in Knightly 2d, a roan

heifer by 3D DuKE of Geneva, the same sire as Lord
Braybrooke's excellent yearUng bull {Haydon Duke),
dam De^vdrop ; and the property of Mr. D. Mcintosh, of

Havering Park, Romford. To this animal the blue

rosette was desenedly awarded, the 2d prize going to

French Aster, belonging to Mr. James Christy, jun. In

the next class of heifers, not over twelve and not under
six months old, another representative of the 3D DUKE OF
Geneva, the property of Mr. Mcintosh, was the winner
of the ist prize ; the 2d was given to Mr. C. Barnard, of

Harlow Bury, for ThorndaWs Sugar Plum. The open
prize of ^20 for the best bull, cow, and calf, only brought
two exhibitors into the field—Mr. G. Kersey Cooper, of

Bowbeck House, near Ixworth, and Mr. John Clayden.

The prize fell to the first-named gentlemen for a trio,

headed by the celebrated bull Hogarth 2D—Mr.
Clayden, who showed a veiy creditable lot, receiving high
commendation. Premium 51 was taken by a very good
red and white bull, and a couple of equally nice yearling
heifers, belonging to Lady Pigot, of Branches Park.
These were closely run by a similar lot, e.\hibited by
Messrs. Thomas Game & Son, of Broadmoor. The
half-bred cattle were a very miscellaneous collection,

including one or two useful animals. The Aldemey,
Jersey, or Guernsey cattle formed a pretty feature of the
show, and the shed under which they stood was a good
deal visited by the people on both days.

The following interesting reminiscences of a
bygone time were communicated by Mr. James Faw-
cett to the late Mr. Dixon, and appear as a note in

the last work of that untiring chronicler of rural affairs :

I have endeavoured to recall from the depths of

memory some of the bygone days spent with my old

friend and tutor Mr. Bates, of Kirklevington. Having
studied at the Edinburgh University, he was well up
n the chemical and scientific part of his business, and
far beyond his neighbours in that respect. The chief

enjoyment, however, of his life w'as in his cow pas-

tures, which were generally visited once or twice a
tlay, and the history and points of each animal made
known to any visitor as it came up to have its head
rubbed. I well remember the interest and pains he
took to initiate me into the mysteries of * handling.*

What he termed quality he considered the most
essential point in cattle, and under this designation

he included aptitude to fatten, early maturity, sym-
metry, firmness of bone, and, above all, the covering

of the frame evenly with flesh of a delicate fibre, and
well intermixed with fat. In those days he had very

few pure Duchesses and Kettons, but a number of beau-

tiful cows by Ketton and Ketton 2D, from choice

Argyleshire heifers, which he had selected with the

view of rearing an original herd like Charles Colling,

whose success he attributed to the judicious blending

of that blood, obtained through Gr.\ndson of Boling-
BROKE, with the best Shorthorns of the day. From
some cause or other, he lost the Argyleshire tribes after

leaving Northumberland, and steadily cultivated the

Duchesses, and one or two other tribes, among the

best of which were Red Rose and Fairy, two splendid

cows, from Mr. Hustler. From the former he bred

2D Hubback, by the Earl, which he considered the

best bull he ever had, and destined to become
quite a regenerator of Shorthorns. He was a
light red bull, with a lemon nmzzle, and as

perfect in his points as could be desired, at the

same time evenly covered with flesh of the best pos-

sible quality. Mr. Bates considered Mr. Charles

Colling to have been the most thorough judge of cattle

of his day, and, in fact, the originator of the improved
Shorthorn, having imbibed this knowledge from Mr.
Bakewell, of Dishley, with whom he lived some time

in statu pupHlari, lie thought that his brother Robert's

fame as a breeder was entirely due to the superior

judgment of Charles, whose bull Favourite was the

undoubted fountain-head of pedigrees, and the source

of their distinction, being the sire of Comet, Ketton,
&c., as well as of the famous old cows Princess and
Duchess. Mr. Bates used to describe Favoi'RITE as a

very rich roan, robust and massive animal, with a very

fine, long, and downy coat, and superb handling,

but by no means so ' pointy ' a bull as his

son Comet, although a much better sire. He
thought him so much better than the other, that he did

not scruple to breed in-and-in with him several times,

and with success. He was an advocate for that mode
of breeding, and at last preferred it to having recourse

to impure blood, as there was apparently {in that day
at least) no bad result from it in his cattle, which were
distinguished by their vigour and healthy appearance.

To dairy properties, too often overlooked, he paid great

attention, and very few of his cows were deficient in

this respect."

Mr. Torr has sold to Mr. Brassy, M.P., Preston

Hall, Kent, by the advice of an experienced and
practical breeder, the following 15 animals from the

Aylesby herd. They are remarkably good heifers, and

are from one of the best large herds in the country.

We are not at liberty to name the prices, which are

high :—

Waterloo PluTne, red and white, calved July 30, 1866 ;

got by Prince of Warlaby (15,107), dam Waterloo
Princess hy BRITISH Prince (14,197).

War Parade, roan, calved May 26, i86g
;

got by
Cherry Prince (23,555), dam War Dance by Fitz-

Clarence (14.552).

Welcome Lass, roan, calved May 17, 1865 ; got by
Breastplate (19,337). dam Welcome Princess by
British Prince (14,197).

A roan heifer, calved October 30, 1869 ; got by Blink-
HOOLIE (23,428), dam Welcome Lass by Breastplate

{19.337)-

A red and white heifer, calved January 18, 1869: got

by Breastplate (19,337). dam Weal Blossom by Fnz-
Clarence (14,552).

A roan heifer, calved October i2,"i869 ;
got by Breast-

plate (19,337), dam Waterloo Plume by Prince of
Warlaby (15,107).

Welcome Dawn, roan, calved July 2, 1868 ; got by
Cherry Prince (23.555), dam Welcome Dane by
Breastplate (19,337).

Wave Ripple, roan, calved March 16, 1866 ;
got by
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KiLLERBY Monk (20,053), dam IVin't Princess by

British Prince (14,197).

Wave Rist. red and white, calved May 31. 1869 ; got

by Blinkhoolie (23,428), dam Wave Ripple by

KiLLEKBY Monk (20,053).

Warrior's Crest, red and white, calved April 24. 1S69
;

got by Blinkhoolie (23,428), dam Warriors Plumchy
Breastplate (19,337).
Wave Elf, roan, calved October 28, 1868, got by

Cherry Prince (23,555), dam IK<j»6-A'<i/Wby Breast-

plate (19,377).
Bri-rlil Hah, roan, calved July lo, 1868, got by Breast-

plate (r9,337) ; dam Bright Dew by British Prince

(14,197).
Bright Diadem, red, calved August 25, 1868 ; got by

Mountain Chief (20,383), dam Bright Queen by FiTZ-

Clarence (14,552).
Bright Ringlet, red, calved July 14. 1869, got by

Ringleader (15,164), dam Brtght Queen by FiTZ-

Clarence (14,552).

Bright Cherry, roan, calved December 19, 1868. got by

Cherry Prince (23,555), dam Bright Spangle by

Prince of VVarlaby (i5,"io7).

POULTRY.

Mr. Teget.meier draws attention to a new plan of

classifying fowls according to their various qualities and

characters, published in the "American Agriculturist"

of June, 1S70. As the proposed classification is not

thoroughly adapted to English requirements, Mr.

Tegetmeier has presented an arrangement of his own
more in accordance with the experience of this country.

A. Prolificacy.—Non-sitters: Hamburghs, Leghorns,

Spanish, Houdans, Crivecceurs, and Polish. Sitters

:

Brahmas, Cochins, Dorkings (for winter layers, Brahma
and Cochin pullets superior to a)l others).

B. Value for Table.—First-rate table /owls for
market : Dorkings, La Fliche, Houdan, Crevecoeurs.

For home use : Cross-bred Dorkings and Brahmas, cross-

bred Cr^vecosurs and Brahmas, Brahmas, Cochins.

C. Hardihood.—Hardy: Brahmas, Cochins, Hou-
dans, Leghorns. Hardy, if -with unlimited range :

Spangled Hamburghs, game Crevecoeurs. Delicate

:

La Fliche, Dorkings, Polish, Sultans.

D. Size of Egg.—Layers of large-sized eggs : Creve-

coeurs, Spanish, Houdans, La Fl^che. Layers ofmedium-
sized eggs : Leghorns, Cochins, Brahmas, Dorkings,

Polish, game. Layers of small eggs : Hamburghs,
Bantams.

E. Size of Birds.—Large : Brahmas, Cochins, Dork-
ings, La Fl^che, Malays, Crevecoeurs. Medium : Spanish,

Leghorns. Polish, game. Small : Hamburghs, Sultans,

silkies. Diminutive ; Bantams.
F. Activity.—Active fowls : Hamburghs, game,

game Bantams. Less vivacious : Spanish, Leghorns,
Dorkings, &c. Very domestic and quiet : Brahmas,
Cochins.

G. Incubation.—Good Sitters : Brahmas, Cochins,

Dorkings, game, farmyard fowls. Bantams, silk fowls.

Non-sitters : Hamburghs, Spanish, Leghorns, Polish,

French breeds.

A SUBURBAN FARM.
[We give the following extract on this subject for the benefit of
our correspondents, from the Prize Essay by Mr. J. Bligh
Monck, which appeared some years ago in the Journal of the
English Agricultural Society.]

Many persons who are led by the social and other

advantages of town life to give it the preference,

nevertheless acknowledge the superior beauty, healthi-

ness, and other attractions of the country. The bright

com fields, the orderly array of luxuriant "bracts," the

cheery faces of the rural population, the readiness with

which a bountiful Nature perfects the work of the

husbandman, hold out to them a very tempting
prospect. But what if the enjoyments of either way of
life can be combined by the occupation of a farm close

to a town ! What position can be so desirable, pre-

senting such ready opportunities for selling on the spot

the more bulky and perishable articles of your produc-

tion, and again of procuring close at hand the refuse

which your customers are an.\ious to be rid of?

As I find many practical farmers hold this opinion,

and the generous offer of a prize for the best description

of suburban farming almost implies that some special

management is essential to success near towns, I venture
to offer the result of twenty-five years' experience on a
gravelly soil liable to burn, in the immediate vicinity of

a borough of upwards of 20,000 inhabitants. I shall

have to consider the advantages attendant on such a

situation with its accompanying drawbacks, that I may
assist owners and occupiers of land under the like

circumstances, in turning the one to the best account,
and in making light of the other.

Nearly thirty years ago I was forcibly impressed with
the fact, that land let to a fanner on one side of a

boundary hedge fetched about 30.?. per annum, and
the adjoining land, in precisely the same circumstances,

was taken by a market gardener at £^ ; while the

latter was making money, the farmer coflld barely get

a living. I therefore determined to try for myself
whether, without losing my position and independence
as a farmer, I could not realise some advantage from
having a large body of consumers in my immediate
neighbourhood, and, luckily, began with a few acres at

first to learn my lesson and put my ideas to the test of

practice. My first efforts were, as is usual with young
beginners, unsuccessful. I endeavoured to grow
vegetables for sale, supplied straw to butchers and
horse-keepers, receiving dung in return ; but I soon
discovered, what I now find to be a general rule in all

trades, that the retail dealer—/>., the middle-man,

between the producer and the consumer—reaps all the

profit. I grew some excellent crops of vegetables, but
could not sell them unless I went about myself with a

hand-barrow. For Cabbages—sold in the shops at id.

a head, or Turnips realising zd. a bunch, which at this

rate would have realised ^20 per acre—I was offered

id. or 4//. per dozen by the greengrocer. This, with
the trouble of weeding out all the inferior ones, and the

drawback of cleaning and delivering in small lots, and
waiting for the money, at last produced a worse return

than I could obtain by feeding cows. Early Peas gave
the same result. A fine crop, which at the green-

gi'ocer's price of \s. per dish would have made ^40 or
2*50 per acre, only brought me many shillings less than
1 made eventually by selling the produce as seed.

This was my first disappointment. I now find that I

can sell a fair quantity of Potatos during the winter,

and now and then a few tons of Mangel Wurzels or

Carrots in the spring, at very remunerating prices ; but
as soon as there is any general demand for these, the

farmers at a distance glut the market, and reduce the

price to little over the feeding value.

My next disappointment was my dungheap.
Though I got from the straw some hard cash besides

the manure, this barely covered the expense of getting

it out of the pit (always up a narrow courtyard) and
loading. And after all it was not spit-dung ; some
was only dirty straw, and had to be used again under
my own cattle ; some was so heated and fire-fanged

that it was not fit for the heap—all had to be turned

over once or twice before it was fit to plough in ; so

that it cost me full 5^-. a cartload by the time I had
spread it ; and I found I could make my own straw

into dung at that price. I now sell all the straw I can

spare at from 50J-. to (>os. the ton, and buy good spit-

dung, fit for use, as I want it—that is to say, when I

have leisure to fetch it, and land ready to receive it.

Having bought thus much of experience, I took in

hand the rest of the farm, consisting of lOO acres of

arable, and rather more of meadow land, from which
I have succeeded in reaping a considerable increase, if

not the full amount of my hopes, in rent and profit.

Two objects have been kept constantly in view—to

increase the quantity and quality of the dung ; and, as

a consequence, to grow the utmost amount of saleable

produce. I now keep a herd of above thirty cows, or

about twenty-five in full milk all the year round.

These are soiled in the house, except from Midsummer
to Michaelmas, when they go out into the meadows.
They are fed in winter on chopped hay, straw, and
roots, with bought grains, malt-dust, and a little meal.
The milk is sold to milkmen, who fetch it from the

cowhouse door, and pay 2d. a quart, ready money.
Each cow produces £zo per annum, which, I reckon,

pays for her keep, leaving me the dung for the litter.

This latter I economise as far as possible by ininning

all the liquid into a tank, to be drawn over the grass

land ; a very small quantity of straw is then required

to absorb the remainder. This is further improved by
the manure of lOO pigs fatted every winter. With this,

and the help of four cart-horses, I am enabled to

thoroughly dress one-third of my arable land every

year. I plough it in 14 inches deep, with a second

plough following in the furrow of the first, and thereby

secure very large crops of roots : these are nearly all

drawn for the cows or for sale, the tops and refuse

being left to be penned over by sheep ; the second
year. Wheat ; the third, Barley, partly after stubble

Turnips fed off. After twenty years' repetition of this

three-course rotation, I now get an average of 40
bushels of Wheat, and the same of Barley, the latter of

prime malting quality, unless where the sheep, remain-

ing too long on the Turnips, have made it rank. By
thus keeping two-thirds of my land in com, I get a

large quantity of wheat-straw for sale, of barley-straw

for fodder for the cows, besides a few acres of Potatos

and roots for sale. The horses and cows eat about
three-fourths of the meadow hay, and leave the rest for

sale. The meadows, mown every year, are kept in

condition by refuse ashes, road dirt, and inferior dung
bought in the town, of which large quantities can be
procured for less than 2s. the one-horse load, or about

£2 per acre, every third or fourth year.

In assessing the profits of my farm, I shall compare
it with 200 acres of similar land at a distance, the

arable being supposed to be farmed highly on the four-

course system, and cows kept for the sale of butter or

calves, or beasts fatted in yards with the same amount
of purchased food :

—

;T;'

Leaving a profit on selling r

Arable produce of 53 acres of Wheat X 5 q
Instead of 25 acres do. X 4 qrs

Produce of 8 acres of Barley additional = 40 qr., 375.

Potatos or roots sold, say s acres nett .

.

Hay sold, say 10 tons only

Deductions.—Extra rates

Do. cost of labour..

Manure purchased

In order not to burden the above account with any
unnecessary figures, I have omitted all mention of
profit from sheep or pigs, which in my case is pretty

fnuch the same as in that of other people. I fat off

about 100 pigs and wethers, and lamb down 100 ewes,

which are sold with their lambs in the spring. The 28

acres of roots which enable me to keep this stock,

besides supplying some 500 tons of Mangels, Turnips,'

&c., to my 30 cows, manifestly give as good a
return as 50 acres of fallow crops under ordinary

management.
I come now to the deductions, with which I have

debited the account. I find the general rateable value

of a farm situate as mine is to be about £\ per acre

more than if it were away from the town, and the rates,

including a borough rate instead of county rate, to be

somewhat higher ; I have, therefore, deducted /'50 on
that head. I find, too, the labour bill is large. House
rent near towns is very high. Common labotu-ers,

through the summer, can get their half-crown or

more per day, and consequently will not w'ork at

fanners' prices, even for constant employment. There

is also a little more expense incuiTed in mending
fences, bird-keeping, &c. The ,,^50 worth of ashes,

&c., is as much as we have time to cart home in the

course of the winter. After making these necessary

allowances, the handsome balance of ;^375» or nearly

£,1 per acre, remains to be divided between the land-

lord and the tenant. I have obtained this result now
for a series of years with great regularity ; indeed there

is very little difference in the amount of the corn crop

between good years and bad years.

FRENCH PURCHASES OF WHEAT.
A fact on which we have often dwelt is once more

attracting some notice. France, which is usually a

Wheat-exporting country,— a country from which we
occasionally take a considerable portion of our total

imports of Wheat,—becomes sometimes an importer of

that article, and a competitor with ourselves in the

food-markets of the world. And the present is one of

the occasions when she is a buyer. The season, which
has not been favourable for most crops in England, has

been bad for almost all French produce. The long

drought has excited no little apprehensions about the

coming harvest—a fact which tells more, of course, as

last year's harvest was somewhat deficient. Con-
sequently, it is understood, large purchases of Wheat
have lately been made on French account, and this is

the principal cause in the sudden rise in price which
has lately taken place. It is obvious that a fact of this

sort must be of no small economic importance. Any-
thing which causes fluctuations in Wheat is important,

but such great fluctuations in the condition of France,

as her changes from selling to purchasing Wheat
imply, must deserve investigation for themselves.

But first as to the fact of the fluctuations in the

attitude of France. This is sufficiently indicated by
the extreme variations in our own imports from that

country. .Sometimes she sends a great deal, but often

so little as not to count—showing, in fact, that what is

imported is for some special purpose, an isolated

transaction of some kind, not a real contribution to our

food supply. When she sends us little we may be sure

that she is very probably competing with us in the

grain markets of the world. The following are the

figures of our imports of Wheat and Wheat-flour from

France for a series of years :

—

Cwls.

1,857,403

2,854,424
6,058,902

8,023,530
2,140,832

153,350

The fact of great fluctuation is thus established. It

would be difficult to imagine more irregular action than

that of France in this department of dealing.

What, then, are the causes and effects of this very

important fact ? To begin with the latter, perhaps the

chief result is to aggravate excessively the fluctuations

in the supply and price of our Wheat. France is a not

unimportant source of supply. Mr. Caird has calculated

for the twelve years ending with i865 that she sends us

12 per cent, of the Wheat we get. Her average

contribution is large enough to count for a good deal,

and as the average is the result of enormous fluctuations

she may frequently be among the principal countries

from which we import. In 1S66, the year of highest

import from France since i860, her contribution was in

fact 27 per cent, of the total. In 1859 her contribution

was 38 per cent. The imports of Wheat and flour for

these two years are :

—

Imports i

Total cwt,

21,497.734 8,-,,,.

29,371.679, 8,023,530

Proportion of Import
from France to

Total Importation.

And the peculiarity is that this country, whose

dealings areso important to us, is likely to seU m years
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when our own home supply is good, and to buy in years

when it is bad. Her soil nnd climate and situation are

so nearly alike to ours that a bad harvest in the one
country is likely to occur when there is a bad harvest in

the other ; and so with good harvests also. Con-
sequently the action of France is almost always of the

worst possible kind for the interests of our consumers

and agriculturists. In bad years she makes Wheat
much dearer, for even a little difference in demand
makes a great difference in price with articles of prime

necessity. In good years, when prices would naturally

be low, she aggravates the fall in a way that diminishes

the profit of the farmer without any corresponding

benefit to the consumer. To a large extent, too, the

irregular action of France is a cause of violent fluctua-

tions. Naturally in such a business, with so many and
various sources of supply, prices will be likely to rise

and fall in cycles, as in fact they mostly do ; but the

interference of a country like France introduces a

highly speculative element. A few weeks' bad
weather, instead of varying her surplus, as with other

food-supplying countries, or the extent of her purchases

as with ourselves, suffices to convert her from a large

seller into a large buyer. So sudden and incalculable

a change naturally upsets markets, and is no slight

misfortune. In these two ways, then, the unfortunate

effects of the irregularities of France in exporting and
importing Wheat may be traced. She is the cause,

first, of greater extremes in price, and then of more
violent fluctuations, than would otherwise occur.

But second—as respects the causes of these in-egu-

laritics, which are found to be so mischievous—ihey

prietorship is the fluctuation in its harvest, which has

so mischievous an economic effect. With a better

system of agriculture there would either be less land

laid out for Wheat to yield the present average crop

—

consequently a less surface exposed to the mercy of the

seasons, and a steadier crop ; or the same land would
always produce a much larger crop, and the fluctuations

in proportion to the average supply would be less.

The former alternative would be the more likely, as

the economic circumstances of France are too like

those of England to make a large cultivation of Wheat
for export profitable ; but whichever should be the

actual practice, the peculiarly irregular action of France
in the Wheat market would cease. And the peasant

proprietors would gain as much by the change as the

consumers of their produce. Economist.

A SMALL FARM IN BELGIUM.
The cow-keeping of ia petite ailtiire may be truly

described as arable land dairying, for the quantity of

grass is generally not much more than sufficient for an
exercise-ground, certainly not enough to have much
influence on the system of feeding, or the method of

farming. There are two systems of feeding milch cows

—the warm-food system, and the cold-food system.

The former is practised chiefly in the Campine, and to

some extent in the Pays de Waes ; but the latter is

the more general in the remainder of Flanders, except

with the smallest farmers.

Warm-food System.—Before the farmer and his

family go to bed, they hang a large cauldron over the

immediately. Spergula is sown for this purpose as a
catch-crop after Rye, instead of Turnips.

The arrangements for cooking the soup and convey-
ing it en masse, while warm, into the cow-house,
demand a brief description, not for their economic
value, but because they form a characteristic feature of
a large portion of the small-farm system. They also

furnish another illustration of a peculiarity which stmck
us very forcibly—that primitive contrivances entailing

continuous labour are often resorted to for the purpose
of saving the first cost of more perfect machinery.

There are two plans in vogue in the Campine and
some parts of Flanders, one known as the Old Campine
system, and the other as the New. The former is illus-

trated in figs. 160 and 161, and the latter in fig. 163,
which also gives an idea of the arrangement of the
farmhouse.* The cooking apparatus consists of a
ponderous wooden crane, the shaft of which works in a
socket in the floor, and in an eye projecting from the
back wall of the living-room ; the position of the shaft

is nearly equidistant between the fireplace and the
door leading to the cow-house, but nearer the latter.

The arm of the crane is made as long as possible, with
a view of its carrying the cauldron into the cow-house,

even at the expense of the necessity of " fending " it off

from the projecting corner of the entrance lobby near

the fireplace. From the end of this arm the cauldron

is suspended by a chain at the upper portion, attached

to an iron screw-rod which works into a female screw
in the centre of the cauldron handle. By this arrange-

ment the cauldron can be raised or lowered, as re-

quired, by turning it round a fc^\' times. In this

FU.. 160.—INTERIOR OF LIVIXG-ROOM IN A CAMPINE FARM-STEADING, ILLUSTRATING OLD METHOD OF COOKING FOOD FOR COWS [See PIa?l, fi^. 161),

may all be summed up in one, though it may appear at
;

first sight far-fetched. The real reason why France
acts so mischievously is her system of peasant proprietor-

|

ship. The point may require a little elucidation, but
it is not in any way difficult. The French system has
one effect to which the cause of the great fluctuations

in the yield of her Wheat harvests is distinctly traceable.

It means bad cultivation. How bad the actual culti-

vation of France notoriously is we need hardly say.

While the average yield of Wheat per acre in England
is 28 bushels, in France it is only 15, a difference of
nearly loo per cent, in favour of our agricultural

methods. And as the wheat land of France is of vast

extent, peasant proprietorship means bad cultivation

over an enormous area. These conditions involve

great fluctuation in the yield. There is no doubt first

that the crops under poor cultivation are more subject

to bad weather influences than crops on well cultivated

land. Good agriculture will all but ensure crops in

spite of weather, but the needy farmer is at the mercy
of the elements. Both kinds of crops fluctuate with
the weather, but the poor crops fluctuate most. Again,
the mere fact that the effect is spread over a large area
in proportion to the total yield makes a good or bad
season more telling than when cultivation is concen-
trated. As Mr. Caird explains—"The effect of good
or bad seasons is more intensely felt in all the chief

corn countries than in our own. This arises from our
higher average rate of produce, and the consequent
smaller extent of surface at the mercy of the seasons.

A bushel an acre, above or below the average, makes
a difference of less than half a million quarters in the

total yield. In the United States each bushel indicates

a million-and-a-half quarters, and in France upwards
of two millions of quarters of variation."

It is thus clear that a result of French peasant pro-

wood fire in the capacious fireplace. In this vessel

they put Turnip-tops, a few Turnips, any weeds that

may have been gathered, some cut glass, a little (very

little) rye meal, a small modicum of rape cake and a

quantity of water, enough to give the cattle (large and
small) a good drink each. This broth is given luke-

warm at 5 o'clock in the morning, after which the

cows are milked. In summer, at 6 o'clock, the cows
are led about the pasture until S or 9 o'clock,

when they return to the stables, and get some cut grass

between that hour and noon. Another allowance of

soup is then given, and the cows are milked a second
time. At 4 o'clock they go into the pasture, having
had a little more cut grass in the interim, and at

7 o'clock they are brought in, get some more broth, are

milked for the third time, and finish their day with

more cut grass. On a farm of 60 acres, which was a

good representative Campine farm, and where we saw-

nine milch cows, two heifers, and four calves (one

beast to 4 acres), the cauldron in which this soup
was made held 55 gallons. In summer it was half-

filled each time, and in winter it was quite filled, to

make up for the deficiency in green food, so that each
animal got about 2 gallons of soup three times a

day in summer, and 4 gallons each time in winter.*

The allowance of cake and meal to these 15 animals
was I h gallon of rye meal per day in summer, and double
the quantity in winter, and a little more than 2 lb. of rape
cake per day (not each, but for the whole of them).

In winter the other ingredients of the soup are chiefly

hay and Turnips. About the middle of September the

cows, when out, go on Spergula, instead of grass, and
live as much as possible, on that food and the soup
until the appearance of frost, which destroys Spurry

system it will be seen that the fireplace is situated at

the end of the living room opposite to the door leading

into the cow-house.
In the modern Campine system the fireplace is at

the other end of the living room, and the entrance to

the cow-house is through a small iron door at the back

of it. Therefore, instead of the enormous crane just

noticed, only a small but strong iron bracket is re-

quired ; this is attached close to where the door opens,

and is sufficient to swing the cauldron from the fire to

the cow-house, or vice Tersd. The only relative dis-

advantage possessed by this system is a real danger, viz.,

of fire ; for with the least draught the incandescent wood
ashes, being very light, are liable to be blown on to

the straw and other easily inflammable materials in

the cow-house. The small farmers are convinced

that the cooking consumes little or no fuel, because

it is done immediately after the preparation of their

own meals !

On what are termed *' model" farms, where the

account of "profit and loss" is on)itted from the ledger,

one frequently sees steaming and boiling apparatus of

the most extensive and ingenious description ; but in

/a petite citltuN cooking for cows is generally done in

one of the two ways which we have described ; while

the labourer-farmers are, of course, rediiced to the use

of the simple saucepan.
The Cold-food System is practised by some of the

most intelligent of the small farmers, by many pro-

prietors, and on most large farms. In illustration of it

we shall describe the treatment of both cows and

the Campine consist of but two buildings,

right angle to each other : one is shown in

id the other is simply a large bam and
jodhouse. There is no separate midden or maimre-house, the

dung being simply thrown behind

* The steadings i

generally placed at

;

id 163,

J the far end of ihe cowhousi
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younger beasts, as well as feeding steers, as practised

on one of the best farms in the Pays de Waes. This

farm of 20 acres is the one to whicli we have referred

as maintaining four cows, three heifers and calves, and

five feeding beasts, assisted by hay bought off the

water-meadows, and by the common-right to the after-

math during September and October. The cows are

milked about 5 o'clock in the morning, and go out

between 5 and 6 on to the little bit of pasture

belonging to the farni ; when the heat begins to be

oppressive they are brought into the cow-house, and

given Clover and hay ; about the

middle of the day they are milked,

and afterwards get more Clover

or cut grass. Towards sundown

they are tumed out again until

dark, when they are brought in,

milked the third lime, and get

some more Clover the last thing.

In the winter their food consists of

cut Turnips and Carrots, Tumip-
tops, oat-straw, hay, and a little

Rye, or, when there is no corn,

some linseed cake or cake meal.

In the autumn they live to a great

extent on the aftermath of the

water-meadows, but it is the pre-

vailing practice when a farmer

has grass of his own, to cut it

and give it green in the cow-

house, in preference to allowing

the cows to tramp about the pas-

ture. Under this system no food

is cooked, nor is any warm drink

given ; and those who practise it believe that tlie

animals keep in better health than on the Campine
plan. The 2-year-old steers are given cake in September,
beginning with about 3 lb. each per diem, and gradually

increasing to 9 lb. or 10 lb. ;
* and they are generally

sold in November, weighing froni 6 to 7 cwt.

calves by putting baskets over their noses ; and also

in the construction of pig-troughs by a swinging

shutter which may be bolted to the front or back
of the trough. The cattle are usually nearly pure

Dutch; but a cross of Durham is very much prized.

In large towns the small farmer can sell his milk at

the remunerative price of 2^1^. per quart ; but where
such a market does not exist, the milk is made into

butter, which at is. per lb. gives something less than
half that return. Afr. Jenkins^ Report on the A^ri-

culture of Belgium^ in the Journal ofthe R. A. S.

DAIRYING IN AMERICA.

dairy stock that render it advisable to turn off certain

animals eveiy year, replacing them with sound stock.

The annual loss from this change, if improved stock at

high prices was employed, would be so large as to

make a serious inroad on the profits of the dairy. The
practical dairyman, therefore, looking to all these con-

siderations, finds it to his advantage to work into

improved stock gradually—to purchase thorough-bred

bulls of good milking families from time to time, and
perhaps a good thorough-bred cow, improving his

stock by this means rather than paying fancy prices on
a large scale to breeders.

What breed is considered best

for a butter dairy, is a question

upon which there is great differ-

ence of opinion. In selecting

breeds a very important point to

be considered is a breed that is

well adapted for the soil or farm
where it is to be kept. The
Shorthorn, for instance, would
not be a good breed for rough,

mountainous pastures where feed

is scanty or not easily obtained,

but on rich, level, or slightly un-

dulating land, affording an abund-
ance of sweet, nutritious herbage,

it might give the very best results.

On rough, hilly pastures, perhaps
there is no breed more profitable

than the Ayrshires. They are

hardy, and yield a large quan-
tity of milk of good quality. The
Devons yield milk rich in quality,

but as a breed they are not remarkable for quantity.

They are esteemed by many as a good breed for butter,

especially grades, or a cross on the common stock of

the country.

Of all the breeds there is none which surpasses the

We believe in improved stock, but it is more
judicious for dairymen to improve herds gradually than

to expend a large amount of money in getting together
, r n t^u -i 1 »

, -„ ^ , - .. at once a daiiy of thorough-bred animals. We are
|

Alderney in the richness of mdk. Ihey yield on y a

As a further illustration of the principles of the ' speaking now in reference to farmers who seek to make moderate quantity of milk, but it is of a deep yellow

"cold-food system," and especially to show the im ' a profit by the production of milk, in distinction from colour, and wonderfully rich in cream and butter,

portance attached to *' drinks," we shall

give the practice pursued by another of

the best farmers in the light-land region

(in East Flanders) on a farm of 60 acres

In summer the cows get Clover in the

stables between 5 o'clock and half-pist,

and are led about the grass from 6 to

10. At noon they get a drink of cold

vater, mixed with an allowance of hilf

a pint per head of rye meal, oatmeal

or crushed linseed. From 5 to S o'clock

in the evening in summer, and in the

autumn from 3 o'clock until 6, they aie

again tethered on the jiastures, ind

during the day are fed chiefly on Clo\ei

When they come in at night, they get

another drink and some more Clo\er

The great point is to keep the cows
indoors during the heat of the day and at

night, and to give them plenty of liquid

food at milking times. In the autumn
the evening allowance of Clover is accom-

panied with plenty of straw, which is

LA I'ETITE CULTURE.

They are small, and more delicate in

constitution than most other breeds, and
require good shelter and feed. They are

not a " beef-making" breed, and hence

in turning stock failing in the dairy on
account of accident or other causes they

would not realise near so much money
for the shambles as the Shorthorn and
Devon.
The price of butter in the market de-

pends more upon its manufacture, pack-

ing, and condition when it arrives there,

than on any particular breed of cows from

which it is produced. With high skill In

manufacturing, and a strict observance of

all the requisites for producing good
butter, high prices may be realised with-

out regard to breeds. Still, for the pro-

duction of an extreme fancy article, all

things being equal, we should say that

the Alderney breed would give that

which would command the highest price,

to the average amount of butter

regarded as a preventive of the illness which would
j

the breeder, whose profits in part may come from the to be obtained from the difterent breeds, we could

otherwise ensue from eating Clover wet with autumn sale of blooded stocks. To purchase thorough-bred
j

give no definite reply without, perhaps, misleading

dew. The straw is given long, and the cows pick out stock at from 300 to 500 dollars or more per head, for our correspondent. In selecting cows it will not

the best of it. Another hygienic point is that Linseed
\
the purpose of butter or cheese-making alone, would

|

answer to rely upon ^'ly pedigree or race implicitly.

for food is always crushed, but as a medicine it is ' be, in our opinion, a very unwise investment, and one Actual trial of every cow's milk, especially where

always given whole. In the winter, on this farm, the I that would not pay for the dairy. If good milkers be
!
butter is to be niade, is the only reliable means of

cows got about half a hundredweight of Turnips each selected from the common stock of the country, it may information in regard to its quality. \\e could give

three times daily, namely, between 6 and 7 o'clock in
I
be profitable to purchase a thorough-bred bull, breeding innumerable statements showhigjarge yields of butter

the morning, at noon, and about 6

the evening ; they also get the

drink with the two latter meals, and
straw the last thing at night.

Calves are fattened in some dis-

tricts, the food consisting entirely of

milk at first, then bread and milk,

in large and gradually increasing

quantities ; but it is necessary to be

careful not to give too much, other-

wise they get diarrhct'a. Should this

occur the milk is withheld, and the

diet altered to lukewarm soaked
bread which has been boiled in water.

The food is given at stated times with

great regularity, generally in three

meals per day.

In all well-regulated farms it is

considered essential to have the power
of preventing beasts from obtaining

access to the vessel in which their

food is ordinarily given, whenever that may be deemed
desirable. This is effected in two ways ; either the food

is given in a trough, separated from the animals by a

screen furnished with trap-doors {see fig. 162), or the

prepared food is given in Uibs (fig. 163), which are

placed in the troughs or on a bench, and can be

taken away at pleasure. The object is to ensure

the regular feeding of the animals ; to ascertain,

by a cow's appetite, the state of its health ; and to

enable the tubs and troughs to be kept thoroughly

clean. The same principle is carried out in feeding

/', Fir

* This farmer fed more liberally than his neighbours, and kept

his farm in that admirable condition which we read is general in

la petite culturet but which wc found c.-iceptional.

from cows of different breeds. Some-
times cows of different breeds have
Ijecn put on the same pasture, and
the amount of butter made from each

in a given time compared the one

with the other. Such experiments

may be interesting, but are often a

fruitful source of mischief, as a poor

cow of one breed may be pitted

against a good cow of another breed,

or some of the breeds may not be

adapted to the soil.

Some years ago experiments were

made at Bradley Hall, in Derby-
shire, England, with four breeds of

cows. During the height of the

season and when fed upon the

same pasture, the cows of the dif-

ferent breeds gave per day as fol-

lows :

—

3SJ 02. butter.

from the best cows, and thus by raising a certain

number of grades each year a superior herd will, in a

few years, be established at a moderate expense.

It is no easy matter to get together a herd of "first-

class milkers." Even among thorough-breds of any,

breed there is great difference in the milk-producing ;

o^'j^'"

capacity of different animals. There are thorough-
|

^^ ^^^

breds of every breed that are unprofitable for the dairy

—animals that will not give sufficient milk to pay for . --- - - „

their keep. A dairyman looking only to the yield of I

Society for producing from six cows in 30 days 2621b.

milk and its quality, would hardly care, and, indeed, and 902. of butter. This is an average of i and li lb.

could not afford, to retain in his herd an inferior a day for each cow during the trial. The cows were ot

milker, even though she may be faultless in form, the Shorthorn breed, and fed on pasture only.

Then there are accidents constantly occurring among, In 1848 the first premium for butter made from five

Holderness, 59 quarts of milk made .

Alderney, 19 quarts of milk made
Devon, 17 ,, ,, , . . . 2S ,,

Ayrshires, 20 „ „ .... 34 ,.

Here the Ayrshires are made to yield richer milk

than the Alderneys. Youatt gives an account, on the

d, of an Alderney cow which made 19 lb.

utter each week for three successive weeks.

In 1844 George Vail, of Troy, N. Y., received

premium from the New York State Agricultural
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cows in 30 days was awarded to E. R. Evans, Marcy,
Oneida Co. His cows were of "native breed," fed on
pasture only, and produced 249 lb. of butter—an
average of more than i^ lb. per day.

In 1S50 S. P. Chapman, Madison Co., N. V.,

received first premium on Shorthorn cow, five years

old, which made 40 lb. 2 oz. butter in 20 days.

It is stated on the authority of the Massachusetts

Agricultural Society that the Oaks cow produced in

one year, from April 5 to September 25, 4Solb. of

butter, besides suckling her calf for five weeks. She
was of the so-called ''native breed," and had been

purchased out of a common drove for a mere trifle.

Besides pasture, she was fed on a bushel of com meal
per week, and all her own milk skimmed.

These statements, if they prove anything, go to show
that good cows for butler may be selected from any
breed ; and in the case of the Oaks cow it is evident

that the extra feed had much to do in producing the

remarkable yield for which she is credited.

The butter dairymen of New York seem to be well
satisfied with any breed of cows that will make an
annual average yield of from 200 to 225 lb. of butter

per cow.
Ill conclusion, we should say to one about com-

mencing the business of butter dairying, and whose
object is to make a profit from the business—select

good milkers of any breed that can be purchased at fair

rates. Do not invest largely in thorough-bred stock at

fancy prices merely for the purpose of making butter.

Find out first what breed is best adapted to your soil

and climate, working gradually into the breed that

appears to give the best results. And this should be
done by breeding the animals on the farm—buying a

good thorough-bred bull, one that comes of a good
milking family, to be used with the herd, and raising

calves only from deep milkers. This course will incur
but little extra expense, and be in the end far more
satisfactory than to attempt to reach the highest

improvement in a herd by making a large investment.

But if the object is to raise thorough-bred stock for

sale in connection with carrying on the business of
butter-dairying, why, that is another question. Afoorc's

J^ural Neio Yorkt-r.

UTILISATION OF SEWAGE.
It is almost impossible not to mark the frequent

hints given in your valuable Paper, commending to

the notice of your agricultural readers the subject of the
.utilisation of sewage. Let those that know what it is

to get two blades of gi\a5s to giow where only one
grew before, go in the lull of their work and feast

their eyes on the specimens of growth that sewage
presents to them, and see how under it tliere can
be grown not only two, four, six, but even eight or

nine raisings of that commodity, grass, under which,
in most cases this season, the land has lain almost
idle. Agriculture is generally reckoned a slow but
sure investment, procure for it sewage power and
it is bound to be the liveliest business abroad.
But with farmers even sewaging will have prejudices

to overcome. Under sewage land exhibits an
earliness and productiveness of growth not to be
equalled by our present modes of raising crops,

Hitherto sewaging has been considered not of the
nature of things for agricultural talent, but only fit to

be dabbled in by the engineer and chemist ; and in the
application of such skilled labour there thus arise in

great measure the high figures frequently given currency
to for its adoption.

The subject as regards towns divides itself into two
distinct appointments—they that be engineers to the
engines, pumps, pipes, and their belongings : and they
that be agriculturists to the laying-out and farming of
the land. The first to deliver the sewage along the
various points, the second to take charge of it there

and see to its distribution over land and crops until it

be parted with, the standard purity.

Depend upon it, it is the man that knows the
chemical and physical conditions of soil, and when to
dig in dung and crop it—qualifications (acquired only by
close observation and long experience on a farm) not to
be expected in an engineer—that is to be trusted for

sewage farming.

What man of the soil now-a-days would desire to be
told how to drain his farm ? And is the practice of
sewaging, which is putting water on land, more diffi-

cult to comprehend than the more costly operation of
draining, which is drawing water from it ?—or, in pre-

paring for drainage, is he, as is the fashion with
sewaging, to indulge in hair-breadth engineerings and
levellings all over his fields?—or are our ordinaiy
farmers to call in the aid of professionals to be taught
how to dress down each face of their ordinary 25 to

30 feet ridges, so as to get water to pass readily and
uniformly down them ?—or is any common ploughman
ignorant how to plough a ridge so as to raise it in the
centre and finish it with a unifoim slope from crown
to furrow ?—or our more practised ploughmen, would
they feel diffident at being tasked to lay off a feering

for the formation of a ridge, or to finish at seed-time
with a water-furrow, as it is called, with the plough
and guiding poles in the direction of any parts that

might be considered to lodge water—regulating its

course in places either to accelerate or slacken the flow,

inclining it at its connection with the part to be tapped
upwards so as to get a pressure for a quicker run in the

more flat parts of the furrow ? As to the shape in

which land should be laid out for sewage, for the

farmer there can be no form better than the ridge, and
to it he is most accustomed, raised slightly in the centre,

and where too steep down the field to be drawn
angle or cross-ways to the greatest fall, preserving an
easy mn from end to end, of the usual breadth, 30 feet

or less, according to the strength of the particular

sewage, remembering that it is not water as a moisten-
ing agent only that is being dealt with, but the dis-

solved matter in it as a fertiliser,—and the more directly

it is applied to the soil the better ; so that he should be
careful with it as if he were dealing with so much
guanoed water of his own mixing.

After its manure ingredients have been deposited in

the water its means of conveyance should not be
retained one instant longer than can be helped, but
should escape do\\Ti to the drains through the soil

prepared as a filtering medium by deep cultivation, or

be let off down the furrow, but on no account allowed
to stagnate. There is little land (if any, in England) in

occupation for arable purposes too steep to be ridged
in one direction or another. If really too steep for

being conveniently ridged across the greatest incline, it

may be laid out in halves of ridges (not necessarily

straight) of not more than 15 feet in breadth, the slope

of the ground serving the purpose of the inclination given

to each face of the whole ridge, and having its sewage
supply in many respects the same as if it had formed one
of the faces of an entire ridge. As to the sewage or

other fertilising element applied to, or incorporated in,

the land, getting down through the soil into the drains,

it may be an old idea or not, still it is common sense,

that this be seen to at the outfall ; and if it be not fit to

be passed away, it should be directed over fields

situated below, to exhaust it of every pretension to

being anything but water pure and simple.

Assuredly sewaging is to be regarded as a purely
agricultural operation, and the more it is considered
the business of the farmer, the more hope is there of
its speedy and general adoption as a positive remedy
by towns and other large populations beset with pes-

tiferous rivers, bad enough now, and daily getting

worse. A Scot.

FARM AGREEMENTS AND TENANT-
RIGHT.

The cause of so much difference of opinion in regard

to these matters appears to arise chiefly from one man
taking the tenant's and another the landlord's view of

them. As I have for many years endeavoured to do
what is right between these two parties, both in

England and Scotand, I hope 1 shall not be considered
guilty of presumption in asking you to insert the

following remarks in your Journal :

—

1st. Farm agreements or leases. The term of entry

will be regulated by the prevailing customs in different

districts for a long time to come, as the time of the

year of the expiry of existing agreements is fixed, and
unless some very decided advantage can be shown it is

not likely to be altered in new agreements, as the

new tenant must enter when the old one leaves ; but
the tendency may be towards uniformity, if people
could come to see what is the best term in general.

Now, that arrangement which allows the outgoing tenant

to be clear of all things connected with the farm as

near to one date, and the oncoming tenant to enter to

them, without any serious disadvantage to either party,

must be the best. The outgoing tenant ought to have
an awaygoing crop of Wheat off the land, which he
has fallowed, but it is certainly the best way for the

crop to be given over to the oncoming tenant by valua-

tion. I therefore consider the best term for land to be the

2d of February or Candlemas, except that the oncoming
tenant should have liberty to scarify, cultivate, and
plough the stubbles after October 15 preceding; and
also have stable-room for the horses employed in such
work. But to give the outgoing tenant time and
opportunity to thresh out the giain crops and to con-
sume the hay, straw, and root crops, he must have the
buildings till May Day.
The duration is the next point requiring notice.

Much has been said in favour of leases for a term
of years, and no doubt theoretically it appears to be
the best system, and perhaps if one could weigh all

the good and bad results of leases in Scotland and
England against those of an equal number of yearly
tenancies, the former might be found to be the best,

but it has not been so in my experience. Both
systems will in all probability hold their ground
for many years, but the yearly tenancy system might
be improved by an iS months' notice to quit, except
in cases where the tenant had died, or had failed to

pay his rent at the usual rent-day, or within say 21 days
thereafter,—then a six months* notice from either party
in the case of death, and a similar notice from the
landlord only in case of nonpayment of rent to be
sufficient without any proceedings at law.
As to management it is impossible to fix any rule

which would be generally applicable. The liay, straw,
and root crops should be consumed on the farm, or an
equivalent returned to the land of good dung or genuine
bone manure. Tenants may apply what Peruvian
guano, nitrate of soda, or sulphate of ammonia to their

farms they please, but it is not the landlord's interest

to bind them to apply these manures, or compounds
similar to them, nor should they be considered as com-

'

pensatory for hay, straw, or root crops sold off, as
their effects are most assuredly exhaustive. The
rotation should be expressed in a negative rather than
a positive form—such as, in regard to light soils,

not to take two com crops in succession, and in regard
to heavy soils not to take more than tw;o com crops in
succession, nor more than three corn crops off the same
land in five years. Something should be said in regard
to game, but in the present conflicting state of opinion
I shall pass it over as beyond my power to propose a
scheme which would give general satisfaction, but I
may remark that if landlords had been more careful in

seeing that the rabbits were kept down, and not taken
their gamekeeper's report, there would not have been
such a general outcry about the game, and the question
might have been more easily settled. Because if rabbits
had been generally kept down, as they ought to have
been, tenants would have had more confidence that, if

they had occasion to complain about injury to their

crops by hares or winged game, their complaints would
meet with due consideration. But I will pass on to
my second subject, viz.

—

Tenant-right.—Now I cannot see why it should be
necessary for the Legislature to interfere farther than
probably to make it more easy, if they can, to have
any dispute settled as to what is the nde or custom
of the district. For it is impossible that the Legis-
lature can enact what would be an equitable rule
for tenant-right in all the various districts of England.
A rule ought to be fixed by the Chambers of Agri-
culture in the different counties or districts, which
should come into operation in all cases where the
tenant-right is not fixed by the agreement or lease.

In this view it seems almost superfluous for anyone to

attempt to specify the different items of what would
be a fair tenant-right. I will, however, mention a few
which would be generally applicable.

1. Draining.—If the landlord has supplied the tiles

gratis, the tenant's outlay to be paid for according to an
exhaust rate of five years. But if the tenant has borne
all the expense, his outlay to be paid for according to

an exhaust rate of 10 years—the drains to be shown to
be in proper order, and all mouths clear and open.

2. Bones applied to pasture land to be paid for

according to a five years' rate, also lime in the same
manner. Dung might also be included, although the
dung has been produced on the farm, as the tenant
must have supplied it-; place in the cropping rotation

by some other manure, otherwise he will have suffered

loss by diminished crops.

3. Bones, lime, or dung applied to meadow land, to

be paid for according to a three years' rate.

4. Manure applied to arable land. The tenant-
right may, without injustice, be restricted to land which
has not produced a grain crop since these manures were
applied. Here the custom of paying for half tillages

seems a fair one, but no artificial manures should be
taken into the valuation, except genuine bone manure.

5. The dung on the farm should be paid for to the
outgoing tenant, and in fixing its value special notice
should be taken of the quantity of cake, grain, or other
feeding stuffs, which may have been consumed in its

production.

6. What may be termed tenant-wrong—dilapidations

to buildings, fences and lands ; the last, in regard to
their being in a foul state, should be particularly

noticed, and deducted from the valuation.

But as Chambers of Agriculture are nowpretty general
over the country, the fixing of a mle of tenant-right for

the district of each would be very appropriate work
for them ; and to do it so as to be fairly and generally
adopted, both landlords and tenants should attend, or
be represented at the meeting of the chamber for the
purpose. If this were done for every county or district

Parliament might pass an Act making the observance of
these i-ules obligatory in all cases where they were not
superseded by a legal written agreement, y. McK.

Jonie Contspirknce.
Present Appearance of the Crops.

—

Bt-rwick-
shire: The giain crops in this district are looking
very well indeed, with the exception of a portion
of the Wheat, which was much injured in spring
by a maggot, which eat out the heart of the young
plants and killed them. It seems that it is 24 years
since we had a visitation of the same pest. Every-
thing looks well on our farm at present, with one very
serious exception : since May 25 the whole county, and,
I believe, several adjoining ones, has suffered from a
perfect plague of the Turnip fly. I never saw the
crop make a better start. The land worked more
kindly than usual, and everywhere there was a quick
and regidar braird ; but within three or four days after

the date above-named whole fields that seemed past
all danger were swept clean off. Ever since re-sowing
lias been going on on every farm, and still the plague
continues. Vou may guess the extent of the mischief
when I mention that I have re-sown 70 acres to my
own share, and I am no worse than my neighbours.

In several cases a third sowing has already been resorted

to. The present position of this important crop is causing
uch uneasiness. John IVilson, Ediitgton Mains,
hirnside, June 15.

Dt-'on : Wheat has suffered veiy much by the late

frosts, there will, however, be probably an average crop.

Oats and Barley want rain veiy much, will be short in the
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straw. The Mangel Wurzel crop is looking well, and

promises a good yield. Turnips, unless we get rain

soon, are likely to be below an average. Hay crops

are mostly bad, owing to the dry weather. The pas-

tures are mostly very short of grass, stock generally

are lookingg well. Tavistock^ June 15.

Devon {North) : Wheat, with the exception of a

good field here and there, the general crop is thin and

spiry, portending a scanty yield. Barley good on deep

soils, inferior on bare low quality lands. Oats short

and unpromising. Mangel sown on the flat has

prospered, on the ridge it is irregular and backward.

Swedes devastated by the fly. Meadows a very short

growth, foreshadowing light hay crops. Pastures very

bare on the deep lands, and brown and barren on the

hillsides and on lands ofan inferior description. Potatos

looking well. The lament of all persons connected

Avith land just now is the continued dry weather, and,

of course, the great desideratum is a copious rainfall,

but of this there is not the slightest indication at

present. P. Cowan^ Tawstoch Manor^ Barnstaple^

ymte 13.

Dorsetshire : I am sorry not to be able to report

more favourably of the growing crops. Wheat in this

part of the county is thin, and very short in straw,

ears just bursting forth which appear to be very short.

Barley and Oats suffering much from want of moisture,

especially the late sown ; and if rain came at once I

fear it would be too late to imptove it materially. A
short quantity of hay will be made owing to the dry-

ness of the season, many farmers having been obliged

to feed nearly all their Clover that was intended for

hay, with sheep, keep having been scarce for months
past. Root crops, from want of rain, progress slowly

;

the Turnip fly has made sad havoc with the early

sown. Joh/i Ford, Rushton Blandford, June 13.

Essex : Since my last report on May 10 a great

change has taken place in our harvest prospects. On
our light soils all the spring corn crops are past recovery,

and much of the Wheat will not mature itself. The
heavy lands present a different aspect : Wheat has all

the appearance of a fine crop—short stiff straw, a bold

ear ; with every chance of a favourable blooming time

we may anticipate a good yield, of fine quality. Beans
also promise well ; full of bloom from near the root,

and still progressing, with not a rapid but satisfactory

growth. Mangels that were got in early, and sown on
the winter cultivation, are doing well ; those seeded on
spring-worked land, even where a plant was obtained,

are making slow progress. Hay all but a failure. If

there be one lesson more than another that this season

will teach, it will be the advantage of deep-drained land

and next to that thin-seeded Wheat. Here we have
about 80 acres sown with a bushel an acre, all of which
is thick enough to satisfy the tastes of a very thick-

seeder ; indeed, I think with Mr. Mechi, that 2 pecks
is near the mark. In a field here, about a quarter of

an acre w^as all but taken off with the wireworm ; I

filled up by transplanting the portion early in spring at

I foot apart, and at this time, although later, it has the

best appearance of any Wheat on the farm. We have
been singularly unfortunate in not getting much of the
rain which has visited some districts since March 26.

We have not had sufficient to reach Mangel seed sown
on April 9. P. Mitchell, East Hall, Painham, June 20.

Wilts: Wheat, thinned by frost—most pieces

have vacant spots ; late, and to all appearance below
an average crop. Barley and Oats, good. Winter
Beans generally inferior; half ploughed up. Spring
Beans, good. Peas, very promising. Clover and Sain-
foin, excellent. Pastures late, and must be a poor
crop unless we get rain in abundance very soon. R.
Stratton, Bnrderop, Swindon.

Worcestershire: I have delayed writing with
the hope of getting rain, and thereby enabled to send
you a better report. Wheat on light land a very bad
crop, partly owing to a thin plant, and partly to the
dry season. On strong land, where there is a good
plant and condition, the straw will be short, but
I think the crop will be a good one. Most of
the Wheats— after Vetches and fallow— are de-
ficient in plant. I am quite of opinion that
our general crop of Wheat will be below an
average. Barley suffers very much from the dry
weather, and will be below average. Oats : scarcely
any gi'own. Beans : Winters were very much
damaged by frost, but have wonderfully recovered,
and will be two-thirds of a crop. Beans : Spring
Beans very much depend upon the weather ; if

no rain comes for eight or ten days they will be
very bad, and in any case will not be an ave-
rage. Peas : All the early sorts on the hot soils

are grown prematurely ripe ; the others depend upon
the weather in the next ten days ; rain would save them.
Mangels : More planted this year than usual, and are

looking very well considering the dry season. Potatos :

The early ones are a bad crop, and there will be no
late ones unless a quantity of rain comes at once. Benj.

Bomford, Pitehill, Evesham.

"G. A.H." and Mr. Smith of Woolston.— I find

the following, over the signature of "G. A. H.," in

the Agricultural Gazette of Feb. 8, 1S6S, p. 134 :—"I
venture to assert that good farming consists, not in

feeding cattle on purchased food, but solely on food
grown on the farm. Increase the produce of your farm
by all means by the purchase of artificial manures, and
feed so much of that produce as is necessary to main-

tain and even to increase the fertility of your soil. But
when a man steps out of his way to buy cattle and to

buy food for those cattle, and by a fortunate turn in the

market makes a profit ujion the transaction, he must not
suppose that his profit is made by farming, or that it

comes out of his land." These words were penned
more immediately refeiTJng to Mr. Mechi's system at

Tiptree Hall, and in your last impression "G. A. H."
asks Mr. Smith how much he spends on purchased
food ; adding, " If he has not, then I tell him he is

behind many a tenant-fanner, for in East Lothian (if I

am rightly informed by a gentleman, a tenant-farmer
there, whom I happen to know) it is by no means an
uncommon thing for a tenant to spend in manure and
bought food, two or three, or four times as much as his

rent comes to, and yet rents in East Lothian are a great

deal more than /2 per acre." Wherein does good
farming consist ? West Indian.

Straw V. Manure.—I am surprised, after all that

has been said and written on the subject of manuring,
to find re-asserted in your columns that the quantity of
decomposed straw left by an outgoing tenant can be
the least criterion of the value of the dung contained in

it. It must be evident to anyone who will think on the

subject that the manure elements left by feeding

cattle are the same in value and in effect, whether con-

tained in a heap of 50 or 100 tons of rotten straw,

ashes or sawdust, or any other article ; in fact, where
the carriage to the field is expensive, the larger the

heap the less may be its actual value. Mr. Lawes, in

his valuation of the residual value of feeding stuffs, has

very wisely put down the extreme value derivable from
cattle properly housed and fed, and the manure care-

fully protected from water. Where these circumstances

are not fully attended to, a very large percentage will

have to be deducted from then" theoretical value, but in

any case the trodden straw can only be reckoned as

the vehicle for preserving the manurial value, not as

manure in itself. Where the artificial manure dealer

has mixed 50 per cent, of London clay with his guano,
or the publican mixed only half a glass of brandy with
the tumbler of water, they are very properly prose-

cuted as cheats ; so should the seller of the farmyard
mixen, if it only contains a portion of the pretended
valuable contents. I am induced to trouble your
readers with these truisms because straw is becoming
every year more valuable and scarce, while the value
of the manure made throughout the country is gradually
increasing. Farmers are becoming more alive to the

use of their straw as food, and have less to throw
away as thatch or litter ; indeed, such will be the

scarcity of hay next winter, that a gieat portion of
our straw crop will of necessity have to be chopped
up and consumed as chaff, with roots and such otlier

helps and condiments as may be attainable. In this

probable emergency I would call the attention of my
brother farmers to the necessity of preserving all dry
and well ,made Pea haulm and straw during the

present season for winter consumption, and to the

expediency of collecting ashes and saw^dust, and other

refuse, for bedding, to enable them to keep their stock

dry through the winter. Any surplus straw will pro-

bably be saleable at 50^, or 60^. the ton, which will go
some way in making up the deficiency in other receipts,

without trenching on the amount of stock kept and
actual manure made during the coming winter.

J. B. M.

Personal Invective v. *'G. A. H."—Only a

gardener, I nevertheless read the Agricultural Gazette

weekly. I have, in common I doubt not with others

not interested in farming matters, read "G. A. H.'s"
communications with much pleasure. Hence I am
extremely sorry now to see that he has thrown aside

much of that gentlemanly courtesy which was his wont
when fighting a Hteraiy antagonist, choosing now tc

deal sogreatly in personal invective, a weaponunbecoming
a person of his literary calibre. I need not quote
samples, every column which bears the mark of his pen
bears witness of it. And his arguments are, I submit,

no longer so trustworthy as they were. Look at p. S07.

*'G. A. H." says
—"Farmers are manufacturers and

merchants." Does he think before he writes? Where
is^manufactured hay this season ? Is corn grown wholly
by hand or art ? manufactured or fabricated alone by
the hand ofman ? Does he—the farmer—pour down the

showers which manufacture corn, wine, and milk upon
the arid steppe ? No, verily man is no manufacturer
of these vegetable blessings. In the sight of the

Omnipotent he is but a small part of the ma-
chinery which, as work, he has deemed a necessaiy

tax upon him ere he can become a recipient of those
blessings. With his usual tone **G. A. H." offers to

sell 2000 tons of Swedes and yellow Turnips? But
where and when? Why, from the womb of the future !

next November ! We have faith that in due time
Providence will pour down a blessing in the form of
showers. But how would this great manufacturer of

Heaven's choicest blessings keep pace with his

promises, did rain not fall within another three weeks
—another fortnight ! Then, again, he is not satisfied

with this ; he makes the farmer not short of being " a
merchant," placing in Mr. Smith's mouth, as a target

for his own witticisms, the term "huxter." Is one
who of necessity sells calves, cows, &c., singly—bid-

ding for the higher price—a merchant ? One, in fact,

who sells all his produce (not manufactures) in lots

and littles, can he be termed a merchant, or, tech-

nically speaking, a wholesale *' dealer?" There is

again the tenn "silly" applied to his antagonist's

remarks, a most meaningless word as a refuter of words,
especially offensive when used thus by one writer of
ability against another. This more especially in

refutation of a fact particularly apposite to all good
farming, e.g., "Pay your rent, and keep your land
clean." But this is not all :

" G. A. H.'s" antagonist

becomes "a born idiot," as, proceeding onward in

unmeasured words, "G. A. H." waxeth the more
wroth. I know not Mr. Smith, but I would advise

him to pass such attacks by without reply. 0/>us,

Digs-well.

Sinith's Tackle.—"G. A. H." works hard, and
is for ever at it, running Smith and "Smith's tackle"

down (see p. S42). He says :
—"The fault of Smith's

tackle is making it too light, and not having the iron

properly proportioned." Then, I ask, how is it that I

can show my old implements, with which I have
worked my farm for 15 years, that have never been
broken ? I have seen them pull the engine up dead
against roots, and I have seen them smash landfast

flints and stones, yet I have never seen them
broken, or at fault, even without a "friction

clutch." Let " G. A. H." get his Fisken tackle at

work, for us to see how he can get on, and let him
beat me as to the cost of operation and results if he
can. I started on some poor clay land that I bought
last year {last autumn) that had been far'med upon the

dead fallow system down to last year, and here is the

produce of last year's crop :

—

Bushels.

32 acres of Wheat 768

6j
"

Pe.is :; .'.* ".'. '.'.

;; 39
7i „ dead fallow

6 „ Vetch fallow .

.

Or an average of 16 bushels per acre.

All excepting the fallows has been smashed once only,

at a cost of from 4^. Sd. to ys. id. per acre, extras and
all included, to complete the seed-bed. It is all in

crop, and dead fallows will be banished from it as long

as I live. From the look of the crop upon it I have
evei"y reason to believe that I shall double its last year's

produce the first year, and if I live a few ye?rs I shall

hope to do more than that with never going more
than once by steam-power for a crop, and I

shall soon have the land as clean as my old land.
" G. A. H." may write and talk against me and my
implements as long as he likes, but he must do some-
thing before he can make a mark against me. I am
talking of things that I have done, and can be seen ;

not like " G. A. H.," who fancies that he shall do
something, yet talks about it before he does it. Here,
after my farming on my heavy land, are Beans,

Wheat, and Barley, and nothing else. Let " G. A. H."
watch me, and so may all the world. I mean if possible

to multiply last year's produce of 16 bushels per acre,

on my new land, by three—taking Beans, Wheat, and
Barley together. Let " G. A. H." set himself a

similar task, and then give me his address, and 1 will

come and look, if he gets anything worth looking at.

He may have Fowler, Fiskin, or whoever else he likes

to help him.—" G. A. H." appeared to be very know-
ing about feeding cattle upon oat-straw. Let him put

his " I -year-old ox" in, and provide for it "3 or 4 tons

of straw," and thus find out how much fat he can get

from the 3 or 4 tons. Before it has eat half 3 or

4 tons it will become lousy, and these lice will eat it

alive before it gets through the other half, and Maitin's

Act must be brought to bear upon " G. A. H." Let

him give his ox a bit of cake daily, leaving it to eat

just what it likes of the best of the straw, and then rest

upon the remainder. Let " G. A. H." keep away from

the strong arm of the law, he may then make sure of

a bit of fat for his shoe-string. " G. A. H. " at times

tells you that I am cross. He is vastly mistaken even

in that, for I generally laugh when writing a bit for

him, for I can stand all his nonsense. He may run

me and my tackle down as much as he likes, but it

will take a better man than him to write me down.
The facts that I keep by me and am working out can

outweigh a hundred " G. A. H.'s." He may get a

pen with a hundred points to it, and it -will be of no

use against me and my facts. " G. A. H." is very

fond of running up Fowler's tackle, I can give him a

bit of news from that quarter. I was told by a gentle-

man who was at Buscott the other day, that the tip-top

two engine 3o-hor5e power Fowler tackle there is

getting a bad name, and even the men do not like it.

William Smith, Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks,

June 21.

Farmers' Clubs.
Fr^AMLlXGIlA.n.

Moiving and ReapingMachines.—At the last meetnig

of the members of this Club for the season, Mr.

Frederick Long, the representative of Messrs.

Woods, Cocksedge & Co., read a paper on this sub-

ject, from which we make the following extracts :—
History.—Having by a collection of passages given

the early histoiy of attempts to hasten and cheapen

harvest work, Mr. Long said :—Thus you will see

that reaping machines were in use at the commence-

ment of the Christian era, and that they continued to

be used for several centuries after. In the psalters and
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manuscripts of the Middle Ages, reaping is represented

as performed by labourers with sickles, as described in

Biblical history, and as is the case at the present day.

The earliest proposal for a mechanical reaping machine

in Britain appears to be that described in the "Annals

of Agriculture," published in the year 1785. In the

fourth volume of that work appears a letter on a

machine for reaping corn, by Capel Lofft, Esq., of

Troston, near Bury St. Edmund's, from which the

following is an extract :
— " The Society for the

Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,

having, in the year 17S0, proposed the gold medal or

^30 as a premium for a machine to answer the purpose

of mowing or reaping Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, or

Beans, by which it may be done more expeditiously

and cheaper than by any method now practised,

provided that it does not shed the corn or pulse more

than the method in common practice, and that it lays

the straw in such a manner as may be easily

gathered up for binding. " Mr. Lofft then refers

to the machine mentioned by Pliny and Palla-

dius, and suggests whether these would not

sufficiently correspond with what the Society offered.

In 17S7 Mr. William Pitt, of Pendeford, contributed

a short account, with drawings, to the "Annals of

Agriculture," of what he thought was a machine

answering to Mr. Lofft's translation of Pliny and

Palladius. This machine was a carriage in which

the horse's head went towards the body ; at the back

was a roller with teeth, thickly placed in rows, tlie

bases of the teeth meeting ; this roller was kept revolv-

ing by means of cogwheels at the side, worked by a

band from the nave of the travelling wheel. There is

no record as to whether this suggestion was ever

carried out; and the next mention of reaping machines

is in " Walker's Philosophy," published in 1799, where

the machine is described with two travelling wheels

working a large horizontal circular wheel, on which

were placed, at regular distances, seven large cutters.

This idea seems to have suggested itself again many
years afterwards, for in 1852 Mr. F. Mason, of Ipswich,

^^^ ^^ ^^^^ _ _

registered a reaping-machine with precisely the same
j

p^Jf^'JjQ^^^tJjg'^^^^t^jjg^j^
method ofcuttmg. The first patent obtamed m England I

^,^^ ^^ impossibility, because although many i:

for a reaping-machine was on July 4, 1799, by

Joseph Boyce, of Pine-apple Place, Marylebone,

London ; and in the following year another was

granted to Robert Meares, of Frome, Somersetshire.

This machine, in appearance, was a large pair of

shears running upon wheels. Having tlius brought

the reaping-machine down to the present century, I

will not trouble you with details of the various

attempts, the numerous patents, the numerous failures ;

but I have made a sketch of some 50 or more of the

different motions for cutting, most of which proved

anything but successes. The great rock on which they

all foundered was the cutting apparatus, which, do

what they would, would always choke. Few attended

to the delivery, and the history of reaping-machines,

maybe divided into two portions, namely, that of their

cutting apparatus, and that of their delivery apparatus.

I may mention in passing that the first reaping-machine

invented in America was in 1803, by one Richard

French, but it was never used after its first trial.

public attention to the national importance of reaping I perform the hardest part of harvest—that is, putting

by mechanical means. The credit of effecting this step

is undoubtedly due to our Transatlantic brethren.

Jmty/ain JiM/'.v-s.—The Great Exhibition of 1S51

brought into notice several reaping machines ; the two

best, and those that attracted attention, were in the

American department The first was M'Cormick's ;

the main feature of this was the cutter, that was com-

posed of a series of thin cutting plates placed side by

side, the front parts were arranged so as to form a zig-

zag line when fixed, the edges of the blades were

serrated so as to cut (when moved by a reciprocal

motion) right and left against the fingers or guards,

which were of a spear-hcad shape ; acting as a saw,

the knife pressed the grain forward into the base of the

projection of the guard, and severed it off in the hollow.

The other machine was that of Obed Hussey, which

had been invented in 1826, and after many years' use

was looked upon in America as the standard machine,

and at the Exhibition was the great competitor of

M'Cormick. It is only due to Mr. Hussey to give

him the credit of having introduced the "open finger,"

or "open guard," as he termed it—the piece through

which the knife worked backwards and forwards was
left open part of the way on the top, thus enabling the

knife to clear itself.

The Ctittiu^ Apparatus.—This was the commence-
ment of the only system of cutting apparatus that has

proved of practical value ; the knife worked backward

and forward, cutting off the grain against the guard

with what may be termed a paper-knife action, doubling

the straw into the slot in the finger and there cutting it.

After 1 85 1, in consequence of the great demand for

reaping-machines that followed the International Exhi-

bition, numerous attempts were made to supersede the

paper-knife action, combined with the open guard, by

continuous and other motions, but the old drawback,

"choking," again was apparent ; and, notwithstanding

the very many attempts to supersede it, to this

day it keeps its ground against all others. Until the

•machine

possibility, because although many imper-

fect forms of cutting apparatus were competent to deal

th grain— especially in hot, dry climates, where

there was a little undergrowth—they were fail

account of the knife requiring to work with absolute

freedom from choking in green crops. The latest

development of this is in the inclined knife of Samuel-

son's, which is so arranged that both the underside and

the top side of the reciprocating bar is free for the

discharge of cut stuff, no matter how close to the

ground. The great importance of this must be apparent,

for I inch of the grass near the ground adds more to

the weight of the hay than several inches above it.

Belts Reapa:—Now, first as regards cutting appa-

ratus, the first practical machine was that of the Rev.

Patrick Bell, of Carmyllie, Forfarshire, and will be

found fully described in " Loudon's Encyclopedia of

Agriculture." It was made 6 feet in width, was
pushed forward by two horses ; the travelling wheels

set in motion a cogwheel which worked an eccentric

rod. The cutters were in all 21 inches long, 13^ inches

projecting beyond the bars to which they were attached.

There were 25 of these cutters— 13 fixed and 12

movable ; the movable ones were attached to a bar

that received its motion by friction from the eccentric

rod : the cutters thus passed over one another, cutting

the corn that came between them. The corn fell on to

a sheet or apron of canvas tied on to two revolving

chains ; it was thus carried off in a swathe at the side.

This machine worked so well at a trial at Powrie, For-

farshire, in September, 1828, that 50 landed proprie-

tors and practical agriculturists signed a declaration

that the machine cut down a breadtli of 5 feet at

once, was moved by a single horse, and attended

by from six to eight persons to tie up the com,
and that the field was reaped by this force

at the rate of an imperial acre per hour. This

machine was the only noticeable one that came
before the public until the International Exhibition of

1 85 1. Indeed, it appears to have been almost lost

sight of by the public, and to have been abandoned by
the inventor, thus affording an instance, if such were
wanted, of the utter inutility to the general public of

the most valuable suggestion, unless thrust upon their

notice by some party who is peculiarly interested in

introducing them in a practical form. As another

instance that there is "nothing new under the sun,"

the original motion of Bell's knife was introduced into

a machine, and exhibited at the show of an adjoining

county last year, when the judges awarded it a prize

for being new and improved. Why, during the

25 years that followed the introduction of Bell's

machine no progress was made, may be owing to the

fact that nothing was done by independent parties to

bring them into use, and that neither the requirements

of the farmer, nor the prospect of reward to the agri-

cultural implement makers, were sufficient to awaken

Thi Delivery.—Having thus spoken of the cutting-

apparatus, I will now proceed to that of the delivery,

and here the subject divides itself into three heads

—

manual, swathing, and self-acting sheafing. First, the

manual. The Hussey machine of 185 1 did not achieve

that great success which was expected of it, mainly on

account of its delivery. It was the heavy work for the

man (described by the judges of the Royal Agricultural

Society as being as hard as the tread-mill) sitting on

the seat and pitching the cut corn off the platform,

that caused it to be almost thrown on one side. To
remedy this, Mr. Dray made a great step towards im-

proving it by introducing a tipping or tilting platform,

and Mr. Wood still further perfected this by bringing

out the sparred or spine platform, allowing the stubble

mainly to perform the operation of clearing the plat-

form when dropped by the raker's foot. These manual
machines are making immense progress, many prefer-

ring them to larger machines, not only on account of

their cheapness, but because they are so handy to move
about in a field. They are suitable for all kinds of

cultivation, and being only half the price of the self-

raking machines, two can be had, and, if necessary,

used on different parts of the farm. The Scotch

farmers use two in one field, cutting up the same side

of the piece, one returning empty whilst the other is

going up. The quantity these machines will cut in a

day varies from S to 14 acres, but on an average i acre

per hour is not hard work.

Next, as to swathing machines. These will work
beautifully when the land is dry and the crop stands

up. The oldest swathing system is the apron of Bell's,

altered by Crosskill into the band delivery. These

give entire satisfaction in a fine season—they cut their

way into the corn, they deliver off on either side, to

suit the place or the wind, and are the only machines

by which you can cut up and down on one side of a

piece. They have been known to cut as much as 25

acres per day. The screw system of Messrs. Burgess

& Key has been very successful ; but, like all swathe

delivery machines, they are not always successful in a

wet season with a laid crop.^

The attempts at making the self-acting sheafing

machine perfect have been legion, and no attempt has

as yet proved a thorough success except the rotating

rakes brought out by Messrs. Samuelson in 1S61.

This was an invention brought out in America by

Mr. Dorsey, and singularly enough brought out in

Australia by Mr. Robertson, of Melbourne, at the

same date. The tendency of all improvements in

agricultural machinery being to relieve the labourer of

the hea\7 drudgery of his calling, these self-rakers

the corn off the reaper at the side ready to be tied up.

The self-raker is undoubtedly the most deirable
achine for a farm— it cuts easily with two horses at

the rate of 15 acres per day, delivers off in nice

traight-madc sheaves at the side quite clear of the

horses' track ; the machine requires only a lad to drive

the horses, thus setting at liberty valuable help. By
adding more rakes the sheaves are changed to what
may be said to be a swathe to all intents and purposes.

On this the judges of the Royal Agricultural Society

remark, some objection has been urged against the

system of sheaf-delivery, on the ground that those

crops which require to lie for a time before being tied

up, are better in swathe ; but this advantage is more
apparent than real, as the sheaf is laid so lightly, and
fanned out so nicely that the sun and air can penetrate

almost if not quite as well as if the corn lay in swathe.

An objection raised to the rotating rake was the rake

travelling on at a fixed pace, going just as far in heavy
crops as in light ones for a sheaf. This has been
remedied by Homsby, who has introduced a change of

wheels to alter the speed of the rake according to the

crop. The self-raker of M'Cormick was first shown
at the 1862 P^xhibition, One was also shown at the

Paris Exhibition, where it took high honours. It

consists of a revolving rake, with a most eccentric kind
of action, but whether from tlie rake being unbalanced,
orfromits being driven by gearing of a complex character,

it has not made so much progress, especially in the

Eastern Counties. As regards combined machines,

there is a great difficulty in getting a satisfactory

combination. The best even of manual deliveries is

not so good as separate systems, and the difficulties are

much greater in the combination of mower and auto-

matic reaper. The judges of the Manchester Show
report as follows:—"As combined machines they

were, on the whole, useful implements, working satis-

factorily, both in the grass and in the Rye. In some
instances machines were worked as reapers by one
horse only, but in every case two horses were used for

grass cutting. It may be easily understood that

although the draft of a mower cutting 3 feet 9 inches

width in grass which requires to be cut low, and is

thick at the bottom, may be too heavy for one horse,

yet a reaper cutting a moderate width, and from 3 to

4 inches from the ground, with the speed of the knife

reduced 25 per cent., may be easily worked by one.

We presume these combined machines are intended to

economise farming capital, and also to supply small

occupiers at a moderatecost with a convertible machine,
adapted to cut both his grass and his corn. But it

appears to us doubtful, if in general farm practice

there would be much economy in purchasing one of
these, seeing that for an outlay of 25 per cent, more
money two separate and perfect machines may be had.
Undoubtedly there may be occupiers of small or medium
sized farms that would gladly avail themselves of a
machine which would accomplish both mowing and
reaping at a saving in outlay of £^ or £\o ; and there

are seasons when a large breadth of corn requires to

be cut in haste, and a machine of this kind might be
brought into requisition on large occupations."

Progress of the Manufacture.—Having thus de-

scribed the various classes of machines, I may mention
that the manufacture has been gradually advanced to

its present state of perfection, not only by an immense
outlay of money, but by patience, perseverance, and
continued trial, oftentimes with varying success. Fre-

quently have manufacturers, after spending thousands

of pounds, retired from the field downspirited by re-

peated failures. But by bringing a vast amount of

skill and care to bear on every part and detail of the

respective machines, and by adapting alterations shown
to be necessary, after repeated severe trials the makers
have succeeded in adapting them to every system of

cultivation, and have the pleasure of knowing that the

days of failure are past, and that a great measure of

success attends them. The progress of the manufac-
ture in England is shown by the Royal Agricultural

Society's Shows. At Canterbury, 1S60, only 32
machines were entered ; in 1S65, at Plymouth,
there were 56 ; and at Manchester, last year, no
less than 98 were put down for trial. The judges

in their report remark—"Most of these machines
are so equal and so perfect in their cutting powers,

it struck the judges that the makers had turned

their attention to the important point of endurance

by adapting oil reservoirs by which continuous

lucubration is brought to bear." The trial of

so many machines necessarily extended over a long

time—indeed, nine days were consumed ; and the result

of the trial is, without doubt, highly satisfactory to the

farmers in the Eastern Counties, because nearly all those

machines which have been extensively introduced to

their notice were the successful machines asserting

their superiority in many hard fights. To give any-

thing like a detailed account of these trials would

occupy too much of your time, so I will pass them l)y,

mentioning that the grass-mower prizes went to

Homsby, Wood, Burgess & Key, Samuelson, and

Bamlett. The prize offered by the Society for l-horse

mowers was not awarded, the judges considering the

draft of all too excessive for one horse. The com-

bined reaping and mowing machines went to Samuel-

son and Hornsby. The self-raking sheaf-delivery

machines went to Hornsby and Samuelson. The
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reaper, witli sw.itl\e delivery, went to Bamlclt, Burgess

& Key, Hornsby, and Beverley Iron Works. The
2-horse reaper, with manual delivery, to Hornsby,

Bamlett, and Samuelson. The i-horse to Bamlett,

Hornsby, Cuthbert, and Samuelson.

Conditions c/5K(<rw.—Having thus briefly given the

results of the last great trials, I will now proceed to

state what I think highly necessaiy to ensure their

success in the hands of the user. It is that care must

be taken to have a plentiful supply of good oil to all

the bearings of the machine ; that the various spindles

whilst running freely do not have too much room in

their bearings ; above all things, the knife should be

kept sharp, and changed at least once every hour. Vou
will see the necessity of this when I tell you that the

knife of Wood's grass-mower makes at least 1,474,206

cuts in doing an acre of grass ; also the Samuelson's

Eclipse Reaper in cutting either an acre of Clover, Bar-

ley, or Wheat, makes 1,416,264 cuts. It will, therefore,

be evident that cutting with a blunt knife at this rapid

speed must add greatly to the draft of the horses, as

well as tend to strain the machine. Care especially

should be taken with the connecting rod that works the

knife-bar, for this goes very fast. In Wood's mower it

makes 43,210 strokes per acre, whilst in Samuelson's

Eclipse the number is 16,006 strokes. The makers
having perfected their machines so as to suit all culti-

vations and crops, there is nothing to be desired for

general purposes e.\cept tying up the corn as it is cut ;

and, curiously enough, we have going on in our own
county an effort to accomplish tliis. Also, in a letter I

received from New York, dated March 5, the writer

says :
—" I can think of only one novelty that is

troubling inventors at present, that is a machine with a

patent binder attached to it, so one man with a machine
can do all the work which now requires four or five."

Economy.—Messrs. Samuelson have sent out to a

large number of their customers a special inquiry as to

the saving in labour efTected by their machines, and
also the price paid in the various districts for cutting by
hand ; the result was, that taking an average of all

reports, 4?. an acre in reaping was the actual

saving, and in mowing Is. <^d. per acre ; and
the average of actual time saved was 40 per

cent. The average jirices paid for reaping and shock-

ing Wheat was \os. \o\d.., cutting Clover, 3.r. 6(/., and
old meadow : grass, 4r. The above may be slightly

different in this county, but beyond the saving of time

and money, what are the other advantages? In

cutting gra.ss you get 3' to 5 cwt. more per acre of

hay ; it is easier made, being already distributed over

the ground. In reaping there is not one-fourth so

much shelled corn, the sheaves are better laid, easier

and quicker to bind, and being straighter and closer,

they are easier to cart, pitch, and stack. The staclis,

from the same reason, may be larger, and consequently

not require so much thatching ; and then in threshing

you can get over two coombs per hour more work.

The saving of time is frequently of great consequence

in harvest, as if the corn remains about when the rain

comes, it loses considerably in value. In cutting Barley,

especially in a dry season, sayas in 186S, when it became
dead ripe quickly, the straw short and the cars down
to the ground, the reaping-machine knife was able to

slip along under without brushing any out, whilst the

scythe, striking the corn with the bail, in cutting ir

and out, knocked out in some places 3 and 4 bushel:

per acre. The stubble is left perfectly level, there

are scarcely any drag rakings, certainly not I peck
where the scythe leaves a bushel. Cheaper labour
may be employed in tying up, allowing full men to be put

where strength is wanted in harvesting. There is no
place so badly laid but that it may be cut by meeting
or throating it. In these places, where cut by hand, it

is frequently chopped, leaving lots of ears on the

ground. I fear I have trespassed much too long on
your time, but when we know that during the past year
90,000 machines were made and sold in America, and
more than 12,000 in England, we may repeat the
words of Sir Edward Kerrison, *

' That as the flail has
of late disappeared from the barns of this country, so

after this will the scythe and sickle gradually cease to be
used in our fields."

IXWORTH, SUFFOLK.
A Breeding Flock on Heavy Land.—At a late meet-

ing of this Farmers' Club, Mr. J. FisoN, of Barninghani,
said :—The purport of this paper is to assert and show,
from a practice of more than a quarter of a century,

that farmers may be independent of bullocks. I will

thank you to remember I am only pursuing a system
of farming commenced by my late father, and continued
by him for many years ; his rough and useful appliances

I found ready to hand, and my ignorance of farming
detail prevented my attempting anything beyond what
was well understood on the farm. Whether our system
be or be not too elaborate and expensive, I must leave

for you to determine. In order that you may arrive at

something like a correct estimate, I beg to tell you that

last year my labour, at lis. per week per man, cost

^i \%s. 6d. per acre for harvest, thatching, picking
stones, threshing, chaff-cutting, draining, and a car-

penter—everything, in fact, excepting steward's salary,

lamb money, and shearing ; with these addenda it cost

£z 3.V. 6d. I shall feel obliged by any opinion respect-

ing this heavy item.

My occupation consists of two small farms, very

inconveniently lying right and left. These collectively

represent 2S0 acres of good land, requiring draining,

25 of which are pasture, not super-excellent, as our

friend Mr. Goldsmith stated, but rendered prolific by

tlie maintenance of an unusual quantity of sheep. We
keep 420 half-bred Leicester ewes, jiurchasing, as a

rule, the largest two-shear we can pick. With these

and our horses we make our manure. For the long

period mentioned heavy crops have been raised entirely

without the agency of bullocks. We use Oakey's tups,

whicli we think have a dash of Cotswold in them.

Please note this, and subsec|uently give me your opinion,

as I have been recommended to revert to a purer breed

—to use the improved Hampshire as raised near

Salisbury. Our fall of lambs averages heavy ; last year

and this are exceptional. Last year the absence of the

usual stimulant. Rape, at the time the males were turned

to the ewes, was against us ; and that the Rape is a most

useful food at that particular time we had a singularly

plain proof. As we had a small quantity which lasted

a fortnight of the time the tups were with the flock,

the corresponding time for lambing cheered us with a

good fall. The other portion, though we gave them
best linseed cake, was miserably slow, and the fall

small. If similarly again so situated, I would use

Barley cautiously, or Beans. In 1S66 we sold 614

lambs, realising ^788 ; in 1S67, 617, making

^743 3.r. 6d. ; and in 1868, 596 sold for £bo2, and in

1S69, 544 iox £',1') ITS. 6d.—for four years an average

yearly sale of £668 p. 31/. I am able to account for

our small crop this year. Our quantity now rearing is

about 27 score. For last autumn and the spring-

feeding we provided 26 acres of Rape, 8 of wliich were

after early dun Peas, now in Wheat ; 4 acres of Cab-

bages, now in Barley, about half an acre being left for

lambing ; 20 acres of Turnips, six of which, after a bad

layer, now in Wheat,—5 acres were Swedes, the latter

partly drawn and partly fed on land where grown
;

18 acres of Beet, 10 of which were autumn tilled,

8 after Rye—the 10 acres are in Wheat, the 8 in

Barley. The flock was folded in autumn on Turnips,

stubbles, &e., supplemented by barley-straw chaff,

layers slightly run over. For spring feed—30 acres of

layer, 8 Rye, now planted with Beet ; 13 acres of

Italian Rye-grass, to be broken up as early as we can

and sown with Rape, followed by Wheat ; 1 1 acres

Tares and Oats. We began using Beet in January,

pul]iing about 16 bushels daily, mixing them with

chaff. You will understand the ternr chaff implies

cut barley-straw ; the quantity daily increases, till some
days we have 300 bushels consumed, and .as soon as

we think it necessary we commence adding corn or

cake giound, beginning at 4 stones daily, increasing

to 18 stones. On March 26 our week's corn, &c., was

4 coombs of Barley, costing £2 los. ; 4 coombs of

feas, ^"3 Ss. ; ij linseed cake, l8.f. 4irf. ; rj cotton

cake, 10s. 6d.
;
grinding, Ss. ; toll, 2s. 6d. : making

£y i8j. ioJi/., or a daily cost of £l 2s. Sd. Here,

again, for the ewes 1 have been advised to replace

linseed cake by cotton, husked palm-nut meal, and

corn. The flock is yarded when the weather becomes

wintry, and there trough fed with the chaff mixture

morning and night, or when necessary, having a run of

a few hours, according to weather, on some pasture

where is thrown out one or two Scotch carts of roots.

Our usual time for turning in the males is October 9,

but this year we advanced the time a week, as you may
be sure we arc anxious to clear our land as early as

possible. Our farm is generally cleared by the middle

of June, and as early as jirudent our ewes go out to

kee]). Last year we kept them at home, but, judging

by the experience of my late father and our oliserva-

tions, it is in our case no gain. It is considered by us

that the change of locality benefits the flock and
increases the fall of lambs. Of course it sweetens the

farm. The lambs are dropped in the yard. Two
long sheds are enclosed, with pens on each side, to

which the ewes and lambs are conveyed, and from which,

in a few hours, they are drafted off according to con-

dition of mother,and lamb into sundry small lots. They
are still penned and daily drawn off, making three lots

—singles, doubles, and weak mothers and lambs. The
doubles, of course, have the best pick and the larger

allowance of artificial food. Implements are unhoused,

barn, straw-houses—in fact, every available space is

devoted for a few weeks to the respective lots.

The management of the lambs afterwards is a

repetition of other farmers' plans—layers folded, lambs
running forward to an advanced fold, in which troughs

with cake and Peas are placed. I omitted menl,ioning

our sheep-yard has fresh straw almost every day. I

buy the best cake, fearing cotton cake where so much
dry food is used ; but at Barninghani Hall it is used

without bad results. I am trying it this year, as you
find. We find in wet seasons the following mixtures
invaluable when diarrhoea follows too luxuriant or wet
food :—Powdered catechu, 4 oz. j powdered ginger,

i oz. ; prepared chalk, I 02. ; peppermint water,

.^ pint ; lamb dose, two table-spoonfuls night and
morning. One very serious evil, resulting from
over-stocking, is the foot-rot, which we minimise as

much as possible by separation ; all remedies I have
tried are useful for a time, but nothing is so rapid in

its effect or permanent as the following, which I give

in the hope it may be useful : i oz. of cpiicksilver

dissolved in I oz. of nitric acid, and to this subse-

quently add A pint of vinegar. Like other flock-

masters, we have both scared and drawn successfully ;

we practise the latter now—but with the assistance of

the knife we have lessened very much the exhaustion

and indeed pain of the poor victims, to say nothing of

the disgusting features of the old mode of drawing.

You will observe that the bulk of our winter feed is cut

barley-straw; we cart the Barley to the barndoor,

whcie the drum is so placed as to eject the straw into

the str.aw-house, which will contain two days' threshing,

the cutter converting it into chaff in about the same

time—by steam, of course. We consumed in the

winter of 1868-69, 69,1 acres of barley-straw so converted,

and more this winter. What remained was fermented

with cut wheat-straw, Tares, and a sprinkling of salt ;

this, we find admir.able food for our horses, and lessens

interruption in harvest. Our wheat-straw is converted

iiUo manure, as you see, by the .agency of the flock.

( )urs, 1 am aware, is a system which cannot be carried

out on every farm ; and our returns simply consist of

Wheat, Barley, and lambs. I'd make this .as large as

possible, we steal all we can, cropping in a very

irregtdar way, and getting as large an acreage as

possible. Our present corn growing is 84 acres

Barley, 60 Wheat, and 16 early Peas, these to be

followed by Turnips or Cole, and further followed by

either Wheat or Barley. Our last year's crop was
S6 acres of Barley, 64 Wheat, and 8 early Peas,

followed by early Rape (now in Wheat), and 3 of

Peas and Be.ans. Our crop in 1S68, you will observe,

shows the irregtdarity of acreage when we come to it.

This striving after effect of course adds much to horse

wear, labour, as also the careful treatment of the flocks;

but the balance-sheet shows the figtnes on the right

side. Yet the expenses are so heavy that I confess I

am always vexed at the close of our farming year

(Michaelmas Day), that the "per" side does not show

a heavier result ; fiirther than this, it teaches me in-

disputably that farming, though a most enjoyable

occupation both for mind and body, is very far from an

El Dor.ado. It may interest you to hear a rough

statement, which I found amongst my father's papers,

of the sup|iosed cost and profit of 20 score ewes from

July I, 1861, to June 30, 1862.

The following is the statement :—
To feed purchased

,, sSosnck.iof chalTat 3rf. ..

,, 20 wcelis ditto, 140 per week
,, m.^lt colnis

jCoC. 6

oflTnl

cleaning Beet
carting ditto .

.

lioi'sc mincing
slitplicrd's wngc

nips .

28 ditto Italian gras.-^

.3dittoKyc ..

1 coonjbs Beans
keep of 5 sheep
20 acres of layer
extra labour— slice])

replacing crones

.^637

,, 72 niTcs faldinR

,, 500 loads of man

This seems an approximation only, as there

credit entry for sale of crones and skins. Fvulli

this is a ease " Sheep i'. Bullocks," and to more

carry it out that farming may be successfully \na

without the latter, I give you the corn valuatioi

1S68 and 1869, with their results :

—

acres. Jlfic/inr/mas l-'a/imlim, 18O8.

7ol Wheat, 10 eouinbs per acre, .nt 251. . . /;8St 5

69} Harley, II ,, at 20J. .. 76410
10 Teas, 7 ,, at 201. .. 70 o
1-1 Pc.is and r.cans 104 o

fully

Ltiscd

IS for

64 Wheat, 1

86 Barley, 11

3 Peas, II

3 Peas and Bei

Micha^iitias Vainntion, 1869.

Plus v.iluatic

Rcsnlt.

Wheatsold £io6 :

Barley sold, ;^64() 2S. : 483 coombs used for

seed, at 17^., .£41 8.^. f^i. ; 21 coombs,
winter, at isi., Ai5 15*- : "78 dross, at

I.V., £^^S 14s 821 19 9

My Barley was very inferior, and manures, value £to,

were worse than thrown away ; though X grew 1041
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coombs, the result, as you see, was considerably below
the 69J acres of the former year.

I must apologise for my discursive paper, and at the

same time thank you for your polite attention. I

appeal to you for the verdict^That these facts, running
over so many years, indisputably prove that farming
can be carried on with good results without bullocks.

In answer to a question, Mr. FisoN said his sheep were
put in the yard as soon as the weather became wintry,

and kept there until tlie lambing.
Mr. Hatten said it was more expensive keeping sheep

in the yard than on the land, and he should like to know
the total cost of keep for Mr. Fison's in tlie winter
months. He kept his on the land, and it cost 7^. a-week
to feed them, but Mr. Fison's cost him a good deal more.
Mr. FisON said his cost £1 21. 8if.

Mr. Hatten said it cost more, taking into considera-
tion the carting of the roots to the yards.

Tlie Chairman said there was a great deal of extra
labour in keeping sheep in the yard, and he wanted to
know if Mr. Fison included that in his average per acre.

^Ir. Fl.soN said every farthing for labour was included
in his calculation, and it was a great deal too much. He
wanted to learn, whether by expending money in that
extra labour he was on the right track.

Mr. Manfield thought sheep on heavy land paid
better than bullocks, and Mr. Fison not only got a good
return for his sheep, but also a good return of corn. He
should like to know how much land was gi\en up to sheep.

Mr. Fison said about 25 acres.
Mr. Manfield said he was of opinion that keeping

sheep on light land on Mr. Fison's system would not do,
as drawing the roots off impoverished it. Mr. Fison did
not farm on the four-course system, and that was a point
to be considered. The feeding off roots on heavy land
often did more harm than good.

Mr. S. W. Hunt said in Barningham there was land
that would not be found in many parishes, and besides
Mr. Fison kept profitable sheep, and his was altogether
an exceptional case, and should not be put forth as an
average one. People would be led to suppose that farm
ing was a very paying occupation, but it was not so.

Mr. Fison's land was far superior to manv people's,
although there was great credit to him for w'hat he had
done. His system would not pay on an average farm.

Mr. Harrison said they were all indebted to M:
Fison for bringing the subject before them. He had not
had much experience in feeding sheep from yards ; but
what he had had gone against him. If sheep were kept
on the land, there was the manure already spread, and on
mixed soil and light land it would be ruinous if the sheep
were not folded on the land. Mr. Fison's item for labour
was very hea\-y. By the request of Mr. Fison, he had
looked into his (Mr. Harrison's) labour account, and he
found that from 1833 to 1844 his wages were for three
years gj. a week, and for four years 10s., making an
average of ^i gs. loif. per acre. From 1863 to 1869
they v,aried from gs. to iis., and averaged 16.1. 4W. per
acre

;
and this was far below Mr. Fison's average, for his

labour was very hea;^ compared with labour throughout
the country.

Mr. FisON contended that his corn and Iamb returns
were satisfactory, and his experience after three years was
that feeding on the land was injurious instead of beneficial.
As to wages, Mr. Harrison's averaged £1 las. per acre

;

and his, which included a farm steward and the extra
carting, only averaged ^i i8s. gd. The four-course
system was the most simple ; but, at the same time, great
results might be obtained by farming as he did, although
it entailed a large amount of labour. His farm had been
farmed well for 50 years, and that made a great difference.

U'atircs oi §0uhs.
How Crops Feed. A Treatise on the Atmosphere
and the Soil as related to the Nutrition of Agricul-
tural Plants, with Illustrations by S. W. Johnson,
M.A. Large l2mo, pp. 375. New York : Orange
Judd & Co. London : Triibner & Co.

Some time since we had occasion to speak in favour-
able terms of a volume by the same author, entitled—
**How Crops Grow." The most unsatisfactory portion
of the work just alluded to was decidedly that relating
to vegetable anatomy and physiology. It was evidenl
that in these departments the author was bv no means
so much at home as in the more purely chemical parts
of liis subject. The English reprint, which was edited
by Messrs. Church and Dyer, is in many respects an
improvement on the original edition, and particularly
so as regards the more purely physiological subdivisions.
The present treatise, intended as a companion volume
to " How Crops Grow," is necessarily devoted specially
to the consideration of chemical and physical agencies
and substances in their relation to plant life. In hand-
ling them the author is using tools to which he is

accustomed, and the results are correspondingly satis-
factory. The first portion of the book is devoted to
the consideration of the atmosphere as related to
vegetation, while the second division treats of the soil
as related to vegetable production. In this manner all
the substances, liquid or gaseous, mineral or organic,
which constitute the food of plants, come under review •

their sources are indicated, and the probable condition
in which they are absorbed explained. How they
are absorbed is told in the earlier volume. In a book
of this character, filled with details, there is little scope
for criticism. The author's aim is rather to present in
a readily available form the fact relating to his sub-
ject, than to discuss them in all their bearings. Never-
theless, in marshalling his facts it is evident that he
has employed great care and discrimination, and is not

led away by the greatness of a name. The inferences

and conclusions he draws from the facts are not
strained, but seem, so far as we have been enabled to

test them, to be cautiously and conscientiously drawn.
By way of illustration, let us take the case of humus.
Most of our readers will remember the fierce battles

over this subject between those who upheld and those
who denied its nutritive value. Our author gives a
brief summary of the arguments, ^ro and to;i, inter-

spersed with his own remarks, and then sums up as

follows :

—

" From the facts just detailed we conclude that some
kinds of organic matters may be absorbed and chemically
changed (certain of them assimilated) by agricultural

plants. We must, therefore, hold it to be extremely pro-
bable that various forms of humus, viz., soluble humates,
ulmates, crenates, and apocrenates, together with the
other soluble organic matters of the soil, are taken up by
plants, and decomposed or transformed, nay, we may say
assimilated by them."

The concluding passages of Professor Johnson's work
are among the most suggestive in the whole treatise.

After showing that the term " exhaustion of the soil"

is relative merely, and signifies '* a reduction of pro-
ducing power below the point of remuneration," he
continues, "the speedy and absolute exhaustion of a

soil, once fertile, that has been so much discussed by
speculative writers, is found in tlieir writings only, and
does not exist in agriculture."

"Asoilmaybe cropped below the point of remunera
tion, but the sterility thus induced is of a kind that easily

yields to rest or other meliorating agencies, and is far

from resembling in its permanence that which depends on
original poverty of constitution. * * * * Disin-
tegration and nitrification would lead to a waste of the
resources of fertility were it not for the conser\-ing effect

of those physical absorptions and chemical combinations
and replacements which have been described. The two
least abundant ash ingredients, viz., potash and phos-
phoric acid, if liberated by the weathering of the soil in

the form of phosphate of potash would suffer speedy
removal did not the soil itself fix them both in combi-
nations which are at once so soluble that, while
they best serve as plant-food tliey cannot ordinarily

accumulate in quantities destructive to vegetation,

and so insoluble that the minfall cannot wash
them off into the ocean. * * * *- Xhe great
beneficent law regulating these absorptions appears
to admit of the following expression :—Those bodies
which are most rare and precious to the growing plant
are by the soil converted into and retained in a condition,
not of absolute but of relative insolubility, and are kept
available for the plant by the continual circulation in the
soil of the more abundant saline matters. The soil,

speaking in the widest sense, is then not only the ultimate
exhaustless source of mineral (fixed) food, to vegetation,
bul it is the storehouse and conservatory of this food,
protecting its own resources from waste and from too
rapid use. and converting the highly soluble matters of
animal exuviae as well as of artificial refuse (manures)
into permanent supplies."

We trust we may soon have to welcome an English
edition of this useful volume, but in the meantime beg
to recommend to those whom it may concern the
original edition now before us.

acre, and the quantities, which are judiciously selected,

will be gathered from the following Table :

—

Name of Field.
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some soils as to counteract decomposition, even when
folded Willi slieep. But when exposed to the atmo-

sphere the bottom, although it breaks up harsh, it soon

crumbles down after the first summer shower, mellows,

and becomes a fine seed-bed.

CiMagc-s not unfrequently follow Vetches, whether

folded or removed for soiling off the land. Folding is

seldom a sufficient manuring for this crop, but it greatly

conduces to neutralise acidity and set up a healthy

decomposition of the roots and stubble ; and for this

purpose the land should fallow a week or so before it

is manured, as all harshness shoiUd be thoroughly

removed before Cabbages are planted. Some apply

lime to neutralise acidity, but this is superfluous, and

even wasteful, unless lime is wanting in the soil, and if

wanting the lime should have been applied to the

Vetch crop, which is a great consumer of lime ; for

many clay soils, redundant in lime, naturally become

very sour when lying under winter crops, unless grown

in drills sufficiently wide apart to pennit of horse-

hoeing. Some manure heavily on the stubbles,

plough in, and plant on the flat, after the land has lain

a week or ten days to fallow ; others give the tall

stubble a clean fallow, manuring in ridges when the

land is ready. In both cases the farmyard manure
should be well soaked in the hill before it is applied.

Some defer planting until rain falls, others use the

watering-pan freely to start the plants. In the latter

case, the ground about each plant should be thoroughly

soaked down to the roots and manure, for a small

dribble on the surface in dry weather is worse than

none. The early planted crops horse and hand hoe
frequently, as keeping the earth loose and well up to

the plants is gi-eatly in favour of their growth. The
more advanced crops, as they begin to heart and cover

the ground, set up close with the double-mouldboard

plough.

Mcadmo Hay, from water meadows or sewage
meadows, should be as early as Rye-grass and Clover

hay, but the general crop not irrigated is later. Some
grasses flower in April, others in May, June, July, and

August ; so that, according to the old rule, '* cut when
the bulk of the crop is in flower," some sacrifice of the

early and late sorts must be made. In the field there

is seldom much difficulty experienced when to begin, if

the weather is good. When cut with the scythe, a boy
follows each scythe, throwing out the swathe evenly

and loosely over the giound. When cut with the

mowing-machine, tlie haymaking-machine follows as

close as the condition of the grass and state of the

weather will permit. The hay-rake comes next,

gathering the half-made hay into wind-rows for cocking

before night. Next morning the cocks are shaken out

into wind-rows, and may be turned by the reverse

action of the tedding-machine as the day requires ; and

so on, the work proceeds until the hay is fit for carry-

ing. In making hay two extremes should be carefully

avoided when it is possible, viz., roasting in sunshine,

and blanching in rainy weather.

Hay Stacking is a very nice operation, requiring

every forkful of hay pitched to be shaken out evenly

over the stack. Some prefer green hay, others stack

with a sufficiency of sap to produce heating and
eventually brown hay. Rye-grass and Clover hay
from trampcocks is generally stacked green, often in a

single day—seldom more than three being required to

finish a large stack. But meadow hay, when properly

heated, requires to be stacked slowly, 4 or 5 feet in

height daily, so that a number of days is required to

complete a stack. Hence on large farms two or more
stacks proceed together, the one a day or two in

advance of the other, each being under its own rick-

cloth at night or when rain falls.

Thatching should follow stacking without unneces-

sary delay. Rye-gi'ass and Clover hay may be thatched

as soon as the stack is up, if the weather is unsettled
;

but if there is no appearance of rain the stack may be
allowed to settle down. Meadow hay requires the

heat to be nearly out of the stack before it is thatched,

granting that the roof settles down evenly, which it

does not always do. The better plan is to stack in

hay-barns, and then thatching is not required.

Sheep Washing and S/iearing Cheviot and Black-
faced hill flocks continue up to the beginning of

July. Both breeds are active and excellent swimmers,
especially the Blackfaced, and from being annually
washed for four or five seasons old sheep become
accustomed to it, so that the younger follow. A pool
in a clear running stream, with a pebbly shore, is

chosen for washing, with a large fold on each side to

hold the flock. When one old sheep takes the water
the others follow, one after the other, jumping in

between the shepherds as fast as allowed, and walking
out at the Other side. Three or four times across the

pool completes the process of washing, without a single

hand being laid upon a sheep. The poet Dyer
appears to allude to this old plan of washing when he
says

—

" Gay shearing time approaches. First, however,
Driven to the double fold, upon the brim
Of a clear river, gently driven the flock.

And plunge them one by one into the flood."

As soon as the wool is dry shearing commences. In
the large hill flocks of the North the shepherds join,

shearing first one flock and then another, each flock

being thus put through the shears in less time than
could otherwise be done without clubbing.

Neivly shorn Sheep are washed for the twofold I

purpose of cleanliness and healthy action of the skin,

so as to obviate cold—^just as some shepherds wash
their own heads when newly shorn to avoid colds. A
bright sun is liable to blister or injure more or less the

skins of newly shorn sheep, hence they should have
shade to go under.

Sheep Washes.—The skin of the sheep is liable,

after shearing, to get into an unhealthy state ; ticks and
lice follow, and, to prevent these, sheep are dipped in

various solutions termed washes, poisonous to such
insects, and more or less to the sheep also. Were these

newly shorn sheep washed with water and shaded
from the sun during dry, and sheltered from cold

during night or bad weather, and then properly fed

until their wool form a natural covering to defend
them, there would be no need of poisonous washes.

The Fly now, early and late, requires watching, and,
as it is easy to know when a sheep is struck, the eye of

the shepherd shoidd always be abroad over the

pastures. On no account should he leave his charge
during the day, and at night the flock should be care-

fully examined before he leaves for home. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Indian Horsb Disease : A Corrcspotidcnt writes as fol-

lows :
— " Amongst our foreign items, too. will be found

an account of an extraordinary disease, which is carrying

off a larc^e number of horses in and about Calcutta. It

appears to be somewhat similar in its nature to a com-
plaint to which the natives themselves are liable, called

burra-burra—we cannot answer for the spelling, but give

it phonetically ; the body swells, the head frequently

becoming an enormous size, whence the name, for we
believe hurra means 'big.' The patient generally lies

down to die, but if he has good pluck and keeps at

work he stands a better chance of getting over it.

"

I have seen something of the disease described in the

above paragraph, which I have cut from the Wilts and
Gloucestershire Standard of last week. I have always
heard the name called "berry-berry," not " burra-

burra"—but what is it? It isn't mere dropsy, for in

dropsy the water collects very slowly, but with this

disease I have seen a man at work one day, feel ill, lie

down in the afternoon, and dead next day, or the

following. In a ship I was in we buried three and four

of our men a day. [We believe the disease to be of the

nature of that which is known as " bighead " in

America. The malady is undoubtedly a " blood
disease," allied to splenic apoplexy and black-leg of
this countiy—only of a more virulent kind. It is in no
way related to dropsy.]

ENGLISH WOOL.
During the past week, without any apparent cause

beyond the uncertainty as to the effect of the new clip

coming to market, we have had a dull trade, and to effect

sales of any quantity a small reduction would have to be
submitted to. Lustres and demi-lustres form, however,
an exception, being in good request.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdovm hoggets i i to r aj
Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o o\ — i i

Leicester ditto .. . . i 2" - i 3

HOPS.
BoROUGU Market, June 23.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a steady
inquiry for all descriptions, at late rates. The n
from the Hop growing districts are generally
favourable.

retail

reports
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CARSON'S Original Anti-Corrosion Paint.

PATRONISED BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT, I THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS, I RAILWAY and CANAL COMPANIES,
THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT,

I 7000 of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,
|

COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS, &c., &c.

It is extensively used at Home and Abroad for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,
VIZ.,

lEON, WOOD, BEICK, STONE, COMPO.
Per Cwt.

WHITE ^

LIGHT STONE
BATH DO

I

CREAM COLOUR ; 30s
LIGHT PORTLAND STONE
DRAB OR PORTLAND DO
BUFF FOR STABLES
OAK COLOUR
LEAD COLOUR ( „„
BRIGHT RED /dbs.

DARK DO
J

TRADE MABK.
Per Cwt.

'26s.

CHOCOLATE COLOUR
PURPLE BROWN
BLACK
BRONZE GREEN j

LIGHT LEAD 28s.
INVISIBLE GREEN 36s.
BRIGHT GREEN \

MEDIUM GREEN
DEEP GREEN
BLUE

42s.

3 CWT. Free to .iny Station or Port in tlic United Kingdom. OAITTION.—All Casks bear the Tr.ide Mark, without wliich none arc genuine.

PRICES, TESTIMOMALS, AND PATTERN CARDS, POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PREPARED OIL MIXTURE FOR THE ANTI-CORROSION.
OILS, TURPENTINE, AND BRUSHES. VARNISHES, BOTH FOR OUTSIDE AND INSIDE PURPOSES.

ARCHIMEDEAN" LAAVN MOM^ER.
The " ARCHIMEDKAN '

is the only Lawn Mower
that cuts wet or long grass without clogging,
thus enabhng the man to work it in the morning or cool

of the day, instead of waiting for the grass to diy, and
toiling under the heat of a mid-day sun. It is extremely

easy to work, and will preserve its perfect cut wliilsl

traversing mounds or sloping banks.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN " is admitted to be the best

Machine ever brought out for the purpose, because it is

durable, simple, and performs its work better and with

less than half the power required for any other Lawn
Mowers, and will do double the amount of work.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN" leaves the cuttings in

small particles, evenly scattered, never looking untidy,

serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

drought.

The Mower is warranted to give ample satisfaction,

but if not approved of may be returned within a month

and exchanged for a machine by any other maker, or the

amount will be refunded.

No Charge for Packing Cases, whicb are most

convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

LIST OF PRICES.

ii-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy .. £4 5

14-inch, suitable for One Person .. .. £5 10

16-inch, suitable for One Person ., .. £6 10

Dclii'ered Carriage Free to all Railway
Stations in the United Kingdo^n,

From "The Field," A ngiisi 21, 1869.

" \Vc have tried it carefully against machines by two nf ihc licst

EiiKlibli makers, and liavc no hesitation in rccommcndini,' it to our

readers as beinR by far more easily worked than either of them, and a

the same time leaving the turf with a beautifully even and close cut."

From A. F. Barron, Esq., Royal HorticuUiiral Society, Chis-wick

Garden, W.
" November 11, i86q.

" Gentlemen,—We have now had your ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower
in use several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the

best and most efficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. Georce Wyn:

" Gentlemen,— I beg t<

' Archimedean' Lawn Mow
Buckingham Palace for son

[esiifyinc that it has given <

and quiclcly."

IS, Rcyat Gardens, Buckittghain Palace.

"September 13, 1869.

say that we have had your Paten

r at work in Her Majesty's Gardens a

time past, and I have much pleasure ii

ery satisfaction, as it docs its work wc

\-MafFrotn the Rev. Edward Owen, The Lcdse, Bradvelljux.

Maldon.
" May 10, 1870.

" Gentlemen,—I am happy to say that the 'Archimedean' gives us

(Treat satisfaction; it is by far the best machine I have seen. My
gardener, who, like myself, was afraid of it at first, is now delighted

with it."

From Colonel Forbes, The Holmes, SI, Bonvells, N.B.

"Juno II, 187a
" Gentlemen,—I beg to enclose cheque (/O 10s.) in payment of the,

'Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and have i^rcat pleasure \t\ bearing

testimony to its high merit."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Since the introduction of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER into this country, it has met with a success that has surprised even the Manufactm-ers, confident as

they were of its merits. During this, its first season, a larger number has been already sold than most of the English manufacturers sell in a whole year. Of course, it is not
pretended that every purchaser thinks as highly of the Machine as do the high authorities quoted in the Circular

;
prejudice or clumsiness on the part of working men often

condemning the most useful inventions. The Advertisers, however, feel great gratification in stating that, although a trial is allowed with every Machine, very few indeed have
been returned out of the very large number sold. This unprecedented success has, of course, materially affected the manufacturers of other machines, and some of them are
naturally annoyed that a stranger should in so short a time upset the whole trade. One firm in particular, modestly premising that its machines are the best, has published a
violent attack on the "Archimedean "—thus tacitly admitting that the New Lawn Mower is its most formidable opponent. The !^ame firm, in another advertisement, gives an
account of a so-called " interesting trial of Lawn Mowers." the result of which was, of course, in favour of their own Machine. Considering that the Manufacturers of the
" Archimedean" were not only not present, but knew not/ting of this " trial" (?) till they saw it announced in the advertisement, the interest is rather on one side. This method
of attacking a successful opponent in business, however "interesting," has neither the advantage of originality nor the merit of fairness.

It is preferred to leave the merits of the ARCHIMEDEAN with the Public, to whom is offered a month's trial with each Machine, in order that its advantages may be
fairly tested in working. This must be much more satisfactory to intending purchasers than any other plan for testing the invention, and is the best reply to the unscrupulous
attacks of persons interested in the sale of other machines, whether made openly by manufacturers, or by their friends under the guise of disinterested advice to the Public,

Continued use will but confirm the good opinion generally held of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER.

Illustrated Catalogues and Testimonials Post Free on application.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AGENTS,

WALTER CARSON and SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,

21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

E.G. ; and
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GREEN'S Patent Silens Messor,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

Referring to the Letter published in the coUimns of this Paper, June i8, 1870, at pages 829 and S30, signed "A. D.," we agree with

him that the following are the essential requirements of a really good Lawn Mower, viz. :

—

4th, It should be as noiseless as possible in working.
5th, The driving power simple in construction and not easily

put out of gear. tconvenieut to oil.

6th, The bearings should be properly protected from dust and
above essentials lo a g)eater extent titan any other.

1st, Lightness of draught.

2d, Easy and convenient to handle.

3d, It should perform its work neat and smooth, and leave no
notches or scores to mark its path.

]Ve guarantee our Lawn Mowers to possess tlu

LEEDS HOETICULTUEAL AND FLOEAL SHOW, JUNE 3, 1870.
TRIAL OF MOWING MACHINES.

irers of these Machines,
nen who had made the
which they accompHshed

Extract FRtwr Yorlcshirc Post.
" During the Show, a %'ery interesting trial of Lawn Mowers took place on the ground. The competitors wore the well-known manufacli

Messrs. Thomas Green & Son, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds, and the maker of a Machine called the .%chimedean. The judges were the gentle

awards at the flower show. The merits of the competing Machines were decided by setting them to work to cut long coarse grass, the style and time in

their task, and the draught of each, being elements in guiding the judges in giving their award. Tlie following was their unanimous conclusion :

—

" We, the judKes of the Leeds Horticultural and 1-loral Society, having tested Lawn Mowinc Machines manufactured by Messrs. Thos. Green & Son against the one called the '

where the bents were from 5 to 8 inches long, have come to the unanimous conclusion that the ' Archimedean ' is perfectly useless, either for long or short grass, the superiority of Grec
this, as on many other occasions, pre-cminenr. We find the ' Archimedean ' is only suitable for banl<s and steep rising grounds."

Extract from Leeds Meratry.
"Amongst the other interesting features of the Show to which attention has not yet been called was a public trial on the opening day of Lawn Mowing Machines,

manufactured by Messrs. Green & Son, of Leeds, and the American Machines known as the Archimedean. The test took place before all the judges in an open field where
the bents were from 5 to 8 inches long, and at the close the decision was unanimously in favour of the Machines made by Messrs. Green & Son. That firm had an e.\cellent

stand on the ground occupied by horticultural machines of various descriptions."

Judgcs.—Wm. Carmichael, Tohn Wells F.R.H.S., M. Saul, W. Culvenvell,
J.

Mclndoe, James Fowler, Wm. Stewart, T. S. Holloway, late Chairman of the Society.

JAMES BIRBECK, .Secretary.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS H.WE
PROVED TO BE THE BEST, AND H.WE
CARRIED OFF EVERY PRIZE TH,4T

HAS BEEN GIVEN IN ALL CASES OF
COMPETITION.

EVERY MACHINE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE

ENTIRE S.\TISFACTION, AND IF NOT
APPROVED CAN BE RETURNED WITH-
OUT ANY COST WH.VTEVER TO THE

V^SjiS. PURCH.^SER.

The following are a few of the principal places where Green's Patent Lawn Mowers are the only Machines in use,

and have been for a number of years giving entire satisfaction :

—

THE ROYAL GARDENS, WINDSOR.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE GARDENS
SANDRINGHAM HALL GARDENS.
CHISWICK HOUSE GARDENS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,

1 1. GARDENS.
I.TURAL GARDENS.
.ACE GARDENS.

liF.NS.
II SEUM.
l;liENS.
M.NS.

1'ari.i.\mi;nt siiuake gardens.

BRUNSWIfK Sof.VKF I

royal lio,li lAl.. fill
ROYAL .NA\ Al. ^ril.i.il
HYDE I'AKK i^AKDLNS.
LlVERrillll. I'AKK.
BIRKENHEAD PARK.
PRESTON PARK.
SUNDERLAND PARK.
HALIFAX PARK.
BRADFORD PARK.
LEEDS ROYAL PARK.

Testimonial from the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, Afay iS, 1870.
"Gentlemen,—I am directed by the Council to inform you that your Lawn Mowing Machines have been in constant use in their Gardens at South Kensington during

the last 10 years, and that they have always given the greatest satisfaction, doing their work excellently and with so much ease as lo be generally preferred by our workmen.
" Thos. Green & Son. " I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant, James Richards, Assistant Secretary."

PRICES OF HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY
MACHINES,

Including Patent Self or SitU; Dt-livery Box ; Cross Stav complete; suitable for

attaching to ordinary chaise traces or gig harness.

GREEN'S

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches., ••£^3 o o

,, 28 15 o o

30

To
HORSE MACHINES,

ut 30 inches , , . . £21
.36 24

Leather Boots for Horse
Leather Boots for Donkey o i3

,, ,, Pony ., 12
The z6 and z8 inches can easily be worked by a donkey, the 30 inches by a pony, and the larger s

ty a horse; and aa the Machines make no noise in workinfj, the most spiritea animal can be cmpio
*-nhout fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

HAND
Every Machine is warnnttcd to gtv,

MACHINE.
\atis/,utiot:, and ifnot approved of

be returned unconditionally.
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only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hi

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HI\ E as originally introduced b> Oeorce Nfichbour & Sons,

>rk ng thrc bell Rlasses, is

possess many

other Bee hive that has been
introduced
Pr cc complete £.1 15

StT,nd ford tto o 10 o

The LI t URI AN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE bcioK
much m repute, G N &. Sons
supply a Sv.arm of Bees with

I Itainn Queen in the

ed Cottige Hive, at

. ,. Hive incTudcd (Such
II shortly have wholly jellow

\lp Bees )

, Alp Qu.
ing

s heretofore.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hi
ing and pricesj sent on receipt of

"

SONS, 127, High Holborr

Dame Street. Glasgow : Austin & McAslan,

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
""

' The STR^^WBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of
a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing

the plant. It is 16 inches in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Stra>v-

berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous

moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to last

10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the

Emit clean and assisting its growth—thus in the production
of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,

and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens.

Rock Hills, ' ga\e his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every description oj Wire Work for GardcnSj Conservatories, iS^r.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.G.

No.
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id Woo!, a perfect m

and FloriculturaJ

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."-
. Patronised by Her Maicsly tlic Queen for Windsor Casll

and Frni-more Gardens, the l)uke of Northumberland, llutte (

Pevonslnre. late hiir T. I'axton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Garden;

Kcw ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading is " Frlgl Domq " Netting.
White or lirDwn, made of prepared H "

conductor of licat or cold, keeping a li:

applied. It is adapted for all Horl
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING. 2 yards wide, is. W. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. orf. per yard rua
Four yards wide 3*. &f. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide .. is. ai. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2S. Bd. per yard run.

Scrim Cinvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sld., did., y^d., yld.

and SJif. per yard.
Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, 6ld. and SJif. per yard;

id extra for cut lcnt,'ths.

F.I.ISIIA THOMAS ARCHER, WTioIe and Sole Manufactun
:,City, E.C.,andof all Nursci

v:
l^hout the Kinedoi

,ch h

N KALE

;

JNS

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in

Mr. Robinson's interesting Boole on the Parks, Promenades, and
Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Caldcr Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock
s kepi ! also at 36, Long Acre. J. GOODERIDGE. Agent.

AMES PHILLIPS AND
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,

CO.

Each Box contains loo
Squares 2

Seconds

eet. The prices only apply to the
' by 12, 20 by i^, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot.

. . 15J. od

.*.'
iQs'.6d. '.'. '.'. '.'.

English
The above prices include the boxes, which arc not returnal

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, 16-oz., in 100 feel boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

II by 9
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Shanks's Patent Lawn Mowers for 1870.
UNDER THE PATRONAGE

OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN,

AND MOST OF THE

PRINCIPAL NOBILITY
OF

GREAT BRITAIN.

TJie Patent Inipyovoiiciits recently introduced give Shanks s MacJiinc several important
advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE PLATE, WIND GUAED, &c.

The steady and continued increase in the Annual Sale of Shanks's Lawn IVIowers forms the most

convincing testimony of the value and success of the improvements recently introduced.

THE FIRST PRIZE MEDAL
OK THi:

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,

LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, in presenting their " PRICE LIST of LAWN MOWERS for 1870," have inuch satisfaction in intimating tliat among all the
Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Universal Exhibition of 1867, they are the only Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal.

A. S. AND SON h.ive, in addition to the Patent Double-Edged Sole-Plate and Wind-Guard, made great alterations and improvements in their Machine. These
alterations, which were introduced two years ago, have now undergone an effectual trial, and the result h.is been so successful .as to enable the Patentees to offer a
Machine which far excels any other that has ever yet been offered, whether for ease in working or durability. The new Machine is perfectly silent in working, and
has only to be compared with other Machines, when its superiority will be at once seen and understood.

PRICES—INCLUDING CARRIAGE TO ANY RAILWAY STATION OR SHIPPING PORT IN THE KINGDOM.
SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

Easily Worked.
8-inch Machine

l^->^

lo-inch Machine.. ., .. .. .. ••3
i2-inch Machine.. .. .. ,. .. ..4
l4-inch Machine.. .. .. .. .. ., 5 :

16-inch Machine "Z^
By a Lady. ig-inch Machine., .. .. .. .. ..7

22-inch Machine.. .. .. 8
By a Boy. 24-inch Machine.. .. .. ,. .. ••9

The Hand Machines are all with Silent Movement.

:5 o

Easily Worked.
Bv a Man.
By a Man and a Boy.

By Two Men.

HANKS'S NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
If wiih Patent Dclivcrinf: Apparatus.

e5-inch Machine /12 10 o .. .. 25.V. extra.

28-inch Machine 14 10 o .. .. 3CW. ,,

30-inch Machine.. ., .. .. 15 15 o .. ,, 30J. ,,

Silent Movement, i2j. 6d. extra.

Boots for Pony, 22J-. per set ; Ditto for Donkey, iSj. per set.

SHANKS'S NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
If with Tatcnt Delivering Apparalu

30-inch Machine., ,. ., ,. ^19 00 .. .. 30J. extra.
36-inch Machine., .. ,, ,. 22 o o ,. ,, 30J. ,,

42-inch Machine.. ., ., ., 26 o o ., ,, 40J, ,,

48-inch Machine.. 28 o o .. .. 40J. ,,

Silent Movement, 20J. extra. Boots for Horse, 26j. per set.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS are in daily use in the Royal Gardens at Kew, Windsor, Buckingham Palace, Hampton Court, Osborne, and
Bahnoral ; in tlie Gardens of tlie Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington ; in the Grounds of the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham ; in Hyde Park, in
Victoria Park, in Battersea Park ; and in many hundreds of the principal Gardens in the Kingdom, as well as abroad, where their merits have been fully proved and their

success firmly established.
j?-^,gf.y Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be at once returned.

GARDEN ROLLERS,
SUITABLE FOR LAWNS, BOWLING GREENS, DRIVES, GRAVEL WALKS, &c.

These Rollers are made in halves, and are much easief to work than when c.ist in one piece. The
edges are rounded off to prevent any marks being left on the Walks or Grass ; a counterbalance handle is

fitted to each Roller.

RDllef, 18 Inches Diameter,

PRICES.
X 20 Inches Long . , ;^3

ROLLERS FITTED WITH SHAFTS SUlTAfiLE FOR A

Roller, 30 Inches Diameter, x 32 Inches Long

30
36

HORSE OR PONY.

. ..^10 o o

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON,
DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH ; and 27, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

27, Lcjdcnhall Siml is the only fhue in London where intendingpurchaser! ofLawn Mffimrs can choosefrom a Stock offrom ijo to 200 Machines.
All sizes kept there, whctlierfor Horse. Pony, or Hand Po-uier.

t the Office, No. 41. Wellingtgn Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County..
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Garden operations

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES, Cheshunt. — The
COLLECTION at the Old Nurseries. Cheshunt, is NOW i.i

BLOOM ; it is considered tlic larcest and most varied in Enpland-"
J Chcshunt Station, or to Wartham,

Roses.
JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

THE COLLECTION of ROSES at Woodlands
Nurserj-, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Susses, occupyine an area

of many acres, are NOW COMING INTO SPLENDID BLOOM.
WM. WOOD AND SO.N.—June 35.

r^HOICEST ROSES, in pots.
V^" TEA-SCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE, &c
The largest stock in the kingdom, consisting of many thousands

of strong healthy plants.

SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

Roses for Bedding, Sec.

ROSES, New and Old, strong plants, in pots, now
ready for delivery; also l.iree stock of VERBENAS and

FUCHSIAS, and general BEDDING PLANTS, which contains a

selection of the best varieties only. CATALOGUES f.

m
Band of the Royal Horse Guards daily.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
At the GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY to be held at OXFORD, in JUL
'

" " iltural Eociel1B70, in connection with the Show of the Royal Agricultural Society,

the following PRIZES will be oflfcrcd by the PROPRIETORS of the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE:—
For the Two best COLLECTIONS of FRUITand VEGETABLES,

6 distinct kinds of each, a ist priic of C7j and a 2d prize of £3.
ew- The Vegetables to be neatly set up in tiat baskets ; the Fruit to

be flisplayed on stands or in dishes.

The competition is open only to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS
of Private Families, 'fhe Winners of the GttnUntri' Chnmidt Priie in

1867, 1868, and 1800 excluded from competition. The articles produced
tobcoftheE.\HIBrrOR'S OWN GROWING.

I>OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.
t lULY 6 and 7.—SPECIAL FETE and EXHIBITION of

FRUITand CUT FLOWERS,Table Decorations, Bouquets, Statues,
Vases, Fern Cases, Flower Baskets, Garden Furniture and Imple-
ments relating to Gardening, &c. The Special Class of Prizes for

Ladies includes that offered by H.R.H. Princess Mary of Teck.

THE ROMFORD and ESSEX FLORAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY-—The FIRST SHOW, Open

10 All England, will be held on THURSDAY, July 7. when PRIZES
«o the amount of ONE HUNDRED and TEN POUNDS will be
awarded. ENTRIES to CLOSE JUNE 30. Schedules and full

particulars on application to E. S. PALMER,
R. HULSE,

Committee Room, White Hart Hotel, Romford.

'}SCC5.

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, JULY 7 and 8.—
For PRIZE LISTS, apply to Mr A. FORREST, Secretary,

Clierry Street, Birmingham. ENTRIES CLOSE JULY ?.

OUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
1 SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, JULY 13.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR ROSES (open to all England).

, For the best Collei ' "

ad. For the best Colli

ist Prize, a Cup,
3d, For the best Colic

Cup, or liv. : ad, li 11.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR PLANTS.
Greenhouse Plants (distinct v,

1), single

s'; single

(Orchids excluded),

WM. PALLETT, Secretary.

H,
Notice.

CANNELL'S FUCHSIA SHOW.—
of all the buds dropping, through the

zichi .ely.

H. CAN NELL. F.R.H.S, Woolwich.

Seeds &om Prize Flowers, saved by
MESSRS. DOBSON AND SONS, Seed Growers,

&C., Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, from their unequalled

/:aLCEOLARIA.—From plants which have been
exhibited this al Palai Roy

1. 6J,
,
31.

1

tuccessfully
al Horticul-

.„d 5=.ura) Exhibi
CINERARIA,—Splendid, mixed, u., 2S. M., and ss.

PRIMUI'A.—A particularly fine strain of fringed flowers, of abril-

liant colour ; also ALKA ; ii., 2J. td., and 5^.

SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK, -Very rich in colour.

td. and ir. All the above post free.

Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.
SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-

RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised, from
plants 9 to 18 inches hiph. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great

variely, including the beautiful mottled and spotted; each is., and
2f. 6J, per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will quickly rid any place of

WaHpfi, Crickets. Cockroaches, and other Garden pests. "It com-
pletely cleared tne place." Vtdt Testimonial», sent on application.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nu , Hailsham, Sus;

H
Roses, Roses, Roses.

LANE AND SON'S magnificent COLLECTION
of over 100.000 PLANTS is NOW IN FULL BLOOM.

, London. Convenient

I Berkhamstcad, Herts.

A Glorious Show of Roses,

TE.^, BOURBO.V, CHIN.\, and NOISETTE,
Maybe ... -

CHARLES NOBLE Bagsho

New Rosea of 1870.
CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.
Descriptive LIST on application.
ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, in 5-inch pots, for planting

out or for growing on for not culture. Leading varieties of Tea-
scented, Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, 8rc. Descriptive LIST on
application.

lOHN CRANSTON, The Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

(^ HOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
Vy China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

Pots. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST on application to

KICHAR D_SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growtli, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Frtiiting in Pots.-
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PEACHES and NECTAR I NES.— Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

71. 6rf. to lOJ. fjd. each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

RICHARD SMITH, Nurser^n

AGER.-\TUM IMPERIAL D'WARF.— Well-rooted
plants, out of stores, is. per doten ; strong, in pots, 6j. per doien.

S. BADMAN. Ellham Koiid Nursery, 1-ee. S.E.

Bedding Plants, Floriets' Flowers, &c.

MESSRS. LITTLE ANli DALLANTYNE,
NUKSF-RYMEN and SEEDSMEN, Carlisle, are prepared to send

out very choice selections of the above, at very moderate prices, and
will be glad to send their new priced CA'TALOGUE free on application.

North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment, 44, English
Street, Cariisle.

Miscellaneotis Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including

finest varieties of ECHEVERIAS, TANSIES, SEMPEKVIVL
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c,, &c, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey. S.W.

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing.
FREE BY POST.

SUTTON AND SONS can now supply New Seed of
the following, saved from the finest strains in the country ;-

JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.
INGRAM'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.
THOMSON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.
FINEST CHOICE CINERARIA.
FINEST CHOICE PRIMULA.

And other FLOWER SEEDS, for present sowing.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 Dages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRll'.
TIVE CATALOGUE of^BRITlSH and E.\OTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hi l ., Kent.

more than

. SI'ANSFIELD & SON, Vale Nuri

I beg t

.'ill be forwarded t

irden, Lancashire.

o RNAMENTAL PLANTS, PALMS. l^ERNS, &c..

'OSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers for Sale—

) CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FIMBRIATA PLENA, without
flower buds, Ia, 1%. £6, £fi.

1 CAMELLIAS, IMBRICATA' PLENA, without flower buds,

i CAMELLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, £3,

£a< £6, £S.—FoT September.
> CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best Borts, £6,

jfiS, £xo, £\i.

J AZALEA INDICA, best named sorts, with flower buds, fine

plants, £5, £(i, £%, /iz.

J AZALEA INDICA STOCKS, 155. [Three months' credit.]

I'O BE SOLD, by Private Contract, in One Lot, the
celebrated Collection of ORCHIDS, one of the largest in Europe,

many unique specimens, collected by the late Cor.sul

Mr. ALFRED !

SPECIMEN PLANTS for SALE.—Some of the finest

in the kingdom, and sure to win when exhibited.
FELTON AND SONS, Birmingham Nurserj', 56, Harbome Road,

Adiantum Farleyenae.
pOBERT T. VEirCH can now offer plants of the

CALADIUMS.—Fine large plants, fit for 6-inch pots,
in the 9 most beautiful varieties, 12s. per dozen, package included

Post Office orders payable at Old Ford.
B, G ROBINSON, Royal Nursery. Ford Road.

RIMULAS, PRIMULAS. PRIMULAS.—Williamsl
superb strain, strong Seedlings, fit for potting into 3-inch pots,

ij. 6d. per dorcn, las. per 100, free by post; seed, 11. and 3S. td. per
nackct- JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

Golden Chain Geranium.—To the Tra^W Golden Chain Geranium.—To the Trade.
ILLIAM BRY.ANf begs to offer extr.i strong

I'lants of the above, at 20x. and 30J. per 100.

The Nursery, Rugby.

GER.\NIUMS, of Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Sophia
Dumarcsque. Gold Pheasant, Stella variegata. Eastern Beauty,

Amy, Italia Unita, Beauty of Guestwick, Luna, Mrs. Bcnyon, Kenil-
worth, Arlemus Ward, Madeline Schiller, Beauty of Ribbledale, Lady
ofShallot. Of Show, French, and Fancy PELARGONIUMS, fine

ng Plants, in 50 select varieties. The above are offered per

H.
lapplic

. R. STIRZAKER, .Skert 1 Nun

Beautiful Columbine.
JOHN GRIGOR AND CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,

offer fresh seeds of their AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA, v«ith

specimen blossom, post 1't':c. for 18 postage stamps, per packet.
' This is perhaps the haJ : hardy perennial 1

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS of 1870.—Twenty of
the large-flowered and Japanese Chrysanthemums of this season,

raised by Mr. Salter, post or package free for 14s. ; 12 varieties for 91.

The set ol four varieties, sent out by Mr Forsyth, for 35.

CHATER'S AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF, three plants

post free for it. 6d. ; six plants for as. 6d. ; 15 of the best COLEUS,
post free, zr. 6d. Terms cash.
WM. CLIBRAN AMD SON, Millbank Nursery, near Warrington.

EVERY GARD E^N R E QUXS I T E
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 & 238, High Holbom. London.

R
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoki

Samples and prices post free on application, Priie Medals, 1851,

for Wheat : 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

AYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed^ Manure, and On

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on application to

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5. Aldgate, London, E.

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

best kinds in Cultiv (ilh su
HighgateNur!

yeltit

, London, N.
ibe

Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine

• selected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of 1869 growth,
and raised from picked transplanted bulbs. Prices moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

s
The Best Turnip for the Main Crop is

UTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.
Priir lad pf-rll) ; niiich cheaper by the bushel.

fiUTl"N AM. S'iNS, Seed C.rowers. Reading.

the beat Substitute for Swedes Is

S UTTONS' PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP.—For sowing the latter end of June and in July and

August, this variety is invaluable, and will produce a very heavy crop.

Price I J. per lb,, cheaper by the bushel.

S UTT

O

N ANn SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

To the Trade.
ENGLISH SOWING RAPE and MUSTARD SEED.

HARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, have the above to offer. Price on application.

YOUNG'S NONSUCH CUCUMBER, exhibited at

the Royal Horticultural Societ>;'s Show, South Kensington,
last Wednesday, 12 Seeds for 2s. 6d. in Stamps.

i YOUNG, The Nun , Balham, London, S.W.

EARLY CABBAGE PLANTS.— Fine strong plants,

35. per 1000 ; 251. per 10.000 ; ijio per 100,000

EDWARD TAVLOK, Nurseryman, Malton, Yorkshire.

F

RICHARD WALKER has the following to offer for

cash—DRUMHEAD PLANTS, selected stock; NONPAREIL
PLANTS, all at 3«. per looo ; Red and While CELERY PLANTS,
ir. per loo. Sfarket Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds. ^_

Cabbage and other Plants, not to be Excelled.
GEE ran supply, for cash. Plants in anjf quantities,

JL} • carefully packed, .and sent to any part of the Kingdom.
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION, DRUMHEAD, and other CABBAGE,

aj, M. per looo.

DRUMHEAD and GREEN CURLED SAVOY, 41. per 1000.

KNIGHT'S PROTECTING and other BROCCOLI, 7<. M.P" tooo.

WALCHEREN and EARLY LONDON CAULIFLOWER, ijr.

per 1000. Various other plants. . . ,. , A
Pack.lgcs charged cost, and full price will be allowed when returned

in good condition. ... , j t, j
F. GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.
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" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." DUraelL

Iron Cisteims.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid do\vn more
. extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

epared to supply VVROUGHT-IKON TANKb,
. .^--...-.^

. supgnor quality, at reduced prices,

An Illustrated Price List of Galvanised Iron, and other of EMBV'S
special Manufactures, sent on application.

F. BRABY AND CO., Limited. Fitzroy Works, Euston Road,

London ; or through all respectable Ironmonfjers.

N.P. Open Tanks of diEferent sizes packed one in another to save

carriage.

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Roiled Steel Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED BEATEB PLATES (Gray's Patent),

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

These Plates have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates previously in use.

C. AND S. are prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade in any quantity ; and they would caution purchasers against
spurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from their brittleness, arc exceedingly dangerous to use, CAUTION,—Infringers of this Patent,
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

BY HEE MAJESTY'S BOYAL LETTEBS PATENT.
TO MEET A WANT WHICH H.\S BEE\ LOXG FELT P,Y THE HGRTICULTUR.AL PUBLIC,

MAW & CO.'S PATENT IMPERISHABLE TERRA-GOTTA PLANT MARKERS
Are offered as a cheap and permanent sulwtitute for WOODEN and ZINC TALLIES for the Labelling of Plants in Pots and in the Open Border, arid for suspending

to Roses Orchids Ferns, Fruit Trees, &c. These Labels, unlike Wood and Zinc, combine perfect durability with a lastmg legible inscription, and form an elegant adjunct

to the Garden and Conservatory for the naming of Horticultural and Botanical Collections. They are also invaluable for the labelling of Wine Cellars and for general use

in situations where other materials are perishable by damp.

Commended by the Editors of the Caydcnm' Chronidt, and the FIor.iI Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. (See Gariicncrs ChrantcU, July It, 18

Can be procured from the Manufactory, or through any Nurseryman, Seedsman, or Ironmonger.

sped

No. 3
No. 4

S

32 tiy \ inch,

5J „ I ..

771 application.

8 by I inch.

i| inch diam.

3I by 2i inch.

sent Post Free i

No, II ik ^y 3 inch.

No. 12 5 ,, 4i ,.

No. 13 .. ., ..2 ,,4
No. 14 3 .. S "

Can be seen in use at the Royal Gardens, Kew ; the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies, Battersea Park, the Royal Botanic Garden at

Edinburgh ; and Botanic Gardens, Glasne\'in, near Dublin, &c.

Directionsfor %t)riting on the Labels with Black-lead Peneil.—Apply a. little white-lead paint thinly over the part to be written upon, and whilst wet, wTite with a hard fine-

pointed black-lead pencil. The writing will be perfectly indelible and unafTected by wet immediately the paint is set.

Slack Enamel Writing on the Labels.—All the above sizes can be supplied in several colours, ready written upon, with black enamel, having the appearance of jet black

ink, but perfectly permanent. On receipt of Lists of Names, Estimates of Cost will be sent for any quantities of Pot or Border Labels, Suspending Labels for Orchids, Roses,

Ferns, Fruit Trees, &c. Consecutive Sets of Numerals printed on the Labels, and Labels for Wine Bins, ready written with Enamel, kept in stock.

MAW & CO.'S ENCAUSTIC TILY^'GEOMETRICAUVrOSArC~PAVEiVIENTS and WALL LININGS

FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, ENTRANCE HALLS, VERANDAHS, DAIRIES, &c.

Printed Patterns of various Designs suitable for the above will be forw.arded on application, and Drawings, free of ch.arge, of any of the Designs adapted to the given

tlimensions of spaces proposed to be Paved, will be supplied, accompanied by estimates of cost, including the expense of laying or otherwise. Apphcations fbr -Estimates shotlld

be accompanied by an exact plan of the space drawn to scale, with all the dimensions marked in figures, and care should be tajken that the size and position of all door-^ntraiices

and recesses that have to be paved are correctly represented ; and when the walls are not exactly parallel, the me.asurements between the opposite angles, as well a£ along each

wall, should be given.
'

' WHITE GLAZED TILES for DAIRIES, &c.
'

Address—MAW and CO., BENTHALlTwORKS, BROSELEY, SALOP.
The Telegraph and Railway Station at Ironbridge, on the Severn Valley (Great Western) line is within three minutes' walk of the Works.
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

S7, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Paxton's Strawberry Crinoline.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE is in the form of

a table, made in halves, so as to be used without disturbing
the plant. It is 16 inclies in diameter, and stands 4 inches
above the ground, galvanised. Its use is to preserve Straw-
berries from slugs, contact with the soil, superfluous
moisture, and other nuisances. They atq considered to last
10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £4.
The STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES are declared by

all who use them to be of the greatest use in keeping the
Fruit clean and assisting its growth—thus in the production
of large crops. For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues,
and Testimonials sent to us by our patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Pa.\ton, who,
after testing them for one season in his own gardens,

' Rock Hills," gave his approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them w<as transferred to

R. HOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WIRE WORKER, 2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE,
NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of Horticultural Wire Work free on. application.

GARDEN ARCHES, ARCADES, VERANDAHS, ORNAMENTAL FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER
STANDS, SUSPENDING BASKETS, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

Every description of Wire Work for Gardens, Conservatories, Si-'e.

Newly

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS.

THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT EVER INTRODUCED.

MESSRS.

SAMUELSON & CO.
Peg to draw special

attention to their

NEW
Lawn Mowers

for 1870,
which are fitted, when
required, with a NEW
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-
tirely superseding the old
and tedious operation of
Edge-Clipping by hand.
AH Machines fitted with

new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of
the New Patent Edge-
Clipping Silent Lawn
Mower, on appUcatJon to

SAMUELSON and CO, BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY,

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

Upon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the
HIRE of elegant and commodious TENTS arc forwarded free of
charge. All letters should be addressed to 3, Duke Street, London
Bridge, S.E. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTOW.

A R D E N BARROW.
light,

Barrow, for
Lawns antl
Walks, solely

worked by the foot, thi

inly at lo, Fealherstone Buildings, Holborn, London, WC.

IS stream over 35 feet. The
3vcr 60 feet, and is strongly
had of all Ironmongers,

;

oruscmrcntlemcnsljirl rs udl ro nds Thedelnerj valve can
:w rktd -itthe oulletishcn Itlhngawatermgpot It holds ^5 gallons.
The Sfrcider for Watenng Lawns, S.C, can be remo\ed at pleasure.

1 r w ih Spreader jis 5 oh Spreadei
mp for Watenng Trees, &c
\XD MORTON, London Road In

£5 ^

Work!^Chctasford.

N
Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to

GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867, The
"ily English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

EIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Nf.ighbour & Sons.

will be found to possess many
practical advantagcs.and is more
easy of management than any

Stand for ditto .. o 10 1

The L I G U R I A N „.

ITALIAN ALP BEE being- --- -

;. G. r " -- -

a of ]

Queen, in the
Improved Cottage Hive, at

£4 4^., Hive included. (Such
will shortly have wholly yellow
Italian Alp Bees.)

*- •-''— Alp Queen, with

as heretofore,
A newly arrani:;cd Catalo^jue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-

ing and pnces, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Address GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,
W.C. ; or 140, Regent Street, London, W.
Agents :—Liverpool : James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Sauare.

Manchester: J. Wilson, 50,
'" - '- - —

Brothers, 10, Dame Street.
16, Buchanan Street.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,
Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, EC

9

OABDEN
10 Gallons .

,

JT-^
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REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (RegistereJ Trade Mark, FlyinR Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian

Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
r ,^ , „„r cent of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
"

bags, each r*"
'— "- - — -"'' ^"' - '-"i-" "=•'

's Trade M
Jin unbrokci

REES AND CO.'S Eiphosphatcd Peruvian Guano Company {Lir

3?. King William Street, London. E.G. _.

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland.

"Analytical Laborator>-, 11, Salisbury Square, FleetStreet, E.G.
" London, January 15, 1870.

"Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a

sample of your Eiphosphatcd Peruvian Guano. These results speak
^ '^ - -Vrcfo

„.^, ^ ,.^ ^,^ lined by me contained only 10 per cent. <

moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble pho!

phatcs which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fin

state of preparation. The more generally this

known to agriculturists, the more, I am convi

ciatcd by them.—Believe mc, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) " Augustus Voelcker.
The Secretary, REES AND CO.'S^Biphosphated Peruv

u^no Coinp;tny. Limited. 12. Kir 1 Street. London, E.C*.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

AUo Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &c E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fcnchurch Street, E.C.

A Boon for Grape Growers.

MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, to be had in sealed baps of % cwt.. los. 6d-,

% cwt., 2ii. ; and i cwt., 421., with full directions for use. For further

: Descriptive Circulars, to be hadpost freeon appl:

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard. erpool

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patrnt, and bv Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at is., 21. bd., and 51.

Powder Distributors, 21. 6d. and y. 6d. each.

I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
:T plants."—(^EO. EyleS, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Slctropolil

Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Enginee
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King William Street. London Bridge, London, E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.

3gA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

IN D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE,
60 feet % inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, lor. W.
60 feet J3 inch do. do., e.xlra strong, tij, bd.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists
of every article made in India-rubber forwarded on application.

E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Manufacturer, Quadrant, Birmingham.

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plouch Works, Leeds.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kew ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Shading Is " Frlgi Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made ofprcparcd Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cnld, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, u. td. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide ti. of. per j-ard run.
Four yards wide 31. od. per yard.
An improved make, a yards wide . . 15. ^. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . ar. &f. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 73 inches wide, 70 yards long, s\d., b\d., 7id., j\d.
- 1 ". 1 per yard,

nvas. 54 and
\

1 for cut length;

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,
7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E. C. , and of all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

New and Choice Flower Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCLS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

the "Old Established" Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

and the " Upton " Nurseries, Chester. p^^ packet. -i. d.

21.6J. and s o
;s' choice strain . . ..2s.6d. and 5 o

j.6if. and 5 othe Dalkeith collection is. W,,
CINERARIA, veri' choice strain

CARNATION, from superb flowers

„ in collections, 12 varieties ..

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' prize strain 1

GLOXINIA
„ erect flowered

HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named varieties .

.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA
„ SYLVATICA
,, „ ALUA

PANSY, from finest named varieties

,, Belgian, or fancy
PETUNIA, ?rom choicest varieties
PINK, from finest varieties
POLYANTHUS, from finest flowers
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUBRA..

>. .. ALBA ..

mixed
„ FILICIFOLIA

[All these Primulas are from the finest s

collection, i

Bromptc

SWEET WILLIAM, Auricula-eyed"
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMl, a beautiful climber, which

flowers most abundantly almost the whole year. The flowers

individually are about 5 inches in diameter, and of the richest

scarlet u. and
VIOLA CORNUTA

,, „ ALBA i«. and
WALLFLOWER, fine dark W. and

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed a*. M.,3*. W.,and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 2*. 6d.,y. 6i.and

CINERARIA, Wealherill'sexira choice strain, 3J. W.,3*, 6d.,8e

CARNATION, from Priie flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is.Cd , 3i. 6rf,, nnd

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ir. and

ECHEVERI.\ METALLICA, new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chalcr"s finest varieties .. ii. and

Williams* New Hybrid SOLANUMS as. 6d. and

PYRETIIRUM (Golden Feather) ix. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers ir. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties 11. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.-This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are

snowy white, and produced in e^rcat abundance if. dd. and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. 1*. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. 6d. and

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark raricty

Hunt's Auricula-cycd SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA, var. CCELESTINA

TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse

1 and Farad is Nu !s. Upper Holloway, London, N.

TAN, Gratis, in the immediate neighbourhood of
Covcnt Garden. Apply 10

ESSEX AND SONS, 28, Stanhope Street, Clare Market, W,C.

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, also

KENT and HAMPSHIRE PEAT, in any quantity.—This Sand
is acknowledged by Florists to be the best yet obtained- Price Lists

on application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD. Builder, 29, Clarendon
Square, Sl Pancras, N.W. Small orders executed at the Wharf,
Maiden Lane, North-Westem Railway Depot

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT for Choice
Plants, Erica

^ill be found very
, Ferns. Orchids, &c,

rong 4 bushel cask (inclusive

ipcno-^- '— ->- "
Englan.

1, 7s. Testi
Icbrated exhibitors and growers in

Post Oflicc orders to W. J AS. EPPS,
Horticultural Dcpflt and Peat Stores, Easldown Park, Lewisham.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains LISTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful PALMS (of which tliis establish-

ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY FERNS, FILMY FERNS, &c. ; gr.aceful and high-coloured DRAC.-ENAS, massive .•\GAVES and
YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS. &c., &c. ; and many other
Variegated and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in full beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.
B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites Inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all limes well

repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

EOYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

SHOW of BOSES, FDCHSIAS, &c.,

JUNE 29, 1870.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
IIZES offered by HIS GRACE the DUKE of EUCCLEUC

President of the Sogiety.

Class i.—GROUP of 3 PLANTS, suitable for Dinner-lablo

WUUU, CiSCX, j(,5.

2d, Mrs. R. Hawkins. Rcdiand Bank, Dorking. Surrey, /?
3d, Messrs. Lucking, Bros., Nurser>men, &c., Bayswater, W., j^i.

PRIZES OFFERED BY THE SOCIETY.
Class 3.-73 CUT ROSES, distinct, I truss of each. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries. Chcshuni, Herts, /6.
2d, Mr. I. Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford,K
3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, St John Street Nurseries, Colchester, Essex./?.
4lh, Mr. J. Keynes, Nurseryman, Salisbury, Wilts, /a.

Class 4.-48 CUT ROSES, distinct, 3 trusses of each. (Nurserymen.)
1st, Messrs. Paul & Son, £6.
2d, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, [,\-
3d, Mr. J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Nursery, Leyton, Cx.
4th, Mr. J. Keynes, ^2.

CLASS S.-24 CUT ROSES, Hybrid Perpetuals only, 3 trusses of each.
(Nurserymen.)

'5'' M'- h Cranston, /^ I 3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, C^.
2d, Mr. C. Turner, /3. ..Ih. Messrs. Paul * .4^,,, r.

Class 6.-24 CUT ROSES, disli

fur— '-

2d, Mr. J. Key

.,.,., . , I truss of each. {Nurserymen)
Mr. C. Turner, {A. I 3d, Mr. I. Cranston, L.

i»- I 4lh, Mr. B. R. Cant, lor.

C1.ASS 7.-48 CUT ROSES, distinct, i truss of each. (Amateurs.
1st, Rev. E. N. Pochin, Sileby Vicarage, Loughborough, Leicester
2d, Mr. \V. Ingle, tir. to Mrs. Round, Birch Hall, Colchester, /,..
3d, Thomas LaxtoOj^Esq., Stamford, £3.
4th, R. B. Poslans, Esq., Brentwood, Essex, (fl.

Class 8,-36 CUT ROSES, distinct,
ist. Rev. E. N. Pochin, £5.
2d, Dr. Cooper. The Limes, Slough, /

-, . j(j^;

s of each. (Amateurs)

3d, Mr. J. Hollingworth, Turkey
4lh, Mr W.Jngle.jC:

Maidstone, Kent, {,2.

Mr. P. Stodd'art, Gr. to J. G. Rebow, Esq., M.P., Wiveiihcc
Park, Colchester, £1.

3d. Mr, F. Mould, dr. to J. Stratton, Esq., Marlboro*, Wilts, /2
4th, Mr. G. Marlow, Gr. to J. Wigan, Esq., Monlakc, S.W., /i.

2d, Mr, 1. C. Quiiinell, Brentwood, Essex, £1 .„.
3d, Mr. J. Tranter, Upper Assendcn, Henley-on-Thames, /f.
4th, Mr- F. Mould, IM.

Class ii.—ij ROSES of 1868 or i860, single trusses, distinct
(Open.)

. Paul & Son, li.
I

3d, Mr B. R. Cant, £1.
3d, Mr. C. Tui

Class
1st, Messrs. Paul & Son, £..

4th, Mr. J. Ke;

Trusses of any ROSE of 1868. (Open.)- ' 3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, loi.

4th, Mr. J. Keynes, ^i.

Class 13—6 Trusses of any ROSE of 1869. (Open.)
isl, Messrs. Pauf& Son, £1.
3d, Mr C. Turner, 15J.

[ 3d, Mr. J. Keynes, 101.

3d, Mr- B. R. Cant, £1.

Class 13.-12 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, single

B- Postans, Esq., £f.1st, Mr. J. Hollingworth, /a.

3d, Mr. W. Ingle, /i lor. 4th, Rev. E. N. Poch

Class 16.-12 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES,

:.%:

Class 17.-13 ROSES, distinct, single blooms. (Open )

,
Mr, J. Cranston, ^i iw.

|
3d, Mr. J. Keynes, 15*.

'
I

4th, Mr. B. R. Cant, 71. bd.ad, Mr. C. Tui

I
3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, {,1.

Class 19.—24 ROSES, in pots, not fewer than 10 varieties, the pots
not to exceed 8 inches in diameter. (Open.)

rsl, Mr. C. Turner, lb. \ 2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, l^
Class 20.—6 FUCHSIAS, distinct, in pots not exceeding 13 inches in

diameter. (Open.)
ist, Mr. H. Cannrll, Nurseryman, &c., Woolwich, C^.
3d, Mr.J. Weston, Gr. to D. Martineau, Esq., South Road, Clapham

18 inch pots. (Open.)Class 21.—is FUCHSIAS, dis

2d, Mr. J. lames, Gr. to W F. Watson,' Esq., IsIeworlh,>;3".
3d, Mr. J. Janes, Nonh Road, Highgate, £,t,

4th, Mr. J. Weston, ;Ci.

Class 22.-8 PALMS. (Open,)
ist, Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Holloway, £5.
2d, Mr. G. Fairbaim, ^^4.

3d, Mr. J. Hurley, Albert Nursery, Pembridge Place, Bayswater, X3-

MISCELLANEOUS. -EXTRA PRIZES.

Messrs. J. Vcitch £c Sons, Nurseries.Chelsea, Collection of Plants, (A.

Mr. W. Denning, Gr. to Lord Londesborough, Grimsion Parfc,

Tadcaster, York, Collection of OrchidSjjfz-

Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Nurser>'mcn, Tooting, Collection of
Orchids, jCi iot.

Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Nurserymen, Stratford-on-Avon, Collection Of
I'lants, li.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Nursery-man, Tottenham, Collection of Cut Flowers,

Miss Brown, 1, Brecknock Street, Camden Town, Cas«of SkeletoniscJ
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/"lARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
\J CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.
CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this

splendid strain received several 1st Prizes last season at the Royal
Rotanic, Royal Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, as. W,

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, Js. 6d. CALCEO-
LARIA, finest spotted. Per packet, 21. 6d. Saved with

tingdo:
CINERARIA, Choi

care, and from one of the largest collections in the

xed.—Saved from a splendid collection ol

Per packet, 35. 6d.

nfidei_ ..„ be grown with the utmo:
they are saved with the greatest care, and from one of the finest

strains in cultivation. The Fern-leaved varieties are splendid,

and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA—Choicest, mined, fringed. Per packet, 2», 6J.

PRIMULA.—Dark carmine, fringed. Per packet, 7S. 6<1.

PRIMULA.—New scaHet. Per packet, 31. W. '

PRIMULA.—Rose fringed. Per packet, 2S. 6d.

PRIMULA—Choicest while fringed. Per packet, 3J. 6if.

PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved cannine- Per packet, 2!. 6J.

PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved white, 21. 6d.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA.—Fern-leaved new scarlet- This is a

decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour. Per
packet, 3j. W.

Forwarded immediately on receipt of Post. office Order.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 338, High
Holboi , London, W.C.

B
Prize Medals, 1851 and 1862.

UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s extra
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS for Present Sowing, sent post paid.

CALCEOLARIA, from sho'
CINERARIA, Smith's spier

PRIMULA, Stuarfs superb
CYCLAMEN. Wiggir
CARNATION, Iron

'

HOLl'v'HOCK, fioi

POLYANTHUS, from fine

WALLFLOWER, finest d(

PANSY, from exhibition va

CANVAS HOSE, for W
India.rubbcr, will stand ai

price, from ^i-inch to 3 inc
yard. Any length can be had.

. . II. 6ii. and 2 6

is, much more durable than
pressure, and about half the
:r, from 11. 2rf. to 21. 3rf. per

n the AMERICANCovent Garden Market, where also may
"ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.. 27, souih Rov

Garden, London, WC—Established upwards of a Century,

SATURDAY, JULY 2, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, July 4—Entomological 7 P.M.

If the hearing of lectures sufficed to make
people learned, the Parisians ought to be the

most learned folk on the face of the globe. In

ever)' quarter of Paris you may see announce-
ments of courses of lectures on everj-thing-some-

thing delivered by men of world-wide reputation,

at a cost to the auditor of nothing beyond time :

attention, even, he need not give, provided he
remain orderly. Whether or no it is a fruitful

expenditure of material to employ the time and
energies of masters in Israel in teaching by
lectures the A, li, C, of science, which could as

well be taught by subordinates, is open to

question. Certain it is that the lectures, though
elementary, arc, in many instances, truly admir-
able for the clearness, force, and precision with

which they are delivered ; but they are not as a rule

sufficiently well illustrated by specimens and
diagrams.
The auditory do not " assist " at the lecture,

though the idiom of their language says they do.

They merely sit and listen—quietly no doubt,
but comparatively few among them seem to take
much interest in the proceedings, nor does the

Professor do much in the way of making them
do so, further than by word of mouth. This
strict limitation of the professorial duties is no
doubt supplemented, in theory at least, by the
tutorial instruction provided in the laboratories,

&c. Sec how grandly this inscription reads : it

was copied from a placard in the streets not long
since :

—

" Ministry of Public Instruction.

Practical school of the higher studies.

Section of physical, chemical, and natural sciences.
Laboratories of instruction."

Then comes a list of the laboratories for physics,
chemistry, mineralogy, geology, botany, zoology,
directed by Milne Edwards, histology by
Robin, experimental physiology by Bert, &c.
The botanical laboratory is placed under the
direction of MM. Brongniart and Decaisne,
professors held in as high esteem here as in their

native country ; and under their direction pro-
vision is made for practical instructions in the
use of the microscope, the practice of dissection

(of plants), heiborisations, " conferences," and
the like. We may as well mention, by the way,
that the course of lectures on botany and vege-
table physiology is now delivered for M. Brong-
niart by M. A. Gris, a botanist well known
for his researches in physiological botany,
and also for his papers on systematic botany,
several of which.have been written in conjunction
with M. Brongniart. In addition to this M.
Decaisne, who acts as Professeur de Culture,

introduces the more strictly practical portion of

his course by some elementary lectures on the
structure and functions of plants, and directs in

person an occasional botanical excursion.
The lectures we have alluded to are delivered

at the Jardin des Plantes, and in spite of the
high eminence of the professors of that establish-

ment and the completeness of the arrangements
—on paper—we do not think the results are of
such a nature as to lead the Scientific Commis-
sion now sitting to introduce a similar plan here.
It seems to have been assumed that there was a
demand for such instruction, or if there was
not that there ought to be, and therefore

a paternal and centralising government has
furnished them. Here, on the other hand,
our rulers wait till a demand is made. Some-
times we have to wait a long while, and have to

demand clamorously before we get what we
want. But to return to Paris and its means of

botanical instruction : there are, in addition to

the public lectures at the museum, others
which form p.art of the academical curriculum of

the Faculty of Sciences— stay ! we must not omit
to specify the class, order, genus, and species, or

we shall not convey a characteristic impression

of the logical precision of our neighbours—we
ought to say University of France, Academy of

Paris, Faculty of Sciences of Paris. At the

latter institution — the world-renowned Sor-

bonne— the lectures on botany are delivered

by M. Duchartre, well known as a physiolo

gical botanist, and the author of an admirable
handbookofthe science,--agentleman, moreover,
filling much the same functions in the Imperial

and Central Horticultural Society of France as

Mr. Berkeley does in our own Royal Horticul

tural Society. No garden is attached to the

Faculty of Sciences.

In the case of the Faculty of Medicine, in

which M. Baillon holds the office of Professor

of Botany, there is a small garden so close to the

Jardin des Plantes that one wonders why one
establishment should not serve both purpose
We may hereafter have occasion to speak of the

garden at greater length, but in the meantime we
may say that, small and unpretending as it is, it

contains a very considerable number of interest-

ing plants. Here, also, there is provision for

botanical observations and anatomical researches
" daily," and, thanks to the zeal and energy of the

professor, much has been done. Still another
botanic garden is that of the Ecole de Pharmacie,
corresponding to the garden of the Apothecaries'

Society at Chelsea, and directed by M. Chatin,
well known for his researches in vegetable an.atomy.

This garden has been lately shorn of its fair

proportions by the formation of a new street.

Paris improvers are no respecters of persons or

places ; the Quartier Latin of our student days

—

where is it ? We hardly like to attribute the

popularity of M. Chatin'S "herborisations" to

the fact that his garden has been cut through by
a new street—because the street is new and the

botanical excursions are not, — but the fact

remains.

It must not be thought that the more practical

departments of horticulture are forgotten. We
have already alluded to the Professeur de
Culture, who, while among the foremost
botanists of the age, is at the same time the

foremost pomologist. And this is not all : lectures

and demonstrations on the culture of fruit

trees are given not only in Paris but in all the

chief towns and rural centres of France, and
these lectures are, we have reason to believe,

admirable for the purpose for which they are

intended. At any rate, a glance at the fruit

gardens is sufficient to show that the lessons are

not thrown away, and that, although climate may
do much, yet care and skill have a vast deal to

do with the perfection to which fruit culture is

carried in France. Have we not said enough to

show that the French are well bc-Iectured .''

Doubtless the Royal Commission now sitting for

the purpose of inquiring into the claims and
requirements of science in this country will not

fail to make inquiries as to the system followed

in Paris, where they have had so long what we
still want—a Minister of Public Instruction.

We are informed that the following arrange-

ments have been made for the O.XFORD Meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society :

—

• Contemporaneously with the Society's Provincial

Show, which is to take place in the grounds of the
Observatory at Oxford, it is intended to hold a general
meeting of the Society. At this meeting an opportunity
will be afforded for the election of new Fellows ; and the

most remarkable novelties exhibited will be made the

subject of comment. This general meeting will be
held on Wednesday, July 20, the chair to be taken

I o'clock.

"Additional meetings will be held on July 20 and 21
for the reading and discussion of papers on subjects of
horticultural interest, after the manner of a Congress.
The gardeners of the United Kingdom, as well as other

persons interested in horticultural pursuits, are invited to

attend, and to take part in these djscussions. Ten
minutes will be allowed to each speaker. At these meet-
ings the chair will be taken punctually at 2 P.M. Those
who have the intention of spe.aking upon any of the

subjects to be brought forward, are requested to communi-
cate with the Society's floral director, Mr. Thomas
Moore, of the Chelsea Botanic Garden, who has been
good enough to undertake the organisation of these

meetings.

"On Friday, July 22, the special prizes will be dis-

tributed by the Lord Henry Gordon Lennox, M. P.
" South Kensington, London, W,, June 29."

Program7nc ofthe Congress Meetings,

Wednesday, July 20.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair.

1. Dr. 'Voelcker, F.R.S., a member of the Society's

Scientific Committee, will give a short lecture on
"The Principles of Manuring."

2. Mr. William Ingram, gardener to his Grace the
Duke of Rutland, K.G., at Belvoir Castle, will

give a short .lecture on " The Distribution of Soils,

and their Influence on Vegetation."
Thursd.ay, July 21. —Major Trevor Clarke in

the chair. The following papers will be read and
discussed :

—

1. Professor Lawson,M. A., F.L.S., " A Short Account
of some of the more Eminent Oxfordshire Botanists
and Gardeners."

2. Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, M.A., F.R.H.S. "Roses."

3. Mr William Paul. F.R.H.S. "On Colour in the
Tree Scenery of our Gardens, Parks, and Land-
scapes."

4. Dr. Hogg, F.L.S., Pomological Director R.H.S.
"On Judging Fruits."

5. Mr. Thomas Moore, F.L.S., Floral Director

R. H.S. "On Judging Plants and Flowers.

"

6. Mr. Benjamin S. Williams. F.R.H.S. "On
Pitcher Plants." Illustrated by living specimens.

. The Dinner-Table Decor.\tions at the

Crj'Stal Palace, on Saturday last, have been the

subject of much comment. Undoubtedly the best

was that arranged by our correspondent, " W. T.,"

on whose success the Standard thus dilates ;

—

" In deconating a dinner-table it is necessary to bear in

mind tlfe fact that a dinner-party is essentially a party for

conversation, and that every person must therefore te
able to obtain a fair view of his vis'il-vis at table. It is,

therefore, essential that with the exception of flat or
nearly flat decorations upon the table, no masses of

flowers in vases, plateau, or other holders should be much
less than 20 inches from the table, or otherwise they will

seriously interfere with the line of sight. For supper-

tables tills rule is immaterial, but for a dinner decoration

it is most important. Another rule is that the flowers

selected for the decoration of dinner-tables should not be
strongly perfumed ; masses of roses, for example, would
be altogether out of place, as their perfume would become
very trying before the conclusion of the meal. The
tables upon the present occasion were all decorated from
Mr. Thompson's designs, the large central oval table

being dressed by amateurs, the two circular tables by
professional florists. The first circular table upon
entering was ornamented with both foliage, fruit, and
flowers ; the central table with foliage and flowers alone,

without fruit ; the third with foliage and fruit alone,

without flowers. The great novelty in them all con-

sisted in P.alms, growing apparently through the table-

cloth. For this purpose the ordinary top of the table is

taken off, and a rough deal cover, with holes in it, is

substituted. The plants, in their pots, stand below, and
the tablecloth, which is in strips, is carefully ironed down
round the stems, so that they appear to be actually

growing through the cloth. The effect of the light and
graceful foliage of the Ferns forming a tracery of green

over the table is novel and beautiful in the extreme. The
effect in the first table was, however, somewhat destroyed

by the masses of colour in the flowers and fruit in vases.

The great oval table, where the system was carried out in

full perfection, w.as very lovely. The central Palm was
slightly taller than the others, which averaged a height of

3 feet above the table, and, being dispersed all over

it, formed a miniature Palm forest. Upon each side of

the central Palm were tall and very slender glass vases,

with a few sm.all Ferns on their tops, and a spray or two of

climbing plants twining round them. On the edge of the

forest, as it were, were six glass vases, each exquisitely

decorated with Ferns and Geraniums, while a low plateau,

supporting on a high top a flower or two of the large

red Hibiscus, formed the only patches of prominent

colour upon the whole table. By each plate were two
clear and two coloured wine-glasses, and in front of each

was a tiny vase, holding a single Rosebud. The finger-

glasses were of colourless glass, and in the water of each

were two or three leaves of Mrs. Pollock or other variegated

Geraniums. The third table was more simple, but in its

way equally beautiful. It was a circular table, and through

it were two Vines, one while, one red, each forming an

arch, crossing in the centre. "These Vines were laden with

Grapes, and the effect was admirable. Between these were

four large flat vases of delicate Ferns, and between them

.again four dishes of fruits. Nothing could have been more

simple, nothing more effective and beautiful."

Messrs. C. Hueer 6t Co., HyJires (Var,

France), have forwarded us a coloured figure ofDahlia

arborea, a Mexican species, long known in herbaria,

and which, indeed, seems to have been introduced tnto

English gardens many years and to have been

lost. It "is by no means a variety of D. imperialis,
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but a perfectly distinct species. It attains the height

of about 7 feet, and it forms a well-branched clump,

with large leaves of a dark green, which contrast agree-

ably with the foliage of other plants. This inferiority of

height makes it take up less room in the conservatory

than the D. imperialis, and enables it to resist the ^\'ind

better in the open air. From the end of December,
say MM. Huber, it produces an innumerable quan-

tity of well formed mauve^coloured flowers, the succes-

sive development of which does not suffer from a

temperature of below freezing point. The form of the

flower is moreover quite new in the genus, for it

only be compared to a gigantic Anemone, and its

peculiarity of flowering copiously at a low temperature

is a rare occurrence among succulent herbaceous plants.

Specimens of what we take to be the same species are

preserved in the herbarium at Kew. They were
gathered in Mexico by Mr. Bates, who affixed to one

of the specimens the following note :— *' Tree Dahlia,

or Gigantic Dahlia, collected in the valley of Mexico.

It forms a shrub 30 feet in height, covered with double

and single purple flowers.'* As we have not yet seen

actual specimens of Messrs. Huber's plant, we are not

able to assert positively that it belongs to the same
species as that just alluded to, and defer giving any
more descriptive accoimt till our material is more
complete.

The 27thanniversaryfestivalof the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution was celebrated on
Wednesday evening last, at the London Tavern, Bishop-

gate Street, under the presidency of the Right Hon.
the Earl of Derby, supported by His Highness the

Nawab Nazini of Bengal, and his two sons ; J. J.

Mechi, Esq. ; Rev. S. Reynolds Hole ; R.
Garth, Esq., Q.C. ; Colonel Macdonald, R.
Wrench, Esq. ; and several of the leading patrons

and practitioners of horticulture. At the back of the

chair a large group of Palms, Ferns, and flowering

plants were very tastefully grouped. These were most
liberally contributed by Messrs. B. S. Williams,
Turner, Veitch Sc Sons, Lee, and Carter & Co.
The usual loyal toasts having been proposed and duly

responded to, his Lordship gave the toast of the evening,

"Successto the Gardeners'Royal Benevolent Institution."

In mentioning the objects of the institution, his Lord-

ship described it as one most deserving assistance, and
as a charity which he thought was not sufficiently

known, seeing that comparatively few, out of the great

number of persons employed in horticulture, were sub-

scribers to it ; and he thought that, whatever might be
our agreements or disagreements, there was one thing

about which there should be no difference of opinion,

viz., that all should support benevolent institutions of

this kind. Several other toasts were proposed, includ-

ing those of "the Treasurer," responded to by Mr.
Wrench, and *'the Secretary," responded to by
Mr. Cutler, who read a list of subscriptions amount-
ing to over ;^500.

We are glad to see, from the subjoined letter,

that the cause of the Potato Tournament is so

well advocated. Mr. Fenn shall speak for himself:

—

"At once, and perhaps very rashly, I step into the

arena to pick up the Potato gauntlet which Mr. Earlev
threw down on p. 862. I promise him a sovereign, with
possibly a crown ; for let the man who wins be ' King of

the Potato," so long as he can maintain the honour. I

hope to live to see the Royal Horticultural Society meet-
ings at South Kensington become as famous for '* great

go's " with the Potato, as they are now for Pelargoniums
and Pine-apples. By all means let the members of the
Fruit Committee be the judges. I am personally perfectly

wilhng to abide by their decisions. The award for the
sweepstakes should be a silver-gilt cup at the least.

I could mention at least ten connoisseurs of the
* noble tuber'— good men and true—who I hope
will gird themselves up lor the fight ; but who would
feel the miserable doles of ioj. or jTi—the usual
prizes given for Potatos—anything but an honour to

receive. I venture, moreover, to repeat in these pages
that tilts with the tuber would cause more of the fair sex
to congregate at South Kensington than it has yet
entered the ideas of the authorities there to conceive ; and
the importance of this, and of the article in question, in a
public and private point of \iew, no one can question.

I do not see under present arrangements how it could be
done, albeit the authorities do cause two or three dishes
to be cooked very well ; or I would suggest that foin:

kinds of the newest varieties in each collection should be
cooked on the spot for the approval of the judges, and
each plate of a sort aheady in recognised cultivation

which is considered palatably the best to count for six

points. But if it be a new seedhng or hybrid, of the
competitor's own raising, and it is considered superior
in form, in whiteness of flesh and flavour, let it

count for 12 points ; and 24 kinds divided into
sections of Early, 2d Early, Medium, and Late varieties,

containing 12 tubers for each plate, are the fewest,

I think, that should form each collection to win a
j^io cup. They should be io^^d Jide of the exhibitor's

own growing. The description of soil in which the
tubers were grown should be written ; they should be
locally correctl> named, and their know aliases given.
I propose the month of September for the trial. It

would be quite soon enough this season for the show to

take place, because, speaking for myself, my Potatos have
only received the ' tail of a storm ' since they were
planted."

A correspondent (Mr. R. Dr.\per) forwards us

from the ballast hills on the coast at Seaham, a

specimen of Tellima grandiflora, which is

naturalised in that situation. Judging from the

abundance in which it comes up in shrubberies into

which it has once gained an entrance, we should say

it is likely to establish itself as a naturalised subject

before many years are over. The plant is a native

of North America, and has long been knowTi in gardens
m collections of hardy perennials.

A correspondent, Mr. Smith, of Exton Park,
has handed us the following reply to an inquiry as to

the best method of Preserving Peaches :
— '* The

following is the recipe given to me by the chef tic

cuisine here :—Split the Peaches in halves, scald

them in thin syrup to remove the skins. Arrange the

halves in clean pint tins filled up with rather thick

syrup, made of 2 lb. sugar and i pint cold water, boil

4 minutes ; have the tins covered ; put them into a

vessel, pour suflicient cold water on to them to reach
within half an inch of the top. Submit them to

20 minutes' gentle ebulition. Keep in a cool place
for use."

We quote from the Daily Nnvs the following

account of the annual flower show of the Society for

Promoting Window Gardening amongst the

working classes in the parishes of St. Margaret and
St. John, Westminster, held a few days since, in Great
Dean's Yard :

—

" In numbers and variety the display was a very great
improvement upon that of last year, and many of the
specimens were so well grown, so green in their foliage,

and so perfect in their blooms, as to elicit surprise that

they conld have been reared and nurtured on \vindow-sills

in the narrow courts and dirty streets of the lowest parts

of Westminster. The general prizes, open to all com-
petitors, were for Fuchsias, Geraniums, and other plants,

and the competitors were, in class i, limited to working
men or women ; and in class 2, to children in parochial,

national, infant, Sunday, and ragged schools. The local

prizes appropriated to each district were competed for by
those who were unsuccessful in the competition for the

general prizes. Tufton-street, Westminster—an ancient

and well-known locality in the immediate precincts of the

Abbey—supplied the largest number of specimens, and took
the greatest number ofprizes.especially for Fuchsias, of any
street, court, or place; but why it should be so much more
favourable to window gardening than the rest of West-
minster remains an unsolved problem. Lillington Street,

Rochester Row, Romney Street, and even Pie Street were
well represented. The workhouse in Petty France, and
the workhouse at Kensington, both sent capital collections

of fancy Geraniums, Fuchsias, and Calceolarias, and one
of the aged inmates, Betsy Brett, secured the first local

prize for an exceedingly well developed fancy Geranium
;

and from the garden of the last-named institution came
also a splendid bouquet of white Lihes, Roses, and
miscellaneous flowers. The prizes were, with the excep-
tion of the Society's bronze medal (given in addition to

ist prize holders), all in money, and varied in amount
from 6j. and 45. for working men and women to 41. and
2j. for the school children. There was a very full attend-

ance of visitors during the day, who were admitted by
shilling tickets, and of the working classes in the evening,

when the admission fee was reduced to a penny—the

whole of the receipts being devoted to the prize fund and
support of the Society. The Earl of Shaftesbury
distributed the prizes shortly before the closing of the
exhibition, offering a few appropriate remarks upon the

During the week ending June 25 the Maxi-
mum Temperature of the Air (see Mr. Glaisher's
Tables in our present issue) was 90°. 2, which was
recorded at Blackheath, and at several stations the

maximum temperature exceeded 86°. The mean of

the highest temperatures at the stations south of Not-
tingham was 84*. 9, at those to the north 79^3, and for

all stations in Scotland it was 74*.2. The Minimum
Temperature for all stations was 43* at Hull, whilst

south of Nottingham the mean of all the lowest

temperatures was 46".!, to the north of that station

47°, and for all stations in Scotland it was 45'*.2.

The Mean Temperature for the eight stations,

Portsmouth to Nottingham (inclusive), was 62°
; for

those places to the north of the latter town, 60°. 2 ; and
for all stations in Scotland it was only 55". 5. The
Rainfall was pretty evenly distributed, for at stations

south of Nottingham the mean fall was 0.20 inch ;

for those to the north it was 0.29 inch ; and for all

stations in Scotland it was 0.27 inch. The largest fall

was at Norwich, viz., 0.73 inch; and at Portsmouth no
rain was recorded.

Some Enormous Strawberries, as large as

Apples, have appeared in the windows of certain shops
and restaurants in Paris, and the following is the

method stated in a Paris paper to be employed in pro-

ducing them :—Take a decanter or white glass bottle,

and half fill it with mould, water the mould so as to

consolidate it, then with a stick make a hole in the

mould, and drop into it six Strawberry seeds, cover
them with more earth ; add more water, close the

mouth of the bottle hermetically, and leave the latter

in a warm place. In 15 days' time, you mil see the

young plant appear, and a month afterwards you will

have a Strawberry [plant ?] which will fill the bottle.

The Prefect of the Seine, accompanied by
several of the chief engineers of the city of Paris, has
recently visited the plains of Gennevilliers, opposite to

Clichy, where the experiments in the application of
Sewage are being earned on, and the report is highly
favourable. Nearly every kind of plant, from fruit trees

and cereals to vegetables, salad, medicinal plants, and
flowers, both for perfumery and ornament, have been

tried, and have nearly all succeeded within twelve
months, over an extent of about 100 acres. Great
tracts of gravel and sand, which seemed condemned to

sterility, have been converted into market gardens by
means of the sewage waters. The plain of Gennevilliers

has an area of 5000 acres, and the soil is generally as

poor as it can well be, so that a better spot for the

application of sewage could not well have been found,

while its proximity to Paris will give it increased value

as a market garden. If the area submitted to the

action of the sewage shows an important increase

during the present year, it will be a pretty positive

proof that the market-gardeners have verified the

benefits promised by the engineers.

New Garden Plants.
Vanda Parishii, Rchb. jiL

Sepalis petalisque cuneato-oblongis acutis subundulatis, labclH
aurtculis angustis apice Itneari ligulatis, in calcar e^bbum
parvum basi e.\euntibus, antice in laminam rhombeam sub apice
gibbam, linea media carinatam expansis, calio conico in basi
lamina.

—

Vanda Parishii, Rchb. til. Xeniaii., p. 138, 1868.

Planta niinor ea icone Parishlana nunc spitham^ea ; folia late

ligulata apice insquali biloba densa, valdecarnosa
; pedunculus

arrectus pauciilorus (8-florus) grandifiorus ; sepala et petala
flava maculis inultis rotundis brunneis, basi intusalba : labellum
parte inferiori album striis gcminis aurantiacis, parte anteriori

violacea, columna alba ; callus in fundo conicus violaceus ;

caudicula longius ligulala subpolliniis, dilatata ; glandula
triangula.

We have known for some years this glorious thing,

which was discovered in 1862 by the indefatigable Rev.
Mr. Parish, which was lost, and was rediscovered on
April 5 of the present year. It is a very novel plant.

Its growth would appear to be unusually short and very
strong, provided the discoverer has not taken an extra

small specimen for preparing his very interesting repre-

sentation. Even if small it would on that account the

better suit amateurs who are apt to be very limited as

to space in their stoves. The erect, strong, stiflfpeduncle
bears flowers as large as those of the Vanda gigantea

and lissochiloides (Batemani), and much like these,

but with much broader sepals and petals. They have
a white base inside, except that they are yellow, with
many brown dots. The upper part of the lip, with
ligulate auricles, is white, having two yellow threads

under the column. The anterior part of the lip is

rhomboid and violet, having a keel over the middle
line and a keel beneath the point, as in many Vandas,

All that is very nice. But to come to the point.

Where is the Vanda ? for what good to us is its lurking

in the hot Burmese empire? Well, some specimens
are expected at Upper Clapton, at Mr. Low's. We are

afraid they will not stay a long time at that place, and.

that they will never see one another any more, unless

they should meet at some grand show. H. G. J\ikl>. JiU

ARTISTIC TRAINING,
A trenchant paper of Mr. Alexander Forsyth,

some time since, forced this matter on my attention.

Nothing can be easier than to condemn formal

training ; few tasks more difficult than its avoid-

ance. Formality may be irregular as well as even,

and Nature is often as stiffly formed as art. In attempt-

ing to copy fi-om Nature two very difficult questions

meet us on the threshold of our work. One is, what
natural models are to be chosen, for although Nature
is generally regular she is sometimes erratic, and acci-

dental mterference often reaches a grace of form
beyond the reach of art—or Nature either for that

matter. Some have a strong bias in favour of the

grotesque ; they are in such love with the excep-

tions that, to them these have all the charm of the

best rule, they hate all regularity, and call it unna-

tural. Another question is, whether Nature, pure and
simple, is always our best model, within the limited

dominion of art. Considerations of space often lead

us to dwarf or cramp Nature within narrow bounds

:

the same circumstances bring plants closer to the eye,

under artificial culture, than in a state of Nature. The
conditions of growth and the points of observation are

consequently somewhat different, and it may be well to

inquire whether both considerations may not be per-

mitted to modify and control to a considerable extent

natural forms. Limitation of space must do so : in

this we have no choice. We have, therefore, only to

consider what, if any, modification of shape may be
allowed for the closeness to the eye of plants under
glass. The truly picturesque can hardly either be
attempted or desired within such a limited area.

Our business as trainers is to copy Nature's most
giilar forms, and occasionally to alter or improve

upon even these. I will choose two common and well

known, and almost universally trained, species for illus-

tration—Indian Azaleas and Fuchsias. What is their

natural form ? That of a fat squat bush, and a thin ragged

shrub or semi-tree. Are these the best forms for the

artistic purposes for which these plants are grown ?

Assuredly not. Perhaps no forms are more difiicult

to dispose of to artistic advantage than a huge lump
of shapeless colours, and a ragged irregular shrub.

The eye instantly demands that the lump be lightened

by arrangement into a pleasing outline, and that the

lanky thimiess be filled up. Why not supplement

these fine Fuchsia branches of bending grace and
beauty by many more, to bear them company, and give

the whole the completeness and finish inherent to a

perfect cone ?
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AH mechanical helps in the matter of training are but

expedients, and in recommending one in preference to

another it is but a choice of expedients ; while it is

obvious that we cannot do without props of some kind.

No house was ever built without a scaffolding, and

but few plants were ever perfected into form without

mechanical mei/ia—either as supports or trainers. Such

things are needed either to bear the weight of branch,

leaf, or flower, or to form durable base lines of the

desired form. I do not, therefore, join in the general

outcry against stakes or "crinolines." These are not to be

condemned as a choice of evils, but welcomed as useful

helps, and those are to be preferred which do their

work with the greatest efficiency and last the longest.

For it must be borne in mind that trainers are not

simply our only scaffolding to enable us to build the

house aright, but in the case of many plants they are

the foundation of the entne floral structure. If they fail

the whole plant sinks into a shapeless ruin. Hence, the

importance of stability and durability. A prop that

itself needs propping is an anomaly ; and yet such is

the character of many training appendages. There are

some who condemn all crutches for plants. Their

theory is, that any plant should be forced to grow into

the desired form, and made to stand alone—admir-

able theory, but somewhat difficult to embody in

practice. Plants lack the great art of imitation. In a

house of perfect models of form, an untrained plant will

enter upon, the most en'atic developments. Neither

can they be cast into moulds like molten metal, and
cooled down into permanent shape ever afterwards.

Vitality is at once our help and our hindrance in

securing form. It may be guided into every shape,

but without constant control will not long continue in

any. However, tlie first act of good training consists

in the utilisation of vital force to special material or

desired forms. For instance, with care in the regula-

tion of growth, Fuchsias may easily be moulded into

well-furnished cones. It is seldom, however, under

cultivation, that they can be made to support them-
selves. The very improvement of plants tends to

make them more helpless. The hybridist has added
size and weight to the flower, the cultivator massive-

ness and crispness to the stems, and both increase the

necessity for a stouter prop for the plant to lean upon.

In fact, if the plant is to be developed to the utmost,

and especially if it has to be conveyed to an exhibition

in full flower, a prop of some kind it must have. Some
give it a wooden stake, some one of iron split at the

bottom into tlnee claws, to pass through an iron

hoop attached to the pot, and others adopt other

expedients. It matters little what method is used so

long as the whole plant is made fast to an immovable
centre, and this centre does not prove destructive to the

roots. With such plants as Fuchsias, a central stake

of sufficient strength is all that is needed to form a core.

The strength and flexible grace of the vertically dis-

posed branches will do the rest. But the case is

otherwise with Azaleas, As already observed, they

naturally grow into a shapeless mass. Their branches,

especially on old plants, become very flexible ; their

flowers are massive and weighty, and the whole plant

is forced, as it were, into a heap when in full blossom.

Moreover, the delicate blooms are easily injured by
chafing or friction, and it would be almost impossible

to carry huge Azaleas in glorious blossom to exhibitions,

unless every separate branch was so trained and firmly

fixed as not to rub against its neighbour. Such being
the fact, the question occurs—What is the best means
of providing this fixity of twig and flower? Many
have tried one or a multitude of stakes, but the result

has been rather disappointing. The labour has been
excessive, the appearance cumbersome, and the risk of

a breakdown imminent. Iron or wire stakes have
been tried, to the oxidation of the soil and corrosion of

the roots. Relief has been sought from such evils in a

crinoline, firmly fixed to the pot. Thenceforward a
general chorus of ridicule and abuse has been
poured over the wire.

But it Is strong, it is hidden, it is convenient, and it

is perfectly efficient in every respect, and is wholly
hidden in pyramidal shaped plants. For standards
the clean, straight stem may be usable, but all the
umbrella, balloon, or otlier shaped top is covered
with a mass of leaves and flowers. More than this,

I contend that such expedients are not unnatural.

On the contrary. Nature may be said to crinoline it

all round. Almost every plant, bush, and tree has an
underwood of framework, of sufficient resisting and
sheltering force to distend the amplitude or enlarge
the capacity of an outer trailing robe of beauty. The
only unnatural thing about them is that we use iron,

while Nature perforce uses wood ; but in many
instances the hard indurated tissues of the wood offer

as stubborn a resistance to a drooping gracefulness as

our iron stays, while the iron possesses for us the

rare merit of durability.

Great mistakes are made in the use of the word
natural in regard to this matter of training. Scarcely
any of our plants are, or can be, in a natural state.

Does Nature ever require her beauties to take a journey
of ICO or more miles in full bloom ? Thus the
exigencies of exhibiting complicate the science of
training with an entirely new and unnatural element.
Props must not only be strong enough to sustain the
wear and tear of life in a state of rest, but of plants in

a condition of motion—and through all the special and
extraordinary trials of a modem exhibition. And yet,

forsooth, we are to be laughed to scorn for giving
those plants tliat have to be jolted over rough roads,

bumped into sidings, unloaded, it may be, in the teeth

of the east wind, exposed to pelting rains, dragged up
and down stages, set in cutting draughts, the support
of iron stays. I verily believe if Nature could be con-
sulted, she would vote decidedly for the crinoline, and
probably more emphatically against the entire practice
of exhibiting, as fraught with downright cruelty, if not
absolute danger, to her subjects. Doubtless one of the
likeliest means of reducing this cruelty and danger to

a minimum, is by affording a strong durable base for

the plant and its flowers to rest upon, either in a state

of rest or motion. Au Exhibitor.

NEW HYBRID PASSION-FLOWER.
To Mr. Mimro, of the Abercom Nurseries, Edin-

burgh, we are indebted for a specimen of a new hybrid
Passion-flower, which has just flowered in the gardens
of W. P. M, Innes, Esq., of Parson's Green, near
Edinburgh. It is stated to have been raised by fertilis-

ing the flower of Passiflora alata by the pollen of
P. macrocarpa, and certainly bears evidence of its

mixed parentage. The plant will ultimately be distri-

buted under the name of Passiflora Innesii. Its leading

characteristics may be thus stated :

—

X Passiflora Innesii.

(Hybrida inter P. alata ftrm. et P. macrocarpa masc.) Branches
quadrangular, smooth, green, with a reddish tinge in the centre

of each side, the angles prolonged into a narrow membranous
wing. Leaves 6 inches long, 5 inches wide, smooth, entire,

i-nerved, broadly ovate, obtuse, ending abruptly in a short

acumen. Petiole li inch long, channelled above, slightly

carinate below, with four sessile glands, arranged in pairs on
the upper surface. Stipule linear-lanceolate, acute, ij inch
long, 2—3 lines wide at the base. Bracts ovate, lanceolate,

.-icuminatc, about an inch in length, finely serrated towards the

b.ise, partially concealing the flower-tube. Flower-tube 5—

6

lines long, smooth, fleshy, broadly campanulate, umbilicate at

the insertion of the stalk. Sepals ij inch long, oblong obtuse,

fleshy, green externally, white internally, almost destitute of

dorsal appendage. Petals longer than the sepals, broadly strap-

shaped, obtuse, whitish, densely speckled with minute red spots.

Corona in many rows. The two outer rows spring from the mouth
of the tube, and consist of thick fleshy compressed threads,

longer than the petals, white banded, with red at the base,
violet-spotted above the middle, white at the apex. Within
these are four or five rows of much shorter filaments, directed

inwards. Immediately within these series rises a membranous
process directed upwards, and divided into a number of irre-

gular teeth, or threads, at the top. The median corona (oper-

culum), springing from the centre of the tube, is membranous,
directed horizontally inwards, and then upwards, so as to form
a sheath around the g^ynophore, and completely to shut ofi" the
upper portion of the flower from the lower honey-secreting
portion. This latter division of the tube is marked in the centre
by a rudimentary annular process. Gynophore stout, cylindri-

cal, half the height of the petals, marked below the middle with
a lobed pulley-like process. Ovary sessile, ovate oblong, smooth,
yellowish ; stj'Ie reflexed, club-shaped, stigmas capitate. Fruit . .

,

The plant above characterised has the stem, leaves,

glands, and stipules of P. alata, while the bracts and
floral organs are more like those of P. macrocarpa as

to form, though the colour of the petals and outer

threads of the corona is very similar to that of P. alata.

It is an interesting addition to our stock of climbing
plants. Whether or not the fruit is edible we do not at

present know. AI. T. M.

ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
The following passages are extracted from the

Director's report on the progress and condition of the

above gardens during the year 1869, and dated January
of the present year, but only recently printed :

—

There was during i86g an unusually large increase (of

128.225) i" the number of visitors to the gardens and
museums of this establishment, amounting in all to

630,594 persons. They were thus distributed :

—

Number on Sundays .. 324,523
,, on week-days .. 306,071

Total . . . . . . . . . . 630, 594

Greatest monthly attendance (May) . . .

.

131,364
Smallest monthly attendance (December) .

.

3,825
(Ireatcst week-day attendance (May 17) .. 33,517
Smallest week-day attendance (February 12) 9
Greatest Sunday attendance (June 13) ,. 20,260

Smallest Sunday attendance (January 3) .

.

230

Monthly Attendance.
January 5,251
February 8,283
March . . . , . . . . . . .

.

22,074
April .. 39,402
May 131.364
June 111,022

July 126,251

August 108,769
September .. .. 46,560
October 21,146
November .. .. 6,647
December .^ .. 3,825

Total . . . . .. .. .. 630,594

Of the new works completed or continued during the

year, the most important were the new range of stoves,

&c., and the excavations, earthworks, &c., contingent on
the deepening of the lake-bed (the water supply), and
the laying out of its banks in a more picturesque manner,
and with the view of forming a classified collection of

Pines and other Conifers on its southern bounding slopes.

I. Botanic Gardens.

The New Range.—A detailed account of the dimensions

and construction of this building as approved by the board

in 1868, was given in my last year's report (p. 2) ; where

I stated that it was proposed to erect it in three portions,

and distribute the vote over as many years. In the mean-
time, however, the opening of the " Rew Gardens"
station of tlie South-Western Railway necessitated the
construction of new entrance gates to the gardens on the
Richmond Road, close to the site of the new range ; and
this again rendered it so desirable that the range should
be finished at once, that I received orders to complete it

during the year now elapsed. A modification was at the
same time introduced into the original plan, by which,
instead of a back wing of 150 feet by 24, and 13 feet high,

divided into two portions, one of 170 feet by 20 feet, and
1 1 feet high, divided into three portions, has been adopted ;

thus providing a cool end for Cape Heaths, Mesembry-
anthemums, &c., and enabling us to devote the house
lately occupied by these plants (and which stands near the
Tropical Fern House) to the culture of Temperate Ferns.

This range, now completed by Mr. Ormson, is not only
very commodious, and suited both for the cultivation of
plants and their inspection by the public, but is one of the
best proportioned and purpose-Uke buildings of its kind
that I have seen. The growth of the plants in the two
divisions devoted to economic plants, and in the two
devoted to Orchids, is much superior to that in the old

houses ; and though, owing to the jnflii.\ of so many
thousand visitors, and the consequent constant opening
and shutting of doors, and the draughts and dust thereby
engendered, the condition of its contents can never rival

that to be found in private establishments, I believe that
as good conditions for culture have been secured as the
exigencies of so frequented an establishment admit of.

The erection of this building has entailed great altera-

tions in the walks and shrubberies immediately around it,

as well as in those around the eight buildings which it

replaces. These are now being proceeded with, but can-
not be completed before the early summer, when the

whole grounds will wear a very different appearance from
what they have hitherto presented.

Heating Apparatus.—The alterations, &e., in the heat-

ing apparatus by hot-water pipes, throughout the houses
and museums, recommended in my report for 1867, are
now all carried out, with the exception of the heating of
Museum No. 2, and have proved very efficient, and have
reduced the amount of fuel previously consumed by fully

one-half ; and this, together with the replacement of the

old stoves by one new range of stoves, effects a saving of
about j^700 per annum.
A series of hardware tallies for the green and hothouse

Economic Collections, with the English and Latin names,
and native countries burnt in, has been presented by the

Messrs. Maw, of Broseley Works ; they have a very neat
appearance, and are admirably adapted to their purpose.

The Cumberland Gates.—The completion and planting

of the approaches to these new gates, and the formation
of Rhododendron and other clumps of evergreens in

gradual replacement of those worn out, or destroyed by
the frost and snow of 1865-6, have occupied the spring

and winter months of 1869.

The length of gravel paths, either altogether new, or

re-made and widened, from 8 and 10 to from 12 to i3

feet, is 1,460 yards.

The terrace on which the new range stands has been
formed, but neither levelled nor planted, and the paths
around it and leading to the doors of the house have still

to be made.
The ground opposite Museum No. 2 is being levelled,

and laid out as a sunk garden.
The Herbaceous Collection, which was thrown into con-

fusion, first by the alterations and earthworks near the
Cumberland gates, and since by the pulling down of the

stoves, is in course of completion, and will be screened off

from the other parts of the garden. The new potting

sheds for this department, a seed room, and a room for

unpacking, &c., museum specimens, have replaced the
old lean-to stove at the back of Museum No. 2, and are

now all heated by hot-water pipes ; and when the frames,

&c., of this department are brought within the same area,

the whole will form a very commodious arrangement.

The increasing interest taken in rock plants, hardy
perennials, &c., renders this department one of the most
useful in the establishment, whether for decorating the

shrubberies, flower-beds, &c., or for supplying corre-

spondents in India and the colonies. For spring decoration

of greenhouses and conservatories these ornamental hardy
plants are most useful, and though it is only quite recently

that they have begun to be appreciated, the demand for

them is already considerable.

Much still remains to be done towards rendering these

collections as useful and instructive as they might be, and
especially by providing tallies or labels of a more perma-
nent character, thus avoiding the great expense attendant

on their renewal every few years. To this point Messrs.

Maw, of Broseley, have been giving their attention, and
after many trials have manufactured an enamelled Parian

tally, which in point of appearance, legibility and dura-

bility, leaves nothing to be desired : a series of these for

the genus Aster has been liberally presented to the

gardens by Messrs. Maw ; along with another and larger

series for lawn specimens of trees, also extremely well

adapted for the purpose.

n. Pleasure Grounds.

The Lake and Water Supply.—In my report for 1868
I observed that owing to the condition of the lake-bed

the water supply was both deficient and bad ; this is now
being remedied. A sum of ^^500 has been expended on
one-half of the area occupied by the lake, which has been
deepened throughout, half an acre of water has been
added to the upper end, and the banks have been sloped,

varied in outhne, and rendered more picturesque. In the

course of these operations the only beds of good loamy
soil in the grounds and others of excellent gravel were

reached, and from these about 10 years' supply of gravel

for garden walk purposes has been stored, and 4000 to

5000 loads of loamy soil for tree planting ; besides which,

400 loads of the same soil were given to the Deodars and

Limes along the Sion vista. There are 88 of these trees,

of which those on the right, owing to the extreme poverty

of the soil, have not yet attained an average height of 10

feet, though they are upwards of 22 years old. I he stutt
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from the lake bottom, consisting of an accumulation of

mud and vegetable matter, has been mixed with gravelly

soil, and heaped on the slopes flanking the lake on the

south, where it will be trenched into the poor soil, and

form a good compost for the growth of the Conifers

which it is proposed to plant in groups in that position.

The deepening, &c., of the lower or western end of the

lake is now being proceeded with in like manner, and it

is hoped that the whole will be finished and the grounds

put in order during the ensuing season.

T/ie Kui^ William Temple.—The hill on which this

stands, having become almost denuded of trees, has been

replanted, and the ground between it and the north end

of the Temperate House has been levelled and planted,

and gravel paths made over the hill and round the temple

from the walk by the fence to the north end of the terrace

on which the Temperate House stands. This area was de-

voted to the collection of Prunus. Cerasus and allied trees,

which were planted about 20 years ago. but owing to the

extreme poverty of the sandy soil all have been starved,

and many have died. Those that remain have now been

taken up and (together with other Natural Orders of the

tree and shrub collection) replanted in made beds,

parallel to the path, and divided from it by broad turf

borders with alternate Cypresses and evergreen shrubs.

I regret to add that I am compelled to recommend that

th's pretty temple be inclosed within a wire fence, as

neither entreaty, warning, nor punishment avails to

pre\ent mischievous and vulgar minded persons from dis-

figuring its walls with pencils and knives. This practice

of writing on the walls, alcoves, &c-, and of cutting the

seats, is the only serious complaint I have to make of the

conduct of -visitors ; and I very much hope that the

public papers will take cognisance of this matter, which
public opinion alone can control.

l^he Old Gravel Pit by the walk bordering th.

Richmond Road has been greatly extended, with th

view of making a sunk garden. It has hitherto con

sisted of a mere pit with shelving sides, and was devoted

to the collection of Berberis, Clematis, Gum Cistus, &c. ;

but being much too small for the purpose, and difficult of

access, owing to the steepness of the banks, advantage
was taken of a request for coarse gravel, on the part of a

neighbouring proprietor, to remove the bad soil from the

pit, and to enlarge it very considerably. There now only

remains to cart in good soil (of which there is ample store

from the lake-bed), and to lay out and plant the grounds,

which will be done by degrees by our own labourers.

Tree Planting.—This, both in the garden and pleasure-

grounds, has been incessantly prosecuted during all but

the summer and early autumn months ; especial attention

being paid to screening the houses now building along the

Richmond Road, by evergreen trees ; and to replacing the

old trees, which perish annually in increasing numbers,
and will continue to do so for years to come. This is due
to the simple facts, that the majority were planted at

about the same time, 150— 200 years ago ; that most
them, especially Poplars, Birches, Beeches, Hemlocks,
&c., are naturally short-lived trees, and especially so in

our hungry sandy soil ; and that the root action of the

Elms, and the drip of their branches (which trees were
always disproportionately numerous) are fatal to young
trees in their neighbourhood. My predecessor's planta-

tions by the river and in the Queen's cottage grounds,

supply a stock of fine young trees ; but the time, cost, and
labour of transplanting, and the necessity of trenching the

ground and supplying several cart-loads of good soil to

every newly-planted tree, render the operation a slow
one.

HI. Interchange of Living Plants and Seeds.

The number of plants received and sent out during the

yi^ar 1869, almost wholly as gifts or exchanges, have
been :

—

V. Herbarium and Library.

This building has been heated, like the two M
with a hot-water apparatus, consisting chiefly of coils in

the various apartments of the ground and first floors, fed

by a boiler and furnace placed outside. Jos. D. Hooker,

Director.

THE CHATSWORTH CONDUIT
EDGING TILE.

In a season like the present, when the supply of

water to our gardens is of more than usual importance,

it is gratifying to find that Messrs. H. Doulton & Co.,

of Lambeth, the eminent earthenware manufacturers,

have brought out a new form of border edging tile for

gardens, which promises to be a very material aid in

securnig a supply of watei of the best kind—viz , that

Of hardy tre

Of stove anc

Herbaceous

3 of live plants

Received. Dispatched.

which falls from the heavens—for garden purposes.

The tile has been named the "Chatsworth Conduit

Edging Tile," and is the joint contrivance of Mr. Speed,

the Duke of Devonshire's talented gardener at Chats-

worth, and myself. Mr. Speed, noticing after a storm

a quantity of water standing inconveniently upon :

garden walk, and in a place where water was alway

scarce, the thought suggested itself, "Why could

connected with the tanks, as shown at c, and at D
we have a cast-iron pipe, with a plug through which
the feeding hoze of the garden-engine may be dropped
to draw up the required supply of water. At E is

shown the end of a common drain-pipe, through which,
when the tanks are full, the waste water passes from
the highest to the lowest point of the garden, and
thence to the main drain. The advantage of this

arrangement is, that if there is an extra supply of water

from any outside source, it is only necessaiy to convey
it to the tank at the highest point of the garden, and
from it all the tanks will be filled.

It is not necessary to dilate upon the desirability of

these arrangements. Too many feel at the present

time the want of a copious supply of water, and it

may be safely averred there is no labour of the garden

so liable to be scamped as that of watering, be it the

washing of wall trees, or the soaking of their roots,

when the water necessary for the purpose has to be
carried or wheeled a considerable distance prior to use.

Here, as will be seen by the annexed plan of a garden

(fig. 166), the tanks .ore so placed as to admit of the

water being distributed with the greatest ease ; and it

is not too much to assume that, with an arrangement

of this kind, two men with a garden engine, or a lady

with her "handy man," would do more efiective

watering in a few hours than half-a-dozen men with

the usual means would in a day. If it is desired, a

pound or two of guano, or any other concentrated

manure, can be dropped into the tanks, and there will

be a supply of liquid manure, or by the same rule lime

may be thrown in, and there will be a supply of lime-

water, in a few minutes.

It will appear from this short detail of the con-

trivance, that, whether we look to the palatial gardens

of the nobility, or the simple plot of the artisan or

labourer, it will confer a great boon upon the garden-

ing public. Of course the form of tile may be varied

to suit the requirements of designers, but the conduit

is equally applicable to the architect in the forecourt,

or the elaborate geometric garden, as it is to the

gardener. Tiles for edging grass verges are, we
understand, in preparation, and those once properly

fixed will do away with the edging knife and the raw,

dark edgings which are such a dissight in most gardens

every spring, and secure what has long been desired, a
perfectly true and even grass verge to our walks.

These tiles will be exhibited at the meeting of the

Royal Horticultural and Agricultural Societies at

Oxford. They are manufactured in terra cotta, and,

considering the material employed, are sold at a reason-

able price. W. P. Ayrcs^ Nottinghani. [These tiles, of

which we have seen a sample, are well-made, and have

a very clean and neat appearance. Eds.]

not that water, and all the water that falls upon the

walks be stored in tanks underneath them ready for

use when wanted ? The notion was mentioned to me,

when I happened to call shortly afterwards, and the

result is the tile {fig. 164) which is now presented to

the public.

From the annexed section and perspective view it

will be perceived the edging tile consists of two parts,

29

The total number of donors, 162 ; of recipients, 122.

IV. Museums.

The principal Museum, No. i, has been heated by a
hot-water flow and return pipe round each of the three

storeys of the whole building, and supplied from a small
boiler and furnace outside. This arrangement answers
perfectly ; the amount of heat, the dryness, and the ven-

tilation, are all that can be desired, and the economy of

fuel (the new apparatus replacing twelve open grates) is

very great.

It still remains to heat Museum No. 2 upon the same
inexpensive plan, as it suffers much from damp in two of
the rooms. The apparatus in the Museum No. 3 con-
tinues to work perfectly well.

The great increase of visitors, and the popularity of
Museum No. i, render it very desirable that another and
better staircase, providing for both ascent and descent,
should be built to it. The present staircase is not only
wholly insufficient, but being placed immediately opposite,

and not 10 yards from the only doorway, and serving for

all the storeys of the building, the effect is, that when the
Museum is much frequented it is all but impossible to get
in or out of the door, or up and down stairs. A staircase

should be constructed at the back of the Museum, with a
double flight of stairs, and an exit at the bottom from the

building. There is plenty of space for such an arrange-
ment, which would further allow of the very valuable col-

lection of portraits of botanists, &c., being much better

displayed than they

In the Museum the substitution of printed labels for

written ones is still being proceeded with. The collect

first, a flat soled conduit with a slot along tlie upper side,

into which the tile 11 fits, and w-hicli is held in its place

by means of a little weak cement. At the time of fixing

the tiles a piece of thin zinc or tin is placed between

them on the lower side until the cement becomes set,

and through the chink thus formed, when the pieces

are withdrawn, the water finds its way into the conduit,

and thence to the tanks provided to receive it, or if not

wanted it passes away into the general drains of the

garden. As will be seen by the section of the tank

and walk (fig. 165), the latter covers the conduit

nipletely, and if the walks are formed of superior

materials, as all walks ought to be, it is clear that the

of cones of North American Coniferos has been examined
I

greater part of the water which falls upon them

afld accurately named by Dr. Engelmann, I must be carried into the tank. The conduits are

THE GENUS MUSCARL
M. botryoidcs {^^\.).—Of late much eloquence has

been pouied forth over this little spring flower.

Indeed its praises have been so well sounded that it

only remains for me to attempt to give a practical

description along with a few cultural remarks. The
leaves are about 2 lines broad, S to 10 inches long, and
grow nearly erect. The scape is generally longer than

the leaves, and ends in a raceme of pale blue, deep

blue, or more rarely white flowers. The perianth is

contracted at the mouth, nearly ovate, 2 lines broad,

and often 24 long. This is frequently classified along

with alpines, although it is really a native of the plains

of Europe. It glories in a light loamy soil and abund-

ance of light, parting with much of its beauty, if not

also of its strength, when in the shade. After the foliage

withers the earth about the roots should be kept mode-
rately dry. Young bulbs occur at the base of the old

ones, and rapidly increase this species.

M. commutatum (Guss.).—This is nearly related to

M. racemosum. Here, however, the leaves are flaccid,

there they are the very reverse. To be treated like

M. botryoides. Flowers blue or purple, and produced

in spring. Well worthy of a place where ornamental

bulbous plants are grown, and quite hardy. A native

of the plains of Italy and Sicily.

M. Hddreichii (Boiss.).~\Vithout doubt this is the

most beautiful species of the genus to which it belongs,

and I hope some master of eulogistic adjectives may
soon fall in love with it, and usher it into the public

favour which it so well deserves. Each full grown

bulb produces two or three scapes, and five to seven

leaves. These extend themselves in graceful curves,

are 2 to 3 lines broad near the base, but less near

the apex, concave on the upper, convex on the under

side, and 6 to 9 inches long. The perianth is about

2 lines long, and of a delicate blue colour, except

around the white and contracted mouth. This is a

native of Greece, and even if without any claim to the

name of alpine, it deserves a conspicuous position on

the rockwork, and looks remarkably pretty in a pot.

The blossoms begin to expand about the close of

spring, and in favourable seasons continue gay for a

couple of months. For treatment see under M. botry-

oides, from which it may be known at a glance by its

spreading, instead of erect leaves, and by its dense,

rather than loose racemes. Second only to the subject

of this paragraph is M. grandiflonmi, of Baker, a

species to which the attention of nurserymen should be

directed, for though in the country it is still absent

trom the trade.

M. vioschatmn (Desf ).—This is not by any means
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handsome. On the contrary, it verges on the ugly,

but it is deHciously scented, and on this account sliould

be considered one of the most important of early

flowering plants. In fact it is capable of taking up a

position during the first part of the year, to be vacated

oil behalf of such as the Mignonette further on. At
one time no British garden of any pretensions was
without it, but, like many more delightful old things,

it is now of mre occurrence. It is a native of the

Levant, and stands in no danger of being con-

founded with anything else worthy of cultivation.

For treatment, see M. botryoides. M. moschatum
var. flavum is superior both in fragrance and appearance

to the typical plant.

M. /(7//e7w (Fisch.).—This, a native of Tauria and
Caucasus, is less than either M. Heldreichii or M.
botryoides, and technically it may be known from both

of those by the mouth of the snow-white ovate

perianth being quite open. The leaves are about

6 inches long, i line broad, and grow erect. The
flowers are sweetly fragrant, are in full beauty in the

middle of spring, last for six weeks, and are disposed

in lax racemes, each of which is about an inch long.

Several scapes are generally produced by a single bulb.

For culture, see M. botryoides.

M. racemositm (Willd.).—The leaves of this are very

slender, being seldom above a line broad, though not

unfrequently a foot long. The scape is about half

the length of the leaves, and the raceme of flowers is

about an inch in extent. The perianth is of an ex-

ceedingly rich violet colour, contracted at the mouth,
about 2 lines long and one broad. M. racemosum
var. neglectum has larger as well as coarser leaves and
flowers than the typical form. A native of Greece.

For treatment see M. botryoides.

Besides the above there are some other species about
in botanic gardens, but they are not ornamental unless

the overgrown M. comosum var. monstrosum be
considered so. It is worthy of notice that in M. pal-

lens, for instance, with a white perianth, the pollen

and anthers are violet coloured, whereas in several if

not in all the species with purple or blue perianths

the anthers and pollen are white. John Duncan.

PALMS,~No, VIIL

Liruala (Wurmb.).—Another genus of Asiatic Fan
Palms, with unamied trunks, prickly petioles, axillary

hermaphrodite flowers, and red or yellow drupes. Of
the 20 species described by botanists about a dozen
are in our gardens, among them the beautiful L.

peltata, with its almost orbicular leaves, so much
esteemed in Assam for making Palm-hats. The other

species under cultivation are L. elegans, gracilis, hor-

rida, nana, pumila, Uumphii, spinosa, amplifrons, .^c.

We have not got yet L. acutifida, which supplies the

walking-sticks known as " Penang Lawyers."
Pericycla (HI.), a monotypic genus of Asiatic Fan

Palms, represented by P. penduliflora of New Guinea,
and not yet in our gardens. It may possibly be
identical with either Licuala or Livistona.

Copernkia (Mart.).—One of the Wax Palms of
tropical America—which, however, secretes the wax,
not on the trunk, as the Ceroxylons (Klopstockias) do,

but on the under side of the young leaves—belongs to

this genus; it is C. cerifera, a native of Brazil, and an
inmate of our gardens. The real use to which this wax
may be turned has not yet been discovered, but candles

have been made of it in England by Price's Candle
Company at Vauxhall, and they retained the lemon
colour peculiar to the raw material. In habit this tree is

ike Sphcerodendron angolense, having a straight stem
supporting a globular crown. All the species yield a

hard wood, and their leaves are much used for thatch,

notably those of C. tectorum and hospita, whilst the

fruit ofsome is eaten. They are middle-sized unarmed
trees, with erect trunks, covered with the remnants of

the leaf-stalks ; their leaves are palmate, their flowers

hermaphrodite or polygamous, and on axillary spadices,

and their (ruit a i-seeded elliptical berry. C. barba-
densis, maritima, robusta, tectorum, and the above-
mentioned C. cerifera are inmates of our gardens.
Brakea (Mart.).—Two species, B. dulcis and cal-

carea, both natives of the mountains of Mexico, a few
thousand feet above the sea level, and both inmates of
our gardens, are the only representatives of this genus
of Fan Palms, the habit of which is well shown in a
recently published plate (lUust. Ilort. t. 379). They
are middle-sized unarmed trees, the trunk of which
yields timber ; their flowers are hermaphrodite, and
their fruit a sweet edible berry.

Sabal (Adans.)—If Palms are associated, on the one
hand, with much that is glorious in man's history, they
are on the other connected with events of which our race

has not much reason to be proud. It has been the fate

of the Palmetto of the United States, now Sabal Pal-

metto, to furnish the emblem which produced the same
effect on the non-slaveholding American as the red

piece of cloth does upon the animals in a Spanish bull-

fight. At an early date the settlers in the Southern
States found out that trunks of this Palm were extremely
tough, and during the War of Independence they were
frequently used with advantage for making stockades ;

hence the Palmetto became associated with much of
what the Southern people were proud, and they con-
sequently introduced it in the coat of arms of South
Carolina, and it was they who, on the breaking out of
the Civil War, raised the " Palmeltq Flag" to the

dignity of a national emblem of the Southern Con-
federacy. S. Palmetto has about a dozen congeners,
several of which are in our gardens, Kew boasting of
large specimens of S. umbraculifera {S. Blackburni-
ana, Hort.) All the species are confined to the
southern parts of the United States, to Mexico,
Central America, and the West Indies, the
Island of Trinidad producing three species, viz.,

S. mauritiEcformis, Griseh. et Wendl. (Trithrinax
mauritin?formis, Karst. ), S. Woodfordii and S. glau-
cescens. They are either entirely stemless (S. serru-
lata) or have a middle-sized unarmed trunk ; their
leaves are palmate, their flowers hermaphrodite, and
arranged in branched spadices, and their fruit is a round,
dark green berry.

Chamtrrops (Linn.).—If all the species referred to
this genus really do belong to it, which is by no means
clearly demonstrated, Chamrerops would be the only
genus of Palms geographically distributed over three
continents—Europe, Asia, and America. Moreover,
it marks the northern limit of this order, three genera
of pinnated Palms (Kentia, Micrococos and Phcenix)
marking the southern. C. humilis of Southern
Europe, C. excelsa of Japan, and C. Fortunei of
Northern China, have proved hardy in the milder parts
of England, and impart quite a new feature to our
gardens. Even during the last severe winter speci-

mens of C. Fortunei, which are planted at Kew in a
rather exposed position, were not killed by the frost,

though some of their leaves were injured, more, it

would seem, by the continued strong easterly winds
than by the effects of low temperature. C. Fortunei
was at one time held to be identical with C. excelsa

of Japan, but the latter has shorter petioles and is not

so elegant a Palm as the former. It is to be regretted

that, after the success which has attended the naturali-

sation of some of these Cham?srops, efforts are not

made to introduce their congeners, all of which thrive

in a low temperature. Dr. Hooker found C. Martiana
in the Western Himalayas, at an elevation of Sooo
feet, where it is annually covered with snow. Indeed,
it is difficult to understand why those who have the

charge of large gardens, or gardens of their own,
where a lot of "duplicates" must always be thrown
away, do not plant them on separate ground, and
allow them to struggle for existence as best they
may. They might then discover many species to be
perfectly hardy that are now supposed not to be so.

present we cultivate the following species of Chamx-
rops :—C. arborescens {tomentosa, Hort.), callosa, co-

chinchinensis, excelsa (chinensis, Hort.), gracilis, Grif-

fithiana, guianensis, humilis (condupHcata, Hort.'
Hy-itrix, ALartiana, and Fortunei. Most of the species

of the genus have a low trunk, often creeping, and
only a few attain the height of 40 feet. The petioles

are furnished with prickles, the blade is fan-shaped,

the flowers are axillary and polygamo-dicecious,
whilst the berries are generally i-seeded, and
resemble Olives in appearance. The fibre and foliage

of several species are used for making ropes, paper,
fans, carpets, dresses, matting, and various other
useful purposes ; the berry of some is edible.

Rhapis (Linn. fil.).—The species belonging to this

genus are natives of Eastern Asia, where they form
underwood in forests, and are cultivated in gardens.

They have a c^espitosc rootstock, which sends
forth several slender trunks, used for walking and
umbrella sticks. Their leaves are palmate, and their

petioles are surrounded at the base by a brown fibrous

matting. The flowers are dicecious or polygamous,
with six stamens and three carpels, which later deve-
lop into three (or by abortion fewer) drupes. There
are about half-a-dozen species, the best known of which
is R. flabelliformis, long an inmate of our gardens. Of
this Siebold and Veitch have of late years introduced a

much esteemed sport with variegated leaves, of which
Van Houtte has given an excellent figure in Flore des
Serres, tab. 1 844, 1 845. The Japanese, gi'eat admirers
of foliage plants, had long ago cultivated it for orna-

mental purposes. We have besides R. aspera, R.
humilis (Chamserops Sirotsik), and R. Kwanwortsik in

our collections, all of which arc in most establishments

injudiciously treated as hothouse plants.

Acanthorrhiza (Wendl. in Regel's Report on Inter-

national Exhibition at St. Petersburg).—No technical

description of this genus has as yet been published,

but in the publication quoted Wendland states that

Acanthorrhiza differs from Trithrinax by the aerial

roots of the trunk hardening into spines (which are

horizontal or pointed upwards), and by the blade of the

leaf being divided down to the petiole. There are

only two species known, one, A. aculeata, Wendl.
(Trithrinax aculeata, Sieb. ; Chamserops stauracantha,

Hort.), a native of Chiapas and Mexico, and grown in

our gardens, and the other, A. Warscewiczii, Wendl.
(Thrinax argentea, Seem. Bot. Herald, p. 203, non
Lodd.), a native of Costa Rica and the Isthmus of
Panama, in which latter country it is known by the

name of "Palmadeescoba" {Broom Palm), from the use

made of the leaves. This Palm does not attain more
than 20 feet in height. It grows as underwood in forests,

and is the only Fan Palm as yet discovered in the
Isthmus, differing from its congener by the more
irregularly divided leaf-blade, which, moreover, is

white below.

Thrinax (Linn, fil.).— A genus of beautiful Fan
Palms inhabiting the West Indies and adjacent conti-

nent, and composed of about 10 species, all of which

have a low or middle-sized unarmed trunk, but often
clad with the persistent bases of the petioles. The
leaves are terminal and fan-shaped, and manufactured
into baskets, hats, and other articles, not only in the
West Indies, but also at St. Alban's, Herts ("Chip
hats"). The flowers, arranged in axillary branched
spadices, are hermaphrodite and yellowish gi'een, and
the fruit is a round, l-seeded berry. T. argentea
(valued on account of the lower side of leaf being of
a silvery white), T. fcrruginca, graminifolia, parviflora,

Pumilio, radiata, nipestris, stellata, and others are in

cultivation. T. elegans, Hort., is much recommended
for "exhibition purposes."

Phmiix (Linn.).—The Date Palm and its congeners
are readily distinguished from all other pinnated Palms
by the leaflets being more or less conduplicate at their

base, and by the lowermost being converted into spines.

In some species the trunk is so short as hardly to appear
aboveground, in others it attains 40—50 feet in height.

The leaves are pinnate, the leaflets linear, and of a
more or less ashy or glaucous tinge. The flowers are
axillary, and the male and female are borne on
different trees, so that in order to insure a rich

crop recourse must be had to artificial fertili-

sation. The drupes are globular or oblong, gene-
rally bearing one seed, but in one of the varieties

of the Date there is no " stone." This variety was not
a sport of Nature, but produced by St. Diego, losing
one of his teeth in eating dates at the Canaiy Islands,
and commanding in a state of irritation that the tree
which occasioned him this loss—there were no artificial

teeth in those days—should henceforward bear Dates
without stones ! Phcenix is distributed over Asia and
Africa, and is cultivated in Europe and America ; even
at Nice, Genoa, and other places too cold to allow the
fruit to ripen, P. dactylifera is grown for the sake of
its leaves, of which whole shiploads are sold for

Jewish and Roman Catholic festivals. Dr. Hance,
H. M. V. Consul at Macao, has also sent P. farini-

fera (pusilla. Lour.?), for which he takes the species
common in southern China, to M. Naudin, in hopes
that it may be naturalised at Hyeres, &c. (Journ. of
Bot., 1869, p. 17). It would not be difficult to

write a volume on the Date Palm and its associations

from the earliest ages with the history of man, and its

present uses by millions of human beings. There are
as many varieties of it as there are of our Apples and
Pears, and my friend, E. Vogel, the Central African
explorer, afterwards so barbarous murdered, sent me a
list of 37 kinds which he collected at Murgukong.
There are Dates of all sizes and colours (except pure
white and black), and, of course, good, bad, and in-

different sorts. Next to P. dactylifera ranks P. sylvestris,

one of the sugar-yielding Palms of the East Indies ;

and P. farinifera, a sago-producing one. Most of the
species are now in our gardens, and large specimens of
the common Date are frequently used with effect at the
great Continental hotels and mansions, for decorating
courtyards and staircases. Bcitlwld Seemanu,

Joint Comspoiikiite.
The Archimedean Lawn Mower.—Having been

a mower for 30 years—for I turned out as a raw
laddie to mow on the slopes at Scone Palace from five

to nine—and having found it a heavy business from,

those days till now, notwithstanding the wonderful
help afforded in the matter by the lawn-mower, I

naturally felt an interest in this new "notion." These
mowers have enabled us to do the work of 10 or iz
men with a horse, one man, and a boy ; and they do
this work better than the best mowers with a scythe
could do it. I have been at some trouble to

test the above-named mower, and feel it a duty
I owe to the public to publish my estimate
of its capabilities. I need hardly add that I have no
interest in any lawn-mower whatever, other than every
reader has who has many acres of short grass to keep.

"Remarkably easy to work." I found it no easier

than one of the usual make of the same size. Indeed,
it is difficult to see how scudding along upon sole

irons in front, instead of upon rollers, can make it

easier to work. "Far superior to any of ours," &c.

This is too general an assertion to be met or confuted
by arguments. I leave it with the admission that I

fail to see it. Now I come to your own criticism

—

"the quickest," &c. I presume you mean that it

cuts more grass in less time ? That of course depends
upon the speed of the driver. If it is dragged over
the ground faster than other machines of course it may
be called quicker, not otherwise. But possibly you
do not mean that it will cut more grass in a given
time, but that the knives revolve faster than in any other
machine. If so, of course it must be granted that

this peculiar sense of the word "quick" you are right.

Such an acceleration of speed is a structural necessity

of the "Archimedean," for it is not furnished with four,

six, or eight knives, but with two only. And if these

did not revolve faster than those with more knives

it could not cut to any purpose at all. Applied
to the knife, your character of "most simple" is

strictly true. A whole plate twisted in the usual

way, and faced with two cutting sides, is more simple

than a number of knives fixed on a spindle. But the

mode of fixing the knives on the usual machine is

simple enough, and it has its advantages over the

"Archimedean." Let the "Archimedean" goingat full
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speed pick up a rusty nail or a bit of flint, and knife or

plate must give way. If the former, the whole cutter

is ruined, or must be refaced ; in the usual macliines,

only one laiife is injured, and a single knife can be

replaced cheaper, and in less time, than the whole-plate

knifeofthe "Archimedean." As to the greater efficiency

you claim for the "Archimedean," in what does it con-

sist ? I read in the advertisement before me that it

cuts wet grass without clogging, thus enabling the men
to work in the morning, with the dew, &c., instead of

toiling under the heat of a mid-day sun, &c. But does

not every machine do likewise ? For the last 20 years

I have worked Shanks', Green's, Ransome's, or,

indeed, any of the lawn-mowers, from 7 to 5 daily in

all weathers, and never been blocked up by the wet

grass. Unless the rain is too heavy for man
or beast, our machine goes as regularly from

Monday morning to Saturday noon, as If the

entire process Avas carried on under cover. "Cuts
grass 6 inches long," I think I have read somewhere.

Such is not the length of grass on lawns. When it

reaches that height better have the long grass cutting

machine used in the meadows. The " Archimedean
"

will cut longer grass than the usual lawn mower, but it

would need a donkey to make even a 14-inch machine

do it. Many machines will take grass 4 inches long

if set accordingly, and that is surely 3 inches too tall

for a well kept lawn. But it seems that other machines

injure the roots of the grass, and this does not. All I

can say is, I have not found out that the machines do
any such thing. If set too low, and the ground is

uneven, the knives will occasionally shave a slice off

root and branch ; but this is wholly the fault of the man
or the ground, not of the machine. But the greatest

merit is yet to be noticed ; it does not simply cut the

top of the grass, but it nourishes its bottom j and it

does both by the same means. It scatters the cut

grass on the surface of the closely shaven lawn,

and leaves the dead litter as a plaister for the

wounded surface, and a replenisher of the exhausted

earth. And it is upon these grounds that the

new mower chiefly rests its claims for support,

and which are set forth as the highest possible

merit in a lawn mower by this horticultural process.

To cut and scatter by the same process seems to me
an admirable combination of useful qualities in a long

grass cutter in the meadows, as likely to lessen the

labour of haymaking. But on lawns the one point

to be guaided against is the scattering of grass about,

or indeed any other litter. The grandest feature of

our lawn-mower was the emancipation of so much
labour power from the drudgery of lawn sweeping.

"But," say the "Archimedean" admirers, "our
machine cuts the grass so fine, and scatters it so evenly,

that it is at once lost to sight, and no sweeping is

needed." This is at least a new mode of rendering

matter invisible. Its effectiveness will, however, de-

pend wholly upon the quantity we start with. Even
the proprietors of the " Archimedean " could not pre-

tend to dispose thus of the 6 inches of grass that

they warrant their machine to cut. But will it thus

dispose of 3 inches, of two, of one, week after week in

continuity, and in all other weathers, whether the sun

dries it or not? The thing is utterly impossible.

There is the grass, and there the debris of it will

remain, and it must be visible. The " Archi-

medean " may manage Daisy mowing and the

tliinnest, poorest grass lauTis, but even these it will

neither cut, scatter, nor render the crop invisible one

whit better than any other mower. Whip the box off

any ordinary lawn-mower, and you have an improved
*' Archimedean " at once. I use the word " improved "

advisedly. The common mowers scatter the cut grass

equally well, and spread it out with the same regularity,

while at the same time they keep it nearer home. The
knife of the "Archimedean," from its form and its

greater speed, acts like the whiff of a blow-pipe or the

wings of fanners, and sends the grass flying in all direc-

tions. It will cover the surfaces of grass, gravel, or

flowers with equal impartiality. We have plenty of

weeds without thus sowing these broadcast and wholesale
where they are not wanted. Even Daisy lawns do not

need to be sown afresh with millions of new seeds in

the form of full blown flowers. To prevent such evils

and keep the surface of cut grass clean, the collecting

box is needful even on the poorest la\\Tis, but it is

essential and indispensable on those of average

quality. It is preposterous for any one to try to

persuade those practically acquainted with the subject

that such a crop can be rendered invisible

by minute subdivision and regular distribution. Why
every inch of ground must dispose of its inch cube of

grass (nearly), divide, scatter, or dry it as you will.

Such a quantity can never become invisible to mortal eyes
on the surface of a \vell-kept la\\Ti. Few things could
prove more annoying than such weekly hay-makings
on such a baby-scale. In fact, the advocates of the

madiine almost admit that the dead grass is visible on
the surface of the living, for while they claim the merit

of scattering, they at the same time praise it for mulch-
ing and manuring the roots. The one claim well nigh

destroys the other. Either it is worthless as a mulch-
ing or it is visible as a nuisance. It may be one or the

other, but it can hardly be both. I also protest against

any such mulchings for the enrichment of grass land.

On poor sods, sewage, soot, guano, &c., applied in

winter wUl strengthen the grass ; but on ordinary soils,

short gi^ass needs no such strengtlieuing. The more

you cut it the faster or stronger it seems to grow,

indeed, I wish any one would give me a recipe for

reducing the strength of its growing force. The
"Archimedean" must put its box on if it is to make
any way in England, and then it may humbly take its

place in the ranks with other mowers, but I do not

believe it will ever supersede them. My impression is

that it would do its work better with a four-edged knife

than a two. Fast as the cutter revolves, gi'ass and
even Daisies escape between the sets. The mowers
with six cutters take the grass cleaner, and it would of

course be easy to multiply speed to any extent in the

gearing of the spindle if the knives do not go fast

enough. It is needful that a knife should be ready to

cut at every advance forward, and then, of course, no

gi-ass can escape between the cuts. I have never found

that the rollers in front keep the knives from cutting
;

but if they do, it would be easy to balance the machme
upon the small rollers projecting beyond the line of the

plate and the cutters. This would be a better arrange-

ment than the iron soles of the "Archimedean." As
will be seen by the foregoing, I agree pretty well with

Mr. Featherstone's estimate. As to your statement

about the bents, it is quite the opposite of my expe-

rience : the " Archimedean" cuts bents better than

any other mower, as might be expected from the more
rapid revolutions of its smashing cutter. A practical

gardener of considerable experience has just told me
that he will keep his "Archimedean" for the cutting

of bents, which it does better—and he adds, it is the

only thing it does better, or so well, as the other

mowers. D. T. Fish. [As our opinion has been called

in question, we give the reason for the faith that is in

us without overlooking the merits of our English lawn-

mowers, whose good qualities are beyond disparage-

ment. We have stated that in many respects we
admire the " Archimedean," and, with all due respect

for the opinion of our correspondent, we repeat that

further experience does not incline us to alter our

favourable estimate. We repeat that for certain pur-

poses—for amateurs, for smallgardens, forunevenground,
for rough grass, for steep banks, &c., the " Archimedean"
is, in our opinion, the best mower yet introduced. It

will not accomplish everything desirable in the matter

of mowing, and we presume tlie remark is appli-

cable alike to our English mowers, excellent as

they are generally acknowledged to be. There are

several points of merit, however, belonging to it,

which sufficiently deserve our attention. It is the

"quickest," through no time being lost in stopping to

empty the grass-box, which is known by practitioners,

when the grass is at all thick, to be a somewhat tedious

operation, and to take up nearly as much time as the

actual cutting, especially withsmall machines. It can also

be propelled at a quicker rate over the ground than the

ordinary mower, and perform its work effectually. It

is most "simple" in the sense of its being free from com-
plications, and all its parts being easily seen and readily

understood. If the knife should happen to get injured,

which is an occurrence likely to happen to any mower,
we find a new knife can be procured for a mere trifle, and
easily replaced. In the case of the ordinary mower,
when any repairs are necessary the implement has

generally to be returned to the makers, and consider-

able expense incurred. Indeed, it is a standing rule

with some of our best makers to have all their mowers
returned for repair eveiy winter. This is a great objec-

tion. The simplicity of the construction of the *' Archi-

medean" does away with the necessity of so much
skilled supervision, and thus renders it more generally

useful. It is "most efficient." It can be used with

greater facility, and to greater advantage in many
places than any other, and will perform g
ordinary work. We believe our English mowers \

on well kept level smooth lawns, make a much finer

finish, and cut more finely than the "Archimedean."
It is, however, a necessity that our lawns shall

be well kept if an English lawn-mower is to be used at

all. We are not, however, arguing the question as to

what condition our lawns should be in. We take

them as they are, and based our favourable opinion

of the new comer accordingly, as it will cut the grass

in almost any condition. It will cut grass where our
ordinary mowers would be ofno service. To the scatter-

ing of the grass instead of gathering it up, there is deci-

dedly some objection, but where, as it is recommended,
the lawn is cut regularly once a week, as it ^ould be,

the objection is very trivial ; and in the other cases the

time saved in the cutting compensates for the loss

in having it swept up, if found desirable. Eds.]

Pelargoniums at the Leeds Show.—As 1 was
not present myself at the Leeds show, I am not going

to enter into the individual merits of the specimens of

Gold and Bronze Geraniums exhibited there, as, of

course, 1 can only judge by hearsay ; but there are two
or three things in Mr. Wills* reply which I wish to take

notice of. He says :
" It was well known that some

varieties named in the first lot would be cultivated long
after the others were forgotten." This is a clear case

of begging the question. Mr. Wills, as a raiser of Gold
and Bronze Pelargoniums, is prejudiced in favour of

his own seedlings, and ventures to predict that his will

be grown when those sent out by Downie, Laird

& Laing are forgotten. I happen to be acquainted with

all the varieties mentioned by " Looker-on," and, with

one or two exceptions, have got them all bedded-out at

present in my garden. There is an amount of constitu-

tion in Beauty of Calderdale which amounts to coarse-
ness, and in point of form of leaf and in colouring
(which in a bicolor seems to me the most important
point) there are none of Mr. Wills' seedlings that are
equal to those raised by Downie, Laird &l Laing, and I

for one cannot help thinking that the decision will be
reversed, and tliat many of Downie, Laird & Laing's

seedlings, as Kentish Hero, Crown Prince, Imperatrice
Eugenie, and others, will be in cultivation when Beauty
of Oulton, Beauty of Calderdale, &c. , will be discarded.

If, as Mr. Wills says, there was only one point in favour

of Messrs. Downie & Co.'s collection, how could they

have been awarded equal 1st? " Looker-on" is certain

to have sent his name and address to the Editors of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, even if he did not choose to have
his name published, and run the risk of being called

over the coals by Mr. Wills. I, for one, cannot see

that "Looker-on" indulged in any personalities. I

have seldom read a more temperate letter, and in fair-

ness to all exhibitors of Bicolor Pelargoniums, he had
the right to inquire whether size and coarseness of

habit are to constitute the basis on which plants are to

be judged. C. P. Peach.

Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums.—WTien I stated

to you a iew plain facts, and asked a simple question

respecting the Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums at the

Leeds exhibition, I had not the slightest idea that by
so doing I should draw down upon myself the indig-

nation of Mr. Wills. Indeed I was in hopes that he
would thank me for giving him an opportunity of

publicly explaining, what no one except the judges at the

Leeds show could understand, viz., the points that made
Mr. Butler's six plants equal to Messrs. Downie, Laird

& Laing's six. Now wehave got them— "size, uniformity

of the plants, and good constitution." This, according to

Mr. W^ills' way of thinking, makes "three points,

whilst only one point could be given to the other lot,

namely, colour." And yet these three judges {for three

there seems to have been) managed to make them equal

!

Rather odd reasoning this. In my opinion the colour

was more than \\'orth all the three put together,

no matter how large or how grossly they were grown.

Without the colouring matter in the foliage, I

hold they cannot have a claim to be called

Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums. Mr. Wills has

indulged in a bit of tall talk when he says, "And it

was well known {to whom was it known ?) that some
of the varieties named in the first lot would be culti-

vated long after the others were forgotten." Now my
experience of Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums leads me
to a very different conclusion ; and by way of giving

some practical effect to it I will, with Alessrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing's consent, challenge Mr. Wills to show
the same six varieties against the six they exhibited at

the Leeds show. It is not necessary that they should

be large specimens, say plants in 6-inch pots ; and I

propose that they be shown at the exhibition to be held

at South Kensington on August 17, or at the one to be
held at the Crystal Palace on September 6, whichever

Mr. Wills may select : and if the judges of the exhibi-

tion award the 1st prize to Mr. Wills I will cheerfully

pay into the funds of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution the sum of £$ sterling, on condition that

Mr. Wills will pay a like sum into the same fund if the

judges award the ist prize to Messrs. Downie, Laird

& Laing. I have done nothing to be "ashamed of,"

and have no object in keeping back my name and
address, which are known to the Editors ; and if they

think proper Mr. Wills is at perfect liberty to see it.

Looker-on. [It is only necessary to state that our cor-

respondent is well known to us by repute as a

thoroughly competent practitioner, and we see no reason

why his incognito should be broken. Eds.]

Early Peas.—I have myself tried the planting-out

system several times, and seen it extensively carried

nut, but I never saw the crop so good as those sown in

the open border. 7'hey might have been a few days

earlier than those sown in the borders ; but, taking

into consideration the extra trouble, and the crop not

being so good, the few days earlier will not compen-
sate for that extra amount of labour. I have giown
for my early crop Dickson's First and Best. I sowed on
February 28, and gathered on June 7, and in one of

the coldest and bleakest parts of England, and one of

the highest elevations in Leicestershire, if not in

England. J, C. Mitchell.

French Nursery Catalogues (p. S62).—All

nurserymen who now ask for their goods a higher price

than they did 25 years ago, and all gardeners who ask

a higher salary than they received 25 years ago, must be

hanged. Messrs. L. Van Houtte, J.
Linden, Simon-

Louis, E. Benary, P. Lawson 6: Son, Carter & Co.,

&c., must be hanged, because they publish their cata-

logues in two or three languages. The publisher of

the Gardeners' Chronicle must be hanged, because he

inserts their advertisements, with English prices

attached: is this what you ask for Mr. Greenhorn?

A Napoleoniste. [To this extraordinary lucubration,

the best reply is, "Oh hang it I" Eds.]

Stealing Cuttings at Flower Shows.—I wish to

make known another instance of stealing cuttings of

Pelargoniums. On Thursday last I was an exhibitor

at the Accrington annual flower show, and, amongst

other things, I had a collection of Gold and Bronze

Pelargoniums, chiefly seedlings, with a good plant of

Model (Wills). This latter possessed a very pro.
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mising sport, which some unprincipled individual stole

from the plant. Twoof the seedlings were also mutilated

:

one branch had been cut away by a sharp knife, but

Ihe sport, and the branch of the other seedlmg were in

a ruthless manner lorn away from the plants, which

makes me tldnk that there was more than one person

engaged in these nefarious transactions. To an humble

e.ihibitor, like myself, it is very disheartening to be

served in such a manner; but when others, who spare

no expense in getting up their plants, nor let incon-

venience restrain them from exhibiting, get their plants

mutilated by robbers, it is quite necessary that something

more should be done by the authorities to give all the

protection which is in their power to plants, &c., at

exhibitions. In well-kept parks, the public are

directed by numerous notices not to walk on the grass,

or to touch the flowers, and are at the same time

called upon to preserve order in others, which has, in

general, good effect. The same result might be

obtained in checking the evil complained of by

displaying at floral fetes notices of a similar character,

which might run thus :—" To Gardeners and Others.

—Several instances having come to light of cuttings

having been stolen from plants at exhibitions,

Notice is hereby given, that any persons found

meddling with plants will be forthwith expelled

from the exhibition. N.B. All who may see this

order violated, are earnestly requested at once to

point out the oflenders." A notice of this character,

stuck up in prominent positions at our horticultural

exhibitions, might deter evil disposed persons, and at

least it would make men think that the public were

watching, and thus might prevent this pilfering.

Amlreic Mcikle, Xcad Nail, Whalley, Lancashire.

Cherry Tree Dropping its Fruit.—At p. 862 of

your last Number mention is made of a Cherry tree,

which drops its unripe fruit {cause unknown), and at

p. 863 is another story of an Apricot tree, which did

not bear until some heavy stones were placed around

it. I conjecture that the effect of the stones was to

shade the roots and steady the tree during stonns.

Would it not be worth while to try the effect of stones

with the Cherry tree also? Civis.

Mignonette.—The origin of this fragrant little

favourite, like that of many other plants which have

been cultivated from time immemorial, is somewhat
doubtful, though it grows to all appearance spon-

taneously in many localities on the Mediterranean

coast. Linnceus, and others of the old writers, called

it an Egyptian plant, and it has also been reported

as wild in Syria and Natolia ; but Boissier, in his

"Flora Orientali.s," says of it:— " Hab. ?—ubique

culta, olim indicata in Syrii et ^gypto ubi tamen

spontanea non legitur." But however obscure our in-

formation is respecting its precise habitat, there seems to

be no doubt that it belongs to the Mediterranean region.

It was probably first brought to this country from

Italy, and has, according to the books, been in culti-

vation here for upwards of a century ; but it is not

long ago that we were reproached, I believe by Mr.

Robinson, for not doing it justice, and we were told that

the growers for the Parisian markets far surpassed our

own people in this particular branch of floriculture.

Doubtless there was, and still is, some truth in the

remark ; for, although the plant has always maintained

its position in the garden and window, few cultivators

have accorded to it that amount of attention that

other plants of equal interest in their wild state

have received. Some growers, however, and notably

Mr. Parsons, of Brighton, whose specimens of

Reseda odorata eximia have lately obtained cer-

tificates at all the principal metropolitan exhibitions,

have bestowed more than usual care in selecting their

seed-plants ; and the result shows that the extra

trouble expended in this way has been amply repaid by

the superiority attained in a few years. I have several

times during the last few years had opportunities of

inspecting the fine establishment at Hassock's Gate,

belonging to Mr. Parsons, where Mignonette growing

forms one of the principal features. Whole ranges of

pits and small span-roofed houses are occupied by
beautiful plants—some "tree"' and some branching,

exhaling the most exquisite scent imaginable. Two
varieties were pointed out to me, the one with nearly

white flowers, and the other having anthers of a

rich brown, both greatly exceeding the "common
Mignonette" not only in size of flower and foliage but

also in length of flowers, spike, and in fragrancy. In

most works the directions given for growing "Tree
Mignonette " are faulty, in so far as they recommend
plants of several years' duration, for, as a rule, after

the first season of floivering, the plants begin to show
signs of decay, and betray the attempts of the culti-

vator to prolong the natural life of the plants. I need

adduce no further proof of this affirmation than that

afforded by the specimens exhibited at many of our

shows. I am assured by Mr. Parsons' manager
that there is no difficulty whatever in raising

and flowering the finest plants in one year
;

but on the contrary fresh plants require less

care and produce far better specimens than older

ones. Indeed he affirmed that those exhibited

at the Crystal Palace were from a batch of seedlings

raised last September ; and what could be finer than
those plants were, with their rich dark green foliage

and numerous spikes of flowers, about 6 inches in

length? But the " Tree Mignonette " as usually grown

for sale, is even better, in my opinion, as only one stick

is necessary to support each plant with a stem of from

15 to 20 inches in height, and no more than six months
are requisite to bring such plants to perfection. Before
leaving this subject I cannot refrain from recommending
my mode of procedure for stocking mixed borders
with Mignonette. Last season I was favoured with a few
seeds of the brown variety alluded to above, and to make
the most of them I sowed them in pans, potting them
oft' singly when large enough into 2-inch pots. I then
placed them in a pit, where they remained until the pots

were well filled, and afterwards they were transferred to

the borders. In the course of the summer, many of those

plants covered a square yard of ground, and yielded an
almost unlimited supply for cutting. I was so well

pleased with the success of my plan, that I have
repeated it again this year ; and as there is no more
labour in it than in the usual method of sowing in

patches—which must be done before bedding plants

are put out—I am induced to believe that others, if

indeed it is not already done, will be induced to resort

to the same practice. H.

Growth of Melons. — I have recently built gas-

works within about ID yards of my Melon and
Cucumber pits. Until the present season I have had a

plentiful yield of both Melons and Cucumbers, but this

year the Melons have utterly failed, and Cucumber:
are not equal to past years. Can any of your corre

spondents inform me through your columns whethe:

the fact of the gas being so near is the cause of this

failure, or whether failures in Melons are general this

season? A Suhscyilicr.

Large Melon.—On the 27th inst. I cut a Victoria

Melon weighing 124 lb. Is it usual for this Melon
to attain the weight above mentioned? y. Noiisego,

IFooAvk Pari Garden, Epsom, June 28.

The Goat Moth.—On passing by a Turkey Oak
this morning, I observed a number of holes in the

trunk, about 12 feet from the ground. It appeared as

if some one had been practising with a rifle ; there

were about 15 holes altogether, varying from I inch to

6 inches in depth. I procured a hammer and chisel, and

went to work, the result being that I found about 30
large insects like those inclosed, and there were

hundreds of smaller ones, many of them about a

quarter of an inch in length, and some larger. I shall

feel thankful for any information respecting them, I

intend to cut all the affected portion away, and give it

a good coating of gas-tar ; or could you recommend a

better remedy ? William H. Bannister, Gr. to G. H.
Ames, Esq., Coat House, IVestbury-on-Trym, June 2%.

[The insect is the Goat Moth (Cossus ligniperda) of

which we give an illustration (fig. 167), reproduced

from an old volume. For suggestions as to its destruc-

tion, see p. 924, 1S69. Eds.]

Acclimation.—A few facts, illustrating the facility

with wliich particular habits induced by climatal con-

ditions become perpetuated, may perhaps be worth

recording. Firstly, as to the relative power of with-

standing frost by individuals of the same species from

different localities. Last summer I planted side by
side Frankenia ijevis from Kew, and the same species

from Gibraltar : the Kew plant remained uninjured,

but the Gibraltar plant was killed. Of Sedum album,

well-known to be perfectly hardy, I have a number of

specimens from northern localities, all of which stand

year after year without the slightest injury. Last year

I planted, under similar conditions, examples from
Gibraltar and the north coast of Barbary, most of these

were severely injured by the late winter's frost, and some
killed outright. Other species of Sedums from Bar-

bary and the South of Spain proved similarly tender
;

which is remarkable, as several of them also occur

on the high plateau of Spain, where they are subject in

winter to most severe frost. Sedum altissimum was an

exception. I possess it from various localities in the

South of Europe, and it invariably withstands injury

by frost, although its northern range is not nearly so

wide as that of Sedum album. Salvia verbenacea and
Verbena officinalis, from Tetuan in Barbai-y, were cut

off by the winter's frost, though quite hardy from the

north of Europe. Cistus cyprius, from Tangiers, was
killed, the frost splitting open the bark ; but the same
species, from the Escorial, at an altitude of 2000 or

3000 feet, and subject to severe winter frosts, survives.

The vegetation of the centre and south of " Tawny
Spain," after the first outburst of brilliant spring
flowers, soon becomes parched up by the summer sun
on its granite rocks and sandy plains ; and the

habit of withering up in June, notwithstanding

our cooler and moister climate, seems to be
curiously perpetuated in several Spanish plants I

have in cultivation. My Saxifrage bed includes a

variety of alpine and northern species. I have also a

species from Barbary allied to geranioides, Saxifraga

gibraltarica from Gibraltar, and another species from

the Escorial, &c. Last summer all these southern

species looked as though they were dead, and did not

revive till the autumnal rains, which I then attributed

to their long transport, and to having been so

recently planted ; but this year, after making a healthy

vigorous growth, they have one and all put on the

same tawny death-stricken appearance, and contrast

strikingly with the fresh bright green of the northern

and alpine species still in vigorous growth. A perennial

species of Sedum from the Escorial, which I have not

yet identified, has the same habit ; after flowering at

midsummer its foliage turns brown, and the entire

plant appears dead, but reappears from the root with a

vigorous growth after the first autumnal rains, and
remains green through the winter. It seems impossible

to resist the conclusion that this is merely a habit per-

petuated by the circumstances under which the plants

have been exposed, as in the cooler and moister climate

of England there is nothing to directly induce it.

Again, the particular time of flowering of individuals of

the same species from different latitudes is a character

which seems to be retained for years, examples from

southern latitudes being always in advance of those

from colder climates. This I have observed in several

species, and it is particularly noticeable in bulbous

plants. George Menu, F.G.S., Benthall Hall, Broseh%\

Viola Blue Perfection.—I have just gathered

another small piece of information respecting this much
debated plant, that may add a little more to our scant

stock of knowledge concerning its origin. In the

garden of a gentleman in this neighbourhood are grow-

ing a few large bunches of it, and which has been in

his possession for several years. He states that he got

it originally from Jersey, so that if this information be

correct we may ultimately discover that this " seedling

from Viola cornuta " is not only not the progeny of

that variety, but possibly enjoys a more venerable

age. A. D., Southampton.

A Plea for Small Birds.—The season has s^ain

arrived when most gardeners are put to their wits' end
as to the best way to protect their fruit from the

ravages of birds. If you will kindly allow me, I will

endeavour to show my brother gardeners the plan

which I have adopted, and which I have no doubt can

be applied in almost every establishment in the country.

There are few noblemen's or gentlemen's establishments

where the kitchen and fruit gardens are not more or less

surrounded with shrubberies and woods, consequently

there are great numbers of birds of most kinds, and
especially blackbirds and thrushes, which are generally

most unwelcome to the gardener when he sees them
fly off with his best Strawberries and Cherries ; but

I fully believe that the amount of good birds do in

destroying insects (to say nothing of their beautiful

notes in spring and summer) more than repays us for

the small quantity of fruit they steal in the season.

The plan that I have adopted is this :—In the autumn
of 1S67, when clearing off the Strawberry runners,

instead of consigning them all to the rubbish heap,

I had a large quantity of them pricked out amongst the

shrubs to provide food for the birds ; the following season

they well established themselves and produced a fair crop

last year ; this year they cover a piece of ground about

40 feet square, and are loaded with fruit, which is now
ripening, and looking as well as those in the kitchen

garden ; and during the past week I have seen very few

fruit-eating birds in the garden, as they prefer those

provided for them amongst the trees and shrubs. I

will also mention a fact which might be interesting to

gamekeepers. I have discovered to-day (June 20),

when looking through the above, a fine brood of young

partridges (17 in number), and the nest in the centre of

the clump, which is adjoining a park of about 40 acres

(and game is by no means plentiful here), the above

brace of old birds being the only one I have seen in the

park this year. I believe game are fond of Blackberries,

and if so I have no doubt they are fond of Strawbenies.

I would certainly advise both gardeners and keepers to

adopt my plan, as Strawberries will grow in any soil

and situation : where Nettles and Docks grow Straw-

berries will grow. They may be planted in hedgerows,

coppices, or in any rubbish yard at the back of the

garden, and will produce abundance of fruit for game,
small birds, and also for the garden boys and labourers,

who seldom get a dish of fruit, although employed in

cultivating it lor years. Those who wish to Xrj the above,

and gain one season, may do so by planting out old

forced plants, as no doubt there will be a good many
about to be consigned to the rubbish heap. At an early

date gamekeepers will find that they will not lose so

many young birds in July if they provide Strawberry

beds in their preserves for the young ones to moisten

their mouths with in the absence of water. I

planted a second piece last autumn, and these

are also growing very well. There are many spots

amongst shrubs which are not immediately under the
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eye or seen from the mansion, in which weeds often

establish themselves, and those are the places I recom-

mend to plant the Strawberries in, as I find they gene-

rally master the weeds, and help to l:eep them down.

If any gardener or keener wishes to try the above plan,

and would like to see' the result for himself, I shall

be most pleased to show him. William Lea, IVhile-

kiiight's Park, near Reading, Berks.

Prize Gardening.—Thanks to Mr. Mason and the

Royal Agi-icultural Society of England, farmers will

this year have pointed out to them what first-class

farming is, and where it is canied on. The best farmer

will be pointed out, and we may safely assume that the

winner of the agricultur.al "blue ribbon" for 0.\ford-

shire will henceforth deservedly take a place in the

front rank of English farmers. There can be no fairer

or better test of first-class farming than that of the

judges visiting and inspecting the farms. The veriest

ploughboy knows that the feeder of a monstrous prize

ox, or the grower of a few big Turnips, is not

necessarily a first-class farmer, often the reverse,

as the whole resources of the farm are some-

times made subsidiary to the prize stock, other

things being left pretty much to take their chance.

It is often the same in gardening. Where is

there a gardener who has not at some time or

other made a pilgrimage to some noted exhibiting

place, expecting to see a bit of good gardening carried

on, and found instead a muddle ? There are the huge

specimens of whatever speciality the place is noted for,

and there is iiothing else worth looking at. I do not

for a moment say that is always the case, there are

honourable exceptions, but they only go to prove the

rule. \Vhere a noted exhibitor carries on a .system of

first-clas; general gardening as well, there is all the

more honour and credit due to him. Any gardener

worthy of the name knows good gardening when he

sees it, but what we want is to know where the

best practice is carried on, and we want to know
it in the cause of horticulture and of progress.

What Mr. JIason and the Royal Agricultural Society

are doing this year for agriculture, I hope to see another

Mr. Mason, or a body of subscribers and the Royal

Horticultural Society do next year for horticulture.

And there is no reason why it should be confined to a

single county. Supposing a "Grand Prix" could be

got up, to be given, together with the "horticultural

blue ribbon " for the year, to the gardener who was
carrying on the best system of thorough good garden-

ing, I am convinced that the competition which would
ensue would give general gardening an impetus such

as has not been felt for years. By means of a local

committee in each county, local judges could be

appointed to determine the first in their respectiv

counties. The judges specially appointed to award th

"(;.rand Prix" with the "blue ribbon," would thus

have tlicir work simplified and confined to one garden in

each of the competing counties, and would have more
time to collect information for their reports. Were the

matter vigorously taken in hand, I believe there

would be no lack of funds, as we feel sure there are

several "Masons" among the nurserymen and the

gentlemen of England. I have no intention of

"counting chickens before they are hatched." The
proposition is merely thrown out to see which way the

horticultural wind blows, and with a hope of eliciting

the opinions of gardeners and the "powers that be " on

the subject. D. M.
" Sports" on Laburnums.—If your correspon-

dent, I. .Simpson, and others, will refer to Darwin's

work on the variation of animals and plants, it will

alTord them the information they require on the sup-

posed origin of sports in Laburnums such as they have

so recently alluded to ; they will find moreover that

it is of very ancient date, and is nothing new in some
parts of Englatid. It has existed here a number of

years, and is very common. G. B., Castte Ashby.

Hybrid Linarias.—During the summer of last

year I planted, side by side, Linaria tristis, from
Gibraltar, and Linaria spartea, from the Pyrenees.

Both species flowered continuously throughout the

autumn, and produced seed. The parent plants were
lost during the winter, but an abundant crop of seed-

lings appeared in their place. These are just coming
into flower ; some of them are identical with the

parent plants, but the majority are evidently hybrids,

combining the clear yellow or orange of L. spartea

with the more sombre bronze hue of L. tristis. I

enclose flowers of each parent, and also of some of the

progeny, no two of which are exactly alike. Some of

them are highly ornamental, with singular mixtures

of bronze, bright yellow, and orange. The facility

with which the Linarias hybridise will perhap;

account for the variable colour of L. tristis, which
ranges from intense velvety brown to pale dun colour.

It is a good plant for rockwork decoration, a con-

tinuous flowercr, of a nice compact habit ; and although

not able to withstand severe frost, readily perpetuates

itself by self-sown seedlings. There are a number of

other species of similar habit well worthy of cultiva-

tion, including spartea, supina, &c. Three weeks
ago I found near Avila, on the high plateau of .Spain,

a species with the habit of L. tristis, but with flowers

of rich velvety crimson. The brilliant purple of

Linaria alpina is well known to cultivators of rock

plants. Bearing in mind the great variety of colours

that are included in this beautiful genus, I believe

some highly ornamental hybrids might be produced by

judicious crossing. George Maw, F.L.S., Bent/tall

Hall, Broseley. [Some of the hybrid flower.; had three

spurs, thus showing a tendency to assume the peloriate

condition. Eds.]

The Fungus Question.—Without any pretension

to a knowledge of Fungi, that is, their variety and

supposed evil eflfects, I am at the same time confi-

dent that water is destructive to the mycelium of

some of them ; and I believe that the same amount

of clear water given to the Peach tree mentioned by

Mr. Bennett, at p. S62, would have been as eft'ectual

as that containing the gas water. That, however,

I will leave as it is, and will ask Mr. Bennett when
he is not quite so busy, and the weather has become

cooler, to try the effect of a good soaking of water to a

Mushroom bed full of spawn. This may be more

tender than some of its allies ; but I ask, if one extra

dose will destroy this, why should not more have a

similar effect on some of the most formidable ones? Mr.

Bennett evidently believes in the destructive effects of

Fungus, I am not yet one of that school of disciples.

I have not yet been taught how healthy roots can

succumb to it. What would become of vegetation if

such had been the case ? For we meet with it at every

turn of the spade in some form or other. I am not

going to be dogmatical, and would rather say that it

may in some cases accelerate death ; indeed, one

almost fears to use this small sign of the potential mood
within hearing of such an eminent mycologist as

the Rev. M. J. Berkeley : for the fungological ser-

mons he has preached to us from time to time

on the evils of Fungi ought to convince the

most sceptical; but I fear he will always have

unbelievers amongst his audience, and amongst them

myself^indeed, so heretical am I that I would under-

take to bury a bushel or two of soil containing the most

destructive Fungi at the roots of any tree. Why have

not some of our scientific bodies tried this experi-

ment? Why not have sent to Bishop Stortford,

Eatington Park, or to Mr. Ayres, for a few bushels of

the compost, and mixed it with soil at Kew or Chiswick,

and planted in it Vines or other trees corresponding

with those destroyed ? I hope that whenever the cry

of "Wolf, wolf I" is raised again, he will be trapped

and treated as above, care being taken to barricade

him in a certain spot. Let me conclude with the

motto of the fungological Drs. Miller and " Tell Fact,"

in opposition to that oi Dr. Richards ; it is this

—

" Keep it away," as prevention is better than cure ;

and as I am made sponsor for a recipe for destroying

Fungus, though I did not positively offer one, I boldly

step in now to form a trio, and will give one to keep it

away, and it is this—plenty of water. W. P. R.,

Hokuood.

Blight Composition.—In answer to the appeal

from " Amygdalus," at p. S62, respecting my experience

of the blight composition in question, I beg to say

that he is quite correct in his summary of the advaii-

tages derived from the use of it ; for not only is it

destructive to green and black fly, but it entirely

destroys thrips and scale ; and from the fact of its

leaving no stain or disagreeable odour behind, it can

be applied with the greatest ease to conservatory and

stove climbers, which are often beyond the reach of any

other application than that aflbrded by the syringe.

Suffice it to say that it has for years been my sole agent

in destroying those pests that we are so subject to, and I

can testify that it is perfectly harmless to the most

tender plants. I cannot conclude without remarking

that I have been continually in receipt of letters asking

for small quantities to he sent, which in all cases I

have complied with ; but as this system is rather

injurious to the pocket, I must in future decline to

do so, and think that the better plan will be for me to

place it in the hands of some firm, so that it may be

distributed at a fair price. A. Wilkie, Oak Lodge,

Kensington, IV.

Hardy Ferns.—I observed in the Chronicle, a few

weeks ago, the following question submitted—" Tricho-

manes radicans and Adiantum Capillus-Veneris—ar<

they hardy ?" The answer was " No," which I confess

very much astonished me. Had the question been put

to me, I should have said, " Yes." However, 1 may be

wrong, and am anxious to obtain information on what

seems to me an important subject. That there is great

diversity of opinion about the matter I am quite sure,

and the majority of persons I have spoken to are

opposed to the dictum of the Chronicle ; but I am
quite aware that wisdom is not always with the

majority. I was speaking to a gentleman on the sub-

ject a few weeks ago, and he asked me "if I

ever saw the two Ferns named growing in an

exposed place on a rocken' out-of-doors." I

said "No:" his reply was " they cannot be hardy;"

but I need not say that this is another subject altogether,

namely, one of conditions ; and I do hope that any lady

or gentleman who may have any remarks to make on the

subject will stick to first principles and natural facts,

which are as follows, as most of your readers are

aware :—Trichomanes radicans is found in a wild state

in Ireland and in North Wales attached to dripping

rocks, and in frosty weather gets frozen. Adiantum
Capillus-Veneris is found in a wild state in England,

Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, and otherwise has a

wide geographical range, and in frosty weather get;

hardy Ferns thrive much better when submitted to

greenhouse treatment ; but I cannot see that this has any
thing whatever to do with the subject, which is simply

this: "Is a native plant a hardy plant?" It appears that

some persons, more competent perhaps than I am, say

they are not, but how they arrive at that conclusion is

to me a puzzle : it would be quite as reasonable to say

that Gentiana verna and Primula farinosa are not

hardy as the two above-named Ferns ; and yet let any

one collect the lovely Gentian and Primula I have

named, and plant them in his garden in an exposed

place, and they will die. What, then, is the inference

—

that they are not hardy ? Decidedly not ; but having

failed to supply the natural conditions the plants died :

and so it seems to me it is with the two Ferns I am
writing about. Give the natural conditions on your

rockery out-of-doors, the pLints will thrive, and in

my opinion must be hardy. Suppose a collec-

tion of hardy Ferns staged at an exhibition for

competition, among the number are these two

Ferns,—would any judge disqualify the group in

consequence ? Bruce Findlay, Botanic Gardens, Man-
chester. [It may seem paradoxical to assert— and

this, we take it, is Mr. Findlay's argument

—

that a native plant is not hardy. Nevertheless

we believe it may be practically true in certain

cases, and we look upon the Ferns above-named as

furnishing very good illustrations. What is the mean-

ing, horticulttnally, of the term "hardy," as applied to

any plant? Surely this, that it may be grown in our

climate without artificial protection. That would be

understood of—say a Conifer, and why not of a Fern ?

Mr. Findlay argues that if we gave these Fems their

"natural conditions," we could grow them out-of-doors

in our climate. Exactly so ; but then that would
demand artificial protection, and hence we conchide the

plants are not hardy. We haven't much faith in the

endurance of either the Trichomanes or Adiantum
under a freezing regime. We can at least voucli from

experience that we have had the latter killed when
standing under favourable conditions in a greenhouse

to which a few degrees of frost had penetrated. Even
"f they did, in certain cases, survive, they would be too

wretched-looking for exhibition purposes—the point

which has raised the question. To be grown fit for

exhibition they must be treated as tender plants, and

hence we think they cannot fairly be shown as hardy

ones. Better to admit them to competition, if that is

the object, by inviting them as " British," not as

hardy." Eds.]

Schedule-making : Ferns, Fuchsias.—Being

appointed a judge at a large provincial flower show, I

hould be glad to hear your opinion as to how I am to

decide in the following classes, taken verbatim from the

prize schedule :— (i). " Six exotic Ferns, tree varieties

excluded ;" {2). "Six Fuchsias, in 6-inch pots, spring

struck." As to the Fems, what length of stem above

the surface of the soil constitutes a Tree Fern ? [The

knownhabitofthespecies shoulddetermine this.] Would
Lomaria gibba, Blechnum corcovadense, or Leptopteris

superba, with stems from 6 inches to 12 inches high,

be disqualified for such a class ? [Yes : they are arbor-

escent or sub-arborescent.] Would Alsophila excelsa,

or Dicksonia antarctica, without any perceptible stem,

but with fronds from 6 to 7 feet long, be admissible ?

[No : the above terms expiessly exclude species (varieties

is the word used) known to be Tree Fems.] As to

Fuchsias : spring commences March 20—the show is

to be held on July 14. At the corresponding show
last year there were three extremely well-grown

lots shown for similar prizes. One lot was struck

in October, another in November, and the other in

Febmary ; they were as nearly as possible

equally well done, but none were really "spring

stmck," and, according to the strict reading of the

schedule, they ought to have been all disqualified.

But, then, who can tell besides the exhibitor, when
Fuchsias, shown 4 feet high, were struck ? A month,

more or less, would be a close guess, and only a guess.

The above lots won the prizes as follows :—November
struck, 1st prize; October, 2d prize; and February, 3^—
being equally good in allother respects, size decided their

relative position. What say you ? Should such stupid

clauses be putin prize lists? D. P. M. [We take "spring

struck " in this case to mean young plants, not old ones,

of the preceding year. The wording is certainly objec-

tionable, if this is really the intention, as of course, taken

literally, all such as those referred to would be excluded.

" Y'earling plants " would be a better definition. Eds.]

Home-grown Hyacinths.—At an early period of

my gardening career I was passionately fond of

Hyacinths and other spring bulbs. I had not then

visited Holland, but I felt that Hyacinths could be as

well cultivated in England as in the " little kingdom."

I saved seeds of many kinds, and had the good fortune

to see many of them produce flowers, and I remember

well how struck I was at the circumstance that the

single yellow seedlings all came like their parents, with

scarcely an exception. The white mostly retained the

parental type, the pink had some of their progeny

almost white, but the blue of a pale colour became

whiter and paler, whilst the darkest kind retained

from the parent its intensity of colour. A few semi-

double ones attracted my notice, but I never continued

them generation by generation, or feebler flowers, I

doubt not, would have been the result. My next effort

frozen. I am quite aware of the fact that many of our I was directed to the growth and ripening the bulbs for
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market. In this I succeeded so perfectly that my home-

grown roots were scarcely to be distinguished from the

imported ones. Then came the question of cost ; to

effect perfect growth it was necessary to remove at least

half the earth, and replace it with good manure : in the

end I gave up my idea, after havingproved that from seeds

or from offsets as good bulbs could be gjown at home
as are imported from Holland, but that they could be

bought cheaperthan they could be grown in this country.

Still I cherished the idea, and thought that there

must be spots where the culture of them could be effected

with less expense. Such a spot I have found at Stour-

mouth Court, the property of G. Dowker, Esq., a short

distance from the sea at Pegwell Bay. Here I found

Hyacinths, double and single, grown by name, in full

flower, that had been grown for 10 years from offsets
;

and it is not too much to say that I have blown no

finer either for abundance of flower or quantity of bells

on a spike than I saw here. I believe the Hyacinth

has a liking for the sea air, which it can breathe at

Stourmouth, but, in addition, the soil is so well

adapted for its growth that no earth has to be moved
away ; and with the ordinary dressings of manure, the

Hyacinth grows with a degree of vigour of leaf and

stem similar to that which we see about Haarlem.

H ilUam Masters^ Canterbury.

Palms at Kew.—Your correspondent, Dr. Henry
Bennet, suggests that many "hardy" Palms in the

crowded Palm-house at Kew, and the large Aloes,

Cactaceae and Crassulacex, in the Succulent-house,

should be annually placed out-of-doors in the summer,
for their own good, as well as for the ornamentation of

the grounds and the relief of the houses. This was
done in early years, when the plants were small, and

has been repeatedly tried of late, but always with

disastrous effects. Such plants, when about to "make
theirgrowth," can withstand neither the burning heat nor

the sudden chills of our summer climate in the exposed

grounds of Kew, In 1S66 a great many of these

very plants were put out along the walks, with every

available protection, when fully a score of the finest

specimens were sacrificed to the experiment. In spite

of all precautions in putting out, and all care after-

wards, not one recovered the effects of that cold and

variable summer and autumn, and most had to be

destroyed. So, too, would it be this year, when,
after many weeks of drought, and a temperature of

above 80° in the shade, we had in two days a fall

of the thermometer of 30°, and a high north-east wind.

The conditions of Kew differ widely from those of the

subtropical garden at Battersea, whose peculiar

beauties and striking effects, so well suited to its

objects, reflect so much credit on its manager. With
regard to the crowding of the Palms, your cor-

respondent is not aware that it is found to be absolutely

necessary to pack them close in order to retain the neces-

sary heat and humidity in so large, draughty, and dry a

building as the Palm-house, where evaporation is exces-

sively rapid, and where thedoors are opened to thousands

in all weathers, whether in the hottest driest summer
months, or the bitterest spring ones. Take, for example,

last Whitsun week, when upwards of So.ooo persons

visited the gardens, and on Whit-Monday alone 38,000.

I am well aware of the advantages of placing many half-

hardy plants out-of-doors during the summer months,

and have studied the subject, with especial reference

to our failures at Kew and in other gardens, both in

England and on the Continent. The plan answers

well in sheltered places in a good season, or in cases

where the plants are grown for the purpose, and can be

easily taken in again when bad weather comes on ; but

very large plants alone are suited to the decoration of the

great terraces and wide walks of Kew, and the re-

moval of these is a work of great difficulty and

expense ; the Palms especially suffer severely in root and
foliage by the shaking, the tubs are strained, the flag-

stones of the houses often broken, and the gravel paths

are torn up during their transport. No one who has

not had experience of the process has any idea of the

labour, expense, and risk of removing large established

Palms in tubs or pots out of a crowded house : added to

which the temporary removal of even one such large

plant requires that all those around where it stood (most

ofthem larger than itself) should be shifted too, and this

both when it goes and returns—entailing a great amount
of labour and inevitable damage. Lastly, so far from
the Palms cited being " hardy,'* as stated by your cor-

respondent, all have been tried in the temperate house,

and but two of them succeed there ; one only exists in

the open air at Kew, and does very badly indeed.

7. D. Hooker, Royal Gardens, Kcilk

Foreign Correspondence.
Canterbury, New Zealand.—The third and last

horticultural show of the season took place on March 3.

It was a fine one, most of the exhibits being of a high

order of merit for a new and young country like

Canterbury.

Amongst the pot plants shown were some very

fine specimens, which I will note briefly : Billbergia

gigantea, Hemcrocallis variegata, Phormium tenax

variegata—this last named plant is scarce here, hence
its being grown in a pot though indigenous to New
Zealand. These were good -sized plants, as were also

the Begonias and Fuchsias, which I will state some-
thing about presently. Variegated plants, tender and

hardy, arc very fashionable here just now. We have
amongst Begonias at the present time some new intro-

ductions of great promise. The culture of pot plants
has very much improved here of late years, particularly
since we have commenced to manufacture our own
flower-pots. I noticed particularly fine plants of Cissus
discolor, Dracasna reglna, Caladium Wightii, Calathea
zebrina, Begonia Baronne d'Astermoff(?) whose large
hairy leaves were very conspicuous ; Todea superba,
Isolepis gracilis, a beautiful ornamental grass-

like plant ; Hydrangea japonica aureo - varie-

gata, Ficus macrophylla. Hibiscus Cooperi, and
a large Fan Palm. The beautiful Iresine Herb-
stii, not in flower, -was exhibited for the first

time, and proved very attractive ; Asplenium luci-

dum, very healthy ; Meyenia erecta, with flowers
in the way of Achimenes, exhibited for the first time

;

Coleus Wolfiii, with very pretty foliage ; Veronica An-
dersoni variegata ; Pteris intramarginalis, ^-Eschy-

nanthus floribundus. Begonia Marshallii—the three last-

named very handsome and good specimens ; Symphoria
glomerata variegata, Elseagnus aureo-variegata, Bam-
busa Fortuneii variegata. This is about the whole of
the best pot plants exhibited.

Of Pelargoniums, Mrs. W. Paul and Lady Darling
bore the largest trusses of blooms. Gloire de Nancy and
another double-flowered variety arrived here last year
from home, and created on being first exhibited quite a

consternation amongst us. Mrs. Pollock has been
largely cultivated here for these last two years, and has

since produced a large quantity of seedlings of a very

interesting character. Zonals were pretty well repre-

sented on this occasion ; the Fuchsias attracted general

admiration. Only one collection of indigenous Ferns
was shown. These plants are seemingly of little interest

to exhibitors, though we dwell among them, as it were.

The competition in cut flowers was keener than I

ever recollect. Dahlias were shown in large numbers,
and are much improved in quality. 1 was sorry to see

only one collection of 12 cut Roses. Double tJeiman
Asters were good, and helped to fill up the gap made
by the absence of hybrid perpetual Roses, &c. Hand
bouquets were numerous and good. Only one second-

rale collection of Gladioli was exhibited, the season

being over for them. These have become very fashion-

able amongst us, and at the present day we possess

some very superb varieties. A good round sum of

money has been spent in procuring them from home.
I noticed for the first time a fine flower of Magnolia
Soulangeana ; M. grandiflora flowers and grows well
with me.
The fruit exhibited at this time of year on former

occasions hasgenerally been of a verysuperJor character,

and evinced great progress ; but this season proves to

the contrary, for fruit growers have had an adverse
season. Peaches were not well represented, and
Melons were scarce—only two small specimens were
to be seen. Only one middling collection of Apples
was shown ; and of the collection of Pears which
obtained the 1st prize my notebook states, " Bad ; not

worthy of the prize." Indoor Grape growing is on the

increase. The judges highly commended what they

corksidered some splendid Black Hamburgh Grapes
sent for competition, the largest bunch weighing

3 lb. 6 oz. The judges state in their award that the

berries were "well coloured." In this point I beg
to differ with them, for they were only partially so,

and a very long way from being ripe. However, the

grower deserved the posiiion he has attained as an
amateur, and 1 hope he will continue to direct his zeal

in the right way in the culture of the Grape, his speci-

mens being, there can be no doubt, the best ever pro-

duced in Canterbury.

Of vegetables, this season having proved very
favourable for their growth, most of the collections

were unusually well grown. Cabbages were exhibited

free from blight—for a wonder, I may say—for the first

time on record here. This was the largest and best

show of vegetables I have seen here. Probably it will

be a long time before its like will be seen again, our
climate is of so variable a character. Potatos and
Onions were unusually large and clear-skinned. Healthy,
healthy, turn your head which way you might. I think

our vegetables would have stood a very good chance in

the competition at Manchester, Bury St. Edmund's,
and elsewhere at home.
Of miscellaneous subjects I observed a design of a

geometrical flower garden in full bloom. It certainly

was very pretty, and very much in advance of anything
of its kind shown in former years. Raw silk from
Canterbury, reared silkworms and cocoons spun by
worms fed on the Black Mulberry ; bright in colour,

and plenty of them.

At the subsequent annual dinner of the Society it

was stated that the interest in horticulture was in

no way abated, amongst amateurs especially. The
secretary read a report on the best kept amateurs'
gardens in and within ten miles around Christ

Church — the decision of the judges being received

with rounds of applause by the company present.

A wealthy barrister-at-law here gave three valuable

prizes for the above object. I must say the winners
of the prizes deserve them, for I have seen the

three gardens to judge for myself. The same gentle-

man has offered similar prizes for next season, the

present winners not to compete. William Swale, Avo?i
Side Botanic Garden, Christ Chureh, Canterbury,

Nao Zealand,

Societies.
Royal Horticultural: Junezg.—'W.V^. Saunders-

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary business
being completed, and the awards of the Fruit and Floral
Committees having been announced, the Rev. M. j.
Berkeley stated, in reference to the LufFa fruit exhibited
at the last meeting, that though perhaps not positively

poisonous in the young state, it was excessively acrid.

Attention was then directed to the hybrid Ferns from E.

j. Lowe, Esq., which were extremely interesting ; and it

was remarked that those who wished to raise abnormal
forms should, as demonstrated by this collection, take
spores from abnormal fronds. The hybrid Begonias from
Messrs. Veitch were then particularly noticed, and the
Acarus producing pustules on the leaves of the Pear after-

wards occupied attention, some account of which will be
found in the report of the Scientific Committee.
Major R. Trevor Clarke made some remarks on the

Dioscorca, exhibited at a former meeting, observing that

public taste appeared to have undergone a change, and
that more attention was now bestowed on artistic elegance
than formerly. Such plants he considered were most
desirable during the terrible colour-worship we had been,

absorbed in for the last few years. The Chairman,
alluding to the specimen of Hyacinthus candicans, said
diat he had had it in cultivation for 45 years, and that he
believed it to belong to the genus Hyacinthus, though
very unlike in general aspect—and although it was a South
African plant it was almost hardy, and thrived well under
the protection of a wall.

Scientific Committee.—Major Trevor Clarke in

the chair.—After tlie formal business of the meeting had
been completed, Dr. Gilbert reported as follows on the
manna-like substance found on the leaves of Peach trees :

" The white exuded matter was flaky and semi-trans-
lucent. A small portion heated on platinum over a spirit

lamp gave the odour of a burning fat. It was scarcely, if

at all, affected by either water or alcohol, but readily
dissolved in ether. It was, therefore, no doubt a solid fat

of some kind, but the quantity at command was too small
to determine more respecting it,"

Rev. M. J. Berkeley showed radical shoots from a Pear
tree, some of the leaves of which were markedly 3-lobed.

With reference to this it was stated that certain Indian
species of I ear constantly produced leaves of this character.

The secretary also alluded to the worts on Pear leaves,

which he had found to be inhabited by a very minute
acarus (see p. 858).

Mr. Wilson Saunders exhibited specimens of Papaver
nudicaule var. crocea, in which the stamens were partially

metamorphosed into carpels. Dr. Masters recalled the
circumstance that the opium Poppy is occasionally the sub-
ject of a similar change.
Some conversation then took place as to the Dioscorea

exhibited by Messrs. Veitch at the last meeting of the
Floral Committee. It was stated that this was a heretofore

undescribed species, a description and figure of which will

be given in these columns at a future time.

The President then exhibited some Vine leaves, show-
ing a deficiency of chlorophyll in the leaves. This was attri-

buted toawant of sufficiently nourishing food. A discussion
followed as to which grasses bore drought the best in this

season, in the course of which Mr. Saunders mentioned
that he had found a species of Bromus {?), from Cah-
fornia, the best in this respect. It began to grow early,

and resisted drought well. Dr. Gilbert stated that at

Rothamsted, in those cases where, from the application of
manures or other causes, the root development was good,
the produce had been as great as in ordinary seasons,

but where the plants were not so well established there

had been great deficiency. The meeting then adjourned.

Floral Committee.— Rev. J. Dix in the chair. The
most interesting feature at this meeting was a beautifully

grown collection of Lobelias, shown by Mr. Moon, gr. to

F. Stanton, Esq., Lewisham, some being trained as

pyramids, upwards of 2 feet high, and covered with
blossoms; and others grown in their natural form, equally

well bloomed. A Special. Certificate was awarded for

their good cultivation. To Messrs. Veitch & Sons First-

class Certificates were awarded for a species of Dendro-
bium, in the way of Veitchianum [macrophylkmi] with
greenish yellow flowers, on which purple dotted lines are

marked ; to Barkeria spectabilis superba, a fine variety

;

and to X Begonia Chelsoni, a fine new large scarlet-flowered

hybrid from boliviensis. From Messrs. RoUisson & Son
came Chamasdorea graminifolia, a very graceful Palm, to

which a First-class Certificate was given. With it also

came a variegated form of Coffoa arabica, several

Gloxinias, &c. Special Certificates were awarded to Mr.
Wood, gr. to W. B. Kellock, Esq.. Stamford Hill, for

very finely grown specimens of Agave ensiformis and
A. hystrix ; and one of the First-class for A. cucullata.

From E.J. Lowe, Esq., Highfield House, Nottingham,
came a very numerous collection of seedhng Ferns raised

from various parents, to the following of which First-class

Certificates were awarded :
-- Scolopendrium vulgare

Axion, asumbleton, euplices. Flora, inusitatum, komp-
sotes, megeratum, pictorium, prodonton, transformatum ;

Lastrea dilatata spectabilis, Asplenium marinum admi-
rable ; and to Athyrium Filix-fcemina kephalobarcs and
another. Mr. Bull sent a small collection of plants,

amongst which Erythrina Parcelii, a new yellow varicgatud

species, from the South Sea Islands, was awarded a ]'ir::.l-

class Certificate. Specimens of new show Pelargoniums
were sent by Mr. Turner, to one of which, named Polly,

a First-class Certificate was given. It is somewhat
dwarf in habit, with flowers darkly veined, of annilbcrry-

crimson colour, shaded with magenta, &c. Mr. Mann,
Brentwood, sent several new Zonals, as also did Dr.

Denny, including one called Sir Charles Napier, a verygood

scarlet-flowered kind, possessing high quality. First-class

Certificates were given to Mr. T. Malyon, Lewisham,

for Scolopendrium vulgare Malyoni, an elegant new
variety; and to Hyacinthus candicans, a large, white-

flowered Hyacinth, from South Africa, sent by Mr. Green,

gr to W. W. Saunders, Esq., who also received a special

award for a beautiful collection of small-flowering Orchids.
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A similar award was also adjudged to Lady Hill, for a

panful of beautifully grown plants of Woodsia alpina.

Pruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson. Esq., F.R.5.,

in the chair. Messrs. James Carter & Co., of Holbom,
sent dishes of Laxton's Quality and Laxton's Quantity

Peas, the former raised by Mr. Laxton from Prolific and
Little Gem. and the latter was a selection from the former,

both parents have been Commended by the committee.

Mr. H. Clayton, Hackwood Gardens, Basingstoke, sent

an excellent dish of Laxton's Supreme Pea. Messrs.

J. & C. Lee exhibited a Lettuce called Lee's Nonpareil

Cos, a large broad-leaved variety, the great recommenda-

tion of which was said to be that it does not run in a dry

season, an opinion which the committee endorsed.

Messrs. Minier, Nash & Co., sent a fine sample of New
Early White Italian Tripoli Onion, to which a Special

Certificate was awarded. Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis

of Exeter. Burghley, sent a collection of 10 sorts of

vegetables, which also received a Special Certificate.

From Mr. Trotman, Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth,

came several seedling Strawbemes, of which Royalty, a

cross between Black Prince and British Queen, of excel-

lent flavour, was awarded a First-class Certificate. Mr.

Elcome, gr. to W. W. Wagstaff, Esq., Rhug, near Cor-

wen, sent pots of Sir Harry Strawberry laden with fruit.

Mr. Gilbert also sent fruit of Victory of Bath Melon, a

very excellent variety, which received a First-class Certifi-

cate. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, of Stratford-on-Avon, sent

four varieties of Potatos, named Cedilla, Beta, Clipper,

and Ruby. The three former are white kidneys, and the

last a red round \'ariety, The committee commended
Beta as a good early kind.

The Rose Show.—The conclusions arrived at, after

an inspection of this exhibition, were that the Roses were

not so plentiful and scarcely so good as those shown at the

Crystal Palace a few days before ; and that at the latter

place the appointed day found the blooms in grand con-

dition, whereas the few intervening sunny da>*s made a

considerable difference in the substance and colour of

those shown on this occasion. Another noticeable

thing is that the Colchester Roses, which stood pre-

eminently 1st at Sydenham, were a long way behind here.

Of Roses, the best 72 came from Messrs. Paul & Son.

comprising grand blooms of Baronne de Rothschild,

Madame Furtado, Alfred Colomb, very fine ; S^nateur

Vaisse. Marquise de Mortemart, Madame Th^rfese Levet,

Dr. Andry. Marie Baumann, Black Prince, Pierre Notting,

Prince Camille de Rohan, Leopold Hausburg. and
Xavier Olibo, &c. In the 2d prize collection, staged by

Mr. J.
Cranston, Annie Wood, Alice Dureau, Lord Her-

bert, Reinc du Midi, Frangoise Fontaine, Alfred Colomb.

Charles Lefevre, Due de Rohan, Centifolia rosea, and
Madame Charles Crapelet, were shown in prime condi-

tion. Mr. B. R. Cant came in 3d, and Mr. Keynes 4th,

with excellent collections. Messrs. E. P. Francis & Co..

Hertford, also competed. The best 48, three trusses of

each, also came from Messrs. Paul & Son,—magnificently

coloured blooms of Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame
Rivers, .Mfred Colomb, Prince de Portia, Antoine Ducher,

Marguerite Dombrain, Camille Eernardin, Marquise de

Mortemart, Madame Clemence joigneaux, &c. The
next best lot came from Mr. Turner, amongst which Duke
of Edinburgh, Alfred Colomb, Jean Lambert, Madame
Charles Crapelet, Mar^chal Niel, Camille Bernardin,

Xavier Olibo, and La Duchesse de Morny. were in very

fine order. Mr. J.
Eraser, Lea Bridge, came in 3d. In

his collection, Due de Wellington, John Hopper, Horace
Vemet. Felix Genero, Fisher Holmes. Lord Macaulay.

and Baronne de Rothschild, were particularly fine and
bright. For 24 hybrid perpetual varieties only, three

trusses of each, Mr. J. Cranston was ist, with a capital

lot, comprising, amongst others, large well finished blooms
of Alfred Colomb, Madame Vidot, Annie Wood. Antoine

Ducher. Alfred de Rougemont. Josephine de Beauhamais.
and Marie Baumann, &c. ; Mr. Turner took 2d honours,

and Mr. B. R. Cant 3d. In Mr. Turner's collection,

Pierre Notting, Lnsha, Franqoise Fontaine, and Madame
Charles Wood, were exceedingly good. Mr. Kevnes.
Messrs. Paul & Sons. Messrs. Perkins & Sons, ' and
Messrs. E. P. Francis & Co., also e.xhibited. Class 6

was for 24, one truss of each, open to nurserymen
only ; and the ist prize was secured by Mr. Turner.

His best blooms were Mar^chal Niel, .Alfred Colomb,
Miss Ingram, Exposition de Brie, Black Prince. Baronne de
Rothschild, Prince Camille de Rohan, and Ten .Acres.

Mr. Keynes came in 2d, showing large and good blooms
of Josephine de Beauhamais, Xavier Olibo, Antoine
Ducher, and Madame Charles Wood. The 3d prize was
awarded to Mr.

J.
Cranston, and the 4th to Mr. B.

R. Cant.
In the amateurs' class for 48 the Rev, E. N. Pochin

stood pre-eminently ist, his blooms of Charles LefevTe,

John Hopper, Charles Niel, Dr. Andry, Alfred Colomb,
Comtesse de Chabrilland, Monsieur Boncenne, Comte
Cavour, Fisher Holmes, Duchesse de Caylus, Pierre

Notting. Leopold Premier, Comte de Nanteuil, and
Triomphe de Caen, were really magnificent. Mr. W.
Ingle, gr. to Mrs. Round, Colchester, took the 2d prize

;

T. Laxton, Esq., Xhe 3d, and Mr. R. B. Postans the 4th.

In class 8, for 36, me Rev. E. N. Pochin again occupied

the ist position. I^ this collection were grand blooms of

Prince Camille de " Rohan, Due de Wellington. Dr.

Andry. Victor Vertji^. Louise Peyronny. La Duchesse
de Morny, Marechal Niel, Madame MacMahon, Fisher

Holmes, Sf^nateur Vaisse, Comtesse Chabrilland, and the

best finished and most refined bloom of Felix Genero in

the exhibition. Dr. C^QP'er, The Ljmes, Slough, came
in for 2d honours, and Mr. J. HoUingsworth the

3d. Admirable collections were also staged by
Mr. W. Ingle, Mr. ,R. P. Postans. Mr.

J. James,
and T. Laxton, Esq., For 24, the Rev. G. Ark-

wright. Pencombe Rectory, Broomyard. Hereford.

was ist; Mr. P. Stoi^dart, gr. to J. G. Rebow, Esq.,

M.P., Colchester, was, 2d; and Mr. F. Mould, gr. to J.
Stratton, Esq., Marltbrough. Wilts, 3d. Sever^ other

exhibitors also competed, vrith first-rate collections^, The
best 12 new Roses,of "1868 or 1869 were sent by Messrs.

Paul & Son, consisting of Reinc Blanche, Edward Mb'rrcn,

Julie Flouvais, Duke of Edinburgh, Marquise de Morte-
mart, DeWenne Laing, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, Perfec-

tion de Lyon, Souvenir de Monsieur Poiteau, Nardy
Freres, Thyra Hammerich, &c. Mr, Turner supplied the
next best, his finest blooms being Clemence Raoux
and Miss Poole. Mr. B. R. Cant came in 3d, and Mr.

J.
Keynes 4th. The best new Rose of 1868 was Duke of

Edinburgh, from Messrs. Paul & Son ; Miss Ingram,
from Mr. Turner, coming in 2d. Edward Morren,
shown by Messrs. Paul & Son, was the best of the new
varities for 1869 ; Emelie Hausburg, a beautifully formed
hybrid perpetual, from Mr. J. Eraser, Lea Bridge, was
placed 2d ; Mr. Turner was 3d with Comtesse de
Hainault, and Mr. Keynes 4th with Edward Morren.
Amongst yellow Roses Marechal Niel occupied the ist

position, Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Keynes both
exhibiting this variety in fine order. The classes for Tea-
suented and Noisettes were not well represented so far as

numbers are concerned, but some excellent blooms were
contributed by Mr. B. R. Cant, Mr. Ingle, Mr. HoUings-

In addition to the Roses, prizes were offered for

Fuchsias and Palms. Of the latter the best 8 came from
Mr. B. S. Williams, Mr. Fairbairn being 2d, and
Mr. J. Burley 3d. The only exhibitors of Fuchsias were
Mr.

J.
janes, Mr. Cannell, Mr. J.

Weston, and Mr. J.
James, Isleworth. Some very fair plants were shown, of

which we need not give the names. Mr, Cannell also

sent a very large collection of Fuchsias, which were staged

in the Western Arcade ; in which position, though well

grown and flowered, they looked exceedingly dull. With
them also came a collection of Gold and Bronze Zonal
Pelargoniums. From Messrs. Rollisson & Son came a
beautiful group of Orchids, Palms, and Gloxinias, and a
large box of cut Roses. Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord
Londesborough, again sent a beautiful group of Orchids,

including the strongly-scented Acineta Humboldtii, also

A. densa ; a large flowered variety of Stanhopea insignis,

and a magnificent spike of Oncidium Lanceanum, a fine

species with petals and sepals of a cinnamon-brown colour,

and with a rich lilac hp. A specimen of Cypripedium
Veitchii, with two fine f!owers, also came from the same
exhibitor. From Messrs. Veitch & Sons came a collection

of new plants, consisting of Orchids, Ferns, Palms,

Begonias, Gloxinias. &c. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe also

sent a small collection of Palms, &c. ; and from Messrs.

George Jackman & Son, Woking, were three boxes of

cut flowers of seedling Clematis, from the open ground, &c.

Crystal Palace : June 25. —The Great Rose Show,
the most popular and attractive of the series of horticul-

tural exhibitions held here, passed off with great eV/a/ or

Saturday last. It was a "perfect feast of Roses." They
were shown in abundance, and for size, form, and bril-

liancy of colour, have seldom been surpassed. The
dark kinds were remarkably bright and fresh, and the

yellows were perhaps even more so. Amongst the latter

Marechal Niel reigned supreme. Many of its blooms
were of a wonderfully rich quality, and received, as they

desened, unqualified praise. In addition to the show of

Roses an additional treat was provided in the form
of a display of table decorations showing three dif-

ferent styles of ornament in a diner a la J?usse,

arranged in the new opera room, which was fitted

up in the fashion of a banquet ball for the purpose.

Mrs. Dickson, Covent Garden, and Mrs. Green, Crawford
Street. Bryanston Square, both contributed very tasteful

arrangements, but the most elegant and original in design

was furnished by Mr. W. Thompson, which consisted of

a beautiful group of Palms, arranged after the manner
described in our columns at pp. 245. 889.

Of Roses, 72 varieties, distinct, eight most excellent col-

lections were shown, the ist prize, aftera very close compe-
tition, being carried off by Mr. B. R. Cant, of

Colchester, whose blooms were superbly rich in colour.

.Amongst his collection the best were Madame No-
man, remarkably fine white ; Dupuy-Jamin, very

rich ; Madame Charles Wood, very fine ; Alfred

Colomb, first-rate; Marie Baumann, very fine; Baronne
de Rothschild, large and good ; Marechal Niel, first-rate

;

and the following, all good blooms ;—John Hopper,
Madame Caillat, Mrs. Rivers, Souvenir d'Elise, Madame
Crapelet, and La Rhone. Messrs. Paul & Son came in

2d; Mr. J. Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford, 3d; and
Mr. J.

Keynes, Salisbury. 4th ; some really splendid

examples being contributed in their collections. Klessrs.

Paul and Son sent the best 48, three trusses of each,

including, besides several of the above-named, remarkably
fine specimens of Beauty of Waltham. Mrs. George
Paul, Charles Rouillard, Comtesse de Chabrilland, Marie
Rady, AbelGand, and Victor Verdier. &c. The other prizes

were taken by the following exhibitors, in the order named ;

—Mr. Turner, Mr. J. Eraser, Lea Bridge, and Mr. J.
Cranston. In the nurserymen's classes for 24, three trusses

and one truss of each respectively, Mr. B. R. Cant again

supplied the ist-prize groups, from his Colchester nursery

;

and it was noticeable that most of his varieties were ex-

ceedingly rich in colour, and were as fine in size. His
blooms of Edward Morren, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Marechal Niel, Alfred Colomb, Xavier Olibo, Prince

Humbert, and Antoine Ducher, are deserving of the

highest commendation. Amongst amateurs, the Rev. E.

N. Pochin was credited with the greatest number of ist

prizes, which he took for 36, 24, and 12 respectively,

with, amongst others, capitally finished blooms of Mart^chal

Niel. Madame Clemence Joigneau.x, Comtesse de Paris,

Alfred Colomb, Louise Peyronny, Madame C. Wood,
and Xavier Olibo, &c. The best 48 were a capitally put
up collection, from Mr. Ingle, gr. to Mrs. Round,
Colchester, comprising Thvra Hammerich, Fisher

Holmes, Due de Rohan, Beauty of Waltham, Duchesse
de Caylus, Madame Annie Wood, and Madam Fillion,

irf^the best possible condition. The competition in these

classes was every spirited, first-class blooms being the

order of -the, day. Among the next successful exhibitors

were Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich ; T. Laxton, Esq.,

Stamford; Mr. T. Draycott, gr. to T. T. Paget, Esq.,

Humberstone Hall, Leicestershire ; and Mr. W. Soder.

gr. to O. Hanbury, Esq., Brentwood. The best new

Rose of 1868 was Miss Ingram, white, blush centre,

shown in excellent condition by Mr. Turner ; the next
best was Dupuv-Jamin, a very bright cerise, a fine

variety, shown by Mr. B. R. Cant ; Messrs. Paul & Son
came in 3d with Nardy Freres ; and Mr. J. Keynes 4th,
with Edward Morren. The collections of 24 new
varieties of 1868-69 were scarcely up to the mark in

point of condition ; Mr. Keynes was 1st, Messrs.
Paul Sc Son 2d, and Mr. Turner 3d. A magni-
ficent collection, comprising 11 boxes, came from
Messrs. Paul & Sons, to which a ist prize was
awarded. Many of the blooms were of immense size

and substance, especially those of Baronne de Rothschild.
Alfred Coiomb, Marie Baumann, Duke of Edinburgh, and
Felix Genero. which latter well merits all the praise

bestowed upon it by our correspondent, the Rev. W. F.

Radclyffe. The ist prize for a collection of yellow Roses,
any one or more kinds, was taken by Mr. Keynes with
very fine examples of Marechal Niel. the 2d prize being
carried off by Mr. H. Thorneycroft, Floore, near Weedon,
with highly meritorious specimens of the same variety.

The first-named exhibitor also came in ist in the nursery-

men's class for Tea-scented • or Noisette varieties ; the
same position in the corresponding class for amateurs
being taken by Mr.W. Ingle. The best group of not less than
100 blooms came from Messrs. Paul Sc Son, and the best

20 in 8-inch pots were contributed by Mr. Turner. To
Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co. prizes were awarded for a
Fern case and rustic vase. First-class Certificates were
awarded to T. Laxton, Esq., Stamford, for a seedling

Rose named Princess Louise ; to Messrs. Downie, Laird
& Laing for Caladium Louis Porrier and a fine bright

scarlet Zonal Pelargonium named George Peabody ; and
to Mr. C. J. Perry for Verbenas John Laing and Mrs.
George Prince.

Florists' Flowers.
Notwithstanding the advice {from a high quarter)

given to florists in 1847, to the effect that, having at

that time reached the limits of hybridisation in the show
Pelargonium, and obtained all the results required,

they should put their ship about, proceed on another

tack, and cruise in other seas, if they would still go on
mproving these favourite flowers, the cruisers in

the old waters have never yet found them destitute

of prizes, and year by year they bring into harbour

something in which they may well glory.

It is true that the show Pelargonium has declined

to some extent as an exhibition plant, but in regard to

general cultivation, it is as much grown as ever. It

would be difficult to meet with another plant capable

of doing such good service in the greenhouse and
conservatory during the summer months ; and there-

fore it will yet hold its own till something better

assumes its place. The batch of new flowers sho\vn by
Mr. Turner at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on June 8, proves that the raisers are as busy
as ever, and the results of their labours as cheering as

in any bygone time. First-class Certificates were
awarded to the following, of Mr. Foster's raising :—
Admiration, pink lower petals flushed with carmine,

white throat, dark blotch on the top petals with fiery

orange border, and a thin edge of pale pink ; a fine

and pleasing flower, and good habit. Charlemagne,

in the way of Mary Hoyle, but having a much deeper

glow of colour ; lower petals bright carmine, bold
white throat ; small dark blotch on the top petals, lit

up with a slight border of fiery orange, and a broad
margin of carmine-rose, rather deeper in colour than on
the bottom petals ; fine form, good truss, and excellent

habit. Iron Duke, orange-carmine lower petals, with
a slight margin of pink, pure white throat ; dark top
petals, broken into with fiery rose, and narrow margin
of rosy pink ; fine form and substance. Syren, pink
lower petals, slightly marked and veined with
orange-maroon, white throat ; a very smooth and
pretty flower, of extra fine quality ; and May Day, pale

pink lower petals, large and striking white throat, very

dark, almost black, blotch on top petals, bordered with
fiery red, and broad margin of pink ; very smooth and
pretty, and good bold truss. Mr. Hoyle was credited

with but one Certificate, but it was for probably the

best and most showy flower in the batch, viz., Duke of

Edinburgh, a very fine stained or painted flower

;

fiery rose lower petals, heavily pencilled with dark
lines ; dark top petals, with narrow margin of pink

;

good truss, pip of fine form, free blooming, and good
habit.

In addition to these there was a numerous batch of
new flowers, inclusive of the following :—Pretender
(Foster), orange-red, lower petals with slight maroon
blotches, dark top petals, bordered with fiery red,

hich runs into the deep colour, giving it a broken ap-
pearance ; a good high-coloured flower. Polly (Foster),

a flower having a rich glow of colour ; lower petals

fiery crimson, veined with dark
; glossy dark top

petals, with narrow margin of fiery red, breaking into

and lighting up the blotch ; very free blooming and
showy. Brigantine (Foster), pink lower petals, slightly

flushed with rose and veined with crimson ; white
throat, dark top petals, with narrow edge of pink ;

flowers not of the best form, but very free blooming
and good habit. Black Prince (Foster), carmine lower
petals, flushed with orange, and having slight dark
blotches ; dark top petals, with narrow margin of rose

;

free blooming, and good habit. Sultana (Foster), pink
lower petals, with a small fiery dark blotch on each ;

glossy dark top petals, with regular narrow margin of
pink ; free blooming, and good habit. Warrior (Foker),
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a fine high-coloured flower, having rich bright orange-

red lower petals, dark blotch on top petals, with

broad margin of fiery red ;
good form, very showy, free

and fine habit. Exemplar (Foster), deep pink lower

petals, with small dark blotch, and slight veins of

dark ; dark top petals, with narrow margin of rose ; free

blooming. Ivingcraft (Foster), fiery orange lower

petals, heavily veined with dark; bold white thro.at,

and dark top petals ; a showy painted flower, though,

as shown, the blooms rather undersized. Sultan

(Foster), violet-pink, lower petals stained and veined

with dark orange- brown : dark top petals, with

regular nanow margin of pink ; a fine and promising

flower. Rubens (Foster), soft bright violet-rose

lower petals, very dark blotch on top petals, with

broad orange-rose margin ; fine truss, and very free.

Prime Minister (Foster), bright carmine-pink lower

petals, dark blotch on top petals, bordered with fiery

orange, and margin of pink ; flowers bold and habit

good. .Superb (Foster), rich deep rosy pink lower

petals, white throat, dark top petals, with broad

margin of fiery orange-rose ; very free and pretty.

Pasha (Hoyle), a dark painted flower, the lower petals

fiery red, heavily stained with dark, and narrow margin

of pink ; pure white throat, dark top petals and margin

of rose ; somewhat rough, but free blooming. Eldorado

(Hoyle), magenta-rose lower petals, dark blotch on
top petals, with broad margin of fiery red ; free, and

showy, but somewhat deficient in form : and Purple

Gem (Hoyle), violet-purple lower petals, veined and

stained with dark; dark top petals with narrow edge of

violet rose ; novel in colour, good habit, but wanting

quality.

In one of the arcades Mr. Turner staged some small

plants of last, and the preceding years new varieties

of show Pelargoniums. The following were of fine

quality, and should be noted by cultivators :—Trouba-

dour (Foster), Heirloom (Hoyle), Envoy (Hoyle),

Maid of Honour (Foster), Example (Hoyle), Emily

(Hoyle), Bonnie Charlie (Hoyle), Empress (Foster),

Corsair (Foster), exceedingly fine ; and Claribel

(Hoyle), a very pretty white variety, with a small spot

of the brightest carmine in each top petal. Add to

these, Charles Turner (Hoyle), and Prince of Orange
(Foster), for their colour, and the exhibitor would
have a dozen fine varieties for exhibition purposes. R. D.

(for the E.VSUING WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The numerous Slcme and GreenhousePlants which are

propagated every spring, and are grown on into neat

specimens for winter or early spring blooming should

now absorb some amount of attention. These com-
prise such subjects as Begonia, Pentas, Impatiens,

Libonia, Mouochectutn, &c. Before each "shift"
these young plants should be pinched back, so as to

form more bushy specimens. In process of growth
they should receive as much sunshine and air as pos-

sible, without causing an undue strain upon their

growing capabilities. Exotic and other Ferns should

now have every care taken of them as regards shading

when the sun shines freely, as at this particular season,

when the young fronds are formed, and are growing

freely, too much light has a decidedly dwarfing influ-

ence upon them. For moisture rely more upon
humidity in the atmosphere, than on actual syringing.

Many of the more fragile varieties soon show signs of

objection if too frequently drenched in this manner.

Shade and atmospheric moisture in a not over-heated

atmosphere is the most suitable condition, and

most in keeping with their wants. Liliuins of

the lancifolium type should now have all the

light possible, with plenty of fresh air. Care-

fully guard the balls containing the roots of IJHum
miratiwi against becoming too wet after the flowers

have expanded, and by moderate exposure induce them
to form fine healthy bulbs for another season. See that

Fuchsias which are entering on their blooming period,

are not allowed to become too dry at the root, as

they will quickly do, unless constantly watched. Be
particular not to afford them any more artificial shading

than is absolutely necessary. Indeed, I lean to the

belief that, not only is the compactness and symmetrical

growth of the branches due to the influence of light,

but that their lasting in flower and beauty is also

influenced favourably from the same cause, and that

fact, unlike many other flowering plants, bright sun-

shine is conducive to a multiplicity of flowers, and
does not destroy them half so quickly as we are

led to suppose. Good wholesome liquid manure is of

the utmost importance at this time, and should be
given alternately with clear water.

FORCING HOUSES.
The crops in very many Vineries are, at this period,

hastening on the stoning process ; hence they may be

considered to be as hard at work as during any period

of their growth. The uninitiated should, therefore, not

relax one iota of the many attentions requisite, because

a good crop seems to be hanging within his grasp.

"With the colouring process, when the final strain is

being placed upon the parent Vines, shanking, and its

attendant evils, too frequently exhibit themselves.

See, therefore, that they want for nothing which fore-

sight can supply. If there be anything approaching to

dryness at the roots, it should be remedied without a

moment's delay. In a week or two the need will

have passed away, and what is now a necessity

will then have become a source of injury. When
the Grapes commence colouring a drier and more
rarified air must be maintained. To further these
objects yet more, remove all manure coatings off the
Vine borders, and so let the fresh air permeate the
surface soil to as great a depth as possible. Little, save
in general terms, can be added this week regarding
Pines. During this month the full maximum summer
heat must be attained, which, as regards artificial

heat pure and simple, must not by any means exceed
Be particular not to permit the bark-bed to become

too cold at this period, and use equal caution to pre-

vens it not exceeding a safe maximum, as it will

readily do when the sun-heat is great, if the least

indiscriminate use of materials occur. According to

the ordinary course of Pine culture, it is often necessary
to renovate the beds somewhat in July. This is

done by turning the mass over, placing from 10 to

inches of fresh tan at the bottom, according to

the age of the mass to be renovated ; stirring all up
together, and putting on a surfacing of new tan also.

These means induce anice steadyheat to form. Any large

ccessionals which need shifting should be well watered
about three days previously. Coarse lumpy materials of

the right sort should be used, and not over large pots. All
suckers taken from the older plants may be potted off

forthwith. Plants ripening their fruit should be released

from the tan by having the pots slightly raised. Thus
the balls dry more readily, and the process of ripening

is far more complete. Check the gi-owths upon those

young Fig trees which were turned out a year or two
since, by witholding water at the roots.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Thin-out the young shoots which emanate from the

base of Raspberry stools, and so afford light and air

to such as are chosen to remain. It is advisable at

this season to thin out the smallest fruits upon all trees

bearing excessive crops of Pears, whether they consist

of dwarf pyramids, espaliers, or cordons, or any others

that can be readily reached. Continue to syringe

periodically all wall-fruit trees bearing heavy crops of

fruit. This not only refreshes them, but tends to the

development of finer fruit than would be produced

under the influence of such arid weather as we have
had lately.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
This has been an exceedingly trj-ing season for some

kinds of bedding plants. Pyrethrnm, Golden Feather,

should be closely examined plant for plant, even in

instances where seedlings alone have been employed,
for already it will be seen that the majority of them are

starting into flower. The peculiar beauty which the

plant exhibits when well grown will be destroyed, if the

shoots which are pushing up at the heart are not pinched

in at the earliest moment after they have once started

The very useful and distinct Iresine Limleni, which

I spoke so favourably of some months ago, grows

very freely amidst all this unusually dry weather,

and another very great point in its favour is that it

will bear pegging down remarkably well. Indeed, a

row which I planted out here amongst other things, in

ribbon fashion, h.as covered just as much space as the

•Pyrethnim, and such Pelargoniums as Indian Yellow.

Those who wish to keep Viola eornuta, or any of its

varieties, in full bloom to the end of the season, must

have every old flower removed immediatelyit is past

its best, otherwise heavily laden seed-pods are quickly

formed which greatly impoverish the parent plants.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Finish planting-out permanently all kinds of Kales

and Sprouting Broceolis, and transplant more Cauli-

fler^mrs for use in August. Make a small sowing also

of Onions, which may prove very useful if an open

winter follow. Sow also a good breadth of James'

Intermediate Carrots, which will come in well for

" drawing" late in the autumn, and prove fresher and

more tender than such as have been taken up and stored

away. Keep Tcmato properly nailed to the wall, remov-

ing anysuperfluous leaveswhich may form, and otherwise

aflbrdallpossible encouragement to theflowers. Cutaway
and remove all unnecessary leaves from old stock stools

of Cabbages as soon as these have formed young shoots,

after removal of the heads or Cabbages. In the matter

of routine a constant war must be kept up with every

form of weeds. Peas which have yielded their crop

must be pulled up and cleared away that further

trenches of Celeiy may be formed, not forgetting to

water the latter freely during dry weather. IK £.

green. Take off all old flowTr-stalks and dead leaves
from the bedding plants, and they will bloom more
freely. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, June 29, 187a

TOWN GARDENING.
Pink pipings will still strike, if put in as directed last

month. Dahlias that were planted out in May should

be well mulched and securely staked. The best method
of doing this is to drive in three stakes in a triangular

form at about a loot from the roots, inclining outward

from the top. By these means the shoots can be spread

out, and the flowers will be seen to the best advantage.

Grass Laions that have been mown with the mowing
machine during the summer should, after the next rain,

be mown with the scythe, which will take off all the

old bents, and render the grass smooth and agreeable

to look upon. Clip XPrivet hedges a tonce, as they

will break again, and require only as light trimming

in the autumn. This will render them nearly ever-
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a more plentiful supply when throwing up fresh leaves
;

no shade is necessary, and, once carefully potted in

well-drained loamy soil, they will go on for several

years without repotting.

Ferns at South Kensington : Anti-hardy. Lastrea

decomposita is not a hardy but a greenhouse Fern. It

was shown in one of the collections referred to, and was

marked Lastrea sp.

Fungus on Peach Leaves : S. T. Your Peach leaves

are attacked by a parasitic Fungus, against which we
know of no rernedy. If only a few leaves are affected

you had better pick them off and bum them ;
but if the

whole tree has suffered you must live in hope that it

may not come again next year. Please to send a few

more leaves, directed, Rev. M.
J.

Berkeley, Sibbertoft,

Market Harborough. M. J. B.

Gloxinias : Mitchell. Insert the leaf-stalk like an

ordinary cutting ; or cut the principal hbs into short

lengths, with a portion of the parenchyma attached,

and insert these edgewise hke ordinary cuttings in

silver sand, in well drained properly prepared cutting-

pots. Place them in a hotbed or warm propagating

pit. shade and water moderately. Or cut through the

midrib at intenals, fi.v the lower end of each portion

with a peg, run some silver sand about the cut, and
keep shaded in a close moist frame with a brisk heat.

They should root from every cut.

Injured Beech Leaves : W. IK. There have been

many cases this year like that of your Beech trees. A
cold driving wind has injured the leaves. Conifers

have suffered very generally, and a very curious case

occurred in Greenwich Park, where a Horse Chestnut

tree was injured more than your Beech trees. M. J. B.

Injured Leaves: Wimbledon. It is probable that

there is something wrong about the roots of your
Fuclisias. The Plum leaves seem to have an incipient

Fungus on them ; if so, it is quite in a rudimentary
condition. M. J. B.

Insects: C. R. S. The parenchyma off one side

of your Rose leaves has been gnawed off in patches

by the small green larva of a sawfiy. the history of

which was given by the writer hereof in Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1848, p. 524. We fear that hand-picking is

the only safe remedy ; but dusting the insects with
lime, or lime-water, would certainly be useful, but diffi-

cult in application. IK.

—

J. E. M, Your Fern leaves

are infested by a minute, winged field-bug, which sucks
the leaves in the same way as the ordinary aphides, and
which may easily be killed by fumigating with tobacco,

ir.— IV. T. The branch of the Apple tree is bored
through by the full-grown caterpillar of the wood
Leopard Moth (Zeuzera .^sculi). It is a rare species,

of which we reproduce a cut from an early volume.
The beetle sent in the box is that produced from one of

the wireworms or lar^;.^e of Elateridre. It is the Elater

murinus, Linn. , and has no connection with the
Zeuzera, nor do we think that it injures the foliage by
feeding upon it ; being, we believe, rather addicted to

preying upon other insects in the perfect state, not-

withstanding its larva feeds on vegetable matters.

/. O. IV.

Lilac : T. A'. &* Co. A very handsome variety, the
name of which we do not know. We cannot undertake
to name garden varieties.

Names of Plants : ^ames Silver. Some species of
Sida or of Abutilon ; we cannot determine which from
your specimen. — C. D. S. Pelargonium cinctum,
judging from your description of the flower. The others
insufficient ; but one is some Polygonum.

—

G, A. H.
So far as we can judge from your specimen, it is Bromus
racemosus {Smooth Field Brome-grass). It is certainly

not much like Rye-grass.

—

F. E. Currev. Ranunculus
peltatus (true). J. G. B.—M. L. Brodicea grandiflora.
—M.E. J. I, Genista germanica ; 2, yes; 3, Medi-
cago orbicularis

; 4. a Thibaudia. species not deter-
minable.

—

A Vor/n^ Gardener. Erigeron speciosus.
— W. B. Col!elia"spinosa.—.^. W. Populus nigra,

the Black Poplar. "The cottony substance which
surrounds the seeds has been used in Germany and
France as wadding, and it has also been manufactured
into cloth hats and paper, but the expense of collecting

it, and the want of length and elasticity in the fibre,

prevented the success of the experiment." (Syme's
" English Botany."}—Z. A. Epilobium angustifolium.—John Clark. Lycopodium dendroideum. -A. E.
Ononis rotundifoha.

—

Subscriber. Pteris geranifolia.^
L. G. So far as we can judge from the specimen sent,

we believe it to be Amelanchier vulgaris.— T. P. San-
tolena chamaecyparissus. — W. T. Chrysanthemum

Pflargoniums : /. O. IV. Apparently the result of

a scald.— A^. W. A good useful scarlet for home
purposes, but of no use commercially.

Roses: A, Bye. The blooms did not arrive in a state

fit to be criticised, as the petals had all fallen. There
does not appear to be any novelty in colour, and the

flowers seem rough, but one is evidently full, and
the foliage remarkably vigorous.' So far as we could

judge, we should say they were wanting in refine-

ment, but their condition forbids us to condemn them.

If No. 4 is a Rose, which reached us without any
address, it is most remarkable for the size of the bud.

—

E. T. We cannot name Roses ; we may, however, add
that yours does not appear to be Devoniensis.

Vines : H. B. The small giass-like spots attached are

natural to many species of Vine and of Cissus, and
rather indicate e.\:uberance than forbode evil.

:eu'ED :—B. D.—D. A.-^W. D.—T C. B.

_J. W. — J. S.—Young Botanist.—W. L.—Nemo. -Under
Gardener.—J. C—G. C—T, L.—J. S.—W. M.—M. M.—
W. R. A.

CO VENT GARDEN.—July i.

A steady trade rules here, and the improvement noticed

last week has been maintained. Hea\7 importations of

foreign goods are again to hand, comprising the usual

varieties of the season. Cherries are in great abundance,

both foreign and English, and prices are ranging unusually

low. Foreign Pears have commenced ; at present they

are of inferior quality. Large quantities of new Potatos

are continually arriving from France, Holland, and the

Channel Islands, realising from 8j. to -zos. per cwt.,

depending on the description and quality. Flowerscomprise

Orchids, Roses, Pelargoniums. Heaths, Fuchsias, Lobelias,

Mignonette, Pinks, and the usual description of bedding
plants.

Fruit,
s.d.

Nectarines, per doz. 8 (

Oranges, per 100 . . 8 c

Peaches, per doz... 10 (

Pears, per doz
Pine-apples, per lb. 6 c

Strawberries, p. lb. . o (

Vegeta

Asparagus, p. bund. 3 o
Artichokes, p. doz. . . 3 c

Beet, per doz. . . a c

Broccoli, per doz. . . i c

Cabbages, p. doz. . . i c

Carrots, p. bunch ..04
— young, p. bun. i t

CauUnowers, p. doz. i i

Celery, p. bund. -.10
Cucumbers, each ..10
Endive, per doz. .. i €

French Beans, p. 100 2 c

Garlic, per lb. ..08
Herbs, per bunch . . o :

Potatos, York Regents, per ton, 120J. to 1501.

iioj. to 160J. ; new round, lOJ. to i2J-. per cwt.

\^s. to 24J. do ; Continental kinds, %s. to los. do.

s.d.

HorseRadish.p.bun. 3
Leeks, per bunch .

.

o a — 04
Lettuces, p. score .. 10 — so
Mint, per bunch .

.

o 3 — 06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10— 16
Onions,per bunch .

.

04^— 09
Parsley, per bunch . o a — 04
Potatos, new, p. lb. 03—06
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, p. bushel., so — 30
Radishes, per dor. .

.

10 — 16
Turnips, jTig., p. bun. 09 — i o

s HAW'S TIFFANY.
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 39, Oxford Street . Manchester.

RUSSL\ MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

AMI |M>N^ 1 \';ANR0G MATS arc thecheapestand most
durali^i- I

r 1 ^ii h gives the siie of every class of Mat,

JAS I
., .1 ; .

. 7. Commercial Street, ShoredJtch, London.

rTTAN.Ni-,U (.tARULN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
X Beds, Fruit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, Ac., and
as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, iii. ; two yards, -ad. ; ihrce

yards, -id. ; and four yards, ^. per yard in any quantity. May be had of
CHAS. WRIGHT and CO., William Street, Newark-on-Trcnt,

or their Acents, Messrs. HOOPER and CO., Coveot Garden Market,
London, W.C.

NETFLNG for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., a yards wide,

3rf. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ; a yards wide, dd. per yard, or 50 yards,

aoj. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6*1^ per yard ; j yardsler yard ; a j

'. per. yard.lesh, 4 yards wide,

>T)i:i.lf:R.6 & 7. Crooked Lane. London Bridge.EC.

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the
Protection of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds;

Fence for Poultr>', Rabbits, and Sheep, id. per square yard.

nplete. Be particulai

FREDERICK EDGINGTON /

ailiff. Becchhurst Park, Su

w ANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly unde
;tands the Management of Pits and Hothouses.—Apply \

ng age, whether married or single, and last pla

. M., 43, Cannon Strt , E.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed), m
the suburbs of London, who thoroughly understands Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Vines. &c-—Apply by letter, slating age. wages
required. &c. to Mr JONES, care of Mr. Williamson, Law Stationer,

Coleman Street. City. E.C.

W ILLIAM HOOPER is in WANT of a YOUNG
MAN to do Jobbing or Work in a Nurseo-—HOOPER'S

WANT PLACES.- Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all limes on their books MEN of variousqualificalions,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to

be undertaken, wages olTered, &c., so that suitable Men may be
selected,—Hitjhgate Nui

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended 10EJ and BAILIFF), of

Gentlemen.—Further panici,.™.^ r..^..
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellingio
London, N.W.

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
,», ..,_ t:r,x, ,„.„: «' -,ry, St. John'« Wood,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, 1

brance ; well skilled in all branches of the professio

references.—C. B., m, Adams Square, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, single ; sixteen years'
experience in tnc various branches of the profession. Can be

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married ; understands
the profession in all its branches. Five years' good character.—

S. D.. Church Lane, Bcddinglon, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married ; has a
thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all itsbranchcs.

Two and a half years' guod character.—A. H., i, John Street,
College Place, Chelsea, S.VV.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40. married ; has had
derable experience in all ihc higher branches of Horticul-

ive years" character from a good family. Can produce first-

lonials — A. B-. Post Office. Heslington. York.

/ "I ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
VX in want of a thoroughly experienced man.—Age 32, married;
first-class character and abilities.—R. MOORE, Esq., Wigginton
Lodge, Tarnworth.

Z^:;! ARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married,
VJT brance ; thorougrily understands the profession in i

mcum-
all its branches.

No single-handed place 'accepted. First-class testimonials, and eight^ ^ ... ..:-.. F C.Milford.Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head). -Age 28, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical. Wife could manage Dairy or

Poultry. Best references. — A. D., Cheshire's, 14, Grove Road,
HoHoway, N.

:j.ARDENER (Head),—Age 30, married ; thoroughly
practical in all branches of the prolession. Six years' exccllcnc

racier from present employer.—M. J, CLARKE, Gardener to
W. H. Humphery, Bart., Penion Lodge, Andover.

G
GARDENER (Head).- -Middle-aged, married, no

incumbrance ; thoroughly practical. Over five years in last

ion. — JAiMES FOWXER, Plonipton Hall, Knaresborough,

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Otliers.

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser will give /3
to any one procuring him a suitable situation as above. Ch.v

GARDENER (Head).—James Hardie. Head
Gardener for the last eight years to the Khedive of Egypt, is at

liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services

of a lliorou),'h practical Gardener. First-class references.— i6g. Burn-

1 I i,ad). —Age 30, married ; thoroughly
1 inagement of Pines, Vines, Early and Late
.rffnhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
iighly recommended.—T. S., Mr. Morgan's

, Kent. S- E.

GARDENER (Head). orGARDENER and BAILIFF.
—Married; thoroughly experienced in Early and Late l-'orcing of

all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, also Pleasure Grounds,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Has had the Management of
large Grass Lands, Buying and Selling Stock, S:c. Highest references.

— B. B., Messrs. George t^ibbs & Co., Seedsmen, 24, 25, and 26, Down
Street, Piccadilly, W.

/^ ARDENER (Head). orGARDENER and ESTATE
V_T AGENT.—Age 28; has had 13 years* practical experience in

first-class establishments ; thoroughly understands the Cultivation of
Vines. Pines. Mushrooms, Cucumbers. Melons. Slove and Greenhouse
Plants, Orchids, and Nepenthes; also Orchard-houses. Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, and the Management of Land and Stock. Is a
good Accountant. Highest references.—A. E., Post Office, Uttoxeter,
Staffordshire.

GARDENER. —Mr. Wilkie, Oak Lodge. Kensington,
W., is anxious to procure a situation as above, for a middle-aged

Man, who has had great and varied experience in all branches of the
profession. Well acquainted with Horticultural Buildings and
Ground-work. Every particular given on application as above.

GARDENER.—H. Lane & Son have on their List a
first-class Gardener, age 18, open to an engagement ; thoroughly

competent in the branches of Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Or-
chids, Stove and Greennousc Plants. Ferns, &c. ; has been a successful
Exhibitor at the Metropolitan and Provincial Shows.—The Nurseries,

Great Berkhamstead, Herts.

ind Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. Londoi
als.—Victoria

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25 ;
two years*

character—THOMAS MUZZELL, Hanworth Park, near
Hounslow.S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—Age 22,

single; eight years' experience of Stove, Greenhouse, and
Vines, and the general routine of Gardening. First-class testimonials

from last two places.—J. H., Post Office, Broomfield, Chelmsford,

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed in a
all place) —Age 24 ; of first-rate character, and considerable

ce.—A. r. N., Mr. E. Jones, Seedsman, Src, Henleyon-

GARDENER, where two or three are kept.—No incum-
brance; well understands Gardening in all its branches. Wife

a jjood Cook or Dairywoman. First-class characters.—R. E. P.,

Westboume, Emsworth. Hants.

G^.ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Garden,
here there will bo an opportunity of improving —Age 20; four

ood character —A. B. C., Post Office. High Road. Finchley. N.

GARDENER (UNDER).~Age 24; good character
from former employer.—W. G., Tandridge, near Godstone,

ARDENER (Under), wish
'

Age 21 ; trustworthy. Would not
place Five years' good character (re

Kcvnicr. ne.ir Hurstpierpoint. Sussex.
-t-'s

in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 27,
has been accustomed to Plant and Forcing Houses,
preparing Plants for the Flower Garden, &c.

: . l.si Office. Odiham. Hants.

F
To Nurserymen.
horough practical hand at Budding
^^'5 and Fruit Trees, the Management of

, ,ind Shrubs. &c. Six years' good reference

from l.i-it r in]il' vcr^; —A C
, 3. Southgatc Koad, Islington, London, N.

PROPAGATOR (or PROPAGATORand FOREMAN),
indoors, of Roses, Rhododendrons. Conifers, &c —Has been for

the last six years in the celebrated Norih of England Rose Nursery.

Satisfactory reference.-R. T.. Sou th Ti ' '^.r '- n. f '-,rlington.

,
' - li-man. who

A'l
Management of a iart,'''

jm'as Gibbs"* Co., Halfmo.

fjlARM BAILIFF.—Age 39, married, no incumbrance ;

V thoroughly practical. Wife can Manage a Dairy and Poultr>'.

lood reference.—E. B., Messrs. James Dickson & Sons, Easlgatc

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

BOOK-KEEPER and CORRESPONDENT.—Age26,
married: experienced. Will be shortly discneaged. First-class

references as to character and competency.— F. C, Clapton Nursery,

London, N.E.
^ .

HOUSEKEEPER.—A Lady (Widow) wishes a situa-

tion as above. References of the highest respectability.—

M. S., 7, Buckingham Street, Adelphi, W.C.
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w DILLISTONE,
WANTED, within 15 miles of London, ;

GROUND, suitable for the crcclion of Gla:

purposes; wiih Dwelling House preierred.

T. M., 2, Shepperlon Terrace. Hoxton. Londc

TO BE LET. a handsome CONSERVATORY, ir

best part of BayswaLcr, well adapted for doing a good busi

Rent very low.

A. Z., 9, Queen's Road. Bayswater, W.

To Florists and Others.

TO BE SOLD, the 51 years' LE.-VSE. at onlv /a 6s.

ground rent, of HOUSE and large PIECE of GROUND, of

108 feet frontage to the high London Road, bv 157 feet deep.
Apply personally to Mr. NORRIS. Agent, tooting , near the property.

TO BE LET. on LEASE, a first-class FLORIST'S,
in the West End, with large and handsome Shop and Conser-

To Rorlsts, Nurserjnnen, &c.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE, with STOCK, of an
extensive NURSERY, a few miles from London. The Glass,

which is extensive, is well slocked, and includes \'incries (flourishing).

O. G., GardfHtr

Dwelling Hoi

ChrvnurU Office, W.C.

To NuTsersnnen. Florists, and Others.

FOR SALE, with immediate possession, a first-class

NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS. 15 miles S,\V. of
London, about 10 Acres in extent, with good connection ; long Lease,
rich loamy soil, surrounded by good roads, plenty of water, and
adjoining a Railway Station. 1 he Stock consists of a good collection
of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, some Soft-wooded Plants, a Show House,
two Span-roofed ditto, Pits, Frames, and other appliances for carrying
on a very lucrative trade, A portion of the Pur
remain at interest on approved security if required.

Further information, and Cards to view, maybe obtained
tion to Mr. W. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Auctioneer, \
Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

urcbase-money :

SALES BY AUCTION.

M^
past 12 o'clock precis

3 SELL by AUCTION.
C, on FRIDAY, July 8, a< half
1 of valuable FERNS. AGAVES,

ALOES, ANTHURiUMS, ARDISIAS, ARECAS. BEGONIA;
COCOS, CLIVIAS, CYCAS, DRACtNAS. F.UCHARIS,'
EUPHORBIAS, HOYAS, LATANIAS. PANDANUS, MUSAS.

I variet)' of other choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants, removed'"'-'--''•
-'ens.

J of Sale, and Catalogues had.

EBtat)llshed and Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

Wednesday. luly n.at half-oast la o'clock precisely, a Collection of
choice ESPABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising a large number of
East Indian and South American varieties. Also a fine lot of Imported
ORCHIDS, consisting of Odonloglossums, Oncidiums, Maxillarias.
Houlletias, Barkerias, La;lias. Sophronites. Auguloas. Coilogynes,
Dendrobiums, &c., all in very good condition, and many of them
starting into growth.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M Most Important Sale of Orchids.
R. J. C STEVENS, having received instructions
from John Booth^ Est], .Hamburgh, to SELL by AUCTION

18, King Street, <Jovent Garden,

preparing, and will be ready in the course of a

Homdon-on-tlie-Hlll.
Valuable BUILDING and MARKET GARDEN GROUND,

aiijoining the Stanford-lc-Ilopc Railway Station.—The desirable
FREEHOLD RESIDENCE known as HIGH HOUSE, and
several ENCLOSURES of very valuable ACCOMMODATION
LAND, with possession.

MESSRS. BEADEL will SELL by AUCTION, at
the Mart. Tokenhousc Yard. London, on THURSDAY. July 2t

next, at i o'clock precisely, the above valuable PROPERTY, in Four
Lots. Lot I will comprise two very eligible Closes of Freehold Land,
eminently suitable for Huitding or Market Garden purposes, situate
adjoining the Stanfordle-Hope Railway Station, with considerable
frontage to the high road, and containing an area of loa. ar. jjp.

and Outbui
tenant. Lot 3,

tion Land, ft,

Vincent, with Cottag<

. _. onofMr.
J.

G. Vi ,„..,
Iiree Closes of Freehold Building and Accommoda-
ng the Hi(jh Street, also in the occupation of Mi

j)d Garden adjoining lining togcthei

for building purposes, in the occupation of Mr. John Wright,' as yearly

May be viewed by permission of the Tenants, and particulars, with
Plan, obtained of Messrs. HICKS and SON. Solicitors, Gray's InnW.C; at the Mart, E.C. ; and of Messrs. BEADEL. 25, Grcsham'

, London, E.C.

To Breeders of Pigs.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, OXFORD iS-^o

MESSRS. JONAS PAXTON and GEORGE
CASTLE arc favoured with instructions from T Leslie

Melville Cartwright, Esq.. of Melville House, Fife, and Newbottle,
Northamptonshire, to SELL by AUCTION, near the Showyard of the
above Socictv. on THURSDAY. July 21, at 12 o'Clock SEVEN
CELTS and SEVEN BOAR PIGS of the improved Middlesex Breed.
Mr. Cartwright has been a very successful breeder of Pigs, having

during the last few years, among other priies. taken six First Priies at
Birmingham, besides three Cups for best Pigs in the yard and three
First Prizes at Smithfield.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application to the Auctioneers,

s HORTHORN
THURSDAY, Aui

FRIDAY, Sepl.
R. Saund. r"

25.—At Alloa, by Stirling. N.B.. Miir ing.

liults I

HERD, belonging

stock, at Caistcr, Lincolnshir

THURSDAY, Um-.L. i i, 1 1„

about So Head, and Ihf sioci

considered some of the fini

Highworlh. Wilts.

JOHN THORNt
, with Pedigrees, of these Sales, will be i-

however, be had on a
lam Place, London, W.

IMPORTANT
Mere Old Hall, EnutaforcL

SHORTHORNS, SHROP-LE of Fi

SHIRE SHEEP, PIGS, St

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
D. R, Davics. Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

on WEDNESDAY. July 13 next, at Mere Old Hall, tiis entire HERD
of First-class SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 50 head of Bulls.
Cows, and Heifers, including the far-famed Cow " Moss Rose," with
her daughter " Moss Rose 2d," as well as her son " Royal Chester."
and several other animals of the Kirklevington sort, whilst the Sires
lately used have been princioally of that renowned blood.
After which. Messrs. LYTHALL AND CLARKE will SELL some

prime RAMS and EWES, from Mr. Davies' famed Flock of Shropshire
Iheep. which has been selected at great cost, and bred with care from

Breed,

. , hich has be(

the best blood in the <

Also will be SOLD,
reared from the best ;

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particul;
application 10 Mr. STRAFFORD. 13. Euston Square, London
Mr. CHORLTON, tie Bailiff, at the Bucklow Hill Farm, Knutsford,
Cheshire.

e very superior PIGS of the Whi

may be

MANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of HORNED

CATTLE, HORSES (Hunters especially). SHEEP. PIGS. DOGS.
POULTRY, CHEESE, GRAIN, ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, MA-
CHINERY. SADDLERY, and MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
will be held in WESTWOOD PARK. WIGAN, on SEPTEMBER 6,

7 and 8 (preceded by a Public Trial of Farm Implements on Sep-
tember t). when PRIZES amounting to nearly TVVO THOUSAND
POUNDS will be awarded. ENTRIES for SHOW CLOSE
AUGUST I.

Prire Lists and Forms of Entry on application to the Secretary.
THO.MAS RIGBY. O'

•' ' '"\vTn5l

STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WALSALL MEETING, SEPTEMBER 20, 2t, and sj.

In addition to the usual Prizes for Stock, Produce, &c., offered for

competition within the limits of the Society's operations. Special
Priies of £35 and £t^tor the best and second best Stallion for agricul-

tural purposes, also Prizes for Poultry and Implements, arc open for
competition to the United Kingdom.

nd Fo

W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle. Staffordshir

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
ENGLAND.

GREAT SHOW at OXFORD.

TRIALS of fixed STEAM-ENGINES,
HORSE-GEARS, CRUSHERS,
CHAFF-CUTTERS, OILCAKE
BREAKERS, TURNIP CUTTERS,
STEAMING APPARATUS, DAIRY
IMPLEMENTS, Stc, MONDAY,
July 11, to SATURD.\Y, July 16.

Adtr 1 5r. each day.

' GYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING.

SHOW of HORSES. C..\TTLE.
SHEF-P, PIGS, and IMPLEMENTS.
MONDAY, July 18, to FRIDAY,
July 22.

Season Tickets, price ic

from July ii to 23, may" ^ .Oxfoi
be obtained of

T. F. PLOWMAN.
H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

, Hanover Square, London, W.

CIjc|igrmi(turH[(iitjrtte.

SATURDAY, JULY 2, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,

luly 6^^"^^' Agricultural Society of England (Co
" I MeclingJ, at Hai

If the Customs Returns of the number of
foreign animals which have been detained for

slaughter on account of the existence of any
contagious or infectious disease afford a criterion

of the sanitary state of stock on the Continent,
we may enjoy the conviction that foot-and-mouth
distemper has very much decreased abroad,
aUhough we have still to deplore its continuance
among our own animals.

No farther back than the month of October
last, the number of foreign animals stopped by
the Customs Inspectors amounted to 3997 within
the month ; all excepting about 200 being detained
in the port of London. The following month
(November) saw a great improvement, only

395 animals were seized for foot-and-mouth
disease

; but two cargoes of sheep, affected with
scab, landedat GooleandLeith—278atthe former,
and 246 at the latter place—swelled the total to

919 animals slaughtered by order of the Customs
m November. A still iurther diminution was
recorded in the returns for December last ; the
total number of cattle, sheep, and pigs slaughtered
on account of foot-and-mouth disease during the
month being 243, London, as usual, getting the
lion's share. January is credited with 146
diseased foreign animals, all of which were
slaughtered on account of foot-and-mouth dis-

ease ; February's list sinks to a total of 100
animals ; in March there are 88 returned, still

on account of foot-and-mouth disease ; and in sideration. If anythin_.
April there are only 47 reported as having been I one of the unwisdom of hurry in such a matter, it

slaughtered in consequence of the existence of
this distemper among them.

In May the total number of cattle, sheep, and
pigs detained at all the ports in Great Britain
amounted to 20—a number which may fairly be
called insignificant, in comparison with the huge
total of nearly 4000 diseased animals which
were slaughtered by order of the Customs in

October. The uniform decrease in the number of
infected foreign animals landed in this country
from October to May will be interrupted in the
report for June, owing to the spread of foot-and-

mouth disease among animals in Cherbourg and
the landing of infected cargoes recently in this

countrj'. The inspector at the port of South-
ampton detained some diseased sheep (36) which
were brought from Cherbourg in.'^pril; in the early
part ofJ une a considerable cargo of pigs and some
sheep were detained on account of foot-and-
mouth disease at the same port, and according
to the latest report the malady has not decreased.
Excepting foot-and-mouth disease, and a few
cases of scab in sheep, no infectious diseases
have been detected among foreign animals
landed in this country ; it is impossible, however,
to assert that all the infected animals have been
detected by the inspectors. Even after the
ordeal of 12 hours' detention, an ox having
cattle plague or pleuro-pneumonia, the latter

especially, in the incubative st.age, would escape,
notwithstanding the closest scrutiny ; and under
any system which permits the importation of
cattle at all from abroad, we must in some
degree trust to the care which is exercised by
other countries to exclude infected animals from
their dominions. And that the precautions
which are taken by foreign States are not in vain,

we may gather from the fact that cattle plague,
although extensively spread on the Continent,
has not again invaded us. Prussia, always on
the alert, has more than once recently had to

defend her frontier. Hungary has suffered

severely. In Poland the pest still rages unabated

;

and in Galicia, Transylvania, Buckowina, and
Roumania, cattle plague has for a long time past
had a more or less active existence. Pleuro-
pneumonia is known to be prevalent in many
districts, but, probably on account of its constant
presence, it excites less attention than other
maladies. Its comparatively slow progress and
long period of incubation also permit the re-

moval of infected animals with little risk of
detection ; and we may imagine that the Bel-

gian, Dutch, or German farmer is no more
anxious to publish to the world the fact of his
stock being affected with a contagious malady,
than is the English farmer or dairyman in

the like case. However this may be, an
experience of some extent in the slaughter-

houses at various ports, and especially in the
port of London, enables us to say that pleuro-

pneumonia is very rarely observed in foreign

cattle slaughtered here ; and probably the amount
of risk which is incurred in this respect, from
foreign stock, is of the most insignificant kind.

Scab in sheep, which is the only other infec-

tious disease occasionally imported, is more than
any other likely to be spread in this country

;

and in good truth we do not need any additions

to the very liberal supply of the native malady,
which is always on hand. In view however of
the risk incurred, the regulations are very strin-

gent, and the detection of the disease among any
animals of a cargo of sheep dooms the lot to

slaughter.

Among home-bred stock, pleuro-pneumonia,
foot-and-mouth disease, scab in sheep, and
glanders in horses, continue to prevail and cause
serious losses. We shall take an opportunity
shortly to trace the progress of these affections,

and suggest an explanation of their persistence in

this country, so favourably situated for the extir-

pation of contagious maladies ; at present we
can only remark that their prevalence is a
reproach to our method of administering sanitary
legislation.

At the meeting of the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England next Wednesday,
Mr. Dent, M.P., is to move—

" That it is undesirable to persevere with the agricul-

tural examinations hitherto carried out by the Society ;

but that in lieu thereof the Society sliould give medals or
other premiums for agrictiltural knowledge in such public

county schools as may apply for them, and be approved
of by the Council."

It is surely very desirable that any decision

upon this question be postponed for mature con-

sideration. If anything be needed to convince
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is given us in the example of patience which is

set by the sister Society in the North in connec-
tion with this subject. The Highland and Agri-

cultural Society many years ago organised a far

more elaborate educational scheme than any
which the English Agricultural Society has yet

adopted. Its large and distinguished body of

examiners have had nothing to do this year. No
one has sought the diploma of the Society at

their hands. But we hear nothing of any pro-

posal to abandon the effort which is thus annually

made to promote sound agricultural education.

On the contrary, the paragraph of their report on
another page relating to that subject specities a
field in which their educational efforts are still

fruitful. They offer prizes to agricultural students

in the Edinburgh College, and these have always
been competed for, and, as the Professor of

Agriculture would no doubt testify, they have
always stimulated agricultural students.

Why should not the English Agricultural

Society maintain just the same relationship with

the Royal English Agricultural College which is

claimed and used to such useful purpose by the

Scottish Agricultural Society, with the only body
of agricultural students anyhow incorporated in

Scotland? It is hardly possible to avoid the

impression which the whole history of the

Society and of the College gives, that there is

some unexplained distrust or displeasure at the

bottom of this mystery. Undoubtedly to a

mere outsider it is a mystery. Here is a distin-

guished educational staff expressly confined

to the agricultural field, and incorporated for

that purpose by Royal Charter—a most efficient

and successful institution, having no personal ends
to serve— devoted entirely to publicaims of the very

kind which the Society professes. Why should its

agency be refused, or, at least, ignored? It is the

Tery machinery through which the educational

efforts of the Society might be most serviceably

made. And how the Council can adopt Mr.
Dent's proposal to accept the offer of county
schools to supply it with agricultural students

while it ignores the Royal Agricultural College,

we are unable to imagine.

We are glad to see that a very good report

was given of the proceedings of the Royal Agri-

cultural College during the past session at the

half-yearly meeting last week. We add here their

prize list, and Mr. Holland's remarks, as

proving that there are still agricultural students in

the country, although we somehow fail to meet
with them in Hanover Square :

—

Mr. Holland presented the prizes, expressing his

gratification on hearing how satisfactorily all had gone on
during the last session. But he had something of a feel-

ing; beyond that, which was connected with that institu-

tion, and it was the pride and satisfaction he would
express for those who had left the college and gone into

life, and who were doing credit to themselves and to the

institution. It was perfectly true in agriculture, more so

perhaps than in any other trade or branch of industrj'.

that it was absolutely necessary to know how to command
men, and they could not command their labourers without
knowing how the work of the labourers ought to be done.
Still the same rule held good with every other science or

trade, and especially did they see it in civil engineering.

Practical work was connected with scientific knowledge,
and the great engineers of the day, and in short he might
say the great men of the day, had all more or less been
connected in early life with the practical part of the
science or profession they were teaching. It delighted

him to find that the world at large was becoming
acquainted with what they did at the College in that

particular respect, because although the motto of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England was " Practice

with Science,"' he believed the members generally had
little thought of its being absolutely necessan,- that those

two elements of success should be united. He was quite

sure that this year the College was taking a fresh and new
start, and he judged that from the manner in which it

was everywhere spoken of.

The successful competitors for the prizes were announced
as follows :

—

Prize and Class List.

Diploma, awarded to Harry Willett, Vere Street, Lewes, Sus-

sex : Alberta Garcia Granados, Coblcnzar Suasse, Bonn, Prussia :

Charles Hayes Jackson, 18, Market Place, Darlington ; James
Edwards, Trentham, Stoke-on-Trent.

ist Scholarship to Ashcroft, Ohrly, Sturge.
2d Scholarship to Smith, Blackett, Bourdillon.
Agriculture.—Prizes—Sheep Shearing.—J enkyns. Cultivation

Book.—Griffin. Farm Book.—Sturg*;.

Practical Farm Work.—College Certificate to Lane. (Prizes

given by Mr. Swanwick). Stockman's Work.—Ashcroft, Han-
cock. Shepherd's Work.—Jenkyns, Dickinson.—Class 3. 1st,

Ashcroft (certificate) ; 2d, Smith; 3d, Millard; 4th, Rooper : 5th,

Callwell ; 6th, Brumell. Class 2. ist, Ohriy (certificate) ; 2d,

Elackett ; 3d, Woodgate ; 4th. Griffin ; 5th, Hall ; 6th. Andlau.
Class I. ist, Sturge (certificate) ; 2d, Ranken ; 3d, Dodson : 4th,

Holme : sth, Wilson ; 6th, Langshaw.

Book-keeping.—Class 3. 1st, Ashcroft (certificate^ ; 2d, Smith
(prize) ; 3d, Millard ; 4th, Brumell ; 5th, Wadlow ; 6th,

Rooper. Class 2. ist, Ohrlv (certificate) ; 2d, Andlau (prize) ;

3d, Blackctt ; 4th, Gotto and Woodgate : 6th, Dickinson and
Hall. Class i. ist, Sturge (certificate) ; 2d. Dodson Iprize) : 3d,

Betham ; 4th, Langshaw and Ranken ; 6th, Bailer, E, Ed\«ards,
Holme, and Monnington.

Practical Chemistry.—Class 3. Quantitative Analysis, Ash-
croft. Class 2. Qualitative Analysis, Blackctt. Class i.

Chemical Manipulation, Bourdillon.

Chemistry.—Class 3. Agricultural Chemistry, ist, Ashcroft
(certificate); 2d, Smith; 3d, Brumell; 4th. Wadlow. Class 2.

Organic and Analytical Chemistry, ist, Blackett (certificate) ;

2d, Gotto ; 3d, Ohrly : 4th, Woodgate ; 5th. Griffin ; 6th. Kerr.
Class I. Inorganic Chemistry, ist, Sturge (certificate) : 2d.

Bourdillon ; 3d, Bailer ; 4th, E. G. Edwards ; 5th, Langshaw ;

6th, Holme.
Botany.—Class 2. ist, Ohriy (certificate) ; 2d, Blackett (prize) :

3d, Gotto : 4th, Griffin ; 5th, Hall ; 6lh, Woodgate. Class i.

ist, Erskine icertificate) : 2d, Bourdillon (prize) ; 3d, Bailer ; 4th
Sturge : 5th, Holme : 6th, G. Wilsoa.

Geology.—Class 3. ist, Ashcroft (certificate) ; 2d, Smith
[prize) ; 3d. Brumell ; 4th. Callwell; 5th, Rooper ; 6th, Millard,

Class 2. ist, Ohrly (certificate) ; 2d, Woodgate (prize; ; 3d,

Blackett ; 4th, Griffin : 5th, Gotto ; 6th, Dickinson.

Mathematics.—Class 3. Mechanics.— ist. Smith (certificate) ;

2d, Ashcroft (prize); 3d, Brumell; 4th, Millard; 5th. Rooper;
6th, Callwell. Class 2. Sur\'eying.—ist. Ohrly [certificate); 2d,

Blackett (prize)
; 3d, Woodgate ; 4th, Gotto ; 5th, Griffin ; 6th,

Andlau. Class i. Mensuration.— ist, Sturge (certificate) : 2d,

Taylor (prize) ; 3d, French : 4th, E. G. Edwards ; 5th, Erskine

;

6th. Bourdillon.

Veterinary Surgery,—Class 3. Therapeutics.—ist. Ashcroft
(certificate) : 2d, Smith (prize) ; 3d, Brumell and Millard ; 5th,

Callwell ; 6th, Scott Class 3. Pathology.—ist. Ohrly Lcertificatej ;

2d. Blackett (prize) : 3d, Gotto ; 4th, Griffin ; 5th, Kerr ; 6th,

King. Class 1, Anatomy, ist, Bourdillon (certificate) ; 2d,

Sturge (prized
; 3d, Langshaw ; 4th, Bailer ; 5th, E. G. Edwards

;

6th, Holme.
Drawing.—Class 3. ist. Smith (certificate and prize) ; ad,

Ashcroft: 3d, Rooper: 4th. Brumell: 5th, Cotterell ; 6th, Mil-
lard. Class 2. 1st, Ohrly (certificate) : 2d, King ; 3d, Blackett ;

4th. Hall (prize' ; 5th. Gotto; 6th, Woodgate. Class 1. ist.

Langshaw ; 2d, Bourdillon (certificate and prizel ; 3d, Erskine ;

4th, Sturge ; 5th, Dodson ; 6th, Betham and Ranken.

Students who have passed the Preliminary Examination.

—

Class 3. Edwards, Jackson, Ashcroft, Smith, Millard, Brumell,
Callwell. and Rooper. Class 2. Ohriy, Blackett, Griffin, and
Woodgate. Class i. Griffin, Sturge, Bourdillon, Holme,
Langshaw, Dodson, Ranken, Bailer. G. Wilson, Betham,
Edwards, French, Erskine, and Hancock.

The com trade has been quiet during the

week. The prices of Wheat sank about 2s. a qr. on
Monday in Mark Lane, but on Wednesday they

remained unchanged. The cattle trade on Monday
had somewhat improved, and prices were, if anything,

higher than those of last week, notwithstanding the

quantity of stock shown was rather inferior.

— The accompanying anonymous letter may
amusesomeofour readersaswellas Mr. Mechi, towhom
it was sent. It confirms the opinion (although the writer

> not think so) that good cake and com shed manure
surpa.'^ses any guano or artificial manure, and that deep
and clean tillage is (after drainage) the essential basis

for profit. Incidentally the writer speaks well of the

crops on properly farmed land—no doubt, in his case, of

good natural quality :

—

"You seem to want to inform us farmers how to

anage. Now, sir, I should like to know where you
have leamt your experience from. I have farmed myself

now for these 60 years, and from all my experience I

never yet found a man to tell me how to manage better

than 1 know myself ; for I know this well, if you intend to

have any produce offyour land you must put some tillage

upon it, .and not such stuff as guano, which only flushes

one year, then the next it is gone like wind. It makes no
tillage nor yet soil. Let me Iiave plenty of good stable

manure, and also some good lime, and I will bid

defiance to all your artificial manures. This I have
proved, and I do not care what sort of land you put it on,

it will not excel good stable manure and lime. I have
grown myself 20 loads of Wheat per acre, and this is

quite plenty ; but sometimes I have exceeded that. The
only plan to make good farmmg is to keep your land
clean from Wicks and Thistles and Woodbine. Now,
suppose I set 20 acres with Potalos, and manure them
well, next year I can get a very good \Vheat crop, and the

year after a good crop of Oats or Barley. But if you till

with artificial stuff you have to do it every year. 1 don't

believe at all in the sweeping that causes much rubbish

to grow in your land. Now, sir, this year I have some
good promising crops of Wheat, Oats, and Barley, and
also Potatos, and Clover very good, and also Tiu-nips.

I think upon the whole that Divine Providence is smiling

upon us with abundance. Fruit this year is excellent, and
will be cheap. I sometimes think that God smites us for

lying about the deficiency of crops, when He at the same
time supplies us bountifully. A Farmer of a Thousand
Acres, Po/itefract, June 24."

The Pall Mall Gazelle 'calls attention to the

neglect of irrigation, and even of water supply, general

in England,—a neglect which seasons like the present

prove to be a folly :

—

" A season comes like this, and the farmer thinks with
idle regret of the rain he thought such a nuisance when it

was interrupting his field work in early spring. What
little was suffered to accumulate in the small duckpond by
the farmyard, or the little hollows by the field-corners, has
long given out, after the last bucketfuls had been econo-

mised as carefully as waterskins in the desert. There is

no sap in the shrivelled grass ; the cattle and the very

sheep have to be driven twice a-day to the distant stream.

His horses, men, and waggons are hauling the precious

fluid, and the expenditure of labour on water carriage is

something heartbreaking. The truth is, his farming is

conducted exclusively in deference to the popular idea and
general character of our English chmate. He makes his

book solely to hedge against the rain, and never takes

into account the chances of prolonged drought. If a man
of enterprise and capital, he spends his money on drains

until Rushes are nearly as rare as the PapvTus in his fields,

and after a rainfall the water goes hurrying off his farm,

gurgling and choking itself in its anxiety to escape. Very
properly, too ; but he should recollect that every medal
has its reverse, and when water is so abundant he should
proWde not against a rainy but a droughty day."

On this we have only to remark that, sympathising
entirely in the view taken of the importance of irriga-

tion, the \vriter's reference to drainage is founded on a

mistake. The fact is, that deep drainage is conser-
vative, not wasteful of water. It is the deep cultiva-

tion which it renders possible that provides a deep and
serviceable sponge in which water is retained ; so that
drought injures undrained clays much sooner than it

injures clay lands which have been drained. We
entirely agree, however, with the writer in his con-
demnation of the universal neglect of irrigation :

—

" The man who will pay enormously for Peruvian guano
to enrich his crops, for patent oilcake to fatten his beasts,

will not expend one shilling on English water to fertilise

his fields, or rather to guard them against utter starvation.

It is that element of uncertainty that is fatal to the
economical and common-place safeguard he might so
often secure himself. If he knew he would have a visita-

tion at stated intervals—lose ;^ioo, £1000, as the case
might be, in a single reason—he would never hesitate.

Counting on a run of damp seasons, in his penny wisdom,-
he shuts his eyes and backs his luck. Besides, at a
moderate outlay, he would often convert a curse into a
blessing. In a blazing spring, with plenty of water, he
might coin gold. The damp soil glows like a hotbed,
forcing fabulous growth in a miraculously short time,

yielding a second and a third crop."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The following information from Kirkbank, Rich-
mond, regarding the present condition of Mr. Alfred
Stables' herd may be of interest to our readers. The
herd consists of 42 animals, 32 of which are females.

About four years ago Mr. Stables sold his then herd,

and repurchased a nucleus from Mr. Willis, of Car-
perby, of 11 females of different ages, and hired a bull

of Mr. Booth. One of these females, after giving birth

to twin bulls, died of milk fever, another died from the
rupture of a blood vessel, and three more refused to

breed, and were sold to the butcher. Of the remaining
six females and their ofispring there are at present the
following:

—

IVhUe Rose, by FIRST FRUIT.S (16,048),
and three female descendants ; Eleanor First Fruits, by
First Fruits, and seven female descendants; Currak
Bell, by Royal Alfred (18,748), and four female
descendants ; Christmas Rose, by Royal Alfred
(18,748), and one female descendant ; Morning
Zephyr, by RoYAi, Alfred, and two male descend-
ants ; Rose of Kirkbank, by Lord Frederick
(29,156), and one male descendant—in all 24 animals,

descended from Mr. T. Willis's stock. Two
females were subsequently purchased from Lady Pigot
one of them having been bred by Mr. Bmere, of Braith-

waite Hall, and the other out of a cow bred by him.
From these two last matrons there are at present at

Kirkbank :

—

Corn Fhyicer, by Prince George
(13,150), and one male descendant ; Floscenr, by Lady
Pigot's Asteroid (21,193), by R^wenspur (20,628),

and two male descendants—in all five representatives

of Mr. Bruere's stock. Gratitude, a cow which was
sold at Mr. Stables' sale, and bought back again
about two years ago, is also in the present herd, as is

also Rea Koan, by Strawberry Prince (25,240),
{xorci Red Rose, and her daughter Susannah, by Ser-
c.eant-Major, which was originally sold as a calf, at

the last Kirkbank sale, and recently repurchased.

Eight animals, five females, and three bulls, have
shorter pedigrees, but all are descended from first-

class animals, though only three or four crosses appear.

Afiss Bolton, with her calf, the one with two and the

other with three crosses, were bred from a cow sold as

an in-calver for ;^3S. Miss Spence was bred from a
nearly pure-bred cow, whose pedigree was unfortu-

nately lost, but the original cow was a truly grand,

animal. Miss Ricth id and family (in all four),

although of short pedigree, are a valuable strain, and
may do credit to any showyard ; indeed, Miss Rieth yi
is an exceedingly taking and symmetrical heifer. The
leading features of the Kirkbank herd are its health,

good breeding, and Booth blood. The animals are in

good but not forced condition. The older cattle are

good milkers, and all the females except the youngest

calves are in the pastures. The present stock bull is

British Hope (21,234) ; he is of pure Booth origin,

as are all the sires which have been used in the herd.

Among the purest bred Booth cattle may be mentioned
Cornflcnver''s\i\A\, a yearling by Lord Albert (20, 143),
dam by Prince George (13,150), g.d. by King
Arthur (13,110), g.g.d. by Leo (13,150), all pure
Booth bulls. Also White LilaCy whose pedigree is as

follows :

—

Covj Gavazzi (11,508).

h-
Fri- (16,04s).

CroYpier (23,656).

Lord Albert (20,143^

White Lilac.

The family of Eleanor First Fruits are all red or dark

roan, strong in constitution, quick breeders, large

frames, and of capital quality. The Currah Bell tribe

are all reds and roans, and are of very fine quality.

Three of this tribe are fit for any showyard. White

Rose, and all the Rose tribe, including Rose of Kirk-

bank, Christmas Rose, <S:c., are very nearly allied,

being descended from the same cow as the successful

Rose of Lnckncno, the winner of the principal honours

in the Birmingham fat show, 1S68. White Rose 2d,

by British Hope, is a splendid beast, of perfect

symmetry. The bull, British Hope (lot i), was
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shown in the summer of 1S6S, and took the 1st prize

at many of the principal Yorkshire shows. He has not

been shown since, and is in good working order, and

very active. Lord Albert, the sire of fourteen of

the younger beasts, was nearly own brother in blood to

the famous Lady Fragrant^ the winner of so many
high honours,

POULTRY.
The tenth annual exhibition of the Spalding Poultiy

and Horticultural Society was held on Thursday last.

The poultry and pigeons were certainly superior to

those of previous years, and formed an exhibition

highly creditable to the promoters. An esteemed

contemporary thus speaks of the various classes :

—

" Dorkings headed the list, Mr. White taking the cup

with a pen of unmistakable merit. Game were very

good ; in addition to the prize black-reds, those of Mr.

Scrimminger must be mentioned as of admirable quality.

Mr. Matthew's H.C. duckwings were very good, being

neat, hardy, and close in feather. Cochins were much out

of condition and plumage, one of the best pens containing

a dark cinnamon cock and a buff hen. In dark Brahmas

Mr. J. H. Pickles was an easy ist, though Mr. Worthing-

ton sent a well-coloured pen, but came into the wrong
class. In Spanish the ist-prize cock, a good one, has

seen his best season. In Hamburghs the entries were

very small
;

gold-pencilled were good, silver-pencilled

poor. The 2d-prize gold-spangled had been regularly

weeded on the face ; we had hoped that this dodge would
have been confined to the Spanish. The silver-spangled

winners were very good. Amongst the game Bantams the

ist-prize pile were very remarkable for their smartness.
'

' In pigeons the competition was very severe. In carrier

cocks the Taunton decision was reversed, Mr. Fulton

taking ist over Mr. Yardley. The Birmingham bird is

better in eye and skull, his antagonist in wattle and
carriage ; the owner of either can have but little cause
of complaint at being put 2d. The cup for the best

carrier was given to a hen that was alleged to be ruptured,

and some warm words passed respecting the award.

Mr. Ord was 2d with a magnificent hen. In the four

classes of pouters and tumblers Mr. Fulton swept the

board. Barbs went to Mr. Crossley's old birds. In

fantails we like an unnoticed pen of ^ir. Newbitt, as well

as any except the ist prize. The ist in owls was taken by
a beautifully short-faced pair belonging to Mr. F.

Crossley. The dragon awards we do not understand.
The ist prize was given to blues, not of remarkable
excellence, and the second was withheld, for what reason
we could not divine, as there was a good pair of whites
belonging to Mr. E. Jones, and a most charming pair

of young yellows of Mr. Ord.
"The selling class was admirable. Mrs. Paget winning

with a very good pair of ice pigeons and German toys,

and there being some good pens left unnoticed, parlicu-

lariy one of the Rev. A. G. Brooke."
The judges were—Mr. Hewitt for the poultry, and

Mr, Corker for the pigeons.

FARM AGREEMENTS AND TENANT
RIGHT.

Your correspondent "J. McK.," at p. S74, gives

your readers a short description of what he would con-
sider a fair farm agreement, or, as he terms it, "tenant-
right;" and I have very little doubt that 99 landlords
out of 100 wouhl agree to it (with some alteration:

which I will allude to further on), provided the tenant
had entered upon his farm subject to the sa/ne conditions.

On that fact, however, the whole question hinges. If
a tenant comes to me or any other landlord, and takes
a farm which has been in the landlord's hands for
several years, does he ever offer to pay for bones or
lime or dung applied to the land during the previous
five years, and if he does not, on what principle, then,

is he to be paid for them at leaving ?

Dung produced upon the land from the produce of
that land is most unquestionably the property of that
land, and ought to be returned to it : and to say that
an outgoing tenant should be paid for that dung seems
to me contrary to all right reason. If a tenant has
brought in food not grown upon the farm, and by con-
suming it there has not only increased the quantity of
dung but has also improved the quality of the dung,
there is some reason in saying he should be paid for
that increase, but the difficulty is how to appraise its

value.

As to ordinary dung (the actual produce of the farm
itself) I will, by a very simple example, show the
injustice of valuing it. Let us suppose a tenant enters
upon a light-land fann of 500 acres worked on a five year
rotation, three years in crop and two years in grass.
Such a farm, if in good condition, would in all proba-
bility have 1000 tons of dung in the yard, and the
Turnip break, loo acres, would represent the last year's
dung of 1000 tons, half of which would have to be paid
for. The new tenant, therefore, would have to pay the
old tenant for 1500 tons of dung, say, at 5^-. per ton,

£Z1S- Now suppose this new tenant immediately
began to lay this farm down into permanent pasture,

so as to make it a grazing famn. The existing grass
being simply Rye-grass and Clover would be of no
value to him, and it would, therefore, take him five

years to finish it, and the outlay upon it would be very
considerable, as seeds for permanent pasture cost

fully twice as much as Rye-grass and Clover.

Suppose now at the end of six years this tenant had
to leave, and another new tenant came in to take his

place, there would not be a single ton of manure in the
yards, and there would not be a single acre of land that I

had not produced a grain crop after being manured,
except one single division of 100 acres, and that would
have received looo tons the previous year, and there-

foreonly 4-5thsofthis (by "J. McK. 's" rule), or Soo tons,

would be payable to the outgoing tenant, or say ^200.
This tenant, therefore, would be a loser of ^175 in

valuation of manure, and yet he would leave the farm
in a better state than when he entered, and this at a
heavy expense to himself, for grass seeds suitable for

permanent pasture cost at least 15J. per acre more than
common Rye-grass and Clover. But 500 acres at i^s.

would amount to £2,1 St ^^^ the loss on manure, £1^$,
would swell his actual loss to £SS^- I think this

illustration will show that the principle of paying for

dung made on the land may work great injustice

between incoming and outgoing tenants, quite irre-

spective of the landlord's interest.

But now let us carry on this comparison a bit

further. Suppose it is the landlord who has put the

farm all into pasture, and suppose he lets it with no
dung in the yards. As a matter of course the tenant

would pay no valuation at entry ; and suppose the tenant

after a few years' grazing finds the farm getting out of
condition (as it would do if no artificial manure be
applied), and coming to his landlord asked him to break

it up, and gets leave. Well, what happens if, in six or eight

years after, he becomes an outgoing tenant, and the land-

lord has not provided another to take his place? Why
if paying for dung had become a custom of the country

the landlord would be bound to take the incoming

tenant's place, and to pay the outgoing man for dung
created out of his own land, although that outgoing

man had not paid a single penny at entry ! I think

that these two examples are sufficient to satisfy any
unprejudiced man that paying for dung created out of

the land is false in principle and unjust in practice.

Even as regards bought manure I am very sceptical

as to the policy of paying any share of it, or of allow-

ing any custom to grow up between incoming and out-

going tenant in regard to it. One thing is plain, that

no tenant entering upon a farm would consent to pay
the landlord for money expended by him in artificial

manures, and I cannot see, then, on what principle a

landlord should be called upon to pay a tenant for such

outlay.

I have myself at this moment a large farm to let

upon which I have expended in artificial manure,
within the last three years, upwards of ;i^2000, and,

if I added on the cost of carting 10^ miles from the

railway, the amount would exceed ;i^30oo, because the

chief part was lime, costing los. per ton at the station,

and to cart it home costs 8j. more. But if I were to

ask an incoming tenant to repay me this outlay, he
would laugh at me, although I am willing to let on a

21 years' lease. To illustrate my idea of a prudent farm

agreement, I will, with your permission, give an extract

from my printed particulars, which were drawn up
some weeks ago, and which may possibly be interesting

to "J. McK.," and others of your readers, who take

an interest in this question of farm agreements. I may
observe (in explanation of the quantities of manure and
other things) that the farm is less than looo acres in

extent, chiefly light land, in a hilly district, and with

Soo acres suitable for rotation.

to both landlord and tenant upon a yearly agreement,
provitled the tenant was entitled to iS months' notice
instead of only six months.

I feel sure that the system of not paying for dung is

the true one, for it takes away all inducement to use.

stimulating manures in the last years of a lease. If

an outgoing tenant were entitled to be paid for dung
he could during the last two or three years of his lease

apply either nitrate of soda, or guano, or sulphate of
ammonia, all of which will swell enormously the

amount of straw and hay, but of course at the expense
of the land. But as he gets paid for dung it becomes
his interest to swell the quantity as much as possible

without caring three straws that the land is thereby

impoverished. And it pays him to do it, for the extra

produce of corn will more than cover the cost of the

nitrate or the guano, and every extra ton of dung is

an extra profit. But besides this it becomes his

interest in the last year of his holding to cease stall-

feeding and tread the whole of the straw into manure,
for a ton of straw eaten will only leave a ton of dung,
but a ton of straw trodden will leave 2^ tons. Your
correspondent, "J. B. M." (see p. 875), is right well

aware of this fact, and farmers now-a-days are quite as

"wide aw'ake " as any other class of the community,
G. A. H.

" The principal restrictions and conditions laid upon a
tenant will be as follows :—

" I. To consume all hay, straw, and roots {Potatos

excepted) upon the farm, and of course not to

remove any dung made thereon.
'

' 2. To bring in every year and lay down upon the farm
as manure at least 120 tons of lime, 15 tons of
superphosphate, 10 tons of salts of potash (kainite),

and if Potatos are sold off the farm to bring in

addition to the above i cwt. of superphosphate and
I cwt, of salt of potash for each ton of Potatos

sold.
" 3. To sow every spring at least 80 acres with a mix-

ture of good grass seeds and Clovers, which shall

be left down at least two years, so that when
leaving the farm, the incoming tenant may find at

least 80 acres of young grass never cropped, and
another 80 acres of young grass only once cropped.

"4. Not to take more than two successive straw crops

out of the land without a root crop or a green crop

intervening.

"5. The landlord will reser\'e all rights of shooting and
sporting, but the tenant will be entitled to kill

hares and rabbits during certain specified seasons,

so as to keep down the ground game and prevent

injury of crops.
" 6. The customary reservations and conditions usually

inserted in farm leases will of course be in-

cluded.
"

7. The usual time of entry to farms in this part of the

country is Lady Day, March 25, and to the house
and cattle buildings May 12 ; but the incoming
tenant is entitled to go in and plough up the

stubbles as soon as the crop is off, and the lea

which is to come up in rotation not later than

February 2, if he desires it ; and he is also entitled

to a share of the stable accommodation. In a

general way the incoming and outgoing tenants

arrange for certain prices to be paid for ploughing,

and the conditions are put in simply in the event

of the two not agreeing. There are no valuations

of any sort either at entry or at leaving, and as

the dung belongs to the land the incoming tenant

can cart it out of the yards as it is made if he so
pleases."

Although these conditions are proposed for a 21
years' lease, yet I feel sure they would do full justice

SORGO {SORGHUM SACCHARATUM) :

Northern Chinese Sugar-cane.

This remarkable plant, a native of the North of

China, as the true sugar is of the South, is grown by
the eccentric Celestials on a small scale only, and for

the sole purpose of chewing the sweet stems. Its giant

growth, and its beautiful and graceful appearance and
refreshing greenness in the driest season, and the

expectation of finding in it a rival to Sugar-Beet
induced the French Consul at Shanghai to send some
Sorgo seed to his Government. It was sown in the

Merim Gardens at Toulon, and distributed by M.
Roberts, the director, over France and Algeria. This
was nearly 500 years after the Sugar-cane had com-
menced its journey from the same country to Arabia,

and thence by Northern Africa through Spain across

the Atlantic. In 1854, Mr. Browne, Agent of the

United States Patent Office, took to America some
French seed, which was distributed by the Government.
The plant was cultivated by a few farmers, but it

received little attention until an ex-governor of South
Carolina reported the results of his trials to a farmers'

club, which brought Sorgo into notice. Since 1855 its

cultivation has steadily increased, and it is now one of

the great crops of the country. It is grown in France
and Algeria for alcohol chiefly, and in America for

seed, forage, sugar, syrup, alcohol, vinegar, and beer.

In the 10 North-western States, where it flourishes,

there were in 1864, 366,670 acres of Sorgo, and sorgo-

sugar was selling at Chicago at 4^0'. per lb. But for

sugar Sorgo has turned out a failure. Its great merit

as a forage plant is its principal recommendation, and
on this point an official report of the United States

Agricultural Department has declared that the value
of Sorgo for feeding stock cannot be surpassed by any
other crop, as a greater amount of nutritious fodder can
be obtained by it in a shorter time within a given space,

and more cheaply. While grass yields a ton or a ton
and a-half of hay, Sorgo will yield from 2 tons to 9 tons

of dry fodder.

We scarcely know what the possibilities of yield are

in England under high cultivation, especially with a
revival in its favour of that neglected art of irrigation

which Mr. Howard recommended in his paper on
farming read at the Farmers' Club. Our further notes

on this promising plant shall commence with the Chinese
management. Sorgo (Loo-tsoh) flourishes wherever
Indian Corn flourishes. The seed is sown for trans-

planting on warm ground, finely broken, in the middle
of April. The young plants are watered with liquid

manure as soon as they appear, and in three or four

days watering is repeated night and morning if the

weather is dry. They are pricked out, when 6 inches

high, in rows 3 feet wide and 6 inches from plant to

plant, and are again watered with liquid manure when
a foot high. Weeds are kept down by hoeing until

the cane matures, about November i. The crop

begins to come to market, however, early in Sep-
tember, or as soon as the stalks are sufficiently sweet
for chewing. A Chinese labourer, earning lod. a-day,

can cultivate about 2 acres during the six months that

the crop needs his labour.

In America it is found that Sorgo can be successfully

grown on all lands where a fair crop of Indian Corn
can be grown. Deep, loose, warm soil, even of poor
quality, produce the sweetest and most juicy stalks.

Irrigation is recommended, but can seldom be attained in

the United States. In deep black loam Sorgo reaches

a height of 16 feet or 18 feet ; what will it not do on
our future sewage farms ? The juice of the giant

growth is not so sweet, nor is it easily crystallised.

The seed should be soaked 24 hours in tepid water, in

which I oz. of saltpetre is dissolved to every 6 gallons.

It is then dusted with gypsum, and drilled 2 feet apart,

and 20 seeds per foot (for forage). In seven or eight

days a i-horse subsoil-plough is put between the

rows, up one side down the other. This cultivation is

repeated as the crop advances, but the plants must not

be earthed up. The upper roots spring from the stalk

above the ground, and they must be left exposed. '^*—The
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first cutting may be made as soon as the crop is large

enough for stock, and in ordinary seasons two others

will follow. To dry the crop it should be set up in

shocks, and the stack built with precautions for venti-

lation. One man with a subsoil-plough can cultivate

10 acres.

Sorgo is one of the giant crops of North China,

which is remarkable, as Mr. Fortune informs us, for

the gi-eat size of its vegetable and animal productions.

The province of Shantung, it appears, produces the

largest of fowls, merchants, horses, &c. The Egg-

apples are 18 inches in circumference, the Sunflower

14 feet, the Sorgo 12 feet to 18 feet high. The
stalk decreases in diameter very gradually, which is

favourable to the weight

of the crop. Tapering
and drooping leaves

spring from the nodes,

which are 8 to 12 inches

apart. As the seed

ripens the stem becomes
smooth, with a siliceous

deposit, and it hardens

as the starchy substances

are converted intowoody
fibre.

An objection, in one
sense, to this most pro-

ductive crop is that it

yields an enormous
weight of forage in the

summer and autumn
months, when our na-

tural Clovers and grasses,

which do not require

manual labour, are gen-

erally abundant. Still

we hope that this notice

of a plant, which will

probably yield 60 or 70
tons of green forage on
sewage farms, will prove

interesting. The great

desideratum on such

farms, the number of

which is likely to in-

crease so rapidly, is an

economical drying ma-
chine, so as to be able

to store their enormous
forage crops.

The American Broom
Corn (Sorghum vulgare)

is a species which hy-

bridised freely with the

plant we have described,

and has been long culti-

vated in that country.

We have probably

mentioned the reason

that Sorgo has failed to

obtain a footing in this

country, viz., the labour

it requires in July and
August ; nevertheless,

some means of utilising

so productive and nutri-

tious a crop may yet be
discovered on irrigated

farms.

These notes on Sorgo
are partly derived from

a capital paper read be-

fore the Asiatic Society

by Mr. V. D. Collins,

an agent of the United
States' Government, who
was sent to China to

observe the cultivation

of Sorgo, and the mode
of manufacturing sugar

from its juice. Mr.
Collins states that, in

making sugar (in Ame-
rica), the mills express

about 70 per cent, of

juice to 30 of woody
fibre

; 5 gallons of juice

yield a gallon of syrup,

or about 333 gallons per

acre : about a teaspoon''ul of thick lime-water is used

to 4 gallons of juice, to neutralise the free acid (phos-

phoric) which exists in the cane. Sorgo is deteriorat-

ing in the United State, and the juice comes from the

mdl opaque, frothy, and of a yellowish green. " I'he

great difficulty in manufacturing sugar from its juice is

the existence of a gummy principle, which prevents

crystallisation."

About eleven-twelfths of all the sugar extracted for

general use is obtained from the ordinary Sugar-cane.

The following is the estimated yield per acre :

—

Mauritius, 6000 lb. ; Brazil, 5000 lb. ; Cuba, 4000 ; Isle

of Bourbon, 3300 lb. ; Guadaloupe, 2000 lb. ; Bengal,

1600 lb. ; and Louisiana, 1000 lb. A g.-vIlon of

alcohol is yielded by every 23 gallons of Sorgo juice.

The processes of manufacturing sugar, alcohol, beer,

and vinegar, from Sorgo syrup, are the same as in

dealing with the syrup of the Sugar-cane. //. E.

THE PRINCE CONSORT'S WINDSOR
FARMS.

[The following map, taken by permission from Messrs. Longmans'
work on this subject, represents the relative position of the

Windsor Farms.]

The Bagshot and Rapley Farms, which alone

have not been yet referred to in our references to the

Prince Consort's Windsor farms, lie some miles beyond
the south-west of Windsor Great Park. They have not

much special agricultural interest, being serviceable

more as a shooting-ground.

Over the principal part of the land the soil is the

rt. The Frogmore and Shaw Farms (sec pp. 468, 4^).

h, The Flemish Farm (see pp. 744, 745'.

c. The Norfolk Farm (sec pp. 186, 187).

d. The Bagshot Farms.

THE WINDSOR ESTATES.

poorest black peaty sand and gravel, This, however,

is more especially the case at Rapley. The land

attached to Bagshot Park is of better quality, and

yields fair crops. The accounts of both are kept

together, and we learn from them that besides the

Barley and Oats grown on the farm (all consumed by

stock), there has been an expenditure annually of

nearly .^200 on cattle food, and of ;^i8o to i,200
a-year on guano and artificial manures. In this way,

then, besides attention to the drainage of the land, and

its due cultivation in a restorative rotation of crojis, it

is plain that no means have been left neglected by

which a gradual increase of fertility may be attained.

That much of the increased produce is and will be

destroyed by game is inevitable ; the farms will never-

theless be serving the purpose for which they were

intended, which no doubt has been both to furnish the

requisite amount of sport when required, and to supply

an example of poor and light land farming, of some
interest to agriculturists.

The Bagshot Park, till lately occupied by Sir J.

Clark, Bart., Her Majesty's Physician, includes about

60 acres of pasture and 100 acres of arable land. The
adjoining Rapley Farm includes about 120 acres

of pasture and 160 acres of arable land. The
plough land in the former case is of fair quality. 'Very

promising Wheat—a capital plant of red Clover and

Italian Rye-grass (seeded with 20 lb. and I bushel per

acre respectively)—fields on which Turnips had been

fed by sheep, and lying then scarified so as to mix up
tile soil and sheep-dressing and avoid the loss of the

latter in case of rain—and a ploughed Wheat stubble

ready for the Mangel and
Turnip crop taken over

one quarter of the farm

—made up the cropping

as we saw it early in the

two years in grass, the

other crops being (l)

Wheat or Oats ; (2)

Turnips, Mangels, and
Potatos ; {3) Barley. On
comparatively little of

the land can a good
Wheat crop be grown;
it is a light, poor soil,

which would probably

be improved by a dress-

ing of the clay lying

not very deep as a sub-

soil. It is being, and
will be, greatly improved
by liberal sheep-farming.

Very poor Turnips,

owing to a bad seed-

time, and the subsequent

attentions of rabbits

and hares — compara-
tively poor grass—fair

crops of Barley and
Oats, also of Potatos,

were grown here during

the year of our visit.

The Lupine, too, has

been successfully tried.

Two bushels of seed are

sown in May, without a

dressing, in rows 9 inches

apart. They need dili-

gent hoeing while very

young, but as soon as

the plants have fairly

hold of the ground they

grow rapidly, flower in

July and August, and
by-and-by attain the

condition of a half-ripe

crop. A boy with basket

and knife precedes the

sheep, which are then

folded over the land.

He cuts the seed into

his basket and the sheep

feed after him. They
eat readily the still suc-

culent stems and leaves,

and the crop has this

especial advantage in

the eyes of Mr. Graham,
the energetic fann ma-
nager, that it appears to

be distasteful to all kinds

of game. A very valu-

able crop for poor, light

land is thus available,

especially where a great

head of game exists

—

the principal points re-

quiring attention during

its cultivation being that

it must be sown late

enough, and folded early

enough, to avoid frost,

which at once destroys

it, and that the land be

kept clean by hoeing

during its early growth. Buckwheat, for the use of the

game, is also sown to the extent often of 20 or 30
acres; I J bushel is sown in May, and the crop cut

when most of the seed is formed, and turned as care-

fully as possible until dry enough for harvesting, when
it is stacked in the covers as the gamekeepers direct.

The coarse Irish cup Potato is grown to a consider-

able extent at Rapley. The crop is wholly consumed

by pigs, being steamed and mixed with ground Oats

and Barley, also the produce of the farm. The build-

ings are supplied with water-power for the various

purposes of threshing, cutting chaff, and grinding corn;

and the yards and sheds and stalls are filled with agood

stock of horses, cattle, and swine.

The buildings, planned by the late Mr. Bumess,

include a couple of square yards, with threshing and

other bams at either end, and divided by the central

piggery, the one side including byres and feeding-
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houses, and the otlier being open to the sun. Opposite

one of these yards, on the open side, stand stabling

and cart-sheds ; and there are outlying houses, granary,

poultry-house, &c. They are of wood and tile or

thatch, and in a somewhat dilapidated plight.

The main items of receipt upon these farms are from
cattle, sheep, pigs, and Wheat ; the expenditure is, as

we have said, large in manure, cattle food, and labour.

In the last point especially the expenditure is large, as

it must be in all establishments conducted on the

patriarchal system of keeping on old servants long

after they have lost their efficiency, and pensioning

them off when utterly unable to work. It is not to be
wondered at that land in these circumstances, and
naturally poor, full of game, and being gradually

brought into condition in spite of all these drawbacks,
should be a tax upon the purse and capital of the

tenant.

The Bagshot district is especially useful, because of

the poverty of its natural condition, for all such opera-

tions as need mere standing-gi-ound. This, considering

its neighbourhood to London, they can find nowhere
cheaper in the country. The manufacture of soldiers

out of raw material supplied from lanes and pot-houses

all over the country, has thus come to be conducted
hereabout on a great scale. And no less true an
example of a manufacture is furnished by the growth of

Grapes under glass, also hereabout largely carried on.

Compost heaps, bones and ashes, and other fertilising

matters, furnish the materials out of which a living

plant, in an artificial climate, manufactures produce for

the Covent Garden market ; and the very same means
are in operation on the Prince's farms, under the

natural climate, aided, however, by the meagre
natural supplies which their poor soils afford, and
resulting in the manufacture of material for Smithfield
and Mark Lane.

LAND DRAINAGE AND STEAM
TILLAGE IN DROUGHT.

On these subjects, and their relation to the drought of 1868, the
following qucFitions were distributed by Mr. Morton, and the
following is his report on the information thus obtained, as
published in the Journal of the English Agricultural Society.]

On Land Drainage

:

—Are there instances known to you
of differences, as regards productiveness during so dry
a season, between drained and undrained land, either
arable or pasture ? If so, please to give a particular

history of them.
On Steam Cultivation :—Has deeply stirred and steam

cultivated land suffered more or less than others from the
drought? Describe any instances in detail.

It is plain that it is through their influence on the

depth and thoroughness of tilth that both land drainage
and steam cultivation influence fertility j and tlie

answers to these questions may, therefore, be properly
considered and arranged together. It is not to be
supposed that a wet field, drained last spring and thus

provided with so many additional exit holes below for

the water which it held, would thereby be enabled the

better to resist a drought which was drying it above.
Neither can any one imagine that to break and stir

and turn up deeply, whether by horse-power or by
steam, any kind of soil during drought would not
facilitate the drying process. The probability contem-
plated by the questions was, that both drainage and
steam cultivation, by enabling deep and thorough
cultivation, would, wherever they had been in opera-
tion for some seasons, have so enlarged the storehouse
of moisture and of fertilising matter within the soil

;

and, by multiplying the inner surface presented
throughout the substance of the soil, thus deeply
drained and tilled, would have so increased the holding
power of the storeroom thus enlarged, as to have
proved a help against the drought. And this pro-

bability has been abundantly justified by the answers
that have been received. Wherever the greater depth of

land open to tillage operations by deep drainage had
been properly worked—whether by steam-power or
otherwise—for two or three years before 1868, the
drought was effectually withstood. On grass land, of
course, the deepening of the soil and its improvement
by land drainage goes on more slowly than on ploughed
land ; and drained grass lands, equally with undrained,
were burnt up last August ; but they were not generally
cracked so deeply, nor did they suffer so immediately,
nor were they so long in recovering on the return of
rain. On the clay arable lands of the country, on the
other hand, there is not a doubt that deep drainage,
two or three years old, proved very beneficial last year.

Such lands were cultivated earlier in the season, and a
deep tilth was thus obtained before the drought set in.

They did not crack so much, or they did not crack at

all. They were not so dry at a given depth q,s soils

which had been wet ; on which, therefore, the plough
could not work until the drought had already come,
and which were consequently cracked and fissured

everywhere. Stiff soils, drained and cultivated, did
indeed last year retain, up till the latest of the drought,
moisture enough to feed all the early-sown crops, whose
root-system had sufficiently developed before the dry
weather of Midsummer. And thus Wheat and the
earlier sown Barleys, and even Mangel Wurzel, yielded
heavy crops on such lands wherever the plant as well
as the soil had been managed properly. The explana-
tion is simple enough. The quantity of water and of
fertilising matter which a soil will hold depends on the
extent within the soil of that surface of all its particles,

by the attractive force of \\hich this water and this

fertilising matter are retained. Deepen the soil by
drainage, and reduce it to tilth by cultivation deep
enough, and you thus multiply the quantity of feeding
ground to which the roots of plants have access, an

'

on the quantity and wc-hh of which fertility depend
But, be the explanation what it may, the evidence is

unquestionable that the drought of 1868 had more
injurious influence on soils whose stores of food for

plants lay within the shallow layer to which their
usually wet condition had confined the cultivator, than
on soils where deep land-drainage had both naturally
spread the fertilising matter throughout soil and sub-
soil, and enabled a still more thorough artificial distri

button of it by deeper cultivation.

The following report by Mr. Paget, of Ruddington
Grange, near Nottingham, may be taken for an example,
He says :

—

"I have had a favourable opportunity this year of
noticing the effect of draining. There is here a district

divided by a stream for about four miles. On the righ
side of the brook the land is well drained, while on lh(

left it is wet and undrained. The drainage was completed
in some parts 40 years since, while in others it was only
commenced five years ago. The district comprises both
arable and grass land. The soil of the arable land i:

generally gravelly loam resting on a marl, and afiord;

examples both of shallow and of deep draining. W'here
there is no under water except at a great depth, and the
soil is too impenious to allow the rain water to escape
with sufficient rapidity, tiles were put in 45 years ago.
chiefly at a depth of 30 inches, but occasionally at 4 feet.

They have remained perfectly efficient, and I have never
discovered any advantage in the greater depth. In other
parts drains have been put in at a depth of from 4 to

6 feet,—some of them by Elkington, others at different

limes during the last 40 years. These drains carry off

the overflow of a 'water table '* supplied from below, so
that moisture is always within reach of the deep rooted
plants, such as Mangel, Beans, and Clover. The crops
have in no case suffered from the drainage, whether
shallow or deep. The soil at the end of July was moist
at a few inches depth in the Mangel, Beans, and Cabbage
plots ; and the com stacks in the drained district contrast

favourably with those in the undrained. But where the
water table was only a few feet from the surface, and the
plants were always within reach of sufficient moisture, the

crops were very good, the Mangel attaining 35. and ir

one instance 45 tons to the acre, and the Beans having a

fair quantity of straw. The meadow land is chiefly a

deposit from brooks descending from hills of the lias and
red sandstone formations, and is a clayey loam. It is

naturally very wet, but has been drained at depths varying
from 4 to 8 feet. No amount of rain renders it unfit for

stock unless accompanied by a flood ; and 12 hours after

the subsidence of a flood there is no trace of it except in its

deposit. On comparing these meadows with the undrained
grass on the other side of the brook. I believe that where
the land had been very recently drained, and consequently
the grasses proper to dry land were not fully established,

they did not afford quite so much 'keep' as the corre-
sponding undrained land ; but as soon as the rain fell in

August the advantage was on the side of the drained land.
Those meadows which had been long drained had the
advantage throughout, and where mowed, produced two-
thirds of an average crop, and where depastured never
lost a tinge of green. I have not cultivated by steam

;

but having secured a deep tilth by subsoihng every fourth

year for 20 years at least, I am satisfied that I derived
advantage in the two last years, one being very wet and
the other very dry, from the friable state of the subsoil."

Mr. Paget adds :—
"In Transylvania such a summer as we have passed

through this year is by no means uncommon ; and I have
noticed that white Clover and grasses of the best quality
grow very luxuriantly there, when the water table is not
more than 2 feet from the surface. An intelligent agricul-
turist there expressed his conviction that to reduce the
level to 4 feet below the surface would be injurious where
the evaporation was so rapid as it is there. If this opinion
is well founded, perhaps different niles ought to be applied
to our dry Eastern Counties and the moist West ; but my
experience here does not confirm it. I have meadows
where the supply of water to the drains is constant, in

which the pipes are laid at depths varying from 3 feet

6 inches to 8 feet, and I fail to discover any advantage in

the shallow drainage during the heats of this summer. I

have never seen permanent bad effects from over-drainage.
One field drained in 1S63 became bare in May, 1865 ; but
in the autumn of that year it was covered with white
Clover, and it has now a good sward. I attribute this

effect to the death of Carex, and of the water grasses
which before occupied the surface. It is now well worth
twice the rent compared with its former value. I have
also satisfied myself that some drains which carry off the
overflowing of the water table will cease to nm when the
evaporation is very rapid, and recommence on the recur-
rence of the soft moist wind without rain which often
accompanies a falling barometer. This accounts for a
phenomenon which some years ago puzzled draining
engineers."

The next witness I shall call is Mr. Smith, of
Woolston, than whom no one is better quaHfied to

speak of the advantages of steam cultivation. He
combines with his statement on this head some useful
information also on the effects of land drainage during
the late drought. He first describes his farm :

—

"My farm, containing 112 acres of arable and 60 of
grass land, consists of two distinct qualities of soil. The

* This term is no doubt intended to convey the idea (probably
the fact), that there is at a varying depth, within or below all
soils, a surface, up to which water stands in a free and liquid
form, and above which it is drawn by capillary attraction,
moistening without wetting, being mingled with air as well as
earth.—7. C. M,

valley land is mixed gravel atid clav. I have generally
called it light land ; it is, however, 'by no means light
working land for ordinary horse culture ; it always needed
three horses to plough it. The hill land is very heavy
clay. On grass land hereabouts the drained and undrained
fields were both alike burnt up. I could not see that
cither of them had any advantage over the other in con-
tending with the dryness of the summer. On arable
land, that which was drained had the advantage, and
greatly so in all cases,—in the Wheat crop, to the extent
of more than a quarter per acre. All the crops on well
drained land were fine and full, whereas all the crops on
undrained land were thin on the ground, and nothing like
so bulky when cut, yet they ripened well. The effect of
drainage upon the Bean crop was very perceptible, for on
the undrained lands they burnt up very early in the season

;

whereas on the well drained land they did not bum up so
quickly ; and on my own well drained and deeply culti-
vated lands they stood out to the last 10 days before
har\'est, and I had the honour of having the best Beans in
the neighbourhood this dry summer, the result of drainage
and deep steam cultivation. I can, however, give you
one instance of drainage having done an injury to a good
meadow. Forty years ago a mill in the adjoining parish
was pulled down. I have a meadow that floods m the
winter, and had always been mown. It is situated half a
mile above this mill ; and as soon as the mill was pulled
down, this meadow gave a less produce than it had done
before by more than half a ton per acre yearly ; and it

continued to do so for 15 years, until a weir was put up
holding the water to the height it stood before the mill
was removed

; and then the meadow at once returned to
its increased productiveness, and it has continued so ever
since. Side main drains have been put in, so that the
uplands are all well drained, although the water in the
river stands at its former height. The deep stirring of my
land by steam-power has enabled it to withstand the
drought better than shallow horse-worked land had done.
This was cicariy shown in my Bean crop. They were
planted at the same time that the neighbouring horse-
farmers planted theirs, yet they came up first and kept
first. They stood 5 feet high, and were well corned, and
kept green longer than those on horse-worked land did,
and were much the best crop in the neighbourhood."

The history of the river-side meadow, given by
Mr. Smith, can hardly be taken, I think, to prove an
injury by land drainage. Some of the advantages of

the watercourse being obstructed by the mill, to which
he testifies, have, no doubt, arisen from the top-dress-
ings which the land obtained by winter floods, which
were lost when the obstruction to which they were
owing was removed. But even if we are to attribute
the present heavier grass crops and those of former
years to the higher "water table," as Mr. Paget calls

it, within the soil, which is created by the impounded
river, it is by no means certain that a different manage-
ment of the land after the water had been permanently
lowered, would not have resulted in still greater
fertility. There is many an agricultural operation
beneficial under proper management, of which those
who maintain the old management under the new
conditions, are unable to realise the advantage. To
one instance of this reference will be made hereafter,

and this may be another. It is possible that if the
Woolston meadow, instead of being annually mown
when thus incidentally laid dry, had been annually
grazed, the report of its tenant might have been
different.

{To I'c Continuecl)

Present Appearance of the Crops.

—

£s.tfx!
Notwithstanding tlie long continuance of dry weather,
my opinion is that in my parish and neighbourhood
there will be some excellent crops of Wheat and of
other kinds of grain, where the land has been decently
farmed, that is, deeply and well cultivated and kept in
good working condition ; but on light lands, miserably
cultivated and in impoverished condition, of course the
crops must be light ; but I will venture to state that,

taking my parish altogether and some neighbouring
ones, the crops will be nearly, if not quite, an average
of former years. The Beets are also unusually pro-
mising, and I have seen some promising crops of
Swedes. But I understand the fly has made great
destruction among these and otiier kinds of Turnips in

many places ; but still, taking the prospects altogether,

I think there is nothing to cause the least alarm,
neither to lower the price of land, nor to any extent
that of labour. Of course tlie hay and Clover crops
must be light, but I have seen some exceptional crops
of good Clover, and should also think that in low
meadow lands there are some good yields of grass

;

and it should be borne in mind that where such is the
case the hay will be unusually good. Landowners,
therefore, need not fear that their farms will be thrown
on their own hands, nor need labourers fear that they

11 not obtain employment so far as this neighbour-
hood is concerned. Gm. IVilkhis, IVix, June 27.

Somcrsttshire : The crops and herds are suffer-

ng greatly from such protracted dry weather. The
pastures have gone off like a dissolving view, whilst

corn crops of various kinds have been gradually but

surely turning worse and worse for pure lack of mois-

ture. Wheat varies very much. I think, perhaps, in

this district one-third is thick enough, and may turn

out an excellent crop ; another third is nearly an

average in appearance, and the remaining part miserably

thin, and will not produce half a crop ; so on the whole
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we must not expect an average. Barley promises to be

very good, /. <?., all the early-sown ; the late-sown on

heavy stiff land is suffering much for want of rain. The

hay crop will be very short indeed, in fact some pieces

will not be worth mowing. There are many good

plants of Mangels, and may be good if rain comes soon.

Walter Farthing, Stozucy Court, Bridg-Mitcr.

Estimate of the Crops.—This is a more unfavour-

able season for light-land farmers than even 1S6S, and

must cause serious losses, unless we should be favoured

with rain shortly. These, falling on the dry and

heated soil, would promote a rapid vegetation, and

prob.ably give large second crops of hay and abundance

of late green and root crops. The first hay crop may be

considered the worst we have had for many years. There

are, of course, local and climatic exceptions to this, as

in the South of Ireland and in North Lancashire.

Barley will be good in places on cool bottom land,

though very short in the straw, but it is very deficient

on all hot, thin soils. Potatos are generally very

healthy, and promise to be a good crop. Oats on

well-farmed clays look promising. Beans are very

short in the straw, but well-bloomed. Peas a poor

crop on light soils. Mangels plant well where the

land has been manured and deeply cultivated before

winter, which is best for all root crops. The fly has

destroyed the early sowings of Swedes in many

places. When we consider that one-half the kingdom

(22,500,000 acres) is in permanent pasture, in addition

to 7 J millions in green and root crops, and only

nine millions of acres in grain crops, the loss

of meat-and-milk-making substances in the first cut-

ting must be very great and injurious to the

pastoral farmer. Our country and climate are under-

going considerable changes, and we should adapt our

crops to the altered circumstances. By drainage, and

by the removal of woods, fences, and trees, we have

rendered our climate and soil drier and warmer, and

consequently more suited for deep-rooted plants, and

more hazardous for the shallow-rooted. Wheat sends

its roots down from 3 feet to 5 feet deep, and is thus a

dependable plant in a dry season. Oats are also much

deeper-rooted than Barley. Clover and Tares bein:

much deeper-rooted than ordinary grasses, are more

safe plants under our altered conditions. Mangel,

with its deep roots and shining leaves, luxuriates in

our southern and mountainous counties and bright

sunshine. Winter Beans, winter Barley, and winter

Oats will probably soon establish their superiority

over late-sown spring crops. I observe that winter

Beans and Wheat have suffered very little from the

severe winter on well-drained soils, as compared with

undrained lands. My own crops of every kind, except

pasture, are veiy satisfactory on my heavy land, but

not so good on the light land. Ireland this year is in

a more favourable position as to her general crops.

Nine-tenths of all our Wheat are grown in England,

and only one-tenth in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales.

y. J. ^r^chi.

" opus, Digswell."—Your correspondent who

aflixes this humorous signature to his paper comes in to

help Mr. Smith, and I suppose upon the good old

English maxim of taking the weaker side. He finds

fault with me for saying that farmers are manufacturers

and merchants, and then goes on, "Does he

(' G. A. H.') think before he writes? Where is manu-

factured hay this season ? Is corn grown wholly by

hand or art ? " Dear me, what an old house I have

brought about my ears ! I have heard that grass grows,

but i certainly never knew that it made itself into hay !

I have heard that wool grows on the back of a sheep,

but I never heard that it made itself into cloth ! I have

heard that Cotton grows upon a plant, which I daresay

" West Indian " could tell us something about, but I

never heard that it made itself into muslin ! I have

heard that Wheat grows, but I never knew that it sowed

itself, or reaped itself, or threshed itself, or that it made

itself into flour. " Opus, Digswell,"is in doubt whether

I think before I write, but I would like to ask him now

if he thought before he wrote. If he did, will

he then answer me these questions ? Does Wheat

sow itself? Does Wheat reap itself? Does Wheat

thresh itself? I suppose he will admit it does not.

Well, then, does Wheat grind itself into flour? and if

not, is the man who grinds it into flour a manufacturer?

and if he be, why is he a manufacturer one bit more

than the man who sows it, who reaps it, and who
threshes it? "Opus, Digswell," then goes into a

serio-comic religious rhapsody. Does "Opus ' be-

lieve the sun will rise to-mon-ow? He cannot be

sure, but he hopes it will. When "Opus" (who

tells us he is a gardener) informs his employer that

he will have ripe Gooseberries to send in in a

few days, how does he know he will have them?

When he says there will be a splendid crop of Lady

Downe's, Mrs. Pince, and Muscat of Alexandria

Grapes, how dare he be so impious as look forward

so far? Or when his employer bids him get the

grassplot mown, how dare he say he will do it in the

morning, when the dew is on it ? How does he know

he will ever see the morning light ? " Opus*' pays a

compliment to my "literary" calibre, I hope he has

gauged it more traly than he has his own " mental "

calibre. G. A. H.

The Drought of 1870.—The present extraordinary

summer has naturally evoked many comparisons between

this and previous summers of a similar character. So

far as I have observed, however, these comparisons

have not gone back as far as the year 181 8, of which

my recollection is clear ; and to its peculiarities, as

respects the drought which then prevailed, I beg leave

to call your attention. Some of your readers may be

interested in what an old man can tell them. In 181S,

at this place, we had no rain of any importance between

early in May and late in September. The hay crop

was of course very short, Lent corn deficient, Wheat

fair. Of root crops I have no distinct recollection, but

they must have been an utter failure. As autumn

approached large trees. Elm and Ash especially, whose

roots are superficial, lost their leaves. The meadows

and pastures became perfectly brown, and my father,

thinking that the future growth of grass might be stimu-

lated by the removal of the withered herbage, set fire

to it in more than one field. The flames ran along the

ground with so much rapidity that the utmost efforts of

my father, a workman, and myself, were required in

order to prevent the flames from communicating with a

wood. My place of residence is but little removed from

an extensive chalk district, reaching many miles in every

direction. Throughout this large tract the drought of

1818 was most severely felt, the usual water supply

was then derived from catch-ponds. A few very deep

wells existed, which, piercing through the chalk,

reached the water-bearing beds beneath it, but these

were too much scattered, even if tliey did not fail alto-

gether to do much ser\-ice. Tanks, now to be found

on almost every farm on the chalk land, were then

almost unknown. The resource for the farmers was to

send their animals to the nearest water-course, either

to the head of the Ravensbourne on Keston Common,

or to the nearest accessible point on the Darent in the

Holmsdale Valley. Water-carts were also extensively

employed, and often had to travel many miles daily.

We may still hope that the drought of 1S70 will be

less disastrous than that of 181S. It must not, how-

ever be forgotten that it commenced earlier in the

present year, and will therefore last longer unless

terminated before the autumnal rains. I have read and

been told that 1826 was a summer of unusual dryness
;

I cannot say that my recollection bears out this state-

ment, but then I was abroad for a great part of that

summer. In conclusion, I will call your attention to a

fact to which little attention is gener.ally paid. I

allude to the great difference in the amount of raiiifall

in places near each other as the crow flies. This is a

fact which can hardly escape the notice of even an

ordinary observer. It seems to me to depend much

upon the existence and direction of deep valleys, up

which the wind conveys the moisture-bearing clouds

which do not reach the intermediate land. George

IV. Norman, Bromley Common, Kent, June 23.

Mr. Smith and his Straw.—When I first tackled

Mr. Smith I thought he must be a good practical

farmer. Every time he writes, however, only shows

me how immensely I over-valued his knowledge. He
finds himself beaten as to the fact that straw, when

eaten by an ox, "goes in straw and comes out straw,''

and so now he tells me my little yearling ox " before it

has eat half 3 or 4 tons will become lousy, and the.se

lice will eat it up before it gets through the other half."

If Mr. Smith wants experience, and wants to learn that

young oxen wintered upon straw do not get lousy, I

would advise him to travel through Wales next winter,

here he will see thousands of them who get nothing

but straw for 5 or 6 months, and yet do not get lousy.

Let Mr. Smith try the experiment for himself next

winter. It will do his farm more good than cramming

his straw into a " water-cart," i ton of straw to 3 tons

of water, and then putting it on to his land under the

hallucination that he has converted it into manure !

G. A. H.

Cambridgeshire Fens.—Around this district there

is considerably more pasture and grazing land than in

other parts of the fens, and some of the old bullock

pastures in ordinary years compare favourably with the

finest lands of the same class anywhere to be found ;

but the two months' drought, that only terminated a

week or two ago, not only reduced the glazing lands

to the barest possible state, but in many cases the

farmers were obliged to stock the meadows, which

should have been reserved for hay, and this, too, with

considerably less stock on the farms than last year ;

for example, on a farm with which I am closely con-

nected, consisting of about 600 acres, iSo of which are

under grass, in 1869, on June 21, there were 80 head

of homed cattle, and about 900 sheep ; and at the pre-

sent time the total number of cattle is under 40, and

not more than 800 sheep. Thus, it is clearly evident

that the grazier must be very much "the wrong side of

the hedge" this season. The hay crop, too, is almost

a complete failure. On the farm above-mentioned,

from a meadow of iS acres last year, were taken 47 good

loads, and the same field last week was cleared in seven

loads ; so that, if the owner had not luckily a good

supply of old hay left over, the horses and stock would

have to fare very badly in the coming winter. I have

heard complaints from some farmers—men of experi-

ence—who declare that it is the drainage, of which we

are naturally so proud, that is the great cause of this

scarcity of winter provender ; they say that from the

excessive drainage every particle of moisture is drawn

out of the soil, and the consequence is, that the grass

lands "bum" so much more quickly than they other-

wise would do. As Sh.akespeare says—" Though this

may be madness, yet there's method in it
;
" but these

same grumblers would think twice before they con-

sented to return to the amphibious condition in which
the first cultivators of the fens existed. The proverb

says, " There's a silver lining to every cloud," and I am
pleased to see several pieces of very good Clover,

although, of course, they are exceptions. May the

happy possessors of such crops get them in in good
condition. Nemesis,

Fisken f. Roundabout System.— " G. A. H."
might have seen the cost of implement quoted by me
was an error, but I will repeat his own estimate,

p. 287: " The ploughing apparatus (Fisken's), exclu-

sive of the engine, will cost ^350. . . . Supposing an

ordinary portable engine employed, it would cost at

least ;^250." Here we have as the cost of Fisken's,

with a lo-horse power engine (portable), ;<J6oo.

" G. A. H." does not answer my inquiry where tackle

on Fisken's system is to be found averaging 13 acres a

day, engine same power (lo-horse) as Smith's. It

seems requisite that I should bring to " G. A. H.'s"

recollection, that farms, at a rule, do not consist of

fields with old trees embedded in the ground ; the

stones that are to teach his plough such jumping tricks,

are few and far between ; exceptional work and ground

require to be dealt with accordingly. "G. A. H."
writes, p. 842, "neither can a good roundabout of

Fowler's make be set to work for any such sum," viz.,

;^525 ; let me supply him with the cost of the round-

about, as sent out by Fowler and Howard :

—

Ten-horse portable Cultivating

Engine. Appar.-uus.

Fnwier .. .. {,-.10 l^;a = U%a
Howard.. .. 270 250 = S^o

West Indian.

Trials of Reapers.— A public trial of one of

Messrs. J. & F. Howard's (of Bedford) mowing-
machines took place on Saturday, the 18th ult.,

within a mile of Shrewsbury, under the management
of their agents, Messrs. Spence, who had conveyances

to take the farmers to and from the field, free. The
crop to be cut was such as to severely test the cutting

powers of any machine, one end being a thick plant

of Clover and Rye-grass, and the other end an extra-

ordinarily thin and short crop of Rye-grass, enough to

puzzle one of those wonderful razors that induce men
to shave to perform its office. Cutting began at

9 o'clock A.M., and ended at 5 P.M., when II acres had
been cut without a single hitch or stoppage, and the

work was all that could be desired. Messrs. Spence

made it quite a Howards' day, by having one

of Howard's patent self-acting horse-rakes at

work in the same field, raking the thin

grass into wind-rows, lightly and beautifully wound
together, with an aperture through the middle, like a

lady's muff, for the drying wind and air to permeate

and carry oft the moisture that leaves grass hay ; and

exposing to the view of the large assembly of farmers

present the level and closely shaven surface left by
the mower, which called forth universal praise. I may
just state that in passing from London to Salop spring

grain crops did not appear to promise more than

two-thirds of an average crop, and Wheat will be the

worst that has ever been known in a dry season. Hay
is very bad, but if we have the winters of 1S44 and

1 868 cattle will get get fat without hay, though graziers

are now giving their cattle hay in June. Go-a-head.

The Sheep Tick.—I have unavoidably been pre-

vented from noticing until now the remarks made by

your correspondent, " O. F.," on my letter about

louping ill, and ticks as the cause of it. " O. F."

says of my letter :
— '

' There must be some error in

your writer's idea of certain lands in certain districts

being infested with sheep tick." This sentence makes

it evident that when " O. F." and I write about ticks

we respectively apply this name to two entirely

different insects. His remarks apply to the fag or

kaid (Melophagus Ovinus), which breeds upon the

sheep, and is, I suppose, to be found in every flock,

probably on every sheep, in Great Britain. My re-

marks had reference to the true tick (Ixodes Ricinus),

which breeds in the ground, is found only in certain

districts, and fastens itselt on sheep and other animals

during a part only of its existence. Instead of

moving about amongst the wool like the kaid,

the tick at once inserts its head deeply into the

skin ol its victim, and remains fixed in the same spot

—

so firmly fixed that it is difiicult to pull it out—until it

has completed its course, when it drops off into the

ground. It makes its appearance among the herbage

in spring in its active st.age, gets upon any animal that

comes in its way, and fastens upon it in the manner

already mentioned. There are some grazings in the

South of Scotland so infested by these ticks that the

occupiers dare not put sheep upon them until mid-

summer or even later. Cows and Shorthorn yearlings

also suffer severely from them ; the only stock that

sustain their attacks with impunity being West High-

land and Irish cattle. A great deal of misunderstand-

ing has arisen from the name tick being applied indis-

criminately to these two distmct parasites, which differ

so entirely in their habits, and in the effects which they

produce on the animals upon which tliey are found.

On consulting such books as I happen to have by me,

including Youatt, Spooner, "The Book of the Farm,

and "Morton's Cyclopa-'dia," I find more or less of
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this vague use of the name, tick ; some of the state-

ments made applying to tlie one parasite, and some to

the other. In the North BrUish Agriculturist of the

22d inst., there is an article on the dipping of sheep,

all through which the name tick is used, although

the context makes it evident that it is the Melo-
phagus or kaid that is meant. The same thing

constantly occurs in advertisements by the manu-
facturers and vendors of sheep-dipping stufls. My
object in now writing to you is to try to clear up
this confusion ; and in particular to explain to your

correspondent, " O. F.," who appears to be an ex-

perienced flock-master, that my former letter had
exclusive reference to the true tick (Ixodes Ricinus),

from which his part of the country seems, happily, to

be exempt, yohn Wilson, Ellington Mains, yune 27.

" West Indian."—If your readers care to refer to

the short paper he quotes they will find my argument
was that a man might rent a cowhouse in a town, and
feed cows or cattle on bought food, but that did not

make him a farmer. Now, what has that to do with

the question I put to Mr. Smith ? " West Indian
"

ought to know there is such a thing as supprcssio veri as

well as suggcstio falsi. When a witness comes into the

witness-box he is sworn to tell the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth. Now, the question I

asked Mr. Smith was, not "how much he spends on
purchased food," but, "how much he has spent in

artificial manure and bought food during the last

20 years." (Pray give the italics, for they are the

hor.se's egg in "West Indian's" mare's nest.) As to

the East Lothian farmers, I suppose the warm climate

"West Indian" comes from prevents him venturing

into the domain of east wind, and so he knows
nothing of the crack farmers of Scotland.

If he went there, however, he would find there

are a great many long-headed fellows amongst them
who grow a vast quantity of Potatos at high prices, but
who also know right well that if they send away their

roots their land will soon cease to be fertile ; and as

they have their farms on lease the loss would be thei

own. So they take good care to replace the Potatos
with bought food and artificial manure. " West
Indian " is a landlord ; would he then like to let his

lands on the Woolston form of agreement, which I have
covered with so much ridicule ? If so, let him adver-

tise them, subject to no restrictions except " Pay
your rent and keep your land clean," and I have little

doubt he will have a crowd of applicants willing to go
in and possess the land upon those terms even at an
increased rent. If he has land enough, I dare say even
an East Lothian farmer might think it worth his

while to migrate .southwards for three or four years,

and suck " West Indian's" orange. G. A, H.

Foreign Correspondence.
Paris: Weather and Crops in />-a«a-.—The long-

continued drought has given rise to intense anxiety ; it

is said that for two centuries such a prolonged absence
of rain has not been experienced.

It is feared that the crop of cereals will be lamentably
deficient, and the price of bread here in Paris has
already risen to gt/. for the two kilogrammes loaf,

equal to 4^ lb. , and it is expected to reach a franc ; when,
according to custom, the Government will step in and
stop any further rise, by an arrangement with the
bakers.

The harvesting is now commenced in nearly all parts

of France, .and the reports of the yield are terrible.

Where some rain has fallen the crops range between a
half and a quarter average, but in places where the

drought has been absolute the crops are scarcely worth
carrying. A great many breeders have been forced to

drive their cattle to market for want of the means of
feeding them, and a great depreciation has consequently
taken place in prices : during the last fortnight the
value of beef and veal at the Paris market has diminished
by nearly 31/. per kilogramme. Should the drought
continue, the feeding of cattle will become next to
impossible.

All kinds of food are being resorted to for cattle,

amongst others straw chopped up and steeped for 24
hours in water containing from 5 to 10 per cent, of
molasses,—the cattle eat this food with avidity, and are
found to thrive well upon it ; .another method is to
steep the straw in water containing salt and powdered
oilcake. Unfortunately the amount of straw itself is

extremely limited, and the same is the case with Beet-
root pulp and molasses.

Rye, Barley, Oats, and even Wheat, which seems to

have suffered least of all the cereals this year, have not
attained half their usual height, and the ears are poorly
filled, so that straw and grain will be alike scarce.

An application has been made to the Minister of
Agriculture and Commerce to throw open the forests

and communal lands for pasturage, and the demand
was immediately complied with. This will afford the
breeders considerable relief ; a great quantity of grass
has been cut, and cattle and sheep are busily cropping
away under the trees. The action of the Prefects and
others in authority has been quickened by a discussion
on the subject in the Corps Legislatif.

Agriculturists are occupied with the subject of
raising early green crops for forage, and the following
plants are specially recommended :—Maize of several
kinds, such as the Horse-tooth, Giant Caraqua, to be

planted at the present time, and others, such as

Auxonne and ()uarantain in July ; Millet, white, red,

and black ; Italian Panis, Moha of Hungary, and
Alpistc, which may be sown until July 15, and being
cut green and winnowed with care yield a coarse grass

of good quality. The common Sorgo or Great Broom
Millet is also strongly recommended for green fodder.
Cabbage of various kinds, such as the Cavalier, Caulet
de Flandre, Branchu of Poitou, Moelliers, and Scotch
Kail, are being largely sown for autumn crops ; also

spring Colza, summer Turnips, white Mustard, and
other plants of the same classes. It is recommended
also to sow Beets, such as the Yellow Globe and Great
Globe varieties, which under fair circumstances will

still produce a half crop or more, and help to econo-
mise the small stock of dry fodder.

Unfortunately the drought has not only seriously
injured the fodder and grain crops, but everything except
fruit trees and deep rooted plants ; summer fiiiit is,

however, scarce and very poor. Three-quarters of
the crop of Colza is said to be lost. Fortunately
Algeria will afford some compensation. The harvest
commenced in the early part of the month all along
the Mediterranean shore. The hay is very abundant,
the Barley is nearly all in, and the later Wheat is said

to be magnificent ; even that which was beaten down
by the rain has recovered itself under the influence of

the fogs which have this year visited the " granary of

France." As to the Vines, Olives, and Tobacco, such
abundance has scarcely ever been seen, and the Flax
and Cotton plantations are reported to be in fine con-

dition. The soldiers are employed in assisting to get

in the harvest, and France will probably derive more
benefit this year than she ever did from her costly

military possession.

Some parts of France have been more favoured th.an

others of late ; thus, after many months' drought heavy
rains have fallen in most of the southern departments,
near the mouths of the Rhone. In the plains of
Dauphiny around Lyons much of the grain is cut, but
although the ears were well filled the grains are milky
and poor, so that there will be a large amount of bran ;

the straw is very short. In the best wheat lands,

however, the case is difierent. Where there is a cool

subsoil the ears are full, and the grain well matured,
while the crops are exceedingly clean, from the fact

that the weeds have perished for want of moisture.

The same remark applies to Colza, but the Potatos
have suffered from dryness at flowering time.

A week since, when rain was falling in the Loir
and other places, it was snow'ing heavily at Dessat and
on all the heights around ; near St. Dizier the whole
country was under a white sheet.

At Alais a short time previously (on May 29) occurred
one of the most remarkable hailstorms on record, the
particulars of which have been communicated to the

Academy of Sciences ; the hailstones were as large as
nuts, but pear-shaped, and in some parts they covered
the ground to the depth of "30 centimetres," just

12 inches ! At three o'clock the sky became suddenly
obscured, and the hailstorm lasted just half an hour
when the sun reappeared, and the heavens were as

serene as before, but the work of destruction was
accomplished, the Oats and Wheat were cut to pieces,

and the Vines completely stripped of their leaves ; the

hailstones were so hard that many of them were found
in the fields the next morning. M. Dumas, the secre-

tary of the Academy, after the reading of the communi-
cation, added :—The storm, indeed, assumed unusual
proportions ; a large Olive, perhaps a hundred years old,

was uprooted and carried to a distance of more than
100 feet ; the Walnut and Quince trees were stripped
of their bark : the storm raged over 20,000 hectares

(50,000 acres), and the loss is estimated at many
millions of francs. G. Y.
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Edinhtrgh^ yune 22.—A general meeting of this

Society was held, the Duke of Buccleuch presiding.

One hundred and forty-three new members were
balloted for and admitted.

Proposed altfration of Bye-law.—A proposal to ad-
mit to the membership at the reduced fee of lo.r. all

tenant-farmers wlio are not also proprietors of land to

an extent exceeding ;i^5oo per annum, and all secre-

taries and treasurers of local agricultural associations,

resident agricultural factors, and others, whose incomes
do not exceed ^500 per annum, was remitted for

further consideration to the board of directors.

T/ie Dumfries S/unc:—Mr. KiNLOCH, yr., of Gilmer-
ton, convener of the General Show Committee, gave
in a report of the arrangements for the show, which is

to be held at Dumfries on July 26, 27, 28, and 29.

The arrangements, he stated, were progressing very
satisfactorily, and the entries, as made up on the pre-

vious night, showed that, with the exception of last

year—which he presumed must be looked upon as an
exceptional year for some time—there was a larger

number of entries than had ever been obtained by the

Society on former occasions. Comparing the entries

with those for the Dumfries Show of i860, he found
there was an increase in the number of entries on this

occasion in every department, with the exception of
daily produce. The following Table shows the entries

3465 2398

Being an uicrease of above looo enlrics. The decrease
in the number of entries of dairy produce might be
accounted for by the fact that the autumn show at

Kilmarnock had obtained a position for itself which
it did not have in i860. The most important
thing to which he had to draw the attention

of the meeting was to the special railway arrange-

ments, which had now been completed. He had
to call the attention of the meeting to the fact

that the days on which the show was to be held had
been altered. The show, it was now arranged, would
commence on Tuesday, July 26. The meeting of the
local committee would be held on Tuesday forenoon.
The judges would commence work at I P.M. on
Tuesday, instead of the morning of Wednesday, and
the show will be open to the public as soon as the
judges begin. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
the yard will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day.
The price of entrance had been reduced for Thursday
and Friday after i o'clock. That plan had proved
very successful at the shows in Edinburgh and
Aberdeen, and had now been adopted as the rule

of the Society. He wished to call attention to

two alterations in the regulations— in clauses 1

1

and 12. Clause 11 referred to cows and heifers

in-calf and mares in-foal, and it is said, "with
reference to regulations 7 and g, birth of at least a
seven months calf must be certified ; and in regard to

regidation 10, birth of at least a nine months foal"
That clause was adopted in consequence of their having
considerable difficulty in tinding that any of the
anipials that were shown •* in-calf" were in-calf.

Clause 12 referred to the duties of the veterinary

surgeon, and the position he would occupy with regard
to the judges. It was as follows:— "A veterinary

surgeon will attend each set of judges on horses. He
shall examine those selected for premiums, and shall

declare as to their soundness before tlie judges finally

decide, but the veterinary surgeon shall jn no way
interfere with the judging."

Che^nkal Department. — The Secret.\RY read the

following report from Dr. Anderson :

—

'

' That the business of the Chemical Department during
the past half-year has been carried on in a satisfactory

manner. The number of analyses, though not quite so
large as during the corresponding period of last year, has
been quite up to the average, and has embraced the usual
variety of work. Although the state of my health has not
enabled me to engage in actual analytical work, every
analysis has passed through my hands, and I have been
enabled to express my opinion as to the quality of the
manure it represented. As regards the manures exammed,
the point which most especially merits the attention of the
farmer is the general inferiority of the Peruvian guano
imported during the present season. I have already, on
various occasions, pointed out that during the last few
years Peruvian guano has by no means reached the
standard which it formerly had, but that the ammonia,
which once generally exceeded 17 per cent., has
latterly rarely reached r6 per cent., and has often been
not more than 15 or 15.5, which, at present prices, is

equal to a diminution in value of about ^^i per ton.

During the present season much Peruvian guano has
been imported, containing from 5 to as much as 10 per
cent, of sand, and only 12 or 13 per cent, of ammonia.
Such samples are certainly not adulterated, but are in the
condition in which they are taken from the deposit, and
show that the excavators have come upon a portion which
is of a lower quality than that with which we were
formerly supplied. However this may be, it is obvious
that the farmer should at the present time exercise

unusual caution in the purchase of Peruvian guano, even
when it comes from sources which, under ordinary circum-
stances, would be considered above suspicion. The
deliberate adulteration of Peruvian guano is not frequent

at the present moment, but several cases have occurred in

which from 10 to 20 per cent, of gypsum had been used
for that purpose, A good deal of inferior dissolved bones
have been in the market, made either from bones which
have been boiled for the extraction of gelatine, or by add-
ing a considerable quantity of bone ash. The use of this

article enables the manufacturers to obtain a more
pulverulent and drier product than can be produced
without it, while it is still guaranteed as made entirely

from bone without admixture of mineral phosphates,
although the diminution in the ammonia materially

affects the value. Small quantities of coprolites and
other cheap materials are also frequently used, and
it is now comparatively rare to find dissolved bones made
solely from raw bones and acid as those sold 12 or r5

years since usually were. Of course there is abundance
of excellent dissolved bones in the market, provided the

farmer uses proper precautions in purchasing, and it will

generally be found that the best bargains are obtained by
taking the higher-priced articles. The feeding-stuffs ana-

lysed have been of the usual kind, and have shown the

usual proportion of good, bad, and indifferent samples.

Two or three samples of adulterated rape cake have

occurred, which is unusual, the low price of that substance

making it difficult to find a substitute for it. In the cases

examined, the material was a heterogeneous mixtiure, con-

taining a little Linseed, Rape, Indian Rape, Mustard, and
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a quantity of vegetable debris of various kinds so disinte-

grated that it could not be identified, and the best account

I can give of it is that it might be the sweepings of a

warehouse floor. It is not likely that adulteration of this

kind can be carried on to a very large extent, but that it is

possible is worthy of notice. The field experiments

extending over a rotation are still in progress, and the

plots this year are in grass for hay."

Mr. Hunter of Thurston said he wished to read a

letter from Messrs. Thomson, Bonar&Cc, as follows :—"The object of the present is to announce that the

price of Peruvian guano, heretofore £12, per ton, is

advanced from this date to ;^I3 los. per ton." That

statement was in direct opposition to what they had

heard from Dr. Anderson.
Mr. George Harvey, Whittinghame Mains, said

he hoped that before the next half-yearly meeting the

directors might see cause to make some alteration in

the chemical department—namely, to have at least an

officer in Edinburgh to whom the members could apply.

They were aware that they had had two or three bad

crops of Turnips in some districts, and a large quantity

of manures and feeding stuffs had been used. He
thouglit it would be of great advantage if they had a

person in Edinburgh to whom they could apply ; and

he left the subject in the hands of the directors.

Agricultural Education. — Professor Balfour re-

ported that the two prizes of £^ and £^ annually given

by the Society to the students in the agricultural class

in the Edinburgh University who pass the best and
second best examination were this year awarded to

John M'Dowall, Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, and

Robert M'Cracken, Wigtownshire.

Forestry Depai-tment.—Professor BALFOUR, chairman

of the Committee on the Forestry Department, stated

that on a report by the Woods and Forests Committee,

the directors had resolved to institute examinations in

the Department of Forestry, and to grant first and
second-class certificates bearing the arms of the Society,

and signed by the president, the examiners, and the

secretary of the Society. He said that the committee

had felt it of gi'eat importance than those coming
forward in this department should be properly recog-

nised and examined, and competent to take charge of

forests in India or elsewhere. They were anxious that

something should be done in this country to educate

men here, and not to necessitate their going abroad for

that purpose. The Indian Department had taken up
the view that, as there were large forests in Germany
and France, young men should go there and
learn. It might be useful that they should go
there, but if they did so, these young men would,

in the first place, have to study German
and French, and have to be able to speak col-

loquially the peculiar language of the foresters there.

A long time had to be spent before a person could

speak the German and French languages ; and he

would say that it would be better to make them study

Hindostanee. If they could give them the elementary

education here, it would be of great importance. It

did not require an immense extent of forest to teach a

man ; and he believed they had the forests and the

men liere who were suitable for teaching those who
would go to India. Therefore they were anxious that

the Society should take a step in the right direction,

and show the Indian Department that they could do
so. The report bore that candidates must possess

—

*' 1st. A thorough acquaintance with the details of

practical forestry. 2d. A general knowledge of the

following branches of study, so far as these apply to

forestiy :—The outlines of botany ; the nature and
properties of soils, drainage, and effects of climate ;

land and timber measuring and surveying ; me-
chanics and construction, as applied to fencing,

draining, bridging, and roadmaking ; implements

of forestry; book-keeping and accounts." The
directoi*s have appointed the following Board of

Examiners :— i. Science of Forestry and Practical

Management of Woods—Dr. Cleghorn, Stravithy, St.

Andrews ; Mr. John Macgregor, Ladywell, Dunkeld.
2. Elements of Botany— Professor Balfour, Edin-

burgh. 3. Nature and Properties of Soils, Drainage,

and Effects of Climate— Professor Wilson, Edinburgh.

4. Land and Timber Measuring and Surveying

;

Mechanics and Construction, as applied to Fencing,

Draining, Bridging, and Roadmaking ; Implements of

Forestry—Mr. A. W. Belfrage, C.E. , Edinburgh.

5. Book-keeping and Accounts—Mr. Kenneth Mac-
kenzie, C.A., Edinbtirgh. A syllabus of the examina-

tion in each department had been prepared, and was
recently published in the newspapers, and copies might

be had on application to the secretary. It is proposed
that the next examination should be held about
November. There was a large number of zealous men
connected with arboriculture in Scotland, and he
trusted tliat they could show that in that department
they could take their place without going to Germany
and France. He suggested that in regard to forest

appointments in India a memorial should be sent by
the Society to the Duke of Argyll, Secretary of State

for India, in the following terms :

—

"The Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland
was established in 17S4, and incorporated by royal charters

granted in 1787, 1834. and 1856—the latter charter being

to prescribe a curriculum for agricultural education and to

grant diplomas. Your memorialists, as representing the

nobility, landed proprietors, and all who are interested in

the management of landed property in Scotland, and in

the education and training of young men in every branch
of practical knowledge connected therewith, have seen

with satisfaction that the Secretary of State for India has

thrown open to competition the appointment of forest

officers in India, and laid down a general course of edu-
cation to be followed by the young men who are selected.

Your memorialists, however, observe that it is made obli-

gatory that the selected candidates should, after the pre-

liminary examination, proceed to the German or French
forest schools for two years and a half to obtain special

and technical education, on which they are to be further

examined, before proceeding to India ; and they under-
stand that this h;is been deemed expedient in consequence
of the absence of any recognised system of education in

forestry in Britain. There can be no doubt that inspec-

tion of some of the great Contmental forests may be advan-
tageous to the candidate; but with great respect, your
memorialists submit that, f^orthe following reasons, such a

visit of inspection is unnecessary :— ist, the subjects

allied to practical forestry specified to be studied abroad
—viz., Land Sur\'eying, Levelling, Roadmaking, Ele-

ments of Agriculture, Botany, Zoology, Practical Mathe-
matics, &c.—can be better studied at home. They are

efficiently taught in our schools and colleges, and exami-
nations are held therein, and certificates of competence
granted either by them or by this Society. 2d, The plan

of sending the young men to study forestry abroad is

most inconvenient to parents, removing them entirely

from their parental control at a critical age ; and such a

system of forestry education would be liable to interrup-

tion in the event of a Continental war. 3d, The valuable

experience of those in Britain who have formerly lived in

India, both as to Indian forestry and botany, and in the

management of the natives, will be lost to the students,

as will also the experience of the forest officers themselves

who return here when their term of service expires. 4th,

However proficient the students may be either in German
or French, it is improbable tliat they will be able to

acquire the technicalities of their education with so much
facility as they would do in their native tongue. 5th, By
pursuing their studies in this country, the candidates

would have the opportunity of being instructed by
persons skilled in the general land laws of India, which,

it is submitted, would be more to the public ad-

vantage than that a large portion of time should be
devoted to the study of the C'ontinental forest laws.

6th, The knowledge, experience, and other requi-

sites for education in forestry already exist in this

countr>'. The two millions of acres of woodland (of

which 125,000 belong to the State) are amply sufficient

for all educational purposes, and there are special advan-

tages enjoyed in Britain which are not to be had on the

Continent. 7th. That your memorialists have for more
than 60 years directed their attention specially to advance-

ment of practical forestry generally, and have given great

encouragement by means of prizes for essays and reports

he management and general treatment of woods and
plantations. They have contributed largely as a body,

,d by their members, to the introduction of many valu-

able forest trees suitable to the climate and wants of the

country. 8th. Your memorialists have also recently insti-

tuted a system of examination in forestry, and grant certi-

ficates to candidates of merit, as exhibited in the accom-
panying syllabus. 9th. That while your memorialists

consider the organisation of a system of forest education

in Great Britain as a matter of the greatest importance for

the education of forest officers in India, they deem it also

a question of vast importance to this country, as well as

her various colonies.
'

' Your memorialists would therefore propose that the can-
didates for all Government forest appointments be
allowed to acquire their special technical education
without any restriction.

" And your memorialists will ever pray,

(Signed) " TwEKDDALE, President.
" Edinburgh, June r. 1870."

The Duke of Buccleucii said that the statement

by Professor Balfour carried out the views expressed

in the memorial, which he approved of He thought

it was of great importance that candidates for India

forest appointments should acquire a knowledge of

Hindostanee and Arabic, in order that they might be
properly understood by the people amongst whom they

were located. It was also necessary that they should

learn a great deal more—namely, in regard to the

nature of the people with whom they had to deal, and
the implements generally used in that part of the world.

The Royal Horticultural Society in London had pre-

pared a memorial very much to the same effect as that

proposed by the Highland and AgiicuUural Society

of Scotland, and it was intended, if possible, that both
memorials should be presented at the same time. The
precise time, however, would not be fixed before he
(the Duke of Buccleuch) was able to go back to London,
and to meet the Council on that subject.

The memorial was agreed to.

Veterinary Department.—Mr. GiLLON of Wallhouse
read the report of the veterinary department, which
gave a detailed account of the results of the examina-
tion for the Society's veterinary diploma. He said that

before he sat dowm he would make a few remarks in

regard to a subject that came before them at last half-

yearly meeting—viz., horse-shoeing. At last meeting

there was a discussion about the Charlier system, and
as he was about to leave home for the Continent, and
having to be twice in Paris, coming and going, he
thought it would be advantageous to inquire personally

and practically on the spot whether Charlier's system

was worth anything. He went entirely on his account,

but he spoke to his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch

before leaving as to what he intended to do ; and his

Grace heartily approved of his mission. After he had
been at Paris the first time he wrote two private letters

to the secretary telling him about the visits he had made

to Charlier's forges, and Mr. Menzies wrote back asking
whether he might make use of the letters. He (Mr.
Gillon) wrote back stating that he might make use of
them ; and, as far as he was aware, there was only one
mistake in the letters he wrote. In calculating the
number of horses shod according to the new system, it

was stated that there were 6000 in Paris, whereas it

should have been in France. His first visit to Charlier's

forges was very satisfactory indeed, but his second visit

convinced him entirely of the great benefits that were
to be derived from this system of shoeing. He knew
that many people had objections to anything that was
new ; but he could not call this system a new one in

France, because it had been in use there for five

or six years. He had himself stood many hours in the

forge looking at the operations, which were conducted
under M. Charlier's own eye. The father had one
forge, and the son had one also in another street. They
had so much business that they could not overtake it

all in one place. He was assisted in his inquiries by
Mr. Mackenzie Greaves, who was well acquainted with
the subject, and to whom he had been much indebted.

He (Mr. Gillon) saw all classes of horses, and all kinds
of shoeing. He saw them shod for the first time ; the
old shoes taken off, and the new ones put on. Some of
the railway companies had the whole of their horses

shod according to the new system. Some of them had
as many as 500 horses, and required looo shoes in a
month. These companies would not now have any
other kind of shoe for their horses ; and one result had
been that half of the lameness of horses had been cured
already. He had heard objections urged against the

system, such as that the shoes were easily broken. No
doubt if the shoes were made of bad iron that would be
the case ; but if they were of good iron, they would
stand the wear and tear. The cost would in the long

run be less, and the shoes were much lighter than the

old ones. There were no doubt a great many prejudices

to be overcome, and great difficulty in getting proper
blacksmiths ; but they must be taught. He was strongly

in favour of giving the system a fair trial ; and, for his

part, he intended to have the whole of his horses shod
according to it.

Mr. Haryey asked if the Frencli had as much road
metal as there was in this country?

Mr. GiLLOM said bethought so. The only difference

was that the roads were drier than ours ; they dried up
sooner. He knew that one of the objections was that

the metal wore the shoes.

Mr. Harvey said he was afraid it might injure the

hoof.

Mr. Gillon said he believed that the difficulty would
be met if more care were exercised on the part of the

farriers. He had received a note from M. Charlier,

stating that he was coming to this country to learn

the language ; and if the Society would assist him
—for he was a poor man—he would exhibit his system

here. He might also state that a report had been
issued by an ofificer in the Italian cavalry, from which
it appeared that the horses in the army had been shod
according to the new system for two years, and that

it had been attended with success.

Professor Rankine said it was very common in

France to roll the loose road metal by steam rollers

;

and the duty of consolidating the metal ought not to be

laid on the horses as it was in this country.

Mr. Waldegrave Leslie said he thought that the

Society should give a vote of thanks to the convener

for the trouble he had taken in the matter. He
regretted that there was no premium offered for

improvements in horse-shoeing. He wished to know
if there would be an opportunity of seeing horses shod

on this principle at the Dumfries show? It was
important that their country blacksmiths should see for

themselves that it was not necessary to cut away the

frog. The fact now was, that in the matter of shoeing

they were imitating the high heels of the "Girls of

the Period," and were giving their horses high heels,

in order to give them a sort of graceful "Grecian
bend."
The Duke of Buccleuch said they were much

obliged to M. Charlier for sending the specimens. He
was not aware that there were so many entries for

horse-shoeing. There was no difficulty in getting any
number of specimens as to how horses ought not to be
shod. They had not to go far from home for that.

The idea of shoeing draught horses seemed to be to get

the greatest amount of iron and the highest possible

heel. It was not the driving of nails into the horses*

feet that caused injury, but it was by making them go

as the ladies did—with the wrong muscles brought into

play. He had encouraged Mr. Gillon to go to France

to learn what he could on the subject, and he thought

they were much indebted to him.

Premiums Anjardcd for JHeports.—Ur. WalkeR
reported that the following premiums had been awarded

for papers in competition since the general meeting in

January :

—

1. The medium gold medal, or ^5, to George Bruce,

Veensgarth, Lerwick, for a report on the Improve-

ment of Natural Pasture without Tillage.

2. The medium gold medal, or £$> ^^ Charles Pater-

son, Cam^erney Cottage, Aberfeldy, for a report on the

same subject.

3. The silver medal to George Carr, Westhill of

Park, Dmmoak, Kincardineshire, for a report of

Improvement on the Farm of Westhill of Park,
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4. The silver medal, toC. Y. Michie. forester, CuIIen

House, CuUen, for a report on the Effects of the Dry

Season 186S on Trees and Shrubs.

The Gun Tlrjc.—Mr. KiNLOCH moved—"That the

Society petition Parliament against the tax on the use

of gims being applicable to persons employed in

protecting crops from birds, provided they hold a

written authority from their employer." He wished to

explain that this question had been, so to speak, taken

out of the hands of Mr. Scot Skirving by the directors;

not intentionally, or with any view to prevent him

bringing forward the matter, but from the fact that the

motion Mr. Skirving intended to propose was only

submitted to the secretary within a few days of the

meeting, and it was in order to abide by the rules that

the directors had taken it up.

Mr. Scot Skirving seconded the motion. He
said he might mention that the reason why he did not

give notice of the motion sooner was that he could

not find out what was the exact meaning of the passage

in the Budget which related to guns. The words
were—"Any person carrying a gun, and showing a

written authority from his employer." It might be

that a man might carry a gun, but if he used it he

would be liable to the penalty. This was just like the

tax on the colHe dogs ; and if they allowed it to pass,

they would possibly have the horses taxed 5^. or 6j.

each. A gun was a necessary implement during

certain seasons for various crops, and to make a man
pay £,\ for the use of it was the same as to tax an

agricultural implement. Then, again, if an old man,
who might be employed, were to turn ill, and if

another person was sent to fill his place, an additional

pound would have to be paid. On a large farm, five,

six, or seven guns might be used, which would mean
so many pounds of taxation. He therefore thought
that the Society should petition Parliament against that

portion of the Budget referred to. He was glad that

the directors had taken up the matter.

The following is the memorial aftenvards adopted on
behalf of the Society :

—

" Unto the Honourable the Commons of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament
assembled, the petition of the Highland and Agricultural
Society, incorporated by royal charter, humbly showeth

—

That it is proposed by the Budget now before your
honourable House to impose a tax upon persons who use
firearms or guns. That your petitioners consider it

would be a grievous hardship to agriculturists and occu-
piers of land were they compelled to pay the said tax for

persons employed by ihem in protecting their crops from
the ravages of such birds as rooks, wood pigeons, &c.,
for the scaring of which it is absolutely necessary that
guns be employed. That on some farms it is necessary
at special times of the year, such as seedtime and harvest,
to employ many persons m the protection of the seed and
crops. That it frequently happens that the same person
cannot be obtained throughout the year for that duty,
imposing thus a double or treble tax for the use of one
gun. That if this tax be imposed, it will create a heavy
and unfair expense to all occupiers of arable lands. May
it therefore please your honourable House to exempt
from the proposed tax those persons employed in protect-
ing crops fiom the ravages of birds, provided such persons
have written authority from their employers, and do not
trespass beyond their lands.

" Signed on behalf of the Society,

"Graham Binny,
" Chairman of the meeting of Directors.

"June 22, 1870."

International Assembly in France,—Mr. Menzies
laid on the table the following letter from the secre-
tary of the Agricultural Society of France with refer-

ence to a proposed international assembly to be held in
France in 1871 :—

" Paris, June 14, 1870.
"Sir,—The skill or understanding of all agriculturists

of different countries in Europe becomes now-a-days
necessary, in order to resolve or determine a great number
of niral economical problems. The Agricultural Society
of France proposes, then, to organise an international
assembly, which should take place towards the end of the
month of June, 1871. It counts upon making an appeal
to the great agricultural societies with which it is in direct
relation. The society over which you preside can bring a
valuable concourse to our international meeting. We
should be particularly happy if your association would set
forth briefly in a memorandum, which we should eagerly
translate, the principal progress in Scottish agriculture of
late years. It would be desirable that this document set
forth the influence which civil legislation, the institutions
of influence or of learning, the influence of Government,
and the intervention of proprietors has had on them in
this respect. The international congress or assembly
would receive equally with the greatest interest the opinion
of your society upon the question of salaries and the rela-

tions of cultivators with their workmen. We have not
other\vise. Monsieur le President, the idea or intention of
tracing here a programme. The associations of each
country are alone competent to judge of the importance
of the questions and the manner in which they ought to
be presented. If your illustriovis company, sir, adhered
to our wishes and views, it would appoint a certain number
of delegates to represent it at the international congress
at Paris. This would consider the cases of other con-
gresses on divers points in Europe—societies already
powerful—and would thus increase their action ; and, in

giving themselves up with harmony to the study of these
important questions, they will contribute efficaciously to
maintain everywhere agriculture in the rank which ought
to belong to it."

On the motion of Mr, Scot Skirving a vote 0*"

thanks was given to the Duke of Bucclcuch for pre-

siding ; and the meeting separated.

NORFOLK.
Harleston : yune 24.

—

Annual Show.—At the

annual meeting of this Society, to which reference was
made last week, Sir W. Jones, in giving the health of
Mr. Read, and the county members, said : He would
ask Mr. Read whether, in thinking of the future of the

agriculture of this great country, he had ever thought
it might not be of very great value to them if the routine

and monotony of their crops were capable of being
somewhat varied ? For his own part, he could not see

why the entire sugar duty should not be taken off, and
why they should not grow sugar in this country as well

as on the continent of Europe. He would point out

that our climate was manifestly becoming drier and
hotter as it was certain to do by the throwing down of

hedges, and the cutting down of hedgerow timber.

He would also observe that no one who had been
through the country this year, and looked at the

Mangel fields, could doubt what he was saying—that

the hotter the weather and the drier the spring, the

finer the crop of Mangels would be. There was
no reason why they should not have in this

country very fine crops of Silesian Beet, and
he would remind them that 10 per cent, of Silesian

Beet was purely crystal Usable sugar, and if they

could grow 10 tons of Silesian Beet in one of their

fields (it varied from 9 to II tons, and the mean aver-

age he took to be 10), but when the soil was very wet,

as in the West of England, the average probably would
not be more than S per cent.—but then let them
remember that if Silesian Beet would grow 10 per

cent, of sugar, a 10 ton crop would grow a ton of

sugar, which, at \d. a pound would bring them £%
and at 2d. a pound ^iS. In one respect this was
exactly like Wheat, because they would have one mill

for a district or parish, and every labourer, however
small his garden, might grow a cwt. or two of Beet,

and if they had proper mills a cwt. of sugar would be

just as saleable as a bushel of corn was now. Speak-

ing of this fact reminded one of the great facilities

with which fortunes were acquired on the Continent

by the making of sugar, and he could not see

for the life of him why fort>mes should not be made
here by the same process. Sugar was a thing

which old and young could eat with pleasure, and
the consumption of which would increase to any
amount. He did not see why they should not be able

to manufacture it here as well as in Belgium. He
asked them to read the report of farming in Belgium
which appeared in the last number of the Royal
Society's Journal, and besides this to go on to the

continent of Europe and see the sort of land and farms

on which they grew Beet there, and then say whether,

with their appliances and means, with their intellig-

ence, with their excellent roads and railways, and their

enormous command of artificial manures, they could

not be successful in this matter ? As to the manufacture
of artificial manures, he reminded them that the bones
of the old Egyptians were being shipped into England
for this purpose, and the country which had the energy

to bring guano, superphosphate of lime, and artificial

manures from all parts of the world, might grow a good
crop of sugar and with profit, if the county members
would only get the sugar duties taken off.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., in responding, said : Sir

Willoughby Jones has put forth a vei-y important and
interesting subject for discussion this evening, and that

is whether we, in England, can compete with the Con-
tinent and with the West Indies in the growth of sugar?

.Sir Willoughby rightly says that it is very important

indeed that we, in Norfolk, should have, if possible,

some new crop on which to fall back to meet our pre-

sent deficiency. There can be no doubt whatever that

the Potato crop in Scotland has been a perfect god-

send to them after free trade was introduced, and the

only thing I can say is, that I look upon agriculture in

Norfolk and in the Eastern Counties generally, as going

from bad to worse. That whereas they, in Scotland

and Ireland, can grow roots and grass to the best

advantage, and the proceeds they make are not at all

affected by free trade, we, in this county, being entirely

a corn growing district, do feel the depression most
severely. I have never myself had any experience in

the growth of Beetroot sugar, and I may say it is a
problem that has not yet been solved, whether it may
be advantageously grown in this district ; but I do say,

that we have one article, and that our chief, in the

growth of which we can compete, not only against the

United Kingdom, but against the whole world—that is

to say, our Barley. And without saying what I should
wish to be done with the sugar duties, I should like

to have first a very sensible repeal of the Malt-tax.

We had a very large surplus this year, and we
naturally expected that there would be some re-

duction of that tax, which presses so much upon
the agriculturists of Norfolk ; but instead of that we
were told we were going to receive a great boon, and
that boon was that we were to be permitted to

germinate our Barley as in days of yore. Well, how
was this great boon given to us? Not only were
we when we were going to germinate Barley to give

notice to the exciseman of what we were going to do

—

not only was he to come into our houses where the

grain was being germinated and where it was kept,

but if we steeped any com we were also to give

that gentleman notice of our intention that we were
going to steep it. Now, you would hardly fancy that

this gi"eat boon should be clogged by such a most
iniquitous restriction as this. Yet, I can assure you,

it took all my time one niglit to convince the

House of Commons that there was really in this boon
a most oppressive restriction imposed upon us ; and

all that I have been able to obtain is this—that we
may steep our corn as we please, but that if any of

you will germinate your grain you must first of all

give the exciseman notice of what you intend

to do, and, next, you must let him have access to

the place where that grain is being germinatetl and

being kept, and if you fail in any one of these par-

ticulars you will be liable to the small penalty of ;^ioo.

Whether or no you will like to incur that risk, 1 don't

know. I can only answer for myself; I shall not avail

myself of this very great consideration. Well, we have

lately had in the House a very sensible concession

granted to us, and that is with regard to agricultural

horses. It was said in the House that this was an

extension of the exemption which the farmers enjoyed.

I entirely repudiate that idea ; it is no extension what-

ever. It is simply a definition of that exemption. If

the Parliament of the country exempts agricultural

horses from the payment of a license of loj., or what-

ever it may be, the Parliament of the country at the

same lime tells you that the farmers have to repair

the roads. I need not say that in nine parishes out of

ten the only persons who can cart materials on the

roads are farmers ; therefore it is perfectly monstrous

that, in doing what Parliament puts upon us, we
should entirely abrogate the small exemption which

Parliament had previously conferred upon us. I can

only say, that if it had not been for Mr. Speaker,

I don't think even that small concession would, have

been made.
There is one other subject I will mention. We are

told that we agriculturists ought to be greatly pleased

that we have in Prince's Street, Westminster, what
they call a veterinary department. Now that veteri-

nary department will this year cost the country ^{^10,000

for the payment of salaries, without any estimate at all

being made for the legal expenses, stationary, and such

like little matters. Now, I will ask you, as practical

farmers, whether you believe the Veterinary Depart-

ment of the Privy Council has ever been of any benefit

to you whatever?—(No)—or, on the other hand,

whether, whilst costing you /"io,ooo, it has been of

10,000 pence benefit to you? Mind you, I am quite

ready and willing to admit the great service the veteri-

nary professors themselves—Professor Simonds and
Professor Brown—have rendered to xis ; but, on the

other hand, when I come to consider the extraordinary

salaries that are paid for this department, and that in

addition to this there are ^ 15,000 a-year spent

annually for the collection of statistics, I mean to say

that ifwe had that ;^25,000 devoted, as it ought to be, to

some agricultural department of the Board of Trade,

that we really might have then some substantial bene-

fits conferred upon us. Sir, it is just twelve months
ago that I, at Attleborough, drew a somewhat gloomy
picture of agricultural prospects ; I then said that the

very cold, wet weather, which we had experienced,

was telling most unfavourably upon the county of Nor-

folk. It pleased Providence to send us a change of

weather, and we had a most beautiful harvest, but enough

injury had been done to us in Norfolk for us to grow
only a small crop of corn, and to sell it at a small

price. This, following upon the drought of 186S, was
enough to break the backs of many farmers, but now
we have, unfortunately, another drought, and what the

result of these three disastrous years will be I cannot

contemplate without serious fears.

I should like to say a few words with regard to the

show itself and upon our agricultural Society. I think

we must congratulate ourselves that in this very

pleasant but somewhat out-of-the-way part of the

world, we have had so successful a show. It only con-

firms my idea of what a county show ought to be. Vou
cannot make a county show a great national agricul-

tural exhibition. What you ought to do is to endea-

vour to confer the greatest possible amount of good
upon the county in which you live. It was this idea

that always pervaded my mind when I was a somewhat
active member of the committee of the Norfolk Agri-

cultural Society. Another idea I had was this—how
necessary it was to improve the native breeds of stock,

and this we have in a measure succeeded in doing. I

would ask any one to look back 15 years and think of

what the Norfolk home-breds were then, and in what
condition were our Norfolk cart-horses. As a Norfolk

man, and in the presence of so many of our Suffolk

brethren, I hope I shall not be considered egotistical,

but I say that our Norfolk cart-horses, especially the

mares and plough -horses, are a credit to any country,

for work and endurance, and, perhaps, I may say,

superior to some of the highly fed Suffolks.

Mr. Howard responded for "The Judges of

Cattle." He said ; Wehave seen to-day some veryexcel-

lent displays of stock. The Shorthorns, in some of the

classes, were, perhaps, some of the finest specimens

you could see in any showyard ; but I only regret to

tell you, gentlemen, they don't come from Norfolk,

They are what I call outsiders. They are sent here to

show you gentlemen in Norfolk what you should do.
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I don't believe that any progress is made when people

wrap themselves in supposed excellence ; and I should

not be doing my duty towards you, after you have done

me the honour of asking me to come here and act as

judge, if I allowed some observations to pass unnoticed.

I have the honour and privilege of attending very

many agricultural shows in this kingdom, and although

excellent as your show is—exceedingly good—yet I

would not have you to lay to yourselves the flattering

unction that you are pre-eminent in this matter. If you

do, you may depend upon it success won't follow yoiir

efforts. I have disposed of Shorthorns. But there is

a class of stock (Norfolk polls) which is famous in

Norfolk, and which I think does the breeders and feeders

of that stock infinite credit. I have watched that stock,

having attended your shows for some years past, with

great interest, and it is a class of animal worthy of bemg

cultivated in other districts besides Norfolk ;
and as

it succeeds so well here I am surprised that gentlemen

in other parts don't take it up. What I say to-night

you will not suppose that I say in a spirit of unkind-

ness ; but you have long been held up to us m distant

counties as patterns of agriculturists and as a county in

which there is the best farming in the world. Now, I

have had the opportunity of seeing a good de.al of

farming in Norfolk during the last few days. I am not

going to find fault with your farming, but I should tell

you this—that if you don't look out you will no longer

hold the position you have done—that other counties

will very soon trip you up, and you will lose that

position you have so long and so worthily held. There

is one other point to which Sir Willoughby Jones has

referred—the change of climate produced by the cutting

down of hedgerow timbers and woods. Well, it is

certain that has not had that effect in Norfolk, for I

never was in a county in my life where I saw so much

useless hedgerow timber. I am quite certain of one

thing—that the fanners of Norfolk do all they can to

meet the exigencies of the times ; it now rests with the

landlords to help them. The first thing they should do

would be to allow them the privilege of cutting down

this beastly rabbish—pieces of timber whidi if they

.stand 50 years will never be worth a sovereign—to cut

down many of the hedgerows, and to destroy the great

pest of the farmers—the tenants of these wild hedge-

rows (rabbits).

Sir Shafto Adair proposed the *' Successful Ex-

hibitors in the Cattle Classes." At agricultural meet-

ings they saw the noblest animals that could be pro-

duced, whether as horses or stock, and they admired

them ; but he regretted to say, that when they pro-

ceeded to the place where those animals had been bred,

they did not find that care taken with regard to the

houses .and dwellings in which they were placed as he

should desire. They had that day been shown what

had been done by the tenant-farmers, and, with

regard to the housing of the cattle and horses employed

in the labour of their farms, the whole landed interest,

the proprietors of Norfolk and Suffolk, and England

generally, would agree that when the tenant exerted

himself to produce these noble animals, the landlord on

his part was bound to provide the buildings.

paratively poor soil, and at least one great legal

vance peculiar to Scotland alone. In England, on

the other hand, leases are the exception, and land is

generally let subject to the tenant's removal on receiving

months' notice to quit. Under such a system it is

. to expect that a tenant will venture to make any

large outlay on improvements, when, from mere caprice

the part of the landlord or his agent, the rent may, at

any moment, be raised, or the tenant even be deprived of

his farm and improvements. It is true that in Lincoln-

shire and some other counties in England, the land is

farmed under agreements which insure to the tenant

payment for draming, liming, and manuring performed

thin a recent number of years, and for which it is

calculated the tenant has not had the necessary time in

order to be fully repaid. Wlien these agreements are

really liberal, which many of them are, they at least

prevent the confiscation of the property of a tenant when
compelled to remove. Still, under them, tenants may be

deprived at any time of their farms, the instruments by

which they gain their daily bread. This is a serious

matter, as farms cannot always be got when wanted. A
sale of the farm stocking, crop, and implements, may be

forced at a time when the value of them is unduly

depressed ; and what is worse, it may be several years

before the unfortunate tenant has again an opportunity of

exercising his calling. All this deprives tenants-at-will of

independent action, and certainly does not leave them
free men. In politics and other important questions they

must feel they are mere tools in the hands of their land-

lords ; and, however unable they may be to think alike,

self-interest, or it may be self-preservation, causes the

poor tenants to vote as they are told. It seems to be

commonly understood in many parts of England, that

the vote does not belong to the man but to the land, so

much so that proprietors would feel astonished if any

candidate for parhamentary honours were to presume to

canvass their tenants without first obtaining their permis-

sion. Progress in any profession is ever the result of free

and independent minds. From tenants under such

bondage as has been just described, it is useless to expect

more than adherence to hereditary routine.

It does not militate against this last statement to admit

that the science of agriculture has made considerable

strides within the last 20 or 25 years. Though this

advance may be considered general, it is much more
distinguishable in [some parts of the kingdom than in

others, and it has been mainly due to causes which have

compelled the most backward of tenants and landlords to

follow in the wake of progress, however unwillingly. Since

1836, when the late Mr. Smith, of Deanston, first promul-

gated his system of thorough drainage, a vast extent of

the arable land of the kingdom has been thus drained.

The result of this improvement was so marked, and it

w.as so obviously for the interest of the landlord to have it

undertaken, that the Government were soon empowered
to grant loans for this purpose, repayable in instalments

within 25 or 26 years, under conditions which, in Scotland

at least, tenants readily undertook to fulfil. Then, when
the millions advanced by Government were exhausted,

societies or companies were formed for advancing money
for the same purpose, and others related to it, such as

building cottages and farm-offices, and forming planta>

tions. Almost all soils have been gready increased ir

alue by means of tile-drainage—in many instances clay

lands, stiff and stubborn until freed from

moisture, have been rendered fine friable soils.

true as any in Euclid, that security of tenure is absolutely

essential to produce profit.able husbandry. There is one,

and only one, objection to the system of leases worthy of

notice. It is admitted that leases encourage tenants to

do their utmost by large outlays to put their lands in the

best condition during the greater part of their terms of

occupancy. But it is objected that the knowledge that

their leases are coming to a close may induce them to

refrain from maintaining the previous high cultivation.

This, indeed, would only be a natural deduction on the

part of the tenants from the consciousness that they may
have to pay additional rent for their own capital invested

in the soil, or perhaps have to leave their farms altogether.

Either alternative they would consider a great hardship
;

though the best practical farmers aver that the true

interest of tenants, even in a pecuniary point of \-iew, is

to maintain their lands in the highest state of cultivation

to the very last crop. Be that as it may, if there is no

wish for change, it is obviously the interest of both land-

lords and tenants that new arrangements should be

entered into some years previous to the termination of the

current leases. Again, it would be a great encourage-

ment to continued good farming, and thus a benefit to the

country, if all tenants under leases were entitled by law

to allowances similar to those granted in the Lincolnshire

agreements, whereby payments are made for improve-

ments executed, and for manures left m the ground by

the outgoing tenants. Common honesty dictates, that

when a tenant is compelled to leave his farm, the pre-

sumption in law should be that payment should be made
for his property left on or in the land, and without this

provision no lease can be a truly liberal, or even a fair

arrangement.

fottxxs 0f §0ahs.
Hindrances to Agriculture. (From a Scotch

Farmer's Point of View.) By George Hope,

Esq. Edmonston & Douglas, Edinburgh.

We take the following extracts from the essay in Sir

Alexander Grant's recently published book, entitled

" Recess Studies," in which Mr. Hope, of Fenton

Barns, gives the results of his large experience and

consideration.

Security of Tenure.—\i there is one thing more neces-

sary than another in order to produce successful farming,

it is security of tenure for a specified period. So long as

human nature remains as it is at present, there must be a

certain prospect of reaping what has been sown to induce

such a liberal expenditure as is required for putting land

into and keeping it in its most productive state. Any
uncertainty on this point must quickly dissipate all ideas

of improvement from the minds of tenant-farmers. There

are instances enough of tenants having been speedily

called on to pay increased rents as the result of their

outlay of skill and capital, where they have been so bold

or so foolish as to farm liberally and effect expensive

improvements under yearly agreements : while the more

cautious occupiers on the same property were left undis-

turbed. The pracUce in Scotland has shown that a 19 or

21 years' lease for arable lands is undoubtedly the best

term for duration of occupancy. And this applies to both

landlords and tenants. The longer term mentioneti

—

namely, 2r years—does not, for an undue period, deprive

the landowner of the power of making such arrangements

with regard to his property as he may deem advisable.

And it affords to the tenant security for undisturbed

possession for such a lengthened tei-m as may induce him

to farm with spirit and effect improvements and ameliora-

tions, in the confident hope of repayment of the capital so

expended, before the expiry of his term, with ample

interest.

It may be said that there is no such thing in Scotland

as land farmed by tenants-at-will, though the leases

granted too frequently contain indefensible conditions and

restrictions, and some of them clauses anyth

fl.attering to the self-love of the tenants. Still it i

to these leases that the agriculture of Scodand has

to the high condition it occupies

sister kingdoms, in spite of ai

for the growth of root crops ; and in not a few cases wet

bogs, totally unfit for cultivation, have been converted

into good arable land.

Following upon this, an extraordinary increase has

taken place in the value of beef and mutton, which have

risen in price from 60 to 80 per cent. This last fact of

itself is sufficient to account for the great rise in the value

of land which undoubtedly has taken place, even under

the most unfavourable circumstances in which tenants

may be placed. By means of the introduction of guano

and bones, and the manufacture of various descriptions of

manures, all more or less valuable, plain fallows have

been replaced by root crops for feeding purposes. The
rearing and feeding of live stock on strictly arable farms

has become the most profitable branch of husbandry.

Cattle are now kept and fed on account of the profits

derived from them, and not as formerly merely to trample

straw into almost worthless manure. Besides the feeding

stuffs raised and used on the farm, energetic farmers

annually expend large sums in the purchase of Unseed

cakes and other stuffs to be consumed by cattle and sheep.

A ton of linseed cake is fully equal, for feeding purposes,

to an acre of ordinary Turnips ; wliile the nitrogenous

matter contained in good cakes adds greatly to the value

of the manure, and this again improves the productiveness

and quality of such grain crops as are grown on the farm.

It is obvious from all this that the fertility of land is, to r

great extent, the result of the management pursued, and

that good crops are now mu
management than on the natural qualiti

But this difference remains, namely, that the inferior soils

require a greater annual outlay, and their productiveness

is more easily diminished by poor or niggardly manage-

ment than that of the better class of soils. Money can do

everything in the way of producing crops, but it requires

skill and prudence in managemenf to grow them mlh
profit on land of poor quality. The capital, per acre,

which a farmer now requires is more than double, perhaps

three times, the sum that was necessary 40 years ago.

On well-managed farms the annual expenditure for

manures and feeding stuffs is generally as much as,

frequently more than, the rent itself. Stock has now
become dearer, and a larger head of it is required. The
wages of agricultural labourers have risen from 40 to 50

per cent. Rents have also risen nearly in the same pro-

portion, while the value of the grain crops, particularly

Wheat, is less per bushel than it was formerly. '* "

doubtful if any large portion of the land

Farm Memoranda.
Banffshire, Boynf. District : June 27.—After

a long-continued drought we were yesterday favoured

with some fine showers, which have already altered the

face of the earth. Many of the Turnips on stiff clays

have had a hard struggle for existence, but if we get

some showers and anything like geniality there will to

all appearance be few blanks. Swedes that were

sown about the middle of May have mostly done well,

and are all hoed, but yellows that were sown about the

end of May have been very stiff, and suffered greatly

from the " beastie," as the fly is generally called, and

only thick-sowing prevented many of them from being

eaten off altogether ; in this district very little resow-

ing has taken place. Oats look )vell, and promise

to be a heavy crop, but were just in want of rain,

which will benefit them gi-eatly, as it came in time.

Barley does not look so well, and a good deal of it is

already in the ear, but may come to be a fair crop yet.

The only failure we have is winter Wheat, which, to

all appearance, will not be half a crop. Only very

little was sown in this district last autumn, and a

<Teat deal of what was sown was killed by the bare

frosts in winter. Hay looks very thin, and very httle

Clover among it ; a good deal of it was thrown out

by the frost. Pasture grass has been generally good,

but was beginning to need rain veiy much. Aboiit

_...e Potatos, I hardly know what to say. Some fields look

table well, while others do not appear to be half a crop ;

and on examination they are found to be growmg

underground with young Potatos growing close on to

the seed, but no haulm appears aboveground. Some-

thing of the same kind occurred here in 1S68.

Our live stock are in a healthy condition, and realising

good prices ; while grain is nearly double what it was

a short time ago, but very little to thresh out here now.

The topic of most importance among farmers here is

the Game Laws, and, as far as I can learu, abolition

would find most supporters around here ;
but m this

district we are not over-stocked : so if we had genial

showers to bring up the Turnips on our stiff clays, we

would have little reason to complain. Preparations are

now being made for the summer shows. The Banff-

shire takes place at ComhiU, in this neighbourhood,

on July 12, where we expect a great turn-out. Hoeing

Turnips and making of hay will be the chief occupation

of the farmers for the next month. W. I.

rf,ijy 2 —Buekw/wat has been sown successfully as

late as the first week of this month, and as br.ank-meal

is capital seasoning for cattle food, it is often sown

much more dependent on "thil when other crops fail. Anything is better than having

natural qualities of the soil, the land lying bare and even wasting under the search-

ing influence of the sun, light soils more especially.
_

Haymaking will this year be an exceptional affair in

many places. In the southern counties of England the

bulk of the hay is generally in the stack by this time,

but this year the practice is very diversified. Thus

some commenced cutting before the middle oiiast

month, to prevent the scanty crop being burnt oflT the

ground ; others, owing to the bareness of the pastures,

turned in their cattle into the hay meadows ; a third,

with a late but promising bottom, waited for the much

needed summer showers, and so on behind their usual

time. Perhaps more hay will therefore be made in

July this year than usual; whilst in the North of

England and South of Scotland meadow haymaking

,
,, .-

1 may not be finished before August. Generally, how-

^;ntLd ever, they have had more rain m the North so that

g but doubttui n any large portion 01 tne lana m Scotland v-^Lt will not be so far behind that of the South
owing could be cultivated at all without leases ;

at least, if it "^J'. '"
,, Another class of exceptions may—-'-- - -• -- ••^- —" -""^ ^—'" """"'""'

come ^inthis^ year for considerarion, viz,, hay of

irrigated meadows, either with river water or town

cultivated, the rents would be merely nominal

1 companson with the I and on the very best soils they would be much reduced,

unfavourable cUmate, ' Scotch farmers are right in holding it as an axiom, as
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sewage, owing lo the lateness of spring, the shortness

of the pastures, and the necessity which thus arose for

keeping the stock upon the meadows longer than usual.

Where farmers have the command of river water or town

sewage " they have the ball at their foot," so to speak,

and therefore they may take their hay crops after the

com harvest, six weeks of summer weather being

sufficient to force it fonvard when laid do\vn well

soaked with sewage, or with river water, and guano or

grass manure.

Turnip sozvhtg after Rye, Vetches, &c. , is common
this month, and although the season is exceptional the

practice will be common. The mode of preparing the

stubbles for Turnip sowing will depend upon the nature

of the land, and whether famiyard manure or artificial

manure is to be used, whether the Turnips are to be

grown in the flat or on stetches, and whether the land

is clean and free from Couch and other weeds, and so

on. If clean, and to be grown on the flat with super-

phosphate, a single ploughing with a steam coulter

and weighted chain for turning down the stubble to the

bottom of the furrow, and then well covering this with

the furrow slice, followed by the necessary harrowing

and rolling, will complete the work. In dry weather

the liquid manure drill, with plenty of water, as

directed last month, should be used. Sowing Turnips

in dry July weather with the liquid manure drill is a

hopeless work. If the Turnips are to be grown on the

flat, after farmyard manure, skim-plough, well soak the

manure with liquid from the tank, spread and plough

in with the sap, harrow fine, and sow immediately,

rolling down hard. If, on the other hand, the land is

full of Couch, &c., and has to be cleaned, the nature

of the land will determine whether the plough or the

cultivator is the first implement to yoke. One impera-

tive rule in dry weather has to be attended to, viz., to

keep the natural sap in the land, and to get the manure
covered with as much moisture as practicable ; and this

is equally true whether farmyard manure or artificial

manure is used. In the dry, scorching sun of July

1000 gallons of water is very soon removed from the

surface of an acre of land, even when reduced to a

fine mould, and well rolled down ; so that when three

or four times the surface is exposed to the weather, the

result is manifest.

Turnip hoeing this year will be a veiy unequal work
as to time, owing to the many failures and second

sowings and tlie filling up of blanks with the gapping-

drill. The horse-hoe should be yoked as soon as the

plants will bear it, and when the gapping-drill has

been recently used the horse-hoe may have to be set

narrower than it otherwise would be, so as not to

disturb the plants that are brairding. In such cases,

the singling will have to be done at two different

periods and operations, for no greater mistake can be

made than to leave the first plants until the second are

ready for the hand-hoe. And the thicker the plants

braird in the row the sooner they require to be singled,

to prevent blanching at the bottom, and the pulling

each other out of the ground as it were ; for when thus

blanched and pulled up the plants when singled out are

weakly, sickly, so that many of them die, leaving

blanks. Even those that survive seldom bulb well

and so on. In Scotland, sowing being earlier, hoeing
is earlier, so that the second hoeing may be finished by
this time. As soon as the bulbs begin to form, and
the leaves rise off the ground, the last horse-hoeing is

given. The finishing operation is setting up with the

double-mouldboard plough, when the land is diy, and
the Turnips to be eaten off with sheep, or to be pulled

and stored ; some do not set up with the double plough,
or, if they do, only very lightly.

Mangels and Kohl Rahi will generally require to be
gone through a second time with the horse and hand
hoes, and when blanks in the former have been filled

up by sowing fresh seed, the second hoeing of the early

sown and the first of the second seeding may be the

practice. Mangels may be transplanted if abundantly
watered, but the season has been against the operation

:

blanks of the latter should be filled up by transplanting

and watering, as they stand the weather better.

Sheepfolding on Rape and Vetches sown in early

spring may be said to commence this year as soon as

the crops will permit. Sheep should not be turned on
to the former fasting. Indeed this applies to all folded
crops, but more so perhaps to Rape than Vetches.
Both plants should also be dry. The best plan is to
mow both crops, and to allow them to dry sufficiently

in the sun for a short time before they are placed in the
troughs or cribs. Some feed on the fresh ground daily

taken on, which answers in dry weather with old sheep

;

but all green forage should be cut into chaff and
seasoned with less or more meal, in troughs, with a
suitable allowance of salt, the whole being well mixed
together. W. B.

swathe will be perfectly suitable for seed the following
year.

Books : S. P. Shaw. We know no work specially on the
science of breeding. You must look at the index of the
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
and you will find papers by Tanner, and Spooner, and
others; also in Youatt's work (Useful Knowledge
Society) there is information.

Cost of Manure Materials : Plncton. It does not
vary much from month to month, and the prices given
in the " Farmer's Almanacs " may be taken throughout
the year. The following is the present list of prices :

—

Peruvian guano, direct from the importers' stores,

^13 loj. to j^i3 isj. per ton ; bone, £^ to £;/ 15J. per
per ton ; animal charcoal (70 per cent, phosphate), £^ per
ton ; coprolite, Cambridge, whole ^3, ground ;^3 lor. per
ton; ditto. Suffolk, whole £-2. ioj-., ground j^3 ;

gypsum, £\ los. ; superphosphates of lime. £$ $1. to

£6 55. per ton ; sulphuric acid, concentrated 1.84.5, ^^
per lb., brown 1.712, ojt/- ; sulphate of ammonia,
i6s. locl. to I9J-. ickl. ; salt (in London), 25^. per ton.

Manure: L. G. asks any of our correspondents to be
good enough to furnish an approximate estimate of the
quantity of mamne which can be supplied during a year
from a stall or box in which a fatting beast shall be
constantly kept—that is, as soon as one beast is sold off,

another taking its place ; the object being to use the beasts
as manure-making machines, an unlimited amount
of straw or other material may be assumed, and also

that the animals be kept on the best food, without
reference to the cost of producing the meat. [He will

find the whole subject thoroughly discussed in the

article Manures, " Blackie's Cyclopedia of Agricul-

ture." The quantity of dung produced by a stall-fed

beast, littered with straw, will be about 15 tons a year.]

Notices to Correspondents.
Barley: Constant Reader, Ireland, Your stalk with
grub has not reached us. It is not probable that there
is any remedy practicable connected with the seed-lime
of the plant. Early sowing, however, places the plant
in better circumstances to resist most of its enemies.
We have often '

' seen Barley threshed out of the swathe
without stacking, when weather suits." It is often
harvested without binding in sheaves ; but when the
straw is long it is better to stook it in sheaves, especially

in a wet chmate like yours. Barley threshed from the

ENGLISH WOOL.
We have had a dull trade during the week, and to effect

sales of any quantity a small reduction would have to be
submitted to. Lustres and demi-lustres form, however,
an exception, being in good request.

Current Prices of English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i i to i 2I
Half-bred ditto 13—12
Kent Fleeces 13—14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o o\ — i i

Leicester ditto .. ..12-13
Sorts—Clothing 010—16

Combing 10 — 18

HOPS.
Borough M.\rket, June 30,

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the accounts
from the plantations continue favourable. Rain certainly
is wanted ; but, so far as can be at present ascertained,
prospects are decidedly satisfactory. In the position of
the trade no alteration can be perceived. The business
doing has been very moderate, and prices have been
unaltered. Current prices :—Mid and East Kents, £'j
to £12. izr. ; Weald of Kents, £^ to £^% \ Sussex, £s 12-r.

to £6 12s. ; Bavarians, £6 6s. to _^9 ; French, £^ to

£6 iQs. ; Americans, £^ ^s. to £6\ Yearlings, j^i loj. to

3 15J. per cwt.

Monday's quotations are pretty well maintained. Lambs
and Calves are not selling so well as on Monday.
Our foreign supply consists of 510 Beasts, 3720 Sheep, 612
Calves, and 15 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5

Best Shorthorns.. 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn .. 5

Beasts, i5:.'i ; Sheep a

. d.

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Pigs

17,790

:

.d.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—June 30.

Best Fresh Butter ijs. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 15J. „

Small Pork, 4^. lod. to $s. od. ; Large Pork, 35. j,d. to

3i-. &d. per 8 lb.

There

MARK LANE.
Monday, June 27.

5 a fair supply of English Wlieat to this

arket. Millers showed little dispositiort, to

purchase ; the few sales made were at a decline of 2s.

per qr. upon the prices of this day s'ennight, and some
quantity remained unsold at a late hour. The attendance
was poor, and the little business transacted in foreign was
at a similar reduction. Barley, Beans, and Peas were
unchanged in value. Oats were rather cheaper. Flour
was 6d. to IS. per barrel cheaper.

Wheat. Essex. Kent, Suftblk. White .

lected run
47—53 Ked
50 -58 Red
SI—60— |Red

39—42 Malting .

22—30 Malting ,

,

HA v.—per Load0/ -^6 Trusses.

D, Thursday, June 30.

Prime 2d cut
Inferior do. .

.

I Charles Jai

:t, Thursday, Ju
1 Inferior Clover

New do. .. 90
.. 76

Prin
New do.

Straw .

tdo..

Inferior do.

Superior Clover

Whitechapel, Thursday, June 30.

Fine Meadow Hay i2oj.toi28i. Prime old Clover..

Inferi rdo.
Prime Nc

Straw

QO
Hay . . 95 98

— — fines
— — Tala
— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Baelev, grind. &dist.,26j to 301. .Chev.
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire .. Potato 24—26 Feed
— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed— Foreign Poland and BrewJ25 —27, Feed ...

RvE 32—36 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
|

!

Beans, Mazagan.... 343'. to a-^s. . .Tick 34—46 Harrow ,— Pigeon ....401. to 55.1. ..Winds. I
— iLongpod.

— Foreign Small 41—43 Egj'ptian

Peas, White, Essex, andKent..BoilerS|34—38, Suffolk .. 37—40— Maple, 33J. to 4ar. Grey;32—35 Foreign .. 33—37
Maize

j
— I Foreign .. 30—32

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—471— 2d ditto ditto 29—41 Country.
— Foreign per barrel|24—27 Per sack.

Wednesdav, June 29.

Coastwise as well as by rail the quantity of Wheat
received from Essex and Kent to-day has been small, and
the arrivals from abroad have been but moderate. There
has been a continuance of quietness in the trade. The
demand for all descriptions has ruled inactive, but no
further change has taken place in values. With Barley
the market has been moderately supplied ; the trade has
been quiet, on former terms. Malt has been quiet, at

late rates. Oats have been in moderate request, at

previous currencies. Beans have been dull, and the

demand for Peas has been inactive. Flour has sold

slowly at the recent decline.

Arrivals c , &c., I I LOND r Water Carriage*

English &
Scotch..

Irish .

.

6650 J,36o

New CIo
28 36 I Inferior do. 95 103

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday. June 27.

We have a much smaller number of Beasts than on
Monday last, and the average quality is middling ; a
good clearance is effected, at advanced rates. The supply

of Sheep is also shorter
;
prices are higher for all descrip-

tions. The number of Lambs is larger, but choice

quahties are by no means plentiful ; Thursday's quota-

tiuns are well maintained for the best ; other kinds

are, however, dull of sale. Calves are rather dearer.

Our foreign supply consists of 1310 Beasts, 6420 Sheep,

295 Calves, and 45 Pigs ; from Scotland there are 16
Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1160; and 934 from
the Midland and Home Counties.

Liverpool, June 28.—We had a moderate attend-

ance at to-day's market, and Wheat met but a restricted

inquiry at a reduction in value of 5(/. per cental from the

currencies of this day week. Flour also neglected, and is.

per sack and barrel cheaper. Indian Corn partook in the

general depression, only a small business being done, at a
decline of 6d. per qr. on the week.

Averages.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
id quality Beasts

.d.

-4 4

Best Long-wools.

.

.- to

Do. Shorn .

.

4 10—

5

Ewes & 2d quality . . —
,

Do. Shorn .. 4 4—

4

Best Downs and Lambs
Half-brcds .. .. — .. Calves .. --3 4—5 4

Do. Shorn . . 5 2—5 6 Pigs . . . . 3 4—5 o

Beasts, 3520 ; Sheep and Lambs, 25,080 ; Calves, 350 ; Pigs, 120.

Thursday, June 30.

We have a very large increase in the number of Beasts

as compared with last Thursday, but the average quality

is very inferior
;

prices arc lower for all kinds, and a
clearance cannot be effected. The supply of Sheep is

also larger, and of middling quality ; trade is active,

especially for choicest descriptions, which are scarce, and I
unsold, 13 ;

at

June

Average 46 7

SEED MARKET.
We have nothing new or important to report this week

concerning the seed trade ; the continued absence of rain

prevents any great consumptive demand for seeds.

Values of all descriptions remain very firm. There has
been some speculation in red Clover seeds ; French
Italian is again dearer. A sample of new Trifolium

incarnatum has been exhibited in Mark Lane. Bird

seeds are without alteration. Tares are scarce and dear.

The Linseed trade is steady.

John Shaw & Sons, 16, Water Lane, London, E.C.

COALS.—June 29.

Holywell Main, 17s. ; West Hartley, 15s. gd. ; Walls

End Braddyll's Hetton, i6s. ; Walls End Elliot, 15^. gd. ;

Walls End Heugh Hall, 16s. 6d. ;
Walls End Original

Hartlepool. 17s. yl ;
Walls End South Kelloe, i6j. 6d. ;

Brancpeth Cannel, i8j.—Ships at market. 34 ;
sold, 21 ;
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CARSON'S Original Anti-Corrosion Paint.
PATRONISED BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT, I THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS, I RAILWAY and CANAL COMPANIES,
THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT,

I 7000 of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,
| COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS, &c., &c,

It is extensively used at Home and Abroad for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,
lEON, WOOD, BEICK, STONE, COMPO.

Per Cwt.
WHITE
LIGHT STONE
BATH DO
CREAM COLOUR >30s
LIGHT PORTLAND STONE
DRAB OR PORTLAND DO
BUFF FOR STABLES
OAK COLOUR
LEAD COLOUR
BRIGHT RED
DARK DO

2Qs,

)

Per Cwt.

>26s.

fUTeRtQ AT

CHOCOLATE COLOUR
PURPLE BROWN
BLACK
BRONZE GREEN )

LIGHT LEAD '

28s
INVISIBLE GREEN 36s"
BRIGHT GREEN \

MEDIUM GREEN .„
DEEP GREEN P^s.
BLUE )

3 CWT. Free to any Station or Port in the United Kingdom. CAUTION.-AU Casks bear the Trade Mark, without which none are genuine.

PRICES, TESTIMONIALS, AND PATTERN CARDS, POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PREPARED OIL MIXTURE FOR THE ANTI-CORROSION.
OILS, TURPENTINE, AND BRUSHES. VARNISHES, BOTH FOR OUTSIDE AND INSIDE PURPOSES.

ARCHIMEDEAN" LAVv^N MOVv^ER.
The " ARCHIMEDEAN' " is the only Lawn Mower

that cuts wet or long grass without clogging,
thus enabhng the man to work it in tlie morning or cool

of the day, instead of waiting for the grass to dry, ard

toiling under the heat of a mid-day sun. It is extremely

easy to work, and will preserve its perfect cut whilst

traversing mounds or sloping banks.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN " is admitted to be the best

Machine ever brought out for the purpose, because it is

durable, simple, and performs its work better and with

less than half the power required for any other Lawn
Mowers, and will do double the amount of work.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN" leaves the cuttings in

small particles, evenly scattered, never looking untidy,

serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

drought.

The Mower is warranted to give ample satisfaction,

but if not approved of may be returned within a month

and exchanged for a machine by any other maker, or the

amount will be refunded.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which are most

convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

The Editor of the " Field," August 21, 1869.

"We have tried it carefully against Machines by two
of the best English makers, and have no hesitation in

recommending it to our readers as being by far more
easily worked than either of them, and at the same time

leaving the turf with a beautifully even and close cut."

Fivrn A. F, Barron, Esq., Royal HorticulturiXl Society, Chiswick
Gardtn, W.

" November ii, i86q.
*' Gentlemen,—We have now had your ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower

in use several months, and without hesitation 1 can truly say it is the

best and most cHicient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. Georce Wyness, Royal Gardens, Biukijigkam Palace.

" September 13, 1869.

o say that we have had your Patent

vcr at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at

TIC time past, and I hiive much pleasure in

every satisfaction, as il docs its work well

LIST OF PRICES.

ir-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy .. £4 5

14-inch, suitable for One Person . . .

.

£5 10

i6-inch, suitable for One Person . . .

.

£6 10

delivered Carriage Free to all Railway
Stations in the United Kingdom.

" Gentlemen,—I beg
' Archimedean" Lawn Mi
Buckingham Palace for s

testifying that it has give
andquicklv"

From the Rev. Edwab I Owe The Lodse, Bradwell-JH.

Maldon.
" May lo, 1870.

"Gentlemen,—1 am happy to say that the 'Archimedean' gives us
great satisfaction; it is by far the best machine I have seen. My
gardener, who, like myself, was afraid of it at first, is now delighted

with it."

From Colonel Forbes, The Holmes, St. Boswells, N.B.

"June II. 1870.

"Gentlemen,—I beg to enclose cheque (£6 loi.) in payment of the
' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower, and have great pleasure In bi

testimony to its high merit."
ns

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Since the introduction of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER into this country, it has met with a success that has surprised even the Manufacturers, confident as

they were of its merits. During this, its first season, a larger number has been already sold than most of the English manufacturers sell in a whole year. Of course, it is not
pretended that every purchaser thinks as highly of the Machine as do the high authorities quoted in the Circular

;
prejudice or clumsiness on the part of working men sometimes

condemning the most useful inventions. The Advertisers, however, feel great gratification in stating that, although a trial is allowed with every Machine, very few indeed have
been returned out of the very large number sold. This unprecedented success has, of course, materially affected the manufacturers of other machines, and some of them are
naturally annoyed that a stranger should in so short a time upset the whole trade. One firm in particular, modestly premising that its machines are the best, has published a
violent attack on the "Archimedean"—thus tacitly admitting that the New Lawn Mower is its most formidable opponent. The same firm, in another advertisement, gives an
account of a so-called " interesting trial of Lawn Mowers," the result of which was, of course, in favour of their own Machine. Considering that the Manufaetiu"ers of the
" Archimedean" were not only trot present, but knew nothing of this " trial "

(?) till they saw it announced in the advertisement, the interest is rather on one side. This method
of attacking a successful opponent in business, however " interesting," has neither the advantage of originality nor the merit of fairness. A jury of gentlemen should hardly
have adjudicated publicly between two rival machines when BOTH were exhibited by one competitor.

It is preferred to leave the merits of the ARCHIMEDEAN with the Public, to whom is offered a month's trial with each Machine, in order that its advantages may be
fairly tested in working. This must be much more satisfactory to intending purchasers than any other plan for testing the invention, and is the best reply to the unscrupulous
attacks of persons interested in the sale of other machines, whether made openlv by manufacturers, or by their friends under the guise of disinterested advice to the Public.
Continued use will but confirm the good opinion generally held of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER.

The ARCHIMEDEAN will be EXHIBITED at the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, OXFORD, STAND No. 79.

Illustrated Catalogues and Testimonials Post Free on application.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AGENTS,

WALTER CARSON and SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON. E.G.; and

21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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B HIRST AND SONS call speci.il attention to their PATENT
FLEXIBLE SELF.SHAKPKMNG and bELK-CuLLECTING
LAWN MOWING MACHINES, which can also be used as Gardi

ackno\^edged to be thVbcst for'keepingTJowling Greens, Lawns,

Croquet Grounds in order. Shipping orders promptly a'—"-*"'* "

American Lawns.

1 I 1 W ! \ i N

ARCHIMLDLW L\\\N MOWER
s adm cd tie best Ma h ne ever brought out for the

purpo e because t s du able s mp e and performs ts wo k belter

and with LEbS THAN HALF the power of other Lawn Mowers, and
will do double the amount of work.

Leaving the cuttings in small particles, evenly scattered, never
looking untidy, serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and
drought.

possessed a Lawn Mower which is far superior to any of
The Gardeners' Chronicle says—" We arc indebted to our American

cousins for many ingenious devices and remarkable contrivances,
adapted not only for our amusement but for the benefit of mankina
generally. We owe to them many thanks for improvement;
implemen
' Archime

easily worked by
Horticultural Society' at Chiswick during th<

reported as the quickest, most simple, and most efficient Lawn Mower
ever used ; and such is our opinion."

Sole Wholesale Agent for the United Kingdom,
JOHN G. ROLLINS, American Merchant, Old Swan Wharf, London.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower,

PATENT DOUliLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The annually increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony

how much these advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to mtimatc that, among all the

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they are the only
Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
awarded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn
Mowers,

_ nes Self-Sharpening—that is, witl

Sleel on both Sides of each Blade, so that when the Cutter becomes
blunt by running one way, it_ can be reversed, thus bringing the oppo-

Sole-Plate.
make the Sole-Plate or Bottom

n front as usual, and

sharp edge of the
aaaition to this, A. S. &
Blade of their Machine wit
one in reserve at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, thi

Elate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to thi

ont. It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables th^

cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machines, where thi

idged Soleplatc must be entirely renewed when the 'edge 1

bei:

A Wind-Guard has also been introduced t

past the Bo:

tisfaction, and if
oved of can be at once returned.
ustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on application.
SHANKS and SONS, D^ns Iron Works, Arbroath; and

37, Leadcnhall Strt

GREEN'S
PATENT SILENS MESSOR,

OK

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING
AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1870.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

of the

fing carried off every

m to continue the discussion further,
have to add is that they are prepared to prove all previous st

made by them, as to their Lawn Mower being superior to any
be correct, by another Public Trial, leaving the lime, place, a
tions to be named by the friends of the Archimedean,

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL AND FLORAL

SHOW, JUNE 3, 1870.

TRIAL OF MOWING MACHINES.
Extract from Yorkshire Post, June 8, 1870.

Dur ng the show a very interesting trial of Lawn Mowers took
place on the g ound The competitors were the well-known manu-
facturers of these machines, Messrs, Thomas Green & Son, Smithfield

I onw rks Leed and the maker of a machine called the Archimedean.
1 he udf, s we c the gentlemen who had made the awards at the
tio er sho v 1 he merits of the competing machines were decided by
sc ng them o o k to cut long coarse grass, the style and time in

wh ch h iccompi bhcd their task, and the draught of each, being"

e emen gu d nj, the judges in giving their awarn. The following

tind the Archmcdean"
g ounds

Extract from Leeds Mercury, June 8, 1870.

Amongst the o her interesting features of the show to which,
attent on nas not jet been called was a public trial, on the^penin^p"
day of lawn Mo ng machines, manufactured by M
So of Leeds and the American machincsknown as the '

The test 00k place before all the judges in an open
bent*; were f om 5 to 8 inches long, and at the close the d<

unan moush fa our of the machines made by Messrs. Green & Son.
That firm had an excellent stand on the ground, occupied by horti-

cultural mach nes of various descriptions."

Carmichacl, John Wells, F.R.H.S., M. Saul,,
' " '

'
Fowler, Wm. Stewart, T. f

James Birbeck, Secretary.

-I am directed by the Council to inform you that:

machines have been in

Gardens, at South Kensington, during the last 10 years, and that thev
have alwav-s given the greatest satisfaction, doing their work excel-
lently, and with
workmen.—Your obedient serv;
" To Messrs. Green & Son,"

HAND MACHINE.
To cut 10 inches ^^3 10 o

It 12 ,, 4 10 o
\SuUabUfor a. Lady.

To cut 14 inches _^5 10 o
,, 16 ,, 6 10 o
[SuilMi/or One Person.

To cut 18 inches £j 10 o

,, 20 ,, 800
22 ,, 8 10 o

.. 24 ,, 900
[Suitablefor Two Persons.

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines, in-

cluding Patent Self or Side Delivery Box ; Cross
Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordinary
Chaise Traces or Gig Harness :

—

Horse Machines.Donkey attd Pony
Machines.

To cut 26 inches £\^ o <

,, 28 ,, 15 o 1

30 17

To cut 30 i ches £2
24 o
27 o
30

Leather Boots for Horse,Leather Boots for Donkey,
18s. ; ditto for Pony, 22j.

The above Prices include Free Delivery to all tin
principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in
England, Scotland, and Ireland.

The 36 and 28 mches can easily be worked by a Donkey, the
30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse ; and as the
Machmes make no noise in working, the most spirited animal can be
employed without tear of its running away or m any way damaging
the Machine.
Roth the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess {over

all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening; the cutters being
steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running out;
way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again, bringing the
bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, when the Machine
will cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the cylinder can
be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not

approved of can be returned at once unconditionally.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Blackfriars

Road, London, S.E.

N.B.-REPAIRS to LAWN MOWERS done at tha London
Establishment in the most expeditious manner, havin^ e
appliance of Steam-power and Machinery same as at i-C'

The Grass Land Mower.
BURGESS AND KEYS MOWliRS will be found

pre-eminently adapted for Cutting the difficult Cropy of tho
,on, whether Grass or Corn. As much as 18 Acres of Grass in a
have been cut by one of these Machines. Immediate c

of orders insured by the Makers, 96, Newgate Street, London.
Agents in every district.

Automaton Lawn Mowers, Manufactured by

RANSOM ES, ^IMS, and HEAD, Ipswich.
The best, simplest, and most durable Machines. They leave no

ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet
Ground in first-rate order; 4000 are now in use. Prices from 551.

Sizes 8 to 20 inches. A large stock kept, and orders executed on
rated Lists free by post, and Testimonials from Thirty

English Coun' (Pie; e refer to this Adv< when ordering).

REGISTERED HAND GARDEN SEED DRILL.—
Four thousand sent out in 1868 and iS6g. At the Great German

International Agricultural Exhibition, Alton:
Hamburgh (1869), the First-class Silver Med;
was awarded to JOSIAH LE BUTT for hi

Manufactures ; also at the Great German Intti
national Horticultural Exhibition, Hamburgl
i86g, another First-class Silver Medal wy
awarded. By simply turning
can at once be adapted for Sc
bage, Cauliflowers, Broccoli
Sainfoin, Mangel Wurzcl, Tai
Flax, and Carrot Seeds. It is an
implement for a Market Gardener,
who possess a Kitchen
Garden ; and for the Farm it

will be found useful for
the purpose of fill!

t:. '
'

be worked by a lad.

Full directions sent witn
each Drill. On receipt of
stamps or Post-office Order,
made payable to JOSIAH
LE BUTT, Patentee and
Manufacturer of the Champi

GARDEN CANOPIES, of various sizes, suiiable for
Croquet Lawns, Children's Playing Grounds, and general

Garden use, may be seen erected at
» EDt - - -

CROQUET, CRICKET, and GARDEN TENTS of
all sizes and shapes. An Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Address, BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full), 2, Duke Street,

London Bridge, S.E. No other Establishment.
1 1 1ustrated Catalogues post free.

S
Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

AVNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that vou get Ihem.

Observe the mark SAYNOR. also the Corporate Mark,
Warranted, without which

S. & C. regret having

J. GOODERIDGE, Agent.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows:—

rROPAGATINO

ISEE CLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

OS. 6d,
\

g' inches in diameter

CUCUMBER

24 inches Ion;

London AgentF
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Gi
AINTSofvarir
SHEET and 1

BRITISH PLA I I

SHEET, HOK I h

JAS. p'lIILLU'b

for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT

! WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS,

SLATES of all sizes,

E, ROLLED PLATE.CROWN,
KNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
he best Manufacture, at the lowest
> forwarded on application to

iiliopsgatc Street Without, E.G.
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Monro's Cauuou Boiler.

T TONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
O • and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

to any station in England, for cash with order ; or they allow a liberal

discount for cash at their wharf in London, Lists on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S. E.

c1RANST0NS PATLNT BLI1D1\L.S for

H^RTILIITIRF Pa khc d Per hore Road B mn ngha

Descr pi ve Book fully Hus ra ed
late Orlando Jewitt, from existing hou
kinedom. Post free for ^o slamps.

srECL\L NOTICE-NTW PATENT.
The "GARDENERS' GREENlIlilSE." including C

and stages in

The
niplc Tipon any level space, and >t Teaequiring wa

by 16 feci, ;

without admitlin£ l

"Thoroughly sound and dry plazing without tjie use of putty."

R \ HOT -lb

Beard s Patent Non conducting and Ventilating
Metallic Glass Houses

% a \ k Ldnunds

1 o Partni

which Firm was dissolved by
The Patentee wi;

'

First and only Pri;

SIR J. PAXTGN'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and^the"

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AI

14, Tichbome Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, "W.
MORTON,

JAMES BOYD and SONS, Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

-CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinerj', and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehou:

Plans and n applic

POLLARD, JEPHSON, and C O.'S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOT-WATER,

Pineries, Greenhouses, Con5er^ato^ies, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &c Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
Belper, &e. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being ao years in

Applvat
' Park Street, Southwark. London, S.E.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J.,cash on delivery. Sample Label

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page ^^S,

'The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I r.ithcr than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval
b t the ova! form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within range of the

cfcrablc in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact tiuming fuel ; and this being so, the change, though a slight one,
til the fire. ' The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvemenL"

a e F rm of Sandc s t e er &. Co
lUtual consent.

. obscr^e his Patent Houses obtained the

the Royal Horticultural Congress, South

he First-class Certificate at the Grand Manchester Horticultural

he Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show,
Bdry St. Edmund's, 1867, viz. :—One Prize for Patent Glaiing wiih-

Piitty: One Prize for Best System of Patent Ventilation; One
ze for S., F, & Co.'s Improved Flower Stands.
•u .K_-,„r,r,^,,.d Patent Systems of Glaiing and^ entilation are

,;d for all Agricultural Buildings, Public Halls,

Railway Stations, &c., &c.
cly adapted for all

Full pnrticulars and Prices of the Patent Houses, glazed

26 or. Sheet Glass from u. arf- per foot super and upw -"

Illustrated Catalogui
application

_ jostagc stamps ; may be obtained on

„ CHARLES BEARD, Victoria Horticultural Works,

Siio'St. Edmund's. . . . ._j .,, ^^TXT,-. T1.T.C- *. «« wood, may be had

1^* They are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application^

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S [STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS- DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

Q J.p SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

APPLY FOR

OEMSON'S
BOOK OF DESIGNS.

SURVEYS MADE
IN ANY PART DF THE COUNTRY, AND

PLANS PBEPAEED
FOR THE

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT AND LAYING-OUT

OF

STRUCTURAL GARDENS.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES
rREPARED FOR FIRST-CLASS

CONSEEVATOEIES,
TO

SUIT ANY STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE,

ALSO

ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS.
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LASCELLES- MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights, 2 in. ^hick, unglared. . £,0 5

Sheet
vilh stou
Painted

Painted
Handles

and Glazed \

portable Box, noi

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

•insbu

Primed and Glazed with 16 ok. Sheet .

.

Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork ..

Painted four coats, two sides, ready for u-

y Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row. E.C.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every descnptioi

fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Gree

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.
Plans and Estimates on application.

T fTONES AND SONS, 35, Kine Street, Chcapside, London, E.C.
Manufactory, 6. Bank^ide, Southwark

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supphed for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BoiUr.
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c
HOT-WATER PIPES atwhole-

sale prices; Elbows, T - Pieces,

S>-phons, and every other connec-
' 1 kept in stock.

CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
vith "or without Water Bars, from wj. fd. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
kwork, from 60J. each.

Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES.
FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every di ' "

lA-RU
require n'

and are perfectly v
Goods, of the very besi

facture. delivered at Railway 1

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper,

Ground Street, London, S.E- (Sun
side Blackfriars Bridge). Price Lis

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rjl S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by hira in

oil parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly light joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 35 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joitits; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in Q day ; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Fnar Street. Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM and CO., Iron
Works. 2. Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

plc-isure, no U
Vermin, Hay Ri
and depth ofFeeding 1

being all of Ir<

Street (opposit

r goring

Rosher'B Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
Terra Metallic Ware, Tcrra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Redware, and

of creat durability. The plainer sorts are

, cspcciallv suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do " grown " Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c.. In

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F. & G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S, E.

Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W.; Kingsland Road. KinBsland,N.E.
Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
/ Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, as cheap and durable as Stone,
blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

o
designs. Like' elaborate_ designs. Pattern Sneets of Pa'

!, forwarded for selectio

Kitchen Knnge
of great durability, Dutch and Adamanti _ _

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.
To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses-
14J. per Ton, is. ad. per Bushel; as. per Ton extra for deliver

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantitie
IS. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per 1 on mor{

:hs Water Cistern and Patent Drop Co\er
;anly durable, and impervious to infection,

I x-ricc 01 Fittings per Cow 551
free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 3, Winsley

, . .
the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittings just secured by latent.

O U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
From Mr. W. Gilbert,

La-wford Street, Ruehy.
" I am perfectly satishcd

with the Closets, and find

\vhat I had imagined would
be a great dimculty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle; as, by lay-

ing by a few bags of earth
in the summer, I have a
plentiful supply, without
any trouble of artificial

drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a
couple of spadesful put into
a bucketful of water), and
have had the finest blooms

"W. GILBERT.
January, 1870."

id full information may be obtained at 29, Bedford
Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C,

S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading

Green Fly, and other Blight,
solutions of from i to 2 ounces

Magni-
fied.

Sold Retail by Seedsi

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

Battersea, London, S.W,

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R,S. [The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Gco. Thomas Clark, Esq. bcrmcre.

ihn C^Cobbold, Esq.
(
Edward John^Hutchins, Esq.

Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-
pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all odicial expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landownei
Noim
Applic

the Oflices of th<

Ugati m of title n , ^
be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, the Secretary, a

lary, and no legal expens<
.THUR MILMAN, the

\2, Whitehall Place. London. S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament)

Directors.
John Clutton, Esa., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Herries, Farqubar & Co.), 16, St

lames Street, S.W.
Lord Garlies, MP., 8s, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

hire, N.k
John Hbratio Lloyd, Esq., 1, King's Bench W^alk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), a. Princes Tertace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R- H. Somerset, Esq. ,Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10. King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Welshpool,
he Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
Vgricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
m Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forma and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Offices : No. 7, Royal Exchange, and No. 7, Pall Mall.
James Blyth, Esq., Governor.
Edwin Gower, Esq., Sub-Governor.
David Powell, Esq.. Deputy-Governor.

Total Funds on 3rst December, 1869 . . £2,515,629.
The Directors are ready to receive applications for Agencies for the

Fire and Life Departments of the Corporation.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
POLICIES in force for A 86>; Sai

(exclusive of Bonus Additions.)
^»'«'5,"3

riTHE QUARTERLY JOURNAL of SCIENCE,X Conducted by Sir W. Fairbairn, Bart., F.R.S., W. Crookes.
F.R.S., R. Hunt, F.R.S., H. Woodward, F G S. ; and James
Samuelson, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Editor.
No XXVIL, July 1870, with several Illustrations, price 51. :--

I. Beer, Scientifically and Socially Considered. Illustrated with
Three Page Plates and Eight Woodcuts. By James SaMUEL-

11. Spiritualism viewed by the Light of Modern Science. By

III. The Rate of Geological Change. By H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S.,
Secretar>' to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

IV. Air-Pollution by Chemical Works.
V. De Mortuis. By Henry Woodward, F.G.S., F Z.S., &c.
VI. Foreifin Trees and Plants for English Gardens. With Wood-

cuts. By Alfred W. Bennett, M.A., B.Sc, F.G.S.
VU. A Recent Triumph of Synthetical Chemistrj-.

Reviews and Chronicles of Science.
London : LONGMANS. GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

In crown 8vo, with Eleven W^ood Engravings, price 8s, 6rf.,

ON the MANUFACTURE of BEETROOT SUGAR
in ENGLAND and IRELAND. By William Crookes, F R S .

&c., Editor of " The Chemical News."
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now earned out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswiclc.
Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "J
171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Now ready, 8vo, pp. 534,

VEGETABLE TERATOLOGY; an Account of the
Principal Deviations from the usual Construction of Plants

By Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S. Illustrated with 318 Wood-
cuts by E. M. Williams.
Published for the Ray Society by ROBERT HARDWICKE,

192, Piccadilly, W.
5 Noi nbers. £1

Recent Works by B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S.
" Mr. Williams is known throughout the world as one of the able;!

of Enclish cultivators of Orchids, and is one of the most frank and
Kcnial of advisers, whether the merest novice or the most experienced
adept take counsel of him."—Gardeners' Magaxine.

Third Edition, revised and enlarged, post 8vo, price St., post free,
5J. srf. ; interleaved copies, post free, 61. 6d.,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS* MANUAL.
"The only work of the kind worth a place in the cultivatori'

library."—Gar(/>M(rj' Masatine,

Post Svo, cloth, price 5*. ; post free, $s. Sif.,ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

" We have no hesitation in stating that this is the best parden work
on Exotic F'erns which has yet appeared."—Gan^cTM^rj" Ckra*iicl(.
" An e.xccllent, practical, and handy treatise on Garden Ferns, well

supplying a want which has long been Mt."—Florist and Pomolo^ist.

Post Svo, price sr. ; post free, 5*. ^d.
,

r^HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-

S

npanied by i

" This neat and handy volume will supply a real >

; hearty welcome."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

In the Press, post Svo, price $s. ; post Iree, 51. srf.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions for their cultivation and general

manaeemcnt, forming the Second Volume to " Choice Slove and
Greenhouse Flowering Plants."

Sold by the AUTHOR, A'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway,
London, N. ; and also by all Nurserymen and Booksellers.

Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'.THE "WORCESTE R S'H'I RE,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.
Ask for IeA and PERRINS' SAUCE.

Bewareof imitations, and sec the names of Lea & Perrins on all

bottles and labels.

Agents—CROSSE
Dealers in Sauces throufihout the World,

BLACKWELL, London; and sold by all

PURE AKRATIUJ WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Ellis's l' hi Imi \\ ,ii. r-. unsurpassed for their purity.

Ellis's Soda, r-i " " - '" -

DINNE FORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and IndlRestion ; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,
and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street. London;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

CORNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infer-

by which he obtained their complete removal in a short period.
—Forward address on a stampca

PARR'S LIFE PILLS clear from the body all hurtful

impurilics, aid digestion, purify the blood, and keep the bowels
regular.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION. —GODFREY'S
EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS has long been known for

irprising effect in softening, improving, and preserving the bkin,

in rendering the Complexion clear and beautiful It removes

Tan, Sunburn, Sic., and all disfigurements produced by sudden

hangesin the weatler ; cures Pimples, Humours, and other Erup-

ions, and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes delitately soft,

clear, and smooth. Godfrey's Extract of Elder Flowers possesses a

delightful fragrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Todet and

Nursery. Soia in bo ties-Price >.. 5Ki.-by all Chem.sts and Perfumers.
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HOST ihpoetant sale of orchids.

Mr. J. C STEVENS,
HAVING RECEIVED INSTRUCTIONS FROM

John Booth, Esq., Hamburgh,

TO

THE FAMOUS

COLLECTION OF THE LATE CONSUL SCHILLER,

BEGS TO STATE THAT

THE FIRST SALE
WILL TAKE PLACE PROBABLY IN THE BEGINNING OF AUGUST,

AT HIS GREAT ROOMS,

38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

CATALOGUES
Are preparing, and will be ready in the course of a few days.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Adverlisemenls and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the OITlce, 41, Wellineton Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by \VlLl,iAM Richards, at the uliice of Messrs, Bradbury, Evans, & Co, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in tie Co. of Middlesex, and Pubbshcd by the said WILLIAM

ivlctlARDS, at the IMhce, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of SL Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SATDBDAV, July a, 1870.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAT, SOr'TFTY"^ (i.

junction wilh ihe ROYAL OXI.T'' 'I'l' r

TURAL SOCIETY) GREAT PR'i\
I

' I
I i:

and FLOWERS, will be held atuXi :
I I

inclusive. Hand of the Royal Ani\\<'\ i nl, \ ;i .
i

day, 5s. (Tickets bought before the iqtb, 3J, tj,i
j ; bc-cond day.

Thirtfand Fourth days, IJ.

(jd.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
At the GREAT TROYINCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL

HORTirri Tl'R M •Hiirv 10 be held at OXFORD, in JULY,
1870. in r ,1,1, .... ,1 the Royal Agricultural Society,

I

I by the PROPRIETORS of the
GAkI

(ES^ The \cgetablcs lu be iiLUlly'set up ifTil'at baskets': the Fruu .„
be displayed on stands or in dishes.
The competition isopen only to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS

of Private Families. The Winners of the Gcirdeittrs' ChmnicU Prize in
1S67, 1868, and 1809 excluded from competition. The articles produced
to be of the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING.
QTROUD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1870.—J The ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW of the above Society will
this year be held in conjunction with the Meeting of the Gloucester-
shire Agricultural Society, in Stratford Park, Stroud, on WEIINES-
DAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, Aui;usl lo, u, and 12. CINE
HUNDRED and SEVENTY-FIVE POUNDS are ollcred in PRIZES,
The Band of the Grenadier Guards has been engaged. Schedules and
full particulars may be obtained on application to

EDW. W. WINTERBOTHAM, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.
The Bank, Stroud, (ill

WORKMEN'S INTERNATIONAI EXHIBI-
TION (1870).—AGRICULU R\I JIMI I IINGTON

Patroness—HER MAIL 11 1 1 \
This Exhibition will be opened b II INCE OF

WALES, on SATURD \

Season Tickets, admitting to the 1
, rire /i is

each, to be had at the Office of ij 1 .
I

.
."

Liverpool Road, Islington: and at the ^\
e Unit 50, ind. \

orti street,
Llub ant!

r«i fj REWARD.— Some Person
o&±V^ Torn off a Branch of PeKri. ni m
Lady Sheffield, and the same olT ^
while standing in the Arcatle of th I

H. CANNELL will pay the above n

Persons hn

nformatic ufilciei D lead t

riking, and will s .

detected: and jf. C. earnestly appeals t ill hcucst pc
i give the required information immediately
H. CANNELL, Ihe Nursery, Woolwich

TOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
fJ begs to announce that his COLLECTION of ROSES is NOW in

way to Lea Bridge Static

T
Roses.

HE COLLECTION of ROSES at Woodlands
Marcsfield, near Uckfield, Su

CHOICEST ROSES, in
TEA-SCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE, 8:c.

The largest stock in the kingdom, consisting of many

Roses, Roses, Roses.HLANE AND SON'S magnificent COLLECTION
• of over 100,000 PLANTS is NOW IN FULL BLOOM.

An early inspection is respectfully solicited.
One hour's ride by rail from Isuston Station, London. Convenient

trains to and fro.

The Nurseries, Great Eerkhamstead, Herts.

w Paul's Roses.
M. P.-VUL begs to announce tliat his ROSES

NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

. pectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,
Waltham Station, Great Eastern Railway: half-an-hour's ride from
London. PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

w Roses.
M. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,

begs _to_ announce that his splendid collectii

c
New Roses of 1870.

R.^NSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

WSTON.TheNur! s Acre, Hereford.

KOSES.—The finest stock oi Tea, Noisette,
I i.lhcr Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

GERANIUMS, of Mrs Pollock Sunset, Sophia
Dumaresquc, Gold Pheasant, St

I ttm Beauty,

of Shallot. Of Show, French, and 1

blooming Plants, in 50 select varicl I Hered per
dozen or too. Price on application

H. AND R. ST IR2AKEK, Skertin Nurseries I anrasler

Bedding Plants, Florists' Flowers, &c
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE

NtJRSERYMEN and Seedsmen, Carlisle, are prepared to send
out very choice selections of the above, at very moderate prices, and
will be glad to send theirnew priced CATALOGUE free on application.

^
North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment, 44, English

Street, Carlisle.

rOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers for Sale—

) CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FIMBRIATA PLENA, without
flower buds, U, A, £6, i;8.

> CAMELLIAS, IMERICATA PLENA, without flower buds,
„Cl. Ci, (fi. t!:

3 CAMELLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, A,
;C4. i;6,i;8.-For September.

CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sorts, {fi,

AZALEA INDICA, best named sorts, with flower buds, fine

AZALe'a 1'nd'icA'STOCKS, iSJ. CThrte months' credit.]

RICHAR D SMI I II, .,
; ,1

N"
ATUR.\ I 1, ! \

Derivat.oi, ,
;

Peculiarity, Seas-.n, ' n.,', ili 1 1,

Free
RICHARD SMITH,

inies and
I., Soil, Us.
, Price, &c.

1 Merchant, Worcester.

O'
RICHARD SMITH. Nu nd Seed Merchant,

'

Y'
1 and Seed Merchant, Worcei

SPECIMEN and HALF-SI'
HARD-WOODED EXHIBTI I' '

above named is in the finest health. \

T. JACKSON and SON, Nursii

1 1 1:.\ THS and

'PECIMEN PLANTS for S.A LI'..— borne of the finest
*

lin the kingdom, and sure to win when exhibited.
'ELTON AND SONS, Birmingham Nursery', 56, Harbornc Road,

Adlantiun Farleyense.
ROBERT T. VEITCH can now offer plants of the

above at 21s. each : four for three to the Trade.

A. SI'ANSFIELD & SON, Vale Nun

1 be forwarded t

odmorden, Lancashire

BrltlBh Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SliVI will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DES(5rIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH antl E.XOTICFERNS, No. 7.

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.
SUTTON AND SONS c^n now supply New Seed of

th el nest strains in the country :—
J \M I r I \ IS &i. and 2j. M. per packet.
IN I VRIA IS. U. andjj. M. „
III I ARIA, IS. M. and 21. M. „
I* 1 V IS 6rf and 2S. fid. per packet.
'^' ^

fid and 2s. bd. per packet.

SI I K ictdsi

1 LDS for p 'ing.

en, Reading.

>RIMULAS PRIVIUL^S PRIMULAS.—Williams'
superb stra n strong Scedl ngs fit 1 r potting into 3-inch pots,

fiif per dozen los per 100 free b post seed, is. and 2s. itd. per
:ket. JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

N EW CHILIAN MIMULUS.—This is a new strain,
of dwarf habit, perpetual bloomers, and quite hardy, of very

spkndid varieties, post free, for

NEW AGERATUMS.—Four fine varieties, Imperial
Dwarf, Tom Thumb, Prince Alfred (the deepest blue), Con-

spicua {white), invaluable for winter bloom. The four varieties for-
warded free bj' post for 25., from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle, Susse x.

w.

NOTICE.—On and after August i, 1870, the prices of
our PRIMULA, CINERARI.4 and CALCEOLARIA SEED

will be IS. fid., 2S. fid., V. 6d., and ss. per packet.
DOBSON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Woodlands Nursery, Isle

worth ; and High Street, Hounslow.

D
New Seed of 1870 Growth.

OBSON AND SONS' CM ci'i iT.ARL'V. B.-\LSAM,
CINERARIA, and ri IMI I >

1 I..- depended upon as un-
surpassed by any other

B
Field Mustard.

OLTON AND CO. can supply MUSTARD SEED
samples for agricultural

Station Road, Wood Green. London, N.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

N^

N'
lant, 5, Aldgate, London, E.

Foot's Cray Nu , Sidcup Hili, Kent.

N EW CHRYSANTHEMUMS of 1870.—Twenty of
the large-fiowered and Japanese Chrysanthemums of this season,

' by Mr, Salter, post or package free for 14s. ; 12 varieties for gs.

lost free for is. 6d.
;

WM. CLIBRAN ,

lants for 2S. 6d. ; 15 of the best COLEUS,

JN, Millbank Nursery, near Warrington.

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

finest varieties of ECHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.w ANTED, SEEDS, of choice strains, of the
following :

—

Auricula, self
| Pelargonium, show

Vansy, fancy

w
best kinds

Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SONS CATALOGUE of
KITCIIKN i.MI'l-., I\I:M 1 FLOWER SEEDS,

Pansy, show
Carnation | Violas

j

Polyanthus 1 PIi
Pelargonium, fancy I Pentstemon | Pii

And Seeds from any other choice Florist Flowers.
State quantities, and prices per ounce. Satisfactory proof must be

given that the strains of the above seeds are ail of the first quality.
Apply to WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and

Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.,
Co.\'s and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

Forwarders to all parts of the World.
N.B.—Mr. BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Firm ol

EETHAM AND BLACKITH.

K~AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
COWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, i8gi,
for Wheat ; r862, for " Excellent Seed IJorn and Seeds."

Suttons' Grass Seeds for all Soils.

SUTTONS' MIXTURES of PERMANENT
- PASTURE GRASSES and CLOVERS, for Laying Down
New Pastures. May be Sown with safety up to the enti of August.
For prices and full particulars, apply to

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Readini;.

Kape Seed.—Trtfollum Incarnatum.
BOLTON AND CO. can supply RAPE and

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM SEED, for present sowing.
Station Road , Wood Green, London, N.

ICHARD WALKER has the following to offer for
cish—DRUMHEAD PLANTS, selected stock; NONPAREIL

PLANTS, all at 2S, per 1000 ; Red and White CELERY PLANTS,
IS. per loo. Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

Turnip Seeds
HAND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine

• selected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of i86g growth,
and raised from picked transplanted bulbs. Prices moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Early Turnips.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer SEED of the

following EARLY TURNIPS, for present sowing :-
WHITE GLOBE.
GREEN GLOBE.
RED GLOBE.
WHITE STONE STUBBLE : GREY STONE.

Station Road, Wood Green, London. N.

SUTTONS' TURNIP SEEDS for PRESENT
SOWING. Perlb.-s. rf.

IMPROVED GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH .. ..10
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE . 010
HARDY GREEN ROUND 010
(JREY STONE 10
SUTTONS' SHORT-TOP SIX-WEEKS 10

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage free.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading

Cabbage and otlier Plants, not to be Excelled.FGEE ran supply, for cash. Plants in any quantities,
• carefully packed, and sent to any part of the Kingdom,

ROBINSON'S CHAMPION, DRUMHEAD, and other CABBAGE,
2s. 6d. per 1000.

DRUMHEAD and GREEN CURLED SAVOY, 4s, per 1000,

KNIGHT'S PROTECTING and other BROCCOLI.m. 6d. per 1000.

WALCHEREN and EARLY LONDON CAULIFLOWER, 12s.

per 1000. Various other plants.

Packages charged cost, and full price will be allowed when returned

in good condition.
F. GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.
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B. S. WILLIAM
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.—

;

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed as. W., 3J. 6rf., and

CALCEOLARIA, Ncill's extra choice train, =i. M., 3J. M., and

CINERARIA, Wealherill's extra choice strain, 2S. M., 3s. Cd.,&

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

is. M , IS. 6d., and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new beddins plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chatcr's finest varieties .. is. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2s. 6<f. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and

PANSY', finest Belgian varieties IS. and

PANSY', Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.-This is a charming companion to
our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are

' snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. 6d. and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLY'ANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. IS. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA 15. 6A and

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Hunt's Auricula.eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA,var. CCELESTINA
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber

Victoria and Paradise Nun s. Upper Ilolloway, London, N.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle
I May be obtained by sowing, during July and August,

p«„ . QUTTONS' MIXTURE
V i- '• '^ '^ of RAPID GROWING GRASSESand
^.." -^^.' CLOVERS, for Autumn Sowing.—This will

lie found invaluable. It consists entirely of
the quickest growing varieties, and will pro.
(luce a very heav\' croD of preen '—

'
- -

off in Novembel

SUTTONS' IMPROVED ITALIAN
RYE GRASS.—The best and most productive
in cultivation. Per bushel 7s. 6rf. Cheaper by

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM.—Lowest
price per cwt. on application.
These are invaluable articles for early spring

feed, either grown separately or together. The
proper quantity of Italian Rye-grass Seed, if

sown alone, is 3 bushels per acre, or of Tri-
folium incarnatura, =8 lb. per acre. We have
found it most profitable to grow them together,
sowing 2 bushels of the former, and 12 lb. of the
latter per acre, in July and August.

BROMUS SCHRCEDERI, MUSTARD, RAPE, TURNIP
SEEDS, &c. All goods carriage free [except very small parcels).

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

c
FOR THE GARDEN.

PARIEL, eachM.
1

FOR THE FARM.

in July and August, per lb. r.M.
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD,

2s. 6d. per lb
COMMON DRUMHEAD, or FLAT

DUTCH, 2s. per lb. Also GRASS
SEEDS, TURNIP SEEDS, MUSTARD,
R.^PE, &c.. for autumn sowing—par-

ticulars of which may be had on application.

SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.
SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-

R^ARIA, also CALCEOLj\RIA. carefully hybridised, from
plants 9 to iS inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great
variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted ; each IS., and
2j. 6,/. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER will quickly rid any place of

Wasps, Crickets, Cockroaches, and other Garden pests. 'It com-
pletely cleared the place." iije Testimonials, sent on application.
Price IS. &f and 2S. 6d. per bottle, in stamps.

J. SCOTT, 'ihe Seed Stores. Yeovil, Somerset.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

DUTY'-FREE TOBACCO.
By Her MAjEsrv's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission

; Hon. Board c
'

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is., ss. 6d., and gs.

Powder Distributors, ss. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each.

" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
other plants."

—

Geo. Evles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, iS'"
Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY

Wharf. Wapping, E.
Bonded Warchousi

G S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

L^scd by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tlirips,^ fly, and other Blight, in

: gallon of .soft w.ater, and

i.&i.

Red
Spidi

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870.

James Veitch & Sons
Beg to announce tiat their GENERAL PLANT CAT.A.LOGUE for 1870, induding .STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, FERNS, PALMS, ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS, CAMELLIAS,
AZ.\LEAS, S:c., is now ready and uill be forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

ITALIAN
NEW LARGE

TRIPOLI ONIONS.
No. 1.

No. 2.

LARGE FLAT BLOOD-RED.
GLANT ROCCA, the largest Onion Icnown.

No. 3. LARGE FLAT WHITE.
No. 4. EARLY WHITE, earhcst of .ill.

The enormous and increasing demand for these Onions has exceeded our most sanguine expectations—and in

consequence of the short crop last season the Seed is very scarce.
Having at an early period secured a good supply, we hope to be in a position to meet the demand ; but would,

nevertheless, recommend our friends to make early application for what they require, if they would prevent
disappointment.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, and CO., SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,
SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

WILKIE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION.
This desirable Mi.vture, referred to in the Gardners' C/imiule, pages 862 and 896, is most effective in its

Operations
; it quickly destroys all kinds of Aphis, Thrips, &c. ; is not injurious to the most tender foliage

;

d no disagreeable odour. One Gallon will bear diluting with three of water.

Price as follows — 1 GaUon, 3s. 6d. ; 2 GaUons, 6s.

A fiirtht-r rcdiutioji. ijf takc7i in larger qnantiUcs.

leaves no stain at

QILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, alsoJ KENT and HAMPSHIRE PEAT, in any quantity. -This Sand" " i-J—
J by Florists to be the best yet obtained Price Lists

"' JOHN ARNOLD, Builder, 29, Clarendon
"' °—" --'

' at the Wharf,

penority, fron
England, sent on
Horticultural Dep6l

Tji PPS'S SELECTED PE.A.T for Choice
X-A Plants, Ericas, Azaleas, Ferns, Orchids, &c..

:elebrated exhibit

COLIN PULLINGER-S newly-invented SULPHUR
DISTRIBUTOR, for VINES, PLANTS, S:c., is acknowledged

by eveiy Gardener who has seen it to be the most simple and
enectuaf machine invented for the purpose. Price, complete with
bellows, 4J. Retail of all Ironmongers and Nurser>'men.

Vhole^nie A-ents AHAMES and GRANT. Chichester.

The Noted Frencli Cold Grafting Wax
(.MASTiC I.HOMMK LEFORT),

For Grafting', Buddinp, ticalin-, &c., may be obtained of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C., Sole
Wholesale AErenIs for the United Kingdom; also through any

1 Seedsn:

ORNAMENTAL SHELLS (MOTHER-of-I*EARL
FOR SALE, just imported from the- ( I,., i ^. .-, \ . rv beauti-

ful and suitable for Shell-houses, Grottoes, ('. n : .

>'.
I

.1.1 -ngs.&c.
A bag containing 2500 will be forwartli ( .1 .si Oflice

order, or postage stamps, for one or more Li 1^ , : --, t-ach.

J. McCOLLOUGH. Drury Buildings, W -..
, m, , ,, | ^ . ipool.

E, AND F. CROOK'S POULTRY ArPLL\NCES
oj^ every description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility,

Gentr>', Farmers, i

IMPKOVEli CHICKEN I
PROTECTOR. 1-ull Ulustr.

) F. CROOK, 5, Carnabv Street. Regent Street, London. W.
The Grass Land Mower.

BURGESS AND KEV- \i'i\\i ['^

pre-eminently adapted fi't 1 :
1

in, whether Grass or Corn \.

day have been cut by one of tin -' '^l : 1 I .;ii

of orders insured by the Makers, 9O, .Nc\vg:ac Street
Agents in every district.

icir PATENT
(•ELECTING
jscd as Garden

._. ^ n should send
Price List of these La^vn Mowing

Machines. The demand for B. HIRST ,

Mowing Machines has already been &*.

acknow-ledged to be the best for keeping i

Croqu.
".

B. HIRST ANP SONS call sp"

FLEXIBLE SKLF.SMARPEM>
LAWN MUWING MACHINES,
Rollers. Intending purchasers for the prcst

for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List of _.~ . - - ,jj SONS' Patent Lawn
These Machines are

., . |,...^ ling Greens, Lawns, and
ds in order. Shipping orders promptly attended t

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important adi^tages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.

The annually increasing Sale forms the most convmcing tesUmony

how much these advantages have been appreciated.

Alexander Shanks & Son beg to mtimate tl— , „ ^
Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they are the only

Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal. Thji Sil " ' "

awarded is the highest t
Mowers.

that, among all the
are the onlj

MedaLthei
given at any Exhibit t for Lawn

Alexa> [ Sha; : -Son have (or some time past been making
harpenmg—that is, with

cich Blade, so that when the Cutter becomes

SOLE AGENTS—
OSBORN AND SONS, FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.

Of whom Testimonials may likewise be procured.

the Revolving Cutter of their Machines Self-Sharpen ir

Steel on both Sides of c.ich Blade, so that when the 1

blunt by n:n"' -—- " '"in be reversed, thus bringing the oppo-

site or sh .' '
' m:r to act against the Sole-Plate. In

addition i.. 1 now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom

Blade oftli. 1 'o Edges—one in front as usual, and

one in rcs' r. ! ri the front edge gets worn down, the

plate has ^iM> .., .-. .,,,,._i. ... J and the unused edge brought to the

front. It will be S'tn at a glance that this arrangement enables the

cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machines, where the

smgle-edged Sole-plate must be entirely renewed when the edge is

A Wind-Guard has also been introduced to prevent the Mown Grass

being blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.-
bbing with these Machir" '^'-- '

has a most beautiful appearance, bei

Every Machine " ' ' "

approved of can \

fllustrated Cin
A. SHANKS

The Lawn when r

__ smooth as a piece of velvet,

ample satisfaction, and if not

ice returned.
with full particulars, sent free on application.

SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

THE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks. Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Caldcr Glass Company, 83, Upper 1 hamcs Sircet. where a Stock

kept ; also at 36. Long Acre. 1. f.ooriF.KIDGE, Agei

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouse.

JAMES MILKS, h, Hi;;li Stivct, and 12 and
'

li. 1;:
' :

II. -I,
:

!i ". i.indon.E.
CONSI:l^ .1 II, I

i HOUSE GLASS.
GENUINE \\l! li ;' ilRS, BRUSHES, &c.
GARDEN IN' I

; 1. , , i 1 .M ills, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE. TOPS. I I. -M I III .

,
.-.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices. Printed

and Specimens sent post free on application ; also>pecimens
of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Cons.

Halls, &c. MAW AND CO., Bcnthall Works, Bi

NOTICE.

s

THE FORCING GARDENER'S SUMMUM BONUM.

ORMSON'S NEW PATENT VENTILATING HOT-WATER APPARATUS, combined with

his NEW PATENT SYSTEM of VENTILATING HOTHOUSES, by which tlie EVIL EFFECTS of

admitting COLD CURRENTS OF AIR, and die equally INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF A STAGNANT
VITIATED ATMOSPHERE in Forcing Houses or odier buildings is EFFECTUALLY OBVIATED,
by insuring at all times the ingress of a well regulated current of FRESH WARM AIR ^'id the eoress

of IMPURE AIR, hy means so simple, and laws so natural that there is no danger of the apparatus

(by which so important a desideratum is attained) getting out of order. Provision is made for carrying

off ALL CONDENSATION, so that ALL DRIP and DAMPNESS is EFFECTUALLY PREVENTED.
These structures are remarkalily strong and light in appearance. The GLASS '-ised being in LARGE
SQUARES and of GREAT THICKNESS the usual REPAIRS will be DONE AWAY WITH, and it

will also be HAIL PROOF. Thei-e is NQ PUTTY exposed to the action of the sun and atmosphere,

EITHER INSIDE OR OUTSIDE of THESE HOTHOUSES, and PAINTING will be REDUCED
to a minimum.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Punnps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c,, &.c,

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

No.

GARDEN
10 Gallons ..

S+7A.

ENGINE.
£3 o o

WARNERS'
AaXJAJECT.

Useful for every variety of pur
pose—in watering or w.ishing
Flowers or Trees in Gardens,
Conservatories, &c. ; also for

washing Carriages or Windows,
laying Dust, &c.

Price, complete ;fi 8 o
Small size for the

hand, as an ordi-

nary Syringe . . 015 o

mil, I l<\SI,\I. I'AL.Ai t.

GARDEN or FIRE ENGINE.

No. 3S.

CAST-IRON
PUMPS.

2^- inches ,, £1 9
3' 22
3l „ ..

No. 579i.

SWING
WATER BARROW.
2oG.alIons.. ..£:• 2 o

30

IS 6 I
50

3 18 o

S 14 o
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Prize Medals, 1861 and 1862.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s extra

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS for Present Sowing, sent post paid.

Per packet.—J. d.

CALCEOLARIA, from show flowers is. and a 6
CINERARIA, Smith's splendid varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
PRIMULA, Stuart's superb varieties is. and 2 6
CYCLAMEN, Wigclns' Prize strain Is. and 2 6
CARNATION, Irom flowers of great beauty ..• is. and s 6

,, in collections. 12 colours . . . . 3s. 6rf. and 5 6
HOLLYHOCK, from finest show varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, from finest show varieties 10
WALLFLOWER, finest double varieties 10
PANSY, from exhibition varieties IS. M. and 3 6
CANVAS HOSE, for Watering Gardens, much more durable than

India-rubber, will stand any amount of pressure, and about half the
price, from i^-inch to 2 inches in diameter, from is. 2d. to 2S. yi. per
yard. Any length can be had. Samples on view at 27, South Row,
Covent Garden Market, where also may be seen the AMERICAN
"ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., 27, south Row, Covent

Garden, London, W.C—Established upwards of a Century-.

CARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this
splendid strain received several rst Prizes last season at the Royal
Ilotanic, Royal Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, as. bd.

;

smaller packets, is. 6d.
CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, 2S. 6d. ; smaller packets,

IS. 6d. CALCEOLARIA, finest spotted. Per packet, 2S, M.

;

smaller packets. Is. 6d, Saved with the greatest care, and from
one of the largest collections in the kingdom.

CINERARIA.choicest, mixed.—Saved from a splendid collection of
named varieties, and cannot be surpassed. Per packet, as. fid.

;

smaller packets, IS. td.
PRIMULA, choicest fringed varieties.—The various varieties of

Primula we offer can be grown with the utmost confidence, as
they are saved with the greatest care, and from one of the finest
strams m cultivation. The Fern-leaved varieties arc splendid,
and the Fem-leavcd new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

rRIMULA.-Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, as. 6J. 1 r
PRIMULA.—Dark carmine, fringed. Per packet, as. W. 3PRIMULA.-New scarlet. Per packet, as. M. -a-s
PRIMULA.-Rose fringed. Per packet, as. M. >-»
PRIMULA -Choicest white fringed. Per packet, as. 6i. (=2
i;K!KK!"^-ChoicestFern.leaved carmine. Perpacket,a.. 6i. gPRIMULA Choicest Fern-leaved white, 2s. &f !|
PRIMULA FIMBRIATA.-Fern-leaved new scariet. This is a

decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scariet colour. Per
packet, 2S. td. ; smaller packets, is. td.

Forwarded immediately on receipt of Posl-office Order.
JAMES CARTER AND CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 238, Hi-h

Holborn, London, W.C.

New and Extra Choice Flower Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE OUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SON'S,

the "Old Established " Seed Warehouse, 106, EastL'ate Street'
and the " Upton" Nurseries, Chester. p^^ ack t — dAURICULA, from finest named flowers .. ,. i c
CALCEOLARIA, James' choice strain .. .. js.'lirf. and ;

.. Irom the Dalkeith collection IS. 6.;., as. 6.y and 1;

CINERARIA, very choice strain .. . as M a d I oCARNATION, from superb flowers .. .. .'.' ' is! and a 6
„ in collections, 12 varieties .. .. ts 6tf. to e

SYSi-'^.J','^.^' "^^'SS'"' P"'"'"'" ...and 2 6GLOXINIA ,.
J Q

,, erect flowered - . . , . . . , . . .

.

ihollyhock, from choicest named varieties ., "is arid 2 6MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA.. ,, and 2 H
SYLVATICA .. .. ;. :: is: and a 6

., ,. ALBA IS. and a fi

PANSY, from finest named
is. ana 3 tl

,. Belgian, or Fancy
PETUNIA, from Choi
PINK, from finest vai __
POLYANTHUS, from finest flowers, extra'.'. " 10PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMERIA-TA RUBRA., as M and 5 o

ALBA .. 2S. W. and 5 o
M „ „ Mixed .. IS. and a 6
.• „ „ FILICIFOLIA RUBRA,

as. 6d. and 5 o
" .> „ „ ALBA, as. 6.i. and 5 o
•1 .. „ „ Mixed .. ..5 6

as* All thne Primulas are from tht fintsi straim in cultiva-
tion, and cannot be surf'OSSed.

STOCK, East Lothian, Scarlet, White, and Purple, each ..10
„ German Brompton, first mixed 10
»i_ t, t, collection, 12 varieties ., i 6SWEET WILLIAM. Auricula-eyed .. 10TACSONIA VON VOLXEMI, a superb greenhouse climber',
which flowers most abundantly almost the whole year. The
flowers are about 5 inches in diameter, and of the richest
scarlet. Grows very rapidly . k and a 6VIOLA CORNUfA .. .. .' ,

"

WAtLFLO\VER, fine dark .'.' ;.' ;.' :.' 6d'.l"i ? o
t. Double German, finest mixed .. is and a 6

*»* .M l Flow er Seeds sent post free.

Choice Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.TAMES DICKSON and SONS (old established
y Nursen- and Seed Business), 102, Eastgate Street, and " Newton "

Nurseries, Chester. Per narkei t A
ANTIRRHINUM, choice mixed .. .. (3" and i oAURICULA, from choice varieties . 7s and a 6

rAB^'iTVnSi'')'''"''^-""^'''"''^''"'""™"'"'^!''-^""'' 5 oCARNATION, from prize flowers is. and a 6
,1 collection, 12 varieties is ad and ,; n

CENTAUREA,candidissima .. .. " "and 2 6CINERARIA, from newest named flowers is. 6d,2s.6d and ; oCYCLAMEN, Wiggins' prize strain is 15 and - fiECHEVERIA mETAlEiCA .

is. I«i. and 6

GLO,\INIA, erect and other varieties " "is and
°

6HOLLYHOCK, from choice named sorts .. ;.' ,, and I 6
„ collections of 6 and 12 varieties

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA ' , n
PANSY, from prize flowers ',! an,H , fi

PETUNI.A,rr n, ;>;,, .„;..:,, .. •.'. ;. Mand ? o

piNKs,fro.:!:i, :':,,'
:

,:;:''
;;

-
y;i"„^^ 1

1

POLVANTII
, .irain 5' and a 6PYRETHRIM M lli \1 .,, ,lcn Feather fi; and r.

PRIMULA M.M,.NM^ M.^i BKIATA ALBA, Is. 6k.,as.S. and \ o
" „ RUBRA,is.&<.,ai.M. and s o

" " „ Mixed, IS. 6d., is. 6d. and s o
.. „ FILICIFOLIA ALBA

IS. dd., 2S. bd. and s o
.. .. „ „ RUBRA,

. bd. and 5 o

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

ConL^ins LISTS of select ORCHIDS (many being now in flower), beautiful P.'\LMS (of which this establish-
ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS
HARDY FERNS, FILMY FERNS, &c. ;

graceful and high-coloured DRACyEN.\S, massive AGAVES and
YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &c. ; and ni,any other
Variegatecl and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the (decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZALE.AS and C.'\MELLIAS (both of which are extensively grown, and many fine specimens are now
in fuU beauty), CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS (for which this Nursery is

celebrated), &c., &c.

B. S. WILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous Collection of Plants, which at all times well
repay a visit, but at this particular season are specially interesting.

CONSERVATORIES FURNISHED ON REASONABLE TERMS.

Choice Plants supplied for Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

PRICED C.\T.'\LOGUES Post Free on application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Mil
i.bi..

VIOLA CORN UTA ALBA ..

„ LUTEA
WALLFLOWER, finest Double Gei

The following, for early Spring bloi

r in packets, 311. and bd. each :—

Iberis sempervire
Limnanthus, of si

LupinuB, of s

Shortia californic
Silene, of sorts.
Sweet William, f

Viola cornuta. bl

Wallfloi

CATALOGUES of SEEDS and PLANTS post fre« on applic

Royal Botanic Society.

THIRD SUMMER EXHIBITION, July 6 and 7.

AWARDS OF PRIZES.

GOLD MEDAL.
Miss E. Blair, to, Spencer Road, New Wandsworth, for Table

Decorations. Given bv H. R. H. the Princess of Teck.
Mr. A. Johnson, Gr. to the Marquis of Aylesbury, Saveniakc, for a

, Knightons, Finchlcy, for Table Decomt
. Jas. W. Chard, Clarendon Park. Salisbury, for Tabic Decoration.
. Chas. Wood, High Street, Mar>'lebonc, for Table Decoration.
. T. Banncrman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, for a Collection of Fruit,
ssrs, Vcitch & Son, Chelsea, for a Collection of New and Rare

Plants.

SILVER-GILT MEDAL.
Mr. John Hcpper, Or. to J. H. Walmslcy, Esq., The Elms, Acton, for

Hanging Baskets with any kind of crowing plants.
Mr. J. Tibbies, Gr. to A. Haines, Esq. , Kcnsal House, Harrow Road,

for Hanging Basket with hardy plants.
Mr. T. 'I'ibbles, for Hanging Basket with greenhouse plants.
Mr. W. Cole. Gr. to F. S. Budgett, Esq.. Ealing Park, for a Pair of

Rustic Standing Baskets, furnished with greenhouse plants
S. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent^ Park, for
a Pair of Standard Bay Trees in tubs.

Mr. T. Russell, Rose Cottage, Child's Hill, Hampstcad, for a Pair of

Mr. John Gardener. 453, Strand, for Groups of Growing Plants in fancy
pots for drawing-room table,

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, for a Group of
Plants arranged for a special deconitivc purpose-

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway.foraCoIlcctionofNewandRarePIantE.
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, for a Collection of Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for a Collection of Plants.

SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. W. Cole, for i Standing Basket with any kind of crowing plants.
Mr. W. Cole, for a Pair of Large Vases furnished with one plant each.
Messrs. Dick Radclj-ffc & Co., for a Pair of Window Boxes with grow-

mg plants-
Messrs. Dick Radclyfte fit Co., for a Large Fern Case with growing

Miss Barnard, 62, Russell Square, for Epcrgne with cut flowers.

plai

Mr. J. 1 ibbles, for Group of Plants for special decorative purposes.
Mr. John Gardener, 453, Strand, for Epcrgne with cut flowers.
Mr. F. Perkins, Regent Street, Leamington, for Wedding Bouquet.
Mr. F. Perkins. Regent Street, Leamington, for a Ball-room Bouque
"'"" ^ " Crawford Street, Bryanstone Square, for a Tat

Mr. G. Pearcc, Gr. to W. S. Burton, Esq., South Villa, Regent's Park,
for a Collection of Plants.

Mr. Richard Carr, Gr. to J. N. MicklethwaJie, Esq., Tavemham Hall,

Pine-apple.

Mr. G. T. Miles, Or. to Lord Carringion, Wycombe Abbey, for 2 Pine
apples in pots, anv varietv

Mr. G. Ward, (5r. to
Black Grapes.

.Mr. Penford, for 1 dish Black HambBfgh Grapes.
"''

M^'"^'r''-
'° ^''' ^- ^*'''^' *^' F^lmcr, Slough, for i dish

. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Storlford, for 12 lb.

Mu:
Mr. D. Piziey, for i dish of Grape5 of ai>y kind

^I""- w \y'i^'
*^''- '° ^°^^ Boston, f<w 2 dishes of Peachcn.

Mr. W Miller, Gr. to the Earl of Craven, Ccrabe Abbey, for 3 dishes
Nectarines.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs. Austin & Seeley, Eusiorl Road, for i Standlnri Basket with

any growing plant.
^

Mr. J. Gardener, 453, Strand, for Pair of I.arge VaSes, Vith l plant

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs. Dick Radclyfte St. Co., for Small Forn Case with growing

Messrs. Claudet & Houghton, for Smalt Fern Case with growing
plants.

Mrs. Green, 28, Crawford Street, for Epcrgne with cut flowers.

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., for Wedding Bouquet.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., for a Collection of Plants.

Mrs. Green, Crawford Street, for a Ball-room Bouquet.

Mr. F. Perkins, for a Table Bouquet.
Messrs. RoUisson & Sons, for a Collection of Plants,

Mr. H. Clark, for a Collection of Outdoor Fruit.

Mr. R. Smith, Gr. to H. Walker, Esq., Calderstone, Liverpool, fdr
-Queen Pine.

Baitram. Gr. to

Pine-apple, any v

Mr, C. Acres, for i Pine-apple, any variety.

Mr. R. I-aing, Gr. to P. W. Flower, Esq., Furze Down, Tooting, for
2 Pinc-applcs in pots.

Mr. Wm. Davis, New Lodge, Whetstone for 12 lb. of Black Grapes.
Mr. Wm, Davis, for 12 lb. of White Grapes.

Mr. Wm. Davis, for i dish of Muscat Grapes.

Mr. T. Bannerman, for i dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. C. Penford, for i dish of Grapes, any kind.

Mr. W. Miller, for 2 dishes of Peaches,

Mr. W. Lynn, Gr, to Lord Boston, for 2 dishes of Nectarines.

Mr. G, T. Miles, for 3 dishes of While Cherries.

Mr. G. T. Miles, for 1 dish of Plums,

Mr. J. Pottle, Gr. to D. B. Colvin, Esq., Bcalings Grove, Suff"olk, for

BRONZE MEDAL,
s E. Harris, for an Epcrgne with cut flower

Miss Hassard, lor a Table Bouquet.
Miss Katie Looker, Cromwell House, Kingston-on-Thames, for a

Lady's Hand Basket with cut flowers.

Mr. W. Gardiner, for i Queen Pine-apple,
Mr. G. Ward, for i Pine, any kind.

Mr. G. T. Miles, for i Pine, any kind.
Mr, Thomas Crane, for i green-fleshed Melon.

. J. Cross, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Rencombe Park, Gloucestef-

Figs.

Messrs. Carter fi: Co., for a Collection of Double-flowered Pelar-
goniums.

CERTIFICATES.
Mr. Har\-ey, Gr. to B. Wroughton, Esq., Wooley Park, WanWge, for

a Collection of Outdoor Fruits.

Mr. J. Banting, Gr. to Lady E. Pringle, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, for

Mrs. Hope, The Dicpdcne, Dorking, for

I scarlet-fleshed Meloi

I. J. Mandish & Co., Ascot, for 12 lb. of Black Grapes.
Mr. Bannerman, for 12 lb. of Black Grapes.
Mr. W. Davis, for i dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Air, George Pcarce, for 2 dishes of Nectarines.
Mr, Charles Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Newbury, for 2 dished of

While Cherries.

Mr. J. Widowson, for 2 dishes of White Cherries.
Mr. G. T. Miles, for 2 dishes of Black Cherrie*.
Mr. J, Cross, for 2 dishes of Black Cherries.

Mr. James Douglas. Gr. to F. Whitboume, Esq-.Loxford Hall, Ilford,

for 4 dishes of Strawberries.

Mr. D. Pizzey, for a Stand of Picotees.
Mr. D. Pizzcy, for a Stand of Carnations.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Mrs, Bodkin. Mcftort Lane, Highgate, for Model Kimvcr Garden.

E. Brown & Son, 24,. High Street, Marylebone, for Gardef*

Messrs. Weeks & Co., for Hot-water Apparati
Silicated Carbon Filter Company, for Filters.

Mr. H. Appleby, Dorking, for Fumigators.
Messrs. Geo. Neighbour & Sons, for Beehives.
Mr. Benjamin Looker, for Earthenware Plant ProMctofS.
Messrs. Dick Radclyffc fi: Co., for a collection ofWmUoW BoxeS/
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M Seeds from Prize Flowers, saved by
ESSRS. DOBSON and SONS, Seed Growers,
Sic, Woodlands Nurserj-, Islcworlh, from their unequalled

CALCEOLARIA—From plai
exhibited this season at th
tural Exhibitions. In seale.

CINERARIA.—Splendid,
IS. 6d., 21. M., 31. 6d., and 5s,

PRIMULA.—A particularly fine' strain of fringed flowers, of a bril

liant colour : also ALBA; is., 2S. 6d., and 5s.

SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK -Very rich in colour.
&/. and IS. All th.- nSov, r"--< ''f

THE GARDEN!-:
INSTITUTION —.St

ofthis Institution, held 01, 1

SIX PENSIONERS, tht
BALLOT :—

BENEVOLENT
Meeting of the Members
purpose of ELECTING
the RESULT of the

CANDIDATES.

I

Age.

CATHERINE BROWN
HENRY DALGLEISH
MARY McARDELL ..

ROBERT PETRIE
JAMES SOUTER

TOHN GIBSON ..

VVILLIAM KATES .

MARIA SHUARD
DONALD SINCLAIR .

The Meeting then declared Catherine Brown, Marj. McArdell,
David Brown, Donald Sinclair, Robert Petrie, and Charles Collins, as
having the greatest number of Votes, duly elected Pensioners.

EDWARD R. CUTLER, Sec,
July 6. I,, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, JULY <j, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDW Tulv ,2/^°?'^' Ho''^''^"''""' Society (Examinationof

'

' ' * \ t.»ardencrs), at South Kensington—10 A.M.

Excelsior must in future be the password
of the Vine Extensionists. An interesting

illustration has just come to hand in the form of
a magnificent bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes,
grown at Chatsworth by Mr. Speed. In another
column will be found some particulars of the
history of the bunch, and here we will record
some additional facts. The Vines have, it

appears, been planted about 33 years, and occupy
one of the first houses built at Chatsworth upon
the ridge-and-furrow system. The border has
been well raised above the surrounding soil, and
Vines have been growing both inside and outside
the house, but in distinct borders. For years,
we are informed, the Vines had been failing ; the
bunches, in the first year of Mr. Speed's charge,
being disfigured by shanked berries, and some
ofthem shanked altogether ; the leaves, though of
good size, were flaccid and poor, indicating the
presence of too much moisture both in the border
and atmosphere, and considerable prostration of
vital energy. All the Vines were in nearly the
same state, the more recently planted ones, though
immensely strong, being soft and pithy, so much
so that in the leading shoots an ordinary pencil
might be inserted down the centre with little or
no trouble. The consequence of this immaturity
in the wood was the development of long lean
loose bunches, shanked berries, and deficient
colour and quality.

The gardens at Chatsworth lies low and damp,
considerably lower than the flood level of the
River Derwent, which runs close to it. Conse-
cjucntly Mr. Speed knew that the Vines were not
likely to suffer from the want of water, but they
were more likely to receive injury from the want of
heat. To this end he at once arranged the surface
of the borders, sloping them so as to afford a
ready discharge at the surface for storm water.
Where the bottom-heat of the borders had been
disconnected it was restored, and through
the parching summer of 1S6S not a border,
inside or outside the vineries, received any water
beyond that which fell from the heavens, or an
occasional surface sprinkling. The rents in the
borders were such as to suggest a copious
watering, but Mr. Speed's object was the per-
fect maturation of the wood, and he knew that
could only be effected by encouraging short
sturdy growth, with clean, well developed foliage
and buds. Air, so soon as the foliage was
sufficiently hardened, was admitted by a free
circulation night and day, and when the fruit
was cut, heat was kept on until the leaves at last
fell from the Vines from Sheer maturation.
Under such treatment the practised eye could
soon detect that the wood was close grained, and
hard as ebony, and hence in a fit state to pro-
duce well formed bunches of finely coloured fruit.
In iS6g the Grapes were much superior to what
they had been the preceding year ; and this
season we should say there can scarcely be a
finer series of vineries in the country.

Several of the vineries at Chatsworth are
stocked with old Vines, some of them planted,

we believe, prior to Sir Joseph Paxton going
there. In these, and also in the house to which
we have specially referred, there was a confusion
of branches, in fact the leaders were laid in so
closely together that it was impossible that the
foliage could be properly exposed to the light.
These, last winter, were reduced in number, so
that now the main branches are 3 to 4 feet apart,
giving ample room for lateral extension of
the foliage. In the ridge-and-furrow house the
inside Vines have been entirely removed, and
the advantage of giving the foliage ample room
for development is now conspicuously manifest.
Shanked Vines are things of the past, each bunch
is a compact cube of immense berries, finely
hammered and coloured, and with the bloom
laid on with an unsparing hand. The 264
bunches, which form the crop, average 3 lb.
each, and some of them weighing double that
weight. The kinds are Black Hamburgh and
Black Prince, and below we give statistics of
the crop :

—

921

Mill Hill HattlLurgh
Black HamburEh
niack Prince .

.

Black Hamburgh
Black Hamburgh
Black Hamburgh
BUack Hamburgh
Mill Hill Hamburgh

The stems, it will be seen, are not remarkably
large, but the girth below where they divide
would double, perhaps treble, that of the branches.
The average number of bunches is 33, and
taking the weight at 3 lb. each, or, for the sake of
even numbers, at 1501b. to each Vine, and the
value at

Jj-. per pound, which they would readily
bring, the value of the crop wouW be .^200, and
that from \'ines which two years ago were con-
demned to the hatchet and the fire pile. Nothing
can be finer than the bunch which we have
received, the berries are in every respect superb,
and yet we are assured it was one of the smallest
in the house.
We regard this as one of the most extraor-

dinary instances of the revivification of plant
life which has ever been recorded, and we con-
gratulate Mr. Speed upon his well-merited
success. Although there are at Chatsworth many
houses of young \'ines, varying from two to se\'en
yi:ars old, not one of them is equal to this house

terans. The extensionists may well be
proud of this success, and those who visit

Chatsworth (and we should advise all who have
the means, to do so) will find that extension is

not confined to Vines, but extends to orchard-
house trees, upon which may be seen splendid
crops of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c., the
young shoots free from a single pinch, and many
of them 2 to 4 feet long. Mr. Speed contends
that to have weight of fruit it is indispensable to
have breadth of foliage. Not a shoot will be
stopped before the middle of August, and then,
when the fruit begins to ripen, it will be neces-
sary to do so to admit light and give full flavour.

We are authorised to say, Mr. Speed will be
glad to show the Grapes to any person who may
call to see them ; and if visitors can advise him
of their visit, it may be convenient to both parties.

Cutting from this house will commence next
week, and hence those who wish to see the full

crop should go at once. Finally, let us hope
that, if not already entered for competition, Mr,
Speed will send some examples of his remarkable
success for exhibition at Oxford,

We have lately had our attention drawn to the
extraordinary rapidity with which the Suburban
Cemeteries are being surrounded by houses.
If building goes on much longer at its present
rate, we shall in a few years have the same evils

reproduced in them which, some 1 5 or 20 years
ago, led to the enactment prohibiting interments
in the City graveyards.

The interest which we, as a gardening pe-
riodical, have in the subject is no doubt some-
what indirect ; but although indirect, it is very
tangible. Nothing connected with the lungs of
our great city, nothing connected with vacant
spaces where gardening is more or less practised,
is alien to us ; and we can foresee that whatever
course may be taken with these burying-places,
many points must arise in which our interest and
that of our readers will be direct. ^We therefore

I fearful epidemic springs from the mass of fester

make no apology for broaching the subject, and
inviting attention to it while its consequences are
still in embryo.
No one who remembers or has heard or read

of the old state of things in the City graveyards
can doubt that the suppression of City interment
was a most proper step, called for alike on
grounds of public health and public decency

;

and if it be so, it seems a necessary corollary
that whenever the same evils re-appear beyond
the bounds of the Act, its limits ought to be
extended so as to bring them within its opera-
tion. Now, whoever will take the trouble to
inquire, will find that the metropolis has
extended so much since the passing of
the Act that many of the suburban cemeteries,
originally established to relieve the pressure on
the London parish churchyards, are now as bad,
if not worse than many of the yards they were
intended to relieve. Compare, for example,
Kensington Old Churchyard (St. Mary's) as it

was some 20 years ago, with Brompton Cemetery
as it is now. Kensington Churchyard was, and
is, a small churchyard, such as is suited for a
country parish, divided into burial-places belong-
ing to the different proprietors of the land in the
parish, in which, consequently, burials were
neither very many nor very frequent. The popu-
lation which could suffer from an evil emanation
from the graveyard was comparatively small.
The houses which now cover Campden Hill and
South Kensington were not in existence, the
district being then chiefly composed of fields and
market gardens ; and yet the privileges of burial
in that churchyard were suppressed, and the
parish was obliged to get a sort of chapel of ease
cemetery, which they still have, somewhere about
Hanwell we believe.

Look now at Brompton Cemetery—scarcely
further from the centre of London than Ken-
sington—and covering a large tract of ground in

which a vigorous trade in funerals is carried on
from morning to night. Some idea of the extent
of the business carried on in it may be formed
by paying a visit to the office in London (where
a melancholy duty carried us the other day),
where the visitor will find half-a-dozen clerks or
officers all busily employed in attending to the
constant succession of customers that crowd
into the office. Let the visitor extend his explo-
rations to the cemetery itself, and he will find
that streets and houses now surround the ceme-
tery on every side, and on three sides of it

actually come up to the very walls, or are only
separated from them by the breadth of the road.
And up to the present moment vaults and bury-
ing-grounds are being sold in perpetuity, as if

the purchaser and his heirs were to be allowed
to use them for hundreds of years to come—and
the best of the joke is (if we may be so irreverent
on such a serious subject as to use the word) that
the Brompton Cemetery belongs to Government,
who, we may presume (it is only a supposition
on our part, but it seems warranted), acquired it

for the very purpose of having it in their power
to close it when sanatory reasons should seem
to them to call for that step.

The visitor to the Crystal Palace will see the
same thing taking place at Norwood or Nun-
head—houses being built close to the wall of the
cemetery. So a great town is rising up around
Kensal Green, although that has advantages in its

greater space and position, which will protect it

for a longer period.

Now it is true that everything is done decently
and in order in these burying-grounds. There
is no exhuming of half- decayed remains, no
burning of flesh or coffins to make room for new-
comers ; but is it possible that such great
accumulations of putrifying animal matter, buried
no doubt 5 feet underground, but extending in

layers over an immense space, can be made
without some prejudicial effect on the earth, air,

or water of the neighbourhood ?

We must remember that we have no data for

making any comparison between the insanatory
effects of a large much-frequented cemetery like

Brompton, and those of a small City churchyard.
In the one there are acres of dead bodies in

every stage of decay. The other is scarcely

larger than a Scotch kailyard ; and however
closely packed, its powers of contagion are con-

fined to a trifling radius.

Would it not be wise to look a little a-head in

the matter ?—and if at no distant day all these

suburban burying-places must be closed, would it

not be well to anticipate the coming evil, and

take steps to have them removed before some
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ing humanity, over which so many windows now

look, and whose exhalations so many of our

fellows now breathe ?

A DEPUTATION waited upon Mr. Ayrton a

few days since on the subject of the WOKKS now being

carried out at the Serpentine. The deputation said

there was a general impression that what was now

being done to the Serpentine would not render it safe

and healthy, and it was urged that the whole of the mud

should be removed, that the depth should be lessened,

and that the slopes should be reduced to i foot in 10 feet.

One of the speakers, Mr. Crosley, said that if the re-

moval of the mud was only to be partial, he felt con-

vinced that after a short time, when the water was let

upon the gravel in the Serpentine, from the greater

gravity of the gravel it would sink to the bottom of

the mud, the latter ultimately coming to the top. Mr.

Ayrton said that the Board had acted under the

advice of an engineer of considerable eminence. He
mentioned that on the previous day, when riding

on the Serpentine Bridge, an engineer accosted him

and expressed his approval of what was now being

done. He was disposed to act upon the advice

of the gentlemen who had prepared the specifications,

notwithstanding that the deputation had brought an

engineer to find fault with the present arrangements.

Lord Harrowey here warmly interposed, and assured

the Chief Commissioner that he had entirely mistaken

the object of the deputation, which was to urge upon

him points, not of an engineering character at all, but

simply of common sense. His lordship asked whether

the engineer employed on the works was prepared to

assert that the mud would not ultimately ooze up

through the loose gravel, or whether 14 feet of water

was not dangerous to the majority of the bathers who

could not swim. Mr. Ayrton said that nothing had

been said by the deputation to induce him to alter the

course commenced by his predecessor. He thought

the slope was very suitable, and if it were considered

unsafe for bathers to go there it would be better for

them to go elsewhere to bathe. To reduce the depth

would cost a great deal of money ; and would the

parishes in the neighbourhood of the park be prepared

to bear the expense of it ? In answer to a remark

made by Sir H. HoARE, Mr. Ayrton said that he

thought the whole of the money voted for the improve-

ments would be expended. There would be no

surplus.—How fond Mr. Ayrton must be of mud !

and what a thoroughly official way of doing things is

here revealed. Great expense has been incurred, and

if our head gardener be not, as the public prints hint

he is to be, drafted off speedily to India or the

colonies, the money now spent will be literally

"bogged" in the Serpentine, and as large a sum will

be required in a few years' time to do what ought to be

thoroughly well done now. That this is a matter of

common sense, as Lord Harrowby says, is true ; but

perhaps on that very account it is not intelligible to

official minds.

We have received from Messrs. Cripps & Son,

of Tunbridge Wells, a blooming plant of Siebold's

Hydrangea Thunberoii florieus persicis, which

they describe as a perfectly hardy shrub, to which

interesting gi'oup it will form a most valuable addition.

It has ovate sharply serrate leaves, a couple of inches

long, and the corymbs of flowers are of a pale rose

colour, the outer sterile ones having from three to four

roundish segments. We shall shortly publish an illus-

tration of this novelty.

We extract from the Builder the following par-

ticulars relating to the BUILDINGS FOR ANNUAL
Intern.ational Exhibitions :

—

"The buildings in which the Exhibition of 1871 will be

held have been designed by Lieut.-Colonel Scott, R.E..

and are to be of a permanent character. Those persons

famihar with the Horticultural Gardens know the long

ornamental arcades parallel with the Albert and Exhibi-

tion roads. At the back of these arcades is a piece of

waste ground, some 200 feet wide, extending to the road.

On these strips of land the two main exhibition buildings

are to be built. .-\t their northern ends, these main

buildings will be placed in communication with the con-

servatory of the Horticultural Gardens, and through it

with the new Albert Hall of Arts (the grand promenade of

which will be utilised for exhibition purposes, the educa-

tional collection being placed therein) by covered

approaches, which are being made upon the top of the

arcades connecting them with the conservatory. The
southern ends of 'the main buildings will communicate

with the permanent portion of the Exhibition building of

1862, which forms the southern boundary of tlie Horti-

cultural Gardens. This building is now used for the

exhibition of objects in connection with the South Ken-

sington Museum. By this means the building will com-

pletely surround the gardens, to which the public will be

admitted at certain times, and under special conditions,

which have vet to be decided upon. It is also proposed

to connect this series of buildings with the South Ken-

sington Museum, by means of a covered way under the

Exhibition Road, and also in the same manner with the

Metropolitan Railway.
" The length of the main buildings on the ground floor

at each side, will be iioo feet, on the upper floor at each

side, 600 feet. Their width throughout will be 30 feet,

and the height of the two floors, 60 feet. The level of

such a length of building will be broken each side by four

raised pavilions or dwarf towers ; four of these,

side of the north and south extremities,

wide, the two centre ones being 65 feet.

of chambers, broken in equal lengths by the vai7ing

dimensions of the central portions, the light for which is

obtained from large windows in the east and west sides of

the respective buildings, but there can, of course, be no

windows in the sides which adjoin and continue the

present arcade walls.
" The lower storey will be set aside for the exhibition of

woollen fabrics, manufactures, tools and machinery. The
upper floor will be a repetition, on a smaller scale, of the

picture-gallery of the Exhibition pf 1862 ; the galleries

will have no side windows, but will be lighted -with a

single centre ridge glass roof. The floor will be fireproof,

made on the Fox & Barret principle, of rolled iron girders

filled in between with 10 inches of concrete, and tiled on

the upper surface. Provision is made in the built girders

for heating the buildings by means of hot-water pipes,

and also for ventilation. These galleries, which are to be

30 feet wide, by 25 feet high, will be used exclusively for

the exhibition of works of art and art-manufactures, such

as painting, bronzes, sculpture, porcelain, decorative

furniture and Jewellery ; in fact every kind of artistic work,

whether applied to objects of ornament or domestic use.

' "On the side of the Albert and Exhibition Roads, the

buildings will not be excessively decorated. In the front,

overlooking the Horticultural Gardens, a greater endeavour

in that respect will be made. The arcades of the Horti-

cultural Gardens, which are only 12 feet wide, are being

finished, and their stone capitals and cornices are being

car\'ed from designs by the South Kensington art-students.

The arcades, which are at present only temporarily covered,

are being roofed over in a permanent manner, and will

form a promenade on a level with the floor of the picture

and art .galleries of the upper saloons, with which they

will communicate through wide doorway entrances. The

side next the gardens will have a terra-cotta balustrade,

from which rise light ornamental carved wood columns,

supporting a trellis-work of iron running along the whole

length and breadth of the walk. This trellis-work will be

intenvoven with vines and creepers. The balustrade wil

contain vases filled with flowers, and a view will be ob

tained over the whole extent of the gardens beneath.
'

' The buildings are in the Decorated Italian style, with

mouldings, cornices, and courses in buff-coloured terra-

cotta ; the brickwork being of the red Fareham bricks, so

as to match the garden architecture, and harmonise with

the new museum buildings which are rising in front of

them. The buildings altogether will accommodate, it is

stated, 50,000 people.

. We are informed that tlie Oxford Sub-Com-

mittee has decided to charge all gardeners (producing

their master's cards), for admission to the Oxford show,

at the following rate, viz., first day, 2s. dd., instead of

5^. J
second day, Jr., instead of 2.f. dd.

Weinsert the following protest from " Nature,"

because we think it calculated to slop a growing

evil ;

—

'
' We have just seen a bill-head or order to which we

think it necessary to call attention. On a scroll at the

top is a name which, together with the address, which is

on another scroll, we suppress, as we do not wish to

assist this person in his advertisements. On other artistic

scrolls we find the occupations of the advertiser, dyeing

and printing works being set forth on one of them. In

the centre is a coat ot arms and crest surrounded by a

garter, on which is printed ' Fellow of the Chemical

Society, London.' We have no wish to infer that this

gentleman is not a most eminent chemist, but we do

most emphatically protest against the membership of

a learned society being turned to account for advertising

purposes. We hope that the Council will not allow this

to continue unnoticed, for nothing could be more damag-

ing to the welfare of a scientific society."

In the case of a society like the Royal Horticultural or

the Royal Botanic, into which the trade element of

necessity and with perfect propriety enters largely,
'
the

above protest does not apply. The obligation is

mutual, and the relation of the Society to the man of

commerce is perfectly well understood by every one ;

but when merely for trade purposes a parade is made of

the circumstance that the advertisers are members of

sundry learned societies, we hold that the societies in

question run a risk of damaging their reputation, while

the advertisers place themselves in a false position.

We learn that the magnificent gardens and

pleasure-grounds at Shrubland Park, Suffolk, the

residence of Sir G. B. Middleton, Bart., are to be

thrown open to the public on or about the 21st inst.

A charge of \s. each will be made for the benefit of

the " Ipswich Shipwrecked Seamen's Society."

The Meteorology of the Week ending July

2 was chiefly remarkable for the low temperature which

prevailed throughout England and Scotland (see Mr.

Glaisher's Table in our present issue). The Maxi-

mum Temperature of the air was 79°. 7, which was

recorded at Edinburgh in Scotland, the highest tempe-

rature in England bemgat Portsmouth, viz,, 76°. 2. The

mean of the highest temperature for the several stations

south of Nottingham was 70°. 5 ; to the north of that

station, 65°. 8, and for all stations in Scotland, 69°. 3.

The Minimum Temper.ature of the air was

38°, which was observed at Hull in England. The

mean of the lowest temperature for all

stations in England was 45°. 5, and for the several

stations in Scotland was 45°. 7. The Mean Tempera-

ture for the several stations south of Nottingham was

56°. I, and for those to the north of that station was

54°. I. The mean for all stations in Scotland was

54°. 3. The Rainfall varied at the different stations

on eiiner '" England from 0.00 in. at Bristol to 1.36 in. at

be"3-' feet I

Newcastle ; the mean rainfall for the stations south
' of Nottingham (witlr the exception of N"'-"i''h ^^Mt-r^

stations to the north it amounted to 0.58 in. In Scot-

land, the fall varied from o. 10 in., at Paisley, to

8 in., at Perth, with a mean fall for all stations

of 0.62 in.

In consequence of some misapprehension which

appears to exist, we have been requested to state that

the Cotivcrsazmie, announced to befgiven by the Duke
of BucCLEUCH, President of the Royal Horticultural

Society, will commence at 8.30, on the evening of

Wednesday, the 13th inst.

Mr. Meehan continues his suggestive re-

searches into the Sexual Conditions of Plants.

In a recent number of the "Proceedings of tte

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia," we find

the following observations on the cross fertillsatioa and

the law of sex in Euphorbia, and some of which are of

the same nature as those detailed in a paper of Mr.

WoRTHiNGTON Smith, in the "Journal of Botany:"

—

'
' The list of plants which seem to avoid self-fertilisation

is already very large. I think Euphorbia may be added

to the number. Certainly this is the case with Euphorbia

fulgens, Kanv. (E. Jacquinia?flora, Hook.), which I have

watched very closely in my greenhouse this winter.

Several days before the stamens burst through the

involucre, which closely invests them, the pistil with its

ovarium on the long pedicel has protruded itself beyond,,

exposed its stigmatic surface, and received the pollen

from the neighbouring flowers. The way. in which the

pollen scatters itself is curious. In most flowers a slight

Jar or a breath of wind will waft the pollen to the stigmas,'

but I have not been able to notice any to leave the flowers

in this way ; for as soon as the anther cells burst, the

whole stamen falls from its filament-like pedicel, and either

drops at once on the pistils of other flowers or scatters its

pollen grains by the force of the fall.

"This Euphorbia also furnishes another contribution to

the theory of sex which I have .advanced. The plan on

which the male and female organs arc formed is evidently

a common one ; and the only reason why some flower

heads have a pistil in the centre, and others are wholly,

staminate, is, that there is greater a.xial vigour when the

female flower is formed. Whenever the common peduncle

(below the scarlet involucre) is weak, a pistil never appears

in that head of flowers. A few which seem strong never

have them, but the great majority of the strong peduncles

are those which bear the female blossoms. Another

interesting fact is, that the number of male flowers is less

in those heads which also bear a female than in those

wiiich are wholly staminate. This seems to add to the

point I made in my paper on .-\mbrosia, that after the

flowers have been partially formed in embryo, and before

the sex has been finally determined, the female flower,

being primordially the stronger, has the power of absorb-

ing the males or their partially formed elements into its

system. It is certainly remarkable that in both these

instances the number of male flowers should decrease in

proportion to the existence or vigour of the central

female one.
• The male and female flowers of Euphorbia fulgens are

formed much alike. The female occupies the centre, and

seems really but a prolongation of the main stem, on the

top of which is an articulation from which the ovarium

springs. The capsule readily falls from this articulation

when mature. From the base of the female central

peduncle spring weaker peduncles, colourless, appearing

TheVound-floors of the buildings consist of a series I the fall was 0.77 in.) was only 0.15 in., and for all

indeed almost like filaments, articulated at about the

same height as the female, only above the point bearing a

short filament and anther— the caducous part before

referred to. No one can fail to see the correspondence

of plan in these different parts, and I think that nothing

but the favourable position in the direct line of axial

vigour made the central flower a female one.
" Cases occasion.ally occur in which a tolerably strong

head of wholly male flowers will develope the central axis

into a pedicel almost as long and vigorous as those which

bear female flowers. But the flow of vital force— if I am
correct in using this term—not being quite sufficient, the

final goal of natural perfection in the female form was not

reached. These cases do not occur often, but are well

worth looking for, as thev show so clearly the dividing line

between the forces which govern the male or female sex.

We learn that, owing to special military duty,

the band of the Royal Horse Guards will be prevented

from going to Oxford, but that the splendid Band of

the Royal Artillery will attend at the Observatory

Ground during the exhibition.

The last number of the Pharmaceutical

Journal is the commencement of a new series, and

promises to be an improvement in matter as it is in

form over its predecessors. One of the articles is

devoted to the description, by Mr. M. C. CooKE, of a

very curious product "occasionally and locally em-

ployed " by the natives of India for medicinal purposes

by the name of Hasan-i-Yus*f. Great doubts have

been expressed as to the real nature of this substance,

some comparing it to unripe Poppy seeds, others

calling it a "minute sihceous shell of triangular form

found" floating on lakes and ponds in the hills of

Kashmir," and others, again, considering it to be the

siliceous frustule of some Diatom or some Foraminifer.

The conclusion arrived at by Mr. Cooke, whose figures

seem to us conclusive, is that the bodies in question

are the spores of a species of Isoetes.

We are glad to see, from an announcement in

the current number of the "Journal of Botany," that

a new edition of Dr. Prior's work on the Popular

Names of British Plants is in active preparation.

We learn from a statement in the last number

of Scientific Opinion, that that Journal is to pass

into other hands, and to be merged in future with

the " English Mechanic and Mirror of Science." One
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result of this change will be that the Journal will lose

the services of its former Editor. *' Scientific Opinion "

has been so spiritedly and straightforwardly carried on,

that we cannot but regret tlie change, and look anxiously

for the periodical in its new phase.

The Earl of Stamford and Warrington
has recently presented to the Crystal Palace Company
several fine plants, including some large Dracaenas and
Araucarias.- Professor Huxley, on the occasion of the

distribution of prizes to the medical students of

University College, expressed his opinion that the

study ofMateria Medica—angike, drugs—should, so

far as medical students are concerned, be abolished.

This is such strange doctrine that we suspect a paradox
was intended. We suspect Professor Huxley would
be loth to trust his life in sickness to the care of a

practitioner who did not know opium when he saw it.

We have known a case where a large bottle of tincture

of opium (laudanum) was accidentally sent by a whole-

sale druggist to a medical practitioner and labelled as

tincture of gentian !—and in medical practice cases fre-

quently occur where a knowledge of poisonous or

medicinal plants is of the utmost consequence.

TheMinisterof Public Instruction in Italy, says
" Scientific Opinion," has promised agrant of i6ooUre
towards the expenses of instituting a LABORATORY of
Crvptogamic Botany in Pavia, and it is hoped that

a contribution will also be received from the Minister
of Agriculture.

According to a report now before us, tlie

Agri-Horticultural Society of Max)R.a.s is in a
prosperous condition. But little is said of the opera-
tions of the society. We notice, however, tliat the

services of Mr. Dexham, the superintendent, are to

be exchanged for those of some other person not
appointed at the date of the report.

— The **Joumal of Botany " mentions the decease
ofan Austrian nobleman, who has rendered good service

both to botany and to horticulture. Baron Charles
Von Hugel died on June 2 at Bnissels, where he filled

the office of Minister Plenipotentiary. To horticulturists

hi is known from his researches in Australia, and as the
fjunder of the Imperial Horticultural Society of Vienna.

The empiovJs o( Mr. B. S. Williams, of the
Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway, numbermg between
40 and 50 men, had a pleasant day's outing on
Tuesday last. After a beautiful drive over Wimbledon
Common to Hampton Court, they sat down to an
excellent dinner. Mr. Willia;\is' health was drunk
with hearty cheers, as was that of Mrs. Williams,
after which the party dispersed, some to boating,
others to quoits and various games, while others again,
with a taste for art, entered the Palace, to enjoy the
beautiful pictures. After tea the party returned to
town by a different route, highly delighted with the
day's relaxation.

New Garden Plants.
Brassia farinifera, Lind, ^^ RcJih.fil.

Glumacea, brachysepala, brachypetala, labello pandurato antice
emarginato cum dcnticulo interposito, limbo antice serrulato,
callLs prosiratis angulatls, velutinis gcminis in basi, dentlcuiis
praepositis, area fannosa semicirculari anteposila.

A new Brassia, in the way of B. glumacea, with red
flowers deeply blotched with brown. A pandurate
reluse lip, with a nearly semi-circular mealy circle, is

f|uite a novelty. The mealy matter is derived from
decayed cells, and occurs also on some other parts of
the lip. It is quite the same thing in the five flowers

at hand. The plant was discovered by Mr. Wallis in

Ecuador, and is sent by M. Linden, of Brussels.

Spiranthes Weirh, Rchb.fil.

Aff. Spiranthidi Funckianas, A. Rich. & Gal. ; gutture retrorso acuto
(nee rectangulo), labelli angulis posticis semifalcatis membrana-
ceis acutis {nee brcvibus retusis incrassatis), labelH disco
reflexo medio unisulcato (nee linea angulala, signato), papulis
supra quatemis (nee geminis), labello intus ante basin
velutino {nee ibi lasvi et extus velutino).

Racemus elongatus. Rhachis brunnea glandipilis. Bracteas
lineari-setaceae florcs Eequantes seu superantes, pilosula:.
Sepalum dorsale cuneato-oblongum acutum brunneum extus
glandipile. Sepala lateralia cuneato oblonga acuta, brunnea,

We have thought it only our duty to name the plant in

honour of Mr. Weir, who collected it, he having given
to horticulture the best that a man has to give—his

health. H. G. Rchb.fil.

Petala lir

apice paginae

glandipilia, longe
turn supra ba.sin ovarii exti

dilatata acuta, obliqua, binei

antice dense glandipilia. Labellui
len inia basi liberum unguiculatum sagittatum,

ligulatum, antice dilatatum, utrinquc plica insiliente inflexum,
apice reflexo ovato triangulum, carinulis obscuris quaternis
ante hunc limbum reflcxum. Fovea subquadrala in processum
rostellarem Jinearem extensum. Androclinium angulare.
Anthera a basi cordata late rostrata attenuata quadriloccllaris.

Pollinia gemina, farinosa alba, superne sulcata, involuta.

Caudicula brevis rufa glandula elongata linearis acuta.

We have a very neat sketch, representing a plant with
short-stalked oblong acute leaves, nearly in the way of

those of Plantago major. They are, '* above dark
purple gieen, regularly spotted with numerous spots of
cream colour. The imderside is ofa dark purplish colour,

3,^ inches broad, 7 inches long in the blade, 3 inches in

the stalk. These leaves are remarkably beautiful." We
have to thank W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., for these valu-

able remarks, as also for the specimen. The inflores-

cence, a raceme of reddish flowers with white cuspidate

bracts, made us think immediately o the Spiranthes

Funckiana, A. Rich. & Gal. A very careful study of the

typical flowers has, however, given us the certainty that

these species are totally different, as pointed out above.

THE KNOWN FORMS OF YUCCA.—\\,

Section II. — Filajncntoso-marginatcv. — Species in

which the edge of the leaf habitually splits up into

filamentous threads.

The numerous forms of Yucca that fall under this

section may be divided into two sets ; first, those in

which there is no distinct stem, and in which, conse-

quently, the rosette is sessile on the surface of the soil

;

and second, those in which there is a more or less dis-

tinct barren stem below the rosette of leaves. So far

as I know, the forms of the first set are more northern

in their distribution as wild plants, and will all bear

the winter in the open air in this countiy, whilst the

less numerous forms of the second set require protec-

tion in winter in England. In the present paper, I

shall only have space to enumerate and to characterise

briefly the hardy fonns, and shall have to leave the

tender caulescent ones for another time. The follow-

ing are the acaulescent, filamentose forms with which I

am acquainted, arranged according to the breadth of

their leaves, going from narrower to broader :

—

13. Y. augustifoUa. Pursh, Flom i. 227 ; Bot. Mag. t.

2236; Haworth, Suppl. PI. Succ. p. 35 ; Kunth, Enum.
iv. 273.—Leaves in wild spe;ciniens 15—18 inches long.

3—4 lines broad, pale glaucous green, piuch thicker and
more rigid in texture than in any of the following, rounded
on the back and slightly narrowed in the lower third

;

nearly flat in the middle half on both sides, narrowed in

the upper third or quarter to a decidedly pungent point,

beneath which the face is concave, the marginal filas

copious, white, thread-like, straight, or recurved. This is

much the smallest of the present group, the whole plant

in flower being sometimes not more than a couple of feet

high, with the inflorescence a simple raceme. The notes

just given are taken from specimens gathered by Wright
and Fendler in New Mexico. Haworth describes it as
having leaves 2 feet long by half an inch broad. The figure

in the ''Botanical Magazine" is a veiy indifferent one,

and there is no other. We are not aware that it is in cul-

tivation in the country at present, and should be ver>' glad
of a drawing and a description made from the living plant.

It is not the Y. angustifolia, Carriere, Rev. Hort. ix., p.

20, t. 3, which is a caulescent form.

14. Y. parvijlora, Torrey, Bot. Mex. Bound., p. 221.

—

This is a plant which inhabits New Mexico, with which
I am only acquainted from seeing a couple of dried speci-

mens in the Kew Herbarium, and w^hich has never been
introduced into cultivation. The leaves in measurement
come very close to those of the last, and are nearly as
thick, and rigid in texture, and as pungent at the point,

but they are much duller in colour, with the edges rolled

together from the base to the apex, the mai'ginal filas

copious, irregular, thread-like, dirty white, 2^3 inches
long. The panicle is simply racemose, or slightly branclied,

attaining in one of the specimens just mentioned a height
above the base of the stem of about 3 feet. The flowers are
extremely different, not only from those of angustifoha
but also from those of any species known in cultivation,

being not more than three-quarters of an inch long, with
divisions an eighth of an inch broad, with slender tliread-

like filaments and very small anthers,—in fact the whole
flower more like that of an Ornithogalum of the pyrenai-

cum group than its neighbours of the same genus ; so that

there can be no doubt about its being a thoroughly distinct

species.

15. Y. sfn'cf.j, Sims, Bot. Mag. t. 2222 ; Kunth,
Enum. iv. 273 ; Carriere, Rev. Hort. viii., p. 467, t. 101-2.

—Leaves 40—50 in a tuift, just like those of filamentosa
in texture and colour, reed-like, pale green, with a
glaucous bloom, the outer ones spreading horizontally,

the inner erect, 16— 18 inches tlong, 7—9 lines broad at tlic

middle, flattish, except beneath the very point, which is not
firm or pungent ; the marginal filse very slender and few in

number. Of this the wild specimens we have seen were
gathered in Texas and near New Orleans, both by Drum-
mond. It is altogether Uke filamentosa on a reduced scale,

the leaves being not more than half as broad, and the
separateflowersconsiderablysmaller, 15—iSIineslong, with
oblong-lanceolate divisions not more than three-quarters

of an inch broad. The plant attains a height of 4—

5

feet, and the inflorescence is copiously panicled with as

many as a dozen flowers on the lowest branches. We are

not yet provided with a good figure of the species, and
that in the "Botanical Magazine" is an extremely in-

different one.

16. Y. glaucescens, Haworth, Suppl, PI. Succ, p. 35;
Sweet, Flow. Card., t. 53; Kunth, Enum. iv. 273.—
Of this I have not seen any reliable specimen, and should
be very glad of a drawing or description. It is said to

come very near to the next, but to have firmer more
glaucous narrower leaves (not more than an inch broad),

attaining a length of 18 inches, the edge less distinctly

fihferous, the point pungent, and concave on the face

the panicle 3—4 feet high, with short densely downy
branches. Carriere gives it as a synonym of flaccida, but
that is clearly a mistake. Has it any claim to be regarded

more than one amongst the numerous slight forms of
filamentosa ?

. Y. filarneniosa, Linn. Sp. Plant. 457 ; Bot. Mag.
t. 900; Redout^, Lil., t. 277-S ; Kunth, Enum. iv. 271
Carriere, Rev. Hort. ix., p. 212, t. 47-8.—A very common
and well-known species, to be seen in every collection.

Leaves 30—40 in a dense sessile rosette, between coriaceous
and reed-like in texture, apple-green, more or less con-
picuously furnished with glaucous bloom when young,
n the ordinary forms from 15 — 21 inches long by
v^2 inches broad at the middle, the outer ones
preading, the central ones erect or slightly recurved, the

point not pungent, the marginal filse moderately copious,

grey, thread-like, 2—3 inches long
;

panicle 5-6 feet

high, copiously branched, the flowers 2 inches deep ; leaf

concave at the apex, and very slightly so in the lower
third. Varies principally in the length of the leaves and of
the scape. Y. concava (Haworth, Suppl. 34), is evidently

a variety with short strong broad leaves, more concave on
the face than usual ; the panicle of this form is stated to

be about 3 feet in height. Var. maxima, Carriere, loc. ciL,

the other extreme, has leaves nearly 2 feet long by
2.\ inches broad, with a panicle 7—8 feet in height. A
native of the Southern United States.

18. K puberula. Haw. Phil. Mag. 1828, p. 186 ; Sweet,

Flow. Card. t. 21 ; Kunth, Enum. iv. 272.—This agam is

a form of which I know very little, and about which we
should be glad to get further information. According

to information from Rev. H. N. EUacombe, it comes
between filamentosa, flaccida, and recurvifolia. Leaves
28—20 inches long, 16— 18 lines broad, similar to those of

filamentosa in texture but not quite so firm, the central

ones decidedly recurved ; the point not pungent, the

marginal filos extremely scant and short, not more than

Three or four slender grey threads about an inch long,

being detached from each edge. It is said to attain a
height of 4—5 feet, and to have densely pubescent

branches.

19. Y. flaccida, Haworth, Suppl. PI. Succ. 34 ; Kunth,
Enum. iv. 272 ; Bot. Reg. t. 1895 ; Carriere Rev.

Hort. viii. 555, t. 1 19-120.—A well-marked form, to be
seen in all collections. Acaulescent; rosettes close,

numerous, of 20—30 leaves each, 18— 24 inches long,

18—21 lines broad at the middle, the young ones erecto-

patent, but the old ones of so thin and reed-hke a texture

that they become abruptly decur\^ed about the middle,

almost as if broken, so that the tufts may be known at a
glance from any of the forms of filamentosa by their

irregular untidy appearance, the young ones slightly

glaucous, the point not at all pungent, only the apex
slightly concave on the base, the breadth narrowed just

above the base to 6— 8 hues, the edge copiously filiferous,

the threads grey. 3—4 inches long. Panicle 3—4 feet high,

with pubescent branches, the flowers 2 inches deep.

20. Y. baccata, Torrey, Bot. Mex. Bound., p. 221.

—

Of this I know nothing except from the description given

in the work just quoted, from which it would appear that

the habit of the rosette is like that of filamentosa, but

that the flowers are considerably larger, the divisions

measuring zh—3 inches long by 6—7 lines broad. It is a

native of New Mexico, and is said to have a fruit the size

of a large fig, with a sweet edible pulp.

These are all the acaulescent forms of which I am
aware of the filamentose series. To complete this series

I have still to notice several that possess a distinct stem

beneath the rosette of leaves. J. G. Baker.

FOREIGN INSECT ENEMIES.
Iphipiis Rod, Sch.—Some 18 months or two years

ago, Professor Kegel of St. Petersburg received one

or more plants of Zamia media from Australia. One
pf these he found swarming with a black weevil,

just as the plants of Encephalartos, alluded to

at p. 699, were with Phacecorynes funerarius. The
beetle in this instance was a kno\vn species (Iphipus

Roei of Schdnherr), or perhaps I should rather

say, a variety of that species. On close exami-

nation of the specimens, which Prof Kegel was

good enough to give me for identification, I find that

his specimens are a little smoother and more finely

punctate on the head and thorax, and a little more

coarsely punctate on the underside of the body, than is

the case in the normal form ; they are moreover all

quite black, and without pubescence, while the normal

specimens are sometimes purplish black, and with

transverse patches of a few light-coloured hairs towards

the temiination of the elytra, but this is generally

absent (probably rubbed ofl).

I notice the importation and the destructive powers of

this species, not only to record the facts, but for the

sake of drawing an entomological inference from them.

Iphipus, and the allied genus Tranes, have a great

outward resemblance to the Sphenophori, to which

the destroyer of the Encephalartos belongs ; and

they have, moreover, some of the most important

characters of the tribe to which it belongs, such as the

two first segments of the abdomen being soldered

together. Now I am becoming more and more con-

vinced that outward fades is a much more valuable

guide to generic character than is generally allowed,

and that we almost always commit a breach of natural

affinity when we separate two forms belonging to the

same group that are very like each other. Schonherr,

and even Professor Lacordaire, who rarely ens, have,

however, placed these genera far away from the

CalandridD^, or Cossonida,-, as Lacordaire names the

"phalanx" in which he places them ; and this chiefly

because of the deep cotyloid cavities in which the

haunches of the limbs are set. But for this Professor

Lacordaire would have placed them alongside of

Calandra. After mentioning the calandroid characters

above alluded to, he says: *'Now these are the

characters of Cossonidse, and it is only with hesitation

that I have determined not to place them among these

latter, and to regard them simply as their intimate

representatives in this section. The structure of the

cotyloid cavities of their legs is what chiefly determines

me to take this course."

This seems to me an erroneous conclusion. The

outward resemblance and the concurrence in structure

of the segments of the abdomen seem to me of more

importance than concurrence in the cotyloid cavities,

which besides do not diff"er (especially in the genus

Phacecorynes) so much as might be supposed from

Professor Lacordaire's view. And now, in addition to
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these grounds of affinity, we have a remarkcible coincid-

ence botli in the food and in the mode of attacking it
;

and as the character of their food, Zamia and Encepha-
lartos, is special and unusual, I may be allowed to

attach more importance to it. I have no hesitation in

saying, therefore, that the proper place of Iphipus and
Tranes is among the Calandridai, near Sphenophorus.
It will be interesting to know what their larvre are like.

Perhaps some one who reads this may hereafter visit

Australia, and see Zamias growing in the open air.

If, when they do so, they find any cnnnbling under
the attack of a blackbeetle or a white grub, we pray
them to call the Gardeners^ Chronicle to mind, and
to send home a grub or two in spiiits, to clear up the

question. Aminio Murray.

MARANTAS vel CALATHEAS.
Amongst pictorial-leaved plants there are few that

can compare with the beautiful species of Maranta
wiiich have of late years been introduced. The Bego-
nias are, some of them perhaps, equally striking as to

colour, but they are

mostly wanting in the

refinement of character

which is a prominent
feature in the Marantas.

Did we say Marantas?
Well, that is, perhaps, a

moot point. Some at

least of them have been
determined on good au-

thority to be Calatheas,

and it is assumed that

many, if not all of them,
are so ; but, whether
Calatheas or not, there

is probably no family

which has so rapidly as

this filled up its ranks

with distinct and beauti-

ful forms, one of the mo>t
prominent of which,

known as Maranta
Veitchii (fig. 170) is here

introduced, thanks to the

Messrs. Veitch, as evi-

dence of the ornamental

character of these plants.

This Maranta Veitchii

occupies, in my estima-

tion, the first place in

point of beauty, on ac-

count of the size and
rich and varied colour-

ing of its leaves, the

paler portions of whicli

are transparent, and con-

trast most admiral tly

with the purple and dark

green tints of the upper

and lower surface.

Closely allied to it, how-
ever, in aspect, and
scarcely, if at all, in-

ferior to it in beauty,

comes M. Lindeniana,

a plant of the same
character, and with

similar colouring in the

leaves. M. Vandcn
Heckei is a smaller-

growing species of the

same type, referred by
some authors, as a
variety, to M. picturala.

Of another type, but
also of exquisite beauty,

is the M. roseo-picta,

whose rounder leaves

have shorter footstalks

than in the foregoing,

and are most charmingly tinted with darker and paler
green, and marked by a rose-coloured zone. M.
illustris is a variety of this, according to Dr. Kegel's
opinion, but, variety or not, it is a most ornamental
plant, being barred transversely with light and
dark green, and zoned with pink. Under the name
of M. oniata (but not the ornata of Veitch),
Dr. Kegel brings together sundry beautiful forms
known as albo-lineata, roseo-lineata, regalis, and
majestica, which are marked by transverse lines of
bright colour, red or white, on a green ground. Another
set has green leaves with white zones, M. virginalis
being one of the most striking, with its broad almost
orbicular leaves, and white band and costa ; M. Bara-
quiniana is smaller, with ovate-lanceolate leaves, and
broader belts of white on each side the costa.

Still another beautiful type is represented by
M. splendida, which has the leaves of a deep bright
green, with transverse yellow grand bands, looking
very much as if a pale gieen pinnate Fern had been
painted on the Maranta leaf. Mr. Veitch's original
omata was of this type, only the Fern portrait was
dark green on a pale ground. The old M. zebrina
is another most beautiful plant, as our exhibitions
sometimes testify.

Space would, however, fail to note the many

charming objects which this genus presents, and I

pass on to observe that, as stove plants, they are by no
means difficult to grow. What they need is liberal
treatment. In spring, when they may be divided if

necessary, or taken to start on into gi-owth, they
require a brisk moist heat to be maintained about them.
Later, when growth is mature, they may be used to de-
corate the temperate conservatory. The soil should be
fibry peat and sharp silver sand, with an admixture
of charcoal fragments, and at the last potting of a little

sweet fibry loam ; and the drainage must be good, as
they require an abundance of water while growing
freely. During winter they should be at rest, and
should have comparatively little moisture at the roots.

C. A.

PHAL.ENOPSIDS.
It is a common exclamation now-a-days, "Ah!

Orchids are coming down in the market,'" or, "They
won't fetch the high prices they have done;" and
perhaps this in many cases may be true, but are there

really any signs of Phalcenopsids commg down m
price ? I should say, certainly not. They are imported
into this country by hundreds. What becomes of
them? Undoubtedly a large proportion die on the

voyage
; perhaps out of 500 or 600 plants imported,

not a dozen recover ; add to this state of affairs the dif-

ficulty attending their propagation at home, and it is

easy to see why they should not come down in price.

Certainly some species propagate themselves occasion-
ally, by producing young plants on their flower stems—
P. Luddemanniana, and P. equestris, Rchb. f. (P. rosea,

Lindl), doing this most frequently. When this occurs
the young plants should be fixed upon small blocks
with a little living Moss, and not removed from
the parent plant until thoroughly established. Still but
few—very few—plants are produced in this way, com-
pared with the demand ; and this accounts for the large

importations from the tropics. How long will the

supply last there? Let us take the delicate little

P. Lowii, for example, of which Lieut. -Col. Benson
has kindly given us some valuable information (at

p. 631). Such information cannot but be beneficial to

those who, lacking the advantage of travel, can have
but a very indistinct idea of the climatic conditions

under which particular plants flourish.

To return to my subject. Who can say how many

of the blooming plants of P. Lowii are relentlessly
torn from their calcareous habitat when in flower, either
for specimens, or perhaps merely for the sake of the
delicate flowers. I sincerely hope that it is very
difficult to find, by a certain class, of which we have
many representatives at home—our British Cypri-
pedium Calceolus having been nearly extirpated by
these Vandals, to say nothing of many other
rarities well known to British botanists. It seems
highly probable that if we destroy so many Phals-
nopsids by importing, and lose so many by unskilful
cultivation, the supply will eventually be cut off.

What is to be done ? Seed— Xxy seed. Ah, my
friend ! has it not been stated in these columns that
seedlings cannot be raised? AVhy ? asks the philoso-
phical thinker ; is not the nucleus of the seed properly
developed, or does the fault lie with the material upon
which the seed is sown ? Does the fault lie in the heat,
or in the humidity of the atmosphere ? Perchance they
\vill not grow if exposed to the influence of light, in
which case we must of course try them where light is

not present

—

i.e., in the dark. Does the seed germinate
in Borneo, Java, Suma-
tra, orMoulmein, where
these plants are princi-

pally found ? If so,

under what conditions ?

As a matter of course,

whenever the plants are

found on rocks, or on
the trunks and ramifi-

cations of trees, there

the seed must have
germinated ; seeing that

plants, being fixtures,

cannot in general shift

their quarters to any
great extent.

Phalienopsids are very

easily fertilised, com-
pared with some other
genera. I have this year
fertilised P. Schillcriana

with the pollen of P.

grandiflora — a very
fine variety with large

flowers, the sepals and
jietals being beautifully

undulated — and then

crossed the plant of P.

grandiflora with pollen

of the former, and have
five pods on the two
plants swelling off ra-

pidly. This fact makes
me naturally feel very

anxious about the gei-

mination of the minute
dust-Uke seeds. Will
some of those who have
raised seedling Orchids
give me a hint or two ?

I have no doubt many
others, as well as myself,

would be delighted to

hear of anything that

will throw additional

light on the gloomy
prospect of raising

seedling Phala^nopsids.

When fertilising, or ra-

ther after fertilisation, I

noticed a rather curious

alteration of the column.
Before the pollinia are

applied to the stigmatic

cavity, the latter is wide
open, but in a few hours
after fecundation the

sides become connivent,

and finally clasp the pol-

len so firmly that the

column must be either cut, or forcibly torn, before it

can be removed from the stigma. The same thing

occurred on a plant of Odontoglossum maculatum, and
also on several Oncids and Vandas, but still it does

not appear to extend through all the Vandean section,

as neither Phaius nor Calanthe seem to act in the same
manner.
What is the best material to sow Orchid seeds upon ?

Living Sphagnum has its advantages, so has a block
with the rough bark left on ; and I have very serious

notions of trying some on Selaginella apus—a dense
glowing moss-like species, which, like the Sphagnum,
can be kept sufficiently moist without the necessity of

watering overhead.

How are established plants rendered so short-lived?

What causes those yellow patches we so often find dis-

figuring what ought to be vigorous dark green foliage ?

Sometimes the leaves look to all appearance from
above healthy, but on holding them up to the light

the spots can be seen, a very slight touch
of debility, or etiolation brought on by giving too

much water and maintaining the atmosphere in a

humid state during the dark winter month-^. Any one
at all acquainted with physiology knows very well that

all plants elaborate their watery juices in proportion to

the intensity of the light they receive ; that is, supposing
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other circumstances to be favourable, as heat, moisture,

&c. It is then easy to understand that if the liglit is

diffused the functions of the leafy organs are impeded,

and keeping the air nearly at the point of saturation

makes the case still worse, by checking what little

evaporation or elaboration may be going on ; while by

supplying them with moisture at the roots, by watering,

we induce them to absorb more than they can possibly

give off. Hence by the aqueous matter remaining too

long in the vessels it produces etiolation and induces

decay. In the warm light days of summer the case is

different ; light is intense, we have a genial warmth,

very different from the scorching dry heat from the hot-

water apparatus, and the plants, growing vigorously,

quickly get rid of all superfluous water imbibed by

them.

I have found that syringing the plants once or twice

during the day is beneficial. When syringing, I use the

jet, and place a finger over the orifice, thus forcing the

water over the plants in the form of a gentle dew,

always using tepid water. As the plants cease

growing, this must be discontinued ; less water given

at the root, and a drier atmosphere maintained. We
must not forget that naturally Phalaenopsids have no

winter, that is, their season of rest is during the hot dry

period of the year ; hence the difficulty of treating

them in any but an artificial manner. In their

natural habitats they are subjected more or less

to the cool sea-breeze all the year ; while we
we can scarcely give air at all, certainly nothing like a

breeze, in our East Indian houses at home, for several

months together. Perhaps this close atmosphere may
have much to do with their rapid exodus from our

collections. It would be comparatively easy to allow

currents of warmed air to pass through our Indian
houses all the year, thus imitating Nature to some
extent ; but the expense would be the chief drawback,
as the consumption of fuel would be enormous, indeed,

it is so in many cases under the present system.

As an instance of plants growing under artificial

circumstances, perhaps as well as in their natural

habitats, may be mentioned the epiphytal Thunias,
which are here cultivated as terrestrials ; this showing
that it is not exactly impossible to succeed, even
though Nature be in some measure disregarded.

/; iV. B.

GERMINATION OF PALMS.
Some two or three years since the double Cocoa-nut

(Lodoicea sechellarum) became an object of special

interest, both from the fact being brought to the notice
of the Linnean .Society of the species being likely to

become extinct, owing to the trees being cut down and
none others planted, as well as from the peculiar and,

as was tlien thought, its unique habit of forming a
bowl or socket around its root. An article appeared
at tlie time in the Gardeners' Chronicle, and a figure was
given both ofthe germinating seed andof the root socket,

ilien newly received at the Kew museum {fig. 171).
The specimen was not perfect, and was moreover broken
in transit from its native country, and in the process of
clearing out the soil and stones for the purposes of
exhibition in the museum ; nevertheless, it was care-
fully put together and gave some idea of wliat position
it actually occupies with regard to the root and base of
the trunk. There seems no question but that this first

specimen was obtained from che base of a decayed tree,

but the bases of two good sound trunks, with these

rooting portions attached (fig. 172), have since been re-

ceived at the museum, and these entirely disprove the

theory of the motion of the root in the socket or bowl,
as was stated to be the case, inasmuch as the two are

perfectly united, indeed appear as one. One of these

trunks has been cut through longitudinally, root and

all, so that the union of the trunk with the socket

is very clearly shown.
With regard to this story of the root actually moving

in the socket during the swaying of the trunk, it is

possible that the flexibility of the trunks themselves,

which all travellers speak of as a peculiar character of

the Coco de Mer, by which in high winds the leaves

of contiguous trees flap and strike against each other.

producing a loud noise, may have misled the writer of

that account.

In the double Cocoa-nut, as most of my readers are

aware, the seed is generally two-lobed, from which fact

its common name has been derived, but it is often

three or four, and sometimes five and even six-lobed.

The mode of germination at first sight appears

striking, inasmuch as the cotyledon pushes its way out

from between the lobes, and frequently lengthens to a

foot or 18 inches, and having a diameter of 14 inch.

This prolonged cotyledon terminates in a swollen axis,

whence proceeds the radicle and plumule or first bud.
There is, in fact, nothing remarkable in the germination

of this Palm, except in the length the outside portion

ofthe cotyledon assumes : all the Palms germinate in a
similar manner, the cotyledons in the various species

lengthening, more or less, according to the size or form
ofthe fruit, and so carrying the radicle and plumule out
with it till it has reached a sufficient distance from the
seed to give plenty of room for the young plant
to grow upwards and downwards without meeting with
any interruption by coming in contact with the seed.

This appears to be one of the special reasons why the

cotyledon should so lengthen outwardly, and another

reason may be found in the apparent impossibility of

actual germination taking place within so hard a shell

as a Palm seed usually has. During the process of the

lengthening ofthe cotyledon, and while the plumule is

still enclosed within its swollen base, a simultaneous

growth is all the time going on with cotyledon, plumule,

and radicle ; so that when the former has attained its

full length the young bud bursts its sheath, as seen in

figs. 173 and 175, starts upwards, and in time main-
tains a separate existence from the seed. A somewhat
similar form of germination is seen in many other

monocotyledonous plants.

In the Palms the embryo is not always seated at the
same point of the seed ; in some species it is at the

base, in others at the apex, and in others, again, on
one side. The embryo itself consists of a very small
cellular body of a cylindrical shape, seated in a mass
of homy, often ruminated albumen.

In the Cocoa-nut (Cocos nucifera) the embryo is

buried in the albumen at the base of the seed, or near
the point of attachment of the fruit to the tree ; and
this point of germination is distinctly marked by three

small holes which are familiar to every one ; these,

however, are not peculiar to the genus Cocos, but
occur in several genera belonging to the same tribe.

In a young Cocoa-nut the albumen is of the con-
sistence of jelly, never becoming, even when ripe,

thoroughly hard or horny, as it does in the vegetable

ivory, and many others. To produce germination the

nut or fruit is usually laid partially buried in tan or loamy
soil, with a good bottom heat. The cotyledon pushes
its way through the shell, increases at once its circum-

ference by the simultaneous growth of plumule and
radicle which it encloses, but it does not proceed to

any length, as in the Lodoicea ; and from this exterior

swollen portion of the cotyledon a young folded leaf

rises, and the roots slowly push their way through the

lower part ofthe sheathing cotyledon into the ground.
In the genus Attalea the embryo is situated in a

similar position to that of Cocos, namely, at the base
of the seed. Here also, so soon as it has pushed
through the pericarp, the same kind of sheath is formed
at the base of the cotyledon, not fleshy, but rather

membranous in its earliest stage, from which the

young folded leaves and the roots subsequently appear.

In Corypha the embryo is seated at the apex, and in

the process of germination the cotyledon is prolonged
some 2 or 3 inches : from thence the long root proceeds

downwards, from the sides of which rootlets are given
off; about the same time the plumule bursts through
the upper portion by a longitudinal slit (see fig. 173).

In the genus Hypha^ne, and those Palms belonging
to the same section, the embryo is likewise situated at

the apex, and the mode of germination is similar.

In Caryota urens and Arenga saccharifera the

embryos are similarly placed, namely, at the top, both
of which push down their cotyledons to some distance

before exhibiting either plumule or radicle : this, how-
ever, is more particularly the case in the latter i>lant.

The seeds of this Palm, which are about an inch long

and half an inch in diameter, after they have germi-

nated, and the young plants are several inches above
the ground, may frequently be seen still attached, but

themselves pushed some distance above the soil.

In Raphia the position ofthe embryo is at the side

of the seed, midway between the apex and the base.

On the removal of the imbricated scales, the presence

of which is one of the distinctive and beautiful char-

acters of the Raphias and Calami, a series of irregular

markings or channellings is seen, many of which con-

verge at one point, denoting the position of the embryo.

Here, again, as in the other species mentioned, a similar

membranous sheath is formed. In a Palm known as

Orania macrocladus, a native of the Malay Islands, the

process of germination is the same, but the develop-

ment of the cotyledonary shealh seems to come nearer

to that of I-odoicea than any I have seen. The seed,

which is round and about the size of a Walnut, has its

embryo at the side, the cotyledon lengthens 2 or 3
inches, and the young buds and roots grow in the usual

way. (Fig. 175.)

The dictates of Nature in regulating the period when
the plant may cast off the supply of nourishment stored

up in the albumen of the seed, is well illustrated by the

act of separating itself from the seed and pushing it

above the soil ; it seldom takes up the whole of the

albumen, showing that Nature always supplies abund-
ant material, under ordinary circumstances, to propa-

gate its species. About a sixth part is usually left at

the end of the seed opposite to the embryo, and this

unused portion, after being buried in the earth,

frequently for a long period, is mostly as hard as it was

before being planted.

Such, then, are the earliest movements of the young

plant, the plumule being sheathed by the base of the

cotyledon or first leaf while the upper part of the leaf

remains still attached to the seed; and this continues so

long as the young plant requires its nourishment from

the albumen. By the time a sufficient number of roots

are formed to take in nourishment enough from the
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earth to maintain the growing plant, it separates from

the seed, the cotyledonary leaf gradually dying down
as first one and then another leaf is produced. In like

manner as the woody fibre deposited by the leaves of a

fully-grown Palm go to forni the hard trunk, so the fibre

here deposited by the rudimentary leaves goes to form the

socket, or bowl (fig. 174) ; and this is bonie out by the

length of time most Palms—and the Coco de Mer in

particular—occupy before forming what may be called

a true stem. As an instance of the slow growth of this

Palm, it may be mentioned that no seeds planted in the

Seychelle Islands since they came into om: possession

have yet produced mature plants. A plant 15 years old,

growing in the garden at Government House, is said to

have at present no indication of stem, the leaves,

16 feet long, springing from a small crown near

the ground. In the case of the double Cocoa-
nut, it was at first thought that the vital con-

nection between the root-socket and the plant itself

ceased at some regidar period, which must have
been the case had the trees rocked in the sockets as at

first described ; but the specimens now in the collection

at Kew, and the constant occuiTence of a woody
formation analagous to this at the roots of other

Palms, proves the contrary ; and it is evident from an
examination of the roots of many Palms and germi-
nating seeds, that the Coco de Mer is not unique in

possessing this appendage, if we may so call it. It is

certainly more largely developed in this Palm than in

any other I have seen, and the possible reason of its

never having previously attracted notice is no doubt
due to its limited geographical range, and its home
being cast in a country somewhat out of the track of
European travellers, together with the difficulty of
rearing the plant in our stoves. John R. Jackson^ Ke

MAIZE AS A FORAGE PLANT.
The useful communication of " Vectis," from

Toronto, which appeared in the number of May 21,

reminds me of my responsibility as the introducer of
Maize to be used as a table vegetable in this country ;

and a few observations will be* useful at times, as so

much seed has been sold this season in Covent Garden
that many readers of this Journal, here and in the

colonies, will like to hear what progress has been
made.
The subject has attracted considerable attention in

France also, and I have even received many letters,

asking for information as to the earliest sorts, and, last

week, one from a large farmer in Brittany, who,
having cattle in much distress from want of green food,

asked me in pressing terms for some early sort of

Maize which, sown now, would be high enough to

cut in August as forage for the cattle. I have such
sorts, but not in sufficient quantity for sowing many
acres. So I referred the inquirer to M. Vilmorin of
Paris, with whom I have, this season, exchanged sorts,

as he has about 20 varieties under trial—American,
Peruvian, and French. The description he gives me,
and my own experiments, have shown convincingly
that the subject of growing Maize for food for cattle

is an important one, and should be undertaken by
English farmers on a fair scale.

We may have seasons like the present, in which
such nutritive crops would be very vahiable. There
are kinds of Maize much more suited for forage crops
than others. Thousands of acres are now planted in

France with "Horsetooth" and "Caragua," which
are late American kinds, as a general crop. Earlier

sorts are much in demand. Both M. Vilmorin and
myself are growing the Boston Ten-M-eeks (kindly sent

me from this Journal), and the earliest of all French
varieties, the " Quarantaine " (rather a shy bearer), to

see which is the most valuable. We are also trying
the *'Jaune d'Au.xonne," which is early and prolific.

All these varieties are too coarse for the table, or at
least would be thought so in tliis countiy. In fact, no
yellow-coloured Maize is suitable for European tastes,

but the white and sweet corn is eminently delicious in
flavour, and can be as easily gi'own in this country as
Peas, requiring about the same treatment and care in

selection of sorts, good rich soil, watering in dry
seasons and staking, being even ready for table when
at about the same ripeness the one as the other.
" Vectis" describes this fully enough, as I have also

done on former occasions.

I have not found any practical difficulty in keeping
sorts distinct for seed, though Maize is very apt to

sport, of course, from its structure. The plants here
at present are about 30 inches high, having been sown
in boxes under glass, and planted out late in April.
Precautions were taken by planting in well manured
trenches, which we found very advantageous this dry
season, and raising mounds on either side for shelter,

earthing up, and weeding regularly. The height of
2 feet, mentioned by "Vectis," to stake at, we found
last season too low. But then in September we had a
hurricane in Guernsey of 55 lb. pressure to the square
foot, which prostrated every plant ; nevertheless, being
raised and re-staked, they ripened their seeds. Some
people affected to doubt if they could even partially

ripen them at the time, but Maize has wonderful
vitality, and showed it under such a serious trial.

Plants 10 feet high are easily affected by such violent

winds, of course ; it is to be doubted if any others of

such a height would not have succumbed completely.

Foreigners and others living in our colonies are much

;

surprised at Maize reaching to this height. I believe

to be unsurpassed in any but very favourable tropical

localities. I have grown ears—cobs wecallthem, wrongly
it seems—of Maize weighing 15 oz., each grain perfect,

highly developed, and quite as fine as the originals 1

had from America. We may thus fairly claim that

seed can be always secured from these islands, or from
the South of England. But I believe it can be ripened
in most gardens in England with due attention. Our
season for taking the Maize to use for the table is one
month later than in Canada, owing to the extreme heat

of the summers there ; but at that period of the year
such a delicious vegetable is doubly welcome. For
nutritious qualities what can exceed it ? It grinds into

a white flour of great beauty, and which would form
the staple of highly important preparations for invalids,

children, and aged persons, if required.

There is a great variety of uses, as we know, to which
Southerners put the husks and stalks, so that there
is no waste ; and when we consider that the London
Omnibus Company annually saves many pounds by
using dry Maize for its horses, and how valuable it is

for poultry, I hope to see the time when many acres

shall be devoted to it for a gi-een forage plant also ;

but most of all do I recommend the choice, sweet,
white sorts for the table, as "green com," in the
autumnal season. The ears should not be gathered
too soon, but be just passing out of the milky state.

Before this they are rather insipid ; a little experience
will show this. T. C. Bnhaut, Richmond, Gtientsty.

[We have never succeeded in cooking the ears pro-
perly. Will our correspondent give us a hint how to

do it. Eds.]

The Fungus Pest.—When persons write under a

iiom dc pltimCy and take fact for its foundation, it is a
pity they do not act up to the spirit of it. Had
" David Tell Fact" done so, he would have saved you
an amazing quantity of printer's ink, and me the trouble

of exposing his sophistry. One of our great thinkers

has said, language was given us to hide our thoughts.

Your correspondent applies it to another purpose, that

of developing his fancies and ignoring facts. He has
now perched himself upon the Fungus pest, and if he
docs not jump too high, and fall over on the other side,

he will be fortunate. " David Tell Fact " surely

knows little of Fungus poisoning. John Bull may have
lost tens of millions sterling in his wooden walls

through dry rot—the same portly individual may have
tens of thousands of dwelling-houses tottering to

their fall through the same enemy — the most
learned of the faculty, not only here, but throughout
the world, may say that all our most deadly zymotic
and contagious diseases, as smallpox, typhoid fever,

diphtheria, Sic, are fungoid in their action, and that

the molecules of sporules float in atmospheres suitable

to their development, ready to seize upon and poison

the blood of any poor subject fit to receive it—the

leading gardening authorities of the last halfcentury, from
Lindley and Berkeley, down through the most recent

exponents, Thomson, Sheppard, Munro, Pearson,

Ingram, Speed, and scores Iseside, to your humble
servant, may have told their faith in the deadly effects

of Fungus poisoning ; but what of that ! Our dearly-

bought experience does not square with our veracious

friend's fancies, and therefore of course we must be
wrong, he right. We have watched the sacrifice of our

Vines and most cherished plants, but " David Tell Fact"
knows nothingof Fungus poisoning ; and on the principle,

I suppose, that all tmth must square with his precon-

ceived prejudices, we arc written down as dolts, or

something worse. The modesty of our anonymous
monitor is most amusing. On the Fungus question,

some years back, I myself occupied a niche in that

paradise of fools, the school of scepticism, but I bought
my experience "o'er dear," and tmth compelled me to

renounce it. Mr, Sheppard, of Woolverston Park
may tell of the effects of Fungus poisoning, but what
matters that to " David Tell Fact?" He, ostrich-like,

has got his head in the bush of fancied security, and
hence whistles the rest of us down the wind at his

leisure. He has used hoof-parings for pot plants for

years without any injurious effect. Just so. No doubt
he has occasionally used that earthy compound called

Mushroom spawn without the desired result, a crop of

Mushrooms. Why? Because the mycelium was not

there, or if there, the condition of the bed was not

suitable for its development. I do not say that hoof-par-

ings have the power of developing a poisonous Fungus,
nor can I say to the contrary ; but this much I may
aver—the parings I used had been accumulating for

months, perhaps years, and when put into the Vine
border were a fermenting mass, full of spawn such as

may be seen in bone heaps ; but whether generated by
the parings, or carried to them from no one knows
where, on the feet of the animals which produce these

parings, I am not prepared to say. The origin of the

poison is yet in the womb of Time, and I should be
glad if the effect had remained there also. "Mr.
Fact " before he mounts his cacoethes scribendiy and
tilts at those who do not like "pesero," and
have found death in their plant pots, should
reflect that there are Funguses and Funguses

—

some delicious vegetables, which all the world are

fond of; others, scarcely dissimilar to the ordinary

observer, which, if eaten, will quickly find employ-
ment for 'the doctor, and not infrequently for the coroner
also. If such is the effect upon the human subject,

is there any heresy in assuming, after due experience,

that plants have their poison pests also ? If there is

not—and there is not—does it not savour of a rent in

the roofing when men set up fancies to destroy facts,

dig deep ifito the coal measures, or go back to the
Deluge, to fish up fancies in support of their hallucina-

tion. " Mr. Fact " has appealed to the fairies in support
of his heresy, but the facts are dead against him, for

with some kinds of Fungus, the Fairy Ring to wit, not a
blade of grass can be found upon it when it is gi'ow-

ing, though in the following season the crop of herbage
may be dark and unusually luxuriant. Any schoolboy
can testify to this fact in the history of Fungus culture.

Our friend prescribes a water cure, but that certainly

will not hold water. A deluge of cold water may
destroy a crop of Mushrooms, but a deluge of warm
water enriched with stable urine or guano and salt,

applied when the first crop is gathered, will frequently
bring up a second crop, and sometimes a third

and fourth crop, equal if not superior to the first.

My borders are little more than large flower-pots,

certainly not affording more than half a cubic yard of
soil to each Vine. Upon them, from the commence-
ment of growth to the colouring of the crop, we pour
fortnightly 3 inches of water at the temperature of 80",

or 3 feet for the six months of active growth, and yet

under such a deluge the Fungus poison pest luxuriated
until the soil was bodily removed. " Mr. Fact" says

the Stortford Vine borders contained "no Fungus."
If this statement is founded upon his unaided visual

powers, I must put in the plea of non-content. The
poison pest is an enemy far too insidious to be detected

by such means, and therefore the statement is not
worth discussing. Our friend labours under the

pleasing delusion that he lias written the history of the

Stortford Vines ; but I, who know as much of their

early history as his preceptor, can only laugh at his

credulity. He has not told us how many Vines were
destroyed before any were induced to gi'ow in

that "fine porous border," nor has he said anything
of the rape-dust used in its concoction. If he takes

exception to the term "London street garbage," the

fish, flesh, and fowl of the market sweepings, perhaps
he will tell us what it was that emitted such a " most
villainous stench " when the manure was being re-

moved. If this does not satisfy him of the use of

garbage, let him examine the books of the Stortford

fellmongers of that day, and ascertain what quantity

of raw " fleshings " was used in forming the border,

and when he has done so he will not feel so squeamish
about the use of garbage. What I saw with my own
eyes I have some little confidence in repeating, and
certainly more than I have in the statement of "Mr.
Fact's " preceptor, who, without wishing the slightest

offence, I may say had received his gardening educa-

tion in the charge of a malt kiln, and who was pro-

moted to the vineries because he answered to the

sine (jud non of Mr. Crawshay in a gardener, viz.,'

" perfect obedience to routine, and to the orders given."

Ivnowing what I do know, and without the intention of

being personal, I must tell ",Mr. Tell Fact," plainly

and emphatically, that if his diagnosis of the failure of

the Vines be in any way correct—viz., that the roots

and leaves were healthy, the border in good condition

and free from mildew—Mr. Nash has conmiitted a

friglitful blimder in destroying them, and his advisers,

if he had any, ought to he scourged to the utmost ends

of the earth for an act of such gross Vandalism. Surely

our veracious friend does not believe in the want-of-

water theory. Or has the Stoim King turned off the

supplies for the last few years at Stortford ? If not,

why, in the name of common sense, should not that

natural supply which made the Grapes the admiration

and en\'yof the horticultural world for some 20 years be

insufficient in more recent times ? The true explanation

of the failure, if not Fungus poison, is paralysis, brought

about by excessive pruning, as set forth in your articles

on "pollard Vines ;" and that I will in a few words
undertake to demonstrate. With this I forward you a

bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes, whicli you will

find equal to the productions of the Stortford Vines

in their most palmy days. The histoi-y of the bunch
is this. It was cut from Vines gi'owing in a large

ridge-and-furrow vinery at Chatsworth, planted 37 years

ago, which, at the time Mr. Speed went there

—

two years ago—did not carry 10 lb. of even moderate

Grapes, almost eveiy bunch being more or less

shanked, and some bunches being shanked alto-

gether ; indeed, so bad were they that it had been

determined to grub them out and replant the house.

Mr. Speed, however, wished to try an experiment, and
finding the leaves thin and flimsy, little better than

tissue paper, he knew that it arose from constitutional

debility and enfeebled root action. Knowing that leaves

are the parents of roots, he gave orders that no laterals

should be removed from the Vines, but that they should

be encom-aged to make all the foliage they could, and
care was taken, by the judicious application of heat, to

ripen the wood thoroughly to the tips of the lateral

branches. No water was given to the border, though

in the dry summer of 186S there were cracks in it

into which you might insert your hand a foot deep,

and directly the cold rains began to fall the whole

surface of the border was covered with pan-

tiles to carry the water away. In 1S69 the
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Grapes were passable, with few shanked berries, I bimches, which were reduced to four. They set

much better than they had been for years pre- well, and swelled their berries splendidly, and made
usly. The same treatment was continued, and fine bunches that attracted the eye at once on enterim

the result is this year the finest crop of Grapes which
was ever seen in the world upon Vines of that

The modern farmer when he produced 40 tons per

acre of Swedes upon land which the popular voice

said " never could gi'ow Turnips," when interro-

gated as to the manure lie used, replied "brains."

Let me ask "David Tell Fact" if he does
not think, if a similar amount of that article had been
used at Stortford, a similar result might have followed,

those fine old Vines been rejuvenised, and Vine growers
saved a great scandal ? I ask no man to believe my
statement. The gardens at Chatsworth are open to

eveiy respectable person ; and I say to all sceptics, go
and judge for yourselves. To "Mr. Tell Fact" I

would say, waste not another drop of ink upon this

discussion, but go at once to Chatsworth ; and after

seeing the crop, and taking council with Mr. Speed, I

believe he will admit, that in his diagnosis of the Stort-

ford difficulty he has been describing a " mare's nest."

I commend all "extension" sceptics to Chatsworth;
and I invite such men as Thomson of Dalkeith,
Ingiam of Belvoir, Tillyard of Brocklesbury, and
others who saw the Vines in 1S6S, to go, see, and
speak out. M< P. Ayres, July 5.

The Fungus Controversy.—Grappling with the
Fungus question is something like grappling with a
thief in the dark—a very dangerous undertaking. And
I am quite content to abide by the sensible advice
given by my father's old friend. Dr. Richards, with
finding out a remedy for the destruction of the disease,
without trouble, expense, or injury. There are known
to be about 2,400 species of Fungi ; and some of these
are so mysterious that hundredsof them sometimesspring
up in a single night. Here there is a mystery to cope
with. And where is the man that is bold enough to stand
up and say he will trace their origin, or stop their ap-
pearance ? Now 1 do not for a moment dispute that
drenchings of water will destroy some species of
Fungus. Whether cold water will or Avill not kill

tills Fungus, I leave to those more experienced in the
cold water cure ; but of this much I am certain, it was
not the drenchings of cold water that killed the Fungus
I alluded to in my last communication, for whilst the
c.\periment was being tried the tree did not receive the
copious waterings it had previously had weekly, and
during that time it was kept more dry than it had been
ever since the fruit was set ; so on that point I feel

certain it was not the pure water that effected the cure.

1 decline entering further into the F\mgus battle with
any anonymous writers. We have firsl-class men that
may continue the contest, but so little is really known
respecting the origin of many of the different species of
Fungus, that writing upon a subject merely on suppo-
sition is quite absurd. I quite agree with " W. P. R."
that prevention is better than cure, but who is the man
to prevent it? Did ever "W. V. R." succeed in
destroying the mildew, which is certainly a species of
Fungus, with drenchings of water? I have never suC'

ceeded in doing so. EihmrJ Bennett, Envilk Gardens.

Entries at Exhibitions.—I am glad to see your
remarks on this subject. \'o\x cannot use too strong
language in condemning the practice of making large
entries and small exhibitions. Nothing is so damagmg
to the general effect of an exhibition as the system of
making entries of the kind, and if it is persevered in,

some means must be found to prevent it. A sub-
stantial entrance fee, as a guarantee of good faith, may
possibly be the best means ; but as exhibitors must be
aware how it militates against their own interests, and
as they have the remedy in their own hands, they should
individually use their best efforts to discourage so
unworthy and dislionest a practice. Fair Play.

Early Rose Potato.—I shall be glad to know the
verdict of others who are growing this kind as to
quality, &c. It confirms my opinion, expressed in your
columns last year, that it would turn out a good and
useful variety. I have it growing side by side with a
fine stock of Fortyfolds, than which it is earlier (nearly
as much so as Rivers' Ashleaf) and better in quality
now. The crop is nearly as many in number, and a
good sample, double and treble the size of the Forty-
folds ; I anxiously wait until both are fully ripe.
Should the Early Rose then be comparatively good in
quality, I shall not hesitate to urge all to plant it as
one of the most valuable second earlies, and a godsend
to the market gardener. Roht. H. Poynter, Tamtton,
Somerset.

Golden Champion Grape.—For some reason
or other many gardeners have failed to'grow this Grape.
Last summer a fruiting Vine which I got did not at
all come up to my expectations ; but knowing the
Grape from its earliest history, and that it could be
grown, I did not lose faith, and, having another weak
Vine—one of the cheapest—I cut it down, started it,

and when about I foot high I inarched it on a side
shoot of a Black Hamburgh in our second house, in
the month of June. It made a weak growth, which I

stopped when about 5 feet in length, to induce it to
ripen its wood early. The cane afterwards swelled up
to the thickness of my little finger, and at pruning time
It was shortened back to 3 feet. The vinery was
started in December, and the Golden Champion

the vinery, being generally taken for well-set samples
of the Canon Hall Muscat. I entered two of the
bunches for the best dish of any new variety at York,
on June 15, and they were awarded the 1st prize ; also
two bunches in a collection of fruit, which also received
the 1st prize. The samples exhibited were not quite
up, however, in that fine amber colour which the
Grapes assume when quite ripe, but would have been
in another 10 days. It dwarfs all other early white
Grapes in size of bunch and berry. The Vine in
question has made one of the most vigorous canes in
the house this season, and a pot Vine propagated from
an eye of our own growth is one of the strongest
plants in the lot. J. Simpson, IVortkv.

Wild Plants in Ayrshire.—When out botanising
lately in a wood here (in Ayrshire), I found some
plants of the Valeriana pyrenaica growing very
luxuriantly, also the Galeobdolon luteum. Arum macu-
latuiii, Meconopsis cambrica, Geum rivale, with white
flowers ; Symphytum officinale, with purple, white and
yellow flowers ; Polemonium cceruleum, and a kind of

Claytonia (?), with pale lilac flowers. The Claytonia
perfoliata also grows very plentifully in this locality.

A YoiDig Botanist.

The Oxford Meeting.—I think it would be of
great service to intending exhibitors at Oxford, if the

Editors, or some correspondent conversant with the
neighbourhood, were to give a few notes concerning
the gardens within a radius of, say, 50 miles round
Oxford worth visiting, with distances and names of
railway or other routes. Where time is short, and
our knowledge of districts but scant, we make sad
mistakes in such matters. Last year, when at the

Manchester meeting, I ran down to Liverpool to see
the shipping and Birkenhead Park, and missed seeing
the best Muscat Grapes in the kingdom, probably,
through not knowing Mr. Wooley's whereabouts.
Through a mistake I also missed Mr. Meredith's, and
had to take a second journey to see the vineyard. All
such loss of time and money would be saved by a few
notes in the Chronicle, which I trust you will be able
to give. I like not only to see the products of different

localities on the exhibition tables, but to see the places
from whence they come. Either alone gives a somewhat
deceptive estimate of rural gardening, but the two
enable us to gauge all aright ; and by such comparings
among ourselves we become wiser. How far is

Nuneham from Oxford ? A Gardener with little time
for visiting. .[See p. 930 of our present issue. Eds.]

AUamanda nobilis.—Mr. Baines, gc. to H. L.
MichoUs, Esq., Southgate Park, N., has now in bloom
a splendid specimen plant of this magnificent new
AUamanda. The bright glow of primrose-yellow on
the flowers make it very effective, and it is very profuse
of bloom, as well as a good grower. Mr. Baines thinks
it an invaluable exhibition plant. In the same house
was a plant of another AUamanda, sent by Mr. Bull
for trial, that may be said to be intermediate between
nobilis and cathartica, but profuse of bloom in an
extraordinary degi-ee. It flowers in long racemes,
giving a succession of bloom from one flowering shoot.

It is said to be an imported plant, and is unnamed. A
plant of A. grandiflora was literally clothed in flowers

;

in fact, all the AUamandas appear to find a very
congenial home at Southgate. A'. D.

Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums,
quite willing to accept "Looker-on's" challenge at
the same time and place next year—naniely, Leeds. I

have grown the varieties exhibited by Mr. Butler,

equal in point of colour to those exhibited by the
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Lang ; and should I fail to
do so again, I will pay the five guineas over to the
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, and admit my-
self fairly beaten. ThiswiU also prove whether the asser-

tion I ventured to make is right or wrong. I should not
have replied again to " Looker-on " had there not been
a public interest attached to the question, as I make it

a rule never to fight in the dark. I still think the
Editors would do well to insist on the name of the
writer of any criticism being published. Your corre-

spondent knows my address. I shall be glad to hear
from him ; or, if he prefers it, he can arrange the
terms of the challenge through the medium of your
Journal J. Wills, Ashburnham Park Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, S. W.

A Plea for Small Birds.—Being a lover of birds,

and yet so infested with them that I am perforce
compelled to wring many necks in the Iruit season, I

turned with interest to Mr. Lees' letter. The plan
of feeding the birds outside to keep them away from the
fruit inside is good as far as it goes, and may answer at

a place like White Knights, which, in its present
state, is not a bird-infested locality ; but it must not be
trusted to where birds are plentiful, and good judges
of fruit. I have frequently tried it in the garden. I

have left rows of small fruit unnetted, and of inferior

sorts ; but the birds here will rather risk their lives

the nets than be degraded to eat common
:. There is no sure remedy but to kill

the birds, or place the fruit beyond their reach.
Practically we do both on a large scale. We don't

nets, amounting probably to 200 blackbirds and thrushes
in the year, have the death penalty meted out to them.
Sentiment would save them all, but stern necessity
compels their reduction within some bounds. And yet
the woods are full of large Geans and wild Cherries,

and during the very time they are ripe the blackbirds
and thrushes are constantly driving their heads and
bodies through the nets, and making a rush at our
Bigarreaus, Eagles, &c. Still Mr. Lees' plan
would, I believe, be useful for game, and might,
when birds are in moderate numbers, tell as decoys.
Raspberries and Blackberries should be added
to Sti-awberries and Currants, and Gooseberries also do
well in most woods. I wish the birds could have their

own spread, and keep to it. Eveiy spring the sweetest

of their song seems marred by recollections of autumnal
slaughterings. There are meltings of heart and relent-

ings of purpose as one listens to their divuie melody ;

but when autumn comes, and their sharp, ravenous
beaks are seen everywhere devouring or mauling all

our best fruits, then the dogs of war are once more
let slip upon the birds. Francis Smith, Dinell.

It is not quite clear to me that the plan
proposed by Mr. Lees, for preventing gardeners being
put to their wits' end in endeavouring to protect their

fruit from the ravages of birds, is reaUy a panacea for

that evil. However, if it be as easy a matter to grow
abundant crops of good Strawberries as he seems to

make of it, I don't think we need much of a remedy ;

for why should they cumber the garden any longer if

" they will grow in any soil and situation, in hedge-
rows, coppices, and plantations, and will produce
abundance of fruit." Is not this a delusion and a snare?
If not, then away with all trenching, manuring, and
w-atering. I would also ask if the absence of birds from
the garden is proof positive of the efficacy of Mr. Lees'

plan ? I think not ; they may be absent for several

other reasons ; but where they abound, as in most
country places they do, I feel sure that there is no
getting on without plenty of good netting, and that

when required upon Strawberry beds it must be care-

fully propped up with framework or forked sticks to

keep it sufficiently high above the plants. At the

same time it must be well secured round the sides by
running pegs through the meshes and into the ground,
otherwise the blackbirds will either creep under or

peck through the net, and spoil not a little fruit.

Mr. Lees speaks of the mortification of seeing the birds

fly off with one's best Strawberries and CheiTies ; and
if no better fruit could be obtained than that yielded

by plants planted amongst trees in the shrubbery and
plantations, I should not be surprised to see even a tomtit

fly off with them ; but it would be a little astoni-shing to

see a blackbird winging his way through the air with
a .Strawberiy weighing from i to 2 oz. stuck on the end
of his bill. Such fruit is surely worth a bit of netting,

which I still think is the only thing that will keep the

birds off. F. H., Osmaston Manor, Derby.

Stealing Cuttings at Flower Shows, or from
Gardens.—It would seem, from Mr. Meikle's letter,

that these practices still prevail to some extent. I am
very sony to find that it extends to visitors to gardens
as well. Within a week or two. Fuchsias and other

plants have lost their heads in the conservatory here.

I have no faith in such notices as Mr. Meikle advo-
cates. All such stealers are thieves, and should be
treate<l accordingly. A single detective in plain

clothes, and a conviction or two for theft, would do
more to stop such pilfering than all the entreaties and
cautions that were ever penned. I \\ould show no

I shall be mercy in such cases. All societies should be held

Dvoke regularly and vigorously ; it showed eight
I intend to kill the birds ; only all who come into the

esponsible for the safe keeping of subjects com-
mitted to their care, and should employ means to detect

pilferers and at once prosecute them. I once saw this

done with excellent effect. The stealing of a cutting

cost a gardener about £,zo, his place and his

character. I never heard of another cutting being lost

at the shows of that Society. The secretary prose-

cuted, and fear forthwith fell upon all the thieves.

Lynx Eye.

I am sorry to say that I have to make a
similar complaint to that of Mr. A. Meikle, in refer-

ence to the Rose Show held at South Kensington.

It seems evident that this wrenching of cuttings

off the best varieties of plants shown by various exhi-

bitors is so frequent as to become alarming to those

who are accustomed to show new and rare plants, and
unless put a stop to, will prevent many persons who
show from allowing their plants to remain for the

public to see and admire. On the above occasion I

showed plants of the Tricolor Pelargoniums, Prince of

Wales and Lady Sheffield, and when taking the plants

from the stage my man discovered that one of the side

shoots had been torn off. Official attention was at

once drawn to the fact, and a search was made, but
ineffectually. I am sorry to say Fuchsias shared the

same fate. H. Canneil, F.R.H.S., IVoolwich.

Extraordinary Peach Grove.—Your readers may
be interested in the contents of the following paragraph
from an American newspaper just received :

—"One of

the most singular sights growing out of the war is a

continuous line of Peach trees, of nearly 50 miles in

length, around Petersburgh, and extending toward Rich-

mond. They are gi'owing from the breast-works thrown

up by the rebel army, and are the only legacy left by

the poor fellows who were on the advance line within

100 yards of our forces. Having eaten the fruit while
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on picket duty, they cast the seed aside, and now they

appear in one continuous hne of 45 miles of beautiful

trees, which yielded an abundant crop the last

year." E. S.

The "Archimedean" Grass Mower.— I Imd

thought, as many others did, that this was a slovenly

machine for using on our well-kept English lawns,

from its scattering the cuttings on the grass, and there

leave it to quail up, or mulch ; but a few days since 1

was convinced otherwise by the kindness of Mr.

Barron, of Chiswick, in putting the machine to work.

I have also now had tlie opportunity of seeing the

" Archimedean " at work in two places in the north of

London, and have had the satisfaction of noting it

clean, even, smooth, and quick cutting and dispersing

of the grass. The operators in both cases had

previously imagined, as I and others had done, that

it was a slovenly machine ; but when it was brought

into practical use they were convinced of their

eiTor, and now would not be without it on any

account. Their grass was in first-class keeping. How
could the little that has to be cut off a well kept

lawn, that so quickly quails up, or washes down with

rain, become an eyesore ?—besides, the " Archimedean
"

can be made to cut close round any tree, shrub, or

clump, or along any narrow margin, leaving only the

edge to be cut with the edging shears, as previously

in the case of the other mowers. James Barnes,

ExmoiUh.

Lawn Mowers.— Like your correspondent, Mr.

Fish, I have been a mower for many years,^ and from

the recommendations given in the Gardeners' Chromcle

and elsewhere of the " Archimedean," I procured one,

and have given it as good a trial as was necessary to

prove its capabilities in its present fonn. For rough

grass and steep banks neither "Shanks'," "Green's,"

nor any other can compete with it, so far as simple

cutting only ; but in our English climate, rough grass

when cut must be gathered, and from the way in

Avhich the " Archimedean" cuts and scatters, this has

been found with me a very tedious process ; I therefore

consider a collecting-box a necessity. It is true that

other machines will "cut wet grass," but they make

very sorry work of it, and I have found it more

advantageous to have two machines at work, when the

grass is dry, and in good order for cutting, than to

have one constantly at work at all times. Mr. Fish's

proposal regarding a "four-edged knife" I think

excellent, for, when working the " Archimedean " on a

well-kept lawn, as recommended, it left the work so

uneven that a "Shanks' " was sent to take its place. I

have always thought it a mistake in other machines

to have the rollers going in front of the knife. " Bents,"

&c., are by them pressed down to the earth, leaving

the 'knife no chance to cut them. On newly-made

lawns, in April and May, this is often so intolerable a

nuisance that the scythe has to finish the work. I

think, therefore, a little praise is due to the "iron

soles." They are in practice quite as easy to drive as

the rollers ; whatever theory may think or say, no mark

is left by them even on a recently sown lawn. When
repairs from accidental injuries are required, they must

be met. Not long ago my pony, usually very quiet

and obedient—he will not set foot on a bed nor put

mouth to a Rose bush—from some foolish fancy came

home to the shed at the gallop, leaving his manager to

his own soft conjectures. There were in consequence

more than knives wanted before the intricate piece of

machinery was fit for duty. It is not too much to

claim for the "Archimedean" simplicity of construc-

tion. We admit that now in its present form it

leaves the work in an imperfect condition, but

no doubt this will be improved. It is seldom the

lot of any individual to turn out a machine

perfect in all its parts on a first trial, and it is unwise

to totally condemn as worthless that which only

requires a second touch of the inventor's genius to make

the best lawn-mowing machine yet offered to the public.

•John Richardson, Southend Gardens, Darlington.

• I freely confess that I was somewhat prepos-

sessed in favour of this implement after reading the

glowing description and the high testimonials in favour

of it, but, after long and repeated trials I feel bound

10 state that, in comparison with other machines by

well-kno-ivn makers, I find it valueless. One of my
men, a droll, shrewd Irishman, pithily described it as

"amesser," and I am of opinion that Pat was right,

for a piece of grass cut by the "Archimedean" on

Thursday last (June 30) looked very " messy," indeed

so much so that this morning I was glad to send our

25-inch machine over it, and make clean work of it. I

tried it again on two grass verges, each 4 feet wide by

400 yards long, the grass was about it inch in

height, with a good many Daisies in places ; the

result was that the gi-ass and Daisies were cut

well and close enough, but they were strewn right and

left, both on flower border and gravel path— it

was emphatically a "mess." I hardly think that

the "mulching and nourishment" theory of the

promoters of the "Archimedean" applied in this

case. Now, we can cut the above-mentioned verges

with a 12-inch machine (by another maker) in precisely

the same time, and with the same amount of strength,

and make a neat, clean job of it. Where, then, is the

boasted superiority of the " Archimedean ;" perhaps

some of your correspondents are in a position to

show us. Geo. Xeville, Gr., Lcigham Court, Streatham

Hdl, S. W. [We hope that a fair trial of lawn mowers I

will be made at the ensuing Oxford show. Eds.]

Zephyranthes rosea.—In the conservatory at

SoulhgaCe Park, Southgate, N., the residence of Mr.

H. L. Micholls, late of Manchester, can now be seen a

large pot of this beautiful half-haidy bulb. It is so

pretty and attractive that one wonders it is so rarely

met with. It cannot be difficult to cultivate, as Mr.

Baines states it will not be killed. It remains in flower

quite two months, and when in bloom is kept in the

shade ;
previously, however, to the flowers expanding,

it should have plenty of light and air. The pretty

Anomatheca cruenta was growing in the same pit with

it, and Mr. Baines encourages it to grow as much as

possible by sprinkling the seed on the surface of pots of

Amaryllis, &c., as it is so extremely useful to cut ftom._

Both the foregoing are among the " neglected plants

highly deserving of being largely cultivated. R. D.

Phalaenopsis Luddemanniana.—Have any of

your readers noticed the fact that this plant has ar

accrescent perianth after fertilisation ? I fertilised a

flower a month or six weeks ago, when the flower,

instead of immediately withering, turned to a green

colour, the form remaining the same, except that the

lobes becoming slightly connivent. F. IK B.

Orchid Cultivation.—I cannot let the letters

Colonel Benson was so good as to address to your

Journal pass without writing to thank him, particu-

larly as they were to some extent in response to my

appeal ; and in doing so, I beg to assure him that

I place great value upon them, and feel that I am

under obligation to him for the information they

contain. As Colonel Benson wishes to avoid expres-

sing any opinion upon the various plans now in use,

which are supposed to assist in rendering our artificial

treatment suitable to Orchid climatic requirements,

I will not in this letter enter upon such a discussion.

In concluding, I cannot help regretting that your pages

have not contained many letters from Orchid cultivators,

written with a similar intention to this of mine. Surely

they cannot but have felt thankful, when reading from

the pen of such a close observer a description of this

extraordinary climate ; and I regret this the more, as

it might have induced him to again send you his

renewed impressions on his return to this country.

I again thank him for the trouble he has taken. G. H.

[It is difficult to over-estimate the value of such com-

munications as those of Colonel Benson, so modestly

expressed, and yet so much to the point. Eds. ]

The "Potato " Tournament.—With every desire

to run a tilt at some of my friends by-and-by, should

the proposed competition take place, I feel that at

present it would be very unwise to make any definite

engagement in the matter, as the drought, should it

continue much longer, will totally cripple my Potato

resources. My trials this year include over 100 distinct

kinds but I fear that much patient care and labour

will be almost lost. Still I live in hope. With Mr.

Fenn I agree that September is early enough, and that

the nature and quantity of the collections should be

distinctly specified. Ale.x. Dean.

A Notable Nectarine Tree.— In the fine old

gardens at Hursley Park, near Winchester, I lately

had the pleasure of inspecting a fine standard

trained Violette Hative Nectarine, which is

Towing there in a comer, under the shelter of

a tall Yew hedge. I found it not only in the most

"perfect health, but also literally loaded with fine

fruit. Its history is somewhat as follows :—Close by

stands a large span-roof plant-house and vinery, in

the centre of which is a raised bed. In this, some

years ago, it was planted with other trees, and was

trained umbrella fashion ; but as the frait trees did not

eventually answer, the Nectarine in question was

roughly planted out into its present position, without

any" special purpose in view. The gardener, Mr.

Heath, however, finding that the tree throve, had a

horizontal trellis erected, to which to train it, and it

continued to grow, and occasionally to bear a crop of

fruit, until it has covered a space of 14 feet in length by

9 feet in breadth at one end, and tapering into a point

at the other. The trellis is about 5 feet from the

ground. The most remarkable feature connected with

the present abundant crop is, that it was obtained

without any kind of protection being afforded during

the blooming period. In previous years this care has

been bestowed, with generally indifferent results ; this

season the neglect has been attended with complete

success. A. D.

evinces a tendency to flower in this country. It is

pretty well known as the May Flower, or Flor de

Maio, of the Mexicans, and may be easily recognised

by its large rosy lilac flowers, which are borne one to

two together on a peduncle shorter than the leaves, aiid

are produced with the young growth. The 3-lobed Up

is white margined, tipped with purple-lilac and spotted

with deep purple. F. IV. B.

Aerides maculosum var. Schrcederi. — A fine

plant of this is flowering in Mr. Stead's collection.

The plant is about 2 feet high, and has two fine branched

spikes. It appears to be a near relative of A. cnspum,

Lindl., but is far superior to any other form of that

species. The sepals and petals are white, suffused at

their apices, and transversely spotted or streaked with

soft lilac ; lip rich amethyst-purple. /". IV. B.

Hardy 'White Dutch Cabbage Lettuce.—This

capital little compact Lettuce is one of the most useful

varieties in cultivation. For winter work it is very

hardy, can be planted thickly, and has no superfluous

leaves. It is a first-rate variety to put out under frames

or handlights, to keep up a supply of salad through

severe weather. I wish especially to commend it for

its extraordinary capacity to withstand drought, as in

the driest soil it will heart in nicely, and remain longer

before running to seed than any other variety. Its

texture is fine and crisp to eat, and the flavour is sweet

and good. Its only drawback is that it is small, but

that is easily got over by planting an extra quantity.

A. D.

Yucca Treculeana.—In addition to the just de-

scription of this plant given by Mr. Baker, at p. 828, it

may not be out of place to add the following observa-

tions :—The first plant which flowered in France was

at Angers, in May, 1S62 (see "Journal de la Societe

d'Horticulturede Paris, August, 1S62"). Another plant

flowered last year (1S69), and produced many hundreds

of seeds, which have since grown very well. During

the present year another specimen has flowered, and

has produced numerous pods of seed. This splendid

variety lives in the open air during our winters, and

will withstand frost to the extent of 10° to 14" Centi-

gi-ade. Delepine aine, Ntirseiyman, Angers.

Laelia majalis is now flowering in the collection of

C. Stead, Esq., Baildon, near Leeds. This is one of

he most beautiful species gf the genus, but rarely

Muscat Vines at 'Wells.—Since my return from

E'Tpt, about a month ago, I have made it my busi-

ness to visit Wells, in Norfolk, for the purpose of

inspecting the Muscat Vines, which I planted there

for J. Haycock, Esq., in the beginning of the year

1862, and which I cut back to 3 feet from the giound,

afterwards fruiting them the same season. This caused

a good deal of discussion at the time as to their future

success. Mr. Haycock informs me they have never

failed to produce an excellent crop since they were

planted. And at the present time, I can assure you,

I would not desire to see Vines in better health, nor

more productive. The stems now measure ftom 44 to

1; inches in circumference, and are pnined on the short

spur system. Shotdd any of my brother gardeners

be sceptical as to the possibility of fraitmg Vines

within a year from the time of planting, I would

recommend them to go to Wells, and judge for them-

selves. I am sure Mr. Haycock would have much

pleasure in showing them to any one interested. James

Hardv, late Gardener to His Highness the Khedive of

Egypt.

Agapanthus umbellatus.—It may not be known

to many of your readers that this very elegant plant

will grow and flourish in the open ground. Late in

the autumn of last year, when I was housing my plants

for the winter, I happened to have three of these

beautiful plants, for which I could not find room in

the greenhouse. I at once selected places in the flower

warden, .and taking them out of the pots planted them

m the flower beds, taking care before the hard frost

I came to cover them with common hand-glasses and a

little matting, and then leavingthem to take their chance.

Once or twice, as opportunity offered, I took off the

glasses and cleared away the dead leaves. In the early

spring, and when I thought the frost had quite gone, I

uncovered them, and was pleased to find two of them

alive and shooting vigorously. I removed all dead

leaves and loosened the earth about them, and the

result is, that I have two fine plants ; one has thrown

up a spike of bloom almost as forward and quite as fine

as any of those which had the protection of the green-

house. Whether I shall manage to keep them through

next winter remains to be seen, but I shall do my best

to succeed. B. S. R. Adam, Manor House, Staines.

The Vines at Broomfield Lodge.—I have yet

another word or two to say, in reply to your correspon-

dent at p. 862. The reason why I mentioned Mr.

Robert Harris was, because I believed that he planted

these Vines, and that the border must have been well

made, and the Vines well treated in their youth, for

them to have survived so long, and to have done so

well under the treatment they are alleged to have

received In the absence of any distinction being

made as to who the "different gardeners" were to

whom the "barbarous treatment" was imputed, I

consider that all who have had any hand with these

old Vines .stand condemned alike ; hence my reason

for speaking in defence of Mr. Payne, whom I know

to be a good Grape gjower. It would occupy too

much space to give detailed information of the 26 years

inter\'al which your correspondent names ;
besides, if

the Vines had received any rough handling during that

time it had nothing to do with the state in which they

were found in 1867, as Mr. Payne left them in good

condition. Your correspondent still maintains that the

"ten months' supply" is no exaggerated statement.

I am not the only one who holds a contraiy opinion,

because the accommodation is unequal to it, when the

"quantity" is to be equal to " any in the country.

I am not going to say that he did not cut the last

of his old Grapes this year on February 5,

as he states, but he must have had a short supply

1
during the month of January, as he had only

three or four bunches left about Christmas, and I

I believe he did not cut new ones until some time in
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May, thus leaving a space of three months in which he

cut no Grapes at all. There is one more statement in

your correspondent's last letter to which I would call

attention. He says he always gives the Vines a

"heavy crop." Does he call four bunches to a Vine a

"heavy crop? " That is about the "crop" the Vine

carried from which he cut his "exhibition Grapes " last

September. I approached this subject in no spirit of

animosity, and do not wish to enter into any further

controversy respecting it, but I am none the less per-

suaded that the statement made by your correspondent

at p. 56S, that he can "supply his employer's table

with Grapes ten months in the year, equal in quality

and quantity with any in the country," savours some-

what of boasting. Oneivho ^'honours''' old age.

Societies.

Royal Botanic: July 6 and 7.—In a horticultural

point of view, the exhibition held here on Wednesday and
Thursday last was but of mediocre importance, but as a

display of works of art, and of table decorations, it was
eminently successful. The weather—upon which depends

the success or failure of exhibitions of this kind—was any-

thing but promising on Wednesday morning, but fortu-

nately turned out particularly fine about noon, and
remained so to the end. A very large company assembled
to witness the ceremony of presenting the gold and silver

medals to the successful lady exhibitors, which was per-

formed by H.R. H. the Princess of Teck, who was
afterwards presented with a bouquet by the secre-

tary's youngest son, and a medal commemorative
of the event. Of the many tasteful and even exquisitely

beautiful arrangements for almost every form of table and
indoor decoration we can of necessity say but little beyond
bestowing our meed of praise to the garden superintendent,

Mr. Don, for his very successful grouping of the many
" bazaar "-like subjects at his command, a task requiring

no ordinary amount of judgment.
We 'must not. however, omit to mention an innovation

in the matter of dinner-table decorations. The tables

were placed 18 inches higher than usual, so that the

spectators were enabled to see the display at about the

same height as they would do if seated at an ordinary table.

Turning to those subjects which have special claim on
our attention, we find that of collections of new and rare

plants there were several— Mr. B. S. Williams, Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, and Messrs. RoUisson & Son. being the

principal exhibitors. Messrs. J. & C. Lee sent a very large

collection of miscellaneous stove and greenhouse plants,

as also did Mr. G. Wheeler. From Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son came a beautiful group of bedding
and other ornamental decorative plants, and from Messrs.

Carter & Co. a large and good collection of double-

flowered Pelargoniums. The prize list was principally

composed of bouquets, table decorations, hanging baskets,

rustic stands, window boxes, Fern cases and pairs of such
plants as are generally used for " padding " strictly horti-

cultural exhibitions. Of Fern cases, and such like house-
hold adornments, Messrs. Dick Radclyffe& Co., Holborn,
had a very fine display, as also had Messrs. Claudet,
Haughton & Co. Mr. E. A. Puig exhibited miniature

designs of indoor and outdoor ferneries; and from E.
Brown & Co., Marylebone, came a large assortment of

garden requisites. Messrs. Deane & Co. had a large col-

lection of garden seats, &c. Mr. Looker exhibited several

of his patent capped frames, and Mr. Appleby several spe-

cimens of his new fumigator.

The Iruit was the principal feature in the exhibition,

though, in consequence of several intending exhibitors

withdrawing, this department was not so well represented
as on former occasions. In point of merit, however, the
various productions left little to be desired. Four col-

lections, arranged as a dessert, were exhibited ; Mr.
Johnson, gr. to the Marquis of Aylesbury, Savemake,
coming in ist with excellent examples of Black Hamburgh
and Tottenham Park Muscat (Muscat of Alexandria)

Grapes, the former good in bunch and berry ; tv/o very

good Queen Pines ; fine Bellegarde and Teton de
Venus Peaches, the latter being larger and more
beautfuUy coloured than we had before seen it exhi-

'bited ; Elruge and Violette Hative Nectarines, very fine
;

Golden Perfection and Triomphe de Nice Melons ; fine

Black Tartarian Cherries, Strawberries, &:c. The 2d
best collection came from Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord
Bagot, Blithfield Hall, Rugeley, who set up first-rate exam-
ples of Black Hamburgh and Grizzly Frontignan Grapes,
with a very fair sample of the new Golden Champion

;

two Queen Pines, smaller than in the former collection ; two
specimens ofthe Trentham white-fleshed Melon, large, and
in shape like a Vegetable Marrow ; very good Noblesse
and Royal George Peaches, with Strawberries, Cherries,
Currants, &c. Mr. H. Clark, gr. to Earl Cowper,
Brocket Hall. Herts, came in 3d. Mr. W. Carr, gr. to
G. W. Micklethwaite. Esq., Taverham Hall, Xor\vich. also
competed. The best 6 dishes of outdoor fruits were
furnished by Mr. Gardiner, gr. to E. P. Shirley. Esq..
Eatington Park, and consisted of Cherries, Currants,
Gooseberries, Strawberries, &c. . in excellent condition.

Similar kinds of fruit werealso shown by Mr. Clark, and Mr.
Har\'ey.gr. to B. Wroughton, Esq., Wooly Park. Wantage,
to whom the 2d and 3d prizes were awarded. In the class

for one fruit of the (Jueen Pine-apple, Mr. J. Acres, gr. to
— Copestake, Esq., Highgate, caniejn ist with a beau-
tiful specimen, weighing 6 lb. ; the next best weighed
41b. 10 oz,, and showed very fire and regularly formed pips

;

thiscamefromMr. R. H.Smith, gr. to H. Walker. Esq.,
Caldcrstone, Liverpool. The 3d prize was taken
by Mr. Gardiner with a nice Moscow Queen. Mr.
C. Penford, gr. to Earl Radnor, Longford Castle,
Wilts, was placed ist in the class for any other
variety, with a good-shaped Providence weighing
about 8 lb. ; a longer fruit of the same variety, and
the same weight, from Mr. Bertram, gr. Cyfarthfa Castle,
was placed 2d ; whilst Mr. J. Acres came in 3d with a
good Queen ; equal 4th prizes being awarded to Mr.

Ward, gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., and Mr. Miles. Peaches
and Nectarines were not shown in nearly such abundance
as at the corresponding shows in former years, though, be
it said in extenuation, they were all good. Two exceedingly
fine dishes of Grosse Mignonne came from Mr. Lynn, gr.

to Lord Boston, Hedsor, and secured the ist prize ; the
same variety and Royal George, shown in fine condition
by Mr. Miller, Combe Abbey, being placed 2d; Mr. T.
Burnett, gr. to Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene, coming in 3d,
Royal George being also his representative. Good speci-
mens of Galande and Noblesse came from Mr. Clark, and
Violette Hative from Mr. W. Davis. For the best two
dishes of Nectarines Mr. Miller stood ist and Mr.
Lynn 2d, the former with large and well coloured
examples of Oldenburgh and Violette Hative. Pit-

maston Orange, Elruge. and the above also figured
conspicuously in other collections. In the class for two
Pine-apples in pots, any kind, the best came from
Mr. Miles, the 2d best from Mr. R. Laing, gr. to

P. W. Flower, Esq., Tooting Common ; and the 3d from
Mr. J. Hepper, gr. to J. Walmsley. Esq., Acton, Queens
being the principal variety exhibited. Of Cherries,
Mr. Miles again sent 2 splendid dishes of Bigarreau
Napoleon, and took the ist prize in the class for white
varieties; whilst Mr. J. Pottle, gr.lto D. B. Colvin, Esq.,
Bealings Grove, came in ist for black kinds with Black
Circassian ; Mr. Miles being 2d in the latter class with good
specimens of the same variety and May Duke. Only one dish

of Plums was shown, and this, a very good one of Orleans
from Mr. Miles, was considered worthy of the ist prize. The
same exhibitor also staged the best four dishes of Straw-

berries, first-rate specimens of Dr. Hogg, AdmiralDundas,
Mr. Radclyffe, and Sir C. Napier. The 2d prize in this

cla.ss was taken by Mr. T. Widdowson, gr. to
J.

W.
Barnes, Esq., Rickmansworth, with a similar collection

;

and the 3d by Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourne, Esq.,

Loxford Hall. In the class for scarlet-fleshed

Melons, a small fruit of Scarlet Gem, very fine in

flavour, contributed by Mr.
J.

Cross, gr. to Sir F. H.
Goldsmid, Bart., was placed ist ; the ne.\t best being
Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere, exhibited by Mr. Burnett

;

whilst the 3d prize was taken by Mr. Banting, gr. to Lady
Pringle, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, with Queen Victoria.

A small round Melon, named Marquis of Ailsa, shown by
Mr. T. Crane, was the best in the class for green-fleshed

varieties ; a medium-sized fruit of Dr. Hogg, shown by
Mr. W. Gardiner, taking 2d honours. Neither class was
at all well represented. For the best 12 lb. of Black
Grapes, Mr. G. Ward came ist, Mr. W. Davis 2d, and
Messrs. Standish & Co. 3d ; the former with excellent

examples of Black Hamburgh, and the latter with Royal
Ascot, good on all points. Mr. Bannerman also sent a
very good sample. In the corresponding class for white
Grapes, fair specimens of Muscat of Alexandria wert

contributed by Mr. G. Osborn, Kay's Nursery, Finchley,

and Mr. W. Davis, New Lodge, Whetstone, the prizes

being awarded in the order named. Mr. C. Penford,

gr. to Earl Radnor, sent the best dish of Black
Hamburgh, the bunches being large, well-shouldered, and
good in berry and colour. Mr. Bannerman had the

2d best, and Mr. W. Davis the 3d. The last-named
exhibitor also came in 2d in the class for white Grapes
with Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. D. Pizzey, gr. to Sir

E. Perry, being ist with the same variety. He also held
the same position in the class for any other kind, showing
a first-rate dish of Royal Muscadine ; very fair examples
of Black Prince were shown by Mr. Penford and Mr. W.
Cole ; and Messrs. Standish & Co. sent Golden Cham-
pion, produced by a last year's graft on the Royal Ascot,

which partakes very much of the flavour of that variety.

Very good bunches of Foster's White Seedling also came
from Mr. Miles.

West of England Rose Show,—The fourth exhi-

bition of Roses for the Western Counties was held in the

Shire Hall, Hereford, on Tuesday last. There was a very

large company, including many of the leading residents in

the neighbourhood of Hereford, the Rose show being a

kind of select /e/c day for the entire district. The show
of Roses was unquestionably the best ever brought
together in the West of England. .Ml the classes were
well filled, and the competition in each extremely close.

The leading awards were as follows :

—

Nurserj'men.—Class A i, open to the United Kingdom.—No. i,

72 vars., single trusses: 1st, Mr. John Cranston, King's Acre,

Hereford; 2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, the " Old " Nurseries,

Cheshunt ; 3d. Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester ; 4th, Mr. Jackson,
Blakedown.
No. 2, 36 vars., 3 trusses: 1st, Mr. Cranston; 2d, Messrs.

Paul & .Son. No. ^. 24 vars., three trusses : ist, Mr. Cranston.
^\.y~ \ : 111' r.iidshire nurserymen not allowed to compete

in il ni . ; vars., single trusses: ist, Mr. B. R. Cant;

til l: I -I'll I., n.n-competitors inClass A).—No. 5, 36 vars.,

single trusses : i>t, Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry ; 2d, Mr.
Davison, Hereford ; 3d, Mr. R. H. Vcrtegans, Edgba-ston

; 4th,

Mr. S. Williams, Hereford.
No. 6, 24 vars., three trusses: ist, Messrs. Perkins & Sons;

2d, Mr. Vcrtegans : 3d, Mr. Davison. No. 7, 24 vars., single

trusses : ist. Messrs. Perkins & Sons ; 2d, Mr. Vcrtegans; 3d,

Mr. Davison ; 4th, Mr. Hailstone, Abergavenny.
Amateurs.—Class C, open to the United Kingdom.— No. 8,

36 vars., single trusses: ist, Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich

;

equal 2d, Rev. P. M. Smythe. Solihull, and Rev. Geo. Ark-
wright, Pencombe Rectory; 3d, Mr. S. Dobree, Wellington,
Somerset ; 4th, Mr. John Clarke, Abergavenny.
No. 9, 24 vars., single trusses ; ist, Mr. John Moore, gr. to T.

Lloyd, Esq., Warwick ; 2d, Mr. R. N. G. Baker, Heavitree ;

3d. Mr. C. J. Perry; 4th, Rev. P. M. Smvthe.
No. 10, 18 vars., three trus.ses : ist. Rev. Geo. Arkwright

;

2d, Mr. C. J. Perry ; 3d, Rev. P. M. Smythe ; 4th. Mr. J. Moore.
No. II, 12 vars., single trusses: ist. Rev. H. C. Ke.-iy,

Stretton Sugwas ; 2d, Rev. P. M. Smythe ; 3d, Mr. C. J. Perry

;

4lh, Mr. J. M

to the United Kingdom, were awarded as follows ;—Messrs Paul
& Son, Mr. John Cranston. Mr. Jackson, Mr. E. R. Cant, Mr.
R. H. Vertcgans, Duke of Edinburgh proved the winning flower

The new and recent Roses shown included the follow-
ing .—Clem^nce Raou.x, Victor le Bihau, *Reine Blanche.
*Nardy Freres, Souvenir de M, Poiteau, *Paul Neron,
*Thyra Hammerich, *Edward Morren, *Adrienne de
Montebello, *Emilie Hausburgh, *Julie Touvais,
Charles Lee, * Marquise de Montemart, *Devienne-
Lamy, *Mdme. Jacquier, *Duke of Edinburgh, Perfec-

tion de Lyon, *Dupuy-Jamin, *Henri Ledechaux, *Jean
Tury, Montplaisir, *Berthe Baron Minerva, *Adolphe
Brongniart, *Leopold IL, *Julia Treyve, *"CharIes Fon-
taine, 'Madame Creyton, MonsieurJourneau,\, *Madame
Clert R(^ne Daniel, Marie Sisley. Of older hybrid per-

petuals, the following were uniformly good wherever
shown :— Alfred Colomb, Abel Grand, Annie Wood,
Baroness Rothschild, Beauty of Waltham. Camille
Beniardin, Caroline de Sansal, Charles Lefebvre, Charles
Rouillard, Comte de Nanteuil, Comtesse de Jaucourt.
Duke of Wellington, Elie Morel, E.vposition de Brie,

Fran9ois Louvet, Horace Vernet, John Hopper,
La?lia, Mdme. Rivers, Mdme. Ther^se Levet,
Mdme. Victor Verdier, Marguerite Dombrain, Marie
Baumann, Marie Rady, Miss Ingram, Mons. Boncenne,
Paul Verdier, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Reine du
Midi, S^nateur Vaisse, Victor Verdier, Xavier Olibo.
Teas and Noisettes were generally good, but were not
very numerous, these kinds being earlier than usual this

season, and in most Rose gardens nearly over. The
following were well shown :—Marechal Niel, in almost
every stand ; Climbing Devoniensis, Due de Magenta,
Gloire de Bordeaux, Gloire de Dijon, Louise de Savoie,

Madame Falcot, Madame Villermoz, Marie Ducher,
Niphetos, Souvenir d'un Ami, Celine Forestier, and
Triomphe de Rennes.
The general quality of the stands was excellent. The

chief nurserymen's exhibits were admirable, the Roses
being invariably large in size, brilliant in colour, excellently

shaped, and well set up. Mr. Cranston was well ist with
his 72 singles and 36 trebles. Messrs. Paul & Son were
placed 2d for 72's in the limited class, but we thought
their [exhibit' superior to that of Mr. Cant, to which the

ist prize went, although that gentleman's stand was very

even, and contained some fine blooms. Messrs. Perkins
& Sons. Mr. Davison, and Mr. Vcrtegans, all sent praise-

worthy contributions. In the new Roses, Messrs. Paul &
Son were well ist.

Of the amateur class we cannot speak too highly. Mr.
Perry's 36 were the best we have ever seen put up by that

gentleman. Mr. Smylhe's and Mr. G. Arkwright's exhibits

in same division were so evenly balanced in merit as to be
awarded equal honours. In the other divisions the con-

test was very close, and the judges had considerable

trouble in adjudging the prizes.

A very interesting feature of this show was the large

and varied collection of dinner-table and room decora-

tions, no flowers but Roses being used, but in some cases

the employment of wild foliage in conjunction being per-

mitted. We have no room to give the awards. The
bouquets were numerous, but the prizes were to our
thinking incorrectly awarded. Two entirely passed
over merited, in the estimation of many competent judges,

the ist and 2d prizes : we refer to one exhibited by Mr.
Walters, King's Acre, and to another exhibited by the

Rev. C. H. Bulmer. Mr. Walters' bouquet was a most
exquisite one, consisting entirely of just opening blooms
of Mdlle. Bonnaire and Moss buds, relieved by a judicious

intermixture of Rose foliage. The arrangements of the

show were admirably carried out under the direction of

Mr. George Barter.

TuNBRiDGE Wells Horticultural. -At this exhi-

bition, held on the ist inst., some new bedding plants

were staged that are likely to become veiy useful in our

gardens. One was a white form of Lobelia Erinus speciosa,

with flowers of the purest white, without a trace of blue,,

of dwarf and yet vigorous growth, tlie flowers fully pro-

duced, and as large as those of any form of Erinus

speciosa used for bedding purposes. It was named
Purity, and was exhibited by Mr.

J.
Chambers, Bedding-

ton, Croydon. The plant had such a wiry, hardy growth,

that it could not have been (judging from its appearance)

grown under glass to keep the flowers pure. In addition,

Mr. Cattell, of Westerham, staged several plants of a
dwarf growing variegated Pelargonium, called Minnie

Warren, the leaves green, broadly edged with pale cream,

very dwarf in growth, and yet free, and said to stand

exposure well ; itwill not only prove a valuable companion

to Mr. Turner's golden-leaved variety, Ochroleuca, but a

capital contrast to it. Like Mr. Turner's, it is a chance

seedling, capable of reproducing the variegation. Messrs.

Thomas Cripps & Sons, Tunbridge Wells, had a shrubby

Calceolaria, named Matchless, producing huge bunches

of brownish crimson flowers, of large size, in a singularly

free manner. The habit is essentially shrubby, of a

particularly hardy, wiry growth, dwarf and yet robust. It

is recommended as a bedding variety; certain it is, rain

would not bend the stiff rigidfiower-stems. .\s a plant for

house decoration, it will prove of great value.

No. bloi ; of • Mr,
Dobree, for Alfred Colomb : zd, Rev. G. Arkwright, for Paul
Verdier ; 3d, C. J. Perry, for Auguste MIe ; extra prize. Rev. C.

H. Bulmer, Crcdenhill Rectory, Hereford.
The prizes open only to residents in Herefordshire were divided

among the Rev. Sir George Cornewall, Bart. ; Rev. B. Sunhope,
Rev. C. H. Bulmer, Rev. H. Dew, Rev. E. Bulmer, Mr. W.
Lewis, Mr. A. H. Wall, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Colley, and Mrs.
Downing.
The principal prizes in Class E (new Roses, 1868 to 1870), open

Mushroom Culture : ils Extension anil Imprm<e-

mcnt. Ey W. Robinson, F.L.S., Author of "The
Parks, Promenades, and Gardens of P.iris," "Alpine

Flowers," &c. With numerous iUustratinns. Lon-

don : F. Warne & Co.

The object of the author in the production of this

book appears to have been that of giving his readers a

taste of Mushrooms of every kind, and under every

form and phase ; and lience the neat little volume in

Those which were shown in good form in several stands we

have m.irkcd with an asterisk (•).
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which this bill of fare is presented is largely made up
of selections from his own previous publications, and
from the works of preceding authors on fungology,
amongst whom the names of Berkeley, Badham, and
Smith must be prominently mentioned. The result is

a sort of Handbook of Mushrooms, including kinds,

culture, and cooking ; and inasmuch as its scope and
object is to urge the more extensive and more general

cultivation of these delicious and nutritious esculents,

we trust the book may find many readers, and may
induce many unbelievers in Fungi to become myco-
phagists.

The work is divided into twelve chapters, in the first

of which the house-culture of Mushrooms is treated on,

with many illustrations of Mushroom houses, as Orm-
son's, the Frogmore, Forsyth's, Oldaker's, &c. Chap-
ter 2 describes the preparation of materials, in which the

practice of Earley, Barnes, Cuthill, Ayres, &c., are

quoted, the conclusions drawn being these :— r. That
very careful preparation and frequent turning over of the
manure under cover are not necessary to success, and
that it is quite needless to prepare the manure under
cover, except when it is gathered in a very small quan-
tity. 2. That carefully picked droppings are not essen-
lial, though they may be more convenient. 3. That
the best way of preparing manure for the general cul-

ture of Mushrooms indoors, is to gather it in some firm
spot, and allow it to lose its fierce heat. 4. That
stable manure may be used when fresh, but it should
always be mixed with more than a fourth of good loamy
soil ; beds thus made are well suited for cool sheds and
the open garden. 5. That a portion, say nearly one-fifth

to one-third of good and rather dry loam may always
be advantageously mixed with the stable manure ; the
fresher the material the more loam may be used, 6.

That a thickness of from I foot to 15 inches for the
beds, in an artificially heated house, is quite sufficient.

Chapter 3 describes and illustrates the spawn ; chapter

4, the spawning and after treatment ; while chapter

5 describes culture in beds, cellars, &c. ; chapter
6, cave-culture near Paris ; chapters 7 and 8, culture
in the open garden ; and chapter 9 culture in p.astures.

With chapter 10 commences a description of the
common Mushroom and other edible Fungi, which is

carried on through chapters 11 and 12, and is illustrated

by some excellent woodcuts by Mr. Worthington G.
Smith. The book winds up by quoting Dr. Curtis'

letter to Mr. Berkeley en American Fungi, and Mr.
La Touche's paper on eating Fungi, communicated
to the Woolhope Naturalist's Field Club.
We have thus made up a little volume of some

172 pages, which in its elegant cover will be an orna-
ment to the shelves of a garden library, and from its

varied contents will not be likely to disappoint those
who, being interested in the subject of Mushroom gi'ow-
ing, may turn to its pages for an epitome of modem
practice, and a digest of the published information
bearing on the subject.

Window Gardening for Town and Country
(Routledge & Sons), is the title under which one of
the essays sent in, in competition for Mr. Hubbard's
prize, has been published by one of our correspondent
Mr. Meikle, gardener at Read Hall, Whalley. It is

very commendable treatise on the subject. The general
hints for cultivation are judicious, though necessarily
brief, while the space given to special objects of
culture is taken up by such subjects as Ferns', spring
bulbs, and a few popular flowers, as Calceolarias,
Cyclamens, Primulas, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.
One of the author's maxims, though trite, should be
impressed on all window gardeners. It is this

—

Cleanliness is essential to heallliiness, therefore the
plants must be frequently cleansed.

Garden Memoranda.
NuNEHAM P.\RK, Abingdon, the Seat of the

Rev. William Vern-on Harcourt.—The traveller
proceeding to Oxford by the Great Western Railway
troni London, sees on p.-issing the Abingdon Road
Station this fine demesne lying away to the right hand
on the high ground above the couree of the Isis, which
here fringes the woodland at the point where it and the
pasture fields meet on either side of the silver river.

Access can be had to the gi-ounds from Culham
Station, between Didcot and Abingdon ; also from
O.xford by road, to the entrance from the Henley Road
on the north side of the gi'ounds. The demesne is

something like 1500 acres in extent, of which 33 acres
are flower garden and pleasure-gi-ound, and S acres
kitchen garden.

The deer park is of considerable extent, and from
the point where it falls down to the river at the south-
western extremity of it, up to the high ground by
Nuneham village, there is a gradual ascent. The
park is stocked with magnificent timber, there bein"
many fine examples of Oak and Elm, and about the
park are dotted many Thorns, that are sheets of white
blossom at the blooming season. Here and there can
be seen clumps of lofty Scotch Firs, and occasional
groups and solitary specimens of coniferous plants
planted somewhat recently.

The kitchen garden occupies a somewhat higher
elevation than the dwelling-house; and is a fine walled-
garden of

"^

-. - acres, the soil a rich deep black loam. ..,..^. ^ ...^ ^.^^^ ..„

thoroughly holding, and capable of producing fine splendid Acacias that
crops. Two tiers of walls run from east to west, thus I specimen of Pinus insigni's, the only one saved 'from

dividing the garden into three compartments. The
Pear wall is considered the best in the county, and
is planted with many of the leading kinds, most of
which succeed well in such a position. In the days
of the late Mr. Henry Bailey, who was for several

years gardener at Nuneham Park, it gained a great
reputation for the Pear crops produced here, and
this is still maintained. This season most of the trees

are heavily hung with Pears. The vegetables pro-
duced here are of a high order of quality ; as a soil

for growing Onions it is perhaps scarcely surpassed.

Of glass structures there are five large vineries for

succession, and four large Peach-houses, two of them
having Sweetwater Grapes planted along the front.

There are also six plant-houses, and about 126 lights,

forming Pine-pits, Cucumber and Melon frames, &c. ;

the whole of the glass occupying about an acre of
ground. The plant houses contained speciinen stove
and greenhouse plants, &c., which have occupied good
positions in competition at the exhibitions of the
Royal Oxfordshire Horticultural Society.

The flower garden is by no means extensive, rather

there is a series of flower gardens, met with at

different points during a walk through the gi'ounds.

The pleasure-grounds are somewhat extensive and
varied, and are much admired for their quiet beauty
and repose.

Close to the entrance to the gardener's house, access

is had to the rosary, round and about which is a flower

garden. The rosary is of circular shape, and though
airy, is yet sheltered by a belt of trees on either side.

From here an archway of Roses and other climbing
plants gives access to Mason's Garden, so named from
having been designed by the Rev. William Mason. At
the foot of the trunk of a fine specimen ofAbies pendula,
standing on the west side of this garden, can be seen a
tablet inscribed to the memory of the designer of this

garden by his friend, George Simon, Earl Harcourt. In
the spring months this garden is made very gay by the
various species of Magnolias dotted about—conspicua,
of which there are fine examples ; tripetala, also very
fine ; Soulangeana, nigi-a, and gracilis. There are also

fine banks of Rhododendrons, deciduous and evergreen
trees, \vith statuary and vases on pedestals interspersed,

with here and there cheerful beds of flowering plants.

An old orangery occupies the north side of the garden,
and at this season of the year it is occupied by speci-

men Pelargoniums, Humea elegans, &c. ; at the back
is a trellis-work covered with Clematises, Roses, and
other creepers ; and above the orangery is seen, through
a break in the line of lofty forest trees, the dome of the

parish church of Nuneham, situated very close to the
mansion. Formerly the village of Nuneham occupied
a space near the church, but was subsequently removed
to its present site on the highway, on the east side of
the park.

Following a winding shrubbery walk for a short dis-

tance, the North Terrace Garden is" reached, a small
garden situated by the side of the right wing of the
mansion. The ground-plan of the garden forms a kind
of irregular triangle, and comprises 29 beds of various
shapes, some large and others small, and so disposed
to fit in the shape of the garden. From the park this

garden, as well as the terrace along the front of the
mansion, is divided by a stone balustrading. The west
front of the mansion gives a broad terrace walk, with
creepers trained against the house ; and the grass land
next the terrace falling away towards the ** silver Isis,"

which can be seen gliding along in the valley below.
That portion of the park stretching away to the river is

nicely undulated, with here and there groups of mag-
nificent Elms and other trees. To the right, looking
away over the course of the Great Western Railway,
can be seen through an opening in the trees the
city of Oxford ; in front, away in the distance,

is Abingdon, with the ranges of Wiltshire hills

rising beyond ; to the left is that stretch of pleasure-
ground kno\vn as Brown's Walk, regarded as one of the
masterpieces of " Capability Browm." From the west
front the terrace takes a turn to the left, and here the
South Terrace Garden is seen. Situated in front of
the south wing of the dwelling, this garden shows a
symmetrical arrangement of 28 beds, of varying sizes in
the parallel divisions, with a broad gravel walk between
them. The size of the beds of this garden makes it

necessary they should be planted with dwarf-growing
plants, hence there is always a refinement about it ; and
in spring and summer alike Mr. Stewart, the late

gardener at Nuneham, always made a most effective

display on this spot From this garden a pleasant
broad walk of considerable length, leading away under
high trees, takes a bold sweep, and ultimately returns
again to the point from whence it started. A gentle
ascent leads to an eminence, opening up fine views of
the surrounding country ; and, ere this is reached,
exquisite gaps are opened up through woody vistas,

among which are views of Oxford at different stand-
points. Almost on this eminence is Whitehead's Oak,
now a fast decaying trunk, under which the then poet-
laureate, William Whitehead, composed many of his

pieces, and a tablet records this was his favourite resort.

Near to this, but occupying a commanding position in
the park, is an old conduit of Gothic stntcture, which
formerly stood in Carfax churchyard at Oxford, and
which was presented to Lord Harcourt, and erected
here. Fine trees line this walk, among them some

quite timber trees, a very fine

the ravages of the memorable frost of 1S60-61 ; while
many of the surrounding trees are of fine and vigorous
proportions.

The Pinetum occupies a space of 12 acres on the
east side of the mansion towards Nuneham village.
It is enclosed, and much overgrown with underwood.
Whitethorn, &c. A visit here, when the last named
is in full bloom, surrounding the dark outlines of the
coniferous plants, is one of a very pleasant character.
There are many very finely furnished and handsome
specimens, such as Pinus Cembra, 30 feet in height

;

P. ponderosa, 35 feet ; P. Lambertiana, 40 feet ; P.
Morinda, 30 feet ; P. Douglasii, 60 feet. Of Abies,
there are rubra ccerulea, 30 feet ; canadensis nigra,

25 feet ; Menziesii, 65 feet ; Pinus sylvestris horizon-
talis, 40 feet ; Pinaster, pyrenaica, 30 feet ; Pallasiana,

30 feet ; sylvestris rigensis, 20 feet ; Benthamiana, 40
feet ; Banksiana, 24 feet ; Cedrus atlantica, 40 feet,

and Deodara the same ; Picea cephalonica, 30 feet

;

Nordmanniana, Webbiana, 25 feet ; Douglasii, 40
feet ; and others, of much interest to those who 'make a
study of these noble plants.

Mr. James Stewart, who succeeded the late Mr.
Henry Bailey as gardener at Nuneham, and who con-
ducted the gardening operations here with much
ability and success, has just left ; and he has been
succeeded by Mr. Isaac Watson, recently gardener at

Casewick, the seat of Lord Kesteven, near Stamford.
K. D.

#iTrkn #ptratbits.
(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Orchids which are growing freely will now require

much personal supervision. The young leaves formed
upon Cattleyas, Aerides, Saccolabiums, and the like,

under a favourable artificial regimen, will in- many
instances be so fine as to need some slight support to
keep them in a proper gi'owing position until they
have become sufficiently strong to be self-supporting.
It will not be necessary in the majority of instances to
do more than to fix a neat stake into the pot in such a
manner as to cause it to press firmly against such
leaves as are likely to grow irregularly. Any delicate
or recently imported plants of Orchids should have
every possible encouragement by frequently sprinkling
them overhead with tepid water, and by shading them
in the usual manner, S:c. Look w-eU after such of this

class as are grown upon blocks of wood. Do not rest

with constant syringings or the like, but take every
block down singly, and dip it well into a vessel
containing water, so as to immerse every part. Stan-
hopeas, Gongoras, and the like, which require
growing in baskets, the better to exhibit their

quaint blooms—and many of the former will flower
about this time—will likewise delight in having
a plentiful supply, if they are forming fresh pseudo-
bulbs at any stage of growth. Give the final shift to
Feathered Cockscombs^ a most showy variety, which
stands remarkably well in cool greenhouses when once
grown to the flowering stage. Balsams will also in

many instances need to be potted on into the bloom-
ing pots. These latter like a rich diet. Good
strong "spit manure" {as gardeners term such as is

thoroughly decayed, and of a seemingly unctuous
nature), in admixture with fine fibrous loam, will suit

them admirably. Prick out seedlings of Cinerarias,
Primulas, &c., immediately they become large enough
to handle, giving them thus early a very open soil, and
potting them lightly. Place Herbaceous Calceolarias

which it is intended to propagate out-of-doors in a cool,

shady situation. Here they will form young shoots
around the base, Avhich are most suitable for propagat-
ing purposes. Be careful not to overcrowd greenhouses
at this season. It too often happens that many plants

of inferior merit are pushed in here to fill up—such,
for instance, as ordinary scarlet Pelargoniums—a prac-
tice which tends materially to displace the more
valuable hard-wooded greenhouse plants that are
wanted for display in the winter, and which therefore
ought to have more space allotted to them.

FORCING HOUSES.
It generally happens that fruit trees, which are in

a healthy thriving state, when they have completed
the process of stoning, make a vigorous effort to grow
again. As Vines are no exception to this laile, it will

be necessary to look frequently through vineries which
are at such a stage, and to remove all excess of growth
then forming upon the older sublateral shoots. Where
breaks or primary lateral shoots happen to exist without
bearing any fruit it will be judicious, if there is

room, to permit a httle extension for a time, by not
pinching back the young growths. By pemiitting
these to grow awhile, a greater amount of reciprocity

will be kept up between the roots and the foliage.

Gradually inure all crops which are colouring to a
more free admission of air, without which good
flavour is not easily attainable. In referring to
the attacks of red-spider at this period, I do
not speak of Vines alone, but of almost every
other sort of fruit trees that is forced. Especially
will it be necessary to use every form of preventive in

connection with all trees or subjects ^vhich have ripened
their crops or are now engaged in so doing. It is at

the period when the leaves have attained to something
like their full size, and have become somewhat hard
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and matured, that this pest makes its presence known.
Wherever its presence is detected let a decisive move-
ment be made for its destruction, half measures are

worse than useless in this case. Either witli a garden

engine or with a strong syringe dash the water amongst

the foliage, so as to dislodge them if possible. Sprinkle

sulphur about wherever possible, using the new form

of sulphur distributor to do so more efFiciently beneath

the foliage and wherever the pests have gained a lodg-

ment. Regulate the shoots of Melons as they continue

to grow, giving every encouragement to such shoots as

are likely to produce fmit, and thin out such as are not

likely to do so. Alw.ays encourage the leaves from the

base, or near to the base of the fruit, as these contribute

very materially towards their proper support. Attend
now to the linings or fermenting materials around all

beds which are heated by these means, for we may now
expect a somewhat cold period at any moment, and
may be at such a time when the plants will be in need
of a nice amount of bottom-heat to push them along.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Now that the Slrawlwrry runners which have been

layered require a goodly amount of support, do not

neglect to water them as frequently and as constantly

as they require it. To permit these to flag too

frequently, or indeed at all, is sure to tell unfavourably
upon them, if they are intended to form good plants

for forcing. Fasten all young Vine shoots of the

current season's formation firmly against the wall, as

they continue to grow, removing all tendrils, which
only tend to impoverish the plants. Where the plants

are young, and the roots are near the surface, it will be
an excellent plan to give them a good soaking of manure
water. I have before suggested that all the useless shoots

should be removed from red and white Currants, in

such a manner as to afford to those which remain
as much light and air as possible. This operation

should now be done forthwith, where it has been
delayed. Some i^w young growths will now have"

formed upon the apex of the young Pear tree shoots,

which were previously cut back. Permit these

to remain a week or two longer, for if cut off

thus early, the young fruit buds, which should be
forming at their base, will be induced to start pre-

maturely.
HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.

By way of security from the risk of disappointment,
I advise that small sowings be made now of all such
subjects as are used for spring bedding. These consist

of Silmes, Myosotis, Saponarias, and the like ; which,
if they become too strong, may be readily transplanted,
in view of moderating their growth. Such subjects

as N'emophila^ Limnanthes, &c., should remain un-
sown for a few weeks longer. Take up the roots of
Rantinculnses as soon as the foliage assumes a yellow
ripened hue. Layer Ghent Azaleas where propagation
is intended to be done by this means. Finish
gathering Rose petals for making pot poiirri. Divide
old plants of Pansles and Polyanthnscs as soon as the
weather becomes suitable. They should be planted
into a shady border for a time.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Sow a little Cabbage seed for the first planting, for

winter and early spring use. It must be understood,
however, that I do not yet advise making a main
sowing. Thin out Leeks where planted in drill rows,
and when suitable weather arrives tr.ansplant others
from the seed-beds into the permanent quarters. .Sow
an early kind of Broad Bean, such as the Mazagan,
which will come on quickly, and afford a last supply
in the late autumn. Sow seeds of Cueunther to furnish
plants which will afford a winter supply. Make also

another sowing of Chei-nl and Parsley. Earth up
and stake successional crops of Peas, sowing more of
an early bearing kind if necessary ; and do not fail to
transplant Endive where such is in active demand in
the autumn. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Town Gardening has now become an important

feature in town decoration, and the managers of our
public parks have set a very good example, by making
such a display of be<antiful flowers that it is often
said :

" We don't want to go into the country to see
beautiful parterres ." though they are not entirely free
from the effects of smoke. Of course the plants are
better situated in the parks than in squares and
gardens in the town, yet with fresh soil in sufficient

quantity to plant in, and with due attention to the
matter of selecting such plants as will thrive satis-

factorily, it is quite certain that in the very centre of
the town much may be done. I should recom-
mend that at this season those Londoners or others
who are so disposed should pay a visit to such
places as the Temple Gardens, Lincoln's Inn,
and to a little spot called "New Inn," which
is surrounded on all sides by lofty houses, close
to St. Clement's Church in the Strand. In these places
they can judge for themselves what is the most suitable.
Carnations and Pieotees should now be propagated. If
fresh mould is procured from the country to plant
them in, they will increase freely and flower splendidly.
The method of propagation which I adopt is as
follows

:
— I procure fresh soil, and pegs cut from

old birch brooms, and then loosen the mould round
the plant, adding a portion of the fresh soil, so as to
raise up a bed to lay them in. I then cut with a

sharp knife under the second firm joint upwards, then
make a second cut below, taking out a wedge-like
piece, which prevents the cut from closing. Peg
down the shoots so treated, and cover them with fresh
soil, and water occasionally if the weather is dry. I find

that nine out of ten so managed strike roots and make
good plants. They will also strike from cuttings, like
the Pink, but this method I should not recommend as
a general rule, but only where varieties are scarce, for

they seldom flower the following summer ; but if

potted, and wintered in a greenhouse, they will flower
early in the following spring, y. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
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H ORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

I'pon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the
HIRE of elegant and commodious TENTS arc forwarded free of
charge. All letters should be addressed to 2, Duke Street, London
Eridsc, S.E. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description.
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c
Plans and Estimates on application.

J JONES AND SONS, 35, Kine Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.
Manufactory, 6, Bankside, Soutnwark

JJOR TICULTURAL BUILDINGS

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever)'

CO., 71, Cornhill,
London, E.G. ; and Steam flough Wo , Leeds.

Patronised by Her Majesty tlie Queen,
.\N'D ALL LEADING AGRICULTURISTS.

STAND
I
ni W. MURRAY AND CO.. I STAND

212.
I
VT • Banff Foundrv. N.E,, | 212.

Will exhibit at the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, OXFORD,
their N- - ' ""•" ^ -- .

These
winning. .s, the5 other First Pri

ONLY GOLD MEDAL
ever offered for Double Furrow Flouehs, in competition witi
most celebrated makers of the United Kingdom, at Stannington
Newcastle, February 3, 1870.
G. W. MUFRAY & Cn's

PLOUGH and SUBSOI! F
important adaptation of tiM h
They will also exhibit il.

ROLLER and GRASS I

GATE, &c. Catalogues .111 I

1

td PATENT COMBINED

N D I A-R UBBER GARDEN HOSE,
60 feet },< inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and Jet complete, igj. 6d.
... r-„. 1/ L J- ,

extra strong, 31J. 61^.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Grea
of every article made in Indiarubbcr forwarded
E. G. CAPON, India-rubber Mani,faclurer,0.

applic

, Bir nngha

Dry Eartli Closets, and Inodorous House Commodes.
A MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT;
/^ all Self-acting; will not get out of order; low in price; good
for the Bed-room, ifie House, and the Garden.

Patentee and Manufacturer, lOIIN PARKER, Upholsterer
Woodstock, Oxford AGENTS WANTED.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlen you asu for
~ W.\RkANTED PRIZE

get Ihi.Mt l.s, sec that yc ^__ _ , ...

the Corporate Mark, OBTAIN
genuine.
Gardeners and others, bi

I of Knii

SAYNOR AND CO(
PRUNING and BUDIIIN

Observe the mark SAYNiiK, ;

WABRANTF.D, without which nont
S. & C. regret having to cau

compelled to do 50, in consequ
quality, having been sold for the
many complaints to be made to ___ _..
their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers

S. Si C.-s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Shellield. Established upwards of 125 years.

ET. ARCHER'S " F^IG I TKyMO?^
' Patronised by Her Majesty the <}ueen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmorc Gardens, the Duke of Nonhumberland, Duke of
Devonshire late Sir I Paxton for .he Cr; sl.il l',,l i.x- ; Royal Gardens,Kew; Professor Lindley for the Hi. rh. , ; ,,.'.<

The best Shading Is "Fii .1 Domo Nijttlng.
White or Brown, made of prep.^rr,i n .\ .i perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keepini;
,

,
1 ime where it is

applied. It is adapted for all 11. 11. .!.:;_, J ^.,d Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS
' FRIGI DOMO ' NETTING, 2 yards wide. ts. 6d. per yard run

"FKIGI DO.Ml5" CANVAS.
Two yards wide IJ. oi. per yard run.
four yards wide 31. M. per yard.
*" improved make, 2 yards wide .. IJ. orf. per yard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, 6M. and 8K per yard

;

id. extra for cut lengths.
ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer.

7, IjteM Innity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nursery-

' Other l'.\TT1;RX.S ;

,
Terra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Redware ai

reat durability. The plainer sorts a
ally suited for KITCHEN GARDENS,

,

finish, and in much variety of design.

, , ;

RosHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. E.
gueen s Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road. Kingsland.N E

Illustrated Pri ce Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories
.-.

H»lls Corridors Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone
in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety oi

e elaborate designs. Pattern siieets of Pave.
W..L, n.th prices, forwarded for selectiiTn
WHITE GLAZED TILES, lo:WHITE GLAZED TILES lor Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges. Baths, &c Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
ofmat durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J.,cash on deliver)-. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works. Boston. Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the r 1! II .r.il Society.

T
Cox's Quay, Lower Th.u,

Retail of the principal Secdsi

HE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

Railways, and very many Decorators, Hoiise Pa
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39.\, King William Street, London Bridge, London. E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

ajid Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C^^

SILVER SAND (REIGATK), at the above addn
14s. per Ton, is. 2d. per Bushel; 2j. per Ton extra for

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Oi
of 4 Tons, ij. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per f c

toamples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRfCK BURRS for RockeriesPEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel,

Fernerica. KENT

A liberal d the Trade.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application,

JAS. T, ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, Ac—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards mi!-,
3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6^. per yard, or 50 \ ."

20s. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the ,it

purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; j > .1 1 -

...:j- -. pgj. y^j.j . a^.jnj-h mesh, 4 yards wide, 1$. 6d. per. yarJ. L j]i

GARDENER (HEAD).-Age 31, single
; sixteen years-

experience in the various branches of the profession. Can be
well recommended.—A. B., Mr. Shaw's Nursery, Bowdon, Cheshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married ; hiRhly
recommended for Pine. Grape, and Plant Growing, and Garden-

ing in all its branches. Character unimpeachable.—A. A., Dudbridge,

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentlemen
of a thoroughly experienced Man.—Age 12, married

;

R. .MOON, Esq., Wigginton Lodge, Tai

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, no incumbrance

;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. H; s
been a very successful Cultivator of Orchids, and understands the
Management of Farm Land. Testimonials of the highest order.—
J. B, Mrs. Bradford's. Market Place. Selby. Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head).-James Hakdie, Head
Gardener for the last eight years to the Khedive of Egypt, is at

liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services
of a thorough practical Gardener. First-class references.—169, Burn-
greave Road, Sheflield.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married: thoroughly
understands the Management of Pines, Vines, Early and Late

Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Can be_ highly recommended.—T. S., Mr. Morgan's

n. Kent. S.I

GARDENER (Head), age 40, married. —John
Brown begs to give notice that he will be disengaged on Sept. 6,

and offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a
first-class practical Gardener. Well versed in the Early Forcing ff
all kinds of Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables, having lived five and a ha f

\ enrs as Head Gardener in present situation, and previously 12;^ yea'

s

n 1 :
•:., \rnci to the late Sir Charles Knightley, Bart—For abilili* s''

'
- r, reference can be made to present employer, the Rigl tHI

I Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby.

GARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the
Protection of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds ;

also as a Fence for Poultr>', Rabbits, and Sheep, id. per square yard,
carriage free, in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 yards.
SCRIM CANVAS, for Wall Fruit, Greenhouse Shades, Tulip Covers.
HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS, sample of^material

free on application. RICK COVERS, New and Second-hand, with
Poles, complete. Be particular

—

FREDERICK EDGINGTON and CO.. Marquee, Tent, Flag, and
Rick Cloth Manufacturers, 60 and 62, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

ATm^ES PHIL LT^P^S and ^CTX
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them lo Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clerg>', and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the siies stated

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 15, ao by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz- to the foot. 31 or.
Fourth quality .. .. ly- od n)s. 6d.

\f [ '1:NER (Head), orGARDENER and ESTATE
AUKNT.—Age 28; has had 13 years' |.i i il |i. < e in

class establishments; thoroughly underM .
i 1. ' n iti.mof

finii
Icreiices.—Mr. HENKV SLATEF,

I (jARDENER and B.A.ILIFF.
rtcnced in Early and Late Forcing tf

I \ egetables, als<

-B. B., Post Office, Exi

Third quality .od. I. M.

II by 9
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rpH E LONDON MANURE COMPANY,

(Es 1S40I

CORN MANURE, for Sorinj; Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse: SULPHATE ol AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, Sic. E. PURSER, Sccretarj'.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C

M A Boon for Grape Growers.
EREDITH'S VINE, PIM II \' M
MANURE, to be had in ^.

ind PLANT

applic

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
{Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.
Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Mc!

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. M.P.^Ss, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wi. , N.l

. Liverpool.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flyinff Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Pliosphatcs,

5 To 7 per cent of Ammonia with Sails of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. ba^, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32, King William Street, London, E.G.

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER.
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory^ 11, Salisburj' Square, FleetStreet.E.C.
uary 15^ 1870.

eful analysis of a
;sults speak

ults ofa
Guano. These i

ed therefore hardly add anything
:

The
, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-

phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them,— Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

(Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

'"- "''"—1 Street, London, E.G."

w DILLISTONE
WAN!NUR ;ight miles of London, a SXLA.LL

JRSERY, or about TWO ACRES of GARDENING
GROUND, with Small Dvvelline House. State full particulars to

A. BROWN, 28, Wellington Street, IslinRton, N.

Wednesday. Ji.li

SALES BY AU CTION.
Established and Imported OrcMds.

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W,
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq., Q.C., 6, Park Street, Westminster. S W.

"Fc
* E.sq.,Q.C., M.P.,io, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower
, W, and Coed-y-Macn,Berkeley Street, Portman

Welshpool.
The Company adva

of Agricultural Improvement, including the
Farm Buildings,
Ihe Clergy

"

The wh< .

upon the land
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r the Ow

itlay and expenses ar
deeming principal and

i^u iiivcbugauon of title IS required.
For Forms and further information apply

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director. No i.
Storey's Gate. Westminster. S.W.

for all purposes
. Df Cottages and

tiled and other Estates, and to

dated by a rent-charge
r25>

IHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
[las Chapman, Est]., F.R.S.

| The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
. Thoi 5 Clark, Esq,

John C. Cobbold, Esq. "
i Edward John Hutchi

Henry W. Currie, Esq.
[ Sir William Tite, M.P.

'

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind arc executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
ivn Agent;

thee
. by arrangement with their Landlords, procur*

of such improvements.
ith all oflicial expenses, may be charged on th<^

'

nt-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the

The
Estate, and paid ofFb:
Landowners in a shorter
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN,the Secretary,

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London. S.W.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE CLUB.-
The HALF-YEARLY DINNER will take place at tlRANDOLPH HOTEL, OXFORD, on WEDNESDAY, luly 20.

6.30 P.M. EDWARD HOLLAND. Esq., in the Chair. Each Memb
can introduce a Friend. Gentlemen intending to be present a
requested to commjjnicatc as earl^- as por''

'

CHAS. GAY ROBERTS, . Sec, Haslemerc, Surrey.

MANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY—The ANNUAL SHOW of HORNED

CATTLE. HORSES (Hunters especiallvl. SHEEP. PIGS, DOGS,
POULTRY, CHEESE, GRAIN. ROOTS. IMPLEMENTS. MA-
CHINERY. SADDLERY, and MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,

sisting of Odontoglo!

I
, by .\UCTION, at
•rnt Garden. W.C. on

I
I'risely. a Collection of

Msing a large number of
Alsoafine lot of Imported

n, and many of then

; of Sale, and Ca

Most Important Sale of OrcMds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS, having received inslnictions
from John Booth. Esq.. Hamburgh, to SELL by AUCTION

the famous COLLECTION of the late Consul Schiller, begs to state
that the FIRST SALE will take place probably in the beginnins of
AUGUST, at his Great Kooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden,

alogui preparing, and will be ready :

PREPARING for SALE by AUCTION,
desirable FREEHOLD ESI ATE. situate close to L

63 Acres of excellent Land, with r..ss,;sM,,Ti ,.t Michaelmas

II be held in WESTWOOD PARK. WIG.
7 and 8 (preceded by a Public

~
'
"

tember s), when PRIZES amou
POUNDS will be awarded.
AUGUST I.

Prize Lists and Forms of Er
THOMAS RIGRY. Over, near

1 SEPTEMBER 6.

nplements on Sep-
WO THOUSAND

ENTRIES' for SHOW CLOSE

the Secretary,

R°^ .\L AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of

ENGLAND.

GREAT SHOW at OXFORD.

TRIALS of lixed STE.\MENGINES.
HORSE. GEARS, CRUSHERS'
chaff-cutters, OILCAKE
BREAKERS, TURNIP CUTTERS,
STEAMING APPARATUS, DAIRY
IMPLEMENTS, &c, MONDAY,
July II, to SATURDAY, July 16.

Adir n 5s. each day.

Homdon-on-the-Hlll.
Valuable BUILDINI'. and .M.MtKKr GARDEN GROUND.

> of very valuable ACCOMMODATION

M
Lots. I
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of the Tenants, and particulars, will
HICKS AND SON, Solicitors, Gray's Inn

srs. BEADEL, 25, Greshannd of Me'

Shardeloes, Amersham, Bucks.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without

u',??S' ?" ''KIDAY, July IS next, at Shardeloes. about FIFTYHEAD of very superior SHORTHORNS, the property of Thomas
Tyrwhitt Drake, Esq., consisting mostly of Young Cows and Heifers
that have been long and carefully bred from the lamed Herds of the
late Captain Dilke, Maxstoke Castle, Rev. F. Thursby, Abingdon
Rectory, and of Mr. w Tnrr AlUcK.. ti.* •;;..,. fi... 1 .- _r

the famed K ghtley •

Lodgi : the lal

1 fine healthy and rcgula

3), from Sholebroke
in the Sale. The

s they will be sold i

Catalogues, with Pcdie

Sh'i

Eusl
Shardeloes, Amersham. Bucks.

WiU. WINFIELD, the Bailiff, i

To Breeders of Pigs.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, OXFORD, 1870

MESSRS. JONAS PAXTON AND GEORGE
CASTLE are favoured with instructions from T I eslic

Melville Canwright. Esq. of Melville House. Fif- ^n.! Vrv i,-,ftlr

Northamptonshire, to SELL by AUCTION, nc.Tr 11,. -.I,. ,
.

. n ,1 ,,i d,.^
above Society, on THURSDAY. lulv 21. at ( I I \CELTS and SEVEN BOAR PIGS if the imprnv. I

i i , ,i

Mr, Cartwright has been a very successful br,-' dr i 1,.. 1, ,,,.;

aunng thejasl few years, among other prizes, takcj. s. . 1 ii>[ 1 .,..-s..^

: Cups for best Pigsmingham, besides thrt.
First Prizes at Smithfield.
Catalogues will be forwarded

Bicester, Oxon.
I applic

the yard a

o the Auci

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING.

Season Tickets, price i

from July 1

II. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

er Square, London, W.

Cfjc Itgriciiituralia^ftte,

SATURDAY, JULY % 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

to
"

\ Itnp'cment Trials of the Royal Agricultural Society

July 16) °^ England at Oxford.

We are at length to have irrigation useci upon
a gre.1t scale as a remedy for the sew.Tge nuisance
of large towns. The Blackburn and Reading
Town Improvement Bills have passed the ordeal
of committees of both Lords and Commons, and
will no doubt shortly be enacted. The drainage
of some 120,000 people will thus be poured upon
looo-acre farms in Lancashire and Berkshire
respectively, and we shall probably learn more
than we yet know, if not of the wonderful fertility

of sewaged land, at least of the power of soil to
cleanse the filth of great volumes of foul water
And this will be a capital lesson for all England,
whose population is getting more and more
clustered around centres, thus making the rivers
which run by them a nuisance to all upon their
banks. It will be a capital lesson, not only on
social and sanitarybut on agricultural grounds. It I

is impossible to doubt that the 20,000,000 of
" man " who occupy Great Britain south of the
Tweed must one day contribute to the fertility
of the soil, in some such degree as that is

already benefited by our corresponding 2o,ooo,oco
of sheep. And as town drainage is becomint'
more and more the vehicle for all the waste o'f

town populations, so the hopes of this result are
becoming more and more exclusively dependant
on our realising everywhere the results of sewage
irrigation.

No other remedy for the nuisance exists as
yet in any practicable form, and no other method
of carrying house waste to the land exists at al'.

We are of course aware of the advocacy, both
of the dry-earth method of house scavenging,
and of the so-called " A. B. C.'' process. They
are both discussed in the Reports of the Rivers
Pollution Commission, and both are pronounced
failures. The dry-earth method, however well
adapted to the case of the isolated cottage, whose
house slops are thrown upon the adjoining
garden, is not ad.apted to the circumstances of
towns, where house slops necessarily find their way
into the sewers. .'\nd the " A. B. C' process is a
failure, both sanitarily and economically. It takes
hardly any of the filth out of the sewage, and it

produces a manure of very insignificant value.
The character given of it by the Rivers Commis-
sioners is extracted in another page from their
recently issued report. No evit^ence indeed is

quoted beyond that of the chemist in that report
on this subject ; but that is, because hardly .any
other evidence exists. We made personal inquiry
around Leamington the other day for any exact
information which farmers who had used it could
supply to us ; and we came to the conclusion
that, except a single instance, no such infor-
mation exists. One gentleman, occupying land
near the town, had bought 3 tons of it early
enough to try it on a summer crop last year. He
had put I ton of it on an acre of land
for .Swedish Turnips, alongside of two other
acres, on one of which 25 one-horse loads of
stable-dung had been put, and on the other
5 cwt. of Proctor & Rvland's Turnip manure.
The dung produced much the best crop.
Proctor & Rylanp'.s acre looked better than
the other all through the season, but in the end
the roots were as heavy where the ton of" A. B. C."
manure had been applied ; in neither case, how-
ever, was there a very good crop. Consitiering
that for a ton ot " A. B. C." manure £<^ is now
demanded, this is not an encouraging result.

We conclude, accordingly, with the report of
the Commissioners, that the hopes founded on
the " A. B. C." process are doomed to disappoint-
ment.

If, indeed, one looks only for the defa-cation
and purification of town sew.age, there is still a
plan—untried as yet, however, upon a working
scale—about which hopes have been excited by
the report of the Commissioners. By a system
of intermittent downward filtration,—filling some
10,000 cubic yards of filter bed first with air and
then with the foul drainage water of .about 3000
people, time about—and thus performing a sort
of act of respiration on their sewage— it is

believed, from certain laboratory experiments,
that it may be possible in that way thoroughly
to oxidise and defalcate all the organic
matter in that quantity of sew.age, so that
the whole filthy stream may be virtually cleansed
and added to the river without polluting it.

Certainly, however, such a plan for sending a
valuable property adrift can find no advocate in
the columns of .an agricultural journal. And as
it is happily proved now by ample experience
that the process of irrigation by which the whole
of this valuable material is conveyed to the soil,

and directly to the roots it is to feed, can be
conducted without nuisance, and in a perfectly
wholesome manner, it has been sanctioned by
Parliamentary Committees, in the case of Black-
burn and Reading ; and we shall hereafter see the
plan in universal operation beside all large towns.

It will have an influence on fertility beyond the
limits of the sewage farms. They will be great
manufactories of farmyard dung, as well as manu-
factories of wholesome food. We shall have by
means of them, not indeed the whole milk supply
of a population provided by its waste water, but
a very considerable contribution to that result

will be made, and the cattle which will

yield it will at the same time fertilise

the neighbouring farms. We do not doubt that

in addition to much valuable growth of market
garden stuff—Cabbages, Celery, Strawberries

—

for which small occasional dressings .are alone
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required, there will be on many a sewage farm in

this country one of milk produced for e\-ery 1000

of> ordinary town sewage poured upon the land.

The ordinary water supply of a town population

is 20 gallons a head each day. This is fouled

and converted into sewage. One-thousandth

part of 20 gallons is but a small teacupful, not

a quarter of the milk each individual of a town

population ought to have. A gallon of milk,

however, is at least worth 8^., and 1000 gallons

of sewage weigh 4 tons ; and we may therefore

yet approach, in the agricultural experience of our

sewage farms, the old standard estimate of id. a

ton as the value of the drainage water of a town,

which is now nothing but a filthy, noxious

nuisance.

Notwithstanding a short supply of Wheat

at Monday's com market in Mark Lane, the prices of

last week were barely maintained, and all inferior

qualities were cheaper. In the Metropolitan Cattle

Market trade was less active than it was on Monday

last, though prices were not quotably lower.

The accounts of the Crops on the Con-

tinent are very bad, and the continued drought

causes great uneasiness. In the Cote d'Or, always a

hot place, the heat has been terrible, and water has

become more scarce almost than wine ; the hay crop is

not half what it was last year, and in some places the

value is scarcely equal to the cost of mowing. In the

Indre the case is even worse, there is neither food nor

water for the cattle, except at a ruinous cost ; not

only the rivulets and the ponds are dried up, but the

wells and marshes also ; cattle are offered for .sale at

ruinous prices, but purchasers are not to be found

The minor crops are all in a sad condition, but

fortunately the Wheat still looks well on stiff

soils, and the rain that it requires can scarcely

be much longer delayed. The ground is cracked in

all directions in the most extraordinary manner, open-

ing to a depth of several feet, so that nothing but a

half deluge would suffice to soften it. Some districts

of France are better off: in the Jura, for instance,

although no rain has fallen for a month, the Wheat

promises well, though the straw is very short ; the

Barley and Oats are very poor. The green crops will

certainly not reach two-thirds of last year's crop. In

the Loire the Wheat also looks well, better than usual

;

in some places the harvest has commenced, and the

yield is good, but little straw. In the Gironde the

state of the Wheat is the same. Unfortunately these

favourable cases are exceptional, at least such is the

general opinion. The accounts from Rhenish Bavaria

are lamentable ; the Wheat there is poor ; the Rye

worse, and the Barley and Oats all burnt up, nearly

destroyed. As to Trefoil, the crop is fair where

watering is possible, and almost utterly lost in diy

situations ; seed is also wanting for ne.xt year's crop.

Vetches and other green fodder there are none, and

the price of hay is fabulous. The price of cattle under

such circumstances has naturally fallen considerably ;

at the last fair at Guembach there was a fall of ^4
per pair of oxen ; beef is selling at (>\d., veal and

mutton at bd., a pound. Cases have occurred of

butchers selling beef at 4«'., and veal at 3r/. The

picture is, however, not all so dark ; the rain ^yill
rnedarrMess'rs.'Wa'uer & Wood and Messrk. HowaFd &

doubtless come at last, and repair a good deal of the g^^^^ ^^ ^^(^^5^ ^^ ^^,„
mischief; the Potatos and Beetroot promise well, and

the fruit crop is expected to be large.

Messrs. Carter & Co. have forwarded to us

specimens—small bundles—of various forage plants,

which they think likely to be serviceable to English

farmers. Of these a bulky bean-looking plant, a Vetch

—V. platycarpus, appeare the most promising. The
Vicia tricolor is also a leafy good-looking forage plant

damages tlie Lords made, on the motion of the Duke of

Richmond. What is to be said of tlie alteration ? Here
is tlie sum of it. The compensation of a tenant between

£i, and ^^lo is cut down from seven to six years' rental,

and of a tenant between £10 and ^30 from five to four

years' rental ; and it must be remembered that the com-
pensation can be demanded only in case of arbitrary dis-

turbance. What infatuation, it may well be asked, can
have provoked the change ? It is important to the tenant,

it is unimportant to the landlord. The difference makes the

tenant secure, and does not touch the landlord at all,

unless he wantonly disturbs the relations between himself

and the occupiers on his estate. M'e have commented on

the puzzle before, bu tthe difficulty recurs, why the majo-

rity of the Lords, who would themselves shrink from the

arbitrary acts against which the scale is aimed, should go
out of their way to provoke a colhsion with the Lower
House in the interest of men who are the worst enemies of

their Order."

The Regional Concours of the Nord has

been brilliant this year, and the fine weather doubtless

increased the number of visitors, which was veiy large.

There were 350 head of cattle, 160 lots of sheep, only

a few pigs, iSo lots of poultry, &c., 935 machines and

implements, and 1S3 lots of agricultural produce.

The Concours proper is confined to French exhi-

bitors, but a large number of English machines and

implements were shown by agents of English houses in

France ; thus, Messrs. Aveling & Porter won the

1st prize—a gold medal, with 50of in money, for

their gi-eat steam-ploughing machinery ; M. Hamoir,
of Saint Saulve, obtaining the 2d prize for a steam-

plough of the Fowler model. The steam ploughing

was highly successful, the gi-ound was excessively

hard, and it was admitted on all hands—and the

crowd of agriculturists was great—that the results were

magnificent. In addition to the general exhibition,

however, was an international show, with competitive

trials, of agricultural machinery and implements, for

which there were 1 54 entries, many of them including

several machines or implements. To this show the

English makers contributed very largely, and all who
exhibited won prizes except Messrs. HoRNSBY & Sons,

who were placed, or placed themselves, hors concours.

The following is a list of the prizes awarded in this

section :

—

Messrs. Aveling & Porter, the great gold medal for

their double steam ploughing [machinery ; and a gold

medal for their steam roller.

M. Cogniaux, of H.aulchin, silver medal for double

Brabant plough ; and
Messrs. Howard & Sons, bronze medal for two-wheeled

plough
;

gold medal for deep subsoil-ploughing, and

silver medal for Anglo-American and subsoil ploughs.

The same firm won the only prize given, for their collection

of harrows.

Messrs. Aveling & Porter, the only medal awarded for

ordinary and Crosskill roller.

M. Cogniaux ist, and M. Pronier, of Orchies, 2d prize

for extirpators.

M. Bagni, of Orchies, 2d, and M. Pronier 3d class

prize for seed drilling machines.

M. Bauvin, of Wattignv. sole medal for a horse-hoe.

Messrs. Howard & Sons, the only medal given for

threshing-machines ; and ist and only prize for a winnow-

ing-machine and horse-rake.

The contest for the prizes between reaping and mowing

machines was highly exciting, and the performances

admirable, the results being as follows :

—

Mcrwing-viachives.—Mr. Samuelson, ist prize, a gold

Sons, 2d prizes, .- --,

Rcapimi-mackiiics. — Mr. Samuelson, gold medal
,

Messrs. Howard, silver medal; Messrs. Brigham &
Bickerton, bronze medal ; Messrs. Aveling & Porter, gold

medal and loof for road locomotive.

Messrs. Woods & Cocksedge, silver medal for collec-

tion of implements and macliines, the cake-crushers

being specially named.

The results of this international competition must be

regarded as pecuharly favourable to English machine
The so-called Trifolium coeruleum is also a leafy,

^^^^^^s and of all the more importance as taking
UDstandine.likelyplant: the Mehlotusitahca IS another

^j^^^ j^ ^ department which is near our own shores,

and in intimate relations with us ; and one, moreover.

upstanding, likely plant

of the series. We have not had an opportunity of sub-

mitting them to judgment in the feeding-stall, but

V. platycarpus, if liked by cattle, will probably be also

liked by those who gi-ow forage for cattle. It is a stiff

grown bean-like plant, and would be serviceable among
ordinary Vetches, if only for holding them up.

The Irish Land Bill has passed through the

Lords with alterations, which are thus enumerated and

criticised by the Times

:

—
'

' The points of essential difference between the Lords

and Commons are thus reduced to three. The Commons
proposed that all the difficulties about compensation on

disturbance should be got rid of if a landlord gave a
tenant a lease at rack rent for 31 years certain, but the

Lords have altered the term to 21 years. There is no
reason on the ground of common sense why one or the

other term should be selected, but Irish tenants are

accustomed to 31 years, and in the absence ofarguments tc

thecontrary a statesman respects the customs of a country.

The next point is the power proposed to be intrusted to

the Courts of giving existing tenants the benefit of thi

scale even though they are in arrear of rent, if they can

show that the rents of their holdings are exorbitant.

^^'e do not know how far this would be operative,

but its principle seems unassailable. Parliament is

about to give protection to tenants in the future, and
cannot well refuse to extend to existing tenants advan-

tages such as they would have possessed had their

tenancies commenced a little earlier. The third point

of difference is the re-arrangement of the scale of

which the soil and climate closely resemble our

own, and where the fanners are not cr.amped for

capital so much as in other parts of France, so

that they can afford to purchase costly implements.

The agricultural machine-makers deserve all the

success they achieve ; they have set an example for

years to other constnictors in constantly irnproving and

completing their models ; and although our neighbours

have also made immense advances, especially in the

smaller kinds of implements, it is fairly admitted that

the English makers maintain their ground with a firm

foot. More of these competitive exhibitions are

coming on in other parts of France, and we trust they

have in store more honours for our energetic agricul-

tural machinists.

On Wednesday evening, Mr. A. Brown's

Bill for repealing Sir Baldwin Leighton's Poaching

Prevention Act was thrown out in the House of

Commons by 140 to 62.

close relatives of— identical in pedigree v\'ith — the

bull BoLn'.\R, so greatly distinguished two years ago
at Leicester—were bought for prices which appear low.

No doubt the severity of the drought operated pre-

judicially upon buyers, and other causes may have con-

tributed their influence to lower the average. Twenty-
eight animals disposed of made an average of £y^ 141.,

and a total of ;^999 I2J-. Twenty-five cows made an

average of ^^'35 ; and three bulls, including Prince of
the Realm, brought .^42 each. Chemisette, by
Famovts, the mother of four well-known prize winners,

was first offered ; she is now 12 years old, and was

knocked down at 20 gs. to Mr. Deveni, M.P. Next
came two members of the ThoniviUe " Fanny " tribe,

the highest priced of which became the property of

Mr. W. J. Bryan, at 31 gs. These were followed by
two other low-priced lots, after which came Fanny ii^t/i,

which was withdrawn. C/iint:, by Fugleman, was

bought by Mr. J. King for 41 gs. ; Chansonette made

64 gs., and became the property of Mr. M. Gumbolton,

and Bloom, own sister to Bolivar, was sold at 50 gs. to

Mr. Brierly. Again there intervened a succession of prices

only equivalent to what would be realised by ordinary

good dairy stock, after which Fanny 25///, by Agamem-
non, a 1st prize heifer at Tralee last year, was disposed

of at the verymoderate figure of 50 gs. Bloom ofthe May,
by Victor (25,371), a 2-year-old heifer, out of the

dam of Bolivar, Blossom yli, by DuKE OF Bed-
ford, was purchased by Mr. Tait, for Australia, for

the sum of 90 gs. ; Chaumontel became Mr. Bolton's

(The Isle) property, for 63 gs. ; Polly Hopkins was
sold to Mr. M. Gumbolton, at 42 gs. ; and Bloom of

the Heather, by Prince of the Realm, and out of

Bloom (lot 10), became Mr. Tail's property at 51 gs.,

and goes to Australia. Of the three bulls we need only

mention Prince of the Realm (22,627), bred by

Mr. Carr, late of Stackhouse, by a pure-bred Booth

sire. Prince George (13,510), and a direct de-

scendant of Bonnet by Buckingham and Bliss by

Leonard. This well-bred and not unknown bull was

bought for 70 gs. by Mr. J. How.

• • The promoters of Leicester sheep and Short-

horn cattle will hear of the death of Mr. John Angus,

of Whitefield, Northnmberiand, with regret. When
veiy young Mr. Angus assisted in purchasing, at

St. BoswcU's, Lord Pohvorth's ewe lambs, which laid

the foundation of the present Bromley and Whitefield

Leicesters. In conjunction with the late Mr. George

Angus, of Beari, he assisted Mr. Coats in the forma-

tion of the first volume of the " Herd Book, " and

during the time he resided at Hindley he took a deep

interest in the breeding and development of the

quality of pure Shorthorns ; and although the farm at

Whitefield was not so well adapted for following out

this branch of his profession, yet the zeal with which

he threw himself into every movement connected with

it, proved that he had lost none of his early passion.

At the Bromley sale of Shorthorns last August he

detailed with vigour the history of a herd which

even in his boyhood was waxing into adolescence.

Though excellence was the prevailing characteristic of

Mr. Angus' farm stock in all its branches, the per-

fection of the Border Leicesters latterly engrossed his

attention and the trophies he won on many a well-

contested field of competition bear witness to the high

qualities of his flock.

A catalogue has been sent to us of the Winter-

fold and the Turner's Hill herds ; the first the property

of Mr. John Harward, and the second of Mr. Isaac

Downing. In very briefly reviewing the publication,

we may say that it is "got up " with the care which

characterises all similar productions emanating from

Langham Place, and that the names of the breeders of

sires is a pleasant addition to the subject-matter of the

pedigrees. The eariier portion of the catalogue, which

comprises the Winterfold herd, commences with Joan

of Arc bv Cupid (1435), a cow that comes of a

Gloucestershire strain, originating in the herd of Mrs.

Strickland, subsequently in the possession of the late

Earl Ducie. Following Joan of Arc are her four

daughters by the Duke of Devonshire's Charleston
(J I 400). Next come eight representatives of the

famous JVM Eyes by Emperor (I975). all hy excel-

lent sires, among which may be mentioned 3D Duke
of Claro (23,729), Earl of Glo'ster (21,644), and

Charleston (21,400). There are two IVaterloos,

one by Cherry Duke 4TH, and the other by

3D Duke of Cl.4.ro ; six descendants of Sweetbread

by BELSHAZZ.AR 2D. (14,154); a large number of

Blanches, from Constance by Selim (6454), and

Blanchehy Belvedere (1706), andsLx Katurahs—M,

with a single exception, by Captain Gunter's bulls. We
must not omit to mention the five Lallys descended from

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Thornville sale. County Wexford, conducted

by Mr. Thornton, cannot

of the past spring

guineas for any one

nk with the great successes

Lally by Earl OF Derby (10,177), and by "Oxford,

"York," "Wild Eyes," and "Duchess' sires. It

will be remembered that at Sholebroke the highest

price (450 gs.) was given for Lalage i^h by Grand
Duke 7TH, a grand-daughter of Lally by Earl of

Derby-, and previously, like the Winterfold Lallys,

from Lady Barrington by Son of Herdsman (304).

Four exceedingly well-got Kirklevingtons, and

Florentia i<)th, bought at Didmarton, conclude this

portion of the list. The second portion, devoted to

Mr. Isaac Downing's herd, embraces many similariy

bred animals to those we have just spoken of It opens
real successes ui^u. ......— - .- — - - j . /-/„,.,-

and early summer. The hundred with the pedigree of four representatives of Clara

animal was never reached, and the I A'«r//., by Mr. Sainsbury s Cupid (14,359); after
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which are &ix descendants of Sweetbread by Bel-
SHAZZAR 2D (14,154), under the names of Lady
Dudley \st to ']tk. Next follow some members of the

Tortworth Surmise by DuKE OF Glo'ster and
Silence by Earl of Derby tribes. Representatives

of Lady Gldster by Harry of Glo'ster (14,624),

Geneva by Henwood and Sylvia by Leo (4208) ;

the *' Bates," "Wild Eyes," and " Kirldevington"

tribes; and lastly ^th Maid of Oxford, a grand-daughter

of Mr. Bates' Oxford $th by Duke of Northum-
berland, concludes the notes of the female portion of

the herd. The bulls recently jointly used in the two
herds have been 3D Duke of Claru (23,729), 5TH
Duke of Wharfdale (26,033), l^oth bred at

Wetherby, and Sth Duke of Genoa, bred by Mr.
Sheldon. All three sires will at once be seen to be of

the famed "Ducie" tribe.

Next Friday will witness the sale of Mr. T. T.

Drake's Shorthorns, at Shardeloes, Amersham, by
Mt. Strafford. This herd is of Booth origin. The
sires formerly used were of the famed Knightley sort,

such as Saint Patrick (12,038), and Scapularv
(15,244), followed by Final Hope from Aylesby
(17,848), Lord Lieutenant from Bushey Grove,
and Wizard (25,468) from Sholebroke Lodge, the
sire now in servfce,

We hear from Old Mere Hall, Knutsford, that

the gi-and old cow, Moss J^ose, by Marmaduke,
which Mr. D. R. Davies purchased' at Killhow sale

for 400 gs., produced a very beautiful roan bull calf,

by Grand Duke ioth, on the 20th inst. This calf is

therefore own brother to Royal Chester, a young
bull which is likely to attract notice at the approaching
sale on Wednesday next.

PIGS.

It will be seen from our advertising columns that

Mr. Cartwright, of Newbottle, Northamptonshire, is

to dispose of his white pig stock at the meeting of the
Agricultural Society at Oxford. He has taken many
prizes at both the Birmingham and Smithfield Club
Shows of late years, and the sale is well worth atten-
tion from breeders of that sort.

POULTRY.
How TO Keep Eggs.—I have noticed l?;at the

above question has recently excited a good deal of
attention among your correspondents, and I ain induced
to give the following recipe for what it is worth, by
finding that the experiments on which it is based have
been lost sight of by scientific men of the present day,
Reaumur, the great French natural philosopher, was

a gi-eat poultry fancier, and of course it was impossible
for him to throw himself into even such a simple
amusement as this without importing into it those
powers of intelligent obser\'ation and philosophical
research for which he was so distinguished. He was,
I believe, tlie first to try artificial hatching, and his

experiments in this direction soon led him to observe
the curious apparent caprice which caused eggs, under
precisely the same conditions, some to develope into
healthy chickens and others "to spread the most
offensive smell," and to become quite rotten. He dis-

covered the real cause of this to be, that the eggs
which rotted had not been fertilised ; and he then tried
isolating some hens ; and when all their fertilised eggs
had been exhausted, testing the length of time that the
unfertilised eggs would remain sound in a cool place,
and he records the fact of finding in the month of
January that such eggs laid in the previous month of
May were perfectly good and fresh. He attributes the
speedy putrefaction of fertilised eggs kept in a like

temperature to the death of the " germ."
There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of these

experiments of Reaumur, so far as they went, but it

does not follow that they have much practical value,
because it remains to be seen what length of time hens
would continue to lay eggs if separated from the cocks.
Reaumur's experiments are also incomplete, from a
scientific point of view, because they did not include
microscopic examinations of the eggs in different stages,
but they are of considerable interest at the present
time when the controversy of "spontaneous genera-
tion," or "heterogeneous evolution," versus the "germ
theory," has been again so energetically revived bv
Dr. Bastian.

s / y

I intend, so far as my other work will permit, to test
the truth of Reaumur's conclusions, and to supplement
his experiments with a few others ; and if I ascertain
anything of practical value to the hen-wife will not fail

to communicate it. IV. Hope^ Parsloes, July 3.

COMPENSATION FOR UNEXHAUSTED
IMPRO VEMENTS.

[The fnllowing paper on this subject was read by J. Lynch
Fletcher. Esq.. agent to the Earl of Suffolk, before the Mon-
mouth Chamber of Agriculture, at a meeting held at Chepstow
last week.]

At no period of our history has the public mind felt

more keenly the need of a well-digested tenant-right
than now. Chambers of Agriculture have spoken on the
subject of leases, tenant-right, and compensation for

unexhausted improvements, but as yet no scheme hasbeen
devised for recognising and regulating the value of a ten-
ant's improvements. It is impossible that matters should
remain in this state. Agricultural interests are too

powerfully advocated to permit ofdelay ; there never was
more capital, greater intelligence, and vigour devoted
to the cause than at this period ; on every side are seen
improved husbandry, valuable live stock, and contented
and well-to-do peasantry. Men are no longer content
to farm as our forefathers did. Cattle must be housed
and artificially fed, lands drained and artificially

manured, and education and energy are necessary to
direct. Yet the one great question remains unsolved

—

"How to establish a tenant-right which should give
gi-eater encouragement to the expenditure of tenants'
capital, at the same time that it affords security
for the outlay ? " Arguments have been used ascribing
the delay to insecurity of tenure, the absence of leases,

and an imperfect system of compensation ; to these we
might add the objections both felt and expressed to
putting down a large sum on entering a farm, the
want of capital at that period, and then, again, the
natural anxiety of both incoming and outgoing tenants
to keep down expenses, and to secure themselves in

every possible manner in both quitting and entering
upon a farm. Also, there is so much vagueness con-
nected with valuations, that dissatisfaction often arises

to one or both of the parties negotiating. We have no
scale of prices for produce, or "unexhausted improve-
ments ;" such as is acknowledged in one district is

ignored in another, as if the property and operations of
a farmer were such as could not be priced, and the

items published and paid for. I feel sure these causes

produce a slackness, and retard agricultural progress.

I have before now met with a tenant, who, after having
agreed to take to a farm, became so alarmed at the

amount of valuation that he prayed to be released,

and immediately afterwards I have let the same farm
to the next comer without raising an objection. I give

this fact by way of illustration, for I fear it is a cir-

cumstance of too common occurrence.

If it is really intended to bring about a more simple
and perfect mode of action on changing holdings, we
must be up and stirring. What do we find ? Customs
in some localities, none in others, leases and agree-

ments in existence exhibiting absurd differences in their

clauses, until no two counties possess identical rules

for letting land. These are points in which occupiers

alone are almost entirely concerned, they are essentially

tenants' questions, and they must be argued and pursued
until a general system is attained. Inasmuch as it is

not likely or possible that leases will become general,

or tliat owners will subscribe to one form of tenancy,

so we must abandon our hope of finding relief entirely

at the hands of the landlord. Agriculturists must
invite debate, and agree upon a broad measure for

compensating each other for vporks of " improve-
ment," which I hope to show appertain exclusively

to themselves.

It has been asked, what are " unexhausted improve-
ments ?" In the first instance they appear to be works
of a permanent character, such as the landlord does,

or should supply, or the tenant performs with the

permission of the owner. They include buildings,

drainage, road-making, ponds, and construction offences.

These operations should never be undertaken by an
occupier except under a distinct understanding with
the proprietor. Draining is best caiTied out at the sole

cost of the owner, who charges the interest upon the

tenant in the form of an increased rent. Where the

tiles are buried, and labour is performed by the latter

a special guarantee extending over at least seven years

should be granted him. They are entirely matters of
agreement between landlord and tenant, such as cannot
bearranged or settled by us. It would occur to a man
of business that operations for the mutual benefit of
two individuals can be effected without consulting a
third party, therefore I contend that a tenant has only
himself to blame if he embarks capital on another's

property, without first obtaining a guarantee that his

outlay shall be secured. Believing this to be the legiti-

mate course for arranging matters of a permanent
character between the landowner and occupier, I come
to the subject of game, and as far as I can judge it is a
question that must be settled by the same means. I

do not see.how the Legislature can with justice dictate

what amount shall be kept on an estate. It is hardly
policy for you to attempt to do so, but it is perfectly

competent for an occupier to make terms with the pro-

prietor which shall secure him from injury or loss. A
large head of ground game is most improper, a tenant
should protect himself against it.

There is no denying the fact that agriculture pros-

pers, in proportion to the desire and power of those
possessing land to perform improvements. There aPe
extensive estates but partially developed by reason of

the want of funds to open them out ; and on these veiy
estates reside tenants willing to undertake the cost

and responsibility of works of improvement, whose
efforts are drowned by the powerless position of the
tenant for life : he cannot charge the property with an
outlay for improvement by himself, and the occupier's

lease is not long enough to allow him to commence the
work with his own capital. It is a matter of regret that

proprietors do not avail themselves more generally of

the Act of Parliament which permits the employment
of capital, from whatever source, towards benefiting the
freehold, securing the outlay by the ordinary mode of
rent-charge. Tracts of poverty-stricken land might be
redeemed by granting leases ; tenants would be forth-

coming who would pay the interest on the money

expended, in addition to the old rent ; but these are
matters hardly connected with our subject.

But there is another question in which landlords and
tenants are deeply concerned, not of the character of
an improvement, although it is of essential importance
to both parties. I refer to the agricultural products,
which custom requires should be left for his successor
by the outgoing tenant. By this I mean hay, straw,
and manure, which are as necessary to the profitable

working and existence of the farm as food is to the
support of man. No matter in what season the
tenancy begins, a portion of these articles should be
present. What is an occupation without them?
Where is the man that would quietly enter upon a hold-
ing robbed of its fodder^and manure ? What would be
his first complaint, and what the first request ? There is

no hay, litter, straw for thatch, or dung. I must be
allowed the equivalent in money, or the farm rent free

for a period. Here, then, we observe the relationship

between the ownership or freehold, and certain pro-
ducts appertaining to it. Having proved this connection,
we establish at once the broad principle which requires
that a reasonable proportion of hay, straw, and of yard
manure, should of necessity be taken to by the owner
or incomer. I say of necessity, because I cannot
imagine there being a doubt on the subject : the materials
in question are the very life and soul of the farm

;

without them there could be no length of existence.

We know that, as a rule, hay, straw, and manure in fair

proportions are or should be left ; but we also know that

this rule is most iiregularly and imperfectly observed,

causing dissatisfaction, and not unfrequently loss and
injur)', to the incoming tenant. He either finds fodder
in unreasonable abundance or cruelly short, and no
manure, or rubbish called by that name which he has
to pay for. This unsatisfactory state of things arises

from there being no established general rule or custom
in the country.

Now, it is this very word " custom" which appears to

annihilate all good practice, and acts as a barrier to

anything like uniformity of action. The variety in

customs in this land would make the largest volume of
contradictions ever met with. In some instances hay,

straw, and manure are valued ; again, only hay and
a portion of straw, and no manure; then we find none
of these commodities, except hay, recognised by those

valuing. I will give you a few examples from different

counties. The information is obtained within the last

few days from the localities, and I now take this oppor-
tunity of thanking my correspondents :

—

Customs

Hiring 'o the Manuring with Lim
Chalk, Bones, Artificial

Manure, and the Consumptic
of Artificial Food.

s to the Purchase or Transfer
of Hay, Straw, and Farm-

yard Manure.

North uiiii'criand :—
No general system of pay-
ment, nor any tenant-right.

Derbyshire:—
Lime considered to last four

years ; a quarter dcd
yearly. Bones on grass,

vears ; bones on ploughed
land, three years. Artificial

manure, two years, Artifii

food, a quarter of the bill

allowed.

Buckinghnmshire :

No particular custom ; that

used for roots in last year of

tenancy, full value allowed.

If crop taken after use of
artificial manure, no allow-

ance ; nor any for artificial

If no crop taken after appli-

cation, full cost—in addition,

carriage and applying ; after-

wards yearly deduction. Con-
sumption of artificial food,

nothing allowed (but ought
to be}.

Hampshire

:

—
No allowance for lim

or bones, or artificial

except in rare cases.

Dorsetshire

:

—
An outgoing tenant gets

allowance, or next to it.

Soffiersctshr're

:

—
Unexhausted manure, c

third allowed.

Devonshire :—
Lime, before a crop, full cost

;

after one crop, half ; twocrops,
quarter. Bones, same propor-

tion. Guano and superphos-

phate used in last year, two-

thirds of cost, provided latter

does not exceed 40^.

Herefordshire

:

—
Not at all, except by special ]

agreement.

MoumoutJu^hire:—
\

The same, except under spc-iDit

cial agreement. I

Hay and straw purchased at
market price, with an allow-
ance for delivery. Farmyard

purchased by the ton.

Wheat-straw goes
Lent corn consul
not paid for.

Hay paid for in S(

spending. Mar
chased.

Hay, 60^-. per ton ; straw
charged as near cost of
cleaning and carrj'ing corn to

market,—that thatched before
Michaelmas paid for. Manure
in heap, of good quality, 3^'. 6(/.

per yard.

Now the payment we are speaking of becomes a

serious question in the event of a Michaelmas entry,
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seeing at that season the corn is harvested, hay abounds,

there are large breadths of roots, some fallow, and

yards and boxes swelling with dung. At Lady Day

the quantities of the several commodities are reduced to

the lowest convenient scale (and it may happen that a

careless extravagant tenant does not leave sufficient hay

or straw to supply the needs of his successor) : to meet

such an emergency, and for the carrying out of those

views, I think a limit should be named to regulate the

quantity of both hay and straw which the mcomer

should take to at Lady Day. For every 25 acres of

land under corn, say, 5 tons of straw should be lelt

;

for do. of grass mown for hay, 5 tons of hay ; hay to be

paid for at one-third of the market price, and straw at

one-fourth do. .Straw is now such an important mgre-

dient in feeding that it must become an article of

purchase, and more care, it is to be hoped, will be

bestowed upon it. Manure, properly thrown together,

to be paid for at the rate of 3J. per cubic yard. At

Michaelmas, of course, the quantity of these several

products would be very large, but I would adopt the

same scale of payment. I believe a general system of

this sort would induce greater care for both straw and

manure, and that the purchaser would be the gainer.

It seems unreasonable that the excrement from ani-

mals receiving corn should be left in exchange for a

valueless compound of dirt and straw called manure,

and yet this may occur when it is the custom to leave

the material without payment. Too much encourage-

ment cannot be given towards maintaining a higher

state of fertility at the termination of a tenancy, and,

therefore, I argue strongly in favour of p.ayment for

indispensable produce, such as has been named to you.

I have given you my ideas on the principles which

should regulate arrangements between landlord and

tenant in the matter of permanent improvements, as

well as on the absolute purchase of certain farm pro-

ducts by the owner or incomer at the termination of a

tenancy ; I have started subjects worthy your con-

sideration, and upon which I hope we may hear valu-

able opinions this evening.

cultivations and acts of husbandry would vary

according to the season a tenant entered on his

farm. I am decidedly of opinion that Lady

Day, March 25, and Michaelmas, .September 29,

are in every respect the fittest periods for dating

a tenancy, and of these seasons I prefer Lady

Day. The bulk of the material grown on the

land is then either consumed or sold, the interest of the

outgoing tenant is comparatively simple to value, and

that most undesirable practice of tenants sharing the

same house and homestead is avoided. In districts

where chalk, lime, marl, and bones are applied, the

utility and value of these substances are well known

and appreciated. You could only fr.ame a table of

payment for them on assumption, since the quality of

the materials themselves, and the properties of the

soil to which they are applied, have no uniformity of

action. Nevertheless the matter is capable of adjust-

ment, and prices might be agreed upon, in localities

where such things are used, which would satisfy the

man who incurred the cost of the operation, and be

perfectly fair to his successor.

I now invite your attention to what I feel is the

important part of the question under discussion, viz.,

the necessity for recognising and defining what are the

remaining unexhausted improvements and regulations

you would establish between the outgoing and incoming ,

tenant for maintaing the condition of the soil, and for

fairly remunerating the former.

The words "unexhausted improvements," as concerns

an occupier, I take it, signify "an existing interest in an

investment which cannotbeimmediatelyrealised." These

investments take a variety of forms, their effects are

unequal in duration, and the cost of employing

them differs, more or less, according to circumstances :

they purpose to impart condition and fertility to soils ;

and there is no doubt that, under proper management,

the investments become highly beneficial and valuable.

We are accustomed to speak of them as acts of

husbandry and cultivation, manuring with lime, chalk,

bones, rape cake, and various artificial compounds,

such xs guano, superphosphate of lime, &c., and

the spending of cake and corn in yards or upon the

land. Acts of husbandry and tillages, when carried

out in a reasonable, workmanlike order, are of the

utmost importance and advantage to an incoming

tenant ; and, subject to limitations, they might be

legally and regularly performed by the outgoer at a

published scale. As for the manures, and other

material just named, they have become the chief

elements in modern famiing ; the necessity for them

is best evidenced by the extensive manner in which

they are adopted, and it is a matter of national regret

that a check to their use should ever occur. That it

does happen we all know too well, for it is the

common habit, long before the term for quitting a

fann arrives, to discontinue the use of artificials.

Professor Low, in speaking of them, says :
—

" No
farm can be cultivated in a suitable manner unless the

farmer can look forward to a future time in which he

can recover, witha profit, the capital expended by him.''

Now it is most desirable that all farms should be

cultivated in a good and proper manner, and that

their fertility should be preserved ; and if this can

only be attained through a system which recognises a

tenant's outlay, and provides for the repayment of it,

the sooner a scheme to eflect such a desirable end is

framed and adopted the better.

Cultivations and acts of husbandry assume almost

the same form throughout the country, now that the

implements employed are so similar, that a universal

scale of prices might be agreed upon for steam and

horse labour, and other ordinary works of tillage, care

being taken that only a reasonable number of plough-

ings or other costly operations would be sanctioned.

Since steam has effected such marvellous works of cul-

tivation, some of its operations would need to be

specially considered ; for instance, smashing up heavy

clays by Fowler's digger, or subsoiling with steam-

cultivators, are tillages which confer lasting benefit on

such soils, and they should be valued accordingly.

The old system of summer fallow is rapidly dis-

appearing ; where it still exists, the ploughings should

be confined to not more than three. I remember

perusing a lease in Surrey, in which no less than five

ploughings to fallow were covenanted to be done by

the outgoing tenant. I did not hear that the farm,

though, was let upon those terms. The outlay for

Guano and superphosphate of lime should be allowed

for under certain circumstances, for instance, where either

or both are applied to the root crops, and the acts of

husbandry and cultivation to that crop are charged.

In the case of the roots themselves being valued,

manures are not calculated. I have never detected

lasting results where these manures are used ;
they

appear to act as a stimulant, and no doubt do largely

increase the bulk of the root crop, but the benefit to

cereals and grasses may be purchased at the expense of

the soil, and for that reason I am not sure that I should

allow anything for their use any more than I should

for nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia. I have no

doubt that these opinions will be unpalatable to some

of our great experimentalists and theorists, and whilst

declaring my great respect for their talents and labours,

I cannot"forget that we have yet to debate and pass a

scheme to deal with plain simple facts ; and that until

this is carried it is impossible to go into the far deeper

question of top-dressings and their influences.

The consumption of oilcake and com on land has a

highly beneficial and comparatively a lasting effect,

such as warrants a valuer in taking cognisance of it.

So much depends upon the quality of the cake and

corn used that I submit an analysis of them should

accompany the invoice ; this course would prevent the

employment of inferior food. Most of us have tried

and discovered the manurial effects of these feeding

substances, whether on pasture or arable. Poor grass

land has been improved 200 per cent., and shallow,

hilly ploughs have been profitably cultivated, since the

secret of 'feeding oilcake and corn on them has been

discovered. Permanent benefit has been produced on

meadows by the use of oilcake ; and heavy crops of

Barley and seed have followed the use of it on inferior

arable land. Who could deny the right of an out-

goiii" tenant (consuming such food within the last

year°of his term) to remuneration? Surely not the

man who succeeds, and will therefore reap the fruit of

the practice. Feeding and penning land is viewed as

one of the most beneficial acts a farmer can pursue.

The animal penned becomes the vehicle by which you

manure. On our hills, sheep previously folded on

Sainfoin or ley, are given a pen of Rape or Turnips,

or corn is given to the flock folded alone on Turnips ;

either process greatly enriches the land, the benefit

being valued at from 30^. to 5ar. per acre, sometimes

more. Green crops, when only partially fed, such as

old or new seeds, not depastured after June, and

Vetches or Rape ploughed in, may fairiy be reckoned

in a valuation. Before quitting the subject of cultiva-

tion, acts of husbandry, manures, and artificial food, I

wish to explain that I have avoided entering into

detail upon their cost or agricultural value, because

I felt it would be presumptuous and of no avail

for me to attempt to introduce a scale of pay-

ment for them. The precise worth of these opera-

tions is still a matter of doubt, as the reports you

have had read to you this afternoon prove. It will

require the knowledge and experience of the

first agricultural authorities to compile a just and

acceptable table of payment for such things. My
object has been to draw your attention to those matters

wliich bear more immediately on the question.

I don't care to enter upon a series of calculations

and figures (at all times distasteful enough, and \yhich

at the present moment are useless) ; this business,

I tnist, will follow a few such debates as these. It is

enough for us to ascertain and declare that certain facts

require to be placed on a satisfactory footing, and

having discovered what that should be, to invent the

proper means for effecting it. I want this meeting to

affirm that most or all of the points refen'ed to form a

basis or framework for a broad system of tenant-right :

f we once get this idea accepted by the majority of

our agriculturists the machinery for woridng it out lies

in our Chambers of Agriculture. Here the landlord

and tenant meet for the purpose of discussing their

mutual interests. One and all of them are deeply con-

cerned in the settlement of our subject to-day, their

united efforts and wisdom must produce a scheme

which shall grapple with the difficulties of our situation,

and give us the benefits we have a right to demand.

Suppose we take a view of their several interests. The
'

landowner is personally concerned in securing liberal

treatment and good management to the soil, the rent

and facility of letting depend upon the condition in

which a farm is left. It is no uncommon circumstance

for a proprietor to allow half a year's rent, or the

equivalent in money, for an exhausted or ill-managed

holding. It wouM be to his interest if the custom be-

came legalised, and a stop was put to that wretched

course of running out, and otherwise abusing his land ;

far better that the owner should take his share in a

measure which would ensure a more equitable and pro-

fitable working of his estate. What if he consented to

take all reasonable cultivations, fodder, and manure at

the expiration of a tenancy ? The step is to his advan-

tage, no tenant could object to take such matters offhis

landlord's hands. Beyond the responsibility he would

rarely have to find money to pay the valuation, the

latter being transferred to the new occupier.

Next take the tenant. Surely it is not to the interest

of either outgoing or 'incoming tenant to treat for a

wilderness. Far better for both that there is something

to bargain for. A man on quitting a farm might do

worse than think of his successor ; that too common

practice of neglecting cultivations, hoeing, and dispens-

ing with corn for stock in the last year of a tenancy is

not always profitable ! As I have before observed,

there is a vagueness attached to valuations which we

cannot now explain. I take it that many is the pound

a tenant has lost through his mistaken economy on

leaving. Valuers are good judges, and observe how

land is left, and make their calculations accordingly.

There are too many instances of farms given up in

woeful condition and disorder, which would scarcely be

the case if those quitting them could claim compen-

sation for better management ; not that I am inclined

to recommend payment for fences, roads, watercourses,

gateways,—these things should, as a matter of course,

be regularly kept up, and any neglect to do so should

be a penalty on the outgoing tenant. See again of

what advantage it would be to the incoming tenant to

succeed to clean fields rich in manure, sufficient por-

tions of well-stored fodder and straw ;
his course is

thenceforth clear, there is no interruption to ordinary

rotations nor check to his energy, but an immediate

opportunity for commencing operations with fair

promiseof success. Surely these are circumstances of no

small importance, nor can I imagine there is a farmer

in this kingdom who would object to a fair payment

for a farm so left. Whilst boasting of our supremacy

as agriculturists, it is remarkable, but nevertheless true,

that the first and grand nile, acknowledged by the

eariiest nations, is neglected in this generation. I

refer to the importance of maintaining the fertility of

land I was much interested by some remarks in an

agricultural work by Pliny, who is reported to have

lived A.D. 35, upon this very question of condition in

land. He observes :—" Many hold opinions that negli-

gence and ill-husbandry of the former tenant is good

for him that shall come after : " but he goes on to say,

"nothing is more dangerous and disadvantageous to

the incomer than land so left to waste and out of

heart." Besides other valuable maxims in this book, one

otherparticularly struck me, which I must give to you.

The great Cato, being .asked "what was the most

assured profit rising out of land," made this answer :—

To feed cattle well."
.

It might be well to remember these plain, practical

remarks, although uttered by men in the first days of

the Christian world. Mechanics and chemistry ren-

dered but little aid then, yet their ideas and practices

were identical with our own, with this exception, that

the ancients tilled and preserved the qualities of the

land, whilst we till and sometimes lose them.

There is a class that I have not yet referred to,

whose very existence and prosperity is so essential to

the safety and success of the proprietor and occupier

that agriculture would cease without them. I mean

the labourer. We must acknowledge the importance

of good and competent hands, and the' necessity for

retaining in our employ those who labour cheerfully

and manfully for us. As a rule we find the best and

most intelligent workmen in districts noted for the

superiority of their agriculture. Here the enterprising

tenant follows his pursuit with vigour ; there is constant

occupation for the labourer, who prospers with an

enlightened system of farming. Take another view ot

the working man's state. We have a wild ill managed

district, sluggishly and wretchedly farmed, neither

capital nor energy, with the tenants' farms only halt

cultivated, and the peasantry lowly paid and often unem-

ployed. Occupations change hands, the fields are left

to slumber, and the labourer starves. Then follows

me and all its attendant horrors. Now as "tenant-

ri.'ht
" becomes general this melancholy but too true

pi^cture will alter, land will not then be allowed to

deteriorate, capital will be poured into it (now that it

is secured), and constant employment will be found for

the labouring man. uti, t

A great authority wrote many years ago— Ihat

the wealth of a nation takes its decisive turn in

proportion as the earth is well or ill cultivated."

This is precisely what we are now seeking to do.

It is our desire this evening to pronounce an opinion

in favour of a "general sclieme" "to promote the

better tillage of the land, and to secure the cultivator

in his outlay on it." To the best of my ability I have

endeavoured to define what "unexhausted improve-

ments" are, distinguishing those of a permanent
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character ap|iertaining to the landlord from others of

a less enduring nature belonging almost entirely to

the occupier. I have made an effort (a feeble one, I

fear) to press upon you those features of my subject

which appear of most importance, viz., the necessity

for recognising certain operations and treatment of

soils, with the view of preserving their fertility, and

remunerating those parties who incurred the expense.

I have spoken of the advantages to both landlord,

tenant, and peasant, which would arise in the event of

a broad measure of tenant-right being framed and

enforced ; and, in drawing my paper to a close, I

would allude to the national importance of such a law.

We have just observed that a nation suffers if its

agrrculture fails, which signifies, I take it, that it is to

its disadvantage and loss if any portions of the culti-

vated area is imperfectly tilled or allowed to run to

waste, and this undoubtedly is the case with us. Had
we statistics of the quantity of land depreciated, or

thrown out of cultivation, by reason of the terms of

letting and change of tenancies in one year, I believe

it would be astounding. What occurs in our imme-

diate neighbourhood happens of course elsewhere.

We daily see the evil consequence of no tenant-right

and removal from farms, and therefore you will believe

reports which I now lay before you from other parts of

the kingdom as to the condition in which farms

are left ;

—

Questions as to Customs of Termination of Tenanxies.

Is the Fallow Shift

usually left in good

Norllnimbertiimi :
—

The terms being i

such a way, th

fallow shift is Lake

by ihe incomin

Usually in very b:ici

So/itcrset .*—

As there is usually

certain portion of

going-off crop, i

taken, or the fall

which is put in good

Bad generally.

ShropsUhf :—

Are Cultivations,
j

Are Farms as

Manuring, and Roots rule run out and left

kvillingly paid for by I
in bad condition on

Incommg Tenants ? a Tenant's Removal

posing a national and permanent tenant-right, which
Parliament might be petitioned to legalise in those

particulars where its intluencc was necessary. I do not

mean that the Government should interfere between
proprietor and tenant ; but there are certain opera-

tions which go towards increasing the fertility of the

land of this country, which need encouragement
and legislative protection to ensure their permanency.
If it became law that a tenant could claim payment of

his successor for unexpired investments in his occupa-
tion, we should hear less of the insecurity of tenure,

unremunerative compensation, and there would be few,

if any, exhausted farms or complaining occupiers.

I would remark that the words compensation and
improvement, as composing part of the title of this

paper, appear totally to misrepresent the case. For
compensation I would use the word payment ; there is

no need to compensate a person for what he can

legitimately sell ; the term is vague, and suggests a

doubtful claim. .So, again, the term improvement : for

this I would substitute interest. As a rule, men do not

care to pay for another's improvements ; what one

deen^s an improvement another condemns ; far better

that we speak of a bon& fide interest, such as the Legis-

lature and custom declare is marketable ; and therefore

I submit that it is more correct and preferable to speak

of "payment for unexhausted interest."

For the s

this is

Entirely left tn the Depends upon the

valuer: the incomer agreement:achance
has no power toi of compensation.

Jot run out, and gene-
rally lelt in good

county IS purs
it is natural th

should be so.

more liberal

rangement of (

pensation.

The facts come from the same source as the

particulars on customs which you have already heard.

Accepting these reports as a fair reflection of what
prevails throughout the land, we have good cause for

urging this question, not only amongst ourselves, but

for the consideration of the Legislature. The question,

I maintain, is of national importance, when it is shown
that the producing area of the country is being con-

stantly reduced from causes which are not in them-
selves insurmountable. As we should seek to remedy
this evil by recognising and remunerating a higher and
continuing condition of agriculture, so we ought to

provide retributive measures against all those who wil-

fully neglect their duties as husbandmen.
I have before observed that we possess the machi-

nery for carrying out our object in these Chambers of

Agriculture. In the first instance, it is necessary that

all prevailing customs should be xs nearly as possible

assimilated. One way of achieving this is by the

appointment of experienced men in every county to

collect facts relative to the customs in that county for

the respective Chambers to review and debate upon.

•So soon as these meetings come to a decision, commis-
sioners might be appointed to assemble at the Central

Chamber in London, there to compare their several

reports, and to urge the opinions of the several bodies

who delegated the task to them. An agricultural

assemblage of this character, taking for their guidance

the Lincolnshire form of tenant-right, could surely

produce a practical and comprehensible measure, pro-

SIXTY YEARS OF THIN SEEDING.
It is now some time since I troubled you last on

my favourite subject of agricultural development and

improvement, and though I confess I have not now-

much new matter on which to ask you to cause what I

may write to appear in print, yet I have a wish again to

write, and on two or three matters, if not more ; and

in the first place I an\ anxious to obtain some in-

formation from the members of the Royal Agricultural

Society on subjects in which I for very many years

have, as it is pretty generally known, taken much
interest.

At a meeting held by some of those members it was
reported that they came to the conclusion that 2 bushels

of Wheat was the proper quantity of seed for an acre

of land. What I wish to learn from them is, whether

2 bushels ol seed is the proper quantity for all the

various kinds of Wheat, that is, for long-strawed kind;

equally with short-.strawed kinds ; and for rich wheat-

producing land equally with light poverty-stricken landi

and does this learned Society recommend that the

same quantity of seed Wheat should be sown in Sep
tember that should be sown very late in the autumn or

early in the spring ? If some members of the Society

would be so kind as to solve these questions, and add

some other valuable information to them, they will

confer a great boon upon agriculturists in general, and

especially on those of their own country ; and I myself

should feel greatly indebted for the answers also, and

for these reasons : in my limited practice I have been

accustomed to use less seed of the long-strawed kinds

than I did of the short-strawed kinds, just as I sow a

less quantity of Marrowfat Peas, that run 10 feet high,

than I should of dwarf kinds that do not exceed i foot

high. And I sow less seed on rich and highly culti-

vated land than I should on poor and badly cultivated

land, and because on the rich land the roots throw up
many shoots or branches, but on poor poverty-stricken

land they branch but very scantily, or not at all.

But I put these questions chiefly as they concern

myself, and on this account:—In the yeariSio I assisted

in dibbling an accurately measured acre of land hurdled

in in the middle of a large field with one peck of seed

Wheat only, and which at harvest, when threshed and

measured on the land on which it grew, produced a

crop of 204 pecks, or 204-fold ; and I observe the

dibbling was done in the presence of several gentlemen

of good position and education, and the crop was
reaped, threshed, and measured also in the presence of

the same gentlemen, who attended as witnesses, and

one of these gentlemen, Mr. Editor, you will recol-

lect, attended the lecture that I delivered at the Royal

Agricultural College, and confirined what I have now
stated, and added, moreover, that he also assisted in

dibbling the acre, and that the result was so gratifying

that although he had farmed nearly all his life and very

extensively, he had never used more than i bushel of

seed an acre of any kind of Wheat, and he had his drill

so made that his men could not put into the ground by

it more than a bushel. Four other gentlemen also

dibbled each his peck an acre, and the results were

equally as gratifying ; and thus 60 years back it was
proved by experiments that I peck of seed, if in good
hands, and in properly prepared wheat land, would
produce 5 1 bushels of produce an acre.

And now permit me to give some little further

account of my own doings. It will be recollected that

I have been frequently and almost continually charged

with garden farming, as if such were a crime, but I

reply that I never used spade or fork husbandry, but

the plough, scarifier, roller, harrows, and a drill only,

though I acknowledge that the spade or fork is by far

the better, if men could be obtained properly to use it.

But I further acknowledge that I learned what I know
of land cultivating in nursery and market gardens, and

in this way, when at a school in the parish of Hackney,

near London, at which I remained several years, I spent

all my leisure time in a nursery and a kitchen garden

which were near the school, and therein I learned both

how to cultivate land and to put in the seeds for crops,

and I not unfrequcntly saw land cultivated as many
feet deep as farmers in general plough inches deep,
plough, I repeat, but I consider mere turning the land

over with a plough, and that but 3 or 4 inches deep,

and then smoothing the surface over with the roll and
harrows, or even with other implements, is but a miser-

able substitute or a distorted caricature of land cultiva-

tion wherever the soil is deep enough to permit it to be

comminuted deeper. But in iSiS-'ig and '20 I was

residing on a curacy near Blackburn, in Lancashire,

where at that time were much fearful riotings, amount-

ing almost to rebellions, under the pretence of the

dearness of provisions ; I, witnessing what was done by
machinery directed by scientific energy and industry in

the production of manufactured fabrics, with which the

whole civilised world could have been supplied, con-

ceived the idea that if equal science, energy, and persever-

ance were employed in the production of food as there

were in that of clothing, England might then throw

open her ports for the free importation of corn, and

that farmers, instead of being nursed and, as it were,

enervated by the high iinport duties under what was
called the sliding-scale, would themselves not only

supply all their fellow countrymen with all the produc-

tions of their country's soils, but have some to spare

also for exportation to less favoured peoples. With
these thoughts I published a series of letters in those

years, in a provincial paper, in favour of free importa-

tions of the necessaries of life, and I am inclined to

believe that they were the first, or among the first

of the articles that were so printed on the subject

in favour of free importations into this country of all

the necessary articles of food ; but before I did so I

had procuretl and carefully studied Dr. Adam Smith's

"Wealth of Nations," from an edition published in

1805. I also purchased Sir H. Davy's " Lectures on

Agricultural Chemistry," which were delivered between

1S02 and 1812 for the Board of Agriculture ; and I

also closely studied the works of that great honour to

his country and mankind in general, Jethro TuU, and

of many other writers on husbandry and gardening,

both modern and ancient, and particularly the " QLco-

nomics of Xenophon" among the latter, from which I

obtained very much valuable information.

From those works and my own little practice, ex.

periments and observations, I came to the conclusion

that the lands of England, if science, energy, and

industry were applied to them, might be made to

produce all the food necessary for England, and, as I

have said, leave a surplus to spare for less favoured

people ; and though the population has so vastly

increased since those letters were published, I am con-

vinced of the saine now, whatever the population may
now be, and I am further convinced that should a

war break out between England and other powerful

countries the lands of England must be made to pro-

duce all the requisite food for the people of England,

or dearth and famine will veiy soon depopulate the

land. But here, Mr. Editor, I must stop for the

present. Geo. Wilkim, Vicarage, IVix, July ^.

LAND DRAINAGE AND STEAM
TILLAGE IN DROUGHT.

[On these subjects, and their relation to the drought of 1868, the

following questions were distributed by Mr. Morton, and the

following is his report on the information thus obtained, as

published in the Journal of the English Agricultural Soclety.l

On Land Drainage:—Are there instances known to you

of differences, as regards productiveness during so dry

a season, between drained and undrained land, either

arable or pasture? If so, please to give a particular

history of them.

On Steam Cultivalion .—Has deeply stirred and steam

cultivated land suffered more or less than others from the

drought ? Describe any instances in detail.

The following are .short communications on the above

subjects—land drainage and deep tillage :

—

Captain Dashwood, of Kirtlington, Oxford, occupies

two farms comprising 1072 acres, of which 927 are

arable, and 100 meadow or pasture. The soil is on

the limestone formation, commonly called stonebrash.

He says, that though unable to give particular instances,

he believes his crops on land well drained have been

superior to those of neighbouring fields on soil of a

similar quality, but badly drained. His conviction is,

that land overcharged with water for part of the year

must suffer the most in a dry summer like that of

1 868. And as to steam cultivation : having cidtivated

by steain-power for some years he is convinced that

deeply stirred land has undoubtedly suffered less from

the drought. Horse-hoeing the com and thus keeping

the surface in tilth, prevented the land from drying up

and cracking.

In the same county Mr. Savidge, of Sarsden Lodge
Farm, Chipping Norton, believes that if the gentle-

men who conducted the steam-plough inspections for

our Society could have gone their rounds again last

autumn, they must have returned with a load of

useful information, for never did deeply stirred steam

cultivation do so well. He adds :—" I fear in some

districts during the long dry time many began to think

they had over-drained soine of their land, and at agri-

cultural meetings (Warwick to wit) during August and

September several speakers stated that it had been

overdone, and that we were suffering from that My
own e.vperience is, that in no season did good deep
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draining tell a better tale ; and we have a fine prospect

upon such land for the next crop."

Mr. Mitchell, of Rainham, fanning on the edge of

the Thames-side marsh lands, Essex, describes an

example, in which the effects of both deep tillage and

of drainage are singidarly combined ; for he refers to

the appearance of the crop directly over the line of a

freshly made deep drain, cut so lately as last spring.

Its purpose was to cairy off the water from a lowlying

pasture, and it had to be taken through a field of

higher land, apparently diy. Both over the drain and

for some distance on each side of it the Mangel crop

was finer than on any other portion of the field.

Mr. Coleman, late of Wobum, now writing from

Park Nook, near Derby, says :

—

"I have noticed that in this dry season very much of

the land that has been drained during the past two or

three years bore much better crops than usual, and did

not seem so much aftected by the dry weather as the

adjoining fields, which are still undi-ained. The drained

land did not crack so much, nor were the cracks so wide
or deep as upon the undrained portions ; and I may safely

say that the drained land was moister than the undrained

during the latter part of the summer. Some boggy land

certainly produced more herbage than usual, and this is

the only case I noticed of undrained land being more pro-

ductive than that which had been drained."

The following is a report from the "Britannia"

Farm of Messrs. Howard, Bedford :

—

" The soil is a stiff retentive clay, which under the old

shallow horse culture was very hard working (requiring

three or four horses to a plough), and not very productive.

After deep drainage and deep cultivation by steam-power
the land has become much more porous and productive,

and the water gets very quickly into tlie drains. Although
the real nature of the soil is not altered, the appearance
of it is much so, and the greatly increased productiveness

is beyond all doubt. Some parts of it are of so strong a

clay, that if a small hole is dug, the friction of the spade
in making it causes it, when filled with water, to retain it

for almost any length of time. Under the old system the

treading of the horses up the furrows, even when drained,

caused the water to stand upon the surface for some lime

after a heavy rain ; now, although the land is laid

perfectly flat, without a single open furrow, no water is

ever seen to stand. We cannot speak from experience on
our own farm of any contrast between drained and un-
drained land last year. But there was an example plain

enough on the farm adjoining, in a field next to one of

ours, which was in Wheat last season, the whole of it being
farmed alike in every way, both as to manuring, tillage,

and drilling of the seed, except that part was drained.

On that portion of the field the plant all through the

winter looked the strongest, healthiest, and best colour

ill the spring it grew earlier, and kept its superiority up
till har\est, when it was evident to any passer-by that

there must be a quarter of Wheat more to the acre, and
about half a load more straw than in the rest of the field

undrained. That which was the wettest in winter

suffered the most from the drought in summer, it

having cracked so much more. Our experience is that

the wetter the land in winter the wider the cracks when
exposed to the summer's sun. There were many instances

last summer of fissures 3 to 4 inches wide, and 3 to 4 feet

deep. A few years ago we had two fields of Wheat
adjoining, one dmined, the other undrained ; both
good crops, but the drained field, although all had been
drilled together, was ready for han'est fully a week earl'

than the undrained field. Ours is emphatically a steam
cultivated farm, the whole of the breaking up of the land
being done and the seed-beds formed by steam-power

;

and our experience is that very deeply cultivated land
suffers much less from drought, as well as from wet. On
our soil the deeper it is broken up the greater amount of

moisture it will retain ; and the quicker the extra water is

drawn away the lighter it leaves the soil, and thi

the roots of the com will penetrate. The sun also has
not such a baking effect : whilst it dries, it does not harden
in the same unyielding manner as it does the ground
under the shallow cultivation. One of our fields cropped
with Wheat this season has never been inverted for the
last eight years ; the crop was a remarkably heavy one,

there being as much as could possibly stand ; notwith-
standing the dryness of the season, it was much laid iu

places, and at harvest many competent judges estimated
it at 6 to 7 qr. to the acre. The past summer was
exceedingly favourable for steam cultivation. The long
dry, hot weather made the land so rotten and friable,

that we were able to prepare most of our seed-beds at one
operation with the cultivator, nothing more being done to

them before drilling and harrowing in the seed."

From Foulness, Mr. Harvey has sent the following

report, which describes an experience on low-lying

alluvial land :—

-

"The land of this island has all been redeemed from
the sea, and consists of a mixed soil on the east and
south next the river Thames, and a heavier, stiffer soil on
the north and west next the rivers Crouch and Roach.
Land draining has only just begun, but as far as I can see
it has done good, even during this dry year. Land that

has all the water drained out of it in the winter does not
dry up so hard in drought. It is in a more kindly state

for the roots to work in, and does not crack so much as
when it is undrained, therefore holds the moisture better

in hot seasons like the one just past. My land, which has
been steam cultivated, has, I think, withstood the dry
weather better than the land ^i^^t has not been done.

have as good, if not better, fields of Mangels this year o
steamed land than I have generally grown."

Mr. Bailey Denton, of 22, Whitehall Place, S.W,
has kindly taken great interest in the inquiry to

which the above have been replies. Having taken

pains to inquire among people of information what has

been the relative produce in 1S6S of drained and

undrained lands of similar quality and with similar

climate, he has found the general opinion to be, that

in spite of the excessive drought more com and grass

were produced on drained land, where the w-ork had
been efficiently done for some years, than on undrained

land. His own observations have led to the conclusion

that in corn lands generally, and in grass lands of fair

quality, there has been more and better produce than

on similar lands undrained.

The following are the replies of some of Mr. Denton's
correspondents. Mr Wortley, of South Collingham,

Newark, says :

—

" With the exceptions hereafter noticed, my belief has
always been that the underdraining of wet land, whether
arable or grass, increases the productive power, even in

such seasons as the last ; the advantage being most
apparent in the arable land, but on the whole very decided

(taking the improved quality of the herbage into account)

in the case of grass. Since I received your circular I have
been receiving rents on an estate in Wilts, on which,

during the last eight or ten years, I have done a good
deal of draining. It comprises one parish, entirely dairy

land, on the Oxford clay; another parish and part of a

third on the chalk, comprising a large area of grass on the

chalk marl, the undrained part of which at times is very

wet ; a fourth parish, and part of a fifth, on the middle
oolite, varying from the thinnest stonebrash, with springs

breaking out on the hill sides, to the heaviest clay.

Bearing your circular in mind, I asked most of the tenants

separately whether, during the past season, they would
rather have had the pipes in their land or not ; there was
all but a common consent among them, including even

the small dairy farmers, that the land was better for

having bren drained. I must say in conclusion, that

according to my experience there is some foundation for

the popular belief that a certain kind of grass land is

injured by underdraining ; that is to say, the inferior

plants which previously made a show, if they did little

more, are destroyed by the drainage, and they are very

slowly replaced by better if the land is left to itself. I

ought to add also, though it does not touch the question

as to underdraining, that, in my opinion, some fen land

(arable) is injured if the water is altogether removed
from it ; though a certain amount of drainage is, of

course, essential."

Mr. James Rawlence, of Salisbury, says :

—

" I quite think with you that more com and grass have
been grown on drained than on undrained land, exxcpt on
grass land that had been drained in the previous autumn,
in which case the aquatic plants all died out from the

long drought and heat, and the more nutritious grasses

had not time to fill up their places; besides which, no
fissures had been made by the contraction of the soil, and,

therefore, it had not become aerated, which is one of the

benefits of thorough draining, and one which enables

strong clay land to withstand the ill effects of a long

drought."

Lastly, Mr. Castree, of Gloucester, may be quoted :

—

"The dry and hot summer of this year has not yet

shown its full effect on drained grass land ; former hot

seasons dried up and withered the grass lands for the

season, but in subsequent years the herbage was much
improved in quality by the roasting it had undergone.

'

' The drained clay lands have not been so much
cracked as the undrained, and have been more verdant.

*
' The meadows on the banks of the Severn are improved

by draining off water that lies in hollow places, or wet
places ; but drainage is no improvement of sound meadow
or pasture land."

There is thus a general concurrence of testimony to

the fact that both deep cultivation and thorough land

drainage have contributed to fertility, even during such

a drought a.-; that of 1S6S ; the latter both directly,

wherever it had been long in operation, by the giadu-

ally deepening cultivation eflected by the passage of

ainwaler through soil and subsoil, and the deepening,

therefore, of the area to which the roots of plants

extended in search of food, and also, indirectly, by
preparing both soil and subsoil for thch deeper culti-

vation by steam-power.

I have kept three additional witnesses till the last,

as their evidence, though hardly dissentient from what
has been already given, may yet be classed together, as

representing exceptions to the general rule. It will be
acknowledged that they are all excellent and trust-

worthy observers.—Mr. Clare Sewell Read, M.P.,
occupying land at Honingham Thorpe, near Norwich,
varying from a stiff soil to a light sandy loam, says :

—

" I have two marshes drained by a \sindmill : one lies 1

higher than the other, and generally grows a fine crop of

grass : the other is lower, and grows but little grass, and
that sour stuff. This year the high marsh is burnt up,

and the lower one grew more grass and of better quality

than usual.

"Last autumn I ploughed deeply by steam, and also

dug (with Fowler's plough and Cotgreave's digging mould-
boards) a quantity of land 12 inches deep. This was a
clay loam, and the Barley on it was an excellent crop.

The W^ieat and winter Oats after the deep steam
ploughing were also very good. I have, however, seen

deep steam culture in the spring entirely destroy all

reasonable hopes of a root crop, not only this year, but in

the average run of seasons."

Mr. J. J. Rowley, of Rowthorne, Chesterfield, whose
farm Is on the edge of the magnesian limestone, part of

it being old gi-ass over the coal formation, .says :

—

" I have every reason to believe that drained grass land
has suffered less from the drought of the present year
than undrained lands, chiefly because the latter began to

crack the soonest
; the open fissures In this kind of land

before the rains were remarkable. Even now [December

14], from their depth and width, the cracks are not yet

closed. The cracks on the well drained loams were small

in comparison, and are now closed up.

"There is little or no steam cultivation on our thin

limestones. On a farm near to me the Turnip fallows

were steam cultivated in the autumn of last year, and the

Turnips are a complete failure. On the adjoining lands,

cultivated in the ordinary way, thers is a partial crop
only ;—perhaps one-quarter of a crop. The roots are

generally a failing crop in the district. I am, however,
satisfied that the greater amount of evaporation occasioned

by deep cultivation is damaging to the Turnip crop.

This I have seen after a shallow subsoil ploughing."

Mr. Rowley also declares that the 4-feet drainage

sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners, in his

neighbourhood, has not been successful.—Mr. Henry
Eve;-shed, late of Halstead, writes as follows :

—

"On a farm in this parish the Wheat suffers greatly

from being sopped in water during wet winters. This
year the yield is very great, and land that is undrained,

and usually much injured by the retention of the surface

water, has not suffered this season. There are many
marked instances of this kind within my knowledge. It

is probable that the crop, on undrained heavy land, is so

much the greater this year because of the small amount of

plant food removed by the small crops of ordinary years.

—As regards steam cultivation, deep tillage must be
useless in many cases ;

for instance, on thin chalks, and
—speaking of anything over the usual depth of good cul-

tivation, say 6 inches or 8 inches— I have found it so on
poor clays, sand clays, gravel clays, and soils generally

with poor subsoils. Such soils are often improved under
deep cultivation, subsoiling, &c., with high farming; but

would they not have been equally improved by the high

farming without the deep cultivation? Has the latter

paid its cost ? In many cases I believe not. The crops

have been increased by a variety of means on my farm,

and deep cultivation by steam, by plough, and by spade,

has been tried without distinct benefit. A friend who
farms on the chalk,—which is covered, however, by
several feet of earth of very mixed character, varying from
light land to stiff clay,—subsoiled a strip across a large

field, cutting through his mixed soils ; no benefit was
observed. On the adjoining farm subsoiling was practised

on a large scale without advantage— no experiments could

be more comprehensive and conclusive or adverse to deep
cultivation on that land. A field of mixed loamy land in

this neighbourhood was partly cultivated, and in dry

weather, by steam, during an agricultural meeting. A
subsoiler made very deep and efficient work, but the

subsequent crops have not been the better for the opera-

tion. Deep cultivation by the spade, in cottagers' gardens,

would tell a different tale if it were not for the pig, the

road scrapings, the ashes, the nightsoil, and the enor-

mous dressings which follow the spade."

I do not think that either the facts or the opinions

here advanced can outweigh the evidence already given

in favour of deep drainage and deep tillage, supported

as that is by the enormous probability in favour of the

deeper, fuller storehouse of food for plants outlasting

any other during an exhausting drought. Among the

facts are the history of Mr. Read's lower marsh and
his instances of injury from deep spring cultivation

—

Mr. Rowley's case of Turnip failure, last year, after

steam cultivation during the previous autumn ; and his

general observation of the value of 4-foot drainage

—

also Mr. Evershed's example of superior Wheat, last

year, from water-sopped clay land ; and his instances,

of the failure of deep cultivation on various soUs.

Amongst the opinions are Mr. Rowley's Impression

that there Is a greater amount of evaporation from

lands that are deeply stirred and cultivated ; and
Mr. Evershed's idea that poor wet clays benefit in

drought, owing to their ordinary yield having been a
comparatively small draught upon their resources.

Mr. Read's marsh land most likely benefited by the

higher " water-table " underneath it, due to standing

water in its neighbourhood ; and his experience of the

advantages of deep cultivation, properly conducted, is

perfectly consistent with the fact that it has been found

injurious to the cun-eut crop to plough up soil and
subsoil in the spring of the year. Mr. Rowley's

instance of a total failure of the Turnip crop last year,

cannot be considered as a stigma on any preceding

peculiarity of management whatever. The Turnip

crop was almost universally, last year, as great

a failure under good management as under bad. No-
thing sown in June, 1S6S, had any chance of gi"owing,

whether the land had been deeply tilled or not. His
belief that the greater amount of evaporation occasioned

by deep cultivation is damaging to the Turnip crop,

ought to have been preceded by a proof that the

assumed increase of evaporation is a fact. The pro-

babilities are all against it. The last showers before

the drought left undrained clay land in a waterlogged

condition. This water all escaped by evaporation

;

and the subsoil, if any of it could get there, was
searched by deep fissures. The case in favour of deep
drainage and deep tillage is, that the last showers

before the drought sank into soils so treated beyond

the reach of evaporation, where the roots of plants

already were at work to use them, and where no cracks

could reach them. Mr. Rowley's examples of the

failure of 4-feet drainage, and Mr. Evershed's instances

of the failure of deep tillage, have, I think, considerable

light thrown upon them by Mr. Evershed's own con-

cluding sentence. These examples, like that of the

Woolston meadow, seem to me to prove that the tme
opinion of any agricultural operation, defended by one

farmer and condemned by another, can be gathered

only in those places where the full use has been made
of the advantages it offers, and where due regard has
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been paid to tlie subsequent management of the land
Tliere is many an example of deep drainage havini^

failed through the poaching and mismanagement of
subsequent shallow cultivation. And, from Mr. Ever-
shed's reference to the garden tillage of the cottager
with his pigstye, we may properly infer that there are
instances of deep cultivation proving useless, simply
from the tenant having failed to treat his doubled land
with corresponding liberality. He has virtually doubled
his field by the doubled depth of its cultivation, and it

needs an almost corresponding increase of capital to
" stock "

it properly, or so as to do it justice. Not-
withstanding, therefore, the exceptional examples
referred to by Mr. Read, M.P., Mr. Rowley, and Mr.
Evershed, I believe that the testimony thus presented
to the reader is conclusive of the fact that deep drainage
'and deep tillage are conducive to fertility, not only
during seasons of unusual rainfall, but during seasons
of unusual drought.

THE CATTLE CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES ACT.

As the Agricultural Gazette has taken up the subject
of contagious and infectious diseases amongst cattle, I

beg leave to send you a report of what has recently
been done in this county with reference to this most
important subject, of which you can make any use you
think proper. I hope the Agricultural Gazette and all

the other leading agricultural papers will take up and
agitate this question till some vigorous and united
action is taken throughout the United Kingdom with
respect to it, for it is a disgrace to our sanitary laws as
well as to our agriculturists that we cannot go into a
public fair or market and purchase stock without the
imminent risk of bringing upon our farms one or more
infectious diseases. This need not be the case, and
therefore ought not to be, and if the provisions of the
Cattle Contagious Diseases Bill were everywhere
enforced simultaneously, I believe they would be as
easily and as certainly extirpated as the cattle plague
'was. Owen Wallis, Overstone Grange, Northampton,
July 4.

[The following is a report (abridged from the North-
ampton Mercury) sent us by Mr. Owen Wallis of the
proceedings on this subject before the recent North-
amptonshire Quarter Sessions.]

The Cattle Contagious Diseases ^(-i".—General Cart-
wright rose to draw the attention of the Court to the
great expense incun-ed in the work connected with the
cattle plague. He, however, wished the deputation from
the Chamber ot Agriculture, consisting of Mr, William
Shaw (Vice-President of die Chamber), Mr. Owen Wallis,
Mr. H. J. Little, and Mr. Smith, who were accompanied
by the Secretary, Mr. J. M. Lovell, to present a memorial
on the subject. Tlie following is a copy of the
memorial :

—

"The Council of the Northamptonshire Chamber of
Agriculture having been informed that a proposal was
about to be made by General Cartwright to the magis-
trates in Quarter Sessions assembled, to discontinue the
Cattle Contagious Diseases Bill in this county, on the
ground of the great expense attending its administration,
it was resolved, at a meeting held on June 25, that the
magistrates be requested to continue the said Bill in opera-
tion for the following reasons, viz., 1st, That the diseases
against which the said Bill is directed being propagated
by contagion only, and are thus preventible, the powers
of the said Bill should be rigorously enforced with
respect to them, in order that they may be stamped
out whenever they appear. 2d. That though the cost
of carrying out the provisions of the Bill is undoubtedly
great, that cost is trifling in comparison to the loss
which would ensue from any general dissemination of
foot-and-mouth disease amongst cattle, sheep, and pigs

;

of pleuro-pneumonia amongst cattle, or of scab or sni'all-
pox amongst sheep. 3d. That the results of the operation
of the Bill are not so satisfactory as they ought to be,
owing to other counties not having put its orovisions iii

force, is attributable to the Bill being permissive as to its
adoption, instead of compulsory, and the Council beg to
express their disapproval generally of permissive legisla-
tion, and especially in reference to the extinction of con-
tagious diseases—to effect which prompt and united
action throughout Great Britain is an essential requisite
4th. But though, for the above reason, the Bill has not
accomplished all the good of which it is capable, it is
nevertheless desirable to protect our own stock as ifar as
possible from infectious diseases, and this seems all the
more a duty after the concessions which we have obtained
with respect to the importation of foreign cattle, for we
cannot reasonably ask for stringent regulations in regard
to them, and at the same time allow infection to spread
indefinitely amongst our own flocks and herds."

General Cartwright was glad the memorial had been
read before he made his remarks, as the gentlemen from
whom it emanated were quite under a false impression as
to the main object of his notice. There was a mistake
made. The Bill was compulsory, not permissive ; but it
was the mode of carrying it out which was permissive.
Inspectors must be appointed for every county, and it was
only the mode of action which was permissive. His
object was merely to draw the attention of the Court to
the great expenses incurred in the work connected with it.

It was on that point he really thought the county should
know something. In this county they were doing every-
thing they could tg get rid of these contagious diseases
amongst animals

; but what was occurring in neighbour-
ing counties? In other counties they had a difl"erent
mode of proceeding. He was very happy to see a Bucks
inagistrate (Mr. Duncan) present, and he (the General)
thought he would bear him out when he said that in the
county of Bucks the police were employed entirely as

let Northa

inspectors. In Oxfordshire they had the poUce. Neither
of those counties went to the expense which was incurred

ty. If the neighbouring counties were right,
iptonshire do the same thing. If they could

reduce thejrexpenditure, andstill do their duty thoroughly,
let them do it

;
but if what they were doing was neces-

smy to accomplish the object they had in view,
he did wish that some higher authority would
make the neighbouring counties do the same.
In the case of the foot-and-mouth disease, out of c^q"
cases, 93 could be traced to the fairs. If that was the
case, certainly the fairs were not attended to as they
ought to be. If any person could go into a fair and buy
a diseased animal, what was the use of their doing all
they could to keep the disease out ? However, let them
look at the expense—and one was always anxious to keep
down county expenditure. ^^856 had been expended
already on the cattle account, and there was now due
about /400, making a total of ,^1,256. It was a very-
great expense, but he did not grudge it if the same
measures were adopted elsewhere. He suggested to the
committee that they should consider the desirability of
appointing the police inspectors. There were two modes
of doing it, one was by having the police their general
inspectors, and the other was by having sub-inspectors,
so that it should not be necessary for a veterinary surgeon
to attend every small case.

Lord Henley said it was most important that thev
should know what were the wishes of the ratepayers',
whose money it was their duty to administer. They knew
that it was the wish of the ratepayers that the expenses
now being incurred should be continued, but what they
needed was that neighbouring counties should adopt the
same precautions which were being carried into effect in
this county. Whilst in this county they were incurring a
large expenditure in the endeavour to stamp out the
diseases provided for by the Bill, neighbouring counties,
to a certain extent, by their less stringent measures, were
frustrating the good which might otherwise be accom-
plished if they all acted with the same strictness. That
matter had been mentioned to him by one of the most
important agriculturists in the countv. The difficuhy
sprung from that unfortunate system they were gettino-
into, of permissive legislation, than which nothing w^
more hurtful and unfortunate. The more he saw of it,

the more deeply he was convinced that such was the case.
Mr. R. Aubrey Cartwright suggested whether it

was desirable to include the foot-and-mouth disease with
pleuro-pneumonia and the other diseases mentioned in tlie
Bill, Some agricuhurists left the foot-and-mouth disease
to take its own course.

_
Mr. W. G. Duncan said they adopted in Bucks almost

the same course that had been adopted in this county,
but they found the expense so terrific that they thought
the better plan would be to try the police. Last week, as
chairman of the finance committee, he passed bills to the
amount of /17 for the quarter for carrying out this Bill,
and the Clerk of the Peace made the remark that if they
had gone on in the old course, it would have been
upwards of ^'400. The chief constable stated that there
were only three reports of foot-and-mouth disease all over
the county.

Mr. Shaw begged to call the attention of the Court to
the circumstance that the Daventry division had expended
something like ,^100 for two inspectors, whilst the North-
ampton division had only cost ^46. The Council of the
Chamber of Agriculture thought that two inspectors were
not necessary.

Captain Stopford, as chairman of the Daventry com-
mittee, stated that now there was but one inspector. The
committee, thinking that only one was necessary, had dis-
missed the other.

Mr, Shaw thought also that two visits from the
inspector would be sufficient, one for condemnation, the
other for release, and that would materially alter the
expense.
The Chairman said the suggestions were valuable,

and he hoped that Mr. Shaw and his colleagues would
meet the committee and aid them with their suggestions.
He had felt dlese expenses were great, but it was in
deference to the wish of the ratepayers that the present
system had been continued. He quite agreed with Lord
Henley that permissive legislation was bad. He was
somewhat doubtful whether it would be wise to have
police inspectors instead of veterinary surgeons ; indeed,
he thought it would be something of a farce. If the police
were to be used as a machinery for conveying intelligence,
well and good

; but certainly he should not like the notion
of a policeman going into a man's yard to see what
disease his animals were suffering from.

General Cartwright moved that the memorial pre-
sented be referred to the committee, and that notice be

to the Chamber of Agriculture as to the day on
request that thi

which it would be considered,
members of the committee would attend.
The motion was carried.

do consume a gi-eat deal ; but then I should have to
largely increase my capital invested in live stock and
purchased food, which I cannot afford. But I fancy
I hear a crowd of farmers exclaiming, "Where will
you find bedding for your cattle ?

"

At present I have only a portion of my cattle on
sparred floors, and the remainder in covered and
enclosed yards with paved floors—the latter only
requiring one fourth as much straw as the open yards

;

but if I could aflird to have more cattle I would put
them all on sparred floors, for 20 years' experience
has proved it to be a profitable system. As bedding
for our horses we shotdd always have enough Rivett
Wheat straw, which is less desirable for cutting up.
Mr. Young, a livery-stable keeper in Leeds, always
kept his horses on boarded floors, with intermediate
openings, and found it a great economy of straw.
Much of my straw in a fine season is sold for paper-
making, being free of weeds. By-the-by, beware how
you buy your straw. I once bought of a farmer a straw
stack at a very reasonable price. It stocked my farm
with weeds, especially Docks, which cost me three to
four years to eradicate. I shall be very shy of buying
straw in future. Do we not have abundant supply of
weeds in town stable manure ? I consume an immense
quantity of straw cut into fine chaff; and mixed with
other food. Probably to every ton of straw so con.
sumed fully 5 cwt. of cake and corn are added. AH
my bean-straw is consumed ; the long hard stems cut
by the chaff-cutter, and afterwards moistened and soft-
ened by hot water, become mucilaginous, and are
nearly two-thirds the value of hay ; veiy few farmers
are aware of its value as food. Our folks would as soon,
think of treading good hay under foot as to use the
strong Bean stems for litter.

Many farmers are not aware that a strong standing
crop of gi-een Beans (pods, stalks, and leaves) passed
through the chafl'-cutter, forms the very best of food
for sheep and cattle, but is apt to gripe horses ; and
also do not know that Bean crops are regularly fed off
by sheep.

In conclusion, my experience has taught me that the
more live stock I can afford to keep, fed to fatness by
the consumption of cake and other food not produced
by the farm, aided by an abundant supply of finely
comminuted and prepared straw, is the true and cheap
way to produce abundant manure of the best quality,
and by thus greatly increasing the fertility of the soil,

maximum crops and profit are secured.
Puny and unprofitable crops are the consequence of

shallow and imperfect cultivation, the absence of drain-
age, and, above all, the want of a full supply of good
ch home-made manure. The best of us don't half

farm for certain crops, and I never heard of a fanner
being ruined by the over-richness of his soil.

Tell me how much fat meat you make, and, as the
manure is in exact relation to the meat, I can tell you
how much corn and other produce you are likely
to grow.
Nobody ever over-manured or too deeply cultivated

for green and root crops, pulse crops, or grasses. The
corn crops in rotation never can sufli'er from excess of
fertility, provided the climate be cereal, and the quan-
tity of seed duly apportioned to the condition of the
soil and climate. J. J. Mechi, July 4.

THE STRAW QUESTION.
Much discussion has been going on about straw,

whether it should be sold, consumed, or trodden
under foot. On all these points I have long since
come to decided conclusions, and, I think, sound ones,
for they rest on scientific as well as practical bases.
These conclusions are :

—

I. That all straw returns the greatest profit when
consumed.

2. The next best alternative is to sell it, provided
it will return not less than 32J. per ton.

3. That the least profitable mode is that of treading
it down for manure.

Mr. Horsfall's papers CVols. 17 and 18, Royal Agri-
cultural Society's Journal) give conclusive evidence
as to Its feeding value. Mr. Lawes tells us it is worth
very little as manure. If I could have my own way
I would consume every particle of my straw, and I

THE CROPS.
[The following letter appeared in the Times of Monday last,]

The current transactions in the corn trade, together
with anxiety as to the condition of the growing crops
of the United Kingdom and France, have, during the
last three weeks occasioned fluctuations and invoked a
speculative spirit that have quite changed the position of
the grain trade under circumstances that make the
present level of prices uncertain and dangerous, since a
temporary effect appears to be regarded as a permanent
influence. While the great sources of supply forward
giain fully to the extent expected and required, and
while no serious misgivings exist as to the yield of the
coming foreign harvests, from which our ne.xt season's
supplies must come, a sudden, casual, and not extensive
demand by French buyers has quite subverted the
usually quiet summer business in Mark Lane, Liverpool,
and the east coast markets, where weekly increasing
prices have stimulated demand until those members of
the corn trade who commonly stand aloof from specu-
lative purchases have joined the movement, and the
value of English Wheat has risen to 50J. 51/. per qr.,
from 40J. 9,/. in March, or about 10 millions sterling
advance on the year's consumption of Wheat in this
country.

To indicate the extent of recent transactions, a re-
ference to the reported sales eff'ected in floating cargoes,
on passage or for shipment, shows a total of 4S cargoes
of Wheat, 174 of Maize, and 54 of Barley ; and as
most of these cargoes cannot be expected to arrive until
August and September, and being purchased at rapidly
advanced currencies, they infer value must rule high for
some time to come,—an opinion in direct opposition to

the action of millers and the basis of trade on which
buyers and sellers agreed in March and April. What-
ever the influences at work, they were strong enough
to raise English red Wheat to 54-(. dd. per qr. for

export to France ; Russian Wheat was held off coast

at 49J. , Canadian and Pacific Wheat, 52^-. ; and English

white qualities realised 5SJ. per qr. ; the above quota-

tions being exceeded on special occasions. Next to
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Wheat, Oats were raised in price several shilling';,

while Maize, Barley and Bean? paid a handsome profit

to importers and holders. These direct changes in

value, occurring at a time when our prospects of

summer supplies adequate to our wants were admittedly

good, could have but one effect, which is already

noticeable, the return of gi-ain ships estimated on

passage showing an increase of 123 vessels in one week,

and a large portion of the additional number is made
up of Wheat cargoes : the total number on passage is

544, bringing probably 1,500,000 qr. of giain. In

ordinary years the imports of July, August, and

September are nearly double those of the three previous

months, and this season, as we received less than usual

during April, May, and June, we are justified in ex-

pecting future supplies will increase in their lull ratio

—

a calculation that any merchant of experience would
make as a matter of course. The late advances in price

have, therefore, become a supei-structure built entirely

upon the dry character of the season in these islands,

and especially in France. The drought is now broken,

and the sound of falling rain on June 16 and 17 was
the first note of the reaction in value which is now in

progi'ess, and which, having reduced the price of

Wheat 3J-. to 4^. per qr. from its highest point, seems
likely to me, after viewing the cornfields in Kent,
Ei^sex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, Lincoln and other

Wheat-growing counties, to carry back the average

price of British Wheat from 50J. ${f. to 45J. per qr, as

rapidly as the advance was gained ; nor can I suppose
this week's currencies for other corn can be maintained
under falling markets for Wheat. At present importers
show a bold front in face of the general decline in price

reported in London and the provinces, a position they
mc'y well maintain while the coast is nearly clear of

cargoes, but no longer.

Choosing the fortnight when the Wheat has come
into bloom, I have inspected between June 18 and
July I a wide area of growing crops in several counties,

and speaking with the reserve of one who has not seen

all the fields—an impossible feat—I find the one
decided impression I now hurriedly record is that there

will this year be an average crop of Wheat, made so

by an excess on the best lands, compensating for the

deficiency that everywhere arrests the eye when looking
over light, skinny soils, where the drills can be followed
from headland to headland, and no more than 2 qr. per
acre is likely to be reaped.

Anyone engaged in agi'iculture will know how
critical has been the last fortnight, wliich has been
nnexceptionably favourable for the blooming com.
There has been some hot sunshine, oftener a cloudy sky,

and the winds have been either light or so calm that,

when at Cambridge on the longest day, the anemometer
over the Observatory was motionless, and the weather-
cocks of the several colleges each had distinct notions
of the air currents they could not indicate. For the

whole fortnight there have been no storms, but several

showers,* the mean rainfall of the last three weeks
being i inch, while in east coast counties 2 inches had
fallen before the two hours' rain of last Friday. After
such a period, and with ordinary summer weather, two
ears of Wheat this year will be worth three ears of such
years as 1867. I had Wheat ears in bloom on June 14,
and believe cutting may be expected to commence by
the 24th inst., and will be general before the month is

out.

To refer in more detail to the different crops and
localities, I find my notes show in Kent the proportion
of good Wheat fields were 90 to 34 of middling and 16
of bad, and the probable yield will be from 2 to 7 qr.

The battle is one of acres—good land against poor land

;

and I estimate the soil cultivated with Wheat as three-

fourths heavy, suitable land, to one-fourth of shallow,
poor ground, which the system of rotation of crops
misplants with Wheat. The crops of Barley and Oats
in Kent and Sun-ey I should certainly not expect to
reach an average. Beans are also deficient of promise,
while Peas seem likely to make a fair return. The
marshlands of the Isle of Thanet look gi'een and
flourishing

; London and the Surrey hills having had,
apparently, less rain than any other districts I have
visited. With the hay crop noticeably short every-
where, the fields of yellow Clover in Kent were thick
and healthy, and the Hops, clean and strong, looked
very promising.

The crops round London, say in Herts and Essex,
20 miles, have only one good quality about them,
and that is, a healthy colour—the Wheat looking thin
and starved ; Peas and Beans short and poor ; the hay
crop, well saved, half an average. To show the
season there are fields of Wheat where strips and
patches of the soil are deeper than the common
area, and there the plant formed a strong contrast to its

neighbour a few yards distant. Round Kelvedon and
Colchester the Wheat and Barley fields were satisfactory,

and are likely to give a fair yield. Round Ipswich
they are poor, but Suffolk, as a county, I fully expect,
will have an average crop of Wheat, Barley, Beans,
Peas, Potatos and roots. In Cambridgeshire the
general aspect of the fields is healthy, promising good
crops without reserves or important exceptions, an
opinion which was naively endorsed by a resident

bidding me visit a certain district as the only one he
knew "where the Wheat did not look well." Here
the meadows and parks have fully recovered a green
appearance. I was somewhat surprised to find the few
Turnip, Rape, and Mustard seed crops all look well,

with heavy tops. Barley, Peas, and Potatos were
here and there especially good crops. lyound Ely, on
the light black soil, I should only call Wheat, Oats,

and Beans middling and fair. The districts round
March are important from the wide area planted, and,

with exceptionally bad fields, the several crops, in-

cluding Flax and Mustard, will certainly, with a fair

summer, yield a fair crop, fine fields making up for the

poor ill-farmed ones ; the latter being creditably few.

I include in the above remarks Whittlesea, Peterborough,
and Grantham districts. I did not notice heavy fields,

but most of them were fair, the straw of Wheat being
stiff and strong, bearing good ears. Much of the land

approaching Lincolnshire, giavelly on sandy rock a
few inches below the surface, recalled the phrase

"poor land, poor crops," but a drive of 25 miles over
Lincoln Heath, with its 50 and lOO-acre fields fenced

with stones, showed a large area sown with Turnips,

the Wheat and Barley both even, promising a fair yield,

neither deficient nor heavy,—the whole country showing
a happy medium between the Kentish clay soils and
the shallow gravels of Norfolk, Essex, and Suffolk. I

may mention that, in support of the view as to the

general vigour of garden vegetation expressed in my
last letter, I noticed on the seed farm of Mr. Charles

Sharpe, at Sleaford, every description of seed—Onion,

Turnip, Wurzel, Parsnips, &c.—had, without excep-

tion, matured, or was maturing, in the most satisfactory

manner ; and I judge that if the want of forage had
not generally compelled farmers to feed off their Clover

and other fields, the yield of seed would have been

excellent. There are many notes I could wish to add
of the districts round Boston, Spalding, throughout

Norfolk and Suffolk, by different routes, but as they

do not modify the above impressions, and as I propose

to refer to foreign as well as home prospects in a future

letter, I may only add that at present the late rains

have given the Eastern Counties a second spring-green

appearance, the newly-mown meadows looking as

healthy as their occupiers can desire, while the forage

stacks of last year are far from being exhausted.

//. Kaiits-JacksoH, 60, Mark lane, London, E.C.,

July 2.

|]omc Corrcsjjoniicncf.

Harvest Prospects, &c.—We are looking forward

with much interest and no little anxiety to the

approaching harvest. The past year's harvest proved

very unsatisfactory both in product and quality, and,

coupled with low prices for all kinds of gi*ain, it left

the growers in a very unenviable position. We trust

the coming harvest may enable them to recoup them-
selves. This, however, is very problematical, particu-

larly if it is to depend upon the yield of the crops. In

some well-farmed districts, and upon good loams and
loamy clays, the crops are good ; but upon most of the

light lands—/. e,, chalks, sands, gravels, peats, &:c.

—

they are inferior, as also upon many heavy clays.

Upon many of these soils they have seldom been more
defective, and, had the drought continued much longer,

very many fields would scarcely be worth the reaping.

We cannot be sufficiently grateful to God for the

seasonable relief accorded. The growth of every

kind of vegetation is now exceedingly rapid, and the

copious rains have proved of immense value, but they

have come too late to be of any considerable value to

these meagre crops on the light soils named above,

but in the other districts and soils named the crops

have wonderfully improved, and have seldom .looked

better— the bulk not great, but the saving of the

Wheats and Barleys and the shagg of Oats is excellent.

The Beans are short but well flowered, and Peas are

a good crop. This showery season will probably do
injuryduring thefloweringprocessoftheWheat, but other-

wise it must be satisfactory. It may be presumptuous to

give any opinion relative to the price of com during the

ensuing year ; but judging from some of the Conti-

nental reports it would be fair to say that the pro-

babilities are greatly in favour of a higher average in

price than the past year. I read in this day's report

(June 30) from France, or rather Paris, that no rain

has yet fallen there. The crops, too, are said to

be very indifferent, so that France will no doubt be a

competitor in the world's markets. Moreover, if we
look to the state of the commercial, manufacturing,

and trading interests of this country we find an
astonishing increase at a very late date, and that of a

healthy character. The exports are marvellous as

compared with last year at this time. It is to be re-

gretted that the agricultural returns just asked for do
not include a request for the opinion of growers as to

the probabilities of yield, or state of their com crops.

It is highly important that growers should obtain the

earliest information upon this point, in order to guide

their course of sales more immediately after harvest.

The Agrkidtiiral Gazette is worthy of all praise for

obtaining and making public the earliest reliable infor-

mation thereon, and I tmst it will pursue the like

invaluable course at once ; the earlier the better.

Notwithstanding the reports may not be so tmly re-

liable, they will sufficiently approximate to the truth

for the growers' serious consideration if not safe

guidance. Farmers are still slow in looking after their

own interests. The returns are theirs and for their

benefit chiefly, but there are yet a few to be found
objecting to make them, 0. F,

Crops in the Wisbech District. — I am very
glad to be able to report a vast improvement in all

our crops, both com and root, I will not quote the
hackneyed proverb referring to a wet June, as it has
already been "done to death," although I am much
impressed with the truth of it. The Wheat has greatly
benefited by the rains which we have had lately, the
short under-stems having lengthened considerably, and
now support a good well-filled ear, which is far more
than we expected of them a month ago. Oats have
also filled well, and, although short in the straw, seem
to promise a fair amount of corn. The few pieces of
Barley look well ; the thickest of these have gone
down, and all chance of a sample of malting Barley from
them is ofcourse impossible. Of Peas I cannot say much
from personal inspection, but am told that they are well

podded, and freefrom filth. Beans are short. Mustard, of -

which I gave you such a bad account a short time ago,
is looking a good deal better, having grown both
stouter and taller since the termination of the drought.
The yield will thus be increased, and I think that the
average may yet reach 20 bushels per acre, if it can be
well harvested. Potatos are growing apace, and may
yet pay for the heavy dressings of Peruvian guano and
superphosphate with which they were treated, in

many places to the value of ^4 loj. per acre.

Mangels require two separate reports, as in some
fields they nearly cover the land already, whilst

in other places they are not forward enough to

single out ; in almost every instance where they were
put in in the early part of May they have grown capitally,

but where late sown they got no start until about a
month ago, and are naturally veiy small at present.

Of Turnips and Swedes I cannot report, except that

they are not much grown, our land not being suited for

their growth ; Kohl Rabi has superseded them. I

cannot finish without saying a word or two with refer-

ence to the crop of hay ; as I reported last week it is

almost a complete failure, and where the rain has
prevented the farmer from touching it after being mown
the eddish has grown quite through it, and the hay
cannot be seen at all. If we have fine weather from .

this time, I think we may rely upon beginning harvest

the latter part of this month. Nemesis^ July 4.

Crops in Essex.—All the crops on the heavy cold

lands in this neighbourhood are looking well, where
well famied, especially Wheat. The prolonged
drought has prematurely dried up many Barley and
Oat fields, and even some Wheat fields on sharp and
dry soils. J. J. Mechi.

Mr. Smith, of Woolston, and the Land Agents,
—On looking over some late numbers of tlie Agricul-

tural Gazette this morning I got interested in a some-
what animated discussion between " G, A. H." and
Mr. Smith, of Woolston, on the merits of Mr. Lawes'
last paper on tenant-right. I was surprised and sorry

to find Mr. Smith using the following words:— '*I

must take exception to another of Mr. Lawes' con-
clusions—2d. That excepting under special agreement,
and with the purchase of stable dung, no straw or root

crops should be sold off the farm." "Here," says

Mr. Smith, **is Mr. Lawes taking up the cry of the

old hound, the land agent, who, in everything he does,

tries to please the master who pays him, so in all agree-

ments he puts in this stupid clause." Long ago, when
farming down in Scotland, I have spent many a
winter night in reading Mr. Smith's speeches and
papei^s, and I had learned to look up to and
respect him as a man who had done a great

deal for the cause of agricultural improvement.
Von may imagine then my surprise to find him using

such language as this, and that, too, when talking

of a class which, only the other day, comprised
among its numbers such men as John Grey, of Dilston.

I could scarcely believe my eyes, and looked twice at

the signature to make sure that it was really Mr. Smith
who was writing. If Mr. Smith had used these words
in the heat of debate it would have been bad enough ;

but the very fact that they were written deliberately,

and most likely in the quietude of his own library,

adds, if possible, to the grossness of the insult.

I should certainly have expected more courtesy from a
gentleman of his position. In these days of agitation

and excitement there can be no greater folly than that

of the demagogue who trys to set class against class.

In spite of all the progi'ess we have made, agriculture

is only yet in its infancy. There are many important
improvements required in the general position and sur-

roundings of the English farmer before he can find

himself in as comfortable a position as his Scotch
friends. In order to effect this happy change, owners,

farmers, and agents, must work hand in hand : what a
mistake, then, to make each believe that the others are

adverse to their interests. Mr. Smith says, that

land agents, as a class, try to please the owner, to the

detriment of the farmer,^—in fact, that we are

not in the habit of conducting our business im-
partially. There could be few graver charges

made, but we are quite content to leave the

agricultural public to judge of its correctness by their

experience of our dealings between man and man. I

have been intimately acquainted witli English land-

owners for many years, having had them as pupils on
my farm, and also conducted their business as an agent :

I thoroughly believe that as a class they would spurn

with the utmost contempt any man who meanly toadies
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10 their iiUcrcsls, or who— to quote Mr. Smith—like a

faithful hound in everything he does tries to please the

master who pays him, and stupidly introduces one-
sided clauses into leases and agreements, whicli, if

carried out, would help to deprive the energetic and
industrious farmer of the larger share of his \\ell earned
profits. IFm. Scott, 82, Mark Lane.

Straw and Dung.—"G. A. H." is not over kind
in his attempt to give me a lesson upon farming,

inasmuch as 1 am required " to travel through Wales
next winter." Rather cold work this (as well as

costly), for I already know what Wales is. I am to

see thousands of young cattle wintered upon straw
and nothing else, for five or six months, yet do not

get lousy. They must get shut in at their straw in

November, and they must keep at it till the end of
March. In England straw is dry stuff in March,
but Welsh straw may be a better sort for cattle

feeding, /. i-., full of grass. If so, "G. A. 11.,"

*' nothing else " will not hold good. Now, to make
the lesson as complete as I can, I want "G. A. H."
to give to me, through your paper, the names and
addresses of men in various parts of Wales who do
feed their young cattle for " five or six months " in the
winter on straw and nothing else ; I will then give
to you tlie results of my inquiry for publication.
*' G. A. H. " is not very consistent ; one day he tells

us that straw feeds an ox, or rather increases its weight.
Now he tells us that if I pass my straw through cattle

"it will do my farm more good" than the same
quantity of straw well watered would. Now, I want
to know how this straw, passed through cattle—leaving,
as "G. A. H." tells us, the fat and sinew making
qualities in the cattle—can do my land more good than
though it was well watered and sent to my land
with those qualities retained in it. William Smith,
IVoohtoj,, Bliichhy Station, Bucks, July 4.

Farm Agreements. —From the spirit that pervades
the letter of your correspondent, "J. M'K.," in last

week's impression, one would be led to suppose, either
that he was a landlord or the representative of one.
Still there is an amount of candour in what he says,
that both landlords and tenants individually entertain
their pet opinions on farm agreements and tenant-
right. Both incline to be narrow in their ideas, and in
their obstinacy miss the correct decision of the matter.
The commercial man, whether or not his course lies.

between the two, as a rule takes a more liberal view of
matters than either. He looks on the borrowing or
leasing of land as so much money hired at interest or
rent for an agreed term. He may be a shorter or longer
time in reaping his expected fruits, but to disturb him
in possession, or hang over him "surrender at plea-
sure," cramps his energies, and he cannot give that
play to them which he would otherwise do were his
tenure more satisfactory. Even so with the tenant, who
with the counteipart of his lease in his pocket, considers
himself a little independency, and, knowing his terms,
is prepared to stand or fall by them. Such a usufruct
for the landlord's land or money, or whatever it be,
cannot be contrary to his interest, having sold in the
best market ; and it is, what the commercial man would
say, only business-like. Notwithstanding what has
been written, read, or spoken—if not sung—about the
Game-laws, as "J. McK." does not favour us with his
independent chirp, perhaps he may listen to mine.
This is an age of progress, and our old coach notions

ground or winged game subsisting on the hard eanliiig^
"" P''"'"'^"' "'^'"'^ "^^"^ '"^' ""'' ' '^"'^ ^ ^^"

of his tenant, he ought to pay for them. No loose
"understandings" about that—so that before the term
is over, by some accident or other, the landlord
and tenant break through their good intentions.
The landlord resents, and then the tenant, like
the spoilt child, goes crying to the Legislature,
"No protection." If the tenant has not the moral
courage at the first of the lease to insist, let the
Legislature reduce it ia -s. £ s. d. transaction for him,
and enact that tenants have damages for injury by
game, all stipulations to the contrary of none effect
rabbits to be game, so that a landlord may keep a
warren in the heart of a farm, if he has a mind to, but
he may have to pay for it. I quite agree with
"J. McK." about the delivei-y between tenants, that
It be made when there is least to deliver; and this
is during the dormant or winter season. Farms changing
hands in summer, there is twice the battle with them
that there is at a winter or November entry, and
this introduces the subject of tenant-right. There are
some improvements effected by a tenant — always
with the landlord's consent, of course—and which he
may not have been compensated for ; draining, surface
reclamation, unexhausted manures, &c., are some of
these. Take, for instance, a tenant not 40 miles
north of Inverness :—He had to leave his farm at
the Whitsunday old term—May 26 ; amongst a world
of other things on a farm of 600 arable acres
on a five and six-course shift, he had to be paid for
young grass. This he took care to have on the finest
of his land. It may surprise some of your readers,
but just three months before, this said grass had to be
valued—be it told to his credit—he top-dressed it

with 3 cvvt. of nitrate of soda per acre, and so being
luckily favoured with a wet or droppy spring, he, and
everybody about him, considered, by the magnificent

top-dressing money and more to boot by the speculation.
As to restrictions on cropping, &c., as the landlord
lets his land in the dearest market so let the tenant do
the same with the produce ; and let him dispose of
straw for paper-making, for instance, if it pays. If
drains are of proper construction, and in good working
order, they are almost worth the money they cost at
first ; but shallow drains, badly arranged—the materials
of these are worth nothing to anybody. As to substan-
tial manures, be they animal, vegetable, or mineral,
see first that they have been put into the land, and of
what quality and quantity by voucher, and tnist to fair
arbitration for what may remain. About lime, the old
theories of a septennial dose are well nigh exploded
now. Farmers will find it more to their advantage
to use it frequently and in small doses. What we
want for settling all these questions of rights, is

some such court as Mr. Gladstone has prepared for
the Irish folks to settle their matters by. True it is

these are referred at present to arbitration, but arbi-
tration is an expensive business in the end ; something
cheaper is wanted, and as eflfective. Are there not
gentlemen, be they real or ostensible farmers, who as
they would aspire to the bench of a magistrate's court,
might feel as much honoured in being appointed to the
honour of administering right, be it tenant's or land-
lord's, from a civil bench at temi-times, and who ought
like J. P.'s to hold a degree, not of Justice of the
Peace, but of J. R.—^Justice of the Right ? A. Scott,

yune 29.

The Clover Dodder.—The men engaged in cut-
ting a field of Clover in this parish discovered many
large patches (say from 2 to 3 yards square) of the
enclosed. It was so tenacious and so interwoven with
the stalks of the Clover that they covered themselves
with it, and literally wore it home, causing no little

excitement by their " bearish " appearance. Can it be
that, owing to the excessively dry season, a large portion
of fibres or roots have extended themselves along the
surface of the ground, or is it some weed unrecognised
by me ? A large piece, in the shape and of the size of
a bear-skin, and of about a couple of inches thickness,

should be seen before the very strange appearance of it

can be realised. W. 7. Pope, Symondshury, Bridport,

July 4. [The patches are the growth of a parasite,

Cuscuta trifolia, the Clover Dodder— unfortunately
common enough now in a Clover field.]

" G. A. H." and " West Indian."—The quo-
tation I gave referred to Tiptrce Hall faiTn, and the
practice pursued there, and urged on the farming
community at large by Mr. Mechi at pp. 14 and 109,
186S, entitled "Stock Feeding and Meat-making."
Most of your readers will think with me that it does not
require " G. A. H.'s " assurance to convince us that
"any dairyman who has a few cowhouses without an
acre of land, can feed cattle with bought food ; but he
is not a farmer." At the same time, if the dairyman
had the acre of hand on which he could use the manure
from his cowsheds, he would (even in " G. A. H.'s"
opinion) be able " to replace the Potatos with bouglit
food and artificial manures," though on a smaller scale

than the East Lothian farmer. In the quotation,

^75* " Ci. A. H.'s" opinion as to good farming in

58 is placed side by side with his opinion, matured,
it may be, from practical experience, in 1870. The
East Lothian evidence is qualified by " G. A. H.,"
who says, " if I am rightly informed ;" and I fancy my
experience of East Lothians and their doings is more of

venture
into the domain of the east wind " with less " bor-
rowed wool " on my back than a long West Indian
residence would lead even "G. A. H." to "suppose."
" G. A. H. " should cast aside personalities and meta-
phor, and his writings, or, as our old friend Mr. Mechi
would put it, " the sayings and doings of ' G. A. H.',"
may prove of some service to the agricultural com-
munity. West Indian.

Foreign Correspondence.
Evry-sur-Seine : July 5.—The reaping-machine

competition, announced in the Agt-icultural Gazette of
June 24, commenced here to-day on M. Decanville's
farm at Petit Bourg, and will be continued to-morrow.
The exhibitors have warm work of it just now in
France. Tlie other day they were at Lille, in the
North ; to-day they are here. On the i8th they are
invited to repeat their trials on Count Rottolan's estate

at Buisson-Garambourg, near Evreux, westward of
Paris; and again, on the 25th illst., at M. Sagny's
farm of Charmant, near Senlis, on Northern line, and
there is little doubt that more work is in store for them.
The concours has been organised by the Society of

Agriculturists of France, in concert with the societies

of the departments of the Seine and Gise, the man.age-
ment of the whole being entrusted to a body of
eminent agriculturists, 1 5 in number, members of one
or other of these societies. The jury consists of seven
gentlemen elected from this body by the competitive
exhibitors themselves, with Professor Wilson, nomi-
nated by the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
This introduction of an English jury shows a conside-
ration on the part of the associated societies which
should not be overlooked.

. , =
I

The English machines present are those of Mr
crop presented at valuation time, that he had all his I Samuelson, Messrs. Howard, Messrs. Homsby & Son,

and ^Ir. Mattison. Mr. Woods', and Messrs. Brigham
and Bickerton's did not arrive in time for the day's
work, and I do not know whether tliey will now be
permitted to take part in the competition. Four
French makers exhibit, but only one, that of M.
Sallier, can be called an original machine, the others
are, properly speaking, English or American ; how-
ever, during the short trial of this morning all went
well, and are again doing so while I write, but the
time of the departure of the post in these parts shuts
me out from saying more.
To-morrow it is understood that every one will put

on all the steam possible, and I hope to send you
some account of the results in time for your next issue.

The weather is magnificent, hot but not oppressive
;

the soil like a board, and the grain spare and stunted
in the extreme, little corn and less straw, a sad
spectacle for farmers. It is well ripened, but green
ears are to be seen here and there. G. A. Y.

\mtiit%.
ROr.-tL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : Wednesday, July 6.—
Present, the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., President

;

the Earl of Lichfield, the Earl of Powis, Major-General
Viscount Bridport, Lord Kesteven, Lord Tredegar,
Lord Vernon, Sir Massey Lopes, Bart,, M. P., Sir A.
K. Macdonald, Bart., Sir H. B. Vane, Bart., Sir
Watkin W. Wynne, Bart., M.P., Mr. Bowly, Mr.
Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent,
M.P., Mr. Druce, Mr. Holland, Mr. Wren Hoskyns,
"' " Colonel Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Leeds, Mr.M.P.,
Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ridley, M.P., Mr. Shuttle-
worth, Mr. Staffer, Mr. Stone, Mr. Thompson, Mr.
Torr, Mr. Webb, Mr. Wells, M.P., Mr. Whitehead,
Mr. Jacob Wilson, Professor Simonds, and Dr.
Voelcker. Earl Howe, of Gopsall Atherstone, War-
wickshire, was elected a Governor of the Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

Allix, W. Townley, Campsea Ash, Wickham Market.
Baker, Rev. R. Loubridge, Ramsden, Emstone, Oxford.
Bayley, Rev. W. R,, The Vicarage, Cassington, Oxford.
Blagrave, Edward, Oxford.
Bovven. Edward H., Kingslow, Bridgnorth, Salop.
Bowen, Humphrey C, Chesterton, Bridgnorth, Salop.
Boydell, I-lnrryS., Sulham, Reading.
Bri'dgland, Stephen, Springfield, Tooting.
Briggs, D. Grant, Calcethorpe, Louth.
Coley, Henry, Neachley Hall, Shifnal.

Croysdale, John, Whitley Bridge, Pontyfract, York.
Devaux, Alexander, 20, Avenue ftoad, St. John's Wood,
N.W.

Douglas, James Bryant, i, Hampden Street, Netting
ham.

Ellett, Robert, Cirencester.

Everett, William Spencer, Carlton Colville, Lowestoft.
Fox, John, Coalbrookdale, Wellington, Shropshire.
Furness, (.'aptain M. W., Rugby.
Garland, T. Bland, HiUfields, Reading.
Gibson, Joseph, Whelprigg, Kirkby Lonsdale.
Gillart, Richard, Llynlloedd, Machynlleth, Montgomery.
Greenaway, George Cattell, Binswood Cottage, Leam-

ington.

Griffin, George, Torton, Kidderminster.
Hathornthwaite, W., Lower Lee House, Higher
Wyersdale, Dolphinholme, Lancaster.

Hill, John, Wistaston Manor House, Nantwich.
Howman, Henry A., Halloughton, Coleshill, Warwick.
Humphrey, Arthur, Walpole St. Peter, Wisbeach.
Isham, Arthur C, Weston Turville, Tring, Bucks.
Jones, Thomas, English FranUton, Ellesmere.
Kelsall, George, Marton, Baschurch.
King, John Robert, North Ormsby. Louth.
Knight, William Edward, 14, Carter Gate, Newark,

Notts.

Marker, Richard, Combe, Honiton, Devon.
Martin, Antoine, Malagnow, Geneva.
Martin, Henry W., Littleport, Isle of Elv.

McHattie, John, Chester.
Meridith, David, Yeatsall, Rugeley.
Middlemore, Colonel, Thorngrove, Worcester.
Mildred. Daniel, Preston, Cirencester.

Miller, T. H., Singleton, Kirkham, Lancashire.

Mort, William Martin, Baschurch, Salop.

Moss, Benjamin, Ashington Hall, Rochford.
Newton, John, Manor Road, Bcrmondsey, S.E.

Nevell, Edward, Chawley Farm, Cumnor, Oxford.

Noel, Captain Charles Perratt, Bell Hall, Stourbridge.

Norris, W. G., Coalbrookdale, Wellington, Salop.

Pickstock, Henry, Baschurch, Shrewsbury.
Pratt, Frederick, Westmeon, Pelersfield.

Ridley, William Wells, The Abbey, Southam.
Spiers, Richard James, 14, St. Giles Street, Oxford.
Stratton, James, Chilcombe, Winchester.
Stunt, Walter C, Brogdale, Ospringe, Faversham.
Teece, Richard. Weston Villa, Baschurch, Salop,
Thompson, T. Warren, i, Claremont Bank, Worcester,
Thorpe, Henrv, Buckingham.
Tumor, E. Weston, Brereton, Rugeley.
Turton, Rev. H. M., Berkeley, Gloucester.
Waldo, E. Waldo Meade, ao, Calverley Park, Tun-

bridge Wells.
Walker, Joseph, Chorlton, Nantwich.
Ward, William, 41, St. Giles, Oxford.
Weaver, William Richard, 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Welch, Alfred. Southall, Middlesex.
Weston, Philip, Coaldbrook Hall, Wellington.

Williams, Hugh, Chesterton, Bridgnorth.

Worley, William, Stanton Harcourt. Eynsham, Oxford.

Finances.—Major-General Lord Bridport (chair-

man) presented the report, from which it appeared that
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the secretary's receipts during tlie past month had been

duly examined by the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter,

Bail & Co., the Society's accountants, and found cor-

rect. The balance in the hands of the bankers on June

30 was ;^23oS gs. ^t/., and ;,^38oo remains on deposit.

The quarterly statement of subscriptions and aiTears to

June 3, and the quarterly cash account, were laid on

the table.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported that

the Secretary had received a letter from the Secretary

of the Societe des Agriculteui-s de France, stating that

the subscriptions promised to defray the expenses of the

CongrSs International of 1S71 already amounted to a

large sum, and that it has been decided to hold the

Congr^s during the last fortnight in May.—This report

was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M.P. (chah-man), stated that

the secretary, having reported to the committee that

Messrs. Bradbum & Co. had addressed a letter to the

Editor of the Agficulliiral Gazette^ threatening them
with legal proceedings, in consequence of their publi-

cation of the quarterly report made by the Chemical
Committee of the Council last March, the committee

therefore recommended that the secretary inform the

Editor of the Agricultural Gazette that the Society are

prepared to hold themselves responsible for the publi-

cation of their own proceedings, and the reports of

their committees, as furnished by the secretary.

The committee also reported that Professor Voelcker

had reported to the committee the papers which he

had furnished since 1855, based upon actual experi-

ments made by himself or under his direction. Up to

the year 1S65 these experiments were carried out on
the farm of the Royal Agricultural College at Ciren-

cester ; since then, by friends of the Professor, under
his direction, and the papers published in the Journal
are the result. The committee and the Professor

request the co-operation of any member of the Society

who will suggest and assist in carrying out further

experiments of the same nature. The following is the

list of papers published :

—

In 1855—Experiments on the comparative value of

different artificial manures for raising a crop of Swedes.
In 1858—Experiments upon Swedes, with remarks on

the manures employed, made in 1856 and 1857.

In i860—Experiments with different top-dressings upon
Wheat, made in 1859.

In i860—Experiments on Swedes.
In 1862—Experiments with different top-dressings upon

Wheat, made in i859-*6o and '61.

In 1863—Experiments with different top-dressings upon
Wheat, made in 1862.

The preceding experiments were done on the farm
attached to the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

In 1S64— I, Salt experiments on Mangels ; 2, Field
experiments on Clover seeds

; 3, Field experiments on
Clover in relation to the changes which take place in the
field ancL stack in haymaking

; 4, Field experiments on
crude German potash-salts and common salt on Mangels

;

S, Field experiments on root crops ; 6, Field and
laboratory experiments in relation to the causes of the
benefits of Clover as a preparatory crop for Wheat

; 7,

Field experiments on seeds and permanent pasture
;

8, Field experiments on Mangels for the last Journal.
At present there are in hand for publication in the

forthcoming Journal :—Experiments on Rotates. And
have in hand the results of several series of experiments in

Clover seeds and permanent pasture, extending over
several years.

Experiments are in progress this season on Swedes and
Turnips, Potatos, artificial grasses, and permanent pas-
ture. They are undertaken by Messrs, Coleman & Hull,
York ; Mr. Roberts, Haslemere ; Mr. Cadle, Gloucester

;

Mr. B. Lloyd Baker, Hardwick Court, Gloucester; Mr.
Norman, Aspatria, Carlisle ; Mr. Wall, Durham ; Mr.
Lloyd, Hertford ; Mr. Sharpley. Stilthorpe, Louth ; Mr.
Kimber, Abingdon, who also has in progress experiments
on the different forms in which phosphates are most bene-
ficial to vegetation ; comparative experiments with copro-
lites, precipitated phosphates, bones, soluble phos-
phates, iS:c.

The question of the variation in quality of guano
having been again brought before the committee, and
suggestions having been made that some standard of
quality should be settled by the importers, and all

cargoes valued accordingly, the committee advise that

a communication be addressed to Messrs. Thompson,
Boran & Co., the agents of t he Peruvian Govenmient,
calling their attention to the many complaints sent to

the Society as to the variable and inferior quality of
guano as now imported, and asking them if they can
propose any method of placing the trade on a more
satisfactory footing, and giving some more certain

guarantee of the quality of the cargoes imported.

—

This report was adopted.

General, Oxford.—Lord Kesteven reported the

following recommendations of tlie committee :—That
Professor Simonds be allowed the travelling expenses
of not more than three veterinary assistants at the

Oxford meeting ; that the charge for additional land at

Oxford, obtained at the request of the Council, amount-
ing to ;(f43 zs. 6d., be paid by the Society ; and that a

further sum, not exceeding ;^ioo, be granted for adver-

tising the Oxford meeting.—This report was adopted.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell reported

that the committee recommended that the approaching

termination of the existing contract for showyard works
be advertised before the Oxford meeting ; that certain

additional works at Oxford be executed according to

the suggestions of the honorary durector and the sur-

veyor ; and that the smvcyor be instructed to prepare a

draft plan of the showyard for Wolverhampton.— This
report was adopted.

IxMPLEMENT.—Mr. Thompson reported that, after

full discussion of the different modes of dealing with
the trials of steam-cultivating machinery, and of the

kinds and amounts of prizes to be offered, it was
resolved to refer to the Council the following ques-

tions :

—

. ) What sum shall be allotted to the implement trials

1871, bearing in mind that the published rotation

restricts these trials to "machinery for the cultivation of
the land hy steam-power and traction-engine ?

"

(2.) When shall the meeting of the committee be held
which shall fix the classification and conditions of the
trials at Wolverhampton ?

The committee recommended that the exhibitors of
steam cultivating machinery at Oxford be invited to

attend a meeting of the Implement Committee to be
held in the showyard on Saturday, the i6th, at 3 P.M.,

and to offer for the consideration of the committee any
ggestions which seem to them advisable with refer-

ence to the prizes to be offered at Wolverhampton.
This report having been adopted, it was moved by

Thompson, seconded by Col. Challoner, and
carried unanimously, "that a sum not exceeding ^j^Soo

be gi'anted for implement prizes in 1871." The
special meeting of the Implement Committee to fix the

iification and conditions of the trials to take place

at Wolverhampton was fixed for Saturday, the i6th,

at 3 P. M. ; and the committee were ordered to report

to a special Council meeting to be held in the show-
yard at Oxford, on Tuesday the 19th inst.

A deputation, consisting of the Mayor of Wolver-
hampton and Mr. R. H. Masfen, on behalf of the

authorities of Wolverhampton, was then received, to

present an application for leave to substitute other

fields for those which were originally offered, for the

trials of steam cultivators in 1S71. The question

having been carefully discussed, it was moved by
Mr. Randell, seconded by Mr. Jacob Wilson, and
carried unanimously, *

' that this appHcation be granted,

"

it being understood that the Society could obtain, if

required, 50 acres of strong land, at a cost not ex-

ceeding j^io per acre.

The following noblemen and gentlemen were ap-

appointed a General Wolverhampton Committee :

—

Duke of Devonshire, K.G. ; Lord Walsingham, Earl
of Lichfield, Earl of Powis, Viscount Bridport, Lord
Chesham, Lord Kesteven, Lord Vernon, Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart., M.P. ; Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart.;
Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P. ; C. E. Amos, Mr.

C. Booth, Edward Bowly, Charles S. Cantrell,

John Clayden, D. R. Davies, Joseph Druce, W. J

'

Edmonds, W. F. Fryer, B. T. Brandreth Gibbs,
Richard Homsby, C. Wren Hoskyns, M.P. ; Colonel
Kingscote, M. P. ; Robert Leeds, R. H. Masfen,
Richard Milward ; Mayor of Wolverhampton for 1870
and 1S71 ; Charles Randell, R. C. Ransome, M. W.
Ridley, M. P. ; William Sanday, Joseph Shuttleworth,

Thomas Staffer, William Torr, SirH. R. Vane, Bart. ;

Walton, James Webb, William Wells, M.P. ;

Charles Whitehead, Lieut-Col Wilson, Jacob Wilson,
the Stewards.

On the motion of Mr, Thompson, the following rota-

tion of districts,* recommended by the Country Meeting
Districts Committee, was unanimously adopted :

—
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the byres should not have more than eight or ten

double stalls each, so that one lot may not be dis-

turbed while the others are being fed, and care should

be taken as to the kind, quantity, and quality of the

food they receive, so as not to allow them to fall off in

condition, as cattle at first are apt to do when taken

from pasture to stall-feeding.

I think the most economical plan of feeding is to

grow, on the farm nearly all they require, and anyone

who has accommodation could not send their produce

to a better market, according to present rates, than to

consume it with feeding cattle. I would begin them
with Cabbage, which are in a good state for lifting at

this time, and nothing suits the constitution of the

cattle better at the first stage of stall-feeding. About
half an acre will supply 45 cattle with two meals a-day

for two weeks, at a cost of a little less than i^t/. each

per meal. I would prefer boiled unmarketable Pota-

tos for the third meal, mixed with a variety of stuffs,

such as chaff, corn dust, and a mixture of Beans, light

Wheat, Rye, Barley, and Oats, all ground up together,

giving about 3 lb. of this bruised grain to each every

day.

Under this treatment they are sure to improve from
the first day they are housed. When Cabbage and
Potatos are done, give them Turnips instead twice a

day, 28 lb. sliced raw, and once boiled, with the usual

mixture of chaff" and bruised grain. I approve, during

the last six weeks or two months, of giving them per

day twice boiled and once raw food, and with double

the quantity of bruised grain and a little oilcake,

always giving straw or hay after each diet. To provide

food as I have described, will take, for pasture, from
May I to October I, £^1 lo.c, and for stall feeding,

from October i to May i, £,\o \os., and 15^. for

attendance and implements, making a total oi £\'}^ I'^s.

The manure will reduce the expenditure about 48^-.,

which leaves £\\ \os. to be added to £% inlaid price,

which makes £\<) \os. for each animal. With ordinary

markets they can be made worth fully that sum.
The kind of stock I prefer for stall-feeding is either

pure Ayrshire bullocks and heifers, or a cross between
Ayrshire and Shorthorn. But I would not be too

partial to any particular breed. Get a well-moulded
frame, be careful in making purchases, and there is less

difliculty at the end. In ordinary cases, we don't allow
such a length of time for stall-feeding well-conditioned

cattle, but by giving seven months' stall-feeding after

five months' good pasture is the sure way to bring them
to perfection. In a herd of any considerable size there

is always a percentage that don't require much stall-

feeding. After good pasture, place these into a byre
by themselves, and send them off as soon as ready, and
fill their places with lean cattle ; by adopting this plan,

a double profit may be gamed at no extra cost of
feeding stuffs.

Iloticcs 0f ganhs.
Second Report of the Commissioners appointed

in 1868 to inquire into the best means of
Preventing the Pollution of Rivers. On the
*' A. B. C. " Process of Trcatiyig Seiuage. Her
Majesty's Stationery Office.

The work of this Commission has great agricultural

significance and interest, because the principal sources

of river pollution are matters which have great value
as fertilisers. Town sewage, which is the principal

offender, has undoubted agricultural value j and the

present report is a discussion of the " A. B. C." patent

plan for its defixication and for the manufacture of useful

manure from it. We may shortly say that the inves-

tigation results in a conclusive proof that it is a failure

as a cleanser of filthy water, and we may say therefore

a failure as regards the value of the manure \fhich it

extracts. The conclusions to which the Commissioners
arrive are stated in the following extract :

—

'* I. The process removes a large proportion of the
suspended impurities from sewage, but on no occasion,

when we have seen it in operation, has this removal been
so complete as to render the effluent sewage admissible
into running water.

" 2. The ' A. B. C process removes a very small propor-
tion of the soluble polluting matters from sewage. After
treatment by this process, the effluent sewage is very little

better than that which is obtained by allowing raw sewage
to settle in subsidence tanks.

'

' 3. The manure obtained by this process has a very low
market value, and cannot repay the cost of manufacture.

"4. The manipulations required for the extraction and
drying of this manure are attended with a nauseous odour,
especially in warm weather, and would occasion a serious

nuisance if the works were situated in or near a town."

We add the following passage relating to the agri-

cultural value of the "A. B, C." manure, and the con-
trast which the ** A. B. C." process presents when it is

compared with irrigation, whether as a defsscator or

a utiliser of river sewage :

—

' The 'A. B. C Manure.—We have now to consider
this process as a manure-producing operation, because if

it be true that a valuable manure can be thus extracted
from sewage, it might be advantageous to prefix this

method of treatment to some other method capable of
purifying the effluent liquid ; thus it might be advantageous
to make it preliminary to irrigation, since, as we have
shown, the effluent liquid still retains the whole of the
valuable soluble constituents, and has lost only matters in

suspension. It is tnie that the field for profitable enter-

prise is here greatly narrowed by the circumstance that
only about one-eighth of the manure value of raw sewage
attaches to the suspended matters, still, taking into con-
sideration the enormous annual value of the sewage now
for the most part wasted in this country, it might be
worth while to extract even this small fraction if it could
be obtained in a sufficiently portable and concentrated
form.

" The chemical analysis of the precipitated mud which,
under the guidance of the Messrs. Sillar, we extracted for
this purpose from one of the subsidence tanks on May 10,
does not afford any encouragement to such an enterprise.
This mud, acidified with dilute sulphuric acid to prevent
loss of ammonia, and dried in the air, contained the
following ingredients ;~

Organic matter conUining 18. 15 parts of carbon -

and 1.55 parts of nitrogen 3427
Ammonia .. ig
Phosphoric acid .. .. i.^g
Clay and other useless mineral matters . . 56.13
Water 7.46

Total nitrogen calciilatedasamnion!a=:2.o5 per cent.

" In the preparation of the manure at Leamington, the
mud is pumped into centrifugal drying macliines, wliieh
were not at work on the occasion of our recent visit. We
were, however, informed •that one-half or more of the
water which the mud contains is thus driven off in a filthy

black stream, which is sent back to the tank for repeated
treatment. The comparatively dry soil is then taken out
of the revolving cages and spread abroad to lose a further
portion of its water; being ultimately sold in much the
condition as to dryness of an ordinary commercial super-
phosphate, with probably from 10 to 15 percent, of water
still remaining in it. Notwithstanding the small propor-
tion of fertilising matter which our analysis proves it to
contain, the manure is said to have commanded a ready
sale at £-^ los. per ton. We are bound, however, to say
that the evidence hitherto obtained of its agricultural value
is of the weakest kind. No agricultm-al experience of the

resulting from the process was, indeed, possible in
jr we put altogether aside the possibility of

determining the value of a fertiliser by its influence on
autumn-sown catch crops, whose produce generally
depends much more on the character of the weather than

position of any manure that has been applied
to them ; and the weather of 1870 has hitherto been such

spring top-dressings of even the strongest artificial

have been useless. The whole testimony is thus
necessarily that of mere garden beds and flower-pots, where
enormous quantities per acre are almost certain to have
been apphed, so that they are entirely insufficient to justify
an agricultural opinion.

'

'
In the absence of that test of the manure over acres of

various crops during several seasons, which alone can
enable a farmer to speak confidently of its value, we must
fall back on the ascertained composition of the sample
taken from the tank, and it offers the following comparison
with such manures as a good bone superphosphate, worth
periiaps 90,v. a ton (wholesale price), and Peruvian guano
worth ^^13 a ton.

" An artificial fortification of the comparatively worth-
less sewage nmd thrown down by the 'A. B. C.' mixture
is, however, occasionally practised. It will be seen
in the Appendix that added crystals of sulphate of
ammonia were found in the *A. B. C manure at
Leamington by Dr. W. A. Miller, F.R.S., and Dr. W.
Odiing, F.R.S., who visited the Leamington works on
April 2, this year, under instructions from the Metropolitan
Board of Works, to inquire especially into the value of the
manure made there. As these gentlemen have as yet
made no formal report upon the subject, we called
Dr. Odiing before us, and his evidence is reported in

full in the Appendix. It will be seen from his answers
to our questions that when a sample of the genuine
manure was examined, its ingredients indicated a
value corresponding to about i-24th that of Peruvian
guano, or us. -^d. per ton, which is considerably
below the value based upon our analysis. These were
indeed analyses of samples, not of the manufactured
manure, but of the raw sewage mud thrown down by the
,' A. B. C. ' mixture, and afterwards treated in the
laboratory with greater care for the preservation of its

volatile ingredients than is possible on the large scale of
an ordinary manure manufactory. There can be no doubt,
therefore, that our results are especially favourable to the
character of the 'A. B. C manure."

W^e shall next week make a further extract from this

report, in which the "A. B. C." process is compared

Combined nitrogen .

.

Phosphoric acid equal tc

soluble phosphate of lime.

Neutral phosphate of lime .

phosphate

' * If on valuing these manures we take the ammonia to be
worth £^6 a ton, the soluble phosphate to be worth _^ 15,
the neutral phosphate £$ a ton, and the alkaline salts £1
a ton—nearly the prices at which they are sold in imported
manures—the superphosphate comes out worth about
£4, 14J. per ton, which is more than its value in the whole-
sale market ; the guano comes out worth upwards of ^12
per ton, and the ' A. B. C manure appears to be worth
about 32J. per ton. That is to say, 160 cwt. of the
'A. B. C manure would be worth as much as 20 cwt.
of guano, or 55 cwt. of the superphosphate, supposing
both to have been deposited upon and within the soil. It

is plain, however, that this supposition cannot be realised
without a much larger expenditure on the weaker manure
for carriage and labour of distribution than in the case of
guano or of superphosphate,—an expenditure which
indeed very soon altogether destroys the commercial
value of a manure as it diminishes in strength. The dried
lime mud from the Leicester sewage works, for example,
which, according to Dr. Voelcker's analysis is worth
15^. $d. per ton, commands only is. per ton in the actual
market. It is, therefore, certain that the theoretical
value of the Leamington 'A. B. C manure
nearly realised when its price shall have been determined
by the ordinary process of competition with other pur-
chasable fertilisers. On this point we refer to the
testimony of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert {in the
Appendbc), as still more conclusive of the comparative
worthlessness of such manures as have their fertilising

ingredients, like those of the 'A. B. C manure, mixed
with a great mass of inert matter. No doubt a higher
value maybe obtained if the process of manufacturing a
manure, of which the precipitated sewage mud is only one
of the ingredients, shall be adopted, as it is at Stroud.
Guano or superphosphate, nitrates or ammonia salts may
be added to the * A. B. C mud until the composition of
the mixture shall make it worth the farmer's while to pay
£2, or even more, per ton for it at the works, even though
he should have to cart it several miles to his fields. But
in that case it deserves the careful consideration of the
agriculturist, whether, if he desires to use a fertiliser of
diminished strength, he will not be better served by carry-

ly the pure guano, superphosphate, nitrate, or

Farm Memoranda.
Wester Ross : yune 29.—In a farmer's prospects,

even during the course of one season only, there are

many changes. From the long continuance of frost it

was supposed, in early spring, that labour would
remain far behind, and that all the crops would be late

in being laid down ; but the weather was so continu-

ously fine, and the soil was so thoroughly pulverised

and easily wrought, that the labour of the farm was
completed somewhat earlier than usual. All the spring

crops were laid down in a condition so fine that they
came away in an unusually promising manner ; Wheat,
however, had suffered severely from the winter's

severity. It was by far too thinly planted, was puny
the stalk, and. was uncommonly narrow and sharp in

the blade. Since then it has improved greatly, but is

till thin, and inferior to the Wheat crops of the last

few years. Although there was a sufficiency of moisture

in the soil to braird, and carry on for a while the spring

crops, yet there was not enough to hold them on, even
through a short continuance of dry weather. Very
little snow or rain fell after the previous Martinmas,
and the long-continued bare frost left the land in a very
dry condition. A short season of dry weather, with
scorching winds, set in, and at once the crops very
much gave up growing to straw, and began to run all

too rapidly to seed. Oats on dry soils were coming
into ear before they were more than 6 inches long, and
Barley was rapidly following in the same line. Within
these few days, ho\Vever, we have had some fine

showers, which will yet do much in the way of
lengthening the straw, although the crop can now by
no means be heavy. To have a full supply we would
require a large additional quantity of rain. Many of

the well cultivated, lighter fields bear heavier crops this

season, both of Wheat and Oats, than the strong, clayey

land. Seldom, in so short a time, has a change so

great come over the farmer's expectations. Within a

fortnight of the lime at which we thought that our
crops would be unusually abundant, the fear came upon
us that they would be deficient by one half. The rains

have again somewhat brightened the prospect, but the

crops will yet be deficient in bulk. Potatos have come
away unusually promising, and are now far advanced
for the season ; Swedes, in some cases, were destroyed

with fly, and arc rc-suwn ; but in general they have
thriven well, and their singling is now about completed.

Common Turnips are coming away very satisfactorily,

and the singling of them will be begitn immediately.

On some farms the hay crop is very heavy, but generally

it is light. The whole grass on one farm was estimated

by arbitrators at over ji^ll per imperial acre,—the

highest average ever reached in the North. Pastures are

now abundant, and stock of all kinds are selling well.

Hampshire: June 2^.—The drought still prevails,

and in looking to the past we are unable to find a

parallel season. The nearest approach to the present

was the year 1S64, but the register of rainfall at Green-
wich for that season records nearly double the amount
of rain up to this date than it does for the six months
now expired of 1S70. Let us, however, take for com-
parison the year 1S6S, which gave us the heaviest crop
of hay, quantity ancl quality combined, ever gi-own

in England. Up to this date, too, the roots promised
well.

At the present time there has been secured in good
condition one of the lightest crops of hay from the

arable land ever known. The parks and dry pastures,

of which there is so much in the southern division of

the county, have scarcely given a produce worth cutting,

whilst hundreds of acres have from necessity been fed

by cattle. This will, no doubt, keep hay at a rather

high price ; but it should be remembered that we have
' ' our catalogue of feedirnow so many substitutes

.w^ v,.., ... pu.. guauw, .upc.pMu.pnaLc, imraie, or ,
"^^terials, and most of them capable of being supplied

ammonia salt from the market to be mi.xed with a sufficient oy foreign importation, that the value or tnese wiu

quantity of diluting material at home. 1 regulate the price of hay. Straw, too, will be a very
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short produce, and as it now enters so largely into con-

sumption for sheep and cattle, its scarcity will have to

be estimated. The crop of Sainfoin is an exception,

and is a fine crop this year and well got up.

In reporting upon the prospect of our grain crops we
must bear in mind that dry and hot seasons are always
favourable for the Wheat crop. The plant of Wheat
on the chalk hills and gravel soils have suffered so much
by loss of plant, through the effect of frost in winter,

that considerable breadths have been ploughed and re-

sown with spring corn. At the same time we should

remember that the seed time was so favourable through-

out that a larger breadth was sown than usual, and this,

too, upon the heavy and difficult soils ; and it is pre-

cisely upon such lands where the crop is very promising

this year. Therefore, too much stress must not be laid

upon the ploughing up or loss of plant, for even the

thinnest Wheat, where the land has been farmed well,

has made great improvement—the eai's are large and
filling well. We will, in consequence of the Wheat
being so good on the strong and loamy soils, refer to an
old saying, *' When the vales feed the hills, then the

crop is over an average in England."
Barley and Oats are very deficient, and should rain

come now, the damage done is too great and serious

to be mitigated. These crops must, therefore, be
estimated as much under the average ; in fact, some
farmers are cutting the lightest of the crops, and feeding

horses and cattle with the green fodder ; others are

doing so, and intending to fold over with sheep, as

much of it will never pay the expenses of harvesting,

threshing, &c.

Beans, both winter and spring, are very short, and,
although not infested with aphis, cannot yield half a
crop where they are a regular plant. Peas on strong

land are looking fairly and podding well, but on all

light soils are dying off, the bloom falling, and will, in

many instances, be cut for hay. Both Beans afid Peas
will, therefore, fall far short of an average produce.

Vetches and Trifolium have produced so little feed

this year, and so large a portion entirely destroyed,

that but little has been saved for seed. We shall,

therefore, have to depend greatly upon importations
from France and other countries.

The prospect for the roots is very poor at present,

large breadths of early Turnips and Swedes have been
carried off by the fly, and where there is a plant they
cannot make progress without rain. The Mangel crop
is generally well planted, and a larger acreage put in

than usual. They are, however, making some progress,

as they do not suffer from the absence of rain like other

roots. If we may judge from the effect that drought,
in 1868, had upon prices of lean cattle and stock sheep,

they must be at a low price this year, for the com-
parison is certainly unfavourable to the present season.

There is, however, a probable difference as regards the

stock in hand, which may make some difference, for

the breed of lambs in 1867 and 186S were both much
over the average, whereas this year they are considered
only a bare average, besides which the stocks of sheep
have been unduly drawn upon during the past two
years, so much so that if we are to believe the statistics

of last year, we were actually i,36o,cxx) sheep short of
the previous year, and, without doubt, all these matters
must be considered in estimating this year's prices.

Joseph BlundcU^ Southampton.

Cheviot Hill Sheep Breeding.—Bythecourtesy
of Mr. Smith, of Melkington, we were one among a
small party of his friends who paid a most enjoyable
visit on Tuesday last to his hill farms. These 2re
seven in number, and are composed of some thousands
of acres, and they lie on the slopes of the Cheviot, the
Coldlaw, and other hills. Here the calculation of
sheep to the acre is not made ; but the estimate often
is, how many acres will maintain a sheep. In fact,

the value of these hills is reckoned, not so much by
their extent as by the number of sheep they will keep
alive through the winter, and carry them, with the
lambs they breed, through the summer. The Cheviot
Hill, the height of which is 2,658 feet, and those which
run close up to it are, of course, very inclement, and
the herbage they bear is of a very scanty and poor kind.
The consequence naturally is, if these hills are required
to be slocked, the sheep must be inured to the food and
climate of them. To effect this in a manner which
will enable them to stand a severe winter and spring
like the last, they must be bred and reared on the hills,

and never allowed to come down until their service is

at an end.

The ewes are sold at the age of five years, and, that
they may be as strong and active and as lasting as pos-
sible, they are not tupped as lambs or gimmers, but are
kept another year on the highest ground, and then
tupped as young ewes. By this plan the constitution
is strengthened, while their muscles become well
developed and set by exercise, and they are thereby
the better able to rear a lamb. A sufficient number of
female lambs are kept annually to preserve the required
number of the several flocks. The smaller and weaker
ones are, of course, picked out for sale, and these are
sold to farmers of lower hills, where Cheviot sheep
only would live, and for these descendants of the
hardier flocks of the higher hills there is a good
demand, as they breed, thrive, and grow on lower
ground as though they had been removed from a land
of scarcity to one of plenty, which to them is indeed
the case. The Cheviot rams used are selected with

great care as regards form for ranging, and constitution

and wool for keeping them warm, that they may stand

the snow and northern and eastern winds. W'hen we
say this, we always mean of course that this care is

bestowed that the same characteristics may be imparted
to their issue. The male lambs are brought in the

autumn to the low country farms occupied liy Mr.
Smith, where they are fed and fattened off" for sale in

the regular Tweedside fashion.

The great importance of the above care in selection

consists in the way in which the sheep thus bred
instinctively find their food. Up to this time they have
lived entirely on what they could get. In the summer
season there is, of course, some grass and a variety of

mountain herbs ; but, in the winter, they have to fall

back on the short heather, which grows in large and
small patches on the various parts of the hills that are

suitable for this herbage. In the character in which
these sheep now are, however, they will scrape through
the snow a foot or more deep, and if they can get a

few mouthfuls per diem, they will look happy and con-

tented in their elevated and solitary regions. As a

means of providing for such a season as the last, how-
ever, Mr. Smith is about to enclose and break some of

the more favoured spots of tl:# valleys, with a view of

producing some hay to feed his flocks at the more
scarce periods of the winter and spring. To effect this,

in addition to the cultivation, lime will have to be
carried 20 miles, a greater part of which are rugged
hill-side roads, which are not easy for a riding horse to

travel, and to fetch a ton will be two hard days' work
for a pair of horses.

The lighter incidents of this excursion, and the hospi-

tality we met with at *' half-way houses," as we went
and returned, and the more picturesque parts of the

hills, we must refer to in another article. In the

meantime, we may say this hill ride was among the

pleasantest of our long experience in agricultural expe-

ditions. [A't'/'M of England Farmer^ from which we
borrowed an article, a fortnight ago, descriptive of

Flodden Field, accidentally omitting to acknowledge
it.]

IS M
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—

Rape or Coleseed sow on land that has

been pared and burned. Manure and sow as for Tur-

nips, two to four quarts of seed per acre, according to

the state of the land and the weather at the time of

sowing. The crop succeeds well on fenny and peaty

soils that have been pared or burned, better than

Turnips. Where Turnips sown last month fail, or are

eaten up with the turnip-fly, many prefer sowing Cole
to the greater risk of sowing Turnips a second time.

Coleseed that was sown towards the middle of June, if

it has brairded freely, will require a rough hoeing by the

close of the week, or early part of next, and blanks

may be filled up by transplanting in moist weather, or

after a heavy shower.
Cabbages planted last month, if they have rooted

freely, will now require horse and hand hoeing. The
earth should be loosened and drawn up to the plants as

soon as they have started growing ; and this is all the

more needful if the surface has been crusted by heavy
rains, or by the liberal use of the watering-pan at the

time of planting. Hoe deep, keeping the fine dry

mould on the surface, as a protection to the moist earth

and roots below.

Lucerne, Sainfoin, and Lupine, \\-hen grown as

forage plants for soiling, ought to be gone over after

eveiy cutting, and all weeds either hoed or pulled out

by the hand. The successful growth of these crops

depends greatly upon their being kept clean,

Turnips, Carrots, and Sitgar-Beet, also Chicory,

when grown for its roots as a part substitute for coffee,

horse and hand hoe, as directed last month, keeping
the earth well up to the plants. All these crops luxu-

riate in a finely pulverised and well aerated soil, con-

sequently frequent and deep hoeing when the land is

sufficiently dry for the hoes, are greatly in their favour.

Avoid the paring-plough in seasons like this, as it is

essential to keep the winter-made mould as much upon
the surface as possible, both as protection from drought
and " running together," or " caking," after heavy
summer showers. The contrary of this is the practice

when a continuance of wet weather is experienced, and
when weeds spring up, for then the horse and
hand hoes must be avoided, and the paring-plough
used vigilantly to bury the weeds, first ploughing the

land from the one side of the ridglet or drill, going as

close to the plants as not to earth them up, and turning

the earth close to the plants on the opposite drill. In
a day or two, as the weather and gi-owth of the weeds
may direct, pare the opposite half, thus reversing the

former, and as soon as the weather breaks up yoke the

horse and hand hoes, giving the land a thorough
loosening, to let in heat, fresh air, and night dews, to

serve the requirements of the rapid growth of the

plants.

Green Manuring is now an exceptional practice,

artificial manures having taken its place, the Rye,
Vetches, Rape, and other green crops being folded off

with sheep ; and this year the old practice will be more
exceptional than usual, owing to the general scarcity

of pasture for live stock.

Irrigation is a golden practice at the time we write,

wherever farmers have been fortunate enough to lay on

either rainwater or town sewage ; and the current
season, so far as gone, will do much to extend the
practice, l^ast month much hay was made "on itsfoot,"

so to speak, many farmers being obliged to yoke the
mowing-machine and rake what little they had to-

gether to prevent its being burnt to tinder. As to the
weight per acre, a neighbour (Surrey) told us "he
could carry it home on his back." Close by they
were carting off about 10 tons of sewage grass per
acre, and will mow more than this weight before the
end of the current month, and so on for the following

two—August and September. When the hay crop
and the pastures are being burnt to snuff, and when
live stock are either pinched or being prematurely
sent to the shambles, and when the prospects of the

coming winter loom so unpromising in the distance, the

facts of the case on both sides speak for themselves.
There is no use in complaining that all cannot get
sewage or river-water, or in chiding the prospects of a
'run on the banks" for the golden treasure, thus,

raising the price—for the practical question is, irrigate

who can with sewage or river-water at its current value.

As for the dry sewage system, it is hopeless for it

being the exclusive practice during the summer
months, when the crops are being burnt up for the

want of the water which such systems remove. They
may utilise the sewage more profitably in the winter
time, when the land does not require the water. There
is reason and hope in the future of this. No stronger

argument can practically be used in support of sewage
irrigation, for if farmers are not called upon to pay for

it in winter, when it is worth nothing, or less than

nothing, they can give the more for it in the summer
time. But in the summer time, when the liquid portion

of the sewage is of more value than the solid, the

practical conclusion is obviously to the land with the

sewage nett as it comes from the sewers.

The Watering of Cattle \\\\\\ pure water is at all

times an important question, but doubly so at this

season, when ponds and rivers become so full of

animal and vegetable life as to be unwholesome. Such
w-ater, when given to milch cows, not only injures

their health, but the quality of their milk. Galen dis-

covered that by giving medicinal plants to milch cows
he could physic his patients more successfully than by
the common modus operandi. The lesson is plain

—

such water should be filtered, and the troughs washed
out clean daily. \V. B.

ENGLISH WOOL.
Tliere has been a moderate business during the week,

but prices are a shade easier. At the Leicester Wool
Fair, which was held on the 291)1 ult., wool was sold to

the amount of ^^15, 675 lu., at prices varying from yts.

to 42J. per tod ; last >car the quantity sold realised

j£'i6,4oi, and the prices ranged from 32J. dd. to 45^.

Ci'RRENT Prices of English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i 1 to i 2}
Half-bred ditto 12—12
Kent Fleeces .. .. .. ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — i i

Leicester ditto .. .. 12 — 13
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — i 6

Combing 10 — 18

NOPS.
Borough Market, July 6.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that there is no
new feature to notice in the position of the Hop trade.

The demand for all descriptions is very dull, and lower

rates would be accepted to close sales. The accounts of

the growing bine are very satisfactory, though there are

complaints of loss of colour in some districts ; this, how-
ever, is of quite a local character. Prices are as follow :—

Mid an# East Rents, ^7 to /12 ; Weald of Rents, £6
to £7 loj. ; Sussex, ,^5 to £6 ; Bavarians, £6 to

£8 loj. ; French, £$ to £6 ;
Americans, j^4 to £6 ;

Yearlings,;^! 55. to ^"3 3^. per cwt.

HA v.—per Load0/36 Trusses,
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Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

the Midland and Home Counties.
80 ; and 1721 from

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns.

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn
Lambs

Beasts, 3780; Sheep and Lambs, 28,250 ; Calves, 472; Pigs, 160,

Thursday, July 7.

The number of Beasts on offer is considerably smaller

than last Thursday, and the average quality is very

middling. Trade is slow, but the few choice qualities

make nearly as much as on Monday. The supply of

English Sheep is smaller, but of foreign it is much larger
;

best descriptions of the former are readily disposed of

;

it is, however, difficult to obtain any higher prices.

Choice Lambs are not plentiful, and meet with rather a
better sale ; trade is bad for other kinds. Trade is very

dull for Calves, at lower rates. Our foreign supply con-

sists of 635 Beasts, 6000 Sheep, 645 Calves, and 30 Pigs.

s. d. s. ,

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 oto5

Best Shorthorns . . 4 8—5
2d quality Beasts ^ 3 o—

4

Best Long-wools. . .- to ..

Do. Shorn .

.

4 10— 5 <

I
Ewes & 2d quality . . — .

.

Do. Shorn .

.

4 2—4 1

Lambs .

.

• 5 4—

6

Half-breds .. .. — .. Calves .. •• 3 0—4 k
Do. Shorn .. 5 2—5 4 ' Pigs .. .. 3 4-5 ,

Beasts, 985 ; Sheep and Lambs, 16,640; Calves, 764 ; Pigs,5o.

S££D MARKET.
Our markets during the past week have been thinly

attended, and only a limited amount of business has been
transacted. Some welcome and genial rains have fallen

in certain districts ; these will create a brisk demand for

Mustard and Rape seed ; a more general and continuous
downfall is, however, much needed. A few samples of
new Trefoil and new Trifolium have been offering, but
values are not yet fixed. The stocks of foreign Italian

being now quite exhausted, we have an inquiry for seed
of English growth. In bird seeds there is but httle doing.
Tares and Linseed meet with a rather slow sale. There
has been some speculation in Alsike seed. Clover seed
of all descriptions is very firm, but at this quiet time of
the year no large quantity of seed is changing hands.

John Shaw & Sons, 16, Water Lane, London, E.C.

MARK LANE.
Monday, July 4.

There was a very small supply of English Wheat
to this morning's market. The finest samples were
taken .it the prices of this day sennight, but other
descriptions were is. to 2J. per qr. cheaper. For foreign
there was very little demand ; the business done was at a
decline of 2s. per qr. upon American and u. per qr.

upon other sorts. Barley, Beans, and fine boiling Peas
were unchanged in value ; feeding Peas were cheaper.
The Oat trade was quiet, at a reduction of u. to 2j. per
qr. To effect sales of Flour it was necessary to submit to

a decline of 6(/. per barrel and ij-. per sack.

Price per imperial Quarter. j. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White|47—53 Red ,— — fine selected runs. .do. 150—57 Red— — Talavera '5 1—60— — Norfolk
j
— Red— — Foreign '42—60-

BARLEV,grind.&dist,2&it0 3oj. .Chev.|39—42 Malting .— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 22—30 Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 22—24
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 24— 26 Feed . .

.

— Irish Potato 23—25 Feed . .

.

— Foreign Poland and Brew 1 25 -27 Feed ...

RvE
;
32^36 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
j

1

Beans, Mazagan— 34J. to 43J.. .Tick'34—46 Harrow .— Pigeon ....40J. to 5SS. ..Winds.
I

— [Longpod.— Foreign Small I41—43 Egyptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers ! 34—38 Suffolk .— Maple, 33i. to 405 Grey

!

32—35 Foreign .

Maize — .Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered., per sack 39—47!— ad ditto ditto 29 —41 Country .— Foreign per barrel I24—27 Per sack.

Wednesday, July 6.

There was a limited attendance of millers here to-day,
but the supply of English Wheat was very small. The
Wheat crop is rapidly approaching maturity, and the
accounts received to-day were generally good ; trade con-
sequently was very dull, and, in the absence of large sales
of either foreign or English produce, prices were nomi-
nally unaltered. Barley was quiet, but firm in value,
while a steady business was transacted in Oats, at late
rates. Malt was dull, at nominal currencies. Beans and
Peas were little inquired after, and Maize was unchanged
in price. The Flour trade was very inanimate, and both
foreign and country marks tended downwards.

34—46

38—40
37—40
33—37
30—32

Arrivals c ,&c., I London by Water Carrie
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'1 O X S E R V A T O R Y BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espaliei
rainers, for all kinds ol

fruit trees, &c. : Garden
Fencing, rabbit proof

I T " HYDRO
(ROBIN'S PATENT),

N E T T E

liver Medals Awarded to
I 1I1C I ar s E\h b 1 on cf iSf?, Thi
I J a SiKerMedallrrliccliivcs.

I (>VT.D COTT\GE BEE
Juccd by GEORGE N fighbolr & Sons.

er Hue
.indow
This Hiv

easy of management than any
other Bcehnc that has been
introduced

Price complete £t 15 o
Stand for ditto o 10 o
The LIOURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE beinu
much m repute, G. N. & SoKs
supply a Swantt of Bees with
Kcnuine Italian Queen, in the
Improved Cottage Hive, at

j£4 4S., Hive included. (Such
will shortly have wholly yellow
Italian Alp Bees.)

-An Ilalian Alp Queen, with
full dirtcluins (or unilinj; 1<

Illiick Stocks, ;£ieacli.

ENGLISH BEE.S. — Slock'
and Swarms may be obtained

Unrivalled Ease of Action, Simplicity, Convenience and Force.
The HYDKOWETTE iSa more usefol, easy-working, reliable, and

convenient water-throwing' machine than any other in use. It is made
in five sizes, viz. : No. i, with 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, Jet and
Rose, isi. 6d. ; No. a, 15s. 6d. ; No. 3, £i u. ; No. 4. £1 s<. ; No. s,
£1 10s. Extra Hose and Union Joints to order. To be had of

HAYNES AND SONS, 227, jjg, and 231, Edgware Road, W.
Caution.—None are genuine unless labelled " Haynes & Sons,

Proprietors, London."

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises
Wharf), are p_rcpare^_t_o supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,

nford pre
(IDA WHARF), are prepared to supply WKOUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, ot superior quality, at reduced prices,
and at very short

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY—OXFORD SHOW,

JULY 11 to 22.

JOHN FOWLER & CO.
Will exhibit, at STAND gt, various sets of STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

TRACTION ENGINE on SPRINGS, and TRACTION ENGINE with JIB CRANE attached,

Also PIRIE DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGHS.

For further information, apply to

J. FOWLER AND CO., STEAM PLOUGH WORKS, LEEDS ; or, 71, CORNHILL,
LONDON, E.C

s herctofore-

A-ly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hiv
„_: - _f

. J stamps.
rith Dn

Address GEO; NEIGHBOUR
W.C. ; or 1^0, RcfCnt Street, London, W.
AcFNTs ;—Liverpool : James Cuthbert, 12, Clayti

^lancliester: J. Wilson, 50, Kine: Street. Dublin: Edmonstos
Glassow ! AvsTlN & McAslax,

*\??i

JNS, 137, High Holborn,

Sq

Bear Garden, Ne'

Tte Perfect

ry A T E R I N G

3 bed 12 feet dc c

zinc they w II last a 1 fet me 1

(zgallonb) 8f W No 3 U gallo
Manufa u ed b> JUSAH LF 1

St Edm d t n ra Post Otti <

paj'able vhcn ordenng

STAND No. 329.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,

OXFORD, 1870,

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH,
LINCOLN,

WILL EXHIBIT .\T THIS SHOW, commencing JULY ii, as follow

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, 4 to lo-horse power, STRAW ELEVATORS,
HORIZONTAL FIXED STEAM ENGINES,
TRACTION E.NGINE for Common Roads,

THRESHING MACHINES of various sizes,

STACKING MACHINES,
CORN-GRINDING MILLS,
CIRCULAR SAW BENCHES, &c., &c.

At Ih List Public Trials of the Roy.M Agricultural Society of England,

Manufacturers of England,

.ilh the principal

ALL THE FIRST PRIZES FOR STEAM ENGINES,

THE PRIZE OF ^15 FOR THE FINISHING THRESHING MACHINE,

Also the SOCIETY'S SILVER MED.VL, were awarded to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, LINCOLN, and 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON.

Catalogues, &c.. Free by Post.

Newly

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
Patented EDGE-CLIPPING SILENT LAWN MOWERS.

THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT EVER INTRODUCED.

MESSRS.
SAMUELSON & CO.

Lawn Mowers
for 1870,

which are fitted, when
required, with a NEW
PATENT EDGE-CLIP-
PING arrangement, en-
tirely superseding the old
and tedious operation of
Edge-Clipping by hand.

All Machines fitted with
new Silent Gearing, insur-

ing perfect freedom from
noise when at work.

Catalogues, with full

descriptions and prices of
.=»—

'

the New Patent Edge-
_ — Clipping Silent Lawn

- —~^^^—

^

^^ =^ ' Mower, on application to

UELbUN ^^D CO, BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.

i.«::x
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Monro's Cannon Boiler.

J TONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

to any station in England, for cash with order; or they allow a liberal

discount for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, M^NITAC

TORIES, CONSERVATORIES S.

heated on the most imp d m
combined with perfect ve 1

These BOILERS ar d p d f

i'.tling in Brickwork, o n
skL-tch they require No Br k ork

I'OLLARD JEPHSON D CO
(Successors to John R P II)

1 Manufacturers of h Imp d

CONICAL BOILER
"Which ;

passing any other Boilers

1 r
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CARSON'S Original Anti-Corrosion Paint.

PATRONISED BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT, I THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS,

1 RAILWAY and CANAL COMPANIES,
THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT,

| 7000 of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,
|

COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS, Sec, &c.

It is extensively used at Home and Abroad for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,
lEON, WOOD, BBICK, STONE, COMPO.

Per Cwt.
WHITE
LIGHT STONE
BATH DO
CREAM COLOUR .' ians
LIGHT PORTLAND STONE
DRAB OR PORTLAND DO
BUFF FOR STABLES
OAK COLOUR
LEAD COLOUR " "( „
BRIGHT RED ,

26s.
DARK DO )

TRADE MABK.

\26s.

Per Cwt.

CHOCOLATE COLOUR "j

PURPLE BROWN
BLACK
BRONZE GREEN 1

LIGHT LEAD 28s
INVISIBLE GREEN 36s'
BRIGHT GREEN

\MEDIUM GREEN '" /^„DEEP GREEN • S42s.
BLUE )

genuine.3 CWT. Free to any Station or Port in the United Kingdom. CAUTION.-AII Casks bear the Trade Mark, without wliith none .i

PRICES, TESTIMONIALS, AND PATTERN CARDS, POST FREE ON APPLICATION-

'

PREPARED OIL MIXTURE FOR THE ANTI-CORROSION.
OILS, TURPENTINE, AND BRUSHES. VARNISHES, BOTH FOR OUTSIDE AND INSIDE PURPOSES.

ARCHIMEDEAN" LAVS^N MOVs^ER.
TIiL^ "ARCHIMEDEAN " is the only Laun Mower

that cuts wet or long grass without clogging,
thus enabling the man to work it in the morninj; or cool

of the day, instead of waiting for the grass to dr\-, and

toiling under the heat of a mid-day sun. It is extremely

easy to work, and will preserve its perfect cut whilst

traversing mounds or sloping banks.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN *
is admitted to be the best

Macliine ever brought out for the purpose, because it is

durable, simple, and performs its work better and with

less than half the power required for any other Lawn
Mowers, and will do double the amount of work.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN" leaves the cuttings in

small particles, evenly scattered, never looking untidy,

serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

drought.

The Mower is warranted to give ample satisfaction,

but if not approved of may be returned within a month

and exchanged for a machine by any other maker, or the

amount will be refunded.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which are most

convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

LIST OF PRICES.

£4 5

£5 10

£6 10

Delivered Carriage Free to all Railway
Stations in tlic United Kingdom.

ii-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy

14-inch, suitable for One Person ,,

16-inch, suitable for One Person ,,

The Editor of the " Field," Au^^nst 21, 1869.

"We have tried it carefully against Machines by two
of the best English makers, and have no hesitation in

recommending it to our readers as being by far more
easily worked than either of them, and at the same time

leaving the turf with a beautifully even and close cut."

From A. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horit'cutiural Society, Chinvich

Garden, W.
" November ir, i86g.

" Gentlemen,—We ha\*e now hnd your ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower
in use several months, and without hesitation 1 can truly say it is the

best and most cfficienl implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. George Wvness, Royal Gardens, Buckingham Palace.

"September 13, i86g.

"Gentlemen,—I beg to say that we have had your Patent
' Archimedean' Lawn Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at

Buckingham Palace for some time past, and I have much pleasure in

testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does its work wcl*

and quickly."

From tht Rev. Edward Owen, The Lodge, Bradwell-j'uxla-Mart,

Maldon.
"May 10, 187a

"Gentlemen,— I am happy to say that the 'Archimedean' gives us

great satisfaction ; it is by far the best machine I have seen. My
gardener, who, like myself, was afraid of it at first, is now delighted

with it."

From Colonel Forbes, The Holmes, St. Borwells, N.B.

"June II, 1870.

" Gentlemen,— I beg to enclose cheque ijfi 10s.) in payment of the

•Archimedean" Lawn Mower, and have great pleasure in bearing

testimony to its high merit."

IMPORTANT NOTICE,
since the introduction of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER into this country, it has nu-t with a success that lias surprised even the Manufacturers, confident ns

they were of its merits. During this, its first season, a larger number has been already sold than most of the English manufacturers sell in a whole year. Of course, it is not

pretended that every purchaser thinks as highly of the Machine as do the high authorities quoted in the Cu-cular
;
prejudice or clumsiness on the part of worlting men sometimes

condemning the most useful inventions. The Advertisers, however, feel great gratification in stating that, although a trial is allowed with every Machine, very few indeed have

been returned out of the very large number sold. This unprecedented success has, of course, materially affected the manufacturers of other machines, and some of them are

naturally annoyed that a stranger should in so short a time upset the whole trade. One firm in particular, modestly premising that its machines are the best, has published a

violent .attack on the " Archimedean "—thus tacitly admitting that the New Lawn Mower is its most formidable opponent. The same firm, in another advertisement, gives an

account of a so-called " interesting trial of Lawn Mowers," the result of which was, of course, in favour of their own Machine. Considering that the Manufacturers of the

"Archimedean" were not only not present, but knew >iat/iing of Ms "trial"!?) ''11 'hey saw it announced in the advertisement, the interest is rather on one side. This method

of attacking a successful opponent in business, however " interesting," has neither the advantage of originality nor the merit of fairness. A jury of gentlemen should hardly

have adjudicated publicly between two rival machines when BOTH were exhibited by one competitor.

It is preferred to leave the merits of the ARCHIMEDEAN with the Public, to whom is offered a month's trial with each Machine, in order that its advantages may be

fairly tested in working. This must be much more satisfactory to intending purchasers than any other plan for testing the invention, and is the best reply to the unscrupulous

attacks of persons interested in the sale of other machines, whether made openly bv manufacturers, or by their friends under the guise of disinterested advice to the Public.

Continued use will but confirm the good opinion generally held of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER.

The AECHIMEDEAN will be EXHIBITED at the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, OXFORD, STAND No. 79.

Illustrated Catalogues and Testimonials Post Free on application.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AGENTS,

WALTER CARSON and SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

Editorial Communicalions should be addressed to " Tlie Editor i" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The rublisher," at Iht; Office, 41. Wcllinaton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.L.

Printed by WlLLlUM RlcHAKbs, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evak'S, Si Co., Lombard Strict, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of Loniion, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said William

KiCHARDS, at the Ottice, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covcnt Garden, in the said CouiUy.—Saturday, July q, 1870.
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LEADING ARTICLES, &-c.-
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Eoyal Horticultural and Agricultural Stow, Oxford.
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

THE G.^RDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE for JULY 23 and 30 will contain a FULL

IMPORT of I he PROCEEDINGS at the Royal Horticultural and

' r^ should reach the Office

VII 306, SEED and MODEL SHEDS

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S (in con-
junction with the ROYAL OXFORDSHIRE HORTICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY) GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW of FRUIT
and FLOWERS, will be held at OXFORD, from JULY 19 to 22
inclusive. Band of the Royal Artillery daily. Admission— First
day, «. (Tickets bought before the 19th, gi. 6d.) ; Second day, 2j &f. ;

Thinfand Fourth days, ir.

ROYAL HORTirui/iTRAL SOCIETY.—
NOTICE.-A Sl'f' Ml MI I I INC, of the FRUIT and

VEGETABLE COMM I I I I I .. li I,. l„ id at OXFORD, on JULY
t the GREAT PR

CULTURAL SOCIET1
Committee, to be dclivere rdcd. Cirriage Paid, addressed to

G
HORTICri. I

ARDENERS' CHRONICLE PRIZES.—
At the '11 W ll'ilNCIAL SHOW of the ROYAL

be hejd at OXFORD, JULY 19

the follow'ing"
GARDENKI
For the Tw,. bcsi I I !. I.KC IIONS of FRUIT.-ind VEGETABLES,

1st prize of £;, and a 2d prize of £^.
? in flat ! the Fri

be displayed on stands or in dishes.
The ciimpttilion isopen only to AMATEURS and to GARDENERS

of Private Families. The Wmners of the Gardtners' Clironide Prize in

1867, 1868, and 1809 excluded from competition. The articles produced
to beof the EXHIBITOR'S OWN GROWING.

LEE and BLACKHEATH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The FIRST SHOW of the season will beheld in

lll,ickhe.ith Park, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 27 and
28. Schedules, Fonns, and all particulars may be obtained on appli
cation to the Secretary, SAMUEL BAD.MAN, Eltham Road Nursery

D
Gardei

GRATKI Ul. Til
ributcd t

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
ROBERT Plirkll;, of Morpeth, Northumberland,

begs to return his SINCERE and HEARTFELT THANKS t(

those Subscribers to the above Institution who kindly assisted tc

place him amongst the successful Candidates at the Election o
Pensioners on its Funds, on Tuesday, the 5th inst.—.Morpeth, luly 11.

Y ISITORS to the "ROYAL SHOW," via London
and Readinfj, are invited to notice the beautiful display ofFLOWKR SEEDS NOW IN BLOOM, at MESSRS. SUTTONS'

SEED FARM, on the Great Western, South-Eastcrn, and South-
western Railways, about one mile from Readintr, The Seed Farm"" '^"-' '^-ounds will be open to Customers for admission, on pre-

their Cards at the Seed Shop, Market Place.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

ROSES.—The fine COLLECTION of ROSES at the
American Nursery. Leytonstonc, arc NOW IN FULL HLOOM.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS will be pleased to see their Friends
and Customers. Twenty minutes" ride from Fenchurch Street and
Bishopsgate Street Stations. Trains every hour.

The" Old "Nu

and health

n. Great Eastern Railway.

Roses.
l\/riTCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW
1>X FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants

England. Pilt Down Nurseries, Uckhcld. Sussex.

riHOICEST ROSES. in pots.
V^ TEA-SCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE, &c.
The largest stock in the kingdom, consisting of many thousands

of strong healthy plai

SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

H,

W

Roses, Roses, Roses.
LANE AND SON'S magnificent COLLECTION
of over 100.000 PLANTS is NOW IN FULL BLOO.M.

, London. Convenient

ies, Great Bcrkhamstead, Herts.

Paul's Roses.
M. P.\UL begs to announce that his ROSES

NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

is " Garden of Roses " at the Crj'stal Palace, and many

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsliam,
Sussex, bePS to announc- that his splendid collection ol

upwards of 20,000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspection

respectfully soli
'"

'

New Roses of 1870.

CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra stronR plants now ready,

rtcscriptive LIST on application.
•^ " ' ".-""•1"

.- •
-> - in s-inch pots, for planting

Leading varieties of Tea.
Hybrid Perpetual, &C. Descriptive LIST on

lOIIN CRANSTON, The Nut! , King's Acre, Hereford.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
befs to announce that his COLLECTION of ROSES is NOW in

FULL BLOOM. An inspection respectfully solicited.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

Pots. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed .Merchant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations: Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wor

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

75. 6d. 10 JOS. dd. each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

LARGE and FINE PARCELS of the following PALM
SEEDS, per icn- r,.r.,pS, -,.,.iir.ilis, Latania borbonica,

Cham;i;rops Fortunei. I i> n 1 1
1

Ir
1

lis, I'andanus utilis, and also

Cvathea dealbata 1.. M.FRED SERDOBBEL,
Horticulturist, Fauboui.. < .

,
Kelgium^

SPECIMEN and !

HARD-WonDKIl I \
above named is in the finest

T. JACKSON .^N1.'l

IMEN HEATHS and
ri.ANTS.—Our stock of the
respect fully invite inspecti

Adlantum Farleyense.
ROBERT T. VEllCH can now offer plants of the

above at 2ir. each; four for three to the Trade.
The Nurseries, Exeter.

niEcellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

finest varieties of F.CHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &e, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey. S.W.

Workmen's International ExUbltion.
TO FLORISTS and GARDENERS.

WANTED, the LOAN of a FEW HUNDRED
PLANTS, for the season ; to be kept in order, and taken away

at the close of the above Exhibition —.^pply to the Secretary of the
Exhibition, Agricultural Hall. Barford Street, Islington, N.

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.
SUTTON AND SONS can now supply New Seed of

the following, saved from the finest strains in the country
JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, it. 6d. and 25. 6d. pet packet
INGRAM'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, i.. M. and 25. &f ,,THOMSON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, ir.&f and 2S 6JFINEST CHOICE CINERARIA, is. &(. and 2i. M. per packet
FINEST CHOICE PRIMULA, ri. M. and at. (iii per packet

And other FLOWER SEEDS, for present sowing.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Relding.

To Continental Kursersrmen.
WANTED, ROMAN HYACINTHS.—Price per

1000 to be sent to W K. IIOFF, 131 A, llolloway Road, Islington,
I.ondon, N- N.B. Those sending a sample (carriage and freightage
prepaid), will have the preference.

WANTED, SEEDS, of choice strains, of the
following :—

Auricula, self I Pelargonium, show
Auricula, show Pansy, fancy
Antirrhinum I Pansy, show
Carnation

I Violas Polyanthus I Picotee
Pelargonium, fancy f Pentstemon | Pinks

And Seeds from any other choice Florist Flowers.
State quantities, and prices per ounce. Satisfactory proof must be

given that the strains ofthe above seeds are all of the first quality.
Apply to WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and

Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Tp VERY GARDEN REQUISITE
CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 23S, High Holbom, London.

NE'W, GENUINE, SELECT, ARGRICULTURAL
and FLOWER SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous

olfers on application to

JAMES FAIRHEA D, 7 , Borough Market, S.E.

E-W and GENXUNE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices and

advantageous offers of above, on application to
ALFRED I.EGERTON , Seed .Merchant, s, Aldgate, London, E.

Genuine Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S C.\T.\LOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of th*
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Slarket, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat : 1862. for " Excellent Seed (Torn and Seeds."

Eardy Variegated and Ornamental Foliaged Trees
and Shrubs.

PAUL AND SON'S COLLECTION is NOW
FI N ELY I N LEA F. A large stock of the finest varieties.

The " Old " Nurseries, Cheshun t, N.

ERNS, BRITISH ,ind rXOtlC, in more than
1000 beautiful s[i'

.

' —The Subscribers beg to

intimate that their C.\ I .ibnve will be forwarded to
any ajiplicnnt on receipl !

:

i

i.iinps.

A. SIANSFIELD & S' i\. V '. .'n n. s
. lodmorden, Lancashire.

Britlsli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardv Fx.ilic Ferns) of his PRICED DESiSKIP-
TIVE CArALOI'.UEc.fBltlTISII.ind E.\OTIC FERNS, No. 7.

K...il's Crav Nursery. Sulcup Ilil., Kent.

Bedding Plants, norists' Flowers, Sec.

MESSRS. LITTLE ANii I!A LL.\NTYNE,
Nurserv.men and SlU'-DSMEN, Carlisle, are prepared to send

out very choice selections of the above, at very moderate prices, and
will be glad to send their new priced CATALOGUE free on application.

North of England Nursery and Seed Establishment, 44, English
Sireei. Carlisle.

PRIMULAS, PRIMULAS, PRIMULAS.—'Williams"

superb strain, strong Seedlings, fit for potting into 3-inch pots,

ir. 6d. per dolmen, loi. per too. free by post; seed, IJ. and 2r. tirf. per

packet. JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries , Coventry.

NE'W CHILIAN MIMULUS.—This is a new strain,

of dwarf habit, perpetual bloomers, and quite hardy, of very
diversified markings and colours. 12 splendid varieties, post free, for

35, from B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle. Sussex.

NEW Ai ;l I' \ i
I \1S -Four fine v.-trieties. Imperial

Dwarf, I
' "(. Alfred (the deepest blue), Con-

spicua (whih ,
.inter bloom. The four varieties for-

warded free U\ |.
'

1
r '^

,
ii.in

li \\ KM ( . 11 I , Florist, Battle, Sussex.

EW COLEUS of 1870.—Twelve New Coleus, sent
out by Mr. W. Bull. &c.. this season, 1870. The set of 12 varie-

ties sent post free for 2s. 6d., from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

OTICE.—On and after August i. 1870, the prices of
our PRIMULA, CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA SEED

will be IJ. &(., 2!. 6d.,v. 6d., and V per packet.

DOBSON and SONS. Scil t*;r..\vers, Woodlands Nursery, Isle

worth ; and High Street, lI..uiislow.

New Seed of 1870 Growth.
DOBSON AND SONS' CALCEOLARIA, BALSAM,

CINERARIA, and PRIMULA may be depended upon as
unsurpassed by any other strain in the country.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth^

CALCEOLARI.\ SEEDS, the best strain in culti-

vation, fine foli.age, dwarf habit, flowers large, and beautifully

marked, carefully hybridised, every inferior fiower excluded. Have
been a great attraction, and admired by thousands who have come to

see them. All genuine seed ; a trial particularly requested. Packets
2J. &f., forwarded on receipt of Post Olfice order or stamps.

JOHN KKK. Ilri«..l K.n.l Nursery. Birmingham.

Seeds from Prize Flowers, saved by
MESSRS. Dfll'.SON A.Mi StiN'S, Sl.KII GROWERS,

&c.. Woodlands Nursery, Islcworth, from their unequalled
collections.
CALCKl">LARIA.—From plants which have been so successlully

exhibited this season at the Crystal Palace and Royal Horticul-

tural Exhibitions. In sealed packets, is. bd., 2j. M., 31. 6tf., and 5*.

CINERARIA.—Splendid, mixed, I J., 2S. dd., and y.
PRIMULA.—A particularly fine strain of fringed flowers, of abril*

liant colour ; also ALBA : u., 2s. U., and 5s.

SCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK.— Very rich in colour.

6if. and 11. All the above post free.

Turnip Seeds

HAND F. SHARPE have to offer to the Trade fine

• selected stocks of the above-named Seeds, all of 1869 growth,
and raised from picked transplanted bulbs. Prices moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Suttons' Grass Seeds for all Soils.

SUTTONS' Ml.XTURlCS of PERMANENT
- PASTURE GRASSES and CLOVERS, for Laying Down

New Pastures. May be Sown with safety up to the end of August.
For prices and I'ull I'.ini. ul.irs. .ipplv to

SUTT iiN iM. si.Ns. s. ,-<U,n.-ii In the i.iuecn. Reading.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.
QUTTONS l.Ml'ku\'i;i) ITALLXN RYE-GRASS.O Lowest price per bushel on application.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, New Seed. —Lowest price per

''''sUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.
,

SUTTONS' TURNIP SEEDS for PRESENT
SOWING. Per lb.—I.*.

IMPROVED GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH .. ..10
Imperial GREEN GLOBE » "
HARDY GREEN ROUND °

'?
GREY STONE _ ' °
SUTTONS' SHORT-TOP SIX-WEEKS -. "

Cheaper by the bushel, carnage free

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.
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COLEMAN "and MORTON'S HAND WATER-
CART and GARDEN EN'GINK.

Lee Hivcb -Two Silver Medals Awarded to
nLU in oL kA,DSOiNS, at the Pans Exhibition of 1867. The

\ 1 nt,lish I xhibitorswhoobtiineda SiKer Medal for Bee-hives.

[LIGHBOURS IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
1II\ L, as L rit.inaUi introduced by George Nfighbour & Sons,

- ' — three bell glasses, is

nd strongly made of
orking

has three windows
the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages.and

'

1 GEO. NEIGHBOUR .

W.C. ; or 140, Regent Street, London, W.
Agents :~Liverpool 1 James Cuthbert, 12, Clayti

Manchester: J. WiLSON, 50, King Street. Dublin: Edmo>
Brothers, 10, Dame Street. Glasgow : Austin & McA
16, Huchanan Street.

c10NSERVAT0RY A S K E T S.

Ornamental
Tile Flower Boxes.

All kinds of Wire Work
made to order.

K, IKlLTinw, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, rorlo-

bcllo Tern, e, Nonini; Hill Gate. London, W.
I llnstr.-ttcd Citalogues of the above on applii

AH the above f.r..tls will be EXHIBITED - -^-

TRULTUKAI. SIIUW, OXFORD.
tie ROYAL HOE

TNDIA-RUBBER GARDEN HOSE,
X 60 feet 'A inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, loJ. 6d.

60 feet j| inch do. do,, extra strong, 31s. 6rf.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists

Registered
A R D E N ROLLER BARROW.

This light.

Price Lists free c

DRY EARTH CLOSETS.—Important improvement,
all self-acting Get particulars from the Patentee and Manu-

facturer, JOHN PARKER, Woodstock.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conserxatories, Entrance
Halls, Sic. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broselcy.

H BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the

. CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

3 lb. I ot., throws water in a continuous stream over 3s feet. The
large sire, xvorked by the foot, throws over 60 feet, anj is strongly

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL 80C1ETY-0XF0RD SHOW,

JULY 11 to 22.

JOHN FOWLER & CO.
Will c-xhibit, at STAND 91, various sets of STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

TRACTION ENGINE on SPRINGS, and TR.\CTION ENGINE with JIB CRANE attached.

Also PIRIE DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGHS.

For further -information, apply to

J. FOWLER AND CO., STEAM PLOUGH WORKS, LEEDS
;

LONDON, E.C.

or, 71, CORN HILL,

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND :\L\NUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. GR.\V begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his .

NEW OVAL TTJBULAB BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all otlier Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, fagCA,']^
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a gguare, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form (

preferable in consei, ^..„
with the fire. The usual form of a fui

lid to be plan should bring tne tubes

: being a parallelogram
|

They are made of all j Hih prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, SAV.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, iSic, ic.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

GARDEN
10 Gallons .

.

ENGINE.
• Li ° °

.. 3 16 o

..510
• S 13

W,\RNrRS
AaXJAJECT.

1 Useful for every variet> of pur
alering or \\ isIuuk:
Trees " '

washing Carriages o

Price, complete ^r
Small size for the

hand, as an ordi

nary Syringe , , o

"^ «.=S3

=^>?'

THE Ck\sT\I I \L\i r

GARDEN or FIRE ENGINE.

No. 35.

OAST -IRON
iRJMPS.

finches ••£'^ 9
,, .. ..2 2

\ 27
2 IS

SWING
WATER BARROW.
20 Gallons . . •• £^ 2 °

30
18 o
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Oxford Royal Horticultural Show.

ORMSON'S PATENT VENTILATING HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

AND PATENT VENTILATING HOTHOUSES

Will be Exhibited at the forthcoming Show, from July 19 to 23.

An inspection of these most excellent Forcing and Hothouse Appliances is most respectfully solicited.

ORMSON'S PATENT WROUGHT IRON BOILERS.

Specimens of the above named Wonderfully Economical Boilers will also be exhibited.

£700 ''I year saved by these Boilers, and Ormson's Hot-Water Apparatus, in the Royal Gardens, Kew.

See Official Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of July 2, 1870.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, EC

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC BAM
This useful Self-acluig Apparatus, which works dav and niglit without needing .attention, will

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is
suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, F.arm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power. No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iroji Tubs.
No. 63. PORTABLE mRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Ho^ or n„. ^^^_ ^^^ CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

No. 46,7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
'"'^'" "°"' "'° *^"' "^^"-^"^

Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54(7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every desciiption. im„ ,, ujcDovi^n uncn- dtti^i = f r~ %x t i ...» f ti -^ f„r
No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexibk Section, '

^°' ^S^' ^^.Sl'^^e.^^^^
^^^ '°' ^°"'"S "P ^""^ ^'"2"'' °^ ""'' '°'

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and. General Engineers' Work for Mansions, F.irm3, &c, comprising PUMPS, TURBINES.
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any pari 0/ the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnis/ied.

ILLVBTKATED 0ATALOQV£d CAK BE HAD ON AfPLICATtON.

No. 44, WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

I

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
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Choice New Seeds for present Sowing.
SCOTT'S superb strain of PRIMULA and CINE-

RARIA, also CALCEOLARIA, carefully hybridised, from
plants 9 to 18 inches high. Flowers perfect in shape, colours in great
variety, including the beautiful mottled and spotted; each If., and
25. f>d. per pack.

pla(

dy cle: lials, :

J7SCQTT, ^he Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

JOSEPH BAUMANN. Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers for Sale

—

100 CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FIMBRIATA PLENA, without
flower buds, £4. LSr £6. £S.

100 CAMELLIAS, IMBRICATA PLENA, without flower buds,

1 CAMLLLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, £2,
£4, £(>, ;£8,—For September.

> CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sorts, £6,
£S,£^a. £12.

) AZALEA INDICA.best named sorts, with flower buds, fme

Three months' credit]
plants, A. ,£6, /8 /i2.

(\ZALEA INDICA STOCKS,

To Exhibitors and Others.

A CHOICE COLLECTION of STOVE PLANTS
to be DISPOSED OF, consisting of ALLAMANDAS.

IXOKAS, PALMS, ALOCASIAS, MARANTAS. FERNS, DIP-
LADENIAS, ANTHURIUMS, BOUGAINVILLEAS, CISSUS,
and other choice foUagc and flowering plants, all young andin vigorous
health, and well trained. The Collection has for the past four years
invariably taken first place at Taunton and other exhibitions. Pine
Plants or Orchids taken in exchange, or the whole may be purchaseo.

Apply to the HEAD GARDENER, The Laurels, Taunton.

White Globe Turnip.
Altrincham Yellow Tun
Trifolium incarnatum (c

son Clover).
Orders to the value t

JAMES DICKSON

SOWING.
e or Stubble Turnip,
e Greystone Turnip.

'Ne- 'Nu , Chesi

I &c.,&c.,
£2 or upwards carriage paid
SONS, 102, Eastgate Str

fit for immediate use^ tij

:lusivel, js. Testimonials and reports of its

and growers in

W. JAS. EPPS,

A Eooii lui Grape Growers.
"EREDIIIi^ MNL, I'INE, PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, to be h.id in sealed bnps of j; cwt.. 10s.

:wt., 2IS. ; and i cwt.j 421,, wilh full directions for uic. For fu

titulars, see Dcscripiive Circulars, to be had post free on applica
JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard. Garslon, Liver|xiol.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be Ine best Arttficiaf Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains ai percent, of Soluble Phosphates,
5 to 7 per cent of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is Ruaranteed so

32, King William Street, London, E.C.
litcd),

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, ii,SalisburySquare,FleetStreet,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Bjpnosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial
manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, willit be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

,

'Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.

sing Pasture Lands

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for deliver)*, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressin
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPPIATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &c E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Cabbage and other Plants, not to be Excelled.

FGEE ran supply, for cash. Plants in any quantities,
• carefully packed, and sent to any part of the liingdom.

ROBINSON'S CHAMPION, DRUMHEAD, and other CABBAGE,

DRUMHEAD and GREEN CURLED SAVOY, 45. per 1000.

KNIGHT'S PROTECTING and other BROCCOLI, 71. 6d. per 1000.

WALC KEREN and EARLY LONDON CAULIFLOWER, i2j.
per 1000. Various other plants.

Packages charged cost, and full price will be allowed when returned

;ed Merchai nd Gr< . Ulc wade, Beds.

Wheelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

WILRIE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION.
referred to in Gardeners' Chronicle, pages 862 and 896.

Es|.Lcially recommended to Rose and Fruit Growerg.
For further particulars, see printed handbills, which may be had on

_ _
...

.
,

,

,,page9i8.

Sole Agei

Sold i

Oru
s, 6j.

,^nd,-.n, S W.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide,

DUTY-FREE TUHACCO.
By Her Majest\''s Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission

, i.£Qj; uoARD OF Customs,

>OOLEY'S TOBACCO POV^DER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

" I find it exceedingly u:

other plants."—Geo. Evt
scful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

Wharf, VVapping, E.

GARDEN CANOPIES, of various sizes, suitable for
Croquet Lawns, Children's Playing Grounds, and general

Garden use, may be seen erected at
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S Establishment, 2, Duke Street,

foot of London Bridge,

CROQUET, CRICKET, and GARDEN TENTS of
all siics and shapes. An Illustrated Catalogue free on npnlicntion

BENJAMIN EDOINGTON (in full), s, Duko Street',

GARDEN and LAWN TENTS, of the most eleganl
form, easily erected and removed, at

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S, 2, Duke Street. London Bridge, S.E.
Illustrated Catalogues post free.

WHEELERS ( r lb T new
ai d veri carl) a ) i nost excellent

flavour It should be s n
]

* incl es apart in

September ir per packet post free 1 nee to the 1 rade on application.

WHEFI ERS TOM THUMB LETTUCE (true) is per packet ;

small packet, iid
,
post free

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

c B B A G E S :

for Present Sowinjj.

FOR THE GARDEN.

SUTTON

-NDO
YOP
PARIEL, each M. per o

FOR THE FARM.
SUTTONS' IMPROVED DRUMHEAD.—

The largest in cultivation. Should be sown
in July and August, per lb. Ts.ftd.

ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD,
2S. bd. per lb.

COMMON DRUMHF..\D, or FLAT
DUTCH, 2J. per lb. Also GRASS
SEEDS, TURNIP SEEDS, MUSTARD,
R.\PE, &c., for autumn sowing—par-
ticulars of which may be had on application.

SONS, Seedsmen to the liueen, Reading.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle
May be obtained by sowing, during July and August,

SUTTONS' MIXTURE
of RAPID GROWING GRASSES and

CLOVERS, for Autumn Sowing.—This will
be found invaluable. It consists entirely of
the quickest growing varieties, and will pro-
duce 3 very heavy crop of green food to feed
off in November, and a heavy crop for mowing
in the following May or June, after which it

may be ploughed up. - Sow 2 bushels per acre.
Price 121. per bushel.
SUTTONS" IMPROVED ITALIAN

RYE GRASS.—The best and most productive
in cultivation. Per bushel js. 6d. Cheaper by

The;
fted.e „ r . - -= -

Rye-grass Seed, if

sown alone, is 3 Ousnels per acre, or of Tri-
folium incarnatum, 28 lb. per acre, We have
found it most profitable to grow them together,
sowing sbushelsof the former, and t2lb. of the
latter per acre, in July and August.

Also BROMUS SCHRCEDERI, MUSTARD, RAPE, TURNIP
SEEDS, &c All goods carriage free (except very small parcels).

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAA4S'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Contains LISTS of select ORCHIDS (Post Free on application), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-

ment contains the largest collection in the Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,
HARDY FERNS, FILMY FERNS. &e. ;

graceful and high-coloured DRAC^NAS, massive AGAVES and
YUCCAS, BEAUCARNEAS, DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &c. ; and many other
Variegateti and Ornamental-leaved Plants (eminently adapted for the tjecoration of apartments and the dinner table),

also choice AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS, CAPE HE.A.THS. NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS
(for which this Nursery is celebrated), &c., &c.

B. S, WILLIAMS respectfully in\ites inspection of his numerous COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at

all limes well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished,^/iitd Choice Plants suppliedfor Balls or Dinner-table Decoration,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

STAND No. 354.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND SHOW
AT OXFORD, 1870.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS
Are now Exhibiting at the above SAMPLES of their AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, SPECIMENS of the

principal CULTIVATED GRASSES, &c,

{Old Established Nursery and Seed Business)

102, EASTGATE STREET, and "NEWTON" NURSERY, CHESTER.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD 1870.

STAND No. 363.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 338, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

Will Exhibit an extensive and varied Collection of samples of CARTER'S PRIZE MEDAL MANGEL,

.SWEDE, TURNIP, and other FARM SEEDS, harvested on their own SEED FARMS ;
also specimens of

their SELECT STOCKS of NATURAL GRASSES in GROWTH, TURNIPS for PRESENT SOWING.

Orders received during the Show at STAND No. 362, facing to the right of the main entrance.

JAMES CARTER and CO., SEED GROWERS, 337 and 338, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.
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B
Prize Medals, 1861 and 1862.

UTLER. Mr( UI.LtxH, AND CO.'S
CHOICE FUlWtK SEtDS lor Present

EXTRA
t postpaid.

' Prizi

CARNATION, from (lowers
ill collection!

HOLLYHOCK fiom finest !

POLYANIIIUS Ir 1 li esl

WALLFLOW I I 1

PANSY, fro r

CANV\S fl

India ubbcr

LAWN MOWER.

;, much i

15. 6d^ and a 6
ore durable than
id about half the

7d. to 2s. 3if. per

27, South Ro«
1 the AMERICAN

price, from
yard. Any lenj,

Covent Garden Market
"ARCHIMEDEAN L .- _ .

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., 37, south Row, Covent
Garden, London, AN C —Established upwards of a Century.

B.
MS. WILLI

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

'illia Superb Str;

Per packet—

i

of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
2s.6d,,y. 6d.,anciMixed

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 21. M., 3!. M., and
:

CINERARIA, Wealherill's extra choice strain, 2S. 6d„3S. 6d.,&
:

CARNATION, from Prize Hower

CYCLAMEN, Wiccins' Prize strain .. 15. M , 2S. M. , and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ij. and

ECIIEVERIA METALLICA. new beddiiis plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties .. is. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLAN UMS 2S. erf. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) ij. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and

PANSY, finest Belcian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charminB companion 10

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are

snowy white, and produced in ercat abundance is. 6rf. and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. M. and

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
AVALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA, var. CtELESTINA
PACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse

Carter's Select Stock of Onions.

J .AS. TARTER AMI 10. licg tn olTur the foil

csc<-ll..>nl v.iiklics ,,f 1 IN InNS lor prcni.t sowing :-

s'KW c;l \\ I v.' ' • \ ONION, of NAPLES, a splendid 1

!Al;Vv u III I I -. Mi.ES ONION, per packet, is.

.JKW WHIM 1,1 "III' TRIPOLI ONION, per packet, is.

T.\ 1 I \ N 1:1 II I 1:
I
11 III ONION, per packet, is.

A --I
:. .:. ..

I ,r... ,t,l,-,l to JAMES CARTER Al

tv 111. I.I 1 1

;

' 'V, December, i86g, for thrc.

neii V I . . Ills of which wereasfollows:
il.\N I i \, I. Ill I .Mi.;lit3lb. 90Z.

TA1,1.\.\ Kl.h lUlluLl, Lvvo bulbs, weight 2 lb. II o

U.OBE TlilPl

The I

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SEPTEMBER 15.—The following (Open) Prizes will be given,

money in each class (to be paid to the Secretary -
-"^

; of <

proport

Four Bunches of Grapes, any sort o:

One Pine, any sort

Collection of Fruits.Skinds distinct I

and Pines excluded)
Collection of Vegetables, 8 kinds, di

Cut Roses, 24 distinct, 1 truss of cai

Dahlias, 24 blooms, distinct .

.

Hollyhocks, 24 blooms, distinct

l-.ladioli, 48 spikes, distinct ..

Asters, 12 blooms, distinct

Most tasteful Table Bouquet

be ready for the Judges by
ic](.s nroHiired to be of the r.xniDi[oi

ardsof the Rail'

the day of Show. The

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, Londi

New and Extra Choice Flower Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

the " Old Established " Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

and the " Upton " Nurseries, Chester. p^.^ packet. s. d.

AURICULA, from finest named flowers 10
CALCEOLARIA, James' choice str.ain .. .. 2s. 6rf. and 5 o

from the Dalkeith collection IS. M.,2s.6rf. and 5 o

CINERARIA, very choice strain 2S. 6*f. and 5 a

CARNATION, from superb flowers is. and 2 6

„ in collections, 12 viirieties .. .. 3«, M. to 5
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' prize strain IS. and 2 li

GLOXINIA 10
„ erect flowered i

HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named varieties .. is. and 2 6

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA is. and 2 6

„ SYLVATICA IS. and 3 6

„ ,. ALBA s. and 2 t

PANSY, from fin-O nnmH larirlies IS. and 2 «

,. BelKiiii. I 1 II ".and 2 (

PETUNIA, li I Ins M. and i c

PINK, from 1 IS. and 2 t

POLYANTHl ^. II. Ill ii- il.i.vers, extra It
PRIMULA S1.M.N->I, 1 I.MIIKIATA RUBRA.. 2S. M. and 5 e

„ ALBA .. 2s. W. and s c

„ „ Mixed .. IS. and a t

,, „ „ FILICIFOLLA. RUBRA,
2s. 6rf. and s t

„ ALBA, 2S. 6d. and 5 <

., ,. „ „ Mixed .. .. a <

/tS" jiU these Frimtdas are from the finest strains in cultiva-

tion, and cannot be surpassed.

STOCK, East Lothian, Scarlet, While, and Purple, each .. it

. Julv :

The Show

'd. p. OWEN, Hon. Sec.

Eoyal Horticultural and Agricultural Show, Oxford.
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TI'RAI. GAZETTE for JULY 23 and 30 will contain a FULL

REP"!' I "T I'll- TKOCEEDINGS at the Royal Horticultural and

.\ I

I
I

:
: I

1
I

. I s should reach the Office NOT I.ATER than

1111 > I I . I NG in each week.
,\ ,11 I

I M II 11 ION of JULY 23 will be published in the

Agricuitur.,; Mii.» i.ird

STAND 366, SEED and MODEL SHEDS.

Si|ciariicncrsU|T0mdc
SATURDAY, JULY i6, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tlesdav, July 191 R<iv.il llorticiillural Society (Great Pro-

to r vincial Show of Fruit and Flowers), at

FuiD.W, July 22J Oxford.

Gerr 1 Bromptoi
colle 3 6

SWEET WILLIAM, Au .

TACSONIA VON VOLXEMI, a superb greenhouse climber,

which flowers most abundantly almost tlic whole year. The
flowers are about 5 inches in diameter, and of the richest

scarlet. Grows very rapidly is. and z 6
VIOLA CORNUTA in

„ ., ALBA IS. and 2 6
WALLFLOWER, fine dark &<. and t o

,,
Double German, finest mixed .. is and 2 6

•»• All Flower Seeds sent post free.

CARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this

splendid strain received several 1st Prizes last season at the Rwal
Botanic. Royal Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, 2s. 6d.

;

smaller packets, IS. f}d.

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, 2s. 6d. ; smaller packets,

IS. 6d. CALCEOLARIA, finest spoiled. Per packet, as. dd.;

smaller packets, is. 6rf. Saved with the greatest care, and from

one of the largest collections in the kingdom.
CINERARIA, choicest, mixed.—Saved from a splendid collection of

named varieties, and cannot be surpassed. Per packet, 2s. bd. ;

smaller packets. Is. bd.

PRIMULA, choicest fringed varieties.—The various vaneties of

Primula we offer can be grown with the utmost conhdcnce, as

they are saved with ihc greatest care, and from one of the finest

strains in cultivation. The Fern-leaved varieties are splendid,

and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, 2S. 6,i. I
„"

PRIMULA.—Dark carmine, fringed. Per packet, 2S. 6if. tj.
IMl

kit

.id.

packet, as. 6rf. : smaller packet
Forwarded immediately on i

JAMES CARTER AND CO., The Royal Secdsi
Holbom, London, W.C.

LOKnoNF.RS are so apt to consider their city

as tlic centre of the Universe (may the Parisians

paridon us for the moment), that it partakes

of the nature of a new sensation to see and

experience the interest that is felt in the

forthcoming Provincial Show of the Royal
Horticultural Society at O.xford. Oxford

the venerable, the learned, the beautiful, the idle

—

it is all of these, and all become it ! What bold

ness to invade its territories with such things as

steam ploughs and Adiantums. What did Cato
Columella, and the " scriptores de re rustica"

know of steam ploughs? What did Virgil,

though knowing in bees, and that which relates

to the ciira bourn, know of Phalienopsids

and Tree Ferns ? TnVRUS, we presume, knew

enough of hecch trees to find out that their shade

was grateful on a hot day, and Martial certainly

had some idea of window culture, and Pliny of

villa gardening; and so Oxford, which delights in

such reminiscences, should welcome, and will

welcome—Oxford is always hospitable, even in

the depth of the long vacation—the representa-

tives of agriculture and horticulture so shortly to

assemble within its classic bounds. Westminster

hath its memorials—nor few nor light, Canter-

bury is not deficient in associations, York and

Lincoln are not wanting either in histoid or archi-

tectural beauty, Cambridge may fairly lay claim

to some beauty and much interest, but where

among the cities of Europe will you find such a

combination of all that is learned, historic, beau-

tiful, as in the city by the Isis .' and this is the

spot where, for the second time, the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, and for the first time the Royal

Horticultural Society, are to hold their annual

tournays. Would that we could celebrate the

event in graceful elegiacs ; would we could, as

the learned doctors did when the Botanic

Garden was founded, " speak an elegant

oration ;" but as that is not to be, let us, dismis-

sing the associations of the past, confine ourselves

now to the actualities of the present.

We have said that the interest felt in the

forthcoming meeting is great, and those who
could see the letters and inquiries that bestrew

our table would admit the truth of our assertion.

In point of fact these provincial gatherings

of the Royal Horticultural Society (we confine

ourselves now, as we ought to do, to our

own side of the Paper) have surely and gradually

got to be considered as the trysting place of

gardeners of all degrees, from north to south,

from east to west. The Society must have

cognisance of this fact, and will take note

accordingly. We put in, ciitixiitc calanio, two sug-

gestions, more for the future than the present

:

I St, that the shows should be made worthy
of the occasions, not mere repetitions

on a larger scale of what every country

town now-a-days does in the matter of

flower-shows ; 2d, that means be taken to

establish a convenient meeting-place where

friend might meet friend, and strangerhood

be welded into acquaintance. Oxford has no

lack of " common rooms," and some of these

may profitably be used for the purpose we have

indicated. But whether this be so or not, the

question may be asked, what ought we to see in

Oxford ? We might answer, go to the foot of Mag-
dalen Bridge—take care to call it "Maudlin"

—

and walk thence up ''the High ;

" we might sayex-

plore the college and grounds of the same name.

Wemight say, visit Christ Church Meadow and the

Broad Walk, and be thankful ; but we remember
that, after all, the interest of the coming week
centres, in so far as gardeners are concerned, in

horticulture. Have Oxford and its environs

nothing to show in this department ? Assuredly

they have ; Nuneham and its lovely grounds
were alluded to last week ; Blenheim and its

tree glories are chronicled in our present issue.

Swyncombe will ever be memorable for the first

flowering of the Bougainvillea ;
Woodstock is

not an unknown name among the growers of the

Potato, nor Banbury among those of Onions.

In Oxford itself are the Botanic Garden and the

several college gardens, all of which are deserv-

ing notice. Before Kew was, Oxford was in

existence. Sherard, Dillenius, Bobart, Sib-

thorp, Daubeny, were professors ; MoRisoN,
Bobart, Baxter, and others known to fame, and

of whom Prof. L.i^wsoN will probably tell us more

on Thursday next, were or are curators. Oxford

professors tell, with pardonable vanity, that

MiLLiNCTON, an Oxford professor, suggested to

Grew the idea of the sexuality of plants, illustrat-

ing his notion by plants in the garden—and that

when LiNN.T.US once visited the garden and had

an interview with DlLLENlus, the latter, thinking

LiNN.EUS would not understand English, made
some disparaging remark to a companion, to the

effect that LinN/EUS was " confounding " botany

by his innovations, and which LiNN/EUS, with an

acumen almost supcrbotanical, is stated to have

been able to interpret by tracing the word con-

found to its Latin root !

In our own times the O.xford garden has been

famous for its collections of herbaceous and of

succulent plants, for plants forgotten by the

colour-mad gardeners of the present day, for

aquatic plants, Nympha-as, and the like,—plants

which, thanks to the loving conscientious care of

the Baxters, father and son, have been pre-

sei-ved, as witness the true Fuchsia coccinea,

while they have been lost in other establish-

ments more infected with the fashion of the

times. With its library, its herbarium, and its

garden, Oxford well may boast of an establish-

ment singularly complete in the essentials of

botanical teaching. Like other establishments

of a kindred nature, with insufficient endowments,

the garden has sometimes languished ; but, taken

for all in all, it is difficult to find any garden of

its size more replete with interest than the

Oxford Botanic Garden. The visitors, moreover,

will do well to look into the college gardens,

those of St. John, Wadham, Worcester, New
College, Magdalen especially—all diff'erent—all

excellent in their way—all well adapted for the

purpose they are intended to fulfil—models, in

fact, of what college gardens ought to be. Of the

other localities of garden interest—the " Parks,"

ChristChurchMeadow,&c.— space forbids us now

to speak. They will be visited by hundri:ds

within the next few days, and when, in addition

to these, the Radclyffe Library and the New
Museum, with all its appliances, and its staff com-

prising such men as ACLAND, PHILLIPS, ROLLES-

TON, Westwood, are duly considered, it will be

acknowledged that Oxford, however much
addicted to learned case and classical lore, has

not been unmindful of the claims of modern

science, nor niggardly in her endeavours to meet

them in an appropriate manner.

We print the following letter, on the subject of

Obstructions at Flower Shows, whicli has been

addressed to us by a correspondent, in the hope it may

tend to milig.ite a veal inconvenience, but in doing ?'

wc arc not prepared to admit that gardeners

only delinquents :

—

"The pcriodicitv of certain events apparently subject

to no law is a cufious phenomenon, which is generally

forced upon our attention about this time of the year.

the
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There seems, at first sight, no particular reason why,
immediately after tlie Rose shows, one's ears should bt

stuffed with complaints about the admission of non-payinE
gardeners to the shows simultaneously with the payint

public, but the phenomenon is sure to appear with as

much regularity as any of the evidences of the reign of

law referred to by Baden Powell, or the Duke of

Argyll. A little consideration will make it evident how
it comes to pass. At most of the shows a cursory inspec-

tion is sufficient for the general public, and even for the

professionals there is not often occasion for any very long

appropriation of the space in front of particular plants,

and so when cause of complaint occurs it is not suffi-

ciently intense or long continued to break out into

print. But with Roses it is different, especially cut

Roses. Forty-eight cut Roses will go into the space
of a single ordinary specimen plant, and as each
is named-—and many are new, and all are lovely— it is

not only the professional, but also the Fellows and the

public that desire to pause over them, to exarnine them
and to take a note of their names. One would suppose
that this should only make things go smoother, for ' a
fellow feehng makes us wondrous kind.' but it doesn't;
and the reason is, that the magnitude of the task makes
the visitor anxious to get on ; and as there happens to be
a great difference between the rapidity with which an
educated man and an uneducated man makes not onlv
his notes but his observations, the paying public have
finished their notes before the non-paying gardener has
half finished his, and then they fret at the block caused
by the slowness of their neighbours : and I am bound to

confess that there is too often reason in the complaint.
I have watched the progress of the crowd round the
stages at the recent Rose shows, and have seen repeatedly
a long string of impatient weary and heated visitors who
adhered to the line of order, stopped for ten minutes in

one spot by a couple of slow thick-fingered gardeners,
wlio criticised the merits of each bloom between them-
selves, and with infinite pains and labour entered the
names in their note-books, while dozens of irregular
infantry, that are always hovering about the skirts of the
line of march, darted in at the opening before them and
"obtained an unfair advantage over the more orderly crowd
blocked by the gentlemen in question.

" It has generally been supposed that this is an evil

without a remedy. The only remedy at least which has
hitherto been proposed for this and some other disagree-
ables attendant on tlie mixture of working gardeners with
the general public, is one which has been felt to be too
extreme a course of treatment for the mischief, viz.,

the exclusion of the gardeners from thfe shows during
the public liours. It is acknowledged by all that

it is desirable on public grounds, and still more on private
ones, to give every facility for one's own and one's neigh-
bour's gardeners (and they are nil either our own or our
neighbours) to acquire as thorough a knowledge of their

profession as possible. Not that I would for a moment
adopt the argument, which is a favourite one among them-
selves, that it would be very hard to prevent those by
whose skill and care the flowers have been produced from
participating in the enjoyment to which they have con-
tributed—that is no argument. Tliere is no more hard-
ship in their not seeing their own show, than there is in

the wine grower not tasting his own wine, or the fisherman
not partaking of the fish he has caught. They get their

quid pro quo in another shape. As with e\erything
else, they receive their remuneration in payment for their

labour. But on the other and higher grounds, I should
be very sorry to see the exhibiting gardeners or their

assistants deprived of the gratification of seeing the show
to which they have contributed. But then, let it always
be borne in mind that their admission is not matter of
right, but of concession and grace. If our friends the
gardeners would remember this, and import into the
exhibition some of the consideration and desire to accom-
modate which they would show if they were invited to
their employer's drawing-room, I feel sure that cause of
complaint would be comparatively rare. Some will say :

' It is useless to try Ihem ; there is no mailing a silk purse
of a sow's ear ;' but I deny the application of the
proverb. Within my own recollection I have seen one
very great amendment in the behaviour of gardeners at
these shows. They used to come unwashed, in their
everyday clothes ; but now, thanks in great measure to Dr.
Lindley, the fitness of things is better understood. A man's
own sense of propriety should tell him of the incongruity
beween his dirty working clothes, and a fine lady's silks

and satins. Such a sight is rarely, if ever, seen now.
If, then, this amendment on the outward visible man has
made its way, may we not also look for a like amendment
in the inward invisible part. If the gardeners (and not
only the gardeners but every one else, for they are not the
only men who do not ' put themselves in his place') will

only try to practise the great rule of politeness and gen-
tlemanly conduct, as well as of moral duty — ' Do to
others as you would be done unto,' they would soon
achieve a much higher feat than interrupting the periodi-

city of complaints at Rose shows. By overcoming the
demon of selfishness, which is at the root of all these
faults, they will raise the standard of their whole body, at
the same time that they go a long way towards securing
the happiness of themselves and families both here and
hereafter." X.

We may just add that an excellent plan is adopted
at the great fruit shows held at Edinburgh—perhaps at

all the shows held there, but of this we are not sure.

Gardeners only are admitted early in the morning, and
up to a certain hour of the day, and during this time

they have ample opportunity to examine and discuss

the merits of the exhibition. At the appointed time

they take their departure, and leave the show open to

visitors. We believe the arrangement works very well.

Mr. Grieve has kindly sent us further speci-

mens of his Cucumber Plants with a gouty sw-elling

towards the base of the stem even more strongly marked
than that which was before submitted to our inspection.

He writes that the plants show abundance of fruit,

which never swell off, but decay at the flower end, antl

ultimately drops off. It is difficult at first to under-
stand why this should be the case, as the swelling is full

of moisture, and merely seems to be hypertrophied
(over-nourished) like the stem of a Kohl Rabi, in which
lattercase the development of seed is not prevented. On
closer inspection, however, we perceive a slight disco-

FlG. 176.

loration of the vascular tissue, showing a tendency to

decay, and we believe, therefore, that it does not
tlioroughly perform its function. Enough remains
sound, or sufficiently healthy, to ensure the formation
of flowers, but not enough to perfect the fruit. The

swelling is not sufficiently large to make it probable
that the energies of the plant are cxliausted in its deve-
lopment, and we are inclined to think that the tnie

source of mischief is to be found in the vascular tissue.

The cause of the swelling itself is altogether unkown.
Our figiu-e, 176, shows the swelling in question, and at

fig. 177, a transverse section through the centre is

shown. M. J. B.

Oi\ a former occasion we alluded to the fine

new Hardy Azaleas which had been raised at the

Knaphill nursery by crossing the older varieties with
Azalea sinensis, and we have now the satisfaction of

reporting that some of these novelties have been named,

I

and will shortly be distributed. In the early days of
" American plant '' culture, the glowing colours of the

hardy Azaleas bore no mean part in making up the

brilliant display ; but, somehow or other, except the

little that was done in Belgium, the Azalea was for a
considerable time neglected, while its evergreen rela-

tive, the Rhododendron, was making rapid strides

towards perfection. This neglect, however, has come
to an end, and the first results are the veiy interesting

set of new varieties to which we have alluded. Of
these two were figured a short time since in the

"Florist," namely, Nancy Waterer, the finest of all

the yellows, rich and deep in colour, and grand in

form ; and Bessie Holdaway, a bright rose with bronzy
spot, remarkable for its lively appearance. The others

which have been named are :—amrena, rosy, with a

rich buff spot ; cuprea, coppery orange, shaded with

salmon ; fulgida, bright fiery orange, deeper in the

centre ; ochroleuca, pale straw colour with golden

spot ;
primulina, a lovely delicate primrose-yellow ;

pulchra, shaded rose with orange blotch ; sinensis

rosea, pale shaded rose ; straminea, straw-colour,

another extremely delicate tint of colour ; and sul-

phurea, sulphur, with deeper yellow blotch. Some of

the pale tints are exceedingly chaste and beautiful.

No doubt this improvement, once set going, will be
carried much further. We may add that too much
praise can scarcely be given to the double-flowered

varieties of this hardy race of Azaleas, on account of

the long endurance of their flowers. At present that

called Van Houttei is the most conspicuous variety

of the gi'oup, and a very charming and showy plant

it is, with its glowing orange-scarlet and yellow flowersi

—so attractive, indeed, that one wonders how it is

that we so seldom meet with it outside the " American
plant" nm-series.

At last we have a street to be proud of in

London. On Wednesday the whole line of the

Victoria Embankment, as it is henceforth to be
called, from Westminster to Blackfriars, was formally

opened by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales and the

Princess Louise, acting on behalf of Her Majesty.
The roadway is about a mile and a quarter in lengthj

follows the curve of the river, and affords grand views

of the Palace at Westminster, Somerset House, and
St. Paul's. The two latter buildings especially harmo-
nise with the style of the Embankment, and are seen to

better advantage than ever before, and noble indeed do
they look. In spite of ugly granite plinths, to be
ultimately devoted, we presume, to statuary, the work
as a whole reflects great credit on all concerned, and
when further adorned, as it will be, by judicious planting,

here and there, there will be no further need for the

parrot-ciy that we liave nothing to show in the way of

street architecture in London.

'* Nature" says that the hygrometrlcal balance

compensating for the severe drought under which
Western Europe has been suffering for the past three

months, appears to have been maintained by an
unusually Heavy Rainfall, reported at the Paris

Observatory as having been experienced in Egypt,

Lybia, Asia Minor, and Russia. The Paris corre-

spondent of the Daily Neius states that two theories

to account for the drought have been broached among
French savants. One of these attributes to the cutting

of the Suez Canal a displacement of the atmospheric

currents which regulate the weather of Europe and
North Africa. The other theory is grounded on the

statement that the spring rains in France are caused by
atmospheric commotions resulting from the breaking

up of the ice - fields to the east of New-
foundland, and that for this reason a long and
severe winter in the Arctic regions is followed by
a dry spring, and severe and destructive summer
storms in Central and Western Europe. The author

of this theory suggests that science should be employed
in breaking up the ice-fields at the end of a severe

\\inter by nitro-glycerine and picrate of potassium.

This scheme is advocated in the pages of "Cosmos,"
by a civil engineer of the name of V. Prou, who
proposes forming an ** Insurance Company against

Drought," for the purpose of assisting Nature in the

disintegration of the Polar ice, and thus forming a
more equable temperature !

The Meteorology of the Week ending
[uly 9 was remarkable for high temperatures and heavy
rainfalls recorded at the several stations in England
(see Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our present issue). The
Maximum Temperature in England was at Black-

healh, viz., 89''. 7, and in Scotland, at Glasgow, viz.,

74". The mean of the highest temperature at the

several stations to the south of Nottingham was 83*.4,

to the north of that place was 80*, and for the stations

in Scotland was only 71*. I. The Minimum Tempe-
ratures ranged in England from 45°. 8 at Portsmouth

to 53° at Liverpool, with a mean for all stations of 49°.7.

In Scotland they ranged from 42° at Paisley and Perth

to 51" at Edinburgh and Leith, with a mean for all

stations of 47."!. The Mean TempeR-'VTURE of the

stations to the south of Nottingham was 6i*'.S, and of

those to the north was 60". 5. In Scotland the mean
amounted to 56^7 only. The Rainfall in England
varied in amount from more than i inch at Bristol,

Birmingham, and Wolverhampton to 0.12 inch at

Blackheath ; the mean for all stations was 0.60 inch.

In Scotland it varied from 1. 67 inch at Glasgow to
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0.19 inch at Leilh, with a mean fall for all stations;

of 0.70 inch.

We learn that a FfiTE on a large scale will

take place at Lamport Hall, the seat of Sir Charles
IsHAM, on the 25th and 26th inst., for the benefit of the

Northampton Orphanage, admission is., when nimie-

rous special trains will run from Northampton and

Market Harborough to Lamport Station. In addition

to the many objects of interest in the admirably kept

grounds we would call attention to the unrivalled

alpine garden, whicli has lately been noticed in Mr.

RoBiNsOiN's work on alpine plants.

A Cricket Match, played by Married -.:

Single, celibates and Benedicts alike in the employ of

Messrs. C.VRTER & Co., was played at Battcrsea Park
on the 9th inst., when the "married" won the day by

two wickets.

New Garden Plants.

Tacsonh (Bracteogama) tomentos.\,
yiiss., var. sfECiosA, Mast.

Caulc angiiloso dcmum glabrato ; foliis superne glabris siibtus

molliter tomentosis ; subcordatis, 3—5 nerviis, profunde 3-Iobis,

lobis oblongo-lanceolatis. argute uncinato-serratis ; petioli

glandulis 6—8, vel pluribus stipitatis : slipulis oblique-ovatis,

longiuscule acuminatis, denticulatis ; bracteis sesquipollicari-

bus, pubescentibus, in tubum cylindraceum apice irregulariter

2—3-lobatum vel fissum {lobis oblusiusculis) arete coalitis

:

floris laete rubri speciosissimi tubo cylindraceo, 3—4-pollicari,

puberuli : limbi, diametro 3-pollicari, lobis biserialibus, sub-

a:qualibus oblongis, obtusis, calycinis extus viridvbus dorso

medio carinatis, carina sub apice in aristam exeunte ; corona
fauciali c tuberculis parvls albidis basi violaceis constante ;

gynandrophoro gracili elongato ; ovario oblongo, subclavato,

puberulo, stylis eloncatis cylindraceis (ex vivo).

—

Tat:sonia

sfecican, H. B. K. Kov. Gen. et Sp. Plant, ii. ; D. C.
Prod. iii. 334.

In one of the greenhouses of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society at Chiswick is now flowering a very

l^eautiful Tacsonia, quite distinct, in the clear rosy

red or carnation colour of its flowers, from any in

cultivation. The plant in question was introduced to

the garden by Mr. Bovvmann from New Grenada. On
comparing the living specimen with the type in the

Paris herbarium, we have no doubt that our plant, in

spite of a few trifling diflerences, is properly referred to

Kunth's T. speciosa, a plant which wc can" only distin-

guish as a variety from T. tomentosa of Jussieu. There
are, indeed, some half-dozen Tacsonias, which are so

variable that it is impossible to separate them by any
absolute character. Such characters as the slightly

angular or cylindrical form of the stem, the pubescence

of the leaves and other parts, the glands of the leaf-

stalks, &c., are all liable to variation even on different

parts of the same plant, according to age and other

circumstances. The colour of the flowers is not to be

ascertained in the dried specimen, while in the living

plant the shades almost defy accurate discrimination.

The Chiswick plant partakes in habit of the general

characters of the group. Its branches are slightly

angular, downy, at least when young. The leaves

are smooth and shining above, downy beneath, deeply

divided into three oblong, lanceolate, serrated lobes,

the serratures being hooked. The petioles are about

an inch long, three times shorter than the blade, and
provided on tile upper surface with four to six pairs of

stalked glands. The stipules are leafy, obliquely

ovate, recurved and dentate at the margin, prolonged

at the end into a long tail. Peduncles axillary, downy,
cylindrical, or somewhat dilated upwards, as long as

the leaf-stalk. Bracts connate into a cylindrical downy
tube, about an inch and a-half long, and irregidarly

divided at the margin ; lobes ovate, sometimes cleft com-
pletely down on one side. Tube of the flowercylindric.al,

distended at the base, puberulous, green, 3—4 inches

long ; sepals externally green, downy, internally red,

oblong obtuse, slightly keeled on the back, the keel pro-

longed into an awn below the apex. Petals as long as

the sepals, oblong obtuse, pure rosy red or carnation

coloured. Corona of two rows, the upper at the

margin of the tube consisting of small whitish purple

spotted tubercles, the lower, near the base of the tube,

membranous, white, deflexed. The stamens and pistil

have much the same character as in all the Tacsonias.

Ovary oblong, somewhat pyriform, downy, obscurely

lobed.

There are in cultivation two or three forms which
approach this one, and it .may therefore be well to

indicate the points of difference. The leaves are a

little like those of T. Van Volxemi, but the resemblance

is only slight, and in all other points the difference

is great. From T. moilissima our plant may be known
by its leaves, glabrous and shining above, its longer

involucral tulje, the downy flower tube, &c. From
T. quitensis and T. eriantha [^Gardeners' Chronicle,

p. 388, 1869), the longer narrower leaf-lobes, with their

recurved serratures, and the stalked petiolar glands,

furnish a ready means of discrimination. The colour

of the flowers is, as before said, quite different. Of
this a coloured illustration, which, we believe, will be

given in a future number of the "Florist," can alone

give an a<]ef[uate idea. It is a splendid accession to

an already beautiful group of greenhouse climbers, and
appears to be a free flowerer, requiring the ordinary

treatment bestowed on its fellows.

As these Tacsonias grow high up on the Andes, some
of them close to the snow, it is greatly to be desired

that some of our growers would try the hardihood of

these plants against a south wall. We believe in the

south-western counties the experiment would be success-

ful, though we learn that in East Kent one of the

species was thus tried with ill-success. Grafting on
Passiflora ccerulea, which is quite hardy near London,
might also be tried. M. T. M.

ORCHID IMPORTATION.
VoUR correspondent "F. W. B." at p. 924, ex-

presses some apprehension for a continuance of the

supply of Phalcenopsids, suggesting efforts being made
to raise these plants from seed. In a horticultural

point of view it is most unquestionably worthy of trial,

but I am afraid amateurs are far too impatient to wait

for the result of such experiments as to make it com-
mercially profitable. Amateur Orchid growers are

generally well-to-do people and can afford to pay,

hence they prefer " established plants," or in common
market gardening parlance, such as are " All a growing

and a blowing." No! I am afraid before these plants

could be raised from seed so as to compare in form and

size with imported specimens, the interest may have

passed to some other favourite exotic or new species.

There is, in my opinion, much yet to be done in the

introduction of new plants. Vast tracts of accessible

country still remain unexplored ; for instance, range

upon range of mountains running north and south

from Siam to China, bordering on the Burmese

Empire and]British Eurmah, contain unknown botanical

wealth (if not mineral gold) ; also the level range of

the Himalaya Mountains can have been but very par-

tially searched—making it, I should suppose, worth

the consideration of an enterprising nurseryman, as a

pecuniary speculation, to send a collector to these

parts ; independent of sucli a course being more in

furtherance of botanical science than the mere hybridi-

sation of known species.

I am perfectly sensible of the difficulties nurserymen

must have in procuring trustworthy, energetic, and

experienced men willing to become collectors in foreign,

and almost unknown countries ; wild beasts, snakes,

fevers, or sudden death from other unknown causes, are

what many picture to themselves as their almost certain

fate—making it somewdiat expensive to maintain men
having a sufficient practical knowledge to become suc-

cessful in this particular pui-suit ; yet with all those

drawbacks I am inclined to think it would pay.

There is another point in your correspondent's letter

I will offer remarks upon, and that is as to the number
of plants which he states are lost in transport. Could

this not be remedied by more careful packing? I

know Phalaenopsids are delicate plants, having a less

decided season of rest than many other Orchids, and that

they are, therefore, more liable to dry during the voyage

home. My experience has taught me this, not only in

Phatenopsids, but also with most of the delicate

plants growing at great elevations. A short sojourn on

the plains, awaiting opportunity of dispatch, will often,

unless the plants are properly cared for, effect their

destruction. However, with proper attention, the per-

centage in loss in transit can be obviated. A gentleman

of my acquaintance, who has carried out my instructions

partially only, has been more than usually successful in

obtaining from his agent abroad a small consignment of

Phatenopsis Schilleriana, and when the instructions are

fully carried out he anticipates the mortality en route to

be trifling in comparison to the old system which

obtained in forwarding these plants. Plants are like

human beings in some qualities, requiring their pecu-

liar idiosyncrasies to be studied; their mode of travel-

ling, and how their boxes are to be packed, must not

be neglected. R. Benson, Lt.-Col.

POTATO CULTURE.
Although an enormous breadth of land is annually

planted with Potatos, yet in how few instances do we
find a crop exhibiting the appearance of really good

cultivation? The reason of this, I imagine, is, that

Potatos, however roughly handled, are almost sure to

grow and yield a crop, in some favourable seasons

giving a fair return, whilst in seasons of scarcity or

disease the failure is so general that few indeed have

the slightest suspicion that their system of cultivation

is in any way to blame. The truth is, that Potato

cultivation in its highest development is but little

understood, or indifferently acted upon, judging by

annual results.

In many gardens the idea is prevalent that Potatos

may be grown almost anywhere, consequently, they

are grown anyhow. In others it is considered that the

ground cannot be too rich for them, they are therefore

planted in some of the most heavily manured soil, too

frequently, however, on ground that has lain through-

out the winter in exactly the same condition as when
the summer or autumn crops were removed, without

being even rough dug, and the rank manure dug in when
the Potatos are planted ; the remaining points of culture

consisting in this, that so soon as they commence
growing the stems are smothered with soil, to support

their shoots, and are ultimately left propped on both

sides by sharp ridges of soil. The consequence is that in

cold, wet seasons the Potatos do not ripen, owing to

their being so deeply covered with soil ; and in dry

seasons their sharp ridges throw off the rain, whilst

the dew collected during the night, instead of being

conveyed to the tubers, is absorbed by the great amount

of soil encasing their stems.

As to the seed, it sometimes happens that until

equircd for planting very little is thought alxjut them,

and the seed is then t^iken from the general store, when
f, as most probably will be the case, some of thent have
;prouted, the sprouts are rubbed off, and the tubers are

committed to the ground, there to give an uneven, and,

in some cases, an unripened crop ; whilst in other

nstances the seed, if previously reserved, through not

being carefully stored, produces sprouts of irregular

length and texture—a sure prelude to an uneven crop,

which, with early Potatos in particular, is of serious con-

sideration. Taking last season as an example of our

latest experience, I doubt not that the majority of

gardeners were indifferently satisfied with their crop.

In the cold late spring many were the complaints of

Potatos failing to make growth. In this immediate

neighbourhood this failing was very general, which

enabled me to compare notes with others, and these I

may say turned out greatly in my favour. All of our

Potatos grew away at once with great vigour and

regularity ; in fact, many remarked their appearance as

being as compact in growth as if they had been

clipped. Only three tubers failed out of nearly

2 acres. They continued to progress favourably, and
yielded me an excellent crop of well ripened and
weighty Potatos. The whole were lifted and stored

by August 20, free from alLdisease.

My method of culture, which is very simple, is as

follows :—The seed should be selected from a well-

ripened crop, from which at the time of gi-owing all of

indifferent growth had been marked, and when fit had
been used. Having decided upon the size of the tuber

required for seed (which with me is from 4 to 6 oz.),

choose at once from the whole crop on the ground as

many as are required, the sample being selected as

evenly as possible. These should then be laid out for

a week to harden, after which each Potato should be

stood singly, crown uppermost, either on a floor or on

shelves, or in shallow boxes. This takes some time to

do, but amply repays one all the labour expended on its

performance. Allow plenty of air to circulate amongst

them, at the same time keep them cool. The top-

most eyes will soon begin to enlarge, and will continue

doing so very slowly until early spring, when the shoots

will be nearly half an inch in length. When required

for planting take each tuber singly, and with the thumb
remove any weak growths which may be found on

it, leaving only two of the stoutest shoots on each ;

then with a knife make a cut across the base of the

Potato about an inch in length and depth : this answers

the same purpose as the ordinary method of cutting the

end clean ofl^, and will not be found so wasteful. They
will then be fit for planting, and great care should be

taken not to break or bruise the young gi-owths in

moving them.

The ground cleared of summer crops should be

chosen for Potatos, and if heavy or much compressed

by trampling upon, its surface should be broken some

4 inches in depth with a Canterbury hop. In the course

of a week the whole should oe rough dug, and after

lying in this condition for a month or six weeks, the

required quantity of manure should be wheeled on, with

the aid of planks, &c. Our ground being heavy, lying on

cold Wealden clay, I use the manure in a fresh littery

state, and spread it at once over the surface, allowing the

rains to wash the fertilising materials into the ground.

After it attains a bleached appearance, the ground is

double dug, and the littery portion worked in at a

good spade's depth. This is usu.ally done during

January, when if visited with sharp frost it becomes a

capital job for the men, the manure acting as a protec-

tion from frost to the undug ground, and which as soon

as dug becomes at once exposed to the sweetening influ-

ence of frost. Just previous to planting I scatter leaf-

mould over the whole surface of the ground, an inch

or so in thickness, for should showery weather occur at

planting time it acts as a capital protection to the soil

from the trampling of feet during the operation.

Planting for the open crops should be done in

March, when in case great breadths of land are to be

planted, it will be safest to commence with second

early varieties first, and to finish with the earliest by the

end of March at the latest. They do best if planted as

the ground is dug, using a steel fork for the operation,

and unless the ground is lumpy it is not necessary to

turn it, but simply to move it, by which means the work

can proceed faster. The toji of tlie Potato should be

5 inches below the surface of tlic ground, which should

be left as light as possible. I plant in rows \ foot

apart, the distance between the rows being 30 inches.

This I find to be sufficient space for the short-

top varieties which I grow, stronger growing

kinds requiring 36 inches by 15 inches. When
the growth is first perceived it is well to

break the crust around the shoots with the Canterbury

hoe. This is best done by getting astride each row

and finishing each plant as the work proceeds, taking

care not to smother the young shoots with soil. When
the growth is 6 inches above the ground, the whole of

the soil should be dug with a light 4-tined steel fork,

taking care when quite near the plants that it is turned

to the depth of 3 inches only, within 9 inches of the

stems, but to the full depth of the fork in the middle,

and working it among the young shoots on either side,

2 inches in thickness and 9 inches wide from the stems;

this will leave a very shallow bay of 4 inches m depth,

along the middle between the rows, and the Potatos

will have a slight mound of soil to grow in, 18 inches
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in width with a flat surface. Tiiis is all the earthing-

up the potato stems require, and as to the tubers, the

nearer they are to the surface with'out being exposed to

light, the better for earlincss and quality. T. C, Sa^c^

Surrcndcn.

INSECT LARV.E.
The practical question remains, whether any general

rules can be established by which we can know what
form the noxious larvDS we meet with will ultimately

assume ?

In order to understand what follows, it is necessary

to state that larvce liave legs of two kinds : first, the

true legs, representing tlie legs of the perfect insect,

which are comparatively firm, conical, and jointed, and
which, when present, are almost always six in number,
and attached to the first tliree segments of the body.

Secondly, the spurious legs, or prolegs, wliich are

short, thick, muscular, and unarticulated, vaiying in

number from two to sixteen, and attached to one or

more of the eight last segments.

1st. Gt'iieraiisation.—All larva; generally known as

caterpillars, and distinguished by having both legs and
prolegs, produce either Lepidoptera, or saw-flies in the

order Hymenoptera ; and the larva? of the saw-flies are

distinguished from those of 'the Lepidoptera by having

more than five pairs of prolegs ; and by having only

two eyes, whilst the true caterpillars have ten or

twelve, and also by their habit of rolling themselves

into a spiral coil.

2d. As a general rule, hairy caterpillars produce
moths, whilst spiny or naked ones produce butterflies

or sphinges. The rule may be more accurately stated

thus : all densely haired caterpillars produce moths,
but all the larvae of moths are not hairy. The cater-

pillars of the butterflies and sphinges are either naked
or ornamented with spines, or w^ith very short or

scattered hairs.

3d. Wood-boring larvns belong mostly to the Cole-

optera ; but also to a few families of the Lepidoptera,

namely, tlie /Egeridre, the Hepialid^, and a few
exceptional Tortricid:^. The larva; of thf Lepidoptera
can always be distinguished frr>m those of the Cole-

optera, by the presence of prolegs on the intermediate

segments. A fcv." coleopterous larva; have one pair of

n!:;lcgs on the anal segment, but more generally only

one such leg.

4th. All leaf-sucking larvre belong to the order

Hemiptcra (including the Homoptera).
5th. AU leaf-gnawing larva;, excepting grasshoppers,

and the caterpillars above treated of, belong to one
tribe of Coleoptera, distinguished by the title of

Phyllophaga, or leaf-eaters, and comprising the four

families Criocerida;, Galerucidce, Cassididas, and
Chrysomelidce. These larvae, moreover, can generally

be identified by their short, wrinkled fonns, their

slurtyish motions, and some of them by the singiilar

liabit oi proicLtin^ il.cir bodies by their own excre-
ment.

6th. All larviTe found underground, excepting those
which enter it only for the purjiose of undergoing their

transformations, are divisible, according to their habits,

into two sections. First, the subterranean larvre, pro-
perly so called, which live underground, and feed

upon the roots of plants ; and, secondly, those which
subsist aboveground, but burrow into it, when not
feeding, for the purpose of concealment. True subter-
ranean larvce are found in the orders Coleoptera,
Heraiptera, Homoptera, and Diptera. None of the
last order, except a few of the Tipulido;, have ever
been known to multiply so as to be seriously injurious

to vegetation. But in the Coleoptera we have the well
known white grvib of the may-beetle, and the large

grape-root borer, in the family Prionidce ; and, belong-
ing to the Homoptera, is the pernicious Apple tree

root-louse. The second section is limited almost
exclusively to the notorious tribe of cut-worms, all of
which belong to the family of Noctuidi-e, in the order
Lepidoptera.
These are a few of the more obvious general results

which we derive from the observation of insects, nnder
the two limitations of noxious habits and the larval

state. Others, less remarkable, perhaps, but equally
interesting, would be suggested by a more minute
study of the subject. Dr. IV. Lc Baron, in ^Kdmei-ican
EnioTno'oFtsi"

THE DEGENERATION OF VEGE-
TABLES AND SEEDS.

Florists and horticulturists are frequently and
greatly disappointed in the produce of their seeds and
plants. Failures may be accounted for in many ways,
such as giving too much or too little manure, bad seed,
^S:c.

_
The persons supplying the seeds frequently get

the lion's share of the blame, while it often happens
that the grower destroys the seeds and plants with an
over-quantity of manure. To illustrate this I may
mention that in February last 100 pots were filled with
soil which had been frequently watered with urine
without the knowledge of the gardener ; a quantity of
seed, which had been proved to be of first-rate quality,
was put into each pot, and all the pots were afterwards
placed in a favourable position for gi-owth, yet scarcely
a seed grew, having been destroyed by the urine, with
the Texception of three or four which produced very
weakly plants.

In order to show how the quality of plants can be
destroyed by manure it may be mentioned that about
ten years ago I grew three plants, in pots, of my
Russian Parsley, for the purpose of competing in July
at the horticultural shows of Partick and Paisley, and
with these I carried off four 1st prizes—two from the
gardeners' class, and two from the amateurs'. The
plants then were all remarkably fine, about 14 inches in

diameter, with no perceptible difference as to quality.

After the exhibitions they were all removed out of the
pots, planted in the garden, and treated w ith a very
liberal quantity of manure, for the purpose of showing
them again at the September shows. Two of the

plants retained their fine quality, the other became of a
very dark green colour, with large plain leaves like

that of a coarse green Kale stock ; in short, it turned
out one of the coarsest plants of Parsley I ever saw.
The following article on the cultivation of French

Marigolds, written by myself, about five years ago.

under the name of "Observer," for the "West of
Scotland Horticultural Magazine," may tend to prove
still further the results produced by the application of

manure, as well as the advantages of selecting from
plants most likely to produce the best results :

— *' The
French Marigold is a hall-hardy annual, and has long
been a favourite flower with the florists, cultivated by
them sometimes successfully, and not unfrequently

unsuccessfully. The failures generally arise from the

seed not having been gathered from the best sorts, and
also for want of the necessary treatment to bring out

the colours to suit the tastes of the cultivators. Some
growers prefer the blooms of a dark glossy colour,

without stripes, but the great majority of florists are

partial to the striped ones. Those who like that variety

best should gather their seed from well-formed yellow
flowers, imperfectly striped, and grow their plants in

a liberal quantity of good rich manure, and the result

will be a goodly quantity of striped flowers, and of a
good size. If blooms are wanted for competition
purposes, then remove all the flowers from the plant

except those for exhibition, and while the plant is in

bloom give it a good supply of ^^'ater, and the flowers

will, in that way, be considerably increased. Should
some of the petals of the flower be yellow and without
stripes, or partly striped, a few doses of liquid manure
will not only improve the colour of the stripes, but
increase their number. On the other hand, should the

blooms be of a darker colour than is wanted, the very
opposite course should be pursued ; it is necessary to be
very sparing with manure and water, and to slacken
or raise the roots of the plant a little with a spade.
I have, by this sort of treatment, caused many plants to

throw striped blooms which were throwing dark ones
before the plants were so treated. I have likewise

made pure yellow blooms become beautifully striped

by nursing them with manure and water, so as to pro-
duce growth. As a proof of this, I have no doubt
many cultivators of the Marigold must have observed
that even the darkest of the blooms become striped in

the autumn, and more and more so as the season
advances. This is simply on account of the growth
being less about the end of the year than in midsummer.
About the middle of April is a very good lime for the
sowing of the seed. Growers commonly err in selecting

the best plants, which generally turn out the darkest
flowers ; except when the seed is selected from light

flowers with a few stripes, in which case the strong
plants will produce the best stripes. I remember
having been the first to purchase three dozen plants
of the Marigold from a fine bed of them. The seller,

being a friend of mine, naturally enough gave me the
strongest plants, thinking that they were the best, and,
to my great disappointment, I had not a single stripe

in the whole of my stock until the end of October. An
acquaintance of my own also purchased some out of the
same bed, after all the best of the plants had been dis-

posed of, and nearly all his plants produced as finely-

striped blooms as ever I saw. Since that time I have
never selected the best plants, unless I had gathered
the seed from the light varieties myself. The lovers of
this beautiful flower should take care that no inferior

variety should be allowed to bloom along with or near
to those varieties from which seed is intended to be col-

lected. A slight inattention to this will tend to aflect

the quality of the seed, and disappoint the inex-
perienced."'

Good vegetable and flower seeds command a high
price, and hence many unskilled persons are induced to

reproduce them, and the consequence is that the seeds
raised by them are frequently, if not always, found to

be very inferior to those of the original stock, owing to

the seed having been raised too near to other inferior

flowering plants of the same genus, and thus giving
bees and flies the opportunity of hybridising them.
Besides, both vegetables and flowers have a great
tendency to degenerate, and it is found that there are
constitutional differences in plants from seeds saved
even of the same plant without having been hybridised,
such as a difference of colour, bulk, hardiness, and
form. The same things are seen in children of the
same parents. This being admitted, we are forced to

the conclusion that there are new varieties of seeds just

as often as they are raised, and that the quality will be
to a considerable extent in proportion to the judgment
and care of the cultivator. Plants are too often chosen
for seed that ought to be rejected by those who look
more to quantity than quality, and also by others who
don't know the properties that the various flowers and

vegetables should possess ; and thus flower and vege-
table seeds become degenemted. Last year I bought a
quantity of seed for the Nuneham Park Onion, from
three quarters. In two of the lots I found a mixture of
about ten varieties, not at all like that of the Nuneham
Park ; the other lot was in a sealed packet from
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, which turned out very well.

One of the persons from whom I got the bad seed
excused himself by saying that he had got it for genuine
from a most respectable wholesale merchant. If I had
called the merchant in question he would probably have
given the raiser credit, and the raiser might, in turn,

have retaliated on the merchants. It will thus be seen
that when a mistake of this kind occurs it is difficult

to place the saddle on the right horse unless the article

is got direct from the raiser. Names of vegetables and
flowers which have been raised from the seed tend much,
to mislead many of the inexperienced, as they generally
believe that the quality as well as the variety raised year
after year from the same class of vegetables and flowers
remains the same, while it is well known to intelligent

professional gardeners that the varieties change for the
better or worse as often as they are seeded. Those
who maydoubt this will be convinced of the truth thereof
by purchasing a small quantity of seed—say of the

Musselburgh, or any other Leek—from half-a-dozen

growers (not sellers, as they may get all their seeds from
one quarter) who have in different localities raised the

seed of it, as they may suppose. After testing the

whole of the seed, they will, in all likeliliood, find at

least six varieties from which it will be difficult to select

the Musselburgh, or any other named variety of Leek.
From a Lecture given by Mr. Dobbie before the Paisley

Florist Society.

|)omc (Ioms}jonbciicc.

The Chatsworth Conduit Edging Tile. — It

strikes me that these conduit edging tiles will be a
very useful invention to many gardeners with a limited

supply of soft water. When making the new
kitchen garden here I took care to have plenty of

tanks made to contain all the rain-water from the

different ranges of hothouses, and have never been
without soft water since. The last three summer
seasons have been trying ones to many gardeners, for

copious supplies of soft water were out of the question.

I had suffered much in the old kitchen garden for want
of rain-water, having had to dispense with syringing

in dry summers, for the carbonate of lime in the hard
water used disfigured the foliage and fruit. In many
gardens there are always places in the walks where in

heavy rains the water collects, and tanks placed there

would be invaluable in dry weather. Besides, these

edging tiles would look neat and appropriate on walks
in kitchen gardens, and, unlike Box, would give no
shelter to the legions of snails and other crawhng things

that hide themselves therein. William Tillery, Wclbcck.

Early Peas.—Continuing the discussion on Peas, it

is well known to all that the influence of locality has its

advantages and its disadvantages. Mr. Meikle says the

turn of a wall will make a week's difference ; if so, it

must be a very great turn indeed. Most gardeners

make it a rule to sow under a wall with a south aspect,

if they have one ; if they have not, then I quite agi-ee

with Mr. Meikle that such a turn would give a week's
advantage. And, again, what man with reason, under
such disadvantages, would ever pretend to outdo his

neighbour and discuss the matter through these columns?
Mr. Meikle's open sown Peas were ten days in the rear

of his indoor sowing ; I don't dispute his word, but why
need the difference have been so great, and what were
the enormous advantages he gained, considering the

extra time and trouble ? Probably his advantages were
a scanty crop of half-filled pods, fit only for the dung-
hill. As to the time of Peas flowering, 1 take no notice

of that, for with me this year Sutton's Ringleader

flowered several days sooner than Dillistone's Prolific,

but was three days later in gathering ; the same with
Beck's Gem, which flowered a week later than Taber's

Perfection, but there was only a day or two's difference

at the time of gathering. It will be well for me to

correct a small error made by Mr. Draper at p. 863 :

I did not say Sutton's Ringleader was three days later

than the other sorts ; if^ you refer to p. 830, you
will see that I state Sutton's Ringleader was three

days later than Dillistone's Prolific, which rather

surprised me, for until this year I have grown no Pea
earlier than Sutton's Ringleader. I intend testing the

same two sorts together next year, as there may have
been some mistake in the seed, but as it came from one of

the largest and oldest establishments in London I can-

not doubt but that I received it tme. Respecting the

discussion on early Peas I may say that we all have the

privilege of enjoying our own opinion and of acting as

experience teaches us. At all events I am no advocate

for the sowing and planting-out system of early Peas,

neither do I agree with November sowing, which is

the practice of a gi'eat many gardeners. E. Morgan^
The Butts, Ilarreno-on-thc-Hill.

The Potato Tournament.—I am pleased to see

that Mr. Fenn—^^'ho is acknowledged to be one of our

most successful Potato cultivators—has come forward

so manfully to support the cause of a Potato tourna-

ment. But I think, upon more mature deliberation, he
will agree with me that if we are to succeed in diffusing
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wider the spirit of higli cult^iral emulation amongst the

large class of Potato growers, and in supplying an oppor-

tunity where cultivators may meet in common and

exhibit their produce in close competition, we must begm

modestly and proceed safely, or, as he would say,

"upwards and onwards." It is not by entermg mto

very severe trials of strength with large collections

that this end can be attained. Mr. Fenn will agree

with me that Potato growers do not as a rule grow

more than from eight to a dozen varieties. Now it is

here that we must meet in common, and as I originally

suggested. Then, if a sufficient number of exhibitors

can'' be found to enter into competition on a limited

scale this autumn, we may hopefully look forward to

an increase in numbers and in strength in a succeeding

season. It should be understood that such a "little

go " need not necessarily entail any secondary expense

upon subscribers beyond the carriage of their parcels,

as there will be no absolute necessity to attend in

person. I suggest, should subscribers enough be

forthcoming, that the following classes be formed :—

I. For 12 distinct varieties, 6 of each, kidneys and

rounds ; 2. Best dish of kidneys, any sort ; 3.

Best dish of rounds, any sort. With regard to

the amount of subscriptions, I think that should be

limited to, say, S^- <" ^°'-' '° entitle the sub-

scriber to the right to compete, with the option

of paying any sum under a guinea. As regards

the date when the competition should take place, it

matters little, as it will be alike to all. No one suffers

more during a season of drought than I do here
;

hence, for my part, I can expect very little good to

accrue from this kind of competition. William Earlty.

Digswell, IVdwyii.

Flower Shows and Judges.—I sent six plants of

Gold and Bronze and six of Tricolor Pelargoniums to

the South Notts show, which was lately held at

Newark. The six Gold and Bronze were quite equal in

colour to those exhibited by Messrs. Downie, Laird &
Laing at Leeds ; they were : Plutus (Smith), 3 feet

through ; Canary Bird, 2 feet 6 inches ; Golden Rule,

2 feet ; E. G. Henderson, 2 feet 6 inches ; Princess

of Wales, 2 feet ; Princess Alice (Wills), 3 feet—all

perfect specimens, and rich in colour. These were

awarded a 2d prize, while the 1st was awarded to six

plants with no more colour than ordinary zonals—

Beauty of Calderdale, 9 inches across ;
Beauty of Oul-

ton, with not one particle of high colour in it ; Beauty of

Calderdale again, named Mr. Richards ; E. G. Hender-

son named Duke of Edinburgh ; Artemus Ward, and

Beauty of Ribbledale ; the above from 9 to 12 inches

through. For the Tricolors I was again awar

2d prize, with splendidly coloured plants of the follow-

ing:—Italia Unita, 3 feet through; Light and Shade,

2 feet 6 inches ; Imperatrice Eugenie, 2 feet ; Earl of

Derby, 2 feet ; Sunray, 2 feet ; Charming Bride,

2 feet — every plant perfect in shape and

rich in colour. The following six were placed 1st—

plants that could be bought in any nursery at 2s. bci.

each :—Sophia Cusack, Lady Cullum, Lucy Grieve—

a plant with three branches about 4 inches long, with

all the colour washed out; Mrs. Pollock, with as

much colour as Golden Chain ; Sunset, and Sophia

Dumaresque,—the above from 6 to 12 inches through.

On appealing to the officials I could get no redress.

Wilham King, Nurseryman, Lincoln.

Chapman's Patent Flower Box.—Mr. Chap-

man deserves great credit for this admirable con-

trivance. From the first I considered it would be a

great boon to all who had occasion either to send cut

flowers to exhibitions, or for private use, but I was not

aware of all its advantages until I took with me to tlie

Crystal Palace Rose Show a box of seedling Verbenas,

which carried better than any I had ever taken to any

.show. The India-rubber bands not only keep the

water in the tubes, but so embrace the stalks of the

flowers that the blooms do not twist round and round

on their transit, consequently they retain at their

journey's end the exact position they occupied when

placed in the board. Few who have occasion to trans-

mit flowers will be without these boxes when they have

once seen their advantages. Charles James Ferry,

Castle Bromwie/i, near Birmingham.

Lawn Mowers.—Allow me to add a few words on

the lawn-mowing controversy. I have been away

from home for neariy three months, and during my
absence I ordered an "Archimedean" lawn-mower,

which has been in use here ever since it was first neces-

sary to cut the grass in spring. I find my lawn much

greener than I ever remember, after such a continuance

of dry weather, and I attribute it in a great measure to

the use of the " Archimedean," as the grass which is

cut and scattered over the lawn not only acts in the

first instance as a mulching, but eventually as a manure.

I was decidedly prejudiced against it in the first

instance, as I thought the grass must always look

untidy if not swept up, but have been agreeably sur-

prised in this respect to find how little it really shows.

I have had between twenty and thirty persons to see my
garden within the last few days, and the general remark

was, "But you must have swept the grass up after

mowing, "'and they could hardly believe me when I said

that every bit of grass that had been cut from the first

commencement of mowine with the "Archimedean"

cube of grass (nearly), divide, scatter, or diy it as you

will." Has he ever thought, when gi'ass is collected in

a box before a machine, how many cubic inches he

would have to mow before he could get a cubic inch in

the collecting-box ? If the quantity of grass on a lawn,

where the grass was an inch long, was anything

approximating to what Mr. Fish here suggests

—

36 yards a yard wide would give a cubic yard (nearly)

to be collected in the box in front of the machine ; and

as very few boxes will take more than 6 inches in

depth, an 18-inch machine would have to stop

about six or eight times in 36 yards, 18 inches

wide, to dispose of the grass, if this calcula-

tion were even approximately correct ; whereas a

Green's or Shanks' machine will generally run

about 100 yards, even if the grass were an inch long,

before the collecting-box gets too full. Again, if the

grass is cut as often as it should be, there need be no

ifear of any Daisy seeds ripening. Has Mr. Fish ever

tried to work one of Green's or Shanks' machines with-

out the collecting-box ? because he would find, if the

glass was long or wet, that as the grass is always thrown

in front of the cutter, it is repeatedly collected again,

and consequently soon chokes. I have often tried it,

and soon find that it is impossible to work the machine

long if the grass is the least thick, so that in my opinion

it is not coiTCCt to assert, as Messrs. Green do, that it is

simply necessary to take their grass collecting-box off

in order to make their machines scatter the grass like

the " Archimedean." A few hours' sun reduces succu-

lent cut grass to one quarter its bulk and weight, and

as soon as the grass begins to grow again it covers what

little debris is still to be seen, and that little is only seen

when you especially look for it. As I am WTiting now

I am looking upon a lawn only a few yards from the

window, and though mown only two days ago I cannot

1
see a vestige of the old grass from here, but there are

I

two or three places, where the grass was left too long

before it was mown, where it can still be seen if looked

for, but it would never be observed without one's

attention being especially directed to it. C. P. Peach.

Whilst this discussion is being carried on I

think the opportunity a favourable one for me to ask

the question, if any of your correspondents have used

the "Philadelphia" lawn-mower? My employer

brought me one the other day from America, and I

think, when better known, it will be found to be a

veiy useful machine. The fault generally found with

the "Archimedean" is remedied in this machine.

The knife is four-edged, and there are shields to put on

to collect the grass. It has no large roller, but two

de'dthe '
driving wheels, one on either side. The knife is

behmd a small roller, which regulates the cutting. It

is much easier to work than the "Archimedean," and

will do its work well on uneven ground. Has any

of your correspondents worked this machine? if ;

what is their opinion of it? J. C. Mitchell, Oakham.

Agapanthus umbellatus.—I would caution your

readers against trying more of this plant than they can

afford to lose, unless in the warmest and most sheltered

situation. With a glass top it will stand in warm shel-

tered places ; without it, even if thatched over, it will

mostly perish. Some years ago I had a splendid stock,

as it was a great favourite ; the plants, however, became

very troublesome and expensive to keep, through their

great fleshy roots bursting all the pots every summer.

Theylwere planted out in consequence, and left out

carefully thatched over. The result was, that the whole

perished. Observer, East Aiiglia.

Variegation in Double-flowered Plants.—You

have recently noted the production of a double varie-

gated Stock. There can be no inconsistency in these

cases, and they ought not to be exceptional. In my
paper on "Sex," I have pointed out that variega-

tion was one step in the male direction, when

plants are departing from their normal hermaphrodite

form. Doubling of the stamens or petals is also a step

in the same direction, and we may safely infer the two

can exist together. I should look for them rather than

suspect antagonism. We have here a semi-double

Vinca minor, with variegated leaves ; and a very

double Althaea (Hibiscus syriacus), with a beautiful

variegation. The single variegated Althjea already

exists in European gardens. [And the double also.

Eds.] Thos. Meehan, Philadelphia.

Rose Shows.—As the number of these is yeariy

easing, and some of those held this season have

taken place two or more on the same day, to the injury

of the shows and the annoyance of exhibitors, I beg to

submit, for the consideration of all concerned

following suggestion :—That to utilise the showing

power to the utmost, and consult the convenience of

the leading exhibitors, as well as to prevent for the future

two shows fallingon the same day, a conference be held in

London, or wherever else might be fixed upon, early

in the spring of every year, at which a delegate from

each of the leading shows should attend, and to which

the principal exhibitors should be invited,—that the

business of the conference should be to fix the days for

holding the various exhibitions. I have mentioned the

subject to many of the principal exhibitors, and, from

what I have ascertained of their views, I think it pro-

bable that if the proposal meets with the approbati

had been left on the ground. Mr. Fish can hardly of Mr. Hole, and other leading kosarians there is

have sufficiently reflected on the subject when he says : some prospect of a satisfactory settlement of the dates

"Why, every inch of ground must dispose of its inch |
for the vanous shows being made in fiiture yeais to the

advantage of all interested. Such a conference might

be rendered useful in many ways, as various questions

relating to Rose shAvs, regulations for their govern-

ment, suggestions for improvements in schedules,

modes of staging the blooms, &c., might be thoroughly

discussed at it by those most qualified to look at them

from every point of view, and most interested in their

proper settlement. Perhaps you will allow Rose exhi-

bitors to express their views in your columns ? [We
shall be glad to further the interest of Queen Rose in

any way. Eds.] Edwd. W. Badger, Moseley, near

Birmingham.

Phcenix farinifera.—Some seeds of this plant,

which were sent to me from Southern China by Dr.

Hance, H. M. Vice-Consul at Whampoa, were sown

here (CoUioure) last year in the open ground, and

although during my absence for the greater part of the

year in Paris the plants received but little attention,

they are now doing well. They passed the winter in

pots without protection of any kind, and although

they were buried for 12 days beneath the snow, and

were subjected to the influence of severe frost, they

arenowinvigorous health. I am rather doubtful whether

this is the true Phcenix farinifera ofVon Martins. I am
inclined to think it is quite a diflferent species ; and if so, I

would suggest that it receive the name of P. Hanceana,

in compliment to the distinguished botanist who first

descnbed it in the " Annales des Sciences Naturelles,"

and by whom it has been re-introduced into Europe.

I say re-introduced, because some 12 or 13 years ago,

probably through the mediation of M. de Montigny,

seeds of a Phcenix identical with those sent by Dr.

Hance were received at the Jardin des Plantes. The

young plants thus obtained did well, and I have a

specimen liere in the open ground which is giowing

wonderfully. Its trunk is forming, and I have reason

to think that, in a few years' time, it will assume an

arborescent form, and produce flowers. It is at

least as hardy as the Date Palm. Last winter,

which was exceptionally severe (7° Centigrade below

zero = 19 Fahr.) it was entirely unprotected. It was

buried for 12 days beneath more than 3 feet of snow

(metre). It was then deluged with water, produced

by the melting of the snow. Almost all its leaves were

broken by the weight of the snow. It was so dis-

figured that I looked upon it as lost. Nevertheless,

this maltreated Palm seems all the better for the expo-

sure. Since March it has sprouted vigorously, and has

entirely reproduced its crown of leaves, which are larger

and finer than they were before the accident. I am hence

disposed to consider the P. Hanceana as an excellent

acquisition for the subtropical gardens in the South of

France. I notice that Dr. Seemann commits an error,

or rather repeats that of others, by admitting several

species into the genus Chamaarops. Up to

this time there is only a single species well known,

that is to say C. humilis of Southern Europe and

Northern Africa. All the Palms so-called, and which

are natives of North America, the Himalayas, China,

and Japan, certainly belong to other genera. In my
opinion the nearest genera to Chaincerops are Liviston^

and Phffinix, in spite of the pinnate leaves of the

latter. Their affinity, moreover, is proved by the fact

.f the crossing of the Chamarops with the Date Palm.

Several of the hybrids thus obtained differed from the

seed parent (the Chama:rops) in their pinnate leaves.

In 1867 one of these hybrids was sent to Kew. Charles

Naudin, CoUioure, Pyrinies Orienlales, France.

The Draught.—The average annual rainfall for the

last eight years is 334 inches, it consequently appears

that the fall of the first three months of this year was

scarcely up to the average ; and the last three,

including also that which has fallen during the present

month (o. II 5 in.), shows a deficiency of rather more

than 6 in., which, in round numbers, equals 3000 hogs-

heads to the acre. Clear sky and bright sun have

been the rule, and clouds the exception, and the

thermometer frequently indicating over 80° in the

shade. The pastures are very bare, except those

irrigated. The hay, in many instances, was made

before it was cut. Fruit is plentiful, but small. The

root crops are very light. Mildew is rampant, and the

timber trees are now beginning to show signs of

thirst. I fear Mr. Miller's Fungus theory will be too

fully verified as this season. T. Challis, Wilton.

The Drought in France.—The second fortnight!

in June was very hot here. For several days in suc-

cession we had from 33° to 36° Centigrade. The

mean temperature for this fortnight was 25°. 61 (78 .091

Fahr.), which of itself would not have been inju-

rious, but the drought has been such that some

young trees planted last winter have perished, and

even some Vines are neariy dead. The Opuntias even,

such as O. inermis, O. Ficus indica, O. vulgaris, &c.,

in spite of their succulent habit, are dried up like horn.

Charles Naudin, CoUioure, Fyrenies Orientales, France.

Growth of Melons.—In answer to "Subscriber's"

inquiries respecting the effect of gas upon the growth

of Cucumbers and Melons, I beg to say that my
employer has small gasworks 12 yards from our

Cucumber and Melon pit, and I have not found them

injured by being placed so near to the works. The only

thing I feared would do me an injury was the sulphur

from the furnace heating the retorts, but being private

it is only used once a week in winter, and once m three

weeks in the summer. I should say the cause of
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failure was canker, as I know that many gardeners

were troubled with it in the spring, when the sun was
very clear and the wind bitterly cold ; the foliage had
the appearance of being scorched by the sun, and
small spots followed in the stems of the Melons, which
caused them to die. IV. Swaiisboroiigh, gr. to E.

Jckyllj Esg.^ Wargmve Hill^ Henley-on-Thames.

Verbena Culture.—I am in want of the following

information concerning the successful culture of Ver-

benas in pots for exhibition, which perhaps some
of your correspondents will kindly afford :—Is liquid

manure, made with sheep droppings, good to water

them with, or would that made from cowdung be

better ? How long previous to the sliow should the

points be pinched out for the last time ? One of my
finest plants is going black at the points ; is there any
cure for this, or means of checking, it? Any information

concerning the above will greatly oblige A JVbiiiJ-l>e

{im-ccssfiil) Exhihiior.

Protection of Wall Fruit.— I enclose you a sketch

{fig. 178) of what I believe to be the cheapest, mast
effective, and simple plan I have yet seen, and which
may be carried out with the assistance of any ordinary

workman. I have proved it on a small scale, and
mean to extend it next season to a wall 100 feet long.

Although my plan was imperfect in some of the details,

I found that the lowest temperature during the nights

of March, April, and May, was from 4° to 6" higher
than on the unprotected portion of the wall. The mode
of carrying it out is as follows :—Take a strip of deal,

of the required length, \\ inch square (a),

and nail it against the highest part of the

wall to be protected. Nail another strip

of the same size half an inch below (e) ;

you will then have a groove of half an inch

between the two strips. Take \\ inch

angle-iron, of the required length, and fix

it 2 leet from tlie wall, on upright rods of

f or I inch iron, fixed firmly in the

ground at about 7 feet apart (I have had
one fixed at 7 f'^st 6 inches, and it has

answered very well) ; the top of the rod
must be flattened, and a hole drilled into

it to receive a screw, a corresponding hole

in the angle-iron on the lower flange, and
countersunk, will {with a small wooden
washer) be all that is required. In order

to keep the iron rods steady, and at fixed

distances from the wall, I take a small

piece of flat bar iron \ inch thick, and
1 wide (c), of the required length, with a
hole drilled at each end, one of which
will receive the screw which fastens the

rod to the angle-iron, and the other must
be screwed to the under part of the lower
strip of wood. The frame is now ready
to receive the glass ; the panes may be 26
inches long, by 12 to 15 inches wide :

place the one end between the two strips

of wood, and let the other fall on the
lower flange of the angle-iron, on which
it would be better to place a strip of felt

for the glass to rest upon. I omitted to

say that the upper flange of the angle-iron

should have holes drilled in it about a foot

apart, for hook screws, as shown. A strip

of wood should then be prepared about
three-quarters of an, inch square, and
placed in the angle-iron on the glass, and
fixed in its place by the screv/s with hooks
at the end. If nicely managed, the glass

\\\\i slide to right and left as required,

without removing the strip of wood. The frame
as then fixed may be used as a permanent or

temporary glass coping, as desired. At night I cover
the trees more effectually by attaching scrim canvas
to the screw-hooks, to be removed in the morn-
ing ; or during cold boisterous days the canvas may
be left up, as the light is veiy good through panes
of such a length. It will be seen that the structure is

of such a light character that little or no shade is thrown
on the wall, while the hook-screws in the angle-

iron afford gi-eat facility for the extra protection re-

quired during the night, and if kept up during the day
tliere is room for the gardener to pass between it

and the wall for any work he may require to do.

If the wall already has a coping, only the lower strip

of wood will be required, half an inch below the
coping ; and in any case this lower strip should have
the upper edge planed off to the angle required for the
glass to rest upon. I should have stated that some
fine copper wire (d), or even fine twine, passed round
each rod, and carried from one to the other, about
2 feet apart, will be useful to prevent the canvas
from being blown about. The cost of mine, with
panes 26 inches long, exclusive of workmanship,
which I did entirely myself, was as nearly as possible
is. per foot run. E. W.

Trichomanes radicans.—I have thought that my
little experience with this plant might not be uninte-
resting to your amateur readers who, like myself, have
only a very limited amount of either convenience or
time. I purchased a small plant from Mr. Sherratt, of
Kuypersley, in November last, and forthwith potted it,

or rather, I should say, I got a large pan, something like

a seed-pan, and filled it, in the form of a depressed cone,

with broken sandstone, and placed the plant on the

top. I then put a bell-glass over it, the glass fitting

on the rim of the pan, and placed it in a home-made
fernery, of very humble pretensions, with plenty of

chinks and holes all over it. I placed a bit of stone

between the top of the pan and the glass, to admit air.

I had rarely any occasion during the winter to sprinkle

it, and during the severe frost it was frequently frozen

for several days together, for I had no means of heat-

ing the place, and only intended to grow some hardy

Ferns in it. In the spring it commenced to grow, and
has made three nice fronds. It is throwing up more,

and the few fronds that were upon it when I bought it

are in as good condition now as they were then.

Satmtd Eyn\ Lcck, Staffordshire.

Candle-bearing Tree.—Near the river Chagres,

on the Isthmus of Panama, is found a tree the fruit of

which very closely resembles unbleached wax candles,

giving rise to its popular title, Palo de vclas {\\\^ Candle-

tree). The botanical name is Parmentiera cerifera,

and its fruit is eaten by sheep. Can any of your

readers, who has seen this curious tree growing, give

me its usual dimensions, and the shape of its leaf?

E. S. [The plant was introduced to this countiy by
Dr. Seemann, and is in cultivation at Mr. Bull's

nursery and elsewhere. Eds.]

Yellow Roses.—Allow me to suggest that the

time has now arrived when the Crystal Palace Company
and the Royal Horticultural Society should offer prizes

for the best 12 or 18 yellow Roses, distinct kinds. The

last few years have brought several good yellow varieties

into cultivation, and I cannot but think that the great

mistake which the judges have made this year in

awarding prizes to stands containing Marechal Niel

only (when the schedules of both societies distinctly

stated the best collection) will prevent any other variety

of yellow Rose from being shown, while on the other

hand if yellow varieties are properly encouraged they
will become the most popular class at all the Rose
shows. At least, such is the opinion of Vkomtesse de

Cazcs.

Vines.—Liquid sheep manure poured round Vines
is said to protect them from the ravages of the bug.

E. S.

Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums.—Mr Wills

would have been more candid if he had given his

reasons for declining to submit his plants to the judg-

ment of the Royal Horticultural Society's Floral

Committee, or the judges at the Crystal Palace show.
Is it because he is afraid to put them before gentle-

men of known ability, and whose decisions are unim-
peachable? or has he no faith in their opinions, that

he wishes this question to stand over for another

II months? Has Mr. Wills any proof that the Leeds
Horticultural Society will hold a show at all next year?

The local newspapers say it is very doubtful if there

will be one. Presuming there is to be one—and, so far

as I am personally concerned, I have no objection

to Leeds being the place of exhibition — would
it be reasonable for me to ask Messrs .Downie,
Laird & Laing to be at the expense of bringing

down their plants to Leeds, and this, too, while it

must be fresh in their memories how they were treated

by the judges this year, and how some unprincipled

person or persons had the impudence to strip some of
their most valuable plants of their cuttings ? I ask
Mr. Wills if this is not enough to make them, or

any one else, similarly treated, ratlier shy at again
visiting Leeds? In my former letter I made a fair

and reasonable challenge, and if Mr. Wills declines

to accept it, after making the statement that his sorts

would be cultivated long after Downie, Laird &
Laing's were forgotten, the readers of the Gai'dcuers'

Chronicle will be able to draw their own conclusions.

Looker-on.

Figs grow very abundantly in South Carolina ; they
ripen twice a-year, and compete, when dried and
packed, with the foreign imported ones in the home
(U.S.) fmit market. E. S.

Raising New Roses.—I was struck some time ago,
I think about December, 1S69, by a paper reported in

the Gardeners' Chronicle as having been read at a
meeting by a gentleman, whose name I forget at this

moment. The subject was new Roses. He remarked
truly that the raisers of new Roses do not give the
attention they might to producing particular qualities ;

that by crossing a handsome and delicate with a hardy
Rose, others with the good qualities of both might be
obtained, the same as to form and colour. This pro-
bably is done to some extent, but it is impossible to

believe that it is veiy generally so ; and no doubt there

must be a good deal of chance about a batch of young
plants. But what is a standing proof of the assertion

that Roses are not always "bred" with a view to the

best possible combination of qualities, is

the fact mentioned in the paper alluded to,

that there is not such a thing as a really

fine white Rose in existence. At least

what is said amounts to that, and it is the

case as far as my knowledge goes. My
purpose in writing this is to recommend
to all those concerned an old Rose, which
seems as if it might be the parent of better

white Roses than any we have. I know
it under the name of '* Lady Harrington;"
it is not old in the sense of the Cabbage
and Damask Roses, but I should think
must have been new about 25 or 30 years

ago. It is quite unlike the old gardeners'

Rose and white Moss, and has, except for

being pure white, a good deal of likeness

to Coupe d'Hebe ; it has not its vigorous
growth, and is less double, having gen-
erally visible stamens, but the beautiful

form of the half-blown flower is much
the same. It is rather milk-white than
snow-white, like Aimee Vibert, but a Rose
combining the size and form of the one
with the qualities of the other would be
worth having indeed. Old Subscriber.

New White Lobelia Purity. —To
the notice of this, which appeared on p.

929, I may add that Mr. Chambers raised

two seedling white Lobelias, the second of
which promises to be quite as valuable as

the one named Purity, though having
smaller flowers allied to a dense dwarf
habit. They have been planted out-of-

doors since the middle of May, and on
the flowers of neither has the faintest tint

of blue appeared. They have been pur-
chased by Messrs. Cripps & Son, of
Tunbridge Wells, and will be shortly

exhibited by them at one of the meetings
of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Shrubby Calceolaria Matchless, exhibited by Messrs.

Cripps <S; Son, is in commerce ; it was sent out

about three years ago by Mr. H. Walton, Marsden,
Lancashire, and said to have been raised by Mr.

J. Wills, R. D.

Flower Sermon.—Some few weeks ago there was
a paragraph in the Chronicle stating that in one of
the London churches there had been a special service

illustrated, if I may use the expression, with flowers.

Not only did the members of the congregation
bring handsome bouquets, but the church was also

gaily decorated with plants and flowers. Such an
assemblage of worshippers in holiday dress with their

sweet-scented posiescould not fail to produce an excellent

effect, so like an offering of the sweetest and fairest

products of the year to the Giver of all Good. This
truly graceful service is not confined to City churches,

although it is evidently a relic of the past, and seems
dying out. There is a country parish in Cheshire, on
the borders of Denbighshire, on the banks of the Dee,
about 8 miles above Chester, called F'arndon, where
Flower Sunday is annually observed ; the church is

tastefully decorated with flowers, and some reference to

the flowery fete is expected in the seimon preached on
the occasion, but what is most remarkable in this

custom consifcti in the devices in flowers placed on the

graves of friends on a groundwork of green Rushes,

laid side by side, like some green-corded web of cloth

with a highly coloured pattern or device worked
in flowers on its face. The attraction of Flower
Sunday never fails to draw together a large and
an attentive congi-egation. Whether attracted by
curiosity, or for holiday making, those who come
remain to pray, and as they visit the church-
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yard to see the gay garlands on the graves of their

friends, it looks as if the flowers and the evergreens

had a mission to perform of blessed hope, as the poet

has so elegantly expressed, that even "the woes (of

death) were not too wide to see beyond."* In Mrs.

W. P. Byrne's work on Spain {" Cosas de Espaiio "),

she mentions the annual visit of the inhabitants of

Madrid to the Campo Santo, on the festival of All

Saints, to place a fresh wreath of flowers and a lighted

taper to adorn the last resting place of their departed

friends ; and in the evening, when all these twinkling

lights are burning, the effect is strange and impressive.

The same ceremony is said to prevail in France.

Surely the beautiful custom of a Flower Sunday would

be worth a trial where there is a complaint about

getting the labouring classes to attend Divine ser\'ice.

The charms of flowers alone are sufficient to draw
crowds to horticultural exhibitions, it would, moreover,

encourage the cultivation of flowers, and make
cottagers and others vie with each other as to who
should be able best to adorn the house of God and

the narrow house appointed for all living. A. F.

Orchid Cultivation.—At p. 564 of your Joimial I

asked if Dendrobiums had been raised from seed, and I

now see your correspondent "F. W. B. ," at p. 924,
says, he thinks Phal^enopsids can be raised in this

manner, and asks for information. I should be equally

obliged, and venture to ask you to draw the attention

of the scientific gentlemen at Kew to the subject, in

the hope tliat they can help us. I do not think that

this method can ever make Orchids more plentiful than

by means of such propagation as is suited to their

habit, and I do not find Phalsenopsids more difficult to

propagate than other Orchids ; but I should like to try

what can be done in this way, and have made the first

step towards obtaining the seed. In doing so I had
observed that the flowers of P. cornu-cervi and P. Lud-
demanniana do not wither, as in the case of P. grandi-

flora and P. Schilleriana, but, after losing their

colour, retain their form, the substance of the flower

sepals and petals becoming thicker and harder, being

slightly transparent, and of a light green colour. As
regards propagation I find that all Orchids propa-

gate themselves as soon as they are strong enough,
and PhaIa;nopsids are not exceptions to this rule.

On a previous occasion I sent you a photogi'aph of

a plant of P. Schilleriana having two spikes upon
it, the one a flower-spike, and the other showing
a young plant ; since the flowers have been cut that

spike has not made any more, but the other made a

second growth immediately under the young plant

:

and when this was taken off, young plant No. 3
had begun to form at the end ; the plant is also

throwing up another spike, but what it will be we
cannot tell. I have also another smaller plant produc-
ing its first young plant. Botanists say that a flower-

spike is only a dwarfed growth, and this theory
is supposed to be the most clearly proved
by the habit of a Pear tree. Last year I had a young
plant formed upon a spike on P. grandiflora, that

commenced with two leaves simultaneously, and after

these had grown a little, a single flower pushed up
between Ihcm. In Dendrobiums the near connection

between flowers and gi^owths is shown very often,

when they are growing strongly—roots will push from
the base of a flower-stalk, which on examination will

be found to be formed like those of growths : again,

growths after making two or three leaves, will finish by
producing flowers. To understand how to grow any
race of plants, we must first thoroughly comprehend their

native climate and habit. ** F. W. B." says, "Wemust
not forget that naturally Phala;nopsids have no winter,

that is, their season of rest is during the hot dry period

of the year." Their native places he gives as Borneo,

Java, Sumatra, and Moulmein ; of this last place

Lieut. -Colonel Benson has given us a full account,

proving that it is hot and dry enough. Last year I

bought a small plant of P. Lowii, and I assure you it

wanted great faith not to throw it away during its rest

;

now it is growing vigorously, but I have no desire to

reduce any of the others to the like state to rest them,
*' F. W. B." also says

—"they are more or less subject

to cool sea breezes all the year." I have not Mr,
Wallace's '* Malayan Archipelago" at hand, but my im
pressionis thathe says Borneo enjoysthe most uniformly
hot and humid temperature in the world, and speaks
of the sea being exceedingly shallow, and the water
hot. The equator runs through both Borneo and
Sumatra, and I very much doubt there being a dry
season in either of them ; but perhaps *' F. W. B."
will be kind enough to give his authority. My only
object is to obtain coirect information, and as he gives

no authority, he will perhaps excuse my doubts. Do
you think this subject is of sufficient importance to

warrant you in asking Mr. Wallace to give us some
information upon the climate of these islands? I am
reading with great interest his "Essays on Natural
Selection," and regret I have not as yet found a
chapter on Orchitis. I bought Darwin on the

"Fertilisation of Orchids," which work helped me so

far, but there he stops. I do not think the plan of
raising Orchids by seed can ever be of much com-
mercial advantage, but this manifestly depends upon
their speed of growth, and the care and attention

required in rearing them ; should any one be successful

Robert PoUok.

in obtaining ripe seed, it will require about as much
skill on the part of the propagator who has the care of

them as if he were producing by slow degrees some
scientific hybrid. G. H.

The Fungus Pest or Mildew.—In reply to Mr.
Bennett, I beg to say that my experience in the destruc-

tion of mildew is very limited, but I am most favourable

to a warm, humid atmosphere, when it can be secured,

for its destruction, and in further supporting our water
cure, I think I cannot do better than refer him to

"Lindley's Theory and Practice of Horticulture, "p. 176,

where he says that it "may all be stopped or prevented
by abundant watering," &c. Mr. Bennett's cure for

Fungus reminds me of an instance which was pointed

out to me about four years ago. A house of Vines had
been planted for the third time, and veiy well they

looked ; the first refused to grow, the soil was removed
and fresh procured,—many attributed the failure to

Fungus ; the second acted in the same way. The
spirited proprietor, at the request of the gardener,

detennined to have the soil analysed, and it was found

to contain obnoxious gaseous matters ; it was after-

wards remembered that the field from which the soil

was procured both times had received a dressing of

gas-lime, or some other refuse, from the gasworks. J

mention this, not in opposition to Mr. Bennett's remedy,

but to show how easy it is for us to form wrong con-

clusions ; and I am quite sure that this has been

frequently done with Fungus. I hope, in future, that

we shall have a thorough explanation, from eveiyone

who may be troubled with it, of the particular way in

which it has acted on the various subjects it may
attack. One of your con-espondents has explained

this—I believe, Mr. Sheppard—by telling us that the

stems of the Vines were split asunder. In this case it

must have acted as a wood-cleaver's wedge ! Oh,
Pha;bus ! what power for a thread-like substance.

Was this the case in Mr. Ayre's Vines ? This gentle-

mvin, in his last, has brought us back again to the

extension system. But I would ask— is leaving

laterals to grow really what is usually understood by
the extension system of Vine culture? Your cor-

respondents, Mr. Bennett and Mr. Ayres, seem to have

a dislike to correspondents who do not give their

names. As this controversy has little to do with

individuals, but Fungus, it is not of so much con-

sequence. As far as I am concerned, I have a little

dislike to have my name paraded before the public

eveiy time I think fit to give my opinion. To prove

that I am not writing in opposition from any animosity,

I may say that I have never exchanged words with any
one who has entered into this controversy : at the same
time, I should be glad of a fraternal shake of the

hand with them all. IV. P. Roberts, Gr. to Earl Derby,

Hohvoody Kent.

Fungus on Vine Roots.—Your correspondent,

"David Tell Fact," seems particularly anxious to

smother the Fungus controversy, especially that which
relates to the Bishop Stortford Vines, and makes short

work of every other opinion by the most positive asser-

tion, that the Vines in question had not Fungus in

root or stem ; and yet we have the testimony of

Mr. Monro, that the roots sent him had Fungus on
them, " David Tell Fact " says the Vines had
healthy roots, stems, and leaves, and bore good crops

to the last, and " only shanked." What caused the

shanking, if it did not proceed from an unhealthy root

action ? If a copious supply of water will cure shank-

ing, as a cultivator assures us that it will, is it not likely

that it does so by destroying any mycelium that may
have attached itself to the roots, and thereby at once

allowing a freer and more healthy root action ?

That copious supplies of water will arrest the spread of

Fungus, I have not the least doubt, and I always

apply it ad lib. the moment I detect its presence. The
last three dry seasons have been eminently favourable

to the spread of Fungus, and there are but few gardens

where water can be had in sufficient abundance to wash
it out. The discussion has been productive of some
good, for it must be comforting to know that we need
no longer dread Fungus in our borders as an evil, but

hail it as a positive benefit ; for, according to your

correspondent, it is the pabulum on which roots

feed—that they make a meal of it, and revel in

it. My experience of it is quite in the opposite

direction, for I believe the meal is made at

the expense of the plant which the parasite attaches

itself to, and that it eats into the vei-y heart

and core of plant life, poisons the sources of supply,

and utterly paralyses the action of the root. But we
need not despair, for Mr. Bennett has come to the

rescue with gas-water. Madame Rachel need not have
gone far for Sahara water to renew the bloom and
vigour of youth, for have we not a water close at hand
far more potent, that will act as a charm—kill, and yet

invigorate, and all in the space of a few short weeks ?

What can we want more? I for one thank Mr. Ben-
nett ; and if I find its effects so magical in killing

and restoring, I shall be most grateful for his

letter, as I fear I have some Peach trees that are

still suffering from an attack of Fungus : but as I have

sent some roots and leaves to the Rev. M. J. Berkeley

for examination, I hope to hear more of it anoi

Miller, "David Tell Fact, "and othere may pooh-pooh
it as they will, but my little experience teaches me that

Fungus is one of the evils a gardener has to contend

with, and that all decomposing vegetable matter tend-

ing to breed the t^ame should be strictly guarded

against in the formation of fruit-tree borders, y.
Sheppard, The Gardens, Woolverstonc Park.

The Self-fertilisation of Boronia viminea.

—

This plant is a native of New Holland, and flowers in

England during November and December. At first

the stamens are bent inwards, but ultimately they

become erect, except at the base, where they curve

out from their place of adjustment, and the anthers are

introrse and dehisce longitudinally. The side of the

filament facing the ovary, and also that turned directly

away from it, are both glabrous, but the other two

sides right and left are thickly beset with long hairs

;

these meet and interlace all round, and the result is

what may be called a very small basket, with hairs for

wicker-work, filaments for ribs, and pollen and ovary

for contents. The farina is safely kept in the neat

little construction just described until the stigma

becomes receptive, and this rarely takes place sooner

than a week after the bursting of the anthers. The
filaments, if not hygiometrical, are sensitive in some
way, for they press towards the centre of the flower

when the days are dull or damp, and recede from that

point wlien the sky is clear and the air dry. They are

also unequal in length, one-half being longer than the

other. The connection extends beyond the anther

cells, and looks like the tip of a small petal. The
ovary swells, and what seems like sound seed results,

but I have never seen the quality tested by sowing.

John Duncan.

Garden Crops up to Midsummer.—That the

past spring and early summer season have been, in a

meteorological point of view, an exceptional one, there

be no two opinions. Here in South Herts we were

not favoured with any, what I might term "ground
rains," throughout some part of March, April, May,

d June. It is true that a very heavy thunderstorm

raged over these parts on the evening of June 16. But

though the flashes of lightning, which continued in quick

succession from dusk in the evening far away towards

midnight, and that during the early hours of the night

the thunder was terrific, no great depth of rain fell, not

sufficient in fact to enter beyond I inch into the ground.

In the spring, garden prospects were good here. Though
we experienced a somewhat sharp frost on Monday,

May 9, which cut the Potato tops off to the "ground
line," and in some parts—such as the valley of the

Thames—injured hardy fruit crops materially, yet

taken as a whole our prospects in this department were

good in the extreme, and were followed by a happy
consummation. Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Apples,

Pears, and bush fruits of all descriptions are an

abundant crop. The Potatos recovered the frost and

grew away vigorously, whilst Pea prospects never

were better, especially in regard to such as survived

the long-continued keen easterly winds, which pre-

vailed through a greater part of early winter. Those

Peas which were either sown or transplanted out into

the open ground late in February and March,

did by far the best, the later sown ones " bringing up
time " remarkably, speaking in a comparative sense.

The last week in May found most of us actively

engaged in bedding out, the plants thriving quite as

well as could be anticipated for a few weeks, and until

the long-continued want of rain, dewless nights, and

an arid atmosphere forced their ungenial presence

upon us too severely. Wherever the beds were

planted when moderately firm, as many were here, not

having been freshly dug immediately before planting

out — a point in practice which I have advocated

some years—the plants soon filled the requisite space,

and the garden has looked gay up to the present

time. On the contrary, where beds were freshly dug to

receive the plants, as some portions which contained

spring bedding plants were of necessity here, the

plants did not thrive half so well. A great outlay

for artificial waterings was the natural addendum
to the outlay for labour, and yet the utmost

perseverance in this direction seemed abortive, in

so far as thoroughly soaking the soil is concerned,

for repeated and constant applications seemed to flow

through the freshly dug soil as though it were a sieve j

and as tliough the soil were dispossessed of its capa-

city for retention. About the second week in June
the long drought made itself felt here greatly, as a

shallow surface of stony, hungry soil, overlies a greedy

bed of red gravel. Be it remembered we were blessed

with no spring, or proverbial "April showers," which,

as our juvenile recollections remind us, " bring forth

May flowers." Early Peas came into bearing with a

rush, and what should have been four successional sow-

ings were head for head together in the race, and for a
time there was abundance, but one which proclaimed a

future scarcity. I must not omit to mention that

Advancer, a moderate growing and excellently-

flavoured variety, with the full yielding characteristics;

of the MaiTowfats, when somewhat old, was not a neck

behind, and offered an excellent stop-gap between

these "early racers" and what should have been
" second croppers." Amongst Salading, Lettuces and

Endives became impatient to seed ; even the tme old

Brown Cos, a great favourite here, and the best

flavoured of all, was not to be obtained good and
" as firm as a drum," as is its wont when well grown m
the early summer months. My favourite summer

Lettuce, named by some " Can't run to seed,'
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' bolted like a pickpocket " for once and all.
\

occasion to climb atreein order to reach itsfii

To-day, July 5, things are little altered. We have

occasional showers, the air being impregnated with

a nice humidity, aiding very materially such sub-

jects as Celery, late Peas, and the wmter Greens,

But the poor man's mainstay, the Potato—a crop often

slighted, but seldom neglected when on the table—is

here Towing again, as it is commonly said

—

c.^. ,
the

youn'r'tubcrs, or Potatos, have young shoots emanating

from" themselves, which is, to say the least, a very

serious waste of substance ; for when once this takes

place, the young parent tuber ceases to increase

in size, the haulm also takes to growing again,

and so to make a useless surface-growth at the cost

of a profitless root. Even rain when it does come

fails to renew the original tuber-producing tendency,

though we still hope many late crops have not taken

the initiative therein. But of all the evils that a

gardener is heir to—and they are many—I need

but name "the birds!" during a season of drought

and when fruits are ripening. Bush fruits of all

sorts. Strawberries—where, oh where are they? The

fine show of red and white Currants and Raspbenies

is gone, in every instance where not so protected

as to prohibit our present enemies (as past and future

friends I do not disclaim them) from reaching them

with outstretched neck through the meshes of the

nets. Gone, I know, to keep a feathered popula-

tion from absolute starvation. What tons upon tons

of our cultivated fruits have not these "feathered

friends" consumed in this one exceptional season.

Will they, can they possibly repay us by their attacks

upon other evils that beset us—injurious insect agency?

Apricots have commenced their final swelling. All

wall fruit is abundant. William EarUy, Digiwell,

miwvn, fulv 6.

oloured

Nc-w Sj,ccics of
„s of the British

Societies.

-G. Bentham, Esq.,LtNNEAN : March 17.—G. nentham, Esq., President,

1 the chair. W. Carruthers, Esq., exhibited a specimen

of a fossil Osmunda. from the Lower Tertiaries, and

which was remark.able not only for the perfect preserva-

tion of the tissue, but also of the starch contents of the

cells, and the mycelium of a parasitic Fungus. The follow-

ing papers were read :— I. Notes on the Flora and Faima

of Round Island, by Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B., and

Col. Nicolas Pike; communicated by Dr. Hooker. II.

Extract from a Letter from Lieiit.-Coloncl Lloyd, Sur-

veyor-General of Mauritius, oil the Natural History of

Round Island and Serpent Island : also communicated

by Dr. Hooker. It was stated that the highest point of

the island is 1049 feet above the level of tlie sea. The
summit is smooth, with three large and remarkable blocks

of granite. It is entirely composed of tufa, mixed with

volcanic sand in perfectly preserved strata. The deeper

ravines are crowded with lofty Palms. Of the 26 flower-

ing plants gathered, the greater number belong to the

orders Graminaceae, Partdanacese, Palmace^e, Ebenaceis,

CinchonacejE, Compositse, and Asclepiadace^. The pro-

portion of Endogens to Exogens is very large, viz. , 12 to 14

;

but this proporlion by no means represents the enormous

preponderance of the former in individuals, probably

amounting to 99 percent. Some of the Exogens are specifi-

cally identical with those of the Mauritius, but fe\v of the

Endogens ; those of the former class which are common
to the two islands have probably been introduced at some

remote period. Of the three cryptogamic plants observed,

one was a Moss, probably a Sphagnum, one a Selaginella,

certainly a new species, and one a widely-spread Fern,

Adiantum caudatum. Of the five grasses the most

abundant is identical with the Indian Lemon-grass. The
Cyperacea: are represented by one species, Scirpus mari-

timus. The Pandanacea: are very remarkable ; Pandanus

utilis occurs in one spot only, rare, and no doubt

introduced ; whilst the other, an allied species (P. Vander-

meerckii), is quite peculiar to the islet. Of Palms there

are no less than three species, probably all peculiar, the

most remarkable being a bottle-stemmed species of

Hyophorbe. The only other Endogen belongs to the

Liliaceae, and is probably a new species of Aloe ;
this

grows on the summit of the island. There are three

species of Ebenaceas, two asclepiads with trailing stems,

one Myrsinea, two Compositas, one a Sonchus, both

probably introduced ; one Combretacea, one Myrtacea,

two CinchonaceK, and a small tree about 12 feet

high resembhng the Mauritian Blackwellia. The genera

of the Round Island flora, it will thus be seen, are

Mauritian, while the species are most peculiar. It is

probable that the whole group of islands— Mauritius,

Bourbon, Round Island, He de Serpents, Rodriguez, with

the smaller islets, and even Madagascar, are fragments

of a vast continent.

April T.— G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

C. Packe, Esq., was elected a Fellow. The following

papers were read :- I. Aofe on some Al^cs found in the

North Atlantic Ocean, by Dr. Dickie. II. On the

Occurrence of Pkiotaxy of the Perianth in Philesia, by

Dr. Cunningham. Of this abnormal form of the flower

three specimens were found in the western part of the

Sti:ait of Magelhaens, and the channels on the west coast

of Patagonia. In these flowers, instead of the six

divisions of the perianth, there were 18, all of the same
form, and differing from that ordinarily produced in

their more oblong form ; the colour was the same as

usual. There were only three perfect stamens, one of

them being partially coherent to a fourth which had

become petaloid in its nature, though still retaining an

anther-lobe. The pistil presented a distinctly two-cleft,

instead of a three-lobed stigma. Though usually a low

suberect shrub, Philesia frequently assumes a scandent

habit, attaining a height of from 12 to 14 feet when sup-

ported by the trunk of a tree. In illustration of this, Dr.

Cunningham mentioned having had on more than one

II. Descript.

Annelida and Gephyrea, :

Museum, by Dr. Baird.

April 11.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

Mr.
J.

Britten was elected a Fellow. The following paper

was read ;— I. On the Vertebrate Skeleton, by St. George

Mivart.

May -^.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.—

Professor Spencer F. Baird, of Washington ; Ritter G. von

Frauenfeld, of Vienna ; Dr. William Lilljeborg, Professor

of Zoology at Upsala ; Drs. Ch. Naudin, of Collioure, and

Sig. Roberto di Visiani, Professor of Botany at Padua,

were elected Foreign Members. The following papers

were read :— I. Libanothamnus novum Compositarum

genus, c Venezueh, proponit Adolphus Ernst ;
communi-

cated by Dr. Hooker. This peculiar plant is known at

Caracas under the name of
'

' incense ;
" it is a small tree,

forming a striking feature in the scenerv. IL Letter

from Dr. Kirk to Dr. Hooker, containingfurther Obser-

-aations on the Copal of Zanzibar : and, III. Letter

from Colonel Grant to Dr. Hooker, on the same subject ,

both communicated by Dr. Hooker. Dr. Kirk observes,

that in the dense forest of the Zanzibar coast he was

struck with the immense number and size of Copal or

Animi trees, far exceeding anythinghe had beforeimagined.

In no instance, he adds, did he see the soft juice flowing ;

where found on the tree, it was invariably hard. Speci-

mens removed from the living tree show that large

masses, equalling the fossil in size, are still produced, and

are as full of insects as were those of the ancient forests.

Dr. Kirk found an old Baobab that had been cut down
in clearing the ground ; the tree was, on the average,

6 feet in diameter ; it had been cut about two years, and

had lived for at least one year after being completely

severed from the ground. On tearing off the layers, that

gaped open and parted from one another far more easily

than the bark of common trees from the wood, he found

that the last vital act had been to give out a lace-like net-

work of rootlets between each annual layer, so coarse as

in some places to resemble a fishing-net. These woody
plates, separated by lavers of matted roots, varied in thick-

ness from a quarter to half an inch—this exactly corre-

sponding with obser^•ation5 made on the growth of living

trees of the same sort,—observations which had long ago

convinced the writer that the huge Baobabs of Africa do

not possess the great age usually ascribed to them. A tree

of 6 feet may be 100 years old. In this instance, the last

formed circumferential layers were fully as thick as the

central. That the central layers are indications of annual

growth Dr. Kirk thinks is proved by his observations on

young trees, of which he has examined many. Colonel

Grant stated that the true Copal gum tree is a climber,

climbing to a great height amongst the forest trees, and

finally becoming detached from its original root, when the

copal exudes from the extremities.

J\fay 2.i
{.4nuiversary).—a. Bentham, Esq., President,

in the chair. From the financial statement submitted to

the meeting it appeared that there was a balance against

the Society on the year's account of ^^223 y. 2d. The
Society's invested property, however, which had been

increased during the past year, amounted to /1900. The
Secretary reported that since the last anniversary the

Society had lost by death 14 Fellows, 5 Foreign Members,

and I Associate, and by withdrawal 8 Fellows ;
and that

19 Fellows and 5 Foreign Members had been elected. At

the ballot for Council and oflicers. Dr. Bastian, Dr.

Boycott. Dr. Campbell, D. Hanbur\'. Esq., and O. Salvin.

Esq. , were removed, and their places were filled by Dr. T.

Anderson, J.
Ball, Esq., Dr. Michael Foster, H. Lee,

Esq., and Major Parry. The following were elected as

office-bearers :— G. Bentham, Esq., President

Wikon Saunders, Esq., Treasurer ; F. Currey, Esq., and

H. T. Stainton, Secretaries. The President's address

and the Secretary's obituary notices were then read ; the

thanks of the meeting being voted in each case, with a

request that the papers might be printed.

June 2.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

The President nominated]. J. Bennett, Esq., G. Busk,

Esq., J. D. Hooker, Esq.. C.B., and W. Wilson Saun-

ders, Esq., \'ice-Presidents for the year en.suing. Mr.

Bell exhibited a flowering specimen of the wild Tulipa

sylvestris, of which a patch of about 3 feet diameter occurs

in the park at Selbome, which Mr. Bell regards as an

undoubtedly wild habitat. It was also stated that the

plant occurs in two other localities within a few miles

of Selbome, namely, at Froyle, and nearTheddon Grange,

Alton. D. Hanbury, Esq., exhibited the dried fruits of

two species of Ziziplius, called by the European residents

in China, red and black Dates. These fruits are used by

the Chinese as articles of food, and are exported in large

quantities from the city of Che Foo. The red Dates appear

to be identical with the Jujubes of the North of Europe.

The Rev. T. A. Marshall was elected a Fellow. The fol-

lowing papers were read :—I. On some A'eio Forms of
extra-European Triclmpterous Insects, hy R. M'Lachlan,

Esq. II. New Lichens recently discovered in Great

Britain, by the Rev.
J. M. Crombie.

June 16.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

F. Crisp, Esq., LL.B., and
J.

C. Mansell, Esq., were

elected Fellows. The following papers were read :— I.

Pelalody of. the Sepals in Serapias. by
J.

Traherne

Moggridge, Esq. .\ specimen of Serapias Lingua which

was gathered at Mentone in April, 1867, had five

expanded flowers, in all of which the lateral sepals were

modified, so as to become semilabelliform, that is to say,

presenting all the characters of one-half of the labellum

along one side, and this side adjacent to the tnie labellum.

In one flower the column was perfect, while in the others

it was reduced to a mere rudimentary process above the

callus or guiding plates, neither anther nor stigmatic

surface being traceable. The same form of monstrosity

was this spring met with in Serapias cordigera, of which

six specimens were found reproducing the kind of modifi-

cation above described, except that the column was per-

of time incalculably long either in a dormant or active

state. I have lately, during my attempts to arrange and
draw deductions from a series of observations on minute

variations in wild plants, become more and more impressed

with the belief that each individual includes within itself a

great variety of latent tendencies, the development of

which is occasionally facilitated by the disturbing action of

changed surrounding conditions." II. Notes on the

Reptiles, Amphibia, Fish, Motlusca, and Crustacea

obtained during the Vo\ia!>e of H.M.S. Nassau in the

866—69, by Dr.' R. O. Cunningham. III.

- OH the Spcrmogones and Pycnidcs of Cnistaceous

Lichens, by Dr. W. L. Lindsay. IV. The Fungi of
Ceylon fHymciiomycetes), by the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley and

C. E. Broome, Esq. V. Notes on Gerania, by F. B.

Balkwill, Esq. The author obser\'es that the beauty of

louring, symmetry of arrangement, and graceful forms

of the essential organs of these plants, suggested to him

that they would afford good models for jewellery and other

art designs. The paper was illustrated by coloured draw-

Mr. Balkwill also exhibited a specimen of Plantago

lanceolata, with a proliferous head of leafy bracts.

year

Bury andWest Suffolic Horticultural : Juney^.

The midsummer exhibition in connection with this

Society was held on the above date in the grounds at

Hardwicke. the residence of Lady Cullum, which it is

well known are under the care of our correspondent, Mr.

Fish, and which have, owing to the unvarying kindness

of her ladyship, been on many previous occasions placed

at the disposal of the Society.

The marquees were pitched, as usual, in a meadow
adjoining the pleasure grounds, the approach from the

terrace being by means of two temporary foot bridges.

At the entrance to the tents the first thing to claim atten-

tion was the cut flowers, confined almost exclusively to

Roses, which formed a really magnificent display. The
ist prize 24 were a beautiful collection, consisting of well

known kinds ; singularly uniform in size, and many of

them exhibiting great perfection of form and colour.

They were exhibited by -Mr. Nichol, gr. to T. H. Powell,

Esq., Drinkstone. The 2d prize went to Mr. Barrett, of

St. John's Nursery. Bury, whose stand also contained

some remarkably fine flowers. Mr. Last, of Rougham,

who took the 3d prize, had also a very good collection.

Fine, however, as the Roses shown in this class undeniably

were', they were eclipsed by the 24 shown by Mr. NichoJ

for the Royal prize— /.r., the proceeds of the share of

profits received from the Royal Horticultural Society at

its Bury meeting in 1867. The kinds were for the most

part the same as contained in the preceding ist prize lot,

but the flowers were fine and in full beauty. There were

five competitors for these prizes, the 2d of which fell

to Mr. Raynham, gr. to the Rev. T. Anderson, Felshaml

Mr. Fish, who came in for 3d honours, had also a very

handsome stand, including many beautiful specimens.

Mr. Nichol was equally successful in the dozens. Mr.

Fish being 2d with very symmetrical flowers but lacking

the size of the Drinkstone Roses. In the half-dozens

the judge! placed Mr. ]. Barrett tst, Mr. Nichol 2d.

Altogether the Roses were a most brilliant display—such

as never was excelled in Bury ; and the interest which the

public took in the competition was manifested by the

stands being constantly surrounded by visitors.

The hardy Ferns were a very fine collection, and included

some noble specimens ; but they were not comparable

with the magnificent exotic Ferns at the extremity of the

lari'e marquee. On the centre table were the ornamental

folfage and flowering greenhouse plants shownfor the Royal

prize, which formed also a very noteworthy collection,

including many good plants. Mr. Nichol was placed ist,

with a very meritorious collection. Beneath them (placed

on the ground), were the Begonias, a superb group, so

even in qu.ality that the judges were unable to decide

between those shown by Mr. Fish and those of Mr!

Suelhng, gr. to B. B. H. Rodwell, Esq., Ampton Hall,

and they got out of the difficulty by awarding a double ist.

There was a fair show of both double and single Petunias,

but the number of Calceolarias was extremely limited.

The show of fancy Pelargoniums was not perhaps equal

to those seen at former Bury shows. There were never-

theless some very fine plants exhibited, especially by Mr.

Fish and Mr. Fulcher, gr. to W. Burrell, Esq., Westley.

There were also some very good specimens among the

Zonal and nosegay varieties, and some splendid Tricolor

Pelargoniums, the best of which were shown by Mr.

Grieve, from the Culford gardens. Fuchsias also were a

grand displav, the plants being well covered with flowers.

Gloxinias we're likewise very fine ; and a few good Orchids

were shown. For the challenge cup for bedding plants

there was again a good competition between Mr. Grieve

and Mr. AUan, gr. to Sir Charies Bunbury, Barton. The
judges had some trouble in deciding between the merits

of the two collections, but after a careful examination

they awarded the cup to Mr. Grieve, who has now gained

it two years in succession, and should be be able to win it

again next year it will become his property. The bouquets

w-ere not verv numerous, there being only 9, including one

of wild flowers, which was probably not the worst of the

number. The display of fruit was of about the usual

extent, but the quality was never surpassed at aJune show

in Bury. Mr. Squibb, gr. to the Marquis of Bristol^

carried off the ist prizes for both black and white Grapes,

after a somewhat severe contest with those shown by Mr.

Dring, gr. to W. Gilstrap, Esq., Fornham Park. Third

honours in these classes were divided between Mr. Grieve

and Mr. Fish. Strawberries were remarkably fine,

especi.ally those of Mr. Squibb, who may almost be said

to have '
' walked over " for the ist prize, his fruit being so

far superior to any other exhibited. Vegetables were not a

great feature so far as quantity was concerned, but for the

most part they were remarkably good.

Birmingham Rose; Show : July 7 and 8.—The ninth

annual exhibition was held in the Town Hall on Thursday

,^,,L.=u ^w=H. i„»i L„= ^„.u.„.. ..— r^. and Friday last, and proved a decided success. Though

Mr. Darwin's hypothesis of pangenesis the collections of Roses were fewer than

enables us' to form a coiiceptio'n''of'thVmode' in%hich I there was a greater disparity tha
. ,v , ,„„

tendencies of any kind may be tr.ansmitted through a lapse 'vidual blooms m most of the collections, yet there were
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large numbers of Roses as fine as could be desired ;
and

this was notably the case with regard to the newer kinds.

The colours, too, were pure and brilliant ; and if sufticiency

of substance was sometimes lacking, perfection of form

and freedom from coarseness were almost invariable cha-

racteristics. The continued advance made by local con-

tributors was more prominently displayed even than last

year ; and this was the case with both nurserymen and

.amateurs. The absence of old varieties was strikingly

obvious. Of all the Roses exhibited, three-fourths, and

probably more, were unknown, or nearly so, eight years

.ago. .\ few of these were then the new Roses of the year,

and of course rare. Each succeeding year has brought a

fresh batch of improved kinds, and as only the really good

ones are retained, and but few of the varieties shown on

the first occasion—good as they then seemed—are up to

tile standard of excellence now. required, all but those few

have been cast out. It will thus be seen that Rose shows

are really doing the work for which they were designed

—promoting the cultivation and improvement of the

"Queen of Flowers." The Roses were not the only

attractions. As in former years the orchestra, and other

parts of the hall were decorated with a profusion of well-

grown plants from Messrs. Felton & Sons, by whom this

portion of the programme was gratuitously carried out.

In the "department of horticultural implements and

garden ornaments," Messrs. Mapplebeck & Lowe were

large contributors. Their large and miscellaneous collec-

tion of articles included lawn-mowers, garden seats of new-

designs, stands for flower-pots, watering engines and
syringes, improved shears, and garden cutlery of all kinds,

pruning hooks, fumigators, water baiTows, ornamental

iron vases, croquet chairs, and croquet sets. Mr. G. H.
Harris, of Bristol Street, Birmingham, had an improved

swing water-barrow, furnished with an oval cistern, which,

owing to the customary axle tree being dispensed with, is

placed near to the ground, and may be easily moved. By
the insertion of hose, moreover, it may be converted into

a water-engine. He also showed an improved geared

wheel lawn-mower, which shuts up into a small compass,

and can be used as a garden roller with reversible cutters
;

garden engines, improved croquet and garden seats, one

of which folds up, and may be easily carried from place to

place
;
garden tables, and a lady's lawn seat, composed

of oilcloth, to prevent the rising of damp, Brussels carpet

back, and galvanised iron legs. Messrs. Wright & Co.,

of Broad Street, Islington, showed improved garden
syringes, hydronette, portable fountains, the patent

Leamington shower—a semi-circular tube, which is

perforated as to water gently, as well as effectually,

space of 3 or 4 feet at a time, and which may be attached
either to engines or ordinary watering pots ; the Chelten-
ham garden-engine, extremely light and portable, and
capable, we were informed, of throwing a perfectly co
tinuous stream of ^vater a distance of 35 feet

;
gardi

pumps, and a patent new reel for winding up hose. The
annual dinner took place at the Acorn Hotel, Tempi-
Street, on Thursday evening, and was attended by about
20 exhibitors, judges, and members of the committee.
The Mayor presided, with Mr. G. P. Tyc in the vice-chair.

ever," he writes, *'be able to follow through all the

intricacies of change, the countless transitions of both

matter and force in their passage from the mineral

kingdom (through the vegetable) to the animal, and

then back to the mineral again? It is easy to connect

by a correlation of force the muscular movements of

the animal body, and even the highest efforts of the

human mind, with the sunbeam which the plant had

rested, but shall we ever be permitted to unravel

those mysterious functions, those intermediate changes

which constitute the phenomena of life ? Why is it,

for example, and how comes it, that the living cell of

the plant is able to aggregate mineral matter in opposi-

tion to the common laws of affinity, and transform

light and heat into cell force ? How is it, too, that the

animal, in reversing the process, and so restoring the

play of affinity, is able to transmute it into other

manifestations of force ? At present the utmost we can

say of it is, that organic matter is the appointed

medium of all these changes, and is designed for the

exhibition of vital phenomena, just as mineral matter is

the appointed medium for the phenomena of electricity

and magnetism ; and yet to some extent, perhaps, we
are able to penetrate the mystery, for by finding the

clue to the peculiar action of the vegetable in reducing

chemical compounds, we can, by operating on s

substances as carbonic acid, water and ammonia, pro-

duce a large number of organic principles ; in fact, of

the three great classes of alimentary substances, namely,

the oleaginous, the saccharine, and the albuminous, it

may be said that the first is already within the manu-

facturing power of the chemist, and the second is nearly

within it, so that there is abundant proof that the

agency of a vital force is not necessary to the formation

of organic compounds ; and there is even hope that the

fabrication of food may not be altogether beyond the

capabilities of man."

century, of any avail, unless the observers can give

accurate statements from their note-books of each hive

and queen, and of the internal economy of each hive

experimented upon. The magnificent aid afforded by

the microscopes of later days leave no opening for any

doubtful statements on the part of observant natu-

ralists. We only require facts, not fictions, or the

descriptions of the vivid imaginations of sanguine bee-

masters. We shall therefore prefer to await the ex-

perience of even this season's novice in bee history,

rather than attempt to refute any contradictions of bee

hive makers or bee-seller.s, who seem to write merely

to bring some newly-named bee or hive into notice.

M. £>.

IUotvrtS 0f §ODhs.
On Food, &c. — the substance of four Cantor

Lectures, by H. Letheby, M. B. , &c. London :

Longmans. Svo, pp. 273.

This work may be described as a condensed summary
of knowledge on all matters relating to food. When
the reader glances at the contents of this volume, he
will find that the subject is by no means exhaustively

treated. So far, however, from feeling any surprise at

this, the wonder will rather be how the lecturer con-

trived to introduce so many varied scraps of informa-

tion into four lectures. A severe attack of mental
indigestion must surelyhave visited those who attempted
to follow the lecturer throughout his cyclopcedic enume-
ration of the details relating to food and feeding. Even
the title-page groans as sideboards are said to do when
bearing a heavy load ofviands. *'OnFood : its varieties,

chemical composition, nutritive value, comparative
digestibility, physiological functions and uses, pre-

paration, culinary treatment, preservation, adulteration,

&c." And the etcetera is no unmeaning addition. It

seems to us an utter impossibilty that all this could be
satisfactorily treated in four lectures. The lecturer,

as it appears to us, could neither collect his material
with suthcient discrimination, nor dress it satisfactorily

;

and assuredly his audience could not digest it properly.
It might have been supposed that the author, in pub-
lishing his notes, would have availed himself of the
opportunity, and to some extent remedied these evils.

We do not find this to be the case. Morsels of infor-

mation are pitchforked together into a heap of great

dimensions ; but, after all, it is a heap of scraps. Here
is a passage relating to Maize, that will illustrate

our remarks :
—"The young grain, called cob, is more

palatable, and forms, when boiled in milk, an American
luxury, which takes the place of green peas. * *

The farina of Maize is peculiar when examined under
the microscope, and will thus serve to recognise it,

The latter sentence is sufficiently ungrammatical ; but

taking it in the sense in which we presume the author

intended it to be understood, we are still left in the

dark as to what the peculiarities are which will enable

the observer to recognise the starch grains of Maize
under the microscope. The account of sugar is dis-

missed in a page of large type, a considerable pro-

portion of which is occupied with the information that

treacle and molasses have more flavour than sugar, and
are cheaper. Such an article as Beetroot-sugar is, so

far as we see, not even alluded to.

The author's conclusions are hopeful. *' Shall we

We give what has never been clearly given by any

bee writer, or any naturalist—the history of the bee

egg, the larva, and its organisation and metamor-

phosis into the proper and perfect bee, and we trust

that every bee-keeper will test the statement for

himself before the season closes, so that he may
perfectly carry out the common-sense operations of an

apiary, with confidence and satisfaction to himself,

and not be led astray by books, compiled from

all sources, advocating some system in which their

author's own supposed improved beehive will give

the happy possessor of the book and hive an

eternal harvest of honey and everlasting bees. Bee-

life, then, commences thus :—A normal queen, pro-

perly impregnated by the drone, commences to lay

her eggs in succession—the worker eggs first ; and as the

one ovary is exhausting, the last laid eggs are those of

drones. The same is the case with the second ovary,

in the second season ; but all these eggs are fertilised

they are deposited in each cell, be it worker or

drone, as the spermatazoa are carried with the eggs when
passed down the oviduct : and 'thus when the egg

is fixed at the base of the cell and agglutinated there,

in due time the egg (for this egg has a shell or

"chorion") bursts, and the small transparent larva

may be seen bathed in sugar or honey and water,

whereas previously it was seen standing upright—an

elongated egg, like " Columbus' egg," flattened at

end. This little curled-up larva is daily lubri-

cated with the honey and water until it arrives at

the required age and size of the cell, when the workers

build around the mouth of the cell, and leave the larvre

to spin their cocoons, which are very peculiarly done ; and

the silken respirators, which the larvee spin at the mouth
of their cells, are incrusted over by the bees, as they

act as " stepping stones " for the workers to pass along.

This process is correct, and whether the term "endos-

mose " or absorption or feeding be accepted, it is

peculiarly desirable that all bee-masters should be aware

of this truth, and decide for themselves, whether 20

days for the workers ancl 24 days for the drones be the

true time or not from the hour of the eggs being laid

to that of their issuing as perfect workers or drones. We
shall hope to hear the results of observations from many
of our readers. As to the process of the worker egg
being raised into the queen, we need hardly remind bee-

keepers of the fact (which has been long established by
Schirach, tested by liuber, and practically worked out

by the Greek and Italian bee-keepers for many centuries),

that there are but two kinds of eggs—the males or

drones, and the workers or undeveloped females, from

which class the queen is invariably raised by the

process called, we believe coirectly, "endosmose," or

absorption of sugar and water, and the lubricating honey
and water poured in by the nurse-bees, besides the large

hotbed of white jelly of honey and pollen which always

occupies nearly one-third of the cell of the queen larva.

But the building up and raising of a queen is too interest-

ing a matter to be stated at the fag end of a communi-
cation, but we hope to supply the information in our

next article, after showing what the hive should be to

enable the bee-keeper to follow out the autumnal

ttniting plan or system, combined with the artificially-

forined swarms, when the hives are sufficiently supplied

with bees.

Book infoiTuation we do not rely on, nor are the

observations of bee-keepers, even of a quarter of a

Garden Memoranda.
Blenheim P.\l.\ce, Woodstock, the Seat of

THE Duke of M.\rlbokouch.—The demesne of

Blenheim is situated about S miles from the city of

Oxford, and can be reached by road or by Great

Western Railway to Woodstock Road Station, from

whence the visitor proceeds to Woodstock by omnibus,

the grounds of Blenheim being close to the confines

of the well-known borough. The grounds have been

lauded, by some, as superior in beauty to those of

Windsor Park. About the park there can be seen

happy undulations, a rich variety of walks, rides, and

drives, and fine views of more or less distinctiveness of

character. Its circumference is about 14 miles, its

area about 3000 acres, but its real boundary is

generally concealed from view by a belt of trees, broken

and varied, however, in its outline towards the park, by

clumps and groups of trees, .so as to avoid stiffness and

too great uniformity. The palace is a noble building,

occupying a great space, but somewhat heavy in

appearance, in common with many other erections of

the once famous architect. Sir John Vanbrugh.

The visitor going to Blenheim by railway from

Oxford proceeds along the main street of Woodstock to

the top of the town, where access is gained to the park

by means of a spacious gateway, or triumphal arch,

built by the celebrated Sarah, Duchess of Marl-

borough. On entering, the lake, a fine expanse of water

fed by the river Glyme, is seen to the right, and to the

left the grand bridge, a substantial erection of three

arches, the principal one in the centre spanning loi

feet. The formation of the lake, and the general

arrangement of the grounds was the work of "Capa-

bility Brown," and by erecting a barrier at the lower

extremity of the lake, and catising the waters of the

Glyme by that means to accumulate and expand, a

mere meandering thread of a rivulet was converted

into a fine artificial sheet of water. A short distance

to the west, on the north side of the river, is the sup-

posed site of Fair Rosamond's Bower, and the labyrinth

in which she is said to have been concealed by her

royal lover, Henry II., and close by is Rosamond's Well,

a fine and never-failing spring of water, which gushes

out near the bottom of a precipice, and is received in a

square basin of freestone, and thence conveyed by a

subterranean passage into the adjoining lake. About
midway between the well and the bridge a remarkable

echo is heard, if the visitor will stand by the water's

edge, and shout loudly towards the centre niche. The
effect of it, however, depends in a great degree on

the state of the atmosphere. Farther on, towards

the north, the column erected to commemorate

the achievements of John, Duke of Marlborough,

occupies a commanding position ; and tradition, if

not historical evidence, assigns to a spot on the east

of the bridge, at about the same distance from it as

Rosamond's Well is on the other side, the site of the

ancient palace or manor house, the stirring scenes

enacted in which give so much interest to Sir Walter

Scott's novel of " Woodstock."
Proceeding from the grand bridge towards the

garden fine glimpses of wood and water are caughtj

with views of the Palace through the trees ; and the

visitor passes across an avenue of Elms, getting views

of the pleasure-grounds on the right, and fine park

scenery on the left, with ancient Oaks, Elms, and

Thorns dotted about. About three-quarters of a

mile along this road, a turning to the right by a planta-

tion skirting the south side of the kitchen garden,

entrance is gained to it by means of large folding

doors. The kitchen garden and its surroundings are

about 12 acres in extent. Immediately on entering

can be seen on the right a range of three new
vineries. In one house, at the time of my
visit, was a fine show of Black Alicante and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, swelling off well. The
next house, divided from the preceding by a glass

partition, has as occupants some established Vines, such

as Trebbiano, Muscat of Alexandria, and Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat ; the remainder has been renewed with

Black Alicante and Madresfield Court Black. The
bearing Vines not only carry a fine crop, but the

bunches are large, as well as being well developed. It

is intended to train Vines and the Cape Gooseberry^ to

trellis-work along the back of this house. The third

house of this range is occupied by Black Hamburgh
Vines, that have yielded a fine crop this season.

Some plants of Foster's Seedling have been placed in

this house, to take the place of some of the Black

Hamburghs to be removed. The length of this range

of houses is 150 feet, by 20 feet in width, and it is

heated by one of Weeks' upright tubular boilers. The
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outside borders, which are five yards in breadth, have

been lately surfaced with maiden turf and charcoal. It

was to be noticed that in his method of training the

Vines Mr. Lee appeared to be feeling his way on to

the extension plan. Near to this range are the two

Peach-houses, 20 yards in length by 15 feet in width,

in each of which are Royal George, and a sort known
here as the Early Purple, bearing good crops of fruit-

dear, healthy, and of vigorous growth. Next comes

another vinery, planted with Muscats, West's St. Peter's,

and Black Hamburghs. In one house the old plants

of Black Hamburgh have been removed, and Mr. Lee

intends to plant young plants of this and Foster's

Seedling. A leaf pit occupies the centre of each house.

In the last are growing some Queen and Black Jamaica

Pines. Leaving these, another range of vineries is

reached, in one of which, planted with young Vines,

the Golden Champion is seen to be doing very well.

For the gi'owth of Pines there are two ranges of

pits, 50 feet in length by 15 in width ; and there is

another range of pits, 100 feet in length by 10 in

width, used for early Potatos, Cucumbers, Melons, &c.

Notwithstanding the drought, the kitchen garden

crops had a vigorous appearance, but both the reser-

voirs or large tanks in the centre of the garden con-

tained no water, notwithstanding the urgent necessity

there appeared for them to be kept filled for use. On a

south strip was a ribbon border, in which could be seen

Dell's crimson-leaved Beet showing a good colouring in

the leaves, and forming a capital contrast to the

silvery foliaged Cerastium tomentosum. Generally

the Apple trees have excellent crops ; Pears on walls,

an average crop ; Apricots, a good crop. One of the

chief features here is a fine new orchard-house, 68 feet

in length by 18 feet in width, with the Rev. W.
Fountaine's railway tnick system added. A double

line of trucks occupy the body of the house, each

containing nine pot plants, consisting of Peaches,

Nectarines, Plums, and Cherries ; the trees are in

g-inch pots, plunged in revolving pans about 18 inclies

in diameter. The trees have good crops of fruit, and
are in fine health ; Cherries have been ripe for some
time past ; the Plums are very promising, among the

most noticeable are July Green Gage, Reine Claude de

Bavay, Bryanston Gage, Prince of Wales, Peach,

St. Etienne and Victoria, the old Green Gage pre-

dominating. Of Peaches there are Princess of Wales,

Comet, Early Victoria, Crawford's Early, kc. The
rails on which the trucks nm are continued outside the

house, and the trucks are run outside every evening,

and returned again early in the morning. Some portion

of the inside surface of the house will be utilised for

Vine culture, and when the necessary details are com-
pleted, it will be a fine example of an orchard-house.

In the open garden pyramid fruit trees have been
removed to make room for espaliers trained to wire

trellises ; and there were fine quarters of Strawben-ies

in prime condition, consisting of such sorts as Keens'
Seedling, Sir Charles Napier, British Queen, &c.

Plums on walls have excellent crops also. In the

centre of the kitchen garden is a large flower-bed

planted with divers plants, among them Clematis Jack-
manni, used as an edging to the old Mangles' bedding
Pelargonium. About the garden are other beds and
borders, nicely planted, and which will be thoroughly
effective when the plants get established. Further on,

late Peach-houses and late vineries were reached. One
had Muscat of Alexandria and West's St. Peter's, the

Vines about eight years old, planted on an outside

border ; but a new inside border has been formed, and
planted with Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, Madresfield
Court Black, Black Alicante, and Lady Downe's
Grapes. The range of houses is 80 feet in length, by
15 feet in width.

The plant-houses are well filled with New Holland
and soft-wooded specimens ; the stoves with a general
collection, among which were the beautiful Pancratium
fragrans, and some fine examples of variegated and
handsome foliaged plants ; also collections of Fei-ns,

&c. In one of the Melon-houses the new Royal Ascot
Scarlet -fleshed Melon was highly spoken of by Mr.
Lee, and the Blenheim Hybrid, which he raised,

appears to be an excellent sort also. In the way of
decorative plants there are Camellias and Azaleas, a
new house being in course of erection to contain them.
The conservatory occupies the site of the Titian

Gallery, which, with a valuable collection of pictures

on leather, more curious than beautiful, was de-
stroyed by fire in 1861. It contains a good collection

of plants. On the east side of the palace is a

geometrical garden, containing nine large beds and six

smaller ones edged with Box, with gravel paths inter-

secting them. At the west front of the Palace is an
Italian garden on the geometrical system, and this and
other gardens and beds require some 150,000 plants to
furnish them during the summer.
The pleasure-grounds and gardens at Blenheim

occupy an extent of nearly 300 acres of land, of which
about 140 acres are constantly kept mown. Against the
walls of the west front of the palace are trained grand
examples of Magnolia grandiflora and other climbing
plants ; and in the descent towards the lake are fine

standard Magnolias, coniferous plants, &c. Roses
abound in the gardens, a great number of species and
varieties being cultivated in the rosary, and other
parts ; and in this neighbourhood can be seen fine

specimens of Cedars, a gigantic Portugal Laurel, Golden
Yews, Catalpa, Chestnuts, Thorns, Scarlet Oak,

Copper Beech, &c. There is also an Anemone garden,

near which is the grand cascade ; also a rock garden,

and other objects of interest.

Altogether Blenheim is a place that horticulturists

should visit. The grounds are very fine, the vistas and

bold sweeps of landscape charming and varied. Its

contiguity to Oxford will no doubt induce many to pay

Blenheim a visit in the coming week. The gardener

at Blenheim, Mr. William Lee, has not occupied his

post a great time, but under his care and good

management the gardens and grounds appear likely

to bear as high a reputation as they have ever

enjoyed in times past. J^. D.

Miscellaneous.
The Tendency of Trees to Bend towards the

East.—In the "Scientific American," of March 5,

1870, is inserted a paragraph headed "The gi-owth of

Tree Trunks." It is there stated that a French

naturalist had been measuring the tree trunks in a

forest, and had found them all broader in the east-west

than in the north-south direction, while another arborist

of Toulouse, similarly gauging the trees, found the

greatest swelling of their trunks towards the east-south-

east ; the forming attributing this want of .symmetry to

the rotation of the earth, while the latter thinks that it

is due to the early action of the sun upon the sap. As
this paragraph reminded me of some observations which

I made some five or six years ago, and which bear

closely upon the same subject, I will present them to

the Society, thinking theymayhave some value in a scien-

tific as well as in a practical point of view. While in

the country, if we observe attentively the tree top^, we
shall soon perceive that many species seem affected by

a steady wind, though there is not the least breeze to

be felt. Soon we notice that the branches of a great

many trees have a general tendency to obey an unknown
force which bends their extremities towards the east, or

perhaps more correctly in a direction perpendicular to

the magnetic meridian. This bending of small branches

cannot be observed so plainly upon all kinds of trees ;

pecies having it well marked in every instance,

while other species have it less visible, and even some

others not at all noticeable. Most prominent for this

peculiarity is the Cherry tree, sometimes bending its

branches towards the east, from head to foot. Next to

this come the Maple, the Button Wood tree (Platanus),

then the Pear tree, then the Oak, &c. In the last

named it is not always noticeable, though if the tree is

isolated from others it is veiy plain in every instance.

With the Cherry tree it is so certain, that one could

almost invariably determine the cardinal points by

looking at the direction of its branches. At firet I

thought this might be due to the action of the prevail-

ing winds, but this hypothesis was somewhat shaken,

when I saw in many instances Cherry trees sheltered

entirely from the west winds by high blocks of houses

within a few feet of them, exhibiting the same pheno-

menon. Whether this direction of the brandies of

trees is to be attributed to the prevailing winds, or to

the rotation of the earth upon its axis, or to the heat or

light of the sun, or "again to terrestrial magnetism, I

shall not inquire at present, not having sufficient data

to establish any theory. It would be of value, I venture

to say, if observers would direct attention to this

subject, and see if the direction is the same all over the

globe, or if it is a local phenomenon, and also ascertain

what species of trees obey this unknown force. It is

not only in a theoretical point of view that this obser-

vation has some value ; there is in it a practical lesson

for the cultivators of shade and fruit trees. Soon after

my observations, it struck me that something practical

could be derived from this truth. All country people

know by experience—sometimes dearly bought—that

the transplantation of trees does not always succeed,

and especially when the transplanted trees have arrived

at a certain age. Fniit growers tell us that the Cherry

tree is one of those least likely to live when transplanted,

while the Apple tree will almost invariably succeed.

My observations on many thousand Cherry trees have

shown me that this tree is very sensitive to the unknown
force, while the Apple tree is a great deal less so, and

it is very seldom that an indication of bending will be

seen. Has not this anything to do with success in

transplanting? If, without regard to the direction of

the branches of a Chen^ tree, we set this tree in a

position contrary to the one it occupied before, its

branches now bending towards the west, then it is

plain that the force which gave it the bend is acting in

an opposite direction, in consequence of which the tree

is suffering. But with the Apple tree it is different, as

this is far less sensitive ; therefore it will not suffer

much. Ten years ago I bought a fine Cherry tree and

transplanted it to my garden, of course without regard

to direction ; the tree is now living ; it has not gi-own

a particle ; there has not been one inch of new wood
added to the length of its twigs since it was put there ;

the branches have no bend. Five years ago another

Cherry tree from the same place was also transplanted

in my garden ; the tree is now treble the size of the

other, its branches are strongly bent east. Why this

difference? Was the one set in a suitable position,

and the other not? I could not tell. But here is

something more positive. Three years ago I saw in

Maiden 20 beautiful Pear trees transplanted with the

greatest care ; all these trees were of pretty good size,

being some years old, and they all bent very strongly.

They were set without regard to direction ; five or six

of these trees happened to be placed in about the

position which they must have had when growing, the

remainder were set in all directions. X went many
times that way to watch the success of this small

orchard. Tlie very first year about one half were

completely dead. The second year took five more,

which had been languishing all the summer, and now
five out of the 20 are living and in good condition, and

strange to say, these five are those which were set with

their branches dipping east. Do we owe their life to

the fact that after being transplanted they occupied the

same relative position with regard to the points of the

compass as before, or is it only a curious coincidence ?

It is more than I can tell. My experience is not suffi-

cient to allow an opinion in this matter ; time will

throw light upon the subject. Mr. L. Trouvelot, Natural

History Society^ Boston, U.S.

Food Production in China.—The basis of

Chinese food is vegetable ; and when we remember
that from 400 to 500 millions of Chinese live in a

country not more than four or five times larger than

France, which has not a tenth part of the population,

it is easy to form an idea of the pitch to which cultiva-

tion has been carried. There are from 70 to 80 kinds

of vegetable substances grown in China, 25 of which

at least are produced as food. Rice is the most ini-

portant of all, and the pains that are taken in its culti-

vation are extraordinary ; in order to supply the Rice

grounds with water, enormous mountains have been

pierced, immense lakes excavated, the waters of

rivers and small streams are carefully retained, and

turned into small canals and ditches, which surround

and intersect the fields in every direction. M. Simon

says that he believes the world never saw a greater

or more admirable work than that vast system of irriga-

tion which, from the west of China to the sea, places,

all the water under the hands of the farmer and

gardener. Not only Rice, but every kind of crop is.

cultivated with the utmost pains. The result is mag-

nificent ; the yield of Rice is nearly 5 tons per acre,

and that of other crops in proportion. Labour alone,

even with the most complete irrigation, would not

yield such a result ; the secret is in the application of

manure ; every atom of refuse is returned to the land

in China, and where the supply is small, it is made up

from the sea ; without any great science, the Chinese

have established a complete system of manuring in

which nothing is lost, and frecal matter of all kinds,

decayed vegetables, bones, lime, oyster shells, fish and

sea-weed, are used up. They have a dozen recognised

methods of preparing manure according to the soil,

the crop, and other circumstances ; they are not

ery fastidious, and the smells in the villages and

towns are not agreeable ; but the grand problem is

solved, of employing the entire refuse of hundreds of

millions of people—with immense labour, it is true, but

with great profit also—in the production of food. So

complete is the system, that the manure is carried in

barges, and in pails slung on bamboos wherever it is

wanted, often to great distances. In the use of fuel

the Chinese show the same economy ; with a

few pounds of dried vegetable matter, which does

not cost a farthing per pound, they will cook a meal

for a whole family. We boast of our science, our

industry, our wealth ; but how long will it take us to

arrive at a state of economy which has existed through-

out the Chinese empire during so many centuries?

Food Journal.
Stoke Newington Green.—The Parks and Open

Spaces Committee of the Metropohtan Board of Works

have imder consideration the improvement of this

green. There are many literary and historical associa-

tions connected with the place. The house in which

the late Samuel Rogers, author of the " Pleasures of

Memoi7," was born is still in existence there. It is in

contemplation to erect by subscription a sltttue of De
Foe, who was educated and afterwards resided at

Newington Green. Builder.

(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.

The season has now so far advanced that, in antici-

pation of a less sunny sky and more dewy nights, we
must take action in regard to hardening all greenhouse

plants by natural exposure. Turn out-of-doors at once

all such things as Azaleas, Camellias, Libonias, Daph-

nes, Atutilons, Aeacias, &c., which, in consequence

of the heat of the sun and the dryness of the air, have

been kept indoors so long. Choose a nicely sheltered

and somewhat shady situation for them. Prepare the

place for their reception either by placing slates, or a

good layer of cinder ashes, upon which to stand the

pots, either of which will not only keep worms from

entering the balls, but will also tend to insure better

drainage. Be particular at this season not to over-

water plants of that beautiful but much neglected genus,

Blandfordia, because if a season of rest be not m a mea-

sure afforded to them now, a healthy growth, with fine

bloom, cannot well be expected afterwards. Some

growers recommend placing them in any out-of-the-way

place, such as beneath a stage, at this time ; this, how-

ever, I do not advise doing, unless the last vestige of

activity in the leaves is past for the season. I need
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scarcely add that I refer only to such varieties as bloom

in the spring months. Old plants of Bniginansia,

when planted out in the conservatory, should have a

little manure-water afforded them, and which should be

followed by a good soaking of clear water. Few
plants are more benefited by an occasional syringing

overhead than are these. When it is intended to

bloom any suitable kinds of Bromeliaceoiis plants in

small pots, young cuttings or growths of the current

season should be taken off close to their base with a

keen-edged knife, and be potted into small pots and

pushed along quickly. I allude more especially to

^chmcas, Bilbergias, Tillandsias, &c. Ripen off the

young growths of the useful old BurcheH'ta capensis by

exposure to the sun ; the flowers produced in April

will then be far finer and more plentiful. Cape Pilar-

gouiums must be cut back, according to the time when
different batches are past their best. Some little judg-

ment must be used to guard against two extremes in

performing this operation. It is not well to cut down
too closely to the old wood ; the better way is to cut

them down to within three good buds or so of the base

of the current season's growth. Hydrangeas which have

done blooming should be fully e.xposed to the sun and

air out-of-doors.

FORCING HOUSES.

With a continuance of such warm days and nights as

we have lately experienced, air may be afforded with

tolerable freedom to all Vines which are actively

engaged in ripening their fruit. Encourage by every

proper means all young Vines planted out last March
to make as strong and robust a growth as possible.

Do not in any way pinch back any of the shoots,

whether they consist of laterals or side shoots in any
form. Even those vineries from which the crops

have been cut must not be neglected in consequence.

Scnipulous cleanliness should be the order of the day
in such houses, and this will not entail any great

amount of labour. In all instances where the foliage

is still in a gieen and thriving condition it will be
necessary to keep up a healthy state of humidity

within the structure, so to aid them in performing
the functions they are engaged in for the due
preparation of the embryo buds which are to do all

the work of fruiting next year. In regard to Pines,

there can be no doubt that, during this and the next

month or two, those plants which have been properly
treated, no matter what their age may be, will be able

to make a good growth and to establish a firm basis

for ^Wnter and early spring shows of fruit. In a word,
the period I have described will be peculiarly suited to

their wants in so far as forming a fine growth is con-

cerned, and should therefore be made the most of. As
it is known from actual observation that Pine plants,

even in an active growing state, make fresh roots more
freely in a somewhat dry soil, it will be necessary even
at this stage to use very gieat caution in giving root

waterings. A brisk bottom-heat, which should average
constantly a mean of about 87°, must be maintained
without fail. Air is likewise all-important, if given
\vith judgment, during mild periods. At no time
should cold draughts be allowed to pervade the

structure. Watch carefully the foliage upon such
Vines and Peach or Nectarine trees as have long been
denuded of their fruit, and if the least symptom
-of red-spider is found on them, let the hotwater
pipes or flues be immediately smeared over with
a wash formed of flowers of sulphur ; then by lighting

up the fires, and causing a moderately brisk warmth,
the fumes will prove desfcnictive to the pests. Do not
keep the fire on longer than is required to heat the
pipes moderately, or keep the lights close longer than
an hour or so, and always perform the operation when
Ihe sun does not shine brightly.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Finish cleaning all straw or other litter away
from Strawberry plants immediately they have done
fruiting ; cut away all runners that are not wanted, and
remove everything in the form of decayed leaves, old
fmit-stalks, &c. ; afterwards hoe the ground well
amongst them, leaving all neat and tidy. I hope I

need not add in this place that the barbarous practice

of cutting away every old leaf should not be followed.

Keep Strawberry rnnncis intended to form plants for

forcing well supplied with water, and do not permit
small runner shoots which emanate from around their

base to grow, but pinch them off immediately they are
detected. Any fruit tree stocks which are kept for

budding upon, such as Plum stocks for Peach, Necta-
rine, and Apricot trees, Quinces and varieties of seed-

ling Apples, for Pears and Apples, &:c., may now be
operated upon in a similar manner to that which is

practised in the case of Rose budding, with the excep-
tion that these may be budded more generally on the

main stems instead of on the young side shoots.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Rock Plants may now be divided with advantage in

many instances, more especially in the case of Sedums,
and the like. Look over all such as these, and also

the extra stock of Herbaceous Plants which may be
growing in pots. These may now be trimmed up
and shifted into larger pots with advantage. Give to

all Gladioluses grown in pots a mulching with rich

manure, and water afterwards with liquid manure.
Give the necessaiT' support of a stake to those of this

class which are grown in open borders. Tie them up

firmly, so that the wind [cannot blow them about, or

cause them to fall aside, or snap off at the base, which
they sometimes will do in boisterous weather, when the

weight of the elongating flower-spikes is felt. Remove
the old flower-spikes from Delphiniums of the herba-

ceous type immediately the flowers are past their best.

Do not remove any portion of the main stem with
leaves, as these are require 1 for the uses of the plant

whilst they continue green and in health. Russian
Violets (of which a variety called the Czar is the finest}

may still be divided, though they will not do so well

'as those which were parted some time ago.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Push forward the preparation of trenches and the

planting of Celery, as previously suggested, with all

possible dispatch. Plant out successional batches of

Bfussels Sprouts—the most useful of all greens for all

classes—in every suitable vacant place, and bring to a

close the necessaiy transplanting of all other kinds of

Borecole, Broccoli, &c. We may now anticipate

longer and more dewy nights with more genial weather,

befitting their wants. Place a little loose earth from
the sides of the trenches around the earliest rows of

Celery, and pick off any leaves which are injured by
the celery-fly, which should be removed at once to the

fire or other place of safety. Thin out late sowings of

Lettuces and Endive, transplanting such as are likely to

be useful, the weather being fitting. Where not pre-

viously done, proceed with the earthing up of all kinds

of "winter stuff," which is growing freely, and hkely

to receive support or benefit from this process. Though
somewhat late it may be possible yet to transplant

Beet advantageously, where the crop is an irregular one.

IV. E.

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
During the past month the crops of fruits in these

structures have, to mere outward appearance, made but

little progress ; stone fruits—Peaches, Apricots, &c.

—

have seemed, indeed, actually to become smaller instead

of larger, and to assume a very scrubby, stunted look.

During this time they have been wliat is termed

"stoning," /. e., perfecting the true seed, or kernel.

Now, however, the earliest of the Peaches, &c., will

show signs of swelling again; this is called "the second

swelling," and the fruit will very speedily be ripe.

Atmosphere and Ventilation.—Still maintain a close

humid atmosphere, keeping every part of the

house saturated with moisture, until there appear

signs of the ripening of the fmit, then ventilate

more freely, and keep the atmosphere drier. As the

fruit progresses towards maturity, more and more air

must be given by night and by day, otherwise the

fruits will be flavourless. It is air, cool bracing air,

which imparts flavour more than any other thing. It

is a good plan indeed to throw the house entirely open
and expose the fruit and trees to the free and full

action of the weather for a few days, just as they are

ripening ; this will not only add piquancy to the

flavour, but depth to the colour of the fruit. In the

orchard-house where there is much variety, some early

and some late, it is perhaps a little difficult to give each

tree its proper treatment. Trees in pots, with the

fruit ripening, can be, however, placed nearest to

the ventilators, or even placed in the open air.

Watering.—Continue to give abundance of water

to everything, to plants in pots as well as to

those planted out, with a little liquid manure or

guano-water occasionally to the pot-plants. One of

the best articles we have found for this purpose is the

Urban Manure, a small handful of which in a pailful

of water has a wonderful effect. Another way of

using it is to sprinkle some of the powder on the surface

of the pot, and water it in. When the fruits show
signs of ripening it is well to withhold stimulants, and,

indeed, to water with extreme caution. Pot plants

should receive a much smaller supply, and should be
allowed, in fact, to get rather dry than otherwise.

An excess of water at this period will materially

impair the flavour. Stopping the Shoots.—Continue to

do this as previously recommended, pinching closely off

every fresh growth as they may be produced, and
at the same time expose the fruit of Peaches,

iS:c., to the full influence of the sun. This may be done
by pushing the nearest leaves just a little on one side,

or pinching some of them off altogether. It is by
exposure that colour is produced on Peaches and
Nectarines, and the best coloured are frequently the

best flavoured. In any instance where the tree is not

in sufficiently good health, reduce the quantity of fruit

accordingly. Insects.—Keep clear of these, as before

recommended. Red-spider will now be the most
troublesome, and this can be most effectually kept in

check by plenty of water, a sufficient supply at the

roots, a humid atmosphere, and thorough syringing of

the leaves with clean water. B.

TOWN GARDENING.
Pompon Chrysanthemums should now receive their

final stopping ; for many of the varieties, if left later,

are apt to go blind. In performing this operation

now, merely pinch off the top with the thumb and finger.

The large flowering Chrysanthemums should have all

laterals removed as fast as they appear. About the

20th of the month prepare a spot on which to sow
Intermediate .Stocks by taking out the mould about
6 inches deep, and throwing in about an inch of fine

ashes to keep down the worms, then fill in with fine

mould, and give the bed a good watering. Sow the

seed the next morning, sift a little fine mould over it,

pat it down softly, and cover it with glass until the

seedlings appear, when plenty of air should be given

to them. The double-flowered Pyrethrum, and the

variety Golden Feather, both of which are most useful

plants for the town garden, will likewise do well under
the same treatment if sown now. Balsams, German
Asters, French and African Marigolds, if removed
now with as much fibrous root as possible (not com-
pressed into a lump), and potted oft, will make a gay
show for windows during autumn. The Ficus elastica,

or India-rubber Plant, should now have as much air

as possible, and be repotted, if pot-bound, in a mixture

of peat and sand. Its leaves should also be well

sponged, y. D.

STATE OF THE
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to soil, water, and ventilation. It is possible, however,
that the seed may have been derived from unhealthy
plants, and, in that case, no pains will insure good
stock. M. J. B,

Cutting a Magpie's Tongue : Laitenhiry asVs—"Can
you, or any of your correspondents, inform me as to the

advantage, if any, to be got by cutting a certain string

under a magpie's tongue, in order to enable the bird to

talk ?
*

Decayed Pelargonium Leaves : F. Your Pelar-

goniums seem to have a complication of disorders.

The leaves, from some cause or other, are not properly

nourished ; the cellular tissue is imperfect, and a drop
of water resting on the tender leaf destroys the subjacent

cells, with the exception of the cuticle. We suspect,

too, that insects have been at work, and there are

traces of the common black smut. Even in healthy

plants a petal falhng on the leaves will often induce

decay. M. J. B.
Excelsior : Somerset. Your criticism is perfectly just.

Excelsius would have been more correct. Longfellow
has much to answer for in this matter.

Floral Criticism Essays : Enquirer. We believe the
prize has not yet been awarded.

Insects : Quercus. The caterpillar is that of the Puss
moth (Dicranula Vinula), and it feeds on the leaves of

Willow and Poplar. A. Af.—A. F. The grub of the
common cockchafer. See remarks on it and its attacks

on Strawberry plants in last number. A. M.
LoNiCERA aureo-reticulata : E. IV. The flowering

of this plant is no uncommon occurrence now.
Names of Plants: C. IV. Strickland. We do not
remember to have seen your Dendrobium before. It is

probably one of the kinds represented (though so
imperfectly that it is all but impossible to recognise
them) in the "Herbarium amboinense " of old Rum-
phius.— W. Muir. We can only repeat what we said
on a former occasion, when a specimen of the same
plant was sent us from the same place, i.e., that it

appears to be merely a (very fine) variety of Oncidium
Wentworthianum.— y. L. We cannot undertake to
name wretched scraps, without flowers.~5. G. Ly-
simachia nummularia.

—

Jhan. Certainly a Poa ; appa-
rently trivialis.— /^ A. S. P. r. Sisymbrium, species;

2, Bellis sylveslris, or perennis, with all the florets

ligulate ; 3, Campanula medium.^J/. A'. Potentilla

fruticosa.

—

Constant Reader, i. Orchis maculata ; 2,

Geranium sylvaticum
; 3, Geum urbanum

; 4. Geranium
Robertianum.— W. P. Campanula rapunculoides.

—

M. Sedums ; i, elegans of English Botany ; 2, album,
L.

; 3, hispanicum, L. (glaucum, W. and K.,non Smith)';

4, anglicum, probably
; 5, sexangulare ; 6, .spurium,

B. M.
; 8, Aizoon, L.—C. Quinet. Cordyline australis.

Raspberries : A. G. G. Your Raspberries are very
curiously changed ; there are no true petals and no
stamens, but in their place a number of green scales,
like the calyx-lobes. If the pistils, which seem to be
perfect, had been artificially fertilised, they would
probably have set.

Viola cornuta : T. CkaUis. The plant figured in the
"Botanical Magazine" (t. 791), as quoted in the letter

to the " Wilts County Mirror," is the typical Viola cor-
nuta, the same plant as is grown extensively under this

name for bedding purposes. The variety Perfection,
about which there has been so much dispute, is quite
anotlier thing, though it may be the result of a cross in
which cornuta was one of the parents.

Weeks' Boiler. In our report of the last show at the
Royal Botanic Society we omitted to mention that a
First-class Certificate was awarded to Messrs. Weeks
for their boiler and models.

Errata. At p. 929, for dwarf-growing variegated
"Pelargonium" read "Trop^eolum." —— In the
account of Nuneham, p. 930, some misprints, relating
to the size of trees, occur—thus, Pinus Benthamiana
should be 14 feet, P. Nordmanniana 15 feet.

Tlie Oxford Show.
royal agricultural and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES
T^ENNIS and COMPANY, Anchor Works,

greenhouse, from z;^

Gilbey's PATENT -"

Trainineand r,,|M-iti,

Patent VIM' V \ \ w

Patent Gali.ih
Patent Galv.u,

I
'

':

Patent HUKl/' . I

iSt and Patent WrouRl
:iRCHARD. the
cscription of Fruit

'NEW ERA'
ondo.,t<.i;2oo
St novelty fa

B

Royal Stow, Oxford.

EVERYBODY SHOULD SEE
EARD'S PATENT GLASS WALLS,

BEARD'S PATENT SLATE 'WALLS,

At STAND 383, Machinery i

C. BEARD, Patei

Department; and a

Worlts, Bury SL Edmund's

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREM.'VN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, \V.

H ORTICULTUR.\L EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES,

application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for tht

LABELS,
LABELS.-

long, 4J. per t

Orders delii
rCO., Libel Works, Boston, Lincolnshir

COMMUNJC.tTIONS RECEIVED :—A. P.—A.—J. S. R —E. S —
E. Andre'.—T. C. B.— I. L.—B. G.-C. Q.—M. A.—J. R_
C. G.—R. J. H.-D. -I'. F.-\V. S.—T. Meehan.—J. L. J. G

COVENT GARDEN.—Juiy 15.

We have to report a very steady trade in this market,
and a good supply. The wholesale markets are very
brisk, and the growers" stands are generally cleared
Peaches and Nectarines are sufficient for the demand.
Pines are in excess, and fetching a very low price.
Amongst flowers we have nothing different from those
mentioned last week.

Apricots, per do,

Cherries, per doz
Graptrs/ per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Oranges, per 100 ..80 toi2 o
Peaches, per doz. . . 10 o —24 o
Pears, per doz —

.

.

Pine-apples, per lb. 30 — 6 6
Strawberries, p. lb. . 06—20

Asparagus, p. bund. 8 o to 10 o
Artichokes, p. doz. .. 30 — 60
Beet, per doz. . . 20—30
Broccoli, per doz. . . 10 — 2 6
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch ..04 — 08— young, p. bun. 16'— 20
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, p. bund. .. 10 — 16
Cucumbers, each .. 10 — 16
Endive, per doz. . . 16 — 20
French Beans, p. 100 2 o — .

.

Garlic, per lb. ..08 — .

.

Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04
Potatos, York Regents, per ton,

200!-.; new round, 5.1. to -js. per
s. d 0. Continental kinds, Sj. to 20

Letti

Onic i.per bunch .

Parsley, per bunch .

Potatos, new, p. lb.

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel..

Radishes, per doz. .

.

Turnips, yng. ,p. bun.

The Grass Land Blower.
BURGESS AND KEYS MOWERS will be found

pre-eminently adapted for Cutting the difficult Crops of the
season, whether Grass or Corn. As much as 18 Acres of Grass
day have been cut by one of these Machines. Immediate execi
of orders insured by the Makers, 96, Newgate Street, London.^ Agents in everj' district.

dy. Prices and particulars of the Aii

. , . .. l-Wr Thames Street, where a Sloe
s kept ; also n; i^. I -- \ r-- I <:< "'1 >KK1I>(;E, Agent.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAiMES Mil I >, - \\k\- -':.'.. and 12 and

n. ] .--... ^ .-,, -'. --,1:! I, [..:: I...t 1'.

CONSEK\ A10lv\ .^nd wK^_HAKl*-Hu^.-)fc: GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^r'c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon appi;

To Arcliltects, LaJidscape Gardeners, and Others.
SCARBOROUGH CEMETERY.— The liurial lioard

for the Parish of Scarborough are prepared to receive PLANS
for LAYING OUT the LANDS adjoining and near to the West-end
of, and intended to be added to, the BuriarGround or Cemetery of the
said Parish. Copies of the conditions, with Plan and Sections of the
Ground, may be had on application to the Clerk, at his Office, or to the
Suiierintendant at the Ccmcter>-.
A Premium of ilao will be given to the Author of the best, and of

jCio to the Author of the second best Plan, to be determined by the

Competitors arc requested tofo^^va^d their Plans, respectively marked
a motto only, and accompanied by a separate sealed Letter, con-
ling the name of the Competitor, both endorsed " Cemetery Plans,"

and send the same to the Clerk to the Board, at his Office, 45, Saint
Thomas Street, Scarborough, on or before the 8th day of August next.

By order of the Burial Board, J. J P. MOOD\', Clerk.
Scarborotigh.—July, 1870.

bs;a.

ALAND AGENT, having the Management of s

Estalc of 18,000 Acres in the North of England, upon whi.hich
.4CANCY

of the family.

—

MR. ALEX. JEMMETT, of Murrell Hill Farm,
Bmfie^d, Berks, is open to RECEIVE OXE or TWO YOU.XG

n Practical Farming, A^ricul-GENTLEMEN d. _ _

tural Chemistry", and all matters tendin:
a Farm, A comfortable home is offeree
LOVEJOY, The Library, Reading.

F OUR GARDENERS REQUIRED for Tea Gardens
in Cachar, India. They must possess unexceptionable qualifica-

i, and be well recommended for sobriety and honesty.—All appli-
lade by letter, before July 20, addressed to A. B., care

of Housekeeper, no. Cannon Street, E.(!

ANTED, a GARDENER used to Growing and
Forcing Geraniums, and other Soft-wooded Plants.—A. E.,

•lers' CktonicU Office. W.C.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY. TWO efficier
BUDDERS and GRAFTERS.—State wages required ar

references toFRED. PERKINS. Bedford Road Nursery. Northampto:

WANTED, an industrious MAN, to assist in Growing
Plants for Market. One used to Tying and who has been in

the Trade preferred.-Apply at The Orchard. Mortlake, Surrey, S.W.

W^
\UL, Paul's Nu

WANTED, an experienced SEEDSMAN.—Preference
given to one havmg a knowledge of Plants. Salary to com-

;k.—.A.ddrcss, with particulars, P. B., 12, Kingt £2 per

w Seed Trade.
ANTED, a TRAVELLER; one who has had
xperiencc in Ireland and Scotland preferred —^"Apply, by
ily, sl.itini; full p,articulars, to Messrs. MINIER AND CO

,

d, W C

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

W;
Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they

1 their books M K
inquiry. Any Genllei

selected.—Hiqhgal

Gcntlei
HENDERSON ,

London, N.W.

r as GARDENER
)ns, recommended to

n application to Messrs. E. G.
Nursery, St. John's Wood,

GARDENER (Head), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Married; ^o years' character.—E. VV., Post Office, Green Street,

Sittingbourne, Rent.

eferences.—G. B..

-Age 37, married,
branches of the prt

'

,
Adam's Square, Bromley, K.ei

GA'RDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; has a
thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. Good education and reterences.—A. B., Post Office,
West Green, Tottenham, N.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married ; thoroughly
V_^ understands Early and Late Forcing, and Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Total Abstainer. Can be well recommended. Wages not
•SO much an object as a comfortable situation.-G., Messrs. Lee's
Nurser)', Hammersmith. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29. married, one child;
has a first-class practical knowledge of the profession in all its

including ihi

Melons, S"

, Kitchen
Tibers, Melons, Str iwberries. Mushrooms, &c. ; Greenhouse ana

id Flower Gardening. Characterwill bear the
G. R,, Kingston. Tirtsworth, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head).—Matthew Balls offers his
services to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the above. Is

3iade to the Right Hon. the Earl t

ood Accountant,

Lord Tempi
' idon, wit

LLS. Stagenhoe Gardens, Welwyn, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), age 36, married.-R. W. Peicd
is at liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring

the services of a thoroughly practical Gardener, having lived four years
and eight months as Head Gardener in present situation, andpre-

Winslade House. Exeter, Devon.

^^ARDENER (Head), age 40. married. —JohnVX Brown begs to give notice that he will be disengaged on Sept. 6»
and offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a
first-class practical Gardener. Well versed in the Early Forcing of
all kinds of Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables, having lived hve and a half
years as Head Gardener in present situation, and previously 12K years
Head Gardenei to the late Sir Charles Knighilcy, Bart.—For abilities

and character, reference can be made to present employer, the Right
Hon. Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).—
Age 27, smgle ; thoroughly understands Flower, Fruit, and

Kitchen GartJening, Vines, Forcing. &c. Two years' first-class cha-
racter.—X. Y., Denmark Cottage. Denmark Road. Hammersmith. W.

Fruits, &c., and used 1

-S. G.,PostOffic< '

professi... __
Library, Lewisham, K

-\ I I '. (Head), where three or more are kept.
JO, married! thoroughly practical in all branches of the
Can be highly recommended.—T. S., Mr. Morgan's

-Understands kitchen and Flower
Tibers and Melons; no

liection to look after a Horse or Cow. Good character.—A. B.,

SjJHigh Street, Marylebone, W _^„_
-The Rector of Chedgrave seeks to
m for a Gardener, married, no incumbrance

;

ned, honest, respectable. Wife a Frenchwoman ; skilful as
r lady's-maid.—Rev. H. A. BARRETT, Chedgrave Rectory,

ivhom he has known for ; , .

ties; he held the position of Bailiff s

1 produce unexceptionable
and Paradise Nun , Upper HoUoway, London.

id Gardener m last

>iimonials.—Victoria

GARDENER and BAILIFF.—Age 28, Scotch ; 6^
years' good character from the Gentleman he has iust left, where

he had the entire Superintendence of a large Garden, Pleasure Ground
and Farm, and the general Management of a large Estate.—J. M.,
Hallwood, Halton, Prestonbrook. Cheshire.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 22, Two years' good character.—W, L., Manor House,

Gunncrsbury, Acton, W^ _^__^ ^^_^.^.^__

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).-
Age 23 ; understands Early and Late Forcing, and Flower ai

chen Gardening,

Single-handed).—
1' experience. Can be highly
^5, Park Place, Park Road,

GARDENER (Under).—A
place two years, present place *l

character.—J. H., The Gardens. Pyrne'

;e ig ; lived in former
vo and a half years. Good
Park , Edmonton, N.

GARDENER (Under), wishes to improve himself.—
Age 21 ; trustworthy. Would not object to a small single-handed

place. Five years' grood character from last :

ner, near Hurstpierpoint, Sussex.

f^ ARDENER (UNDER), where he can improve
\J^ —Age 20; trustworthy, and will make himscll uscf
and a half years' good character.—J. P., E. Long, Wac-tcwc

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 27 ; is

accustomed to the Work of Forcing and PlantJHouscs, also a
good Propagator and Raiser of Plants for the Flower Garden. Good
character.- R.. Post Office, Odiham, Hants. ^__^
FOREMAN (General), or to take entire charge of the

Glass Department of a First-class Nursery*, where energy and
thorough ability would be appreciated. Testimonials unexceptionable.
—T. SMITH, Stafford's Nurseries, T ' --

. -r Manchester.

GROUND FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR
(Working), in a first-class Nursery, where economy, energy,

and thorough ability would be appreciated.—Is a successful Cultivator
" " "

Roses, Ornamental Trees. Deciduous Shrubs, and
versant with value of the same, and the general

of Nursery work. An opportunity where a pushing Trade
, required. Character will bear s . B., 12, Holly

To NuTseiymen.
FOREMAN.—A thorough practical hand at Budding

and Grafting of Roses and Fruit Trees, the Propagation of
it Flowers, the Management of Vines, Ornamental Trees and
)S, &c. ; also a gooa Salesman.—A. C, Cutbush's Nursery,

Highgate, N.

PACKER, &c.—Ag^e 25, active ; well up in the general
routine of Packing, either in Nursery or Seed Establishment.

—

J- H., 21, East Street. Reading. Berks.

rpRAVELLER, to the Seed Trade.—A young Man, of
good address, appearance, &c. Thirteen years' 1

:j_ARDENER (Head).—James Hardie. Head
~A Gardener for the last eight ycarsto the Khedive of Eg>-pt, is at

jugh pra

>ad, Shef

Gentleman requiring the
First-class references.—

n

good bcotch hous(
's, W.

, &c.

To SeedsmeiL
SHOPMAN.—Wanted, an immediate engagement in a

Retail Business, by a thoroughly experienced Man, with first-

class references. — X. V. Z., Smithers & Crichton, Seedsmen,
I, BunhillRow, Finsbury Square, London, E.G.
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Tie Royal Agricultural and ,38^8.^
1 Royal Horticultural Societies' "^ftf'

jRAND SHOW, OXFORD. ^Jmgtf
STAND 356. igSSS^

SUTTONS' GRASS ^^"^^Jl'^^™
SEI'-l.'< for \I I -^On.S PsSceOfWaLE'

SUTTON-- ill )\:i' i.KOWN I'RINCEOl- \VALt.

''m villi and FLOWER SEF.DS.
,1 ,\i.Kii ULTURAL ROOTS,

vitc Ihe speci.il altcmioii oC Visitors to the cxten

display at STAND No. 356, immediately in fron

of the print

SUTTON .\ND SONS, Sccdi . the Queen, Rcadinji.

Stand No. 3S0.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, OXFORD.

THE FARMERS' SUPPLY ASSOCIATION,
Limited.—Capital /;3o,ooo, in 10,000 Shares of £2 each.

The Hon. Henry Petre, Chelmsford, Essex.

The Rev. William R. Bayley, Cassington Vicarage. Oxford.

Thos. L, Melville Cartwricht, Ksq., Melville, Fife ;
and Newbnttlc

Manor, Brackley, Northamptonshire.
Frcdk. S. Champion, Esq., 5, Great Winchester Street Etiildinj;s,

London.
Charles Spooner, Esq., i, Poet's Corner, Wei

Offices :—^, King William Street. London, E.C.

Annual Tickets. los. each : Life Tickets. £3 V; entitling the holder

Ig purchase all kinds of AGRICULTURAL REQUISITES throusli

this Agency.

Stand No. 329.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

OXFORD, 1870.

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH. Lincoln, will

exhibit at this Show, commencing July ii, as follows :—

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, 4 to lo-horse power.

HORIZONTAL FIXED STEAM ENGINES.
TRACTION ENGINE, for Common Roads.
THRESHING MACHINES, of various sizes.

STRAW ELEVATORS.
STACKING M.'^CHINES.
CIRCULAR SAW BENCHES. &c.

At the last Public Trials (Kury, 1867) of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, in competition with the principal manufacturers of

England, all the First Prizes for Steam Engines, the Prize of £15 for

the Finishing Threshing Machine, also the Society's Silver Medal,

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Lincoln, and 78, Lombard
Street. London, E.C,

Catalogues. S-x,, free by post.

Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen,
AND ALL LEADING AGRICULTURISTS.

STANDI/^ W. MURRAY AND CO., I STAND
212. 1 VJT« Banff Foundry, N.B., I 212.

Will exhibit at the ROYAL .\GRICULTURAL SHOW, OXFORD,
their New Series of DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGHS.

These Ploughs during last season took the highest position,

winning, in addition to numerous other First Prizes, the

ONLY GOLD MEDAL
ever offered for Double Furrow Ploughs, in competition with the
most celebrated makers of the United Kingdom, at Stannington, near
Newcastle, February 3, rSyo.

G, W. MuERAV & Co.'s celebrated PATENT COMBINED
PLOUGH and SUBSOILER is acknowledged to be the most
important adaptation of the Double Furrow Plough made.
They will also exhibit their CORN DRILL, COMBINED LAND
~ EE and GRAS " ' ~

&c. Cataloeruc „ r.
Eaiifr Foundry, NB.

FO'WLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply toJOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Comhill,
London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

IHE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting, and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,
lenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Iways. and verj- many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
rhilccts, Contractors, ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
3QA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

M
SALES BY A UCTION.

Imported OrcMds.
R. J. C. STEVE.N'S will SELL 1 v M ' I

tions of CHOICE ORCHIDS from In
and other parts, mostly in good conditi.

M
Imported and Established Orchids.

R.
J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

:, luly2b, at halt past 13 o Clock preci;
CHOICE IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED OKCHIDS,
prising a magnincciit new nilnrii,i<;Ii,ssuni, described by the collei

ably finer ; the crinrably I

Caversham, near Reading, Berks.
IMPORTANT SALE of SPECIMEN PLANTS.

MR. I. C. STEVENS, Horticultural Auctioneer
and Valuer, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, begs

to announce that he has been favoured with instructions from
C. H. Marshall, Esq., of Caversham, near Reading (who is eoing
abroad), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on WEDNESDAY,
July 27, at 12 o'clock precisely, the valuable COLLECTION of

STOVEand GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FERNS, ORCHIDS, &c.,

including many fine Specimen Plants that have taken Prizes at the

On view the day prior and morning of Sale; and Catalogues had on
the Premises, and of Mr. J. C. STEVENS. 38, King Street, Covent
tlardcn, London, W.C.

Klrkbank, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

MESSRS. WETHERELL will SELL bv AUCTION,
without reserve, at Kirkhank, near Richmond, on TUESDAY,

August 2 (the day previous to the Yorkshire Agricultural Society
Show), the entire HERD of superior bred SHORTHORNED
CATTLE, the property of Mr. Alfred Stables, consisting of 42 Bulls,

Cows, and Heifers, descended from the best and purest strains.

Amongst the sires will be found Croupier {23,656), Lord Frederic
(22,156), Asteroid (21,193), Lord Albert (20,143), Rnyal Alfred (18,748),
King Alfred (16,334), Sir Roger (16,991), First Fruits (16,048), Prince
Gcort'e (n.^iol. King Arthur (13,110). The Cows and Heifers are

sh Hope (2i,32j), and Serjeant Major, bred by

r of .Mr. JOHN WETHERELL, Richmond.—June 23.

Extensive Sales by Auction.
ME.SSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

invite the attention of Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nu-
othcrs, who are contemplating planting the following 1

undermentioned Advertisement, announcing important '

SALES by AUCTION, of many acres of the most thrii 111.

STOCK in this country: and which may be inspected an.

rpi

icpted) pr<

I.e
, July 16,

M'
Preliminary Notice of Sales in Surrey.
SSRS, I'kO'lM I. ROl-', AN11 MORRIS are

I I |.. .
, l-.i I Mil --I l;\ Kll SALE bv

., . :. , 1 I . 1 \ 1
I .M M i

1 hiNS of FRUIT
.

.:! .
1 \l I

. ) I \ -n '. i' I
, li.ANTS, EVER-

-
. 1 1 , ^m I 1.

,

-
I \ > I iMU) and DWARF

Mr. George Jackman, Senic
OCTOBER 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. on ih

NURSERY', BAGSII'iT, SI'I'III

Noble : a large p, ., 1
1

' 1 r 1 '

required for building
1

Estate. Further r, 11

OCTOBER 24,25,26.-", I. ), 11, M
Premises. ST- JOHiNh MtiKshK
order of the Executor

Further particular*

MIIKE NURSERY being
prietors of the Sunningdale

ShacWewell.—To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.
MrsSRS PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL

I

1
V, at Garraway's, Comhill, E.C, on TUESDAY,

Jul, ,

'

. the valuable LEASE, with possession, of the
.Sol.i I :. .1

1 RV, Do Road, Shacklewell. consisting of about
I -\, 1 .1 ( ;

ii Nursery Ground, with jo Greenhouses, Ranges
of Pus, Sheds, Stable, and other Erections thereon, &c. Lease about
16 years unexpired. Ground rent .£34 per annum. Part of the

purchase-money may remain on mortgage.—View prior to Sale

ulars had of Au

MESSRS. PRO'I
by AUCTION.

July s6, at 12 o'clock,

known as 3,4,5, ^"'' "
One in hand, other-, I.-t t

i;io4 per annum IM-l
of ATOperanniim -\ ,.->

,n3 Valu

ShnfWewen."
. N E.

Established Orchids.

LUDLOW AND I-).\\II-"-l,I, hr,\-e received instructions

to SELL bi - - . , .

JO. at II o'clock precisely.

BLISHED ORCHIDS, m
mprising Aerides, Caianthes,
, La;lias, Odontogtossums,
amongst which willbc found

by AIT I I

WEliNl -

a CH(3lCE COLLECT 1

good condition, clean and true to name,
Cattlcyas, Cypripediums, Dendrobiu
Oncidiums, Saccolabiums, Vandas, &c
many varieties well worth the attentioi

Homdon-on-the-HOl.
Valuable BUILDINt; and MARKET GARDEN GROUND,

adtoining the Slanford-le-Hope Railway Station.—The desirable

FREEHOLD RESIDENCE known as HIGH HOUSE, and
several ENCLOSURES of very valuable ACCOMMODATION
LAND, with possession.

MESSRS. BEADEL will SELL bv AUCTION, at
the Mart, Tokenhousc Yard, London, on tHURSDAY, July 21

next, at i o'clock precisely, the above valu.ablc PROPERTY, in Four
Lots. Lot I will comprise two very eligible Closes of Freehold Land,
eminently suitable for Building or Market Garden purposes, situate

adjoining the Stanford-lc-Hope Railway Station, with considerable
frontage to the high road, and containing an area of 30a. 2r. 37P.
Lot 2. The verj- desirable Freehold Residence, known as High House,
in the village of Horndon-on.the.Ilill, with Garden, Paddock, Stabli

and Outbmldir ' '

Land, fronting the High Strt
•ent- with Cottage and Garden „„. ^, „

. I4p. Lot 4. The valuable Plot of Freehold Orchard s

BEADEL. 25, Gresham

To Breeders of Pigs.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, OXFORD, 1870.

MESSRS. JON.\S PAXTON and GEORGE
CASTLE are favoured with instructions from T. Leslie

Melvilk- I ,,rt\vni;ht. I^ri .,,( Melville House, Fife, and Ncwbottle.
N,,,!' I I

i \ rCTlON. near the Showyard of the

al~ , luly 21, at I2 o'clock. SEVEN
Gil I

. - ijf the improved Middlesex Breed.
Ml successful breeder of Pigs, having

riiirri iiiher prizes, taken six First Prizesat
BirTuini;ham, bt-Mrles thr,-,- Clips for best Pigs in the yard and three

First Prizes at bmithheld.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application to the Auctioneers,

Bicester. Oxon.

Bulbrldge Farm, 'Wilts.

Ten minutes' walk from the Great Western and South-Wcstcrn
Railway Stations at Wilton.

ANNUAL SALE and LETTING of RAM LAMBS and RAMS of

the IMPROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN BREED.

MESSRS. E'WER and WINSTANLEY will SELL
and LET by AUCTION, on the Premises, Eulbridge I-'arni.

Wilts, on WEDNESDAY, August 3 (Refreshments will be provided
at 12, and the Sale will commence at i o'clock), about 140 RAM
LAftlBS and RAMS, of the improved Hampshire Down Breed, the
property of Mr. James Rawlence.
The Auctioneers again have the pleasure to announce that in addi-

achieved during the last 20 years at the Royal,

West of England Society's 'Show at'Taiinton, the ist and 2d Prizes for

Shearling Ewes, the ist and 2d Prizes for Old Rams, and the 2d Prize
for Shearling Rams; also at the Berks and Hants Agricultural Show
at Basingstoke, the two 1st Prizes for Rams ot any age ; and at Stock,
bridge Cattle Show, the 1st Prize for Rams of any age, and the 2d for

Teg Rams.
Auction and Estate Agency Offices, Endless Street, Salisbury.

s HORTHORN SALES, 1870.

1. G. Dixon, Esq., bred for 50 years from Messrs. Charles and
Kobert Colling's stock; at Caistor, Lincolnshire.

WEDNESDAY, September ar.~A valuable selection of COWS

Waterloo," " Fleda." "Gwr""'" " I ->- ' Wild Eyes," and
other fashionable tribes; alsn 1

ii
I 'I.Mr" (19,680).

THURSDAY, September 29,-- I :
:H belonging to

W. Cox. Esq., at Brailsforl i
1 from Kcv. W.

Leeke. Mr. J. Booth, and Mil
WEDNESDAY. October 5—Mr \'.

1 \ rt KF 1II"I.' P,
about 70 head, with several I ;. '

1
1 ,1 1'.iri' ...

'

" Certainty," " Lavender," nml ' .;
. ,

.
.

1
! 1

with bulls of Bates' blood : .Ti I; ;
1 !i

THURSDAY, Oclober6.—The 1,111 \i- \\ 'f-. n,, 1 1
,

.-
. ,

, iill'Mt,

about 80 Head, and the stock ul" in ,i-i_ !,...> J.J.likolllKl. Tli .:-:,

considered some of the finest in iht: kiii^jdom ; ai Scvciihamptun,
Hichwonh, Wilts.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, of these Sales, will be issued in due
time. further particulars can, however, be had on application to

JOHN THORNTON, 15, Lanijham Place, London, W.

Thnmas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
i.ro, Thomas Clark, Esq.
ItJinC. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, F.sq

the Offices of the Company,

;

I

The Right Hon. Viscount Corn-

Edward John Hutchins, Esq,

I
Sir William Tite.M. P.

• N, Principal Engineer.
;\iiy kind are executed by the Com-
lu Landowners who prefer executing

iient with their Landlords, procure

, London. S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
John Glutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq,, Kirtlington Park, Oxford.

Henry Farquhar, Esq., (Messrs. Herries, Farquhar & Co.), 16, St.

James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.

Welshpool,
The Company adv;

of Agricultural Imprc

and Cocd-y-Macii,

3unt, for all purposes
I of Cottages and

liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal ajid interest, over 25 years.
M_

igation of title is required.

ROYAL .AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE CLUB.-^
The HAI,F-VE\RI,Y

RANDOLPH HOTEl .
"M '

6.30 P.M. EDWARD 1 1" I 1 ^

can introduce a Km mi

i\r
sriR A.N'D LIVERPOOL ,\GRICUL-
-.1. lETY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of HORNED

C\M 1 I llui 1
-. (Hunters especially). SHEEP, PIGS. DOGS,

Pill I I in illl IsE. GRAIN, ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, MA-
CIIINhK\. >ADULERY, and MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
will be held in WESTWUOD PARK, WIGAN, on SEPTEMHEK 6,

7 and 8 (preceded by a P.blie Trial of Farm Imnlen
tember 5). when PRIZES amounting to nearly TWO '

POUNDS will

AUGUST I.

Prize Lists and Forms of Entry on appli

THOMAS RIGHY, Over, near Winsford.

THOUSAND
rded. ENTRIES' for SHOW CLOSE

STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WALSALL MEETING, SEPTEMBER 20, 21, and 22.

In addition to ihe usual Prizes for Slock, Produce. &c., offered for

competition within the limits of the Society's operations. Special

Prizes of £3$ and ,£15 for the best and second best Stallion for agricul-

tural purposes, also 'Prizes for Poultry and Implements, are open for

competition to the United Kingdoi

IMKINSON, Newcastle, Staffordshin

I OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of

ENGLAND.

OXFORD MEETING.

SHOW of HORSES, CATTLE,
SHEEP, PIGS, and IMPLEMENTS,
MONDAY, July 18, to FRIDA'VT

July 22.

Monday, gj. ; Tuesday
Wedni 6d. : Thursday and

n Tickets, price loj. 6rf., available

uly II to 22, may be obtained of
LOWMAN, Oxford ; or

H, M. JENKINS, Secretars'.

quarc, London, W^

Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Show, Oxford.
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE for JULY 23 and 30 will contain a FULL

REPORT of the PROCEEDINGS
Agn

oyal Ho: ultural and

-1 MINIS should reach the Office n
.M'lN'lNG in each week.
Mil I'lON of JULY 23 will be published in the

rA.\D'36i3, SEED and MODEL SHEDS.

Cljelignailturitliia^ctte.

SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1870.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING 'VVIEEK.

MoNi«y July i8
| ^^.^^j Annual Meeting of the Royal Agricul-

Fridw °TuIv22i tural Society of England, at Oxford.

The Royal Agricultural .Society of England has
seen almost a generation pass, and the youngest
survivors of its first Oxford meeting are already
greyhaired men. Its founders, who met in

1839—earnest, wise, far-seeing,—have had like-

minded followers ; and we, in the fourth decade
of its career, can look back on an uninterrupted

progress, which is largely due to persistent

and untiring, public-spirited, laborious, and
disinterested leadership, of which Englishmen
liave reason to be proud. Accordingly, the pre-

sent Council of the .Society, inheriting and carry-

ing on the performances of their forerunners,

can now present, if not to a largely increased

membership, at any rate to the enormously in-

creased special public whom they interest, a
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picture of English agriculture which, compared
with that exhibited in 1839, strikes one with

astonishment.

We cannot, indeed, during the ensuing week,

expect a more distinguished company to enjoy the

spectacle which is thus provided for them— to

receive its lessons for themselves, or urge them

upon others—than were gathered under the late

Lord Spencer's presidency at the first of the

Society's annual exhibitions. Such men as Baron
BUNSEN, who was then the Prussian Minister,

and Daniel Webster, who represented the

United States, are rare. The agricultural ranks

of our own country at that time were also

unusually distinguished. Earl Spencer and the

Duke of Richmond, Philip Pusey, Dr. Buck-
land, Henry Handley, Thomas Bates, are

names, already then well known, whose agricul-

tural reputation has been growing ever since
;

Sir James Graham, Sir William Miles, and
Sir Thomas Acland, were all then leaders of the

Society, and the last two are members of it still.

Neither will the opportunities afforded for

mutual acquaintanceship or intercourse offered

by the Society in 1870, be anj'thing like so good
as they were in 1839. There will be no public

meeting at the Town Hall for the reading and
discussion of agricultural papers— no " Council
dinner," where the authorities at the same time
that they entertained, or were entertained, had
an opportunity of profiting by the criticism of their

friends and guests. Nor will there be the annual
banquet for the members which there used to

be at the earlier meetings of the Society, and by
which, more than by any other thing connected
with the meeting, the sense of membership was
cultivated, and the strength of the Society was
fostered.

The show of 1870 is nevertheless infinitely

more significant and true, as representing English
agriculture, than that of 1839. We are not now
dependent upon leadership or stimulant. It is

the ordinary rank and file of English agricul-

turists to whom the display is due ; and it is the

common-place trustworthy motive of self interest

which is at the bottom of it all. Great names
are no longer needed—not one in a hundred ever

sees the President of the year—the Society itself

keeps more and more in the background—and the

mere opportunity which it offers to men who have
well-bred stock and good implements to sell, and to

men who desire well bred stock and implements
to buy, is nearly all. The opportunity of winning
reputation is valuable, chiefly as that will here-

after command custom. Meanwhile the demand
for all our best breeds of live stock is unprece-
dented, the need of every aid which agricultural

machinery can give isconstant,themarket forgood
seeds, manures, and cattle foods is annually
increasing. International demand as well as

home demand is every year widening and deepen-
ing. Here is an arena where the best specimens
of rival dealers and producers are pitted against
each other, and where carefully selected judges
place them on the scale of merit. Customers are
glad of it, and all who can supply them, there-
fore, congregate.

But if the show of 1839 was a less natural
expression of our actual power and position as
agriculturists than the show of 1870 is—if tlie for-

mer rather than the latter be pronounced the result

of artificial inflation and excessive effort--what an
impression of our extraordinary progress in the
interval must not those receive who may have
been present at them both. Guano, super-
phosphate, steam-cultivation, horse reaping, were
unknown in '39 ; manure manufactories had
no existence ; even agricultural machine facto-

ries, in their present sense, did not exist ; loco-

motive engines had no place in English agricul-

ture till many years afterwards. The village car-

penter and blacksmith, and the seedsman of the
neighbouring market town, supplied the country
side with all that was required. Fallows upon
clays, and'green manuring upon sands, were the
highest farming of that day, and well-bred stock
was met with rarely. Now, every true breed has
its herdbook, and every herdbook has its hun-
dreds of clients and advertisers ; every farmer
buys cattle foods and artificial manures ; almost
every parish has a steam-cultivator at work in
it ; every county town has a first-class machine-
factory ; the locomotive threshing-machine is

seen everywhere ; andmowersand reapers are sent
out by single firms at the rate of ^10,000 a week.
How much of all this is due to the Roval

Agricultural Society of England ? It has been
the exponent, rather than the active cause, of the
progress it has witnessed. We have all had a

share in it. Agricultural Journals have had to

do with it as well as agricultural societies, but
they too chiefly by spreading the influence of

example, making known the best instances, and
publishing failures and successes. Invention and
discover)', and railways, and the printing press,

and agricultural societies have all helped to

awaken the energies and perceptions of the

agricultural classes, whether landlords, labourers,

or farmers ; and self interest, thus enlightened,
has been quickened into profitable and produc-
tive activity.

Monday's corn market, in Mark Lane, was
firm ; there was a moderate supply of English Wheat,
and in some cases an advance on last week's prices was
obtained. On Wednesday prices remained unaltered.

hi the cattle market everything, except the highest

qualities, was lower on Monday. On Thursday the

demand was somewhat better.

The House of Commons discussed the Lords'

amendments to the Irisu Land Bill on Tuesday
morning last. At the outset, Mr. Gladstone stated

generally that the Government in substance proposed to

agree with all the amendments except the alterations in

the scale of compensations, the shortening of the dis-

pensing or alternative lease from 31 to 21 years, the

clause relating to permissive registration of improve-

ments, and certain portions of the clause defining what
is and what is not to be considered disturbance by the

act 01 the landlord. The first point taken was the

scale of compensation, with the alterations in which, the

Commons disagreed. At the end of this clause, too,

the Commons inserted, on Mr. Fortescue's motion,

the proviso which the Lords struck out, giving the

tenants an option of claiming under a lower scale of

rent. An amendment by Mr. Samuelson to the

conacre clause, excluding white crops, was agreed to,

after considerable objection from Sir J. Gray. On the

amendment relating to the length of lease there was no
debate ; the House restored the original figure, 31

years. On the Lords' clause for the registration of

improvements, Mr. SamI'elson suggested an addition

requiring the joint action of landlord and tenant, which
was adopted by the Government. The last important

disagreement was on the clause defining and limiting

disturbance in holding. Mr. Fortesciie stated that

the Government would agree with the Lords in adding

"breach of any condition against assignment, sub-

letting, bankruptcy, or insolvency" to the causes of

ejectment whicli are not to be deemed disturbance ;

but they would not agree to the omission of the words
giving the Court the power to decide that they shall be

so deemed on special grounds.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
cattle.

The ninth number of "Thornton's Circular" has

just been issued, accompanied with an excellent index

from the commencement of the publication up to the

present time. Volume I. is now complete and ready for

binding, and a well-known engraving of Charles and
Robert Colling, neatly executed, forms a fit commence-
ment to a work devoted to Shorthorns. We can well

believe Mr. Thomton when he says, "The excessive

labour and care, and the long journeys undertaken in

collecting the materials for this work, occupy more
time th.an the public might expect ; whilst the abstruse

nature of the subject renders it peculiarly liable to

error." Errors, however, are exceedingly rare, if

present at all, and we think Mr. Thomton may be
congratulated upon the correctness as well as the good
style which alike characterise his Circular.

The following Shorthorn sales will engage

attention during the next few weeks :—Messrs. Mitchells'

entire herd, at Alloa, Stirling ; Mr. J. G. Dixon's herd,

at Caistor ; a selection from the herd of Mr. Fawcett, of

Scaleby Castle ; the entire herd of Mr. Charles R
.S.aunders, of Nunwick Hall, Penrith ; the entire herd of

Mr. Wm. Cox, of Brailsford House, near Derby ; Mr.
Wm. Butter's entire herd, at Badminton, Wilts ; and
the late Mr. Wm. Hewer's herd, at Sevenhampton.

A proof of the sale catalogue of the Nunwick
Hall herd, the property of Charles R. Saunders, Esq.,

lies before us. The sale, which will be conducted by
Mr. Thomton, takes place September 23. The
entire herd, all of which will be disposed of, consists

of 62 animals, 46 of which are cows and heifers.

Among the most attractive features of this catalogue

we may name severalrepresentatives of the "Waterloo"
tribe ; a considerable number of descendants of Fur-
hdinv and Flourish, both by the famous LriTLE John
(4232) ; some members of the Elvira by Duke
(193) tribe, known also as Mr. Crofton's "Emma"'
tribe ; several G-ii'yntws, descended from Orphar.

Gwytinc, by Duke of Glo'ster, and got by Prince
Patrick (18,633); Wallace (23,166), Earl of
Eglinton (23,832), and Wild Boy (25,447). There

are also a few Wild Eyes and other well-bred cattle,

which we cannot further notice at present.

. The following important additions, by birth,

to well-known herds claim attention :—At Havering
Park, Grand Diicht'ss 21st, bought as a calf at th

Preston Hall sale for 320 gs., has produced a very

excellent roan bull calf to 3D Duke of Geneva
;

Sweetheart 6th, now the property of Mr. W. W. Slye,

and recently purchased for 120 gs. at Edenbridge, has
dropped a red bull calf to Patrician (24,728) ; the

W^ateringbury herd has also been increased by the birth

of a white heifer calf, a daughter of Wild Duchess ^d
by Lord O.xford 2d and Lord Oxford 2D.

—
• Mr. Davies, of Mere Old Hall, may be con-

gratulated upon the result of his sale on Wednesday.
Mr. Strafford commenced selling at i o'clock, and dis-

posed of 48 lots, which realised the sum of ;£^3550.

Thirty-one cows and heifers made upon an average

jC&y l6.t. each, and 17 bulls brought .^19 each ;

while the general average Avas ^73 igs. id.

We have not space to speak in detail of the com-
petition, but the subjoined list contains an account
of the prices and purchasers. Old Moss Rose,

now 12 years old, was purchased by Mr. Cheney for

350 gs. ; her daughter, Mo^s Rose 2d, went into the

same hands at the extraordinai-y figure of 800 gs. , and
her two sons. Royal Chester and Royal Lan-
caster, both by ioth Grand Duke, made respec-

tively 200 gs. and 130 gs., the first becoming the pro-

perty of Mr. Barnes, and the second, now three weeks
old, of Captain Gunter. These four representatives of

the " Cambridge Rose " tribe therefore realised the

•mous sum of ;,;^I450. We hope on a future occa-

sion to again refer to this most important sale.

: of .\nimal.

Co^vs and Heifers
Moss Rose .

.

Cleofntra ^th
Harinorty
Welliiigtoiiia

Charlotle i,tk

Candidate's Dnchcss
Ct£opatra eflh

Rise of Tlwnidale zd
Flirtation id

Rose of Tlwnidale -id

Bracelet
Bland
Mess Rose 2d,
Flirtation yl
Princess Royal 2d ..

Clutrlotte jth
Rose of Thonidale ^th
Cleopatra sith^

Flirtation /,th

Cleo/iaira l}tk

Rose of Thorndale sth
Candidate's Duchess zd
Leonora jd ..

Princess Royal ^d .

.

Cleopatra ii,tli

IVeltingtonia id .

.

Charlotte %th
Rose of Thorndale Clli

Leonora ^tk..
Cleopatra s^tlt

Charlotte gth

Bulls.

Thorndale OxFOF
Prince Thorndai
Royal Chester
Pretender

Baronet

April,

Purchaser.

July,'

Aug.,

Gs.|

350|Mr. Cheney.
80 Duke of Devonshire.

46 Mr. H.-rmcr.

160; Mr. Slyc.

41 Mr. Thornton-

35 Mr. Hals.ill.

65 Mr. Harvard.
49 Mr. Thom.
II INI r. Walson.
36 Mr. Thom.
31 Mr. Thom.
70|Duke of Devonshire.
45|Duke of Devonshire.

800, Mr. Cheney.
33, Mr. Thom.
25iMr. Highfield.

=7 Mr Owen.
3o,Mr. Thom.
47:Mr. James.
2oMr. Robinson.
62 Mr. Foster.

2i|Mr. Brooke.
105, Mr. Thornton.
27 Mr. Cooke.
25'Mr. Highfield.

37 Mr. Fawcett.
2oo!Mr. Lency.
i6lMr. RadclifTc.

261Mr. Stalter.

l2Mr. Hart.

43 Mr. Thom.
29 Mr. Statter.

SolMr. Howard.
29 Mr. Middleton.

40 Mr. Murton.
27 Mr. Radcliffe.

30! Mr. Thom.
35 Mr. Harrison.
3i;Mr. White.
zooMr. Barnes.
36Mr. Robinson.
36Mr. Wyatt.
27 Mr. Platt.

8 Mr. Wright.
1S70I 30 Mr. Tindal.

1870 130 Captain Gunter.
1870 r3'Mr. Thom.

1870

In 1863 Mr. Clark Irving exported some good

Shorthorns, including Draioiiig-room Rose, and other

members of the "Cambridge Rose" tribe, purchased

at the late Mr. Jonas Webb's sale. Mr. Irving died in

1865, hut Mrs. Irving still keeps up the herd, and

Mr. Foster, of Killhow, has just sent out to her the

following bulls, to further improve the stock :

—

Duke
OF Florence, roan, calved November, 1S6S, bred by
Mr. Fester, got by 2D DuKE OF CoLLiNGHAM, dam
Florentia I it/i by 7TH DUKE OF York ; Lord Col-
LINGHAM, a roan bull, calved last August, bred by
Mr. J. P. Foster, Killhow, got by 2D DuKE OF Col.
LINGHAM, dam Carolina ^tk by 7TH DUKE OF YORK
(17,754) ; Famous Gwynne, a roan bull, calved

June 30, 1S69, bred by Mr. Howard of Biddenham,
got by Grand Duke 5TH (19,875), dam Faustina

Gwynne hy }<\.\y DuKE (13,320). These three bulls

were shipped on the 4th ult. to Mrs. Clark Irving's

station on the Richmond river, Australia.

POULTRY.
Rearing Young Turkeys. —My method of pro-

cedure is to follow Nature as far as possible. I make
my turkey nests on the ground ; or if in a paved house,

in large shallow boxes half filled with mould that can

be damped at intervals. The hens, unless they come
off regularly, are lifted off to feed, and then supplied

with grain with a liberal hand. W'hen the young ones

are hatched, they are left undisturbed under the hen

until the next day. No attempt is made to cram them,

—an absurd practice, which interferes most injuriously

with the due digestion of the yolk that is absorbed into

the intestines at birth, and constitutes all the food
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required for 20 or 30 hours after hatching. The first

food given them is egg beaten up with an equal bulk of

milk, and baked into a soft custard ; this is alternated

with crumbled bread mixed with milk, to which oat-

meal is added in a gradually increasing proportion.

Ants' eggs are given if I can get them, but if not the

custard is continued for a fortnight or three weeks.

Quite as important as any other part of the dietary of

young turkeys is the supply of green food, and many
persons chop up Nettles, Onions, &c., with the meal ;

but if young turkeys are watched when grazing, it will

be observed that they prefer eating bitter herbs belong-

ing to the natural family Composite, or compound

flowered plants, such as the Dandelion, &c. The corn-

mon Lettuce belongs to the same tribe, and I have this

year fed largely on it. The greediness with which

young turkeys devour this plant is remarkable. At
three weeks old a dozen turkey chicks will eat four or

five large Lettuces in a day, and they even seem to

prefer them when running to seed, at which time there

is abundance of bitter milky juice in the plants. At
the age ofa month they will

begin to peck a few grains

of Wheat or Barley ; but

bread and milk, and meal,

should form the staple of

their food for the first two
or three months of their

lives. Most persons say

that young turkeys are par-

ticularly delicate when they

are ''shooting the red."

This is not to be wondered
at when it is remembered
that they are generally put
on whole grain, without
milk, long before they

arrive at that age, antl

suffer accordingly. Another
point of the highest im-
portance in feeding turkeys,

or young birds of any kind,

is the hour at which they

get their first repast. It is

daylight now at four o'clock

in the morning- If the

birds have their first meal
deferred until six or seven

o'clock, they have been
hungry for two or three

hours, and suffer very

much. To be successful

in rearing these, and any
other young birds, they

must either be supplied

over night with their first

meal, or the poultry maid
must be up with the lark.

There is no better plan

than putting the hen and
chicks, for the first month
or two, in a closely wired
aviary at night, which is

open to the early sun, and
Lettuce and a good supply
of soft food can be put
under a coop, so that the
hen cannot eat it ; and
there will be found but
little left an hour after day-
break. IK B. Ti'getmeicr.

To Preskrve Eggs.—
Here is another very simple
and effective method, which
we have had in use for 21

years, to my knowledge,
and 17 of them under my
own hand. At the end of

1 2 months they may be used
for the most delicate pud-
dings and sponge-cakes, and
will whip up very nearly equal to new laid eggs ; but

they must be preserved perfectly fresh. We use stone

jars that will hold about 50 eggs each, wide enough in

the mouth to admit the hand easily with an egg in it.

Place the eggs on the small end, which may be done
by leaning two together, and place them all round the

jar ; but put them as upright as possible ; fill the jar

up to the shoulder, and let there be full two inches

between the eggs and the top of the jar. Place the jar

in a cool place in the cellar, where it will never be
moved again until the eggs are wanted for use ; then

take I lb. of fresh lime to 1 gallon of spring water, and
a heaped tablespoonful of salt

;
put all together in any

old jar that will hold as many gallons as may be
required at once. Let it stand 24 hours, then stir it up
well, and let it settle 15 minutes ; then pour off the

thin part, leaving the thick behind. We use a

watering-pot without the rose into which to pour the

water off the lime, and from that very gently on to the

eggs, so as not to displace them. In mixing three or

four gallons of lime-water it is necessary to be careful

not to put too much salt, as that would float the eggs,

and they would not keep so well ; also the jar should
be filled nearly edge-full with the water, and covered

with bits of tile or slate, or lids,—anything flat. We
put down sufficient eggs to serve the winter, and begin

the end of February generally to put them down ;

sometimes not before March is partly over, depending

a little upon the season, and the quantity of eggs we
are getting. A bad egg is almost unknown. J. Hughes,
Sion Hilt, near Kidderminster, Jnty S.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
James Allen Ransome.

A MAN who has for half a century been constantly

engaged in the provision of improved machinery for

English agriculture—who has taken an active share

in the establishment and management of agricultural

societies, both national and local—and whose hiflu-

ence, extraordinary for the force it owes to both

personal character and strong social instinct, has

always been exerted chiefly among the agricultural

class, is a " noteworthy agriculturist," whether he be

himself an occupier of land or not.

Mr. Allen Ransome has been connected with the firm

which bears his name since 1S20. His fiftieth profcs-

by the fireside or at the public meeting, which every-

where awaited him ; and the apostle of farmers' clubs,

as he was at one time called, has in this, and many
other ways, largely helped the agricultural progress he
has witnessed.

For several years Mr. Ransome has been partially

disabled by paralysis, but he has maintained under so

hard a trial the same exuberance of good nature, good
spirits, and good fellowship which have always provided

for him troops of friends. And we rejoice to hear that

he will be able next week to revisit Oxford, where in

1839 he was almost the only exhibitor of agricultural

machinery. What a change will he not witness between

the first and latest years of the Agricultural Society's

career. A single stand of ploughs, Biddel's scarifier, and

Gardener's turnip-cutter, a few gaudily painted wag-

gons, and a whimsical weed-scorcher, are nearly all that

one remembers of the implement show of 1839. That of

1S70 requires a double alphabet to enumerate its sheds;

and the enormous area it covers is surrounded by an army

of steam-engines. In the great growth thus measured

the Ransomes have always

taken a prominent part—
helping, directing, sharing

in it throughout ; and Mr.
Allen Ransome, the leading

member of their firm, has

been a leader among the

leaders of it all.

Mr. Ransome is in his

65th year. The portrait,

while satisfactorily recog-

nisable, fails, almost neces-

sarily, of conveying that

expression of geniality and
bonhomie which shines in

the living face.

Mr.
J,
ALLEN RANSOME, OF IPSWICH.

sional anniversary was celebrated the other day. During

those years, and especially during the last three decades,

a wonderful change has passed over English agricul-

ture; and to the alterations he has seen he has himself

materially contributed. He has been the founder of

many farmers' clubs, and the heart and life for many
years of such of them as he continued member of. He
was one of the founders of the London Farmers' Club,

and was long an active member of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England. He has been

the ready and able representative of agriculture and of

agriculturists whenever public address or eloquent

speech was needed. lie was one of the earliest

writers on the possibilities of steam-power in connection

w'ith farm practice, and is the author of a well-known
work on agricultural machinery. Long before the

formation of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

and marvellously since that time, he has sent all over

England, and all over nearly all other countries,

the best agricultural machines. Travelling every-

where in the prosecution of his rapidly increasing busi-

ness as a manufacturer, he everywhere introduced

whatever was both trustworthy and new, not only in

invention and construction within his own particular

department, but in idea, discovery, and experience in

agriculture generally. No man was ever better equipped

by Nature for securing that cordial welcome, whether

WHEAT AS A
BIENNIA L.

Botanists usually reckon

all plants biennials which

in our climate require the

growing seasons of two
years to perfect their seeds.

I need not say that Wheat
is certainly an annual, for

when it is sown in autumn
the plant usually makes so

little progress during the

dull months of winter that

its condition may be re-

garded as one of suffering

rather than as one of pro-

gress, so that whether sown
in November as winter

Wheat, or in February as

spring Wheat, it has but

one growing season, and is

to be regarded iii no other

light than as an annual.

When Wheat is too for-

ward in spring it is said to

be "proud," and to remedy
this it is sometimes cut over

with the scythe, and some-

times cropped short by
sheep ; these are trivial

remedies for a very doubt-

ful disease, but it is not

so with the evils arising

from weakness,—the thin

crop and the yellow blade

tell a mournful story, for

which no remedy can be

found ; hence it is our duty

to endeavour to prevent

the disease rather than to

attempt its cure.

The tyro in agriculture

reads with amazement of the way that com is pro-

duced in Egypt against all rule and order, for in

September, just about the time of our Northern

harvest, they harrow the seed into the mud left by

the overflowing of the Nile, and in the March fol-

lowing they have their harvest. Not a word do we
hear about rotation of crops, and they never think of

rain ; so that we need hot wonder at the Weedon
Wheat growing on the same land year by year for a

lifetime, when we read in Holy Writ of Abraham being

fed with Egyptian corn about 2000 B.C. And again,

read in Baker's Travels of what he saw in Egypt only

the other day, that the corn growing capacity of the

soil remains unaltered after a lapse of nearly 4C00

years ; for the Nile, being the gigantic engine of

fertility, prepares annually a seed-bed for the sower,

and by means of one irrigation or warping, brings

corn in abundance. Once in July, as I was tr.avel-

ling from London to Bristol, through Wiltshire, I

could not help observing as I went along by the mail

coach road, the various productions of the land—froni

that near London, elaborately enclosed, planted, and

cultivated, to that in sight of Salisbury Cathedral, all

so open and bleak that outside passengers were warned

to look to their hats or other headgear, as once lost

upon the plain they could not be recovered ;
it was,

therefore, evident from the surroundings that we were
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on exceplional ground, for the farmers were busy sow-
ing Wheat at that unseemly Ihne, and, what to my
Northern notions was equally odd, the shepherd with a

flock of sheep and a couple of dogs was equally busy
harrowing and rolling after his own fashion the fallow

field.

We read of the Eastern nations using the cloven foot

of the ox to tread out the corn, but here the West of

England farmer was using the cloven foot to tread

it in. It was evident that the situation of shep-

herd's dog on Salisbury Plain was no sinecure, for

the team of at least 200 head had to be kept in

line of march, and had to be turned at the headland

for every journey up and down, and this took a deal

of yaffling, and no end of dancing from side to side on
the part of the dogs. Now in regard of the time of

sowing, the Wilts farmer was far more removed from
our normal seed-time than the Egyptian, and seemed,
at least by all appearance, to spoil two growing seasons

in order to secure one crop, but on going into the

matter I found it very far otherwise. His object in

sowing Wheat so early was first of all to get an
autumnal crop of long rich grass or wheat hay from
it, which he would eat down to the ground before

winter with his sheep, and they being folded on it

would fatten themselves, and soil or manure the land

thoroughly and tread it firmly together, so that an early

and an abundant crop of Wheat would be got ; but

without this in that vast unsheltered plain the loose and
friable soil would be altogether unsuited for Wheat, and
could hardly be kept from blowing away with the wind

;

and when we weigh a sheep, and then look at the area

of its trotters, it is clear that we get a pressure of

JO or 15 lb. to the square inch. But if I were address-

ing inexperienced men, and spoke of sheep working on
the farm, I should not expect a hearing, as the thing

does not belong to the common-sense class ; but it is

nevertheless a fact, and, though uncommon, is not the

less important.

The extraordinary way in which Wheat accommo-
dates itself to soil and climate is man*ellous, when
we consider that whole tribes of plants, such as the

Heaths of various countries, the Epacrises of New
Holland, and the Rhododendrons of America, all require

the peat and sand peculiar to their native habitats, and
when planted in loam only linger out a miserable-

looking existence, producing no flowers, and therefore

ripening no seeds to propagate the species ; Wheat
thrives just as well on the peat as on the clay, and is

improved by the change of seed from one to the other ;

but, notwithstanding all this few would have thought
that it would bear with iinpunity to be eaten down to

the ground, and, after all, perfect a full crop of corn.

In treatises on horticulture we find instructions for

growing "Tree Mignonette," and the successful grower
takes great credit to himself for ingenuity in getting the

plant to alter its character so far as to flower at an
unusual time and with unusual strength to adorn the

greenhouse, and to be wondered at ; but the same
change from the annual to the biennial character in the

all important article of the best bread corn is little

noticed, because this particular character of the plant is

Iiut little known. In localities where the climate will

hardly admit of this high class gi-ain to ripen, the Wllt-
.shire system would lengthen the season considerably,

and thus alter the character of the grain crop on many
a Northern farm where flocks of lean sheep sadly in

want of fattening are seldom wanting, and where the

sagacious sheep dogs ("collies") would certainly do
their part, or indeed what any dog could do in the

way of driving .sheep. The great losses sustamed by
our forefathers in the North were chiefly caused by late

harvests, and these were affected by late kinds of Oats
and also by the lateness induced by the cold, un-
drained state of the farms, not to name the bulk of
weeds left in the soil, which always had their share of
the manure, &c., first, before the corn seedlings could
get established. The days allotted to plants in which
they may grow and perfect seeds, are as accurately
fixetl as the hours on the sun-dial, hence we grow
Barley where Oats will hardly ripen, and Oats where
Wheat will hardly ripen. In the North of Scotland
the improved varieties of Oats and Barley grow and
ripen freely, but it is not so with the Wheat ; and it

would vastly improve our 'Northern bread com if we
could ripen Wheat freely in the North and not only
would the Wiltshire system benefit Scotland, but it

would have a very wide range in other high-lying
districts where the sheep runs tell but too clearly that

the wild moorland and the mountain waste are near
at hand.

Most farmers are aware of the serious loss sustained
by such biennials as Mangels and Turnips when sown
too early, or when checked in their gi-owth—they run to
seed the same year, thereby rendering the crop of no
vahie, for the so called "bulbs" or "roots" of these
biennials is ^^hat Nature secretes, in order to send up a
strong flower-stem the secoiid year, and they are just

what the farmer wants to feed his bullocks with (for it

is the annual growth only that he wants), leaving the
seed-grower to take to the biennial process ; but when
the first part is well done, and fine large Turnips or
Mangels are got, the chances of failure from fine trans-

planted "roots" are very small. And this is just what
ought to be aimed at with the Wheat plant, for

if the roots are strong and well established at the close

of the first growing season, there is very small risk

indeed of the crop being thin when the second year's

growing season sets in. The heading down of the Wheat
l)lant makes it reserve its season of running to seed till

the following year, or in other words makes it a biennial,

and thereby enables it to get much better established

under gi'ound than it otherwise could have been with
months of less time to grow in, and a weaker plant

with which to grow to seed. Now, if this system had
been tlie project of some spirited farmer it would
certainly be feasible enough to be well worth trying

where the land is light and the locality just within the

limits where we can grow Wheat profitably ; but when
the theory, as in this case, comes after the practice,

and the thing has been perhaps a hundred years or

more a settled system of husbandry, I see no reason

why it should be confined to one locality, since any
early crop, such as white Peas, could be got off the

land early enough for the July sowing of the Wheat
and thus get, first an autumnal crop of grass or green
com, and then a summer crop of grain from one
sowing. Wheat sown in July, the best growing
season in the whole year, has every advantage that

any crop can have in our climate ; the roots will be
deep in the earth and well established, and quite

beyond the reach of danger from frost, and that alone

will frequently make all the difference in the risk of

losing or gaining a crop. Akx. Forsyth, g, JsUtigton

Sijuare, Salford, Manchester.

ON CROSS BREEDING.
[In a papei lately read before the Dorchester Farmers' CUib,
" On the Principles Involved in Breeding," Mr. W. C. Spnnner.
of Eling, made the following remarks on the breeding of

He thought the most perfect specimens of crossing

were found to exist witli regard to sheep. He
was not too bold wlicn he said more science

and more practical knowledge had been used

in the breeding of sheep than in any other class of

domestic animals, if not all the other classes put

together. A certain idea had taken possession of the

mind with regard to breeding, and then practice and
experiment had been adopted in order to produce the

result which the mind at first conceived to be just,

proper and right. This had been most successfully

done. With regard to horses, he thought there had

been less science, less practical knowledge, and less

success than with regard to any other animals. It u'as

well known, with respect to cattle, that the prizes at

the shows had been confined to almost one purpose

alone,—that of producing the best animal for the

butcher. Although it was exceedingly desirable, and
very important, to afford food for the million and profit

for the graziers, yet he thought the subject of milking

qualities had been too much neglected,—had not met
with that encouragement in the fact of prizes being

offered as had been the case with other animals. In

Scotland the subject had received some attention. No
doubt it had been neglected in this country because of

the bother which it would occasion the leading societies.

The consequence was that lime after lime the great

object had been to produce the most perfect animal in

its external appearance, one the most profitable, coming
the earliest to maturity. The result of this had been

advantages very good and desirable as far as they went.

We had now three breeds, and it might be said we had
none other of comparative importance ; he referred to

the Shorthorns, the Herefords, and the Devons. The
old milking breeds had been done away with, there

being scarcely left a herd of the old Longhoms, which

were of great repute for the dair}'. He thought it a

matter rather for regret that we could not have the

dairy breeds as well as the pure animals for the

butcher.

Dwelling on sheep, he spoke to the eminent

services rendered by the late jSIr. Ellman in bringing

out and improving the latent qualities of the South-

down breeds. Great credit, he thought, was due to

those who, whether profitably or not, had perpetuated

this breed. The public were greatly indebted to the

breeders of pure animals, because when the cross was
wanted there was the source from whence to procure it ;

at the same time a compliment was justly due to the

successful breeders of the cross-bred sheep. Eight or

ten years ago he was applied to by the Editor of the

"Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society" to pre-

pare a paper on the subject of cross-breeding, particu-

larly with regard to sheep. His compliance with this

request brought him into contact with some eminent
breeders, amongst others the late Mr. Humphrey.
This well-known gentleman was a breeder of Hamp-
shire sheep before the Oxford show of the Royal
Society. He was stmck with the inferiority and
uncouthness of his own breed in comparison with the

different other breeds exhibited there. He determined,

if possible, to effect an improvement. *' With this

object," stated Mr. Humphrey in a letter, " I wrote to

Mr. Jonas Webb to send me one of his best slieep, and
he sent me a shearling by his favourite sheep Babra-

hani, which made some good stock out of my large

ewes. I went down the next two years, and selected

foi- myself ; but the stock did not suit my taste so well

as the one he sent me, and I did not use them. I then

commissioned him to send me his sheep which obtained

the 1st prize at Liverpool ; and from these two sheep,

the first and the last, by marking the lambs of each
tribe as they fell, then coupling them together at the

third and fourth generation, my present flock was

made. Not having used any other blood on the male
side for more than 20 years, I fovmd some difficulty at

first, when puttilig the first-produce ram to the first-

produce ewe, the lambs coming too small to suit my
customers. To obviate this difficulty I drafted out the

finest and smallest-bred ewes, replacing them with the

largest Hampshire Down ewes I could meet with that

suited my fancy ; still continuing to use the most mas-
culine and robust of my rams to keep up my size. Some
of my friends advised me to use a large coarse sheep to

these small ewes, to remedy the defect ; but the larger

ewe seemed to me the better way, and that course I

pursued. I got rid of my smallest ewes, and replaced

them with large ones, which gave me what I thought

to be an advantage,—then using no male animal but of

my own blood, the pedigree of which I am now
acquainted with for more than 20 years. It has suc-

ceeded hitherto beyond what I could have expected.

My object has been to produce a Down sheep of large

size with good quality of flesh, and possessing sufficient

strength and hardiness to retain its condition while

exposed in rough and bad weather to consume the

root-crops on our cold dirty hills. Independently of

the value of the Hampshire or West Country Down in

an agi'icultural point of view for such localities as ours,

they produce when slaughtered a valuable carcase of

mutton, giving the consumer a good proportion of

flesh to the fat, which is a point that may be too much
lost sight of. I will, in proof of it, relate an instance

which a gentleman told me the other day. When
residing in another county he sent to his butcher for

3 lb. of mutton. The fat seemed so much out of pro-

portion to the lean that he had the cimosity to weigh
the lean. After carefully cutting it out, he found it to

weigh I lb., or only one-fourth of the whole. This

anecdote indicates to those who are attempting by
crosses to establish a new breed, or to improve an old

one, the importance of producing an animal in which
the flesh forms a due and sufficient proportion of the

whole.

"

Previous to Mr. Humphrey's time—60 or 70 years

ago—the original sheep in Hampshire and Wiltshire

was uncouth and bony, and had a large Roman nose,

with a white face, although the descendants had black
ones. It was the custom, in order to effect an improve-

ment, for some of the best men in North Hants to go

into Sussex and select the largest, coarsest, and
blackest-faced rams they could get. The effect was
greatly to improve the breed, but unfortunately for a

very long time the North Hampshire men attached too

much importance to large coarse heads, thinking that

to that circumstance the early maturity of the lambs

was due,—which Mr. Humphrey afterwards so well

corrected. There was a portrait of the old Wiltshire

sheep in his essay on " Cross Breeding." The Hamp-
shire sheep had been greatly improved by crossing the

ewes witli the Sussex rams,—the class of sheep upon
which Mr. Humphrey first operated. It was worth
consideration to show how different breeders had
operated in the improvement of the breeds. Crosses

had taken place in Wiltshire and Hampshire, and
improvements effected by the famous breeders Mr.

Rawlence and Mr. Humphrey, the former of whom
acknowledged readily the vast improvement obtained

from the sheep of the latter. Some breeders clung

with superstitious tenacity to purity of blood, and you

would suppose from their talk that their breeds came
originally out of the Ark. The New Oxfordshire sheep

was a very valuable breed, originating from a cross

between the Improved Cotswold and the Hampshire or

West Country Down.

Passing on to speak of horses, he had officiated as

judge of horses on many occasions, particularly at the

shows of the Royal Society. He had had good oppor-

tunities of witnessing what had been done and what

had been lamented over and undone. If he w^ere asked

in what breed of horses the greatest improvement had

been made with regard to the shows, he should say

unquestionably the heavy cart-horse. In this. class an
amount of improvement had, he thought, unquestion-

ably been established. The horses used for the culti-

vation of the soil and other purposes in this country

were now superior to what they were 25 years ago.

For the guidance of the judges had been set the excel-

lent rule that they were not to pay too much attention

to size and strength, but that they were to consider

likewise activity and symmetiy. This operated as a

useful precaution. A gi'eat improvement had been

effected, he said, with regard to the breed of horses.

It was much to be regretted that the subject had been

so neglected. He considered that the Royal Agricultural

Society—to which he himself belonged, and which he

greatly respected—had greatly injured the breed of

horses in this countrj-, because they had encouraged a

certain system of breeding, the inevitable tendency of

which was obvious. You could not keep up a certain

type without falling into a great error. After crossing

and re-crossing, and after improving the animals, you

got rid of those very improved animals, and got coarser

and inferior ones altogether, in order to carry on the

improvement. He mentioned that in the tenth genera-

tion there would remain in the offspring only the

1024th part of one cross. Of late years it had been

customary, he said, to give prizes for horses best calcu-

lated to produce huntei-s ; one of the conditions laid

down was that they must be thorough-bred. Now he

thought there was great mischief involved in that. The
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object of a Society should not be to produce a ra

show ; utility ought to be the leading object. He was
glad that this important subject of the breed of horses

was receiving public attention in the country. It was
fully recognised, he said, that when thorough-bred

horses were introduced in the time of James I., they

produced an immense improvement in the breed of

animals. No one could deny the improvement that

racing had established, and one of the strongest pleas

in its favour was that it effected an improvement in

horses generally. Queen's Plates were consequently

offered for competition. Amongst other breeding esta-

blishments was one at Hampton. The prizes offered

for competition at the Derby and other races were of

sufficient importance to induce breeders to try to pro-

duce the best and fastest animals. He questioned

himself that the slightest benefit arose from the

Hampton Court establishment. He should like to see

a system for providing useful mares, the rest of the

animals being of sufficient weight and power for

mounted cavalry and other purposes.

MILLET.
We inhabitants of the British isles frequently hear

the remarks of travellers and foreigners on the general

uniformity of the foliage of our native vegetation.

Botanically considered, of course a great diversity exists

even amongst our forest trees, but we have no striking

contrasts like Musas, Palms, and similar plants of the

tropics. Amongst our grasses, also, a general uni-

formity runs through the whole, and amongst our
cereals still less diversity exists. Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Rye, are the staple products of our fields, and with
constant yearly abundant crops of these useful plants it

might almost be said, what more do we want ; but it

appears from the immense quantities of com annually

imported from foreign countries that we do want a very

great deal more to feed our dense population than the

soil of this little island can produce, or we should rather

say the soil and the climate combined, for it is of course

due more to the effect of climate than to anything else

that we do not see more variety in our fields. We do
not intend in this paper to advocate the possibility

of successfully cultivating as food crops any tropical

plants either of known or unknown value.

Rice and Indian Corn or Maize are both food
grasses, of the importance of which we have daily evi-

dence, but the home cultivation of Rice is, of course,

beyond the range of possibility, and various trials have
shown that, as a field crop, Maize is likewise. It

may be grown in gardens, and made to ripen its seeds,

but it never attains a luxuriant growth. There are

besides these, several grasses, the seeds of which,
though not so jiopular as an article of food, are never-
theless sufficiently well known to be good and useful

;

we allude to the many varieties of Millet. Here,
again, in the matter of cultivation, we are met by the

unsuitability of climate ; but while we receive Rice and
Maize in immensequantitiesfromsuchdistant parts of the
world as the Kast Indies and the Northern ancl Southern
States of America, our importations of Millet are com-
paratively small. As the term Millet is a very general
one for the seeds of many small-grained grasses, it may
not be without profit if we examine rather more care-

fully what is usually classed under this head, and
inquire why these wholesome seeds are not more in

use amongst us. It must, however, be acknowledged
at the outset that the species of plants producing these

edible seeds are not at all well kno\vn to botanists.

The genus Panicum is undoubtedly the most important,

and furnishes true Millet, or that which is known in

Germany, Italy, and England as such, the seeds of

P. miliaceum and P. italicum being commonly
sold for feeding cage birds. An attempt has been
made in the South, of England to cultivate it, but the

experiment failed, probably owing to its habit of ripen-

ing late in the season. Several varieties of this species

are known as the grey-seeded, white-seeded, black-

seeded, &c., differing very slightly from each otiier,

except in the colour of their seeds, and perhaps a
slight difference in the period of ripening.

In Germany, and other parts of Southern Europe,
Millet is an essential article of food, the people using
it either whole, as we use Rice, or ground into flour for

puddings, as well as for bread. In^America the Millet

crops are said to be very prolific, yielding as many
as 20 bushels per acre from a quarter of a bushel

per acre sown ; besides this yield of seed the hay is

eaten by cattle, who prefer it before that of many other

grasses. It is largely cultivated in India, where the

seeds are used for food, and, as we have just said, the

straw as fodder for cattle. Panicum italicum is like-

wise grown in many parts of India, as well as in the

South of Europe. It flourishes best in a light, dry

soil, producing the first crop about June or July, and
the second in the months ranging between September
and Februai*y. In Italy a flour is prepared from the

seeds, and a coarse brown bread is made from it. In
India it is used for making cakes, pastry, &c., also for

making porridge ; boiled in milk it is esteemed as a light

and wholesome food for invalids. A kind known as

German Millet, probably a variety of the above, is

largely cultivated in Hungary, Lombardy, &c., the

seeds of which are either made into bread or boiled

and used as Rice in soups or for puddings, and are also

used lai^ely for feeding cattle and domestic animals.

Linn., called the Millet Rice, and P. frumentaceum
being amongst the most important.

In Africa Penicillaria spicata furnishes an important
food gi-ain. The seeds are closely seated on a spike
about iS inches or 2 feet long, and about i inch
diameter, and as straight as a poker ; the natives
frequently plait the stalks of these spikes together

j

so as to bring them parallel to each other; 100 or more
are often so arranged, and are thus carried on the
backs of oxen for great distances. The seeds are
valuable as an article of food, being in daily household
use amongst the natives, and most of the native beer
is prepared from them.

Of the genus Sorghum several species are cultivated
as food plants, the most valuable for this purpose is

S. vulgare. In Arabia and Asia Minor, as well as in

many parts of Italy, Spain, and other Continental
countries, this grass is as extensively cultivated as Oats
and Barley are in the more northern parts of Europe.
The seeds yield a very white flour, which is

much used for making bread as well as for various
other culinary purposes. In the southern provinces of
France it is gi-own for feeding poultry, and it is also

largely employed in many parts for feeding horses and
pigs. Its cultivation has been tried in this country,

but without success, the climate being too cold and
damp. Another species of this genus (Sorghum
saccharatus) was a few years since brought prominently
into notice as a sugar yielding plant, suitable for culti-

vation in this country. It is an undeniable fact that

the stems of the Sorghums contain a quantity of sugar,

and those of S. saccharatus in particular ; but, as with
the whole group of these plants, our climate is not warm
enough for its profitable cultivation : therefore we
cannot hope ever to have these grasses grown with us

as field crops, but we think something miglit still be
done towards importing the seeds in larger quantities,

so as to increase our present grain supplies, yohn
R. Jackson.

THE FARM BOTHY.
[Taken from an Essay on "The Condition of the Agricultural

Labourer," by Mr. Hugh Wilson, of Manchester, read in

February last before the Hexham Farmers' Club.]

Farm servants in the North of Scotland are engaged
at hiring markets, which do not differ in any material

point from those that are common in the North of

England. There are three modes of boarding and
lodging the farm labourers. There is no "binding,"
but there is a great lack of cottage accommodation.
The foreman, when he is maiTied, generally has a
house on the farm ; but except on some farms where
cottages have recently been erected, all the married
men have to find houses for their wives and families at

the nearest town or hamlet, often several miles distant.

So much for the cottages. Then there is the farm
kitchen, which has gradually gone down as the large

farm system has grown, and now prevails only to a
small extent. The great and favourite method is the

bothy, an agricultural institution so little known else-

where, that it is perhaps necessary to explain what it

is. It is simply an outhouse, in which the men as a

rule cook their own victuals, and which does duty at

once as kitchen and parlour, and sometimes as bed-

room to the inmates. Generally the men's sleeping

place is in a loft above the stable.

I shall describe the bothyman's mode of life. Sup-
pose it is the winter time, say this month of February,

and it is one of the hardest in the farm labourer's lot.

The hour of rising is 5 o'clock : with clothes hurriedly

thrown on and heavy boots unlaced, he descends to

the stable, and feeds and cleans his horses. He then
takes breakfast. The threshing-machine, we will say,

is driven by horse-power. In that case the horses are

put into it at 6 o'clock, and the preparation of tlie

day's straw occupies the time till daylight. If the

threshing-machine is worked by water-power he is

employed all the same, only his horses are spared. At
daylight he has to turn out to cart or plough. At
1 1 o'clock he comes home to dinner, and is allowed
two hours, but during this time has in some cases to

prepare food for his horses. Work is then I'esumed

outdoors as before, and continued xmtil dark. On
some farms, after coming home, he is kept at barn or

other indoor work till 6 o'clock. Thus he has

accomplished lo hours' labour, besides the time

taken up in attending to, and preparing food for,

his horses. But his daily task is not yet finished.

He has to "do up," to "sup," his horses at

S o'clock. At the lime of which I am speaking
this was the unvarying routine in foul weather and
fair on a considerable number of farms which were
known as farms on which there were no wet days. I

believe the same system still prevails, but not to so

great an extent. It will not be denied that a man
almost constantly employed from five o'clock in the

",ng till six o'clock at night in all weathers must
stand much in need of good food and sufficient

lodgings. But what is the fact? He is allowed abso-

solutely nothing to live upon save oatmeal, a little milk
almost invariably skimmed, for which he is charged
from \d. to \\d. per day, with an occasional meal of

potatos as a gratuity, not as a right, and whicli is

esteemed a gi'eat luxury. Then look at his lodgings.

Imagine a very low apartment with rough unplastered

the: roof occasionally not watertight,walls, the: roof occasionally not watertight, with<

Other species are grown in India—Panieum miliarCj ' ceiling, and the rafters exposed, with a clay floor, and ' expect to find here the moral and

window of a few small panes, one or two perhaps
boarded up, and most of the others stuffed with straw
or rags. The furniture is in keeping with the house.
The fanner supplies a rough form, a deal table, a
table, a meal-chest, a pot and a bucket. This is all.

The occupant has to furnish himself with the few
other articles necessary to enable him to cook and eat
his meals, and which consist of a spoon, an earthen-
ware bowl, and a pail for holding his milk. Into such
a habitation the wearied man has to come, some-
times soaked with wet. He has to light his own fire and
cook his own victuals, for the women employed on farms
where strict regulations prevail are not allowed to enter
or give any assistance in the bothy. The hardship of
the poor man is increased by the kind of fuel with
which he is supplied. It consists principally of peat
and brushwood, the latter in a green state and very dif-

ficult to light, the only compensation for this being that
when fairly kindled it emits a cheerful blaze. The pot
is put on, and the man cooks his meal porridge or
brose—the latter consisting of oatmeal mixed with
boiling water—which he takes off his knee as a table.

His food is rarely or never taken off the table. That
article of furniture is only used for scullery operations,
and these are rarely indulged in, for the pot may seiTe
a week or more without cleaning, and the bowl being
scraped clean is laid past with the spoon on the meal
in the chest, and is always considered in a condition to
be used when required without being indebted to the
cleansing properties of water.

It could scarcely be expected to find cleanliness
studied under such circumstances. In fact, the genuine
bothyman has an ntter contempt for it, so far as the
bothy is concerned. The floor is unswept for weeks.
Indeed, it could not be decently swept by any amount
of art. It is considered superfluous labour to beat any
trouble in disposing of the slop water. The bothy
floor or the doorstep is made its receptacle, the result

being that the holes in the former are converted into
filthy pools, while the entrance to the rude cabin pre-
sents a spectacle anything but attractive to the eye or
agreeable to the nostrils. The ashes are allowed tp
accumulate in the fireplace for weeks together, the
accumulation of dust and dirt might be scraped off the
furniture, especially the table, which is often wet ; arid

what with brushwood, pins, and other matter on the
floor, the accumulation of mud and dirt is something
fearful. When the bothyman of the type of which I anl
speaking proceeds to clean out this apartment he calls

his work a " mucking," that being the epithet he
applies to cleaning the stable, and in both cases he
generally uses the same implements.

It is not of choice married men occupy a bothy, but,
strange as it may appear, the young men prefer the
bothy to the kitchen. They exult in the freedom which
they enjoy in the former. The farmer is not trouble-

some. He seldom thinks of looking in, and when he
does so he is considered an intrusive and unwelcome
visitor. The men are left almost totally unrestrained
to the devices of "their own sweet will." The more
coarsely they live in the bothy they look for the greatet
applause from their comrades, and when they boast of
their experience of bothy life the description is gene-
rally an exaggeration of the reality. I knew a man
who delighted to tell that he never washed the pot
until it became so silted that it would not hold a suffi-

cient quantity of porridge ! This man was the roughest
specimen of his class I have ever seen, yet he was a
man of education and intelligence. He was a teacher
for some time of a school in his native parish, and
chose farm service purely out of love for the work. He
was for 20 years to my knowledge—I cannot say how
much longer—in the service'of the Member of Parliament
for the county, and died in harness at an advanced age
as cattleman at the home farm.

The description I have given is accurate in every
particular as regards six bothies—three on farms in the
hands of landlords and three on farms let to tenants on
19 years' leases. They are, or were—for I am speak-
ing of 15 years ago—the worst in the county, but they
do not by any means exhaust the list of that class of
habitations. At that time clean, well-kept bothies,

although the accommodation might be deficient, were
not uncommon, but these were in charge of women
who did the cooking, or where the men were not hard
worked and one of them day about or week about did
the cleaning and cooking, while his mates looked
after his horses in the stable. Considerable improve-
ments have since been effected in the house accom-
modation for this class generally, and they now
enjoy more cleanliness and comfort. But still their

condition is far from being what it might be and ought
to be.

The lot of the bothyman, as I have described it, is a
hard one, but he certainly does not make the best of
it. No one would expect a man who worked hard in

the fields to take very kindly to the duties of cook and
housemaid. But it is not easy to conceive of a man, not
altogether ignorant, so low in self-respect as to syste-

matically neglect the most obvious laws of cleanliness,

health, and comfort. It is a matter of astonishment to

many to find these men with well-developed frames

and in robust health. If it is borne in mind, however,

that only a small portion of their time is really spent

in the bothy, and that they follow a most healthy

occupation in the fields, tl?cre is nothing in the circum-

stance in the least to create surprise. But could you
tellectual oma^
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ments some philanthropists would have us believe our

farm labourers might be? Where are the time and

the comfort, and what can be the will for self-im-

provement? I have shown how the man is employed

for long hours from morning till night. At the

most his leisure lime cannot but extend from 6 till

10 o'clock, and we must deduct from these hours

the time he is occupied in cooking and eating and in

attending to his horses. He requires at least

seven hours' sleep, and in order to have that and

be up at 5 o'clock he must go to bed at 10. The
practice is to go about 9 or half-past 9. Supposing

the bothyman has a taste for reading and study, is it

reasonable to expect that he should indulge it ? A man
who labours all day hard in the fields has little dispo-

sition for mental work at night, even if at home he has

his meals prepared for him and the comforts of a

cleanly house, a good fire and plenty of light, the last

being a luxury which is not afforded in the class of

bothy which I have described. Coming in from the

cold to the warmth of the house produces a feeling of

drowsiness, and when reading is attempted there is

immediately a nodding over the book. To the other

evils of the bothy must be added a want of quietness

for reading ; a coarse conversation or revelry goes on
which is fatal to such an exercise. The habits of the

men, as is well known, are such as help to swell con-

siderably a certain black column in the lists of the

Registrar-General, and their conversation is scarcely

an improvement on this phase of their moral
character.

Vet a regard for truth compels me to tone down some
of the darker parts of this picture. There is much
ignorance of many things they should know among
bothymen—among farm labourers generally—but with

all their disadvantages they will as a class bear favour-

able comparison with the common artisans in our large

t iwns who are so much and so absurdly lauded for

their intelligence. On this point I speak with the

authority of experience. For some years I associated

with mechanics on terms of equality in one of our

largest centres of industry. These men, so far as a

practical knowledge of their business is concerned, are

worthy of all the praise that has been lavished upon
them, but it is a mistake to suppose that in an educa-

tional point of view they are much superior to our

ordinary ploughmen. It is true they possess a little

more knowledge of the world, and are, so to speak,

more nimble-minded, but these are merely the results

of the necessary associations in a large town. As
regards reading, writing, and general knowledge, they

possess little superiority over the ploughmen, while a

much larger proportion of the latter rise into positions

of trust and responsibility through the cultivation and
exercise of their talents. Not to mention other occu-

pations I could name seven newspaper reporters, and
three newspaper editors, who, with no advantages of

early training, but by self-cultivation, have raised them-
selves from the plough to the positions which they

occupy. _^_^__^^_____

THE PEA'NUT.
The Pea-nut {Arachis hypogrea) is a leguminous

plant, remarkable for its habit of thrusting its fmit into

the ground to ripen. After the flower has fallen the

Keed-vessel, which is very small, is gradually raised

Upon a stalk which in time attains a length of from 2

to 3 inches, and in its growth cur\'es downwards, so

that at length the small ovary at its extremity becomes
buried in the ground. After this peculiarity in the

\vav of development has taken place, it begins to enlarge

anc^ to ripen into a pale yellowish, wrinkled, slightly

curved pod, generally contracted irt the middle, and
containing two seeds. The latter, which are about the

size of an almond, are used for dessert. Unroasted,

their flavour somewhat resembles that of an ordinary

garden Pea ; but when roasted this is altered suffi-

ciently to make it a favourite, especially in New York,
where these Nuts may be seen going through the

roasting process in the streets, just as one may see

Chestnuts roasted in the streets of London ; only, the

Pea-nuts being of an oily nature, require constant

turning and stirring, to prevent them from burning.

In short, they are I'oasted just as one would do coffee,

and when cold they are bought by the pint or quart, as

nuts are here.

Norfolk and adjoining counties on the Chesapeake
Bay possess just such a light alluvial soil as suits this

nut, and on that account it is fast becoming all import-

ant item among the productions of that region. Culti-

vators there are delighted with it, arid say that it will

soon make their fortunes. They maintain that there is

no crop which produces like it, taking into considera-

tion the certainty of yield, readiness of sale, and the

high price which it commands. Strawberries, always
a crop held in high esteem in the neighbourhood of

Norfolk City, may produce mure to the acre when the

season is very favourable for them, and prices run high
before the market is glutted ; but, taking the cost of

raising them into account and the accidents affecting

their sale—for most of them have to be transmitted to

the markets of the North—the Pea-nut is considered to

be a much safer crop, and one, taking one year with

another, which is really more profitable. Besides,

Strawberries and similar fruits must be sold at once,

whereas Pea-nuts will keep good from autumn until

next planting season, which is in May.

Ground for Pea-nuts, like that for most other crops,

requires special preparation. In the first place it

must be m good condition, and, whatever manure is

used, lime and ashes must form a part. Lime, it is

said, prevents "pops," a name given in Virginia to

pods without kernels. The Nuts are planted in rows
about 3 feet apart, and from a foot to iS inches

asunder, according to the quality of the land. On
naturally good ground the yield is often 125 bushels to

an acre, which, at say 3 dols. a bushel, is as profit-

able a crop as can be grown. Skilful husbandry will,

however, produce much heavier crops than that,

and when smaller areas than those on which the crop
is now grouTi shall have been devoted to it, and manure
more scientifically applied, I can see no reason why
the yield should not amount to 200 and even

300 bushels per acre, and of a finer quality than that

now generally obtained.

By far the larger portion of the Pea-nut crop raised

about Norfolk is sent to the North, where it readily

brings from 24 to 3 dollars a bushel. Pea-nuts may
sometimes be seen on hawkers' barrows in the streets

of London, where they are known by the names of

ground nuts and Gouba Peas. These nuts, however,
are destined to become an article of much larger

exportation to England than they are at present.

Hitherto, as far as 1 know, they have merely been
bought as matters of curiosity ; but the time cannot be

far distant when they will fonn an article for dessert

here as well as in America, that is, when a taste shall

have been acquired for them, for it is not everybody
who likes them at first. They will also, doubtless, be
made to form a component part in confectionary, some-
what in the way in which we use Almonds, and as an
oil producer they will be found to be invaluable, the oil

pressed out of them being reported to be equal in

quality to that of OHves. Indeed, it is sold largely in

France as pure Olive-oil.

I may add, that since this nut has been cultivated

on Virginian soil, and under the influence of the fine

climate of that country, it has lost much of the greasy

ankness which pertained to it in Africa, thus rendering

the American article more valuable than that imported

direct from Guinea, or other parts of its native country.

I doubt not, therefore, that in time in the seaboard

counties of eastern Virginia, as well as in the interior,

will be gi'own Pea-nuts sufficient, not only for America
but also for the whole of Europe, large as their consump-
tion must become when the many useful properties which
they possess shall have been made moreuniversally known
Even the herbage, or haulm, makes a valuable hay in

Virginia, of which cattle are very fond, and probably
a good oilcake might also be made of the refuse seeds

after the oil has been pressed out of them. As a fodder

plant it is just possible that it may be grown profitably

in this country, but on this, as well as on other points,

I have directed some experiments to be made with the

few nuts which I brought home with me ; and when
these shall have been matured I shall send you the

result. J. ATc-u'foH, 74, Oxfofd Terrace, Hyde Park.

HOME-MADE MANURES,
N<") one can look into the Agricultural Gazette

(English), the Farmer (Scotch), or the Kirmet^s
Gazette (Irish), without this subject being placed before

him, either by lecture or paper read before some farmers'

club, the result of experiments by societies or private

individuals, or field experiments by the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England (see last Journal, and Mr.
Lawes' famous paper, read before the Central Farmers'

Club a few weeks back). And it is charming to find the

Irish Farmers' Club practically at work (giving an
example worthy of imitation), collecting samples from
different vendors, submitting them to analysis, giving

the results to the public through the proper channels,

the agricultural papers ; showing money value, as well

as agent's price, enabling the farmer to estimate the

chemical as well as monetary value of artificial manures.

But, with all these advantages, we are yet lacking

much, to ensure the right manure being applied

according to the state of the field, and the kind of crop
we wish to grow.
What guide have we, speaking in a general sense,

to point out to us that farmyard dung is better

than guano, or "certaiil chemical mixtures," for any
particular crop on any particular kind of land ? For
instance, the field experimented on by the Royal
Agricultural Society of England produced better results

from artificials than farmyard dung. What combina-

tion of circumstances presents itself which would lead

us to expect that we should obtain a better crop

from rotten dung than from certain chemical mixtures ?

Are there no means of foreseeing that artificials, at

much less cost of money, of time, and of labour, would
produce better results, preventing this waste of manure?
We are not told that these manures were applied,

knowing that certain constituents—promoters of vege-

table life—existed in the soil, requiring but aid from
the hand of man to increase their power, forming by
combination with those manurial or chemical ingre-

dients, wdiich are added according to his will, a stronger

reproductive agency of vegetation, forcing up the grain

or plant with increasing vigour, giving it a more robust

constitution, if we may so express it, which will enable

it to obtain greater supplies of food from the atmosphere
and from other sources which an all-wise Providence

has appointed. We do not observe that this is the

case ; but the manures are applied, chancing what card
may turn up. It may, or may not, be successful—

a

profit or a loss. Let us hope, ere long, we may be
able to apply manures to our soils with a degree of cer-

tainty, weather permitting, of its being a success,

obviating that blindfold practice of applying farmyard
manure when certain chemical mixtures would produce
far better results.

Let us not be mistaken : we do not advocate
the use of artificial in preference to home-made
dung, but we do say that as it is in our power to
recognise the land on which it is next to waste to

apply such manures, that we ought in practice to make
use of that knowledge which chemistry is daily making
more familiar to us, enabling us to give a reason why
we apply such and such manures, not waiting until we
see the result before us, then putting our heads together,

endeavouring to account for our failure or success as
the case may be. The experiments of the Royal
Agiicultural Society of England, and, indeed, those
of Mr. Lawes himself, give no reason why such
manures were applied. They do not say, following
the dictates of practice, such and such a course would
be adopted, believing such results to be obtainable; or,

having invited science (chemistry) to deliberate with
them, she (science) counsels a departure from such
practice, though backed up by experience. Such is

not the case. The manures are applied, the results

are plainly before them ; then, and not until then,

do they endeavour to reconcile their failure or
success to the peculiarities of the soil— or, may be,

of the season, the drilling or broadcasting of the seed,

or the manure.
Mr. Lawes assures us that land can be kept in con-

dition, whether under grain crops, rotation, or natural

grasses, equally by farmyard dung or artificial manures,
and refers us to the fourteen years' experiments on
meadow land ; but it must be remembered that the last

six of the fourteen years the farmyard dung was with-
held, while that manured by artificials received its

quantity. And we find that the yield of these six

years, unmanured, was, on the average, \\ cwt. less

than the average of the eight preceding years, when 14
cwt. of farmyard dung was applied. But if we with-

draw the year 1865 (that is, the second year after the

manure ceased to be used, the return on these two
plots, as well as on plot 3, Table 5, was very poor, no
doubt influenced by season), the yield for the five years

unmanured would show an increase of l| cwt. over the

eight years manured. It is to be regretted that the
manures were not withheld from the Wheat, plot 2,

Table l, and meadow, plot 9, Table 4, at the same
time as was done on plot 16, Table i, and plot 2,

Table 4. Now, mark the result. On the meadow
plot the return (less the year 1865) was, on the average,

greater without manure than that of the preceding eight

years, in which manure was applied ; whereas Wheat,
plot 2, Table l, had the regular supply, viz., 14 tons,

continued from 1865 to 1869 inclusive, the yield being
about z\ cwt. less than the five preceding yeai-s, under
the same treatment. It will also be observed that the

meadow plot, on withholding its usual supply of

manures, does not decrease in the same proportion as

the Wheat, plot 16, Table i, which falls away on an
average of five years manured, and five years unmanured,
rather more than half What would have been the

result had the artificial manures on meadow plot 9,

Table 4, been withheld, we are left to conjecture.

Mr. Lawes does not give any reason why he discon-

tinued the farmyard manure on the meadow plot 2,

Table 4, at the -same time continuing "certain chemical

mixtures " on plot 9. Had they been dropped together,

the result would have been a proof which manure was
most lasting in after effect.

Were the plots analysed previous tothese experiments,

and if so, was the quantityof ammonia therein found less,

or greater, or equal, to the quantity found after the

experiments ? A very great omission, in my humble
opinion, in these Tables is, the value of the manures
applied per acre, for gold may be bought beyond its

value, as if one should broadcast five-shilling pieces, and
get half-crowns in return. We find plot 2, Table 4,
received for eight consecutive years 14 tons of dung
—estimated value, 5/. per ton = 70j-. ; the next six

years unmanured, the yield is lessened but \\ cwt. per
, worth, at Sof. per ton, 6y. 6^/. Now it is evident

that the application of yard manure is more lasting

in its effects, or it must be tantamount to waste, for we
have no reason to expect that the continuance of its use
would have resulted in larger returns,—at least, from the

experience of the preceding eight years.

During these eight years we have been applying 70X.

worth of manure, getting hay worth only 6j. dd. over

the average of the six years unmanured. Are there no
means of anticipating the requirements of the soil for

the kind of cro]3 we wish to grow, economising our

manures, being able to say before we sow—the land

requires such and such, or is deficient in this or that

constituent requisite for the remunerative growth of the

kind of crop we are desirous of sowing ; not, after the

crop is reaped, guessing that it ought to have had this

or that applied ? Are we not more advanced in our

agricultural tests than the negroes of the West Indian

Islands, who are guided in their choice of land for any
particular plant by the appearance of the soil,

its situation, the natural growth of trees, and
brushwood, grasses, &c., many asserting they

can judge of the capabilities of the land by the
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taste of the subsoil ? They can recognise the soil

on which the Nutmeg, Coffee, Cocoa, as well as

the Guinea Yam, Plaintain, Tanna, &c., grow together

hixuriantly. And were you to plant these on soils

where the yellow Yam, known as d. tout temps. Cassava
(Jatropha manihot) Pigeon Pea, &c., only can flourish,

you would certainly be classed as a bad planter ; and
were you to ask why, you would simply be told it was
"not its land." Land on which the Pomrose tree,

Razor-grass, Fern tree, Orange Briar, and wild Rice-

gras?, &c., grow to perfection, is not the soil on which
the first-named plants will thrive; but why or wherefore

must be answered in the same sense as we say in

England that such and such land is, or is not, fit for

Wheat growing.

Our agricultural chemists tell us that the ^Vheat crop

draws such and such mineral constituents from the soil,

that certain chemical mixtures contain the ingredients

which we must restore to the soil for the successful

growth of the crop, putting it into the condition it was
in the preceding year. This would lead us to ask :

1. What amount of mineral ingredients is in the soil

particularly suited to the crop we desire to grow ?

2. What quantity of these ingredients do we require

to a:ld in home-made manure or artificials, so as to

ensure, weather permitting, a yield of say 6 qr. Wheat,
at the same time leaving the soil in a condition

equal to that we found it in? 3. It being requisite we
should add such and such mineral ingredients to this

soil, for the production of a Wheat crop of 6 qr. so as to

ensure leaving the land in the condition we found it,

what will be the cost of said ingredients (from whatever
source added) and would it have been more to our pur-

pose or more remunerative to us to grow Barley or any
other crop, leaving the land in the condition we found
it? To carry this out we must have a Table to record

what we find in the soil, what we may add in manures,
what our crop takes from it, state of ground after

har\est, cost of what we have added, value of crop
;

thus enabling us to ascertain whether our cultivation

has been a profit or a loss, and we will at the same
lime be able to account for the condition of the soil.

West Indian.

Joinc €^orrr5ponkiite.

Farm Agreements and Tenant Right.—Not
having seen the last numbers of your Paper, I can
neither agree with nor differ from your correspondent
**

J. McK." in your number of July 2 (p. 903). The
systems proposed by your correspondent "G. A. H.

"

as a panacea for tenant-right, appear to me to be so

antiquated that they are not adapted to the present

times. There are many things to be taken into account
before any general rule can be laid down— 1st, the
nature of the soil ; 2d, the climate ; 3d, in all cases it

must be supposed that the subject in question is

farmed on a lease of at least 14 or 21 years ; 4th, the
term of entry ought in all cases to be a full entry, viz.,

that full possession be given at Michaelmas (Sept. 29),
or immediately after the separation of the crop from
the ground. The covenants of the lease might be as
follows :— I. The tenant with his family to reside upon
the farm during the currency of the lease. 2. That
he shall neither underlet any portion nor sublet under
any pretext whatever. 3. That the proprietor drain
the whole lands tliat require to be done. 4. That
suitable buildings be erected, and all gates, fences,

and pillars put in substantial repair. 5. The whole
straw, hay, and roots, haulm, and green crops to be
consumed upon the farm, and all manure expended
yearly thereon. 6. Not to have more than two-
thirds of the whole arable land in any one year under
white crops, nor under any pretext to sow two white
crops in succession. 7. The game to be reserved in
toto. [For the tenant ?] 8. Should the whole farm be
capable of growing Turnips and Potatos, the seven
or even the eight course system will be found far

preferable to the five ; the land is not so apt to be-
come Clover-sick, the grass seed being at a greater
interval. 1st year, Oats ; 2d, green crops

; 3d, white
;

4th, green crops ; 5, white crops, sown down either
two or three years ; if on the seven-shift you have
two-sevenths of green crop and two-sevenths of white
crop, thus enabling the farmer to feed more stock,
and consequently to make a far larger amount of
manure. It will thus be seen that it is impossible to
grow such a quantity of green crops without the aid of
artificial manure ; but the quantity of this article ought
to be left to the discretion of the tenant. Were
half the Turnips to be drawn where the land
got half solid and half artificial manure, and
the remaining half consumed where grown by
sheep — and where sown entirely with artificials,

three-fourths of the crop at least to be consumed as
aforesaid—you would have to consume at the home-
stead, if the seventh were Turnips, over 50 acres,

which, with the horses kept, would be quite enough
to make the whole straw into manure. No restric-

tions as to quantity of lime or artificials ought to
be imposed upon a good tenant. 9. The tenant to
keep at all times a sufficient stock of cattle, horses,
and sheep, his bond fide property. 10. That he
shall not deteriorate or run out the land by undue
labouring or cropping, that he shall keep tlie same
clean and in good heart and condition. 11. That
he shall keep and leave the said premises in all

things thereunto belonging in good and tenantable

repair, he having received them in the like

condition ; but should he neglect to do the necessary

repairs, the landlord or his agent may cause the same
to be done, and recover the charges thereof as if for

rent in arrear. 12. The landlord or his agent to be at

liberty to enter upon any portion of the premises at any
time to inspect the same. 13. All ditches, drains, and
watercourses to be kept clean and running. 14. During
the last five years of the lease to be bound to proper
rotation and proper manurings, sowing proper grass

seeds, &c. 15. At the end of the lease, should he at

his entry have paid for the dung, to be paid in like

manner, also for the seeds sown with waygoing crop,

provided they have not been furnished by the landlord

or incoming tenant. Should he have paid for the straw

at entrj', to be paid in like manner. Your coitc-

spondenl, " G. A. H,," in his communication savours

much of the lawyer, not of the practical farmer. Were
the estates of England more in the hands of practical

men, to manage the rural affairs, there would be much
less grumbling, not only as to restrictive (dogs and
cumbrances) clauses as to farms, but poachers would
decrease and the game grievance become one of the

things that were. I must apologise for the length

of my letter, and will perhaps give you my opinion of

a clay land lease shortly. J. H.^ Sussex.

On this subject " G. A. H." says, **If a tenant

comes to me from any other landlord and takes a farm

which has been in the landlord's hands for several years,

does he ever offer to pay for dung, or bones, or lime,

applied to the land during the previous five years ;

and, if he does not, on what principle is he to be paid

for them at leaving?" Why, simply on the principle

that an outgoing tenant stands in a very different

position to an outgoing landlord. As soon as the

farmer's tenancy ends his interest in the property

ceases. Not so the outgoing landlord : either he him-
self or his agent fixes the rent at its full letting value

in its improved condition, and his outlay is recouped in

the shape of an annual extra payment, familiarly known
by the name of rent. To take the case of "G. A. H.'s"
own fann (and, by the way, if his character is good for

anything as a landlord, and he is prepared to treat

fairly, he need not wait long for a man with money
and pluck enough to farm his looo acres) :—If the

rent had been settled previous to his laying out £2XXXi
or ;^30oo in manures and otherwise improving the

property, no reasonable tenant would object to paying
a fair proportion for the unexhausted improvements

;

but I am afraid that "G. A. H." wants, like too many
others, to take an improved rental and swallow the

tenant-right also. For my own part, I would prefer,

on entering a farm, to pay fairly for unexhausted
manures or cake rather than go into one free when the

very vitals had been sucked. When a tenant has dealt

liberally by land, and leaves it as it ought to be left,

he ought to be fairly paid for it, either by the landlord

or incoming tenant. Looker-on.

Mr. Mechi's Crops.—Our good friend, Mr. Mechi,
kindly informs us from time to time of the state of his

and other crops, and also is very good to offer his

opinions ; but as yet his annual balance-sheet has not

made its appearance. I have no doubt that many, like

myself, are anxious to note his progress ; and I hope
that it will not long be withheld. Clodhopper,

La Beauce.—At a period like the present, when
agriculture has become a most important and vei-y

exciting subject, it appears to me singular that, among
the writers and speakers on the cultivation of wheat
land, no notice has been taken of the system of farm-
ing in the part of France called La Beauce, a table-

land of considerable extent, lying between Paris and
Orleans, from which the former city is said to

derive its main supply of bread corn. In the year
1S29 I travelled leisurely across the above-named
district without being able to discover any other green
crop except that of red Clover. An Old Subscriber to

your Paper.

Thick and Thin Seeding.—Your readers have
often heard of Hallett's Pedigree Wheat, sold, I

believe, at one guinea per bushel for seed. Would it

not be well if those who take an interest in the matter
should see Mr. Hallett's crops of Wheat, and then
judge whether they should follow his example. By
going to the extreme east end of Brighton, and turning
sharp to the left up the valley towards the race-course,

one of Mr. Hallett's Wheat crops may be seen on the
left of the road. I would suggest that a committee be
sent down to Brighton to inspect this crop of thin-

seeded Wheat ; and after doing so, the members of it

might go to the other end of Brighton, and look at a
piece of Wheat on the farm of a well-known sheep-
breeder at Hove, sown in the ordinary manner ; they
would be able then to form an opinion as to thin or

thick seeding. At any rate, I hope any of your readers
who have the opportunity will inspect both crops.

Spectator.

Nitre for Potatos.—I see in a recent issue of
your Paper that favourable mention is made of the
effects of nitrate of soda on growing crops, and cereals

in particular. Now it is very many years since I sent

the Editor of the Gazette my experience with this

stimulant on the Potato crop, and by using it in a
particular way I was enabled to gain three weeks in I

advance of my neighbour's usual mode of cropping, and
a weighty, healthy crop to boot. But since then I

have tried it upon cereals, and Wheat especially. I

have not time just now to enter into particulars, but
the difference was so great betwixt the dressed and
undressed that it appeared something like magic ; so

much so, that many professional men who saw it gave

the thing up as beyond their ken. It may, however,

be right to say that the ground operated on was a worn-

out lot, on the limestone formation, and my duty was
to put said lot in paying condition, by cleaning,

deepening, &c., hence the occasion of my reported

experience. Now, as I remarked in my first commu-
nication, the whole pith of the matter is this—can we,

by any stimulating manure, gain three weeks, two
weeks, one week, or even a few days, upon the season,

with large increase of crops ? Therefore, seeing that

something can be done in that way, would it not be

well to try it out? I fear that there will be a terrible

deficiency of food this coming year, both for man and
beast, and to meet a similar visitation we should deepen
the soil and manure it. Just let a farmer take a peep
at the market gardens (managed by somebody like

Cuthill) this blazing weather, and he will be astonished

how cool and easy everything looks,—even the very
Cauliflowers have no intention to button prematurely,

for their roots are happy and well in a deep and healthy

field of food. Why cannot all copy from the scientific

and practical market-gardener? William Joncs^

Kilboy, July 4.

Mr. Mechi on the Straw Question.—I have
looked through Mr. Mechi's article upon the straw

question. He concludes, "I, That all straw returns

the greatest profit when consumed." I do not agree

with the word '*all." Bean and pea straw is profitable

to consume. For 30 years I kave kept a flock of ewes
upon it, and they have always done well, giving me a
good supply of lambs yearly. I know of no other

more profitable way of using it. Oat and barley straw

is profitable to consume with cattle ;
giving each 4 lb.

of cake per day, and leaving it to eat the best part of

the straw. 1 do not know of a more profitable way of

using that. Wheat-straw, if it is the produce of a good
crop, is hard, sticky stuff, and costs as much to cut into

chaff as its feeding properties are worth—Rivetts'

straw is not worth cutting up ; therefore the most pro-

fitable way of getting them into manure (if they cannot

be conveniently sold and manure bought in exchange)

is to tread them down into manure at the least cost pos-

sible. For a farmer must pay rent, labour, and keep

himself. The chaff-cutting system will not do that.

William Smith, VVoolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks,

July II.

Woolston Straw.—Mr. Smith asks for addresses

of men in Wales who keep young cattle on straw, I

may answer in the language of Sir Christopher Wren's
monument, *'Iook around." Mr. Smith also asks how
his straw, if passed thiough cattle, will do his farm
more good "than the same quantity of straw well

watered would." I might, on this point, refer him to

the previous page (939), where Mr. Mechi gives a short

dissertation upon straw, which Mr. Smith would do
well to study ; but as he is unfortunately afflicted with
*' Mechiphobia " I will tell him how it will do his farm

more good. If he passes straw through cattle he will

find that he makes money upon the cattle, and although

the manure which comes away is less in quantity, its

value weight for weight is much greater, although its

total value is rather less ; but as he has a smaller

weight to carry out upon the land the cost of cartage is

diminished, and the profit upon his cattle will enable

him to buy some artificial manure, which, if mixed with

the cattle dung, will do his farm a deal more good than

carting out straw in a water-cart. Or, if he likes to

follow Mr. Mechi's plan, he may spend the money
beforehand on a little purchased food, which will enrich

his dung, and so enrich his farm. But there is another

way, whfch it appears has not struck Mr. Smith, and

that is, to consume it on the farm with roots and refuse

or tail corn. Mr. Smith may soon learn, by reading

the experiments of others, that straw possesses in itself,

not only a large amount of food, but that it is also a
splendid vehicle for profitably consuming other farm

products in conjunction with it. Many practical farmers

know that to keep sheep on roots alone, especially if

they are ewes in lamb, is by no means a prudent thing ;

but if you give them plenty of chaff they will do well.

The great majority of practical farmers will agree in

saying that if a certain number of cattle are fed during

winter on 500 tons of Turnips pulped, and mixed with

50 tons of straw cut into chaff, they will give a greater

money return than if a portion of them were fed only on
the Turnips, and another portion only on the straw. In

conclusion, let me tell Mr. Smith that when he has got

the wrong side of the argument, it would be infinitely

more becoming, and not one bit more humiliating, if

he openly acknowledged himself to be well beaten.

G, A. H.

A Hint to Butchers.—They should remember
what Mr. Banting says, that by mere change of diet

he and those obese folks who benefit by and adopt his

practice lose, in the course of the first week, 6 or 7 lb.

(I lost 5 lb. of fat in five days) ; so it is, in the same

or even a greater degree, with animals. Some butchers

don't seem to quite see this, but I think I can convince

them. The other day a little lot of my sheep went into
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a neighbouring town as fat as pigs, and were much

admired ; they had been accustomed to good Itahan

Rye-grass, and, in addition, cake, oats, bran, malt

combs, a little cut hay, with a plentiful supply of water,

and kept quietly in a shed. The butcher who bought

them kept them a fortnight on what he called "U""°-

high feed," which, in plain words, was "high and dry

bents," possibly they had no water. However, one fort-

night of change of food and short commons so changed

their condition that they had become comparatively

lean. In fact, I have . since stipulated that for the

future, to protect our own character as feeders, the

animals we sell .should be slaughtered soon after leav-

ing the farm. This is not a singular instance, for the

practice extends also to bullocks ; therefore, when we

hear that sheep and cattle do not suffer on radways by

the absence of food and water, I beg respectfully to

dissent entirely from such a proposition. Grass-fed

bullocks removed to other equally good grass, will

probably suffer little, except, perhaps, a little discon-

tent at change of place and company, but it is otherwise

with comfortably and highly fed stalled animals. In

fact, to adopt the country saying, "they waste like

dew against the sun." Those who doubt this statement

had better satisfy themselves by "going to scale."

I heard of a veterinary who was celebrated for curing

ladies' obese lapdogs, which were supposed to be not - ---
^^^^

well because they would not eat. He tied them up for j^^i^y

a fortnight, water always being within their reach.

After " burning their own candle," or living on their

own surplus fat, for fourteen days, they were sent home

"as fine as spars," full of activity, and with a most

ready appetite. My good and jolly friends, the butchers,

will no doubt apply the moral. I don't wonder at the

low price obtained for the cattle brought the long

voyage from South America ; it could never pay, for

the reasons I have mentioned, y. jf. Mcchi, Tiptrle,

July 1 1

.

=^^===
Foreign Correspondence.

EVRY : ynlv 6.—After the despatch of my short

notes yesterday, I went over the farm and saw the

conclusion of the day's reaping, which, with one or two

exceptions, was admirable ; one mistake was. however,

made by the managers—the sheaves were tied up as

soon as the reaping was done, thus obliterating the

behaviour of each machine with respect to the disposi-

tion of the grain on the ground.

To-day science has taken the place of direct work—
a number of General Morin's dynamometers have been

brought down from the " Conser\'atoire," in charge of

the able director, M. Resca, and his son ; and these

are being employed, with the co-operation of the

Knglish juror. Professor Wilson, in the same manner

that he used them in the United States, I am afraid to

say how long since—that is to say, after the metre is

carefully attached to the pole of the machine three

trials are made with each : 1st, with the machine

merely considered as a carriage ; 2d, with all its parts

in full gear, moving but not doing work ; and, lastly,

in full operation—the time of performance being

registered. When there are added to the results thus

obtained the former time trials, and the results of the

scientific examination of the parts of the machine, we

have certainly admirable data for the appreciation of

the relative merits of the various reapers present. In

the present case, however, the jury will not pronounce

until the second series of trials shall have come off at

the Chainant Farm on the 25th inst.

I may mention here that we have just got the results

of another trial which took place at Dreuze, in La

Meurthe : Samuclson 1st prize, Hornsbyzd ; two other

awards made—telegram does not say to whom.

Having said all I have to say for the moment about

the trials at Petit Bourg, X should like to add a few

words about Petit Bourg itself The farm is known

to many Englishmen, as the trials in steam ploughing

were carried on here in 1867, and no agriculturist

travelling for information could fail to hear of M.

Decanviiie's magnificent estate, which is the largest,

or largest but one, in France. M. Decanville is not a

proprietor of land, he is a tenant-farmer prince, with

some dozen landlords, and 750 hectares (1875 English

acres) under cultivation, for which he pays some-

thing like ^4000 sterling a year. In addition to

farming M. Decanville is a large Beetroot dis-

tiller, and also a machine and boiler maker, the whole

of the buildings being in connection with each other.

Between 300 and 400 men are employed on the

fai-m and in the various works, and all are participators

to a certain extent in the general profits. The schools

attached to Petit Bourg are admirably arranged, as I

have been told, for I had not time to visit them ;

no boy is employed there who cannot read and wTite,

and none under 13. M. Decanville has established

large stores wdiere the men, who receive tokens daily

representing their pay, may exchange these for what-

ever they require in the way of eating, drinking, or

clothin",—everything being sold at cost price. The De-

GanviUe family has been famous in agricultural annals for

300 years ; and as M. Decanville is full of vigour and

health, and has four brothers besides himself farmers,

and four sons to follow him, the name is not likely to

die out of the land vei7 soon. Petit Bourg once

had a courtly connection, but the emperor coach-

builder occupies the old chateau of Madame de Mont-

pensier, and Decanville reigns in her stead. A mere

single passage through Evry and the surrounding

neighbourhood, which is only an hour's trip by railway

from Paris, at once reveals the presence of an impor-

tant agricultural power ; and a visit to Petit Bourg and

its homestead, with its gardens and glasshouses, com-

pletes the information. Petit Bourg has all the

substantiality of a rich yeoman's home in England,

with a certain French charm superadded.

The following figures, extracted from the

report of the Director General of the French Douanes,

ire important at the present moment :

—

First 10 days
of Ju

From Ja

Quint.als.

59.564
4.6

1.S96
567

[14,043

144,696

345,616

419,062

=7>979

153.394

The inference from these figures is evident, and quite

in accordance with the most trustworthy agricultural

reports, namely, that the Wheat crop is very short,

but Rye and Barley certainly not below the average.

The "Journal d'Agriculture " thus summed up the

reports last week :— If some large farms in the North

and East have relatively good crop.s, they still get less

than an ordinary average, and the rest of the country is

badly off. A quarter of a crop of forage, one third of

Colza, half a crop of Flax, and a three-quarter crop of

cereals, is the sad account from the quarters where

the harvest is finished.

Trials of mowing-machines are going on all

over France. At Baronville two of Woods' model had

a great triumph, and Lallier's mowing and reaping

machine worked well. One of Woods' machines was

managed by its owner, M. Prosper Comte, of Vic. On

the same day the Woods machine won all the three

medals at the competition at Dreuze. (This fact de-

serves to be recorded, as a false telegram of the results

of that competition was in circulation immediately

after the trials.) In this case two of the reapers were

exhibited by French owners. There was another trial at

LuneviUe on June 15, when no less than 19 mowing

machines competed ; the awards were :—i.st prize, M. V.

Comte, with a Woods' mower; 2d, M. Paul Fran-

cois, with a Samuelson's mower
;

3d, M. Mann,

with a Woods' machine. Lastly, at a trial at Saintes, on

June 19, Mr. Pilter, of Paris, obtained the 1st prize

with a Woods' machine ; and M. Peltier, a French

maker, the 2d prize with a machine of his own con-

struction. ^ , ., . . , .
,

The great International Exhibition ot agricul-

tural machines, implements, and the national exhibition

of animals organised for 1S67 by the Society of

the At^riculturists of France, seems now sure of being

carried into effect. The guarantee fund demanded

was ;^i 2,000. Already ;^u,6So has been sub-

scribed, and the list is not yet closed. Tins exhi-

bition will be due entirely to private initiative; for

the Minister of Agriculture stated, in rejily to an

application from the President of the Society, that he

re.n-etted he could not award any subsidy. 1 he

cSuncil of the Society subscribed ;i'20OO to start the

proposal, and there is no doubt that the guarantee will

surpass the amount fixed ; agriculture, to quote the

same Journal, can therefore do without the Govern-

ment. An International Congress is to be hela at the

same time as the exhibition. G. A. Y.

well fiimished in a day or two ; and beyond these

"Broad Street" lies, on "either hand of which lie

implement sheds A., B., c, &c. , on one side, AA.,

EB., cc, &c., on the other, right away to z. and

zz. in the distance. All around are the outdoor and

larger implements, including steam-power in every

form ; and in the midst an Aveling locomotive, with a

crane suspended in front, is hunjing to and fro, carry-

ing and placing heavy goods ; and a Thomson's

road-steamer is trotting about, carrying passengers or

drawing implements.

The following gentlemen are engaged in the inspec-

tion of those implements which are this year on the

list for the Society's prizes :

—

Fixed steam-engines, horse-gears, and steaming appa-

ratus—F. J. Bramwell, C.E., 37, Great George Street,

London.
Mills, crushers, and coprolite mills—H. Caldwell,

Monkton Farleigh, Bradford-on-Avon ; H. Stephenson,

Frockley House, Newcastle-on-Tyne
; John Ogilvie, Mar-

don, Coldstream, N.B.
Chaff-cutters, oilcake-breakers, turnip-cutters, and

guano-breakers— John Hemsiey, Shelton, Newark;
Matthew Saridge, Sarsden Lodge Farm, Chippin,g Nor-

ton ; Henry Cantrell, Baylis Court, Slough.

Bone mills, fla.x-breaking machines, tile machinery-^

John Thompson, Badminton, Chippenham
; J. W. Kim-

ber, Tubney Warren, Abingdon ; G. M. Hipwell, Elmore

Lodge, Sutton, Surrey.

Dairy implements—J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm,

Aylesbury ; George Jackson, Tattenhall Hall, Chester
;

Gilbert Murrav, Elvcston, Derby.

Draining tools and miscellaneous awards— F. Sherborn,

Bedfont. Middlesex
; John Hicken, Dunchurch, Rugby ;

John Wheadey, Neswick, Driffield.

Their awards will not be made till long after we go

to press ; and such broken indications of merit and

performance as we can gather from the trials,

dynamometrical and otherwise, would not in their

imperfect state be instructive. We prefer, therefore,

for the present to be satisfied with a short general

reference to the contents of the showyard, leaving it till

next week to give a more detailed report.

Societies.
liOYAL AGRICVI.TVRAL OF EXGLAXD.

, THE MEETING AT OXFORD.

Although it is not till next week that the great

annual show is opened in completeness, and crowds

collect to witness it, yet all through the current week

the Society has been hard at work. A dozen gentle-

men have been examining the various classes—steam-

engines, chaff-cutters, grinding and crushing mills, root-

cutters and pulpers, oilcake-breakers, &c.—which this

year come into competition. Thirty years ago two or

three judges spent an hour in awarding medals to

a few, out of about a score or thereabouts of articles

which, on the whole, competed at the first annual

exhibition of the Society. This year five times as many

men have been all the week employed in examining

and testing the comparatively small section of the

agricultural machine class, which is in its annual turn

submitted to competition. The whole, including

400 stands—nearly Sooo articles—covers many acres of

land, occupies 50 or 60 sheds, and is surrounded by

what must be more than half a mile in length of outer

stands, including a perfect army of steam engines.

On entering the yard, you face the large and hand-

some stands of the great s'eedsmen, bidding fair to be

In stand No. I, Mr. Barford, of Banbury, exhibits

nearly 200 implements by various makers—reapers,

rollers, chaff machines, haymakers, &c.—Near to this

Messrs. Amies, Barford & Co. exhibit a large collec-

tion of their own manufacture—water-ballast rollers and

steaming apparatus, for both of which they are specially

distinguished.—Campain's anchor for steam cultivation,

a frame on sharp disc-wheel carrying the pulley, which

stands in one corner of the wire rope in an all-round

arrangement. It is drawn along the headland by the

pull of the draught-rope, and stopped by a boy

holding the lever, which works a clutch for the

purpos'e of regtdating the movement of a revolving

anchor. This boy occupies the place, and does the

work, of two men under the ordinary plan.—Messrs.

Ashby & Co., of Stamford, have a large collection,

including steam-engines, horse-gear, haymakers, rakes,

&c.—The British Waggon Works Company exhibit a

large collection of carts, waggons, trucks, rakes, &c. ;

among them a cart carrying endless rails, a series of

shoes held on by springs, enabling the wheel to rest on

a large flat surface.—Messrs. Croskill, of Beverley,

have a large stand of carriages and carts ; together with

their other specialities. Bell's reaper, Archimedean

root-washers, farm railway trucks, pig troughs, &c.-—

Messrs. Barrow, of Banbury, exhibit sets of the Wool-

stone steam cultivating machinery, also threshing

machine, steam-engines, straw elevator, &c. — Mr.

T Baker, of Compton, near Newbury, whom we

remember years ago with a single water-cart as his

whole exhibit, has here a large and well-filled stand

occupied by useful tillage, harvest, and food imple-

ments of all kinds.—Jlr. Bailey's useful pyrometer,

for indicating the temperature inside a stack, is exhi-

bited, among many other articles, at the stand of

Messrs Follows & Bate, of Manchester.—Mr. Bentall,

of Maldon, has a large collection of just those imple-

ments which this year come into competition.—Mr.

Cambridge, of Bristol, has ribbed rollers, chain-harrows,

isny of them implements for which English

farmers have to thank him personally.

Messrs. Ransome, Sims & Head, have a capital

stand of all classes of implements ; among them the

double-plough, which has latterly come so largely

into use. Their form of it is distinguished by an

ingenious facility given it for turning at the land's end,

whereby, at the will of the ploughman, it lifts itself out

of work. A three furrow-plough, also for horse

draught, " is also shown, possessing the same very

ingenious contrivance, to which we shall next

week direct attention. — Messrs. Homsby & Gran-

tham have a great collection of their form of

reaper and mower, drills, ploughs, wiishing-

machines &c. We hear of their success at

recent im'plement trials in France, and of the enormous

sales of their reapers both in this country and on the

Continent.—Mr. Boby, of Bury, shows his well-known

patent corn-screens and com dressing machinery.—

The Beveriey Iron Company show bone-mills, reapers,

carts and waggons, farm railways, &c.—Mr. Haslam,

of Henley, exhibits ploughs, harrows, rakes.—Messrs.

Smith & Grace show mills, chaff-cutters, and other

implements for competition.

At the stand of Messrs. Coleman & Morton, of

Chelmsford, we have their well-known cultivator,
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Hansom potato-digger, oilcake-breakers, &c.—Messrs.

Gower, of Market Drayton, show com-drills and

pressers.—Then comes a large collection of broughams

and carriages, exhibited by Thomson, of Perth ;

Cousins, of Oxford Street ; MuUiner, of Baker Street;

Hinson, of Nottingham ; Barton, of Carlisle; Howes, of

Norwich; Ayshford,ofFulham; Windover, of Hunting-

don ; Thorn, of Norwich j Roberts, of Bridgwater ; and

M'Naught, of Worcester.—Messrs. Cottara, of Oxford

Street, show stable arrangements in elaborate perfection.

—Messrs. Hart, of Wenlock Road, City Road, show
weighing machines. One is a self-acting revolving

weigher, which records all the grain, whether in weight

or bulk, which passes through it. We shall refer to it

next week.—Messrs. Burgess & Key have a large collec-

tion of mowers and reapers.—Mr. Ball, of Rugby, ex-

hibits carts and ploughs.—Messrs. Hunt & Pickering, of

Leicester, show horse-gear, crushers, turnip and chatT

cutters, reapers, rollers, tillage implements, and various

other tools, among them cheese-presses and milk-

cans.—Messrs. Holmes, of Norwich, exhibit bam and

seed machinery.—Messrs. Bamlett, of Tliirsk, show their

well known reapers ; and Messrs. Ball, of Kettering, their

well known ploughs and carts. Then follows a

number of stands containing fencing, wire-work gates,

hurdles, articles of domestic use, &c.

Messrs. Carson & Toone, of Warminster, show
chaff-cutters, cheese-presses, horse-hoes, scarifiers, &c.

—Mr. Willacy, of Penwortham Priory, at stand 82,

shows a section of a cowhouse which is well worth
examination, containing gangway with rails, trough,

and flooring, with arrangements for tying up, &c.*; and

a travelling turnip-cutter and oilcake-breaker, by which

food is delivered into the trough as it passes along in

front of the cattle. The whole cowhouse arrangement is

provided at the rate of ^3 per lineal yard.—Mr.

Rendle shows his ingenious ground vinery and plant

protector.—Messrs. Comes, of Naiitwich, exhibit

chaft-cutters, cheese-presses, &c.

Messrs. Fowler & Co. exhibit steam-ploughing

machinery, and they also show it at work in a field

near the showyard.—You may here see Mr. Campbell's

pair of 30-horse power locomotive engines, weighing

nearly 30 tons apiece, and capable of ploughing

20 or 30 acres a day. — Other engines of smaller

size also are exhibited—balance ploughs whicii

turn over eight furrows at a time !—turning-

harrows, covering 5 yards at a time, large scarifiers,

and diggers, &c. ; in fact, all the machinery of most

energetic cultivation.—Messrs. Burrell, of Thetford,

also show Fowler's steam cultivating apparatus.

—

Messrs. Musgrave, of Belfast, exhibit stable arrange-

ments and cowhouse fittings of very great complete-

ness ; so do the St. Pancras Ironworks Company.

—

Mr. Maynard, of Whittlesea, exhibits his famous chaff

engines.—Messrs. Picksley & Sims show reapers, corn-

cutters, chaff-cutters, pulpers, turnip-cutters, mowers.
—Messrs. Brown & Maude, of Shrewsbuiy, show
useful cattle cribs and sheep racks.—Mr. Carr, of

Bristol, shows his disintegrator, a useful machine for

mixing and breaking artificial manures.—Messrs. Bar-

nard & Bishop, of Norwich, show rollers, mowers,
fencing, netting, &c.—Mr. Smith, of Kettering, exhibits

his horse-hoe.—Messrs. Tasker, of Andover, threshing-

machines, steam-engines, winnowers, &c.—Mr. W. S.

Underhill, of Newport, Salop, shows steam-engine and
threshing-machine with Bmckshaw's blast lift ; alsc

turnip-drills, &c.—A large collection of useful imple-

ments is exhibited by the Salopian Ironworks Company,
Shrewsbury.—Messrs Samuelson, of Banbury, show
reapers, mowers, and turnip-cutters.—The Reading
Ironworks Company exhibit steam-engines, grinders,

with horse-rakes, &c.—Messrs. Woods ic Cocksedge
show horse-gear, and a large collection of the tools of

this year's competition.—Messrs. Mapplebeck & Son,

of Birmingham, as salesmen, exhibit a large collection

of all kinds of agricultural machines.—Mr. Nicholson,

of Newark, shows many vertical engines and portable

engines, haymakers, cake-brakers, horse-rakes, rollers,

&c.—Mr. Tinkler, of Penrith, shows a number of his

simple and substantial churns.

Messrs. Page & Co., of Bedford, have a good collec-

tion of horse-gear, root-pulpers, horse-rakes, &c.—Mr.
Hayes, of Stony Stratford, exhibits steam cultivating

machinery and portable engines for working it.

—

Messrs. Wallis & Reeves, of Basingstoke, show
threshing-machines, ploughs, and harrows.—Messrs.

Turner, of Bedford, show engines, grinding-mills,

linseed-crushers, oilcake-breakers, &c.—Messrs. Rich-

mond & Chandler, of Salford, have a large collection

of their implements, which are this year competing,

especially of their well-known chaff-cutters, corn-

crushers, &c.— Messrs. Mellard, of Rugeley, show
'horse-combs, pulpers, cheese-presses, chaff-cutters, &:c.

—Messrs, Reeve, of Westley, show drills of all kinds,

for seed, water, and manure.
Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, at their large and well-

fumished stand, show their steam cultivating machinery
and implements of horse tillage, including double and
other ploughs and han'ows, harvest implements, includ-

ing reapers, mowers, rakes. Sec. An extremely
ingenious horse-rake is shown, containing the very

best device yet invented for causing the driving wheels

to lift the teeth as soon as a load is gathered. A pedal

movement tightens the rocking cradle on the wheel-
shaft of the machine, and up go the teeth—the pressure

on the pedal is relaxed, and they drop into work again

upon the ground.—Steam-engines and threshing-

machines are shown by Messrs. Gibbons, of Wantage ;

reapers and mowers by Mr, W. A. Wood, of 77, Upper
Thames Street ; bone-crushers and liquid-manure

pumps and carts by Isaac James, of Cheltenham ; a
number of ingenious implements for both farm and
garden use, by Mr. Le Butt, of Bury ; earth closets by
Mr. Moule's Company, and double ploughs by Murray
& Co., of Banff.

Messrs. Garrett & Son, of Leicester, who, with

Messrs. Ransome, were exhibitors at the first annual
meeting of the Society at Oxford—then showing the

earliest form of threshing-machine upon wheels—are

here exhibitors again of engine threshing-machines,

corn-drills, horse-hoes, and barn implements.—Mr.
Gilbert, of Evesham, also shows steam-engines and
corn-drills, also cider presses. From Carlisle we
have horse-rakes, shown by Messrs. Houghton &
Thompson,—from Ripon, reapers, chaff machines,

and turnip-cutters, shown by Messrs. Kearsley

—from Maiden, in Essex, chaff machines and ploughs

and harrows, shown by Mr. J. Warren—from Kingston-

on-Thames a large collection of drills and horse-hoes,

shown by Priest iS; Woolnough—from Uddingston, near

Glasgow, many double-furrow ploughs, shown by
Messrs. Gray & Co.—from Stony Stratford, among
other things, a self-acting sheep feeding-cot, so designed

that the sheep open it when feeding, closing and

securely bolting itself when not in use ; keeping the

food perfectly dry and sweet in the most stormy

weather ; it will hold 40 bushels of chaff and corn,

which descends into troughs below as it is consumed ;

it is mounted on four wheels. From Lincoln ploughs

in great number and variety are shown by Messrs.

Cooke— Hancock's butter machines, Sawney's corn-

screens, Headley's hydraulic apparatus, Corbett's

guano-breaker, the atmospheric chum, Morton & Co.'s

wire fencing, Whitehead's pipe and tile machines,

Merryweather's fire-engines, Owen's pumps, Aveling

and Porter's draught locomotive, Tasker's steam pumps,

Tye's corn-mills, Gwynne's pumps—all these are well-

known implements. They are all exhibited by the

manufacturers here.

Besides all these there is a profusion of all kinds

of domestic implements and inventions,—sewing-

machines, washing-machines, cutlery, chairs, tables,

mantelpieces, ornamental work of every kind. Messrs.

Tuxford, of Boston ; Nalder, of Wantage ; Mar-

shall, of Gainsborough ; Foster, of Lincoln ; Robey,

Ruston & Proctor, Riches & Watts, Clayton & Shuttle-

worth, and many other implement makers, some of

tliem, like the last named, in the veiy front rank of the

profession, occupy large stands around the yard, which

are filled with machinery in motion. Among them
must be mentioned Hodgkins' flax machinery for break-

ing and scutching fibre, to which particular notice

must be given next week.

It will be gathered from this hurried sketch that there is

not much nbvelty in this year's showyard. It is not,

however, the less interesting and useful on that account.

We have no doubt it will gratify spectators, instmct

the general body of agricultural visitors, and satisfy

intending purchasers, as well as any showyard of agri-

cultural machinery that the Socety has ever known.

The Corn Avci-agcs.—Mr. Tanner lately gave a

good lecture on this subject before the Newbury Club,

from which we make the following extracts :

—

The mode of collecting tithes in kind, as adopted for

many years (though scarcely in the recollection of many
of the farmers of the present day), was a fruitful source

of irritation, and constantly disputes arose between the

clergyman and his parishioners. Dr. Payley, in his

"Moral and Political Economy," chapter 12, says,

'* No measure of such extensive concern appears to me
so practicable, nor any single alteration so beneficial,

as the conversion of tithes into corn-rent." This prin-

ciple of commutation was first proposed to be applied

by the Legislature to Ireland. The Act of Parliament

for the Commutation of Tithes in England and Wales,

is the 6th and 7th Wm. IV., dated April 13, 1836,

and which has been generally carried out. There can

be no doubt that, on the whole, the substitution of a

rent-charge in lieu of tithes has been a most beneficial

change ; and the fact that the general average for the

last 34 years for j^ioo apportionment amounts to ;i^ioo

igj-. 5(/., speaks for itself. The basis for that apportion-

ment was

—

Wheat -. ..7J. oi(/. per bushel.—5&r. 2^. per quarter.

Barley .. . .-^s. iijfl'. „ —31-1. Sa*. ,,

Oats .. ..IS. gdf. „ —225. od. ,,

If that was a fair basis under the law of protection, is

it so under free trade in com ? I think not. I think

it operates against the interest of those who have to

pay the rent-charge. At that time ;^ioo represented

—

Average for

Dec. 1869.

Wheat .. .. .. . .282 bushels. 320 less.

Barley 51= ,. .442 7°
Oats .. .. .. ..720 ,, 640 80

You will thus see that while Wheat has decreased,

liarlcy and Oats are increased in price.

A-^'cragcs of British Corn.—In obedience to the Act
before-mentioned for , the commutation of tithes,

the Comptroller of Corn Returns is required to give,

on January I in every year, the price of a bushel of

Wheat, a bushel of Barley, and a bushel of Oats, com-

puted from the weekly average of the corn returns

during the seven preceding years. A rent-charge is of
the value of a certain number of bushels of corn—that
is to say, one third Wheat, one-third Barley, and one-
third Oats. Supposing a rent-charge to be worth /"300

per annum, the average price of Wheat being ioj-. per
bushel ; Barley, 5^. ; Oats, 2s. 6d. per bushel ; the

_;^3oo would then represent 200 bushels of Wheat,

400 bushels of Barley, and 800 bushels of Oats. Thus
we see the great importance that the average price of

British corn should be obtained with as much correct-

ness as possible, both for the -calculation of the rent-

charge and corn-rents regulated by the same. The
Act of Victoria, sec. 2, cap. 14, pa.ssed on April 29,

1842, entitled *'An Act to amend the Laws for the

Importation of Corn," contains a schedule of the towns
from which returns were made for ascertaining the

averages to regulate the duty on com ; the same returns

have been adopted for the tithe rent-charge. The
schedule contains the names of 273 market towns
taken from the 40 counties of England, and 17 Welsh
towns, making the total number 290 from which
retums were made. That Act was partially repealed

on July 29, 1864, so far as that 140 towns and 4 counties

were struck out of the schedule altogether, and also 11

of the Welsh towns. I think you will agree with me,
that districts growing secondary qualities of corn are

not represented, while other district^ growing the best

qualities are represented. If it is necessary to have a

larger number of towns to get an average to regulate

the duty on corn, surely it must be equally so for the

tithe rent-charge. Here, then, we have a most im-

portant Act of Parliament affecting the averages of

British com passed, of which those who are most con-

cerned know very little. I think I am correct

in saying so, because I have found but few men, either

buyers or sellers, that know or are able to give me any
information on the subject. At first sight it may not

appear likely to affect the question ; but when you
consider the fact that one-half of the towns, or nearly

so, are now struck out of the schedule, is it likely that

so correct an average can be obtained ? I consider the

larger the number of returns the better, provided they

fairly represent the district from whence they come.
Every corner of the kingdom where com is grown
should be represented. The towns now left out ought
to show the same average as those from which returns

are made ; but to get those would be an undertaking

much too gigantic and expensive for a private individual,

but which ought to have been done before those towns
were excluded, and may have been obtained for aught

I know to the contrary ; but the chances, I think, are

against it. I have taken the average from the Reading

paper for eleven towns in our immediate neighbour-

hood ; but I do not place much reliance on their

correctness.
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shown that irL-rcfMnl has 178,405 acres of land under
corn, jTieen ciop^, c^c, not including permanent
grass, such as meadows. This county is not represented

at all, while Westmoreland, having only 50,686
acres is represented by two market towns. Compare
Durham, famous for coal and mustard—quite a coal

district, has five selected towns ; while Herefordshire,

Middlesex, and Surrey, the three counties, together

with a much larger area, and much more of a corn-

growing district, have only the same number among
them, viz., Herefordshire, 2; Middlesex, 2; Surrey, i.

Shropshire shows 300,000 acres imder com and green

crops (omitted altogether); Staffordshire, 216,270 do. ;

and yet Westmoreland, with only 50,686, is represented

by two markets, and the area of Staffordshire and
Sliropshire, being nearly four times as rauch> is not

represented at all ; yet Shrewsbury, Stafford, and
Wolverhampton are very important markets, as I know
personally. Take some of the Eastern Counties, about
tlie same area, and compare with some of the Southern
Counties :

—

Norfolk .

.

Suffoik ..

Cambridge
Hmitintjclon

V.edford ..

Hcrtfcrd .,

Middlesex

Somerset
Gloucester

Surrey

Unfair Character of the Averages.—I may be asked,

what has all this to do with the com averages? Simply
this—Take the coimties I have just mentioned, the

Eastei-n Counties, as a laile, gi'ow the finest Barley, and
some of the finest com genei-ally. Now, if these

counties send Jn 35 returns against 23 in those counties

where the corn generally is of an inferior character,

the result is obvious. The present mode of taking
averages, I think, tells more on the average prices of
Barley than eitlier of the other sorts of grain, which
averages, as I mentioned before, have increased, while
Wheat has gone back ; and though we know Barley has
taken a high price for the last year or two, I do not
think many of us have made an average equal to

the average showTi in Willich's Tables for the year
ending December, 1869, viz., 39J. <^d. per quarter.

There is no doubt that farmers using, as they do
generally, all their tailing corn, both of Barley and
bats (more so, I think, than Wheat), all has its effect

on the average.

You will now ask me—What remedy do you
propose? First, I should say, let all the counties

in England and Wales be properly represented.

Secondly, That the sellers should make returns as well

as the buyers. Why are not the sellers in the country
to be trusted to do as in London?—there it is the

seller and not the buyer. Agricultural statistics

are collected w'ith great expense, and are not very satis-

factory after all. Why cannot the same machinery be
used ? Say once a quarter, let every farmer return the

corn he has sold, and to whom, and tlie quantity of

tailing corn used, and let the price be put on that,

after a certain rate, \os. below the best, or any sum
that maybe thought right. The number of market
returns need not, I think, be even so numerous as now,
only with more apparent regard to the com gi'owing

districts and the area. It lias often been remarked
that seven years is too long a time over which to throw
the average for the rent-charge. There are some cases

in which it operates harshly. Take, for instance, a
man wiLli a fai'm on a short lease. At the end of his

lease it does so happen that sometimes he has to pay
for several years a high rent-charge, while taking a low
price for his produce. His successor, perhaps, pays a
low rent-charge, and in the meantime getting a much
higher price for his produce. I think myself tln*ee

years would be better, or perhaps best of all, to take it

annually. Some say, why not make the tithe appor-
tionment a fixed cliarge ? But that could not be fairly

done until the annual rent-charge and the apportion-
ment should be eciual ; and then, if that good time, of
which we have so often heard as " coming '" for some
years past, should come, the owner of the rent-charge
would not participate in it. I do not wish by any
means to impute that the corn averages are otherwise
than fairly taken, but with these facts before us, I do
not think it unreasonable to suppose that some improve-
ment might be made, both in the area and the present

mode of obtaining the average price of British corn.

The Quarterly Journal of Science. Conducted by
Sir W. Fairbairn, i:c., and J. Samuelson, of the
Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law, Editor. No.
XXVIT. July, 1870.

The current number of this very instmctive periodical

is more agricultural than usual ; several of its papers
have a side especially presented to the farmer. He is"

thus interested in the opening article on beer—in the
authorship at any rate of a geological article wliich

is contributed by Mr. Jenkins, the Secretary of the
English Agricultural Society—in the suljject of air

pollution by chemical works, which is discussed in

another contribution ; and in the list of foreign trees

and plants for English gardens^ which is made the

subject of a paper. We extract the usual agricultural

chronicle '.—
" The extreme drought of the past three months is by

far the most important of recent agricultural events to put
upon our record. Already, in early June, throughout the
Southern Counties, pastures are becoming bare and brown,
and spring-sown crops are dwindling. Clover and other
forage crops are not yieldmg half their usual produce to

the scythe
; Wheat alone has not yet materially suffered,

but a continuance of dry weather must injure the Wheat
hanest too. Wheat, indeed, 'needs no rain after May ;'

but that is only when May itself has soaked the ground.
The usefulness of artificial manures depends very much
on the wetness of the growing season. No applications
in the way of top-dressings to growing crops are made
when they would ob^^ously be useless ; and this great aid
and stimulant to fertility being lost, the year's produce
thus suffers indirectly also from the drought. The
Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture has reported the
favourable results of top-dressings of nitrate of soda and
superphosphate of lime on the Wlieat and Barley crops of
the Cotswold soils. On three experimental plots, the
average increase of grain per acre per 100 lb. of the
former dressing by itself was 276 lb. The average increase
per acre of four plots per 100 lb. of the fonner together
with 200 lb. of the latter dressing was 5171b. of grain.

In other cases the difference due to the added super-
phosphate was not so great ; but the conclusion, upon
the whole, seems to have been that nitrate of soda, applied
as a spring top-dressing to Wheat, whether by itself or
not, yields a satisfactory increase of produce'; though
the result of the combined dressing of superphosphate
together with the nitrate was still more satisfactory. The
practice of top-dressing grain crops in spring is a growing
one ; and as no one thinks of making this application
except in wet weather, this is an advantage which this

year's har\'est will have lost,

" Dr. Voelcker continues to report to the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of ICngland the results of his constant
analyses of commercial manures and cattle foods—show-
ing to how much fraud and roguery English agriculturists

are exposed. Guano is this year unusually various in its

composition—even genuine Perunan guano is sometimes
damaged by sea-water, or contains an excessive quantity
of sand. Samples are reported containing as much as

17 per cent, of water and 5 to 9 per cent, of useless

mineral matter, and only 12 to 13 per cent, of ammonia—
being thus worth less by 30^. or ^os. a ton than the price

at which Peruvian guano is now sold. Another artificial

guano, containing 26 per cent, of water and 60 per cent,

of lime and sand, &c., and not i per cent, of ammonia, is

sold at 70J., while it is not worth carrying a mile if it

could be had for nothing. Other manures still occasionally

find purchasers, though absolutely worthless, or even mis-
chievous. Oilcakes of various kinds, as well as fertilisers,

pass through Dr. Voelckers hands, and faulty samples,
under analysis, lose the character under which they have
been bought and sold : and the publication by the Royal
Agricultural Society of these investigations by their chemist
must ultimately prove ser\iceable.

"A very instructive discussion by Mr. Lawes on the
waste of food during respiration has been published, with a
view to the elucidation of sound farm practice in the meat
manufacture. It is obvious, as he points out, that in the
case of animals fed for the butcher the economy of the
feeding process will be the greater, the less the amount of
food expended by respiration in the production of a given
amount of increase ; and it is equally obvious that one
ready and efficient means of lessening the proportion of
the waste or expenditure to the increase produced, is to

lessen as far as possible the time taken to produce it ; in

other words, to fatten as quickly as possible. From
numerous experiments made at Rothamstcd it appears
that a pig weighing 100 lb. will, if supplied with as much
barley meal as he will eat, consume 500 lb. of it, and
double his weight— that is, increase from 100 lb. to 200 lb.

live weight—in seventeen weeks. Of the 420 lb. of dry
substance which the 500 lb. of barley meal contain, about

74 arc stored up in the 100 lb. of increase in live weight,
about 70 are recovered in the manure, and 276, or nearly
two-thirds of the whole, are given off into the atmosphere
by respiration and perspiration—that is to say, are
expended in the mere sustenance of the living meat-
making machine, during the 17 weeks required to produce
the 100 lb. of increase. •

' 'Mr. I .awes points out that if instead of allowing the pig
to have as much barley meal as he will eat, the 500 lb. of
meal had been made to last many more weeks, the result

would have been that the animal would have appropriated
a correspondingly larger proportion of the food for the
purposes of respiration and perspiration, and a correspond-
ingly less proportion in the production of increase. In
other words, if the 500 lb. of barley meal were distributed

over a longer period of time, it would give less increase in

live weight, and a larger proportion of it would be
emploj'ed in the mere maintenance of the life of the
animal. Indeed, if the period of consumption of the 500
lb. of meal be sufficiently extended, the result will be that

no increase whatever will be produced, and that the whole
of the food, excepting the portion obtained as manure,
will be expended in the mere maintenance of the life of
the animal.

'

' The conclusion is obvious, that, provided the fattening
animal can assimilate the food, a given amount of increase
will be obtained with a smaller expenditure of constituents

by respiration, the shorter the time taken to produce it.

In fact, by early maturity, and the rapid fattening of stock,

a vast saving of food is effected.

" Mr. Lawes has lately made a practical use of the
conclusions to which his Rothamsted researches have led
him in connection with another branch of farm practice.

In a paper read before the London Fanners' Club, on the
exhaustion of the soil in relation to landlords' covenants,
and the valuation of unexhausted improvements in favour

of an outgoing tenant, he drew a distinction between the
natural fertility of the soil, which is the property of the
landowner, and the ' condition ' of the soil, which is

often properly the property of a tenant. The following

are the practical results which he considers follow upon
his discussion of this subject :

—

" ' Condition ' is a quality distinct Irom natural fertility

of soil, and is mainly dependent on the amount of capital
expended by the tenant in the purchase of cattle food or
manures. It is, therefore, his property, and may be
easily and rapidly reduced.—The natural fertility of a soil,

on the other hand, whether high or low in degree, is,

comparatively speaking, a permanent quality ; it can only
be injuriously affected by the continuance of an exhaustive
system of cropping for a long period of time ; it is the
property of the landlord ; and, excepting in the case of
very light soils, it is the chief element in determining the
rent-value of the land.—No injury is likely to result to the
landlord in the case of the heavier soils froni granting the
tenant permission to crop as he pleases, provided he be
bound to keep the land free from weeds, and to leave a
fixed proportion under fallow and green crops at the
termination of his occupation.—By the valuation of so
much of the farmyard manure, and of so much of the
manure constituents derived from purchased cattle food,

as have not yet yielded a crop, and also of the straw of the
last harvest, fair compensation may be made to the out-
going tenant.—If abundant capital is to be attracted to

the soil, it is essential that liberal covenants, in regard to
cropping, should be adopted, and fair compensation for

unexhausted improvements made.
"Among tlie remaining principal events which have

lately happened in the agricultural world, nmst be named
the remarkable favour with which the so-called 'A. B. C
process, for dealing with the town sewage nuisance, has
been received by many towns on which the adoption of it

has been urged. Chemical analysis does not endorse the
extravagant assertions which have been made regarding
the merits of the process. The water is still foul after

sewage has beeen acted on by the 'A. B. C mixture
;

and the dried mud which it throws down, for which 70?. a
ton is the price demanded, is not worth, even theoretically,

one half that sum ; while, practically, it must be pro-
nounced of \ery little value indeed. The valuation of i

or a per cent, of ' combined nitrogi?n * in the midst of a
mass of clay and other inert mineral matters, cannot be
conducted on the same scale as is applicable to the
ammonia of a manure in which it forms i-6tli or i-7th of
the total weight. And in addition to the lower theoretical

value of 'combined nitrogen' in this diluted form, it is

practically so much the less valuable on account of being
loaded with a lot of worthless stuff, the expense of apply-
ing which to the land has to be deducted from any result

of the application, which maybe due to the small quantity
of fertilising matters with which it may be charged.
Nothing connected with this or any other scheme for

sewage utilisation has at all shaken the conclusion, to

which the Rivers Pollution Commissioners had been led

by their investigations, that sewage irrigation is not only
the best method of sewage defascation, but the only known
plan by which its filth may be profitably converted into

fertiUty."

Second Report of the Commissioners appointed
in 1868 to inquire into the best means of
Preventing the Pollution of Rivers. On the

"A. B. C." Process of Treating Scivage. Her
Majesty's Stationery Office.

The following is an additional extract from this Repoi-t,

referred to last week :
—

"' Tht 'A. B. C Process compared luith Irrigation.—
In thus humbly submitting to your Majesty these results

of our investigation into the 'A. B. C method of treat-

g sewage, we have endeavoured to confine ourselves to

positive statement of the case ; but it would not be right

to conclude without comparing them with those which
have been obtained, where sewage has been submitted,

not to the action of limited quantities of chemicals in a
tank, but, by means of irrigation, to the action of a \'a5t

mass of soil, whose surface is covered with growing plants

which it feeds, whose depth is penetrated by their hungry
roots, and whose whole substance provides an immensely
greater quantity of material efficient for sewage defsecation

1 can be supplied by any of the so-called chemical

processes which have been or can be invented for this

purpose.
' Ifwe except the laboratory experiments in the treatment

of sewage by intermittent downward filtration described in

our first report (Report on the Mersey and Ribble Basins,

ol. i,, pp. 63-70), no other method of sewage defsecation

approaches irrigation in the uniform excellence of its

results. It is no doubt very desirable, in the interest of

those towns where sewage cannot be dealt with by
rrigatjon, ihat an experiment in intermittent downward
filtration should be conducted on what may be considered

woriiing scale, when all those difficulties would arise

which do not show themselves in a laboratory experiment,
and when it would be proved whether the process can be
conducted on the drainage water of, say, 20,000 people
with the efficiency to which our laboratory experiments
pointed, and without creating a nuisance. But the best

result under that system would simply be the conversion

of a polluting into a non-polluting stream. The injury

done by town sewage would in that case disappear, but
the agricultural value of it would be wholly lost. By
using it in irrigation, on the other hand, the nuisance
vanishes, while the fertihsing influence is retained and
utilised.

" By the 'A. B. C process, again, it is plain from our
investigations that neither of these results is attained.

Considered as a method of merely cleansing sewage, it is

compared with irrigation in the foUowing Table, where the

composition of the effluent water at both Leicester and
Leamington is contrasted with that of the effluent water
from the sewaged fields at Norwood and at Croydon, the

one a clayey soil, and the other gravelly and open.
" It is plain from the figures in these two Tables, and

especially from those in the ist, 2d, and 3d columns, not
only that the 'A. B. C.' method falls altogether below
irrigation in its powers as a mode of sewage defascation,

but that it altogether fails—never in any instance approach-
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ing even in its maximum results those standards of purity

below which \\e have recommended (Report on the Mersey
and Ribble Basins, vol. i., p. 130), that no water shall be
discharged into running streams. And if this failure be
charged upon any alleged unfairness in the conditions

under which the experiments took place at Leicester and
at Leamington, it must be pointed out in reply, that when
the experiment was tried in tlie laboratory under circum-
stances which excluded all possible sources of error, the
same result was still more unmistakeable ; and the contrast

of this failure with the uniform success of irrigation in

sewage defalcation becomes still more remarkable.

on their arrival much that is soluble or valuable. They
are then allowed to subside along with an equal quantity
of clay

;
being indeed materially heli>ed to subside by the

added alum, which may also throw down a trifling pro-
portion of the organic nitrogen dissolved in the sewage
water

; a proportion which, though insignificant con-
sidering the quantity it leaves untouched, may nevertheless
be enough, over the immense flow of sewage passing
through the exit sewer of any considerable town, to add
I or 2 per cent, of nitrogen to the subsided mud.
The result is a manure theoretically worth probably one
half more than that resulting from the Leicester lime

PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE BY IRRIGATION.—Results of Analysis expressed in Parts 1

Norwood (raw sewage)
Norwood

:

Spring (ofnuent water)

Summer do.

Autumn do.

Winter do.

After seven days' frost

(effluent water).

Crovdon (raw sewage]

Spring (effluent water)
Summer do.

Winter do!

After seven days' frost

8.37
11.03

8.94

* The average quantity of organic nitrogen in 100,000 parts of the raw sewage of Croydon is erroneously stated as 1.576 in

page 88, vol. i. of our first report (Report on the Mersey and Ribble Basins), where the amount has been miscalculated from
analyses accurately given in a previous Table, p. 29 of that report.

PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE BY "A. B. C" TREATMENT.—Resul - Analysis expressed in Parts ]

Locality and '.

At Leicester

:

Julyjo, 3, (Rnw sewage.
1S6S ) knivicnt watc

At I.c.-imington :

Dec. II, ( Raw sewage .

i86g i Effluent watc
.'Vt Leamington :

May 10, II, ( Raw sewage .

[1870 1 Effluent wate

We have, in our previous report ( Report on the Mersey I process, 20 tons of which, according to a chemical valua^

to and during liarvest, we may approximate to, possibly
realise, an average crop. Oats are generally a good
plant, less injured by wireworm than usual, and bid
fair to be a yielding crop, not being so long in the
straw and so liable to be lodged by heavy showers as
in moist seasons. Winter Beans are poor, and spring
Beans vary according to the nature of the soil ; on
cool clays they look very well, on warm lands
they are short. liarley, too, has suffered on
gravelly soils, and will vary very much both in

quahty and quantity. Potatos look extremely promis-
ing and hopeful. Mangel and Kohl Rabi are not
unifonnly good in plant, but are generally growing
well, and there is the prospect of a good supply of this

description of winter food. Hay is unusually short,

and the pastures perfectly bare and barren whore full

stocked, and even the good showers we liave Itad

appear to produce but little growth at present. A
constant succession of showers is required to make
these lands speedily fruitful. The com trade has been
somewhat active, but has again become slow and
heavy. A, S, A'.

nd Ribble Basins, vol. i., p. 88), given the composition
of 31 samples of effluent water taken at regular inter\-als

throughout an entire year as it flowed from the irrigated

meadows at Croydon ; on only one occasion was the

dition of the water unsatisfactory, and even then but

slightly so. We also analysed this water twice during

the severe frost last winter, when it might be expected

that the purifying action both of soil and plant would be
at its minimum ; but even under these unfavourable

circumstances the effluent water was perfectly satisfac-

tory, being much within the standards of purity suggested
in our first report. Only on two occasions were the

authorities connected with the irrigation aware that

samples were about to be taken.

"At Croydon, indeed, the conditions are very favourable

for the cleansing of the foul liquid ; the soil is very porous
and the raw sewage weak ; but at Norwood the conditions

are unfavourable ; the soil over the greater part of the

farm is a stiff clay and the raw sew.ige strong ; con-

sequently, as might have been expected, the effluent

water was not so completely purified as at Croydon. Yet
even here, and in its worst condition, it was much superior

to anytliing that has ever been achieved upon a working
scale by any other means. Here also 30 samples were
analysed, taken at regular intervals throughout a whole
year, and, except on one occasion, without any previous

notice to the manager.
" On the other hand, we have never taken a sample of

effluent sewage that had been subjected on a working
scale to any other cleansing process, which was not still

so highly charged with putrcscible animal matters as to

be utterly unfit for admission into running water.
" Irrigation is the only process of cleansing sewage which

has stood the test of experience, and unless it be exten-
sively adopted, there is but little hope of any substantial

improvement in our sewage-polluted rivers.

"Considered merely as a method of utilising the
valuable manuring substances which town sewage carries

with it, the contrast between the ' A. B. C and
irrigation processes is no less obvious. Thus the
first Table shows (col. 6) that at Norwood (where
the results are not complicated by the mixture of

unpolluted water with the effluent liquid) a proport

varying from less than three-quarters during autumn and
winter to nearly five-sixths diu-ing the growing
the total combined nitrogen of the sewage was extracted

atid utilised during irrigation ; while at Leamington the

proportion extracted by the "A. B. C process, taking

the average of the three experiments reported in the second
Table was not one-eighth ; and from the laboratory

experiment it appeared that no influence whatever was
exerted by the 'A. B. C process on the total combined
nitrogen, which is the characteristic manure ingredient of

sewage— the quantity in the original sewage being actually

increased in the effluent water by a portion of that present
in the added chemicals. In fact the 'A. B. C manure
is little more than the original suspended solid matter of
raw sewage, p^//s the insoluble materials added in the

*A. B. C mixture, ig-aoths of these being merely clay.

The suspended solid matters of sewage arrive at the works
after being roughly driven through the sewers of a town

—

every 10 cwt. of them carried along in 1000 tons of water,

—and it is not possible to imagine that they retain in them

tion, ought to be worth as much as one ton of Peruvin
guano, but for which not more than one shilling per ton
can be obtained from the farmers of the district.

"Contrast tliis with the efficiency of irrigation as a
utiliser of the manure ingredients of town sewage. All
these ingredients are in this case taken to the land ; and
three-fourths of them in winter, four-fifths or five-sixths of
them in summer, are left there for the use of growing
plants : the remainder being rendered harmless. These
manure materials are thus carried, distributed, and buried

;

and thus, without the costly labour of the dung cart,

manure distributor, or plough, they are brought to the
very roots they are to feed ; and the fertility they accord-
ingly produce is unexampled otherwise in English agri-
cultural experience. The process can be carried on
without offence to any but those who go close to the
tanks or channels ; and it can be conducted, as the
experience of many years at lidinburgh and Croydon
proves (see Report on Mersey and Ribble Basins, vol. i.,

p. go), without injury to health. We have therefore no
hesitation in recommending irrigation as the only plan of
dealing with the sewage difficulty at present known to us
which at once abates a nuisance and turns to profitable
account an otherwise valueless material."

Farm Memoranda.
Isle of Ely : yiify 2.—At length the weather has

Merse of Berwickshire : yn/y 4.—If gusty
winds are good for blooming Wheat, then are our
prospects good indeed. No doubt they will not fill up
blanks, but then "fine" weather puts everything
right. Snuffy heads have been very bad among Oats
these two past years (it is too early to speak for this

year), but we do not recollect seeing them among
Wheat until now. This immunity of Wheat we have
hitherto ascribed to the sulphate of copper with which
the seed is dressed, as a preventive of ball or bunt.
Early-sown Barley looks well, and Oats on rich land ;

all other sorts want rain very much. Rain we have
had to the depth of 3 inches since the beginning of the
Turnip season ; but, a few hours* wind, and all trace of
it is gone. This it is that has given the fly such a
vantage, and placed the general root crop of the country
in such a serious position ; for, if some of us are
foi'tunate enough to have a large portion of our braird
in comparative safety, it seems to be owing to our luck
in catching a .showery day or two just after braiixling.

Previous experience is confirmed—the first sowing of
Swedes is the best, if there be but two or three plants
left to the yard. The second sowings have just served
as fresh salad for the beetles. Many large fields show
nothing but dirt, especially where brilled up before
seed time ; and many a farm has not a Swede plant to
show. With one or two exceptional fields, hay is the
lightest crop seen for many years. Potatos are very
blanky, forming young tubers without having sent any
show aboveground. y. T.

Miscellaneous.
D.VMAGE TO Crops bv II.\ki;s.—Mr. Angas, of

Beeford Grange, having been urgently requested by
the committee of the Burlington Chamber of Agricul-
ture to give them the substance of his address, delivered
before the Beverley Chamber, said :

—" It has, on
several occasions, fallen to my lot to take cognisance
of the mischief caused by hares to growing crops of com
and Turnips ; and I can conscientiously affirm that the
awarded amount has always, in my opinion, fallen

short of what any disinterested and competent person
could pronounce the true one. Farmers do not like

to place the full extent before landlords, and they
admit this. Let anyone some evening in the middle of
June pass through a field of Wheat where hares
abound ; and let him observe how in five minutes
one hare will clip off twenty heads of Wheat to
obtain the small quantity of saccharine matter
above the top joint ; let him remember this
may be done, and is done, by any given quantity
of hares 20 times in a night, and 20 nights in the

broken, and the extreme drought"of the spriitg and 1

ripening season. Let him ascertain the multiple of
early summer has been followed by copious shower
which have fallen very partially. The electric display
of Thursday night the i6th ult., which appeared to be
more general, will not soon be forgotten. The effect

of the change upon vegetation has been marvellous.
Some of the corn which was short and seemed as if it

would have difficulty in shooting into ear at all, is

now well out, and much longer in the straw than was
thought possible before the rains came. The Wheat
crop varies considerably. There was a great loss of
plant in the late winter and early spring months, all over
the Fens. Some of these thin crops have improved
greatly, whilst others still continue very poor.
Perhaps we should not be far wrong if we were to take
these improved crops as about the average of the
whole. The uninjured and good crops, with the
poorest and worst, would together probably .about
equal these. Taking this view of it, we think Wheat
will require to ripen up kind and well in every respect
for it to produce an average yield, which we put at

4i quarters per acre. The Wheat has a very good ear,
which appears to be filling well ; the weather has
been favourable hitherto, and requires to be generally
fine, if we are to have the grain ripened to the
fullest perfection. Too mucli moisture might
occasion mildew, a disease to which thin crops
are always extremely liable, and from whicli in
nine years out of ten they suffer : and should
they be thus affected this season, the yield will be con-
siderably diminished. With everything favourable up

the first 20 ears, and then say if 'farmers over-estimate
;

'

if hares, as they overrun hundreds of English farms,
are not literally ' pestilence walking in darkness, and a
destruction wasting at noonday.' Of all the cants in
this canting world that to me is the most torment-
ing, which, in the face of absolute and demon-
strated proof, goes on quibbling and doubting and
misgiving, which advocates larger investments
of capital and bolder conceptions in culture ; and
becomes blind or apologetic when actual mischief is

brought to light ; and when a deficiency is pronounced
°f 33 quarters or 17 acres, exclaims, ' Farmers always
over-estimate their damage.' A member of Parlia-

ment, in writing the other day, said, ' There are many
sides to the question.' In reply, I stated my belief
that there were but two—the right and the wrong,
and that if the one was allowed to preponderate and
override the other, however Chambers of Agi-iculture
might oppose or stand neutral, Government would
inevitably interfere."

If we had had a Minister of Agriculture,
the reclamation of wastes or enclosure of commons
would have proceeded with more order ; earlier pro-

visions would have been made for the drainage of

settled estates ; but, above all, had there been such a

minister, it would have been impossible that in the last

twenty years manure sufficient to grow 400 million

quartern loaves could have been consigned to pollute

the rivers and waste in the sea. Such a minister, with

a few clerks, would have looked after these and other
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matters. He could also have inquired into the cattle

placue ; and he would long ago have organised an

agricultural census. His small yearly blue-boolc on

the state of agriculture would have let us know, step Dy

step, how far wc were right, or how much we could

rely upon ; and more than that, it would have enforced

on us our deficiencies. It is not an expensive adminis-

trative staff which necessarily follows from the estab-

lishment of a ministry,—it may be a small stall,—but

it is the constant and organised supervision, and the

adequate enforcement of responsibility, which does the

effective work. Food Jotiriml.

July \b.—Summer Meetings during the month,

more especially the Oxford meeting of the Royal

Agricultural Society, serve the twofold purpose ol a

holiday and practical education. And the latter is not

confined to implements and live stock, for the crops

Aon" the various railways leading to Oxford and other

placis afford this year more than an ordinary

amount of educational information. It is, in short,

the best education farmers' sons and daughters can

get ; for besides what they see and hear at the time,

it turns the mind, on their return home, out of the

antiquated path of the past into a new channel
;
thus,

like the straightening of a river, giving greater force to

the current of thought.
,

Labourers' Holidays.—1\i^ growing practice of send-

ing farm labourers to their respective county meetings,

and to the meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, when within reach, is attended with the

best results. No class stands more in need of practical

education of this kind, for when confined at home for

life they are apt to treat the introduction of improve-

ments by their employers as an innovation of their

own rights, and to carry them out accordingly with

an unwilling hand and unfriendly spirit ;
whereas

when they see the competition at these meetings, they

are able to appreciate their practical worth often belter

than their employers—consequently they return home

big with a spirit of enterprise, anxious for an oppor-

tunity to show what they themselves can do. We do

not approve of sending farm-servants to learn the

catch-penny extravagance too common in all our large

towns ; but a farmer cannot invest his capital better

than by giving his labourers a holiday at our agri-

cultural shows, ploughing matches, &c.

Kye-grass seeds are generally harvested about this

time. In the northern counties, where a fourth or fifth

part of the farm is annually sown with Rye-grass,

most farmers grow their own seed. Like Wheat, the

crop is cut a little before it is dead ripe, and it is

belter to cut rather green than otherwise, for when

too ripe the best seed is lost in the harvesting. It is

generally bound in sheaves, when newly cut, and stooked

and stacked the same as Oats and Wheat. It requires

to be thoroughly dry in the stook, in order to prevent

heating in the stack, to which it is very liable. Fanners

who allow their land to lie two years in grass, as in the

five-course shift—(i) Turnips, (2) Barley), (3 and 4)

gr.iss, (5) Oats—require to be very careful, so as to

avoid sowing annual Rye-grass. For this purpose

they frequently grow their seed from the second year s

grass. To avoid heating some thresh out the seed in

the field as soon as the threshed hay is fit for the

" trampcock," and then spread the seed thinly over

the granary, turning it frequently until thoroughly dry.

Others thresh out what seed they require with flails, m
the field, during the ordinary operation of haymaking,

the hay from the temporary threshing floor being built

into trampcocks. This practice, however, is not

generally commended, for two reasons,— (1), either

the grass is too ripe before it is cut, or else there is

much inferior light seed in the sample, whilst the seed

is liable to injury in the granary ; (2), the threshing

breaks and injures the hay. Some farms produce a

finer sample of Rye-grass than others, and therefore it

is common for the occupiers of such farms to grow for

market, and for those farmers whose seed degenerates

in quality to bespeak at this season as much as will

give them a change.

Turnip seed is generally ready for harvesting this

month. It should always be cut with a sharp reaping-

hook. Some leave it in small loose parcels, and when

ready for the threshing-floor, thresh out with the flail,

the threshing-floor (a few boards nailed together in

in the form of a door) being placed on canvas to save

the seed. Small quantities are often threshed cut with

a rod ; others tie up the crop in small sheaves as fast

as cut, stack and thatch immediately. In stacking,

the bottom sheaves are placed upon their butt-ends

erect, the others are then laid slanting over them, the

butts outward, and as loose as possible. If the stack

is of any considerable size, there should be a tripod of

three poles in the middle to prevent it settling d

before the straw and seed are thoroughly dr>', so :

obviate mouldiness and insects. Threshed seed in the

granary is also liable to be eaten with insects, and

therefore it should be frequently examined. Some

fumigate with weak fumes of sulphur or pyrolignic

acid, others mix a small quantity of soot with the seed,

to prevent the ravages of insects. Small quantities are

hung up in bags in the kitchen chimney, and when

sufliciently smoked to prevent insects touchmg the

seed, the seed bags are then removed, and hung up in

„ dry place until seed time. In each of these plans

the necessary care requires to be taken, so as not to

injure the vegetative powers of the seed, otherwise it

will braird weakly and unequally. In some of our

great stock-breeding and fattening districts, where

Turnip husbandry is the soul of fanning, very great

attention is paid to the harvesting and procuring of

Turnip seed.

Corn Hanrst commenced last week with the cutting

of Oats. We never saw this crop so unequal, and care

requires to be taken to prevent it becoming too ripe,

as a single day makes a great difl'erence. \V. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

To Improve Grass Lands : J. F. M. says ;
" \Vc have

a pasture of about i acre, or less, which is divided

into two parts bv a fence, so as to afford a change of

feed for two Alde'rnev cows ;
but apart from the supply

of fodder this affords, they have oilcake, hay, i:c.

Originally this pasture was a lawn belongmg to a

residence ; so that it was closely mown during the

growing season. The soil is a sandy loam, and the

situation somewhat elevated, so that the drainage is

eood, and there is every faciUty for giving it plenty of

water during drv weather. Now, we arc anxious to

improve this pasture, so as to obtain from it as much

pure feed as possible, and that of a luxuriant growth—

for at present it abounds with weeds that have outgrown

the grass in many spots of it. We should be thankful

for any advice as to the best means of changing its

present condition into a state of fertility." [To get rid ot

weeds, and promote the growth of grass, give repeated

dressings of i cwt. of sulphate of ammonia, and 3 cwt.

of Peruvian guano per acre, in wet weather, during

spring.]

same as last week ; trade is more active, and prices are

rather better. Choicest Lambs are in demand, but

inferior are still with difficulty disposed of. The Calf

trade has improved. Our foreign supply consists of 331

Beasts, 3640 Sheep, 442 Calves, and no Pigs.

Best Scots, Hcre-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

.d.

2-5 6

Best Long-wools.

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pig

s. d

Slnrhcts.
HOPS.

Borough Market, July 13.

The favourable accounts received from the Hop planta-

tions continue to exercise an influence upon the market,

and prices are very weak. Brewers arc well supplied, and

will not resume operations until the effect of the new

yield upon prices has been ascertained. Scarcely any

business is passing, therefore, .and our quotations arc

nominal :-Mid and East Rents, ;t7 to ^12 ;
Wi-aldol

Rents, £(, to ^8 ; Sussex, ^5 5^- to ;^6 61. ; \ cartings

ENGLISH WOOL.
Pricks OF ENr.i.isH Wool. Per lb.- j. d.

.n lioggcts I 'Fl-EECliS— .- --

Half-bred ditto ..

Kent Fleeces .

.

Southdown ewes and
Leicester ditto

Sorts—Clothing
CombinK

Prime Me.adowHayiioi.!
Inferior do 90
New Hay .. ..9°
Inferior do 70

Straw 24

Ccmuerland
Sup. Meadow Hay 1181.

Inferior do 105

HA v.—per Loadof^b Trusses.

Thursday, July 13.

«. : Clover, old .

.

Beasts, 1127 i Sheep and Lambs, 15,670 ; Calves, 600 ;
Pig5,i30.

MARK LANE.
Mo.NDAV, July II.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat to

this morning's market, which was sold at the extreme

prices of this day se'nnight. The attendance was fair,

and with a moderate demand for foreign factors were in

some instances enabled to obtain an advance of \s. per

or. upon Russian and American. Barley was bd per qr.

dearer. Beans and Peas fully as dear. The Oat trade

was firm, at an advance of bd. to IJ. per qr. Barrel

Flour brought bd. more money.

Price per impekial Quarter. '». s-' \s- '
Vheat Esse.v, Kent, Suffolk. While 47—53 Red 45-53
_ — fine selected runs., do. 150-57 Red 4»—55

_ — Talavera I51—^o,

_ — Norfolk — jR" —
_ — Foreign 42—60.

|

AKLEV grind.&dist.,2&lt0 3Ol..Chev. 39—42 M.nlting ..

— Foreign . . grinding and distilling
.
22—30 Malimg .

.

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ',"-=<' ,

— Scotch and Lincolnshu-e. .Potato 24-26 Feed

— Irish Potato '23-25 Feed ....

Foreign Poland and Brew 25 -27 t- eed

Ryj 7 I32—36 Foreign ..

RvE-MEAL, Foreign ••I
Beans, Mazagan....34i. to 431. ..Tick 34 -46 Harrow ..

_ Pigeon ....40!. to 55I.--Winds - Longpod.

_ Foreign Small 41-43 I'SYP"^"

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 34—38 Suffolk .

— Maple, 33i. 10401 Grey 32-35 Foreign .

Maize..:. |

— Foreign.

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack, 39—47
_ 2ddillo ditto 29-41 Country.. ;

— Foreign per barrell24—27 Per sack., i- j-

Wednesdav, July 13.

The supply of English Wheat on sale here to-day was

small but fully equal to the demand. Millers acted very

cautiously and for immediafe consumption only, but

there was no disposition on the part of factors to accept

lower rates. The more pacific appearance of Continental

politics holds out the hope that our import tr.ade will not

be interrupted, and an important feature has accordingly

been removed from the market. Foreign Wheat changed

hands to a fair extent on former terms. Barley was more

lauircd after, and both grinding and distilling sorts ruled

steady in value. Malt was dull at nominal currencies

There was a fair demand for Oats, which sold at the full

rates of Monday last. Beans and Peas were he d at

extreme rates. The Flour trade was inanimate ;
town-

made Flour was unaltered, but foreign and country marks

were drooping m value.

Arrivals of Grain, Sic, into London bv Water Carriage.

30—40

34—46

1-40
37—40
33—37

Inferior do. .. 90
Charles James Easton.

IT, Thursday, July 13.

I

Infenor Clover ..lioj.toi2c

Prime 2d cut do. . .
—

New do.

Superior Clover ..130 146

WlllTECHAPEL,

Fine Meadow Hay 11

Inferior do I<

Prime New H.iy . . <

Joshua Baker-

Thursday, July 13.

Prime old Clover. .135J. toi47^

Inferior do. do. ..105 115

Prime 2d cut do. ..130 140

(New Clover.. ..115 "<>
' Inferior do 90 105

English &
Scotch.

Foreign .

Wheat.
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BY H. M. EOYAL 'f/^i^''-'^^^^ '^ LETTEES PATENT,

WEEKS'S
PATENT DUPLEX COMPENSATING UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER.

IS INDESTRUCTIBLE.

IS GUARANTEED FOR PERFECT

SAFETY.

CAN BE EASILY CLEANED OUT.

TEN YEARS GUARANTEE GIVEN.

EITHER HALF MAY BE WORKED

SEPARATELY.

NO OTHER BOILER

OFFERS THESE ADVANTAGES.

WEEKS'S PATENT DUPLEX BOILER

Is the ONLY ONE to which a FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE was AWARDED at the July, 1870,

EXHIBITION of the ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK, LONDON.

WEEKS'S PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER

Will be EXHIBITED in the HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT of the FORTHCOMING

OXFORD SHOW, July iS, 1870.

WEEKS'S "BOOK OF DESIGNS" (12TH EDITION)

Post Free on a^jplication.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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Caution to Gardeners.—Wlen you aslc for

SAYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES,

Observe the mark SAYNOR, all

Warranted, without which none :

at you get them
Corporate Mark, Obtain

,nd others, but art

genuine one. and which has caused
hem of Knives which were not of

their" make" all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
S. & C's PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works. Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

F
Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

RABY AND CO. having laid down more
ensive and Improved Machinery on their Dept ford premises

prepared to supply VVROUGHT-IkON TANKS,

iscd Iron, and other of Er.\by's

Fitzroy Works, Euston Road,

;s packed one in another to save

CQttam's Iron HurdleB, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COITAM AND CO., Iron
Works, 2. Winsley Street. O.xford Street. London, \V.

UNITED

GREEN'S
PATENT SILENS MESSOR,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING
AND COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THOMAS GREEN and SON would not again have

referred to the Archimedean Lawn Mower, but seeing the

Editorial remarks following the letter signed
"

' D. T. Fish
*'

in the Gardeucrs Ckronrcle iox ]^x\y 2, at page 894, they

are induced to do so for several reasons.

ist, The Editors claim for the Archimedean that it is

the best "for amateurs, for small gardens, for uneven

ground, for rough grass, for steep banks, ike." We take

it, and believe that we shall be borne out by every prac-

tical Gardener, that the best Lawn Mower is the one that

produces the best results with the least labour.

2d, They say that the Archimedean is the quickest,

through no time being lost in stopping to empty the

grass-box, which is known by practitioners—w'hen the

grass is at all thick—to be a somewhat tedious operation.

Then they go on to say ; — " To the scattering of the grass,

instead of gathering it up, there is decidedly some objec-

tion, but where, as it is recommended, the lawn is cut

regularly once a week, as it should be, the objection is

very trivial ; and in the other cases the time saved in the

cutting compensates for the loss in having it swept up, if

found desirable."

To the above remarks we make the undeniable assertion,

that we can Mow and Collect with greater ease, either

thick or short grass, and in less time than it can be swept

up after it has been cut with the Archimedean Lawn
Mower.

Either the Editors or we are at fault with regard to the

merits of Lawn Mowers. We have offered and are still

willing to have our Machines publiciy tested again by

competent judges, and if they do not bear out our state-

ment, then the Editors' opinions will have proved to be

correct ; but if, on the contrary, our assertions are borne

out by practical results, they must admit their error.

Cof>y ofUtltt vedftOM the Cotutcil «f the Royal Horticultural
Society, South Kensington.—May 28, 1870.

" r.ENTLEMEN,—I am directed by the Council to inform j;ou that

our I-aun Mowint; machines have been in constant use in their
.__!— -. c_...u i.*'„_..^„gjo„^ during the last 10 years, and that ihcv

greatest satisfaction, doing their work cxccl-
t South Kei

^-avs given the gre;

nd with so much

bemj^alioflron" jfn.c r 1

Prospectuses free oi C' 1 I i U
Street (opposite the Panthcun), U\tijrd bULct London W ,

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
Stable Fittmgsjust secured by Patent.

Iron ^\ orks, 2, Wmsley.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
A M E S P H I L L I P S and CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

HAND MACHINE.
£7To cut 10 inches £s ^'^ o

i

'^"'^ "^"^ ^^ '"'^'"

,, 12 ,. 4 10 o
! ,, 20 ., 800

[Suitablefor a Lady,
j

^^ 8 10 o
To cut 14 inches j^s 10 o " 21 " 000

., 16 ., 6 10 o ' ^4 • y

[SuiiabkM One Person.
1

[Suitablefor Two Persons.

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines, in-

cluding Patent Self or Side Delivery Box
;

Cross

Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to ordmary

Chaise Traces or Gig Harness :

—

Donkey and Pony
Machines.

To cut 26 inches £1-^ o <

I Horse Macliines.

To cut 30 inches ^21 o

,, 36 ,, 24 o
! ,, 42 ,, 27 o

,
, 43 .. 30 o

Leather Boots for Donkey, Leather Boots for Horse,

iSs. ; ditto for Pony, 22s. I 26s.

The above Prices include Free Delivery to ail the

principal Pail-way Stations and Shipping Ports in

Bngland, ScQtland, and Ireland.

ked by a Donkey, the) and 28 i

i by a Poi

'
"luhoul'

: spiri!

running away or in any way damaging

, {over
biing

the Machine,

Poth the Horscj Tony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess {1

Agents
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genui

PAINTS of various colou

SHEET and ROUGH
BRITISH PLATE, PA I

SHEET, H<lRTIClil I

for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT

WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

'9>y:

all other makers) the advantage of self-shari _

steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by luiuiiii^ uui,:

way round, the cyMnder can be reversed again and again, bringing the

bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, when the Machine
will cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the cylinder can
be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes.

Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not

approved of can be retumed at once unconditionally.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
Smithfteld Ironworks, Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Blaobfriars

Road, London, S,E«

N.B.— REPAIRS
Establishpient in the r

anpliance of Sleam-poi 1 Machinery s

ving every I

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Imorovemcnts recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advaniriges possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The annually incrcasin;,' Sale fonns the most convincing testimony

how much these advantai;cs have been appreciated.
' Shanks & Son beg" — -' *-

Exh
all the

of Lawn Mowers at the'l'aris Exhibition, .they arc the only
ry awarded a Medal, The Silver Medal then

arded is the highest Prizt

I whom the Jun
' given at any Exhibition for Lawn

Steel on both Sides of each Blade, so that when the Culler becomes
blunt by running one way, it can be reversed, thus bringing the oppo-
site or sharp edge of the Cutter to act against the Sole-Plate. In
addition to this, A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Machine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reser\-e at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, the

Elate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the
ont. It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables the

cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machines, where the
single-eogcd Sole-platc must be entirely renewed when the edge is

A Wind-Guard has also been introduced to prevent the Mown Grass
being blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind.
There is no ribbing with these Machines. The Lawn when mown

has a most beautiful appearance, being as smooth as a piece of velvet.

Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not
approved of can be at once returned.

Illustrated Circulars, with fuU^ariiculars, sent free on application.

A. SH.A,NKS AND SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and
27, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.C.

S^ A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at

37, Leadcnhall Street,

W

awarded. By simply
can at once be adapti

bage, Cauliflowers, j.^ '

Sainfoin, Mangel Wurz<:l,

Flax, and Carrot Seeds. Jt is an inva

implement for a Market Gardener, and
who possess a Kitchen
Garden ; and for the Farm it

will be found useful for

the purpose of tilling up the
places where the horse-drill

Full di

each Drill,

stamps
made i-.
LE BUtT, Patent.
Manufacturer of thi

Drill will he
nearest station should

MO U L E S
P-A-TENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
Fiom Mr. W, Gilbert,

Laivford Street, Rugpy.
' I am perfectly ! ished

great difficulty—the
- " • ".arth—toupply of Dried Earth—tc

any trouble of artificial

drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a

couple of spadesful put into
a bucketful of water), and

"W, GILBERT.
"January, 187a"

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained at 29, Bedford

Kosber's Garden Edging Tilea.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made i

t-Mcta!lic Ware. Tcrrn-Cntta, Stoneware, and Redw
of grent durability. The plainer aorta arc
especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
tliL-y harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

mom, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much chc.-iper.

GAKDErf VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
nuch variety of design.

i^Kj^n L..., ..»a"".—"— -., - Pper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S.E.

i Road West. Chelsea, S.W,; Kingsland Road^ Kingsland,N.E.

Illustrated Pr
a, S.W,; Kingsland Road, Kingsland,

s free by post The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

ment, with prices, forwarded for selection

WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls ol Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks

of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copmgs,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14s. per Ton, is. nd. per Bushel; as. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Raifwny or Wharf. (Quantities

of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Ion more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Fcmeriea. KENT
PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

U.B. Orders pr omptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

A liberal discount to the Trade.
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HAW'S TIFFAN
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Trice List, which gives the size of every class of Wat,

forwarded post frre on appHcaiion. , . , ,

JAS. T. AN1)KKS(.>N, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, for Preserving Seed
Hcds, Friiit, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., and

as .1 Fence for Fowls, &c One yard wide, id. ; two yards, zd. ; three

yards, -vi. ; and four yards, 41! per yard in any quantity. Maybe had of

CIIAS WRIGirr AND COj William Street, Newark-on-Trent,

or their Atjcnts, Messrs. HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden Market,

London. W.C.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

3rf. per yard,
-"" " —._ ...:j- ^v a a

purposes,
wide, IJ. per yaru ; ,,

\aTON and DELLER, 6 & 7. Crooked Lane. London Bridge.E.C-

/^ ARDEN NETTING (at Reduced Price), for the

VT Protection of newly-sown Seeds from Frost, Blight, and Birds ;

also as a Fence for Poultry, Rabbits, and Sheep, id. per square yard,

carriage free, in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 yards. „ ,. „
SCRIM CAN VAS,for Wall Fruit, Greenhouse Shades, Tulip Covers.

HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS, sample of material

free on application. RICK COVERS, New antf Second-hand, with

Poles, complete. Be particular

—

FREDERICK EDGINGTON and CO., Marquee, Tent, Flag, and
Rick Cloth Manufacturers, 60 and 62, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Maie^y the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crystal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kcw ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society. &c.

•me "best Shading is •' Frigi Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made orprepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Hftticultural and Floricultural

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. 9<f. per yard run.

Four yards wide y. od. per yard.
e, 2 ya •

i-ide, 70 yards long, sld., 6ld., jld., jld.

and 81d, per yara.
Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, &ld. and Sid. per yard;

id. extra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,

7, Great Trinity Lane. Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all N
n and Seedsmen throughout the Kin^di

—

THE PATENT "TERMINAL SA
is tiiiw at work ill liundreds of places in a!

lluslnncJ Cii.ul:.rs, containing Opinions of the Tress, Testi
nials, ic.

,
post free.

}. IRELAND, Edward Street. Uroncltlon Lane. Manchester.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4fL Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed.. £0 s o

„ „ Primed and Glazed with lO oz.

Sheet o II

portable Box, not

our coats, and
Fainted

.

Fainted foul

Handles on
Packed and

Railway vai

Deliv

6 ft. by 8 ft. , Double Lights, do.
_

Finsbur>' Steam Joinery Works, i

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, Sia,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLE.XIBLE and 1E.VKLE3S

PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the Immense number

ol APPARATUS annually Dejigncd and Erected by him in

>U parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensinclon and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of dejign, superior materials, and good workman-

ship J while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of as pet cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints :
easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day: and pcrfectncss of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN er COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates for%varded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E,, Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-wflter

Apparatus Mantjfacturet, and Horticultural EuiHcrj

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, 3 E.

Park Street. Southwark. London. S.E.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the countrj-, for Warming Grcen-
i, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

ind Estimates on

.

;,35, King Street,
Manufactory, 6, B.inkside. Sou'

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
and CONNECTIONS, with liOILERS, of every make, free

u any station in England, for cash with order j or they allow a hberal
iscount for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,

OT-WATER APPARATUS
ed Complete, or the Materials supphcd for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubtdar Boiler.

HOT-WATER PIPES atwhole-

ices ; Elbows, T - Pieces,
s, rind every Other connec-

' CONICAL,
ers. from 245. each

Imi.i.'.t'l ;n.<i t\tr.i vlruriL; LAVl-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water Bars, from 525. 6d. each.

C-VST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brick\vork, fr^m 6ar._each^

Portable Boiler.
"" "

WORK of
INDIA-RUBBER

Sockets require no other oacking
and arc perfectly watcr-tignt.
Goods, of the very best manu

facture. delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

GrouiidStreet,London,S.E. (Surr

_ side Blackfriars Bridge)^Price L^ t on app

Beard's Patent Non-conducting and Ventilating
Metallic Glass Houses.

\ :
!..[, 1 Works, l;ury St, F.liiinnd's.

Sho
: the Grand Manchester Horticultural

The I hrce First-class Certificates at the Roj-al Horticultural Show,
Bury St, Edmund's, 1867, viz. :—One Prize tor Patent Glazing with-
riilty; Une Prize for Best S>'stcm of Patent Ventilation; One

/e for S., !'. & Co.'s Improved Flower Stands.
'hcse much-approved Patent Systems of Glazing and Ventilation are
3 cxtcnaivcly adapted for all Agricultural Buildings, Public HaJls,
urchcB, I-'actoriea, Railway Stations, &&, fi(C.

>ull particulars and Prices of the Patent Houses, glazed with
oz. sKcet Clans from 15. ad. per foot super and upwards ; aa also

Illustrated Catalogues for 12 postage stamps: may he obtained on
application to CHARLES BEARD, Victoria Horticultural Works,

. wood, may be had
, Ed-nund's

G S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading

1 Hy, and other Blight:
of from

to the gallon of soft wa
of from 4 to 16 ounct
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Mifrni-
candle company

fiud.
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

New Work by Sir Jolin Lubbock, Bart., M.P.
In 8vo., with 25 Woodcut Ilhistr.itions, price i6j. cl'ith,

THE ORIGIN of CIVILISATION and the
PRIMITIVE CONDITION of MAN ; Mental and Social

Condition of Savages. _By Sir John Luudock, Bart., M.P., F.R.S.,
Author of Prt

London: I.i'i' ) CO., Paten r Row, E.C.

O
In cro\^ n i;.

,

-. 1; li I I n \\'ood Engravings, price 81. 6d.,

NtheMWI I .\' 1
I RE of BEETROOT SUGAR

in ENiU -Wl'.in.l lUlvl .\ND. By WiLLiAM Cr00KES,F.R.S.,

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" OfRce,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Au thor. ^^
RecenTWorks by B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

" Mr. Williams is known throughout the world as one of the ablest

of English cultivators of Orchids, and is one of the most frank and
genial of advisers, whether the merest novice or the most experienced

adept take counsel of him."—Gardeturs' Magazine.

Third Edition, revised and enlarged, post %vo, price 5s., post free,

5i. 5rf. ; interleaved copies, post free, 6s. (3d.,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.
•'The'only work of the kind worth a place in the culliyatori'

library."

—

Gaideners' Magazine.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 5s. ; post free, 55. 5<i.,

SELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS,
BRITISH and EXOTIC.

" We have no hesitation in stating that this is the best garden work
on Exotic Ferns which has yet appeared. "—(7ani<r«£ri' Chronicle.
" An excellent, practical, and handy treatise on Garden Ferns, well

supplying a want which has long been Cell."—Florist and Fomologist.

Post 8vo, price 5s. ; post free, 5*. Srf.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of looo

species and varieties, accompanied by instructions for their cuttiva*

tion and general management,
" This neat and handy volume will supply a real want. We give it

a hearty welcome,"

—

Gardnters' ChrmiicU.

In the Press, post 8vo, price 51. ; post tree, $s. srf.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FOLIAGE
PLANTS, with instructions^ for their cultivation and general

ng the Second Voluir

and also by all Nur?^ 1 and Bookscllei

TOR SALE, the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
from J ULV, 1864, to J ULV, i37a No liberal offer refused.

F. G. B., Post Oflke, Biggleswade.

Sauce.—Lea & Perrlns'.

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E."
pronounced by connoisseurs "the onlv good Sauce," improves

the appcl te a da is d ge on U ' ailed f pquan y and flavour^ A kfo If- —

'

'^""

^¥ ANn RT ^CK>\FIT London and sod by aH

London Agents: W. Best & Sons, Henrietta Street, Cavendish
Square, W.

.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion; and the best mild aperient

for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London:
and of all Chemists throughout the Worid. _____

C10RNS and BUNIONS.—A Gentleman, many years
-* tormented with Corns, will be happy to afford others the infor-

mation by which he obtained their com_plete fcmoval^ in a short per'Ot|j

clop to F. KINt.STON, Esq., Ware, Herts.

I I'LEXION. —GODFREY'S
1 l.dWERS has long been known for

1^, unprovitig, and prcservipg the Skin,

.!..'!«.:^r^ments pro.j.irP-l bv suddc^

w [. DILLISTONE
HORTICULTllRAl. AUCTIONEER and VALUER,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

N URSERY TO BE LET. situated in Bedfordshire.

No opposition for ii miles. Avcmge trade, ijSoo. Well stocked

To Market Gardeners a^d Florists.

TO be' let, an excellent GARDEN, with good
vinery, Forciiic Houses, &c,, well adapted for Gardening pur-

poses; also 3 ACRES of good GRASS LAND.
, Mil ; Lane, City, E.C.

To Florists, Builders, or Otters.

THE LE.VSE of FIFTY-O.NE YE.ARS, at a nominal
ground rent of only jCa &.. of a good DWEI.LING-HUUSE

and GRtU'ND ; frontage to tlic high London road, Io8 feet by a deptll

of 157 feet. To be Sold for £600, or would be Let on Lease at £,^^ rent.

Apply. OWNER, 11, Paulton's Square, Chelsea, S.W. j ot, to

Mr. 11. NflRRlS, Tooting. .S.W., near the property.

To Florists, Nurserymen, and Gardeners.

TO BE LET, on Lease, a first-class FLORIST'S in

the West End, with large and handsome Shop and Conservatory,

and every coavctlicncc for earryiiig on a large business in Plants, Cut
Flowers, Birds, Seeds, and Miscellaneous Horticultural Goods. The
above is a bona fide concern, and to be had on very advantageous
terms. Proprietor leavinL' at Michaelmas next, having taken a farm
in the country. For further particulars address,

It n., Mr. Samuels, 26, Westbourne Grove, W.

A Lease to be Sold or Let.

To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN, and MARKET
GARDENERS.

To BE DISPOSED OF, an EXTENSIVE and OLD
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS, which has been carried on with

success by the present prnprietnr since 1S27, and who now wishes to

retir,. fr. .in lli.- ..ir.i,. Tl.c .-state is the best in Exeter, beautifully

good DwelHng House,

iiinerland a»i pitt MuetrZi £jttl«ri
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CARSON'S Original Anti-Corrosion Paint.

PATRONISED BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT,

|
THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS,

]
RAILWAY and CANAL COMPANIES,

THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT,
| 7000 of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,

|
COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS, &c., &c.

It is extensively used at Home and Abroad for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,
lEON, WOOD, BEICK, STONE, COMPO.

Per Cwt.
WHITE
LIGHT STONE
BATH DO
CREAM COLOUR >30s
LIGHT PORTLAND STONE
DRAB OR PORTLAND DO
BUFF FOR STABLES
OAK COLOU R
LEAD COLOUR
BRIGHT RED
DARK. DO

Cwt.
TRADE MARK.

26s.

CHOCOLATE COLOUR
PURPLE BROWN
BLACK
BRONZE GREEN }
LIGHT LEAD 28s.
INVISIBLE GREEN 36s.
BRIGHT GREEN \

MEDIUM GREEN
DEEP GREEN
BLUE

V26s.

43s.

3 CWT. Free to .iny Station or Port in llic Ujiited Kingdom. CAUTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, without which none are genuine.

PRICES, TESTIMONIALS, AND PATTERN CARDS, POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PREPARED OIL MIXTURE FOR THE ANTI-CORROSION.

OILS, TURPENTINE, AND BRUSHES. VARNISHES, BOTH FOR OUTSIDE AND INSIDE PURPOSES.

UARCHIMEDEAN" LAAVN MOAVER.
The " ARCIilMlCDKAX" is the only Lawn Mo\^cr

that cuts wet or long grass without clogging,
lluis enabling the man to work it in the ntorning or cool

of the day, instead of waiting for the grass to dry, and

toihng under the heat of a mid-day sun. It is extremely

easy to work, and will preser\'e its perfect cut whilst

traversing mounds or sloping banks.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN "
is admitted to be the best

Machine ever brought out for the purpose, because it is

durable, simple, and performs its work better and with

less than half the power required for any other Lawn

Mowers, and will do double the amount of work.

The "ARCHIMEDEAN" leaves the cuttings in

small particles, evenly scattered, never looking untidy,

serving as a mulch to protect the roots from heat and

drought.

The Mower is warranted to give ample satisfaction,

but if not approved of may be returned within a month

and exchanged for a machine by any other maker, or the

amount will be refunded.

No ClIAKGE FOR PACKING CA.5ES, whlch are most

convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

The Edituk oflhc " Filld," August 21, 1869.

"We have tried it carefully against Machines by two

of the best English makers, and have no hesitation in,

recommending it to our readers as being by far more
eisily worked than either of them, and at the same time

lea\mg the turf with a beautifully even and close cut."

FicmK r

X. cmcic

*' November 11, 1861

iw had your ' Arcliimedean ' Lawn Mo
ilhout licsilation 1 can truly say it is

mcnt of the kind we have ever used."

LIST OF PRICES.

i-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy . . £4 5

14-inch, suitable for One Person

16-inch, suitable for One Person

£5 10

£6 10

Delivered Carriage Free to all Railway
Stations in the United Kingdom.

rrom Mr GtORCE WvNESS, Royal Gardetts, Buckitigham Palace.

"September 13, i86g.

( cntlemen —I bep to say that we have had your Patent

\ 1 I Lawn Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at

I I 1 lace for some time past, and I have much pleasure in

1 1 t It has given every satisfaction, as it docs its work well

Ftjtn th* Rev. Edward Owen. Tlie Lod^e, Bradwell-juxla-Mare,
Maldon.

"May 10, 187a
" Gentlemen,—I am happy to say that the 'Archimedean' gives us

great satisfaction; It is by far the best machine I have seen. My
t,'ardcner, who, like myself, was afraid of it at first, is now delighted

with it."

From Colonel Fokbes, The Holmtt, St. Saswells, KB.
"June It, 1870.

"Gentlemen,—I beg to cncloae cheque (,C6 101.) in payment of the
Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and have great pleasure in bearing

testimony to its high merit."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
since the introduction of the ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER into this countrj-, it has met with a success th.it has suiTirised even the Manufactiu-ers, confident as

they were of its merits. During this, its first season, a larger number luis been already sold than most ofthe English manufacturers sell in a whole year.

pretended that every purchaser thinks as highly of the Machine as do the high .authoritif

condemning the most useful inventions. The Advertisers, however, feel great gratiScatio

been returned out of the very large number sold. This unprecedented success has, of cc

naturally annoyed that a stranger should in so short a time upset the whole trade. One
violent attack on the " Archimedean "—thus tacitly .admitting that the New Lawn Mowe
account of a so-called "interesting trial of Lawn Mowers," the result of which was, of c

" Archimedean " were not only ?wt present, but knew notliing of this " trial " (?) till they s

of attacking a successful opponent in business, however " interesting," has neither the advantage of i

liave adjudicated publicly between two rival machines when BOTH were exhibited by one competitor.

It is preferred to leave the merits of the ARCHIMEDE.AN with the Public, to whom is offered a month's trial with each Machine, in order that its advantages may be

fairly tested in working. This must be much more satisfactory to intending purchasers than any other plan for testing the invention, and is the best reply to the unscrupulous

attacks of persons interested in the sale of other m.achines, whether made openly by manufacturers, or by their friends under the guise of disinterested advice to the Public.

Continued use will but confirm the good opinion generally held of the ARCHIMEDEAN L.AWN MOWER.

The ARCHIMEDEAN will be EXHIBITED at the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, OXFORD, STAND No. 79.

quoted in the Circular
;
prejudice or clumsiness on the part of working men sometimes

1 stating that, although a tri.al is allowed with every Machine, very few indeed have
e, materially affected the manufacturers of other machines, and some of them are
m in particular, modestly premising that its machines are the best, has published a
its most fornudable opponent. The same firm, in another advertisement, gives an
se, in favour of their own Machine. Considering that. the Manufacturers of the
it announced in the advertisement, the interest is rather on one side. This method

iginahty nor the merit of fairness. A jury of gentlemen should hardly

Illustrated Catalogues and Testimonials Post Free on application.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AGENTS,

WALTER CARSON and SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

dilorial Communicalioiu should bf addressed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Pnblisher," at the Office, 41, WellinRton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
rinted by William Richards, at the Oltice of Messrs. Ukaddubv, Kvans & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of VVhitefriars, City of London, in the Co. Of Middlesex, and Published by the said VVU.I.11M

\RDS, at the ODice, No. 41, Wollington Street, Parish of SL Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SAturdat, July 16, 187a
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LEE and BLACK.HE,\TH HORTICULTUR.AL
SOCIETY.—The FIRST SHOW of the season will be held in

lllackhealh Park, on WF.IlNKSnAY and THURSDAY, July J? and
28. Schedules, Forms, and all particulars may be obtained on appli-

cation to the Secretary, SAMUEL BADMAN, Eltham Road Nursery,
Lee, S. E. ^^
W^ARRINGTON FLOR.AL, HORTICULTURAI,,

and POULTRY SHOW.-The EXHIBITION of PLANTS,
FLOWERS, FRUIT. &c.. will be held in WARRINGTON, on
TUF.SDAY and WEDNESDAY. August 16 and 17. when upwards of
THREE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS will be awarded in

PRIZES.
CLASSES OPEN TO GENERAL COMPETITION.

Extra Class.—10 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in flower, 1st Priie, C"'t
2d,/6:3d,;£3

8 New or Rare Plants, ist. £4 ; 2d, £2.

CUT FLOWERS.
36 Roses, 1st Prize, i;2 ; 2d, £r. | 18 Dahlia

- Trr
,C^:^i,Ct-

Extra Class—For the best f

four of which may be t .11 1 1 ^Kcr t.'iip. value £
money if preferred, on s 1

. ic-nall. Esq., W;
Hall, Warrington : 2(1, i i ,

,i,^ 1 1 t.v the Society).

PRIZES GIVEN BV Tin- L.\i.lh5 cir U ARRINGTON.
Group of Natural Flowers, in vase or ornamental stand, for centi

,l£.2|2d,_£,;3d.

; 3tl, s«.

;' walk of the Railway

No
- 'ill be provided, but Tents may be hired at reasonable
charges. Applications for space to be made to the Secretary on or
before July 25. and from whom Prize Lists, Entry Forms, and all other
information may be obtained. ENTRIES for PLANTS. &c., close on
AUGUST 8. CHAS. LAYLAND, Secretary.
Morris Brook, Warrington.

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.
QUTTON AND SON'S i-.m now sup|ily New Seed of
^-J the following, saved frtpiii thL- rim-.t strains in the country- :

—

JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA as. M. per packet.
INGRAM'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, I>, 6,i. and 2t. &<. „
THOMSON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, IS. M. and 2!. 6d. ,,

FINEST CHOICE CINERARIA, ir. 6J. and 2«. M. per packet.
FINEST CHOICE PRIMULA. 11. M. and at. M. per packet.

And other FLOWER SEEDS, for present sowing.
^SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

N
diver
y,froi

EW CHILIAN MIMULUS.—This is a new Strain,
of dwarf habit, perpetual bloomers, and quite hardy, of very
'"'-' kin^sand colours, iz splendid varieties, post free, for

H. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Uattle.

:

NEW AGER,A.TUMS.—Four fine varieties, Impenal
Dwarf. Tom Thumb. Prince Alfred (the deepest blue). Con-

spicua (white], invaluable for winter bloom. The fou:

warded free by post for aj. , from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

w.

)RIMULAS, PRIMULAS, PRIMULAS.—Williams'
uperb strain, strong Seedlings, fit for potting into 3-inch pots,

5, free by post; seed, is. and is. 6d. per
S, The Nurseries, Coventry.

L ILIUM AURATUM.—Thousands of this beautiful
LILY to offer, JUST COMING INTO BLOOM. Good plants

with one hud each, 10J. per doifen : two buds each, 421. per dozen.
Apply to Mr. WIlLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea. I.ondon, S,W

W Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

IS now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Daynbird, caldecott. bawtree,
>-»' DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals. l8si,
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES.—The COLLECTION,
more especially the Tcasccnted kinds, are NOW RICH

MASSES of BLOOM. 130,000 plants, in vigour and health
perhaps never surpassed.
The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunl S tation, Great Eastern Railway.

MITCHELL'S renowned 'rOSES are NOW in

FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants in

England. Pilt Down Nurseries. Uckheld, Sussex.

CHOICEST ROSES, in pots.
TEA-SCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE, &c-

The largest stock in the kingdom, consisting of many thousands
of strong healthy plants.

WM. WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nurserj-, Maresfield, near

WM. PAUL begs to annouiice that his ROSES
are NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his "Garden of Roses" at the Crystal Palace, and many
may be

' llv invited. Kntrance trom the ,- ,

ride from
London. PAUL'S Nun alth.11 , N.

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,
Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

upwards of 20.000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspection

respectfully sol:

New Roses of 1870.
CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.
Descriptive LIST

applic
e. Hybrid Perpetual, &c. Descriptive LIST

, King's Acre, Hereford-lOHN CRANSTON, The Nur!

Roses.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
begs to announce that his COLLECTION of ROSES is NOW in

FULL BLOO.M. An inspection respectfully solicited.

The Nurseries are easily reached by Train on the Great Eastern
Railway to Lea Bridge Station.

Roses, Roses, Roses.
JOHN HARRISON begs to inform his Friends and the

Public that his ROSES are NOW in SPLENDID BLOOM, and
will continue through the season. Upwards of 100,000 Dwarfs on the
Manetti, and on their own Roots; also, 20,000 of the finest Standards
perhaps ever seen in one quarter.

J. ri. can still supply his friends in the Trade with pli

NEW ROSES, at from 151. to i8r. per dozen, and Buds of
2s. M. per dozen, and all the older varieties of ROSES in bud:
W ROSES, at from 151. to i8r. per dozen, and Buds of the

I the older varieties of ROSES in bu
7ojr. per 1000. TEA ROSES in pots, 40J. to Sos. per

of the

St.

North of England Rose Nursery,
l), 61. per d

, Darlingtc

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

Pots. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

N ATURAL GRASSES : their Names and
ation. Situation, Soil, Use,
e of Flowering, Price, &c.

free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seetf Merchant, Worcester.

O RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Fies.

RICHARD SMITH, Nur; 1 and Seed Merchant, W
PEACHES and NECTARINES.— Fine healthy

Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from la to iSgood Fruits. Price
7S. 6d. to loj. W. each,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

V INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH. Tlio \iiuvard, Garston, Liverpool.

Orchard Houses.

THE ORCHARD HOUSES at S.AWBRIDGE-
WORTH arc OPEN to ihc INSPECTION of all who arc

interested in their culture. The Harlow Station, Great Eastern
Railway, is the most convenient.

CALADIUMS.—Fine large plants of this. Eight of
the most beautiful varieties, or. per doz. Cash. Post Office Order,

Old Ford.
B, G. ROBINSON. Rnv.il N.irscrv. T'tJ Road. Old Ford.

c
Centatirea raguslna compacta.

HARLES YOUNG begs to intimate to the Trade
and his Customers, that he has just har\ested a fine stock of the

that he can supply those Firms he refused for want of
stock late last <

The Nursery, Balham Hill, London, S.W.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.,
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London,

ill parts of the Work'
_ sole Survivor of I

BLACKITH.

FERNS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, in more thai
1000 beautiful species and varieties.—The Subscribers beg t

intimate that their CATALOGUE of the above will be forwarded t

y applicant on receipt of three postage s

. STANSFIELD gt SON, Vale Nur? 'I'odmorden, Lancashir

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (Ilrili-h 1: 1 , i ili.ir varieties, ^6 pages,
including prices of Hardv I I - PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of 1:1: I

:
i

! I ,
i

I IC FERNS, No. 7.

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT PARRlk lirRs t.i announce that his
SELECT IIESCKII'TIVE I'KIf I'll I.LST, including the

finest v.arieties of ECIIEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMI'ERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.

SUTTONS' IMrKOVI'.I) ITALI.VN RYE-GRASS.

TRIFOLIUM INCAKNATUM, New Seed. -Lowest price per

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

Suttons' Grass Seeds for all Soils.

SUTTONS' MIXTURES of PERMANENT
PASTURE GRASSES and CLOVERS, for Laying Down

New Pastures. May be Sown with safety up to the enti of August.
For prices and full particulars, apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

BUTTONS' TURNIP SEEDS for PRESENT
SOWING. Per lb —s d

IMPROVED GREEN.TOP YELLOW SCOTCH .. ..10
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE 010
HARDY GREEN ROUND 010
|;REV STONE 10
SUTTONS' SHORT-TOP SIX.WEEKS 10

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage free.

SUTTON AMI SON'S, Seedsmen 10 the cluecn, Reading.

Cabbage and other Plants, not to be Excelled.FGEE ran sii|'plv. f,-]- >:isli. I'laiils m aiiv .|u.imitifs,
. carefullvi'.ick.'l, .mil -.iiil t.. any part of the Kin-dom

ROBINSON'S CHA.Ml'lON, UKU.MHEAD, and other CABBAGE,

DRl'MHSo'^d GREEN CURLED SAVOY. «. per 1000.

KNIGHT'S PROTECTING and other BROCCOLI, 71. 6d. per 1000.
WALCHEREN and EAKl.Y I.ll.NllIlN CAULIFLOWER, las.

Packages charged cost, a:i !
I '; 1- .iltowed when returned

in good condition.
F. GEE. Seed Mcrtl: i l::^;;leswadc, Beds.

Cabbage Seeds.HAND F. SHARl'E will be glad to quote special
• prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabb.age Seeds

grown last season from the finest selected stocks. Prices very
moderate.

Seed-growing Eslal.llshmtiit, Wisbech.

New Turnip Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE liatv luiu ready, for immediate
• delivery, NEW SEKHS „i il,e .ib'.io, suitable for late sowing

Prices may be h.id..n ip;.!;. .111..11

Seel i.n'nn:^ Im d.lish nieiil. Wisbech.

New English Sowing Rape Seed.

HAND F. MIXkl'l", li.n.' tiiiL' clean samples of the
• above nil :

' i
,

v I :, :'„
: , ,m olter to

theTradeatre.l.i
;

'

. ili.ni.

Boyal Agricultural Show, o.xtord. Stand No. 363.

JOHN K. KING, S1';E1) GROWER, Coggcshall.
Essex, exhibited at the above Stand the largest and best Collec-

tion of PRIZE STOCKS of MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS. Seeds
for present sowing—

KING'S GREEN ROUND TURNIP sccd.U.
KING'S WHITE GLOBE, g.;.

KING'S EARLY SIX WEEKS, t|i(.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 238, High Holborn, London.

N^
JAMES FAIRHEAD, 7, Borough Market, S.E.

N EW and GENUINE GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS. Special Prices anil

advantageous offers of above, on application to
ALFR ED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London, E. _
SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, also

KENT and HAMPSHIRE PEAT, in any quantity.—This Sand

/"^fOLOURED SHELL GRAVEL, for Gardens, Con-
y~y servaiories, and Terraces, presenting a very novel appearance,
and of a mottled roan colour; also the usual SHELL GRAVEL. Sold
by FRANCIS AND CO., Surrey fool of Vauxhall Bridge, London, S.E.w

Oncii'il
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Royal Horticultural Society.
GREAT FLOWER SHOW, OXFORD, JULY 19 to 22, 1870.

AWAEDS OF THE JUDGES.
GENERAL PRIZE LIST.

PLANTS and FLOWERS.

Class 3.-9 FINE-FOLIAGED or VARIEGATED PLANTS,

Class 4.-9 FINE-FOUAGED or VARIEGATED PLANTS,
distinct. (Nurserjmcn.)

1st, Mr. E. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, London, £7.
2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, ft.
3d, Mr. J. J. Chater, Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge, £3.

Class S.—6 FINE-FOLIAGED or VARIEGATED PLANTS,
distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. G. Harris, Headincton Hill, Oxford, £4-

Class 6.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. A. Wright, £6.

Class 7.—6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
1st, Mr B. S. Williams, £5.
2d, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooling, £i.

Class 8.-6 PALMS, not fewer than three kinds. (Open.)
ist, Mr. B. S. Williams, £<.
2d, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, £4.
3d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3.

Class 9.-6 FUCHSIAS, distinct, in ij.inch pols. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, Woodlicld, Moscley, near Birminghani, £4.

Class 10.—6 FUCHSIAS, di
1st, Mr. J. Walker, Thame, Oxon, £2-

Class II.—3 STANDARD FUCHSIAS, distinct. (Open.)

in 13-inch pots. (Nurscrjn

r Oxford, £,.

Class 15.—6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, excluding
Variegated sorts. (Nurserj'men.)

xst, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £5.
2d, Mr. J. Walker, £4. | 3d, Mr. J. J. Chatcr, £3.

IClass 16.-3 DOUBLE-FLOWERED PELARGONIUMS, distinct.

(Open.)
ist, Mr. F. Perkins, £}.
3d, >Iessrs. Dowjiie, Laird & Laing, Stanstcad Park Nursery, Forest

Hill, London, .S.E.,i:2.

Jd, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £t.
Extra, Mr. J. House, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough, 15s

CLASS17.—6 VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C, Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, £3.
2d, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, jCj. | 3d, Mr. F. Perkins, Jli.

Class 18.—6 VARIEGATED ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct.
(Open.)

, Mr. T. Welsh, Gr. to D. Rutter, Esq., Hillingdon, £3.
2d, Mr. J. Stevens, Ealing Terrace, £3,
3d, Mr. J. Tomkins, Sparkbrook, Birmingham, £1.
Equal 3d, Mr. C. Turner, /i.

2d, M
Id, Ml
Equal 3(

Class 19.—fi ACHIMENES, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. G. Hinton. Gr. to the Mayor of Oxford, £s.
2d, Mr. Wm, Eariey, Gr. to F. Prjor, Esq., Digswell, Wclw-yn, £t.

Class 20.—6 GLOXINIAS, distinct. (Open.)
jst, Mr. C. Turner, £s.
ad, Mr. W. Hickman, Gr.

Oxon, £1.
Lord Valentia, Blctchington Park,

3d, Mr. J. D. Daniels, Swincombc Park, Henley-on-Thames, £1.

Cuss 2^-4 HARDY CLEMATISES, in pot or tubs.
1st, Messrs. G. Jackman & Son, Woking Nursery, Surrey, £4.

ist, Mr B. S°\vSiams, £4.
2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3. | 3d, Mr. J. J. Chater, £s.

Class =6.-6 EXOTIC FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. T. Baines, Gr. to H. L. Micholls, Esq., Southgatc, Middle-

2d, Mr. j! !e. Mapplebeck, £1.

2d, Mr. J. J. Chater, /;2.

Class 28.-12 BRITISH FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs,)
ist, Mr. J. T. K. Castell, St. John's Terrace, Oxforei, £3.
2d, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, £s.
3d, E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.S., Highfield House, near Nottingham, £!,

529.—APairofTREE FERNS. (Open.)

— . -.-. -. on, Coi
3d, Mr. J. J. Chater, £

. .,
Class 30.-^ LVCOPODIUMS, distinct. (Open)

1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3. | 2d, Mr. J. House, £-J,

Class 31.-6 PETUNIAS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £2.

> • '

ieries, Tottenham, London, £1,

Class 34.-6 LOBELIAS (fulgens type), not fewer than 3 kinds, in
8-mch pots. (Open.)

ist. Withheld.
|
2d, Mesari. Bell & Thorpe, /i iw,

CLASS35.-6PHLOXES, distinct, in 8-inch pots. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £2.

>-
> 1- ,

2d, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing. £1 10,1.

3d, Mr. H. Hooper, Vine Nursery, \Vidcombe Hill, Bttlli, £1.
Cuss 36.-6 PENTSTEMONS. distinct. In S.inch pots (Open )

1st, Mr. J. J. Chater, £1. | jd, Messrs, Utll*i Thorpe, ;Ci «•

Class 39.-24 CARNATIONS, distinct, cut blooms. (Nu;
1st, .Mr. C. Turner, i;2.

2d, Mr. G. Edward, Clarence Nurseries, York, £1 las.

3d, Mr. W. Jackson, Blakedown Nursery, Kidderminster,

Class 40.—12 CARNATIONS, distinct,
1st, Mr. S. C. Buttram, Woodbridge, £1.
2d, Mr. N. Norman, Plumstead, £1 los.

3d, Mr. D. Pizzey, Gr. to Sir E. Perry, Slough, £r.

Class 4r.—24 PICOTEES, distinct, cut blooms. (Nurserymt
ist, Mr. C. Turner, £7.
2d, Mr, G. Edward, £1.

|
3d, Mr. H. Hooper, lot.

Class 42. -12 PICOTEES, distinct, cut blooms. (Amateurs
ist, Mr. D. Pizzev, ,C2 I

2d, Mr. N. Norman, £1.
3d, Mr. G. Kirtland. Blctchington, Oxon, 105.

tqual 3d, Mr. W. Broadbridge, Gr. to Sir C. Mordaunt, ^^

House, War^vick, los.

Class 43.—12 PINKS, distinct, cut blooms. (Open.)
2d, Mr. D. Gammon, Marslon, 0.xford, 71.

3d, Mr. A. Evans, Marston, Oxford, 55.

Class 44.—12 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, cut flow
in bunches of 3 trusses each. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Walker, £,.
2d, Mr. C. J. Perrj', Castle B;

3d, Mr. H. Minchin. The Nu
4th, Mr. J. D. Daniels, 51.

Class 45 12 VERBENAS, distinct, cut flowers, in bunches of
5 trusses each. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. J. Pcny, £1. | 2d, Mr. H. Minchin, IJJ.

3d. Rev. R. H. Charsley, Woodstock Road, Oxon, 101.

4th, Mr. J. House, 5i.

Class 46.-48 CUT ROSES, distinct, I truss of each. (Nursery
isl, Mr. J. Cranston, The Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford, £4.
2d, Mr. C. Turner, ,£3.

3d, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, £7,
Equal 3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester, £7.
4tn, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith,

London, £1.

Class 47-—48 CUT ROSES, distinct, 1 truss of each. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. e. J. Perry, £$.
2d, Mr. ]. Moore, Gr. to T. Lloyd, Esq., Warwick, £3.
3d, Mr. J. W. Chard, Gr. to Sir F. Balhurst, Salisbun-, £7.

Class 48.-24 CUT ROSES, distinct, i truss of each. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. J. Moore, £7.
2d, Mr. P. W.Johnson, Uxbridge, £1 m.
3d, Mr. C. J. Perry, £1. \

4th, Mr. J. W. Chard, 151.

Class 49.—12 CUT ROSES, distinct, 1 truss of each. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. I. E. Cavell. Walton Manor, Oxford, £1.
2d, Mr. J. Tranter, Upper Asscnden, Henley-on-Thames, 151.

3d, Mr. T. Anstiss, iw.

Class 50.-6 CUT ROSES, distincL (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. T. Tranter, 151.

2d, Mr, A. Evans, 10s.
|
3d, Mr. T. Penn, Thame, Oxon, 6f.

Class 51.-12 CUT ROSES, distinct. I truss each, of kinds sent
out in 1867, 1868, or 1869. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, £1 10s.

2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, £t.
\

3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, Igr.

Class 57—GROUP of WAX FLOWERS.
1st, Miss Sutton, Thame, Oxon, £1.

CLA.5SSS.—GROUP of ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, of any material
other than Wax.

1st, Messrs. D. Radclyffe & Co., 129, High Holborn, London, £1,

Class 59,—MISCELLANEOUS, for Plants not contained in any
of the above Classes. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, £5.
2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, i;4. I 38, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, £3.
Extra, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, £7.
Extra, Mr. J. House, for Collection of Bedding Plants, £1.
Extra, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £t.
Extra, Mr. T. S. Ware, for Collection of Herbaceous Plants, 15J.

Extra, Mr. T. S. W'are, for Collection of Hardy Cut Flowers, lol.

Extra, Messrs. Paul & Son. for Collection of Cut Hollyhocks, £1.
Extra, Messrs. Kelway & Son, for Collection of Cut Hollyhocks, lOS.

Extra, Mr. J. Kayc, for Case of Anatomised Leaves, 51.

FRUIT.
ALL OPEN CLASSES.

Class 61.-3 PINE-APPLES.
1st, Mr. T. Paton, Gr. to H. L. Lucy, Esq., Warwick, £5.
2d, Mr. C. Allen, Gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq. , Congleton. £3,
3d, Mr. W. Gardiner, Gr. to E. P.Shirley.Esq., Stratford-on-Avon,,{;2-

Class 62.—PINE-APPLE, any variety.

1st, Mr. T. Pawn, £3. I 2d, Mr. W. Gardiner £7.
3d, Mf. G. Ward, Gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, £1.

CLASS 63.—BLACK GRAPES, single dish.

It, Mr. W. Coleman, Gr. to Earl Somers, Ledbury, £3.

CL.1S5 65.—Basket of GRAPES, 12 lb.

ist, Mr. W. Coleman, £$. I
2d. Mr. J. Thomas, £3

3d, Messrs. J. Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries. Ascot. £7.
Equal 3d, Mr. R. H. Smith, Gr. to H. Walker, Esq., Liverpool, £l.

3d, Mr. G. Sage, Gr. to Eari Brownlow, Great Berkhampsted, loi.

CLASS 67.—NECTARINES, single dish.

ist, Mr. H. Tuke, Gr. to R. Nichols. Esq,, near Leeds, £7.
2d, Mr. T. Miller, Gr. to the Duke of Newcastle, Worksop, Notts, £1.

3d, Mr. D. James, Gr. 10 the Duke of Leinster, Maynooth, loi.

Cl.\SS 69,—FIGS, single dish.

1st, Mr. G. Sage, 15?.

2d. Mr. H. Harvey, Gr. to P. Wroughton. Esq., Wantage, I

3d, [Mr. J. Day, Gr. to A. Seymour, Esq., Davenlry, 71.

Class 70,—CHERRIES, single dish.

I
3d, Mr. J. Smith,

Class 71.—STRAWBERRIES. 6 dishes, dis

Ir. T. D. Ir>ing, Gr. to the Duke of Ha
Market, Suffolk, £3.

Class 72.—STRAWBERRIES, single dish.
" "

, Oxford, 15s.

;, Cor\ven, North Wales,
, Soulhborne, Oxford, 15s.

- -
n.Noi

. T. D. Irving, 7!."3d, Mr.

Class 73.—MELON, Green-fleshed,
ist, Mr. W. Gardiner, £1.
2d, Mr. D. James, 15!. | 3d, Mr. J. W. Chard, los.

Class 74.—MELON. Scariet-flcshcd.

1st, Mr. T. Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq., Amersham. Bucks, £1.

2d, Mr. W. Carmichael, Gr. to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
Sandringham. ly.

3d, Mr. W. Earlcy, iM-

Class 75,—PLUMS, single dish.

:, Mr. G. T. Miles, £t. J 2d, Mr. lanson, iji.

T. Lockie. Gr. to F. W. "
Bucks, lOi.

3d, Mr, Berger, Esq,, Great Marlow,

T, D, Irvir

Equal ist, Mr. C. Turner, loi.
i
3d, Mr. G. Craddock, 6s.

Class 7j—MISCELLANEOUS, for Fruits not mentioned in Schedule.

2d, Mr. R. Scott, Kidlington, Oxon, £t.

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST.
Priies offered by the Rf^v,^! Horiiculuiral Society, London, and by tie

Royal Oxiutdshire Horticultural Society.

Class 78.—For the bcit and most circcllvc GROUP of 20 PLANTS-

Priie offered by the " Florist and PomologisL"
CLASS 79.-For the best 4 SOFT-WOODED GREENHOUSE

PLANTS.
Bell & Thorpe, 6 Volumes of the New Series of the '* Florist

2d, Mr. A. Wright, £s ss-

Prize ofiered by the Warden of New College.
Class 82.—CAPE HEATHS, Q varieties.

_ . ole & Son, £^.
Prize ofl'ered by Messrs. Grimbly, Hughes & Dewe.

2d, Mr. A. Wright, .£3.

Prizes offered by the Right Worshipful the Mayor of Oxford
(Mr. Alderman Hughes).

Class 83—FUCHSIAS, 8 distinct varieties.

St, Mr. H. Surman, £s.

Prizes offered by H. Grisewood, Esq.
Class 84—EXO'TIC FERNS, distinct.

St, Mr. A, Wright, £6.
I

2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, /^.

Prizes offered by the Right Hon. E. Cardwell, M.P.
Class 85,-20 BRITISH FERNS, distinct.

-St, Messrs. J. Ivery & Sons, £$.
2d, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, ,C3. I

3d, E. J. Lowe, Esq., /z.

Prizes offered by the Rev. W. V. Harcourt.
Class 87.-6 Double-flowered PELARGONIUMS, distinct.

:, Mr. W. Bragg, £3. I
2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, ;!;2.

Prizes offered by Sir A. W. Peyton, Bart.

Class 88,-6 TKICOLORED PELARGONIUMS, distinct.

;, Mr. T. Welsh, £3. I
2d, Mr. J. Stevens, ^2.

Prizes offered from the Local Prize Fund.
Class 89.-4 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct.

:, Messrs. Bell & 'fhorpe, £7.
2d, Mr. H. Minchin, £1 51. |

3d, Mr. T. Anstiss, lis.

ffcred by the Rev. R. H. Charsley.

Prizes offered by F. J. Morrell. Esq.

Class 01.—SPECIMEN STOVE PLANT, in Flower.
--..Mr. T. Baines. ;£i los.

2d, Messrs. J. Standish & Co., £1.
i

3d, Mr, F. Perkins, lOi.

Prizes offered by Messrs. Gill & Co.
Class 02,—SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANT, in Flower,

St, Mr. r. Baines. £1 loi. |
2d, Mr. A. Wright, £1. .

Prize offered by W. D. Cole, Esq.
Class 93.—LILIUM AURATUM.

St, Mr. C. Turner, £7.

Prizes offered by the Warden of Wadham College.

Class 94.-6 DOUBLE PETUNIAS, distinct, in Flower.

St, Mr, G. Ilarris, £1 5s. | 2d, Mr. Surman, 15s.

Prize offered from the Special Prize Fund, and Local Prize Fund.

, Mr. T. Maunders, £1.

5 95.-6 BALSAMS, distinct.

CXTT FLOWERS.
Prizes offered by W, Wootten-Woollen, Esq,, and Mr. Chas, Turner.

Cla.ss 06.-3 GROUPS of FLOWERS, or of FLOWERS and FRUIT
COMBINED, suitable for the decoration of the Dinner-table. The
productions need not be grown by the Exhibitor,

ist, Mr. F. Perkins, £,. f 2d, Mr. J. W. Chard, £3-

3d, Mr. E. T. Spiers, High Street, Oxford, £7.

Prizes offered by W. Wootten-W^ootten, Esq., and Mr. Chas. Turner.

Class 97.—HAND BOUQUET—to be judged by the taste dispUycd
in the arrangement. The Flowers need not be grown by the

Exhibitor.
Mr. W. Earley. £1

Prizes offered by Jno. Thomson, Esq.

Class 98.—YELLOW ROSES, 9
It, Messrs. Paul ft Son, £t

!d, Mr. C. Turner, £1. I
3d, Mr. J. Cranston,
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CUT FLOWERS— (Co«/;/H«a'.)

Prizes offered by the Oxford Rose Society,

Class 99.—Collection of CUT ROSES—one bloom ot each variety-
sent out in 1867-8-9 or '70.

St, Mr, C. Turner, l^. I
2d, Mr. B. R, Cant, /2,

Prizes offered by the Rev. W. T. Dry. W. D. Cole, Esq., and
J. S. Partcr, Esq.

CLASS ioo.-Si.x varieties of NEW ROSES, sent out in 1868-9 or '70.

St, Mr. C. Turner, {,1.

Prize offered by the Misses Turner.
Class 102.—ROSES, Premier Prize for the best 8 blooms of any variety

Ir. B. R. Cant, {,1 it.

tes offered by the Earl of Abingdon, the Rev. H. O. Coxe, and
Mr, Solloway.

Class 103.—CARNATIONS, 12 blooms, distinct.

Ir. C. Turner, £2 lot.

2d,' Mr, N, Norman, £1.
|

3d. Mr. G. Edward, lOJ.

Prizes offered by the Earl of Abingdon, the Rev. H. O. Coxe, and
Mr. A. Hedges.

Class 104.—PICOTEES, 12 blooms, distinct.

Ir. C. Turner, £2 tor.

Ir. N. Norman, £1. \
3d, Mr. J. Payne, £<.

Prizes offered by J. G. Henderson, Esq.
CLAS.S 105.—PINKS, 12 blooms, distinct,

isi, ,.fr. D. Gammon. £3 lat.

2d, Mr. W. Brage, £1 13s.
1

3d, Mr. D. Pizzey, £1.

Prize offered by Mr. George Prince.

Class 106.—VERBENAS, 36 ' ' '

, Mr. C. J. Perry, £3 3s.

i;& Messrs. J. Carter& Co., It

F. Perkir
2ci,' Messrs. Kelway & ^

Prizes offered by H. Parsons, Esq
,

Class 108.-CUT FLOWERS of BEDDING PLANTS, :

separate bunches.
. £1 5S.

1
3d. Mr. J. JChate

"Journal ofHorticuIture" Prize.

Class log.—For the best DESSERT of FRUITS, unlimited as to

quantity and kind, tit for the Table, and combining excellence ol

quality with taste in arrangement,
ist, Mr. J. Miller, ;Cio-

GardtHtrs' Chronicle Frizcg.

Class no.—For the Two best Collections of FRUIT and VEGE-
TABLES, 6 distinct kinds of each,

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, i;?.

2(1, Mr. J. Simpson, Gr. to Lord WharnclilTe,\VortleyHall,Shefficld,;C3-

Prize ofJcred by Mr. H. M. Gammon.
Class hi.—3 Varieties of VINES in Pots, in Fruit,

ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, £1 31.

Prize offered by the Baroness Wenman, and H^ Wykeman, Esq.

Class 112.-6ORCHARD.HOUSE TREES in FRUIT,
ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, £.\ 4J.

Prizes offered by Professor Lawson, S. Davis, Esq., and

Mr. Sheriff Hanlcy.
Class 113.—6 Varieties of GRAPES, 3 bunches of each,

ist, Mr. C. Turner, £s S^-
2d, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Iz 3s.

[
3d, Mr. J. Waliis, {.t is.

Prizes c5ffered by the Local Prize Fund.
Class 114.—6 Dishes distinct Varieties of FRUIT,

rst, Mr. G. T. Miles. £2-
2d, Mr. W. Broadbricfge, £a.

\
3d, Mr. J. Waliis, £1.

Prizes offered by the Local Prize Fund.
Class 115.—MELON, best flavoured, any variety.

VEGETABLES.
Prizes offered by W. Muntnn, Esq.. the Oxford Jounial, and

Mr. M. A. Wheeler-
Class ii6.—9 distinct Dishes or Baskets of VEGETABLES.

1st, Mr. G. Craddock, Gr. to Lord Willoughby dc Brooke, £^ 3s.

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey,
Bucks, £1 IS.

3d, Mr. F. Perkins, Gr. to Lord Henniker, Eye, Suffolk, lOJ. M.

Prizes offered by Messrs. Hall & Co.

Class 117.—3 Baskets of Round POTATOS, disl

ist, Mr. G. Craddock, Gr. to Lord Willoughby de Brooke, £1.
2d, Mr. Henry Minchin, Hook Norton, igj.

3d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, los. | 4th, Mr. W. Earlcy, Ss.

Prizes offered by Messrs. Hall & Co.

Class 118.-3 Baskets of KIDNEY POTATOS. distinct varieties,

ist, Mr. G. Craddock, ^^i. I 3d, Mr. W. Earlcy, ids.

2d, Mr. G. T. Miles, 155. |
4th, Mr. D. Gammon, 5s.

Prizes offered by Messrs. Nutting & Son.

Class 119.—6 Dishes of PEAS,—Preference to be given to Cnllectior

containint,' the Fortj;fold and Multum-in-Parvo varieties,

ist, Mr. G. Simmonds, Union, Thame, Oxon, £1 6s.

2d, Mr. J. Walker, i6s.

Prizes offered by Mr. David Day, and from the Local Prize Fund.
Class 120.—3 Half-pecks of PEAS, 1 variety,

ist, Mr. T. Maunders, £1.
2d, Mr. J. Perkins, 155. | 3d, Mr. F. Sims, Marston, Oxford, 10

JUDGES.
, Shrt shunMr. Jiidd, Gr. to Lord Hill, Hawksl

Mr. Stevens, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trcntham
Mr. Daniclls, Swyncombc Park, Hcnley-on-Tharacs
Mr. Goode, Kettering, Northampton
Mr. Carmichacl, Sandringham
Mr. Gibson, Battersea Park.

Mr. Speed, Chatsworth
Mr.,Baxter, Botanical Gardens, Oxford
Mr. Moore, Botanical Gardens, Chelsea
Dr- R. Ho^g, St. George's Road, Pimlico

Rev. S. R. Hole, Caunton Manor, Newark
Mr P.^rsons, Danesbury Park, Herts
Mr. Sage, Ashridge, Berkhampstcad
Rev. C. P. Leach, Lockington, Bristol

Mr. Penny, St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park
Mr. Richards, Stoke Park, Slough

Mr, Lidgard, Albion Road, Hammersmith
Mr. Frazer, Leyton, Essex

GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE.
The number of accounts we hear of the successful cultivation of the above named extraordinary Grape, \vl:

worked, induces us to remind those who are disposed to give it a trial, that now is the time to inarcli it, and that

can supply yine Canes at 7s. 6d., IDs. 6d., and 21s. each.

ti.Yi.— We nho remind the grmven of Ihh Grape that u<e offer TWO PRIZES (^5 and Ci) for the kst First

and Seeoud Best Bitrtck exhibited at South Kensington, on Wednesday, Sept. 7, to be awarde^f l>y the Fruit Comtnitti

OSBORN AND SONS, FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.

SURPLUS STOCK OF

SPECIMEN and HALF SPECIMEN ROSES in POTS,
Many of which have been in their FIRST and SECOND PRIZE COLLECTIONS of the past season.

Prices and varieties.

PAUL & Son,
THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Have the pleasure to offer the above. They also beg to draw attention to their

ROSES, on own roots, in pots, for present planting.

TEA ROSES, on own roots or grafted, in pots, for present planting.

^M" Prices on application.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS'
GENERAL AND NEW PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

,^„„t*'°"'f'"^ y^P °^ ^''''"'' ORCHIDS (Post Free on application), beautiful PALMS (of which this establish-

HAPnv il-rDNTo *^i??'«';'^l'''^''°"
'" ""= Trade), elegant TREE FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS,

vnr?Jq p^iT^'r-fo^?;^L^'^?^^' ^''- ^^<==f^' ^"'d high-coloured DRAC^NAS, massive AGAVES and

V^r?^ .i ^•'^A^'^'^'*'^'^,^^'
DASYLIRIONS, ANTHURIUMS, ALOCASIAS, &c., &o. ; and many other

variegated and Oraamental-Ieaved Plants (eminently adapted for the decoration of apartments and the dinner table),

ffnr^v'f.,^ M^ ^ and CAMELLIAS, CAPE HEATHS, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and AMARYLLIS
(for which this Nursery is celebrated), &c., &c.

,11.-^' ^' ^J-'ILLIAMS respectfully invites inspection of his numerous COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at
all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants suppliedfor Balls or Dinner-table Decoration.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTUKjtRS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished' on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT LONDON,. E.C.

\ PPS'S SELECTED PEAT for Choice
Plants, Ericas, Azaleas, Ferns, Orchids, &c..

i-ill be found very superior to anything of its kino

Tbe Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
By Her Majest^-'s Royal Letters Patent, and bv Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of BliRht and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at u., 2j. 6J., and 5*.

Powder Distributors, 2s. dd. and 35. M. each.

"I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and
other plants."—Geo. EvleS, Superintendent, Royal Jlorticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex
Wharf, Wapping, E.

S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
nee 1859, aeair
Mildew, Thrii

_ id other Blight,

the gallon of soft water, and

ssing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

boxes, ».,3s., and i . M.

Red
Spidi

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Ma^Tli-
CANDLE COMPANY

' "^
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W,

The Grass Land Mower.
BURGESS AND KEY'S MOWERS will be found

pre-eminently adapted for Cutting the difficult Crops of the
season, whether Grass or Corn. As much as 18 Acres of Grass in a
day have been cut by one of these Machines. Immcdi
of orders Insured by the Makers, 96, Newgate Street, London.

TNDIA-RUBBER GARDEN HOSE,
-L 60 feet J4 inch hose, with brass tap, rose, and jet complete, los. W.

60 feet % inch do. do,, extra strong, 31J. 6a.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. 'Price Lists

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat»
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON,?, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, ficc—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
xd. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, (id. per yard, or 50 j-ards,

20s. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, td. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard ; %-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, u. (id. per. yard. Can
be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER,6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge,E.C.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you aslc for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that vou get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

compelled to do so, in consequence of
quality, having been sold for tjie genuine oiic^ inm «','"'' ""- --^

many complaints to be made fo them of Knives which were n

their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers
S. &C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the besi

the cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of wS years-
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CARTER'S Prize Onion Seed.
(FOR AUTUMN SOWING.)

Per Packet, post free.— j. d.
j

I'er Packet, post free.

—

s. H.

GIANT ROCCA 10 LARGE ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ... 1

EARLY WHITE NAPLES 10 GIANT WHITE TRIPOLI 1

1^ One Packet of each of the above post free for 3s. 6d.

TAMES CARTER and CO., of Hiqli Holborn, London, have the honour to announce that they .are in a position to offer -Seed of the above four splendid varieties of

Onions for autumn sowing saved specially for them by a celebrated Neapolitan Grower, exclusively from prize roots. These Onions have been grown in England for several

years, and they have been found to produce the same splendid results in this climate as in Naples, and at the present time some of the sorts are being sent into Covent Garden

by London Market Gardeners.
/';-/a- to the Trade on sending Card to our London Address.

NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION OF NAPLES.
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Price, per packet, Is, Post free.

EARLY WHITE NAPLES ONION.
Special Certificate Royal Horticultural Society, June 8, 1870. for three specimens :

weight 3 lb. 7 oz.

A distinct variety, of quick growth and mild flavour, originally selected from the Red
Italian Tripoli Onion for its distinctive qualities of size, earliness, and beautiful silver skin.

Cultivation for Autumn sowing :—Sow in July and August and plant out the

following Spring, 8 or 9 inches apart, on land that has been dug 18 inches deep and
well manured. Should any of the bulbs after planting start for seed, it is only necessary
to take off the top, the bulb will then continue to grow as usual. If sown in the
Spring, this variety will produce large Onions, but not so fine as Autumn sown.

Price, per packet, Is. Post free.

LARGE ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ONION.
:ember 2t, 1869 ; weight of bulbs

^ lb. 6 oz.

A distinct variety from the ordinary Red It.alian Tripoli Onion (Genoa seed) of com-
merce. Grows much larger, and not so dark in the skin ; flavour exceedingly fine and mild.

Cultivation for .\utumn sowing :—Sow in July and August and plant out the

following Spring, 8 or 9 inches apart, on land that hiis been dug 18 inches deep and
well manured. Should any of the bulbs after planting start for seed, it is only necessary

to take off the top, the bulb will then continue to grow as usual. If sown in the Spring,

this variety will produce large Onions, but not so fine as autumn sown.

Price, per packet, Is. Post free.

GIANT WHITE TRIPOLI ONION.
ificent Onion are on view at our Stand at the Royal Agricultural Society's Show, at Oxford. Four of the heaviest roots turned the Scale at lolb.

sowing ;—Sow in July and August and plant out the following Spring, 12 inches apart, on land that has been dug 18 inches deep and well 1

If sown in the Spring, this variety will

Specimens of this n

Cultivation for Aut'

Should any of the bulbs after planting start for seed, it is only necessary to take off the top, the bulb will then continue to grow as usual,

produce large Onions, but not so fine as Autumn sown. Price, per packet, Is. Post free.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT. and BEALE,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, PRIZE MEDALLISTS, LONDON, 1S62, PARIS, 1S67, 237 and 23S, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING.
Or.infi- Jelly Turnip. I Whitestone or Stubble Turnip.

While (;lobe Turnip. I
Devonshire Greystone Turnip.

Alirnu ham Yellow Turnip. Mustard.
TnlVJium incarnatum (crim- Winter Rape.
son Clover). • &c.,&<x,

Orders to the value of il or upwards carriage paid-

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, 102, Eastgate Street, and
"Newton "Nurseries, Chester.

c BBAGE SEED
for Present Sowing.

FOR THE GARDEN.
For sowing at once, to come in ne.lt spring

SUTTONS' IMPERIAL, the finest in

cultivation and earliest for sprmg use,

per or,, &/.

LONDON MARKET, EARLY DWARF
YORK, ENFIELD MARKET, NON-
PARIEL, each M. per at.

FOR THE FARM.
SUTTONS' IMPROVED DRUMHEAD.—

The largest in cultivation. Should be sown
in July and August, per lb. ZJ. fid.

ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD,
21. M. per lb.

COM.MON DRUMHEAD, or FLAT
DUTCH, 2s. per lb. Also GRASS
SEEDS, TURNIP SEEDS, MUSTARD,
RAPE, &c., for autumn sowing—par-
ticulars ofwhich may be had on application.

SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Wlieelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

WHEELERS { (11 1 I
1 si I

I MP \(,n 1;

and very early \aricl\ j (1 nh di 1111.1 and of most excellent

flavour It should be sovin nu\\ and planted out 18 inches ipart in

September ij per packet post free I nccto the Iradc onappln. ition.

WHEELERS TOM THUMB LETILt.L (trucl 11 per packets
5m«ll packet, 6rf.. post free.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, EC.

r^ARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
\^l CINFKARIA. and PRIMULA.
CAI.rrnI m;I\ in rKUNATlONAl, PRIZE.—The plants of this

spl '
I

il several 1st I'rijcs last season at the Royal
11 I

i i
'

. iiltural, and other places. Per packet, 2s. 61/.

;

CAI' l''I M I Inliriil- l'(r pnr! It, 2r. 6if.: smaller packets.
It. W ( \l' 1 1 \I'I\, I'll. I |. t.iL Per packet, 2S. &/,

;

smaller p.n ,. 1
1

I |, v. 1,'realest care, and from
oneoftheli, .

,1 Im,„,

CINERARIA..). 1 splendid collection of

named vaii^t ,1 : mu. i 1 ji^^cd. Per packet, 2S. M. ;

PRlMli \,' '.
I ',-A Innged varieties.—The various varieties of

Priniiili \M. I tl' r i ,in bc grown with thc utmost confidence, as
thr\ ,111- ^av' .1 " nil llie greatest care, and from one of the 11 nest
sir.iins H. ,iilii It"... fhc Fcrn.lcaved varieties arc splendid,
and the Feiii I.

. 1
n ,. .. l.t is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA. -1 h .1 I I .i..;cd. Per packet, 2s. M. 1 ,
PRIMULA.-I..1! I ..I Per packet, 2J, 6i. \r,-i.
PRIMUI.A.-N. I i.,,.ket,2r. 6,i. \-i^.
PRIMULA,-l;. I . I iMcket, zr. (i,i. j-

S

PRIMULA— 111 .1, Per packet, 2r. M. [ =
PRIMULA. -1 I. I I l..armine. Perpacket,2j. M. g
PRIMULA.-! li 1.1

, ' I white, 21. 6rf. I <^

PRIMULA HMI:i.l\l\ 1 , mleaved new scarlet. This is a
decided novckj, ihi. iL.ulis t,Ling of a deep scarlet colour. Per
packet, 2S. t>i/. ; smaller p.T. kcts, is. 6tf.

Forwarded immediately on receipt ol Post.oflicc Order.
JAMES CARTER AND CO.. Thc Royal Seedsmen, 238, High

Hblborn, I.ondo.i, W.C.

New and Extra Choice Flower Seeds.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

the " Old Established " Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,
and the " Upton" Nurseries, Chester. Per packet.— . d.
AURICULA, from finest named flowers 10
CALCEOLARIA, lames' choice strain .. .. 2s. M. and 5 o

„ fromthellalkeithcollectionis. 6ii.,2s.&i. and s o
CINERARIA, very choice strain 2S. 6rf. and s o
CARNATION, from superb flowers IS. and 2 6

„ in collections, 12 varieties . . . . 3s. 6rf. to 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' prize strain is. and 2 6
GLOXINIA I o

,, erect flowered 10
HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named varieties .. is. and 2 6
MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA IS. and 2 6

SYLVATICA IS. and 2 6
„ ALBA IS, and 2 6

PANSY, from finest named varieties is. and 2 6
,, Belgian, or Fancy .. is. and 2 6

PETUNIA, from choicest varieties M. and i o
PINK, from finest varieties is. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, from finest flowers. eMia • .. i o
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRI.VrA RUBRA.. 2s. M and 5 o

ALBA . . 25. (jd. and 5 o
Mixed .. IS. and 2 6

„ „ „ FILICI FOLIA RUBRA,
2S. 6rf. and 5 o

„ „ „ „ ALBA, 2s. bd. and 5 o

,, ,, ,, ,, Mi.\ed .. ..26
S^ All these Primulas are from the finest strains in cultiva'

tioH, and catmot be surpassea.
STOCK,Ea5tLothian, Scarlet, Wfiite, and Purple, each ..10

„ German Brompton, first mixed i o

„ „ collection, 12 varieties .. ..36
SWEET WILLIAM. Auricula-eyed 10
TACSONIA VON VOLXEMI, a superb greenhouse climber,

which flowers most abundantly almost the whole year. The
flowers are about 5 inches in diameter, and of the richest
scarlet. Grows very rapidly is. and 2 6

VIOLA CORNUTA 10
,, „ ALBA IS. and 2 6

WALLFLOWER, fine dark &f. and i o
„ Double German, finest mixed . . is and 2 6

•»* All Flower Seeds sent post free.

'OSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers for Sale—

) CAMELLIAS, ALKA and FIMBRIATA PLENA, without

£3. U £^. IS.
> CAMELLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, £-t,

£a< £fi, i;8—For September.
) CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sorts, £6,

I AZALEA INDICA, best named s

plants, A, /;6.;C8.i:i2.
I AZALEA INDICA STOCKS, 15J.

!, with flower buds, fint

[Three months' credit.]

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.

—

i

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, W'hite, or
Mixed 2s. 6^., 3s. 6,i, , and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 2S, 6d., 3s, &f.,and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extrachoice strain, 2S.M., 3s. M.,&

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prire strain .. is. M, 2S. M., and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ij. and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chaler's finest varieties .. js. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2S. M. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers IS. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This isa charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. 15. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA s. &f. and

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA,var. CHLESTINA
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber

1 and Paradise Nur<
I
Upper Holloway, London, N.

SATURDAY, JULY 33, 1870.

We do not know how many more experi-.

ments the Royal Horticultural Sociey intends to

make before it decides on its future course of

action in thc matter of provincial shows. At
any rate, the necessity of holding an exhibition

in the provinces independently of the Royal
Agricultural Society seems to us to become more
and more apparent. The Oxford Show is in

some respects a repetition of the Manchester
muddle. The show is good, but the arrange-

ments are bad ; not so bad as they were

in Manchester, by any means, because, thanks

to the courtesy of the Radclifte Observer,

a very good site in the Observatory grounds
has been secured, while the arrangements with

the local society have apparently been more
amicably conducted than they were at Man-
chester. Nevertheless, the stranger visiting

Oxford, and enquiring for the Horticultural Show,
is almost as much at a loss as he was at Man-
chester last year. Railway porters, police,

omnibus-drivers, fly-men, scarcely one knew of

the existence of the Royal Horticultural Society.

One cab-driver, indeed, said there was a flower

show, but "it wasn't much." No wonder, then,

that up to the time of our writing the attend-

ance had been scanty. If the Royal Horti-

cultural .Society wishes its provincial shows to

be the successes they ought to be, it should, to our

thinking, undertake them on broader principles,

with greater spirit, and take affairs entirely in its

own hands. The Oxford Society's show, per sc,

does not deserve much more than the cabman
said of it. It adds in no way to the brilliancy

of the Royal Horticultural Society, but rather

the reverse, while the Agricultural Society, of

course, swallows up, metaphorically, its smaller,

less attractive colleague. So completely is this

the case—so completely is the Horticultural

Society ignored—that even the local authorities,

while complimenting the Royal Agricultural

Society, by inviting its representatives to a
quasi-public reception, wholly overlooked, if we
are rightly informed, the kindred Society, not

one of whose representatives was asked to be
present.

We give full details of the Exhibition in

other columns, so that here we need merely say

that thc show, if not so extensive as its predcces
sors, is, in point of quality, quite up to the average.

The fruit is unusually good. "The competition

for Professor Lawson's prize for six varieties of
Grapes was brisk, that for the prizes offered by the
Proprietors of this Journal was also well contested.
The Congress may be stated to have been very suc-
cessful. Ur. VOELCKEl-t's paper on " Manures"
was an admirable summary of points concern-
ing the food of plants, the nature of manures,
the proper time for their application, and the
characteristic effects of various fertilisers on cer-

tain plants or parts of plants. The discussion

which followed was also highly interesting. Mr.
Peach, as an outsider practically unfamiliar with

chemical evidence, naturally enough demurred
to some of the current chemical doctrines, as to

the sources of nitrogen, carbon, and silica, and
their respective uses in plant economy, and
offered plausible, but, as it seems to us, wholly
untenable explanations. The objections, as it

appears to us, are overwhelmed by the mass of

evidence cited by Dr. Gilbert, than whom none
is more competent to express an opinion on
such a subject. Mr. U. T. FiSH also made some
excellent practical remarks, and some para-
doxical ones of a less important nature. Then
followed Mr. Ingram's capital paper on the
Origin and Nature of Soils, which we give in

another column. Of the proceedings on "Thuri -

day, conducted while these pages are passing
through the press, we shall speak next week.

On the whole then, in spite of certain minor
defects, apparently arising from timidity and want
of enterprise on the part of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, we believe the Oxford show will

turn out a success, while the surpassing interest

and beauty of the place, and the friendliness of its

inhabitants, will, we imagine, send most visitors

home very favourably impressed.

The recent publication, in the columns of
" Nature," of Dr. Bastian's paper concerning
Spontaneous Generation, is certain to attract

great attention amongst the learned, and to

excite considerable interest outside the circle of
savaiis. The question to be solved is this :—Do
living beings necessarily and invariably spring

from other pre-existing organisms, or may they

not sometimes, and under certain conditions,

originate independently of any former being of

like nature with itself? The question, in some
shape or another, is as old as the hills. It h.as

" cropped up," to use a geological phrase, in each
succeeding .age, only to be disproved and repu-

diated. Now it comes before us in a much more
subtle and refined form than ever before, and in

a way that must lead every naturalist at least to

admit the possibility, if not the probability, of

the occurrence.

The organisms now supposed by Dr. Bastian
to be formed dc novo, and independently of any
direct parental agency, are for the most part of

the simplest possible character and of the most
minute size. The " heterogenists," of whom Dr.
Ba.S'JIAN is thelatest representative,maintain that

these organisms originate in the manner we have
indicated. The " pan3permists,"on the other hand,
consider that earth, air, or water teem with germs
of extreme minuteness—germs so minute and so

abundant that it is next to impossible to escape
from their presence, or to imagine a spot where
they are not. Under favourable circumstances
these germs become developed into organisms.

The answer made to this is, that it is a mere
assumption to suppose thc existence in such
numbers of minute germs. Observation fails to

detect them in many cases, though they are

sufficiently obvious in others. But direct expe-

rimental research, of course, has been more relied

onto prove or disprove the matter.

Take every conceivable precaution to exclude

or destroy germs, supposing them to exist, and
then see if any organisms are developed. This
is what P.-\STEUR and PouCHET, Child and
Bastian, have done with more or less success,

and more or less divergence of opinion. It must
be remembered that the experiments are of the

utmost delicacy, require the most scrupulous

exactitude, and when apparently conducted with

rigorous precision may yet involve some flaw

which may invalidate the whole experiment.

It behoves outsiders, then, to be very cautious

in forming their opinions, thc more so as, from

the very nature of the experiments, there are

few who have the requisite ability and means

to conduct them ; and thus the task of confirm-

ing, verifying, or invalidating results must be

left in the hands of a very small number of

observers. One thing requires to be borne m
mind by the general public before coming to a

conclusion,- the miracle, or rather we should say
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the manifestation of Divine power, will remain

unaffected whichever view may ultimately prevail.

Reverting to Dr. Bastian'S experiments, we may
say that, in conjunction with Dr. FRANK.LAND,

he has adopted the most rigorous means of

preventing the access of germs to the fluids

experimented on. Access of air seems to have

been entirely prevented, the fluids themselves

were submitted for hours to a heat of 150° C. =
334^ F., and even more. Exposure to a much
lower temperature, for seconds even, is known

to be thoroughly destructive to all forms

of life, and yet living forms have appeared,

some of them altogether difterent from what

has been previously known. Some of the

bodies shown in Dr. Bastian's figures are so

precisely like the spiral fibres of flowering plants,

that it seems difficult to assign them any other

nature. Nevertheless, the conditions under which

they are formed, the care taken to exclude

foreign bodies, and the difterences pointed out

by Dr. Bastian, must at least lead us to give

conditional assent to his interpretations. It is

noteworthy, also, that these organisms show them-

selves not only in organic solutions, —liquids con-

taining in solution the elements of former organi-

sation, vegetable or animal, as the case may be,

but also in solutions of sahne substances, such

as tartrate of ammonia, potash and ammonia
alums, &c., the solutions in question having been

closely examined, in order to ascertain their free-

dom from germs. These liquids have only

remote relation to previous organic life, but they

are nevertheless made up of the same chemical

elements as those essential in the case of living

organisms. Arrange those elements diftcrently,

and a living being would, so far as chemistry is

concerned, be the result.

Plagued as gardeners and agriculturists are

with invasions of Fungus and other similar pests

of low organisation, the decision of the questions

we have alluded to is one of consummate import-

ance to them. At present the contest must be

left to the savans, and whatever the ultimate

result, it can hardly be but that some facts of

direct practical importance must be evolved; and
thus out of a question at first sight far removed

from the daily pursuits of the practical man,

may spring results of immeasurable importance

to him.

It is only just to Dr. Bastian to cite in full

the conclusions at which he arrives, though it is,

of course, impossible for us to give the details

upon which those conclusions are based.

" My principal objects," says Dr. Bastian, "in this

paper have been lo show :

—

"I. That there is a strong a priori probability in

favour of the possibility of the occurrence of the hetero-

genous evolution of living things, and that the most

reliable scientific data which we possess do, in fact, fully

entitle us to believe in this as a possibility.

"2. That microscopical investigation, whilst it teaches

us as much concerning the mode of origination of the

lowest organisms as it does concerning the mode of origin

of crystals, enables us to watch all the steps of various

processes of heterogenous evolution of shghtly higher

organisms, such as may be seen taking place in a pellicle

on a fluid containing organic matter in solution.

"3. That the kinds of organisms which have been

shown to be destroyed by a temperature of 100" C. may
be obtained in organic' fluids, either acid or alkaline,

which, whilst enclosed within hermetically sealed and air-

less flasks, had been submitted not only to such a tempera-

ture but even to one varying between 146"* and 153° C. for

four hours.
'

' 4. That a new and direct evolution of organisable com-
pounds may, in all probability,* be capable of arising,

sometimes by isomeric transformation of the atomic con-

stituents of a single saUne substance, such as tartrate of

ammonia, and sometimes by a re-arrangement of certain

of the atomic constituents belonging to two ormore saline

substances existing together in solution. It is not only

supposed that this may occur, but that even living things

may subsequently be evolved therefrom, when tlie solu-

tions have been exposed, as before, in airless and herme-
tically sealed flasks to a temperature of 146° to 153" C.

for four hours.
" On account of this a /Wor/ probability, and in the

face of this evidence, I am, therefore, content, and as I

think justified, in believing that living things may and do
arise de jiovo. Such a belief necessarily carries with it a

rejection of M. Pasteur's Theory of Putrefaction, and of

the so-called 'Germ Theory of Disease."
"

The following remarks on the Effects of
Lightning on Trees in the Botanic Gardens,

Calcutta, made by Mr. J. ScoTT, the curator, in the

Indian Daily N'eivSy will, no doubt, be read with

interest :

—

" Doubtless some of the readers of this note must have,

on last (Friday) night, seen and been struck at a highly

elevated and huge, blazing, torch-like object, standing out

^ It is not pretended that this is proved. The aid of the che

and physicist must be much more extensively resorted to before

such a point could be proved, I hope, soon, however, to be abl

to bring fonvard additional evidence bearing upon thib part of the

subject.

in the Garden Reach vista of the Hooghly, and which, in

the distance, would have all the appearance of the main-
mast of a ship on fire. This it fortunately was not. It

proceeded from an old tree of Terminalia bialata, which
stands on the banks of the Hooghly, in the Botanic

Garden, a dead and dry limb of which was struck and
ignited by lightning. The peon who observed it informs

me that the tree was struck about 9.30 p.m., and for the

instant presented a sheet of flame, followed by a crash of

falling branches. He observed nothing further until the

flames burst out about twenty minutes later (as he
thought), when he at once came off" and reported it to me

;

this was about 10 p.m. On going out the smouldering,
glowing limb, fanned by the wind into occasional flames,

was most conspicuous. I could not go sufficiently near
the tree to see the extent of the damage, as glowing,

charred masses were continually dropping all round the

trunk. The ignited portion was confined to about 6 feet

in length of a central limb, where it passed off from the

main trunk. The limb was fully 5 feet in circumference,
and rather more than half ignited when I saw it. On
inquiry the peon told me that the fire burst out simultane-

ously over about one square foot of the limb, close on its

junction with the main trunk. The limb smouldered on
the whole night, and about 4,30 A.M. it had broken over.

On visiting it about 5.30, 1 found it still smouldering on
the ground. I examined it carefully, but could find no
traces of the electric force having passed down it. All

was throughout intact, so that the lightning would seem
to have first struck it towards the base, or, perhaps more
probably, was conducted and concentrated there by
the numerous other smaller-sized limbs which have their

origin around it. One of these, over 30 feet in height,

was rent and splintered from top to bottom. The main
trunk was nearly completely stripped of bark, the lightning
having been diffused around it, and concentrated more
especially on the lines of the branches and buttressed
roots. On these lines the upper woody layers were rent

and splintered, and the current had thence passed along
the surface into the ground in a diffused state. There
were none of those marked upturnings of the soil which
usually result from the penetration of such concentrated
shocks ; the herbaceous vegetation, in contact with the

roots, was alone scorched and blackened. In the night of

June I a large specimen of Meliacomposita was also struck

by lightning, and is singular in the fact that the current

passed down the stem in a spiral manner. In this case the

original impact was on the extremities of a large limb,

along which it seems to have passed in a skating-like

mode, alternately impinging (and rending the upper
woody layers and bark), and deflecting until it reached
the main trunk, where it divides into five lines, each of

wliich is distinctly spiral, and more or less nearly com-
pletes a cycle of the stem. In one of the spirals the

course is marked by the splintering of the upper woody
layers, and the stripping of the bark at an average breadth
of 2 inches. Another has its origin at the base of a large

branch which had been riven off". In this case, the course,

still distinctly spiral, is as clearly defined as if a blunt

pointed instrument had been passed down between the

wood and the bark ; the line is scarcely half an inch

broad, and regular and continuous from its point of origin,

at an elevation of 11 feet, until it passes into the soil.

There were also portions of the wood riven from the tree

and thrown to considerable distances ; one portion,

weighing 50 oz. , was thrown to a distance of 130 feet, and
the height from which it was torn was only 10 feet. In

Britain I have seen the effects of lightning on many of the

native trees, but in no instance have I seen its course

marked in the distinctly spiral manner it assumed in the

above case. Indeed, I have rarely seen it deviate at all

from a straight line, as being that of least resistance
;

whereas, from some unknown cause, we have it here

passing right athwart those lines. As the actual ignition

of trees by lightning is rather a rare phenomenon, I may
note the following other cases which have been afforded

me by the garden overseer. Baboo P. C. Sein :—The first

is that of a Date Palm, Phoenix sylvestris, in this

garden about eighteen years ago, and which had all the

dry persistent foot-stalks of the fronds ignited, and the

plant destroyed. The second was as to a Palmyra tree,

Borassus flabelliformis, which also had its dried fronds

and persistent foot-stalks set on fire, some twenty-seven

years ago, in Alipore. Besides; those afforded me by the

Baboo, I find the following recorded in the "Calcutta
Journal of Natural History for 1841 1

"— i. A Dutch ship

was completely burned by lightning, in 1746, in the roads
of Batavia ; when the fire reached the powder, the ship

blew up. 2. La Modeste, a French frigate, completely
burned in 1766 from lightning. 3. The Desire, a British

frigate, struck near Jamaica, August 2, 1804; many parts

of the ship burned by the hghtning. 4. The D:edalus,

British frigate, at Jamaica, in 1809. Some of the crew
struck down, and the lightning fired the powder. Besides

these, there are twenty-sbc other vessels recorded in the

same Journal as having been seriously damaged, or

utterly destroyed by lightning, between the years 1675 and
1834."

In consequence of a short notice in "Nature,"
June 16, 1S70, in which, with reference to the effect of

UsTiL.'VGO antherarum in causing the development
of stamens in the female plants of Lychnis diuma, Mr.
Berkeley is reported to have stated before tlie

Scientific Committee of the Horticultural Society, that
" the Ustilago penetrates the plant, but as it can only

fructify in the stamens, it would appear to be the deter-

mining cause of the production of the organs in the

normally female flower." We have had a letter from Miss

Becker, stating that this view was exactly what she

held at the meeting of the British Association at Exeter.

The words, however, were not Mr. Berkeley's, but

were quoted from an editorial article in this Journal for

October 23, 1869, in which it is shown that M. CoRNU
had recently published this opinion in a number of

the Bulletin of the Botanical Society of France, but

whether previous to the meeting at Exeter or not does

not appear. It is stated, moreover, that the fact had
been previously noted by Tulasne in his " Mono-
graphie des Ustilagin^es." We have not been able to

verify this last remark, but having lately had an oppor-
tunity of reading Miss Becker's paper from her own
manuscript, we can state most decidedly that her view
is precisely that of M. Cornu, and is, we believe, the

true explanation of a very curious matter. If anything
were wanting to prove that this is the case, the circum-

stance which we have before mentioned, that when
uninfected flowers are produced on the same plant with
those which, are diseased, there is no departure what-
ever from the normal structure. Miss Becker's
views have certainly been misconceived by many,
and we must ourselves confess that we have been
led astray by an imperfect verbal report of what
took place at E.xeter, and we are therefore glad to take

this opportunity of .stating what her explanation really

was, which we shall also do in the Journal of the

Horticultural Society. Miss Becker says most distinctly

that it is no case of reversion. The part of her paper
with, which we do not quite agi"ee is that which relates

to the propagation of the Fungus, through the healthy

stigma. The spores must genuinate anrl produce their

secondary spores before the plant can be propagated,

and it is probable that the germination does not take

place till a later period, when it either attacks the

tender shoots of the plant early in the spring, or the

roots themselves before the new shoots are developed.

We do not deny that it is possible that the spores may
germinate on the stigma, and, in conjunction with the

pollen tube, affect the ovule ; but this does not seem
very probable, if we may judge from the analogy of the

common smut of cereals, which, like Bunt, certainly

affects the plant which has just germinated. Unless it

were possible to find the spores of the Ustilago actually

germinating and producing their secondary spores on
the stigma of the Lychnis, we should be unwilling to

adopt this view. This is, however, matter for future

investigation. We feel gi-eally obliged to Miss

Becker for entrusting us with the manuscript of a very

interesting paper, which is certainly deserving of far

greater credit thnn it seems to have met with when
delivered orally. M. J. B.

A valued correspondent has forwarded to us

two species of Fungus, with a view lo ascertain

whether either of them is Agaricus nebularis, which
seems to have univei"sally a good character. Neither

of the species is the Agaric in question, one being Rus-
sula nigricans, tlie other Russula furcata, botli of which
are, to say the least, very doubtful. It is true that sus-

picious kinds are eaten in Russia, but their evil quali-

ties are probably destroyed by the vinegar and salt in

which they are preserved, and it is certain that acci-

dents very frequently occur. Our correspondent states

that he has eaten frequently Boletus luridus without

any ill effect following. If there has been no mistake

about the species this certainly seems surprising, if we
are to believe the accounts which have been published

as to its deleterious properties, and the reported result

of actual experiments. It must, however, on the con-

trary, be remarked, 'that though it is proscribed in the

Vienna market, it is frequently eaten after it has been
dried under the name of Schuster. It is also brought

to market at Prague, under the name of Kowar, is con-

sidered wholesome, the water, however, in which it

has been cooked being always poured away. Lenz
states that he has eaten it fresli, but does not recom-

mend it. The older reports cannot indeed be strictly

relied on, as several species which are now considered

distinct were formerly included under the single name
ofB. luridus. One of those which Lenz names, B.

Satanas, appears to be pre-eminently poisonous. The
late Mr. Salter, when employed on the Geological

Survey, used Boleti indiscriminately to a considerable

extent, but we have no infonnation what the species

were which he gathered. We should at least recom-

mend caution in the use of species with whose quali-

ties we are not perfectly familiar. M. y. B.

The Duke of Argyll received deputations at

the India Office on Friday last from the Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland, the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and the Institution of Surveyors, on the

subject of Forest Appointments in India. The
deputations from the first two societies were intro-

duced by the Duke of Buccleuch, the third by the

Hon. J. IC Howard. The deputation from the High-
land and Agricultural Society consisted of the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry, the Earl of Dalkeith, the

Hon. James Grant, M.P., Sir John Richardson, of

Pitfour, Bart., Sir G. Graham Montgomery, M.P.,
Alexander Forbes Irvuie,^of Drum; /Eneas Mackin-

tosh, of Raigmore, M.P. ; Peter Maclagan, of

Pumpherston, M.P. ; William McCombie, M.P. ;

and Fletcher Norton Menzies, Secretary. The Royal

Horticultural Society were represented by the Duke of

Buccleuch, President
; John Clutton, Andrew Murray,

William Marshall, Lieut. -Colonel Scott, R.E., Hono-
rary Secretaiy ; James Richards, Assistant Secretary.

The Institution of Surveyors by the Hon. J. K.

Howard, John Clutton, past President ;
— Huskisson,

Vice-President ; William Menzies, Windsor Park

;

and J.
W. Penfold, Secretaiy.

We extract the following from the Daily

Ncii's:—
" Wliile the hardships of overworked milliners are

being noted and looked after with at least a desultory
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"vigilance, another brancli of ornamental industry is said

to be carried on with an unfeeling disregard for the health

of those engaged in it. Within the last four or five years

the use of flowers for decorative purposes has become

more and more popular in society. Worn in button-

holes, worn in riding-habits, formed into bouquets, pre-

pared for epergncs, arranged for weddings and balls, the

demand for them has not only enormously increased, but

a taste for their artistic grouping has been developed

which necessitates the employment of skilled and practised

hands by the Covent Garden florists. The girls retained

in this business have during the season frequently to

labour from 6 in the morning until to o'clock at night,

and are obliged to perform most of their task in a standing

position. They suffer, we are told, not only from fatigue,

cramped fingers, and the thorns of the Moss Roses, but

from the perfume which, however grateful taken in modera-

tion, has quite another effect when a weary head is charged

and surcharged with it. In fact, the women complain of

feverishness and brow-ache from the overpowering odours,

and although they have not to deal mth the deadly

materials which shorten the lives of file-cutters or saw-

grinders, they are frequently obliged to succumb to the

severities of their occupation. These would be obviated

by better ventilation — an impossible boon in Covent

Garden as it at present exists. With respect to the hours

of work, surely flower-girls are entitled to as much con-

sideration as young dressmakers.

"

Mr. Adolf Meyer announces, in the columns

of " Nature," his intention of shortly proceeding to

Celebes on a natural history expedition, and will

be happy to leant the wishes and supply the desiderata

of any naturalist who takes a special interest in the

fauna or flora of the island. We hope Mr. Meyer
maybe enabled to make known and transmit specimens

af the rich vegetation of the island. Letters should be

addressed to Poste Restante, Menado Celebes.

We have received from Mr. W. Bull some
fine spikes of an Antirrhinum, remarkable not only

as "double flowers," from a florist's point of view,

but also for the singularity of their conformation ; the

stamens are detached one from the other, and have

each the form of the lower lip or palate. The ovary

forms, as it were, a calyx to an adventitious flower in

the centre ; so that we have here what technically would
be classed as an instance of petalody of the stamens,

and median prolification of the flower, with many
other subsidiary changes.

The Meteorology of the Week ending

July 16 (see Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our present issue)

did not present any particular feature to distinguish

it from the usual state of the elements at this particular

season. The M.iXiMUM Temterature recorded in

England (85°. 5) was at Leicester ; and the mean for all

stations was 79°. 2 ; the highest recorded in Scotland

{74'') was at Greenock and Perth ; and the mean for

the several stations was 71°. The Minimum Tem-
perature observed in England (46°) was at Sheffield,

and the mean for all stations was 49^.7 ; the lowest

observed in Scotland (47°) was at Paisley, and the

mean for the several stations was 51°. 3. The Mea.n
Temperature for the several stations south of

Nottingham was 63°.4, and for those to the north was
61^.3, and for the stations in Scotland was 58". 2. The
Rainfall varied in England from 1.14 inch at N
wich to 0.00 at several stations ; the mean for the

stations to the south of Nottingham was 0.3S inch, and
for those to the north was o.oS inch. Li Scotland the

falls varied from 2.53 inches at Aberdeen, with a mean
for all stations of o. 76 inch.

angulis buccarum prominuli;

supernc obtus

A very insignificant Myanthium, with sordid greenish

flowers, covered with innumerable blacldsh dots. The
lip is whitish, the calli ochre-coloured ; there are a few

"olet dots beneath the apex ; the androcllnium and
limb of stigmatic hollow are brown ; other parts of the

lip green. Discovered in Ecuador by Mr. Wallis ;

flowered with M. Linden. //. G. Rchb. fil.

THE FORMATION OF SOILS.
Oxford

New Garden Plants,
Notvlia Ai.ninA, A'lo/zsc/i, in Olio and Didrich.

Allg. Gartcnzdtung, 1S51, p. 281.

ligula

" P.scudobulbis ca:spitosis, minimis, compressis, leviter

lis unifoliatis
:

" Klotzsch, /. c. ; folio cuneato
obloiigo obtuse acuto ; racemo pendulo denslfloro

:

magms candidis ochraceo-aspersis ; sepalo dorsali ovali, sepalo
inferiori ligulato acute, nunc bidentato : petalis ligulatis acutis,

labcUi ungue brevissimo, subcalloso, lamina trulliformi basi

obtusangula ; coiumna crassa lasvi, subfovea utrinque obtusan-
gula : anthera clongata.

When one sees only the inflorescence of white
flowers, very large for a Notylia, with some hue of

ochre, one is led to think of some Eria or small-

flowered AngrKCum, rather than of a Notylia. The
excellent Dr. Lindley had the pleasure of seeing this

common plant a short time before he gave up botany, it

having been left at the Royal Horticultural Society's

gardens after that lamentable sale of their old historical

Orchids. It had been grown from some remainders of

Warscewicz's collection. The Doctor was much asto-

nished at the plant, and the writer of these lines

well remembers that he was blamed for having over-

looked (in Xenia Orchidacea) the very broad, quite

unusual nature of the upper sepals. The Doctor had,

however, the advantage of seeing the plant alive,

while we had seen nothing but the shrivelled dried

flowers. We are pleased to see at length a beautiful

inflorescence of this odd and rare plant, sent by Messrs.

Veitch,—no doubt forwarded by one of their Central

American travellers from Costa Rica or Nicaragua.

//. G. Rehh. fd.

Odontoglossum prasinum, Z/«rf. Rchb. fil.

Pedunrulo fracllnexo ; ramulis fractiflexis ; bractcis mlnutissimis ;

ovarii^ pij'licullatis elongatis ; sepalo dorsali cuneato oblongo
apiciilato, ^^ipaiis laleraUbus deflexis extus viridi carinatis ;

petalis subxqiialibus breviorjbus, iabello columnse appresso

oblongo obtuso utrinque limbo lobato, callls angulatis geminis

(The following paper was read at the Congress ;

Wednesday last, by Mr. W. Ingram.]

After a few preliminai-y remarks, Mr. Ingram pro-

ceeded as follows :—Investigations into the history of

soils lead us far back to a voiceless, but not unrecorded,

antiquity ; and, tracing effects to their causes, we shall

find ourselves carried beyond the WTitten records ofmen,
beyond the ages of iron, and bronze, and stone, and
we shall be left stranded amidst the bewildered and
struggling creatures whose destruction was accomplished

during that eventful time, called by geologists the

glacial drift period. Some writers on soils have attri-

buted their occurrence and formation to atmospheric

causes alone. This theory will be found insufficient to

account for all the various circumstances of soil occurring

in this country. 1'he preparation of the surface soil for

the growth of plants is mainly due to the action of the

weather, and we all know that rocks, and marls, and

clays, exposed to the action of the elements, are dis

integrated and pulverised, and that the particles scattered

by the wind, or spread over the land by rain, enriched

and carbonised by vegetation, form, during long periods

of time, considerable accumulations of soil ; but such

causes as these are not adequate to account for the

immense masses of earthy material composed of matters

derived from the rocky crust of the earth, and consist-

ing, in one place, of deep beds of clay, in another of

sand and gravel, or loam, and distributed, with more
or less irregularity, over the hills, and valleys, and

plains of this island.

After the deposition of the lower tertiaries it would
seem that Britain and the north of Europe underwent a

vast revolution as to climate, and that some new-

arrangement of sea and land took place at the same
period. At all events the large mammalia of the

earlier tertiaries disappeared, and the land was sub-

merged to the extent of several hundred feet, for we
now find water-worn boulders on the tops of our hills

at an altitude of iSoo or 2000 feet.

A cold period ensued, and icebergs, laden with

boulders and gravel from other regions, passed over

these latitudes, and dropped their boulders on our then

submerged lands. How long this process continued it

is impossible to determine, but by-and-by a gradual

elevation of the submerged lands took place. Our hill

tops and ranges appeared as islands, and our valleys as

straits. These islands were now covered periodically

with glaciers, during a brief season avalanches

descended, glaciers smoothed the hill-sides, and left

the debris as morasses of sand and gravel.

In process of time the land was elevated to its

present level, another distribution of sea and land took

place, and the glacial epoch passed away.

The .agencies in action during this time were

eminently calculated, as no doubt they were designed,

for the production of results of the greatest possible

importance to us, " the latest gifts of time." It appear;

to me to have been the most evident peiiod of prepara

tion for the race of beings that was to become dominant

on the earth, and to glorify by intelligent appreciation

the gracious gifts of God.
To the action of these great forces of Nature, turbu-

lent seas, icebergs, glaciers, and the streams from the

great ice fields, as the climate changed, may be

referred many of the drift soils which I have already

said arewidelydistributed, and which wherever they occur

give their own character to our agricultural and horti-

cultural productions. Looking broadly over the vast

fields of Nature, we see a ceaseless round of causes and
effects, of processes and products. Change alone is

dominant. While we enjoy the great results of time,

we must not omit to read the gi-eat lessons written in

what I may call the ripple marks of these ancient sea

margins, which, while carrying destruction to the

mighty race of mammals of that time, caused the pro-

duction of vast areas of soil fertilised more or less by
the decay of animals and plants which were coeval

with and commingled in the dibris of a vast disrupted

world of matter.

The causes which have subsequently contributed to

produce the more important deposits of soil, are less

in magnitude, and in the process of soil-making are

fortunately unattended by such wide-spread destiaiction

as that which occurred during the drift periods. The
ceaseless and prolonged action of rivers, commencing
in periods incalculably remote, and coming down to the

present time, have necessarily produced immense
deposits of soil. We have all had opportunities of

seeing how the devious course of a river is changed by

the waters acting upon the banks that bound it.

Masses of sand, silt, mud, and gravel are annually

displaced and deposited, and loam beds, for future

fattening fields, are being formed, inch by inch and

year by year. Our true and best loam beds are our

ancient and matured river deposits.

While the rivers pierce and ramify through the land.

displacing and reforming new beds of the matters

through which they pass, they still cany onwards
some of the spoils of the land into the bosom of the

sea. Sea and land, like rival monarchs, are ever

striving for mastery. At the mouths of our great rivers

we have islands or deltas constantly increasing, which

are destined some day perhaps to be rich pastures,

where prize stock will fatten, or fan- gardens where

champion Grapes will win future medals.

But the sea is sometimes generous, and g^ves tribute

to the land. This is attested by the rich alluvial

tracts along our eastern coast, for where the land slopes

smoothly to the ocean, and the waters roll over a

shallow strand, every tide leaves a deposit which,

increasing thus, is at last embanked, and forms the

rich alluvial fields that Lincolnshire delights in.

I have already refened to the operation of the forces

of the atmosphere, on the exposed surfaces of the earth.

In the comparatively equable climate ofour own country

such causes as heat and cold, wind and rain, are in con-

stant operation, and, as we all know, assist us greatly in

the preparation of land, and the labour we bring to

bear upon the earth's surface assists the process of

disintegration.

Having thus cursorily glanced at the causes which
have contributed in the gi'eatest degree to the accumu-

lation, dispersion, aitd deposition of the earthy matters

that result in soils, before proceeding to trace out

in detail the various deposits of soil, spread like a gar-

ment over the stony framework of the earth, it will be

as interesting as it is important to our inquiry to

examine the gi-eat rock system of England. We shall

by so doing be better able to trace back to their natural

beds or formations some of the drifts or accumulations

of soil which are found to occur, more or less abun-

dantly, on differently places.

From the western end of the Cheviots a mountain

range commences, termed the Pennine Chain. It

stretches due south through Northumberland, Cumber-
land, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and with a

break terminates in the small mountain range of Charn-

wood, in Leicestershire. A great part-of this range is

composed of carboniferous rocks, lying in an anticlinal

ridge, and having the lower series of rocks in the

centre and the upper in the flanks. Connected with

this chain is a group of mountains, occupying part of

Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire ; these

form the Cambrian gi'oup of the lake district,

and present the highest summits in England (Hel-

vellyn, 3,055 feet). The stratification of these rocks

has been disturbed by intnisive masses of granite and

igneous rock. The old red sandstone or Devonian has

a considerable development in Herefordshire. That
important section of the carboniferous system, the coal

measures, occurs extensively in the north of England,

Yorkshire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, Notts, Lincoln,

and Stafford. The lower red sandstone fringes the

northern cold field, and appears in Shropshire asso-

ciated with the coal formation. The magnesian is found

in Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire, and Notting-

hamshire. The new red sandstone spreads from the foot

of the rocks .already described into great rolling plains

which occupy a large part of some of the Midland Coun-

ties ; an extension ol this system runs down the valley

of the Seveni, through Somerset and Devon, to the

mouth of the Teign. A similar extension runs through

the county of York to the Tees, while a third occupies

nearly the whole of Cheshire.

The secondary rocks, from the lias to the chalk,

strike regularly across it in a S.W. and N.E. direction,

and presenting escarpments to the W. and N.W.
The softer portions of these formations make plains

or valleys, and the harder and stronger rocks long

ridges of hills. We have thus the plain or valley

of the lias lainning from Lyme Regis to Whitby.

Over this comes the oolitic escarpment. As the

chalk dips towards the east, it becomes over-

laid by tertiary beds, which extend from Norfolk to

Hampshire, with one remarkable interniption. This is

a broad and elevated ridge of chalk that extends from

Salisbury Plain to the N.E. of Winchester, where it

divides into two ridges, one the North Downs the other

the South Downs. In the centre of this valley rises a

ridge composed of Hastings sand, the beds of which

have been largely removed by denudation.

The tertiary beds of the south-east of England are

separated into two parts, occupying two basin-shaped

depressions, called the London and Hampshire basins.

Every rock formation which I have described has been

more or less denuded by the operation of the various

causes incident to the drift period, but notably by

glacial action, and by the great boreal and the sub-

sequent eastern drift. Had the carboniferous and red

sandstone formations been composed only of rock, how-
ever powerful the action of the agencies brought into

play during the pleistocene period, the resulting

detritus would have been great plains of gi-avel and

boulders—fragments, in fact, " confusedly hurled like

relics of an earlier world. " The preparation for the great

events that caused the dispersion of soil had preceded

the time of their occurrence. The ancient seas of the

carboniferous period had formed from the waste of the

granite, Silurian and Devonian systems, immense beds

composed of shales, clays, slates, and sandstones,

while the profuse vegetation of the period added the

coal-beds. The displacement, amalgamation, and

dispersion of these matters is evidenced throughout the

system. The deep valleys that intersect the mountain
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> of the carboniferous rocks show the amount of

denudation they have suffered ; and the i/Jdn's are

scattered far and wide over the land. Some of the

best soil in the Northern Counties is composed of the

matters borrowed from those ancient rocks.

Chatsworth, amongst other places, owes some of its

deep loam beds to the degradation of the neighbouring

rocks ; and the feeding meadows that surround ancient

Haddon have lost none of their fertility although they

fattened beeves for the hospitable o\\Tier3 of the Hall

centuries ago.

The upheaval of the millstone grit in Derbyshire,

and the subsequent waste of the stone, has formed over

a wide extent of surface a poor, siliceous soil, which
sustains heath and endless moors. This is an example
of what I call a primitive soil, one obtained directly

from the wash or decay of rocks or marl beneath.

This, too, is first in my list of peat soils, on which I

shall comment presently. The mountain limestone,

which is one of the divisions of the carboniferous,

is associated, but not intermixed, with grit. Its purely

calcareous character separates the vegetation of the

two rocks as widely as the poles ; and while on
your right you see the purple Heather blooming, on
your left you have woods and corn-fields.

The next important soil-producing formations to be
noticed are those derived from the permian and
triassic systems. These, by their subordinate elevation

and central position, the previous character of their

shells and marls, suffered greatly from the denuding
action of the various drift currents to which they were
exposed, and consequently contributed an immense
amount of earthy matter over the whole face of the
Midland and South-Eastcm Counties. The red loams, of

which, fortunately, we have many examples, are derived
from these marls, intermixed with gravel and vegetable
debris. The Bunter conglomerate of this system gave
rounded pebbles, the gypseous beds of the lower series

sulphate of lime ; altogether tlie mineral matters from
this system are of incalculable value in fertilising vast

tracts of land.

An example is offered in this formation of benefits

confeiTcd but not enjoyed. The pebbly beds of the

conglomerate remain undisturbed, a poor siliceous

gravelly soil is the result, the marl beds below being
out of reach. This affords some of the least profitable

land in Nottinghamshire. A crystallised form of
maguesian limestone occurs at Mansfield, but this is

overlaid to a depth of 10 feet by beds of marl, inter-

stratified with a band of limestone. As a rule, it is not
safe to assume that the surface soil partakes exclusively

ofthe character of the substrata, and contains its essential

principles ; and in recent discussions some eminent
gardeners have made the mistake of supposing the

surface soil above the dolomite rocks to be invariably

made up of their d^bris^ when in reality the rocks are

too far below the surface to affect vegetation.

Descending in the series, we find the upper beds of

the oolite, the lias, have suffered extensive denudation
;

an immense quantity of limestone, clay-ironstone, has
been swept away from the oolites throughout Leicester

an.l the adjoining counties. The sweeping effects of the

currents of the drift, as the land gradually rose, are

very evident. The relics of our rocks, in fragments of
stone, fossils, and ironstone nodules, may be found
sc:ittcred through the gravel beds of the counties
south-east of us, as well as filling some of our own
valleys.

We hear occasionally of great agi'icuUural as well as

of horticultural achievements in our Eastern Counties.

Sporting gentlemen tell of turnips whose growth
reaches the knees, and gardens eminent for the excel-

lence of their products are known to us all ; but while
conceding a great deal to skill, I must, as a faithful

chronicler of soils, attribute not a little to their influence

in securing such favourable results. Throughout the
Northern and Midland Counties we find, as I have
described, the great rock system scored, and rent, and
abraded of a portion of the mineral treasures of the
red sandstone, the oolite lias, chalk, swept away,
and this grand compost spread as a dressing over the
limy, craggy beds of Norfolk and Suffolk Can we
wonder that turnips grow ? or that "Mrs. Pollocks" are
evoked ? or that Man has been rendered eloquent, when
half a country has been broken up, and its fertile stores

given to these happy lands in the East ?

The cretaceous groups which comprise the chalk and
the greensand are not very extensively developed,
although the white chalk cliffs have given a name to
our country. We are all more or less acquainted with
one of the products of the Downs, which have given us
a breed of sheep (Southdown) few fail to appreciate.

But little drift rests on our chalk hills, and the sparse
flinty soil, thoughfertile with management, requiresgood
farming or good gardening to bring it up to the mark.
The numerous valleys which intersect the formation
contain deposits of detrital loam, while beds of clay and
gault occur in the system. The associated greensand
formations are developed largely in Surrey, Bedford-
shire, and Kent. The greensand of the latter county
forms a base for the peat soils, which, according to
certain notions, produce a wonderful effect on the growth
of Heaths. The upper and lower greensands are, under
good cultivation, valuable for early cropping and for

seed lands. The two well-known examples of the
tertiary systems which I sliall instance, are the London
clay and the Bagshot sand. 1 cannot speak in terms of

very high commendation of the horticultural capa-

bilities of London clay. It is very hard to work, and,

like a dull boy, requires a good deal of keeping up
when it reaches the friable point. It does not equal
the lias, plastic or gault clays, when made into a soil.

I have spoken a little regretfully of the waste of some
of the formations, but when I approach the Bagshot sand,

that dreary waste of comminuted silica that runs through
parts of Surrey, Sussex, and Hampshire, I can only
say that it is a matter for regret that some of it at least

was not overwhelmed, like Norfolk, and either its sandy
wastes swept away or covered over with a few feet of
loam, which, were it spread upon these heathy barrens,

would make this tract of country smile like a garden.

The pebbly beaches and sand beds, poor and hungry
as they seem, are gi'adually submitting to reclamation,

and being healthy, are attracting the smoke-dried
Londoner, who may gather health, if not profit, in the

pursuit of gardening under difficulties. But we must
forgive the general sterility of this formation when
we remember the Rhododendrons and Azaleas, and
the vision of beauty we have before us now in Oxford
in Mr. Jackman's varieties of Clematis.

The natural world is replete with examples of

agencies compensating wasted powers, and effecting

restoration—evolving new foiTns, We Ivn .. seen how
the hills have been riv^n ^nd washed, and the frag-

ments spread fa a«cl wide over the land and sea. An
illustration of the saying, that nothing is ever lost, is

before us in the rich, alluvial plains that are found in

Lincolnshire and elsewhere along the coast. If any
one wants a proof of the influence of soil and situa-

tion on animals and plants, he should go first to a
hilly inland district in Derbyshire, and after looking

at the cattle and the crops, he should proceed to

Peterborough, Wisbeach, Sutton Bridge, or to Sleaford

and Boston—he would find cattle double the size, and
corn crops at least twice as productive as in the colder

county. Here we come to a grand result, and a great

example, in showing what soil and situation will do.
|

A realisation of an almost perfectly fertile condition
|

of land is a sort of philosopher's stone to gardeners ;

'

and what often gives additional value to these fine '

alluvial plains, is that beds of silty gravel are found
beneath them, and form the best natural drainage.

Nothing is wanting in such fortunate districts but in-

creased elevation (50 feet heavenward). Some of our
best seed grounds are found on these rich tracts, and
the principle is quite right, to grow seed stocks on the

most fertile land ; there will then be no retrogression

of type.

It would be interesting in a horticultural point of

view, and at the same time it would tend to illustrate

subject, if I could follow out the river system of

England, .and write the story of all the streams that,

springing from the heart of the country, flow ever

onwards towards the sea. In the present instance I

can only venture to indicate very slightly the influence

of rivers, regarded in the light of soil producing agents.

A great arterial river is a great power moving through

the land, and together with its tributary streamlets,

which gather their quota of earthy matter from the

land adjacent, effects great changes in the distribution of

.soil.

The gravel beds of a river help us to understand
the history of its wanderings. Pebbles of quartz and
grit, and eroded fragments of granite, a lump of mountain
limestone, tell us that the water has passed over an
ancient drift bed. The Trent gravels are very much
made up of the pebbles from the Bunter conglomerate,

and the meadows that spread out through its wide
Iley show, in occasional sections, that the rich loams

that belong to it were borrowed from the marls and red
sandstones, through which it has for so many miles

forced its way.
An immense gravel bed fills up the valley of the

Thames to a distance of 50 miles. The gravel is com-
posed chiefly of chalk flints. The great beds of loam
hich rest from one to several yards in thickness on the

gravel bed, appear to be an alluvial deposit of the

post-pliocene time. This loam, derived from cal-

careous formations, clay, greensand, and gault, is an
extremely valuable soil for garden purposes. I know
three tributaries of the Trent ; one passes through a
reat clay formation, another comes from the iron

beds of the inferior oolite, and passes through lias clay

,d marl stone,—its gravel is but the stone from the

beds over which it flows. Another takes its rise

amongst oolite hills, and in ancient times has given

large sandy deposits to the valley through which it

runs. An unwary gardener might look upon these

light soils as suitable for American plants, he would
be woefully deceived ; derived from limestone they
still possess some of the properties of that mineral, and
are inimical to Heaths and Rhododendronswhen planted

in them. Each of these rivers, in a comparatively
restricted area, has formed loamy deposits, which,
derived immediately from, are exclusively characteristic

of, the formations through which they pass. From
these examples I judge that tributary streams bring

down more waste in proportion from the land than the

main streams, and give a more varied character to the

loam beds that are formed in the main valleys.

I must not conclude my story of the soils without refer-

ing to the peaty deposits and the bog lands, which,
having a special botany, are of gi-eater interest and
importance to gardeners than many ordinary soils.

Nature has infinitely multiphed her forms of life, and
adapted them to every circumstance of soil and posi-

tion found in the world ; nothing seems so abhorrent
as utter barrenness. The desolation of our moorlands
would be complete were it not for the Heather and
Gorse, the Fern, Moss, and Lichen.
The weathering of the millstone grit gives us a poor

siliceous soil ; decaying Moss, and Lichen, and Heath,
in process of time add the vegetable pabulum neces-
sary to support these hardy denizens of the mountains.
The greensands in Kent and Suney, the Bagshot
sands in Sussex and Hants afford examples of peat
soils. Wherever poor sandy drifts occur heath and
peat soil is found.
Bog is a product of decayed vegetable matter due to

moisture ; an alteration in the level of a district has
caused the submergence of extensive forests, and so a
black vegetable soil is formed. Most large rivers have
boggy deposits, due to inundations, and to the course
of the river being encumbered with weeds and rubbish,
just as the Upper Nile is at the present day.
The value to us of either peat or bog is due to the

fact of their perfect freedom from the taint of stronger
soils. Pure sands and vegetable matter are always safe
to employ.

In endeavouring to recal instances of an exception-
ally favourable development of vegetation arising from
the influence of soil, the magnificent Oaks in Bagots'
Park, North Stafford, are vividly brought to my recol-
lection. The Park is 1000 acres in extent, and splen-
did specimens of Oak timber occur all over it, but
notably in the case of the Beggar's Oak, the Squitch
Oak, the King and Queen Oaks. These are giants
amongst trees, and exhibit perfect vigour and health.

Knowing that red marl occupied to a great extent
the country about Bagots, I had assumed that these
trees were luxuriating, as they often do, in the rich marl
beds of the red sandstone. A subsequent and closer
inquiry proved my assumption erroneous.
The Park is thinly covered by beds of the lower lias

which have escaped denudation. These beds have not
been disturbed by cultivation. A section on the north
side of the Park shows i foot of drift clayey soil, few
pebbles, 2 feet clay, 2 feet laminated shale with mica-
ceous particles, 3 feet mixed clayey rubble, 3 feet shale.

Nothing can be more unpromising, on first looking
on this section, than the soil. The secret lies in the
fact that all these apparently poor beds contain an
exact balance of the mineral constituents of fertility in a
state of slow decomposition. They are compact, with-
out being too retentive ol moisture.

I may, in conclusion, advert to the singular
advantages enjoyed, in an economical point of view, by
the assemblage within a comparatively restricted area
of all the more important rock formations that belong
to the earth, and by the position of those rocks, by
which they are rendered accessible lo, and their peculiar
products more readily available for, the uses to which
they are applied by man. England epitomises the
world in its rocks and rich mineral products ; such a
land is a fitting home for representatives of the great
races of the world, whose energy and intelligence have
found a home and fitting field for the exercise of the best

and highest human faculties. A land endowed like this

is a fitting school for a hardyand enterprising nation, and
the varied knowledge gathered in the pursuit of the

industrial arts, manufactures, mining, agriculture, and
horticulture, has fitted the adventurous men, the

pioneers of civilisation and Christianity through the
world, for the great works they are destined to accom-
plish. I think I may truly say that Englishmen gene-
rally are content to win laurels by successes achieved
in prosecuting the arts of peace, in conquering the

unproductive soil of those countries whose
undeveloped resources remained too long in

abeyance, under the sway of the savage. The
agricultural and horticultural productions brought
together in this city of learning, help to illustrate my
remarks. The cereal riches and the blessings spread

far and wide over the world, in fruits that gratify every

sense, and flowers that gladden the very soul of man,
are presented to us. The lessons gained in these

bloodless encounters, these modern Wars of the Roses,

are carried by our ever-departing pilgrims to their

distant habitations ; and it is the glory and delight of
our brothers in their far-off homes to gather together

their flowers and fruit, and emulate the work of this,

the parent society of the world of horticulture.

SEXES OF PLANTS.
I WAS much interested in the article at p. 826 from

the pen of Dr. R. Spruce, on the "Sexuality of

Plants." I could not but feel a trace of regret that

there is not a more frequent contribution of facts

between observers in different countries than there is.

With other countries there are the difficulties of

language—between America and ICngland there should

be no obstacle. I think, in this question of sex, that if

American obsei^vations had received due weight in

England, the true law of sex would have been under-

stood long ago. Soon after I came to the United
States, in 1S4S, I noticed the peculiar effect of the

intense light of American summers on the vigour of
vegetation. The whole ratio of growth was altered.

I had been accustomed to believe that it took

hundreds of years to mature an Oak, and that even an
Apple tree would last several generations. Here an
English Oak would grow up to its 60 or 70 feet, and
decay away, all within 100 years ; and, in most cases.
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50 years would be the old ^-e of an Apple tree. I

say the influence of light, but that was but an hypo-

thesis. I supposed, from my experience as a culti-

vator, that increased light gave increased power of

decomposing carbonic acid, and thus adding to the

more rapid increase of the bulk of the tree. I noticed

further that this peculiarity of climate interrupted the

sexual arrangements I had been cognisant of in

Europe. P"ragaria vesca, and the varieties of European

Strawberries with which I had there been familiar,

were mostly hermaphrodites, here varieties of the same

stock were chiefly unisexual. I pointed out these facts

in the American Journals between 1852 and 1S55,

and showed from them that sex in plants was not the

result of any fixed constitutional tendency, but was in-

fluenced solely by external circumstances. People who
like to read rather than to observe, quoted the writings

of the best authorities in Europe against me ; and I

received no aid from any one, but the late Dr. Wm.
Darlington, author of *' Flora Cestrica," who furnished

in some papers valuable facts confinning what I had

seen. I was charged with teaching the absurd

doctrine that "a bull could be transformed into a

cow," and so on, showing—what must have become
very apparent to other botanists besides myself^—the

errors which arise in people's minds from taking up
too closely analogies from the animal world. How-
ever, I took hermaphrodite Strawberries, and by
growing them on the shelves along the back wall of a

lean-to hothouse, and manuring them with as strong

manure-water as they would bear, the influence of the

strong American light was great enough to produce
pistillate flowers on them. I was young then, and had
not the wide experience necessary to generalise pro-

perly ; but lam satisfied now, that if English botanists

had given any thought to the facts then produced by
myself and Dr. Darlington, it would not have been
left to my good fortune, nearly 20 years later, to

discover the law which regulates the production of

plant-sexes in the simple fact that it is the highest

condition of vigour only which produces the female sex.

During the last ten years I have published many
papers recording facts and detailing observations

—

some of them, from the Proceedings of the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences, have been reprinted

in the Chrouktc—which I supposed must tend to

show the ancestral type of many polygamous plants

was hermaphrodite, and that sex was governed by
simple powers of nutrition ; and I was somewhat
surprised to find, when my paper on sex was read
before the American Association, in which I only took
up enough of the time of the members to give a few of

the strongest facts, that they were unprepared to

receive any of them. Yet there is scarcely a tree or

plant of any kind that will not furnish the evidence of
the truth of my theory. Sometimes I have met with
facts which seemed to indicate that the male flowers re-

sulted from superior vigour, but I ultimately discovered
facts have sho\\n them rather to favour it. For
instance, if we take the flower-scape of a Typha, we
see there the fact very clearly that the female flowers

are in the greatest line of vigour ; only after the female
flowers have been formed does the plant from its

very weak apex produce the puny male flowers.

35ut when we obsei-ve perfectly dioecious plants,

or plants "practically dioecious," it is quite likely that

we find apparently vigorous plants barren, and weaker
ones fertile. The Lonicera brachypoda of the gardens
is a remarkably fruitful plant in the United States.

It is usually loaded with black berries. We have
here also another form, known as E. Halliana. I

take them both to be varieties of L. japonica. But
the latter is far more floriferous than the former, and
every way a more vigorous grower, but I have never
been able to get a berry from it. American nursery-
men regard it as a male, through its barrenness ; but
an examination shows that though the anthers are appa-
rently perfect, there is not a trace of pollen in them.
The pistils are remarkably perfect, and the Hallianum
is a grade in the female line, and rather helps than
opposes the law. The brachypoda is hermaphrodite,
and self-fertilising, not so strong a grower, because
hermaphroditism is not the highest type of vigour.
The Dock, also, furnishes excellent illustrations of

the grades of vigour in its relation to the sexes. Take
two species common here, Rumex crispus and R.
oblongifolius. I must have examined these closely

when in England, as it was my wont to do with
most things, but I have no recollection of their being
anything but hermaphrodite. However, here only
the plants of average vigour are such, the strongest
plants being almost all pistillate, the male flowers only
appearing abundantly, as in Typha, when the axial

growth has nearly exhausted itself at the apex of the
racemes. Rumex Patientia is also of this character
here, but I cannot compare it with its growth in

England, not remembering gathering it well, or
particularly examining it.

When you noticed in the Gardeners Chronide my
]-)aper before the American Association, you suggested
that probably some exceptions would be noted. I have
watched your columns since with much interest, as

well as other Journals, but none have been suggested
tliat I have seen. None have been offered here either,

with the single exception of one by Prof. Agassiz, who
suggested when the paper was read that many tropical-

Scrophulariacese, with their scarlet bracts (which I

showed to be a tendency in the male direction, when

such colouring was a departure from the normal type
\

in the species), were remarkably seed bearing. But
when it is remembered that the whole tribe of Scrophu-
lariaceous plants is noted for the great tendency to

staminate abortions, the objection aided rather than
injured the theory.

It has been thus in all cases I have known, and
I think I may venture the proposition that no excep-
tion can be found wherein the female organs are not on
the strongest axial parts, and the male on the weakest
if all other circumstances are equal.

In the quotation from Dr. Spruce some Maples and
Ashes were referred to. In one of my papers before

mentioned I noted how frequently branches of a dif-

ferent sex will push out from trees which have for

years been of another, in Acer dasycarpum ; and it is

remarkable that all the trees of Fraxinus excelsior that

I know in a flowering condition here are unisexual,

with the exception of the weeping variety, which is

always hermaphrodite. But this of course is per-

petuated by grafting. The tree is only of a moderate
degree of vigour—^just the conditions we look for in

hermaphrodite plants. The variety monophylla
(heterophylla ?) is our most vigorous growing form of

excelsior, but I know of no one which has flowered.

But, as I have said, other vigorous tendencies must
be present as well as vigour of growth, though in the

average it is so in growth alone. The male Spinach

or the male Hemp is in most cases much the weakest

plant, and in all cases dies before the female plant.

There is a strong disposition just now to see how far

this theory of vigour applies to animals. I suppose

Professor Thurig's theory has been abandoned. At
any rate, agriculturists here have not had the results

which favoured the experiments of M. Cornez with

them. In fowls the results have proved rather the

reverse. In the case of plants our theory indicates that

the formation of the sex is a matter entirely between
nutrition and the mother plant, and one with which
the male parent has nothing to do ; a theory far re-

moved from Professor Thurig's idea. Thomas Median^
Philadelphia, U.S.

PALMS.—A'o. IX.

Desmo7icus (Mart.).—I agree with Dr. Spruce in

declining to accept Karsten's proposal to merge
Desmoncus into the older genus Bactris. Its very

obvious differences from Bactris are, "the scandent

habit, the opposite pinnce, whereof the lower are so

narrowed at the base as to be spuriously petiolate and
almost exactly lance-shaped, and the upper six or eight

pairs are transformed into straight, tough, subulate

spines, so reflexed at an angle as to catch firm hold of

any soft substance that brushes against them ; the

petiole consisting almost entirely of sheath, and the

sheath prolonged upwards into an ocrea 3 inches lo

whereas in the Bactrides the sheath has either only a

ligule at the mouth, or it extends into a very short

oblique ocrea, and besides the sheath there is a proper

petiole of from I to 2 feet long. Besides these

differences, no Desmoncus has leaves ciliated with

aculeoli, while every Bactris has them so, if not along

the margin, at least in the pencil at the point of the

leaf." Desmoncus holds about the same position

the forests of tropical America that the Rattans and their

allies do in those of Asia, climbing over trees, and
throwing out armed pinnated leaves to catch the

unwary traveller. Their flowers appear in the axils o'

the leaves, and are moncecious, and their drupe;

I -seeded, generally of a bright colour. About 1

8

species are known, of which D. major, aculeatus,

dubius, latifrons, macranthus, mitis, orthacanthus,

mexicanus, polyacanthus, &c., are cultivated by us.

Bactris (Jacq. ; Augustinea, Karst. ). — About So
species compose this genus, all of which are prickly

Palms, very seldom attaining the size of trees,

generally forming underwood in tropical American
forests, and frequently making their appearance on
newly cleared land. In many cases several trunks

issue from the same lOot-stock, and form thickets diffi-

cult to penetrate. They share with Desmoncus the

peculiarity that the leaves, instead of being confined to

the apex of the trunk, are scattered over nearly the

whole surface ; and, moreover, the lower leaves

retain their verdure long after the upper ones have
fully developed. These features, and the small size of

the species, recommend this genus to the notice

of cultivators, and out of the So species known about
20 are already in our gardens. Tlie leaves are pinna-

tisect, and their segments generally linear and entire,

but in B. cai-yota;folia and others delta-shaped and
erose. The peduncle of the spadix bursts through
about the middle of the leaf sheath. The drupes are

small, ovate or nearly round, and generally of a

dark blue colour.

Guiliehna (Mart.).—This genus so closely approaches
Bactris in its technical characters that several botanists,

following Karsten, seem inclined to combine them. The
species now grouped under that name are lofty trees with
slender trunk, armed with black spines and crowned
with terminal pinnated leaves, having linear segments
and prickly petioles. The flowers are mona-cious,

and the drupes of a reddish yellow colour. The best

knownspeciesisG. speciosa(BactrisGasipaes, H. B. K.),

the Peach Palm, one of the cultivated Palms of the

Amazon and Orinoco regions, about which the writings

of Wallace and Spruce should be consulted. It grows

to 60, and even to 90 feet in height, the numerous curling
and drooping leaves rarely exceed 9 feet, and they have
from 40—60 leaflets on each side, aggregated in threes
and fours, and pointing in all directions. The fruits

are massed in large pendulous corymbs, and may be
likened to a well-ripened Peach in colour ; their thick

aly flesh, when cooked, is between a Potato and
Chestnut in flavour, but superior to either. A seedless

variety is common. Dr. Spruce traced this Palm from
the Brazils and Venezuela to the Cordillera, where,
however, it is also only cultivated ; nobody seems to

have as yet found it truly wild, though hopes are

entertained of doing so somewhere in the Andes. It

has long been an inmate of our gardens. With the

exception of G. utiHs, Oerst. (the "Pechevaga" of

Costa Rica), all the species are natives of the Orinoco
and Amazon regions.

Martinezia (Ruiz et Pav.).—This genus is closely

allied to Bactris and Acrocomia, but differs consider-

ably in habit ; its trunk seldom exceeds 8 feet in height,

and is clad with prickles, bearing at the extremity a
few leaves with spiny petiole and midribs, and wedge-
shaped erosed segments, resembling those of Caryota
and Wallichia of tropical Asia. Martinezias inhabit

the Andes of South America, or the banks of the rivers

having their sources there. M. caryotcefolia, long an
inmate of our gardens, is one of the numerous fine

plants gracing that botanical treasure-house, the moun-
tains of Quindiu. M. Aiphenes (aculeata, Kl.), Linde-
niana, truncata, and others, are under cultivation.

Acrocomia (Mart.).—I have often been stnick when
travelling during the dry season in the western parts of

Nicaragua, by the noble groups of Wine Palms of

the country, known by the vernacular name of Coyol,

and described by Oersted as A. vinifera, and which
supplies the natives with a delicious beverage. Like
most of its congeners, and unlike the allied genus
Astrocaryum, A. vinifera prefers the light of the

open plains to the gloom of the virgin forests,

AVe know about nine species, natives of the central

parts of America. Their trunk is from 20—50 feet

high, and clad with long prickles ; their leaves are

pinnatisect ; their flowers, which appear in the axils

of the lower leaves, are greenish or yellow, and their

dnipes of a greenish olive or yellowish colour. The
nuts are either eaten or converted into oil. A.
lasiospatha, and sclerocarpa, are in cultivation.

Asirocaryum (G. F. W. Meyer).—The species of

this genus delight in humid or swampy places, being

often found on river banks exposed to occasional

floods, and luxuriating in rich vegetable mould of the

virgin forests of tropical America, principally Brazil.

A few of the species are stemless plants (A. acaule,

iS:c.), but the bulk of the species are trees, some
attaining to 60 feet in height. Trunk, foliage, fruit-

stalks, spathes, and in some cases even the fruit itself,

are covered with spines. The leaves are pinnate,

having linear segments, dark green above and
often of a silvery white below. The flowers develope
from the axils of the old decayed leaves ; the drupes

are orange or yellow, and in some instances sweetly

scented. We cultivate in our gardens A. aculeatum,

Ayri (Toxophcenix aculeatissima, Schott), A. cam-
pestre, Murumum, rostratum, mexicanum, Tucuma,
vulgare, &c. Most of the species are useful to man—A.
vulgare supplying cordage ofsuperior quality, employed
for purposes where firmness combined with strength is

required. The fruit of A. Tucuma is edible, as also

that of A. acaule and A. Murumum.
Marara (Karst. in Linna^a, xxviii., p. 393).

—

M. bicuspidata and M. erinacea, two prickly Palms,

with pinnated leaves, inhabiting Columbia, compose
this genus. It differs from Guilielma in having the

calyx of both sexes, as well as the corolla of the

males, 3-phyllous, but it agrees with it in the adnate

andrcecium and other characters. But the stability of

the genus requires to be inquired into, and can only be

ascertained by working up all the other prickly

Cocoinece.

Eia'Cis (Jacq.).—This is one of the numerous genera

which the west coast of Africa has in common with
the east coast of America, and which furnish some of

the facts sustaining the hypothesis of a former con-

nection between those two continents. E. guineensis

supplies the palm oil of the West Coast, now a com-
mercial article of great importance, whilst E. occidentalis

furnishes the inhabitants of tropical America with a
considerable portion of the oil used in their households.

The trunks are decumbent, and have so few roots to

hold them fast that I have often kicked over a tree.

The leaves are pinnate and terminal, and the fruits of a

bright red colour. The oil resides in the husk (meso-

carp), and is separated by boiling the fruit in water,

and pounding it in wooden mortars until all the fatty

mass is floating on the top. Both these oil Palms
are in our gardens. Their natural habitats are swamps.
Bcrthold Scemanii.

HARDY VERONICAS.
Veronica Teiicrium (L.).—This is a beautiful, and

also very variable, species. It blossoms freely early in

summer, and if not disturbed the plant becomes a large

tuft, rising from I to 3 feet in height. Every part

aboveground, and outside the calyx, is more or less

hairy. The leaves are opposite as a i-ule, stalkless,

ovate, or sometimes lanceolate, obtuse, and deeply and

irregularly cut, although now and then only roughly
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serrate. From the axils of the leaves, a considerable

way up the stem, emerge large racemes of the most

lovely blue flowers imaginable. The limb of the

corolla is spreading, and about half an inch across, and

the entrance to the short tube is closed by a vmg of

pure white hairs. It is a native of Germany and

several other European countries, and is not scarce in

nurseries, although far too rare in our gardens. This,

like nearly all its relatives, grows quite freely m any

rich loamy soil, and is readily increased by division in

the autumn, or by seed sown either when ripe or in the

spring. It should have plenty of moisture dunng the

growing season ; and it suffers from being under trees.

Unless stated to the contrary, these remarks are

intended to apply to the following in the matter of

cultivation.

V. prostrata (L.)—The botanists who are opposed

to the multiplication of names put this along with the

foregoing, but such a view is sure to be set aside by

gardeners ; and no wonder, for, comparatively spealiing,

the present plant is a little thing with a weak and

slender stem; but, although so dwarf, it produces a

great quantity of blossoms. The leaves are opposite,

sessile, oblong, or ovate, serrate, and obtuse. The

racemes are not half the length of those of V. Teucrium,

even when the two are grown side by side for years.

The corolla is of a delicate, or more rarely, rich blue

colour, and the spreading limb is about one-fourlh of

an inch across. The flowers open early in summer.

It is better adapted for the rockwork than for the ordi-

nary border, but it is beautiful wherever it can be

induced to thrive. A native of most European

countries.

V. oricntale (Ait.) is near to the next species, and its

chief peculiarity is in its leaves, which are cut into very

narrow strips. It is very neat, and also free flowering,

and should enter into every collection of herbaceous

alpines. It is not, I regi'et to say, in very many of our

nurserymen's catalogues, but is easily procured from the

adjoining Continent, where it grows wild.

V. taurka (Willd.).—Mr. Bentham makes this only

a variety of V. Teucrium, but it seems a very fair gar-

den species, standing in no danger of being confounded

with anything else. The stem is slender, and mostly

less than a foot high. The leaves, unlike those of

any other nearly related kind, are entire and almost

acicular. The limb of the corolla is blue and spread-

ing during the early part of the day, the entrance to the

tube being white. The blossoms are at their best

about midsummer. A native of Tauria, and fit for the

rockery.

V. latifolia (L,).—This is much larger in all its parts

than any of the preceding, and the specific name has

the great and uncommon merit of being descriptive. On
account of its size it should be at the back of a mixed
border, or else should occupy a spot requiring some-

thing high as around the margin of a shrubbery. Tlie

technical peculiarity of this is to be found in the great,

rough, semi-amplexicaul, serrate-dentate, broadly ovate,

and obtuse-pointed leaves. The racemes are axillary

and a foot long or less. The corolla is spreading and
of a rich blue colour, penetrated at regular intervals by
darker and sunken lines. The flowers open about
midsummer. A native of Austria.

V. caucnska (Bbrst.).—This is exceedingly graceful

and curious, and not very unlike V. orientalis, but still

readily known by its characteristic bipinnatisect leaves,

the segments of which are linear. The racemes are

axillary, a foot or less long, and not by any means
dense. The spreading limb of the corolla is over a

quarter of an inch across, the three lower petals arc

white or pale red, and the upper one is marked by very
fine purple lines. The centre of the flower is green,

and the stamens are blue. Suitable for the rockery or

the front of a mixed border. A native of Tauria.

V. nummularia (Gouan.).—This is a little thing,

which creeps along the ground, roots as it goes, and is

covered in spring with large white or pale blue flowers.

It is one of the most admirable of alpines, and delights
to ramble over damp stones or anything similar. The
raceme is dense, and a few inches long. Unlike the
sorts already treated of, this has not an axillary

inflorescence, but, like all those which are to follow, it

has a terminal one. A native of the Pyrenees.

V. saxalitis (L. ) is one of the most brilliant and rare

of our native highland flowers, and though of a large:

gi'owth than V. nummularia, it is, on the other hand,
far less given to spread than that species. The leaves
are opposite, oblong, or elliptical, and with a ie\v teeth
along the margin. The racemes are dense and
corymbose at first, but ultimately look scantily fur-

nished. The rich blue spreading limb of the corolla
is wonderfully beautiful. The blossoms open towards
the end of spring.

V. fmtkosa (L.).—This is another gay mountaineer,
of small stature, answering admirably to its specific

name, and libellously figured in at least one edition of
"English Botany." It gro\vs upright, and forms a
neat and compact tuft. The leaves are opposite, and,
unlike those of V. saxatilis, are linear-oblong, and about
I line broad and 6 lines long. When full gi'own the
racemes are only a few inches in extent. In the books
the flowers are mostly represented as either blue or
rose coloured, but in the specimen now before me the
lower petal or lobe is pure white, whilst the upper
ones differ only in being marked by nearly parallel red

lines of exquisite delicacy. Though almost, if not

quite, extinct as a native of Britain, it is plentiful on

the Alps. Blossoms about midsummer.
V.gcntianoida (Vahl).—This is perhaps more widely

distributed in our gardens than any other species of the

genus, and assuredly its beauty fully entitles it to all

the attention it has received. The leaves are pale

green, or sometimes variegated, and all the more

perfect ones are radical, opposite, oblong-lanceolate,

entire, glabrous, and obtuse. The scape ends in a

long plentifully-furnished raceme of flowers, which

open in spring. Tlie corolla is eminently pleasing,

and with a nearly circular pale blue or white and

spreading limb. The prominent colour of the upper

and side petals is generally heightened by intensely

deep blue lines, whilst around the margin of the

whole is a regular fringe of hairs. Fit for the centre

of a mixed border, and handsome on rockwork. Very

fond of water, particularly during the early part of the

year. A native of Tauria, Caucasus, and Asia Minor.

V. spkata (L.) is a sturdy as well as a very hand-

some and variable sort, and is to be met with in most

of our gardens. The stem is from I to 3 feet high,

and usually strong and erect. The leaves are opposite,

petiolate, and either ovate, lanceolate, or linear,

serrate, acuminate, and of a rich green colour. The
raceme is 9 inches or less long, and generally so dense

and compact as to make the specific name descriptive.

The flowers are not individually large, but collectively

they manage to make an excellent display about mid-

summer ; fit for the rockwork or mixed border. There

is a variety called "alba," on account of its white

instead of blue corolla. Some botanists put V. hybrida,

with its elliptical leaves and impoverished raceme, as a

form of the subject of this paragraph.

V. graiidis (Fisch.).—The look of this is so very

different from that of V. spicata, that one very natu-

rally expects to find characters by which to separate

the one from the other directly, but so soon as this

impression is tested, it breaks down. For the worst

of it is, there are intermediates to connect the extreme

forms, and it is amongst those in a state of transition

one is apt to get bewildered, and take to lumping.

The only guidance which can be given in the present

instance is to the eftect that we find much more length

of stem, foli.age, and raceme in this than in the adjoin-

ing species, and besides, here the base of the leaf is

generally cordate. The blossoms open about mid-

summer. This is a first-rate plant for the back of a

mixed border or the margin of a shrubbery. A native

of Siberia.

V. syriaca (R. S.).—This cannot have too wide a

distribution, for it is quite a gem, but it has the draw-

back of being an annual. The corolla is blue and white,

or else altogether white. Those who know Linaria

alpina will easily perceive how very beautiful this must

be, when I say that this is quite as pretty as that, and

also quite as hardy and as ready to reproduce itself.

Some of the forms of V. longifolia, V. Candida,

V. paniculata, V. corymbosa, V. elatior, V. elegans,

incurva, V. virginica, V. repens, W maritima.

Bishop Stortford Vines did not die of Fungus, and
every case of Fungus poisoning that has appeared in

the Chronkk since has but confirmed me in that belief,

and for this reason, that the Vines that did so perish

had not a symptom in common with those at Bishop

Stortford. I adhere to every word I have written on
the Stortford Vines and the Fungus question, as printed

at pp. 384, 495, 565, and S63 ; and reaffirm with the

utmost confidence that the roots and leaves were per-

fectly healthy and free from Fungus and mildew. The
borders were also in good condition, and the number
of roots enormous. Months have elapsed since 1 stated

in these columns that Mr. Monro's Vine doubtless con-

tracted Fungus on its journey, and no one has contra-

dicted that statement. Mr. Ayres declared that the

destruction of Vines in such a condition was an act of
Vandalism, deserving of scourging. I offer no opinion

upon this ; it was my province to record facts, and I

did it. The Vines were destroyed because the Grapes

shanked, and for no other reason, as I have already

stated. Before Mr. Ayres applies the scourge he would
do well to propound a sure and certain remedy for this-

worst of all evils in Grape growing—shanking. The
Bishop Stortford Vines are certainly not the first, and I

fear they will not be the last, that have succumbed to-

this insidious and often invisible malady. As to the

borders, I adhere to my description of them. I have

three grounds for doing so : the test of observation, the

testimony of others, including that of some of the very

first Grape growers in the country, and the glaring

contradiction involved in your correspondent's definition

of them : since that is a good border formed of London
street garbage. And the borders might be either one

or the other, but they could not be both. Mr. Ayres

seems fond of these contradictory utterances, for he

now goes out of his way to reflect upon the man
who has managed these famous Vines from first to

last, to tell us that he received his gardening educa-

tion while in the charge of a malt-kiln. But there is a.

little change of ground here. The place is changed

from the London streets to the fellmongers' yards at

Bishop Stortford, and I am refened to the fellmongers'

books of that time to find out the quantities of these

abominations used. If your readers will turn back to

p. 496, they will find that I was not too delicate to

write down the truth ; for there they will find that

hide shavings formed a constituent part of these

borders. How came your correspondent to ignore this

fact? I am then plainly told that I am labouring

under the delusion that I have written the history of

the Stortford Vines. It so happens that the title of

my paper was, "Probable Causes of Failure." Cer-

tainly their past history was glanced at, so far as it

was likely to throw light on their condition. This

was all I attempted ; and doubtless even in this I may
have failed to tell all that needed to be known.

But it seems that after all this dust and this severe

handling of my writing by Mr. Ayres, there is little or

no difference between us; for he now writes;—"The
true explanation of the failure of the Bishop Stortford

Vines, if not Fungus poison, is paralysis, brought about
V. pinnata, and V . s b.nca, for the sake of vanety are .„„= •„, ,^, forth in your articles on pol-
worth keeping. The English reader does "ot, of

1 ^„ P ^ . ^ f ^„ ^^^^ers,
course, need to be reminded of the lovely .Speedwell,

the fti«W/ Chrcmlk for this year
so familiar to us all, but our American and Australian ^^^ ^^^^j, ^i^i,„^
friends may desire to make its acquaintance and if they ^fP^i^^'e.?^,^ ^ed. Restrictive training and prmiing
do so they are certain not to repent. A 1 the above are

I SJ V
-^ ^^ j^^^ ^^^

t,,^ ^„bable
nmi. m \\^x< couutry, but several of the very best of •"= ""^". ".f.-; '^ ., .

„=•
, '..._,:._

them seem to be confined at present to botanic garden

And also, I regret to say, that certain of the foremost

ti'ade lists are swelled by such names as V. linlinoides,

V. campanulata, V. floribunda, and V. lactea serphylli-

folia. Now these are all without any authority what-

ever, and therefore often lead people to purchase what

they already have under a fair title. Jchii Duncan.

Jomt Ca-iTCspnknte.
Fungophobia.—We have another wondrous mani-

festation of this malady in the Gardeners Chronkk^

p. 926. Mr. Ayres' perfomiance vividly reminds me of

some of the incidents of my schoolboy days. Certain

boys had a strong pcncJtani for puff-balls, and for

emptying their contents in dangerous proximity to the

eyes or faces of others. A mischievous boy, w'ith a

ripe puff-ball, could thus put half a school to flight ; a

crush and a squeeze sent all scampering. I think it

must be admitted that your correspondent has made
vigorous use of his puff-ball. But patience and a few-

counter puffs of common sense and logical sequence

clear the air, and behold we find all things exactly as

they were before the Fungus dust was raised. I am only

careful here and now to repeat that this storm of

Fungus dust has neither covered over, nor obscured,

nor weakened the force of one fact recorded by me in

your columns. Neither has it helped by a hair's

breadth to solve the impossible enigma of making fine

Vine borders out of London street garbage. This is

what Mr. Ayres affirmed had been done, and what I

challenged as impossible. And your correspondent,

instead of setting himself to explain or reconcile his

statements, so utterly antagonistic, attempts to ride

roughshod over my facts, on the single issue of the

Chatsworth Vines, and amid a Fungus storm of his

own raising. For I wish your readers carefully to note

that I have never directly challenged the destractive

powers of certain Funguses. I have asserted that the

causes of failure. Mr. Ayres offers a demonstration

from Chatsworth, and I give the demonstration of the

double Vines which for years earned So bunches

—

more than as many again as either of the double rods

at Chatsworth. The average on the double and treble

rods at Chatsworth is 33 bunches. The single rods at

Bishop Stortford carried 40, the double, 80 bunches

each. Nor was this all ; when these double Vmes
were removed, they were furnished with double root

power. I saw the vineries at Chatsworth last year,

and the Grapes were such as to establish Mr. Speed's

fame as a Grape-grower ; otherwise I do not think many
practical men would care to undertake a long journey

to see old Vines with two or three rods carry an average

of 33 bunches each. Reading your leader and Mr. Ayres'

letter together, it seems doubtful whether the success at

Chatsworth can fairly be put downi to the extension.

His Vines have been curtailed, not extended, as I read

your leader—their strength concentrated into fewer

not more rods than before. If this is true, then they

shanked on the extended, and have ceased shanking on

the restrictive system, or rather the present success has

been reached by a happy mean between the two. I

agree with your correspondent in advocating such a

mean, and if he will but throw aside his puff-ball, which

seems to blind himself, though it fails to obscure the

vision of others, and turns to p. 496, and reads with

common care, he will find that part of my mare's-nest

is built up with his panacea, ofwhich he is so enamoured

as to counsel a general run upon Chatsworth to see the

great sight of extended Vines carrj-ing a load of 33
bunches a-piece. David TcU Fact.

Suburban Cemeteries.—In your admirable re-

marks upon these you have left one great source of

danger unnoticed—the vaults. The last time I entered

the Brompton Cemetery I went down into these, and

the stench was so intolerable that I had some difficulty

in netting up again. The cholera was very bad at the

time, and the number of funerals was very gieat. But

I think the system of so-called burial in open vaults,
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wherein the coffins are arranged on shelves, ought to

be abolished. The slightest flaw in one coffin renders

the whole place dangerous. And it seems a barbarous

mode of interment to expose the coffins of the dead to

the eyes of the living. The vault system aggravates

the evils of which you complain, as it renders the air

much more impure than it otherwise would be. Doubt-

less the time will come when most of our suburban

cemeteries must be removed. The intention of the

Legislature is being frustrated by the rapid growth of

houses in all directions. E.ttramural Interment Bills

could not anticipate, nor provide against, the extra-

mural enclosure of graveyards ; but now the houses

follow, and overlap our cemeteries. The homes of the

dead are surrounded by overlooking cordons of the

living. Until more radical measures can be applied,

perhaps the best thing to do would be to plant the

infection out. Place a broad boundary of living

trees and shrubs between the living and the dead.

In future it might be enacted that every cemetery should

be bounded by a plantation so many yards deep.

Fragrant trees and shrubs and plants should, as much
as possible, be chosen for the formation of this boun-

dary line. There are no antidotes against smells

equal to perfumery. If, as Dr. TyrrdaU has proved,

the perfume of a Rose, traversing a beam of light,

checks the radiation of heat in a most extraordinary

manner, the probability is that the fragrance of the

Lime, the Chimonanthus, Rose, Mignonette, and other

sweet plants, would arrest or dilute into hamilessness

the exhalations of the dead arising from graveyards.

This is a point of the utmost practical importance, as

perfumed plants may at once be planted on the walls

and over and around the graveyards of our cemeteries.

If tb^ iiifrh walls of the Brompton Cemetery for instance,

could be ^ :)vered with Honeysuckles, Jasmines, Roses,

and immense groups of Lilies were planted here and
there, from the Lily of the Valley up to L. giganteum.

Mignonette, Violets, sweet herbs and flowers were
scattered everywhere, and belts of Limes, Birches,

Lilacs, Syringas, and other sweet trees and shrubs were
planted around it, its miasmous e.xhalations would
speedily be neutralised by an invisible wave of sweet-

ness floating over from vegetation. Even in winter

the Chimonanthus and the Violet, the Aralia, the

Aubrietia and early Forget-me-Not would difltise

sufficient sweetness to neutralise the effect of dan-

gerous gases. The keen air of that season

is of itself the best possible deodoriser. And were
that found insufficient, the lack of living vegetable
odours in winter or early spring could be supplemented
by chemical compounds, while during the summer it

would be comparatively easy to literally saturate the

air with sweet scents, to the exclusion of all sensible

appreciation of any other. But the plants while thus

neutralising the poisonous exhalations of death and
corruption by the dispersion of their own sweet secre-

tions, would likewise lessen the amount of the poison
by economising it as food. They would thus exert a

twofold sanitary influence by lessening the amount of

dangerous matter in the air, and neutralising the effect

of what remains. All living plants consume such dead
and poisonous matters ; but the perfumed tree not only
eats its portion of such food in due season, but its

.sweetness forms an inaccessible but safe wall around us,

preserving us from injury, and keeping us in safety in

the midst of such dangers as arise from the proximity
of cemeteries. It thus seems that the first law of
Nature, self-preservation, would prompt us to the dis-

charge of a duty that most of us have tenderly under-
taken at the solicitation of sentiment. Enwreathe the

restingplaces of our dead with the sweetest of living

things. This, like all other virtues, is its owrr reward.
In thus recording our affection and reverence for the

dead, we are but promoting the comfort and insuring

the safety of the living. Therefore let us fight the

exhalations that must arise from suburban and other
cemeteries, by converting them into well finished

gardens of beauty, and let them be belted round with
lofty trees that will drop down sweetness to perfume
the memory of the dead, and increase the safety of the
living. Croijue-Moit.

July Pippin Apple.—On the I3fh I gathered ripe

fruit of the July Pippin Apple. This is the earliest

season I recollect to have had good table Apples. The
fruit was mellow, with a fine aroma. Doubtless this is

owing to the intense he.at and drought. Until recently

we have had but trifling showers for three months.
Giorgc Bunyaid, The NurscrUs, Maidstone.

Wilkie's Blight Composition.—After giving this

a fair trial, I am fully convinced of its efficiency.

It is certainly the most effectual destroyer of black
and green aphis, thrips, &c., I have ever used. It also

instantly kills the common and winged ants ; all who
are troubled with these little pests in their Peach and
other fruit houses will, I am sure, have great cause
to thank Mr. Wilkie for having introduced such an
efficient means of destroying them. There is no un-
pleasant smell with it, and the most tender foliage is

not injured by its application. In destroying a colony
of ants in the stove here, some young plants of
Sanchezia nobilis variegata were completely wetted
with it, and have not shown any ill effects therefrom.
I have therefore much pleasure in endorsing all that

your correspondent, '

' Amygdalus " (see p. 862), has
said in favour of it. J. Wills, F.S.H.S., Royal
AMurnham Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

Bedding Pansies.—With this I send some blooms
of bedding Pansies, which were raised here last year,

and perpetuated by cutting, which were planted out

early this spring, and which have bloomed through
storm and sunshine the whole spring, and are now
yielding finer blooms than ever. Blue Nymph I con-
sider the greatest acquisition, taking its intense colour,

habit, and endurance of weather into consideration.

Charles Dickens is a wonderful bloomer, and notwith-
standing the drawback of a shade of brown in the

under petal, it is, owing to the intense colour of the

other petals, most effective. The bloom sent of

Purple Gem, as you will observe, is an old one, which
I send in order to show how it stands the weather.
The blooms of Cliveden Purple and Blue are sent to

show by comparison how these varieties keep their

colours growing under the same conditions. All of

them are taken from the open beds. The yellow
Viola sent is a seedling of this year's blooming.
D. Thomson, Dmmlanrig Gardens, July 15. [A
very fine batch, of different shades of violet-purple.

Blue Nymph is upwards of 2 inches across, rich and
deep in colour, with a small yellow eye, surroimded by
three rather large feathery black spots. Charles

Dickens is of about the same size, somewhat rounder in

outline, deep violet-purple with a feathery yellow eye,

and dark feathered spots, the lower petal taking on a

bronzy tint, apparently produced by a suffusion of

yellow. Thomas Moore is even larger than Charles

Dickens, and of similar form, deep purple-violet, with

the yellow eye small, and the black spots feathering

outwards. These three are very showy telling varieties.

Purple Gem is of a very rich red-violet, and in the

sample sent, perfectly fresh and bright, though it was
said to be an old flower. Queen Victoria is rather

smaller than the foregoing, and a shade paler, with

similar feathered eye and spots. Princess of Wales, still

smaller but vei-y smooth, is of a bluer tint with a large

velvetyblack patch on the lower petal, and a rich orange

pencilled eye. Nithsdale Beauty is the largest of the

batch, being nearly 2.^ inches across, reddish violet with

a broad yellow eye. Of several other numbered sorts.

No. 2 is the best, in the way of Thomas Moore. The
yellow is good, but others closely resembling it have

been sent to us. Eds.]

Large Rose Tree.—Enclosed I send you a photo-

graph of what I believe to be one of the finest white

Rose trees in England. It is 9 feet in height by 6

in diameter, and has been loaded with thousands of

flowers for the last month, and I find now my worthy
friend Mr. Charles Lee says it is the old Reine des

Beiges. Old or new it is a glorious rose, and would
even form an interesting feature in the collection of

that giant amongst the Roses, the Rev. S. R. Hole.

It was windy at the time the photogi'aph was taken, so

that it does not give my pet tree anything like justice.

However, you will see it is pyramidal in form, which
is the best of all, in my opinion. D. Ferguson, Whitton

Nursery, Hounslenv,

Flowers in Religious Ceremonies.—The com-
munication in your last number relating to the use of

flowers in churches (p. 95S) recalls the very touching

and beautiful custom of scattering flowers upon the

grave, a custom so general in some form or another

that it might almost seem a natural instinct of our race.

Only the other day I read of the grave of a child in

far-off Biitish Columbia being thus bedecked by the

poor child's former playmates. It may be interesting

to note what the flowers were :—Camassia, Aquilegia,

Erythronium, Si-syrinchium, a sweet-smelling Orchid ;

and Sweet Brier Roses in profusion—all wild flowers

of the district. J.

A Plea for Small Birds.—^As my letter, at p. S95,

has called forth a little criticism on the part of your
correspondents, Francis Smith and "F. H.," I

wish to make a reply to both. IV^. Smith gives a

certain amount of credence to my statement, but cer-

tainly thinks his fruit is safest when placed beyond the

reach of birds. I think the same ; but, as Mr. Smith
admits that he kills, or causes to be killed, annually,

about 200 thnishes and blackbirds who find their way
into his nets, it is a proof that he cannot place his fruit

quite beyond the reach of birds ; as, in spite of the

most clever netting, the birds will find an ingress, and
spoil some of the best fruit. Let Mr. Smith, and
others, act on my suggestion, and plant a few patches

of Strawberries outside the fruit garden, amongst
shrubs, or as near them as is practicable, and I am
quite sure that he will not have the chance to wring
the necks of half the number of birds that he now does

during the fruit season. It is hunger that forces birds

into the snare, and also through the net where the

finest fruit are. I quite agree with Mr. Smith, that

birds will not eat wild Cherries, while they can find

better kinds ; neither do I recommend planting wild or

alpine Strawberries ; it is the best kinds that I plant,

and recommend the same practice to your readers. I

must beg to coiTcct Mr. Smith in one place, where he
states that Whiteknights is not a bird-infested locality.

Whiteknights Park, and the ornamental grounds con-

nected with it, were formed (I believe) by Cleorge

Spencer Churchill, Duke of Marlborough, about 70 years

ago, and almost all the hardy kinds of shrubs and trees

which had been brought to this country at that time w
planted here, and many are still existing. Rhododen-
drons, at the present time, vary from 2 to 15 feet high,

and some of the Laurels are more than 20 feet high

;

forming the most suitable cover for small birds, and
amongst which many thousands enjoy themselves.

With regard to the obseiTations made by " F. H.," it

appears to me that, just before, ^VTiting his letter, he
was very much annoyed at seeing one of his fine Straw-
berries being conveyed through the air, through the

agency of my friend Mr. Blackbird, and fain would he

have twisted its neck, could he have got hold of it ; and

whilst in the same temperament, I presume, he sat down
to write the letter which appeared in your impression of

the 9th inst., and to which he is evidently ashamed
to append his name. I will ask *'F. H." to point out

the "delusion" and the "snare" which he sees in my
plan. What I have suggested is very simple, and the

cost trifling, asany labourer might plant a great number
of Strawberry runners in the time it would take him to

hoop and peg down a net that would make a bed of

Strawberries secure from birds when pressed by
hunger. " F. H." would have your readers believe

that my proposed plan would do away with all trench-

ing, manuring, &c., and that nets would no longer be

required—far from it ; such a fiction has not entered

my head, neither does my letter convey any such ideas.

I have not said that I have found Strawberries of

better quality on those planted amongst shrubs ; but

I find, that after the birds have taken their share of

the best, there are plenty left for presen'ing purposes,

&c., which alone repays me for the expense of planting

them. When my early Strawberries began to ripen in

in the garden, I found, as "F. H." does, that ordinary

netting was not sufficient to keep the fruit safe, as

many thrushes and blackbirds found their way in (but

were not killed), and as soon as those planted amongst

the shrubs began to ripen, I saw no more in the nets,

and very few in the garden, which quite convinces me
that my plan will answer, so far as to keep them to a

certain extent from the fruit garden. It is not a con-

jecture of the present moment ; the plan suggested

itself to me three years since : I acted on it, and found

it to answer far beyond my expectations ; and I there-

fore commend it to your readers. Should they feel

disposed to try the plan, and find it does not answer

their purpose, they will not fall into any very great
" snare," as *' F. H." would have them suppose ; and

I would certainly advise " F. H.," when he feels dis-

posed to criticise what common sense suggests, in such

a simple matter as the one in question, that he will not

use such formidable weapons as "delusions" and

snares " to support him in endeavouring to demolish

fact which common sense will confront him with at

all hazards. William Lees, Whiteknights Park, Reading.

Early Rose Potato.—My experience of this

American " notion" entirely corresponds with that of

Mr. Poynter. 1 planted a small quantity at the same
time with Myatt s Prolific and Royal Ashleaf, and

find that it is quite as early as Prolific, is a very

abundant bearer, and a very delicately flavoured Potato.

I look upon it as a great acquisition. Of course I

speak only so far as my own garden is concerned.

D., Deal.

Early Peas.—Mr. Morgan, in filling my boots full

of Peas, is quite at liberty to enjoy his own opinion

respecting the few days advantage of one method over

another in the cultivation of early Peas. Some places

make no account of such trivial advantages, the entailed

extra trouble quite overbalancing their virtue, and
" Harrow-on-the-Hill " may be such a place. It is true

that the crop gathered from transplanted Peas may be

only fit for the dunghill, but this may arise from bad

management, and not from any unsuitableness in

the .system ; nothing being more likely to make the

crop a failure than over-nursing previous to plant-

ing-out. If gardeners submit the seed to germinate

and the young plants to grow in a humid atmo-

sphere, and a temperature bordering on summer heat

until they become almost ready for staking, no doubt

the crop will be, as Mr. Morgan states, only fit for the

dunghill. The season is too far advanced for the Pea

<|uestion to be seasonable, and I will only add that

wherever a little extra trouble acts like an incubus,

other crops than the one under discussion will merit

the unpleasant distinction of being only fit for the

dunghill. Andreisi Meikle, Reed Hall, Whalley.

Kentia.—In a recently published number of his

excellent "Fragmenta" Dr. F. Von Mueller describes

the two new Kentias discovered by Mr. C. Moore in

Lord Howe's Island, as K. Canterburyana (Umbrella

Palm of the colonists), and K. Mooreana (Dwarf

Palm of the colonists), adding also a new K. Wend-
landiana from Liverpool River, which may be identical

with the new one alluded to in my previous account of

this genus. Areca monostachya is transferred to Kentia,

and doubts are expressed about the stability of the genus

Veitchia, which is held to be identical with Kentia.

Berthold Seanann.

Fungus.—I have been greatly interested with a

great deal that has been written on this subject, and

wish to add my mite of limited experience in the

matter. Happening to belong to the rank and file,

" David Tell Fact " will perceive that we are not so easily

perplexed as he imagined. I do not agree with the

maxim that a good saturation with water is an effectual

antidote for that pest under all circumstances, as I have

seen Fungus revelUng in an inside border in the wettest

part of it. The remedy pursued was a sprmklmg ol

hot lime in the surface where affected, and pricked in
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with a fork, which had the desired effect ; for, examining

the border about tlnee months afterwards, the Fungus

was not to be found. I can also speak in favour of horse

parings, for I have seen them used liberally in the top-

dressing for outside borders, and also for pot Vines.

The outside borders were operated on three years ago,

and the Vines are in a luxuriant condition, bearing a

splendid crop of Grapes this season, and are free fiom

all diseases and parasites. Perhaps the Fungus in

Mr. Ayres' case originated from some other source, and

the horse-parings were a great attraction to it. Ni:mo.

Fungus in Roots.—It would seem as if we know

very little about the commonest things, but what little

we do know is often obscured, for want of a little pains in

distinguishing accurately; the principle which is incul-

cated by the poet in the story of the chameleon is of

very general application. Every gardener, I suppose,

has turned plants out of pots with roots embracing in

all directions small pieces of decaying wood ; and on

the other hand, probably, there is no gardener who has

not had experience of plants ready to perish, which, on

examination, showed the roots preyed upon by Fungus,

which must have been introduced along with vegetable

refuse intended as pabulum for the plant. Hence,

partly, the reason why careful gardeners char all such

refuse before employing it. It is the same with the

human constitution. Healthy persons may be engaged

with impunity among influences noxious to health, under

which, if sickly, they would succumb, as delicate con-

stitutions would at any time. The application of

water to Vines is recommended as a cure for Fungus

at the root ; it seems strange that such should be the

case, but the remedy acts probably by securing strong

and vigorous growth to the Vine, which enables it to

laugh at the invader ; and it may be that heavy and

constant moisture is not favourable to Fungus, although

some moisture is necessary to its development. Any
prolonged absence of moisture, however, suspends

root action more or less, and puts the plant in a weakly

state, so as to be less able to resist disease when the

moisture comes which might otherwise revive it.

Isis.

Chamaerops.—M. Naudin {Gardeners^ Chronidcy

1S70, p. 957), when he charges me with committing

an enor, or rather repeating that of others, by admit-

ting several species into the genus Chamcerops, has

overlooked that I distinctly said in my account of

that genus :
—" If all the species referred to this genus

really do belong to it, which is by no means clearly

demonstrated, ChamKrops would be the only genus

of Palms geographically distributed over three conti-

nents," &c. I was fully aware that Mr. Wendland
had some years ago written a letter on the subject to

M. Gay, which was laid before the Botanical Society

of France ; but I understood Mr. Wendland to say,

when I recently asked him about the subject during

my visit to Herrenhausen, that the subject was not

fully worked out. I was also aware of the note which

Prof. Karl Koch in his " Wochenschrift " has on the

subject. About the Hong Kong Phoenix, M. Naudin
may be right ; it may be a new species. Mr. Bentham
and myself held, as will be seen from Dr. Hance's

resume in my "Journal of Botany," views opposed to

those of Dr. Hance. Bcrtkold Seemann.

The Potato Tournament.—Allow me to make
an amendment to Mr. Fenn's remarks, at p. S90, on
this subject. I propose that the section, consisting of

24 varieties, which Mr. Fenn suggests, should be divided

into two sections— i, for 10 varieties, distinct, of

medium and late sorts, eight tubers of each ; and 2, six

varieties, distinct, of early and second early kinds, the

same number of tubers to be shown. I think the

prizes should be a cup, value ;^I0, for section i, and a

£'^ cup in section 2. I quite agree with Mr. Fenn's
observations as to cooking and the propriety of giving

the nature of the soil upon which the Potatos were
grown. I shall be most happy to subscribe lOi. to each

cup ; and I hope the exhibition will take place in Sep-
tember. J, S. R., Liverpool.

ng nut, and offer further remarks on this i

dessert fi"uits.

Societies.

Wednesday : July 20.—G. F. Wilson, Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair. After the usual formal business

of the meeting had been concluded, Dr, Masters
exhibited, on behalf of Dr. Hooker, some of the nuts

of the Macadamia ternifolia, described in these

columns, 1S69, p. 1231. The nuts are fully equal to a

good Filbert, and, indeed, would probably have
secured a First-class Certificate had they arrived in time
for the Fruit Committee. Dr. Hooker's note runs as

follows :

—

" A year ago I received from Australia ripe seeds of
the Macadamia ternifolia, for the garden, and happening
to taste one, I found it to be so excellent in texture and
flavour that I at once wrote to my friend, Mr. Hill, of the
Brisbane Botanic Garden, to send me a supply for trial as
a dessert fruit. The box has now arrived, and Mr. Hill

requests me to forward a sample to the Scientitic Com-
mittee for an opinion, which I now do.

" I should add that, the box having been delayed con-
siderably in transmission, some of the nuts have dete-

riorated in consequence. J. D. Hooker."

We shall shortly give an illustration of this interest-

to

The Congress Meeting.—This, which was numer-
ously attended, commenced immediarely after the General

Meeting. Dr. Voelcker, whose remarks on " The Prin-

ciples of Manuring" we may have occasion to advert to in a
ubsequent issue, commenced by stating that horticul-

turists in point of practice were far in advance of any theory

that could at present be laid down for their guidance.

The agriculturist's practice, on the other hand, was
inferior to that of his horticultural colleague, though the

agriculturists were aware of the principles which ought to

guide them in the application of artificial manures. The
farmer could, by the judicious use of farmyard manure,
increase his crops, but the important point he had to

determine was how, in the absence of a sufhcient quantity

of dung, to apply artificial manures, to determine of what
nature they should be, and in what proportions they

should be used. Agriculturists know by experiment what
manures to use for certain purposes, and when to use and
when to withhold them. Gardeners, said Dr. Voelcker,

amid expressions of dissent, had the command of as

much stable manure as they wanted, which was not the

casewith the farmer. In alluding to the general principles of

successful manuring. Dr. Voelcker arranged his remarks
under the following heads—the natureand sources of organic

and of mineral food—the constitution of stable manure
and of fertilisers, the proper time for their application,

and the characteristic effects of certain manures on vegeta-

tion. Alluding to nitrogen. Dr. Voelcker stated that it is

not absorbed in the free state from the air, but in the form
of nitric acid or ammonia, although he admitted that the

supply of nitrogen in ammonia or nitric acid is not suffi-

cient, and that nitrogenous manures of some kind must be

used, and ordinary dung was the most serviceable means
of supplying it. The mineral ingredients were derived

from the soil, and certain of them were much more
important than others. Nitrogen was present in dung in

a great variety of combinations. Another point which the

growth of plants in various solutions {water culture) had
conclusively demonstrated, was that growth was impeded
if the solution were too strong, on which account Dr.

Voelcker recommended top-dressings, or well made
composts, in preference to strong hquid applications.

He also advocated the application of manures in

early autumn rather than in any other season. The
characteristic effects of certain manures were

very evident in some cases, as in the instance of

phosphates, which were of special value in the case o;

root crops ; and if a due supply of phosphates was with-

held the roots had a tendency to revert to theii

original fibrous condition. Again, if manures of a toe

forcing character were used, we were likely to get abun-

dance of leaf at the expense of wood and fruit. The
effect of ammoniacal manures was well seen in the case of

I talian Rye-grass, the leafdevelopment of which was greatly

increased by their use. Other manures favoured early

maturity, a most important matter for fruit growers,

combination of phosphatic substances with potash, as

the case of the admixture of wood ashes and phosph;

of lime, was particularly valuable. The best form
which phosphate of hme could be used was that

of bones partially deprived of their nitrogenous matters.

Salts of ammonia are useful when the plant is weak.

By the use of a manure, consisting of certain pro-

portions of phosphaie of lime, potash, and ammonia. Dr.

Voelcker had succeeded in doubling the weight of a crop

of Potatos, while, by omitting the ammonia, the produce

had been considerably less. Dr. Voelcker concluded by
again recommending that quick acting manures should

not be apphed directly, but by the judicious use of a

carefully prepared compost.
In the discussion which followed Dr. Voelcker's paper,

the Rev. C. P. Peach took occasion to object to the pre-

valent views as to the source and importance of nitrogen,

the quantity of which in the plant was so very small as con-

trasted with that of the carbon, which makes up half the

bulk of the plant. He considered ammoniacal manures to be

valuable more from their power of dissolving and render-

ing available carbonaceous matters, than from any direct

merits of their own. Plants, he considered, get their

carbon principally from the soil, and as pure carbon is

very insoluble, anything which helps the plant to absorb

it is valuable, and in this way ammonia is particularly

sen.-iceable. Silitw. also, a substance soluble with great

difficulty, is taken up by the roots, its solution being

facilitated by alkaline salts, and hence the value of

nitrate of soda. He considered silica as more valuable

than nitrogen to the plant. Adverting to the question of

natural and artificial manurer, he considered that though
temporarily guano might be of great ser\'ice its effects

were not permanent. Nitrogenous matters were import-

ant as facihtating the formation of diastase, which as a

solvent of starch was of the highest importance in plant

nutrition, and on this account, rather than for any direct

value, nitrogen was important.

Dr. Gilbert, in reply to Mr. Peach, said that questions

relating to the mere percentage of nitrogen were irrele-

vant. Boussingault had conclusively proved, and M
Lawes and himself had amply confirmed the statement

that free nitrogen is not absorbed by plants. Even
M. Ville, who once advocated the notion, is now recom-
mending the use of nitrogenous manures. Dr. Gilbert

then gave some account of his own and Mr. Lawes'
experiments for determining this point, and by which it

was conclusively shown that plants do not absorb free

nitrogen—and that where combined nitrogenous sub-

stances were withheld, andonlyfree nitrogen allowed access

to the plant, no increase in the quantity of nitrogen in the

plant itself took place. On the other hand, where only an
infinitesimal proportion of ammonia was added, its

effects were detected in the plant in less than 24 hours.

The quantity of carbon in water and air was amply suf-

ficient for the requirements of the plant. As to silica, it

had been found that an increased percentage of siUca

does not, as incorrectly stated, strengthen the straw, a
better crop of straw being procured when the proportion

,
of silica is small. In conclusion, Dr. Gilbert expressed

his approval of the way in which Dr. Voelcker had treated

his subject.

Major Clarke confirmed Dr. Voelcker's assertion as to

the superiority of well made composts over liquid manures,
and stated with reference to Dr. Voelcker's assertions as
to the effects of phosphates on root crops, that carefully

conducted experiments would enable us to cause the plants

to revert to a form like that of their original wild state, or

on the other hand to develope into new races.

Mr. D. T. Fish, after expressing the thanks of practical

men to Dr. Voelcker for his paper, proceeded to contro-

vert his assertion that gardeners had a sufficiency of

manure. What gardeners specially wanted was "a free

run to the muck heap." If gardeners used more manure
they took out from the land much more than the farmer

did. The latter was contented with one crop and a

"scratch crop," while the gardener took three or four

crops out of the land in the same season. He considered

the time of applying manure most important, and he had
been surprised to see how some good farmers adopted,

with great success, the apparently wasteful practice of

putting manure on the land during the winter. Mr. Fish,

then referring to Dr. Tyndall's recent experiments, threw
out the suggestion that plants derived their silica from the

dust of the world [ !], and in this way he accounted for

the presence of silica and mineral matters in the case of

epiphytes having no direct connection with the soil.

A vote of thanks having been cordially expressed to Dr.

Voelcker, that gentleman made some comments on the

points that had been raised in the discussion, specially

pointing out that all soils and all water contain an appreci-

able and sufficient quantity of silica in a soluble form.

Mr. Ingram then read his paper on soils, printed at

p. 987, at the conclusion of which Mr. Fish made some
commendatory remarks.

The Gre.\t Show.—This, the fourth exhibition

held in the provinces by the Society, was opened on
Tuesday last, in the Radcliffe Observatory grounds,

which were kindly placed at the disposal of the Society

by the Rev. R. Main, the Radcliffe Observer. The
site was one of the best that could be obtained for the

purposes of the display, and was an immense improve-

ment upon the exceedingly rough ground occupied at

Manchester last year. The ground, although not con-

tiguous to that of the Agricultural Society, was not

more than half a mile distant from it, and had at least

the advantage of being in the direct line to the Royal

Agricultural Society's show. As regards the quality

of the exhibition, it must be recorded that it

was about equal to any of the provincial shows,

but not so good as many we have seen at Kensington.

There were not so many plants shown as at Man-
chester, but there were not so many bad ones here

as there, and the arrangement of the show was" much
superior, and indeed highly satisfactory. The number of

visitors on the two first days was small, and we
have yet to learn whether " the million," at the popular

price of one shilling, have stepped in boldly and saved

the Society from the financial loss, which seemed to be

the inevitable fate on the high-priced days, and which

will surely be their doom as long as they tack them-

selves on to t!ie tails of the more popular and better

known Society. There are no valid reasons why the

Royal Horticultural Society should not hold a pro-

vincial meeting, and with much success, but to attain

this end it must be held independently and apart, the

farther the better, from that of the sister Society. Then,

again, it must be understood that the Society and its

objects are not sufficiently well known in the provinces,

and that ** a great flower show " is far more attracting

and much better understood than the awe-inspiring

words, "Royal Horticultural Society's Show," which,

doubtless, in many instances, act in a similar manner to

the Somersetshire gentleman's scientific caution to

tramps.

The most noteworthy plants in the classes for stove

and greenhouse and fine foliage plants were staged by

Mr. B. S. Williams, Mr. Baines, gr. to H. MichoUs,

Esq., and Mr. Johnson, gr. to the Marquis of Ayles-

bury. These plants were all staged in a large circular

tent, 100 feet in diameter, supplied by Mr. Unite of

Paddington. The competition for the £2$ prize,

given by the Royal Horticultural Society, and the 2d

prize of /"15, given by the Royal Oxfordshire Horti-

cultural, was confined to two competitors—Mr. Baines,

and Mrs. Cole & Sons, Withington, near Manchester,

the 1st being won easily by the fonner. Mr. B. S.

Williams exhibited largely, and succeeded in caiTying

off most of the leading prizes. Only one competitor

appeared on the scene of action for the "Florist and
Pomologist " prize, which, after some hesitation, was

awarded to Messrs, Bell & Thorpe, of Stratford-on-

Avon. Palms were shown very well; Ferns very fairly,

with the exception of the tree forms, which were only

exhibited by two exhibitors. British Ferns, however,

were very numerously and well shown, as also were col-

lections ofnew and rare plants, from Messrs. Veitch, Mr.

B. S. Williams, Messrs. RoUisson & Son, and others.

In the class for the best 20 fine foliage and flowering

plants, Mr. Baines. gr. to H. Micholls, Esq., was well

ist. with large and excellent specimens of Bougainvillea

glabra, well bloomed Ixoraaurantiaca, Allamandanobitis,

Dipladenia amabilis, Erica obbata, very good ; Ixora

coccinea, very fine trusses of flowers ; Croton angustifolia,

large and well coloured; Yucca variegata, Cordyline indi-

visa, Verschaffeltia splendida, first rate ; Stevensonia

grandifolia, very handsome ; Gleichenia rupestris, a grand

specimen ; and a first-rate Croton variegatum. In Mrs.

Cole & Sons' collection, which came in 2d, were a large

well grown plant of Kalosanthes punica, Aphelexis

humihs grandiflora, Hedaroma tuhpifera, very fair ; Erica
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Cavendishiana, very good, but a very " old stager ;" and
good specimens of Crotons, Dracaenas, Dicksonias, I

Palms, &c.

In the open class for 9 stove and greenhouse plants,

Heaths included, distinct, Mrs. Cole & Son came in

rst with similar plants to those shown in the above col-

lection. The 2d prize lot came from Mr. F. Perkins,

nurseryman, Coventry, and consisted of a good example
of Statice imbricata, Vinca rosea alba, Allamanda Hen-
derson!, Clerodendron fallax, &c. ; Messrs. Bell and
Thorpe being placed 3d. In the amateurs' class for

6 there was no competition.

The best 9 foliaged or variegated plants in the amateurs'
class were shown by Mr. Johnson, gr. to the Marquis
of Aylesbury, who had splendid specimens of Pandanus
elegant issimus, Sanseveria angolensis, Croton yariegatum,

Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, very handsome ; Sphse-
rogyne latifolia, very good ; Alocasia metallica, a very

good specimen ; Caladium Bellemeyii, &c. The next

best group came from Mr. A. Wright, gr. to C. H. C.

Roberts, Esq., Avenue Road, Regent's Park, with very

good and familiar specimens of well-known plants. In

the corresponding class for nurserymen, Mr. B. S.

Williams came in ist with, amongst others, a very hand-
some specimen of Cycas revoluta, Cordyline indivisa,

Croton pictum and angustifolium, Alocasia metallica,

very fine ; Chamrerops humilis, &:c. ; the 2d prize being
taken by Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, with a very good group.
The 1st prize for the best 6 fine foliaged plants in the

amateurs' class for that number, was taken by Mr. G.
Harris, Heddington Hill, Oxford, in whose collection,

amongst others, were exceedingly fine examples of Cha-
moerops excelsa and Pandanus elegantissimus, &c.
The best specimen stove plant in flower was a remark-

ably fine Allamanda cathartica, from Mr. Baines ; Messrs.
Standish & Co. being placed 2d with a very good speci-

men of A. Hendersoni. Mr. Perkins exhibited a large

plant of the curious, but offensively smelling, Aristolochia

ornithocephala. Mr. Baines also supplied the best speci-

men greenhouse plant in flower—Erica Fairreana, very
large and wellflowered. The 2d prize was taken by Mr.
A. Wright, with a large nicely flowered specimen of
Kaloisanthes Madame Celeste Winnans. From Mr. B. S.

Will ams came the best 6 Palms, which were very hand-
som^ specimens of Livistonia Jenkinsii, Stevensonia
sechellarum, and Verschaffeltia splendida, &c., large and
well clothed specimens. Messrs. RolHsson & Son were
placed 2d, with a very neat group ; and Messrs. Bell &
Thorpe 3d. The best 4 Dracjtnas, large handsome
examples of D. atrosanguinea, lineata, australis, and
umbraculifera, also came from Mr. B. S. Williams, who
also exhibited in the same tent one of the largest and
most beautifully furnished specimens of Cycas circinalis

we have ever seen, and of which we give the annexed

figures (180, 181), to show its extremely handsome
habit and qualities as a useful decorative plant. It will be
observed from fig. 181 that the plant is in fruit, though,
from the absence of male flowers, ripe seeds will unfortu-

nately not he produced.
Of Orchids, only 3 collections of 6 were shown, all

coming from the neighbourhood of London. Oxfordshire

is apparently not such an Orchid-growing county as

Lancashire, for at Manchester the local exhibitors were
very successful in this particular. Mr. A. Wright, who was
the only exhibitor in the amateurs* class, showed very fair

specimens of Cattleya crispa superba, Odontoglossum
Schlipereanum. Lycaste Deppei, and Aerides affine, &c.,

and to this collection the ist prize was awarded. In the

coiTesponding class for nurserymen, the best came from
Mr. B. S. Williams, who had specimens of Vanda suavis,

Aerides quinquevulnerum, Cypripedium barbatum super-

bum, and C. superbiens, in fine condition. Messrs.

Rollisson & Son were the other exhibitors in this class,

and to them the 2d prize was awarded for a nice group.

Exotic Ferns were not shown so largely as usual, but the

British species were unusually good. In the nurserymen's

class for nine of the former, collections were shown by
Mr. B. S. Williams, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, and Mr. J.

J. Chaler, Gonville Nursery, Cambridge, the prizes being
awarded in the order named. In the capital collection from
the first-named exhibitor, the most noticeable were grand
specimens of Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia antarctica,

Todea africana, Cyathea princeps, Cibotium Schiedei, and
C. furcans, &c. The best six in the amateurs' class were
contributed by Mr. Baines, who put up, amongst others,

a fine specimen of Todea superba, Gleichenia speluncae

very good ; and well grown examples of Davallia

buUata, and D. ternifolia, &c. In the class for 6
distinct, for the prizes given by H. Grisewood, Esq.,

Mr. A. Wright came in ist, and Messrs. Bell &
Thorpe ad. In the former exhibitor's group the most
noticeable were well-grown specimens of Lomaria gibba,

Adiantum Farleyense, Cyathea princeps, &c. Mr. B. S.

Williams sent the best pair of Tree Ferns, and Mr. C.
Walton, Cowley Road, Oxford, the 2d best. In the

amateurs' class for 12 British Ferns, distinct, the compe-
titors were Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, and Mr. J. J.
Chater, the ist prize being awarded to the former for an
exceedingly fine group, composed of varieties of Lastrea,

Polystichum, Athyrium, and Osmunda, &c. For the

prizes given by the Right Hon. E. Cardwell, M.P., for 20,

Messrs. Ivery & Son were again placed ist, J.
E. Mapple-

beck, Esq., Moseley, near Birmingham, coming in 2d,

and E. J. Lowe. Esq., F.R.S., Nottingham, 3d, each

exhibitor showing first-rate specimens.

Two large collections of hardy Ferns were also shown
by the last named exhibitors. To the following varieties

of Scolopendrium vulgare, from Mr. Lowe, First-class

Certificates were awarded, viz., margine, kraspedon,

corculum, krosson, stephanedon, perikallon, poluskiston,

and semnon. Also to Athyrium Filix-fosmina var. exem-

plum and strombomeuon, and to Asplenium marinum

var. Ochmithianum, in the same collection. [We protest

strongly against these uncouth and barbarous names as

violations of established rule, and we cannot guarantee

their accuracy. Eds. J
Also to Athyrium Filix-fcemina
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vars. furcillans, Jonesii, defecto-sectum, densissimuni,
Gilsonise furcans, flabellifolium cristatum, Craigii splen-
dens, and comicum

; and to Polystichum brachiato-cns-
tatum, Smithii, &c., from Mr.' Mapplebeck. Messrs.
Wood & Ingram also exhibited a handsome new species
of Lomaria from New Zealand, to which the same award
was made.
Of Heaths, 3 collections only were shown, but they

were of great merit for the season. Mrs. Cole & Sons
took the prizes given by W. Wootten-Wootten, Esq., and
the Warden of New College, with good specimens, well
flowered, of E. feruginea superba, ventricosa magnifica,
venosa, Parmentieriana, rosea, &:c. Mr. A. Wright came
in 2d for the prizes given by Lord Valentia ; and Messrs.
Grimbly & Co., with, amongst others, E, tricolor

flammea, tricolor Wilsoni, CandoUeana, ventricosa, Eoth-
welUana, &c.

For the "Florist and Pomologist " prize Messrs. Bell

& Thorpe were the only exhibitors, and to them the prize
was awarded. In their collection was the best specimen
of Abutilon Thompsoni (in flower) yet seen, very good
Lilium auratum, Lantana Adolphe Hwass, Diplacus
grandiflorus, &c. Mr. Turner was the only exhibitor of
4 Lilium auratum, and Messrs. Jackman & Son of 4 hardy
Clematises in pots or tubs. The latter plants were one of
the special features of the show, and attracted a large
share of attention on account of their extreme beauty.
They were grovm in pillar form, from 3 to 5 feet in height
and about 3 feet through, and were well covered with
blooms. Several other specimens were also shown in
addition to tliose above noticed.

In the miscellaneous class, Messrs. Veitch took the
ist prize mth a large and exceedingly fine collection of
new plants, consisting of Orchids, Palms, Ferns, Dra-
csenas, Begonias, &c., most of which have been e
bited at previous shows, and commented upon at the
time. The same must also be said of the 2d and 3d prize
groups, which came from Mr. S. Williams and Messrs.
RoUisson & Son, both of which were excellent. Extra
prizes were also awarded to Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of
Hammersmith ; Mr. Ware, Tottenham ; and Mr. J.
House, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough, for excellent
miscellaneous collections.

Florists' Flowers.—In this department there was
a noticeable falling off" as compared with previous years,
perhaps in a great measure traceable to the prevailing
drought. Fuchsias were of an indifferent character

;

show and fancy Pelargoniums were not even rejire-

sented ; the variegated and double-flowering Pelar-
goniums were veiy well done ; on the other hand, the
specimens of zonals were decidedly below the average.

The best Fuchsias were those from
J. E. Mapplebeck,

Esq., Moseley, Birmingham. They were about 4J feet in
height, of conical shape, and somewhat closely trained.
The sorts were :—Shakespeare, a seedling, dark, double,
coroUaed variety ; Venusde Medici, Conqueror, Criterion,
Roderick Dhu, and Due de Castiile. There was no other
competitor. In the nurserymen's class for the same
number, Mr. J. Walker, Thame, was the only exhibitor,
with some old plants grown as fair bushes, but not in
nice condition, though fairiy flowered. Singular to state,
seeing how easily they are grown, there were no standard
Fuchsias. Only one lot was staged for the special
prizes offered by the Mayor of Oxford, those from Mr.
H. Surman, Witney, Oxon ; and it was a pity that such
poor plants—poor in growth and quality, as well as
being old sorts,—should receive the ist prize of ;^5. The
eight plants would have been dear at 20s. Many a small
provincial show seen this season could have beaten these
at Oxford hollow in the matter of Fuchsias.

In the amateurs' class for 6 Zonal Pelargoniums, a very
indifferent lot were staged by Mr. Anstiss, and awarded a
3d prize. The nurserymen's 6 from Messrs. Bell & Thorpe,
Stratford-on-Avon, were neatly grown and flowered plants
of the following kinds :—Eleanor, Fairy Princess, Rose de
Madrid, John Thorpe, a fine hue of cerise-scarlet

; Queen
of Beauties, and Lord Derby. 2d, Mr. J. Walker, with
Amehna Grisau, Tintoret, Mr. WiUiam Paul. Clipper,
Amy Hogg, and Madame Vaucher. 3d, Mr. J. J.'Chater,
Cambridge. The special prize for 4 kinds was also taken
by Messrs. Bell & Thorpe. 2d, Mr. Henry Minchin.
The class for 3 double Pelargoniums brought several

competitors, and some very well grown and flowered
plants. The best three came from Mr. F. Perkins, Regent
Street. Leamington, whose plants were of medium size, a
trifle deficient in habit, but well formed. The sorts were
Madame Lemoine, Marie Lemoine, and Wilhelm Pfitzer.
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing were 2d, with larger and
well grown plants, not carrying so much flower ; the sorts
were Madame and Marie Lemoine, and Gloire de Nancy.
Messrs. Standish & Co., Ascot, were 3d, with Gloire de
Nancy, Capitaine THermite. and Madame Lemoine. The
best 6 plants competing for the special prizes offered bv the
Rev. W. V. Harcourt, came Irom Mr. Wm. Bragg. 'Star
Nursery, Slough, and were nice young plants, welt growTi
and bloomed, the sorts being Gloire de Nancy, Madame
Lemoine, Capitaine I'Hermite, Victor Lemoine, Marie
Lemoine, and apparently Victor, though named Victor
Lemoine. 2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, with Triomphe
de Thumesnil. Marie Lemoine, Hector, Miss Evelyn, a
deep-coloured Madame Lemoine, with fine full flowers •

Gloire de Nancy, and Wilhelm Pfitzer. These were
larger and well-grown plants, but somewhat spare of
bloom. The best 6 variegated Pelargoniums came from
Mr. Turner, who had young, finely grown, and healthy
plants of Prmcess Alexandra, May Queen, Miss Bridges,
Jane, Albion Cliffs, and Compactum ; 2d, Mr.

J. E.
Mapplebeck, with large but old plants, having the usual
defect of small growth

; 3d. Mr. F. Perkms—but this
group contained two gold and bronze kinds, not usually
classed with the variegated kinds. In class 18, for
6 variegated Zonals, not only were the plants extremely
well doi.e, but the compeliiion was very dose also. The
best 6 came from Mr. '['. Welch, gr. to D. Rutter. Esq.,
Hillingdon, Uxbndge, having capital examples of Lucy
Grieve, Sophia Cusack, Countess Tyrconnell, Italia Unita.
Sophia Duraaresque, and Lady Cullum ; 2d, Mr.

J,

Stevens, Ealing, with plants scarcely inferior, but losing,
perhaps, about half a point in the matter of growth ; his
kinds were, ^T^s. Turner, Gamos. Sophia Dumaresque,
Sophia Cusack, Lady Cullum, and Italia Unita ; equal
3d, Messrs. C. Turner and

J. Tomkins, Spark Hill
Nursery. Birmingham : the former with small but finely
developed plants, the latter with large ones. The special
prizes off"ered by Sir A. W. Peyton, Bart., for 6
'

'
tricolored " Pelargoniums, brought another close com-

petition between Messrs. Welch and Stevens, the former
being placed ist.

The best 6 Achimenes came from Mr. G. Hunton, gr.
to the Mayor of Oxford. They were by no means up to
what are frequently seen at country shows. The sorts
were Dazzle, Sir Treherne Thomas, Dr. Hopf, longiflora,
longiflora rosea, and Ambroise Verschaffelt. There was a
decided originality about the orthography of these
names, though they were inscribed on printed cards,
very much more to be admired than the plants themselves.
The next best came from Mr. W. Earley, The Gardens,
Digswell, and consisted of Dazzle, grandis, Parsonsii, Sir
Treherne Thomas, Margaretta, and Mauve Queen.

Mr. Turner was 1st with 6 exquisite varieties of
Gloxinias, the plants, though small, were finely grown
and flowered, and beautifully coloured. The sorts were
Rubens, Rose d"Amour, Ernst Benary, Distinction, Glow-
worm, and Henry Hasson, the two last erect-flowering
kinds. Mr. Hickman, The Gardens, Bletchington Park,
who was 2d, had Queen Victoria, very pretty ; Princess
Royal, Sultan, Bridesmaid, Princess Beatrice, and Nim-
rod, the last four erect-flowering.

The best 6 Petunias came from Messrs. Bell & Thorpe.
They were single varieties, the plants large and well-
flowered. Beauty. Laura, and Isabel were very good.
There was no other competitor. The special prize given
by the Warden of Wadham College, for 6 double Petunias,
was won by Mr. G. Harris, Headington Hill, Oxford, with
some large plants about 2\ feet in diameter, tied out to
circular wire trellises, like Zonal Pelargoniums ; Mr. Henry
Surman was 2d. In consequence of the age of the plants
shown by Mr. Harris, the flowerswere small. Mr. Surman's
younger and more vigorous plants had large and better
developed flowers.

The attempt made to encourage the growth of Del-
phiniums, Lobelias, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Antir-
rhinums, and such like, in pots, was certainly encou-
raging up to a certain point, though much more
remains to be done. The Delpliiniums staged by Mr.
Turner were of the most praiseworthy character, and
showed most conclusively the superiority of young over
old plants when well grown.

Mr. Turner was a long way ist with 6 Delphiniums in

12-inch pots, having the following beautiful varieties, all

superbly bloomed :—Madame Chate, L'El^gante, very
fine ; Rlons. Stenger, Le Grand, Imperial Blue, and
Bella Donna ; 2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, with plants of
inferior growth ; 3d, Mr. H. Hooper, Bath. A 2d
prize was awarded to Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, for

6 Lobelias, fulgens 1)7)6, they being the only exhibitors.

They had Ringleader, rosy p\irple ; Mar\'el, cerise-crim-
son

; Carminata, rosy carmine ; and some seedlings.
They were somewhat large plants, not nicely grown, and
only just coming into flower. The group of Phloxes
to which the 1st prize was awarded consisted of
Mdlle. Trotter, Madame Rendatler, these two being
ver)' much alike

; James Veitch, Lier\'alli, Charles
Rouillard, and Mdlle. M. Saison. Three or four of these
were well done, the others were somewhat deficient.

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing came next with more
even and very well bloomed plants of Mons. Linden,
Mrs. Campbell. Comtesse de Malart, James Veitch,
Deacon, and one other. The flowers of these were a
little undersized. Mr. Henry Hooper was 3d, and there

were several other competitors. The best 6 Pentstemons
came from Mr,

J. J. Chater, Gonville Nurseries, Cam-
bridge. They were well grown and bloomed.
Verbenas in pots were shown by the Rev. R. H.

Charsley, the donor of the special prize for them, and by
Mr. H. Surman, Witney. The former had some large
but not well grown plants, in enormous pots, carrying fine

heads of bloom. Mr. Surman, who was 2d, had much
smaller plants, scarcely in bloom. Balsams were large
plants in very large pots, a common mistake in growing
them for e.xhibition. The best came from Mr. Maunders,
Wytham Abbey Gardens.
Of the seedling florists' flowers, or garden hybrids,

staged on this occasion, the following were selected for
First-class Certificates :—Variegated Tropseolum compac-
tum, Minnie Warren, described on p. 929, from Mr. John
Cattell, Westerham ; to Verbenas, John Laing, pale rosy
carmine, rich crimson centre, very fine pip and truss

;

Perfection, soft lilac-pink, ver\' pretty and good quality
;

and Mrs. George Prince, pale pink with orange-red centre.
fine pip and bold truss,—all from Mr. C. J. Perry. Also
to Verbenas. Mrs. Dodd, pale pink, with rosy violet

centre, very fine pip and truss ; Grand Monarque, orange-
red, shaded centre, a very fine hue of colour ; and George
Peabody, bright reddish plum colour with conspicuous
brown eye. a striking and fine flower,—all from Mr. H.
Eckford, Coleshill Gardens. Mr. Perry staged Carnation,
rosy crimson with slate stripes ; Singularity, purple and
white stripes

; and Clara Perry, white with rosy violet

centre, all very promising ; and Mr. Eckford, Premier,
bright rosy salmon ; Charles Dickens and Willie Eckford,

the same way but quite distinct in hue ; and Mrs. Brun-
ton, pale pink with dark rosy crimson centre, all very
promising also.

Fruit.—The fruit department was quite as well

represented as at Manchester, and occupied the
central staging of a long tent. Pines were not

quite 50 numerous, Black Grapes were scarcely up
to the average, Muscats and other white Grapes
were very good. The .^how of Peaches and Necta-
rines was not over large, thoui^h some very good
fruit was shown. The Canh-ne}? ChronicU prizes, as

will be seen below, were taken by Mr. Miles, gr. to

Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, and Mr. J. Simp-
son, gr. to Lord Whamcliffe, Wortley, though the
prize in the latter instance was not awarded in accord-
ance with the wording and proper interpretation

of the schedule, more than 6 distinct kinds of
fruit being shown; whilst the "Journal of Horti-
culture" prize fell remarkably easily to Mr. J.
Miller, gr. to Lord Foley, Worksop Manor ; there

being no other competitor. The exhibits were
certainly not worth the prize, and it is a question
whether the judges would not have done better by with-
holding it altogether. Most of the classes were well
represented, and this was especially tlie case in the
classes for vegetables, which, considering the diyness of
the season, were shown in wonderfully good condition.

The best 3 Pines came from Mr. Paton. gr. to H.
S. Lucy, Esq. , Charlcote Park. Warwick, and were ver>' fine

specimens of Moscow Queen ; the next best were large
examples of the Providence varietv, exhibited by Mr.
Allen, gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington Hall, Congle-
ton ; whilst the 3d position was occupied by Mr. W.
Gardiner, gr. to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Eatington Park,
with two Moscow Queens and a Providence. Mr. G. Ward,
gr. toT. W. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, sent speci-

mens of smooth Cayenne, weighing 7 lb. ; a Queen,
41b. II oz., and a Charlotte Rothschild, 7 lb. 10 oz.

;

other examples of Black Jamaica, Queens, &c., were
Mr. Paton also came in ist in the class for a

fruit, any variety, with a fine JEnville, weighing
8 lb. 14 oz, ; the 2d best was a Moscow Queen, 4^ lb. in

weight, from Mr. Gardiner; and the 3d a specimen of the
smooth-leaved Cayenne, weighing 7 lb. , from Mr. G.
Ward. Only one collection of 12 dishes. 6 distinct

kinds, was shown in that class, which came from Mr.
Clark, gr. to Earl Cowper, and consisted of Pines, Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Melons, &c. Eight dishes
of Blaiik Grapes were staged, the best being contributed by
Mr. Coleman, gr. to Earl Somers, Easinor Castle, Led-
bury, which consisted of three exceedingly well-finished

bunches of Black Hamburgh, weighing 12 lb. 6 oz. ; Mr.

J. Smith, gr. to the Earl of Gainsborough, Exton Park,
came in 2d with fine examples of the same variety ; and
to Mr. Turner. Slough, and Mr. J. Ralty, gr. to C.
Scholefield, Esq., Turville Park, Henley-on-Thames,
equal 3d prizes were awarded, the competition being so
close. The number of competitors in the class for white
Grapes exceeded the former by one, the specimens shown
being uniformly good. The ist prize was awarded
to an excellent dish of Muscat of Alexandria, large

in bunch and beny. and of a good colour. These came
from Mr.

J. Thomas, gr. to Mrs. T. Drake, Bignell,

Oxon. Mr. Turner came in 2d with good bunches of the
same variety ; Mr. R. lanson, gr. toS. Statter, Esq.. Stand
Hall. Manchester, was 3d. Mr. Colcgrave sent large

bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, but deficient in colour.

Several examples of Muscat of Alexandria were showTi,

in very green condition. Mr. Coleman sent the best

basket of Grapes, good specimens of Black Hamburgh,
the next best coming from Mr. J. Thomas, and consisting

of very fine Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. R. H. Smith, gr.

to H. Walker. Esq., Calderstone. Liverpool, and Messrs.
Standish & Co. , were placed equal 3d. Eleven baskets

;re shown, among them one of Gros Colmar attracted

uch attention from the highly finished style in which it

IS shown by Mr. Ward, gr. to T. W. Miller, Esq.
For the best 6 varieties of Grapes, 3 bunches of each,

there were several competitors. Mr. Turner took
Professor Lawson's prize of 5 gs. with very fair specimens
of Royal Ascot, Buckland Sweetwater, Muscat of Ale,x-

andria, Black Prince, Black Hamburgh, and Black
Alicante ; Messrs. Lane & Son secured the 2d prize, given

by S. Davis, Esq., with, amongst others, Golden Cham-
pion, fine in size, but quite green, and apparently unripe,

Foster's Seedhng, Buckland Sweetwater, &c. ; Mr. J.
Wallis, gr. to j. Dixon, Esq., Astle Park, Congleton,

secured the 3d prize, given by Mr. Sheriff" Hanley, with
fruit of a very moderate quality. Whilst noticing the

Grapes, we must not forget to mention a fine exhibition

made by Mr. Speed, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devon-
shire, K.G., Chatsworth, which were " cut from Vines

37 years old, rejuvenised upon the extension system." The
exhibition consisted of three remarkably fine, compact, and
well finished bunches each of Mill Hill Hamburgh, Black
Prince, and Black Hamburgh. The berries of the former
were very large, as also were the bunches of Black Prince.

Fourteen dishes of Peaches were shown, the best being
very fine well coloured Barringtons from Mr. J. Wallis

;

Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington, came in 2d, with first-

rate specimens of Grosse Mignonne ; and Mr. Sage, gr.

to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, 3d, with Bellegarde. Good
examples of Royal George, Galande, Violette Heltive,

Barrington, and Noblesse were also staged by other

exhibitors. In the corresponding class for Nectarines,

10 dishes only were staged : Mr. H. Tuke, gr. to R.
Nicholls, Esq., Bromley, Leeds, came in 1st with Violette

native, large and finely coloured ;
specimens of the same

variety, from Mr. J. Miller, were placed 2d. Pitmaston
Orange, Elruge, and Hunt's Tawny, were also very fairly

represented. In Apricots there were only three com-
petitors ; Mr. J. Smith took ist honours, and Mr. W.
Earley, Digswell, 2d. The best dish of Figs was a very

good one of Brown Turkey, from Mr. Sage ; Lee's Per-

petual, from Mr. H. Har\ey, gr. to P. Wroughton, Esq.,

Wantage, came 2d ; and White Marseilles, rather small,

from Mr. J. Day, gr. to A. Seymour, Esq., Daventry.

Mr. Turner had the best dish of Cherries, Bigarreau

Napoleon; Mr. J. J. Chater, Gonville Nurser>-, Cambridge,
came in 2d, and Mr. J.

Smith, 3d, both exhibitors show-
ing the same variety. Strawberries were but poorly
represented, therefore we pass on to the Melons—rather

a formidable host. Of green-fleshed varieties there were
about two dozen specimens, the best being Golden Per-

fection, from Mr. W. Gardiner, a very good flavoured

fruit. Mr. D. James, gr. to the Duke of Leinster, was
2d. with a large unnamed fruit, of ver>' superior quality.

Mr. D. T. Fish was placed 3d. Golden Queen, Cox's

Golden Gem, Queen Emma, and Excelsior, were also
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shown, but not in very good condition, so far as flavour

was concerned. A fine specimen of Royal Ascot, shown
by Mr. Bailey, gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq., Sliardiloes, was

adjudged the best in the scarlet-fleshed class. Mr. Car-

michael, gr. to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Sandring-

ham, came in 2d with a seedling variety named Blooming

Victoria, of no particular merit ; and Mr. W. Earley was
3d, with a small Scarlet Gem. The ist prize, from the

local prize fund, for the best-flavoured Melon, any

variety, was awarded to Mr. T. Maunders, for a

medium-sized, pale green-fleshed fruit, of very good
quality. Plums were very poorly shown. In the class

for outdoor fruits, 4 dishes, distinct kinds, some very good
fruit was shown ; but on account of the vagueness of the

word "kinds" the judges were some time before they

arrived at a definite decision. In some cases 2 dishes of

Cherries were shown, quite distinct as varieties, but

scarcely so as kinds, according to the interpretation of the

schedule. Mr. Turner and Mr. T. D. In'ing, gr. to the

Duke of Hamilton, were placed ist ; Mr. Broadbridge,

gr. to Sir Charles Mordaunt, Bart., 2d; and Mr. Crad-

dock, gr. to Lord Willoughby de Broke, 3d.

For the prizes offered by the Proprietors of this Journal,

there were five competitors. It was a very close race

between Mr. Miles and Mr. J. Simpson, Wortley, for the

1st prize, and had it not been for a mishap on the rail-

way it would have been even more so, with the probability

of the prize going to Mr. Johnson, gr. to the Marquis of

Aylesbury, Savernake, whose fruit, from some cause or

other, was much bruised. In Mr. Miles' collection were
three very fair bunches of Buckland Sweetwater Grapes,

a good Queen Pine {weighing 5I lb.), nice Scarlet Gem
Melon, very fine Barrington Peaches, Downton Necta-

rines, and kirk's Plum ; and of vegetables. Globe Arti-

chokes (good), flat TripoU Onions (of immense size),

French Beans, wonderful Broad Beans, and Myatt's Pro-

lific Potatos. In Mr. Simpson's collection the Grapes

—

Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria—were good
in bunch and berry, but wanting in colour. His other

fniit were very good Pines, Melons, Peaches and Necta-
rines—and of vegetables, Cauliflowers, Peas, Artichokes,

Turnips, Potatos, and Cucumbers, &c. Mr. Johnson
came next in order of merit ; his vegetables were first-class,

but the fruit was rubbed and disfigured. The other com-
petitors were Mr. Challis, gr. to the Earl of Pembroke,
Wilton House, Salisbury ; and Mr. R. Kean, gr. to

J.
G.

Sheppard, Esq., Haigh House, Campsey, Suffolk. In

Mr. J. Miller's collection, which took the "Journal of

Horticulture" prize, the Pines and Nectarines were of a
very fair order, but the Grapes, Peaches, and Straw-

berries were of the poorest description, and in one or two
instances were positively bad. Only one collection of 3
varieties of Vines in pots, and 6 orchard-house trees in

fruit was e.vhibited, and to these, from Messrs. Lane & Son,

the prizes, given by the Baroness Wenmanand Mr. H. M.
Gammon, were awarded.

Vegetables.—Of these there was a very nice display of
well-grown products. Mr. T. Maunders came in ist for

Mr. David Day's prize for three half pecks of Peas, whilst

for Messrs. Witheiy & Son's prizes, offered for the best 6
dishes of the same vegetable, Mr. G. Simmonds, The
Union, Thame, O.xon, came ist, and Mr. Walker, Thame,
2d. In judging the latter class, preference was to be given

to collections containing the Fortyfold and Multum-in-
Parvo varieties. In Mr. Simmonds' collection there were
good samples of the former, Maclean's Wonderful and
Premier, Yorkshire Hero, and Veitch's Perfection. The
best 9 distinct dishes, of baskets of vegetables, came from
Mr. G. Craddock, and consisted of excellent Parsnips,

Beet. Walcheren Cauliflowers, Globe Artichokes, Italian

Red Onions. Prince of Wales Potatos, Orangefield Toma-
fos, and RoUisson's Telegraph Cucumbers. This collection

took the prize offered by W. Minton, Esq. ; whilst

Mr. Miles took the one given by the " Oxford
Journal ;" and the 3d, given by Mr. M. A. Wheeler, was
taken by Mr. Perkins, gr. to Lord Henniker : Mr. John-
son, Mr. Broadbridge, and Mr. Henwood (gr. to M. H.
Turnbull, Esq., Abingdon), also competed with highly
creditable productions. From Mr. Craddock also came
the best 8 baskets of round and kidney Potatos, well

grown, large, clean, and handsome. Mr. Miles was 2d,

and Mr. Earley 3d in the latter class ; whilst in the former
the 2d prize was secured by Mr. Minchin, nurseryman,
Hook.

Cut Flowers.—The cut flowers helped the exhi-

bition very much, and covered a great space of tables.

Carnations and Picotees were very fine indeed, espe-

cially the Slough flowers, and they are numerously
represented. Pinks were not so well done, it being
somewhat late for them. The Roses were past their

best ; especially was this the case in the amateurs'

flowers, many of them being thin and comparatively
colourless. TIic nurserymen's flowers were much
better, some fine flowers being shown by Mr. Cran-
ston, of Hereford. Verbenas were scarcely so good
as usual, but the cut flowers of double Pelargoniums
were finely shown. Zonal Pelargoniums and bedding
plants were nicely done. It is much to be regretted that

at these great provincial shows, and especially on this

occasion, when the great heat within the tents was
almost stifling, that the cut flowers cannot be judged
earlier ; some time before they could be judged many
of them had withered.

Mr. Turner's 24 Carnations, which took the ist prize in

the nurserymen's class, consisted of—Scarlet Bizarres

:

Dreadnought, Lord Lewisham, Lord Raucliffe, Oliver
Goldsmith, and Prince Albert. Crimson Bizarres : An-
thony Dennis, Captain Franklin, Eccentric Jack, Grace-
less "Tom, Rifleman, and Young Mihon. Pink and Purpk
Bizarres : Princess Royal and Twyford Perfection.

Purple Flakes : Colonel Wyndham and Squire Meynell,
Scarlet Flakes : Annihilator, Coronation, Mr. Battersby,
and William Cowper. Rose Flakes : Aglaia. Flora's

Garland, Prince Merryweather, King John, and Rose
of Stapleford ; 2d, Mr. George Edward, York, with
smaller flowers, the best being—Rose Flakes : Mr. Patey,

Mr. Walton, and James Merryweather ; Purple Flakes :

Mrs. Gunning and Mayor of Nottingham
;
Scarlet Flake :

George Edward ; Crimson Bizarres : Rainbow and John
Davidson. 3d, Mr. H. Hooper. The best 12 in the ama-
teurs' class came from Mr. S, C. Buttrum, Burgh Mills,

Woodbridge, who had S. B. Lord Raucliffe and Sir J.
Paxton ; C. B. Rainbow, John Bright, and Tenby Rival

;

P. and P. B. Hannibal and Sarah Payne ; P. F. Premier

;

S. F. John Bayley and Marmion ; R. F. Flora's Garland
and Uncle Tom. 3d. Mr. D. Pizzey, gr. to Sir E. Perry,
Fulmer, Bucks. In both these classes 6 collections com-
peted. The Earl of Abingdon's special prize for 12 Car-
nations was also taken by Mr. Turner, with S. B. Admiral
Curzon, , Duke of York, and Lord Lewisham

; C. B.
Eccentric Jack and Rifleman ; P. and P. B. Princess
Royal ; P. F. Colonel Windham ; S. F. Sportsman and
Mr. Battersby ; R. F. Flora's Garland, James Merry-
weather, and King John. 2d, Mr. N. Norman, Plum-
stead, with a good stand of flowers, mostly seedlings. 3d,

Mr. George Edward. The best 24 Picotees, in the nur-

serymen's class, also came from Mr. Turner, and consisted

of Red-edged Chancellor, Colonel Clerk, Exhibition,

Forester, Lavinia, Lord Valentia, Mrs. Norman, and Miss
Turner ; Piirple-edged ; Frances. Jessie, Mary. Mrs. Sum-
mers, Mrs. May. Picco, and Admiration ; Rose-edged :

Elise, Lucy, Juliana, Obadiah, Alfred Ingleton, Mrs.
Rollings, Queen Victoria, Purity, and a bright

looking seedling purple-edged flower. 2d, Mr. George
Edward, with nice flowers of the following :

—

Pea-edged : Fairest of the Fair, George, and John
Feather ; Purple-edged : Lord Mayor of York and
Mrs. Hanaford ; Rose-edged : Hannah Maria and
Harriet. 3d, Messrs. Wood &. Ingram. In the amateurs'

class for 12 Picotees, Mr. D. Pizzey was ist, with fine

flowers of the following—Red-edged : Ehza Forester and
Rosetta ; Purple-edged : Frances, Ganymede, Jessie,

Margaret, Mary, Admiration, and Mrs. May ; Rose-

edged : Lucy and Princess Alice. 2d, Mr. N. Norman,
with Purple-edged Jessie and Margaret ; Red-edged :

Mrs. Newhall and Prince of Wales, and some good
seedlings. 3d, Mr. W. Broadbridge, The Gardens,

Walton House, Warwick. Mr. Turner also took the

Earl of Abingdon's special prize for 12 varieties, with a
fine lot of unnamed flowers ; 2d, Mr. Norman

;
3d,

Mr. J. Payne, Oxford. The best 12 Pinks came from
Mr. G. Kirtland, who had Rev. Geo. Jeans, Annie,

Brilliant, Mary Ann, Attraction, Blondin, President,

C. Turner, Bertram. John Bull, Victory, and a seedling.

2d, Mr. D, Gammon, Marston, whose best flowers were
Marion, C. Turner, and John Bull. 3d, Mr. A. Evans,

Oxford. The best 12 competing for the special prize

offered by
J. G. Henderson, came from Mr. D. Gammon,

and consisted of Alfred, Diadem, Charles Turner, Rev.

George Jeans, Bertram, Miss Nightingale, John Bull,

Royal Standard, Device, Blondin, Mrs. Norman, and
Marion. 2d, Mr. W. Bragg, Slough, whose best flowers

were Attraction, Blondin (two flowers of this variety being
staged). Victory, Exhibitor, Nonpareil, Mary Ann,
Koh-i-Noor, and Marion. 3d, Mr. D. Pizzey.

Several collections of cut Zonal Pelargoniums were
staged, the best came from Mr. J.

Walker, Thame ; the

2d best from Mr. C. J. Perry
;
3d, Mr. H. Minchin. A

very fine dark crimson variety, named Madame Amelotte,

was in Mr. C. Perry's stand. Mr. Perry had all Zonal
kinds, Mr. Walker had one or two Nosegays. The cut

blooms of double-flowering varieties were an interesting

feature, and the competition taught how much a little

taste in setting up helped their appearance. The best

came from Mr. F. Perkins, Leamington, and were set up
in nice bunches, backed by their leaves. Twelve varieties

of 5 trusses each were required, and they consisted of

Andrew Henderson, Gloire de Nancy, Madame M. Buck-
ner, rather darker than Madame Lemoine

; Marie
Lemoine, Wilhelm Pfitzer, Triomphe de Thumesnil,
Capitaine I'Hermite, Madame Lemoine, Victor, Triomphe,
Victor Lemoine, and Madame Rose Charmeux. 2d,

Messrs. Kelway & Son, with some very nice trusses, but
not so well set up, including Sparkhill Beauty, and Rosetta,

in the way of Capitaine I'Hermite. 3d, Messrs. Carter
&Co.
The best 12 cut Verbenas were staged by Mr. C. J.

Perry, and consisted of Edwin Day, Rev. C. Peach, James
Birbeck, Rev. P. M. Smythe, Firefly, Butterfly, Rising
Sun, Mrs. George Prince, Thomas Harris, and seedlings.

2d, Mr. H. Minchin, who had good examples of Cham-
pion, Charmer, Mrs. Pochin, Richard Dean, James Bir-

beck, and G^ant des Bataiilcs. The special prize offered

by Mr. George Prince for the best 36 varieties was also

taken by Mr. Perry, he being the only exhibitor. His
sorts consisted of Nebula. Jas. Birbeck, Madame H.
Steuger, Champion, Rev. C. Peach, Carnation, King of

Lilacs. Rose Imperial, Kate Lawden, Thomas Harris,

Ada King, G^ant des Batailles, Model, Leah, Mr. George
Prince, Rising Sun, Annie, Rev. P. M. Smythe, Veloci-
pede, Apollo, Black Prince, Lord Leigh, Firefly, Thomas
Lawden, Rev. J. Dix, Magnificus, and seedhngs.
The best 24 varieties of cut flowers of bedding plants in

separate bunches were staged by Mr. J. Daniell, The
Gardens, Swyncombe Park, Henley-on-Thames. They
consisted of Clematis Jackmanni, various Pelargoniums,
Ageratums, Verbenas, Petunias, Tropceolums, Calceo-
larias, &c. Mr. F. Perkins was 2d with a very nice lot

also, but the fact that he had staged a variety of Diplacus
told rather against him. There were in the lot. Salvia
patens, Lantanas, Viola cornuta, Campamila carpatica,
&c. ; 3d, Mr. J. J. Chater.
The best 48 cut Roses in the nurserymen's class came

from Mr. J. Cranston, Hereford, and, considering the
lateness of the season, were a very fine lot. The leading
flowers were Madame Victor Verdier, Edward Morren,
Devoniensis, Due de Rohan, Xavier Olibo, Celine
Forestier, Duke of Wellington, Lselia, La Boule d'Or,
Duchesse de Caylus, Niphetos, Dr. Andry, Louise de
Savoie, Annie Wood, Sophie Coquerelle, Senateur Vaisse,
Comte de Nanteuil, Duke of Edinburgh, La France,
Rushton Radclyffe, Reine du Midi, Madame Margottin,
Marquise de Mortemart, Alfred Colomb, Souvenir
d'Elise. Lord Herbert, Cloth of Gold, Exposition de Brie,

Gloire de Vitry, Charles Lefebvre, Mdlle. M. Dombrain,

Marie Ducher, Fisher Holmes, Maurice Bernardin, Beauty
of Waltham, Triomphe dc Rcnnes, Henri Ledechaux,
Black Prince, Solfaterre. Pierre Notting, and Baron
Gonella ; 2d, Mr. Charies Turner

;
3d, Mr. B. R. Cant.

The best amateurs' 48 came from Mr. C. J. Perry, the
foregoing representing the leading flowers m this collec-

tion ; 2d, Mr. J.
Moore, The Priory Gardens, Warwick

;

3d, Mr. J. W. Chard, Clarendon Park Gardens, Salisbury,

Mr. Moore had the best 24, Mr. T. W. Johnson,
Uxbridge, being 2d ; and Mr. C. J. Perry, 3d. The best
amateurs' 12 came from Mr. J. E. Cavell, Oxford ; the
best 6 from Mr. J. Tranter, who was also sd with
12 varieties.

The best 12 Roses of 1867, '8, '9, came from Mr. C. Tur-
ner, the sorts being Comtesse de Hainault, Marie Cirodde,
Charles Perry, Baronne A. de Rothschild, Francois
Fontaine, La France, Duke of Edinburgh, Nardy Freres,
Edward Morren, Miss Poole, and Elie Morel ; 2d, Messrs.
Paul & Son

; 3d, Mr. B. R. Cant. The best 9 varieties

of yellow Roses came from Messrs. Paul & Son, and con-
sisted of Mar^chal Niel, very fine ; Mons. Furtado,
Madame Falcot, Triomphe de Rennes. Madame Vil-

lermoz, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Margottin, Lamarck,
and Celine Forestier ; 2d, Mr. C. Turner, who had
Solfaterre, Reine du Portugal, and Narcisse, differing
from the foregoing

;
3d, Mr. J. Cranston. The special

prize offered by the Oxford Rose Society for the best col-
lection of cut Roses sent out in 1867, '68, '6g, '70, was
taken by Mr. C. Turner ; 2d, Mr. B. R. Cant. The best
6 varieties of new Roses sent out in 1868, '69, '70, also
came from Mr. Turner, and consisted of Duke of Edin-
burgy, Reine Blanche, Henri Ledechaux, Lord Napier,
Montplaissier, and Edward Morren. In the class for the
best 24 Roses of any one variety, a special prize being
offered by Mr. George Prince, no award was made, the
judges considering those staged unworthy the prize. The
best three blooms of any one variety was Pierre Notting,
from Mr. B. R. Cant, very fine. Mr. Cant also had
Comtesse de Paris, fine also ; and Mardchal Niel.

In the miscellaneous class. Mr. J. Walker, Thame,
contributed a very fine lot of double Zinnias, some of the
colours being very bright ; Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham,
some boxes of herbaceous and other flowers of a very
interesting character ; and Messrs. Kelway & Son, Lang-
port, and Paul & Son, cut Hollyhocks, m very fine con-
dition—Messrs. Kelway's flowers being particularly fine.

For bouquets and dinner-table decorations, there were
two classes, the prizes being given by W. Wootten-
Wootten, Esq., and Mr. Charles Turner. The best hand-
bouquet, judged by the taste displayed in the arrange-
ment, was contributed by Mr. Earley, gr. to F. Pryor,
Esq., Digswell. It was not a large one, but was prettily
made up of Orchids, and other small flowers, and a great
improvement upon the cumbrous handful of ugliness we
have seen this season at other exhibitions. Mr. C. Hill,
Rowley Nursery, Oxford, was 2d ; and Mr. G. Harris
3d. Mr. F. Perkins, nurseryman, Leamington, showed
the best 3 groups of flowers ; Mr. J. W. Chard, gr. to
Sir F. Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park, Salisbury, came
in 2d ; and Mr. F. E. Spiers, Oxford, 3d—all showing
very creditable designs.

The special prizes offered to cottagers for collections of
wild flowers brought what is usually seen in such classes,
while the vegetables and fruits were generally of very good
quality indeed. The wild plants were ruined by being
pinned against the almost red-hot sides of the tent. In
the matter of Potatos, the drought appears to have
affected the crops in the Oxfordshire gardens much less
than in many of the more southern parts of England.

RovAL Oxfordshire Horticultural.—This show,
the competition in which was restricted to the members,
was held in those tents immediately contiguous to the
Royal Horticultural Show, and to which visitors to the
latter had access also. Stove and greenhouse plants, as
well as Heaths, were sparsely represented ; among the
former was a plant of Asclepias currasavica, very weU
flowered ; and a nice pot of Lilium eximium, though
perhaps scarcely admissible as a greenhouse plant.

Exotic and British Ferns were well represented, the
latter comprising fine crested varieties of several species.

Achimenes, Fuchsias, and Pelargoniums were somewhat
poor, excepting the variegated kinds, which were nicely

grown and coloured. Phlo.xes, Cockscombs, Petunias, and
Balsams were not of a character to call for special remarks.

In the department of cut flowers the quality of the show
was much, better. Collections of 36 bouquets of cut

flowers in not less than 30 kinds, shown by nurserymen,
were well done, and were at once a novel and interesting

feature. Verbenas were not first-rate ; Carnations and
Picotees were better done ; Mr. R. Parsons had a capital

stand of nine DahUas, the flowers remarkably fine for the

season ; some magnificent blooms of Hollyhocks were
shown by Mr. H. Surman, who was well seconded by Mr.
H. Minchin, the flowers large, full, and very clean. The
cut Roses and Sweet Williams were also good.

In the matter of fruits, Grapes were indifferent, but
others were very creditable ; there was a dish of Morello
Cherries of remarkable size. The prime feature of the

show was the vegetables. The Potatos were numerous,
and of remarkably fine quality, leading one to indulge the

hope that in Oxfordshire, at least, the crop will be a good
one. The Carrots, too, were remarkably fine. Peas were
largely represented, though generally somewhat old.

Broad and Kidney Beans, as well as Scarlet Runners,

were in plenty, and generally finer.

No doubt the larger show had somewhat affected the

extent as well as the quality of the smaller one, but the

plants that otherwise would have been here were else-

where on the grounds.

Horticultural Structures, &c.—The exhibi-

tion of horticultural buildings and garden requisites

was probably better than at Manchester. At all events

they were airanged in something like order, and con-

veniently together. This is a department, in connec-

tion with the develojmient of horticulture, which the

Society has never thoroughly taken in hand. We
should like to see them following in the steps of the
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A^icultural Society, by offering prizes, and holding

trials of, say one or two, or even more, subjects each

year, vai7ing them so that the same article would not

be tested again until the merits of others had been duly

tried ; and we should, moreover, hke to see the manu-

facturers taking to the thing with more spirit. They may
at least show the public more ingenuity, and originality

in design, and better workmanship. Worse specimens

of bad work could not possibly be turned out by any

garden-loving village cobbler, than some of the erections

and appliances shown here. The mania for cheapness

has much to answer for, for the shortcomings in these

and many other things.

For some time past our readers have been asking how
frequently horticuhural buildings ought to be painted,

and with what materials. We know this is a vexatious

question. It is a matter which is costly if done at the

proper time and in a proper manner, and still more costly

if neglected. We therefore think those who have still to

build will hail with pleasure the "imperishable hothouse

and other roofs." which, under a recent patent, Mr. W. P.

Ayrcs, of Nottingham, is about to introduce, and which

were exhibited here for the first time. These are free from

sashes, sashbars, putty, or paint ; and when manufactured

in galvanised iron, as they may be in the most elegant

manner, they will wear for a lifetime without further atten-

tion. For this purpose, ordinary glass jointed with trans-

parent cement may be used, or instead "rough plate

glass turned up at the sides," or any other form of bent

glass may be substituted. In this manner
a roof of any size can be formed without
any projecting rafters, further than such as

may be necessary to carry scaffolding for

repairs ; and consequently, even when
wood is used in the construction, the

painting will be reduced to a mere frac-

tion of what it has been under the ordi-

nary system of building. The glass is

held in its place by clips at the comers,

and a square can be taken out and re-

placed by any careful person in as little

time as it takes to record the fact. Then
t'le floors, plant stages, and side or par-

tition walls are formed of cement concrete,

strengthened in a peculiar manner, so as

to bear any amount of pressure that may
b2 placed upon it, and yet admitting of

being perforated for the air to pass through,

panelled to hold water for evaporation or

for the plants to stand in, or both per-

forated and panelled. These slabs can
be manufactured of any required strength,

and, consequently, are suitable for fire-

proof floors, partition walls, tabling or

shelving for shop, ofiice, or warehouse
fittings, or for any situation where slate or

marble slabs have hitherto been used ;

they can be left rough for ordinary use, or

be finished plain or in columns with the

face of polished marble. Thirdly, Mr.
A)Tes introduces a new system of heating,

dispensing with plunging or fermenting
material for bottom-heat, and brings for-

ward a system by which a stream of warm
air. moist or dry, is constantly passing
through the centre of the earth containing
t!ie roots of the plants, as well as impinging
upon the sides of the pots, thus securing
a supply of heat which can be regulated
at the will of the cultivator. The advan-
tages claimed are economy in first con-
suuction and subsequent repairs, perfect

portability (when required), and wlien

m inufactured of iron, galvanised with the

shb fittings, so imperishable as to wear
for a lifetime without further cost. This
may be considered to be taking the hor-
ticultural world bv storm.

From Messrs. T. H. P. Dennis & Co.
we have another novelty in Gilbey's patent
gass orchard, of which we are enabled to
give a cut (figs. 182, 183,), which will better
explain the nature of the arrangement than
any description of ours. The plan has an air of simplicity
about it worthy of a trial, and if it should be found to answer
half as well as it is stated to do, it will be a great boon to

amateurs and others. The same firm also exhibit two
light, strong, portable lean-to houses, in which the sashes
and sash-bars are made of patent galvanised metal ; and
also specimens of their powerful horizontal tubular boilers.

Mr. Cranston, Birmingham, had a specimen of his

"gardener's greenhouse," and Mr. P.J. Perry, Banbury,
a few feet nm of his "improved Peach-house." a well-
made, substantial, and ser\-iceable-looking building. Mr.
B. Wheeler, of Nottingham, also showed one of his
portable span-roofed houses, in which his improved
system— a very easy one—of opening the ridge ventila-
tors, is well displayed. Mr. Beard, Victoria Works,
Bury St. Edmunds, had specimens of the glass walls
described and figured at p. 86r. Messrs. Ormson, and
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co., showed their own particular
forms of boilers, and Mr. Rendle the patent plant pro-
tectors. Mr. R. Halliday had a very nice stand of wire
flower-baskets and other garden elegancies, A very large
collection of the latter articles was also exhibited by
Messrs. Gill & Co., Oxford. To some of the novelties in
this department, including a contrivance for winter venti-
lation, new forms of boiler, &c., we propose to allude on
a future occasion.

during the past spring, as several beds of them were
at one time in full bloom. They had been planted

late in the season when the sale for them had passed,

and the bulbs were somewhat weakened by long keep-

ing ; the beds had not been specially prepared and

manured so as to ensure a fine bloom ; and there had
also been the disadvantages of a wet winter, keen,

cold, cutting winds, and a dry spring ; and yet the

floral service they rendered was one of no mean order.

The varieties so planted were those that generally

figure in a list of early Tulips, but it was extensive

enough to afford a veiy good comparison.

The yellow self flowers gave Yellow Prince, pale

yellow, a good bold flower, with green stamens, a most

useful flower for massing ; Canary Bird, not identical

with the foregoing, as some have supposed, being

both earlier to bloom and deeper in colour, and with

yellow instead of green stamens—one of the very best

yellows ; Prince de Ligne, pale yellow, small in size,

and pointed in the petals, not to be recommended ;

Yellow Pottebakker, a fine bold yellow flower, but apt

to come pencilled with red, and which when so marked
is sent from Holland as the red-striped Pottebakker

;

Chrysolora, veiy similar in colour to Canary Bird,

but the petals not so good or the flower so large—it is

also somewhat lanky in growth ; and Yellow Eagle, a

very late blooming variety, apparently its best recom-

mendation. Of buff coloured self flowers, Thomas

Florists' Flowers.
The decorative value of the popular class of Early

Single Tulips was well illustrated at the nurseries

of Messrs. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea,

Moore still stands unrivalled for its peculiar shade of

colour, fine flowers, and decorative effect.

White self flowers gave the grand old White Potte-

bakker as the very best of all ; large, full, and very
fine. Princess Helena must also be noticed as a veiy
fine new flower ; very dwarf in growth, scarcely so
early as White Pottebakker, pure white in colour, in

fact the purest of all the white flowers ; a capital variety

for pot culture. Others were Grande Blanche, dwarf
in growth, petals very pointed ; Pax alba, a dwarf-
growing white Pottebakker in build, but not so pure,

so large, or so good ; Grande Blanche Royale, a little

late and appearing to be poor ; Comte de Mirabeau,
medium-sized, somewhat pointed petal, the next finest

in colour to Princess Helena ; and Alba regalis, White
Swan, and Alida, late in blooming, not sufficiently

advanced to judge of their quality, but appearing to be
inferior to others in this section. One characteristic of

these white self flowers was noticeable, that in propor-
tion to the amount of yellow in the base of the flowers

would be the want of purity in the petals ; those

flowers having least of yellow in the base being purest

in the colours of the petal.

Self scarlet and crimson Tulips afford some of the

best and most effective flowers. Very good and very
early to bloom is Scarlet Van Thol, extremely useful

for early work in pots. Vermilion Brillant, one of the

very best of the crimson self flowers, rich in colour and
fine in build ; Vermilion Van Thol, deeper in hue than
Scarlet Van Thol, but with long thin petals—two and
three flowers, poor in quality, being produced from

the same bulb ; Crimson Van Thol, apparently not

different from the scarlet variety ; Carmine Van Thol,

really cerise, a very poor flower ; La Belle Alliance,

petals broader than those of Scarlet Van Thol, deeper
in colour, a good d\;'arf and early crimson Tulip.

Artis, which appears to be a selection from La Belle

Alliance, retained on account of possessing a greater

depth of colour, though there appeared to be little or no
difference between them. De Keizer, very like La Belle

Alliance; L'Aimable Rouge, a crimson flower with

pointed petals, not to be compared with La Belle

Alliance ; Purple Cro\\'n, or Couronne Pourpre, the

deepest coloured of all the crimson flowers, early to

bloom, and, though somewhat pointed in the petals, most
effective as a bedding kind for its rich hue of colour ;

Sampson, a bright crimson self flower, apparently apt

to come slightly flaked with pale yellow in the form
of a feather, lanky in growth ; Paul Morelse, rich rosy

crimson, with a tendency to have a pale flame up the

centre of each petal, good habit, and a distinct shade

of colour, having more of cerise in the colouring than

any other of the crimson flowers ; and Morgenzen, pale

crimson, of a tall lanky growth, not worthy of

cultivation.

The edged flowers, which are rather numerous, give

some of the finest and most showy varieties in culti-

vation. The varieties grown on this occasion were :

—

Duchesse de Parma, reddish crimson, edged with pale

yellow, a very fine and extremely showy
bedding Tidip ; Le Matelas, bright rosy

violet, edged with blush—very pretty, of

good quality, and one of the earliest to

bloom ; La Remarquable, deep bronze-

crimson, feathered and edged with pale

cream, into which the ground colour

somewhat runs—the petals pointed, but

the flowers of poor size ; Holbein Feu le

Mort, bronzy purple, crimson base, edged

with pale buff, dwarf in growth, and of

good quality, but, like all the pale-edged

forms, having a somewhat confused

appearance ; Cerise Gris de lin, cerise-

crimson ground flushed with purple, and

broadly edged with blush, a novel and

pretty variety for pot culture ; and that

best and showiest of all the edged forms

—Kejzer Kroon, shaded reddish crimson,

broadly edged with gold.

Flowers having a pale base and darker

colour in the form of a feather or edge,

Mere represented by the fol lowing :—
Couleur Ponceau, a most useful and
effective bedding variety, the base of the

flower white, which also runs at the

centre of the petals in the form of a

flame, and broadly feathered with rosy

red ; Rose Luisante, pale base, feathered

with rosy violet, very pretty ; Rouge
Luisante—this differs from the foregoing

in having a little more colour in the

feather; Rosa Mundi, flamed with rosy

red on a pale ground ; Cottage Maid,

pale ground, heavily edged with pinkish

rose ; La Precieuse, very similar to

Cottage Maid ; Rose Applatie, pale

ground, with streaks and pencillings of

carmine-rose, very distinct and pretty,

growth short and rigid—a capital bedder

;

Rose Tendre, in the way of the forego-

ing, but having rather more colour ; and

Rose and White, pale ground, feathered

with bright camiine rose : very pretty

but small in size.

Flaked flowers furnish some very pretty

things, and are among the choicest of

these gay flowers. The foUow'ing varieties

were in bloom :—Monument, feathered

flaked with white on a rich cerise-crimson

giound ; very pretty and good. Royal or Silver

Standard, rosy crimson, much flaked with white,

vei-y pretty ; a lively and useful flower for bedding

purposes. Dorothea Blanche, an inferior form of

Royal Standard. Bride of Haarlem, in the way of

Royal Standard, but not so finished a flower. Comte
de Vergennes, pale ground, with regular narrow

feather of deep rose, very pretty when in its tnie

character, but seldom comes so. Cerise de France,

while, flaked and flamed with deep red ; very pretty,

but rather small in size. Beaute Parfait, in the way
of Royal Standard, but not so good. Admiral Renier,

pale ground, heavily feathered and flamed with rosy

carmine ; very pretty and good. Drapeau de France,

similar in character to Monument. Admiral Florida,

a broken form of the pale violet self flower Florida,

with feather and flakes of white. Grande Due de

Russie, pale rosy lilac, feathered with white ; very

pretty. Due de Brabant, feathered and flamed with

gold on a rich deep crimson ground, of dwarf growth,

and very pretty and effective ; Due de Holstein, in

the same way, but with more gold in it ; Marquis de

Wessenrode, deep yellow, flaked and pencilled with

red, very pretty ; and Louis d'Or, very like the preceding,

but scarcely possessing so much colour.

Cerise self-coloured flowers—a very pretty hue of

colour among the early Tulips—gave the glorious

Proserpine, soft silken rosy cerise, one of the very

finest of these useful flowers ; Cramoisie Royale, deep

rosy cerise, a good, showy, and effective flower, the

and
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petals a liltle pointed ; and Jan Lukyn, cerise-ied,

very lively in colour, and early to bloom.

Violet and purple self-coloured flowers are now
getting somewhat numerous, and include some good

things. They comprise Wouvermann, deep purple,

the darkest of all in this division, the petals somewhat
pointed ; Van der Neer, violet-purple, large and of

fine shape, the next in point'of depth of hue,—a superb

flower ; Moliere, in the way of Van der Neer, but

not of such good quality, the petals pointed, and the

growth taller ; Florida, very similar to Moliere : in

foliage, colour, build of flower, and habit of growth,

these two appeared to be identical ; and Queen of

Violets, pale violet, a very pretty flower, quite distinct,

and one of the best for pot culture.

Edged flowers on scarlet and crimson grounds also

afforded some pretty examples, as, for instance. Due
Major, feathered with yellow, the petals somewhat
pointed ; Due d'Aremberg, bright reddish crimson,

feathered with gold, a showy and good flower
;

Cardinal, very slightly feathered with yellowish buft".

This, as well as Ardemus, Brutus, and Commandant,
all in the same way, are scarcely worth cultivation.

Due Storm, hke Due Major ; Due de Lorraine, a

dwarf-growing form of Keizer's Kroon, the flowers

rather smaller, but very good ; Yellow and Red of

Leyden, in the same way, but not so good ; and Feu
Rouge, with slight feather oforange-yellow, a very useful

dwarf Tulip, but not first-rate inquality. Couleur Cardinal
has a deep crimson base, and a feathering of bright

vermilion. Cardinal's Gold is this variety broken, and
having gold stripes up each petal ; Rit Royale is the-

same as Couleur Cardinal.

The Dutch catalogues give somewhat lengthy lists

of double flowers, but only a few of the leading kinds

are cultivated, and of these the older flowers appear
to be the greatest favourites. The length, however, to

which this paper has run necessitates that some
details should be given in a separate form. JH. D.

At Woodlands, Victoria, British Columbia, on
Whit Sunday, June 5, 1870, Henry Hooker,
second son of the Hon. Mr. Justice CREASE and Sarah
his wife, lu'e Lindley.

^\t l^puirir.
We left the matter, so far as the economy of the life of

the bee is concerned, showing from our own experi-

ments that the worker lives only six or eight months,
longer or shorter, according to the seasons and the
chances of bee life. Of the drone we have stated four

months to be the limit of life, and we had the experience
of about 200 drones in the winter months, viz., from
October to February. The queen, as we have stated,

lives until the two ovaries are exhausted, which
would be, in climates and under circumstances
favourable to promoting the continuous laying of the

cgg^i under two years, or, as is proved by bee-masters'
statements, the first ii months in each season being
the most prolific, conclude the egg-laying life about
the twenty-second month ; but this is occasionally
protracted in culd and uncertain climates, according
to the flower-blooming season of each locality. The
reports of the German bee-masters and the statements
of travellers fully verify these statements. The isolated

instances of queens being supposed to live over four

and five years, or seasons, must be accepted with
all due respect, but with the belief that some
error or accidental exchange of queens has not
been noted. We have never accepted any facts of our
own observations on this most difficult point unless con-
firmed by a series of experiments extending over years
upon distinctly marked and mutilated queens, as the
casualties and exchanges are very great. We could
give notes of from 20 to 30, and even more, queens
being raised in one hive, and at one period of the
season. If, then, we find men mistaken as to the identity

of their own sheep, or even dogs, how difficult is the
task of reporting upon the queen bee as the identical

bee we saw raised the year before ; for if free to fly out
of the hive, no certainty can be secured, and if con-
stantly confined, the nature of the queen bee is

completely changed, and those delays of egg-laying
occur which give the appearance of a naturally pro-
longed life. We have found all queens with their

wing.s clipped invariably struggling to escape, on the
ground, in the second season ; but we must hasten to

practice, and not fill these pages with statements of
experiments. Well raised and young prolific queens
should be encouraged each year to throw as

many swarms and casts as possible, as these
naturally build combs, and store up honey and pollen,

and commence the great breeding of workers in the

autumn, that is to say in July and August, when the
drones are generally destroyed or driven out by the

workers. After the great egg laying should be the period
for the practical bee-master to unite all the casts and
swarms, proportioning the stocks of bees for the winter
season, and taking care to secure a fertile queen.
Four average swarms and casts make one good winter
colony, and as the winter deaths are numerous, the

survivors make good use of the stores, and form
strong stocks for the spring time, and invariably thrive,

and would throw early swarms if allowed. All
the bees saved during the autumn contribute their

warmth and life to the good of the whole colony,

and may he seen frequently yielding up their little

lives at the very entrances of the alighting boards
of a hive, when returning laden with pollen for the

brood, over which the bees which remained at home
were seemingly so watchful.

In the early spring months of a favourable bee
season the results of such bee management is just

this—as we have proved in former years, and still

more exemplified this season—that the bees, being
strong and healthy, those that have survived the

winter trials, are ready to avail themselves of the few
weeks of fine weather, come when it may. This
spring was fatal to all stocks of bees that had only
their usual average bees left, and we have letters from
all quarters asking tTie reason why the bees died, although
the combs were left full of honey. We saw hives

with bees perish even in May from the want of the

assistance of sufficient nurses, and workers, or whatever
names we may fancifully give them, like the " good
old Huber's" enumeration of nurses, workers, wax-
workers, and guards, &c. ; but it is the union of two or

three stocks in the autumn that has kept a supply of

these very requisite numbers to fill up the vacancies by
the deaths, and yet have workers to secrete wax, or

feed the brood, or rove the fields for pollen, and collect

water to mix the larvK food in the early spring.

We give only the facts of this season : whilst so many
complain, the few stocks we were working—and

some, too, being experimented upon — the one old

stock placed in a box-hive at once built combs, and the

fertile queen filled the cells shortly after with eggs,

and in June six bars and four top-glasses of honey had

been collected ; whilst an early colony separated from

these very bees has now (June 15) four combs com-
pletely filled with brood, a queen having been given

them from another stock of bees where queen cells

and young queens were being reared artificially, but

in this instance the combs were already prepared in

the **box frame hives," and, consequently, the bees

had only to store up the honey, of which they collected

54 lb. in little more than four days, besides caring for

the brood. But this is not a singular instance of

this kind of management. Before inviting atten-

tion to this kind of hive where this thorough

command over the bees can be obtained, and

which is requisite for economical bee-keeping, we
wish to call attention to the facts of raising the

bee brood, which seems to agitate the German bee-

masters, and also are copied into our various bee articles

in such papers as discuss the subject, without going into

those hard and scientific words of ''parthenogenesis,"
" endosmosis," &c. M. D.

(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Strong growing summer plants in Aquaria will have

made a goodly amount of gi'owth by this time, and

will, therefore, need special attention to keep all the

surroundings as neat as possible, and so to set off their

fuller display and enjoyment. The large Victoria Lily

(Victoria regia) will be pushing up its gorgeous

flowers, as well as the several sorts of Nymphmas, some

of which are fragi'ant, and others very distinct, the one

from another, in colour, e. g., red, blue, white, spotted,

&c. The flowers will afford pleasing relief from the

mass of vegetation around, rising as they do above the

surface of water and amid the floating leaves. There

are two distinct evils to be fought against in cultivating

these tropical aquatics. The first of these consists in a

want of a natural movement in the water itself,

and the . second, which is but a natural sequence,

of the former, consists in the too ready formation of

fungoid slimy growths in the water, which quickly

deteriorate its fresh wholesome character, and if not

frequently seen to, bring about a most adverse state of

things. The term "stagnant" is in too frequent use

to render it necessary for me to dilate on the conse-

quence of a neglect of the requisite attentions. To
obviate these evils we must first permit as much fresh

water to flow in constantly without unduly decreasing

the necessary heat of the water. Next, with alike view,

a nice stream of water should be ejected into the air,

fountain-wise, so as to communicate somewhat of

surface commotion to the water ; but the best form of

contrivance is to poise or hang in mid-air, up ijnder the

roof of the house in fact, a kind of light tin scoop, in

fiirm like that which bakers and millers use to

weigh flour in. This, if hung so as to swing

freely, will, if water be conducted into it by

means of a small pipe, become filled and tilt up

at one end, and so eject the water into the tank

below. It is almost needless for me to remark that the

inner sides of the tank, basin, or whatever it be, must

have a good rubbing or scrubbing over occasionally, to

remove the filthy matter which continually collects and

grows thereon. In the case of the larger tanks, wherein

are gro^vn such plants as the Victoria Lily, it will be

alsolutely necessary to enter into it bodily, and to lay

about well with a cloth or scrubbing-brush. Sundry

slimy aquatic growths will attach themselves to the

leaves of the plants and around the crown j these should

be removed with the hand. The huge leaves have a kind
of projecting framework beneath, to which this slimy
greenness becomes attached. Now the only way to
free the under side of the leaf entirely from this

growth is to turn each over on to its upper side, a very
easy matter if properly set about. Instead of taking

hold of one side and hoisting that as you would a
slab, place the hand and lower portion of each arm
from the elbow firmly on one side of the leaf, and
press it down underneath the water at such a depth as

not to injure it by bending it too closely together,

keeping the other side somewhat raised the while, and
the leaf will quickly be turned over, and may be
readjusted in a similar way. Care must be taken not

to injure the beautiful reflexed edges of the leaves.

When the place is thoroughly scrubbed throughout,

the plug should be pulled up, and as much of the dirty

water removed as possible. Of course it will be
necessary to push the fire along briskly, and to turn

the heat on full into the pipes which pervade the tank,

that the fresh water admitted may be brought up to the

requisite heat with the least possible waste of time.

FORCING HOUSES.
Grapes, it will be said in the annals of horticulture,

were a fine crop in 1870, so good are they generally.

If I am to believe what is occasionally told me, and
confirmed as far as possible by my own observation,

there are many fine crops grown upon what may be
termed the artificial root watering restriction system

—

in other words, by allowing no more water to the

borders than what falls thereon naturally from the

heavens. Of course I do not advocate this departure

from all ndes of artificial culture. It only shows what
an enduring plant the Vine is, and perhaps something
more, which is, that it may be safer to err somewhat
on the side of affording a rather limited supply than of

giving a superabundance, and so causing an over-

moist border. Let it be borne in mind, beside,

that the advocates of this system are prone to use

a rough covering of litter as a surfacing in winter,

in lieu of the boarded or asphalte covering, which
ward off all superficial moisture so effectively, and
which have really very little to commend them from a

strictly natural point of view ; though in the case of

heavy snows and penetrative frosts they act well and
are useful. Whether, however, artificial waterings are

resorted to, or such as falls naturally is alone to be

depended on, a moderate amount of aid may be given

to all Vines laden with fruit by judicious applications

of artificial manures of known merit. And perhaps

there is none better for this kind of liberal distribution

than superphosphate of lime or crude soot. These

should be scattered freely over the surface of the

borders before being well watered, when the strength

will be well washed down to the roots, and, un-

like such rank materials as are often applied from

farmyard tanks, &c., will cause no risk to be run

of forming an unwholesome deposit which may at a

later period prove antagonistic to the real well-being of

the roots. If any Pines refuse, amidst a too congenial

treatment and general atmospheric surroundings, to

"show "as quickly as is desirable at this season, it

will be necessary to give the plants a check by with-

holding water altogether from the roots, &c., for a

time. And again, as soon as the embryo show commences

forming in the inner heart, to have resort to the former

treatment, little by little, until .all the most favourable

conditions to a free and healthy growth are assured,

and the flower proceeds steadily to the forma-

tion of fine heavy fruit or fraits. Do not neglect to

shade regrdarly all sucker cuttings which are now root-

ing. If taxed too greatly from the want of it at this

time, though they do not show it readily, the young

roots will have to make the check good, whilst other-

wise they should have been engaged in making an

advanced growth substantially throughout. Give to

Melons which are ripening their fruit all the air and

full sunlight possible, as this is conducive to good

flavour.
HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Proceed with the active manipulation needed by all

Watt-fruit trees in matter of pruning, nailing, &c., by

way of a secondary operation. As it will be seen that

young growths will continue constantly to form and

push forth, more especially upon Peach, Nectarine, and

robust Apricot trees, the shoots which were previously

tacked or hitched up to the wall will also now require

further support. Those trees of the two former which

produce upon strong young shoots very large leaves,

will be far more likely to produce flower-buds, as

opposed to wood-buds only, if all the large leaves are

cut in twain right across the middle. Give frequent

syringings as a preventive of red-spider. Finish plant-

ing out into permanent beds, previously prepared by

trenching and the addition of good strong dung in

abundance.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Now transplant a good batch of Cauliflcnms for

early and late autumn use upon a good rich piece of

ground—the Walcheren is a good variety for this

purpose. Take up the autumn-sown Oniom winch

have now finished "bulbing," during a dry period, as

they keep so much better. Colro-wrts should then be

planted on the ground without any further preparation,

as the firmer it is the better, and the weather keeps

so dry. If rain comes it will soften it for the good of

the crop besides. Save a piece of open ground for
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IVhiter Spinach, which should be sown about the loth

of next month. If it requires digging over, let that be

done immediately, that it may stand a chance of catch-

ing what rains may fall before that date to settle

it down well. Those who have not sown Cucumbei'

seed for winter growing and supply should do so now.
Make also a good sowing of Parsley^ where this has

not been done, as advised a week or two ago. Trans-

plant Hardy Herbs, such as Mint, Marjoram, Sorrei,

&c., if fresh plantations are needed. Water Celery

effectively, and frequently, so as to keep it uniformly

wet at root. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING,
Clear the beds of all annuals that have done flower-

ing, as the seed produced in town is not worth saving,

and put in their place Pompon Chrysanthemums that

were struck last month. Herbaceous plants that have
done flowering can now be propagated by dividing the

roots, and planting them in some reserve border until

the spring. The Christmas Rose can be propagated
now in the same manner, but they should be planted
where they are intended to flower, and unless numbers
are required, they should never be disturbed, for, if

undisturbed, they flower freely in town. The Stanuort^
or Michaelmas Daisy, will well repay attention at this

season : they should be thinned out to about three
stems, and neatly tied. As they advance ingrowth they
should be kept well watered. They will then make a
gay show just before the Chrysanthemums. A descrip-
tive list of Starworts would be very acceptable to

townsmen, as they are famous plants for town gardens.
Holly and Aucubas can be safely removed now, if

kept well watered. J. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON
For the Week ending Wednesday, July m, 187a

1870.

Month
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REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (KpRistcr^f Trade Mark, Flyinfi; Albatross), is now

ready for dclivcn- 111 .lu.intitv .^nd in fine condition. It is believ'cd lo

be tne best Aitli.. 1 il M.u.. i- \ri produced, Its base ts Peruvian

Government (ill... /i percent, of Soluble Phosphates,

5t07pcrcpnt .1 \n 1 1, sjis of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Voclcker, Dr Ai,. i
,. 1,.: .1 Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibi

32, King William Street, London, E.G.

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

" Analjtical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square,FleetStreet,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

• Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a

sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in

ial

_, ... of

, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-

phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully.

Signed)

) Company, Limited, 32, Kir ;
Willi; 1 Street, London, EC.'

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &C. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

M ATTHEWS' CORN C.\KE, a substitute for
Linseed Cake.

Manufacturers of MATTHEWS' specially prepared MANURES
for all CROPS.

F. C. MATTHEWS SON AND CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield. Established 23 years.

STAND No. 134, SHOW YARD, OXFORD.

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PL.\NT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of '4 cwt., loi. 6d.
;

5^ cwL, 2ir. ; and i cwt., 42J.J with full directions for use. For further
particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

DRY EARTH CLOSETS.—Important improvement,
all self-acting. Get particulars from the Patentee and Manu.
T^ JOHN PARKER, Woodstock.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj-

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Comhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

CLAYTON AND Sin
exhibit at this Sh.. v..

PORTABLE STF\M
HORIZONTAL MM :

'RTH, Lincoln, will

CIKCKI Al; ^.\\V l;K>rllES,&c.
At the Inst Public Trials (liury, 1867) of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, in competition with the principal manufactu-
'^^e First Prizes for Stt— ------ •'--

ThreshinET Machine.

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Lincoln, and 78, Lombard
Street, London, E.C.

Catalogues. &c, free by post.

M
Caversham, near Reading, Berks.

IMPOKTA.NT SALK of Sl'EII.MKN' PLANTS.
R.J. C. STEVENS, Hokticulti'RAl Auctioneer

C, 11. Marsh.ill. Esq., of Caversham, near Reading (who is going
abroad), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on WEDNESDA'y,
luly 27, at 12 o'clock precisely, the valuable COLLECTION of
STt^VEand GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FERNS, ORCHIDS, &c..

".t"!,:;:.

. Plants that have taken Prizes ;

Garden, London,

Establislied Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS \vill SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, August i, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a COLLEC-
TION of choice and valuable ORCHIDS, chiefly for cool house,
perfectly establ ished jind in the best condition: Twelve Casks of

To Nursenrmen, Exhibitors of Plants, and Others.
IMPORTANT and ATTRACTIVE SALE of the M.AGNII- ICENT

SPECIMEN PLANTS of MESSRS. FELTON AND SONS, of
the BIRMINGH.MI NURSERIES, HARBORNE ROAD,
EDGBASTON.

MESSRS. LUDLOW and DANIELL will SELL by
AUCTION, at the Nurseries as above, on WEDNESDAY.

July 27, .11 i2r,'CI,„-k, thr ^|,l,.,„l,d COLLECTION of SPECI.MEN
SH'iW rl \\ I ^ |,i! 11 _.ii very fine grown and beautifully
train,.! i 11

, .St varieties: TREE FERNS, of
nohl. i: , ..liiion; grand Ornamental STOVE
and 1 . > . I I

i . .

I

',
1 . I
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NOTK—M.uiy of lh,..s,j L)l.-inls were exhibited at the National E.thi-

bition at Manchester last month, and took First Prizes : and Messrs.
Feltnn A Sons have invariably taken Prizes wherever they have

of stock any longer.
r of the

Bulbrldge Farm, 'Wilts.

Ten minutes' walk from the Great Western and South-Westcrn
Railway Stations at Wilton.

ANNUAL SALE and LETTING of RAM LAMBS and RAMS of

the IMPROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN BREED.

MESSRS. EWER and WINSTANLEY will SELL
and LET by AUCTION, on the Premises, Bulbridgc Farm,

Wilts, on WEDNESDAY, August 3 (Refreshments will be provided

Basingstoke, the two rst Prizes for Rams of any .ii;c ; inil .it Mi
bridge Cattle Show, the ist Prize for Rams of any ai^e, .mil iIil- 2d
Teg Rams.

Auction and Estate Agency Offices, Endle ss Street, Salisbury.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting, and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
SLailways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Brick

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

w [. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham, Essex-

WANTED, to RENT, a SMALL NURSERY
near London; well situated.

A. B.. 4, Elizabeth Street, Pimlico, S.W.

N"
Mr, liREEN, i , M.1'

Manchester.—A good
ansibility and ready Sales,
rect, Manchester.

To Seedsmen, Fruiterers, &c.

A GENUINE CONCERN for SALE, eight miles
from town ; in present hands nine years.—Double-fronted Plate-

glass Window, Four Bed-rooms, Drawing-room, Parlour, large Kitchen
and Breakfast-room, and Stable and Coach-house. Agreement for long
Lease; rent only £42, worth ^60, Price, including Stock, Fixtures.

£:c.,X230. No Agents. > - > . ^

To Nurserjrmen, Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE LET, on Lease, an OLD ESTABLISHED
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, in an increasing and

respectable neighbourhood, within three miles (South) of London, con-
sisting of about Two Acres of Land, with young Stock, ^ood Dwelling
House, Seed Shop, Greenhouses, &c. Stock to be taken at a valua-
tion in the usual way.
For particulars apply to Mr. CHANDLER, Horticultural Agent

and Valuer, 10, Wynell Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

A Lease to be Sold or Let.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN, and MARKET

GARDENERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an EXTENSIVE and OLD
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS, which has been carried on with

success by the present proprietor since 1827, and who now wishes to
retire from the -^ m • I I

- . i t is the best in Exeter, beautifully
situated, close ! i' 'n re is one good Dwelling House,
with every conv- m Houses, Frames, Stabling, Sheds,
with all other m ,, a good supply of soft and hard

land and City Nursery, Exeter.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Postponement of Sale, in consequence of tlie War

between France and Prussia.

MR. J. C. STEVEN.S begs to announce that the
SALE of the late Consul Schiller's COLLECTION of

ORCHIDS, which was to have been removed from Hamburgh and
.nth by AUCTION in London, is POSTPONED.

M
id Thame

le, at which places Conveyance;
the Day of Sale, returning in time for the Evening Trains.

R. JOHN TREADWELL has fixed bis ANNUAL
SALE of about FIFTY OXFORDSHIRE SHEARLING

RAMS, and a few older SHEEP, for WEDNESDAY, August 3,
when he hopes to be favoured with the company of his friends. This
year's Sheep fully maintain the high character of this Flock, being big,

dark in features, and of excellent quality.
I. A. MUMFORD, Auctioneer.

N.B.—This Flock obtained in i867-8-9 Forty First and Fourteen
Second Prizes at the Royal, Birmingham, Liverpool, and other Shows.
They may be seen previously.

HORTHORN S.\LES, AUTUMN, 1870.

THURSDAY, AuKosl Stirling, N.B.IE, N.B., Messrs.
.bred FLOCK of

At Alio:

ENtiRE HERD, all

BORDER LEICESTERS.
FRIDAY. September a.—The vcty superior HERD, belonging to

I. G. Dixon, Esq., at Caislor, Lincolnshire.
TUESDAY, September 13.—A DRAFT from the Rev. T. Stani-

forth's HERD, at Storr's Hall, Windermere.
WEDNESDAY, September at. —A valuable selection of COWS,

HEIFERS, and BULLS, from the first-class Herd belonging to

James Fawcctt, Esq. ; at Scalcby Castle, near Carlisle.

FRIDAY, September q—The ENTIRE HERD belonging to Chas.
R. Saunders. Tvi . .-it Nuinvi. k H.,11. nt-ar Penrith.

THURSDAY, ^.
i.:-

i'. .
.

I v I . I I l;F. HERD belonging to

W. Cox.Eh.i 1
. 1; i

WEDNESDAY,. I nlor's ENTIRE HERD,
of about 70 II. Ii.im, Wilts.

THURSllAV. 1. >)i \\illiam Hewer's HERD,
al . II. .1 lir..l.dass BERKSHIRE PIGS;

rpi

Park, Oxford.
Henry Karquhar, Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Pnnces Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.

E.C.

Welshpool.
The Company advance money, unlimited In amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and ii

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, ^
Storey's Gate, VVestminster, S.W.

I

The Right Hon. Viscount Corn-Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing:
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procurt

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all ol^cial expenses, may be charged on tht

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of th(

Landowners m a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary,

;

HIGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
SCOTLAND—DUMFRIES SHOW, 1870.

TUESDAY, July 20—Stock Yard open at i P.M.—\dmission, tor. ;

Members and E.\hibitors, 55. Implement Yard open at i P.M.

—

, 2J. 6d. ; Members and Exhibitors, free.

I P.M. : from I till s P.M., 6d. Lecture by Mons. Henri 'charlier
on his System of Horse-Shoeing, in the Market Hall, at 8 P.M.—
Reservetl seats, 2j. 6rf. ; back seats, is. Ball in the Assembly

from 1 till 5 P.M , 6ti.

A Military Band and Pipers will perform during the Show.
F. N. MENZIES, Secretary..

MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of HORNED

CATTLE. HORSES (Hunters cspcciallv), SHEEP. PIGS. DOGS,
roi'ITPN- rilFF-iF, GRAIN, ROOTS, IMriFMFNT'-

,d MISCELI,.\M 111 -. Mt I I

MA-

iOI) PARK, WU
Public Trial of F.,

irded. ENTRIES

THOMAS RIUBY, Ov.
i and Forms of Entry (

THE BIRMINGH.\M
SHOW 1870.—The I « I

~

I K nnrl POULTRY
.-. 1. .1 I \ I- ANNUAL

1 \ I I : ., DOMESTIC
iM ., I

I .1 ; . .
. ..Mil be held in

s \ 11 l:|i \'.
, M" .1' >. \ , TUESDAY,

iRsi>A\, Aiivcmber jo. jri. 29, and 30, and
l.S to the amount of TWO THOUSAND
s DS will be awarded.
i of Entry, and every information may be

Offices—39, New Stn

M^i

" Pt:er of the Realm " (27,057), and Mr. Booth's " High Sheriff" (26,393),

Catalogues, with further particulars, may shortly be had of JOHN
THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, London, W. ; Mr. KIRBY,
Saurey, Windermere ; and Mr. SMITH, Storr's Farm, Windermere.

Storr's Farm, July 12.

Now Ready,
THORNTON'S SHORTHORN CIRCULAR, from

JULY, 1868. to DECEMBER, 1869, bound in One Volume, com-
'th Title Page, Index, and Portraits of the " Brothers Colling."

Pric
JOHN THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, Lon, , W.

ISTO.-Shropsliire Sheep Sale Appointments.

THE GREAT CENTRAL SALE of RAMS and
EWES, on THURSDAY, August 4, at BINGLEY HALL,

JJIRMINGIL'VM: 200 RAMS and 300 EWES, including several
Royal Agricultural Society Show Sheep, from

Right Hon. Lord Willoughby de
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How completely the Oxford show has eclipsed

those of past years in the matter of entries is

readily seen by comparing the relative number
of exhibits in each class. In so doing we would
lay stress upon the live stock classes, rather

than those of implements, for reasons just

given. The Manchester meeting was an un-

doubted success, and yet how completely

it fell short of the latter show is readily

seen from the following figures :—At Manchester
there were 33S cattle, 461 sheep, 132 pigs ; while

at Oxford there were 435 cattle, 54S sheep, and
191 pigs. The quality was well maintained
throughout, and universal satisfaction was ex-

pressed by every one capable of forming a judg-

ment. The awards of the judges in the Shorthorn

classes were not always well received, and in both

the aged cow and yearling bull classes great dis-

satisfaction was expressed. In one case, .also,

among the Herefords, the decision of the judges
was a good deal challenged ; but we have no
wish to dwell longer on this somewhat old story.

Great activity prevailed among the lovers of Short-

horn cattle, and several animals changed hands at

very high prices. The fact of Mr. T. C. Booth
absolutely refusing 2000 gs. for Lady Fragrant is

worthy of notice, as is also the purchase of

two Duchess heifers by Mr. Cochrane, of

Canada, for the enormous sum of 2500 gs.

.Sheep, and especially Oxfords and Shropshires,

were exceedingly well represented ; and there

never was such a show of pigs at any previous

meeting of the Society.

The interest of the Annu.al Meeting of the

Society on Tuesday was enhanced by the award
of Mr. Mason's (late High Sheriff of the County
of Oxford) prizes for the best managed farm in a

large district. A report of the First Prize Farm
appears in our columns ; but we may mention
that the judges decided in favour of Mrs.
Mli.LINGTON, who farms about 6 miles south-east

of Bicester, under the Duke of Marlborough.
Mr. Treadweli, of Winchindon, Aylesbury,
is second; and Mr. Craddock, of Chipping Nor-
ton, secures the third place. Several interesting

meetings took place during the early portion of

the week, among which we may mention the

Central Chamber of Agriculture Reunion as well

as that of the Royal Agricultural College Club.

The contrast between the agricultural show-
yards of Oxford, 1870, and Oxford, 1839, does
more than represent the progress of English
agriculture during the interval, if that be
measured between the extreme points reached
by it at the two periods respectively. Our agri-

cultural maxima can hardly be considered

greater now than then. The Kirklevington
Shorthorns shown in '39 remain unbeaten, and
our heaviest crops of Wheat and Grass are no
heavier than they were. But looked at from
another point of view, the difference which
strikes the visitor of '39 who has this week again
seen the showyard of the English Agricultural

Society, is no greater than his knowledge of the

general agricultural progress of the country since

that period would lead him to expect. To what
has this progress been owing ? To the multipli-

cation and extension, rather than the improve-
ment, of our then best specimens. There are

100 flocks and herds represented in our annual
showyard now as compared with 10 or 20
represented then ; and the number throughout
the country worthy of being thus exhibited is

more than tenfold what it was. So with our
manufacturers of implements—with our dealers

and producers of farm seeds—the increase here
has indeed been more than teiffold, and, in some
particulars, entirely new businesses and manu-
factures have arisen for the provision of the

agriculturist.

We have but noticed in the showyard samples
of Peruvian guano, to which perhaps, as much as
anything, our progress has been due, but all kinds
of artificial manures, whose manufacture has arisen

since the guano imports have begun are abundant

;

and this whole class of manufacture is entirely the
creation of the last 30 years. Facilities and helps
of other kinds are also multiplied. Agricultural
machinery is a new and altogether diflcrent thing.

The best farmers, no doubt, used to put in their

seed on soil as well tilled, and sent the produce
to the market as well harvested and prepared in

1839 as their successors of the present d.ay—but
with how much greater labour and expense ! Our
steam-ploughs, steam threshing-machmcs, stcain

mills of all kinds, and our reapers and mowers,
driven by horse-power—represent an immense
reduction in the human toil of agriculture. And
the multitude of devices of a more domestic

kind (and the class of stands at our shows,
which offer articles of this class, is a rapidly

growing feature of the last few years) represent

an equally diminished labour in another field.

Great, however, as is the energy w-hich has
so readily availed itself of all these aids, our
pluck and enterprise are not greater than that

of the generation past. We have no more
public-spirited men among our landowners
than Earls DuciE and Spencer. Messrs.
Handlev and Pusey have indeed worthy suc-

cessors, but no one has excelled them ; nor is

there more spirit among our tenant-farmers than
there was. We have not heard of any man of

late offering the challenge which we heard a
Sussex tenant-farmer offer at the " Council
Dinner " 30 years ago—Lord Spencer at once
accepting it—to show his whole herd against all

England. Probably, most men of any note

engaged in agriculture know more of the herds
and flocks of England generally, in addition to

the special pride and knowledge they may have
in their own, than their predecessors of a similar

rank knew then. It may have been ignorance
as well as enterprise which prompted that cele-

brated ch.allenge ; and the former certainly has
been diminishing, whether the latter has been
increasing or not.

The extension of this better knowledge, and
the spread of this better practice, is indeed the

great characteristic of the agricultural progress

of our times ; and it is very much due to the way
in which the agriculturists of England have been
bound together and made interested in each
other's doings by the annual shows of the English
Agricultural Society.

Their display of this year is at once proof of

the more general knowledge and interest which
has been thus exerted, and another gre.at con-

tribution to that progress, of both of which we
have been speaking.

W^E have less faith than our vigorous corre-

spondent, " G. A. H.," in the practical benefits of

restrictive clauses in farm agreements. The
following, we may suppose, illustrates by an
extreme case his views on this subject. They are

his own words :

—

" Suppose the owner of that farm " (viz., one reclaimed
from a grouse moor) "were silly enough to adopt Mr.
Smith's silly rule. 'Pay your rent and keep your land
clean,' and were to let it on those conditions for a few
years to the owner of an adjoining piece of moorland

;

and suppose that tenant were to carry away every year
every atom of grain and straw and hay and roots, and
were to consume them with sheep and cattle upon his own
adjoining moorland, and not upon the rented land. He
would not have broken his agreement in any way, and yet

in four or five years he would have converted his own
barren moor into a fertile farm, and could then restore the

rented land like a sucked Orange to its owner, clean, no
doubt, but so poor that it would hardly even grow the

natural plant of the country. Heather.

"

This fanciful picture, in illustration of the

necessity of restrictive clauses in farm agree-

ments, is not very accurate, either in an agri-

cultural or scientific point of view. A dry grouse

moor will no doubt require an amazing amount
of manure and high-farming before it becomes
the " good and useful farm" which " G. A. H."

describes ; but though it is like a sponge in its

capacity of absorption, it cannot so easily be
squeezed dry again. To impoverish a farm, to

any great extent, is a process which usually

impoverishes its occupier as well ; for it is a
most important and ser\'iceable fact in the

economy of Nature that the roots of crops require

a rather heavy balance, so to spe.ak, of available

plant food in the soil. They require a surplus

beyond their actual needs. And although the

land may contain the constituents of a hundred
crops, the spoliator, whom " G. A. H."' dreads so

much, will not be able to get hold of them. In

his hands the land will become in a few years

—

perhaps in five instead of a hundred years

—

agriculturally exhausted, and will cease to pay
the cost of cultivation unless it be manured ; so

that a very few years put an end to the squeezing
process, and the landlord who, according to
'' G. A. H.," is so defenceless, has, in fact, a pro-

tector in Nature herself.

" But," he may tell us, "the landlord requires

legal protection for the surplus, whatever it may
be." Our own opinion is, that the land ought not

to be let to spoliators, and if it be, restrictive

cl.iuses are of very little practical use. Mr.
Smith's aphorism, "Pay your rent and keep
your land clean," though it does not include the

whole art of agriculture, contains a large amount
of truth and common sense. We agree with

" G. A. H." that farming, to be successful,

"requires great skill, great tact, great judgment,
much experience, and great knowledge ;" but

although he adds, "for it is the two businesses

of a manufacturer and merchant combined," no
young farmer of energy and industry need doubt
his ability to succeed. We are assured by a
practical and successful agriculturist, "that it is

easy to farm—when once you know how !" One
of his golden rules is " to clean the land before

it is foul ;" and we need scarcely add that he
feeds it before it is hungry, and rests it before

it is weary."

On some other points " G. A. H." seems to us

to take a narrow view : as for instance when he
describes a certain system as " huxtering," and
when he inquires how much artificial manure
Mr. Smith uses. The most remarkable example of

reclaiming a barren waste and converting it into

highly productive land is in the case of the Cam-
pine plain, in Belgium, where artificial manures
are seldom used

;
yet the rents now paid are

higher than those of our best counties. It may,
perhaps, surprise " G. A. H." to hear that restrictive

clauses are unknown in that productive district,

yet the exhaustion of the land by spoliating

tenants does not take place. Let us add that

land agents do not, as a body, exist there.

An advance, in some cases, of 6j. per quarter,

was reported upon Wheat last Monday ; and Barley,

Beans, and Peas were quoted about 2s. dearer ; flour

.advanced 2s. per sack of the best quality. On
Wednesday the grain market was quieter, but late rates

were maintained. Flour also was in firm request.

The finest runs of white Essex and Kent Wheats have

made as much as from 63.V, to 66,r. per qr., and

reds from 5IJ. to bos. The effect of the war excite-

ment has been to raise Wheat, and to lower wool from

\d. to id. per lb. In the dead meat market increased

demand enhanced prices for all descriptions ; choice

qualities of sheep are scarce, and readily disposed of

In the hop market the demand is of an entirely

retail nature—the accounts from the plantations

continue generally favourable. Tiie seed market is

quiet—Mustard, Rape, and Trifolium seed being the

articles which have chiefly engaged attention.

Mr. P. Taylor's Game Laws Aholition
Bill was thrown out by a majority of 88, on

Wednesday night. The measure was on all hands
evidently looked upon as too extreme. Mr. M'Laga.»j

could not, he said, vote for the withdrawal of all

legal protection from animals now included in the

g.ame list. Mr. C. S. Read also eulogised the partridge

as "the best bird that ever flew," although he was
opposed to the protection of ground game. Sir G.

Jenkinson advocated the plan of making game
property, and passing a stringent trespass law. Mr.

G. Gregory and Mr. Hermon also opposed the Bill,

as also did Mr. Bass, on the ground of its being a

preposterous attack upon property. Sir H. Hoare
and Mr. Anderson supported the Bill, the first as

opposed to the multiplication of ground game, and the

second because the whole law on this subject appeared

to him to be in a condition of " unintelligible muddle."

We see the Phospiio-Guano Company
(Limited) is announced for the purchase from Messrs.

Peter Lavvson & Son of that part of their extensive

businesswhich has been carried on as the Phospho-Guano

Company. Their sources of supply include various

islands in the Pacific, which are said to contain several

millions of tons of guano, of an average of 80 per cent,

phosphate of lime, and, in addition to these, the whole

of the phosphatic deposits on William's Island, near

Charleston, containing over one million of tons mea-

sured. The works of the company (described some

years ago in these columns) are situated at Seacombe,

close to the banks of the Mersey, and are admirably

adapted for the manufacture. The prospectus is gua-

ranteed by a number of well-known and trustworthy

names in the agricultural world.

• Professor Bl'CKMAN informs us that having

the other day shot a number of turtle-doves out of a

large flight which had alighted on a field of while Peas

then just ripening, he examined their crops and

gizzards, in order to the exhibition of evidence sufficient

to justify their execution, when, to his great surprise,

he found them to contain an immense quantity of what
afterwards proved to be furmitory seed, with a sprink-

ling of the seed of Knot-gr.as (Polygonum circulare).

Four hundred and eighty furmitory seeds were thus

discovered in one individual bird. In no instance was

there any vestige of Peas or other crop plant seen.

"A Light Land Farmer" has thus referred in the

Times to his experience on a light land farm for the

last three years, during two of which half the usual

produce has been lost through the excessive drought.

He h.as accordingly tried to turn to account two streams,

about 400 yards distant from his land. The follo^^'ing

is his statement :

—

" I have had fitted to a traction engine, just completed
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by Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, a powerful force-pump,

capable of delivering through a hose or pipe 2^ inches in

diameter i ton per minute. In the meantime I ask your
permission to bring the subject of the construction ofa cheap
and efficient means of delivering water before the notice of

the public. The prices of 2J inch hose, as used for fire

engines, are nearly as follows :— leather, 4J. ; vulcanised

rubber, 2s. per foot. The expense of these materials, and
their liability to excessive wear if used on a gravelly soil,

would probably preclude their extensive use, and in any case

materially diminish the profit that might be expected' from
irrigation. 1 do not, however, think that in this inventive

age wc should consider ourselves limited to those materials.

Pipes of thin sheet-iron, similar to those used for so many
years in watering the streets of Paris, could probably be
made at half the price of vulcanised rubber, and possibly

some of the numerous fibres used in the manufacture of

paper might be waterproof and turned to account. As
the height to which I propose to raise water will not

exceed 30 feet, the required strength of the pipes will be
very much less than that of ordinary hose. To conclude,

—the points to bear in mind are that the cost of the

apparatus should not exceed is. per foot ; that it should

be light, durable, and with a strength sufficient to bear a
pressure equal to the work that will be demanded of it.

Taking my loss of hay for the present year at ^4 per acre,

an expense of ;^400 in irrigation would still have left me a
gainer by the outlay ; but I believe that a quarter of this

sum invested in coals would have made me independent
of the season."

Hereupon Messrs. S. E. NoRRIS wrote to state that

the market price of 2^-inch leather hose ranges from
2s. to 2s. 4^. per foot, subject to an abatement for large

quantities; not /\s. per foot, as mentioned by "A
Light Land Farmer. And Mr. Mechi contributes

the following to the discussion of the subject :

—

" The questions of water irrigation and sewage irrigation

are being forced upon us by altered conditions, and when
properly carried out will not only employ much capital
profitably, but considerably increase the food of the people.
I am glad to see that towns and cities are obtaining Acts
of Parliament giving them powers to take land for such
purposes. Let me remind them that an essential

element of success is the proper under-drainage of such
soils as are not naturally liltr.ative. So far as the
practical part goes there is really no diiihculty, for steam-
power has made the operation easy and cheap. The
evidence of two eminent hydraulic engineers, taken
before Lord Robert Montagu's Sewage Committee,
proved that 1000 tons of sewage or water could be raised

300 feet high at a cost of 13J. to i+i. ; and with our best
Cornish pumping engines 112 lb. of coal will raise

107,000,000 lb. of water i foot high ; so that i lb. of coal
produces steam enough to raise nearly one million times
its weight of water i foot high. Well may we rejoice in

our wonderful gain of power by steam. One thousand
Ions of sewage or water on one acre represent a rainfall of
10 inches, or nearly half a year's rainfall in our southern
and eastern counties. The question of conducting it to

our fields is merely one of pipes or open water carriers.

Twenty years ago I laid down 3-inch cast-iron pipes for
irrigation, 18 inches deep. On recently examining those
in the light land, I found them as perfect as when first

put into the ground. Those in the hea\7 land were per-
fectly sound, but were rusted outwardly, apparently by
the rust of iron contained in our stiff yellow clays. Their
cost was £n $s. per ton, or £$ delivered on the farm.
This gives a cost of less than Sd. per foot. Iron is, how-
ever, dearer now. I know of no other medium so cheap.
Stout paper pipes, exhibited at our exhibitions, proved a
complete failure, becoming soft, pappy, and collapsing. I

tried a few lengths in our clay. I have used gutta-percha,
vulcanised india-rubber, arid the ordinary fire-engine
leather hose. The latter I find most durable and depend-
able under pressure, care being taken to keep them empty
and well oiled when not in use. Before your corre-
spondents attempt to take water out of a river let them
be quite clear as to millers' rights, which are very
stringent, and before the introduction of steam, when our
daily bread depended on wind or water, were legally
strictly guarded. At present water-mill property has so
deteriorated that it is a pity that they should be allowed
to impede our great arterial drainage. Their rights should
be bought up."

The importance of "doing" live stock well
from the very first, if they are to be profitable in the
end, received another illustration from 5lr. Purves, of
Linton Burnfoot, who, at the late meeting of tlie Kelso
Farmers' Club, spoke thus on the best system of sum-
mering lambs :

—

" He said when lambs were not well summered they
never turned out well. His practice had been to change
them from the farm where they were bred, but that was
not always necessary, and it was better to put them on
Clover at home than take them to bad summering.
Clover was better than any other thing for keeping them
in a fine heaUhy state and improving them afterwards. It

was difficult, however, to get good Clover, and they were
therefore often obliged to take grass, which was not 50
good for the constitution of the lambs. 'Where lambs had
been bred on a farm where there was whinstone, it was
better, when changing them, to take them to ground
where there was freestone or limestone, with plenty of
grass for them to eat ; and, on the other hand, when they
had been reared on limestone or freestone, it was an
advantage for them to be summered on whinstone. If

they were badly summered, there were always a great
many deaths aftenvards."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATl'LE.

Captatn Gunter has sold his Duchesses, loi to

103, to Mr. Cochrane, of Canada, for 2500 gs.

Mr. J. C. Booth has sold Lat/v Gratefid, own sister

to Lady Fragi-ant, also to Mr. Cochrane, for 1500 gs.

;

and at the same time refused 2000 gs. for Lady
Fragrant. These events created a profound sen-

sation in the showyard at Oxford last week. Mr.
Cochrane is taking out a large number of first-class

cattle and Cotswold sheep to Canada, and we wish him
success in his undertaking.

Our readers will be sorry to learn from the

accompanying communication that Patricia, sold by
Mr. J. C. Booth to Messrs. Walcott and Campbell of
New York, is dead :

—

"The 'Daniel Webster' arrived on June 24, after ex-

periencing a good, but rather long passage ; unfortunately
the day she arrived in port was extremely hot (98' in the

shade), and some of the animals, being very fat, suffered

severely. Patricia stood the passage well until the 2^d,

when she began to suffer from the heat, and kept gettmg
worse, and died about 11 o'clock, on the evening of the
24th—the day that they arrived in New York. I had a
post mortem, and there is no doubt she died from the
effects of the heat. It is a severe loss, and one that cannot
be easily re.jlaced."

The following is an extract from Mr. Gibson's

note regarding recent exportations of Shorthorns :

—

'

' I am glad to be .able to report more favourably of your
purchase. Baron Oxford's Beauty is well named. She
is indeed a grand heifer. We are all delighted with your
choice. I call her the best of her age I have ever seen.

She has evidently lost flesh, especially about her chine

and fore-ribs, but is very hearty, and recruiting rapidly.

I am glad to hear the transaction has been so pleasant

throughout, and can assure you it is entirely so on our

part, and that it is perfectly satisfactory. Mr. Campbell is

delighted with her."

Considerable changes have occurred in the Sid-

dington herd since the publication of the last catalogue,

which, if we remember rightly, was dated 1867. The
" Musical " family, that formerly occupied so impor-

tant a position in the herd, is reduced to Musical "Jth,

which, owing to weakness of the spine, was kept back
in the draft sale of 1869, and has since produced a

promising calf. Minstrel by 6th Earl of Walton.
The "Gazelle" family, headed by Selina by 4TH
Duke of Oxford (11,387), and representing

a fine old *'Tortworth" tribe, since crossed with

sires such as 7TH DuKF, of York and 13TH
Grand Duke, occupies an important place in

the catalogue, and is represented by no fewer

than 18 females and 2 bulls. Next follows Ru/iy by
Lord Raglan (13,225), and her two daughters, both
by 7TH Duke of York ; and finally, what is no
doubt the pride of the herd, four Siddingtc7is (Kirk-

levingtons), one by 4TH Duke of Oxford, two by
7TH Duke of York, and one by Colonel Kingscote's

3D Duke of Clarence. The list of females concludes

with Wild Eyes 2W1 by 3D Lord Lally (24,408).

6th Earl of Walton by 3D Lord Oxford, and
out ol Kirklci'iiiglon i$tk by 4TH Duke of Oxford,
has lately been used in the herd, and 2D Duke of
Tkegunter is fast approaching a useful age. This
last bull is by 4TH Duke of Thorndale, and from
Duchess 94///, and previously his pedigree may be

traced through twelve Duchesses to the first cow of the

name by Comet. He is a rich roan, very lengthy, of

superb quality, and in every way worthy of his lineage.

2D Duke of Tregunter will serve a limited

number of cows at 25 gs. each. We cannot close this

brief review of the present Siddington herd without

mentioning an exceedingly promising and very well

bred bull calf, Duke of Siddington, by the Duchess
sire, 2D Duke of Collingham, and from Sidding-
ton 5TH, a daughter of 4TH DuKE OF Oxford and
Kirklcfiiigton 1th.

^— We learn from "Thornton's Circular" that a
telegram announces that the herd belonging to Mr.

J. O. Sheldon, Geneva, New York, U.S., will be
sold by auction on August 24. As the herd consists

of about 80 head of well-bred animals, including seven

Duchesses and Dukes, nine Oxfords, and several of the

Princesses, Blanches, Barmpton Rose, Fame, Victoria,

and other well known English tribes, the sale will

in all probability be one of the greatest that has yet

taken place in America. The Shorthorn trade, too,

seems particularly good just now in the States. At
Mr. M'Millan's sale, Xenia, Ohio, June 8, 35 animals

made upwards of 100 gs. each ; six cows and heifers

made over 500 gs. each, the highest price being
about 760 gs. for Mignouette, a red 6-year-old

prize cow, descended from Stapleton Lass of Mr.
R. Thornton's "Beauty" tribe ; and 730 gs. for 4//:

Louan of Oxford, a red yearling prize heifer,

bred from Col. Powell's imported stock, which
left England more than fifty years ago, from Mr.

Curwen, Cumberland ; and 720 gs. for Louan 21st, a

red 8-year-old prize cow, by Duke of Airdrie. The
Louan appears to have been the highest priced and
most fashionable family. Mr. Sheldon's O-xford Lad
(24,713) was in use, but the bulls did not sell as well

as the cows, 260 gs. being the highest price for a red

2-year-old son of Mignonette.

POULTRY.
White Dorkings. — We select the following

excellent description of white Dorkings from the pen

of Mr. F. W. Zurhorst, one of the most successful

exhibitors and breeders of these birds :

—

Let us look round the yard. There is my favourite

hen. Notice her great depth, bringing her straight and

pointed breastbone apparently close to the ground, sunk
between two very short and widely-set shanks, covered
to the end of the outer and middle toes with thickly-

placed, laterally-spreading feathers. My favourite hen has
some sign of vulture hock ; I know well that she ought
not, but I also know that rare shank feathering cannot be
had without it, and if I do not see it so accompanied in

the show pen, I have my own idea as to what has become
of it. Look at her fine broad back, where, 2 inches from

the fall of the thick and ample neck feathers, the rightly-

named cushion begins to rise—softening, thickening, and
widening till it reaches the short, round, blunt tail

feathers. Notice that short and well-set neck, with its

rich soft feathers, the small head, the bright hazel eye,

clear yellow bill, surmounted by the straight, fine-grained,

and evenly-serrated comb, not high nor thick, but just

enough to set off, with her orange legs, that soft and pure

white plumage, which makes this hen the most attractive

feature in my yard."

THE FTkST PRIZE FARM.
Few competitions have created more interest than

that which has occupied attention during the last week,
between the various candidates for Mr. Mason's prizes.

We hardly need remind our readers that a cup valued at

;^ioo was offered by Mr. Mason, late High Sheriff of

the county of Oxford, for the best managed farm held

by a tenant, in a certain large but circumscribed dis-

trict. The fact has for the last few months been well

known in agricultural circles, and considerable interest

has been expressed as to the result. Mr. Torr, Mr.

Keary, and Mr. Gibbons formed a very well qualified

committee of inspection, and these gentlemen, after

visiting the candidate farms, first in April, and again

within the last fortnight, have arrived at a decision

already before the public. It is well known now that

what was a matter of report a few weeks ago is

true, namely that the judges, after mature considera-

tion, have decided to award the first prize to a lady.

We regard this as a significant fact. Much has lately

been said and written upon the capabilities of the fairer

and gentler sex to engage in more masculine duties

than have hitherto engaged their attention. The sub-

ject is a difficult one, and it is far from our intentioit

now to discuss it. One thing is however clear, namely,

that three experienced and accredited agriculturists have,

after the closest scrutiny and the greatest care, con-

cluded that, in an area of some hundreds of square

miles, the best managed farm is in the hands of a
woman. When the decision was known on Tuesday,

we were naturally anxious to visit so notable a farm, and
accordingly on Wednesday morning we left Oxford,

its crowded showyard and throng of visitors, and

sought the privilege of a quiet walk round this dis-

tinguished piece of nineteenth century cultivation.

Claiming to be country bred, and not altogether

unacquainted with rural operations, we did not expect

to meet with that startling complication of modern im-

provements so well described in " Talpa Loquitur," by

Mr. Wren Hoskyns. Any one who will look into the

inimitable illustrations which enliven that refreshing

work will find a picture of what the cockney expected

on a real go-a-head farm. He was disappointed. His

imagination pictured the steam cultivator at work break-

ing up the soil, the drill sowing the seed, the liquid

manure hose distributing fertility broadcast, the reaping

machine cutting down a perfect jungle of crops, the

steam threshing-machine preparing the same for market,

the mill grinding coiTi, cattle feeding on cooked viands

of the most approved scientific composition, and all

going on at once, giving a picture of high farming consis-

tent with express travelling and Transatlantic telegraphy.

He was disappointed. What actually met his gaze

was the unobtrusive quiet of a well-managed farm not

the rattle of a factory, the natural development of a

vegetable and animal growth assisted but not substi-

tuted by modem application.?.

We were courteously received at Ashgrove Farm,
and although our time was short, we saw something of

the management which will now be unmercifully criti-

cised. The prize farm is situated upon the Duke of

Marlborough's estates. It is 14 miles from Oxford,

and lies about 5 or 6 miles to the south-east of Bi-

cester. The soil rests upon the stone brash of the

oolite, and is of uniformly poor quality, free work-

ing, and pleasant to farm, capable of growing

sheep well, and producing a nice malting sample of

Barley. The soil is thin, and rests on a rubbly,

rocky subsoil, which precludes the possibility of

deep cultivation. The poorness of the soil is doubt-

less one of the points which attracted the attention of

the judges, and it should be steadily kept in view in

inspecting the farm. Almost the whole of the occupa-

tion is arable. It embraces 880 acres more or less, 70
of which are very poor pasture. The farm was taken

on lease by the late Mr. Millington, in 1S54, for 21

years, and was under his management until his la-

mented death, about a year ago. Mrs. Millington now
holds the farm, and much of her success in the recent

competition is due to the able management of her

brother, Mr. Ormond, who has carried out the ideas

and system of management pursued by the late Mr.

Millington. In a report so brief as the present per

force must be, we cannot do better than attempt to give

some idea of the generalimpression conveyed to a visitor.

First, then, he will be struck by the buildings. He will

see yards without sheds, generally poor accommodation

for cattle ; he will not see cattle boxes or elaborate

barn an-angements. The stables are devoid of stalls,
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the design of the buildings is altogether inconsistent

with those rules which should guide the architect in

planning them. He may perhaps be staggered by the

sight of wooden ploughs, antiquated drags, clumsy

waggons, and old-fashioned utensils of various kinds :

a very different assortment of implements will meet his

eye from what perhaps he has recently witnessed at the

Oxford meeting ; and, in a word, he may be a little

discouraged with what he sees. Again, when he

glances at the live stock he will see a mixed and mode-

rate class of cattle, a shabby lot of pigs, no grand

sheep, and a poor lot of poultry. If he looks at the

fences he will find nothing to admire particularly, and

as he walks over the giass land he will be offended

by the presence of rushes, unstubbed Thorns, ragged

ditches, and not very neatly-filled drains.

Again, as he extends his observations from the build-

ings over the farm itself, he will fail to see the pre-

scribed sheepfold, with its hurdles and its fresh Vetches

or Cabbages, its troughs for artificial food, its water-

carts, and its shelter from the noonday heat. Lambs
will be seen, still unweaned, on large bare pieces of

seeds, with their mothers, looking anything but bloom-

ing, under the blaze of this tropical July sun.

Such were some of the features of the best-managed

farm in Oxfordshire which struck us, and after observing

them we were tempted to ask why, under such circum-

stances, the judges awarded a prize that we might have

expected to see associated with something more in har-

mony with modem ideas ? We do not desire to carp at

the decision of three experienced and reliable men,

and we have not compared the Ashgrove farm with

its competitors. We had rather proceed to point

out those features that are worthy of attention. We
have before noticed that the land is poor, and we now
add that it bears a magnificent crop of Wheat and

Barley. The portion under corn is indeed a pleasant

sight, both from its joyful luxuriance and, so far as we
could judge, its cleanness. Then again when the roots

are looked at, they are surprisingly good for the season

andfor the district. There is nothing like them for miles

around. It is, then, in these main features of com and
roots that the great charm of this occupation lies, and

far be it from us to underrate their importance. There

are 18 horses kept, and the work is partially

performed by steam cultivation in the spring. The
horses are now receiving one bushel per week of Indian

Corn, crushed, and straw chaff. The steam cultivation

is hired and the grubber or cultivator is preferred to

the plough. The rotation followed is that pursued in

Lincolnshire, and the general management partakes of

that of the same county.

The rotation is as follows :— 1st, roots, principally

Swedes and Turnips ; 2d, Barley ; 3d, seeds
;
4th, tw'o-

thirds Wheat and one-third Barley, including a portion

of Vetches. Catch crops are seldom sown, and the

Vetches occupy any portion of the seed land not

thought to be in good enough condition to bear a conr

crop. Vetches therefore on the farm follow seeds, and
are again followed by roots, and this brings any land

out of condition into a good state. The rotation is

also slightly deviated from by ploughing up some
of the seed land early for Mustard, afterwards to

be followed, like the remaining seed land, with Wheat ;

and the result is said to be two quarters more Wheat
than after seeds at once ploughed for the Wheat crop.

Glancing at each crop in rotation, we find that the cul-

tivation for roots embraces one deep {as possible) three-

horse furrow in the autumn, followed by steam cultiva-

tion in the spring. Up to last year, when Fowler's tackle

was employed. Smith's cultivator had been in use.

The land is afterwards worked with Coleman's culti-

vator, and the roots are sown with 4 cwt. of Hale's

superphosphate put in with water on the flat. Two-
thirds of the Turnip crop is eaten on the land with cake
and com, and one-third is drawm off for the cattle.

No farmyard manure is ever applied to the root crop,

but all is devoted to the seed land, and is now being
spread over the land as a preparation for Wheat, ac-

cording to Lincolnshire usage. No top-dressings are

used, and, to quote from Mr. Oimond, the opinion at

Ashgi'ove is, that top-dressing is like *' putting on a

false coat." All is put under the soil. Still, oilcake in

the form of sheep-dung is top-dressed on the land, and
the condition of the farm must be well supported by
the 1000/. to 1200/. worth of cake annually spent on
the farm. There is also an expenditure of about 300/.

per annum in the form of superphosphate, no other

purchased manure being imported.

There is a flock of 400 Lincoln ewes maintained, and
all tegs are either fatted or find their way into the flock.

Ewes, culls, theaves, and] lambs constitute a standing
flock of 950 sheep, and the clip is estimated at from
two to three fleeces per tod. The lambs remain till

late with their mothers, as above stated, and the first

summer the management appears to be anything but
forcing.

Twenty-five calves are usually weaned every spring
upon linseed grael, and with the assistance of two cows.
These cattle are kept until they are three years old,

and are then disposed of at from /'16 to £iS each.

The stores receive from 2 to 5 lb. of linseed cake per
day according to their age, with a restricted amount of

roots.

Labourers are well cared for in the matter of wages.
We were informed that the average wage of the men
amounts to close upon iSs. per week, while that of the

neighbourhood is very much less. The increased wage

is principally the result of a judicious use of taskwork.

We could -not learn that any special method was used

in the arrangement of labour upon the farm, excepting

that the people do not work in gangs, and as much of

the work is let by piece as possible. The labour bill is

;^i20O per annum, or close upon 30J. per acre over

the arable land. This is an amount which agrees well

with former carefully-made estimates as to what labour

ought to cost. Lastly, we may say that the impression

conveyed by a visit to Mrs. Millington's farm is, that the

scene of a paying business has been inspected. There
is little trace of what is known as the model or amateur
farm, and we should certainly like to have seen the live

stock and buildings more in accordance with tiie year

we live in.

We believe, however, that we anticipate the probable

answer of the judges to such a criticism when we say

that, after all, the application of tenants* capital was to

be considered, and not the expenditure of landlord's

money in expensive buildings.

We sum up our remarks by adding, that the land on
the prize farm is well done, but the live stock is lutmis-

takably below par.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
AT OXFORD.

We at once proceed to report upon the various

classes which constituted probably the most successful

show ever held by the Royal Agi'icultural Society.

Without dealing too much in generalities, we may
mention that the live stock section as a whole was
exceedingly excellent, the horse classes being an excep-

tion. It was indeed well remarked, that a better

assortment of horses might be looked for at any York-

shire show of good standing, than was to be witnessed

at Oxford. The Shorthorns were well represented,

and the sale of same first-rate Booth and Bates females

created much interest in this section of the show.

Herefords also appeared in great force, as well as

Devons. Oxfordshire is essentially a sheep district,

and this accounts for the large number of entries under

this head, especially of O.xford and Shropshire Downs.
The show of Berkshire pigs has never been equalled.

We now pass on to details.

HORSES.
The number of animals in the 24 classes devoted to

horses falls far short of that presented at the annual

gathering of Manchester last year ; with the exception

of one or two classes, the horses on exhibition at Oxford

fall behind the collection at the cotton-spinning city in

1869 : 203 numbers appear in that catalogue, the horses

present are considerably less than this, many classes

having blanks in them. Commencing with class No. I,

we find no competitors for the prizes of ;^25, £1$, and

£<!, respectively offered in that class. Much merit belong;

to the stallions for agricultural purposes foaled before

Januaiy, 1868. It is to be regretted that an exhibition

commencing so creditably should lose favour .as we
pursue our inspection. The ball opens with three

beasts of no particular merit. Messrs. Price and Piatt

have colour and coat, but their beasts lack body, and

are cobby, like No. 3, the property of Mr. Buller,

No. 4, the 1st prize animal (owner, Mr. William

Welcher), is long, low, and powerful, with a back as

broad as a boat, excellent legs, well put on, and is

deservedly sustaining his reputation as a prize-taker

here. We call attention to the fact that Norfolk

stepping into the place which our Western and Midland

Counties should occupy in winning the honours which

certainly belong to breeders of horses (not qualified to

compete as Suffolks). No. 5, Mr. Wynn's dapple

grey is compact, and carries a fine crest ; his neigh-

bour from Basildon has many excellent points, but is

too short from withers to ears. These beasts, and

those beyond them, are dwarfed directly we look at

" Black Prince " (No. 8), the property of Lord Norreys,

of Tetsworth, near Oxford ; one rarely sees a horse of

this size with such perfect symmetry and freedom of

action. It may be objected that "Prince" is too

big for "agricultural uses," but in the neighbourhood

he serves, the breeding of dray horses is pursued, and

the qualifications of an animal for such uses would dis-

qualify him for a prize in a competition with the agri-

cultural plough horse, even if "Black Prince's" feet

were pronounced first-rate. We pass several dots

wanting in shoulders, and much too fat, and we come
to No. 17, the property of J. Manning, from North-

amptonshire, which takes the 2d prize deservedly
;

"Young Champion" is an exceedingly well-grown

colt, he only needs to rise at his shoulders to be a real

good one. "England's Glory," No. 15, carries off the

3d prize, which (unless we are mistaken) his short

neck and fore-legs do not entitle him to. No. 14,
" Lyon," the property of the Rev. J. Hitchcock, has

greater or equal claim to the honour. The prevailing

feature in these cart stallions is an excess of beef—an

extreme error, and one Ukely to mislead both the

judges and the public.

In class No. 2, stallions of two years old, Mr. Wjnm
again steps in and takes first honours with " Nonpareil,"

a colt with famous body, plain head, and low wither ;

the 2d prize goes to a brown colt, the property of

Mr. Anger, of Wilts, an animal of merit, wanting at

the shoulder ; and Mr. Enston, of Warwickshire,

takes the 3d prize with a powerful bay colt with great

liberty, having all the character of an "agricultural

sire." The cloth is again represented here in a cobby
"Bro^vn," with good forelegs. No. 26; and Lincoln-

shire contributes a pretty little roan called " Warrener,"
No. 25. The horses in this class vary so much in

size and quality that many merits are lost in compe-
tition.

Class 3 brings us once more into the society of the

deservedly popular " Clydesdales." Again we repeat
our high appreciation for this breed : here is length,

height, width, quality, and power combined in the

most perfect manner. It is only to see a Clydesdale
move to swear to its excellency. The stallions of this

breed foaled before Jan., 1S6S, are represented by
three specimens. Earl Beauchamp takes the 1st prize

with his " Young Lofty," a horse of some merit, supe-

rior to Her Majesty's "Sandy," with sour head and
hea\'y neck. The younger series of this breed both
hail fi-om Sussex, and the Duke of Richmond takes

both 1st and 2d prize, because nothing competes with
him. A very different description of beast now arrests

our attention, the " Suffolk Punch," and never was
this appropriate title more truly merited than by the

animals at O.xford.

In class 5, stallions foaled before Jan., 1S68, the

familiar names of Boby, Garrett, and Rist appear in

the lists. The 1st prize horse, " Harwich Emperor,"
w-ell as that receiving 2d honours, "Royal Prince,"

resemble mammoth poi-poises on legs, they are simply

absurd to look on in any pace—beyond the curiosity of

seeing such beasts attempt to move, there is really no
gratification to a lover of the horse for his usefulness.

If breeders of this deservedly popular animal would
regard more the size of bone and fat, and get rid of the

superabundant pot on these horses, a great step would
be taken for the better. Mr. Rist and Mr. Boby take

1st and 2d prizes with animals that can scarce support

their own weight, whilst Col. Tomline, M. P. , walks
in 3d with his "Earl," which we like less than Mr.
Badham's " Hercules," a horse with good bone, and
not too fleshy, which cannot be said of other animals

in his class. The Sufiolk stallions in class 6, foaled in

the year 1868, are to our mind more taking and pre-

sentable than their progenitors. Mr. Rist steps in

again for 1st prize with "Young Emperor," a clean,

fine-coloured colt ; the 2d prize goes to the well-known

stud of the late Mr. Crisp, more for the merits of the

deceased owner than for that of the animal, which has

thick shoulders, and is calf-kneed ; whilst Mr. Wilson
takes the 3d prize mth a colt with plenty of liberty.

Suffolk may feel proud of her contribution of sires.

Taking leave of agricultural horses for the present,

we approach thorough-bred stallions, represented by
some 12 or 13 animals, possessing more quality than

substance. The second number in the class, 53,
exhibits the familiar red rosette and card of the winner,

"Knowsley." None but the most dainty could pick

him to pieces,—such forai, shape, colour, and quality,

beautiful shoulders, great girth, big anns, and a head

and eyes that would captivate a savage. Wp could but

regret that an animal of such merit lacked the bone

which undoubtedly our hunting sires should possess.

Thanks to the noble owner of "Black Prince," in

class I, a horse of " Knowsle/s " qualities is available

to residents in Oxfordshire, as we leamt that Lord
Norreys hires him of his late owner's trustees. "Black-

down," in the adjoining box, possesses great bone, and

is a strong horse, but wants more style and a longer

neck. His neighbour, " Sydmonton," is remarkably

neat, but requires more muscle and bone to show off

his otherwise good points. " Redoubt " we were dis-

appointed with, his head is not pleasant, and he is low

in the withers, although he has big arms and a good

back and loin. No. 58, a chestnut, weak in the neck,

low in the shoulders, with very small bone, might have

enjoyed his cribbing at home ; he certainly is not now
entitled to sit with that fine old gentlemanlike horse,

" Laughing Stock, " whose colour, head, and action entitle

him to the 2d honours which he wears ; his neighbour,

60, " Chevaher d'Industrie," is a neat beast, and looks

like carrying 10 stones to hounds. "General Peel,"

the property of Mr. Gulliver, has much in shape and

colour to attract the eye, if you won't look too low :

the horse's fore-legs betoken something. 62, like 58,

must have crept in unadvisedly. The 3d prize is

bestowed upon a worthy competitor, " Sincerity," who
has not parted with Ills merits or looks in the course of

12 long years. The hmiting sires fully equal, if not

surpass, those at Manchester, although we have not a

"Dalesman" amongst them.

In cl.ass 8, for stallions not exceeding 15 hands, there

is not great competition. Mr. John Grout, of Wood-
bridge, Suffolk, comes in 1st with his lucky animal,

"Sportsman." In the box one could not pronounce

him deserving the medals he possesses, but once see

him out, and his figure and action win you. "Ambi-
tious," the property of Mr. Beart, from the adjoining

county, Norfolk, took 2d prize, notwithstanding his

upright shoulders and small girth. The pony stallions

are well represented : Yorkshire well merits the

1st prize with "Sir George," and Mr. Ransome's

sw^eet little pony, " Perfection," well deserves the

2d honours, as it does its name.

Agi'icultural mares in foal, or with foal at foot, not

entitled to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk, next

claim our attention. Class 10 includes some 19 animals

of considerable merit ; strength, activity, and clean
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legs, free from hair, or nearly so, is now the chief

desideratum with this description of horse, and several

of the specimens at Oxford truly represent that cha-

racter. Foremost amongst them is the 1st prize mare,

"Fanny," the property of F. Statter, jim., of White-

field, Manchester : united with great power and

substance is a clean build, fine shoulders, excellent

joints and feet, and great activity ; at the same time

that this animal showed herself equal to quick van or

road work, the mare has enough weight and strength

for all farm pui-poses, and most fairly does she win the

isthonour. The 2d prize animal, " Star," owned by Mr.

Garfield Coldicott, near Banbuiy, is a roomy, showy,

very useful beast, all over a farmer's brood mare, a fine

mover, and well merits the distinction she receives.

"Nelly," the property of Mr. Thursby, from Warwick-
shire, a fine lengthy mare, perhaps somewhat light in

the bone, takes the 3d honour. No. 87, the property of

Mr. Gunnell, of Milton, near Cambridge, also somewhat
low in condition, is a fine roomy beast, walks well, and
has good joints. No. 83, the property of Lord Norreys,

moves well, as she should with such good shoulders,

notwithstanding her quarters ^roop a bit too much.
Her neighbour. No. 84, is superior, having greater

liberty; 91, a blue roan, "Darling," the property of

Mr. Adams, of Oxford, is a clever beast, with clean

jegs, good shoulders and quarters, and deserves greater

merit than was bestowed on her—a striking contrast to

93, "Smiler," from Gloucestershire, not an exhibition

animal at all, but for the remarkably fine colt at her side.

In some classes the character of the foal has clearly

influenced the decision of the judges, although it is a

question whether a circumstance of this nature should
confer a prize upon a dam deficient in important
qualities herself.

The Clydesdale mares were easily disposed of by
the judges. The 1st prize fell to " Isabel," the property

of R. Waugh, Carlisle ; she is undoubtedly a grand
beast, but too big, and we preferred *

' Darling " and
** Maggie " to her, or Her Majesty's, which took the

3d prize. We were glad to see "Darling" awarded
the 2d distinction. The Suffolk mares, in class 12,

showed very great quality : the 1st prize animal, loS,

the property of the late Mr. Capon, of W'ickham
Market, Suffolk, has a beautiful top, grand body, and
would be almost faultless with greater bone. Colonel
Maitland's " Bui-y Empress " is also a splendid made
animal, wanting bone. All these mares were far too

big and fat, and this appears to be the reigning fault

with our Eastern Counties breeders ; we yet hope to

see less regard for flesh, and greater attention to bone.
Mares for breeding hunters, class 13, gives us

19 animals or thereabouts ; not many of them, we
regret to note, deserve special mention. There can be no
doubt that the 1st prize fell to the most worthy animal,

"Go-a-head," owned by Mr. Robinson, from Thirsk,
Yorkshire. It has most of the qualities we look for in an
animal for breeding hunters—shape, substance, and
quality. We failed to observe these features in the
2d prize mare, "Marigold ;" although no doubt "good
as gold," she has not quality or size to recommend
her, and the owner must congratulate himself upon his

luck. Perhaps " Marigold's " foal strengthened her
claim to distinction. The 3d prize fell to " Helio-
trope," a Lincolnshire mare. The " Queen of Sheba "

deserves notice, for there are the signs of a good one
about her, which we cannot say of the brace of
" Brunettes " on either side of her.

Class 14, for mares under 15 hands, presents a
charming variety of beasts, and it is really incompre-
hensible that animals varying so in size and character,
should be equal to compete. The 1st and 2d prize

animals differ as far as is possible from No. 131, Earl
of Craven's fine stepping chestnut hackney. " Kate,"
the property of Lord Norreys, compared to the Ashdown
hack, is a big loose mare, possessing none of the
qualities of a hackney ; she has, it is true, a remark-
ably good foal by her side, and this no doubt brought
distinction to the dam. The mares are naturally low
in condition, but this is not an objection to one versed
in horseflesh. The 2d prize animal (132), Mr.
Sheratt's, of (Hereford, has a fine forehand, good stem,
and is parkish looking. 133 ("Pet") we do not care
for, although the judges gave her the 3d prize.

Classes 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 included fillies for

agricultural purposes, of all breeds. Messrs. Howard
took 2d prize in class 16, for a nice animal, " Rosebud ;"

and Mr. Druce, of Eynsham, 3d, for " Poppet," a neat
chestnut. In class iS, Mr. Wolton took 1st and 2d
prizes, for two very useful promising fillies ; and Bucks
and Oxon came in for prizes in class 19. Colonel
Tomline, M.P., again gets a prize in class 21, for a nice

2-year-old filly, "Moggy."
Much interest was felt in judging the next class (22),

for hunters four years old (mare or gelding). Thirteen
animals came before the judges; after a few prelimi-
nary parades the numbers were speedily reduced to
four or five, and these varied as much as is possible.

The 1st prize was conferred upon a black gelding of
Mr. S. Berridge's, of Banbury ; the animal went like a
gentleman, and showed himself to the greatest advant-
age, but in anything like company " General " would
have found himself in the ranks. Ace of Clubs, No. 170,
from Woodbridge, who gained the 2d prize, and 175 (not

noticed), " The Count," might in some hands have been
placed before "The General." A spicy-looking white
legged, excitable chestnut, " May Fly," 171, looked
like winning a chase, and " George," the property of

Mr. A. Sheratt, of Herefordshire, who took third

honours, was equal to anything, from a heavy dragoon
to a parcel delivery cart. Many demurs were raised to

the decision of the judges in this class, but we dare say

the latter would tell us, that in selecting from animals

so different and varied in quality the task was no light

one.

Class 23 presented us with hunters of five, six, and
seven years (mares and geldings) : here only six or seven

competed in the place of ten, and of these not above
four were to be called weight carriers. Lord Norreys
again came to the front (or nearly so) with a fashionable

strong gelding. No. 181, " Strathnairn," an Irish horse

(so the catalogue says), although showing a deal of

Yorkshire characterabout him. Hisgallopwas not so clean

or regular as it ought to be, and it was thought doubtful

if he could go through dirt as easily and pleasantly as

the 1st prize horse, "Brian Boru," from Catterick, York-
shire : the latter, a strong, well grown chestnut, found
favour with many, as did 190, " General Hood," of the

same hue, a slashing goer, but deficient in bone. A lack

of quality evidently prevailed in both this and the pre-

vious class, and it is no compliment to England to

suppose that the representatives at Oxford at all reflect

the high class hunters of our country.

The hackney (mare, or gelding) class (24) produced
nine or more animals, out of which number four were
rapidly drawn to compete for the prizes. More than

half the class had no pretensions to be exhibited ; they

simply could not move in the smallest degree credit-

ably. Why owners should incur the risk and cost of

sending their property to receive condemnation at the

hands of the Society's judges is incomprehensible.

The 1st prize in this class was awarded to an aged

hack, "Ada," No. 194; she moved fairly, although

short, and was not, we thought, so deserving the 1st

honour as No. 199, "Fanny," from Carlisle, the pro-

perty of Mr. Moffat. This pony went clean and well,

and has some character, which could hardly be said of

either of the 1st or 3d prize hacks. Mi-. Blake's

"Leah," No. 192, went in a round style of her own,
common enough in a butcher's cart in the metropolis,

but not the form one would expect to see applauded at

the Royal Agricultural Society's meeting. The Royal
show fails to attract the best animals, from causes

which camiot be controlled, but sufficient are collected

at their exliibitions to display the horses of the kingdom.

In concluding our remarks we would observe that

the original Views and purposes of the
*

' Royal" society,

so far as encouraging the exhibition of agricultural

horses, are eminently realised this year at Oxford. The
classes for draught animals are well furnished with

highly creditable specimens, and it is pleasant to observe

that many of the distinctions for beasts of the kind fall

to landed proprietors. It is evidence of their desire to

promote the interests of the tenantry by encouraging a

good breed of farm horses. Such consideration on the

part of the landlords has its result in the well-filled

ranlcs of all classes of live stock at this exhibition, and
it does honour to the tenant-farmers of the land also.

The following is the prize list :

—

Judge!?.—M. BiddcU, Playford, Ipswich: Robt. CalJer'

Kclloc Mains, Edrom, N.B. ; S. Robson, Westgate, Louth ; J-
Smilh, Humberton, Borobridge ; A. Turnbull, Crcsswcll, Mor-
peth ; J. C. Woodhouse, Wellingore, Grantham.

Special Prizes offered by the Oxford Local Committee are

marked thus (").

Class T. Agricultural Stallion, foaled before January i, 1869
(not qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).— ist, jC^^,

William Welcher, Mouse Hall, Weston Tofts, Brandon, Norfolk;
2d. £1$, John Manning, Orlingbury, Wellingborough, North-
amptonshire ; 3d, £5, John Hutt, Water Eaton, Oxford.
Class 2. Agricultural Stallion, foaled in the year iSfiS (not

qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).—1st, .£20, William
Wynn, Cranhill Lays, Grafton, Alcester, Redditch, Warwick-
shire ; ad, .iCio. Thomas Anger, Little Hinton, Shrivenham,
Wilts : 3d, £5, Wm. Enston, Claverdon, Warwick.
Class 3. Clydesdale Stallion, foaled before January i, 1868.—

ist, .£25, Earl Bcauchamp, Madresfield Court, Worcestershire :

2d prize withheld.

Class 4. Clydesdale Stallion, foaled in the year 1868.— ist,

£70, the Duke of Richmond, K.G., Goodwood, Chichester,

Sussex ; 2d, £10, do.
Class ^. Suffolk Stallion, foaled before January i, 1868.— ist,

/J5, Nn-,.- Risr T.tiintistone, Ipswich, Suffolk ; 2d, .£15, Charles
Boliy. Ml H. 11.11 - nn, Ipswich, Suffolk ; 3d, £s. Colonel
ToiiiliJ \l I .

I II I'ark, Ipswich, Suffolk.

C) illion, foaled in the year 1S6S.—ist, £20.
Isaar I' ,,1 nil. ! J, Ipswich ; 2d, ;Cio, the Executors of the

late Thomas Cap™, of Dennington, Wickham Market, Suffolk :

3d, £s, WUliam Wilson, Bayham Hall, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Class 7. Thoroughbred Stallion, suitable for getting hunters,
—ist, £50, General Peel. Marble Hill, "Knowsley:" 2d, ,£25
Charles and James Moffat, Kirklington Park, Carlisle, Cumber-
land, " Laughing Stock ;

" 3d, ;(Iio, Joseph Casson, Burgh-by-
Sands, Carlisle, "Sincerity. '

Class 8. Stallion, not less than 14 hands 2 inches, not exceed-
ing 15 hands 2 inches, suitable for getting hackneys.— ist, .£30,

John Grout, Woodbridge, Suffolk; 2d, £10, Chades Beart, Stow,
Downham Market. Norfolk.
Class 9. Pony Stallion, under i± hands 2 inches.— ist, .£15,

Henry Roundell, Queen's Head Hotel, Oriey, Yorkshire ; jd,

;Cio, James Allen Ransome, Carr Street, Ipswich. Highly (Com-
mended : John Andrew Doyle, Plas-dulas, Abergele, Denbigh-
shire.

Class 10. Agricultural Mare, in-foal, or with foal at foot, not
suitable to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk.— ist, .£20, Thomas
Statter, jun.. Stand Hill, Whitefield, Manchester; 2d. .i^io.

Henry Garfield Coldicott, Lower Heyford, Banbury, Oxford
shire ; 3d, £si Arthur Harvey Thursby, Wormleighton, Leaming-
ton, Warwickshire.
Class ii. Clydesdale Mare, in-foal, or with foal at foot. —

ist, .£20, Richard Waugh, of Seathill, Irthington, Carlisle : 2d,

£jo, Lieiu.-Col. R. Loyd-Lihdsay, M.P., Lockinge Park, Want-

Market, Suffolk ; ad, £10, Licut.Col. Fuller Maitland Wilsc

Stowlangtoft Hall, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk. Highly Com-
mended : Lieut.-Col. F. M. Wilson, Stowlangtoft Hall.

Class 13. Mare, in-foal, or with foal at foot, suitable for

breeding hunters.—ist, ;£z5, John Thomas Robinson, Leckby
Palace, Thirsk, Yorkshire : 2d, jjis, Robert Aldworth, West
Hagbournc, Didcot, Berkshire ; 3d, £s, Wheatlcy Tindall, Ash-
field House, Lincoln.

Class 14. Mare, not less than 14 hands 1 inch, nor exceeding

15 hands i inch, in-foal, or with foal at foot, suitablefor breeding
hackneys. — ist, ;£2o, Lord Norreys, Tetsworth, Oxford ; 2d,

i^io, Alexander Sheratt, Oclepitchard, Hereford ; 3d, £5, Earl of

Craven, Ashdown Pitrk, Shrivenham, Berkshire.

Class 15. Pony Mare, not exceeding 14 hands.—ist, .£10, G.
Bowes Morland, Abingdon, Berkshire. (The only entry,)

Class 16. Agricultural Filly, 3 years old, not qualified to com-
pete .ns Clydesdale or Suffolk.—ist, /15, Charles Lister, Coleby
Lodge, Lincoln ; id, ;Sio, James & Frederick Howard, Bedford ;

3d, ^5, Joseph Druce, Eynsham, Oxford.

Class 17. Clvdesdale Filly, 3 years old. — rst, £15, George
Head Head, Rickerby, Carlisle; 2d, ;£io, George Hampton,
Findon, Worthing, Sussex.

Class 18. Suffolk Filly, 3 years old.—ist, £is, and 2d, ;£l0,

Samuel Wolton, Newbournjiall, Woodbridge, Suffolk.
lualified19. Agricultural Filly, 2 years old, not qualified to

as Clydesdale or Suffolk.—1st, .£15, Stephen Davis,

Woolashill, Pershore, Worcestershire; 2d, ^lo, John Dench-
field, Burston House, Aston Abbotts, Bucks ; 3d, £s. Sir Henry
W. Dashwood, Bart., Kirtlington Park, Oxon.
Class 20. The Queen, disqualified.

Class 21. Suffolk Filly, 2 years old.— ist, ;£20, Samuel
Wolton, Newboum Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

Class 22. Hunters, 4 years old (Mare or Gelding).— 1st, £:;o'*

,

Samuel Berridge, Drayton Lodge, Banbury, Oxfordshire ; 2d,

£jS*, John Grout, Woodbridge, Suffolk ; 3d, £$*, Alexander
Sheratt, Oclepitchard, Hereford.
Class 23. Hunters, 5, 6, or 7 years old (Mare or Gelding).—

ist, £io; John B. Booth, Killerby Hall, Catterick, Yorkshire ;

2d, ;£i5*. Lord Norreys, Tetsworth, Oxford ; 3d, £5*, John
Watson, Waresley, Hartlebury, Kidderminster (reserved).

Class 24. Hackney (Mare or Gelding), not exceeding 15 hands
I inch, under 8 years old.— ist, ;£i5*, Herbert S. Woodcock,
The Helms, Wlgan, Cumberland ; 2d, £5*, Charies Moffatt,

Crosby-on-Eden, Carlisle. Reserved : John Charles Blake,

Oxford.

C.4TTLE.

Shorthorns.—This breed was largely and well repre-

sented. The judges in the bull classes were Messrs.

Aylmer, Singleton, and Bowstead, and in the cow
classes, Messrs. S. Rich, M. Stephenson, and Howard.
The competition was exceedingly keen, and the task of

judging proportionately difficult. The decisions were
in some cases regarded unfavourably by men qualified

to offer an opinion on so delicate a subject. The two
sets of judges commenced their labours at about

8'30 A.M., and concluded by a little before i r.M.

The weather was much more favourable than usual,

both for spectators, judges, and cattle, the sky being

overcast, and the heat tempered by a pleasant breeze.

In the class of buUs above three years old there were

16 entries, many of the animals being of first-class

quality, and drawn from all parts of England as well as

from Ireland. As this grand array of sires was led round

the ring we noticed the famous Sovereign, lately so

successful at Dublin, but apparently rather dashed with

his journey ; and what with this disadvantage and the fact

of his coming in contact with really better animals, he

was obliged to rest content with the reserve number.

Mr. Saunders, of Nunwick, showed his excellent bull

Edgar, 7 years and 6 months old, and well he looked

as he moved round the ring, exhibiting a tremendous

depth of carcase, a very level top, especially over the

hind-quarters, but a little faulty (narrow) over the

shoulder top : his hocks are straight, and set wide

apart, and his rich colouring is an additional point in

his favour. Some judges preferred this bull even to

the now famous Leicester winner, Bolivar, which

appeared in blooming condition and excellent form

—

very massive, deep, and showing admirable quality,

albeit a shade close grown, or "shut-up," as we heard

it expressed : in other words, showing a slight want of

expansiveness of frame. The set on of the tail also

was scarcely so neat as in the 2d prize bull Edgar,
but we were content to .see him finally take the fas
over every other competitor. Bolivar is a com-

mentary upon what is known as fashionable breeding :

he boasts no tip-top blood, and yet how proudly he

marches past every candidate for honours 1 What
would have been the result in the conflict

had Mr. Torr's motion been carried, and had the judges

been transposed, with the additional complication of

weighing First Fiddle, the sire of Bolivar, against

Grand Duke 30, the sire of the unnoticed but yet

excellent bull, 9TH Grand Duke? Mr. T. E.

Paulett's Baron Killerby (23,364) was eventually

placed 3d, and may be described as good in front,

but with plain hocks and hams. Mr. Game's Royal
Butterfly 20TH, ist at Taunton, was not even

placed here, and was no doubt thrown aw.ay by his

plain hind-quarters, that were scarcely compensated for

by his excellent fore-end. Mr. W. F. Faviell also

showed a good bull. Shuttlecock (25,126), bred

by Mr. Fawkes, of Famley.
In the class for bulls above two and not exceeding

three years old, Mr. Robert Bruce, of Newton of

Stnithers, Forres, Scotland, was placed 1st with a very

good bull, Scotsman, whose pedigi-ee, for some
reason, is not even hinted at in the catalogue.

1st at the Highland and Agricultural Society at

Edinburgh in 1869, and the Royal Northern at

Aberdeen, as well as at other Scotch shows, this bull

may be considered as well worthy of his place, and

excels his competitor, Baron Hubback, exhibited by

Colonel Towneley, by being more level. He has a

famous girth of 7 feet \o\ inches, good thighs and

twist, massive form, and good colour, but is a little too

weak between his rump and hip bones. Colonel

Towneley's bull, which has obtained the 2d place, is
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rather patchy and plain at the shoulder ; and Mr.

Wright's Man's Estate, the 3d prize bull, although a

good animal, is a little narrower, although deep

between his forelegs, but has proved himself a good
bull in the local shows of his native county. Mr.

Christy's DuKE of Babraham claims the reserve

number, and is by Duke of Grafton (21,594), and

from Babraham Duchess. This, although a good
animal, was probably thrown away by his narrowness

over the shoulder-top.

The yearling bull class contained iS entries. Head-
ing the list was Mr. Challoner's Sir Leopold, which

although 1st at the Dublin Spring Show was fairly

beaten into obscurity when competing with English

stock. The Earl of Aylesford's Magdala attracted

public attention, partly through his good looks, but

more from his exhibition of an unruly temper, and

secured the reserve number. Mr. WilUam Linton's

white bull, Lord Irwin, was not likely to take the

public eye, but on a careful inspection of the class he

might be singled out as among the best, although far

from worthy of the place assigned to him—that of 2d.

All eyes were upon Lord Braybrook's Heydon Duke,
the winner of the 1st place at the recent Essex show,

which, although perhaps a trifle narrow over the

shoulder-top, was considered by many good judges to be

decidedly the "best of the bunch." Much dissatis-

faction was therefore expressed when, instead of ist,

this bull came out 3d. But what of the winner of the

1st place ? He has been known as a prizetaker at local

shows, and is Lady Bigot's Bythis {25,700), a nice red

and white red bull, lengthy, and good in front, but

decidedly weak behind, and was promoted to unde-
served dignity. Mr. W. W. Slye's Grand Duke
OF Farnley, although a grand bull, was probably
unsatisfactory on account of his turning-out toes,

which made him move awkwardly. Lord Wal-
singham also showed a good bull, Grand Signor 2D,

but not quite stylish enough to be placed. Tiie Rev.
William Holt Beever's bull, Hush, although large and
showy, was deficient in quality, and was passed over.

There was an extraordinarily good show of bull

calves, and much time was occupied by the judges in

awarding the honours. The 1st place was secured

most deservedly by Mr. IL Duckling's Rohin Hood,
a massive and good bull, with hind-quarters rather

defective. The excellent quality and rich coat of Mr.
Stratton's Master Glanville reminded us of
Bolivar when he appeared at Leicester two years

ago. Although wanting in size, this young bull well

deserves the high honours he has achieved. Mr.
Game's (Broadmoor) First Wrangler must have
struck all observers as an exceedingly well-grown thick

calf, of good quality, but his colour was against him,

and to that he probably owed his modest position of

merely receiving a high commendation. Among other

calves, in an excellent class worthy of special notice,

was Colonel Towneley's Towneley Oxford, which
attracted much attention; and also Mr. H. J. Sheldon's

3D Earl of Warwickshire by Duke of Brailes,
and a grandson of 7TH Duke of York. Although
lathy and narrow this calf shows high quality,

and will probably some day make a grand bull.

This class was no doubt diflicult to judge, and
wc heard no objections to the decision. Lastly, we
must just notice Mr. Robart's Car.\ctacus, a good
bull, which was somewhat curiously sent back at an
early period of the judging among those animals which
were weeded out as decidedly below par.

Much was said in the yard with reference to the

decision of the judges in the Shorthorn cow class.

Mr. Game's cow, JUidy Lavinia, although, no doubt, an
animal of excellent quality, is, first, small; and,

secondly, patchy—and inferior, we should say, to the

same breeder's highly commended cow. Pride of the

Heath. The unsophisticated would, in every case,

pronounce in favour of that substantial cow. Queen of
Rosalea^ exhibited by Lady Pigot, but which is only
awarded a second place. The 3d prize was given to

Mr. James How's Lady Anm% a nice cow by Prince
of the Empire, and, as everyone knows, exceed-
ingly well bred. The cow class is undoubtedly a grand
one, but the manner in which the decision of three

undoubtedly good judges was received is another indi-

cation of the difficulty of pleasing everybody.
Few decisions created more surprise to the by-

standers than that which gave Mr. Mumford's Camilla
the 1st place among the heifers in-milk or in-calf, not
exceeding three years old. A nice heifer she may be,

but patchy all over, light in the thighs, and disfigured

by the mark of a seton which has rendered her bosom
unsightly. As a redeeming point we may mention that

this heifer was certainly very good over the shoulder-
top. The 2d place was given to Mr. Richard East-
wood's Double Bitfterjfy 3f/, by Hero (20,958), and a
grand-daughter of Royal Butterfly (16,862). To a
taking form she adds an exceedingly rich colour, and
the judges were evidently long divided between her
and Camilla. The worst point we observed about
this heifer was her very awkward walk, owing
apparently to stiffness at the hocks. No one could
look at Mr. Stratton's Petvess, by Bude Light,
without admiring her charming appearance, and
she well deserves the 3d prize awarded to

her. Mr. How's Windsor Butterfly holds the reserve

number. She may be described as a very good heifer,

grand over the shoulders, and thick, square, and level

;

she has, however, a light neck and ugly horns. Lastly

we must mention Lady Pigot's La Belle Hilene, by
Prince of the Empire, which, although thick,

substantial, and in many respects beautiful, has to be

contented with a commendation.
The yearling heifers would have made a grand show

alone. There are 31 entries, and many were so

excellent that to judge between them was by no means
easy. As these beautiful and promising young animals

were led round the ring the faults of some and merits

of others became more evident. Mr. Mcintosh's Ladv
Knighthy 2dy by 30 DuKE OF Geneva, a sire whose
stock has been remarkably successful this summer, at

once challenged attention by her substance (she is two
months younger than the 2d prize), her growthiness,

and her rare abundance of hair. Well did she deserve

the ist place which the judges finally gave her, after

much consultation. Mr. Dudding's Countess of Yar-

borough early caught the judges' eyes as a level, deep
heifer, good at all points, but scarcely possessed of the

quality of the Ist prize animal. We must confess to

having overlooked Mr. How's Vesper Queen^ the winner

of the 3d prize, which, however, probably she well

deserves. A pair of remarkably pretty twin heifers,

identical in colour, size, and general form, were shown
by Mr. Statter, which, had they been a few months
older, might have competed successfully with some of

their older and larger rivals. Mr. Stratton's heifers,

Gertrude and Flo^ver Girl, were also conspicuously

excellent : the former was ist and the latter 2d at

Taunton, but in the show yard of the " Royal " the

second heifer was only highly commended, while the

Taunton favourite was not placed. After the disper-

sion of the Coleshill stock last autumn it is pleasant to

see that the present Earl of Radnor has not entirely

given up the breed so beloved by the late lord.

Although passed over, his heifer Debate was a great

beauty, and in a less keen competition might have

worthily been decked with ist class honours. Mr. W.
Bolton's Ally Givynne was also much admired, as was
also Mr. G. A. Fawcett's Highland Maid, bred by the

late Mr. Roberts, of Kings' Walden—a nice coaty

heifer, but deficient between the hip and rump, and
weak at the neck. Mr. Game's heifer Genr.'iii'e was
also exceedingly well haired, and a good deal looked

at by the judges, although she only received a commen-
dation. Heifer calves above six and under 12 months
old were represented by 19 entries. Eight of the more
inferior calves were presentlyweeded out, leaving 11 very

handsome animals, amongwhom Col. Towneley's Baron
Oxford's Duchess was conspicuous as a well-formed

heifer, with well carried out rumps, showing much
quality, and promising withal. Mr. R. Marsh's

Blossom is a large, good-looking heifer, a fortnight

older than the Baron Oxfords Duchess. She is seen

to the greatest advantage from before, when her deep
and prominent breast is brought into view. Still, we
noticed a degree of hardness, of want of quality, in this

calf which probably acted prejudicially against her.

Lieut. -Col. Lindsay, M.P., exhibited a very nice calf

by Duke of Jamaica, and out of a cow bought from

the late Mr. Lampton, of Sarsden. Although excel-

lently haired, she was too high at the rumps, but

otherwise attractive. Mr. Stratton's {of Burderop)

heifer. Fair Rosalie, was commended, and had many
admirers around the prize ring ; and being the youngest

heifer exhibited, her want of size was excusable, as

it was also probably the cause of her not occupying a

more important position. We conclude by mentioning

Mr. T. Statter's Stanley Rose, which holds the reserve

number, and Lord Walsingham's Oxford Belle^ a

pretty calf, just within the required age, which received

a commendation.
Considered as a whole, the show of Shorthorns at

Oxford must be looked upon as most successful. If

discontent exist with reference to any of the decisions

of the judges, it must be remembered that the classes

were large and the competition very keen, so that

there was often room for two opinions. We have once

more to protest against fatness in animals intended for

breeding purposes. This is an evil that no amount
of writing and talking as yet appears to touch, and we
still hear the old and absurd remark that such an
animal, although good, is not in condition for showing,

whicli simply means that it is not disgracefully and
unhealthily fat. Until judges systematically pass over

such overfed animals or Societies take the responsibility

upon themselves, and disqualify for over-fatness as they

would for age or unfair clipping, we can hardly expect

to see an improvement. For is it not natural, when
high feeding can secure the honours of a Society, that

exhibitors should overload their animals, even at the

risk of ruining them, for the sake of winning prizes?

Young breeders must thus overfeed their animals, while

the evil effect of this vicious custom is still further shown
by the fact that many of our oldest established and
most famous breeders will not exhibit at all. Having
achieved their reputation, they no longer choose to risk

the health of their best animals by the training

required for the showyard,

Herefords.—Some discontent was expressed with

reference to the awards of prizes in the Hereford classes.

It has been for some time the custom of the Royal
Agricultural Society to send round circulars to local

societies in order to obtain the names of men who are

considered by such societies to be qualified to act as

judges in the various departments. It is stated on first-

class authority that on no one occasion has a single

judge named by the Hereford Agricultural Society been
requested to function in the Hereford classes by the
Royal Agricultural Society. In other words, the
Hereford Society has been regularly asked to name fit

men for the post of judge, and its nominees have been
systematically set aside. This appears the liarder

when we remember the local character of the Hereford,

breed, and how important it is to recognise the opinion
of a society like the Hereford Society in a matter
which so closely concerns them. This is, perhaps, rather

a digression from the subject in hand, and we now
turn to consider the various classes of Hereford cattle.

In the aged bull class Sir Joseph Russell Bailey

took the 1st place with the well-known Stanway,
bred by Mr. Judge, and sold to his present owner for

the sum of 200 gs. He may be described as a grand
table-backed bull, very good above, and not quite so

good in his under-meat. Her Majesty's Prince
Leopold, the 2d prize bull at Manchester, and the

taker of a 3d place at Leicester, made a very good 2d,

and is a fine heavy-fleshed bull. Sir John 30 (3456),
the 1st prize Taunton bull, was placed 3d, and this to

the satisfaction of mogt persons. Nothing, indeed,

could show more conclusively the excellence of this

class than the fact that No. I at Taunton was justly

only No. 3 at Oxford. Sir John 3D is the property
of ftlr. Thomas Thomas, of Saint Hilary, Glamorgan-
shire, and is a grand bull. Again, it is somewhat
remarkable that Mr. J. Morris' Stow, which was ist

at Manchester, should be nowhere on the occasion we
report upon, although he, too, is a very good bull.

In the class for bulls above two, and not exceeding
three years old. Her Majesty won the first place with
Prince Albert Edward, own brother to Prince
Leopold, the winner of the 2d place in the previous

class. His sire. Deception, was purchased by Mr.
Duckham for Her Majesty at the Monaughty sale, and
claims Sir Benjamin as his sire. This was the first

appearance of this excellent young bull in any show-
yard, and a magnificent animal he is, possessed of

strong constitution, good quality, level form, heavy
flesh, and almost every quality that is valued in a sire

of stock. Mr. W^arren Evans showed Monaughty
3D, a famous bull, which was awarded the 2d place ;

and Mr. Thomas Edward's Leominster 3D, ist at

Manchester as a yearling, was placed 3d. In this

class, again, is a singular instance of the reverses of

fortune at shows. Lord Ashford, the property of

Mr. Baldwin, of Luddington, which was 2d at Taunton,
was completely unnoticed at Oxford. Mr. Philip

Turner, of Lean, Pembridge, Herefordshire, took the

Ist place with his Trojan, a famous bull, by the

celebrated Fkanky, the sire of the gold medal ox at

Smithfieid both in 1S63 and iS6S. Trojan is a grand
bull, and we are informed he has been purchased
by Mr. Duckham for exportation to Sidney. The
2d prize bull, COUNT Fosco, had Htfle to recommend
him but his heavy mane ; he is a large patchy
bull, and we should have preferred seeing the 1st prize,

supported by Mr. John Morris' Cambridge, an
excellent bull, that now holds the reserve number. The
3d place was awarded to Mr. Hill's President (3331)
who, although a fair bull, may be characteristically

designated as '* aldermanic" in his appearance.

There was a good show of bull calves, the Ist

place being given to Mr. Taylor's (of Showle Court)

The Oxford Lad, a nice, level, young animal, but

overloaded a little at the rump. The 2d prize was
taken by Mr. Richard Hills, Melton 2D, whose weak
point is drooping hind-quarters, but which may be
spoken of as possessing good quality, with plenty of

flesh and depth of carcase. The reserve number is held

by Mr. Thomas Rogers, of Coxall, for Student, a

nice calf, but not quite in '* show condition." He will

probably be heard of on a future occasion, as his

pedigree is good. He is by Battenhall, the 1st prize

bull both at Worcester and Leicester, and from Silk^

the 1st prize cow in the same showyard.

In the Hereford cow class a handsome, good-fleshed

level animal took the first prize, after producing a fine

calf, scarcely an hour before the judges decided in her

favour. This cow, Silk, the mother of the young bull

we last noticed, was 2d at the Worcester Royal
meeting, and ist at the Neath meeting last year. She
is the property of Mr. Thomas Rogers, of Coxall, and
was bred by Mr. David Rogers, The Rodd, Kingston.

Mr. Pitt, of Chadnor Court, after an absence of many
years, again appeared as an exhibitor, and took off the

2d prize with Highlass the 4/-^, a beautiful young
cow of very superior quality. Mr. R. Tanner's

3d prize cow, Queen, is also a nice animal.

There were only three entries in the class for heifers

in-calf or in-milk, and three prizes were offered. The
first prize was awarded to Mr. W. Tudge, of Adforton,

for Silver Star, winner of the first place at Manchester

in the class for 2-year-old heifers. She was also first at

Hereford, and again at Taunton, and is a splendid heifer

of rich fine quality, inclined to be patchy at the rump,

but with grand loins. Mr. Philip Turner's Livia occu-

pies the same position she held at Taunton, that of

2d, and the 3d prize was very properly withheld from

an animal which should never have been exhibited in a

class of breeding cattle. 1

The yearling heifers were a truly magnificent class,

both in numbers and quality. Mr. Fenn took the 1st

prize with a heifer of great size and substance, of beau*

tifijl character, and almost perfect in the fore-quarters,

although not quite so well covered on the loins as she
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might have been. She is also a little plain between

the hips and nimp-bone. This heifer was one of a pair

placed first at the Hereford show last October, and has

been selected with Mr. Thomas Thomas' 3d prize

heifer in the same class—which, by the way, was ist at

Taunton—for exportation to Sydney. The 2d place

was obtained by Mr. Tudge, of Adforton, with Lady
Brandon, the cow that held the reserve number at

Taunton. We have therefore a singular reverse, in

which the 1st prize Taunton heifer is placed 3d, and

the reserve number at Taunton is placed 2d at Cxford.

We would not, however, harshly criticise this apparent

contradiction of opinion. The three heifers are all so

remarkably good, in fact so near perfection, that there

is room for difference of opinion, and it is easy to

imagine three good judges each selecting one of the

above as the best. The heifer calves, above si.x and

under 12 months, appeared in great force. Mr. H.
Rawlins Evans took the ist place with a beautifully

proportioned calf, but scarcely of the finest quality, and

Mr. Thomas Thomas secured the 2d prize with a heifer

of greater substance than the last-named one. Mr,

Tudge was highly commended for Bonnie Belle, and
Mr. John Harding for two very excellent heifers, both

by Symmetry (2799).

The Hereford section of the show was in every way
satisfactory, and we have no hesitation in saying that it

has never been surpassed.

Dcvons,—There was a very excellent show of

Devon cattle, and the usual names appeared in com-
petition for the Society's honours. In the class for

bulls there were five entries, and the 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. Walter Farthing, for an admirable
bull, Master Arthur, bred by Sir A. G. Hood,
Bart. Mr. James Howard Buller came 2d; and the

3d prize was not awarded. In the class for bulls above
two and not exceeding three years old, Viscount
Falmouth again takes the ist place, with his excellent

bull Narcissus ; and Mr. Farthing makes a good 2d,

with a capital bull, furnished with excellent hams and
twist, but slightly narrow at the rump. Her Majesty
the Queen was highly commended for a very good
young bull, Napier, bred by Mr. W. Farthing. The
yearling bull class was fairly represented by seven

animals, all of which, with one exception, were
noticed. Mr. James Davy, of Flitton Barton, was
1st, with an excellent bull, Duke of Flitton 5TI1,

with first-rate loins, and a somewhat hollow back

;

Viscount Falmouth was 2d with a very nice bull, but
which was decidedly plain at the set on of the tail. Mr.
Smith, of Hoopem, made a good 3d, and Mr. Azariah
Smith obtained the reserve number with his Duke of
York. The bull-calf class was especially good, and
again, with one exception, every animal was noticed.

Mr. James Davy took the Ist place with Duke of
Flitton 6th, a straight calf of excellent quality.

We must very briefly speak of the Devon cow classes,

which may be said to have been peculiarly excellent,

and judging from the free sprinklings of high com-
mendations and commendations, as well as prizes, the

judges of Devons appear to have been pleased with the
animals submitted to them. We must refer our readers

to the accompanying prize lists, where full information
is given as to the successful exhibitors.

After passing through the long lines of Shorthorns,
Ilerefords, and Devons, there was still an interesting

residuum of cattle, comprising other established breeds.

The consideration of these need not detain us long.

The Channel Islands cattle were well represented, and
it was interesting to note the evident change in form
when the object of the existence of the animal was
altered from a feeding or grazing purpose to that of
yielding a large supply of milk. The hard-looking
coat, the narrow withers, the angidar hips, and hollow
back, all attested the fact that flesh production was not
the object of their lives, while other indications as
clearly pointed to their adaptability to the production of
milk. Again the scene changed, and we found our-
selves among the Norfolk and Suffolk Polls originally

derived from the Galloway cattle, which, finding their

way into Norfolk for grazing purposes, were
retained as milking cows, and finally laid

the foundation of an established East of Eng-
land breed. We greatly admired Mr. Benjamin
Brown's North Duke, the winner of a large number
of Ist prizes in his own and neighbouring county, and
on the present occasion, the 1st prize bull in a consider-
able class. This bull was not overloaded with fat, was
very level, and possessed splendid shoulders and good
buttocks. Next followed a good cow class, and a fair

show of heifers in-calf or in-milk, which concluded this

interesting section. The "other established breeds"
might be characterised as a somewhat motley assembly,
embracing the pied Longhoms, which appeared in

moderate force ; some fair examples of Welsh cattle,

black, and with thin coats over the greater part of the
body, but furnished with longer hair on the neck. We
noticed the same peculiarity in the examples of the
small Kerry breed, where a black colour, thin coat, and
developed mane, seem to point back to the period of
partially reclaimed cattle, far remote from the age of
improved Shorthorns, Herefords or Devons. The mag-
nificent black Angus was not wanting, neither was the
Brittany, which never fails to attract the admiration of
he ladies. Jersey and Guernsey cattle completed

a somewhat mixed but certainly interesting portion of
the show.

The following is the list of awards in the cattle
classes :

—

Jl-dges.—Shorthorns: H. Ayltnfir, Weat Dereham Abbey,
Stoke Ferry ; W. Bowstead, Hackthorpe Hall, Penrith ; C.
Howard, Eiddenhara, Bedford ; S. Rich, The Cedars, Fcarnall
Heath, Worcester ; J. R. Singleton, Givcndale, Pocklington ;

M. Scephenson, Fourstoncs, Hexham. Herefords and other
established breeds : G. Morgan, Lanchirabo, Hereford ; S. W.
Urwick, Leinthall, Ludlow ; H. Yeomans, Stone's Court, Hay
Devons and Norfolk and Suffolk Polled : J. Overman, Burnham
Sutton, Lynn ; T. Pope, Horningsham, Warminster ; R. B.
Warren, Childe Okeford, Bbndford. Channel Islands : C. P.
Le Comu, Trinity Manor, Jersey ; G. Morgan, Lanchirabo,
Hereford.

Shorthorns.
Class 25. Bull, above 3 years old.—1st, 40/., Charles William

Brierly, Rhodes House, Middleton, Manchester ; sd, 20/.,
Charles Richardson Saunders, Nunwick Hall, Penrith, Cumber-
land : 3d, £,10, Thomas Edw. Pawlett, Beeston, Sanday, Bed-
fordshire. Highly Commended : William Frederick Faviell
Down Place, Guildford. Surrey. Commended : George Game,
Churchill Heath, Chipping-Norton, O.'cfordshire.
Class 26. Bull, above 2 .-ind not exceeding 3 years old.— rst,

^25, Robert Bruce, Newton of Struthers, Forres, Elgin, Scot-
land ; 2d, £15, Col. Charles Towneley, Towneley, Burnley,
Lancashire : 3d, ^^5, John Wright, Green Gill Head, Penrith,
Cumberland.
Class 27. Yearling bull, above i and not exceeding 2 years

old.— ist, ^25, Lady Emily Pigot ; 2d, ^15, Wm. Linton. Sheriff
Hutton, York ; 3d, ^5, Lord Braybroke, Audley End, Saffron
Walden, Essex.
Class 28. Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.—ist, £,\o, Henry Dudding, Panton House, Wragby, Lincoln-

shire; 2d, ^5, Richard Slratton, Burderop, Swindon, Wilts.
Class 29. Cow, above 3 years old.— 1st, £20, George Game,

Churchill Heath ; 2d, ^10, Lady Emily Pigot, Branches Park,
Newmarket, Cimbridgeshire

; 3d, ^5, Jaines How, Broughton,
Htmtingdon. Highly Commended : George Game. Commended:
William Bradburn, Widnesfield.
Class 30. Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.

—ist, .£15, John Aubrey Mumford, Chilton Park Farm, Thame,
Oxfordshire ; 2d, £,\o, Richard Eastwood, Thorneyholme,
Clitheroe, Yorkshire. Highly Commended : James How.
Class 31. Yearling Heifer, above i and not exceeding 2 years

old.— ist, ^15. David M'lntosh, Havering Park, Romford,
Essex : 2d, Xio, Henry Dudding, Panton House, Wragby.
Lincolnshire ; 3d, £,s, James How. Commended: Edmund
Alderson Fawcett, Childwick Hall, St. Alban's, Hertfordshire ;

George Garne,
Class 32. Heifer Calf, above 6 and under 12 months old.—

ist, £,\<3, Colonel Charles Towneley, Towneley, Lancashire ; 2d,

^5, Richard Marsh, Little Offley House, Hitchin, Hertfordshire.

Herefokds.

Class 33. Bull, above 3 years old.— ist, ^25, Sir Joseph Russell
Eailey, Bart., M.P., Glanusk Park, Crickhowell. Breconshire ;

2d, £is, the Queen : 3d, ^5, John Morris, Town House, Madley,
Hereford.

Class 34. Bull, above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old.— ist,

lis, the Queen ; zd, l\^, Warren Evans, Landowhnis, Usk,
Monmouthshire

; 3d, ^5, Thos. Edwards, Wintercott, Leominster.
Herefordshire.

Class 35. Yearling Bull, above i and not exceeding 2
years old.— ist, ^25, Philip Turner, Leen, Pembridge, Hereford-
shire ; 2d, .£15, John Harding, Bicton, Shrewsbury, Salop.
Class 36. Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months

oldL—ist, j^io, William Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury, Here-
fordshire ; 2d, ;C5. Richard Hill, Orlcton Court, Ludlow, Salop.
Class 37. Cow above 3 years old.— ist, £,-20, Thomas Rogers,

Coxal, Brampton Bryan, Herefordshire; 2d, l\o, George Pitt,

Chadnor Court, Dilwyn, Leominster; 3d, £^, Richard Tanner,
Frodesley, Dorrington, Salop.

Class 38. Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.

—ist, ^15, William Tudge, Adforton, Leintwardine, Hereford-
shire ; 2d, l\o, Philip Turner.

Class 39. Yearling Heifer, above i and not exceeding 2 years
old.— ist. ZiS. Thomas Fenn, Stonebrook House. Ludlow ; 2d,

^10, William Tudge, Adforton
; 3d, £,1, John Harding, Bicton,

Shrewsbury', Salop.
Class 40. Heifer Calf, above 6 and under 12 months old.— ist,

;£io, Henry Rawlins Evans, jun., Swanstone Court, Leominster;
2d, £5, Thomas Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamor-

Devons.
Class 41. Bull, above 3 years old.—ist, £as, Walter Farthing,

Stowey Court ; 2d, £.1^, James Howard Buller, Downes, Credi-
ton, Devon. Commended : Wm. Taylor.
Class 42. Bull, above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old.— ist,

£1^, Viscount Falmoth, Tregothnan, Cornwall ; 2d, £\Sy Walter
Farthing, Commended : the Queen.
Class 43. Yearling Bull, above i and not exceeding z years

old.— ist, £is> James Davy, Flitton Barton, Devon ; 2d, ji^iS,

Viscount Falmouth; 3d, ^5, William Smith, Hoopem, Exeter.
Class 44. Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.

—ist, ;^io, James Davy : 2d, £s, Walter Farthing ; 3d, William
Smith. Highly Commended and Commended : William Taylor.
Class 45- Cow, above 3 yeais old.— 1st, £10, Wm. Smith ; 2d,

£io, William Taylor, Glynley, Weslham, Sussex ; 3d, £<„ Wm.
Taylor. Commended: W. Smith, J. A. Smith, W. Farthing,
George Turner,
Class 46. Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.— ist. ;i:i5, Walter Farthing; 2d, ^10, Wm. Taylor; 3d, iis,

John Azariah Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dorset. Commended ;

the Queen.
Class 47. Yearling Heifer, above'i and not exceeding 2 years

old.— ist. ^15, James Davy; 2d, ^10, William Taylor; 3d, £s,
William Smith.
Class 48. Heifer Calf, above 6 and under 12 months old.— ist,

£xo, James Davy ; 2d, ^^5, William Smith. Commended ; the
Queen, and J. A. Smith.

Channel Islands.
Class 49. Bull, above i year old.— 1st, £\s, George Dcller,

Greywell, Odiham, Hampshire ; ad, £10, Henry John Lc Feuvre,
Les Ni£mes, St, Peter's, Jersey.

Class 50. Cow, above 3 years old.— ist, £ti^ Joseph Pulley,
jun.. Lower Eaton, Hereford ; 2d, ^10, Philip Gaudin. Sprine

, St. Martin's, Jersey.

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 ye old.
—ist, ;^i5, Philip Gaudin ; 2d, £\o, George Huyshe, Rosenheim^
Guernsey.

Norfolk and Suffolk Polled.
Class 52. Bull, above i year old,— ist, £1^, Benjamin Brown,

Thursford, Norfolk
; 2d, £\o, Jeremiah James Coleman, Carrow

House, Norwich.

Class 53 Cow above syearsold,—rst, ^^15, John Hammond,
Bale, Thetford, Norfolk; £rp, Samuel Wol ton. Newbourn Hall,
Woodbridge, Suffolk.

Class S4. Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.
—ist. ^15, John Hammond, Bale, Norfolk ; 2d, /lo. Lord
Sondes, Elmham Hall, Thetford. Norfolk.

Ot Established Breeds,
Not including the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, Channel Islands.

or Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Breeds.
Class 55. Bull, above i year old.— ist, ^15, the Duke of

Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe, Bucks ; 2d, £\q Thomas
Statter, jun., Stand Hill, Whitefield, Manchester.
Class 56. Cow, above 3 years old.— ist, £11, John Godfrey,

Wlgston Parva, Hinckley, Leicestershire ; 2d, £-io, Tilden Smith
Beckley.
Class 57. Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old,

-ist, ;£i5, T. Statter, jun., Stand Hill ; 2d, ^10, Jacob Watson,
Long Crcndon, Thame, 0.'«on.

Class 58. Pair of Cows, to be shown in full milk, without
reference to breed, specially adapted for dairy purposes— ist

£\-i. T. Statter, jun., Stand Hill; 2d, £Z, Henry Middleton,
Cutteslowe.

SHEEP.

The show of sheep generally was very good. Cots-
wolds, Oxfordshire Downs, and Shropshires were very
numerous, and of pre-eminent merit. We are glad to
find that more spirit is being infused into the exhibition
of so old and important a breed as that of the Cots-
wolds, and are led to hope that the showyards of future
years may receive an increasing supply of these sheep,
which we know to be brought to such a high standard
of perfection on their native hills.

Lekesters.—The numbers of the Leicester sheep
exhibited were as follows : Shearling rams, 42 ; rams
of any other age, 1 7 ; shearling ewes of the same
flock (in pens of five), 35 — total, 94, The
show of shearling rams was particularly good, there
being many sheep of gi-eat merit among them,
consequently visitors were not slow to call in question
the decision of the judges. Mr. John Borton's sheep,
which obtained the 1st prize, at once attracted attention,

being well-formed and symmetrical, with a mellow touch
and a good fleece, but it was rather deficient in size, and
its head, which in a ewe would have been considered
faultless, was far too feminine to be appreciated in a ram.
The 2d prize sheep (exhibited by the executor of the
late Lieut. -Col. William Inge), though lacking the
beauty of its more successful competitor, was of larger
size, and certainly appeared to us to be the better
sheep ; though, perhaps, the lover of the leg of mutton
might have detected a certain lightness in the thigh.
The 3d prize sheep, exhibited by the same gentleman,
was of good form, but smaller. With the rams *'of
any other age," Mr. John Borton was again successful,

gaining both the ist and 2d prizes. The first was a
fine sheep, firm to the hand, with a good head and neck,
broad chest, and heavy fleece ; the 2d was lighter in fleece.

The 3d prize sheep (exhibited by Mr. George Henry
Sanday) last year obtained the 1st prize as a shearling.

In the Ist prize pen of five shearling ewes (exhibited
by the executor of the late Lieut. -Colonel William
Inge) were sheep of first-rate quality, in good condition,

and with capital coats. Mr. William Brown's fine

sheep, which had the 2d prize, were of large size, but
inferior in quality.

Cotnvolds.—Of this breed were shown—shearling
rams, 39 ; rams of any other age, 23 ; shearling ewes
of the same flock (in pens of five), 65; ewes that had
suckled lambs to June l( in pens often), 30 ; ram lambs
(in pens of ten), 50 ; rams of any age, 4—total, 211,
Mr Thomas Brown's ist prize shearling ram was
a fine sheep, with a slightly grey face, generally
good in form, and having plenty of wool,
but, as is often the case with Cotswolds, it handled
loosely. Mr. Robert Lane's 2d prize ram was also a
good sheep. Mr. T. Beale Browne's 1st prize ram
"of any> other age" handled well, and Mr. John
Godwin's 2d prize ram was a useful sheep. Mr. John
Gillett obtained the 1st prize for shearling ewes with a
capital pen of sheep, conspicuous for good fleeces, and
showing excellent quality on handling. The 2d prize

and the reserve number were given to the same ex-
hibitor for two good pens. The 2d prize pen was
made up with grey-faced shearlings. To judge from
the sheep exhibited in the different classes it would
seem that grey-faced Cotswolds are coming more than
ever into fashion. To this no objection can be taken
so long as the wool maintains its quality, but when
closeness of fleece and loss of length in the back
accompany the darker faces, which was the case this

week with some of the sheep shown as Cotswolds,
suspicion with respect to the purity of the breed is

reasonably awakened. Mr. John Gillett carried off the

prize for ram lambs. His was a good pen of dark-
faced sheep ; they had capital fleeces, but, owing
probably to the dryness of the season, were in rather

poor condition. The prize for the best ram "of any age,"
offered by the Right Hon. J. W. Henley, M.P., was
awarded to Mr. John Godwin for a fine sheep, with a
good liead and neck ; it was, however, too fat.

Lincolns.—Of this breed were shown— shearling

rams, 16; rams "of any other age," 9 j shearling ewes
of^ the same flock (in pens of five), 25—total, 50.

Mr. Thomas Gunnell was the exhibitor of the ist

prize shearling ram, an excellent sheep. Mr. Robert
Wright was the winner of the 2d prize, with a sheep
of lesser size, but of good quality and possessing

an abundance of wool. Mr. Henry Dudding obtained

thejist and 2d prizes for rams "of any other age,"

with two fine sheep. The ist prize one was

especially good in the fore-quarters, displaying great

breadth and depth of chest. "Put your hand down

there, sir," said the shepherd, "and you'll never
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forget it." Both sheep showed indications of heavy

fleeces.

The 1st and 2d prizes for shearling ewes went

to Mr. Thomas Cartwright, who exhibited two good

pens. The 1st prize pen was particularly good, con-

taining an even lot of sheep, which handled well and

were of the right size and shape, with pretty heads and

plenty of wool.

Long-wools.

Ryland and other.—'i^o shearling rams were shown

under this head, but there were—rams of any other

age, 4 ; shearling ewes of the same flock (in pens of

five), 5—total, 9. Mr. John Lynn's 1st prize ram

was a bif sheep, of good fonn and fleece, but one

which on handling revealed a want of firmness. Mr.

John Thomas Pinches obtained the 2d prize with a

sheep which handled well, but whose close short

wool rendered it unfit for exhibition among long-wools.

Mr. Thomas W. D. Harris was the prize-taker and

only exhibitor in the class of shearling ewes. The cha-

racter of his sheep, which appeared to be a cross

between the Lincoln and tlie Leicester, was very good.

They were a pretty pen, satisfying both the eye and the

touch of practised judges.

Oxfordshire Dmons.—Of shis breed were shown

—

shearling rams, 60 ; rams " of any other age," iS ;

shearling ewes of the same flock (in pens of five), 105 ;

ewes that had suckled lambs to June i (in pens of

ten), 30 ; ram lambs (in pens of ten), 50 ; ewe lambs

(in pens of ten), 20—total, 2S3. Mr. George Wallis'

ist prize shearling ram was a sheep of moderate size,

with a rather heavy-looking head, good neck, back,

.and loins, and close wool. It was scarcely broad enough

between the shoulders. His 2d prize sheep, whilst pos-

sessing a good head and fore-quarters, was certainly

hollow behind the .shoulders. Its wool was not so

close as that of the 1st prize ram. Mr. Charles Hobbs'

3d prize shearling Was a nice sheep, square .and level,

with wool short and thick. Had it been longer, it

must have gained a higher place. In the class of

older rams, as in that of shearlings, Mr. George Wallis

can-ied off the Ist and 2d prizes. The first, which at

Manchester took the 2d prize as a shearling, was a fine

sheep, handling well, but a little light in the fleece.

The second, which at Manchester was also 2d in the

same class, and Ist this year at Taunton, had a better

head and fleece than the Ist prize sheep, but was

inferior in other respects. The 3d prize was given

to Mr. A. F. Milton Dmce, for a ram with a firm,

wonderful back, but which carried its head badly.

At Manchester it was 3d among the shearlings. iVIr.

George Wallis' 1st prize pen of shearling ewes would

by itself have been a suflicent reward for a long

journey. Superior in general character, and excel-

lent in detail, they could not fail to please even those

who do not admire Oxfordshire Downs. " O si

omnia
!
" The 2d prize fell to the lot of Mr. A. F.

Milton Drace, for a pen of more than ordinaiy merit,

good in size, quality, and condition. Mr. Frederick

GiUett won the 3d prize. His sheep were lighter in the

face, and much more delicate in the head, than the Ist

prize sheep. Mr. John Treadwell showed a pen of

capital ewes, for which he obtained the prize offered by

the Oxford Local Committee. Mr. James .Smith Parker

carried off' the prize for r.am lambs with a good pen of

strongly-coated sheep. The colour of their heads, how-

ever, was not quite unifonii, and they were not in first-

rate condition. Only two pens of ewe lambs were

exhibited, and in regard to these the decision of the

judges g.ave much dissatisfaction. The prize was

awarded to the Executor of the late Mr. W. Button for a

pen of small lambswith dark faces and long heavy fleeces.

The other pen, which, in the opinion of most of the

bystanders, ought to have received the prize, contained

lambs which had also long wool, were of much larger

size, and, perhaps, in better condition. Any grazier

would, unquestionably, have given them the preference.

On the other hand, a breeder of Oxfordshire Do\ras

regarding their general character, and noticing the

black patch extending from the head down the neck,

and half hidden by the wool, would certainly have

passed them by. It may be argued that, once ad-

mitted into competition with Oxfordshire Downis,

they were fairly entitled to the prize, as being the

better sheep, and that the only way of rejecting was to

disqualify them on the ground that they were simply a

cross-bred lot, not tine Oxfordshire Downs. We must

leave our readers to form their own judgment upon this

point.

Soii/hdo-u'iis.—Of this bleed were sho^vn-

rams, 32; rams "of any other age," 24;

shearling

shearling

ewes of the same flock (in pens of five), 55—total. III.

Lord Walsingham carried off all three prizes for

shearling rams. The 1st prize sheep was longish in

the neck, but otherwise very good in front. A pro-

spective glance at the leg of mutton did not quite give

satisfaction in point of size. The second was a little

weak in the head. The third was hollow in the back,

and narrow behind the shoulders. One of Sir William

Throckmorton's sheep. No. 982 in the catalogue, took

the 1st prize at Taunton, but it was light in fleece,

small in girth, and had a dark face. In the class of

older rams, Lord Walsingham was again successfiil,

taking the Ist and 3d prizes. The first was

The third was, perhaps, better in the neck than

the first, but had a light thigh, and was weak in the

head. Sir William Throckmorton gained the 2d prize

with a sheep very good in front and generally level,

but deficient in rump. For shearling ewes. Lord Wal-

singham obtained the 1st prize. His five sheep had

grand carcases, but the eyes were fiery, and the heads

ot well covered. The Duke of Richmond gained the

d prize with some fine sheep, with plenty of wool

behind the ears and on the head. Mr. William Rig-

den's shearlings, which had the 3d prize, were rather

small, but of good character. As a class, the South-

downs exhibited were undoubtedly of first-rate quality.

Shopshires.—Of this breed were shown—shearling

rams, 65 ; rams of any other age, 17 ; shearling ewes

of the same flock (in pens of five) 19—total, 99. The
1st prize for shearling rams was won by %Xx. John

Coxon, with a very symmetrical sheep, neat and thick,

and having a capital head and close good fleece. Its

neck was not big, nor was it altogether a large sheep.

The 2d prize ram, the property of Mr. Thomas Mansell,

w.as a long sheep, but n.arrower between the hind legs

than, and inferior in touch to, the one which gained

the 1st prize. The 3d prize sheep, exhibited by Mrs.

Sarah Beach, was good in shape, but deficient in wool,

in the thigh, and in girth behind the shoulders. In

the class of older sheep, Mr. John Evans obtained the

1st prize, wdth a very good sheep, excellent behind,

and displaying much aptitude for fattening. The 2d

and 3d prizes were awarded to Mrs. Sarah Beach.

The 2d prize ram was good in front, but a little wanting

behind. The 3d was a fine sheep, better than the 2d,

in the opinion of some, but its head was most peculiarly

wrinkled. Lord Chesham carried ofi' tlie 1st prize for

sheading ewes, with a pen of pretty, well-bred, and

symmetrical sheep, which had plenty of wool, but were

not so large as some in the other pens. Mr. John Han-

burj- Bradbume obtained the 2d prize. His sheep

were good in size, but not so finely bred as those shown

by Lord Chesham. The 3d prize was awarded to Lord

Sudeley for ewes of good quality, but rather small.

Mr. Thomas Nock received a well-earned com-

mendation for a good pen of large sheariings. We
suppose that the white patches on their heads kept the

judges from awarding them a prize.

Hampshire and other Short-wools.—Of these breeds

were shown—shearhng rams, 13; rams "of any other

age," 8; sheadmg ewes "of the same flock," 30—
total, 51. The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. Alfred

Morrison, for a ram which, in its breed and class,

could not easily be surpassed. It was a sheep of good

size and quality ;
good in front and behind, as well as

on the back and loins. Mr. James Rawlence won
the 2d and 3d prizes. The 2d prize sheep had a

queer, thin neck ; but was generally level, with a good

head and plenty of wool. The 3d was narrow across

the shoulders, but in other respects a sheep worthy of

the exhibitor, who is well known for his excellent flock.

In the class for rams " of any other age," Mr. James

Rawlence canied ofi" the ist prize with a very fine

sheep. We should have liked to have seen a little

more width between the hind legs. The 2d prize

went to Messrs. John and Matthew Arnold, for a heavy,

well-shaped rani, with very good fore-quarters and

good thighs. It was, however, wanting in rump,

rather open in the fleece, and a little hard on hand-

ing. Mr. James Rawlence won the 1st and 2d prizes

for shearling ewes. His were two excellent pens,

showing great character. Mr. John Barton's ewes,

which obtained the 3d prize, were inferior in quality

to, and were more open in the fleece than, their more

successful competitors.

Dorsets.—Of this breed were shown — shearling

rams, 6 ; shearling ewes (in pens of five), 25—total, 31.

Mr. Henry Mayo's 1st prize shearling ram w.as a

good sheep, but not faultless. It had a coarse he.ad,

was slightly hollow behind ihe shoulders, and a little

light in the hind-quarters. The 2d prize sheep,

exhibited by Mr. James William James had a better

head, and was very good in front. It was, how
ever, a smaller sheep, falling away behind the

shoulder, and veiy deficient in the hind-quarters,

Mr. Herbert Farthing showed a good pen of shearling

ewes, for which he received the Ist prize. They were,

however, faulty in the horns, which fell back instead of

coming nicely forwards. In this point they were sur-

passed by the 2d prize sheep, the property of Mr,

Abraham Bond, whose pen was very nearly equal in

excellence to that of the one which had the Ist

prize.

stock; H. Thurnall, Royston, Herts.—Inspectors of Shearing:
H. Bone, Avon, Ringwood ; R. Brown, Wigginton House,
Tamwortti ; W. Jobson, Buteland, Hexham,

Leicesters.

Class 59, Shearling Ram,— ist, jCso, John Eorton, Barton
House, Barton-le-Street, Yorkshire : 2d, ^10, and 3d, £5. the
Executor of the late LieuL-Col, W, Inge, Thorpe Constantine,

Staffordshire. Highly Commended: John Borton, Barton
House, Barton-le-Street, Yorkshire. Commended; Geo. Henry
Sanday, Holme Pierrepoint ; John Borton.

Class 60, Ram of any other age,—1st, X20, and 2d, ;£io. John
Borton, Barton House; 3d, ;£5, G. H. Sand.ay, Holme
PierrepoinL
Class 61. Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.— ist,

;ti5, the Executors of the late Lieut, -Col. W. Inge, Thorpe Con-
stantine ; 2d, {,10, Teasdal H, Hutchinson, Manor House,
Catterick, Yorkshire

; ^d, J. Borton, Barton House, Com-
mended : Edmund Roley, Kipling Cotes Farm, Beverley,

Yorkshire.

Special Prizes offered by the O.'cfordshire Agricultural Society

marked thus C), and the Speci.al Prize offered by the Right
Hon. J. W, Henley, M,P., marked thus (t).

Class 62, Shearling Ram.— 1st. £20, Thomas Brown, Marhara
Hall Farm, Downham Market, Norfolk ; 2d, ;£io, Roliert Lane,
Cottage Farm, Eastington, Northleach, Gloucestershire

; 3d, £,^,

T. Brown, Marham Hall Farm.
Class 63, Rams of any other age,—1st, ;C20, T. Beale Browne,

Salperton Park, Andoversford, Gloucestershire ; 2d, ;£io, and 3d,

;^5, John Godwin, Troy Farm, Somerton, Deddington.
ti^LASS 64. Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes ot the same flock,—1st,

.^15, 2d. j£io, John GiUett, Minster Lovell, Witney, Oxon ; 3d,

^£5, Robert Game, Aldsworth, Northleach, Gloucestershire.

Class 66. For the best 10 Ram Lambs.— ;6io", Richard Hall,

Barford House, Deddington, Oxon.
Class 67. For the best Ram of any age,— iJsf, John God-

win, Troy Farm, Somerton.

L.ncolns.

Class 68. Shearling Ram.—1st, £,10, Thomas Gunnell, Milton,

Cambridge ; ad, i,io, and 3d, .£5, Robert Wright, Nocton Heath,
Noi

,— 1st, ;(;2o, and 2d, ;£lO,

,gby, Lincolnshire : 3d^ jCs,

Commended : T. Cartwnght,

6q, Ram of any other

Henry Budding. Panton Hou
W. F. Marshall, Branston,

Dunstan Pillar, Lincoln.

Class 70. Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock,—i-st,

;£i5, and 2d, Lio, T. Cartvvright, Dunstan Pillar, Lincoln.

Rvland and Other Long-wools,

Not qualified to compete as Leicesters, Cotswolds, or Lincolns.

Class 71. Shearling Ram.—No entry.

Class 72. Ram of any other age.—1st, ilao, John Lynn,
Church Farm. Stroxton, Grantham, Lincolnshire ; zd, ;£io, John
T. Pinches, Hardwicke, Pembridge. Herefordshire.

Class 73, Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—ist,

£,1^, Thomas W. D. Harris, Wotton, Northamptonshire.

Oxfordshire Downs.

Special Prizes offered by the Oxfordshire Society marked thus (*).

Class 74. Shearling Ram,—1st, j^ao, and 2d, £>io, George

Wallis, Old Shiflbrd, Bampton, Faringdon ; 3d, t,l, Charles

Hobbs, Maisey Hampton, Cricklade, Wilts, Highly Com-
mended : G. Wallis. Commended ; John Treadwell, A. F.

Milton Druce, Sir H. W. Dashwood, Bart,, Kirtlington Park,

Oxfordshire.

Class 75, Ram of any other age.— 1st, C^o, and 2d, /lo,

George Wallis ; 3d, ;£s, A, F, Milton Druce, Burghfield, Read-
ing, Berkshire. Highly Commended ; J. Longland, Crendon,

Northampton.
Class 76. Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock,—1st, £15,

George Wallis : 2d, ;£io, A. F. Milton Druce ; 3d, Is, Frederick

Gilletl, Upton Downs, Oxon.
Class 77. For the best 10 Ewes, without reference to age, who

have suckled lambs to June 1.—;£i5*, John Treadwell, Upper
Winchendon. Aylesbury, Bucks.

Class 78. For the best 10 Ram Lambs. —;Cio*, James S%

Parker, Iflley. Oxford.

Class 79. For the best 10 Ewe Lambs.—;£io*, the Executor

of the late W. Button, of Eynsha

Sni

Class So, SheariingRam,— is<,';£2o. ^&,i,io, and3d,;fs. Lord
Walsingham, Merton Hall, Highly Commended ; W, Rigdcn,

Hove, Sir W. Throckmorton, Bart., and Lord Walsingham.

Commended : Lord Sondes, H. Humphrey, Ashington, Sussex:

and J. and A. Heasman, Angmering, Sussex.

Class 81. Ram of any other age.— 1st, £20, Lord Walsingham

;

2d, £,\o. Sir W. Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland, Berks ; jd, £5,
Lord Walsingham, HighlyCommcndcd: W. Rigden,Lord Walsing-

ham, the Duke of Richmond, K.G,, J. and A, Heasman, and Lord

Sondes, Commended: the Duke of Richmond, JCG,, and Henry
Humphrey.
Class 82. Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same Hock, —1st, ;£is.

Lord Walsingham: ad. £10, Duke of Richmond, K-G., Good-

wood: 3d, Is, W. Rigden, Hove, Brighton, Sussex, Highly

Commended : the Prince of Wales, Lord Sondes, Commended :

the Duke of Richmond, K.G., Colonel Tomline, M.P.

The following is the list of aw-ards :

—

Judges.—Leiccsteis : C, Clarke, Scopwick, Sleaford : S. Jef-

ferson, Preston Hows, Whitehaven; G. Walmsley, Rudston

House, Bridlington.—Cotswolds : J. G. Attwater, Bntford,

Salisbury ; T. Porter, Barmton, Cirencester : E, Ruck, Castle

Hill, Cricklade,—Lincolns and Rvland and other Long-woolled :

W. Bartholomew, Wadington Heath, Lincota ; J. H, Casswell,

Laughton, Folkingham ; H. Mackinder, Langton Grange,

Spilsby.—Oxfordshue Down : A. Edmonds, Longworth Lodge,

Faringdon ; H. Overman, Weascnham. Brandon ; Z, W, Stilgoe,

Adderbury Grounds, Banburj', — Southdown : T, Cooper,

Bishopstone, Lewes ; H. Fookes, Whitchurch, Blandford

:

H. Lugar, Ingham, Bury St, Edmund's.-Shropshires ; B,

Bond, Swansmoor, Great Haywood, Stafford : W. Kemp Boul

Fisher%vick, Lichfield : R, H, Masfen, Pendefordj Wol
Hampshire and other Sh,

good, hea\7, thick-set sheep, with a beautiful head. I Canning, Elston, Devizes J. R. Newton, Campsfield, Wood,

Class 83. Sheariing R.am.— 1st, £20, John Coxon, Freeford

Farm, Lichfield, Staffordshire; 2d, ilio, Thomas Mansell, Adcot

Hall, Baschurch, Shropshire ; 3d, Is, Sarah Beach, The Hattons,

Brewood, Staflfordshire.
t l t?

Class 84.—Ram of any other age,— 1st, ^20, John Evans,

Ufiington, Shrewsbury; 2d, iiio, and 3d, is, Mrs, Beach, The
Hauons. Highly Commended : Wm. Baker, Thomas Mansell.

Commended : W. G. Preece,

Class 85, Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—1st,

£15, Lord Chesham, Latimer, Bucks ; 2d, ;£io, J. H. Bradburne,

Pipe Place, Lichfield, Staflfordshire.

Hampshire and other Short-wools.

Not qualified to compete as Southdowns or Shropshire:;.

Class 86. Shearling Ram.— 1st. {,10, Alfred Morrison, Font-

hill House, Tisbury, Wilts ; 2d, lus, and 3d, £%, James Raw-
lence, Bulbridge, Wiltshire.

Class 87, Ram of any other age —1st, i,io. James Rawlence ;

2d, £10, John and Matthew Arnold, Wcstmeon, Petersfield,

Hants ; 3d, £s, Stephen King, Bockampton Farm, Lamboume,
Berks. „ ,

Class 88. Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—1st,

£\S, and 2d, ;iilo, James Rawlence ; 3d, £s, John Barton, Hack-

wood Farm, Basingstoke,

Dorset.

Class Sq. Shearling R.am.— i;

Frcime, Dorchester ; 2d, James
Court, Blandford, Dorset.

Class 90. Pen of s Sheariing Ewe.s,—ist, {,\s, Herbert

Farthing, Nether Stowey, Bridgwater, Somerset : 2d, £s, A.

Bond, Hunstilc, Bridgvvater.

PIGS.

The show of pigs was never excelled at any previous

show. Following the order of the catalogue we first
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nn.l a class ut boars of the "large white breed," in

which the ^ressrs. Howard, of Bedford, secure the ist

place with a pig of wonderful height and length, so

much so that the pen was manifestly too small for him.

When aroused from his slumbers and made to rise, he

struck us as rather narrow.

The 2d prize pig, " Cuhivator 5th," was exhibited

by the Messrs. Duckering, and although a fine boar, he

was not equal in quality with the 1st prize. In the

large white boar, young class, we particularly noticed

Mr! Matthew Walker's " Hero," a pig of high quality

and great size. The same exhibitor was also successful

in obtaining a 2d place with an animal barely within

the prescribed age, a lengthy, promising pig— *' Alfred

the Great;" and Mr. Duckering s " Comet " deser\'es

special notice as a remarkably good-headed and well-

formed animal, only S months old, or a month

younger than the 1st, and more than three months

younger than the 2d prize. Mr. G. Chapman brought

a good boar all the way from Scarborough in York-

shire, but was only successful in securing the reser\-e

number.
Among the small white boars Mr. Henry Neild, of

Worsley, Manchester, led the way with "The Doc-

tor," an excellent young boar, with a most rare back,

beautiful head, and, in fact, admirable throughout.

Mr. Peter Eden came 2d with a good 3-yc-ar-old boar
;

and Mr. Hatton secured the reser\-e with the youngest

boar of the class (13 months), a pattern pig in form,

with a pretty face, and quality to satisfy the most

fastidious. This was an excellent class, and well

worth spending more time over than we could well

spare. The young boars, below 12 and over 6 months,

formed another capital class, in which Mr. Eden took

the 1st place with *' Young Prince," a pig of admirable

quality, covered with silky hair, showing a well carried

out broad back and a good style of head. The same
remarks are applicable to Mr. Hatton's "Dreadnought,"

the 2d prize animal ; and we could not but pity the

judges who were called upon to decide in so fierce a

competition, where almost every animal deser^'ed a

place.

There was a wonderful show of black pigs, and all

persons qualified to judge considered that it had never

been equalled. Commencing with the boars of the

small black breed, we found the award had been made
to Mr. George M*Cann's "W^allace," a somewhat
patchy pig, and, in che estimation of many judges,

decidedly inferior to the more level and smarter 2d

prize, the property of Mr. S. G. Steam, of Suffolk.

So far as carcase is concerned, the 2d prize is

a more compact, better grown, and withal a younger

pig. His head is defective, but this last remark also

applies to the 1st prize pig. Nay, further, there was a

little band of knowing ones who admired Mr. G. M.
Steam's *' Kingcraft," a smaller, but, on the other

hand, younger pig, more than either of the above.

We next arrived at the Berkshire classes, which
were remarkably well filled. In the class for boars of

any age, Mr. G. Griggs, of Oaklands, near Romford,

exhibited a most extraordinary pig. His length is

splendid ; he girths 6 feet 10 inches ; he is of

great depth, and carries his meat close to the

ground. Both shoulder and loins cannot be sur-

passed, and his general style and quality in-

dicate abundance of constitution. Good indeed

must Mr. Griggs' boar have been, to have beaten Mr.

Swanwick's "Sambo 2d," the 1st prize winner at

Taunton. Mr. Swanwick takes the 2d place with the

boar just mentioned, now i year I month old, and
therefore a year and 4 months younger than the 1st

prize. For thickness, liveliness, and quality, it would
be difficult to find his equal ; but if we must find fault

with him, it will be on account of a little narrowness

at the loin. We cannot close this notice of a grand
class without a word upon Mr. H. Humfrey's pig,

which now holds the reserve number, a very nice boar,

with a good head, but falling away a trifle in his hind-

quarters. The boar section of the show concluded

with a class for animals not eligible for the preceding

prizes. Mr. Fox, of Great Horton, Bradford, and
Mr. Peter Eden, obtained respectively the 1st and
2d place ; and Mr. Elmhurst Duckering holds the

reserve—all with white pigs. We must defer our notice

of the sow classes until next week.

The following is the prize-list :

—

Judges.—J. Fisher, Woodhouse, Crossbills. Yorkf^hire : J.
Smith, Henley-in-Arden

; J. S. Turner, Chyngton, Seaford.

Class qi. Boar of a large white breed, above 12 months old—
isl, jCto, Jas. and Fred. Howard, Briunnia Farm, Bedford : 2d,

jCs, K. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindsey.

Class 92. Boar of a large white breed, above 6 months and not
exceeding 12 months old.— 1st, j^io.and 2d, £5, Matthew Walker,
Stockley Park, Anslow, Staffordshire,

Class 93. Boarofa small white breed, above 12 months old.

—

1st, jCio, Henry Neitd, The Grange, Worsley, Manchester ; 2d,

£5, Peter Eden, Cross-lane, Salford, Manchester. Commended:
G. M. Sexton, and Mathew Walker, Stockley Park, Burton-on-

Class 94. Boar of a small white breed, above 6 months and
not exceeding 12 months old.— ist, i^io, Peter Eden; 2d, £g.
William Hatton, Addingham, Leeds. Highly Commended : John
Linn, Church Farm, Stroxton, Grantham. Commended : G.
Chapman, Seamere, Scarborough,
Class 95. Boar of a small black breed.—ist, £10, George

M'Cann, Court Farm, Malvern, Worcestershire ; 2d, £5, Samuel
G. Steam, Brandeston, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

Class 96, Boar of the Berkshire breed.—ist, ;£io, George
Griggs, Oaklands, Romford, Essex ; 2d, £$, Russell Swanwick,
R. A. College Farm, Cirencester.

Class 97. Boar of a breed not eligible for the preceding

clashes.— ist, Zio. John E. Fox, Mansion House, Great Horton,
Bradford, Yorkshire; =d, £s, Peter Eden, Salford, Manchester.
Class qS. Breeding .Sow, of a large white breed.— ist, ;£io,

Matthew 'Walker. Stockley Park, Burton-on-Trent ; 2d, £5, Jas.
and Fred. Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford.
Class og. Breeding Sow, of a small white breed.— ist, ;£io,

William Hatton, Addingham. Leeds. Commended : the Prince
of Wales ; John Wheeler, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour,
Worcestershire ; and G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich.
Class 100. Breeding Sow, of a small black breed.— ist, ^10,

Samuel Geater Stern, Brandeston, Wickham Market, Suffolk ;

2d. ^s. G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall.
Class lot. Breeding Sow. of the Berkshire breed.— ist, ^10,

.-Vrthur Stewart, Saint Bridge ; 2d, £5, Russell Swanwick, of
Royal Agricultural College Farm. Highly Commended : A.
Stewart. Commended : H. Humfrey, Kingstone Farm, Shriven-
ham, Berks ; and E. C. Clarke, Manor Farm, Haddenham,
Thame, Oxon.
Class 102. Breeding Sow, of a breed not eligible for the pre-

ceding classes.— 1st, ^10, Peter Eden, Cross Lane. Highly
Commended : P. Eden, and William Halton, Addingham. Leeds.
Commended : Francis H. Everett, Bridgham, Thetford, Norfolk,
Class 103. Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of a large white

breed, of the same litter, above 4 and under 8 months old.— ist,

^10, R. F. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindsey.
Class 104. Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of a small wliite

breed, of the same litter, above 4 and under 8 months old-— ist,

^10, George Mumford Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich ; 2d,

£s. Peter Eden.
Class 105. Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of a small black

breed, of the same litter, above 4 and under 8 months old.— ist,

^10, George Turner, jun., Alexton Hall, Uppingham, Leicester-

Class 106. Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of the Berkshire

breed, of the same litter, above 4 and imder 8 months old.—ist,

;£io, Russell Swanwick ; 2d, £s, Richard Fowler, Boughton
Farm, Aylesbur>'.
Class 107. Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs, of a breed not

eligible for the preceding classes, of the same litter, above
4 and under 8 months old.— ist, j^io, Matthew Walker, Stockley
Park, Burton-on-Trent; 2d, .£5, George Chapman, Seamere,
Scarborough.

Class 108. For the best Berkshire Boar, Sow, and their Off-

spring, the latter to be under 12 weeks old.—£10, Heber Hum-
frey, Shrivenham, Berks.
Class 109. For the best pair of Berkshire Boars, from one

litter, under 6 months.—;£io, Heber Humfrey.

IMPLEMENT YARD, &c.

L.\ST week we gave a general notice of the Imple-

ment Department of the Oxford Meeting. We con-

tinue tlie subject, with, an illustrated description of the

annexed articles, an account of the steam culture trials,

and a general review of the prize classes, seeds, roots,

and manures,

Hornshy^s ^* Go7.'ernor."—The annexed illustrations

(figs. 184, 185) show a back and front view of the

"Governor" self-raker reaper of the Messrs. Richard
Homsby & Sons, with the improvements made upon
it since it gained the Ist prize last year at Man-
chester, and from the subjoined list of prizes the

reader will perceive the "Governor" has won its

laurels this year also at the Royal Agricultural

Society of France. Such results in England and
France prove a very high standard of perfection.

With the general mechanism of the reaper, we may
take it for granted, the reader is familiar. The sim-

plicity of the movement of the rakes and reels is

universally acknowledged to be without a rival, the

manner the revolving standard carrying the rakes and
reels bends its back automatically, as it were, to the

work, being free from the objection of cam friction, &c.

Another peculiarity of this machine is the centering of

the crank shaft, the length of the connecting-rod, and
the working of the knife in a slide-box, so as to give

the knife what has been technically termed a direct

thrust, i.e., the to-and-fro strokes of the knife are very

nearly of uniform velocity and cutting power. It was
otherwise with most of the machines shown at Man-
chester, the one stroke being slow, and the other fast,

owing to the obliquity at which the connecting-rod

works. The slide-box of Homsby's knife also acts as

a shield, protecting the articulation of the knife with

the connecting-rod from dust, &c. Hence its easy

action and freedom from heating in the harvest field,

and consequent reduction of tear and wear. Hence
also the economy of time in sharpening, and the clean

cut made. **A sharp scythe makes a good mower,"
is an old saying, which in principle applies to the

reap ing-machine.

The knife is now thrown out of and into work by a

foot-lever, seen on the pole at the seat of the dri

At Manchester this was done by a hand-lever ; but as

successful work depends upon the steady driving of the

horses—the working of the hand-lever less or more
interfered with the steadiness of the rein-hand of the

driver ; but this objection, which is greater in practice

than generally credited, is obviated when the driver

can operate the lever with his foot. The end of the

foot-lever is held down by a weighted bell-crank lever,

seen on the side of the pole, with a catch at the top, and
to relieve this catch the driver has only to force it back-

wards with his heel.

The calculations of the gearing and rakes are made
to cut six different sizes of sheaves, as the nature of

the crop and season may require ; and the sheaves, from
the shortness of the platform, are brought round with
the least possible injury to the com. At the outside, or

standing com side of the platform, there is a divider

which also lifts laid com to the knife ; and at the other,

or inside, a patent lifter for raising fallen heads or laid

com, thus bringing all round on to the platform,

thereby making clean work and preventing much waste
experienced prior to the use of this invention, more
especially in corn over-ripe or much broken down with
the weather.

The above improvements, so far as applicable, are

shown at Oxford on all the other reapers and mowers
of this firm, and the following is the award of prizes

and medals recently gained by them at the reaper and
mower trials at Charleamoux by the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of France (" Societe des Agriculterues de
France ") :

—

ist prize, ;^40, and gold medal, to Homsby's Governor
self-raker.

2d, £20, and silver medal, to Homsby's Progress self-

raker.

ist prize to Homsby's Paragon grass-mower.

CampauCs Anchor.—Campain's self-acting and self-

moving anchor is an important improvement of what is

now known as the roundabout system of steam culture.

It possesses a twofold advantage over the old plan,

Ist, in the economy of manual labour, and, 2d, in

affording better anchorage,—two results whose practical

importance is borne out by all those who have adapted
Campain's anchor to the roundabout system. Thus
the two men required to dig the pits at the opposite

land's end for the anchors are not required, so that

their wages is saved, which is something considerable

per acre, more especially with an engine ofonly 8, 10, or

i2-horse power ; and, besides the economy of labour

thus effected, the digging of pits is objectionable

on other grounds in most soils ; for, however carefully

filled in and levelled, they involve bad cultivation of

both headlands. All such objections are obviated by
Campain's anchor, whose mechanism and working we
shall now proceed to describe with the assistance of the

annexed illustration (fig. 1S6).

The invention, it will readily be seen from the

engraving, consists of a self-acting rotary gi-apnel

anchor, placed by means of a transverse axis to the

rear end of an improved construction of Fowler's well-

known disc anchor. The axle of the two rear disc

wheels is rigidly fixed to the carriage frame, but the

front one tums on a centre-pin, on the principle of the

front wheels of a carriage or waggon ; and by means of

the lever on the further side, shoum in dark ground,

and the requisite catch and connecting apparatus, the

distance between the disc wheels on each side can be

regulated so as readily to pass round a curved headland.

The box over the carriage frame is so loaded with eaith.

or stones as to sink the disc wheels to the proper depth,

and upon the axis of each disc wheel is a roller to

prevent the discs sinking too deep in soft ground
on being dra^\-n forward. Under the box is seen the

pulley, with the hauling-rope pa.ssing over it—the end
across the side bar to the implement, and the

other end across the end bar round the field. In

hauling the implement and the anchor by means of the

rope passing over the end bar the anchor is hauled along

the headland, provided the rope has sufficient bite On
the periphery of the pulley ; in other words, provided

the angle formed by the two ends of the rope is not

obtuse—;. t-., greater than a right angle (90*'). To
regulate the angle at which the rope passes on and ofl

the pulley, two regulating guide pulleys are placed one
upon the side bar and the other on the end bar, and
these, by means of a slide, each lead on and off the rope

at a desired angle. It will be observed that the anchor
is hauled forward by means of the axis of the pulley,

the mechanical question involving not only the friction

or bite of the rope but the revolution of two forces in

motion. Into the details of this question we need not

go, suffice it to say that the end rope is found in prac-

tice to haul the implement forward, and it is only when
working at an obtuse angle that the two small guide

pulleys are required. The two guide pulleys are

not shown in the illustration, but they are placed upon
the anchors exhibited.

It will be understood that there is an anchor on each

headland, and that between the two anchors the

implement is hauled to and fro. As, therefore, the

end or roundabout rope hauls one anchor forward,

and, by tlie reverse action, the other, the problem
which Air. Campain had to solve is to stop the anchor

on the opposite headland from the implement when it

has advanced twice the breadth of the implement, /. t-.,

one "bout;" and this he does elTeetually by means
of his rotary grapnel anchor at the rear end of his

disc anchor frame, and the mechanism and working
of this grapnel anchor we shall now describe to the

reader.

The gi-apnels are of the common form, and placed

two and two on the barrel of the axis, a quadrant
between each pair, thus making four pairs ; but

they may be placed at a sextant, six pairs, or

octant, eight pairs : the quadrant, however, is

found to meet all the requirements of practice.

At one end is seen a quadrant ratchet cam, into which
works the tooth or check of the lever, shown white.

When the implement comes up to the anchor the

porter-boy lifts the lever just so as to relieve the check
from the catch of the quadrant ratchet cam. It is then

in a self-working position for the reverse action of the

rope, or the porter-boy may relieve the check at the

opposite headland for immediate action. As the

anchor is hauled forward, the two gi-apnels in the

ground give rotation to the grapnel anchor, and as they

rise out behind the two grapnels in front enter the

ground, so that by the time the disc anchor travels a

"bout "of the implement, the lever check comes up

the ratchet catch, and thus holds the anchor fast. On
the side of the lever is seen rivetted a slide-bar

angular-shaped cam, the object of which, by means'of

two pins put into two holes, and projecting on opposite
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sides, is to raise tlie lever check over every alternat

ratchet cam catch, so as to allow the disc anchor t

travel twice the distance aloni; the headland before it i

stopped by the grapnel anchor. Thus the disc anchor 1 for every revolution of the grapnel anchor, and thus
suits implements of twice the breadth. By putting in adapt the disc anchor to an implement of one and a-
only one pin, the lever check would pass over one catch | half the ordinary breadth. (Siver medal awarded.)

Fig. 1S4.—THE "governor" self-r.\ker (iackvie-J).

Fig. 1S5.—THE "governor" self-rakek {front ziczi')

Ransoiui!, Sims iS-" Heads lu-.i' Pnlcnt Doiiblc-furron.'

PUmgh,—The long-vexed problem of turning a double-
furrowploughatthe headlandhas been successfully solved

by the Messrs. Ransome, Sims & Head, of Ipswich. It is

an old remark, that the headland tells us who is the good
ploughman and who the bad ; and if this is true with a

single-furrow plough, how much more so is it with a

double-furrow plough? Not one ploughman in a

hundred ever kept with the latter his headland in a

workmanlike manner, but with the droj^-lever lifting

wheels the two-furrow plough is more easily managed
at the land's-end than a single-furrow one.
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The invention is as simple in mechanism as it is elTec-

tive in operation. The annexed ilhistration (fig. 187)

shows the implement from the tum-furrow side, with the

lever-lifting wheels, B, c, in ploughing position. The

the outside c

plough ; the

illustration,

u and c.

turn-furrow side of the front or leading
spur at B remains where shown in the

A beuig a spur to the common axis of

of work. Plodding behind a horse-rake, moving .at a
brisk pace in the sultry sun of hay harvest, emptying
the implement and jumping over the windrows at every
few yards, is toilsome, sweaty labour, more than many

^JST ^

lifting and lowering levers and apparatus are seen on
the land side of the plough for being actuated by the

left hand of the ploughman. The two wheels, B and c,

have their axes in the extremity of two levers with the
fulcrum behind, so that when
the plough comes to the head-
land the ploughman has simply
to relieve the lifting apparatus
—when the two wheels, r and
c, drop down to the same plane— somewhat lower than the

plough sole. At wheel b is a
spur which lays hold of the

ground, thereby necessitating

rotation, so that the team hauls
the plough out of the ground on
to the two-wheeled turn carriage

thus formed. All this is done
without slackening the pace of

the team on the headland, and
as B and c rotate independently,

each upon its own axis, their

movements on the headland arc

the same in principle as those of

a cart, so that they follow the

horses along the headland and
"""

turn in completely under the

control of the ploughman, and
Hfhen the team turns in, B and c

are again, by means of the levers

at the left hand stilt placed in the position as seen in the

engraving. Wheel c acts as a land wheel, and can be
raised and lowered according to the depth of the

furrow ; and the breadth of the furrows can be readily

The plough has been used successfully on various

kinds of soil, one ploughman and three horses doing
as much work as two men and four horses in two teams
with two ploughs, each turning a single furrow ; and

SELF-ACTI.VG HORSE-RAKE.

when \\-e look at the manner single ploughs \\'C(lgc ihcir

way through the land, friction-fast on side, sole and
turn-furrow, there is no difficulty in accounting for the

economy of labour.

can endure throughout the length of a long summer day.

Hence the manner the driver is dragged along, and hence

the way this affects the even working of the rake. Far
better for the poor horse to carry the driver on the

rake, a proposition which ex-

perience has proved sound long

ago. But emptying the rake

when seated on the implement
less or more interferes with its

effective working, while most
drivers require both hands to

guide the horse. This latter

difficulty was got over by a foot

lever ; but foot levers, like hand
levers, in heavy crops, are apt

to destroy the equilibrium of

both the driver antl implement,
and hence interfere injuriously

with the smooth and steady

working of the rake and the

draught of the horse. The
difficulties involved in this brief

outline are patent to all who
have any experience in the har-

vest field, and who understand

^ ^~ ^ applied mechanics. A farther—
"

~
relief is necessary in the economy
of labour both for man and
horse, and this is just what the

Messrs. Howard have effected

by the recent improvement made upon their horse-rake,

of which we give an illustration (fig. iSS) ; and besides

relief to man and horse, the implement, from moving
more evenly and smoothly, makes cleaner and better

adjusted, by the expanding beams, from 7 to 12 inches.
I

//iKoanfs Patent Self-acting Horse Rake. — The
|
work. These several improvements we shall now

The wheel E on a two-furrow plough is in the centre extended use of mowing and reaping machines, hay- describe.
between the two beams, as shown in llie illustration, making machines, and the growth of heavier crops, is The mechanism is simple, and consists of two drums,

but On a three-furrow plough shown at 0.xford it is on
|
throwing upon the horse-rake a corresponding increase | one on each wheel, with friction straps, a foot lever,
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and the necessary connecting apparatus for making the

onward movement of the wheels lift the rake with a

very slight pressure of the foot upon the tread of the

foot lever. When the rake was lifted wholly by the

foot lever the fulcrum pressure of the lever upon the

implement was more than twice the resistance, owing
to the shortness of the tread end of the foot lever.

This extra pressure is objectionable in more ways than

one, as it damages the even working of the rake, and

entails upon the driver heavy work, and on the work-
ing parts much tear and wear. The Messrs. Howard
remove this fulcrum pressure from the implement on to

the giound, the wheel being in this case an endless

lever, and the ground over which it rolls the fidcrum.

And as the fulcrum pressure of the foot lever is almost

nil, such data are sufficient practically as well as

scientifically to demonstrate the smooth and easy

working of this machine to both driver and horse, and
the superior work it makes in raking. As to

the extra horse-power expended in raising the

rake such is more than compensated by the gradual

descent from hauling a loaded rake to hauling an
empty one. The hauling of a rake is not a uniform

draught that can be represented by two parallel lines,

on the contrary, it is a series of inclined planes. In
Howard's case the descent from the highest part of one
plane to the lowest part of another may be represented

by a short incline, but in the old plan a violent jump
down, very irksome to the shoulder of a horse—a fact

with which all must be familiar who study facts in

horse-raking. A silver medal has been awarded this

implement.

BrasieT^s^ Hodgkij^s^ and Bremme's Patent Flax
Marhinery.—On stand No. 333, John Eliot Hodgkin,
of West Derby, Liverpool, and 78, Gracechurch Street,

London, exhibits at work hand and power machinery
fur breaking, scutching, softening, and preparing Flax,

Hemp, Jute, China-grass, and other fibre-producing

articles, without the waste now experienced from
" hards" and coarse tow, turning out at the same time
a finer quality of flax, &c. We give an illustration of

a i.^ or 2-horse power breaker, with one large fluted

roller under six small ones, which, with the attendance

of two men, will break from 20 to 30 cwt. of flax-

straw in a day. The trials were cliiefly confined

to the breaking of retted and unretted Flax for

spinning, and in both cases the Flax came out so com-
pletely separated from the "shive" and softened as

to be ready for the "hackler" without scutching, thus

avoiding waste from "hards" and "tow.". The
unretted flax came out somewhat hard and
coarse or brittle in the fibre, having evidently

suffered from exposure to the sun m harvesting.

We draw special attention to this, as an opinion

is gaining ground that Flax may be grown and
harvested as corn, and afterwards taken from the stack

to the breaking and scutching mills ; but it must be
borne in mind that the fibre sustains less harm in

passing through the processes of "water-retting" and
"grass-retting," than in drying in the sun so as to fit it

for stacking under ordinary management. Whether
improved plans of harvesting can be devised so as to

obviate injury to the fibre is another question, one into

which we do not go. Suffice it to say at present we
had the unretted Flax and also the machine illustrated

so tested as to prove that the injury to the fibre w.as

due to the harvesting and not to the machine. Indeed
the peculiar novelty of this machine is the manner in

which it loosens and separates the "shive " or " shove"
from the fibre, so that what remains is easily removed
by the bl.ades of the scutch mill, the resistance being
comparatively?;//, so that no wasting force, "hards,"
and " tow " beyond the ends of the flax-straw, is the

result. According to the old mode of breaking Flax, the

F'lax-straw is merely flattened, the fibre being left adher-
ing normally to the " shive," consequently the resistance

to the arms of the scutch-mill is great, and as the force

of the revolving arms is sufficient to overcome all

resistance, the result—technically "roughing"—need
not be told to those who have any lengthened expe-
rience in growing Flax. The grand desideratum is to

separate gently, but eflectually, the fibre from the

shive, and to soften it, /. ,., break the broad flat fibre

up into fine threads, as in hackling, so as to reduce
the waste in scutching and hackling to a minimum ;

and this is just what Hodgkin's breaker does most
successfully.

We shall now give a general description of the
machine illustrated (fig. 1S9). The application of the

power by means of a band over the di-um will be under-
stood. A small wheel on the axis of the drum drives the
large one seen on the left, the axis of which passes
through, and by means ofan eccentric gives a reciprocat-

ing but gaining rotaiy motion to, the fluted rollers, which
can be diversified by different intermediate gearing, as

the requirements of the article operated upon demand.
Thus the large fluted roller is seen from below, and the
six small ones from their projecting axes. The small ones
are held downtothe large bymeans of spiral springs, each
of which is screwed downi to any desired pressure.

A reciprocating but gaining rotary motion is given to a
toothed wheel on the axis of the large fluted roller or
cylinder by means of the eccentric and intermediate

gearing, say six teeth forward but only four teeth

backward, so that the Flax is carried forward two
teeth at every revolution of the eccentric. If two teeth

is too fast the gain may be reduced to one tooth.

From the small rollers pressing upon the large one the

latter gives a corresponding reciprocating but gaining
rotary motion to the former. At the further end of the
machine there is a feeding-bench, where the Flax is fed
in by the hand of one of the attendants, and as it passes
through between the large and small fluted rollers it is

completely broken and softened, and at the near end it is

removed from the rollers by an endless slotted web, or
traveller band, an attendant removing it from the web.
Tile eccentric, connecting-rod, crank, and reciprocating
gearing, on the further side, is covered by a shield,

seen in the form of a drum. At first sight the working
parts appear somewhat complicated ; this arises from
the number of parts in use ; but when the function of
each is seen the whole is remarkably simple and easily

kept in working order. The fluting of the rollers is

different for different sorts of materials, but, in other

respects, the mechanism is similar. And the machine
not only prepares fibre for spinning .and for textile

fabrics, but also for the manufacture of paper. This
machine gained the 1st prize.

Baxter's Patent Automatic Self-~.:ieighiiig and Regis-

tenng Machine.—D. Hart & Co., London, the sole

manufacturers for Great Britain and Ireland, exhibit

this machine on stand 56. In principle, as will be seen
from the accompanying illustration (fig. 190), it is a
steelyard weighing-machine with a self-acting revolving
scale, feed hopper, and registering apparatus the dial

and index hand of which is seen near the top of the
side standard that supports the feed-hopper. When
once the weight of the unit has been determined, the

w-eight upon the graduated beam is placed accordingly,
when the revolving scales discharge their contents with
unerring accuracy, while the index hand reads oft and
registers the number of units— I, 2, 3, and so on, as

long as the hopper supplies the revolving scales with
the article being weighed ; and if the measure of the

unit is also determined, the weight and measure will

both be ascertained with far greater accuracy than can
be effected by manual labour on the common modes of

measuring and weighing. It is a well-known fact, for

example, that in filling a bushel two people will not

put the .same or an equal quantity of com into it.

The sack of Wheat or other corn has afterwards

to be weighed to check the measure, and as the

sacks are not of uniform weight each sack re-

quires to be weighed before it is filled. Now, much,
if not all this expense of labour is obviated by the

machine under notice, if proper attention is paid to the

weight and measure of the unit at the commencement.
Tims, if a bushel ofWheat is fii-st carefully measured and
then weighed, or the average of several bushels where
gi-eater accuracy is desired, and if the weight is found
to be 64 lb. , then 64 lb. is the unit registered. The
w-eight is then placed upon the graduated beam at

64 lb., and the moment 64 lb. of Wheat flows into the

angular scale, so as to raise the beam by "down weight,"
the descent of that end of the beam shuts off the feed of

the hopper ; and as the Wheat in the revolving scale is

on one side of the axis, the discharge is instantaneous.

The turning of the scale on its axis brings the next

quadrant compartment under the shute of the hopper,

and the instant the 64 lb. of Wheat is discharged down
drops the weighted beam—thus opening the hopper
again for another 64 lb. of Wheat, and, on doing so,

the index registers one unit. The machine is capable of

weighing and measuring 10 tons per hour, or 20 tons

with twice the size of hopper— 1281b. on the graduated

beam, and twice the capacity of the revolving scale.

In sliort, machines may be made of any desiretl

capacity.

The machine is capable of weighing, measuring,- and
registering all sorts of corn and meal, small seeds,

artificial manures—in short, any substance that will

flow from the hopper into the revolving scale. It may
be attached to any dressing or threshing machine, and
thus register the number of bushels, dressed or

threshed, and the com from the machine may be
discharged into sacks for market, or it maybe con-
veyed to the granary by means of a traveller-band, or a
machine may be so placed as to w-eigh and measure
whatever coi-n is put into or taken out of the granary.

During the trial week of the show-, the accuracy of

the weighing-machine was called in question in our
presence thus by a maltster—" Would the weight and
measure registered satisfy the gauger ? " The question

is easily answered, for the balance is as delicate and
sensible as that of any other, so that the gauger has only

to say what the -weight of the unit of malt is,

when the machine will register the number of units

with greater accuracy than can be done on the

old plan. With every weighing-machine a certain

weight over and above what the scale indicates is

required to turn the beam, say, for the sake of argu-

ment, half an ounce, and just so is it with Baxter's

automatic weighing-machine. We had not time to

test with reliable accuracy how much was required

to tum the machine under notice, but whatever
it is, once known, that if desirable may be added to

the weight of the unit, so that the nett weight and
measure will thus be registered with gi-eater honesty

than can be done by the human hand ; and from
the simplicity of the mechanism in cutting off the

feed from the hopper and in registered, the working
parts are easily kept in order and renewed when
worn out. The machine, it may be noted, has been
highly commended.

Steam Cidtiire, in complete sets, is represented by
Fowler & Co., J. & F. Howard, Fiskin & Co., Barrel,

Hayes and Thomson, and in parts by various exhibitors.

Three exhibit their systems at work in the field, viz.,

Fowler & Co., Fisken & Co., and Thomson, and these

we shall notice separately.

Fowler & Co. have two sets at work on two adjoin-

ing fields on Cutteslowe Farm, Banbury Road
(A. Sotham, Esq. ). The one set consists of two 1 2-horse

engines, each with a winding drum working between

them occasionally, as purchasers require ; a four-funow

balance plough, two cultivators, a light and a heavy

;

a heavy harrow with curved tines, covering 15 feet in

breadth ; a light harrow with straight tines, and a clod-

crasher. The second set consists of two 20-horse

engines with winding drums, four-furrow plough for

deep tillage, a heavy cultivator with leading bridle for'

the road, a six-furrow digger, a three-" knifer" sub/

soiler, heavy harrows with straight tines, a water-cait

for supplying the two sets with water, and a portable

steam culture bothy for the accommodation of the

workmen. Both sets were making excellent work, and

the land was -\vell adapted for testing their -working

capabilities, being very dry, and having imbedded in

the subsoil large nodules of stone, which were brought

to the surface. And besides the above, which we saw

at work in the field, there were on the stand in the

yard an eight-furrow light land balance-plough, a

steam seed and manure drill with harrows attached,

and a large assortment of other implements at the

command of intending purchasers for trial in the field.

Fiskin & Co. exhibited their light rope system in a

field about three quarters of a mile from the showyard,

on the Woodstock Road. It was not at work during

the trial week, but occasionally during the show week,

to prove its working capabilities to intending pur-

chasers, and was giving very general satisfaction.

Thomson's "road steamer" was at work in a field

adjoining the showyard, hauling by direct traction

when we saw it a four-furrow plough, the manufacture

of John Gray & Co., of Uddingston, near Glasgow.

The trial appeared to us rather like a beginning than a

matured practice of successful steam tillage, and no

doubt it was only intended to show the tractive power

of the engine, which, from its proximity to the yard,

was attracting much interest. We did not measure the

speed of the engine, but it was moving very slowlyj

and, what surprised many, slower down the slight

inclination of the land than uphill. The ploughs

were going from 8 to 9 inches deep, and tum-

ing a good round furrow. Nothing was done when
we were in the field with a dynamometer to test the

resistance of the implement and the tractive force the

engine can supply for tillage purposes. The dryness

of the land was favourable to the bite of the wheel ;

but making every allow.ance for this, the opponents

of this system of steam-culture were very much
at a loss how to account for -ivhat they saw done-
comparing the nominal horse-power of the engine with

the resistance overcome. There has been no little con-

troversy on this subject. The Royal Agricultural

Society of England has even proved that a traction-

engine, after propelling itself, had not power to spare

sufficient for overcoming such a resistance as that

which Thomson's little road steamer overcame at

Oxford ; but mechanical secrets, like other secrets, are

sometimes found -ivhere least expected, and the fact is,

that the force which a stationary engine expends use-

lessly against its fulcmm on the headland Thomson's

engine expends in propelling itself along the land,

with something over to add to its tractive powers in

hauling the implement. The objection to this system

is not an extra expenditure of steam, but the injury

done to the land during the season when it is generally

ploughed—and as the advantages of steam tillage are

giea^st when the land is ploughed dry, the prudent

course is to leave the objection an open question for

the future to settle. Meantime, throw no obstacle

before the wheels of progress.

The Prize Classes of Implements 7<.x<t fairly represented,

generally speaking, but a few of them fall short. Con-

sidering the occasion we expected a greater force of

steam-engines, but the awarding of the prizes has

brought to the test the abilities of the judges, a proof

of the standard quality of the manufacture. Both

classes of horse-gear are a fine show.

Grinding mills. Sect. 3, are numerous in each of the

three classes under this section—stone-grinders .and

metal-grinders. J. D. Pinfold, Rugby, exhibits a new
mill, which may be said to fall under neither of the

above classes, the bed being metal, and the runner a

stone (Derbyshire Peak stone) or vice vcrsd. The
mill has considerable power in grinding, but the meal

came from it rather hot.

Sect. 4. Crashers.—A fine show in each of the four

classes ; and the same may be said of Sect. 5, cliaff-

Dutters ; Sect. 6, oilcake-breakers ; and 7, tumip-

cutters.

In Sect. 8, steaming apparatus. Amies, Barford &
Co., are as usual the most extensive and successful

exhibitors.

Sect. 9.—Dairy implements fonn an excellent show.

Mr. Hathaway, who takes the second prize, appears as

an exhibitor for the first time with a barrel-chum of

novelty, the stopper and beaters being placed obliquely

to the axis,—a mode ofconsti-uction -which proved highly

successful during the trials last week.
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Sect. 10. Bone Mills. - The Beverley Iron and Wag-
gon Company and Crosskill & Sons are the most suc-

cessful exhibitors in this class. Sect. Ii falls below

merit. Coprolite mills, Sect. 12, are shown by E. R.

& F. Turner, of Ipswich.

Sect. 13. Flax-breaking Machines.—Three exhibitors

enter, but only two appear ; and the flax-breaker of

Mr. John Eliot Hodgkin, of which we give an illus-

trated description in another place, is the best machine

of its class.

Sects. 14 and 15, tile machinery and draining tools,

remind us of the Leicester meeting, the same exhibitors

being opposed to each other ; but at Oxford Mr. Pin-

fold is first, and Whitehead second. The draining tools

exhibited by Hunt cS: Pickering are those which took

tlie 1st prize at Leicester.

The miscellaneous awards of silver medals and com-
mendations extend over a great variety of articles, and

it is very gratifying to notice that two silver medals and

a high commendation have been awarded to three of

the articles illustrated in another place since they were
selected—viz., Campain's anchor and J. & F. Howard's
patent self-acting appliance to horse-rakes ; and the

same may be said of Mr. Hodgkin's flax-breaker, which
has obtained the 1st prize in its class.

SEEDS AND ROOTS.
The number of seedsmen m this department falls

rather below what we expected, but those present have
done their duty, and in a style of artistic grandeur far

beyond anything we have ever seen. Such was the

imposing sight that the first impression was
to photograph the whole, and it was some
consolation to see the ** tripod box" in use

opposite Sutton & Sons* stand : we trust it

has gone along the whole. And what is

more, the quality of the articles exhibited is

in keeping with the display of artistic orna-

ment, taste, and harmony of arrangement.
We take exhibitors in the order of their

stands.

No. 349. Harrison o^ Sons^ of the

Royal Midland Seed Warehouse^ Leicester,

show a collection of dried grasses the most
suitable for permanent pasture, also seeds

and roots of the best quality. Their Potatos

show very high germinating powers, thus

proving their adaptation for seed. Their
grasses growing in pots also prove the

vitality of the seed sown.

No. 354. James Dickson &> Sons^ of I03,

Eastgate Street^ and ^^ Neiolon" JVnrserics,

Chester^ show specimens of dried grasses,

fine roots of Mangel and Swedes, the Welsh
shepherds' favourite ; samples of the

different farm seeds, with a select assortment

of choice evergreens in pots, in a row along

the front of the stand, thus showing it off

with great effect.

No. 356. Sutton &^ Sons, Seedsmen to

Her Majesty the Queen, Readittg, exhibit as

usual a splendid selection of the different

kinds of seed required by the landed interest, i-_

grown with great care by themselves, with
a variety of dried specimens therefrom

;

preserved roots of last year's growth, young
plants growing in pots, and, what forms
the chief novelty, Mangels of the present

year's growth of a very large size, trans-

planted into a narrow bed of virgin soil

along the back of the stand. Along
the back the dried specimens are taste-

fully arranged, immediately below is the nan"0W
bed of the different kinds of Mangels, &c. These,

when we first saw them, were fresh and luxuriant,

producing a most attractive and telling effect ; but

before we left the yard the amount of foliage

evaporation, from the excessively high temperature,

was greater than the supply of sap from below.

The long rows of snow-white bags, uniform

in external appearance, but agreeably diversified within

from the different colours of the seeds, enlivened with
the bright green tufts of grasses growing in pots, grace-

fully placed at suitable distances, appeared as if done by
the hand of Nature. And this fine display of agricul-

tural produce was guarded in front by a light crown
gilt omamental fence of antique style, which gave to

the whole a very agreeable and harmonious appearance.

No. 358. Thos. Gibbs ^ Co., Seedsmen to the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, corner of

Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W., have
made a move in advance. As usual the quality of the

seeds and roots on this stand is first-rate, and the

improvement made in the arrangement and mode of

exhibition is highly intelligent and satisfactory. In

short, the dried specimens, seeds, and roots on this

stand will unquestionably form an interesting and in-

structive study to more than the members of the Society

during the period of the show.

No. 360. y. C. JV/ieeler ^^ Son, Gloucester, have a
very superior collection of grasses, Clovers, and other

agricultural seeds and roots, including their fine

varieties of the Potato plant. What chiefly characterises

this stand is the manner in which it is divided into

panels, each panel representing a geological formation
of soil with the grasses best suited for it. This em-
bodies more than a mere ornamental effect ; for the
moment the eye of the agriculturist catches this or the
other formation with its productions, he naturally turns
in search of that formation in which he himself is

chiefly interested, and when he has found it he will not
go away disappointed, the selection being made with
very great care.

No. 362. James Carter <^ Co., the Royal Seedsmen,
High Holborn, London, have a most excellent selec-

tion of seed in seed bags, an*anged in long rows, but
intersected transversely by rows of pots of growing
gi-asses, which give an enlivening and pleasant appear-
ance to the whole. Instead of dried specimens of the
grasses they exhibit coloured engi'avings of the different

kinds of Mangels, Swedes, is.c., the colour and form
having been taken from roots produced by their own
seed. Along the back of the stand they have a life-giving

effect. They exhibit, however, dried specimens of their

Alpha and Laxton's Supreme Pea, and also of their

Hundredfold Pea. Their new White Tripoli Onion
and their new Giant Rocca of Naples Onion merit
special notice. Flower baskets suspended from the

roof, and the golden-rod fence in front, are highly

omamental.

No. 363. John Kempt Iving, Great Coggeshall, Helve-

don, Essexj shows a splendid assortment of seeds and

Sfxt. III.— Mills.

Class r. Mills, with stone grinder';, for grliuHng at;ricultural

produce into meal, by steam "i- \\nv~.>: pnwi.i-. ^'.,,—joi^n
Weighell, ;C8 : E. R. & F. Turi.M, (^ .

Ma, lull, -„,ii,^; Co.,
^5. Commended : Reading Iron\N"il .' .(ii|mii\, SjuhIi ,. ('.race.

Class 2. Mills, with metal griinlct--, i.'r ut in.iinu: .i-^'iMiltural

produce for feeding purposes, by st(.am or h[irsc*inj\v<_r, /I20.

—

Amies, Barford & Co., ;^8; Thomas Curbctt, j^/ ; E. & H.
Roberts, ^5.
Class 3. Mills, with metal grinders, for grinding agricultural

produce for feeding purposes, by hand power, ^10.—No award.

Sect. IV.—Crushers.
Class i. Com Criishers by steam c

Ransomes, Sims & Head, £6; E. H.
Cocksedge & Warner, £4. Commended
Class 2. Corn Crushers by hand powei

£6 ; Woods, Cocksedge & Warner, £4.
Class 3. Linseed Crushers by steam or horse power, £5.—

E. R. & F. Turner, £$.
Class 4. Linseed Crushers by hand power, .^10.—E. R. & F.

Turner, £6 ; Picksley, Sims & Co., ^4.

r horse power, ^15.

—

Bentall. £5 ; Woods,
E. R. & F. Turner.

, ;Cio.—E. H. Bentall,

Fig. 190.—CORN-WEIGHING MACHINE.

roots, all of his own growing, and of the very best

quality.

The exhibition of Artificial Ma}nires and Eeeding

Stuffs in this department of the show is increasingly

large, and so are the other etceteras equally innumer-
able in detail.

The following is the prize list :—
jTrp'-.r'; — Fiv-i Qt.-Tni ^^v.MTv^-, ITrTr^.i? Gears, and Steaming

ApiMv.iii \|. r I |;i ,;ir.-
-

'I I
I ;7, Great George Street,

anM Ml ,1 ' I
,

' I;' 'I'icorge Street, London,
S.W >, ,, :

,
|..!,. Mills: Mr. H.B. Caldwell.

Munl-j..,- I.mL.M,, i;i.MN.f.l.,M Av.n ; Mr. H. Stephenson,
Throckkv Jioii^e, Ncwcastle-un-'r>aic ; Mr. John Ogilvie,
Mardon, Coldstream, N.B.— Chaff Cutters, Oilcake Breakers,
Turnip Cutters, and Guano Breakers : Mr. John Hemsley,
Shclton, Newark ; Uv. Matthew Savidge, Sarsden Lodge Farm,
Chipping-Nori.,n ^Ii, TT-nv (Mni.M', TVivlis Court, Slough,—
Bone Mills. I ! I ,,nd Tile Machinery:
Mr. John Jli \ ' ivunham; Mr. J. W.
Kimber, TiihiM -, M ^'- ^ '"' "-

Elmore LndKc ;-^iui.-J

Fouler, Prebendal V
Tattenhall Hall, Che;
Elvastr.n. Derbv.-Dr

M ^ ^ I
., 11

, Mr. G. M. Hipwell,
, :-Nuc>,-J'.,i[y Implements: Mr J. K.
irms, Aylesbury ; Mr. George Jackson,
ter ; Mr. Gilbert Murray, Estate Office,

lining 'J'noU and Miscellaneous Awards:

Sect. L—Fi: I Steam-engines.

;ith boileClass i.—Fixed Steam-engines of 4-horse power,
combined, /20.—Clayton, Shultleworth & Co., £f^

.

May, ^6; Reading Ironworks, ^5. Highly Commended : Mar-
-shalls. Suns & Co. Commended : Robey & Co., and Davey,
Paxman & Davey.

Class 2. Fixed Steam-engines of above 4-hor.';e power, and not
exceeding lo-horse power, to be worked by an independent
boiler, £y:>.—Cayton & Shuttleworth and Reading Iron Works
Company (equal), each ^11 5J. ; Marshall, Sons & Co., £^ lOJ.

Sect. V.—Chaff Cutters.

Class i. Chaff Cutters to be worked by steam or horse power,

i:2o.—Richmond & Chandler, £\o ; E. H. Bentall and Picksley,

Sims & Co. (equal), each ^5. Highly Commended : Carson &
Toone. Commended : J. Comes & Co., T. AUcock.
Class 2. ChafF Cutters to be worked by hand power, £10.

—

Richmond & Chandler, £6 ; Picksley, Sims & Co., £4. Highly
Commended : Smith & Grace, E. H. Bentall.

Sect. VI.—Oilcake Breakers.

Class i. Oilcake Breakers, for large and small cake, to be
worked by steam or horsepower, ^^15.—Amies, Barford & Co.,

£6 ; E. R. & F. Turner, £5 ; Hunt & Pickering, £4.
Class 2. Oilcake Breakers, for large and small cake, to be

worked by hand power, j^io.—Withheld.

Sect. VII.—Turnip Cutters.
* For steam or horse power. t Specially

adapted fur hand power.

Class i.—Turnip and Root Cutters, ^15.—
R. Hornsby & Sons, £7; Hunt & Pickering and
R. Huntl(equal), each, £4.
Class 2. Root Pulpers, ^15.—Richard Hornsby

it Son,^7* : Picksley, Sims&Co., £4* ; R. Hornsby
& Sons, £4t Highly Commendcdt : Picksley,

Sims & Co. Commended': T. Corbett. Com-
mendcdt : S. Corbett & Son.

Sect. VIII.

—

Steaming An-ARATUs.

Class i. Steaming Apparatus for the preparation

of food for stock, ^20.—Amies, Barford & Co., £ 12

and £3.

Sect. IX.-Dairv Implements.

Class i. Churns worked by hand power, ;iio.

—

Robert Tinkler, £4; George Hathaway, £:i lor. ;

Thomas Bradford & Co., £2 los. Highly Com-
mended : Thomas& Taylor. Commended : Richard-

son & RobcrLson, W. Wade.
Class 2. Churns worked by any other power,

jCto.—Robert Tinkler, £4 los. ; Robertson &
Richardson, £3 ; Thomas Bradford & Co., £2 los.

Class 3. Cheese Tubs, ;£io.—MelLird's Trent

Foundry, £3. (The judges have witlihcld the

balance of the amount offered for this class )

Class 4. Cheese Presses, ^io.-Suulliwell &
Co., £4 xos.; Mellard's Trent Foundry, £3; J.

Comes & Co., £2 10s.

Class 5. Other Dairy Utensils, /lo.—J. Cornes

& Co., for curd drainer, &c., £2 10s. : Southwell

& Co., for curd mills, £2 los. ; Carson and Toone,
for cheese turner and general collection of cheese-

making apparatus, £2 los. ; Allway & Son, for

general collection of utensils for butter making,

£

^
^°^'

Sect. X—Bone Mills.

Class x. Bone Mills to be worked by steam or

: other power, ^£20.—Beverley Iron and Waggon
.V Company, £g 2ind£6 ; W. Crosskill & Sons, £5.

Sect. XI.—Guano Breakers.

Class i. Guano Breakers worked by hand power,

^20.—Prize withheld for want of merit.

--^
Sect. XIL-Coprolite Mills.

Class i. Coprolite Mills, £10.—K. R. &. F,

Turner, ^10.

Sect. XIIL—Flax Breaking Machines.
• For steam or horse power. + For hand-power.

Class i. Flax-breaking Machines, ilio.—John
Eliot Hodgkin £6*

; J. E. Hodgkin, £4^

Sect. XIV.-Tile MACHtNERY.
• For steam or horse power. t For hand-power.

Class i. Machines for the Manufacture of Draining Tiles,

;Ci5.—J. D. Pinfold, £S' ; J. Whitehead, £7\. Commendedf

:

E. Page & Co.

Sect. XV.—Draining Tools.

Class 1. Draining Tools, ;£io.—Hunt & Pickering, £6;
Clarke & Son, £4. Highly Commended : F. Parkes & Co.

Miscellaneous Awards.

To agricultuml articles and essential improvements therein,

10 Silver Medals.

Amies, Barford & Co., portable metal corn-grinding mill with

dressing apparatus; Amies, Barford & Co., Campain's patent

anchors for steam cultivation ; W. Barton, cottagers' patent

cooking stove ; J. & F. Howard, patent self-acting appliance to

horsc-rakc ; G. Murray, collection of models for a cheese factory ;

Pooley & Son, automatic grain scale; Robey & Company,
patent self-feeding apparatus for threshing-machine ; J. & B.

Sainty, patent wood covering for temporary buildings, &c. ;

James Sinclair, chemical fire-engines. The remaining medal has
not been awarded.

Highly Commended.
Amies, Barford & Co., steam cooking apparatus; T. Baker,

tip cart ; W. Ball & Son, patent double break on waggon

;

Barrows and Stewart, improved windlass for steam cultivation :

Beverley Iron and Waggon Company, self-acting sheaf delivery to

reaping-machine ; Thomas Corbett, improvement in hand Clover-

seed barrow ; James Davey, improved cart harness ; J. Fowler

& Co., traction-engine on springs; Hart S: Co., self-registering

corn-weighing machine ;^Hohnes & Sons, improvement in hay and

corn elevator; Hornsby & Sons, combined corn-dressing and

screening machine ; T. Hunter, Dickson's patent double-dnll

Turnip-cleaner; T. MacKenzle & Son. reaper and mower knife-

grinder ; G. W. Murray & Co., combined double-furrow plough

and subsoiler ; Thomas Perkins, patent folding shafts for reapmg

and mowing machines ; Rainforth & Son, improved patent corn-

screen ; Richmond & Chandler, litter-cutter ; J. & B. Samty,

improved cattle crib; Smithwell & Co., improvement m ridgmg

plough; William Smith, sheep-rack ; R. W. Ihomson, patent

I road steam-engine.
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Covintendcd.

J. P. Barford, improved carriage jack ; Henry Denton,
improvement in a cham-harrow carriage : MacKenzie & Son,
improvements in Turnip and Mangel drill ; H. J. & C. Major,
roofing tiles ; J. & B. Sainty, improvements in field gate, and in

sheep_fencing ; R. Winder, machine for tarring sheepfold netting.

-Live Stock: Mr. Davies
Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P.—
Implements: Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart., Lieut. -Col. Wilson,
Mr. C. Wren Hoskyns, M.P., and Mr. W. J. Edmonds (Steward
Elect).—Finance and Sho«yard Receipts: Major-Gen. Viscount
Bridport, Col. Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Davies, Mr. Randell, and
Mr. Torr.—Forage: Mr. J. Druce.— General Arrangement of
Show : Mr. Brandreth Gibbs.

ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS.
The Annual Meeting was fully attended, n good deal

of interest being excited by the recent competition for

Mr. Mason's prizes for the best-managed farm in a large

district aroimd the city of Oxford. The Duke of Devon-
shire occupied the chair, and was well supported by
noblemen and numerous other friends and promoters
of agriculture. The successful competitors for Mr.
Mason's prizes are as follows :— ist. Mrs. Millington,

Ardly, Bicester ; 2d, Mr. John Treadwell, Lower
Winchindon, Aylesbury

; 3d, Mr. Craddock, Lyne-
ham, Chipping Norton ; 4th, Messrs. N. & Z. Stilgoe,

of Adderbury, Banbury ; and Mr. Denchfield, Easing-
ton, Banbury, all of whom were highly commended.
Another

. important point in connection with this

meeting was Mr. Howard's protest against the un-
wieldly dimensions of the showyard. He vigorously
impressed upon the Council and members the import-
ance of restricting the exhibition of implements to

agricultural machinery, and to refuse'show room to the
many miscellaneous articles, remote in their connection
with agriculture, which now claim the attention of
visitors. He also suggested the propriety of limiting

the number of duplicates which now crowd the miles of
canvas through which the public have to find their

way.
The meeting terminated with the installation of Lord

Vernon in the presidental chair for the next year.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.
At a special meeting of the directors of this Society,

held the other day, the Board Iiaving taken into consi-

deration the proposal by Mr. Harvey, Whittingham
Mains, at the general meeting, that the Society should
have a chemist in Edinburgh to whom members might
apply, were of opinion that no very great inconvenience
was imposed on members by the chemical department
being conducted in Glasgow, and under existing

circumstances they saw no reason for making any
change, as the work can be more satisfactorily per-

formed at the head-quarters of the Society's chemist
than in a smaller establishment under his superin-

tendence in Edinburgh.

yndgiti^ of Siock.—The following letter from Lord
Kinnaird, and the Secretary's reply, were laid before
the Board on the 22d ult. :

—

" Deak Mk. Menzies,— I wish you would ask the
directors of the Highland Society, at their first meeting,
if they would agree to appoint a small committee of
gentlemen who have acted as judges to consider whether
it would not be possible to frame a set of rules for the
guidance of judges at the shows, according to points,

after the manner in which prizes are accorded in rifle

matches. It might be tried first with the Shorthorn class.

This plan would, I am sure, give verj' general satisfaction.

Certain points being specified, the judges would have to
report their opinion on each individual point, rather than
their impression of the merits of the animal generally, and
by this means the exhibitors would be satisfied on what
grounds their animal was rejected or approved. 1 do not
like generally to question the decision of judges, and 1

know how difiicult it is to obtain the services of expe-
rienced hands, owing in many instances to their having
some interest in the slock exhibited ; but still this difficuhy
can be overcome. Witness the judging at Inverness,
Aberdeen, and Dundee, where it was at once seen, by the
way the judges set to work, that they were well qualified
for their duties. How different was the case in Edin-
burgh. There the gentlemen evidently had no experience
in judging. There was scarcely a decision which was in

accordance with the opinion of the many good judges in

the yard. I should prefer not bringing my own case
forward ; but it was so singular, and so much to the
point, and being naturally better acquainted with my own
case than any other, that I must mention it. Mr. Young,
the manager for SirW. Stirling-Maxwell—and there is not
a better judge of Shorthorns in Scotland—volunteered to
tell me, before the judges went round, that his heifer was
fairly beaten by mine ; and I will venture to say, though
the surprise of those looking on was great, no one could
have been more surprised than Mr. Young himself at find-
ing his heifer placed before mine. I may say. ' Ex uno
dhcc omiies.' I am certain that a small committee of
practical men would find no difiiculty in fixing the relative
value of the different points in a Shorthorn ; and a
schedule attached to these rules

— "very good," 'good,'
'indifferent' or 'bad,' with relative numbers—each judge
filling these up in the schedule—would lead to very satis

factory decisions, and allay much of the dissatisfactior
which prevailed to a very great extent at the last show ir

Edinburgh among the fanciers of Shorthorns.— Believe
nie, &c., (Signed) "Kinnaird.

" Rossie Priory, Inchture, N.B.,June4, 1870."

" P. S.- June 7.—I am not sure w-hether this is a copy
of my letter to you, or whether it is the original copy which
has not been posted. If it is a copy please return it

to me."

"3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, 8th June, 1870.
"Dear Lord Kinnaird, — I have this morning re-

ceived a letter from you, dated 4th June, with a P.S.
dated the 7th, and as I have not received any other letter

from you on the same subject, I presume it is the original,

and intended for me. I have a meeting of directors on
the 22d, but as it is purely to arrange the business for the
general meeting, which is held immediately after it, I fear
there will not be time to discuss your scheme. I will,

however, lay your letter before them, and as there is

another meeting of the Board on the agth, it will likely be
postponed till then.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) " F. N. Menzies."

The Board, on the 22d, having taken the subject

under careful consideration, unanimously directed the

Secretaiy to send the following answer :

—

"
3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, June 22, 1870.

"Dear Lord Kinnaird,— I laid your letter of the
4th of June before the Board of directors to-day. when I

was instructed to inform your lordship that they were
unanimously of opinion that it would not be advisable to

alter the present system of judging stock adopted by the
Society,— I am, dear Lord Kinnaird, yours truly,

"F. N. Menzies.
"Lord Kinnaird, Rossie Prior\'. Inchture."

On Wednesday Mr. Menzies read to the Board the
following letter, received that morning from his

lordship :

—

" Coburg Hotel, Charles Street,

Grosvenor Square, June 28, 1870.
" Dear Sir,— I am not surprised, though I may re-

gret, the refusal of the directors even to entertain the

question of judging by points the merits of Shorthorns,
having some experience of the unwillingness of the
directors of the Highland Society to consider any new
proposal ; and I have little doubt that to the end of all

things the same routine in the management of the affairs

of the Society will be observed which has existed ever

ace I have been a member of it—that is to say, for forty

;ars at least— causing the Society to act as a dragon,
ther than a leader in, agricultural improvement, with an

occasional wjuste of power by a somewhat questionable
interference in political matters. I trust that you will

be able to secure the services of judges for the show at

Dumfries who at least understand their duties, in order
that there may be some chances of a fair judgment of
stock.— I remain, yours faithfully,

(Signed) " KiNNAiRD.
" F. N. Menzies, Esq."

The Secretary was directed by the unanimous finding

of the Board to write to Lord Kinnaird in the following

terms :

—

"3, George IV. Bridge. Edinburgh, June 29, 1870.
" Dear Lord Kinnaird,—At a meeting of the

Board, held here to-day, I was instructed to acknowledge
receipt of your lordship's letter of the 28th inst.—I am,
yours faithfully, " F. N. Menzies.

" The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird. K.T."

The other business before the Board had reference

to the appointment of judges and other matters con-

nected with the Dumfries show.

Miscellaneous.
The Relations of M.\ster and Servant are

most unsatisfactory. The servants have always seemed
to me to regard the masters as iheir natural enemies.

There is an extraordinarj- lack of sympathy and a feeling

of co-operation between them. Their interests are iden-

tical ; they act towards each other as if their interests were
diametrically opposed. It is difficult to apportion the

blame : it is certainly not all on one side. On both
sides the connection is regarded" as more purely a

money one than perhaps in any other avocation of life

which brings the contracting parties so long and so

closely together. It is a common remark that good
masters make good servants. There is much truth in

the saying. A harsh, overbearing, unreasonable master
rarely finds a kindly, obedient, willing servant. I am
not desirous to say anything uncomplimentary of the

farmers before what I know to be a respectable portion
of tlieir class, for if farmers deserve to be spoken of

respectfully anywhere I believe it is in Northumberland.
But Northumberland, though an important agricultural

county, is unfortunately only a small portion of the

whole country. Any man with the slightest power of

obser\'ation who has stood in a hiring market, especially

if he has been there looking for an engagement, cannot
have overlooked the principles on which the farmer,

as a rule, proceeds to make a selection. He is partial

to bone and muscle ; his object is to secure the greatest

amount of work at the smallest possible cost. He
strives to secure the man with the most \\k^\y physiqiu-

to go through the work on the farm ; very little inquiry

is thought, necessary a> to his moral character. It is

needless tu say that many a gross mistake is committed
in this way. Intelligence is not made of sufficient

account in the farmer's calculations. The most intel-

ligent men and the best and the most trustworthy
servants are thus often entirely overlooked, and a man
of this class may go to a hiring market wishing to

make an engagement and yet return without once
having been asked his price. Yet from those who
knew him he woidd receive the highest wages. I

have known instances of this kind. From these facts

I venture to draw the conclusion that many farmers

I

are deficient in an important branch of their education
as agriculturists. Essay read before the Hexham Fanners^

I Club.

July 23.— Winter Peas^ in our southern counties,

are generally harvested by the close of the month.
The crop is commonly cut with a long-handled bagging
hook, and left loose in parcels on the stubble. In dry
weather harvest operations are simple, both in the
field and stackyard, all that is necessary being once
turning in the field, to prevent the haulm roasting and
the pods from opening. In wet weather the reverse is

experienced, for when soaked with rain in tlie field

more frequent turning is necessary, whilst the crop,

when carried, is liable to mould in the stack. Pea-
stacks are bad defenders of rain, and, therefore, they
should be covered \vilh the rick-cloth until thatched.
Some thatch to the eaves, others thatch down to the
bottom, so as to protect the grain and haulm on the
sides. The sides may be covered with machine-wove
webs of straw, and made fast with pegs, in the same
way as the roof, gables, and eaves are secured.

Winter Beans are also generally ready for harvesting
in the South in ordinary seasons. In the North the
crop is, for the most part, spring sown, and late, being
often in the field in October. Beans are sometimes
pulled like Flax, but more commonly either cut low
with a short scythe or bagging hook. The cut crop is

allowed to lie for a short time, the length depending
upon the weather. The haulm makes cNcellent fodder,

and, therefore, like Lucerne, Sainfoin, and Clover, it

should be turned to prevent roasting. When ready
for stacking, the crop is bound up in sheaves with
straw ropes, or ropes of some kind previouly laid down
for the purpose. Some tie up and stack at the time of
cutting, which is the safest plan late in the season, but
in July, under a southern sun, the outsides of the
sheaves are burnt to snufif before the inside is fit for the
stack. Beans stand wet weather better before cut than
after, and, therefore, in prospect of rain, it is better to

allow the crop to stand for a week or so, until the
weather breaks up, as it will be sooner in the stack the

one way than the other. Thatch immediately.

Flax intended for the finest description of linen

fabrics, as muslins and cambrics, is generally ready for

pulling by this time, and before this in early seasons;
that grown for rippling-seed, and the coarser sorts of
linen, is also, when the Flax is early, ready for pulling

by the close of the month. A considerable diversity in

the primary and secondary processes of preparing Flax
fibre for the market has recently been introduced, but
the old plan of pulling, steeping, and dew-retting on
the grass is still the common practice. When fit for

yielding the finest quality of fibre it is pulled when in

full flower, or shortly after, as the quality of the crop
may direct. The person in pulling stands with his

side to the standing Flax, going backwards, and laying

hold of small parcels at a lime firmly with both hands,

so as not to raise earth and injure the fibre, and when
he gets a handful it is laid down so that the next hand-
ful or two can be laid across,—the object of laying the

handfuls crosswise being to keep the Flax off the ground
as much as possible. In this position it is allowed to

lie for a short time, when it is bound up in small
sheaves, not larger than you can grasp round with botli

hands, with a band made of a few stems of the I-'Iax.

The sheaves are next carted to, and placed upright in,

the steep, and loaded %vith wood and stones to kec])

them under water. A slow fermentation sets in, and
when sufficiently far advanced to allow the fibre to

separate freely from the stem when broken, which in

warm weather will be in about a week's time, or from
ten to twelve days in cold weather, the Flax is ready

for dew-retting, which is done by spreading it evenly

and thinly over the grass ; the grass should previously

be mown so as to have an even surface. In spreading

the spreader goes backw-ards, shaking out gently with
both hands sheaf after sheaf thinly and evenly over the

points of the fingers of both hands equally. It is a

very dirty but nice manipulation, and we have always

found women better spreaders than men. When
sufficiently dew-retted the fibre separates freely from
the stem by rubbing. The retted Flax is then tied up
in large sheaves and stacked, where it remains until

sent to the flax-mill. When the bolls are to be given

to cattle, or the seed crushed or used for sowing, the

Flax is allowed to become more ripe, xs already stated,

before it is pulled, but the degree of ripeness is as

diversified as the opinion of growers. In Ireland it is

a very common practice amongst the larger farmers to

ripple into the body of a cart, one person supplying

two or three ripplers with the handfuls as pulled, a

second person binding up the rippled Flax for

steeping. In other respects the steeping, spreading,

and dew-retting are the same a»; above described.

Some defer the preparatory processes until an afler

period, but delay in bringing the flax to market involves

a greater sacrifice of time and capital than numbers of

the small farmers of the sister country can comply with,

a practical reason why the older plans are generally

observed.

Sheep Shearing in the Highland walks of the North
is generally finished by the middle of the month in

ordinary seasons, and the end in ]ate ones. Disastrous

results often attend too early shearing ; a few days

prior to passing the sheep through the shears they are

washed by swimming them through and through a pool

in a running stream until they are clean, and some
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shepherds put them once or twice through the pool as

they come from the shears, in order to clean the skin

and keep up a healthy action to the surface so as to

obviate catching cold by a partial stoppage of the in-

sensible perspiration, naturally very great, of the sheep.

77;fZ>a;>j'.—July weather generally tries the patience

of the dairyman, either in making butter or cheese.

Great improvements are doubtless being made to

prevent the quality of the milk from being injured

before it reaches the dairy by the exposure of milch

cows to scorching suns, gad-flies, hot weather, improper

food, driving before milking, or carrying the milk

home jokingly when the milking takes place in the

field ; but after all the progress made much injury is

still sustained before tlie milk is put into the milk

dishes for throwing up cream, or into the cheese-tub

for cheese making ; hence the conclusion. Again, the

milk room in too many instances is not sufficiently cool,

and separated from the heat and smells of the other

departments of the dairy, as the scullery and cheese-

room, while the cream has to be sent to the cool but

muggy cellar below for the want of a proper place to

keep it in. Such being the rough outline of the facts

of the case, there evidently remains much room for

further progress in the dairy. IF. B.

Itarluls.
ENGLISH WOOL.

The outbreak of hostilities on the Continent has affected

the price of English wools, and the market is very un-

settled, at a decline of \d. to id. per lb. For Colonial

wools, the sale of which Is now in progress, descriptions

suitable for Continental buyers are r5 to 20 per cent

cheaper. The decline on home trade descriptions is

however, confined to |(/. and id. per lb., at which there

is good competition.

Current Prices of English Wool. Per lb.- s. d. s.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i 1 to i

Half-bred ditto 12—1 aj
Kent Fleeces 13 — i

Southdown ewes and wethers .. . . o oj — i

Sorts—Clothing 010—

I

Combing 10 — i

l/A y.^er Loado/s6 Trusses.
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Partner n the late F
wh ch t rm vas d s I ed by mu
The ta en ee h s to obser e h s Ta ent Houses obtained the

nly Pr ze at the Rojal Hort cultural ConRress South

These much-approved Patent Sys

I of Patent Ventilation ; One
r Stands.

s of Glazinff and Ventilation

extensively adapted for all Agricultural Buildings, Public Halls,

Churches, Factories, Railway Stations, &c., &c.

Full particulars and Prices of the Patent Houses, glazed with
26 02. Sheet Glass from 11. sd. per foot super and upwards ; as al'to

Illustrated Catalogues for i?j)ostage stamps
._„.._ CHARLES BEARD, Vic
Bury St. Edmund's.

PATENT GLAZING BARS, to scr.

separately. Full particulars for stamped c

Ho

wood, may be had

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

rn S. TRUSS begs lo state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all pnrts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

Ruamntec for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman

ship; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved Sjstcm

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints vith

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injur>'to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Cannon Boiler.

J TONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
• and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

to any station in England, for cish with order ; or they allow a liberal

^^
H OT- WATER APTAR AT U S

creeled Complete, or the Araterials supplied for HeatinK

.. j^-...-.., GREENHOUSES, Tubular BoiUr.

CHURCHES,
rUBLTC BUILDINGS, &c.
lIoT WATER PIPES at wholi

; Elbows, T rii

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Wanning GrceQ-

ufac'tory, 6, gankside. Southward

6 ft. by 4 ft Lights. 2 in. thick, unglazed. . ijo s o

Sheet
i and Glazed with i

: portable Box,

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

Painted .

Painted four coats, :

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Railway van . . .

.

Primed and Glazed witK i6 oz. Sheet . . . . (

Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork , . .. e

„ Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use c

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.G.

Boyal Show, Oxford.

EVERYBODY SHOULD SEE
BEARD'S PATENT GLASS WALLS,

BE.iRD's Patent slate walls,
BEARD'S patent ZIGZAG WALLS.
BEARD'S patent CONSERVATORY,

At STAND 388, Machinery in Motion Department; and at the
n.
Ma

C. BEARD, Patente.
"Works, Bury St. Edmund's, by

The Oxford Show.
R0\ AL AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES
DEN'NIS AND COMPANY, Anchor Works,

Chelmsford, will .-Nhibil ll.cir fim.rl economic " NEW ERA"
LREEMtoUSE.frim.

(,iibe> s PATENT '
;

Triinini, indCultiv.ilii.
latent \INERY VV I'l !

Patent Galvanised Mi :

Patent Galvanised Metal 1

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILERS.
STAND 383.

1), the latr

..f Fruit Tn

s H W I F F A N Y.

CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
thout Water Bars, from 525. 6rf. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

: without brickwork, from 6oj. each.

PcrlaUt BoiUr Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
, FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE

WORK of everj- description and siz(

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for

Goods, of the very best manu-
fracture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barije Iron Wharf, Upper

' London. S.E. (Surrey
; Blackfriars Bridge). Price List

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, (Sic, &c.

S, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, F..C

No.

GARDEN
10 G.iUons ,

,

i6 ,,

28 „

547A.

ENGINE.

WARNPRS'
AaUAJECT.

Useful for e^erj \ariet> of pur
?jse—in waterini; or washing
lowers or Trees in Gardens,

Conber\ atones, &c ; also for

washing Carnages or Windows,
laying Dust, &c

Pnce, complete j^i 8 o
Smill size for the

hind, as an ordi-

nary Syringe . * o 15

I HE CK\.^1AL PALAch
GABDEir or FIBi: ZNGINE.

No. 579i.

CAST-IRON
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E. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO.'" —
iscd by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

; Gardens, the Duke of Northumberland, Duke "

The best Sliadlng is " Frigl Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made ofprepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floncultural

purposes, for

PKOTFXTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN,
•'FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, 15. 6d. per yard run.

"FRIGI DoSlO" CANVAS.
Two xards wide is. od per yard rua
I'our^'ards wide .. • . •• •• 3*- m. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide . . is- ga. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2S. 8d. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sld., 6id., jid., yld.

and S\d. per yard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, 6{d. and Sid. per yard

;

id. extra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,

7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nursery
1 throughout the KJngdoi

Unrivalled Ease of \ction Simphcitj, Con\enience and Force.

The H^DRONTTTEisa more useful cas> workmg reliable, and
r thro\\ mg mach ne than any other in i se. It is made

,^ ^.^^ : No. I, with 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, Jet and

ie,i2i. 6d.: No. 2, 155. 6d.; No. 3, £1 "• : }i°J'£\5^l No. 5.

;0J. Extra Hose and Union Jomts to order. To be had of

HAYNES AND SONS, 227, 22g, and 231, Edgware Road, W.

UT ov N ne eg nu" e unle s lab lied " Haynes S: Sons

The Perfect

-IT/" A T E R I N G

K od knd

ab h o ha ng

req p o e n aluab e
a 1 b ng made of s ong
zn an66*iNo2

Manufa u d by JUb AH Lb BU Ha make W i Bury
S Edmunds o nom Pos Ofl c o de s must be s n and. made
ayablewhen ordering.

HE CLOCHES, or BELL GLASSES, named in
Mr. Robinson's interesting Book on the Parks, Promenades, and

Gardens of Paris, are now ready. Prices and particulars of the Aire
and Calder Glass Company, 83, Upper Thames Street, where a Stock
is kept : also Mj6, I.onj; Acre. I. GOODERIDGE, Agent

Horticultural and Window Glass Warebouses.
JAMiOS MII.i:.'^, (,, ll,i;h Street, and 12 and

11. IJ..S.MI1 s|,ia, Miufcln. h. I.cndon, E.
CilN'SICkV.MOkV .u„l ciKi 11 ARIMIOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Laid, Oils. Cohurs. Brushes. &'C.
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.
Prices upon application.

JAMES PHILLIPS AND CO,
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Ri^al Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the Unltea
Kingdom.
Each Bo.\ contains lOO feet. The prices only apply to the sires stated

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, so by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality ., .. 151. od.. las. 6d.
Third quality .. ..its.od ii2s. 6d.
Seconds i8j. 6d 261. od.
English 20s. od. 2-ps. od.
The above prices Include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

I by 9
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ORDERS solicited AT ONCE, rr.^ during the busy autumn season a month to six zcecks is usually required.

Horticultural Buildings of every Description
DESIGNED, BUILT, AND EFFICIENTLY VENTILATED AND HEATED.

MANUFACTORIES in LONDON, at GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, near ULVERSTONE,
PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN only

""^^^^a?^

Ornamental Lantern and Ridge-and-furrow Roofed Conservatory.

1 j__a

Winter Garden composed of Sir Joseph Paxton's Patent Roofs.

Lean-to Greenhouse.

PRICE LISTS OF

SIR J. PAXTON'S PATENT HOTHOUSES
For tlie Million, on application.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, Testimonials, &c.,
for 2 stamps.

Estimates given for anv style of Building, on receipt I'J

full particulars ofsizes, with a rough sketch.

-^ HOT-WATER APPARATUS
Cheap Vinery or Orchard House. Erected complete in any part of the kingdom. Cheap Semi-Span Greenhouse.

HEEEMAN AND MOETON,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT;SJ3UAJ3RANT, W. (formerly at Pall Mall East), LONDON.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor;" Advi
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Uradburv, h , „

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St Paul's, Covent Garden^ in the said County.—Saturday, July 23,
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R OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

TING of FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEES, and

before the 3d, ii. 6rf.

WARRINGTON FLORAL, HORTICULTURAL,
and POULTRY SHOW—The EXHIBITION of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, FRUIT, &c., will be held in WARRINGTON, on
TUESD.W and WEDNESDAY, August l6 and 17, when upwards of
THREE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS will be awarded

'

PRIZES.
CLASSES OPEN TO GENERAL COMPETITION.

E.\tra Class.—10 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in flower, ist Priie, /i
'd,;C6;3d,i3.

8 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, ist, is ; jd, l-f.

S Ornamental Foliage Plants, Ht, £i ; 2d, C
8 New or Rare Plants, 1st, ^£4 ; 2d, £1.

CUT FLOWERS.
36 Roses, ist Prize, £l\ii,£t. | 18 Dahlias, isl, /« ; jd, Ct.

FRUIT.
Exlr.l Class—For the best Collection of Fruit, not less than 10 varlcti

four of which may be Grapes ; ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value Cj,
money if preferred, presented by Gilbert Greenall, Esq., Wall
Hall, Warrington ; aa, £^ ; 3d, £.2 (presented by the Society).

PRIZES GIVEN DV THE LADIES OF WARRINGTON.
Group of Natural Flowers, in vase or ornamental stand, for centre of

table, ist Prize, (.2 ; 2d, li ; 3d, 10..

Bouquet for the Hand, 1st, £1 ; 2d, loj. ; 3d, 5*.

Lady's Wreath, ist, £1 ; 2d, loi. ; 3d, y.
The Exhibition Ground is wiihm two minutes' walk of the Railway

L limited portion of ground will be set apart for Horticultural Erec-
tions, Implements, Vases, Pots, and other Garden requisites. No
erections will be provided, but Tents may be hired at reasonable
charges. Applications for space to be made to the Secretary on or
before July 25, and from whom Prize Lists, Entrj' Forms, and all other
information may be obtained. ENTRIES for PLANTS, &c,, close on
AUGUST 8. CHAS. LAYLAND, Secretary.
Morris Brook, Warrington.

NEW CHILIAN MIMULU.S.—This is a new strain,
of dwarf habit, perpetual bloomers, and quite hardy, of very

diversified markings and colours. 12 splendid varieties, post free, for

35.. from B. W. KNIGHT. Florist. Battle, Sussex.

Dwarf, Torn Thumb, Pr
icua (white), invaluable for \

irded free by post for 2j. , from
bloom. The four

. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Su

NEW COLEUS of 1870.—Twelve New Coleus, sent
out by Mr. W. Bull Stc, this season, 1870. The set of 12 varie-

ties sent post free for 2j. od., from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.
PHILIP L.^DDS is now sending out 40 new varieties

of VERBENAS, 1870, for I2s. ; six new COLEUS, 1870, for 2s. ;

CHATERS IMPERIAL DWARF AOERATUM, new 1870, 3s. per
dozen ; VESUVIUS, the best Bedding Geranium, soj. per 100.

Nursery, Bexicy Heath, Kent. S.E.

Vfivr Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.
snxs

lAMES' suri

supply New Seed of
trains in the country :—

. td. per packet
INGRAM'S sill' .: I

' iI.ARIA,
THO.MSON'S
FINEST CHi
FINEST CHOICE PRIMULA, is. M. and 2!. M. per packel

And other FLOWER SEEPS, for present s '

SUTTON AND SONS, Seeds. I the Qui Reading,

;NrAURE.\ RAGUSINA COMP.A.CTA.—

CHARLES YOUNG, The Nursery. l!.ilhai , London, S.W.

Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
KOBERT SIM will -rnd

1

stamps. Part I. (Briti ' I ,

including prices of Hard\' I

TIVE CATALOGUE of 1; I .1

for six postage
r varieties, 36 pages,
PRICED DESCRIP-

To the Trade.
rpiWENTY THOUS.Wn (JNl:-YEAR SEEDLING

EDRUS DEODAKA-liir Sul.s, r.l,urs have a remarkably
ine stock of the
WILLIAM WOOD .

lear Uckfield, Sussex.
iD SON, Woodlands Nurser)-, Maresficld,

LARGE ORANGE TREES for SALE, in tubs, 3 feet
diameter; height of Trees, Q to 10 feet, stems 3 to 4 feet, 3 to

4 inches in diamcier.—For further particulars apply to

WILLIAM FlMTEk, Nurser) man, Stroud.

Orcbard Houses.

THE ORCHARD HOUSES at SAWERIDGE-
WORTH are OPEN to the INSPECTION of all who arc

interested in their culture. The Harlow Station, Great Eastern

Static

Worcestershire Agricultural Society.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, in
connection with the above, will be held in the SHOW GROUND

at KIDDERMINSTER, AUGUST 30 and 31, and SEPTEMBER i,

when PRIZES to the amount of ONE HUNDRED and THIRTY-
FIVE POUNDS will be awarded. For Lists of Prizes and Rules,
&c., apply to Mr. H. J. COCHRANE, 27, Clarence Street, Cheltenham,
Hon. Secretary If-

"—•."..< ' "^i-

S^
'ANDY and DISTRICT FLORAL and HORTI-

CULTURAL SOCIETY.
Prtudent—AKXHVK W. Peel, Esq., M.P.

The SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FLORAL, HORTI-
CULTURAL, MARKET GARDEN, and AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCE and POULTRY, will be held at Sandy, in the Park of
Sandy Place (by permission of John N. Foster, Esq., High Sheriff of
Bedfordshire), on FRIDAY, Sentember 5. 'Total value of PRIZES
.Tbout ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS. A special feature
(in connection with the Society) will be an Exhibition of LACE and
STRAW PLAIT. Rules, Schedule of Prizes, Entry Forms, and other

1 be had on appl
EDW. T. LEEDS SMITH, Hon. Sec.

NEW, GENUINE, SELECT, ARGRICULTURAL
and FLOWER SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous

offers on application to

JAMES FAIRHEAD, 7, Borough Market, S.E.

'OSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers for Sale—

1 CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FIMBRIATA PLENA, without
flower buds, £4. 1%. C(>, £8.

) CAMELLIAS, IMBRICATA PLENA, without flower buds,
£1. U, £6, £S.

) CAMELLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, ^£3,
£4. sC6. /8.—^For September.

CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sorts, £6,

ready for planting out,
UES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

PLEACHES and NECTAR! NES.— Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. F

7s. 6d. to loj. 6rf. each.
"ICHARD SMITH, Nurserym.an and Seed Merchant, Worces

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 ik 238, High Holhorn. London.

N'
advantageous offers of abo' 1 appli

ALFRED LEGERTt)N.Seed Merchant. 5; Aldgate, London, E.

w M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS»
ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the
nds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Hit;hgate Nurseries, London, N.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke,

iples and pnccs post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
"' "Ex, '"--^^" -

J'---" ..for Whi Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds.

Trlfoiium incamatum tallBr.
NEW LATE FLOWERING TKU-OI.irM.

Q UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of the
k/? above, which comes fully a fortnight after the ordinary Trifolium.
Lowest price per cwt. on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading^

Suttons' Grass Seeds for all Soils.

UTTONS' MIXTURES of PERMANENT
PASTURE GRASSES and CLOVERS, for Laying Down

/ Pastures. M.ny be Sown with safety up to the entf of

TRIFOLIUM INC,
:\vt. on application.

SUTTON ,

Mustard and Rape.
< UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of the
' above. Lowest price per bushel on application.

Royal }!crkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

New EngUBh Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have fine clean samples of the
• above ready for immediate delivery, which they can offer to

the Trade at reduced prices. Samples and price on appUcation.

Cabbage Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
• prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabbage Seeds

grown last season from the finest selected stocks. Prices very
moderate.

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H
New Turnip Seed.

AND F, SHARI'E have now ready, for immediate
• delivery, NEW SEEDS of the above, suitable for late sowiriK
may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

EEDS for PRESENT SOWING,
' Orange Jelly Turnip. I Whitcstone or Stubble Turnip.

White Globe 'i'urnip. Devonshire Greystone Turnip.
Altrincham Yellow Turnip. Mustard.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in P.

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wore

Roses.
MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW in

FINE BLOOM. The latest stock and the best plants in

England. Pilt Down Nurseries, Uckheld, Sussex.

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES.—The COLLECTION,
more especially the Tea-scenled kinds, are NOW RICH

MASSES of BLOOM 120,000 plants, in vigour and health
perh<aps never surpassed.
The "tJld" Nurseries. Cheshunt Station, Great Eastern Railway.

Roses.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
begs to announce that his COLLECTION of ROSES is NOW in

FULL BLOOM. An inspection respectfully solicited.
The Nurseries are easily reached by Train on the Great Eastern

Railway to Lea Bridge Station.

of strong healthy plai

SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresiield,

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham.
Susses, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

in FULL BLOOM. An inspection

s of ROSES in Pots

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES
are NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his " Garden of Roses " at the Crystal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be seen.

Inspection respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,
Waliham Station, Great Eastern Railway: half-an-hour's ride from
London. PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

ZS. iiio, £1:
1 AZALEA INDICA, best named s

plants. jSs, £6, £8, £12.
J AZALEA WDltA STOCKS, 131.

^ith flower buds, fine

rhree months* credit.]

New Roses of 1870.
CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

5, in s-inch pots, for planting
Leading varieties of Tea-

;nted. Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, &c. Descriptive LIST on
plication.

JOHN CRANSTON, The Nurseries, King'n Acre, Hereford.

Orders to the value of

JAMES DICKSON and
' fJewton " Nurseries, Chester.

l.MPROVED GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE
HARDY GREEN ROUND
GREYSTONE
SUTTONS' SHORT-TOP SIX-WEEKS .,

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage free
SUTTON AND S0^1S, Seedsi to the

To the Trade and Others.
NEW TURNIP SEED, 1870 GROWTH,

FGEE can offer, at advantageous prices, excellent
. selected - - ...

for delivery.
I-. GEE.

of the above, very fine samples. Now ready

Seed Merchant and Grower . Biggleswade, Beds.

pplicd as
JJJ follows, for cash :-
KNIGHT'S EARLY PROTECTING WHITE BROCCOLI, at s>.

SN<?W'S°WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI, at 71. 6d. per 1000.

WALCHEREN and EARLY LONDON CAULIFLOWER, at 7J. W.
per

-

w I. D 1 L L 1 S T O
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Siblc Hcdingham, Essex.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
and Specimens sent post free on application; also

imenlal Tile Pavements for Conservatories, EntranceMAW AND CO., Bcnihall Works, Broseley.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inchei

long, 4S. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO.. Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWER, 14-inch size.

to be SOLD. New a few weeks ago. Only used once or
and in perfect repair. Price £3 loj., cost jts los.

Apply to Mr. FRANCIS, Brandfold, Goudhurst, Kent.

A.

J. SHAW AND CO., 2g, Oxford Street, Manchester.

O^rTT I "C"U "LT"urXl E~X"H I B I T I O N S.

NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.
Upon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the

HIKE of elegant and commodious TENTS are fonvardcd free of

charge. All fetters should be addressed to i, Dultc Street, London

H
Bridge, S. E. Illustrated Catalogues po" free.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON.
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FBRABY AND CO. having laid down
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Dcplford pr

N.B. Open Tanks of die

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

pleasure, no Woodwork L.r 1 artUions to jmpcdc \ cnlibtion or breed
Vermin, Hay Kick dispensed with as unnecessary, increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Waicr Cistern, and Patent l>rop Cover

r-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and imperviou!
- ^-ice of Fittings per Cow, 55*.

of COTTAM AND eO,,IronWorks,2,WinsIey
I'lntheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
i'l'other with several important Improvemenls in

iired by latent.Sl.V

13 1 i,l,>l i.l- I I' HAND GARDEN SEED DRILL.

-

-L\ luiii U,..»s,>iul scut out in 1868 and i86q. At the Gn
Internutumui Ajin^ulturat Exhibition, A\ '

Hamburgh (1869), the Kirst-dass Silver M
was- awarded to JOSIAH LE HUTT for

Manufactures: afso at the Great German I

national Horticultural Exhibition, Hnmbi
1869. another First-class Silver Mr.lil
awarded. Ky simply turning a screw, tins

can at once be adapted fof Sowim.; < 'ninn-^,

bage. Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Karlc\ , W'l

Sainfoin, Mangel Wuricl, Tares, Rape, Turnips
Flax,> and Carrot Seeds. It is an invaluable
i[nplement for a Market Gardci
who possess a Kitchen
Garden ; and for the Farm it

'ifWl be found useful for

the purpose of filling up thi

be worked by a lad.
•> Full' directions sent witn
each Drill. On receipt of
stamps or Post-office Order,
made payable to JOSIAH
I.E IJUTT, Patentee and

ufacturer of the Champion Hay
jDrill '

I be ;

1 should be gi

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

TH?: above and mnny other PATTERNS are made jd
Terra-jMclalbc Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Redware.and

of great durability. The plainer sorts are

, especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conae-

tly being much chcapi

O^
iti blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection

. WHITE GLAZED TILES, for

jCitchcn Ranges, Baths, &c. Groov
of great durability, Dutch and Ada
Ked and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Sla

To be obtained of F. & G. RosH

Walls of Dairies, Larders,
other Stable Pavina Bricks
c Clinkers, Wall Copings,

r prcmiaca as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATK), at the above addresses—
14s. per Ton, IS. 2d. per Bushel; -is. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway gr Wharf Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grainca Sand ^s. per Ton more.
Samples of S.ind by post on receipt of stamp.

FLINTS and BRICK EURKS (or Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest ral«3.

F. & O. KOSHER.—Addrcaaes see above,

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

PORTABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
^\ith Patent RoneJ Steel Kilibcd Beater I'lates. and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT RGLL'P'D STEEL RIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

CLAYTON AWD SHTJTTLEWORTH Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

These Plates have been th rouj,lily tested an 1 are lou id to \\ car more llian three t mesas long ^s the Malleable Iron I'lates prcvio

C.ANdS. are prepared to supply 1 hresliio^; .Machuic 0\\ ners and the Trade many quantity , and the; would caution purch.i:

spurious imitations in Cast-steel, \vhit;h, from their britticiiess, arc cxceedinKly dangerous to usee CAUTltJN.-
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. C.-\TALtK;UES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 7S, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

s of this Pa
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ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &c.
ARCHITECTS' DI-:S/GXS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

E, AND F. CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES
;ry description, as supplied lo Her Majesty, the Nobilityj

i'ull Illustratcii Lists

, Carnaby Street, Ri

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &Ci, &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

r Trci:

\\ \ r M I

AaU AJECT
Useful for c crj 1 f

Conservat-. ^^ «
washing Car pes
laying Dust &c

Price, complete ;^i

Small size for the
hand, as an ordi-

nary Syringe , , o

THE f•R^•STAL PALACE
GARDEN or FIRE ENGINE.

35-

CAST-IRON
PUMPS.

inches •• L'^ 9 o

270
2 IS 6

THE ROYAL OXFORD HORSE RAKE.
T. & F. Howard

HAVE WON, EVER SINCE 1852, WITH ONE EXCEPTION,

EVERY FIRST PRIZE
OFFERED BY THE POYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND FOR

HORSE RAKES.
AT The recent meeting at oxford,

A SPECIAL PRIZE-THE SOCIETY'S MEDAL-
WAS AWARDED TO THfi ABOVE IMPLEMENT FOR ITS SIMPLE SELF-ACTING ARRANGEMENT.

•
The following extract is from the Gardawrs Climiif/c:-'' Messrs. Howard, Bedford, show an extremely ingenious Horse Rake, containing the very best device yet

invented for causing the dnvmg wheels to lift the teeth as soon as a load is gathered, A pedal movement tightens the rooking cradle on the wheel-shaft of the Machine, and
up go the teeth—the pressure on the pedal is relaxed, and they drop into work again upon the ground."

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application to

J. AND F. HOWARD, BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.
LONDON OFFICE :—4, CHEAPSIRE (three doors from St. P.iurs).
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Wlieelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

WHEELERS' COCOA-XUT CABBAGE is a new
and very early variety, perfectly distinct, and of most excellent

flavour. It should be sown now, and planted out 18 inches apart in

September, is. per packet, post free. Price to the Trade on application.
,..,.,^r.r T>t.f. T'.-^Xr T-lTTTS.Il T T].Tf IT ,^ T- _, "

, pcf pg^kct
J

SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and

G S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading

to the Kallon of soft '

of from 4 to 16 OUI
Winter Dressine; for Vi[

Sold Retail by Seedsi
. M

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Bgtlersea. London, S.W.

' U.s^lA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

^NLIEKSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most
which gives the size of every class of Mat,
applic

^horedilch, London.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOK AMI (UOKKS WARRANTED PRIZE
_ PRUNINO and I:I'liIU.\G KNIVKS. siv that you get Ihcm.

Obsen-e the mark SAVNOK, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
W.ARBANTED, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, h.ivinK been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
ni iri\ . I i|.l ui.i ,

hi lie made to them of Knives which were not of
111 '

I
'

I II li are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
'

I
IN'; and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

1
I

I
^

I
^hi-ftield^ Established upwards of 125 year^.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses!
TAMES .Mll,i:s, 6. Ihsh stn-.t. and i2 and

CONSEkV.VTUKV and UKCHAKD-HOUSE GLASS.
Geijuinc \ Vliitc Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
bee 10 submit their KEIUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

BEE GLASSES,
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Hlscellaneous Plants suitable for Beddlns and
Decorative Purposes.

ROBERT P.ARKER begs to announce that his

SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, includine the

fiiieit variclics of ECHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS.
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS. &c., &c., is now published, and will be
lorwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

G E SEED
FOR THE GARDEN

LONDON MARKET, EARLY DWARF
YORK, ENFIELD MARKET, NGN-
PARIEL, each W. per oz.

FOR THE FARM.
UTTONS' IMPROVED DRUMHEAD-
Thc largest in cultivation. Should be sown
in July and August, per lb. 21. 6d.

LOBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD,
J.. 6d. per lb.

COMMON DRUMHEAD, or FL.4T
DUTCH. 21. per lb Also GRASS
SEEDS, TURNIP SEEDS, MUSTARD,
RAPE. &C-, for autumn sowing—par-
ticulars of which maybe had un application.

SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Keading.

SATURDAY, JULY y,, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

( Royal Horticultural (Fruitand Flora
Wednesday, Aug. 3{ Comn

I Ditto (General Meeting) T. .. 3 P.M.

Up to the time of our writing last week we had
hopes that the attendance at the OXFORD SHOW
of the Royal Horticultural Society would
have been sufficient to have secured the Society

from absolute loss. \Vc hear, however, that our
hopes were not well founded, and that the result

win show that our doubts, expressed .it the time
when the meeting at Oxford was first projected,

will turn out after all to have been more than
justified. It is easy after the event to say we
prophesied this or we feared that, but if we now
call to remembrance our unfavourable opinion on
the policy of the Society in going to Oxford at

all, and criticise the way in whicli the arrange-
ments were carried out when it was decided once
more to hunt in couple with the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, it is from no feeling of hostility,

but rather with the hope that the experience now
gained may be profitable for the future.

We have always been the advocate of pro-

vincial shows, because we have from the first

seen what advantages to the body horticultural

were likely to accrue from them. Moreover, we
have had as good, nay, probably better, oppor-
tunities than the Society itself for estimating the

importance set on them by the c/ile of the

gardening fraternity. We have been in a position

to see how excellent was the opportunity for the

Society to assert itself as the leader and upholder
of horticultural progress.

The cream among the exhibitors, the best
among the practical devotees of the art, the
leaders among the scientific attaclus, all gave in

their adhesion to the project, and lent it what
assistance they could. Everyone, with the excep-
tion of a very small band of implacables or non-
contents, confided in the Society—wished it well,

and a large number helped with brains and hands
to secure a favourable issue ; and the result is

something very like a failure. Where is the fault .'

will be the natur.al inquiry. Let our readers
judge for themselves as to this m.atter ; in the
meantime, as we have adverted to past short-

comings, it is incumbent on us to ofter sugges-
tions—mere suggestions, to be taken for what
they are worth, and to be moulded by circum-
stances—as to the general course to be followed
in the future.

We presume that the general proposition as to

the desirability, at least once a year of holding a

large exhibition in the provinces, may be t.aken as

affirmed. The question then arises as to how this

should be carried out, and this turns very much on
the locality to be selected, the arrangements to be
made, and the time when the show should be
held. Obviously the locality should be in or

near some town with a large population, easy of

access and in the centre of a horticultural district

Oxford failed, as we believe, in two of these
requirements : its population is relatively small
—especially in long vacation, and hence both
societies, agricultural as well as horticultural,

suffered severely. Oxford, again, is not—in the
sense that York or Leeds, Nottingham or Man-
chester, Edinburgh or Glasgow are—a horticul-

tural centre.

The arrangements to be made should ^e on

such a broad and liberal scale as to create at

once an impression in favour of the Society, and
secure for it a due amount of respect from out

siders. Amongst the population and local mag-
nates of Oxford— nay, even among those who by
the nature of their avocations might be reason-
ably expected to know somewhat of the Society,

ts objects, and its whereabouts—how very few
knew anything at all about the matter ! Again,
the relation to the local societies is a matter
of great importance. At Manchester the Royal
Horticultural Society got embroiled with the

local horticulturists, the value of whose assist-

ance may be measured, not only by what
they did not do for the Royal Horticultural

Society, but by what they do for thcm-
seh'es every year. At Oxford, where matters
seem to have been at least conducted in a more
friendly spirit, the conditions were dift'erent

;

but we may ask what benefit accrued to the

Society from the well meant but inefficient aid

given by the local Society. Where was the zeal

so conspicuous at Bury and at Leicester ?—zeal

to whicli the Royal Horticultural Society then

owed almost the whole of wh.at success it then

attained. Consider how much depends on the

local arrangements, and if these fail, or are defec-

tive, how great is the disaster. Remember the

local arrangements which at Manchester posi-

tively, for a time at least, prevented all access by
carriage to or egress from the horticultur.al

exhibition ! At Oxford it was only half as bad
— the traffic was only stopped in one direction.

Then as to the time when the exhibition should

be held. There were at first good reasons

to suppose that the presence of so large a

concourse of visitors, as the meeting of the

Royal Agricultural Society always brings, would

of necessity secure a large attendance at the

exhibition of the sister Society. But has it

been so in any one year? No ; the number of

people who visit both exhibitions is very small.

Who, in a July day, after visiting the seven

miles or so of sheds in the agricultural showyard,

has energy enough left to make his way, in spite

of local obstructions, to the horticultural tents?

It is a common arrangement in our Cathedr.al

towns to find within a stone's throw of the larger,

more important edifice a parish church, it may
be in itself replete with interest, but how many
strangers, with limited time at command, visit

both churches ? How much fewer there would
be if a turnpike-gate intervened, or an unbrldgcd
river, compelling the sightseer to go a mile or

twooutof his way before he could reach the church.

Now this is precisely the position in which the

two societies have stood, one to the other. We
believe if the Royal Horticultural Society would

boldly emancipate itself from the companionship
of the Royal Agricultural Society (and which,

we believe, would prefer to be left by itself),

and carry out its arrangements on so comprehen-

sive a scale as to command the respect of the

town they intend to visit, it would, while con-

ferring a great benefit on horticulture and
horticulturists, avoid the financial deficit which
will be the consequence of the Oxford Show.

Vegetable organisation is plastic. There is

an inherent hereditary tendency in plants to vary,

a tendency which often shows itself we know not

why nor wherefore, but which sometimes is trace-

.able to the influence of external conditions. For
instance, on physiological grounds, we have good
reason to conjecture that, if the present excep-

tionally dry season be followed by a wet autumn,
we shall find .all sorts of Deviations from the

Ordinary Form. The wood and buds which
have been formed this season have necessarily

been precociously, .and therefore imperfectly,

developed. Plants have been quickly driven into

flower, and have as quickly shed their blossoms
Leaf development and root growth have been pro

portionatcly checked. Indications of these facts

are only too plentiful around us, and they will

leave their impress also on next season's vegct.a-

tion. Growth is not only checked now, but as a

consequence the amount of material stored up in

the plant tissues ready for use when occasion

demands is less than it should be. The
deficiency may be greater in some cases than

in others, it may be compensated for in some
instances by the action of favourable con

ditions ; but these possible exceptions will not

invalidate the general truth of our proposition.

Adverting to the variations in form dependent

on climatal conditions, everyone has noticed the

greater tendency to develope flower-buds this

season, or rather, it would be more correct to

say, that leaf growth having been checked, the

development of flower has become more con-
spicuous. It is not that more flower-buds have
been formed ; in many cases that work was done
last year ; but those that have been formed have
h.ad a better chance than the leaves. Again, it

must be borne in mind that all buds in the

initial stages of their existence are alike. There
is a period in the life of every bud when no one
can tell (except in some cases from a con-
sideration of its relative position) whether it will

develope into a leaf-bud, or into a flower-bud.

Now, suppose such a baby growth to be pl.accd

under circumstances favourable to the production

of flowers, it will stand as good a chance of

becoming a flower as it would of becoming a
leaf-bud under the reverse conditions. The
remembrance of this fact will materially help

us in understanding the true nature of for-

mations which seem to set every rule of

floral construction at defiance. A bud or

any growing portion of a plant may be arrested

in its development, or its growth may be unduly
excited, or in other cases perverted. The results

will, of course, be different in all three instances.

But this is not all, the result of either of these

three disturbing causes arrest, exaltation or per-

version of development respectively will be
different, according to the age of the plant, or

r.ather according to the particular stage and con-

dition in which the plant is when subjected to

the change. This sounds very like a truism, but

it is one, nevertheless, that is constantly over-

looked both by practitioners .and theorists. The
former often unconsciously regulate their pro-

ceedings in greater or less accordance with these

facts, but their pr.actice is not so perfect as it

might be were the laws of growth better known
and appreciated by them. "The theorists, on the

other hand, often pass unnoticed practical illus-

trations of the truth or falsity of their theories,

iUustrations which, rightly apprehended, would
lead to valuable results.

Some curious malformations that have lately

come under our notice have suggested these

considenations. The first was a Potato which
attracted the attention of i\Ir. Marshall, of

Ely, by its yellow flowers.

On picking a flower to

pieces, as so good an ob-

server was sure to do, it

was soon seen that in

place of a purple or white

corolla of five united or

partially united petals

there were five segments,

more staminal in their
''"'

appearance than petaloid,

and united together .at the very base (fig. 191).

There was thus a series of imperfect stamens out-

side the normal ones, and hence the yellow colour

oftheflower. The explanation of this anomaly, so

far .as we can give it, is this. All the parts of the

flower were well and truly laid, growth went on for

a time without arrest, exaltation, or perversion of

any kind. Suddenly a change took place ;
the

petals, instead of running on in a proper pet.aloid

course, assumed the appearance and functions of

the stamens. That the change took place .after

the formation of the normal anthers is sufficiently

attested by the perfect condition of the latter.

What caused the sudden perversion of develop-

ment in a few plants out of hundreds in the

same patch is more than we can tell. A similar

state of things has been observed in some

Potatos in the Royal Horticultund Society's

Gardens at Chiswick.

A very similar condition occurred in speci-

mens of Kalinia latifolia, described in another

column by Professor Asa Gray ; the outer

petal-like stamens, in this case, however, are

much less perfectly developed than in the

Potato. As this Kalmia was deprived of the

peculiar pockets in the corolla in which the

stamens are retained till suddenly released by a

spring-like action which serves to scatter the

pollen, it follows of course that the whole

mechanism of the flower was altered. Here,

then, we have a flower which as to appear-

ance, conformation, and mechanical action is

widely different from the normal Kalmia. We
have abundant reason for the inference that the

physiological processes in those flowers must be

different from those which take place in ordinary

Kalmia blooms. Perhaps Dr. Gray can, or has

already, put this inference to the proof, and if so,

can tell us whether or no we may expect in due

time first a "race," then a variety and last

a new species of Kalmia—if, indeed, the great

difference from the ordinary structure of Kalmia.?,
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would not in such a case necessitate the forma-

tion of a new genus. On the Darwinian hypo-

thesis, if this particular variety should be

advantageous to the plant under certain

conditions, it will be perpetuated ; if not, as

seems at the outset most probable, it will

disappear, unless artificially propagated and

protected. Another possible alternative remains :

these particular malformations may be due to

the sudden reappearance of a former and, as it

were, now obliterated condition. We do not

ourselves attribute cither of the unusual forma-

tions we have alluded to to a reappearance of an

ancestral condition, but upon this point it will be

well to wait for the publication of Dr. Spruce's

test, by which, as he tells us, he is enabled to

determine whether any particular change should

be credited to progressive or retrogressive

development.

Evergreen parterres filled with dwarf
shrubs, having foliage of different colours, greej

and variegated, are often found very beaut

and full of interest, and indeed are most desir^le

for winter decoration. One of the prettiest enects

of the kind we have seen, was attributable to

mere diversity of habit in the plants made use of
rather than to difference of colour, and the hint

deserves to be recorded and turned to account.

The effect was due to the association of erect

habit with horizontal growth, and the two plants

were Thuja aurea and Picea Nordmanniana. The
first consisted of little bushy plants of a foot or

15 inches high, forming blunt erect cones of a

pale but lively green. The plants of the second
were of about the same size, and in summer at

least were not very different in colour, but their

horizontal branches, tier above tier, showed in

admirable contrast with the erect spray of the

Thuja.
This and several other pleasing effects have

been nicely brought out in a parterre of dwarf
evergreen shrubs, planted by Mr. GEORGE
Jackman in the Woking Nursery, and intended,

no doubt, as suggestions to aid purchasers in

making useful selections for similar purposes.

Thuja aurea,. one of the finest of evergreen
shrubs, and which originated in this vicinity—
viz., at the Knaphill Nursery, has been for many
years sufficiently abundant to be used in this

way ; and now, small seedlingsof Picea Nordman-
niana are so plentiful, that they may be readily

utilised for so useful an object as that of clothing

our flower beds with beauty during the dreary
winter months.

The Pacha of Egypt has established a large

Garden in the island of Ghezireh, near Cairo,
for the acclimatisation of plants and animals,

as well as for a public promenade, and including

glasshouses and an aquarium. The formation of this

garden has been entrusted to M. Barillet-
Beschamps, the late gardener to the city of Paris,

and M. Delchevalerie, one of his former pupils, is

appointed keeper of it. This latter gentleman has
established an agricultural and horticultural Journal at

Cairo, entitled " L'Egypte Agi'icole." The first num-
ber contains, amongst other articles, one by the Comte
De Maillard de Marakv a distinguished agricul-

turist, living near Alexandria, on a new application of

Eucalyptus in dyeing, and a study of Abyssinia from
an agricultural point of view.

The Imperial and Centr,a.l Horticultural
Society of France the other day distributed its prizes

for the year. Amongst the awards were several to

the engineers and the market gardeners of Asnieres,
for the results obtained by the application of sewage-
water on the plain of Gcnnevilliers. The gardeners
of that locality exhibited a magnificent collection of
vegetables, and the Society awarded a first-class prize

nominally to the Prefect of the Seine, a Gold Medal to

M. VivET, one of the chief promoters in this cultiva-

tion, and six Silver Medals and eight honourable men-
tions to gardeners who had followed his example.
Amongst other awards made by the Society was a
Gold Medal to M. Leroy, of Angers, for his "Dic-
tionnaire de Pomologie."

Dr. PosELGER has, it is said, shown by
repeated experiments that the Growth of Trees
and Shrubs is not interfered with by any quantity of
Coal Gas that may escape in the soil, and find its

way to their roots, and, consequently, that the illu-

minating gas escaping from mains does not injure the
trees growing along the streets and promenades of
cities, as many persons have supposed.

The Minister of Agiiculture and Commerce in

France has offered a prize of 20,ooof (;^Soo) for the
discovery of an efficacious and practical remedy for the
New Disease which has attacked the Vine, and the

rapid propagation of which threatens to endanger the pro-

duction of wine. The disease is known as the pojo-ridic,

©r rotting, and is due to the agency of the Phylloxera

vastatrix(figi;redin our columns, p. log, 1869), and all the

studies and experiments to the present time have given

very unsatisfactory results. A special Commission has

been appointed to draVv up a programme of conditions,

examine memoirs submitted to it, settle the experiments

to be made, collect evidence from local Commissions, and,

if they see reason for so doing, to award the prize offered

by the Government. The Commission is composed of M.
Dumas, M. Milne Edwards, and M. Duchartre,
of the Paris Academy of Sciences, M. Gervais,
M. Planchon, M. Henri Mares, and M. Louis
Vialla, of Montpellier, the Comte de la Vergue,
of the Gironde, M. Bedel, of Vaucluse, and three

members of the Ministry of Agriculture.

• M. Dromand, in *' Annalesdu Genie Civil,"

referring to the large tracts of land in European coun-

tries which produce nothing but Heather, or similar

plants, recommends their utilisation in the production

of charcoal, acetic acid, tar, and other useful products ;

and insists that the soil, when cleared, should be pre-

]35red for the cultivation of various kinds of Fir trees.

The Hon. Marshall Wilder, the Nestor of

American horticulturists, together with Messrs.

Downing, Barry' and Ellwanger, are announced as

now visiting California for the purpose of examining

the horticultural and agricultural peculiarities of that

State. A party from San Francisco are reported

to have gone to the summit of the Sierra to

meet their distinguished visitors, and escort them
down to the sea. *'They will," says the Alia

California,
'

' be received with due honour and
respect by the farmers, wine-growers, orchardists and
nurserymen wherever they may go in California." The
ovation they are likely to receive may be surmised

from the following biographical memoranda, which we
extract from the California Farmer. We in the old

country are not wont to be quite so fervid in expressing

our sentiments, nevertheless the name of Marshall
Wilder is deservedly held in the highest esteem here

as in America :

—

" No one man in the United States has done more, or

shown greater devotion to, these great pursuits than Pre-

sident Wilder, who is now. and has been for years, the

head of our National Pomological Society, and as its pre-

sident, has led it on with his earnest spirit and teachings,

with the generous co-operation of others, several of whom
now come with him, to its present high standing and
influence. The name of M.\rsiiall P. Wilder, therefore,

need only to be announced for many thousands to recall

Ills great and noble efforts to the cause he so dearly

cherishes, and for which he comes to the Pacific shores

with his friends, that he and they may take full cognis-

ance of the vast wealth that is here unfolding ir

our orchards, vineyards, grain-fields, and flower gar-

dens. Mr. Wilder himself has been most fortu-

nate in the production of new varieties of fruits

and flowers of many and rare kinds, all of whicl

have added to his name and fame great credit and
honour. The famed Camellias * VVilderi ' named for

himself, as the grower of this rare flower, while he
i'resident of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and
also 'Mrs. Abby Wilder,' another very beautiful Camellia,

both named by the above-named Society. These, with

the ' Wilder Pear' and the ' Wilder Strawberry." just now
made known, are among the results of a life labour
in this cause. But it is not our purpose to eulogise

by these remarks ; they are cited that we may briefly make
known to those who know him not, a little of the great

good he has done, and which is a matter of historj^ now.
With Mr. Wilder come men identified also with the

same great cause,—each prominent,— men who have
done a world of good by their labours, which are also a
matter of history. Downing! That is a name that is indeed
bright with honour on the pages of the horticulture of our
country, and the present visitor is one of the same family

on wli'ose shoulders the mantle of the elder Downing
now rests, and we are glad to say he keeps the ermine
robe faithfully pure and wears it most worthily, Barky !

another name too, identified with the literature of horti-

culture (from New York), in Barry's "Fruit Book"

—

and many works and writings that reflect great

credit upon him as the author. Ellwanger ! the

world-renowned nurseryman of Rochester, N. Y., whose
hundreds of acres of nurseries can truly be
said to be the largest and most extensive and
most complete of any in the United States. Long years
of practical experience place him at the very head of the

nurserymen of our country. These are the men named
as coming to us—these and others, with their compagncns
du voyage—to see for tliemselves the wonders of this

country, called Garden of the World. We hail them now
as we write in the name of aM on the Pacific coast who
love horticultural science. We hail them with a hearty,

earnest and sincere welcome, as they are now coming
over the 'Great Highway of our God,' foretold in the

sacred volume."

The Paris Academy of Sciences has awarded
the prize established by M. Thore, to M. Henri
Bonnet, vice-president of the agricultural committee
of Apt, Vaucluse, for his book entitled " La Truffe,"

a treatise on edible Truftles, from botanical, entomo-
logical, and commercial points of view. ^L Bonnet
has continued the work to which his father devoted
many years of his life, so that the book in question is

the result of two minds occupied in the same research.

^L Bonnet pronounces against all the popular notions

respecting Truffles ; he denies that there is any tmth in

the idea that certain Oaks possess the property of

engendering Truffles beneath their shade, and of trans-

mitting that power to their offspring. Pie declares

that no one has ever succeeded in discovering the

'

slightest parasitic connection between the Truttle or its

mycelium and the living roots of the neij^hbouring

trees, whence he infers that this, like other Fungi,

derives all its nutrition from unorganised matter. His
opinion respecting the fabled Truflle fly, or any other

insect supposed to give rise to the Tmffle hy i)erforat-

ing the root of the Oak, is equally decidedly in the

negative ; the Truffle, he says, is not the result of any
such accident, but is a perfectly ihdependent plant of

a peculiar construction. The same society divided its

DESMAZiiJRES prize between M. L. R.\iiENHORST, for

his work entitled "Flora Europea Algarum aquce

dulcis et submarince," and M. A. Hoffmann, Pro-

fessor of Botany at the University of Giessen, for his

memoir on the Bacteria.

We have our doubts as to the strict ethical

propriety of Bazaars, but in relation to the alleged

financial failure of the Oxford Show, and the pos-

sible causes contributing to it, we may call attention to

the grand Bazaar lately held in the large conservatory

at Enville, by permission of the Earl of Stamford
and Warrington. It is difficult to see the connection

between the performances of the *' I Zingari" and the
" United South of England," of the Royal '* Oiiginal

Christy's" (doubtless no connection with any other of

the same name), and the tremulous gyrations of the

much-daring " Ethardo," to say nothing of the " ed(^-

cated monlceys," and the restoration of the parish

church ! Nevertheless, the fact remains that, in con-

sequence of the spirit manifested on this occasion,

more than 20,000 people visited the gardens, and the

receipts amounted to about ^2700. We are glad to

hear that the damage done to shrubs or flowers was

—

;/;/. Incidentally we learn that nearly 4 cwt. of

Black Hamburgh Grapes were cut and sold, "on this

occasion only," from the vineries at Enville, for the

benefit of the Bazaar, and that some of the bunches

realised 20^. each. We do not wish to recommend
the Royal Horticultural Society, on the occasion of its

provincial shows, to seek to "draw" by means of a

troupe of Italian acrobats, or even by the potent aid of

aristocratic lady-shopkeepers ; but we do recommend
them to emulate the spirit, if not tlic letter, of the

Enville Bazaar.

The Meteorology of the Week ending July

23 was remarkable for the extremely high temperature

which prevailed throughout the country (see Mr.
Glaisher's Tables in our present issue). The Maxi-
Mi.'M Temi'ER.\ture of the Air varied in England
from 90° at Manchester to 79° at Norwich, with a
mean for all stations of 85°. 2. In Scotland it varied

from 87° at Perth to 73^ at Paisley, with a mean for all

stations of 79°. 8. The Minimum Temper.'VTURE
varied in England from 55°. 7 at Liverpool to 47° at

Hull, with a mean for all stations of 52°.!. In Scot-

land it varied from 53" at Greenock to 49° at Perth,

with a mean for all stations of 50°. 9. The Mean
Temper.\ture of all stations to the south of Notting-

ham was 65 ".9, and to the north of that place was
64".!, and for the stations in Scotland was 59^3.
The Rainfall varied greatly in the two countries, for

whilst in England it ranged from o. 11 inch to 0.00 at

the majority of the stations, with a mean of 0.02 inch,

in Scotland it varied from 0.61 inch to 0.00, with a

mean fall of o. 22 inch,

The use of Tobacco-water to clear trees of

insects is common in France, the Government selling

a concentrated liquid for the purpose, but the follow-

ing mixture is now recommended for Peach and other

trees :—Four parts of road dust, 2 parts of pulverised

tobacco of any kind, and i part of sulphur ; the mix-

ture to be distributed by hand on the branches in-

fested by insects, after sprinkling with water, if the:

weather be dry.

The admirers of choice Orchids will be glad to

know that the beautiful Dendrobium MacCarthi^
is now blooming magnificently with the Messrs. Veitch
& Sons, of Chelsea. This plant has more than

100 expanded flowers—a sight which we believe has

never before been witnessed.

A French gardener has adopted a New
Method of Grafting and Budding Pear Trees
The wild stocks, he says, succeed best when budded, as

their branches then continue to grow as if no operation

had been performed, while in the case of grafting, the

stock, being cut down to the gi'ound, wastes vitality,

which the giaft is not able to supply for a long time, so

that during the first year progress is very slow. In order

to remedy this he leaves two shoots on each side of the

stock, which he splits half-way down, and then shaving

away the sides of the lower end of the scion, he inserts

the latter in the cleft and binds up in the usual way. If

the operation is performed in the opening spring you
pinch oft' the shoots, in order to prevent the stem from

growing too fast, and cut back at the end of the year

;

if the grafting is performed in the autumn the cutting

is executed at the end of the winter. The gi'aft having

then taken well, it has force enough to excite the

action of the spongioles, so that much trouble and loss

of time are saved. He has a like plan for budding. It

rell known that this operation cannot be adopted

after the rise of the sap has ceased ; he therefore cuts

his bud with a small portion of wood attached to it, so

that the lower part of the eye is, of course, not only

uninjured but supported by the ligneous matter ; the

budding piece is then inserted either in a slit in the
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top of the stock, or into an opening made in the

middle of the stock with a knife, and into which the

bud, or rather the small piece of wood attaclied to it,

is inserted. The operation may be regarded, in fact,

as grafting with a single eye. The grand advantage is,

that the operation succeeds as well in October or

November as in Augiist or September.

PALMS.^JVo. X,

Cocos (Linn.).—The typical species of this genus, C,
nucifera, is now found in eveiy part of the tropics,

though never much beyond them, and chiefly on the sea-

coast ; some varieties, however, have been met with

far inland. But there is reason to believe that at one
time its geographical range was much more limited

;

indeed, we know that in our own days it has been
extended to the west

coast of Africa ; and the

great puzzle to botanists

has been, to determine

whence the Cocoa-nut
originally sprang. I in-

cline to the belief that it is

indigenous to the west
coast of America, though
it is true that the princi-

pal uses of the Palm were
not found out in the New,
but the Old World. Tiie

arguments for and against

this opinion will be found
in my " Flora Vitiensls,"

p. 275. There are a great

number of varieties of this

Palm, one of the dwarf
ones of which has fmited

twice at Syon House,
and was figured in the

Gardeners' Chronicle (see

fig. 192) ; but none
of the others have
ever attained any size in

gardens, though numer-
ous attempts have been
made to raise them froni

the germinating nuts fre-

quently brought home by
trading ships. All the

other species of the genus
(about 20) present no par-

ticular difficulty to the

cultivator ; and C. aus-

tralis, butyracea, flexuosa,

oleracea, plumosa, schizo-

phylla, and others, are

permanent inmates of our
gardens. All the species

are unarmed trees, with

smooth, ringed trunks,

and pinnatisect leaves,

with linear segments.

Their spadices appear in

the axils of the lower

leaves, and the drupes
have a fibrous husk, and
a solitary seed (''nut"),

with three holes at the

base, which, though not

peculiar to the genus, but

common to most other

genera of CocoineK, de-

serve special notice, as

they are said to have

given rise to the name
Cocos, the Portuguese

first perceiving the re-

semblance between that

part of the fruit and the

face of a monkey (Cocos

or Coquin). No other

species of the genus is

equal in importance to

man to C. nucifera, about

which volumes might

and have been written,

but several of the other

species are devoted to

various useful purposes

by the natives. C. coronata yields an edible "pith"
wliich is made into bread, and a nut producing oil.

The juice of C* schizophylla is employed in slight

ophthalmic attacks. C. butyracea yields an oil com-
pared to butter, and also a vinous beverage.

Syagrus (Mart.).—Allied to Cocos, and inhabiting

tropical America, this genus consists of half a dozen

unarmed trees with ringed trunks, terminal pinnated

leaves, monoecious axillary flowers, and oblong i-seeded

drupes. Our gardens can boast of the following species,

which in several catalogues are enumerated under
Cocos, viz., S. amara, S. botryophora, S. campestris,

S. Mikaniana, plumosa, reflexa, &c.

Platenia (Karst. in Linnoea, xxviii., p. 250).

—

P. Chiragua is the only species of this genus. It

is found on the banks of the Magdalena in New
Grenada, and is an unarmed tree, from 50 to 60 feet

high, with pinnate leaves, and narrow linear seg-

ments, simply branched flower-spikes, monoecious

flowers, and orange-coloured dmpes, containing a
horny seed.

Diplothcminm (Mart.).—A small genus of Brazilian

Palms, which are either almost stemless, or develope a
short ringed trunk. Their leaves are pinnate, with
linear segments, the underside of which is of a silvery

white or a glaucous hue. The flowers are moncecious,
rather large, and the drupe has a fibrous acid flesh

which is eaten by the natives. D. maritimum is an
inmate of our gardens.

Micrococos (Philippi in Bot. Zeilung, 1S59, p. 362 ;

Jubfea, Clay, non Kunth ; Molinea, Bert, nonjuss.).

—

This Palm, which goes in Chili by the name of

Coquito, was until recently supposed to be identical

with. Jubcea spectabilis of Kunth, though even Kunth
himself had expressed his doubts on this point, and
Bertero had positively asserted (Mcrcurio Chtleno,

1S29, p. 606, and perhaps also in Silliman's Journal,
xix., which I have not seen) that the two belonged to

different genera. Professor Philippi, in the place above
quoted, has shown that there are at least two, if not
three, genera confounded under Juba^a. To the Chilian

one he gives the name Micrococos, though he admits
that Molinea is the oldest generic name of the plant,

and he shows it to differ from Juba'a by its monoe-
cious flowers, as well as by several other im-
portant technical characters. There are at present but

few forests of this Palm in Chili, most of them liaving

been cut down for "miel de palmas," a kind of syrup,

of which each tree yields about 40 lb., worth about £\
sterling. The leaves are used for decorative purposes

on Palm Sunday, but the wood, we are told, is soft

and useless. The Coquito is restricted to Chili

below latitudes 31° to 35° S., where it grows wild,

but it has been cultivated as far south as 37°. It

is, in fact, one of the hardy Palms which have of late

been gi'own in the open air in the milder parts of
England.

yiilhca (H. B. K.).—Humboldt and Bonpland found
their J. spectabilis cultivated in the gardens of Popayan,
in New Grenada, and though plants bearing that name
are frequently offered by nurserymen, it is very doubt-

ful indeed whether we posses.5 any specimens of it

in Europe.
Maximiliana (Mart.).—A small genus of Palms,

chiefly Brazilian, with arboreous unarmed trunks, ter-

minal pinnatisect leaves often of gigantic dimensions,

with linear aggregated segments, large woody spathes,

moncecious flowers, and i-seeded fruits. M. elegans

and regia are much admired species of our gardens,

but the other congeners do not seem as yet to have

been introduced. M. Caribcea, Grisb. et Wendl, of

the West Indies, and M. Inajai, Spruce, of Brazil,

are recent additions to

the genus. M. Yagiia,

Seem,, has been trans-

ferred to Attalea by Dr.

Spruce.

Scheelea (Karst. in

Linna;a, xxv.).—A small

genus of unarmed Co-
coinece, with pinnated

leaves, inhabiting Co-
lumbia and the Brazils,

and closely allied to, if

indeed generically differ-

ent from, Attalea.

Attalea (H. B. K.).—
To this genus belongs

the Yagua Palm, on
which, in the language

of Humboldt, "Nature
his lavished every beauty

of form," but which,

unfoitunately, is not yet

nitroduced. Dr. Spruce
was fortunate enough to

le discover it, and in his

\aluable paper on the

Palms of Equatorial

Amcuca (Linn. Journ.

\i , p. 163), he has

guen us as full a descrip-

tion of it as his spcci*

mens and opportunities

would allow. The most
sti iking feature of this

Palm is that the pinnce

aie arranged vertically

and not horizontally as in

othei Palms, a peculi-

aiity due to the i^chis

being so much thinned

aw ay at the sides—
so veiy narrow in pro-

poition to its thickness

—that it bends in the

plane of the pinnae, and
not m a plane perpen-

dicular to that plane as in

the generality of Palms.
The leaves spring up
almost perpendicularly at

the base, but in the upper
part arch over to one side

or the other as the wind
sways them. The pinna;

stand at right angles to

the rachis, and while

those of the lower side

of the arch hang straight

down, those of the upper
side point straight up,

and from the constrained

position quiver and flutter

with every breadth of air.

The genus Attalea com-
prises about 20 species,

several of which are

devoted to economic
purposes. A. Cohune
yields oil, A. funifeia

furnishes part of the fibre

known in commerce as

Piassaba, and A. excelsa

is used for smoking India-rubber. AH Attaleas are

robust trees, frequently forming extensive gi^oves by
themselves, their large almost pei'pendicular leaves

forming bold arches, forcibly calling to mind Gothic
architecture. To behold such groves at sunset, or

illumined by the light of the moon, is a spectacle not

easily forgotten. Our gardens are as yet not well

stocked with representatives of this genus, though we
cultivate A. amygdalina, Butiros, Cohune, compta,

coronata, excel&a, funifera, Maripa, speciosa, specta-

bilis, &c. Whether A. limbata, Hort. (a provisional

garden name), introduced by me from Central America,

really belongs to this genus is doubtful. The leaves

of the young plant are simple and green, but furnished

with a curious brown scarious margin.

Orbigiiya (Mart.).—O. phalerata and O. humilis of

Bolivia, are the two typical species of this genus of

Cocoinece, the fruit of which contains from three to

seven seeds. A third doubtful species comes to us from
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the Brazils, but none of the species are as yet in

cuUivation. With tliese genus terminates that series of
the Palms of which the Cocoa-nut tree is the type.

The whole of these genera are greatly in need of
revision, which must necessarily result in considerable
changes in the synonymy. Bcrthold Sccmaiiii.

OXFORD BOTANISTS.
[This paper, announced as "A short Account of some of the
more Eminent Botanists and Gardeners of Oxfordshire," was
read by Professor Lawson at the Congress at Oxford on
July 21. We are indebted to the courtesy of the Professor for
permission to publish it]

Having been honoured with a request that I would
write for this occasion a short paper, I chose for my
subject *'The History of the more Eminent Botanists

and Gardeners connected with the County." But had
I written my paper first, and then selected my title,

instead of adopting the opposite course, I should have
entitled it, "The History of the more Eminent
Botanists and Gardeners connected with the Univer-
sity ; " for when I came to examine the subject more
closely, I found the amount of information that might
be given was so great, that to do it justice I should
require several papers in which to treat it, instead
of one.

Thus I have to apologise for having departed in

some degree from my original intention.

I will make use of this opportunity, and take the
liberty of suggesting to the committee the propriety of
engaging, on each succeeding year, the services of some
person well acquainted with tlie history of the city and
neighbourhood in which their meeting may be held,

wlio shall undertake to give us a short account of all

wlio have advanced the botany or horticulture of their

county. By these means we should gain a vast

amount of valual.ile information that might otherwise
be inetrievably lost ; while many a name worthy of
being chronicled would also be saved from oblivion.

The first item of interest connected with this place,

to which I will now direct your attention, is the found-
ing of the Botanic Gardens, by Henry Earl of Danby,
in tile year 1632.

This event established a new era in British botany
;

for, with the exception of a private Physic Garden
belonging to Gerard in Holborn, none in England as

• yet had been set aside for scientific purposes.
Lord Danby obtained from Magdalen College a lease

of nearly 5 acres of ground, which he surrounded with
the present noble wall, and built the gateway that

adorns the principal entrance to the gardens. He
erected, also, greenhouses and stoves for exotics, and a
liouse for one Jacob Bobart, whom he appointed as
the first curator. At his death, also, this generous
nobleman added to his former liberality by bequeath-
ing the rectory of Kirkdale in Yorkshire, from the
funds of which he hoped to maintain the efficiency of
the gardens, and secure the services of a professor.

Bobart, of wdiosc name I have already made men-
tion, was a German by birth, having been born at

Brunswick. On his appointment as superintendent
he set himself most industriously to fill the new gardens
with all kinds of rare plants, both English and exotic ;

and in the year 1648 he published a catalogue in which
he enumerates no less than 1600 species as having been
grown by him at that time. Of these, however, many
were doubtless only varieties ; but even after allowing
a liberal margin for them, the number must have been
great for one man alone to have collected, in those days,
in so short a time. Ten years afterwards he republished
his catalogue, with the assistance of his son ; Dr.
Stephens, then a Fellow of New College, afterwards
Principal of Magdalen Hall ; and Mr. William Browne,
who was afterwards Senior Fellow of Magdalen
College. The number of species in this second list was
greatly increased, but owing chiefly, it would
appear, to a number of palpable varieties being raised

to that rank. The great value of this work lies in the
plan which was here first adopted, of quoting the
synonyms of other authors, and of giving references to
the pages of their works.

Jacob Bobart died at his house in the gardens, in
the year 1679, at the advanced age of Si.

Although the gardens were begun in 1632, and
Bobart appointed to them. Lord Danby's second
intention of establishing a professorship was not accom-
plished till the year 1669; owing partly to the unhappy
state into which the country had fallen in those times,
and partly owing to the insufficiency of the funds
arising from the estate in Yorkshire. But in this year
Dr. Robert Morison received from the University his

appointment to the chair.

Morison was a Scotchman, bom at Aberdeen in
163S. In that town also he received an education
which it was intended should fit him for the Church.
But finding the study of theology less in accordance
with his tastes than that of physic, he fitted himself
for that profession instead ; and his reputation rose
with such rapidity among the learned, that, before he
was 30 years old, he was chosen by Charles IL as
King's Physician.

In his younger days he had espoused the Royal
cause, and fought in the battle at Brigg, near Aberdeen,
where he was dangerously wounded in the head. In
con equence of this display of his loyalty he was com-
pelled to fly from his native country, and take refuge in

France. While there he was brought under the notice

of the Duke of Orleans, who, quickly perceiving his

merit, appointed him superintendent of his gardens at

Blois, and furnished him with the means of travelling

through France, in order that he might collect plants

and information.

During his stay in F"rance he published a new-
edition of the " Hortus Bloisensis," in which he sets

forth his new method of classification. From this

work he gained much honour among the scientific

men of the day ; and it established his character as an
original writer and thinker. On the restoration of
Charles II. he returned to England, though earnestly

solicited to remain where he was.
On his appointment to the professorship at Oxford

he commenced a course of lectures, consisting of three

every week during the summer and autumn terms.

From this time to his death he occupied himself chiefly

with the preparation of his " Historia Plantarum
Oxoniensium." Of this work, however, he lived only
to complete a portion, his life being cut short by an
accident that happened to him while crossing a street

in London. He died in the year 1683, and lies buried
in the church of St. Martin's-in-lhe-Fields, West-
minster.

After Morison's death Jacob Bobart, son of the first

curator, w-as appointed professor in his place. He
finished the second volume of Morison's ** Historia
Plantarum," and in the preface to this book he gives

an interesting account of all the botanical authors, both
English and foreign, who had flourished up to that

time. He appears to have been a man of some
humour, for Dr. Grey, in his edition of " Hudibras,"
relates the following amusing story concerning him.
He says:—"Mr. Smith, of Bedford, observes to me
upon the word * Dragon' as follows :—Mr. Jacob
Bobart, Botany Professor of Oxford, did, about 40
years ago, find a dead rat in the physic garden, which
he made to resemble the common pictures of dragons,
by altering its head and tail, and thrusting in taper

sharp sticks, which distended the skin on each side till

it mimicked wings. He let it dry as hard as possible.

The learned immediately pronounced it a dragon ; and
one of them sent an accurate description of it to Dr.
Malibechi, librarian to the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
Several fine copies of verses were wrote on so rare a
subject. But at last Mr. Bobart owned the cheat.

However, it was looked upon as a masterpiece of art,

and as such deposited in the museum, or anatomy
school, where I saw it some years after."

Whether the Ashmolean Museum or Dr. Rolleston
still possess this variety I cannot say ; but if not, I can,

unfortunately, produce abundance of material from the

same place, for any who may again be inclined to

exercise their ingenuity. Bobart died in 1719, being

79 years old.

The next botanist of whom I have to speak is Dr.
William Sherard, or Sherwood. This indefatigable

worker and liberal patron was born at Bushby, in

Leicestershire, in 1659. From the Merchant T'aylors'

School, where he laid the foundation of his knowledge,
he matriculated at St. John's College ; and in his

twenty-fifth year was elected fellow of the same society.

Leaving Oxford, he travelled, as tutor to Lord Towns-
end, on the Continent, and there made such excellent

collections as won for him the esteem and friendship of
Ray. The encomiums passed upon him by this im-
mortal naturalist served to increase his ardour, and we
find him next making tours throughout England and
the Channel Islands in search of new and rare plants,

which were communicated to Ray for insertion in his

"Synopsis Plantarum." About the year 1702 he was
appointed consul at Smyrna, and the opportunity
being thus afforded him of collecting Eastern plants,

he set himself with wonderful diligence to obtain all

that were to be had from Natolia and Greece. These
collections were the beginning of that magnificent

Herbarium, which, with his Pinax, made his name to

stand so high amongst botanists. After residing in

Asia fifteen or sixteen years, he returned to England in

1 718, when the University, in consideration of his

learning, conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of

Law.
Remaining in England a few years, he again visited

the Continent, travelling through Holland, France,
and Italy, renewing personal intercourse with his older
friends, and making the acquaintance of those with
whom he had before only corresponded. Among these

latter stood Dillenius, for whom he soon leanied to

entertain so high a regard that he persuaded him to

come over and cast in his lot with him in England.
Here he directed his studies, urging him in particular

to turn his attention to the cryptogamic portion of the

vegetable kingdom - a class of plants that had as yet

been greatly neglected, and, in consequence, but little

understood. Although possessor of ample means that

had been accumulated by him during his residence in

Smyrna, Sherard lived with the greatest unostentation

in London, devoting his whole time to the study and
arrangement of his collections and the advancement of

his Pinax. Shortly before he died he gave ji'soo to

the Botanic Garden, for the enlargement of the conser-

vatory, and otherwise testified to his zeal for botanical

science, as well as to the love he bore for his " alma
mater " by presenting to the gardens a great number of

new and rare plants, and by endowing them with his

unrivalled collections of dried specimens, and with his

library of botanical works, perfect for the time in which
he lived.

On his death, in 1728, he left by will ;^3coo to pro-
vide for a professor, stipulating that the University
should add annually to that sum .^150 for the mainte-
nance of the garden and library, and that Dillenius, his

friend, should be elected to the chair. The bargain
was accepted by the University, and John Jacob
Dillenius was elected professor. He was a native of
Darmstadt, and was born in the year of our Lord 1687.
He received his education at the University of Giessen,
and practised in that city as physician, occupying him-
self also with the study of botany, and publishing the
results of his observations in the " Miscellanea
Curiosa " or the papers of the " Academia Curiosorum
Germanise," a Society into which he was elected at a
very early age. But the work that contributed mainly
to bring him into notice was his " Catalogue of Plants
growing in the neighbourhood of Giessen," published
in the year 1 719, and it was probably owing to this

work that Sherard was led to form so high an opinion
of him, and to desire so earnestly to gain his permanent
assistance.

Of the manner in which Dillenius was persuaded by
Sherard to leave his native land, and return with him
to England in 1721, I have already spoken. His
effort, after settling down in his adopted country, was
a new edition of Ray's " Synopsis Stirpium Britani-

carum," with some improvements of his own. During
the life of Sherard he lived chiefly with him in London,
or with his brother James Sherard, who had an
estate at Eltham in Kent, and who took such pleasure
in botany and horticulture, that his garden was said to

be the richest of the time in England. While staying
in this congenial place, Dillenius projected an illus-

trated description of all such plants as were new or
rare growing in this garden, a work he afterwards pub-
lished under the title of " Hortus Elthamensis." In
this work he describes and figures with wonderful
accuracy and faithfulness 417 plants, and quotes the
synonyms of other authors.

In 1728 his friend and benefactor died, and he
removed to Oxford, where he was chosen Professor of
Botany in the University, according to the agreement
made by Sherard. His first desire and highest

ambition was thus realised. In 1736 Dillenius was
visited by Linnieus, who was then a young man, and
had been sent over by Clifford to collect plants for his

garden in Holland. Dillenius, who had thoroughly
imbibed the doctrines inculcated by Ray, had naturally
no love for one who was, as he supposed, endeavouring
to upset his system, by introducing a new one of his

own. Consequently, it was with no very friendly feel-

ing that he first made his acquaintance. But how long
this unfriendliness lasted may be best inferred from the
following passage, which I will quote from the " Diary
of Linnaeus." He says:—"In 1736, Linn:EUs went
over to England at the expense of M. Clifford ; and
here he saw not only the gardens at Chelsea and
Oxford, but also procuied many of the rarest and non-
descript plants sent thither. He likewise became
acquainted with all the learned at that time in the
kingdom. At Oxford, Linna:us was received in a
friendly manner by Dr. Shaw, who had travelled in

Barbary, and who declared himself a disciple of Linnceus,
having read his system with great pleasure. The
learned botanist, Dillenius, was at first haughty, con-
ceiving Linnaeus' 'Genera' (which he got half printed
in Holland), to be written against himself But he
afterwards entertained him a month, without leaving

Linnasus an hour to himself the whole day long ; and
at last took leave of him with tears in his eyes, after

having given him the choice of living with him till his

death, as the salary of the professorship was sufficient

for them both."

Can anything be more touching than this description

of the change of sentiment that Dillenius manifested
towards the young man he had at first looked upon as

an innovator, and one personally hostile to himself? But
although the feelings of suspicion and dislike were so

completely obliterated that others of admiration and
affliction took their place, still Dillenius never adopted
Linnaeus' views, but remained constant to the system of
Ray.
There is another version of this story current, that

makes Linnsus appear in company with Sherard.
According to this account, Sherard received him with
affability, Dillenius with coldness, the latter remarking
in English to Sherard, " This is the young fellow who is

putting all botanists and all botany into confusion."
LinnKus, for a time, took no notice of this unmannerly
remark, the meaning of which he gathered from the
way Dillenius pronounced the word "confusion ;" but
after he had explained away some difficulties respecting

the " Linaria Cymbalaria," which neither Sherard nor
Dillenius had been able to do, he revenged himself by
saying quietly, he hoped he had not brought "con-
fusion" into the Botanic Gardens at Oxford. Dillenius
blushed, and apologised for his expression.

There is no reason for disbelieving the correctness of
this story ; only we must substitute the name of Dr.
Shaw for that of Sherard. For Linnseus did not visit

England till 1736, eight years after Sherard's death.

All this while Dillenius had been collecting material,

and investigating the class Cryptogamia, making con-
siderable excursions into Wales and other parts of the
country in search of new species, more especially of
Mosses; and when the publication of his "Hortus
Elthamensis " had furnished him with more leisure, he
gave his whole attention to this particular branch of
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botany, and in the year 1 741 he gave to the world

that excellent digest of his labours, the *' Ilistoria

Muscorum."
Six years after the publication of this work he was

seized with a fit of apoplexy, which ended his life on

April 2, 1 747, at the comparatively early age of 60.

Dillenius ^\'as succeeded in the professorship by Dr.

Humphrey Sibthorp, of Magdalen College, who con-

tinued in possession of the chair till the year 17S4,

when he made way for his illustrious son, Dr. John
Sibthorp, of Lincoln College. Tliis gentleman is well

known for his labours in the European flora. He
made two excursions into the East of Europe, collect-

ing and describing, and with the assistance of Ferdi-

nand Bauer, the celebrated draughtsman, illustrating

by the most beautiful drawings, everything of interest

in natural history, and before his death, which took

place, alas ! in the year 1796, when he was but 38 years

old, he had prepared for publication those wonderful

monuments of perseverance and learning, his "Flora
Gra?ca," and "Fauna Grceca." Stricken down with

consumption, induced by a cold caught when on his

travels, he died after a short illness at Bath. After his

death it was found that he had left in his will ^"300 a-

year to defray, first the expenses of his " Flora Grxca,"

and after its completion to found a Professorship in

Rural Economy, and to furnish funds for making
additions to the herbarium and library. The successor

to Dr. Sibthorp was Dr. George Williams of Corpus
Christi College. During his lifetime many preparations

were made for the improvement of the gardens. The
lower parts, which during rains used to be flooded,

were raised a considerable height, and this led the way
for the changes that were eftected by Dr. Daubeny,
who succeeded to the chair on the death of Dr.

Williams in 1834.

Dr. Charles Giles Bridel Daubeny was bom at Strat-

ton, in Gloucestershire, in 1795. From the school at

Winchester, where he remained six years, he went, in

his 20th year, to Magdalen College, where he ob-

tained, first a "demyship," and afterwards a fellow-

ship. After taking his degree, he sought to extend

his experience by studying at other universities, and
lor this purpose went to London and Edinburgh, and
afterwards, at Geneva, attended a course of De Can-
dolle's lectures on botany, of which he took the most
ample and elaborate notes.

One of his earliest works, and one on which his

reputation as a great philosopher may fairly rest, was
his " History of Volcanos." Into this work he com-
pressed a wonderful amount of original information ;

and, notwithstanding the gigantic strides geology has

made since then, it is one that may be read with the

greatest profit at the present day.

In 1822 he was elected Professor of Chemistry, and
in 1834 Professor of Botany. The first of these chairs

he held till 1865, when he resigned it in favour of the

present professor. Of the changes that Dr. Daubeny
effected on his appointment it is difiicult to speak too

favourably. In the place of the old herbarium and
library, he built the present dwelling-house, while he
removed the herbarium to a new and more commodious
building on the north side of the gardens, away from
the river. The garden itself, too, was entirely re-

modelled, the rabbits that infested its walks routed out,

and the garden laid out partly on the natural system
and partly on the Linna;an. The improvements that

were made during both Professor Williams' time and
Dr. Daubeny's were conducted entirely by Mr. Baxter,
sen., and his son, Mr. William H. Baxter, who together
have for the last 57 years devoted their whole time
with the greatest ability to their accomplishment ; and
with what success tliey have laboured I am not per-

mitted to speak, but I leave it for you discerning

gentlemen to inspect the gardens, and judge for your-

selves. The greater number of the present conservatories

also are the result of Dr. Daubeny's indefatigable

exertions. In all matters relating to horticulture or

agriculture he took, as most of you will well remember,
the deepest interest. For the furtherance of both he
purchased a piece ofground in the parish of Iffley, with
the intention of carrying on experiments with different

kinds of manures ; and this ground he caused to be
conveyed to the University to be held in trust by them
for the use of the Professor of Rural Economy. For
some years, however, before his death his health was
such as to prevent his undertaking any fresh experi-

ments, so he let it, and when he died it had run into

great disorder.

Dr. Daubeny was one of the earliest supporters of
the British Association, and in 1S56 he presided over
its deliberations at Cheltenham ; and so great was his

popularity there, that a medal was struck in his

honour to commemorate the occasion—a tribute of
respect that has never been paid to any other presi-

dent by his friends and admirers.

It would be beside my purpose in this paper to

enlarge upon other matters than such as are purely
botanical ; but I cannot, before concluding, refrain

from drawing your attention to the fact that Dr.
Daubeny was one of the earliest and strongest sup-
porters of scientific instruction being given in this

University. With but few sympathisers on his side he
did battle for a natural science school, at a time when
its introduction was dreaded by the majority of his

contemporaries. But he lived to see his early dreams
realised, and before he died he had the satisfaction of

beholding a young but flourishing school, with ampl
opportunities for teaching, and an efhcient staff of

professors and tutors labouring in all its various

branches. What he aided in establishing It is our part

to maintain ; and you, I am sure, will wish us
" God speed."

ON COLOUR IN THE TREE SCENERY
OF OUR GARDENS, PARKS, AND
LANDSCAPES.

[Read before the Hnrticultural Congress at Oxford, July 21, iS?©,
and forwarded for pubhcation by the Author.]

Last year I had the privilege of reading a paper at

the Manchester Congress of this Society " On the Im-
provement of Races," which subject may be said

properly to belong to the "science" of gardening.

To-day I have the pleasure of submitting to you my
thoughts "On Colour in the Tree Scenery of our
Gardens, Parks, and Landscapes," and here I find

myself dealing more directly with the "art" of garden-

ing. While fully recognising the progress, both In the

art and science of gardening, which has taken place in

my day, I yet think that in this outlying but important
province, our professors have not made so free and
effective a use as they might have done of the various

tints of foliage which are to be found amongst trees

and shrubs. Lest I should be misunderstood, permit

me to state at the outset, that I hold the prevailing

green with which the earth Is clothed to be the best

colour that could have been devised for the purpose,

as blue is the most appropriate colour for the sky.

But the sky, which is beyond our reach and power. Is

naturally subject to constant and considerable variation,

and is singularly free from monotony. It Is not alto-

gether, or long together, of one colour. There are

light fleecy clouds continually breaking up the hemi-

sphere of blue ; varying in substance and colour ; some-

times hanging motionless, but oftener sailing noiselessly

along, more or less rapidly, and every moment changing
in form. Tlien there are the dark thunder clouds, and
the golden, silvery, purple and roseate hues, which
often give both life and brilliancy to the morning and
evening sky.

But we have the power given unto us to vary and
adorn the surface of the earth, and I would here invite

public attention, and Invoke the artist's aid in behalf of

colour. There appears to me a monotony on the face

of our English landscapes arising from one uniform and
all per\'adlng colour—green. This monotony I would
seek to remove by the introduction of trees with purple,

white, and yellow leaves. With the same end In view,

I would also plant more freely the transitory red, yellow,

brown and purple tints of spring and autumn, supple-

menting these effects by the introduction of berry-

bearing trees—trees with white, red, black and yellow

berries, and trees with white, red, and yellow bark for

winter ornament. With these prellminaiy remarks I

shall endeavour to show— ist, that the object I seek Is

desirable ; next, that it is attainable, and shall con-

clude with a few general remarks and brief examples

in support of my views. I am free to confess that there

Is nothing In the whole range of Nature which yields

me more pleasure than the contemplation of a beautiful

landscape. To stand on some elevated spot in the

English or Scotch lake district, for example, and look

down on a broad and varied expanse of country ; to

row upon the surface of the lake, and look upwards
upon the towering masses of rock and tree ; to trace

the lake shores, the lake islets and waterfalls, is, I

believe, a recreation of a higher intellectual and more
aesthetic order than the many who have not practised

It might, at first sight, take It to be.

A highly cultivated American gentleman once said to

me, " England is a series of varied and improved land-

scapes. Now and then in remote districts one catches

a glimpse of Nature, unaided and unadorned, but gene-

rally throughout the length and breadth of the land

high art has been so skilfully applied as to effect the

artist's object without leaving behind any traces of the

artist's hand. But I miss the brilliant autumnal glow
of the American forests : your landscapes lack colour."

This very nearly expresses my ideas of English

scenery ; the natural beauties of our landscapes have
in many cases been improved or developed at a suffi-

ciently distant date, that the old and the new have
become blended in one harmonious whole, leaving no
strong lines of demarcation between the work of

Nature and the work of Art ; but the landscapes are

generally cold and monotonous—wanting in variety

and colour.

If we proceed to analyse a beautiful English land-

scape we shall find it composed of diversity of surface,

light and shade, wood, water, rock, and many minor
accessories, which may or may not be present, either

singly or in combination. These I mention not to

dwell upon, but to dismiss, as the recognised features

of the landscape. My business at present is with tree

scenery, and principally with one feature of it—colour.

Our earth tints are prominently neutral, often

sombre, and to correct this should, in my judgment, be

a leading idea with the true artist In landscape garden-

ing. A piece of country, however beautiful by Nature ;

a garden, liowever perfectly planned, yields more or

less pleasure according to the skill and taste exercised

in the planting, just as the proportions and beauty of

the human form are improved or otherwise by the

style of dress—trees, shrubs, and flowers constituting,

in fact, the exterior dress of the garden and the land-

scape. Now it must be patent to those even who are

but slightly acquainted with this subject, that the

labour of our plant collectors abroad, and plant culti-

vators at home, have placed within our reach many
trees with coloured leaves— -purple, yellow, and white

—of various shades, and I hold that these colours

should be so blended with the prevailing green as to

remove the monotony which at present obtains. That
the effect of colour in the landscape would be generally

appreciated was once brought home to me in a

peculiar manner. X was riding in company with some
friends through the park at Chatsworth, in Derbyshire.

Suddenly we sighted a tree with reddish-browni

leaves rising from the greensward, and surrounded at

some little distance with the usual green trees. Remote
as it was, we could not at the moment make it out, but

all admired It, and agreed that it was at once telling and

beautiful. Led by admiration as much as by curiosity,

we approached It, and discovered a dead tree retaining

Its reddish brown withered leaves.

I think that any cultivated observer who may dwell

ever so briefly on the tree scenery of Great Britain will

admit, that the contrasts of colour, weak and little

varied as they generally are, present to him one of its

most pleasing features. If, then, the slight existing

variation of colour, restricted principally to the con-

trast between light and dark green, is admitted to be
an element of beauty, may we not justly infer that we
should gain something if we varied and increased the

contrasts by the use of stronger and more distinct

colours ? 1 think then that I may fairly assume that,

on a free and full consideration of this subject, it will

be generally admitted that a greater variety of colour

would be an improvement in the tree scenery of our

English gardens, parks, and landscapes.

I have next to show that the object I seek is attain-

able. The arrangement of the colours of flowers in

the flower garden has of late years been worked out

with wonderful skill and effect. What were our

flower gardens in this respect 30 years ago ? I remem-
ber that results predicted then were considered

Impossible by the many, although they have been

accomplished, and more than accomplished, long ago.

Now, as far as 1 am aware, no one has yet applied tlie

same principles in the arrangement of trees and shrubs

with coloured leaves. I have been told that it cannot

be done. But after a long study of the question and
numerous experiments, I have come to a different con-

clusion, which I submit with all deference to those

who think otherwise. I believe that here, as in the

flower garden, there only needs a beginning, and
progress will be rapid and success certain.

Many years ago I formed a collection of pictorial

trees and shnibs, and planted them closely together,

with the view of watching their development and

eradicating tliose kinds which might prove undesirable

on more mature acquaintance. This plan I vigorously

pursued, and now find myself In possession of a select

list, which I believe is sufficient to carry out all that I

shall advance.

In addition to the ordinary or prevailing green, I

find that I have five colours, or tones of colour, with

which to work:— I. Light green ; 2. Dark gi-een ; 3.

Reddish purple ; 4. Yellow or golden
; 5. White or

silvery ; and these may be combined in a variety of

ways. Dark bluish green has a good effect when
placed in contrast with light yellowish gieen ; white

with dark green ; reddisli purple with light green ;

reddish purple with yellow ;
yellow with dark green.

And these contrasts by no means exhaust our resources.

I merely quote them from among a number of expe-

riments which I have actually tried and found agree-

able to my taste. I have indeed no intention

here of laying down any precise or definite

rules for the application of these principles

;

I aim at no more than to show that the materials in

colour exist, leaving their combination to be dealt with

by the Ingenuity and industry of a cultivated taste. It

would be chimerical to suppose, unfair to expect, that

any person taking this subject in hand without previous

study, or without the fullest acquaintance with the

materials which exist—some of them newly introduced

—would at once realise any great measure of success.

To such an individual the scheme would probably

appear Utopian. He might, by a momentary effort,

call up in his mind the short list of old and familiar

trees with purple, white, and yellow leaves,—the

purple Beech, the white Poplar, the variegated Turkey
Oak, and some few others still among the most valu-

able, but so inw in number that he would dismiss the

subject as impracticable. But unless familiar with the

black and yellow Oaks, the yellow Elm, Acacia, and
Alder, the white-leaved Acer Negundo, and the many
beautiful Maples recently introduced from Japan—the

host of richly variegated trees only now becoming
plentiful,—In a word, unless familiarly acquainted

with the latest introductions of this kind, he would, I

submit, be drawing his conclusions from incomplete

Information.

In order to bring my views to a practical test, I

have here a diagram, In which I have merely sought to

obtain the identical colours existing among trees and

shrubs, and must refer you to the specimens exhibited

to show that these colours really exist. This diagram,

hastily executed, will perhaps also give some idea of

the effect of the arrangement of the colours which we

possess. The light green here is supposed to represent
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Juglans laciniata.

2,

Fraxiniis crispa.

monophylla.
Alnus glutinosa.

Cytisus Laburnum.
Pyrus Aucuparia.

FagTis sylvatica purpurea.
Ulmus campestris fol. purp.
Acer Pseudo-Platanus fol.

purp. [pureum.
Acer japonicum atropur-

the Larch, the dark gi'een the Yew, the reddish purple

the purple Beech, the yellow the golden Oak, and the

white variegated Acer Negundo. There is also intro-

duced here the ordinary green of Nature, which may
fairly be taken as the groundwork of our operations.

Now, I am well aware, and would not ignore the

fact, that the colours of the leaves of trees are

influenced in some degree by cultivation and soil, but

this does not affect our argument, as in the majority of

cases they still bear the same relation to each other.

I have now to offer a few general remarks, with brief

examples in support of the views which I have
advanced. Let us remember that we are working
with pictorial trees for pictorial effect. We may have
spring pictures, summer pictures, autumn pictures, and
permanent pictures. Summer and permanent pictures

are the most valuable because of their gi'eater durability.

Specimens of these are before you, and a list of their

names will be given at the end of f:his paper. The
materials for spring and autumn pictures can only be
shown in spring and autumn. The varying tints of
the unfolding leaves of some trees in spring, and the

glowing colours of the leaves of other trees in autumn,
must be familiar to all observers, and these trees are

beautiful in their seasons, whether regarded individually

or in combination. But they are transitory. The
varied and telling colours of spring, ordinai'ily, quickly

subside into the universal green ; and the bright leaves

of autumn fall speedily before the frost and gales of

that season. Yet both are desirable. The warm red

and yellow tints of the unfolding leaves are peculiarly

cheering in the cold days of early spring, and should
be introduced freely when planting. The splendour of

the American forests in autumn is a theme
on which many ti'avellers have loved to dwell,

and leaves from these forests may be seen in that

admirable institution, the South Kensington Museum. .

The trees we have long had under cultivation, and they ^"^^ europ^a.

are not only available but capable of being wrought up Taxodium distichum.

\vith magnificent effect in this country. Among the Gleditschia triacanthos.

most effective of spring trees the Corstorphine Plane
(Acer Pseudo-Platanus flavo-variegatum), yellow ; the

Acer colchicum rubrum (red) ; the purple Horse Chest-
nut (.Esculus Hippocastanum purpureum), purple; and
the Silver Poplar (Populus argentea), white, may be
instanced. The shades of green at this season are also

innumerable, although for the most part giadually sub-
siding into one nearly uniform tint. The brightest

among the leaves of autumn are perhaps the Scarlet

Oak (Quercus coccinea), the Liquidambar {L. styra-

ciflua), the Stag's-hora Sumach (Rhus typhina), the
Ostiya virginica, and several varieties of Cherries,
Pears and Maples ; these usually die off bright red.

Of yellow shades may be instanced the Lombardy and
Ontario Poplars (P. fastigiata and P. candicans), the
Nonvay Maple (Acer platanoides), the Horse Chestnut
{JE. Hippocastanum), the Salisburia adiantifolia, the
Lime (Tilia europcea), the Tulip tree (Liriodendron
tulipiferum), the White Mulberry (Moms alba), the
Gleditschia triacanthos, the IVLagnolia tripetala, the

Juglans amara, the Acer Negundo, the Kolrcuteria
paniculata, the Birch (Betula alba), and certain

varieties of Cherries, Pears, Thorns, and Maples.
As examples of planting for pictorial effect, nothing

can be more beautiful in the flower garden than pillars

or columns of Ivy, provided that they be appropriately
placed. Here we have dark green, light green, green
blotched with gold, and green edged with silver, all

calculated to form permanent pictures. Standard and
pyramidal golden Yews and golden Hollies also form
beautiful permanent pictures in the garden. All per-
manent pictures are of course also winter pictures, but
the common Beech {Fagus sylvatica) deserves special
notice ; it holds its reddish brown leaves throughout
the winter, and this colour stands in wami and beau-
tiful contrast with the Pines and other evergreens at

that season. The white bark of the Birch, the white,
purple, and yellow bark of certain species of Willows,
the red and yellow berries of the Holly, and the yellow
and black berries of the Privet, are also invaluable for

winter decoration. I have often admired the effect of
three large trees placed in juxtaposition in a garden
in my neighbourhood, whether by accident or
design I have no means of ascertaining. Near
the bend of a river is a Weeping Willow, the pale
green drooping branches appearing in the distance
almost to sweep over the stream. Behind rises a mass
of the dark feathery Yew, the plumes of foliage waving
in beautiful contrast of motion, form, and colour. Still

farther behind there appears in spring rigid masses of
Apple blossom, the snow-white crimson-tinted flowers
blending in beautiful contrast with the dark and pale
green of the Yew and Willow. Here we have the
evergreen and deciduous forms in combination, but they
are most effective as a spring or summer picture. Of
all the errors to be avoided in the association of colours,
I would caution the planter against an arrangement
that should present a ''spotty " appearance. Broken
lines, or irregular shapes of colour, appear to me more
desirable in forming plantations or belts than figures
with a more easily definable outline. On the face of
belts or woods, three or five plants of a kind may be
planted in a group, the outline being so broken that
there are bays or promontories. In parks and gardens,
single trees or groups of trees, each group of a distinct

colour or shade of colour, would seem most appro-
priate. In working out these ideas we must never lose
sight of harmony, remembering, however, that there

are harmonies of contrast as well as of analogy. There
is another point which should on no account be lost

sight of. There are some trees the effect of which is

beautiful close to the eye, but which lose their distinc-

tive character in the distance. Such are more appro-
priate to the garden, where brought in close contact

with the eye, than in the distant landscape. But there

are others which lose little or nothing from a distant

view, and these facts must be taken into account

and acted on when planting. As a rule, trees with
variegated leaves are best placed near to the eye, and
those of one uniform tint are most effective in the

distance. I have already instituted a comparison
between the colours of flowers and the colours of leaves,

but there is an important difference in them, which I

must not omit to mention. The colours of flowers are

often so bright and pronounced that certain of them
cannot be judiciously brought into close contact ; they
require an intervening mass or line of some intermediate

or neutral colour to render the effect agreeable and
satisfactory. Not so, howevei', with the colours of

trees ; they are so subdued in tone that the association

of the strongest colours does not produce violent

contrasts. Again, for this very reason, the colours of

leaves being less bright than those of flowers, it

becomes necessary here to accomplish by breadth of

colour that which, with flowers, is effected by brilliancy

of tone. Thus it follows that great breadths of scenery

may be dealt with most effectively. It is, indeed,

mere question of outlay, and nothing more, whether
variety of colour shall or shall not be extended from
the garden to the outer pleasure ground and shrubberies,

the hills of plantations, the outskirts of woods and
forests, and the most distant mountains and pi;

A.

—

Summer Pictures.

I. Li^ht Green.

Acer Negundo.
Tilia europcea,

Catalpa syring.'iefolia.

Robinia Pseud-Acacia,
Platanus occidentalis.

Da?-k Greoi.

j
jEscuIus Hippocastanum.
Betula nigra.

i

Fagus sylvatica.

j

Uimus, various kinds.

i
Quercus Cerris.

Reddish Pvrpk.
Corylus Avellana purpurea.
Quercus pedunculata pur

purea,

Quercus nigra,

Berberis Milgaris fol. purp.

Yellow or Golden.

Sambucus nigra aureo-

yariegata. [aureis.

Symphoricarpos \ailg. fol.

Spinea opuUfolia hitea.

Robinia Pseud-Acac. aurea.

Quercus Cerris \-ariegata.

,, Robur var. <Zoxx-

cordia,

Fraxinus aucubrefolia.

Castanea vesca variegata.

5. White or Silvery,

Populus argentea.
|

Pyrus salicifoUa.

Acer Negundo variegalum, 1 Salix argyrea.

Tilia argentea. Shepherdia argentea.

Pyrus vestita. 1 Hippophae rharanoides.

B.— Permanent Pictures.

1. Light Green.

Pinus pyrenaica. Ilex balearica.

Cedrus Deodara (the green Juniperus thurifera.

Abies orientalis [variety).
, , virginiana.

,, rubra. ,, chinensis.

2. Dark Green.

Pinus insignis.

Picea Nordmanniana.
Araucaria imbricata.

Cupressus Lambertiana.
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Flora, wa.s diverted in other directions. Local enthu-

siasm and ready access would have laid golden offerings

at her feet. I shall be sony to see the two societies

separated. Horticulture gives the finishing touches

to Agriculture. It crowns the latter with beauty,

and en^vreathes it with grace and elegance. G.irdening

cultivates, refines, ennobles its more utilitarian sister.

They ought to meet once a year at least, and take

sweet consel together. But the meeting, to be usefiil,

must be cordial and real ; no sneering at each other in

cold indifference a mile off, but a warm, cordial

embrace of those two societies whose mission it is

between them to replenish the earth with plenty and

adorn it with beauty. D. T. Fish.

Plants for Dinner-table Decoration.—In the

different reports of plants lately used at the ex-

hibitions for decorating the dinner table, I do not see

that sprigs of the variegated Maple (Acer Negundo
variegatum) have been tried. I find when sprigs

of this tree are used in combination with trusses

of high-coloured _ flowers, such as scarlet, purple, or

pink Pelargoniums, Ageratums, and yellow Calceolarias,

the effect is very good. Take from four to six sprigs

of this Acer, .and spread them out on low glass baskets

or vases, with the flowers in the centre, and not over-

crowded. The sharp pointed leaves of the Acer
naturally droop do^vn on each side, and their fine

variegation of white and light green show off all high-

coloured flowers to the best adv.antage. A fine effect

is likewise produced by using a few sprays of it in

littlevases forchimneyandwindowdecoration ; the leaves

will droop down 5 or 6 inches ; and when a few flowers

are placed in the centre, according to taste, the effect

is channing. I procured young grafted plants of

this fine ornamental Acer, when it first came out, and
they are now fine, bushy little trees of from 12 to 14

feet in height. In shrubberies this tree produces a fine

effect, when mixed with Golden Yews and other orna-

mental shrubs. For massing in clumps it equals on a

large scale the best of the silver variegated Pelargo-

niums, and will be, when better known, used in quan-
tities for such purposes in shrubberies, and for giving

effect to the foreground in park scenery. Wm. Tillay.

Small Birds and Fruit.—I can fully endorse

what Mr. .Smith says at p. 927, for, like him, I have
frequently left rows of inferior sorts of Strawberries,

such as the Grove End .Scarlet, also Cherry trees of

common sorts, unprotected, in the hope that the birds

would feed upon these and leave the others alone
;

but I have always found that they are determined to

have the best of everything, either in or out of season,

if possible ; hence my doubts as to whether a few
patches of Strawberry runners planted in the shrub-

berry or any out-of-the-way comer will, as Mr. Lees
says they will, produce sufficient fine fniit to satisfy

the hungry birds, and leave lots to spare. Else I wonder
who would not wish to have such an elysium as he
would have us believe he has created. Of course there

can be no harm in anybody trying the plan, provided
they risk nothing by so doing, but, as I said at first. Mi.
Lees does not make it clear from the facts he brings

forward, that the plan either does, or will answer.
Moreover, he says things that don't tally vei-y well ; for

instance, at p. 895, after speaking of the "ravages"
of birds, he in a few lines tells us that they eat very
little ! Again, at p. 991, he recommends planting

Strawbeny runners according to his plan, in preference
to netting the beds, and in the same sentence says,

"that such a thing as doing without nets ha-S never
entered his head." He must also admit either that

he has over-estimated the number of birds, or under-
stated the extent of his feeding ground—he cannot
seriously expect us to believe that the "many
thousands " he speaks of feed mainly upon the bits of

patches he names. Those who know the gorging
capacity of blackbirds and thrushes will take a deal of
coaxing to swallow this. In conclusion, I beg to com-
mend these and other discrepancies to the notice of
Mr. Lees, in the hope that he will bring that common
sense to bear upon them of which he felt himself
possessed when giving me his piece of advice. F. II.,

Osmtuion JMaiior, Derby.

Flower Show? Appeals.—I exhibited at Chelms-
ford on July 14, in a class for 6 foliage plants, and the
judges disqualified me for having two plants of the

same species, viz., Croton variegatum, and Croton
angustifolium. I always had an idea that they were
distinct species. Am I right or wrong ? Waller
Bttrder, Clielinsford. [The plants named are con-
sidered by botanists to be varieties of one species,

and hence, strictly interpreting the word "species,"
the judges were right ; but horticulturally it is not
usual to interpret so rigidly. Thus, the two plants
cited are generally considered distinct species for all

garden purposes, and practically they are different

enough to pass as distinct. Eds.]
At the recent Chertsey Horticultural Show

I exhibited a collection of 8 Caladiums, but the judges
disqualified it because it contained Lowii and Veitchii,

which they held to be, to all intents and purposes,
Alocasias and not Caladiums. I have protested
against this decision, as all the principal London firms
enter these plants in their catalogues as Caladiums.
Our collection exhibited at the Royal Horticultural
Society four years ago obtained the 1st prize, and con-
tained a plant of C. Lowii ; and even last year, at the

Chertsey show, our collection of Caladiums, which won
the 1st prize, contained a plant of Veitchii. Please

give me your opinion, y. Carr, g7'. lo P. L. Hinds,
Es,j., Bvfled Lodge, Weybridge. [Another case of

rigid botanical interpretation, which is not quite

desirable from a horticultural point of view. No doubt,

strictly speaking, Alocasias are not Caladiums, and
the plants in question are Alocasias, but then in

gardens they pass under the general name ofCaladium,
and A. Veitchii was originally described in these pages
as Caladium Veitchii ; so that for garden purposes, it

seems to us that there is a general sense attaching to

the name Caladium which suffices to include these

plants, and hence the collection should not have been
disqualified. Such cases only show how desirable it is

in framing schedules to be exact and particular, and
even explanatory, when there is any possibility of

misapprehension. Eds.]

Yellow Roses.—I venture to indorse "Vicomtesse
de Cazes'" proposal that the Crystal Palace Company,
Royal Horticultural Society, and indeed any other

Society, should offer prizes for the best 12 or 18 yellows,

distinct kinds, or at least as far as varieties will admit.

Andwhy not? I supplement this suggestion with another,

—to give the same distinctness or prominence to Moss
Roses. Surely a few of the best of this beautiful variety

are worthy of special distinction. Who with the slightest

taste for the Queen of Flowers would not welcome this

innovation in all our leading Rose shows, of a box of

some three trusses each of such as the following, exhi-

bited in the bud, with occasional partially expanded
flowers :—Henri Martin, Celine Moss, White Bath,

Meynell Ingram, Luxembourg, Crested, Lanei, and
several others, which are well mossed and exquisite in

the bud ; not forgetting of course the ever renowned old

favourite, the Common Moss, which still, and ever

will, probably, maintain its supremacy as a button-hole

favourite, alike esteemed by the prince, the fair lady,

and the peasant. Archibald Godwin. [Some few years

since prizes were annually offered for Moss Roses, and
brought little or no competition, and proved to be the

veriest rubbish as an exhibition ; and this led to their

omission. Yellow Roses are still invited. Eds.].

The "Archimedean" Lawn Mower.—I repeat,

the simplicity of the construction applies to the knives

alone ; that the gearing, &c. , is no simpler than others

;

and that what is gained in simplicity is lost in

efficiency. Other machines, by a simple adjustment,

can be set to cut any grass, from 4 inches long to I.

The " Archimedean " can only cut long grass with its

scuds on, or very close with them off As to the over-

hauling of other machines annually, if they will cut

daily for eight months, surely this is a very small

matter, to see to the gearing, the plate, and the knives
once a year. Under this view of efficiency we say our
ordinary mowers will only cut well kept lawiis. I have
never yet met with grass under 4 inches that most of

them could not cut. But if they could not cut long

grass at all, that I should not consider a demerit. Most
lawns are well kept, and it is less labour in the end to

mow once a week than once a fortnight or three weeks.
That is the most efficient Ia\vn-mower that will keep
la^vns in the best condition, and mow them best when
so kept. I am glad you do yield a little about the

grass scattering ; but what you give up with the

one hand you instantly take back with the other,

when you add that the time saved in cutting compen-
sates for the loss in having it swept up. This I

totally deny. I contend there is no saving of time at

all unless the men run and the horses trot or gallop ;

and that if there were, the drudgery of sweeping is far,

very far indeed, from the trivial matter you state it to

be. It will take as much time to sweep the entire surface

as it does to mow it. Do you mean to affirm that the
" Archimedean " would do as much work again in the

same time as other mowers of the same size? I had
hoped v.'iih you that a fair trial of lawn-mowers
would have been made at Oxford ; the draught
and speed should be tested by proper instruments,

and, above all, it should be tried on a well-kept
lawn. I once saw a so-called trial of lawn-
mowers at a horticultural show. Two or three

gentlemen, one an Editor, another a gardener, and
I think the other a member of the Council, were
hot and excited and terribly hard at work thrust-

ing certain lawn-mowers through coarse hay stubble

several inches long. As usual, when I saw
what I considered was a perfect farce going on,

I asked what it meant. " Oh ! we are trying the

mowers for the prize."—" Why not, then, take them
down to the lawn yonder?"—" Oh !" replied one of

the jurors, with two or three tremendous thrusts of his

machine into the hay roots, " the machine that will cut

this well will cut the best lawn in England." The
others laughed at this, and I went on my way. In a
few minutes more I saw 1st, 2d, and 3d cards on
certain machines. Will any one affirm that these cards

were worth a single fraction as tests of merit ? I ti^ust

we shall have no such farcical trials as this, but fair,

patient, lengthened tests of the capacities and powers of
the varied implements. D. T. Fish.

Raising New Roses.—"Old Subscriber " suggests

that a white Rose, known to him of some 25 or

30 years' standing as Lady Harrington, would have been
a good one for the purpose ; I will venture to correct

him in the name, which must have been local. Globe
White Hip isundoubtedly the Rose he means, answering

in every particular to the one named—a beautiful

globular pure white, a counterpart of Coupe d'Hebe,
as to form of flower, habit of plant, &c., and an im-

mense favourite with the ladies 30 to nearly 40 years

ago. In the year 1832 I got this, identical Rose from

Messrs. RoUisson & Son, Tooting, with Rivers' George

the 4th, Margined Hip, and several other summer
Roses—as then named in Paxton & Harrison's " Horti.

cultural Register," and considered wonders of the day.

What a change since then !—not one of the present

magnificent race of hybrid perpetuals was in being.

I believe this good old white Rose never left any

offspring, and believe it to be nearly extinct ; if not I

should be much pleased if any of your numerous Rose-

loving correspondents could inform me where to

procure it again. A^xhibald Godwin.

The Palms at Kew.—Subtropical Gardening.

—Few letters that have ever appeared in your columns

are likely to render a gieater service to gardeners, or

save the lives and conserve the beauty of more plants,

than that of Dr. Hooker upon this subject, at p. 897.

I have always held that what is called sub-tropical

gardening is a mistake in the open air in England,

excepting in a few specially sheltered localities.

Every one goes to see and admire Battersea, and it is

almost impossible to overpraise its beauty. But thou-

sands go and come without noting that the disposition

of the giound is as unique as its clothing. Sheltering

banks of rich earth, mostly topped with shrubs, send

the winds bodily over the top of the fine sub-tropical

plants, or sift them down into weakness before they can

touch them. In fact, Mr. Gibson is perhaps a greater

master of shelter than of artistic arrangement, and this

is saying a very great deal. But it so happens that

while the larger sub-tropical plants fill the eye of

every beholder, the shelter that nourishes them into

beauty and developes their strength is noted by
but few. Hence it follows that ladies and gentle-

men, and gardeners also, fresh from Battersea, com-

mence a raid amid their greenhouse and even stove

plants—Ferns, Palms, &c., the moment they get

home. Valuable specimens are hurried out of snug

quarters indoors, and set in the teeth of the wind,

in the eye of the sun, and thus speedily rent into

shreds, or burat into brown or black deformity. Too
often such disheartening failures have been put down
to the want of skill of the parties in charge. But the

only fault they could justly be charged with, was a

too prompt obedience to orders without allowing the

protest of their better judgment to be heard. The
fact is, subtropical gardening requires a Battersea site,

shelter, and soil. With these subtropical gardening is

as simple as most other styles ; without these it

is a mockery, a delusion, and a snare. And Dr.

Hooker has earned the gratitude of hundreds of

gardeners by making this so veiy obvious in his

thoroughly practical remarks upon the pro-

posal of placing some of the Palms out-of-doors in

the open bleak gardens at Kew. The result of doing

so would simply be to ruin the plants that were placed

outside, and render those less sightly that remained

under glass. Such a compound of outward losses and
internal deformity is far too common in many gardens.

Many plants, most beautiful in temperate houses, have

been ruined for ever by being Batterseaised for a few

months in the open air. While admiring the taste and

the genius of Mr. Gibson as much as most people, I

wish to utter my earnest protest against bringing that

style of gardening with which his name will always be

associated, into disrepute, by attempting to grow

semi-tropical plants on open terraces and in bleak

situations, to tlieir utter ruin. Qiiercus.

The Fungus Pest.—Mr. "Tell Fact," with the

proclivities of his youth, has inflated a puff-ball with

the dust of his genius, and though he refers us to page
after page of the Gardeners^ Chronicle which he has

soiled with it, is not satisfied ; but when brought up
under the fear of the ferule, sticks his finger in his

cheek, and cries, "It was not me, sir ; it was Ayres."

Fortunately the mycelium of his mischief is inert ; the

dust he has so industriously distributed has injured no
man's eyes ; the world sees through it, and values it

accordingly. In the refinement of language our friend

admits that "hide shavings were used in the Stortford

border,"—a statement which I must confess had taken

me so much aback that I did not know whether it was
"leather or prunella" that he was alluding to. We,
when I resided in the neighbourhood, called them
" fleshings," and what difference there is between them
and garbage it is not my place to define. Then as to

the London street garbage. It was certainly not the

good sweet muck of our farmyards ; had little affinity

with it ; and what else it was, since he will not admit

my version, he had better ascertain from his confiden-

tial adviser. The early history of these Vines was a

series of blunders ; their .subsequent life—pinched at the

spigot'ofgrowth, and drained at thebunghole of supply

—

might be classed under the head of cruelty to plants
;

while the recent trial and awful execution displays

an amount of ignorance which makes one blush

for the gardeners (so-called) of the present day.

The fact is, we have lots of Grape growers, but few

cultivators of the Vine. One man, by the use of

" brains," makes worn-out Vines smile with a harvc-st

of magnificent Grapes ; another grubs them out and

casts them on the fire-pile.
'

' D.avid Tell Fact "gives his

faith to the latter, and becomes the champion apologist
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of the system. He is welcome to do so, for the world

has now the facts before it, and can choose between

the bunches of Chatsworth, and the sour gi-apes of

the Stortford imbecility. Our veracious friend says he

saw "good Grapes at Chatsworth last year." If he

means upon old Vines, Mr. Speed will not endorse his

statement ; that gentleman considers the present crop

a mark of progression, but by no means so good as

those Vines will in all probability display in another

season or two. This will be attained by appor-

tioning the burthen to the back, and not by the

homicidal practice pursued at Stortford, of ciying

"Give, give," until the life blood of the plant has

been dried out. Mr. "Fact" says the Chatsworth

system savours "more of restriction than extension."

Does it ? The house contained a double set of Vines,

one planted in an inside border the other outside, the

branches being so crowded together as not to allow

breathing space for either. The inside Vines are cut

away, the outside ones fill the double space, and that is

restriction ! Not content with that, tlie Vines this

season are making leading shoots from the top outside

the house 6 to S feet long, and the same from the main

stems outside the house upon the border. This also,

perhaps, is restriction. The fact is, and its importance

cannot be too strongly impressed upon Vine growers.

Mr. Speed knows the measure of his success is depend-

ent upon the increased development of roots which he

can obtain; and the only way to obtain this, and at

the same time secure the perfect maturation of

the wood, is to encourage every leaf that can

obtain breathing space without being crowded. I

have now done with the Stortford controversy.

Iteration and reiteration, are not argument, and it is

quite certain the Stortford historian's stock of ammu-
nition is exhausted, and the only resource left is to cry

"You're another." He freighted a sinking ship with

weak argimients, and if, as the catspaw of ignorant

prompters, he has been engulfed in an ocean of his

own idiosyncrasies, it is his fault, not mine. I still

commend him to Chatsworth, where he will find the

friendly parting "grip," intensified by the previous

hearty welcome which he will receive. IF. P. Ayres,

July 26.

The Fungus Question.—Some of your corre-

spondents seem to infer that because water has proved

itself an enemy to one kind of Fungus it will have a

killing effect on all kinds. This is contrary to all

experience. It is well known that some forms exist and

even increase under the constant drip of water. Others,

again, condemn the use of "sticks," and all forms of

vegetable matter for the construction of a border for

Vines, because of the liability of that material to pro-

duce Fungus. Do they forget, when recommending
this or water for the destruction of that "horrid"
thing, that the material used may generate a score of

varieties of forms, neither of which would live on any

other matter? Half of them may be produced by
dampness of the material, the other half by circum-

stances quite the reverse, and none of them come under

the category of those which live on living subjects. I

have proved water'to be an enemy to that form of Fungus
known as mildew, as it completely cured Vines which
yearlybecamc attacked ; but from the present knowledge
I have of that form which is said to attack the roots I

should hesitate to recommend water. While mildew
on the leaf is brought about by certain conditions of

the air, the other on the root most likely is by cer-

tain disease or decay of the root itself, when water

would only help its decomposition. That Fungus
will attack living plants is proved in many instances

;

what is wanted is a knowledge of the varieties and
the conditions favourable to its growth. That all

kinds of Fungus will hurt roots or leaves nobody will

believe. If all who send specimens of Fungus to your

oiftce will describe all the circumstances connected
with their growth which come under their observation,

your eminent mycologist, " M. J. B." may some day
give us a classification of the varieties in this direction,

which would help to solve the mysterious problems
which hang around this horrid Fungus question. From
tlie little experience I have had with diseased roots, I

have come to the conclusion that " warts " or decayed
excrescences on the roots, brought on by extrava-

gant growth or feeding, are the cause of the production

of the kinds of Fungus found on them, and not any-

thing in the shape of vegetable matter in the soil. If

inquiries had been made 20 years ago, what an amount
of infonnation would be now collected. N. Mills.

I, in common with many others, have read with
keen interest the various letters which have appeared
in the Chronicle regarding Fungus, and now that the

subject is fairly before the gardening world, it would be
well that any who can throw light upon the matter
should do so. I have just cause, as I imagine, to

throw upon the Fungus "bugbear" the blame for a

great amount of havoc committed, but if it can be
clearly proved that it is not the dangerous pest it is

generally thought to be, why I for one shall be glad ; or

if some simple and easily administered remedy can be
pointed out, it will be of great benefit to all gardeners.

About 12 years ago I was engaged upon making a

Peach border, and, like most young practitioners, I

intended to do great things. I removed the soil to the

depth of 3 feet, and the subsoil being of a very strong

yellowisli clay, that I was most anxious to keep the

roots of my Peaches from, I had placed at the bottom

of my trench 6 inches of rough stones, brickbats,

clinkers, &:c. ; the bed was made to slope from the

wall, and a drain which ran immediately in front of the

rubble carried the spare water inlo one of the main
drains of the kitchen garden. So far; o well ; but

now came upon the scene of operations one who
was master, who would be master, and who
would not be convmced of anything contrary to what
he imagined would answer. There was a hedge
being cut on the back of one of the plantations, which,

because it was out of sight, had been neglected in the

summer trimmings, and these brushings he at last,

after my telling him about Fungus, &c., insisted upon
my laying over the rubble, as he said it would
answer as well "as any manure," and all about

Fungus was nonsense. This was done, the border

completed with suitable loam, and in November the

young Peach and Nectarine trees were planted. For
three years all went on well, they grew splendidly,

and almost covered the wall, to the great delight of my
then employer, who often used to twit me before

visitors about my "folly," and advised them to lift all

their Peach trees and put under them hedge trimmings.

The fourth year they again started well, and grew
most promisingly until some time towards the latter

end of March ; but then came a change, the leaves at

the points of the young shoots fell off, then mildew
entirely spread itself over the foliage, and in fact the

trees looked as though they were dying, as indeed

they were. In this state I examined the roots, and
not only the roots but the whole earth about them was
one mass of Fungus. Here, then, was a clear case of

Fungus poisoning. Can any one explain it away?
Another case I will mention. Last autumn I had
made a Mushroom bed, the frame of which was con-

structed of unplaned boards of native deal, which is

perishing from the attack of a variety of Fungus which
is well known to attack and destroy native tim"ber.

The bed was made in the orthodox manner, but the

period of probation came to an end and no signs of

Mushrooms ; eight weeks went by and still no Mushrooms,
but instead the surface of the bed was completely

covered with little one-sided white Funguses, which for

a time entirely destroyed my hopes of Mushrooms, but

at the end of ten weeks some genuine Mushrooms
showed themselves, and, after a time, quite overpowered
the intruders, and a better crop of Mushrooms no one

could have, or of better quality either. How was it,

then, that in the one case Fungus gained the entire

mastery over the Peach trees, and the other they had to

succumb to their relative the Mushroom ? I can only

account for it by the rule of Greek meeting Greek, and
the stronger member of the same family eventually

gaining the entire mastery. Of this much I am so far

convinced, that Fungus is a dangerous pest, and one to

be very carefully guarded against, and, although my
mind is disabused of some of the teaching of my old

masters, I still cling to the belief in the power of Fungus
to do a vast amount of harm, and to cause my brethren

much disappointment and annoyance. Kabnia,

Malformation of Kalmia lattfolia.—I have
before me a case of teratology which will interest your
readers—some fresh specimens, gathered in Deerfield

in the western part of the State of Massachusetts, of

Kalmia latifoUa, in which the corolla is resolved into

five filiform petals, not broader than the calyx-seg-

ments ; and these not only resemble filaments, but

bear each an imperfect anther ; so that it is an instance

of bothdialysisandstaminody. Thesestaminodiaare flat

and strap-shaped at the base, but theit margins are

soon revoUite above, so as to become terete, and the

anther they bear is adnate, sometimes subapical,

extrorse, and the cells show a disposition to open
longitudinally. In some of them the sac which holds

the anther in the normal flower is indicated by a slight

hollow on the upper side above the middle, and a

small boss on the lower side. I enclose some flowers.

We have also found to-day among blossoms of

Aristolochia brasiUensis one in which the upper lip

is 3-parted, /.('., there are three narrow upper lobes;

while the dilated lower lip is of only about half the

normal size. Asa Gray.

One Young Thrush Feeding Another.—At
this season of the year in most garden establishments

in this country, war is remorsely waged against black-

birds and thrushes ; and certainly the depredations

committed by those sweet songsters upon the fruit

crops renders this, if not quite necessary or defensible,

at least to some extent excusable. But the circum-

stance I am about to relate may be new and
interesting to some of your readers (as it certainly was
to me), and is moreover so much to the credit of one
of the above-named songsters, viz., the thrush, that I

am induced to send you the particulars, which are

simply as follows :—Some five or six weeks since a

nest of young thrushes were removed from the shrub-

beries here, with a view to being reared by the

hand ; and one of the nestlings having survived this

ordeal, has for some time been able to feed itself.

About a week since a partially fledged bird of the same
species was taken from a nest and placed in the cage
along with the former bird, the person who did so

intending to feed the later introduction, but soon found

that he was forestalled in his good intentions by the

elder bird, which had taken this duty upon itself, per-

forming the same in a most efficient manner. The food

supplied consists of small pieces of uncooked meat,

small earthworms, soaked bread, and an occasional

Strawberry or Cherry. And strange to say, however
hungry the elder bird may be, he never swallows any-
thing until he has quite satisfied the wants of his young
protege. This being done he helps himself, and then
assumes the quiet satisfied demeanour of an individual

who is conscious of having performed his duty. It

may be interesting to many to know if similar instances

have been observed by your readers, as regards this

and other species of birds when in confinement. P.
Grirue, Culford, July iS.

Agapanthus umbellatus.—The place I selected

for the trial of the hardiness of this plant is an open
flower bed in the middle of a large lawn ; the soil is

light, and such as is to be met with all through the

valley of the Thames. As I before stated, I have
succeeded with two plants out of three, and I believe

I should have succeeded with the third, but by an
accident it was not covered up at the same time with
the others. I attribute my success to three things

—

1st, to keeping the plants as dry as possible ; 2dly, to

the removal of all decayed leaves ; and jdly, to taking

every favourable opportunity of giving them airl

B. S. P. A., The Manor House, Staines.

As the remarks of "Observer," East Anglia,

may lead many in " West Anglia" to believe this plant

more tender than experience has proved it to be, I beg
to say it has been out-of-doors at Enys over 30 winters

without protection, and has often endured from 10° to
20" of frost. Last winter I registered 25° Fahr. of frost

{Negretti & Zambra's instrument). It is now showing
its heads of blue flowers, although their number is less

than in some previous years, owing more to drought than

cold. They grow in batches from a dozen to a score

or more bulbs together. The stunted growth of leaves

and bulbs when grown in this way, ensures that they

are well ripened or prepared for winter, and also favours

quick development in spring, which may be the secret

of giving the power of resistance to cold. Cornubiensis.

Potatos and the Drought Experiences. — It

may not be altogether purposeless to look about and
take note of our gains or losses during the droughty
season, as we can reap therefrom numerous lessons for

future guidance, that will no doubt be remembered by
practical men when the need arises. Growing Potatos

largely and in various ways, I have to confess that,

amidst all the experiences thus obtained respecting

the needs and necessities of this valuable vegetable,

I am even now quite unable to say with confidence

which mode of culture seems to suit it best. A con-
siderable quantity went in with the spade, and of these

the least robust kinds succumbed to the drought first,

and in most instances are now effectually doubled up
This has indeed been the rule throughout all my
stocks, and should be taken rather as a caution to

growers who, like myself, have dry soils, to plant

robust growers that will more easily stand against the

lack of moisture. Then a large portion were dibbled

in, the soil having been previously just dug. Of these

it is noteworthy that where the soil was before hard

and lumpy, and did not become well pulverised when
dug, the effects of the drought were earliest visible and
most severely felt. On lifting the crop in such soil, I

have found it by far the driest and in a very knotty

condition, whilst in those parts where the soil had gone
well to pieces before planting, the crops still look in

excellent condition. In another case, where a good
dressing of manure was worked in, the crop succumbed
earlier than where there had been none placed. Of
course this is not intended as an argument against the

use of manure, but it rather points to the desirability of

its application during the previous autumn and winter

months. Usually an advocate for moderate earthing up,

I have been constrained this year somewhat largely to

depart from my customary practice, as I waited for the

soaking that never came, consequently the enrthing-up

never followed. As to the difference in crop between those

that are earthed and those that are not, it would be
premature to say ; but with respect to its result upon
the present appearance of the haulm, I can safely

aver that I see no sensible difference. One great

advantage that I find resulting from a moderate
ridging is this, that the rows are more easily found

and forked out late in the year than when no earth is

drawn up. I know that some writers lay great stress

upon the absence of earthing-up as being conducive to

increased fruitfulness, but my own experience hitherto

has not favoured that opinion. For the first time

I have this year devoted about 20 rods of gi'ound to

the growth of Potatos upon the ridge-and-furrow
system, as recommended to me by Mr. Fcnn. When
I had the pleasure of a short, but practical chat with

that gentleman at South Kensmgton on March 18,

I purposely asked his opinion as to the merits of liis

plan when applied to dry soils, and he commended it

to me in the strongest terms. Early in the month of

April I put it into operation on a piece of very poor
and weedy land, by first marking out the rows at

intervals of 3 feet, with a line, then turning up
deeply with the fork a spit in width ; along the centre

of this the Potatos were placed, and over them a light

dressing of Lawsoii's superphospho guano, then a spit

on either side: weeds and all were turned over upon the

centre, thus forming a ridge, and thus it remained until

all the Potatos were through. A few large weeds that

shortly came up were pulled out. And then the hoe

was used to draw up a little more soil, and at the same
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time to destroy weeds, and thus the required cuUme was

concluded. From the time of planting until now all

the rain that has fallen has not penetrated half an inch

into the ridges, the soil when planted having been

comparatively dry, and yet the crops so treated have

all through borne an appearance fully equal to those

planted under the usual and most favourable condi-

tions, and promise a capital yield. On turning out a

few roots here and there I find that there is more
moisture in the soil under those planted upon the ridge

than there is under those planted upon the flat.

This I attribute to the much greater depth of soil

beneath the tubers in the former case to that in the latter,

certain it is that the prognostications of my neighbours

have been entirely unfulfilled ; and so far from the crops

being dried up, there is more of promise for me in the

experiment than I had anticipated. One writer stated

that the produce of a given piece of ground so planted

would equal that produced on the old system at 2 feet

apart. Should this prove to be a fact, it will be con-

siderable gain, as so much valuable seed is thus saved,

and in addition to which there is a decided advantage

in favour of successional green crops, as by digging in

some manure into the furrows, and putting in winter

plants, these can get several weeks start to what they

could possibly have if left until the Potato crop was
lifted. I have particularly observed that of the new
American kinds, the Early Rose and the Early
Goodrich have been the first to succumb to the heat.

No doubt this is owing somewhat to their early habits,

but some English kinds that are quite as early have not

gone down so speedily. The Rose has, however, greatly

benefited in quality if not in quantity by the drought, as

it boils first-rate this year. It is evidently a Potato for

dry soils. Of Mr. Turner's two new kinds I find

Union to be an early round that fell prostrate, and lost

its haulm, whilst Beaconsfield was still robust and
growing. Thus the sun has been no respecter of

Potatos, but has found for each its level. I want to have
a word or two about Peas and the drought next. A.D.

Princess Royal Lettuce.—I transmit for your
inspection examples of a Lettuce growing here, and
which I procured under the name of Princess Royal. I

am not, however) assured as to its identity. I have
recently cut several, each weighing about 4 lb., and in

texture exceedingly tender and crisp. 1 may remark
that tlic old black-seeded Bath Cos, growing under
exactly the same conditions, has failed to perfect a

single specimen, having bolted by wholesale. IVilUarn

Gardiner, Katmgton Park. [A very fine crisp Lettuce,

wijh no sign of "bolting" about it. Eds.]

Vines at Broomfield Lodge.—I cannot conceive
Ihat any useful public good will ensue by prolongini_

tills controversy, but from the strain in which your
correspondent writes at p. 92S I am compelled to

trouble you with another reply. I will commence by
stating that I adhere strictly to all I have written on
this subject, and if your correspondent is prepared to

prove to the contrary, he ought surely not to be
ashamed of his name. In order to defend myself, I

must give some little information as to the state in

which I found these Vines in April, 1867, and your-

selves and your readers will draw your own conclusions

as to whether they were in that perfect state of health,

and receiving that proper treatment, which charac
terises good Grape growing, and which your corre

spondent maintains they were. Well, the first house
\vas just ripe, the berries not larger than a British

Queen Pea, full of mildew and thrips, and too full of

rust to be described. How was this? Why, in

predecessor's haste to ripen the head he had
totally neglected the roots, 90 per cent, of

which were outside ; and it is a fact that while
the head was living in a temperature of 70° to 80*, the

roots were exposed to all the mercies of heaven, not a
single bit of covering, to say nothing of , fermenting
material, being employed. The border must often

have been frozen to the depth of 6 inches or more, and
it is difficult to conceive how the young rootlets could
be expected to ramify in a cold wet border, with an
occasional crusting of 6 inches of frozen earth. All the

borders were alike uncovered all the year through. I

here take the liberty to mention the name of Mr, Salt-

marsh (Saltmarsh & Son), who, among others, was
called in to see these Vines, about a fortnight previous

to my coming, who, if necessary, could testify to my
statement. I have made the above assertion with
great reluctance, but have felt compelled to do so

through the aspect this controversy has assumed, and
therefore, if your correspondent has made a rod for his

own back, let him not blame me. With regard to

my " ten months' supply," the principal reason for

your correspondent denying it seems to be because he
holds a " contrary opinion," but surely a mere opinion
is not capable of disputing a positive fact ; and as his

opinion is his only gi'oundwork for calling my state-

ment in question, it may be taken for what it is worth.

I emphatically deny that I had only three or four

bunches of Grapes at Christmas, as on New Year's Day
I had 18 bunches hanging. I equally deny, too, that

the Vine from which I cut my *' ist prize" Grapes last

September only carried four bunches, and I can call

witnesses to prove that it carried nine good bunches,
although only a young Vine. Allow me in conclusion

to inform your correspondent that I again secured the

"1st prize" for Grapes at our annual exliibition on
Thursday the 14th inst., amid 13 competitors, making

third consecutive time I have carried this prize,

:e with the produce of these old Vines, and each
time carrying a heavy crop. I have now done with

controversy; and any impartial authority your
correspondent may name shall be allowed to come and
inspect these old Vines, to prove or disprove my state-

ments. Thomas Simpson. [We think enough has been
said on this matter. Eds.]

Names of Ferns.—Every one must have been
pleased with the beautiful collections of British Ferns
and their varieties shown this week at Oxford. But I

wish to ask why it is necessary to give each new
variety a long semi-scientific name, barbarously com-
pounded from Latin and Greek words. The usual
rule is to give Latin names to plants which are true

species or varieties actually found wild, but to give to

gardeners' varieties English or French names ; I see no
good reason why this rule should be departed from in

the nomenclature of Ferns. At the present rate of
increase, we shall soon have as many varieties of British

Ferns as we have of Roses or Geraniums ; and it

seems to me very desirable that we should know at

once, by a simple glance at their names (as we can
with Roses and Geraniums), whether they are true

species or gardeners' varieties. Henry N. Kllacombe.
[We are quite of your opinion, and have often

protested against the practice, but when the present

plan of naming Fern varieties was commenced no one

ever dreamed they would become so numerous. The
difficulty of making a change now would be that it

would introduce two sorts of names. Eds.]

Prize Gardening.—This is a capital idea, and our

thanks are due to " D. M." for mooting it. I cannot,

however, join in disparaging the general practice of

leading exliibitors. Many of them are among our best

general practitioners, though others who rank high on
prize lists are sad messers and meddlers at home.
Prizes are often the products of other men's labour, the

nurserymen being the producers. Prizes for one thing

may represent neglect of others. For all these, and
many other reasons, the whole garden is a much safer

test of merit than a patch of it merely, which the prize

mostly is. But we need not put prize gardening in

opposition to prize Grapes, Melons, Pines, or what
not, but abreast of it. Let us go on by showing
specialities by all means, and have a tilt among
gardeners as well. The visits of the Royal Horti

cultural Society into the provinces would furnish a

suitable opportunity for such wholesale competition.

The best gardens in the district might on these occa-

sions compete together, and the different counties and
divisions might wrestle for the mastery. The task of

selecting the competing gardens would be somewhat
invidious. I question whether local committees could

manage this delicate matter of selection ;
perhaps it

would be better to invite all that would to enroll them-

selves as competitors ; or a central committee might
be authorised to select the gardens for competition.

The following considerations, among others, ought to

determine the awards :—Furnishing of the gardens with

flowers, fruit, vegetables, shmbs, and trees ; culti-

vation of the garden, quality, quantity, and proportion

of produce ; keeping of the garden—neatness, clean-

ness, order, system, &c. ; expense of garden—for

plants, seeds, manure-water, labour, per acre ; special

and general estimate of the whole, with a summary of

the grounds upon which the prize was given. The
number of points to be given under each of these and
similar heads could be stated before-hand, and every

one could thus count tlie chances of success, as it were,

before they entered the lists. In all cases in which
gardeners had either designed or remodelled the

plans of gardens, or formed the landscapes, such

facts to be stated, and the merit or demerit of

such work to be placed to their account. By
taking cognisance of all such points, the compara-

tively smaller garden might compete with and defeat

the larger one. All considerations of size to be

balanced against expense, and the prize to go to him
who can exhibit the highest results at the least expense.

By thus checking area with the money expended on it,

all would be placed on an equality, and thorough good
gardening be encouraged. Without such a check

money, rather than skill, would generally win. Here,

for instance, is a garden of 20 acres, and 30,000 feet of
j

glass furnished and kept well for ;!^iooo per annum.
Here is another of 2 acres, and looo feet of glass that

costs ;(^300. The gardens are alike. Then the large one
ought to have the prize. But suppose the small garden

had been equally well kept for ;^ioo a-year, then it

ought to have had the prize. As a rule, I believe it

will be found that the largest gardens are not only kept

better, but cheaper, in proportion, than small ones.

Prize gardening would throw much interesting light

upon this and manyother subjects, for all which reasons

I hope some attempt will be made to carry it out. Few
of us would like to be beaten perhaps, but still this

would not make us worse gardeners than we are, and
it would do many good to be forced to acknowledge
that others can do things as well, perhaps better, than

ourselves. David Tdl Fact

Garden Roller Barrow.—Plave any of your readers

used this garden "help," introduced by Pollard & Co.?

It seems to me useful for all places where lawns are

kept in good order, and where they are bordered by
flower beds ; as it obviates entirely the ruts and marks

made by the whecl-barrow in wet weather, and in fact
makes the lawn better by its use. It is, as being made
of iron, light, and very durable ; and although its first

cost is greater than that of a wooden barrow, it is far

more lasting. I have tried one in my own garden, and
find it very useful. Z>., Deal.

Foreign Correspondence.
Cranberry Culture.—In reply to a request for

information on the culture of the above, I may mention
that, with perhaps the exception of the district of Cape
Cod, there are more Cranbemes cultivated in the State

of Jersey than in all the rest of the United States, chiefly

for the reason that the plant grows here very exten-

sively in a state of Nature, and also from there being

hundreds of acres fit for nothing else, and which can be
at a small expense converted into one of the most pro-

ductive and paying crops in the States. If this can be
done where labour is scarce and double the price of

the same class of labour in England, why should not

some of the similarly unproductive spots in your coun-

try be turned to as good a use ? I can call to mind
hundreds of such spots which at the present time pro-

duce nothing but frogs and weeds, which at a com-
paratively moderate expense might be made to pay ten
times the amount per acre of any other part of the

estate ; but looking at it in the paying light

there is another view of the case—it would find work
for some of the unemployed labourers, and keep the

poors' rate down,—at the present time a very desirable

object, if the English newspapers and magazines are cor-

rect in their statements. There are three things required,

to make a first-rate Cranberry bog—sand, peat, and the

power to flood it suddenly. Cranberries will grow in

almost any peat or bog, but gi'ow too much to foliage ;

the sand or gravel checks the growth, makes them
fruitful, and keeps the weeds down, which is neces-

sary until the plants cover the ground, after which the

weeds will have a poor chance of growing: the water

guards them from frost.

To prepare the ground, strip off the weeds and
nibbish to about a foot in depth, making it level for the

water to flow evenly all over ; mark out drains about

2 feet deep at about 40 feet apart ; then cover the beds

with 4 inches of sand or fine gravel, either will do, if

clean and free from seeds of weeds. It is now ready

for planting. Mark off rows iS inches apart each way,

and dibble the plants, three or four in each corner

;

turn on the water for a day to settle the sand, and the

work is done ; and if thoroughly done at first, there is

nothing more to do but to gather the fruit and receive

the money.
It is necessary to flood the plants if a frost threaten

while they are in bloom, or in the autumn when in

fnut—and if there is head of water sufficient, over the

plants ; to prevent them being frozen into che ice in

the winter it is good, although if run off and neglected

in the spring a frost would probably then find them
more tender. I may mention, what your correspon-

dent "H. S. H." is probably already aware of, that

it is no use to plant the English Cranberry. Of
course that would not pay for his trouble, but the

American plants arc very cheap, could probably be

delivered in Liverpool for 30J. per barrel, and about

12 barrels would plant an acre, or even more. If

if ordered at the end of the year, they would travel

well in the cold weather. Seed has been tried in this

country, but did not answer.

As regards the profits in Cranberry cultivation, a

wTiter in the "American Agriculturist" states that it

cost him 600 dollars to start a patch of 2^ acres, and it

has paid him 1000 dollars nett per year for the last 10

years. Then the first year he would have nothing, and

only a partial crop for two years after, but after the

first full crop following years are a certainty.

As a fruit for taste and jelly I consider the Cran-

berry has no equal, and it is easy to keep the fruit in

perfection into May, or even later, in a cool cellar in

clean water, occasionally changing the water, so that

there is no trouble or expense of sugar or boiling.

James Taplin, South Aniboy, Neio Jersey, U. S. A.

Societies.

Royal Horticultural Oxford Meeting: Tht

(T^z/^rt-jj.—Thursday. July 21. Major Trevor Clarke in

the 'chair. The first paper read was that of Professor

Lawson. on the Botanists of Oxford, which, through the

courtesy of the Professor, we are enabled to print in full

(p. 1024). Following the reading of this paper, the Rev.

S. Reynolds Hole proceeded to descant upon the

Rose. After a few introductory remarks, he proceeded

as follows :—
"There were three main elements required to grow

good Roses, site, soil, and sustenance. As to site, the

Rose should be protected from blusterous winds, and yet

at the same time have plenty of fresh pure air. It did not

much matter whether they were grown on hills or on table-

land, provided there was plenty of timber to make natural

screens, or broken up so that the wind came in as

through a respirator. Shelter and not shade was

an imperative requisite. The shade of overhangmg

boughs was fatal, as also were the main roots of trees.

There was a Rose called the Royal Horticultural Society,

which had been attempting to bloom for the last three or

four years under the shade of a large tree called the

Agricultural Society ; and, although it had had the most
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consummate skill and the best attention paid it, still its

efflorescence was not satisfactory. Let it come away
from the large timber," said Mr. Hole, "and then

gather ye your golden Roses. ' Then as to soil. Where
Potatos will grow well, there is the Rose to be found in

its glory. Plenty of lime in Rose soil adds additional

brightness to its glowing colours. With regard to suste-

nance, he would recommend good farmyard manure as

the best food for Roses. Much good had been done by the

use of artificial manures, but they would always remain

second and supplemental to farmyard mamxre. Manure
should be laid on liberally in November, and be dug
in March, and then one more dressing should be

given when the buds begin to swell, and the

colour to show. Pruning should be done in Oc-

tober, and the weak wood cut out in March. The great

enemies of the Rose were aphis and mildew, but if it had
proper soil and sustenance these would never appear,

unless caused by spring frosts. For the caterpillars there

was no remedy but to employ children at x^d. a day to

pick them off by the hand. The best stocks from which

to select Roses are those which most frequently take the

great prizes at our exhibitions. If Roses were only wanted
for a Rose garden, and growers did not care about exhi-

biting, let them buy in a large proportion of Roses upon
their own roots, because they are prettier, more abundant
in producing flowers, more endiu-ing, and therefore more
economical."

After a vote of thanks had been awarded to Mr. Hole
for his address, Mr. W. Paul proceeded to read his paper
" On Colour in the Tree Scenery of our Gardens. Parks,

and Landscapes," which will be found in another column,

and which elicited some comments from Mr. Barron and
Mr. Fish. Then followed the papers of Dr. Hogg, whose
rules for Fruit judging met with evidences of dissent ; of

Mr. Moore, " OnJudging Plants and Flowers," and of Mr.
Williams, "On Pitcher Plants," which papers, thanks to

the courtesy of the writers, or the exertions of our own
special correspondents and reporters, we hope to print

next week, when we shall also take occasion to allude to

some of the horticultural appliances, &c., exhibited at the

show, and for which woodcuts are in preparation.

GlasgowandWest OF Scotland Horticultural:
yiily 13.—This, the third exhibition of the season, took
place in the City Hall. Nominally, it was a Rose
show, but with those glorious kings of vegetation.

Palms and Ferns, and plants beautiful either for foliage

or flower, the general character of a great floral display

was maintained. The post of honour was allotted to the

Royal Botanic Gardens, and the exhibition -which Mr.
Bullen, the curator, made comprised scores of plants that

must have been both interesting and instructive to

botanists and horticulturists ; here were great Palms,
with huge Sugar-cane-like stems (Seaforthia elegans),

towering above the lesser groups of vegetation, and com-
bining to reproduce a happy bit of picturesque scenery,

in which were to be seen the noble Sanchezia, the parti-

coloured Hibiscus Cooperi, the beautiful and graceful

variegated Fuchsia gracilis and Acer Negundo— two
plants so cheap, and good, and common, that any and
every citizen florist should secure them ; the handsome
Marantas, the marbled Alocasia, the dark green and
crimson-veined Gymnostachyum, some curious insect-

like Orchids ; Pitcher Plants in good variety and of
curious forms ; the Fly-trap of Venus {Dionoea musci-
pula). &c.

Groups of flowering plants containing Heaths, Ever-
lastings, Periwinkles, Achimenes, Bougainvilleas with
their profusion of fine mauve bracts. Clerodendrons, the
drooping flowered Hoya with umbels of flowers as if dipped
in honey, and the great scarlet-flowered Anthm-ium Scher-
zerianum, were contributed by Messrs. Hogg, Murray,
and Boyd. Fuchsias. Pelargoniums, Achimenes, Ferns,

and plants of fine foliage, were also in numbers, the two
former genera being well done—especially the Fuchsias
from Mr. Blair, and the variegated Pelargoniums from
Mr. N. Campbell and from Mr. Boyd. Nothing could be
more elegant as plants and as varieties of Fuchsias than
the sorts named Madame Comelissen and Rose of Castile,

and then the gold and silver and Maidenhair Ferns were
in fine condition. Fancy Pelargoniums were well ex-

hibited by Mr. M'Culloch, Hamilton Crescent. By far

the most interesting exhibits of Messrs. Smith & Simons
were Roses, and such wonderful Roses that they captivated
every one ; among them was Mar^chal Niel. so rich and
full and of that deep tone of yellow to which all other
tea-scented flowers must succumb. Then, if we were to
select any others, it would be the deep shaded crimson
Alfred Colomb and the charming, soft, rose-coloured
Louis Peyronny. Collections of garden tools are nice
things to show, but they were outre alongside of these
fresh, lovely Roses. Messrs. Austin & M 'Asian had a
seedling Phlox, raised by Mr. Tumbull, of Bothwell
Castle, and named Mrs. Hunter, which obtained a First-

class Certificate; it seems to be of excellent habit, bearinga
full, fine spike of large while flat flowers, with a prominent
deep pink eye—one of the finest we have ever seen of its

kind. Of Pansies some very good seedlings came from
Mr. Gibson, Fairholm, particularly the yellow ground
variety, named J. D. Ritchie, and the white ground,
named Eliza Anderson. Messrs. Fowler & Co. exhibited
a fine lot of Tree Ferns, and particularly a nice group of
the pretty New Zealand Fern, Todea superba, some of the
specimens measuring quite a yard in diameter.

Fruit was an interesting group. Mr. M'Connachie had
some magnificent bunches, with great berries, of Golden
Hamburghs ; and Mr. Campbell had quite as w^onderful
fruit of Black Hamburgh. Mr. Connon, gr. to the Duke
of Montrose, had much the finest Elruge Nectarines we
have ever seen exhibited—perfect in colour, large in size,

and well put upon the table ; and his Peaches were
scarcely inferior. The fruit in general, indeed, comprising
Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Strawberries, Cherries,

Gooseberries, and Currants, was very good. By far the
most interesting group came from Mr. John Anderson,
Sauchiehall Street. It was arranged somewhat after the

diner a la Russe style, but the groundwork was scarcely

pure enough, although the fhiit in general was such as to

give credit to any exhibition. It consisted of Pines,

Grapes, and all the other fruits named above, with the
addition of fruits of the Passion Flower, fruits of the
Tomato, fruits of Egg Plants, and fruits of Capsicums,
with plants in ornamental pots grouped effectively among
them. The directors and judges dined at the Clarence
Hotel, Mr. Anderson, Meadow Bank, presiding.

QuEKETT Microscopical Club.—The fifth annual
general meeting of this Club was held on Friday evening.

July 22, at University College, Gower Street. Peter Le
Neve Foster, Esq., President, in the Chair. According
to the annual report of the committee, which was read,

the Club still maintains its popularity and success. It

numbers over 500 members and meets for the prosecution
of microscopical inquiry and discussion twice a month
throughout the year. Professor Lionel S. Beale. F. R.S.

,

was elected President for the ensuing session ; and
Messrs. Arthur E. Durham. Henry Lee, F.L.S., Peter
Le Neve Foster, M.A., and Dr. Robert Braithwaite,

were elected Vice-Presidents ; while Messrs. Allbon, T. W.
Burr. F.R.A.S., Witham M. Bywater, and Charles F.

White, were elected to fill four vacancies on the com-
mittee. The proceedings terminated with a conversazione.

^0liftS 0f g00hs.
Narrative of a Spring Tour in Portugal. By the

Rev. A. C. Smith, M.A. Svo, pp. 220. Long-
mans.

No one knows how long Central Europe may be
closed to the tourist and pleasure-seeker by the wretched
war, whose commencement we have so lately had to

mouiTi. For aught we know, Portugal, whose claims

on the attention of the tourist are advocated in the

above volume, may, before next spring, be as inac-

cessible to the ordinary traveller as the Rhine
provinces now are. In this dilemma two alternatives

are presented to the traveller—the one to visit some
country purely neutral, and likely to remain so ; the

other to content himself with reading what others

more fortunate than himself have written on the

countries he is debarred from visiting in person.

Admitting the possibility that before the spring—the

onlytime when Portugal can bevisited with pleasure—the

progress ofthewarmayhave rendered the Iberian penin-

sula inaccessible, this book will have acquired a value

that otherwise it would not have had. In style it is

light and gossiping, but laden with petty details and
incidents of travel, very interesting to the writer and
his immediate friends, perhaps, but for the most part

matters of indifference to his less interested readers.

Nevertheless, we should do the author a great injustice

if we did not admit that he has presented us in small

compass with, a gi'eat deal of interesting information.

His reflections on the University of Coimbra may raise

a smile ; but it should be remembered they are the im-
pressions of a traveller sojourning but a few days in the

city, and with no special means of gauging the merits

or demerits of the university curriculum.

To our reader^, probably, the most interesting por-

tions of the book will be those in which the natural

history of the country is mentioned. The author is

well knoMTi as an ornithologist, and his appendix con-

cerning the birds of Portugal will be useful to students

of that branch of science. Here and there, too,

throughout the book we come to glowing descriptions

of the gardens of Lisbon, Cintra, and Oporto. The
Bougainvilleas at the first named, and the Camellias at

the latter seem specially to have attracted our author's

attention. We may, by way of illustration, extract part

of an account of the garden of the English chaplain at

Oporto. In this garden are, amongst other things, a
Tulip tree and a Magnolia.

Both are large forest trees, throwing out their branch'

laterally with great vigour, well grown, and still grow-
ing and overshadowing a wide extent of ground. *

The Tulip tree, at 3 feet above the ground, measures
17 feet 1 inch in circumference, while it attained an alti-

tude of 90 feet, and was literally covered with blossom.
A perennial spring of water trickled near its roots, and,
doubtless, this was the secret of its vigorous growth and
rapid increase. The Magnolia tree was, perhaps, ever

e extraordinary, as it extended over a larger area of
ground, and some of its branches were huge hmbs. It

sures 60 feet in height, and 13 feet 4 inches in girth at

3 feet from its base. It is in the height of its vigour, and
is annually increasing, though, dunng the siege of Oporto,

3.S struck by a cannon ball, which inflicted a severe

wound on the trunk, and threatened extensive damage.
By judicious treatment, however, it has recovered from the

hurt, and, beyond an honourable scar, which it will always
carry, is none the worse for the hard blow ; indeed, Mr.
Whiteley confidently asserts that it is the largest Magnolia

the world. The buds were swollen, though no flowers

were opened during the time of our visit ; but we could
well believe its enthusiastic owner's statement, with what
deheious perfume the whole garden would be scented, and
what a noble spectacle it would be when in full blossom,

and no less than a hundred gigantic flowers blooming at

once upon the tree.

' In the same garden grew a very fine Judas tree,* a
splendid Pimento or Pepper tree, some large Shaddocks,
and a Japanese Apple, the fruit of which we had bought
at Coimbra under the name of "nesperas," though here it

was known as "laconte." Here, too. Camellias, of every

variety of tint and of great size, were abundant, while the

garden was bounded by a belt of Cork trees, which offered

a grateful shade during the mid-day heat. I do not men-
tion Oranges, because they abound in every part of
Portugal, of a size and flavour, and with a profusion I

have never seen elsewhere. But I must remark on the Oporto
Strawberries, which were very abundant in the market,
and which we saw in perfection at Mr. Whiteley's table

;

they are of very large size, white in colour, and of excel-

lent flavour, though, in my judgment, not to be compared
with their exact contrasts, the diminutive, dark red,

mountain Strawberries, which one meets with in Norway
and Sweden.

"It is not diflficult to explain the cause of the luxuriant
vegetation we found in this favoured garden ; it is exactly
the same cause as that which produces an oasis in the
sterile desert. A trickling spring bursting from the rock,

and conducted through the garden, is the secret which,
in this splendid climate, works wonders in the vegetable
world. And so we found throughout northern Portugal,
in the rich province of Minho, an abundance of water
was the true source of its fertiUty ; and as no district in

the country is so well furnished with brooks and streams,
so none other is so fruitful. Even the famous Vines of
Traz-os-Montes, which notoriously can endure long-con-
tinued drought, are at stated seasons carefully supplied
with water ; and, indeed I may close this botanical
chapter with the aphorism well known in the thirsty,

water-loving, water-drinking Peninsula, ' a perennial
spring is the greatest earthly gift which God bestows on
man.*"

^t
The fact that the Queen Bee, when not impregnated

at all, or when not impregnated until after a certain

number of days after she has arrived at the winged
state, only deposits eggs which produce males, seems
to be unknown to your con'espondent " M. D.," or he
would never have \\Titten the first paragraph oi his

account of **Bee Life " (Gardeners* CkroJiicle^ p. 961),
which is thereby proved to be completely erroneous.

His physiological views of the condition of the ovaries

of the queen, and his "sugar and water," "honey
and water," and " honey and pollen," lubiification of

the larvce will astonish most of your readers. /. 0. IV,

1 which Judas

Miscellaneous.
Progressive Changes in Plants.—In plants, at

least, we may almost watch, as it were, the process of

specific change actually going on ; or at least we may
observe different races now living in different stages of

progress, from the slight local variation to the distinct

species and genus. As a first step we may take, for

instance, those races which are regarded by the majority

of botanists as very variable species, such as Rubus
fruticosus, Rosa canina, Zornia diphylla. Cassia minio-

soides, &c. We shall find in each some one form,

which we call typical, generally prevalent over the

greater part of the area of tlie race, whilst others, more
or less aberrant, are more or less restricted to particular

localities, the same varieties not occurring in discon-

nected stations with precisely the same combinations of

character, and in the same proportions ; local and

representative varieties and subspecies are being formed,

but have not yet obtained sufiicient advantages to

prevent their being kept in check by their intercom-

munication (and, probably, cross-breeding) with their

more robust type. The British Rubologist or Rhode-
legist, transported to the South of France or to

Hungary, will still find one, or, perhaps, two or three

forms of Bramble and Dog Rose with which he is

familiar ; but if he wishes to discriminate the 30 or 40
varieties or subspecies, upon which he had spent so

much labour and acuteness at home, he will find that

he must recommence with a series of fonns and combi-

nations of characters quite new to him. The species is

still the same ; the varieties are changed. As examples

of what we may call a second stage in the formation of

species, we may adduce such plants as Pelargonium

australe or grossularioides, and Nicotiana suaveolens

or angustifolia, to which I alluded in my paper on

Cassia. Here we have one race, of no higher than

specific grade, in the ordinary acceptance of the

term, inhabiting two countries which have long been

widely dissevered (in the one case, South Africa and
Australia ; in the other, Chili and Australia), which,

if originally introduced, by accident, from one country

to the other, have been so at a time so remote as

thorouglily to have acquired an indigenous character in

both ; in both they are widely spread and highly

diversified ; but amongst all their varieties one form

only is identical in the two countries (Pelargonium

australe, var. erodioides, and P. grossularioides, var.

anceps ; Nicotiana suaveolens, var. angustifolia, and

N. angustifolia, var. acuminata), and that so compara-

tively a rare one that it may be regarded as being in

the course of extinction ; whilst all other varieties,

some of them very numerous in individuals over ex-

tended areas, and all connected by nice gradations,

diverge nevertheless in the two countries in different

directions and with different combinations of characters,

no two of them growing in the two countries being at

all connected but through the medium of that one

which is still common to both. When that shall have

expired, the distinct species may be considered es-

tablished. A still further advance in specific change is

exemplified in Cassia itself, in which I have shown
that no less than eight or nine different modifications

of type, sectional and subsectional, are common to
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South America, tropical Africa, and Australia, but

without any specific, or at least, subspecific identity,

except, perhaps, in a few cases where a more

modern intercliaiige may be presumed. The original

common specific types are extinct, the species have

risen into sections. Common types of a still higlicr

order have disappeared in the case of Proteaceoa, an

order so perfectly natural and so clearly defined that

we cannot refrain from speculating on the community

of origin of the African and of the Australian races,

both exceedingly numerous and reducible to definite

groups—large and small well-marked genera in both

countries, and yet not a single genus common to the

two ; not only the species, but the genera themselves

have become geographical. As in the case of the

varieties of Pelargonium and Nicotiana, so in that of

the species of Cassia and of the genera of Proteacea;,

it is not to be denied that precisely similar modifications

of character are observed in the two countries ; but

these modifications are differently combined, the changes

in the organs are differently correlated. In Asiatico-

African Chamajcristfe a tendency to a particular change

in the venation of the leaflet is accompanied by a certain

change in the petiolar gland ; in America the same

change in the land is correlated with a different altera-

tion in the venation. In Australian Proteacere the

glands of the torus are constantly deficient with a

certain inflorescence (cones with imbricate scales) which

is always accompanied by them in Africa. From
Mr. Biutham's Pirsidential Address to the Linncan

Society, 1870.

A C.1LIF0RNIAN Vineyard.—The Buena Vista

estate, now owned by a joint-stock company, contains

5000 acres, of which 800 are suitable for wine culture ;

about 450 are so covered at the present time. I do

not think that any of the large wine and brandy com-

panies organised of late yeare on the Continent own as

much land as this, although they may control more.

The Vines are usually planted in ridges 7 feet or 8 feet

apart ; this is rendered necessary by their great

luxuriance. On the Continent the stunted varieties are

usually grown only 2 feet or 3 feet apart. The varieties

mostly raised at Buena Vista are theRieslmg, Muscatel,

and the native "Mission" Grape; but almost eveiy

other kind is to be found in this vineyard, which owes

its first start to an intelligent Hungarian gentleman.

Major Haraszthy. Some patches of mixed Grapes

have on occasions yielded delicious wines ; one kind,

a perfect Burgundy in character, tasted by me in the

cellar, came from such a patch. From the rather

ambitious wooden mansion at this vineyard the view is

superb. Buena Vista and Belle Vue have identically

the same meaning ; the former term is fortunately not

so hackneyed. Immediately surrounding the house

are well laid-out gardens, with beds of gay flowers .and

artificial lakes. The situation is not greatly unlike that

of the regal vineyard of Johannisberg ; but in place of

the blue, green, or silver Rhine, whichever it may be,

in the middle distance, Buena Vista has San Pablo Bay
in the far distance. To the right one sees the little

town of Sonoma, a place older as a town than is San

Francisco itself, and far and near a mass of vineyards,

orchards, and fields of waving grain. Sonoma valley

altogetheris«ellworthavisit, and isbeginning to bemuch
appreciated by many in the " Bay City." Such of the

farmers and residents who will take boarders have their

houses full during summer. The vintage commences

in October, often going far into November. At that

time gangs of workpeople, principally Chinamen, are

busily engaged in picking the Grapes and in expressing

the juice. Although "John Chinaman" had barely

seen a Grape before he came to California, he makes a

careful and discriminating workman, and many of the

proprietors will employ no other laboiu-. The cellars

on this vineyard are already extensive ; some of them

are cut in the hill-side rock. They may some day be

extended, so as to rival those of Reims and Epemay.
The company made in 186S about 100,000 gallons of

wine ; last year the yield was smaller. The nice

processes adopted in the manufacture of sparkling

wine may be seen there carried out precisely as in

France—in fact, by French workmen. Really excellent

champagne is turned out from these cellars, and is sold

at rates about half those ruling for foreign wine. The
demand for sparkling wine \vill perhaps increase faster

than that for still wines, as the Americans are not yet

tnfly a wine-drinking people, any more than are the

English. So far as California is concerned, win

much drunk by the masses. At cheap restaurants and

lager-bier cellars in San Francisco it can be obtained

for \s. a bottle. Wholesale it brings from 30 cents to

I dollar and upwards per gallon, according to quality

and age. It will be a happy day for California, and

for the whole United States, when wholesome native

wines take the place of whisky and other spirits in

popular estimation. F. IVJiyinper, in the " Field."

Preservation of Wood.—In the Annales du Genie

Civil, of April last. Dr. Reinsch gives the following

directions for this purpose :—The wood, unplaned, is

to be placed for 24 hours in a liquid composed of one

part of concentrated silicate of potassa and three of

pure water. After being removed and dried for several

days, the wood is again to be soaked in this liquid,

and, after being again dried, painted over with a mixture

of one part of cement and four parts of the above liquid.

When the first coat of this paint is dry, the painting

is to be repeated twice. This paint mixture should

only be made up in small quantities, as it rapidly

becomes dry and hard. Wood thus treated becomes

uninflammable, and does not decay underground.

(for the ensuing week.)

PL.-iNT HOUSES.
I have frequently ijrged upon all plant growers the

importance of carefully attending to all " hard-wooded"
and winter blooming plants, at this particvdar season

of the year. This care should be bestowed not in the

atter of growth alone, but more especially in regard

to the very necessary proper ripening of the wood
which has been formed during the current season. I

scarcely need say that a well-ripened, or to use a very

familiar term, and one very applicable here, a well-

leasoned condition of the wood, is the mainspring of all

successful culture ; and in proportion as we succeed in

attaining this, so will our success be great. The diy

ipening influence of an autumnal air is all-important,

and this we may obtain by affording more or

less air, by partially depriving our structures of an

aerial humidity, by placing a little fuel on the fire

when necessary, by curtailing roct-waterings, and by

turning the plants round occasionally, that all sides

may be favoured alike—a point impossible in Nature,

&c. If these simple rules are acted upon success must

follow. Of course insect pests, such as thrips and red

spider, must be kept at a distance. Surface formations,

which are injurious, such as mildew, must be met,

wherever they occur, with the infallible remedy,

flowers of sulphur. Do not permit the old faded blooms

upon Aphelexis to remain a day after they are past

their original beauty, as the plants require all possible

attention at the earliest moment to enable them to

attain a fresh vigorous start into new growth. Stop

all Chrysanthemums the last time, in all instances

where it is wished to obtain fine large blooms rather

than bushy heads of growth with more numerous but

smaller flowers. Sprinkle them frequently overhead

in the cool hours of early morning and late in the

evening. Do not overcrowd them, but expose them

as much as possible to the air and light.

FORCING HOUSES.
Where early forcing of Grapes is intended, induce

the foliage to ripen off at the earliest possible moment
without resorting to violence. Finish pruning the

Vines and well wash the bare rods with spurs attached

all over with the usual insect destroying and preventive

remedies. Whitewash the walls mth freshly slaked

lime, scrubbing and washing the paint and any dirty

glass there may be ; and, by removing an indi or so of

surface soil from any inside borders, and placing in

lieu a layer of fresh, from a distant pasturage or wood,

leave nothing undone to secure thorough cleanliness

to start well with. In instances where red spider has

attacked a crop of Grapes which have done stoning,

and are now making the final swelling—a very likely

period for their attacks—I advise that a thorough good

syringing be given to the foliage of the Vines, if neces-

sary, by means of a garden engine, properly used. Of
course the stream of water should not be directed

against the bunches themselves. By giving tlie foliage

a good sousing, it will be possible to destroy or

wash off very many of the pests ; a far better

process this than having resort to sulphur and

its many disagreeable unsightly consequences

;

not the least of which is that it attaches

itself to the berries themselves, and is not to be

removed without difficulty. Remove all Pine suckers

intended to foiTn plants after this date at the earliest

moment, when sufficiently large for the purpose.

Where any scarcity of strong young stuff exists, to

keep up a proper succession for fruiting, it may be

advantageous to leave one of the strongest suckers

upon some of the healthiest old plants ; and so, when
they have attained to sufficient siie, by removing the

remaining leaves from the old parent plant, let the

side shoot form itself into a plant upon the basis of the

roots of the old plant, which will give it great vigour.

This is in the way of the Ilamiltonian system, save in

the fact that one sucker only is allowed to grow, and

that the ball or roots are turned out into a border,

instead of being confined within the limits of a pot.

Be very careful not to afford to Melons gro\vn with the

advantages of a good house, &c. , too much root mois-

ture just previous to their ripening. This may be

known by attention to the time when they have per-

formed the "netting" process; or in instances when
varieties do not assume this very natural embellish-

ment, by a slight change of colour from a growing

leaf-like green to a more decided olive or yellow tint.

The red spider is a great antagonist to such plants at

this stage, and must be destroyed or crippled in the

simple manner and by the ready means which I have

suggested above.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Speaking of Strawberry culture in this department

last week, an omission occurred, owing to the great

press of matter. I allude to the necessary trenching

and preparation of the beds, which are planted with

old plants from pots which have been forced previously

for a crop, and which come in well for fruiting in the

open ground again next year. Bring the summer
pruning of iVall-fruit trees to a close with all despatch,

the guiding principles for this operation I have pre-

iously alluded to. Trap IVasps, and other fly-like

pests, by the usual means, and cover up to the best of

your means all fruits which are ripening, so that they

cannot get to them, otherwise no art or contrivance

will save to any their crops. Even the poor bees are

driven to Apricot and Gooseberry eating here, so

exceedingly scarce has their habitual food become.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
We are in daily hopes that rain will fall to us soon ;

but it will be advisable not to delay making the main

sowings of all plants intended for spring bedding such as

Myosolis, Silenes, and the like. They should, however,

be sown in a somewhat shady position, if the present

weather continues, and be thoroughly watered and have

a mat or something of the sort placed hghtly over the

eed-beds until first symptoms of germination appear.

)0w Intermediate Stock seed for early spring blooming.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
It has now become imperative to use such artificial

means as are available to ensure the necessary supply

of young Cabbage plants for early spring hearting and

. Sow, therefore, in any vacant cold frame, and

ing well watered the seeds in, tack a mat or so

along the rafters. With the next rain transplant a good
breadth of June-sown Coleioorts, to come in for use as

late autumn CoUards. Gather the seeds of Nasturtiums

for pickling before they become too old. Give to Car-

doons which ai-e forward enough a thorough good soak-

ing of liquid manure, tie the leaves up together care-

fully, and commence earthing up. Have a good breadth

of Turnip seed sown, in anticipation of rain. All

Celery plants must be kept well watered and moist at

the root if anything like progressive growth is to be

attained to—advice which I give with heartfelt weari-

ness, knowing, as I do, the hard labour it entails with

no commensurate returns. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Pelargoniums that have done flowering should be

at once cut down to the new shoots, and placed out in

the garden. The sooner cuttings can be put in the

more likely they are to strike, and tlrey will also make
the better plants for spring ; these can be dibbled in a

shady border, and potted when struck ; but the best

method is to put one in a 6o-size pot, so that it will

not have to be distmrbed till spring. Pink pipings that

were put in last month will now be starting, and

should have the glass lifted about an inch on one

side, and the cuttings lightly watered, or they will

grow weak. Carnation layers should be kept well

watered, which will induce them to root freely. Dahlias

should be kept securely tied, and the buds thinned

where they come in clusters. Where it is intended to

flower Pompon Chrysanthemums in pots, they should

now be potted into 32-5ize pots, in a compost of two-

thirds loam and one rotten dung ; they should then be

plunged in the following manner :—Dig a trench in a

shady part of the garden, about 4 inches deeper than

the pots intended to be plunged, then turn a small pot,

bottom upwards, to stand the potted plant on, which

will keep out the worms, and prevent the roots taking

hold of the soil beneath the pots, and will allow the

plants to grow equally on all sides ; then close the

earth round within an inch of the top. By this treat-

ment nice bushy plants will be produced, which can be

removed into the house without drooping. J. D.
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1EMPERATURR OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, July 231 ^^70-

Salford ..

Bradford

Hull
'.'.

Newcastle

Dundee
Aberdeen
Paisley .

.

Perth

Dublin

Temperature c

JAMES GLAISHER.

Verbenas Diseased : F. J. H. It appears that your

Verbenas turn black a little above the surface of the

soil and then perish. It is probable that the cause con-

sists in some peculiarity in the soil, and the disease is

apparently of the same nature as that which destroys

so many cuttings just after they become well rooted.

No one knows precisely how the disease arises. The
only chance of getting rid of it is to vary the treatment.

What may succeed in one place will not always succeed

in another. We have had very diseased individuals of

several kinds sent to us, which recovered perfectly in

their new locality. M. J. B.

COMMU
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Es 1840)

CORN MANURE, for SljrinK'l's'

conditio•ad^ for di

t,v^iMi ,..^11, ,. RE,forSl.....H - — „ , J
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Al50 Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO and N'TRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, HbHERY
CAT1" ^c_ E. Purser, Secretary.

'

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

M ATTHEWS' CORN CAKE, a substitute for

Linseed Cake.

Manufacturers of MATTHEWS' specially prepared MANURES

''<\V YARD, OXFORD.

M
particu

A Boon for Grape Growers.
EREDITH'S VINE, PINE. PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of % cwt.. los. 6d,

;

wt., 2ir. ; and i cwt., 42s., with full directions for use. For further

iculars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application,

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard. Garston, Liverpool.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatrossl. is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian

Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent of Soluble 1 hosphatcs,

5 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr Sibson.

Delivered in a cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is fiuaranleed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
Company (Lie

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory. 11, Salisburj- Square, FlectStreet.E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

*' Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a

sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak

icial

t. of

phates whichi unclerstan'd you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me. Sir, yours respectfully,

w 3 Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London. E.G ."

ILKIE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION,
referred to in Gardmtrs' Chronicle, pages 862 and 896.

Especially recommended to Rose and Fruit Growers.
For further particulars, see printed handbills, which may be had 01;

application, also previous Advertisement in these columns, page gi8.

Sold in jars, containing i gallon, 35. 6rf. ; 2 gallons, ts.

One gallon will bear diluting with three of water.

Sole Agents: OSBORN and SONS, Fulham Nursery, London. S.W.

sCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—The only effectivt

of ridding Vinenes, Houses. Gardens. &c.. of the "

with full directions. It may be had of the following Seedsmen ;—
Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhal! Street, London, E,C.
Messrs. Iloi.pci & Co., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

'y\\ V.., :
'i"'ll "'i'sircet, Exeter.

'

Mr I' I
'

;
'., Ihi^hStreet, Exeter.

Mr W M 1:
';. [., 1 1 igh Street, Southampton.

F.ir i r.-tdeHTiiis.-ipply to J. SCCrrf, Ye<-.vil. Somcj;S£t

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patrnt, and by Permission

OK THE Hon. Boa

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is. , 2s. 6d. , and 5s.

Powder Distributors, 25. 6d. and 31. 6d. each.
"I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."—Geo. EvleS, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, SussexW harf. Wappi ng. E. _^__
FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj-
Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Comhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds,

M ALAY FOWLS.—Some fine Cockerels and Pullets.

d in April and May last, from Prize Birds, (or Sale.

Mr. PERRY, Church Row, Stourbridge. Worcestershire.

A SMALL FLORAL NURSERY (Freehold)
for SALE.

NURSERY GROUNDS and FARM TO BE LET
in Lancashire,—About 13a Acres, 30 of them stocked with Trees

and Shrubs, Six Plant Houses erected thereon, good Dwelling House,
with suitable Farm Buildings. Convenient to several market towns.—
Further particulars by applying to

H, LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery. London, E.

.
\v.

A Lease to be Sold or Let.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN, and MARKET

GARDENERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF. an EXTENSIVE and OLD
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS, which has been carried on with

success by the present pmprietor since 1827, and who now wishes to

retire fn-'" fhi- ^ ,,,.,. fhe estate is the best in Exeter, beautifully
situated,.! ii . . r ( )n it there is one good Dwelling House,
with ( I

' I -!i>'i>, Glass Houses. Frames, Stabling, Sheds,
with -^11 l>iiildings, a good supply of soft and hard
water 1 ( : !

I

.( . iiKirs apply to
Cll,\Kl.l-.-j .^i. L.V J Lie, Summerland and City Nurscrj-, Exeter.

SALES BY AUCTION.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS respectfully

inform the Public that the LEASES of the FOUR DWELLING
HOUSES, known as 3,4.5, and 6. Norfolk Terrace, Norfolk Road,
also of the NORFOLK N T RSERY, Shacklewelt, offered by
AUCTION at cl.it.r.' ... M I ,1 lAV last, were NOT SOLD; and
may be rURCH \ !:. '

I

'
1 M 1' IllATE POSSESSION, for the

very low sum of ,
,

i
'

I the extensive ranges of Green-
houses, Pits, Sht-.l , . .1 .

i.l.jd in the purchase.

Establlslied Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
MONDAY, Aupust t, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a COLLEC.
TION of choice and valuable ORCHIDS, cliiefly for cool house,
perfectly established and in the best condition; Twelve Casks of
AMARYLLIS BULBS, 81C.

ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Falms from the Continent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on SATUR

DAY. August 6, at half.pasl I3 o'clock precisely, a magnificeni
COLLEC'flON of rare and valuable PALilS, comprising a great

ty of beautiful specimens, from one of the most renO'

Nun
Onv

1 the Co.
r ther ling of Sale and Catalogues had.

SALE of a CHOICE COLLECTION of'oRCHIDS, including fii

and healthy Specimens of the 'following;—Aeritfes, Angrscum
sesquipcdale,Dendrobiums, Miltonias, Phalaenopsis, Saccolabiums,
Vandas, Cattlcyas, Coclogyne cristata, very fine plant; LEelias,

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. 1 The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.

tohn C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
[enry W. Currie, Esq. | Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all othcial expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MlLMAN.thc Secretary, at

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

T HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
lohn Clutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Vrederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry Farquhar, Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., I, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.VV.

Granville K. H. Somerset, Esq. ,Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

e;c.

The Company adv; , for all purposes
of Agriculturaf Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent.charge

GRLAl .AijkK l.i|,l I. KALSHOWatKEIGHLEY,
on FRIDAY, August 19.

Best three Shorthorns, tst Prize, ilso
I

Best Hunter .. 1st Prize, Ao.
• •"- '•^- ' - PIG?

.IGUS'
R. FAWCETT, Secretary.

C^
rirw

: ri.ii , Ran
:i, fiv

Ihe Orchids may be 1

Model Farm, Upper Wlnchendon, Bucks.
Seven "Mil. . .. !. f. ... 1'.. \.,i. i.m. -.1 ri..n on the London and

N..-r ".
I

'
!

'
.

: : n the Great Western
111,. .. I. -'..t the Morning Trains

t:.. Evening Trains.

fixed bis ANNUAL
: .^IIIRE SHEARLING

V
I DNESDAY, August 3,

M'y^i'l^a,!,!;',^,!

DRY EARTH CLOSETS.—Important improvement,
all self-acting. Get particulars from the Patentee and Manu-

facturc r, JOHN PARKER, Woodstock.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting, and the roughest work TT^ed in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity H'n-.t\ fh'- l^rii,'hton and Metropolitan

DAMP WALLS I'kl \'l \ I I- h by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA CoM PuSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
3qA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C,

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c,-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide.
3<f, per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards widcj 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
20s. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; j yard, . , -rd ; J

yards wide, is. 6a. per. yard.

Idge.E.C,

Can

for all Horticultural and Floricultural

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked I^ne, Lorn

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Oueen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the I)uke of Northumberland, Duke of
Devonshire, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crj'stal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kcw ; Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

Tbe best Shading Is " Frlgl Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfec

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where
applied. It is ' " '

purposes, for

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO"NETTING, 2yardswide, 11. W. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMU" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. gd. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3s, M. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide .. it. gd. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide .. 2J. 8d. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sJii,, 6ld., 7id., jld.
and Zid. per yard,

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 72 inches wide, 6ld. and SJii. per yard;
id. extra for cut lengths,

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,
7, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

J A MI'MFORD, Auctioneer,
N.B.—This Flock obtained in i867-8-g Forty First and Fourteei

Second Prizes at the Royal, Birmingham, Liverpool, and other Shows
They may be seen previously.

• -^ o'clock Business It Half-past Two,Luncheon at One c

M^
ANNUAL SALE and LET 1 ING ol RAM LAMBS and RAMS of

he IMPROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN BREED.
ESSRS. EWER and WINSTANLEY will SELL

id LET by AUCTION, on the Premises, Bulbridge Farm.

.varded at the Bath i

liL- ist and 2d Prizes
Rams, and the 2d Pi

Bath and West of Engl,.

and at Scockbi ni

Prizes for Shc.irlu

at Oxford, ad ami
of any other age,

;

Sliropshlxe Sheep.
THE TENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE, at BINGLEY HALL,

BIRMINGHAM.
MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL

by AUCTION on THURSDAY NEXT,
o'clock, aoofpurc-bred SHROPSHIRE RAMS and 300 EWES,

vera! Royal ' ' .----. ., . .

from the noted Flocks of
uding several Royal Agricultural Society Prize Sheep at Oxford,
n the noted Flocks of

Right Hon, Lord Willoughby de

7.. Walker, Esq.
R. Wvatt. Esq.
Mrs. Beach

Auctlor

Mr, T Nock

&c.
; ofiic s-30. New Street, Bir lingha;

M
SliropsUre Sheep.

HOLLY BANK, NEAR KURTON-UPON-TRENT.
ESSRS. LYTHALL AND CLARKE will SELL
by AUCTION, on TUESDAY, August o (Luncheon at 12,

ck), THIRTY-FIVE SHEARLING and other RAMS,

the best blood, regardless of cost, as a reference to the Catalogue will

show. The Rams arc of great si^e, excellent Wool Cutters, .and
possess iilciity of bone and muscle.
The high and ex|jos_ed_ situation on which these Sheep are bred

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW, t870.—The TWENTY-SECOND GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS will be held in

BINGLEY HALL, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, November 26, j8, 20. and 30, and
December 1, when PRIZES to the amount of TWO THOUSAND
ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be awarded.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every information may be
obtained from the Secretary-
The ENTRIES CLOSE on TUESDAY, November t.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

Offices—39, New Street, Birmingham.

C|e|igrmilteat(iiijcttc.
SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
nual Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Improve,
nent Society, at Ballinasloe.

nual Meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural

All the provisions of the Contagious Diseases

(Animals) Act notwithstanding, pleuro-pncu-

monia, foot-and-mouth disease, scab in sheep,

and glanders in horses, continue to flourish in the

midst of our stock.

In over fifty counties in England, Wales, and
Scotland foot-and-mouth disease exists among
cattle, sheep, and swine, and if we roughly estimate

the number of attacks at 5000 weekly for some
time past we shall not overstate the fact, while

the statement will convey some idea of the

loss and annoyance which is caused by the

disease. Pleuro-pneumonia, not being so con-

tagious in its ch.aracter, advances more slowly

than does the other epizootic, but its effects are

infinitely more serious ; once established in a

locality its progress is irregular and erratic : the

most experienced stockowner can hardly with

safety deem his herd to be secure in the vicinity

of the disease, no matter how careful he may be

in isolating the animals, and all calculations as

to the final disappearance of the malady are

constantly upset by its unexpected recurrence,

after such an interval of absence that its extinc-

tion seemed to have been accomplished.

The number of reported attacks is not alarm-

ing, but it is not satisfactory to reflect that for

some months the disease has continued its

ravages among the cattle in several widely sepa-

rated localities. The number of infected coun-

ties has varied from 30 to 40 week by week ; and
if the attacks were fairly distributed among them
they would not amount to more than three or

four for each county. There is always, however,

a concentration of the disease in large dairy

establishments, and in reference to them it is

quite impossible to obtain reliable information.

Local authorities do not feel justified in incur-

ring the expense of systematic inspection, and

without some such precaution no true idea of

the extent of prevalence of the disease can be

gained ; it is, however, always safe to conclude

that the reported attacks fall far short of the

actual number.
Shab or scab among sheep is very extensively

spread, having centres in more than 20 counties.
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Considering the case and certainty with which
the disease can be cured, and the number of

remedies, more or less efficacious, which are

constantly being offered to the tlockmaster's

notice, it is somewhat remarkable that a malady
which does so much mischief in a flock, and is

so quickly propagated should be allowed to con-
tinue its course almost unchecked.

Glanders is rife in many places, although there

is a vague general impression that the disease is

almost an evil of the past. The fact is, however

—

and it is true of all the diseases which have been
alluded to—the difference between the present
and past sanitary condition of stock is more
apparent than real. Cattle Diseases Acts, with
all their machinery of inspection and reports,

have done a great deal towards rendering obvious
what was previously occult. Pleuro-pneuraonia,
foot-and-mouth disease, scab, and glanders, have
for many years done a vast amount of injury
without exciting public attention, which has only
been aroused on occasions of extensive preva-
lence ofepizootic affections in a particular locality

;

but now, i\hen energetic officials are waiting to

pounce upon diseased animals, and every seizure

of infected beasts formsthesubject of a sensational
paragraph, it is impossible for the former state of
happy ignorance to be maintained even by the
least curious. There is nothing in this new state of
things to call for objection ; on the contrary, it

is most desirable that every attack of disease
among animals should be a matter of pubHc
knowledge. As a first step towards a recognition
of the necessity for the institution of sanitary
measures, it is required that the mischief which
has been quietly going on should be openly
exposed. In spite of all that is being done to
prevent it, there is yet too much hushing up, in

respect of new outbreaks of disease, and the
surreptitious removal of infected stock is quite
as common as it was before Contagious Diseases
Acts or Orders were thought about. We do not
assert that matters are worse now than they
have been for years past ; but we complain that,
with all the modern appliances, they are not far

better.

If by any means stockowners all over the
countr)' could be induced to act as self-appointed
and self-interested inspectors and sanitary com-
mittees, we might hope to see the spirit of the
existing law, in relation to the subject, fairly

carried out ; but while the action which is taken
is intermittent in application, spasmodic in its

force, and now and then contradictory in its

character, it is to be feared that little advantage
will be gained. For the purpose of arresting
the spread of contagious diseases the one essen-
tial is isolation of all diseased and even probably
infected animals. The law enjoins this course,
but without the aid of stockowners it can only
be enforced by means of an expensive and com-
plicated machinery.

All the epizootic diseases which are now
existing among stock would die out if we w-ould
only cease to insist upon perpetually renew-
ing their vitality by constantly extending the
sphere of their influence, and always, in fairs and
markets, and even in our homesteads and high-
ways, providing new victims.

The whole class of implements connected
with the preparation of food for cattle came
under official adjudication last week at 0.\-

ford :—
If we turn for a moment to the subject of

trituration, what a field is open for agricultural
discussion ? What a mine in which the agricul-
tural economist may dig. Here and there we
see a few guide lines set up by Nature for us,

but much is left to our own resources. Take the
cow for example, and look at the food prepared
for the calf in the first instance. In looking at

that we look, as a matter of course, on the fact
that all mammalia are also fed by a fluid, the
particles of which are so fine that we cannot dis-

cern with the naked eye the form of any one of
them in the milk.

The cow by herself is a marvellous instructor,
for we should not have known the importance of
wet grinding if the cow had not brought her own
machinei-y for chewing the cud into the world
with her, and used it daily in milling her proven-
der. After the food of the cow has been soaked
for some hours in the first stomach, it is sub-
jected to the cud-chewing process of her power-
ful jaws, and when its remnants have been
voided at last in the form of manure, we see
clear evidence that the process of trituration

has been well and honestly performed—grass.

Clover, hay, straw, roots, and even corn have all

been ground to pulp. Now, if all the food of the
cow could be reduced by power to pulp or
powder by artificial means, the rough work of
rumination would be less laborious. The cow
might even almost feel young again, having her
food, like that of the calf, reduced to fine par-
ticles ; for this labour, small though it may seem,
is no doubt, like the heat of the body, maintained
at the farmer's cost. The idea of breaking up their

food for the beasts of the field is indeed already
taking firm hold of agricultural practice, for we
see the roots and the hay and straw cut, and the
' food for cattle" is always supplied finely ground
and highly flavoured. All this seems to point in

one direction, and shows that we are drifting

towards a more natural treatment of our domestic
animals.

As regards the milling process, not only the
cow but all other ruminating animals have
an immense advantage over the horse, and
therefore it is to milling for the horse that we
have most need to turn. It has been proved a
thousand times over that the Oats given to a horse
will grow after passing through his stomach,
and rooks may be seen picking the corn out of the
horsedung on the highway. Now, had the corn
been reduced to fine meal before it was given to

the horse, there would have been no Oats grow-
ing on the manure heap in the field, neither
would there have been any food for the rook on
the high road. But the poor horse is grievously
wronged in another way too little understood,
for he has frequently to W'ork half the night at

least, standing on his weary legs, cutting his own
hay with his teeth and grinding it, instead of
having it done for him, in which case he might
have been lying down to rest. The horses
belonging to a noted railway contractor,

above one hundred in number, were put upon a
system of feeding which was extended over a
period of three and a half years, and it agreed so

well with them that the contractor realised a
large profit when they were sold by public
auction after the contract was completed ; but
their food was all so w'ell prepared for them that

in 20 minutes after getting to the stable they
were watered, fed, and lying down to rest.

No tugging at long wisps of hay from the
rack for a living, but well seasoned messes
ready for eating without any labour of grinding ;

the mere driver of the horse had nothing to do
with the preparation of the food, nor did he
know the ingredients of which it was composed.
E.xperiments were made in London at the time
of the Potato failure by scientific men to find

some practical substitute for the Potato. One
medical man exhibited biscuits made of hay-
meal and biscuits made of straw-meal ; and we
can ourselves easily see any day meal made of

Rice husks, which, being literally straw cut and
dry, is a great temptation to the dealers in
" cattle food " to mill it into meal, adding, as

cookery-books direct, flavour and seasoning to

suit the taste of the market. Once the hay or

straw or husk has been subjected to the tritu-

rating process we have the power of mixing
various articles with it that could not otherwise

be done, such as aromatic seeds, salt, linseed

jelly, &c., according to the purposes for which
the cattle are kept. By the use of roots in

winter, and of grass in summer, cows giving
milk, and cattle put up to fatten, are often kept
in a state of chronic looseness for months,
whilst the store beasts in the straw-yard, on the
contrary, suffer from constipation all the winter
long, with their dry hair standing on end, waiting
for the grass to grow once more, when their

bowels, too, shall be loosened, and kept so for six

months at the least. Common sense cries aloud
that all this is wrong ; but what is to be done ?

—

the cow must eat grass and gather it for herself,

short or long, young or old, wet or dry, for the
farmer has no alternative. It is truly a case of
" Hobson's choice." "It was always so in old

times," he would say ;
" and see what cattle they

reared." True ; but at what cost ? Who would
now give whole Turnips to cattle in frosty weather
in the unthawed state, just as they come from
the field, and nothing else, for them to get fat

upon ? We do not always know what is practised

by bad farmers, but this we do know was done
by our best men—the crack farmers of the North
of Scotland, whose practice has often been
held up for our imitation.

Were straw reduced to meal, how easy would
it be to give that, and with that any other condi-
ment to correct the looseness so common with
cattle on very young grass in early summer as
well as on roots in winter. Surely the straw, or

culm of all the corn plants on the farm, may be
turned to better account than to be trodden under
foot as it is, or given to beasts tied up by the
neck to a stake, until, driven by hunger, they are
but too glad to eat whatever comes within
their reach, ^^'hen the dung of the hay-fed
horse in summer has been dried and scattered
about, we find it composed of hay in lengths of
about half an inch, and the shape and substance
of split hay still remaining

;
part of this fodder,

therefore, has filled the stomach but has not been
reduced from its original state for want of
grinding, owing to the horse not being
a ruminating animal. The cab horses on
the stands, with a nose-bag containing
cut hay and straw, with Maize or Indian Corn,
may be taken as a sample of the most heartless

stupidity, for the horse is expected to grind this

hay, straw and hard corn to pulp, and that with a
bridle-bit of iron in his mouth. We know that
in the feeding of plants tlie sponge-like process
(spongioles) can admit nothing that does not
take the form of a liquid containing nothing
larger than an impalpable powder ; and in this

the tree and the tiny herb are alike, for they are
all sucklings, drawing their supplies in this way
from the bosom of Mother Earth, not in crude
lumps, but finely milled as the dew that falls on
their foliage ; and as the herbivorous animals for

the most part merely reconstruct the atoms of

the vegetaljle kingdom on which they feed, there

is ever}' reason to believe that what is not in fine

powder already, or can easily be made so, will

be rejected, as we see it is done by the horse.

That marvellous agent, fermentation, so power-
ful in destroying as well as setting up, proceeds

^

but slowly when the paiticlcs of matter lie wide
apart ; but let it have fine powder, and moisture,

and warmth, and it will reconstruct rapidly. If

we go one step further back still, it may not be
too much to affirm that the great success of the

sewage system is owing to the way that decoc-
tions are served up to the plants by means of the

watery agent, giving them just the milk imme-
diately available to build up tissue, whereas all

dry substances, however rich in themselves, lack

water before the spongioles can take them up. F.

At M.irk Lane on Monday a small supply of

Wheat sold at about 3J. per qr. under previous week's
rates. On Wednesday the demand was inactive, and
prices stationary. In the Cattle Market on Monday
a supply of inferior quality beasts enhanced the prices

of choicer kinds; on Thursday prices generally im-

proved.——Wool greatly depressed ; several failures

reported.

In the absence of the published official returns

of the Oxford .Showyard and its visitors, we give the

following :—Monday, July 11, by payment of 5^-. each,

34; season tickets, 370. Tuesday, 12th, 5j-., 68;
tickets, 375. Wednesday, 13th, 5^-., 182 ; tickets,

578. Thursday, 14th, 5j., 140; tickets, 470. Friday,

15th, 5^., iiS; tickets, 507. Saturday, i6th, 5^., 83;
tickets, 470. Monday, iSth, 5^-., 1809 ; tickets, 1004.

Tuesday, 19th, 2J. 6<i'., 8409; tickets, 864. Wednesday,
20th, 2j. 6a'., 9209 ; tickets, 760. Thm-sday, 2Ist, \s.,

33,580;- tickets, 548. Friday, 22d, Is., 18,423;
tickets, 423.—Total by payments, 72,053 ; by season

tickets, 6364 ; grand total of visitors, 78,417.

The Highland Society's annual show, held at

Dumfries during the past week, and reported in

another page, is interesting, as being the scene, 33 years

ago, of one of the earliest attempts to apply steam
power to cultivation. It was in 1S37 that Heath-
cote's steam-plough fii-st inserted its coulter in Scottish

soil. About two months before, the engine and all the

other machinery pertaining to the plough had been

landed at Glencaple Quay, and thence transported to

the fann of Grain, parish of Carlavarock, which forms

part of the extensive swamp well known by the name
of Lochar Moss. This spot was selected by the com-
mittee in compliment to the liberality of the proprietor

(Mr. Paterson, of Mousewald) in subscribing for the

bringing of the plough, and also from the adaptation of

the land, as being situated at a convenient distance

from Dumfries—six miles. Mr. Parkes {the engineer),

Mr. Heathcote (the inventor), and three English

ploughmen were present. After several trials, it is

understood that the plough stuck in the moss, where it

remauis, so says a Glasgow contemporary, till this day.

The Society has visited Dumfries previously—in 1845
and i860.

The present suffering time for village com-
munities is a good one for dwelling upon the positive

necessity of compulsory action for sanitary improve-

ments. At this moment the poor labourer is paying

for water by the pail, in very many villages ; and, if

the drought continues, with increasing heat, there will

soon be no water to be got for love or money in some
places. We cannot do better, at such a time, than

refer to Mr. BAILEY Denton's valuable paper on

"Sanitary Village Economy," in the "Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society." It goes fully into
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water supply, and we commend it to special notice just

now, because it is the only treatise that has attempted

to go to the root of present village wants.

A joint committee of the Central Chamber of

Agriculture and the International Decimal Association

liave agreed upon a report in which the following

recommendations are made ;

—

" I. That, in the opinion of this committee, it is de-

sirable that the Government should be requested to act

upon the recommendations of the Standards Commis-
sioners in their second and third reports, by legislating,

witli the least practicable delay, in reference to the intro-

duction of the metric weights and measures in this country,

and facilitating their use by making proper arrangements
for the legal verification and stamping of such weights and
measures.

" 2. That the Chambers of Agriculture and the Cham-
bers of Commerce be recommended to petition the Legis-

lature to pass, with the least practicable delay, such enact-

ments as will establish the kilogram with its decimal mul-
tiples and divisions as the standard unit of weight in lieu

of the present pound avoirdupois and other imperial and
customary weights.

" 3. That, in the opinion of your committee, the use of

such standard weights should be made compulsory within

a definite time ; and, thenceforth, contracts made by any
other weights should be invalid.

"4. That, although the Central Chamber of Agricul-
ture has recommended that grain should be sold by the

'cental ' of 100 lb., which is in use at Liverpool, yet, as
your committee find the general average weight of a sack
of the different kinds of grain to be about 224 lb. , or the
tenth part of a ton, they are of opinion that it would
be desirable to substitute for the 'cental' a weight of
100 kilogrammes {or, in other words, a 'quintal'), which
only differs by a fraction from 220 lb.

"5. That this report be printed, and copies trans-

mitted to all the Chambers of Agriculture and Chambers
of Commerce, to Agricultural Societies, Farmers' Clubs,
and Municipal Councils, with the request that they will

circulate the same, and consider the recommendations of
this committee at their earliest convenience.

(Signed) "FORTESCUE, Chairman."
"July 6, 1870,"

A practical farmer from the neighbourhood of
Wisbeach thus speaks of the distribution of artificial

manure by the use of the water-drill :

—

" I have this year drilled over 200 acres of Oats,
Mustard, Barley, Mangels and Kohl Rabi, and Rape or
Cole seed, &c., with one of these machines (by Reeves, of
Stratton—Chandler's patent), and I find that the addition
of the water to the manure considerably hastens the
germination of the seed, and forces fonvard its growth,
thus giving the young plant a better chance of with-
standing the attacks of insects or unpropitious weather

;

nor is the extra labour required for working a water-drill

of any great amount, at least in this neighbourhood, as
one man has ample time to keep a large tub filled with
water on the headland ready for replenishing the drill

when required, and the manure which I use needs no
sifting, being prepared expressly for me tor use with a
water-drill. As water is always ready to hand in this

district, in the drains and ditches which divide the fields,

the only drawback which I think can be brought forward
to prevent the universal adoption of these implements is,

that should dry weather precede and follow the process of
sowmg, the seed is germinated by the water used, and
then dies from lack of further moisture to carry it on ; but
this is never experienced in the spring, and seldom in our
damp Isle of Ely, even in the season (June and July)
for sowing Cole seed. The construction of the drill is so
simple, that an ordinary labourer can easily understand
the working of it, and the manure may be as equally
distributed as the seed. I usually sow from 8 to 10 acres
a-day,'with a drill of 6J feet between the]wheels, which is a
fair day's work for three horses."

The Galega officinalis, false Indigo, or Goat's
Rue, which formerly had a bad character in France, is

cominginto favour as a forage-plant. M. Martinet, \vho
has written a pamphlet on the subject, says the Galega
has proved valuable as a forage crop, evenwhere Trefoil,

Lucerne, and Cinquefoil refused to grow, and that is a
milk-producing and fertile plant. Galega succeeds in

almost all conditions of climate and soil, but best of all

in light ground, when the latter is well manured the
results are excellent ; one necessity of the plant is the cal-

careous element, carbonate of lime, forming 32 per cent.,

and phosphate of lime, iS per cent, in the ashes of the
plant. The nutritive value of Galega is asserted to be
very great ; the amount of azote, however, renders it

necessary to give it with caution to cattle, but it con-
tains no injurious principle whatever. Cows fed with
Galega are said to give 50 per cent, more milk than
those fed on ordinary grasses. The plant may be sown
at almost all seasons, bift February, March, and April
aVe the best months ; the quantity of seed is given
at from 171b. to 251b. per acre. The average for

five or six cuttings is from 45 to 60 tons per hec-

tare, equal to 24 acres of green food, representing

10 to 15 tons when dry. M. Martinet adds that

the stalks of Galega yield excellent fibre fol- paper-
making.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATl'LE.

Press of matter, consequent upon the Oxford show,
must be our excuse for not having sooner mentioned the

result of Mr. T. T. Drake's sale at Shardeloes, conducted
by Mr. Strafford, on the 15th inst. The drought had
been peculiarly severe in the locality of this herd,

insomuch that for a long period the cattle required to

be fed on hay. The character of the season no doubt
exerted a depressing effect on buyers, resulting in a

low average. Vcstris $th^ by LirciFER, and of the

Aylesby " Meadow Flower " family, was bought by
Mr. Heanley for 25 gs. ; and other well-bred

representatives of the same tribe only made
prices which we should expect to see at any
time realised by ordinary dairy cattle. The de-

scendants of Mr. Torr's Clhiiax, by Mr. Booth's
Vanguard {10,994), scarcely fared better, and the

Madrigals also, of Aylesby origin, and tracing back
to Vanguard, were sold at low prices, considering

their breeding. The highest figure was given for a
member of this last strain, Madrigal 18M, which was
secured by Mr. Thornton for 63 gs. Madrigal \ith

became Mr. Heanley's property at 31 gs. Madrigal I'jth

was bought by Mr. Cox for 34 gs. Aleadcno Fhnvcr by
Wizard (25,468) made 37 gs., and went into Mr.
Thornton's hands. L^lia 8M, by Mainprize (22,260),

was sold to Mr. Uunn for 40 gs. ; and lastly,

among the bulls, Wizard (25,468), by 7TH Grand
Duke (19,877), and of the Aylesby "Water Witch"
family, only made 28 gs. ; and his son. Valorous,
of the " Vestris " family, was knocked down to Mr.
Arabia for 40 gs. The remaining animals were dis-

posed of at prices varying from 1 8 to 30 gs. The
average over the 57 head of cattle sold was £2^ is. •

49 cows and heifers made £20^ ijs., and eight bulls

;^I9 ii.r. id. each, giving a grand total of £1^2 ys.

May we be permitted to draw a lesson from this

result ? It seems to point to the fact that the present

state of feeling in the Shorthorn world is against mix-

ing the two great rival factions of the race. Pure

Booth, pure Bates, pure Knightley, all bring large

prices, but mixtures are made with peril.

The principal events in the cattle sales of this

country, within the last week or two, have been con-

nected with Mr. Cochrane's purchases. Last week
we mentioned the startling prices he had just given

for Wetherby and Warlaby animals. From Ivil-

lerby the same spirited buyer has purchased Zady
of the Lake, by Knight ErR-\NT (18,154), and
of the "Hecuba"' tribe ; Queen of Beauty ^ by the same
bull, and from Queen of the Glen, by Velasco ; and
lairy Gem, by K.C.B. (26,492), a yearling. The
first named cow, now eight years old, was bought for

500 gs., and the latter two animals, respectively two
years and one year old, were sold for a similar sum,

Further, Mr. Cochrane secured from the same herd

Milliner^ by Brigade Major (21,312), and from M:
Sergeantson's Lady Percy. At Braithwaite the same
purchaser secured Booth's Marksman, a bull calf

{ten months old), by Booth's Kinsman (25,658),

from a "Sutler" cow ; and Rosa Louisa, by Royal
Booth (22,772), and out of Rosa Sybilla, by Baron
Booth {21,212).

The following note relates to Captain Gunter's

sale of two Duchess yearlings, announced last

Saturday:— "Captain Gunter has just sold to Mr.
Cochrane, of Compton, Canada, Duchess loi and
Duchess 103, for 1000 gs. and 1500 gs. respectively:

one, from Duchess 84, for which Mr. Belts offered

1000 gs., and the other from Duchess 92, which is

also dam of the last 1000 gs. heifer two years

ago. She is due to calve again on Sunday next
;

large sum has been refused for her, offered by M;
Cochrane. The two yearlings are both by 4TH DuKE
OF Thorndale. Duchess loi is just the original

Duchess colour, and the other a Bates roan.

We translate the following remarks from MM.
Mole and Gazot's work on cattle :

—

" The term aptitude is used with reference to an organic

and functional disposition, in virtue of which the animal
endowed with it is especially fitted for particular employ-
ments, destinations, or products, rather than to any other.

Between conformation and aptitude there is at once a
connection and a close correlation, for the correspondence
is reciprocal between principle and consequence. Both
are acquired and become fixed by descent, aided by food

and what may be called education. It is here that the

influence of man shows itself paramount over the animal
organism, for such aptitudes change more or less accord-

ing to the wish of the master mind. The ox tribe offers

the most remarkable proofs of the above remarks. From
his origin, towards the domestic condition it contained in

a latent condition, if one may so speak, the three facul-

ties which make it valuable—work, secretion ot milk,

and production of meat—in a degree more or less

advanced, or more or less latent. Each individual

considered separately presents to the obser\'er certain

signs of its special natural disposition ; one can sustain

fatigue for a long period, another gives abundance of

milk, a third shows an aptitude to lay on fliesh and
to become fat. Thus there are special aptitudes adapted
to the temperaments of each. In cultivating these special

aptitudes they have been developed to a high degree, and
in the course of time, and through great care, have almost
reached perfection, and become hereditary. This spe-

cialty is the result arrived at. The original inclination

existed as a simple organic tendency : it is now a large

and transmissable aptitude, a valuable attribute of a

race. According as the faculty is developed the con-
formation is modified * *" * *. The working ox should

be rough and powerful, but he will not distinguish him-
self in the shambles. The milk cow only lives for

the secretion of milk ; she labours without ceasing

towards that end, and if she is not allowed suffi-

cient materials to elaborate she feeds upon herself,

and gives her own substance. The stall-fed beast, of

lazy nature, unadapted for work or for yielding milk,

exclusively for the increase of her own body,
and strives to surpass all others in fatness. She will be
valuable at the slaughterhouse, but there alone will she
excel.

"

These various aptitudes are not found developed in a
high degree in one and the same animal. It is upon
this general principle that these authors argue against

the wisdom of attemptmg to develope more than one

of these aptitudes in a race of cattle. Whatever is

gained by increasing the secretion of milk, for instance,

is lost in the inclination to develope flesh ; and, again,

the encouragement of a disposition to withstand the

hardships of toil is followed with a diminution of both

the other valuable qualities.

SHEEP.

We are just entering on the season of ram sales, and
advertising columns are filled with notices of auctions

for this and the following weeks. Mr. W. G. Preece

calls attention to numerous important sales of Shrop-

shires ,* the Leicester men invite the inspection of their

friends ; Mr. Straflford announces the Buckland sale of

Southdowns for the iSth inst. ; and the auctioneers of

the Cotswold district have published the days on which
the most important Hill sales are to take place.

Never, perhaps, have ram breeders had a more difficult

season to contend against, and yet, judging from many
sheep we have lately seen, they have triumphed over their

difficulties in a surprising manner ; and we may expect

to see the same grand size and thoroughly covered backs
and ribs which we have met with on former occasions.

The means by which these indefatigable ram breeders

succeed in contending against an unpropitious season are

worthy of notice, and may be summed up in few words
—constant care from birth, and, during the present

scorching summer, shelter, water (in moderation), and
a supply of Cabbages, Vetches, cake and corn.

We have received a very interesting series of

photographs of sheep from Mr. Milton Druce. Sheep
look better in photographs than cattle, and the

granular surface of the wool shows out to gi'eat advan-

tage. The 3d prize ram in the class of old Oxford

rams at the late Royal meeting, is well depicted in

different positions, but all showing his wonderful

breast and width through from blade to blade. This

sheep was 2d at Southampton, and 3d at Manchester

last year. There is also a very taking likeness of one
of the 2d prize pen of ewes exhibited at Oxford,

showing her to be a sheep of no ordinary merit.

There is an evident hitch regarding disqualifica-

tion for prizes, on the ground of shearing. Mr. Milton

Druce is disqualified at Taunton, and the same sheep

are passed at Oxford. Another breeder is passed at

Taunton, and disqualified at Oxford. This points to

an indefiniteness of standard likely to be attended with

mischievous results, and something ought to be done to

set the matter right. Either inspection should cease

altogether, and the length of wool should be left

entirely as a private consideration for the judges—an

alternative wc by no means approve,—or an affidavit,

properly and satisfactorily signed, should witness to

the very day upon which the sheep exhibited were

shorn, as well as to the manner in which the opera-

tion was performed.

POULTRY.
Mr. Editor, will you allow me, through your valu-

able Journal, to ask Mr. Mechi what are the kinds of

fowls he keeps that will not do injury to com seed

when first sown, and to the crops when ripening? I

think I remember that Mr. Mechi has published that

he had about 300 fowls, which had free access to his

fields of corn, and which join his homestead, and yet

that they do his crops no injury. I, myself, have about

a third of that quantity, and these do our crops so

much injury, scratching up the seed in dry weather

when first sown, and pulling down and eating and
trampling upon very much as it is ripening, that I have

no doubt when the fields adjoining our homestead are

in Wheat or Barley that the fowls destroy nearly or

quite an acre each year ; and this annoys my husband

so much that he is continually grumbling, and threatens

to shoot the whole of them, which I am unwilling he
should. I have consulted my neighbours, and one

showed me a field of Rye-grass and Clover which was
near his premises, and from it, to the extent of full

an acre or more, the fowls had picked out every blade

of the Clover, and so far ruined the crop. I then

went to another neighbour, and he replied, "Fowls,
fowls !—I wish the d— 1 had them all ; they have posi-

tively spoiled me more than an acre of Wheat, for what
they do not eat they pull down and trample upon and
entirely spoil." I then went to another neighbour,

who always, after his corn is sown and as it is ripening,

shuts up his fowls in a barn ; but here a great nuisance

occurs, for this neighbour holds religious meetings in

the barn into which he shuts his fowls, and the conse-

quence is that whenever 1 and my family go to the

meetings—my husband never goes—we are always for

some time afterwards tormented with fleas. I ask,

therefore, Mr. Mechi to be so kind as to inform me
and the public, what kind of fowls he keeps which

will not eat and trample down his corn ? or whether he

has any secret method for instructing them not to do

so ; and if so, 1 should be greatly obliged to him if he

would publish it in the Agricultural Gazette. M. C,

July iS.
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OF COTTAGE BUILDING.
ubject are taken from the work

farms, published by Messrs.

e to thank for the use of the

[The following notes on this j

on the Prince Consort"?

Longmans, whom we ha^
engravings.]

The drawings in the following columns represent a

house containing sufficient accommodation for four

families, which was erected by H.R.H. the Prince

Albert, near the Great Exhibition building of 1851, as

tected central open staircase, with the connecting

gallery on the first floor, formed of slate, and sheltered

from the weather by the continuation of the main roof,

which also screens the entrances to the dwellings. The
four tenements are arranged on precisely the same plan,

two on each floor. The entrance is through a small

lobby ((?), lighted from the upper part of the door.

The living room (/'), has a superficial area of about

150 feet, with a closet on one side of the fireplace, to

which warm air may be introduced from the back of

its separate access, and a wmdow into the open air ;

two have fireplaces.

The children's bed-rooms (r, d) contain 50 feet super-

ficial each ; and, opening out of the living-room, an

opportunity is afforded for the exercise of parental

watchfulness, without the unwholesome crowding of

the living-room, by its use as a sleeping apartment.

The parents' bed-room, with a superficial area of

about 100 feet, is entered througli the scullery—an

PLAN OF UPPER FLOOR

GROUND PLAN

Figs. 193, 194.—the model cottages of 1S51.

an illustration of the kind of accommodation which a
|

the range. Over the fireplace is an iron rod for arrangement in many respects preferable to a direct

family required—and of the means by which it might hanging pictures ; and on the opposite side of the approach from the living-room, particularly in case of

be compendiously and economically provided.
j

rooin a shelf is carried above the doors, with a rail sickness. The recess in this room provides a closet fur

As stated in a jiamphlet issued by the Labourers' j
fixed between them. linen. In each of the bed-rooms a shelf is carried over

Friend Society, his Royal Highness had this building , The scullery (/) is fitted up with a sink (/'), beneath the door, with a rail fixed beneath it.

Figs. 195, 196.

—

brickfield cottages, osborne estate.

raised on his own account, with the desire of convey- '

ing practical information calculated to promote the
much-needed improvement of the dwellings of the

working classes, and also with the hope of stimulating

visitors to the Exhibition, whose position and circum-
stances might enable them to carry out similar under-
takings.

Jn its general an'angement the building (figs. 193, 194)
is adapted for the occupation of four families, of the class

of manufacturing operatives who reside in towns, or in

their immediate vicinity. The most prominent pecu-

liarity of the design is that of the receding and pro-

which is a coal-bin of slate ; a plate-rack at one end,

drained by a slate slab into the sink, covers the

entrance to the dust-shaft, which is enclosed by a

balanced self-acting iron door. The dust-shaft leads

into a closed depository under the stairs, and has a

ventilating flue, carried up above the roof. The meat-

safe is ventilated through the hollow brickwork, and
shelves are fixed over the doors. A dresser-flap may
be fixed against the partition.

The sleeping apartments (r, (/, and c) being three in

number, provide for that separation, which, with a

family, is so essential to morality and decency. Each has

The same pipes which carry away the rain-water

from the roof serve for the use of the closets {g).

The peculiarities of the building in respect of con-

stnictive arrangement, are the exclusive use of hollow

bricks for the walls and partitions (excepting the foun-

dations, which are of ordinai7 brickwork), and the

entire absence of timber in the floors and roof, which

are formed with flat arches of hollow brickwork, rising

from 8 to 9 inches, set in cement, and tied in by

wrought iron rods connected with cast-iron springers,

which rest on the external walls, and bind the whole

structure together ; the building is thus rendered fire-
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nroof and much less liable to decay than those of I
(threefold) antl Alverstone (double) cottages respec on the ground floor, and the bed-room. (,/) w,th cup-

odhiarv con mcton The roof-arching, which is lively. It will be seen that, better than the plan board (.), on the uppe.-tloor. I here erence lettersm both

leveUed wUh concrete and covered w th patent on which the model cottages of 1S51 were built, these
|

the plans, w>th the scale, su l.ciently md.cale the nature

Smc ava se"ure the upper rooms from the have provided a kitchen and a living-room in addition and extent of the accommodation afforded. It ,s ouly

Fig. 197.—.vlversto.ne double cott.\ge. Fig. 198.

—

tradesman's cott.vge at abergeldie.

liability to changes of temperature to which apartrnents

next the roof are generally subiect, and the transmission

of sound, as well as the percolation of moisture, so

common through ordinary floors, is effectually impeded

by the hollow-brick arched floors.

The external and main internal walls

are of patent bonded brickwork, which
has the important advantages of securing

dryness and warmth, with economy of

construction : and another great benefit

arising from the use of hollow bricks is,

that where they are laid double, in

parallel courses, without headers, as in

the patent bonded brickwork, the internal

face of the wall is sufficiently smooth to

render plastering unnecessary.

The advantages afforded by the use of

hollow bricks in securing an effective

system of insensible ventilation, deserves

particular notice.* Fresh air is admitted
from any suitable point of the exterior of

the building to a chamber at the back of

the living-room fireplace, and, being
warmed there, it may be conducted to

any convenient place of exit above the

level at which the fresh air is admitted.
Vitiated air may be conveyed either into

the chimney flue, or to any other suitable

place of exit through the upper wall
courses.

The mode of fire-proof construction,

and the general arrangement of the
fittings of Prince Albert's model cottage,

have since been used in the model houses
built by the Society for Improving the
Condition of the Labouring Classes,

under the direction of Henry Roberts,
Esq., F.S.A., who has acted as their

honorary architect.

This model house was removed at

the close of the Exhibition, and it has
been since rebuilt in Kennington new park, Surrey, i*

The following are references to index letters in the
plan on opposite page (figs. 193 and 194 :

—

a, porch ;

li, living-room ; c, d, children's bedroom ; <•, principal
bedroom

; /, scullery,

containing — /', sink,

plate-rack, /", meat-safe,

&c. ; g, water-closet.

(Experience proves that

the closet should always
be in an out-house, never
in the house itself.

)

We have given thus,

in some detail, an account
of the first specimen of
cottage-building in which
the Prince Consort par-
ticularly interested him-
self. We have yet to
describe the improve-
ments in respect of the
cottage accommodation
which he directed on his

estates at Osborne and
Balmoral.
The drawings (figs.

195 and 196) represent blocks of cottages erected
on the Osborne estate — the so-called Brickfield

to three bedrooms. The plan of the Brickfield cottages

—a block of three—seems to us to unite ample accom-

modation with great elegance of elevat ion. The designs

are by Mr. Mann, the architect on the estate. The

GROUND PLAN

SC^Lf l=t±d

Fig. 199.—PLAN OF ABERGELDIE COTTAGE.

necessary to add that the rents charged vary from

\s. bJ. to 2s. bd. weekly—that throughout all the

cottages the system of double external walls is adopted ;

the full width of 154 inches being made up of 9 inches

and 4J inches respectively, with a sepa-

rating interval of two inches, adding

greatly to both warmth and dryness.

Mr. Chadwick, C.B., informs us that

the death-rate on the Osborne estate

amongst the labouring classes is only 12

in loco, the rate for the whole kingdom

being 23 in 1000, and that of the best

rural districts known elsewhere being

about 17. There can be no doubt that

the reduced rate at Osborne has been

due to the intelligent attention paid to

the sanitary condition of the cottages.

"It may be said," adds Mr. Chadwick,

"that if all the cottage property in the

United Kingdom were maintained in

the same condition as that of Her
Majesty and H.R.H. the Prince Con-

sort, the death-rate would be reduced

more than one-third, or nearly one-half.

It would be as if every third year there

were a jubilee, and there was no sickness

and no deaths."

To these illustrations we add others

of the cottages erected at Balmoral. In

figs. 198 and 199 are given elevation

and plan of cottages built for trades-

men, and on p. 394 will be found illus-

trations of cottages for labourers.

The plan (fig. 199) represents the

superior accommodation provided for

the class of small tradesmen on the

Abergeldie estate. In the case of

all these cottages the plans were pre-

pared upon the suggestion of his Royal

Highness, receiving corrections from

his hands during their design, and re-

IFEBT

outhouses, of which a good plan is given in the drawing , ceiving superintendence from him durmg their erection

on the opposite page, provide a common washhouse (a). Moderate rents have been in every case charged- he
^^

•

'

'"
,j,ery ic c), &c., for ! advantage to the estate being considered, not in the

j
direct addition of annual money return, but in the

establishment upon it of a

with separate wood-house (/<), pi

the three cottages respectively.

healthy, well-conditioned

labouring population.

GROUND PLAN

right. rthdei= , ^, — ilion the fact that wiiero hollow
bricks have been used, as at Windsor, difficulty has arisen in
getting at water pipes^ &c., without destroying the bricks; and
that the houses built with them are certainly colder.

t To this short notice of the model cottiges of 1851, we add the

Fig. 200.—PLAN OF DOUBLE COTTAGE.

In the case of the Alverstone double cottage, again, we
have (figs. 197, 200) kitchen («), living-room (A), larder (^),

THE SECOND
PRIZE FARM.
In presenting to our

readers a short report of

Ihe farm to which the

second place in the com-

petition created by Mr.

Mason has been awarded,

it will probably be ex-

pected that a strict com-

p.arison between it and

tlie first prize farm, upon

which we reported last

week, should be made.

It is here, however, that

we feel the difficulty of

our task, and also

account which Mr. Roberts, F.S.A., Honorary Architect to the

Labourers' Friend Society, gives of them in his pamphlet "On
the Essentials of a Healthy Dwelling" (Kidgway). Mr. Roberts

says ;

—

" The Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 having replied

must have been that experienced by the judges in

deciding between the competing farms.^JA^e^hoUenoea-

madefora site, 'that a modeHod?lng-

vithin the design of the Exh^.tion a

^ o^„,..v. was presented to his Royal Highness,

ly e.-cpressed the most lively interest m the project,

to an urgent appl:

memorial on the subj'

who immediately cxpressea tne luusi "^.^'/ ; .,,j "l^

and aTsire that the contemplated model houses should be
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vour to point out some of these difticulties. We have

to compare a large fann of SSo acres with one of 420
acres—the first confessedly a poor land farm, which

might be considered as hjgli rented at 24s. per acre,

while the second is rented at near double that amount.

The first is almost exclusively aral)le, the second mostly

pasture ; the first devoted to sheep and Barley, the

second a dairy as well as arable farm, where 50 cows

are milked ; the first held under a 21 years' lease, the

second from year to year. Again, one farm exhibits

especially good management in certain depart-

ments in which, perhaps, it eclipses its rival,

but at the same time, when that rival is further

examined, good points are discovered wanting in the

other. It is a clear principle, which ought to be kept

in view, that the late competition was between tenants,

and not between landlords. Not that we would go

the length of an eminent authority it was our fortune

to meet with quite recently, and consider that the

tenant who erected any building or made any improve-

ment usually looked upon as landlord's work, should,

so far from being commended, be to a certain extent

disqualified in the competition. Such a verdict is too

harsh, and itiost certainly unpractical. Why has a tenant

possessed of valuable sheep or cattle, each animal pro-

bably valued at a sum far beyond the expense of erecting

shed room—why, we ask, should such a man be looked

upon as foolish for erecting shelter in the form of sheds

in the field or at the homestead? Certainly it ought to

have been done by tlie landlord, but in case the land-

lord refuses, why should not the tenant make a calcula-

tion as to whether it will pay him better to spend a

certain sum in such necessary shelter rather than in

some application to the soil or some extra food?
While, then, we agree with the general principle that

tenants' capital ought to be devoted to what is under-

stood as tenants' improvements, and the stocking of the

farm, we think that circumstances may arise in which
the expenditure of tenants' capital upon what should

liave been done by the landlord may not be altogether

unwise or worthy of deprecation.

Last week we summed up our remarks upon Mrs.

Millington's farm by stating, that in general the crop

was excellent, and the root crop especially worthy of

commendation, while the live stock could not be spoken
of as good, nor the provision for summer sheep keep as

effective. There was also a general want of style, best

understood by contrasting this fann with the best

managed occupations of Norfolk, Lincolnshire, or the

Lolhians. We have now had the pleasure of inspecting

Mr. John Treadwell's farm, and, without further preface,

proceed to chronicle our impressions upon it.

Mr. Treadwell's holding is situated seven miles west
of Aylesbury, and the same distance north-east of

Thame. It lies upon the Winchendoji Hills, on the

west slope of the celebrated Vale of Aylesbury, into

which a portion of it stretches. The form of the farm
is singular, and may be described as a table-land, with

in effecting which it was my
privilege to act for his Royal Highness as honorary architect,

with much personal trouble to the Prinpe, the requisite official

consent of four Government departments was obtained, for placing
the houses in the Cavalry 13arrack yard, opposite to the
Exhibition.

"Amongst the number of visitors to the Prince's model houses,

amounting to upwards of 250,000, many g.ive evidence of their

having duly appreciated the object for which they were placed in

the Lxhibition, viz., the conveyance of practical information,
calculated to promote the much needed improvement of the
dwellings of the working classes, and also the excitement of tho<;e

whose position and circumstances enable them to carry out
similar undertakings, and thus, without pecuniary sacrifice,

permanently to benefit those who are greatly dependent on others
for their home and family comforts. (The point of pecuniary
sacrifice was justly held by H.R. H. to be of primary importance
to the adequate extension of the work. The detailed estimated
cost of the model block of four houses was .£458 5^. 6*^.) The
building was adapted for the occupation of four families of the
class of manufacturing and mechanical operatives who usually
reside in towns, or in their immediate vicinity— those, in fact, by
whose labour the larger portion of the objects in the Exhibition
liad been produced.

" The open staircase and gallery, giving access to the upper-
floor tenements, were prominenl I'mI'ih m :'::.- m- :-,: 'ULiit of
these dwellings, and their sub--.'. ,

^ , ; 1
.".',;;, con-

structed for working people in I'WIi
,

'

I I i;', iKiticc

in Edinburgh, at Liverpool, Kaiu ii-, ii'i.;;;i n, Wnii t, and
other places, as well as in Londi.>ii .un.i un Uitj i_ niiwicui.

"The example which mny. ptrhap^, be pMinicl to in London
; the I ihc pnal ;

a^ fully answering, in a pecuniar^' point of view, is at Cowley Street,

Shadwcll, close to a station on tlic Blackwall Railway, where a
number of miserable dwellings, tenanted by the lowest class of
persons, came by inheritance into the possession of a private
gentleman, W. E. Milliard, Esq., of Gray's Inn. Actuated by
the most philanthropic views, he decided on endeavouring to
improve, not only his own property, but also, by example, the
immediate neighbourhood; and his efforts have been crowned
with signal success. The old dwellings have been replaced by an
entire street of considerable length ; on both sides of which houses
for accommodating in the whole 112 families have been built, on
the general plan of the Prince Consort's Exhibition model houses,
with open staircases, giving access to the upper-floor tenements.
The 28 blocks of four houses cost £487 each ; and, after allowing
for ground-rent and all charges, I can state, on the authority
of the owner, that ' they continue to pay upwards of 6,
in fact nearly 7 per cent, as a nett return on the investment

;

and what,' he adds, 'is perhaps of more consequence, they are
almost constantly let, and are appreciated by the tenants, who,
as a rule, are pretty stationary, and not migratorj', as that class
frequently are.'

"Scarcely any foreigners who visited the Exhibition of
returned without examming the Prince's model houses, and but
few left without carrying back to their several countries some of
the publications bearing on the improvement of the dwellings of
the labouring classes, which were there abundantly distributed!
My own opportunities ofjudging of the effect of this little structure
enable me to say that it gave to the movement an impulse such
it has not received from any other single effort. The descriptive
account of the building was translated into German and published
at Berlin : much of it also appeared in French,"

a downward slope on every side of it. It was spoken
of some years ago by Mr. Love (for this is not the first

time that the "model farm" has been before the

public) as a basin turned upside down in a basin of

larger diameter ; or, in other words, a rounded hill in

a valley which surrounds it on all sides. This pecu-
liarity of form is accompanied with the disadvantage
of a large proportion of bare, easily burnt hill ends,

peculiarly exposed to the evil effects of a long-continued

drought. The fami is 420 acres in extent, 240 acres of

which are permanent pasture. The land may in general

be spoken of as good deep stone brash, butveiy various,

is best seen by the sudden changes in vegetation as

the observer walks over certain fields. Although a

portion of the farm has for many years been occupied

by members of the Treadwell family, the present

tenant has only had possession for five years, and he
holds under the Duke of Marlborough from year to

year. The lease contains an indefinite and unsatis-

factoiy clause, which may be looked upon as a kind of

imperfect tenant-right.

As in the case of Mrs. Millington's farm, it is our
wish to present a general impression of Mr. Treadwell's
management, and afterwards to furnish a few parti-

culars as to details. Farming may be well divided

into attention to crops, to stock, and to a smaller class

of important, but more minute objects of care. Un-
questionably on passing over Mr. Treadwell's farm the

fences will be pronounced weak. Let it be remem-
bered, however, that all gaps are neatly railed ; it

is as living fences, and not as divisions and pro-

tections, that they are deficient. The Thorns are

evidently old, and we would ask how far a tenant

without any lease can be held responsible for this ?

Since it would be the height of folly for Mr. Tread,
well to throw down his old fences and plant new
ones at his o\vn expense, and since such would
be the only way of rectifying this the most
disfiguring feature on his farm, it appears to

us that the condition of the fences sliould not be
marked against it in contrasting it with one held under
lease for 21 years, in which the fences are in somewhat
better order. The first crop we noticed was a very
fine piece of Mangel Wurzel, fully equal to what we
witnessed at Ashgrove Farm. The Swedes are so far a

failure. A nice plant of young Turnips, drilled between
rows of Beans and Peas, which were being removed
on the day of our visit, attests the thrifty character of

the management pursued. The corn crop is everything

that could be wished. One magnificent and impene-
trable crop of Rivett's Wheat struck us as remark-
ably excellent, while the finer Wheats and Barley were
promising in the extreme.

This district has not been in the slightest degi-ee

favoured during the present unpropitious season. We
walked over one small piece of land, for instance, that

had been sown with Oats. These Oals never came up,

and finally it was thought best to plough and sow witli

Rape. Now, in the latter end of July, the Oats have
just made their appearance with the Rape, and give

promise of yielding a piece of nice autumn keep. So
much for the crops. Turning to the live stock, we
found, as above stated, a good stock of 50
dairy cows, which produce butter for the London
market. The herd has long been crossed with
first-rate Shorthorn bulls, and has assumed a
stylish and unifoi-m appearance. Reference to Mr.
Treadwell's private herd book reveals the names of

Chancellor (25,738), Wharfdale Wild Eyes
(27,788), Makmion (22,2SS), Advocate {21,152),
and other good bulls, many of which are of Penrhyn
origin. Marmion, a serviceable and well-bred young
bull, is now being used in the herd. Twenty calves

are weaned annually on skimmed milk, and are early

introduced to an allowance of cake. The greater

number of cows calve in late autumn and winter.

During their first summer the calves receive 1 5 lb. of

cake with grass ; the second winter chaff and a few
pulped roots, or no roots and cake ; the second summer
grass alone ; the third winter straw and 3 lb. of cake,

and about this time, if heifers, they drop their first

calves. The steers are fed off in sheds.

Nine working horses are kept ; in winter they receive
cut food wholly, viz. , straw, with very little hay cut

up, and 2 bushels of Oats each per week ; in summer
they lie out at grass, and have about half a bushel of
Oats each per week, when working hard, no com when
not very busy. The labour costs about ;C70o a year.

The cattle men receive 12s. or ly. per week, and'beer
or milk for breakfast in winter, ^s. or 4^. more in hay-
time and harvest ; the other men, 10s. and iij-. in

winter, more in summer, but all is let by the piece
that will allow of it, and they earn as much as I5J-. or
i6s. in spring, of 'course much more in hay and
harvest-time.

We need hardly say a word on the subject of Mr.
Treadwell's sheep. He has been for so long a success-

ful exhibitor of Oxford Downs, that his flock is known
to every visitor of our great shows. Unfortunately
200 of his 220 ewes were from 4iome. We, however,
had again the pleasure of seeing some of the animals
shown at Oxford, and of seeing 60 magnificent shear-
lings wliich will be sold by auction next Wednes-
day, when the farm will be open to inspection.
Here we saw what we missed at Ashgrove, namely,
the Vetches, the Cabbages, and the sheepfold, the
shelter from the sun, and the usual appliances for

canying sheep on well through the summer. The lambs

were weaned in June ; 220 ewes yield 270 lambs now
alive, and we were told by Mr. Treadwell that he had
been bid /^$ a head for 200 ewes. As an interesting

fact in connection with Oxford Down sheep, we may
mention that in one quite recent year 44S fleeces gave

123 tods, iS lb. of wool; and, we believe, this year

474 fleeces gave 134 tods, 21 lb. of wool.

A remarkably good stock of well-bred Berkshire

pigs is kept to consume the skim milk, the residue

from the butter manufactory. Boars have been pur-

chased from Mr. King Tombs and other breeders, and
as level, thick, well headed pigs it will be difficult to

find a better stock. A few horses are bred for keeping

up the working team of the farm. Poultry does not
appear to evoke the same enthusiastic interest sho-\vn

in the management of the other sections of live stock.

With regard to the rotation of crops, a six course is

followed :— 1st year, roots ; 2d, Barley or Oats ;
3d,

half seed and half broad Clover, about four acres being

reserved for Cabbages ; 4th, Barley or Oats on the

seeds and Wheat on the Clover and Cabbage land ;

5th, Winter and spring Beans and Peas drilled,

16 inches apart, with Turnips drilled between;
6, Wheat after the early, and Barley after the late fed

Turnips. Vetches occupy about one-half of the sixth

or last year's stubbles, and this portion comes in for

Swedes and Turnips. The remaining half is kept
free, and worked for Mangel. This management is

alternated in consecutive rotation, so that Mangel
only comes once in 12 years on the same land.

Five acres of Mangel is also usually taken out

of the 5th or pulse section of the rotation,

and these are dra-\vn for cattle. The cultivation

for roots consists in forking stubbles, after which
a very thick coating of dung is applied. This
is ploughed in with Robinson's subsoiler, an imple-

ment furnished with two following coulters, that

completely break the bottom of the furrow. This
plough is drawn by six horses, and penetrates 10 inches

in depth. The land is thus left for the winter, and in

the spring the cultivator or scufller, and sometimes, as

in the present season, the drag only is used to obtain a
tilth. The Mangel is drilled 16 inches, and the Swedes
22 inches, apart, and are put in with the Bedford drill

without water, ashes, or artificial manure of any kind
whatever ; 10 lb. of Mangel and 3 lb. of Swedes and
Turnips are sown per acre, and only I lb, of see4

when Turnips are sown between Bean or Pea ro\v3.

The fannyard manure is applied to the Mangel and
Vetch land at once from the folds, and any which is

left over is heaped and carted when convenient on to

the permanent pastures or reserved for early Vetches
after harvest.

Considering the size of the farai, a very large amount
of purchased food and home-grown corn is consumed ;

^^1300 per annum is thus expended, ;^8oo of which is

for bought food. It is, however, a singular fact that

no manure is ever bought, either in the form of artificial

or dung, Mr. Treadwell preferring to keep up the

fertility of his land through food consumed rather than

by direct manuring.
Such are a few of the leading facts elicited during a

short and interesting visit to the second prize farm. We
conclude by saying that an excusable defectiveness in

the fences was the one fault we remarked, and that

both stock and crop are everything that we should

desire to see.

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE
CROPS.

Aberdeenshire : Our crops looked very stunted

until about the 1st of this month, when we had a good
deal of rain, which improved their appearance much.
Wheat, of which there is but little grown in this dis-

trict, is of fair length of straw, but generally thin of

plant, and will be under an average. Barley is an
average crop, both as to thickness and length. Oats
are short in straw, thick on the gi^ouncl, but will be
rather under an average. Hay (Rye-grass and Clover)

is above an average. Pastures are getting bare. Tur-
nips are looking well, except on stiff clay soils.

Potatos good generally. A. Cntickshank^ S'Utyton^

Jtily 18.

Bedfordshire : I consider the Wheat crop of this

neighbourhood promising, more than an average.

Barley, Oats, Beans, and Peas about an average. Hay
a failure, and roots, on the contrary, very good,
IVilliam Lavender, Biddenham, July iS.

Bucks : Wheat on strong soils good, on shallow
and gravelly soils bad. Barley certainly muchbelo^y an
average. Oats rather below an average. Beans very
short in straw but fairly podded ; still below average.
Peas good, above an average. Mangel various, but
on an average only two-thirds of a crop. Swedes very
late, and probably only half a crop. Kohl Rabi goodj;
quite an average. Hay the worst crop I ever remember ;

not a quarter of a crop. Pastures still very bare, no
glass at all this season. Potatos not grown as a field

crop. Harvest will begin about August 4. W. G.
Duncan, Bradivell, Stoney Stratford.

Durham ; The Wheat crops in this district will,

I think, yield nearly an average crop. Turnips havp
nearly in all cases to be sown over again, owing to

want of rain. Potatos and Beans will be average.

Hay 30 per cent, below usual yield. Roht. B. Dixon^
Darlington^ yuly iS,
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Essex : When, about a month since, the report of

the crops I sent was read in this neighbourhood and

copied into several provincial papers, there was nearly a

general opinion that the report gave a too favourable

account, but I had not then, nor have I now, a doubt

but tlie opinion I formed was substantially correct.

Indeed, taking the crops in the nggi-egate in my parish

and immediate neighbourhood, I unhesitatingly pro-

nounce them to be very, I may write unusually, fine,

and that tliey will be unusually yielding ones. Most

crops of Wheat and Barley are wonderfully so, and the

Beans and Teas are all good where the ground was
well cultivated and in good condition. Some few crops

of Oats are not so good, but still, I have seen what will

be very fine yielding Oat crops. The Mangels also are

super-excellent, and there were some very heavy Clover

crops. But I wish it to be understood that my reports

refer to my own parish and the neighbouring parishes.

The season having been unusually dry, the com did

not tiller as generally in other years, nor, consequently,

has it run so high as to expend itself by tliickness and

prodiiction of loads of light, puffy, and worthless

straw. And, in referring to straw, I will ob5ei"\'e that

Mr. Smith, of Woolstftn, and others should make this

distinction 1 when they are praising or condemning
straw—that is, as to what kind of straw they mean, for

the value of straw does not consist in its bulk, but in its

weight, unless it has been injured wliilst in the field or

elsewhere, any more than the value of manure does.

But fanners and others write and talk of straw and
manure as if their values were measured by the number
of waggons or carls they will fill ; but there is nearly as

great difference in the real value of both straw and
manure that will fill waggons and carts as there is in

coins that will fill purses,—a distinction, however, that

is but seldom made by writers and talkers. G. IVilkius,

Wix Vkaragc\ Jiear Manningiree, July iS.

The excessive heat and drought hastened the

ripening of the crops. We commenced harvest on the

22d ; nearer the coast they began earlier. Harvest is

now general in Essex. The Wheat and Barley are both

of fine quality, excepting on the hot, dry sands, gravels,

&c. 7. J. Mcr/ii, Tiptree, July 28.

P'iFESHiRE : Wheat, under average. Barley, full

average. Oats, under average. Beans and Peas,

average. Hay, far under average. Potatos, full

average. Turnips, average. John Morton^ Lambide-
thatUy July 20.

Gloucestershire : In this neighbourhood, with

few exceptions, the Wheat crop is looking very well,

and I think may turn out a fair average crop. Barley

on good and well-farmed land, and where sown early,

promises to be a good crop, but where sown late, and
on thin soils, is very poor indeed. Oats are not grown
much in this neighbourhood, but the same remarks as

for Barley will hold good. Peas are an excellent

crop and well-podded, and are now being cut. Beans
are a poor crop, especially winter Beans, which are

very short of straw, and patchy. Clover hay a pretty

good crop, and well got ; but as to English hay, I

never knew a worse crop ; indeed, the crop is all but

a failure. Swedes and Mangels are a good plant, and
looking well, and at present promise fair to be a good
crop. Potatos never looked better, and early kinds
are yielding a good crop. On Lord Ducie's fann we
have cut our Peas, and are busy cutting Oats. All
our crops are good, and as promising as I can desire.

Jo/ui Cobban, Whitfield, Berkeley', July 17.

Hants : We had a considerable number of acres of

Wheat ploughed up in this county in the spring, and
there are still left many acres with less than half a
plant. Of course this must tell against the crop in the

aggregate, with these exceptions the crop promises
fairly, but not for anything beyond an average yield per
acre : it is true the ears are well filled, and the grain

promises to be large, but on close investigation there is

a thinness of bulk even upon the best fields in the

majority of instances. It is veiy rare to meet with a
heavy well planted crop of straw ; hence my conclusion

is, that we shall not realise an average crop of Wheat
in Hampshire on the acreage sown. Early-so\vn
Barley is a fair crop, but is going off prematurely ripe

in very large patches in the best fields, from which the

yield will be lessened, and the quality much injured
;

about half the acreage sown will not yield half a crop of
either com or stiaw. Oats are very unpromising—less

than half the usual bulk of straw, and very little more
than half a crop of com. The few winter Oats sown
are the exception, and are a fair crop. We have a
fair plant of Swedes, and some which may yet produce
tolerably good roots if favoured at once by a soaking
rain. Turnips most unpromising. Less than half a

crop of all hay, except Sainfoin, which is about two-
thirds of an average produce, j. T. TiuynaTu, Win-
chester, July 18.

Herts : The Wheat crop on well farmed, cool land
is very good, above average, but on gravelly soils very
bad, much under average. The Barley crop, where
sown early, in well farmed cool land, good ; but on
gravel very bad, even where the land is fanned very
highly. Oats, generally very bad crop, very much
under an average. Peas, about an average. Beans,
very bad crop. The pastures have produced literally

nothing, the low-lying meadows a good crop. The
artificial grasses about half a crop. The Mangel
Wurzel crop varies very much ; where sown early on

land in a good state, generally good, but when so\vn

late, very poor. Swedes generally very unpromising,

likewise white Turnips. Guy Webb, Beaumont Hill,

July 19.

Huntingdon : I think the Wheat in this neigh-

bourhood is a good average crop, or a little above,

except on the gravelly land ; there it will be below
the average. Barley will be about an average, except
on the hot land. Oats are but very little grown, but I

think what few there are are pretty good. Winter
Beans are very thin in plant and very short in straw,

but exceedingly well podded. Spring Beans are short

in straw, and many people complain that they are

badly podded, but I cannot join in the complaint ; I

think they will be a fair yielding crop. Peas about an
average. Hay crop I think the lightest ever known

;

but the root crop has every appearance of being very
good. Harvest will commence about the 2Sth or 29th
inst. Robert Barton, Wigan, St. /z^s, July 20.

With regard to the crops in this county and
district, I would say of Wheat that it presents at

present a most promising appearance. On all the clay

soils it will be considerably over an average crop, the

ears being very large and well set. Of Barley, the

crops vary, those after roots being light, whilst those

after a naked fallow, on clay soils, are very gopd.

Altogether, I consider we shall have an average crop.

Oats are universally a light crop, and below an
average. Of pidse crops. Beans are short in the

straw, but are well podded ; and Peas are an extremely

fine crop—the finest, I think, I have ever seen. All

root crops are now well planted, and growing very

rapidly, and will be a full crop—Kohl Rabi, of which
a great breadth is grown in this county, especially.

The later crops of Potatos promise to be very fine.

Our hay crops have been a total failure, and our

pastures have all along been, and at present are, very
short of keep. Peter Pia-jes, Brampto}i, July 2\.

Kent : The Wheat crop varies so much this year in

this district that there is much difficulty in fonning a

correct opinion as to what the produce will be when
harvested ; in some instances on the same farm, and
even in the same field, there is one-half difference. On
all deep, cool, well-cultivated land the crop will be
abundant ; but on thin soils, chalk, and gi^avel, there

will be a veiy short crop, and I think on the whole of

this district the crop will be below an average. The
same remarks will apply to Barley, but I think Bai'ley

will be more inferior in quality. Our Oats are nearly

all cut, and they are better than were expected ; the

slight rains we had last month improved them much.
Peas are a fair crop, mostly hai"vested ; Beans
are generally very bad. All feed for cattle, sheep, ts:c.,

is very short ; rain is much wanted for all green crops.

We have but few Swedes or Turnips that have planted
well, and those are almost dying for want of rain.

Mangel Wurzel, generally, a good plant, but many
have been attacked within the last week with grub,

similar to those that did so much damage in 1 868.

The prospect before us is by no means cheering, as

food for man and beast must be scarce and dear during
the coming winter. Win. Manser, St. Peter^Sy Thattet,

July 21.

Middlesex: In answer to yours of the i6th, I

may state that the gieat heat and want of rain have
seriously affected all crops in this neighbourhood
except Wheat, winter Oats, and Barley on the best

holding land. Spring Oats are everywhere deficient.

Potatos are still looking well. T, Heivett, Cranford
Park Farm, July 23.

Monmouth : Wheat and Beans will be fully one-
third deficient. Barley and Oats a fair average. Hay
about one-eighth of the usual crop, with the gi'ass fields

very bare. Swedes and Wurzel look promising.
Turnips too young to pronounce upon. Harvest will

be general the first week in August. //. Pride, The
Ctvm, Ahnmouth.

Suffolk : The Wheat round this is looking well,

excepting now and then a piece j the straw is shorter
than usual, but there will be an average crop. The
Barley, generally speaking, is good, short in the straw
but fine ears. Oats, none grown. Beans and Peas are

very short in the straw, but generally well hung with
pods. The Beetroot scarcely half a plant. Turnips
on some farms have come up well, on others a com-
plete failure. Clover very scarce, and grass hay still

more so, but what there is well secured. Potatos very
good, but not many to the root. Sam.- G. Steam,
Brandeston, Wickham Market.

W.\RWICKSHIRE : The hay crop in this locality,

owing to the spring drought, is a complete failure, and
the cattle must suffer much through tlie ensuing winter.

The old saying will be verified as regards tlic Wlieat
crop, "droughtneverbrought dearth in England." Sunie
of the Wheat crops are very thin, but the rain of lune
wonderfully improved them, and the ears are very
large, and give promise of an abundant yield, much
more than last year, which was worse as regards quan-
tity per acre than any season in my remembrance. I

think we have promise of nearly an average crop of
Wheat except on the very light soils, which have
suffered from the drought. Barley has very much
improved also, and the early-planted will be an average
crop. The later-sown Barleys are not good, and I do
not think we shall have an, average crop of this grain.

Winter Beans are almost a failure. Spring Beans are
short on light soils, but well corned on the clay land ;

they are not an average crop. Peas are short, but
promise abundance of com ; many are gathered in.

Seeds, I fear, are killed in many places, from the dry
weather. Mangel Wurzel promises a great crop ; I

never saw it better. There are not many Swedes
planted in this neighbourhood, but what I have seen

promise well. The Pea stubbles are being rapidly

planted with white Turnips, The pastures are still

very brown, and want rain. We shall not have harvest

before the beginning of August. J. Baldiuin, Ludding-
ion, Stratford-on-Avon, Jitly iS.

WiGTONSHiRE : Wheat promises well for a good
crop, with favourable weather till harvest. Oats never

looked better ; in many cases too luxuriant. Barley is

also very good. Hay, a good well-saved crop.

Potatos good, and Turnips very promising ; they grow
rather slowly at first, but are now making rapid

progress. Harvest wWl be fully a fortnight later than
last year ; very little will be cut in August, unless the

weather is very dry and warm. Grass is very abundant,

and Clovers have done remarkably well this year.

A. H. M'Clean, Auchnid, Stranraer, July 18.

Worcestershire : The general report is in favour
of the Wheat crop being good. I have a doubt
respecting it, it having lost stalk so much in the early

part of the season, and being very short in straw and
thin upon the weak land. I do not consider the
winter or spring Beans half a crop. The early Peas
are very good, some of the late ones indifferent. I

may repeat the same respecting the Barley. Oats
good, not many grown in this neighbourhood. The
Potatos are very healthy, but small, from the dry
season. The grass, the worst for many years, will not

average 4 cwt. per acre. J. MatthexL'S, Great Malvern,
July iS.

In my opinion Wheat will be under average ;

the price being low, coupled with a bad yield, a less

breadth was sown, and a portion of that the winter

destroyed, having to be resown with Barley or some
other crop. Oats and Barley, I think, under average.

Beans the worst crop of the year. Peas, not many
grown here, but the few I see seem to have done
better, and possibly may be an average. Also Vetches,

where left for seed, are very well podded. The hay
was a miserable crop, except on water meadows, and
the root crops, unless we get a good soak of rain soon,

will be a very poor crop. I should say harvest will be
general on August i. I have cut one field of spring

sou-n Oats, but shall not have any Wheat ready before

the date named. John Raiulings, Stoke Farm, Ten-
bury, July 20.

Yorkshire : Wheat is average ,* Barley average,

being much improved ; Oats i quarter per acre short

of average ; winter Beans variable, 4 bushels short of

average ; Peas average crop ; Tares about average j

Turnips and Potatos variable, and will be a light crop

;

Barley and Wheat good in quality, and free from any
disease at present. John Clark, Hcssle, Hull.

The Wheat in this neighbourhood is above an
average, and if the present fine weather continue, will

be fine in quality and heavy in weight. Barley is also

very good ; Oats, Beans, and Peas under an average ;

Turnips variable, and if rain does not come quickly

they will be a failure, being in some localities attacked

by the white maggot. Potatos look exceedingly well

and healthy. B. Nicholson, Stitrton Grange, Gci7-fo7ih,

Leeds, July 20.

In answer to yours of the i6th inst, I am glad

to inform you that the late rains have very much bene-

fited all crops in this neighbourhood. The Wheat is

too thin upon the ground to be an average crop.

Barley on strong-bodied soil is an average, but on
light soils only a light crop. Oats considerably under
average ; they seem not to have improved since the

rain in the same way as the Wheat and Barley crops.

Beans a much smaller breadth than usual, and not par-

ticularly well podded. Peas, none grown. Root
crops : Mangels promising ; Potatos very good, so

far ; Turnips for the most part have been resown
twice and thrice—the last sown look the most healthy.

Meadows only one-third of a crop. Pastures quite

burnt up. White Clovers have done well, and still are

promising good keep for sheep. I have noticed this

year an unusual number of small ears half the height of

the main crop, both among Wheat and Barley, and
this, independent of the thinness, must cause a deficiency

of yield. P. Stez'enson, Rainton, Thirsk, July 18. '

HINTS FOR HOT AND DRY
WEA THER.

Live .9/(7(r/\—Having sold our fat beasts, I have
just purchased 20 yearling and nine 2-year Shorthorns.

These, in addition to our usual 200 sheep and lambs,

area fair supply for 170 acres of land, out of which
loo acres are in com. But how are we to keep them
this dry weather, for we have only had one good two
hour's rain in Essex for near five months? I see no

difficulty, so long as our chaff-cutter is at work, giving

us ample supplies of finely cut straw chaff, green Beans,

stems and all, also passed through the chaff-cutter;

Cabbage pulped, malt combs, bran, rape, and cotton

cake ; rock salt in the mangers, and a never-absent

supply of water. We shall add a little taste of Clover,
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second crop, passed througli the chaff-cutter ; and all

these mixed together, with steam and plenty of

straw chaff, flavoured with a little hay chaff if you
have it, it is surprising how much stock can be

kept going. Then comes the question, where do
we put the cattle ? Certainly not in the fields,

but comfortably under an enclosed and slated

shed, with paved floor, the slates lime-washed
with thick gruel-like lime-wash, done by our

labourers. Consequently, instead of the slates being

burning hot they are cold, the white lime reflecting

or throwing off all the heat which would other-

wise be absorbed and transmitted by the slates, to

the animals' great discomfort. The lime must be
applied when first made, and it must be of a thick

gruel-like consistence. No rain will wash it off in

summer, but in winter the frosts will do so, and the

slates will always appear new, because the hot lime-

wash kills all vegetation on the slates. This lime-

washing renders our houses and cottages comfortably
cool. The outside of bricked cottages should also

be lime-washed. There must be ample openings under
Ihe wall-plate, and ventilation in the roof by a long
dependent board, dividing the openings into two
parts ; or have Watson's ventilators in the roof.

There is no place so cool as under a wide-spreading,
well-foliaged tree, but then you are wasting your
manure on the tree, while in the shed it is all saved for

your crops.

By the way, talking of trees and small fields, let me
entreat landowners travelling by rail to keep their eyes

upon every Mangel or Turnip crop, and reflect on their

condition, and on the ruinous loss that the trees occasion
to farmers, especially in such a dry season as the pre-

sent. In the centre of these small and wooded fields

the Mangel look green and healthy ; but as they
approach the sides of the fields they become beautifully

less, until their terminus is nil. The thirsty roots of
the trees and fences extending from 10 to 50 yards

. into the field have taken all the moisture and rendered
useless and unavailable all the costly manure and
cultivation. And all this for what ? A neighbour of
mine threw down a tremendous fence, a real nisper ; I

bought of him two gigantic Oak pollards, minus the
branches, for gate-posts—they must have been at least

two centuries old. I paid him gj-. for the two, the

tops probably brought as much. These robbers had
exercised their calling for centuries, doing a damage
that in its total would be astonishing, injuring alike

landowner and tenant ; for they must have tended,
and always do tend, to prevent that increase of rent

which accompanies progress and improvement. It is

only when these horrid fences have been removed, and
the reclaimed ground planted with a new crop, that one
can appreciate the enormity of the loss of area and of
waste that has been so long inflicted and endured.

I remember finding roots as thick as cart-whips

33 yards away from the fence, and, on tracing them to

their source, found that they belonged to some wretched
little Elms not worth p. (xi. each. It was only by
forking under the ploughed land that we discovered
them ; they impeded the digging, and were robbing
the ordinary farm crops of their food. As a source of
]>rofit we cannot compete with the unrented forests of
Canada in wood growing, and as to the picturesque,
farming is a business or trade, and by the removal of
my neighbour's fences I can take an enlarged view of
agriculture in more senses than one.

My iron wire fences, erected 25 years ago by my
friends, the Garretts, are as good as new for use now,
and much cheaper than insect-and-weed-harbouring
and food-destroying natural fences. My sheep and
lambs are all iron folded, and my experience has
taught me that this is a more satisfactory mode of
feeding the animals and the land than the roaming at

large system.

Ifakr.—l am afraid that sheep are often injured or
retarded by want of water. Nature in fresh green
pastures has taught us that the right proportion of dry
food to water is as one in four of weight. Green grass
contains 75 per cent, of moisture, but when seared or
scorched by a burning drought, such as we now have,
the absence of a proper supply of moisture must be
supplied by water ; when we give cake, malt combs,
bran, cStc, the sheep must have all the water they
choose to drink, or they will cease to eat enough to
fatten them. The Cruelty to Animals Society should
look into some bad cases of this kind. Well may
sheep lose flesh when on "roast meat," as our farmers
call dried grass. My cattle under cover always have
free access to water.

One of the best things I did on this farm was by
draining, from 6 to 10 feet, and thus tapping springs,
to get a permanent supply of some 40 gallons of pure
water per minute. A previous owner of this farm
bored 150 feet in the strong cl.ay and found no water.
The constant flow of pure water from my springs has
been a comfort to the inhabitants along a line of brook
miles below me. Animals, like ourselves, are influenced
in their desire for water according to circumstances,
such as the state of dryness of their food and tempera-
ture of the atmosphere. To compel them to fill them-
selves with succulents. Turnips, containing 90 per cent,
of water, often at a very low temperature, is as unpro-
fitable as to deprive them of a supply of water under
an opposite condition of food.

If animals could speak to us, how often would man

be reproached for a neglect cruel as it is unprofitable.

The water question is becoming a serious one. By
drainage, removal of trees and fences, and by deep
railway cuttings, tunnels, wells, we have rendered our
soil and climate drier and warmer. The consumption of

water by our steam-engines and locomotives is some-
thing amazing. One-horse power of steam evaporates
every hour 6 gallons. The population of London
use 100 millions of gallons daily, which goes into the

river instead of back to the land.

A sagacious friend of mine practises and suggests

a rule by which every cottage or house can be always
naturally supplied with water. The average of British

rainfall is 26 inches, so that a house 10 by 10, with a

roof having a flat area of 100 feet, would receive in

the course of a year 2oS^ cubic feet of water, or

1251 gallons. A tightly built well or underground
tank with a pump in it would receive and store

nearly this quantity provided the roof were properly
guttered and troughed, and some slight deduction
might be allowed on account of evaporation and waste.

Now a roof of 100 feet flat superficial would represent a

house or room only 10 feet square ; when, therefore,

I hear of farmers sending miles after water when they
have an enormous area of roofing which would supply
thepi ten times over with all the water they could
require in a year, I feel that landlords and tenants

should combine to have proper underground tanks to

receive the winter water from the at present un-
troughed roofs, instead of using it to wash away all the

best and most soluble portion of their manure. Let
me entreat my friends on high hills, porous chalk,

dense clays, and light lands, to consider this suggestion,

and especially all owners of cottages. Union infirmary

rates will then be considerably diminished, and we shall

have plenty of water for irrigation and other purposes.

A bricked underground tank can be built and cemented
at a very moderate cost.

By allowing the water to accumulate for a month or

two before you begin to use it, it will prob.ably never
be again empty. In my case the rain-water from my
roof filters through sand, gravel, and a little charcoal.

This is taken out and washed clean about once in two
or three years.

In our Eastern Counties the rainfall only averages-

from i6 to 22 inches. Mr. Hope states that the

sewage of London on the north side only of the Thames
would daily fill a lake of 92 acres 3 feet deep. What
would that be worth this dry weather, or indeed at any
time, on the land ? 7: 7. M.v/ii.

FARM AGREEMENTS AND TENANT
RIGHT.

You will, perhaps, afford me a little space to make
a short reply to the remarks of " G. A. H." (p. 903),
and those of A. Scott (p. 941), on my letter (p. 874)
on the above matter.

If, as "G. A. H." s.iys, 99 landlords out of 100
would agree to the conditions I proposed, provided
the tenant had entered on his farm under the same con-
ditions, I may congratulate myself on having succeeded
in my object as regards the landlords, for the qualifica-

tion which he attaches to the remark is easily disposed
of The tenants may not have entered under the same
or similar conditions, but if not, they must be put into

the same position as if they had done so. The very
act of discussing the question implies that it is thought
a change in many cases should be made, and I cannot
see that in general cases there would be any difficulty

in effecting it. It would be needless and impossible to

state how the change would be made in every case, but
for illustration I will take that in regard to payment for

dung left on the farm.

Now dung on a farm, not paid for by the tenant,

belongs to that farm, or, in other words, to the land-

lord. In order that it may belong to the tenant, that

he may be entitled to payment for it at his removal, he
would simply have to pay the landlord for the dung on
the farm at the beginning of his year when he comes
under this new arrangement. A landlord certainly

could not object to this, to get payment for all the

dung on his estate, which, by existing agreements, does
not belong to thetenants. Neither ought tenants to object

to it, for, although it involves the possession or use of a
little more capital, it would place them at liberty to go on
improving their farms, raising larger crops, and conse-
quently making more manure, with the certainty of

being paid at their removal for the increase in quantity,

and also in quality, for I cannot think that there would
be any justice in having a price fixed for dung, but by
all means let it be paid for according to its quality.

Then, again, the example by which *'G. A. 11." tries

to show the injustice of a tenant being paid for the

dung is an exceptional one, and which should be
provided for in another way ; it is that of a tenant
sowing down land to grass. I did not endeavour to

state all the items that it might be necessary or

desirable to include in a rule for tenant-right, but in

some parts of the country it is the custom to allow an
outgoing tenant as much as £$ an acre for having
sown down land to permanent grass, and this item
should be considered ; but it has always appeared to

me that a full valuation should only be allowed for it

when it has been done with the approval or consent of
the landlord. As paying for the dung on a tenant's

entry to a farm is supported by so good an authority as

Mr. Lawes, and also by the present custom in some

parts of England (Mr. J- L. Fletcher, p. 935) and many
parts of Scotland, and is being adopted in the latter,

where it has not previously been the case, it might be
argued on these grounds alone that it stands
on a sound basis. But I will point out one
other argument in its favour. Much has been said

lately, especially in Scotland, about the evil of letting

farms to tenants with insufficient capital, and the loss

to their creditors should they become insolvent. Now
the having to pay for the dung at entry would be a test

of their capital so far as it goes, and should insolvency
unfortunately occur, their being entitled to payment for

it would assist in paying their debts. The fact is, that

giving the dung to a tenant free is neither more nor
less than the landlord lending him so much capital to

carry on the farm. They may thereby be entitled to
rather more rent for the farms, but it would be much
better, if they incline to have money at interest on the
farms, that they should execute necessary improvements
of a permanent nature, such as buildings, draining, &c.
As to "G. A. H.'s" rem.irk about a tenant entering
on a farm nearly all in grass, and breaking it up, and
getting paid for a large quantity of dung at the end
of his occupation, it is so exceptional a case that it

scarcely deserves notice ; for surely no landlord would
be so stupid as to let such a farm without specifying
conditions as to such land. And if the tenant were
allowed to break it up he ought to pay for the
privilege.

I will now notice the principal restrictions and con-
ditions Laid down by " G. A. H."

1. I will pass this over, the condition is noticed in

my former letter.

2. To oblige the tenant to buy so much lime, super-
phosphate and potash. This is too dogmatic. When
will landlords allow their tenants to be free agents in

selecting the manures suitable for their farming—in

fact, .allow them to use their own brains ? Then and not
till then need they expect to have intelligent and
skilful tenants.

3. To sow every season a certain breath with a mix-
ture of gi'ass seeds and Clovers is not objectionable,
but I think it is preferable to attain the object desirable
in a different way, viz., the tenant being bound not to

take two corn crops successively in the case of light

soil, and to be entitled to an away-going crop of
Wheat, or to half tillages (manure) after green crop
off a portion of the arable lands not exceeding one-
fourth thereof ; as the corn crops are restricted to two-
fourths, and the land sown with Wheat, or left after

green crop, and for which he can receive a valuation to

another fourth, the remaining fourth must either be
sown with seeds, or have been green crop, or bare
fallow, and left without any valuation. Under similar

rule I have always seen the seeds sown, and should
they not plant them, the tenant is at liberty to fallow

or green crop the land.

4. Two successive com crops are only advisable on
heavy soils, and that only in alternate rotations.

5. The condition as to game might work tolerably

well.

6. Does not require any remark, as the reservations

are not specified.

7. For time of entry, Lady Day is certainly prefer-

able to Michaelmas. I think a term between the two
better than Lady Day, for any occupation of the land
which the outgoing tenant can have after February 2
must be detrimental to the incoming tenant, without
any sufficient benefit to the outgoing one.

I will now very shortlynotice oneortwo points referred
to by your correspondent, A. Scott. His suggestion

as to game does not seem such as would give satisfac-

tion ; but, on the contrary, lead to endless contention
about the damages done. The reason is, because it is

impossible to estimate with certainty the damage done
to a crop for six months or so, and which has been
growing and constantly, we may say, repairing the
damage all that time. The only satisfactory solution

of the matter must be some law by which .game, and
especially hares and rabbits, will be kept down to a
limited number. It is of no use for the Government or
any other party to frame a Game Bill, unless this

principle be kept in view. It seems to be rather too
soon to do away with arbitration in settling questions
as to what valuation an outgoing tenant is entitled to,

and to refer it to a court such as that enacted for

Ireland. But a great evil attending arbitration in

England is the employing of licensed valuers, who
often have no sound judgment of such matters. There
ought to be men specially licensed {if licensed valuers

must be employed) for valuing farming matters, and
before obtaining such a license they ought to pass a
rigid examination as to competency and uprightness of

character, y. McK., July 14.

gome Corrtspiikiitf.

The Prize Farm.—The prize so nobly offered by
the High .Sheriff of Oxfordshire for the best-managed
farm within 50 miles of Oxford has been contended for,

and has been won in fair fight by a lady. The gentle-
men selected as judges have acquitted themselves of
their difficult and delicate task in a manner which,
I think, must satisfy not only the public but all the
competitors likewise. I walked over the farm the
day after the prize was awarded. It consists of between
900 and 1000 acres, the whole of which, with the
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exception of 3 acres, is arable land. Having known

the farm intimately some 30 years ago, I could not

fail to be struck with the almost miraculous transforma-

tion it has undergone. On a considerable portion of it

the Bramble, the Brier, and the Fern struggled with

miserable crops of corn for the possession of the soil,

and some acres of it were planted with Fir trees, it

being considered not worth cultivation. Straw, hay, or

anything else that was marketable was sold off. Where
goodly waving crops of grain now grow Gorse faggots

were sold off, to heat the bakers' ovens. In some seasons

the Wheat was carted straight into the yard for dung, on

account of mildew rendering it not worth the threshing.

Since that period, owing, I believe, to the fact that

no tenant could be found for it, the farm was taken in

hand by its noble owner. A good bailiff, with ample

means, in a few years put a new face on it, and it then

commanded a tenant in the husband of the lady who
now so worthily occupies it, but who has been deceased

for some years. This farm is situated in the parish of

Ordley, in Oxfordshire, and through it the turnpike-

road leading from Brackley to Oxford passes. On
nearing it, I could not fail to be struck with a fine

field of Swedes on the left, consisting of 43 acres,

which appeared a full plant, and nearly covered the

ground. On the right was a smaller field still better,

the ground being entirely hidden. The root crop this

year consists of 140 acres, the greater portion of which

are safe ; in fact, the fields I went into were as

luxuriant as Lettuce. Those who complain so much
about the difficulty of growing roots in a dry season

should go and learn the secret how to get a plant at the

Ordley prize farm. I will tell them this much, that

the chief means used are steam cultivation, super-

phosphate, and the water drill. I was shown
a spot in a magnificent crop where the liquid was
stopped for a yard or two. The plants here were
about the size of Cabbage plants as usually pricked

out. Within a few yards thereof I measured a bulb
which was 12 inches in circumference. The root crop

being here reduced to something like a certainty, is

eaten off by sheep (which are of the Lincoln breed),

with a liberal supply of cake or com, and thus a founda-

tion is laid for the com crops which are to succeed.

Knowing, as I do, more or less of nearly every one
of the competing farms, all of which consist of superior

land, and some of them of the finest in England, I

cannot help remarking that Mrs. Millington has won
with the odds greatly against her, and the honour is

thereby greatly enhanced. I hope that she may be
spared many years in good health to cherish her prize,

and the Duke of Marlborough may be justly proud of
having two tenants on his estate who could go in and
win both the first and second prizes offered for the two
best managed farms in a radius of 100 miles. At some
future time I hope to return to and give a more
extended notice of this noteworthy farm. F. IV. B.

The First Prize Farm makes us all look to

see where it is and who its occupant is. Vour report

shows that the farm is at Ordley, and that Mrs. Mill-

ington is its occupier. Some years back Mr. Milling-

ton wrote to me for information as to the use of steam-
power upon his farm, and it now turns out that he and
his wife have been using that power to aid them in the
preparation of their seed-bed for roots, and the results

are shown in their rotation of cropping, viz., ** ist,

roots, principally Swedes and Turnips ; 2d, Barley
;

3d, seeds ; 4th, two-thirds Wheat and one-third Barley,
including a portion of Vetches. Catch crops are
seldom sown, and the Vetches occupy any portion of
the seed land not thought to be in good enough con-
dition to have a com crop." Then according to this

there are upon this farm 400 acres of Wheat and
Barley, excepting the Vetches, and 400 acres of roots

and Clover consumed, with ^1000 to ^1200 of cake,

&c., by sheep and cattle. Now comes the question.
What is the produce of this farm ? The 400 acres of
roots and seeds, with £\fX)0 to £lifXi for cake, are
used upon the farm to make its corn crops productive.

I will give the Vetches in and call it 400 acres of Wheat
and Barley, giving an average produce of 40 bushels
per acre. If this estimate is wrong, Mrs. Millington
can correct me. 400 acres, multiplied by 40 bushels
per acre, gives a total of 16,000 bushels as the com
produce of the farm containing 800 acres arable. Now
divide the 16,000 bushels by 800, and we find that the
average produce of com on "the first prize farm," is

only 20 bushels per acre. In Oxfordshire there are
many poor clay land farms, and I now ask the men who
occupy them what they have been at to allow Mr.,
and now Mrs. Millington to outstrip them in the race
to honour. For 15 years I have been working poor
clay land by steam-power. This clay land of mine,
under horse culture, was worked upon the four-course
system, viz., dead fallow. Wheat, Beans, and Wheat,
mainly, and the produce stood about thus :

—

— or an average of 20 bushels per acre a year. At the end
of my 15 years working by steam-power my produce
stands thus. This poor clay land of mine is all in

Wheat this year, half of it after Beans, and the other
half after Wheat, and there is a produce upon it of
over 40 bushels per acre : that can be seen by any man.

Upon this evidence I say that the Oxfordshire clay

land farmers have been asleep to allow Mrs. Millington

to outrun them. She may well be proud of her posi-

tion upon her poor "stone brash," that must mainly
be improved by the consumption of cake and clean

working, when the poor clay needs little else besides

deep and clean working, a little superphosphate for

Wheat, and that is all. William Smith, IVoolston,

Blctchhy Station, Bucks, July 25.

Farm Agreements.—Under this heading in your
Paper of July 9, A. Scott mentions a farmer north of
Inverness, who, when an outgoing tenant, applied
nitrate of soda to his new grass—"be it told to his

credit," says A. Scott. Well ! in our locahty we
would count it anything but to his credit, and would
look upon it as a trick whereby to obtain an extra

value for his grass at the expense of future years. Such
things are done, no doubt, south of Inverness ; but the

outgoing tenant who does so fully expects to be repaid

in the extra ^-alue he obtains for it, and he deserves

no credit, neither does he obtain it, for so doing.

Land Steiuard, Pitcapk.

Thick and Thin Seeding.—I read with more than
ordinary good humour the letter in your last number
[July 16] under the above heading, and signed "Spec-
tator." Had it but occurred to him to call upon me
he would have learned that the field of Wheat to which

he refers was not " thin-seeded" at all, but drilled with

9 gallons of seed per acre. From circumstances over

which I had no control, this was not done until

January 4. The plants were scarcely up when severe

and long-continued frosts totally upheaved them out of

the ground, and left this field, in common AA-ith many
another field on light land and with an exposed aspect,

apparently without any plants upon it. After doing all

I could in the way of consolidating the soil when the

winter was over, I waited patiently to see if there might

be any plants surviving. It was the 9th of May before

these were sufficiently discernible to enable the men
to commence hoeing, and this was done solely and
avowedly at the time in the expectation of possibly

obtaining half a crop. I should like " Spectator" to

point out anything I have ever written or said, to the

effect that a crop could be expected under such circum-

stances. I have a 28-acre field of Golden Drop Red
Wheat, and a 28-acre field of Chevalier Barley, which
I will show against any two similar fields of equal

extent and not grown from my seed ; and these I

should have been happy to offer for "Spectator's"
scmtiny. So much in merest fair play to myself; and
I will rest content with only adding, in reference to his

observation as to others "following my example," that

half of my present Wheat crop is already sold, in nearly

all cases, to purchasers of former years—gentlemen
who have, after trial made {and in many instances after

years' experience) of my pedigree cereals, found it to

their interest to continue their culti\ation. Frederick

F. HalU'tt, The Manor House, Brighton, July 19.

The Road Steamer.—On Thursday last a some-
what exciting trial took place of Thompson's steam
traction engine, drawing Mr. Gray's {of Glasgow)
4-furrow jilough, working at a depth of 6 inches by 9
inches wide. The ploughs did their work well, but

the frame that united them being too light, and the

steerage very defective, the ploughs could not be

made to follow the engine with regidarity, and the

crooked and irregular work thus told against the traction

engine system. The engine w'as, however, at all times

master of its work, and drew the four furrows at the

rate of 3 miles per hour, with a pressure of 125 lb.

per inch. My opinion, and that of other experienced

lookers-on was, that in practice three horses with a

single plough would have enough to do to work the

same depth and width in the same field ; therefore,

this little engine carried itself over the land, and thus

did the equivalent of at least 10 horses' work, and could

work from dawn to dark, whilst it would require a

relay of horses to accomplish the same work. It

was really a labour of great amusement to follow the

work and catch the remarks of those whose life has been
spent in our present system of traction steam-engines

and modes of cultivation, and observe how the soft and
elastic cushion-like pressure of the wheelsof Thompson's
engine smoothed down their prejudices without quite

crushing them, allowing them, indeed, life enough to

restate all the old arguments and experiences brought
against the Boydell engine, with its self-laying railway,

forgetting that i cwt. of feathers dropped 10 feet

on to a pile would drive it but a little way into

clay, while i cwt. of iron dropped so, would
drive it a long way down—in fact, the soft and
elastic india-rubber tire of these engine wheels gives

them the same grip on loose sand, &;c. , as the foot of the

camel and the elephant, which enables them to travel

alike the sandy desert and the water-worn, mgged,
pebbly beds of mountain streams^ when droughty
summer dries them up into natural roads for the infan-

tile commerce of unsophisticated Man. Let us now
reason a little together about the evil caused by this

8-ton engine going over the soil, compressing and con-

solidating it, much to the deterioration of its fertility.

The wheels are 1 2 inches wide, and three in number,
each pressing on more than iS inches in length, therefore

giving only a pressure of about 28 lb. per inch, while

the foot of an ordinary farm horse gives a pressure of

above 40 lb. per inch, therefore doing greater injury

than this engine. Again, the ordinary farm horses will

weigh about 7 tons, which, when standing, will rest on
about Soo superficial inches, but when in motion will
only be thrown on 400 inches, while the 8 tons of
engine both rest and move upon about 650 superficial

inches ; therefore the light land farmer at least may
hail this as the thing that will suit his purpose best,

inasmuch as it will perform the haulage as well as the

cultivation of his farm, and allow a large proportion of
food used by horses to be used to produce beef, mutton
and wool, and so increase our supply of food and
raiment. L. P.

Welsh Agriculture.— " G. A. H." has turned a

bit crusty with me for asking for the address of men
in Wales who keep cattle upon straw, for, instead of

giving the information, he coldly tells me to "look
around." Well, I have done so. The agricultural

statistics, 186S-9, show that in 1869 there were in

Wales, under all kinds of crops, bare fallow, and
grass, 2,530,639 acres. Of these, 135,562 were in

Wheat, 157,582 in Barley, 252,970 in Oats, 2610 in

Ry^» 3944 ^^ Beans, 3160 in Peas ; green crops,

127,452; bare fallow, 58,786; Clover, &c., 260,899;
permanent pasture, 1,527,534. This shows that three-

fifths of Wales is in permanent pasture. Now, from
my own knowledge and by inquiry, I find that thou-

sands of cattle in Wales have the range of rough
pasture in the day and straw in the yard for night

during a considerable portion of the winter,

therefore this range of rough pasture in the day time is

" G. A. H.'s " " nothing else." In addition to this, I

find that Mr. " G. A. H." has been carrying out in

Wales a reclamation of some unsubdued mountain land

1000 feet above the level of the sea, on which he has

succeeded in growing some straw, but not com, for the

Oats will not come to maturity. Such " straw " surely

would be good food for cattle, and with a good range

on rough grass in the day time it ought to keep them
from getting lousy. Nevertheless, sheep will get the

scab, and cattle will get lousy, even in Wales.
" G. A. H." will see that I have done my best to

"look aroimd," and I do assure him that "when" I

get " the wrong side of the argument " I will " openly

acknowledge myself beaten," but the " when" has not

yet arrived. IVilliam Smith, Woolstojt, Bletchley

Station, Bucks, July 1 6.

Sorgho as Forage.—If the "Sorgho (Sorghum
saccharatum) " or Northern Chinese Sugar-cane, is

identical, as I suppose, with the common Indian Joar,

or Jowar, or Juwaree, I wish to add my testimony to

that in your number of the 2d inst. to its merits as a

forage plant. The stem and leaves are used in India

in many places for cattle and horses. In Scinde I fed

my own horses entirely on this food, and a very small

allowance of pulse, and so I believe did everybody ;

and I have never in any country seen the horses gene-

rally in such health and condition as they were there.

The plant used in India is called in Bombay commonly
loaree or Jowaree (properly Joar), and the name is

rendered in Thompson's Hindoo Dictionary by Sor-

ghum vulgaris, in Shakespear's Hindostanee Dic-

tionory by Indian Millet (Andropogon Sorghum,
Koxb., or Holcus Sorghum). The name given by
Shakespear, Indian Millet, may mislead, for several

very different grains seem to be called Millet, and
Shakespear himself translates Bajree, another Indian

grain, a "kind of Millet (Panicum spicatum, Roxb.)."

In India the Joar grows from 5 to 7 or 8 feet high,

according to soil, season, &c., and the stem is very

sweet to the taste. Horses and cattle are very fond

of it. Alif,

Land Agents.—Let Mr. Wm. Scott go fully into

the question, and he will admit that those clauses

about cropping and sale of straw, &c. , introduced into

agreements by the land-agent are not only childish, but

stumbling-blocks in the way of agricultural improve-

ment. lVillia?n Smith, Woo'ston, Bletchley Station^

Bucks, July 9.

Foreign Correspondence.
New Zealand.—[The following communication

may be of interest to our readers, it has been received

from a person who has resided many years in New
Zealand, who says that it is the colony for the working

steady man, and children are a fortune to him ; the

work is rough, but plenty abounds everywhere.]

" A beggar is never seen, and no one is without plenty

of meat and other necessaries ; many of the labourers

have a horse and pigs. If a man is sober and steady,

nothing can stop his getting on
;
ploughmen are especially

needed, and may depend on getting work immediately.
Persons emigrating had better make up their minds to do
without luxuries, and even many things they consider

necessaries at home, and be content with little furniture,

and that of a common description. All the cottages are

simply weather boarded, roof shingled with wood-like tiles
;

many cottages have only clay chimneys, as bricks are expen-

sive : the cottages usually consist of two rooms and a lean-to

at the back with a sloping roof. Most cottages have

enough land to grow plenty of vegetables, and even

some Wheat. Bread is (id. the 2 lb. loaf ; butter, u. ^d.

per lb. ; milk, 6rf. per quart ; beef, ^. per lb.
;
mutton,

3(/. per lb. ; sugar, ^d. per lb. ; tea, 3J-. per lb. ;
coffee,

2J. per lb. Candles are dear, is. yl. per lb. ; at most

stations they have moulds and make them. A female

servant can obtain ys. or loj. per week for wages. 'I he

climate cannot be surpassed ; e\erything planted thrives.

One of the roughest farmers here has told me that off each
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100 acres he has cropped he has made ^1000 : this was
after the land had been once cropped. Things considered
necessaries in England are quite superfluities in New Zea-
land. A farm here considered in good working order
would be thought at home going to ruin, as everything is

done in a rough way. There are small townships scat'

tered about the colony at which there are post offices

and stores, where you can obtain clothing of evisry

kind, crockery, hardware, groceries.

"At each township are bakers, butchers, blacksmiths,
carpenters, shoemakers, and public-houses. Furniture is

not to be had at the small towns, our nearest place for the
purchase of it is 30 miles off, and we have to pay ^^4 a ton
carriage of it from there. The same kind of clothing is

worn here as in England. Dress and blankets are dearer
here than in England

;
good boots are to be had at 15J.

per pair.

"A common Labourer gets 5J. a day. Machinery is

almost unknown, so all farm work has to be managed in
a primitive way. If a person emigrating had a little

capital, it would be quite worth his while to invest it in
agricultural machines, of strong make, adapted for rough
land, as they must remember after the land has been
cleared Cabbage tree roots, roots of Flax, and pieces of
conglomerated gravel are often found. These implements
would sell at a profit ; farmers want them, but do not like
to order them without seeing them. Saddlery is expen-
sive here

; agricultural seeds and grains would sell well.
It is not desirable to take out English furniture, which,
besides not being generally adapted for colonial use,
Would not pay for the expense of carriage,

"

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
The Oxford Meeting.—The following is a further

report of the sow classes. Thirteen pigs were exhi-
bited in class 98 for breeding sows of a large white
breed. Mr. Mathew Walker, of Stockley Park,
secured the ist place with "Thalia," a remarkably
good animal, and the 2d prize finds its way to the
" Britannia Farms" at Bedford, The class for small
white sows was equally well filled, and besides the
Ist and 2d prizes, respectively taken by Mr. Hatton, of
Addingham, Leeds, and Mr. Peter Eden, Cross Lane,
Manchester, four animals were commended. The
small black sows were only represented by three com-
petitors. The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. T. J.
Stearn, of Brandeslon, Suffolk, for a pig scarcely eijual

in merit to one shown by Mr. Mumford Sexton, which
only received a commendation. Mr, Sexton also
obtained the 2d prize.

There was a wonderful entry of Berkshire sows—33
in all. Following the order of the catalogue, we noticed
two pigs shown by the executors of the late William
I lewer, of.Sevenhampton—good sows, but a bad colour,
approaching to a sort of dun upon the skin, instead of
the rich black of the breed. The Ist prize was carried
off by Mr. Arthur Stuart, of Gloucester, with a pig of
good quality, and Mr. Swanwick took the 2d place
with an exceedingly level, true grown %o\\', " Sally 5,"
by the 2d prize boar "Othello." Mr. H. Humfrey,
although only successful in being commended, showed
two capital sowsj as did also Mr. Chapman Clarke, of
Manor Farm, near Thame, Mr. Parsons, of Klsfield,

Oxford, and Mr; John Spencer, of Villiers Hill,
Kenilworth.

In the class for breeding sows not eligible in the fore-

mentioned classes there was a good entry, in which
IWr. Peter Eden and Mr. R. E. Puckering specially
signalised themselves. Next followed classes 103

—

105, in which the entries were small and names
already mentioned were associated with the Society's
honours. Class 106, for the best three hilts of the
Berkshire breed, was a very interesting one, both for
its excellence and from the beauty of even pigs at that
attractive age. Mr. Swanwick's three hilts, 6 months
3 weeks old, were most properly placed Ist ; and,
indeed, for size and quality it would be difficult to find
their equals. Mr. Fowler, of Broughton, Aylesbury,
made a very good 2d, with three capital hilts of just
the same age as those which received the Isl prize.
M. Heber Humfrey, and Mr. Bailey, of Swindon,
were bath commended. We must also notice the class
in which a prize was offered for the best boar, sow, and
litter. Here Mr. Humfrey was deservedly placed 1st.

Lastly, there was a good entry for the best pair of
Berkshire boars, under 6 months old, and from the
same litter. Mr. Heber Humfrey was again placed
1st, and the executors of the late Mr. Hewer, of
Sevenhampton, hold the reserve nuhiber.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL AT
DUMFRIES.

The annual meeting of the great Society of Scotland
began on Tuesday, and is being held under the most
favourable conditions in respect to situation and wea-
ther. On our passage here, we could not but remark
the great chaiige between the face of the North-west,
and the South and East as something extraordinary.
West Lancashire, Cumberland, Westmoreland, West
Berwickshire, and Dumfriesshire—counties and divi-
sions of counties which have generally been too humid
and accustomed to too much downfall— have this
year been favoured by the small average of rain which
has fallen throughout the kingdom, and, if reports be
accurate, throughout Western Europe. Taking a line
from Accrington to Skipton, northwards to Appleby
and Halt whistle (which is a few miles west of Hexham),
and on to Hawick and Peebles, the country to the west

appears to belong to another climate altogether.
For here the exceptioii is a field of faulty Turnips of
the first sowing, while elsewhere a full first plant is

seldom seen, and most of the late Swedes are small
and weak, or white, or "soft" Turnips have been
substituted. In the moist quarter, too—excepting
where the Wheat is a thin plant from the severity of
the winter and spring frosts—the fields are full of corn,
while "seeds" and hay are abund.ant. So marked,
indeed, is this clifference in regard to feed and hay east

and west of the line named, that bargains are being
made in Cumberland, Westmoreland, Dumfriesshire,
and Berwickshire, to supply the large hay consuming
districts of the coal and iron mines, and relative

industries, in East Northumberland and East Durham.
In the two divisions there is something like a difference
of 30J. to 40J. per ton in the price of grass and Clover
hay. But to return to the showyard.

The Highland and Agricultural Society, like our own
Royal Agricultural Society, has increased greatly in

importance and popularity during the last few years.
As a proof of this, a brief retrospect will be interesting.

The Highland Society is one of the oldest associations
in the kingdom. For .some years, however, it did
not make much progress, but a few brave spirits con-
tinued the even tenor of their way through wars and
ramours of wars, and through evil report and good
report, till they safely came to more peaceful and settled

times. From a recent statement which has been
published by the authorities of the .Society, \

learn^ that in 1822, when the annu,al meeting w
at Edinburgh, there were, to modern eyes, the
ridiculously small collection of 59 cattle, no horses,
eight sheep, and no implements, the prizes awarded
amounting to ^^78. The three following years the
annual meeting was held at Edinburgh, without much
increase in either the prizes offered or the entries
made. Then it went to Glasgow, where the premiums
ran up to ,^186, and 447 entries of live stock. The
next year (1S29) it returned to Edinburgh, when
the live stock fell to 188 ; but in this year there was
an innovation—implements were added—the number
of entries being 1 1 1 After this the Society became
regularly migratory, and met at all the leading towns
of the country, till it went back to Edinurgh m 1842,
three years after our own Royal Society had its first

meeting at Oxford. The following Table of its returns
to Edinburgh at various intervals will be an interesting
key to its rise and progress :—

D.ito.
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mended (minor silver medal) : W. M'Combie, Easter Skene,

Aberdeen.
Sect. ii. Heifers, calved after January i, 1868.—ist, £10, Sir

G. M. Grant, Bart ; 2d, is, and 3d, medium silver medal.

Col. C. Frascr, Castle Fraser. Commended (mmor sdver medal) :

Sir G. M. Grant, Bart.

Sect. 12. Heifers, calved after January i, 1S69.—ist, H,
J. Skinner, Drumin, Eallandalloch : 2d, J(,^, G. Brown, Focha-
bers; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Skinner. Commended (minor

silver medal) ; the Eaxl of Dunmore, Dunmore, Stirling.

Shorthorns.
Sect. 13. Bulls, calved before January i, 1868.—ist, £10,

C. R. Saunders. Nunwick Hall, Penrith ; 2d, ;£io, J. Bruce,

Burnside, Fochabers : 3d. medium silver medal. Sir T. E. Hep-
bum of Smeaton. Il.irt,. Proti.iikirk. Commended (minor silver

mcdall : T. Marshall, H.hvls, .\Tiii.in. Breeder of best Bull (silver

medal) : R. W. Saumltrs. Xiiiunck Hall, Penrith.

Sect. 14. Bulls. ..iKcd .ifttr January i, 1868.—
Bruce, Newton of Struthers. Forres : 2d, £10, R. B:

.£20, R.

NewbyIS, Longniddry ; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Be;

House, Annan.
Sect. 15. Bulls, calved after January 1, i86g.—ist, ;^io,

J. Beattie, Newbie House, Annan ; 2d. £5, J. Bell, Fans,
Earlston ; 3d (medium silver medal), Sir D. Baird of Newbyth,
Bart., Prestonkirk. Commended (minor silver medal) : J. John-
stone, Halleaths, Lochmaben.

ist prize Cows at former shows, exhibited for medium gold
medal.—Edinburgh, 1869, when the property of the present

exhibitor : J. Currie, Halkerston, Gorebridge.

Sect. 16. Cows, of any age.—isl, £15, J. Beattie, Newbie
House, Annan ; 2d, £5, J. Currie, Halkerston, Gorebridge ; 3d,

medium silver medal, W. Lambert, Elvington Hall, Hayden
Bridge, Commended (minor silver medal) : S. Campbell, Kin-
nellar, Blackburn.
Sect. 17. Heifers, calved after January i, 1868.— ist, ;£io,

R. Scott, Manbeen, Elgin ; 2d, £5, J. Beattie, Newbie Hou^e,
Annan

; 3d, medium silver medal, the Duke of Buccleuch and
Qucensberry, K.G., Dalkeith.

. Sect. 18. Heifers, calved after January i, 1869.—ist, ;{|8. Lord
Kinnaird, K.T., Rossie Priory, Inchture ; 2d, £4,.]. Wilson,
Woodhorn Manor, Morpeth ; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Beattie,

, Annan. Commended (mmor silver medal) : J. Beattie.

' Ayrshires.

ist prize Bulls at former shows, exhibited for medium gold
medal.— Edinburgh, i86g. when the property of the present
exhibitor : Sir M. R. Shaw Stewart, of Ardgowan, Bart.,

Greenock.
Sect. 19. Bulls, calved before January i, 1868.—ist, ^£20,

R. Wilson. Kilbarchan; 2d, ^10, AVm. Ma
, ^

Balfron ; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Meikle, Seafiefd, Bath-
gale. Commended (minor silver medal), R. M'Kean, Lumloch,
Bishopbriggs. Breeder of best Bull (silver medalj : George
Bartlemorc, Auchensalc, Kilbarchan.
Sect. 20. Bulls, calved after January i, i863.—ist, /20,

T. Ballantync, Netherton, East Kilbride ; 2d, ^lo, J. Fleming,
Strathaven ; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Parker, Broomlands,
Irvine. Commended (minor silver medal) : J. Hewetson,
Auchcnbaiiizie, Thornhill.

Sect. 21. Bulls, calved after Jauuary i. i86g.—ist, ^10, J.
Meikle, Seafield, Bathgate ; 2d, ^5, D. C. Willison, White-
cleugh, Dougkos ; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Parker, Broom-
lands, Irvine. Commended (minor silver medalj : G. Dunlop,
Castle Farm, Stewarton.

1st prize Cows at former shows, exhibited for medium gold
medal.—Glasgow, 1867, in-calf ; Aberdeen, 1868, in-milk

; pro-
perty of present exhibitor : R. Wilson, Forehouse, Kilbarchan.

Sect. 22. Cows, in-milk, calved before January i, 1867.

—

ist, i;i5. R. Wilson, Kilb-irchan ; 2d, £8, J. Moffat, sen. and
jun., Garesidc, Kirkconnel ; 3d, medium silver medal, J. Fleming,
Strathaven. Comniended (minor silver medal) : J. Fleming.
Sect. 23. Cow, in-milk, calved after January r, 1867.—ist,

£10, J. Fleming, Strathaven ; ad, £•!,, R. Wilson, Forehouse,
Kilbarchan ; 3d, medium silver medal. J. Mitchell, Lochingcr-

Commcndcd (minor silver medal,i : J,

J. Fleming,

: 3d,

roch. New Cumnock,
Meikle, Bathgate.

Sect. 24. Cows, in-calf, of any age.—ist, £]
Strathaven ; 2d, £5, G. Dunlop, Castle Farm, .

medium silver medal, R. Wilson, Forehouse, Kilbarchan. Com-
mended (minor silver medal) ; R. M'Kean, Lumloch, Bishop-
briggs.

Sect. 25. Heifers, calved after January i, 1868.—ist, ;£io,

J. Brown, Castleburn, Kilwinning ; 2d, £5, John Carruthers,
Lockerbie ; 3d, medium silver medal, John Fleming, Strathaven.
Commended (minor silver medal} : Abram Kerr, Castle Hill,

Sect. z6. Heifers, calved after January i, i86g,— isi

M'Dowall, Stranraer; 2d, ^4, J. Meikle, Bathgate; 3d,

edal, G. Dunlop, Stewarton. Commended (mir

^8, A.
medium

medalj : J. Fleming, Strathaven,

ist prize Bulls at former shows, exhibited for medium gold
medal,—Edinburgh, 1869, when the property of the Duke of
Athole •----'•-
Sec

"
2d, ;^ ID, J. Stewart, Portree; 3d,

!
I M'Kechnie, jun., Glenmore, Oban.

ComnR'iMi M MiM, .., medal) ; J. Stewart, Portree. Breeder
of best Bull mUu ui^^A): D. M'Claren, Callander.

Sect. 28. BulU, calved after January i, 1868.— ist, /20, C
N. CampcU, Ballimore, Tigh-na-Cruaich.

29. Cows, of any age. —ist, ^15, J. Malcolm, Pol-
ochgilphead ; 2d, ^8, the Eari of Seafield, Castle Grant,talloch.

with a head and neck for form and position that

liave never seen surpassed. In the yearling filUes

the judges did not appear to be consistent, for the

1st prize is more like a daughter of a Lincolnshire dray-

horse than Clydesdale parents. Size of bone, body,
and head appear to be the only qualification in this

case for receiving the award, and her plainness is not
improved by her dirty brown colour. Big dray animals
can be bred at other parts of the country, and Scotch-
men will, we should say, do well to stick closely to

their own fine breed and prevailing models of the

Clydesdales.

The hunters, hackneys, cobs, and ponies are some
what select, but they are so few and comparatively
inferior a part of the show, that they are only worthy
of being mentioned to show that they have not been
overlooked.

The following is the prize list :

—

Judges. — Draught Horses; J. Coubrough, Blairtummoch,
Campsie ; R. Jack, North Gyle, Corstorphine ; A. Wyllie, Bolton,
Haddington. Attending Members : W. F. Hunter, Arundel, Bar-
jarg ; O. Brown, Shiel. Veterinary Inspector: Prof. Williams,
Edinburgh.—Extra Horses ; J. Curror, Comiston, Edinburgh ; J,
A. Thomson, Charlton, Colinsburgh. Attending Members

:

R. Maxwell, Breoch : A. Lusk, Howell. Veterinary Inspector

:

Robert Paterson, V.S., Dumfries.

Horses for Agricultural Purposes.

Sect. i. Stallion? foaled before January i. 1867.—ist, £50,
P.Crawford, Strathblane ; 2d, £15, D. Riddell, Kilbowie, Dun-
tocher ; 3d, medium silver medal, W. Moffat, Kirkintilloch.

Commended (minor silver medal) : J. Macdonald, Porterfield,

Renfrew. Breeder of best StalUon (silver medal; : J. Murdoch,
Hallside, Cambuslang.
Sect. 2. Entire Colts, foaled after January i, 1S67. — ist, ;t2o,

P. M'Robie. Sunnyside, Aberdeen: 2d. ^10, Sir W. G. Gordon
Gumming, Bart., Forres : 3d, medium silver medal, R. Brewster,

Bambeth, Bridge of Weir. Commended (minor silver medal) ;

S. Clark, Kilbarchan.
Sect. 3. Entire Colts, foaled after January i, 1868.—ist, ;tis,

R. M'Kean, Lumloch, Bishopbriggs : 2d, £S, A. Yuill, 33. Cathe-
dral Street, Glasgow ; 3d, medium silver medal, S- Clark, Kil-

barchan. Commended (minor silver medal) : L. Drew, Merry-
ton. Hamilton.
Sect. 4. Entire Colts, foaled after January i, 1869.— ist, j^io,

D. Riddell, Kilbowie, Duntochcr ; 2d, £5, J. RoberLson, West
Mitchellton, Lochwinnoch; 3d, medium silver medal, R. Frede-
rick, Glenluce. Commended [minor silver medal) : J. N. Fle-

ming, Maybole.
Sect. 5. Mares, with foal at foot, foaled before January i,

1867.— ist. ^20, A. Smith, Stevenson Mains, Haddington; 2d,

i^io, T. Marshall, Howes, Annan ; 3d, medium silver medal, R.
Hamilton, High Cairngan, Drumorc. Commended (1

A. K. nmended silver medal;

Sect. 7. Fillies, foaled after January i, 1867.— ist, £10, A
Weir, Newhouse Mill, East Kilbride : 2d, ^5, A. Buchanan,
Garscadden Mains, New Kilpatrick

;
3d, medium silver medal,

J. N, Fleming, Knockdon, Maybole. Commended (minor silvei

medal) : L. Drew, Merryton, Hamilton.
Sect. 8. Fillies, foaled after January i, 1868.— ist, £8, J. N.

Fleming, Knockdon, Maybole : 2d, £4, L. Drew, Hamilton

,

3d, medium silver medal, A, Kerr. Castiehill, Durrisdcer. Com
mended (minor silver medal): R. C. M'Culloch, Kirkland ol

Longcastle, Kirkinncr.

Sect. 9. Fillies, foaled after January i, 1S69.—1st, £6, J. N,
Fleming, Maybole; 2d, £3, H. M 'Clean, Achneel, Stranraer

3d, medium silver medal, W. & J. Shennan, Balig, Kirkcud-

bright. Commended (minor silver medal) : W. & J. Shennan.
Sect. 10. Draught Geldings, foaled before January i, 1866.—

ist, medium gold medal, A. Johnston, Lochbum, Blaryhill ; 2d,

silver medal, the Duke of Buccleuch ; 3d. medium silver medal,
the Duke of Buccleuch. Commended (minor silver medal): T.
Gibbons, Burnfoot-on-Esk, Longtown.
Sect. ii. Draught Geldings, foaled between January i, 1866,

and January i, 1867.— ist, medium gold medal, the Duke of

Buccleuch.
Sect. 12. Mares or Geldings, foaled before January i, i

suitable for field.—ist, medium gold medal, M. Teenan, Loch-
ide, Dumfries.
Sect. 13. Mares or Geldings, foaled between Januar>' i, 1865,

md January i, 1866, suitable lor field.— ist, medium gold medal,

J. M. Borthwick, Georgefield, Langholm ; sd, silver medal, W.
Dickie. Balgerran, Casde Douglas ; 3d, medium silver medal, J.

stiff and fine legs. No sheep walk like these black-
faced hill sheep. The specimens here, however, have
had something more than they had ranged for on
hillsides. But taking them as they are, they are

a grand instance of animals and hills being adapted for

each other.

Oddly enough, a few pens of Shropshires, that

would cut a good figure in the Midland Coiinties, are

sliown, some of which, too, came from Glamis Castle,

nearly 200 miles further North. There are 17 pens of
tliese sheep, some of the ewes being as fine and hand-
some as any one in Shropshire or Staffordshire could

wish to see. Southdowns, too, are on the ground,

13 pens having been sent from East Lothian and
Aberdeenshire. These are in capital condition, while

their breeding is excellent.

The Border Leicesters are spreading in the Low-
lands, as they grow so fast, and do so well on both
grass and roots. The males of this breed are also

used much for crossing with the Cheviots when the

land is good enough to allow of the introduction of this

larger breed. Although these sheep are known by the

name given, their origin is in obscurity, and there is no
doubt, from present appearances, that their great size

and substance of flesh is largely due to a strain of

Lincolns, the present improved breed of which they
greatly resemble. Mr. Laing, Mr. Simson, Mr. Hope,
the Duke, and other well-known breeders, show some
of the finest character, the firmness of their touch
being superior to that of any other tribe of white-faced

sheep that we have ever handled.

A few pure Leicesters are sho'\\ai, and very fine of

form and character they are, while the colour of some
of their coats, in imitation of the more southern

fleeces, in contrast with the general whiteness of the

Scotch breeds, gives them a quaint appearance. These,

as will be seen, came from Montrose, Dumfriesshire,

Castlemains, and other Scotch lands.

A more interesting and meritorious gathering of the

ovine tribes than all these sorts make we have seldom

able
14. Mares or Geldings, foaled before January :

ry

J. MalcoTi
.

Stewart, Duntulm, Portree. Commended (1

J. Malcolm, Poltalloch.

Sect. 11. Heifers, calved after January ;

ad, £4, J. Malcolm, Poltalloch
; 3d, mcdi

Earl of Seafield. Commended (minor silver

Poltalloch.

1867.- -ist, ^,0,
iver medal, J,
silver medal) :

-ist, £8, and
er medal, the
: J. Malcolm,

HORSES.
The horses are, without exception, the best collec-

tion of agricultural workers that we have ever seen
together. They are nearly all pure Clydesdales. The
Ist and 2d prize stallions in the aged class have here
exchanged places, and, as we think, very fairly, for

Mr. Anderson's "Emperor" has grown from a 3-year-
old at Edinburgh last year to a perfect-looking 4-year-
old now. His symmetry is excellent, and his power is

immense. He was awarded the £s^ prize oflered at

the spring show of the Mid-Calder Society. His rival,

Mr. Riddell's *' Prince of Wales," is a good horse, but
his hind legs are slightly defective, while the *' Empe-
ror" is almost perfect in these important points. The
mares are something marvellous for uniformity in good-
ness of form. We never saw anything to be compared
to these classes. They are as handsome, too, as they
are hardy and strong. Mr. Adam Smith's **Bell,"

With an extraordinary foal by her side, is a grand mare,

J. Rithct,

2 and 14 hands high.

—

nv4. Drem: 2d, silver

r.\\: 3d. medium silver

k'jrbie. ^ Commended

"under.—I-

lares or Geldin.cs b

ist, medium gold mednl, I' -.

medal, J. Hewetson, Au..

medal, W, Davidson, Sill 1

(minor silver medal) ; J. Srimli, r
,

'1 1.. 1 ic

Sect. 16. Mares or Geldmi;s, 12 IkurU and under.—ist, medium
gold medal, P. Dudgeon, Cargen, Dumfries ; 2d, silver medal,
T. C. Trotter, Chamflcurie, Linlithgow; 3d, medium silver medal.
Miss Scot Skirving, Drem. Commended (minor silver medal) :

W. Ritchie, Middleton, Gorebridge.

Extra Horses.

Commended and medium silver medal.—Geldings: W, J. H.
Arundell, Barjarg Tower, Dumfries; Major Fletcher, Kelton
House, Dumfries ; E. H. Maxwell, Teviotbank, Hawick ; R.
Wallace, Langbarns, Kirkcudbright ; D. Kennedy, Newlands,

Mare ; J. Richardson, Dryfcsdalegate, Lockerbie.Dumfrie

SHEEP.
Here the Cheviots and blackfaced hill sheep reign

supreme, and a very large and excellent muster of both
breeds there are. In the Cheviots, Mr. Elliot, of

Hindhope, has some perfectly formed sheep, both male
and female. But among his ewes, especially, he has

one that might be taken as a model female of this

breed. This flock is somewhat finer than some of the

Cheviot families, which is particularly indicated by the

colour of their skin and their black spots. These are

not admired or approved by some of the hill breeders,

but Mr. Elliot prefers fine form and quality, or

"breeding," to mere clumsiness and less disposition to

fatten. There are some other excellent sheep shown
by the breeders named in our prize list. The black-

faces were never more picturesque with their large

horns and long hanging tails, nor more active on their

The following are the awards —

•

JuDGES.-Chcviots: W. Aitrhison, Linhopa. H.iwlLk ; R.
Paterson. Bighouse, Thurso; W.Thompson, 1M> !!

1

' I ! !n:,[i.i.

AltendingMembcrs: J. Graham, Shavv;J. K : I ,m,1[;v..

—Blacklaced: D. Foyer, Knowehead, Cauii h I 1 t.ic,

Tighnablair, Comric; D. Stewart, AchabdL I, 1 : \: -mI-

ing Members; M. Clark, Culmain : T M ' -
:

,.. i -
Leicesters and Long-woolled : J. V--'^. -

' i ,. !' n-

rith ; T. Ferguson, Kinnochtry. 1 .; a 1
I \\ -11,

Edington Mains, Chiraside. Attcu i .^ \i I ' . .id-

stone, Capenoch ; S. Beattie, Ki-;-;'i' >! — -- 'Ut'i !
. n .tiid

Short-wooUed : W. Borthwick, Whitehaven Castle, Whitehaven;

J. H. Buckley, The Cottage, Loughborough. Attending
Members: A. Mitchell, Alloa; J. Mackenzie, BarnhiU.

Sect. i. Tups above i-shear.— is, £10, and 2d, £5, J. Brydnn,
Kinnelhead, Moffat; 3d, medium silver medal, T. Elliot, Hind-
hope, Jedburgh. Commended (minor silver medal) : J. Brydon,
jun., Holm of Dalquhairn, New Galloway.

" ct. 2. Dinmont or Shearling Tups.— ist, ;^io, J. Brydon.
Moffat; 2d, £5, and 3d, medium silver medal, T. Elliot, Jed-
burgh. Commended (minor silver medal) : G. M'Call, Burrance,
Lockerbie,

ct. 3. Ewes above i-shear, with Lambs.—ist, £8, J. Brydon.
Moffat; 2d, £4, T. Welsh, Ericstone, Moffat; 3d, minor silver

medal, T. Elliot, Hindhope. Jedburgh. Commended [minor silver

medal) : J. Archibald, Glengelt, Lauder. Best pen ot Lambs
{silver medal) : J, Archibald. Commended (minor silver medal)

:

J. Brydon, jun., New Galloway.
Sect. 4. Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.—ist, £8, T. Elliot,

Hindhope, Jedburgh ; 2d, £4, J. Brydon. Kmnelhead, Moffat

;

3d, medium silver medal, Sir G. Montgomery, Bart,, JM.P.,

Stobo Castle, Stobo. Commended (minor silver medalj : T. C.

Borthwick, Hopsrig, Langholm.

Blackfaced.
Sect. 5. Tups above i-shear.—ist, ^10, and 2d, £5. J. Archi-

bald, Overshiels, Stow ; 3d, medium silver medal, C. Howatson,
Dornel, Mauchline. Commended (minor silver medal) : C.

Howatson.
Sect, 6. Dinmont or Shearling Tups.—ist, ;£io, and 2d, £5, J.

Archibald, Overshiels, Stow ; 3d, medium silver medal, J.
Mufiat,

sen. and jun., Gateside, Kirkconnel. Commended (minor silver

medal) : C. Howatson.
Sect. 7. Ewes above i-shear with lambs.— ist, £8, J. Archi-

bald, Overshiels, Stow; 2d, £4, J. Moffatt, sen. and jun., Gate-

side; 3d, minor silver medal, J. Malcolm, Poltalloch, Lochgilp-

head. Commended (minor silver medal; : C. Huwjiisun,

Mauchline. Best pen of Lambs (silver medal). J. Archibald,

Stow, Commended (minor silver medal) ; J. Moffat, sen. and

Sect! 8. Sheading Ewes or Gimmers.— ist, £8, J. Archibald,

Stow ; 2d, £4, J. Malcolm, Poltalloch ; 3d, medium silver medal,

J. Brydon, Moffat. Commended (minor silver medal) : J. Malcolm.

Border Leicester.

Sect. 9. Tups above i-shear.— ist, £10, J. Lees. Marvingston,

Haddington ; 2d, ^5, J. Nisbet, Lambden, Greenlaw ; 3d,

medium silver medal, W. Lambert, Haydon Bridge. Commended
(minor silver medal) : the representatives of the late T. Watson,
Gorebridge.
Sect. 10, Dinmont or shearling Tups.—ist, ,^10, G. Torrance,

Sistcrpath, Dunse ; 2d, £5, T. Simpson, ElainsUe, Lauder ; 3d,

medium silver medal, J. Lees, Marvingston, Haddington. Com-
mended (minor silver medal) : J. Nisbet, Lambden, Grc

r.-isl. £S. G. Sir

\\'.i

ledal, A. Smith.

, Courthill,

;
3d. medium
Commended

, -i.t, ^S, G. Tor
biii.Lwn. Cuurthill, Kels.

^. , ..iarvinghtun, Haddington.
medal); the Marquis of Twceddale, K.T.,

; 3d.
Sect. 12. Shearling ]

Sisterpath, Dunse : 2d
medium silver medal, J,

mended (minor sil

Yester, Haddington.
Leicester'^.

Sect. 13. Tups, above i-shear.— i ' ' I

^''1''

Downs, Dumfries; 2d. £z, J. M." I ^
3d, medium silver medal, C. Lyall. ' 'I

'
I

(minor silver medal) ; John Mackcn.'ii. I uni:, i
»'>

Sect. 14. Dinmont or Sheading Tup^ -i^t, ^5,

Castlemains, Gifford ; 2d, £z, R. Jefferson, Preston Mows

Whitehaven ; 3d, medium silver medal, the representatives of th^

late T. Watson. Esperston, Gorebridge. Commended (mino

silver medal) : R. Jefferson.

iwald

nded

th.
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shear— i!,t, ^4, R. Jefferson, Preston

— ist. It,, R. Jetrerson,

Sect. T5. Ewes, abov
Hows, Whitehaven.
Sect, 16. Shearling Ewes or Glmmers.

Preston Hows ; id, £.2, C. Lyall, Old Montrose.

LONG-WOOLLED OTHER TH.\N LeICESTERS.

Sect. 17. Tups of any age.-.st, l^o, T. Wilkin, Tinwald

Pnwns, Dumfries ; id ^5, and 3d, medium silver medal, J.

Gibson, Woolmet, Dalkeith. Commended (mmor silver medal) :

Skt.°i8. Ewes of any age, or Gimmers -1st, /8 J Bell

Irving, Whitehill, Lockerbie; 2d, U, W. Norman, Hallbank,

Aspatria : 3d, medium silver medal, J. B. Irving. Commended
(minor silver medal): J. Gibson, Woolmet, Dalkeith.

Sol'Thdowns.

Sect. 19. Tups of any age.— ist, jjio, and 2d, {,% Sir W.

G. Gordon Gumming, Bart. ; 3d, medium silver medal, J.

Gordon, ParkhiU, Aberdeen. Commended (minor silver medal) :

J. Gordon.
; of any age, or

and 3d, medium
Commended (1

Parkhill : sd. Ci,

Camptown, Dreti

Short-

Sect, ai. Tups of any age.

Woolmet, Dalkeith : 3d, medi

more, Glamis Castle, Glami.s.

Earl of Strathmtire.

Sect. 22. Ewes of any age, or Gimmers
the Earl of Strathmore ; 3d, medium sil

Woolmet, Dalkeith. Commended (mine

Extra Sections.

Sect. 23. Cheviot Shearling Wethers.—
R. Jardine, of Castlemilk, M.P. : 2d, sil

Chapelton, Dalbeattie ; 3d, medium silve

Cunninghamc, Hcnsol. Castle Dougl
; J. M'Gill, Rotchell, Di

s.—1st, li, J. Gordon,
ledal, R. Scot Skirving,

ver medal) : J. Gordon.

lER THAN Southdown.
— 1st, £,\o, and 2d, Cl, J. Gibson,

um silver medal. Earl of Strath-

Commended (minor silver medal)

:

-ist, X8. and 2d, {.i,

;r medal, J. Gibson,
silver medal) : J.

;t, minor gold medal,

r medal, T. Eiggar,

medal, R. D. Barre
Commended (minor

Blackfaced Wethers of any age.— 1st, minor gold

medal, the Earl of Strathmore, Glamis; 2d, silver medal. Sir W.
Forbes, Bart., Fintray House, Aberdeen :

3d, medium silvei

medal, G. Hewitson, Aucbenleck, Newton-Steivart.

Sect. 25. Half-bred Hoggs.— ist, minor gold medal, T.

Biggar, Chapelton, Dalbeattie : 2d, silver medal, and 3d,

medium silver medal, R. Jardine, M.P., Lockerbie. Com-
mended (minor silver medal): T. S. Gladstone. Capenoch,

Thornhill. „
Sect. 26. Cross-bred Hoggs.— ist, minor gold medal

Tardine, of Castlemilk, M.P., Lockerbie; ad,

I. M'Gill, Rotchell, Dumfries ; 3d, medium sil>

'(ardine, M.P., Lockerbie. Commended (minor

T. Biggar, Chapelton, Dalbeattie.

land," "the Strangers," &c., were given, and responded

to by various gentlemen present. Perhaps the leading

feature of the meeting was the proposition made by Mr.

J. Wilson, and seconded by Professor Church, that the

Club should show in some definite manner its esteem

for Mr. Holland, the chairman of the College Council,

who has so long and so actively interested himself in

the welfare of the Agricultural College. A meeting of

the Club was accordingly convened in the showyard

early the next morning, and steps were then taken to

put the wishes of the Club into practice.

Farm Memoranda.
A Melbourne T.\llow F.-\ctory.—The "esta-

blishment" was the property of Messrs. Leonard &
Symerton, and consisted of a group of buildings strongly

constructed of rough timber fresh from the bush. Some

of the workmen's huts were built of branches of trees,

mia-iniii fashion. The works had been recently set up,

and h.ad a new and unfinished appearance as a whole ;

still, the concern was in full working order, and

nuinbers of sheep were sent to the slaughter-house

daily. The manager, in a most obliging way, showed

me over the premises, and gave me all the information

in his power. "What is your first process in your

boiling down business?" I inquired of the manage

"The first process," he jocularly answered, "is to

follow the instructions of Mrs. Glass as nearly as we

can ; first catch your sheep. The other stages in our

mode of proceeding you can see for yourself ; whatever

is not clear to you I shall be happy to explain." And
with this brief instruction, he took me at once to the

Large sheds and pens, where active operations were in

progress. When duly " caught " and brought into the

premises, the sheep were put into pens, where they
1 1 1 ^^ *\,r, 1,anf1 t^,r lln^ *' linrrnwman " With

. She
Commended and medium silver

the Earl of Strathmore, Glamis. i

tups\ 2-shear : Miss Hope Johi

ewes : Miss Hope Johnstone- 5 c

Dalgleish, West Grange

barre Cunninghamc, Hensol, Castle Dougia

lal.—s Shropshire lambs :

fes (with lambs by Lonk
ne, Annandale. 5 Lonk
-bred wethers : Lawrence

5 Cheviot wethers : R. D.

SWINE.

The pigs are few but the kinds are various, and the

character of them is above the aver.age, for wdiile there

is nothing bad there are several which are first-rate

sorts. Most of the principal Scotch breeders' names
will be found in the prize list, while even here Messrs.

Duckering iS; Sons are not absent.

The following is the prize list :

—

InDGES.—T. D. Findlay, Easterhill, Glasgow ; J. M'Larcn,
Millhill. Inchture. Attending Members : K. Siiiilb, Lady-
l.uids ; R. Picken, Barnkirk.

Swine.

Sect. i. Boars, large breed.— ist, i,&, R. E. Duckering ,1

Sons, Northorpc, Kirton Lindsey ; 2d, jC4, George Mangles,

Great Givendale, Ripon.
Sect. 2. Boars, small breed.— ist, jCS, G. Mangles, Great

Givendale, Ripon ; 2d, li. Sir W. Forbes of Craigicvar, Bart.,

Aberdeen ; 3d, medium silver medal, G. Mangles. Commended
(minor silver medal) : R. E. Duckering & Sons.

Sect. 3. Sows, large breed.— ist, £13, R. E. Duckering& Sons,

Northorpe, Kirkton Lindsey.

Sect. 4. Sows, small breed, —ist, £6, R. E. Duckering S: Sons ;

2d, Z3. G. Mangles,_Great C>ivendale ;
3d,

Tkaver for Landlords ln the Tklmer of

"viscerated:" A good'hatrd will Edward Vl.-In a local weekly newspaper appears

e about 200 sheep per day. The a paragraph stating tha It is no generally knowi

down below through a trap door to H'at in the primer o Edward \ I there >s a prayer se

ake off the fat From 2(S to 30 of apart especially for landlords." 1 lie Kditor of Notes

"eutted," were then placed on a and Queries"^ is requested to state if Uns is correc ;

t Givendale ;
3d, niediul

T.VVrikin, Tinwald Downs. Dumfries. Commended (1

medal): R. Philp. Royal Hotel, Bridge of Allan.

Sect. 5. Pens of 3 Pigs, notexceedingSmonths old, large breed.

—1st, £^, R- E. Duckering & Sons ; 2d. £-2, George Mangles,

Great Givendale ; 3d, medium silver medal, N. Milne, Dryhope,
Selkirk. Commended (minor silver medal) : N. Milne.

Sect. 6. Pens of 3 Pigs, not exceeding 8 months old, small

breed.—ist, ^4, R. E. Duckering & Sons; 2d, £2, G. Mangles ;

3d, medium silver medal, J. B. Story, jun., Milnhead, Dumfries.

Commended (minor silver med.al) : R. Philp, Bridge of Allan.

Extra Swine.

Commended and medium silver medal.—Pigs : R. E. Ducker-

ROVAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE CLUB.

This dinner was held at the Randolph Hotel, a'

Oxford, on Wednesday evening last week. The
College Club meeting is always a ple.xsant feat

among the numerous gatherings which take place

during the " Royal" meeting. It is a reunion of old I
ove:

College friends, and serves as an introduction and bond
1

puri

of union between past and present Cirencester students.

On the present occasion, owing to the unavoidable

absence of Mr. Holland, who was suffering from the

effects of a sprained ankle, Mr. Bowly, of Siddington

(a member of the College Council), occupied the chair.

He was supported on the left by the Right Hon. Earl

Bathurst, and on the right by the Rev. John Constable,

Principal of the College. There were also present.

Professors Church and Wrightson, and Messrs.

D. R. Davies, of Mere Old Hall ; T. C. Booth, of

Warlabyj; J. Coleman, Escrick (late Professor of Agri-

culture at the College) ; E. Fox ; R. Swanwick, College

Farm ; Jacob Wilson, H. Stevenson, E. G. Roberts,

H. Rivington, E. Fox, jun., Donne, Miller, and many
other gentlemen, at present or formerly connected with

the College. The dinner was well served, and, thanks

to the exertions of the .Secretary of the Club,

G. Roberts, the arrangements were excellent. After

dinner, the Chainnan gave the usual complimentary I wool

knocked on the he.ad by the " barrowman
!"''„•

I

the blunt head of an axe. Thus stunned, they were

forthwith dragged out of the pens up into a shed,

where they were laid on a large floor in rows—about

50 sheep to each row— with their heads towards a

gutter. The heads were then cut off, the blood being

carried away by the gutter to a receptacle or trough,

where it was speedily consumed by a host of pigs. The

headless sheep were next hung up on hooks l)y the hiiid

legs, skinned, and "viscerated." A good hand

skin on an averag'

entrails were sent

the "gutmen," to take

these carcasses, thus "gutted," were then placed

truck working on a tramway, and taken to another

higher floor, called the "boiler platform." Here two

large iron boilers were fixed standing on their ends,

with man-holes at the top, and capable of holding from

500 to 600 carcasses packed and wedged close together

by a man placed inside the boiler for that purpose.

This man's occupation appeared to me to be any-

thing but pleasant, with the sun at 90° in the shade.

Under the old boiling down system the boilers were

supplied with furnaces, and in skipper's lingo, "when

the cargo was duly stowed away in the hold, the hatch-

w.ays were battened down," or, in other words, the

manhole at the top w.as closed and the fires were

htcd. The boilers being heated, made their own

steam for separating the fat and oil from the other

parts of the carcasses. This was the old process. By

the new mode the steam is generated by means of

two other boilers fixed at some distance from the

carcase-boilers, the steam being conveyed by pipes

from the former to the latter. The carcases are

then allowed to steam in the two boilers for about

five hours, at a pressure of from 25 lb. to 30 lb.

When the steaming process is completed, cold water

is poured on the sodJeii and seething mass of sheep's

flesh to "settle" the dirt, which is thus precipitated

by the cold water to the bottom of the boiler. This

operation effects a two-fold purpose, for it serves to

raise the fat or tallow and oil to the level with the

"fat-cock," or tap, which is fi.xed about half way up

the boiler. The tallow and oil issuing from this tap

are then conveyed, by means of spouting, and made

to pass through strainers, to a large cooler. This cooler

is first prepared by water being placed in it ; the fat is

then allowed to run into it, and more water poured

upon the fat. This process of running water under and

over the fat has, as I understood, the double efiect of

fying the tallow and of raising it up to the "fat-

cock." This done, the tallow is still liquid enough to

off into casks, and finally, when in the cask

(which holds about 7 cwt.), the entire ma.ss of fluid

matter is well stirred up to mix the oil with the tallow,

and at the same time to allow the remaining steam to

escape. The process of tallow making for the English

market is thus completed. The casks are then headed

up and sent off by railway to Melbourne.

In these great "tallow factories," as I may call

them, all sorts of sheep are boiled down, young and

old, male and female, fat and lean ; nothing comes

amiss. A good fat sheep wdll yield about 241b. of

tallow ; one moderately fat, of average condition, about

1 5 lb. ; but an old, lean, and scraggy animal will only

yield from I lb. to 2i lb. of tallow. Besides the tallow,

there are the skins of the slaughtered sheep. These

skins are " fell mongered " for their wool by a process

of soaking in water and sweating, by which means the

easily separated from the skins, leaving the

owners wishing to have their sheep slaughtered for

their tallow and skins, send their flocks, great and

small, to this establishment, to be boiled down at so

much per head. The prices charged for this operation

were, for any number under 5000, u. per head ; from

5000 to io,ooD, only ()d. per head. By special arrange-

ments, these prices might probably be varied, but these

were the terms as given me by the manager. The

owner of the sheep agreeing to these terms, takes the

tallow and pelts as his share, the former being cashed

and delivered to his agents in Melbourne, free of

expense. The pecuniary result of this arrangement is

that for certain flocks of sheep, which average per head

15 lb. of tallow, the nett proceeds accruing to the owner

will amount to from 3^. tjJ. to 41. per head, at the

present market price of tallow. The amount will, of

course, vary with the size and fatness of the sheep.

The proprietors of the boiling down establishment

employ a large number of men at a considerable

expense ; but they work on safe principles, for they are

sure of their <jJ. or u. per head. Besides this, there is

a little short wool from each skin, and all the raw offal

and boiled mutton to feed pigs with.

Passing along, I looked into a shed where a gaunt

Scotchman was engaged in curing thousands of sheep's

tongues ; and as it was a little enterprise of his own, he

seemed much interested in his work. Among other

matters, I asked him if the mutton-fed pigs turned out

well as to the quality of their flesh. He told me that

when they were " corned up," and hardened with

Maize, they made excellent bacon and hams for the

Melbourne market. 1 should expect, however, that

the flesh of animals fed in this way would savour some-

what of mutton ; for it is a well-known fact that in

parts of Great Britain where swine are fed to a great

extent upon fish and offal, the flesh of this omnivorous

animal tastes strongly of its fishy diet. It was

intended, when these works were completed, that they

should be devoted to the several operations of tallow

making, tanning, wool washing, tongue curing, and pig

feeding on a large scale. Mellioiiriie In 1 86g.

Miscellaneous.

and if so, to give the" prayer at length. O. D. G. [The

statement is correct, and the following is a copy of the

prayer as reprinted at p. 458 of the very useful volume

entitled " The Two Liturgies, with other Documents

set forth by Authority in the Reign of King Edward

the Sixth,'"^ edited by the Rev. Joseph Ketley, M.A.,

for the Parker Society in 1S44 :— " The earth is thine,

O Lord, and all that is contained therein ; notwith-

standing that thou hast given the possession thereof

unto the children of men, to pass over the time of their

short pilgrimage in tliis vale of misery : We heartily

pray thee, to send thy Holy Spirit into the hearts of

them that possess the grounds, pastures, and dwelling-

places of the earth, that they, remembering themselves

to be thy tenants, may not rack and stretch out the

rents of their houses and lands, nor yet take unreason-

able fines and incomes after the manner of covetous

worldlings, but so let them out to other, that the

inhabitants thereof may both be able to pay the rents,

and also honestly to live, to nourish their families, and

to relieve the poor : give them grace also to consider,

that they are but strangers and pilgrims in this world,

having here no dwelling-place, but seeking one to

come ; that they, remembering the short continuance

of their life, may be content with that that is sufficient,

and not join house to house, nor couple land to land,

to the impoverishment of other, but so behave them-

selves in letting out their tenements, lands, and

pastures, that after this life they may be received into

verlasting dwelling-places : through Jesus Christ our

Lord. Amen."]—A'otofl««' Queries.

toasts, and "the College," "the Club," "Mr. Hoi- 1 pelts to be dressed for sale. Over-stocked sheep-

July 30.

—

Corn Harvest progresses rapidly in our

Southern Counties, and the forcing weather is bringing

it forward in the north earlier than was at one time

expected. The change in harvest prospects is interest-

ing, but our notice of such we shall defer until next

week, in order to bring up the arrears of odd jobs that

require to be done bet\veen hay and corn harvest.

Hedges.—Finish the summer cutting. A sharp

hedgebill is far better than shears. The stroke

should be smart, and slanting upwards, so as to make

a clean cut. A slow, lazy cut, as every intelligent

hedger knows, often bruises without cutting, ami w hat

is cut is rough, as if "gnawed by a donkey," whilst

slashing downwards splits and rots the branches and

hard wood. The ground under the hedge should be

kept clean by Dutch hoeing with the small hedge

spade, pulling out every weed with the hand. The too

common practice of allowing grass and all sorts of

weeds to grow and choke the hedge at the bottom, and

then, when the hedge is thus injured, to dig down the

green sod, or what is worse, removing it along with

the spray and burning both for the sake of the ashes, is
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out of flatc, and merely remains as a remnant of tlie

slovenly mismaiiaijement of times long gone by.

As/us for mixing with artificial manures, if not

already in store, should be made without delay. Now
that artificial manures are used for growing stubble

Turnips immediately after harvest and onwards for

most crops until harvest return, it follows that a suit-

able supply of ashes should always be ready, and that

the burning if possible should be concluded during the

slack time before harvest. When old pastures have been

pared and burned, ashes for the coming season may be

obtained from this source. Roadsides, the borders of

the accessible arable fields, are yearly gi-owing a gieen

sward, which may be pared and burned so much
yearly, to supply ashes ; and when all other sources

fail, the headlands must supply the raw materials for

burning, and so on.

/iivers and open Ditclm, if not already finished,

should now be gone over, and the grass and cleanings

removed as soon as circumstances will permit. So far

as accessible to carts the cleanings may be burned for

ashes. The deepening, straightening, and embanking

of rivers and watercourses require also to be finished

before harvest in many cases, so that unless now done

a whole year is lost.

Warping artificially may, in many cases, be more
profitably done at this season than at any other, where

there is a command of water and warping materials.

Thus land about to be laid down to grass, stubbles

after the removal of meadow or Rye-grass hay, winter

Pea and Bean stubble, and in many exceptional cases

peculiar at this season, as burnt-up gravelly and sandy

pastures, may have any required depth of clay

spread evenly over them by means of water. Gene-

rally the water required to convey the clay or

warp, whatever it may be, will sink into such soils at

this season, leaving the warp on the surface. In other

words, apply the warp no faster than the land drinks

in the water. Applied to burnt-up pastures the warp

as soon as dry may be chain-harrowed in, and grass

seeds sown with artificial manure when required for

renovation. The result will be a fine greensward in a

short time. Applied to burnt-up stubbles it will fit

them for a crop of Turnips, and so on. In examples of

this kind it will be observed that the water supplies

food directly to plants, whereas in the winter season it

is otherwise, and the difierence may make warping at

this season remunerating, when in the winter season it

may not pay immediately.

Repairing and Making Nr,o Roads should be done
before the corn harvest commences.

Carting stones and bricks for building purposes,

and draining-liles for draining after harvest, may
supply work to the teams, and thus lessen the pressure

upon them after harvest. At this season such carting

does comparatively no harm to farm roads and the

land ; whereas in the winter time it cuts up both, the

teams at the same time hauling barely half the loads

they now do.

The Homestead and Labourers' Cottages should now
be put into a thorough state of repair, including, of

course, roofs, doors, windows, cattle-stalls, boxes, &c.

Tillage implements require painting, reaping-machines

and harvest carts to be put in order, thatch provided,

and the stackyard got ready for the stacks. The
steam-engine, threshing, dressing and weighing

machines, require overhauling, so as to have them in

proper working order. When the threshing-machine

is driven by water, July is a favourable time for clean-

ing the mill-dam and watercourses, &c.

Sewagefarms yield during July from 10 to 12 tons

of Italian Rye-grass per acre, /. e.^ a 3i-acre field,

12 tons daily for livestock,—Mangels, Cabbages, &c.,

growing equally fast.

Live Stock soiled at the homestead, or in hovels and
yards in the field, require to be carefully attended to,

so that all may have pure air, clean water, proper tem-

perature, and an equal share of suitable foods. When
doors and windows are left open, or openings

purposely made to effect ventilation, the excessive

heat of the sun gives rise to chilling currents, very

injurious to live stock—more especially the teams

when they return from work in a state of profuse per-

spiration. All through currents and down draughts

should be obviated. They are generally produced on

the principle of /Esop's fable of blowing hot and cold,

and hence may be obviated by the counter practice.

Bad smells may be greatly neutralised on the principle

of Moule's earth closet, by spreading dry earth over

the litter.

Weaned Lambs put upon the best pasture—the ewes

upon the worst, and let the distance between them be as

far as can be. Ewes that are good nurses, and in full

milk, may require milking for a short time, but bad

milkers run dry without experiencing harm.

Scab, Lice and Ticks in S/ieep obviously indicate a

61thy state of the skin and wool which ought not to

exist, consequently cleanliness is the proper rule for

getting rid of such parasites. Farmers are familiar

with the propriety of this rule as regards themselves

and families, and the day is not far distant when it will

be applied with equal success to newly weaned lambs
and shorn sheep.

RoastedPastures.—With plenty of "roast-meat," pure

water, and shelter from the scorching influence of the

sun and torment of flics, live stock do well, but an abund-

ance of '* roast-meat"' has generally been the exception,

and in a greater degree in most cases this year than

usual. .Southern pastures have much improved since the

rain. From the success now attending irrigation with

tow'u sewage, and with river water and guano, many
graziers are beginning to reason in this way :—If 10 tons

of grass be got daily from an irrigated meadow, of 30
acres, why should the grass be allowed to cease growing
in the pastures? Why not shift the cattle and sheep
into afresh close, and water artificially the pasture from
hich they have been removed ? This is what all intel-

ligent graziers virtually do when heavy showers of rain

fall at this time and throughout the summer months,
and no good reason can be shown why Art should not

improve upon the natural example. There is nothing

to prevent the land being kept sufficiently moist for a

maximum growth of grass, with a full bite equally

throughout the whole of the summer.

T/te T'lv, as the temperature increases, becomes more
and more annoying to sheep, and in jthis case, as in

that of scab, «S;c., a dirty and unhealthy state of the

skin powerfully attracts the fly as a suitable place for

nursing its offspring. Various washes have been pro-

posed of a repulsive character, but it cannot be said

that an antidote to fly has yet been discovered. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

Management of Landed Pkoperty : J. An agent's

charge may be from 2i to 5 per cent. , according to the

extent under his charge.

Oat Stubble : An Ignoramus. If your Oat stubble can

be got ready before September, you can sow Rye or

Vetches, or Italian Rye-grass, or you can plant Cab-

bages. And with any of them, if your land is in good
heart, and you have put it in good tilth, you will get a

good spring crop. If you want merely to get a crop

without much labour of tillage or manure, sow 20 lb. of

Trifolium incamatum per acre, broadcast, over any

clean stubble in August, after rain, or just harrow it in.

TURNIl" Grub : F. IV. D. says :
—" I wish some of your

correspondents would tell us how to get rid of the

Turnip gmb. I have been lucky enough to get a fine

plant of Swedes, and I fear the rascals will spoil them.

The rascally rooks are eating my Wheat and winter

Beans, instead of attending to their proper business."

ENGLISH WOOL.
During the past week the market, owing to the war on

the Continent, has been much depressed, and prices are

largely nominal. Several failures have taken place, and
foreign orders for yam and goods being in many instances

either cancelled or deliveries delayed, manufacturers are

in many instances resorting to short time.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets i i to i 2
Half-bred ditto 1 2 — i 2I
Kent Fleeces 13—14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — i 1

Leicester ditto . . ..12—13
Sorts—Clothing o 10 — i 6

Combing 10 — 18

75

Prime Meadow Hay

New Hay"'' '.'. ".".

Inferior do

Cumberland
Sup. Meadow Hay 126^.

Inferior do 105
Newdo 105
Inferior do go
Superior Clover .. 140

Wh
Fine Meadow Hay
Inferior do. .. .

Prim<t New Hay .,

Infefior

Straw

HA Y.—per Loadof -^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, July 27.

toi36j. ' Clover, old ..

PEL, Thursday, July 27.

3I20J. Prime old Clover..

110
I

Infetiot do. do, ..

100 Prime 2d cut do. .

.

85 New Clover . . .

.

"1^ I Inferior do

COALS,—July 27.

Holywell Main, 17J. td,\ West Hartley, i6j. 6^.; Walls
End Kelloe, i6j. 6d. ; Walls End East Hartlepool,

17J. 6(/. ; Walls End Original Hartlepool, i8j. ; Eden
Main, i6j. ; Brancpeth Cannel, i8j.—-Ships at market,

9 ; sold, 9 ; at sea, 30,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, July 25.

We have a large increase in the supply of Beasts ; the

average quality is inferior, and consequently a few of the

choicest have exceeded our top quotations ; a clearance

cannot be effected of middling qualities. The number of

Sheep is also very much larger, and trade is dull, but

tliere is very little alteration in price of choicest descrip-

tions. Lambs and Calves are plentiful ; trade is slow, at

lower rates, but a fair clearance is made. Our foreign supply

consists of 1750 Beasts, 7700 Sheep, 385 Calves, and

35 Pigs; from Scotland there are 14 Beasts; froi

Ireland, 120 li^from Norfolk and Suffolk, 480 ; and ^326
from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns.,

2d quality Beasts
Bcit Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

. d, $. d.

Best Long-wools
Do.ShorS
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

s.d.

Thursday, July 28.

The number of Beasts is not so large as on last Thurs*
day, and the cold weather is more favourable for

slaughtering, prices are consequently rather better than
on Monday. The supply of Sheep is also smaller, with

a better deinand. Lambs and Calves are sold more
readily, and prices have advanced a little. Our foreign

supply consists of 440 Beasts, 4300 Sheep, 500 Calves,

and 30 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Long-wools..
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do, Shorn
Lambs

Pigs

Beasts, 1225 ; Sheep and Lambs, 15,400 ; Calvi Pigs, 70.

MARK LANE.
Monday, July 25.

There was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, only a part of which was sold at very

irregular prices, generally about 35. per qr. below those

of this day se'nnight ; very few transactions took place in

foreign, at a similar reduction. Barley was 6d. per qr..

Beans and Peas \s. per qr. dearer. The Oat trade was
very firm, at an advance of 6d. per qr. Sack Flour was
unchanged in value, but barrel was rather easier.

Pric
Whe

, Qu

Tala

Whit
.. .do.

50—56 Red......
53-60 Red
54—63'
— iRed

42—63)
42—45 Malting .

.

25—33 Malting ..

— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barlev, grind.|&dist.,29Jto 33J". .Chev.
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 27— 29 Feed ...

— Irish Potato'26—28 Feed ...

— Foreign Poland and Brew 27 -29' Feed ...

Rye 32—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign I

Beans, Mazagan.... sSx. to 475.. .Tick 38—50 Harrow .

— Pigeon ....44J. to 591. ..Winds,
j

— .Longpod.
— Foreign Small;45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boders 38—42 Suffolk .

— Maple, 37J. to 44J' Grey 36—39 Foreign .

Maize
|

— Foreign .

Flour, best ni:irks delivered, .per sack 46—54— 2d ditto ditto '35 —47 Country.. ^^ „— Foreign per barrel ,29—31 Per sack.. '35—61

WeI>nesdav, July 27.

The grain trade throughout the day has been charac-

terised by quietness, although the attendance was tolerably

good. There have been very few samples of English on
offer, while tlie arrivals from abroad have been only to a
moderate extent. The demand for all qualities has been
inactive, at about Monday's quotations. Barley, the

supply of which was limited, met with a fair inquiry, at

fully previous rates. Malt was dull, and drooping in

value. The show of Oats was large, the demand was
slow, and prices were unsettled, but not lower generally.

Beans and Peas were in steady request, at fully the rate of

Monday. Flour experienced a quiet sale, at scarcely

previous currencies.

24—27
22—27
33—36

38-so

35—47

Arrivals
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Carriage paid to all Railway Stal

London, W.C.

One yard wide, id. ; two yards, sd. ; Ihi

\s,4d. per yard in any quantity. Maybe had of

\ND CO.. William Street, Newark-on-Trenl,
. HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden Market,

g;
Garden use, may be seen erected a

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S Establishment,
ftjot of London Bridge,

CROQUET, CRICKET, and GARDEN TENTS of
ail sizes and shapes. An Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Address. BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full), 2, Duke Street,

London Bridge, S.E. No other Establishment.
Illustrated Catalogues post free.

GARDEN and LAWN TENTS, of the most elegant
form , easily erected and removed, at

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S, 2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
Illustrated Catalogues post free.

A R D E N B \ R R O W.

supplied by

Lujidon, S.E.

O N S E R V A TO R Y A S K E T S.

lined Wire Espaliei
iH-rs, for all kinds ol

trees, &c. ; Garden
ill;;, rabbit proof

;

ijleasure ground;
IVire Work Rose
, Rosaries, Ar-

bours, Summer Houses,
iUc; Wire Work Vase
Baskets, with stem and
prongs for placing in any

Jiaskets for

Stands, Baskets, Wii

R. HOLLIDAY, Horticultur.il and Floral Wire Works, 9A, Porto-
bello Terrace Noltmg Hill Gate, London. W.

Illustrated Cat.ilogues of the above on application.

Several important atU.i

PATENT DOUBLE KI
The annually incrensin

how much these advania

. no other Lawn Mower.
'Mi li \iK, WIND-GUARD, &c,

|..iiii> (in_ iTinst convincing testimony
ve buMi a|iprccialed.

1 beg to intimate that, amonp; all the
the Paris Exhibition, they are the only
ded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
ivcr fnven at any Exhibition for Lawn

sharp edge of the Cutter agiinst the bole Hate

t the b-ick when the front edge gets v

.... .0 be unscrewed and the unused edge L

/III be seen at a glance that this arrangement enable:
plate has only to be unscrewed and the unuswi edge brought to the

ewed when the edge

Every Machine warranted to give ampl<
approved of can be at once returned.

Illustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on application.
A. SHANKS AND SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and

1 Mowers always kept at

jiufr.Tini; from b^d digestion, or --m

condition. Berlin—War Ministrv

(sij{ned) Mssserschmidt, Privy i"..

missaty of Stores
; (signed) Hekin^..

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

Glass Koofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AND MURTUN,
[4, Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, W.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

o any station in England, for cash with ordei' ; or they allow a liberal
liscoiint for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

J. JONES ANn SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c
Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.
Manufactory, 6, Bankside. Soutl a

lOLl,AKD, JEPHSON, AND C O.'S
'"I' M

!
ILI'.RS for HEATING, by HOT-W.\TER,

'
, Conservatories, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,^ Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord

' unt Sydney's replaced, after being 20 years in

ardt-n Parle Street, Southwark, London, S,E-

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft. Liphts, 2 in. thick, unglazed. . jfio 5 o
,

Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

Painted four
Handles on

> ft. by S ft, Double Lights, do.

OT WATER APPAR AT U S
c ec ed Comp ete, or the Materials supplied for HeatinK

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BciUr-

CHURCHES,
P IRLIC BUILDINGS, &a
H )T-\V.VTERPIPESatwholc.

prices; Elbows, T - Pieces,

Ki> conIcal,

ni; cast-iron TUBULAR BOILERS,

1 Stand,
, from 52s. f)d. each.

'•(KANSTONS PATI \T BUIIDINCS
' " M 1 I I Tl r Pa kf eld Pc P a P nn nrh mD p c n k fu lu ated h Wood I ni; a n(, b

ae ando Je f om ex s nt houses \anous parts of
k ngdon Pos f ee fo 30 stamps

SI rCI\L NOTICE—NEW PATENT
The C^RDFNERb GREENHOUSE dud ng Consc

and 12 Pits and Frames, with floor arid stages in one structure,
complete, made to stand upon any level space, and not requiring wai
rhese, houses, of two sizes, viz.. 24 by 18 feet, and 21 by 16 ieet, ;

kept in stock ready to send off at three days' notice.
Mr. CitANSTON's Patent Houses are for insnprtion at K,^ t/>^\Ap,^,

Parkfield, Pcrshore Road, Birminghi
, and may also be s

iind and dry glazing without the use of putty.'

/
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THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By the lale Sir Joseph Paxton, «' "

Reprinted from the Gardeners

wilh AdJitio

Price irf.

CottaKC Tenantry.

Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office order,

payable to Wm. RicHARiiS. at the Kin;; Street Office, Covent Garden.

Published at the Office of the Gardetttrs' ChrmilcUimdAFrictiUural

CaselU, 41, Wellinston Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

licU and A£riciitttiral Gazette,

Ss. for 2S Copies for distribution amongst M

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETVS SHOW
atO\Ft>Rn.-For ILLUSTRATIONS of the principal jjoints

of interest sec THK GRAPHIC for SATURDAY, Julyao. Price 6rf.

iinslamucd. 7i/. stamped.unsui V .. *^

Office, 190, Strand, W.C.

This day, post 8vo, cloth, 55. (d..
ion of

vised, and gseatly enlarged

THE LABORATORY GUIDE. A Manual of Prac-

tical Chcmistrv-, for Cr.llcgcs and Schools, specially adapted for

Atrricuhural Students. Hy Akthib H. Church. M.A., F.C.S., Pro-

fclsor of Chemistry, Royal AKricultural College, Cirencester.

This volume trivci cnmplttc directions for the Analysis of Soils^

Manures, Cattie-foods and Waters.

JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row.

A capital little volume ; the woodcuts which illustrate the author's
useful hints arc admirable."—Z?*zi7y Tdcgrapk.

In large crown 8vo, price 6^. cloth, gilt; post free, 6s. 6if.,

USHROOM CULTURE: its Extension and
Improvement. By W, Robinson, F.L.S., Author of "The

, Promenades, arid Gardens of Paris," &c. With numerous

K. WARNE AND CO., Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

IHE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST.
CONTENTS of the AUGUST NUMBER (price is.):—

Ulip, John Ik-nry, nilh roluurcd illustralinn-Kosts and Rose

On the Growth ..I I
.

Pears at Tortwonli I
> ' i

I
.

Mentor, by Mr. M - i:il. m.. : .'i I :.. •.,'. ,, I'.',: i. , I :.

Purposes, by Mr. P. Grieve, (.lUhTd—Gl.Tis Walls lor ilonictilt

Purposes, with two illustrations, by Mr. D. T. Fish-Garden Go
—Obituary.

The^JULY^ NUMBER contains a Coloured Figure of the'

i

171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

On Thursday, with Frontispiece, small 8vo,

THE WILD GARDEN;
OR, HOW TO MAKE OUR GROVES AND SHRUBBERIES BEAUTIFUL EY THE

NATURALISATION OF HARDY EXOTIC PL.\NTS.

WITH A CHAPTER ON THE GARDEN OF BRITISH WILD FLOWERS.

By W. ROBINSON, F.L.S,,

Autlior of "Alpine Flowers for English Gardens," " Tlie Parks and Gardens of Paris."

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

£,;</< half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Title-page and Index,

THE ATHEN^UM :

JOURNAL OF ENGLLSH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE
FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of eveiy in^portant New Book.

REPORTS of the teamed Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyages.
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relatir

, Science and Art.

ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.

I MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely I

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of ttie Metropolis.

Siitscriptioit far Twelve Months, ry. : Six Months, &s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 23, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

" Learned, chatty, Vi¥^v\M.."—Athei!aum.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stannped to go by Post, 5d,

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

eSMTAINING EVERY W^fEK AMUS(NG ARTICLES QN SOME OF THE FOLLOWINO SUBJECTS:—
ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES .and FOLK LORE, preserving the (a3<-Xading rcJiqs of the old Mytholpgie?,

BALLADS and 0(d Poetry, with Histofical and Philologipal Illustrations,

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL S.WINGS, their origin, meaning, and appHcation.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HER.ALDRY, including Histories of Old Famijles, Cwnpletioj) of Pgtjigfees, &«,
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natur.al History, Miscellaneous Antiquities^ Numismatics^ Photography, ^-c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve tliclr

iiuogaito, have contributed to NOTES AND QU(iRli:s;—
A. Ashpitel, Esq,
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BY H. M. EOYAL ij LETTERS PATENT.

WEEKS'S PATENT
Duplex Compensating Upright Tubular Boiler

IS INDESTRUCTIBLE.

ITS AVERAGE DURABILITY IS

TWENTY YEARS.

IS GUARANTEED FOR PERFECT

SAFETY.

A BREAKDOWN OR A FAILURE

IS IMPOSSIBLE. ^cQr^ ;^^

CAN BE EASILY CLEANED OUT.

TEN YEARS GUARANTEE GIVEN.

ALL SEDIMENT MAY BE REMOVED

WITHOUT EMPTYING THE

APPARATUS.

EITHER HALF MAY BE WORKED
SEPARATELY.

BEING IN SECTIONS, IT CAN BE

PASSED THROUGH ANY DOOR-

WAY I foot 6 inches wide.

NO OTHER BOILER

OFFERS THE.se ADV.\NT.\GES.

WEEKS'S PATENT DUPLEX BOILER

Is the ONLY ONE to which a FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE was AWARDED at the July, 1870,

EXHIBITION of the ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK, LONDON.

LITHOGRAPH PLANS OF THE LARGEST HOT-WATER APPARATUS ON RECORD,

ERECTED BY WEEKS AND CO., ON THEIR

"ONE BOILER SYSTEM," AT MANLEY HALL, MANCHESTER,

, Sent Post Free on appHcation.

WEEKS'S "BOOK OF DESIGNS" (12TH EDITION)

Post Free on application.

w ^/

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Coinmunicalions should be addressed 10 " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Pubhsher," at the Office, 41, Wellineton Street, CoventGatto, London, W.C.
y^fitu^a

Printed by WiLt.l*M Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradborv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the mo
Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, J uly 30, 187a



No. 32.— 1870.] SATURDAY, AUGUST 6.
j Price Fivepence.

I

Stamped Edition, 6d.

CONTENTS.
LEADING ARTICLES, &-c.—

li.ir-fratnc hives 1052
Cadzow forest cattle 1006

ragement of 1052

lislles in New Zealand.

KEW GARDEN PLANTS—
Ca-logyiiepsittacina 1053
tincidium lepidum 1053

HOME CORRESPONDENCE-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE—
Bisliop Stortford Vines... . 1059
Clover Dodder 1070
Crops, present appearance

of the 1070

"the .

™ of the

Oxford show, the.

,

Royal Agricultural Society

Royal Agri. Improvem

ultural
'

CALENDAROFOPERA TIONS
Farm work of the week. .. . 1076
Garden operations 1063

State of the Crops, 1870.
IDENERS' CHRONICLE

CULTURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY, August 13, will
itain a FULL and TABULAR STATEMENT of the STATE of
CROPS throughout the UNITED KINGDOM. Order of any

w ARRIXOTONT FiriRAI, and HORTICUL-
II 1: \I ~' '1 1! I

• , I \H 11 i\, AUGUST 16 and 17.
' Miscd, the Committee has

1
.

iiluo £10. to the exhibitor
I" --I

'
1

'I
I

' I ! I'!. lilts, in Extra Class 116.
ILj lL'JoL ui, ,\U'M'A» , /viit^usL d.

l:1IARL£S LAYLAND, Secretar)'.

13EADING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
X\i The AUTUMN SHOW will be held on THURSDAY,

5 (by permission of the Mayor), in the Abbey Ruins, Reading.

34 , Chain Stre.

"XJEWCAS I

Schedules and Tickets may be obtained of
CHARLES COLLINS, Hon. Secretary.

: HORTICUL-
lETY, 1870,

rni!RLANn, K.G.
II be heldonTHURS-

Patron
The SECON I

DAY, August 2'

SPECIAL PRIZES OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.
Class T. Eight Stove or Greenhouse Plants.—ist prize, £6; 2d, /j

3<l.jC3:4th,/2;sth,i;.i|.6th,
pnz

s 3. Flowers arranged for Table Decorati
15*- : 3d, los. ; 4th, 75. 6rf. : 5th. 51. ; 6th, 2S. 6d.
Class 4. Basket of Flowers.— ist prize, £,1; 2d, 151. ; 3d, los. ; 4th

?i. dd.; sth, 5s. : 6th. 2S. 6d.
Class q. Bouquet for the hand.—ist prize, lOJ. : 2d, 7r. dd. ; 3d, 5J.

s6. Pr
• Sth,

Worcestershire Agricultural Society.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, in
connection with the above, will be held in the SHOW GROUND

at KIDDERMINSTER, AUGUST 30 and 31, and SEPTEMBER i,

when PRIZES to the amount of ONE HUNDRED and THIRTY-
FIVE POUNDS will be awarded. For Lists of Prizes and Rules,
&c., apply to Mr. H. J. COCHRANE, 27, Clarence Street, Cheltenham,

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

D.AVID BROWN, Gardener, Brook Lane, Chester,
desires to RETURN his most SINCERE and HEARTFELT

THANKS to those Subscribers who, by the:

to place him among the successful candid:
Pensioners on Julys.

tindlva
le Elec

NEW CHILIAN MIMULUS.—This is a new strain,
of dwarf habit, perpetual bloomers, and quite hardy, of very
silied markings and colours. 12 splendid varieties, post free, for
om B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle, Sussex.

NEW AGERATUMS.—Four fine varieties, Imperml
Dwarf, Tom Thumb, Prince Alfred (the deepest bluel. Con-

spicua (white), invaluable lor winter bloom. The four varieties for-
warded free by post for 2s. , from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

N
ênl post free for 2

B.
•

. KNIg'hT, Flori , Battle

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and

R
Decorative Purposes.

OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his
SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

finest varieties of ECHEVERIAS, PANSIES, SEMPERVIVUMS,
TRITOMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c., is now published, and will be
for^varded to applicants.

E-xotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.

SUTTON AND SONS can now supply New Seed of
the following, saved from the finest strains in the country :

—

JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA . . 2S. 6d. per packet
INGRAM'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, 15. 6<J. and 2j. 6rf. „
THOMSON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, is. 6<f. and 2s. U. ,,

FINEST CHOICE CINERARIA, II. 6<i. and 2S. 6d. per packet.
FINEST CHOICE PRIMULA, is. 6,i. and 2s. 6.i. per packet.

And other FLOWER SEEDS, for present sowing.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

A
Dutch Bulbs and Roots, &c.

NT. ROOZEN'S CATALOGUE of above for 1870
»\v ready, and will be sent free on application.

Lilium auratum.
THOUSANDS of this beautiful LILY to offer, JUST

COMING INTO BLOOM. Good plants with one bud each,

M Roses.
ITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW
FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants

nd. Pilt Down Nurseries, Ucklield, Sussex.

The "Old" Nu . Cheshunt Static

Roses on own Roots.

PAUL AND SON have now several thousands, in pots,
ready for delivery for immediate planting. For beds, for lasting

effect, Roses in this way are unequalled. Special LIST free on
application. The " Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

/CHOICEST ROSES, in pots.
\J TE.VSCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE, &c.
The largest stock in the kingdom, consisting of many thousands

Roses.

WM- KNIGHT, of the Floral Nurserjr, Hailsham,
Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

upwards of 20,000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspection
respectfully solicited.

W^
Paul's Roses.

PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES
: NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently e.xhibilcd

by him in his " Garden of Roses " at the Crystal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be seen.

Inspection respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,
Waltnam Station, Great Eastern Railway: half-an-hour's ride from
London. PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

New Roses of 1870.
CRANSTON'S selection of the best .and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.
Descriptive LIS T on application.
ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, ins-inch pots, for planting

out or for growing on for pot culture. Leading varieties of 'Tea-
scented, Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, &c. Descriptive LIST on
^^^

IOHn' CRANSTON, The Nurseries. King's Acre, Hereford.

O^
RICHARD SMITH, Nursep^man and Seed Merchant. W

nd Seed Merchant, Worce;

V INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garslon, Liverpool.

Orchard Houses.
THE ORCHARD HOUSES at SAWBRIDGE-

WORTH are OPEN to the INSPECTION of all who are
interested in their culture. The Harlow Station, Great Eastern
Railway, is the most convenient.

A
Splendid Sweet Bays, Cheap.

VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer fine SWEET BAYS, on stems, 3 to 4 feet, with

heads, 4 feet across and 4 feet high, at £6 per pair, packing
included. Then in all about 20 pair:

To Noblpmen, Gentlemen, and Nurserymen.
10 BE Si 'I I

I,
I .'n.ire Collection of very large

INDI.V r I I

I I
;

I

. I
s, of more than 25 years' growth;

ad-leaved M , 11
I ,, OLEANDERS, &c., all grown in

inch square I..
1 ( 1 |

.
irticulars apply to

r. ROBT- Kli.N .NKl i\
,
] l.irist, 6 & 7, Piajza, Covent Garden, W.C.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 16 pages
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DEStJRLP-
TIVE CATALOGUE ofBRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No 7

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hil,, Kent.

"OSEPH BAUMANN, NURSERYMAN, Ghent,
Belgium, offers for Sale

—

1 CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FIMERIATA PLENA, without
flower buds, U. fy. ff,, £S.

1 CAMELLIAS, IMERICATA PLENA, without flower buds,
L-i. £i, L"- '"

. caSiell:
1C4. Ld> £^.—YQt September.

1 CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sorts, ;£6,

LIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, ,£3,

1 AZALEA INDICA, best named 1

plants, ,£5, {fi, (Z. £,2.
1 AZALEA INDICA STOCKS, I5j.

;, with flower buds, fine

[Three months' credit]

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,
ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the

oSsl
JAMES FAIRHEAD, 7, Borough Market, S.E.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, ac.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.,
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London

Forwarders to all parts of the World.
N.B.—Mr. BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Firm o;BETHAM AND BLACKITH.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECO'lT, BAWTREE,
DOWMN'. :•.!. I ')\II' \^^ .1 :,",i|trd),

COKN.SEED, M 1' ; i.||-\NTS.
Address, 26, Seed M i

,

. i
,

,
i ,

! I^asingstoke.
Samples and prices

for Wht

BENJAMIN S. WILLL-UIS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 187O, post free on application,

contains Li^ts of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns, Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c, ; Dracsenas, Agaves, Yuccas,""

Dasylirions, &c. ; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all

ble Decoi
Conscrvatorjes furnished, and Choice I'lants suppIiecTfor Balls

id Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Seeds from Prize Flowers, saved by
MESSRS. DOBSON and SONS, Seed Growers,

&c., Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, from their unequalled

CALCEOLARIA.—From plants which have been so successfully
exhibited this season at the Cn-stal Palace and Royal Horlicul--— I Exhibitions. In sealed packets, ij. 6rf., is. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5s.

n of fringt:d flowers, of a bril-
liant colour ; also ALP.A ; is., ss. 6d., and 5s.

SCARLET INTERMEDI.VTE STOCK. — Very rich in colour.
6d. and is. All the above post free.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

H.
moderate.

AND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabbage Seeds

from the finest selected stocks. Prices very

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech,

New Turnip Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have now ready, for immediate
• delivery.NEW SEEDS of the above, suitable for late sowing.

Prices may be had on application.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H,
New English Sowing Eape Seed

AND F. SH.'\RPE have fine clean samples of the
-' "

: ready for immediate delivery, which they t

~

Mustard and Rape.
UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of the

above. Lowest price per bushel on application.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Readinff.

Tiifolium Incamatum tardif.
NEW LATE FLOWERING TRIEOLIUM.Q UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of the

KJ above, which comes fully a fortnight alter the ordinary Trifolium.
Lowest price per cwt. on application.

Royal Rerkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

apply to

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.
[UTTGN.S' IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.

INCARN

I SONS, Seed Gn

S"
IMPROVED GREEN-TOP YB^-LOW SCOTCH
IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE
HARDY GREEN ROUND
GREY STONE
SUTTONS' SHORT-TOP SIX-WEEKS

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage free
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

s EEDS for PRESENT SOWING.
Orange Telly Turnip.
White (Slobe Turnip.

JAMES DICKSON

F,

To the Trade and Others.
NEW TURNIP SEED, 1870 GROWTH.

GEE can offer, at advantageous prices, e.vcellenl
selected Stocks of the above, very fine samples. Now ready

livery.

F. lilEE, Seed Merchant and Gt(

To Gardeners and Others.
EXCELLENT PLANTS can now be supplied as

follows, for cash:-
KNIGHT'S EARLY PROTECTING WHITE BROCCOLI, at 5s.

per 1000.

SNOW'S WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI, at 7s. 6d. per 1000.

WALCIIEREN and EARLY LONDON CAULIFLOWER, at y-t. 6rf.

DRUMHEAD and GREEN CURLED SAVOY, at Is. 6d. per 1000.

F. GEE, Seed Establishment, Biggleswade.
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H ORTICULTURAL

i Plans and Specifications, or 10 Roush

:e, form, and style of Building required

al Illustrations and Price Lists of Sir

sent for two stamps.

HEREMAN AND MORTON, HoRTicuLTCRAL Engineers,

14, Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, \V.

;ountry Works at Gloucester, Coventrj-, Ulvcrstone, Paisley, and

JAMES BOYD AND SONS, Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIEb, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinerj'. and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom, ftlanufacturers of Hot-water

Apparatus for Heating Churches, JI------ "'—-- ''

Plans ' appli'

Heating by Hot Water.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, MANUFAC

TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for

setting in Brickwork, or as snown jn

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.
(Successors to John R. Peill),

Sole Manufacturers of the Improved

CONICAL BOILERS,

West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

AT I N C E N "
V S K I N N E R, Stc

II OT-
SE BUILDER and
WATER APP.4.RA-
M.\NUFACTURER
riy Partner

I Work.

Second-Hand TUBULAR
and par-

17,' Bridges Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

Which ; leral 1

passing any other Boilen

,
and which

Bear Garden, New Park Street,

Southwark, London, S.E.

H. LASCELLES' MACHINl^M.^DE
. MELON LIGHTS. Each.

16 ft. bydft. Lights, 2in. thick, unglazcd.. j£o 3
' Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

Sheet o II o

with stout portable Box, not
Painted 130

Painted four coats, and

tuhalI Handleson .. .., ... I S o
J^ISSH Packed and Delivered in

Railway van i 10 o

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do „ ' V * '5 °™ GREENHOUSES Per ft. super

Woodwork only Prepared and Fitted .. • • • ° ? „
Primed and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet . . ..009
Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork . . ..010

I, Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use 013
Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C.

OT- WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BiiUr.
HOTHOUSES,

C0NSERV.\TORIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c .

HOT-WATER PIPESatwhole- (

sale prices : Elbows, T -

Syphons, and evcrj' other c

tion kept in stock.

WROUGHT and CAST 1

1

CONICAL, SADDLE, a- '

IMPROVED CONIC
also Elliptic, Boilers, from 2

;xtra strong CAST-IRON TVLILAR Ki

«,„..„ without Water Bars, from 521. W. each.

CAST and WROUGHT.IRON PORTABLE BOILERS,
for use without brick\vork, from 6os:^.ach^

Portablt Boiler.

WORK of every descriptit
INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joi.u>

Sockets require no other packing, Elti/'itt- Boiln

perfectly v

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, ,,,„,.

Old Barge Iron Wharf, UpperP^

I. JONE
t their wharf in London.

liberal

Merchants, 6, Eankside, Southwark,

Midland Horticultural and Hot-Water Engineering
_Worl5s, Lougliborougli.

ait personally on any Lady or Gentleman a^ .... t their residences.

„. M. does not confine himself to his Patented mode of construe

, but will carry out the designs of Architects according to then

\'alve gives complct

1 of all work undertaken is gu;

n every case. Many thou

The most Desirable Plant of tlie Season.

PARSONS NEW WmiE .MIGNONETTE,
RESEDA ODOR.VTA EXIME.V - This new and lovel)

Mignonette will be an universal favourite: it is so much superior ir

odour, habit, and colour—being nearlypure white—it cannot fall 10 b(

<TOwn in preference to the other variety : the spikes are large anc

beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House
There arc many Plants advertised, eulogised, and
Public as something very superior, when they "'

existing varieties; but F. Parsons
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and
of all others. It has been exhibited a. -- ^- .

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-dass Certificate,

March 30, 1870. . , -, .^

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

May 4, 1870.

The Grand International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-

ficate, May 21, 1870.

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
28, 1870.

The above V
of F.

"

better than
the Public this new
; .- take pre-eminence

four of the principal shows this

Key
id 28, Western Rnad, lii

mefj Hurstpicrpoint
;

pi

The Agents for the

Hassocks' Gale Nun

aiJvertised shortly.

JAM
Choice Seeds for Present Sowins, Free by Post.

lES DICKSON v\ND SONS (old established

id Seed Business), 102, Easigate Street, and " Newton "

Nurseries, Chester. Per packet.

—

s. d.

.\nTIRRH1NUM, choice mixed 6rf. and i o

AURICULA, from choice va ' "

CALCEOLARIA, herbaceou; .

CARNATION, from prize flowers
3?. 6<f. and 5

icd dowe . M. and 5

HOLLYHOCK, from choice named b

,,
collections of 6 and

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA
PANSY, from prize flowers
PETUI^IA, from choice v .

,,
double, fine hybridised

PI N KS, from choice named sorts

POLYANTHUS, from a choice strain .. '

PYRETHRUM AUREUM, Golden Fcither
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA, I

,,
RUBRA, I

Mi;
FILICIFOLIA

'" ALBA

. 6rf., 2S. 6d. and 5

collection, i

„ Cocardeau or Winter
„ East Lothian Collection, 3 colours

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA
LUTEA

WALLFLOWER, finest Double German

1 packets, 3d. and M, each :—

Alyssum saxatile.

Csuandrinia, of so

Candytuft, of son

Iberis scmpcrvirens,

Improved and (

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING a CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS

PIPE-JOINTS.

m S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good worki

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved Sy

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints

neatness of appearance; effects a saying of 25 per cent, on co

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for e

sions, alterations orremovals without injuryto Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and perfcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-wate

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Myosotis palustris.

Ncmophila, of sorts.

Saponaria, of sorts.

Shortia californica.

.Silene, of sorts.

Sweet William, fine mixed.

in the late Firm of Sanders, Frewc
dissolved by mutual consent.

The Patentee wisl

First and only Pri«
Kensington, 1866 ;

These much-approved Patent Sys'

also extensively adapted for all Ag
Churches, Factories, Railway Static..-, , —

, j • 1.

Full particulars and Prices of the Patent Houses, glaied wito

26 oz. Sneet Glass from is. 2d. per foot super and upwards ; as also

Illustrated Caialoj
. ClfARLES BEARD, V

stamps ; may be obtai

Horticultural Works,

wood, may be had

c BBAGE SEED
for Present Sowing.

FOR THE GARDEN,
wing at once, to come in next spnng

per oz., 9d.

LONDON M.\RKET. E.^RLY DW.A.RF
YORK, ENFIELD MARKET, NON
PAR I EL, each&i. per oz.

FOR THE FARM.
SUTTONS' IMPROVED DRUMHEAD.

The largest
In July

Early Cabbage Seed for Present Sowing.

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN.
M E S CARTER and CO.,

?37 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

CARTER'S EARLY, the best for spring use, Sd. per oz.

CARTER'S MATCHLESS, an excellent variety, &i. per oz.

ENFIELD MARKET, a wenkno\viijiort,^rf- per o

Carter's Select Stock of Onions.

J AS. CARTER and CO. beg to offer the following

excellent varieties of ONIONS for present sowing ;—

NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION, of NAPLES, a splendid variety,

per packet, is.

EARLY WHITE NAPLES ONION, per packet, is.

NEW WHITE GLOBE TRIPOLI ONION, per packet, ij.

ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ONION, per packet, «.

A Special Certificate was awarded to JAMES- CARTER AND CO.

by the Royal Horticultural Society, December, 1869. for three speci-

men varieties of Onions, the weights of which were as follows :—

GIANT ROCC.\, one bulb, weight 3 lb. 9 oz. .
, „^ .

two bulbs, weight 2 lb. 11 oz,, and

"bulb, weight 3 lb.

D CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

High Holborn, London, W.C.

Wleelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

Should be:

... ,_., J. as.M.
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD,

:.6d.] rib.
COMMO!? DRUMHEAD,

DUTCH, zf. per lb. Also LrtcAsa
SEEDS, •TURNIP SEEDS, MUSTARD,
RAPE, Sic, for autumn sowing—par-
ticulars ofwhich maybe had on apphcation.

SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

rtOLOURED SHELL GRAVEL, for Gardens, Con-

\J scrvatories, and Terraces, presenting a very novel appearance,

d of a mottled roan colour: also the usual SHELL GRAV'EL. Sold

FRANCIS AND CO., Surrey foot of Vauxhall Bridge, London, S.E.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE is a new
and very earlv variety, perfectly distina, and of most excellent
*".

. ' . , ^ 3nd planted out t8 mchesapart m
theT

wheelers'' TOM THUMB LETTUCE (true),

mall packet, td., post free.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed G
:q, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

per packet

;

:, Gloucester: and
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F
AVKI'
CALLl

New and Extra Choice Flower Seeds.

SEF.r>5MEN TO THE QUEEN.
RAXCTS ,'; ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

I
1 lud " Seed Warehouse, io6j Eastgate Street,

choic
i flo'

Per packet-

:ction IS. ixl.iHS. 6d. and
CINERARIA, very choice strain 2S. M. and
CARNATION, from superb flowers IS. and

„ in collections, 12 varieties . . . . 3s. 6d. to

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' prize strain is. and
GLOXINIA

,, erect flowered
HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named varieties .. is. and
MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA is. and

SYLVATICA . . .... .

.

IS. and
,. ALBA IS. and

PANSY, from finest named varieties is. and
,, Belgian, or Fancy is. and

PETUNIA, from choicest varieties M. and
PINK, from finest varieties IS. and
POLYANTHUS, from finest flowers, e.xtra

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUBRA.. 2s. 6rf. and

„ ,, „ ALBA . . 2s. &f. and
„ „ „ Mixed .. IS. and
, „ „ FILICIFOLIA RUBRA,

IS. 6d. and
,, ,, „ ,, ALBA, zs. dd. and
.. „ „ „ Mi.xed

ffSr All thnt TnmuUi^ai • p^m the pttst strains in cuUiva-

STOCK, 1 isi I I I white, and Purple, each

swrE'i wii I I \ 11 \ I .d .'. .. ..
'.'. '.'.

TALSt 'Nl \ \ o 1 \ t '1 \i VH, a superb greenhouse climber,
whieh llowcrs most abundintl> almost the whole year. The
fliiwers are about 5 mches in diameter, and of the richest
icTrlet Grows very rapidly 1$. and

VIOLA CORNUPA
„ „ ALBA IS. and

\VALLFLOWER, fine dark M. and
„ Double Gennan, finest mixed .. is and

*,* All Flower Seeds sent post free.

"D S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.

—

i

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed zi. M., 3S. 6rf., and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, zs. 6d., 3s. 6d., and

CINERARIA, Wcatherill'sextra choice strain, 2s. 6d.,y. 6d.,tt

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. js. 6<i , 2S. 6,i., and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

ECIIEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties . . is. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 25. 6.(, and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Y'ellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.-This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in Erreat abundance is. 6d. and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. 6ii. and

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA, var. CCELESTINA
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber

Victoria and Paradise Nun , Upper Holloway, London, N.

iNEW ROSE, PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
THE BUDDING .SEASON.

M^ILLIAM PAUL
Has still a few Plants, established in pots, of this NEW and BEAUTIFUL ROSE, with six buds on each

plant. Ifbudded timv on the Dog-rose or Maiutti, the plants will bloom freely next sumnter. The colour ranges from
rosy peach to deep salmon, the flowers are lar^e and globular, the plan t is hardy and free. Three First-class

<='"'''''=•>'"•
Price 103. 6d. each.

" One of the finest peach-coloured Roses in cultivation."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle,
" One of the grandest Roses in cultivation."

—

Journal ofHorticulture.
" One of the best new Roses sent out for many years past."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.
" A good Rose for exhibition, and a grand Rose for the garden."

—

The Field.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

DUTCH FLO^VER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.,

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THI.IK

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of all the finest I<inds of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,

LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, &c., and also including

A SELECT LIST of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for AUTTJMIT SOWING,
is now ready, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

NEW CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, & LAING
HAVE THE PLEASURE OF OFFERING THE POLLOVVING

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS:- ^ ^Per packet.

-

ANTIRRHINUM, extra choice, saved from our magnificent collection ofthe newest named flowers, 6(/. , is., and
CALCEOLARI.^, hybridised, saved from the flowers that gained the First Prize at Kensington, is. 6d., y. 6d., &
CALCEOLARIA, hybridised, saved from the celebrated strain at Dalkeith Palace .. is. 6d., as. 6d., and
CINERARIA, extra clioice, saved from an unequalled assortment of named flowers .. is. 6d., zs. 6if., and
COLEUS (Golden), hybridised, saved from our First Prize Crystal Palace Collection ,. is., is. 6c/., and
CYCLAMEN, superb, saved from the Amateur's Collection who was first at Kensington.

.

,. is., zs., and
HOLLYHOCK, extra superb, saved from the most distinct of our famous assortments of prize flowers,

12 colours (Collection)

HOLLYHOCK, ex. fine, saved from the finest vars. of our magnificent collection, mixed, is. 6d., zs. 6d., and
PANSY (Show), extra choice, saved from our own unrivalled exhibition f!owers .. .. is., is. 6d., and
PANSY (Fancy), ex. choice, saved from the most beautiful colours of our admirable collection, is., is. 6d., and
PENTSTEMON, most superb, saved from our own collection of the choice varieties introduced last season,

IS., is. 6d., and
PRIMULA (Fringed, Red and White), saved from the finest strain in cultiv.ation .. .. zs. 6d., 3^. 6d., and
PRIMULA (Fern-leaved, Red and White), saved from a most magnificent strain, specially for ourselves,

zs. 6d., 3^. 6d., and
PYRETHRUM (Golden), very select, saved from a very carefully selected strain of this popular bedder,

6d., is., and
STOCK, Intermediate (Scarlet, Purple, and White), saved from our oelebrated strain of these flowers,

which rival the East Lothian varieties .. .. is., is. 6d., and
SWEET WILLIAM, extra dark, saved from Hunt's choice strain, carefully selected and improved, 6d., is., &

Slamis may be sent in payment. Packets forwarded Free by Post.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E. ; and at EDINBURGH,

R OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
REVISED GLADlcil.rs Mlll;hULE for AUGUST 17, 1870.

:
. "WERS.

.listinct. {,io,C6,£^Classi.—36GI.AI

Ci..\sS2,-36GLADIoi I,

Grace the Duke ul l>i

il. £s, Cz-
CIJISS3.—GLADIOLI, i3

I. (PriJCS odered by His
F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.)

E.NliibUors notspikes, distinct.

nB m l,lass 2.) £i, ii, £,-,.

Foil AMATEURS.
kes, dktmct. £,i, [,2, £

I .|C.-

class 6!^4'holl'yhock'S^
15s., los., ss.

Class 7.—u HOLLYHOCKS, cut blooms, distinct. (Amateurs.)

Class 8.-i= PHLOXES,'cut','distmct. (Open.) £:, 15!., lOJ.

Class 9.-APRIC0TS,sini:lc dish. (Ojjen.) ,ii, 15!., los.

Class io,-NEW PLANTS and FLOWERS (Open.) Certificates.

CLASSii.—NEW FRUITSand VEGETABLES. (Open) Certificates.

m
WEDNESDAY,

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class i.—i Golden Variegated Zonal (Tricolor) PELARGONIUM.

(Open.)
& Son, Nurscrymen,St. John'sWood, 15s.

an, Brentwood, los.

Stevens, Ealing Terrace, Ealing, 51.

Class 2.—1 Silver Variegated Zonal (Tricolor) PELARGONIUM.
(Open.)
!t Son, iss.

sery, Slough, lor.

3d, Mr. C. Edmonds, Nurseryman, Hayes, 5s.

Class 3.—i Gold and Bronze Zonal (Bicolor) PELARGONIUM."
len.)

ig, Nurserym
3d, Mr. H. Cannell, Nurseryman, Woolwich, 1

Class 5.-1 Silver-edged PELARGONIUM. (Open.)
, Mr. C. Turner, 15s.

Class 6.— i Ivy.leaved PELARGONIUM, in bloom. (Open.)
1st, Mr. a Turnei

Cl,iss7.—t NOSEGAY PELARGONIUM, in bloom, (Open.)
1st, Mr. G. Smith, Nurseryman, Hornsey Road, 15s.

2d, Mr. H. Cannell, los.

Class 8.—i ZONAL PELARGONIUM, in bloom. (Open.)
1st, Mr. 1. Mann. 15s.

2d, Mr. J. George, Putney Heath, S.W., toy.

Class 9.—i Double-flowered ZONAL PELARGONIUM, in bloom.
(Open.)

1st, Messrs. Downic, Laird & Laing, 15s.

2d, Mr. J. Mann, tor.

Class io.-EARLY PLUMS, single dish. (Open.)
Tst, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Losford H.all,

T
state of tlie Crops, 1870.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
CULTURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY, August 13,

il.. ^ WITT 1 ^...1 TdTiTTT AP CT A 'r^?^f TJTVlT ..f .1— CTA'Pl

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1S70.

The following remarks upon the subj'ect ofthe
Royal Horticultural Society in the Pro-
vinces were received from Mr. Ayres in

November last, but as at that time the Oxford
experiment had been determined upon, we
thought it best to hold them over until the

result of the O.xford meeting was known. Unfor-
tunately their force has been in no way impaired,

and now it appears quite clear that there are

only two courses open for the Society, either to

abandon the country project or to act inde-

pendently and with greater spirit. And we agree

with our correspondent that the latter course is

the right one to follow.

I am rather surprised to find Mr. Fish advocating the

joint visit of Flora and Ceres to Oxford next year. I

think horticulture has had sufficient experience of the

refrigerating influence of agriculture upon her finances to

see the impropriety of seeking any further partnership in

that line of business. The fact is, there is not sufficient

room for two Richmonds in the same field at the same
time ; not that I think there is any indisposition on the

part of the public to patronise both, but from the simple

fact that the longest sumiuer's day is not long enough to

see both shows, and therefore as the persons who pay,

viz., the million, cannot afford to make two journeys, the

flower show goes to the wall, to makewayfor the tame beast

show and its thousand attractions. The mental and physical

endurance of the strongest men, those who are schooled in

the work of the daily Press to observe almost with seeing, is

unequal to the task of grasping with one of these exhibi-

tions, much more two in one day ; and if they fail, what a
state of bewilderment the head of the common observer

must be in. At Leicester last year, having both depart-

ments to attend to, I had three weeks of this incessant toil

—little less than 20 hours a day ; and though I am blessed

with a constitution stronger than the majority of men, my
left arm, from physical exhaustion, fell useless by my side,

and for several weeks I was unable to use it. No man
knows the consequence of this kind of mental and physicil

exhaustion better than Mr. FiSH himself. It made work

for the doctor of him at Bury St. Edmund's, and there-

fore I am the more surprised that he should .advocate

the Society's continuing the past game of "follow my
leader." . .

The Royal Agricultural Society, the British Association,

the Social Science Congress, and congresses of many other

kinds,'go to the country annually mth marked success,

and it is only for the Royal Horticultural Society to select

its district, and it will quickly find plenty of large towns

ready to compete for its favours. As, however, profit m
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the present condition of the Society is, if not the primary,

the secondary object of these visits, it is indispensable that

great centres of population should be sought, and centres

where facilities of railway access are unquestionable.

Here in Nottingham any necessary guarantee would

be subscribed in a few days, hundreds of pounds would

be collected for special prizes, and we could offer sites of

unquestionable suitabihty for the show. First, our Arbo-

retum of nearly 20 acres, which is kept in as good condition

as Kew or Battersea. Secondly, a park a few minutes' walk

out of the town, 50 acres in extent, bounded on one side

by the Trent, on the other by the Northern and Midland

Railways, each within two minutes' walk of the ground,

nobly wooded. And, thirdly, a spflt nearer the town,

finely undulated, and where 20 acres could be enclosed

at almost a nominal cost. This may be considered a

gardening centre; few counties, of its size, contain so

many fine gardens, while our artizans would, in the Rose

season, beat all the artizans in creation. And, lastly, I

will venture to say we could offer the great Rosarian

himself, the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, and Mr. E.J. Lowe.
F.R.S.. as joint local secretaries. If any town in England
can offer greater securities for success I should be glad to

hear of it. Some financial data I may as well add. In

our Arboretum, a few years back, with no attraction

beyond those of music and fireworks, ^^560 was taken

in one afternoon for admission, in sixpences! In the

park before indicated, a few weeks back, a party of

upwards of 40.000 congregated one afternoon, at 6d. and
IS. each, for a mere rural fete and political demonstra-

tion, those present being almost exclusively towns-

people, not a single special train being run ; and on the

occasion of the visit of the British Association, though
liitle more than 48 hours' notice was given of the show,

nearly ^^400 was taken at the floral /tfe in sixpences.

These are facts of recent occurrence, and demonstrate

what a four days' fete here might be expected to

produce.
I say a four ^^ys fete, because I believe six days to be

too long to keep a show of this kind open. My notion

now is to receive and arrange the plants on the Monday,
and. as far as possible, to judge them ; on the Tuesday
morning to receive the cut flowers, which should be staged

ready for the judges by 8 o'clock, and for the privileged

members and full-priced ticket-holders to be admitted

from 10 till 4. when the prices should gradually decrease

imtil the admission, on the after-part of the two last days,

should not exceed sixpence. It is the maintenance of high

prices that is the great barrier to pecuniary success in

these exhibitions. Devote the early part of the day to

high prices if you like, but let the afternoons and evenings

be as cheap as possible. On Saturday the plants would
be cleared away, and be got home without any desecra-

tion of the day of rest. Four days so managed, keeping
the gates open for admission from 8 .\.M. to 8 p.m., would
yield more money than six days upon the past exclusive

plan. The money comes from the million, and the privi-

leges of the upper classes would not be curtailed if early

admission became the rule. For real comfort in seeing

the plants give me two or three hours in the early morn-
ing, in preference to a day in a crowd of visitors.

The great drawback to these exhibitions is the want
of novelty and variety. We see the same things over

and over again, staged nearly in the same manner,

and the consequence is, the more extensive the show
the greater the monotony. If, as I have explained

before, some artistic effort could be made and some bits of

plant grouping be introduced that persons would be glad

to transfer to their greenhouses or conservatories, some-
thing would be done to advance the national taste ; but

as it is, elephantine plants alone are encouraged, many of

them being, in point of real beauty, little superior to the

Hollies and Aucubas which we find upon our lawns.

These plants are looked upon as impossibilities to the

majority of gardeners, and merely regarded as "show
plants;" and fortunate is it that it is so, for many of
them are not worth house room. The Society appears to

have gone as far as it can m the encouragement of huge
plant growing ; let it now try another tack, and see what
will be the effect of diversified collections. I see no
reason why soft-wooded plants should not be allowed in

the collections of stove and greenhouse plants. A really well

grown Fuchsia, scarlet or fancy Pelargonium, Calceolaria.

or Orchid should certainly be as good as a fiowerless Fern,

or other foliage plant. The fact is, stove and greenhouse
plants have been star\'ed into the very narrowest limits

of those that can be readily grown and will bloom for the

longest period ; and the gem of to-day must not be grown,
because it will not be a gem at all the shows of the
district for two or three months to come. Speaking to

a metropolitan exhibitor upon this subject a week or two
back, he said, " I admit the plants you name are very
beautiful, and their cultivation meritorious ; but the judges
of the present day would call them ' weeds. ' as they do every

plant which is not familiar to their stereotyped gaze."

Well, if such is the fact, the sooner such judges are

allowed to stay at home, to make room at the shows for

wiser men, the better. To revolutionise the arrangement
of these shows altogether would not require any great

effort of either mind or taste, and I am sure profit would be
found in it. Nor would I confine the changes to plants

only, but I would extend it to fruits and cut flowers.

Why Roses should be condemned to the rule of line and
compass—to be shown everlastingly in flat boxes— I do not
know. Surely the Queen of Flowers would not disgrace a

handsome vase, and I think even my neighbour the
champion Rose grower at Caunton would not take excep-

tion to each flower being placed in a glass tube, and that

tube so placed that the flowers would jut out from a
pyramid of Lycopod, Isolepis, Maidenhair, or any other

delicate foliaged Fern. Pyramids of this kind, rising

2 to 3 feet high, and studded thinly with finely grown
Roses, would, I think, either for the exhibition table or

the drawing-room, look quite as well as half dead flowers

reposing upon wholly dead Moss. Finally, and not to

trespass further upon your space, if the Society desires to

abandon the connection with the Agricultural Society, it

will then be free to go to the country at any time it

pleases and not, as is the case now, at the fag end of the

season. This of itself would be a great advantage, as it

would enable the Society to present the best phases of

gardening in their best season. IV. P. Ayj'Cs, Nov. 1869.

The London Flower Market has long been
a disgrace to the metropolis. Inadequate in size,

ill-suited for its purpose, in bad repair, a dilapid-

ated shed, in fact, it has long been an eyesore

and a laughing-stock to bystanders and a source

of vexation and annoyance to those whom busi-

ness leads into its precincts ; nor does there seem
any nearer prospect of improvement than there

does in the case of the adjoining *' Covent
Garden." Both alike fall far short of the require-

ments of the trade and of the public. Under these

circumstances it is natural that those most inte-

rested should look elsewhere, in the hope of

securing some site more convenient for their

operations than the present. One correspondent,

as it would appear, in accordance with the homoeo-
pathic dogma — Similia similibiis curantin'—
suggests that Leicester Square, whose forlorn

condition has for many years excited the mirth

of the wags, would form an admirable site for a

properly constructed flower market.

Leicester Square is, we beheve, the property

of private individuals, and the law is powerless

to compel them to take measures for its improve-

ment, but probably if the owners saw a way of

making their property remunerative, they might

so far conform to the general habit of mankind,
and entertain a proposition which, while enrich-

ing them, would be of material benefit to the

public. We can hardly anticipate so large a

dividend as that said to be paid by the Alhambra
Company (whose garish concert-room abuts on
the square we have mentioned), of 25 per cent.,

but there can, we imagine, be little doubt that a

good dividend might be obtained from the profits

of such a market as we are advocating.

London improvements in general have a very

long incubatory stage. Years of talk are ex-

pended before anything more substantial is

effected, but at length, when the stage of action

really is arrived at, the results are sufficiently

satisfactory, as witness the Victoria Embank-
ment, the Holborn Viaduct, and, as cognate to

our present subject, the markets at Islington and
Smithfield. With these accomplished facts in

view, w^e need not despair of seeing ultimately

improved markets for fruit, vegetables, and
flowers. The area of Covent Garden is far too

small for the business transacted there, nor can
it well be extended without a very large sacrifice

of property. Occasionally, as leases fall in, some
slight extension may take place, as in the instance

of the present flower market ; but the relief to be

looked for by such means is but trifling. The
site mentioned by our correspondent would, in

our opinion, be an excellent one for the purpose
;

and we should rejoice to sec some steps taken to

secure it for the purpose. This is a matter which
specially concerns the growers and dealers, and
we should be glad to learn their views on the

subject.

In the House of Commons, on Tuesday last, a

vote of ;^6ooo w^as granted towards the erection of a

Natural History Museum at South Kensington.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in moving the

vote, took occasion to say, "that the want of accom-

modation for the national collection was continually

increasing. Such a building as was required to do

justice to the collection would cover 4 acres of ground,

and the question was where that quantity of ground

could be found, with sufficient space for further ex-

tension. One proposal was that the ground between
Charing Cross and Waterloo Bridge should be taken,

but that would involve thetakingaway of land that was
intended for the purposes of recreation, and after what
had taken place he did not think that such a plan could be

carried out. Then it had been suggested that there should

be an addition to the British Museum, but the land there

w^ould cost ;i^50,ooo per acre. Another plan was to erect

a building between Westminster Bridge and Charing

cross, but the objection to that plan was, that the space

of ground was insutlicient for the purpose. After con-

sidering the various propositions, he had come to the

conclusion that the best position that could be selected

was near the South Kensington Museum. About

16.J acres had been sold to the Government at the rate of

jCjooo per acre. The value was ^120,000, but if it now
went into the market it would fetch ;^ioo,ooo more.

One of the conditions of sale was, tliat the land must

be applied to purposes of science and art. For seven

years that land had been a kind of potter's field. What
he proposed was, to place on that land the museums
required for the natural history collection, and he con-

sidered the site a most eligible one. The cost of the

erection of the necessary buildings would be ;i^35'^j*^*'^*'^-"

We hear that Mr. Morris, well known as a

raiser and grower of Zonal Pelargoniums, intends to

offer Prizes to the amount of ten guineas for the best

seedling Golden Variegated Zonal Pelai goniums. The
intendoii of Mr. MORRIS is, we believe, to give a prize

of ^5 S-^*
foi^ die best group of any number ofseedlings,

not exceeding six, and a further prize of ^5 5^. for the
best individual variety selected out of the prize group.
The points to be insisted on are novelty, distinctness,

and vigour of growth ; the plants are to be shown in

their natural condition, without thinning or mutilation,

and the winning one at least is to be named. Tlie

prizes are, we believe, to be competed for next year at

one of the South Kensington meetings, and no doubt
further particulars will in due time be forthcoming.

We have been requested to publish the follow-

ing rules adopted by the Metropolitan Society
for the Encour.\gement of Florists' Flowers,
the first exhibition of which Society will be held at the
Crystal Palace, Sydenham, on Tuesday, September 6,

Wedsesday, September 7, and Thursday, September 8,

1870 :—
1. Exhibitors must give notice on or before Wednes-

day, August 31, of the classes in which they intend to
compete, and cards corresponding to these entries will be
furnished on the morning of the exhibition.

2. No specimens can be received after half-past eight
on the morning of the first day of exhibition, and the
judges will make their awards at 10 o'clock.

3. The judges will have the right to withhold the prize

where they consider the subject not worthy of it.

4. No exhibitor can take more than one prize in each
class.

5. All specimens must be grown by the exhibitor, or, in

case of gardeners, by their master ; and in any case of
dishonesty or mutilation of flowers, not only will the
stand where this takes place be disqualified, but all stands
of the same exhibitor.

6. The exhibition will be closed at 5 o'clock on the last

day of the show, when, but not before, exhibitors may
remove their productions.

9. Exhibitors who are not members of the Society must
pay an entrance fee of 55.

The schedule is now ready, and may be bad on applica-

tion to the Hon. Secretary, the Rev. H. H. DOMBRAIN,
Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.

Those who possess the luxury of ^n orchard-
house should by no means omit growing a Pot Mul-
berry or two with their other fruit trees. The Mul-
berry is perfectly amenable to pot-culture, bears freely

under glass, and ripens its fruit to perfection—indeed, to

such perfection as is never attained out-of-doors, 'il.e

fruits hang on till they become thoroughly ripened,

and when eaten in that state they melt away entirely,

and have a rich luscious flavour with which outdoor
Mulberries cannot compare. We, therefore, reccmi-

mend a pot Mulberry for every orchard-house, where
the owner values this wholesome fruit.

We are informed that a fine specimen of

Litt.ea geminiflora (often called Buonapartea
juncea) is now in bloom in Mr. Yates' Palm-house at

Lauderdale House, Highgate.

Among the economical matters exhibited at

the Royal Agricultural Society's show at Oxford,

Major Munn's Honey-trough and Bar-frame
Hives, which are highly spoken of by skilled apiarians,

deserve to be noticed. They are thus described :

—

"The frames are 9 inches by 12 inches outside measure,

^-inch-thick deal ; the top bar, or guide bar, being only

9 inches, gives the bees the shortest space to build upon
in a direct line where the two sides of the J-inch square
bar have been waxed for the purpose of the bees building

the foundations of the combs. The depth leaves the bees

the choice of filling the frames only half way in a bad
season, whilst they are all made to overlap each other,

with parallel combs, as if in their natural habitat. Eight,

ten, or twelve bar-frames are given to the bees to build

within ; and these frames, resting on the projecting ends
of the top bar, which is elongated for the purpose, lodge

on the two edges of the outer hive, or box rim, and the

frames are kept apart with J-inch bars, to which the inch

zinc slides are fixed,— and thus fitted and closed, a com-
plete hive (or miniature apiary) is constituted, with

inclined floor boards, one acting as an alighting board,

and the other made to slide out to admit the s\\arm

through when first stocked. This hive within a hive has

a coverlid, and is thus perfectly secured from weather,

with an equal circulation of air around the bar-frames
;

prevents damp or disease, and all dead bees or eftete

matter is discharged out of the hive by the inclined floor

boards, whilst the bees have a clear dry landing place and
shelter on the alighting board in all sorts of weather."

Among Recently Published Books we may
notice the GMie/f io the Royal Botanic Gardens and
Pleasure Groimds at Knu^ byDANIEL OLIVER, F.R.S.,

Keeper ol the Herbarium of the Royal Gardens (Mac-
millan). This is the 25th edition of a handbook
originally drawn up by the late Sir W. Hooker, and

always noteworthy as a marked exception to the usually

worthless books sold as "guide books" to similar

public institutions. In the present edition the editor

has entered completely into the spirit of the original

author ; and has shown himself thoroughly conversant

with the requirements of the general reader. The result

is a most interesting, and, it is needless to say, accurate

account of Kew Gardens in their present condition.

A reprint of Mr. Samuelson's article in the "Quarteriy

Journal of Science " on Beer, Scientifically and Socially

Cotisidered (Longmans). We have, on a former occa-

sion, expressed our concurrence with the author's views

as to the necessity of introducing a pure, mild, cheap

beverage for the working classes, in place of the per-

nicious compound that too often goes under the name
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of beer, and recommenil the perusal of the author':

present broc/tun\ The second edition of the late

Professor Henfrey's Elementaly Course of Botany

(Van Voorst), revised and partly rewritten by

Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S. The
second portion of the second half of Dr. Raben-
horst's Kryptogatncn Flora of Saxony, Thurlngia,

and Northern Bohemia (Leipsig': Edward KUiMMER
;

London: Williams & Norgate), has recently been

published. It contains the completion of the enume-

ration of the Lichens, and is illustrated with excellent

woodcuts. To those students of Lichens who read

German, this little volume is indispensable.

—

Flore

Analyii(]ue de la Suisse, par P. Morthier (Neufchatel

:

Sandoz ; London: Williams & Norgate). Just

the book for the knapsack of the tourist. When the

atrocious war shall have ended tourists may be in a

position to test the value of the present publication.

At present we can only say that its form is very

compact, and that it seems well adapted for its purpose.

The genera are, for purposes of discrimination, arranged

according to the Linnean system, but are disposed

according to the natural method in the body of the work.

—Notes of a Course of St-'en Lectures on Electrical

Pheno?nena and Theories, by John Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S. (Longmans). These contain, in short com-
]iass, an admirably clear summary of the main facts of

electrical science, and the inferences to be derived from
them. As a companion to more voluminous treatises,

or as a guide in the lecture room, this little book can

hardly be too strongly recommended.—Prefaced by an
appropriate quotation from MoLlfeRE, which repre-

sents the final resource of medical skill to consist in

sending the patient off to '* drink the waters," Mr.
Bi'RNEY Veo's Notes of a Season at St. Moritz (Long-
mans) contain a good deal of information, but do
not convince us of the suitability of the Engadine for

invalids ; indeed the author is by no means enthusiastic

in his remarks on the advantages of the health resorts

of this district. He has nevertheless written a gossip-

ing account of St. Moritz and Tarasp, and added a list

of the plants and insects to be found there.

—

Church's
Laboratory Guide (Van Voorst), appears in a second
edition. It is well adapted for its purpose, that

of giving students a practical insight into chemical
manipulations and processes.

—

Pewtner's Compre-
hensive Specifier, edited by W. VoUNG (Longmans),
will be very serviceable to builders or contractors,

or those who have dealings with those craftsmen ; a
good index adds much to the value of the book.

—

The lyansactions of the Woolhope Naturalists' Fiela

CIhI\ 1869 [Times office, Hereford), contains,

among other things, an analytical key to the genera
of British Agaricini, with illustrations by Mr, W. G.
Smith, which is likely to be very useful.—The
second volume of the Prodromus Floris LIispanic<s,

by Professors WiLLKOMM and Lange (Stuttgart
;

London : WiLLlAMS & Norgate), will be welcomed
by all botanists. It is in Latin, and contains admirable
descriptions of Spanish plants, and analytical Tables
to facilitate their determination. The present volume
begins with Valerianeie and ends with Ebenacea^.
The arrangement of the families is peculiar, and is

that proposed by one of the authors of the present

book, M. WiLLKOMM, now Professor at Dorpat. His
colleague. Dr. Lange, is the Professor of Botany at

Copenhagen. Another peculiarity, embarrassing to

English botanists who use the words "order" and
"family" synonymously, is the subordination of the
'* family " to the " order ;

" in fact, the orders in this

work are more like the cohorts and alliances of other
authors. The work will be essential in all botanical

libraries, and merits our hearty commendation.

Owing to the paralysis which has befallen

most branches of commerce on the Continent, and
especially horticulture, from the recent atrocious out-

break of war, a large collection of New and Rare
Palms, including many of those mentioned in Dr.
Seemann's articles in our columns, will be sold at

Stevens' Sale Rooms, Covent Garden, on this day
(Saturday, August 6). Among the plants are Acan-
thorhiza Warscewiczii, Calyptrogyne elata. Calamus
asperrimus and ciliaris (Da^monorops plumosus).
Ceroxylon niveum, Cocos Wallisii, Diemonorops cin-

namomeus, Euterpe antioquiensis, Geonoma Schottiana
and pumila, Glaziova elegantissima (Leopoldinia pul-
chra or Cocos Weddeli), Latania aurea, Malortiea
speciosa, Martinezia Lindeniana, Mauritia Carana,
Phcenicophorium sechellanam, Thrinax elegans and
clegantissimus, Verschaffeltia melanochaetes, Welfia
regia, &c. ; and also fine specimen plants of Dracsna
Guilfoylei, and other plants.

The Meteorology of the Week ending July 30
\\\\\ be remembered for the inten.se heat which pre-
vailed during the first jiart of the week, as well as for

the heavy thunderstorm which passed over London on
Tuesday morning, the 26th ult., during which nine-
tcnths of an inch of rain fell (see Mr. Glaisher's
Table in our present issue). The Maximum Tempera-
'I'URE of the week in England was at Bristol (90^.2),
and in Scotland at Leith (86°). The mean of the
highest temperatures at the eight southern stations,
including Nottingham, was 86°. 2, and of the eight
northern was 83°. 3. In Scotland the mean amounted
to 8o°.4. The Minimum Temperature of the air
in England ranged from 46° at Bristol and Salford to
54^ at Norwich, with a meati for fill stations of 50"

;

in Scotland from 40° at Perth to 51^5 at Greenock,
with a mean for all stations of 45°.S. The Mean
Temperature of the eight southern stations of
England was 64°. i, and of the eight northern was
62°. 6 ; the mean temperature of the eight stations of
Scotland amounted to 60°. i. The Rainfall was
confined to the eight southern stations of England,
little or no rain being recorded at the northern stations

or at the stations in Scotland, the maximum fall took
place in the neighbourhood of London, viz., 0.93 inch,

and at Portsmouth o°.64 inch.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidium lepidum, Lind. Kchb.fiL

Aflfiiic Oncidio Boothiano, Rchb. fil. Panlcula ampla pluriflora;
sppalis unguiculatis, petalis sublatioribus, labello basi utrinque
obtusangulo, isthmo brevi, antice reniforme, quadrilobo, callis

acutis sex in una basi ; columns alis utrinque acutis antice

Flores parvi illis Oncidii Bootbiani ^quimag^i. Sepala ct

petala albidcflava maculis paucis brunneis. Labellum flavum
isthmo purpurco et macula purpuiea utrinque in basi.

Macula: purpureae dux- sub fovea.

A very tiny thing, with a large panicle of pale,

blotched, small flowers, in the way of the old Oncidium
Boothianum. It is very botanical, and yet it is not
without merits for a loverof modest plants. M. Linden
obtained it from Ecuador through his lynx-eyed col-

lector, Mr. Wallis. H. G. Rchb. fil.

Oncidium verni.xium, Lind. Rchb. fd.

(Pentapetala macropetala. ) Sepalis unguiculatis oblongis acutis

crispis : petalis unguiculatis hastatis ublongis apice acuto incurve
crispis ; labelli auriculis Hgulatis retusis retrorsis, lamina late-

ligulata apice rcniformi, toto disco valde verni.xio, callo retror;

et antrorsum bicruri in basi ; columnar alis angustissi

angulatis minulis utrinque juxta foveam, tabula vi.\ porecta.

A highly curious Oncid, quite unlike anything
known up to this time. The sepals and petals art

like those of a small Cyrtochilum, yet the wide lip i:

much more like that ofOncidium planilabre or O. pardo
thyrsus, yet totally different. It bears a thyrsoid very
coarclate panicle, cinnamon petals and sepals with
yellowish borders and a yellow lip, very singular in its

retuse retrorse basilar auriculae, yellow at the reniform

end, and having a very shining brown disc, with a very
curious callus. Discovered by Mr. Wallis near Paccha.

We obtained it from M. Linden. //. G. Rchb. fil.

CCELOGYNE TSITT-A-CINA, var. HUTTONI, Rchb.fil.

Labelli lacinia antica cuneato-oblonga nee cordata, carina in nerve
medio melius cxprcssa. Pseudobulbus 5— 6 pollices altus,

costis validis septem obtusis, pyriformls, diphyllus, folium
plicatum cuneato-eblongum acutum, ultra pcdale. Pedunculus
(?). Sepala ligulaia, acuta, pallida viridia, valde
Petala lincaria acuminaU. Labellum trifidum,

laterales seiniovata;, antice acutangulse, lacinia media
oval.i zicuta. C;(rin.il;t; iiansvcnsiE acuLingulEe, biseriatse in basi
C'>iiiliiMii. , .Kill 1 III II
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].. iji l.iciniEe antica: divergentes,
TH,,:>, i, ,i.i. ;>.;:. V 1 !>obliterata. Celoralbus,
\.\'

.
I
1^.! I

I
! !: iiifus, cannula: omnes atre-

luniiii' .1- I "I'iMMi I iMj. n.i, .iiihi ( iipur androclininm expansa,
siipuniL- dc-iiticuhua, niiiida aiuiua Hava, lineis brunneis gemblis
antica sub fovea, fovea; limbus inferne bidentatus.

This plant, very nearly related to Coelogj-ne speciosa,

Lindl., yet widely differing both in colour and in the

crests, was originally only known from Amboyna.
We were most agreeably surprised when we obtained it

from Messrs. Veilch, who got it from their lamented
collector, Hutton. It is, indeed, different as a variety,

but a very careful comparison with the type has per-

suaded us that both belong together. H. G. Rchb.fil.

Oncidium rusticum, Lindl. Rchb.fil.

Affine Oncidio cimicifere, Rchb. fil. Panicula ampla, sepalis peta-
lisque ovatis obtusis basi pauIo cuneatis, labello utrinque ottus-
angulo antrersum angustato rettiso, callo amplo utrinque
quadrilobo, antice retuso, medio unipapuloso in basi ; columna;
alis subnullis lobulos minutos, juxta foveam sistentibus, tabula

This plant has a zigzag inflorescence in the way of

that of Oncidium cimiciferum, and its allies. Flowers
onion-green, with very light brownish clouds. Callus of

lip orange. Many brown bars over the pallid yellow
ground of lip. M. Linden obtained it from Ecuador
through Mr. Wallis. N. G. Rchb.fil.

HERBACEOUS PERENNIAES.
In a season of drought and drj'ness like the present,

when we gardeners have gone round our gardens in

sackcloth and ashes, and viewed our withering and
dying flowers with feelings of mourning and woe, it

may not be amiss to jot down a few hardy perennials,

which, alike regardless of heat and drought, have
reared their heads in undiminished luxuriance and
beauty, and shed beams of encouragement and gladness

into many a desponding horticulturist's heart.

I cannot, I think, begin with a brighter example
than that most beautiful of Fumitories

—

Corydaiis nobilis.—This lovely plant grows with
unusual luxuriance in my garden here, forming quite a
httle bush some i^ foot high, and covered with large

dense heads of yellow and brown flowers. I never knew
it finer than during the post spring. It is, unfortunately,

not easy to propagate ; the root divides with difficulty,

and it ripens its seed very sparingly.

Corydaiis bulbosa (Fumaria solida), Corydaiis cap-

noides, and C. cava pallida have also been very beautiful,

though, also, short-lived. This, however, cannot be
said of their congeners, Dielylra spectabilis and eximia,
which for weeks wore an unfailing raiment of bright

rose-coloured flowers.

Arabis blepharophylla.—i:\\{s beautiful ]tv^C:ress
seems to be specially at home in my chalky, .shallow

soil, and so completely smothers itself wiili lis l;ti'M'

mauve flowers that the leaves can scarcely In- rrn. it

always reminds me of a miniature Stock.

Chciranthus mutabilis.—Whilst its handsome con-
geners, C. alpinus ochrolciicns and MarshalUi have been
almost shorn of their usual beauty by the heat and
drought, this pretty but little-known Wallflower has
flourished and bloomed with extraordinai^ luxuriance.

It is rather tender, and it is advisable to keep a plant

or two in the cold frame during the winter. I have,

however, several plants which have remained out

without any protection, during very severe weather,

and in a most exposed situation, without sustaining any
injury. It is very easily struck from cuttings, and
grows with great rapidity.

Lactuca sonchifoba.—I never remember to have seen

this beautiful plant in greater beauty than during the

present season ; for weeks and weeks its dense bushes
of lilac stars have been one of the principal attractions

of the garden.

Matthiola incana.—Some few years since, when
visiting Ventnor, I was struck with the beauty of this

plant—which grows wild in great abundance on the

cliffs. I brought away both plants and seeds, and have
annually had a bed of it in the garden ; and I know of
nothing more striking and effective when in full bloom.

Potentilla rupcstris.—^\\\'^, like the last, is one of

our rarest and most beautiful British wild jiLints. It is

confined to one rocky hillside, Craig IWviddun, in

Montgomeryshire. From this locality, through llie

kindness of a friend, I received some seedling plants ;

and for several weeks during the past spring their

dense masses of large white flowers, on stalks about a

foot high, were one of the prettiest things in the

garden.

Cyclamen ibericum.—Through the kindness of my
friend, Mr. Atkins, of Painswick, I was able to add
this choice little gem to my collection last autumn. I

planted it under a south wall ; and for about a fort-

night this spring its lovely little Frcnch-grcy flowers

smothered the leaves, and were a sight to gladden the

heart of every true florist.

Anemone ranunculoides.—This bright little gem of

British gold has never been brighter than during the

past spring.

Anemone sulphurea.—This delicately-beautiful Wind-
flower came up witli unwonted luxuriance this spring,

throwing up its flower-stalks, crowned by large pale

sulphur-coloured blossoms, quite a foot high.

Anemone apcnnina.— This true blue Tory flower

ought to be grown by every Constitutional Conservative

gardener, in these degenerate Radical days. Its long-
,

lasting azure clumps will continually cheer and brighten

his heart. [In some counties true blue is the emblem
of the Radicals. We strongly urge both parties to grow
the plant ! Eds.]
Dentaria digitata.—This pretty spring Crucifcr, with

its deep purple Rocket-like flowers, ought to be grown
by every lover of a spring garden. It lias been parti-

cularly fine during the past spring. There is, I believe,

a wliite variety, which I shall be glad to hear of.

Glycine apios.—This pretty. Vetch-like plant is so

rampant in its growth that it requires to be continually

kept in check ; but its beautiful heads of blue flo.vcr.i

render it an indispensable ornament in every herbaceous

garden.
Papaver nudicaule—the Iceland Poppy—with its

crowded stems of deep orange blooms, is a sine qud non
in every mixed flower border; it is so tidy in its growth,

and so continuous in its inflorescence, that no one

would wish to be without it.

Papaver bracteatum and orientale.—These two
gorgeous perennials—the one with immense orange and
black, and the other with the deepest scarlet blossoms—
are invaluable for the centre of a mixed border, or to

plant along the edges of a kitchen garden. They make
a grand mass of colour, which is effective at the distance

of nearly half a mile.

Meconopsis cambrica—the Welsh Poppy—with its

imerous pale yellow flowers, is most effective dotted

about here and there ; and as, when once established, it

becomes a perfect weed, it is no trouble to keep.

Barbarea vulgaris fiore-pleno—the Double Yellow

Rocket—ought to be much oftener grown than it is. Its

densely crowded heads of deep golden flowers are most

ornamental when tidily tied to a stake. It is not very

easy to strike, and the old plants are very apt to die

after blooming.
Salvia pratensis flore-rubro.—I was struck witli

this pretty variety, in a garden in Ireland, some few

years ago, and have grown it ever since. It has nume-
rous sepals of bright rosy pink flowers, which are very

ornamental when nicely tied up.

Salvia bicolor, with its dense masses of l^lue and

white blossoms, and Salvia chionantha, with its large

showy white bloom, have, like their preceding congener,

been unusually fine this year.

Salvia bracteata, a deep purplish crimson species,

is also very efiective.

P'iola palmaeusis.—TKis pretty little blue and white

Pansy forms such a dense bright compact mass of

bloom, that, though somewhat insignificant in size, it

cannot be dispensed with in any good collection of

herbaceous plants. The same remarks will apply to

Viola montana, with its delicate sky-blue flowers and

Viola seinperflorens, a species covering itself with large
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blossoms of the snowiest white, for which I am indebted

to Mr. Tyerman.
Sikni Saxifraga.—T:\\\s. pretty little Catchfly, with

its tidy clumps of little white stars, has been very

ornamental this season.

PentstemonKdler7nanni.—\5rv&ex this name! received

from a friend some seedling plants a couple of years

ago. It has been one of the chief ornaments of the

garden for the last few weeks ; a perfect bush of large

bright purple flowers, with handsome dark green

foliage.

Pmtstemon ovatum.—Tias. pretty species ought to be

far more gro\vn than it is. Its densely crowded heads

of flowers of various shades of blue are most effective

both in the bouquet and the border. Can any one send

me a cutting of the white variety.

Dianthus Seguicrii.—y\Ai pretty Pink, with slender

grass-like leaves, and bright rosy pink flowers on tall

stalks, I found growing on the rocks at Fiesole near

Florence some three years since. I carried the roots

about in a box for nearly three months ; but they grew

when I got home, and have ever since had an honoured

place in the garden.

Dianthus pdrmis.—K very dense-flowering low-

growing species, with prettily fringed white flowers

with a darker eye, has been more than usually fine this

year. The same may be said of Dianthus ddtoidcs,

both red and white, and the different varieties of

CEnothera marginata has been for the last three weeks

quite the evening star of the garden. In inflorescence it

closely resembles CE. iaraxacifolia alba ; but its much

neater growth and foliage render it a far more desirable

plant.

Gtinddia trisedula.—This pretty neat growing Com-
posite I raised from seeds imported by Mr. Thompson, of

Ipswich, from California, where it is known by the

name of " Vamish Cup," I suppose from the fact of

the une.xpanded flower-buds being filled with a white

varnish-like liquid. Its pretty bright, large, yellow

flowers make it a very pleasing addition to the mixed

herbaceous border. H. Harpur Crave, Drayton

Beauchamp, Tring, July 25.

THE ORCHARD HOUSE AT CHISWICK.
Amid the dismantling at Chiswick, so grievous, but

unfortunately so necessary a step, it is highly satisfac-

tory to have to call attention to the fruit houses. The

fine conservatory, now used as a vinery, is well known

to many of our readers. The large orchard-house,

which was so beautiful a sight in the spring, has not

belied the promise it then held out, as will be seen

from our illustration (fig. 201), representing its appear-

ance at the present time. Both this and the Peach

wall are at this time well worth a visit, and greatly

redound to the credit of the superintendent, Mr. Barron.

straight down and along the body, the short wing-sheaths

bent forward towards the leg sheaths. After the lapse

of 14—21 days, the mature pupa forces its way in an

upright direction out of the soil, until all the limbs are

disengaged, whilst the body itself remains buried in

the ground. By internal struggles the skin of the back

and upper part of the body of the pupa bursts, and

gradually the head, feelers, wings, legs, and body are

withdrawn.
The insect, after a short rest to dry its body, is now

ready for flight. It belongs to the family of the two-

winged gall-midges, the greater part of which in their

earlier stages live in various excrescences on sundry

wild and cultivated plants. The upper part of its

body is of a brownish black, the abdomen of a red,

bright colour, the wings transparent and iridescent.

We will now watch the female deposit its eggs. It

alights on the outer edge of the Pear leaf, and protrud-

ing its telescope-like ovipositor, it deposits a row of

eggs in a straight file along the outer edge. These

eggs are very minute, elongated, round, and bag-like ;

they hatch according to the weather, sometimes

in a few hours, sometimes only after a day or

two. The young larv.x- begin to extract the juice of

the leaf soon after their birth, and the initation thereby

produced soon induces the curvature of the edges, and

the gradual formation of the rolls above described.

Having thus traced the life of this fly through its

D. arenarius, another prettily fimbriated species with

pnrple-eyed white or blush flowers.

Campanula coronata alba has blossomed with unusual

beauty this year (can anybody give me tidings of the

blue variety?). I have also been much pleased with

Campanula ladijlora, C. Tracheliumfiore-pleno alba, and

C. macrorhim, the latter species from the South of

France, resembling our British rotundifolia, both more

than double the size. C. patula is now in great beauty.

Nierembergia rivtdaris, under a very dry south wall,

has been very beautiful, its long white Colvolvulus-like

blossoms completely hiding the leaves. It ought to

have a place in every collection of hardy herbaceous

plants.

Phlomis fruticosa, the Jerusalem Sage of old-

fashioned gardens, has blossomed with extraordinary

splendour this year, and so has the large-flowered

Philaddphus Gordonianus. They are two of our most

beautiful flowering shrubs, and not nearly so much
gi'own as they ought to be.

SantoUna Chamacyparissus is now in great beauty

—

a dense bush of little golden balls.

Liliuni iestaceum.—This lovely Lily seems to flourish

in drought. Its tall many-blossomed heads of buff

flowers are a sight from which it is difficult to withdraw

one's gaze.

Calamintha grandiflora a/A/.—This plant has been

finer this dry summer than ever I remember it to have

been ; one large plant, covered with its large snow-

white blooms, was one of the most eflcclive things in

the garden for about a fortnight.

We purpose shortly to print a more detailed account of

the orchard-house and also of the Peach wall, accom-

panied by an illustration, and therefore defer further

comment for the present, merely recommending those

who may be able to do so not to delay their visit, but

to see for themselves, that " there is life in the old dog

yet." ___^

THE GALL-MIDGE OF THE PEAR
TREE.

(Cecidomvia Pvei, Bouchi.)

From May till September the younger leaves and

top shoots of pyramid and other Pear trees are often

found twisted and doubled up, mostly in the shape of

close rolls, presenting in some instances the form of a

crescent. On examination such leaves will be found to

harbour a greater or lesser number of footless, whitish,

14-jointed, flattened larvffi, about two lines in length

when full grown.

It may be said of them, that whilst feeding they

build up their own homes, because the irritation pro-

duced by their abstracting the juice of the leaf causes

the latter to assume the rolled appearance mentioned

above. A fortnight suffices for their full growth,

when, wriggling out of the rolls, they drop to the

ground and bury at once, but never deeper than about

an inch. Here they turn to sculptured pupie, each

about I i line in length, showing the wings and limbs

of the future fly, enclosed in separate sheaths, the head

laid down on the chest, the six leg sheaths stretched

various stages, I may be permitted to point out how

best to check tlie pernicious influence it exercises on

the trees inhabited, by their leaves being rolled up,

and their top shoots similarly disfigured.

As a succession of broods follow each other through

the summer, the removal of the infested leaves and

their destruction would only partly stay the evil ; but

as observation has proved to me that the last autumnal

brood hyberaates in the larva, and subsequently in

the pupa state, sometimes in the fallen leaves and

sometimes openly, just beneath the tree under the

surface of the soil, I would recommend the removal of

the latter to the depth of a couple of inches, either late

in autumn or eariy in spring, before the vernal brood

can make good its escape. This remedy must prove

successful if carried out with all the trees infested ; and

if, notwithstanding, the rolls should again appear in

numbers on any of the trees, the starting point of the

flies will be found to be some chance seedling outside

the garden wall, or in the hedge, and measures should

be taken for its rem'oval. Albert Midler.

ON JUDGING PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
TRead at the Horticultural Congress at Oxford on July 21, 1870,

by Mr. Thomas Moore, F.L.S.]

The object of this paper is to bring out as briefly as

possible, and rather in a suggestive than an exhaustive

manner, a few practical thoughts in reference to the

more important of the laws which should regulate the

judfinc of plants and flowers at hortictdtural exhi-
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bitions. The subject is one of the greatest importance,
and it is also so extensive that I can do little more
than touch upon some of the more salient points. To
do this eflectually, it will be necessai-y to treat separately
of:— I. Plants staged in collections ; II. Plants staged
as individual specimens ; III. Plants and flowers
staged as novelties; IV. Flowers staged in the cut
state.

i I.—As examples of the subjects which fall under
the head of Plants staged in Collections, the groups of
Pelargoniums, Heaths, Roses, Orchids, miscellaneous
stove and greenhouse plants, &c., may be cited. In
judging groups of this character, the following points
should be carefully estimated, and their true value
credited to the several collections, in the following
order :

—

I. Conformity with the Terms of the Schedule under
which they are sho%vn. This, it must be evident, is

the first and most important point to be decided, since,

if the group, as a whole, or in respect of any of its

component parts, does not meet the terms under which
it has been invited, it is at once removed beyond the
pale of competition, and must be set aside or dis-
qualified. On this account, it is of the utmost import-
ance that prize schedules should be explicitly and
clearly worded. Moreover, in making up a schedule,
undefined groups should be avoided. They are fair

neither to exhibitors nor judges ; the former are uncer-
tain what to stage, the latter cannot possibly compare
and adjust the points of merit between objects which
are not comparable.

2. Health and Vigour.—Plants which are in an
evidently sickly or moribund condition are not likely
to be often exhibited, but when they are, they are to
be regarded as blots and blemishes. AVhat are more
likely to be seen at exhibitions are old, worn-out,
debilitated specimens—plants which have sei-ved a good
purpose in their day, and which still have, it may be,
the recommendations of size, and of producing abund-
ance of blossoms, but beneath which the experienced
eye can detect the signs of decrepitude. Such plants
as these should not be preferred before younger and

gorous specimens merely because they happi
to be larger, if the younger plants are fairly over what
would be known as half-specimen size, and are other-
wise good examples of cultivation as to gi'owth and
bloom. In other words, young vigorous growth, with
its robust, high-coluured flowers, is to be preferred to
stunted growth and starved flowers, even though the
plants may be considerably smaller. This is equally
true in respect to plants grown for their foliage

;

vigorous youth must here also come before stunted
old age.

3. Freshness and Uninifaired Condition.—The foli-
age of exhibition plants should not only be well-
developed, but fresh and in an uninjured state ; the
flowers should be perfect, and without blemish. Such
plants come decidedly before others that from any
cause may have become bruised, broken, or disfigured,
as regards either stem, leaves, or flowers. Injuries
of this sort chiefly occur in packing and transit, but
all such defects must count as decided blemishes.

4. Intrinsic Beauty.—This may be of two kinds,
floral beauty or leaf beauty, and both may some-
tmies count in the same group. Thus in a collection
of miscellaneous flowering plants, while flowers are
essential, and the floral display may carry high marks,
yet where elegant or ornamental foliage is associated
with these handsome flowers, still higher marks must
be allowed. In florists' subjects. Pelargoniums or
Fuchsias for example, on the other hand, the floral
beauty of the subjects has mainly to be con-
sidered, the foliage being similar in all, while any
differences it may present will have been estimated
under the heads of health and freshness. Singularity of
form may sometimes compensate for want of colour
beauty. There may also be subjects whose beauties,
such as they are, are of a plain or ordinary character,
and which are not therefore effective ; and such plants
count rather as blemishes than otherwise.

5. General Comfatiiility.—ln all collections there
should be an evident fitness of plant to plant, a general
resemblance, though not necessarily a rigid uniformity
of character, especially as to size, quality, and style
Sometimes in marshalling his forces an exhibitor will
bring into his collection some one or two magnificent
specimetis as a makeweight against sundry inferior
ones, and with inexperienced judges the artifice now
and then succeeds, since they cannot free themselves
from the impulse to reward the superior plant or
plants. This, however, should always be discounte-
nanced, and a certain average amount of merit
throughont the group, higher or lower according to
circumstances, insisted on. The whole of the plants
in the group, whether many or few, should fit into
their respective places as though they had been pre-
pared for them. There may be some larger to occupy
the back or centre of a group, and some smaller to take
the front p.'aces ; but there should never be one or tn o
very large plants mixed up with several very small ones,
nor one or two small plants associated with several
large ones. If there cannot be an approximate equality
of size, there should be a gradation, and that not too
sudden. As to the form of individual plants, that must
vary to some extent with the subjects, especially in
miscellaneous groups, but the contrast even here
should not be too violent ; and in the case of collec-
tions of particular flowers, as Pelargoniums, Roses, &c.,

there should be an apprcximation to symmetry and
uniformity of outline, as well ns of size.

6. Size should only count where other conditions are
equal. In urging this point, it is not intended to
depreciate fine, large, and really healthy specimens,
since these, of whatever kind, are the pride and glory
of our plant shows, but only to insist that mere size is

never to be preferred to perfect health and irreproach-
able condition and finish. The old proverb comes in
vei7 true here—the biggest not always the best. Size
is of course cunipaiable only between different classes,
some subjects naturally attaining larger dimensions
than others.

7. Variety is an element which must be allowed to
have weight after the few first and most essential
points. There must be some variety, and the gieater
the variety after the essential points are met the better;
but beyond the avoidance of positive sameness too
much importance must not be attached to the mere
circumstance of a group being highly varied. This is

one of the points upon which schedules should be made
especially clear, so that it may be thoroughly under-
stood if distinct species or varieties are required, and
whether or not duplicates are admissible.

S. Facility of Culture.—The least weight should be
attached to the plants which are most easily cultivated,
other points being equal, though, as a considerable
amount of skill is necessary to bring any plant into a
state fit for exhibition, too much importance should not
be attached to plants of diflicult culture. An easily
grown plant, thoroughly w-ell done, perfect in every
point, may even be better than a moderately good
plant of a more difficult subject, and is certainly better
than an inferior one of that class.

9. Rarity and /}itrinsic Value take about the same
position as facility of culture and variety. All these may
be, and should be, taken into account, but they are scarcely
essential, and certainly not of primary importance.
Rarity is the least important of them all, since it may
add nothing to the beauty of the show ; and the money
value of the objects is not the ground upon which the
plants are brought into competition. As auxiliary
points in collections that come near together in merit,
these may be fairly considered ; but certainly too much
importance should not be attached to them. Horti-
cultural e.xliibitions are held for the display and reward
of cultural skill, not for the appraisement of the objects
shown. The latter is a consideration more suited to an
auction room than a flower show.

5 II. The considerations wdiich give importance to
the several points of merit in the case of plants
staged as Individual Specimens, and which may
include such subjects as Azaleas, Heaths, Pelargoniums,
Orchids, Palms, Ferns, or any of the plants included
in miscellaneous collections, are almost, if not exactly,
the same as those already advanced, and therefore need
not be repeated. They should be taken in the order
indicated, and perfection in each should in these cases
be insisted on.

1. Conformity with the Terms ofthe Schedule.
2. Health and Vigour as opposed to weakness and

infirmity.

3. Freshness and unimpaired Condition as opposed
to decay and mutilation.

4. Intrinsic Beauty, which must here include, so far
as they properly attach to the particular kind of plant
under examination, such points as free and symmetrical
habit, profusion of well-displayed flowers, pure or
pleasing colours, firm and enduring flowers, and suc-
cession of bloom,—points which will be more specially
noticed under \ III., New Plants.

5. Facility of Culture.

6. Size.—The comparison in respect to size must
not be absolute but relative, in those classes where
mixed subjects compete together.

7. Rarity and Intrinsic Value.—\Nhe'X specimens
of one particular kind of plant—say Azaleas or Heaths

are brought together for adjudication, there is com
paratively little difficulty in arriving at a correct deci.
sion by such stages as those indicated by the foregoiuc
points ; but it is not so easy to arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion in the case of miscellaneous specimens
when shown together in the same class, since the con-
sideration of the value of the plant will obtrude itself,

and w ill affect different minds in a different manner,
according to peculiar tastes or fancies. Hence, at least
special subjects. Orchids for example, which generally
bear a high money value, should have separate classes
assigned to them, and shotdd not be left open to
compete with such plants as Fuchsias, or even such as
Ixoras, Allamandas, &c.

§ III. The consideration which should govern the
award of prizes to New Plants and Flowers—that is,

subjects staged as novelties, have been already noted in
a pajjer jnililished in the first volume of the Society's
Journal, but in Dider to present a more complete view
of the subjrct, I will here briefly recapitulate what I
have therein .idvanced.

(<7). FL(j\VEKiNG Plants.—The features wdiich are
the most desirable in a plant cultivated as a decorative
object for the sake of its flowers, that is, in an orna-
mental flowering plant viewed as a whole, are the
following ;—

I. Free and Symmetrical Hal/it of Growth. —
Whether naturally slender or robust an ornamental
plant should at least be free in the development of its
parts, and should present something like regularity in
its growth, so far as that can be realised in con-
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junction with its natural habit. The plant should not
be of a stubborn immovable character, resultiuT in a
stunted aspect, nor must it be of a delicate constitution,
such as gardeners call "miffy." In a general way it;

should be compact and bushy, so far as its natural
character permits—the opposite of lean and straggling
in its mode of growth. Sometimes, it is true, a bad
habit may be overcome by the skill of the cultivator,
but it is better that a good habit should be inherent!
Even in a climber lanky long-jointed growth is not
desirable.

2. Rro/usionofFlojcers welldisplayed.—There should
not only be an abundance of flowers produced, but
they should be so disposed as to be efliective ; that is,

they must not be hidden amongst the foliage, nor, if
their beauty depends upon a view of their face, must
they hang about loosely so that the face cannot be
seen. If they are pendent, it should be with natural
grace. They should not be crowded by foliage, nor
crushed among themselves by being over numerous, or
disadvantageously set on.

3. Healthy Leaf-development.—No plant can be
really beautiful which has not well-gi'own and well-
coloured healthy foliage ; but the leaves should generally
be subdued in comparison with the flowers, and must
not in any case be disproportionately large or numerous.
If the foliage is handsome, so much the better, but it

must be healthy and wholesome-looking.

_ 4- Bright, pure, dense, or pleasingly - contrasted
All dull dingy colours stamp a flower with

inferiority, though they may sometimes be permitted as
curiosities, especially if the flower is of some veiy
remarkable form in its family, or presents some
peculiar novelty.

5. Form and Substance of FloTcaers andEndurance.—
Unless flowers put on some of the best forms which
their particular type may be capable of yielding, and
are stout and durable in texture, they neither present
the highest beauty of which they are capable, nor do
their beauties of whatever order continue. Flimsy
flowers soon perish, and are hence much inferior to
those of stout enduring substance.

6. Succession of Bloom.—It is a gi'eater merit to
produce a succession of flowers, in order that the
blooming season may be prolonged, provided they are
not thereby rendered scanty and scattered, than to give
a flush of flowers, the beauty of which is fleeting, and
then not to blossom again for a considerable period.
Next in merit to a plentiful succession of flowers,
comes a good head of bloom ; and those plants are of
the least value for ornamental purposes which only
bear a few scattered blossoms at long intervals of
time.

7. Size of Flnoers is an advantage, all other points
being equal ; but size is apt to degenerate into coarse-
ness, and hence it is not a feature to be estimated too
highly.

8. Distinctness.—If it were not for the development
f this characteristic, our flowers would lack half the

charms they now have, owing to the almost endless
iety they present ; and hence this feature of distinct-

ness should be made a sine quS non. A new flower
w-hich has not appreciable distinctness has no advantage
over the older ones which resemble it.

9. Grateful Odour.—A pleasant perfume is a great
advantage in any flower, and must have its full weight
in making every award to a new plant.

10. iVotvlty.—A decidedly new character is worth
recognition in the absence of any other merit ; for if the
plant presenting it does not in other respects give us
exactly what we desire, the new feature is to be re-
garded as the first step towards obtaining a new race

;

and to produce a n.;\\ lace is equivalent to the addi-
tion of a new provincu- lo the kingdom of Flora. If the
new feature is some manifest improvement so much the
better, but a new feature, though not in itself a direct
and present advantage, may lead to something which is

desirable. When, moreover, it is made an aim to
develope, in connection with the novel character,
the elements of beauty or utility, in which it may
be deficient, this aim will in almost all cases be
sooner or later realised, owing to the plasticity of
vegetable development.

(/'). Foliage Plants.—In regard to plants gi-own
for the sake of their foliage, many of the points of merit
are the same as those sought for in flowering plants.
The most desirable features appear to fall under the
following heads :—

1. Free and Symmetrical Habit of Grcwth.—This
feature is even more essential here than in the case of
flowering plants, as great part of the beauty of the
specimen necessarily depends upon it.

2. Healthy Leaf-de-.'dopiiiait.—K^ the beauty of the
plant is to be sought in its foliage, the leaves must at
least be developed in a healthy and vigorous manner.

3. Gracefulness or Nobility of Aspect.—Most of the
plants grown for foliage alone are prized on account of
one or other of these features. Hence a common-looking
plant which does not possess either one or the other,

and does not yield showy flowers as a compensation,
must be held to possess little merit from the decorative
point of view, however curious or interesting it may be

other respects.

4. Endurance of Foliage.—When the beauty of the

plant depends on the appearance presented by the

foliage, it is obvious that the more enduring the charac-

ter of that foliage, the longer will the plant retain its

beauty. Hence endurance in the foliage becomes a
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very important quality. A deciduous plant is on this

ground less valuable /^v Sc- than an evergreen, although

it may be good in its way, or in its season. But, then,

evergreens and deciduous plants are not strictly com-

parable.

5. Bistiiictncss. —V^han the beauty of a plant has to

be sought in its leafage alone, there is much less scope

for variety than when flowers are superadded ; but it

becomes all the more essential to avoid the sameness of

aspect which must prevail, if distinctness of character is

not insisted on.

6. Pleasing and Wetl-marked Colour.—T\\q leaf,

that is to say, should, if gi-een, be of a good pleasant

healthy-looking green, and if of any other colour, it

should be of some decided and agreeable tint or tone.

7. Well-defined Colours or Markings.—This is an

essential part of beauty in the case of variegated leaves,

and variegation is a condition commonly presented by

what are called ornamental foliage plants. A cloudy

intermixture of colours in leaves, as in flowers, is

seldom or never effective.

8. Noz'clty of Character.—Though only to be valued

as the stepping-stone to the production of new races, as

in the case of flowering plants, yet when combined with

other elements of beauty, or as indicating features which

may be improved upon and worked up to greater per-

fection, this is a property much to be desired.

It may here be observed that stove plants, greenhouse

plants, and hardy plants, require to be judged independ-

ently of each other. At first sight it might appear

needless to estimate separately the merits of these

several groups, since it might be said that hardy plants,

the lowest in value, intrinsically, stand really at an ad-

vatage in being suited to the means of a larger number
of cultivators than would be able to accommodate Iiot-

house plants, owing to the more costly nature of the

conditions necessary to the successful production of the

latter ; while to some cultivators, who cannot com-
mand any such costly appliances, they would, of course,

be all in all. On the whole, however, the several

classes may be placed on an equality in so far as con-

cerns the judgment on their merits as new plants ; for

whilst an advantage must be admitted in the case of

the hardier subject, on the ground of its more general

applicability, an advantage must certainly be accorded

to the hothouse plant on the ground of intrinsic value.

But still I would urge the adoption of this rule, that

plants of the classes denominated stove, greenhouse,

and hardy, should be compared only among them-
selves. This limitation should indeed be carried further,

for annuals, perennials, and shrubs or trees should in

the same way only be compared amongst themselves
;

and of the latter, deciduous plants and evergieens can
only be fairly compared with plants corresponding in

character. The same may be said in reference to plants

of any specially marked group, such as Agaves or

Orchids. To ascertain if a hardy Conifer was of first-

class merit, it would be useless to compare it with a

Fern or a Palm.
Further than this, plants adapted for blooming in the

winter, or spring, or summer, or autumn seasons, must
be judged in their relation to those particular seasons,

and must not be rigidly compared except with those of

their own season, because, in order to avoid a scarcity

of flowers at any period, it is necessary to cultivate

such as will extend the flowering period throughout the

year. A plant may thus be really valuable on account
of its blooming in winter, which would be regarded as

comparatively worthless in summer, for the mere fact

of producing blossoms during winter is sufficient to out-

weigh a multitude of minor defects. Hence may be
deduced another conclusion, namely, that the rules by
which new plants are judged must be relaxed in inverse
proportion to the supply of flowers obtainable at the
particular season in w^hich they bloom. These general
considerations must be allowed their full force in apply-
ing any set of rules for the determination of the merits
of new plants.

((-), Florists' Flowers.—Though various in cha-
racter, these admit of more ready and exact comparison
than the subjects of the two preceding groups ; for the
number of organs to be adjudicated on are fewer, and
hence the requisite features admit of more exact compa-
rison and definition, which definition has been already
well worked out by florists. The features to be specially

sought, and their relative value, are these :—
1. Form.—In most single flowers this should be

circular, or, where the circle \\'\\\ not apply, symme-
trical. In double flowers there should be a semi-
globular outline. Compound flowers follow the same
law as double flowers. Tubular flowei-s, and some
others of peculiar forms, offer exceptions, which can
only be dealt with individually.

2. Substance.—The texture of the petals must be
stout and dense if the flower is to be durable, for if

flimsy it soon gives way, and loses both form and colour.

3. Smoothness and Flatness of Edge and Surface.—
These qualities are eminently necessaiy to give refine-

ment to the flower. A coarse rough-surfaced flower
bears no comparison with one of velvet-like smooth-
ness and softness, and evenness of margin is equally
necessary. A regidar series of wart-like spots, as in

the case of some Lilies, is, however, admissible. In
some cases, but not often, a well-developed fringe or
frill is also admissible.

4. Colour.—This must be bright or pure and de-
cided in self-flowers (that is, flowers of one colour), and

clearly-defined and well-contrasted in striped or laced

flowers.

5. Fixity of Colour is a quality of some importance,

and depends partly, but not wholly, on the texture or

substance of the corolla.

6. Proportion of Parts to the IVJiole is an essential

clement of beauty, but, as this depends on the actual

form, it must be defined individually in the different

kinds of flowers.

7. Size is an advantage, so that it is not dispropor-

tionate nor conducive to coarseness, but it is very apt

to degenerate into coarseness.

8. Distinctness is absolutely necessary for the sake of

variety.

9. Noz'elty is a quality always welcome, as it enlarges

the field of floriculture ; but to count as a point in

judging the change must not be a mere variation, but

a decided difierence of form or feature. The merit

of any novelty of feature, moreover, must always be

estimated subject to the higher qualities of form,

substance, smoothness, proportion, &c.

\ IV. Cut flowers for competiton are always shown

in collections, e. g.^ Roses, Carnations, Pansies, Gla-

dioli, Hollyhocks, Asters, &c. Hence, many of the

points advanced under the head of Plants staged in

Collections {\ L), apply to these also; but there are

additional points, such as those advanced under New-

Florists' Flowers (\UII. c. ), and over and beyond all these

come in the special properties of each particular kind of

flower. Time will not permit me to enter into detail

on these points, and I will therefore merely mention

those which are of general application, or nearly so :

—

1. Conformity with the terms of the Schedule.

2. Freshness^ and itnimpaired Condition.

3. Special Properties of the particular flower under

judgment, and more particularly as regards :—Form,

substance, smoothness of texture and margin, purity

and definition in colour.

4. Variety.

The only strictly accurate mode of judging is by allot-

ting marks to each collection or plant in respect ofeach

point of merit, and finally summing up the total. This

may seem a tedious method of arriving at a result, but it

need not be so in reality ; and it is practically the

method under which, by means of a mental process,

our best judges arrive at their decisions. When this

plan is adopted there is no guesswork, but the sum of

the merits of a plant or a collection must come out

accurately. I can only here briefly indicate how the

method may be applied :

—

In Section I., that is, Plants staged in Collections,

the first point settles whether the collection is admis-

sible or not—nonconformity with the schedule means
disqualification. The other points must be gone over

seriatim^ and a decision arrived at whether each plant

can be marked as good, bad, or indifferent, in respect

to each point. As the points are not all equal

I would allow double marks for the points of

primary importance, and single marks for the secon-

dary ones. Under the former good would be repre-

sented say by 6 marks, indifferent by 3 marks, bad by

I mark. Under the latter good would stand at 3, in-

different at 2, bad at i. With a little practice these

numbers would be soon nm out, even in a col-

lection of a dozen or a score of plants, especially if

prepared slips with columns for the different points

were handed to the judges previous to their com-
mencing their duties. I should put the points

numbered 2, 3, 4, and 5 (health, freshness, beauty,

compatibility) m the first category, and 6, 7, 8, and 9
(size, variety, facility of culture, rarity, and value) in the

second, as regards collections of flowering plants ; and

2, 3, and 4 (health, freshness, beauty,) in the first, and 5,

6, and 7 (facility of culture, size, rarity,) in the second

category, as regards specimen plants. In this way the

decisions in \\ I. and II., and even \ IV. may be very

accurately made out, these groups being all competitive.

In the case of new plants, the subjects require a

different treatment, the object being to determine

their intrinsic, not their comparative merit. Here,
consequently, a fixed number, say 100, should indicate

the highest degree of excellence, and any lesser number
awarded will show the degree in which they approach
this highest degree of merit. Practically those plants

which gain 75 marks or upwards would be 1st class in

merit ; those which gain over 50 up to 75 would be

2d class ; and those which gain only from 30 to 50 w^ould

be 3d class. In these cases the full number assigned

to each meritorious feature is only to be awarded to

the perfect condition of that feature, and any lesser

proportionate number according to the actual degree

of merit.

In reducing this to practice, the following would be

the marks indicating the highest degrees of excellence

in the case of New Flowering Plants :

—

1. Freeness of habit 15**

2. Profuscness and display of flowers .. 15

3. Healthiness of leaf-development .. 15

4. Purity, brightness, or contrast of colour 10

5. Endurance, substance, and form of

of which should reduce the award by 10 :—Straggling

habit, flimsy flowers, muddled or dingy or fleeting

colours, foetid odour.

The following is the scale proposed for New Foliage

Plants :—
1. Freeness of habit 15^
2. Healthiness of leaf-development .. 15

3. Gracefulness ornobility of aspect .. 15

4. Endurance of foliage ^ 5 U ,00 marks.
5. Distinctness of character .. .. 15 f

6. Agreeableness of colouring .. .. 10

7. Definition in markings .. .. .. 10

8. Novelty 5 -^

As glaring defects which may occur in this class of

plants, may be mentioned the following peculiarities,

each of which should reduce the award by 10 :

—

Straggling habit ; flimsy, tender, rapidly perishing

leaves ; indistinct or fleeting colours or markmgs.
In the case of New Florists' Flowers, the points of

excellence would bear the numerical ratio indicated

below :

—

2. Substance .. .. .. .. .. 15

3. Smoothness ' .. ., .. ..15

5*. Fixity of colour 10 ,' = 100 marks.

6. Proportion . . .

.

. . 10

7. SU= .0

8. DistincUiess lo
1

g. Novelty 5
'

The most glaring faulls in this class of subjects are lo

be found in the following features, which are in most

cases altogether incompatible with a high position :

—

Open eyes, as they are called, when double flowers

show any part of the disc or centre ; split petals or

florets ; run or confused or fading colours ; roughness of

outline or surface.

6. Succession of bloom .

.

7. Size of flower

8. Distinctness of character

g. Gratefulness of odour in Itiaves

lo. Novelty of a decided kind . . . . 5 J

Glaring defects amongst new flowering plants would
be presented by the undermentioned peculiaritcs, each

JUDGING FRUITS.
[A Paper read at the Congress at Oxford, on July 21, 1870, and

forwarded for publication by the Author.]

Dr. Hogg, after a few preliminay observations, said

—Thougli the judging of fruit has on various occasions

occupied the attention of those interested in the subject,

and has from time to time been discussed in the public

prints by those most coinpetent to deal with it, I am
not aware that any common understanding as to the

bases on which frxiit-judging should rest has yet been

arrived at. Notwithstanding this want of a written

law on the subject, the practice of judging fruit is

followed with results which, though not always agree-

able to unsuccessful competitors, are, upon the whole,

generally accepted and acceptable.

It is not my intention to submit anything to this

meeting which can be regarded in any light as a

solution of the question—Upon what principles ought

fniit to be judged ? This I will leave to be dealt with

by those of my audience who are sufficiently versed in

the subject, and who feel themselves competent to do
so. All that I shall do is to state the motives which

actuate me in coming to the conclusion I do when
I am acting the part of a fniit judge, leaving others to

set up any other code they may think better and more
in accordance with their own views.

And first, let me remark that, in judging fruit at exhi-

bitions, I think we ought to do so upon diflisrent grounds

to those upon which we should judge it at our own
tables. We must bear in mind that exhibition fruit is

exceptional, and is produced by the greatest effort of

the horticultural skill of the exhibitor. It generally

receives an amount of attention which he cannot afford

to bestow on a general crop, provided his establish-

ment is an extensive one ; and we ought, therefore, to

regard the exhibition fruit of a gardening establishment

very much as we should the exhibition ox—as the

exceptional animal on the farm. In judging fruit,

therefore, we must first look to those points which

exhibit the greatest amount of horticultural skill, and

the first of these are size and symmetry.

In judging size and symmetry we must deal with

each variety on its o\vn merits. It would not be fair,

for instance, to judge on the same grounds a bunch of

Buckland Sweetwater Grape and one of White Muscat

of Alexandria. A bunch of Buckland Sweetwater may
be much larger than, and equally as handsome as, one of

Muscat of Alexandria, and both may be in every point

what gardeners call "well finished;" but the skill

required in producing such a bunch of Muscat of Alex-

andria being much greater than that which is required

to grow the Buckland .Sweetwater, and the Muscat of

Alexandria being a much superior fruit, I would give

the preference to the latter, although inferior in size to

the former. The same may be said of Black Ham-
burgh and Black Prince shown in the same class,

though not on the ground that Black Hamburgh
requires greater skill in the production of it, but

because it is a superior fruit.

It matters not what description of fruit we may be

judging ; be it Grapes, Pines, Peaches, or any other

fruit, size and syminetry are the features which first

attract our attention, and therefore to size and sym-

metry, but not to size apart from symmetry, I attach,

perhaps, the greatest importance when other points

are not greatly deficient.

The next important feature is colour, requiring much
skill in the development of it. This is by some re-

garded as of even greater importance than size and
symmetry. I am rather inclined to give colour second

place, except when it is unusually fine, and the differ-

ence of size and symmetiy bet\\een the competing fruit
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is not great. In such a case I would certainly give the

preference to colour, for I conceive that in such cir-

cumstances there is a greater exhibition of horticultural

skill in producing the highly-coloured fruit than in

producing the larger, because it betokens attention to

the maintenance of the just equilibrium between the

action of the roots and that of the leaves, and a know-
ledge as to the crop the plant is capable of producing,

without which I conceive no fruit can be well and
perfectly coloured. One may feed and force a plant so

as to induce it to produce large and showy fruit ; but

unless the treatment is so regulated as to preserve the

just equilibrium between the root, which serves as the

mouth, and the leaves, which perfonii the functions of

digestive organs, there is no guarantee either for high
colour or perfect flavour, which generally go together.

Still, I say, when fruit has not an objectionally bad
colour, and is not deficient in flavour, but has size and
symmetry much in advance of another which possesses

higher colour and better flavour, but is much inferior in

size and symmetry, I would certainly give the award in

favour of the larger fruit.

The next point on which I have to touch is flavour
;

and here I know there is a great diversity of opinion.

Some hold that the beginning and the end of all fruit

culture is flavour ; no matter how large or how small,

or however badly coloured, the fruit may be, if flavour

is obtained the gi'ower has got all he has ever striven

for. Now that is veiy well when fi-uit is grown merely
for private use ; and so long as the palate is satisfied

there is no other desire to be gratified ; but we are now
discussing the merits of exhibition fmit, into which the

whole energy of the cultivator is thrown to develope,

not one, but eveiy feature of his production, and the

gi'eatest display of cultural skill is to succeed in

gratifying the mind as much through the eye as through
the palate. It is not to be supposed that I depreciate

flavour. On the contrary, I consider it an important
point in making awards to exhibition fruit ; but

it ought only to come in when the competition is

otherwise so close that another point is required to

turn the scale.

There is only one exception I would make on the

question of flavour, and that is in judging Melons,
which, if they have not flavour, have nothing whatever
to recommend them. They may be Vegetable
Marrows, or Pumpkins, or any other vegetable pro-

duction, if flavour is absent ; and I think experience
will testify that if the flavour of a Melon is even but
indifierent, then the fruit is not worth eating, and hence
I think all Melons ought to be cut, and judged by
flavour only.

In the discussion which ensued on the reading of
Dr. Hogg's paper, Mr. Marshall said that flowers

were grown to please the eye, and therefore were
judged by the eye ; but fruit being grown to please the

palate, he thought that flavour should stand first as

being more requisite^ say to the Grape, than either size

or colour.

Mr. Ayres remarked that it should be the duty of the

Society to say that all fruit should be grown for use,

and not merely for exhibition ; he would certainly

consider flavour as the first requirement.
Major Clarke thought that fruit was produced

commonly on two distinct principles, one to obtain
fruit for exhibition, and the other to obtain it for

dessert. The man who could combine these two
principles he should certainly choose for his gardener.

ON PITCHER PLANTS.
[Read at the Horticultural Congress at Oxford on July 21, 1870,

and forwarded ior publication by the Author.]

The plants upon which, with your permission, I

intend to offer a few cultural remarks to-day, and of
which I have brought a few small specimens for your
inspection, are amongst the most curious of Nature's
productions which have hitherto been introduced to our
gardens. They are knowTi popularly as "Pitcher
Plants," from the curious ascidia or pitcher-like bodies
which terminate the midrib of their leaves.

In treating of Pitcher Plants, I shall confine myself
exclusively to the genus Nepenthes, although, did time
permit, the genera Sarracenia, Darlingtonia, and
Cephalotus would be found equally deserving of
attention.

Of Nepenthes we have now a considerable number
in cultivation. Some are hybrid forms, which have
been produced in this country, but the majority are
introduced species, and, what is very singular, we
appear to have introduced the least interesting kinds
first. There are many large and most remarkable
forms yet to introduce, which will be grand acquisitions
for our plant stoves. The names of those in cultiva-

tion are :—Nepenthes ampuUacea, N. ampullacea picta,

N. distillatoria, N. distillatoria rubra, N. Dominiana,
N. gracilis, N. gracilis major, N. hybrida, N. hybrida
maculata, N. Ilookeriana, N. Icevis, N. phyllamphora,
N. Rafilesiana, N. sanguinea, and N. villosa.

Some of these are hybrids which have been produced
in the establishment of Messrs. Veitch & Sons ; but
beautiful as many of them are, they are entirely eclipsed
by some kinds yet unintroduced, such as Nepenthes
Lowii, N. Rajah, N. Edwardsiana, N. Boschiana,
and some others, which I am extremely anxious to see
in cultivation.

Many absurd stories are in circulation respecting the

uses of the curious ascidia developed at the extremities
of the leaves of these plants. The most popular
amongst these describe how the plants are endowed
with such extraordinary vitality as to enable them to

glow in arid sandy deserts, where nothing else in the
shape of vegetation exists; that they have the power
of distilling water to fill then- pitchers; that the lids

are closed down to prevent evaporation ; and that

birds, animals, and even man is accustomed to resort to

them to allay their thirst with the cool and pure water
found therein. It is scarcely requisite for me to state

that these are nothing but pretty fancies, the fact being,
that they grow in boggy swampy soils, and cannot exist

long in an arid atmosphere.
In Nepenthes Hookeriana and N, Rafflesiana an

extraordinary alteration in the form of the pitcher takes
place as the plants attain height. Thus, the leaves
which are near the base, and the lateral growths,
produce pitchers broad at the base, broadly winged in

front, with ciliated hairs at the edges, and the long
petiole is attached in front, and passes up between the

wings. But in the pitchers produced higher up the

stem a wonderful alteration takes place: the petiole is

attached behind, the pitcher becomes narrow at the

base, and the wings entirely disappear. To the cause
of this alteration of form I have utterly failed to obtain
the slightest clue, and I should be extremely glad to

hear the opinion of any gentlemen present who may
have given some attention to the subject.

The species of Nepenthes appear to be entirely con-
fined to the Old World, and chiefly find their homes
in the islands of the Indian Archipelago, where they
grow in boggy soil at considerable elevations—indeed,

in some instances up to 9000 feet—the mountain of
Kina Balou, in Borneo, appearing to be their head-
quarters. Two species (N. cristata and N. madagas-
cariensis) are found in Madagascar ; the Philippine

Islands also produce one or two species, which, how-
ever, are not peculiar to them, and one species

(N. gymnophora), which grows plentifully in Java and
several other islands, is also found in New Caledonia.
Another species (N. phyllamphora) is said to grow on
the Khasia Hills, at an elevation of some 3000 feet,

and this is probably the extreme northern limit of the

genus.

Few people have had the pleasure of raising

Nepenthes from seeds, and this brings me to my
princii>al object in writing these remarks ; for as there

are a quantity of grand species yet to be introduced, a

few of which I have already named, and as it is not
generally known that the seeds of these plants do not
long retain their vitality, I wish to impress upon the
minds of any and all who are either about to proceed
to the countries they inhabit, or who may have friends

resident there, the absolute necessity there is that seeds

should be sent home by post as soon as gathered ; and
I wish our home cultivators to remember that these

seeds should be sown immediately upon arrival, irre-

spective of the season. It has been my good fortune,

during the course of my gardening experience, to raise

young plants of N. distillatoria both from home-grown
and imported seeds, and I may safely say the pleasur-

able feelings created in watching their curious leaves

unfold, far surpassed that derived from the growth of

any other seedlings, but at the same time, the doubts,

hopes, and fears for their welfare were equally increased.

Under the impression that an account of my system
of raising these seeds may be of service to some, I shall

in concluding this paper offer a few remarks on that

subject. The seeds having been obtained, take a well-

drained seed pan or pans, and fill up to within an inch or

two of the top with a mixture of peat and Sphagnum
moss in equal parts, adding a little silver sand to keep it

sweet. Upon this the seeds should be sprinkled, and
not covered with soil. This may seem wrong to those

obtaining the seeds for the first time, because they will

appear to be large, but, if examined, they will be found
to be in reality very small, and enclosed in a long loose

tunic-like covering, which is evidently a provision of

Nature to float the minute seed to a safe position for

its germination. This loose coat also serves to protect

the roots during the early stage of existence, for it is

some time after germination before roots are protruded
from the tunic. The seeds having been sown, the pan
must IJe either covered with a bell-glass, and plunged
into a bottom-heat of about 80^ or 85", or what is

better, the seed pans should be placed in a small close

frame, where this heat can be maintained. In this

temperature they should begin to germinate in the

course of a month or five weeks ; and it is very curious

to observe that the very first leaf which is formed after

the seed leaf is like a little pitcher—not like those you
see upon the plants now before you, but very much
resembling miniature leaves of the Sarracenia purpurea.
These are produced freely and quickly, and the plant

soon resembles a little ball, with its numerous almost
sessile leaves. As soon as the roots begin to spread,

the seedlings should be transplanted singly into very
small pots, but still kept in the same temperature and
close moist atmosphere until they begin to assume their

normal form.

These plants will succeed either in pots or in baskets.

I prefer the latter, because they display their beauties

to the greatest advantage ; but whether grown in pots,

baskets, or tubs, or planted out in a prepared border,

it must be borne in mind that they require more surface

than depth, and that the soil must be open to allow
their black woolly-looking roots to spread. Frequent

applications of water over the foliage, through the
agency of the syringe, will be necessary during the day,
and a liberal supply to the roots will be found advan-
tageous. These rules being attended to, and the plants
shaded from the sun's rays to a greater extent than is

usually done, Nepenthes will not be found difficult to
cultivate, whilst their unique and peculiar beauty is a
never-failing source of wonder and astonishment.

In conclusion, I sincerely hope to see the species we
already have, cultivated to a far greater extent than
has hitherto been the case, and the fine species from
Borneo and the surrounding islands speedily introduced

to our gardens. B. S. IVilliamSy Victoria Nursery

f

Upper Holloway.

BURGHLEY PARK CHERRY.
In this we have a Cherry of rare excellence, fine in

quality, of large size, and of handsome appearance. It

is a seedling raised at Burghley Park, Stamford, the
seat of the Marquis of Exeter, by the c/icf de cuisine,

more than 30 years ago. The gardens at that time
were under the charge of the late Mr. M'Intosh.
Although it is thus old, it has never been brought
very prominently into notice until now. The tree has
had the reputation of being a shy bearer, the crop
being generally very scanty, but so extremely fine, that
Mr. Gilbert, the present clever gardener there, was
instructed to use his best powers to obtain a full crop,
and he has succeeded. By a simple stroke of
common sense—by leaving a supply of the young
wood at w^inter pruning, instead of cutting it all off

as formerly— a most abundant crop has resulted,

the whole tree being literally laden with glorious
fruit. '* It belongs to what is styled the Red
Duke class. The fruit is very large, fully an inch in

diameter, slightly elongated or oval in shape, and
flattened at times on the sides. The skin is very thin,

transparent, showing the flesh through when fully ripe

:

when commencing to ripen it has the appearance of a
Bigarreau, but gradually changes to a brilliant dark red
the longer it hangs ; the stalk is long and rather slender

;

the flesh is of a dull yellowish red hue, veined or
netted, very juicy and melting, with a sweet acid
flavour, very pleasing and refreshing. Mid season."
The above fruit was awarded a First-class Certificate

by the Fruit Committee at the Royal Horticultural
Society's meeting at Oxford, and we think deservedly
so. It is undoubtedly a seedling and a first-class fruit,

which ought to have been brought forward many years
ago. The question, however, arises as to its distinct-

ness from other varieties now in cultivation, and of this

we have some doubt. We are inclined to think it will

prove to be the same as Reine Hortense, a well-known
and much appreciated variety, which has time after

time been raised from seed, and sent out as a new
variety. In Hogg's "Fruit Manual" we find this

variety enjoys no less than 19 synonyms, the better

known of which are Lemercier, Merveille de Hollande,
Monstrueuse de Bavay, Monstrueuse de Jodoigne,
Belle Supreme, Seize i la Livre, &c. B.

STOCK AND SCION
The following paragraphs are extracted from an

essay read before the Warsaw (III.) Horticultttral

Society, at its Febniai-y meeting, by its President,

A. C. Hammond, Esq. :

—

It is now generally conceded by intelligent writers

and cultivators, that the stock affects the fruit of the
scion in quality, productiveness, and time of bearing ;

and that the scion increases or retards the growth of

the stock, and, in some instances, imparts its own
peculiarities to the root. Because a tree, under certain

conditions, is tender and unproductive, it does not
necessarily follow that imder all conditions it will be so.

Every observing orchardist has noticed the difference in

the growth, hardiness, and productiveness of the same
variety, when a portion of his trees have been root-

grafted and a ])ortion top-gi-afted. Some varieties

succeed best on their own stock, others on a borrowed
one. It is therefore evident that we cannot be governed
by any arbitrary rules in this matter, but must be
guided by the light of experience, and should study the

habits and peculiarities of each variety, if we would
obtain the best results.

Some horticultural writers tell us that root-grafted

trees are shortlived and unproductive ; others, that

they are superior to those propagated in any other way.
Probably these opinions have been reached without pro-

per investigation, and both are partly right and partly

wrong ; for, as I before remarked, it is very evident

that some varieties are successful root-grafted, and
others are not. For instance, the Red June, which
has a great number of small fibrous roots, reaching but
a short distance, soon absorbs all the specific elements
necessary for the formation of perfect fruit, when the

fruit becomes small, scabby, and worthless. But if

double worked on a strong, free-growing stock, well

supplied with strong, far-reaching roots, like the

Pennock, or Pryor's Red, it succeeds much better, but

it is longer coming into bearing. The Westfield

Seek-no-further and Wagener, when root-grafted, throw

up a great number of watery sprouts, which affect the

growth and health of the tree. But when worked

above the collar, this objection is obviated, and the

tree is much more healthy and productive. Again, the

Yellow Bellflower, Summer Queen, and Red Astrachan
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root vei7 readily from the scion, and thus soon

become established on their ovm roots, which are very

strong and numerous. In this condition they grow

very rapidly, expend all their energies in producing

wood, and therefore yield little or no fruit. But top-

work them on a slow-giowing stock, and they become

productive. On the other hand, the Ben Davis, Little

Romanite, and Maiden's Blush, being well supplied

with both fibrous and large extending roots, grow very

rapidly, come into bearing early, and annually produce

large crops of perfect fruit. Top-grafted, they grow

with less vigour and are not so productive.

But, says the planter, if all varieties do not succeed

i-oot-grafted, why is this mode of propagation so

universally practised by our nurserymen ? Why do

they not rather propagate each variety in that way that

will make the rtiost successful tree ? We must bear in

mind that we live in an age of tree planting ; that the

demand is for cheap trees, and that it often exceeds the

supply. And when we remember that root-grafted

trees can be put into market in half the time and for

half the price of those stock-grafted, we shall be able to

understand why all are propagated alike. There are

doubtless some varieties that, if double worked on such

a stock as the Pryor's Red or Ben Davis, would be

intrinsically worth five times as much as when they are

propagated in the usual way. And in my opinion, the

time is not far distant when our western farmers will

understand this matter, and be willing to pay for trees

in proportion to their value. And as the demand
increases, our enterprising nurserymen will soon be able

to furnish the requisite supply.

That I may not be misunderstood on this point, I

will say that, in my opinion, root-gi'afled trees are just

as reliable as they would be stock-grafted on promiscu-

ous seedlings ; and that to secure the best results we
must work those sorts that do not succeed root-grafted,

on certain cultivated varieties that we know will pro-

duce the desired results.

As to the propriety of grafting old orchards, there is

much diversity of opinion. In the Eastern States they

find no difficulty in changing the tops of their trees

from one variety to another ; but our climate is so

fickle, and we have such great extremes of heat and

cold, that it is very difficult to get a new top established

on a tree after it has reached the age of twelve or fifteen

years, without a portion of the old wood becoming
diseased. Yet we have so many varieties that are but

cumberers of the ground, that it becomes necessary to

make many changes. And here the question arises

—

What varieties shall I work on my unprofitable trees to

secure the best results ? All of us have more or less of

Red June, Summer Rose, and Newark Pippin, which

are very slow growers, and have been found unprofit-

able. On these I shall work Yellow Bellflower and

Red Astrachan, as the stocks will dwarf them suffi-

ciently to bring them into early bearing. Some of us

have planted quite largely of Winesaps—from 20

to 50 per cent, of our whole planting. While I would

not think of discarding this variety, nevertheless it has

suffered so severely from scab and spur-blight the past

season, as to cause it to be looked upon with some sus-

picion, and I would therefore suggest the propriety of

reducing it to 15 or 20 per cent, of the whole number
of trees in the orchard. Upon my own trees of this

variety I shall work Red Canada, Grimes' Golden,

and Willow Twig.
In many orchards we find White Bellflower, White

Winter Pearmain, Summer Queen, Limber Twig,

Grindstone, and numerous varieties of sweet Apples,

which have been found to be worthless. On these I

.should not hesitate to graft Peck's Pleasant, Red
Canada, Maiden's Blush, and Willow Twig, as these

varieties will succeed under any ordinaiy circumstances.

True, many of these trees will not make first-rate or

even second-rate stocks ; yet when they are under ten

or twelve years old, it will be found profitable to top-

graft with some productive variety.

It is a melancholy fact that very many of the orchards

in the West are cumbered with unprofitable varieties ;

hence, anything tending to a correction of the evil is

worthy of consideration. T/ie HorticulturiU^ St. Lotds.

Ijonte Correspnkntc.
The Oxford Show.—Adverting to the remarks upon

the above project which I forwarded to you in November
last, and which you suggested should remain unpublished

until after the Oxford meeting, I am soriy to find that the

force of my suggestions has been intensified, and that

we have now to lament a decided failure if not a serious

pecuniary loss. The impropriety of the union of these

two great exhibitions must now be patent to every one ;

it is, I think, quite clear that the Society must either

abandon its itinerary visits, or for the future go its

o\vn way. In suggesting this much I would say

that the impedimenta of the assistance of local socie-

ties might well be got rid of, for what the Royal Ox-
fordshire Horticultural Society contributed to the

exhibition, which would not have been there without

its assistance, I am at a loss to determine. A small

exhibition of really superior productions, neatly and
artistically arranged, would be infinitely superior to

tent after tent of subjects, not one of which, in the eye

of a person of taste, exceeded the rank of mediocrity.

They might be vety good " for Oxford," but visitors

do not want to travel hundreds of miles to see pro-

ductions which they would find better represented in

eveiy decent market town in the three kingdoms. The
Royal Horticultural Society should have an object

above this peddling business. My objection to monster

collections of monster plants has in no way abated, for

though many of the things were superbly done, the

predominance of what a friend of mine calls *' Cabbage
Rhubarb plants,"—foliage plants, which in reality

require little skill to produce them—^\vas so great, that

I say emphatically the collections of to-day are infi-

nitely inferior as collections to what we used to show
20 years ago. To my mind, and to the taste of evei-y

thinking person who attended the exhibition, the

collections of new and rare plants, staged by Messrs.

Veitch, Mr. B. S. Williams, Messrs. Rollisson, and

others were much more interesting, and, in a gardening

point of view, more instnictive than .any other exhibits

upon the ground. Give these gentlemen a tent each,

let them bring out the treasures of their various collec-

tions, and an-ange them with that elegance and taste

which they always display, and we shall have speci-

mens of plant grouping and conservatory decoration

that would be worth walking barefooted many miles

to see. Then, for the large collections of fruit let

tables (} la Russe be prepared, so far as plate, cutlery,

glass, &c., is concerned, and ask the directors of our

larger garden establishments, as Chatsworth, Trent-

ham, Dalkeith, &c., to furnish them with fruit, plants,

and flowers, as they would for their employer's

banquets, and we should have displays such as nine-

tenths of the world have no conception of. I am not

now a frequent visitor of the Royal Society's shows, but

I see sufficient of them to know that the mode of 20 or

30 years ago has been stereotyped, and that " old mat "

has been traversed until it is fairly worn out. To eman-

cipate itself from this slavery of habit is the first duty

of the Council, and to appoint a small committee of

taste that could take evidence, and then make arrange-

ments for the next great exhibition, should be the next

duty. To go beyond the small coterie of South

Kensington for such a committee is indispensable

;

indeed, men of original and independent thought are

required—persons who would call a spade a spade,

without being afraid of the consequences of so domg.

Such a committee would change the aspect of our

exhibitions, and that with very little trouble.
^
Other

changes I may suggest in a future communication

;

but in the meantime I will merely remark that,

having taken soundings, I know the foundation at

Nottingham to be good ; and that if the Society

should decide to come here, it will have a reception

such as has never been accorded to it in any town in

England. Since \vriting the preceding, I have seen

Mr. Fish's remarks upon the O.xford failure. I am
sorry he still holds to the old infirmity. It is of no

use to court a girl who does not like you, and I am
quite sure the Royal Agricultural Society would be

glad to get rid of such hangers-on as her prett)' sister,

ilorticulture. She must make "a home' for herself;

and the sooner she sets about the task in earnest the

better. JV. P. Ayn's, August I.

Royal Horticultural Society's Provincial

Shovi'S.—I have read your article on the above

subject with great interest, and quite agree with the

suggestions it contained. W^ithout pretending to be a

prophet, or the son of one, I can only say that I

predicted failure from the commencement, and there

are several leading exhibitors who can bear testimony

to the truth of this statement. It seems to me now,

as it did in 1867, that the association with the Agiicul-

tural Society is a source of weakness—the first year at

Bury there were the element of novelty and the almost

superhuman efforts of Mr. Fish, and the thing

answered, ,very fairly ; but since then the show has not

answered from the financial point of view—and this

year I hear there is an actual loss of nearly ;^500

[^300]. Much as I admire Mr. Fish, he seems

to me quite at sea on this subject. Let the

local arrangements be as perfect as possible,

my firm conviction is the result would be very nearly

the same, and for this reason,—as a rule, you will find

when people go out for a day the time is fixed for

starting, and the place they intend visiting is settled in

their own mind, and, when this is the case, a few

difficulties are soon overcome. Mr. Fish alludes to the

"roar of the traffic rushing past poor Flora to the

agi'icultural show." Of course ;
people had come

to Oxford to see the beast and implement show, and the

most perfect local arrangements with regard to the flower

show would not have turned them from their purpose.

Then Mr. Fish says, had the arrangements been better

the "return stream of visitors would have nourished and

comforted drooping Flora." I spent a day at the agri-

cultural show, at the close of which I felt as if I

wanted nourishing and comforting myself, and I

have a veiy strong impression that this was the

case with the " return stream." I love horticulture as

much as Mr. Fish, but I ask him seriously to consider

this question—Is it likely that a number of people will,

after having waded through a great agricultural show

on a July day, visit a flower show ? Experience says,

and it appears to me common sense says, " No." Mr.

Fish's notion about the union of the two Societies,

—

" taking sweet counsel together,"—is very pretty, very

poetic; but, as they say in Lancashire, " what about

brass?" Mr. Fish must pardon me for being so

vulgarly practical, but to this we must come. Again,

I ask, is it a dignified course for the Royal Horticul-

tural Society to lean upon the staff of the other Society?

Such a course seems to me unsound in prmciple, hos-

tile to the purposes for which it was founded, and
opposed to its prosperity. So much byway of complaint,

but what about the future ? This, of course, will rest

with the Council of the Horticultural Society. I have

always thought it the right thing for the national society

to hold an annual horticultural sliow in the provinces ;

but it should get as far away from the Agricultural

Society as possible— if 100 miles, well and good, if 200,

betterstill—no "cordial embrace,"andforthemost potent

of all reasons, namely, financial ones. I have always

thought that July was the most unsuit.able month in the

summer to hold a show ; the latter end of August or first

week in September seems to be the best time for the

purpose ; but I do hope that thenext time the Royal Horti-

cultural Society visits the country {which I trust will be

next year) it will let the world see, by the bold spirited

policy it adopts, that there is vitality enough in horti-

culture, and vitality enough in the national represen-

tative of it, to "run alone." j5. F., Manchester,

Amaryllis conspicua.—In an impression of yours

a few weeks back was an account of a grand plant of

Amaryllis Johnsoni, which must have set many lovers

of this tribe longing for the possession of such a plant.

I too have a noble plant of Amaryllis, a descrip-

tion of which may interest some of your readers. The
bulb is 5 inches in diameter, with three flower-stems,

each stem being 26 inches high and 4I inches in cir.

cumference at the base, and surmounted by 17 magni-

ficent flowers (two sixes and a five), each flower being

from 7 to 9 inches in diameter. Why Amaryllids are

not more generally grown I cannot understand, for

when well grown few plants are more charming, and
with ordinary care and attention bestowed upon them
the difliculty is how not to grow them. T. C, St.

Laun-nce, I. IV.

Nitrogenous Manures.—In Professor Voelcker's

veiy interesting disquisition upon this subject at Oxford,

he stated that guano and other manures containing a

large portion of ammonia had been used with decided

advantage by the coffee planters in Ceylon. At the

time I could not call the facts to mind, but upon men-

tioning the subject to my brother-in-law, Mr. Peter

Wallace, who had just returned from a sojourn of

eight years as the director of large coflee estates in

Ceylon, he assured me that the Professor's statement

must be taken with considerable resei-vation. The fact

is, guano and similar manures exercise immense influ-

ence the first season, the crop being enormous ; the

second year the crop may also be good ; but
_
in the

third year the plants are forced clean off their feet,

and have to be grubbed up and thrown away.

He mentioned one plot of 150 acres which had

recently perished from the use of guano, and pro-

prietors are now so convinced of the injurious conse-

quences that they prohibit its use upon their estates.

The only concentrated manures now used are the

phosphates or crushed bones, and cocoa-nut cake

crushed in the same manner as we crush linseed cake.

These answer perfectly. I mention the fact, as I doubt

not Dr. Voelcker will be glad to be made aware of it

;

but it is more than likely that Mr. Wallace, who is an

experienced and accomplished gardener, and who
wields a ready pen, may be induced to give us some-

thing of his 10 years' experience of cultivation in

" foreign parts abroad." IV. P. Ayres, July 26.

Subtropical Gardening.—Theletter of "Quercus,"

at p. 1027, has brought to my recollection another on

the same subject, at p. 897, on which I should like to

offer a few remarks. " Quercus " says, " he has always

held that subtropical gardening in the open air in

England is a mistake," but the fact of his holding that

opinion is no proof of its con-ectness. He also speaks

most flatteringly of the remarks in the letter at p. 897.

For my part I see nothing practical in the remark that

Aloes, Cactaceas, and other succulent plants will stand

out-of-doors during summer when they are young and

small, but not when they get large ; and I know it to

be contraiy to my experience, because I have for

years used large Agaves, Yuccas, and such like plants

out-of-doors, and that, too, in places where they are

exposed to bleak east winds. Subtropical gardening

should not be decried because the Palms, DracKnas,

&c., would not stand out upon the terraces and by the

sides of the walks at Kew, w^here they were exposed

to all the rough and boisterous winds that blew ; and

that, too, as I have good reason to believe, without any

preparation having been made for the change in the way

of hardening gradually in a cooler temperature. The

authorities at Kew would have done better never to

have tried them in such places, but should have

brought out some of their large {not the largest)

Agaves, Aloes, Yuccas, &c., which would have been

improved by exposure in the open air, and which

at the same time would have formed a noble fea-

ture in the gardens ; and they should have put their

Palms, Dracaenas, and many other suitable plants

which they have at command, in sheltered places ;
plenty

of which ought to exist in a garden like Kew—although

they are certainly rarities now, for it seems to have

been the policy during the last few years to lay the

whole place open to all the sweeping wmds and
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cunents of air it is possible to invite. I believe

that with the numerous fine young trees and shrubs

which have been removed, a much finer place for

subtropical plants could have been made at Kew
than the subtropical garden at Battersea Tark.

Nothing else but shelter is required to enable the

plants to thrive equally as well at Kew as at Batter-

sea. The two places are not far removed from each

other, they are both on the banks of the Thames,
and I do not imagine they have a very different climate

;

therefore, if shelter is all that is wanted, why not give

it to plants of this character?—for they form a splendid

addition to a garden, great or small, and render

it, if private, a source of much greater enjoyment

to the proprietor, or, if public, to the visitors.

I cannot understand why Battersea Park is always

spoken of scornfully whenever any one wishes to find

fault with this style of gardening. Many say, "Yes,
it can be done at Battersea, but it could not be done
at my place ; " but still the good example which has

been set to us gardeners by Mr. Gibson is being

followed by many persons throughout the three

kingdoms, and it has been my good fortune to see fine

Dracaenas, Palms, Agaves, Yuccas, the soft but

elegant Papyiais, Philodendrons, Musas, Tree Ferns,

and many other tropical plants flourishing in the open air

in Scotland, and also in Ireland, as well as at home

—

plants, loo, which have been used several years in

succession, and which are not ruined yet by being
** Batterseaised." But then they are not left out late

enough in the autumn for frost and snow to cover them,

as some of those plants were at Kew in 1866, and which
I do not call a practical mode of "using every precaution

for their welfare." The remarks at p. S97, relating to

the damage done to floors and tearing up of walks, are

little to the purpose. No reasonable man would think of

moving such monstrous specimens, for we have plenty

of large and handsome trees on our lawns and in our

shrubberies. What we want is moderate-sized tropical

plants, with bold and distinct foliage to lend their

beawties towards forming a charming whole ; and
plants sufficiently large for all such purposes can be

gi-own in pots or tubs, which can be moved by about

four men. Indeed, such removals are made daily by
practical gardeners, without damage to floors, walks,

or plants- Subtropical gardening in the three king-

doms is an established fact, and is rapidly extending,

and it cannot fail to please every person of taste,

neither can it fail to be effective if three things are

attended to, viz., a proper selection of plants, a proper
preparation of them before removing them to the open
air, and a proper selection of site for planting them.

These rules are equally applicable to planting gene-

rally; and " Quercus " may rest assured that sub-

tropical gardening will never be damaged by the

writings of those who have not the means to carry it

out properly. Tedona.

Dell's Beet.'—Seeing that one of your correspon-

dents writes respecting my Beet, I take the liberty of

forwarding two roots of it for your inspection. It is

of a much better colour, later in the season, and
has never failed to give perfect satisfaction, both
in colour and habit. J. Dell, The Gardens, Stoke

Rochford, Grantham, August 2. [Fine specimens,

richly coloured. Eds.]

Potatos.-—I have been much interested in the

notices of Potatos lately, and more especially in the

paper of my neighbour, Mr. Sage, the intelligent gar-

dener of Sir Edward Bering, Bart., at Surrenden. I

can bear witness to the truthfulness of all his state-

ments, and I think all who read it must have been
struck with the excellent common sense his paper
displayed

; perhaps, as the old adage is never more true

than in such a case, "the proof of the pudding is in

the eating," I may say that he has been obtaining the

top price in Covent Garden Market for his produce.
As to the Potato tournament, I am soiTy to say that

my experience of all Potato showing is that it is

an utter sham. What is the use of the best-look-

ing Potato in the world if it be not well
flavoured ?—and this can only be ascertained by
tasting. Supposing, then, only half a dozen entries

of a dozen Potatos were made, who is to taste

72 Potatos?—and without tasting I believe anything of

a tournament to be valueless. Then, again, soil makes
such an immense difference, that it is quite impossible
to lay down any dicta on Potatos that wdll apply every-

where. Here Paterson's Victoria is worthless ; yet

elsewhere I hear it well spoken of. Flag of England
I could never use when grown in my garden at Deal,
yet my neighbours grew it, and it was fair enough. A
good Potato, such as Myatt's Prolific, the Lapstone, or

Yorkshire Hero, will work its way ; but nothing will

ever float a bad one. How much was done to induce
people to believe that Prince of Wales was a good
tuber, yet I do not suppose any one grows it now.
D., Deal.

Early Rose Potato.—I beg to add my testimony
to that of Mr. Poynter in regard to the Early
Rose Potato. It is the best second early we have
growing here. It is an abundant cropper, of good
flavour, and fine floury appearance in the clish. This is

the second year we have tried it, and we find it much
better in flavour this year than it was last. I may say
rnyemployer invited several highlyrespectable fanners to

judge of its flavour, and to see the crop as we dug

them up ; and all present pronounced them to be
excellent in both respects. T. Hammond, Gr. to J.
Miiir Dojoie, Esq., Whetstones, West Kirby, Cheshire.

Hairbell, or Harebell,—which is the true spelling,

and whicli the plant so named ? The following con-
flicting authorities and quotations do not answer these
questions : — ( i ). Campanula rotundifolia— Hairbell
(Babington, "British Botany"). (2). Campanula rotun-
difolia—Harebell, or Blue Bell (Chambers' "Encyclo-
paedia"). (3). Campanula rotundifolia—Hairbell. "The
name Hairbell, is frequently though not correctly given
to the Wild Hyacinth or Blue Bell (Scilla nutans, or
Hyacinthus non scriptus), a plant with a thick juicy

flower-stalk ; but when applied to this Campanula is

most appropriate, its stalks being exceedingly slender
and wiry " {John's " Flowers of the Field "). (4). Cam-
panula rotundifolia—Round-leaved Bell-flower or Hare-
bell—

"E'en the slight Harebell raised its head,
Elastic from her airy tread."

Scott's "Lady of the Lake," c. i., 18.

(5). Hyacinthus non scriptus—Harebell (Sowerby),
Wild Hyacinth (Eng. Bot., 1836). (6). Harebell—

a

blue flower, campaniform (Johnson's "Eng. Diet.,"

1784)-
" Thou shall not lack

The flow'r that's like thy face, pale primrose ; nor
The azur'd Harebell, lilce thy veins."

Shakspeare's CymbcUnc.

(7). Harebell js the Scilla non scripta of Linnaeus

(I'artington's" Cyclop. Nat. Hist."). (8). Harebell—
the English Hyacinth {Richardson's "Eng. Diet.")

(9). Hairbel [sic)—the name of a flower, the Hyacinth
(Johnson's "Eng. Diet.," 17S4). {10). Hyacinthus
non scriptus—Wild Hyacinth, Blue Bell :

" It is

sometimes, though incorrectly, called Hairbell, the

true Hairbell being Campanula rotundilolia (John's
" Flowers of the Field"). (11). Campanula rotundi-

folia
— " Begins flowering in July, a much later season

than tliat of the true Harebell, Hyacinthus non scriptus,

to which some poets have applied the same name
(Sowerby's " Eng. Bot."). The sentence should read,

"Campanula rotundifolia, to which some poets have
applied the name of Harebell, begins," &c. It appears
to me that the true plant is the Campanula rotundifolia

;

but for the spelling—who will settle that ? D, T. JC.

[To this inquiry Mr. James Britten, who has paid
much attention to the popular names of plants, thus

replies :— There can be little doubt that the true

Harebell is Hyacinthus non scriptus. Gerard and all

the older writers apply it to this species only ; and so

does Withering in his earlier editions. In the 7th edition

(1S30), the editor observes that Campanula rotundifolia

is "sometimes denominated Harebell in Scotland,"

and cites Scott's lines (quoted by "D. T. K.") in proof
of his assertion. The spelling is doubtless Harebell

;

Hairbell is comparatively modern, but seems coming
into fashion ; and, were it not for the reference to

Johnson {17S4) given by your coxTespondent, which
may perhaps be a misprint, I should suppose it to

have been invented after the name had been trans-

ferred from the Hyacinth to the Campanula, in refer-

ence to the delicate flower-stalks of the latter. I have
seen the spelling " Air-bell " suggested for this plant.

With reference to the extract from "English Botany,"
the first edition {I. 866, April I, iSoi) is even more defi-

nite as to the Hyacinth being the tme plant :
—"We

suspect poets sometimes take this {C. rotundifolia) for

the Harebell. We have somewhere read of * the tremb-
ling Rye-grass and the Harebell blue,' growing on
'mouldering turrets,' which could scarcely be the real

Harebell."]

The Bishop Stortford and Chatsworth Vines.
—Mr. Ayres, in the remarks made in his last letter, has,

after all, only been leaping upon a dead lion. The
Vines are gone, and he has vigorously picked their

bones. His reasons for doing so are only known to

himself. I cannot see how his attacks upon these

Vines, or those who have described them, is likely to

prove instructive to your readers. If brainless, homi-
cidal, imbecile, ignorant practice leads to such splendid

results, I boldly ask for many more Vine growers of

the same stamp. If such are the failures of these men,
what must their successes be ? X care not what I might
be called could I only grow such Grapes as brought
national honour upon Mr. Nash for so many years.

The world cares little for names—much for results.

The Bishop Stortford practice will bear the latter

ordeal—^judged thus, it must be the very opposite of all

Mr. Ayres has affirmed. If good Grapes elsewhere
are accepted as the proof of brains—why not here?
Judged thus, surely the 25 years' good crop at Stortford

will outweigh one extraordinary crop at Chatsworth, or
anywhere else. Let us multiply the brains by the

years, and where will Mr. Ayres and his anti-brain

charges appear. What though idtimate success were
reached through a few preliminary failures—that but
enhanced its value. The path to victory is often

entered by the gateway of defeat. Failure, properly
used, frequently proves the spring-board that raises

on to the platform of success. But it would
almost appear as if Mr. Ayres referred to other
borders and other Vines than those I have
truly described. He talks of Vines dying in the
Stortford borders ; it could hardly be that it was
these tliat drew Dr. Lindley from London to Bishop
Stortford, and called forth such eulogiums from his

strong, steady pen. The causes of the shanking of
these famous Vines is still involved in considerable
mystery. It may have been restriction, or over-crop-
ping. But if so, neither of these either crippled the
roots, or drained the plants dry of vital force. The
growth was good, the leaves large and fine, and the

shows of fmit abundant and promising to the last.

Instead of finishing the fruit shanked ; and as shanked
Grapes areuseless, and theshanking could not be arrested,

the Vines were destroyed. This destruction seems to

have aroused the wrath of your con-espondent to such

a degree, that he cannot propomrd his extension remedy
for shanking without pouring out his full vials on the

dead Vines at Bishop Stortford, and all who have
written about them. The Chatsworth case is interest-

ing enough in itself to be able to stand upon its own
merits. It was not needful to danee jubilantly over

the dead Vines at Bishop Stortford, to brighten the

Chatsworth results by the force of such contrasts. I

regret, however, to add from the book of my experi-

ence, and the far larger one of my observations, that

extension is no panacea for shanking. I have a Ham-
burgh, covering an entire roof of 1000 square feet, which
shanks horribly ; and I have seen many large Vines shank
as badly as one rod Vines. I must also add, that a
great deal too much has been made of one season's

produce. The shanking Vines have exceptional seasons,

when the malady is less virulent. Mr. Ayres indeed is not

content to be a mere chonicler of facts, but assumes the

functions of a prophet, and promises us greater results

in the future. It may, or may not, prove so ; I hope
it will. No one deserves success more than Mr. Speed,

and few will rejoice more heartily in it than myself.

But old Vines, of 35 years and upwards, are capricious;

those that have once learned the knack of shanking are

apt to return to it again. One more word, as a matter

of fact, and I have done. I ventured to question

whether Mr. Speed's practice, as jointly described

in your leader and Mr. Ayres' letter in the

Chronicle of July 9, could fairly be called

extension. It seemed more like restriction. Mr.
Ayres now triumphantly answers, that the inside

Vines are cut away, and the outside over-fill the double
space, and that is called restriction ! He also adds
the new facts that leading shoots from 6 to 8 feet long

are taken from the top outside the house, and from the

main stems outside the house upon the borders, and
adds, " this also, perhaps, is restriction." To which my
reply is emphatically—No. Neither was it to either

of these practices I alluded. Turning, however, to

the leading article, p. 921, bottom of col, «, and top

of column?, I read—"Several of the vineries at Chats-

worth are stocked with old Vines, some of them
planted, we believe, prior to Sir Joseph Paxton going

there. In these, and also in the house to which we
have specially referred (that is, the house adduced as

an example of the extension system), there was a con-

fusion of branches, in fact the leaders were laid in

so closely together, that it was impossible that the

foliage could be properly exposed to the light. These
(that is, I presume, the leaders), last winter, were
reduced in number, so that now the main branches are

3 to 4 feet apart, giving ample room for lateral exten-

sion of the foilage." Now, this reduction of main
branches I call restriction, and surely the facts of the

case, as well as the plain meaning of language, justifies

and, in fact, necessitates, this reading of the matter.

This sentence cannot refer to the Vines removed, but

to the shoots or roots on the Vines left. The greatest

number of rods on any of the extended Vines, as given

by Mr. Ayres, or yourselves, is three ; it therefore

follows that if last winter these main branches were
reduced in number, there must have been more than
three before j and it does seem a new mode of

extension to thus reduce the area of the entire

plant. The shoots left may indeed be allowed to

extend further into space, and a root maker is likewise

left at their base—a plan already adopted by Mr.
Ward, of Bishop Stortford, and duly set forth in your
columns. But these statements were not before us till

now, and even after giving due weight to these, it

seems yet doubtful whether each Vine upon the whole
is any larger than it used to be. If not larger it can

hardly be said to be extended in the usual sense of the

term. Thirty-three bunches per Vine is hardly con-

sistent with any great extension ; neither can the vexed
question of Extension versus Restriction be decided by
one crop, however good. I am the champion of

neither system, but rather the advocate of a happy
mean between the two, towards the establishment of

which I know of few greater obstacles than the course

adopted by your correspondent throughout this con-

troversy. David Tell Fact. [No useful results will

accrue from the further prolongation of this discus-

sion. Eds.]

Old Roses.—I, like your correspondent Mr. God-
win, shall be most thankful to "Old Subscriber" if

he can tell me where to procure a plant of the white

Rose Lady Harrington, alias Globe White Hip-

Can Mr. Godwin, or any one else, tell me how I can

get a plant or cutting of the Marginal Hip,

single or double? The latter variety I never saw,

but the single one used to grow in the garden

of a lady friend of mine in Gloucestershire, who
was a lover of choice old things, and a very beau-

tiful thing it was. As soon as I got a house and

garden of my own I wrote to my friend to beg a bud
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or cutting, but heard, to my dismay and grief, that in

the absence of its master it had fallen a victim to the

rage for novelties so prevalent among the gardeners of

the present day. Where is the beautiful Rosa

Hardii to be had ? The old York and Lancaster

I am always proud to grow, and I this year succeeded

in getting for my button-hole some half-expanded

blooms of the old Yellow Cabbage or Provence (Rosa

sulphurea), which made everybody ask, " Whatever

have you got there ?" Can any one put me in the way

of getting Rosa mierophylla? H. Harpiir Crnvc, The

Rectory, Drayton-Beaiichamp, Tring.

Apricots.—It may be interesting, as chronicling a

fact perhaps not vei-y commonly met with, to say that

out of a crop of Apricots exceeding a thousand in

number, grown upon seven trees here during this pre-

sent season, a few were found so large as to need but

three to make a pound, or 16 oz. good. It must be

understood, however, that these were produced iipon

young trees of remarkable luxuriance, and which have

just reached to the top of rather high walls. The

variety is the Moor Park, and is growing in soil and in

a locality which seems specially adapted to its wants.

William Earhy, Digniiell.

Grapes Shanking.—In the seasons of 1867 and

1S68 a great deal of shanking occurred in the bunches

of the Trebbiano Grape, a variety very subject to it

when over-cropped. The three Vines of it which showed

the shanked bunches grew in a late vinery, and they

bore on an average 30 bunches to each Vine ; the

bunches were large, being at least 4 lb. each in weight.

In 1869 I reduced the number of bunches on each

Vine to about 15, and there was little shanking that

year. This year the bunches are very large and fine,

but only about a dozen bunches are left on each Vine,

and I expect to see no more of the "shank fiend"

attacking them. I should advise all gardeners whose

Grapes are subject to shanking to try my plan, and

Chronicle the result. I believe the shanking of

Grapes proceeds from taking too heavy crops off Vines,

and from want of sufficient attention to the borders.

In my case I not only reduced the bunches on the

Vines, but I had an addition made to the borderout-

side ; and I intend to leave more bunches on the Vines

in the course of another year, when their roots have

ramified in the border. Some fuss has lately been

made, and a deal of fudge has likewise been written,

about the Bishop Stortford Vines and their shanking

propensities. If these Vines had been free from

Fungus at the roots, there would not have been the

slightest cause to gi-ub them up. All that they

required to bring them round to their pristine vigour

was to have reduced the number of bunches to a mode-

rate crop, and to have attended to their root action.

This, is seems, was partly done by chopping off some

of the roots on the outside of the border. I should,

however, have proceeded in a different manner ; that

is, by forking the roots from the outside of the border

to nearly half the width of it before adding the fresh

soil. The Vine is such an accommodating plant, that

it is hardly possible to kill it if attention is paid to its

wants in soil, drainage, and in the matter of keeping

its foliage healthy. I know of some Vines now nearly

100 years old still bearing fair crops. They have been

restricted to one rafter ever since they were planted,

and very little shanking has ever been seen on the

Grapes grown on them. They have, however, been

cropped judiciously, and no garbage of any kind has

ever been applied to the borders, at least for the last

30 years, the soil being a natural one . for the Vine,

with a bed of gravel for the subsoil. William Tilleiy.

Ants.—Having been much troubled with ants in an

orchard-house, I believe I have tried all the plans

hitherto recommended for their extirpation, including

that of pouring gunpowder down their runs and firing it.

They seem to defy everything, and in order to preserve

the fruit, I am obliged to tie some cloth round the

bole of each tree, and paint it with tar and grease.

But even this requires frequent renewal, or the ants

will pass over it. Now in the Chronicle, p. 991, Mr.

Wills recommends a new remedy, namely, Wilkie's

composition. May I ask that gentleman to inform me
whether it does more than kill the individuals it

touches. For if not, it is no better than boiling water,

and certainly more costly. Day after day I have

soaked my border with boiling water, and killed the

insects by the hundred, but they increased so rapidly in

nooks beyond the reach of the water, that one seems

to make no progress. The desideratum is to find

something that will destroy or drive away the whole

nest. Guano has been recommended, but has failed

with me. Carbolic acid is distasteful to ants, but its

effects are transient. G. S.

Liliuin auratum.—Have any of your readers

noticed the inconstancy of varieties of Lilium auratum?

Some of them must have done so, or what has become

of those exhibited or commented on at different times ?

I have been so disappointed with marking them that

I have given up doing so. A few years back I took

oreat pains in keeping separate a few remarkably

distinct varieties. I had a genuine semi-double

;

another season I discovered a pure white variety with

no spottings, and with scarcely the signs of the usual

yellow band, also a fine large-flowered variety that had

more dark red about it than any other colour. All

these had several blooms, but the following year they

invariably turned out the common kind, and I shall be

glad to know the experience of other cultivators in this

respect. W. T. C. [Why should not these Lily

varieties be as constant as the varieties of other

flowers? Is there no mistake about the cases referred

toby "W. T. C?" Eds,]

Garden Roller Water-cart.—I recently saw the

idea of a "garden roller barrow" (p. 1029) consider-

ably enlarged upon at Hursley Park Gardens, where a

large galvanised iron cistern, holding some 50 to

60 gallons, had been mounted upon a framework that

had a strong double-action roller underneath instead of

wheels, and which was drawn hither and thither as

required by a good-sized pony. The cistern was fur-

nished with a closely fitting lid, to prevent slop, was

oval in shape, and had fixed to it behind a strong tap,

through which the water could be drawn off. The cart

has proved most useful during the past severe drought,

as it can be drawn to any part of the grounds without

doing any mischief to the paths or grass, whilst it acts

when full as a most formidable presser. If a movable

spreader could be attached to the tap behind, it would

be of great service to water grass, especially those por-

tions that are devoted to croquet, and which would

look none the worse for a good saturation once or twice

a week. In all large places a water-cart of consider-

able dimensions is an absolute requisite. I may add

that the entire breadth of the one mentioned is about

3 feet. Alex. Dean.

Globe White Hip Rose.—I am delighted to find

some one who knows the merits of Globe White

Hip, which is certainly the Rose I mean. I find a

Rose of that name and description occurs in a list of

Roses in the " Floricultural Cabinet" for 1S34 ; the

plant I know can hardly be so old, and may have been

put in ten years later. I only know the Rose in one

locality, and am only sure of one garden at present

having it, but there it shows no signs of decay ; there

are several fine bushes of it, rather low gro\ying, the

younger ones transplanted suckers of the original. It

was seeing it this summer in great beauty and vigour

that induced me to ventilate the subject. I do not

think there is the least chance of its being found

in nurseries, and therefore if Mr, Godwin cannot hear

of it elsewhere, and really wishes for it, and will give

his address through the medium of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, I will undertake, with great pleasure, to

have cuttings enough sent him by post to ensure, with

ordinary luck, his being furnished with the old Rose.

It is a flower that should not be lost to horticulture,

leaving hybrids out of the question ; it is so unlike any

other white, and so pure, I should almost suppose its

.mmediate ancestor to have been an albino seedling of

some coloured Rose. At the same time I have a great

idea of what hybrids might do. Be it remembered, the

Rose itself is little more than semi-double, and that it

falls to pieces most provokingly when less than half

blown, unless very carefully handled. The old White

Provence, by-the-by, hasgoodqualities,thoughsti-angely

ugly. Old Subscriber. [Mersrs. Gray & Sons, Brox,

near Chertsey, catalogue this Rose, Eds.]

Societies.

Royal Horticultuk.\l t General Meeting, August y
—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. After the

transaction of the formal business of the Society, the Rev.

M. J. Berkeley alluded to the paucity of specimens of

Variegated Pelargoniums exhibited, although special

prizes had been offered for them. This was partly attri-

butable to the excessive heat of the weather, which had

interfered with the due coloration of the leaves. Adverting

then to the beautiful specimen of Renanthera Lowii, exhi-

bited by Messrs. Veitch, Mr. Berkeley read an account ol

the plant wTitten by Mr. Bateman and published in the

"Botanical Magazine," November, r854, and also men-

tioned in the Gardeners Chronicle, 1864, p. 9T4. Apart

from the beauty of the flowers, the plant has the pecu-

liarity of producing dimorphic flowers : the two lower

flowers on each raceme are of a golden yellow colour with

dark spots, and the perianth segments .are broader and

blunter than in the ordinary flowers, which are of a light

buff colour, marked with reddish brown bars and spots.

In the case of some species of Cycnoches where dimor-

phic flowers occur, the difference of form has been shown

to be dependent on sexual differences in the flower, the

male and female flowers respectively being of different

forms, but in the present instance it appeared that the

stamens and stigmas were perfectly developed in all the

flowers. It had been observed, however, that theloweryellow

flowers were sweetly scented, while the others were destitute

of perfume. The new and handsome Cycadaceous plant,

Bowenia spectabilis, was then alluded to, and its habit of

thrONving up single leaves, like those of some Arads, was

pointed out. In this case, however, more than one leaf

is thrown up at one time. A hybrid Lily, called Purity,

the result of a cross between L. auratum and L. lanci-

folium, then received notice, as also a very pretty,

but modest-looking Orchid from Natal, supposed to

belong to an undescribed genus. A branch of Abies Clan-

brasiliana from the garden of Mrs. Lloyd Wynne, of

Coed Coch, was then exhibited. It was interesting as

showing in one branch a complete reversion to the

form of the common Norway Spruce. Mr. Berkeley

remarked that this case of "reversion" was interesting,

as showing the origin of the Clanbrasilian Fir. Similarly

stunted growths occasionally occur in the Douglas, and

in the Silver Fir, Mr. A. Murray confirmed Mr. Berkeley s

statement as to the origin of the Clanbrasilian Fir. The

Chairman then announced that the next meeting would be

on the 17th inst.. when Gladioli and Hollyhocks would

probably form the special features of the exhibition.

Floral Committee.—Mr. John Fraser in the chair.

Some very interesting things were produced on this occa-

sion, and there was no lack of subjects
;
the Council

chamber was quite filled, and one of the lobbies outside

had to be brought into requisition to contain the Pelar-

goniums, The Messrs. Veitch & Sons contributed a very

fine groupof misceUaneous plants, which obtained a Special

Certificate. This group contained several of their fine

new Dracaenas and Crotons, as D. regince, D. Moorei,

D. Chelsoni, C. undulatum, C. maximum, and C.

Veitchii ; also a good plant of Dractena Guilfoylei, which

proves to be a very ornamental species. The beautiful

Aralia Veitchii, remarkable for its narrow undulated

leaflets, was also shown in a very effective condition

;

and also a Sciadophyllum from New Caledonia. The
group contained the following Orchids in bloom ;—Sacco-

labium Blumei majus, Oncidium Kramerianum, O. obry-

zatum, O. Wentworthianum, Odontoglossum hastilabum,

Cattleya Aclandia, Dendrobium Bensonce, Cypripedium

Veitchii, and Miltonia Regnellii purpurea. There was also

a plant of the pretty Blandfordia aurea, and two of the

smaller recent additions to the Marantas—M. Wallisii

and M. chimboracensis, which are quite of second-rate

merit. A First-class Certificate was awarded to the same

firm for Bowenia spectabilis, a remarkably handsome

compound-leaved Cycad, and Special Certificates for a

fine, stocky, well-furnished plant of Encephalartos

Lehmanni, and also for a small plant of Renanthera

Lowii, remarkably well bloomed ;
this latter was con-

sidered a cultural feat well worthy of recompense. It

may be mentioned that Mr. Seden, under whose care the

plant has been grown, pointed out to us a few days ago

that the dissimilar flowers at the base of the spike

are highly fragrant, while the other flowers are scentless.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Mr. W. Bull for

Macrozamia magnifica, a very elegant slender pinnate

Cycad from Australia, and for Cycas Broughtoni,

another Australian species in the way of C. Armstrongii,

but smaher, with smooth Fern-like leaves. Mr. Bull's

group also contained Stangeria paradoxa obtusa, not

very well marked ; Bignonia Roezlii, a handsome New
Grenada plant in the way of B. violacea, with coarsely

toothed instead of entire leaves, thesurface beautifully tinted

with violet merging into dark green, and elegantly veined

with grey ; Dieffenbachia Wallisii, with green leaves

blotched and banded with grey, but too dull and confused

in the colouring to be effective ; Croton maculatum, the

same as one previously shown as Wrigleyanum, a limbate

sport of C. variegatum ; the broad deaved Adiantum

Seemanni ; Syugonum Seemanni, from Central America,

having a slender climbing rooting stem, and trifid or

pedate leaves, having a broad white costate band ; and

a pretty gold and crimson toothed Coleus, named Golden

Gem. First-class Certificates were awarded to Messrs.

E. G. Henderson & Son for Hydrangea japonica

speciosa, the leaves dark green, with a broad flame

of cream-colour along the centre of each, a good

addition to the class of ornamental foliage plants ;
.and

a plant of the same in bloom, the flowers large and of

a pale greyish blue tint ; and for Variegated Zonal Pelar-

gonium Rev. E. R. Benyon, of vigorous habit and

extremely well coloured. The group also contained

Ageratum Tom Thumb, a variegated form of Phlox
^

decussata, the leaves mainly pale yeUow, with a strip of

green along each ; and some dwarf Antirrhinums in pots.

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing had the following varieties

of herbaceous Phloxes grown in 8 and 10 inch pots, and

showing what can be done with these subjects when so

cultivated if a little attention be bestowed on them, viz.,

Liervalli, violet-pink with white stripes, very pretty and

attractive; Madame Domage, James Veitch, LaCandeur,

Charles Turner, Amabilis, Madame Barillet, Souvenir de

Mons. Berryer, Mons. Guldenschuck, Geant des Batailles,

Etoile de Neuilly, Madame Maria Saisons, and Madame
Christine Nilsson. Mr. Green, gr. to W, Wilson Saunders,

Esq contributed a small group of plants of considerable

botanical interest, consisting of a dwarf Agave, a species

of Bruusvigia, from South America, with a large spike of

flowers ;
Achimenes argyrostigma, and a very minute new

species of Orchid from Natal, with long oval leaves

densely spotted with black, and a spike of bright

liUac flowers, the lip paler and spotted with rosy purple ;

the bracts were spotted in the same manner as the leaves,

r Stevens, gr. to J.
Simpson, Esq., Reigate, sent two

ely grown and bloomed specimens of Disa gr.andiflora,

somewhat dwarf in growth and well coloured. These

re awarded a Special Certificate, and the same award

s made to Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, for 6 fine

V. vamples of dwarf crimson Cockscombs, that were well

mown and of excellent quality. From Mr. Chitty Stam-

ford Hill came the old dwarf-growing doublewhite form of

Pyrethru'm Parthenium, which is useful as a bedding

plant Messrs. Thos. Cripps & Son sent two bo.xes of

cut blooms of Clematis Crippsii, a finely formed reddish

mauve-coloured addition to these valuable hardy creepers,

the flowers taken from the open air, but too dull in colour

compared with others already distributed.

Mr Cattell of Westerham, brought his variegated

Tropajolum Minnie Warren ; and Mr, Welsh, of Hil-

lingdon, brought a basket of Cyclamens, several of

them with high-coloured crimson flowers. The Society's

coUection at Chiswick furnished a group of pretty fnnged-

fiowered Petunias of various colours, which have been

raised from a fringed sport obtained a year or two since,

and which wiU probably become favoiurites for decora-

tive purposes ; also a fine plant of Pteris serrulata major

cristata, a handsomely tasselled variety of the tall-growmg

form of P. serrulata. The latter received a weU-merited

First-class Certificate.

One of the finest features of the show was a collection

of Balsams, from Mr. Stevens, of Ealing, which received

a Special Certificate ; they were dwarf, stocky, branching

plants in 5-inch pots, and were literally a mass of bloom,

the qu'ahty of the flowers being also excellent. From Mr.

Barron of Borrowash, came Abies canadensis argentea.

Nosegay and Zonal Pelargoniums were somewhat freely
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produced, and the number of fine varieties staged on this

occasion taught that a wisR discretion is necessary in

giving certificates of merit to new flowers. Mr.
J.

Windsor, gr. to J. R. Ravenhill, Esq., Leytonstone, had
the following hybrid Nosegay varieties ;—Prince of Orange,
Emperor, Conflagration, Rosy Gem, and Pink Dwarf,
the first four being of good quality. Mr. J. George, gr.

to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath, had Favourite, Anton,
Little Pet, and Flame, all high-coloured hybrid Nosegay
varieties. Mr. Eckford, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Coles-
hill, Highworth, had hybrid Nosegay Magnificent, with
fine and symmetrical trusses of bright orange-scarlet
flowers ; Rosy Queen, and Crimson King, the last-named
with rich dark crimson flowers. Messrs. Barron
& Son, Elvaston Nurseries. Borrowash, received a Second-
class Certificate for Zonal Pelargonium Magnificum, with
large but somewhat rough trusses of pale orange-scarlet
flowers. A salmon-pink flowered sport from the golden-
leaved bedding Pelargonium Crystal Palace Gem, a very
washy-looking subject, was shown by Messrs. Cripps &
Son. Mr. S. Ford, gr. to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., St.

Leonard's, Horsham, had a collection of Variegated
Pelargoniums, among which silver-variegated Lady of
the Lake appeared promising. Mr. Dodds, The Gardens,
Bower Ashton, Bristol, sent a basket of Mrs. Upton, a
compact growing, pink-flowered variety, very free, but
which had suffered so much from the journey that no just
opinion could be arrived at as to its merits.

Special Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Carter &
Co., of Holbom, for cut blooms of double Pelargoniums,
nicely set up in baskets, among which the following deep-
coloured varieties were good additions :—Mons. de St.

Paul, Le Due de Suez, Ville de Nancy, Victor de Lyon,
Sapeur Pompier, Triomphe de Lorraine, and Merveille de
Lorraine ; also for a large collection of cut spikes of
seedling Gladioli. The same firm also had flowers of the
double Califomian Sunflower. Mr. Cannell, Woolwich,
staged cut blooms of Zonal and Nosegay Pelargoniums,
among them Titan, King of the Roses, Jean Sisley, Coles-
hill, Fausta, and Mrs. Keeler, were very fine. Messrs.
Standish & Co., Ascot, received a Special_Certificate for a
stand of fine spikes of Gladioli, including Elegans, Marie
Stuart, J. W. Lane, Dr. Livingstone, a fine purple-
flowered variety ; Horace. Agatha, Madame Desportes,
white, very fine ; Robert Fortune, Meyerbeer, Monsieur
Legouve, very fine ; Pericles, very fine ; Aurantia, Volun-
teer, Thomas Meihven, Canova, Bob, Spectabilis, and
Orph^e ; and the same award was made to Mr. C. J.
Perry, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, for the following
varieties of seedling Verbenas :~Singularity. flaked, deep
lilac and white ; Black Diamond, Clara Perry, Purity,
pure white, with bright violet-rose centre ; Colossus,
Mauve King, mauve, with dark shading ; Diana, Levia-
than, Day Dream, Constellation, and E. W. Badger,
reddish-rose, shaded, large primrose eye. Mr. Eckford
also contributed cut Verbenas.

Mr. C. Turner received a First-class Certificate for a fine

and distinctly dark spotted variety of Lilium auralum.
var. Charles Turner, a large flower, with the golden band
replaced by a suffused tint of reddish-brown. Why a
better variety, shown by Mr. Bull under the name of
nibro-vittatum, was passed over we cannot imagine.
From Mr. Bull also came other varieties of L. auratum,
namely Virginalis, a pure white variety, with yellow band
and spots on the petals, and Brilliant, a variety in
which the petals were charmingly spotted with crimson.
The same award was made to Mr. George Thomson, The
Gardens, Stansted Park, Emsworth, for a hybrid Lily,
named Purity, said to be a cross between L. auratum arid
L. speciosum, having broad petals in the way of the last

named parent, but spread out flatter in the face, and
a considerable perfume, like L. auratum ; the foliage also
partook of the character of the latter species ; the flowers
were white, beautifully spotted with crimson. From
George F. Wilson, Esq., Weybridge, came Lilium tigri-

num flore-pleno, with several tiers of petals regularly over-
laying each other, like the petals of a hexangular Camellia.
L. Leichthnii, yellow, spotted with dark brown ; and L.
speciosum, atro-purpureum, with a greater depth of
colour than is usually seen. A First-class Certificate was
awarded to Mr. W. Thompson, Ipswich, for Godetia
(CEnothera) Whitneyi, having bright lilac flowers, with a
spot of red on each petal ; it is of stout dwarf growth, of
rigid branchinghabit, and blossomsveryfreely. Second-class
Certificates were awarded to Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury,
for Dahlias Incomparable, yellow ground, heavily tipped
with bright purplish claret ; and Flora Wyatt, a fancy
flower, buff ground, striped and flaked with dull red : both
of full substance, and very promising. Mr. Keynes also
had Alice Purchase, primrose ground, tipped with claret,
and shaded with dark—a flower of much promise

;

Victory, rich shaded crimson ; Salmon, yellow, tinted with
salmon

; Earl of Radnor, bishop's purple, a fine hue of
colour ; Flossy Williams, pale yellow ground, tipped and
suffused with bright pm^plish maroon

; Mrs. Bunn, pale
ground, heavily tipped and striped with purple ; and
Gladiator, pale ground, striped and flaked with deep
purphsh crimson. Mr. Porter, gr. to E. Benham. Esq.,
Sion Lodge. Isleworth, had cut flowers of seedling
varieties of T. Lobbianum, double Zinnia elegans, &c.

The Pelargonium Show.—This showed a marked
falling off as compared with what has been seen in pre-
vious years; apparently the interest formerly felt in this
class of plants has considerably abated, though the
deficiency may have resulted from single varieties only,
and not collections, being invited. With one or two
exceptions there was but a slight show of compe-
tition, and the various subjects were scarcely above
average quality. In each class three plants of each
variety exhibited were required to be staged. The best
Variegated Zonal Pelargonium, the Rev. "e. R. Benyon.
came from Messrs. K. G. Henderson & Son. To all
appearance these plants had been grafted on a strong
stock of some kind, giving the plants, therefore, some
advantage over those on their own roots. This is

a practice certainly to be commended to cultivators,
especially in the case of the weaker growing varie-
ties

;
but in the case of exhibitions some stipulation

should be made in relation to this practice. 2d, Mr. John
Mann, Brentwood, with Gold Crown, a variety somewhat
distinct in character, and very well coloured

;
3d, Mr. J.

Stevens, Ealing, with Ealing Rival, in good condition, but
the plants small. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son also
had the best silver-variegated Zonal, Lass o' Gowrie, like-
wise grafted, well grown and coloured, but a little rough
in the leaf; 2d. Mr. C. Turner, with Mrs. Rousby, some-
what distinct in character, and with nice smooth leaves

;

3d, Mr. C. Edmonds, Hayes Nursery, with Hayes Rival.
This exhibitor also had Tom WhiflSer, Mr. C. Turner,
Miss Pyne, and Mr.John Mann, Leader. The best Gold and
Bronze was Imperatrica Eugdnie, from Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing, nicely grown and coloured, and having a
bright fiery brown zone. 2d, Mr, H. Cannell, with Annie
Keeler. Messrs. Downie & Co. also had Black Douglas
and Reine Victoria, but no 3d prize was awarded. But
one golden-leaved self Pelargonium was staged, viz.,

Golden Defiance, from Mr. S. Ford, gr. to W. E.
Hubbard, Esq., Horsham. As only one plant was staged,
no award was made. This appeared to be a very poor
variety. The best silver-edged Pelargonium was May
Queen, from Mr. C. Turner, nicely grown ; and the same
exhibitor also had Bright Star and Princess .Alexandra,
but no other award was made. The best Ivy-leaved
Pelargonium was Compactum, a variegated variety, from
Mr. C. Turner, and the only one exhibited. The plants
were nicely grown, and had a wiry habit, but somewhat
rough. The best Nosegay Pelargonium was W. E. Glad-
stone, from Mr. Geo. Smith, Tollington Nursery,
Homsey Road, which had large trusses of bright crimson
flowers in the way.of Grand Duke, Eclat, &c. 2d, Mr.
Henry Cannell, with Master Christine, a deep, pink-
coloured, free-flowering variety of great promise, and in
all probability the most useful, if not the best, of the two.
Mr. Cannell also had Giant Christine, of dwarf habit, with
very large flowers. The best Zonal Pelargonium was Lord

Derby, from Mr. J. Mann, in fine condition. 2d, Mr. J.
George, Putney Heath, with Annihilator, having orange-
scarlet flowers. Mr. Mann also had Countess of Derby,
Startler, Harvard, Edith Dombram, Beauty, and Juno, all

having that fine smoothness of form so characteristic of
the Brentwood seedlings. The best double-flowered
Pelargonium was Marie Lemoine, three finely-grown and
bloomed plants of which were staged by Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing. 2d, Mr, J. Mann, with Madame Lemoine,
small plants, in 48 pots, with fine trusses of bloom. In
addition, Mr. George had some seedling yearling varie-
ties, mostly hybrid Nosegays.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the
chair. Prizes were offered on this occasion for early
Plums and Gooseberries. For the former there were eight
competitors, Mr. Douglas, gr., Loxford Hall, Ilford
Essex, being awarded the ist prize for a fine dish of
Green Gages ; and Mr. Potter, gr. to E. Benham, Esq.,
Syon Lodge. Isleworth. the 2d, for a good dish of
Morocco

; Mr. Potter also exhibited fine examples of
Early Orleans ; Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter,
Burghley, Stamford, had the Cherry Plum and the old
Early Violet ; Mr. Miles, Wycombe Abbey, had Denyer's
Victoria; Mr. Roberts, gr., Holwood, near Bromley, had
Rivers' Early Prolific ; and Mr. Beasley, gr. to — Isted,

Esq. , Ecton Hall, Early Orleans. In miscellaneous
subjects Mr. Gilbert sent a fine dish each of Noblesse
Peaches, Moorpark Apricots, and Brown Turkey Figs, for
which a Special Certificate was awarded ; Mr. Beasley sent
a dish of very fine Apricots ; Mr. W. Dods, gr. to Sir
Grcville Smylhe, Barrow Ashton. Bristol, sent a Necta-
rine, stated to be a seedling, which was quite indis-
tinguishable from Violette Hdtive ; Mr. Mills, gr.,

Wycombe Abbey, Bucks, sent three Apples, which proved
to be the Irish Peach

; Mr. Stowe, fruit grower, Farn-
borough, Kent, sent some splendid examples of Black
Naples Currant, showing very high cultivation ; some of
the berries were as large as small Gooseberries. A Special
Certificate was awarded, Mr. M'Laren, Ash, Surrey,

sent examples of M'Laren's Prolific Raspberry, which
obtained a Certificate last season as an autumnal
bearing sort. It fully answered the expectations then
formed of it. Mr. A. Henderson, gr. to Earl Man-
vers, Thoresby, Notts, sent a large Melon named
Calder's Netted Hybrid Greenflesh, which proved of poor
quality. Mr. S. Weekes, gr. to R. Fowler. Esq., Peter-,
sham, Surrey, sent two examples of Golden Perfection
Melon, which were of no particular merit. Mr. Ford,
Leonardslee. Horsham, sent a fine Melon, a hybrid from
Golden Perfection, which proved of excellent quality.

From the Society's Garden, Chiswick, came examples of
Plums—Woolston Black Gage—which were of very fine

flavour ; also Perdrigon Violette Hative, also well-
flavoured ; and M'LaughUnGage. a large roundish yellow
variety, of first-class quality. A few Mulberries also were
exhibited, which had been grown in a pot in the orchard-
house, which were found much finer and more melting
than those from the open air. Messrs. Lane & Son, of
the Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, sent examples of
Vines, Peaches, Plums, and other orchard-house trees

in pots, all in admirable condition, to which a
Special Certificate was awarded. Of vegetables,
Mr. Gilbert sent splendid examples of six varieties

of Potatos—Millty White, Silver Skin, Eariy Shaw,
Myatfs Prolific, Early Coldstream, and King of
the Potatos. Mr. Bland, Fordingbridge, sent a seedling
Potato. Messrs. Minier, Nash & Co. sent splendid
examples of their late white and red Italian Tripoli
Onions, to which a Special Certificate was awarded.
Messrs. Carter & Co. sent examples of their Covent
Garden Garnishing Parsley, a very fine curled variety, to
which a First-class Certificate was awarded. They also
sent a long green-striped Vegetable Marrow. Mr. Porter,
Syon Lodge, Isleworth, sent a collection of vegetables,
and examples of 8 varieties of Potatos.

Oxford J/tW/w^.—We have still to allude
to some of the horticultural appliances, &c.,
exhibited at the late exhibition of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Oxford. Mr. Orm-
son, King's Road, Chelsea, showed a model
house in which provision was made for winter
ventilation, by ensuring that the air should
be duly warmed before its admission. The
accompanying illustration {fig. 205) wiU serve

to explain how this is effected. 'The form of
pipe employed is that of a hollow cylinder
possessing a heating surface equal to four
4-inch pipes, or more if necessary, The ex-
ternal air is admitted through a tube, nicely

adjusted to valves in the front wall, and
connected to the interior of these cylinders,

where, as a matter of course, it becomes
rarified. and consequently forced out through
openings provided in the cylinders, into the
house, by the denser air which is constantly
pressing in ; such a stream of warmed air

rushing into either a hothouse or apartment
will, according to the laws of pneumatics,
keep the air of such places constantly moving
through the displacement of the cooler par-
ticles by the warmer, and vice verstl, so long
as a portion can find an escape ; and this

Mr. Ormson has provided for by hollow rafters

having zinc panels perforated on their lower
side, and a valve at the top of each rafter

communicating with the chamber shown at
the top of the back wall, through which it

escapes by iron gratings in the face of the wall
above the glass roof. This plan of heating will

also be highly beneficial in public and other
buildings where large masses of people con-
gregate together, as the vitiated air constantly

passes away and its place is supplied by fresh

warmed air, which, unlike the cold draughts
usually admitted by windows, would neither

chill tender plants nor give cold to indi-

The hothouses themselves, while possessing
in an eminent degree, are rendered light

m appearance by the use of very large glass, of extra-
ordinary thickness, and the plan of glazing is such
that no putty is exposed to the destructive influence
of the atmosphere. Abundant means are also provided
for opening sashes in hot weather in the usual way. The
ventilators are opened and closed simultaneously by
machinery. The plan elicited much approbation from
practical men, and seems well suited for the purposes it

is intended to fulfil. Mr. Ormson also exhibited nume-
rousformsof boilers, with the peculiarities and excellencies
of which the horticultural public is by this time pretty

well acquainted.

Messrs. Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, also exhi-
bited models, designs, and full sized illustrations of plant
houses, as well as a model of their new upright tubular
boiler, with patent duplex compensating improvements,
of which we give an illustration (fig. 202). This boiler is so
constructed that one-third of it can be removed in case of
necessity without impairing the action of the remainder.
To effect this one-half of the upright tubes can be removed
at pleasure by means of an improved gun-metal screw.

By means of mud valves the tubes can be readily cleaned
and sediment of any kind removed. Messrs. Weeks
guarantee the durability of their boiler, which is of cast-

iron, for 15 years, and point out that owing to its being
made in sections it can be passed through narrow door-

ways, and set up without interfering with existing structures.

"The proof of the pudding is in the eating," but it

certainly seems in this case as if the pudding would turn

out satisfactorily.

Mr. T. G. Messenger, of Loughborough, showed a

well-ventilated, curvilinear conservatory, and a vinery.

The builder claims for the mode of structure that it com-
bines strength with lightness and durability. The rafters

are supported by iron uprights, braced by tension rods.

The patented principles—says our contemporary the

Builder, from whose report we extract some technical

particulars- in Mr. Messenger's system of constructiOA

.

viduals.

stability
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are in the mode of ventilation, the form of the muntins,

the use of tension rods, and saddles at the ridge. The

houses have also neat wrought-iron crests at the ridge,

and end finials ; but this feature is not pecuhar. The

same patentee had also some valuable mventions in

ordinary and in flanged valves for hot or cold water gas,

or steam ; and in a triangular tubular boiler ;
also m

pumps and garden engines. .

Messrs. Dennis & Co., of Chelmsford, exhibited then-

lean-to and other galvanised metal structures for the

growth and protection of frait and flowers. These

structures, which were awarded a first-class certificate of

merit at Manchester last year, have, as main features,

their bars and bindings of T and angle iron. Their

heating and ventilating apparatus and arrangements are

also effective.

Messrs. Wright & Co., of Birmingham, showed some

very good garden pumps and engines, syringes, shower

watering apparatus, and a very ingenious portable self-

acting fountain (shown in the accompanying illustration,

fig. 203.)

A hydronette, shown by Haynes & Sons, of Edgware

of very neat rustic patterns, in iron, exhibited by the same

firm, were also very meritorious, as also their rosaries and

other flower-garden accessories.

We have dimly answered the first question raised, as

to the life of the honey-bee after the autumn ;
and it is

a natural one to those who have not studied the times

and seasons of this countiy, and the periods when the

queen bee lays the greater bulk of her eggs. As we

have given our readers the pleasing task of studying the

mysteries of bee-life from the egg until the insect flies

into the flowering fields, to collect that which man can-

not, and to can-y out the great duty of making the fruits

of the earth (for none can deny the importance of bees to

the fructification of flowers), we will turn our attention

to another fact—the number of cells, or series of cells,

which form a comb in a common cottage hive, as this

furnishes to some extent a standard of capacity. There

are nine sheets of combs, and these have the bases of

the cells formed of three rhombs, hung vertically,

and from which the six-sided cells extend horizontally,

and at a slight upward inclination, to keep in

the honey whilst being filled by the bees. These

horizontal cells, truly hexagonal from their bases,

are also characteristic of the true honey-bee, of what-

iver colour, or size, or country, or local variety. The

double row of these horizontal cells formed on either

,ide of the rhomboid bases, contain 10, 100 cells on an

average of the nine combs formed. About 7940 are

H orker cells, true hexagons ; about 2045 drone cells,

\ and about 115 abortive cells, or those sacrifices of space

made to allow of the transition from the smaller

worker cells to the larger drone cells. The queen

cells are the exception, and when emigration takes

i msii SCALE

Well, then, the eggs are laid in abundance, and as the

edges of the combs are left with the bases of future

workers' cells, in them the queen deposits the eggs ;

and here the bees find most space to erect the

young queen's cradles, and have also more plastic wax

to work up the acom-shaped bases of the queen cell, as

these deeper cups are required for the queen's jelly

food, which is packed in at the back of the larvie,

whilst the honey and water still lubricate the whole

body. This is the difierence in raising the queen

larva. Besides having a greater extent of cell for the

expansion of the growth of the abdomen, and the

weight of the body is not thrown on the abdomen in its

early stage, as is the case in the limited space of the

worker cells ; although the transformation of the queen

larvse and worker takes place into the imago, and they

are invariably found with all their mouths upwards, and

consequently on their backs in the cells, but the queen

has her head much lower inclined in the elongated

pendulous royal cradle than the common horizontal

worker cell. Indeed the prolific workers
^
so

mysteriously written about are after all queens raised

in imperfectly enlarged cells, where the larva have

not had the jelly given from the very foundation of the

cell, but have been raised in an untimely manner and

retarded in their growth. And Huber has shown

retarded impregnation also invariably results in the pro-

duction of queens laying only drone eggs ; so these

prolific workers only produce drone eggs. Where

these exist, it is also very difficult to introduce a queen

in the autumn, or to make any of those attempts at

artificial swarms which the uniting of numbers for the

winter so constantly requires.

We have given our own knowledge of the raising of

queens and prolific workers, besides the period of the

worker's life, and that of the drone ; and before- men-

tioning any form of hive in which these experiments may

Fig. 203.

Road, supplied from a bucket placed on the ground,

appeared to answer its purpose well. Pressure is obtained

by the creation of a vacuum in the tube by means of an

elastic ball (see fig. 204).

For heating purposes a meritorious novelty was exhibited

by Mr. B. Hariow, of Macclesfield, in a safety back "

Fig 04

range boiler, in which the hability to burst is reduced

to a minimum. The tubes are so arranged in section

that each part is free to expand and contract without

injurious result or danger from variable ex-pansion.

A varied and meritorious display of brick, pipe, and

tile work, was made by Messrs. Colthurst, Symons & Co.

,

of Bridgwater ; the ornamental ridge tiles, Roman tiles,

garden borders, and others of an ornamental character,

were shown in great profusion of colour and pattern,

red, dun, and glazed black or in colour. Their exhibits

also embraced drain and water pipes, with socket joints of

various dimensions.

Mr. Parham, of Bath, had an excellent display of

strained wire fences, unclimbable hurdles and fences,

maUeable iron entrance-gates and foot-passage ways

through iron fences secure against sheep and cattle, with

espaliers, and ornamental tree guards, gates, and railings.

Among the garden elegancies exhibited by Messrs.

Gill, of Oxford, already alluded to, was a garden seat

for three persons, admirably contrived ;
the sitters

have ample room, and have their legs well out of

each other's way, and yet face a common centre. It has

a table attached, and is of light metal with cane-pattem

seats and top. We saw a similar arrangement at the

Exhibition in Paris in May, and were then, as now, much
struck by its ingenuity. The shrubbery gates and fences,

place in a normal condition, they are always formed

on the edges of the combs. This position is adopted,

not because there is any fear of the bee bread or

queen jelly, or food, falling into the mouths of the

workers if built in the centre of the combs, and

where, in old-formed combs, no space could be

found between the parallel sides of the cells—which

they have invariably, by-the-by, to break away

when so compelled to raise a queen from the worker

brood—but because the queen must dispose of the

workers' eggs with which her ovaries are charged before

laying the drone's eggs, and again relieve herself of the

burthen of the eggs before taking her flight. In this

manner a large number of workers are left to succeed the

older and younger bees of spring, which will certainly

follow the old queen's fortunes. It is for this reason also

that the old queen leads the first swarm of the season, as

she is supposed to be prepared for the exodus in every

way, and no delays may arise in establishing a new

family of bees, as soon as the workers have built the

combs. Indeed, the wax-workers are always prepared

for this work, as scales of wax may be seen in their

wax-pockets if any delay from weather has retarded

the old queen's flight. But of this we shall state more.

most simply and easily be carried out in almost any

locality, and by every one possessing sight and time to

devote to the amusement or instruction, we beg to call

attention to one part of the bee life, and economy of

Nature in which they seem to delight in bafiling man's

inquisitiveness. Many acts of their short lives take place

in the night ; thus after collecting honey or pollen,

and storing it away, watching the brood, guarding the

combs, and retaining the required temperature and

ventilation of the interior of the hive, the bees take

their repose at all tunes of the day ; and, indeed,

the queen herself may be seen taking her "siesta'

after her many fatiguing travels and exami-

nations of the cells for oviposition. The lazy

humming drones constantly remind one of the

lolling idling crowds of men on an Italian village

green. The bees thus fillmg up the day time seem

especially to devote the nights to the most important

secret work of the interior of each cell : the rapidity

also of their work really puzzles the most attentive

observer. Now the art of depositing the queen jelly

in the embryo queen's cradle, the quickness with

which the bees close the mouth of this cell, and

the watching of uniform periods of the worker larvEe,
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are always done in the night, and prove the
economy of time, as well as the certainty of the brood
being raised within a given period ; and by the marlied
cells bringing the young bees in due succession, show
that the bees are seldom mistaken when left to flourish

in their normal condition. We know when smoke, or
other unnatural attempts have been made to subdue the
bees to examine the cells and the brood or eggs, the
time is much protracted, and the brood is injured ; as

combs with brood pressed in the slightest degree seldom
thrive afterwards. But the most curious and mysterious
work is the period the bee larvcc have to spin the silken
cocoon within the narrow cell. We have stated that the
larv.-e, as they accomplish their sixth day's existence,

have secreted the silken glands ; and as the develop-
ment is accomplished internally, and the larva; have
been nourished with the honey and water, lubricated
by the bees, and the required quantity absorbed, and
these filtered in by the mouth—a process which may be
seen by a microscope in the older larvse, vibrating like

the bill of a duck when filtering in water,—whilst the
sack of a body may be seen slightly expanding and
contracting whilst the internal deposit is going on, and
the spiracles and glands of the larvse are also fulfilling

their work, and forming that body wdiich is to become
a perfect bee. When, then, the larvas have arrived at

the age to spin the cocoon, the bees close in the
mouth of the cells roughly, so that the larv.-e are then
able to attach the silken respirator. When they
have finished the bases and sides of their cells,

the maggot-shaped larvae, having performed this most
curious attachment of the cocoon, have gi'own into

upright white mummies, the lower segments of the
larvre showing the marking and form of the future
bee, the centre of the body a curious narrow waist,

and a long neck, standing up with the " spinnerettes
"

projecting as when last used to finish the upper part of
the cocoon, and to fasten the silken respirator "to the
lid of the cell ; there, exhausted of this curious silken
reel, the body seems to fall on its back, and await the
final grand development, when with its jaws the bee
has cut around the respirator, and can emerge a perfect
bee, ready to undertake its task of duty as soon as the
various nerves, &c., have given it, by expansion and"
circulation, the perfect use of its limbs and wings.
We have, however, been led away by our subject, and
have only space to beg that our readers will fully test

these facts, and we will promise to give a description of
the hive wherein these facts can be proved. M. D.

'the comb of a cock:—On January 13, 1853, M.
Philipeaux, after having made an incision into the
head of a young cock, introduced into it the incisor
tooth of a guinea-pig that had been born a few hours
previously. The tooth, very complete, and furnished
with its bulb, was so placed that the bulb was at the
bottom of the wound, and the extremity of the tooth
turned outwards. On the day the experiment was
made the tooth was S millimetres long and 2
millimetres thick. The cock was killed 10 months
after the operation. The tooth, which on the day of
operation was entirely concealed and covered in the
wound, projected, when the animal was killed, five

millimetres from the surface. M. Philipeaux had d
sected out in the specimen the whole length of the
tooth, and found that it measured no less tha

13 millimetres. It had consequently grown 5 mill

metres. The interest of this experiment, which in

other respects resembles those of Hunter and Sir A.
Cooper, in which the spur of the cock was transplanted
to the comb, consists in the circumstance that here a
graft was accomplished in one animal of a part belong-
ing to another and entirely diflerent physiological class,

Miscellaneous.
Tree Mignonette.—As a winter decorative plant,

this is a special favourite here for baskets, in the house
or the conservatory, not only on account of its graceful
appearance when grown in a tree-like form, on stems
2 feet high, with heads from 2 feet to 3 feet through,
but also on account of the fragrance it diffuses through-
out the house. Indeed, our plants are the admiration
of all who see them. To have the plants in bloom by
November, the seed should be sown by the middle of
March. We use 3-inch pots, thoroughly cleaned and
well drained, with a thin layer of moss over the crocks.
The soil should be rather Iree, and put through a half-

inch sieve. The pots are nearly filled, the soil gently
pressed down, and a few seeds are placed in the centre
of each, covering them over with soil to about the
thickness of the seed. We give a good watering, and
place the pots near the glass in a temperature of 60^

if shaded untU the plants make their appearance, so
much the better. At this stage, they don't relish being
often watered. As soon as the plants are large enough
to see which is the strongest, we take all the other:
away, and put a small stick to the one left, and to
this it is tied as it grows, in order to keep it from
breaking at the neck. When about 6 inches high, it

will require another shifl: into a 6-inch pot, observing
the same care as before in regard to drainage at this

a;nd all future pottings ; the soil, moreover, should
be only chopped, and some leaf-mould, a good
sprinkling of sand, and a little soot should be well
intermixed throughout the mass. A little of the
soot sprinkled over the moss on the top of
the drainage will be beneficial in keeping worms
from getting into the pots during the summer.
We find 1 1 -inch pots large enough for making fine

heads. The leading stem should not be stopped until
it has reached the height required, and then the top
side shoots will be found to make a fine head ifproperly
attended to, in regard to pinching and tying down to a
small trellis made of wire, of the shape of an umbrella.
In pinching out the side shoots, a pair of Grape scissors

will be found best, as they do not injure the stem
leaves, which must be taken great care of all through.
By growing in a temperature of 60°, near the glass,

giving manure-water twice a week after they have filled

the last pots with roots, and daily syringing overhead,
they will by the month of November amply repay all

the labour bestowed upon them. The same treatment
applies to pyramids, only none of the side shoots must
be pinched away. We have at present (December 28)
plants which, when staked, will be 3 feet high, and as
much through. A. Henderson, in "Florist and
Pomologist.^^

Grafting.—" Nature " records an experiment per-
formed by M. J. M. Philipeaux, in which he trans-
planted one of the incisor teeth of a guinea-pig into

(FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Hydrangeas, which are general favourites when well

grown, may now be propagated. If cuttings are put in

at two or three different times—say one lot now, and
others in the first and last week of September—a fair

succession of flowers may be anticipated. Choose stiff,

moderately ripened wood of the current season's
growth, cutting them in to about three joints, and
plunging the cuttings when potted into a nice bottom-
heat. It is always best to pot each cutting separately
into a 6o-si2ed pot. Place them near to the glass as

soon as they are rooted, and shift them into 4S's as soon
as these are well filled with roots. When they have again
rooted moderately into this fresh soil, it wUl be neces-
sary to expose them to all the light and air possible.

Some old growers used to plunge their specimen
plants in any convenient places, and layer the young
shoots into smaller pots placed around for that pur-
pose. The Hydrangea is a vei7 accommodating plant

;

it will thrive in almost any kind of soil ; a stiff loamy
one seems to suit it best. Fintelman, of Potsdam, a
very successfid grower, used the light mould formed of
an aggregation of dead leaves, cic, found at the
bottom of woody ravines, after it had been exposed to
the air by turning over, &c. , for some months. The
Steeple Campanula (Catnpaniila pyramidalis) maynow
be propagated by dividing the roots, or by breaking them
into pieces, and planting four or five around the inner
sides of 48 or 32-sized pots, plunging them in a cool frame
and well watering them. As soon as they have made a
good start they may be brought out into a more exposed
position, and may be treated as ordinarily until the
following spring, or till the first week in March, when
they will require putting off into single pots, &c. All
the host of winter blooming plants now in preparation
for the dark and dreary months, comprising as they do
such things as Heliotropes, Primulas, Agcraiums, Cine-
rarias, Salvias, Roses, Violets, &c., must have every
possible attention in regard to potting, pinching back
to form bushy plants—full exposure, by tiu-ning each
round and by changing their positions. Those
successional Cape Pelargoitiunn which have been
cut back some little time, and have formed fresli

shoots, should be shaken out of the old soil, the roots
washed if necessary, and trimmed in neatly, by remov-
ing all long irregular or superfluous roots with a keen-
edged knife, so as not to lacerate in any way the wounds.
Ke-pot into as small size pots as the roots can be
readily got into, and without undue pressure ; place
them in a somewhat close, cool, and moderately
shaded, frame. I had omitted to say that the soil

should consist of equal parts sand, fibrous loam, and
leaf-mould, and that the pots should be thoroughly
well drained and placed upon slates, in order that

worms or other noxious things may not enler
them. Do not delay the necessary sowing
of Herbaeeous Calceolarias. Be careful to diminish by
small degiees the amount of root water afforded to pot
plants of all sorts which have finished their growth, and
which should be engaged in ripening their newly
formed wood only.

FORCING HOUSES.
We may now anticipate a change from the excessive

heat we have experienced up to the time I pen these
remarks, for the season is advancing apace toward the
colder nights of autumn ; and according to the heat of
the past, and its intensity, so will be our need of watch-
fulness in regard to all matters appertaining to forcing
operations. It will therefore be necessary at the
advent of a cooler period to have resort to closing
up late Vineries early in the afternoon, say about
4 o'clock, and by this and evei-y other means to obviate
the too early use of fire-heat. Of course it will still be
necessary to give all the air possible, and, to counter-
act the effects of early closing, the sooner a little is given

the morning the better. Upon mild, genial morn-
ings, give a judicious amount of air soon after 7 o'clock,
increasing it materially by 10 or 11, and up to the
mid-day hour. The most forward successional Pines

which may require a further or final shift, should have
it at the earliest possible date. Thus time will be
afibrded to re-establish themselves before the short
days set in. As I suggested last week, pot suckers a
few hours after they are taken off the parents. To let

them lie about too long at this period of the year, will
be to tax their enduring capacity too greatly. Pay
attention to all matters relating to the bottom-heat in alt

pits wherein fermentative materials are used exclusively
to form bottom-heat for the roots of Pines—I allude to
the supplies of tan more particularly. Attention must in
like manner be given to all linings around frame or pit
grown Melons or Ciuiwihers, for if there is any neglect
in this matter neither will afford the necessary fruit

much longer. It will be too late to wait until symp-
toms of suffering exhibit themselves in regard to either

of these. Collect the necessary materials to form the
beds within which to plant and grow Winter Cucum-
bers, and push forward the necessary operations re-

lating thereto. Bear in mind the main fact, that a
most wholesome atmosphere must be insured, and
that a thorough cleansing of the structure, aided by
whitewash, is the only means to secure this.

If you have had any symptoms of Cucumber disease
in the past—a malady which, I fear, is becoming more
and more prevalent,—then procure your seed from a
distant source, or one free from suspicion, and be
extremely particular in exacting the matter of scrub-
bing and otherwise cleansing every cranny about the
stnicture in which the plants are grown, even to giving
at least one coat of paint to the woodwork. Fig trees,

which give promise of a good late crop, should receive
another and final root watering. Any gross or unne-
cessary shoots should be stopped by pinching off' the
points in the usual manner. Procure horse-droppings
for Mushroom beds, from those horses which are fed on
dry provender alone. There is, however, little risk of
any horse having an excess of green food this season.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Pot off" into their fruiting (32-sized) pots, with the

utmost dispatch, all Strawberry plants intended for

forcing, as not a moment is to be lost when once they
are sufficiently established. Use rich fibrous maiden
loam and good spit manure, and pot moderately firmly,

giving a thorough good watering, to settle the soil

down well.

HARDy FLOWER GARDEN.
As the period for taking cuttings of bedding plants is

ar at hand, notes should be made regarding such
iprovements as it is possible to introduce into the
rangements for a succeeding season, so that the

proper stock be secured. I would again draw attention

to the great usefulness of Iresine Lindeni, which I

praised last summer ; as a dark foliaged plant amongst
the darkest it has no rival, and should be propagated
to the requisite extent.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
I can add little to former Calendars, Do not omit to

sow a good breadth of prickly Spinach not later than
the loth of this month, as it is important to secure a
good winter crop. Water Autumn Cauliflowers well,

or the produce will be but scanty. Sow Chervil for

winter uses. Cut down Fennel, that it may shoot again
before winter. Harvest Summer Savory and Sweet
Basil. Sow Lettuce and Endive for a succession,

W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Clear gi-ass plots of Dandelion, Plantain, lic.

,

which will make them appear rather rough, but if a
little grass seed be sown, fresh mould cast over, and
the plots well rolled, they will recover before the family
comes to town. The leading shoots of Ivy, Virginia
Creepers, &c., should be nailed close, and all

straggling shoots cut out. Now is the proper time to

increase the Lily of the Valley, but they should only be
disturbed where the stock is required to be enlarged,

as they flower much more freely when left to themselves.

The best method of propagation is to lift the old roots

with a fork, divide them into as many separate
pieces as may be required, and plant them with a
trowel, covering them with about 2 inches of soil.

They flower very freely in the Temple under a
south shrubbeiy, where they have been for many
years, and all that 1 do after once planting them
is to keep them from overiamning the walks and
borders. The Pelargoniums for bedding purposes
should now be propagated. The following old varieties

are of dwarf growth and habit, and flower freely :

—

Christine, Cybister, Stella, and Madame Vaucher ; at

the same time I advise a visit to the Parks, where many
other varieties may be selected. Strong shoots that are

straggling away should be taken off and cut into pieces

with two or three joints, and dibbled in a shady part of

the garden to make roots, after which they should be
potted where they can be wintered in a cold frame
after the following manner :—Sink the frame, which
should have a south aspect, within 3 inches of the

surface, taking out the soil, and put in a false bottom

of boards placed on bricks, burying it up so that the

plants come nearly close to the glass. By this means
they can be well protected from the frosts, and they

are not so likely to damp off if kept close for several

days. Centaurea gymnocarpa, Stackys lanata. Cine-

raria maritima—^lanis that make a great show—can
all be propagated and kept in the same manner, y. D.
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STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Auoust 3, 1S70.

Month

Day.

Hygrometrical Deduc
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ATTHEWS' CORN CAKE, a substitute for

l.insic.1 Cake.
Manufacturers of MATTHEWS' specially preparcrl MANURES
M
for all CROPS.

Driffi

STAND No SHOW YARD, OXFORD.

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE. PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of H cwt., 10*. 6d.

;

14 cwt, 211. ; and 1 cwt., 42s., with full directions for use. For further
particulars, see Descrjptiv£CircuIars. to be had^postfi

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard, Ga:

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Fiying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be tne best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano : it contains 31 per cent. o( Soluble Phosphates,

5 to 7 per cent of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

3a, King William Street, London, E.C.

EEPORTand ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Rcyal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, FleetStreet.E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,-Enclosed vou will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable anificial
manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to fumish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully.

Signed) " Augustus Voelcker.
•• The Secretary, REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street. London, E.C."

rpHi LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

eadv' for delivery, in fine condition,

SUPERPHOSPHATES ofLIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ick Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
, &c. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

The Noted Frencli Cold Grafting Wax
(MASTIC LHOMME LEFORT),

For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &c-, may be obtained of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C., Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurserj-man.

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—The only effectiveO means of ridding Vineries, Houses, Gardens, &c., of thcscdcstruc-
live pests. " The botile of Mixture you sent me has completely freed
the Houses and Gardens of Wasps."— Firf( Testimonials.
Sent on application, price is. 61/. and 2s. 6d, per bottle (in stamps).

Me; . Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Mr. R. T. Veitch, High Street, Exeter.
Mr. E. Cooling, Derby.
Mr. W. H. Rogers, High Street, Southampton.
For trade terms apply in J, SCOTT, Yeovil, Somci

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-iKKF. ntPACCO.

By llEa Majesty's Royal Lniius Patent, and by Permission

POOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at IS., 2s. W., and 51.

Powder Distributors, 2J. 6d. and 35. 6d. each.
*' I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."

—

Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex
Wharf, Wapping, E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever^-

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Comhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

DRY EARTH CLOSETS.—Important improvement,
all self-acting. Gel particulars from the Patentee and Manu-
IT^ JOHN PARKER, Woodstock.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting, and the rougiiest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Rlclropolitan

1 Street, London Bri

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
BOA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E. C.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.JAMES MILES, 6. High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Gciiiii7ie White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ifc.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."-^
. Palronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens, the Duke of Northumberiand, Duke of
Dc^onshlre, late Sir J. Paxton for the Crj-stal Palace ; Royal Gardens,
Kcw : Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &c.

The best Sliadlng is "Frlgl Domo" Netting.
white or Brown, made of prepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is
applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

'FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide ir. Q*^. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3s. W. per yard.
Ail improved make, 2 yards wide . . ij. gii. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2i. %d. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, sjrf., 6Jii., yjif., yW.
and 8irf. per j-ard.

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 5
\d. extra for cut length;

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,
7, Great_ T rinity Lane, Cannon Slreet, City, E.G., and of all Nursery-

n and Seedsmen throughout the KinRdom.

Telegram from Paris.-Another Great Victory.
The INtEKNAl loN.VL IIU.M.S ,,l il,e ROYAL AGRICUL-

TURAL snciEI Y of rKANCK, ,11 i.HAMANT, nc.ir SENLIS
(OISE), JULY 25, 1870

Judges' Awabds :—

IniRST PRIZE to HORNSBY'S SELF RAKER,
being the only Hornsby's Machine at the Trials.

Second Prize to Samuelson's Self Raker.
aP '

"'

)S
different Machines at the trials

Fiflh Prize to Howard's Self Raker.
Sixth Prize to Morgan's Self Raker.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of FRANCE (SociClC dcs
AgricuUeurs de France).

INTERNATIONAL TRIALS at CHATEAUROU.X,

Samuelson as the Gold Medal).
Commendation to Howard's Self-Raker.

FIRST PRIZE to HORNSBY'S PARAGON,
Second Prize to Peltier Jcune's Mower.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND.
The OXFORD TRIALS—GREAT SUCCESS.

R. H. AND Sons have again been most successful in the Competitions
this year. They have only competed for Three Prizes, and have taken
the First Prize in each class. The Awards are as follows ;—
POWER PULPERS—FIRST PRIZE to R. HORNSBY and SONS.
HAND-POWER PULPERS— FIRST and only PRIZE 10

R. HORNSBY AND SONS.
TURNIP CUTTERS—FIRST PRIZE to R. HORNSBY AND SONS.

R. H_AND SONS are srill able 10 supply GOVERNOR, PROGRESS,

: of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the Un

3 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stat
20 by 12, 20 by n, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot- 21 02.

. . 151. 0<f IQ5. 6fll.

above prices include the boxes, whic
HORTICULTURAL GLASS.

Stock sizes, 16-0Z. , in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.
These prices only apply to the sizes stated-

11 by 9
.2 by .0

I3by ir

14 by 12

18 by 12
16 by 13

6 by 4

London Agei

3 by 14

14 by 9by 9 W-
byio

J-

13

4ths.

16 by I

3 the foot

3 feet Boxes).

12 by 9
13 by 10

14 by II

15 by 12

19 by 12

7 by 13
20 by 13
17 by 14
so by 14

SMALL SHEET SQUARES (in 10

6) by 4i 7 by s ^\ by 5) 1

8) by il 9 by 7 <,\ by 7) /
10 by 8 loi by 8i . . 13J. &/.

Boxes 2j. each, returnable at full price-

tsfor HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizes,

BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE,
CROWN. SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL,
COLOURED, and every description of GLASS, of the best Manu-
facture, at the lowest terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded
on application to

JAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., i8o, Bishopsgale Street Without, EC.

w [. DILLISTON
HORTICl'LTL'R.\L AUCTIONEER and VALUER,

Sible Hedingham, Essex^

To Nurserymen, Florists, &o.

MR. ANDREW HIND has TO LET, 4? ACRES
of GARDEN, well stocked with Fruit Trees. Good Collage,

I-aundrj., three Hothouses, and Outbuildings. Six miles S.VV. Rem,
^^30. Lease, Stock, Crops, Horse, Cans, &c, jC4S0-

Offices—23, Carter Lane, SL Paul s, E.C-

M
SALES BY AUCTION.

Shropshire Sheep.
HOLLY BANK, NEAR BURTON-UPON-TRENT.
ESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL
by AUCTION, on TUESDAY, August 9 (Luncheon at 12,

Sale at 2 o'clock). THIRTY-FIVE SHEARLING and other RAMS,
SIXTY SHEARLING and STOCK EWES, and ONE or TWO Pure-
bred SHORTHORNS, the property of Willoughby Wood, Esq.
The Flock was founded on Ewes selected with judgment from the

old Packington Flock, and has been maint.iined by the introduction of
the best blood, regardless of cost, as a reference to the Catalogue will
show. The Rams are of great size, excellent Wool Cutters, and
possess plenty of bone and muscle.
The high and exposed situation on which these Sheep are bred

renders them particularly hardy in their constitution.
Conveyances will meet Trains at Barton and Walton Station,

Midland Railway.

Buckland Annual Sale.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that the
ANNUAL SALE of SOUTHDOWN RAMS and EWES,

with a few young BERKSHIRE PIGS, and SUFFOLK CART
HORSES, bred by and the property of Sir N. W. Throckmorlon,
Bart., will lake place at Buckland, on THURSDAY, August 18. A
few of the Rams will be Let for the Season.
Catalogues, with particulars, may be had on application to

Mr. STRAFFORDj^ 13, Fusion Square, London, N.W. ; or of
Mr. WILLIAMS, Buckland,uckia

IHORTHORN SALES, AUTUMN,

Mitchell's' ENTIRE 'HERD, also tJie

BORDER LEICESTERS.
FRID.'VY, September 2.—The very superioi

pure-bred FLOCK of

HERD, belonging to

am the Rev. T. Stani-

R. Saunders, Esq., at Nunwick Hail, near Penrith,
TUESDAY, September 27.—The ENTIRE HERD, belonging 10 the

late D. P. Walesby, Esq., Runby, Wragby-
THURSDAY, September 29.—The ENTIRE HERD belonging to

W. Cox, Esq., at Brailsford Hall, Derby.
FRIDAY, September 30.—The small select HERD, the propeny of

Th. Robinson, Esq., Burl
. AY, October s—r

f about 70 Head ; at Badir

T HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.-
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
, Estj., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Frederick L. Dashwoad, Esq., Kirtlineton Park, Oxford.
Henrj' Farquhar, Esq., i6, St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W,, and Galloway House.

Wigtonshirc, N.B.
n Horatio Lloyd, E

oranviile R. Ryder. ]

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.

,
Q. C. , 6, Park Street, Westmlnstcr.S.W.

Henry W. West, Esq.,Q,C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk. Temple,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Cocd-y-Maen',
Welshpool.

The Compnnv ndv.Tnrp rrmn'^y, unlimited In amount, for all purposes
of A|;ricultiir.il Imi, .... m. m. including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buiklin.; , ' . <>{ scitled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy inn '

;
> .In.- Lands.

The whok- n,:i, ,, ..m ,.
.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermerc.

iohn C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
[enry W. Currie. Esq. | Sir William Tite, M. P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the
Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, the Secretary, at

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

BIRMINGHAM HORSE SHOW—SIX HUNDRED
and THIRTY POUNDS in PRIZES.-The FIFTH GREAT

HORSE SHOW will be held in BINGLEY HALL on TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRID.\Y, August 16, 17. 18,

For Ex. e the Companies' Bills and Tir : Tabic!

GREAT AGRICULTURAL SHOW at KEIGHLEY,
on FRIDAY, August 19.

Best three Shorthorns, ist Prize, ;£50 I
Best Hunter .. ist Prize, £50.

FOUR HUNDRED PRIZES given at this Show for PIGS,
POULTRY, PIGEONS, DOGS, &c. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST
10. For Prize Lists applyto R. FAWCETT, Secretary.

wIRRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The

Birkenhead. >vhin I'RIZES
DRED PorXI';. I,,. !.,.i;i, TIhh, : I,

Medals, will I . "
. !

i
••••••'

HORNED r \ 1 !
I

I I", :
:.

i
!'

DOGS, IMI I
11 , i

:
BUTTER,^. ,..!.! I'^. :. .....I

HORSES.
ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 3. Fo

any other informatlc
' ' '' "

' ' (' u 1 B.!, ana riijinjisa,
IINERY, CHEESE and
red for thoroughbred entire

ms of Entry, Schedule, or

STAI-TORD.SHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WALSAI.I. MEETING, SEPTEMBER 20, 2I,and 22.

In addition to the usual Prizes for Slock, Produce, &c., offered for
competition within the limits of the Society's operations. Special

applic

D the United Kincdo .

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 20.

> and Forms of Entry are now ready, and may be had

W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle. Staffordshire.

State of tlie Crops, 1870.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
CULTURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY, August 13, will

contain a FULL and TABULAR STATEMENT of the STATE ot
the CROPS throughout the UNITED KINGDOM. Order ol any
Nr - • . .n—.- ' -. r- o,.. c

Strand, W.C.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1870.

The Wheat crop appears in many places this

year to have suffered in a more than usual degree
from the ravages of a Wheat fly.

An intelligent observer in the Farmer says
that that crop, " from presenting a full average
appearance in thickness as well as health of plant

when commencing its spring growth, has so com-
pletely failed in many districts that thousands of

acres have been ploughed down and resown with
Barley, or thickened up with a seeding of the
well-known early maturing bearded April Wheat."
He describes the injury as having been caused
by a small footless grub of a lighter yellow than
the wireworm-grub, about three-tenths of an inch
in length, and in form thickest at the tail end,

and tapering gradually to the head, where a
small, longitudinal, blackish, internal portion,

apparently the mouth and throat, is seen through
its transparent surroundings, the c.vtremity of

which presents a forked hook-like appearance
when protruded in theactof feeding. Itattacksthe
inside of theleaves of the Wheat plant immediately
below where the leaves open or spread out,
" from whence it eats downwards, devouring the

tender inner leaves, the tops of which have
become withered, followed by the others as the

grub progresses and attains to full size, at which
stage it has generally reached near or close to

the upper roots of the plant, when it changes

into its chrysalis form, which is a little shorter as

well as thicker than that of the grub, and of a
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dull orange colour." He adds that this is the

stage of existence to which the grubs of the

present season have recently attained, and at

which they may be gathered in or near the

remains of the plants on which they have fed ;

and he " defers further description for the present,

as entomologists have not yet furnished trust-

worthy data in regard to the after transformation,

habits, and reproduction, or are even agreed as

to the name, of this most unwelcome visitant."

We have more faith in the attainments of

entomologists at the present day, but even
were it otherwise, surely their ignorance should
be no reason (it ought to be the reverse)

for not giving all the information already

acquired by the writer on a subject of such
importance. A fuller description (especially if

accompanied by a figure) would very probably be
recognised by some entomologist, and we say so

with the more confidence that the description,

imperfect as it is, contains sufficient indications

to set an entomologist on the track. The insect

apparently does not belong to the Cecidomyias,
or true wheat-flies or wheat-midges. The grub
is said to be three-tenths of an inch in length,

that is, about one-third of an inch. None of the
Wheat or Barley Cecidomyias exceed a twelfth

of an inch in length. Its colour is said to be
paler yellow than that of the wireworm,—their

colour is bright orange : we have seen them
almost vermilion. Its form, too, is different from
that of the Cecidomyias. They are oblong-oval,
not broader or larger at one end than the other.

This is (like the grub of the common fly)

said to be thickest behind, tapering in front.

Lastly, it is said to have something black in the
throat under the skin, and a forked hook-like
projection at the mouth, protruded when eating.

This, probably, is the apparatus of two retractile

hooks at the mouth, which is characteristic

of the Muscida;, and which can easily be
observed in the maggot of the cheese hopper
(Piophila Casei), that insect using them to lay
hold of its tail preparatory to throwing its won-
derful somersaults. The grub described in the
passage above quoted is therefore probably a fly,

and very possibly belongs to the genus Antho-
myia. If this meets the eye of the writer, and he
has preserved or can procure specimens of grub,
of the pupa, and of the damage done, we venture
to beg him to send specimens to the collection

of economic entomology, now forming at the
South Kensington Museum, where they will be
properly appreciated and duly displayed and
acknowledged by M.

A RAPID railway journey through several
counties of Lowland Scotland, and through both
Eastern and Western England—as far north as
Perthshire, and as far south as Folkestone—has
left the impression of great crops in the North,
both grain and green, and of a productive Wheat
crop of good quahty generally in England.
There has been an abundant hay crop in the
North, there seems also to be a noble crop of
Barley. The Potatos are magnificent all through
the Lothians—we heard of crops sold unharvested
on the ground for ^30 an acre. The Turnip
crop is various, though often very good. Farther
south the evidence of drought increases, and at

length one sees, as in 1S68, that fire from
the passing train has often burned up whole
acres of grass land. The Wheat crop, however,
maintains, in most counties, its usual power of
resisting drought, and generally appears excel-
lent. Barley and Oats, and other spring-sown
crops, are short and stunted. The county of
Kent—where the drought has been as severe as
anywhere, and where, notwithstanding his asto-
nishment of only the previous day at the fertility

and beauty of Lothian farming, one is forced to

acknowledge the most perfect bits of country
loveliness and luxuriance, and good farming too,

that can anywhere be seen—is, in many places
along the railway lines, unusually fine this year.
The Hop grounds, so far as an unaccustomed
eye can judge, have not suffered, and Wheat is

very often extremely good. In other places there
is evidence of mildew and premature ripeness.
The Clover stubbles are in some places perfectly
riddled with circular patches of Dodder. Harvest
is proceeding e\ei7where south of the Forth, and
in some places, especially about Peterborough,
we saw the Wheat stubbles already cultivated for

an autumn crop. We hope next week to give the
detailed reports of our correspondents.

Prices have been buoyant this week in Mark
Lane, and flat in the Metropolitan meat market. Wheat

was worth is. per quarter more money on Monday
and Wednesday than during the previous week.

The Select Committee appointed by the House
of Commons to inquire whether it is expedient that the

charges locally imposed on the occupiers of rateable

property should be divided between owners and
occupiers, and what changes iir the constitution of the

local bodies administering rates should follow such
division, have examined 30 witnesses in the course of
the inquiry. At the close of the evidence Mr. GoscHEN,
the chairman, proposed a report which gave a summary
of the information obtained ; Mr. Corrance also pro-
posed a report ; but the Committee, after deliberating,

did not proceed with either report, but, having regard
to the reference to them, agreed to the following
resolutions, which they have reported to the House ;

—

" I. That your Committee, without pledging themselves
to the view that all rates should be dealt with in the same
manner, are of opinion :

" {a). That the existing system of local taxation, under
which the exclusive charge of almost all rates leviable upon
rateable property for current expenditure as well as for

new objects and permanent works, is placed by law upon
the occupiers, while the owners are generally exempt from
any direct or immediate contributions in respect of such
rates, is contrary to sound policy.

" {l>). That the evidence taken before your Committee
shows that in many cases the burden of the rates, which
are directly paid by the occupier, falls ultimately, either in

part or wholly, upon the owner, who, nevertheless, has no
share in their administration.

" {c). That in any reform in the existing system of local

taxation it is expedient to adjust the system of rating in

such a manner that both owners and occupiers may be
brought to feel an immediate interest in the increase or
decrease of local expenditure, and in the administration of
local affairs.

" {d). That it is expedient to make owners as well as
occupiers directly liable for a certain proportion of the
rates.

" {e). That subject to equitable arrangements as regards
existing contracts, the rates should be collected, as at
present, from the occupier (except in the case of small
tenements, for which the landlord can now, by law, be
rated), power being given to the occupier to deduct from
his rent the proportion of the rates to which the owner
may be made liable, and provision being made to render
persons having superior or intermediate interests liable to

proportionate deductions from the rents received by them,
as in the case of the Income-tax, with a like proliibition

against agreements in contravention of the law.
'

' 3. That in the event of any division of rates betw^een
the owner and occupier, it is essential that such altera-

tions should be made in the constitution of the bodies
administering the rates as would secure a direct repre-
sentation of the owners adequate to the immediate
interest in local expenditure which they would thus
have acquired.

"5. That the great variety of rates levied by different

authorities, even in the same area, on different assess-

ments, with different deductions, and by different

collectors, has produced great confusion and expense
;

and that, in any change of the law 35 regards local

taxation, uniformity and simphcity of assessment and
collection, as well as of economy of management, ought
to be secured as far as possible.

"6. That the consolidation into one rate of all local

rates collected within the same area is a matter of great
importance ; and that your Committee concur in the reso-

lution of the Select Committee on Poor Rates .Assessment,

1868, which recommended one consolidated mte,—viz.,

' that a demand note should be left with each ratepayer
on the rate being made, stating the amount of the requi-
sitions, the rate in the pound for each purpose, and the
period for which the rate is made, the rateable value of the
premises, the amoimt of the rate thereon, and of each
payment of the instalment of the rates.

" 10. That by the terms of the reference to them, your
committee were limited to the question of the division of
the charges on rateable property between the owners and
occupiers, and what changes in the constitution of local

bodies administering rates should follow such division

;

and they have consequently been precluded from entering
upon the inquiry of the relations of local and imperial
ta.xation, and the nature of the property liable to the same.

"II. That your Committee are of opinion that the
inquiry on which they have been engaged forms only one
branch of the general question of local taxation, and that

other considerations besides those which have been sub-
mitted to their investigation should be previously taken
into account in any general measure giving effect to the
above recommendation."

— Prizes were awarded for reaping-machines
after the trials by the juiy, which took place at Petit

Bourg, near Evry, on July 5 and 6, and at the farm of
Chamant, near Senlis, on the 25th of the same month.
The number of points to be given, both for reaping and
trials with the d)-namometer, being one hundred, the
following were the results arrived at :— 1st prize,

awarded to Messrs. Hornsby, reaper, "Progress," with

74 points. 2d, to Messrs. Samuelson's machine, new
model, with side seat for driver, and M. Faitot, of
Maisons-Alfort, Seine

—

ex teqiio,^— 724 points being
given to each of these reapers.

The amiual meeting of the Co-operative Society
of Agriculture was held during the Royal Agricultural
Society's exhibition, in the Town Hall, Oxford. It

may also be stated that the Society had a stand at the
show, at which samples of articles supplied to the
members were exhibited. The report of the Council to
the Society showed that there are now 73S members,
that the sales amounted to ;^2i,89i, the gross profits on

which amounted to ^^2411, which was nearly equally
divided between the members and the working ex-
penses and 5 per cent, paid upon capital. The
resolutions passed included the adoption of the report,

the election of four new members on the Council, the
appointment of Professor Alfred Sibson as analytical

chemist for the ensuing year, the determination to form
a federation of all the existing local agricultural co-ope-
rative societies with the parent association (whose
ofhces are at Parliament Street, Westminster), anagi-ee-
ment to return half the gross profits on purchases during
the ensuing as during the past year. It was also

resolved to hold the next meeting in London at

Christmas. The business done by the Society during
the progress of the exhibition was considered to be very
satisfactory.

— The Minister of Agriculture and Commerce in

France has just issued an official notice relative to
pupils of the Imperial Schools of Agriculture. Two
degrees of examination are thereby instituted—the
former is to take place before a jury composed of the
director and professors of each school, and those pupils
who pass in a satisfactory manner will receive certifi-

cates. The pupils will be examined in the subjects

comprising two years' study, by means of written com-
positions, practical proofs, and orally. The second
examination is only open to pupils who have obtained
a fixed average number of marks with their certificates,

and will be conducted by a jury composed of professors

and agriculturists under the presidency of an inspector-

general of agriculture. The programme of this

second examination consists of a memoir drawn up by
the pupil candidate between August 15 and October 15
on an estate, an industry, or a locality indicated ; and
of the discussion of the subjects treated in such memoir.
The successful candidates will receive diplomas as

agricultural engineers. This ministerial decree comes
into operation next month.

On Thursday of last week we had the pleasure

of seeing the small herd of wild white cattle in Cadzow
Forest, one of the parks attached to Hamilton Palace,

Lanarkshire. The large full grown cattle looked as if

they might fatten to 7 or 74 cwt. of beef ; the bulls had
light hind-quarters, but were heavy and deep in front—
all had black muzzles, black ears, and, in the older

beasts, black tips to their horns. We got quite near to

the small herd of bulls, and they appeared to us to

present on the whole almost as satisfactoiy a result (as

regards form and symmetry), the breeding arrange-

ments being entirely within their own province,

and no one interfering, as in the case of nine-tenths of

the ordinary herds of the country, where the breeding

arrangements are directed by the higher intelli-

gence of man ! We were told that some years

ago the herd numbered 80 or 90, but all

fell victims to the cattle plague, except 13, of

which II altogether escaped and two recovered.

When the plague attacked them, they were driven

individually between gradually approaching fences,

leading to a large and strong waggon sunk to the

ground level, and so captured and taken to separate

sheds, where they were confined until all risk was
passed. They have now increased to 37 ; and a very

beautiful sight a herd of 30, standing and lying on the

open grass of the park, presented in the bright sunshine

of last Thursday. A smaller herd of bulls—two of

them old and others younger—suffered us to get quite

near them ; indeed, of their alleged wildness we had
no evidence whatever. In a couple of months, how-
ever, the bulls will be dangerous ; and, in the late

spring, when the calves are dropped, each cow picks

out a lair for herself in the ferny retreats of the park,

and is jealous of approach. The number of the males

is kept down by shooting some of them annually.

They are fed in winter on hay, which is left for them in

sheds to which they can have access.

We leam from the Lyttldon Times, a New
Zealand paper, that in that colony Thistle growing is

an offence punishable by the magistrates. What will

Irish, English, and even good Scotch fanners (for we
have seen nare growths of Thistles in the Turnip fields

in the upper reaches of Clydesdale within the current

week) say to the following way of deahng with an
obstinate Thistle grower :—

•

"Mr. J. C. Wilson, C.B., was charged on the informa-

tion of Mr. H.'VKROP, Surveyor to the Spreydon Road
Board, with having failed to eradicate certain Thistles

growing on his estate at Cashmere, after a notice had been

ser\'ed upon him to do so. The information was based

upon the alleged neglect of defendant to take adequate

measures for destroying the Thistles, respecting which he

was summoned before the court on the 24th of last month.

The surveyor said, during the past week he walked over

the estate, and for a distance of two miles he found that

ling had been done to destroy the Thistles previously

plained of In defence, it was pleaded that men had
been employed 10 days during tfie present month in

striving to carry out the orders of the court in the previous

case ; also, that 10 donkeys were kept for the sole purpose

of eating off the tops of the Thistles! It was urged as

impossible, however, to effectually remove them until the

whole of the Cashmere estate was ploughed up, and laid

down in English grass. Thistle seed came in perfect

clouds from the peninsula, and germinated faster than it was

possible to eradicate them. Government allowed Thistles

to grow on the hills, and the seed was carried in clouds on

to private lands, rendering it beyond the scope of possi-

bility to eradicate them, e.xcept by ploughing up every

inch of soil. In reply to the Bench, the informant (Mr.
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Harrop) said lie was not prepared to deny that defendant

had used the measures stated to eradicate the Thistles on

his land, but those wliich informant had complained

against previously were now in full bloom, and had
never been touched. His Worship said it was not for the

Bench to decide whether or not defendant could eradicate

the Thistles on his land, but merely to carry out the 1;

as it stood. The Bench must take it that, judgment having

been suspended on a previous conviction against defend-

ant, and no adequate steps having been taken to eradicate

the Thistles then complained of by the Inspector, the fine

stipulated by the Ordinance—5^. per day, since the con-

viction on February 24, amounting in the gross to

£j los.—must be imposed."

At the beginning of the past week the ther-

mometer at Boulogne stood at 39^.8 centigrade (103°. 60

Fahrenheit). Such heat has not been experienced

there since the year 18 13—the first year of regular

observations at Boulogne. The writer, however,

remembers that at Havre, on a Sunday in August,

iSoS, the thermometer marked 104° in the shade. In

Paris the heat reached 89°. 60 Fahrenheit.

OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

There will be sold at tlie Holly Bank ram sale next

Tuesday some Shorthorn calves, among them Mar-
quis OF Stafford, calved in April, by Duke of
Sutherland, a well-bred Bates bull, and out of

Florence 6th, by Lord of the Manor (16,437).

Edgar, the 2d prize bull at Oxford, secured the

highest honours at the Highland and Agricultural

Society's late meeting at Dumfries, but he had not at

the latter meeting his formidable rival Bolivar to

contend against. This excellent bull is roan in colour,

of grand size, and is remarkably deep in front, and

well developed behind. He is now fast approaching

the completion of his eighth year, and was bred by

his present owner, Mr. Saunders, of Nunwick Hall.

Edgar (19,680) was by Prince Patrick (18,633),

a bull also bred by Mr. Saunders, and descended from

the Nunwick and previously Yanwath Hall "Pearl"
tribe. The bull whose pedigree we are considering

was out of Young Emma, by McTurk (14,872), a sire

which connects the pedigree through Earl of Deruy
with the best Bates blood, and Young Emma was
grand-daughter ioEfuily, by Cornet (1854), from which
sprung Mr. Crofton's well known *'Emma" family.

Messrs. Panton of Wragby, Lincolnshire, have
got four prizes at the Royal show, and sold a yearling

heifer for ^^350 to go to America.

A few weeks since we mentioned that Mr.

James O. Sheldon's American herd would probably be

offered for sale by auction on the 24lh of the present

month. A telegram has been recently received by
Mr. Thornton, announcing the important intelligence

that the entire herd at Geneva, U.S., has been sold to

Messrs. Walcott & Campbell.

SHEEP.
Mr. Garne's sale of Cotswold rams on the 29tli

ult. resulted in an average of about £16 over 50
shearling rams. Last year 52 Aldsworth rams made
£i%^s, each.

At Mr. Lane's sale of Cotswold rams, held at

Broadfield, near Northleach, on tlie 28th ult., 50 shear-

lings and a few older sheep were disposed of by
Messrs. Lyne & Acock, auctioneers. Mr. Swanwick,
of the College Farm, Cirencester, gave the top price,

80 gs., for a very fine ram, own brother to the sheep
which Mr. Kmg Tombs purchased last year for

210 gs. A keen competition was kept up for some
time between Mr. Swanwick and Mr. Aylmer,
of West Dereham, Norfolk, which finally termi-

nated by the first-named gentleman becoming tlie

purchaser. Mr. Swanwick has now three excellent

rams from Mr. Hewer's (Northleach) and the Broad-
field flocks, and he also secured the best of the theaves,

and some very first-class ewes at the dispersion of

Mr. Hewer's flock last autumn and the present

spring. With such a good foundation we hope to

hear of the College Farm flock soon taking a high
position among those of the Cotswold Hills. The
average of the Broadfield sale was only;^i4 8j-., which
contrasts unfavourably with the averages of ^20 Jj. in

1869, ^31 iSx. in 1S67, and ^26 iSj. ^d. m 1866.

Therewasonlya "middling" demand forrams
last Monday at the Cirencester annual fair. A con-

siderable number remained unsold, and we have not
heard of any high prices. Ewes met with a sale at

from 35J, to 38j-. per head, and this at a market in

which mutton was commanding extreme prices. The
low prices for store animals is, of course, readily

accounted for by the scarcity of keep. Messrs. Moore
& Hill have kindly favoured us with the following
prices of shearling rams :—Mr. Clarke, of Frampton
Mansell, showed 10 shearlings, which were sold at an
average of 6^ gs. each. Mr. Charles Barton showed
12 shearlings, eight of which were disposed of at 8 gs.

each, the highest price obtained being 15 gs. Another
breeder showed 20 rams, but only succeeded in selling

a very small number of them. It is, however, in the

private sales and lettings, rather than in the public
markets, that the highest prices are usually obtained,
and we may expect to hear of the usual run of good
prices on the Cotswold Hills.

Mr. E. Waters' sale of rams, ram lambs, and
ewes, as one of tlie first of the season, commands
considerable interest. This auction was held by
Mr. Waters, of Salisbury, upon the 27th ult., and
attracted a large company of flockmasters interested in

the propagation of Hampshire Down sheep. loo ram
lambs, 13 shearling rams, and 216 ewes were sold.

The two former classes went off very well, but the ewes
sold badly. Among the highest prices given we may
mention the following :—Lot 2, Mr. Mayo, 15 gs. ;

lot 10, Mr. Rawlence, 44 gs. ; lot 15, Mr. Kent,

140 gs* ; lot 20, Mr. Lyne, 25 gs, ; lot 25, Mr.
Compton, 25 gs. ; lot 26, Mr. Russell, 154 gs. ; lot 19,

Mr. Hoddinolt, 14^ gs. ; lot 36, Mr. Symes, 134 gs.
;

lot 42, Mr. C. Long, 154 gs. ; lot 49, Mr. Noteley,

16 gs. ; lot 50, Mr. Kellow, for Mr. A. Morrison,

39 gs. After this prices gradually lowered to 4 gs.,

and the average over loo lambs disposed of was
£<^ iSj. 6d. For shearlings, prices ranged from 4 gs.

up to 21 gs., given by Mr. Barton for lot loi. Mr.
Iloddinolt gave 20 gs. for lot 102, and Mr. Moore
gave 30 gs. for lot 106. The average for the older

sheep was £1^ 3^. 8(/. So far as the rams went
the sale was considered satisfactory, but the ewes
brought less than they might have been expected to

have sold for in any fair or market away from
home.

We have received a catalogue of the Holly
Bank ram sale, which takes place on Tuesday. Thirty-

two shearlings and three 2-shear rams will be offered,

besides 60 ewes. The shearlings are nearly all by
"The Nugget," bred by C. R. Keeling, Esq., by
"Competition," bred by Mr. S. Byrd, and are from
ewes by first-rate Holly Bank and other rams.

What is meant by "show condition?" We
are tempted to reply that the term implies hopeless

obesity, a constitution endangered, a system forced to

an unnatural extent, a pampered condition of body
anything but fitted to withstand the hardships to which

cattle are constantly subjected. Every one cries out

against the extreme fatness of the breeding stock

exhibited at our shows. Instances are not wanting of

animals breaking down under the severe "training"

to which they are subjected in bringing them into

what is called show condition. In others the

reproductive system, always sensitive and easily

affected, is injured permanently. These effects are so

well known that breeders who have achieved tl

reputation are chary of showing. We look in vain for

the names of Gunter, Bowly, Kingscote, and Booth in

the late Oxford catalogue, and we cannot but suspect

that it is the dread of spoiling their valuable animals

which keeps them from exhibiting. Again, a case in

point is suggested by the absence of our most noted

Cotswold sheep-breeders. One who bears a noted

name among these widely known men informed us

that the case was somewhat as follows :—To show
a pen of ten theaves or of five ewes it is re-

quisite to commence to prepare sheep for show a

considerable time beforehand. To ensure success it is

also necessary to prepare a much larger number than will

eventually be exhibited, so as to allow of choice. The
result of this is, thst too large a proportion ofgood theaves

or ewes must be placed upon unnaturally forcing food,

at the risk of permanently injuring them. Hence many
Cotswold men had rather preserve their flocks in mode-
rate healthy condition than subject them to the critical

course of training necessary for successful competition

in the showyard. How this abuse of over-feeding is to

be met it is not easy to say. Every exhibitor finds fault

with it, and yet he is obliged to persevere in a course

which, on principle, he disapproves. All judges

condemn the practice, and yet it is plain to all

spectators that "condition" will tell beyond its true

value, A contemporary has suggested that this is

a matter for societies to take up, i"ather than judges,

and that over-fat animals should be disqualified from
taking prizes, just as sheep are for unfair clipping,

How far this is practicable we can hardly say, but

it does not seem unreasonable that an opinion might
be expressed by a competent inspector that a given

animal is too fat to be considered in a healthy state for

propagating its kind, and must, therefore, be removed
from a competition between animals devoted to breed-

ing purposes.

HOUSEHOLD BREAD,
If there be any one subject more than another that

may truly be said to come within the scope of the

Agricultural Gazette, it is that of bread, or in other

words the materials out of which it may be manu-
factured.

The subject, although an everyday one, is not thereby

rendered vulgar, and never can be unimportant. Our
English ideas of bread are embodied in the London
4 lb. loaf made in the shape of a causeway block or

paving-stone, and is of two qualities, namely, "best
bread" and "seconds," but the seconds may be con-

sidered the normal state of the article, for that assuredly

is the London household bread, and all other fancy

breads are looked upon as exceptions.

The French cooks are said to have some hundreds
of recipes for cooking eggs, but what are these to the

number of ways that bread has been manipulated

under the heads of baking and pastry cooking. The necessary, under the shelter of any hedge,

difiiculties attending the growing of Wheat in high ' open field or lane in a calm day.

latitudes, and the cost of wheaten flour, have caused
all sorts of substitutes to be used as breadstuffs ; and as
all the true grasses yield eatable seeds, there is a great
range of breadstuffs in the grass tribe alone. I may
here remark, in passing, that " Drimken Darnel"
(Lolium temulentum) is said to be poisonous, but the
statement that this well-known coarse annual Rye-
grass has any poisonous qualities, is just about as well
authenticated as the tale so well told by Homer of the
Lotos, eaten by the companions of Ulysses, which
made them forget home and friends, or, as we should
say, made them so drunk as to want dragging home.
Besides the true grasses, many other plants, as the Pea,

Bean, Vetch, Potato, Buckwheat, &c., are invaluable,

as all the world knows, in the way of breadstuff; and we
read that, in times of scarcity, the Norwegians have
had to mix the bark of trees along with their bread-

stuff to eke out their supplies : and such was the

importance of this practical hint, that in a country
better situated, men have in times of scarcity been glad
to sustain life by making soup or broth of the gummy
young twigs of the Larch tree.

It is rather strange that although the London bake-
houses are supplied from Scotland with professional

bakers, there is nothing that the Scottish housewife is

so deficient in as the use of the oven. She is neither

baker nor pastrycook, and it is only by great self-

sacrifice that she overcomes, by her strong good sense,

the prejudice—almost like a second nature to her—that
animal food should be cooked otherwise than by
boiling, as if soup or broth were always to be the
chief aim. The Scotchman in London has been often

taunted with liking good dinners, and then finding

fault with the extravagance of the Englishman for

providing them ; and therefore as long as the husband
cries out in this way, the wife cannot be blamed for

taking him at his word ; but there can be no excuse
for the low state of cookery everywhere throughout the
kingdom. Many articles of the highest importance
are lost to the community for want of the necessary
knowledge as to how they are to be prepared ; I might
name the article Mushrooms as one of these, and I

could name many others, such as the salad tribe, and
fish of most kinds, which few seem to be able to bring
to the table, although often to be had cheap.
A good oven is indispensable before anything can

be done with the baking of flour bread in loaves, or
with pastry ; and a clieap one such I am going to
describe will, I hope, help forward the movement.
Mashed potatos mixed with a portion of wheaten flour

make excellent hot cakes for tea in the North of
Ireland, baked as they are wanted upon an iron plate

over the fire. Oat cakes are baked in Scotland in the
same way, over the fire, upon an iron plate. Still the
wheaten flour, baked in loaves by the professional

baker, is what Scotland and Ireland are fast getting

wedded to ; and in lone districts, far out of the track

of the baker's cart, it will be of great service to get
into the way of having home-made bread ; and in

the present unsatisfactory state of the Potato crop in

Ireland and elsewhere, it may be well to know that a
good deal of good meal, or farina, can be extracted by
grating and washing from unsound Potatos, as the
diseased portions separate readily from the sound ; and
this meal, or farina, becomes a transparent jelly at the
temperature of boiling water, and is equally well suited

for the potato cakes above named, baked on the iron

plate over the fire. The professional baker has often

been blamed for, and occasionally convicted of, using
foreign ingredients to mix with wheaten flour in the
making of bread, but thrifty housewives make no secret

of mixing a portion of mashed Potatos with the dough
of the wheaten flour, and actually prefer the bread so
made to that of wheaten flour alone. I need scarcely

remark that even 20 per cent, in weight added to the
batch would give just five loaves instead of four, from
the same weight of flour.

Travellers in Spain admire the bread made there as

something not to be equalled anywhere else, and I

cannot help thinking that our Devonshire method of
making excellent bread without an oven, properly so-

called, must have been borrowed from the Continent or
brought to our shores by some castaway family or ship-

wrecked mariner from Spain. Their apparatus for

baking bread exactly resembles a bee-hive mounted on
its bee-board, for they get an ordinary three-legged pot
of cast-iron, such as we see in any country house, only

it has to be of the true bee-hive shape, and a little

wider at the mouth than elsewhere, so that when
baked in it the loaf may turn out freely. Besides

the three-legged pot, there is an iron plate correspond-

ing to the bee-board ; this plate is about half an inch

thick and a little larger than the lid of the pot. This
plate is to be had in the ironmongers' shops in Exeter
and other West of England towns under the name of a
" bake-stone ;" and as the pot as well as the bake-stonc
are used for other household duties, there is no extra

cost incurred in getting them to do the extra duty of

baking bread, I have often thought what an immense
these cheap ovens would be to emigi-ants, and

how much does our own country lack such appliances.

How many English labourers' homes would be made
happy by the services that this little iron dome oven

Id render them, where a wisp of straw or stubble,

Gorse faggot burnt over it would bake to perfec-

the bread for a family, and that gipsy-fashion, if

' ' in the
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In some parts of Devon, where they use faggot-

wood for fuel, they remove the heap of hot embers

accumulated during the day to one side, and after

making the hearthstone quite clean, and dusting it

with flour, put the ball of dough on it, and then

whelm the pot over it, and put all the charcoal and

hot embers carefully over the pot, and so leave the

bread to bake during the night with no trouble or

expense; but in South Devon, where I lived, the

bake-stone as well as the iron pot was used. The iron

plate or bake-stone is first warmed, or rather heated

with a blaze of straw, and it is then wiped quite clean,

and dusted over with flour, and then the ball of dough

is put in and the pot whelmed over it ; and when these

preliminaries are got over, straw, or branches of trees,

or dry stubble, are burnt over the pot until the whole is

covered with a good coat of embers, and nothing

more is needed for the next two hours, when the bread

will be found nicely baked, and the loaf will have

risen and filled the pot, and will of course have the

semi-globular form of the oven which contained it.

The heating of this oven can be regulated with the

greatest certainty, and as it does not heat from below,

like ordinary kitchen ovens, the bottom crust does not

get burnt hard, for the fire is distributed all over, and

is less felt at the bottom than anywhere else, and this

principle is of great service in raising the bread.

When the air in the oven heats and expands it finds

an outlet at the junction of the iron pot with the bake-

stone, and this action is always outwards and never

the other way ; thereby, insuring cleanliness. I men-

tion this lest any one might say that bread baked in

this way could not be clean, but when I state that my
family lived in Devon many years, and that we had

our bread baked in this way by the Devonshire girl

who lived with us, and that it was excellent, I may
surely be believed ; for I have seen the best French

cookery practised in the families of the English ariS'

tocracy, and therefore I claim to know good bread

when I get it to eat. Baking and cookery of all kinds,

like other household duties, are not considered respec-

table subjects to inquire into, but the end justifies

the means, and good bread and good dinners are

blessings of the highest importance ; and if any poor

family can be coaxed to make a thrifty loaf at home,

or bake a fruit tart for the family dinner under a Dutch

pot with a wisp of straw, I shall be very glad. Bear

in mind this is no theory of mine, the whole thing

is in good working order now, and no doubt has been

for centuries daily bringing forth good bread and good

pastry. As regards the respectability of the subject

I might state that in the beautiful history of Joseph

we read of the Egyptian Pharaoh having a baker ;

and in heathen mythology Ceres was appointed to the

bread corn department in the councils of the immortals

;

but all these fade into insignificance when we read the

sublime words of our blessed Saviour, teaching us to

say to our Father who is in heaven, " Give us this day

our daily bread." Alex. Forsyth, 9, Islington Square,

Siiljonl, Manchester.

fact, fowls and birds are true farmer's friends, and the 1 The hen-houses should have asphalted floors, be kept

farmer can have no idea how many enemies he has clean, well ventilated, and occasionally lime-washed

;

invisible ones to him) in the shape of insects, until he the slated roof lime-washed ' - ' " '-—

POULTRY AND BIRDS.

It appears to me that I must say a word on behalf

of farmers' wives who have to keep poultry as a source

of profit, and who sometimes get considerably snubbed

by their husbands, who grudge the destruction of a few

rods of corn or Clover, and who evidently don't

reason on the matter, and don't or won't understand

cither the habits or the profits of poultiy.

A farmer will readily turn a large flock of sheep to

trample on and drag down a fine field of Clover or

grass, but he would be much annoyed to see half an

acre eaten by his wife's poultry. He will give his pigs

Barley and Beans by the sack, but objects to the poultry

helping themselves to their kernels. By-and-by I will

tell him which pay best for their food, for I am sure

he has never entered into the question. Let us now
consider the habits of poultry. Take my own as an

instance, for some 300 of them have free access to all

my fields (no fences to obstruct them) from the early

morn to dewy eve.

As soon as the fowl-house door is opened they

receive their morning meal of Barley ; they then at

once betake themselves to the fields—for what?
Observe them. That wonderful eye of theirs examines

everywhere, and, quick as thought, they appropriate

every fly, slug, worm, or insect on every blade of grass

or Clover. This is their occupation during the whole

day, except when at rest or when grazing,—for poultry

graze equally as do sheep or cattle,—and it is essential

that a piece of pasture should be near the fowl-house,

otherwise they will, and must, appropriate your young
Cabbage, Turnip, or Mangel plants. They must also

have free access to watei\

What a mistake we make when we cage up poultry,

and deprive them of their natural food—green food and

insects, with some grain. They are iirst-class judges

of weather. They know by instinct (where does instinct

end and reason begin ?) when and where their food

—

insects, worms, &c.—is to be most readily found.

They watch for every load of green Tares or gi-een

Beans brought home to be passed through the chafT-

cutter, and they at once set to work upon the myriads

of insects that infest almost every crop.

They are the most industrious and economical of

creatures—their ready claw and keen eye are ever at

work—not a seed of weeds or grass is wasted. In

otes his attention to the operations of his poultry.

Although he can neither see his enemies nor know of

whereabouts, the fowls and birds at once detect

them, as you may see by their eager darts and rapid

movements hither and thither.

Watch a company of ducks toddling along in regidar

le, for fair play, and they will show you slugs and

insects where you never suspected them. In fact, \\-ithin

a week of leaving the shell the juveniles are on the alert

for their natural food, the insect tribe. I could write a

small volume on the value of birds, for it is only by

watching their habits and good work that the farmer

can realise how many enemies he has, and how many
friends there are ready to seek for and destroy these

enemies.

It is a well admitted fact by all my labourers that my
best and thickest crops are in immediate proximity to

the fowl-house—commencing at only 10 yards distance.

Yes, but see how they are scratching up the seed corn,

and what a mess they make. Well, I have seen them at

work between the rows of young Wheat (and I only

put in a bushel per acre at 9 inches from row to row),

and I find in nine cases out of ten that they are in

search of insects, and that they find them. Gar-

deners who are sensitively particular about the appear-

ance of their gardens, hate fowls—See, however,

what takes place : An intelligent chemist took to a

garden where insects had long had undisturbed sway,

and devoured evei7thing. He was fond of poultiy,

and understood their habits, therefore he gave them free

access to his garden ; they cleared off' the enemy, and

he had plenty of everything. No doubt there are

times when you would protect your fruit, or your

shallow sown seeds. In my case I sometimes

employ a boy for a fortnight immediately

fter drilling close to the poultry-house, but

ven when I have not done so, I have scarcely

been inconvenienced if the grain was properly de-

posited by the drill. .The hen-coops and broods of

chickens are always placed on a patch of grass edging

the Wheat or Barley fields ; and if, when the crops

are ripe, they help themselves to a few sheaves, I

know they are good customers, for they must be fed

(like sheep or pigs or cattle) ; and they always sell for

double the price per pound, although they cost less to

produce. Partridges are great friends to farmers,

although they don't always believe it. There is no

surer sign of imperfect tillage than when you hear of

birds and game getting out the seed. What I call

imperfect tillage is ploughing theland and then merely

scratching the surface with light wooden harrows, so

that the seeds are close to the surface, and under them

are unbroken furrow slices—long, hard lumps of un-

divided and unbroken earth, in the case of strong soils

almost as tough and impenetrable as weather boarding.

In my case I always use heavy iron harrows and deep

steeled teeth that cut the furrow-slices into mould, or

sometimes cultivate with the cultivator-harrow before

drilling, and generally the surface has been well scari-

fied before ploughing, so that the seed is not only

properly deposited, but where it grows the young fibres

find mould below to work in.

For want of this proper tillage I have seen great

losses ; the fine fibres cannot work into the great lumps

of undivided plough slices which, in stiff clays, are

nearly as hard and as whole as weather board. I

don't believe that one farmer in ten can tell me what

price per pound, live weight, he gets for his poultry, and

for his beef and mutton, but I will tell him ;—y. per

stone of S lb. is 4^0'. per lb. live weight of beef,

and nearly about the same for mutton. Now as

good poultry always sell for at least <)d. per lb.,

live weight (I mean wholesale), and as they cost no

more per pound to produce than beef or mutton, it fol-

lows that we gain too per cent, by pouItiy, as compared

with meat. I have tested this carefully. In fact I

know that the difference is greater than this, because

I have frequently sold poultry at \s,d. and 161/. per lb.,

live weight, or more than three times the price of meat.

When we sell a chicken, the purchaser pays for head,

skin, feet, entrails, and all but feathei-s (which sell for

more than the carcase per pound), but when they buy

meat, the feet, skin, blood, entrails, &c., are all

removed, and called offal ; consequently, it requires no

conjuror to convmce heads of families that poultry is

dearer food by 100 per cent, than meat.

But should poidtry be so dear ? I answer, decidedly

not, if we, as farmers, did our duty to ourselves, our

land, and our country. The demand is evidently in

excess of the supply for both poultry and eggs, for we
import immense quantities, and, inaddition, 500,000,000

of eggs annually ! In a former paper I gave you

comparative trials of the consumption of Barley by a

hen and a pig, much in favour of the hen. Of course,

your poultry breeder must understand the business, as

must the breeder of other farm creatures, The edge

of the fields is the proper place for juveniles, and not

cooped up in yards and sheds. Mine are not fancy

poultry. I breed from pure stock on each side, say

game. Cochin China, and Brahma Poutra, all running

and mixing together. I like Dorkings, but they won't

thrive on our stiff clays. Every two or three years I

change the male birds, paying 21s. each for young well-

bred ones. We send them to the wholesale salesmen

in London, ready plucked.

hot weather.

A farmer never grudges Barley by the load for his

pigs, and cake and corn for his other stock ; why
should he regret feeding his poultry ? We should con-

sider that poultry manure the land the same as any

farm animal.

As we are domg away with our trees and fences,

there should be plantations on every farm for birds to

build in ; and we should have plenty of poultry and

partridges—the latter for the farmer's table, if not for

his sport. It is well known that many a farmer's wife

clothes herself and her numerous family by the pro-

ceeds of her poultry. In some cases that I know of

one of the farm hands receives a pint of beer when the

governor is at market to carry in a sack of Barley on the

sly for the use of the poultry, so as nut to shock the

farmer's excessive and unreasonable prejudice about the

unprofitableness of poultry.

The hen-house floors being asphalted, and swept

daily, and having no open farmyard, knee-deep in

straw, we know nothing about fleas. J. J. Jilechi,

Tiplree, Aug. 2.

REPORT ON MANURES.
By Dr. C. A. Cameron.

[The followins report has been addressed by Dr. Cameron, of

Dublin, to Mr. Mowbraj;, Honorary Secretary to tlic Queen's

County Agricultural Society.)

I BEG to forward to you the results of my analysis of

the 41 samples of artificial manure which I received

from you some time ago. The samples were in bottles,

which were sealed and numbered consecutively.

The average composition of the 41 specimens was

exceedingly good—better, indeed, than I found any

former series of specimens received from your Society

to be. The superphosphates are of an unusually con-

centrated nature, three of them containing the enor-

mous proportion of about 40 per cent, of soluble phos-

phates respectively. Two of the manures present the

appearance of Peruvian guano ; of these one is of

excellent quality, while the other (if sold as Peruvian

guano) is adulterated, or at least is mixed with one-

third of its weight of feiTUginous earthy matter.

With respect to placing a money value upon each of

these manures, I may remark that many persons believe

such a system to be an undesirable one, and that one or

two agricultural chemists decline to appraise the com-

mercial value of the manures examined by them. On
the other hand, there are persons who believe that the

system is a good one, but that the method of valuation,

/.<•., the prices attached to the particular ingredients,

are open to improvement, because they tend to make

certain kinds of artificial manures appear to be more

valuable than they really are. For example, highly

concentrated superphosphates are usually sold at about

£^ per ton, though their money values generally range

from ;r^8 to £() per ton ; while manures containing but

little soluble phosphate, though rich in insoluble phos-

phates and ammonia, are sometimes valued by the

chemist at lower rates than their selling prices. The
explanation of this state of things is simple enough,

and I shall endeavour to place the matter clearly before

you. Chemists value insoluble phosphates and am-

monia at the rates at which any farmer may obtain

them respectively in bones and sulphate of ammonia,

or combined, in the case of Peruvian guano—a manure

not manufactured, and of pretty uniform composition.

In bone ashes phosphate of lime exists to the ex-

tent of at least 75 per cent., and in that form it

may be purchased at £<) per ton. Bi-phos-

phate of lime is a manufactured article, produced by

treating some phosphatic substance, bones, bone ash,

mineral phosphates, &c.—with sulphuric acid. It is

a substance of definite composition, is purely inorganic,

or mineral, and possesses the same fertilising value,

irrespective of its source—that is, bi-phosphate of lime

prepared from coprolites is in every respect identical

with bi-phosphate of lime prepared from guano or

bones. When superphosphate of lime was first pre-

pared, and for some years afterwards, the amount of

bi-phosphate in it was on the average 12 per cent. ;

this ingredient was consequently valued at a high rate,

because in order to produce it the raw material had

to be reduced to powder, to be treated with sulphuric

acid, and to be subjected to various processes,

bi-phosphate of lime is the only ingredicnl

superphosphates, and other similar manures, which is

artificially produced, the whole cost of the manufac-

ture, the profits of it, the agent's commission, and ex-

penses of every kind, are very properly placed upon

it—the bi- or soluble phosphate. Different chemists

placed different money values upon the bi-phosphate,

but in general it was estimated to be worth ;^40 per

ton. Valued at this rate, and the other in-

gredients of manures at the prices at which they

could be procured in bones, guano, &c., it was

found that a good superphosphate had a money

value and a selling price which closely corresponded.

Of late years, however, the proportion of soluble

phosphate in commercial superphosphates has steadily

increased, while their price has somewhat declined ;

and hence we find that in the case of many super-

phosphates the selling price is considerably lower than

their money value, as deduced from their analysis.

When a superphosphate is prepared solely from bones

As the

"redient of the
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and sulphuric acid, there is still in general a close

coincidence in the selling price and money value,

because such a superphosphate does not, in general,

contain a very high proportion of soluble phosphates,

and the raw material—bone—is costly. The manu-
facturer of mineral superphosphate has one great

advantage over the bone superphosphate, namely,

that he can manufacture his soluble phosphate at

a lower rate, coprolite or other mineral phosphate

being cheaper than bone phosphate. But that is a

matter of no consequence to the farmer; he wants

soluble phosphate, and the cheaper it is manufactured

for him (seeing that soluble phosphate from bones is

the same as soluble phosphate from coprolites), the

lower is the rate at which he is likely to purchase it,

I am aware that the makers of bone manures protest

against the high price placed upon soluble phosphate

but if that ingredient were valued at a lower rate,

whilst ammonia and insoluble phosphates were
appraised at higher rates than are now in use, bone
manures would appear to be excessively dear ir

relation to the price of guanos, bones, and bone-ash.

I say, then, that the makers of bone superphosphates,

with very low percentages of soluble phosphates,

must choose between Scylla or Charybdis—between
having their soluble phosphates valued at too low
rate, or their insoluble phosphates at too high a

price.

It must be said in favour of the bone superphos-

phates that the insoluble phosphate which they contain

is valuble, whilst the insoluble contained in mineral

superphosphates is not believed to be possessed of

much, if any, fertilising value. The amount of insoluble

phosphate in rich mineral superphosphates is not, in

general, very high, and the price set upon it does not

greatly increase the money value of the manure.
After careful consideration, I have come to the de

termination to value the ingredients of the manures
which I have this day examined for you at the follow

ing rates :

—

Bi-pliosphate of lime 36 o o
Phosphate of lime 900
Sulphate of lime i 10 o
Potash salts 16 o o
Soda salts .. I 10 o
Alkaline salts, as usually contained in

superphosphates .. ,. .. .. i 10 o

As compared with my former mode of valuing
manures, my scale, now adopted, reduces the value of
bi-phosphate by £4 per ton, and increases the value
of ammonia from ;^6o to ^70 per ton, and of insoluble

phosphate by £1 per ton. Of late years the com
mercial price of ammonia has largely increased, whilst

soluble phosphate appears to be more economically
produced.

With respect to the superphosphates examined this

year, it is not easy to say absolutely of any of them
that it has been prepared exclusively from coprolites

or mineral phosphate, because it is possible that bone-
ash, wKich contains no organic matter, may have been
employed.
Nos. I, 2, 3, 5, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 24, 26,

27, 2S, 29, 30, :^Sf 34. 35. 3S, 39, liave been prepared
—some wholly, others in only very small part —from
bones. Of the remaining samples I may say of them
that {with the exception of the guanos) they are
apparently prepared from mineral phosphates, with,
perhaps, in a few cases, the addition of a very small
proportion of an organic substance

; possibly some of
them may have, to some extent, been prepared from
bone ashes {bones burnt to whiteness). In valuing the
manures I show to what ^extent the percentage of in-

soluble phosphate of lime influences the total money
value of the manure ; those, therefore, who do not
believe that the insoluble phosphate in mineral super-
phosphates is of any use need only deduct the value of
the constituent from the manure, in order to arrive at
the actual value of the manure.

In conclusion, I may remark that in the first year of
my connection with your society I found that 50 per
cent, of the manures on .sale in their district were sold
at prices varying from 10 to 50 per cent, higher than
tlieir money value, and one sample of superphosphate
did not contain a particle of superphosphate. This
year I venture to state that the money value of the
manures examined will be found very much in excess
of their selling price, as was the case last season.
The matter which you sent me, and which you say is

probably used to adulterate guano, is simply a feiTU-
ginous or ochrey clay, of no manurial value whatever.

During the year three specimens of manures were
analysed for your members at the usual reduced rates.

HOUSE SCAVENGING IN
LANCASHIRE.—No. /.

In the towns and villages of this district the midden
or ashpit system prevails, and waterclosets are the
CKception. The alternative of watercloset or privy as
the machinery for removing human excrement from
dwelling-houses necessarily comes within the scope of
our inquiry. It is indeed forced upon the attention in
South Lancashire by the different views regarding it

which have been maintained and can-ied out by the
authorities of the two chief towns of the county. In
Liverpool the corporation are rapidly converting privies
into waterclosets; they have already thus displaced

13,229 during the past six years, at a cost of ;^37,7I9 ;

and they forbid the erection of privies in connection
with all new dwelling-houses. In Manchester, on the
other hand, the municipal authorities strongly insist

upon the superiority of the privy ; and indeed when
applying for their Waterworks Bill they sought for

power to make a charge of one guinea per annum for

the first watercloset in a house, a sum which would
obviously have prohibited the use of waterclosets in all

houses below a certain class.

The defence of the privy, as the better arrangement
of the two, is confidently urged, and is not without its

plausibility. Water-tight tanks or cesspools at a little

distance from the dwellings, one to every household,
which shall receive the whole solid and liquid excre-

ment, to be there covered daily with the ash waste of
the house fires, and thus kept so dry that foul effluvia

will be hindered—these, it is declared, can dirty

neither soil, nor air, nor stream. The subsoil and
standing ground of the dwelling-houses cannot, it is

alleged, be fouled by them, the air will not be made
offensive, the river will not be polluted ; and the con-

tents of these tanks cleaned out periodically must place
the whole excrement of the population at the disposal

of the agriculturist. On the other hand the watercloset,

draining immediately into a sewer and thence into the

nearest natural watercourse, washes all this valuable
matter, as quickly and completely as possible, clean

away— a wholesome arrangement possibly, but a waste-

ful one ; and moreover one which makes a direct and
most serious addition to the pollutions of the river.

Such is the case put by the defenders of the privy

system.

The marked distinction between the two methods
which is thus asserted, disappears however when we
inquire into their practical working. The privy system
is in reality both wasteful and offensive. Neither the

cesspool nor the ashpit is water-tight, and their

liquid contents soak into the land around them. Sewers
are necessary whether waterclosets exist or not ; and
chamber slops with most of the liquid excrement and
other house drainage find their #*ay into them notwith-

standing the existence of a privy. And that which is

collected in the privy tanks or cesspools is occasionally

so soaked with rain-water and at best so imperfectly

dried up by the added ashes, that for the abatement of
a nuisance it becomes necessary to give these middens
connection with the town drains. The liquid part here
too, therefore, drains away, and the remainder, while
fouled for any other purpose, becomes of very little

value agriculturally.

Even where the scavenging is organised and well

directed, as it appears to be in both Liverpool and
Manchester, much of the nuisance of the privy system
seems unavoidable. Taking the latter town for an

raised 15 to 20 feet over many acres, by the gradual
accumulation of filthy rubbish. A sample of water
from a pool at the foot of this tip on the outer side of
the Queen's Road, which here crosses the ravine, taken
a few days after rain, so that it represented the drainage
water of this bank, and thus fairly indicated the nature
of thestuft it had trickled through, and another sample
taken at a later date, yielded the results on analysis

given in the Table below.

It will be seen from the numbers that these

liquids contained a very large proportion of highly
offensive organic matter. They were in fact much
richer in putrescible materials than any watercloset

sewage we have met with. The whole of the made
land, indeed, here smells most offensively and can
never be built upon without great risk to the health of
those who shall occupy the houses. And this is no
exceptional example connected with the privy system.
What to do witli the fouled ashes which it accumulates
—filthy stuff, too poor for use as manure—is one of the
great difficulties of the local authorities almost eveiy-

where in Lancashire. In Liverpool, indeed, wherever
a privy exists the whole contents of the ashpit are taken
to the manure barge, and it is only the dry ashes of
watercloset houses that are used to level land ; but in

other towns the same necessarily imperfect division of
the contents of the privy ashpit obtains which has been
described as true of Manchester ; and there cannot be a
doubt that most mischievous results ensue as dwelling-
houses are built over land thus levelled. (See vol. ii.,

"Minutes of Evidence," part 3, Q. 29010292—and
S7S to S80—also Q. 2616, 2789.)
However perfect then in theory the ashpit privy may

be as a means of house scavenging in towns, in practice

it has been abominable ; and though latterly improved
by better organisation and more vigorous superintend-

ence, and the gi'adual adoption of various ingenious
contrivances, it can never be otherwise than highly
objectionable. Land must get soaked with drainage
water from these cesspools—the air must get fouled
with their stinking vapours—the sewers must carry from
them to the river that which is most filthy and yet most
valuable.

It was a good suggestion by an opponent of the
system that its friends should picture to themselves the
sites of Manchester and Salford, with all their dwelling-
houses removed, and only the privies left—nearly
60,000 of them—rows and streets, and crowds of them
—scattered about almost as thickly in places as the
heaps of manure upon a field that has just received a
dressing from the dung-cart—each heap here, however,
no mere deposit of a barrowload once a year, but a
constant collection and continual soakage of filth, which
has for years been polluting every corner to which air

or water could have access. Is this the site on which

Drainage Water from Col
Results of analysis expressed in parts per i

Dates or Collection.
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3^^ tons, and on tires about 3 inches wide. This gives

more than 165 cwt. per incli run. If the Aveling and

Porter roller at Liverpool, "vvith its width of rollers of

9 feet 6 inches, were required to exert a pressure of

only 10 cwt. per inch mn, it would have to be weighted

to 57 tons, though its present weight of 30 tons has

been found more than sufficient in practice. It makes
up for want of weight by an additional number of

passages over the metalling, just as the paviour's

rammer, though comparatively light, sets the paving

stones by a series of repeated falls. Besides the action

of the roller itself, the number of rollings required to

effect the binding of the metalling will depend on

the nature of the materials employed, somewhat

on the nature of the soils, and also, and very

considerably, on the actual thickness of the metal-

ling. Messrs. A^-eling and Porter, as the result

of their experience, recommend a 15-ton engine ; and

this is also, we believe, the case with Messrs. Gellerat

& Co., the Paris Road-rolling Company. This load,

light enough for steam, is out of the question for horse-

power. For one thing, horse-draught does not increase

directly with the number of horses ; and their hoofs, as

it is, stir up the metal just in front of the roller in a

way that it can never completely smooth over. It is

for this reason that with horse-rolling the benefit

obtained is much less on hilly roads, on account of the

great number of horses required. This is more espe-

cially the case from the present fashion in many places

of shoeing draught horses with very long toe-pieces

and heels, which tear up the metal, and render the

roads rough. Roughing or "frosting" the shoes of

horses during the frosty weather of the winter months
also leads to the metal being picked up when a thaw
takes place ; on the other hand, the action of the

steam-roller, from its extra weight and its possession of

a motive power not requiring the metalling for such

fulcra as the horse's hoofs, is much superior. It is

considered by Mr. Mann, the superintendent of the

department of Her Majesty's Commissioners of Works
—and his opinion is endorsed by Mr. E. A. Cowper,
the consulting engineer of Her Majesty's Post Office

—that the steam-roller has "the effect of turning

down the sharp edges of the stones, and leaving their

flat sides uppermost, bedding the stones together in

the road so as to make a solid level surface."

Cosi of St€ani-rolli7ig cojnpared 7vith that of Horse-

rolling.—As regards the relative cost of rolling roads

by steam or horse power, the result of the data—com-
piled with the usual care and completeness of the

French engineers—gives i \d. per ton per mile for

horse-rolling, or about \\\d. including the cost of

repairs. With the addition for interest of capital and
depreciation, this would amount to i.r. zd. per ton per
mile. The Paris rollers are paid for at the rate of 7</.

per ton-mile, or just one-half, including the contractor's

profit. A somewhat less favourable estimate was made
some years ago at the outset of steam-rolling in Paris.

While road-rolling by horses was found by M. Hom-
berg, Inspecteur-general des Ponts et Chaussees, to

cost 0.15 of a franc per square metre, steam road-

rolling—even at the high price paid by the city of Paris

to the contractors—costs only o. loS of a franc per
square metre. In addition, from its great speed of
execution, the accessory expenses for watering, strew-

ing the roads, and superintendence, have been very con-
siderably diminished. It is to be observed that ^L
Homberg here exaggerates the average speed of horse-
rolling in Paris. He puts this at an average of

2300 metres per hour, though it does not in practice

exceed iSoo metres per hour. According to Mr.
Howell, the surveyor of roads in the district of
St. James, the cost of a 7-ton horse-roller is £,2. per
day. More than double the weight, say 15 tons, can
be moved by steam at about the same expense. Mr.
C. C. Marten, the engineer to the Park Commissioners
in the city of ]3rooklyn, New York, states, as the result

of his experience with an AveHng & Porter roller, that
" for one day's rolling with it, at a cost of 10 dols., as

much work could be accomplished as in two days with
the 7-ton roller, drawn by eight horses, at a cost of
20 dols. per day. Hence the work done by the steam
roller was twice as much, and the cost only one-
quarter that of eight horse roller." According to some
particulars furnished us by Mr. Philip H. Wall, of
trials made in India with Clark & Batho's steam road-
roller by the engineer to the Calcutta municipality, the
rolling of 44,631 square yards cost £\^^ 4j. 6i/. ; the
estimated cost of doing the same work by bullocks,

^{^269 5j. 6^., showing a saving in favour of the steam
roller of ;^I23 \s. in mere cost, without taking into

account the improved work.
Economy in Road Alauitenance produced by Steam-

rolling.—As with respect to horse-rolling exact figures

giving the comparative duration of roads rolled by
steam with others rolled by horse-power, could, of
course, only be safely deduced from experiments on a
larger scale made during a pretty considerable time,

and under identical conditions of comparison. The
results obtained on the numerous roads steam-rolled in

Paris for more than seven years have led to the general
belief amongst those best fitted to judge, that, with the

same expenditure, a road rolled by steam lasts double
the time of that rolled by horses. Starting from these

results, and assuming that the steam-rolled roads would
last twice as long as at present, Mr. Heaton, of B
mingham, calculated that an annual saving of / 5 700 to

tliat town would be effected by the use of the steam-

roller ; the present annual expenditure for road material

alone amounting to as much as ;i^i3,ooo. Though
hesitating to assign a precise figure to the amount of

saving eflected by road-rolling, Mr. Newlands, the

Liverpool borough engineer, wrote in October, 1S67,

with regard to Messrs. Aveling & Porter's 30-ton

roller :
—" Our roads are in much better order, and

easier kept clean than before its use, and our bills

for Macadam are not so heavy." Mr. Newlands
expects, however, that "the saving in Macadam by eveiy

coating being at once consolidated will be very great,

though he cannot at present put a value on it." Mr.
Howell, surveyor of roads in the district of St. James,
wrote in October, 1S68, that by means of steam-rolling
" the material is saved. The stones being forced into

a soft bed, will not be fretted away as they would be

when exposed to horses* hoofs and wheels," and he

considers "that the use of a heavy roller ought to

reduce the cost of maintaining roads from one-third to

one-half, with a better road." He says that two-thirds

of the material are saved. Mr. Edward Buckham, the

borough surveyor of Maidstone, writes us as to the

steam road-rolling carried out there in March, 1S6S,

that the "results obtained from using the roller are

economy, durability, comfort, and uniformity of sec-

tions of road." Mr. Buckham considers that the con-

stant use of a steam road-roller would effect an economy
in road maintenance of "at least" 20 per cent. Mr.
Tomkins, the surveyor of St. George's, Hanover
Square, says that one-third of the material is saved.

Mr. Mann, the superintendent of the department of

Her Majesty's Commissioners of Works, informs us

that his experience in steam-rolling, as compared
with horse-rolling, " leads me to conclude that

the estimate of a comparative economy of one-third in

material and labour would be much below the mark."
Mr. R. R. Amtz, the surveyor to the Board of Works
of the Westminster district, in the report previously

alluded to, of November, 1866, states his opinion that

steam-rollers "are a valuable invention, and that they

could be used with advantage on the Macadamised
roads of London." i*iongst other London parish and
district surveyors, we may mention Mr. Pratt, the

surveyor of Islington ; Mr. Browning, of Marylebone
;

and Mr. Greenslreet, of St. Saviour's, Southwark

;

Mr. Pattison, of Chelsea, and yet others. The
economy produced in road maintenance is evidently in

proportion to the cubical contents of the metal required
;

or in proportion, arteris pai-ibus, to the amount of the

traffic. There is an absence of exact detenninations
;

but we believe tliat after the evidence we have adduced
as above, the saving in maintenance may, under most
conditions, be safely estimated at more than 50 per
cent, per annum, as compared with no rolling at all.

The French actually estimate the saving at 50 per
cent, as compared with horse rolling.

gome CoiTfsjjonbeiite.

Appearance of the Crops.

—

Bedfordshire : I am
now able to report to you on the crops in my neigh-

bourhood. Har\'est is, I may say, general—all crops

are under average. Hay crop, one quarter of usual

crop. The ground is much drier than in 1868, and all

cattle and sheep are suffering much. Young seed

mostly failure. James Ross^ The Hoo Park Fann,
Luton, July 26.

Cumberland : I am glad to state that we have
been favoured with a very good season. Wheat and
all other crops, both white and root, look extremely
well, all being full average. Thos. Gibbons^ Burufoot-
on-Esk, July 27.

Essex : The effects of the drought are quite as

apparent on the light soils of this neighbourhoood as

anywhere. So general is the deficiency of produce
that to the cerealcrops wemay almost write "failure" in-

stead ofthe usual formula, "above" or "belowaverage."
Indeed, in some districts, the produce of the year will

hardly meet rents and other cash outgoings ; the higher

the state of cultivation the more quickly have the crops

disappeared, and in several instances Barley has been
fed or mown for hay. The early market garden crops

of Potatos, Peas, &c., have not yielded a moiety of

their ordinary produce. We started with good plants

on the heavy and mixed soils, and as the blooming
time was favourable, we may expect a full average,

although the straw is short and deficient in bulk. The
puzzle has been for us islanders how to account for so

gi-eat an absence of growth. Even the gi-ass on our
best marsh pastures never started with vigour, and they
have not carried half the usual quantity of stock. At
present Mangels are the only roots in plant, so there is

little promise for any compensation in the way of

winter feed. .5". IF. St/uier, Stanford le /fo/e, Essex.

Jderefordshire : The agricultural prospects of

this county are, beyond any question, the worst ever

Uno\vn. The drought, which commenced with cold

north-east winds in March, still continues. The mea-
dows of our beautiful and usually fertile valleys, as also

on the hillside, present one uniform sterile appearance

;

cattle bellowing and sheep bleating for food where
there is none to give, their pitiful cries piercing the

stoutest hearts ; some are cutting their com for their

stock, others resort to artificial feed, but far more are

allowing their animals to get into a wretched state of

poverty, so that we fear gieat losses will be sustained

when it pleases our Almighty RtUer to bless us with

that fall of rain we have all so anxiously entreated Him
to grant. Even when we are blessed, it will become a
matter for serious consideration how best to manage
to eke out our scanty stores during the coming winter.

The hay and fodder are not more than one-fifth of

the usual quantity. The straw of all kinds is very
deficient ; rarely a field of Swedes or Turnips to be
seen. The Mangel is the only crop which appears
to bid defiance to the scorching sun, and grow on in

the thorough absence of moisture, but in this county
there are only comparatively few of those valuable

roots gi'own. As the Barley is cut it is hauled, the

corn being very dry and hard, and, alas ! no young
Clovers to render fielding requisite, thus disclosing

another serious loss. The Wheat crop is everywhere
very thin, but very fi-iiitful. Winter Beans arc a very
sorry lot. Spring Beans will prove an average. Peas
are good upon strong deep soils. Oats are very defi-

cient, and only the very early planted Barley can be
pronounced a crop ; much of the later will scarcely

return the seed again. The Hops, until very recently,

promised to prove an extraordinary crop, but they
are changing in their appearance, and evidently

want some moisture. The Apple and Pear crops are

partial and small. Such is the present position of this

county, and by it we are taught how utterly futile are

all our efforts unless blessed by that Bountiful Giver
from whom all good things flow. Harvest is now
general. Z)., Jtdy 28.

Lincolnshire: The Wheat crops have improved
very much of late, and I think will be an average.

Barley and Oats are not heav>'. Beans, moderate.
Harvest will be general the first week in August.
Turnips are good. The pastures are very bad. H.
Dudaing, Panton House, Wraghy, July 25.

Suffolk: Wheat in this light land district thin
plant, but well headed ; not average, and very little

straw. Hai-vest commences this week—general A^-ug. i.

Barley, short crop of straw and corn
; premature

ripeness ; quality not promising. Peas are chiefly

harvested, about an average. Mangels, good average.
Swedes, backward

;
plants pretty good ; rain very

much wanted ; have had very little in the neighbour-
hood. W"hite Turnips promise to plant well. Clover
and hay, very bad ; not half a crop ; secured pretty
well ; little or no aftermath, G. W. Sexton, Wherstead
Hull, Jps-wich.

The Clover Dodder.—The vast increase of late

years in the spread of the Clover Dodder is, I trust,

sufficient excuse for me to offer a simple suggestion to

my brother agriculturists, which, if adopted by them,
will, I feel sure, from practical experience in several

instances, help to prevent further losses from this tndy
great "public nuisance," at least so far as the use of
home-grown Clover seed is concerned. I have, during
the hast four years, particularly noticed the growth and
habits of this nasty parasitic plant, and from experi-

ments I have made 1 am now fully convinced that its

propagation may be much lessened. I have spoken to

several farmers on the subject, and I find that few of
them know anything of the manner in which it gi^ows ;

one, in fact, confessed he had never heard of it, although
he had frequently noticed yellow matted patches in his

seeds. By experiments made with seeds obtained from
this parasite I find that if left wholly to its own resources

it cannot long exist, but that the slender tendrils which
spring up two or three days after planting the seeds in a
flower-pot soon die away if they cannot find anything
to cling to, but if a plant of the red Clover is within

reach of them they clasp it at once, and so vigorously,

that they become independent of the soil itself, and
feed upon the tissues of the Clover, which they in a
short time kill ; but not until they have formed many
little clusters of white seeds, besides putting out fresh

tendrils to grasp any other surrounding objects, which,
being other Clover, the mischief keeps spreading, until

a large patch is soon formed. The method which I

have adopted for ridding my seeds of this pest is to cut

all the Clover away from the outer edge of the infected

spot to the extent of a foot or iS inches, and then to

dig a trench 6 inches deep round, throwing the earth

outwards, thus leaving nothing for the Dodder to lay

hold of. There is another and better way of avoiding
the growth of this plague, by buying Clover seed free

from Dodder ; but it is very difficult to get a parcel of
seed entirely clear of it, and as there are about 250,000
seeds in a pound of Clover, the enemy may easily be
concealed from the sharpest eye, until the mischief it

has been the cause of shows only too plainly. Of Flax
Dodder I know nothing, but I believe it is even a
greater trouble to the Flax grower than the parasite of
the Clover. Xe/nesis, July 25.

No Longer Pipe no Longer Dance. — Discus-

sions have been going on as to how far a tenant can
succeed in injuring his landlord by exhausting the soil

without doing injury to himself. I think I can throw
a little light on that matter by practice as well as

observation. My success here as a fanner depends
upon my making much good manure, cidtivating deep
and well, keeping the land clean, and thus gi-owing

maximum instead of minimum crops. Unless I do this

I cannot make a profit. The term, "making much
good manure," means, in plain English, keeping a great

deal of live stock in a fattening condition. So sensitive

is my farm in this matter that if we diminish our cattle

or sheep from their usual number we see and feel it

immediately in our crops, and our profit diminishes
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pro rata. The farmer who keeps no stock, and sells

his crops away from the farm, must come to grief unless

he has rich unexhausted land, of which there is very
little in Britain, or unless, near a town, he purchases
abundant manure. Artificial manures, especially super-

phosphate, may answer very well on certain soils, as on
the limestone of the prize fann and other suitable soils ;

but, with the exception of Peruvian guano, they are of
very little use on our Essex non-calcareous clays. A
good farmer may be left unrestricted as to cropping,
but such a man will keep plenty of stock, grow plenty
of root and green crops, and consume them, and the hay
and straw, with plenty of cake and corn. One thing is

certain, "no manure, no crop," or *' no longer pipe no
longer dance. " That is a conclusion I have arrived at

after 25 years of practical experience, and I believe it

to be a sound one. Britain, as a whole, is not half-

farmed. J. J. Mcchi, August 2.

A. B. C. Manure.—It does not appear fair that
only one side should be heard. I have read with great
interest all you have published with regard to irrigation

farms, artificial manures, &c. ; but having myself tried

the native guano manufactured by the A. B. C. pro-
cess at Leamington, as well as at Hastings, I can only
say that its effects are wonderful—not under the use of
larger quantities in proportion to what would be em
ployed on a grand scale, but with smaller quantities. I

cannot do better than refer to a letter in the Standari!,

of Tuesday, July 12, 1870, on sewage utilisation, which
I think places the matter in a very fair light : it runs
thus :—

stocked with sheep, and a Welshman never lets cattle
and sheep mn together if he can avoid it. The young
cattle, however, are well and warmly housed, for
cattle in Wales are often better housed than men ; and
every Welsh farmer knows right well if he turns out
cattle from a warm house to shiver on a bare hillside,
he will injure them instead of benefiting them. Straw-
yards in my part of Wales are unknown—all the cattle
are tied up. For Mr. .Smith's benefit I have sent him
by post a few heads of Oats now growing on lately
reclaimed land, picked to-day (July 30), and which are
very nearly ripe for cutting. If he likes, too, I will be
glad to show a sample of Oats, grown in 1S69, and
another sample grown in 1870, both upon newly
reclaimed land, more than 1000 feet above the sea, and
challenge him to beat them with a sample grown at
Woolston, and you, sir, shall be the judge. If he likes,

too, I will upon December i next, send a dozen
Swedes, and challenge Woolston to match them.
G. A. H.

" 'Inquirer' asks for an explanation as to the dis-

crepancies between your account of the A, B. C. pro-
cess at Hastings and the report of the Rivers Pollution
Commissioners ; also between the statements in our
pamphlets and the results of the decision in the committees
of Lords and Commons on the Reading Bill.

" As to the committees, it is impossible for me to give
the reasons which dictated these decisions, but I may tell
' Inquirer ' the fact that in the Reading case the Lords
refused to admit any evidence whatever upon the
A. B. C. or other schemes rivals to irrigation, because
such objections had not been raised in Mr. Attenborough's
petition.

" The quotation given by ' Inquirer ' as to the opinion
of the Royal Rivers Pollution Commissioners on the
efSuent water by the h. B. C. process is taken from the
conclusion of their report on the Leicester experiment of
three days in 1868, and not from trials either at Leamington
or Hastings.
"At the old Lime Works at Leamington, I frankly

admit, however, that the h, B. C. process has never had
a fair chance to prove what it can really do in purifying
the effluent water. The settling tanks are far too small,
and the water has not time to deposit all its organic
matter after mixing with the A. B. C. compound. Our
uncertain tenure of these works, owing to the previous
arrangement with Lord Warwick, has prevented this

company from further outlay of capital in increasing the
size of those settling tanks. It is only surprising that
such good results have been possible there, and is strong
evidence in favour of the A. B. C. system.
"At Hastings extreme chemical purity of effluent water

is not an object. Flowing as it does into the sea clear
and inodorous, the commercial results are there of greater
consequence.
" Really well arranged works are now being built

several inland towns, where ample settling room will be
given and where Dr. Frankland's filters will be added, so
as to ensure extreme purity of effluent water.

"After all, the question of A. B. C. irrigation is

one for ratepayers to consider and to decide. A large
town in Yorkshire was prepared to spend over j^ioo.ooc
on an irrigation scheme. Its whole expense by A. B. C
will not exceed ^^25,000.

" In the case of Reading the irrigation scheme, in-
cluding the land, will cost at least jf60,000 ; on the
A. B. C. system ^,(^8000 would suffice for land, buildings,
machinery, tanks, and filters, and this company have
offered to guarantee 5 per cent, on this outlay, and to
secure the authorities from all complaints from the
Thames Consen'ancy as to the purity of the effluent water.

" C. Rawson, Native Guano Company (Limited).
" I, St. Swithin's Lane, London, July 7."

It is not at all correct to say that the system is a failure,

for it has succeeded commercially at Leamington, as
well as practically, and the results for the short time
the Hastings works have been in operation are, I under-
stand, most satisfactory in every way. Fair Play. [See
last report of the Rivers Commission.]

Mr. Smith's Report on Wales.—I am afraid Mr.
Smith forgot his spectacles when he came to look
around in Wales. In the month of January last I sent
the Editor of the Agricultural Gazette a sample of Oats
grown on recently inclosed land, and at p. 82, of
January 15, 1S70, his judgment is thus recorded :

—

"The sample sent is perfect, the Oats are short, plump,
clean, and unstained." This is a sample of Mr. .Smith's
sound judgment when he speaks about " Welsh agri-

culture." I fear, too, that Mr. Smith has relied in
other matters upon "hearsay." My young cattle do
not get " only straw," for they get plenty of good roots
also in winter. If Mr. Smith had made a "real"
inquiry, he would have found that a regular Welsh
farmer grows almost no roots and very little hay. What
hay there may happen to be goes for the cows,
what few roots there are go for the sheep in a
snowstorm, and the young cattle get straw and
nothing else, and, in the great majority of instances,
are never turned out during winter except for

water. The herbage round the homestead is fully

Bndettes.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : Wc-dnesday, August 3.

—

Present, the Earl of Powis, trustee, in the chair ; Lord
Walsingham, Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P. ; Sir A.
K. Macdonald, Bart. ; Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart.,
M.P. ; Mr. Acland, M.P. ; Mr. Bamett, Mr. Cantrell,
Colonel Challoner, Mr. Davies, Mr. Druce, Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Jonas, Colonel Kingscote,
M.P. ; Mr. Leeds, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ran-
some, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Thompson, Mr. White-
head, and Dr. Voelcker.
The following new members were elected :—

Bennett, .Alfred AV., Wharton, Ross.
Compton, Thomas. Fisherton Delamere, Heytesbuiy.
Crofts, Lieutenant Richard B., R.N., Great Cozens, Ware.
Giles, John, Bradford House, Chaddesley, Corbett, Kid-

derminster.
Harding, Thos. King, Harden Brjidley, Bath.
Hill, John, Severnstoke, Worcester.
Hope, Thos. R. Henftyn, Rhyl.
Jackson, George, Tattenhall Hall, Tattenhall, Chester.
Jeyes, Francis C, Buxworth, Norlhamptonshire.
Kynnersley, C. T. Sneyd, High Fields, Uttoxeter.
Laurence, Wm., Brockworth Park, Gloucester.
Martin, Joseph, Highfield House, Littleport.

Middleditch, E. Taylor. Blansdon House, Highworth.
Nock, Charles, Norton, Shifnal.

Pickering, James, Whitby, Chester.
Riddell, Major-General Charles J. B., Oaklands, Chud-

leigh, Devon.
Robinson, Wm. Wembdon, Bridg\valer.
Scott, Louis G., 79, Eaton Square, S.W,
Snow, Thomas Owen, Lack Hall, Chester.
Stanton, Rev. J.John, Lovington Vicarage, Bath.
Swinnerton, Wm. Weston, Sty\'echa]l Grange, Coventry,
Torr, Thos. Joseph, Dummer House, Basingstoke.

The following recommendations of special Councils
held in the showyard were unanimously adopted :

—

(i). That as only ^3 had been awarded by the judges
in Section IX. Class 3, the remaining amount of

£;j he specially given for chums adapted to
small occupations.

(2). That a third prize of £2^ be given to Mr. R.
Craddock, for the reserve number and highly
commended farm occupied by him.

(3). That the country meeting for 1871 should be held
in the week commencing July lo, instead of that
beginning July 17.

FiN.\NCE.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented the
report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's

receipts during the past month had been examined by
the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball & Co.,
the Society's accountants, and were found correct. The
balance in the hands of the bankers on July 31 was
;{,76o8 7j. 4n'., the sum of .^3800 remaining on deposit.

Cheques to the amount of ^^9176 17^-. \d. were ordered
to be drawn. The committee recomuiend that the
Secretary be authorised to transfer £2'XX} from the
deposit to the current account ; that the office be closed
at 2 P.M. on Saturdays from after the first Council
meeting following the country meeting, until the April
Council meeting. The committee also reported that

on the appeal against the parish rating of the Society's

house, the assessment was reduced from ^280 to £\(x>
per annum.—This report was adopted.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported that
the judges had withheld the prize offered for the best

essay on the preparation, preservation, and use of
sprouted grain as food for horses, cattle, and sheep,
based on practical experience, the candidates not
having complied with the conditions on which the
prize was offered. It was also reported that the
judges had awarded the prize offered for the best
description of the most improved form of kiln for

burning lime for agricultural purposes to the writer of
the essay bearing the motto " Improved Perpetual."
This report having been adopted, the Chairman
announced that the prize essay had been written by
Mr. Ch.arles Turner, C.E., of Magnolia Cottage,
Shirley, near Southampton.
Implement.—Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs reported

that the committee had discussed the conditions to be
added to the Wolverhampton prize-sheet, and that
they recommended that the Secretary be instructed to
draw up a draft of those agreed upon, and to circulate

a preliminary proof amongst the exhibitors of steam-

cultivatmg machinery, inviting suggestions thereon, so
that a complete prize-sheet may be published in Novem-
ber.—This report was adopted, subject to a proposed
regulation prohibiting exhibitors from entering dupli-
cafe implements being postponed for further considera.
tion.

General, O.xford.—Lord Walsingham reported
that the committee had examined the Oxford accounts,
and recommended them for payment.—This report
was adopted.

General, Wolverhampton.—Mr. D. R. Davies
presented the report of the committee, recommending
that Mr. R. H. M-rsfen be requested to accept the
office of steward of forage for the Wolverhampton
meeting, and that the Secretary be instructed to supply
him with the particulars of quantities likely to be
required. It was also reported that an agreement and
plan had been arranged between the mayor and town-
clerk of Wolverhampton, on behalf of the corporation,
and the honorary Director and Secretary on behalf of
the Society ; and the committee recommended that the
common seal of the Society and the signature of the
Secretary be aflixed to the said agreement.—This report
was adopted.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. C. R.andell reported
the recommendation of the committee that so much of
the plan of the Wolverhampton showyard recom-
mended by Mr. Gibbs, as shows the land required and
the situation of the entrances and implement sheds, be
adopted, leaving the completion of the plan to be after-
wards settled by the honor.ary Director and the surveyor.
The surveyor's report on the showyard works at
Oxford had been received, and the committee recom-
mended the payment of the fourth instalment of the
contractor's account, the sum due for additions to the
permanent plant, and the surveyor's account for travel-
ling expenses and salaiy. The committee submitted
the following comparative statement of the cost of
showyard works, and of the sums paid by exhibitors at
the last three country meetings of the Society :

—

Cost of Slioiv- Paid by
y.ird Works. Exhibitors.

Leicester, i868 .. .. .£4200 .. ;^204i
Manchester, 1869 .. .. 547^ .. 2724
Cvford, 1S70 .. .. 5396 .. 2774

—showing that the cost of showyard works at each place
bears very nearly the same proportion to the amount
paid by the exhibitors. An application having been
made to the surveyor to furnish to the " Societe des
Agriculteurs de France" plans of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's showyard works, the committee recom-
mended that the Secretary be requested to ascertain
whether they are asked for on behalf of the Society, or
for the use of intending contractors. In the former case,

the committee recommended that such plans be furnished
at the cost of the Royal Agr-icultural Society.—This
report was adopted, after a conversation on the
position of the entrance to the Wolverhampton show-
yard, Mr. Thompson being in favour of a central
entrance, as at Oxford, and considering this the
general opinion ; while Mr. Randell maintained that
the position of the entrances at Oxford entailed a loss

to implement exhibitors, and was adopted in that case
only because the form of the ground rendered it a
necessity. The Secretary was authorised to sign and
seal an agreement with the Corporation of Wolver-
hampton, and a supplementary agreement with the
Society's contractor.

Mr. C. Whitehead moved—"That prizes be offered

for implements and machinery used in the cultivation

.and management of Hops." In support of his motion
he urged the agricultural and economic importance of
Hop cultivation, and stated that while the cost

of cultivation had formerly been estimated at more
than £Tfl per acre, recent improvements in implements
and machinery had reduced this cost to the extent of

£S ^'^ £^ V^^ ^^^^ ' ^^^ therefore expected that the
stimulus which would be given by the Society
offering prizes for implements and machinery
used in the cultivation and management of Hops
would still fttrther reduce the cost of production,

and enable English growers to compete on more even
terms with those foreign and colonial Hop farmers who
had the great advantages of cheaper labour and more
favourable climate. Amongst the implements for which
prizes might be offered by the Society he mentioned a
plough or digging machine which would supersede the
hand labour with the " spud," which is at present the
general but costly method of turning over the soil, and
ameliorate the physical condition of the labourers in the
Hop growing counties, which are at present notorious for

the labouring men beingprcmaturely bent inconsequence
of this "spud" labour. As specimens of other deside-

rata, he mentioned a machine for packing Hops, and an
adaptation of steam for drying them, and he concluded
by stating that in the event of the Council accepting
his motion, and referring the details to the implement
committee, he would have pleasure in rendering them
any assistance in his power. The motion having been
seconded by Mr. T. Pain, who urged that the subject

was too important for delay, a discussion ensued in

which Lord Walsingham and Mi-. Shuttleworth sug-

gested that the details should be left to the implement

committee, Mr. Ransome preferring that the subject

should be dealt with as a whole irrespective of the

Society's classification. Finally, the principle of Mr.

Whitehead's motion having been adopted, it was

referred, on the sugestion of the Chairman, to tlie imple-
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ment committee to consider what prizes for implements

and machineiy for the cultivation of Hops can be

inserted in the Society's prize-lists.

Mr. T. Pain, having called the attention of the

Council to the implement entries at Oxford, which had

no reference whatever to agriculture, and also to tlie

number of duplicate entries, a discussion ensued, in

which Lord Walsingham, Mr. Thompson, and Mr.

Randell urged that "by prohibiting the exhibition of

duplicate articles the inconvenience would be re-

moved, without drawing too hard a line ;
Mr.

Ransome and Mr. Shuttleworth suggested that

so large a subject should be allowed to stand

over for more ample discussion in November, wliile

Lord Powis, Col. Challoner, and other members of

Council, advocated the admission into the showyard of

certain articles not strictly agricultural, such as

carriages, &c., for the convenience of farmers and

others living in sequestered parts of the country. The
distinction between the two portions of the subject

having been insisted upon by the Chairman, who agreed

with a suggestion from Lord Walsingham that, although

it might be advisable to prohibit the exhibition of dupli-

cates, an exception should be made in favour of

implements belonging to the classes for trial, in e,ach

year, it was finally moved by Mr. Thompson, seconded

by Mr Ransome, and carried unanimously, "That the

implement committee be requested to consider and

report in November, whether any and what restrictions

should in future be imposed on the exhibition of

duplicate implements, especially by agents, and on the

exhibition of miscellaneous articles.

"

On the motion of Lord Walsingham, seconded by
Mr. Thompson, it was unanimously resolved that the

thanks of the Council be specially conveyed to Mr.

T. Mason, late High Sheriff of Oxfordshire, for his

liberality in offering the prize of a silver cup, value

100 guineas, for the best-managed farm in the Oxford

district.

Protests from exhibitors of live stock were reported

upon by the senior steward, and the Secretary was
instructed to communicate with the several persons

concerned, in accordance with the terms of the report.

The Council, having granted the usual leave of

absence to the .Secretary and clerics, adjourned over the

recess until Wednesday, November 2.

mittee also announced their intention to offer liberal

special prizes.

The Council unanimously voted a complete set of the

Society's Transactions, from the year 1S52 to the pre-

sent time, to the library of the Taunton and Somerset

Institution, in commemoration of the Society's second

visit to the town, and of the hearty and cordial recep-

tion afforded by the inhabitants.

KOVAL AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTSOCIETV
OF IRELAND.

BalUiiasIoc.—The annual show of this Society is

being held here as we go to press. The show is a

small one, the number of entries in almost every class

being less than in former years. The Shorthorn

bulls are fewer than at other shows, only 24 altogether,

and, adding heifers and calves, there are only 58
Shorthorns. In the next class, Herefor(Js, Devons,

and polled Angus, there are 25 entries, and of other

kinds there are 30. It is not from any illiberality on

the part of the Society that the entries of stock are not

more numerous, for there are two challenge cups,

value 60 gs. (the Purdon Cups), each offered as

inducements to competitors, besides money prizes

of from 10 to three sovs. in the different sections.

The show of horses is very limited ; but this is not to be
wondered at, seeing that the Royal Dublin Society,

which enjoys the advantage of a public grant and a

central position in the Irish capital, from which it

never stirs, has arranged to have a show of horses on
the 1 6th of this month on its own premises. The
superior attractions of this exhibition, for which there

are 497 horses entered, has drawn off competitors from
Ballinasloe, and with a few exceptions only residents in

the locality have sent any animals, although the Croker
Challenge Cup, value 50 gs, with 20 sovs. added, for

the best weigiit-cari7ing thoroughbred stallion, might
be supposed to offer some temptation. There are only
eight entries in the first section, four in the second, a
dozen brood mares and geldings not thoroughbred,
and as many agricultural horses. The sheep show is

of small extent, owing to the same causes. There are
several liberal prizes offered for the highest merit in

this department. The Cork Challenge Cup, worth
50 sovs., for the best shearling ram, is the most valu-
able, and there are numerous money prizes and medals.
There are 35 entries of Leicesters, iS of Border
Leicesters, 28 of Roscommon sheep, iS of other long-

wools, and 24 Shropshire and Lincolnshire Downs.
There are 35 entries of swine, 87 of poultry, 34 of
dairy produce, and 12 bundles of Flax. There are

40 stands of implements.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.

^
July 26.—This was the first meeting of the Council

since the annual meeting at Taunton, and Mr. Her-
bert Williams, as chairman of the finance com-
mittee, took the opportunity of congratulating the
members present on the very satisfactory position of
the Society and the success which had attended its

operations during the past year. He concluded by
moving that .£'1500 additional stock be purchased in the
name of the trastees, thus raising the funded capital to
;^70OO. This proposition was seconded by Mr. C.
Bush, and carried by acclamation.

Guildford Meeting, 1871.—For this meeting grants
of money were taken to enable the several committees
to arrange and mature their prize sheets on a scale of
greater liberality and completeness than hitherto at-

tempted by the Society. The Guildford local com-

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL.
Great Shcno at Wakefield: August 2,-—A period of

24 years has elapsed since the Yorkshire Society held

its show at "merrie AVakefield "—so named by old

Fuller from its " plentie of good ale." We believe it

is still entitled to the distinction for the same reason.

Anyhow, at no market is shown finer Barley formatting

purposes than at Wakefield.

Twenty four years, however—nearly a quarter of a

centuiy,—represents no inconsiderable period in the

world's history, much less in that of a society. In the

life of a man, it comprehends the full period of his

physical vigour. More than this period has elapsed

since we first recorded the doings of this important

society in these pages.

For several reasons we remember the show in 1S46.

We had had a fine summer, and on our return from

the show we found several Wheat ricks safe under

thatch. This year, as we journeyed to the trysting

place, we found ourselves in the midst of an early

harvest, with much land cleared of crop, in a district

where, a few months ago, a late harvest was deemed a

certainty. We have retained a still more special

record of the event, because we then scored our first

win at the Yorkshire Society's Show, beating, as often

happens to others at this show, the \\-inner in the same

class at the Royal Agricultural Society's Show at New-
castle a few week's previous.

Wakefield is admirably situated for an agi'icultural

meeting, being nearly in the centre of the county, and

sufficiently near the masses of population to secure a

bumper attendance. In 1846 the show was a success

—

more so now. The Society has gone on working up
to its promise, and improving each year with the con-

tinued development of agricultural improvement in the

country, and in a parallel degree with the advance made
in the other industrial arts of the kingdom. The exten-

sion of the railway system, which has placed Wakefield

on the line of the Great Northern, the Midland, and

the Lancashire and Yorkshire, and afforded facilities

for the conveyance of stock and passengers to the

place of meeting, is not the only point in which

the present has the advantage over its predecessor

24 years ago. During that period nearly all the

great practical improvements in the art of cultiva-

tion have been promulgated and adopted. The
first drain-tilc machine was exhibited at Rich-

mond two years previous to the Wakefield show, in

1846 ; it was one of the wonders there. The threshing-

machine was then simply a beater and blower, now it

is a combined machine, bolting the straw unbroken,

and winnowing, riddling, pummellmg, and dressing

and sacking the grain. Then, also, it was shown as

adapted to hand-power, and, in ignorance or heedless-

ness of the false principles of economy involved in

yoking intelligent human power to a machine which

merely modified the form of the products of the soil

without increasing the supply of the same (we bought

one of these curiosities—mere toys) ; but now steam

has been yoked to it, superseding the expensive power
of horses, both for the purpose of threshing and for

locomotion. Drain-tiles and bricks, by further

extension of machine aid, have since then become
so cheapened that the great work of the general

thorough drainage of the country has been ac-

complished, if not to the fullest extent necessary,

to such a degree that the want of drainage is now
an exception where it was the rule. The steam power
is also now breaking up and smashing the old hide-

bound lands in this country, and trenching and culti-

vating the plains and prairies in all parts of the known
world—and in every form adapted to farm machinery
may be seen in the showyard to-day. To merely

mention every improved form and implement, and

every new process of agricultural practice exhibited

now, and of which we had no signs in 1S46, would be

to catalogue the improvements of agriculture during

the interval of a quarter of a century—and that the

limited time between the opening of the yard at 9 A. M.,

and the closing of our despatch before post time,

renders impossible. We must leave the tale of the

introduction of the reaper in its multiplied forms,

the grass-mower, the pulpers, the water-drills, the

chaffers, the uses of guano, the preparations of bones

and superphosphates, the systems of making cakes and

feeding stufls, the improved modes of keeping and

housing feeding stock, to be condensed in the one fact

that all these may be found to be illustrated in one

shape or other at the present meeting in some or other

of the long avenues which are now covered in and filled

with specimens of the mechanics and science of agri-

culture. At the show in 1846 a couple of acres held

the whole of the implements which were dotted upon
the uncovered surface of the show field.

Society of England has been induced by the pressure o

public opinion to adopt the same mode. Contrasted

with this, it is interesting to refer to the works in the

showyard, viz. ;—31 compartments of special shedding

for machinery in motion, 2670 feet of ordinaiy shedding

for implements, 57 stallion boxes, 28 brood mare boxes,

225 stalls for horses in stable, 102 cattle stalls, 123 sheep

pens, 123 pig pens—the two latter of iron hurdles—with

secretary's offices, committee rooms, reporters' rooms,

post-office reporter's room, and refreshment rooms.

Upon "Wakefield Green," celebrated in many a

stirring tradition—where bold Robin Hood ventured to

contend for the first throw with the stalwart Pindar of

Wakefield, and where the Duke of York, father of

Edward I'V., fell in the Lancashire victory which was
so soon after avenged at Lovvton—are the tents pitched

and the ring arranged for the contests, not between

knights and squires, kings and pretenders, the roses of

Lancaster and of York, but between the houses of

Bates and Booth, the Leicesters of Yorkshire and Lin-

colnshire, and the mechanical giants of Fowler and
Honisby.

In one point the Yorkshire .Show has its de-

cided idiosyncrasy : it is the arena in which the

cases of the Royal Agricultural Society are tried over

again and confirmed or corrected,—the two shows
standing relatively as the Derby and the " Sellinger

"

do as races. Now the Yorkshire, though a county

society, is only local in name,—the show is open to the

United Kingdom ; and it is only less national than the

Royal because it confines its prizes to those leading

classes of stock which are common to all England, and

offers no prizes to the classes which are not so univer-

ally diffused. In Shorthorns, horses, pigs, and
Leicester sheep, it offers the highest rewards, and
obtains a show of the best animals the kingdom can

produce.

The showyard, situated at Belleisle, is on a piece of

fine sound old pasture, admirably adapted for its pur-

pose, and the arrangements are, as usual, excellent.

The entries of the present show and those of last

year are as follows :

—

Sheep and pi,

Wool ..

Iiiipletnents

Hounds

76

Tout .. 2233 • »288

No prizes are awarded for implements, and we must

defer our remarks on the large and interesting display

till next week. There are 107 stands filled with the

specialties of the leading makers in the kingdom.

The Shorthorn show is a large one compared with

last year, showing in numbers 25 per cent, increase.

Of nine aged bulls, Bolivar again took his proper

place as the premier bull of the class and of his day.

The Wharfedale bull by Lord Cobham from Green-

holm, where Miss Fairfax formerly held her Court,

deservedly beat Mr. Statter's red bull, Charlie, and
took 2d place. We are glad to see the Fawkes blood

again in the field. At the Royal at Oxford Mr.

Faviell's H.C. bull was also by Lord Cobham. The
2-year-olds were a small class, and an easy win to

Col. Towneley ; while in class 3 there was a fine

competition of 12 good animals. Lady Pigot won, as

at Oxford, with Bythis. Mr. Linton's Oxford 2d prize

was placed similarly here. Lord Braybrook's Heydon
Duke being 3d. This was one of the disputed decisions

at Oxford, and it is here fully confirmed in every

particular. Lord Fevershara's roan Colonist well

deserves his H.C.
Bull calves went— Messrs. Dudding's dark roan

Robin Hood, 1st, and Col. Towneley's Oxford Butter-

fly and Maid of Oxford's Baronet were 2d and 3d ;

Major Stapylton showing a good H. C. in Lord of the

Manor.

The cows were a small lot, and Queen of Rosalea

was again put in her place at the head of the poll : it

was Rosalea 1st, and the rest nowhere, though Lady
Ann the 2d is a good Shorthorn, and Mr. Tennant's

3d, White Rose, full of quality and good looks.

The 3-year-old heifers were a grand class—a baker's

dozen—with some difficulty in finding the odd number

to cast. Mr. Eastwood's Double Butterfly is a roan

of perfect character, to our mind ; and the 2d Windsor
Butterfly is no contemptible competitor; Mr. Outh-

waite's 3d prize is a promising heiler.

The 2-year heifers are the show of the Shorthorns.

Of 17 competitors Mr. How deservedly wins the

1st place with Vesper Queen, despite the whispers

of the friends of the Branches Park beauties. Her
ladyship has in Dame Swift a heifer that will train

on ; Seraph, the 3d prize, is a promising heifer, full of

quality and kind looks.

The 10 heifer calves are worthily represented by
Colonel Towneley's Baron Oxford's Duchess, a de-

scendant through the Gunter line of the Bates tribe.

Mr. Foljambe's Fleur-de-lis and Major Stapylton's

Rose of Myton are two beautiful roans, and they take

2d and 3d honours worthily.

The £$0 cup, the gift of the Corporation of Wake-

similar manner the cattle and sheep and pigs were field, for the best Shorthorn, and the /lo cup for the

arranged in pens in the open air, and the horses best Shorthorn bull, given by Lord Milton, M. P.,

were led about. At all times, however, this Society have been both absorbed by Bolivar, who stands

adopted the public judging of stock in rings set deservedly the king of his tribe now, after his succes-

apart for that purpose, and the Royal Agricultural ' sive victories.
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The prizes for dairy cattle produced some good com-

petition amongst Yorkshire cows in class 9, and in

class 10 with Alderneys and Jerseys. A pure Short-

horn of the Duchess family, in the former, from Colonel

Towneley, deservedly won. The Alderneys we do

not understand the points of, and we leave the judges'

decision without comment.
Tlie show of sheep is a large one, as may be seen by

tlie entries, and is a good one, and we find no fault

with the decision, our only doubt being as to whether

I, 2, and 3 were put in their proper places.

The aged rams were a great lot, and Mr. Sanday took

1st place, Mr. Borton 2d, and Mr. Sanday 3d. This

is contrary to the decision at Oxford ; which was the

right one we say not—many men may indeed have
many minds when merit is so equal.

The Leicester gimmers brought our old nonage-
narian friend, Mr. Wiley, to the front with his "little

ladies." The very Nestor amongst Shorthorns and
Leicesters, he still keeps to pure blood and quality in

his sheep. Mr. Hutchinson's (the 2d prize) are very

good animals.

The Lincoln rams are a splendid show ; the

shearlings of Mr. Wright very good. The aged
rams are, however, an extraordinary lot : Mr. Torr
and Mr. Wood were never better engaged than in sift-

ing the lot. "I never saw four better sheep together,"

Mr. Torr ejaculates, and certainly they did honour

to their county. With all due deference to the two
judges, we venture to think that Nos. I and 2 should

have held places the reverse of those they now hold in

the prize list. A more perfect animal than Mr, Cart-

wright's 2d prize we never saw.

The pigs are a wonderful class, but we are compelled,

by the time 'we go to press, to defer our remarks upon
them till next week.

For the same reason we must reserve our obser-

vations on the horses. Moreover, there are many
classes of these as yet unjudged, and our prize list

refers only to such classes as have come under inspec-

tion—amongst these the two classes of hunters, viz.,

the 4-year-old hunting geldings for prizes of ;!^20, ;^io,

and j^5 ; and the hunters, geldings or mares, five years old

and upwards, and qualified for at least 12 stones with
hounds, for 200 gs., apportioned to the best, loo gs. ;

2d, ;^50 ; 3d, ^25 ; 4th, ^15 ; 5th, £10 ; and 6th, 5:5 :

the former produced 26 and the latter 54 competitors.

Mounted and ridden round the large enclosure, a finer

sight connected with horseflesh we never saw. The
Oxford prize hunter was placed 6th. Sir George
Cholmley, the breeder of the celebrated Grand
National Steeplechase winner. Emperor, obtained 2d
and 4th honours ; and Mr. S. J. Welfit obtained the
prize cup of lOO gs. with Loiterer, by Un-Oc, d,

by Darnley.

The following is the prize list :

—

CAITLE.
Judges.—G. Atkinson, Hall Farm, Seaha

Jarne, ChurcliiU Healh, Chipping Norluii, C
;arIeton Hill, Penrith, Cumberland.

G-

Class 1. Bulls, any age above 3 years old.— ist, C. W, Brierley
Middleton, Manchester, " Bolivar;" 2d. W. Fison & Co., Green
holm, "Lord St. Leonards;" 3d, T. Statter, jun., Stand Hall
Manchester. "Charlie."
Class 2. Bulls above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old,— ist,

Col. Towneley, Towneley, "Baron Hubbaclc " (25,569): zd
Crawshaw & Blakcley, Headfield, Dewsbury "Prince Leopold"
(27.154) ; 3d, W. C. Worsley, Hovinghara, York, "Duke of
Roxburgh."
Class 3. Bulls above 1 and not exceeding 2 years old.—ist.

Lady Pigot, Branches Park, " Bytbis" (25,700) ; 2d, W. Linton,
Sheriff Huiton. York, "Lord Invin : " 3d, Lord Braybroke,
Audley End. Essex, " Heyden Duke." Highly Commended :

Earl Feversham, Duncombe Park, Helmsley. Commended :

Messrs. Dudding. Panton House, Wragby ; W. Bradburn,
Wedensficid, Wolverhampton.
Class 4. Bull Calves, above 5 and not exceeding 12 months

old.— ist, Messrs. Dudding; 2d, Colonel Towneley, " 0.\ford
Butterfly;" 3d. Col. Towneley, "Maid of Oxford's Baronet,"
Highly Commended : Major Stapylton, Myton Hall, Helperby,
York.

Silver Cup, value ^10, the gift of Lord Milton, for the best Bull
in the Show.—C. W. Brierley's " Bolivar."

Class 5. Cows of any age above 3 years old, in-calf or in-milk.— ist, Lady Pigot, Newmarket, "Queen of Rosalea ; " 2d,

J. How, Broughton, Huntingdon, "Lady Ann;" 3d, J. R.
Tennant, Scarcroft Lodge, Leeds, "White Rosa." Highly
Commended : J. W. Botcherby, Darlington. Commended :

W. Bradburn, Wedensficid, Wolverhampton (2); H. J. Robinson,
The Cliff, Leyburn.

Class 6. Heifers, not exceeding 3 years old, in-calf or in-milk.
—1st, R. Eastwood, Thomeyholme, Clitheroe, " Double Butter-
fly 2d;" 2d, J. How, Broughton, Huntingdon, "Windsor's
Butterfly

;

" 3d, J. Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catterick, " Vivan-
diere." Highly Commended: J. R. Tennant, Leeds; Col.
Towneley. Commended ; W. Bradburn, Wedensficid.

Class 7. Heifers not exceeding 2 years old.— ist, J. How,
Broughton, Huntingdon, "Vesper Queen ;" 2d, Lady Pigot,
Newmarket, "Dame Swift;" 3d. C. W. Brierlev. Middleton,
Manchester, " Ser.Hpb." Highly Commended : F. J. S. Fol-
jambe, M.P., Osberton Hall, Worksop. Commended: J. R,
Tennant, Scarcroft Lodge, Leeds; Lord Bolton, Bolton Hall,

Class 8. Heifer Calves, above 5 and not exceeding 12 months
old.—ist, Colonel Towneley, "Baron Oxford's Duchess;" 2d,
F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P., Worksop, " Flcur-de-Lis :" 3d, Major
Stapylton, Helperby, " Rose of Myton." Highly Commended :

Lady Pigot, Col. Towneley ; T. Statter, jun.,* Stand Hall. Com-
mended : B. Baxter, Elslack Hall, Skipton ; Major Stapylton,
Helperby, York.

Silver Cup, value .^50, the gift of the Corporation of Wake-
field, to the best Shorthorn exhibited in any of the foregoing

Class 10. Alderney or Jersey Cow or Heifer, in-calf or in milk.
— 1st, Major Stapylton, Helperby ; 2d, J. Rhodes, Snydale-Hall,
Pontefract, "Honeysuckle." Commended: the whole class.

Class ii. Guernsey Cow or Heifer, in-calf or in-milk.— ist.

West Riding Asylum, County Asylum Farm, Wakefield, " Gucrn'
sey Queen."

SHEEP.
Aylesbury Manor,

use, Darlington.—Short-
Brandon, Suffolk ; p.

Judges. — Long-woolled : W. Torr,
Grimsby; J. Wood, Stanwick Park H^
wooUed ; H. Overman, Weasenham,
Purves, Brampton, Huntingdon.

Leicesters.

Class 12, Sheading Rams.—1st, 2d,

House, Malton. Highly Commended :

Hall, Uppingham.
Class 13. Leicester aged Ram.— 1st, G. H. Sanday, Holmt

Pierrepont, Nottingham ; 2d, J. Borton, Barton House ; 3d, G.
Turner, jun., Alexton Hall, Uppingham. Commended: John
Borton, Barton-le-Street {2) ; G. H. Sanday.
Class 14. Leicester Sheading Gimmere. — 1st, S. Wiley,

Brandsby, York : 2d, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick
;

3d, J. Borton, Barton House. Commended : E. Riley, KipUng
Cotes Farm, Beverley.

LINCOLN'S.

Class 15. Shearling Rams.— ist and 2d, R. Wright, Nocton
Heath, Lincoln ; 3d, C. Lister, Coleby Lodge, Lincoln. Highly
Commended : R. Wright. Commended : J. R. Kirkham

; J.
Pears, Mere, Lincoln.

Cl.^ss 16, Lincoln aged Rams.— ist, Messrs. Dudding, Panton
House, Wragby ; 2d, T. Cartwright, Dunstan Pillar, Lincoln.

Highly Commended : Messrs. Dudding ; J. Byron, Kirkby
Green, Sleaford. Commended: Messrs. Dudding.
Class 17. Lincoln Shearling Gimmers.— ist and 2d, T. Cart-

\vright, Dunstan Pillar, Lincoln. Commended : J. Pears, Mere,
Lincoln.

Sh Dow

'BoliA

Dairy Cattle.
Class q. Cow, for dairy purposes. — ist,

' Duchess of Lancaster IL ;" 2d, J. T. Robinso
"Dairymaid;'' 3d, H. Crossley, En

Col. Towneley,
, Leckby Palace,

. ^_. __ , ___jmfield, Halifax.
Highly Commended : T. Statter, jun. Commended : H. Crossley.

Class 18. Shearling Rams. — 1st and 2d, Lord Chesham,
Latimer, Chesham ; 3d, W. Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone.

Highly Commended: W. Baker. Commended; R. Tanner,
Frodesley, Salop.

Class 19. Shropshire Down aged Rams.—1st, W. Baker,
Moor Barns, Atherstone ; 2d, Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park,
York.

Silver Goblet, value £5, given by D. Reynolds Davies, Esq.,

Mere Old Hall, Knutsford, for the best Ram exhibited in classes

18 and 19.—Lord Chesham.
Class 20. Shropshire Down Shearling Gimmers,— 1st, Lord

Chesham, Latimer, Chesham; 2d, T. Horton, Harnage Grange,
Shrewsbury. Highly Commended ; W. Baker, Moor Barns,

Atherstone.
Mountain or Black:-f.a,ced.

Class 21. Shearling Rams.— ist, J. M. Green, Black Hill,

Keighley; 2d, J. Peel, Knowlmere, Clitheroe.

Class 22. Mountain aged Rams.—ist and 2d, J. Peel, Knowl-
mere, Clitheroe.

Class 23. Moimtain Ewes.- 1st and ad, J. Peel, Knowlmere,
Clitheroe.

PIGS.

JtTDGES.-W. Goodrick, Corbridge-on-Tyne, Northumberland ;

J. Fisher, Wood House, Cross Hills, Yorkshire.

Class 24. Boars of large breed, 12 months old and upwards.

—

ist, P. Eden, Cross Lane, Sal ford ; 2d and 3d, R. E. Duckering
& Son, NorLhorpe, Kirton Lindsey. Highly Commended : W.
Lister, Armley, Leeds.

Class 25. Sows, large breed. 12 months old and upward;
and2d, R. r '^-' "- ^ "

"

3d. W. Ha
Eden.
Class 26. Boars, small breed, 12 months old and upwards.

—

ist, R. E. Duckering & Son, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; 2d, H.
Neild, The Grange, Worsley. Manchester ; 3d, P.Eden. Highly
Conuncndctl : G, Mangles, Givcndale, Ripon.

L'i 1- ^
'. mill breed, 12 months old and upwards.

—

ist, \'- III I, ii^bam, Leeds; 2d. T. Nicholson, Lowthcr
StrL.!. \ ',

' I ten. Cross Lane, Salford. Highly Corn-

men.

1

\ . il.'.ay, M.P.. Serlby Hall, Bawtry.
Ci I

' ! k ur Berkshire breed, 12 months old and
upw.ui, -I i N. it. II, 9, Foundry Street, Halifax; 2d, West
Riding '.

'
' :;v Asylum Farm, Wakefield; 3d, H. Cross-

lev. !: ' '' ii ! '^

Cla^-^ -:y. .^u^s;^, i.Uck or Berkshire breed. 12 months old and
upwards.— ist, R. E. Duckering & Son, Kirton Lindsey; 2d,

West Riding Asylum Farm, Wakefield ; 3d, H. Crossley, Broom-
field, Halifax.

Class 30, Boars, ofany breed, not qualified to compete in classes

24, 26, and 28.— ist, J. E. Fox, Great Horton, Bradford; 2d, S.

Appleby, Armley, Leeds ; 3d, C. Roberts, Southgate, Wakefield.
Commended : P. Eden, Salford.

Class 31. Sows, of any breed, not qualified to compete in

classes 25, 27, and 29.— ist, P. Eden, Cross Lane, Salford : 2d, J.

C. Taylor, Oallands. Leeds ; 2d. R. E. Duckering & Son,
Northorpe. Highly Commended : W. Hatton, Addingham, Leeds.

Class 32, Boars, large breed, not exceeding 12 months old.

— ist, G. Chapman, Seamer, Scarborough; 2d, R. E. Duckering
& Son. Commended : C. W. Graham, Blackburn Buildings,

York Road, Leeds.
Class 33. Sows, large breed, not exceeding 12 months old.

—

ist, P. Eden. Salford ; 2d, R. E. Duckering & Son. Com-
mended : F. Walton, 9, Foundry Street, Halifax.

Class 34. Boars, small breed, not exceeding 12 months old.

—

1st, P. Eden, Salford ; 2d, Viscount Galway, M.P., Bawtry.
Highly Commended J. Umpleby, Guisely, Leeds.
Class 35. Sows, small breed, not exceeding 12 months old.

—

1st, C. R. N. Be-swicke-Royds, Littleborough ; 2d, Crawshay &
Blakeiey, Headfield, Dewsbury-, Highly Commended : W.
Greetham, 108, Legrams Lane, Bradford.

Class 36. Boars, black or Berkshire breed, not exceeding
12 months old.—G. Knowlson, Thormanby, Thirsk.
Class 37. Sows, black or Berkshire breed, not exceeding 12

months old.— ist and 2d, J. Oldroyd, Fixby Park, Huddersfield.
Class 38. Pens of three Store Pigs, of any breed, from 4 to 9

months old.— ist, J. Bullock, Bradford; 2d, West Riding Asy-
lum Farm. Wakefield. Highly Commended : W. Routledge,
York ; R. E. Duckering & Sons.
A Silver Cup, value £10, given by the Wakefield Local Com-

mittee for the best Boar in the Show.—Mr. Eden.
Cup, value £to, the gift of T. K. Sanderson, Esq.,

-Mr. Duckering.

HORSES.
Judges.—Hunters and Roadsters: J. M. K. Elliott, Heaihen-

cote, Towcester, Northamptonshire; N, Milne, Faldonside, Mel-
rose ; J. H. Skipworth, Howsliam, Brigg, Lincolnj;hire.—Coach-
ing and Agricultural : B. Spraggon, Nafferton, Stocksfield-on-
Tyne, Northumberland ; W. Robmson, Hutton Hall, Dariington

;

W. Godson, Normanby-by-Stowe, Lincolnshire.

Class 39. Stallions, thoroughbred, for getting weight-carry-
ing Hunters.— 1st, A. Beaumont, Honley, Huddersfield ; 2d, J.
Casfion, Burgh-by-Sands, Carlisle; 3d, W. Moffatt, Kirklinton
Park, Cariisle.

Class 41. Roadster Stallions.— ist, J. Leake, Drewton,
Brough ; 2d, P. Kirby, North Duffield, Selby ; 3d, W. Axe,
Doncasler.
Class 63. Four-year-old Hunting Gelding.—ist, T. H. D.

Bayly, Icl;well House, Biggleswade, Beds ; 2d, E. Paddison,
Ingleby, Lincoln ; 3d, J. B. Barkworth, Raywell, Brough.

Class 64. Four-year-<
East Greystone, Gainfoi
Ganton, York.
Class 65. Hunters, Geldings, or Mares, 5 years old and

upwards, .ind qualified to carry at least 12 stones with hounds.—
1st, S.J. Welfit, Tathwell Hall, Louth; 2d, Sir G. Cholmley,
Bart., Howsham House, York ; 3d, H. Jewison, Raisthorpe,
York : 4th, Sir G. Cholmley, Bart. ; 5th, T. H. Foden, Given-
dale Grange, Ripon; 6th, J. B. Booth, Killerby Hall, Catterick.

) the best Sow in the Sho

TVjVES/DJS.

Hexham, which is the home of a vigorous farmers'

club, on Tuesday entertained this Association during
its annual meeting, and a very neat and interesting

little show was the result. The prizes were not large,

but exhibitors at local meetings do not care so much
about heavy premiums as they do to meet their friends

and neighbours in honourable rivalry to match horse
against horse, cow against cow, or bull against bull.

The horses were an excellent show, for nearly all of
them were good. The draught horses were 21

altogether, young and old, all told. The seven full-grown
horses were as good as anyone could wish to see. The
1st prize, which belonged to Mr. Wood, Thornborough,
Corbridge, was a fine "banging" grey mare, and
"Darling," by "Farmer's Glory," with foal at foot,

was sent by Mr. George Angus, of Bromley, Stocks-
field, and she deserved nothing less than the 2d place,

which she received, as she was as neat and com-
pact as could well be. The geldings and fillies were
also a capital class, but the yearlings were hardly
up to the mark. The mares for breeding harness
horses were but few. Mr. Davidson, of Hatbridge,
however, sent a very neat grey with a beautiful foal

;

and Ml". Stephenson, jun., Forestones, sent a filly for

harness that made this class interesting, it and the
grey mare taking a ist prize each. In the mares for

breeding saddle horses Mr. Spraggon, Wapperton,
sent his wide chested and otherwise good and
elegantly formed chestnut, which was ist at Dar-
lington last week, when it beat the Oxford
prize mare. In this class, Mr. Thompson, Dilston

Haugh, had a very neat chestnut mare. The 2-year-

old geldings or fillies were a good class, Mr. Wood, of
Thornborough taking 1st with a smart chestnut of very

fine quality ; and in the hackneys Mr. G. Leadbitter

was 1st with a bright bay mare, as finely formed and as

good a mover as one often meets with. The ponies

were but an odd lot ; but the 11 hunters, for which
there was a jumping prize, were the best performers we
ever saw in a showyard. Some of the riding was, how-
ever, a most ridiculous exhibition ; but the elder Mr.
Walker, Mr. Spraggon, Mr. Jobson, and one or two
others, maintained a proper coolness, and their animals

performed accordingly. Mr. Spraggon's 8-year-old

bay may be described as a "thundering" horse at a

gate or a fence, for he is strong enough for

carter, but his legs are as clean as a
thoroughbred's, and, as one of the natives put it, " he

can jump above a bit, he can, just." He was, of

course, 1st. Mr. Walker's clever grey, which was 1st

at another local show at Castle Eden last week, was
2d ; Mr. Jobson's Paddy being a capital 3d.

The cattle were nearly all good. Six capital old

bulls made a good show. Mr. Newton, ChoUerlon,

took 1st with Acii OF Tku.mps, sire Gypsy, dam /vose

of Holcyn Hall^ and he is a large heavy-fleshed bull.

Mr. R. Coulson, of Coastley, was 2d with LoFTY, by
Silver Stone (22,885), ^^^ Rosette 2d, by DtJKE of
Buckingham {14,429). In the yearling bulls, Mrs.

White, of Haltwhistle, was ist with an extraordinary

white animal for size, while his form and quality were
excellent. In the bull calves, cows and heifers, the

prizes were about equally divided, for some splendid

animals, between Mr. John Atkinson, of Byvvell Farm,
Stocksfield, andMr. George Angus, of Bromley, Stocks*

field. It is unnecessary to remind Shorthorn breeders,

but mere general readers may not be aware of the fact,

that Hexham is surrounded with several lands that for

natural goodness and real practical value are not,

taking them as a whole, to be surpassed in the king-

dom. The sheep were an insignificant show, and the

pigs were decidedly poor in character. The poultry,

too, were shabby, but there was a capital class of

shepherds' dogs, most of which were of the intelligent

coUey breed. There were besides a few specimens of

butter, all of which was remarkably good for the

weather, and Mrs. Cowing's was super-excellent, both

in regard to quality and the manner in which it had
been made. Altogether, as we have intimated, this

was a very neat show, while the exhibitors and their

friends appeared intent on making the meeting
thoroughly enjoyable, and to all appearances they

succeeded.

KINGSCOTE.
Wheat and Barley Grmving on the Cotnaolds.—At

the last meeting of this Association, Mr. Burnett
said : We had lately a long account of what may be

called new systems of Wheat cultivation, and we often

hear and read of people at a distance growing double

the quantity of Wheat and Barley they did a few years

ago, either by using steam cultivation, or by some
other new system. I would not say a word against

those gentlemen who have given much of their time

and exerted themselves to the utmost of their ability

for the advancement of agriculture, which is of the

utmost importance to all—and owing to our being

situated on one of the highest ranges of the Cotswold

Hills, where the soil is light and near the rock, we can
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only feel an interest in hearing that man is succeeding

in cultivating the land he occupies ; but we are not to

be discouraged in the position we are placed in. No
one will doubt that a much larger quantity of Wheat

and Barley is produced now per acre than was 30 years

ago. I am of the opinion that this is not done by any

new system, but by an improvement of the old—such

as in the time of planting, using drills instead of

sowing, cultivating, harrowing, and rolling with im-

proved implements ; and last, but not least, having the

land in what is termed a higher state of cultivation

through the application of richer manures. All this

will be readily admitted, as it is that which every real

practical man knows ; but the object of our meeting is

to gain information, that we may be worthy of the

position we hold towards the nation at large, and also

towards those with whom we are more intimately

connected. The first question is, can the present

system of Wheat cultivation in this neighbourhood be

changed so as to yield a better remuneration without

injury to the following crops and the farmer? Steam

cultivation is one of the great improvements of the day

on heavy lands, but where we can plough an acre per

day with a pair of horses, taking all into consideration,

it will not pay. Deep cultivation has been tried in this

neighbourhood, and failed. The system of using the

farmyard manure for the Wheat is good on heavy land,

where the farmer is not so dependent on the root crop

as he is on the hills ; and on what might be termed

light land. I have heard it spoken highly of, but

having had no experience will not hazard an opinion as

to the residt in this neighbourhood. Next, as regards

top-dressing with artificial manures in the spring.

Many advocate this practice, although I doubt whether

there are as many in this neighbourhood as there were

lo years ago ; where the old system is practised, the

cupboard of the Wheat plant is supplied in the growth

of roots (the greater part fed on the ground, and the

rest given by the two years' ley). This is admitted to

be a good system, but many tell us to just add a top-

dressing in the spring, and the results will be wonder-

ful. In i860, '61, and '62 I tried this system, and with

similar results. The results of 1862 1 will show you.

Farm Experiments. Toi'-dressing
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and left for one year. After allowing it c

year's growth, it was cut off close to the ground, a

it then put forth very many shoots, which grew strong a

well. In the third spring the tall shoots were cut do
again, carefully leaving the lateral branches, which, of

course, spread out, and made a good thick bottom. The
fourth year, and every subsecjuent year, it was allowed to

rise about a foot, and by training it in this manner, and
shaping it like the English capital letter A, it became a
good sheep fence between ploughing fields in seven years,

and a good fence between grass fields in ten years, and
not requiring any guard fencing. He measured one

on his farm on the previous day. It was nine years old,

and was 5! feet high, whilst at the bottom it was exactly

6 feet in width. In rearing farm fences the great secret

he had found was to keep the Quickwood well cut down
the first four years, so as to grow thick at the bottom,

and, above all. to keep it clean and well protected

from sheep, especially lambs, which would injure it

as much as hares or rabbits. He considered it

a waste of time and money to attempt to get up
young Quickwood fences where there was much ground
game, it being impossible, as he had found out himself,

to do so before he reduced the ground game upon his

estate. These young fences, when seven years old, and
trained in the way he had mentioned, were the best

possible protection for winged game, as they were narrow
at the top and wide at the bottom. A partridge could

sit close to the Quickwood, perfectly protected by thi

side or lateral branches, which covered her so that no dog
could get near her. And let him tell them for their

information, and for the information of landowners gene-

rally, that when he first commenced to grub up these

old fences, so dear to all gamekeepers, an old and ex-

cellent keeper of his informed him gravely that there

would not be a place left for a bird to nest in, and that

the new hedges would be useless. Last year, how-
ever, when out shooting, he came to a new hedge about

eight years old, on one of his farms, and this good keepi

retriever could not extract a dead partridge from the

bottom of the fence into which it had fallen, in consequent

of the width of it. The keeper turned round to him with

the remark that '

' these 'ere hedges are the best for birds to

nest in I ever saw." The man was converted, and he saw
and was satisfied that he had done right in the course

had adopted. He said nothing to the keeper in reply to

this remark. There were several present who knew
fences on his farm and estate, but should anyone whom
he then addressed have not seen them, and would like to

see for himself, he should be glad to have a \isit from
him, and he would point out to him hedges from two to

ten years old which no other estate in the three ridings

could beat.

Mr. Calder had recently spent an hour or two in

riding over and looking at the Newburgh estate in com-
pany with Sir G. O. Wombwell, and he could say that

he never saw better gates, and he had not once had to get

off his horse to open one. The estate, from what he saw,

was one of the best managed he had witnessed since he
came from Scotland to England. The hedges, too, upon
the estate were very good. The best time to plant a new
hedge was in November and December or in February.

In his opinion the best of all hedges was a stone fence,

but the cost was great, and they could not be adopted
except in a stone country.

Mr. Scott, the vice-chairman, quite agreed with Mr.
Calder, considering that one of the most prominent features

of the proper management of an estate was good fences

kept in proper order and duly cared for. He was of
opinion that in the plantmg of Quickwood four to the

yard was sufficient, and that six to eight or nine was far

more than necessary, and when planted the whole of them
would not live. The Quickwood could be well manured
for i^d. per yard, and this treatment was the means of
getting up the fence as quickly as possible. In the cutting
of a new fence it ought to be struck upwards and never
downwards, and the proper time for planting was, to his

mind, in October. He deprecated the system of cutting

down and laying old fences, as nothing was so detri-

mental to the Thorn, which was in fact murdering the
plant itself. Speaking of guard fencing, he considered
post and rails expensive, as they were rubbed against by
by cattle, but the American fencing was smooth
and handsome. No estate of any magnitude ought
to be without a saw mill, as by it a great amount of timber
would be made available for fencing which otherwise

could scarcely be sold at any price. It was to the interest

of both landlord and tenant to have good fences on a
farm, more particularly to the landlord. The keeping of
the bottoms of hedges perfectly clean, and encouraging
the lateral shoots to grow, was the proper means for

securing good fences. He agreed with the hon. baronet
as to the importance of good gates, properly hung. Really
good gates were scarce—such as would readily swing
backwards and forwards and shut themselves. Many of
them dragged upon the ground, and soon got out of
order and were destroyed. They would not swing easily,

and farmers who had such gates on their farms were
rightly sensed if they found them left open.
Mr. Jacob Smith spoke of railway fencing being good,

but it was too expensive. As a guard fence there was
nothing so good as Oak posts with a single line of rails in

front of an old hedge, by which cattle were kept from
injuring it.

Mr. Bennett did not approve of stone walls as fences.

Loose stone fences were always getting out of repair, and
they gave the country a cold and bleak appearance.

Principles of Agriculture. By Albert D. Thaer.
Translated by W. Shaw and Cuthbert Johnson.
London : Ridgway, Piccadilly.

Three generations back the breeds of animals were
inferior in fattening qualities to ours, but the economy
of stock-feeding was well managed. As the supply of

oilseed cakes and other artificial food was very limited,

and but few roots were grown, the farmer's resources

were restricted, and he used them with skill and
economy. The German and Dutch farmers understood
how to prepare and mix their dry and green fodder
and grain far better than many English farmers do.

He was a good cook, and wasted nothing; and to the

present day the peasant's wife on the Continent knows
how to provide for her family from her slender materials

better than the wife of an English labourer ; for

example, she rubs off the skin of the potato, while the

latter wastes a thick paring. Our English farmer is

disposed to be lavish. An ox has large capacity of

stomach, or rather of stomachs, but to surfeit him with
linseed cake and bean meal, and drench him with
turnips (nearly all w-ater), is to feed him as he ought
not to be fed. Our English farmer sometimes has
grand ideas about the necessity of making dung, and
very hazy notions on the subject of profit and loss.

Hay and straw are to the animal what bread is to

the household, and equally necessary to health ; yet

they are often wasted, and in some districts straw is

ignored as an article of food. On the light land

districts of England, where roots are easily grown, and
particularly in the southern counties, even the sweetest

straw is despised ; and instead of being stored away as

the bread of the farmyard it is in general treated as

refuse, and is either used as litter or rotted by exposure.

Even seventy years ago the economical Germans and
Belgians knew better, fodder was less abundant, and
they could not afford to waste straw. Thaer's chapters

on manure, fodder, and cattle are well worth the

study of modem farmers : we propose to give a few
extracts. An eminent farmer is quoted who

—

"Allows I bushel, or 8 lb. per day, of chopped straw of

springcornforever>'draughtox,andihree-fourthsofabushel
for a cow. It is his opinion that a piece of land, sown
with 3 bushels of Barley or Oats will yield 319 bushels of

chopped straw ; and that, as the duration of the winter

feeding is 165 days, two oxen or cows may be kept on the

produce of one sowing of 3 bushels ofspring corn. He also

thinks that the straw of Rye and Peas ought to be devoted

entirely to sheep ; that the number of cattle ought to be
regulated by the quantity of straw, since the summer pas-

turage might be helped by green Clover in the stable ; and
that, by means of crops of roots, it might be possible to

do without hay.
" A draught ox, according to him, requires 12 lb. of

hay per day, from January i to June i ; a milch cow,

13 cwt. of hay in a year, besides grains, corn and sou/ic,

or, if slie is fed on hay alone, 18 cwt.
;
young or barren

beasts require 4 cwt. if they are allowed other provender
besides and otherwise, 11 cwt.

"According to Karbe, a draught ox ought to receive a
daily provender of 18 lb. of chopped straw, 2 lb. of straw
as litter (in all, 48001b.), 13 lb. of roots, or 60 bushels

yearly, during the whole of the 240 days of winter.
" if roots and vegetables are scarce, or nearly all spent,

30 lb. per day of corn, chaff, hay, chopped straw, and of

litter may be substituted. Thus an addition of perhaps
10 lb. of hay instead of roots, where the latter are alto-

gether taken away, will amount to 2400 lb. per year.
" A milch cow ought to be allowed 18 lb. of straw and

hay for food per day during the 190 days of w^inter, and
2 lb. of litter =: 3800 lb. per year ; and likewise 13 bushels

of vegetables or roots per day, or 50 bushels per year.

During the 175 days of summer a pasturage of 3 acres of

Clover and grass, and 2 lb. of litter every night, or

350 lb. per year.

"An ox for fattening ought to receive in each of the

112 days, which are usually allowed for that purpose

—

10 lb, of chopped straw and ) 11 ..(--.y

2 lb. of Utter .. _J-i344iy- ta
.

8 lb. of hay .

.

. . 896 lb,

26 lb. of vegetables or roots.

" In my edition of ' Bergen's Anleitung zur Viehzucht,

I have given an account of the quantity of fodder con-

sumed by my cows in the course of a year, at a period

when all my cattle were of the heaviest breeds. It

amounted to the following per head :
—

White Cabbages .. 4,800 lb. 815 lb. reduced Lo hay.
Potatos .. .. 3,900 „ 1,950 ,, ,,

Radishes .. .. 1,830 ,, 343 ,, ,,

Carrots .. .. 1,230 ,, 462 „ ,,

Green Clover .. 14,080 „ Sii^g „ ,,

Hay.. •• .• ,, ,, 1,660 ,, ,,

Straw as fodder .. ,, ,, 2i3i2 ,> „
Do. as litter .. ,, ,, 3.650,, „

14.32X ». ..

\\''hich produced 32,938 lb. of dung, or very nearly 16

loads of 2000 lb. each.
' With such an amount ol fodder, the cattle certainly

ought to be completely satiated, but they did not at any
time suffer from indigestion. In proof of this I shall state

the daily quantity of milk yielded by each of my dairy

cows, which amounted on an average to 10 quarts of

Hanoverian or 8 quarts of Berlin measure, making 3650
Hanoverian or 2920 Berlin quarts per year.

" These variations in the data may suffice to prove that

horned cattle require little for their actual subsistence, and
also that they can consume a great quantity. On the
whole, an abundant supply of food is, to a certain degree,

far more profitable in the end than any great energy or
economy on this head ever can be. I have, however,
ascertained, by long experience, that large sized beasts

can only be rendered profitable by being very abundantly
fed. In order to establish the average quantity of food

and straw on which a moderate-sized ox or cow can be
most advantageously kept, I shall admit that a good
milch cow or draught ox when fed in the stall will

annually consume, :

—

In straw, for fodder and for litter .. .. .. 45001b.
In hay (the various kinds of green fodder being > ,^

also reduced to it) f
4=°o »

But when these beasts are pastured during the day they
have an equivalent to 4000 lb. of straw, and also to the
quantity of roots which, if reduced to hay, would amount
to 2800 lb.; by these means, in the former case, 18,000 lb.,

or 9 loads, of dung will be obtained, and in the latter,

13,600 lb., or six loads and three quarters.

"A draught horse, when fed in the stable, requires

7500 lb. of gross fodder, one-third of which should be hay,

and two-thirds straw, besides a sufficiency of corn.

"We shall find a still greater number of variations in

the accounts of the winter feeding required by sheep. In
' Den Tajc Prinzipien ' (the Principles of Estimation) we
find the amount of fodder necessary for 100 sheep,

which were turned out at intervals during the winter,

stated at 4950 lb,, and that requisite for the same flock

when turned out more frequently, at 3850 lb. of hay. On
the other hand, a flock of sheep of an improved breed

consumed :

—

Dry Clover. Straw and Peas.

Per 100 of ewes .

.

. . 16,600 lb. StSOo lb.

,, yearlings .. .. 22,000 „
„ lambs and lambkins 5,500 ,, 16,600 „

44,180,, 44,100 ,,

Thus on an average per 100 sheep, 11,025 Ih. dry Clover,

and 11.025 lb. straw and Peas besides straw for litter.

" In the sheepfold of Kunnersdorf, containing 466
sheep, in 1804, the following amount of produce was
consumed :—Hay, 1200 cwt. ; horse Beans, 108 bushels

;

Peas, 46 bushels ; Oats, y\ bushels ; rape cake, 300 pieces.

Which is, indeed, an astonishing difference."
" A great number of agriculturists arc of opinion that

10 sheep will consume as much winter fodder or pasture

as one cow ; but this depends, in a great measure, on the

nature of the pasture, for there are some kinds of moun-
tain herbage, a certain extent of which, though quite suf-

ficient for the keep of 10 sheep, will not support one cow,
while on the contrary there are others perfectly adapted
for pasturing cattle, and are by no means suitable or
profitable for sheep. In fact, the number of animals
which can be kept on a certain extent of pasture depends,
in a great measure, on the breed of the animals, and the

purpose for which they are designed. In those places

where improved breeds of sheep are kept chiefly, if not
entirely, for the quantity of wool which they may be
made to produce, an extent of pasture which will

generally keep a cow will barely suffice for seven sheep ;

while, on the other hand, an extent of pasture sufficient

for 15 sheep will afford a very poor and meagre feeding

for a cow belonging to one of the large breeds. But as

these differences can only be duly appreciated in certain

definite locahties, and by reference to the lands or the

animals in question, we shall not stop to include them in

our average estimates, but confine ourselves to the

original one."

As Thaer was a physician of the first eminence, as

well as a farmer of great experience, and endowed
witli wonderful powers of observation, his opinions on
cooking roots must be quoted. He says :

—

" It has not yet been decided by comparative experi-

ments whether, or to what extent, root crops, and especi-

ally Potatos, are improved for cattle by boiling. Experi-
ments on a small scale seem, however, to show that the

difference is not considerable, and does not compensate
for the expense of the operation, how strongly soever this

method may be recommended by theory and analogy. It

is easily seen that cattle eat vegetables in a raw state with

as much, and ultimately with more, pleasure than those

which are boiled. Potatos are excepted, on account of

their laxative properties.

He disapproves of pulping.
'

' Cattle certainly eat the roots more willingly when they

are but coarsely cut ; very minute division, indeed, cannot
be of any use, except to prevent the animals from being
swelled up."

" I am still less disposed to admit the utility of those

machines which reduce the roots, either raw or boiled, to

a semifluid consistence ; they are only useful for the dis-

tillation of brandy and other preparations made with

these roots.
" In constructing machines which mash the roots in

this manner, the object in view is to mix them belter with

cut straw, so as to compel the cattle more effcctii.illy lo

eat the latter ; but experience has quite altered my
opinion on this point : in short, I have seen catllc which
had been well fed, and had therefore become rather

dainty, constantly endeavour to separate the cut straw

from the pieces of root. I therefore have the roots given

to them separately, and I find that they eat straw much
more willingly when put before them whole, soon after

tliey have eaten the roots, than that which is cut for the

purpose of making them swallow it together with the

roots.

"The method of giving food in the form of mash or

soup has been very generally extolled, both from theoreti-

cal and practical considerations, as being well adapted to

develope the nutritive principles. It is generally adopted
in many countries, particularly in small rural establish-

ments, where great attention is paid to the management
of milch cows. Boiling water is poured, either alone or

mixed with some nutritive substance, on the cut fodder
;

the mixture is then brewed and given to the cattle, after it

has cooled a little. Roots, or some other farinaceous

substance, like those already spoken of, may then be
boiled in water and more intimately mixed with the cut

straw. I once tried this kind of food for two winters on
12 or 14 milch cows, making up the total quantity

required with roots and cabbages boiled in water, and
obtained a quantity of milk much greater than I could

have expected. The food was prepared twice a day, in

two tubs—in the morning for the noon and evening meal,

and in the evening for that of the following morning,

otherwise the liquid would not be sufficiently cool. But

though the vessels were frequently washed with lye, I

could not prevent the occurrence of acidity dunng the

slow cooling. This acidity when slight did no harm ;

but when it became stronger, in consequence of high
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temperature, it made the food very unpleasant, so that

none of the cattle, excepting those which were very

hungry, would touch it. Moreover I found, in the

ensuing summer, that my cattle were weakened, and that

their digestive powers were impaired ;
and I lost

during the time of feeding on green meat more

than I had gained during the winter. I therefore

abandoned this m d of feeding, which was likewise very

troublesome. I dc n^t think that it can well be adopted in

large establishments, or anywhere, indeed, excepting in

small concerns, where only three or four milch cows are

kept, and the water can be warmed in pans ; I think that

it is fit only for cows from which we wish to obtain the

greatest possible return for a time, and get rid of them

afterwards.
" In winter cows should be induced to drink a great

deal. They will not drink very cold water, unless com-

pelled by excessive thirst, but tepid water they drink

much more willingly. They may, however, be easily

induced to drink by simply mixing a small quantity of

farinaceous matter with the water ;
the oilcake already

spoken of is particularly well adapted for this purpose.

Cattle should not be made to drink immediately after

their meals, but in the intervals.
" It is of great importance, in giving food and drink to

cattie, to observe regularly the hours to which they are

accustomed, and to give them at each time the kind of

food which they are in the habit of receiving. At the

beginning of the time of winter feeding the arrangement

may be made in almost any way, but when once fixed it

should be adhered to. In my establishment the winter

feeding has usually been arranged as follows :—Early in

the morning the cows are fed with cut straw and hay ; at

8 or 9 o'clock they are watered ; at n o'clock roots are

given to them without any addition ; then uncut straw.

At 3 o'clock they are again watered, and after that a little

uncut hay is given to them. In the evening they are again

supplied with cut fodder, as in the morning, but in smaller

quantity; and when they have consumed this they get

another supply of roots. A quantity of straw is then put

before them for the night : they eat as much of it as they

like, and the rest serves for litter on the morrow."
'

' Alternate feeding on dry and green fodder is always

agreeable and benefici.al to cattle.

"Some cultivators have fed their cattle for the whole

summer on dry fodder—chiefly on Clover, and speak very

highly of the method ; but the haymaking is attended with

much greater outlay and risk than consumption in the green

state, and the nourishment contained in the fresh juice of

plants apparently passes more easily into the blood, and
becomes more readily available for nourishment, than

when redissolved in a foreign liquid.

"Milk and butter produced by dry fodder never have
so good a flavour as that produced by green meat. It is

also remarkable that all animals prefer green to dry food,

though they willingly eat the latter for a change.
" I have known cattle to be injured by young Clover

mown before flowering, when it was given to them in

moderation. But if it be given to them in very large

quantities, at a time when they are very eager for green

meat, or if they are allowed access to the place in which
it is kept, it may undoubtedly produce indigestion and its

consequence, the liove, or blown. Besides, it is not econo-

mical to mow the Clover which has not put forth its

flowers, because in the week during which the flowers

come out the plant increases in volume more than it has

done for the five weeks preceding. If a field of Clover be

, mown once a fortnight during six weeks, and each crop
yields 30 lb. of fodder, making 90 lb. in the whole, the

same extent of ground will yield 600 lb. if the crop be
mown only once during the six weeks. This has been
positively demonstrated by a comparative experiment
expressly directed to this subject.

' This is one of the main causes which render the

produce of a given extent of surface so much greater when
the crop is mown than when it is fed off, the plants not

being allowed in the latter case to attain their full develop-

ment. Trustworthy persons assure us that certain cows,

fed upon the best and most milk-producing pastures of

the low countries have given from 90 lb. to 100 lb. of

milk per day at the time of their greatest abundance,
and I am not acquainted with any positive instance of
stall-feeding cows having yielded more than 60 lb. in the
same time."

".Straw contains very little nutriment, its value
greatly exaggerated when it is said to be equal to half

that of hay ; this can never be the case except when
straw contains a large quantity of grain. It, howi
fills the stomach, and dulls the sensation of hunger."
"The straw of leguminous vegetables and Buckwheat is

more nourishing, especially when the crops have been
taken while part of their leaves remained green."

Finally, the subject of " condimental food" is con-
sidered, and a recipe for the mixture of certain aromatic
ingredients is laid before the reader. The compound,
which looks sufficiently tempting, is to be made up at

home, and Thaer thinks that " i lb. of it will suftice a

sheep for a year." The present purchaser of ** condi-

mental food " may perhaps double the quantity for our
larger breeds, but he ought in future to mix the ingre-

dients at home.

Farm Memoranda.
Maideniii;.\ii.—The farms in this district include a

great variety of soils, hence it is no easy matter in such
a season as this to frame a report which shall state

fairly the result up to the present time and the prospect

for the future. One most important crop, viz., the

Wheat, was put in well on the Clover leys, but the

long period of frost and rain which followed caused
many fields that would otherwise have been planted

with Wheat during the late months of 1869 and the

early ones of 1S70 to be sown with Oats or Barley.

In addition to this a large portion of Wheat on the

lighter lands and gravels, and also some on the stronger

lands, lost plant to such an extent that many acres

were ploughed up and planted with other corn, whilst

much that was left proves so thin in the ground that the

yield, however fine the ears, must be exceedingly bad.

On the other hand, much of the Wheat on the more
holding land, although not long or stout in the straw

is so fine in the berry and so free from blight, that it

will probably turn out a good average.

With respect to all the other crops the report must

be simply unfavourable. The long-continued drought

has seriously affected all spring com. Oats and Barley

are very light and poor on all except the cooler soils

in good condition. Beans and Peas, although in some
instances fairly podded, are so short in the haulm that

they must yield badly.

Clover on the lighter soils was hardly worth cutting,

and much below an average on all soils, nor is there

any prospect of a lattermath. That noxious weed,

the Dodder, has also been very prevalent. Much of the

meadow land intended to be cut was fed off, and the

h.ay must be set down as almost a failure. The advan-

tage of the machine over the scythe was most marked,

for while it was found impossible with the one to cut

the sparse and dry herbage, with the other, whatever

Clover or hay there might be, was secured by a close

and level cut.

Mangel Wurzel is generally a good plant, and up to

the present time appears healthy, though needing rain,

but Swedes and Turnips have been planted two, three,

and four times, and have in many cases fallen as often

victims to the fly or perished by drought. Nearly all

fields intended for roots present the appearance of a

bare fallow, with the exception of green patches of

Wurzel and occasional thin lines of Swedes and Turnips

just making themselves visible.

The prospect for cattle and sheep feed could- hardly

be worse, when we take into account the failure of the

hay, of the roots up to the present time, and the short-

ness of the straw.

Horse keep, too, will be a very serious consideration,

and the advantage possessed by the steam cultivator

its hay and Oat consuming competitor will be very

apparent, and although what I am about to say may be

hardly within the province of a report, I will venture

to add that I cannot but hope and believe that one

result of this most peculiar season must be to bring

home to the minds of many the value and im-

portance of steam cultivation by placing forcibly be-

fore them the fact that a large staflT of unnecessary

horses is a most expensive and unsatisfactory luxury.

Probably many who read this report will have looked

with interest at the grand 30-horse power engines on

Messrs. Fowler's stand at the Oxford show, but grand

and excellent as are such machines for those who are

strong in purse and strong in acres, they are not the

machines for the tenant-farmers with their 200 to 500

acres. For them I feel convinced that the lo-horse

power engine, equally applicable to threshing and

cultivating, and the inexpensive and effective round-

about tackle, is the thing to which they must look,

and on which they may safely depend.

Harvest operations began on the uth inst., on the

light lands, and on such soils much of the corn is cut

and some carried. On the later lands reaping com-

menced on the 25th inst., and is now progrcsing

rapidly, ^uly 27.

West St)ssE.\ : July 27.—We have now begun
harvest, and this week it is general here. The weather

is very hot and dry, and the Wheat is ripening fast,

and will be in good order for threshing as soon as

carried ; and no doubt a good deal will be threshed

out at once, as the price is now rather tempting. But

still, if the war continues long, there is no doubt prices

will be higher, as the supply from early threshing is

being counted upon, and has, no doubt, had a tendency

to check the rise that has taken place. We can-

not say the Wheat is up to our expectations, the

ear is well filled, but the plant is not thick enough

on the ground ; the bulk of straw will not be nearly

hat it w-as last year, but there is, perhaps, more old

straw in store than there has been for many years.

I should say that even on heavy lands the crop will

be from one to two sacks below an average, and on

the higher lands much more.

Barley is a fair average crop, and of good quality on

the heavy lands when sown in time, but on light land,

and late sown, it is a poor crop. Oats are far from an

average, even where early sown, and the late sowings

are almost a failure.

Peas are good, haulm rather light, but extremely

well podded, and are now being harvested ; and the

haulm is so free from blight, and has had no rain upon
it, that it will be very useful to us as a substitute for

hay ; and the oat-straw, being short, will be useful in

the same way, if well harvested.

The root crops are a complete failure ; there is

hardly a Swede plant to be seen, and most of us have

sown twice. But even the weeds do not grow. We
shall have to sow the whole again, and it is not possible

to have anything like a fair crop.

The pastures, as a matter of course, are burnt up,

such as we have hardly ever seen them, and buying

and selling lean cattle is at a standstill ; but sheep are

not quite so low as last year at this time.

The season, on the whole, has been very bad for the

farmer, and worse for the labourer, as there has been

no hoeing and very little haymaking ; and the corn

being short in the straw, and all standing, will suit the

reaping-machines well, and a great deal will be cut

with them.
Mangel is almost the only green thing that we have ;

it, on the whole, looks well, and we find Lucerne very

useful when everything is so scorched. It sends its

roots so deeply into the ground that it is some time

before it feels the effects of a dry season.

Cabbages are also useful, though their growth has

been much checked ; still, they are a bulky, useful

crop. Potatos are looking well, but are not large.

Summarising the state of the crops, we should say ;

—

Wheat one-seventh to one-sixth below average

;

Barley nearly average ; Oats one-half below average

;

Peas full crop ; hay one-fourth of average crop ; straw

of all kinds three-fourths of average ; Potatos a light,

healthy crop ; Mangel looking fair ; Swedes none, or

very few ; 'Turnips none ;
pastures bare and burnt up ;

second cut of Clover, hardly any. Altogether, not a

very cheering picture. G. S.

Miscellaneous.
A Run at Grass.—Mr. B. Carllcdge, of Sheflicld,

and a member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, writes as follows to the Timts on this subject

:

— *' Turning out to grass " is a subject of scarcely less

importance than "watering horses ;" and the popular

belief that the horse is benefited by " a month's run " is

a fallacy that needs exposure. Now that the pastures

are beginning to look green, and the weather promises

to become warm, owners are thinking of giving their

horses a treat by turning them out to grass. ** I have
worked my horses hard," say they, "and they need a

summer's run. It will rest their legs and feet ; besides,

green food is the natural provender for horses, and
they will enjoy a few months' rest at grass, and be all the

better for it." This is a very general impression, but in

its application to worn or used horses nothing can be more
erroneous. It is all very well for the young animal

protected by long hair, lengthy mane and tail, whose
time while young has to be got over one way or

another, and it is found convenient to let him forage

for himself. But with stale and "groggy" horses

requiring rest, and whose owners turn them out with

this object, the matter is entirely different. "Rest,"

properly so called, is not to be had in the pasture. In

the simple process of gathering his food the horse walks
many miles during the 24 hours if the pasture be bare,

and the same process obliges him to throw extra weight

on his fore legs and feet, which it has been the intention

of the owner to " rest." What rest has a horse or any

other animal with a fine coat and sensitive skin when
even a single fly is crawling over it ? Witness in the

summer months the myriads of insects which surround

all cattle when grazing, and watch the poor hor.ses

huddled together for shelter under trees or hedge-

rows nervously tossing their heads, switching the

tail, stamping, and thus jarring the legs and feet,

moving to and fro in the vain hope of escape from

their tormentors, and then ask if this be "rest?"
When the sun is powerful the feet become hot and

parched, the horn is rendered brittle, and breaks ofl in

pieces. Besides, nothing throws a horse so soon out

of condition as green food. The conset[uence in eight

cases out of ten is that ihe animal comes up from grass

in much worse form than when turned out " to rest
"—

:

if he escape getting staked, or being kicked by his com-
panions. It is said, and I believe truly, that no hunter

is in condition before he is seven years old ; which means
thathe hashadthree years' hard keep and moderate work.

The summering of hunters is now an altogether dif-

ferent matter from what it was formerly. If properly

treated, the hunters will at most be allowed a small

quantity ofgreen food as a bomic bouchc, for a week or so.

This is gathered for him, is eaten in his box or in the

yard attached, and hisusual feeds of corn arenot lessened.

What, then, is the best method of dealing with horses in

the summer, when either rest is a necessity or other-

wise desirable. Put them into a loose box or shed,

well littered with tan, bark, sawdust, or straw, or all

combined ; remove the shoes, and rasp off the sharp

edges of the crust to prevent them breaking ; supply

water without stint ; give a liberal allowance of oats,

Indian corn, and bran, with cut chaff" and hay, the whole

of which will be the better for being made damp with

water. If on the part of the owner there is a predilection

for green food, give it in small quantities mixed by hand

with the hay, always remembering that the fat which

it invariably produces is so much lumber, not condition,

and that when the horse returns to work the fat is

thrown off" at the cost of additional wear in the feet

and legs.

%\t lech's Mnrh.
August 6.

—

Corn Harvest is acknowledged lo be

always general in early August in our southern counties,

and the current season will be no exception to the

common rule, although at one time it was otherwise

calculated. There appears, however, a greater diversity

in the ripening of crops in the South than usual. Thus

Oats are coming in before Wheat and Barley, or even

winter Peas and Beans, and spring Wheat before winter

Wheat, ind so on. The different counties, too, do not
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Stand in the same harvest relation to each other as to

time and weight of crop, owing to the greater than

usual partiality of rain, night dews, and drought. The
recent thunder showers, wlierever they have fallen,

have given a promise of autumn Turnips, and this for

a time will drive all such peculiarities out of people's

minds. At one time we thought the northern counties

would be nearly as early as our southern, hut having

recently travelled over the length and breadth of the

land, the extreme drought of the latter and growing
weather of the former have nearly restored the hai"vest

month to its common place in the calendar. But in the

North there will also be early and late crojjs, as in the

South.
Chalky Marl, and Lime Composts, when required for

immediate application after harvest, should now be got

in readiness. In the olden time, when naked fallowing

was common, they were frequently applied to the land

prior to the seed-furrow. They may also be carted on
to hay and Pea stubbles, and also burnt-up pastures.

When the clay from pits contains no lime, chalk, shell,

or gi'avelly marl, or lime from the kiln may be mixed
with it in a compost heap, and afterwards be applied

to the land should clay and lime both be required.

Where clayey marl can be had, it will save the trouble

of clay compost.

Crop Diseases, as smut, bunt, rust, mildew, and
midge, and the vitality of seed from imperfect ripening,

will this year require very great attention in the harvest

field. Thus, some fields have a veiy fine uniform

appearance, both as to the leni^th of the straw, fillin:

and form of the ear, and ripening ; but others are

quite the reverse, the crop presenting many shades of

colour, length of straw, and so on. Much may be done
to keep separate the good from the bad if proper atten

tion is paid to the stocking and stacking. In some
cases it may cost rather more money to harvest the

good and bad separately, but we have occasionally done
it at less expense, for, as a rule, crops of uniform quality

harvest better than a mixed sample. Difficulties should

never stand in the way of what is right in the harvest

field.

Winter Peas and Beans hai^vesting, where not con-

cluded, prosecute as the weather and state of the crops

permit. Turn the newly cut bundles of Peas frequently

in forcing weather, so as to presen'e the quality of both
corn and straw, and also to prevent shelling. Cany as

sdon as ready, and never allow the stacking to fall

behind. Thatch immediately. Beans may lie abroad
in the open sheaf for a short time in fine weather, but

in wet they do better in the stook in small sheaves than
lying on the wet land.

Winter Rye comes in early for the reaping-machine
and stackyard. The crop grows more freely on poor
sandy and porous soils than p.ny of the other cereals,

and the farmers of the Continent study their interest in

this respect better than we do ; although it grows longer
in the straw than Wheat, it is more wiry, and stands
better up to the weather and tlie reaping-machine. The
sheaves also stand well in tlie stook, and the straw
makes the best of thatch and litter. The com is

bought by distillers, bakers and confectioners, or it

may be ground into coarse meal at home for seasoning
cattle food.

Bcrc, or Bigg {a six-rowed Barley), is not much
grown in the South, but perhaps more largely than
formerly. It ripens earlier than the two-rowed sorts

of Barley, and is hardy and prolific; but in Scotland,
where it is very generally grown, the great objection to
it was the difficulty of tln'eshing and dressing for

market, the awns being tougher, and adhering more
finnly to the grain, and the grain to the rachis. But
improved threshing-machines get over this difficulty.

Sufficient attention, however, has not been paid
to the improvement of this variety of Barley, or it

would be grown more largely than it is South and
North. We last month saw veiy heavy crops of Bere
growing on the rich land about Campbeltown, Argyle-
shire ; and in a conversation we had with one of the
oldest distillers of Campbeltown, he said he could make
a finer quality of whisky from Bere, 50 lb. to 52 lb.

per bushel, than from Barley 54 lb. to 58 lb. per
bushel—a conclusion deduced, not from an isolated

experiment, but from a successful experience of upwards
of 40 years. And as the fine flavour of the whisky
depends upon the quality of the malt, the practical

question arises, cannot we make a finer quality of home-
brewed ale from Bere than from Barley ?—a question
which we believe was answered in the affirmative, in

the days of good Queen Bess, in Herts. Hence the
*' wassail" song of "the old ale knights of England :"

" Bring us home good ale."

A larger quantity of spirit and ale can be made from
heavy Barley, but the flavour and quality is inferior.

In the South the crop may be left in the swathe as it

falls from the reaping-machine or scythe. In fine

weather once turning may fit it for the stack, but in
catchy seasons, more especially early ones like the
present, it should be got into small handcocks in the
field, neatly built to throw off a shower, and then carted
to the stackyard when ready. In the North the crop
is invariably bound up in sheaves, stacked, and care-
fully " hooded" in wet weather, 10 or 12 sheaves to
the stook, according to the length of the straw.
Autumn Turnip Solving.—During the past month

as the work of corn harvest has advanced, the team has
been yoked, and the land ploughed close up to the

stooks, and, as the stooks are ready for the stackyard,

the narrow strips on which they stood are next ploughed,
when the sowing of the autumn crop proceeds ; and as it

has been with the past month, so will it be with the
current one. The practice is a very diversified one,

according to the nature and state of the land, the tillage

it requires, and the manure to be used. But however
diversified in detail, the practice now extends over the
whole of the southern counties, corn harvest and
Turnip seed time forming a busy and doubly interesting

season to the farmer. In front maybe seen the reaping-
machine, with the stooks rising up close to each other,

but as wide between the rows as can be, for the greater

breadth of tillage. No sooner are the stooks up than
the whole force of tillage implements now in use is

started—light implements for light land, and heavy
implements for heavy land. The greater breadth is

now grown with artificial manure, from 3 cwt. to 5 cwt,

of superphosphate or Turnip manure being drilled in

along with about 4 lb. of Turnip seed per acre, and as the

land is generally clean, the work, although heavy and
expeditious, is simple. But to this there are here and
there exceptions, where the old practice of gathering
and burning weeds, and the carting out of farmyard
manure, gives variety to the practice. In dry weather
the liquid manure drill shoukl invariably be used with
a plentiful supply of water, and if the seed is got

with a sufficiency of sap it brairds rapidly, and so

gets into rough leaf from the high temperature of the

land in our southern counties. Much of the success

of growing autumn Turnips depends upon this high
temperature of the land, and the getting in the seed

with plenty of sap. W. B,

llarhds.
ENGLISH WOOL.

We have to report continued dulness in this matter,
and prices are very flat and irregular, except for some ol

the lower grades of skin wool, which are inquired for by
manufacturers of army blankets, horse rugs, &c.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets ., .. .. i 1 toi 2
Half-bred ditto i 2 — i zj

Kent Fleeces .. .. .. .. i*--i4
Southdown ewes and wethers .

.

. . o oi — 1 i

Leicester duto .. ..12—13
Sorts—Clothing .. .. .. .. ..010 — 16

Combing ..10 — 18

HA Y.—per Loadof -^^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 4.

e Meadow Hay i2ar.toi3oj. ' Clover, old ..
,

Inferior do.

New Hay
Inferior do.

Inferic

[ Prime
Inferic

1 Ch^
do.

rdo.

Sup. Meadow Hay 130^.10140^.

Es James Easton
:t, Thursday, Aug. 4.

Infenor Clover . . jaoj. to 12
Prime 2d cut do... —
New do 120 13
Straw 32 3(

Joshua Baker,

Whitechapel, Thursday, Aug. 4,

Fine Meadow Hay H2J.toi2oi. Prime old Clover. .135J. to 14
Inferior do 100 110 Inferior do. do. ..105 111

Prime New Hay .. 90 100 Prime 2d cut do. ..130 14!

Str; 90

COALS.—Alig. 3.

Eden Main, 16^. <^d. ; Walls End Hetton, 18^. 6d.
Walls End Hetton Lyons, i6j. ; Wall's End South Hetton
i8j. 6d. ; Walls End Hartlepool. i8j. ; Walls End Deaf
Hill, iBj. ; Walls End East Hartlepool, i8j. 3^/. ; Walh
End South Hartlepool, 17J. 6(/. ; Walls End Tees, i8j. 3£/.—Ships at market, 24 ; sold, 20 ; unsold 4 ; at sea, 10.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Aug. 4.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a steady retail

demand for consumption, late prices being well main-
tained. The plantation accounts are very favourable, and
the crop is set at about ^{^250, 000, old duty.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.~Aug. 4.
Best Fresh Butter i8j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 165-.

Small Pork, 45. td. to sj. od. ; Large Pork, y. 4Y. to

IS, 6d. per 8 lb.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARRET.
MONDAV, Aug. I.

We have a large number of Beasts on offer ; a large
oportion is ol very middling quality, consequently
ices are not much lower for choicest descriptions. The

supply of Sheep is nearly as large as last week, and trade
slow at our quotations. We have a large supply of
iddling Lambs

; several lots remain unsold. Trade is

dull for Calves, at our quotations. Our foreign supply
consists of 2060 Beasts, 9000 Sheep, 230 Calves, and
45 Pigs

;
from Scotland there are 40 Beasts ; from

Ireland, 200 i^from Norfolk and Suffolk, 50 ; and 2500
from the Midland and Home Counties.

s. d. s. .

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 5 ot05

Best Shorthorns.. 4 10—

5

2d quality Beasts 3 6—

4

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 4—

c

Do. Shorn .. .. _ .,

it Long-wools

es & 2d quality

Beasts, 4850 ; Sheep and Lambs, 27i540 ; Calves, 245 ; Pigs, 240.

Thursday, Aug. 4.

Tlie number of Beasts is small, and the demand is only
moderate

;
Monday's quotations are, however, well main-

tained throughout, and a fair clearance is effected. The
supply of Sheep is fully equal to the demand; trade is

very dull, and Monday's rates are not generally obtained.
We have a large number of inferior Lambs on sale, which
realise very low prices ; choicest descriptions are rather
scarce, and make about the same as on Monday. Trade
is very dull for Calves. Our foreign supply consists of
150 Beasts, 3500 Sheep, 524 Calves, and 30 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns.,
2d quality Beasts

. d. J. d
Best Long-wools.

.

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4

Beasts, 830 ; Sheep and Lambs, 16,200; Calves, 674 ; Pigs,8o.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Aug. 1.

There was a short supply of English Wheat to this
morning's market, which brought an advance of is. per
qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. The market
wa£ well attended, and there was a moderate demand for
foreign, at an improvement of \s. to is. per qr., the inquiry
being mostly for Russian and American. Barley, Beans,
and Peas were rather cheaper. The Oat trade was firm,

at the rate of this day week. Flour was unchanged in
value.

VVh
Price per imperial Qu

, Essex^ Kent, Suffolk. White 50—56 Red.
S3 -60 Red..— fine selected— Talavera

— Norfolk— Foreign
v, grind. &dist., 29s to 33^. .Chev.
Foreign . . grinding and distilling

54—63
— jRed....

42—63'
42—45 Malting
25—33 Malting

^\

-56

33—36

38-50

42—44

35-47

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 27— 29'Feed— Irish Potato 26—28 Feed . .

.

— Foreign Poland and Brew 27 -29*Feed ..

Rye 32—36' Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan 38J. to i.is. . .Tick 38 —50|Harrow .— Pigeon ....44J. to 59J. ..Winds.l — [Longpod.

.

— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian .

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent . . Boilers 38—42 Suffolk .

.

— Maple, 37J. to 44^ Grey
1

36—39 Foreign .

.

Maize —
| Foreign ..

Flour, best marks delivered . .per sack 46—54— 2d ditto ditto! 35 —47 Country..— Foreign perbarrelUg—31 Persack.,

Wednesday, Aug. 3.

There was a fair attendance of millers at Mark Lane to-
day, and the tone of the market was firm ; nevertheless
only a limited amount of business was transacted. The
arrivals of English Wheat were small, and of foreign only
moderate

; the arrivals, however, were fully adequate to
the demand; prices for all qualities were fully supported,
and in some instances an advance of is. per qr. was held
for. Barley was in fair supply and request at previous
quotations. Malt was quiet at about late rates. Oats,
the supply of which was tolerably good, experienced a
moderate inquiry at the rates of Monday. Beans were
inactive, but not quotably lower. Peas were purchased
rather freely at about late prices. Flour was quiet, but
firm in value.

Arrivals
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TXDIA-RUBBER GARDEN HOSE.
JL 60 feet K inch hose, ^vith brass tap, rose, and jet complete, 10s. 6d.

60 feet % inch do. do., extra strong, 31s. 6d.

Carriage paid to all Railway Stations in Great Britain. Price Lists
.r 1 j_ _ r_ j:-_j.yj^jjg^ forwarded on applic

CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE,
:hrows water in a con

'

worked by the foot, thijy tne loot, mrowN over 60 feet,

fire-engine. To be had of all Ii

., Featherstone Buildings, Holborn, London, W.C.

useful easy o k ng, reUable,

ban anj o he n use. It is made
f Su on Hose Strainer, Jet and

Jo n s o o de To bi

220 and 3 Ed"^ ar

u less labelled H.

WILKIE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION.
See REPORT from Mr. WILLS, in Gardeucn Chmiick. page 991.

This desirable Mixture, referred to in the Gardcnm' Chronicle, pages 862 and 896, is most effective in its

operations
; it quickly destroys all kinds of Aphis, Thrips, &c. ; is not injurious to tlie most tender foliage

;

leaves no stain and no disagreeable odour. One Gallon will boar diluting with three of water.

Price as follows — 1 Gallon, 3s. 6d. ; 2 Gallons, 6s.

A further reduction, if taken in larger quantities.

SOLE AGENTS—
OSBORN AND SONS, FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description. Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, &c., ic.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

No S47\

GARDEN ENGINE.
10 Gallons . . . . ;^3 o o

WAK.\
Aau AJECT.

Useful for every variety of pur-
watering or ^vashinff

Trees in Garden'K
Conservatories, &c. ; also for

washing CarriaGcs or Windows,
laying Dust, &c.

Price, complete £^ ^ o
Small size for the

hand, as an ordi-

nary S>Tinge , , o 15 o GARDEN or FIRE ENGINE.

CAST-IRON
PUMPS.

2| inches .. £1 9 o

3, 220
3l 270
4 2 IS 6

No. S79J.

SWING
WATER BARROW.
20 Gallons . . . . ^£2 2 o

30 2 14

3 18

S 14

THE ROYAL OXFORD HORSE RAKE.

J. & F. Howard
HAVE WON, EVER SINCE 1852, WITH ONE EXCEPTION,

EVERY FIRST PRIZE

OFFERED BY THE KOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND FOR

HORSK RAKES.
..\T THE RECENT MEETING .\T OXFORD,

A SPECIAL PRIZE-THE SOCIETY'S MEDAL-
WAS AWARDED TO THE ABOVE IMPLEMENT FOR ITS SIMPLE SELF-ACTING ARRANGEMENT.

The following extract is from the Gardeneri a>-<.«/^/c .--" Messrs. Howard, Bedford, shoNV an extremely ingenious Horse Rake,
™"'^™"f *!, ™7. ^^^' 1^,^^^.^H

invented for causing the driNnng wheels to lift the teeth as soon as a load is gathered. A pedal movement tightens the rocking cradle on the wheel-shaft o! the Macnine, ana

up go the teeth—the pressure on the pedal is rel.ixed, and they drop into work again upon the ground."

Catalogues, with full p.^rticulars, sent free on application to

J. AND F. HOWARD, BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.
LONDON OFFICE :—4, CHEAPSIDE (three doors from St. Paul's).]
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s
By Royal Letters Patent.

HREWSrU'RV'S (IAS CONSERVATORY
EOT! ! r, r . : I Cis Oveii, no gas inside.

IMPK('\ I n I : .'
I I I.I.I) GAS BATH, £,^0.

Tcs( Jion. Enclose Stamp.

HOT-WA'ILR AIl-ARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Wanning Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.
Flans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Chcapside, London, E,C.
Manufactory. 6. Bankside. Soulhwarit

Wasps.—The Wasps are Coming.
HAYTHORN'S HEX.-\GON and CHISWICK

GARDEN NETS are guaranteed to Protect all kinds of Fruit
from Wa5ps, Birds, Flies, &c, Tlicy are used and recommended by
all the principal Gardeners. For testimonials, patterns and prices,
free by post, please direct to Mr. HAVTHORN, Nottingham.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING f

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards ^^^l

3i/. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or go vat i

20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the at.

purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, (>d. per yard ; a yam^
wide, IS. pcT yard ; fij-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is, 6a. per, yara. Can
be had in any quantity nf
EATON AND DELLER,6& 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge.E.C.

" Every Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid dovvn more
• extensive and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises

(Ida Wharf), arc prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, oJ superior quality, at reduced prices,
and at verj' shr

"

Hosier's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
Terra-Metallic Ware, Tcrra-Cotla, Stoneware, and Redware, and

of great diirib litv

T HlfN GARDENS ;

T b b ain do F & Ro he

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses-
14s. per Ton, is. zrf. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for deliver

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantif
of 4 Tons. IS, per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Ton moi
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS (or Rockeries or Ferneries. KEN J

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates
F. & G. KOSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.
Aliberal discount to the Trade.

^HANKSS PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
rJ The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The annually increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony

how much these advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to mtimate that, among all the

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they are the only
Firm to whom the Jury awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
awarded is the highest rri,

~
" "

Mowers.
given at any Exhibition for Lawn

Alexander Shanks & Son have
the Revolving Cutter of their Machii
Steel on both Sides of each Blade, so that when 'the Cutter becomes
blunt by runninc one way, it can be reversed, thus bringing the oppo-
site or sharp edge of the Cutter to act against the Sole- Plate. In
addition to this A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their i%fachine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reserve at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, the
Plate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the
iront. It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables the

sm^u^^^'i^'^ '^?^ *^'" n'°"K ^ •" Other machines, where the

wo d
Sole-plate must be entirely renewed when the edge is

K^t.^'i"^'^"^'''* ^^^ ^^^° ^'^^" introduced to prevent the Mown GrassDcine blown past the Box during the prevalence of wind,

hai n
""^

". u° "''!''"E with these Machines. The Lawn when mownnas a most beautiful appearance, being as smooth as a piece of velvet.

ar^r^^^A e"^ warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if notapproved of can be at once returned.
illustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on annlirAtion
A. SHANKS AND SONS. Den * -

^' ^'^^^HijhaU Street, London, E.C.*'™ \ Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept a

Works, Arbroath ; and

37, Leadcnhall Street.

s

c

HAW'S TIFFAN
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 39, Oxford Street, Manchester.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.

Illustrated Cataloj

AMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builder?
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manijf

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES,

Upon application to the Undcrsijined, Plans and Prices for the
HIKE of elccant and commodious TENTS are forwarded free of
charge. All letters should he addressed to 2, Duke Street, London

TENTS, for Bathing, Artists, Tourists, Gardens, 30J.,
prices of 12 kinds sent. OPAQUE TENTS or ROOMS for

Halls, &c., on hire; also, CHINESE and COLOURED LAMPS.
A lot of Second-hand Tents, cheap.

R. RICHARDSON, gg, Euston Road, London, N.W.

E)yiIGR,'\NT'S HOUSE TENT, 3 Rooms, £17—
Boarded Floor, Sides and Partitions, Doors and Windows : a

Comfortable Hut. Coach-house and Stable, £ii; Tool-house, ,^3;
ler-house. 701. ; Pouli

R. RICHARDSO:
Poultry-house, 30J.

1 Road, London, N.W.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
for^varded post free on anplication.

J AS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO."S PATENT.—Prices. Printed
:, and Specimens sent post free on application; also
lamentaf Tile Pavements for Conservatories, EntranceMAW AND CO., Eenthall Works, Broseley.

long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351., cas^ on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works. Boston, Lincolnshire.

1 Street, London, E.G.

Of)l) *
^'' ^"•^I'i-I-^ -'I'l Ml-I.ON BOXES and^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 5s. each.

GLASSES, all siies.

References to the Nobility, Gcntrj', and Trade in most of the

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
Frotn Mr. W. Gilbert,

Laivfard Street, Rttgpy.
"I am perfectly satished

with the Closets, and find
what I had imagined would
be a great difficulty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle; as, by lay-

ing by a fewr bags of earth

trouble of artificial

g. I have used the
my Rose Trees {i

ny life. They have been

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at zg, Bedford

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you aslj for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them-
Observe the mark SAYNC" ' - - ,.'.'>..

Warranted, without which
S. & C. regret having to cai

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
iril , 111' ini; been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
I
-

>
II |! lilts to be made to them of Knives which were not of

. ' I which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
NINGaiid BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

Established upwards of 12^ years.

G S H U R S
COMPOUND.

L^scd by many of the leading
Gardoni
Red Spider, Mildi
Green Fly, and other Blight,

preparations intended

Sold Retail by Seedsi
boxes, . W,

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

nPHE LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar (founded 1836),

Has taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance Contracls

from all needless restrictions.

The " Proposal Form " is most simple in its term*.

The Policies are " Indisputable," that is, free from future challenge.

The Invealcd Funds beor an unusually high proportion to the Liabi"
litics.

The Guaranteeing Share Capital of One Million (^^160.000 paid up
is fully subacribcd by 300 Members ofthe Legal Profession.

Nine-tenths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail.

ed information on all points, on application to

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

COTTAiMS HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method,

Illustrated Price Lists on applicalion to COTTAM and CO., Iron
Works. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

...eir advantat^ 1 Liu,, n ,t hUures, removable at
pleasure, no \\ood\vork or 1 irtitums to impede Ventilation or breed

iin, Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary, increased width
lepth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover

v«_H-event oyer gorging Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron Price of Fittings per Cow, 5«
Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
^»^^^A vA,^:— u enlarged.

i, to the "J
) the Author.

M
A capital little volume ; the woodcuts which illustrate the author's

useful hints arc admirable."—Z>ai7y Telegraph.
In large crown 8vo, price 6s. cloth, gilt; post free, 61. 6d.,

USHROOM CULTURE: its Extension and
Improvement. By W. Robinson, F.L.S., Author of "The

Parks, Promenades, and Gardens of Paris," &c' With
Illustrations.

F. WARNE AND CO., Bedford Street, Covent Garden,

TAYLOR'S PATENT SEWING MACHINE is the
latest improved and best Domestic Shuttle Machine ever invented.

It gained the Large Silver Medals both of the International Exhibition,
Altona. and the Industrial Exhibition, Hamburgh, in 1869, besides that
of the Large Industrial Exhibition held in London in 1866. Prospectus
free bv post. AGENTS WANTED.
TAYLOR'S PATENT SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.-
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartbun

for dclic

and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., i;2. New Bond Street. London;

and of all Chemists throughout the WoHd,

I NDIGESTIOiN.-Berkeley. Sept. 3, 1869.—Gentlemen.—I feel it a duty I owe to you to express mygratitudc for the great
benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.
For a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and
wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without
deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable
pills I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this

publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be afflicted.— I am,
gentleman, yours truly, Henrv AllpaSS.—To the Proprietors of
Norton's Camomile Pills.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

BEARD'S
PATENT GLASS AND SLATE AVALLS,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENTEE, CHARLES BEARD,

VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUND'S, SUFFOLK.

STRAIGHT or RUNNING WALL. ZIGZAG WALL, l„ econuii,i:,c tin and secure any aspect. BLOCK, to increase wall surface and improve aspect.

These walls are built of Glass, Iron, and Felt-Sheets of Rough Plate Glass, weighing about =lb. to the square foot, are held firmly in position by iron principals and ribs,an elast.c buffer of felt being introduced between the iron and glais to enable the latter to be held securelv.ja poii.'iCP without any risk of breakage either from friction, or eispan-
.sion and contraction, or from sudden changes of temperature. ^ '^

' '

cirruh't'Sn rf'.hP rnn^''
'°^P°''='' many v.aluablc properties. They are strong, and „;i, „o, need more than about 1 inch of space to stand upon, allowing free scope for the

e pHPd aXnkpn Hown PV'^ semi-transparent, a lowing a ready pasif of |,eat and light through to each side, thus affording a more uniform radiation. They are easilyelected and taken down, are admirably adapted for either permanent
ef Tenant's fixtures, and m\\ be ftund to compare favourably wfth other walls in price.

They are invaluable as ornamental and useful scfeens to <

open fences for division of property. .»*

of RKARn's p st''°S'^"^ '"o "I'S valuable atldition to Horticulture in Plate or Glass may be had of the Patentee for a stamped envelope ; also Illustrated Catalogue, price is.,

'..it.vT CUXSERV.ATORIES, GREENHOUSES, PATENT VENTILATION, &c., by applying to

-^TTiEARD, Horticultural Engineer, VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUND'S, SUFFOLK.

jostruct from sight undesirable objects, and for partitions in Houses or Gardens, and also in place of brick walls

THE IMPBOVED SEIiF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
This useful Self acting ^ppantus which worls da) and m ht without nttding attention will raise water

to any height or distance without cost for labour or motne power where a few feet fall can be obtained and is

suited for supplying Public or Pri\ate Estabhshments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37.

No. 63.

No. 46,7.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 54^. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORT.\BLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIG.'VTORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
tnardens, Sic.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING W.\TER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54,7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Ennineers' Work for Mansions, F,arms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.'VTHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &-c., &c. Payliculan taken in any fart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;' Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellin|3:ton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by WiuLlAM Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Eradburv, Evaxs, & Co,, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whiiefriars. City of London, in the Co. of Middldsex, and Published by the said WlLLUM

RICHARDS, at the OtTice, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.--SATURDAY, August 6, 1870.
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Condition of tlie Fruit Crops, 1870.
'PHE G.ARDEN'ERS' CHROXICLE and AGRI-X CULTURAL GAZETTE of .S.ITI;RD.\Y Aurust 20 will rnn
lain a FULL and TABULAR STATE.MENT of IhJ CONbrrilJN
of the FRUIT CROPS throughout the UNITE!. KfNcioM
Order of any New s Agent. A Single Copy sent for Six Stamps

StJand" \V c'"'
'^' '*"^"^'*'^5' =• ""= ""'«. I'. Wellington Street,

OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
SOUTH KENSINGTON. \V

'

^|"°^V of GLADIOLI, HOLLYHOCKS, &c„ WEDNESDAYNE.\T, August 17. Doors open at Two. Band ol the Royal HorseGuard, from I'our. Tickets of the usual Agents. To /r.ends of
I'ellows, If bought prior to the 17th, 11. 6<f., or on the day, ji, &f.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
.snCTlI KEN-.SIN'(il'. IN. W

The
r advisable.

trihe As'sTst'a{<t'sECRe'ta r°y,' Smth

ICKMANSWORTH COTTAGERS' and MOOR
I

.PARK .horticultural E.\HIBITION.-Held in thebeautiful old Pleasure Grounds, by kind permission of the Pres"dentLord Ebury, AUGUbT ,8. ,st Life Guards Band, as in former yea?s'Large Exhibitmn of Plants &c., from the neighbouring Gardens of theNobility and Gentry of rferts, Bucks, and Tuiddleseic. Open from
s to 60 clock. Admission IS. One hour from Euston and Kingston

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY —
The AUTUMN SHOW will be held on THURSDAY

A "ifi'n^H
"'

I'l'''',!'":^'"'"" °f "'4j"ll"'' "!,'? Abbey Ruins, Reading!A Baniiwil attend as usual. The Show will be Open to the holders of
Subscribers' Tickets at i o'clock, and to the Public at i o'clock on
payment of is. Schedules and Tickets may be obtained of

'

„ rv,- 5, . -^ A-
"^"ARLES COLLINS, Hon. Secrctar,'.

34, Chain Street, Reading. '

A
Worcestershire Agricultural Society.GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, in

connection with the above, will be held in the SHOW GROUNn
at KIDDERMINSTER, AUGUST lo and 31. and SEPTEMBER 7

fc.^^i:;°a^';o1lir,fc?L"ritth^ot'.%V';r""^""-'^'""-'>^^.'
ALBERT BUCK, Secretary, W.

METROPOLITAN SOCIETY for theENCOIIRAGEMENT of FLORISTS' FLOWERS -TheFIRST E.\HIHITION of DAHLIAS, HOLLYHOCKS, OlaDI.
pat'a?-"^ "'^I' ^'"k"'.

I''°"":' *'" te held at the dRYSTALPALACE, on September 6, 7, and 8, when prizes to the amount of /i?o
areoffered. Schedulesmay be had on application to the Hon Secretary

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, BELFAST —GRAND EXHIBITIONof FRUITS, FLOWERS PLANTS
'pS^^'^^V^'I^ V"" ' "£" T»o,Mili.ary Bands in 'altendance'
fatr<ms—\\\s Excellency the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and

For Schedules, &c., apply to the Honorary Secretaries.

Tinu.t R.t ni n ^ ^ ^- ?fONGE, Esc,., and J. F. JOHNSON,Koyal Hotanic Gardens, Belfast.

OSEPH BAUMANN. Nurseryman. Ghent,
~ ,-A»TT-TT,.^ Belgium, offers for Sale—

°°^'i^^i];T:U^iVt '''*""*"^TA PLENA, without

100 CAMELLlAsriMER----

too CAMtLLIAS, named be
„jC4. £6, £8 -For September.

100 CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sons, If,,

100 aSaLEA iNDltA^TOCKS,
.s>. [Three months' credit.]

ICATA PLENA, without flowsr buds,

ithout flower buda, ^^,

S'
PRIMULAS, PRIMULAS, PRIMULAS.—Williams
superb strain, strong Seedlings, fit for potting into 3-inch pots,

N EW CHILIAN MIMULUS.—This is anew str
of dwarf habit, perpetual bloomers, and quite hardy, of very

N EW AGERATUMS.—Four fine varieties. Imperial
ri--rf, _Tom Thumbj Prince Alfred (the deepest blue); Con-

. jj|,jQjj| The four varieties for-

. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

N EW COLEUS of 1870.—Twelve New Coleus, senl
by Mr W. Bull^ &c^, this season, 1870. The set of 12 varie

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by PostQUTTON AND SONS can now supply New Seed tjfk^ the following, saved from the finest strains in the countrv
JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA .. nt M per nacketINGRAM'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, is. M. and 2r&5THOMSON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, Is. bd. and IS MFINEST CHOICE CINERARIA, is. M. and ss. M per oack'itFINEST CHOICE PRIMULA, is. bd. and 2j. td. per packet

And other FLOWER SEEDS, for present sowineSUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading

.
New Choice Flower Seeds.

T^OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING can still supply the-L/ choice strains ol their celebrated FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowinj:, from IS. to 3S. M per packet : as advertised in the Gardmir,'
ChrvntcU, "Gardeners Magazine, and "Journal of Horticulture" of
last week. Stamps may be sent in paym'ent. Packets forwarded free
by post.

Stanstead Park, Foi

c HOICE SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING,
free by post. Per packet—s. rf!

PRIMULA, of the fin _ .onto
The Trade supplied with CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIATROP-tOLUM foLYPHYLLUM, a splendid hardy spVcies for heopen cround, golden yellow flowers, in long tresses, trailinir on theground. To the Trade._DRY TUBERS at loos per 100
GEO. WHEELER, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist War.

c HOICEST ROSES, in potsTEA-SCENTED CHINA, NOISETTE, &c
'JiTJlS°'L\" '*"= '<'"«''''"" ^"^i"'"!; of many thousand.

Boses.
TX/-M. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,
T T Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection ol

upwards of 20.000 l?OSES is NOW in FULL BLOO.M. An inspection
respectfully solicited.
Also an immense stock of the choicest varieties of ROSES in Pots,

tor planting out or growing on for pot cultui

W Paul's Roses.
M. PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES
are NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his Garden of Roses " at the Crystal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be seen. '

Inspection respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,\\altham Station Great Eastern Railway; halfan.hour's ride fromLondon. PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross. N.

New Roses of 1870.
"

^/^'S,^'^°^'^
selection of the best and most distinctNEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready

Descriptive LIS T on application. " "^ "''•

ROsfci for BEDDING.-Superb plants, in s.inch pots, for pl.anting
out or for growing on for pot culture. Leading varieties of Tea-
scented( Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, &c. Descriptive LIST
application.

lOHN CRANSTON, The Nun I, King's Acre, Hereford.

MITCHELL'S renowned 'rOSES are NOW inFINE BLOOM, jhe largest stock and the best plant, inEngland. Pilt Down Nurseries, irrL-ti^u t;....-^ p .i 113 in

P
Roses on own Roots.AUL AND SON h.ave now several thousands, in pots

ready for delivery for immediate planting. For beds, for I.Tsting

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette

^s ""'-D^'ElcVi'^Ti^-'k^Jk^i^tS' i!?r t a'S?,S?i"„;!
?„"""'• "

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant? Wo:

RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pols

—

Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pe„,, Apples, and Fig-
ed Merchant. Wi

V>' s-eacnes, ixectarines, p
RICHARD SMITH, Nursen

"DEACHES id NECTARINES.— Fine healthy
dv ; ill '''i"'

""^^ bearing from 12 to iS good Fruits. Price
s. oa. to los. bd. each.
RICHARD SMH H, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

V INES, VINES, now ready fbr plantinir outDESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES post free on aoolicaronJOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard
, olrsten? Liverpool.

F%.lin^is.°r^^.!':^^P.. "OUSES,, BEDDlN^

J. B. PEARSON, Chil

r worth seeing than in any

tingha

Axr.x,
Splendid Sweet Bays, Cheap.VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent. Beleium

. begs to offer fine SWEET BAYS, on stems 1 to 4 feet willi

S^^^J^|^^J^^,^^e.^.high, at ib pe'r' pajr, packing

T° 'l^ j^°t^' ^ bargain, 170 ORCHIDS
in 5, 6, and S-inch pots. So varieties, choice sorts tiri^-e /,n

R. GR^EN, Bedford &nser^?atories, Colen°lS°r,°en .Kfa^kclftv. C
WANTED, for OCTOBIlr; 4^ RED
saly,. a^^p^fe'.'^o'^™''

GOOSEBERRY, s-yr'. o,d\„shes. Send

ROBERT A. PARKER, Nurseryman, Lanark.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed \Va

EW, GENUINE, SELECT, ARGRICULTURAL
and FLOWER SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous

i on application to

JAMES FAIRHEAD, 7, Borough Market, S E.

W Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE ofKITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,

is now ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of tho
best kinds m Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE
DOWLING AND COiMPANY (Limited!,

Corn, Seed Manure, and Oilcake MerchaiIts.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke

Samples and prices post free o application. Prize Medals, '1831,
for Wheat ; l86a. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds " a 1

t Seed Corn and Seeds.

NEW MUSHROOM SPAWN, +j. per bushel, in
large or small quantities. Printed directions if reouired Also

Seed of WHEELEk'S IMPERIAL CABUAGfI, W per oz •

LETTUCE, IS. per 01. t Fine London CAULIFLOWER^s oerozENDIVE, ad. per oz. ; TURNIP, 6d. per oz., post free ; and all otheJ_ r-...,
Ti application.
et, Covent Garden, W.C.

H Cabbage Seeds.
AND F. SHARPE

• prices to the Trad,
grown last season from th.

E will be glad to quote special
of all the best sorts of Cabbage Seeds

ilccted stocks. Prices very

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H New Turnip Seed.
AND F. SHARPE have now ready, for immediate

. deliven-.NEW SEEDS of the above, suitable for late sowing
i may be had nn application.

New EngUsh Sowing Rape Seed.
AND F. SHARPE have fine clean samples of the,k„,.„ ready for immediate delivcrj', which they can ofier to

rr
the Trade at reduced prices. Samples and pri''—

-' - ing Establis'^

S
Mustard and Rape.

"

UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of the
above. Lowest price per bushel on application

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Trifollum incamatum tardlf.NEW LATE FLOWERING TRIFOLIUMG UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of thef^ above, which coincs fnllv a fnrin!,Thi 3ff,.r ,l.„ ...,1; T._:r_i.^^ above^ which c

Lowest price per cm
Royal B

s fully a fortnight after the ordinary Trifolit
" "pphcation.

e Seed Establishment, Reading.

„ Suttons' Grass Seeds for all SoUsTQUTTONS' MIXTURES of PERMANENTkJ PASTURE GRASSES and CLOVERS, for Laying DownNew Pastures. May be Sown with safety up to the end of August
For prices and full particulars, apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seeifsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.
UTTONS' IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.

Lowest price per bushel on application
RIFOLIUM INCARNAtU.M, New Seed.-Lowe
. onapphc-

: price per

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed (
, Reading.

To the Trade and Others.
NEW TURNIP SEED, 1870 GROWTH.

FGEE can oHer, at advantageous prices, excellent
• selected Stocks of the above, veiy fine sample,. Now readv

for delivery. '
F. GEE, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade Beds

EEDS for PRESENT SOWING
9.',i!^l''=,^,'=',l>'

T."'"'"-
I

Whitestone or stubble Turnip.'
White Globe I urnip Devonshire Greystone Turnip
Altnncham Yellow Turnip. Mustard
Trifolium incarnatum (crim- Winter Rape,
son Clover). I Sc., Sic,,
Orders to the value of /2 or upwards carriage paidJAMES DICKSON AND SONs: .0=. East^ate"^ Street, and

Carter's Select Stock of Onions.

J AS. CARTER and CO. beg to offer the followinir
excellent varieties of ONIONS for present sowint- —NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION, of NAPLES, a splendid variety

per packet, IS.
.tu.ciy,

EARLY WHITE NAPLES ONION, per packet, isNEW WHITE GLOBE TRIPOLI cJnIO^, per Daiket isITALIAN RED TRIPOLI ONION, per paikct isA Special Cenificate was awarded to JAMES CARTER AND CO
by the Royal Horticultural Society, December, i86<,, for three spcci-men varieties of Onions the weights of which were as follows ._

"^

GIANT ROCCA, one tulb, welirht 3 lb, 01
'

ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI, two bulbs, weight a |i .07 iinj
__ alb 6oz. respectively,

=1,0121,. -oz., and

High Holborn, London, W.C, , 237 and 538,

W GROOM, Ipswich, is now sending out a set of
' ,f||;;f"'>.',[""Pl="t'i'' NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS."'"" " ' " als, may be had on applica-"" by Andrews, i3 stamps.

Miscellaneous Plants suitable for Bedding and
, Decorative Purposes.ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that hisi-t SELECT DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, including the

T"RTTnM=AT V ,?/^A".i'^\''^'^i^^'
PANSIES, SEMPERVlV&Ms!IRITtpMAS, VIOLAS, &c., &c., is now published, and will betorwarded to appi

otic Nursery', Tootir

published, and wilt be

Surrey, S.W.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' (JENERALand NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhousj
Ferns, Hardy Ferns, lihny Ferns, Sic; Draca:nas, Agaves, Yuccas,
Beaucarneas D.isylirioiis, Sic. ; Aialeas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

. ! .

B. S, Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numcroutCOLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.
Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants suppliecf for Balls or

Dinner-table Decoration.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, L'ppcr HoUowny, London, N,
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CCOLOURED SHELL GRAVEL, for Gardens, Con-
} servatorics, and Terraces, presenting a very novel appearance,

and ol' a mottled roan colour ; also the usual SHELL GRAV EL. Sold

FR.\NCIS AND CO.. Surrey foot of Vauxhall Bridge. London, S.E.

M^

^N ILKlLb l;LluUl^
referred to in GarJcufs' Chrcns

Especially recommended ._ ina Fruit Growers,

For further particulars, see printed handbills, which may be had c

application, also previous Adv< - .- -l i o

Tlie Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

Ev Her MAjES-n''s Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission—
: Hon. Board of Customs.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at is., as. 6d., and 51.

Powder Distributors, ss. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each.
" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on R05cs and

other plants."—Geo. Evles, Superintendent, Royal Horticullura]

STEVENSON'S ABYSSINIAN MIXTURE. —
Warranted to kill Mealy Bug. The most effectual remedy for

preventing and destroying Plant Insects yet introduced, especially
Mealy Bug, Brown and"^ White Scale, Thrip, Red Spider, Green and

from some of the leading horticulturists of this

countrj', who have given it a fair trial. Testimonials may be had on
application. Sold in Bottles, is. 6d.. 3s., 4s. 6d., and 55. 6d. each. Full
J —^s for use on each bottle. Manufactured by

F. STEVENSON, Lark Hill, Timperley, Cheshire.
May be had of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

S^

i bought many pounds' worth of Tifiany to protect
ind walls from these pe^ of it has been required, and it lie

Mixture and a little patience, we have nothing to dread from the
W'asps."—t-Vrfi; Testimonials. Price is. 6d. and 2s. 6rf. per Bottle (in

stamps), with full directions. It may be had of the following Seeds-
men ;—Messrs. Hurst & Son. 6, Leadenhall Street, London ; Hooper
& Co., Covcnt Garden ; Harrison & Son, Leicester; Pierpoint & Co.,
Warrington and Liverpool; Bartlett, Exeter; R. T. Veitch, Exeter;
E. Coolmg, Derby: W. H. Rogers, Southampton; and B. G. Wilson,
Watford.

For Trade terms apply to J. SCOTT, Yeovil, Somerset.

G S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and Other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to i6 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super*

.6d.

Spicier,

boxes, IS., 3s., and i

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

Upon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the
HIRE of elegant and commodious TENTS are fonvarded free of
charge. All letters should be addressed to 2, Duke Street, London
Bridge, S.E. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON.
Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
II, Blosson Street, Shorcdilch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GL.\SS.
Ccrnniic White Lc^d, Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

Koslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

her PATTERNS are made i

Cotta, Stoneware, and Red\sarc, ar
irability. The plainer sorts ai

specially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS,

;

and expeni
quently beinjg much cheaj

and Insects, take up little

it down incur no further labour
do " grown " Edgings, conse-

^ _ _ing much cheaper.
l(DEir VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F.&G, RosiiKB, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S.E.
Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Traae supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

in blue, red, and bun colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
mcni, with prices, forwarded for selection
WIIITF. GLAZED TILES.lor Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, BaUis, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosi

h and AdamantL__
Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c

" "
"

' premises

Clinkers, Wall Copings,

sILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses-
Ton, IS. 2i/. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery
miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Ton more,

and bv post on receipt of stamp.
r Ferneries. KENT

F. & G.'ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

CARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this

splendid strain received several ist Prizes this season at the Royal
Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, 2s. 6(f.

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, as. 6rf. ; smaller packets,

IS. dd. CALCEOL.\RIA, finest spotted. Per packet, is. bd.;

smaller packets, is. fid. Saved with the greatest care, and from
one of the largest collections in the kingdom.

CINER.ARIA, choicest, mixed.—-Saved from a splendid collection of

t be surpassed. Per packet, . 6rf.

PRIMULA, choicest fringed varieties.—The various varieties of
Primula we offer can be grown with the utmost confidence, as
they are saved with the greatest care, and from one of the finest

strains in cultivation. The Fern-leaved varieties are splendid,

and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, 2f. dd. 1
„~

PRIMULA.—Dark carmine. Per packet, zj. bd. tJ

PRIMULA,—New scarlet. Per packet, 2S. 6rf. I n^-

PRIMULA—Rose fringed. Per packet, 2s. dd.
. ..

fcinged. Pe

PRIMULA—Choicest Fcrn-lcaved white

PRIMULA FIMERIATA.—Fern-leaved new scarlet. This is a
decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour. Per
packet, 21. tid.

Forwarded immediately on receipt ol Post-office Order.
TAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 238, High

Holbom, London, W.C.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.
PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.

RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white— it cannot fail to be
grown in preference to the other vanety ; the spikes are large and
eautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.

There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the

Public as something very superior, when they are no better than
existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fait to take pre-eminence
of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

March 30, 1870,

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, Jun-

27 and 28, Western Road, Bighton, and at Hassocks' Gate Nun
keymer, Hurstpierpoint ; pnce 2S. W. per pack-'

The Agents for the above will pe advei

)ALMS, PALM SEEDS, and ORCHIDS.

NEW PALM SEEDS. — Consisting of Astrocaryunr
Carvota, Euterpe montana, Livislonia, Martinez
Thrinan, S:c, Sic, at los. per loo.

ORCHIDS.—Oncidium papilic

Early Cabbage Seed for Present Sowing.

"AMES (

CARTER'S EARf'v. Vl

ATKINS' MATCIII.E:
ENFIELD MARKET, a well kno

S.MEN.
AND

. L.indon, W.C.
.m.-usc&i.per,

Wbeelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

WHEELERS COCO
and very early \ anelj p

flavour. It should be sown no
September, ir per packet post free 1

WHEELERS TOM THUMB LETTUCE
small packet 6f .post free

J. C. WHEELER AsD SON, Seed Grow
59, Mark Lane London E C

h- IS a new
most excellent
nches apart in

dc on application.
ue) 15 per packet

;

s, Gloucester and

Brltiali Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps, Fart I. (British Ferns and their varieties. 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hili, Kent.

JAMES' INTERNATIONAL PRIZE
CALCEOLARIA.—The Plants of this splendid strain wero

awarded the ist prize by the Royal Horticultural Society, at their
Spring Show, May 4^: and we beg to state, as a Caution to Purchasers,

Tt^deon'T"
JAMES CARTER ,

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.—

j

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed 2s. 6ti., 31. 6rf., and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, aj. M., 35. M.,and

C1NER.\RIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, is. 6d., 3!. 6d.,&

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

is.6d, is. td., and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties . . is. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS jj. 6J. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Y'ellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This isa charming companion to
our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. iid, and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORN UTA ALBA is. M. and

WALLFLOW'ER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA, var. COELESTINA
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber

Victoria and Paradise Nuri
I
Upper Holloway, London, N.

Choice Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS (old established
Nursery and Seed Business), loa, Eastgatc Street, and " Newton "

Nurseries. Chester. Per packet.—i. d.
ANTIRRHINUM, choice mixed &f, and i o
AURICULA, from choice varieties is. and 2 6
CALCEOL.\RIA,herbaccous,ex.cboicestrain,ls.6J.,zs.6,/.and e o
CARNATION, from prize flowers is. and 3 6

„ collection, 12 varieties . . . . 3s. 6J. and 5 o
CENTAUREA, candidissima is. and a 6
CINERARIA, from newest named flowers is. bd.. is. (id. and
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' prize strain 11, M. and

named flowers
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins- prize strain ss. M. and 2 6
ECHEVERIA METALLICA 26
GLOXINIA, erect and other varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
HOLLYHOCK, from choice named sorts . . .

.

11. and 2 6
,, collections of 6 i

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLOEA
PANSY, from prize flowers
PETUNLA, fromchoic

double, line hybridised
PINKS, from choice named s

POLYANTHUS, from a choice strain
PYRETHRUM AUREUM, Golden Feather
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA, i

dd. and
IS. and

1. 6,i,zs. 6rf. and s

FILICIFOLIA ALBA
is.6d.,is.bd. and

„ RUBRA,

collectioi
,

„ Cocafdcau or Winter
„ East Lothian Collection, 3 colour;

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA ..

LUTEA
WALLFLOWER, finest Double German

in packets, 3J. and dd. cath ;—
\ be supplied by weight.

Iberis sempcr\-irens.
Limnanthus, of sorts.

C.VfALOtJUES of SEEDS and PLANTS p

Myosotis palustris.
Ncmophila, of sorts.

Saponaria, of sorts.

DUTCH FLOVv^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.,

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing DESCRIPTIVE LISTS o£ aU the finest kinds of HYACINTHS, TULIP.S, CROCUSES,

LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, &c., and also including

A SELECT LIST of VEGETABLE and FLO'WER SEEDS for ATTTUMII SOWING,
is now ready, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.
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CHOICE NEW AND RARE ORCHIDS,
AT REDUCED PRICES.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.
Begs to intimate that he has just received, in good health and condition, an importation of PHAL^NOPSIS

GRANDIFLORA. This is tlie splendid variety from the Tambelan Islands, that produces the large flowers

with rich golden centres, known as P. grandiflora aurea. Price 42s. each ; 6 plants at 37J. each ; 12 plants at

3rj. 6tf. each.

Also a large importation of the new white-flowered CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM. Price 15^. each ; 5 plants at

13J. each ; 12 plants at lor. 6d, each.

Also an importation of the beautiful GOODYERA (AN^CTOCHILUS) DAWSONIANA. Price ys. U. each;

6 plants at 6s. 6d. each ; 12 plants at sj. each. This plant has hitherto been catalogued at i\ and 2 guineas each.

Also AERIDES SUAVISSIMUM. Price rat. 6</. each ; 6 plants at gi. each ; 12 plants at js. each.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL is also able to offer the following ORCHIDS at the low prices anne.^ted, several of which,

it will be observed, although new or extremely rare, are offered at the prices of ordinary lands ;

—

•ADA AURANTIACA, price 31!. 6d. eaeh ; 6 plants at 571. each ; 12

plants at ais each. This plant has hitherto been so extremely rare*

that it could scarcely be boufiht ; and when catalogued, the price
was usually from 4 to 8 guineas each.

AERIDES HUTTONI, price 5 guineas each.

AERIDES JAPONICUM, new, price 4 guineas each.

each ; 6 plants at

AERIDES LINDLEYANUM, price 31J. M. each; 6 plants at
27r. each ; 12 plants at 31$. eacn.

AERIDES LOBBII, price 2 guineas each.

J.ECTOC

Royal Bi

ANGR>ECUM SESQUIPEDALE, price 3 guineas each.

•vlNGULOA CLOWESI MACRANTHA, price los. 6d. each; C
plants at qs. each.

CALANTHE VEITCHII, price 1% guinea each.

offered for the first time. Price

CATTLEYA AMETHYSTOGLOSSA, price iM guinea each.

•CATTLEYA CITRINA, price yt. M. each; 6 plants at 6s. 6i.
each ; 12 plants at 5J. each.

CATTLEYA DOWIANA, price iK guinea each.

•CATTLEYA ELDORADO, new ; figured in the " Flore des Scrres."
Price 2 guineas each ; usually catalogued at 4 and 5 guineas each.

•CATTLEYA ELDORADO SPLENDENS, new ; price 3 guineas
each; usually catalogued at from 4 to 7 guineas each.

CATTLEYA EXONIENSIS, price ; guineas each; usually cata-
logued at from ro to 15 guineas each.

•CATTLEYA MAXIMA, price i guinea each.

CATTLEYA WARNERI, price 3 guineas each.

CORYANTHES MACRANTHA, price I'A guinea each.

CYPRIPEDIUM LONGIFOLIUM.new; price 5 guineas each.

DENDROBIUM FALCONERI, price 4 guineas each.

DENDROBIUM McCARTHI.E, price 2 guineas each.

DENDROBIUM PARISHII, price 10s. 6i each ; 6 plants at gs. each

;

12 plants at js. 6d. each ; usually catalogued at 2 guineas each.

DENDROBIUM TAURINUM, price 2 guineas each; usually
catalogued at s guineas each.

•EPIDENDRUM SCEPTRUM, price iji. each ; 6 plants at I3«. each :

12 plants at los. &;. each ; extremely rare, and usually catalogued
at from 2 to 4 guineas each.

•EPIDENDRUM TIGRINUM, so rare as seldom to be offered.
Price rsj. each ; 6 plants at 13J. each ; 12 plants at 10*, (d. each.

EPIDENDRUM VITELLINUM MAJUS, price 3 guineas each.

•ERIOPSIS RUTIDODULBON, price ijs. each; 6 plants at 131.
each ; 12 plants at los, bd. each.

•IIELCIA SANGUINOLENTA, price I guinea each.

HOULLETIA ODORATISSIMA ANTI,OQUENSIS, new; figured
in " L'lllustration Horticole." Price 1 guinea each.

HOULLETIA TIGRINA, price iM guinea each.

•L.T.LIA AUTUMNALIS, price 15J. each; 6 plants at 13s. each.

LAiLIA ELEGANS W0LST0NH0LMI.4i, price 4 guineas each.

*LMl.ZA. MAJALIS, price 2i>. each; 6 plants at i8j. each.

I..-ELIA SCHILLERIANA SPLENDENS, extremely rare and
beautiful

:
price 4 guineas each.

•LYCASTE GIGANTEA, price 1 guinea each.

LYCOMORMIUM SQUALIDUM, rare, very sweet-scented ; price
1 gumca each.

•MAXILLARIA VENUSTA, price i guinea each.

•MESOSPINIDIUM SANGUINEUM, price i guinea each.

MILTONIA REGNELLII, price I'A guinea each; usually cata-
logued at 3 and 4 guineas each.

MORMODES PARDINUM,pricci guinea each; usually catalogued
at 3 and 4 guineas each.

•NEOTTIA ORTGIESIANA, price 7J. M. each ; 6 plants at 6! 6d.
each ; 12 plants at 5s. each,

•NEOTTIA PICTA MACULATA, Produces freely spikes of red
blossoms, pretty spotted leaves. Price Js. 6d. each j (j plants at
6s. (xt. each ; 12 plants at 51. each.

•ODONTOGLOSSUM AUREO-PURPUREUM, flower-spike frnn

6 to 8 feet long, flowers 2 inches in diameter, yellow and purple
This has not before reached this country in a living 1

•ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESH ROSEUM, price los. M. ea.

ttremely rare and

'ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISTATUM D.A.YANUM, price iss. each,

each ; extremely

yellow and purple, very fragrant
;
price 3 guineas each.

'ODONTOGLOSSUM PESCATOREI, price 2 guineas each.

•ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM, new; described a"

finest of the genus ; flowers white, dotted with carmine ; price

3 guineas each.

"ODONTOGLOSSUM TRIAN.B, price 2 guineas each.

•ODONTOGLOSSUM TRIUMPHANS, price 2 guineas each.

•ODONTOGLOSSUM ZEBRINUM, new; flowers white, striped
with purple ; price 3 guineas each.

} 150 richly coloured R

•ONCIDIUM PUSCATUM, figured in the " Flore des Serres," syn.
O. Weltonii and Miltonia Warscewiczii, price 31s. 64. each

;

6 plants at 27s. each ; 12 plants at 21s. each.

•ONCIDIUM IIASTATUM, price los.&i. each; 6 plants at gs. each

;

12 plants at 7s. 6d. each.

ONCIDIUM KRAMERIANUM, price 21s. each ; 6 plants at j8s.

each ; 12 plants at 15s. each.

ONCIDIUM PAPILIO MAJUS, price 7s. &f. each; 6 plants ;

6s. dd. each ; 12 plants at ss. each.

"ONCIDIUM ROEZLIANUM, quite a n
spikes, with golden-yellow ana dark brc

each ; 6 plants at 27s. each; 13 plants at
;
price 31s. OJ.

"ONCIDIUM SUPERBIENS.—A grand species,apparemlyof section
of Oncidium macranthum ; found on trees at a great elevation

;

temperature 40 dcg. to 45deg. , and occasionally considerably
under 40 dcg. ; flowers large and produced in the greatest abuna-

braiichcd spikes, often 15 feet in length ; nearly 500

growth. Price 3 guineas each.

PAPHINIA CRISTATA, price I guir

!STERiy
guards

PESCATOREA CERINA, price 2 guineas each.

PHAL.^iNOPSIS LOWII, price s guineas each.

PHAL.«NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA, price 4 guineas each.

"PILUMNA ORTGIESIANA, price ats. each ; 6 plants at 181. each ;

12 plants at 15s. each.

POLYCYCNIS LEPIDA, new, price i!< guinea each.

RENANTHERA COCCINEA, price 10s. U. each.

RODRIGUEZIA SECUNDA, price 21s. each ; 6 plants at i8s. each.

SACCOLAEIUM BLUMEI MAJUS, price 15!. each; 6 plants at

Suttons' Choice Flower Roots.

AUTU.MN J^^^X 'S70.

QUTTONS' AUTUIVIN CATALOGUE of
k5 HYACINTHS I TULIPS

CROCUS NARCISSUS
RANUNCULUS I

ANEMONES
&c., Sec, Sec,

And SELECT LIST of SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING, is now
ready, gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

13s. each ; 12 plants at los. 6d. each.'

SACCOLAEIUM CURVIFOLIUM, price ; each ; 6 plants :

Those marked * re

TAi abmc Orchids, vihen quoted at the Do.

18s. each

STENIA FIMBRIATA, price ijl each ; usually catalogued at from
2 to 3 guineas each.

TRICHOPILIA CRISPA MARGIN.\TA, price 3 guineas each.

VANDA COiRULEA, price 2 guineas each.

VANDA DENISONIANA, price 5 guineas each.

VANILLA AMARYLLIDIFLORA, price 1 guinea each.

quire cool treatment.

zcn and Ha!/-doMil rati, art at Wholesale Prices.

Mr. W. B. will be happy to make a good SELECTION of ORCHIDS, from hia general Collection, at 6, 9, and
12 guineas per dozen.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

NEWCASTLE - UNDER - LYME HORTICUL-
TURAL and ALLOTMENT SOCIETY, 1870.

r^iroor-Wis Grace the Duke of Sutherland, K.G.

The SECOND EXHIBITION this year will be held on THURS-
DAY, August 25.

SPECIAL PRIZES OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.
Class 1. Eight Stove or Greenhouse Plants.—1st prize, ^d; 2d, ;£4 ;

3d, £3 : 4th, £2 : 5th, j£i : 6th, los.

Class 2. Fruit, 8 distinct kinds—Fruiterers excluded.—ist prire,

LiX'^i. £2^01- ; 3d, £2; 4th, #i_'^;i_51h. jCw .6U1, los^^
__.__ ^_ _ ^^

Class 5. Bouquet for the hand.—1st prize, los. ; 2d, 7s. fid. ; 3d, 5s.
|

th. 2s. & ; 5th, IS. M. ; 6th, is.

Class 6. Premier Dahlia—1st prize, gs. ; 2d 2S. 6<f. ; 3d, 15. 6rf.

Particulars, with Forms for Entry, may be had from
D. DILWORTH, Hon. Sec.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
REVISED GLADIOLUS SCHEDULE for AUGUST 17, 1S70.

FOR FOREIGN GROWERS.
CutSS 1.—36 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. [,•.<>, {,6, {a-

FOR NURSERYMEN.
Class 2 —36 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. (Prizes offered by His

Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, and G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.)

Class'3&£aDI0LI, 18 cut spikes, distinct. (For Exhibitors not
showing in Class 2.) £s. £3> £^.

FOR AMATEURS.
CLASS 4 12 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. ;Cs, 1C3. £2.

Class 4,v—g GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. £3. £2, iCt.

Class 4B.—6 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. (For Exhibitors not

, being New Varieties
the Autumn of 1868 iS&). £l, £t.

Class =;.-6HOLLYHOCKS,cutspikcs,distinct. (Open 1 i;i,i5s.,ios.

Class 5.—24 HOLLYHOCKS, cut blooms, distinct. (Nurserymen.)

Class 7.—12 HOLLYHOCKS, cut'blooms, distinct. (Amateurs.)
10s., 7$., 5s.

Class 8.—12 PHLOXES, cut, distinct. (Open.) £1, iss., los.

Class 0.-APRICOTS, single dish. (Open.) £1, 15s., los.

Class 10—NEW PLANTS and FLOWERS. (Open) Ccriilicates.

Classii.—NEW FRUITSand VEGETABLES. (Open.) Certificates.

Condition of the Fruit Crops. 1870.

THE GARDENERS t [M.'\i( i i ind AGRI-
CULTURAL GAZETTI

tain a FULL and TABUL.\K -.1
i

of the FRUIT CROPS thrniu

Order ol any News Agent. A Sin„l i 1)\ s

Published by W. RICHAKDb, at tin. Oil

. CONDITION

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

) (General Meeting) . , . . 3 r

The present would by no means be an inop-

portune time for some one with the requisite

leisure and knowledge to review the present

state of Botanical Science, and to mark its

progress during the last lo or 15 years. During

that period we in this country have had the

misfortune to lose from among us some of the

foremost workers of their time—men who will

leave their mark deeply cut upon the tablets of

their favourite science, and whose death marks

with some distinctness an era in British science

—Robert Brown, Sir W. Hooker, Lindley,

Harvey, and Henerey. In one sense the greatest

absolute loss to science was that of the last

mentioned botanist (whose treatise on the

elements of botany, and of which a new edition

has just appeared, has suggested these re-

marks*) for the reason that he was taken from

among us in the midst of his work ; and had
health and life been spared to him we might have

anticipated much further valuable research in

departments but little affected by British natural-

ists, with the e.xception of Robert Brown, who
in every sense may be deemed to have been

exceptional.

In the period we have indicated, if our know-
ledge of the investigation of the outward structure

or architectural] conformation of plants has not

materially advanced, at least the rational ex-

planation of that confoiTiiation has been greatly

facilitated on the one hand by the constant acces-

sion of new forms to serve as fresh points of

comparison and to furnish new analogies, and on

the other from the attention paid of late years to

the progressive development of organs from the

time of their earliest appearance as specks of

cellular tissue to their full development in the

adult stage. In this latter line of study we

• • An Elementary Course of Botany, Structural, Physiolo-

gical, and Systematic," by Professor Arthur He.nfrev, !••«.»-

Second edition, revised, and in part re-wntten, by Ma.\uell T.

Masters, M.D., F.R.S. Van Vookst : pp. 708, xylog. 559.
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English have been too prone to overlook
the researches of Robert Brown, and to

attribute what has been effected in this way
too exclusively to German observers, such

as SCHLEIDEN and SCHACHT, or to French
ones, such as Payer and others. We have
but to glance over Robert Brown's papers to

see how unjust we have been to that celebrated

botanist in this particular. One result of this

study of the mode in which the several parts of

plants are gradually developed is rather embarrass-

ing, and sooner or later it will necessitate a com-
plete reformation in botanical terminology. Many
the terms and expressions in constant use, and
of at one time considered as correctly employed,

are now known to denote apparent, not real

conditions ; for instance, the commonly-used
terms—" polypetalous," to indicate a flower with

several uncombined petals, or " monopetalous,"
to indicate a flower where there is apparently

but one petal— are equally faulty, because practi-

cally, all plants, if they have petals at all, have
mote than one, and hence the term
" polypetalous " loses its significance. Again,

"monopetalous" avowedly conveys a wrong idea

;

while the proposed substitute, " gamopetalous,"
implying a union which never takes place, is

equally incorrect. We are, therefore, at present

placed in the dilemma of being obliged to use a

set of terms in a conventional sense, and to dis-

regard the inappropriateness of their application.

This is a state of things that is likely to act as a

serious drawback to the philosophical study of

the classification of plants, and to make the so-

called " natural system " as thoroughly artificial

as any of the schemes avowedly so-called, and
at the same time to act as a general hindrance to

progress.

We cannot pretend in this place to enumerate
our gains in the department of morphology, but

that they have been real and substantial is indi-

cated by the circumstance that the subjects

remaining under dispute are for the most
part of comparatively restricted interest. The
general groundwork or foundation may be
taken as satisfactorily established. It is as to

the details of construction and arrangement in

certain groups that further information is more
especially needed.

Minute anatomy, as it has become the fashion

to designate that department of the study of

plant conformation which necessitates the use of

the compound microscope, has also made solid

and satisfactory advances. Henfrey did excel-

lent work in this division of the science, but

within the period we are speaking of it is to

French observers, such as Trecul, Ch.\tin,

Gris, that we are the most indebted.

The comparatively recent researches of GuiL-
LARD and Gris show that we may iairly look

for greater results in this department than was
at one time anticipated, and that in some cases

natural orders, nay, even distinct genera, may be
recognised from their internal conformation

alone. Of course the larger groups have always
been recognisable in this way, but, till lately, it

had seemed doubtful if in the minor groups
minute anatomy would to any extent be service-

able. Now, however, we are told that the inspec-

tion under the microscope of a fragment of tissue

by a competent observer is sufficient to enable

him to pronounce whether that tissue be from a
plant of the Apple genus (Malus), or the Pear
(Pyrus), of the Quince, or of the Medlar, &c.

So far as the classification of plants goes,

botanists seem, as a rule, disposed to adhere
pretty closely to the old Jussicuan arrangement,
the modifications made in it being comparatively
slight. Every day of course adds increased

material to this portion of the science, and to

that of botanical geography, which is dependent
on it. Now and then, amid the continually

increasing mass of facts, there burst upon us new
lights, which come upon us suddenly, and
give us all at once a mass of information

of an inherent value so great, that its publi-

cation marks an epoch in the history of the

science. -So was it with the Welwitschia de-

scribed by Dr. Hooker ; so is it with the

researches on the structure of fossil plants so

successfully carried out of late by Carruthers,
and which help to bridge the gaps existing

between some of the Ciyptogams, such as

Equisetums, Lycopodium, &c., and the higher

plants.

After all, the greatest advance within these

few years has been made in vegetable physiology,

the subject with which practical cultivators are

most concerned—the department, as we might

term it, of " machinery in motion." So great
has been the progress that the horticulturist's

stock text-book, the " Theory of Horticul-
ture," has become in some degree obsolete.

Physicists and chemists have done much to

enlighten us on the constitution of plants, the
movements of their juices, the changes they
undergo, and the results of those changes.
" Vital phenomena," as they were styled

when any other explanation of their modus
operandi seemed unattainable, are now in

many cases shown to be the results of the

self-same physical or chemical forces as those

that operate in the inorganic world. The
term " vital force," though it cannot yet be
altogether abandoned, must no longer be
made to serve as a cloak to ourjignorance, or as

an imaginary barrier beyond which there is no
passage. But while vegetable physiology is

becoming more and more a subject for labora-

tory experiments and observations, microscopical
research, or the direct observation of changes in

progress, keeps pace with the more tentative

experimental research of the chemist and physi-

cist. The mode of growth and development of

the several organs of plants, the phenomena of

fertilisation, have of late years received much
attention. In particular, among Cryptogams,
sea-weeds, Fungi, lic, have the accessions

to our knowledge been numerous and important.

Indeed it is impossible to overrate the value

to physiological science of the researches

ofTULASNE, of BORNET, THURET, of PRINCS-
HEIM, De Bary, and Cohn, and many others

that might be mentioned. The term Cryptogam
bids fair to lose its appropriateness, for, thanks
to the labours of the class of observers we have
alluded to, many of the processes of life seem to

be more easily watched and studied than in the

so-called Phanerogams. We must not conclude
this article, bald and hurried as it must neces-

sarily be, without at least a passing allusion to

the writings and observations of D.ARWIN.
Almost all branches of science received an
impetus from his famous publication on the
" Origin of Species," and botany among the rest.

It operated as a protest and a testimony against

the prevalent notion that there was nothing

more in botany than a string of terms and crack-

jaw names—an impression that had probably

arisen from the ignorance of the general public

of the scope and variety of Robert Brown's
researches, and from the too exclusive pur-

suit of systematic botany by our naturalists.

The workwe have alluded to, and its sequel on the
" Variation of Animals and Plants," showed the

proper place of the facts of botanical science in

the investigation of the great problems of life in

the past epochs of the world and life in the pre-

sent age, and its diffusion over the globe. Add
to these works—in one sense the digest of what
has been done by others—the personal researches

of their author on the vitality of seeds, the cross-

fertilisation of plants, or the movements of climb-

ing plants—and it becomes evident that whoever
has to write the histor)' of vegetable physiology

in the last decade must place the name of

Charles Darwin in the foremost position.

Whoever, wishing to eschew detail, desires to

ascertain what is the bearing of the facts in all

departments of botany upon the general history

of living creatures, the mode and causes of their

dispersion over the globe in the past as in the

present, must study Darwin, and familiarise

himself with the writings of HoOKER and
Lyell.

A summer's ramble through any well-furnished

pleasure-grounds—those of Blenheim, to wit

—

could scarcely fail to convince a close observer

of the picturesque that there are many, very

many. Deciduous Trees and Flowering
Shrubs of ornamental character which are

generally either altogether omitted, or only half

utilised, in the furnishing of our dressed grounds.

A walk through a well-stocked nursery in which
these subjects are made a speciality would con-

firm this conviction, with an overwhelming
weight of evidence. In most instances we see a

few of the common stock subjects repeated almost

ad nauseam, while the rich variety which lies at

the service of the planter is almost or altogether

ignored.

How is this neglect for materials so choice,

and so efficient for decorative purposes, to be
accounted for.' Wc believe, mainly because the

subjects themselves are not so well known as they

ought to be, though partly, perhaps, because
planters hesitate to move out of the beaten track.

We have ourselves, in our casual visits to nursery

gardens during the present season, when ad-

miring some choice specimens of an ornamental
deciduous tree, of the merits of which there can be
no question whatever, been struck by the informa-

tion that it does not sell ! And one of the reasons

alleged, and which goes very far to establish our

view of the matter, viz., that they are not suf-

ficiently known, is this, that in winter, when
planting is generally carried out, and when
selections for that purpose are being made from
the various nurseries, the trees of this character

do not wear their robes of beauty, and are conse-

quently passed by unheeded, especially by pro-

prietors themselves, notwithstanding that atten-

tion may be invited to their merits. We cannot
but think this want of appreciation of trees and
shrubs of the character we here refer to is a
great misfortune, since the proprietors or occu-

piers lose half the beauty of their grounds Jnd
plantations by not utilising the variety which is

within their reach. In how few gardens do we
find good examples—indeed, any representative

whatever—of the Weeping Sophora japonica, a
tree of wonderful and characteristic beauty, but
one which, being without its attractive masses of

foliage when planters go plodding over the

nurseries in search of materials to work out

their landscape effects, is consequently passed
unnoticed. What, again, amongst variegated-

leaved deciduous trees is so effective as the

variegated Spanish Chestnut? and yet how
rarely is a good, well-established plant of it seen
in private pleasure-grounds ? Instances of this

kind might be cited almost without limit. Then
again as to flowering shrubs ; how little is the

variety which exists amongst them appreciated,

and how very scantily is it made use of We see

Lilacs in plenty, it is true, and very beautiful

some of them are ; and we see occasionally a
few Mock Oranges, or Barberries, or Currants,

aftbrding some slight contrast amongst the

general monotony ; but how seldom do we meet
with even a tithe of the riches which either

Philadelphus, or Berberis, or Ribes, would
afford to an intelligent planter, to say nothing
of the various beautiful forms of Weigela and
Forsythia, of Pyrus and Prunus, in spring, or of

Alth.La frutex, or the Yuccas and others, during
the summer months. Yet in this department
how rich and how varied are the subjects which
only await the using, or rather, which invite the

landscape gardener and pleasure-ground deco-

rator just to step beyond the boundary of

commonplace, and free himself from the bands
of routine.

Perhaps, after all, the mania, which has appa-

rently nearly run its course, for planting Coniferse,

whether or not adapted to the soil and situation,

may have had something to do with the too

frequent paucity of variety amongst deciduous

trees and flowering shrubs of which we complain ;

but if so, we may look for better things, since

planters begin to discover that every private

garden cannot be turned into a pinetum. Let it

not, however, be supposed that in making this

remark we desire to decry the judicious use of

coniferous trees and shrubs. On the contrary,

we hold that they are beautiful in their proper

place, and in proper proportions, but it is only

here and there that they can appropriately be
made paramount.

Our advice, then, is to plant freely the choicer

and more ornamental of the numerous deciduous

trees and deciduous flowering shrubs with which

our trade collections abound ; and on this hangs
another piece of advice, which is specially season-

able—go at once and examine any and every

accessible collection, and select such as may suit

your individual taste— go now for the summer
leafage of the trees and the glorious inflorescence

of the Althaeas—go by-and-by for the glowing
autumnal tints taken on by the foliage ere it falls,

and go in spring to catch a glimpse of the

earliest of arboreal embellishments, repeating the

visit anon to fall in with such subjects as blossom

ere summer has reached its meridian. So may a

garland of interesting subjects be got together

capable of lighting up and enlivening the ever-

greens, which serve to bridge over the remaining

dreary and— so far as trees are concerned

—

almost flowerless portion of the year.

In the August number of the "Journal of

Botany," is a short notice of a rapidly fatal case of

Poisoning by GJnanthe crocata. This is an

umbelliferous plant of common occurrence in the south

of England, and has frequently been eaten by mistake

for other allied plants with fatal effects. In the present
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instance it was mistaken for "Wild Parsnip" by a

carter, who thought himself afflicted with "scurvy."

The man ate some of the root whilst at work, and
about an hour after he fell back foaming at the mouth,

and black in the face. He died before the arrival of

medical aid, about half an hour after the first effects,

one hour and a half after the ingestion of the poison.

On post-7uortcm examination, about "half a small

cupful " of the masticated root was found in the

stomach. The horse, to which tl;e man had given

some of the root, lived half an hour longer than the

man. CEnanthe crocata belongs to that group of

narcotico-acrid poisons comprising the Solanacece, and
characterised by producing convulsions with delirium.

Death may even occur more rapidly than in the above
case. It is of interest to note, as the point is one
which has been several times observed, that the juice

of the plant was yellow in colour. It has been said that

the state of the plant with a colourless juice is less

virulent in its nature.

Mr. WORTHINGTON Smith has, in the columns
of " Nature," expressed his doubts as to the accuracy

ofsome of Dr. Bastian's experiments on the existence of

Spontaneous Generation. (Seep.gSs.) Mr. Smith
very properly points out that the correct measurement
of many of the objects figured by Dr. B.a.stian is not

given, failing which, it is impossible to arrive at any
definite conclusion as to their real nature. Mr. Smith
points out that some of the bodies figured by Dr.
Bastian as probable Fungus spores have a slight

neck-like elongation or spot analogous to the placental

scar or umbilicus of animals or of seeds, and indicating

their prior attachment to a parent plant. If these

things, says Mr. SM ITH, '

' were evolved without parents,

surely Nature would not have given them an umbilicus
;

it is far more reasonable to suppose that true spores

got into the infusions {and perhaps germinated) by some
accident." Of course, this is much the most likely

supposition, but it remains to be shown how the

spores obtained access, or were enabled to resist

so high a temperature ; in other words, to detect

the flaw in Dr. Bastian's experiments? On
the umbilicus question, we may remark that our
first parents are, probably by an oversight of the

artist, always represented as provided with such a mark
of previous attachment ! There seems an a priori

difficulty in admitting that the bodies, like spiral fibres

and other comparatively highly organised substances
found by Dr. Bastian, were really originally developed
in the several solutions, and we are quite disposed to

agree with Mr. Worthington Smith, who remarks :— " It seems to me rational enough to suppose that

unicellular bodies and objects of the lowest possible

organisation may be heterogeneously produced from the

inorganic world, for here the line between one and the

other is so fine as scarcely, if at all, to be perceived
;

indeed, the Brownian motion of monads, some sperma-
tozoids and the particles forming many inorganic

infusions, are scarcely, if at all, to be distinguished

from each other. From monads and unicellular

organisms, however, spore-producing Fungi are greatly

removed, and the economy functions and structure of
most of the latter are so well known that it would be
simply impossible to convince any botanist that a spore,

such as some of those figured by Dr. Bastian, could
be produced from any other quarter than the hymenium
of a well-defined parent."

Double Zonal Pelargoniums are proving,
as they were expected to do, capital plants for exhi-

bition purposes, witness some of those shown at Oxford
the other day. In addition, however, they turn out to

be excellent subjects for exhibiting in the form of cut
flowers. Even ordinary single-flowered Pelargoniums
are exceedingly showy when nicely set up, and their

brilliant colours sensibly enliven an exhibition tent
;

but in hot weather they are apt to fall to pieces, and it

is in this respect that the doubles have so much advan-
tage over the singles. Stands of cut blooms of Double
Zonal Pelargoniums may therefore be recommended as

desirable elements of a summer show. They should
be set up in the same way as Verbenas, namely, in

bunches of three to five tnisses.

A horticultural establishment, says "Nature,"
has been opened at Guatemala for the export of the
seeds, flowers, and young plants of the country. Our
contemporary should be a little more explicit.

The Maximum Temperature of the Week
ending August 6 was recorded in England at
Nottingham, 84^.2, and in Scotland at Perth, 79°.
(See Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our present issue.)

The mean of the highest for the eight southern stations
of England was 80''. 6, and for the eight northern was
79°- 3. whilst for the eight stations of Scotland the
mean was only73''.S. The Minimum Temperatures
ranged in England from 49°. 9 at Salford to 57° at
Norwich, with a mean for all stations of 52'. 5 ; and
in Scotland from 51° at Perth to 55° at Greenock, with
a mean for all stations of 52°. 7. The Mean Tempe-
rature of the eight southern stations of England was
as high as 65". 5, and of the eight northern ones 64°

;

whilst for Scotland it was only 60°. i, or nearly 5^°
lower than the south of England. Rainfall : the
heaviest falls took place in the south of England, and
m Scotland

; the largest fall in England was 0.89 inches
fit Bristol, and the mean for the southern stations was

0.29 inches, and for the northern was o.il inches,

Liverpool being the only station at which much rain

fell. In Scotland the maximum fall occurred at

Greenock, viz., i inch, and the mean for all stations

amounted to 0.45 inches.

Messrs. Williams & Co. have submitted to

us for trial an improved form of their "Archimedean "

Lawn Mower. The improvements consist in a
knife-edge of steel fastened on to the revolving cutter,

which renders the knife more durable ; in the driving
wheels being protected by a sheath of iron which
prevents the cut grass from clogging the cogs ; in an
arrangement which very materially lessens the noise of
the instrument in operation ; and in a firmer mode of
fastening the handle, which is of iron instead of wood.
We fancy the machine so altered is heavier than be-

fore, and therefore not quite so easy for the amateur to

work ; but the movement is very rapid, and the cut

of the grass is excellent and leaves nothing to be
desired. It cuts the bents well, but these are cer-

tainly conspicuous this diy weather—not so the cut

leaves. On a well-kept lawn there should be no bents,

so that this objection is not worth much ; moreover, if

present, they are readily swept up.

We would remind those of our readers who
are interested in Gladioli, that there will be an exhi-
bition of these gorgeous flowers on Wednesday next,

the 17th inst., at South Kensington, on the occasion of
the next Floral Committee meeting. The extreme
heat and drought of the season have been unfavourable
to the Gladiolus, but judging from the samples pro-
duced at the last meeting on the 3d inst., and the sub-
sequent cooler moist weather, an interesting display
may be looked for. The revised schedule of prizes

will be found at p. 10S3.

The name of Ambrosine has been given by
Mr. C. U. Shepard, of South Carolina, to a mineral
resembling both amber and resin, which, he thinks,
originated in some of the Coniferous trees that existed
during the pleiocene epoch. It differs from any of the
oxygenated hydro-carbons previously known. It melts
into a clear yellowish liquid at about 450* Fahr.,
giving off a considerable amount of succinic acid before
melting. After fusion it yields a volatile oil, which
has a balsamic odour, unlike that from the resin of
Pines. Ambrosine is very combustible, and, burning
without ash, gives a yellowish white light. It is

soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, oil of turpentine,
and in a solution of potash.

The Royal Danish Scientific Society offers a
Gold Medal, for an essay, to any botanist who shall

resolve the question as to whether, in the Branching
of Flowering Plants, a bifurcation of the terminal
growing point ever takes place, and, if so, under what
circumstances. In flowering plants the most usual
mode of branching is due to the formation of buds in

determinate situations, but in Lycopods and Ferns
branching results from the bifurcation of the growing
point, and the question to be solved is whether a
similar forking ever takes place in flowering plants.

For our own part, we believe it does, though it is

often, as in the case of fasciated branches, for example,
very difficult to say whether the appearances are due to
a subdivision of an originally simple growing point or
to the simultaneous development of a great number.
A study of the mode of development of the inflorescence
of Euphorbia is also demanded, with the view of decid-
ing whether it be really an inflorescence or a flower.

The essays may be written in Latin or any modern
language, aiftl should be sent to M. Steenstrup, the
Secretary of the Royal Danish Scientific Society,
Copenhagen, before the end of October, 1871.

The Royal Academy of Sciences of Belgium
offers a prize of Soof. for an essay on the Affinities
of Lycopodiace/E, &c. , comprising the genera Lycopo-
dium, Selaginella, Psilotum, Tmesipteris, and Phyllo-
glossum. The essays should be written in Latin,
French, or Flemish, and sent to M. Ad. Quetelet,
the secretary of the Academy at Brussels, before June i,

1871.

——
- Adverting to the attempts now being made to

introduce and cultivate Ipecacuanha in India on a
large scale for medicinal purposes, Mr. M. C. Cooke,
in the " Pharmaceutical Journal," calls attention to
several native Indian plants that might probably be
sei-viceable in lieu of Ipecacuanha, and whose value
might be tested prior to any extensive experiment on
acclimatisation being made. Many Asclepiads are
mentioned, such as Calotropis gigantea, the mudar of
India, and others ; but some of these are so acrid as to
be unsuitable, while others have been found to be inert.

The plant considered most likely to be valuable is

Tylophora asthmatica, the Asclepias asthmatica of
^ome authors, a common Indian plant ; both leaves
and roots are used.

Our readers are already aware that in con-
nection with the International Horticultural
Exhibitions of 1871, which are to take place fort-

nightly, it is proposed that space shall be provided for

nurserymen and others who may wish to enter the lists,

in order that a permanent exhibition of such subjects
as may be in season may be kept up. The exhibitors
in this department will be allotted space according to
their demands, and this space they will engage to keep

filled for any term which they may hnd couvciiienl

—

one, two, or three months, or more. The opportunities
which this will afford to nurserymen and florists to
keep their specialities before the public—since all these
horticultural displays will be open to the visitors to the
Arts and Science Exhibition—will be very great ; and as

we understand that sales will be permitted under certain

regulations, the opening seems an excellent one for

those who enter into this class of business. These
permanent exhibitions are, moreover, to be judged
from time to time, and prizes or medals awarded
according to their merit. We believe that the assistant

secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society, at South
Kensington, is prepared to receive applications for

space, in order that some idea may be formed of the

quantity to be provided, or that which is available may
be fairly allotted.

New Garden Plants.
Ccelogyne viscosa, Rchb.fil.

Aff. Ccelogyne flaccidae, Lindl. Folio lineari-Iancco : sepalis

medio extus carinulatis Hnearibus acuminatis, petalis paulo
angustioribus ; labelli lobo medio semiovatoacuto brevi ; ovario
vlscoso.—Ca-^^«<r viscosa, Rchb. fil., in Allg. Bt;rl. Gartz.
1856, 218 ; and in Bonplandia, iv. 328.

Pseudobulbus fusiformis rostratus tripollicaris. Folium pedale
basi attenuatum paucinerve. Pcdunculus brevis paucillonis.

Bractea; decidua: acuminatae. Perigonium album. Segincnia
longiora angustiora, quam in Ccelo^ne flaccida. Labeltum,
candidum latum, lobi laterales antice obtusangulati, IdLus
medius paulo productus, lineze carinatjc crenulato plica^o: a
basi lobi medii, venas radiantes brunneo-suffus^c plures quam
in Cfrlogyne flaccida. Columna antice brunneo striala,

A very pretty little species, in the way of the old

Ccelognye flaccida (Lindl.), yet totally distinct, having
viscose red ovaries, narrower and more acute sepals, the

anterior lobe of the lip broadest at its base, and very

acute, and the veins of the lateral lobes all confluent.

Let us add that the column i s red on its back, instead

of white, as in C. flaccida ; that the anterior lobe of the

lip is of the darkest yellow, and has two great spots of

the same colour outside. The sepals and petals are

white, and the streaks of the lateral lobe of the lip are
beautifully brown, and very broad. It appears to be
very rare. We obtained it in 1S56 from Messrs.

Booth, of Flottbeck, near Altona, the possessors of
a choice collection of Orchids, and there is no doubt
that they had the plant from England. It lias reap-

peared quite recently, having just been sent from
Messrs. Veitch. //. G. Rchb. Jil.

MORMODES TIBICEN, Rchb.fil.

Sepalis petalisque lineari-ligulatis acutis : labello revolulo curvo
stomachiformi acuto, supra medium fovea impressa triangula,-

latcrc altero alleri appresso, superficia siipcriori pilosa, iimbo
minute punctulato, superficie inferiori nervosa radiata.

Flowers the size of those of a very large Mormodes
igneum, Lindl., yellow with purplish streaks, the

lip whitish, with yellowish border and claw, and many
purplish dots around the border. It is believed to

come from New Grenada. We have to thank A. D,
lierrington, Esq., of Abergavenny, for it. H. G. Rchb.fil.

Oncidium Hartwegii {Lindl.), var. parviflorum.

A very odd plant, almost exactly like the old
Oncidium Hartwegii, but having in lieu of its wonder-
ful blackish brown a very light maroon-brown colour,

and its flowers are only half as large. M. Linden
obtained it from Ecuador through his indefatigable

collector, Mr. Wallis. H. G. Rchb. fil.

PANDOREA austro-caledonica, Seem.

Glaberrima ; foliis impari-pinnatis 2—3 jugis, superioribus 3-foIio-

latis ; foliolis latissime ellipticis obtusis sub acumine sa^pe
2— 4-d(;nt:iiis. iiitt-nliiin fere sttbrotundatis ; panicuHs terminall-
luis ' I .nil. ..|.|-- III

,
i iiipiisiiis, 15—20-floris ; floribus mini-

1)11 ,. I.... lures P. australis.— rff(7;«rt (/'««-

,/ '
. 1 Ml in Bull. Soc. BoC. France, 1862.

M..:i:Mn. ..I i:.|,.l.., \.:vv Caledonia (Vieillard, n. 1002),

ami j.nnl iiow^S^ Island {Mdne et M'GilHvray! in Herb. Kew
etMus. Bnt.

This graceful Bignonlaceous climber, whicli

Vieillard collected in New Caledonia, and Milne and
M'Gillivray in Lord Howe's Island, has recently been,

introduced by Mr. W. Bull, who has kindly allowed
me to make a sketch of it. Mr. Bentham, in his

Australian Flora, has not taken any particular notice of

this plant, and probably mistook it for one of the many
forms of Pandorea austraHs, from which species, how-
ever, it is perfectly distinct. Berthoid Scemaufi.

PALMS.—No. XL
The genera of Palms having scaly (loricate) frui

compose the Lepidocaryinen? group, with which I clofe

my notes on Palms, and which are by some held to con-

stitute even a distinct natural order. They comprise both
fan-shaped and pinnated kinds, the fonner (fan-shaped)

being strictly confined to the New World, whilst the

pinnated are restricted to the Old, with exception of the

genus Raphia, which is represented both in tropical

Africa and in tropical America. Before Raphia was
more closely studied than it has been recently, it was
thought that the American R. ta:digera might possibly

be identical with one of the African species. But

I believe this opinion is now abandoned. There

are at least two, if not more, species of Raphia in

America, which have nothing to do with the African,

just as there is an African and an American species of
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Elaeis. Fine groves of Kaphia may be seen on the

Isthmus of Panama, between Colon (Aspmwall) and
the first railway bridge over the Chagres, and of which
I long to procure specimens, as in my former explo-

rations of that country no Raphia was ever met
with. These may prove new, as nearly all Palms
are very local, and R. tredigera would probably

not be found so far north, nor R. nicaraguensis

so far south as the Isthmus. Immense groves of

the latter species cover the swampy banks of the

river San Juan in Nicaragua, where the natives

term it "Holillo. ,' For three days my canoe was
pushed on through such banks, and, although at last

the scenery was felt to be monotonous, one could never

help admiring the vigour and noble outlines of the

immense leaves—the largest foliaceous expansions in the

vegetable kingdom. All the scaly-fmited Palms, with

fan-shaped leaves, have an erect, often tall trunk, but

those with pinnate leaves are in several genera

climbing, and form those impenetrable thickets of

which travellers in Asiatic forests complain.

CeratoMms (Blum.).—A genus of spiny climbing
Palms, inhabiting the East Indian forests, having
pinnated leaves with
cuneate-rhomboidal seg-

ments, lateral panicles,

and scaly berries. Only
two species, are known,
viz., C. glaucescens and
concolor,—the fonner an
inmate of our gardens.

Pkctocoviia (Mart.). —
About eight species,

several of which are in

our living collections, con-
stitute this genus of climb-

ing Palms. They have
the habit of Rattans,

climbing trunk, pinnate
leaves, and petioles pro-

longed into whip-like
thongs {two of which, tied

to a long pole or handle,

are used by the police of
the Dutch possessions to

catch a nm-a-muck Ma-
lay). The flowers are

monrccious, and arranged
in large panicles, and their

fruit I—3-seeded. The
spines of this genus arc

singular and are united
" like the foot of a mole,"
to use Sir W. Hooker's
expressive phrase.

Zalacca {Reinw. ).—Th e

Palms comprising this

genus are almost stemlcss,

and destitute of the whip-
like elongation of the
petioles characteristic of
Calamus and Plectoco-

mia. The petioles are

armed with several series

of rigid spines ; the leaves

are pinnate, the flowers

moncecious and arranged
in round catkins, and the

fruit scaly and containing

from one to three seeds.

All the species inhabit the

forests of tropical Asia,

where they form under-

wood. Z. edulis Blume-
ana, and others are in our
gardens.

Dmnonorops (Blum. ).

—

A very extensive genus,

confined to the forests of
tropical Asia, principally

to the East Indian Archi-
pelago, and formerly associated with Calamus, from
which it differs in having deciduous spathes, rumi-
nate albumen, and other technical characters. Their
stem is climbing and prickly, whilst the leaves are

pinnate, and the leaflets generally linear. A very
elegant Palm, which in our gardens goes under the

name of D. plumosus, and of which Mr. W. Bull has
allowed us to make a sketch (fig. 206), probably
does not belong to this genus, but to Sagus. What-
ever it may turn out to be, it is, when young,
admirably adapted for table decoration. Its leaves are

of a dark green, and handsomely plumed. A good
many species of Dxmonorops are to be found in our
gardens, often going under the older name of Calamus,
and most of them are vciy elegant when young.

Calamus (Linn.).—Systematic works record about
100 species of this genus, all of which are confined to

the forests of tropical Africa and Asia. The genus
will probably receive considerable additions in

species, as many Calamus-yielding countries remain
to be explored ; even the treasures of our herbaria

are as yet insufficiently examined. Messrs. Mann and
Wendland (Linn. Trans, xxiv., p. 429) have done good
service in working up the African species, and Dr. T.

Anderson (Linn. Joum. 1S69, p. 9) those of Sikkim,

but the bulk of the species are in a sad tangle. The
genus differs from Dasmonorops, with which it agrees

in habit, in having persistent spathes and even albumen,
All the species are climbing, some to the enormous
length of 500 feet ; and it is chiefly the smaller kinds,

of which C. ciliaris is the type, that are of permanent
value in gardens. Several species supply canes of

commercial importance, and nurserymen's catalogues

tempt us with a long list of species.

Kortkalsia {Blum. ; Calamosagus, Grifiith) has the

habit of Calamus, the leaves of Wallichia, and the seed

of Sagus. About 13 species are kno^vn, all confined

to the forests of the Indian Archipelago, whence, as

far as I am aware, few have as yet found their way to

our gardens, though all would merit introduction on
account of their wedge-shaped erosed leaflets, and the

leafy expansion (ligiUa) at the base of the petiole—so

characteristic of this genus. K. Lobbiana (Wendl.
Hot. Zeit. 1S59), from Borneo, is one of the most
recently described species, for which we are indebted to

Messrs. Veitch's collector, W. Lobb.
Eitgeissona (Griff.).—E. tristis, the only representa-

tive of this genus, is a stemless Palm, which is known
to the Malays under the name of* Bertam," and inhabits

the forests covering the hills of Ching, Malacca, and

Penang. It is readily distinguished by its inflores-

cence, its indefinite number of stamens, and the peculiar

structure of the seeds, from all other scaly-fruited

Palms. The leaves are very numerous, pinnate, and,

like the petioles and spathes, covered with prickles.

The flowers are terminal and dioecious, and the fruit

covered with loose scales.

Sagus (Gaertn. ; Cculococcus, Wendl. in Seem. Bon-
plandia, 1859, p. 199; Metroxylon, Mart, ex parte).—
These sago-yielding Palms differ from the allied genus
Metroxylon, principally by their spadix being terminal,

and by each individual flowering only once during the

terra of its existence, the appearance of the flowers

being taken as the signal for the cutting down of the

tree, for after the fruit has begun to form all the

sago stored in the t unk disappears. All the species

are found in low swampy ground, and should be culti-

vated in our gardens in confonnity with their natural

habitat. I brought S. vitiensis (Wendl.), planted in

Bamboos, from Fiji to Sydney, when I gave some of

the plants, which were in capital condition, to Mr.
Moore, but the others died on the passage home ; and
at present I am not aware that, except S. l^evis and
the plant above alluded to as Doemonorops plumosus,
any true Sago Palm is in our gardens. S. Ruffia is,

of course, identical with Raphia Ruffia, Mart.
Metroxylon (Rottb.). — M. filare and M. elatum.

natives of Celebes and Cerama, are the only represen-

tatives of this genus, distinguished from Sagus by its

being polycarpous, the flowers being lateral, and
appearing annually. The trunk is tree-like, but does
not contain any sago. The leaves are pinnate. None
of the species appear to be in our gardens.

Raphia (Comm.). — Mann and Wendland (Trans.
Linn. Soc. xxiv., p. 437) have done good service in

describing and figuring the African species of this

singular genus, so that we now know six species, two
of them natives of tropical America ; one of the latter

{R, ta;digera) seems to be confined to the tide-flooded

lands of the lower Amazon, the other or others {R.
nicaraguensis and the Panama species) to river banks and
swamps, beyond the influence of the tide. The trunk
in most species is very short, the leaves pinnate and of
extraordinarily robust growth, and, as is the whole plant,

unarmed. The fruit has a fine polish, and is generally

a deep chestnut colour. Several species are in our
gardens.

Mauritia (Linn. ; Lepidocaryura, Mart.).—Sir W.
Raleigh was the first who brought the fruit of Mauritia
flexuosa, a Brazilian Palm, to England ; and on ac-

count of their scales

{which they share with
all other Lepidocaiyinere),

he compared them to Fir

cones ; Linnccus described

them systematically, but
fancied the plant was
leafless. Since then our
knowledge has been ra-

pidly progi-essing, and
Dr. Spruce (Joum. Linn.

Soc. xi., p. 167) has
recently considerably in-

creased it by his excellent

paper, in which he shows
that the genera Mauritia
and Lep idocaryum must
be united, the former
having polystichous flow-

ers, and the latter disti-

chous ones, — characters

too insignificant to be
considered more than of
sectional value. The
genus may be readily

recognised from all of its

allies by its palmate leaves

and scaly fruit. Dr.
Spruce enumerates 13
species, five belonging to

the Leptocaiyunr sec-

tion, miniature Mauritia,
" the slimmest and most
fairylike of all Fan Palms,
which grow in the virgin

forest, where the trees

are not so thickly set as

to exclude gleams of sun-

shine," and which, of
"all Palms that flowers

on the Orinoco," to quote
the same authority,
** would most delight the

cultivator." But few
species of this genus are

as yet in our gardens,

M. flexuosa I have seen
at Herrenhaussen, grow-
ing well in a tank, toge-

ther with other water
plants.

With this rapid sketch
of all the genera of Palms,
too rapid, I fear, to give

satisfaction to myself or

my readers, I conclude
for the present. Long ere

the last lines will have

been printed I shall once more be amongst Palm
groves, and forcing my way through pathless forests.

Bcrthold Seemaun,

THE ORCHARD HOUSES AT
CHISWICK.

During the month of April I paid a visit to

Chiswick, with a view of seeing the orchairl-houses.

It was on the 2ist of the month, and the weather was
warm and calm. A pure light air just stirred, and
lofty cirri presaged further fine days. To those accus-

tomed to the incessant action of the sea breezes, and a

low cloudy sky, it seemed the perfection of tempera-

ture for Peach culture. I noticed the thermometer
suspended at 4 feet from the soil within my school

friend's cylindrical vineiy, which had its glass removed.
The reading was 57", the instrument being protected

from the direct action of the sun by a shade of wood.
Subsequently I observed the temperature within the

long orchard-house to be 70°, being just the relative

proportions I have found to agree with the Peach.

The orchard-houses at Chiswick are three in number,
consisting of a lofty span-roofed house (p. 1054), a much
lower one of this form, and a long narrow house (fig. 207),

having hotwater pipes, two rows along the front, and
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one along the back wall. I did not inquire how much
these had been used, but should judge only so much
as to bring the trees well and steadily forward, no heat

being required at the date of my visit. The trees

were in full bloom then, seemed full of vitality, and

well able to set their fruit without fire-heat in such

weather. The previous spring was very different ; a

row of pipes would not have been out of place with any

of us then, but my trees being steadily kept, year after

year, within certain bounds of produce, the blooms did

not fail to set, though the adjusting of the temperature

required care. I ascribe the fine crop of that year,

1500 of which were sold in Covent Garden, mainly to

the vitality of the trees, which are chiefly cordons

planted in the border. Nor was the quaUty of the

fruit less than usual. On the contrary, the Stanwick

Nectarines were unusually fine, and Exquisite, that

noble Georgian Peach, introduced by Mr. Rivers, and

first fruited in Europe by myself, measured 12 inches

in circumference, grandly coloured as usual.

The long lean-to house at Chiswick I liked very

much. The length—about 200 feet, it seemed—was

not at all dispropovtioned to the breadth, which was
about II feet. The height seemed above II feet at the

apex of the house, which has a short

hip, and also iS inches of glass at

the back. The light is abundant,
for tlie front, which appeared to me
to be about 9;^ feet high, was glazed

to the gi'ound with full-sized strong

glass. Ventilation was by sliding

windows—a good plan. I had de-

signed a new house of somewhat
similar proportions, but without so

much back wall, and for cordons
only— not a single potted tree—
which would produce far more, the

cordons being placed in rows parallel

with the length of the structure,

and closely pruned.

This long house is a pleasant one ;

and the row of diagonal cordons,
trained on horizonal wires, 6 inches
apart, at iS inches from stem to

stem, and at about this same dis-

tance 'from the glazed front, had a
charming appearance, being then in

bloom, and carrying it well and
evenly. There was a row of very
good bush trees and pyramids in

pots along the back, also in bloom,
and Vines—it is presumed for trial,

trained vertically behind these on
the wall—which last appeared to me
much out of place. How much
better, and more suited to the house,
another row of diagonals running
the reverse way to those along the
front, would have been. This mix-
ing up of Vines and Peaches is one
of the worst features of orchard-
house management. Surely the
Peach, now that we have the new
and valuable early sorts brought in

by my good friend, and the succes-
sion of sorts now common, merits
a whole house to itself. I, myself,
had last season, without fire-heat.

Peaches and Nectarines— the last

might be advantageously crossed, so
as to be much later than at present
—from June to November—a sea-

son of six months.
A fruit which is so precious as

this, and now, by these very orchard-
houses, brought within the reach of
so many—one so remunerative, when
properly cultivated ; so grand and
varied in its appearance, and so

universally liked—should not be allowed to deteriorate

by a false idea of economy. No other fruit is ever
allowed to grow side by side with it in my houses, and
this simplifies the admission or otherwise of air, and all

the light possible is admitted from the roof, front and
sides. Light, heat, air, water, and moderately rich

calcareous soil—of these, the Peach will never satiate.

Its form it then generously confides to our intelligence.

In this long house at Chiswick the diagonal is

selected. A single row of trees runs along the front.

These are stout and healthy specimens ; indeed, owing
to the peculiarly deep and rich natural soil, the trees,

which are about six years old, are as strong as mine
which are 12 years old. This is not a gain free from
counterbalancing loss, for the house at Chiswick is too
low for them already. No better or more skilful

hands than those of the present superintendent exist,

but he will have an unremunerative task in the future
in these strong trees.

As the introducer of diagonal Peach-training in
England, 16 years ago now, and having some of the
original trees (over which the houses have been built)

in full bearing and health, I may be allowed to say
something of the style of pruning. This, in Mr.
Barron's hand, is perfect of its kind. The only regret
IS that a form now superseded by the more prolific
close pi-uned cordons is still adhered to. l"hc trees,

however, as they are, form very fine and interesting
studies, for though an imperfect style it is also excellent

in its way and place. The shoots on each spur are

trained long, though not so long as at Angers. The
shoots, either single or double, were shortened to from
12 to 15 inches, and were full of bloom buds, being,

in short, mostly " tme fruit shoots." iSome of a

'* mixed" character here and there, but the trees,

being established, had reached the stage where we
look for "true fruit shoots," clothed with good triple

buds from heel to point. This style is better adapted
for the open wall. It is larger than moderate close

pruning for simple cordons, and, for the wall, gives

more scope to the ti'ee. On the open wall 15 inches

would be a fair length when the shoots were ripe, and
as thick as stout quills. But, under glass, we look to

a closer form for produce. The same development
is produced by multiplying the shoots on each spur,

and small "bouquets or clusters" are frequent, from
which the finest Peaches arise. This is lost in the

longer style. Nor is it considered right by the majority

of good pruners that the same shoot in the Peach
should both bear fruit and grow the succession wood ;

indeed, it rebels naturally against this, and has to be

bent to form a point from which the bud. should

elongate. All this the orchard-house pniner, accus-

such naturally extremely rich soil. A friend and
"pupil" of mine, who has orchard-houses not far off, of
thrice this length, has great trouble from this very
cause. In houses of this height double cordons would
have been safer. Of course the single cordon is the
^^ cordon pa?- excellence" in every way, but it requires

height, which, as I shall attempt to show when we
come to the span-roofed houses, is inconsistent with

good orchard-house cidture. T. C. Bn'/iaut, Richmond
I/ottse, Gncrnsey.

Fig. 207.

tomed to the close pruning required for pyramids in

pots with little space to spare, ignores, and rightly too.

Space for space, there can be no question as to

which form produces the most. Nevertheless, these

long pmned trees at Chiswick are pretty models for

the open wall, and might be studied as such ; the

bloom and health were perfect. We are on the eve of

obtaining lovely flowers on our future Peach trees.

Both here and at Sawbridgeworth were experiments by

hybridising being carried on. Many valuable sorts

have very small and rather mean looking flowers. Not
always the most gorgeous blooms are seen on good
kinds. The most beautiful were the Avant Peche

(which is a very poor Peach) ; the large pure

white flowers were extremely conspicuous. Blanche

d'Amerique has also snowy blooms, and Incomparable

also. In future springs our orchard-houses will be
self-dependent for colour—no mean advantage.

The sorts cultivated were various. Side by side they

were readily tested, which is, no doubt, the chief end

sought for in such a place as this. It is inevitable that

sorts should decline in favour in these days of rapid

improvement. Still there are many which long expe-

rience has proved, and these would more properly

constitute the main portion of a row like this, for too

frequent change would create ugly blanks. On the

whole, then, this long house is very pretty, and it is a

pity it had not been made about 2 feet loftier, for the

sake of the future development of single cordons in

STREET PLANTING,
London is an ancient city, populous, and gigantic ;

yet, singular as it may appear, the ornamentation of its

streets with trees is yet in its infancy. Outside the

St. James's Park enclosure are some examples of tree

planted promenades, terminating in the parade giound
at the Horse Guards on the one hand, and in the open
space in front of Buckingham Palace on the other.

We have also a few yards of Plane trees in Piccadilly,

and Elms elsewhere, but to no unique specimen of
street planting can a Londoner as yet point, with satis-

faction to himself. Many of our streets are wider than
those in Paris, where trees are

arranged so as to afford rest on seats

and shade to fatigued pedestrians ;

but here we have little or nothing of
the kind—yet what a noble Boule-
vard would Oxford and Cambridge
Terraces make? Here the width
from house to house is 172 feet,

therefore what a vast improvement
would be effected by pulling down
the iron railings which now defend
little, ill-kept, heterogeneous enclo-

sures from the open roadway ; and
by planting in their place rows of

trees with a gravelled promenade
underneath them, this might be
made to equal, as far as its extent

goes, any Boulevard either on the

Continent or in America. It already

contains fully giown specimens of

Planes, Ailantus, Poplars, Thonis,
and other trees, many in good
health and condition ; therefore the

cry, that " trees won't grow in Lon-
don " does not apply in this case.

This Boulevard or public avenue
might be made one of the most
beautiful of approaches to Hyde
Park, through which it might be
extended to the South Kensington
Museum, passing in its route the

late Prince Consort's Monument, the

new Albert Hall of Arts and Science,

and the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens.
In the contiguous fine range of

Westbourne Terrace, which is 100
feet in width from area to area rail-

ing (the areas counting 20 feet more
from front to front), there are also

strips of plantation enclosed with
double rows of heavy Portland

cement balustrades. This causeway,

about half a mile in length, might be
advantageously treated in the same
manner as Oxford Terrace, and
planted with shady trees. Along
the Cromwell and Exhibition Roads,

which are 90 feet wide, rows of

Poplars have been planted ; but

these, though better than nothing,

want the grace of the Silver Maple,
or the western Plane. From this

locality gracefully planted connec-

tions might easily be formed with

the Thames Embankment, on wdiich young Planes

are already planted, and which, when larger in

stature, cannot fail to produce a good effect. Our
London streets, as a rule, manifest great diversity

of width. The mean of Oxford Street being 60

feet from house to house ; while in some parts

Holbom is 50 feet, and in others lOO feet, the

interval between Gray's and Fumival's Inns measuring

even upwards of that width. The Strand also

shows considerable inequalities as regards width,

being opposite Somerset House lOO feet. Again, in

Whitehall and Parliament Street there is also great

diversity of width, which, opposite the Treasury, and

across to the railings of Montague House, is 134 feet,

but the proposed demolitions in Parliament Street will

doubtless secure the continuation of suitable latitude

to the terminal vista to Westminster Abbey, while at

the upper end is Trafalgar Square, with its fountains

and statues. This line of street, suitably planted,

would form a beautiful avenue. Upright growing

deciduous trees, such as the Italian Poplar, Quercus

fastigiata, or Robinia fastigiata, all of which will live in

towns, might also be advantageously introduced^ in

little groups, say from three to four together, into

Trafalgar Square, instead of the little Bay trees now
placed there in tubs, which, though pretty enough in

their way, have no kind of association with surrounding

objects. Of the trees just named, the Poplar giows

fastest, and of what may be done in the way of securmg
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expeditious effect, the plantations of that tree at

Buckingham Palace afford an example, though I by
no means recommend its general adoption as a town tree.

Street widening, I am glad to see, is now the order
of the day in London ; but I doubt whether the plant-

ing of trees in established thoroughfares will ever be
carried out. Let us hope, however, that all new
streets in freslily built on localities will be formed of

sufficient width to afford this luxury.

In the older parts of the city of New York street-

planting, tliough at one time in fashion, is now dis-

regarded, the streets being too narrow for that kind of
ornamentation. But in all the approaches to the new
parks, to which I have already directed attention, trees

have been planted so as to form avenues. Lord Bacon
said that "men build first and plant afterwards," but
in the formation of what may be called the new city of
New York, parks have been formed and streets lined

out and planted before any arrangement as regards
architectural embellishments has been attempted. In
the old portions of New York I observed some fine

Ailantuses, mutilated to such an extent in order to

keep them within bounds, that their natural character
was wholly destroyed, and some of them were even
dying under the operation. In Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Richmond, and most other towns in America,
the Silver Maple (Acer Wagnenanum) is employed for

street planting, and well suited it is for such a purpose,
being light and elegant in character, ever changing in

colour with every breeze, like our White Poplar, and,
above all, being hardy and of quick growth. I may
here remark that whatever tree is used for street or
avenue planting only one kind should be employed in

each particular street, as two or three sorts in the same
street produce a patchy appearance, and destroy that
unity of expression whicli street planting should aim
at securing. In proof of this, Norfolk in Virginia
affords good examples. There is to be found there the
most varied collection of ornamental trees that I have
ever met with in one city ; nevertheless, owing to their

being planted without order as to kind, the grand effect

which they would otherwise have produced is lost.

One kind of tree might indeed be so uniformly
employed as to give its name to the street or avenue
with which it is planted ; that is, when we shall have
acquired sufficient knowledge of trees to be able to

make extensive selections suitable for that pui-pose.

Thus we shall have variety among trees in towns,
according in some measure with what we have now in

parks, and the same plan of planting might be followed
in other countries. Hardihood will of course guide the
selection of sorts to be employed in different climates.
Thus in Arona and Verona occur avenues of Catalpa
and Paulownia. In Paris, Elms, Ailantus, Planes,
Limes, and other trees are employed in street decora-
tion ; but all these will doubtless soon be added to,

now that the matter of street planting is widely gain-
ing interest.

Let us now advert to open spaces, which with us are
called squares, while in America they have hitherto
been known as parks, and on the Continent as prome-
nades. In London these are, as a rule, not quite so
satisfactory as they might be, owing chiefly to the
ground in them not having received in the first instance
proper preparation for the reception of the shrubs and
trees with which they are planted. In a few instances,
however, we have some fine specimens of trees in our
metropolitan squares and other open spaces. In the
gardens belonging to Gray's Inn, for instance, there is

a noble Catalpa, which, on account of its being reputed
to have been planted by Lord Bacon, is called the
"Bacon tree." Its aged limbs sweep the ground of
this garden, which is 6 acres in extent, contains a
noble walk, called Queen Elizabeth's Drive, and some
good Elms and Plane trees, one of which is stated to
have been planted by Addison. This garden during
half the year is thrown open to the children of the
neighbourhood, who so thoroughly enjoy the treat,

that when they get home in the evening after rolling on
the grass they are as black as negro minstrels.

Nothing delights a townsman so much as to get his
feet upon soft turf, a gratification which thousands of
all ages enjoy. This fact receives daily verification in
St. James's Park, which can claim to be little more
than an open space laid out rather prettily in the gar-
denesque style, and evidently with a view to public
instruction as regards acquiring a knowledge of the
correct names of trees and shrubs. These were, I
believe, selected, arranged, and named by Don, some-
where about a quarter of a century ago, but now the
grouping together of families, which was the system of
arrangement that botanist employed, is in a great
measure lost sight of ; still attention is paid to labelling,
an operation which adds interest to the shrub-masses
in this park. Here, too, on the lake is an excellent
collection of waterfowl, the feeding of ^^•hich affords
a never wearying source of enjoyment to children,
and even to older spectators. As 'far as extent goes,
St. James's Park must be admitted to be one of the
most popular of London open spaces in which entire
freedom of grass-promenading is permitted.

Lincoln's Inn, a fine town square of 7 acres in
extent, unlike St. James's Park, is closed to the public,
which is to be regretted, for to look upon the merry
faces of the young on a fine summer's day in such
places does one's heart more good than the small
degree of quietude their closed condition can ever
afibrd. In tfiis square are a few fine Planes and

Thorns. The shrub masses are mostly Privet relieved
by Pelargoniums and similar flowers in summer, and
by Chrysanthemums in autumn.

The Inner and Middle Temple Gardens, remarkable
for their annual displays of Chrysanthemums, afford

examples of fine open town spaces. Here, during a
certain period of the year, children are admitted to

romp and play on the grass as they please. The late

Mr. Broome, the well-known advocate for throwing
town enclosures open to the public, asserted that

although there were often as many as 11,000 children

daily in these gardens, neither flowers, shrubs, nor
trees received any injury. The Temple Gardens, there-

fore, indicate the way in which open town spaces can
be utilised for public benefit.

Settingaside theopenspaces just adverted to, thenewly
made parks of Finsbury, Southwark, Kennington, and
others, there are still plenty of other squares, as for

instance Berkeley and Grosvenor Squares, which, if

open to the public, would be real boons to the thickly

packed inhabitants of the neighbourhood. But they
are not open, and it is of this we have to complain.
Closed as they are at present, they are, in fact, obstacles

in the way of direct transit from one point to another

;

"they do things better in France " and other Conti-

nental countries, as well as in America, in which all

have free access to such places, and in which recreation

is as much sought for as in the parks. In London, it

is true, there seems of late to be a disposition to

improve its to«n spaces, and to throw them open to

the public, but much in that way must yet be done
before a perfectly satisfactory result shall have been
arrived at. Among our town spaces lately opened and
ornamented may be named Paddington and Islington

Greens, Camberwell Green, and others, the use of

which is evidently appreciated by the public. But it

may be said, who is to maintain and keep in order our
open spaces? I say some body of management similar

to the Board of Works, to which some power in the

matter has indeed already been given, but as yet it has
been inoperative, else surely we should not have had so

long such a standing disgrace among us as Leicester

Square, and others to which allusion might readily be
made.

As regards the treatment of town squares, I am of

opinion that they should be wholly planted, or '

nearly so, with trees of a stately character, which will

grow up so as to allow people to promenade under them.
In this way the most would be made of the space,

which should consist wholly of walks, grass, trees, and
a few low shrubs here and there. Fountains and
basins with fish should also be provided, not in order

that they may throw water to a great height, but taste-

fully constructed drinking places supplied from hydrants,

to which, likewise, should be attached a hose for wash-
ing the trees and watering the turf. In this way the

French manage to keep their grass and trees in beautiful

condition, and without such an arrangement no London
square, owing to the constant treading which it must
necessarily receive, can ever be maintained in a fresh

and green state. Without washing, too, trees lose

their leaves much earlier than they otherwise should

do, and when young especially their success is com-
paratively uncertain owing to the over drainage to

which towns are subjected. Flowers, as a rule, I

would reject, though in some places their introduction

might not only be admissible but necessarj'. Thus,
when private right in the matter of town squares shall

have yielded up its interest for the public good—when
it shall have allowed our at present enclosed spaces to

be opened, those frequently unsightly shrub-masses to

be removed so as to increase the gi-ass surface—when
broad, good, and dry walks shall have been made, and
plenty of seats provided, then, and not till then, shall

we acquit ourselves as Englishmen in this matter. Our
thoroughfares are being yearly enlarged and improved,
let, therefore, our squares be opened and improved
also. They will then not only form delightful retreats

for the aged and infirm from the more active scenes of

public life with which they are surrounded, but will

furnish healthy breathing spaces second only in impor-
tance, in a sanitary point of view, to our great parks
themselves, y. Nrajtotiy 74, Oxford Terrace^ Hyde
Park.

THE KNOWN FORMS OF YUCCA.— \\\.

Section II. — Filametitoso-marginat^. — Species in

which the edge of the leaf habitually splits up into

filamentous threads [continued).

Of this group I now come to the caulescent forms.

Of these there are five in Mr. Saunders* collection, all

of which he has cultivated so far under shelter, none of
which, so far as I have been able to ascertain, have
been described or named. I give now a provisional

name for each of them, and an epitome of the notes

which I have already made, reserving diagnosis and a

full description for our intended monograph in the
*' Refugium."

21. 3'. fericulosa, Baker.—Stem 3—4 feet long below the
leaves, 5—6 inches thick. Leaves, about 150, spread over
18 inches, none recur\-ed, the lowest spreading horizon-'

tally at right angles with the stem, the upper ascending
2^

—

2% feet long, 8—ghnes broad at the middle, narrowed
to half an inch above the base, as rigid and coriaceous in

texture as those of aloifolia ; colour a bright apple-green,

not at all glaucous ; a quarter of an inch thick above the

base, the back decidedly convex throughout, the point

pungent, the edge distinctly brown, splitting off, espe-
cially in the upper half of the leaf, into copious strong
recurved threads, 1—3 inches long, the upper part below
the point much hollowed out. In general habit, and in

the colour and texture of the leaves, this most resembles
aloifolia. It is probably the Y. angustifolia of Carriers
(Rev. Hort. ix., p. 20, t. 3), but not of Pursh.

22. v. polyphylla. Baker.—Stem about 3 feet long
below the leaves, half a foot thick. Leaves, about 200,
spread over 18 inches, the lowest much decun'ed, the
upper ascending, the largest 2 feet by 7—8 lines broad at
the middle, narrowed to half an inch above the base,

rather less thick and rigid in texture than in the last, but
the point dangerously pungent, and the face very concave
below it, the back moderately convex all through, the
base a quarter of an inch thick ; the colour a pale bright
green, the edge not distinctly brown as in the last, the
threads less copious and finer, but extending through the
whole leaf, scarcely at all recurved. This comes nearest
to the last, but differs, as will be seen, from the characters
given. It has the most numerous leaves of any form with
which I am acquainted.

23. Y. circhiata. Baker.—Stem under a foot high,

below the leaves ; leaves 70—80, the lowest recurved, the
upper ascending, the largest 27—28 inches long, half an
inch broad at the middle, narrowed to a quarter of an inch
above the base ; texture similar to that of the last

;

colour a dark, not glaucous, green, with the face paler down
the centre, the back much rounded all through ; the base
2^— 3 lines thick, the point pungent, with its face much
hollowed out, the edge brown, and very distinct, as in

No. 21, splitting off into copious much curled threads

I—2 inches long. Also closely allied to No. 21.

24. K scabrifoiia. Baker.—Stem 6—8 inches long,

below the leaves, tuberous at the base ; leaves, about 40,

spread over a space of half a foot, the lowest slightly

recurved, the upper ascending, the largest 20—24 inches
long, 4—5 lines broad at the middle, narrowed to a
quarter of an inch above the base, the back much
rounded throughout ; colour a dark, not glaucous-green,
but down the face paler ; the upper surface smooth, but
the lower remarkably scabrous, the point pungent, and
the face much hollowed out near it ; the texture as rigid

as in the two last, but the leaf breaking much more
easily; the edge distinct grey-brown, with a few long
straight threads splitting off from it on each side.

25. }'. frai^ilifolia. Baker.— Stem about half a foot

high below the leaves, which are 25—30 in number, the

lowest decidedly decurved, the upper erecto-patent, 16—
18 inches long, J— g inch broad at the middle, narrowed
to 3—4 lines above the base, the point pungent, the face

beneatii it much hollowed out, the back much rounded
all through, the colour grey-green, not at all glaucous,

the face smooth, the back scabrous, the edge sparingly

filiferous, with 2—3 short nearly straight threads splitting

off in the upper half This and the last are very distinct,

and are remarkable for the leaves breaking much more
easily than in any other of the rigid-leaved forms.

26' In Torrey's " Botany of the Mexican Boundary"
mention is made of an unnamed Yucca, gathered by
Mr. Thurber on high table-lands near Cohahuila, with

leaves 15 inches long by an inch and a-half broad, with a
spiny point and a filamentous border, which forms a tree

25 feet or more in height, with several spreading branches,

and a fruit 2—3 inches long, with a thin, sweet pulp.

This is, no doubt, an undescribed species of the present

group.

This concludes the filamentose gi'oup, and we have

now only the entire-leaved species to notice. 7*. G,

BaktT.

CONCERNING PEAS.
Sucii a summer as this, with a drought in the

London district as prolonged as it is severe, might
have been thought a season of a very unlikely character

to afford anything like a fair trial of Peas ; and yet a

very good trial has this season been obtained at the

trial grounds of Messrs. Waite, Burnell & Co., the

wholesale seedsmen of Southwark Street, which are

situate at Woolwich. Until recently these grounds,

about 7 acres in extent, formed a part of one of the

celebrated Woolwich market gardens ; and the soil

being both deep and rich, it possessed a sustaining

power in a remarkable degree. This trial comprised

not only nearly all the so-called " leading varieties
"

in cultivation, but they were arranged according to the

best ascertained times of coming in, ^beginning with

the earliest known, and running down towards the

latest.

The two earliest were Caractacus and Ringleader,

the former a selection obtained by Messrs. Waite & Co.

a few years ago, and which has been in commerce for

the past two or three seasons. It can therefore

scarcely pretend to be a new kind, but it is one
decidedly worthy of being better known. As early as

Ringleader, it is, judging from several growing
samples of each, a much better cropper, with longer

pods also ; and it is not too much to state that the

most impartial contrast would give nearly 50 per cent,

more Peas on a given quantity of haulm of Caractacus

than of Ringleader : the fonner averaged from
n and eight Peas to a pod, the latter four

to five. I have the less hesitated in making
this statement, inasmuch as Caractacus is not a new
variety to be shortly sent out. In height it is about

2^- feet. A selected stock of Daniel O'Rourke was
very fine, early, and productive. Next came samples

of Early Warwick, Emperor, Auvergne, &c.—those

old-fashioned kinds the wholesale seedsmen are bound
to keep with which to supply certain districts of the

country. Essex Rival has come out this season with a

thoroughly good character ; here, as elsewhere, it has

withstood the drought, and cropped well ; having a
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much better pod than the old Riiigwood Marrow, it is

in that respect, besides otliers, a decided improvement
on it. Princess Royal (Maclean), a fine and a prolitic

Pea, the trial samples even and true, as if well selected;

it is one of the newer kinds, rapidly rising in public

estimation. Advancer (Maclean) is a Pea that ought
to be in eveiy garden in the kingdom, as it suits

North and South alike. It is strange that writers

persist in recommending Warwick, Auvergne, and
others of the old taller growing kinds, while such
excellent sorts as the two first named can be had—as

early, as prolific, much dwarfer, and incomparably
better in flavour. Napoleon or Climax is not nearly so

reliable as Advancer, though coming in at the same
time. A comparison of several pods gave Napoleon as

averaging three to four Peas ; it is one of those varieties

that does not fill up the pod to the point ; Advancer
averaged six and seven to a pod. Yorkshire tiei'o is a
nice large Pea, of vei"y fine flavour, and a good cropper,
earlier than Veitch's Perfection by about four days.

Bishop's Longpodded Dwarf, being a very heavy
cropper, is worth recommending as a cottager's Pea, but
it is not nearly so fine in flavour as Advancer. Little

Gem (Maclean) was remarkably good, and in such a
season as this was fit to gather two days after Ring-
leader, both being sown in Febinjary. Judging from
the number of samples of Sugar Peas growing here,

both tall and dwarf, they must be in considerable
demand : the quality of the stock of one of the samples
was very fine. The pods are cooked when quite small,

and before the Peas have attained scarcely any size ; they
are said to make a very palatable dish. As an exqui-
sitely flavoured Pea, mention must be made of Mac-
lean's Dwarf Prolific, which Messrs. Waite & Co.
appear to have true. The flavour is peculiarly sweet,
but the original stock can rarely be met with, as Won-
derful has by some reason been confused with it. Premier,
another of Dr. Maclean's raising, is a very fine Pea, a
prolific cropper, and very fine quality, and has the
positive virtue of standing the drought well. In such
a season as this it will be highly appreciated in conse-
quence. Wonderful (Maclean) is a very useful Pea,
but deficient in that fine flavour which Dwarf Prolific

and Premier possess in such an eminent degree.
Maclean's Epicurean is very similar in character to
Dwarf Prolific, but inferiorinflavour. Laxton's Supreme
is certainly a very fine Pea, and very prolific of large
long pods, but it does not turn in for use as early as
was asserted of it. Laxton's Prolific Longpod was here
found to be mixed as usual, a proportion bearing pods
of a deep olive-green colour, like Prizetaker, the re-

mainder being of the type of Dickson's Favourite, but
longer. The latter is the form in which Mr. Laxton
selected it, and at the recent show of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society at Oxford, among the baskets of Peas
staged on that occasion was a very fine lot of it in

this form, without a green pod intermixed. Between
the green-podded form of Laxton's Prolific and Prize-
taker there appears to be but very little dilTerence, but
perhaps very much of what is grown as Laxton's Pro-
lific is only Prizetaker. Veitch's Perfection was very
fine, and, like Premier, looked as if a hot, di-y season
suited it vmj well, provided there was some support at

the roots. The plan Mr. Stewart used to adopt at
Nuneham Park of sowing Peas, especially such tall-

growing kinds as Ne Plus Ultra and British (Juecn, in
tlie Celery trenches of the previous winter, is no doubt
a very good one, deserving of general application. That
fine staple Pea, Champion of England, was very fine

;

several stocks of it appeared of excellent quality.
Fortyfold appears to be a selection from this, certainly
a good stock of it. Peabody is a close bushy growing
dwarf Pea that would do excellently well for field pur-
poses, but has no pretensions to quality as a table kind,
if what was growing here represents it at its best.
Dwarf Waterloo, a very dwarf-growing Pea, appeared
on comparison to resemble very closely the old Bishop's
Dwarf, and as we have now so many new dwarf
wrinkled marrow Peas of undoubted quality, one is

induced to ask what is the use of it ? The Prince is

also a very fine Pea, and not half enough grown ; it

has a peculiar shaped pod, which gives it the stamp of
distinctiveness

; it succeeds Veitch's Perfection, and
like it also had done well this season. The Premier,
on the other hand, is somewhat earlier than Veitch's.

Laxton's Alpha must, for its obvious good qualities,
be set down as a decided acquisition to our fii-st early
Peas. Though growing from 24 to 3 feet in an almost
unexampled dry season, it yet turned in only three days
later than Ringleader, and the same time as Little
Gem ; it is a capital bearer, and in point of general
usefulness ranks as A I. This season the pods were
fit to gather some four days before those of Daniel
O'Rourke

; no doubt it is fully as early as that variety,
with the advantage of possessing a higher quality.
Of the taller growing Peas, Imperial Wonder

appeared as if it had been selected from Ne Plus
Ultra, the pods rather larger, and a little later in
being fit for table. Macmillan's Queen of the Manows
seemed to be identical with Ne Plus Ultra. Hundred-
fold, or Cook's Favourite, a round olive-coloured Pea
in the dry state, similar to Laxton's Prolific, is a good
late Pea, and a very prolific bearer, producing fine large
green pods

; it is a good exhibition kind, and appears
worthy of general cultivation.

Besides Peas, a few other things were well worthy
notice. Such a summer as this would fully test the
capacities of Lettuces to stand without "bolting."

Here could be seen gi'owing two very large breadths of
White Cos Lettuce, one known as Waite's White Cos,
the other Burnell's Alexandra White Cos, both very
fine, but yet somewhat distinct in character ; and out
of several hundreds of each, and especially in the case
of the latter, scarcely one could be seen going to seed.
The unbroken lines also suggested a considerable
amount of hardihood. Some of the latter were of
peat size, and as full as could well be wished. They
indicated what can be done by careful selection. Ne
Plus Ultra is a good Summer Cabbage Lettuce, and
stands well, but the dark brown tint on the leaves is

against it. All the Year Round is a fine Summer
Cabbage Lettuce, standing well ; so does that excellent
Cabbage variety, Tom Thumb, To show the import-
ance of a trial ground to seedsmen, it may be stated

that in a line of one stock of this variety, every plant
had run to seed, and yet there was no doubt as to its

being true. The practice of the wholesale seed trade
is, in as far as it can be done, to test the quality of all

stocks before sending them out. Such a stock of this,

therefore, would be withheld from commerce. A
stock of the ordinary White Cabbage Lettuce was so
good as to illustrate the imu ideal of a Summer
Cabb.age Lettuce.

Here was growing a very large piece of the Ameri-
can Early Rose Potato, unquestionably a Potato for

dry seasons. A root or two was dug up (this was
about the third week in June) ; there was a good yield,

the tubers of excellent size, and, when cooked, of very
fine quality. Erin's Queen Ashtop is also a good pro-
lific early kidney. Climax, another of the new
American varieties, had the appearance of being a vei^y

late sort. R. D.

Joiiie Corrfspnbciitc.

The Provincial Meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.—This subject just now assumes an
importance which may be called urgent, hence no
apology can be needed for returning to it. The
proposal to separate the two shows is a much more
serious one than it seems. On the face of it, it appears
to be a false step. The success or failure of a flower
show is dependent upon numbers. Whatever brings
these together ought to favour its prosperity. On this

very principle the Royal Agricultural Society is beset

with, pressed upon by all other sights and sounds.
None of these complaia that the Royal Show swallows
up their little shows ; on the contrary, they trust to it

to fill their coffers, and it does do it. Now, if men
and women and children can '*do" the wild beasts,

the fat women, the giant, the dwarf, &c., after ''doing"
miles of bullocks, sheep, horses, pigs, and machinery
at rest and in motion, why cannot they rest and be
tliankful in Flora's cool [?] anddeiiglitful tents? Clearly,

if the flower show is not supported, the neglect does
not arise from the want of power, Ijut the want of will.

And I heard it so put at Oxford, that these tilings

were more highly valued by tlie frequenters of tJie

cattle shows than flower or fruit shows. Very well.

Let us weigh this view of the mailer against this fact

—

that at the annual meetings of almost every pro-
vincial agricultural .society throughout the kingdom, it

is now becoming the rule to have a flower show, either

associated with it, or held at the same time and
place ; and it is well known that, as a rule, these horti-

cultural shows arc very successful financially. One
of the latest instances was that of the Suffolk Agricul-

tural Association's last meeting, held a few weeks ago
at Sudbury, in Suffolk. The town offered ;/^50 towards
Ihc flower show ; the matter was taken up by one
gentleman, Mr. Groom, of Ipswich, and carried

through with great spirit and liberality, leaving a hand-
some balance of profit. It is so almost evei^ywhere

;

in fact, I have not heard of a local failure where the
two branches of the same great art of culture combine
their forces, or, at least, meet at this same time in the

same place, unless when the weather has marred
Flora's prospects. Of course, provincial shows are not
so large as the Royal, but this objection is met by the

counter statement that neither do they last so long.

The Royal Agricultural in some of its departments is

open for a fortnight or three weeks, the Royal Horti-

cultural from four to six days ; local shows often last

but one day, and hardly ever exceed two ; so that,

measuring time against quantity, the local shows exact

as much work from those that would visit both
as the national shows. It is surely as difficult

to see two good provincial shows in one day as to see

the two national shows within a week or a fortnight.

The fact is, where there's a will there's a way, and it

would seem as if the will was wanting to visit the shows
of the Royal Horticultural Society in the provinces.

The most vital question is, will the mere fact of
appearing alone inspire the public with that will ? I

very much doubt it. Which is the easier task, to evoke
the enthusiasm of the public from the low level of
normal indifference, or turn that enthusiasm to good
account after it has been aroused? I should say the

latter decidedly, and therefore the Horticultural Society
ought to do best in company with the Agricultural.

Those who so strenuously advocate separation over-

look another most important fact. Supposing it

effected, a great horticultural show would still be held

in connection with the Royal Agricultural Society's

' annual exhibition. This fact ought to weigh heavily
with the Councils of both societies. Agriculture and
Horticulture are now joined together for better or
worse, in bonds as close as those of holy matrimony.
They cannot be sundered by any Council, however
strong. It is a thousand pities if petty jealousies should
find room on one side, or a sense of cold neglect exist

on the other. It would be much better of both frankly
to accept the inevitable course marked out for them by
public opinion, and the two societies work amicably
together to make one grand show between them.
Should the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society
really desire to be rid of the flower show, they will

certainly not attain that object by getting quit of the
London Horticultural Society. A flower show will

be held all the same. The question is not flower

show or no flower show, but the much smaller one of
who is to hold and manage it—the central society or

the local one ? In the end it would matter nothing to

exhibitors ; but it might matter much to horticulture,

and more to the London Horticultural Society. By
giving up its show in conjunction with the larger

society it would abdicate its functions of leadership,

and limit the area of its usefulness ; the diihculties in

the way of success in the provinces would be increased
by the rivalry engendered by the local shows that
would still be held in connection with the Royal
Agricultural Society. And if it failed alone, its failure

would be irretrievable. Besides, if the Royal Horti-
cultiual Society gave up this show, the Royal Agricul-
tural Society may be induced to take it up. As it

cannot get rid of a flower show, it may think fit to
enroll it into its progi-amme ; and if so, the Londoa
Horticultural Society will receive a heavy blow. All
these things demand very earnest consideration. I still

believe that these shows might be made to pay, though
held in company with the other society. None of the

causes of failure can be directly brought home to it.

Such as I have already indicated might be avoided.
Any other means might be adopted to render success
more certain. The show itself could be arranged on a
broader basis. Prizes should be offered for horticul-

tural buildings, implements, boilers, machinery, means
of ventilation, &c. Tests could be applied to new
inventions to prove their efficiency, and trials of tools,

machines, boilers, &c., made. AU this, doubtless,

would involve some expense ; but it would make a
greater interest, and serve to draw visitors. Again,
more should be done to satisfy the wants of gardeners,

and to gratify the special interest of the time of meeting.
The questions of the day should be taken up, dis-

cussed, and if possible settled. At the present moment
the horticultural world is agitated about mowing
machines, restriction and extension in Vine growing,
and Fungus ; and yet no trial was made of the former,

no word heard of the latter at the Oxford meeting.
The Congress was thoroughly good, but it would have
been even more absorbingly interesting had the veteran
" M. J. B." read, or caused to be read, a paper upon the
Fungus pest, and all the practical men present been
invited to discuss it. Of course it would have taken
time to do this, but, though some influential gentlemen
do not seem aware of it, there are things more valuable
than time, and one of them is the rooting out of error

from any mind and the implanting of truth in its place.

Perhaps few discussions could have been more efficient

in both these directions than those I have indicated.

Another equally important matter seemed ignored at

the Oxford meeting by the Society as such. Nothing
was attempted to promote good fellowship nor
strengthen fraternal feelings among horticulturists. No
common room or other place of meeting was provided.

Every one had to make his own arrangements for a
friendly chat at the "Sun," the *'Bell,"or the "Plough,"
as the case might be. Doubtless it is difficult for the
Society as such to intermeddle with such matters, but
the difficulties are not insuperable; and the very attempt
to grapple with them would win golden opinions from
those who, after all, are the backbone of the Society,

Of this lam certain, that if the London Horticultural

Society is to wield any influence deserving of the name
of national, it must arrange its shows upon a broader
basis, venture more in order to gain more, command
greater consideration from the local authorities, and,
above and beyond all, fraternise more thoroughly with,

and cater more widely and belter for, the wants and
wishes of practical gardeners. Doing this it may be
able to take the road alone, and ought to reach high
measure of success, horticulturally and financially, in

company with the Royal Agricullural Society of

England. Since writing the above {{)n August i) I

have seen the Gardencri Chronicle and N'otts Guardian
of the 6th inst., in which Mr. Ayres fully expounds his

views upon the two points—of separating the two
societies, and holding a great horticultural show at

Nottingham next season. Mr. Ayres has treated the

matter as one proposition. Separate the societies, and
let the Horticultural come to Nottingham, he says. I

would add, by all means go to Nottingham, whether the

other show is given up or not. A good many object

to July for the provincial show. Well, let June be tried

at Nottingham, and, if thought desirable, the joint show
at Wolverhampton all the same. The matter of which
is best—a single show, or the two shows together—will

thus be brought to a practical test. Only, to make the

trial a fair one, the same amount of zeal and ability

must be employed in each instance. I have no doubt

of the success of the show at Nottingham, and would
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be pleased, if help is wanted from outsiders, to render

any assistance in my power, in the form of a moderate

guarantee, or otherwise. There seems no reason why
the Royal Horticultural Society should not go more
than once a year into the provinces. Its presence

there stimulates horticulture, and ought to help to fill

its own coffers. The latter it will not do, either alone

or in company with the Royal Agi'icultural^ Society,

unless it succeeds in arousing local enthusiasm and

public spirit enough to make localism merge itself for

the nonce into nationalism, giving the utmost publicity

not only at, but before the show, and managing horti-

culturists with a hearty, liberal, cordial geniality.

When all this has been done, and failed to ensure

success, then will I admit that it is hopeless to hold

the two shows side by side. Local enthusiasm, for

instance, is worth but little unless it can be persuaded

to direct itself for a little season to objects broader,

wider than mere local fame or wealth. This was the

rock on whicli the preliminary ari'angements at Buiy
split, and it was not imtil the whole matter was lifted

bodily out of merely local horticultural grooves by

individual effort that success was reached. And yet

everything seemed against the Bury show—our posi-

tion, the prior engagements of the great London nursery-

men, the state of feeling in the county east and west,

Bury and Ipswich being in such a state of antagonism

that the Ipsivkh youmal refused to insert any letters

about the show, except as advertisements. Yet, not-

withstanding all these drawbacks, success was achieved.

Of such importance did I consider publicity, -that

not only the Bury papers, but the Cambridge, Nor-
wich, Sudbury, Colchester, and Ipswich men were con-

stantly occupied with notes, lists of subscriptions, &c.,

to such an extent, that long before the show I doubt if

there was a fanner in tlie county who did not know
that the flower show was to be held, and where to find

it, if he had not made up his mind that either he or his

mistress should see it before they went home. But for

the weather, and the absence of fat beasts through the

cattle plague, and consequent reduction of the number
of visitors, I believe that ;i^iooo might have been
cleared at the gi'eat horticultural show at Buiy. As it

was, the nett profits were ;i^400. With such results,

and knowing how much easier it might be to equal or

exceed them in other localities, Mr. Ayi'es, *'B. E."
and others, must really excuse me for not yet admitting

that the financial losses sustained by the Horticultural

Society arose from the presence in the same place at the

same time of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

I am so convinced that this is not the chief cause of

failure, that, had I leisure at command, I would under-

take to organise and carry through a great horticultural

show in conjunction with the next meeting of the

national representative of agriculture, and to pocket

a handsome surplus ; and I have no doubt that,

should the London society decline to go to Wol-
verhampton, some local horticultural society will

hold a flower show which shall at least have the merit

that it shall pay. Had the London Horticultural

Society not gone into the provinces, this course would
have been pursued at Bury, Leicester, Manchester, and
Oxford. And does any one really believe that either

town would have lost money by the experiment ? I do
not, and surely the central society ought to be able to

command as much or more business talent and
financial capacity as is likely to be forthcoming in any
local town. Mr. Ayres almost guarantees a financial

success at Nottingham, and I cannot yet see why the

Royal cannot command it elsewhere. Certain it is, the

money will not come unbidden, whether the provincial

show is held by itself or in company with the other

society. D. T. Fish.

American Cranberries.—I am glad to find Mr.
Taplin has informed us how they cultivate the Cran-

berry in its native situation, and I have no doubt they

would do equally well in this country, as there are

many acres of waste land well adapted for the purpose.

From the knowledge I have of them in this country I

believe that if they were planted in beds 4 to 6 feet in

width, and in-igated similar to the treatment of gi*ass,

they would do well, as I have never found the frost

injure them. When I went as gardener to Hylands,
near Chelmsford, in Essex, in 1831, I found a beautiful

hedge at least 3 feet in height, forming the margin of a

pond some 150 to 200 yards in length, that up to the

dry season of 1S37 had produced annually bushels of

fine fruit, and in place of the American cold water
cure we gathered them when ripe and dry, and put
them into dry bottles. I never had any complaints

of their not keeping till succeeded by a fresh supply.

I can fully endorse what Mr. Taplin says in their

favour, as in my opinion there are no fruit equal to

them for tarts, though I rather doubt if their fine flavour

is not spoiled if they are treated on the cold water
system, at least to my taste the imported ones fall far

short of those reared at Hylands. About 2 feet had
been boarded ofiE the pond, and filled up with peat from
Danbury Common, a third of which at least was sand

;

this when settled down was about 6 inches above the

water level, and nothing could do better. A low wire
trellis had been placed on the top of the boards to keep
the water-fowl from getting into the garden ; this they
took possession of, and hence the beautiful hedge of

Cranberries, 3 feet in height. I replanted them before

I left Hylands in the autumn of 1S39, and if this meets
the eye of the present gardener at Hylands, I should

be glad to know if there is a sample left, though the

supply of water was so meagi'e that I fear they must
have succumbed for the want of it. I would strongly

advise those who may have a pond or lake, with a

steady supply of water, to tiy the above method, which
I have no doubt would end in a good addition to the

dinner-table, as well as form a pretty effect on the

margins of lakes, contrasted with Junipers, &c.

D. F€rgitso7i, Whitton, HottnsliniK

Fruit Judging.—I fear that few gardeners will

concur with Dr. Hogg's opinion on this subject ; at any
rate I think he was one by himself at the Congress,

and we should have heard many more joining in chorus

with Messrs. Marshall, Ayres, and Fish, had there not

been a kind of chairmanic solo at the end of every

paper, "that time was scarce, and that all haste must
be made." Others, like myself, would like to know
how can a gardener bestow more care tlirough the

period of gr-owth on the dish of Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, Cherries, or Grapes, which he may bring to the

exlribition? Suppose he could do anything to improve
a few and leave the others, is he sure that they are the

ones that will be the fittest on the show day ? What can

be done to the bunches of Grapea in the way of colour

or flavour any more than to the dozens of others left

behind ? In this case, as in every other, size may be

gained throughout by having fewer bunches, and that is

quite as essential for home consumption as it is for the

exhibition. The Doctor's analogy of the fruit and the

exhibition ox is to mymind inapplicable, for the latter has

a separate stall and also a separate trough to feed from,

but the Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, &c., brought to

the exhibition are selected from the herd and fed with

the same food as those left at home ; indeed, they are

not selected for the exhibition until a day or two before

the time, or even on the morning of the show day, but

those selected may be taken as a fair representation of

what is left behind. Sometimes they may be the cream

of the crop, another time the second best, for we all know
how perishable stone fmit is. Dr. Hogg's remarks
respecting flavour will not gain favour with employers

of gardeners nor yet with the employed. If flavour is

to be a point, by all means let it be first. As tastes

vaiy so much, why not discard it altogether, and go
entirely by sight ; all points could then be discussed

without mutilation of fruit, and the gardening public

could fonn their opinion more satisfactorily and would
perhaps be better reconciled to that of the appointed

judges. VV. P. R.

Plants for Dinner-table Decoration.— Under
this heading, at p. 1027, is a recipe for the use of

Acer Negimdo variegatum, by Mr. \Vm. Tillery, who
writes as follows :

— '* When sprigs of this tree are used

in combination with trusses of high-coloured flowers,

such as scarlet, purple, or pink Pelargoniums, Agera-
tums, and yellow Calceolarias, the effect is very good.

Take from four to six sprigs of this Acer, and spread

them out on low glass baskets or vases, with the

flowers in the centre, and not overcrowded. The
sharp-pointed leaves of tlie Acer naturally droop down
on each side, and their fine variegation of white and
green show off all high-coloured flowers to the best

advantage." Now, with much respect, I venture to

submit that this is a recipe for a dinner-table decora-

tion which ought not to be followed. It is well known
that flowers look best when arranged either with their

own foliage or with Fern fronds of a similar shade of

gi'een to that of their own foliage ; but in this recipe

there is no green of any kind or description, excepting

the little of a pale character, which is to be found in

the leaves of the Acer, and that little is not amongst
but outside the flowers. Again, this mode of using the

leaves of Acer for dinner-table purposes is certainly

not the way to give its very beautiful leaves a

fair chance of showing themselves off to the best

advantage ; since the whiter the dinner-cloth, the

dirtier would the leaves look if used as an edging for a

"low glass basket." When brought into use for

dinner-table decoration, they should be placed as far as

possible from the cloth. They invariably look feeble

and poor unless shown in contrast with foliage of a

rich full gi-een colour ; in fact, they need the relief of

foliage quite as much as flowers do. Dinner-table

decorators would do well to read 'carefully Mr. W
Paul's very able paper on "Colour in the Tree Sceneiy
of our Gardens, Parks, and Landscapes," and to apply
the principles which he advocates to their art, with
such modifications as the nearness of the objects neces-

sitates. Riband borders on the dining-table may suit

those who take rum-punch with their plum-pudding,
then old ale with their cheese, and port wine after-

wards ; but the number of those who can indulge in

all these luxuries is daily decreasing. Each in its

proper place is, doubtless, "not to be sneezed at ;" but
good taste objects to too many good things all at once,

and especially to colour without foliage in a dirmer-

table decoration. IV. T.

Tropseolum Lobbianum, vars.—Mr. Porter, gi*.

to E. Benham, Esq., Sion Lodge, Isleworth, has suc-

ceeded in raising some seedling forms of trailing

Tropjeolums that are well worth notice. He appears

to have worked from crosses made between the crimson-

flowered King of Tom Thumbs, and some of the

Lobbianum section, such as Triomphe de Paris, and
Ball of Fire, and the result was a batch of seedlings,

from which he has selected about a dozen varieties for

propagation. The depth of colour in some of them is

a decided advance on anything we have in the Tro-
pa^olum way ; and two or three of the yellow-flowering

varieties, with crimson spots on the flowers, are

particularly good. Though very useful indeed as

bedders in the summer flower garden, the chief use to

which Mr. Porter turns them is for winter work. In
the autumn a plant is put into a l5 or 24-sized pot,

and stood on the front rack of a small greenhouse, and
trained up the rafters. They bloom with great freedonr

all the winter and spring, and, the flower-stalks being
long, they are very useful for cutting from. Mr,
Porter also uses them placed in small bunches among
the foliage of Lycopodium denticulatum, grown in neat:

wire baskets, for table decoration. Three or four

flowers of various colours make a small neat bunch,
and look very pretty when blended with the bright

green of ihe Lycopodium. B. D.

Monstrous Potato Flower.—In the interests of

scientific accuracy, you must allow me to refer to the

figure given by you in your leading article on deviations

from ordinary forms occasioned by peculiar seasons

(p. I02 1 ). Your draughtsman {copying from a ciaimpled

specimen) has shown the segments of the metamor-
phosed corolla as spreading out like a star at right

angles to the column of regular stamens. This was not so.

The staminoid petals were convergent, as well as being of
a bright yellow colour and polleniferous, thereby afibrd-

ing additional evidence of their much nearer approxima-
tion to stamens than to petals. The mere subdivision

[or rather defective union] of the ordinaiy patent mono-
petalous corolla of the Potato into well-defined sections,

I apprehend, is not uncommon. I find St. HiJaire in

his" Morphologic Vegetale" {Paris, 1841, p. 391), refers

to Solanum tuberosum {the Potato) as occasionally

having five petals. Neither is the conversion of the

ordinaiy stamens into perfect petals so very unusual,

for I find Moquin Tandon, in his "Teratologic Vegetale"
(Paris, 1S41, p. 212), refers to a remarkable example of
that kind, noticed by M. de Schlechtendal. But the

special feature in the present case is not the segmen-
tation of the monopetalous corolla, nor the conversion

of the ordinary stamens into imperfect petals (which

would be only the common case of a double flower),

but the perfect retention of the regular whorl of stamens

coupled with the almost complete conversion of the

ordinaiy corolline whorl into a second and outer whorl
of stamens, afibrding a notable example of retrogressive

metamorphosis, which Goethe in his famous essay

calls "riicksehreitende." As to the cause of such a

curious change, I am disposed to agi*ee with you, but I

do not think the present abnormal season has produced
it. I think the metamorphosis is of older date, and
that the affected plants I saw at Cambridge, dispersed

inegularly in the rows, must have proceeded from
tubers, the produce of a sport of longer standing. My
reason for thinking so is, that since I made the dis-

coveiy at Cambridge of the plants I sent you, I have
been shown a small plot of Potatos at Ely presenting

precisely the same modifications of the floral organs,

the seed tubers of which, I learn from the owner, were
obtained from a village near Cambridge. This fact,

taken together with another, viz., that, so far as I

can discover, this small plot at Ely is the only bit of

Potatos at Ely similarly affected, satisfies me that the

change referred to probably took place in one plant

only originally, and that the variety so produced has

been since multiplied by means of seed-tubers. There
was another feature about the metamorphosed flowers

which you appear to have overlooked. The calyx,

instead of being equally and distinctly five-parted in

the normal way, was bilabiate, two of the divisions

adhering together on one side, and the other three in

like manner on the other. I noticed this feature in all

the flowers I examined. Does it in any measure corro-

borate the alleged relationship between the two orders

of Nightshade (Solanacea') and theFigworts {Scrophu-

lariaceie) ? IV. Marshall, Ely, August 6. [The
flower was purposely forced open, the better to show
its peculiarities. We quite agi-ee with you in your

remarks ; we did not intend to imply that the changes

in the Potato were due to the peculiar conditions of the

present season, but merely that other changes of a

similar nature might be expected to occur in other

plants provided we have a wet autumn. The calyx

was not two-lipped in the flower we examined, but

such a change would bear out your notion, which is

abundantly exemplified by other cases, of the transition

from Solanacea; to Scrophulariacete. Eds.]

Lilium auratum, Alexandra.^I have much
pleasure in submitting to your inspection a variety of

Lilium auratum, which is even of a purer white than

Mr. Bull's variety as seen by me at South Kensington

the other day, the yellow spottings being smaller and

rarer. My attention was called to it this morning by

one of our foremen, to contradict what I wrote to you

last week, it having been marked from last year, as you

will see by the label. This is really, however, the

first instance of its happening ; but whether the labels

had been before wilfully or accidentally shifted I

cannot say. W. T. Crtpps, August 7.

The "Archimedean" Lawn Mower.—I am
strongly of opinion that your excellent correspondent,

D. T. Fish, must have seen something very unfavour-

able in his first trial of this machine, and made up his

mind not to alter his former notion. I have got one
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here that I find most useful, and which does its worlc

well ; in fact, for such a dry season as we have

experienced and are still experiencing, even in the lake

districts, I find it invfiluable for cutting steep banks

and preserving the grass green where, if we were using

the ordinai7 machines, we should have nothing but

brown grass. I am well aware that in the eastern and

southern counties there is nothing else but browii

grass, even after the "Archimedean" lawn-mower;

but north of Lancaster there has been more rain, and

the crops and gi'ass look very different. James SUwart,

The Gardens, Bclsfield House, Windermere.

Gardeners' Incumbrances. — Being desirous of

aidinn- a worthy gardener in his endeavour to procure

another situation, I naturally turned to the columns of

"wants" in the Gardeners' Chronicle, and there I find

that men are wanted without incumbrance. _
In the

name of our common humanity, I will not even say

Christianity, what is this ? Has it come to this, that

wife and children are incumbrances? Who are they

who thus wi-ite ? Are they crusty bachelors whom no

gentle love moves, and to whom children are only

bores ? And are we to regard those whom God has

given us to be our joy and solace as weights about our

neck? Is that man happy whose home no gentle

prattle charms, or whose declining years no filial love

soothes? And I protest there is an immorality in

such advertisements that seems to me quite as bad as

that which has made others be banished from all

respectable papers ; and then it begets its natural con-

sequence—the man to whose mamed life children have

brought not these joys or sorrows, looks up in the

market ; he, too, can advertise, " I have no incum-

brance," I shall be sought after by Christian gentlemen,

who think these a bore when they belong to others.

Alas ! how near akin are our high civilisation and

savage life. If people do not want married men let

then? say so, but not cloak their meaning under the

disgusting euphuism of " no incumbrance." D., Deal.

Cider-Presses.—I wish to obtain some information

respecting cider-presses and apple-mills. Can any of

your readers tell me whether the hydraulic cider-press

is better than the ordinary two-screw press?—also,

whether a stone apple-mill is superior to the common

iron mill with teeth ?—also the usual prices of mill,

press, and horsehair bags. I shall be extremely

obliged by any infoimation on the subject. R. B.

Horticultural Buildings at the Oxford Show.

Now that the show of 1S70 is numbered among past

events, and busy exhibitors, with their productions,

have returned to their respective places of abode, may

it not be profitable and instructive to take a retro-

spective glance at the various objects which were

exhibited, and ask ourselves the all-important question.

What progress has been made in horticultural buildings

since the show of 1869 at Manchester? Taking the

show as a whole one cannot fairly exclude reference to

the agricultural department, where, I am free to confess,

it was with no small amount of satisfaction I saw

many new and useful inventions, most of which cannot

fail to be of service to the practical agriculturist. I

was also favourably impressed with the general and

unifoi-m excellence of the articles exhibited, as each com-

petitor seemed to rival hiscontemporaryinsuperiopvork-

manship, good materials, and generally in turning out

the cleanest, best, and most highly finished implements.

Now it is frequently stated that "comparisons are

odious," but I venture to ask whether a similar

horticultural structure with a vengeance. Fancy pieces

of timber under 3 inches square, rough, unplaned, not

even sawn straight, crooked and shapeless, with

weather boarding of the roughest description at bottom,

having squares of glass, unfitted, thrown from bearer

to bearer in the most irregular and unworkmanlike

manner possible, and fairly suggestive of hurdles

pitched against a wall, and glazed by the farmyard

labourer. This is styled " improvements in horti-

cultural buildings. " Why, I should imagine no country

horticultural cobbler would attempt to present to us

anything half so bad. It was, however, rather amusing

to be told that this was the "last thing out," which, of

its kind, I profoundly hoped w-ould remain so. After

concluding my survey, the impression created was that

horticultural building is sadly degenerating, for more

vile and wretched attempts at structural art I think

I never witnessed. Another matter I forgot to

mention, namely, the painting, which was on a

par with the rest of the workmanship—one^ build-

ing in particidar being covered with a coating of,

I "believe, red ochre and water. In the face of all

these facts, one question forces itself uppermost. Who,

or what, is to blame for all this ? Is it the result of

cheapness? If so, surely it is time some respectable

firm endeavoured to counteract the evil influences by

producing some specimens of the very best work, and so

redeeming the general character of the trade from the

declining state into which it is plunging. By these so-

styled ""light," "cheap," and " modem" structures,

which are not to be compared with similar erections of

30 or 40 years back, horticultural building is losing

much of its prestlsre, and promises to become unworthy

of the appellation ; for, instead of producing "build-

ings," they will degenerate into a species of roughly

finished glass packing-cases,—structural design will be

entirely lost sight of. I would advise horticultural

builders to act on a similar principle to that adopted

by agricultural implement makers, and that is, to see

who run turn out the most superior, instead of the mostwho can turn out the most superior

inferior, class of manufacture ; to base their repu-

tation upon quality, not cheapness, and so endeavour

to elevate the public taste for good buildings, rather

than for the flimsy cases of which we hear so much,

but which for use are worth so little. During the period

which must elapse before our next show, I wait the

result of another competition, which I trust may prove

more favourable than the last. A'. Z.

Jottings in East Kent: The Catalpa.—One of

the pleasantest drives near Canterbury is the un-

frequented road from Fordwich to Littleboume. Pas-

sing the barracks on the right, and the Vauxhall

Nurseiy on the left, from whence the Hales Place

mansion and its noble plantations are seen to the

greatest advantage, we pass by a straight and level road

to the village of StuiTy. The road is made in about

what was formerly the centre of the course of a noble

stream, the Stour, which must have occupied the

entire valley from hill to hill, although now dwindled,

by comparison, into a very small stream. Tummg to

the right we ascend the hill, and find fossil evidence

of that having been at a former period covered with

water. Indeed most of the cuttings show water-worn

flints, such as we now meet with on many of

our seashores. Having gained the level, we proceed

half a mile, and then somewhat abruptly aiTive at a

second valley, through which the road passes on its

way to the village of Littleboume. The stretch of

country produces the most varied and most beautiful

scenery, on a small scale, that the neighbourhood

pliment can be paid to the horticultural builders who I

ffg,.j5.' fg^^^.^ have hill and dale, occasionally a glimpse

exhibited in that department of the show.^ Being ^in
|
^j ^j^^ 'winding Stour, gieen meadows and cornfields.

search of a good horticultural stracture, I naturally

wended my way to this department, expecting to find,

cut and dried, what I required ; but, gieatly to my
disgust, I am obliged to state (although it may appear

a very broad and comprehensive verdict) there was not

a single stracture but what I should have felt ashamed to

have erected in my garden. First and foremost, there

was the usual stereotyped lean-to house with its heavy

rafters, cumbrous from their thickness, excluding light,

and creating a broad shadow, its imperfect ventilation

and cumbersome heating apparatus, and very little to

recommend it either on the score of originality of idea

or improvement upon a similar class of house erected

50 years back. Further on we anive at the house,

with its roof of many straight lines employed to produce

a curvilinear form, in which, as is well known, it is

imposible to maintain a uniform temperature. They
become unbearably hot in summer, and just the reverse

in winter, not to mention many other disadvantages

often repeated. We next come to the metallic houses,

and here I think no one can accuse me of exaggeration

when I say, that with their flimsy material, trumpeiy

soldered joints, tissue-paper-like hollow sash-bars,

doors barely exceeding an inch in thickness, sashes to

match, and the workmanship of the roughest character,

it is almost impossible to conceive anything much worse

than these, which surely cannot be styled a "step in

the right direction." Next crops up what I will term

the pantile glasshouse, which, judging from investiga-

tion, is (if I may be allowed to use the similitude) like

Jack Straw's Castle, neither "wind'[ nor "water"
tight, and requires considerable modifications before

being fit for use. I had hoped, after viewing these

.. .th occasional Hop gardens, which are most beautiful

at this season. Then we have deep woods, plantations,

and occasionally single trees, or groups, scattered as

a painter would love. In the valley, or rather on

the left bank, is seated the mansion of EUbridge,

which commands a small but most interesting park ;

and opposite, on lower ground, is one of the old and

picturesque faim-houses to be met with in this neigh-

bourhood only sparingly, and always welcomed ; but

in the rich variety of situation I had almost forgotten

the object for which I took up my pen. Thirty-five

years ago I planted a Catalpa syringasfolia on the

lawn near the house, and now marvel at the size it

has attained, and the profusion of flowers it is adomed

with. At 2 feet from the lawm the stem branches in

two ; again, at 7 feet it ramifies, and five stems are

then continued for some feet : its whole height is 32

feet, and it spreads to a diameter of 60 feet. Some

idea of the number of spikes of blossom may be gained

when I mention that I counted on 3 feet of the lower

boughs 150 spikes. The tree resembles a mass of

snow, enlivened with rich yellow and brown mottlings ;

the arrangement of the inflorescence is such as to de-

velope a rich green mantle of foliage, from which the

flowers spring. I have planted many of these trees

within the last half century, but I have seen none to

equal that which I am describing on the lawn at

EUbridge. William Masters, Canterbury.

Standard Apricots. — I forward you a branch

of an Apricot tree, grown in the village here. The

tree has been planted about 20 years, and during

the last 16 years, I am told by the present owner, it

has but on one or two occasions failed to produce fruit.
structures, nothing more distasteful remained to be .„„ 1 r-nvsrori with rirv litter ana oiu »a.="t=, .,>- -,

seen, but I had yet to reach the climax in the form while, as an average the crop has once in three years ^^^^^ '"'^^i'"^ winter, and I found it full of;

so.termed "Peach-wall covering." Here is a I been immense. Had the fruit been thmned out care- l.worked beautiluiiy an tne w

fully, the result would have been finer fruit, while the

energies of the tree would have been less exhausted.

At the present time on this tree there are over five

" pots " of fruit. The ripe fruit are from trees that are

now under my charge near here. I am bound to say

that the flavour is superior to that of those grown on

the walls here. In consequence of the prosperity of the

tree now referred to, there are many standard Apricots

now gi'own in the neighbourhood, and in every

instance successfully. I am persuaded that in every

garden south of the Trent the Apricot might be

grown with the best results, as the neighbourhood of

Witley is both cold and exposed. For culinary pur-

poses the fruit from standards will be found to be of

the greatest sei-vice. G. Westland, Witley Court. [The

branches were loaded, so as to resemble ropes of

Onions, the frait being of good average size. The

riper fmit was of first-rate quality ; one of the largest

weighed 3I oz. EDS.]

Cultivation of Indian Corn.-1 think your

Guernsey correspondent (p. 926) must sow and plant

his corn too early, for we find here it does not make

any progress until the ground is well heated by the

sun. We sowed (outside, of course) on May 14 ; there

cime some cold rain before it was up, and it came up

irregularly, but some sown ten days later is quite as

forward. We gathered some for cooking from Early

Dwarf Sweet to-day. The way to cook it is in

boiling water and salt, like any other green vegetable

;

it requires from twenty minutes to three quarters of an

hour's boiling, according to age. I think it is also a

mistake to plant the very tall kinds in England, if it is

intended to ripen it. We have some varieties over

10 feet high now (July 23) from the May 14 sowing^

but then the temperature has been from 85° to 102

most days this month, and from 75° to 85° at night,

and the soil where exposed to the full sun has been at

1 10° at 6 inches deep. I can only imagine Maize

requiring staking from being drawn up indoors, for a

wind which would blow it over would nearly uproot

trees. The proper way to plant it is to line the ground

out both ways at 3 feet apart, for the very dwarf, up to

5 feet for the tall varieties ;
put a good shovelful of

manure at each comer of the square, and plant three

plants. We usually sow five seeds and thin to three; the

fresher and ranker the manure, the better ; in fact, they

use fish direct from the sea near the coast. As soon as

up it is cultivated and hoed round the hills, and again

at intervals two or three times, according to the time

and carefulness of the grower. The best way, when

grown only for forage, is to sow thin in drills, at say

4 feet apart, on well-manured edges, like Turnips, and

cultivated and hoed, say once ; the probability is there

would be more forage from two plants, 2 feet apart,

than from four at I foot. Since writing the above, I

notice an article by Dr. Nicholas, the conductor of

that excellent monthly, the " Boston Journal of

Chemistry" (a paper, by the way, worth reading by

those who state that manure loses none of its fertilis-

ing power by drying on the gi'ound before being

ploughed under), in which the Doctor states, from

experiments, that the stalk of Corn sown thick in

drills or broadcast—as often done in this country—is

almost entirely wanting in the rich saccharine juice,

in which the feeding qualities consist ; and that cows

gave 8 per cent, less milk when fed on these, in com-

parison with those fed on stalks grown on hills, and

exposed on all sides to light and air. The Doctor

concludes by stating that he considered the farmers

might as well drive their cows to the nearest brook, as

to place before them heaps of green Maize grown with-

out light and air. James Taplin, South Amboy, New

Jersey; U. S. A., July 23.

Lilium auratum.—The specimen of this plant

hich was exhibited and obtained the Lindley Medal

at South Kensington in Augrist, 1S69, has now 190

blooms fully expanded on it, with two more to open. It

is quite a picture. It would be very interesting to

know how many blooms there are on the plant at

Quarry Bank, which last year bore 193. Perhaps Mr.

Smith will kindly oblige with the information. James

May, Melchet Court.

Vine Extension.—I was much pleased to read in

your columns of the great success in Grape growing at

Chatsworth, because that was the last border I renewed

before I left there. Probably a few of your readers

may be interested in the condition of the border. Your

correspondent states that it is above the ground level,

and, I may add, made on what was originally a lime-

stone gravel road. It had apparently been made about

10 feet wide, but it was near the Pine stove, and had

been for years made the deposit of all the old Vine soil

and other waste, so that it had increased to perhaps

20 feet wide and high in proportion. I had all this

carted away, and as much of the original border as

possible was forked out without destroying the young

roots, of which there were but few ; in fact none

of any kind more than 10 feet from the front wall. In

some parts it was cleared to within 5 feet of the wall,

and down to the drainage. All the dead roots were

cut carefully away, and the live ones spread out over

the surface in a mixture of chaned turf, crushed bones,

and old plaster, the details of which I gave m the

Field. Before the border was chilled in autumn, it was

covered with dry litter and old sashes so that the roots

of a so-t
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roots a few days before I left, a fact which no doubt
made Mr. Speed hesitate before using the axe.

has probably added more soil since, at least I shi

have done so. I had cleared o\it nearly all the in

Vines, intending to clear the other, raised the boiler

out of the water, and added to the deficient ventilation;

and Mr. Speed's good management, aided by a

succession of dry seasons, has produced first-rate

results. James Taplin, South Amboy, Nao Jersey,

U. S. America, Jii/y 23.

Vine Growing near Carlisle.—If any of your
readers interested in the cultivation of the Vine should

be passing the border city (Carlisle) and could spare an

hour or two, they might see in the establishment of Mr.
Thomas Hamilton, Botcherby, a very good specimen
of the Black Hamburgh on the extension system, about

50 years of age, nearly filling a good sized vinery. The
present crop is a most abundant one, and the wonder
is, how they all get ripened under the circumstances,

as there was no preparation at planting, and there

seems to be little within its reach to sustain such a crop.

There are three other large vineries in this establish-

ment well worthy of inspection. The celebrated Pine
and Cucumber grower's (Mr. Josh. Hamilton's) esta-

blishment, is near the former, and both places may be
seen at the same time ; a walk through the latter with
this practical grower could not fail to be instructive.

He is also an advocate of the extension system, and has
had a new vinery erected with a view of carrying out

this ]5rinciple from the beginning, yohn Taylor^ Rose
Hill Lodge, Botcherby, Carlisle.

Potatos. —Again, as in 1868, the partially developed
tubers, under the influence of the surface showers we
have recently liad, are growing out ; but this season
they are not " supcrtuberating," but sending out long
spindles or rootlets that ha\e a very different character,

and possibly may have a different ei^ect, to the glow-
ing out of two years ago. The result of it upon the
crops that were left standing was various, but I believe,

in most instances, not altogether injurious, as the

process of supertuberation was so rapid that another
crop was developed in a short space, and generally

the new tubers were as fine as the old ones. It is a
serious question with growers as to what is the best

thing to do this year under existing circvimstances, as

the conditions are different. I advocate the lifting, as

speedily as possible, of all crops where the tuber is

fairly matured, and the haulm, though still green, yet

verging upon ripeness, as with such crops the present
growing out is likely to prove a serious evil. But with
reference to all crops that are gieen and vigorous in the
haulm, I say, let them stand and take their chance, as

I shall allow what few of the latest I have still green
to do. We have at least ten weeks of growing weather
before us, during w'hich the Potatos will develope
with great rapidity, and doubtless yield a heavy crop.

AH ripened Potatos, if not yet lifted, can receive no
present injury. Alex Dean.

Small Birds and Fruit.—Having both seen and
gathered Strawbenies from those planted in the

shrubberies at Whiteknights Park, I can assure
your correspondent " F. H." (p. 1027) that Mr.
Lees has not written what he has not practised, as

at the time of my visit (July 13) there were Straw-
berries in gi-eat profusion, and good ones too. Of
course I can say nothing as to the plan of their

planting keeping the birds out of the garden. Certain
it is that I saw no birds ; and Mr. Lees asserts that

previous to planting in the shrubberies he was very
much pestered with them, and no wonder, as that

part of Whiteknights is veiy thickly wooded. W. Wild-
smith, Heclcfield.

Yuccas.--I

have chosen a piece of land for that purpose which has
very evidently been under the plough, and that, too,

for probably many years. I was rather startled on
reading this paragraph in the book above mentioned,
which is, I believe, a high authority on the subject.

I have never heard of anything of the sort before ; I

hope Mr. Brown is mistaken. Anyhow, however, I

think the question of some importance to lovers of trees,

and worth the raising. G. Meynell, Mtynell Langley,
Derby,

te with interest the papers by Mr.
Baker on " The known forms of Yucca,^' of which the
second, in the Chronicle of July 9, has just come to hand.
Yucca angustifolia of Pursh ought to be extant in Kew
Gardens, to which, if not live plants, seeds have more
than once been sent, and these came up freely. Here
the plants grow slowly. Yucca parviflora, Torr. : In
publishing this species it may be noticed that Dr.
Torrey affixed to the genus a mark of doubt, and well
he might ; and well might Mr. Baker remark that the
flowers are extremely different from those of any species
known. It flowered a few years ago in the Botanic
Garden of Harvard University ; and the plant is

characterised in the Proceedings of the American
Academy, under date of June, 1S67, as Aloeyucccefolia,
It is, in short, an Aloe, which imitates a Yucca in

foliage, and even in fruit and seeds. Dr. Engelmann
of St. Louis is now engaged in the study of this genus,
and has in hand all the available material on this side
of the Atlantic, which chiefly relates to the little known
western species. The older types may be best investi-

gated in Europe. Mr. Baker and Dr. Engelmann
might advantageously compare notes. A. Gray, Cam-
bridge, Mass., U. S. A.

Conifers on Ploughed Land.—"Brown's Forester"
says (p. 12SS) that Fir trees, and, as I understand it,

Coniferce generally, do not endure long, or do well, for
any length of time, if planted upon land which has for
a number of years previously been under the plough.
Can you tell me if this really be the case, and if so, if

anything can be done, say by digging deep holes for

the plants, to remedy it ? I ask the question because I

mean to plant a little plantation of Coniferee here, and

Flower- Show Appeals.—As an eye-witness of
the plants your correspondent, Mr. Burder, exhibited
at Chelmsford, on July 14, and for which he was dis-

qualified, and furthermore being officially connected
\yith the Chelmsford Horticultural Society, I should
like to say a few words in reply to Mr. Burder (p. 1027).
I uphold the decision of the judges, as being exactly
in order, as the wording of our schedule runs thus :

—

"Six plants for beauty of foliage {distinct species),"

and as the two Crotons are certainly varieties of the
same species, the judges had no alternative but to dis-

qualify the lot. Had the wording of our schedule been
"distinct varieties," then Mr. Burder would have been
quite in order, even though his six plants had been all

Crotons, but the "distinct species'' in this case over-
rules all objection. As an illustration of the above let

me cite another case. I was one of the judges at an
exhibition on July 20, in another part of Essex,
and a special prize was offered for six plants in bloom
(distinct species), when one person exhibited six

Fuchsias, large plants, well flowered, and various, but
as they were all varieties of the same species, we were
bound by the clause, "distinct species," to disqualify

them. The cases are identical [Not quite], and the

wording of both schedules is, I think, sufficiently clear

.oid misapprehension. The Caladiums of Mr.
offer a much nicer point to determine ; but here,

again, strictly speaking, the judges were in order, for

although the Alocasias mentioned and the Caladiums
are of one family, yet, as you well observe, Alocasias are

not Caladiums ; still, in the absence of any better in the

same class, so nice is the point, that Mr. Carr ought to

have received the prize. I have seen one instance of

the kind before. Thomas Simpson, Broovifield, Chelms-

Ants and Wilkie's Composition.—Your corre-

spondent " G. S." need only give the above a fair

trial, and I am sure the result will be satisfactory. If
" G. S." will, in the evening, after the ants have taken

up their quarters for the night, pour down their run a

good dose of the composition he will not be troubled

with many the next day. If any should escape and
form another colonv all he has to do is to serve them
the same, and I will guarantee if he follows this up he
will get rid of all these little pests in two or three days.

I send you a Nectarine partly covered with dead ants.

Some of the composition was sprinkled over it, and
the effect was instantaneous ; very few of the numbers
that were on the fruit and near it escaped. I never

before heard of any one soaking fruit tree borders with
boiling water. " G. S.'s" fruit trees must be of a

very peculiar kind if they can stand such treatment. I

wonder they have not left the house entirely to the

care of the ants. J. Wills. [The fruit sent was covered
with dead ants. Eds.]

Note on Indian Corn.—As the time of the

flowering of Indian Com has arrived, it may be
interesting to supply some further infoimation on the

effects of cross-fertilisation, by completely removing
the male flowers of one plant before flowering (see

Garde7ieri Chronicle, June 6, 186S). The experiment

was last year made on a dwarf early variety from the

Continent, called "Six-weeks Maize," and a consider-

able number of the seeds of the largest ear produced
were planted by a gardener in the neighbourhood

—

Mr. Loudon. A great variety in the mode of growth
is manifested, but the general result is more successful

than was expected. One of the plants, 2 feet 10 inches

high, consisting of three stems, has nine ears without

a trace of a male flower, the principal stem ending in a

soft spine slightly hooked at the apex. Another speci-

men, which is almost gigantic as compared with its

parents, has three stems, the tallest being 3 feet 9 inches

high, and the shortest i foot 9 inches, and bearing

altogether nine ears. The shortest stem, which bears

three large ears, has no male flowers, and the other

two stems only a moderate quantity. Increased vigour

of gi-owth may, therefore, it appears, be safely expected

as a constant effect of this mode of cross-fertilisation,

and if so, hardiness as regards cold weather and capa-

bility of bearing slight frosts in May, may also be
expected, so far as that the plant may become adapted
for agricultural purposes in this country ; for this pur-

pose plants for seed would have to be selected,

choosing the most vigorous, provided they had a suffi-

cient number of ears. The seed produced by this

mode of cross-fertilisation last year was planted on
May 15 in the open ground, and began to flo\\er in

the last week ofJuly ; and Mr. Loudon's plants, which
he raised about the same time under cover, are now
some of them past flowering. B, Clai-ke^ F.L.S.,
Mount Vernon, Hampstead, August 3.

Apricots.—Our crop of Apricots is this year a
heavy one. Herewith I beg to send you a sample
which I think, under the circumstances, you will

acknowledge to be clean and good fruit, and especially

for old trees thus far north. G. B. Tillyard, Brocklcsby
Park, near Ulcely, Lincolnshire. [Remarkably large

and good. Eds.]

Societies.
Edinburgh Botanical : May 13.—Sir Walter Elliot,

President, in the Chair. The following communications
were read :

—

I. Botanical Notes of a Journey through Spain and
PortiigaL By T. C. Archer, Esq. It is not intended by
these notes to give any strictly scientific or even novel
information, but rather to show by the number of interest-

ing objects obser\'ed in a rapid railway journey how much
our favourite science may be made to add to its pleasure,

or rather to beguile its tedium ; for a railway journey
through these countries is usually very slow indeed.

I started from Bordeaux after a very early breakfast,
and in the course of three hours was passing through the
district of the Landes. No part of my journey afforded
me greater pleasure, for special circumstances have made
me for some time past take a peculiar interest in this re-

markable district. This arose out of the fact that I made
the acquaintance of M. J^eopold Javal in the Exhibition of
1862, and then learned that in his youth the Landes were
a desert of shifting sands ; but owing solely to his fore-

sight and industrious spirit, the whole district has become
one of remarkable fertility, and probably no part of the
soil of France is more remunerative to the cultivator.

This wonderful change was wrought by M. Javal in this

manner :—About 60 years ago (he is now over 85 years)

he purchased a very large tract of this desert, and having
iound that the seaside Pine—Pinus maritima of the French
arboriculturists (the Pinus Pinaster of botanists)—would
thrive well in sand containing a small amount of salt, he
established in a suitable spot extensive nurseries, and
raised a vast number of this Pine from seed. When about
2 or 3 feet high, he began planting them out in lines

across the desert, taking care to place them in tlie direc-

tion of the prevailing winds. These lines, or rather broad
belts, of young trees were placed about 300 yards apart,

and, where most exposed, were protected by hurdles
made of reeds. When fairly established, these belts were
intersected by others planted at right angles, and at such
distances as to include about 4 acres of space in each

ision. As the young trees grew up they formed perfect

screens, which soon prevented the sands enclosed from
blowing, and the spaces were sown in wet weather
during the summer with cruciferous seeds, such as Rape
and other quick-growing species, so that they soon covered
the ground with verdure, some of which as rapidly died
away, and helped to form a vegetable mould by the
decomposition of the dead plants—some seeded and
furnished material for further work of the same kind. In
a couple of years, grass and Clover were tried, generally
with success ; after one or two light crops the plough
turned the remainder under, and made way for other
crops. By such methods these spaces of sand became
very fertile, and crops of all kinds of cereals, including
Maize, of Buckwheat, of Tobacco, of Potatos, and other
roots, of Pumpkins, Melons, and other Gourds, and now
very largely in some parts of Vines even, have been suc-
cessfully raised. In the meantime, the Pine trees grew
apace, and as they were thinned out. Oaks, cork trees,

Mulberry trees, Poplars, Willows, and other useful timber
trees, were put in. and throve well under the protection of
the Pines. The Pines were tapped for turpentine, and
large distilleries were established, and now supply France
with enormous quantities of spirit of turpentine, resin,

tar, and pitcli. Thousands of people are employed in

this trade, and the collectors of the fresh turpentine, who
go by the name of Terebintieres, live in villages prettily

placed amongst the plantations, and they could be seen
busily at work amongst the trees as we passed along.
Either the carelessness of the workers or the sparks from
the engines occasionally cause vast fires amongst the in-

flammable Pine trees, and one which we saw had left a
track of more than 3 miles of charred stems, giving a
hideous aspect to the landscape.

The Terebinti^re, by means of a curved axe, cuts out
a portion of the bark and wood ; he then fixes a piece of
bent zinc, so as to form a spout, at the lower extremity of
the cut, and under this suspends a small earthenware pot
by means of a nail ; into this pot the turpentine drops as
it exudes from the incision made in the tree, and the pots
are removed when full and replaced by others. I passed
through 108 kilometres of such cultivation sufficiently

slowly to study closely all that was going on, and thus had
an opportunity of seeing in actual operation those pro-
cesses by which M. Javal and others subsequently have
fertilised and rendered productive some hundreds of
square miles of what was the worst desert in Europe ;

and of understanding more satisfactorily tlie long series of
the interesting products of the Landes which were pre-
sented by M. Javal to the Museum of Science and Art,

Entering Spain by Irun, the grand mountain scenery,

on the one hand, and the beautiful broad open views of
the Bay of Biscay, calm, with a heavenly blue, as if it had
never raged and hurled to destruction the brave men who
trusted themseh'es on its treacherous bosom, so com-
pletely occupied my attention that I had no opportunity

of noticing the plants on the railway sides. Losing sight

of the sea at St. Sebastian, where we stayed nearly an
hour, we passed on through a very beautiful country,

highly cultivated, but with most of the crops gathered in,

until nightfall, which brought us to Vittoria, and at mid-
night I reached Burgos. The next morning I spent in

examining the details of its glorious Gothic cathedral
;

the afternoon I walked outside the walls and around
about half of the town, hoping to see something of the

plants or the neighbourhood ; but in this I was com-
pletely disappointed, for so completely scorched up was
every kind of vegetation, except the avenues of white
Poplar which here and there formed a rather dismal

shade, that it could not have been more complete had a
fire passed over the land, from the plain on which the city

stands, to the summits of the hills surrounding it. The
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ri\er Arlauzon, which passes by the town, has a very
broad bed, but so dry was it that the small stream whieh
was still flowing, was often lost amongst the pebbles, and
nowhere formed any serious obstacle to the pedestrian.
I thought it probable I might find some damp patches
supporting vegetation, but not so. I did not find a green
blade of grass. From Burgos to Madrid is a night
journey

; but the morning broke upon us as we were
winding through the wild passes of the Sierra Guadarra,
and I saw for the first time the Oak forests of Spain, with
their detached trees, beautiful in shape, but sombre in

aspect, from their dense dark evergreen foliage, which at
first sight made me think they were Olives. Whenever
we passed any peasants' habitations, immense droves of
large black swine were seen busily feeding on the fallen
acorns, proving by their well-fed appearance that the crop
was abundant.

Madrid and its suburbs were nearly as bare of vege-
tation as Burgos. The roads leading out of the city are
planted with rows of Gleditschia, I believe of the species
latisiliqua, the broad large brown pods of which seemed
quite to overpower the poor dull green foliage of the tree,

and give anything but a pleasing aspect to the roads. The
bare hills all around give one the ielea of their having been
just thrown up by railway nawys, no spot of green reliev-
ing their clay-coloured sides. The Prado, a magnificent
drive and promenade on the south side of the city, is the
only place where the visitor finds any variety of vegeta-
tion. This almost only attraction of Madrid is well
planted and carefully watered, so that it almost equals,
and even in some respects surpasses, the Champs Elys^es
of Paris, but the trees are chiefly Gleditschias, Cercis
australis, Robinia Pseud-Acacia var. umbraculifera, which
last is the favourite tree for ornamental purposes, and
bears the scorching sun well if freely watered. In order to
meet this requirement, the root of each tree is daily
supplied by a system of covered drains, usually built of
brick in such public walks as the Prado.
The Botanic Gardens of Madrid are rarely mentioned

by travellers, and I was told they were rarely visited.
This is a great mistake, for they are full of interest ; and
as they were once under Cavanilles, and still bear in every
part traces of his skill and great scientific abilities, every
botanist should certainly visit them. In looking through
gardens in Spain and similar countries, those who come
from genial climates like our own have to make great
allowances

; for, in order to protect a few plants from the
scorching rays of the sun, many others which can bear it

have to be planted as a protection : hence it is impossible
to preserve anything like a careful systematic arrange-
ment. Then, again, our carefully raked and level beds
are impossible, for every large plant must have the earth
raised around it, so as to form a receptacle for water,
large quantities of which have to be frequently supplied.
But, notwithstanding all this and many more difficulties,
the Madrid Gardens are a credit to their director and to
the country. At the time I walked through, about
2 o'clock in the afternoon, the thermometer, in the shade,
was standing at 39 Cent., or a tride over 102° Fahrenheit,
so that most of the plants were hanging their heads and
looking very flaccid. Great bushes, however, of the
beautiful Barbadoes Pride, Poinciana pttleherrima, blazed
away in all their splendour, and at a distance gave one
the idea of fireworks. Hedges of Plumbago capensis,
absolutely covered with its charming pale blue blossoms!
and growing with more lu.\uriance than our Privet hedges,
were common. The walls of some buildings, forming one
of the boundaries of the gardens, were covered with a
glorious sheet of lovely rose-colour, which, on examina-
tion, proved to be the Bougainvillea spectabilis, so much
coveted by English gardeners, but so rarely seen in bloom- "-- -ountry. The Date Palm and a few othiin thi;

growing in the borders, and fine collections of Cacti and
other succulent plants were placed in sheltered spots.
When I left Madrid it was again night, and the follow-

ing morning found me going over the plains of La Mancha.
The country was undulating, and occasionally hilly, or
rather rocky and wild ; but whether hill or plain, all was
alike arid and parched. Sometimes, however, a land
spring, or a small rivulet, revealed the nature of the
othenvise parched up plants, which consisted of
bmshwood, chiefly various species of Cistus, an
which I afterwards found the following species :—CisUts
albidus, C. crispus, C. salvifolius, C. monspeliensis,
C. populifolius, C. laurifolius, and C. ladaniferus, the last
very abundant. On the embankments, bright green bush-
like plants of Euphorbia rupicola were frequent, and
reminded me of tufts of Samphire on rocks. During the
forenoon the country had all the same aspect—rock,
covered with Cistus bushes, and uncultivated. Much of
it seemed only capable of supporting game, amongst
which is the wild boar, for we passed a hunt in full cry,
and the poor brute ran for some little distance alongside
the railroad, seeking the slight shelter of the Cistus
bushes.

The progress of the train soon distanced the boar, and
we could only imagine its fate. Here and there on the
rocky declivities were small enclosures made of rough
stones, in whieh sportsmen hide themselves, and fire
through loopholes at the unsuspecting game ; and we
were informed that these "shootings" are exceedingly
profitable.

At half-past 10 in the morning we were at Almaden,
the centre of the quicksilver mines, where I intended
stopping till the following day ; but finding, on inquiry,
that all the mines were stopped working, in consequence
of the heat of the weather, I spent the three-quarters of
an hour which the train remains there to get breakfast,
and get a hasty look at the place. Immense rocky
masses, as large, or larger, than Salisbury Crags, rose all
around, and the adit openings of the mines were very con-
spicuous in their almost perpendicular sides.
A most beautiful effect was given to these cliffs by some
'" """ '' Algas of a bright canary yellow, passing occa-Liche

sionally into a yellowisf green colour, covering very
large portions of their rocky sides ; they were too far off
lor me to a.scertain exactly what they were, which I much
^^KTM, as the efi'ect produced was altogether new to me.We were now in the province of Eslremadura, and soon

found the rocks gave place to vast undulating plains, the
herbage of which, scorched by the burning sun, was of a
dark-brown colour ; the brushwood of Cistus became
scarce, but where the hills were highest forest trees
abounded, these were chiefly the Oaks, Quercus Gra-
muntia, and Q. ^sculus ; and Chestnuts, Castanea vesca,
amongst which numerous herds of black or brown swine,
consisting of hundreds of individuals each, were feeding.
During the afternoon we also passed two of the wandering
flocks of merino sheep, with their picturesquely dressed
shepherds

; those flocks appeared to us to consist of some
thousands each, and it seemed wonderful how they could
gather suflicient food on plains where not a green blade of
grass was to be seen. At Merida we stayed a short time,
and here the river Guadiana, which is crossed by a bridge,
rather altered the aspect of the country, and in many
parts its banks were covered with crops of various kinds

;

Pumpkins and Melons were lying about in great profusion,
plots of Tomatos glowing with their scarlet fruit, Maize
stripped of its leaves stood ripening its cobs, and various
kinds of Sorghum and Millet, bearing heavy crops, seemed
ready for gathering in. The town is most picturesquely
situated

; but our attention was principally attracted by
the ruins of the ancient Roman buildings, such as the
aqueduct, forum, bridge, the great circus, and wall, of
great extent, which, as they are scattered all around the
railway station, are easily seen by the p.-issengers.

Leaving Merida, we passed through a highly cultivated
country, consisting of an extensive plain or vega, watered
by the Guadiana, and its tributaries running down from
the not distant Sierra de las 'Viboras ; but from the plains
the crops were all removed, and nothing was seen to
interest the passer-by but a few cranes on the margins of
the streams, watching their chances of a fish supper. At
the small village of Montijo we saw a beautiful garden in

the highest state of cultivation, surrounding the mansion
in which resides the family of the present Empress of the
French, and in which she was born ; but it was rather too
far distant from the railway to distinguish the species of
the various beautiful climbers in flower which covered the
verandah, and rose in festoons above the low boundary
walls. Bougainvillea spectabilis was, however, too abun-
dant and too prominent to leave any doubt about it:

presence, forming, as it did, a roseate curtain of several
yards width. The garden hedges, too, were equally eon
spicuous from their being formed of the delicate pal
sapphire-blue Plumbago capensis, which all through the
Peninsula flourishes more luxuriantly than our Privet, and,
like it, is a favourite hedge plant for gardens.
Just before sunset we reached Badajos. The station

commands the fortified city, and from it we had a beau-
tiful and interesting view, the Guadiana flowing between it

and us, but spanned by a magnificent granite bridge of 28
arches. The half hour we remained here I spent in wander-
ing around the station, looking for anything of interest ; but
the sun had done its work so effectually that vegetation
seemed entirely destroyed, with one remarkable exception,
and that was Euphorbia rupicola, which was abundant,
and by its bright green colour and luxuriant growth formed
a striking contrast to the parched and arid land on which
it grew. On the dried up pasture lands and the stubble
fields the dead flower-stalks of Asphodelus ramosus were
very numerous, and by no means improved their appear-
ance. Throughout the whole of the Peninsula, as also in
Southern Italy, this plant is extraordinarily abundant, and
in the latter country the tubers have lately been employed
for making alcohol ; and there is no doubt that both it

and the corms of Colchicum autumnale, so amazingly
abundant in most parts of Europe, but especially in

Southern Germany, might be profitably used for this
purpose, and their employment would in time remove a
cause of exhaustion from the soil of the meadows and
cornfields, which at present is serious.

Night soon closed in upon us, after leaving Badajos,
and passing the Portuguese lines, which, like a series of
sentry boxes, stretch right and left as far as the eye can
reach. After journeying two nights and a day, the
traveller is not in a very observant mood, and I must

fess that some hours of daylight were lost by me, so
that I w,TS almost in Lisbon before I was aware of it.

irrived there in time for breakfast, and after that
refreshment and a bath, proceeded to view the beautiful
city. Leaving our most comfortable quarters—Durand's
Hotel—in three minutes we were in the Largo do Camoens,
in which, for the first time, I recognised the extraordinary
beauty of the tree Schinus Molle. The largo or square is

not very large
; in its centre is a most beautiful group of

statuary, surmounted by a single figure of the poet
Camoens ; around the square is a single row of the
beautiful Schinus, or Pepper tree, as it is called, from the
powerful pepper-like odour of the leaves. At the time I saw
them their fine feathery foliage was exquisitely green, and
contrasted most beautifully with the profusion of pendulous
clusters of coral-like berries, resembling in form bunches
of grapes, but in size of berries more like currants ; some
of the clusters were neariy a foot long. I had seen
hundreds of these trees in Southern Italy, but never in
their true beauty as I found them here. The public
gardens in Lisbon are numerous, and beautifully planted,
chiefly with tropical and subtropical plants, such as
Bananas, Callas, Marantas, Date Palms, Draca;nas,
Azaleas, Caladiums, Aloes, Cacti, and many others ; the
trees planted for shelter and shade are Celtis occidentalis,
which is as common as our Elm, Broussonetia papyrifera,
Schinus Molle, Gleditschia triacanthos, Ceratonia Siliqua,
Cercis Siliquastrum, Pittosporum undulatura, and P.
coriaceum, &c. In the Passieio Publico, or principal
promenade of the city, there are two magnificent trees of
Araucaria excelsa, rising full 60 feet high, with lower
branches sweeping the ground. There are two botanic
gardens in Lisbon. As I saw nothing in the smaller one,
attached to the Hospital of Sao Jose, which I did not see

the extensive one by the Ajuda Palace, I shall confine
y observations entirely to the latter.

The Ajuda Botanic Gardens occupy the slope of a con-
siderable hill, and have a south-westeriy aspect. They are
formed of terraces rising one above another, and reached
by broad shady paths and broad flights of stone steps." lower one is rather an arboretuni than a general

garden, although the fountains contain collections of
aquatics ; and many other plants requiring shade, are
placed without much order under the trees. "The latter
are chiefly the common Celtis occidentalis, planted so as
to form radiating avenues, and also grown as a hedge
plant to enclose small spaces in which various economic
plants are reared. Many varieties of Orange and Lemon
trees are also scattered about

; but the great glory of this

lower garden is two gigantic Date Palms, not less than
40 feet high, from which were hanging huge bunches of
golden-brown fruit, apparently ripe, but in reality not so,

for they do not ripen their fruit in Lisbon. I will now
give a list of the plants I specially noticed in the upper
gardens, as being either in flow-er or fruit, attempting no
classification, but giving them in the order in which they
presented themselves to my notice.

Duranta Plumieri var. flore albo (from India), with white flowers,

and very beautiful clusters of ycUov/ berries in great

Lantana trifolia, lavendulacea, and nivea.
;

Grewia occidentalis, with handsome purple flowers.

Anona Cherimolia, 10 feet high— it ripens its fruit here,

Entelea arborescens, with ripe fruit, .
I

Styrax officinalis, 20 feet high.
Pistacia Lentiscus.
Persea fa;tens, a large tree, covered with fruit, shaped like acorns

;

P. indica, and regia, also large trees.

Dracxna Draco, two remarkable specimens : one 6 yards in cir-

cumference, the other no less than 30 yards, and laden
with large clusters of fruiL The latter is now supposed
to be the largest known plant of this species.

Hartogia capensis, an elegant evergreen from the Cape of Good
Hope, covered with bloom,

Schinus Areira, from Brazil,
i

Solanum verbascifolium, a very large bush, covered with fruit.

Cordia martinicensis.
'

' <>

Ilex paraguayensis.
Grevillea robusta, with stem 3 feet in girth, and 20 feet high.
Pittosporum Tobira, in fruit, green ; P. coriaceum, and undu-

latum, with the fruit ripe, orange coloured. The last two
grow very large, and their beautiful berries reader them

tal.

Celastrus lucidus.

Zizyphus vulgaris, laden with fruit.

Viburnum Tinus, of large size, but presenting a remarkable ap-
pearance, from its great profusion of fruit, of a metallic
purple colour, looking, in the glowing sunlight, like some
peculiar kind of bronze.

Gomphocaipus frulicosus.
Aralia papyrifera and japonica.
.\loe plicatilis, enormous plants : one rose about 10 feet high, and

had more than 20 woody branches springing from the thick
dwarf trunk. The whole plant was about 10 feet diameter

Chamajrops humilis, with 10 feet of clear stem.
Schottia speciosa, a small tree in full bloom, forming a very

beautiful object
Buddlea Lindleyana, very common a'oout the shrubberies.
Opuntia Ficus-indica, one huge plant growing 12 feec high, the

lowest part of the main stem having a girth of 4 feet.

Leonotis Leonurus, a fruticose Labiate, with pretty orange
flowers, was common in the pastures.

^ugenia Mitchelii—the Pitungueria.
alii istralis

Vjtex Agnus castus.
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I saw in the small glimpse I had of Morocco. The city

of Tangier is situated on the steep western bank of the

bay, and being a walled city, presents nothing within its

walls to attract the eye of the botanist. We unfortunately

arrived half-an-hour after sunset in a Wolent storm, and as

the gates were closed for more than an hour after we
anchored, the Moors turned a deaf ear to the incessant

screeching of our steam whistle, whilst all the time our

small steamer threatened to part with her anchor. This

she eventually did after we left her. At last two large

boats, manned by noisy Moors, who seemed to be en-

deavoiuring to shout down the roaring storm, took us off

from the steamer, and making for the rolling crest of surf,

dashed boldly through it, much to our discomfort, and
immediately we were in shallow water, surrounded by
a host of half-naked, but powerful men, who carried us

on their backs to the shore.

In the morning, before breakfast, we went out of the

city by the gate called Bab-el-Sok, to the market place or

Sok outside the town. Here I hoped to see the country

produce well displayed, as it was the great market day,

but there was little of vegetable produce, except a few
piles of beautiful Tomatos, Prickly Pears, Brinjals (Solanum
Melongena), and Melons. Some small bundles of various

kinds of fodder were being sold for, and consumed by, the

numerous camels which were lying about on the sandy
plain. Smiths, carpenters, saddlers, and others were
plying their avocations, and cooking establishments on a
very small scale were ministering to the wants of the

numerous sellers and purchasers, who seemed to carry on
' the business of the market m the sleepiest style imaginable.

From the market we passed into the country, which, for

miles, was all of the same character. Sandhills, with

the rock occasionally peeping through, and the vegetation

all of one character—Agaves and Opunlias everywhere,

the latter of monstrous size, almost approaching to trees.

The Agaves were less luxm-iant, being often cropped
by the camels and mules ; myriads of the small Palm,
Cham^erops humilis, forming hummocks every two
or three yards. These, with a few dwarf bushes of Cera-
tonia Siliqua, and Pistacia atlantica, formed almost all

the vegetation left by the burning sun. Near to the sea,

however, were extensive patches of the great reed, Arundo
Donax, which serves the inhabitants for many useful pur-

poses. One was especially interesting. The Jewish
population, which amounts to about a third of the whole,

were celebrating the Feast of Tabernacles, and in the patio,

or courtyard, of every one of their houses was a pretty

square erection of these beautiful green reeds, nicely

wattled, and with the long green leaves left on, and
always looking fresh as if watered. In these tabernacles

they spend some part of each day. We spent the evening

in one, at a merry-making in celebration of a betrothal,

and listened to monotonous music, and saw strange

dances, so utterly different to anything European, that we
were much charmed by the novelty of the scene, and its

accessories.

A few days after I landed at Cadiz, and after a brief

sojourn started inland for Seville, stopping on the way at

Xeres, the centre of the great wine district which gives its

name to our favourite Spanish wine. Nothing of botanical

interest met the eye in this part of the journey, which is

95 English miles ; about 12 m.iles of the commencement
of the journey was through the wonderful salines or salt

marshes of La Isle de Leon, where salt is made by
evaporation, on a scale which is truly surprising ; the

white pyramidal heaps of this material, often 30 feet high,

were so numerous as to give the idea, as we passed
rapidly along, of a vast tent-covered plain, and the mind
naturally reverted to the days when the flower of the

Spanish army embarked from this same spot on the

galleons of the Armada, which was intended to enslave

our own little island.

We arrived at Xeres at nightfall, and could see nothing

of the vegetation except a few towering Date Palms, and
the Vine-clad hills just \isible in the last rays of the setting

sun. We called for sherry, of course, and found it

execrable ; so bad, indeed, that it made us long for a
sixpenny glass at Mugby Junction, and determined us to

be champions in future for that much abused hquid.

After an hour's stay in the capital of Sherry-land, a time
only sufficient to recover from the one glass, we proceeded
on in perfect darkness to Seville, which we reached at

about half-past nine o'clock ; and after the tiresome
examinations at the station, we packed ourselves in an
omnibus of small dimensions, and with one or two breaks-

down, reached our hotel in the town, situated in a
magnificent square, the Plaza Nueva de la Constitucion,

a name with which it had been newly christened. It is a
perfect grove of magnificent Orange trees, and at the time
of our arrival was a scene of splendid gaiety ; a superb
band playmg, and senhoras in the gayest festa attire, for

it was Sunday evening, were promenading and perfuming
the air with the profusion ofJasmine flowers worn in their

raven tresses ; but we had scarcely been ten minutes
in our balcony, looking down on the beautiful scene,

before an alarm of a revolutionary rising made the
promenaders and band fly in all directions in dire con-
fusion.

Early in the morning we were moving, and visited

the Alcazua, the most beautiful of Moorish palaces.

Its garden is a marvel of beauty ; but our time, and
the rapidly rising sun, forbade more than a passing
glance at it. The most striking thing, however, was the
cekbrated Orange tree of vast dimensions, and said to be
600 years old. Its stem is split into several, and covers
the ground space of a good sized oak. In the courtyards
were magnificent groups of Bananas laden with ripe fruit,

and indicating that they grew almost spontaneously. We
next went through most of the pubhc gardens, and along
the Alamanda, but there was little variety in the vegetation
—avenues of the tiresome Gleditschias, Celtis australis.

and similar trees, overgrown beds of MirabiUs Jalapa of
every colour, and many similar plants, sadly in want of

proper culture, were all that met the eye ; and an early

morning's work was brought to a close at 11 a.m. by
finding ourselves on the Prado de San Sebastian, in

presence of a vast crowd of 20.000 or 30,000 people, and
some 5000 military, with a goodly array of artillery, met

for the purpose of witnessing the execution of a horrible

murderer by the garotte—a terrible scene on a terrible

spot, for it was on the same square on which formerly was
placed the Quenadera, or fireplace of the Holy Inquisi-

tion, where, first and last, its officers, under the conviction

that they were serving God, destroyed 34,612 persons by
the most cruel of all conceivable tortures. Our next stage
was from Seville to Cordova, a pleasant journey through
a country of vast cornfields and vineyards, with many
Olive gardens. The Dwarf Palm was in wonderful pro-

fusion, and occasionally, where the level plain was cut

through by ravines of no great depth, the hollows were
filled with shrubs, amongst which the Oleander, covered
with flowers, was the most conspicuous. Near the small
towns and villages, the Pomegranate orchards have a most
lovely appearance, far surpassing the most beautiful of
our fruit orchards.

At Cordova, in the Court of Oranges of the old Moorish
mosque, now the cathedral, the splendid avenues of

Orange trees, all of them centuries old, and two stu-

pendous Date trees, were a most interesting sight. The
lines of Orange trees in the court corresponded with the

hnes of pillars, 1096 in number, in the interior.

From Cordova to Granada the scenery is often very
grand and beautiful, notwithstanding the enormous extent

of Olive grounds, which are not the most lively looking
trees

;
but in this district the traveller is interested in

noticing the admirable culture which the Ohves receive,

together with the apparently boundless extent of the
Olive plantations through wliicli the train flies for

many hours in succession ; and he here begins to under-
stand how the enormous quantities of oil found in

commerce are produced ; the trees were heavily laden
with the fruit, then closely resembling our Acorns in

size and colour, but when ripe they are of a rich purple
colour, not unlike Damsons, and the pulp is very oily.

The harvest, I was told, took place in December. At a
place called Bobadilla, a small branch line took us to

Antiquerra, whence the dihgence carried us by night to

Granada. Of course we saw nothing on our journey
;

but had too many unpleasant intimations that we were
going over mountain moors, by ro^s which scarcely

deserve the name ; and Granada itself offered nothing
new except the beautiful avenues of Elm trees which over-

shadow the roads up the Alhambra hill ; these have an
especial interest, for they were planted under the direc-

tions of the Duke of Wellington, and were all sent out

from England. They have thriven wonderfully, and are

evidently quite at home in the cool air of the Sierra

Nevada. On our return to Bobadilla, the train conveyed
us through scenery of extraordinary beauty, commencing
with the magnificent pass Guadalhorce ; winding through
stupendous ravines, crossing from precipice to precipice,

by bridges which seemed in the distance to be aerial,

gliding through numerous tunnels, we seemed to have left

the cultivated country for a world of bare rocks and
mountain sides, unclothed with any kind of vegetation

;

but after five or six miles of this we emerged into the

open, and found ourselves in the glorious plains of
-Ajidalucia, the aspect of which was delightful in the

extreme ; for even the best portions of La Mancha and
Estremadura, and even Granada, were so arid and brown
that but little real beauty could be discovered in the

scenery. Here, however, was a paradise of verdure,

wide-spread Orange groves, vineyards, Olive plantations,

vegetable gardens, orchards of Pomegranates, the trees

bending under the weight of their beautiful fruit, green
fields, watered by numerous streams, and, as we
approached Malaga, numerous villages, chiefly made up
of elegant villa residences and beautiful gardens, the

country residences of rich merchants, all glowing with

sunshine under a cloudless sky, with the mirror-like

surface of the Mediterranean forming the horizon-fine.

This was the best portion I saw of the vegetation of

Spain, the rest of my journey being along the coast by
steamer, the political troubles preventing any stay at the

various towns on our way to Marseilles.

II. Botanical A-otcs on the Garden of Moniso-rat,

Portugal. By T. C. Archer, Esq. III. Botanical

Notes taken on the Rock of Gibraltar. By T. C.

Archer, Esq. IV. Report- on the Open-air Vegeta-

tion at the Royal Botanic Garden. By Mr. M'Nab.
At the last meeting of the Botanical Society (April

14) I gave a long list of the open-air plants then in

bloom. The April meeting generally exhausts all the

plants usually quoted, but the extreme backwardness
of the season has left a few of them still unnoticed.

These I now supplement. The temperature during the

past month has never been very low ; but vegetation is

still very much behind, caused in a great measure by the

dry state of the weather which we have recently experi-

enced. The six lowest morning temperatures during

the past month were on the i8th, 20th, and 27th April
;

and 2d, 4th, and 7th May, when the thermometer indi-

cated respectively 31^, 35\ 35', 34°, 30°, and 33" ; while

the six highest early morning temperatures were on the

i6th, 2ist, 24th, and 25th April ; and on the 6th and loth

of May, when the markings were respectively 43", 45^ 44^
^j°, 45^, and 47^. The follo\\ing Table exhausts the

usual list of spring flowering plants, with the dates of

their flowering last year :—

FritiUaria imperialis

Narcissus bicolor .

.

Anemone nemorosa
Sajcifraga virginica

Menziesia empetriformis .

.

Ornithogalum exscapum
Primula ciliata purpurata
Epimedium rubrum
Ornilhogalu 28

March 24

„ 29
April 3

Professor Balfour remarked, in reference to Saxifraga

,
that although it was believed by some that S.

cemua was only an alpine form of S. granulata, yet he
doubted Mr. Christie's conclusion, as plants of S, cemua

from Ben Lawers had been cultivated in the Botanic
Garden for many years, and never changed their normal
form. Mr, Sadler thought that, as S. granulata also
occurred on Ben Lawers near the place where Saxifragra
cemua grew, it was possible that the two species had
been collected by Mr. Christie, and got mixed before
planting them in pots. Mr. White stated, that as far as
his knowledge of species went, he firmly believed that it

would be yet fully proved that S. cemua was only a form
of S. granulata.—Professor Balfour exhibited growing
plants of Salvinia natans, which had recently been sent
to the Botanic Garden from Hamburgh, and described
its different stages of development and mode of repro-
duction.—Mr. Sadler exhibited dried specimens of Tupa
rhynchopetala, a Lobeliaceous plant from Abyssinia, and
called attention to the peculiar structure of its stem, in
having a zone of woody cylinders arranged in a network
through the cellular bark,

Thnrsday, June 9.—Sir Walter Elliot, President, in

the chair. The following among other communications
was read :— I. Notes on the Ipecacuanha Plant. By
Dr. Gunning, Rio Janeiro ; communicated by Professor
Balfour. Dr. Gunning states that the Ipecacuanha plant
is exceedingly scarce in the province of Rio Janeiro from
having been pulled up, and no attention paid to its culti-

vation. It is exported from Sao Paulo, the province
south of Rio, but chiefly from Matto Grosso, a thousand
miles up the River Plate. At present Dr. G. is rearing

a number of cuttings for transmission to India, where it is

proposed to cultivate it extensively.

Royal Botanic : August 10.—The thirty-first anni-
versary meeting of this Society was held in the Society's

house in the gardens. Regent's Park, on Wednesday, Sir

Walter Stirling, Bart., in the chair. The annual reports

of the Council, auditors, and secretary were read. It

appears by these reports that the affairs of the Society are
in a satisfactory condition : 124 new Fellows had been
elected during the year. The total number of Fellows
and members now on the books is 2472. The receipts,

which for the three preceding years had not covered the
expenditure, had during the year now closing much
improved, and exceeded the expenditure by ^262 gj. <^d.,

and the old liabilities of the Society have been reduced by
that amount. Several novelties were introduced into the
flower shows and fetes, with marked success. The total

number of visitors for the year was 114,776, being about
3000 above that of last year.

The facilities so liberally afforded to artists, students,

and others, for the study of living plants, continues to be
highly valued ; 182 free admission orders for study for

periods of three and six months were issued, and 10,712
cut specimens distributed to professors and to schools of
design. A series of standard meteorological instruments,

including several new forms more nearly relating to horti-

culture, had lately been presented to the Society, and a
systematic course of observations commenced, which no
doubt will be of interest to both sciences. H.S. H. Prince
of Teck was re-elected President ; W. M. Coulthurst,

Esq., Treasurer; and the Hon. H. M. Best, Major
Plait, and Mr. G. J. Symons, new members of Council.

Thanks were voted to the President, Council, committees,
and officers, and to the Chairman of the day.

Florists' Flowers.
The lovei-s of the show or large-flowered Pelar-

goniums would find a visit to Worton Cottage, Isle-

worth, in the month of June, a very pleasant and
instructive one. There they could see how Pelar-

goniums of all sizes can and should be grown. Not
now an exhibitor, Mr. Wiggins does not grow speci-

mens for exhibition, but he always has a small lean-to

house of what is termed half specimens, grown as

Pelargoniums should be grown, with a compact, bushy,

and yet vigorous habit, and bearing numbers of trusses

of fine flowers. Worton Cottage has been so long the

home of the Pelargonium that no one wonders to find

it still as well done as in the days of Beck's Rosa, In-

comparable, and many others that in their day took a

high position amang florists. Any one desirous of

making a selection of varieties for cultivation would
find an excellent opportunity of doing so at Isleworth,

as for cross-breeding purposes, apart from other reasons,

Mr. Wiggins cultivates all the best leading kinds ; and
the visitor would also gain some idea how they should

be grown.
As respects the general cultivation of the Pelargo-

nium, both for exhibition and decorative purposes,

there is much cause for the regret that in the provinces,

with a few notable exceptions, the cultivation of these

showy flowers is of a somewhat low order. The general

appearance of collections of this plant, so highly effec-

tive for decorative purposes, whether grown for the

exhibition tent or to give life to the conservatory at

the blooming season, invariably shows, instead of vigor-

ous short-jointed specimens, lean and drawn-up plants,

often sickly from aphides, and having an over-crowded

appearance. It is a common fault to grow three plants

in the space which one only should be permitted to

occupy. Growers sometimes appear to be quite

oblivious of the fact that a plant that has sufficient

room allowed it, when making its growth, will at the

blooming season cover a much greater space with

flowers than when so crowded, nor do the plants bloom
in fine character, especially when they have to niake

their growth wholly in the spring.

Provincial shows often, very often, reveal the exist-

ence of another evil too common to them—that is, the

mistake of over-potting plants. The Pelargonium

frequently gets over-potted, instead of having its roots

kept within due bounds. Those who are so lavish of
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root room lose sight of the important fact that tlie pots
must become full of roots before there can be a fine

head of bloom. No doubt many of the long lanky
plants frequently met with, with which are almost
surely combined imperfect flowers, are traceable to the
injudicious practice of starting them into growth when
they are throu'ing up their trusses of bloom.

By tlie beginning of January, all specimen plants
should be in their blooming pots

;
good plants that

break well in October in 48-pots should be repotted
into 32-pots to bloom, or small 24's, if root action is too
vigorous. Such plants as these will make fine speci-
mens to flower at the end of May or June. Larger
specimens require a shift corresponding to theii- size

and requirements.

As far as possible, the exhibitor of the Pelargonium
should have a house which can be mainly devoted to
its culture. The fine plants seen at the London
exhibitions are grown in houses they alone are suflered
to occupy ; and at times, when a course of special
treatment is necessary, it can be applied without risk
to other plants.

Year by year Mr. Wiggins raises a batch of seedling
Pelargoniums ; fancies he does not cultivate, but
keeps himself solely to the large flowered varieties.
Nearly all the yearling flowers of promise that bloomed
in 1S69 for the first time have this season answered the
highest expectations formed of them, and a batch has
been raised and selected for sending out. Some
yearling flowers which have bloomed this season for
the first time show novelty of character, size of flowers,
and high class quality, and Mr. Wiggins has much
reason to indulge the hope that next year will give
him one of the finest batches of flowers he has ever
raised.

The following are the names and descriptions of the
iS new varieties of Mr. Beck's raising Mr. Wiggins
will distribute in the autumn of the present year :

—

Artemus, rosy salmon lower petals, white throat, rich
dark upper petals, lit up brilliantly towards the edge.
Cecilia, a pretty light flower, with deep maroon spot
and veins on the lower petals, dark blotch on top
petals, white throat. Cornelia, a large and bold
flower, vermilion-rose lower petals, upper petals dark,
^yith bright lining of vermilion ; flowers of good shape.
Fascination, pink lower petals, with distinct maroon
spots on each, upper petals dark, with a well-defined
pink edge. Georgiana, deep salmon lower petals,
white throat, rich dark blotch on upper petals, with
margin of delicate salmon ; flowers stout, and of good
shape. Henrietta, rosy purple lower petals, veined
and slightly blotched with dark, white throat ; rich
dark upper petals, with an edging of pink. Hesperis,
a small but high-coloured flower, of a brilliant scarlet
hue, with dark spot on lower, and dark upper petals.
Irene, light pink lower petals, upper petals dark, with
a margin of pink ; a flower of good shape, and a
remarkably free bloomer. Letty, lower petals warm
pink, white throat, dark upper petals, and edge of pale
rosy pink. Lily, a pretty little white flower, with a
lovely blotch on the upper petals, becoming paler
towards the edge. Lizzie, pink lower petals, veined
and blotched with maroon, upper petals rich maroon,
with light edge. Lysandra, lively vermilion lower
petals, n-ith rich dark upper petals, somewhat
deficient in shape, but a remarkably free bloomer.
Placida, rosy pink lower petals, white throat, upper
petals dark, lit up with bright scariet as a margin, and
edged with pink. Pulcheria, a striking and showy
flower, the lower petals warm salmon, with deep
scariet spots, rich dark upper petals, with a well defined
edge of bright rose. Rebecca, dark rosy scarlet, rosy
petals, upper petals dark, with distinct narrow rose
margin, a small but free-blooming and useful flower.
Roxanna, rosy vermilion lower petals, upper petals
dark, with a lively bright scarlet edge. Vesta, a good
sized white flower, upper petals having large blotches
of dark crimson, paling off into a broad pale pink
margin

; and Virginia, a pure white flower, with a dis-
tinct deep cerise blotch in the upper petals.
The top sods from a strong loamy soil, full of fibrous

matter, stored away for a twelvemonth, added to some
thoroughly decayed stable manure, chopped up and
well mixed, makes an excellent compost for the large-
flowered Pelargoniums. With these can be mingled a
little good leaf-mould and some sharp sand, to keep it

open. Such a sod as that, together with an intelligent

scarcely fail to grow good

mean temperature may be gently lowered until the
usual autumn maximum is gained. This should not
exceed—by artificial means alone—70" in the Indian
houses, or 60° in those where Mexican and such like
cool growing varieties are cultivated. Of course with
plenty of sun-heat this may be increased, provided
plenty of air is given. In the early morning the mean
artificial heat should be from 8° to 10° less than the
amount above suggested. In all instances where growth
is now being made, as is the case with such kinds as
Ccelogyne cristata, Miltonias, Dendrobes, &c., these
should be placed in the warmest and most shady parts
of their respective houses, and hate a supply of water
commensurate with their state of activity. Keep all

leaf surfaces scrupulously cleam by sponging, &c. , for
now these are engaged in producing the fibre and sap
necessary to carry the plants over the approaching
season of rest. Look sharply after such injurious
insects as are often found at this season nibbling
the soft points of young gi-owing roots, and espe-
cially of such kinds as Vandas, Saccolabmms, and
Aertdcs. Cockroaches and othei' nocturnal visitors

which are hard to be caught are most injurious, and
must be destroyed by some means or other. For
this purpose I have found pieces of bread and butter
upon which honey has been smeared very effective.

The pests feed upon this, and if it be elevated upon
white deal stakes, which are conspicuous by night,
they may be taken when feeding by holding a basin of
water beneath the bread, and gently tapping the stick,

which will cause them to tumble headlong into the
water, as they become so impatient in retreating to a
place of security that they do not wait to return by the
same path as that they came by. Be particular not to
stop or pinch back any Chrysantltemiuns after this date,

I

as to do so will be to destroy the flowers which will

shortly form.
FORCING HOUSES.

In all instances where the foliage and wood are well
ripened in Early Vineries or Peach-homes, it will be
advisable to remove the lights, so as to admit the sun
and air to play freely on them. This will afford the
best possible opportunity to cleanse, paint, or reglaze
the lights, and to repair or paint the houses if this is

deemed necessary. Do not remove any foliage with
unnecessary violence, but let the leaves fall oflf naturally,
if time can be allowed for that purpose. In instances
where tlip removal of Peach or Nectarine trees is in

contemplation, let those to bo removed be stocked
up forthwith, and the necessary preparations in

regard to renovating the borders, &c. , be entered
on, bearing in mmd that good fibrous maiden
loam, of good consistency, is far preferable to any
ordinary soil, however much or however good the
manure added thereto. In another two or three weeks
it will be possible to take the trees up and plant them
in these prepared places, as it will not be necessary to
wait until all the leaves are off—even though they are
deciduous, if proper care be exercised in taking up each
tree. Fig trees forming a crop, and which have no
fruit now ripening upon them, should be frequently and
copiously syringed, as very frequently red spider will

attack such foliage as has stood the summer through.

be removed as fast as they appear. At this season the
crown of the plant divides itself into two or more
leaders, and in selecting the growers must be guided
by the strength of the plant. If it is strong, leave at
least three to carry the blqom. The buds will begia
to appear during the first and second weeks'in August,
on the tips of the leaders, surrounded by a cluster of
smaller or later buds. If the centre one is sound and
plump remove all the small ones, Ijut if it is defective
select the next best. If the roots show themselves
on the surface of the soil, a top-dressing of rotten
dung will be of great service. The plant being a
gross feeder requires a great quantity of nourishment
at this season, which should be given in a liquid
form at least once a day. The manure-water which
I recommend is made after the following manner :—Put into a two-gallon watering-pot about I lb. of
cowdung and half a pint of soot, let it stand for a
few hours before using, stirring it several times, and
giving it about twice a week. Pompons in beds and
borders, if growing disorderly, should be tied down ;

they will look awkward at first, but they will soon right
themselves. If pinched back again they will be too
late to flower this season. Syringing the tops every
fine evening is of great service to the plants. J. D.

Such :

cultural treatment.

Pelargoniums. R. D.

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Those Orchids which have made their growth should

now be more exposed to the ripening influences of the
sun, and have more air supplied to them than here-
tofore. So much depends upon the manner in which
difierent houses and different sections of these plants
have been treated, that it is rather difficult to lay down
any definite rule as a guide in the matter of supplying
the necessary amount of heat. It should, however,
always be borne in mind that the operator must be
mainly influenced by the condition, or rather by the
stage of development in which the majority of the plants
are. If they are well forward in their growth, the

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Queen and Brompton Stocks should now be trans-

planted out permanently, or if not sufficiently large
into cool nursery beds, moderately shaded. It may be
possible in some instances to procure better pipings of
Picotees, &e., than could be obtained earlier in the
season. In all instances where this is so, it should be
understood that it is not too late to do so yet. Prick
out seedling Polyanthuses, Garden Primroses, Pansies,
and similar seedlings, on to a cool, shady, north border.
Pot off any rooted cuttings of Auritulas, placing them
in a cool, shady position, which is free from any kind
of insects or slugs, &c., which will find them out, now
that we experience dewy nights. Give Dahlias a
thorough good soaking with mamire-water ; trap ear-
wigs by the same simple means as suggested above,
and tie all the shoots securely to stakiie. .Sow now
Mignonette in pots, placing them in a shady place

;

also Lobelia, in pans, for bedding out next spring. Sow
also such hardy annuals as Nemofhila, Collinsia,

Limnanthcs, Erysimum, Silene, &c., watching each
narrowly, subsequently, in order to detect at the earliest

possible moment any symptoms of unhealthy germina-
tion.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Make now sowings of Onions of either the Tripoli,

White Lisbon, or Strasburg varieties for spring bulbing,
in all instances where size is needed. For quality, and
hence all ordinary uses, none are better, however, than
the White Spanish, which answers admirably so
treated. Carrots may likewise be sown on sheltered
aspects for spring pulling. Sow also Caulijlmver for

plants to be protected during the winter, to produce
the earliest supply next spring. They should be so
sown that they may need transplanting before the
early winter months arrive, which will make them
much more hardy and fitting to stand the hard frosts

which may ensue. Make small sowings of Lettuce and
Endive at intervals of a week or ten days apart for the
next three weeks. W. E.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
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cannot be an amateur ; and such a person ought not to

be allowed to exhibit as an amateur at a local show,
Your remedy is to represent the facts to the managers
of the show.

Books; S. D. Williams' "Select Ferns."

CoLi::us : J. C. It is impossible to name the varieties of

Coleus, which are as numerous as florists' flowers, with

out having at hand a full collection for comparison
Probably your No. 4 is Queen Victoria ; 5, Prince of
Wales ; and 6, Her Majesty.

DouDLE Hollyhock : H. M. The flowers are not only
double, but have secondary flower-buds in the a.\ils of
the petals (axillary prolitication).

ExruDiTiNG Fruit: Hortus. A "miscellaneous col-

lection " of fruit, open to all England, and not to exceed

3 dishes, such as you state, is invited at some country
show, is surely an oversight ; especially as you state

that in the neighbourhood there are several gentlemen's
seats, with good gardens.

Fertilisation of Hoya : C. P. This is effected by
insect agency. You will find an elaborate account of
the structure of the organs and their functions in

a classical paper on Asclepiadere in Robert Brown's
"Miscellaneous Works," vol. i., p. 529, RaySociety's
edition.

GLOiiE White Hip Rose : Messrs. Godwin, Ashbome,
will be greatly obliged by the cuttings of Globe White
Hip Rose *' Old Subscriber" kindly offers.

Gl^ixinia : S. Nairn. Your seedling is a promising one,
of the drooping section, of good substance, blush white,
^\ ith very rich crimson marking on the lower part of the
throat. If the plant is in good condition, send it to the
meeting of the Floral Committee, at South Kensington,
on Wednesday next.

Insects in Ash-trees : E, S. The mischief is done by
a small beetle {Hylesinus Fraxini), which is a native of
Britain, but, so far as we know, never multiplies to
such an extent as to do serious damage. On the Conti-
nent its ravages are sometimes considerable. The
specimen sent is a very beautiful example of their work

;

and as the opportunity does not often occur of getting
such good specimens in this country, it would be very
obliging if " E. S." would send us some more for the
Royal Horticultural Society's collection. A. M.

Judging Plants: Justice. It is impossible to decide on
the merits of two competing specimen plants without
seeing them. As you put it, the Stephanotis would
seem to be the best ; but we have not heard the other
side.

LiLiUM AURATUM : Ignoramus. In the way of the
variety named rubro-vittatum

; but there are better
forms extant.

LiLiUM TIGRINUM FLOKE-PLENO.—We Omitted to men-
tion (at p. 1061) that this plant, exhibited by George
F. Wilson, Esq., at the last meeting of the Floral
Committee, received a First-class Certificate.

Names of Plants : M. E. F. i. An Anchusa, near A.
calcarea, Boiss., but we do not match the species ; 2.

Solidago altissimura or S. neglectum
; 3. Syniphori-

carpus racemosus, variety; 4. Solidago lanceolata.

—

R, G. Rhus cotinus,— the Wig Plant. South Europe.— Consill lit Reader, i. Dielytra formosa ; 2. Athyrium
Filix-fa-mina

; 3. Missing; 4. Eriophorum polysta-
chyon.—y. Silver. Scolopendrium vulgare supralinea-
tum. a well-known variety.

New Peas : F. T. Eversh'ed's West Surrey Marrow, of
which you send a sample, is a fine variety, but it was too
old for us to pronounce a definite opinion on its quality.
Evershed's Munsted Marrow is, so far as we can judge,
not so good a Pea as the other. Both require to be
judged in a moister season than this has been. We
advise you another season to send samples to the Fruit
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Oxford Show : H. writes in confirmation of our state-
ment that few in Oxford knew the whereabouts of the
show, and suggests to the Society the policy of, "adver-
tise, advertise." "H.'s" Cherries are very fine. The
Bigarreau Napoleon always produces large fruit, some-
times larger even than those sent.

Phal^enopsis : F. W. B. The seeds appear to us
perfect, but were dried up when we received them.
Fresh seeds will probably germinate.

Potatos : H. S. Your tubers are badly aflected with the
scab, a disease which is not considered very destructive,
It is difficult to say what causes it. One or both of the
suggestions you mention may have been the agent,
as both are more or less suspected, according to
circumstances.

Silk : E. D. C. asks what she ought to give an ounce
for winding silkworms' silk, and if 12 or 16 oz. go to a
pound for the silk ? Perhaps some correspondent will
oblige " E. D. C." with the necessary information.

Silver Firs : Old Subscriber. We should not anticipate
any injury to your proposed plantation of Silver Firs
from the accidental agricultural dressing of lime which
has been given to the ground, especially if it is well
worked before planting. They would be far more likely
to suffer from drought if the situation is at all a dry one.
We should have the ground deeply forked over before
the winter, and left as rough as possible till spring,
when you propose to plant.

Size of Flower Pots : Marquis. There is no definite
standard, or rather each maker abides by his own
standard, and hence arise slight variations in size.

Vanda Cathcarti : F. IV. B. Your sketch is in the
hands of the engraver; please send the sketch of the
Phalcenopsis.

Willow Stem Perforated with Holes : J. D. Pro-
bably the work of some insect larva. Send a small
piece of the wood, and we may be able to tell you what
has caused the damage.

Communications Received.—Will Well Wisher be kind enough
to be more explicit.—J. A. Newslead (thanks).—F. R. S —
Bromus.—C. P.— G. M.—Ecton,—A. F. B.—W. F. R —
S. N. & Son.—J. H. P.—F. C. P.—R. D.—H. H. D.—w'—
\V. H. P. (apply to Messrs Vcilch).—A. F.—W. B.

COVENT GARDEN.—Aug. 13.

There is scarcely any alteration worth noting in the
state of the market. The supply of fruit, however, is

beginning to fall off. Apples and Pears are abundant
and cheap, the former comprising Williams' Bon
Chretien, Jargonelles, and Beurre d'Amanlis ; the latter

Nonsuch, Astrachan, and the Hawthomden. Amongst
flowers we have Balsams, Pelargoniums single and
double, Gladioli, Heaths, Coleus, Hydrangeas, Fuchsias,
Crassulas, &c.

Fruit,

Apricots, per dnz. .

.

Cherries, per doz. lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100 .

.

Melons, each
Nectarines, per doz.

Artichokes, p, do2. .

.

Beet, per doz.
Cabbages, p. doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

— young, p. bun.
Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, p. bund. ,.

Cucumbers, each .

.

Endive, per doz. ..

French Beans, p. sieve
Do., retail, p. lb. ..

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Potatos, York Regents, per
round, 5^. to 75. per

Oranges, per 100 ..80 toi2 <

Peaches, per doz. .. 6 o — 12 <

Pears, per doz. . . 16 — 31
Pine-apples, per lb. 30 — 61
Strawberries, p. lb. . . . — .

.

HorseRadish, p.bun, 3 o to 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . 02 — 04
Lettuces, p. score .. 10—20
Mint, per bunch . . 03 — 06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10—16
Onions,per bunch .. 04 — 09
Parsley, per bunch .02 — 04
Peas(shelled),p.pint 04—06
Potatos, new, p. lb. o li— o 2

Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel., 20— 30
Radishes, per doz... 10 — i 6
Turnips, jTig., p. bun. 09 — 10

40J. to 180J. : Fluki

kidney, -js.

J, SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

-

A'.r rr -
, ; TACANROG mats are the cheapest and mo;

dural '' I
I , v, liich ^ives the size of every class of Mai

_J_}S '^
, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarJters.AW AvND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

for Conservatories, Entrance

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

loDK, 4J. per 1000, or io,CX)0 for 351., cash on deliver>'. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincanshire.

Greenliouses.H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
. IlUTLDERS .ind HOT-WaTKR APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

ta6. Mare Street, Hackney, E. Good snbslantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide.pricc jCso:
21 feet by 13 feet, 428 ; 11% feet by 10 feet, £i<. A handsome
CONSERVATORY In stock, 36 feet long 18 feet wide, ^Jiio.
Estimates given for any branch in the aliove line, in Wood or Iron.

FCTOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
I and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever)-

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply toJOHN FOWLER A

London, E.G. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.
I CO., 71, Comhill,

GARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES
BASKETS,__FLOWER STANDS, &c"''""""""'

4S. 6d. to s6t.

45r. od. to cioj,

35J. od. to 7or.

GARDEN SYRINGES
GARDEN ENGINES
GARDEN W.VFER BARROWS
GARDEN ROLLERS
GARDEN CHAIRS
GARDEN SEATS
GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING i>OfS.
PATENT LAWN MOWERS .. .. 701. oi. to 130J.

To cut 10 inches, £3 loj. ; 12 do., £4 tor.

Suitable for a Lady.

i6f. od. to 90s,

To cut 14 inches, £5 10s. : r6 do., ^6 i

To cut g inches, £3 v. ; n do., £4 v.; n do., £5 los. ; 2t do., £3.
WILLIAM S. BlfRTON. FurnishinE Ironmonger, by appointiSent,

toH.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, containing
upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
Prices, and Plans of the 20 large Showrooms, post free.—39, Oxford
Street, W. ; r, t A. 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5. and 0, Perry's
Place : and t, Newman Yard. The cost of delivering Goods to the
most distant Paris of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling.
WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small

WANTED, a PARTNER, for a nearly new Nursery
of about 6',i acres, with Residence, Cottage, Stable and Coach

W^
racking, and Ecneraf Nursery Work, and have some knowledge of
Laying-out and Planting Villa Gardens.—Apply by letter, in own
handwriting, stating wages expected and where last employed, to D.,
Nurscnman, Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6. Leadcnhall Street, London, E C.

THE REV. S. REYNOLDS HOLE. Caunton Manor,
Newark, WANTS a GARDENER, whose heart is with his work,

and who thoroughly understands the Culture of Stove, Greenhouse,
and Garden Plants, Fruits, and Vegetables. An Under Gardener is

kept, .and a Labourer employed when necessary. Wages, 2m, per week,
lodging, and prize-money, except for Roses. It will be useless to apply
without a reference to some well-known Gardener or Florist.

Nursery Trade.
WANTED, a thoroughly experienced and efficient

MAN, for the Glass Department of a large Nursery. No one
who cannot produce the highest testimony as to ability and character
need apply.—Address, statmg age, experience, salar\-, and all particu-
lars. T. W.. Messrs. Frascr, Good & Co., 82, Bishopgatc Street
Within. London, E.G.

W-;
35. Sydenham Park. London.

EED TRADE.—James Dickson & Sons REQUIRE
— for their Seed Warehouse a respectable, painstaking, and experi-

enced MAN, who thoroughly understands Agricultural Seed';, and
n very correctly Execute and Despatch Orders Tfarmrrc-H Man,
thout family, or without young children, a li^ilu,- h u ,- r.M,M
provided. When applying, send all particn'

, ;
1

cnce. salar>- expected, &c.—102, Eastgate Slr<-t •
,

>

Q EED TR.\DE. ^JAMES Dickson\v:-m:._. l:i:<ji;[kL
KJ an experienced young MAN, who can expeditiously and very
neatly and correctly Execute Vegetable Seed Orders. Apply, in I

own handwriting, stating age, experience, salary expected, &c—
102, Easlgate Street, Chester. I

WANTED, a good WORKING GARDENER, for
Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens. One Man under him.

Wife to take Dairj'.—AL C. M. SWABEY, Esq., Langley Marish,

w Seed Trade.
ANTED, a YOUTH, about 17, in a Seed Eslab-
lishtnent in the West of England. A capital opportunity fol

Cardnrrs' ChrcmHt Office, W'.C.
n^ salary and all particulars, to J. G.,

W^ SHOPM.\N, to

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

w Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualifications,

nquiry. Any Gentleman

be undertaken, wages offered, &c.,
selected.—Highgale Nurseries, Lond

by clearly stating the duti

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G,
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

F ISHER HOLMES and CO. can with confidence
several experienced GARDENERS, of

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married.—T. C. Sage
begs to offer his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman requir-

ing a thorough practical Man. Can be well recommended.—'! C.
SAGE, Gr. to Sir E. C. Dering, Hart, Surrcnden Dering, Ashford,

/^ARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser possesses a

Mush]
and Lay-out, and manage Stock if required. Served in last pla

id Flower Gardenei
;k if required. St __ ...

H. S., s, Packcnham Street, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 33 ; thoroughly
experienced in the Culture of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons,

and Cucumbers, and in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c.,
also Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and the Formation and Alteratic
of same. Highly recommended By the gentlei
previous employers. — C. K ^ ~ ^ .

Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36; experienced; has
lived 6vc years in his last situation, and has had the entire

Management of a large Garden, and thoroughly understands the
Forcing of Grapes, Pines, and Peaches; has also had considerable
experience in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Satisfactory references
as to character can be given.—DONALD ROBERTSON, Bclsfield,

/~:i ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Young,

ulars, X. y. Z., Post Office, Grt r Birminghai

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).—
Age 30, married, one child ; has had i8 years in all parts of the

Garden, charge of Cattle and Poultry, and Jleadow and other Land.
Good Character.—W. BLIZARD, i8, BcUevue Terrace, Seven Sisters'
Road, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept.
—Age 30, married ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the

profession. Can be highly recommended.—T. S., Mr. Morgan's
Librarj', Lewisham, Kent.

GARDENER.—Age 26, single; understands Garden-
ing in all its branches. First-class character from present

situation.—Mr. A. A. JAMES, Nurseryman, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Age 50, married ; experienced and
thoroughly practical. Good references. — Mr. J. MORSE,

Nurseryman, Dursley. Gloucestershire.

GARDENER.—B. S. Williams will be glad to recom-
mend to any Lady or Gentleman rcquiringafirst-class Gardener

" Man whom he has known for several years, and can testify a"
*"

and Paradise Nun , Upper Holloway, London.

had. Five years'good character.—j. M., Post Office, Richmond, Surrey,

GARDENER (Under).—A Young Man offers himself
to a good Garaencr, for two years, where all branches of the

profession can be learned. Will pay a Premium of £5.—T. W.,
Leatherhead, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Nine years' experience in the Culture of
Tropical and Hardy Fruits, Flowers, &c., in three Gentlemen's

establishments.—J. P., Post Office, Richmond, Surrey.

PROPAGATOR (Foreman), in a Nursery.—Has had
a great many years' experience in Growing and Propagatrnfi

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Hard and Soft-wooded^ Roses, Rhodo-

PROPAGATOR, or SECOND FOREMAN, in a large
Firm, where Hard and Soft-wooded Plants are grown extensively.

First-class experience and reference, — A. B., Paul's Nurseries,
Waltham Cross, London, N.

SEED TRADE. — Wanted, a situation in a Seed
Warehouse, by a Young Man, aged 26. Accustomed to the

Agricultural Trade. Salary moderate. Good references. — J. J.,
7, Upper Bemerton Street, Caledonian Road, London, N.

rO FLORISTS, &c.—Wanted, by a young Man. a
situation in a Florist's and Nurseryman's Establishment. Has

d practical experience, and has a good theoretical knowledge of
e business. (Can give the most respectable references.—A, B.,
essrs. Cumm ins Wilson, Chemists, Bath.

;<EED TRADE.—Mr. Scott can recommend a
J YOUNG MAN, age 21, who has been accustomed to the Nursery
d Seed Departments, and who will not object to be partly employed

• -For further particulars apply to Mr. SCOTT, The
Seed Stores, Yeovil.

To NURSERY GARDENERS. —A Young Man
wishes to place himself in a N ursery Garden for 12 or i8 months.

A small Premium would not be objected to, for a commencing salary.

1 Park, London. S.W.

MICKLEBURĜ 'Hr?^,' ndsworth, Surrey, S.W.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—.Ape 23 : Premium given. Good references.— R. D., Newington,

H vlhe, Kent.

To Gentlemen's Gardeners.
1 MPROVER, in a sjood Garden.—Age iq : has had
1 lour years' practice, .itrcmium will be siven.—J. SHEPHARD,

1 cKhain, Leatherhead, Surrey.

SHOPMAN.—Single ; 15 years' e.xperience in all

branches of the Seed Trade and Florist business. Good reference.

—n. H., T. Pcslridges, Seedstnaii, Grccnway, U.\bridgc.
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RnCS AND CO 'S BIPHOSPHATED PERjJVIAN
I \N K c 1 e Mark, Flyine Albatross), is now

re d> fo de e j n qua > a d in line condition. It is believed to

be he be t A h al M n e et produced. Its babC is Peruvian

Co cmmen Gu no ns zi per cent, of Soluble Thosphates,

5 o 7 pe ccn f Vmmon a h Salts of Potash. Sec reports of Dr.

"V e C P) \nd n P f r Way, Mr. ORston, and Mr. Sibson.

"Analytical Laboratory, ir, Salisbury Square, FleetStrcet.E.C,

I you will find the resi

;ample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
"Sir,—Enclosed 1

Lonaon, January 15, lo/u.
, . ,

^ill find the results of a careful analysis of ;

_ _ The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of

loisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
hates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

.ate of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
nown to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be apprc-
ialcd by them.—Believe me. Sir, yours respectfully.

Guai , Limited, 32, King William Street. London, E.G.'

rpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
J- (Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURFT, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, fbr Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &c E. PU RSER, Secretary.

OPFices, n6, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

M ATTHEWS' CORN CAKE, a substitute for
Linseed Cake,

lufacturcrs of MATTHEWS' specially prepared MANURES
for all CROl'S.

F. C. MATTHEWS SON AND CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield. Established 23 years.

STAND No. 134, SHOW YARD, OXFORD.

w [. DILLISTONE,
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Siblc Ilcdingham, Essex.

I71LORISTS PREMISES, TO BE LET, on Lease,
-vilh every convenience. Proprietor having a Farm. Excellent

To Nurserymen and Horists.

AN ELIGIBLE PROPERTY, consisting of an
excellent new Eight-roomed House, Three Acres of Land, well

stocked v\ilh Fruit Trees, and about 15.000 feet of Hothouses : v*hich
can be LET on LEASE, with immediate possession, for 85 years
unexpired ; or the same SOLD. Situated within 10 miles of London.

Mr. HENNETT, Centre Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

To Seedsmen and Florists.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the LEASE, GOODWILL,
and FITTINGS of an OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSI-

NESS, in a leading thoroughfare in the City. Rent very moderate,
a portion of the Tremiscs being let olT.

Messrs. REYNOLDS & EASEN, Auctioneers, 43, Bishopsgate
Street Within, EC.

T
To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

O BE LET, with immediate possession, a most
ligible NURSERY GROUND,

Cottage and ^Greenhouse, pleasantly situated in the West Rid'i

r- „ .. doint? a first-c

J be taken— ^.. ... .. .«...„..„,.. For particulars, address,
V, P., The CotL̂ ge, St.inste.ad Roaj, Forest Hill, S E,

Fift;

Heathrow, near Harmondswortli, Middlesex.
ifty seven and a quarter Acres of FREEHOLD and TITHE-FREE
MARKET.GARDEN and ORCHARD GROUND. A safe
and sound investment, that will yearly increase in value; a
portion would afford a good site for a Public Institution.

R. EDWARD SAUNDERS has received instructionsM o SELL 57hi acres, in one enclosure, of First-class FREEHOLD
ARDEN GROUND, consisting of a deep loamy soil

well drained, and in a liigh stale of cultivation, about half of which i

MARKET-GAKdeN GROUND,
trained, and in a hi

d with healthy, th;

id Plum Trees, and
known as Lord's Field, and is situate about i mile from 'Harlini,.^..
Corner, and ij^ mile from' East Kedfont, having a frontage of about
750 (cet to the high road leading from West Drayton to Bedfont.will
be forthwith olTercd for Sale, and Tenders for the purchase thereof are
to be sent to Mr. EDWARD SAUNDERS, Land Agent and Surveyor,
10, Uridge Street, Westminster, on or before September 5.
Forms of Tender will be sent on application to the Sur^eyor, at

whose office a Plan can be seen.—The Baiim at Heathrow Hall will
show the land.

SALES BY AUCTION.
To Horticultural Societies, Archery, Croquet, and

CRICKET CI.UISS, and the PUllLIC GENERALLY
MR. O. SHELLARD is instructed to SELL by

PUBLIC AUCTION, on the Castle Green, in the city of
Hereford, at the close of the Horticultural Society's Show on
THURSDAY, August 25, Two Large EXHIBITION TENTS (100
feet by 30 feet, and 60 feet by 30 ieet respectively): 24 TABLES,

1 large quantity of GREEN BAIZE
SHOVV STANDS (painted

punctually.

feet each, on Trestle'.
TABLE-COVERING; 8 d.

green), of various sizes : and othi

Sale at half-past Six o'clock.

M
Buckland Annual Sale.

R. STRAFI-'ORD begs to announce that the
ANNUAL SALE of SOUTHDOWN RAMS and EWES,

Bart,, will take pi;

few of the Rams will be Let for the

_CataIogues_ with particulars, may be had

THURSDAY, August 18.

Sale of Messrs. Mitchell's Herd at Alloa.

MR. JOHN THORNTO.V will SELL by
UNRESERVED AUCTION, on THURSDAY, August 25

at Alloa, by Stirling, N.B., the entire HERD of first-class SHORT-
HORNS belonging to Messrs. Mitchell. It has been bred for many
years from some of the best sources : several first-class Bulls having

1 hired from Warlabv, so that many of the animals have upward!
thai

of I

. the

i they have been most successfully
eeil are well known Prize Cows, the latter won Premiums at the last
Birmingham and Smithfield Club Shows, and this year gained the
1st prize at the Stirling Show, and challenge cup for the best cow or

Three first-class yearling Bulls will be Sold, the property of the Earl
of Dunmore, Also will be offered the entire FLOCK of pure
BORDER LEICESTER SHEEP, bred for many years on both sides
from the Polwarth blood.

_
Catalogues with pedigrees maybe had of Messrs. Mitchell, Alloa,

N.B.

;

ofJOHN THi.lRNTON, 15, Langham Place, London.

rpi

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermcre.
John C. Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie. Esq.

| Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer e.xcculing

Ten;
rk by their own Agcni
mts may also, by arrangem

iih all olhcial e-xpenses, may be charged

with their Landlords, procun

ent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of the

. Whitehall Place, London. S.W.

rt^HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
JL (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
lohn Clutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry Farquhar, Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlies, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway Hoi

/igtonshireiN-B,
Horatio Lloyd, I

R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,
1 Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

Hyde Park.'S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.

,
Q, C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.

Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gai . Westn^ , S.W.

BIRMINGHAM HORSE^SHOW—SIX HUNDRED
and THIRTY POUNDS in PRIZES.—The FIFTH GREAT

HORSE SHOW will be held in BINGLEY HALL on TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, August 16, 17, 18,

and 19. Admission—On Tuesday, from 9 to 4, 51. : after 4, is. On
Wednesday, from 9 to 2; 25. 6d. ; after 2, is. On Thursday and Friday,
IS, For Excursion Trains see the Companies' Bills and Time Tables.

STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WALSALL MEETING, SEPTEMBER ao, 21, and sj.

In addition to the usual Prizes for Stock, Produce, &c., offered for

competition within the limits of the Society's operations. Special

Po'

a the United Kingdoi

W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle, Staffordshir

Condition of the Fruit Crops, 1870.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
CULTURAL GAZEPTE of SATURDAY, August 30, will con-

tain a FULL and TABULAR STATEMENT of the CONDITION
of the FRUIT CROPS throughout the UNITED KINCDOM.
Order of any News Agent A Single Copy sent for Si.t Stamps.
Published by W. RICHARDS, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street,

CIjc|igriailtiiral^iijrftc.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 1S70.

The returns from our correspondents in othe
pages do not give a very encouraging report of

the year's harvest. Taken numerically, and
classed under the lists of " average," " under
average," and " over average " returns, respec-

tively, they represent a poorer produce of all

kinds of grain than we have had for some
years. But an important correction must
be made of any merely numerical estimate
of this kind. These reports are not of equal
value. Taking the Wheat crop especially into

account, the returns from the clay land dis-

tricts are more important than those from light

land districts ; and the former are generally

good, though the latter are universally unfavour-
able. We believe, therefore, that the Wheat
crop is not so bad as a mere enumeration of the
several returns would make it out to be. It

must, however, unquestionably be pronounced
below an average crop, upon the whole ; and all

other spring-sown grain crops, excepting the
Barley crop in Scotland, and perh.aps the Pea crop
throughout the country, are still more below an
average. The hay crop is the shortest ever
known ; and green crops generally, although
there is a more than usually full antj even plant
of Turnips, are stunted for want of rain. Neither
in its return of food for man, nor in its promise
of food for beasts, does the harvest of 1870 com-
pare favourably with its predecessors. The
following is the tabular classification of our
returns :

—
Citop Returns—Harvest, 1870,

Average .

.

Over average
Under average

Wheat.
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accused of unfairness ; but we cannot help the

conclusion of the Commissioners — they could

not help the conclusions to which their investiga-

tion led. No doubt the sewage water can be

clarified with or without the "A. B. C." ingredients,

but it cannot be purified. The process does

little else than merely throw down the suspended

matter, which is nearly valueless. Every pound

of it has been rattled through the sewers of a

town, carried along in about a ton of water.

What can it be worth at the end of its journey?—

it has been washed to utter worthlessness. The
effluent water is just as valuable with that out of

it, and just as mischievous also. That is the

conclusion to which the inquiry has led Her
Majesty's Commissioners, and accordingly we
do well strongly to advise all towns plagued with

their sewage nuisance to think well before they

spend their money on this alleged remedy for

their difficulties. And we do well to advise all

intending purchasers of "A. B. C'manure—if the

opinion of the Commissioners does not altogether

change their minds—at any rate to be satisfied

with its trial on a merely experimental scale.

Prices remained unchanged on Monday in

Mark Lane, " New Wheat commanded extremely

varied prices, according to condition. On Wednesday,
prices rather fell. At the Metropolitan cattle

market on Monday there was a short supply, and a

good demand quickened trade. On Thursday, not-

withstanding a much larger supply, Monday's prices

were maintained.

On the proposition of M. Lefebvre de
Sainte Marie, Director of Agriculture, the Minister

of Commerce and Agriculture has appointed a

Commission to inquire into the probable value of the

Urtica tenacissima as a plant for culivation in France.

This variety of China Grass is known also under the

name of Kamie, or Ramii ; it came originally from

Java, and is cultivated with success in India, China,

Texas, and Louisiana. It possesses these advantages

over its relative, that it produces more stems, and
yields a strong and very silky fibre, with mother-of-

pearl-like reflections. It has of late years been

introduced into Algeria and the plains of the Crau, in

the department of the Bouches du Rh6ne in France,

with satisfactory results, and, being of a hardy nature,

it is believed that it can be grown with success even in

the North. The Commission consists of M. Tisserand,
Director of the Imperial Farms, President ; M. POR-
LiER, Sub-Director in the Ministry of Agi'iculture

;

M. BoiTEL, Inspector-General of Agriculture ; M.
DuDoU'y, an agriculturist who has grown the plant for

some time ; and M. P.WEN, silk merchant. The
object in view is likely to be well studied, and it is to

be hoped that an addition will be made to our stock of

fibrous crops.

A coiTcspondent of the Mark Lane Express

calls attention to the sudden change made by the

insurance offices in London on the mode of insuring

farming stock and produce:—"Notices have been

issued, that on and after June 24 last, the * Average clause

policy * system is to be introduced into insurances on
farming stock. A special condition provides that ' If

the sum insured on agricultural produce, either sepa-

rately or in one amount with other property, shall at

the breaking out of a fire be less than three-fourths of

the value of all the property insured in that amount,
then the company shall be liable only for such a pro-

portion of the loss sustained as the sum so insured

shall bear to the total value of all the property to which
the sum applies.' This is not a particularly well worded
clause, and I may say that it is not the rule of any
office I know of to include any other property with
agricultural produce, and that it is expected that the

live stock be separated from the dead stock and imple-

ments. In the notice I have received, the meaning of

the above clause is thus explained ;
' If the sum

insured on agricultural produce and farming stock be
(say) £,(iOO, and the value of the property at the break-

ing out of the fire be not more than ^Soo, the whole
amount of any loss up to ;^6oo will, as heretofore, be
payable. But, if the value of the property be more
than ;i^Soo, then only such a proportion of any loss

will be paid by the office as the sum insured bears to

the value of the property, i.e.^ if the property be worth
;^looo, then only 6oo-looo, or three-fifths of any loss,

will be paid ; if the value of the property be
;^I200, then only 600-1200, or one-half any loss, will be
paid ; and similarly in any other case where the sum in-

sured is less than three-fourths of the value of the pro-
perty.' Now, without dwelling on the fact that the

stronger party in this contract for insurance chooses with-

out more than a day's notice (for the circular is dated

June 23, and comes into force at once) to break the

agi'eement, I would ask, is it fair to apply this rule for

mercantile insurances to farming stock? The very
changeable value of the stock would require a constant

alteration of policies. Take hay for instance, ^3 5j.

per ton in March, and £^ in July of this year. The
variation in the price of Wheat has, as you well know,
been 30 per cent, in four months. Are farmers to be
constantly changing their insurances to protect them-
selves? It is, I think, a well-known fact, that for

eight or nine months of the year tlie farmer rather

over insures than not—that is from December until the

following harvest ; of this the insurance office takes no
notice. When we see the flourishing condition of the

principal fire offices, the large dividends and bonuses
which they pay, it does not appear that this measure is

called for, nor does it seem quite fair dealing that the

offices should combine, as they have done in this case,

without the pretence of consulting their customers, or

obtaining any information or suggestions from them.

The North British Agriculturist thus refers to

the Gun Licence Bill :

—

" Previous to using a gun, those persons not exempted
by the provisions of the Act must take out a licence to

carry a gun. The persons exempted are those wlio have
paid for a hcence to kill game, persons in the naval,

mihtary, and volunteer sen'ice, and in the constabulary,

using or carrying any gun in the performance of their

duty, or who are engaged in target practice, and the

occupiers of land using a gun to scare or kill vermin.

The four-footed animals and birds which the occupier of

land may regard as vermin, are not those embraced in the

game list. The occupier of land who employs one or

more persons to kill vermin requires to take out one
licence, which licence will authorise any person employed
by the occupier of land to scare vermin found on the

lahds. Volunteers cannot use other than bullets in their

rifles without taking out the licence of lar. The Gun
Licence Bill is, by the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
own showing, a measure to protect game, although he put

forward the pica of morality. In his speech when the

Bill was in committee he said :
—

' Though I care

nothing about the Game Laws, on behalf of the morality

of this country I wish to keep the poor out of crime.

It is a good object to prevent poaching as far as we
can, and there is no sentiment more mawkish than
that of investing the practice of poaching with any
sort of romance. It may do for making pretty stories

and idylls, but nobody knows better than I do (for

few have seen more desperate criminals than I have) that

poaching is the beginning of much wickedness. I wish to

check that demoralisation, without reference to the Game
Laws, and we cannot do anything more efficient to check
it than putting a moderate restraint upon the use of fire-

arms. If a man wants to use firearms in the defence of

his country, he can join a volunteer association.' The
Chancellor of the Exchequer, when practising as a
lawyer in Sydney, may have come in contact %vith * despe-

rate criminals," who, but for the Game Laws of Great
Britain, might have been respectable members of society.

When in Paris, in June last, we conversed with a gentle-

man who was returning to Sydney, where he was a large

employer of labour. In reply to a question, what was tlie

position in society of those whose parents had been
banished, he replied that they were not looked down
upon in the colonies, as their fathers may have been
banished for such a trifling offence as shooting a hare.

It may not have occurred to Mr. Lowe that there is

anotlier way of 'keeping the poor out of crime,' namely,
abolish those laws which tend to lead men to become
minals, morally as well as legally."

OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

Some little dissatisfaction was expressed at Oxford
when Lady Pigot's Bythis (25,700) was adorned with

the red rosette, while Lord Braybrooke's Heydon
Duke had to rest content with a third place. Such
was, however, the judgment of the three judges at

Oxford, and their opinion has been singularly endorsed

by three accredited authorities at the recent Wakefield

meeting of the Yorkshire Society. Nothing can be

more satisfactory to the Oxford judges than this confir-

mation of the fairness of their award. Messrs. Dud-
ding, of Panton, again took the ist prize for bull-calves

with Robin Hood, the winner of the highest honours

in his class at Oxford. Queen of Rosalea, from

Branches Park, obtained the ist prize, which, it will

be remembered, was taken from her at Oxford by a

cow of Mr. Game's, a decision much criticised at the

time. "We should have much liked to have seen the

battle refonght on the Wakefield show ground. Mr.
How's Lady Ann, as a good 2d to Queen of Rosalea,

occupied her true position. The complete domination
of Shorthorns in our northern counties could not be better

exemplified than in the Yorkshire Society's shouyard,
where, with the exception of a few Channel Islands'

cattle, no other variety was to be seen. Another
feature in this principal north-country show was the

giowth of the Shropshire sheep classes, A few years

ago these sheep were hardly known, but now they

bid fair to nm a close race with some of our oldest and
best established breeds.

• After a period of quietude, we again approach
a season when Shorthorn sales may be expected. A
spring of unusual briskness has been followed by a time

of rest, and at present we hear of little else but ram sales.

As a signal of reviving activity among cattle breeders we
hail the catalogue just published by Mr. Thornton, of

the Messrs. Mitchell's (Alloa, near Stirling) Shorthorn
sale on the 25th inst. The commencement of the

herd dates back to 1S5S, and to stock bred by Mr.
GuUand, Newton of Wemyss. In 1S60 Mistlcto was
purchased at Stockwood Park, and Lady Laura at

Warlaby, by the advice of the late Mr. R. Booth.

The majority of the stock traces back to RoUa, bred by
General Simpson, who hired Mr. Charles Colling's

North Star (458). There are also a few of the
'* Cherry" and *' Gwynne " tribes. The herd consists of

36 cows and heifers, and 1 2 bulls, and is reported to be in

healthy condition. The page devoted to the sires used

in the 4ierd since its commencement announces the

names of Prince Arthur (13,497), First Fruits,

(16,048), Sir Samuel (15,302), Brigade Major
{21.312), The Sutler (23,061), Lord Blithe, and
Banner Bearer, all familiar names to admirers of

Booth blood.

An interesting catalogue has been published by
Mr. Thornton of the cattle and other domestic animals
purchased by Mr. Cochrane, of Hillhurst, Compton,
Montreal, and shipped at Liverpool on the 2d inst. in

the " North American." We have already noticed the

W^etherby, Warlaby, Killerby, and Braithwaite pur-

chases, but besides these, heifers were selected from
the herds of Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall

;

Mr. Barnes, Westland, Moynalty, Ireland ; Rev. J.
Storer, Hellidon, Davantry; Messrs. Dudding, Panton,
and Messrs. G. Game, of Chipping Norton ; J.
Christy, of Boynton Hall ; R. Plummer, Carlton

Huslhwaite ; W. R. Bromet, Tadcaster, Atherton
Chapel House ; J. Logan, Newport ; D. R. Davies,

T. T. Drake, Beattie of Annan, Barclay of Keavil,

and Aylmer of West Dereham. Mr. Thornton
further informs us that besides these Shorthorns the

exportations of 1870 contained a number of first-

class sheep and black and white pigs. The sheep

comprised the 1st prize pen of Cotswold ewes at the

recent Oxford meeting, bought of Mr. J. GiUett, of

Minster Lovell ; and 14 Cotswold ewes and five rams
from Mr. H. Cole's stock, also successful at Oxford.

A number of pure-bred Berkshire pigs were purchased
at Her Majesty's farm, Windsor Castle. Seven pure-

bred Berkshires were obtained from Mr. Heber Hum-
frey ; several from Mr. George Griggs, winner of the

1st prize for boars at Oxford; and four from Mr.
W^illiam Smith, of Bibury. The white pigs were pur-

chased from Mr. J, T. Robinson, Mr. Aylmer, of West
Dereham, and Mr. Atherton. There were also

exported two pure-bred Alderney heifers and their

calves, purchased immediately after their arrival in

England ; and a superior hunting bay mare, four years

old, bred by Mr. J. Beattie, Annan, got by Laughing
Stock, out of Nanny, by Nimrod, well known in the

Cumberland Hunt.

SHEEP.
We have received a sale catalogue of Southdown

sheep, Berkshire pigs, and horses belonging to Sir

N. W. Throckmorton, which are to be disposed of by
Mr. Straftord on the iSth inst. There will be So full-

mouthed and younger ewes, and 28 rams disposed of,

also 12 pigs and 5 Suffolk horses.

During the last fortnight the principal Cotswold
ram sales have been held. In contrasting their results

with those of former years the comparison is not

favourable for the present season. In very briefly

alluding to these sales we take the opportunity of pre-

senting our readers with a tabular view, showing the

average prices obtained the last two seasons. The
depression during the present year is in part due to the

scarcity of keep, and probably also to the brisker com-
petition in this branch of pastoral life. We hear, for

instance, that much fewer Cotswold sheep than usual

have gone into Herefordshire, probably owing to the

greater favour with which the Shropshire sheep is

being received in the midland and western counties.

Results of Cotswold Ram Sales.

Names of Breeders.
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to 60s. each, Mrs. Beach's from 54J, to 60^., and M
W. Lort, The Cotteridge, sold eight pens of five at

from 40J-. to 50j-. per head.

THE POTATO TLANT IN GREAT
DANGER.

In the past the great value of the Potato as an article

of food for the million has been greatly overlooked
otherwise more attention would have been paid to its

constitution and culture. Every variety of the Potato
becomes gradually weakened by repeated planting, and
ultimately becomes worthless, unprofitable, and dies

away.
There were many kinds of Potatos before the great

blight, almost all of which have become worthless as

croppers, and for all that has been done the constitution

of the old plants could not be brought back to their

original strength. We have only one kind of the old
standard yield Potato in existence which was in

before the great blight, viz., the Regent; it has been
the general crop ever since. Before and after that

period it flowered and bore plums or seed, latterly it

has become so weakened that it bears neither. The
next kind is the Rock, which I introduced into Scot'

land some years after the blight. On its first intio

duction it produced the heaviest of crops, but by
repeated planting it has become also so reduced in con-
stitution, and the crops have fallen off so much, that

farmers have in a great measure left off planting it.

Now had we depended chiefly on these two kinds of
Potatos, what would have been the result to man, leav

ing out the brute creation altogether, had blight

appeared again and destroyed or made them worthless

And as every nation plants Potatos, it would hav
caused famine and misery throughout the world, which
would not be easily overtaken, as there is not grown in

one season sufficient grain to supply the want that

might have been created by a Potato blight. After
the year of the great blight. Wheat rose from 40J-. to

I0OJ-. and upwards per quarter, in less than nine months.
I have made the Potato one of my chief studies for

the last 40 years, and from experience can speak of its

culture and the diseases it has been subject to in that

period, and they have been many ; and I find that my
original idea is the only one by which there is the

slightest chance of perpetuating the plant—that is, to

propagate new kinds from the plum, or apple, or
Potato, secured fronr the strongest and best varieties

grown at home and abroad. By this means I have
raised thousands of varieties, some of which I have
given to the world. My aim was to discover new
kinds having constitutions vigorous enough to combat
successfully both atmospheric influences and the dis-

eases inherent in the plant ; and when it is borne in

mind that as most of the kinds had ceased to flower
the initial difficulty was great, and that every new
variety has to-be kept separate, and this continued for

years, some idea may be formed of the vast amount of
care and expense required from the propagator ere he
is enabled to judge of his success or otherwise in

regard to any one variety.

From the reports I have received from all quarters
there can be no doubt of the superiority of the new
kinds which I have introduced of my far-famed
seedling Potatos, and of the incalculable value which
they have proved to the community at large, although
there are only a few of them to my entire satisfaction.

However, two of them, called Paterson's Victoria and
*Paterson's Blue, are the heaviest in farina, and keep
good for 12 months ; but the most extraordinary of my
productions is the new seedling called Paterson's
Bovinia, or Cattle-feeding Potato, a variety distinct

( from all other sorts, and the heaviest cropper in the
known world. It is an article much wanted, and when
known will be a great boon to the nation, as it will

supply the deficiency of Turnips and Mangel, and
will store and keep all the year round. One thing is

necessary with this (as well as all other Potatos), care
must be taken in the pitting, on account of the large
size of the tubers, some of them weighing 4 lb. and
upwards. After they are lifted and put into the pits or
clamps, they should be covered with plenty of dry
straw, and just sufficient earth to keep it down, to

let the air through till such time as they are sufficiently

dry to cover up for the winter.

Potatos should be planted in rather light loamy soil,

well drained, and which has been well manured the
previous year for some green crop, as, when planted
with new-laid-in manures in the furrows, the sets arc
often burnt up and partly destroyed, causing blanks
which otherwise would not be. Let the manure be
well trenched in, in the autumn ; and when whole sets

are planted, cut off a piece of Potato at the lower end,
as, if this be not done, the set is apt to retain the moisture
that should go to the young tuber as nourishment.

It is desirable that fresh seed should be obtained
every year, as the liability to disease is increased if the
last year's seed is planted on the same ground. Potatos,
especially for seed, should be grown on newly taken
in land or moss land j such seed always yields the
heaviest crops. Early kinds should be planted
iS inches between the drills, and 12 inches from
set to set ; late Potatos require more room—20 inches
between the drills, and 16 to iS inches from set to set.

When the plant appears above the ground, carefully
draw the earth about it with hoe or plough, and keep
the ground clean till the haulms meet in the drills. If

the flowers of the plants are picked off before they run
into plums, which can be done by boys at about 3j\

per acre, the crop will be increased about a third more
than if the plums were left to ripen ; as much of the
strength of the plant must go as nourishment to the seed.
As the propagation of Potatos is such an arduous

undertaking, and far too heavy for private individuals,
I would recommend that Government commence cul-
tivating new kinds ; and as all my seedUngs bear
plums, seeds can be easily transmitted by post to any
part of the world. The sooner this is done the better,
as the disease appears every year more or less, and
might annihilate the plant in a week. [The above
are remarks left by the late William Paterson, Potato
seedling raiser, Dundee.]

OUR HOME PRODUCE.
What proportion of the British soil is now under

cultivation ? According to the last return, the relation
of land under crop to tlie total area was as follows :

—

England
Wales
Scodand .

Ireland

United Kingdoi

Total Area.
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST 8.]

P.^J^^c?-? NAME AND ADDRESS.

SCOTLAND.
MORAY

BANFF

ABERDEEN

PERTH

STIRLING

FIFE

EAST LOTHIAN

RENFREW
AYR

,

PEEBLES

BERWICKSHIRE

WIGTON

ENGLAND.
NORTHUMBER-

LAND

DURHAM

CUMBERLAND ...

WESTMORELAND
YORKSHIRE

DERBYSHIRE....

LINCOLNSHIRE

Generally thin ;

a light crop

About average

Thin on the
ground, and

rather under an
average

Under average
much of it thin

Rather under ar

Average

Under average

Under average
Full average

crop

Full average,
but not much

grown

:rally a little

but healthy,

and likely to yield

Average crop

Above average

Full average

Above average

Full average

Above average
Considerably
above average

Short in the

ficient.

Half a crop

Very short in

traw, and much
under average

Very much undo
average

Under average

Under average
Under .average,

but better than
last year

Full average
A fine crop on
deep land ;

generally good
Above average

A little dcficie

,n straw, and i

filling well

Above average

Average

Average
Good ; very
healthy, and
well podded

Above average

irclyavera

Average

Light straw, but
about average
Much improved
since the late

rains: will be a
full average crop

Average

Cutting up much
lighter than wa
expected, and
will be below

Variable ; gene-
rally an average
on strong soils

Full average

Much improved,
"Td promises to

a full average

Average

Average crop,

cept late sow

Much improved

JuneTto^s

Not many grown

thin
Wheat full aver-
age crop ; likely

to yield well
Theearlyripened

good both in

quality and quan-
tity : all late sowr
and all that has

tillered out much
mildewed

Good on heavy,
very thin on lighi

On part of the
Wolds not half s

crop ; the low-
lands good, but

alliniurcdbyfrosl

a fortnight ago
Average

On sand land.

Average

Very good

A ^ood crop of
gram and straw

Very good

Good

Good average

Bad on sand, fa

I quarter per acre
beneath average

Average

Under average

Very good

Under average

Good

fair, but the
larger proportio

cry light

Under average

Light crop

Under average

Average

Few grown

Good
Few ^uwn

;

average

An average

Poor

Below an average

Average

Variable

Moderate

Very good

;

Turnips look
healthy ; are bi

ginning to suffer

from drought
Potatos good ;

Turnips indiffer-

Very promising
Turnips gener-
ally very poor

and unpromising
Potatos strong
A good crop
Generally pro-

Polatos, good ;

L'urnipshave suf-

fered from fly

Turnips good

One-third crop

All the early-
sown Turnips

were eaten off by
fly, and the land
re-sown- They
have grown, but

Not half a crop

Average crop

Last week of

August 18

August

;

August :

average
Under average
A very light

Very light ; pas-

burnt up
Good crop

Quarter crop

Very light crop

August 3, and
will be general
n the district by

About August ;<

Begun ; general
by August 9

Quite general oi

August 8

John Grigor, Forres

John Barclay, Braes of Enzie

A. Cruickshank, Sittytoti

John Pitcairn, Kinnaird, New-
burgh

John Morton, Lambielethani

R. Russell, Pilmulr, Leven
George Hope, P'enton Barns,

Drem

William Orr, Beith

Jaracs Lyle, Innerleithen

John Wilson, Edington Ma

Thomas P. Dods, Ani
Gminge, Hexham

George Laing, Wark-t
Tweed, Coldstream

t be av
age

of Swedes
Bad

Potatos good :

Turnips partial

Great promise

\. late plant, but
wanting rain

Swede Turnips
eaten by the fiy,

Kimbles-

)rth

On strong lands INot manygrown,
quite an average,' but a very bad
but small on the crop

light soils
I

Average

Very few growi

Very short ; thii

on the ground
;

not average

Very short in

itraw : will be ;

short crop

Better than the

last 2 or 3 years,

but scarcely

average

Average

Very few grown

Turnips broken
crop

Mangels good

;

Swedes suffering

from drought and
grub
Good

Turnips average,
but suffering

Under average

Mangels good ;

iwedes and Tur
nips average

Mangels good

One-third of a
crop

Well secured,

but only about
one-fourth of

average
Not half a crop

One-third of crop
well got

Less th.^n half a

crop

Very light, but
well got

Almost a failure

Now cutting

About August E

August 15

August 6

August I

August 5

Rain ton;

General about

August 5 to 8

Thomas Gibbons, Bumfoot-
on-Esk, Longtown

lonathaii Robinson, Warcop
K. Bell, Xayton Field:

Caldwell, Dailington
Peter Stcvensi

"

Thirsk
John Outhwa:
Cattcrick

H. J.
Turner, Land Agent,

Richmond
Edmond Riley, Kipling Cotes

Farm, Beverley

John Clark, Swiss Co
Hessle. Hull

John Coleman, Escrick

Willlnm Irvine, 20, Chcai
Hahfax

George Storey, Burnley

John Croudson, Urswick, near

Ulvcrston
Benjamin SwafTield, Hartmg-

\V. Fancourt, Aslackby

Morris, The Chase,

Ulccby

John Clarke, Leo Sutton

Very few grown T

Fair Look now pro-

mising, but late

A good crop Mangel good
^Turnips very b;ips very bad

Very light

Very light ; the

Very bad

Scarcely any

''rom «//toabout
one-tifth of the

ordinary crop

August 3

Gener.illy bega

August 4

Nearly done

Thomas Aitken, Decoy Farm,
Spalding

s G. Dixon, Caistor

Francis Sowerby, Aylesbury,
Great Grimsby,
m. Chouler, South Musk-
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROVS—iCofi/mu^^f).

ENGLAND.
NOTTS
* On good loamy soil:

t On sand and gravel
STAFFORD

SHROPSHIRE ,

LEICESTERSHIRE ,

WARWICKSHIRE.

* The quality of iti

Barley is much iir

proved by the intrt

duction of Hallett'

Pedigree Chevalie
Barley from the chalk

NORTHAMPTON .

CAMBRIDGE

iuils ; below an
verage on light

Much below
verage on light

;nd, average or
strong ; the straw
from I to 2 feet

shorter than last

On clay soils

Sood as can be,

but light on the
gravelly soils

;

much larger
yield than last

year, which wa

On strong, well-

farmed land,

good ; on light

more than 2J qr,

per acre on gooi
peaty land

Under average

straw, thick on
ground

'"air in quality

;

light crop ;

straw short

the %

* Acorns a good crop,
and ought lo be well

looked after.

About four-fifth;

of a crop : good
in quality

Light in bulk,
and in many in-

stances thm of
plant, and not
ree from mildew
Average

; good

Many fields lost

1 the
:er ; but, when
:hereisaplant,:
"air crop of strav

in length and
bulk, with pro-
mise of good
yield ofgrain

Various : much
thinly planted;
bad on light

lands ; on the
whole, under

average
Average

and light land,
one-third

deficient

An average crop,
but very short in

Early plan
quite an average
crop ; quality not

: good ; late

ted a short

Average

Under average

An average crop

On cool soils,

good average
)ut on other soils

straw and grain

Ov average

Above average
on heavy and
sound mixed

;oiIs: other lands
very deficient

Average

Average

Good head, but

a fair crop
A fine crop on

heavy well drain-
id lands ; half a

lighter

Average

Very bad on light
lands

; generally
under average

;

indifferent

quality

Good on heavy
land ; on light

land very

Slightly above
average on heavy
lands ; very bad
on lighter lands

Under average

Below average

Not bulky, but
about an average

Only fair ;

hardly an
average

Very short and
thin, but well

corned

Too short to cut,

obliged to be
pulled ; well

corned

Very few grown

Under average

Fair crop

Small crop of
.raw, but thickly

podded

Winter, an entir

failure ; spring,

very short ; very
large pods, and
unusually large

Average

Almost a faili

About half a crop

About half a crop

Winter, very
short in straw,

and thin ; spring,

Very short in

;traw, but fairly

laden

Not so much
straw as usual,
but full of corn,
and average

planted
irly

Under average

About half crops

but well-podded

Very short

;

early ones th(

Mang'!ls very

Under average
Mangels pretty

good ; Swedes

Potatos good

Much improved
since the rain, but

average
Mangels fair

Swedes and Ti
nips bad ; many
fields quite failed

Late-sown
Swedes best ;

irregular

Turnips many
failures

Mangel Wurzel
good : second

Swedes promise
badly ; Mangel

:

full plant

Mangel above
average; Turnips,

and sowing

Swedes mildew-

Turnips will fail

Under average,
excepting Kohl

Rabi
Late, but pro-

^^^- HARVEST. NAME AND ADDRESS,

Very bad indeed
Very poor crop,
about one-third

average

Lightest crop
since »8^4

Very deficient

ndced, except 01

One-fourth of
crops

more than half

Very short crop

July 18
Wheat and

carted

August I

August 8

bad

Under average

Below average

Straw very short

but well-podded
not an average

crop
Average

A 'miserable crop

Average

elow average

Very little straw,

but pretty well
podded

Very good

Straw very short

an average
quantity of gori

Under average,

sional piece

Average

Above average

A fair crop

Good

Good

Very fair crop,

Mangels good,

Turnips unpro-
mising ; suffering

severely from
drought

Likely to be good

deficient

Very bad : pas

Almost a failun

The lightest crop
:r grown, but

Mangels, good
;

Swedes, good,
but late

Average

Below average

Shortest crop
remembered

[Tlover, and up-
land pastures, ;

August

End of July

July 28

July 3<J

August 4

July =6

August 5

Geo. A. May, Elford Park

W. D. Green, Market Dray

R. W. Cresswcll, Ravenstone

J. H. Burberj', The Chase,
Kenilworth

James Arch. Campbell, Rugby

Serjeant Wallis, Grantcheste

August I

August ri

August I

August I

July 25

George Edwards, Framling-

W. Smith, Woolston

W. G. Duncan, Bradwell,
Stony Stratford

Charles Harvey, Foulness,

Southend

* Wheats fully average, and of fine quality (
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE C'ROVS—{Continued),

^^^- HARVEST. NAME AND ADDRESS.

Undei- average

Jtraw very short

Thin in plant, but
probably an
average

Aboveanaveragi

quence of the
drought, but

bhghted in place

an average
An average crop

Under average

under average

Over average

Thin, but nearly
if not quite, an
average crop,

with good quality

Average

Very much im-
proved ; many
pieces good,
others, where

thinned by frost

green and un-

Avernge

Straw veryshort

Average ; qualitj'

inferior

Not much gro\vn
on the coast

;

under an average

Generally a bad
crop, also bad in

quality

Much under

age
On the bestial

on other lands 1

one-third of a

Very indifferent

half an average

:e-fifths of
_

average : quality

indifferent

Under average

30 per cent.

nder average
About an avcrag<

crop

None grown

Not half an ave

Under average

Few grown

Under average

Fair crop

30 per cent,

under average
Spring, good :

though well
corned 1 at least

half ploughed up
in the sprin:

but Will ceriami>
yield well in pro-

portion to the

led rust or blight

'cck or ten days
since ; doubtful
IS to an average

Varies much

;

scarcely an aver-

age

age
About one-third

>f the Wheat a
11 average crop,

jne-third under
average, and one
third a very bad
crop ; altogether

under average,
vith a very short
breadth sown

Considerably be-

low an average
crop

average
Under average,
and very much

.sprouted

Under average

Under average

In bad con-
dition from wet

and heat

A very irregulai

very good, and
ithers very thin,

and at the pre-

sent time the
weather much

The forward

Bad crop

Under an avt

ivcragc : sprmg
an average
Bad crop

the later

dling and some
very bad ; all

ripening too
quick for a fine

sample

Below an aver-

Good

Average

Under average

Under average

Very good

Not many grown

Under average

Under average

Not much grown

Not many grown

land ; light land
bad ; much was
ploughed up in

the spring
A bare average

Very variable,

early sown:
average crop on
good land ; lighl

land burnt up

Average

Barley suffered
much ; under an

average

Average

Average

Under

Eel average

Under aver,

Average

Little straw; well

little hauln

Average

Under average

Very good

Good

An average

Average

Average

Average cBbp

Wurzel pretty
good ; Swedes

and Turnips very
late and bad

Turnips failure

Mangel very
good ; Turnip?;

late and bad plant

Mangel good ;

very few good
Swedes and Tur-

Mangel good ;

Mangel good ;

Swedes not a
quarter of an

Mangels good
;

no Turnips

Su?e" while
Turnips pro-

mising
Very late

Average, the
Beet being good
The early-sown
tolerably good

;

ill late-sown have
hardly k«pt alive

the last month.

Clovers very
bad ; hay almof

E.^cecdinglv
light, except lo'

meadows

A total failure

Not one-twen-
tieth part of the
usual quantity

Sainfoin and

average crop
;

dry mcidows
very light

Ligl.tcsl cn>p

Vciy bacUw
and not a g

plant

Very uncertain,
between drought,

grubs, &c.
Very bad, except

Mangel
A few early
Mangels and
Swedes ; the

;econd sown n.

half a crop ; the

eaten with fly

Not good, but
large

acreage

Mangels good
Swedes bad ;

Turnips late

So for bad

Very backward

Very backward,
and much of

them misplanted

Mangels very-

fair, and Swedes
after fallow, last

after artificials,

very bad ; all

late Turnips very
bad

Turnips irregulai

Mangel good ;

Swedes and
Turnips very

indeed

Bad

Under an aver
age, but very
good in qu.ility

About halfa crop

dows have been
very valuable

One-third crop
;

well saved
Not half crop

One-third of a

Not more than
half a crop
A short crop

;

quality good

A very light crop

Turnips very
backward :

Mangel back-

Tun IDS

tolerable

Mangels good

Want rain

crop ; bamioin
and field-grass

average

Very deficient

Not half a crop

Ver>' bad crop

Very slight crop

Onc-fourih of a

August 6

General July 25

August s

August 10

End of July

July 27

August 8

August I

July 28

August I

July 25

End of July

July =5

July 25

g.in reapii

July 28

July 30

August 8

General in this

neighbourhood
July 25

August 3

August 2

August 3

August 4

August I

August 5

August I

July 27

W. Bulstrode, Mount Farm,
Cookhani Dean, Maiden-

Thomas Hewett, Cranford
Park Farm, Hounslow

Edward Hilder, Woking

Mark Sandford, Marton,
Dover

Robert Matson, Wingham

William Rigden, Hove, Brigh-

J. E. Heasman, Angmcring

John Brotherston, Rose Hill
Observatory

J. T. Twyman, Winckester

Joseph Blundell, Land Agent,
Southampton
illiam Spearing, Winchester

Edmund Ruck, Castle Hi!
Cricklade

James Rawlence, Bulbridge,
Wilton, Salisbury

J. A. Williams, Baydon

John B. CoUyns, Dulverton

R. Damen, Dorchester

John Ford, Rushton, Bland-
ford
— , Wimborn,-

Tawstock Manor,

R. H Wats(
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little can icd ; has sprouted in sheltered spots and under

the fences. IJark-y the best crop ; this appears to be

good both in quantity and quality. Wheat and Oats

short in the straw and a poor yield, but generally a

good sample, y. T. Homer, Hemnvorth, lVimborm\

Fifeshire: Wheat in this neighbourhood, being

deficient in plant in spring, is still thin on the ground,

and both as regards quantity and quality will be under

an average. The later pieces show a good many de-

fective ears, from injury by fly. Barley is a very full

crop. Oats short on all the lighter class of soils, and

ripening rather fast. Turnips and Potatos are very

promising, more so than they have been for years.

Harvest will be pretty general by August 10. R. Russell,

Pilmuir, Aug. 2.

Kent: The Wheat crop in this district, com-

prising Romney Marsh and the Weald, must be con-

sidered a full average crop ; in some cases the plant is

thin, but very generally it is a full crop, particularly on

the old Hop grounds, where there will be a yield of

5 or even 6 qr. to the acre. The straw is most unusually

erect and even, a patch of laid Wheat is hardly to be

seen ; it is beginning to change colour, and if this sunny

weather continues will be ready for the reaper in a

fortnight. All spring corn is very short ; Oats less than

half a crop. Beans, which looked well a month back,

are stunted and short of pod ; Barley something better,

but far from a good crop. Potatos, though showing

much bine, are small but healthy ; Wurzel and Turnips

are defective, particularly the latter. Clover and Tares

have yielded a good hay crop, but there [is no second

cut. Grass there is none ; the slight rains of last week
started the growth, but the recent sunny and hot

weather has burnt it up again, and meat half fat is

forced into the market. Hops are luxuriant every-

where, their long roots find nourishment while surface

crops can get none ; there is every appearance of a very

unusual crop. The rainfall for the year has been :

—

January, 2.390 inches ; February, 1. 125 ; March,

1.315 ; April, 0.090 ; May, 2.190 ; June, 0.154;
July 20, 0.725 ; total, 7.9S9, or less than 8 inches

—

being little more than a third of the average supply.

Thos. Thurston, Ashford. [The publication of this has

unfortunately been delayed].

Norfolk : The harvest was general in this neigh-

bourhood on Monday, August i. I think there is not

the usual breadth of Wheat sown this year ; a very

good crop. On the good lands above an average, but

on the weaker lands they are below an average. An
average crop of Barley. Of Oats the same, with a

larger breadth sown. Beans above the average. Peas
about an average. The shortest crop of grass hay ever

grown, but mostly well secured. The arlificial hay,

such as Sainfoin, Clover, &c. , a good average crop.

Potatos and all root crops are doing well, with a good
plant. Hui;h Aylniei; West Dereham, Jidv l\.

Northamptonshire : We are now busy with the

harvest. On good stiff soils the Wheat is a splendid

crop, and will be over the average ; on the thin lands

it will be very deficient. Barley and Oats under
average, except on heavy land. Peas and Beans the

same, but free from blight. There are a few good
pieces of Mangel, but the crop is generally deficient,

and unless there is a good rain very soon we shall have
no Turnips. We have never had any grass, and the

pastures are completely bare. Water very short. The
hay crop is the worst I ever remember, y. Borlase
Tihhits, Barton Seagrave, Kettering, yuly 31.

North Wilts : Harvest became pretty general

the 25th ult. Opinions vary whether we have an
average Wheat crop ; there arc some very good, and
some bad and intermediate, but on the whole 1 think
scarcely an average. Wheat : various, scarcely an
average. Barley : under an average. Oats : various,

nearly an average. Beans : spring, average ; winter,

under average. Peas: average crop. Hay: very much
under an average. Roots : not very promising. Thos.

Arkell, Penhill, Swindon, Aug. 2.

Wanuichhire: Our crops vary very much;
while on the deep Wheat growing lands that crop is

highly promising, on the gravels and weak clays it is

thin on the ground, short, and uneven ; the plant on
the latter two descriptions of land being very deficient,

in consequence of the ungenial spring, and tne weatner
has been too dry to enable it to tiller, as in ordinary
seasons it would probably have done when growing on
well-farmed land. An unusually favourable blossoming
season was given us, and the ears are large and well
filled. Even where the crop is short and poor, the

heads are larger than often grow upon such straws.

This account of the Wheat pretty accurately describes

the Barley crop. Where sown early the promise is

satisfactory, but where planting has been later the crop

is so short and parched as to be almost a lost one.

Beans are all short but are well covered, the pods are

large and full. Peas are a satisfactory crop, and are

principally harvested. Mangels and early Swedes,
where sown on autumn-cultivated land, look likely to

be a good crop. Wlierever Rye, Vetches, &c., were
grown previously, or where much spring ploughing
and cultivating took place, the crop of roots succeed-

ing fail; altogether. Less hay has been gathered this

year than in any previous one in my recollection. We
have had no pasture at any period of this season, and
the fields are so brown and bare that it is marvellous
how stock exist upon them. Potatos look vigorous,

and the early ones yield fairly well. y. C. Adkins,
Mdcote, Stratford-on-Avon. [The publication of this

has unfortunately been delayed. Mr. Adkins' later

report apjiears in another column.]
West Suffolk: Wheat, harvest general, crop

very fine on good land|; have seen none so good in any
otner county ; on thin, poor, sandy soils, Wheat thin.

Barley, short in the straw but fine in the ear on good
soils, ready to cut, colour mostly fine golden ; on very
poor thin soils, grey in colour and light in yield.

Oats, very few grown ; a good crop on good soils.

Potatos, scarcely grown as a farm crop, but never
looked better on allotments and in gardens ;

good
yield of early sorts, somewhat smaller than usual : the

late varieties have grown immensely, strong in thehaulm,
and promise far above an average yield ; saw the first

disease in tlie garden on Aug. i . Mangel and Sugar-Beet

:

where a plant came up these have done well, and
there are some very fine pieces about. A great many
fields are, however, patchy. Few plants stand the

drought better than these. Turnips : about a month
since we had some nice showers ; those w-lio waited
for the rain have therefore got a capital plant.

Early Turnips were frequently sown again, and the

plough is following the reaper and the threshing-

machine on the stubble for Turnips, Mustard, &c.,

so that probably there may be a fair supply of green

food for the winter. The meadows, excepting those

near the water level, are brown and bare. Pens and
Beans have been very short, but wonderfully well

podded. The weather is dull and close, but no rain,

and harvest operations proceeding rapidly. D. T. F,,

Aug. 3-

Tiptree, August 4, 1870.—50 acres of com cut.

Began cutting Barley. A splendid rain on the 1st,

which enabled us to plant several acres of Cabbage and
Kohl Rabi after Tares. Rain saved the young Clovers,

and vastly improved roots, green crops, and pastures.

Lean stock will now rise in price. Some Wheat
stacks already thatched near here. Heavy land crops

good, light land very bad. Harvest wages, *js. (>d.

an acre for binding, stooking, carting, and stacking,

three-fourths Wheat. Men pay driver for reaping-

machine. Labour superabundant, giving evidence of

poor crops, and of the more extensive use of reaping-

machines. This has been a bad season for the agricul-

tural labourer. Few weeds, and a light hay crop.

y. y. Mechi.

A Whirlwind.—Last Thursday, in a field adjoining

my garden, while several persons were engaged in

raking the hay into cocks, at a short distance from
where they were working one of the cocks was sud-

denly lifted and carried bodily, as well as the tops of

two others beside it, in a corkscrew form, high up into

the air, right over my garden, and deposited in a field

beyond, in a scattered manner. The air was perfectly

calm at the time, and the sun shining brightly. A lad

who was standing near to the place where it occurred,

says he felt a gust of wind go past him which nearly

blew his cap off. On Saturday last a severe thunder-

storm commenced in the west, and then veered to S.,

E., and N. The lightning was exceedingly vivid, and
peals of thunder very loud ; and although the rain

came down in torrents all around, at a mile or two
distant from hence, only a very itw light drops fell

here, and the sky above remained perfectly clear, so

that the hay was harvested in excellent condition. Are
not these two phenomena rather remarkable? Sub-
scriber, Whitland, Carmarthenshire, August I.

Estimate and Remarks upon Hay Drying,

—

The following items are based upon experiments during

June and July, 1869:—
Lnbour-cosi ofDrying Hay by Horse-poivcr.

Two horses, and boy to drive, per working day of loj

. /o 5 6
One boy to pull wet hay off the cart
Two men to feed it into drying house, at 3J. .

.

.,060
Two men to guide the lever forks, at 3X. . . .

.

. . 060
One man to throw dry hay out of house, at 3J. .

.

..030
(21^. forio4hours-2^. perhour.) ^i i o

When a load of hay (of 18 cwt., /. ('.
, 36 trusses) con"

tains 2 cwt. of water, requiring to be expelled before it

is fit for stacking, it can be dried in three quarters of an
hour by half a cwt, of coke :

—

Three quarters of an hour, at is. per hour . . . . /o i 6
Half cwt. of coke, at I J. per cwt. 006

lo 2 o

From this total cost of 2,s. per load must be deducted
the usual expense of finishing hay in the field, which
varies very largely according to the climate and the

nature of the weather at harvest time. On dry, cold,

and cloudy days, the writer found, by careful estimate,

that 6 loads of hay in the condition named above, took
10 men and i horse {in the hay-tedder) 4^ hours to

render them fit for stacking ; which would put a cost

of fully is. per load upon the liay thus finished, besides

which it is obvious that if rain comes on whilst hay is

being shaken out in the field, all the previous labour-

cost is wasted, and the hay itself injured ; whereas by
the help of the drying house, whatever cost is incurred

has a positive and certain result, and whatever hay is

made by this process is saved and stacked "weather or

no." Taking the above estimate as a starting point,

any practical farmer may find out with the greatest

ease how much it will cost him to dry his hay
in any condition of wetness in which he may be
compelled to deal with it. He need only weigh

30 or 40 07.. of it from the field, dry it before the fire

to the proper ''stacking point," and note how much it

has lost in weight by such drying. If the loss is in
proportion of 2 to iS, it will cost 2x. per load to finish

it ; if 4 to 18, it will cost 4J. per load to finish it ; if

8 to 18, it will cost %s. per load to finish it ; or if 16 to
18 (/. e., nearly its own weight of water), 16^. per load.

But when the season or the climate require us to deal
with hay in this extreme condition of wetness, the
steam-engine should be used instead of horses ; the

waste heat from the boiler will then largely reduce the

charge for fuel, and the cheaper and greater power will

materially lessen both time and labour. I do not
think it is of any real importance to carry on the

estimate so far as the drying of raw grass fresh from
the scythe into hay ; it can be done, and has been done
several times over, and in the presence of a great many
practical farmers, but I have always done it under
protest, and merely to gratify a very natural curiosity.

As far as my experience goes—and I have for the last

nine years experimented upon this dryilig process under
the most unfavourable conditions of weather— I have
never found it needful to attempt to dry half-made hay,

containing more than its own weight of water. The
mere withering action of time will do much to reduce
the grass to this point, and by taking every chance of
a temporary lull in the rain, or short gleam of sun-
shine, to expose fresh surfaces to that action, I think it

will be found that Nature will always help us so far on
our way to the stack, and merely leave us the task of
finishing what she has begun. For calculations of

quantities and cost of drying Wheat and other grain

crops, I would ask leave to refer to p. 15 of my Essay
on this subject, which gives, as the highest cost of
dealing with such crops in their wettest possible state,

a nett extra charge of is. per quarter on the grain thus

saved. William Alfred Gibbs, Gilwell Park, Seward^
stone, Essex, N,E.

Autumn Culture and Crops.—We have such a
revolution in harvest work through the almost universal

introduction of the reaping-machine that it makes the
harvest season comparatively easy and free from those
anxious cares which used to attend it. Protracted
harvests were always more or less injurious. Now a
field is no sooner fully ripe than it is cut down in a day,

and secured in stook, thus preventing the serious losses

often experienced through strong winds and flooding

rains. Harvest, which formerly occupied eight or ten

weeks to secure, is now only the steady work of some
two or three. This is a wonderful advantage in this

fickle climate of ours, besides it sets the land at liberty

for such purposes as the farmer may desire to appro-

priate it. What better course can he adopt in a season
like this, than to commence its immediate culture, and
get in some of our winter food seeds, /. e.. Turnips,

Coleseed, or if Cabbage plants are at hand, to plant

them. In a dry season like the past, many of the

winter food crops have failed. Now is the time for

the farmer to recoup. He should stay all other work,
and bring the whole force of the farm to getting in

these root crops. It is late to sow, but with a prolific

autumn, and the land being in a heated state, the

plants would grow very fast, and much excellent winter

food may yet be secured. It was done very extensively

only two years since with great success. The Rape or

Coleseed plant is most likely at this season to produce
the greatest amount of food. It is of easy growth
and culture—a peck of seed nicely drilled in is

quite sufficient for 3 acres. Much loss arises from
drilling it too thickly—the stalks become thin

and wiry, contain no good quality of food, and the leaf

is small and also poor food. It is a plant requiring

room, and when well grown is exceedingly nutritious.

In the fens, where it is largely grown, sheep fatten

rapidly upon it. It should be sown with artificial aid,

/'. e.y superphosphate or the like, so as to make it grow
quickly as soon as up. If Turnips are preferred, some
of the largest growing varieties should be selected, i.e.,

the Tankard varieties are best. It must be borne in

mind that these late sowings are for early feeding. They
can scarcely be hardy enough to stand through the

winter. It is to no purpose to sow Mangel or Swedes
at this season ; Mangel would not attain any useful

size, and Swedes grow slowly. Tares, Rye, Trifolium,

&c., might advantageously be sown for early spring

feed, and the soil is easily prepared for such seeding.

It is also a good season for preparing the land for early

spring planting, /. e., early Potatos, early Mangels,

early Cabbages, Carrots, &c. Autumn culture is in

every respect valuable. The exposure of the soil to

atmospheric influences is of wonderful service at this

season. The destruction of seedling weeds, seeds of

weeds, &c., is of great importance. The preparation

of the land intended for Wheat is highly beneficial, and
surprisingly facilitates the seeding, and adds greatly to

the safety of the crop from the attacks of grubs, slugs,

&c. The repeated stirring of the soil is of great bene-

fit. Steam power cultivation is at this season in its

glory. Every intelligent farmer would gladly have
his land immediately broken up after harvest. O. F.

Harvest in Wales.—Newtown, Montgomeryshire,

300 to 400 feet above the sea, August 5 : Harvest is

quite general here, and the crops are coming forward

faster than is convenient.—Dolfor, Montgomeryshire,

800 to 900 feet above the sea : Cutting began here,

August I, but harvest will not be general for some days

yet, say about August 15.—Pen Coom, Radnorshire,

looo to 1200 feet above the sea : Cutting of O^ts
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began here, August 5, and will proceed daily, but

harvest in the district will not be general until August 15,

or thereabouts. //.

ROVAL AGRICULTURAL OF IRELAND.
S/icnu at Ballinasloc.—The following short notice of

the show here last week is very much abridged from
the Dublin Farmers^ Gazette:—
We regret we cannot congratulate the Society on the

success of the show of this year. We did not expect a
large or superior show at Tralee, owing to the remote-
ness of that locality ; but the Tralee show was
superior, in numbers at least, to that which has been
held at Ballinasloe, notwithstanding the many advan-
tages possessed by the live stock metropolis of the
western province. The comparative failure of the
show does not, of course, rest with the Society. All it

could do was to offer the usual premiums ; and if the
breeders of the west did not choose to come forward in

the manner it was natural to expect they would do,
and as it was represented would be the case when the
Society gave the preference to Ballinasloe, after ar-

ranging that the show of 1S70 would be held in
Dublin, why the Society could not compel them. At
the show held at Ballinasloe in 1845 the entries in the
live stock classes were 418 ; at Athlone in 1S56, the
entries were 604 ; and at Sligo in 1S64, which w.as by
no means a first-class show, the entries amounted to 422.
This year they only reached 331. It is also worthy of
remark that while there were 39 stands of implements
at the Ballinasloe show in 1S45, there were only 40 at
this year's show. No doubt some of the stands this

year presented a much larger display than any of the
stands did 25 years ago, but the number of exhibitors
did not come up to what has been the case at previous
shows of the Society.

S/iorthona.—Only 56 Shorthorns were entered, and
of these some of the best were absent ; while no less
than about one-third of the number belonged to Mr.
Ganly, who deserves a special medal for having done
so much to bring up this important section of the show
to something like moderate proportions. In the aged
section of bulls, Mr. Chaloner's Sovereign had it all

his own way, getting also the Purdon Cup for the
second time in succession. Mr. Smith came to the
front in the 2-year-old section with The E.\rl, out of
Sovereign's dam, which was 1st at Tralee, and 1st at
Dublin last spring. The Earl goes on improving,
and looks like having a good chance of being a cup
bull yet. Mr. Cosby's Colonel Frank, a good-
ribbed bull, bred by Mr. Meadows, was put 2d, and
Mr. Moffat's sweet, but lighter-made, Dey of
Algiers, 3d, exactly [reversing the position held by
the two last-named bulls at the spring show. Mr.
Reynell's yearling bull. Prince Arthur Patrick,
which was exhibited but not placed at the spring show,
was put 1st in his section at Ballinasloe, the 2d being
Mr. James Smith's Cavendish, bred by Mr. E. J.
Smith, and highly commended at the spring show.
Hon. John M.assy's Baronet, of Mullinabro' blood,
a nice calf, well brought out, was put 1st in the bull
calves, the 2d place being given to Mr. Cosby's King
Herod, a first-rate handler.
Mr. Ganly came out strong in the cow section,

showing five of the eight entered for competition. The
1st prize was awarded to his Lea/i, a nice, even cow,
bred by Major Stanley M'Clintock, and the 2d prize
also was awarded to Mr. Ganby, for Modcstv, an aged
cow, bred by the late Major Wallis. Mr. Bolton's
Alley Gioyniie, 1st at Tralee, 1st at last spring show,
and commended in a grand class at Oxford, was again
put 1st in the 2-year-old section, and Mr. Ganly's
Queen of Denmark, a thick, even, well-bred heifer, in
mere store condition, was put 2d. Mr. Bolton was
also 1st in the yearling heifer section with Chaiimontcl,
bred by Mr. Meadows, which was 1st at the last spring
show. Mr. Bolton's Glossy Woodbine, rather deficient
in handling, bur othenvise a nice heifer, was highly
commended, and along with Chaumontel took the
Purdon Cup as the best pair of yearling heifers in the
yard. Mr. Bolton won the cup [at Tralee, so this is

his second year of it.

Other Breeds.—In Ayrshires, that formidable exhi-
bitor, Mr. David Patton, took every prize, leaving
commendations to Mr. Pollok and Captain Boyle. In
the tenant-farmer's class Mr. Patton took two 1st
prizes with his Ayrshires, the 2d prize in the cow
class going to Mr. Wood's Ayrshire cow, bred by Mr.
Pollok. That wonderful man, Pat Quinn, the black,
smith at Priestown, Co. Meath, who manages to send
every year to the Royal shows from his holding of 10
or 12 acres a large number of cattle and sheep, certain
winners in the farmers' class, took both prizes in the
section of yearling heifers. This year Pat had no less
than three heifers and a score of sheep entered, and
took home his 18 sovs. for the same, which was better
work than hammering horse shoes.

Horses.—yix. St. George's Tom King won the
Croker Cup, but many of the outsiders seemed to pre-
fer Solon, belonging to the same gentleman. Mr.
Kerr's prize 3-year-old draught stallion is, we think by
the pedigree, from Sir William Stirling Maxwell's
stables at Keir, one of the best places for Clydesdale

horses in the kingdom. Mr. Allan Pollok w.as a suc-
cessful exhibitor in the agricultural class.

Sheep—Leiccsters.—Eight entries in the class of
Leicesters from Mr. Marris, Lincolnshire, were not
forward, in consequence, we believe, of some hitch
about certificates of health required under the Order in

Council, which tended to limit the competition in a not
otherwise large entry. Mr. Owen's 1st prize shearling,
to which the Cork Cup was also awarded, is a thick,

stylish sheep, and an extra good handler. Mr. Meade's
2d prize shearling is also a handsome sheep, but scarcely
so good in the touch as Mr. Owen's. Mr. Mowbray's
3d prize shearling was second last week at Cork,
beating Mr. Meade's second prize sheep at Ballinasloe.

Mr. Mowbray's ram is an even, useful sheep. Mr.
Owen took 1st and 2d prizes in the section of rams
of any other age than shearlings. Both were thick,

good backed, even sheep. Mr. Meade was the
winner of the 3d prize in the section. In the section

of shearling ewes Sir Allen Walsh took the 1st prize

with a stylish pen by Blessinton rams, and Mr. Mow-
bray the 2d prize with another nice lot. Sir Allen
Walsh's high-bred pen of ewe lambs took the prize in

this section.

Roscotnmon Sheep.—For the first time, the Royal
Agricultural Society has placed the Roscommon sheep
in a separate class. Heretofore they have been exhi-

hibited in the class of "other long-wooled sheep," but
we think the Society has done quite right in placing
this noble breed of sheep in a class by itself—a dis-

tinction to wliich it is justly entitled, as having called

forth the warm eulogium which Mr. Clare Sewell
Read, M.P., pronounced upon them when he saw
them for the first time last September at the show of
the Strokestown Farming Society. On that occasion
Mr. Read said :

—"I am edified by what I have this

day seen and learned of Irish sheep and stock. When
you tell me your national and royal shows do not
recognise your Roscommon sheep as a distinct class,

and with their proper name, you astonish, nay, more
than astonish me. \\Tiy, they ought to be their pride
and boast. I saw this day such sheep as I never saw
before, distinct in their types from all sheep I ever saw
before, with heavy fleeces of silky wool, large meat-
producing frames, such as cannot be equalled without
artificial feeding, and combining with these great per-

fections very early maturity. In all these views I have
the full concurrence of my friend, Mr. Pell—an
authority, I can assure you, of no small weight on such
subjects. We might as well say in England that Lin-
colns are Leicesters, and not a pure and distinct type,

as deny the splendid Roscommon their class in any
show, honoured, I will say, by their exhibition.

"

Considering the proximity of Ballinasloe to the great

rearing grounds of this breed, we fully expected a large
display, and were, therefore, much disappointed that

in this class also the entries were limited. On the score
of quality, however, there was no room for complaint.
The shearling ram shown by Mr. Thomas Roberts fully

corroborated the description given of the breed by Mr.
Sewell Read. Mr. Richard Flynn took the 2d and 3d
prizes, and in them, too, we had splendid specimens of
this noble breed, which we hope to meet with a fort-

night hence in larger numbers at the Royal Dublin show.
In the section of aged rams, Jlr. J. B. Smyth, Fedamore,
Co. Limerick, too the 1st prize with a 4-shear ram,
which had been 1st at the Royal Dublin Society's show
in :S68, ist at the Tralee Royal show, and also 1st at

the Cork and Limerick local shows. He was bred by
Mr. Roberts, and is named XX. Mr. Flynn's heavy
and symmetrical ram took the 2d prize. This sheep
weighed 274 stones live weight, which, reckoning four-

sevenths of the live weight as equivalent to the dead
weight, gives us 220 lb. as his dead weight, or 55 lb.

per quarter. Mr. Roberts took the 3d prize with a ram
which has grand ribs, good style, and good wool. Mr,
Wm. Cotton's commended ram weighed 22 stones 6 \ lb.

,

or a shade under 45 lb. per quarter. Mr. Cox Cotton
and Mr. Wm. Cotton were the winners in the shearling
ewe and ewe lamb sections, but the Roscommon
breeders did not do their duty when there were only
two pens of shearling ewes sent forward. Those sent,
however, were so good as to make us wish for more ;

and now that the Royal has put the Roscommon sheep
in their proper place, we hope that Roscommon breeders
will support the Society by filling every section well at

future shows.

Other Long--uoolcd Sheep.—Jlr. Beale Browne was
the principal exhibitor in this class, and the sheep
shown by him were of a very good description. Mr.

J. B. Smyth had also very good .sheep.

S-.vine.—This was one of the best departments in

the show, especially the coloured breeds, or Berkshires.
Colonel Chichester took two ist prizes, and was highly
commended for his sow and litter of pigs.

.^t the banquet held in connection with the
show on the Wednesday evening, a very interesting
description and criticism of Irish agriculture was given
in a speech by His Excellency the Lord-Lieutenant,
to which we must refer next week.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL.
Second and Third Days at Wakefield.—In our report

of this meeting at Wakefield, published last week,
owing to our time of going to press we were only able
to furnish an account of the proceedings of the first day

of the show (Wednesday, the 3d inst.), and to supply a
list of the awards made on that day. This included
Shorthorns, pigs, sheep, and a few classes of horses.
The judging of the greater portion of the latter was,
however, reserved as a bonne-bouehe for the thousands
of town as well as country folks who iiish to the
showyard on Thursday, the first shilling admission day.
The brilliant morning of Thursday brought the ex-
pected visitors, as may be gathered from the following
statistics of the meeting :

—

Entries o
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wlio has, in oui' opinion, shape, pace, and quality in

rare excellence. With not an ounce of kimber, he has

perfect shoulders and fine hindquarters, and to follow

him he looks more like Gladiateur than any other horse

we have met with since the French flyer was on the

turf. His foreleg action appears, to an outsider a tr fie

too round, but he saddles and mounts so well that,i as

one who had mounted him said, '* he feels every inch a

hunter." Sir George's 4th prize horse, Don Juan, is

nearly a match for the 2d, but is a shade less in size

and a fine goer. Such a pair, taking them together,

are rarely seen. His head is not quite right set on,

and he wants a man upon him who has botii head and
hands, for a few weeks. Sir George can and does

breed hunters, as this showyard demonstrates ; but it

also proves that he is by no means equally successful

in breaking and training them.

Mr. Jewison's 3d prize horse, Cowthorpe, is a large

chestnut, rather loose, and with a common head. He
is however a strong, fine made horse, and can move.
The 5th horse, Mr. Foden's Young Artillery, is a bay
with three white legs. He is the finest mover we ever

saw, and we think good enough to have been placed

2d, if the judges, ignoring the weight -carrying powers
of .Sir George's horses, had been determined to stick to

the same style of horse as the ist. Mr. Jewison's

Knight, distinguished in the list at Bridlington and
I)riflield, was kept in the ring along with Mr. Darrell's

Chorister to the final award, which placed Mr. Booth's

Brian Boru, the winner at Oxford, 6th. He is a

compact weight-carrier, but deficient in quality, style,

and "go" for a 12-stone hunter competition.

Amongst the xmdistinguished horses there were many
that deserve notice, and the ring looked well

when the first half of the lot were called out.

Mr. Jewison's Marigold and Mr. Appleyard's Noble-

man were noticeable. Major Stapylton and Mr.

Smithson also showed two good hunters.

In the 4-year-old hunters, the class of 26 afforded

good competition. Mr. H. D. Bayly, Biggleswade, took

1st, with Borderer ; he is a clever compact animal,

but showed badly when mounted ; when ridden by the

judges he came into hand better, and will work into a
very good one when the effects of bad breaking are

obUtcrated. Mr. Pattison's 2d prize horse is a good,

plain, sound animal ; he beat Conrade and Borderer at

Sleaford, the winner here (Borderer) only getting a

commendation, and Conrade taking 2d honours. At
Islington they were placed—Conrade 1st and Borderer
2d, but here the latter is properly brought to

the front, and Conrade again put behind Mr.
I'attison's horse. The 3d prize chestnut, Lothair,

is rather a nice horse, but has not hunting action.

Amongst the rejected in this class, Lord Fevershara's

Goneaway is the most noticeable. He is a fine hunter
and rare goer, and must have been cast too quickly at a

venture. There were many other valuable animals in

this class. The ist prize 4-yeai--okl hunting filly,

belonging to Mr. Bulman, is a splendid mare, and the

2d and 3d are two good looking animals, the property

of Mr. Robson, Ganton, York. The 3-year-old hunt-

ing gelding was won by Sir George Cholmley's Dandy,
who is no pretender ; and the 2d place in 3-year-old

hunting fillies fell to his pretty Carnation ; and Mr.
Barkworth's Ist prize 2-year-old, Portland, will be
heard of again in the field or the ring.

The hunter classes, six in number, produced an
aggregate of 120 competitors—an average of 20 in

each class—quite enough to cut out stiff work for the

judges, which, nevertheless, they performed with
patience, and accomplished very satisfactorily, we
think. Next to the " hunters," the public is

certainly most interested in the classes of roadsters,

hackneys, t Cic. Animals that can carry a saddle

on the road are of use to a much greater number of

people than harness horses ; and the boy at home for

the holidays, the man about town, and paterfamilias,

grave with years and responsibilities, each requires a

cob that can lift his foot and go away. In this section

of the horse show 53 animals appeared, some of which
were worth their weight in gold. In the hackneys,

equal to 14 stones, the ist prize, Fugleman, is a black

of extraordinary power and action. He is compact
and handsome, but not nearly as stylish as the 2d,

Breda, the property of Mr. James Hornsby, of

Grantham. Fugleman's forefeet are too large and flat

to wear, still he is so splendid a goer, and has such
substance, that he is worthy of honours. Mr.
Hornsby's grey mare has won at London, Islington,

Lincoln, and at many other places, and for quality and
genteel appearance she is unapproachable. She has
carried 16 stones for years, and has legs as

clean as a foal's at the present time. Whether or

not she is in her right place here is matterless.

She cannot lose any credit, and has simply, we think,

to try again to come to the front. She is white, and
the other is black, and it may be this that turned the

scale against the fair lady. In the hackneys to carry

12 stones, .Sir Lionel Pilkington beat Mr. Holmes of

Beverley, for the ist place, after a hard contest, and
we think that in this case the result was not satisfactory.

The public placed them otherwise. In ponies between
I2-J and 14I hands high, Mr. Darrel's Nancy and Mr.
Hill's Lucy were the prize animals in a competition
of 19. A better show of ponies has seldom been seen,

and Mr. Milward, the greater breeder of ponies, at

whose annual sales enormous prices are reached, could
only obtain a "H.C." with his Don Carlos, by

Prickwellow, the 3d prize pony, belonging to Mr.
Simpkin, of Burton Agnes, beating him cleverly.

Coach-horses were a small show, and not par-

ticularly noticeable. There were, however, some
capital 2-year-old and 3-year-old geldings. The horses

,

for agricultural and dray purposes were a good entry in

numbers and quality. Mr. Duckett's 1st prize 2-

year-old Sharper; Mr. Charles Lister's 3-year-old ist

prize Royal Duchess, and Mr. Samuel Thompson's
black mare, Diamond, 1 1 years old, were prime speci-

mens. Diamond, indeed, is the finest cart mare we
ever saw, her looks and quality being something
beyond what we ever met with ; and she properly beat
Mr. Brierly's Sensation. Sensation is a fine dray
mare, of gieat power and symmetry, and she moves on
springs ; but she has not the quality of the black mare.
In horses for breeding, the thoroughbred stallions for

getting weight-carrying hunters were a capital lot of iS.

In these we had Vansittart, Ancient Briton, Spend-
thrift, Rowsham, Preceptor, Poynton, Brilliant, Cape
Flyaway, Redoubt, SchulofF, Bertie, Provost, Volturno,
and Grandmaster, as well as the prizetakers Stampedo,
Laughing Stock, and Sincerity. Stampedo is a very
fine horse, and licats Laughing Stock and Sincerity,

two animals distniguished at Oxford. The decision in

this case properly reverses the position of the two,
placing Sincerity 2d, and Laughing Stock 3d. Stampedo
is a fine horse by Alami ; he has quality, shape, and good
limbs, if we shut our eyes to the curly form of the hock.
Grandmaster is a neat horse, but his action, like that of

Laughing Stock, is below par. The remainder of the

lot we will not **damn with faint praise."

In coaching stallions the 1st prize. Emperor, the
property of Mr, W. Laverack, Brough, is a very
clever horse. He had, however, all he could do to

beat Mr. Holmes' 3-year-old Riclimond, to whom the

2d prize was awarded. This horse is out of Mr.
Holmes' Battersea prize mare Betsy, and will come out

satisfactorily another day. Emperor took 2d last year
at Beverley, and is deservedly promoted here.

The roadster stallions were a good lot, and the
winners were the annnals that outside judges
anticipated. Lord Derby and Bay President are both
young and very promising horses. The agricultural

stallions came out in full force, iS animals making
their appearance. Lincolnshire, the broken-eared,
aged horse, who has been so often a winner, on this

occasion only reached a commendation. The ist prize

went to Nonsuch, from Burley-in-Wharfedale ; the

2d to Durham, to Mr. Reed's Clydesdale Tom ; and
the 3d to Mr. Johnson's Active. Nonsuch is a thorough
good horse. We wish he had met the Oxford winner,
Honest Tom, who was defeated at Beverley last year
by Lincolnshire, who is himself now set aside without
a place.

To those who like Cydesdale horses, the 2d prize

horse may be commended. We hope, however,
that the Yorkshire breeders will not cross their

best blood with that strain. The hunting brood
mares' prize fell to Go-a-head, the property of

Mr. S. T. Robinson, of Leckby Place ; for style,

shape, and quality this animal is the very ideal

representative of her class. At Oxford she went in

and won, the rest being nowhere. Here, however,
she had competitors worthy of her rank, and was
placed Ist, with a capital mare (Lady Byron), the pro-

perty of ^Ir. Joseph Clark, Beeston, Leeds, 2d ; Mr.
Jackson, of Wakefield, showing a fine aged mare by
Pompey, in the 3d place ; the whole class being, as

they deserved, commended. Heliotrope, the 3d at

Oxford and 2d at Sleaford, got no place here. The
coaching, roadster, and agricultural brood mares were
not large entries, but were of fair average merit.

The following completes the list of awards :

—

Horses for Breeding.
CoachinK Stallions.— ist, W. Laverack, Everthorpe Grange,

Brough ; 2d, G. Holmes, Beverley ; 3d, J. Hind, Howdeo.
Agricultural Stallions.—ist, J. Forshaw, Burley-in-Wharfedale

;

2d, M. Reed, Beemish Burn, Chester-le-Street ; 3d, W. Johnson,
Hatfield, Doncaster.

Hunting Brood Mares and Foals.— ist, J. T. Robinson,
Thirsk : 2d, J. Clark, Beeston, Leeds : 3d, H. W. Jackson,
Wakefield.

Coaching Brood Mares and Foals.— ist, J. Johnson, Driffield ;

2d, S. Frank, Brandsby.

Roadster Brood Mares and Fo.als.—1st, W. M.<ijor, Sledmere

;

2d, J. Clark.

Agricultural Brood Mares and Foals.—ist, T. Makin, Fairburn,

South Milford ; zd, T. Upton, Pallathorpc, Tadcaster.

Horses for Agricultural and Dray Purposes.

Two-year-old Agricultural Geldings or Fillies.—ist, T. Duckett,
Bentley, Doncaster ; 2d, T. Baum, Emsworlh Lane Ends,
Pontefract.

Three-year-old Agricultural Geldings or Fillies.—ist, C. Lister,

Lincoln ; zd, M. Reed ; 3d, J. Wood, Beeston Royds, Leeds.

Fnur-year-old and upwards Agricultural Geldings and Fillies.

—

1st, S. Thompson, Skipwith, Sclby ; 2d, C. W. Brierly, Middle-
ton, Manchester: 3d, J. Clark.

Four-year-old Geldings or Mares, suitable for dray purposes.

—

rst, C. W. Brierly ; zd, T. Statter, jun., Stand Hall. Manchester
;

3d, S. Barker, Marr, Doncaster.

Coach Horses.
Two-year-old Geldings or Fillies.—1st, T. Plummer, Birdforth,

Easing\vold : 2d, R. Prince, Chapel Haddlesey, Selby ; 3d, J. H.
Harris, Houndalee, Morpeth.

Three-year-old Coaching Geldings.—1st, J, Thomson, Bishop
Burton, Beverley; zd, J. Johnson : 3d, T. Plummer.
Three-year-old Coaching Fillies.—ist, Wm. Wadsworth, Dun-

nington Grange, York ; zd, Thos. Rennison, Holme-on-Spalding
Moor.

Roadsters, Hackneys, and Ponies.

Three-year-old Geldings, or Fillies.—ist, Wm. Moflfat, Ktrklin-

ton Park, Carlisle : zd, T. Shearman, Warmsworth, Doncaster.

Hackneys or Roadsters of any age or sex, equal to carry 14
stones.-ist, C. Stephenson, Newcastle ; zd, J. Hornsby, Gran-
tham ; 3d, J. Robson, Malton.
Hackneys or Roadsters, of any age or sex, equal to carry

12 stones.~ist, Sir L. Pilkington, Bart., Chevet Park, Wake-
field ; 2d, G. Holmes, Beverley.

Ponies, any age or sex, not less than i-', , ni ' rf -reeding
14J hands high.—ist, J. S. Darrel, V\ ">

:
N

1 1: ; zd,
W. Hill, Doncaster

;
3d, W. Simpkin, I'., ,1 ,!l.

F. W. Watkinson, Hull i '2d, Edward l'T-'i^ U - l 1 ' oI' HaU;
Wakefield; 3d, Crawshaw and Blakelcy, HadfiL-ld, Dcwsbury.

Hunters.
Two-year-old Geldings or Fillies.—ist, J. B. Barkworth, Ray-

well, Brough : 2d, J. Cattle, Barton-le-Street, Malton ; 3d,

R. Brunton, Marton, Middlesborough.
Three-year-old Hunting Gelding.— ist. Sir George Cholmley,

Bart., Howsham House, York ; 2d, S. Wiley, Bransby, York :

3d. R. Brunton.
Three-year-old Hunting Fillies.—ist, R. Jackson, Normanby,

Middlesborough ; zd. Sir G. Cholraley, Bart.
Hunters, Geldings or Mares, five years old and upwards, and

qualified to carry at least iz stones with hounds.— 1st, S. J.
Welfitt, Louth ; zd. Sir G. Cholmley, Bart. ; 3d, H. Jewi-
son, Raisthorpe, York ; 4th, Sir G. Cholmley, Bart. ; 5th, T. H.
Foden. Glvendale Grange, Ripon ; 6th, J. B. Booth, KiUerby
Hall, Catterick.

Farm Memoranda.
North Riding of Yorkshire.—In this district

we were favoured with some fine showers at the begin-
ning of July, -which proved of immense benefit to the
growing crops, all of which were at a standstill. The
com crops improved very much after the rain, Oats
in the most marked manner. In some instances Wheat
is rather thin, but with the very favourable blooming
time experienced we anticipate little, if any, short of
an average yield. Barley promises well in this dis-

trict ; the crop will be a full average. Oats will prove
deficient both in straw and grain. We do not remember
of ever before seeing so large a proportion of smutted
heads as there has been in the Oat crop this year.

The root crops are very unsatisfactory. Occasionally
a good field of Swedes may be seen, but the generality

is patchy, thin of plant, and backward. White Turnips
have been sown twice, and in some farms thrice. Like
the Swedes they vary, but where there is a plant
it is tolerably regular, though very backward ; with the

continued dry weather they progress very slowly, and
moreover we hear of a general attack by "grub," a
grey worm about the size of an ordinary caterpillar,

which eats tlie root off a little below the surface.

Hay has been secured in prime order, but crops very
bad, fully one-third under an average. Pastures are

very bare, being much burnt up ; and artificial foods
are resorted to, to eke out the parclied and scanty

grass.

Fatting cattle have done little good, and are being
pushed into the market prematurely. Sheep have not

suffered so much, but yet good mutton is not plentiful.

Hai-vest will be general next week. IK y, M.,

The Brit.-vnnia Farm, Bedford.—We take the

following particulars of this farm from a report of the
very agreeable day lately spent there, on the invitation

of Mr. J. Howard, M.P., by the London Farmers'
Club, of which he is this year President :

—

Most of the visitoi"s arrived at the Britannia Works
about half-past 10 o'clock, and were met by Mr. J.
Howard, by whom and by one of the foremen they

were accompanied through the various departments,

and had the different processes of manufacture explained

to them. Thence the party proceeded to the Corpora-

tion Sewage Irrigation Farms, and afterwards to the

Hoo and Green Farms, which bore ample testimony,

especially by the magnificent crops of Wheat and roots,

^o the power of steam culture to develope the latent

riches of the soil. The land is what is termed a boulder

clay, and previous to the application of steam would
have been worth about 15^. per acre. The crops

which it now bears are not, we were assured,

the result of heavy manuring. We have not

been furnished with a detailed account of the various

operations, but our readers will be somewhat surprised

to learn that on the 600 acres, of which the farms

consist, only ;i^io5 has been spent during the current

year on artificial [manures, or about 3^. 6(t per acre.

The secret of success is deep and thorough tillage. The
land for root crops was wholly prepared in the autumn,

or before Christmas, the only spring operations, except

the drilling, being harrowing and rolling. By this

course the winter moisture was kept in the soil ; the

beneficial effects of this plan were, however, more
strikingly manifested on Mr. C. Howard's sharp gravel

fields at Biddenham, where the party were gratified by
an inspection of some exceedingly choice samples of

some Oxfordshire Downi rams, which are now at

Oxford, and a flock of ewes, remarkably for their

beautiful uniformity.

On returning to Bedford the visitors partook of the

hospitahties of the worthy host, in a spacious tent adjacent

to the river.

Mr. James Howard, M. P., in responding to the toast of

his health, which was heartily given and received, gave

the following account of these farms :—Some present,

many present, have in former years looked over the farm

you have seen to-day, and I believe they will agree with

me that, good as the crops are, they have seen better in

former years and in more genial seasons. The crops you

have seen to-day are not the result of very heavy applica-

tions of artificial manure, but, as has been expressed, of

deep cultivation. On Saturday last I requested the
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manager to get out the expense we had incurred during

the past year in artificial manure for the crops you have

seen growing, and when I tell you we have 629 acres

—

about 600 under crops and in grass, and that we have spent

on artificial manure ;Jio5, or y- 6J. an acre, you will

agree with me we have not been very extravagant upon

that head. Although the crops near this immediate

neighbourhood look very promising, 1 regret we cannot

rejoice together over the prospects of the British farmer

for the ensuing year. We have but httle stock in hand,

and but little prospect of any for the winter, and with the

vast number of animals sold off during the long drought

for killing, meat is at a high price at the present time.

When we look also to the deficiency of the crop upon the

light lands, on the Continent, and in England, the staff

of life must also be very dear, and you all know that a

large importation of grain means a disturbance of the

money market in this country, and whenever the money
market is disturbed it means diminished employment for

the people and the general depression of commerce

throughout the country.

The toast. " Foreign Agriculture," was responded to

by M. Lavelf.ve. He said :—Allusion has been made to

what I have published concerning the land systems, pub-

lications in which I have shown the good results emanat-

ing from small estates and small culture (felite culture)

in Belgium. I confess that, in going to-day over the

farms so admirably cultivated by Messrs. James and

Charies Howard, admiring their superb animals, the

steam application, or the tillage, and perceiving such

extraordinary results during a year which has been so

unfavourable, I was almost on the verge of recognising

the superiority of farming on a large scale (la grande cul-

ture), had I not called to mind that in this respect

England constitutes a very remarkable but unique excep-

tion. I have studied the rural economy of the agricul-

tural systems of neariy all Continental countries, and
everywhere—in Prussia, in Austria, in Italy, in Spain, in

Portugal, in France, and in Holland— I have found large

estates far less well cultivated and less taken care of than

small estates. If it is otherwise in England, the difference

arises from the fact that there exists in this country a

class of men who are wanted elsewhere, that you have

farmers who devote themselves to cultivation, that you

are a nation of capital, and possess an intelligence, a per-

severance, and a practical genius, which are truly worthy

of admiration. I have always recognised the services

which the large farming of England has rendered to the

world at large, not only by creating improved breeds, but

by producing agricultural implements of great excellence.

On this head I would princially put forward the gratitude

which is due to a man who, like Mr. Howard, has been

instrumental to so remarkable a degree in promoting the

progress of mechanical science in its application to agri-

culture. Everywhere I have been—not only in Belgium

and Holland, but in Hungary, Italy, Spain and Portugal

— I have found agricultural implements which were sent

out from these ironworks which now surround us. The
benefits resulting therefrom are incalculable. The mar-

vellous improvement of farming implements represents

hundreds of thousands. Supposing it allows only the

production of a half-hectolitre more per acre, multiply

that by the number of acres under cultivation, and you

will realise an enormous amount.
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., responding for the House of

Commons, soon came to the more congenial subject of

the visit of to-day, first of all to the renowned Britannia

Ironworks, whose fame is spread through the civilised

globe, and then to the farms of Bedfordshire, taking

with which my hon. friend, Mr. Read, has been so long

and so worthily identified. Norfolk has been long in the

forefront of agriculture ; we take a humble lead. Now,
as to what I saw at Norfolk, and to which Mr. Read has

alluded in a manner I don't deserve. I merely told

them I did not believe there was great progress made
when people wrapped themselves up in their supposed

e.xcellence. I am quite sure our clerical friends will tell

us there is no man so unsafe as the man who considers

himself safe. My remarks were made in a friendly

spirit. Mr. Read said there was one class of mem-
bers of the House of Commons that benefited us

more than others, but I begin to think we got

but little help from any party. Lately, if any one

stood up for the farmers of England, it was men
below the gangway. They have supported us, especially

on the Game Police Bill, a Bill which shows the greatest

class legislation of any in the kingdom, and I am sorry to

say the country party supported it. If you touch a

fellow's pocket you will feel the way to his heart ;
and

to be eaten up by a parcel of four-footed vermin, and

then ask the country to pay a lot of policemen to assist

the gamekeepers, is beyond what an Englishman can

bear. The Game Police Bill gives an undue preference to

this above all other property. I put this to Mr. Greene.

A policeman can stop a man who he thinks has got rab-

bits or game upon him, and without any prosecutor this

man can be sent to prison ; but if a man robs a hen roost

I should be required to swear to the property ; that damn:

the Police Bill—a Bill which 99 out of 100 farmers 11

England are opposed to. I am a progressive Conserva-

tive, and I would say to that party on such questions as

these, be wise in time, or power and influence will be

taken out of your hands for

Mr. Greene, M.P.—Mr. Chairman, I have a toast to

propose, but as I have been challenged by your worthy

brother on the Game Preservation and Poaching Act of

which I spoke, I will say in presence of this company
that I am no preserver of game, and that in supporting

the Poaching Act I did it in the interest of the farmer.

If poaching is an offence at all it ought to be prevented,

and by empowering a policeman to stop upon the road

and to search a person with game in his possession you

give a power which stops game poaching. 1 am adverse

to over-preservation, and the man who over-preserves

rabbits is an enemy to his country. But I do contend in

the presence of farmers—and I think my friend Mr. Read
will bear me out that I am never ashamed of my opinions

in whatever company I stand— I contend that the Night

Poaching Act has been a benefit to the farmers. I differ

from you (Mr. C. Howard) entirely and totally, and not

from anv love of game, for I am a fox-hunter, and a day's

ride with the hounds is better than shooting. What 1 say

is truthful and honest, and as to the farmers, God knows

they are men for whom I have the highest regard, for they

have been my best friends through life. If you admit for

a moment that a man has no right to take your game, that

game must be protected ; and every Englishman has a

right to s.ay what he thinks independent of the conse-

quence. I rise to propose a toast which you will all

receive with more satisfaction than any political question,

although I rejoice that he who raised the foundation of

the buildings we have seen to-day was a Tory. I give you

"Success to the Britannia Works at Bedford," coupled

with our worthy Chairman.

Mr. James Howard, M. P.—With regard to the Game
Poaching Bill, I should have voted in exactly the opposite

direction from that in which my hon. friend voted, but I

-
, did not expect that it would come on on that particular

sweep around as pleasant and well farmed a country as I j^y j( j^ „(, p^^j of the duty of the State to make excep-
ever saw in my life. I have to propose a toast, with all

,i(jj,ai i^ws for the preservation of any description of pro-

heartiness, sincerity, and pleasure— " The farming order
perty, and I agree with my brother upon that point. I

of Bedfordshire," and associated with it the name of my ^ope'to see the day when there will be a clean sweep of

excellent friend, Mr. Charies Howard. He was good
|
,1,^ Game Laws, and game put on the same footing as

many places, to keep up the stocking and stacking

operations, which on no account ought to be allowed

to fall behind, more especially in seasons like the

present, for although the days begin to shorten and the

nights to lengthen so as to reduce the mean tempera-

ture of the atmosphere, yet from the high temperature

of the earth, com, whether lying on the ground or in

stocks, sprouts rapidly and loses colour when over-

taken by thunder-storms, or a period of wet

weather. It has justly been said that in early

seasons, like this, unless the weather is very settled,

the com should be bound up in small sheaves, as in

wet seasons, so as to forward the operation of carrying

and stacking ; and on no account should the Wheat be

allowed to lie abroad in the swathe or sheaf as it falls

from the machine. The small sheaves should also be

well tied, but rather loosely, so as to let them dry to

the heart, and also to obviate injury arising from

tightening when rain falls, so as to soak them through

and through ; for, when this takes place, the straw

swells, and becomes so close in the band as to prevent

drying in the stook, thus necessitating their being

opened and spread out to dry. Small loosely tied

sheaves and well-set stocks obviate the harm thus

experienced. The crop is very far from uniform, more

so perhaps than any of the other cereals. How far

this is to be attributed to soil, season, steam tillage,

manures, and management generally, is beyond our

limits to say ; but the question merits, and doubtless

will receive, the best attention of those interested, for

the facts of each individual case speak cut practically

and pointedly for themselves. We do not remember

a Wheat harvest so pregnant with useful matter for

after-harvest discussion. Where the crop has ripened

uniformly, there has been, and will be, no difficulty inde-

termining when to start the reaping-machine, but where

ripe and green ears are growing together it will be

otherwise. The old rule says, " split the difference.

"

Barley Han'at is similar to that of Bere or Bigg

noticed last week. Perhaps a greater breadth than is

yet credited has been prematurely forced forward, but

the crop generally is reported more uniform than either

Wheat or Oats, and is standing well up to the reaping-

machine in our southern and midland counties, where

reaping is begun, but further north it is heavier—some
fields too close, from being too thickly seeded for the

season, and in a state very liable to succumb to the

weather. From the straw being dead ripe, standing

crops of Barley, although short, are easily cut, but not

so easily sheafed and stooked owing to the manner the

ears hang down ; stooks stand badly, and swallow rain

rapidly, hence a greater breadth than usual of this

crop will probably this year be harvested loose,

especially where mown with the scythe. In a standing

crop the reaping-machine makes the best work, en-

couraging sheafing ; and much of the crop may be

secured in handcocks and stacks directly from the

machine. It has often occurred to us in the field that

this crop should always be cut dry and secured under

thatch immediately, and now that we have got artificial

modes of thatching we do not see any difficulty of

carrying the idea into practice. Taking one year

with the other, the heavy loss sustained in the Barley

field might thus be obviated, the crop at the same time

being harvested at less expense.

enough to come to Norfolk the other day to our show
and to give us two or three most useful hints. Would
that other gentlemen, when they migrate from one county

to another and attend agricultural dinners, turned their

speeches to such good and practical purpose as Mr.

Howard. Some people fancy the Norfolk farmers would

be rather hurt at what he said. Let me tell you they were

all pleased and delighted. I, as a Norfolk man, regard it

as a pity we have not made the progress in late years we
did in the early part of the century. I think the fault rests

in a great mctisure with the climate and soil. With
our present knowledge and resources we have gone to the

furthest on the light soil, but I believe there is a mine of

wealth in the heavy lands of England, and we don't

possess them. When Mr. Howard told us we had a large

quantity of useless hedgerow timbering, I will engage that

every farmer in that part thanked him for telling that.

When he told them that there was another source of

wastefulness by vermin in the hedgerows, they thanked

hinv A word now on the subject of steam cultivation.

Everybody, however limited his experience, should try

and give the result of his experience when he meets such

a company as this, and mine is that the growth of Barley

may be made a certainty. If you steam cultivate your

land in autumn, you may, by the application of 3 cwt. or

4 cwt. of manure grow crops with a certainty utterly

unknown before to farmers ; and as Barley is a crop

which exhausts the land least, a considerable advantage is

gained by this course. I believe the men of Bedfordshire

have gone a-head immensely within the last 25 years

May they go on again. T give you " Bedfordshire Farm
ing," and associate with the toast one than whom there is

no more worthy man, excellent farmer, and better

specimen of Bedford agriculturists—Mr. Charles Howard.
Mr. Charles Howard said— It affords me great plea-

sure to meet once again many prominent men of the Far-

mers' Club. I have been long connected with the Farmers'

Club, and I believe it is one of the most prosperous and
valuable institutions in the country. I believe there is a

great deal of good effected by these meetings. We go
amongst agriculturists in different parts of the country,

and any man who goes from home and opens his eyes,

must carry back with him some information. I don't say

it is possible for you to gain many wrinkles to-day. Bed-

fordshire has not been so far in advance as the county

ther propertv. My hon. friend also touched upon very

broad political ground, and expected finally that I should

return to the faith. (Mr. John Howard : It is time you

did.) He anticipated the day when I should return to the

faith of my forefathers, but he has never emerged from

the darkness to the light. When he shall have done so,

and not till then, will he be in a fit condition to judge of

my present position. Passing over politics, I have to

thank you for the toast. Captain Dashwood and Mr.

Greene have alluded to the fact that my father laid the

foundation of these buildings ; but no matter how good

the foundation might have been, it would have been all

unavailing if we had not lived in the times we have. Those

works were commenced in the early days of the railway

system, which has done more for farming and for the busi-

ness in which we are engaged than all other causes

together, although I admit there are other causes which

have tended to the development and advancement of

British agriculture. I thank you very kindly for the

cordial manner in which you have received the toast.

Mr. Trethewy proposed the health of Mr. Corbet,

secretary of the F'armers' Club, to which that gentleman

briefly responded. Several other toasts followed, and the

meeting then broke up.

Notices to Correspondents.

Poultrv-vard Manure ; R. If you doubt the value

of fowl -manure, put a load on 10 rods of ground, and
you will have 60 tons of Mangels per acre. J. J. Mcchi.

Marhcts.
eicj

BOR

HOPS.
; Market, Aug.

The market for Hops continues very inanimate, in con-

sequence of the favourable prospect of a good crop. The
annexed are the quotations :—Mid and East Rents, £7
to ;^I2 ; Weald of Kents, /6 to £S ; Sussex, ^^5 5.1. to

£6 6s. \ Bavarians, /6 to^9 ^.I^rench^ ;^s to ,£6_i

Americans,
per cwt

/4 Yearlings, £i to £2>

August 13.— IVJieal Hardest progresses northward

at a more rapid pace, so to speak, than usual. Some
30 years ago we have heard Irish reapers boast of

having cut half-a-dozen harvests—beginning in the

south of England in July and ending in Scotland in

October, but this year it will require railway speed to

keep pace with harvest operations. Arthur Young
begins his Calendar for August with " haiTest-men,"

and the increase of wages. Had farmers this year

been dependent on manual labour alone it were difticult

to say what the cost would have been. Happily the

force of reaping-machines now in the field enables

farmers to cut down their crops in time, but it will

require an effort, with perhaps rather more money in

HA v.—per Loadofs^ Trusses.
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50 Beasts; from Ireland, 60; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

50 ; and 1285 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 4t05 8

Best Shorthorns.. 5 2—5 6
2d quality Beasts 4 o—4 8

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn
5 4—5

Best Long-wools 5 otos
Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Ewes & 2d quality 4 6—4 :

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Lambs .

.

S o—

6

Calves .. ..3 4—5
Pigs

Beasts,35S5 ; Sheep and Lambs, 25.040 : Calves, 345 ; Pigs, 220.

Thursday, Aug. 11.

We have double the number of Beasts we had last

week, yet there is a fair demand for them, and not many
unsold ; the average quality of the supply is only middling,

and Monday's quotations are barely maintained. We
have a sliorter supply of Sheep ; trade is about the same
as on Monday. Good Lambs are scarce, and in some
instances rather dearer, but middling ones are with

difficulty disposed of. Choicest Calves are rather dearer.

Our foreign supply consists of 500 Beasts, 3420 Sheep,

530 Calves, and 55 Pigs.

4to5

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts 4 o—

4

Best Downs and
Half-breds . . s 4—5

Do. Shorn .. .. — .

Beasts, 1760 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools. . 5 ot05 a

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4 6—4 ic

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Lambs .

.

• • 5 o—6 ^

Calves .. -.3 4^5 *

Pigs .. ..3 0—5 c

14,580; Calves, 674 ; PIgs,7o.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.^Aug. 11.

Best Fresh Hutter i3j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do i6f. ,,

Small Pork, 45. Zd. to 5^. od. ; Large Pork, 3J. ^. to
3J. 8(/. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Aug. 8,

There was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market
;
part consisted of the new crop, which

varied much in quality and condition, and brought very

irregular prices ; last year's sold at the rates of this day
se'nnight. The attendance was good, but the demand for

foreign Wheat only moderate ; the business done was at

the quotations of this day week. In the value of Barley,

Beans, and Peas we observe no alteration. The Oat
trade was quiet, and Friday's advance was lost. Flour
was unchanged.

Price per imperial Quarter. Ij. j.'

, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White'so—56 Red...
elected runs.. do. js3-6oRed...

54-63
— fin

1 distilling

— — Norfolk ..

— — Foreign ..

Barley, grind. &disL,29Jl
— Foreign . . grinding

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan. ... 38.?. to 47^. ..Tick— Pigeon .... 445. to 50J. . .Winds.

Foreign Small

Ma

— Red.
-63

27—29 Feed ....
26—28 Feed ....

27 -2g Feed .. .

.

32—36 Foreign .

.

38 -50' Harrow..
—

,

Longpod.

.

45—47 Egyptian

.

38—42 Suffolk ..

36—39 Foreign .

,

— Foreign .

.

46—54 ^
35 —47 Country .

.

2g—31 Per sack..

48—56

42—44
41—44
36-40
32—34

35— -r

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— ad ditto ditto— Forei^ per barrel

Wednesday, Aug. 10.

Although tliere was a fair attendance of millers mark' r

to-day, the grain trade throughout the day ruled quiet, aiv I

the general tendency of values was drooping. The sup|M\
of English Wheat was very short, and of foreign it wa^
only moderate. The inquiry for all descriptions was
restricted, at the rates current on Monday last. The show
of Barley was fair ; the demand was steady for grinding
samples, at about previous prices. Malt was dull, but
unaltered in value. Oats, the supply of which was good,
experienced a slow sale, at a reduction of 6d. per qr. on
some occasions. Beans were fully as dear. There was a
good show of Peas, which met a fair demand, but prices
were with difficulty maintained. The Flour trade was
inanimate, but unchanged in price.

Arrivals
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c,"" "
n application.

;t, Cheapside, London, E.G.

H BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the
• CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

31b. loz., throws water jn a continuous stream over 35 feeL The
large size, worked by the foot, throws over 60 feet, and is strongly

recommended as n hre enj,' ie To be had of all Ironmongers, and
Wholesale only at 10 reatherslont I uildings. Holborn, London, W.C.

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.

ith the Closets, and find

hat I had imagined would

^""'^Drit

few bags of earth

ble of artificial

drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a

iple of spadesful put into

r had in

life. They have been
ircd by every one who

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1S70."

may be obtained at 29, Bedford

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

GARDEN CANOPIES, of various sizes, suitable for
Croquet Lawns, Children's Playing Grounds, and general

fool of London Bridge,

CROQUET. CRICKET, and GARDEN TENTS of
all sizes and shapes. An Illustrated Catalogue free on applicalion.

Address, BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full), a, Duke Street,

GARDEN and LAWN TENTS, of the most elegant
furm

,
easily erected and removed, at

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S, 2, Duke Street. London Bridge, S.E.
Illustrated Catalogues post free.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, sec that you get them.

Obser\'c the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, OBTAIN
Warranted, without which none arc genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quahty, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caused
many complaints to be made to tnem of Knives which were not of
their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S.&C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Bealer Plates, and all other recent Iniprovenicnts.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

pleasure, no Wooi
Vermin, Hay Ric

and depth oi Feed
toprevc

Partitions'"to impede Ventdation or breed

:k dispensed with as unnecessary, increased width
"- Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Co\er

'v, durable, and impervious to infection,

s per Cow, 55J
\M AND CO ,IronWorks,2,Winsley

' i^furd Street, London, W., where the

'eral important Impro\eracnts in

,
1 at

I ll.b.W'Uiail, bole l,icen,ees and MannfaLtuiers.

r,|,.ir,;.l t.,.i,,.i.lv ll,r,-,!,i,^ Macliinc Owners and tlic Trad.
in Cast-steel, which, from tlieir brittleness, are exceedingly dan)

vbcther makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES
iKcrous
: by Po!

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mk. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry', Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILBR.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved ilself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

onc-tliird less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, fage
*' The upriglit form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers c

but the oval form given to Sir Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within ra
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel : and this being so, the change, though a
with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram 1 is no doubt an improvement."

I^* Tiicy are made of all sizes, ivhicJi, witli prices, may be iiad on application,

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,

476.

S.W.

John Warner & Sons, Hydraulic Engineers,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty, Manufacturers of Hydraulic Machinery of every description, Wind Engines, Water

Wheels, Water Rams, Deep Well Pumps and Frames for Horse or Hand Power, Garden Engines, Swing Barrows, Syringes,

Fountain Jets, Branch Pipes for Rubber Hose, dtc, &c.

8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

No.
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T HE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting, and the rnuphcst work. Used in the Crystal Talace,

Di

ONSERVATORY A S K E T S.

Strained Wire Espalier
for all kinds of

Fruit Trees, &c. r Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, for

Gardens and Conser-

dcns, Pleasure unds,
Work R.

Rosaries,

, Summer Hous
&c : Wire Work Vase
Baskets, with ste

prongs for placing

position,
and opposit I'indow

.

Suspending

Stands for CoH'

Ornamental
Tile Flower Boxes.

All kinds of Wire Work
made to order,

R. HOLLIDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Forto-

bcUo Terrace. Notting Hill Gale, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues of the above on application.

THE MULTUM IN PARVO PATENT EXHI
BITION ,-iti.l I r \-- MI- I'-.- '-I-T FLOWER PACKING

TASK, and Ml-M I I

! l-
'

TOURISTS' Si

. T, FAMILIES', and

ally contrived for the Exhibition
The llowcrs are packed in water

r spilled, if placed in any position,

quired for conveying flowers, they

be used for ordinary packing purposes. It has been pronounced by
the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society as the best case

if upside down. When i

. f— -dinary pac
- of the Ro

, Esq., will exhibit bis flowers

F.

ji. ,1',,, L , li.i, Jill b'j provided with a Water Tank." Duratti.

Iron Cisterns.

BRABY AND CO. having laid down more
and Improved Machinery on their Deptford premises
•c prepared to supply WROUGHT-IKON TANK"(Ida WHARP),ai_ , ..

GALVANISED or PAINTED,
and at very short noi

reduced prices,

E AND F. CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES
of every description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility,

\liK Mil liH I IkY HOLSE
,it-.|jei.t(.d and Lstimate^ submitted for the

AMaries \ards i^c , to any extent Full Illustrated Lists
It of stamped and directed envelope.

5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street. London. W,

E. T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." —

Kew ; Professor Lindlcy for the Hi

The best Shading Is " Frigl Domo " Netting.
White or Brown, made ofprepared Hair and Wool, a perfect non-

conductor of heat (IT cold, keeping a fixed temperature where it is

applied. It is adapted for all Horticultural and Floricultural
purposes, for

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. W. per yard run.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. gd. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3s. od. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide *. is. gd. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide .. 2S. Bd. per yard run.

Scrim Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, 5ld., Old., y^d., 7ld.
and Sid. per yard,

Hessian Canvas, 54 and 73 inches v/ide, 6ld. and Bid. per yard;
\d. exlra for cut lengths.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,
?, Great Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nur3«y-
mcti and Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

of jCso each. Paid up capital, £1,

Di
Nathaniel Alexander, Esq.
Thos. Tyringham Barnard, Esq.
Philip Patlon Blyth, Esq.
John William Burmcstcr, Esq.
Thomas Stock Cowic, Esq,

i fund, i,500,o

Frederick Harris ,

Lord Alfred Hervey.
William Champion Jones, iisq.

Edwd. Ilarbord Lushinglon, Esc
Morley, Esq.

Willia 1 Nic . Esq,

General jl/,iH,iei-r—William M'Kewan, Esq.
Chief Jnspectcr—yj . J. Norfolk, Esq.

Insf-ecton of Branches—K. J. Lemon, Esq^, and C. Sherring, Esq.
ChiefAccountant— lames Gray, Esq.

Secretary—F. Clappison, Esq.

At the Half-ycady General Meeting of the Proprietors, held on Thurs-
day, August 4. 1870, at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon Street

the following Report for the half-year ending June 30, 1870,

Chair
; read by the Secrctarj',—William Champion Jones, Esq., in the

> the PropiThe Directors, in pre „
the Bank for the half-year ending J
report that, after paying interest

allowing for rebate, and making provision for bad and doubtful debl

the nett profits amount to ^83,285 bs. iirf. This su
!. srf., brought forward from the last account, pn

ors the Balance-sheet o

have the satisfaction ti

id all charges

^8,895 . - .,
of jt,Q2,i8i 4S. 4a.

They have declared the usual dividend of 6 per cent., with a bonus
of 2j^ per cent, for the half-year, free of income-tax {being at the rate

of 17 per cent, per annum), which will absorb ^£85,000, and leave
j^7,i8i 41. 4d. to be carried forward to profit and loss new account.

ftlr. John William Burmcster, after 15 years' service, has requested,
on account of his advanced age, to be relieved from office as one of
the Trustees of the Bank, ana Mr. Frederick Harrison, a Director,

has been elected in his stead.

The dividend and bonus (together £1 14s. per share) will be payable
at the Head Office, or at any of the branches, on and after Monday,
the i^th inst.

Balance-sheet of the London and Countv Banking
Dr. Company, June 30, 1870.

To Capital paid up £1,000,000 o o

customers' balances, &c j£t3i37i,794

To liabilities, on acceptances, co-
vered by securities 1,330,716

To profit and loss balemce brought
from last account 8,895 ^

To gross profit for the half-year.

after making provision for bad
and doubtful debts, viz 253,259 :

Ch.
By cash on hand at Head Office and

England
By cash placed

£^,03,S,SS7 13 Q

1,605,635 7

By discounted bills and advances
to customers, in town and country

By liabilities of customers for drafts
accepted by the Bank, as per

To bonus of aj^ per c

To balance carried forward .

18,280 15

25.000 o
7,i8i 4

1 for bad and doubtful debts

We, the undersigned, have (

£262,155 15 6
ned the foregoing balance-sheet,

and have found the same lo be correct.

(Signed) WILLIAM JARDINE.I
WILLIAM NORMAN, ^Auditors.
R. H. SWAINE, )

London and County Bank, July 28, 1870.

le foregoing report having been read b
fsolutinns were proposed, and unanimt
That the report be received and adopted, and printed for the u

of the Shareholders.
2. That the remuneration of the Auditors be increased from £100

per annum to £150 per annum, to take effect from January i last.

3. That the I thanks of this meeting be given to the Board of
Directors for the able manner in which they have conducted the affairs

of the Company.
(Signed) W. CHAMPION JONES, Chairman,

The Chairman having quitted the chair, it was resolved and carried

That the cordial thanks of this meeting be presented to %yilliam

Extracted from the r

F. CLAPPISON, Secretary.

LONDON and COUNTY BANKING COMPANY,
—Notice is Hereby Given that a DIVIDEND on the Capital of

he Company, at the rate of 6 per cent, for the half yi

„une 30. 1870, with a BONUS of s" " - *

the Proprietors, either at the Head *

any of the Company's Branch Banks, on
15th instant. By order of the Board,

W. McKEWAN, General Manager.
21, Lombard Street, August 5, 187a-

In one Volume, fcp. 8vo, price Half-a-Crown,

THE BOOK of the ROACH.
By Greville Fennell, of the Field.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, EC.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION
to BOTANY. Fourth Edition, with Corrections and Additions

Two Vols., 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. Price 241. cloth.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO,. Paternoster Row, EC.

New Works, now ready.

CLAVIS AGARICINORUM : an Analytical Key to
the British Agaricini, with Characters of the Genera and Sub-

genera. By WORTHINGTON G. SMITH, F.L.S. 6 Plates, 2j. 6d.

FLORA AUSTRALIENSIS. ByG. Bentham. Vol.V,
Myoporinc£E to Proteaccre, aar.

LICHENES BRITANNICI, seu Lichenum in Anglid,
Scotia.et Hibcmia, Vipentium Enumeralio, cum eorum St.ilionibub

ct Distributione. Scripsit Rev. Jac. M. Cbombie. 4J. 6rf.

ILLUSTRATED BRITISH FLORA.
By G, Bentham, F.R.S. Two Vols. 1295 Wood Engravintis. 705.

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA.
Ky G. Bentham, F.R.S. New Edition. Crown 8vo, i2j.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS, familiarly described in
tile Four Seasons. By Thomas Moobe, F.L.S. 24 Coloured
Plates. 16s.

BRITISH SEAWEEDS. By S. O. Gray. Crown 8vo,
16 Coloured Plates, loj. 6d.

BRITISH GRASSES. By M. Plues. Crown 8vo,
16 Coloured Plates and 100 Wood Engravings. loj. 6d.

BRITISH FERNS : with Chapters on the Structure,
Propagation, Cultivation, Diseases, Uses, Preservation, and Dis-
tribution of Ferns, By M. Plues. Crown 8vo, 16 Coloured
Plates and 55 Wood Engravings. loJ. 6d.

THE TOURIST'S FLORA : a Descriptive Catalogue
of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of the British Islands, France,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and the Italian Islands. By Joseph
Woods, F.L.S. iSs.

FERNY COMBES : a Ramble after Ferns in the
Glens and Valleys in Devonshire. By Charlotte Chanter.
8 Coloured Plates by Fitch, and a Map of the County. 51.

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. No. 305, May 6.
Coloured Plates. 3s. 6d.

FLORAL MAGAZINE. No. 121, May 4. Coloured
Plates, ss. dd.

FLORAL PLATES in great variety, richly Coloured by
hand. dd. each ; y. 6d. a dozen ; 40J. per too, assorted. A dozen
or more post free on receipt of stamps or post-office order. A New
List, one stamp.

L. REEVE AND CO., s, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

iz inches in din

'•.i ;;

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hoie through knob,

inches in diameter , , oj. 6.f. I 9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER hC^^^^.r- y
-"^^JI^Tf^

GLASSES.

24 inches long ,. .. ^^- o<i-
,

"J inches long

W HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENTLondon Agei
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of vnn'niis mtotirs ground ready f'T us.?,

SHKKT .-^Kl ROUGH PLATE GLASS. SLATES of all sizes.

TAYLOR'S PATENT SEWING MACHINE is the

latest improved and best Domestic Shuttle Machine ever invented.

It gained the Large Silver Medals both of the International Exhibition,

Altona, and the Industrial Exhibition, Hamburgh, in i8Gq, besides that

of the Large Industrial Exhibition held in London in 1866. Prospectus

free by post. AGENTS WANTED.

Sauce.—Lea & Perxins'.

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piauancy and flavour.

Ask for lEA AND PERRINS' SAOCE.
Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perrins on all

bottles and labels.

Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London; and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

PURE AERATED WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Ellis's Ruthin Waters unsurpassed for their purity.

Ellis's Soda, Potass, Seller, Lithia and Potass Waters and Lemonade.
None genuine unless Corks branded " R. Ellis & Son, Ruthin," and

each bottle bears their trade mark—Goat on Shield.

Sold by all Chemists, Confectioi.„ „ „. ^... , , and Hotel-keepe: _

Wholesale only, of R, ELLIS & SON, Ruthin, North Wales.

London Agents: W. Best & Sons, Hei *- "' '""
"

Square, W.
Street, Cavendish

This day is published, a New Edition, being the Third, of

A BOOK ABOUT ROSES : how to Grow and Show
Them. By S. Reynolds Hole. With Additional Matter and

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Price ys. dd,

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. JOHN Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, mu :h enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Jouinal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; gr to the Author.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
Tlie best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient

for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

and Infants.
DINNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION. —GODFREY'S
EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS has long been known for

its surprismg effect in softening, improvmg, and presen-ing the bkin,

and in rentTering the Complexion clear and beautiful. It removes

Tan, Sunburn, &c., and all disfigurements produced by sudden

chanVesin the weather : cures Pimples, Humours, and other Lrup-

Sn/?ndbv persevering in its use the Skin becomes delicately soft,

S'j;rs^m?o.h. Go|f.y-sE..act of Elder

?f;?s^ei"'sSi?n"rou!e"i:Pncr
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ORMSON'S PATENT CONCENTRIC
SADDLE BOILER.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

£700 A YEAR SAVED !

ORMSON'S
P.VTICXT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS

ORMSON'S PATENT CONVOLUTED
BOILER.

HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS
In the Royal Gardens, Kew.

See Official Report in Gardeners Chronicle for July : 1S70.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thorouglily established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy

vastly superior.

Place no reliance in cast iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.

Wrought iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and

breakdowns.

Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe wrought iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also, " Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

TUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER M.^JESTVS ROYAL PAL.^CES
AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

AND HOT-W.'VTER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER M.^JESTY'S ROYAL PAL.^CES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE ROYAL OXFORD HORSE RAKE.

J. & F. Howard
H.WE WON, EVER SINCE 1S53, WITH ONE EXCEPTION,

EVERY FIRST PRIZE
OFFERED BY THE KOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND FOR

HORSE RAKES.
AT THE RECENT MEETING AT OXFORD,

A SPECIAL PRIZE-THE SOCIETY'S MEDAL-
WAS AWARDED TO THE ABOVE IMPLEMENT FOR ITS SIMPLE SELF-.\CTING ARRANGEMENT.

The following extract is from the Gardeners ChronicU :-" Messrs. Howard, Bedford, show an extremely ingenious Horse Ralte, containing the very best device yet

invented for causing the driving wheels to lift the teeth as sooft dS a load is gathered. A pedal movement tightens tlie rocking cradle ou the wheel-shaft of the Machine, and
up go the teeth— the pressure on the pedal is relaxed, and they drop into work again upon the ground."

Catnlogxies, with full particlilarS, sent free on application to

J. AND F. HOWARD, BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.
LONDON OFFICE:—4, CHEAPSIDE (three doors from St. Paul's).

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars. City of London, in the Co. of Midiilese», and Published by the said WILLIAM

Richards, at the Olficc, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of SL Paul's, Covcnt Garden, in ttie said County.—Saturdav, August 13, 1878.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

The COUNCIL are prepared to receive APPLICATIONS from
Nurserymen and others mteresled in Horticulture for SPACE for the
PERMANENT FLORAL SHOW to be held in connection with the
forthcoming Annual International Exhibition, at South Kensington.
The Space available being limited, early application is necessary.
The Council reserve to themselves the absolute right of allotting the
space as they may consider advisable. All applications to be addressed
to the ASSISTANT SECRETARY, South Kensington, W.

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The AUTUMN SHOW will be held on THURSDAY,

August 35 (by permission of the Mayor), in the Abbey Ruins, Reading.
A Hand will attend as usual. The Show will be Open to the holders of
Subscribers' Tickets at i o'clock, and to the Public at 3 o'Clock, on
payment of u. Schedules and Tickets mav be obtained of

CHARLES COLLINS, Hon. Secretary.
34. Chain Street, Reading,

BANBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Established 1847.—The SHOW will take place on TUESDAY,

August 30. Prizes Open to all, whether Members or not, on payment
of an entrance fee of aj. U. >

h 1

For Stove or Greenhouse Plants, either in Flower or Ornamental, but
not Fuchsias, Achimenes, Geraniums or Annuals, 6 varieties, to
be grown in not less than 8-inch pots ; 1st prize. Silver Cup,
value /;s ; 2d, /a.

For the best 24 Dahlias, 24 varieties, ist, /a : ad, /i
For the best 18 Hollyhocks, 3 blooms of each. 1st, £a ; ad, It
For the best ta Verbenas {5 trusses in a bunch), ist, £1 ; ad, iCf.
The Judges may withhold any prize if the production exhibited be

not considered worthy. Intending Exhibitors must give notice to the
Secretary on or before Saturday, August 27. The Society will, if
requested, convey the productions from and to the railways.

^____ E. J. HARTLEY, Secretary.

A
Worcestershire Agricultural Society.

GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, in
'ilh the above, will be held in the SHOW GROUND

when PRi;
FIVE POUNDS will be awarded. For Lists of Priies and Rules,
&c,, apply to Mr. H, J. COCHRANE, 37, Clarence Street, Cheltenhatn,
Hon. Secretary to Hoj— >-..•.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, BELFAST.—
GRAND EXHIBITION of FRUITS, FLOWERS, PLANTS,

&c., SEPTEMBER 8 and 9 neit. Two Military Bands in attendance.
" ' -His Excellency the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland and

ipply to the Honorary Secretaries,
C. D. YONGE, Esq., and J. F. JOHNSON,

c Gardens. Belfast,

S'
New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing, Free by Post.
SUTTON AND SONS can now supply New Seed of

the following, saved from the finest strains in the country :

—

JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA .. ar. M. per packet
INGRAM'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, IS. M. and !«. 6rf. ,,

THOMSON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, ij. M. and «, 6d.
FINEST CHOICE C!_N_ERARIA, ij U. and «. 6d. per packetijtkTi^t-T. ...T^.^.. n.^.^.... . ,. .

(„f_ per paci^gt.

ioNS, Scedsi

_ Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.p J. BLACKITH AND CO.,
yj • Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

Forwarders to all parts of the World,
RB,-Mr, BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Firm olBETHAM AND BLACKITH,

,,^ New Cliolce Flower Seeds.
T^OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAINO can still supply the

' ' IS of their celebrated FLOWER SEEDS lir present
5 3*. 6rf, per packet '

. • .. ^ .

, :ners' Mag; "

last week. Stamps tnay be s

sowinc, from IS. to 35. dd. per packet ; as advertised in the Gard<
'i^f, "Gardeners' Magaiine," and " Journal of Horticulture " of

'
1 payment. Packets forwarded free

Slanstead Parle, Forett Hill, S.E., and Edinburgh.

Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

JAMES CARTER AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS

ROSES, FRUIT TREES. &c, is now ready, and will be forwarded
frratis and post free on application.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 337 and 338,

High Holborn, London, \V,C.

w ILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SONS CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS,
ready, and can be had, post free, on application.

A
Dutch Bulbs ajid Roots, ice.

NT. ROOZEN'S C.'^TALOGUE of above for 1870
iw ready, and will be sent free on application.

JOjHN BETHAM, trading under the title of
Betham & Son, begs to state, that as the season for DUTCH

BULBS is now arriving, he hopes to receive a share of the favours
usually accorded to his late Father, who was Senior Partner in the Firm

New Catalogue of Dutcb Bulbs, Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable
for Bedding and Decorative Purposes. FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, Stc, is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, "Tooting, Surrey, S.W.W GROOM, Ipswich, is now sending out a set of
• Seven of his splendid NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

Full particulars, with numerous testimonials, may be had on applica-

tion. Price 30r. the set. A faith ful Illu stration, by Andrews^i8 staipps.

ewTgenuine, select, argricultural
and FLOWER SEEDS. Special prices and advantagci-us

James FAIRHEAD, 7, Borough Market, S,E,

N

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,
Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

upwards of 20.000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspection
respectfully solicited

Paul's Boses.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES
are NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his " Garden of Roses " at the Crystal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be seen.

Inspection respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,
Waltham Station, Great Eastern Railway ; half.an-hour's ride from
London. PAUL'S Nurs , Walthar .a. N.

c
New Roses of 1870.

RANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct
NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

Descriptive LIST on application.

ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, in g.inch pots, for planting
out or for growing on for pot culture. Leading varieties of Tea-
scented, Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, fiic. Descriptive LIST on
appli

lOHN CRANSTON. The Nurf s Acre, Hereford,

Roses.
MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES

FINE BLOOM, The largest
England, Pilt Dowt "

_^ „._ NOW
,^.,^. .....ck and the best plants
!S, Uckfield, Sussex,

Roses on own Roots.
)AUL AND SON have now several thousands, in pots,

ready for delivery for immediate planting For beds, for

The "Old" Nu
unequalled. Special LIST free i

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester,

)EACHES and N ECTAR I N ES.—Fine healthy
'i Pots, each bearing from la to i8 good Fruits, Price

nd Seed Merchant, Worcester,

Splendid Sweet Bays, Cbeap.
VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgii
begs to offer fine SWEET BAYS, on stems, 3 to 4 feet.

Ornamental Palms, &c.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer young plants, in small pots, of LATANIA

BORBONICA, at 305, per 100; may be supplied by the 1000, Fine
young plants of PANDANUS UTILIS, ijj, to 18.. per doien, and
1.0^fARlA GIBBA, 30, per too,

Brltlsb Fern Catalogue.
OOBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
X\ stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 page
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRI
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray I Y, Sidcup Hil., Kent.

Palms and Palm Seeds.

PALMS, fine plants, from i to 3 feet high, of Calamus
Roxburghii, Caryota Cummingii, Guilielmia speciosa, fitc, &c,,

at from 31. 6d. to ej, each.
NEW PALM SEEDS, consisting of Astrocaryum,Bactri9,Carvota,

Eutt
.•.-..."<>.-.•

V
Ha

NEW VIOLA, the WYNNSTAY.—Perpetual bloomer,
excellent for spring and summer bedding; dark purple, com-

pact habit; 4 to 5 inches high,— good contrast to Violas cornuta,
alba, lutea, and any light spring or summer beddcr. Foliage lanceolate,
feathery appearance ; verj- hardy ; flowers during winter. Packets of
seed, 15. M,,post free. Proceeds for an "Accident Hospital" just
started here.

P. MIDDLETON, Gardens, Wynnstay. Ruabon.

WANTED, 600 or 800 CUTTINGS of one or two
varieties of good SCARLET BEDDING PELARGONIUMS,

—Apply, stating price, &c., to

P. PARKES, k. F. Wilklns, Esq., The Hytlie, Staines.

Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUISH AND SONS CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,
ready, post free on application. It contains a selection of the

best kinds in Cultivation, with such novelties as can be recommended.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

w
EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE

KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 238, High Holborn, London

N'
V road, close by the " Ermir

specially solicited to inspect the Stock,
rrpasscd in Britain.

B'
of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouso

Ferns. Hardy Ferns. Filmy Ferns, &c. : Dracaenas. Agaves, Yuccas,
Bcaucarncas, Dasylirions, &c, ; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

. Uoprr Ho London, N.

CHOICE SEEUb lor PKt.st..Nl SOVVl.Nlj,
free by post. Per packet,

—

s. d.

CALCEOLARIA, Wheeler's superb unsurpassed strain ir,6,i, to 2 6
CINEKARIA of the finest strain, in great variety, u,,tr.&f. and 2 6
PRIMULA, of the finest strain, mi.xed .. .. ij,6(to 2 6
The Trade supplied with CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA,

TROP.IiOLUM POLYPHYI.LUM, a sniendid hardy species for the
und, golden yello flow

, Wrl

SplTsea .iaponica for Wliitsr Forcing.

JEAN VERSCH.\FFELT, Ghent, Belgium, has a few
Thousands of the above to olTer, in line Mrong plan s, for winter

forcing, at s«r, per 100 Appiv at unce to

J EAN VERSCHAIFSLT, Nurserym.-in, Ghent, Belgium.

v
JOSEPH .MEREDITH, The Vineyard, G,

e proper time to sow. Packets for r3 or It stamps of
C, YOUNG. The Nursery, Balham Hill, S,W,

'OW NOW, TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER.
> Packets for n or Jr stamps Price 10 the Trade on application to

C, Yllt'Ni;, The Nursery, Balh.im Hill, S,W.

Peas, 1870 Growth, Fine Sample.
FOR SALE, a (juantity of V E I T C H ' S

PERFECITON, ADVANCER, and SANGSTER'S IM-
PROVED PEAS,
Price on application to THOMAS SAMPSON, The Seed Farms,

Houndstone and Brympton D'Evercy, Yeovil, Somersetshire,
WANTED, some plants (true) of the TUSSOCK GRASS

(Dactylis ca:spitosa)-

s
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"OSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent
Belgium, offers for Sale

—

) CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FlMJiRIATA PLENA, withoul

flower buds, /j, A, C^, IZ.
1 CAMELLIAS, IMBRICATA PLENA, without flower buds

) CAMELLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, £3
£4. ^6, i;8.-For September,

, , ,_ ,
J CA,MELLIAS, with flower buds, named and best sorts, £

D AZALEA INDICA, best named sorts, with flower bud;

plants, £s. £6, £S, £,2.
5 AZALEA IN —<D1CA STOCKS, 15!. nths' credit-]

Early Cabliage Seed for Present Sowtns.

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN.
" A M E ,S CARTER AND CO.,

-V and 23S, High Holborn, London, W.C.

< AR rl'K'S r AKl.Y. the best for spring use, 8d. per or,

A'l KINS- .MA n.IlLESS, an excellent variety, 8d. per oz.

]'.XFIK1,I> .M.\KKEr, a well known sort, 6/ ner oz.

LONDON MARKET, IMPROVED NONPAREIL, and all

other good sorts, each 6d. per or.

Carter's Select Stock of Onions.

J AS. CARTER AND CO. beg to offer the foUowing
excellent varieties of ON lO.NS for present sowing :—

NEW GIANT ROCCA ONION, of N.1,PLES, a splcadid variety,

EAtT^^wniTE NAPLES ONION, ptr packet, is.

NEW WHITE GI.nnF TT'Ti'iil 1 oMON, per packet, IS.

'

>l Es''<iAR.TER AND CO.
Rnyal HortiLii;i mber, iSiSg, for three speci-

men v.-iricti^cs of Oniun-.. ; u were as follows :—
GIANT ROCCA, one 1 ^.„... , ., , ut
ITALIAN RED TRIPOLI, L«o bulbs, weight alb. 11 oz., and

2 lb. 6 oz, respectively.
GLDUE TRIPOLI, one bulb, weight 3 lb.

Wlieelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

\/

\

West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

,\ P P .\ R \ 1 V h

GREENHOUSES,
HO T - W A T E R

erected Complete, or the .M

Improvid Cimicai. "HOTHOUSES.
CONSERVATORIES,

CHURCHES,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c
HOT-WATER PIPES atwhole-

salc prices ; Elbows, T - Pieces,

Syphons, and every other connec-

tion kept in stock.

WROUGHT and CAST-IRON
CONICAL, SADDLE, and

IMPROVED CONICAL,
also Elliptic, Boilers, from 24s each

Iraproxcd and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBUl Ak Lu
"1. " thout Water Bars, from 52J. 6d. each.

. „ndWROUGHT.IRONTOKTAELE BOILERS,
without brickwork, from 60s, each.

PiirlabU BoiUr Pa»"t THROTTLE and other V.
reriaote Dottcr, „,,r,xit/-c. nnnwc B.\RS and FU.

IN'DiA-KUE'BER ^INGS for Pipe Jo

CAST a

for

Sockets require no other packing,

and are perfectly water-tigbl

Goods, of the very best

facture, delivered at Railway
Wharf in London.

LY.NICH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

J7.

".-VME.S W.ATTS AND CO, HofHOUsi. Blildeks
and Il0T-W.\TER APP.VItATUS MANUrACTURtK;,,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

Q IRJ. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
KJ Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, witli Views of these and other
Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HZREMAN and MOKTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, \V.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-
i, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

J. JONES/
Manufactory, 6, feanksidc. Soutt

iide, London, E.G.

GreenliouBes.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and HoTAVATr:R Apparatus Manufacturers,

100, Marc Street, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price £50;
21 feet by 13 feet, £38 ; 12!-^ feet by 10 feet, £1^. A handsome
CONSERVATORY in stock, 36 feet lonp 18 feet wide, iliio.
Estimates given for any branch in the above line, in Wood or Iron.

HOT-WATER PIPES. BOILERS, &c.. of

HUT-WATKR PIPES, Nos. 6 and 7-

eIbOWs'.No. 13 '.'.

v. '.'. c
TPIPES, No. 33
SYPHONS
VALVES
The above, nctt cash f , delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristol,

I Dial Iron Works, Stourbridee.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

Oft. by 4 fL Lifihts. 2 in. thick, unglazed.. jCo 5 o

,, „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

'> ft. by 8 ft.. Double Lights, do.

Painted
Painted four coats, i

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Railway van .

,

led and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .

.

Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork

.

.ed four coats, two sides, ready for usi

i^nsbury Steam Joinery Wo , Runhill Row, E.C.

im

TT7HELLERS C IS a new
f most excellent

and planted o t 18 nches apart in

; I r packet post free Pn c to the Iradc ompplit

J. C. WHEELER
;9, Mark Lane, London, E.I.

SON, Seed Grt Gloucester

;

A Boon for Grape Growers.

MEREDITH'S VINE. PINE. PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of H cwt., 10*. td. ;

Irj cwt., 21S. ; and i cwt., 42J., with full directions for use. For further

pailiculars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

Tlxe Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

Bv Her Majesty's Koval Letters Patent, and by Pebmission
OF THE Hon. Board t

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destrutiii.n of lUii;ht and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nursf^rymen, Seedsmen, and Floiista,

In Tins at is., is. 6i/., and ss.

Powder Distributors, as, 6J. and 3J. 6i. each.
** I find it exceedingly u.seful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants,"

—

Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens. South Kensington. May?, 1868.

Sole ^Llnufacturer. T. A. POULEY UoQdcd Warehouse. Sussex
Wharf, WappinR, E.

Wasps.
SCOTT'S W^ASP DESTROYER is very simple in

application, and the most effectual means of ridding Vineries.

,
Gardens, &c., of Wasps, Hornets, Flies, &c. Tiffany and-

900 '^'-^^^•'^I'^l'^'^ -^"'^ M!:1.UX BOXES and
i^yjyJ LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, tcady

'-If immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 fed. 5*- each.

GLASSES, all si

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade
Counties in Enj^land.

: of the

,^.,>,.t.*-'1

'^

T
lit personally on any Ladies

"fhrsati^Vactorycomplclion of' all work ""^ertai:en is guaranteed.

T G M solicits Public attention to his PAIENIED BUILEK.

,hich is exceedingly powerful and economical in fuel. His Patented

'.1... -ives comprete'salisfaction in every ^^ Many thousands are

Prices on application. A ricBy lUustrated Catalogue for

warded post free for 33 postage stamps.

Nci
c bought manj' j

and walls from these pt

Destroyer.

. , _ _ of it has beenreqi.. __,__. _

delighted with the magical effects of your WasP
I feel truly grateful for such a boon. With you''

little patience, we Iiave nothing to dread from the
Wasps."— Ki'de Testimonials. Price u. 6rf, and 2j. f>d. per Bottle (in

stamps), with full directions. It may be had of the following Seeds-
men :—Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadcnhall Street, L-ondon ; Hooper
& Co., Covent Garden ; Harrison ii Son, Leicester ; Picrpoint & Co.,
Warrington and Liverpool; bartlett, Exeter; R, T, Veitch, Exi

E- Coolmg, Derby; W. H. Rogers, Southamptoi
'' ^ rd.

For Trade terms apply to J. SCOTT, Yt
AVatford.

; and B.

'

;il, Somerset.

The Noted Frencli Cold Grafting Wax
(MASTIC LHOMME LEFORX),

For GrjifLint;, Budding, Healing, Sic, may be obtained ol

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden, W.C, Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurscrjman.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMG."—Patronised
• and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where
it is applied.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTIN_G,_2^ards w^de and ij. dd. per yard.

Three yards wide
Four yards wide

SCRIM CAN V.\S, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, 5J^rf.'to 8^rf. p. yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 6|i(f. and 83^rf.

eEIs*- '

RlCHARDSONjS
I \TENr HnRlIClLTl RAL BUILDINGS

Heating by Hot Water.
PUBLIC and PRIVATE

BUILDINGS, MANUFAC-
TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect .ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for
setting in Brickwork, or as snown \\\

sketch Uiey require NO BluCKWORK.

POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.
(Successors to John R. Pcill),

Sole Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Which are in general use, and which
Boilers have for their durability and
economy attained a celebrity far sur-
passing any other Boilers ever invented.

ISOQTO's.Cannon SoUer.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

o any station in England, for cash with order ; or they allow a liberal

liscount for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankiide, Southwark,
.-oncfon, S.E.

.^^^53ff»:^-t-»'^uj^ ' _^-.

lh<.seBuildAnt.sarc em \p, I

Perfect \ fntilvtius is obi-im
has complete protection Ironi ram ...

Hlustrated Price Lists, cont^inint, prices of 240 different sized

Houses, free on application to the Makers, enclosing a stamp for

postage. Also the improved PORTABLE HOTHOUSES for the
PEOPLE, cheapest ever offered. Guaranteed sound arid good
quality. Apply to <

W. RICHARDSON and Co., Horticultural Builders, Darlington.

FortalJle and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RjESIDENCES, &c.,

TPL bD rVlEM t M\ ERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE JOINTS.

rn S 1 RUSS begs to state that the immense number

of 'VPPVPATUS annuajli Dcs gncd and Erected by him in

all pans of the K nt.doin and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South KcQS ngton and ( h iwick v.itb unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for sk II of design, super or materials, and good workman-

ship , while the great ad\antage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; eflccls a saving of .25 per cont. on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injurj'Io Pipes or Joints ; easily

and expeditiously erected j an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and perfcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras,

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN orCOUNTKY
The Trade supplied.

Price Liots, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Plorticultural Builder,

Fnar Street, Souihwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.
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TAMES' INTERNATIONAL PRIZE
eJ CALCEOLARIA- -The Plants of ihis splendid strain were

awarded the ist prize by the Royal Horticultural Society, at their

Spring Show, May 4 : and we beg to state, as a Caution to Purchasers,

that we bold ihe Entire Stock of Seed saved by the Grower, and

supplied to us direct. Price per packet, 2s. (d. and 55. Prices to the

TaMES^'J^ARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

High Holborn, London, W.C.

/BARTER'S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
\J CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.
CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE—The plants of this

splendid strain received several ist Prizes this season at the Royal
Horticultural, nnd other places. Per packet, 2s. 6d.

CALCEi'I Al-'T \, fnv;f lu'brid. Per packet, 2s. 6d. ; smaller packets,

IS, (,7 I \ I ri ni \"RIA, finest spotted. Per packet, 2s. 6d.
;

sm il
•' Saved with the greatest care, and from

onr .
;

1 lions in the kingdom.
CINKKAK 1 \, ' t, mixed.—Saved from a splendid collection of

nanieu \aficii'_5, di>ii cannot be surpassed. Per packet, 2s. 6d,;

smaller pack-

.,_ I'^^T
„'^'" _^„

_

'

,t"h thi

they are saved with the greatest care, and from one of the fine;

s.-ThePRIMULA, choicest fringed v
- -

\ be gro
he grcaL_. _ .,

1. The Fern-leaved varieties arc splcndi

and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, 2j. 6rf.

PRIMULA,-Dark carmine. Per packet, ss. 6d.

PRIMULA.—New scarlet. Per packet, zs. W.
PRIMULA.—Rose fringed. Per packet, 21. 6i.

PRIMULA—Choicest white fringed. Per packet, 3S. 6d.

PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved carmine. Per packet, 2S. 6rf. g

Holborn, London, W.C.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.

PARSONS NEW WHTIE MIGNONETTE,
RESEDA I'luiKATA i:XIME-V - This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favoui supenojm

of all others It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be
awarded, viz. ;

—

The Royal Botanic Society, Regetit's Park, First-class Certificate,

March ^o, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

Mav 4, 1870.

The Granc
icate, May 2

,

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
28, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October, and maybe had wholesale and
retail of F. PARSONS, Nurseryman and Seedsman to Her Majesty,
27 and 38, Western Road, Bighton, and at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries,
Keymer, Hurstpierpoint ; price 2s. 6d. per packet.

The Agents for the above will be advertised shortly.

RAYNBIRD, CA.LDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manltbe, and Oi

To the Trade.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT begs to offer the following
plauts, of which be possesses a very fine stock, at the under-

mentioned low prices, viz. :

—

C.A.MKLLTAS, i to li foot, with buds, all fine sorts, named, selections
left to J, v., £6pcri.«; ditto stronger, i;8 to /lo.

OTAHl.l II < >V..\\- .!.-., iine plants, full of fruit, 24s. per dozen.
. fine and strong, 36^.

I Li iRUM, firaJtcd plants, very fine

Steamers sail weekly from Ghent direct to Goolc and Londoi
from .\nt\verp to all the principal potts of England. AJL letters

direcud to
*" JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium

\o :.. Superb New Bedding Plant,
. ' . VIOLA CORNUTA VAK. PERFECTION
Id S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering

much larger tliij

; well ab..-

, bu

hes in height ; the lea'

whilst the flowers, which are
in the characteristic horns of

and of good substance

;

Buttons' Choice Flower Roots.

UTTONS' AUTUMN
HYACINTHS I

CROCUS I

RANUNCULUS

CATALOGUE of
TULIPS
NARCISSUS
ANEMONES

the colour is sli:!,!-! ! I-1-. ii>L ..j Lirange-ycllow, with a dark purpl.

disc surrounding ii, fruiii ^sluLh proceeds radiating lines of still

deeper purple; indeed, it resembles a gigantic V. cornuta in habit,

and, whilst retaining its profuse blooming qualities, producing flowers
which almost rival out tlonst i'ansies lor size and substance. Was
awarded a FIrst-cl.iss Ccrtilicate by the Floral Committee when exhi-
bited before them IScpt. 25, i86q) by Mr. [obson, of Rotherfield Park,

lilar Viola hi

i genuine unless B. S. W.'s name and address is on each
Price Is. 6d., 2s. 6rf., and 31, 6d. per packet,
ia and Par.idise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

&c.,&c.,&c.,

And SELECT LIST of SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING, is

ready, gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.

—

I

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, While, or

Mixed 2s. 6fl., 3J. 6*/. , and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 2s. W., 3!. 6./., and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's cxtrachoice strain, ss. 6d., 31. 6d., &
CARNATION, from Prize dowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

is. 6d , 2!. C.(. , and

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bcddine plant

HOLLYHOCK, from Chatcr's finest varieties . . is. and

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2S. M. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) js. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers JJ. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties u. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charming companion to

our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. 6rf. and

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. M. and

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM
MYOSOTIS AZORICA, var. CCELESTINA
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber

I and Paradise Nun , Upper Holloway, London, N.

Choice Seeda for Present Sowing, Free by Foat.

JAMES DICKSON and SON.S (old established
Nurseiy and Seed Business), 102, Eastgate Street, and " Newton "

Nurseries. Chester Per packet.—r. d.
ANTIRRHINUM, choice mixed
AURICULA, from Choi

CENTAUREA. c.

CINERARIA, fro

CYCLAMEN, Wi
ECHEVERIA M
GLO.XINIA. erect and other varielie
HOLLYHOCK, from choice named

or6and

PETUNIA, fr,

mixed

ous.ex. cboic
flowers

t named fio\
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that a dilierence of some degrees of latitude and
longitude, of some hundreds of feet in altitude,

were of little moment in fruit growing ; that soil,

drainage, culture, and the other factors were
really but little effective in producing variations
in the quantity or quality of the produce. No
doubt this general uniformity in the tone of our
reports is much dependent on the general pre-

valence of hot and dry weather throughout the
kingdom. Spring frosts do not seem to have
effected so much mischief as usual, or at least

they occurred more locally than they do some-
times. Speaking then in general terms, we
may say, from the evidence before us, that

fruit of all descriptions has been abundant, that

much of it has been small, and that a very
general complaint of insufficient flavour is made,
probably from the want of sufficient moisture to

develope to the full those subtle chemical changes
on which flavour depends. Fruit trees, as a
rule, are reported as in a clean and healthy
condition—a favourable augury for next year's
supplies. Insect pests do not seem to have been
so troublesome as might have been expected.
Adverting now to particular kinds of fruit, the
general tenor of our reports runs thus :—Apricots
generally plentiful and good ; Apples and Pears
abundant but small ; Cherries very plentiful and
of good quality ; Plums much above the aver-
age ; Peaches and Nectarines numerous but
small ; Strawberries not so satisfactory as most
other crops, the flowers having, in many cases,
withered from the drought. " Small fruits " have
been produced in plenty, and for the most part
of good quality. Nuts of all kinds, including
(for the benefit of the pigs ) acorns, are plentiful

—Walnuts especially so. On the whole, then,
our fruit report is more satisfactory than that of
the farmer's crops, given in the agricultural side
of our Journal in the past week.

" SL.1CKEN your fire and give more air," was
the terse but vigorous reply of the old gardeners
when interrogated as to the best means of giving
Cor.OUR to GR.4PES. The directions were simple,
but not less efficacious on that account, for if

there is one phase of a bad practice in Grape
growing more injurious and conspicuous than
another, it is that of allowing moisture to con-
dense upon the bunches in the early morning,
consequent upon air not being given sufficiently

early. The practice of the best of our Grape
growers is never to close the houses at all after

the fruit begins to colour, or, if they close them
for a few hours' extra moisture and swelling
power in the afternoon, they take care to give
"a chink of air" before leaving them for the night.
Without this we believe it to be utterly impos-
sible to obtain colour, bloom, and extreme finish

;

and though these may be minor points with our
modern " property " preceptors, they are, and ever
will be, the major considerations with gardeners
who pride themselves upon their calling, and
also with employers who know what good fruit

ought to be. Our friend Hender.son at Cole
Orton, when questioned as to the means he used
to plaster the bloom and colour so thickly upon
his Grapes, pointed to the broken panes so con-
spicuous in the roof; and though we do not
suppose the glass was broken for the pur-
pose of ventilation, the result was the same,
viz., plenty of air, and no condensation of
moisture upon the bunches, to be dried in
the morning, leaving the sediment from the
water, lime, or whatever else it may be,
like so much pea-soup upon the berries. Some
of the prize Grapes especially, in the collections
at Oxford, were really disgraceful in this respect,
and such as few gardeners who cared for their
reputation would venture to send to their em-
ployer's table. They had, however, " size," but
the symmetry was at the lower end of the scale,
and formed a singular contrast to the produce of
the young Vines at Eastnor Castle, and the
veterans at Chatsworth. Injudicious syringing
and the want of timely ventilation were the main
causes of that failure.

When, a few weeks back, we took stock of these
fine old Vines at Chatsworth, we " turned out,"
as is our bent at this season of the year, at

4 o'clock in the morning—for we have imbibed
the notion that in gardening there is more than
the worm to be caught by the " early bird "—
and repairing to the vinery, we found a chink of
air about an inch wide extending the whole length
of the house, and that had been open all night.
The roof of this house, a flat ridge-and-furrow,
was insufficiently ventilated when Mr. Speeij
took charge, and therefore he had sashes about
3 feet deep, extending the length of the house,

placed in the back wall, and about a foot under
the ridge. These are hinged at the bottom, and
open from the top outwards, and consequently
offer a much freer egress for air than they would
do if hung from the top in the usual manner.
Looking over the other forcing-houses— Pines,
Grapes, Peaches, and plants—we saw everywhere
the chink of air, so that that apparently small
matter to some gardeners is evidently a great
institution at Chatsworth ; and we will not say at

Chatsworth only, but in every place where fruit

or plants are grown in a superior manner.
Let it not, however, be imagined, that the

chink of air is the only requisite for superior
colour. Something more than that is required,
such as health and vigour, and, above all, their
special concomitant—thorough maturation. By
that term we do not mean " nice brown wood,"
but wood so hard and free from central pith that
the foliage has assumed the fine golden tint and
dropped from it leaf by leaf, not through early
frost or autumn cold, but as the result of perfect
cultivation carried out to its culminating point.
With immature wood at the time of pruning,
it is impossible to have thoroughly matured
fruit in the following season. The two cannot
go together, and never will do until the laws of
Nature are changed. The season of growth
and the season of maturation are two very
important epochs in plant life, but the last is the
finishing stroke which insures a perfect result in

the succeeding crop. It is the ridge tile on the
roof of cultivation, the Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and end of superlative management
in plant life.

Is it a Pelargonium that you desire to bloom
and colour superbly in the coming season ?—
then maturation must be the cry. Is it a Heath
or Epacris, a Vanda, Aerides, Saccolabium,
Cyrtopodium, or Renanthera.'— still cultivation

and maturation must be the passwords to success.
Is it a perfect crop of Turnips, Mangel, Ox Cab-
bage, Potatos, or any other agricultural crop that
you covet ?—and again maturation must be your
hope and anchor. Without it success is impos-
sible. We would therefore say to the young gar-
dener, " Impress upon the tablet of your memory
'a chink of air;' and, properly observed, you will

find it and maturation the main hinges of success
in your gardening career."

A CORRESPONDENT writes concerning Peaches
in Paris :

—" Last week we were supplied in the
ordinary way solely with Peaches from the South, the
famous Peaches of Montreuil being comparatively
expensive luxuries ; now, the real Montreuil fruit, with
its dark crimson velvet cheek, is to be found in every shop
and in every street barrow, at prices rising from one and
two sous upwards. I have eaten some at these prices

about the size of the very largest Orleans Plums, which
were delicious, and those sold at 2d. or 3</. each are
really fine fruit. For 15 years I have never seen
Peaches so good or so cheap. The cultivation of
Peaches at Montreuil has been pursued with in-

creasing care and success for more than 200 years, and
the fruit produced there, and at Suresnes adjoining,

has an European reputation. The neighbourhood is

divided into very small lots of ground, and the soil is

literally covered with walls, so that the produce of
Peaches is enormous, and gives employment to many
hundred cidtivators. These Peaches are usually
brought to the Paris market in Vine leaves, and the
Vine is cultivated at Montreuil almost for that purpose
solely. The season generally lasts till about the end of
September, and it is only at that time the growers send
the fiTiit to the market

; previous to that time it is

sold to fruiterers, who not only supply Paris, but export
the Peaches to all parts of Europe, and especially to
Russia. In the best hotels of St. Petersburg, Montreuil
Peaches cost &s. to 10/. each ; and even in Paris, in

the early season, they are often sold at 2 to 4, and
even 5 francs. A very tine Peach is so highly prized
that it has passed into the language as a type of per-
fection. The produce of the district, which passes
under the name of Montreuil, is said to exceed on an
average ten millions of Peaches annually. This year
the fruit is small on account of the want of rain, but
the quality is excellent, and the crop enormous.
Peaches have been produced at Montreuil 4 inches in

diameter, and sometimes growers have exhibited their

ingenuity by producing the arms of France and other
devices on their velvet jackets. The Montreuil Peach
is very difficult to imitate, or rather to replace, for its

colouring is remarkably line and its skin exceedingly
thin. It is a long time since the general population of
Paris has had this fine fruit so within reach."

• We extract from the Builder the following
remarks relating to the use of The Spade in Defen-
siveWar:—"Mr. Edwin Ciiadwick, C.B., has been
recalling the public attention to a subject heretofore
treated of in the Builder. This he does in a paper on
' What Art and Science in the new Arms of Precision
give to Defence against Attack in War.' The paper

is printed in the "Journal of the Society of Arts." Mr.
Chadwick is of our opinion, that the importance of
the spade is greater than ever in connexion with arms
of precision ; and as for the bayonet and sword, they
may be thrown away. In America it is proposed that
soldiers should carry spades in place of bayonets.
Neither the French nor the Prussians, however, are as
yet very favourable to the use of the spade in defensive
warfare. They still dislike to ' turn their troops into
armies of sappers.' The time anticipated by the
BuildcT, however, is evidently at hand, when bayonets
will be turned into spades, preparatory, doubtless, to
the happy time when spears shall be turned into
pruning-hooks.

"

Some time since we received from Mr. Mills, of
Enys, Penryn, some specimens of a curious Outgrowth
from the branches of a Camellia. As will be seen
from the accompanying illustrations (figs. 20S and 20g),

the growth in question has much the aspect of a Poly-
porus, or of some woody Fungus. The internal structure,
however, shows that the excrescence in question is

composed of woody tissue, covered with bark of pre-
cisely the same nature as those
of an ordinary Camellia. "In
many instances," says Mr.
Mills, "two branches were
joined together by it," as

shown in fig. 209. We are
at a loss to account for this

formation, as we are assured
by Mr. Mills that there was
no wound of any kind per-

ceptible, and no friction or
ligature that might have given
rise to it. Perhaps some of
our Camellia growers may be
able to throw some light on
the matter.

M. Guillard, in a
recent number of the Bulletin

of the Botanical Society of
France, enters at considerable

length into the question of
the Minute Anatomy of
the Leaf-stalk, and its con.
tinuation, the midrib. His
researches are valuable from
a physiological point of view,

as indicating the structure of
those organs through which
the sap, after having been
rendered available for use in

the plant, passes into the
stem. They are important
morphologically as support-
ing the notion of the essential

identity of leaf and stem.
The general structure of the
nerves of the leaf is that of
the stem subject to some varia-

tions in particular instances.
The structure of the petiole is similar to that of the
nerves, and its variations admit of the following clas-

sification:— I. Cauloid or stem-like petioles, where
the fibrous bundles are an-anged in a circle—as
Limes, Mallows, &c. 2. Hemicaul leaf-stalks, in

which the bundles are arranged in a half circle—Cruci-
fers. Poppies, &c. 3. Great arc petioles, when the
bundles are united in an arc whose size is at least half or
two-fifths of the diameter of the leaf-stalk

—

t.g., Ascle-
piads, Solanads, Ericads, &c. 4. Small arc petioles,

where the bundles form an arc less than the third of the

Fig. 209.
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diameier ut the petioles—-Conilers, Crassulacen?, &c.

In passing from the leaf-stalk to the stem, the bundles
lose their woody bundles and liber-cells. The cellular

cortical system, however, is continuous between the

two organs, as also are the spiral fibres and the sap

channels which pass into the bark of the branch, and
constitute the channel or channels through which the

elaborated sap returns from the leaf to the stem. These
bundles of spiral vessels and sap channels are distin-

guished by M. GuiLLARD as "folial cohorts," or sap
channels, a name necessitated by the circumstance that

though continuous with the fibro-vascular bundles they
now contain neither fibre nor vessel {except the spiral

vessels and luisa propria or sap channels). The way
in which these foUal cohorts or sap channels join with
the stem differs in different cases, which admit of being
grouped into two divisions, according as the sap chan-
nels in their passage from leaf-stalk to stem are aggre-
gated together into one group or into three (or in some
cases more). The multicohort and unicohort series are

pretty equally distributed in point among the several

families of dicotyledons ; but as Composite and Papilio-

naceK both belong to the unicohort series, the number
of genera, having one cohort of sap currents is greater
than that where the sap currents are arranged in three

or more. The paper then goes into much detail, which
would hardly be intelligible without the aid of figures.

Under the name of Antiflamine, a material
has recently been introduced at Paris for the purpose
of extinguishing fire in case of accident. It consists of

aluminous and niagnesian silicates reduced to fine

powder and dried at 212° Fahr., 700 parts by weight
;

chloride of magnesium in crystals, 200 parts ; sulphate
of soda, 50 parts ; chloride of lime, 50 parts ; and
tartaric acid, i part^iooi. The article is supplied in

a pulvei-ulent form, and is perfectly soluble in water.

It is proposed to mix it with the water in the fire-

engines ; the effect of which, it is said, is to lower the

temperature, and to surround the burning material with
gases which will not support combustion.

The Maximum Temperature of the Week
in England ranged from 85°. 5 at Salford to 72° at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, with a mean for all stations of
80°. 7. In Scotland it ranged from 84° at Perth to 72°

at Dundee, with a mean for all stations of 76°. 2. The
Minimum Temperatures ranged from 56*. 3 at

Blackheath to 48' at Hull, with a mean for all sta-

tions of 5i''.i. It Scotland it ranged from SS^-S ^^

Greenock to 48** at Aberdeen, with a mean for all

stations of5i°.4. The Mean Temperature for the
eight southern stations of England was 64*. 5, for the
eight northern was 63°. 2, and for the several stations

in Scotland was 61".^. The Rainfall in England
ranged from 0.62 inch at Blackheath to 0.00 mch
at several stations ; nearly all the rain fell at the six

southern stations. In Scotland rain was only registered

at one station, viz., Aberdeen, and that to a very small
amount. (See Mr. Glaisiier's Tables in our present
issue.

)

The success of the recent Floral Fete at

Hyde Hall, Sawbridgewortii, intended, as we
learn, simply to encourage gardening amongst the
cottagers of the neighbourhood, has been such, that it

is understood that an institution, to be named the
Essex and Herts Floral Society, will be inaugurated
under the presidency of Sir H. Selwyn Ibbetson,
Bart., M.P. The recent //c* was held in the park at

Hyde Hall, thanks to the kindness of H. L.
Bischoffsheim, Esq., to whom and his gardener,
Mr. Weeks, much of the success obtained must be
attributed.

The following are records of the weight
attained by Prize Gooseberries during the present
season. At the show at Kirklington, on August i, the
heaviest berry of any colour was of the variety named
London, 25 dwt. 20 gr., shown by Mr. Sandaver.
The best reds were : London, 25 dwt. I gr., and
Plough Boy, 23 dwt. 1 1 gr. The best yellows

:

Leveller, 21 dwt. 23 gr, ; Leader, 21 dwt. The best
greens : Stockwell, 24 dwt. 14 gr. ; Shiner,

24 dwt. 13 gr. The best whites : Antagonist,
20 dwt. 22 gr. ; Elizabeth, 20 dwt. 21 gr. At a
show held at Southwell on the following day the
heaviest berry of any colour was again London
{30dwt. 9 gr.), grown by Mr. Swift. The best reds
were : Ploughboy, 25 dwt.; London, 24 dwt. The best
yellows : Leveller, 23 dwt. 3 gr. ; Peru, 18 dwt. 8gr.

;

The best greens: Shiner, 24 dwt. 12 gr.; Stockwell,
22 dwt. 21 gr. The best whites : Antagonist,
21 dwt. 9 gr. ; Miss Nightingale, 20 dwt.

We are requested by Her Majesty's Com-
missioners to state that there is no foundation for the
rumour that the International Exhibition appointed for

1S71 is to be postponed by reason of the war. The
first of the series of Annual International Exhibitions of
Selected Works of Fine and Industrial Art and
Scientific Inventions will take place next year, as
already announced.

An important paper on the Temperature of
the British Islands has lately been read before the
Scottish Meteorological Society by Mr, Buchan,
illustrated by a series of charts, showing the tempera-
ture of the British Islands in each month of the year.
The charts have been based on a mean of 13 years'

pbservations on 68 Scotch stations, 54 English stations,

and 1 1 Irish stations,

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.
Cvmdidium canaliculatum, Boi. Mag. t. 5857,

A neat and rather pretty stove epiphyte, with a s lort,

compressed, almost pseudobulbous stem, broadly linear-
elongate keeled leaves, and a drooping raceme of
numerous moderate-sized flowers, the sepals and petals
of which are purplish brown, edged with green, the lip
greenish white, with a row of pink spots just within the
edge. A native of Cape York, in north-eastern tropical
Australia, whence it was introduced by the late Mr. John
G. Veitch. The plant seems to be variable, "and to have a
very wide range in distribution, from the temperate
climate of Hunter's River, in lat. 33- S., to the torrid and
arid shores of Arnheims Land, in 13° N., and Cooper's
Creek in Central. Australia, in which latter localities
F. von Mueller states that it is the only known Orchid."

Cypripedium candidum, Bot. Mag. t. 5855.
One of the hardy perennial group of Lady's Shppers, a

neat plant of 8 or 10 inches in height, with lanceolate
plaited leaves, and small flowers, of which the sepals and
petals are green, the lip oblong, white, with purplish
spots around the mouth. A native of the North
American bogs, somewhat rare.

Eritrichium nanum, Bot. Af.jg. t. 5853.
A dwarf, densely tufted rock plant, with short stems,

linear obovatc leaves, and brilliant azure-blue yellow-
throated flowers. "To the skill and energv of Mr.' Back-
house, of York, is due the credit of being the first to rear
to perfection this most brilliant of all those dimimitive
alpinegems which inhabit the loftiest summits of tlie Euro-
pean mountains. In intensity of colour, the blue of Eritri-

chium nanum is equalled only by that of the alpine Gen-
tians, whilst it is of a much more azure hue than any of
these, approaching most nearly to the deepest blue of the
sky, at a point of the heavens opposite the sun's position,
as seen on a cloudless day from the elevation the plant
itself inhabits."

Hechtia Ghiesbreghtii, Bot. Ma^. t. 5842.
An insignificant-flowered Bromeliad, with rosulate,

recurved, spiny leaves, and tall, slender flower-scapes,
bearing at intervals clusters of small whitish flowers. It

is a native of Mexico, and was introduced by M. Ghies-
breght to the collection of M. Verschaftelt. "A very
attractive greenhouse plant, on account of its remarkably
beautiful purple and green foliage, which is silvery
below."

Miltonia Warscewiczii, Bof. Mag. t. 5843,
A remarkably beautiful stove epiphyte, discovered by

Poeppig in Peru, and collected by Warscewicz and
others. It has elongate flattened pseudobulbs, linear-
oblong obtuse leaves, and a slender scape bearing a many-
flowered panicle of large and handsome but variable
flowers. The sepals and petals are obovate spathulate,
wavy, reddish brown-yellow at the edge, the lip " oblong
quadrate or subcuneate, two-lobed at the apex, margins
recurved, obscure 3 to 5-keeled and two-toothed at the
very base ; margins broadly white ; disk rose-purple, with
a broad pale yellow-brown blotch below the middle, and
a suborbicular white one at the base." It was first flowered
bv M. Linden, but the specimen figured was obtained
from Mr. W. Bull.

MoRMODEs Colossus, Bot. Mag. t. 5843.
A remarkable stove epiphyte, with pseudobulbs 6 inches

to a foot long, elliptic-ovate plaited leaves, and a raceme
of numerous flowers five to six across the tips of the
opposite petals. The sepals and petals are narrow lanceo-
late spreading or reflexed. pink at the base passing into
yellow at the tips ; the lip is ovate cordate, incurved, very
convex, bright yellow, inconspicuously dotted with red
near the base. It is a native of the mountains of Central
America, at elevations of about 7000 feet.

Ophrys Speculum, Bot. Mag. t. 5844.

A remarkably pretty hardy Orchid, with globose tubers,

linear-oblong acute leaves, and an erect stem bearing from
three to six pretty insect-like flowers, the sepals green,
the lip maroon-purple at the edge, with a broad disk of
blue margined with yellow, and quadrate-oblong in general
outline. It is a native of grassy hills in Spain and
Portugal, extending to Greece, Asia Minor, and Algiers.
"The brilliant polished surface of the disk of the lip,

which shines like a blue steel looking-glass edged with
gold, and that again set in a rich maroon velvety frame,
presents," remarks Dr. Hooker, " a combination of
colours quite unlike anything known to me in the vege-
table kingdom."

Rhynchotechum ellipticum, Bot. Mag. t. 5832.
A tall-growing Cyrtandraceous plant, probably biennial,

requiring stove culture. The stem is stout, erect, simple,
2 to 3 feet high, bearing large opposite obovate-lanceolate
leases, and crowded corymbs of flowers at the nodes
beneath the leaves. The flowers are comparatively small,
of a bright pink, with the throat white below, and a two-
lobed blood-red spot at the base of the upper lip. It

occurs in damp forests in the Sylhet district, and also in

Assam, and the Sikkim Himalaya, from which latter

habitat it was sent to Kew. The flowers are succeeded by
small, transparent, white berries.

Solanum venustum, Bot. Mag. t. 5823.

A beautiful subtropical Solanum, "the most graceful
and free-flowering species in cultivation. " It flowers freely

in the cool wing of the Palm-house at Kew, and is a
slender unarmed shrubby plant, with bright green, entire,

ovate-lanceolate or (about the inflorescence) pinnately
trifoliolate leaves, and drooping terminal panicles of pale
mauve flowers. It is of Brazilian origin.

Stylopmorum japonicum, Bot. Mag. t. 5830.
An elegant hardy perennial Papaveraceous plant, with

a branched rootstock, sending up from the extremity one
or two long-stalked pinnatisect leaves, and a slender erect
stem, 12 to 18 inches high, bearing at the top two or three
leaves and axillary yellow flowers, twice as larg;e as those

of our Celandine, to which it is allied. It is a native of
Japan, and the countries bordering the Amoor river.

Tillandsia Lindeniana, Bot. Mag. t. 5850.

This fine plant has been fully described by us at

p. 859. It was exhibited in flower by Mr. B. S. Williams,
not by Mr. Ware.

VANDA CCERULESCENS, Bot. Mag. X. 5834,

A very distinct and elegant epiphytal Orchid, with
elongate leafy stems, the leaves distichous coriaceous
lorate, truncately bilobed at the apex ; th« flowers in

pendulous racemes, small, pale bluish lilac, with tlie disk

of the lip deep violet. Introduced from Burmah by Col.

Benson to he collection of the Messrs. Veitch & Sons.
See p. 529.

THE LATE JOHN GOULD VEITCH,
F.L.S.

Scarcely twelve months have elapsed since we had to

record the decease of Mr. JamesVeitch, the late indefatig-

able head of the firm, Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, and one
of the foremost horticulturists of our day. We have
now the mournful task of chronicling the death of his

eldest son, Mr, John Gould Veitch, w-ho was, like h's

father, a devoted horticulturist, and who, althougli

he has been taken from amongst us at an early age,

will long be remembered as an intrepid voyager, and one
to whom we are greatly indebted for many contr.bu-

tions to the enjoyment of our gardens in the intro Uic-

tion of valuable plants discovered in the course of h!^

travels, and also as a young man full of zeal and
enterprise in his profession—a worthy representative

of his father's and his grandfather's name.
John Gould Veitch was born at Exeter in April,

1S39, and, had, therefore, only reached his 32d yea--.

He was at an early age initiated in the mysteries of the

nursery trade, and took an active part in the manage-
ment of the establishment at Chelsea. It was in April,

i860, almost as soon as he had attained his majority,

that he started, on his voyage to Japan and China,
whence he proceeded to the Philippine Islands. The
result of this journey was the enrichment of our collec-

tions with many choice plants, among which the lovely

Primula cortusoides amoena would of itself form no
mean monument to his memory. Various handsome
Conifers, as Abies firma and Alcoquiana, Cryptomeria
elegans, and other plants, as Lilium auratum, Ampe-
lopsis tricuspidata (Veitchii), and japonica, &c., were,

however, also obtained as the fruits of that first journey,

and our volumes for 1S60-61 contain from his own pen
the interesting records of his journeyings and discoveries

during the two years which elapsed previously to his

return in the spring of 1862.

The spirit of enterprise, and the desire of making
discoveries, which prompted him at the first to set sail

for Japan, then lately made accessible to Europeans,
did but slumber for a season, for in 1S64 we find him
again en joute^ this time bound for Australia and the

South Sea Islands, whence he returned in February
1866, after an absence of some 18 or 20 months, bring-

ing with him some of the most beautiful plants of modern
introduction : witness the numerous richly-coloured,

forms of Croton and Dracaena which are only now be-

coming known. Of the Crotons alone no fewer than 23
distinct kinds (described in our vol. for 1S68, pp. 843,

943) were obtained ; and of Dracaenas, regina, magni-
fica, Mooreana, Chelsoni, Macleayi, and several others.

To these must be added such distinct and popular

subjects as Acalypha Wilkesiana (tricolor), Amaran-
thus melancholicus ruber, Coleus Veitchii, andOibsoni;
the more choice and valuable Pandanus Veitchii, Aralia

Veitchii, and many others. During this journey Cape
York in Northern Australia was visited, and here was
obtained a new Palm, which has since been dedicated

to his honour under the name of Veitchia Jobannis.

The record of this second journey, specially interesting

as referring to many little known and rarely visited

islands, will be found in our volume for 1866.

In the early part of 1867 Mr. Veitch, then recently

married, was taken seriously ill with an affection of the

lungs, and for some time his life was despaired of.

He, however, rallied, under careful treatment and the

potent aid of his indomitable spirit, and though subse-

quently obliged to winter in a warmer clime, his friends

were not without hope that his life might have been

for some time spared to them. But this was not to

be. On the gth inst. haemorrhage from the lungs, under

which he gradually sank, set in, and he expired on the

evening of the 13th inst., at his residence at Coombe
Wood, leaving behind him a widow and two boys.

On Thursday last he was laid beside his father in the

Brompton cemetery, having been borne to his grave by
the same trusty workmen : some of whom had, more-

over, assisted to carry his grandfather to his last rest-

ing-place. The Rev. Joshua Dix officiated at the

funeral.

So we part sorrowing from one of the most gifted

and promising of our younger commercial horticulturists,

one who, if his life had been spared, and his liealth

had permitted, would have worthily filled a prominent

position in the world of horticulture ; one, moreover,

whose memory will continue to be cherished by those

who had the pleasure to know him intimately as that

of a manly, straightforward, single-hearted, earnest,

and sincere friend. The Veitch Memorial will now,

in most people's minds, possess a double interest, as it

will be henceforth impossible to dissociate the memory

of the son from that of the father. So long as British
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hovticullure lasts, so long will the names of these

earnest labourers in its cause call up feelings of respect

and regret. M.

GRAPE CULTURE IN POTS.

In the autumn of last year you noticed the pot

Grapes groNTO at this place. Since then various

inquiries have been made respectmg the treatment

which the Vines received, and though I do not profess

to have anything new to impart, perhaps a short detad

of my system of management may not be without in-

terest to some of your amateur readers if not to the

practical ones. I must state, however, that part ol my

success may be attributed to the suitability of the

houses in which the plants are gro%vn. These were

built by Mr. Messenger, of Loughborough, to whom 1

am indebted for the accompanying engraving (fig. 210),

which shows the arrangement completely. It will be

seen that the houses are span-roofed, with a path down

the centre, on each side of which is a bed 4 feet 6

inches wide. The bottom of this bed is made of strong

slate slabs, supported by brick ledges on each side of the

bed and which may be raised or lowered as the culti-

vator may require. A bed of soil 2 feet deep may

be had, or the slabs can be raised to the

top ledges, and the house is ready for forcing

Strawberries, or anything in pots that require to be

near the glass. Under these beds are placed

the whole of the hot-water pipes, four rows being

under each, part of which are troughed for evapora-

ration. Again, beneath the piping is an air-dram

supplied by shafts from the outside, and through these,

in stormy weather, a copious supply of fresh air

may be commanded, with the great advantage of its

having had the "chill" taken off it before it comes in

contact with the plants. This I

find a great advantage in winter

and spring forcing, and espe-

cially at night, when the ventila-

tion of the house must be left

to itself. Air is also admitted

by the side perpendicular lights,

and by the top ventilators.

In the case of the fniiting pot

Vines, the houses the previous

season had been used for Melons

and Cucumbers, and consequently

the soil was not removed from

the beds, but after being turned

over the pots containing the

Vines were plunged into it about

half their depth. The Vines, of

course, sent a great mass of roots

into the beds through the pots,

which no doubt helped materially

to mature the heavy crop which

the Vines carried. My reason

for plunging the pots only half

their depth is, that I always

like to know by the "ring" of

the pot the requirements of each

individual plant with regard to

moisture, as I have always found

that, although the drainage, pots,

size of plant, and everything else,

is apparently equal, some plants

will require double the amount of
^^

water that others do. It may be said that the "ring

of the pot is not always a certain index to the

state of the soil in the pot, but the waterer will

soon learn to distinguish the exceptions to the rule.

To enter into details of cultivation I may state that

eyes for the purpose of propagation are selected

at the time of pruning, a preference being given

to those from well ripened wood on the leading

shoot. I have seen the eyes prepared in various ways,

and although I do not attach much importance to this

part of the subject, I prefer the eye made about an inch

and a half in length, with a tliird of the diameter of the

wood cut off on the side opposite the eye. 1 think this

gives a greater surface for callus, and of course for the

emission of roots.

About the middle of January, which I consider soon

enough, a single eye is put into a 3 or 4-inch pot,

filled with rotted turf and leaf-mould, with a little

silver sand to rest the cut part of the eye upon, the eye

being pressed down until the point only appears on the

surface. After watering, the pots are taken to a house

where the temperature is from 55° to 60°, where they

are placed on tlie bed without plunging until they

have got well callused, when they are plunged into a

gentle bottom-heat. They are damped regidarly with

the syringe until the leaves appear, when I find ,it safer

to merely water at the root, as 1 have found them

liable to damp off in the heart of the eye. When four

or five leaves have been developed, the temperature of

the house may be raised to from 60° to 65° at night,

and 70° by day, or So° by sun-heat. Should the

bottom-heat prove to be much warmer than

the atmosphere, the pots should be raised until it

declines. This I think the most critical period in

the growth of the Vine from the eye. The plants are

certain to make a long stjmd at this stage of their

growth, and it is better that they should do so than

that they sliould be forced to make a weak growth in a

strong bottom-heat before they have had time to make

their proper feeding roots. When the plants have

filled the pots with their small fibrous roots I shift

them into 8-inch pots, and in order to prevent any

check from cold, I have the soil and pots taken to the

house where the Vines are growing the day previous to

shifting.

In potting, great care is taken to preserve every

fibre of root, .and the soil into which they are shifted

being of the same temperature as the hous?, the

plants never feel the effects of the shift. The same

process is repeated when the plants have filled the

S-inch pots with roots, the shift being this time into

the 12-inch fruiting pots, gi-eat care being taken to

secure perfect drainage, a layer of potsherds 2 inches

in depth being put in the bottom of each pot, then a

layer of half-inch bones to fill up the interstices, and

next some lumpy pieces of turf; this will afford a quick

passage for the water, a very important thing for the

young roots of the Vine. If the pots are new so much

the better, but failing that, they should be well

scrubbed and dried before being used. The soil I

use is light sandy turf taken from an old pasture,

I

mixed with a little leaf-mould, charcoal, old lime

' rubbish, and half-inch bones. After this shift, water

should be used sparingly at the root until the large

body of fresh soil is occupied with roots. At this time

syringing overhead, night and morning, with plenty of

atmospheric moisture, will be required, and as a pre-

vention to red spider the walls and pipes should have

a light coat of sulphur.

At the time of the last shift, which will be about the

beginning of April, the plants will probably be from

10 to 15 inches in height, and I have generally found

that they will even fill the I2.inch pots full of roots

when this size, before making their final start, but all

this time they have been making thousands of feeding

roots, and laying the foundation for a strong and rapid

in maturing their wood, I have seen what may be

called the drying off and starving process tried in order

to hasten the ripening. This was done by withholding

water at the root, and subjecting the plants to 6° or 8°

of frost. No doubt the foliage can be got rid of in this

manner, but, so far from assisting the process of ripening,

it is more likely to stan'e the vitality out of the plant.

When heat with moderate moisture fails to bring thewood

to maturity, I cannot believe that cold and dr.aught will

effect this object. The operations of the fruiting season

being so well known, even to beginners, I do not

think it is necessary that I should give any description

of them here, but to those beginners who aim at a

heavy crop of fruit, I would say that, unless a corre-

sponding breadth of foliage is encouraged, it is useless

to expect the fruit either to swell or colour properly.

I am often asked by amateur friends as to how they

may grow Grapes in pots, and I always think of

the excellent recipe given by the celebrated Mrs.

Glass for cooking a hare, the most important point

being, in my opinion, the catching of the hare. So,

to those who want Grapes in pots, I would say,

" First get your Vines." j. Anderson, The Gardens,

N'ewstead Abbey; Nottingham.

growth in the future, and by the middle of June they

will have grown to the length required (S feet).

When in full growth, and up to the time when the

wood commences to ripen, they are assisted with weak i

liquid manure about three times a week, and the surface 1

of the pots well mulched over with manure. Should

warts appear on the under side of the foliage, it is a I

certain indication—as Mr. Thomson states, in his able
\

treatise on the Vine— that the atmospheric moisture is

in excess of the requirements of the plants. A free

ventilation and a drier atmosphere should therefore be

maintained. When the canes have become thoroughly

brown, which should be the case by the end of August,

the laterals which have been allowed to make four or

five joints are cut off, and the Vines are removed from

the house and nailed to a south wall, the pots being

covered with litter to prevent the sun from scorching

the roots. The plants having completed their growth

will not require so much water, but they should never

be allowed to become dry. When the leaves fall off the

Vines, the plants should be conveyed to a cool Peach-

house or vinery at rest until they are required for

forcing, but even at this stage, when the plants are

at rest, I never allow the soil in the pots to become

thoroughly dry.

In conclusion, allow me to state a few of the prin-

cipal points which I consider essential in order to

cultivate the Grape Vine successfully in pots, one of

the most important of these being that the plants should

be grown in the strongest light possible, each plant

being allowed space to develope its foliage in the full

light of the sun ; by this means the foliage will be able

to fulfil its proper functions, and the fruit-buds and

wood will get fully matured. Care should be taken to

avoid as much as possible any sudden check to the

growth of the plants, resulting from such as cold

draughts in ventilating, insects on the foliage, want of

water at the root, or watering with water of a tempe-

rature which is beneath that of the house in which the

plants are growing. When the Vines have been late

ON THE CULTIVA TION OF OSMUNDA.
British Ferns in the open air, that is, in the hardy

fernery, have long been favourites, and many persons

have devoted a spare comer and some attention to

their cultivation. In most intances it has been with

moderate success. Lastreas, Polystichums, Athyriums,

and some others are generally managed tolerably well

;

but the same cannot be said of other genera, several of

which will not grow .satisfactorily without special treat-

ment. My object is to give an account of the plan!

have adopted in cultivating the

Osmundas and other analogous

Ferns, a group of which I know
many cultivators have failed to

obtain fine healthy specimens.

About ten years ago my em-

ployers requested me to make a

hardy Fernery, and after looking

about for some time for a suit-

able spot, it was decided to con-

vert an old chalk-pit to this pur-

pose. In forming the collection,

it was my desire to obtain all the

normal with the best of the ab-

normal forms of British Ferns,

and particularly the British and

hardy exotic Osmundas, with

.Struthiopteris and others of a

similar kind.

The Ferns were all planted

out at the same time, and had

an average amount of care be-

stowed upon them ; but, to my
great annoyance, the Osmundps

and other Ferns of that class did

not grow satisfactorily. They

were tried for three or four sea-

sons with no better results.

Liberal waterings did not seem

to avail much, the water passing

off almost immediately, owing to

excessive drainage and the great

absorption by the roots of the sun-ounding trees, so that

the plants soon became dry and looked badly. By means

of these failures, however, I ultimately arrived at the

method of growing them, which I now proceed to ex-

plain for the benefit of any who may have encountered

similar difiiculties, and may wish to obviate them.

A piece of ground, of irregular shape, large enough

to contain about 20 plants, was staked out, and the

mould, or, more correctly speaking, the chalk, was

removed to the depth of 3 feet ; a bricklayer followed,

and put in a floor of three bricks laid on the flat, set in

good Portland cement, and over that a layer of plain

tiles, the sides being made up to the ground level witli

a 4j-inch wall, well built up in the same kind of

cement ; this made the whole water-tight, and pre-

vented the roots of the surrounding trees from pene-

trating and robbing the Ferns of their moisture. The

space°«-as filled up with mould, compounded of good

loam peat, and leaf-mould, in equal proportions, with

about one-fifth of good rotten dung added thereto ;

these ingredients were thoroughly mixed and well

trodden in, and then the Ferns were planted. In

foi-ming this bed, provision was made for the escape of

the surplus water, by introducing into the front wall,

at about 4 inches from the bottom, a common 3-inch

drain-pipe, which communicated with a small tank,

about 3 feet square, sunk into the chalk, so that all

waste water became absorbed. This method proved to

be eminently successftil, the plants far surpassing in

size any I have ever seen under .artificial cultivation,

and rivalling their growth in their natural habits.

In concluding my remarks upon what I may term

"growing Osmundas under difficulties," I would ob-

serve that the points to be principally attended to are

(I) a deep water-tight and root-tight tank, the depth

of which may, with advantage, be more than in the

case I have described ; (2) a rich nutritious soil ; (3) a

reasonable amount of water; and (4) a drain, as

described, to carry off the surplus. A. Parsons, tn

' Florist and Pomologist.'
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REMARKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS
OF 1870.

[In addition to the foregoing tabular reports, the following state-

ments are extracted from our correspondents' returns.]

Those who have paid any attention to fruit

gi-Qwing, must have observed that generally, taking

the country at large» the fruit crops are one season

abundant and the following one deficient. This is

caused by over-cropping, which exhausts the trees and

leaves them unable to bear a crop the following

season. When trees are properly pruned, and atten-

tion is given to the proper thinning of the fruit, they

very rarely miss bearing a crop. If these were uni-

versally practised, we should have moderate crops of

superior fruit yearly, instead of, as now, a heavy crop

of inferior finiit one year followed by a deficient one

the next season. When there is a failing crop, people

generally attribute it to the fickleness of our climate

and late 'spring frosts. That these are very unfavour-

able to fruit trees in blossom, I am well aware, but

that the failure of the crops every alternate year is

owing to these I am by no means prepared to admit,

having for more than 20 years succeeded, in this

northerly climate, in obtaining annually good crops of

fruit. Overcropping is the great evil in fruit tree

management. From trees heavily laden this year
I cannot, and do not, expect a crop of fruit next year,

but from all those trees that have a moderate crop this

year I expect a fair crop next season, unless the

weather be something extraordinary. The time when
the young fruit crops require thinning is a very

busy season with gardeners, and where there are a

gi'eat number of large standard trees, it is hardly

possible to give them that attention in thinning the

young fruit that is required. But much good may be

done by judicious pruning and well thinning the spurs

during the winter months, when more attention can be

given to these matters. The thinning of the spurs and
buds in winter is a most important matter, and one too

generally neglected. Here there are some old Apple
trees that bore only every alternate year until they were
operated on. A waggon load of wood was taken out

of some of the trees, and the spurs and buds well

thinned. These trees are gone over every winter when
we can spare the time, and now they rarely miss bear-

ing a crop. The same was done with Pear trees, and
with like results. There are also some old trees of

early Violet and early Orleans Plums, which were
covered every season with blossom, but bore very little

fruit, and that little small and cracked, until they were
freely operated on. I had the wood and spurs well

thinned out. The trees are now yearly gone over, and
rarely miss bearing a crop. The Violets are this year

larger and finer than I ever had them. We had more
frosts in this neighbourhood last April and May than

we had in the corresponding months of 1S69, and they

did some mischief in some places, but owing to the

deficient crop of last year and the favourable summer
for ripening the wood, the crops this year are abundant
and fine notwithstatiding the above drawbacks. Had
the crops been deficient this year, all the mischief

M'ould be ascribed to the late spring frosts. The land

is everywhere drier than it was in 186S at this time,

but fmit trees are looking well ; they are clean and
healthy, and have suffered much less from the drought
than in 1868, and, where the crops are moderate, we
may expect fair crops next season. From long experi-

ence, I am thoroughly convinced that where the soil

and situation are favourable, with a proper selection of

kinds on proper stocks, with proper attention in prun-

ing, thinning, &.c. , and never overcropping, good fruit

crops of all kinds may be obtained six years out of seven
in our fickle climate. M. Sau/, StourtoHy Yorkshire.

The present season, so far, may be considered

as one of extreme drought—the rainfall, as observed
here, being, up to this date, only 7.66 inches ; notwith-
standing this circumstance both farm and garden crops
are, generally speaking, good. The Turnip crop is

looking exceedingly well, and Potato fields would
furnish excellent concealment to French or Prussian
riflemen ; doubts, Iiowever, are being expressed as to

the tubers increasing in proportion to the tops. Of all

crops in the kitchen-garden the Pea crop has suffered

the most on the light land here, and it is only by
sowing in trenches prepared as for Celery that a
crop is to be obtained. Onions are in abundance, but
they will be very small, P. G., Culford Hall, Suffolk.

Considering the small amount of rain which has
fallen in this neighbourhood during the summer, crops
of all kinds are looking uncommonly well. Potatos
look healthy and strong, with no appearance of disease,

and what have been used have proved of excellent
quality. Carrots on stiff soils have suffered from wire-
worm in some places, but as far as one can judge at

present they will be an average crop. Fruit trees

generally in the neighbourhood are all that one can
wish for ; in some few instances the crops are poor, but
on inquiiy I find it is not from the effects of the
season, but from having heavy crops last year. The
Peach trees were one mass of bloom this spring, and
from the season being somewhat late, and favourable
weather occurring whilst they were in bloom, every

blossom set, making it quite a tedious matter to thin the

fruit. I find Apricots come much larger on young
wood than on old spurs, consequently I have had a

quantity of young wood laid in, so as to do away with

spurs ; by so doing I hope to secure finer fruit and
heavier crops. On light soils the Apples will be

rather small, but on stiff soils, such as we have here,

they will be veiy fine and large. Upon making an

examination of a large quantity of trees planted in the

grounds here late last spring, I find that Scotch Fir

and Larch have suffered more than Spnice Fir or

Limes. I think it an excellent plan for gardeners at

this season of the year to make an examination of crops,

&c., so as to see where they can improve for another

season, for it will not do to rest and be satisfied. If

we mean to hold our ground we must move onwards,

and try to improve and assist Nature as far as we can.

J, Smith, Exton Park, Rutland,

• Blossom on all kinds of fruit trees was
extremely abundant, and the season of flowering late.

On May 4 and 8, whilst Apple blossom was just

beginning to expand, and Pears and Plums were par-

tially set, we experienced 12° of frost, which

destroyed the greater portion of the bloom on the

pyramid and dwarf trees, whilst those on the common
orchard tall standards escaped. Fruit in general is

very small and tasteless, owing to the great dryness

and excessive heat. vSome of the vai'ieties of Plums
suffer much more than others, such as the Prince of

Whales, which has large leaves, whilst Denyer's Vic-

toria stands the dry weather exceedingly well. Birds

have been more than usually troublesome and destruc-

tive to the fruit crops this season, probably in order to

allay their thirst in the absence of water. Peaches are

extraordinarily abundant, in marked contrast to the

almost universal failures of last year. A. F. Barron,

Chiswick.

• The rain has been so partial In this locality

that an entei-prising harvest man might assist in

securing three harvests of the cereal crops within a

radius of 30 miles. Merionethshire and Montgomery-
shire look like a well-watered garden, while Denbigh-
shire has scarcely a green patch of grass to be seen.

Wild fruits are abundant, such as Barberries, Bil-

berries, Mountain Ash fruit. Brambles, Cranberries,

&c. As a rule, the fruit crop of North Wales could

not be finer, all things considered. The fine dry spring

favoured the fertilising of the stone fruits so well that

the usual protection was not required ; but the long

severe drouglit has very considerably diminished the

quality and size of the smaller fruits. From May 16

up to present date, the rainfall here has only been

1.73 inch, and this quantity only averaged 0.07 inch per

shower, which did not lay the dust at any time. From
April I to May 16 only 2.71 inches of rain fell, and
from April I the evaporation has been excessive. A
pond here of 4 acres (exposed) gave off water in vapour

to the depth of 2 feet 6 inches. Notwithstanding this

severe demand on vegetation the foliage of all trees was
never more perfect or more healthy. The sun was so

strong on July 22 and 23 as to parboil red Currants

and Cherries where they were entirely exposed to the

mid-day rays. On the ground the direct rays regis-

tered 135% in the shade 92°. P, Middleton, Wyujistay,

Rhuabon.

The drought has been very severe in East

Kent, for whilst others were having rain, we still

remained burnt up. With me it told worst on the

Strawberries, which set their fruit veiy well, but not

having any water for them, the majority perished.

Some of my neighbours who could water them had
good crops. The Apricots are small, and have

cracked very much since the rains which we had a

fortnight ago. Pears are clean, but not large. Peaches

and Nectarines out-of-doors, as well as in the unheated

Peach-house, set in abundance. The wood and foliage

of fruit trees are very healthy. Potatos are a good
crop, and of first-rate quality. Flukes, and other late

varieties have commenced to grow out again in this

neighbourhood, and would be better if lifted at once.

Ivery's Nonsuch and Lee's Nonpareil Cos Lettuces

have stood the drought exceedingly well. I have not

lost 50 throughout the season. Deep cultivation has

again proved its superior power of withstanding

drought. T. C. Sage, Surrendeti, Ashford, Kent.

As the Potato disease seems to be greatly on
the decrease this year, a column in your Journal
devoted to the'* noble tuber " would be interesting,

showing, as it would at a glance, the present state of

the plant all over the kingdom. Very few instances of

the disease appearing are heard of here ; the haulm has
dried off the early varieties without a spot. The late

sorts are at present looking well, the haulm being quite

green. Supertuberating has, however, set in where the

Potato itself is approaching ripeness, and the haulm is

still sappy. This is more common than where the

haulm dies off as the Potato ripens. The prolonged
growth of the haulm, through excessive manuring, is

perhaps the cause in some cases. Henry Mills, Enys,
Fefiryn, Cornwall.

The orchards in this neighbourhood are covered
with fruit, and there is every prospect of a large

quantity of cider being made. The Apples, however,
will be small, the trees being heavily laden and suffer-

ing from severe drought. Our rainguage shows it to

be the driest summer experienced for many years.

In January we had I.71, February, 2.36 ; March,
2. 48 ; April, 0.45 ; May, 1.73 ; June, 1.07 ; July,

0.54; August, to the 6th, o.io inch. Hedge nuts,

and Brambles in the hedgerows, are unusually abund-

ant. Honeydew and aphis pests have been very
troviblesome and abundant this season. Henry Munro,
Cln'elands Gardens, Lyme Regis, Dorset.

For many years past we have not suffered so

severely from drought as during the present. Adding
occasional showers together they have not amounted
to five days' rain from March 6 till the 8th inst. To
maintain anything like a regular supply of vegetables

we have been obliged to keep the watering-pots busy.

Although the fruit crop is abundant flavour is deficient,

owing to the want of wet and the excessive heat, which,

has hurried on maturation prematurely. Apples,

Apricots, and Plums, where fully exposed to sunshine,

are blistered badly, and soon begin to decay. Wasps are

very numerous, indeed they were so plentiful as to

threaten the destruction of everything in the shape of

fruit ; but we have so far reduced the number as to

have now very little trouble. For some years past w'e

employed the parish boys to catch the queens in

spring at so much each, within a certain distance of the

garden ; but my offer was turned into a commercial
speculation. Without noticing the different phases of

their negotiations, I found I was purchasing wasps
brought from a distance of five miles, and as I had no
intention of surreptitiously appropriating what belonged
to my neighbours, I at once stopped the transac-

tion. The plan I have adopted for some years past

is to send out a dozen labourers wasp hunting, and
at night w-hen the wasps have returned home we have
given them a composing draught of gas-tar, which
effectually puts an end to further depredations. Alex,

Cramb, Tort'ivorth Courts Gloucestershii-e.

On high-lying ground the crops generally are

very good indeed, as the frosts in May, which on the

low damp situations proved so destructive, were com-
paratively harmless, owing to the dry atmosphere.
We applied no protection here, and find that Peaches
and Apricots will submit with impunity to 7" of frost

when the air is dry and rather brisk. Plums are rather

more tender, but I am not surprised to see that trees

fully exposed to the prevailing dry east winds are over-

loaded, whilst those on a western aspect are very

moderately filled. J. Cox, Rcdleaf, Penshurst, Kent.

THE KNOWN FORMS OF YUCCA.—IV,
Group III.

—

Integro-marginatee.—Edge of the leaf

neither toothed nor splitting off in threads.

In this group, as in the last, there is a set of forms

in which the rosette of leaves is sessile on the surface

of the soil, and another set in which it is furnished

with a distinct stem. Of the first or acaulescent set

five forms are known, all of which are quite hardy
round London, and are in cultivation at the present

time. These five I will notice this week, leaving the

entire-leaved caulescent forms, some of which are hardy
but others tender, for the next paper.

27. Y. orchioides, Carriere, Rev. Hort. i86r, p. 369, t.

89-90.—The smallest of all the known Yuccas, an entire

plant not reaching more than from 15 to 18 inches in

height. Leaves about a dozen, in a rosette, as thin and
reed-like in texture as in any known form. 9 to 10 inches

long in the specimen now before me, for which I am in-

debted to the Rev. H. N. Ellacombe, by an inch broad
at the middle, narrowed to 3—4 lines just above the base,

the colour pale green, the point not at all pungent, the

surface nearly fiat throughout, the edge being involute

only at the point and just beneath it, the margin quite

entire, marked with a faint brown line. A plant has been
presented by Mr. Ellacombe to the Kew collection, but I

have not seen the flower. According to Carriere, the

scape, including the usually simple racemose inflorescence,

reaches a height of 15— 18 inches, the deep red barren

portion about equalling the raceme, and being clothed

abundantly with grey pubescence, and the broadly cam-
panulate perianth, with oyate divisions, is about an inch

deep.

28. F. glqitca, Sims, Bot. Mag. t. 2662 ; Kunth,
Enum. iv. 274.—My notes on this form are taken from a
plant in the collection of Mr. Wilson Saunders, which is

not named authentically, but which agrees fairly with the

figure and brief description in the " Botanical Magazine."
Leaves 25—30 in a rosette, 15— 18 inches long. 15—18
lines broad at the middle, narrowed to half an inch abo^
the base, the texture rather firmer than in the last and
flaccida, but thinner than in filamentosa. so that the

outer leaves of the rosette are falcately decun-ed, the

point not at all pungent, and the middle of the leaf not

at all plicate, the colour pale green, not in our own plant

more glaucous in the early stage than in flaccida and
filamentosa, the edge entire, or showing a very slight

tendency to split off in threads. Inflorescence copiously

paniculate, 3—4 feet high, the perianth shorter, and more
saucer-shaped than in filamentosa.

29. Y. toriulata, Baker.—Leaves about 40 in a close

sessile rosette. 18—21 inches long when fully developed,

by 14— 15 lines broad at the middle, narrowed to 6—

7

lines above the base, apple-green, always retaining a glau-

cous tinge, more or less twisted to one side, moderately

firm in texture, more so than in the last, but not so much
so as in the two next, the outer ones not decurved, the

point hard and pungent, the back distinctly rounded in

the upper and lower quarters, the edge distinct and quite

entire. This may be a plant which has been cultivated

under the name of Y. undulata, Martius. but I have no
means of ascertaining if such be the case, and am not

aware that the plant has ever been described.

30. T. pruinosa, Baker.—Leaves 70—80 in a close

sessile rosette, 27—30 inches long when fully developed,

15—16 lines broad at the middle, narrowed to half an inch

above the base, nearly as stiff as in some of the forms
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of gloriosa, permanently glauco-prainose, the point

pimgent, the back rounded in the lower and upper quarter,

but nearly flat in the central half, above the base 3—4 lines

in thickness, the edge quite entire, and marked with a

distinct brown line, the outer leaves not recurved.

31. Y. acuminata, Sweet, Flow. Gard. 2, t. 19s :

Kunth, Enum. iv. 274.—Leaves 50—60 in a dense sub-

sessile rosette, 20—24 inches long when fully developed

by 20—21 lines broad at the middle, narrowed to 8—9 linos

above the base, all erecto-patent, apple-green, only slightly

glaucous in an early stage, the point pungent, the back

rounded, and the face concave throughout, the edge dis-

tinct brown or grey, quite entire. Scape 3—4 feet high

with flower 2 inches deep ; described, like the preceding,

from the collection of Mr. Wilson Saunders. It may be

an e.Ktreme form of gloriosa with which, in a manuscript

table of species, for the loan of which I am indebted to

Mr. Ellacombe, Dean Herbert unites it. J. C. Baker.

Jome Carresponbcntc.

A Cottager's Show.—When, on the 4th of the

present month, I paid my usual visit to the annual

exhibition of the *'Dibden and New Forest Horti-

cultural Society," I was scarcely prepared to anticipate

such a display of outdoor garden produce from the

cottagers of the locality as was there exhibited. For
four-and-a-half months South Hants has been suftering

from a prolonged drought that has told with fearful

effect upon the light lands of which that portion of the

country so largely consists, and the belief was general

that the show of vegetables by the New Forest cottagers

would be thereby largely affected. It was, therefore,

with a feeling of pleasant surprise that an inspection of

the produce exhibited revealed its really superior

character, and called forth from Mr. W. Rogers, of

Red Lodge, one of the officiating judges, the opinion

"that a better dispLiy of cottagers' vegetables would
not be met with in England." That such results could

be accomplished amidst such a period of drought as

that through which we have just passed upon the arid

soil of the New Forest and its environs affords pretty

conclusive evidence that in the matter of cultural know-
ledge the poor inhabitants of that historical region are

by no means deficient, thanks for which are chiefly due
to the excellent Society and the great amount of practical

interest displayed in its objects by those clergymen and
private gentlemen who largely constitute its committee.
The extent of ground covered by the Society's opera-

tions is, in such a thinly populated locality, necessarily

very large, amounting probably to a square of seven or

eight miles, and it includes within the list of its

officers and committee six clergymen and nearly all the

principal local gentry. Of course amongst these there are

some whose positionis simply an ornamental one ; but on
the other hand, especially amongst the clergy, there

are men who work hard and diligently in striving to

disseminate sound advice, and giving aid of the right

kind—men who love gardening for its own benefits

and pleasures, and heartily desire that those among
whom they reside should possess the same enjoyments.

Thus it is that at the Society's shows poor people for

miles round bring their garden contributions, and look
forward to the result of the awards with a degree of
zest and interest that would make some of our veteran
exhibitors, whose feelings have from long experience
become almost blunted, look wistful and youthful again
under the genial influence shed by the untutored com-
ments and ejaailations of the New Forest cottagers.

The show itself combines three classes of exhibitors,

viz., gentlemen's gardeners, amateurs, and cottagers ;

but although the first-named class contributes the larger

portion of the exhibition, that of the latter is invariably

the most interesting ; and one feature that gives it

special air of neatness is, that all vegetables and fruit

shown in separate quantities are staged in small flat

round baskets that are supplied by the committee for

the pui-pose, whilst the collections of four or six sorts of

vegetables are put into large square baskets, by which
means tidiness reigns supreme. Cottager's plants are

about of an average quality, but invariably healthy and
neat ; this is the most ornamental part of a cottager's

produce, and consequently less extensively shown.
Cut flowers are more largely staged, and consist of
separate classes of Sweet Peas, Dahlias, Pansies,
Stocks, Asters, nosegays, full and florid and of various
dimensions and devices, in either baskets or boxes, most
of them very pretty and attractive. Of course wild
flowers would be largely represented in such a forestal

locality, and some of the devices or arrangements were
pretty, but the nosegays composed of them were
ungainly and out of character, although displaying on
the part of the exhibitors considerable outlay of labour
and trouble. As wild flowers are usually shown, the
practice certainly can answer no useful purpose [Hear !],

but if prizes were offered for the best 6 or 12 bunches
of distinct kinds, with the common names appended,
and their botanical ones if possible, the awards bising

made in proportion to coiTCCt naming, a good educa-
tional work might be effected. The display of out-
door fruit was excellent. Apples, both for dessert
and cooking purposes. Currants, of sorts ; Goose-
berries, Cherries, Pears, &c., put up in the little

baskets, being quite an attractive feature. In the
vegetable classes, Potatos were in strong force, as
there vvere no less than 87 dozens staged, and which
were divided into four classes, namely, white and red
kidneys, and white and red rounds—live prizes to each

class, the highest being 5j-. Then there were fine

broad Beans, and ntnncr and dwarf ditto, 30 pods

of each. Cabbages green and good, and Lettuces the

same. Carrots and Parsnips, in bunches of six, very

fine and clean. Vegetable Marrows are evidently

largely grown by the cottagers, as there were a score

or two put up, all fit for table ; and ridge Cucumbers
had also not been neglected. Onions were probably

the least in favour, as only some seven or eight bunches
were shown, but they were very creditable. The col-

lection of sorts was competed in largely ; the 1st prize

for six kinds was 6j., and for four kinds, 5^. It would
be unjust to this, or any other society of a similar

character, to assume that its results are to be seen only

at its shows. All who are familiar with our cottage

homes know how gi-eat is the influence exercised for

good therein where there is a real love for the garden

existing ; especially amidst a population such as that

living within the boundaries of the New Forest, where

ground is cheap and abundant, and manners or intellect

not too highly cultivated, is a knowledge of, and love

for, gardening valuable. May the Society long exist,

to work a wholesome and permanent good amongst
the people. A. D.

Lisianthus Russellianus.—I recently saw this

plant in nice condition at Beckett Park, Shrivenham,

the seat of Lord Barrington. The plants were so

nicely bloomed, and were so valuable for decorative

purposes, that it seems a great pity it is not more
grown. Those who remember the fine specimen

plants of this beautiful flower Mr. Green used to

exhibit, must be led to infer it is not difticult of cultiva-

tion. According to the mode of treatment detailed by

Mr. Smith, the gardener at Beckett Park, it appears

a simple process. The notion held by some that in

order to secure germination of the seed it must be sown
as soon as gathered, appears to be an untenable one, as

Mr. Eckford, of ColeshiU Gardens, who used to grow
this plant well, has informed me that he has raised

plants from the same lot of seed for eight years in

succession. Mr. Smith sowed his seed in March in

pots, using a soil made up of loam and peat in equal

parts, the pots were plunged in strong heat, and a piece

of flat glass placed over the pots. The moist strong

heat of a Cucumber bed would do well. The seed

soon germinates, and the pots, as soon as the plants

gain some roots, are removed to a cool house, and in

the autumn potted singly in 24 pots. During the winter

the plants are kept in a cool house, and on no account

are they allowed to be kept dry. During the time of

growth the pots are placed in a pan of water so that

the roots be kept supplied with moisture by means of

capillary action. The soil should be kept moist, not

wet. Mr. Smith says he does not place his pots in a

pan of water during winter ; but Mr. Eckford stated

he had repeatedly done so, without injury to the plants.

I counted on one of Mr. Smith's plants 25 expanded

flowers, besides buds. J^. D.

Sources of Nitrogen.—Allow me to say a few

words on the recent discussion at the Congress at

Oxford, after the admirable paper which Dr.

Voelcker gave on the Chemistry of Manures.

In the leading article on the Congress (July 23),

it seems to be implied that my remarks on
the subject of the relative value of nitrogen were
irrelevant, or at all events of little importance, because

I was not familiar enough with chemical evidence. I

began, indeed, by saying I did not profess to be a

professor of chemistry, but having taken up the study

of chemistry some 1 5 years ago, in order to enable me
to follow out experiments in photography {which I

began when the collodion process was first introduced),

and having (owing to photography being in its infancy)

to work out the chemical details for myself, it led me
to take a great interest in the subject of chemistry, and
I should not have ventured to make the remarks I did

before the Congress at Oxford, had I not from time to

time made myself familiar with the various chemical

experiments which have been carried out with respect

to the value of manures for growing crops, &c. I am
perfectly aware that very small, at times almost

inappreciable, quantities of any particular element may
be productive of great effects, but in most cases, when
this is so, the chemical substances in question are

powerful ones either for their elective affinities or other

causes. With the case flf nitrogen it is different, the

name itself, which chemists gave it, of azote or non-

supporter of life, gives one an idea of the relative value

attached to it ; it is inert, inodorous, and with difficulty

enters into combinations with other compounds, and
in the air we breathe, of which it constitutes four-fifths,

itjonlyacts as a diluent to prevent the oxygen being too

povN'erful, just as water added to brandy prevents the

alcohol from acting as a poison. Granted, by way of

argument, that a plant cannot absorb or assimilate

nitrogen either from its leaves or roots, except in com-
bination with some other element, as in the case of

ammonia or nitric acid, &c., I still caimot admit that

the only or greatest value of ammonia is to supply this

nitrogen ; a very small quantity of ammonia will supply

all that is necessary, and in many cases it has been

found by direct experiment that more ammonia has

been given as manure than is sufficient to account for

the nitrogen in the crop. It is very easy to say there

is plenty of carbon in the soil and plenty of carbonic

acid in the air, and that there is no need to supply

more as manure ; but a plant might have an extra

supply of carbonic acid given in the atmosphere and
abundance of carbon in the soil, and yet it cannot

assimilate it without suflicient heat, light, and moisture.

Some crops in our climate have only a stated period in

which they can grow, owing to insufficient heat ; and
this summer also proves that however great the heat, if

there is not sufficient moisture plants cannot assimilate

the carbon of the soil or the carbonic acid of the air.

I mention this because I consider it is productive of

many errors to study the chemical nature of soils and

the chemical analysis of plants without taking into

consideration the physiological conditions of the plant

as well. Chemistry is of great assistance, a useful

handmaid to the study of physiology, both in plants

and animals, but we know little or nothing yet of vital

force, or in what the life of plants or animals consists.

Chemistry can trace no distinction between the living

tissue and the dead tissue. We do not know what

ay be the power of electricity in plant life, or how
the different cells are formed and built up from the sap.

Just in the same way, though we know food is

absorbed and assimilated into the blood, we do

not know how the different parts of our body

are capable of selecting from the blood the

different ingredients which they may require ; how
the bones appropriate the phosphates of soda and

lime—how the same blood which gives flesh and fat

should give to hair and nails what is necessary to

increase in gi'ow'th. In chemical analysis, therefore,

of plants, I maintain we do not pay sufficient attention

to the physical condition in which they grow, and by
evaporating all the water from the tissues, and then

taking an analysis after the water is abstracted, too

great a relative value is placed upon the elements that

remain. For instance, if a Potato or a Turnip, or still

more a Cucumber, or a Water Melon, is analysed after

dissection, the relative proportion of hydrogen and
oxygen to the carbon and nitrogen, &c., are neces-

sarily far different than what they are in the growing

crop. When, then, I find that nitrogen is naturally an
inert substance, that it is found in plants in only small

proportions, that it does not constitute any part of sugar,

starch, gum, cellulose, dextrine, and many other most

important vegetable sitbstances, I cannot think that

ammonia, which is so valuable a manure, owes all its

value to the nitrogen it supplies, but that its real value

consists in its being also a solvent for carbon, and a

stimulant to the growth of the plant, that just as a dose

of sal volatile will revive a person in a fainting fit, so

may ammonia act in a physical way to excite a plant

into growth, and help it to assimilate carbon and also

other mineral ingredients. It also, as I ventured to

suggest, may act mechanically by increasing the endos-

mose and exosmose of the cell walls, and also by assist-

ing the capillary action of the sap. As the power of

gravity has to be overcome, and the sap rises in the

plant contrary to the laws of gravity, this may be of

great importance. As I have, however, before said,

we know so little about vital force, or about the value

of electiicity, endosmosis and exosmosis, that this

is purely speculative. Every year proves more con-

clusively that the value of food for man is almost in

exact proportion to its digestibility, and nitrogenous

foods are not valuable merely on account of the nitrogen

but because, as a rule, those kinds of food which con-

tain nitrogen are more complex, more highly organised,

and contain nearly all the saline ingi-edients so neces-

sary for the life of man. In the same way, then, I do
not think it can be right, in estimating the value of

substances as manures, to say the relative values are to

be reckoned by the nitrogen they contain, or how is the

value of potash, sulphate of lime, phosphate of lime,

chloride of soda, sulphate of soda, magnesia, phos-

phoric acid, and other chemicals which do not contain

nitrogen to be estimated ? and I cannot help fancying

that time will prove we are at present undervaluing the

saline ingredients of our manures. It seems to me
contrary to all the usual laws of an all-wise Providence,

if nitrogen is so valuable, to place both plants and.

animals in the midst of an atmosphere of nitrogen, and
yet deny them the power of assimilating it direct from

that atmosphere. But this is entering upon a deeper

phase still of the question, though I think it helps to

strengthen my argument and to give an additional

reason why the subject of the value of nitrogen should

be more carefully investigated, and if I can induce any

of our leading analytical chemists to reconsider the

question, I shall feel that the few remarks I ventured

to make at the O.xford Congress will not have been in

vain. C. P. Peach, Appletori-le-Strcd, Malton. [We
had no intention to reflect injuriously on our corre-

spondent's chemical attainments : we merely stated that

the overwhelming preponderance of opinion among
chemists was against the notion of the direct absorption

of free nitrogen by plants. Eds.]

Roses.—I have received from two distinguished

Rose growers a confirmation of the high character

that I gave to Felix Genero. I have fully proven

Madlle. Marie Rady, and can recommend it as a
beautiful and successful Rose. Marie Rady is of

the same colour as Marie Baumann, but of a

more erect habit—the stalks hold the blooms up.

A long limp flower-stalk is the fault of beautiful

Marie Baumann ; Marie Rady, moreover, is a better

grower. The new Roses, Marquise de Castellane,

Madlle. Eugenie Verdier and Princess Christian, are

superior Roses. The two last are of great substance.
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When they are on strong stocks I liave no doubt they

will give great satisfaction. The two last are in the

same line of colour, creamy white, with delicate suf-

fusion of salmon—very beautiful. The '* Princess" is

giving a second series, and has now one beautiful

expanded bloom. It is as full as one could expect in

such weather, and on such a weak stock. Albion is a

fuller Adolphe de Rothschild, but the plant is dying.

The other three Roses appear to be good growers.

Paul Neron is a good gi'ower, but I have not yet had
a flower. IE F. Raddyffe.

Fowler's Gardeners' Insecticide.—The Turnip
fly, probably driven from the fields for want of food,

is betraying a great fancy for Tropoeolums. I have
a line of that capital dwarf bedding variety, Beauty of

Malvern, and on inspecting the plants a few days ago,

I found the black fly clustering thickly on them, and
riddling the leaves with holes as if pierced with small

shot. Leaves and flowers alike were being rapidly

devoured, and I saw a ciynp de main was necessary to

rid the plants of the invaders. A rather strong dose of
Fowler's Insecticide, sprinkled over the plants through
a rose watering-pot, speedily cleared the plants, and a
careful examination made the next and following days
showed a thorough evacuation by the enemy. I was
surprised to see, after a two days' absence from my gar-

dens, how soon the plants had succumbed under the

attack of the enemy. Richard Dean, Ealing.

The "Royal" and its Provincial Meetings,
—Mr. Fish comes before us as a knight errant iu

extremis^ a veritable Don Quixote, doing battle in

favour of his persistent idea, that the two "Royals"
are twin sisters, and loving ones. It is not the fault of
one of them that she gets few wooers, and the other an
abundance. In his estimation the charms of fair Flora
are manifestly pre-eminent, but her "mamma" does
not properly trot her out ; consequently, she is literally

outshone by her obese but more wealthy sister. This
fact kindles the anger of the " Knight of Hardwicke,"
and he rushes forward manfully with the cry, "Fish
to the rescue ! " with what result we shall see. His
lance, however, is not a formidable weapon, nor are
his arguments so powerful as to knock down oppo-
nents. Here is one of them. He says that

"at nearly all provincial agricultural shows in the
country, it is now become the rule to have a flower
show associated with it." I say, Hear, hear—it

is a good feature ; but the local show is a small one,
and the exhibition of the twin arts, combined under
such conditions, only offers a pleasant day's tour
of observation to the visitor. One helps the other,

and they botli, either individually or in conjunction,
are a financial success. Mr, Fish admits that the

two big shows cannot be done in a day, but submits
against that objection the fact that both are open for

several days. That I grant, but would ask in return,

how many of the masses are there who can afford to

give two days to the shows ? and is it not the masses
who make the financial success? It is all very well to

talk about the "will and the way," but until Mr. Fish
can successfully demonstrate to the vast population of
the visitors to the "Royal" showground that they can
comfortably see and do both shows in one day, he must
admit that, let the " will " be ever so good, the " way "

is beset with difiiculties. But casting aside his lance
of argument, he brings to bear upon his opponent a
veritable fnitraiiieuse in the shape of a threat, that

should the Royal Horticultural Society separate from
its agricultural congener, there will be still a great
horticultural show held in connection with it. Surely
!Mr. Fish must be in extremis, indeed, to find it neces-
saiy to make such a threat. He defies the horticultural

powers, does this oracular Ajax, and exclaims, in anger,
"a flower show will be held all the same." Very well,

so let it be—if anybody chooses to stand the racket so
let him. Mr. Fish's threat is a bogie's cry, and is too
fretful to affect the judgment of the Council of the
Royal Horticultural Society. The Agricultural Society
has already too much on its hands to tack a fli

show on to its own programme. Its yard's contents
have so swelled beyond manageable limits that they
will have to be greatly condensed, and in the face of
that fact the declaration that the Royal Agricultural
Society may be induced to take up a flower show may
be taken for what it is worth. Mr. Fish would have
enjoyed the Congress better if the " Fungus pest " had
been discussed. Perhaps so ; but I fancy other gar-
deners have had enough of the Fungus pest already,
without being "pestered" with it at the Congress;
still, if Mr. Fish could have had the opportunity to
attempt the "rooting out of error and the implanting
of trutli," he would have no doubt done a public
service. The one argument and the threat he
has put forward are all he has to advance in sup-
port of his views. Let me offer one argument of
a contrary character. The first consideration with
the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society in its

annual wanderings is to secure a good agricultural

centre. Queiy : Does it always follow that a good
horticultural centre is to be found in the sanle place?
I trow not. If the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society is wise in its day and generation, it will look
out for good centres also for its operations, and will

at once show its acceptance of this rule of guidance by
accepting Mr. Ayres' offer as to Nottingham, where,
there can be no doubt, the Society would meet with an
amount of support, both florally and pecuniarily, as to

make it the most successful provincial show it has
held. Mr. Fish lays great stress upon getting the full

sympathy and support of the local bodies for aiding
the flower shows ; I agree with him in that opinion,
but not in the opinion that when the whole of the
resources of the locality have been exhausted to do
honouc to the Agricultural Society, that is the best
time to appeal for horticultural aid. When men's
time is otherwise engaged, and their pockets heavily
taxed for other special purposes, it is the most unreason-
able thing to do to expect them still further to make
sacrifices. The good sense and judgment of the
Council at South Kensington will surely see this propo-
sition in its true light, and in spite of the threats of Mr.
Fish will not hesitate to adopt that course in regard to
its future operations that has already commended itself

to sensible and thinking men. A. D.

Larch and other Bark.—I have recently had an
opportunity of visiting Dunkeld, Blair Athol, and Tay-
mouth, and was surprised to find the barking of Larch
so general. I should be glad to learn, through some
factor or forester, what is the relative value of Larch
bark to that of Oak, which of late years has gradually
dropped in price. This year we have only made goj.

per ton, out of which 35J. has to be paid for felling,

barking, and carting to tan-yard. Between the Pass of
Killiecrankie and the Queen's View, I passed through a

plantation of Birch, many of which had been felled,

and the bark stripped ; but, unless better prices can be
obtained than that quoted for Oak bark, I cannot see
how it can pay. The Silver Firs at Inverary Castle
and Dunkeld are truly magnificent, Wzlliam Brown,
Land Agent, Tring.

Asparagus Culture.—Considering the well-known
fact that the greatest drain upon the energies of plants

is in the perfecting of seed, I am trying the experiment
of removing all the seed (as yet very immature) from
my Asparagus. Should any one feel disposed to make
the same trial, they will find that a coarse comb like a
horse comb will enable them to get through a great

quantity of work in a very short time, y, II. Alaw,
Brosdey. [This appears to us so reasonable a sugges-
tion as to be well worth carrying out. We hope our
correspondent will kindly communicate the results of
his experiment. Eds.]

The Country Visits of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society.—I am sorry to find that my friend

Fish still holds to the old mistake ; but as he is, so far

as I know, the only person who fosters that prejudice,

it is not worth while to waste more words upon it. So
far as the farmers are concerned, I believe the majority
of them have not the slightest desire for a flower show.
It is more than they can do to attend to their own
affairs, the solidities of life, among the cattle and
implements, to give the flower show a thought.
Though I was at Oxford from Monday to Friday,

the greater part of the time in the Observa-
toiy giound, and though I have a wide range of farming
friends, it is a noteworthy fact that I only met with
one farmer, Mr. James Charles, agent to Sir W\
Ileathcote, Bart.—and he, be it known, sprung from
the " spade," is an accomplished gardener and
botanist. Of many famiers who went from here not
one saw the flower show, though I am glad to say
some of our amateur florists did. When asked for

their reason, the reply is : "I had not time."
"I was so fagged with the cattle and im-
plements that I wanted a rest ;" while a third,

an enthusiastic Grape grower, said, "No, I

would have given anything to have seen Speed's
Grapes, but I could not do so without losing my return

ticket, and therefore it will be cheaper to go to Chats-
th to see them." It would be, I am convinced,

sheer waste of time, to say nothing of means, to make
another effort in that direction. Besides, why should
the senior partner in the art and science of cultivation

play second fiddle to the junior in the firm. Mr. Fish
is, as a rule, amongst the foremost to stand up for

the rights of his order, but in this case I believe

he would positively supplicate the great potentates of
the Royal Agricultural Society to throw out a rope, to

take poor Horticulture in tow. The Royal Agricul-
tural Society is not willing to do so, and if it were, I

believe it would be a rope of sand. No, we are bold
enough and strong enough to go alone ; all that we
lack is the courage to start. When the Social

Science Congress tacks itself to the tail of the

British Association, it will be time enough for

us to play tail to the agricultural comet. Till then
let us trust to our own resources. Of the arrange-
ments of the Society, both horticultural and social,

I quite agree with Mr. Fish, there Is vast room for

improvement. The "standoff" policy of the leading
officials is anything but inviting to their supporters, and
I really think a member of Council might make
himself affable, yea, genial, in such a company of gar-
deners as we saw at the Congress, ^vithout his dignity
being in any way impaired. The "chairmanic" cold-
ness and indifference, the sort of studied desire to get
away from those fellows as quickly as possible, had a
most refrigerating influence upon the Congress, for

those were the fellows who had provided the show.
Joking with a well-known amateur upon his indifference

to the Royal Horticultural Society, he said : "No, I

am not indifferent ; I will pull as well as any horse

but until they do so I have determined to jib perti-

naciously." This is the gangrene that is gnawing at the
vitals of horticulture, and without the slightest fear of
contradiction I tell the Council of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society that to be successful showmen they must
be more popular. Here every necessary accommo-
dation, so far as ground suitable for the purpose,
lecture rooms, meeting rooms, too, would be pro-
vided ; and I will venture to say the authorities of
the town would not give the Society the cold shoulder
as they got it at Oxford. If at future meetings some
general rendezvous could be provided for gardeners, it

would be an immense professional and social gain to
them. Why, for instance, should not a contractor be
found who would provide us in the same room with
breakfast, dinner, and tea, at certain fixed hours, at
say 7-f- or \os. per day, local stewards being appointed,
and the money being paid so as to render the pro-
visioning a certainty ? The creature comforts could
also be provided, and then we should have that social

communion for which Mr. Fish has been so long
craving, with the comfort of a meeting room, to which
no one would be admitted except subscribers and their

friends. Then, again, a lavatory in the grounds, where
exhibitors could wash and make their toilet.s, after the
work of the day, would be a great boon. It was
so at Chiswick a quarter of a century ago, and
it would be regarded in the same spirit now. I
do not ask for these things at the expense of the
Society, but I say, provide the means and we will pay
the cost. The Congiess, I am convinced, should be
taken in the evening—say from S o'clock, then men of
business would not be harassed by the fear they were
missing their customers, and there' would be time for
full and fair discussion. In conclusion, allow me to
thank Mr. Fish for his offer of material assist-

ance, should we require it at Nottingham. So far

as the guarantee is concerned, success is so certain,

that it must be a mere matter of fonn ; and a good
round sum for local prizes will, I doubt not, be
forthcoming. A meeting of the town and county, if

convenient to the Lord-Lieutenant, will be held on
Wednesday, the 24th proximo, when an invitation to
the Society will be formally inaugurated.—P.S. Could
not the Horticultural Club, an institution which we
hear of occasionally, do a little business in the catering

and itinerary way? It appears to me, that it might
popularise itself, and render ser\'ice to the cause which
it professes to espouse, by catering at these provincial

gatherings. The hint may be worth the consideration

of the managers of the club. W. P. Ayres, Nottingham,
August 15.

"Ashamed of their Names."—Twice lately has
this childish accusation been brought against corre-

spondents of yours who have not given their full name
and address. In charity to those who made such a
silly remark, I will not mention their names. Bad
habits in general are so catching, that I hope you will

t to protest against this one in particular. The
few who are addicted to it evidently are not aware that

they lower themselves in the estimation of all sensible

men whenever they assert as a fact that which can only
be an assumption. They evidently require to be told

that the assertion of an assumption, in a discussion

upon matters of fact, is a sure indication of weak-
ness. By making such remarks, they also show their

ignorance of the various reasons which induce so many
of your contributors to use Initials.

unnatural proceed; ^^

the team when I see the leaders run up to their collars ; I may prove of interest to your readers ; and I should

Foreign Correspondence.
Boulogne-sur-Mer."—About this time last year I

told you that I saw an old market gardener mowing
down his Strawberry plants, and was horrified at what
my old friend Dr. Lindley would have called a
barbarous custom. I reported to you my old neigh-

bour's plan, and a well-known reverend correspondent

of yours denounced the practice as
*

' igmcrant, " and used

other hard names. I translated this roughly to my old

friend, and he smiled and said, "Theory was all very

well, but he liked practice better ; and as he had tried

the plan successfully for 50 years, he did not feel

inclined to change."
I have been looking out for the result of his last

year's practice. His plants looked vigorous and healthy

in the early spring, and were full of abundance of

bloom, and when I went to England in the middle of

May there was promise of a plentiful crop of good
Strawberries. I was unfortunately detained in England
till the middle of July, and therefore could not see the

crop gathered, but the grower assured me that he had
had a good and remunerative one ; and when I tell you

what it produced, I think you will agree with me that

it was so. According to a rough measurement, his

Strawberry beds were 45 ofmy ordinary walking paces

long by S paces broad, in three beds of four rows each.

The sort he called the "Alton," as far as I could

catch ; and after all expenses on them, he netted a clean

ofit of 100 francs, or £^ sterling.

On the first or second day of August he mowed them
very closely, leaving about one leaf to a plant. The
haulm he put over them for about ten days, when
finding the plants had begun to sprout, he cleared it

off, and has just dug among them hghtly.

As I think I promised to send you the result of this

forward it to you, as it
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only throw out in conclusion a question, whether, at

any rate, a greater pruning of Strawberry plants than

usual in England, as with other plants and trees, may
not be beneficial ? Querist, A u^. 11.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Ai/gust i-j.—V^. Marshall,

Esq.. in the chair. The usual preliminary business being

concluded, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley addressed the

meeting, first directing attention to the beautiful Lcelia

clegans var. gigantea, exhibited by Mr. B. S. Williams,

which had been considered by Mr. Bateman to be more
properly Cattleya elegans var. gigantea ; and next to

Dendrobium triadenium, and Rodriguezia suaveolens,

from the same exhibitor. The latter, said Mr. Berkeley,

was the same as the Gomezia recurva of Loddiges'
"Botanical Cabinet," so far back as 1815, and that

the true plant was figured under the name of

Pleurothallis suaveolens in the "Botanical Magazine."
The beautiful Lilium Wilsoni then came under notice,

as having at one time been supposed to be a form of

L. Thunbergianum, but it was found to be quite

distinct from tliat species ;
after which it was

remarked, whilst referring to the handsome Golden
Catalpa syring^folia, that many plants in the hedgerows
had this summer shown a tendency to produce yellow
shoots, and which might be made permanent by grafting.

Messrs. Paul & Son's collection of cut branches
of hardy ornamental trees was then alluded to

as containing a specimen of the true Rhamnus alpina.

A small plant of a Heath, on which was growing a species

of Cuscuta, was then shown. Referring to the large

Onions shown by Messrs. Carter & Co., Mr. Berkeley

stated, that what was known as the early Tripoli was
obtained from seeds ripened near Naples, while the later

kind was grown from seed ripened in a colder district.

It was then stated, with reference to the fruit-bearing

branches of Gleditschia, from Chis-
wick, that the fruit of another species
was largely imported into this country,

under the name of "Locust," as
food for cattle.

The Gladiolus Show, though
not a large one. was the means of
bringing out some grand examples
of good cultivation. The class for

foreign growers, owing to the de-
plorable war on the Continent, was
entirely unrepresented. In the nur-
serymen's class for 36, for prizes

offered by his Grace the Duke of
Buccleuch and G. F. Wilson, Esq.,
the 1st was taken easily by Messrs.
Kehvay & Son, Langport, Somerset,
who staged truly magnificent spikes
of Stella, Meyerbeer, Homt^re, James
Veitch, Madame Desportes, grand
white ; Freemason, De Humboldt,
Madame Vilmorin, Moli^re, Eugenie
Scribe, Agnes, Mary, Norma, Prince
Imperial, &c. No 2d prize was
awarded, the 3d being 'given to Mr.
D. Robertson, Helensburgh, Dum-
barton, who staged a well selected
collection, but his spikes and flowers
were dwarfs in comparison with
those shown in the ist prize lot.

Messrs. T. Bunyard & Sons, Maid-
stone, sent a group which would cer-
tainly have taken the 2d prize had
they not, unfortunately, arrived too
late for competition. Some very fine

flowers were staged in this collection, especially of such
varieties as Lacepede, Sultana. Elegans. Circt^e. Janire,
Madlle. Miiller. &c. The class for 18 was better repre-
sented, six collections being shown. Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing. were pre-eminently 1st. with a very well
finished lot. Their spikes of Canova. Hortense.
Orpheus. Norma, Lacepede. Milton, &c.. were admirable
examples of cultivation. Messrs. W. Draycott & Son.
Humberstone Nursery, Leicester, came in 2d. and
Messrs. Paul & Son. 3d, with fair ordinary examples
An excellent stand was sent by Messrs. Stuart & Mein,
Kelso, but they arrived too late to be judged with the
others. In this collection were admirable examples of
Marie Stewart, Monsieur Legouve. Armide, Rossini, and
Princess Mary of Cambridge. In the amateur class for 12,
equal ist prizes were awarded to the Rev. H. H. Dombrain.
and Mr. Fry, gr. to V. Stuckley. Esq., Langport, Somer-
set. In the group from the former exhibitor were very
excellent spikes ofJames Veitch, very rich ; Marie Dumor-
tier, Orphde, Madame Furtado. Eleanor Noman. &c.
Mr. Fry staged, amongst others, Shakespeare, Madame
Vilmorin, Legouve, Norma, &c., in splendid condition.
The next best lot in this class were contributed by Mr.
Douglas, gr. to F. Whitboum. Esq.. Lo.xford Hall, Ilford.
Mr. Fry also staged the best 9. In this lot, Madame
Desportes, Norma. Mathilde Landevoisin, Medina, Eugene
Scribe. James Veitch, &c.. were very superior spikes ; Mr.
J. Douglas was placed 2d. and the Rev. H. H. Dom-
brain 3d. Mr.

J. Welch, gr. to
J.

Marshall. Esq., Bel-
mont House, Taunton, sent the best 6 ; and Mr. Fry the
best 4 ; Rev. H. H. Dombrain being 2d in the former
class. Hollyhocks came out in very good force, and were
unusually good in quality for such a dry season. The
best 6 cut spikes were contributed by Mr. W. Chater,
Saff'ron Walden. and consisted of Eclipse. Cygnet, Scariet
Gem, Fred Chater. Conquest, and Fascination

; Messrs.
Downie, Laird Sc Laing came in 2d ; and Mr. H.
Minchin, Hook Norton. Oxon, 3d, both staging admirable
examples. Of cut blooms Mr. W. Chater had the
best 24, consisting of. amongst others, splendid spe-
cimens of Crimson King, Leah, Leviathan, and Wal-
den Queen, both novel flowers, being faintly tipped
at the edges; Champion, Walden Primrose, Jewel,

and Messrs. W. Draycott & Sons 3d, with very
good specimens. Six collections of Phloxes were shown
in competition for the prizes offered; but this flower has
too ragged an appearance for exhibition, unless it is

shown in pots. Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing came in
ist with good examples of Mons. Charies Turner, Tri-
omphe du Pare de Neuilly, Mons. William Bull, Magni-
ficent, Mons. Hugh Low, Madame Domage, ^Princess
Ghika, &c.. all fine in colour. A'lessrs. E. G. Henderson
were placed 2d, and Messrs. Paul & Son 3d. with very fair

examples
; Messrs. Kehvay & Son. and Mr. W. Welch also

exhibited. Amongst miscellaneous collections were a group
of Orchids and other flowering plants from Mr. B. S.

Williams, consisting of a very large specimen ofAUamanda
Hendersoni, well bloomed

; the very quaint Cochliostema
Jacobianum, which has continued to throw up spikes of
flowers for the past three months; and of Orchids. Mil-
tonia Morelliana atro-rubens, M. Regnellii, and M. spec-
tabilis purpurea, Cattleya crispa, Aerides, and Dendrobium
triadenium, white, faintly suftused with lilac, with a yellow
blotch at the base of the lip ; together with several neat
specimens of Nepenthes. From Mr. W. Bull also came
a very effective group of Palms. Encephalartos, Orchids,
&c., and a very large specimen of Godwinia gigas,
about 8 feet in height. Amongst the Palms were handsome
little specimens of Welfia regia, Astrocaryum mexicanum,
Areca Baueri, A. sapida, Hyophorbe Verschaifeltii,

Daemonorops melanochastes, Thrinax elegans, &c.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co. had also a very neat
collection, consisting principally of Palms, Ferns, &c. A
very fine group of double-flowered Balsams were contri-

buted by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, and along
with them came several well-flowered examples of the
beautiful old scarlet-flowered Rochea falcata. Messrs.
Paul & Son had a collection of Roses in pots, and another
of hardy ornamental foliage trees, which was very
interesting. From Mr. Walker. Thame, Oxon, came
fine collections of Dahlias and double Zmnias, the latter

especially being exceedingly fine.

Bullion, Mochanna. &'c Mr H. Minchen 2d.

Floral Committee.— Rev. J. Dix in the chair
From Mr. Bull came a very interesting group of plants,

amongst wliich Lilium tigrinum splendens, a very showy
new variety, received a First-class Certificate. Mr.

J. King, gr. to Rev. J. S. Wiggett, Allanby Park. Berks,
had a collection of seedling Coleus, not distinct from
varieties already in cultivation. To Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson & Co. a First-class Certificate was awarded for

Pteris serrulata gleicheniifolia, a very handsome Fern ; and
to Messrs. Cripps & Son the same distinction was made
for Clematis Victoria, a hardy variety, with very
attractive purplish lilac flowers. Messrs. Cripps also
sent specimens of Catalpa syringoefolia aurea, a
fine bold golden-leaved tree, which was raised from a
seedling on the Continent two or three years ago. Should
it permanently retain this valuable characteristic, it will

make a grand pictorial tree in landscape scenery. From
Mr. Eckford. gr. to the Earl Radnor, Coleshill. came a
collection of new Verbenas, amongst which two varieties,

named George Peabodyand Grand Monarque, were again
honoured with First-class Certificates, having received the
same award at Oxford a month ago. Mr. H. W.
Warren, Salisbury, sent specimens of a double-flowered
purple and white seedling Petunia, called Queen Charm-
ing

; and from Mr. J. George. Putney, came a fine

stand of cut blooms of Pelargoniums, which were
thought deserving of a special award. Mr. Cannell.
Woolwich, exhibited neatly grown plants of Pelargonium
Crown Prince, a double-flowered free blooming variety of
great merit. In colour the flowers are of a deeper shade
of Peach than in any other variety, and in habit it appears
to be very vigorous without the grossness of the older
kinds. A First-class Certificate was awarded. To Mr.
B. S. Williams the same mark of distinction was given for

Loslia elegans var. gigantea, the name of which was dis-

puted by Mr. Bateman, who recognised it as Cattleya
elegans. Messrs. Carter & Co. exhibited a choice collec-
tion of French and African Marigolds ; and Mr. G.
Wheeler, Warminster, contributed a new Dahlia, named
Marchioness of Bath, a Large well-formed pale flower,
tipped with rose ; a First-class Certificate was awarded.
Mr. Perry, Castle Bromwich, sent a stand of seedling
Verbenas, amongst which Mrs. Boulton, large, white,
with deep rich crimson eye, also received a Certificate of

merit. A Second-class Certificate was voted a new Holly
hock, named Rose Queen, from Mr. Porter, gr. to
E. Benham, Esq.. Isleworth. From G. F. Wilson, Esq.,
came beautifully-flowered specimens of Lilium Wilsoni)
L. lancifolium, true, very handsome

; and L. longiflorum
albo-marginatum, a white-flowered variety, to which a
First-class Certificate was given. Mr. W. G. Smith had
several specimens of Boletus, and from the Society's
Gardens, Chiswick. came fruit-bearing branches of a
species of Gleditschia.

Fruit Committee.—Geo. F. Wilson, Esq., in the
chair. From Mr. G. Ward. gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq.,
Bishop Stortford. came four magnificent specimens of
Charlotte Rothschild Pine, the total weight of which was
38 lb., and cut from plants 16 months old. They were
remarkably even in size, colour, and finish, and deservedly
received a Special Certificate. Mr. W'ilkie. Oak Lodge,
Kensington, exhibited dishes of Barrington and BeUe-
garde Peaches, to which an extra prize was awarded. A
Special Certificate was also awarded to Mr. Record,
Lillesden Gardens. Hawkhurst, for a fine dish of Morello
Cherries. To Mr. Pearson, Chilwell Nurseries,
Nottingham, First-class Certificates were awarded
for two new white Grapes, one named Chilwell White, a
very promising seedling, which in size and form more
resembles the Black Hamburgh than any Grape in culti-
vation ; and the other named Ferdinand de Lesseps, a
white Grape, which created some interest when exhibited
last year, as being a remarkably successful cross between
the American Strawberry Grape and the Royal Musca-
dine. It is exceedingly rich in flavour, and though not
particularly a showy Grape, it well merits the award given
to it, on account of its interesting pedigree, and as the
means through which further novelties may be obtained.
A First-class Certificate was also voted to a fine new
seedling Plum, named Duke of Edinburgh, exhibited by
Mr. Dry, Hayes, Middlesex. Messrs. Carter & Co.
sent growing examples of a new Chinese Mustard (black-

seeded) which the committee were
unable to recognise as being better
than the common sort, though the
leaves of those sent were larger than
in the latter, which, however, may
be due to cultivation. It will be
grown at Chiswick, and shown again
at the next meeting. Mr. Porter,

gr. to E. Benham, Esq., Sion Lodge,
Isleworth, sent specimens of Golden
Perfection and a hybrid Melon,
together with specimens of summer
Apples. Mr. Tillery, gr. to the
Duke of Portland, Welbeck, exhi-
bited remarkably fine specimens of
Barrington Peaches, grown on the
magnesian limestone soil

; and also
a brace of White Cucumbers. Mr,
J. Stone, Farnborough, Bromley,
Kent, exhibited bearing branches of
a fine Black Currant, distinct from
the Black Naples, but bearing con-
siderable resemblance to Lee's Pro-
lific Black. From Messrs. Carter &
Co. also came grand specimens of
the Giant White Tripoli Onions

;

and from Mr. C. Bloomfield. gr. to
W. Williams, Esq., Parkside, Wim-
bledon, came a large and good col-
lection of vegetables. Prizes were
offered for the best dish of Apricots,
but in consequence of the lateness

of the season, the fruits shown were
small and very poor in flavour. The
successful exhibitors were Mr. Tillery,

Mr.Gardincr.gr. toW. E. P. Shiriey,

Esq., Eatington Park, Stratford-on-Avon ; and Mr.
Smith, gr. to the Earl of Gainsborough, Exton Park,
Rutland, in the order in which their names are given.

Oxford Meeting.—We mentioned at p. 1062, a
peculiar triclinium, as Horace might have called it, which
was exhibited both in Paris and at Oxford, in the latter

place by Messrs. Gill. The accompanying illustration

(fig. 211) precludes the necessity of any further description.

Birmingham Flower and Fruit Show: August 12.

—This show was superior to any that has taken place
for several years past, in the quality if not in the quan-
tity of the flowers and fruit exhibited, in which latter re-

spect, indeed, it was quite equal to any of its predecessors.

The magnificent display of fruit seemed to be the centre
of attraction. The Grapes shown by Mr. J. Breedon
deservedly carried off both ist and 2d prizes, and they
reflect the highest credit upon his gardener, Mr. W. F.

Hunt ; the ist prize for the heaviest bunch was taken by
Mr. \V. Chambers, whose gardener is Mr. G. Boon. The
Peaches and Pine Apples were also excellent. The Zonal
Pelargoniums with ornamental foliage shown by Mr.
C. J. Perry, carried off both ist and 2d prizes

;

they were small in stature, but of great breadth.

Mr. Perry also showed a collection of Zonal flowering
Pelargoniums, which were one mass of rich bloom, and
carried off ist prize ; the collection of 6, by Mr. F. Osier,

taking a good 2d. Amongst the stove and greenhouse
plants were some fine specimens shown by Mr. Daniels,

whose gardener, Mr. J. Page, won the silver cup;
while the plants shown by Mr. W. F. Hunt, gr. to Mr.
Breedon, to which was awarded the 2d prize, fell but little

short of those of the winner of the silver cup. There was,

;onsidering the advanced season, a good show of Rosei;,

both by Mr. R. H. Vertegans and Mr. T. Collis, to whom
were awarded extra prizes. The exotic and British Ferns

exhibited by Messrs. Mapplebeck and Lowe, comprising

12 new varieties, were closely inspected by many of

the visitors. Messrs. Felton & Son showed the beauti-

ful Adiantum farieyense. Verbenas, whether great or

small, are always beautiful and varied in colour

;

those shown by Mr. Perry were the largest that have

been exhibited for many years, and he takes in this
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class, as weU as in Dahlias, all the prizes the latter

being of immense size, and well formed. Of Fuchsias

therl was a good show. A Chinese Cucumber, named

the Sooly Qua, a curiosity from its immense size,

being about 5 feet long, and of proportionate circum-

ference, was, as the labelon it stated, first introduced into

England during the present year, and the specimeri in

question was grown by Mr. Temple, gr. to the tarl ot

Aylesbury.

Seaside Walks of a Naturalist with his Chil-

dren By Rev. W. Houghton, M.A., F.L.S.

London : Groombridge. Crown 8vo, pp. 154. lUus-

trated.

Many of our readers will remember the scene depicted

by that most kindly of humourists and keenest of

observers—Leech—and in which Master Tom is being

dragged along by a somewhat pompous-looking papa

towards the " extinct animals " at the Crystal Palace,

for the purpose of having his mind improved. Deter-

mination and the consciousness of a righteous purpose

are not more clearly marked on the instructor's features

than are disgust and alarm on those of the unwilUng

pupil. The legend, which informs us that the Master

Tom aforementioned "objects to having his mind

improved," is quite a superfluous addition to the

tableau. We were not at all sure when we opened the

book whose title is above given, and saw the didactic,

somewhat pedagogic style in which some parts of it are

written, that its perusal might be as little relished by

the class for whom it was intended as the inspection of

the megatherium at Sydenham was by Master Tom.

Not so, however. We had forgotten the delights of

"Sandford and Merton," which seems so prepos-

terously "priggish" now-a-days, but which exercised

so strong a fascination over us in our childhood. But

the truth was brought home to us on placing the book

in the hands of a youthful but impartial reviewer, uncon-

scious of the work she had in hand, and by whom the

book was greeted with hearty applause. Other reviewers

of the same class being unanimously of the same opinion,

wc have the less hesitation in recommending the book to

the very numerous visitants to our coast, or at least to

those to whom the band on the esplanade does not

constitute the only attraction. We can guarantee the

gei-.eral accuracy and excellent intentions of the author,

and can only lament that in our childhood so capital a

book was not available. The dialogue style in which it

is written is not favourable for making extracts. Here,

however, is a passage which shows the author's style to

better advantage. The writer is descanting upon a

salmon weir, and the exploits of a retrieving dog, by

name "Jack :"

—

' Look at the dog Jack, he is evidently getting a little

impatient, as he sees in the retiring water of the pool

every now and then a salmon d.arting along, .^nd now

Mr Evans takes the silver collar off, and sets Jack free,

and in a second he is in the middle of the pool. Now for

the fun ! Willy and Jack tuck up their trousers, take off

their shoes and stocking:s, and, with nets in their hands,

cuter the water. Bah ! it is rather cold at first, but the

excitement soon warms them. There goes a salmon, full

tilt, and Jack after him. What a splashing in the water,

to be sure ! There is .another dog learning the trade, and

lack is his tutor in the art ; he is a brown retriever, and

ilashes about the water after the salmon as if he enjoyed

the fun immensely, but he has not yet learnt how to catch

a slippery fish. There ! There ! See ! See ! Good dog !

Now you have him ! No ! Off again ! Well done,

salmon ! Now dog ! Have at him !

" How immensely rapid is the motion of a frightened

salmon. 'Quick as an arrow, ' is hardly a figure of speech.

Bravo, Jack, bravo ! Do you see ? he h.as caught the

s.almon firmly bv the head. Good dog! Mr. Parry

Evans is immediately on the spot, and takes the fish

from old Jack, whom he kindly pats on the back, holds

the salmon aloft for us all to see, and consigns him to

the basket, which his man is guarding on the shore.

See, see, again ! off they go, dogs and men, and soon

another salmon is captured : and there is lots of fun

meanwhile, in catching the mackerel and gar-fish. How
they rush about, poor things, and get dispersed in the

commotion. ' Now, now, >ck, boy—not Mr. Evans'

dog—you have that long-nosed gar-fish. ' No, he has

wriggled off.' Well, try again. Well done, you have him

this "time. Take him to the basket. What ! you think

he will bite! Not he. There, you have let him go. 'Well,

papa, he was so slippery, you know. '
Never mind, there

are lots more. Now, Willy, work away. There goes

the dog again, helter skelter all, dogs and men, and

another salmon. ' How beautiful the fish look now they

are landed !

' said Mr. Parry Evans. It was a very

natural remark. To my eye, they looked prettier swim-

ming in the pool, but practically, they were better for all,

no doubt, in the net. Well the sport of catching the

various fish in the pool—there were nine salmon, averaging

about 5 lb. each—lasted about half an hour. Jack be-

haved admirably ; it was wonderful to see his skill in the

pursuit ; he generally caught hold of the salmon by the

head, on which he gave one strong bite, and the fish was

rendered helpless almost instantaneously. Sometimes

he would catch hold of the back fin. When the sport

was finished we went to survey the spoils, and a nice

kettle offish there was."

We may add that the book is well illustrated with

cuts and with some coloured illustrations, which are

likely to take children's fancy immensely. All sorts of

seaside objects are descanted on, and amusing illustra-

tions of their habits cited ; so that, fortified by the

opinions of our amateur critics, we may confidently

advise those with natural histoiy tastes, and who are

going to or at the seaside, to procure tliis volume at

once.

Garden Memoranda.
GUNNERSBURY, THE SEAT OF B.\RON L. DE

Rothschild.—I had lately the pleasure of looking

over these gardens, which have long been favourably

known among the gardening fraternity. Whilst there

I learned that the gardener, Mr. Forsyth, was about

to resign their superintendence, owing to a bodily

affliction which incapacitates him for active service :

Mr. Forsyth's name will not soon be forgotten in the

annals of horticulture. It is not my intenUon to enter

into a long report of all the departments, but just to give

a rapid sketch of what I saw in passing through the

establishment. Upon entering on the western side,

opposite to the gardener's house, the first thmg which

attracted my attention was a Peach wall permanently

covered in with glass, exceeding 400 feet in length

every tree in which, from end to end, exhibits rare health

and vigour. This wall is divided into four divisions,

which 'follow each other in producing a succession of

fruit from May until the outdoor fraits are ripe. Some

of the fruit .at the time of my visit were from S to

9 oz. in weight, whilst the new wood for next

season's fruiting was all that could be desired.

Fronting this wall is a nice compact group of forcing-

houses. Many of these are filled with miscellaneous

collections of ornamental foliage plants, grown to a

size suitable for the indoor decoration of the town

mansion. Some fine bushy specimens of_ Coleus

occupied two houses ; these were growing in com-

paratively small-sized pots, considering the size of the

plants, and appeared to be potted rather firmly,

which may be conducive to brighter markings m
the leaves. Then comes the Stephanotis-house, the

inside of which is literally enrobed with its peculiar

green foliage. Very nice plants of Lapageria alba in

flower and L. rosea occupied either side of another

house, and are travelling away quickly to the vicinity

of a Plumbago, which is now in full flower. The

effect produced by the trio of distinct colours was most

charming. Next comes a vinery filled with young and

apparently fruitful Lady Downe's Grapes, of a useful

size, both in bunch and berry.

It is scarcely necessary to offer a word on the Pine

growing at Gunnersbury, because Mr. Forsyth has long

proved himself an adept at this kind of work. His

system seems a most rational one. By giving air, sun,

&c., with plenty of room, good fruit both in size and

flavour are obtained, without a resort to an unnaturally

hio-h temperature, or to a close and excessively humid

atmosphere, which produces size at the expense

of flavour. The plants are in good health through-

out. Many of them are planted out into beds

prepared for them. Adjoming the above structures are

the Orchid-houses, &c. Amongst a good assortment of

these plants, which are all in good health, and growing

in perforated Orchid pots, 'B'ere some three or four

very healthy specimens of Phah-enopsis Schilleriana,

grown on from imported pieces only. I should not

forget to mention that, in another division, there is a

collection of Odontoglots, which promise one day

to make a mark in this establishment. In an Azalea-

house adjoining, the plants in which were setting their

flower buds, I noticed a nice specimen of the lovely

old Cereus, a night-flowering plant, which deser\'es

especial encouragement at this time, when rooms are

so numerously decorated with living plants in pots for

evening parties. In a range of pits were some fine

Pines. Some of the plants of Charlotte Rothschild

—

a deservedly popular variety here—are making a show

of fruits equal to 6 lb. in weight. We next entered a

fine span-roofed vinery. The varieties planted consisted

mainly of Black Hamburghs and Muscats, and the

canes bore a very even crop, and quite heavy enough ;

the Vines are very healthy and vigorous.

In the beautiful pleasure-grounds the chief charac-

teristics to be noted are the many fine Cedars, which

are generally of such an age as to afford examples of

rare grandeur. I cannot in these short notes enter into

the arrangements of the flower-beds. I may say, m
fassaiit, however, that pink colours are used in prefer-

ence to the more showy scarlet tints. In an Orange-

house attached to the mansion was a specimen of

Lilium auratum, having a fasciated spike, and which

bore 100 blooms. The front of the mansion here

overlooks a scene of beauty, suggesting calm and

repose as the eye glances over the whole. Every

inch of grass is kept constantly watered with

the hose. The lanm is consequentljfe amidst all the

surrounding drought, the "greenest of the green."

Amidst a variety of plants turned out here and there

to give eflect, we pass to the flower garden proper,

where the principal combinations of bedding plants are

massed. The best beds are round in form and planted

in plain rows, at angles, each one having a

basket-like handle across, to which Roses are trained.

Beds of foliage plants are met with in every appropriate

corner or nook—the variegated Abutilon, Coleuses,

Melianthus major (the Honey flower), Cannas, Castor-

oil plants (verily the Latin name of Ricinus is preferable

to the vernacular one in this case !), Agaves, &c., from

amongst which in some beds fine heads in bloom of

Lilium auratum are seen. Perhaps there is no more

appropriate place for this grand flower than is her»

given, where, toned down, with well selected foliage, it

exhibits its markings and its size with more than usual

effect. About the grounds, amongst a variety of fine

Conifers, many Araucarias are to be met with—fine

large plants, which unfortunately have lost their lower

limbs through late severe winters. Trained to wires

loosely fastened up to these branches are Jackman s

Clematises, which are brought out with excellent eflect.

I must not omit to mention the fact that a fine Chamffi-

rops humilis, the so-called Dwarf Palm of Southern

Europe, has now stood out here with slight protection

for three or four winters.

The few notes jotted down as I went round the

(^rounds with Mr. Forsyth's able foreman are necessanly

meagre. I hope I have said enough, however, to sho-w

how well Mr. Forsyth closes a long and successful

career of activity. By the time these notes appear his

successor will doubtless have been named. AUwhokiiow

Mr. Forsyth I am sure will join me in wishmg him

God-speed at the close of his gardening career. Opus.

©Ijituatg.
Died at the Villa Lammermoor, Geneva, the

property of Sir R. Peel, Bart., on the 9th inst., Mr.

John A. Watson, well-known as a gardener

in England, and as a frequent contributor to the

Gardeners' Chronicle. He was a native of Old

Meldrum, in Aberdeenshire, and has left a wife and

family, as well as a widowed mother, to lament his

sudden death, whilst in the prime of life, and after

illness of only four days.

Miscellaneous.
Tree Ferns.—It is singular that no mention of

the beautiful arborescent Ferns is to be found in the

classic authors of antiquity ; while reference is made

to Bamboos, to the Banyan, or Indian Fig tree, and to

Palms. The first mention, of arborescent Ferns is by

Oviedo, a Spanish writer, in 1535, in describing the

vegetation of Hayti. "Among Ferns," says this

traveller, "there are some which I class with trees,

because they are as thick and high as Pine trees. They

mostly grow among the mountains, and where there is

much water." Between the tropics, on the declivities

of the Cordilleras, the true region of arborescent Fems

lies between about 3200 and 5350 feet above the level

of the sea. They seldom descend lower toward the

plains than 1280 feet. The mean temperature of this

region is between 64° and 70° Y:Avr.^American EtUo-

melodist and Botanist,

SuiiTERR.\NEAN PoDS OF Arachis.—Of the gentis

Arachis I have the A. hypogea, Linn., which is cul-

tivated here on a small scale for its seeds, which are

eaten raw or roasted, or for the oil, which is used for

burning. In order to observe whether this plant

might not produce aerial as well us subterranean pods,

I last year sowed some seeds of it, as well as of the

Voandzeia subterranea, imported here from the

African coast, wliich is cultivated in some fazendas

by the negroes for the seeds, which are eaten boiled ;

and I contrived to prevent the ovaries of both from

penetrating into the ground, either by the interposition

of a resisting body (a dry leaf or a slip of wood), or by

raising the branch of A. hypogea (when the flower was

not produced too low down) so that the ovary could no

longer reach the ground. Under these circumstances,

in the A. hypogea the stipes proceeding from the torus,

at the end of which the ovary is formed, lengthened

out even to 3 or 4 inches ; but the ovary never enlarged,

and remained in the same state till the plant perished j

and this I observed in many ovaries of many individuals.

On this occasion I made the following observations on

the flower of this plant. The calyx-lobes are mem-

branous, their base is produced into a filiform some-

what fleshy tube, the alary and carinal petals (wmgs

I and keel) are membranous and appear articulate on

the calyx, at least they readily separate without lacera-

tion ; but the vexillum, which is somewhat fleshy,

especially at the base, is intimately consolidated at the

base with the base of the staminal tube, and both are

continuous with the calycinal tube—a circumstance

which induces me to believe that the filiform part of

the b.ase of the calyx does not consist of that alone,

but also of the consolidated bases of the vexillum and

of the staminal tube. The Voandzeia subterranea,

whose slender and somewhat compressed stems spread

alon" the ground, and even penetrate under the s-arface

when the soU is sufficiently soft and porous, produces

on the surface of the soil its small pale yellow and

slightly greenish flowers, the peduncle drying up imme-

diately if the ovary cannot penetrate the ground ;
and

thus I can affirm that neither the one nor the other of

these Leguminosa: produces aerial pods. M. Correa de

Mello, in Journal of the Linnean Society. ,., .

Violets.—The 'little bouquets of Violets which in

the spring months are generally sold by the flower-girls

in the central streets of London are the produce ot

many acres of land in Mitcham and its neighbourhood.

A short visit to Mr. Steedman's Violet farm gives an

insight to its workings. There are 16 acres of land

under Violet culture. The two varieties of this flower

principally grown here are the Russian and the Giant.

The first named is darker in colour, the latter is the

most fragrant. The picking is done by boys and girls,

who have a tin can suspended by a strap over the
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shoulder on one side, and a bunch of short strips of bass

on the other. When 25 Violets are plucked, they are

tied together with a strip of bass, and placed in the can.

Another " hand " is employed to pick leaves only. In

about the centre of the little farm there is a shed or

barn. Here the picked Violets are brought and placed

in heaps, as are also the leaves ; but the latter are all

thrown into a water-vat and swilled, for the purpose of

removing earthy rain-splashes. In the barn from lo

to 20 pair of nimble fingers are ready to make up tlie

bouquets as soon as the flowers are supplied ; this is

done by tying two of the quarter hundred bunches of

Violets together with two or three leaves outside them.

This done, they are then packed in symmetrical rings

in a small basket or skip. About 3 o'clock P.M.

the work is done, and from 20 to 80 skips are put into

the van for market. The quantity varies considerably,

according to the weather and season. Mr. Steedman
is a true philanthropist and trader, and is as well

known in Covent Garden at 6 o'clock in the morning
in March and the beginning of April, as Rothschild is

on the Exchange at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Many a

poor flower-girl, without a penny, gets from him 50
bunches of Violets on credit, and at a price something
less than half that the public pay for them retail. The
girls frequently increase their profits by dividing every

bunch of 50 they receive into two of 25 ; but this is

done only very early in the year, or when the flowers

are scarce. There ai% large Violet farms in the South
of France (that of M. I'Hermine in particular), of more
than 100 acres, near Nice. Last year the season there

was so unfavourable that the Paris market could not be

supplied from its customary source. In England, on
the contrary, the weather was remarkably mild ; and
Violets were so abundant at Mitcham that they were
forwarded by the night French mail, and sold freely in

the Paris morning market. The Violets are cultivated

at Mitcham in single roots, and are not allowed to run

together. Nothing deteriorates these flowers more than
when they become bedded together. They then
grow leaves instead of blossoms. The roots require

dividing every other year at least. The Gardener.

Engineering Difficulties.—Natural phenomena
must be regarded by the engineer in the tropics. Here
the boring worm will teach him salutary caution. In the

East we have seen a railway train stopped on an incline

by locusts. The locusts have a fancy for sitting on the

rails, and when the engine- wheel touches them they are

crushed, leaving the rails so oily that the engine slips.

On one line, in the locust season, sand-boxes are used
With the locomotive. Oysters are, however, a newly
recorded enemy to the engineer. Some gourmand
suggested the harbour of Tuticorin as a suitable place

for oyster-beds, and the Madras Government, doubtless

appreciative of the value of oysters either for eating or

for pearls, turned a deaf ear to remonstrance. Time
has, however, justified the remonstrants, for though the

projectors have got an abundant supply of oysters, tlie

harbour of Tuticorin is now said to be in danger of
total destruction by the growth of the oyster beds, and
the attention of the Government is seriously directed to

cross the love of the oysters. The Madras coast is so

ill-provided that harbours are more valuable than
oysters, and a campaign will be directed against the
latter, although the revenue authorities hanker after the
taxes on the pearl fishery. Nature.
Glass.—In the nursery tale of " Cinderella" every-

thing turned upon the slippers. What these were to

the Prince and the fairy's favourite glass is to garden-
ing. Horticulture walks, glides, slides along on glass

Shoes, The more of these and the better their quality,

the greater the progress made. Cheaper, more, better
glass, have each heralded in a fresh atid higher epoch
in gardening. The emancipation of glass from fiscal

Lurdens by Sir Robert Peel has proved the most
pregnant horticultural event of this century. It im-
mediately brought forth the Crystal Palace. The
cheapening of glass stirred the inventive genius of
Paxton. And it is impossible to guage our indebtedness
lo that fairy palace of crystal that received and
sheltered the industry and population of the world in

Hyde Park—itself the noblest monument of the think-

ing brain and the skilful hand. It lifted horticulture

out of the darkness and slow jog-trot ruts of past
times, and placed it on the Express, with the engine
Progress, driven by genius and enterprise, in front of
it. Since then, horticulture has rested not day nor
hight. And, indeed, it is difficult to see how it ever
can be brought to a standstill again. The line is

emooth, for are not the rails made of glass, and the
carriage wheels also. The gradients are more or less

easy, the friction reduced to a minimum, due care has
been exercised to prevent a smash ; and the motive
power—is it not suflficient? Its doings in the past is

our best security for the future. Anon.
Lead Poisoning.—It is well known that workers

in lead factories are apt, in the course of time, to suffer

from lead poisoning ; in fact, a constant series of
patients proceed from the lead factories to the hospitals
of London. In France, the evil effects of the mineral
were usually prevented by giving the workpeople a
draught containing dilute sulphuric acid, but it has
now been discovered that regular potations of mil]<

have an equally good effect. Dr. H. Schwarz, of
Breslau, has discovered (re-discovered, we might more
properly say) a means by which a portion of the lead
forming the interior surface of the water-pipe may be
converted into an insoluble sulphide, the natural con-

sequence being that the water passing through will be
as free from contamination as if glass were used. He
merely passes a strong solution of the sulphide of an
alkali through the pipe to be acted upon, and the

process is completed. This solution, which is either a

sulphide of potassium or of sodium, is used at a

temperature of about 212" Fahr., and is allowed to act

upon the metal for from ten to fifteen minutes. It is

stated that in practice a boiling solution of caustic soda
and sulphur is found to answer eveiy purpose.

—

Builder,

^arbciT operations,
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Few plants which are grown exclusively for the

beauty of their foliage can compete with the very

beautiful varieties of Colens, which are now to be

found in our gardens. As cool stove plants, even in

midwinter, they may justly be said to belong to the

hardy greenhouse in summer, and require little of either

time, study, or attention to grow them perfectly.

Taking the variety called Princess Royal as an example,

what more charming object could we find amongst
plants for decoration at Christmas ? To have them in

all their beauty, however, at that time, we must begin

at once by giving such small plants as we may have in

hand a moderate shift into a compost which is not

over rich in active manure. From this time onward
keep them pinched back, and well up to the glass.

Give plenty of air to the structure in fine weather,

but always avoid draughts, more especially when
the wind is cold and cutting. Those who may
not have plants of a moderate size at hand
should put cuttings singly into small 60 pots at

once, choosing strong robust cuttings only for that

purpose. The growing point should be pinched out

at the same time, which will save a week in the run of

time. Give to Egg-plants which are actually swelling

off their fruits some good wholesome manure water-

ings, and by frequent syringings imbue them with such

a vigorous tone of health as to completely keep off red

spider, which is very liable to attack them at this time

when the full tax of fruit-bearing is upon them. Some
//w*?;^///;^- will now need looking out and ''bringing

to the fore," as in a few weeks they will commence
pushing up their flower-spikes—A. aulica especially,

which is a most constant, free-blooming variety.

Attention must now be given to the catalogues,

which may be daily expected to arrive, respecting

Bulbs for ivinter and spring blooming. Immediately
on the receipt of the customary list the selection

should be made, and the order given, so as to

procure good bulbs, and for the purpose of potting

a few for the earliest display. Of Hyacinths it will

be found that, in a general way, single varieties are the

best for display. Many old varieties from amongst the

limited number that will force well, and which are

marked in all catalogues, may be purchased cheap by
the hundred, and should be sought for in such quanti-

ties in the three primary colours. Of Tulips the early

Van Thol, single and double varieties, are desirable,

though it is not nearly so showy as the good old

Tournesol. Foreign Crocuses are generally short of the

demand, a fact not to be wondered at when we con-

sider what a display may be made with them for a

little outlay. I should not omit to mention that the

single white Roman Hyacinths are the earliest and best

for forcing, affording, as they often do, most fragrant

flowei"s of matchless purity of colour, when few other

plants are in bloom in the dullest months before

Christmas and afterwards.

FORCING HOUSES.
Push forward all necessary work in connection with

PineSf whilst the weather is open and of moderate
warmth. Those who leave matters to the latest

moment, such as leaving suckers to enlarge consider-

ably on turned-out Pines which have fruited, and
have planted what suckers they have lately taken off in

the old tan, will do well to get them into winter pots

or pits at the earliest practicable time. It should be
unnecessary for me 'to make the remark, but the

careful practitioner will well test his heating medium,
to see if it is in proper working order—bearing in

mind that the least leak in a pipe at this time,

even if within the tan pit, or flaw in a boiler, may
become a source of much uneasiness hereafter if

not attended to now that opportunity offers.

Those winter fruiters which have set their blooms may
now be treated to a more liberal supply of manure-
water, keeping the fact wq\\ in mind that measures
must be commenced in view of hardening the constitu-

tion of all established successionals preparatory to the

advent of winter, with its unfelicitous attendants.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Attend well to Strawberry plants growing in pots for

forcing purposes. The earliest batch, which are form-

ing their crowns somewhat prominently, will require

watering veiy frequently, as the pots will be now well

filled with roots, and standing as they do, or should do,

in fully exposed sunny aspects, will require much labour

to keep them all right. A little soot dusted on the

balls between the leaves previously to watering them
will be beneficial in more ways than one, more parti-

cularly as a deterrent of worms. Keep the small

secondary shoots or lateral growths well pinched back
upon Vines, nailing all the stronger leading shoots to

the wall, and into all vacancies they are intended to

fill. Cut back now any young shoots which remain
upon Pears to three or four leaves ; these will then be
better able to aid the parent tree in the formation of

fruit or flower buds for the ensuing summer crop.

Finish all Strawberry beds in course of formation.

Keep the young shoots upon Fig trees pinched back,

and moderately thin, to afford more light and air to

the crop which is ripening. Remove without further

delay all the old canes from Raspberry plantations.

Encourage late varieties, such as Belle de Fontenay, to

fruit well, by removing bodily all young shoots which
grow beside those which are now in fruit.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Proceed with the propagation of "bedding stuff"

where cuttings can be spared. Particularly see that

cuttings of such Coleus as are to be propagated exten-

sively are now struck quickly, and afterwards potted

off singly, so as to establish them and enable them
the better to stand through the winter. Of course

this may not be necessary where eveiy means are at

command, but we write more particularly for those who
have the misfortune to grow plants under difficulties.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Make the main sowing of Bath Brown Cos Lettuce

and Batavian Endive to stand through the winter as

near the 2ist of the current month as possible. Sow
Turnips still, if necessary ; they will in all probability

come in well and useful. Take up all early Potatos^

harden the tubers somewhat by exposure. The policy

of allowing them to become thoroughly green is

questionable, and, to say the least, not according to

ordinary natural laws. Use Tomatos as soon as they

are sufficiently ripe, and do not let any remain on the

plants a moment longer, as there always remains plenty

of others to ripen off, which the roots and leaves should

have ample opportunity for doing. IV. E.

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
At the present time what source of pleasure is there

not found within these structures ? Fruits ripe ahd
ripening, and such a variety ! A great orchard in a

little house. At the present time the chief labour, a

very pleasant one, mainly consists in gathering and in,

eating the fruit. One by one they ripen unto us, and
call upon us to gather them or they fall. There is no
blowing of the fruit down in a half ripe state, as in the

open air; they hang until they are dead ripe and
delicious in flavour. As to management, we speak ol

ventilation first. Give abundance of air night and day,

wherever the fniit is ripening. It would be betterj

indeed, if they could be exposed entirely to the

open air, especially by night. It is this exposure

;

this cool bracing air, that deepens the colour

and increases the flavour of the fruits. Shut
up in a close, moist house whilst ripening, Peaches,

&:c., would be devoid of colour and wanting in flavour,

therefore give all the air possible, and further expose th6

fruits individually to the full influences of the sun's

rays, by pulling aside the leaves, tkc, which cover the

fruit. This is a matter which requires daily attention.

IVatering.—Whilst the trees, whether planted out or

in pots, must in no instance suffer for want of water, aii

overdose just at the period of ripening, whilst it may
increase the size, will deteriorate the flavour materially.

Tliose in pots must be kept rather dry than otherwise.

Maintain the atmosphere somewhat dry ; to prevent the

approach of red spider, the borders and pathways
should, however, be damped frequently during the day,

and those trees from which the fruit has been gathered

should be thoroughly and regularly syringed to cleanse

them. After the crop is gathered, the great object is

the ripening of the wood and buds for next year's crop.

The plants, therefore, must in no instance be neglected,

as is frequently the case, but carefully attended to as

to syringing, watering, and thorough exposure, &c. B.

TOWN GARDENING.
Continue to put in cuttings o{ Pelargoniums and

other bedding plants, as directed last month. CalceO'

larias should not be put in till next month, for if put in

now they will be inclined to start into flower. This

has been a bad season for grass under trees, for want of

moisture. It is in most places gone off. Now, where
this is the case, the ground should be at once forked

over, and after the first rain perennial Rye-grass should

be sown, trodden in, and raked over, and it will soon
come up and make a cheerful appearance during the
autumn months. The German Aster, a very showy
plant for window-boxes, pots, and borders, if removed
now with plenty of roots, not compressed into a lump,
will do well as a window plant. The dwarf varieties

are particularly well adapted for the same purpose.

One of the gi'eatest enemies a town gardener has to

contend against is the eaitvig. These will now be

making their appearance in swarms, and if not at once

trapped will do great mischief to Z>(r////(7J and Chrysan-

themums. The most successful method I find, after

trying many, and one always at hand, is to get a piece

of paper, rubbed on one side with fat of some kind,

then roll the paper with the grease inside, and place it

on the plant. This will attract the insects ; and the

papers should be shook out, so that the pests fall into

boiling water, every morning, by wlrich means their

number will soon be lessened. J. D.
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, (or Dressing Pasture Lands
SUI'ERPHOSPHATESof LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGSLand POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA. FISHERY
SALT, &c E. PURSER, Secreiarj-

Offio ri6, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross,), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government GuaiiO ; it contains 21 percent, of Soluble Phosphates,
5107 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash, See reports of Dr.
Voelcfeer, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

long

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist lo the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, ii,SalisburySquare,FlcctSlrcct,E.C.
" London, January 15,

"Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of :

sample of your Bipnosphated Peruvian Guano. These resu'
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in

These results speak

dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phi

" The Secretary, REES and CO.'S liiphosphated Peruvian
Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C."

A Good Opportunity for Growers.

A DESIRABLE HOUSE, containing 11 Good Rooms,
Coach House, and Stable, nearly an an acre of Walted-in Garden,

stocked with Fruit Trees and Vegetables; Two Large P^rly Eorcing
Houses, each 62 feet by laj Frames, Lights, Fowls and Fowl Houses,
&c. Lease 12 years. Close to 'Bus and Railway. Apply to present
occupier, A. B.. 5, Exeter Place, Walham Green, S.W-

To Seedsmen and Florists.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the LEASE, GOODWILL,
and FITTINGS of an OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSI-

NESS, in a leadjng thoroughfare in the City. Rent very moderate,

s, 43, Bishopsgate

To Seed Growers, Market Gardeners and Others.

TO BE LET, by Tender, 63 ACRES (more or less)
of very first-rate ARABLE LAND, with Cottaces, BailiflT's

Residence, and capital Buildings, known as Love Street, close lo
Heme Bay Town and Railway Station. This Farm is at present occu-
pied by ^Ir, James Amos, whose Lease expires Old Michaelmas next.
Address the owner, Mr. GEORGE POWELL Llangatlock Place,

Cnckhowcl, South Wales, who docs not bind himself to accept
the highest or any Tender,

M
SALES BY AUCTION.
Imported and Established Orchldg.

R.J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

TUESDAY, AugusI

any of them gi

ECTION of E;

/ Granada, Bahia, Kio

SMALL COLLECTION of ESTAHLISHED ORC
to prow
HIDS.

Palms, Tree Ferns, Conifers, &c.
IMPORTANT PUBLIC SALE of PLANTS, at

Ghent, on SEPTEMBER 8 and g, at half-pasta o'clock. P.M., on
the Premises of Mr. Alfred Scrdobbel, Nurseryman, Faubourg
d'Anvers, under the direction of Messrs. F. VERHULST and JEAN
VERSCHAFFELT, Nurservmcn,—PALMS, large and middling siies,
and also of rare species ; TREE FERNS and others, about iSoo PALM
SEEDS, in various fine varieties; CONIFERS, A.MAKYLLIS
DRUIANA, RHODODENDRONS in bud. &c.

To Horticultural Societies, Arcieiy, Croquet, and
CRICKET CLUBS, and the PUBLIC GENERALLY.

MR. O. SHELLARD is instructed to SELL by
PUBLIC AUCTION, on the Castle Green, in the city ol

Hereford, at the close of the Horticultural Society's Show on
THURSDAY, August 25, Two Large EXHIBITION TENTS (100
feet by 30 feet, and 60 feet by 30 Icet respectively); 74 TABLES,
of 13 feel each, on Trestles; a large quantity of GREEN BAIZE
TABLE COVERING; 8 dozen line SHOW STANDS (painted
green), of various sizes: and other articles.

Sale at half.past Six o'clock, P.M., punctually.

Sale of Messrs. Mitchell's Shorthorn Herd and Flock
of llnKDER Li:Ui:b 1 EHS. at ALLOA.

MR. JOHN THORNTON w.ll SELL by
UNRESERVED AUCTION, on THURSDAY, August 2C

at Alloa, by Stirling, N.B., the entire HERD of first-class SHOR'f'HORNS belonging to Messrs. Mitchell. It has been bred for many
years from some of the best sources : several first-class Bulls having
been hired from Warlaby, so that many of the animals have upwards
of four crosses of pure Booth blood on strains that trace back to the
days of the Brothers Colling. The Cattle are of large size, very
symmetrical, with great substance, and of fine quality. In the Show-
yard they have been most succesbfuily exhibited ; Alistlctoe and Blue
Bell are well known Prize Cows, the latter won Premiums at the last
Birmingham and Smithfield Club Shows, and this year gained the
jst prize at the Stirling Show, and challenge cup for the best cow or

rpi

Henry Farquhar, Esq., i6, St, Jaiii..a ^11^1,1, o, ...

Lord Garlies. M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,
Wigtonshire. N.B.

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Granville R. Ryoer, Esq. [Manai-ine Director), a, Prmces Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.VV.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq,

,
Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S. W.

Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 3, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates '

"

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands,
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 35 years.

No investigation of title is required.

Storey's Gate, Wesi

rj.1

John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq.

Right Hon Viscount Com-

I

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.

J. BAILEY DENTON, Prin
I
Sir William Tite, M.P.

the work by their

executed by the Com-
:rs who prefer executing

Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure
ttie execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged on thi

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge in 31 years, or at the option of thi

Landowners in a shorter term.

5 of the Company, «, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
Arc. 23 1 [j^yji n„i,];„ Society (National Horso and Sheep

AUG. J Show), in Dublin.

to [.Wirral Agricultural Society, at Birkenhead.
Aug. 26J
Aug. a6-Badminton Farmers' '"lub.

N.B.
; orof JOHN THORNTON, 15, Langhai Pla.

Caistor, Lincolnshire.
IMPORTANT SALE ol SHORTHORN CATTLE.

TX/fR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by
-jyX AUCTION, without reserve, on FRIDAY, September 2, at
Caistor. Lincolnshire, the very superior HERD of^ pure bred
-SHORTHORNS, belonging to James Green Dixon, Esq., which has
been in his possession upwards of 50 years. Many of '

. in direct descent from the cow "Strawberry," w**'^
Robert Ceiling's sale at Barmpton, in 1820, othL
Charles Ceiling's " Cathalene,'' and Mr. W. Hulton's and M

stocks. Bulls full of the best Bates blood have of late yeai
und old pedig

Strawberry," which he bought

Catalogi
i'^XL'

ofJOHN THORNTON
s may b

. 15. La,
t Cais

M
Southdown Sheep and Norfolk Polled Cattle.

EI.MHAM HALL, THETFORD, NORFOLK.
R. EDMUND BECK is hotioured with instructions
from the Right Hon. Lord Sondes, to announce that his

do DRAFT EWES, 00 EWE LAMBS,;

Elham Park, and of the Auctioneer, (3x'

A FEW remarks on the Wheat Flies, which
were lately made in these columns, and espe-

cially on a Wheat grub which had been
observed by a correspondent of the Farnic
have led to our being favoured with various

communications on the subject, which suggest

the following remarks.

In the first place, the Editor of the Farmer
has drawn our attention to a second communica
tion (which had escaped our notice) in his paper
of July 6, in which the author details the con-

tinuation of his observations on the grub referred

to, which he succeeded in rearing, and gives a

description of the perfect insect. As anticipated,

it proves to be a fly, no doubt an Anthomyia,
although the description scarcely enables us to

identify the species—specimens of this we still

desiderate. The Editor of the Fanner,
with great kindness, has also endeavoured
to supply them, and with that view has sent some
cocoons, which he understood to belong to the

insect in 'question. These he cannot have re-

ceived from his correspondent, who is obviously

too keen an observer and too much of an ento-

mologist (although he rather disclaims the title)

to have taken them to belong to the insect he
describes. They are Lepidopterous cocoons,

belonging to the small moth " Hyponomenta pa-

della," the insect whose grub covers our Thorn
hedges with webs in early summer, sometimes
quite disfiguring and defoliating them.

From another correspondent, " P.," we have
received some minute grubs, which prove to be
only the common wireworm in a very young
state.

From the Rev. J. C. Clutterbuck, of Long
Wittenham, Abingdon, we have received a sup-

ply of chrysalids of a fly, the grub of which had
been feeding, in common with the wireworm and
larger grub, on the Swede Turnip, to its destruc-

tion. He thinks that the chrysalis appears to

correspond with that spoken of as injuring the

Wheat plant. But the chrj'salids of a multitude

of difi'ercnt flies are undistinguishable from each
other, and the presumption is against its feeding

both on theTurnip and in a definite fashion on the

Wheat. There are plenty of insects with a wide
range of appetite, but when one attacks a plant,

as the Wheat grub has been described as doing,
always at one place and in one way, the chances
are that its mission is confined to that one
plant and its allies ; we must also discriminate

between insects which attack a plant in a healthy
condition, and those which only appear as

scavengers to clear away decaying vegetable
matter in plants that are already diseased.

The eminent naturalist and explorer. Dr.
Spruce, has also been kind en ough to sentl
from Yorkshire, where he is now located, some
heads of Wheat which are suffering from the
attacks of the grubs of one of the Wheat flies,

properly so called—Cecidomyia, or one of its

allies. He mentions that the Wheat fields

throughout North-East Yorkshire are more or

less infected, and that around Malton the plague
is said to be serious, although he does not sup-

pose that, on the whole, it will cause any marked
deficiency in the yield.

These may cither be grubs of one of the true

Cecidomyias, as C. Tritici, described long ago
by KiRBY and CuRTi.s ; or it may be that it

belongs either to the allied genus Lasiopteryx or

Diormyza. The grubs of all three are undis-

tinguishable—or nearly so—minute semi-trans-

parent, varying in colour from pale yellow,

citron, or orange, to red, about the twelfth of an
inch in length—and thepupffi are like motionless
grubs. So far as regards the known Wheat flies

of this country, it is therefore impossible to say,

from the grubs or pupae alone, what is the insect

that is doing the mischief. This can only be
ascertained by discovering the parent. It is

different with the Hessian fly. It has peculiarities

both in its habits and development which enable
it to be recognised, but we do not believe that it

has ever been found in England. It is not with-
out interest, however, to discover which species

we have to deal with. It may seem, and no doubt
is, a matter of very little moment to the farmer
whose crops are being destroyed, whether they
are destroyed by the grubs of a little yellow
midge or a little black midge, which have nearly,

if not quite, the same habits and the same
appearance. But even for him the first step is to

acquire a thorough knowledge of his enemies in

every stage of their existence ; and for the scien-

tific man, whose researches take wider scope,

there are many points of interest involved, even
in the determination of this question.

When KiRBY, Curtis, and Henslo'vv studied
Cecidomyia Tritici, it was, or was supposed to

be, the chief scourge of the Wheat crop. From
a somewhat limited personal knowledge, we
would say that it has now given place to a species

of Lasioptery.x. There are plenty of instances

on record of one species being excessively injuri-

ous for a certain time, and then disappearing, or
by-and-by giving place to some other scourge,
which takes its place ; and we arc wholly in the
dark as to how this change is brought about.

We cannot say that this has taken place with
the Cecidomyias, but the observations we are

about to mention seem to point so far in that

direction as to make it worth the while of other

observers to repeat our experiments in other

parts of the country, and to make known their

results.

We have called them our experiments, but that

is only a figure of speech. They are truly the

experiments of our valued correspondent. Miss
Eleanor Ormerod, Sedbury Park, Chepstow,
who made them at our request ; and our con-

nection with them is confined to knowledge of
their progress, and profit by their results. We
wished illustrative specimens of injury done by
the Wheat-fly for the collection of economic
entomology at South Kensington ; and as accu-
racy is of the first importance in a collection

meant for public instruction, we endeavoured, as

much as possible, to make the illustrations from
specimens for which we were able to vouch.

To obtain these the attempts previously made
by Henslow and others to rear Cecidomyia
Tritici were repeated. It was a little after this

time last year that they were commenced.
Specimens of wheat-straw, of heads of Wheat, of

roots of Wheat, of debris from the barn and
threshing floor, and of young Wheat, were taken
at intervals in autumn, in winter, in spring, and
in the present summer. They were brought into

the house, and each separately by itself carefully

rubbed by hand over a white handkerchief or

sheet of paper. The grubs were thus detached
from the walls of the straw or ears to which they

adhered, and were easily detected on the white

surface. The same was done with Barley, and
the result was that the grubs. were found as plen-

tifully on the one as on the other. It was also found

that they were not restricted to any one part of

the plant. At first, in autumn, they were found

chiefly on the stalk, scarcely at all on the ear ;

but next, in summer, what was doubtless the new
hatching was chiefly on the ear, although also on

the stalk ; in winter they were taken from the

roots in the open stubble field, and from both
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ear and stalk and debris from the stack. The
grubs of C. Tritici have only been recorded as

inhabiting the ears ; but as Henslow found

them plentifully, as we did, in the dust from the

threshing floor, it is very possible that if sought

for at the different periods of the year they would

be found, at one time or other, on every part of

the plant as we have found the Lasiopteryx.

The insect is not easily bred. Its first de-

scriber, Mr. Markwick, is said to have bred it,

although his description of the insect scarcely

corresponds with any of the known species of

Cecidomyia. Mr. Kirey bred only one, which

seems to have come out at an exceptional time,

viz., in September ; but he did not succeed in

breeding them at their proper period, and subse-

quently neither Mr. CURTIS nor Mr. Henslow,
who both tried it, succeeded in breeding it at all.

Miss Eleanor Ormerod also tried to rear it,

her success was only partial. She succeeded in

rearing it in wholesale but not in retail. She
placed on earth in different flower-pots, grubs

and pupa;, with the ears and stalks to which
they respectively adhered, as well from Wheat
as Barley, protecting each with a covering of

gauze or muslin. These were kept in the most
natural conditions, and carefully watched and
tended all through the winter and spring, without

producing anything ; but a small heap of Wheat
rubbish, which had been ascertained to be well

supplied with grubs and pups, was left in an
out-of-the-way corner by itself, and early in

June was found to be swarming with a cloud

of our small Cecidomyia-looking midges, viz.,

Lasiopteryx. Numbers of these Avere also

obtained, and sent from the Wheat fields at

different dates, but not a single specimen of the

Cecidomyia Tritici reached us. Now, is this

abundance of Lasiopteryx and scarcity of

Cecidomyia confined to the neighbourhood of

Chepstow, or is it general over the whole
country? If so, another question, which, how-
ever, we can scarcely hope to fathom, is—when
Cecidomyia ceased to be prevalent, and Lasiop-

teryx took its place. It may even be a question

whether Cecidomyia ever was generally prevalent

—it may have been so only in Kirby's time and
the London district.

It is noted by Curtis, that Professor Hens-
low was inclined to think, from differences in

the larva; he had examined from various loca-

lities, that there was more than one species of

Wheat midge. We have shown that this is the

case, but we are not sure that Professor

Henslow's premises warranted the conclusion
;

for the larva: which we have examined from
Chepstow, and which there seems no reason to

doubt all belonged to the one species, Lasiop-

teryx, which was the only Wheat midge obtained

from there, were sufficiently various in appear-

ance to have led to such a conclusion as

Henslow's.
Perhaps some of the readers of this Journal

may be willing to help to clear up at least the

former of the above questions, by looking for

Wheat midges in their fields and stacks, and, if

they have any doubt about them, by send-
ing them to us* or some other entomologist.

They can easily be sent in a quill. Our observa-

tions show that it lives through the winter in

the grub or pupa state, and comes out in mass in

the beginning of the following June. How long
the perfect insect lives, and whether there are
more broods than one in a year, we do not yet
know, they are generally understood to be very
shortlived. M.

On Monday prices receded 3J-. or 4r. per qr.

at Mark Lane, under anticipations of a speedy temii-

nation to the war. At the iletropolitan Cattle Market
the best qualities of beef and mutton commanded the
full prices of the previous week ; but there were large

supplies of half-fed .animals, for which a reduction in

price had to be submitted to.

• The additional returns to our harvest inquiry,

given in another page, are very much of the kind of
tliose published last week. Wheat, on good Wheat
soils, appears to be a full average ; on poor, ;. r., ill-

managed clays, and on all light and gravelly soils, it is

decidedly below an average : and on the whole it will

probably turn out barely an average crop. Barley.
pats, and Beans are decidedly under average all ovei

England. Hay is a failure, and the promise of cattle

food generally is very scanty.

The fifth annual meeting of the Birmingham
Horse Show has been held during the past week, and
has been one of the most successful of the series. A
new rule, prohibiting the exliibition of a horse in more
than one class, except as one of a pair, or in tandem.

has occasioned a diminution in the number of entries,

which are this year only 270, as against 309 in 1S69,

but the falling off is more apparent than real, seeing

that the number of horses exhibited is substantially the

same. These entries are distributed as follows :

—

Hunters and entire horses, loi ; hacks and riding

horses, d'i^ ; harness horses, 32 ;
ponies, 62 ; dray and

agi'icultural horses, 12 ; total 270 : and among the

exhibitors are represented some of the most celebrated

breeding establishments of the country, including

;e of Her Majesty, the Boythorpe and Rawcliffe

Stud Companies, and Mr. Blenkiron. The good effect

of the alteration made last year in the time for holding
the show, which was originally in June, has been shown
by the marked increase in the mmiber of stallions.

Two years ago the entries of entire horses were only

four ; this year they are 17. There is also a veiy

large entry in several of the hunter classes. Among
the winners in the classes for hunters, were Messrs.

son and James Moffat, of Carlisle ; W. Robinson,
of Tamworth ; Thomas Percival, of Wansford

;

Westley Richards, of Oakham ; Hu.\ham Watson, of

Totnes ; George Holmes, of Beverley ; H. S. Lucy,
Charlecote Park, Warwick

; Quentin, of Cheltenham ;

Blakmay, of Stowbridge ; Alfred Newman, of Winch-
combe ; Hoey, of Leamington ; C. Millward, of Mose-
ley ; Thomas Argyle, of Tamworth ; John lilordaunt,

of Warwick, and others. On the second day of the

show prizes were awarded to Messrs. Holmes of

Beverley, Haines of Ealing, Ballard of Cowbridge,
Wilkes of Birmingham, Milward of .Southwell, and
others. The 1st prize for ladies' hunters went to Mr.
Percival of Wansford, for the " Squire ;

" a decision

which caused a good deal of dissatisfaction : and Mr.

Jones, of Cheltenham, who was competing for it,

refused the 2d prize, which was awarded him. The
The prizes for agricultural horses went to Mr. Brierly,

of Manchester ; the Midland Railway Company,
Messrs. Thursby, of Lavington ; Bullivant, of Shirley ;

Wynn, of Redditch, and Lord Beauchamp.

The scarcity of hay, and the large demand for

it on the Continent at the present time, gives importance
to the news that there exists a considerable stock of

last year's crop in the country' around Christiania in

Norway. It is added that recent falls of rain have
dispelled the fears entertained respecting this year's

crop also, so that there seems a fair prospect ofNorway
being able to export both old and new hay. A fortnight

since Norwegian hay was quoted, at Havre, at about
16^. the 350 lb. The French army is said to have got

its supplies of forage principally from abroad, so that

the hay markets of Paris have been little affected by the

war and the movement of troops, and no sensible rise

has taken place in prices, to the surprise of most people.

Hay is selling at £<) 4J. to £<) \zs. per ton, and wheat-
straw at £z to £1 2s. hd.y first qualities ; inferior

qualities lo and 20 per cent, lower.

The foot-and-mouth disease has broken out
with virulence in the North and East Ridings of York-
shire, spreading into the Ryedale, Pickering, and
Malton divisions. Buckton, which the week before

last reported six cases, has last week had 76 attacks to

report. This epizootic is interfering with the success

of the local agricultural shows whose meetings are

now being held.

Several cases of sunstroke are reported from
Yorkshire, one of which has proved fatal. James
Leadbv, of Sherburn, near Scarborough, was struck

down in the harvest field a few days ago, and is since

dead ; others are mentioned as of doubtful recovery.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATT'LE.

Last week we noticed Mr. Thornton's catalogue of

the late Cochrane exportations. Besides the animals

recently sent across the Atlantic, this publication

refreshes the memory by bringing once more before

us several minor, but yet more important cargoes of

stock which since 1867 have left our shores for Canada.
The first experiment consisted in purchasing J\osi:ihiU\

a daughter of Mr. Storer's Jiosy and BELLEVILLE
(11,795), from Lady Pigot, and Baron Booth of
Lan'CASTer, from Mr. Barclay, of Keavil. This was
followed in 186S by the shipment on board the

"Germany" of Duchess 97, the 1st 1000 gs. heifer,

and various Shorthorns, mostly of Booth origin,

together with two Aldemeys, about 50 Cotswold sheep,

and three horses. In June, 1S69, four Booth Shorthorns

from the herds of Mr. Chaloner, of King's Fort, and
Mr. Pawlett, of Beeston, were sent from Glasgow in

the "Gleniffer;" and, lastly, we have the large con-

signment referred to last week.

' At the South Kensington Mu

sheep.
Notwithstanding the extreme drought in the

midland counties, which during the hast three months
has scarcely been reheved by a passing shower, a

respectable company assembled at Holly Bank to

participate in the sale of rams. The excellence of the

Holly Bank Shropshire is well known ; and it is

sufficient to say that, even in the present untoward
season, the show of rams was considered fully equal to

anything which had been witnessed dtu-ing the present

summer. The highest price, viz., 24 gs., was given

for a beautiful sheep by the Nugget, which goes to Mr.

Sale, near Leicester. Mr. North gave 15 gs. for

another son of the Nugget, of great length and well

wooUed. One A\hich was regarded with much favour

was No. 3, similarly bred, bought by Mr. Bakewell
for 10 gs. Another of our favourites was purchased for

12 gs. Although, owing to the untoward season, the

average was only some ^9, the sale presented the

satisfactory feature that every sheep was disposed of.

We understand that Ireland is the destination of several

of them, and one—Stockly, a 2-shear commended at

Derby—was purchased for South America, for the sum
of 14 gs. The highest price among the ewes was 55J.

for a pen, worth at least that price to the butcher.

A beautiful pen of shearlings went to Mr. Hardy,
M.P., for 56J. per head.

We are favoured by Mr. Villar, of Cheltenham,
with the following particulars regarding the late

Cotswold ram sales. At Mr. Handy's sale, Sierford,

on the 5th inst., Mr. Wm. Lane, of Broadfield, gave

.^^43 Is, for a very excellent sheep ; Mr. Fletcher, of

Shipton, purchased lot 25 for ;^23 2s,, and Mr. Pope,
of Coombend, gave 21 gs. for a very nice sheep.

Other good prices were given, the lowest being

£S i^s, 61/., and the average jfio Sj. Sd, At
Andoversford, on the 9th inst., at Mr. T. Be.ile

Browne's sale, Salperton Park, an average of

£?i ly. was obtained. At Mr. G. Fletcher's

sale, 50 rams were disposed of, the highest price,

;f37 \6s., being given by Mr. Barton, Cole St. Denis.

Lane, of Broadfield, gave ^32 \\s, for lot 3, and
£2(1 ^s. for lot 2. Mr. G. Hewer, Leygrove, gave

;^33 I2.f. for lot II, and Mr. Smith, of Sherborne,

purchased lot 16 for £26 ^s. Many other sheep were
sold at from ^^23 to ;^20, and an average of ^"12 14
was obtained. We must refer our readers to last week's
number for the averages of the principal Cotswold
sales. Mr. Charles Hobbs, of Maisey Hampton,
disposed of 22 Oxfordshire rams at the Cirencester

Great Market, through Mr. Villar, and these realised

an average of £<^ is, ^d. The highest price was

£^i 13^., and the lowest £^ "js.

At Mr. Treadwell's (Upper Winchendon) sale,

in the estimation of one who ought to know, some of

the best sheep made the least money. There was a

large local company, but few buyers from a distance,

hence the want of competition for the best sheep.

Fifty-nine rams were sold and one was let, and as this

was the entire number offered, the result could not be
considered unsatisfactory. The highest price given

was ^13, which contrasts unfavourably with ;^27 given

last year, as does also the average of the present year,

;,^S Ss,, with that of j£'l2 iSs, obtained in 1S69.

We were glad to notice the increase in entries

of Cotswold sheep at the recent meeting of the

Gloucestershire .Agricultural Society at Stroud. Last

year but one pen of theaves was exhibited, and the

prize for shearling rams was withheld. This season

there was a good class of theaves, an imposing array

of rams, and a very creditable show of lambs.

We are guilty of an oversight in not having

sooner noticed the Bulbridge sale, which took place on
Wednesday, the 3d in;t. Through the courtesy of

Messrs. Ewer & Winslanley, the auctioneers, we are

able to state that the sale was well attended by about

300 of the leading agriculturists of the neighbourhood

and more distant parts of the country. It is well known
that Mr. Rawlence's Hampshire sheep rank among the

finest in the kingdom, and in spite of the low range of

prices this season some brisk bidding wa.s witnessed.

Mr. A. Morrison, of Fonthill, hired a very fine ram
lamb for 60 gs., and a second for 40 gs. Rlr. Dibden
secured another for 31 gs., and Mr. Walter took one

into Notts, at 21 gs. The remaining lambs were let

at from 8 to 12 gs. each. The lambs which were sold

commanded prices ranging from 36 to 9 gs. The top

price was given by Mr. Dibden. Mr. R. K. Melsome
bought lot 33 at 23 gs., and Mr. Rose bought a good
lamb at 21 gs. The remaining lambs for sale made from

13 to 7 gs. Two-teeth rams let at from lo to 6 gs.,

and sales were effected at from 8 to 11 gs. Ram
lambs, both sold and let, averaged ^i I y. 6d, each,

and the average over the 120 lots disposed of was

;flO 12.5.

The following are notes of other ram sales :

—

Cotswolds.

J]//: H. Game's, A/dswort/i : Messrs. Lyne & Acock
sold 47, drafted from this well-known flock. Nos. 7
and 9 were knocketl down at 50 gs. each. The
51 sheep avei"aged the handsome sum of ^16 4P.

Mr. milker's, of Noiiklcach : 38 Cotswold rams

were sold. Mr. Barton, of Cole St. Denis, purchased

the highest-priced animal for 36 gs. The average was
good, being ^^12 Ss.

Mr. Hugh Aylmers, West Derehatn Aiief' : The
following is the result of the sale:— The animals

brought to the hammer consisted of 100 ram lambs,

So shearlings, and 10 2-shear rams. The ram lambs

ranged from £4 Ss. to /S I5j-., the aver.ige bemg

;^5 4r. 4^/. ; the shearlings from £6 5j. to ^17 10s.,

the average £S ^s. gd. ; the 2-shears from £6 $' to

;^ii, the average ;i7 los. The gross receipts were

£^360.
Mr. Colher's, Middle Aston: There were 46 lots

sold, and the highest price realised was i$ gs. ; the

aver.age w.vs £^ 12s, yt.
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AJr. T. Allen, Markshall : 21 ram lambs averaged

£}i lbs., and 34 shearling rams, £ii lys. 6ii.

Mr. T. Brmun's, Mcirham Hall, took place on

Thursday. The animals submitted to competition

compi-ised So ram Iambs, So shearling, and 10 2-shear

Cotswold rams. The So ram lambs averaged

£,(> OS. lod. ; the So shearHng rams, £() 13^. The
10 2-shear rams averaged £'^ 19J. ^d. ; one of the

sheep sold at Harleston let for £^1 \os., and other

good sheep for the same amount.

SOUTHDOWNS.
At the Dorchester fair, a large number of ram lambs

from tlie flock of Mr. J. C. Fooks, of Ceme Abbas,

were put up to auction by Mr. Ensor, prices ranging

from 34 to 124 gs. each. Southdown rams from Mr.

G. W. Horner, of Athelhampton, realised from 3.J to

8 gs. each ; and for some from Mr. John Ford, of

Rushton, from 54 to 6 gs. each was given.

Oxfordshire Downs.
Oxford Great Ram Fair: Messrs. Flanklin & Gale

offered 70 very capital ram lambs, from the flock of

Mr. H. Gale, of Cuddesdon. Those which were
sold realised prices varying from £\(i ^s. 6d. to

£'i ly. bd., making the veryfair average of ;^6 \os. The
same auctioneers then disposed of 60 ram lambs and a

few older sheep, bred by Mr. W. Chillingworth, of

Cuddesdon. The whole were sold at an average of

£b I2S., the highest price being £1^ y. 6d., the lowest

/3 13^. 6d.

Hampshire Downs.
Mr. Diliden: The prices ranged from ^18 lyj. 6d.

down to £$ t,s., and included various prices between
those extremes, such as lo, 12^, 134, 144. 'S. I7 gs-,

and so on : the average of the 100 animals ofiered

^^'"g £^ S^- 6'^- each.

Mr. Cola, Boreham Road, near Warminster: The
letting prices of lambs for the season, from September
6, ranged from 1 5 to 6 gs. ; the lambs for sale ranged
from 114 to 3 gs. ; and the 2-teeths from 82 to 4 gs.

Mr. E. Waters, Salisbury: 100 ram Iambs, 13 shear-

ling rams, and 216 ewes were sold. Among the highest

prices given we may mention the following :—Lot 2,

Mr. Mayo, 15 gs. ; lot 10, Mr. Rawlence, 44 gs. ; lot 15,

Mr. Kent, 144 gs. ; lot 20, Mr. Lyne, 25 gs. ; lot 25,
Mr. Compton, 25 gs. ; lot 26, Mr. Russell, 154 gs. ;

lot 19, Mr. Hoddinolt, 144 gs. ; lot 36, Mr. Symes,

134 gs. ; lot 42, Mr. C. Long, 154 gs. ; lot 49, M
JSToteley, 16 gs. ; lot 50, Mr. Kellow, for Mr. t
Morrison, 39 gs. After this prices gradually lowered
to4gs., and the average over 100 Iambs disposed of
w-'is £^ iSj. bd. ', for shearlings the average was

Shropshik.es.

Mr. Horleyh^ The Fosse, near Leamington: The
rams ranged from 6 to 35 gs.

Mr. BradburneSy Pipe Place, near Lichfield: Rams
only realised from 5 to 20 gs. each, a number being
withdrawn.
Mr. C. Bynfs, Litlywood: The rams made about

similar figures.

Mr. Coxon's, Freeford: Forty rams averaged about

;^ 17 eacli, the highest figure being 52 gs., given by Mr.
Clare ; and others making 42, 35, 30, 26, 24, down to

6gs.

is considered to be 24 bushels ; it is therefore set down a

poor clay land, and mine also is concluded in the general

condemnation. It stings me to the core to hear land that

with ordinary fair treatment will produce 40 bushels to thi

acre, set down as poor land. . If, therefore, you will have
the kindness to state plainly what your opinion is, whether
clay land is or is not poor, whether it is the soil that is

poor, or whether it is the treatment which it receives, that

poor—if, as I expect, you will confirm my opinion, you
will do as much as is possible for one man to do,

attempting to remove a blot from the intelligence of the

age, the result as much of habit as of thoughtlessness.

"As my object will be attained by the publicat
of your opinion, will you be kind enough to state in your
reply whether you have any objection to such a course,

"

I have informed the gentleman that I will answer
the question publicly, therefore I proceed at once to do

so. Clay land generally is rich in mineral food, especi

ally so the subsoil. This land, that I call poor clay, is

situated in what is called a poor clay district, extend-

ing from here right into and through large tracts of

Oxfordshire. I call mine poor clay, to make the

reader understand that it is of that character called

poor clay, whereas I prove that it is not poor. It is

the general management on such land that is poor, not

the land. Those who look upon clay land as poor,

therefore unworthy of good, deep, and clean manage-
ment, do not appreciate the mineral qualities of the

soil, neither do they the good there is contained in air

and water.

Now, this land of mine, which under ordinary horse

culture produced only 20 bushels per acre on an average

of years, now under steam culture produces 40 bushels

per acre, thereby proving that, under horse cul-

ture, it was not half farmed ; and that represents the

general state of things now-a-days under horse culture.

So they call the land pooi", instead of calling themselves

poor farmers.

In November, 1S59, I employed Dr. Voelcker to

take samples and makes analysis of this clay land of

mine. Here is what he says about it :

—

COMrOSITION , FKOM Field No.

ON CLAY LAND CULTIVATION
A GENTLEMAN has forwarded the following lette:

asking my opinion as to the value of clay land,

should be glad if you would publish it, for it puts
the question plainer than I know how otherwise to

l^ut it :—
" In writing to you as a stranger, I trust that the same

spirit which raised you to the position of a public bene-
factor will lead you to pardon such intrusion. My object
in doing so is with a view to remove, if possible, what I

conceive to be a common error in the minds of agri-
culturists, and which your letter in the Agricultural
Gazette on the subject of the prize farm at Oxford may
inadvertently tend to promote. In that letter you make
use of the expression 'poor clay land' no less than three
times—ironically, I believe, but as my experience leads
me to think that the ordinary run of newspaper readers do
not understand irony, and take every word literally,

to such it may appear to be a contradiction that
in one breath you are calling clay land poor, and
in the next saying that it will produce 40 bushels of
Wheat to the acre ; and again, that 'it needs htile else
besides deep and clean working, a little superphosphate
for Wheat, and that is all,' no consumption of cake, as
* the poor stone brash requires.' Now, with your great
practical experience, the fact of your condemning clay
to the class of poor soils cannot but be a confirmation of
the general opinion which already exists in the minds of
land surveyors, landlords, and tenants. It is the habit
nearly all to call clay land poor, and yet scientific men say
that it is inexhaustible in mineral food for plants. My own
humble opinion is, that when once the water is got out of
it by drainage, with ordinary fair treatment it is a mine of
wealth. 1 have a piece of heavy clay land which has
borne alternate crops of Wheat and Beans for 20 or
rather, perhaps, 30 years, the only variation being that
every sixth year a crop of roots is substituted for Beans,
and then only it gets a dressing of farmyard manure

;

that is, three crops of Wheat, two of Beans, and one of
roots, in six years. The produce of Wheat is invariably
up to 40 bushels per acre, and the roots, especially Mangels,
are a heavy crop; the average crop of Wheat on the
adjoining land, and of the neighbourhood, on similar soil,

Phosphoric acid
Carbonate of lir

Sulphate of lim.

Magnesia

Insoluble in hydrochloi

Magnesia
Potash
Soda

ling nitrogen .

* Contai
Equal to

The preceding analysis exhibits several points of inte-

rest, to which I would briefly allude.

1. In the first place I notice that the proportions of

organic matter and of phosphoric acid are much
greater in the surface than in the subsoil. This difference

arises from the organic remains of the preceding crop,

and from the manure which was applied to the land.

2. The larger proportion of nitrogen in the organic

matter of the surface deserves particular notice.

This proportion is capable of yielding one-half per cent,

of ammonia, whereas the subsoil will yield ultimately only

one-sixth of a per cent, of this important fertilising mate-
rial. The greater part of the nitrogen, no doubt, exists

in the soil in the state of organic remains, but some un-
questionably is due to the action of the atmosphere on
the well pulverised surface land. In other words, steam
cultivation has rendered the soil capable of absorbing
ammonia from the atmosphere ; an improvement has
thus been effected which cannot be too highly estimated.

This power of absorbing ammonia is mainly due to the

presence of clay in the surface soil ; and, as we have in

the subsoil an inexhaustible supply of clay, deep cuUi-

vation, which admits air into the subsoil, must have a
powerful influence in raising the productiveness of the

land,

3. It will be observed that the total quantity of potash
present in the surface soil is nearly the same as that con-
tained in the subsoil ; but there is this remarkable differ-

ence ; that, whilst the surface contains by far the greater

part of potash in a state of combination, in which it is

readily soluble in dilute acid, the subsoil contains much
less soluble potash, and a much larger proportion of
insoluble silicates than the surface soil.

We may learn from this, that contact with air, induced
by efficient cultivation of the soil, has had the effect of

decomposing a large proportion of the insoluble silicates,

and rendering the important alkali, potash, soluble.

At the same time time it will be observed that even tlie

subsoil contains a good deal of soluble potash, which
appears to me to indicate that the subsoil has been sub-
jected to some extent to this ameliorating influence of the
atmosphere, although it has not been turned up and
brought to the surface.

It will thus appear that both surface and subsoil, the

former to a greater extent than the latter, have undergone
important chemical changes, in consequence the mineral
food for plants has been rendered available, and the land
acquired, in a higher degree than in its natural state, the
power of absorbing ammonia from the atmosphere."

Now, sir, I have given my opinion, and I have sup

analysis and report give a good reason why I should
attain those results.

The clay lands of England are not poor, for they
contain t^ose qualities that will make riches if the

farmers will only bestir themselves to let air and water
freely at them. William Smith, IVoolstou, Blctchley

StationJ
Bucks^ Aug. 10.

TILLAGE AND SEEDING.
T PURSUE this subject not so much to advocate small

quantities of seed for farming crops as to show the

ruinous, or what I may call—wlialever offence I may
give by it, persevering in it as they have for so many
years—the ignorant practice in general use, and recom-

mended by the Royal Agiicultural Society, of sowing

2 bushels of seed per acre, which is at least four times

more than can grow and bring a crop to perfection,

and especially when it is known that one kind of Wheat
will seed the land nearly half as thickly again as

another kind will ; nearly the same as sowing the same
quantity of the small Tick Beans would seed the land

so much thicker than the seeding of it with the Broad
Windsors would. And further, is it not erroneous to

sow the magical 2 bushels at all seasons of the year

—

early in the autumn and late in the spring, and on all

kinds of land—on rich and Wheat-producing land, and
on poor, light, and poverty-stricken land, merely

scratched over with a plough 3 or 4 inches deep only,

and then the epidennis smoothed over with the roller

and haiTows.

But I will turn to my letter of July 4, p. 937, which
I hear has excited some attention. In proceeding

with this I shall prove how easy it is to sow land with

small quantities of seed, and give the names of some
gentlemen, who with care and attention sowed their

acres with a peck of seed for each acre, the seed

and the acres having first been measured by dis-

interested persons, the object being to prove what
a peck an acre would produce on good and well-

cultivated lands, so as to satisfy the minds of the

scientific gentlemen who were engaged in the experi-

ments, and not for the puq^ose of advertising ; indeed,

advertising then was scarcely thought of, and certainly

but little resorted to.

The first were six gentlemen, whom I have often

before referred to, who sowed their lands in the

manner I have indicated. I had permission to make
what use I pleased with the names of four of them,

and of the practice and success of their operations.

The experiments were made between the years iSio
and 1S15, and I add, with the most gratifying success ;

proving that one peck of Wheat, of any kind, in skilful

hands, and in good land, will produce crops equal to

any larger quantities of seed, and for a succession

of years far more profitable. The names of the

four pioneers in thinner seeding (not thin seeding),

were Mr. Bradley, Mr. Jackson, Mr. Smith, and
Colonel Williams. I was, my respected readers, as

you must know, but a young man 60 years back, but

from my very earliest years nearly I took a great

interest in land cultivation, hence my being able to

record what I am now stating, which, though it

has brought upon me much opposition and mis-

representation, and in some cases nearly personal

injury, especially for my advocacy of machinery

—

which I then thought, and still think, might be
so made and used as to render our country inde-

pendent of all foreign corn supplies ; but not, I

add, whilst the Royal Agricultural Society professes

that they are obliged to use four, or even eight times

the seed, for producing not more than half the crop

that the gentlemen with their one peck produced so

many years back. In one of the cases, in 1810, I

saw and assisted in measuring the peck of seed, and
also in dibbling it, grain by gi'ain, into an acre of land.

I also saw the crop threshed and measured in the field,

and the yield was 204 pecks, or 204-fold ; and the

experiments of the other one peck more were nearly as

satisfactory, as I myself also witnessed. As for

Colonel Williams, his cultivation of land and manage-
ment of stock were the veiy best I have ever seen,

and I have no doubt whatever but my scientific readers

would agree with me had I time and space to describe

what they were. A great impulse was given to

farming in those days by the publication of Jethro
Tull's system of tillage, and the agricultural lectures

and chemistry of Sir H. Davy ; and I think also by
the "Wealth of Nations," by Dr. Adam Smith, which
were then rather ardently studied ; and several other

works of the kind which drew public attention, and
were studied by many landed proprietors of education

and scientific attainments.

The names of several other gentlemen, who seeded
their 2 pecks, I am at liberty to publish, namely. Rev.
Mr, Close and Rev. S. Smith, who were disciples of

Jethro Tidl. Mr, Close'saverage produce was24bushels,

and Mr. Smith's, 36 bushels; but it must be remembered
that TuU seeded only half his land each year, seeding a

naiTow stetch, and leaving a narrow stetch fallow for

the succeeding year. There followed several others

who used their 3 pecks, ending with the Rev. Sir

George Robinson, who farmed from iSig to 1S5S, and

their average produce was 33^ bushels an acre ; but I

have others, and by far the most interesting, who
seeded land, and for many years, with only half a peck

of seed an acre, and the produce from which was still

ported it by results on my own farm, and Dr. Voelcker's I larger than any of which I have already given par-
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ticulars. <;;_ But here I must stop for the present, reserv-

ing names, dates, and details, for another time. George

m/h'fijy Vicarase, IVix.

wet lands form part of large beds in which the rain-water
from adjacent surfaces is conserved ; and as this is the
result of undcr-drainage, which interferes only with unde-
fined sources of supply, there cannot possibly arise

VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY.
Almost every summer there are gravel and chalk

districts in this country, of enormous area, whose in-

habitants are in positive distress for want of water. It

is hardly possible to over-rate the importance, whether

on the score of health, comfort, or economy, of the

subject of village sanitary economy, which Mr. Bailey

Denton has treated exhaustively in a recent number of

the English Agricultural Society's Journal, and of

which this subject is one principal section. We give

here an extract, very much condensed, from Mr.

Denton's paper, using ^the wood-cuts with which the

article in the Journal was illustrated :

—

"The sources of a private character which would
be comparable with a public supply are :

—

I. Wells sunk down to a shallow depth, affording

a constant supply of water to be raised by a
common lift-pump.

II. A running stream of unpolluted water passing

the doors of the inhabitants, from which they
can dip out all they require.

III. The storage of roof-water.

" I. From Wells.—.^s a positive condition upon the

use of water from shallow wells in villages,

no privies or cesspools nor leaky sewers should
exist within such a distance of the wells as
will allow of the infiltration of excrementi-
tious matter. A proper system of impermeable
sewerage for house refuse and of permeable
drainage for subsoil-water will be found indis-

pensable where this mode of supply is used.

"II. By Dip from a Public Watercourse.
— Where dependence is placed on a supply
to be obtained by dipping from a stream
running through a village, the strictest care
is necessary to prevent surface-defilement,

and to see that steps are taken to lower the
water standing in the soil, so as to prevent
that complete saturation which is incident to

the constant flow of water on the surface,

^too frequently resulting in evils as great as

those arising from the want of sewerage itself.

" III. The Storage of Roof-water.— li is,

perhaps only by one or other of the two pri-

vate sources already referred to that the whole
of the water required for domestic use by
villagers can be obtained with sufficient

certainty. Much, however, can be done, by
house and cottage owners, by the provision
of tanks, in which to collect and store roof-

water. The quantity and quality of the water
to be obtained from the roofs of buildings,

when the covering is slate, has not been
generally appreciated. In the cases of thatch
and tiles, the same remark does not apply,

as much of the rain is absorbed by the roof
itself, and that which is thrown off is not so
pure as that discharged from slate roofs.

Taking an ordinary middle-class house in a
village, with stabling and outbuildings, the

space of ground covered by the roofs will fre-

quently reach 10 poles ; while the space
covered by a farm labourer's cottage and
outbuilding will be 2J poles. Assuming that

the roof is slate, and the water dripping from
it is properly caught by eave-troughing and
conducted by down pipes and impervious
drain-pipes into a watertight tank, sufficiently

capacious to prevent overflow under any
circumstances, and that by this method 20
inches of water from rain and dew is collected

in the course of the year, the private house
will have the command of 28, 280 gallons, and
the cottage 7070 gallons in a year. , . .

Water Supply by Public Co-operation.
" Failing sufficiency or proper quality from

either of the three private sources enumerated, there re-

mains to be considered how a village may be economi-
cally supplied by pubUc co-operation. It is not impro-
bable that, even where private sources now exist, a public
supply may, under a combination of advantageous circum-
stances, be the cheaper means of service.

"The various means at command may be classified

under the following heads ;

—

I. The use of a constant or an intermittent supply
existing above the village, and conducted to it

by gravitation.

II. The raising of subterranean water lying beneath
or near the village.

III. The use of a stream near at hand, but at lower
level than the village, both as a supply and as
motive power to raise the required quantity ; and

IV. The use of steam-power in the place of other
motors.

"I. The Use of a Constant or an Intermittent Supply,
existing above t/te Village, and conducted to it by Gravi-
tation.—This description of supply will include that to be
obtained from a running stream or from under-drainage,
oitlier where the discharge is constant or intermittent.

'

' The writer has been enabled, in carrying out works
of under-drainage on several estates, to originate a con-
stant run of water from land which had been previously
saturated, and had given off its excess of wetness by evapo-
ration. In some few cases the advantage has been turned
to account, and an immeasurable benefit conferred on the
village poor, who have since continued to take their daily

supply of water from the outlets. The discharge from
waterlogged free soils is frequently constant, when the

Fig. 212.—turbine and double-acting pump.

objections of the same character as those which attend

any interference with the ancient rights of defined streams.

Tlie villages that could be thus supplied with the best

Fig. 213.—SUPPLY by pump worked by wind-engine
AND AUXILIARY HORSE-POWER.

water are not few, and it is remarkable that, with such an

advantage within reach, efforts are not more frequently

made to obtain it.

"But for one instance in which under-drainage fur-

nishes a constant discharge, hundreds of cases occur in

which the outlets cease to run after the month of May;

Fig. 214.—HYDRAULIC RAM.

and in these cases, if we are to turn to account such an
intermittent flow, the surplus of the winter must be col-

lected in a reserx'oir. from which the supply of the village

may be taken when the outlets cease to flow. The differ-

ence between a constant run of water and the supply to be
gained from an intermittent discharge by the aid of storage

is very great, both with respect to cost and quality ; for,

as the supply to a village is comparatively small, and the
opportunities of collecting it in any deep natural recept-
acle rare, recourse must be had to comparatively shallow
reservoirs, which are open to the objection that vegetable
and animal life thrive in them, and when they decompose
render the water less pure. This objection is, however,
met by constructing the reservoir in such a manner as
will allow of its being emptied every year and properly
cleansed. The proportion of the rainfall discharged by
under-drainage during the winter from clay lands will not
be less than 3 J inches,* where the annual rainfall does not
exceed 24 inches, and the proportion due to the winter is

not less than 9 out of the 24 inches. This amounts to

79, 183 gallons per acre. To supply a village of 400 inhabit-

ants with 10 gallons each per diem, a total quantity of

1,460,000 gallons will be required for the year's supply,
half of which (730.000 gallons) must be stored during the
discharging period for use during the remainder of the
year, with an addition of 50 per cent, for evaporation,
waste, &c. By this means a village may be amply supplied
with water all the year round, the quantity used during
the winter being supplied direct from the outlets, and that
of the summer from the reservoir. A reservoir capable of
holding the quantity required would occupy about 4-ioths
of an acre, assuming the depth of water not to exceed
10 feet. The whole expense of constructing such a reser-

voir, with supply-pipes, &c., would probably not exceed
;/^4oo (putting a fair value on the land required), which, if

repaid with interest in 30 years, would involve an average
annual charge upon each dwelling of about 8j-. if 60 dwell-

ings composed the village. This is rather lower than the
minimum rate which it has been already stated

the labouring cottager can fairly afford to

pay.

" II. The Raising of Spring or Subter-

ranean Water lying beneath or near a Vil-

lage.—The depth from which the water will

have to be raised may vary very consider-

ably in different formations, but there is no
hmit to the height to which it may be raised

if the motive power is appropriately selected.

Three kinds of power present themselves for

application, viz. , horse, wind, and steam-
power. Of these it is only intended to dwell

upon wind as the most appropriate, if it be
supplemented by horse-power when the force

of the wind is not sufficiently great to drive

the machinerj', . . .

" The cost of the wind engine, with chain
of pots and tank to hold 16.000 gallons, with
horse-power appliances under the tank, as
shown in the drawing (fig. 213), would pro-

bably reach ^^750, including a supply-main
down the village street for a distance of half-

a-mile but excluding connections with the

dwellings, and this sum, if repaid with interest

in 30 years, will result in an annual charge of

15J. on all dwellings, supposing 60 to compose
the village. This would probably result in

rather a higher rate upon cottages than it

has been before stated it would be desirable

to charge ; but in many cases the tank would
not necessarily be raised above the ground,
when the cost would be reduced very con-
siderably. The number of days on which the

wind would not have sufficient power to per-

form the required duty may possibly reach
100 in the whole year, but this depends so
much on locality that no general rule can be
stated. The cessation would seldom last

more than a fortnight at the same time, and
seeing that the service tank would hold four

days' supply, and that the wind when at work
would do duty during the night as well as

the day, it may fairly be supposed that re-

course would seldom be had to the supple-

mental power. When this should occur, a
good strong horse working half a day would
sufiice to furnish the village with the supply

of 4000 gallons, and thus two whole days'

work would sufiice to fill the tank of 16,000
gallons, or four days" supply. The current

expenses, beyond the payment of the instal-

ment, by which the original outlay would be
repaid, would therefore be small, and there

would be no difficulty in obtaining the use of a horse or

two when required. . . .

"III. The Use of a Stream near at hand, hut at a
Lower Level than the Village, both as a Supply and as

Motive Power to raise the required Qua/itity.— Three
descriptions of machinery present themselves for con-

sideration, each being preferable under certain conditions.

The machines are the hydraulic ram, the turbine and
pump, and the undershot wheel and pump.f Where the

quality of the water is suitable, the power small, and the

elevation to which the supply has to be raised is not more
than 10 times the fall, there is nothing equal in simplicity,

efficiency, and cheapness to the hydraulic ram. With a
fall, for instance, of 8 feet, a ram will raise 4000 gallons

daily to a village half a mile off, 40 feet higher than the

supply if the quantity of water at command is 38 gallons

a minute. The ram acts upon a principle different from

that of any other hydraulic machine, inasmuch as by con-

centrating into a small quantity of water the force accu-

mulated by motion of a larger body, the small quantity is

raised to the required height. The greatest amount cf

water a ram will raise does not exceed half of what a horse

would accomplish if its power cfluld be brought to bear in

the most favourable way ; but as the ram is self-acting,

and never-ceasing if the water acting through it remains

the same, the advantages of the ram over the horse,

• See Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

vol. XX., p. 273 c/ ity.

t The writer is indebted for much of the information respecting

the use of the ram, the turbine, and the wheel, as well as that

respecting pumpmg machinery generally, to Mr. Arthur Rigg,

engineer of the George Street Works, Chester.
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though it apparently does only half the work, are very

superior.

"The fall to the ram should in no case exceed 20 feet,

as the stress on the valves then becomes loo great for

their long endurance. One of the special features of the

ram is, that a portion of the same water that works it is

raised as the supply ; so that, unless the water of the

stream is suitable for domestic purposes, the ram is inap-

plicable. One of the best forms of ram is shown in the

drawing, fig. 214. As the hydraulic ram differs in prin-

ciple from all other means of raising water, so its useful

effect varies according to a different law. For example,

when the elevation to which water has to be raised

amounts to about eight times the fall which works it, the

useful effect is 66 per cent. ; but when the elevation is ten

times the fall, the useful effect is reduced to 50 per cent.,

while at 20 limes the fail the useful effect is only 18

per cent.

"To give an example reduced to gallons raised per
minute, so as to judge of effects under different circum-

stances, let it be assumed that 40 gallons of water per
minute are at command, having an available fall of 10 feet

—then the following calculations apply to different

heights :

—

inifted 80 foe X --g— = 3i gallons per r

jj 200 ,, X-^ -= id of a gallon per minute.

These figures will suffice to show that the hydraulic ra

being fully effective, from imperfect design or construc-
tion. On a large scale, very high results have been ob-
tained

; but for small applications, such as those of water
supply to villages, 70 per cent, of the power expended
may be considered the limit of perfection, and from this

must be deducted the further loss due to the pump and
gearing, which will reduce the product to 50 per cent.

To ascertain the quantity of water raised per minute, by a
given fall and quantity, the following rule may be used
for turbines :

—

gallons falling per minute X height of fall _ f gallons raised

2 X elevation required. ' P*^""
"I'nutc.

2 X gallons to be raised X height to be raised _ ( gallons falling

height of fall. 1 per minute.

For instance, with a fall of 20 feet a turbine will raise

10,000 gallons daily to a height of 100 feet and a distance
of one mile with a flow of go gallons per minute. As all

the foregoing rules assume the machinery to be perfect,

an allowance ought to be made in small machines and
longer rises for the inevitable loss by leakage, &c. Indeed,
in smaller works it is desirable to have the machinery
from li to 2 times as powerful as that which seems to be
requisite.

"The cost of the several machines, appropriately

applied, with rising-main and supply-pipe, may be
approximately estimated as under :

—

Hydraulic ram, working with a fall of 8 feet, and
capable of raising daily to a height of 40 feet, and a
distance of half a mile, 4000 gallons of the same
water by which it is moved, with supply-pipe down
village street, half a mile long, exclusive of connec-
tions with the dwellings, &c Cl^X) o o

Turbine^ working with a fall of ao feet, and

downs, has been found useful for the supply of live stock;
and when the scientific principle upon which they are
founded is better understood, it is not impossible it may
be found more generally applicable. Any treatise, there-
fore, which professed to deal with village sanitary arrange-
ments, would be incomplete if some reference, cursory
though it be, were not made to both these valuable
expedients. Neither, however, possess properties suf-

ficiently certain for general adoption."

THE HARVEST AND THE CROPS.
In my harvest report of last year I estimated the

Wheat crop to be 26 bushels per acre, or 13 per cent,

below average, and low as that estimate was generally

considered, yet the true test of the threshing-machine

proved that actual results fell short of my estimated

yield.

In the counties of Norfolk, Lincoln (excepting the

fen districts), York, and in all the midland counties

the yield proved sadly disappointing, and crops which,

judging from their bulk, would in favourable seasons

have yielded 6 qr. per acre, did not produce

3 qr. As I anticipated, the counties of Kent,
Essex, and I can now add Northumberland, produced
an average yield : but taking England throughout, I
do not hesitate—after having obtained returns of several

thousands of acres of Wheat that I inspected growing
—to put the average yield of the Wheat crop of 1869
at 24 bush, per acre, or 6 bush, per acre below
average ; or, compared with the unequalled crop of

Fig. 215.—PONCELOT undershot wheel 16 —SUIPLY FROM STREWI AT A I 0\V I R LE\ EL BV UNDERSHOT \\HEEI

should not have to hft more than lo times the height of
the fall, where economy is the object aimed at.

In cases where the water which furnishes the power is

not of a quality suitable for domestic use, and where
there is other and better water at hand, or where the
quantity required is greater than the ram can lift, or
where the elevation is higher than the ram can econo-
mically raise the required quantity, pumps worked by
either watenvheels or turbines can be more appropriately
used than the ram. The waterwheel is slow in move-
ment, and therefore ought to be adapted to comparatively
slow-moving pumps of large capacity and regular resisting
power. The turbine, on the contrary, moves rapidly, and a
double-acting lift and force-pump can be associated with
It with advantage (see fig. 212). Where the stream has a
fall of less than 3 or 4 feet, and particularly if great varia-
tions take place in the quantity of water constituting the
motive-power, it will be found that the Poncelet under-
shot (fig. 215) or the breast-wheel will give the best result,
which, having regard to the loss due to pumps and
gearing, practically amounts to 35 per cent., or about
one-third of the whole theoretical power due to the fall
driving the wheel : thus,

J X E°lls. falling per minute X height of fall _ J gallons raised

elevation required. I P^r minute.

"For instance, an undershot wheel (fig. 2r6) working
With a fall of 3 feet will raise 10, 000 gallons daily to a height
of 100 feet, and a distance of one mile, with a flow of
945 gallons per minute. When the fall e.\ceeds 4 feet the
overshot wheel or the turbine may bo used, but the latter
IS generally the cheaper of the two ; and, as it occupies
the least space and will work below water, it has
advantages superior to the waterwheel. The turbine
Was brought very closely to its present perfection by
M. Foumeyron, whose machines have not been super-
^ded, although many attempts have been made lo do so.
I here is, however, no machine which requires more abso-
lute perfection in its proportions to give a good result
than the turbine, and many that are sold are very far from

capable of raising daily 10,000 gallons of water
(taken from the stream and filtered in its passage
from thence to the pump-well) to a height of too
feet, with pumps and rising-main for forcing the
supply a distance of a mile, including supply-pipe
down vilLage street, half a mile long, but excluding
the connections with dwellings .

.

.

.

. . .£650 o o
IVaterwIicel, capable of doing the same work as

turbine, but working with a fall of 3 feet only instead
of 20, with pumps, rising-main, &c., exclusive of
house connections {,^<fl o

"IV. The Use of Steam-power in the Place of other
Motors.—Where none of the foregoing plans are avail-

able, the steam-engine forms the last and a never-failing
resource. The kind of pump most suitable would be the
double-acting lift and force-pump, or possibly three ram-
pumps forcing water into one ascending main. To form
a comparison between this description of power and that
of wind or water, it will suffice to state that the first cost
of a steam-engine to raise the same quantity, height, and
distance as was assumed in the case of the turbine and
wheel, would be ,,^725 ; but with steam-engines the annual
cost of fuel, stores, wear and tear of the machinery, and
attendance, would amount to a considerable sum ; while
with rams, turbines, and waterwheels, worked by a con-
stant flow of water, the annual outgoings are only
nominal.

" In the foregoing observations on village water supply
all reference to methods of a doubtful character has been
avoided. Norton's Abyssinian pumps, for raising water
out of shallow water-bearing beds, have been found
extremely valuable in certain localities where geological
conditions have favoured their use ; and no doubt there
are instances where they would be available in villages.

The happy contrivance, too, of fog-ponds,» for collecting
water from the atmosphere on the tops of the chalk

• The reader is referred to the second volume of the Society's
"Journal" (Second Series), p. 273, and to White's " Selborne,"
Letter 71, p. 256, for very interesting descriptions of " fog-
ponds ;'' also to the last number of the Society's "Journal " for

: observations on the wold ponds of Yorkshue.

186S, one-third deficient. One thing is certain, that,

partly from the inadequate prices—prices which the
condition of the home crop did not warrant—and
partly from the indifferent yield, the Wheat crop of

1869 has proved to be one of the least remune-
rative the exclusive Wheat grower of England ever
experienced.

Turning to the present year, which has been charac-

terised throughout by a severe drought, there has been
much to awaken in the mind of the farmer alternate

hopes and fears. In the early part of the season all

spring crops gave promise of great abundance, but the

absence of rain, and the prevalence of a scorching sun
throughout May and the early part of June so stunted

their appearance that at the middle of June we seemed,
so far as all crops were concerned, excepting Wheat,
to be on the verge of a famine. Fortunately, rain fell

in most parts of EngKind on the 1 6th of June, and the
aspect of all crops rapidly improved. Stunted and
withered stems quickly increased in length, ears which
otherwise would have remained unsheathed soon became
visible, and fields of Oats and Barley, which but for

the rain could not have been cut by sickle or machine,
have yielded about half a crop.

The forcing weather throughout June and July
rapidly matured all crops, and by the middle of July
the cutting of Oats commenced in several districts.

The Oat crop was so much earlier this season than its

sister cereals that in several districts there was a break
between the Oat and Wheat harvests. Cereal crops

are singularly well ripened, the general use of the

machine is making short work of the reaping process,

and from the withered state of the straw and hardened

condition of the grain, the process of ingathering

rapidly succeeds that that of cutting. With a continu-

ance of favourable weather up to the end of next week
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the greater proportion of the cereal crops will be
secured.

But to deal with the different crops more in detail.

The Wheat plant in its embryo stage was by no means
promising, especially on light soils. A large area had
got a too loose and dry seed-bed, the ravages of the

wirewonii proved unusually severe, and the frequent

naked frosts, by "lifting" the soil, so decimated the

plants and weakened those which were left with any
vitality, that a considerable area under Wheat was
ploughed up and sown with spring com. Hence, on
all shallow surface soils, incumbent on shale or gravel,

the Wheat crop is thinly planted, very short in straw,

and must give a very poor yield. On the other hand,

on all compact, or, what farmers aptly term, "holding
land," the Wheat plant passed the severe winter

unscathed. Even on this description of soil, however,
the appearance of the Wheat crop up till the middle

of May did not promise an average yield. From the

hot weather which then set in the Wheat crop greatly

improved. The blooming season was most favour-

able, and, up to the time of cutting, the prospects

of the yield gradually improved. The results

are, that on all strong soils, as well as on light

soils incumbent on cool subsoils, which embrace
the deep chalk marls of Kent, Suffolk, and Norfolk,

the London, Oxford, and Weald clays, the red sand-

stones of Hereford and Worcester, the carboniferous

limestones of Derby and Northumberland, the red

marls of Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, and War-
wickshire, and especially on the Lincoln and Cambridge
fens, the Wheat crop is considerably over average.

The crop'thus varies from that of the poorest descrip-

tion on shallow soils, which rest on porous strata, to

that of the finest quality on really Wheat soils. The
fact that I have walked through several fields, the yield

of which will not exceed 6 bushels per acre, and
through others which will produce 72 bushels, may
indicate the varied character of the Wheat crop, but
furnishes no data upon which to base the average yield.

The question is simply that of comparative acreage,

and after having carefully considered that point I esti-

mate the average acreage yield of Wlieat of this year's

crop to be 30 bushels, or just an average crop.

Compared with those of 186S the heads are short,

but the pikelets are closely set and filled with bright,

fully developed, and well-conditioned gi*ain.

The results obtained from threshed-out fields are

such as might be anticipated—viz., that the yield of
"Wheat on strong soils has exceeded, while that on light

soils has fallen short of, expectations.

From the total failure of seeds in 1S68, and their

partial failure in 1S69, together with Barley being the

most remunerative crop last year, I estimate that the

Wheat area this year is luider average, and conse-

quently that the total produce of Wheat will, from a
diminished area, fall short of an average.

A review of the Barley crop is less encouraging.

Unlike Wheat, the Barley crop was most promising in

its earliest stage. A better seed-bed was never secured,

and the finely pulverised soil, which tends to retain

moisture and avert drought, warranted the prediction

of a large crop. The braird was healthy, regular, and
vigorous, but before the plants shaded the land the

drought had the mastery, and on a large area of

gravelly soils the plant died at the root before it was
in ear.

The Barley crop, like Wlieat, is good on deep cool

subsoils, but while Wheat embraces by far the largest

area of such soils, the proportion allotted to Barley is

exceedingly small.

On one of the best farmed farms in the county of

Rutland, which I walked over last week, there are

100 acres of Barley which will not yield 2 qr. per acre.

The soil is light and gritty, and is easily injured by heat
or cold. Taking the Barley crop altogether, 1 estimate

it at 20 per cent, below average.

Oats were also put into the soil under favourable

conditions. They assumed a fine healthy hue soon
after brairding, but, like Barley, they eventually suc-

cumbed to the drought ; like Barley, also, they are

exceedingly short in straw, but the ears are compara-
tively large. I estimate the Oat crop to be 15 per
cent, under average.

Of all fai-m crops, Beans are by far the worst. In
many instances the stems are not a foot long, and,

although well podded compared with the length of the

stem, their yield must prove very inadequate. From
being so short, and the pods being close to the ground,
pulling instead of cutting has in several cases been
resorted to. I estimate the Bean crop to be one-tliird

deficient.

Peas are also short in straw, but singularly well
podded, of excellent quality, and a large breadth has
been secured m excellent condition. The crop is

average.

In many parts of the southern counties the Potato
crop is inferior, the tubers being few and small. In
the chief Potato-growing counties, however, such as

Kent, Cambridge, York, East Lothian, and Perth, the

yield promises to be average, the quality good, and as

yet there are no symptoms of disease.

Mangel, the most successful root in a dry season, is

somewhat late, but the plants are regidar and healthy.

No root crop suffers so severely from a dry season as

Turnips. Fortunately this year, from the action of

naked frosts, the soil was in the finest preparatory state

last year, and again this year. The Oats were being

carted when I passed, so I picked up three heads, from

lor the reception of this hazardous plant, but, in the 1 which I rubbed 630 oats. Just look at this against

majority of instances, the crop first sown was taken by
the fly, and resowing was imperative. Although
rather late, and there are many fields which have
proved a total failure, yet the crop generally is healthy,
is rapidly improving, and, with a favourable autumn,
may prove an average crop.

Hay—natural and artificial—in all the southern,
midland, and eastern counties, has well nigh been a
total failure.

Pastures up to the beginning of last week were
severely scorched, and in no year since iSiS have they
yielded so little "feed." Even the usually rich grazings
of Northampton and Leicester have been almost as

bare as the public road, and stock, cattle and sheep,
upon them greedily fed on hay and straw, and, besides,

required a liberal supply of artificial food. Pastures
were as bare and barren during the months of June and
July in 1S6S as in the corresponding months of this

year, but there is this difference between the two seasons,

that in the early part of the grazing season of 1S6S
pastures afforded abundant "keep," whereas in the
present year pastures, from the cold nights which pre-
vailed throughout April and May, never made a start.

The gi-azier has, therefore, this season suffered most
severely, and unless favoured by a growing autumn and
a mild winter, as in 1S68, to enable him in some
measure to recoup his summer's losses, the year 1870
will prove to him very disastrous.

Happily, the remarks I have made respecting one
and all of the crops do not apply to every county in

England. The counties of Lancaster, Westmoreland,
and Cumberland, are exceptional. In these counties

all the cereal crops are average, root crops are pro-
mising, hay—natural and artificial—is a double crop,

pastures are abundant, and seeds, which elsewhere are

a total failure, are luxuriant.

Although, as I have already said, the light land
farmer and the grazier will suffer hea\-y losses, yet to

the British farmer generally there is much in the pre-

sent season that is cheering. Crops of every descrip-

tion have proved better than their appearance at one
time indicated ; beef and mutton command high
prices ; the value of store cattle, usually unsaleable in

years of extreme drought, has been maintained, and at

the great lamb fairs recently held in the North, the
high prices of last year have been exceeded. Javies
Safiderson, 11, Pall Mall East, August u {in tke

TifHCS^^ ).

" G. A. H.'s" 146 oats from 10 heads; therefore, if we
goto show we must go weight for weight : then I shall

beat him. I could pick a dozen good Swedes to show
against him, but they are not fairly grown, for they
were gi-own in a thin crop of Mangels. The dozen
are very large now, what they will be in December
I will not pretend to say.

"G. A. H." may give his young cattle roots with
straw, yet for all that there are thousands of cattle in

Wales wintered upon rough grass and straw. William
Smith, IVoolstou, Bhtchlcy Station, August 6.

OAT GROWING IN WALES,
On Sunday, July 31, I received a packet by post.

The post-office stamp showed that it was posted at

Newtown. On opening it I found that it contained

some thick-skinned Oats, with the following written

upon a paper case containing them :

—

"Sample of Oats of 1869. Grown by 'G. A. H.' on
newly reclaimed land m Wales, the land being more than
1000 feet above the sea, where, Mr. Smith says, ' Oats
will not come to maturity.'

" A few heads of this year's crop will be sent to-day

(July 30), but will be too late for this day's post, as it

leaves at 2 P.M."

On Tuesday, August 2, I received another packet,

with the same post-office mark upon it. This second

packet contained another lot of thick-skinned Oats,

with the following written upon the inner case :

—

" From 'G. A. H.,' ten ripe Oats, picked July 30,

1870, in Wales, about iioofeet above the sea, on newly
reclaimed land, which, Mr. Smith says, will not bringOats
to maturity. What an experienced ' hill country ' farmer
Mr. Smith is ! Five or six weeks to harvest yet."

The last packet contained 146 Oats, which gives an

average of 14^ per "head," " G. A. H." having

picked them from ten ripe heads. What wonderful
lieads these ten heads must have been. How is it that

he did not send them in the straw, as he said he would,

and thus have enabled me to have seen the height of

their maturity ? He says, " five or six weeks to har\'est

yet." Does he mean to tell me that these noble Oats,

after using the word "ripe," need all that time to

mature them? If so, how would he get on in a late

season ? When would his maturity arrive ?

Any one who would like to take a lesson upon Oat
growing upon the mountain top in Wales, may do so

by going to Shrewsbury, thence by rail 20 miles to

Newtown, and then, as the post leaves " G, A. H." at

2 P.M., they will have to go about 10 miles ahead to

the mountain top, to find the straw with 144 Oats

upon it, and "G. A. H." I want to know how many
bushels he grows per acre, and a lot of particulars. He
will perhaps tell me on Saturday next. I shall look

out, for I shall expect to see him down upon me. If

he would send me as well (as the Oats) a case of wine
from his London mountain, I would refresh myself for

the occasion.
" G. A. H." is much milder than I expected. His

reference to your paper of January 15* 1S70, agrees

\vith my view of his Oats, except that I look at them
as thick-skinned. Oats growm in this neighbourhood,

especially upon newly reclaimed land, may not be so

short and thick as his are, but they are vastly more
prolific. For instance, the other day I passed through

a poor clay district, in which a poor common had been

reclaimed two years ago, on which Oats were grown

A GRICULTURAL STA TISTICS,
IRELAND, 1870.

The following Table shows, in statute acres, the
extent under Flax in each county and province in 1S69
and 1870, compiled from information obtained by the
Royal Irish constabulary and metropolitan police, who
so efficiently act as enumerators ; also the number of
scutching mills in each county and province in
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Census Commissioners of 1841. These rates, which

refer to stock of all ages, have been retained since

1S41, in order to facilitate a comparison of the value

one year with another. A percentage may be added,

by any one at pleasure, on account of the increased

value of live stock since that period.

I regi-et my being unable to give at present a return

of the extent of land under tillage, but trust I shall be

prepared to publish the general abstracts of tillage

and live slock by counties at the usual period—early in

September.

If we go into the subject further, we shall find that the

number of cattle increased by nearly 67,000 since last

year ; and what is still more remarkable, the number
of pigs in this country—an important item to the poor
farmer, though one which is often laughed at—has
increased by 367,468, The decrease I now give you
is showing the number of exports from this country

and Great Britain. I believe that these exports have
not been much greater than former years. Up to May
the trade in cattle was very brisk, but that in store

cattle was very much diminished, in consequence of the

[ OF THE Nu Horses, Ca She AND Pigs, Ireland,

Lcinstcr 4 ^_'

{ 18

Minister {j^'

u'-" {It

Connaught {
j*

Total of IrelanJ .. []s.

Increase or Decrease in 1S70 com-
pared with i86g

166,603
166,838

135.027
137.231

Value
at £6 10

£
[,332 824
I 334.704
[ 080,216

1.097,848

:, 329.728
:,326i44'

482,840!

950,901
946,020
.163,159

,193083
,061,347
.078,800

558,268

583.412

6.149.'

7.560,;
7.755,c

Value
Number at £1 2S

,546.859 i,7oi,S45

.421.618,1,563.780

.186 041 1,304,645

,o84.t8a 1,192 607
577,140 634,854
540,846 594,930
.341,155 1.4752
•3044

Decrease

£
330,109

£
^,282 361,602

343,469 429.336
414.720 518,400

542.397
229,667

345.372
148.555
218,454

,224

Cattle,

Sheep, and
Pigs.

9.576.8.

9,476,950
0,463,795
10,723.491

; Stock m E.\ch Yea

562,158

548,339
535,799

£
4.913.856
4,823,152

4.639.824
4.497.264
4.386,712
4,286,392

4,193,440
4,197,624
4,225,608

4,246,536

3,497,;
3.746,1

3,707,*

3,646,3
3.733.f

3,801,3

972 3,556,050

.785 3,456,132
501

j

3,308,204
911! 3,366,941
062! 3,694,356
020 4,274,292

719 4,835.519

174 4.901,496
888| 4.651.195

548 4.351,096

3,639,024

3,703.635
4,063,792
4,701,710
5,3'9.07i

5,391,646
5,116,314

4,786,20s

£
,377,55'
1,442,905

,334,322

Total
Value in

each Year.

£
32,769,035
31,224,587

30,050,671

32,817.007

35,209,715
35,157,219
34,380,416

34,963,590
35.553,404

I am happy to state that those members of the

Royal Irish constabulary and metropolitan police who
acted as "enumerators discharged the duty with their

usual efficiency. IVilliam Donnelly, Registrar-General,
General Register Office, Dublin, August i.

THE AGRICULTURE OF IRELAND.
[The following, somewhat abridged, is the speech on this subject

of his Excellency the Lord-Lieutenant, at the late annual
meeting of the Royal Agricultural Improvement Society at
Ballinasloe.]

I BELIEVE that the famous green of Ballinasloe has
not ever before been used to such useful purposes as it

was applied to to-day, and to which during the next
two days it will be placed for the benefit, I trust, of a
great number of the inhabitants of this country. I

may, perhaps, regret that a larger quantity of stock
from different parts of the country, and from England
and .Scotland, had not been exhibited ; for they, I

must say, are rather delinquent in not sending animals
to the show to-day, but altogether it was a satisfactory
show. I am glad to recognise some old friends to-day,
one who has been travelling in England—a bull by Mr.
Chaloner, from the county of Meath. I am glad to
see that after his journey to England he has returned to
be able to gain renewed honours here. I am glad
to say that other portions of Ireland have sent cattle to
the show. I was glad to find that a tenant-farmer
from the county of Monaghan ventured to try a
lance with my noble host, Lord Clancarty, to carry ofi

a prize in a very important branch of industry—that is,

a prize in butter—to his native county of Monaghan.
The county of Wexford, too, showed some admirable
stock ; here and there even other parts of the country
were represented. I wish they were represented more
satisfactorily. There was one portion of the show
that I was very glad to see, and that was the part
devoted to agricultural implements ; for I believe that
nothing is more important in regard to agriculture than
the improvement of implements.

I would now refer to one or two more financial sub-
jects—first of all I would wish to call attention to the
stock of this country, which has had such a great repu-
tation of recent years—which produces such wealth to
the country, and which is so eagerly sought for on the
other side of the Irish Channel. I believe that the
stock in Ireland has been greatly increasing, and con-
sequently, the wealth of the country, in regard to
stock, has also increased very considerably during the
past few years. I am not able to give you any
statistics, but I can give you a few figures with regard
to the stock of the country during the last year. I
find that the value of stock in Ireland has increased
over the value in 1869 by nearly half a million sterling.

almost unprecedented drought that existed. I believe

I am correct in stating that in England, and especially

in my own neighbourhood of the midland counties,

the stock had to be fed with oilcake. As far as the
farmers of the countiy are concerned, I think they
should look carefully to the stock ; for if I am not
much mistaken, towards the end of the year there will

be great demand for cattle in Ireland, in consequence
of the great number of ports closed up in Germany,
for there is annually a great importation of cattle here
from Germany, consequently, a vigorous demand will

ensue for Irish cattle. The question of the cattle trade
is one of gj-eat importance to this country. On a pre-
vious occasion I have been obliged to allude to it, and
since I have been here I have had a good deal of
business to tr.ansact on the subject. I believe that the
value of the cattle trade in this country amounts to

over ;^7,ooo,ooo a-year.

Last year I referred to the Act for the prevention of
contagious diseases of cattle in England, and expressed
a hope that before another session had passed the same
benefits would be extended to this country. I am glad
to say the same benefit has been extended to this

country, and has had the effect of diminishing the
amount of disease in Ireland in store and other
stock ; but I would also wish to draw attention
to an incident which recently took .place in the
House of Lords, and in which a noble peer who
represented Scotland endeavoured to introduce a
clause which would have hampered very much the
cattle trade of the country. I am happy to say that
the Government were able to resist that motion without
going into a division. It shows that there is a very
strong feeling on the subject of Irish cattle in Great
Britain, and I was obliged when I had the responsibility
of answering the objection raised, to undertake, on the
part of the Government, that we should use in this

country every possible means to check the spread of
disease, and put the cattle trade of the country on the
same footing as the rest of the United Kingdom. I
most sincerely trust that we shall continue to receive
the support which, I am happy to say, i.ve have already
received from the farmers and proprietors of this
country in carrying out the necessary restrictions.

After saying this, I am glad to be able to state that, in
comparison with this time last year, the health of the
stock in Irel.and is exceedingly good, though we had
an outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia. We have in
existence at the present moment some regulations
which were not legally in force in the spring, by
means of which we were able to reduce the number of
cases of this kind reported to us to II. That is a satis-

factoiy proof of the condition of the stock ip Ireland,
and I am happy to acknowledge the great support that

the Government received from the farmers of the
country in connection with the matter.
Having alluded to the stock of the countiy, I may

be permitted to come to a subject still mose important
— I mean the tillage of the land of the country.
I believe that every one who has travelled about in
this country will admit that there is very great room
for improvement in the manner in which the husbandry
of the country is conducted. It is a mistake to suppose
that if we advocate an improvement in the cattle of
this country it is our wish to diminish the tillage of the

land. If we improve the tillage of the land there is a
great demand for manure and for store cattle, but
I believe every one will admit that there is a vast

room for improvement in this respect. Every one who
goes over the country will see farms of all sizes, large

and small, in a terribly backward condition, very little

manure being put into it by the money of the tenant.

We too often find the tenant living in a house which ^
stranger would hardly think fit for the habitation of his

stock. The stranger would think that the tenant-

farmer was exceedingly poor ; but I am assured that

that is not the case, and that the poor man who
appears not to be able to have a decent house for him-
self, his wife, and his children, is really a man who has
a large sum of money, which he hides perhaps in the
thatch of his house. I do not know whether the story

is true or not, but 1 was told it, and I was also in-

formed that in the country banks of Ireland nearly
;^2o,ooo,ooo of money was deposited belonging entirely

to the tenant-farmers of this country. I say that if that

money were laid out on their farms it would return the
farmers greater interest than it could when lying in the

banks. There is really something terribly wrong in

this state of thing. I know not with what tnith it is

said that the tenant is afraid to show his wealth and
prosperity to his landlord. I myself don't feel such
want of confidence in the landlords of Ireland.

This Society encourages various modes of agricul-

ture ; it encourages the gi'owth and cultivation of new
products. Flax, for example, was exhibited here
to-day, and we saw some fine specimens from different

parts of the countiy. It is of great importance to

encourage the growth of those products, and I think
that the encouragment in this way by the Government
during past years has been attended with the best
results. I believe that what is more w-anting, and
which must precede the general introduction of a new
crop, is the more general knowledge of land throughout
the country. All those new crops require very great

agricultural care and skill in their production. Flax
requires great knowledge to select the seed, to prepare
the land, and to select the rotations that should come,
and other agricultural knowledge requiring great agri-

cultural skill. I believe that the West and South
of Ireland are admirably adapted for the growing
of Flax ; but I do not expect that it will be
generally cultivated until there is a general improve-
ment in the cultivation of the country. If that takes

place, I feel sure you will be doing an immense amount
of benefit throughout this country. The northern
merchants would prefer home Flax to Flax grown in

Belgium and Holland, and I believe that Irish land is

able to produce, and that Irish land is able to compete
successfully with the Flax growers of Belgium and
Holland. On another subject I desire to say a few
words. It is a question of very great interest, but it

has been one of very great difficulty—the subject of
small and large farms. No one who visits the country
can fail to observe that it is a country almost essen-

tially of small farms. I perceive that the total of
agricultural holdings in 1S56 was over 600,000. Of
these more than half, or 317,457, were valued by Sir

R. Griffith at under ;^8 a year. In Galway, out of a
total number of 38,592, about two-thirds were valued
at a valuation of £4 a year ; and half, of 797, were
valued at £<) ,or upwards. Now, that illustrates a
significant fact, and one to which Englishmen and
.Scotchmen never have specially devoted their attention,

I do not intend for a moment to give a dogmatic
opinion respecting large and small farms. It is a diffi-

cult question, and one which I will not, therefore,

attempt to decide. If such ever became necessary, and
if of necessity a reference should be made, and small
farms had to give way to large ones, the change ought
to be carried over a large period of time, in order that

the political mind of tl^e people should not be disturbed.

But I am not at all prepared to go so far as that ; for I

believe if we look abroad, in various countries—in

Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, and Holland—we find

small farmers working the land as in this country of
Ireland. We see whole tracts of small farms where
the people are not only quiet and content, but exceed-
ingly prosperous. I think a very great improvement
can be made in small farms in this countiy—an im-
provement in those small holdings which it behoves
all those who are interested in agriculture to foster and
promote. I will not lay down any stringent rule on
the subject, but I like to see large farms in districts to

which they are suited, and small farms in others. I

-should like to see a variety in ranges of farms suitable

to the capital of the people, the tenants, and of the dis-

trict in which they are placed.

Now, I would like to instance our model farm,

which I have recently visited—I refer to the school

farms at Glasnevin, under the able direction of Mr.
Baldwin, which are all of different forms and different

sizes. It is a good thing to mention even an extreme
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case of success. There is a plot of land, consisting of

5i acies, at Glasncvin, and which had been in a very

bad condition nntil it was taken for the purpose of a

farm. I should wish any man to visit that 55 acre

farm, and he will then see different crops growing in

succession. The produce of that farm affords mainte-

nance for three cows, wdiile a portion is reserved for

other crops. I am told that the nett profits of that

farm, which is worked by some of the pupils, whose

labour is equal to that of a man and a boy, amount to

over £s° P" annum. I have said that this is an

extreme case ; but I think it is worth the while of

everybody who has studied the subject to visit this

farm, and to bear testimony to the admirable manner

in which it has been cultivated. I do not wish to be

misunderstood ; I would not wish to say that these

farms should be spread over this country more widely

than at present ; but I should wish to see a variety of

farms suitable to the means and capital of the farmers,

and the nature of the soil.

I acknowledge the energy and civilising influence of

the large farmers ; but at the same time I warmly
sympathise with the small farmers, of whom the mass

of the Irish tenantry consist, and in doing so I wish the

prosperity and peace of the country to be increasingly

secured. On the last occasion I had the honour of

addressing this Society I was at Tralee. I then

referred to a matter that was beginning to be warmly
discussed in the country. I alluded to the Land Bill

towards the conclusion of my speech. I called upon

my hearers to treat that subject with fairness and impar-

tiality and in a practical spirit. I do not know how
far my advice can be said to have been followed during

the past winter, but I think I may say that Her
Majesty's Government did honestly endeavour to in-

troduce a measure in the spirit which 1 then

spoke. From being a party question it was now
happily passed into a law of the land. I believe

that no great question has ever been treated in

Parliament with so much generosity, and so little of

the bitterness of party feeling. I think we may con-

gratulate ourselves on that result. I think that great

praise is due to that numerous class in the country who
hold responsible and difScult positions amongst us,

and who, though they may have differed from the

course the Government adopted, offered no serious

opposition to the proposed measure. I think that the

working of the Act will be marked with the same
feeling in the future. I cannot pass from the subject

without alluding to the conduct of my noble host,

Lord Clancarty. In the House of Lords—in that

spirit which has been always attached to his name, a

spirit of generosity and patriotism—the noble lord

said, that though he dissented from many provisions

of the bill, though he thought it in many respects

fraught with evil, he, for his part, as an Irish landlord,

promised the House that he would do all that in him
lay to make it successful. These, gentlemen, I think,

are noble sentiments, and should be recorded as such
;

and I do believe and trust they will be widely followed

by the proprietors of land in this country. I believe

that the Land Act will set at rest the land agitation in

Ireland. It is my honest conviction that good landlords

will not be seriously aflected by the measure ; that their

influence will not be diminished, but rather increased,

and that the influence of their order will be much
greater in consequence of the checks and restrictions

which will now be placed on those whose conduct

towards the tenants has hitherto lowered them in

general estimation.

There is one thing which I hope will come about in

consequence of the Land Bill, and that is a removal of

the feeling of inactivity from amongst the tenants of

the country—the small tenants of the country. I

believe that it will be in favour of the prosperity of the

small tenants, who will look upon it as a source of

security. We hear allusion to the farming, the bad
houses, and the want of investment of capital, and of

other things which the farmers of Ireland have been

accused of; but when the security has been given,

when the Land Bill has been passed, that it will leave

those illegally inclined without any excuse. The
small farmers who have farms in the country will feel

more secure than those in a similar position before ; and

I trust they will be able to show that they are more
industrious and energetic than they have hitherto been.

I sincerely hope and trust that this Society, which has

wrought such great things in the promotion of the

agriculture of the counti7, will have even a wider field

in future for its operations.

THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST 8.]

\The following Reports were received too late for last weelc^s publication.']

ENGLAND
YORKSHIRE ..,

DERBYSHIRE..

NORFOLK

LEICESTERSHIRE .

SURREY .

SUFFOLK

BUCKS ..

ESSEX

NORTHAMPTON .

IRELAND.
KILKENNY

SCOTLAND.
MORA.YSHIRE ..
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Thin ; rather
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whole, but r
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Good
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Average ; but

Under average

Light

Average

A great failu

Under average

Under average

Not any gro^

.ariable: I

should say not ar

average
Under average
About average

Generally light

Average

;

Average

Turnips, a
ure ; Potato:

Looking well for

Generally bad
a few good crops

of early Mangel
Mangel, average
Mangels, aver-

age ; Swedes,
very backward :

white Turnips,
very late

Various ; Swedes

Some Mangel
crop, with deep

tillage, excellent

Swedes great

failure

Good for dry

Light

Light

Not half a crop

Very bad indeed

The shortest

Clovers half a

Now general

August 8

Half finished

August 4

August I

August 1

August 4

August 6

NAME AND ADDRESS.

John Parkin, Idrid
Wirki^worth

Henry Woods, Merton

W. F. Marshall, Branston

Edw. Evans, Boveney Court

A. Hardy,

Patrick Grace, Freshford

D. A. Melward, Tullogher

Wheat Crop in South Essex. —The extreme
continued heat during the longest days, accompanied
%vith cool nights, has brought Wheat somewhat pre-

maturely to its utmost perfection and healthfiilness,

insomuch that general operations of cutting began as

early as July 25 in earnest in South Essex. Happily,
however, notwithstanding this precociousness, the

quantity, quality, weight, and brightness of its straw

may be almost confidently looked for, on the best and
well fanned lands , as quite equal to that of 1S6S, and
many crops are as likely to realise from 6 to S qr. per
acre (on light land 4 qr., and over) of heavy com

—

quite double ordinary crops in wet and cold summers.
What value or price it is to be is quite another matter.

Long experience has taught us that a pretty fair esti-

mate may be made of a good standing-up crop of

Wheat by ascertaining the number of ears contained in

a square yard of land, and the average number of grains

gome Comsponkuce.

in each ear ; or, what is easier to calculate, M\y
number of such ears gathered promiscuously, small

and great ones, say 10 or 20, &c., will sufiice as

a standard nile, to be proportionately varied by rule

of three, or by any school-boy. About 200 good
ears of Wheat, from l bush, of seeding per acre,

averaging 30 grains in each ear, may be fairly calcu-

lated upon in most seasons to be gi-own on one square

yard, or a little less than 1,000,000 ears on an acre,

which by calculation is equal to 45 bush, per acre,

without the fractional parts, reckoning 20,000 grains to

a quart, which in good samples very near approximates

to truth. Or if 2 bush, per acre has been inadvertently

sown, 300 ears, and sometimes more {but the more the

worse), will result on the square yard, averaging not

more than 20 grains in each ear, and the result,

strange as*!! may appear, about the same, viz., 45bush.

per acre,—provided, however, it is in good diy seasons

like the present and 1S6S, which only seldom happens ;

but, alas I in wet and cold seasons, of which we have
most in England, it is quite diftercnt, be it remembered
the crop then ))eing much deteriorated, less, and value-

less. But some farmers will argue, and say, "This is

nothing, for I can produce thousands of ears, averaging

not only 30, but even 50 to So and many more grains,"

and feel indignant when told their average growth is

only 30 grains per ear; but really 9-ioths of the

thickest crops in ordinary wet summers here in England
and United Kingdom (and they are most frequently, as

before said, in these uncertain climates) do not even

realise 20 grains per ear, nay, not 15-fold for each grain

sown, although it is possible from 1000 to 4000 fold could

be produced naturally and without artifice from single

grains. Seasons, however, like the present are always

favourable even to both thick and thin sowings, but

especially the latter. As a whole we consider this
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season a productive and fruitful one for most things,

and although hay and Clover for cattle is very deficient,

still there is plenty of time yet for autumn productions

to make up for a deficient spring crop, and for a full

growth of grass feed, and Clover, Turnips, Mangel,
&c. ; witness 1S6S. For consolation, generally dry,

hot summers are more productive and fruitful than wet
and cold ones. It is true that sometimes insects in hot
summers commit sad ravages on various crops, especially

Peas and Beans ; but, thanks to Providence, this year
they are marvellously absent on most crops, almost
unprecedentedly, from a recollection of 60 years' notice.

Experimeitt^y.

The Crops on the Blue Lias Stone Brash Dis-
trict of North Somerset.—Although a fair propor-
tion of the land is given to Wheat, the produce of
that plant but seldom amounts to 3 qr. per acre
in damp seasons, which are most productive on such
land ; but the spring and summer of this year have
been so dry as not to have sufficiently dissolved and
washed into the soil the soot and other artificial manures
thrown upon it to nourish the Wheat : in consequence
of which and the almost absence of any heavy rain, the
quantity of Wheat produced will probably not average
2 qr. per acre on the upland, but more on the mel
dows in the valleys ; but that small produce appea
to be of fair average quality, and by August 13 most of
it will be harvested if the weather continues fine. In
consequence of the continued dry, hot weather, except
by a few showers, Barley has become ripe too quickly
to be well fed, and will be light in quantity and quality,

but better than Wheat in quantity ; its straw not hea\7
enough to supply the deficiency of hay. Oats but little

grown, and that little very light. Beans nearly an aver-

age crop in some places, but deficient in most others.

Potatos appear to be a fair average supply, but since

the few showers which have fallen within the last two
weeks many of the late sorts growing in gardens have
sprouted so much as to injure the quality of the
Potato. But grass being nearly a surface production,
the effect of the long dry spring and summer has
been most felt upon the pasture lands, in consequence
of which not only is the supply of hay less than half,

if so much as one-third, of an average crop, but the
grass has been and is still so deficient and scorched
that some farmers have been compelled to supply hay
to their cattle on good pasture land for a month or
more ; and the falling off in quantity of milk is so
great that double the usual price of that product would
not compensate for it. One farmer who rents at a,os.

per acre, and gets an average of about i ton of hay
per acre, has this year but 20 tons from So acres,

including 15 acres of Rye-grass. Another, who pays

£1 per acre for very superior land, has this year
only 5 tons of hay off 15 acres of good old pasture land.
Finally, it is not easy to estimate the actual average
loss to the farmer by the very dry spring and summer,
but in this district it may be estimated at from
zos. to 30J. per acre at least. E. IF., near Bristol,
August 9.

The Potato Crop.—Some of your correspondents,
myself included, have hitherto reported, " All looking
well, and no disease ; " and certainly, standing by the
side of a Potato field, and looking over it, you see a
mass of luxuriant foliage waving in the breeze, and

I

"telling a flattering tale" as to the crop; but, alas
the real underground tale is a very different one, for
on examining the tubers, they are found to be growing
out, and a brood of Potato parasites forming as in
1 868, and tending to render the crop worthless. There-
fore I should say, take the autumn sorts—those that are
now approaching ripeness, and are thus affected—up at
once, place them in small heaps temporarily on the
ground where they have grown, keep dry with reed or
straw, don't cover heavily with earth to induce fer-

mentation, but very lightly, to avoid it, until again
looked over and stored away. P. , August i r.

The Reaping Machine Trials of the Agri-
cultural Society of France.—Permit us to add a
few words to the articles which you have published
concerning the reaping-machine trials of the Societe
des Agriculteurs de France. We note that you repeat
the phrase of the Count of Pourtalez, president of the
jury, viz., that it was solely owing to the result of the
dynamometrical trials that our machine was put behind.
Will you allow us to recall the fact that there was a
difference of opinion between the exhibitors and
M. Tresca, the engineer in charge of the dyna-
mometers, with regard to the manner in which Messrs.
Homsby's machine had been tried as well as our own.
We asked at the time for a fresh dynamometrical trial,

but those members of the jury who were there did not
consider it necessary. As we considered that these
trials were, so to say, preliminary, we did not insist,

supposing that if there were any errors discovered they
would be rectified during the benlis trial. When the
results of the dynamometrical trials at Petit Bourg were
announced for the first time at Senlis we at once
demanded fresh trials, but the dynamometers were at
Paris. We were also informed that the decisions were
definitive, and, in fine, that it was impossible to begin
the trials over again under the same conditions. How-
ever, we are perfectly convinced by our own expe-
nence, and the universal testimony of those who use
our machines, that a serious error has been committed

All who know it bear witness to its light draught,
and we are constantly on this ground urged to

increase the width of cut. Both at Petit Bourg
and at Senlis our lots were finished first, and
yet our horses were in no way fatigued. M.
Moquet, of Mont I'Eveque, and M. Leon Lagny,
of Chamont, near Senlis, upon whose farm the last

trials took place, judged, like practical farmers, of the
draught of our machine by the state of the horses, and
each of them bought one of our machines for his own
use. The only dynamometrical results of our resping-
machine in competition with others, which are
published, are those of the international reaping-
machine trials of Ungarisch Altenburg, from July 5
to 10, 1869, the report of which, edited by Professors

W. Hecke and G. Krafft, is published by Carl Gerold's
Son, Vienna, 1S70. At p. 107 of this report the

results of the dynamometer trials in kilogramme-
metres are given as follows :—Howard, 169 ; Mac-
Cormick, 231 ; Samuelson, 246 ; Hornsby, 254. Had
the dynamometrical results of Petit Bourg been known
before the Senlis trials, we should unquestionably have
demanded fresh trials. James Frederick Hmoard. [The
above has been sent to us as having appeared in the
" Journal d'Agriculture Pratique," August 4.]

Tiptree Rents and Profits.—Your correspon-
dent, "Clodhopper" (confound the clods), might have
seen in your columns (see my speech to Newbury
Farmers' Club, March 31,) that the sum available for

rent and profit at Tiptree was, for 1869, ^'427 13.?. 6</.

As soon as I can find time, I will transcribe the whole
of the balance-sheet for his information. I am sure he
would feel rejoiced if I could have made a larger profit,

but we must take things as they come in farming as in

other trades. J. J. Mechi, August 4.

Everlasting Pea (Lathyrus latifolius) as a
Fodder Plant.—The paragraph at p. 1035 recom-
mending Galega offtcinalis as a forage plant or
fodder, has brought again to my mind the question

(which I have often asked myself before) whethei

make with his tenant ; for instance, the tenant has to
bring 120 tons of lime on to the farm every year. Now
lime takes 10 years to repay its cost, and if any tenant
binds himself to expend .,^100 per annum on lime
during the last eight years of the lease, if he knows his

business, he will take care to offer a less rent than he
would otherwise do. Considering lime as being a
stimulant rather than a manure, I can scarcely

see the advantage to be reaped by " G. A. H."
from enforcing this condition. And now, as
to leases. Is it not rather astonishing to see
" G. A. H." telling us in one paper that he is

willing to let his land on lease, while in his next he
objects to the system theoretically? However, there is

one thing plain, and that is—he believes they are
beneficial to the landlords' interest, or he would not
atlopt the system practically. Whatever is really

good for the landlord in the long run must also be
good for the tenant. The bugbear which is here held
up to frighten farmers is that leases have rack-rented
the tenantry of Scotland, and will do the same here if

introduced on a large scale. I should have given
" G. A. H." credit for knowing better than that.

The farmers of Scotland are not rack-rented as
a rule. In some isolated cases estates are
foolishly entrusted to lawyer agents, who, in ignorance
of their principal's true interest, have introduced the
ruinous system of letting land by public tender, and in
such cases things are bad enough. But the lease

system is not responsible for that any more than
science, which has brought the weapons of warfare to

their present high state of perfection, is to blame for

this horrid war which has so lately and so suddenly
darkened the horizon of civilisation. The fanners of
Scotland have to thank the lease system for their

present high position in the agricultural world, and
nothing else could have done so much for them ; and
if ever English farmers are to gain the same state of
comfortable prosperity, the sooner leases are adopted the
better. "G. A. H." says that the tenancy-at-will system,
which has brought English farming to its present high

the Everlasting Pea, which is so common in gardens position, cannot be a bad one, and that we ought to b(

and grows with such extraordinary vigour, would not
make an admirable green food for cattle- It is a
perennial like the Galega and Lucerne, forms a large

woody deeply-penetrating root ; is consequently inde-

pendent of drought, and from its large, luxuriant habit

would yield a heavy crop of succulent food. Left to

itself, it grows from 6 to 8 feet high, and produces
much straw, flowers, and seeds ; but I apprehend for

food purposes it should be cut when about 1\ or 3 feet

high, and would, I imagine, have to be cut at least

twice in the season. Has no one ever tried this pro-

mising plant ? If not, I would respectfully suggest that

Mr. Mechi, the farmers' pioneer, whose failures (if he
ever make any) as well as whose successes equally con-

duce to the advantage of agriculture, should try the

experiment on a small scale, and give the farming world
the result of his experience. Before doing so, it would
be well to see how hoi-ses and cows like it. Can any
botanist point to a single species of the genus Lathyrus
which is noxious ? 1 would commend it also to the
attention of Mr. Hope, at Romford, into whose soil,

fed chiefly with sewage, the roots would spread both
laterally and downwardly,* W. Marshall, Ely, Aug d.

Leases and Agreements.—I have already referred

to the discussion now going on in your paper between
Mr. Smith, of Woolston, and " G. A. H." Allow
me to make a few brief remarks on some of the opinions
expressed by the latter on leases and agreements. He
tells farmers they are making too much outcry about
tenant-right, or "landlord's wrong," as he seems to

think it ; and he goes on to warn them that if they
are not more cautious, landlords will introduce the
system of leases, which would rack-rent the tenantry
here, as it has done in Scotland. I scarcely expected
such opinions from this gentleman, for having read
his remarks with great interest, I found that he is

greatly in advance of most of your English landlords.

He has expended large sums of money in improving
his estate by means of draining, liming, '&c. On one

|

farm alone he has spent upwards of ,^2000 in lime and
manures, all of which he had to cart more than ten miles
from the station. Having got that farm into good
order, he is now letting it to an enterprising tenant on
a 21 years' lease, so it is plain he has at least

learned that leases are of advantage to the owner.
I only wish other proprietors would believe so. He
makes one mistake when writing about tenant-right.
He first tells us that he, as an owner, has laid out all

that money on manures, and then says that were he to
ask an incoming tenant to repay him that outlay, he
would simply get laughed at. This is a very poor
argument. Does " Ci, A, H," wish us to believe that
he laid out all that money without being very sure that
he would be well repaid ?—he will certainly take care
to let his farm at such a rent as will refund his outlay
with good interest. This is no similar case to that of
an outging tenant at all ; when the tenant leaves his

farm, he is done with it for ever, and unless he gets
repaid for unexhausted improvements, he must leave his
hard-earned money behind him. Not so the improving
landlord; he gets repaid through the increased rent. I
might go on to take exception to some of the clauses
in the agreement which " G. A. H." proposes to

iD registering the traction of our reaping machine. lwo'rd\e?rAJ't''tfpoTn*u°SrX"'''"'''''"''''^^^^^^

content with it. This is no argument : had our fathers

been content with things as they found them, we would
still be travelling in stage-coaches, and it would have
taken '* G. A. H." as many days as it now does hours
to travel from his Welsh hills to the agricultural show.
This is an age of progress, and nowhere is it more
required than in English agriculture ; true, we have
many instances of what energy and industry can accom-
plish even when trammelled with the swaddling bands
of tenancy-at-will, but those are only to be found in

cases where active farmers, indulgent landlords, and
intelligent land agents, chance to be all interested in

one estate. Tenant-right is but a makeshift at the

best. So long as we are bothered by tenancy-at-will,

by all means let us have tenant-right, just to assure the

farmer (who has sunk his all, it may be his thousands,
in his farm) that he can never be evicted without
having left to him at least as much as will pay his

family's passage to another land. W. Scott^ 82, Mark
Lane.

Live Stock for the West Indies.—If any of
your readers have at any time sent out live stock
(sheep and pigs) to the West Indies (Jamaica), will

they kindly inform me what breed or breeds were con-
sidered best? I am rather in favour of Southdown
sheep, and the small black breed (Berkshire) of pigs.

Any information will oblige A Colonist.

A Light Land Farmer on Irrigation.— The
letter of " A Light Land Farmer," quoted from the
Times, in your impression of the 23d ult., p. 1000, is

deserving of attention. The losses that must be written
up in many ways by occupiers of light land this season,

will amount to something serious. Surely, as " A Light
Land Farmer " expresses it, " in this inventive age we
can devise some means whereby, at least, the root-pro-

lucing portion of the farm, as well as grasses, might
be saved in a season like the present, and materially
increased in ordinary seasons by irrigation." He will

find the subject has engaged the attention of others at

pp. 343, 540, 1S69, and our practical friend, Mr.
Mechi—apron-string farmer as he is pleased to style

himself—and many others, no doubt, can give useful

reliable data on this subject. West Indian.

NOR THUMBERLAND.
This Society held its annual show of agricultural

produce and machinery at Morpeth on Wednesday of
last week. The new spirit which has been infused
into the management of this county association caused
an increased number of entries to be made in the
leading chisses of live stock. The number of entries

this year, and on the last occasion when the Society
met at Morpeth, in 1865, are as follow :

—

1865, 1870-
Caltle 62 -. 113
Sheep , . .

.

,

.

. . 91 . . no
Horses 140 .. 265
Pigs 3S .. 35
Wool . . . . . . . . 9 .

.

16

Implements 136 .. 265
Dogs (shepherds') . . . .

— .

.

51

Poultry — ..84
Total .. .-475 •• 939
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By this oflicial statement it will be seen that this

Society is making great progress, and now that so

public-spirited and persevering a man as Mr. Jacob
Wilson got through his first year of secretaryship,

we have no doubt that this progress will continue at

the same rate for some time to come. This view is

further supported by the fact that a more genial and
public-spirited body of men than the Northumbrian
farmers we have never seen in any county in Great

Britain. As regards the show itself, one of the expe-

rienced judges said—and in this we agi"ee—that, next

to the Yorkshire show, this was the best country meet-

ing he had ever officiated at.

The only fault we saw arose from an attempt to make
the arrangements scrupulously complete, and this con-

sisted in reading the list of awards aloud after dinner,

and the simultaneous delivering of cups and cheques by
the Chairman. These proceedings are insufferably

tedious after dinner to the greater portion of the

company j besides, as so many members and visitors

now travel by train, a '* thin house " is sure to be the

result before this list and a dozen toasts (and at

Morpeth there were 17 toasts) are got through with.

As to the show itself

—

Of the Shorthorns, we may say the Earl of
Chester, the ist prize aged bull, was an ex-

traordinary animal for depth of body, and fine fleshy

and masculine character, on short legs. He was
by 9TH Grand DuIvE (19,879), and Yoiiug- Emma.
He was bred by the late Mr. Saunders, of Nunwick
Hall, Penrith. The 2d prize, AcE of Trumps, was
1st at Hexham (p. 1073, where we refeiTed to his fine

form and general character). Lady Bigot's Qucm of
Rosalai was among the cows, where she was ist, and
took the cup for the best female. Bythis was also

there, and for this animal a cup was also awarded, for

the best bull of any age ; but the Earl of Chester
appeared to us to be more deserving of that special

honour. The awards in the Shorthorns did not give
general satisfaction, for the 2d prize cow was light of
bone and flesh, as compared with Sir Mathew White
Ridley's commended cow, Evelina 6lh, But the
latter was greatly over-fed, which might have had a
proper influence with the judges. There was, how-
ever, not much to choose in this respect between her
and the 2d prize. The calves were not strong classes,

and these collections might, we think, be generally
dispensed with at country shows, as they are in the
Highland and Agricultural Society.

The few Scotch cattle there were present, shows
how nearly they have been superseded by the more
"growthy" .Shorthorn. Of black cattle there were
only two bulls, one in each class, and five females in the
two classes, while the Ayrshires appeared as "extra
stock," and numbered only five.

The sheep were a capital collection of the North
country breeds. Cheviots, Border Leicesters and
black-faced hill sheep were on their own ground.
Mr. Thomas Eliott, of Hindhope, was great here
as well as at Dumfries. His fine rams and splendid
ewes were, however, well deserving of all the
honours he got. The Border Leicesters could not
well have been better. Their full coats, and long,

broad, firm backs, were higlUy meritorious, as cha-
racteristics for paying the rent and feeding the people.
Messrs. Laing, of Wark ; the Rev. Mr. Bosanquel,
of Rock ; Mr. Torrance, of Sisterpath, Dunse ; Mr.
Simson, of Lauder, Jedburgh ; and Mr. Langdale,
of the Morpeth district, were the principal exhibitors

;

and the various positions in which they form show how
highly this breed is estimated in the North. The
blackfaced ram sent by Mr. Oliver was an extraordinary
sheep. He was Ist at Hexham last year as a shear-
ling, and has never been beaten ; nor is he likely to

be, if he continues his present good form. Mr.
Hutchinson's four Leicester rams and pen of ewes were
the only lots of the kind shown.
The Iiorses were an extraordinary show. There is

no mistake about the character of the horses in the
North of England and Scotland. Their compact form
and hardy character would enable them to walk clean
round the showy but delicate Suffolks, if each breed
was fed alike. Mr. Smith, of Welkington, Coldstream,
sent a pair of the six he bought in May at an average
of ^57 i6j. Sr/. ! These are 5 and 6-year-old Clydes-
dales, and such a price for purely working horses (geld-

ings)—all these were on one farm—is, as far as we know,
unprecedented. The 3- year-old fillies wereacapital class,

but the prize was awarded to Mr. Lister's Lincolnshire
animal, which was Ist at Winchester and Oxford.
This, in our opinion, was a mistake, for however good
the Lincolnshire filly may be as regards size, and the
promise she makes of breeding large dray-horses, she
is not of the north country agricultural stamp. Her
top atid quarters are certainly perfect, but this cannot
be said of the comparative size of her body and leg
below the knee ; nor of her feet, which are small.
Mr. Spraggon's 2d was Ist at Dumfries, where he
bought her, and we should have given her the 1st place
at Morpeth. There were also some capital brood
mares, pairs of geldings, and colts for farm work.
The field horses were also good in many instances.

The hackneys were besides an excellent collection, and
when we say that the judges deliberated for some time
between Mr. Stephenson's black horse—which was
1st at Wakefield, beating Mr. Homsby's grey—and six

or eight others, this view of their good character is

officially confirmed.

There was no jumping at Morpeth, and this redounded
as much to the credit of the authorities as it added to

the pleasurable and quiet business-like character of the

meeting.

The pigs were not a numerous collection, but some
of Ihera were very large. The weakness of the home
breed will be understood when we call attention to the
fact that every prize went out of the county.

WHlTBi:
Dairy Farming.—At the last monthly meeting of this

Chamber of Agriculture, Mr. J. G. W. Farsyde in the
chair, Mr. Kerr, jun., said :—The first consideration
in establishing a dairy must be the class of land and the

quantity and quality of the animals it was calculated to

carry. It was advisable to have them rather under
than over the capabilities of the soil. In the former

se, the animals would improve and the land have a
better chance. This would apply to all breeds of
animals, and its recognition in purchasing breeding
stock would not fail to bring about a successful result.

A man having a large capital might purchase a large

framed animal, and endeavour to bring his land up in

condition to be able to feed it ; but whatever the

outlay might be, he could not so easily alter the
character of the soil in a short time. In fact, some
men would never be able to keep such animals with
advantage. It was, therefore, important to keep the

land and the stock in about the same ratio in improving
condition.

If the dairy was to be the principal source of profit

on the farm, then, apart from every other considera-

tion, the breed of the stock ought to be selected for its

large milk-giving capacity. On the other hand, when
milk, butter, and cheese were only a consideration in

conjunction with the breeding and rearing of cattle as a

source of profit, then a more valuable breed would be
desirable—one which would reach maturity at an early

age, so that in whatever condition it was sold off it

would bring remunerative prices. For their quantity

of milk, for keeping in good condition in .such a country
as this, he thought the Ayrshire breed could not be
excelled, though they were little known or appreciated
in this part of the country. The breed was character-

ised by hardiness of constitution, the cows keeping
themselves in good condition, whilst giving a large

quantity of milk in proportion to the food they con-
sumed. There was a great objection to keeping large

framed cattle on light land, as must be seen, and the
loss was little more than covered by the whole season's

produce. The Ayrshire cows had a compact frame,
and were easily kept up, and at the close of the season
they would invariably find the cows in good condition.

He believed they could not try a better cross than one
between a pure Shorthorn bull and a pure Ayrshire
cow. A stock thus brought up would be very valuable,

inheriting, as it would, the large milking capabilities

of the one and the fattening qualities of the other.

In every case where the object was two-fold, the
stock should be sufficiently well bred to be fattened and
cleared off in two years, so that the permanent stock of
milkers might be as little interfereil with as possible.

Pure breeding tended largely to economise food, and
the quality of arriving at eariy maturity materially
hastened a return of capital. A well bred bullock would
bring as much at two years old as another would a year
later, if its parents were coarser bred. The possession
of well bred animals afforded a certain amount of
honour and pleasure. Nothing could be more unsatis-

factory than putting good food into a bad skin, and no
amount of care could make up for a want of breed. If

the animals had to be kept as stores, they were always
remunej-ative in proportion to their quality.

At some dairy farms very good results were obtained
by rearing only the heifer calves, keeping them till

after the second calving, and disposing of them towards
their third calving time, when they could generally be
sold for high prices. By adopting this plan, the pro-

duce of the dairy might be lessened to some extent

;

Imt, on the other hand, there were never any old cows
to be weeded out, which must be sold for less value,

and thus make a great inroad on the profits of the
season. Besides, the milk of the aged cows was not so

pure in quality, and therefore not so productive, as that

of younger cows ; whilst, taking into account the greater

amount of food they required, a consideration which
could not be overlooked, there was an inducement to

part as quickly as possible. They should seek to get a
good name for turning out thrivmg animals, and good
specimens of their respective breeds, in order to ensure
success.

It was of the greatest consequence that no pains
should be spared to procure purely-bred bulls. No
cross-bred animals, no matter on what pretence,

should be used for breeding purposes. However
hardy the constitution, or however good looking, the

stock would go down. A most inestimable boon had
been conferred on fanners by those gentlemen who,
with most untiring perseverance, devoted their time
and capital to the selection and improvement of dif-

ferent breeds of cattle, and especially in Shorthorns.
Such praiseworthy examples were by no means scarce

in any part of the countr)', and many had now the good
sense neither to pamper nor overfeed their animals,
but turned them out in good breeding condition, such
as they might be expected to be kept in by those who
purchased them. At the present time it was an easy

' matter to procure shorthomed bulls of good quality at

prices within the reach of men of moderate means.
The extra price of such an animal now was not worth
consideration, as it would very soon be covered by
the improvement of the young stock, and by the time
they were two years old the bull might be considered
out of debt, and his influence for good would be felt

for a long time afterwards. He was afraid that some
people were loo impatient of results on this point,

because they did not see the full benefit of their outlay
all at onee, and would go on from year to year using
the best animals they or their next neighbour happened
to possess.

It must be admitted that the success accompanying
the breeding of good cattle under proper management
would be much greater than the breeding of inferior

stock.

It was of great importance to the farmer owning a
number of cows that his success in rearing calves
should be as great as possible. Every calf lost was of
great consequence. Not only had their places to be
supplied, but he would find it impossible to replace
them with animals of the same stamp as his own.
The greatest care, therefore, should be taken during
the time of gestation, and all cases of premature birth

should be avoided as much as possible. All doorways
should be made roomy enough to prevent crushing,
and instead of the rough usage sometimes administered,

there should be kind and gentle treatment, and any-
thing conducive to the comfort of the animal ought to

bestudied. Hefelt surethat onlyapersonof vei-ynarrow
mind could regard these directions as unnecessary to

the remunerative working of the dairy. Parturition

in the cow might be attended with difficulty, and re-

quired judicious action, and ought to be well under-
stood. It was most disgusting to see the way in
which cows were treated sometimes under these cir-

cumstances. Main force was exercised, and the
result of such treatment was often the de.ath of the
cow from inflammation and its consequences. Every
man would agree that this conduct was cruel. A cow
ought to be left to herself, and kept as quiet as pos-
sible, except under extraordinary circumstances, and
then only such force used as was consistent with the
case. Then, a calf should never be allowed to suck its

dam when she was intended for milking purposes, as

there was a difficulty in teaching it to drink afterwards,

and the mother having taken kindly to its offspring,

refused to let her milk down when it was taken away.
The calf should be fed frequently with its mother's
milk, in small quantities at first ; and, in order to give
it a fair start in life, it ought to feed on new milk for

three weeks, or longer if delicate. Then oilcake, gi'uel,

sliced turnips, and a little hay should be given in suffi-

cient quantity, according to the age of the animal.

It would thus be kept in a growing and thriving

condition. It was a well-known fact that quarter-ill, a
disease so prevalent and fatal amongst young cattle, was
less frequent where they were liberally fed on cake.

No greater mistake could be made than to allow
young animals to go back in condition. Wherever
such was the case, and they became stinted in their

growth, they could never fairly recover the effects of

it. During the first month it would be found a safe

plan to give three doses of castor oil, which might
prevent many of the ailments to which the young
animals were subject. Each calf ought, if possible,

to have a sqsarate compartment, and be left at liberty.

They would do much better in this way than if tied

up by the neck. If they could not find a separate

compartment for each, they should put three or four

in a loose box or comfortable shed, where they could

be easily fed, and with a rack or manger for their

use. The better they fed a cow, tbe better her pro-

duce would be, and the greater the profit. Yet how
many owners of dairy stock acted as if it were of little

importance whether the food was up to the mark,
either in quantity or quality. Such treatment was just

the reverse of the teachings of reason and common
sense. No animal was more grateful, and gave a more
liberal return for liberal treatment. Without good food

a cow, however good her milking qualities might be,

would not continue long in full profit. During the

summer months the pasture was their principal de-

pendence, and on good land nothing else was required,

but much harm was done by allowing cows to remain
in the fields far into the autumn while in a milking
condition. During cold and wet nights they could
only seek out the best shelter the hedges would allow,

and there lie down, whereas a small quantity of food
in the house would be as good as what they could get
out-of-dooi's, and tbey would be kept w.arm and com-
fortable. If they lost flesh in the winter it was not:

easily made up again ; besides, at that season butter

was scarce and prices were rising, and so it paid

to give both food and shelter to keep up the supply

of milk.

The quality of the food and the regtdarity of giving

were most important and essential matters. There
was a striking ditTerence between the milk and cream
of cows fed on hay and straw and the milk and cream
of those fed on cake or me.al in addition, the former

being comparatively thin and poor, while the latter was
thick and rich. Not only was the produce of the

dairy increased by cake, but the manure made was of

very superior quality. This was a fact of great import-

ance. It could not be expected that pastures would

continue to yield the same quality of milk, butter, and

cheese, unless some return was made to keep up their
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fertility. Many of the large dairy farms of Cliesliire

had been allowed to get into such an exhausted con-

dition, that the farmers had to resort to crushed bones,

and apply them at the rate of 7 cwt. and 8 cvvt. to

the acre.

The construction and careful management of the

dairy demanded serious attention. If this was

neglected, it was in vain that good cows and good

food were provided. There were many dairies in

which no expense had been spared to render them

perfect, but these were principally on the home farms

of gentlemen. With the ordinary farmer the case

was very different. The dairy ought to have a north

or north-west aspect, and away from the vicinity of

manure, refuse, or other sources of offensive smells,

which were almost inimical to dairy produce. The
floor should be laid with cement or tiles, to prevent

damp. They knew in how many cases the dairy was

the contrary of all this. With regard to the utensils,

he had not much to remark, and he doubted much
whether the leaden cooler could be surpassed, except

by glass. There were a great many new inventions in

the way of churns, many of which cost a lot of money,

and were, at the same time, comparatively useless.

The barrel churns, in simplicity, were scarcely to be

surpassed. In making butter, the gi-eat desiderata

were cleanliness, good ventilation, and the presence

of pure air. The improvement in the art of cheese-

making, especially in the large dairy districts, had

been very great ; but it could not be denied that the

making of cheese was still in an imperfect state, and

it was therefore desirous that men of patient research

should apply themselves to this subject. It was well

known that many individuals in this district had at-

tained a high standard of perfection in this art, but

many were still far behind. He believed that cheese-

making was no exception to the rule which applied to

other branches of agricultural industry—that science

might yet do much to improve it, and materially add to

the practical results.

Ucrtrrcs oi gnolis.
Co-Operative Agriculture : A Sohdion of the Land

Question. By W. Pare, F.S.S. Longman iS; Co.

Sufficient security of tenure to encourage the enterprise

of a tenant seems to us the more probable "sohition of

the land question ; " here, however, is a history of the

Ralahine Co-operative Agricultural Association in

County Clare, which the author contends leads to a

different conclusion. It is indeed the histoiy of

disaster, but that is no condemnation of the principle

which the author advocates, for the disaster was due,

not to any failure on the part of the members of a

prosperous association founded on that principle, but

to the failure and disappearance of the landowner

whose estate they occupied, and had to abandon.

The story is well told, and has sufficient agricultural

instnictiveness to make it good reading for the readers

of the Agricultural Gazette^ to whom accordingly we
commend it. We prefer, however, to iUustrate the

subject by an extract from an appendix to the work,

giving the fortunes of the co-operative principle on our

own side of the Channel '.—

"In the year 1839—14 years, therefore, before the

commencement of the enterprise of the Rochdale Pioneers,

which has attained such gigantic proportions—the idea

suggested itself to a Suffolk squire* that he would attempt
to apply, by way of experiment, the principle of co-opera-

tion or co-partnership to a farm. Selecting 60 acres of

land of medium quality, furnished with a rough but not

unsuitable homestead, he formed his little company of

shareholders, all of them taken from the class of farm

labourers, to which he gave the name of the Assington
Co-operative Agricultural Society. The number of the

original shareholders was 15, who put ^3 a-piece into the

concern, by way of subscribed capital; the landlord—to

give his bantling a chance of life—liberally advanced to

the co-operators the sum of ^400 without interest, on
loan.f The Society has grown and prospered. The
occupation has been increased from 60 acres to 130, the

number of shareholders has been enlarged from 151021.
The present value of the shares, as the bailiff told me, is

' all of ji^so.' All years have not been equally remunera-
tive ; but there has not been one since the concern started

without some little matter to divide. The company have
repaid the landlord all the borrowed money, and all the

stock and implements on the farm are now their own.
The stock consists of 6 horses, 4 cows, no sheep, and
from 30 to 40 pigs. The rent of the land is ^^200 a-year,

the company paying tithes, rates, and taxes. The farm
is held on a 14 years' lease, which is on the point of being
renewed. The land is farmed on the four-course system
of husbandry, and ordinarily employs five men and two
or three boys. The members are not bound to work on
the farm, which, indeed, could not find employment for

all ; but it is understood —though there is no rule to the

effect—that if a co-operator is out of work elsewhere, he
has a claim to employment before any other man. When
a CO operator works on the farm, he is paid wages at the
usual rate

; and if he were not an efficient labourer, there
would be no scruple about discharging him. * * *

The landlord chose the original members, and claims to
have the approval of the new members ; but he docs not
interfere with the company as regards the cultivation of
the land, more than he would with any other tenant. The

* J. Gurdon, Esq., of Assington Hall, near Sudbury.
i The capital was below the ordinary ''''— '-—

seems to have been suffic'

cultivate it profitably.

. but
p keep the land in good heart, and

premises are required to be kept in repair by the tenants,

the landlord finding rough materials. They are to be
insured in the amount of ^^500, and every 12 years the

farm is re-valued. A member falling into difficulties can
have a loan advanced to him to half the current value of

his share—a privilege, however, I was informed, which
has rarely been used. The annual profits are divided
equally among the shareholders. Among the members
arc four widows, one of whom has four small children;

they do what they can for themselves, and up to the

present time have been able to maintain themselves by
their work and the dividend on their shares, without the

aid of parochial relief. Indeed, the guardians would dis-

allow relief in the case of any persons possessed of

property of the amount represented by the value of a
share, so that the scheme has a direct tendency to

diminish pauperism."

Stables and Stable Fittings. St. Pancras Iro

Works Company, London.

In this little book of So pages the St. Pancra

Company claim to give capital and trustworthy advic

on the subject, though perhaps " they say it who
shouldn't say it,"' seeing that it is their own wares and
manufactures which they recommend. We have,

however, looked through the book, and are convinced
that it is one which should be in the hands of every

one about to erect or fit up stabling.

Farm Memoranda.
Merse of Bkrwickshire : August \-^.—Harvest

has now been in full swing for a week, and lucky it is

that most of our crops can be cut by machinery, for

there is scarcely an Irishman to be seen. Perhaps they

are not aware that we are ten days earlier than last

year ; indeed, a daily blazing sun has brought things

forward surprisingly, and has forced us to leave most
of the second Turnip hoeing to a more convenient

season.

The earlier Swedes and Turnips are broad enough to

benefit by the nightly dews, but it is otherwise with the

larger moiety of late and tender plants ; and pastures

are so thoroughly burnt up that stock must have com
and cake, unless they can fall back on a reserve of

invaluable Vetches.

It is to be noted, by the way, that matters are worse
since the tliunder showers of the 5th, which shows that

dry grey weather is better for grass than scorching sun
after rain.

Barley is a grand crop, mostly of fine quality, yet

not without burnt spots. On good and rich soils

Wheat is fair, and Oats well feathered ; such soils are

sure to do well in a dry year, but they are quite excep-

tional. In general. Wheat is thin and uneqtial, and of

limited average ; while Oats are in every respect a

short crop, although less injured by segg-root than

they were two years ago. The snuffy heads were well

washed before cutting, and the quality of the fodder

will, with fair weather, be superb. Beans are well

podded below. In Potatos the blanks are pretty fairly

covered in, but the tubers must suffer from the 1

customary second growth when rain comes. In the

meantime, streams are perhaps lower than in '68 even,

and water-carts are in general use. J. T.

Hampshire.—It is somewhat difficult to estimate

the Wheat crop this year, because on the light soils so

much of it lost plant in tlie winter. There is, how-
ever, a compensation in the fact of a large breadth

having been sown upon the cold and strong soils which
in some wet seasons connot be sown with Wheat.
There having been no impediment during the autumn,
an unusually large lain of Wheat was sown, and upon
this kind of land the crop is found to be very fine ; and
although the weight of the grain is not better than it

was in 1868, yet its strength and quality have never

been surpassed. On the light soils, where thin of

plant, the crop of straw is of course very light, but

the sheaves are heavy, and where the crop has been

tested by threshing it is found to exceed the general

expectation. The Wheat crop must, therefore, be
written a full average, but will in all probability exceed

an average.

The Lent corn has suffered from the excessive

drought, so much so that Barley {although where early

sown on good and strong soils is a very fine crop and a
good malting sample) on all light, and what is com-
monly called Barley soils, the crop is very bad. It

must, therefore, be considered much under the average.

Oats as a crop, for the generality of soils in Hamp-
shire, require a showery season to come to peifection.

This crop has in consequence felt the effect of the

absence of rain so much that not only is it beneath

the average, but is probably one of the worst ever

grown.
Beans may be reckoned below the average, for

although the winter Beans in some cases are well

podded, yet the haulm, is very short, whilst spring

Beans are very deficient.

Peas are always a precarious crop, and it is seldom
they yield well in a dry summer. They are, however,

this season podded well, and must be called over an
average, whilst the haulm, being free from blight and
well harvested, will go far to assist the deficient hay crop.

In our last report hay was stated as one of the worst

crops ever known ; the aftermath, or feed, is equally

bad, in fact there is no second crop of field grasses.
|

Root crops generally are very deficient. Mangel is a
fair plant, but very much injured by grub. Swedes
and forward Turnips are comparatively a failure,

for on many important farms not a Swede is to

be seen, on others the plant very irregular. Late
Turnips, which are just coming up, may make
a tolerable crop if the autumn proves favourable.

Hay is selling at an exorbitant price, such as

we think cannot be maintained, with corn and the

substitutes at present prices. The prices of slock

sheep and store cattle are comparatively low, and

cannot rise much in the face oi a deficient hay and root

crop, and the adverse state of the money market. It is

satisfactory to find that although the Potato crop is

deficient, yet the tubers are sound and likely to con-

tinue good, and in the event of any serious rise in the

l^rice of corn it would be of some importance. New
Wheat comes very slowly to market ; as yet little lias

been secured in a state fit for immediate threshing, and

nearly one third of the crop is still in the fields, whilst

the heavy showers which are prevailing will retard the

harvest very much, and in some instances the crop has

been carted in bad condition. The peculiar dry spring

and summer has affected injuriously all light soils, but

it is interesting to compare the difference this year of

well managed farms on the chalk and those on the

gravel. The former having suffered far less than the

latter, the inference is that high farming and liberal

expenditure is safer as an investment on chalk soils than

upon gravelly soils. All kinds of seeds for fodder crops

are dear, but this may be met favourably by sowing

early a lesser quantity of seed than usual of Trifolium,

Tares, Rye, Winter Bariey, &c. yos€j>h Blumlcll,

Southampton f August 10.

The Romford Sewage Farm : The irrigation of

land by sewage is a subject which has of late become
of great interest and importance, and on Tuesday of

last week a party of gentlemen, invited by Mr. W.
Hope, visited Breton's Farm, Hornchurch, which has

been purchased by the Romford Local Board of

Health for the disposal of their sewage by irrigation.

The main object of the visit appeared to be for the

purpose of inspecting the result of the application of

sewage to the land and crops, which has, notwith-

standing the difficulties that surrounded him in the first

place, been carried out witli a great degree of success

under the skilful management of I\Ir. Hope. On the

arrival of the company at the house, they at once

proceeded to look over the farm. One of the first

crops to which attention was drawn was a piece of

Italian Rye-grass, sown on March 19, since which four

crops have been cut, averaging 74 tons per acre, and
sold for £1 per ton on the ground. Close by was a

piece of Dalmahoy Potatos, planted on April 2, which
were producing upwards of 1 4 cwt. per rod, and worth

about £2$ per acre. Some of these were very large.

Some Early Rose Kidneys were also shown, which
produced lo or 12 at each root, many being from

4 inches to 7 inches in length. Some Beans and Peas,

sown on April *2, produced—the former £% and the

latter £\<, per acre, without the straw. Another piece

of Rye-grass, sown April 9, will be ready to cut for the

fourth time in a few days. Next came some Dioscoreas,

or Yams, planted on June 6 ; adjacent to which were

some very large Jersey Cabbages, about 3 feet in

height : these, if successful, and under favourable

circumstances, may reach a growth of 10 feet. A little

further on was a specimen patch of Clover, sown on

May 23, which was very thick, and about a foot high.

Adjoining were about 4 acres of transplanted Mangel
Wurzel, looking rank and strong. Another crop of the

same kind exhibited some very fine roots, many of the
" globes " being over 2 feet in circumference, and some
of the " long " 2 feet in length. Close to these was a

crop of Parsnips, sown on April 28, which averaged

from i\ inch to 2 inches in diameter, and of a propor-

tionate length ; also a fine crop of Cauliflower, planted

on July 19. Some fine Carrots, crimson Beetroot, and

Runner Beans are also growing. In addition to those

already named, there were some fine pieces of

Bunching and other kinds of Cabbage, which pro-

mise good crops, having been planted about the

middle of June, and being very regular. A strip of

a newly-imported kind of grass, called Bromus
odoratus australiacus, was sown on June 4, and was
cut on August I : this, if the trial proves successful, it

is. expected, will, to a great degree, supplant the Italian

Rye-grass, being a perennial, and lasting much longer

than the latter. Following this comes a fine crop of

Maize, or Indian Corn, for ripening, sown on June 2 :

it averages from 3 feet to 4 feet in height, some of the

heads reaching nearly, if not quite, 5 feet. A strip of

American Oats looks very fine, though somewhat laid

by the recent storms ; these are said to produce 20 qr.

per acre. Close by was a crop of intermediate Carrots,

about 4 acres in extent, sown on April 4, a month
later than they ought to have been. Some of these

have already been cleared off and sent to market,

where they fetched at the rate of ^41 per acre. Those

that still remained had been sold as growing at ^21 per

acre, it being worth the additional amount to prepare

and get them to market. The above may be con-

sidered as the principal crops ; but there are many
others, most of which have.been put in for the purpose

of trial, and are not large in extent, but all appear to

be more or less successful. As each crop is labelled,

showing the time of planting and the results that have
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been achieved, the beholder cannot but be astonished

at the rapidity with which the various crops have

sprung up, and reached their present state of growth.

With regard to the manner in wliich the sewage is

put upon the land : it is first pumped to the top of the

engine-house, and then conveyed in sheet-iron trough-

ing to about the centre of the farm, where it branches

ofF in all directions, there being outlets at short

intervals, which can be opened for the discharge of the

liquid or plugged up, or even set to a certain quantity,

as required. The sewage eventually flows into channels

of concrete or earth, and thence again into smaller off-

shooting channels, which run along in the crown of the

beds, the ground having been originally laid out in

proper inclines ; these smaller channels are then

dammed up where required, and the sewage overflows

the beds. Of course there is a large amount of effluent

water, whicli percolates through the soil, and this is

carried back again in a state of purity to the tank, or

down to the river, at pleasure, by drainpipes laid at a

depth of 6 feet from the surface, and at a distance of

150 feet apart. The effluent water was clear and

sparkling ; most of the company drank some of it, pro-

nouncing it excellent. Though the system and works
arc not so complete as ihey will be after a time, yet,

judging from the present appearance of the crops,

there can be but little doubt of the success of the

project when it shall have been carried out in its

entirety ; and we cannot but congratulate the Board

and the rate-payers of Komford on being the owners of

what appears to be so valuable a property, and one

tliat will render such large returns. It is also a matter

of congratulation that a gentleman of such experience

as Mr. Hope has been secured as the first tenant.

The party, having completed their survey, were
entertained by their host in a spacious barn, gaily deco-

rated with flags, ^\here a most rcchcrchS spread had
been prepared under the management of Mr. P.

Reynolds, of Romford. Abridgedfrom " Essex Herald.^'

August 20.

—

Com Han'est Operations.—Continue
as directed for the previous weeks, with such difference

as the change of latitude northward demands. Although
the operations themselves, as working the reaping-

machine, binding, stocking, and stacking, North and
South, closely resemble each other, and are easily

described, yet it is otherwise with the various details

that call into exercise the judgment of the farmer, as

the weather, state of the crops, and when they are fit

for stacking, and so on. The lower temperature, often

below freezing point at night, is in favour of the corn

keeping in the stacks, but the increase of moisture so

common at this season is the reverse ; and if we are to

judge of facts by the heating of stacks and sprouting of

corn in the stooks, the balance, we are apprehensive,

will be against the North of England and South of

Scotland during the latter half of tliis month. There is

nothing more difficult than the harvesting of corn when
the atmosphere is highly surcharged with vapour, for

instead of drying, the standing corn and stooks absorb
moisture, and thus become more wet. In such weather
corn and straw both lose colour, quality, and value.

Small sheaves should be made w^ith only eight or ten

to the stook if the straw is long, and only six to the

slook if the straw is short ; some put on two hood-
sheaves, and a well hooded stook will carry off rain for

a long time, but when the stook is badly set, and the

hoods improperly put on, they often do more harm than

good, and on that account hooded stooks have become
the exception—the object now aimed at in setting a

stook to fend rain being to bind the straw straight in

the sheaf, to plant each pair of sheaves opposite each
other, and bring the stook to a fine ridge, as in

thatching a stack, so as to carry off the rain to either

side. A well-set stook has a workmanlike appearance,
and nothing is more short-sighted on the part of

farmers than to allow their servants to get into the

slovenly habit of the contrary practice.

Oat Harrest continues in advance of Wheat north-

wards. It is easy accounting for this when the fine

seed-bed and the early sowing of the former are taken
into account. For a similar reason much spring Wheat
will be cut before the winter crops. Most of the crop

is standing, and easily cut and stooked, and will be soon
fit for stacking. Laid fields of Oats are an exception,

at least in the South, and we saw very few in the

North. Much of the crop, on the contrary, is unusually

short from premature ripening, and \\\\\ require a sharp
knife to make a clean cut. The straw generally this

year is fine and rather wiry, especially at the roots, so

that the knife of the reaper will require to be kept in

proper cutting trim.

Drying Corn artificially in Haii^cst, so as to fit it

for stacking or threshing, is one of the many improve-
ments of the day. Like all others in farming, the

practice now in use is doubtless subject to further

improvement, for, as has justly been observed, "there is

no end to improving a thing ;" but the practical ques-

tion is to make the most of inventions as they are, or it

may be put in an interrogatory form, thus—What is

the amount of advantage gained by those using drying

machines and apparatus this year over those who are

not using them ? What are the profits of the one, and
what the losses of th? other? Th$ losses in the

harvest field are generally gi'eatcr than credited,

grumbled at as things unavoidable. Such, however,

is no longer admissible. To look on at corn and
straw being spoilt in the stook is now unpardonable,

provided the expense of diying is less than the loss

sustained.

Stacking Corn is a work requiring the highest degree

of skill and art to perform it properly, the stacker

being generally considered the best man in harvest.

An apprenticeship is necessary to learn the art. A well

built stack is not a question of mere form and outward
appearance, although too apt to be viewed in this light.

Thus a good stacker will "build out the rain," a bad

one will "build in the rain;" the former will "pre-

vent a stack heating," while the latter will "set the

stack on fire," and so on. These are extreme but

familiar expressions in most places, embracing a broad

difference between the value of the labour of two

workmen who too frequently look for the same amount
of wages. Seasons of short straw, too, such as the

present, in many counties call into exercise the highest

talents of the stacker ; and every farmer knows what a

relief it is to have a man in the stackyard in whom he

can place implicit confidence. Stacks, whether round

or oblong, should always be built on stack-stands, and

the stack-stands should be arranged so as to provide

for the proper ventilation of the stacks, for an

improperly ventilated stackyard will heat whilst

a well ventilated one will keep cool, other things

being equal. If a stack is confined and close on

one side and free on the other, it will sit down
unequally, however perpendicularly and uniform in

density it may be built, but if equally ventilated all

round, and built uniform in density, it will settle down
fairly and cool, assuming the sheaves to be equally fit

for stacking in both cases.

Thatching should be done immediately the stack is

up. To delay urttil it is seen how the stack will settle

down, is at best a poor apology for bad stacking. And
the same remark applies to cutting the outsides of the

stack—cut the outsides as you build, and let the

thatcher follow close up, the stacker taking care to

have the roof of the stack properly consolidated and

raked down hard in the building.

J\ve-grass and Chn'er Seeds, when intended to follow

either Wheat, Barley, or Oats as a grass or hay crop,

should be sown on the stubble as soon as the labours

of the harvest will permit. Where the corn crop is

harvested in August, seeding after harvest will be

found preferable to seeding in spring, both for the corn

crop and the seeds. Where the land is clean, as it

always should be, and free from weeds, sow on the

stubble, and bush or chain harrow in about the same
quantity of seed as directed in spring. Where the

seeds were sown in spnng, and have brairded, but the

plants are partially killed by the drought of summer or

otherwise, blanks and thin places should be seeded

with the hand, and the seed left to be w^ashed in or

covered by the first shower of rain, as the harrow

cannot be used, and rolling is objectionable at this

season.

Flax-steeping and grass-retting, where they extend

into August, must be attended to even in the heat of

com harvest. Flax growers endeavour to have their

Flax in the stack before reaping commences, but calcu-

lations often miscarry, unusually so this year.

Sewage Farming.—The yield of grass of Lodge
Farm, Barking, for August, 1869, is given as 10

tons per acre, for which London cowkeepers gave

23,r. per ton ; and the increasing demand for the grass

proves it to be excellent food for milch cows and all

kinds of live stock. The consumption of sewage by all

growing crops during the month is large, being at the

rate of 100 tons of sewage to i ton of grass. Heavy
crops of Cabbages are also grown of the best quality

fetching the top price in the London markets—also

rotates, stubble Turnips, after Wheat and Oats are

sown, and heavy crops rapidly forced forward. The
close of the month is also a favourable time for laying

down land with Italian Rye-grass to renew the plant,

whose constitutional energies are exhausted in a season

by seven or eight cuttings, or about 60 tons of grass per

acre. The close of the month, if the weather is fine, is

also favourable for a heavy crop of hay, the ground

afterwards to be broken up, or an aftermath crop of

grass or hay may be taken should the vitality of the

crop stand it. But as much of the plant dies out in

taking a hay crop, particularly when it is allowed to

shoot in the seed-ear, a second crop of hay is seldom

advisable, breaking up the land for autumn crops being

more profitable. The close of harvest is likewise the

best time for laying-out fields or whole farms for town

or farm sewage irrigation, or irrigation of any kind.

Live Stock find little in the stubble now as compared

with the olden time. Autumn tillage amongst the

stooks, and the seeding of the land with Turnips, Rape,

&c., preclude the admission of either sheep, black

cattle, or pigs into corn stubbles. The old bands of

gleaners are likewise excluded. But the improvements

thus taking place have all for their object more food

for stock, not less, and as suitable provision for live

stock in August is a cardinal point in stock manage-

ment, the extreme drought of the current season renders

the practical solution of the question no easy task on

many farms, where farmers have been obliged to resort

to the winter diet of hay, cake, and com in July.

Lamb Weanijig in Scotland (Cheviot and black- I

faced) usually takes place from the beginning to the
'

middle of the month, but from the extra supply of grass

this year in the North, and the scarcity of lamb in the

South, a greater number than usual will be kept on, and
drafted for the butcher as they become fat. Blackfaced

and Cheviot ewes that have fattened cross-lambs will

also be ready for drafting for the shambles. iV. B.

Notices to Correspondents,
Market Gardening : Australia. Ordinary farming

land gets gradually into the rich and deeply cultivated

condition of a market garden ; and it is difficult to esti-

mate the cost. But probably there is ^8 or ^10 per
acre of cultivation and manure more in a market garden
than on a well managed farm.

Straw Ground to Meal: H. IV. says:—"I find by
the leading article in the Agricultur.2l Gazette of

July 30, that straw can be ground into meal. Would
you inform me where I could procure the mill that

would reduce the straw as fine as meal, as it would
be a most wonderful economiser of cake food." [The
Messrs. Garrett, of Leicester, exhibited, we believe,

at the Plymouth meeting of the Royal Agricuhural
Society, a straw-grinder attached to their threshing

machine.

Ularhcts.
EXGLISH WOOL.

During the last week there has been a more hopefu
feeling with regard to future prospects, but at the same
time the difficulties which stand in the way of Continental

orders, both in the way of payments and also shipment,
have kept transactions within narrow bounds, buyers
offering low speculative prices, which holders are not dis-

posed to accept. Lustre and combing wools generally

are relatively flatter than clothing descriptions, but then
they have for some time past been comparatively dear.

Regular quotations are very difficult to give, each trans-

action being more or less subject to special negotiation,

and prices depend on the position of the buyers or
sellers.

Current Prices OF English Wool. Per lb.- j. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets .. .. .. i 1 to i 2
Half-bred ditto 13—1 aj
Kent Fleeces ..13 — 14
Southdown ewes and wethers .. .. o oj — i i

HA Y.^-per Load0/2^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 18.

e Meadow Hayi26j.toi35J.
|

Clover, old ..

CUMBERI-AND MaRK
Sup. Meadow Hay 130^.101381.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Aur. 15.

We have a larger number of Beasts than last week, but
the average quality is very inferior ; the few choice

qualities on offer make about the same as last Monday ;

other kinds are lower. The supply of Sheep is again
small, and the demand is good, consequently prices are

not lower. Choice Lambs and Calves are in demand,
but middling ones still meet with a very dull sale.

Our foreign supply consists of 1980 Beasts, 9410 Sheep,
250 Calves, and 60 Pigs ; from Scotland there are

74 Beasts; from Ireland, 200 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

120 ; and 2013 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best ScoU, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts

5. d. s. d.

S 4t05 8

8-4 6

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn

& ad quality

2to5 6

Do. Shoi

Half-breds . . 5 6—5 8
j
Calves

Do. Shorn . . . . — . . Pigs

Beasts,43io ; Sheep and Lambs, 25,500 : Calves, 260 ; Pigs, T35.

6-5

Thu , Aug. 18.

We have not quite so many Beasts on offer as on last

Thursday, quite sufficient, however, for the demand
;

there are not many left unsold, but Monday's quotations

are not maintained throughout. There are a few more
sheep, and trade is not quite so brisk

;
prices have not

much altered on the average, but a clearance is not quite

effected. Choice Lambs and Calves are not very plen-

tiful ; they readily find purchasers at fully late rates, but

trade is dull for other kinds. Our foreign supply con-

sists of 640 Beasts, 3370 Sheep, 306 Calves, and 60

Pigs.
s. d. s. d. s. d s. d

Best Long-wools. . 5 stos 6

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4 6—4 lO

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Lambs .

.

- • 5 o—6 4
Calves .. • 3 6—5 8
Pigs .. ..3 4-5 4

15.130: Calves, 445 ; Pigs,9S.

Best Scots,
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MARK LANE.
Monday, Aug. 15.

There was a fair supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, consisting mostly of the new crop, the

condition and quality of which was variable ; white

brought 48,1. to 5+.V., and red from 44/. to 51.1. per qr.

The attendance was moderate, but there was little inquiry

for either old English or foreign, and the few sales made
were at a reduction of zs. to 3J. per qr. Barley, Beans,

and Peas were u. per qr. cheaper. Oats, of which the

arrivals were very large, were a slow sale at a reduction of

2J. per qr. There w.as no change in the nominal top price

of town-made P'lour ;
country marks were 2J. per sack, and

American \s. per barrel lower.

HAW'S TIFFAl
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 39, Oxford Street. Manchester.

" Ever Cottage should be provided with a Water Tank." Disraeli.

Iron Cisterns.

FBRABY AND CO. having laid down more
• extensive and Improved Machinerj' on their Deptford premises

(ID\ Wharf), are prepared to supply WROUGHT-IRON TANKS,
GALVANISED or PAINTED, ol superior quality, at reduced prices,

and at very short notice.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. WhUe'46—53 Red,..,
— — fine selected runs. .do. Uo —57 Red. . ..

_ _ Talavera 52—60
— — Norfolk — Red....
— — Foreign I42—63

Barley, grind. & di^L , 2gj to 33,1 . . Chev. ! 42—45 Maldng
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling 25—33 Mailing — 33—43

Oats, Essex and Suffolk , 25—27
— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato 27 — 29 Feed ..

— Irish Potato 26—28, Feed ..

— Foreign Poland and Brew 125—27 Feed ..

Rye
i

32—36 Foreign . . 33—36
Rye-meai., Foreign

|

Beans, Mazagan....43J. to 47f. -Tick 49—50 Harrow .. 49—5c

— Pigeon ....5if. to 59J. ..Winds.
I

— iLongpod.
— Foreign Small 45—47 Eg>'ptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38-40 Suffolk .

.

K— Maple, 40J- to 44-f Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize — Foreign .

.

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack[46—54— 2d ditto .ditto' 35 —47 Count
— Forei^ per barrel 129—31 Per sack.. 35—61

Wednesday, Aug. 17.

Quietness has been the pre%'alent feature of the grain

trade to-day, although the attendance was fair. The
supply of both new and old English Wheat has been

short, while of foreign it was moderate. The demand
for all qualities has ruled inanimate, and the rates current

on Monday have been with difficulty maintained. There
has been only a limited supply ot Barley on sale, notwith-

standing the inquiry has been restricted, at about prev

currencies. Malt has been quiet, but firm. Oats have
been in large supply and limited request, at about
Monday's reduced prices. Beans and Peas have expe-

rienced a slow sale, but without any material change in

value. The Flour trade has ruled quiet, with the excep-

tion of barrel, which has been in request for French
requirements, consequently prices have heen fully sup-
ported.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriagk'

and other of Braby's

N.B. Open Tanks of dif

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best

manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM and CO ,
Iron

Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London. W.

Itural County in Knglai
T-'or particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AN

London, E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

THE MULTKM TN PARVO PATENT EXHI-
BITION .-ml

-; -: -M : r-'-T n.OWER PACKING
CASE, and MM' '

'

' -'i-l, FAMILIES, and
TUUIUSTS- SI \

I^.̂̂ _

mM^jmi
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THE ROYAL OXFORD HORSE RAKE,

J. & F. Howard
HAVE WON, EVER SINCE 1852, WITH ONE EXCEPTION,

EVERY FIRST PRIZE
OFFERED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND FOR

HORSE RAKES.
AT THE RECENT MEETING AT OXFORD,

A SPECIAL PRIZE-THE SOCIETY'S MEDAL-
WAS AWARDED TO THE ABOVE IMPLEMENT FOR ITS SIMPLE SELF-ACTING ARRANGEMENT.

Tlie following extract is from the Gardeners C/inv/t'c/c:—" Messrs. HOWARD, Bedford, show an extremely ingenious Horse Rake, containing the very best device yet
invented for causing tlic driving wheels to lift the teeth as soon as a load is gathered. A pedal movement lightens the rocking cradle on the wheel-shaft of the Machine, and
up go the teeth—the pressure on the pedal is relaxed, and they drop into work again upon the ground."

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application to

J. AND F. HOWARD, BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.
LONDON OFFICE 1—4, CHEAPSIDE (three doors from St. Paul's).

FLOIV PiPS.

ORMSON'S PATENT CONCENTBIC.
SADDLE BOILER.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

£700 A YEAR SAVED

!

ORMSON'S

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS

ORMSON'S PATENT CONVOLUTED
BOILER.

HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS
In the Royal Gardens, Kew.

See Official Report in Gardeners C/ironiek for July 2, 1870.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy
vastly superior.

Place no reliance in cast iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going" to pieces.

Wrought iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and
breakdowns.

Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe wrought iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also, " Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

iTUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMAUSSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES
AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

AND HOT-WATER APPAR,\TUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
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w M. L L I S ONE,

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Ecnthall Works, Broseley.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4r. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J., cash on deliver^;. ^ Sample Label

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.-
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and m<

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Ml
forwarded post free on application.

J AS. T. ANPjERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London,

by JOHN FISHER A

of a postage stamp. Orders del

s
By Royal Letters Patent.

HREWSBURY'S GAS CONSERVATORY
BOILER, Regi
PROVED REI
Testimonials 01

G. SHREWSBURY, Low

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

Upon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the

HIRE of elegant and commodious TENTS are for^vardcd free of

charge. All letters should be addressed to 2, Duke Street, London
Bridge, S.E. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON.

rri H HYDRONETTE
(ROBIN'S PATENT),

CONSER\ V

Unrivalled Lase of Action, Simpli

The HYDRONETTE is a more u

:onvenicnt water-throwing mach:

CARRI.\GES

IFort

iStr,

Painters, Engir
d Shipbuilders.

London Bridge, London, E.G.

D-:^,'!::
I'RI-VFX'I'in by the use ol

'

•
I II )oN, and Porous 1

.

'.

I
I I'I mIkc, Loudon. E.G.

Caution to Gordeuers.—Wiien you asH for

SAY?
•lit which r

). & C. rcKret having to
npelled to do so, in cotiscqui

aUty, hav'
iny comp

their make all of which a
" " '" PRUNING;

St in the mark
1 Works, Sheffield. Established t

Mark, OBTAIN

: the best and

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES,
Sir Roderick Imi'i:y Ml'rciu^

During the TWENl II ill '

Chemistry. i'-\

URSES of LECTURES
.-. will be given ;-

II. D., F.R.S,
.ML)., F.R.S.

J Natural'Sistory.' By T. u: llu.xicy, LL.D., F.R.S.

4- Mi"?"'""^' } By Warrington W. Smyth, M.A., F.R.S.

0. Geology. By A, C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.

7 Applied Mechanics. By '1. M. Goodeve. M.A.
B. Physics. By Frederick Guthrie, B.A, Ph.D.

Instruction io Mechanical Drawing. By the Rev. J. Haythonie
Idgar, M.A.

. . , .

The Fee for Students desirous of becoming Associates is £30 in one
urn, on entrance, or two annual payments of ^^20, exclusive of the

Pupils arc received in the Royal College of Chemistry {the Labora-

^ry uf the School), under the direction of Dr. Frankland, ' '
-'

lelallurgical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Pel

Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are i

U each.

ZT: £3 and

:e, Her Maiestj
/ obtain Tickets

vil I'.-ai^hcrs, and others engaged in
ir 1 (. 1.S at reduced fees.

,:-. grants Two Scholarships,
li'd by Government.

.|.).1\ to the Registrar, Royal
L. ','1

. 1 ^ 'W.

TRKNHAM REEKS, Registrar.

„.. ges have been appreciated.
Alex.ander Shanks & Son beg to intimate that, amons all the

xhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, they arc the only

imi to whom the Turv awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then
warded is the highest Prize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

any other in usi

th 4 feet of Suction Hose, Strainer, Jet

,^"'2s"^rf:^No.'2, is^. 6^.; no. 3.^:1 "; No.4,i:i S^ : Ni

IS. Extra Hose and Union Joints to order. To be had of

HAYNES AND SONS, 227, 220, and 231. Ed(iy.are Road, W.

Proprietors, Ix>ndon."
1 gem unless labelled " Hayses & Sons,

ClONSERVATOR-^ BASKETS.

Alexanf I

the RevoKi ^
Steel on both '

sharp edge of the 1 act against the Sole I late In
auuiiioii lu 11113, n J c ju . n-j»v make the Sole Plate or Bottom
Bladeof their Machine with Two Edges—one m front as usual, and
one in reserve at the back ; when the front edge

This day is published, a New Edition, being the Third, of

BOOK ABOUT ROSES : how to Grow and Show
Them. By S. Reynolds Hole. With Additional Matter and

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John FOUNTAINE, Soulhacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
Joseph Paxton, M.P.

'xle aitd Agricullttral Caxetttt

stributibn amongst

pt of a

Reprinted from the Gardoiers^ Ch.

with Additions.
Price \d. each, or gs. for 25 Copic:

Cottage Tei
Post Office order,

,j„„,^ .„ „.. „^, „. the KingStre'et Office, Covent Garden

Published at the Office of the Gardeners' CkronicU and AfrricultHra^

GazetU, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Ornamental
T c Hover Boxes.

All kmds of Wire Work
made to order.

R. nOLLIDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Porto-

bello Terrace, Netting Hill Gale, London, W.
;ed Catalogues of the abovi applic

Horticultural and Window Glass WareliouBea.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
n, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead. Oils, Colours, Brushes, fr'c

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c-

i upon applic

JAMEB' PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their prices as CdUowb :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the NobilJly, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Kingdom.
, . j

Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sues stated

Squares ao by 12, 20 by ii, 20 by 14, 20 by 15-

16 01. to the foot. 21 oz.

Seconds iZs.bd. 261. ai.

English 20S.od. .. .. .. 27* orf.

The above prices include the boxes, which arc not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Slock sizes, i6-oz. , in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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BY H. M. EOYAL LETTEKS PATENT.

WEEKS'S PATENT
Duplex Compensating Upright Tubular Boiler

TWO BOILERS IN ONE.

IS

INDESTEUCTIBLE.

IS GUARANTEED

FOR PERFECT SAFETY.

CAN BE EASILY

CLEANED OUT.

TEN YEARS'

GUAKANTEE GIVEN.

EITHER HALF ^fAY BE

WORKED SEPARATELY.

NO OTHEE BOILEE
OFFERS THESE ADVANTAGES.

WEEKS'S PATENT DUPLEX BOILER

Is the ONLY ONE to which a FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE was AWARDED at the July, 1870,

EXHIBITION of the ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENTS PARK, LONDON.

WEEKS'S PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER

May be Insured by Policy for 15 Years.

WEEKS'S "BOOK OF DESIGNS" (12TH EDITION)

Post Free on application.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

EditorlaJ Communications should be addressed to " The Editor;" Adven.sements and Business Letters to " The Pubhsher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

t.^l'.'"^'^
'>'

i^'^b!,''" 5,"="""?.^'
f,'
"" "S'" »f"=5j"- Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the .aid William

KicHARDs, at the Office, No. 41, WeUinBton Street, Pansh of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 30, 1870.
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BISHOP AUCKLAND FLORAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — The EIGHTEENTH

EXHIBITIuN will lake place in Auckland Park, on FRIDAY,
Bcptemberi. Nc.irly 1 II KLE HUNDRED POUNDS in PRIZES.
Entries to hi- ni;,.k- immediately. J. C. HENDY, Sec.

'\ of ROSES and other FLOWERS.—
1 \ SHOW of the REIGATE ROSE ASSOCIA-

1 li- New Public Hall, Eeigate.on SATURDAY,
ivsuiri by Members" Tickets at i o'clock: and after

iblic, on payment of is. Close at 6 o'clock.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, BELFAST.—
GRAND EXHIBITION of FRUITS, FLOWERS, PLANTS,

&c,, SEPTEMBER 8 and 9 next. Two Military Bands in attendance.

Patrons—IWa Excellency the Lobd.Lieltenant of Irei-and, Earl

For Schedules, &c. , apply to the Honorary Secretaries,

C. I). YONGE, Esq., and J. F. JOHNSON,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Belfast.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY'S GRAND EXHIBITION of

PLANTS, FRUITS, and CUT FLOWERS, will be held at the

Royal Pavilion, aJid Eastern Ijwn, on WEDNESDAY and THURS
DAY, Sept.iiil.. 1 M .11 I

scale

: offered c

the Ashbury

q6 St Tames Mrcct ; <ir I'. ^l'.\kY, Superintendent of the Exhibition,

Qiieen's Graperies, ll riglilon. EDWARD CARPENTER, Sec.

WELCH TOOL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SEPTEMBER 15.—Special Open Prizes to a large amount

will be given for Grapes. Pmes, Collection of Fruit, Collection of

Vegetables, Roses. Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Gladioli, Asters, and
Douquets. ENTRIES to be made on or before THURSDAY, Sept. 8,

to the Secretary, from whom all information may be obtained.
D. P. OWEN, Hon, Sec.

New Flcwer Seeds for Present So'wtng, Free by Post.

OUTTON AND SONS can now supply New Seed of

FINEST CHOICE CINERARIA, is. W. and 21. 6rf. per packet.

FINEST CHOICE PRIMULA, is. M. and 2s. 6<f. per packet.

And other FLOWER SEEDS, for present sowing.
SUTTON ANd SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Goodyera (Ansectochllus) Dawsoniana.

MR. WILLI A.\l BULL has received a large
importation of this beautiful plant, and can offer extraordinarilv

elrong pieces, something like a foot in length, every one of which
would cut into halfa-dozen plants. These strong pieces at Ks. each.

Establishment for New and Rare Flams, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Bplreea Japonlca for Winter Forcing.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium, has a few
Thousands of the above to offer, in tine strong plants, for winter

forcing, at sos. per 100. Apply at once to

JEAN VERSCHAU'El.T, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium.

Ornamental Palms, &c.

A VAN GEERT, NURSERYMAN, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to oflTer young plants, in small pots, of LATANIA

BORBONICA, at 301. per 100: may be supplied by the rooo. Fine
lants of PANDANUS UTILIS, I2s. to l8s. per dozen, and

.OMARIA GIBBA,

New Cbolce Flower Seeds.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING can still supply the
choice strains of their celebrated FLOWER SEEDS for present

sowing, from is. to 3s. 6rf, per packet ; as advertised in the Gutdenfrs'" "
'

' M.ngaz.ne," and "Journal of H '

last week. Stamps may be sent in payment. Packets forwarded free

Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E., and Edinburgh.
by post.

Hyaclntlis, Ttilips, Crocus, &c.,

For EXIIIBITION and DECORATIVE PURPOSES,

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co. 's
CATALOGUE contains Select Lists of the above, also of

GLADIOLI. LILIUMS, CAPE BULBS, STRAWBERRY
PL.^NTS. &c. Sent post free on application.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co., 27, South Row, Covent
Garden Market, London, W.C.

Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

JAMES CARTER and CO.S CATALOGUE of
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS,

ROSES. FRUIT TREES, &c,, is now ready, and will be forwarded

gratis and post free on application.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

High Holbom, Londoi '" "

Bulbs.
SCOTT'S CATALOfJUE of the above is now

ready, and sent free on applic

J. SCOT! , The Seed Stc /il, Somerset.

1870.—Bulbous Flower Roots.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS have a very large and
excellent stock ol these, of the best and soundest description.

Earlv orders solicited. Priced CAT.'VLOGUE on application.

(Old Established Nursery and Seed Business), 102, Eastgate Street,

and '• Newton" Nurseries. Chester.

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs. Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECOR.VTIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIUI.ETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

ing, Surrey, S,\V.
applic

WM. P.\UL begs to announce that his ROSES
are NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his " Gartlcn of Roses " at the Crystal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be seen.

Inspection respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,

Waltham Station, Great Eastern Railway; half-an-hour's ride from
London. PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross. N,

New Roses of 1870.
CRANSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

Descriptive LIST on application.

ROSES for BEDDING.—Superb plants, ins-inch pots, for planting

out or for growing on for pot culture. Leading varieties of Tea-
scented, Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual, &c Descriptive LIST on

^^^ lOHN CRAN.STON, The Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

Roses.
MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW in

FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants in

England. Pilt Down Nurseries, Uckflcld, Sussex,

Roses on own Roots.

PAUL AND SON have now several thousands, in pots,

ready for delivery for immediate planting For beds, for lasting

effect, Roses in this way arc unequalled. Special LIST free on
application. The " Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,
Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

upwards of 20,000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspecti

respectfully solicited.
Alsoanirai

for planting c

RlCHAKIi III

ORCHARl' Il'Jl. > 1', 1

Pe.-iches, Nectarines, Plu
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryni

cd Merchant, Worcester.

1 1 .S, Fruiting in Pots.

—

,
Tears, Apples, and Figs.

and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.— Fine he.ilthy

Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

7S, fid. to los. 6J. each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

V INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garslon, Liverpool.

Vines.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON can now offer a
large and very superior stock of VINES, from Eyes, prown with-

out bottom-heat, and comprising all the new and leading kinds. The
Canes arc very strong and short jointed. Fine planting Canes of all

the leading kinds, 3s. 6d. to jj. each ; Fruiting Canes, 71. (yd.'

each ; a few extra selected c Lch. Prices of the r

c HARLES TURNER is now prepared to supply
strong plants of all the leading kinds. Many varieties may be

ptive LI
he Royi I Nun Slough.

WHICH are the BE,ST SORTS of STRAWBERRY?
The President, first-rale in all points.

The Premier, the finest of the good Reds-
General Havelock, the finest of all the very earlies.

Plants IS, per dozen, 3s, per too, 20s, per 1000. Will be sent to any
Station on the Great Eastern Railway on receipt of cheque or Post

ARCHER MOSS, Jun,,Chai

PODOPHYLLUM EMODI.—Fresh seeds of this

curious herbaceous plant, zs. dd. per packet, post free. Price to

the Trade on application.
EDWARD SANG AND SONS, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Kirkcaldy, N,
"

W GROOM, Ipswich, is now sending out a set of
. Seven of his splendid NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

Full particulars, with numerous testimonials, may be had on applica-

tion. Price 30s. the set, A faithful Illustration, by Andrews, 18 stamps.

wANTED, CUTTINGS of MRS. POLLOCK.
GERANIUM. Apply at once, stating quantity, size^ and price,

^ R. B. .MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Belfast,

WANTED, strong CLEMATIS FLAMULA,
sample per post ; also CAMELLIA STOCKS : TRICOLOR,

SILVER, BICOLOR GERANIUM CUTTINGS. Price perioo to

G. J. WOOLLETT, Nurseries, Caterham, Surrey.

s
Suttona' Grass Seeds for all Soils.

UTTONS' MI.XTURES of PERMANENT
PASTURE GRASSES and CLOVERS, for Laying Down
T, jjgy be Sown with safety up to the end of August.

Early Feed for Steep and Cattle.

S UTTONS' IMPROVED ITALI.-\N RYE-GRASS.
Lowest price per bushel on application.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, New Seed.— Lowest price per

^'''sUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

s
Mustard and Rape.

UTTON AND SONS can supply NEW SEED of the
above- Lowest price per bushel on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

New English Sowing Rape Seed. •

HAND F. SHARPE have fine dean samples of the
• above ready for immediate delivery, which they can offer to

the Trade at reduced prices. Samples and price on application.

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech.

New Tvimlp Seed.
AND F. SHARPE have now ready, for immediate

NEW SEEDS of the above, suitable for late sowing.-IlX. delivery-

Prices may be niado applic
ablishm isbech.

Cabbage Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
. prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabbage Seeds ,

grown last season from the finest selected stocks. Prices very

moderate.
Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Soup Celery.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, 7, Borotigh Market,
London, S,E., have a quantity of the above to offer. Price on

New Lettuce, Wlggan Hall Defiance,
HARDY BROWN COS.

BENJAMIN G. WILLSON is now sending out this

lirst-class hardy LETTUCE; the best grown for Autumn and
Spring use Raised by Mr, Bcnning, Gardener, Wiggan Hall. Per
packet. IS, and zs. (id. Allowance to the Trade.
BENJAMIN G. WILLSON, Hertfordshire Seed Establishment,

High Street. Watford, Herts.

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, zj? & 238, High Holbom, London;

N'
JAMES FAIRHEAD, 7, liorough Market, S,E.

w Genuine Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE of
KITCHEN GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS,
eady.post free on application. It contains a selection of iho

best kinds in Culti\
Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

1 be recommended.

JOHN BETHAM, Forwarding Agent, trading under
the title of Betham & Son, begs to state, that as the season for

DUTCH UULBS is now arriving, he hopes to receive a share of the
favours usually accorded to his late Father, who was Senior Partner in

the Firm 01 BETHAM and BLACKITH.
Office, 9, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

'N EWTONThese estensi

Calceolarias, Herbaceous.
GUIS V.^N HOUTTE'S splendid strain, in v

i sealed packets,
Royal Nursery, Ghent.

AZALEAS, Indian and Ghent, hardy ; CAMELLIAS
and RHODODENDRONS, HARDY PERENNIALS,

litlLBS. and other Flowering Roots.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S CATALOGUE, No. 135 L, will shortly

Brttlsh Fera Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CXTALOGUE of BRITISH and E.XOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hili, Kent.

New Hardy Bulbs.- Brodlsea cocclnea (A. Gray).W THOMPSON, SEEDSMAN, Tavern Street,
• Ipswich, respectfully announces that he is now prepared

to supply Bulbs of the above-named splendid and remarkable new
species of BRODI-EA. to which a First-class Certificate was awarded
by the Royal Horticultural Society on June 8 last. It produces umbels
of drooping tubular flowers, of a fine crimson-purple colour

alio' ) the Trade.

VlOLA LUTEA MAJOR.—A free growing and
flowering variety, habit and strength of plant intermediate
L-n Viobi coniula and the Cliveden varieties of Bedding Pansics;
-; Itr'Mi-inf r-'lflen-ycllow, very large, borne in great profusion.
Mil II

I
• > t.il.cr. A valuable addition to Spring and Summer

awarded at Royal Horticultural Society's

awarded at Royal Botanic Society's Show,

ROBERT PARKER, Exotic Nurserj', Tooting . Surrey, S.W.

BENJAMIN S. WILlJlAMS-'GENERALandNEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns, Hardy Ferns. Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Drac^nas, Agaves, Yuccas,
Bcaucarncas, Dasylirions, &c.; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,
New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S. Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or

Dinner-table Decoration.
, . . ^^

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N,
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RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOVVLING AND COiMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basinggtoke.

Samples and prices post freeo application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

Substitutes for the Clover Crop.
JAMES CARTER and CO. can strongly recommend

TKIFOLIUM INCARNATUM {Italian Crimson Clover) for
the above purpose The seed may be sown at once upon lands where

.ill be certain to produce a valuable
I Jun,

special mixture of hardy qiiick-

1 Tr sown at once will ensure a

3 the quality of the Seeds

Sow ij^ to 3 bushels per a

BROMUS SCHR/EDEKI, if sc
of forape in spring and several after t

RNATl
,

Ul'EKFINE riALIAN EYE-GRASS,
TRIKOHUJI INCARNATUM
CARTER
RAPE.

All goods carriage free.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., Seed Farmers, 237
H..lborn, London, W.C.

j application

OSEPH BAUMANN. Nurseryman, Ghent,
Bel^iium, offers for Sale—

CAMELLIAS, ALBA and FIMBRIATA PLENA, without
flower buds, ^4, ^5, £6, £8.

CAMELLIAS, iMBRICATA PLENA, without flower buds,
£^, £4, £6. £S.

CAMELLIAS, named best sorts, without flower buds, £1.
£4. £6, jC8—For September.

CAMELLIAS -"^ "

£K£io.£
vith flower buds, named and best sorts, £6,

D AZALEA INDICA, best named sorts, with flower buds, fine
plants, £%. £6. £8, £12.

'

3 AZALEA iNDICA STOCKS. 15?. [Three months-credit.]

Established Orchids.TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON offer Collections^ of healthy plants of the above.
For 12 of the undernamed species, 84s.

Acincta Humboldtii

Cypripedium barbatum nigrum
Dcndrobium chrj;santhura

1 Cervantesii
Lindleyanuir

Wheelers' Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

I
Stanhopea tigrins

D of the undernamed species,"i5o

I

La:lia autumnalis
„ majalis I

Lycaste Skinneri
Miltonia Clowesi
Odontoglo! 1 phaljEnopsis

i or Ehrcnbergli (?)

CARTER S choice strains of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.~The plants of this
splendid strain received several ist Prizes this season at the Royal
Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, ss, 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, finest hybrid. Per packet, zs. 6d. ; smaller packets,
IS. 6d, CALCEOLARIA, finest spotted. Per packet, 2s. 6d.;
smaller packets, is. 6d. Saved with the greatest care, and from
one of the largest collections in the kingdom.

CINERARIA, choicest, mixed.—Saved from a splendid collection of
named varieties, and cannot be surpassed. Per packet, 25. 6d. ;
smaller packets, is, td.

PRIMULA, choicest fringed varieties.—The various varieties of
Primula we offer can be grown '

thcj; are saved with the gre
The Fem-leaved vai

and the Fern-leaved new scarlet is a decided r

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per pad
'23. 6d.

.6d.

zonfidcnce, as
e of the finest
are splendid,

PRIMULA.—Rose fringed. Per packet, 2""""" ' "' hite fringed. Per packet, 2s. 6i
leaved carmine. Per packet,

PRIMULA,—Choi
PRIMULA—Choicest Fern-leaved carmine" Perbacket,2s 6d. I

PRIMULA.-Choicest Fem-leaved white,

:

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA.—Fern-leaved new scarlet. This is a
decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet colour. Per
packet, 2J. 6d.

Forwarded immediately on receipt ol Post-office Order.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C. . j . £.

To the Trade.

FGEE begs to offer (fine selected stocks) NEW
• SEEDS lor present sowing, as follows, for cash :—

GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH TURNIP, 245. per bushel.
HARDY STRATTON TURNIP, 22 • *-

EARLY SIX WEEKS or STUBBLE
Fine ESSEX RAPE, 13s. per bushel.
Fine WHITE MUSTARD, i6s. per bushel.
WINTER TARES. 131. W. per bushel.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, 6^1. per cwt.
New 4 Bushel Sacks charged 11. 2d. Remittances must accompany all

rders. Seed Establishment, Biggleswade, Beds.

WHEELERS (
:

and very early m
I [, , ,

I

flavour IS perpickct pcstlr I r t il Tr,(de
WHCELEKS TOM THUMB LETl UCE (true)

S3, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, also
KENT and HAMPSHIRE PEAT, in any quantity.—This Sand

s acknowledged by Floriststo be the best yet obtained. Price Lists

M
A Boon for Grape Growers.

EREnriH.-^ \i.\i', riM
, 11 \^ 11 and plant

HOOPER & CO.'S
Catalogue of Bulbs, &c., for the Coming Season

IS NOW READY: ILLUSTRATED, CORRECT, AND INTERESTING.

Intending purchasers are solicited to sendfor a Copy.

The advantages of early planting, both for indoors and out, cannot be overrated.

HOOPER AND CO., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Tlie Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majestv-'s Rov-^l Letters Patent, and by Permission
^. Hon. Board of Customs.

)OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Bli>;ht and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at IS., zr. W., and 5J.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

BENJAMIN S. Vv^ILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing all the best varieties of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, CYCLAMENS,

LIHUMS, ike, also

A SELECT LIST of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c., for ATJXTJMN PLANTING,
is now ready. Post Free on application.

Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural

•Wharf. Wappir

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER is very simple in
apphcalion, and the most effectual means of ridding Vineries,

Houses, Gardens, &c., of Wasps, Hornets, Flies, &c. Tiffany and
Nets superseded, and Expense saved. " Betore I heard of your Mix-
ture, ^ve bou^-ht many pounds' worth of Tiftany to protect the houses
and walls from these bests, but none of it has been required, and it lies
unused I am delighted with the magical effects of your Wasp
Destroyer I feel truly grateful for such a boon. With your
Mixture and a little patience, we have nothing to dread from the
Wasps. '—t'jrf^^ Testimonials. Price is. 6rf. and w. 6rf. per Bottle (in

i be had of the following Seeds-
denhall Street, London j HoMer

1 & Son, Leicester ; Pierpoint & Co.,
.____, ___tlett, Exeter; R. T. Veilch, Exeter

:

w \f A^'
^^'"^y- ^- ^- ItoKcs, Southampton

; and B. G. Wilson,

1 J. SCOTT, Yeovil, Somerset.

stamps)

Watford.
For Trade

G I S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, TLrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

. 6d.

Red
Spider.

boxes, ij.,3ff,, and 1

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea. London, S.W.

POLLARD. JEPHSON, and CO.'S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOT-WATER,

Pineries, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Mansions. Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &c. Fixed at scats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
Belper, &c. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being 20 years in

itant use. Apply at

Bear Garden, Ni
constant i

CARTER'S SEEDS, BULBS, 8cc.,
CARRIAGE FREE.

From and "after September i, 1870, JAMES CARTER and CO. [wiU PAY CARRIAGE on all GARDEN
and .^AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, and POTATOS, without any increase

on their published prices, so that purchasers in England will have their Goods delivered Free of cost at

the nearest Railway Station, and in Ireland and Scotland deUvered Free at the nearest Port.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Consenatoty and Window Decoration, price from lof. 6rf. to
84.?., including packing, and Carriage Free.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Conservatory and Outdoor Planting, price from iss. to 84?.,
including packing, and Carriage Free.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Outdoor Planting only, price from loi. bd. to 84J., including
packing, and Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

EKG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIK

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

Park Street, Scuthwark, Londoi

CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

^ J. V. AND SONS desire to impress upon those who patronise them, the gteat advantage of giving thent
their Orders early, as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon their being
planted early in the season.
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Palms and Falm SeedB.

PALMS, fine plants, from i to 3 feet high, of Calamus
Roxburphli, Caryola Cumtniligii, Guilielmia speciosa, &c., &c,

at from 2s. 611. U) 51. each.
NEW PALM SEEDS, consisting of Astrocaryum.Bactris.Carvota,

Euterpe, l,ivistoni.-i. Mrirtuiczi.-i. Sab^I, Thrinax, &C., at lOS. per lOO.

BR<nrrr I.\I ;, '",,..:
,f ., lli,, 1,1., m, tricolor, 2s. td. each.

ri- V III'
,

.': '
I . 1 .

I
-, i.i '\l l"'"'vfN£s,''^SEEDLING

FH:^, r !

'
, i

.
I .

i

'
. .Is, 2j. &/. to 5J. each.

Thr ,il->. .. . n -I |., |..i I ..l.l- nccorations.
W, i'Khbli >h, Nurst:iiiiiJ!iand Horticultural Agent, Basingstoke,

F E R N S, carriage free to London or Goole.
I Adiantum Farleyense ! 15 Gymnogmmma Lauchcana pi

„ peruviana""argyrophyliamacrophyliu

1 Gorin^is i 30 Pteris argyrea50 Athyriuiii uuixit^'aiium
IS Gymnogramma Kybrida . j_ „
25 „ Laucheana I 30 „ tricolor

370 plants for £7 loj.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Royal Nursery, Ghent.

To Gardeners and Amateur Florists.

MR. JOHN HAMPTON begs to intimate to Pansy
growers that he will have much pleasure in supplying a selec-

tion of the best of his unequalled strain of BELGIAN FANCY
PANSIES. nfier September 14, at \2s. per dozen plants, named.
These fl<. '- - ' -*-- -- '-"- -^--

t the Glasgow Rose Show,

East Newport, Fife.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT begs 'to oifer the following
plants, of which he possesses a very fine stock, at the under-

mentioned low prices, viz. :

—

CAMELLIAS, i to i* foot, with buds, all fine sorts, named, selections

:ed plai

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, grafted plai

ing ^ per do;
vc ^'iui^'i

2-yr. seedlings, in single pots, 40s. per 100.

. ._ too ; ditto, stronger, Z6, Z8, to jCio.

Early orders for the above arc solicited.

Steamers sail weekly from Ghent direct to Goole and London, and
from Antwerp to all the principal ports of England. All letters to be
directed to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Nur^ier^-man, Ghent , Beljiium.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.
PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.

RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely
Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white—it cannot fail to be
grown in preference to the other variety : the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a ^vholc House.
There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
Public as something very superior, when they are no better than

Mignonette i'

F. Parsons
a great acquisition, and c t fail I

this

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park,
March 30, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensingtor

The Brighton V.

The above will be sent out
retail of F. PARSONS, Nui

Keymcr, Hurslpierpoint ; price 2

class Certificate,

class Certificate,

onal Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-

icultural Show, First-class Certificate, June

fill be advertised shortly.

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free,

Per packet—J. d.

Willlanu' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed 2r. M., 3*. 6J.,and 5

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 2j. 6ii.,3J. M., and s o

CINERARIA, WeathcriIl*5extrachoiccstrain,M. &f,,3r. &i.,& s o

CARNATION, from Priie flower r o

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prire strain .. ii. M , 2J. W. , and 3 6

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA ij. and 2 6

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant .. ..2 6

HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties .. is. and 2 6

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2J. M. and 3 6

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and 2 6

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and 2 C

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and 2 6

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each i o

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.—This is a charming companion to
our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. (xi. and 2 6

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and i 6

PINK, 5nest double fringed 10
VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. M. and 2 6

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb 10
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' line dark variety 10
Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM 06
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber 26

I and Paradise Nun
,
L'ppcr Holloway, London, N.

B.

Superb New Bedding Plant,
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTION.

S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering
-*-' • new SEED of the above, and from the manner in which it has
been tested, both in dry and exposed situations, as well as moist and
Bhady places, he has no hesitation in asserting its superiority over
every other Viola yet offered for bedding purposes. It is of free
growth, yet seldom exceeds 6 or 8 inches in height; the leaves are
much larger than those of V. comuta, whilst the flowers, which are
borne well above the foliage, still retain the characteristic horns of
that species, but are fully three times the size, and of good substance

;

the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple
disc surrounding it, from which proceeds radiating lines of still
weeper purple ; indeed, it resembles a gigantic V. comuu in habit,
and, whilst retaining its profuse blooming qualities, producing flowers
which almost rival our llorist Pansies fer size and substan-i. Was
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee when exhi-
bited before them (Sept- 25, r86q) by Mr. Jobson, of Rothcrfield Park,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper IloIIoway, London, N,

Choice New Seeds.

CHARLES TURNER can now supply the foUowii
all of his own sowing, and from his unrivalled Collections :-

Per packet,—j. d. > Per packet.

—

i

Auricula, stage .. .. 2 6 1 Pelargonium, in fourclasscs :

„ alpine .. ..16, Primula sinensis fimbriata
Carnation 261 rubra •

Cineraria 2 6 I Ditto alba ;

Calceolaria z 6 ' Picotee :

Cyclamen 1 o
J

Lobelia speciosa alba .. 1

Pansy 26, ,, primula grandifiora 1

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

CHOICE SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING,
free by post. Per packet.—s. d.

CALCEOLARIA.Wheeler'ssuperbunsurpasscdstrainis. 6,i. to 2 6

CINERARIA ofthcfincststrain.ingreatvariety, IS., is.M. and j £

PRIMULA, of the finest strain, mixed .. .. IS. M to 2 t

The Trade supplied with CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA,
TROP^OLUM I'OLYPHYLLUM, a sniendid hardy species for the
open ground, golden yellow flowers, in long tresses, trailing on the
ground. To the Trade.—DRY TUBERS at loos. per loo.

GEO. WHEELER, NurservTitan, Seedsman and Florist, War-
minster, Wilts.

Suttons" Choice Flower Roots.

'UTTONS
• HYACINTHS

CROCUS
RANUNCULUS

AUTUMN CATALOGUE
TULIPS
NARCISSUS
ANEMONES

&c.,Stc,&c.,

And SELECT LIST of SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING, is

ready, gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON ASD SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 2-j, 1S70.

We may appropriately call attention to some
suggestive experiments recently made by M.
Eu. Prillieux, on the Drooping of Plants
{faiiaisoii), and v.hich are recorded in a recent
number of the Journal of the Imperial and
Central Horticultural Society of France. These
experiments were suggested by the familiar fact

that when a plant is exposed under certain con-
ditions to bright sunlight, its leaves become
flaccid and droop. We have had plenty of
opportunities of witnessing this phenomenon
during the present season, and also of seeing
how rapidly plants have recovered when the
sun's rays have been, from any cause, occluded,
even though no water had been given them.

If the quantity of water given off by evapora-
tion from the leaves is in excess of the amount
of fluid absorbed by the roots the leaves flag, but
when the balance is restored the firmness of the
tissues is restored, and the plant resumes its

normal condition. And this, under ordinary circum-
stances, seems to be entirely due to the restoration

of the proper equilibrium between the absorbent
faculties of the roots and the evaporating powers
of the leaves. It appears from the experiments
of M. DucHARTRE, which have often been
quoted in these pages, that the leaves themselves
do not absorb moist vapour even when sur-

rounded by it. That absorption of liquid water
either through the roots or through the leaves, is

not the sole cause of the restoration of the plant
under these circumstances, is shown by the
experiments we are now about to relate.

M. PklLLlEb'X recalls how M. Unger, whose
death we have recently had to lament, placed a
branch of Sparmannia africana, the leaves of
which were flaccid from exposure to the sun, in

a vessel charged with air, which was saturated
with moisture. The cut end of the branch was
covered with mastic, to prevent either egress or
ingress of water through that channel. Under
these circumstances, after a time the faded
leaves recovered their firmness, their freshness
was restored, and it would have been a
natural thing to infer that the leaves had pro-
fited by the moisture-laden vapour by which they
w'ere surrounded. The balance, however, gave
the denial to such an inference. When weighed
after the experiment the branch was found to

have lost rather than to have gained in weight.
M. PrillieIjX has repeated the experiments of
M. Unger on various plants. He takes leaves
or branches from a plant in its flaccid condition,
covers the cut surfaces with mastic, weighs them,
suspends them in a glass vessel filled with moist
vapour, when the leaves are soon observed to

recover their freshness, but on being weighed they
are found less heavy than they were before the
experiment. This is the simple story told by all

the plants upon which M. Prillieux has experi-

mented. Another fact is elicited in the course of

these experiments, a fact which every botanist
who has kept plants in his collecting box or
vasculum for some days w-ithout opening it must
have observed, viz., that the younger portions of

the branches, those nearest to the free extremity,
recover their freshness at the expense of the
lower portions, which yield up what little water they
have to the upper younger tissues, which become
filled and turgid in consequence. In reference

to this point, M. Prillieux cites an observa-

tion of M. NiiGELl on the Potato. If a Potato
be left in an exposed situation where evaporation

goes on freely the tuber becomes soft and spongy,

but not uniformly so ; the changes are greater at

the base of the tuber, and proceed from below
upwards ; the lower half of the tuber may be
soft and wrinkled while the upper is still firm

and smooth. By-and-by the whole tuber be-

comes dry, while the terminal shoot still con-

tains a turgescent tissue covered by a tense and
smooth epidermis.

In all these cases, then, there is an evident cur-

rent of liquid passing from below upwards, and in

consequence of which the upper leaves recover

their turgescence while the lower remain withered.

In this we see once again the provision made to

secure the young growing tissues from harm.
The work of the older portions is accomplished,
and every effort is made to secure the wellbeing
of those portions on whose growth and activity

the future life of the plant depends.

We quote several of the folloiving Inscrip-
tions from Sun-dials from the " Belgique
Horticole." Let us hope that some of our
readers may be able to add to these pithy
sayings. At the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, is

an inscription worthy d.flaneur

:

" Moras non numero nisi Serenas."

The Hotel de Ville at Anet bids us—
" Ora ne te raptat hora "

—a punning piece of advice which reminds us
of the inscription over the dial in the church of
St. Germain I'Auxerrois in Paris :

" Vigil.ite quia nescitis diem nequc hor.ini."

At the Chate.iu de la Rochefoucault, the dial

bears this truism ;

'

' Ehcu, fugaces labuntur anni,

Fugit irreparabile tempus."

Indeed one characteristic of these inscriptions

is the Tupperian simplicity of their affirmations.

Who, for instance, could deny the truth of the
following

—

" Afflictis lenta:, celeres gaudentibus horaj ?"

—a platitude thus repeated at Villenauxe :

" Praicipites validis, tarda; languentibus horx;"

and thus served up for the special benefit of
youthful students at the College of Avallon :

" Tardior umlira fluit, cum vos ad seria tempus
AUigat, ct brevior, cum datur hora jocis."

Here, too, is a reminder for thoughtless youth
from the Hotel Cluny, Paris :

" Signat et monct
Stulto longo, sapient! brevis."

Who, again, could venture to dispute the
truth of—

" Sta I falalis hora veniet " ?

—

or who bold enough to call in question the truth

of this inscription from Ndgrepelisse :

" Vulnerant omnes, ultima necat " ?

After which reminders, another charitable sun-
dial adds

—

" Sint tibi leves (hora:).

'

At Mortcfontaine is this somewhat unintelligible

distich, recalling forcibly the third declension of

the Latin grammar

—

" Mors, mortis, morti mortem nisi morte dedisset,

Ccelorum nobis janua clausa foret :

"

which, being interpreted, seems to say that had
not Chrlst overcome death by dying, the gate of
heaven would be closed to us. Here, too, is a
grave reminder from Montois-la-Montagne

—

'

' Ce n'cst pas, 6 mortels, cette ombre-ci qui passe.

Sont vos ans, sont vos jours qui ne font que passer,

Tous les ans, tous Ics jours, I'ombre passe et repasse,

Mais vos ans et vos jours passent sans repasser."

This is of a piece with an inscription at

Caudebec, which runs thus :

" Prima fuif, prassens volat, ultima quando sonabit ?

Hcec latet, imprudens ergo caveto tibi."

At Noyers (Cote d'Or), the dial asks

—

" Quis melior vitae monitor rerumque magistcr,

Cum doceat rapido quo fugit hora pede."

Another dial at the same place has

—

" Ite rcdilquc viani constans quam suspicis umbra,
Umbra fugax, homines non reditura sumus."

" Uitam lime,"
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At the hospice of St. Cenis on the Itahan

side

—

" Tempore nimboso, securi sistite gressum.

Ut mihi, sic vobis, hora quietis erit."

Florence reminds us of our duties :

" Dum tempus liabemus, opereinur bonum ;"

and Nice holds out encouragement by stating

—

" Transit hora, lux manet
:

"

which, after the gloomy reminders we have had,

comes with a gladsome brilliancy that lights up

that dial, in imagination at least, with a richer

glow than that which plays on its more lugubrious

fellows.

Some indeed mix the sweet with the bitter

very ingeniously ; here, for instance, is a double

sun-dial. On the eastern side we read

—

" Me primum motat ccelum. mea regula coelum.

Si tua sit ccelum regula, tutus abis :

"

oil the western side

—

solis ad occasiim—
" Dum morior, morieris, moriens tamen liora renascor

;

Nascere sic co^lo, dimi moriere solo."

After all these sententious and somewhat
exasperating platitudes it is a comfort to meet
with a modest sun-dial that sees the beam in its

own eye. Here is one at Montigny-Lecoup (and

we have seen the inscription elsewhere), which
has the modesty to acknowledge—

•

" Sine sole nihil ;

"

and another which has the grace to admit, in

Hor.atian phrase, that it too is liable to change

—

" Transeunt
Non sum qualis cram."

On which account we do well to bear in mind
the inscription on the Middle Temple sun-dial

—

" Pereunt et imputantur."

The long-vexed question of the site of the

Natural History CoLLECTioNof the British
Museum has at last been definitely settled. It

is to go to the old Exhibition ground (of 1862) at

South Kensington. Even Mr. BeresfORD Hope
acknowledges that it is useless to continue the

opposition longer, and we may therefore regard

it as beyond appeal. We are heartily glad of it.

It is high time that this state of uncertainty and
inaction should come to an end. We have never

been great partisans on either side of the battle

of sites. We may have had a trifling personal

leaning to one more than another, but it was as

dust in the balance compared with the urgent

necessity that we felt that some decision should

be come to. The position was in reality of little

moment ; what was wanted was the room—the

space in which to arrange, display, and utilise

the collection. We are now to get it, but when ?

^6000 has been taken for the first year, but it is

to cost ^350,000. We trust that the first dividend

does not represent the intended rate of progress.

At that rate it will take 50 years before we can
begin to use the collection. At present every com-
plaint of confusion is met by the answer "w'ant of

space ;" and if that stereotyped answer is to be
perpetuated for 50 years longer, it would be
better that naturalists of the present generation
should cast about and see whether a practical

substitute might not be made to serve their

purposes during their lifetime. We never visit

the Museum but we come away depressed. We
dare not trust ourselves to speak of the inverte-

brate collection, which, next to the botanical, is

that which most concerns us. As to the botani-

cal, of the late work in which we wish to speak
with all respect, we are independent of it, for Kew
has to a large extent replaced it ; but as to the

entomological collection, we have no other in

London, and our occasional visits to it, in

attempting to clear up any question relating to

insect pests, invariably result in disappoint-

ment and bitterness of spirit. Its state is well

summed up in the remark lately made by a very
eminent foreign naturalist : "What you want here

|

is a staff of 14 or 15 men for two or three years to
j

bring the collection into shape, so that you may
start fair with the science of the present day."

It has long been lagging far behind, and is

falling back year by year, for science is advanc^ ,

ing more rapidly than the present over-worked
x'nd under-handed staff can keep paciiwith. I

We trust, therefore, that the Chancellor of

the Exchequer will advance with more rapid

steps than the present bone he has thrown to the

scientific public would lead us to suppose was his

intention ; and also that as part after part of the

building is completed, it will immediately be
utilised by transferring definite portions of the

collection into it.

We have only been speaking of the outside of

the platter. Will no attempt be made to cleanse

the inside? Must the present system of govern-

ment by trustees still continue ? We respect the

trustees, and know that many of them are men
deserving the highest esteem, but the system
seems radically wrong : if we may judge it by its

fruits it does not answer. If it would work at all

the excellent men who are in charge should make
it do, but it seems beyond their power. We
trust that this will also come under the considera-

tion of Government, and that at all events, so

far as regards the Natural History department,

they will recast the whole institution, beginning

by settling what its aim is, and adjusting its

machinery so as best to carry it out. Whatever
step is taken for this purpose now will doubtless

regulate the course of the institution for a long

series of years to come ; and it is, therefore, most
desirable that with our present iinproved lights

and more expanded aims the whole question

should be deliberately considered in all its bear-

ings—not merely as an establishment per sc,

which is the only kind of consideration it has

ever yet received, but in its general relations and
power of influencing and aiding the whole

Natural History instruction of the kingdom.

A CORRESPONDENT asks for information respect-

ing Gourds and Pumpkins, in answer to which we may
say that the words Gourd and Pumpkin are indifferently

used for fruit belonging to at least four distinct species

of Cucurbita, which, though producing numberless

varieties, will not hybridise with each other. The
four species are Cucurbita Pepo, C. maxima, C.

melanosperma, and C. moschata. To the former belong

such species as the little ornamental Orange Gourds,

Elector's Bonnets, sometimes called Custard Apple
Marrows, Patagonian Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrows,

i&c. The original Vegetable Marrow is the smooth un-

ribbed white variety, but it is in our opinion surpassed

by some of the green sorts. Most of these have

whitish flesh. A few of the varieties are bitter and

unwholesome. The foliage is rather deeply lobed.

To C. maxima belong such kinds as the Turk's Cap
Gourd, the Potiron Jaune, many of the cattle Gourds,

the bulT-seeded Valparaiso, and others very variable in

size. Many of them have yellow flesh, and are in general

more fit for making soup than to be used as a vegetable.

They are, however, used for food in America, a sort of

butter being m.ade of them by a peculiar process.

Tliey are much relished by many, but except in soup

we cannot ourselves speak in their favour, though

prepared by an American according to the most

approved recipes. The leaves in tliis are far rounder

and less lobed in outline. The shell is sometimes suffi-

ciently hard to make useful vessels, though not quite

so hard as in some varieties of the Bottle Gourd. C.

melanosperma has black seeds, and is sometimes called

Malabar Gourd. It is useful as cattle food, and very orna-

mental, but it is not sufticiently good to replace the

Vegetable Marrow, though occasionally grown in our

gardens, but more for ornament than use. C. moschata,

the remaining species, has very peculiar fruit, the

carpels, as in the Pear, being confined to the upper

portion. The plant is tender, and does not bear well

except in very warm seasons. In hot countries the

varieties, which are numerous, are preferred to C. Pepo.

The seeds are rough, and have a peculiar appearance,

which at once distinguishes them from those of other

species. The leaves are in general beautifully marbled,

and the lobes of the calyx are more foliaceous than is

usual in other kinds. Gourds and Pumpkins must not

be confounded with Bottle Gourds, which are ver>'

poisonous. Their flowers are white, which will at once

distinguish them. They assume as many different forms

as what are generally known as Gourds and Pumpkins.
They belong to the genus Lagenaria. M. J. B.

Mr. W. Groom, of Ipswich, sends a fine

coloured plate representing seven of his New Zon.\l
Pelargoniums, of which descriptions were given at

p. 947 of our last volume. They are various in

colour, and good examples of the fine strain of flowers

with which Mr. Groom's name has become associated.

One of them, Mrs. Sach, a very fine white, is highly

spoken of as a bedder by those who have seen it grow-
ing in the Eastern Counties, Mr. Grieve and Mr. Blair
amongst others ; and we can readily believe this, as

the plants of this variety which have been shown in

London, even after so trying a journey as that from
Ipswich, have shown so much of good quality remain-

ing, that they have challenged much scrutiny and a

close discussion on the part of the members of the

tribunal to which they were submitted.

Here is news from Belgium ! It is only fair to

say it is published S. G. D. R. The initials, we
presume, represent the grains of salt to be taken with
the report, which, however, has a basis of fact :

—

" A curious wager has been laid in London as to the
relative excellence of Belgian or English Bouquets.
M. Robert Owen White laid a bet in favour of Madame
Marie Leys, of Ghent ; and M. Brandt in favour of
Mistress Howardt, boutiquiere, of London. The bet was
to the amount of ^^40 sterling, and a grand banquet. On
Thursday, April 28, the bet was decided. The jury was
composed of M. Eyles, Director of the Botanic Garden of

London ; Veitch, Nurseryman, of Chelsea ; Thompson,
private secretary and botanist of the London Club ; Wil-
liams, of the Palace of Crj'stal ; Boston, distinguished
nurseryman of London, &c. The bouquet of Madame
Marie Leys was composed of Orchids, of which there

were 36 kinds employed. It surpassed the production of

Madame Howardt. The bouquets were examined,
weighed, measured in every way, judged according to

considerations of theory, practice, art, fancy, originality

{i7iventioii), &c. It was no slight honour to carry off the

palm in such a contest."

We translate literally ; our readers must furnish the

interpretation for themselves.

M. H. Lecoq, in detailing his experiments on
the Fertilisation of Strelitzia and Hedychium,
calls attention to the impossibility of self-fertilisation in

the flowers of the above-named plants, from the rela-

tive position of the stamens and the stigma, the viscid

nature of the pollen, and other circumstances, prevent-
ing the access of the pollen to the stigma of the same
flower, and, as a consequence, necessitating the inter-

vention of insects. M. Lecoq remarks on the circum-
stance that in those plants in which the pollen is very

glutinous, and therefore not readily removable by the

wind, the quantity of honey secreted is very large, so

that it would seem as if Nature provided a recompense
for the insects to compensate them for their labours in

securing the due fertilisation of the flower.

There is no question that the too prolonged
use of stakes and Artificial Supports is often

disadvantageous ; such, however, is not the moral of
the following fable, which we extract from the " BeJ-

gique Horticole," where it is printed under the title

" Le Tuteur." We give it in the original, as it would
suffer as much in translation as the Hollyhock alluded

to did when its stake was removed :—

•

" Delivre moi," disait une Rose tremiere

A sa petite jardiniere,
" De cette perche aupr^s de moi,

Qui me g^ne et me nuit, qui m'dtouffe et me blesse I"

"Je te I'ai mise expres pour garder ta faiblesse.
" Me garder ! Vraiment ! et de quoi?

Je me ticns toute seule en parfait ^quilibre
;

Je suis grande, et veux 6tre fibre !

"

La jardiniere enleva le tuteur.

Arrive un coup de vent—il emporte la fleur.

Songez-y, mes enfants, s'il vous prenait I'envie

D'^chapper h. la main qui fait votre soutien.

Que c'est un grand malheur pour I'enfance et l.a vie.

Que de n'^tre tenu par rien.

We have received from Mr. ScOTT, Nursery-
man, Yeovil, Somerset, a small bottle of " Scott's
Wasp Destroyer," with directions for use, as

follows :—
" To Prevent IVasfs Dti'ourtiig Fruit.—After well

shaking the bottle, apply the mixture with a camel-hair
pencil or a pointed stick by dropping two or three drops
into the fruit the wasps have begun to eat, and if nume-
rous put a few drops on some leaves scattered over the

trees. As soon as the wasps have dispersed, care must
be taken to pick off the partiallv-eaten fruit, which at

once bum or bury, the mixture being poisonous."

Now, although we may have every confidence in the

power of this mixture for destroying wasps,

which are at times terribly destructive amongst
our fruits, we have very grave objections to iising

Poison for that purpose, especially in the poison-

ing of fruit as here recommended, whilst hanging
amongst other fruit upon the tree. We know
not into whose hands or even mouths such fruit may
fall. Amongst many Plums on a tree we may mistake

the poisoned one ourselves, or even forget it. It is a

mixture, however, which in all sincerity we would re-

commend to be used with the utmost caution. It is

recommended for destroying wasps' nests by soaking

some wadding or tow twisted on the end of a stick

with the mixture, and putting it in the nest-hole. This

may answer very well, but a little gas-tar poured in

the nest-hole is equally efiicacious, and as easily

procured. Still further it is recommended "as the

best thing for the destruction of cockroaches, crickets,

and other garden pests, by putting a small quantity on
thin slices of bread and placing it where they frequent."

If it will do this effectually, we shail welcome it as a

boon, and for this purpose we shall give it a trial. We
find the French apparatus, figured at p. 461, extremely

useful in trapping wasps and the larger flies, though less

so in tlie case of the smaller house flies.

By the decease of Sir Frederick Pollock,
Bart., we lose not only a man of unusual physical and
mental powers prolonged to a very advanced age, in both

respects like his compeer Brougham, but also a tme
horticulturist, one who knew every tree and shrub in .

his grounds as only those do know who take a

botanist's interest in the plants they cultivate. Conifers

were special favourites with the late baronet, and hardy

variegated plants of all kinds were collected and culti-

vated by him. His grounds at Hatton, near Hounslow,

laid out by Mr. Newton, showed evidences at every

step of taste, discrimination, and real love of plants.

The Ma.xlmum Temperature of the Air
during the Week ending August 20 in England varied

from So'.e at Portsmouth to 67° at Newcastle, with a

mean of all highest for the several stations of 75". I,

In Scotland it v.aried fromSi" at Perth to 6S° at Aber-

deen, with a mean for all stations of 74^.9. The
Minimum Temperature in England varied from 49°

at Nonvich to 42° at Hull, with a mean for all
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stations of 46^.2. In Scotland it varied from 47° at

Greenock to 40° at Perth, with a mean for all stations

of 43''.S, The Mean Temperature of the air in

England varied from 63°. 5 at Portsmoutli to 55** at

Newcastle, with a mean for the eight southern stations

of 59°.6, and for the eight northern of 57°.8. The mean
for the several stations in Scotland amounted to 56". 5.

The Rainfall took place principally on the eastern

coast, the maximum fall occurred at Norwich, viz.,

1.04 inch. The mean fall for the several stations in

England is the same as that for the stations in Scot-

land, viz., 0.20 inch. (See Mr. Glaisher's Tables in

our present issue.)

The cultivators of Lilies, and we are glad to

think they are increasing in number, owe their thanks

to Mr. Wilson for directing their attention to the true

LiLiUM SPECIOSUM, sometimes known as lancifolium,

of which he has on two separate occasions shown well-

flowered specimens at the meetings at South Kensing-

ton. This Lily is occasionally met with under the

name of cruentum, and is very far superior to the dark-

coloured varieties usually seen cultivated under the

names of lancifolium, ru-

bnim, atrosanguineum,
&c., all of which are ap-
parently seedling fonns,

raised either in this country

or on the Continent, and
which, we suppose on
account of their greater

prolificacy, have gradually

usurped in most collec-

tions the place which be-

longs rightfully to the va-

riety which Mr. Wilson
has again brought into

notice. The characteristics

of this Lily are the follow-

ing :—A stature somewhat
below the average ; the

flower - buds considerably

shorter than ordinary, and
consequently broader pe-

tals or perianth segments ;

more perfectly and evenly
recurved, and consequently
neater -looking flowers

;

a distinct white margin
and lips, more apparent
on the petaline segments
—the colours not being so

much run together as in

the ordinary forms ; very
richly coloured spotting ;

and a somewhat later

period of flowering. When
seen there is no mistaking
the plant, which at once as-

serts its pre-eminence over
the long-petaled irregularly

recurving forms commonly
seen grown in its place.

Since the plants above
alluded to were exhibited,

we have met with collateral

evidence, supporting Mr.
Wilson's conclusion as

to this finer variety being
the form originally intro-

duced from Japan. In one
of the secluded bays of
the Knaphill Nursery, the

home of so many choice

old plants, is a bed of

Japan Lilies, a large group
of which was pointed out

to us as being the original

L. speciosum, grown on
from the original stock,

which has never been lost.

On examining the flowers

we found they had all the characteristics of Mr.
Wilson's plants, and we have therefore now no doubt
upon two points, that the Lily in question is the best

of all the forms of speciosum, and that it is not
beyond the reach of those who wish to obtain it.

The following case, lately tried in the Tunbridge
Wells' County Court, is of interest to Gardeners
and their Employers. It is not necessary to give the

names of the parties concerned :—
^'Important to Hirers of Gardeners.—The plaintiff in

this case is a gardener, and an action was brought to

recover the sum of ^^3 ds., three weeks' wages. Plaintiff

said he was engaged by the defendant as gardener and farm
baihff at the rate of 225. per week, on the understanding
that a month's notice should be given on either side. After

remaining in the employ about 16 months, and having
been generally paid by the week, he received notice to quit,

signed by the defendant's mother. He lived with his wife

and family in the lodge on the grounds. The son of the
defendant said he gave notice to the defendant to leave

his mother's employ personally, and handed him a week's
wages in advance. (The notice to quit was in three

places dated 1869, and his Honour said it could not be
held a good one.) The defendant was also called, and
she denied that any words had passed between the plain-

tiff and herself as to notice being given on either side.

She engaged him in the ordinary way, at so much per

week. His Honour said a gardener with a family living

in a lodge could not be disposed of so readily as a cook
or housemaid, or a single man, as they could get into

lodgings directly. The law was in favour of a yearly

hiring in this case. Payment by the week was merely the

mode, as such persons required their money as early as

they could get it, and he was strongly of opinion that a
man who brought his wife and children into a lodge on
the premises, really came under the ordinary meaning of

a domestic servant. In that case he was entitled to a
month's warning. He was inclined to think that gar-

deners hired generally, without any special agreement
being entered into, were entitled to a month's warning,

and therefore he should give a verdict for the plaintiff for

the full amount claimed."

New Garden Plants,
DiOSCOREA (§ 16 Knth. En. PI. v. 391) retusa,

Mast.y sf. n.

Ramis inermibus, teretibus, puberuHs ; foliis sparsis petiolatis,

digitalis, 5—7-foIioIatis, foHolis petiolulatis, membranaceis,
puberulis oblongis, basi rotundatis, vel atteniiatis, apice retusis

vel aculiusculis abnipte longiusculeque acuminatis, margine

sinuatis, vel intcgns, i-nerviis : racemis masculis 4 vel pluribus,
axillariljus, gracilibu? pendentibus plurifloris, circiter 2-poll.

lon^. rachibus rachcolisque (his floribus jequilongis) puberulis ;

penanthii bibracteolati. clausi, conici, laciniis 6, biserialibus,

connivenlibiis, inxqualibus, externis ovatis cymbiformibus,
margine ciliatJs, internis oblongis obtusis intus concavis

;

staminibus fcrtilibus 3, sepalis oppositis ; antheris didymis
introrsis ; staminodiis pctalls oppositis petaloideis, spathulatis,
apice concavis ; styli vesligio apice tnpartito : flore fcmineo
adhuc icnoto.— In Africa australi, Burke, n. 266 (pi. masc.) in

Herb, Kew ; Cooper, v. v. in hort. Veitch,

At one of the spring meetings of the Floral Com-
mittee, a very elegant climbing plant, with dark green,

smooth, digitate leaves and graceful pendent clusters of
flowers, was exhibited by Messrs. Veitch. The indi-

vidual flowers were small and inconspicuous, of a dull

yellow colour, but possessed of a very agreeable per-

fume. The plant was not recognised at the time,

neither were the flowers examined, but shortly after-

wards Dr. Seemann, who saw the plant, referred it

conjecturally to a species of Dioscorea allied to

D. pentaphylla. This conjecture is verified by the

examination of the flowers. The general aspect is not
at all that which we are accustomed to associate with
Dioscorea, and in truth Kunth, who groups together

a few species closely allied to our present one into

a section, evidently doubted whether it would not be
the better course to make a new genus to include

sundry outlying species with closed flowers. This is a
course which some one who studies the whole genus
monographically may probably be led to do, but for

the present it seems better to retain the old genus
intact. The botanical characteristics of the present

plant are as follows :

—

The branches spring from a t^iber, and arc twining,

cylindrical, andpubeiiUous, destitute of spines. The leaves

are alternate, loosely scattered (2—3 inches apart), pro-
vided with puberulous leaf-stalks, thickened at the base,

and as long as the blade of the leaf, which latter is

in general outline, roundish, and digitate. Leaflets

5—7, petiolulate {petiolules \ inch long, thickened at the

base), slightly downy, especially below and along the

nerves, oblong obtuse, sometimes markedly retuse, rounded
at the base, sinuous at the margins, i-nerved, the midrib
excurrent into a rather long slender acumen. Racemes
axillary, slender, pendulous, as long as the leaf-stalks,

li—2 inches long, many-flowered. Flowers pendent, less

than a quarter of an inch long, on short downy pedicels,

provided at the apex with two ovate-oblong acuminate
bracts, unequal in size and shorter than the flower. Pe-
rianth of six connivent segments, the three outer broadly
ovate-obtuse, concave, ciliolate at the margins, the three

inner oblong, hooded ; fer-

tile stamens three, opposite

the outer segments of the

perianth and attached to

their very base. Filaments
very short. Anthers yel-

low, roundish, didymous,
2-celled, inlrorse, dehiscing
longitudinally. Staminodes

3, opposite to and half the

length of the inner segments
of the perianth, petaloid,

purplish, spoon - shaped.
Rudiment of the style short,

columnar, minutely 3-lobed

at the apex. Female flower

unknown.

The cultivated plant,

above described (fig. 217),

corresponds in all essentials

with specimens gathered

by Burke at the Macalis

River, South Africa, and
preserved in the Kew
herbarium {n. 266). It is

probable that a specimen
(without number), gathered

by Gerard at Natal, and
also preserved at Kew, is

the female of this plant.

In the latter the leaf-lobes

are narrower, more taper-

ing, and much more to-

mentose than in Messrs,

Veitch's plant ; the flower-

spikes are axillary, tomen-
tose ; the ovaries are also

clothed with a dense coat

of down, and are shorter

than the subtending

bracts ; the segments of

the perianth are oblong-
obtuse.

The credit of introduc-

ing the present plant to

this country belongs to

Mr. Thomas Cooper ; but

in what portion of South
Africa he detected it we
do not know. The plant

fell into the hands of that

ardent horticulturist, Major
Trevor Clarke, by whom,
in spite of the adverse

opinions of others, it was
valued according to its

merits. From him some
plants passed into the hands
of Messrs. Veitch, who
exhibited a well-grown,

elegantly trained specimen, which at once attracted

attention to what might, under less favourable circum-

stances, have been passed over. The plant is nearly

hardy, but requires stove heat to induce it to flower,

M. T. M.

THE LATE BARON HUGEL.
We extract from the " Belgique Horticole " the fol-

lowing details concerning this distinguished nobleman,

whose death we have recently had occasion to record :—
Charles de Hugel was bom at Ratisbon, in 1795- We
need not here concern ourselves with his military or

diplomatic career, but may simply call attention to the

services he has rendered to the sciences of geography,

ethnography, and especially botany. His work on
Cashmere and the kingdom of the Sikhs, which

appeared in several volumes from 1S37 to 1848, only

gives a slight idea of his six years wanderings and

explorations in Syria, in the district washed by the Red
Sea, in Hindostan, Thibet, and many parts of Australia.

The book which he wrote in 1S60 at Vienna, on the

Pacific and the Spanish possessions in the Indian Archi-

pelago, was intended for private circulation, and hence

came into the hands of but few. The value of these

works has nevertheless been highly estimated not only
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in Gevmany, but also in foreign countries, and especially

in England. The voluminous dissertation inserted, in

1S50, in the Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of

Sciences, on the Cabool basin and the mountains

between Hindou-Kosh and Sudledje, illustrate several

of the author's qualities to advantage. To the lifelike

description of the countries he traversed is joined the

merit of enlarging ou^ acquaintance with their natural

products, and of affording us a critical examination of

historical documents in their relation to the several

localities. It is in this district, to use the words of the

author, that the old civilisation of India and that of

classical antiquity encountered innumerable hordes of

nomads which, like the locusts generated in their

immense steppes, made their appearance in a brilliant

period of prosperity, so far as the arts and civilisation

were concerned, and who, after a short sojourn, left

behind them Nature in all its baldness. It was also in

this district that the most ancient languages came in

contact one with the other.

To the nan-atives of his travels must be added his

researches on botany and ichthyology, the account of

which was recorded by himself or drawn up by others

from specimens collected by him. The services which

Ilugel rendered to geography and the natural sciences

were highly appreciated on all sides. In his native

country he was nominated President of the Imperial

Societies of Horticulture and Agiiculture. He was

elected as member of the Academy of Sciences at its

foundation. Oxford conferred on him the degree of

Doctor of Civil Law, and the Royal Geographical

Society of London awarded him a medal ob terras

redusas. Von Hugel was something more than a

savant and a traveller. After having studied law at

Heidelberg, he took part in the War of Independence,

wliich was then drawing to a close, and at the labori-

ous campaign of Naples. He was also engaged in the

diplomatic service. Circumstances determined him to

quit the army, in which he held the rank of

Major, and to absent himself for a long period

from his country. On his return from his travels,

he devoted hiipself entirely to the completion of

his work at Hietzing, near Vienna, when the

events of 1S4S gave a new direction to his

pursuits. He wished, as he tells us in his book on the

Pacific Ocean, to serve the cause of law and order, as

personified by the Emperor. From this moment
diplomacy occupied his whole attention. He took

part in the different Italian negotiations. In 1849 he

represented Austria in Tuscany, first as Charge

d' Affaires, and afterwards as Ambassador Extra-

ordinary. Here he remained for ten years.
^
His task

was not easy, but it was rendered easier by his personal

qualities. He was, indeed, a man of gieat nobility of

sentiment, of cordial beneficence, a man of the world^

cultivated and sociable ; his manners were most

attractive—in a word, he was a perfect gentleman.

After ten years' sojourn at Florence, he spent one year

in Austria, and then filled the office of Ambassador at

the Court of Belgium. He left behind him at Brussels,

as in Tuscany, the most endearing recollections. In

1S69 he retired from active life, and lived henceforward

in England, the native country of his wife. He passed

the winter at Torquay, and the summer in the Isle of

Wight. His health was good, but his sight was much
imi?aired of late years. To the end he preserved a

lively interest in science, literature, and especially in

horticultm-e. In a note adilrcssed to us in September,

1S67, from the Isle of Wight, Baron von Hugel thus

writes :

—

" My travels have been very extensive, and I will tell

you the different s|iots where, in particular, I have made
large collections of plants, which are now to be found in

tlie Botanic Garden, Vienna. After having visited

Greece, Syria, and the whole of Egypt, I embarked at

Cosseir, a town of upper Egypt, on the Red Sea, to

explore the Arab coast, and to reach Bombay. The
Mahableshwar Mountains and the Deccan were the prin-

cipal fields of my botanical researches. I then traversed

the Malabar coast, in order to get to the Neilgherries,

where 1 made a large collection of plants. This

district of Southern India was very httle known
before my journey in 1832, and for that reason I

endeavom-ed to gather everything that appeared in-

teresting in the plant line. Passing by the coast of

Cochin and Travancore I went, by way of Cape Comorin,

to Ceylon, where I remained six months, traversing the

island in all directions. There the most elevated points,

Nur-Min and Pedro delta Galla, were examined by me
with the greatest care. Proceeding from Trincomalee to

the Coromandel coast 1 stayed a short time at Madras,

from whence I embarked to visit Poulo-penang, Malacca,

Sumatra, Singapore, and the Branca Islands. I stopped

at Batavia, and explored the high mountains near Buiten-

zorg. I continued my voyage by the Sunda Islands, and
remained for some time at Swan River and King George's

Sound in Australia. Continuing my journey I stopped at

Hobart Town in Tasmania, where Mount Wellington

was the object of a careful examination. In New South
Wales I remained.eight months, exploring the interior in

every direction. Resuming my peregrinations I remained

six weeks in New Zealand, and traversed the northern

island from one side to the other, a matter then ofgreat diffi-

culty. Afterhavingtouched at Norfolk Island I embarked at

Sydney to traverse the Pacific Ocean, and reached the

Philippine Islands, where I remained six weeks ;
from

thence I went to Macao, Lintiu, Canton, and after six

more weeks I embarked, passing through the Straits of

Malacca to Madras and Calcutta. Afterwards I went to

the Himalaya Mountains and Simla, then through the

Punj.aub to Cashmire, which I explored as far n- "--

mountains of Thibet, and then passing down the river

Jhilum I came to Lahore. I went from thence to Delhi

and Agra. Mounting then on a camel I went to Cudy-
soor and Ajmeer, in order to reach the mountain of Aboo,

one of the most extraordinary spots on the globe, princi-

pally because its flora is that of the Himalaya. From
thence I travelled by land to Bombay, where I embarked
for the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena. I was
accompanied by a naturalist, M. Le Roux, who was
recommended to me by the celebrated Cuvier, and whom
I lost at Bombay, Through his exertions, and by the

aid of the natives, I collected an enormous quantity of

plants in all the countries I visited. These herbaria, as

well as collections of animals, antiquities, medals, manu-
scripts, &c., are preserved in the imperial museums of

Vienna."

This important voyage gave occasion for sundry

botanical publications, drawn up by Endlicher, Ben-

tham, and Lmdley. As to the horticultural introduc-

tions, they are so numerous that their enumeration

would transcend the limits of this notice. The greater

part belong to what are termed New Holland plants,

such as ProteaceK, Myrtaceae, Composite, Epacrid-

acea:, Rubiacere, &c. ,
plants of elegant habit and beau-

tiful foliage, but which are now neglected, because

their culture is difficult, and because it often needs the

trained eye of the botanist to appreciate their beauty.

DECORATIVE TREES AND SHRUBS.
Your observations (p. 1084) on this subject are re-

markably well timed, and quite accord with my own
experience in matters connected with planting. 'The

only way by which I have been enabled to lead im-

provers of property to abandon the beat^ track, has

been to take them about this time of the year over

some place in which I knew fine trees and shnibs were

to be found, and get them to select for themselves

what they would like to plant when the proper season

for that operation arrived. The grounds at Fulliam

Palace, Kew, Chiswick, and Sion House, I have

found to be fertile fields for this purpose, but as many
of your readers may reside too far away from these

places to visit them, I venture to furnish you with a list

of materials for park and pleasure ground ornamenta-

tion, derived wholly from Kensington Gardens and

St. James's Park, in which representatives of the sub-

joined names will be found. I may premise, however,

that many of the specimens to which I wish to direct

attention are not so large and fine as may be found in

more favoured localities, but still they afford better

illustrations of what we want than are to be seen in

nurseries, where, as a rule, few things are allowed to

remain long enough undisturbed to attain any great

size :•

—

cmarginnta
cuneata
vulgaris glauca

aureo-marginata
atropurpurca

urtic'ajfolia

unduKata

carpatica

,, nigra

„ papjTacca

., populifuhii

liiiddlea globos:

us arl5orescens

balearica
Fortune!
japonica

,. austriacum

criocarpiim

hybri'dum
macropbyllum
moiispcssulanum
Nogundo
obtus.ituin

opalifoliiim

Op:.I

plal.iiiuid

r.^ci ,-pb

,, „ l.^ciniatum

,, creticuni

yEsculushippocastanur

Alnus rubra

Anielanchicr Boli

„ florlda

„ sanguinea

Amorpha fragr-in

,, » ,.
fl-pl-

Andromeda nngustifoli.^

„ floribunda

Aralia japonica

Armeniaca sibirica

„ brigantiaca
Asimina trilobala

Auciiba japonica

i.folir,. thyiT

Calycanthus floridu

Caragana frutescens

,, triacanthoides

„ grandiflora

». pyginsea

„ spinosa

„ carpina

Catalpa syringa;folia

Celtis australis

,, variegata

„ Toumefortii
Ccrasus japonica
„ Laurocerasus

„ variegata

„ 1 ' '

Cerasus nigra

"
',, fl-rpi

„ vulgaris

,, vir^iniana

Cercis Siliquasti

Chimonanthus fragran

ChionlnthuB virginlca

Colletia ferox

,, spinoSa
Colutea sanguinea
Comptonia asplenifoH:

Corchorus japonlcus

„ Iffivis

,, melanocarpa
,, nummularia

Crataegus apiifolia

„ Aronia

Crus-galH

cordata
Layi
glandulosa
hetcrophylla

ntha

ovalifolia

Oxyacanth

criocarpa
variegata
argcntea
pnmifolia
punctata

' PjTacantha
„ fl.-pl.

„ implexa

,, pyrifolia

,, tanacetifolia

\\ glabra

,, trtlobata

„ oxyphylla

,, Monktoni
Cydonia japonica

„ vulgaris

„ maliformis

„ lusitanica

Cytisus alpinus

,, liybndus

,, pcndulus

;; latifclius

„ purpureus

,,
quercifohus

,, capitatus

,, nigricans

,, sessilifolius

„ Watcrii
Daphne Mezercum
Dculzia gracilis

Diervilla canadensis
Diospyros virginiana

Eljeagnus argcntca

,, parvifoUa
Escallonia rubra
Euonymus angustifulii

, , europaeus

!! Hamiltonianus

latifolius

Fagus sylvatica

,, „ pcndula

,, cuprca

Forsythia viridissima

Fothergilla alnifolLi

Fraxinus americana

,, pannosa

", rubicunda

,, quadrangulata

,,
clliptica

,, epiptera

I, t) »j
pcndula

,, ,, aucuba;folia

„ nigra

hcterophylla
juglandifolia

Icntiscifolia

platycarpa
longifoha

Fra
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hybrida
salicifolia

salviaefolia

reus /Kgilcps

„ pcndula
Ballota

affrifolia

,, fulhamcnsis

,, heterophylla
Lucombeana

Phelios
coccifera

variegata

Ilex

„ Fordii
fastigiata

imbhcata
pedunculata

,, pcndula

, , sessiliflora

,
, Turner!

Rhamnus hybridus

„ mnculatus
,, catharticus

„ infectorius

,, latifolius

Rhododendron dahuric

,, ponticum
,, catawbiense

Rhus suavcolens

'*, Cotinus
„ Toxicodendron

J,
typhina

Ribcs alpinum

,, opahfotium
,, Eealoni

Robinia hispida

„ Pseud-Acaci

,, fastigiata

„ nutksanus

Ruscus aculcatus
Smilax Sarsaparilla

Sophora japonica

Spirasa abiifolia

,, lanceolata

, , Douglasii

,, flexuosa

,, prunifolia

„ salicifolia

,, trilobata

Symphoricarpus
Syringa Josika;a

,, persica

filao

In the foregoing

botanical accuracy,

avoided giv"

list, which lays no claim to

t will be seen that I have
of Conifers, of which there are

few good specimens, with the exception of the Cedar
of Lebanon, a few Junipers, Yews, Hemlock Spruce,

and Thujas ; as a rule they thrive but indifferently near

London. To the genus Aucuba great additions have
been made since the list was prepared, which was in

1 868. Therefore those who desire variety in that way
must have recourse to the nurserymen's catalogues. I

may remark that the Stag's-hom Sumach (Rhus
typhina) has flowered unusually well this season, and
that its fine foliage and handsome appearance have
attracted general attention. As regards the Virginian

Sumach (Rhus Cotinus), called in France and Germany
the Periwig tree, few have seen it in such beauty as the

late dry bright weather has induced it to assume. It

has, indeed, been literally a "burning bush," as

brilliant in colour as I have ever seen it in Virginia.

For the benefit of town planters, I may mention
that no two classes of plants withstand smoke so well
as Thorns and Pyruses, of which I have seen good
examples, even about Liverpool, where the climate is

less favourable than with us, and of both of these our
Parks contain good collections. Of Planes there is a
good avenue between Colebrookdale and Lancaster
Gates, and of Poplars some fine examples may be seen
along the Birdcage Walk side of the lake in St. James's
Park. Of the utility of planting in family groups (a

mode of arrangement which I have sometimes
advocated in places where it is of importance to furnish

arboricultural instruction) a good illustration will be
found in a clump of Ashes close to Colebrookdale Gate
near the Albert Memorial. This gi-oup is set off by an
undergrowth of common Laurel and Privet, and
contains a good collection of the different varieties of

Fraxinus. Another group of different species of the

same genus stands on the grass just behind the pretty

little cottage by the side of the Serpentine, now, on
account of its floral decoration, the admiration of every-
body. This, too, like the one just alluded to, is rich m
variety, and well worth careful inspection; the dif-

ferences in the habit, foliage and general appearance of
the trees are very remarkable, and well worth the special

study of planters. Joseph Neivton, 74, Oxford Terrace^

Hyde Park. [Some of the above-named seem to be
too tender for the purpose indicated. Eds.]

MINTS AND OTHER SWEET HERBS.
One has only to learn the natural order and the

genus to which a plant belongs, and if these are not
respectable one seldom need go further. Ground Ivy,

Dead Nettle, Cat Mint, and Pennyroyal would con-
demn the Labiates and all that belongs to them as
vulgar plants. Many of them, I must confess, are
troublesome weeds, and strong smelling ; some are
Nettles, and others, as the Coleuses, are nettle-

leaved. But what would lamb be without Spear
Mint to make the sauce ? and what would the druggist
do without Pepper Mint, not to name tlie confectioner

who manufactures Peppermint lozenges ? When I

was at home we grew Pepper Mint (Mentha Piperita),

and sold it for distillation ; and after it was cut we
were at great pains to keep it dry, as rain would have ren

dered it of little value. '*The Botanist" {vide Smith';
" Flor. Brit.") marks this species as having "odor
subcamphoratus," and from other botanical works we
learn that the whole of the Labiata; are, in their essential

oils at least, tinged with camphor. It is, therefore, not

without reason that the ladies put Lavender in ward-
robes where furs are kept, to drive the moths away.
Sage is quite as efficient for this purpose as Lavender,

but sadly inferior in respectability.

I need not tell the readers of this Journal that,

besides the respectable Mints that I have named, there

are weedy Mints that infest cornfields, and it is to

these, and such as these, which the botanist marks as

possessed of "odor fortIs"and "odor acris," that I

must now beg leave to invite attention. In the High-

lands of Scotland, in the olden time, a man's bed was
made of Heather (Calluna vulgaris), set up on end, and

over this groundwork was spread the bed tick filled with

cither feathers or oat-chaff; but in the Lowlands the

part allotted to the Heather had to be done with oat-

straw, which was well shaken every day, and very

often changed on the score of cleanliness. In practice

it was soon found that n one case the inmates would
be devoured with fleas, whereas the next neighbour

would be quite free, and this led to "comparing
notes," when the secret oozed out, that where the oat-

straw had a large portion of Mentha arvensis mixed

with it the fleas sought better quartei-s. This was

scientifically correct ; for in the stufftng of birds, and

such like processes, where the depredations of insects

are feared, camphor is constantly employed. Now, as

Mentha hirsuta is an equally strong-smelling species, it

will no doubt be equally useful, and being a troublesome

weed in wet ground, can be readily obtained in bulk.

The present hot and di^ season has been very pro-

lific in the way of the common house-fly in living

rooms, and of the flea in bedrooms ; and not only in

these, but in the church, the school, and in public

buildings and places of amusement, fleas abound, and

cats, dogs, and domestic poultry are tormented with

them ; so that if the Mint family can only cure a few of

the milder cases, it will do good service. A dog-

kennel can easily be supplied with Mint, wild or tame
;

and if Lavender can be used in houses, why not use

Pepper Mint or Pennyroyal? They will dry easily in

the kitchen, hung up in bunches of a handful each.

I received the other day a sample of Mint from Mr.

Stansfield, the eminent Fern grower at Todmorden.
It is perhaps the smallest real shrub on the face of the

earth. It was in full flower, and had a ligneous stem

and branches, and its entire heiglit was considerably

under half an inch, but it had the strong Mint odour,

showing its family claims. It was thought at first to

be a species of Thymus, but on scientific examination

it was pronounced to be a Mentha (Mentha Requieni),

a hardy alpine of a beautifully spreading habit.

There are only three species of Mint usually culti-

vated ; the green, or Spear Mint, for cookery; the

Pepper Mmt, for oil, &c. ; and the Pennyroyal for the

pork butcher's black puddings. All these strike root

readily from cuttings in moist ground, and consequently

there can be little excuse for lacking a supply of them.

Alex. Forsytkj 9, Islington Sqiiare, Salford.

ENGLISH LOCAL FLORAS.
Few works are more interesting to the British

botanist than those which are devoted to the investi-

gation of some portion of the British Isles. The large

number of works which, especially during the last few
years, have been issued on local botany, afford ample
proof of this : and as these have, in many respects,

more than a passing interest, a few remarks on the

changes which have gradually taken place in their plan

and arrangement may not be without interest.

In 1650 was published a small 8vo of 134 pages

entitled " Phytologia Britannica, natales exhibens

Indigenarum Stirpium sponte Emergentium." This

was written by William Hows, whose name, however,

does not appear in it, and is of especial interest, as

being the first book exclusively devoted to British

botany, all previous works having included foreign as

well as native plants, no especial prominence being

given to the latter. The plan of the book is very

imple, the names being arranged alphabetically, \\\\.\\

synonyms from Gerarde, Lobel, Matthiolus, Bauhin,

Parkinson, Fuchsius, and others of the older authors ;

the habitat, or, in the case of less common species, the

locality follows, with the English name, when one
exists. A few plants are enumerated which have no

claim to admittance, and the class of introduced species,

hich of late years has so rapidly increased, was
not even then without its representatives : witness

the following : — " Pceonia mas vulgaris. Male
Peiony : Found growing in Mr. Feild's well close in

Darfield, which though farre from any house, I

believe it came first out of a garden with some dung :

Mrs. Stonehouse." This "male Peiony," apparently

P. corallina, which is said still to grow upon the island

of Steep Holmes, in the Severn, is one of the earliest

eported plants of garden origin which appeared in

L subspontaneous state. Gerarde, who gives an

admirable figure of the opened carpels, says :
—"The

male Peionie groweth wild upon a connyberry [rabbit

burrow] in Betsome, being in the parish of Southlleet,

in Kent, two miles from Gravesend, and in the ground
sometimes belonging to a farmer there, called John
Bradley." Upon this his editor, Johnson (1636),
makes the following uncharitable comment :

—" I have
beene told that our author himselfe planted that Peionie

there, and afterwards seemed to finde it there by
accident; and I doe bcleeve it was so, because none
before or since have ever scene or heard of it gi'owing

wilde in any part of this kingdome." At Steep

Holmes the plant was discovered by Mr. F. P. Wright,

in 1S03 ; and two fishermen, of whom this gentleman

made inquiries about it, stated that they had known it

there for 60 or 70 years.

The "Phytologia" contains 1220 plants, among
which are about 22 Mosses, four Fungi, 1 1 Alga?, and
three " Corallines ;" the remainder are flowering

plants and Ferns, of which many are mere varieties in

colour or other trifling particulars.

My aim being at present to trace the progress of

local Floras, rather than of those which apply to the

whole of the country, it is interesting to find that the

next work upon English plants is of the former descrip-

tion. This, the first local Flora, was the first work of

the illustrious John Ray, a name which will always be
remembered and venerated by British botanists. It is

a small i2mo, of 182 closely, but clearly, printed pages,

entitled " Catalogus Plantarum circa Cantabrigiam

nascentium," and was published at Cambridge in 1660 ;

and, besides indigenous species, it contains those in

field cultivation. The author's name does not appear
on the titlepage, or anywhere throughout the work

;

the body of which is preceded by a preface and list of

authors consulted, with short notices of some of the

former, and of their various works. The alphabetical

arrangement is followed, the synonyms of Gerarde,

Parkinson, the two Bauhins, Lobel, and very many
others, being added ; then come the English names^
and the places of growth, with references to any
published works bearing on the latter. Thus on p. I

we have two plants, species of Artemisia, which Hows
had reported from Newmarket Heath. Of these our

author says :
—" We have searched diligently, but can

as yet find neither of them." And, again, of the

Bladdemut (Staphylea pinnata), which was formerly,

though without reason, included in lists of British

plants, he says :
—" Said to grow at Milton, three miles

from Cambridge, by Parkinson. We could not find it

out by search, nor hear of it by inquiry, howbeit we
deny not, but possibly it may grow there." Following

names and localities, we have one or more para-

graphs, relating to the uses, properties, and varieties of

the plants enumerated, with such other particulars as

the author deemed interesting, all indicating an amount
of reading and personal observation most creditable to

him. Descriptions of several new plants are given, and
of critical genera, among which Salix appears always
to have occupied a prominent place. Very careful

notes upon each species are added. When Ray
describes a plant which he believes to be new, he is

very precise in stating the locality where it may be

found. Thus, of Sagina apetala, which he was the

first to record, he says :
—" If any one desires certainly

to know what plant we mean, he may be sure to find

it among the stones in the stone-walk in the Fellows'

Garden at Trinity College." Professor Babington, in

his more recent Flora of Cambridgeshire (1S60)

justly speaks of this as a "celebrated and singularly

excellent work." He adds :
—" After deducting all the

plants which were cultivated or otherwise do not

come within the plan of the present Flora (/. <?., the

lower Cryptogams), it contains 671 plants found in this

country by Ray." Professor Babington's work enume-
rates 1007 species ; but of these a considerable number
are more generally considered as sub-species or lomis.

At the end of the catalogue is a second part, with

separate titlepage and paging, but the same date,

entitled "Index Plantce Agri Cantabrigiensis," which
commences with an alphabetical enumeration of the

English names of plants, with their Latin equivalents
;

this occupies 29 pages, and may be considered as a
complete list of the names most common in books at

that time. Then comes a list of the more important

localities, with the principal plants of each specified

;

and the volume concludes with an etymological account

of the principal Latin names, and a glossary of terms,

both in Latin, with a brief plan of classification :

"capita seu divisiones plantarum usitatiores." "In
1663," says Professor Babington, " Ray published an
appendix of 13 pages, in which 37 plants were added ;

and of this a second edition, consisting of 30 pages,

was edited by Mr. Peter Dent, an apothecary of Cam-
bridge, in 1685. Mr. Dent inserted in this edition 59
more plants unnoticed in the 'Catalogus.' These
additions were made almost in the words of Ray, as

found in his 'Catalogus Plantai-um Angliic.' The
appendices, especially the second, have long been of

great rarity." In this latter " Catalogus" (ed. i., 1670,

ed. ii., 1677) a " C " is prefixed to the Cambridgeshire

plants. In 1727 Professor John Martyn published _a

" Mcthodus Plantanim circa Cantabrigiam nascenti-

um," which was merely an arrangement of Ray's

catalogue and appendices according to the mode of

sification then most in vogue ; and of this his son,

Thomas Martyn, published an altered and much
extended edition in 1763, called "Plants Cantabrigi-

I have been thus particular in giving details of this
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work, because it is the first of its kind wiiich was pub-

lished in England. Ray's larger and more important

works do not come within the scope of the present

notice, but may suitably be mentioned. Besides one

or two rehgious books, his miscellaneous papers, his

collections of English words and proverbs, and some

geological treatises, he published, in 1682, " Methodus

Plantarum;" in 1686, the first volume (folio) of the

" Historia Plantaram Generalis," a monument of per-

severance and industry ; in 16S8, the second volume of

the same work, and "Fasciculus Stirpium Britanni-

carum ; " and in 1690, his "Synopsis," a work of

which it is impossible to speak too highly.
^
Of this a

second edition appeared in 1696, and a third (edited

by Dillenius) in 1724, after his death. His last work

was the third volume of the " Historia," which was

published in 1704. It must not be forgotten that it is

to Ray that we are indebted for the catalogue of

plants printed at the end of each county, in Gibson's

edition of Camden's " Britannia," published in 1695 ;

these may be looked on as forerunners of the "Bo-
tanist's Guide" of 1S03, of which I shall speak

hereafter. Ray died at Black Notley, in Essex,

Jan. 17, 1704-5. yames Britten, F.L.S.

OLD PLANTS LV NEW POSITIONS.—
No. I.

I ruRPOSE, under this heading, calling attention to

a few well-known plants that might be more extensively

grown in our gardens for purposes somewhat different

to those for which they have mostly been employed.

This field is inexhaustible, and there is no intention

of attempting to explore its length, breadth, or untold

wealth in your Paper. My mode of treating the matter

is intended to be suggestive merely—simply to jioint

the way to where useful treasure may be found, and not

to save your readers the trouble of gathering it for

themselves. Or rather, I hope to induce many others

to become gatherers in this large but mostly neglected

field, and then doubtless a rich harvest of beautiful

though common gems may be collected for the general

use of your readers. But all this will be better under-

stood by an illustration or two, and I doubt if I could

choose better for my present purpose than the two
Cynaras—Scolymus and Cardunculus.

Cynaras—what are they ? We never remember to

have heard of them. Probably not ; and yet you know
them well, as they are amongst the handsomest
plants we have for the subtropical department. These
plants belong to the great natural order of Compositor

—

so rich in plants of dignity, beauty, and utility, and
yet somehow so little used as objects of ornament. The
name Cynara is derived from kyon, dog—from the

supposed resemblance of the spines of the involucrum

to dog's teeth. There are several other varieties besides

those named, perhaps the best of them being horrida,

speciosissima, and integrifolia ; but neither of them
exceeding in beauty, nor so easily come-at-able as

the two previously named.
The first, Cynax'a Scolymus, was introduced into

England, from the South of Europe, over 300 years

ago, and has been grown in most gardens ever since.

It is a half-hardy perennial, readily increased, and
grows freely in almost any soil ; fastest and strongest,

however, in the best. In mild seasons it makes
an early growth. Now as I write (on August 2)

the plants are 4 feet high, and of noble and
graceful habit ; the leaves are large, numerous,
deeply pinnatifid, and sweep out with a stately

and graceful curve ; the midribs are deeply fur-

rowed, as if gouged out. The colour approaches to

that of the Cineraria maritima, and the entire leaf is

covered with a soft down, as if it might have had some
close love passages with the finest, purest wood ashes.

The plant throws up an enormous number of leaves,

forming a dense mass, when left for a year or two
without division, 4 or 5 feet across. The under leaves

curve gracefully out, as already described, and the

centre ones stand upright, so that the whole plant forms

a dense well-formed mass of beautiful rich foliage. It

looks well when thus massed together, although it is

probably even more giaceful when the stools are

divided and grown singly. Single stools planted on
rich soil, well manured and salted, will produce plants

5 feet high, and leaves of immense size and beauty.

The flowers of this plant are also curious and beautiful.

The time of flowering varies according as the plants

are well established or fresh planted. On old plants

the flowers will begin to open in July ; on fresh plant

they will be much later. The flower-heads resemble ii

form immense Thistle heads, and as the involucre ex-
pands there is a gorgeous assemblage of ragged-looking,
jagged, bluish purple florets, standing boldly up on
stout flow-er-stems i foot or iS inches above the leaves,

that convey a most dignified and grand appearance.
From the white ashy colour of its leaves, the beauty of
its habit, and the regal grandeur of its blossoms, the
plant is admirably adapted for either massing or single

specimens in the subtropical department. In the

northern and colder parts of the kingdom, it will need
6 inches of litter, or a few Spruce boughs to keep the

frost off its crown in winter, and in warmer parts its

own leaves afford sufficient protection. Thus, no expen-
sive space or labour is needed to keep up the stock ;

the usual mode of increase is by division of the root.

it may be raised from seed, though it is seldom that the

seed ripens well in England. There would, however,

be no difficulty in importing any quantity of seed from

near countries.

A companion plant to this, and indeed so like it as

to be a twin-brother, is the Cynara Cardunculus. This

t'as introduced from Candia about a hundred years

fter the other, and has been more or less grown in

most gardens ever since. It is, however, generally

treated as an annual, though it is a more hardy
perennial plant than the other. It difTers from it in

being taller, rising on good soils to a height of 6 or

7 feet. It is likewise furnished with formidable spines,

that add greatly to its beauty ; and altogether it is one

of our noblest herbaceous plants. It flowers freely

during the autumn, like its ally, Cynara Scolymus, and

few plants could equal either as a centre or a back to

masses of dark-leaved Cannas, PeriUas, Iresine, or the

taller varieties of red Beet. I need hardly add that

the first brace of old plants that I have proposed to

place in new positions, are the well-known Globe

Artichoke, and the less generally grown Cardoon ; and

if any one knows any just cause or impediment why
they should not be promoted from the domain of the

useful into the presence of the beautiful, I invite them
now to declare it, or for ever after hold their peace.

HARDY PRIMULAS.
P. Auricula (L.).—Nearly every book on general

gardening goes quite exhaustively into the treatment of

this favourite flower ; therefore I am not going to

attempt more than a brief summary of what is known
on the subject, and that, too, chiefly for the purpose of

throwing some light on the management of the kindred

caulescent species which are to follow. In referring

to the stem as I have just done, I desire to draw atten-

tion to that part, because it is of considerable practical

importance to notice its character, as will be made to

appear in the course of the remarks which are coming.

To start with the seed, let us say that it should be

sown either when ripe or early the following season,

and the soil may consist of loam, rotten dung, or leaf-

mould and sand ; and the former ought of course to

predominate greatly over the others, and the propor-

tion of the second should be regulated by the age and

strength of the plants. In order to check evaporation

during germination Sphagnum, or some such substance,

should be used for scattering over the surface of the

ground. In the case of seedlings which come up in

autumn, discriminating care is needed to carry them
safely through the winter, as they are very apt to

damp off during that inhospitable period, particu-

larly if they happen to be in an air liable

to become very close or damp. The precautions

to be taken under such circumstances are therefore

quite apparent. Also, every one knows how to set

about parting, which here is the only sure method by

which to perpetuate any favourite breed, and further,

this operation is absolutely necessai-y for the keeping

up of vigour, and if it is not regularly attended to

lankiness and a paucity of roots are the issue. As the

ablest authorities are divided it seems of very small

moment whether potting or transplanting along bor-

ders or on the rockwork should be seen to immediately

after flowering is over, in the beginning of the year, or

before an attempt is made to grow again towards the

close. When plenty of moisture is not furnished by
the natural surroundings, it should be supplied arti-

ficially, especially during the time of greatest activity,

and in very dry porous soils stones may be used with

marked advantage as a means of preserving a tolerably

uniform temperature and humidity. Unless any one

requires to be told of how gay the flowers are and of

their great range of colouring, I do not know that

more need be said about the present subject, so familiar

to us all, as only those who make a special hobby of it

care for fuller details ; and indeed those comprehending

the aspect most likely to preserve the blooms longest,

the need of picking away decomposing flowers, leaves,

and the like, had better be mastered, in any case, by
experiment than by theory. A native of France,

Switzerland, and other European countries. In a general

way, the treatment recommended for this will serve

for most of the other hardy sorts. In the case of the

smaller and more delicate kinds, such as P. minima
and P. Allioni, dung may be used for top-dressing, but

not for mixing, as an essential part of the main body of

soil.

P. marginaia (Curt.).—This is a beautiful species,

with a corolla nearly as large as that of P. Auricula,

and of a delicate but very pleasing lilac colour, and in

the " Botanical Magazine" this is stated in the letter-

press, but not carried out in the illustration. Nearly

the whole plant is dusted with farina, but the trivial

name was given in consequence of this substance being

especially abundant along the margins of the petiolate,

obovate, serrate-dentate, and obtuse leaves. The
peduncles rise out of the axils of these, and each one

bears a large head of pedicellate flowers, which open
in spring, and continue gay for six weeks. Admirably
adapted for rockwork decoration, and not less so for a

border where the soil is a rich loam. A native of the

Alps and a few other places.

P. Palinuri (Willd.) is an immense species, often

compared to Sempervivum arboreum, with large head:

.vhere this fails to be sufiiciently rapid for the demand,
I
of bright yellow blossom, which open in spring, and

emit a perfume of the same nature as that of the Cow-
slip, but much more intense. The stem is gouty,

and the fleshy dentate leaves are produced plentifully

near its apex. In the southern parts of England this

may be grown on the rockery or open border, although

probably on the whole it is incapable of resisting total

exposure during a severe winter in any part of Britain.

The soil should be nearly all loam. As might be

expected from the texture of the foliage, it cannot be

placed in too sunny a situation. Very hard potting and

over-watering soon spoil it, the one by retarding the

legitimate progress through the earth of the thick and

cellular roots, and the other by rapidly producing rot.

A native of Italy.

P. villosa (Jacq.).—This has a semi-woody stem

which branches firmly, consequently the species is

easily propagated. The leaves are nearly as large as

those of P. Auricula, and are toothed from about the

middle to the apex, but entire from that to the base.

It is very near P. nivalis, but here the corolla is never

white, whilst there it is always so. The flowers are

purple, open towards the end of spring, and some of

them are small and not raised above the foliage, whilst

on other specimens they are large and in a considerable

tuft at the top of a peduncle 3 or 4 inches long. Plants,

too, are to be met with in a wild state not larger than

P. minima, whilst others are taller than P. marginata,

but whatever the size it is always very ornamental,

and deserving of general attention. It is particularly

well suited for the decoration of rockwork, and is

pleasing as well as easily managed in pots. All the

living plants which I have yet observed in English

gardens under the name of P. ciliata, are no more than

the kind now under consideration. A very important

hybrid is also about, and originated in a cross between

the present subject and P. Auricula, and is known
amongst us as P. ciliata purpurata. A native of the

Swiss and other mountains.

/'. pietimonta}ui (Thomas.).—The stem of this species

seldom rises more than an inch above the ground ; the

leaves are spathulate, obovate, and entire, except near

the ends, where a few minute teeth may easily be

observed. The foliage is sprinkled all over with tiny

glandular hairs, and these are especially plentiful along

the margins. The flowers, which are of a rich and

very pleasing purple colour, open in spring, and are

produced in heads which, though often of considerable

size, are never nearly so large as those represented in the

"Botanical Magazine." When planted on the rock-

work, this should not be fastened into a little crevice,

but ought to have a small patch of ground to itself,

where it can ripen and scatter its seed, and get natu-

ralised. Garden borders during the summer time are

mostly burnt up through the day, and as cold as the

surrounding atmosphere during the night. This

immense capacity for rapid change is entirely due to the

want of stones in the ground, and of course this deficit

must be met if anything like success is to be attained in

the management of the species under notice. A good

deal of sliade is also desirable. A native of the moun-
tains of Switzerland and Piedmont.

P. ghitinosa (VVulf ).—This is a very well marked

species. The leaves grow erect, are small stalked, very

neatly toothed, for the most part of a uniform breadth,

and furnished with sticky hairs. The scape rises twice

the height of the foliage, and bears at its apex from

one to five flowers ; these expand about the same time

as those of P. integrifolia, and are of a purple colour.

A native of various mountains of Southern Europe.

P. Dinvana (Lagyer.).—P. glutinosa is more nearly

allied to the present than any other species in cultiva-

tion ; but the leaves of that species are small, and very

neatly and sharply toothed, whereas the leaves of this

are never either neatly or sharply toothed, and more-

over they are not by any means small, being nearly as

long as the scape ; bears from two to four flowers :

these are purple, very handsome, and open in the

summer time. A native of Switzerland, and at present

very rare in British gardens.

P. Allioni (Loisl.).—This is sadly wanting in the

robust habit and strong constitution so prominent in

P. villosa, and these are the only constant marks

easily observed and expressed which can be given to

the stranger to enable him to tell the one from the

other. This species is exceedingly scarce, both on its

native mountains and in our gardens, and is very likely

to remain so, for it is difficult to increase under the

most favourable circumstances. The flowers open in

spring, and, although so delicate-looking as to be

almost transparent, yet they are very pleasing. The
corolla is large, and in the main of a pale red colour,

but here and there are long spots of the purest white.

Nothing short of complete exposure to every ray of

light and heat is of any use, and when pot culture is

tried plenty of stones should be used, and the soil

ought to consist almost wholly of light loam. By the

beginning of June development is over for one season,

and so long as this state of inactivity continues no more

water should be used than is needed to keep it from

shrinking. A native of Southern Europe.

P. minima (L.).—This tiny mountain gem first

covers the ground with thick-set rosettes of short green

foliage, and then, in the spring of the year, come the

flowers, which, for so small a plant, are really wonders,

both of size and beauty, for while no single leaf is

anything like so large as that of a Daisy, the lilac,

rose, or purple corolla is not unfrequently more than

an inch across. Planted in loam, in which there are
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plenty of small stones, tliis succeeds admiral)!/ in r

pot, so that it may be enjoyed by tiiose who like sucl

a treasure for its own sake, and not merely as a part of

a grand rockwork. It stands exposure well, and is to

be met with on nearly all the elevated regions of

Southern Europe. One can easily tell P. Floerkiana

irom the plant just roughly described, but each scape

bearing always, or, at least, mostly, more than a single

blossom ; but some go the length of supposing it to be

only a hybrid.

P. nivalis (Pall. ) might very well be considered as no
more than a variety of P. villosa, but it is not usual for

any but one school of botanists to look upon it as such.

It is extremely beautiful, and early in spring is one

mass of pure white sweet-smelling flowers, and by the

colour of these, if by anything, it may be known from

the species to which it comes so near. It is easily

increased, is not very rare in our gardens, and is said to

be a native of Siberia.

P. carniolica (Jacq.).—This, although not a' common
species, is nevertheless an excellent one, being veiy

ornamental, and a vigorous grower. The leaves have
long stalks, and also elliptical and entire blades, but

sometimes the outline of these is broken. The scape

mounts twice the height of the foliage, and bears a
loose umbel of about five pedicellate flowers. These
open in spring, and the corolla is of a beautiful red

colour. A native of Austria.

P. spedabilis (Tratt. ).—The leaves of this are spathu-

late, quite entire, and slightly cartilaginous along the

margins, as well as quite glabrous all over. The scape,

which as a rule is quite as long as the foliage, is

crowned by a splendid head of flowers. These open
in spring ; the corolla is large and of a rich red colour.

A native of the mountains of Switzerland and other

countries adjoining.

P. cortiisoidcs (L.) has long been a favourite with

every admirer of hardy plants, and its graceful and
modest beauty fully justihes all the high encomiums
that have been passed upon it. It is of the easiest

culture, and nothing more is needed to increase it

rapidly than regular parting after the foliage withers,

and in the case of pot culture a very moist soil during
the period of donnancy is injurious. The flowers, the

bulk of which are produced in spring, are in consider-

able umbels at the top of a long scape, and the corolla

is of a rich or pale red colour. A native of Siberia. The
visit of the late Mr. J. G. Veitch to Japan, amongst a

host of other fresh introductions, caused our gardens to

be enriched by a variety called "amosna," which com-
pletely eclipses the typical form, and, moreover, is said

to be equally as able as the old kind to defy the severi-

ties of our winter.

P. sikkimettsis (Hook.).—-Dr. Hooker was the first,

I believe, to introduce into England this gigantic, strik-

ing, and extremely curious, though not by any means
extra beautiful species, and if I am rightly informed, he
found it on the part of the Himalayan range indicated

by the trivial name. The leaves are large, and grow-

in tufts, like those of the common Primrose, and the

immense long thick scape bears a terminal umbel, and
sometimes below this several verticels of pedicellate

and sweet-scented flowers. These usually expand in

summer, and continue gay for a considerable time.

Messrs. Backhouse have been eminently fortunate in

their treatment of this sort. At their place I saw a
magnificent specimen a few years ago. It was in full

bloom, and grew close to the edge of a small artificial

pond, and at the base of some rockwork—so that

plenty of moisture is amongst the conditions of success,

and I may add a rich soil also. On the whole pot
culture is here objectionable, and this observation I am
led to make from experiments made upon two young
plants which I once had charge of.

Whatever amount of snow P. denticulata and P.
erosa may grow amongst on their native mountains
they certainly are not able to stand a very severe
winter in every part of England. Nevertheless, they
are admirable sorts for the decoration of our green-
houses in spring. The latter is especially so, and fre-

quently even in first-rate botanic gardens it bears the
name of the former, from which it may very readily
be known by its spreading and almost glabrous instead
of erect and profusely haii-y leaves. P. purpurea has
the habit of P. denticulata, but its leaves are entire,

and by this character it may be known from any of its

near kindred. Its merits are also of the highest order,

but it is as yet extremely rare with us. Then P. verti-

cillata, from Arabia, is now and then found in lists of
plants, and is reputed to be hardy, but a very slight

attack of frost kills it.

P. Thomasinii, P. suaveolens, P. viscosa, P. auricu-
lata, P. glaucescens, P. calycina, P. sibirica, P. rhae-
tica, P. Candolleana, P. graveolens, P. Muretiana, P.
latifolia, P. integrifolia, and a few others, are occa-
sionally to be met with in British gardens, and not a few
of them are of sterling merit. Wanyof the very brightest
ornaments of the genus have yet to be imported.

P. farinosa, P. scotica, and P. mistassinica, as well
as P. longiflora and P. intermedia, are neat, interest-

ing, and perhaps pretty, but not very gay kinds, with
an almost unconquerable love for freedom, and
therefore they thrive best when at liberty to spread
about on a part of the rockwork which is rather moist.
Moreover, they are nearly all rather closely related,
differing in habit, size, the absence or presence of
farina on certain organs, and such like characters, dis-

cussed at great length in books devoted to botany.

There is scarcely a country boy who cannot tell a wild
Cowslip from a Primrose, and an Oxlip from both; and
for all practical purposes the three have characters sufti-

ciently constant and conspicuous, although now and
again deviations, hybrids, and monstrosities occur for

people to puzzle over, and make dried specimens of
Nor can I see the advantage society would derive from
a long and exhaustive treatise on how to multiply,
plant, improve, and best enjoy these kinds, for such
matters must be plain to everyone in the least

acquainted with gardening subjects. In conclusion, I

may mention that P. macrocalyx, to be met with in

some collections, is very near P. veris, and the organ
which the specific name directs the attention to, is

wide-mouthed rather than very large. John Dnnai,

ORIGIN OF PRAIRIE VEGETA TION.
Various theories have been propounded to account

for the existence of the Western prairies. By si

they have been attributed to the annual burning of the

glass by Indians ; by some to the extreme fineness of

the prairie soil, and by others to humidity and sourness

of the soil, &c. One of the most recent theories on
this subject is that of Prof Winchell, whose views are

developed in an article in the " American Journal of
.Science and Art," November, 1S64; and .again pre-

sented, somewhat amplified, in his recent work, entitled
" Sketches of Creation."

These views are peculiar, and as the points involved

come somewhat within the field of our department, we
propose to discuss the principal propositions which
Prof. Winchell advances.

The first proposition is that "the prairies are of
lacustrine origin ;" from which statement we see

reason to dissent, especially as it appears to be the view
entertained by geologists generally.

The second proposition is that " lacustrine sediments
contain no living germs." This is a somewhat sweeping
assertion. Let us consider it a moment. It is well

known that lake borders are the chosen locations of
very extensive vegetation. Wherever there is a shallow
margin, some .species of plants find a favourite home.
Extensive patches of gigantic Bulrushes (Scirpus

validus, Vahl) grow in water 6 or 8 feet deep, and
stretch up several feet above the water, spreading
out in many cases a mile inward. Great beds of
Water Lilies (Nympha;a and Nuphar), and allied

plants, spread their broad leaves and expand their

beautiful flowers on the bosom of the tranquil

lake. Numerous kinds of Pond-weed (Potamogeton),
Eel-grass, Water-weed (Anacharis), &c., form large

subterranean meadows, through which the canoe of the
Indian finds it difficult to penetrate. Here, too, on
the lake margin, the Indian finds his spontaneous
fields of wild rice (Zizania aquatica, L.). Sagittarias,

Sparganiums, and water weeds of various kinds, in-

habit the shallow borders in abundance. Every year
these plants mature an immense crop of seeds, which,
excepting such as are devoured by birds and other

animals, fall into the water, and generally by their own
gravity sink to the bottom, where they find, in the soft

mud, a suitable place for their future germination.
We know not how many of these seeds are carried out
into the deep portions of the lake, beyond the reach of
those conditions necessary to their growth. Evidently
Nature intended these seeds to germinate at the bot-

tom of the shallow lake margin, and the only means
they have for reaching that locality is their specific

gravity. As in the case of land plants. Nature pro-
vides a surplus of seeds in order to insure a continuance
of the species in spite of all ordinary contingencies.

We then present a counter-proposition to that of
Professor W., viz., that lacustrine sediments abound
with living germs. [See Mr. Darwin's experiments on
this matter, an abstract of which will be founri in the
" Origin of Species," cd. 4, p. 460. Eds.] We ilo not,

however, desire to make use of tliis proposition in ac-
counting for the vegetation of the prairies, for whenever
our lake bottom is drained it furnishes no longer the con-
ditions necessary for the germination and growth of
these plants, and the seeds would probably soon perish.

But, whenever the soil is thus drained, the aquatic
plants are speedily succeeded by others adapted to the
new circumstances, the germs or seeds of which are
introduced from outside.

The third proposition of Prof. Winchell is as fol-

lows :
" Diluvial deposits, on the contrary, are found

everywhere replete with living germs." By diluvial

deposits we understand those collections of sand,
gravel, clay, &c., which have been caiTied down by
floods, or heaped together by violent action of the sea,

or have been ploughed up before the onward march of
glaciers. Such deposits. Professor W. says, are replete
with ',^'.'ng germs. In other words, they are filled

with ir mg seeds. This proposition is illustrated by
some examples which seem pertinent, and by some
which do not.

It is stated that forests cleared of their timber are
almost '

' always followed by the appearance of certain
unwonted plants known as fire-weeds, and it can hardly
be doubted that the germs existed in the soil ready to
germinate whenever free sunlight, warmth and atmo-
spheric air should be permitted to rouse their vital

energy." The term fire-weed is commonly rather
loosely applied to several different plants, chiefly to

those botanically known as Erechtites hieracifolia and
Erigeron canadense. These are almost as common as

Thistles, and like them have light fealhei-y seeds,
adapted to be carried to great distances by winds.
Now, it appears to us to be a good rule to explain any
phenomenon by the simplest and most obvious causes ;

and to our mind it seems much more natural to account
for the appearance of the fire-weeds by the introduction
of the seeds by means of winds, than to do so by sup-
posing that the seeds of those plants had lain dormant
in the earth for generations.

The appearance of the Loblolly Pine upon aban-
doned plantations in the Southern States presents to our
view no greater difficulty. The Professor inquires,

"Let the waters of a brine saturate a meadow, and
how long would it be before we witnessed the appearance
of Scirpus maritimus, Triglochin maritimum, or some
other salt-loving plant, whose germs, unless sponta-
neously developed, must have lain dormant in the soil

at a greater or less depth." We cannot answer the

inquiry as to how long, but we feel well assured that

so much time will elapse that we shall not have to
accept the dilemma of spontaneous generation or pre-
existent germs. One of the plants mentioned, Triglo-
chin maritimum, is not well chosen, inasmuch as it

occurs in various places in the interior of the country,
from the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains, without
any regard to salt springs. It is true that, in the
vicinity of salt springs in the interior, we often find
plants which are otherwise confined to the sea coast,
but this is not more difiicult to explain than the occur-
rence of strictly alpine plants on widely separated
mountain peaks. We will not undertake to say how
every mountain, sea, river, lake, forest and plain is

first stocked with its appropriate vegetation : we con-
fess ignorance.

Again, Prof. Winchell says : "How soon does a
dressing of undecomposed muck or peat develope a
crop of acid-loving Sorrel, and how readily it is again
repressed by a dressing of some alkaline manure."
Now, we are not veiy well informed in agricultural

chemistry, nor in practical agriculture, but we would
like to know if this method of producing and destroy-
ing .Sorrel can be relied upon, particularly in a
country like ours, where Sorrel (Rumex Acetosella) is

considered to be a foreign weed. We know plenty of
places where it has made its appearance without any
such agency, and have no doubt that many unfortunate
farmers will be overjoyed to learn that it can be easily

repressed, if not eradicated, by the application of a
dressing of alkaline manure.
One more assertion under this proposition deserves

notice, it is this :
" Earth thrown out of cellars and

wells is generally known to send up a ready crop of
weeds, and not unfrequently of species previously
unknown in that spot. " This statement is unsustained
by any instances, except under the next proposition,
where a case is related of the appearance of some
Beach Plum trees on ground that had been covered by
sand brought up from a well at the depth of 20 feet. It

is concluded that, inasmuch as no other Beach Plum
trees were knowni to be within 40 miles of the place,

the seeds of these trees must have been brought up
with the sand taken from the w-ell. This example is

hardly sufficient to sustain so general and sweeping a
statement. But let us bring it to the test of experience.

There are many thousand cellars and wells dug every
year, there are thousands of places where the drift has
been exposed in grading for railroads, hundreds of
places where the soil has been brought up from great
depths in digging for coal and minerals—and we ask,

with what result? In all this country how many new
species have been brought to light by these means?
We venture to assert not one. Is it true that earth
brought up from even a few feet in depth sends up a
"ready crop of weeds," for whose appearance we
cannot readily account by the aid of winds, birds, and
water ?

We admit that there are some facts connected with
the succession of forest trees that seem difficult to

explain ; but, even if we admit that, in such cases, the
seeds of one kind of trees have lain dormant in the soil

for the lifetime of another kind, and then have taken
their tunr in the production of a forest of a different

kind, the adoption of that view does not give license to

the opinion that these seeds would have retained their

vitality for a geological age, if buried hundreds of feet

beneath the surface.

Some very absurd stories have been related respect-

ing the vitality of seed, and once started, these stories

seem to pass without a question. Even Prof Winchell
is compelled to doubt some of the stories which he brings

to the support of his theory ; for instance, that of a
beautiful Dahlia (?) having grown from a bulb found in

the hands of a mummy 2000 years old. It is also stated

that " it is generally believed that Wheat is now grow-
ing in England which was derived from grains folded in

the wrappings of Egyptian mummies, where they must
have lain for 2000 or 3000 years." We confess that we
fully share the doubts of Prof Gray on this subject.

We now come to the fourth proposition of Professor

Winchell, viz. :
" The living germs of the diluvial

deposits were buried during the glacial period."

The argument in support of this statement is that

the fossil plants which have been discovered in the

tertiary deposits show a correspondence of genera, and
in some cases of species, with those of the present date.

During this tertiary period the seeds of plants accumu-

lated in the soil ; then came the change of climate and
destruction of vegetation which attended the glacis^
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period, during which the surface was ploughed up by
glaciers, and afterwards exposed to the commotion of
the sea, whish overspread the land, burying everything
in promiscuous rain ; but yet by this veiy means
storing away the seeds which, when brought to the
surface after the lapse of a geological age, are possessed
of vitality and able to reclothe the barren earth with
verdure and beauty ! Who can say that this prolonged
vitality of seeds is impossible ? Who can say that it

possesses the slightest degree of probability ?

Most cordially do we assent to the following observa-
tions of the Professor :

*
' It must be confessed that the

crucial observation is yet to be made. If vegetable
germs exist in the drift ihey can be discovered before-

hand ; and until they have been actually detected, it is

probable that even the convincing facts cited above will

fail to secure universal assent to our proposition in-

volving the prolonged vitality of the seeds of preglacial

vegetation." It is the misfortune of science that too
many plausible theories have been promulgated with-
out first obtaining the crucial experiment.
We pass to the consideration of the fifth proposi-

tion :
" In proportion as the diluvial surface became

exposed, the flora of the preglacial epoch was repro-
duced. " We may readily believe this to have been the
case, if the fact be established that " the diluvial de-
posits were everywhere replete with living gei-ms."

It will be observed that this proposition applies, not
to the prairie region, but to the older portions of the
continent. The former became "avast inland sea,

upon whose bottom gathered the lifeless sediments that
were to be the soil of the prairies." When this surface
was finally drained, it was left "a naked and Hfeless
expanse of vegetable slime," containing no vegetable
germs, and by its nature preventing the development
of any, in the diluvial matter below.
But we hasten to the consideration of the final pro-

position—"Tire vegetation which fimally appeared on
the drained lacustrine areas was extra-limital, and was
more likely to be herbaceous than arboreal." The sub-
stance of this proposition seems to be that the vegeta-
tion which first clothed the prairie region was intro-

duced from beyond its limits, by the three natural
agencies of winds, [running water and animals ; and that
because the seeds of trees, as the Oak, Hickory, and
Walnut, were heavier than the seeds of grasses and
herbs, they were not so easily dispersed, and therefore
the prairie became covered with herbaceous vegetation
exclusively. We do not see that in this proposition any
use has been made of the theory which has been so
extensively elaborated by Prof. Winchell, unless it be to
account for the occurrence of th.at extra-limital vegeta-
tion which formed "a shining ridge of forest trees
around the margins of the prairies." Where were these
margins ? The ancient lake, which finally became the
prairie region, reached its arms into Iowa, and into
northern Indiana and south-western Michigan. The
margins of this lake, then, were in Iowa on the west,
and in Indiana and Michigan on the north-east. The
northern and southern boundaries are not directly given,
but we may reasonably suppose them to have been as
widely separated as those of the west and east. Here,
then, was a "naked and lifeless expanse of vegetable
slime."

Is this meant for a picture of a lake region rapidly
drained? If rapidly drained, a large portion of the
lacustrine sediment would have been washed away,
exposing, in thousands of places, the diluvial deposits

;

the living germs with which they were replete would
then have been exposed to the genial influences of sun
and air, and would have reproduced the ancient vege-
tation. But no—the vegetation of the prairie region
ivas "extra-limital," and brought in by the agency
chiefly "of winds, animals and running waters." We
have gi-eat faith in these agencies, and believe they are
sufficient to account in great measure for the vegeta-
tion, not only of the prairie region, but of the conti-
nent. In the prairie region the forests principally form
belts around the large water-courses. These drainage
channels furnished favourable localities for the giowth
of certain kinds of trees, particularly the Willows and
Cottonwoods. These may be called the pioneers of
the forest ; their seeds are light, and covered with a
cottony down, which causes them to be easily carried
before the winds for great distances. They would
naturally find lodgment and development in advance of
many other forest trees h ith heavier seeds. But having
established a line of trees, or of scattered groves, on
the m.argin of a stream, they would be constantly
visited by birds and animals, which would gi'adually
introduce the seeds of other forest growths, and thus
the boundaries of the forest would be extended. The
fruit of the wild Cherry and Plum, the Mulberry, Hack-
beny, Black Gum, and many other trees, are eagerly
eaten by birds, and the pits are voided uninjured for
purposes of vegetation. As the veins of a leaf all con-
verge from the circumference to a common point, so
the lines of timber, following the watercourses, con-
verged to the great outlets, leaving many intermediate
spaces which would earhest be occupied by the grasses
and herbaceous plants. The beginning of these timber
lines would naturally be at the points of earliest drain-
age, 2. c, near the sources of the streams ; but a line

of communication having once been established to the
outlet, the seed distribution would also operate up
stream, whence it comes to pass that some southern
species have extended northward in the bottoms of the
larger rivers nearly or quite through the extent of the

prairie region, as the Papaw, the Persimmon, and the
Kentucky Coffee tree.

We do not offer this as a full solution of the prauie
question

;
probably the annual burnings by the Indians,

and other influences not yet understood, operated in the
production of these gardens of the West.
One element to be taken into consideration in the

discussion of this subject is the peculiar character of
prairie vegetation. If it shall appear that there is a
class of vegetation which does not occur outside of the
prairie region, we must then bring in other influences
than those presented by the theory under consideration.
We will refer to some of the plants which are usually
regarded as of this character, viz. , Ranunculus rhom-
boideus, Viola delphinlfolia, Linum Bootii, Amorpha
canescens, Baptisia leucantha, Geum triflorum, Poten-
tilla arguta, Eryngium yuccefolium, Eulophus anieri-

c.anus, Solidago Kiddellii, Silphium l.Tciniatum, Sil-

phium terebinthaceum, Ambrosia bidentata and psilo-

stachya, Helianthus rigidus and mollis. Coreopsis
palmata, Cacalia tuberosa, Hieraciura longipilum,
Troximon cuspidatum, Castilleia sessiUflora, Lithosper-
mum longiflorum, Asclepias .SuUivantii, Platanthera
lencophea.

We present these criticisms on the theory we have
been discussing, not in a captious spirit, but under a
conviction that the cause of science demands a most
rigoi'ous investigation of all scientific theories. T/u-

American Entomologist and Botanist,

FRUIT CROWING AT ELY.
On my return from the Oxford show I called to see

the somewhat famous fruit trees in pots in the gardens
of E. Harlock, Esq. They have been several times
noticed in your columns, and as I had not seen them
for four years, and had heard that the same trees were
still as fruitful as ever, they certainly seemed worthy of
a visit. Furnished with the address of the gardener,
Mr. Grix, I easily found my way to the place, which is

about half a mile from the station. Arrived there, I

began to think there must be some mistake, as a long
piece of dead wall, which seemed almost to bury the
river, was pointed out as the garden. It seemed
impossible that such quantities of fine trees and fruit

could be produced almost under the chimneys of two
large breweries and the strong smell of grains, &c.
Arrived inside, it soon appeared that this was the right

place. Every portion of the garden seemed thoroughly
stocked with fruit and vegetables ; the walls were
covered with well laden fruit trees. Two or three
lofty span-roofed houses towered up to a great lieight,

and a block of orchard-house trees in the open air

seemed to burden the ground with their loads of fruit.

On the central walk two gentlemen stood in earnest
discourse, as if discussing the probabilities of rain or
the plentiful fruit harvest around them. These I soon
discovered were the proprietor and the gardener, so my
visit proved most opportune. We entered the large
orchard-house first. It is 100 feet long, 25 wide, 13 feet

high at the apex and 6 at the sides. It is ventilated

with a wooden shutter, 6 inches wide, along the top,

movable .sashes in the gable ends over the doors, and a
wooden shutter, i foot wide, near the ground line.

These ventilating spaces are found to be ample. The
house was comfortably cool at the lime of my visit,

though the weather was hot.

The trees range from 6 to 12 feet in height, and have
a massive, healthy, natural look. They are hardly
pinched at all. The young wood ranged from 6 inches
to a foot or more in length, and the trees had a free

strong look, something between a perfect standard and
a pyramid might assume if planted out-of-doors, and
subjected to little pinching or training. The trees were
not only strong, but healthy. I saw no canker and no
insects upon them ; most of them seemed to be grow-
ing in about 20-inch pots. The chief peculiarity in the
management of these trees consists in this—they get no
food beyond the narrow boundaries of the pots. The
roots are not allowed to run through ; the whole of
the pots are placed upon a hard impenetrable bottom

;

the chief food is provided by means of an annual top-

dressing during autumn or winter. From 3 to 6 inches
of the upper portion of the soil are bodily removed, roots
and all, and the space filled up with rich fresh soil. A
great portion of the spongioles or feeding roots are thus
treated as annuals. The roots left almost immediately
strike up into the new food, and before the end of the
season it is interlaced in all directions with roots.

and thoroughly exhausted, to be thrown away
turn as effete after one season's use. More seems to I

were over, they could be arranged in lines on blocks

but wonder the more at the marvellous crop that they
must have started with. In the entire house there are
over 100 large trees in full bearing and about a score of
smaller ones ; the exact numbers are 40 Peach, 32
Nectarines, and 21 Apricots ; there are also over
20 smaller Peaches and Nectarines that have been sub-
stituted for other sorts that have been weeded out on
account of their inferior quality. This is the first

season of these young trees, and of course they had not
much fruit. Of the old trees, the Nectarines carried
the heaviest crop, averaging from seven to eight dozen
apiece ; the Peaches and Apricots, from six to seven
dozen each. The regularity of the crop was as
astonishing as its great weight. I believe that
not a single tree was much worse than all the
rest ; and certainly the house was such a sight as
I have never seen before, though I have visited
the Sawbridgeworth houses at their best. I may add
that I am by no means an advocate for growing frait
trees in pots, so that my testimony is so far valuable

—

that if biased at all, it is biased in the opposite direc-
tion. But a walk round this house is the toughest
argument I have yet met with in favour of the practica-
bility and profitableness of the cutivation of frait trees
in pots. It might have been possible to have gathered
as great a weight off the roof but hardly so many fruit.

Three thousand Peaches alone out of one house would
be a wonderful harvest, but if one comes to add nearly
4000 more of Nectarines and Apricots, we can only
write or utter the word—prodigious ! But it is not in

this house only—wonderful as it is—that the marvels
of the pot culture of fiuit trees are to be found. From
orchard-house trees under glass we natur.ally turn to the
orchard-house trees in pots out-of-doors.

These consisted of 52 large Pears, carrying from
5 to 10 dozen each ; 26 Plums, with from 2 to 2j pecks
each

; 7 smaller Plums, burdened equally heavily in
proportion to their size ; and about 20 small American
Apples, with but few fruit. The whole of these trees

were ranged upon a block of ground 70 feet long by
25 feet wide. It was one of the richest sights I ever
saw—such an immense harvest of fruit on such a
small space. The usual practice, until last winter,
was to place these trees in the orchard-house among
the Peaches and Nectarines until the fruit was set

—

according to the plan advocated by Mr. Rivers

;

but last )-ear they remained out, and, I believe,
without any protection, all the winter and
spring. Judged by the results this season the
venturesome practice is as good as the other. And
yet the place where they remained, without pro-
tection, is but little above the water level ; and one
would think the whole garden particularly liable to

spring frosts. Whether the tower of the cathedral or
the hill on which the grand pile stands, which
begins to rise almost outside the garden walls, wards
the frosts off I cannot say ; but the fruit escaped last

year. It did the same, however, in most other places,

and I should certainly feel nervous about exposing
those grand trees with their 200 dozen superb Pears in

embryo to the caprice of our springs, when the pots
afford such ready portability. But there, without
doubt, is the success; and so Mr. Harlock and
his enthusiastic gardener, Mr. Grix, can afford to

smile at my words of caution as they gather their

rich harvest of Plums, and enjoy their profusion

of fine mellow Pears. Still, the original intention,

which I believe has always been carried out till this

season, was to flower and set all the Plums and Pears
under glass, and then place the trees in the open when
all danger from frost is past. Mr. Rivers and others
adopt this method, which answers admirably. They
thus get a double profit, an extra security, out of
glass. It matters but little how closely (of course I do
not use the word closely absolutely) trees stand to-

gether during the flowering period. The flowers throw
but little shadow, intercept but little light. When
flowers are succeeded by leaves the case is wholly
altered. But .soon after the development of leaves,

the hardiest of the trees may safely go outside for

the summer. Of course this presupposes that the
orchard-house trees are kept late. In very few
localities would it be safe to place trees that

had flowered and set their fruit under glass out-of-

doors until the end of May. But without the protec-

tion of glass such fruit trees as Pears, choice Apples,
Cherries, Plums, might often have a much better

chance of escaping frosts if grown in pots. Being
portable they might at least be set at the most warm
and sheltered position. After all danger from frosts

be thought of this solid food than the stinndation
of liquid manures. I understood on the spot
that the trees were mostly watered with clear

water only. But perhaps Mr. Grix will inform
us more fully upon this point. It seems almost im-
possible that so little fresh soil, however rich, could
support all those leaves, wood, and fiuit to be found in
this orchard-house at Ely. They exhibited no sign of
weakness, gave no signal of exhaustion. The fruit,

though so numerous, were of fair average size. The
Apricots were just ripening when I saw them. I have
always looked upon this frait as the most difiicult to

_ ow in pots ; critical at setting time, it is almost
equally precarious through the process of ripening ; if

over-cropped, it frequently refuses to finish its frait. I

saw no appearance of such unwillingness on any of the
trees. Ifany had dropped previous to my visit one can

for effect or convenience during the summer.
Again, the thick massing together of frait trees in

pots in winter and early spring would make each con-

tribute somewhat to keep the others warm, and would
enable them to be covered with canvas or mats with
but little trouble. Finally, fruit trees in pots would
form beautiful oraaments for large conservatories and
other houses when in bloom. Why force many sub-

jects for ornament alone—not half so beautiful as a
Peach, Nectarine, Chcny, Apple, or Pear in blossom?
Why not bring these quickly forward, and leave them
to flower, push forward their tender shoots, and
exhibit their baby fiiiits in the conservatory ? By the

time the trees begin to look common they could be
safely placed out to develope and ripen their fruit in

the open air. By such expedients many of our frait

trees could be made to do double, and even treble
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duty. They would fomi good ornamental plants in

the spring, fill their appointed niche in the summer,
and many of the later varieties might once more enter the

consei-vatoiy as ornamental fruited plants in the autumn.
They would be none the less welcome for dessert for

having gone through a preliminary apprenticeship in

the art of decoration. They might fall into their place

with more effect, and would probably be also of better

quality than fruits that had never been indoors before.

It is certain they could not be any worse ; for, however
hungry eyes may be in appropriating the beautiful,

such longings can neither arrest the gi'owth of fmit,

nor drain it dry of its luscious juices. As we must
grow fruit for eating, let us by all means get all the

pleasure out of it we can during its progress. Much of
the pleasure derived from fruit consists in looking at

it J and if we can enjoy the sight of its growth, and
provide for its safety together, this may well become a
new plea for its cultivation in pots. J^.

gome Contsponkita.
The Herbaceous Border at Chiswick.—Not-

withstanding the drouglit, and tlie fact that this border
suffered very much during tlie long continuance of dry
weather, I have found it very interesting indeed to look
over it occasionally, as it has never been wliolly

destitute of some subjects of interest. Mr. Barron is

just now working under many disadvantages, with the

reductions going on around him, and with a circum-
scribed amount of labour at command ; and yet the

orchard-house, the long Peach-house, with the system
of oblique cordon training, several other houses, the

collection of Pentstemons and Phloxes, &c., have all

been links binding horticulturists to the dear old
garden, and its many pleasant associations in the past.

Actually, the herbaceous border has had to take care

of itself, and yet it was impossible to walk along by
the side of it and not linger over it, as line old plants

were there in plenty. A look through this

border in the second week in August gave the
following in bloom. I had a little difficulty in

transcribing some of the names, but in the

main they will, I believe, be found conect.
Campanula urticajfolia, double white, growing about
2 fe« in height, and blooming freely ; Statice latifolia,

with a branching, bushy habit, and plenty of small,

pale mauve coloured flowers — a good thing for

borders ; Borago laxiflora, pale blue, gi'owing C to

9 inches, very pretty ; Liatris elegans, pale purple,
dwarf growth ; Aster speciosus, pale lilac, growing
about iS inches ; Aconitum Lycoctonum, with lai'ge

bunches of many spikes of pale sulphur-green flowers,

4 to 5 feet, and a fine plant for shrubbei-y borders
;

Achillea Ageratum, golden-yellow, growing here some
5 feet in height, though stated in Mr. Ware's list of
perennials to grow 2 feet only ; Helenium autumnale,
a yellow Composite, growing about 2 feet ; Telekia
speciosa, with a hard-quilled disc, and a fringe of
golden threads, about 2 feet ; Rudbeckia hirta, the
centre of the flower a dense black cone, with a fringe
of golden florets round it ; Campanula rhomboidea,
with pretty clusters of violet-blue flowers, 18 inches (a

double-flowering variety of this received from the Conti-
nent under the name of soldanelk-eflora, is much inferior

to this in eflectiveness) ; Aconitum fero.x, blue

;

Aconitum Napellus bicolor, the flowers white, fringed
with blue, very good ; A. paniculatum var. Storcke-
anum, deep dark purplish blue, with fine branching
spikes, very effective ; Chelone barbata, very effective,

despite its loose and somewhat uncouth growth, having
a profusion of prettily veined carmine-crimson flowers

;

Campanula cai-patica, very good ; .Statice incana, dwarf,
and pretty, having rosy red flowers and a bush-like
growth of about iS inches; a dark crimson Potentilla,

probably gi-andiflora coccinea ; Pentslemon Jaffray-
anus, the remains of what must have been a fine

mass of bloom ; an Echinops, apparently Ritro,
with its dark indigo-coloured curious ball-like heads

;

a pretty bush of Plumbago Larpentre, just coming into
bloom ; Monarda purpurea, rosy purple, 2 feet ; Pul-
monaria sibirica,. the leaves nicely mottled with white
and green; Geranium pratense fl.-pl, rosy purple;
nice tufts of Oxalis tropseoloides ; the remains of five

patches of the glorious Prunella pennsylvanica

;

nice bushes of Sedum spectabile, just coming into
flower, probably planted out there for the season
to supply vacancies ; Tunica Saxifraga, with a
dwarf bu.shy habit like a Statice, and pale pink
blossoms ; .Silene Schafta, with very pretty rosy pink
flowers ; and, as a fitting close, grand clumps of
Hemerocallis fulva fl. pleno, with its large and showy
blossoms of an orange hue. After all this was better
than looking through the bed of gaudy-coloured bed-
ding Pelargoniums planted out on the north side of the
great vinery ; as sameness could not be laid to the
charge of these herbaceous plants,—there M'ere manifold
types of flowers, habits of growth, and colours of the
flowers. The promise of a good collection of these
plants at Chiswick, is, unhappily, somewhat blighted
at the present moment ; but it is to be hoped that
at no distant time there will be established in the
London district a select collection of these plants,
as their undoubted rising popularity makes it necessary
that there should be an opportunity afforded for study-
ing their habits of growth, colours of flowers, and
duration of bloom, with a view to their employment in

our mixed flower borders. /*, Z>. [There is a fine col-

lection of these plants at Kew. Eds.]

The Provincial Meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.—As Mr. Fish observes that this sub-

ject is of urgent importance, I beg to offer a few remarks.
In the first place, allow me to state that for the last 20
years there has been a Horticultural Society in Wolver-
hampton, and as honorary secretaiy I can say that the

committee has not been slothful in canvassing for the

necessary funds demanded by the Royal Horticultural

Society, before it consents to visit Wolverhampton
next year. We had so far progi'essed that half the

required sum was promised prior to the Oxford exhibi-

tion ; but as that was a financial failure, we stayed

our canvass for a time, feeling from various remarks in

your Paper that an alteration might take place with
respect to the Royal Horticultural's visits in company
with the Royal Agricultui'al Society. Although I am
confident that a provincial show held in a m.anufac-

turing and populous neighbourhood like that of Wolver-
hampton, under good local management, would be a
success, yet from what we have heard we feel more
inclined to decide upon a district show in connection

with that of the Royal Agricultural Society, Our com-
mittee will hold a special meeting next week, when I

shall be in a position to state our views on the subject.

Meanwhile I can inform Mr. Fish that I have for some
time past been in communication with Mr. Richards.

Kichard LfTcHt^ Hon. Secretary to the Wolvei'hatnptoit

HortUuUurat Society, August 18.

Prolific Potatos.—In February last I purchased
I lb. of American Climax Potatos {four in number),
and before planting on March 22 I had one injured

and destroyed, consequently I had only \ lb. (or

(three Potatos) left ; they were cut into 30 sets, and
planted in two short rows, 22 inches ap.irt from row to

row, and 6 inches apart in the row. On July 26 (this

adverse season) I dug them, and to my astonishment
the produce amounted to 63 lb. (or equivalent to

S4-fold) of good-sized Potatos, and but very few small

ones. I find the Potato on cooking to be very mealy,

of floury whiteness, and of excellent table quality.

Will. Svinonds, 6, Belfield Terrace, Wej'moulA.

The Fruit Crops at Ombersley, Worcester-
shire.—Fruit of all kinds is grown very extensively in

this parish. The crop of Gooseberries was a moderate
one, the continued dry weather and the red spider

having made many of the trees veiy unhealthy and
most of the fniit small. Plums are a wonderful crop,

hardly a tree without its load, and many of the trees

breaking under the weight of Plums. Such a crop was
probably never seen. Apples are a good crop, but the

dry weather has caused many to fall off", and what
remain are small. Early Pears have been abundant

;

late ones will be a good crop. Apricots and Peaches
plentiful ; Nectarines not so. W^alnuts are an extra-

ordinary crop ; Nuts are partial. The Apple, Pear, and
Plum trees are very healthy, and in fine foliage, in

spite of the long-continued dry weather. All fruit is

ripening earlier than in ordinary seasons. Plums,
Pears, and Apples are being largely gathered, and the

cidermill will soon be at work—a rare occurrence at so

early a period, li. IV. G.

Quercus coccifera Ripening its Acorns..—

I

should be glad to know of any instances of this shrub
ripening its acorns in England. I have a good speci-

men, which produces hundreds 'of acorns, but they

have alw'ays been abortive. This year, however, a few
are perfect. From this I gather, that as a general rule

they do not here become properly fertilised, and I wish
to know if that is the case elsewhere. H. N, Ella-

combe, Bitton Vicarage, Gloucestershire.

Standard Apricots.—We have here a veiy fine

tree of the above, which is about the same age as that

mentioned by Mr. Westland at p. 1091. I have some-
where seen from the pen of Mr. Rivers that standard

Apricots only produce a crop about twice every seven

years, but such a statement does not agree with my
experience, as this tree produces an abundant crop
about every other year, sometimes twice in succession

;

and I am persuaded that, if the same care was bestowed
on them in the spring, as on the walls, by way of pro-

tecting the bloom and thinning the fruit, the crop
would annually be found equal, if not superior, to

those on the walls. I believe I could pick some few
finer fruit from the standards this year than from those

on the walls, notwithstanding the heavy crop of the

former. I don't know what Mr. Westland means by
" five pots " of fruit, but I shall have no difficulty in

picking five bushels of fruit from this tree. While I

would strongly recommend the more general cultiva-

tion of the Apricot as a standard, I would particularly

recommend that the trees should not get out of bounds,
and that too much *' inside wood" should not be
encouraged, as I find every gale of wind greatly

damages the inside fmit on our large and thickly-

wooded tree, llioinas Simpson, Broomjield.

Flower Show Appeals.—The other day I exhi-

bited at the Malton Horticultural Show a collection of

eight varieties of fruits, to which was awarded the

2d prize. The dishes were as follows ;—Melon, Black
Grapes, Frontignan Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, Cherries, Gooseberries. The 1st prize col-

lection contained the same fruits, excepting that the

collection contained a Pine, a dish of Plums, and White

Grapes (unripe). All my fruit was ripe, well-coloured,

and of good size. Those of the 1st prize collection were
all very poor compared with mine, with the exception
of a fair Pine. Under these conditions were the judges
justified in awarding me the 2d prize ? Has a Pine
sufficient weight to throw out a collection very much
superior in every other respect? R. Scnoerby, Neivburgh

Park, Easingioold. [As the case is here stated, we
think the award was wrong. A fair Pine-apple does

not outweigh the general quality of a whole set of good
and high-class fruit, such as our correspondent exhi-

bited. We found this opinion, however, entirely on
the above statement. Eds.]

Fruit Tree Borders.—I thank Mr. Wills (p. 1092)

for his reply as regards ants ; but as to his idea that

my fruit tree borders are watered with boiling water,

it is mere imagination. I stated that I so watered the

border of an orchard-house. The trees are in pots, as

usual in such sti-uctures, and in addition, there is a tile

beneath each pot to prevent roots getting out, or

worms getting in. G. S.

Disa grandifiora at Femiehurst.—The splendid

examjiles of this glorious Orchid in the collection of

Edward Salt, Esq., are again in full beauty, and the

excellent condition of the plants, as well as the

brilliancy of the flowers, have called forth the highest

encomiums from all who have seen them. The
different specimens are marvels of good cultivation, as

connaisseurs may readily imagine if they will only

picture to themselves plants from 12 to 24 inches in

diameter, well-furnished with young shoots, and not a

spot or speck of any kind on a single leaf, all being of

a beautiful dark green, which displays the supreme
loveliness of the blossoms to the best possible advan-

tage. The success which has attended their culture in

Mr. Salt's establishment is rendered all the more
marked by the fact that very few of even our best

Orchid growers have been really successful in their

treatment of the Disa, although many have tried

experiment upon experiment, only to endure the

vexation of failure. The system of culture pursued at

Ferniehurst, and which has been attended with results so

eminently successful, is of the most simple character,

and possibly a record of it may induce others, who have
hitherto failed to grow the plant as they could wish, to

make another effort towards success. Air. Salt's plants

are grown in the shade of the gable wall at the end of

the Odontoglossum house—a span-roofed house limning

pretty nearly east and west. The thermometer here

is generally allowed to nm, as nearly as possible, about

45 during the coldest winter nights, rising gradually in

spring, and during the active growing season till the

weather gets comparatively warm, when it is kept

almost as cool as the temperature out-of-doors will

permit. Shade is supplied by having a light netting

nailed permanently over them- during the summer
months, in addition to the usual blinds, let down by
rollers when the sun is strong and raised as it declines.

The compost used for potting is rough, fibry peat,

broken as lumpy as possible, to which nothing is added
but a good proportion of potsherds and a little silver-

sand. But perhaps the most essential item in their

diet is the supply of water, and it is unquestionable

that this is the particular point in which many
cultivators go astray. It cannot be too strongly

impressed on the minds of would-be growers, that

the supply of liquid food should be ad libitum, and of

this the plants at Ferniehurst are living proofs. These
have generally been syringed and watered morning and
evening, from the beginning of November, all through

the winter months, and on to the middle of July, when
they begin to flower, when of course syringing is dis-

continued, and water partially withheld till they again

begin to grow in November ; but even in their season

of rest they are only allowed to become partially dry.

It is thus evident that a cool temperature with abun-

dance of shade, and a superabundance of moisture, are

the elements essential to successful results ; and all

who have been fortimate enough to see the plants

under Mr. Culley's care will agree that, in their case,

they have done their work most thoroughly. In addition

to the above there are many fine specimens of Orchids

at present in fine bloom at Ferniehurst, notably some
fine specimens of the splendid Oncidium macranthum,

one of which bears 29 fine flowers, being one more
than the plant exhibited by Mr. Salt at Kensington a

year ago, and which it excels also in quality, the

flowers being of a much deeper yellow, with dark

bronze petals. Scrutator.

Lawn in Bad Condition.—I shall feel obliged if

any of your correspondents can prescribe a remedy for

luy lawn (a very old and rather extensive one), which
has been sadly attacked this season with an invasion of

all sorts of weeds and tussocks of the coarsest grass,

besides Couch, unknown before, and I am quite puzzled

to understand the cause, unless it be the extreme

drought, or that the turf requires to be refreshed. If

the latter, can you suggest the best sort of dressing for

it, and when it should be applied ? B. C.

Grape Growing in Orchard-houses.—WHiilst

reading the interesting account of the ovchard-houses at

Chiswick by Mr. Brchaut, at p- 10S7, I find that he

condemns the practice of growing Vines in orchard-

houses. I have a small span-roofed orchard-house,

25 feet square, which has the disadvantage of a dead

wall at one end and a vinery abutting on one side, con-
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taining about three dozen Peach and Nectarine trees,

planced out, and seven Vines (Ilamburghs of different

sorts) are trained to the roof. From these 1 have this

season gathered S50 Peaches and Nectarines, and over

100 bunches of really good Grapes, in size of berry,

colour, and flavour. The Peaches have averaged

9 inches in circumference, some much larger. I

gatliered eight fruits last Saturday, which measured—
the largest 1I5 inches in circumference, and weighed

11^ oz. ; the other seven were 10^ inches round, and

weighed 10^ oz. each. The foregoing statements, I

think, plainly show that Vines planted in moderation

are an advantage instead of an evil in an orchard-house,

giving the owner the luxury of good Grapes, in addition

to its ordinary produce. T. H, DaviSj Hazehvood^ Upper

Norwood.

Generation of Heat by Fungi.—Dutrochet has

observed that there is more heat generated by Boletus

ceneus than by any other vegetable, with the exception

of Arum. This phenomenon is, however, by no

means confined to B. asneus, but is, I believe, common
to all Bolcti ; and when decomposition has set in, the

heat evolved is considerable, but even when perfectly

young and fresh all the Boleti give out heat. Whilst

packing up the three large and beautiful specimens of

B. colopus, Fr. , exhibited by me at the last meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society, I noticed the decided

heat evolved from the specimens, -At the time of

packing my plants were perfectly fresh and young,

and after being placed in a light paper box for a short

time, the heat evolved was apparent to the hand. I

tested the heat with a thermometer, which stood out-

side the box in a shaded room at 70°, this after being

placed in the box with the Boleti for half an hour rose

to 75°. This fine species, though I believe rather

rare elsewhere, is common in early autumn in Epping

Forest, where it grows in company with another

beautiful species, B. pachypus, Fr. Both attain here

very large dimensions, and the former is extremely

beautiful : the tubes are at first brilliant yellow, then

orange ; the stem deep carmine with a rich maroon

base ; flesh immediately changing to bright blue when
cut or broken. W, G. Smiih.

Mushroom Spawn (?).—I send you some spawn
from the middle track of an old cart-road from a brick-

field, not in use for the last two years, now covered

with tufty sward, and being levelled for a lawn in a

new garden near Norwood Junction. It occurs for a

length exceeding iSo feet, and has spread under the

turf for 5 or 6 feet, at a depth of 6 to 8 inches in the

track, but close under the turf in the field. It is so

abundant that, wdien first dug up, the soil looks like

lumps of chalk. //. [We cannot say whether this is

true Mushroom spawn or no ; try it and sec. Eds.]

Melon Seeds Vegetating in the Fruit. — In

cutting a fine fruit of Prizetaker, one of the finest of

our green-tleshed Melons, I found a quantity of the

seeds had vegetated and fonned their cotyledons
;

whilst several of the seeds, rather more than half, were

perfect. I send you a sample of the young plants, and

shall be obliged if you will inform me if this is often

met with in Melons, as I have never before met with a

similar case. William Dean. [We do not remember
to have seen a similar instance in Melons, though it is

constantly the case in the nearly-allied Sechium edule,

figured in our pages, 1865, p. 51. In Pernettya

mucronata a similar occurrence is frequently met with,

Eds.]

Road Making and Repairing.— Having laid

the foundation of a good road by making the earth

beneath it dry (seep. 565), I now hasten to construct

or build the road thereon. Of what shall it be formed ?

Briefly, of wood, straw, stones, gravel, or other sur-

facers. The first may be dispensed with. But, never-

theless, it forms a useful element in the making of

carriage or other roads near a mansion. It puts

elasticity into a road, and takes most of the noise out

of it. It is impossible to over-estimate the comfort

involved in this short statement. A road that bends
beneath its burden, and springs up again when the

load is removed, is an easy, joltless road to travel over

The wood has other qualities of a mechanical cha-

racter, which need not be dwelt upon ; but these two
—putting elasticity into and taking the noise out of

roads—are sufficient merits to secure its general use in

the formation of private roads. But straw, who ever

heard of straw as a road material ? But your impatient

readers must suspend their judgnients for a moment.
The straw is to be used between the wood and the

stones to prevent the waste of the latter. If wood is used
next the earth, straw is necessary to prevent the stones

tumbling down, through, and amongst it. This will be
obvious to every one who has once used such materials.

Presuming that the road space is dug out a foot or

15 inches in depth, and the drainage attended to, lay

a layer 2 or 4 inches in thickness of twiggy faggots of

any kind—White or Black Thorn, Beech, or Oak being
amongst the best, but Spruce, Larch, or any other Fir,

or even Furze, will do. No branches thicker than

2 inches in diameter should be used ; i inch would be

better, and the more uniform in size the wood is the

better. Lay them in regularly and evenly across the

road. If any of the pieces are too large to match well

with the general run of the faggots, lay them in the

centre of the road lengthways over the main drain.

The faggots of wood should be forced compactly
together, and any twigs that stand up or project too

far be cut, bent, or broken into a horizontal position.

The chief points are to have the same depth of wood
over the whole of the road, and to preserve the upper
surface as even as such material can be made. The
faggots are at times very wayward, and must be
compressed into submission with a heavy roller.

Then comes a thin layer of straw, Rushes, Fern,

long grass, stable litter, or anything else, to keep the

stones out of the wood as much as possible. This

prevents waste, and is likewise essential if we would
secure those positive and negative qualities already

ted as the chief merits of faggot-bottomed roads. Of
course, if at intervals the stones pour through the

faggots and rest on the earth beneath, the road will be

noisy and unelastic at these points, as any other road.

Hence the importance of preserving the line of w^ood

as clear of stones as possible. The hard materials for

the road follow the straw. Your correspondent may
begin at this point if he chooses. As a matter

of fact, this is where most roads are begun; and for

public roads, with heavy and constant traffic, perhaps

it is as well to dispense with the faggots. I know from

experience that they are good, and therefore I have

recommended them ; but they are not, like drainage

or stones, an essential and indispensable part of road-

making. From this point the process is the same,

whether they are used or not. All hitherto has been,

as it were, foundation work. The first step gave

strength, the second elasticity, and now we advance to

hardness. This indispensable quality of all good roads

is provided by a layer of stones from 6 to 9 inches in

thickness, and of one uniform size, of from 3 to 6 oz.

in weight, or from I ^ to 3 inches by measure. If there is

any difference in size, the largest should be placed

undermost. The point of most moment is to have the

stones of nearly one uniform size. To ensure this they

ought to be sifted or sorted, and the largest either

placed at the bottom or rejected, and the smallest used

for a separate layer on the top. The greatest error in

road-making is the use of stones of irregular size. Many
seem to think if only a large stone can be buried out of

sight there is an end of the matter. But every time the

wheels pass over it the weight of the vehicle is pitched

violently down on the other side of it, and the j olt wears

a hole in the road. Next to evenness of size ranks

hardness of stone, or other material ; the harder and

tougher the better. These two qualities are very

distinct, as flint is as hard as iron nearly, but then it is

as brittle as glass, and flies into fragments with

every violent or sudden blow or concussion.

Granite, on the contrary, is so tough that no ordi-

nary wear and tear will break it. In the practice

of road-making, however, we have generally to

content ourselves with the stones to be found near the

spot ; and although gi-anite is, doubtless, the best,

almost any hard matters, such as clinkers, brickbats, or

even chalk, may be used with more or less complete

success. Always choose the hardest at command,
smash to a uniform size, spread evenly and equally,

and roll firmly down, and on such a base as I have

prescribed a good road wdll be the result. After hard-

ness we must have smoothness. These two qualities

work together to reduce friction and to preserve the

road surface. Heavy weights cannot sink into a hard

surface, nor bite into a smooth way very deeply. On
a rough road the wheels bite the road so deeply

that they tear it into rough fragments ; on a smooth

one the wheels glide over it, as if on a tramway.

Before surfacing roll. I repeat this advice, though

it has just been given, that it maybe the more certainly

canied out. The more compactly the stones can be

forced together the better ; but the rolling also saves

gravel, and keeps the stones to themselves as much as

possible. Therefore the stones are rolled firm before the

gravel is put on, exactly for the same reason as straw is

used between the faggots and the stones. The stones are

better without the gravel amongst them, and less gravel

is needed. As to the depth of the gravel, from 2 to 4
inches will suffice—and the very best, clean, binding

giavel should be used. Shingle is an abomination for

roads, and a severe penance to walk upon. No surfacing

can equal proper gravel for estate roads. Public roads

need no surfacing, only the smallest stones on the top,

and rolled in with heavy rollers ; but private roads

look best gravelled, but the gravel should be rolled

and re-rolled until it is so hard and smooth that a

horse's hoof, or carnage or cart wheel will scarcely

make any impression. I had intended adverting to

other suifacings besides gravel, but must defer it for

the present, as I wish to give a few instructions upon
the repairing of old roads. These may often be made
as good as new, and perhaps better. Writing, how-
ever, of repairs, reminds me that new roads may need
more repairs during the first six months than they will

ever need aftenvards, if properly made. After every

rain and frost the rake and the roll must be do-\vn upon
them. Every wheel-track must be levelled in at once,

but the roller is the great repairing implement. Consoli-

dation of road materials is the secret of its strength.

Roughness of surface is not only cruelty to animals,

but reckless extravagance, and a mere wanton useless

waste of money. This remark applies to all roads, old

or new. The roller upon roads is the stitch in time that

saves, not merely nine, but ninety nines. A day's rolling

at the right moment may save weeks or months of

repairs. But your correspondent inquires what he is to

vith roads in a very bad state? Well, the cheapest

plan in the end is to remake them. He must begin by
undoing. The whole of the road material must be

picked up, sifted, sorted, and removed over to the

sides, keeping the largest stones nearest to the road, as

they will be wanted first. Then the roadway must be

Irained, and its surface of earth levelled to a uniform

depth. The want of this uniformity is one great reason

why SQ many roads are bad. In the remaking of old

roads I have often found the stones at some points

3 feet thick, at others not more than 3 inches. The
best mode is, remove all the hard materials, drain

and level the earth line, and then proceed pre-

cisely as I have described. Neither is the labour

of re-making roads so great as these full details

may seem to make it. With a gang of four or

strong men, furnished with sharp picks, shovels,

barrows, hammers, and a sieve, or a stone screen, it is

astonishing how rapidly a bad old road may be con-

verted into a first-rate newone. Aclearhead is needed to

enforce system, and to see that the work is well done.

Generally there will be found an excess of materials.

These may be carted away for other purposes, or a
portion of thesurfacingsand the smaller stones reserved

near at hand for future use. From this point such
thorough repairs are identical with the making of new
roads, which I have already described. However,
repairs may sometimes be effectual which are less

sweeping than these. Presuming that the roads may
have been properly made, but not drained, then it

may be permanently improved by cutting a deep drain

down the middle, and inserting side drains on the plan
already given. This will dry the base of the road,

and enable the hard materials to carry weight without
sinking. And then even good roads are sometimes
ruined on the surface by heavy carting—timber, coals,

bricks, &c., are dragged over them in wet weather.

Such roads may be made good by filling in the ruts

with new materials, or raking or picking in the old

matter into the tracks, and rolling themheavily into com-
pactness and smoothness. Macadamson. [Tlie publica-

tion of this letter has been unavoidably delayed. Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
DarDvVNELLES.—I quite agree with you that the

forms affected by the Oaks are protean, but if you
could walk with me a couple of hours, *^ inter vasia

fruticeta Qnenui}f?i" I think I could show you forms

not even dreamt of in your philosophy. I have leaves

of Q. infectoria, exactly like those of the White Poplar;

others cut, and indeed presenting endless varieties of

shape, colour, and appearance. There is a remark in
" Liston's Surgery" very pithy and to the point. He
says: "The young surgeon finds out many new dis-

eases ; he also rediscovers many more." This may
with truth be applied to the botanist. When I first

began to look at the Oaks I thought there were a great

number, but now they have dwindled down, as far as

I have seen in this immediate neighbourhood, to five.

Q. Ilex, yEgilops, Cerris, infectoria, and one other

which I have been unable to determine, as I have
never found a fruit. You speak of the varieties pre-

sented by the same plant in different parts of the

world. Q. Ilex is a good example. No one would
recognise the little stunted scrubby hedge which
it forms here as the same as the broad-leaved

tree it is in England ; but it certainly here better

deserves the name of Ilex. Its leaves are very prickly,

grow very close together, and are as dark and nearly

as gloomy as the Holly. Its acorn perfectly agrees

with the description given by Grisebach. You
speak of disregarding the habitus of a ])lant, but

1 assure you I find it here of great use in distinguishing

some of the same species, which may vary very much
in the leaves, acorns, &c. There are, for instance,

endless varieties in the leaves of Quercus ^gilops,

which bears the Valonia, so much so that for some
time I took one for the Quercus Cerris, till one day,

whilst riding through a wood, I was stmck with the

appearance of a tree, and on nearer examination I

found it to correspond with the Quercus Cerris much
more nearly than the former one, indeed, to present

characters which might be regarded as specific. Now
I can tell an ^Egilops better by the habit than anything

else that I know. In contradistinction to this, and in

support of your original position, I may mention that I

was overlooking the other day some plants collected

by a brother botanist out here, on the great plateau

of Olympus, in June last, and there were a large

number of Ciiicifera^ so exactly resembling Saxifragas

that it was some time before he could persuade me of

the reality, P.

Societies.
Shf.pton Mallet and East Somekset Horti-

cultural. ^ This Society held their eleventh annual
exhibition in Langham Park, Shepton Mallet, on Tues-
day, August 16, when everything conspired to maintain
the merits of this Society as being the foremost in the

county of Somerset. We cannot give full particulars, but
may mention that the Dahlias of Messrs. Keynes, SaUs-
bury, Wheeler, Warminster, and Kelway & Sons, Lang-
port, were especially good, and took the chief prizes. The
Roses were scarcely up to the average,—owing, doubtless,

to this very peculiar season. The show of fruit was very
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good. Some Grapes exhibited by Mr. J. L. Phipps
deserve especial commendation. One noteworthy featun

of this Society is the large encouragement shown to

cottagers ; and certainly they contributed very substan-
tially to the articles exhibited, especially in floral devices

and vegetables. We shall have, on another occasion,

some additional remarks to make on the Potatos exhibited

at this show.

Iloticcs 0f §00hs.
Transactions of the Woolhope Naturalists'

Field Club. HcrcforJ Times Office. Svo, pp. 232.

Proceedings of the Birmingham Natural His-
tory and Microscopical Society. 1S69. Bir-

mingham : Jackett & Edmonds. Svo, pp. log.

We have on previous occasions had to notice the doings
of the first named Club. Not content, as many similar

institutions are, merely to provide recreation for their

members in the form of pic-nics, or to afford the local

magnates an opportunity for mutual glorification,

the Woolhope Club has set before itself certain things

to be accomplished, and it is doing its work well. The
geological papers in the present volume are admirable
examples of what such essays should be, and they are

well supported by numerous papers on other subjects.

One of the special objects of the Society has been to

popularise the study of Fungi, with the view of render-

ing available the copious, though somewhat capricious

stores of edible Fungi. To this end illustrations,

mostly very faithful, and descriptions of the principal

edible kinds, have been given, while the value of the

vegetable viands has been put to the test at the dinners

of the Club. In the present volume we also find

Mr. Worthington Smith's useful tabular analysis of the

genera and subgenera of Agaricini, with numerous
illustrations, and a complete list of the species found
in Britain. This has already appeared in the "Journal
of Botany," but we are glad to see it in a form likely

to be more readily accessible to the local botanists.

Another speciality with the W^oolhope Club consists

in the record and photographic illustration of the more
remarkable old trees of the county ; in this manner we
have in the present volume a sketch of the Mistleto Oak
of Deerfold Forest, one of the few {eight only) known
instances of the growth of this parasite on the Oak.

" This very interesting tree," says Dr. Bull, "grows in

the hedgerow of a field called the Harps at Haven
Aymestry, in the ancient forest of Deerfold, on the
property of the Messrs, Fortey. It was discovered in the
spring of 1869, but the Mistleto must have been growing
on the Oak lor some years. The Oak is of the variety
sessiliflora, and may be some 50 or 60 years old. At
5 feet from the ground it measures 3 feet 8 inches in girth.

The Mistleto is a female plant, and grows high up in the
Oak on the main stem of the tree, after it has bifurcated.

It forms a large spreading bunch, with a diameter of

3 feet 6 inches, and springs out from the Oak in a single
stem nearly 4 inches in circumference. The Mistleto is also
growing on a Thorn in the hedge immediately below the
bunch in the Oak, and has probably sprung from a seed
dropped by the birds from above. The great rarity of
the growth of Mistleto on the Oak is proved by the fact

that there are but eight examples which have been well
authenticated as e.xisting at the present time. They are
to be met with in the following localities :—Eastnor Park,
Herefordshire

; Tedstone Delamere, Herefordshire ; the
forest of Deerfold, Herefordshire ; Frampton-on-Severn,
Gloucestershire : Sudbury Park, Chepstow, Monmouth-
shire ; Burningfold Farm, Dunsfold, Surrey ; Hackwood
Park, Basingstoke, Hants ; and one near Plymouth.*

The existence of three such trees in one county leads to

the inference that, if they were equally well searched for

in other districts, many more instances might be found.
Another interesting plant recently discovered in

the Forest of Deerfold is the Asarabacca, Asarum
europ:Eum. This singular plant once enjoyed a medi-
cinal reputation, and it is conjectured that it may have
been introduced by a recluse, one " William the Her-
mit," who is known to have lived at a chantrey in the
forest, in the 14th century.

We do not know what the relations are between
this society and kindred bodies in other counties, but
we would suggest that a free interchange of publica-
tions between the several societies would be likely to

lead to very beneficial results, one of which would pro-
bably be the omission from the permanent record of
transactions of the pic-nic details, very interesting no
doubt in the form of epistolary correspondence, but
scarcely worth paper and print beyond those afforded
by the local weekly Journals.

In the Proceedings of the Birmingham Society,
perhaps the most useful paper is that of Mr. Fiddian,
*'On Lithography as applied to the Study of the
Microscope, and the importance of Observers Delineat-
ing their own Work." Notwithstanding its somewhat
infelicitous title, this paper gives in clear language
some useful details not readily accessible elsewhere.
The illustrations, too, all of which with one exception
have been executed by members of the Society, are suf-

ficiently good, and much above the average produc-
tions of ordinary amateurs. By way of appendix, lists

of the flowering plants, Ferns, Mosses, Lepidoptera,
and molluscs, indigenous in the neighbourhood of
Birmingham, are given. It would be interesting and
useful to institute a comparison of the existing flora

with that catalogued in "Purton's Midland Flora," a
work published many years since, but which time has
raised to the dignity of a classic work.

Florists' Flowers.
In Mr. William Paul's interesting little book, "An

Hour with the Hollyhock," he claims for that well-

known garden flower "a 300 years' naturalisation on
British soil." Fifteen and 20 years ago, in many
parts of the United Kingdom, many skilled and enthu
siastic florists were busy at work improving this flower,

and had made and are still making wonderful strides

in that direction. Then came a seeming cessation of
labour, but subsequently a new start was made ; and
since then, Mr. Chater, of Saffron Walden, has
never wearied in the work, and ha his honoured
age can look back on a series of achievements of a

most satisfactory character ; as also can Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Lang, and others, who have gone on with the

work. Some of the results came before the Royal
Horticultural, at their show on August 17, in a very
satisfactory manner. Size, substance, and variation,

were reached some time ago. Since then the efforts of

raisers appear to have been directed to giving the two
first the higher touch of refinement, and to developing
the latter into new shades and hues, or combinations
of these, as they can be attained.

Naturally enough, the Hollyhock played to some
extent a subordinate part to the Gladiolus on that

occasion, but it by no means lacked admirers, even
among those who love flowers because they are flowers,

apart from any critical knowledge they may possess

regarding them. Foremost stood the fine collection of

24 cut blooms staged by Mr. W. Chater. This con
tained some fine new varieties to be sent out in the

coming autumn, as follows :—Alfred Chater, pale

mottled rose, with a deeper flush of colour in the

centre of the flower, of extra fine quality ; Conquest
veiy rich bright crimson, fine quality, shown also as a

spike, in which form it was highly effective ; Mar-
vellous, orange-buflf", fine and full, very fine as a spike

also ; Champion, dull reddish crimson, a fine and full

flower ; Bullion, bright apricot-yellow, a fine close full

flower, and an effective spike ; Eclipse, pure satin-rose,

a beautiful flower of fine quality, shown also a spike,

and equally attractive in that form ; and Talisman,
pale sulphur, very distinctly margined with rose, a

beautiful and novel flower of fine quality. The fore-

going are all flowers raised by Mr. Chater.

Of the flowers distributed last autumn by Mr. Chater
the following were well represented on this occasion
—Bijou, scarlet, suffused with buff, very fine and
striking ; Constance, a beautiful shade of delicate pale

flesh, and in its fine finish quite justifying the award of

a First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee

;

Jewel, bright pure yellow, and showing a great im-
provement in point of substance in a yellow flower

;

Leviathan, bright reddish rose, very fine ; Perfection,

delicate silvery flesh, a beautiful soft hue of colour,

considered by Mr. Chater to be one of the finest

Hollyhocks he has ever raised ; and Scarlet Gem, a

vivid hue of bright scarlet, fine quality, and forming a
bold and effective spike.

Of flowers of older fame, shown by Messrs. Chater,

Downie, Laird & Laing, and Minchin, there were
Camosa, flesh, flushed with rose, shownalsoasa good
spike ; Cams Chater, reddish crimson, very fine ; Crimson
King, deep cherry-red, fine quality ; Fascination, rosy

lilac, with a slight covering of silver, a very beautiful

and novel flower ; Fanny Chater, rosy carmine, very
fine ; Fred Chater, pale yellow, shown also as a spike,

in fine condition
; Joy, dark base, the edges of the

flowers tinted with carmine, small, but very pretty
;

Junia, pale primrose, sufi"used and stained with purple,

very fine and novel in colour; Mrs. Hastie, deep pink,

a fine and full flower ; King, orange-buff, fine quality ;

Leah, golden-yellow, very fine ; Mrs. Downie, delicate

soft salmon-rose, forms a grand spike ; Midnight, deep
glossy maroon, small in size as shown, but a very fine

hue of colour; Mochanna, white, flushed on the edge
with pale rose, small, but of fine quality ; Miss Lizzie

King, yellow, forms a good spike
;
Queen of Yellows,

clear bright yellow, very fine spike
; Quadroon Im-

proved (Minchin), very dark maroon, a fine flower;

and Walden Queen, soft delicate flesh, flushed with
rosy carmine, in all probability one of the finest flowers

ever sent out.

Probably a selection of a lot of finer flowers could
scarcely be made from any one other division of florists'

flowers. Summed up in them are all the lines of

improvement of which the Hollyhock has been made
susceptible during the past ten years, and they are both
creditable to their raisers and an honour to floriculture.

R. D.

The trial of Early-flowering Tulips made
during the past spring at the Royal Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea, and of which some account was given on
p. 996, also included some double varieties, though
these were sparingly grown as compared with the
single flowers. In comparison with the last, the list of
distinct and good kinds is a much smaller one, hence
the comparative paucity of the varieties tested on this

occasion.

Of edged flowers the glorious old Tournesol still takes

the lead, at present as unapproachable as it is fine and
effective. Next to it comes Gloria solis, with a
narrower but deeper coloured edging, very useful indeed
for massing. Princess Alexandra is a new variety,

early blooming, and of dwarf erect habit, in the way of
Gloria soUs, but having more of the build olToumesol.

Miaulis is a variety in the way of Tournesol, but not
having so much edging of yellow ; later in blooming
also, and having good erect stifi" petals.

Of self flowers, Yellow Tournesol was very fine, and
as a yellow double Tulip is unequalled. A fine self-

coloured Tulip is Purple Crown, of a deep crimson hue,
and very effective in masses. Murillo appears to be
one of the best of the newer rose-coloured double
varieties ; this opens pale crimson, tinted with rose,

but it is doubtful if it will ever become a popular
variety, being somewhat thin. Couronne des Roses,
of a vermilion-crimson hue, is a very pretty self Tulip,

though not of full substance, yet well deserving of
cultivation for its nice hue of colour. Imperator
rubrorum is a very fine bright crimson, self-coloui-ed

double Tulip, generally a little later to bloom than
Rex rubrorum, on which it is a manifest improve-
ment, though this season it came into flower quite as

early.

To these should be added, for their usefulness, Blue
Flag, purplish-violet, very distinct, and good for beds ;

La Candeur, creamy white, good both for beds and
pots ; La Belle Alliance, pui^plish plum colour, striped

and edged with white; Velvet Gem, deep glossy
crimson ; Wcenix, deep rose at the base, edged with
pale puff, which is sometimes suffused with rose,

according to the cultivation it receives; and Yellow
Rose, pale bright yellow.

Couronne Imperiale and Mariage de Ma Fille, the
late-blooming double kinds, prettily striped, in many
respects partaking more of the character of double
forms of the show kinds, are both good, because of
such full substance ; but they should be grown in pots,

not bedded out, as the weight of the flowers requires
some support. They should not be absent from a
collection required for house decoration. R. D.

Garden Memoranda.
The Subtropical Garden at Battersea

Park.—This year more than ever proves the strong
claims which this ornamental and interesting style of
gardening has upon popular sympathies and support.
Thanks to the good arrangements carried out by
Mr. Gibson, there is no lack of novelty in design,
so far as the planting of the beds and arrangement of
colour is concerned, whilst new subjects for that pur-
pose are ever recurring. We do not intend to describe
in detail all the good things in bedding-out to be seen
at Battersea, but only to point out, for the benefit of
intending visitors, a few of the special features of this

year's arrangements. On entering the well-enclosed
garden on the north side, and turning to the right, the
first thing to challenge attention is a small but
vigorous-growing specimen of the East Indian Musa
superba, which is bedded - out here for the first

time with very satisfactory results. A little further on is

another specimen of the same size, under which is planted
Coleus Princess of Wales, the warm, rose-coloured
foliage of which has a very pleasing contrast with the
bold bright green foliage of the Musa. In the same
neighbourhood is a very effective bed composed of
Acer Negundo variegata, plants about 4 feet high,
planted underneath with Coleus Princess Royal,
which sets off the variegated foliage of the Acer to

great advantage, and edged with Heliotrope Voltairi-

anum. The other principal features at this point are
a grand mass of Canna Annei—the most vigorous
grower of all—bordered with the dark bronze foliaged

C. nigricans ; and two beds of the beautiful white
Funkia grandiflora, and Coleus Lamonti, each encirc-

ling the base of a tree, for which purpose they are

admirably adapted, though we understand the latter is

to be discarded on account of the dulness of its markings.
A little further on, still facing to the right, is to be seen
the most admired and most attractive bed in the place.

It is looked upon with pardonable pride by the authori-

ties as "the best bed in the garden," and justly so.

It is about 15 feet long and 4 feet wide ; the centre
is planted with Abutilon Thompsoni, about 2 feet in

height, underneath which is a dense mass of Coleus
nigricans, the dark foliage of which shows up the
golden-mottled leaves of the Abutilon with wonder-
fully good eflect ; then conies a row of the silver-

edged Pelargonium Daybreak, and the whole is

finished off with with an outer margin of Alternanthera
amcena—certainly a more pleasing combination we
have rarely or never seen. Proceeding onwards, a large

group of Ferdinanda eminens is seen, the large, bold,

green leaves of which have fortunately escaped being
torn by the wind. At this point the grass slopes are

studded with Palms, Zamias, and Cycads, of various

heights ; of the former Phoenix reclinata is much
esteemed, as also is Zamia Lehmanni, which does well in

the open air. A little further on are several specimens
of Musa Ensete, growing up into grand and noble

examples of Abysinnian vegetation. Unfortunately the

wind has torn to shredssome of their largest leaves, which
is very much to be regretted. At the time of our visit,

{a few days ago) we noticed near here a well-grown
bushy plant of Nerium Oleander in full bloom, its

bright green lanceolate leaves and fragrant rosy red

flowers rendering it very conspicuous. Still proceeding

onwards we notice a magnificent bed of Canna Bihor-

elli, a comparatively new variety, of considerable

merit, covered with its deep scarlet flowers. Another

very promising variety is C. Ferrandi, whicli has
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bright green foliage, and gi-ows about 2 feet high. A
bed of this is edged witli the curious Amicia zygomeris,

which gives it an interesting character. The bold

gi^een-foliaged Spamiannia africana produces a grand
effect near here ; being planted on a slightly rising

bank, the effect produced is very telling. What a pity

it is that it flowers in spring, when its beauty (so far

as outdoor effect is concemed) is lost. Very useful

subjects for the subtropical garden are Erythrinas,

of which there is a large bed here, amongst
which were E. Crista-galli, the earliest flower-

ing kind ; E. Hendersoni, a tall strong -growing

species, which does not flower so freely as the former

;

and E. laurifolia, a moderately vigorous grower,

which flowers in succession to the first-named. Two
plants deserving of notice, and to be seen near this

spot, are Canna Madame Schmidt, a new green-leaved

variety, which flowers very freely, and Lantana Madame
Thibaut, a capital bedding plant, which produces

flowers at first of a beautiftil orange colour, and which
aftenvards turn to a deep lilac tint. A good specimen
of Cycas revoluta holds the central position of a circular

bed, which strikes the eye as very unique ; around it

are several small specimens of Latania borbonica and

Chamajrops Martiana, under which is a mass of
Coleus Albert Victor ; the whole being finished off
with an edging of Santolina lavandutefolia. This
system of planting dark-foliaged varieties of Coleus
underneath fine foliage plants, cannot be too highly
recommended. It sets off the characteristic foliage of
such subjects as Palms, &c., to the greatest advantage.
Were fuller testimony needed we could not do better
than refer to a grand mass of Aralia papyrifera, which
is so treated, in the central portion of the grounds.
From the subtropical garden to the portion known as

"the peninsula, "is an easy transition. Here immediately
on entering are the tropical vistas, which have been so
much admired. To the left the group arranged
underneath the shade of large trees is composed of Tree
Ferns of various sizes, associated with Thamnopteris
Nidus, some fine specimens of Dracjenas, &c., whilst
the avenue-like scene on the right has been con-
siderably lengthened since last year. Here are fine
specimens of the new Caladiuin metallicum, an acqui-
sition of no mean order ; Dracajnas, including D.
umbraculifera, which enjoys the shade ; numerous
Palms, and the curious Monstera deliciosa climbing up
the stems of the trees, at the base of which it is

placed. The other main features in this part of the
grounds are some good examples of carpet bedding,
of which we are enabled to give the annexed plans :

and the tmly interesting "alpine point," which has
before been noticed in these columns. In addition to
what has already been said, we can only add that the
ground has become covered with the dwarf spreading
plants planted upon it, and that the effect is unique.

Carpet bedding has always been one of the specialties

at Battersea, but we have never before seen anything to

equal the illustrations of this style as here presented.

By giving the names of the subjects with which the

different beds are composed, the reader will be enabled,

by referring to the numbers in the plans, to gain some
idea of the beauty of the beds. The first bed (fig. 21S)

is planted as follows :— i, Pyrethrum Golden Father
;

2, Santolina incana
; 3, Altenianthera amoena

; 4, Alter-

nanthera paronychioides, and margined with Echeveria

secunda glauca. In fig. 219, I is Antennariatomentosa;

2, Alternanthera amcena ; 3, A. paronychioides ; 4,

Pyrethrum Golden Feather; margin, Echeveria secunda
glauca. Fig. 220 is composed of, I, Pyrethrum Golden
Feather ; 2, Alternanthera amcena ; 3, Santolina

mcana
j 4, Alternanthera paronychioides

; 5, A. mag-
nifica ; 6, Pyrethrum Golden Feather

; 7. Alternan-

thera amcena ; 8, Echeveria secunda glauca ; and in

fig. 221 the arrangement is, i, Santolina lavandultefolia;

2, Alternanthera magnifica ; 3, Pyrethrum Golden Fea-
ther ; 4, Alternanthera amcena

; 5, Santolina incana ;

6, Alternanthera amcena ; and 7, Echeveria secunda
glauca. All the plants used in these beds are of

necessity small, and are kept pinched to a regular

height in proportion to their habit, which pro-
duces panels, as it were, in the design, with most
harmonious results. It is worthy of remark that
flowers have never been so plentifully produced before
at Battersea, doubtless in consequence of the drought.
Watering has been a heavy item here this summer, to

lessen which Mr. Gibson hit upon the capital method
of raising the sides of the beds a little above the ordi-

nary level, the edges being kept neatly in position by
a stiff coating of a mixture of cow-dung and loam.

Miscellaneous.
An Undesirable Ten.\.nt.—The next tenant of

Sayes Court was no other than "the Czar of Muscovy,"
as he was then called ; _ the Peter the Great of Russian
history. The Czar came to London in 1698 to study
the art of ship-building, and desired to live near
Deptford Dockyard. In an evil hour the house was let

to him, and he became a great thorn in the flesh of
poor Evelyn. The philosopher was approaching his

seventy-ninth year, and all the philosophy left to him
was severely tried by the ruthless proceedings of the
semi-barbarian vulture whom he had unluckily admitted
into his dovecot. The Czar desired to visit the dock-
yard by the shortest route from Sayes Court, and not
finding such a route, he made it by cutting a hole
through the wall of Evelyn's domain. But to destroy
a wall is a small matter, for a wall can be repaired or
rebuilt, and it is nothing but a question of money ; but
who shall repair a tree ? Who shall make good the
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destruction of an ancient and picturesque hed^e of

Holly, that it has taken the lifetimes of a man and his

father to bring to perfection? This was what the Czar

did. He was fond of robust exercise, and of trundling

a wheelbarrow full of stones. In pursuit of this latter

pleasure in his own grounds (for the time being, and as

long as he paid the rent), he made a large gap through

the Holly hedge, which was dearest of all other things

in and about Sayes Court to the heart of John Evelyn.
*' Is there under the heavens," said the philosopher, in

the last edition of his " Sylva," the fourth which he

lived to see through the press, "anymore glorious and
refreshing object than an impregnable hedge of about

400 feet in length, 9 feet high, and 5 feet in diameter,

which I can still show at this time of the year in my
ruined garden at Sayes Court (thanks to the Czar of

Muscovy), glittering with its armed and variegated

leaves? It mocks the rudest assaults of the weather,

beasts, and hedge-breakers." The "beast and hedge-

breaker "—he was certainly one of the two in Evelyn's

estimation, if not both—did other and more reparable

damage, altogether to the amoimt of ;i^i50, which was
assessed after the Czar's departure, and paid by the

government of William III. " Ail the Year Round.'^

Gardening as a Recreation.—I would recom-
mend every man, in the autumn of his life, to take to

gardening, if he has not already experienced its plea-

sures. Of all occupations in the world it is the one

which best combines repose and activity. It is rest-in-

work and work-in-rest. It is not idleness ; it is not

stagnation—and yet it is perfect quietude. Like all

things mortal, it has its failures and its disappoint-

ments, and there are some things hard to understand.

But it is never without its rewards. And, perhaps, if

there were nothing but successful cultivation, the

aggregate enjoyment would be less. It is better for

the occasional shadows that come over the scene. The
discipline, too, is most salutary. It tries one's

patience, and it tries one's faith. The perpetual war-

fare that seems ever to be going on between the animal

and the vegetable world is something strange and per-

plexing, it is hard to understand why the beautiful

tender blossoms and the delicate fresh leaflets of my
Rose-trees should be covered with green flies, and
destroyed as soon as they are bom. It is a mystery

which I cannot solve—but I know that there is a mean-
ing in it, and that it is all decreed for good, only that

I am too ignorant to fathom it. And even in the worst

of seasons there is far more to reward and encourage
than to dishearten and to disappoint. There is no day
of the year without something to afford tranquil plea-

sure to the cultivator of flowers, something on which
the mind may rest (using the word in its double sense)

with profit and delight. If there is no new surprise,

no fresh discovery for you, there is always something
to be done. The Cornhill Magazine.

John Evelyn and his Friends. — John Evelyn
was not in a position to require offices of emoiument
from the state, but he accepted some offices of trust

and honour. He was a commissioner for taking care

of the sick and wounded in the Dutch war ; a com-
missioner of Greenwich Hospital ; a commissioner for

the rebuildmg of St. Paul's Cathedral ; a commissioner
for the regulation of the Mint ; a commissioner for the

improvement and widening of the streets of London,
and one of the original Lords of Trade and Plantations

—the precursors of the present Board of Trade. But
none of these public duties interfered with his planting

and gardening, or with his enjoyment of all the

intellectual and convivial society of the time. He was
personally acquainted with all the celebrated men of

the day—except with those who, in his opinion, were
defiled by their revolutionary politics, and by the

support they had given to Oliver Cromwell—and was
familiar with all the popular literature of the day, in

which, it may be remarked, that the works neither

of Shakespeare nor of Milton were included. The
fashionables of that age had scarcely heard of the one,

and only knew the other as a rebel. The most famous
poet of the period was Abraham Cowley, betwixt

whom and Evelyn there was much congeniality of
taste, more especially in the matter of gardens. To
the third edition of "Sylva," Evelyn prefixed a letter

and a poem addressed to him by Cowley. In the letter,

dated August 16, 1666, Cowley declared that he never
had any desire so strong, or so like covetousness, as

that which he still had, and always had, of being
master of a small house and large garden, that he
might there dedicate the remainder of his life to culture

and the study of Nature. " Ali tiie Year Round.''''

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
The SolanKtns, popularly known as *' Williams'

Hybrids," or varieties of S. Capsicastrum, are amongst
the most lively and enduring of the winter fruiting plants

which are used for decorative purposes, whether it be
in conjunction with blooming plants in the conservatory
or show-house, or for what they are more particularly

adapted—dinner-table or other decoration within doors.
With regard to the culture of these plants, I advised
some months ago that they should be planted out
singly into good garden soil in well-exposed situations,

as under such a system of treatment they do far better

than when cramped up in pots throughout the long
summer months. Where this suggestion has been
followed, a fine growth has by this time been
made, the flowers will have set profusely, and
nice bushy heads of berries will now be forming.
If at this time the plants are well supplied with
manure-water, the fruit will be finer and the ripening
process will be much forwarded. There need not be
any hurry as to repotting them, as this operation can
be performed with greater advantage to the plants
when the berries have attained a larger size, and when
the days are shorter and the sunlight is not so strong.

Sahia spUudetts should now be pinched back for the
last time, and as soon as the plants have pushed forth

young shoots, and the pots are well filled with roots,

manure-water must be given to them rather frequently.

Seedling plants of Schizanthns must now be potted off

singly into small-sized pots as soon as they are of
sufficient size, and when they have commenced to grow
should receive as much light as possible. A compost
made up of two parts of maiden loam, one of fibrous

peat, and a free allowance of clean silver sand, will suit

them well. The Mignonette seed sown a week or two
ago will now have germinated, and will require thinning

;

this should be done rather freely if a good crop has
come up. Be particular to keep the base of each plant

selected to remain as firm as possible in the soil. If neces-

sary give them a surfacing or mulching of good fibrous

loam. Tropi^olums which require potting should undergo
the operation at once. They require perfect drainage,

the fibrous part of good loam only and plenty of sharp
gritty sand in admi.Kture. Place them out in a fully

exposed situation for a week or two, that they may not

be hurried prematurely into growth. Syringe occa-

sionally in the early morning those greenhouse plants

which are turned out-of-doors, and do not let any of
them suffer from the want of water.

FORCING HOUSES.

In instances where Grapes are not colouring well do
not by any means hurry them ; rather suppose that the

cause is to be found in a somewhat torpid state of the

roots, hence more time, if allowed, will be the more
likely to remedy the evil. Afford a free supply of air

constantly during calm genial weather to all which are

in the last stage of ripening. Gradually remove the
shading from all Pineries, so as to imbue the plants

with as much hardihood as possible, the better to with-
stand the hardships of the incoming long winter
months. As soon as a sufficiency of materials is

obtained with which to make Mnshroom beds, let the
whole be thrown lightly into a heap, so as to detern

the temperature which it is capable of rising to before
finally making up the beds. The drier it can be col-

lected the better, as in that case the temperature will

not run up so high, the beds will be made quicker, and
the material will not be impoverished so much in the
process of fermentation as it otherwise would be.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Though every kind of "bedding stuff "should now

be propagated with despatch, I advise that shrubby
Calceolarias should not be struck yet, as the later this

is done with immunity from late autumn frosts so much
the better and stronger will be the plants next spring.

Give to Dahlias, which are now becoming attractive,

all possible attention, such as removing every bloom
as soon as it is past its best, tying all shoots that

require it, and trapping earwigs, which eat away the
flower-petals. In tying them, it should be borne in

mind that such support is needed as will aflord ample
safety to every branch during the most boisterous

weather. Cut down Ilollyhocks to the ground line

immediately they show .symptoms of shabbiness, ex-

cepting in those instances where seetl is to be saved.

Attend again to growing shoots upon walls or orna-
mental trellis-work. A neat and tidy appearance can
alone be assured by undeviating attention to these

minutite of detail. Cut away all straggling ill-placed

shoots and old flower-stalks from Rock Plants, and the

latter from Herbaceous Plants generally, which look
exceedingly bad if not so removed at the earliest time
possible.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Celery will now require to be slightly earthed up

more or less throughout the whole successional stock.

The small old seed-bed leaves should be weeded away
from each separately, and all young shoots which may
emanate from around the base of the plants should
be removed bodily. Then give a good soaking with
water if needed, and place a layer of soU from the sides

of the trenches in a slanting position amongst the plants

to about 2 inches in depth. Some growers tie each stick

up neatly with matting, which is not a bad plan when
time can be spared at first. Cut away all flower-stalks

from tho^e Artichokes from which the flowers have been
taken off as soon as possible, as to leave them will

be to impoverish the stool which should form other
shoots before the advent of winter. Sweet Basil,

Summer Savory, and stich like Herbs, should be cut
and dried without further delay. Plant out a few rows
of the earliest plants produced from autumn-sown seed
as soon as they are large enough. Make a last sowing
of prickly Spinach if a rather large demand is likely

to occur. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Pink pipings that were put in in June should now

be planted out. The best method of doing this is to

plant them in a bed 6 inches apart, and there let them
remain till spring, when they can be planted out where
they are required to flower. Carnations that have
been laid this summer will now be well rooted. Those
which cannot conveniently be potted and kept in a
cold frame during the winter should be left on the old
roots till spring. In potting them, put two in a 4S-sized
pot close to tiie edge. Inter?Hediate Stocks that were
sown last month should be planted, three in a48-sized,pot,

in loamy soil well pressed down, and with good drain
age at the bottom. Water them, and place them in
the shade for a few days, and afterwards let them be
wintered in a cold frame. The double Pocket does well
in town if wintered in a similar position. These plants
should now be propagated by dividing the roots, which
should be potted and placed in the shade, giving them
plenty of water until they are placed in the frames,
when they should be kept as dry as possible. Kill up
all vacancies in the borders with Pompon Chrysanthe-
mums, and pinch off' all the laterals from the large-
flowering varieties, y. D.
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to many odd maladies, from which others of our fruits

are exempt.
Books: IV. S. "Thomson on the Vine" is the best

you can have on that subject. We do not know of any
recent work solely devoted to the Cucumber.

DrPLADENiAS: Dipla. Either D. amabilis or amcena
may be grown on the rafters of a stove, if the roots

can be kept genially warmed. They are not specially

subject to the attacks of insects.

Exhibitions : W. Hawkins, Having received your
entrance fee, the committee was not justified in holding

you to be ineligible to compete, unless for some good
reason ; and having, on its own authority, transferred

your articles to another class from that m which you
entered, we do not see how it can justify withholding
the award made in that class. The rules, as they now
stand, do not exchide seedsmen and florists in a small

way of business.

EiG CULTUKE : A. B. If you pull off the leaves of your
Fig tree "to enable the fruit to ripen," you will not
only deteriorate the quality of the fmlt, but materially

lessen the chances of obtaining a crop next year.

Better pull the leaves behind tlie fruit than remove
them altogether.

Hayes' Patent Stoves. Can any of our readers inform
us where these are to be bought?

Insects: 7". G., Jr., Denmark Nil!. The spiders you
have sent are male and female of Theridion tepidario-

rum. Put a toad into your Cucumber frame. IV.

Lawn Plant : P. C. P. Pyrethrum Tchihatchewii.
Like some other composite plants, the Yarrow, for

example, it keeps green in the driest weather, and for

dry sandy banks it thus becomes useful, but on rich
ground it is much too coarse for a lawn plant.

Mulberry Culture: H. H. P. asks if any of our
correspondents can refer him to any good directions for
pruning and training a Mulberry tree against a wall.

Names of Fruits: Constant Subscriber. Apples: It

is next to impossible to name many of the Apples you
have sent us in their present half-developed state.

Their distinctive characters are not yet fixed. We can
but guess at the following :— i, Sturmer Pippin

; 4, Old
Nonpareil

; 5, Hoary Morning
; 7, Summer Pippin

;

10 and 16, King of the Pippins ; 1 5, Yorkshire Greening.
Names of Plants : A. Watkins. Origanum Sipy-
leimi.—y. D. M. Rhamnus Frangula. — Z>. J. The
common Rest Harrow, Ononis arvensis. We never
heard of its being injurious to the cows, though it is

said to communicate a nasty taste to butter.— C. H. D.
Petreea volubilis.

Nectarine on Peach : W. B. Many instances of a
like character have now been recorded.

Pelargonium : W. Herod. No doubt a good scarlet,

but the flowers had mostly fallen. Under such condi-
tions, it is impossible to say if it is better than the
many other good strong-growing scarlets now in culti-

vation.

Removing Trees when Leaving : E. E. This is a
question for your solicitor to answer.

Root : Plasneivydd. Apparently the root of the common
Buttercup, Ranunculus bulbosus.

Select Plants : Dipla. Epacris hyacinthiflora,
hyacinthiflora alba, and hyacinthiflora carminata are
all good for spring flowering. Erica hiemalis for winter,
and any of the varieties of E. ventricosa, with E.
Cavendish Ian a, are good for summer-flowering. Cycla-
men europceum, Atkinsii and africanum. Gardenia
florida intermedia and florida Fortuneana for stove

;

G. citriodora for greenhouse.
The Devonshire Stubbard Apple: \V. A., Ex-

bourne. "U'e have recei\ed with thanks your examples
of the above celebrated Apple. The fruits were small
in size, of conical form, very angular, the flesh very
light and soft, with a hollow cavity like the Leadingtons

;

skin light greenish, a little coloured on the exposed
side; somewhat drj'and insipid to the taste, and, to our
fancy, quite third-rate.

Verbenas : G. Archer. They will probably all make
useful bedding sorts, if the habit is as you describe it.

They, however, should be seen growing.
Water Lily : S. L. M., Tkanct. There is plenty of this

in the ditches in your neighbourhood (MinsterMarshes).
Apply to a respectable nurseryman, if you cannot get
it yourself. 2. Wait till the leaves fall, in the course of
a few weeks, before you move the Ampelopsis.

Catalogues Received : — Sutton & Sons' Bulbous
Flower Roots.—H. Cannell's Autumn Catalogue.

—

Jules de Coch & Sceur, Prix-Courant pour Marchands.—Groenewegen & Co., Catalogue d'Ognons, a fleurs de
Haarlem.—Louis Van Houtte, Catalogue of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.—Ant. Roozen, Catalogue of Choice
Hyacinths, &c.—Koning & Co., Catalogue of Dutch
Flower Roots.— B. S. Williams' Geneml Catalogue.—
D. Radclyffe & Co.'s Autunm Catalogue of Dutch
Bulbs.—Child & Lorimer's Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs—
Downie, Laird & Laing's Dutch Flower Roots.—W.
Cutbush & Son's Bulb Catalogue for 1870.—H. Curtis
& Co.'s Selected Roses.

Communications Received :—T. C B. (Received, with thanks
We cannot identify the seed./^rj-^.)—Well-wisher.—F. J P.—
B.—W. H.—A Con.stant Subscriber (next week).—T. C C —
J. D. M.—W. B.-A. B.

^ ; v..

MARRIAGE.—On August 10. at St. Mary's, Hun-
tingdon, by the Rev. R. Wright, assisted by the Rev.
H. M. Cole, William Bryant, of The Nurseries, Rugby,
to Susannah, eldest daughter of John Ingram, The
Nurseries, Huntingdon.

[urhels*
COVENT GARDEN.—Aiig. 27.

Notwithstanding the interruption caused by the war.
Continental supplies are heavy. The rougher description
of goods are also supplied in large quantities, and in con-
sequence has to be sold at a low rate to dispose of it. In

Potatos, which are good, a steady trade is d(

Amongst flowers we have Balsams, Pelargoniums s

and double, Gladioli, Asters, Liliunis, Oleanders,
tomas, &c.

Fruit.
s.d. s.d. s.d.

1 to 2 o Nectarines, per doz. 401
— 40 Oranges, per 100 ..80-
— 40 Peaches, per doz. ..60-— 50 Pears, per doz. . . i 6 -—16 o Pine-apples, per lb. 30-
.-46 Plums, p. half sieve 20-
Vegetasles.

Apples, p. J siev

Apricots, per do:

Figs, per doz. .

.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per loo
Melons, each

Beet, per doz.
Cabbage.<i, p. doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.
Cucumbers, each .

.

French Beans.p.s
Do,, . lb.

6-3 <

6— I <

o— 3 (

Garlic, per lb

Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04
HorseRadish,p.bun. 30 — 50
Potatos, York Regents, per

i4&r. to 1605^. ; new round, 5^,

Lettuces, p. score . . i 6 t

Mint, per bunch ..03-
Mushrooms, p. pott. 30-
Onions,per bunch ..04-
Parsley, p. bunch , . o ? -

Shallots, per lb. ..08-
Spinach, p. bushel. .20-
Tomatos, per doz. ..10-
Turnips,yng.,p.bun. 09-

n, izos. to 14CJ. ; Fluke;

W D I L L I S T O N
Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer,

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

Upon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the
HIKE of elegant and commodious TENTS are forwarded free of
charge. All letters should be addressed to 2, Duke Street, Loudon
Bridge, S,E. Illustrated Catalo<;ucs post free.

liENJAMIN EDGINGTOX.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Mariners.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

"
"

i!e Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
3 CO., Benthall Works, Broseicy.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4J. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting, and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity _FIousc, the Brighton and Metropolitan
.iny Decorators, Ho

D PREVENTED by the use of the
SSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks
laster, preserved from decay,
I Street, London Bridge. London, E.G.

foot of London Bridge,

CROQUET, CRICKET, and GARDEN TENTS of
all sizes and shapes. An Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Address, BENJAMIN EDCINGTON (in full), 2, Duke Street,

GARDEN and LAWN TENTS, of the most elegant
form , easily erected and removed, at

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S, 2, Duke Street. London Bridge, S.E.
Illustrated Catalogues post free.

Greenhouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Mani'facturer.s,

106. Mare Street, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES. Gla2cd, ready for Fixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price is°'<

Estir 1 for any branch in the above line, in Wood or In

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever^-

Agricultural County in England.
Kor particulars apply to JOH. . _ .. .,,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.
particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Comhill,

s
J. SHAWakd CO.,a9, Oxford Street, Manchester.

Arcbangel Mats.

J BLACKBURN and CO. have just received the
. FIRST C.'VRGO, and .are offering tlicm at low prices. Lists

on application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

GGARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES,^ BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, &c.
GARDEN SYRINGES 4s. M. to 26s.
GARDEN ENGINES 2S. M. to loM.
GARDEN WATER BARROWS . . 45s. orf. 10 (Jor.

70s.

GARDEN SEATS ifa. o<f. 1

3<».

Suitable for a Lady—To cut 14 inches, rios.
Suitable for a Man—To cut 16 do. 130J.

WILLIAM S. BURTON. Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoir
to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, has a very hancTsomo assortn
the above on his premises. A CATALOGUE, containing upwards of
850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, post free.—39, Oxford Street,
W. : t, I A, 2, 3, and 4, Newtnan Street : 4, 5, and o. Perry's Place

:

d, London, W. With the present railway facilit

desired, undertake t]eli\ \ small fixed r

WANTED, a PARTNER, with from jTioo to ^^200,
to join the Advertiser, who is carrying on the business of a

Seedsman and Florist, in one of the finest and most commanding
positions in the South-West suburbs of London, where a large and
ready-money trade can be done. Or will be SOLD.—Apply to E. C.,
2:, Wimbourne Street, Hoxton, N.

THE REV. S. REYNOLDS HOLE, being unable to
ANSWER individually the applications. 67, with which he has

been favoured, in consequence of his Advertisement for a Gardener,
desires hereby to state that he has engaged the services of THOM.A.S

M R. WILLIAM BULL is in WANT of a PERSON
qualified_ to take the IVLinagement of the Seed Department,

thoroughly competent for the appoiiit-
r ^_. ... ^„^^ ^ similar situa-

for New and Rare

WANTED, in a Gentleman's Family, a HEAD
GARDENER, who thoroughly understands his business,—

Vines, Pits, &c. Wa^es, one guinea a week, and a cottage. No

peachable moral character, to undertake the duties of a moderate-sized
place, not far from London, combining Pleasure-grounds and Fruit and
kitchen Garden, and whose knowledge must be such as to enable him
to conduct the same with hrst-rate abiUty. There is not much glass.

.2, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

w^
>vfiich will be about 15s. per week.

—

W^
and good house. A
HARE, Docking Ha iLyn

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who can
neatly and correctly execute Vegetable and Flower Seed

orders.-Apply,inown handwriting, to ED.NIONDSON EKUTHERS,
10, Dame Street, Dublin.

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualiltcations,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to
be undertaken, v -, -

- .iTr. I, f.c , so that suitable Men may be
elected.

-

, N.

EXPERIl
and BAll

Gentlemen.—FuL
HENDERSON
London, N.W.

r as GARDENER

S, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

B
Gardeners.

S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

B. S W. recommending only those whose conduct and abilil

worthy of their trust
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,

G.ARDENER (Head).—Young, steady, industrious,
and thoroughly experienced in every department. First-class

, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), married, without family.

—

J. Monro will be glad to recommend to any Lady or Gentle-
man requiring a First-class Gardener, the above. Can manage Land
if rcquired-~J. MONRO, Nurseryman, Potter's Bar, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married; is open to
engage with any Nobleman, Lady, or Gentleman, requiring the

services of a First-class Gardencr.-A, U., General Post Omcc,
Exeter, Devon,

G
To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

ARDENKR (Head).—Age 39. married, one child;
thoroughly practical. Ten years in last place, where Gardening

'eiy carried out.—References and 1
" ' " '

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman.
—Age 39, married, no incumbrance; thoroughly understands

the profession in all its branches, including the Growing of Pines,
Vines, Peaches, &c. Nine years' good character. Wages j£6o per
annum, with cottage, &c—J. S., Jas. Tynan, 68, Great George Street,
Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head), age 41, married.—A. Calder
liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman reciuiring
s of a thoroughly practical Gardener, having lived i8 years

CALDER, Gardci , Thai i Ditton House, Kingston, Sun

To Landscape Gardeners.

A YOUNG GARDENER is desirous of obtaining
employment by a Landscape Gardener or others. He is a good

Draughtsman, and writes a good hand. Good references given.

—

L. p^, 33, Cochrane Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19, strong, active ; h.-ts

been under a Foreman in a large Establishment nearly three
years. Good character.—Y. Z., Mr. Smith, Post Office, Stevenage, Herts.

F OREMAN, where Plants are grown for the London
Market.—An experienced Man. First-class references given as

ability.—.A B., 22, Percy Road, Shepherds' Bush, W.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's
for two years.—Age 21. A Premii

J. G.. Post Office, Richmond, Sun

STEWARD or BAILIFF.—Age 45, no family; has
'^ had the entire Management of a Farm of 500 Acres, with Woods.

fe no objection to Dairy and Poultry.—A. ^L, 97, Westbournc
k Road. Paddincrton. N.W.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Agents, &c.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 29, single; can be very highly
recommended.—W O., Messrs. Hammond & Parrott, to and ir.

High Street. Croydon, Surrey, S.

PLOUGHMAN (married, no family), from the neigh-
bourhood of Tillyfour, near Aberdeen.—Thoroughly practical

;

lived seven years in Sussex on a large farm. Understands any Soils ;

gained pri?es for Ploughing and the Fattening of Cattle and Sheep.
Can be nighlv recommended by present and previous employers. Wife
understands "Dairy and Vo\i\lry.—B.,Gardimrs' ChronkU Office.W.C.

To tlie Trade Generally.
MANAGER or TRAVELLER. —Thoroughly and

practically acquainted with every branch of the Trade; extensive
experienec. References unexceptionable.—SYD., 25, Kinclakc Street,

Liverpool.

Nursery and Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER, BOOK-KEEPER, or FOREIGN

CORRESrONDF,NT.-A Young Man. — HANDLUNGS-
DIENER, Post OlVice, Walmgatc, York.

SHOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSEMAN.—
Thomas Kennedy & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dumfries,

can with confidence recommend a young Man to any house requiring
the above.
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REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Kegisiered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

cady for delivcrj' in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian

t Ctuann- it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble I'hosphatcs,

onia with Salts of Potash. Sec reports ol Dr.

1, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

ich is secured by a leaden seal,

The analysis is guaranteed so

lone: asthe seals remain unbroken. ,t • j»
REESand CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32. King William Street, London, E.G.

b"t?^e

5107 per cent, of Amn
Voelckcr, Dr. Ander:

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER.
Consuitinp Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, FlcetStreet,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysiclosed y
„„.Tnpte of your liipnosphated P
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything

These results speak

of the high fertilising character of this valuable :

re. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per

ure, and fully the percentages of soluf
s which I understand you guarantee to fi

of preparation. The more generally thi

:iated by them.—Belie
, the

le, Sir

and insoluble phos-

sh, and was in a fine

nanure will become
;ed, will it be appre-

.pectfully;

rriH

r Dressing Pasture Lands

LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fi

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressir
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT. SiC. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street, EC.

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE.
ODAMSS DISSOLVED HONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLO
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—loQ, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Western Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—John Clayden. Littlcbury. Essex.

Dtfuty C/iflimta«—John Collins, 255, Camden Road.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt. Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.

George Saville, Ingthorpc. near Stamford.

Samuel Jonas, Crishall Grange, Essex.

Inshfr

M^
Blddenham Annual Sale.

STRAFFORD is instructed bv Mr. Charles
jward, of Uiddcnham, nc.lr Bedford, to announce that the

L SALE by AUCTION will take pliice on FRIDAY,
of about FIFTY OXFORDSHIRE

Stand Hall, WMtefleld, near Mancliester.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS, and POLLED ANGUS

CATTLE.
STRAFFORD has received instructions from
mas Statter, Esq., to SELLby AUCTION, without reserve,

WEDNESDAY, September 28, abouton WEDNESDAY. September 28, about 45
superior SHORTHORNS, consisting of Bulls, Cows, and Hei
Dred from some of the most famed Herds, and by Sir

Head of

;ucha

lude'd in the Sale. Also ::

xy choice'lot of POLLED ANGU_S CATTLE, .

prime Cows and Heifers, as well a " -
- • -

Bulls and Bull Cal'

from the famed Herd of JMr. McCombie, of TiUyfour.
Catalogues with Pedigrees and other parti will shonlv 1

STRAFFIIRI
of Mr. STATTER, Stand Hall, Whit

M
Churclull Heath, CMpplng Norton, Oxou.

IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
R. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has

- 'ir SALE _, ,

_ Churchill Heath,
SHCSrTHORN cows and

HEIFERS in-calf, from' Mr.' Georg'e Ga'fne's Herd, as well as that of

his Father's, which have been long and carefully bred from the mc
fashionable blood of the day. The Sale will include a very choi

selection from the two Herds ; amongst them will be found most

with furl

Stoney Lane, Bromsgrove, Worcestershire.
IMP! iK 1 AN r S.\I K 'if sill '!: rlh iRNS.

MESSRS. EYl'HAI.L and fl.AKKl-: arc favoured
with instructions from Thomas Harris, Esq, (who has given

up a considerable portion of his Grass Land), to SELL by AUCTION,
without reserve, on TUESDAY, September 20, his entire HERD of

, .-...^m-.frtnxTf -umbering upwards of 60 Head of highly
rs, and Bulls.

will shortly be published, and may be
,, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

rpHI GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.

John C. Cobbold, Esq.
- ,-t- tt. .._.... ir„

'Henry W. Currii, Esq. | Sir William T
J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Ei

Agricultural Improvements of any kind
pany, or the outlay thereon '-' '" ^ '^

, MP.

d by the Corn-

Landowners who prefer executing

the 'work by their'own Agents. ..... „ j
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

1 of such improvements.

l-andowners in a snorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, the Secretary, at

the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

John Clutton. Esq., 9, Whitehall_ Place, S.W.

^ _. . ^iU be shortly

r particulars,''in future Advert]
^

•
'

- .Squar,

nth Pedigrees, 1

rticulars, in futij

London : 13, EusI Au.g

Southdown Sheep and Norfolk Polled Cattle.
EI.MHAM HALL, THETFORD, NORFOLK.

R. EDMUND BECK is honoured with instructions

Right Hon. Lord Sondes, to announce that his

ANNUAL SALE and LETTING of the above STOCK will lake

place on MONDAY, September 5, at 3 o'clock jjreciselyO-ujichi

M^

25 SOUTHDOWN kAMS for Letting, 17 Blood Red Polled 1

HEIFERS, and THREE BULLS.
All Trains stop at the Elmham Station on the Great E

.-Calf

_ s Webb, Melton Ross, Li

C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smiihfield, E.C
Manag

Bankers—Mc; , E.C.
,d, W.C.Sctii „ . ..

Auditor—). Carter Jonas, CambridRc.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction of,

Agriculiiirists, circumstances that have earned for it another title, viz.

,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members arc cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which lias been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by the Company ; consequently, the consumer has the best

guarantee lor the efficacy of the Manures.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may

be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

To Seedsmen and Florists.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the LEASE, GOODWILL,
and FITTINGS of an OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSI-

NESS, in a leading thoroughfare in the City. Rent very moderate.

Street Within, E.C.

TO BE LET. by Tender, a compact FARM of
63 ACRES of excellent LAND (or the FREEHOLD would be

SOLD). Well suited for Seed Growing or Market Garden purposes.
The Land is situate close to the Town and Railway Station. Hcrne
Bay, and is in the occupation ol Mr. Amos, whose Lease expires Old
Michaelmas next.
Address Mr, GEORGE POWELL, 47, MontpcUier Terrace,

Cheltcnhai

To Florists, Seedsmen, and Naturalists.

FOR SALE, in consequence of the death of the late
Proprietor, the FREEHOLD PREMISES, known as the

AVIARY GARDENS, Cheltenham, with the Houses, Buildings,
Slock and Goodwill. The Business on the above premises has been
carried on for many years as an Exhibition Garden and Depot for the
Sale of Live Biros and Poulir>', Florist Plants, Seeds, and other
articles connected with the Garden, Aviary^ and Aquarium.

Immediate possession may be had. For particulars apply to

Mr. C. H. JESSOP, Solicitor, Cheltenham.

nd Catalogue!
Elham Park, and of the Aui , Oxw

M
Calstor, LlncolnsUre.

IMPORTANT SALE ol SHORTHORN CATTLE.
R. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on FRIDAY. September !. at

ir. Lincolnshire, the verv superior HERD of '
'

iHORTHORNS, bclonEiiig to James >

ards of so ye
n, Esq., which ha*

Robert Colling's sale at Earmpton, in 1820. others are bred from

Charles Collinfi's " Cathalene,'' and Mr. W. Button's and Mr.

Watson's stocks. Bulls full of the best Bates blood have of late years

been used, adding fashion to sound old pedigrees.
- ...... ...>.. T-^.v.r,*.

-t Caistor,Catalogue
r of JOHN THORNTON,

M!fr
Sale of Shorthorns.

ESSRS. THORNTON and KIRKBY are instructed

the Rev. Thos. Staniforth to SELL by AUCTION, without

....... ^, ..t Storr's Farm, Windermere, on TUESDAY, September 13,

the DRAFTS from the HERD of about Fifty Head, including Bulls,

Cows, and Heifers, of fashionable blood. Among them are some
highly descended animals of the Mantalini and Barmplon Rose tribes;

also several of Mr. Booth's noted "Isabella" or "Mcdora" family,

and a few of the " Minstrel" branch of the " Gwynnes," as well as of

Mr. Maynard's "Floras." and Mr. Wilson's " Certaintys." Others

trace from well bred strains that arc celebrated for their great milkinfj

properties. First-class Bulls of Booth blood_ have beeii

the Cows and Heifers are mostly -
. -

Realm" (27,057), or Mr. Booth's "^I-.b- - • 7-.

Also will be SOLD, a very fine lot of CUMBERLAND HEIFERS,
most of which will be down Calving to Bulls from the Herd.

Catalogues, with P^edigrees.^may be,had^of^J^OHN^THORNTON,

Vrederick L. Dashwood, Esq.,
Henrj' Farcjuhar, Esq., 16, i'

gton Park, Oxford.

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.

,
Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.

Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Charles 'Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. {Chairman), 2, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Cocd-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses ai

upon the land, redeeming principal anc

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Weslminsier. S.W.

liquidated by :

Cljcl^gritiiltitralia^ettc.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1S70.

' Peer of the

SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

MR. T. C. STliVENSwill SELL by AUCTION, at
his <7real Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDNICSII.W. AuL'ust ^i.at h.iTf-pnst 12 o'clock precisely. 600 Lots
. CROCUSES, NARCISSUS

RANUNCULI. IRIS
1 IIo

HS, TULII'I^
and other BULBS,
Lotted to suit the T

orning of Sale, and Cala i had.

The Wilderness, WUteknlghts, near Reading.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are in

slructed by H. Vyse, Esq. (who is leaving^the neighbourhood),
3 SELL by

\Vh

:d by H. Vvse, Lsq
VUCTION, withou nthe Premises, the Wildei

I
comprising ArdisPLANTS, many of which are fine speciir , . _

Begonias. Eucharis, Gardenias, Francisceas, I xoras, Gesneras, Ri

&e. ; a quantity of handsome FOLIAGE PLANTS, consisting of

Alocasias, Anthuriums, Caladiums. Crotons, Dracajnas, Maranlas,
Pandanus, Sancheiias, Panicum, Fittonias, and numerous others.

Also some choice EXOTIC FERNS, comprising Adiantum, Gymno-
gramma, &c. ; a few ORCHIDS, some Fruiting and Si

PINES, together with a quantity of FRUIT TREES in Pot
On view tne day prior to the bale : Catalogues '"'" I^- "I^'

the premises nf Mr. \VM. LEES, and of the Aucti
I the bale : Catalogues may be obtained 1

- • andValuci

Preliminary Notice.—Tooting, Surrey.
^KS. PR0THI':R0E and morris have
iicil in.,irurti.ins from Mr. R. Parker to SELL by

LClliiN, \vliliiait n-servc. on the Premises, Exotic Nurserj-
niURSUAY, Siplemberis,

' '"'
'

M
nholcofwhic

urplus

of choice and

2 o'clock
iOVK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the

' c quantity

Further rarticulaxs will appear in future Adv

Branches Park, Newmarlcet.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS, SHEEP,

IMPLEMENTS, &c.

MR. TOHN THORNTON, in conjunction
Messrs. Ncwson & Stanley, will SELL by AUCTION

reserve, on FRIDAY. October 7.
"

'
"""' ""

about THIRTY HEAD of pun
HEIFERS, and BULLS, from the fii ., ._

Pigot. Among them are some exceedingly well bred animals of gc

Pedigrees, witn several Booth crosses, and full of the same blood ...

hich has recently been so successful at the Royalj^the York
the Northumberland, and other County Shi

with

Park. N.

bred SHORTHORN COWS,
class Herd belonging to_ Lady

Booth Bull
pric

ill be offered Ic

nil be SOLD, the enl

, comprising about t

t fashionable Flocks
lorses, and Impleme

2 FLOCK offirst-cla!

I moderate 1

SPIROrSHIRE
_ Head, selected from some of the best

together with the whole of the Farming
ts from two Farms, the whole of which

luence of the expiration of the L.

iigrces, arc in preparati

5. Langham Place. W.
, and will shortly be

Shropshire Sheep.

MR. H. MATTHEWS, of Montford. has given

instructions for the SALE of about TWENTY highly descended

SHEARLING, and a few older RAMS, including the noted Royal

Atfricultural Society's Prize Ram "Leviathan," and other Show
Sheeo- and SEVENTY SHEARLING and older EWES, to be

held iri the Smithfield, Shrewsbury, on TUESDAY, August 30. at

o'clock.
The Montford Flock of Shropshi

lished, having been founded by th.

upwards of 200 years i

if pure breeding and uniform charact'

evinced a strong pred;

d great ad

ne of the first ever cstab-

s of the present Proprietor

which period it has been looked upon

ndFlockmastei

,
for the Montford Sheej

from the purity of their blood, hard
high [quality,

CLARKE, Auci

M
Shropsliire Sheep.—The Sutton Maddook nook,

The PROPERTY of MR. HENRY SMITH.
ESSRS LYTHALL AND CLARKE are instructed

SEL A CT ON h N w H use, Sutton Maddock,
O D Y m 5 I o'clock punctually

HROPSH RE RAMS, including
B ckbird;" 120 excellen

g the Royal Agricul
d tns of " Latimer" ant

AMRS, principally bi

secured it the highest
England, the Rirmin
ts superiority has bei

who have frequently

d Shiffnal Stations, and
irning after the Sale.

39 NcwStrect.Birmingham,

"Prevention is better than cure," especi-

ally where contagious diseases are in question,

because it may happen that, while one animal is

being cured, a whole hcrti is exposed to the

infection. Preventive measures are, however,

more difficult of application than remedies, and

it may always be expected that more complete

and continuous care will be exercised in the

administration of medicines, and the pursuit of

the general routine of medical treatment, than in

the enforcement of sanitary rule. The questions

are asked, and pretty frequently, now that the

affection is again spreading in several counties.

What is the best treatment for foot-and-mouth

disease? What are the means of prevention?

The first question we can answer from obser-

vation and . experiment ; the second is only

capable of being responded to generally, and

perhaps vaguely ; so much depends upon cir-

cumstances over which the inquirer may
possibly have no sort of control. Treatment of

foot-and-mouih disease must be carried out

on the clear understanding that the natural

termination of the affection is in what medical

writers call "resolution;" in other words, a

restoration to a state of health. It makes all the

difference, in the selection of remedies, whether a

disease has a tendency to destroy life or merely

to cause some derangement of structure or func-

tions for the time being ; and if farmers would

bear this in mind, they would be less inclined

than they are to tolerate the mischievous inter-

ference of the cow-leech and the farrier. We
could enlarge upon this subject considerably, but

our present purpose is to deal with the one

disease which has hitherto resisted all the

attempts to get rid of it.

The general course of foot-and-mouth disease

is not difficult to understand ; there is first the

moment of infection, the introduction of the

virus from a diseased animal through the

medium of air or water, or by other more

palpable means of contact ; next the invasion

of the disease, after a short period of incu-

bation, varying from 30 to 40 hours, indicated

by signs of fever, usually of a slight charac-

ter, the appetite is sometimes affected, the

secretion of milk lessened, and there is commonly

general depression. Lameness soon follows,

associated with soreness of the mouth and

tongue, owing to the formation of vesicles, which

burst or are ruptured, leaving the raw structures

beneath exposed to the action of the secretions,
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or the rougher influence of foreign agents in the

form of hard dry food or dirt and stones. In a

few days, under ordinary circumstances, tlie

fever abates, the raw places heal, the appetite

returns, and the animal becomes convalescent

in ten days from the date of the first signs of

illness. Many instances of less favourable pro-

gress of the disease undoubtedly present them-

selves, and we are bound to say, as truthful

exponents of our own experience, that the

majority of the serious cases arise from bad
management or severe treatment. Foot-and-

mouth disease, like other eruptive affections,

requires tender nursing. We do not scrape off

the vesicles from the skin of a patient suffering

from small-pox or measles, and afterwards apply

tar to the abraded surface ; but some such treat-

ment in the case of an ox affected with the

vesicular epizootic seems to be in universal

favour ; and so long as the sick animal manages
to recover, in spite of his doctors, the ancient

error is likely to be defended on the ground of

success.

At the commencement of the affection care

should be taken to protect the parts in which the

eruption appears from injury ; it is not necessary

to pull an animars mouth open, or to probe the

finger between the hoofs to find out if vescicles

exist ; on the contrary, the beast should be kept

in perfect quiet—in fact, prevented as far as

possible from moving ; and mouth and feet

should not be touched. No medicine should be
given by horn or bottle unless under extreme
necessity, and the cleansing and dressing of the

feet should be done by dashing water and medi-
cated fluid over them.

Succulent diet, oilcake macerated in water to

form a sort of gruel, pulped roots, boiled Linseed
mixed with meal, anything in fact which can be
swallowed without muchpreliminaiy mastication,

may be given.

Among medicines, carbolic acid has proved
very useful, but has the disadvantage of having
to be given by the horn or bottle. Hyposulphite
of soda is a very good substitute, and may be
dissolved in the drink water, about an ounce to

the gallon of water, without giving any objection-

able flavour to the fluid. A solution of carbolic

acid, in 50 parts of water, may be frequently

dashed over the sore feet, and no other dressing
will be required.

If the sores in the mouth do not heal properly,

a weak solution of sulphate of zinc, i drachm to

the quart of water, may be gently applied by
being poured into the mouth and then allowed to

run out ; if any of the lotion be swallowed no
harm will be done. Mineral acids, or tannic
acid, in weak solution, will answer the same
purpose, but the zinc lotion is most easily

managed. Bleeding, purging, and all weakening
remedies are objectionable ; the little which is

required in the way of treatment must be applied
with the object of assisting the progress of the
disease to its natural termination, rather than
with the intent to violently oppose or arrest its

inevitable course.

Prevention of foot-and-mouth disease, and
other epizootic affections, can only be secured
by united action ; in vain is one farmer ener-
getic and indefatigable in vigilance, if all around
him are indifferent ; indeed, the carelessness of
one may be fatal to a large district. In our
last article on the subject of contagious diseases
of stock, we advised stock owners to be their
own sanitary policemen in carrying out the
provisions of the Cattle Diseases Act, and any
further provisions which circumstances in the
locality may render necessary or possible.

We all know what is required in order to

certainly get rid of contagious disease :—Complete
isolation of diseased animals, stoppage of fairs

and markets, shutting up of public roads—in

short, the re-establishment of the cattle plague
regulations, the enforcing of which finally led to
the extinction of the plague, and the restriction
of other contagious diseases to a minimum.
No doubt there would be considerable hard-

ship inflicted by the adoption of summary and
severe measures such as those which were found
necessary a few years ago, but is it fair to antici-
pate that any less necessaiy measures will be
successful? Is foot-and-mouth disease less con-
tagious than cattle plague? If not, and there is

ample proof that it is quite as infectious, stock
owners ought to decide whether they will pursue
the course which has during the last 12 months
failed to check the progress of the disease to any
appreciable extent, or submit to the inconveni-
ence incidental to the institution of the only

system which has ever been found effectual in

arresting the spread of contagious diseases of

animals.

To enable the reader to distinguish the
different species of Wheat fly referred to in our
last week's remarks, we add the following
figures :

—

Fig. 222 represents the grub, and fig. 223 the pupa ; they

have no characters by which to distinguish one Wheat fly

from another ; they appear to be the same in all.

Fig. 234.

Fig. 224 represents the perfect insect of Cecidomyia
Tritici—female, with its long ovipositor. The distinguish-

ing points of the genus Cecidomyia are the nervation of

the wing (which is made more pronounced than natural

in the figure to show it more distinctly), and the small

first article of the tarsi. The species figured (C. Tritici)

is yellow. The engraver has omitted the junction between

the median and post-median nerves on the right-hand

wing. The last line in the wing is not intended for a

nerve, but a slight fold.

Fig. 225 represents the Lasiopferyx obfuscata, Miq.
of which we have spoken as our present enemy. The dis

tinguishing characters of the genus Lasiopteryx are th(

ner\'ation of the wing, the median nerve being bifurcate

at the extremity, and the firstarticleof the tarsi being long.

The species L. obfuscata is black, with smoke-coloured
abdomen, and pale legs.

There is a third genus of the Cecidomyiads,
named Diomyza, which it is unnecessary to figure,

as it is not one that has come under our notice

in relation to the matters of which we have been
speaking. Its distinguishing characters are,

having the wings of Lasiopteryx and the tarsi

of Cecidomyia.

Wheat was a little lower in price again last

Monday in Mark Lane. English Wheat lower by Is.

or 2!. per qr. Foreign Wheat not easy to sell at the
prices of the previous week. Oats advanced 6(/. per
qr., and the top price of flour went domi 4?. per

sack. On Wednesday there were some excellent

parcels of new Wheat on the stands, but trade ruled

dull generally, without alteration in prices. In the

Cattle Market, on Monday, supplies were about equal

to the demand, and prices were stationary. On Thurs-

day choice qualities were scarce, and met a re.ady sale

at higher rates. The lamb trade was bad ; only choicest

qualities met with a sale. In the Seed Market,

Trifolium incarnatum, with little offering, advanced
from 2s. to 3.t. per cwt. ; Rape, Mustard, and Winter
Tares, in better demand.

The report that Barnet Fair will not be held

this year on account of the prevalence of foot-and-

mouth disease, has no foundation, as far as we can
leani ; at least no official notice has been issued, and
it is hardly probable, now that animals are on their way
to Barnet, that steps will be taken to prevent the

fair taking place. On the last occasion the cattle, we
remember, appeared to be ^remarkably healthy ; but
many of them could not escape infection on their route,

and doubtless the disease was conveyed to new centres,

and will he in like manner almost as a matter of course

in spite of every precaution which can be taken.

During the period of incubation of foot-and-mouth
disease no symptoms of the affection are mani-
fested by the animal, and the most rigid in-

spection would fail to prevent the entrance of

infected subjects. On the other hand, if an out-

break of foot-and-mouth disease pccur during the fair,

what is to be done ? In the present state of the law
all the diseased animals must be taken in charge by the

local authorities, and *' removed to a some convenient

and isolated place, and there be kept for such time as

the local authority think expedient." Are any ar-

rangements in progress to meet a probable contin-

gency? It will be very difficult to provide accomoda-
tion for a number of sick cattle at a minute's notice.

The committee appointed by the Central

Chamber of Agriculture, in connection with the subject

of the incidence of local taxation, have issued a report,

signed by Sh Massev Lopes, M.P., their chairman,

in which the following resolutions of various public

meetings are once more published :

—

(i.) That this meeting protests against the present

unjust exemption of income derived from personal pro-

perty from contributing towards the various objects for

which funds are now raised by local rates, and is of

opinion that this grievance affects owners and occupiers

of house property in towns quite as much as the landed
interest, and therefore that both descriptions of property

are equally interested in the removal of this anomaly.

(2. ) That the proposal to divide the payment of rates

between owners and occupiers does not afford any relief

or remedy for the grievance complained of in the unequal
incidence of local taxation ; and that no settlement of the

question can be accepted as final or satisfactory which is

not preceded by a thorough inquiry to determine whether
the objects now locally provided for are of local or

national obligation.

{3. ) That until the question of Local Taxation Reform
has been satisfactorily dealt with, this meeting pledges

itself to oppose most strenuously the imposition of any
fresh rates on the present unjust bast's, for such purposes

as national elementary education, e-xpenses of election,

turnpike roads, emigration, &c.

We learn from the report that the committee have

laboured earnestly in the discharge of their duties.

Mr. Bailey Denton has addressed to the

Times the following letter on the subject of VILLAGE
Water Supply, to which we called the attention of

our readers last week :

—

" The time has arrived when it is the positive duty of

every one to do his best to fix on the public mind the

deprivation from which the poorer classes are suffering in

many hundred villages throughout the country. It is true

that our present condition is very hke that of 1868, with

this difference, that the present drought commenced
earlier in the spring, and has been relieved by frequent

though partial storms, which were absent in 1868. This

difference, however, affords very little satisfaction to those

who are watching results. Storms really afford but a poor

supply of water unless tanks are prepared to receive it,

and means are taken to collect the rain in the tanks. The
heaviest rain is swallowed by vegetation, or returned to

the atmosphere, very shortly after it falls ; and as we have

yet to endure, very probably, two or three months of

scarcity and heat, I wish to point out to the wealthy and
influential that in the frequent storms that occur we have

a source of supply to the rural poor, if the owners of

cottages will only pronde underground tanks to receive all

the water to be collected from the roofs. An ordinary

cottage, with its little outbuildings, covers rather more
than three poles of ground, and half an inch fall of rain

in that space will pro\ide one ton, or 225 gallons, which,

with the frequent recurreiice of storms we are now expe-

riencing, would keep the cottager's family supplied. At

present I know of many poor men who are paying out of

their meagre wages a penny a day for water

—

i.e., a half-

penny and sometimes a penny per pail of three gallons.

Upon these data a storm of half an inch rainfall would be

worth ss. if it were consen-ed for use.

" It is not a fortnight since that I found sheep dying in

considerable numbers on Romney Marsh from the want of

water and food. The pasturage was scorched, and the

ditches were empty. But it must not be thought that the

dry condition of the grass was the cause of the fatality, for

it is well known to practical observers that scorched and

bare pastures will maintain Ufe with extraordinary tenacity

if they be associated with good water.
" In Romney Marsh the provision of this essential of

life is a matter of the utmost simplicity, if made at the

right time, and by connected operations. Moreover,
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villages for manv miles round might benefit by the opera-

tions, for water of the purest character might be obtained.

At present the inhabitants are obliged to resort to surface

ponds, in which the sewage of farmyards and the village

street is collected.
•' But the benefit to the locality would not end here. It

is well understood by the best farmers in the Marsh that a
large number of sheep are killed by rot in wet winters,

caused by excess of water,—the very excess which would
save life and prevent disease in seasons like the present.

"Surely the time has arrived when some compulsory
action should be taken to secure at least the improved
sanitary condition of villages, even if we leave the sheep to

die in winter from rot, and in summer from starvation."

The following statistics have been published of

the immense farms of Mr. John T. Alexander, the

great farmer and stock dealer of Morgan county,

Illinois :—Number of acres of improved lands on his

farms, 34,000 ; number of acres of unimproved land,

300 ; aggregate value of lands, 680,000 dols. Value
of implements in use upon his farms, 50,000 dols.

Amount paid for wages during the past year to hands
employed on his farms, 76,800 dols. Number of live

stocks on his farms : 90 mules, 50 cows, 150 horses,

200 o.xen, and 7000 other cattle ; hogs, 700. Total
value of live stock, 536,900 dols. Products of his

farm in 1S69 : com, 277,500 bush.; Wheat, 7000 bush.

;

Oats, Sooo bush. ; Rye, 2000 bush. ; Potatos,

1000 bush. ; hay 3000 tons. Value of animals sold

from his farms during the past year, 498,400 dols.

Mr. Alexander has two farms, one of near 8000 acres

in Morgan county, 12 miles east of Jacksonville, upon
which he resides, and the other of almost 27,000 acres

ill Champaign county, Illinois.

The Rev. F, O. Morris thus refers to the

York market and its water supply in the columns of

the Times:—
" I do not suppose that there is, or can be anywhere, a

better arranged or better situated cattle-market than that

of York. It is placed in a large open space outside the
city wall, on the south-east of the city ; stands on upwards
of 6 acres of land, and is divided by alleys of 22 feet and
25 feet wide, between which run the cattle-pens, separated
from each other by divisions, the whole calculated to hold,

as I have been informed by a letter from the town clerk,

3500 beasts and 30,000 sheep, and I learnt from him, in reply
to an inquiry on the subject, that as many as 7000 beasts
and between 50,000 and 60,000 sheep have entered and
left it in a day. Another official gentleman in York
informed me that it has held 80,000 sheep, and that as
many as 100,000 have sometimes passed through it in a
day, besides other animals.

"There were originally for the supply of water to this

vast number of dumb animals but two small, or compara-
tively small, water-troughs, sadly neglected also, with
almost as much mud as water in them, to which one has
been since added, in consequence, I believe, of a repre-
sentation I made about a year or more ago, my attention
having been drawn to the matter by a very benevolent
person.

" If such is the case with so spacious and admirably
planned and well laid out a cattle-market as that at York,
it is to be feared that it is much worse in many or most
other places, and I earnestly hope that if you will do the
poor animals the kindness of inserting these few hnes in

their behalf, a sufficient remedy may be provided for an
urgent need.

"There ought to be half-a-dozen, at the least, or a
dozen troughs within the area of all such places, and half-
a-dozen or more ranged along the outside railings for the
animals to use on their way in, seeing the great chance
there is that they might not be able to get to those within,
even the enlarged number I have spoken of, and that
though there were ever such a wish or endeavour to supply
their wants.

" I do think that these most necessary additions to the
arrangements of cattle-markets cannot be too strongly
recommended or insisted on, when we consider for a
moment what great distances many of the poor animals
have been driven, perhaps for days and nights, not always
by the most kindly drovers, nor always {and least so
towards the end of their journey) within reach of water,
even if they had the good fortune to have such drivers,

though some such, I am thankful to say, there are.

"Many of them, also, have been brought by railway,
perhaps after a sea voyage from Ireland or the Continent,
and we all know that only too well-grounded complaints
have been made of the way in which they have been
neglected in this and other respects on the journey. You
may readily imagine the need of water, and a plentiful
supply of it, to these poor creatures, often in hot, sultry
weather, such as we have had this long droughty summer,
crowded together, and I believe, as I have said, often
greatly overcrowded, even in such a spacious and well-
managed place as York-cattle market, exposed to every
ray of the sun, in dust, and tired, frightened, in long
passage through the town, if not ill-used in addition.

" I believe that the cost of the water at York is only
dd. per 1000 gallons, so that the expense cannot possibly
stand in the way. The troughs outside should also have
lower ones beneath them for the use of colley dogs, who
deser\-e so well for the incessant care with which, with
such wonderful sagacity, they tend the flocks and herds
of their masters, and whose fatigue in doing so must
olten be even greater than that of the animals they drive
so faithfully such long journeys."

• Is it possible to turn bog turf to use as fuel on
a great scale? Mr. MoRLEY, M.P., has supposed so,

and has ofiered the sum of ;^ioo, provided the Royal
Agricultural Society of Ireland will present another
;i^ioo, so that ;!^ioo may be given for the best, ;^75

Council of the Royal Agricultural Improvement
Society of Ireland was called to consider it. The
result of the discussion of this point by experienced
men is not encouraging :

—

The Chairman said that Mr. Brookes had called
upon him, and he (the Chairman) had explained to him
that the only way of reclaiming the bog land was to cut it

away.—Sir Allan Walsh said there had been numerous
companies established in Ireland for the purpose of util-

ising peat, and they had all failed. If they succeeded
'

America it might be worth trial here ; but he thought
they had no funds to spare for the purchase c

'

machine of this kind.—Mr. Donnelly thought it a pity

that such an offer could not be accepted. He would be
glad to subscribe £x himself. They should communicate
with the Royal Dublin Society before rejecting this offer,

They had not funds to devote to this purpose, but
he thought that perhaps the members would subscribe
at least ^1^50 for the purpose. — Mr. Wade : With
regard to the Royal Dublin Society, I may say that
similar letter was brought before the Council at their

last meeting, and the unanimous opinion was that
they had not ;^ioo to give, and that if they had, they
would not give it. The fact is, there is very little

no difficulty in making a most valuable fuel out of the

turf. Machines have been over and over again invented,

which act perfectly, and produce the most beautiful fuel

out of turf, but it costs too much. If anybody ha
machine, or could invent a machine on a plan that will do
the work economically and cheaply, he will surely not
publish it to the world for any price you could pay hin

The value of such a machine would be very great.—

M

Owen said it was a great pity to see so much fuel

unutilised. He had seen coke sent to the country where
abundant turf might have been had but for the rain.—
The Chairman said there are 2,500,000 acres of bo^
in Ireland. In this country the fuel was above-ground
while the English had to dig for it. He did not
think they should be in too much of a hurry to get rid of
their bogs. What answer was it their pleasure to give to

this letter?—Sir Allan Walsh said he thought thi

was only one answer. There were no funds to be devoted
to this subject.—The Chairman requested Captain
Thoknhill to state in reply that the Council did not think
it expedient to take any action in the matter.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATl'LE.

Mr. R. M'Dougall has been for many years an
extensive breeder of Shorthorns in Australia, near
Melbourne, and is there looked upon as one of the

gi-eatest authorities upon the difficult subject of pedi-

gree. A year ago he made a draft sale, and obtained

an average of ;^6o each over 100 head. The following

bulls have recently been sent out to Mr. M'Dougall,
for use in his herd :— Field-Marshal Booth,
calved December, 1869, bred at Warlaby, by Mr. T. C.

Booth, by Commander-in-Chief, and from Lady
IMirth. For this bull he gave the large sum of Soo gs. ;

also Major (26,790), which he intends to name Major
Booth, an animal used in Her Majesty's herd, and
also by Mr. W, Mitchell, of Cleasby, Yorkshire. We
are not at liberty to name the price given for this

bull. Mr. M'Dougall also bought RoBiN Hood
from the Messrs. Dudding, of Panton, the 1st prize

bull calf at the recent Oxford meeting. He was calved

last October, is by Mr. Foljambe's ROEIN (24,968),
and out of Countess of IVmgby by Sift Roger. After

taking the highest honours he was capable of at Oxford
this young bull signalised himself in the Yorkshire
showyaid by securing the first place in his class.

Cotmtess of Yarboroughy which was sold by Messrs.

Dudding to Mr. Coclirane, for Canada, was out of
the same cow as the calf we have been speaking of.

Accompanying these Shorthorns is also the 1st prize

Hereford bull calf, Oxford Lad, bred by Mr. G. W.
Taylor, of Showle Court, Hereford, by Triumph
(2863), and from Hazel^ by Tom Brown {2828}
These are some of the best bred bulls that have been
sent out to Australia. Master Butterfly, exported
m 1S56, was sold for 1200 gs., but since that time
no higher price has been given than that obtained by
Mr. Booth for the calf Field-Marshal Booth.

We have received a catalogue of Mr. J. G.
Dixon's herd, so long located near Caistor, Lincoln-
shire. This stock will be brought to the hammer by
Mr. Thornton next Friday. Mr. Dixon is a veteran
in the ranks of Shorthorn breeders ; he was present at

the Barmpton sale in 1S20, when he bought Strawberry
by Wellington (680), dam by Favourite (252 );

and directly descended from this purchase, which so
intimately connects the Caistor with the Ketton Short-
horns, we find six females and three young bulls. Next
we notice eight cows and heifers and seven bulls, some
very young calves, which trace back to Mr. Charles
Colling's Cathalinc by Washington (674), sold

to Mr. Parker, of Sutton House, Malton, in iSio,
for I50gs. ; and {qmx Butteratps^ representatives of Mr.
Mutton's Suufo^wer by Gracchus (3917), own sister

to Blossom^ dam of the celebrated prize bull Emperor
(6973). Such are the principal sources of the Caistor
Shorthorns, and upon this sound foundation has been
built up a herd abounding in fashionable blood through
the introduction of first-rate sires. The name of
Orthodox is completely identified with Caistor,a name
which does not appear to have been restricted to the

_ , «,^ -epvesentatives of anyone family, although all trace
for the second best, and ^"25 for the third best essay back to good Ketton bulls and cows. We find it

or invention tending to that end. This offer has been appearing, more or less, in all the pedigrees, and ^^^„
made through Mr, H. Brookes, and a meeting of the ' later the name of Orthodox is succeeded by that of' Befdon.

Paradox ist, 21^, 6th, and 7th. Paradox ist
and 6th are father and son. The first named
is by 7TU Duke of York, and both are out
of Bijou by Grand Duke (10,284). Paradox
2D is by 7TH Duke of York, and from Pearl 2d by
Lord Lyndhurst (13,202}, and Paradox 7th is

by Paradox ist, and also out of Pearl 2d. The
following observations upon the present appearance of

the herd by an eye-witness may be of interest to our

readers :—The cattle are not in very high condition,

but are in healthy useful order. They are looking well,

have good coats, much style and elegance, and are of

good colours. Blush Rose^ by Orthodox 14TII

(16,662), is a fine old cow, now 11 years old ; Queen
fl/"Z>/(7W(7;;fl'j, of the "Cathaline" tribe, is a veiy nice

cow, of fine character, and with a sweet head j Mace^
a well-bred cow, whose pedigree takes us back to

Merlin (429), Alfred (23), and Suwarrow (636),

and Mace 2^/, similarly bred on the female side, are

both useful cows, and the last-named has a singularly

nice countenance j Blush Rose 2(/, out of Blush Rose,

lot I, is also a very good young cow, now five years

old. Among the bulls, Paradox 7th is spoken of as

of fine quality and style, with good head and well-

developed breast ; and lastly, ORTHODOX 46TH, a
yearling of the " Cathaline " family, is described as a
great beauty, veiy rich in colour, and full of promise.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of the

sale catalogue of the Rev. Mr. Thomas Stainforth's

herd, which will be disposed of on the 13th of next
month, at Storr's Farm, Windermere. We must defer

further notice of the many excellent animals it contains

until next week.

SHEEP.
A practical farmer has recently drawn attention,

through the columns of the Mark Lane Express, to the
rapid increase of importations of wool. During the
last ten years these importations have increased from
^30,873,000 lb. to about double that amount. The
source of this immense influx of wool is principally our
own colonies and South America, and the writer
points out the fact that for the past two or three years
there has been, and at the present time there is, a great
colonial demand for Lincoln, Leicester, and Long-wool
rams. Although the growth of the best quality of long
wool may not be attainable in these countries, the use
of such rams materially increases the weight of both
carcase and fleece. The climates of New Zealand and
Australia are unfavourable to the production of '* lustre"

wool, although the necessary conditions exist over ex-

tensive regions in South America. Short wool, on
the other hand, can be produced in any part of the world,
and imported into this country to almost any extent. Our
climate is specially suitable for the gi-owth of long wools,
and the cultivation of races carrying the heavier and
coarser class of fleeces is recommended, as safer from
foreign competition than Short-woolled breeds. Besides
the evident advantage of liberal feeding and the use of
Indian Corn as a means for at once increasing the
weight of the fleece and of carcase, we are told that
the lambs should be dipped in some one of the many
excellent popular mixtures immediately after the ewe is

shorn, so as to free the entire flock from ticks. If

these plagues subsequently reappear, dipping must
again be resorted to. It is also recommended to dress

the flock in the autumn with mercurial ointment of
about half the usual strength, and this is said to

improve the wool by removing scurf from the skin. In
the spring and summer attention should be bestowed
on the fences and surroundmg pastures to prevent the
wool from being torn off the sheep, and dirty places

—

foul ditches, ponds, and the like—should be seen to, the

fleece being worth these little extra attentions to its

safety.

In Professor Brown's report on the sanitary

condition of stock in the Taunton showyard, just pub-
lished, he thus refers to the combined effects of heat
and overfeeding upon animals exhibited :

—

"Two valuable rams died on the way to the showyard,
another died two days after admission, and two others
required the care of a veterinary surgeon during the time
they remained in the yard. In all these cases the disease
from which the animals suffered was caused by the action

of the sun upon the brain, leading, in the first place, to

congestion of the vessels of that organ and nervous
depression ; secondarily, congestion of lungs resulted

from the diminished force of the circulation ; and as the

animals had been fed before leaving home, and at every

opportunity aftenvards, under the mistaken impression
that the condition is thereby kept up, their stomachs
were distended, and by pressing on the diaphragm,
caused a diminution of the already restricted respiratory

space. Under such circumstances accumulation of
blood in the lungs was quickly followed by suffocation.

. . . Practical men know very well that fasting is often

absolutely necessary for the safety of an animal during a
journey, especially in hot weather. Water may be given

in small quantities at short intervals, but food should

be withheld for some hours before the animals are put

into the van or truck to be conveyed to their destination."

POULTRY.
The following is the prize-list of the Woodsome

Poultry Show, Huddersfield, held on the 17th inst. :—

Spanish cock and hen—H. Beldon, Goitsiock i 2dV H. Sugden,

Woodsome Lees.
^ „. buff Cochin Chinas, cock and hen—H. BfeMon.

Cochin Chinas, any other variety tpflir) ^ J. White;. 2d, H^
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Brown, red, or black-breasted game (pair)—E. Aykroyd,

Eccleshill ; 2d, W. J. Cope, Bamsley.

Polands (pair)—H. Bcldon,
j „ o u

Brahmas (pair)-E. Leech : =d, H. Lacy I extra 2d, H. Beldon.

Gold pencilled Hamburghs (pair)—H. Beldon.

Silver pencilled ditto (pair)—H. Beldon. ,,„,.
Gold spangled ditto (pair)-H. Beldon ; 2d, J. White.

Silver spangled ditto (pair)—H. Beldon. ,.^ .^ , ,

GameBanttms (pair)-G. Noble, Sta.ncl.ffe, Dewshury
;

2d,

r. Steel, Stump Cross Halifa.x; e.«ra 2d. d.tto^

Bantams of any other variety (pair)—T. Dyson, Clay i-its,

"Ayteta,^'d"c£tpaTr-)-E. Leech. Greave House, Rochdale;

"^R?uel"ducks (pair)-E. Leech ; 2d J. White; extra 2d, J.

Croslands, Royds Mount, Huddersfield.

Sh&Tn\!';Ty'br?ed^(ptr)-F. Steel; 2d, J. Bradbury, Brad-

shaw, Austonley.

Itfany of the breeds were only poorly represented ;

thus there was no entries for Dorkings, and only one in

the tlasses for buff or cinnamon Cochins, Polands, and

three classes of Hamburghs. On the other hand, there

was a fair entry of game, Brahmas, gairie bantams,

Rouen ducks, and chickens.

IMPROVEMENT OF CEREALS IN
EAST LOTHIAN.

By Patrick Shirriff.

From the salubrious climate of East Lothian, the

cultivation of cereals from the earliest age of civilisa

tion has been a leading occupation of its agriculturists.

History, however, does not throw much light on this

subject. From the " General View of the Agriculture

of East Lothian," by G. Buchan Hepburn, Esq., of

Smeaton, published in 1794, we learn that Sir George

Suttie had raised from "three years of particular

growth " a variety of Barley, which was known by his

name ; and also that Sir David Kinloch, of Gilmerton,

had lately got from Switzerland a species of Barley

with six rows in the ear. These early attempts at

improvement were creditable to the men as individuals,

but were productive of little advantage to the com-

munity. We also learn from the same author, as well

as from contemporary writers on agriculture, that

"latterly the red Oat had been introduced by ]\Ir.

Brodie at Upper Keith, and several others in the high

parts of the county." It is not anywhere stated that

this variety was discovered by Mr. Brodie, but it is

generally admitted that the chief merit of introducing

it into the county lay with him, and oral tradition has

handed down that Mr. Brodie raised the red Oat

from seed picked over a table by his daughters—an

example deserving imitation at the present time.

Mr. G. Buchan Hepburn enumerates the varieties then

cultivated in East Lothian, being the common, the

Blainslie, and the Dutch—describing the red Oat of

Upper Keith as having a reddish shade when ripening,

and not quite so apt to shake as Dutch Oat, and,

though not so early, was more so than the other

kinds. There is no account of the discovering and

raising of the red Oat of Upper Keith, neither is it

known to have been extensively grown at any time in

East Lothian. It is, however, certain that the name

has seldom been heard after the early part of the

present century, and may be said to be now altogether

forgotten.

Home considerable time ago, we made the attempt

to trace out the red Oat of Upper Keith, but all

the s.amples under this name obtained from the best

sources produced grain undistinguishable from the

sandy Oat of the present day. A second attempt

showed the same result, but hopes are entertained that

the third, which is being made this season, may go far

to settle the point. In the meantime, it may be men-

tioned that the sandy Oat, is said to have been dis-

covered in 1824 or 1825 on the farm of Milltown, o

North Aberdeenshire. When alluding to the different

varieties of Wheat, Mr. Buchan Hepburn says, " the

seed most in repute at present is called velvet Wheat,"

known now as woolly ear, and said to have been raised

from a few ears by Mr. Mackie, tenant at Ormiston.

There are several varieties of Wheat with velvet or

woolly chaff, and there is little reason to doubt that

Jlr. Mackie's velvet Wheat is the same as the close-

cut, short-strawed woolly ear of the present day, and

known centuries ago. Mr. Brown, the well-known

author of " Rural Affairs," writing on this subject in

1805, stated that Mr. Mackie's velvet Wheat yielded

a goodly return in dry seasons, but in wet it suffered

severely from mildew. In 1799, the loss sustained by

those who sowed this Wheat was immense. Then in

1805 some farmers lost greatly by foggy weather coming

on while the giain was filling. Since then it has

gradually disappeared. Mr. Brown also states that

a variety of red Wheat, originally of an excellent

kind, " was selected by the same gentleman about

10 years ago," but being liable to the same defect

which attended the velvet or woolly white, it

is now also given up. Mr. William Mackie,

Ormiston, seems entitled to be considered the first

person who seriously attempted to improve the cereals

of East Lothian.

The next cereal which came into note was the

well-known Hunter's Wheat. It is still pretty

extensively grown in this county. This kind is

known to have been introduced by Mr. William

Hunter, farmer, Knowes, Prestonkirk, but we have

been unable to find any account by him of the

discovery and propagation of this variety. We are

told by bis neighbour, the author of " Rural Affairs,"

that while riding over Coldingham Moor, then a poor

ill-fanned district in Berwickshire, Mr. Hunter plucked

from a fine field of Wheat a handful of ears, which

formed the origin of his Wheat. The plucking of a

handful of ears while on horseback did not show

anxiety for purity of sample, and all along Hunter's

variety has been a mixture of sorts.

In 1802 or 1803, two patriotic individuals connected

with East Lothian, General Fletcher Campbell, of

Salton, and Lord Sinclair, Hermiston, founded an

agricultural institution under the name of the "Salton

Farming Society." From the constitutional rules and

regulations of this Society there is nothing indicating

an intention of improving the cereals. In 1820, the

"Salton Farming Society" merged into the present

" United East Lothian Agricultural Society "—one of

its leading objects from the first being the improvement

of farm seeds. The proceedings of the United East

Lothian Society in the improvement of cereals have

never been submitted to public notice in a tangible

form, and may perhaps excite little interest at the

present time, but the scheme for attaining this im-

portant object was altogether so novel, and its treat-

ment by some members of the Society so inconsistent,

if not culpable, that a statement of the particulars can

hardly fail of proving beneficial in after times to im-

provers of cereals, as well as to agricultural associations

generally. With such objects in view, and as an

acknowledgment to the subscribers to our testimonial

as a successful improver of agricultural plants, the

follow-ing statement is submitted, as consistent with our

own knowledge and experience :—

When we joined the Society, everything was in

working order, and there were ample funds for carrying

out its legitimate objects. By-and-by, we became one

of the committee of directors, and while discharging

the duties of this appointment attentively observed

Avhat passed before and behind the scenes. With grow-

ing experience of committee meetings, show grounds,

and farm inspections, the conviction strengthened that

certain premiums as awarded were injurious rather

than beneficial to East Lothian agriculture, and that

almost every premium on the list might be improved

in detail, if not in principle. And, particularly, the

two early farm premiums of 20 gs. each were found

to be so objectionably awarded that ultimately mem-

bers could not be got to compete for trophies so

discreditable. The Society was not organised in the

best manner. Having for many years liberally given

premiums for samples of seed grain, which were

required to be pitched in bulk for inspection of

judges, great exertions were made to prepare

grain for inspection by repeated dressings in the

ordinary fashion, supplemented by picking out seeds

of weeds by the hand over white plates, and by

running the grain over rough woollen cloth. We con-

tended that such kind of preparation had no beneficial

effects beyond removing the seeds of weeds, and the

cereals which were mixed could not be rendered

genuine, or materially altered by such means—that

there was much resemblance between an egg and a

grain of Wheat, both containing a gerrn of life which

requires for development certain conditions of heat, air,

and moisture ; and that a pure breed of fowls might as

reasonably be expected from a basket of promiscuous

eggs of dunghill fowls as a genuine crop from seed

taken from the bin of an ordinary farmer.

The first cereal brought under the notice of the

Lothian Agricultural Society was the Hopetoun Oat,

which attracted our attention by its height when grow-

ing on the farm of Mungoswells, in the parish of

Haddington, in 1S24. At this period the Oats gene-

liiUy grown in this county were the Bainslie, or

common Oat, the Potato, and the late and early

Angus. The opinion then prevailed that the proper-

ties of short straw and early ripening were united in

the Oat tribe, but this fallacy was dispelled by the

long-strawed Hopetoun Oat, which soon spread over a

considerable portion of Europe as well as of America.

And in modem times, no cereal was so favourably

received throughout East Lothian at first introduction,

and it still occupies a place in the Society's premium

list. Application was made with this Oat for the

Society's premium of £i, given for new varieties of

seed corn ; but for years the applicant and his Oat were

treated with studied contempt. At length, however,

at a general meeting of the Society, it was moved and

carried, that the correspondence relative to obtaining

the premium with the Hopetoun Oat be laid before a

committee, to report to the next meeting whether the

Hopetoun was entitled to the Society's premium for

new plants. A report on such a subject could hardly

have failed to expose mismanagement, and the matter

was settled by the following minute of a general meeting

of the Society :-•" That upon reconsideration of the

minute agreed to at last meeting of the Society, as to

the correspondence relative to the Hopetoun Oat, the

Society are now of opinion that the appointment of the

committee was unnecessary, inasmuch as the chief

reasons for the culture of the Hopetoun Oat having

now been fully established by three years' experience,

and its superiority acknowledged, the Society do not

require any further investigation to induce them to

award the premium to Mr. Shirriff as the original

introducer of this variety of grain into the county.

The meeting therefore recall the appointment of the

committer made at the last meetuig of the So-

ciety, and hereby award Mr. Shirriff the premium for

the introduction of new plants in terms of the annual

list of premiums offered by the Society." ....
The next new cereal brought under the Lo-

thian Agricultural Society's notice was Mun-

goswells' Wheat, which sprung from a single plant

selected for its vigorous growth on the farm of

Mungoswells, in the spring of 1S19. The plant,

having been carefully raised, produced at harvest 63

ears, which yielded 2473 grains, from ^hich a

stock was soon raised and sold to the pubUc. Mr.

Jaffray, minister of Dunbar, got from us seed of

this variety to sow his glebe, and the succeeding

crop formed a data for the large damages that the

North British Railway Company afterwards paid for

the glebe. The crop was carried to Oxwell Mains, and

the grain threshed—the whole Wheat brake of that fine

farm being sown with a portion of the-produce. In the

following autumn, the Mungoswells' Wheat of this

farm was found to be particulariy fine in quality, and

after being purchased at the markets of Dunbar and

Haddington, was resold in Mid-Lothian as Hunter's

Wheat. In this manner Mungoswell's Wheat obtained

many names, and it afterwards became conspicuous in

carrying out our scheme for improving the cereals, as

will be seen in the sequel.

The first part of our scheme was adopted by

the Society, and intimated to members in the fol-

lowing terms :—" 1st, for the most satisfactory ex-

periment in growing on heavy soil, not less than

three v.arieties of white and brairdless Wheat,

^lo io.r. ; 2d, ditto ditto, on light soil, £10 10s.

Note. — Intention to compete for growing Wheat

to be lodged with the secretary, in writing, by

October 10. Wheat to be sown by November 8, and

inspected by individuals appointed by the Society in

the beginning of December and April, when the crop

is coming into ear, and when reaching maturity.

Inspectors to report appearance of the crop at each

' visitation, with regard to the numbers of plants in the

ground, the characteristics of the varieties with regard

to colour, tillering, leaf, straw, ear, and time of ripen-

ing. Competitors to report to the Society date of sow-

ing, earing, and ripening of the varieties, with the

products of each in grain and straw, and any other

circumstances attending the experiments deserving of

notice. Each variety of Wheat to occupy not less

than I acre of ground."

Two individuals competed for the premiums—

namely, George Hope, Fentonbarns, and Patrick

Shirriir, Munogswells—the judges or inspectors of

the crops being Mr. James Tod, Castlemains, and

Mr. Francis Shirriff, Muirton. Reports were made

to the Society by the different parties connected

with the experiments—all the conditions being fully

carried out. The judges concluded their report as

follows:
—"In conclusion, gentlemen, after a minute

examination of both experiments, which we hope

the above report will testify, we, without hesitation,

state that we are highly pleased with both trials,

and recommend both experimenters as well deserving

the best thanks of the Society, and give it as our candid

opinion that each is equally entitled to whatever

premium the Society may think fit to bestow.

Both competitors were awarded the full pre-

mium, and the members were generally well pleased

with the manner in which the experiment had been

conducted from first to last. But competitive trials of

this kind must embrace a series of years to be of much

value, and unfortunately this premium was not again

competed for—the most noteworthy feature of the

experiment being the small difference between Hunter s

and Mungoswells Wheat. All the reports were pub-

lished at the time with the proceedings, and may also

be found in a pamphlet along with the nineteenth

report of the society. Somcii'/iat abridged from the

'
' Iladdiiigionshire Courier.

"

THE LABOURERS AND POULTRY
OF TIPTREE FARM.

With your permission, Mr. Editor, I will address a

letter of thanks to Mr. Mechi for his prompt reply to

what I wrote to him. I wished my husband to

have written, as Mr. Mechi's letter applies more to

general farming and gardening than it does to the novel

mode of cheap poultry breeding and fattening, with

which, particularly, I wished to be made acquainted, but

my husband says Mr. Mechi's letter is too sensational

and theoretical for him to understand it ; and besides,

he adds, he never troubles him with anything that has

not something practical in it, and so the task of writmg

is left to me. But one thing my husband desires me to

state m reply to Mr. Mechi, that he himself has no

enmity to poultry in general ; and as for game, this

belongs to his landlord, according to agreement, and

so he himself never kills any, but preserves all in the

best way he can ; and hence our landlord, who is a most

generous gentleman, seldom or never comes on our

farm to shoot, but he leaves us as much game as we

require, or more. And as to small birds, my husband

never allows them to be interfered with except when

they become too numerous, as fowls also do, and then

destroy much more sown seed or ripening gram than

they are worth. But there is one passage m Mr.

Mechi's reply to my letter which first excited my
husband's mirth, but after laughing a little time he

asked for the paper, and was about to set fire to it, when
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I sprung up and prevculed him. The passage which

excited his emotion more than any other was this :

—

"I have seen," says Mr. Mechi, "them," that is the

fowls, "at work between the rows," implying, of

course, that they do not work or scratch in the rows.

On the Agrkitlinral Gazette being lent to our school-

master, he returned it with this note to this passage^
" Credat Judreus Appella," which, he said, meant, let

the Jew Api^ella believe it, but he could not ; and

again

—

"The silly Jew, Appella, may:
This wond'rous Mechian tale, which I can ne'er

believe."

No, it is quite certain that fowls will not "work"
between the rows of corn for insects only, but are

scratching up and devouring the corn also at the same
time.

But another thing almost excites my husband's wrath,

and that is, Mr. Mechi is always appealing to his

paid labourers to confirm whatever his tongue utters

or his pen writes. Thus, when he wants the world to

believe that he can produce extraordinarily large crops

of Wheat from nearly nominal quantities of seed, he

appeals to these paid agents, whom he keeps in his

employ, to confirm that the report is a truth ; and they,

of course, do confirm it as far as labourers' affirmation

of their master's sayings and doings can go. But my
husband bids me write again and ask, is it not a pain-

ful reflection that Mr. Mechi, with all his tact and

persuasive eloquence, cannot bring forth the farmers in

his neighbourhood, or some educated gentlemen, as

evidence of his doings, and not his paid labourers only?
*' It is a well admitted fact by all my labourers," he

writes, " that my best and thickest crops are in imme-
diate proximity to the fowlhouse."

Now suppose Mr. Mechi wished his labourers to

afErm that the best and thickest crops were in the

immediate proximity of the top of his house—judging

from previous examples, should we be wrong in con-

cluding that they would at once comply ? My husband

and some neighbouring farmers say they would, painful

as it is to for them to come to such a conclusion, but

plain and out-spoken people can arrive at no other.

But to give a few examples of these appealings to

labourers. There is on the opposite hillside, facing

our garden, the remains of an ancient stone building.

This from our garden has long been known as a cele-

brated echo, returning, on calm evenings especially, 12

syllables. Here our family and visitors often amuse
themselves with the echo, and lately the stones of the

building have obtained the distinctive name of Mr.
Mechi's team of labourers ; and a nephew of ours,

whose Christian name is Simon—a young man full of

his pranks—has the soubriquet of Mechi j and here is a

specimen of what took place yesterday evening between
Simon, representing Mr. Mechi, and the walls of the

old ruin, representing Mr. Mechi's labourers.

Simon (in a clear voice).—A bushel of Wheat an acre
for seed.

Old Building {in equally as clear a voice).—A bushel of

Wheat an acre for seed.

Simon.—Seven quarters an acre crop.

Old Wall.—Seven quarters an acre crop,

Simon.—A peck an acre seed.

Old Wall.—A peck an acre seed.

Simon.—Six quarters and a half crop.

Old Wall.—Six quarters and a half crop.

Simon.—Mine are not/ancy fowls.

Jtc/to.—'Sline are not/am^y fowls.

Simon.— I have game, Cochin Chinas, and Brahma
Footras.

Old Wall.—I have game, Cochin Chinas, and Brahma
Pootras.

Si?non.—I give 2ts. each for well-bred young male
birds, changing them every two or three years.

Old Walls' Echo.— I give 21J. each for well-bred
young male birds, changing them every two or
three years.

Simon was proceeding further, when a gentleman
asked him to try the house-top question, when Simon
at once shouted,

—

It is a well admitted fact by all my labourers
Pcho. —It is a well admitted fact by all my labourers
Simon.—That my best and thickest crops
Echo Walls.—That my best and thickest crops
Simon.—Are on my house-top.

Echo Walls.—Are on my house-top.

My husband then happening to come up, exclaimed,
** Now ladies and gentlemen, pray walk into the
house out of the damp of the evening. You have seen
clearly exhibited by my nephew, Simon, and the walls

of the venerable ruin, with what facility farmers'

labourers echo back whatever their masters affirm, and
especially when those labourers instinctively know that

their masters' high characters require that they should
do so ;" and on this we all retired into our house, and
entered into an animated discussion on the novel method
invented by Mr. Mechi for supplying London, cast and
west, with cheap, fat, and delicious poultry ; but at the

same time all allowed that though such a plan was
feasible and practicable in the management of Mr.
Mechi at Tiptree Hall, yet that at any other estate or
on any other farm it would become such an intoler-

able nuisance, and engender diseases of all kinds, as to

demand the interference of the law to put a speedy
end to it.

But still, my husband and the company desired me
to submit the following additional questions for Mr.
Mechi's solution ;—First, as to how many hundreds of

poultry Mr. Mechi keeps on his system, since he says
*' some 300 of them liave free access to his fields from
early morn to dewy eve ;" implying, of course, from
this word " some," tliat these 300 are drafted from his

main army, leaving that to bivouac at home in his yards

to clear the vegetables from the myriads of flies, slugs,

and worms, which, he writes, are brought home on
them. I was also to inquire by what discipline Mr.
Mechi instructs the 300, which he drafts from the main
army, not to enter his neighbours' fields? or are

there none near him ? For it is quite certain they
would cause great destruction on other farmers' crops,

though, like the Tiptree Hall labourers, they would
aim only at benefiting their masters.

I was also asked to inquire {and the answer to this

question will greatly concern myself), how Mr. Meclii

teaches his poultry that have meadows to graze in not

"to eat Cabbage, Turnip, and Mangel plants?" And
further—but this I observe is my husband's question

—

how many males, at 21s. each, does Mr. Mechi supply

for the 300 females he allows to wander abroad and
mix together, and also how many of the same sex for

the main flocks which he keeps at home? My husband
says 40 males would not be too many, and the huckster

who purchases my fowls and eggs says the same
;

and these 40, at 21^. each, and all "changed every two
or three years," would deter, I fear, most farmers from
adopting Mr. Mechi's poultry-keeping plan. But we
had proceeded so far in wonderment at the order

at which Mr. Mechi's poultry had arrived—getting fat

with one meal a day only, and never straying into

neighbours' fields, but wandering about and mixing,

and lounging and flirting alone in his own—when a

gentleman dropped in and explained the whole of the

cheap Mechian system to us of keeping, breeding, and
fattening poultry for the wholesale London dealers ;

and as it is worth being recorded, I here give it in our

visitor's own words for the benefit of my readers. And
here it is :—Mr. Mechi sinks deep and capacious

excavations in the earth directly under the roofs

of his cattle-sheds, and over these he lays wooden
gratings, and on them confines his cattle, so that

all their droppings fall through the gratings until

tlie sunken vaults are full of excrement and urine.

He has also a deeply sunken and capacious vaulted-

over cellar, containing many thousand gallons, or

barrels, of liquid, and into this are thrown all the dead
and putrefying animals that can be procured, and the

garbage from the plucking of the hundreds of poultry

which are despatched daily for the supply of the

markets. East, West, North, and South. The vaults

having thus become full under the cattle, and the

monster cellar also, the contents of them are forced out

by powerful steam machinery, through iron pipes, into

all Mr. Mechi's fields, where, through the heat of the

sun and the vivifying influences of the air, the myriad
swarms of flies, and grubs and worms of all shapes

and sizes, are generated, which Mr. Mechi so graphi-

cally describes, and on which his hundreds of poultry so

quickly and cheaply fatten. Now, though we concluded

this novel plan of producing dainty food for his fowls

may well suit Mr. Mechi—and we gave him all praise

for the invention of it—it can never be permitted to be

put in practice on any other farm, on account of the

innumerable various "insects, grubs, and worms" it

would produce. But it has this advantage, which our

friend said ought to be taken into account,—as Mr.
Mechi will not of course waste his precious life-pro-

ducing liquids in any but his own fields, so his poultry

will not uselessly wander and mix about where their

dainty repasts are not to be found, in the fields of his

neighbours. A/, C, Aug. 16.

HOUSE SCAVENGING.—NO. HI.

The Common Pnzy and Ash-pit^ and some of the

modifications which they have undergone, since the

attention of the authorities has been turned to the con-

dition of these ordinary receptacles of filth, must be
named among the contrivances alluded to. It would,
however, be unnecessary for us to comment upon the

inefficacy of this method of dealing with human excre-

ment, were it not that it has found so many supporters

among the authorities of numerous Lancashire towns.

The present condition of the rivers and streams, which
is co-existent with the general prevalence of these very

receptacles, shows clearly that this mode of dealing with

human excrement has but litttle action in keeping the

river free from f?ecal matter ; indeed, as already stated

in the descriptive part of this report, the privy only

professes to receive a portion, and that the least in.

jurious portion, of the excreta ; the greater part of the

urine, and tlie whole of the fluid refuse from the

kitchen and the house generally, is passed direct into

the sewer ; and as rainwater finds admission to most of

the ashpits, except a few of those more recently con-

structed, this must act upon the soluble portion of the

solid refuse, and carry it into the sewer by the drain

which nearly always connects the ashpit with the sewer-

age system. It is true that in some towns the ashpits

do not communicate with the sewers, and are, in fact,

simply enlarged cesspools ; but these are exceptional

cases, and the state of the rivers in the vicinity of

these towns is in no marked respect more satisfactory

than elsewhere.

If then the privy and ashpit does not succeed in

keeping human refuse out of the streams, all those

modifications of it, such as Moule's dry earth system,
Goux's system, &c. , of which we will give a brief

description as exhibited to us in action, are liable to

the same objection. None of them proposes to deal
with other than the solid excrement mixed with so

much of the urine as is passed at the same time ; they
are, in fact, but modes in which a portion of the human
refuse can be made temporarily inoffensive, so as to

admit of its retention on the premises till it can be
removed by human labour ; the object of some being

to retain the fceces in such a condition as may render

them more valuable as manure, while that of others is

merely to prevent the offensive smell, considerable

mechanical ingenuity having been displayed in the

applications of the disinfecting material.

We will first refer to such attempts as have been made
to improve the privy and ashpit by placing them more im-

mediately in connection with each other, with the view

of absorbing much of that which now drains away.
To this end the^Manchester Corporation recommend an
ashpit under one roof with the privy, and furnished with

a side grating through which the ashes of the house are

thrown and directed on to the filth below, while at the

same time all large and coarse rubbish is kept out.

To this end also Mr. Beech has devised an arrange-

ment which has been adopted in one of the poorer
streets of Manchester :—A space is left in front of and
below the privy seat, under which the house ash is

thrown, and necessarily alights exactly where it is

wanted. The flooring and seat are both hinged, and
fold back out of the way when the scavenger comes to

clear the pit out. The whole filth, dry and wet, is

then thrown out of the doorway directly into the street,

and when the pit is empty, floor and seat fold down
again into their original position, and take their place

without having been soiled during the removal of the

pit contents. Mr. Morrell has also patented a con-

trivance for effecting the same object, a description of
which will be found in vol. ii., part 4.

The only methods, however, which can rightly

profess to wholly correct the evil of river pollution by
town drainage are those which claim to remove the

whole of the human excrements directly from the

house. But at the very outset they have, as already

stated, to confess a failure. It is only privy stuff with

which they deal ; all the other liquid household waste,

chamber slops and laundry slops, are thrown down the

back yard grid or scullery slop-stone and find their way
through these sinks to the nearest water-course.

The Dry-earth Closet.—The so-called dry-earth closet

is much the best of these plans ; and it is undoubtedly

capable of being made an admirable scavenging

expedient, so far as privy refuse is concerned. Of this

we convinced ourselves at the Broadmoor Criminal

Lunatic Asylum, where a large number of earth closets

have been introduced, and are worked to the satis-

faction of Dr. Meyer, the resident medical officer. At
Wakefield prison too, all the lower cells are provided

with earth closets ; and although the closeness of a
confined and narrow room was perceptible {the

prisoners having been kept in till a later hour than

usual on our visit), there was no offensiveness recognis-

able of the special kind that might have been expected.

Here, however, the plan has been found applicable

only to the cells on the male side of the house, in

which separate vessels for the urine are provided. The
earth for the Wakefield prison is dried in a kiln and
supplied weekly to the closets, and the pans are

removed as soon as filled ; their contents, taken to a
shed, are turned and pulverised, and used in the

prison garden with advantage. At Halton in Bucking-

hamshire, a pretty country village of 50 or 60 cottages,

the roadside chalky soil is used successfully in the dry-

earth closet with which every cottage is provided. For
this purpose it is screened and dried upon a kiln f^oor

about 9 feet square ; 100 bushels of coke being used

in this way per annum for the 50 closets in the village.

When hot and dry the earth is carried to the hopper in

the back wall of each privy, which holds about 60 lb.

—enough for 40 uses of the seat. The floor beneath

is cemented so as to hold the liquid as well as the solid

excrement ; and the seats are hinged and on springs, so

that on rising from them a portion, about i^ lb., is dis-

charged from the hopper, and thrown upon the mass

below. We came, without notice, one evening into

the village, and examined about a score of these

cottages, and found everything as clean and sweet as

possible. Seats and floors in front, hoppers and cess-

pool floor behind, were all clean ; and there was
nothing to be seen but white dry earth, and no smell

was perceptible. Moreover we were told that the

cesspool, cleaned out as required three or four times a

year, furnishes a material, which, after lying in a heap

for some months under a shed is put upon the kiln

again and used a second time. Last year 70 tons of

stuff were taken out of the privies of the 50 cottages

;

30 tons, however, had been used twice, so that only

40 tons were available for use upon the land ; and it

had proved a capital fertiliser, producing an abundant

crop of grass where the manure had been applied.

In all these cases, however, the chamber slops are

kept separate; and independently of that the success

depends not upon the people using the privies, but

upon an officer whose business it is to look after them

and keep them clean. Even at Halton one man is set

apart fur this work, who attends to the kiln, to the

provision of dried earth, to the keeping the hopper?
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full, and to the removal of the manure. Elsewhere Ave

have known earth closets introduced for the use of

cottages accustomed to the old privy seat and cesspool

;

and, requiring special service and attention which the

average man or woman will not give, they soon

became filthy and offensive. Add to tliese circum-

stances the enormous aggravation of all the difficulties

of the plan when not 50 but 50,000 households have

to be provided with the necessary appliances and

induced to work them properly, and we can have no

hesitation in pronouncing the dry-earth system, how-

ever suitable for institutions, villages, and camps,

where personal or official regulations can be enforced,

entirely unfitted to the circumstances of large towns.

At Lancaster, indeed, an attempt has been made by

a neighbouring landed proprietor, Mr. W. J. Gamett,

of Quernmore Park, to get the house scavenging of the

town done upon a modification of this plan, and to

deal with the whole excrement of the household upon

the dry-earth system. By constant and even daily col-

lection in tubs and pans the whole excrement is col-

lected from a large number of houses, and the payment

of iJ. a week per house is said to secure the collection

of the chamber slops as well as of the privy contents.

Nearly one-tenth part of the town is thus dealt with.

Earth is sent round daily, and thrown into the privy

holes, and when the pit is full the whole is taken to a

depot where it is mixed with material derived partly

from street sweepings and ash-pit refuse ; and being

thereafter piled beneath a shed built upon a farm

near the town, the whole is soaked with the collected

boxes, and so find its way into a manure thus collected

and prepared."

The plan has at length been abandoned, for both of

the reasons refen-ed to by Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert.

A sample carefully taken be'

laboratory proved to contain :

—

L containing .207

analysed in our

Organic matter :

of total combined nitrogen

Mineral matter containing .326 of phospho:
G.67;

26.547

These figures indicate a practical value certainly

much below that at which we had been led to estimate

it by mere inspection ; and it is manifest, from the

very small amount of total combined nitrogen, that

much of the urine escapes preservation. An in-

ordinate quantity of earth appears also to have been

added to the excrementitious matters, since more than

93 per cent, of the finished manure consisted of nearly

worthless mineral matters and water.

The "Eureka" ^'rf«w.—Some mention should be

made of the plan of dealing with human excrement

wdiich was carried out a few years ago at Hyde, near

Manchester, although it has been abandoned owing to

the great local nuisance which the manufacture created,

and the insufficient returns realised by its promoters,

and we have not, therefore, had an opportunity of

examining it. It has been thus described by Mr

T. B. Lawes, F.R.S., and Dr. J. H
"F.R.S.*:—

" Some few years ago a company contracted to carry

out what they called the ' Eureka system ' here. They
provided boxes to fit in at the back of the privy or closet

of nearly every house, leaving scarcely a water-closet

in the place. Some disinfecting or deodorising mixture is

put into the box before it is placed in its position, and the

box is exchanged for a fresh one after a certain number of

days, according to the number of individuals frequenting

the place ; and it is stipulated that neither extraneous

water nor any other than human excretal matters should

be accumulated in these receptacles. The boxes, when
removed, are covered with closely fitting lids, and so

transported in close vans to a manure manufactory close

to the town. Here the matters are first well mixed, and
then strained to remove rags, which are washed and sold

for paper-making. More disinfectant is then added, and
the matter concentrated by distillation, the distilled water

being sold to dyers and bleachers. The residue thus

thickened is theri mixed with coal ashes, which are col-

lected in the houses in casks left for that purpose, and
before being used are re-burnt in a reverberatory furnace,

and finely ground. On visiting Hyde in 1863, it certainly

appeared that the mode of collection and preparation

adopted was attended with, at any rate, very little un-

pleasant odour, and it was maintained by the advocates

of the system that its adoption had been successful in a

sanitary point of view ; though, even at that time, some
difference of opinion existed, and a controversy on the

subject was in progress."

"The opposition had reference not to the mode of

collection, but to the conducting of the manufacture so

near to the town. But whether or not the plan of codec

lion and removal may have proved successful, so far as

the avoidance of nuisance and injury to health are con-

cerned, the process of manufacture seems unfortunately to

offer but httlc prospect of successful utilisation, so far atleast

as can be judged from the results of an analysis made at

Rothamsted, of a sample of the manure obtained direct

from the works. It was found to contain only between

I and 2 per cent, of ammonia. Such a manure, altliough

it might be useful enough when applied in quantities of

many tons to the acre, would obviously be not worth

more than its carriage beyond the distance of a very few

miles. Besides the great dilution of the inore valuable

manure matters by the admixture with ashes,' a little con-

sideration of the habits of the people is sufticient to

account for the small quantity of ammonia found in the

manure ; for it is obvious that little of the urine beyond

that passed once a day with the faeces would reach the

Goux's Svstcm, described in detail in vol. ii.,

" Minutes of Evidence," part 4, is one of a somewhat

similar kind, differing from the Eureka plan mainly in

the subsequent treatment of the excrement. This is

not dried by heat, but allowed to ferment along \yith

the diying and absorbent material used in its collection.

The filth is collected from house to house in tubs lined

with a layer of absorbent material, and these tubs are

removed at short intervals, as experience declares to be

required. Gathered at a depot, the whole contents,

ordure, liquid, and the fibrous lining, are cleared out

and turned over, and the vessels are sent back to the

privies. Each of the receiving tubs is filled to a

certain depth with dust, chaff, house sweepings, ash, or

other absorbent stuff. A conical core smaller than the

tub is then pressed doAvn upon this layer, and the space

between it and the outside vessel is filled in like manner

with similar absorbent refuse matters. The core is

then removed and the tub is taken to the privy and

placed below the seat. Every day one-fifth or there-

abouts of the tubs are taken to the works, empty

vessels being put in tlieir places. The contents are

collected on a floor, sprinkled with a little siilphuric

acid, and after a certain amount of fermentation and

consequent destruction of the fibrous matter, the whole

becomes a homogenous, inoffensive, but feeble manure,

which may be very fairly described in the words used

by Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert about the Eureka

failure. We saw the system in operation to a certain

extent at Rochdale ; where in August, 1S69, according

to the Report of the Sanitary Committee of the Town
Council who had charge of the experiment, 342 closets

were then being treated on this plan.

It must be remembered, as regards all these ex-

pedients, not only that it is but a part of the excremen-

titious matter which is dealt with ; but that even as

regards that portion of the excrement which they do

remove, they so entirely depend upon efficient cleanly

superintendence and direction, that wherever they have

merely had the average man to work them they have

failed. Moreover, this veiy frequent collection of filth by

hand from houses, and its removal sometimes through

the cottages themselves, almost necessarily under the

eye and nose of the household, whatever may be the

importance of the economic object aimed at, is

universally condemned by our domestic habits as nasty

and offensive. They can never be an entire success,

and in competition with the water-closet, a jury of

average householders will certainly condemn them for

lack of cleanliness and comfort.

The above account of these, which may be termed
" preventive processes," will be sufficient to justify the

statement we have made of their inefficiency to hinder

Gilbert, I the pollution of the rivers and streams ; they do not of

course profess to have any remedial action upon water

which has been polluted. Fint Report of the Jiivers

Pollution Commission.

* " Notes on the Composition, Value, and Utilisation of Town
Sewage,'' reprinted from the " Journal of the Chemical Society,"

March and April, 1869. (Harrison S: Sons, St Martm's Lane.)

TO MITIGATE THE DROUGHT.
[A French ordinance calls the attention of aginciilturists to the

following report, drawn up by Prof. Henze. inspector of .agrr

culture, and teacher at the Agronomic School of Grignon,

We take the translation from the columns of TJitr Fartner.\

During the last few days I have had occasion to

traverse many departments of France, and regret being

compelled to report most unfavourably as to the

effects of the drought.

For 20 years past the advantages attendant on deep

cultivation have been constantly expatiated upon, and

this year the beneficial eflects of the system are

strikingly apparent. In those localities in which the

subsoil plough has been judiciously and persistently

einployed for any considerable length of time, the crops

are now suffering far less from the drought than in

those districts in which farmers have not resorted to it.

The winter crops (Rape, winter Barley, winter

Vetches, Rye, Wheat, and winter Oats), look, com-

paratively speaking, much better than the forage ones,

although they (the winter crops) have also suffered

from the oppressive heat which has prevailed since

April.

The extraordinary short supply of green food con-

tinues to be a cause of great anxiety to the farmer, and

should the drought last much longer it will become a

serious question how to keep the stock alive from

day to day.

Amongst the measures which may be easily and

advantageously resorted to Avilh a view to mitigate the

effects of the long protracted dry weather, I would

venture to suggest the following, classifying them
under the heads, summer keep, autumn keep, spring

keep, litter, manures, purifying water.

Summer Keep.—Maize or Indian Com may be sown

as late as the end of July, or even to the beginning of

.\ugust. Care should be taken, however, to select a

quick-growing A'ariety. In order to accelerate the

germination of the seed, it is well to steep it for

48 hours in water, and it should then be sown towards

evening, three or four grains in a place, about 3 inches

deep, and in rows 12 inches apart—seed per acre

2\ lb. per acre. Millet, 3.2 lb., and Tartarian

Buckwheat, 4^ bushels, will be found a useful mixture,

and should be lightly buried by means of the hanow
and roller.

Although Buckwheat is but a second-rate forage

crop, it has this in its favour, it is able to withstand

drought, and serves to shelter other plants during the

period of growth.

As regards Maize, although it cannot make rapid

progi'ess in a time of drought, it will at least germinate

and keep growing. The seed put in during the dry

weather will be found considerably in advance of seed

which has been kept back to be sown after rain.

In order to secure a succession of green food, it

is advisable to sow the above mixture (of Millet, &c.

)

at intervals of eight days. Thus will be obtained a
nutritious and palatable fodder for live stock of all

kinds.

The common Nettle is an excellent food for cattle

and pigs. After being cut it should be allowed to

wither in the sun for half a day, in order that it may
lose its pungent properties before being given to the

stock.

Cattle should only be driven to pasture in the woods
cither in the morning or evening ; during the heat of

the day they would be tormented by insects. Pastur-

age situated in Red Beech and Horse Chestnut woods
is not so good as that under Oaks, Birches, White
Beeches, Elms, and Alders.

Autumn Keep.—In Alsace, Auvergne, Limousin,

and Anjou, the Turnip is regarded as one of the

ordinary farm crops ; but whether it can be grown this

year without a change in the weather, is very doubtful.

In any case, an attempt should be made, and to pro-

tect the roots, in some measure, against the dry heat, a

surface crop of Tartarian Buckwheat might with ad-

vantage be raised. Four to five bushels of Buckwheat
seed per acre should be harrowed in first, and then

2^ to 3 lb. of Turnip seed. The Buckwheat will pro-

tect the Turnips against the fly, as well as against the

sun's rays. Let the Buckwheat be cut with the sickle

in September or October—even if the grain is then

only half ripe—care being taken not to damage the

Turnip leaves. Should the weather be fine, it can be

dried and carried. It makes a good winter keep for

cattle and sheep. The Tuniips may be left till

November. Early kinds of Turnips should be sown
not later than July 25 ; late varieties up to August 20.

White Mustard is a crop, the value of which has been

uowhere properly appreciated. It may be sown broad-

cast, 1 1 lb. per acre, from mid-August to mid-Sep-

tember, and will soon appear above ground, and grow
rapidly. It should be mown whilst in bloom.

Vine leaves are a somewhat acid, but at the same
time nutritious and refreshing green food. In Lan-

guedoc, sheep are allowed to eat them off the plants,

and the vineyards are not found to sustain any damage
in consequence. After harvest, the branches which

have been chopped off the "Vine can be tied up in

sheaves or bundles, and given to sheep and horned

stock in racks.

Acorns, Beechnuts, and Chestnuts, are also worth
collecting this year, and may be used as food, either

fresh or dried. If intended to be given in a dry state,

they should previously be cmshed and steeped in

water. Cattle and swine are very fond of them.

Winter Keep.— Gorse will grow everywhere in

France, except on chalk soils. It still covers large

areas in Sologne and Brittany, and in the last-named

locality the young shoots of the plants are frequently

used as fodder for horses and cows. Where the Gorse

is cut every year, and grows thickly, the scythe is the

implement used to cut it.

In the case of old and detached plants, however, the

shoots are best cut off with a sickle—the left hand
being armed with a leathern glove or wooden fork.

The Whin, before being given to stock, should either

be bniised in a trough or cut by a chaff-cutter, and

then, after remaining some time in water, be crushed

by a wooden pestle in order to destroy the thorns. The
green shoots of Gorse thus prepared make a capital

fodder.

The Jenisalem Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus) is

extensively grown in many of the central and western

departments. The root of the plant, besides being

useful as an article of diet for man, forms a wholesome
food for neat stock, sheep, and swine, and the leaves,

when dried, may also be given to the flock. In the

latter case, the stalks should be be ait in autumn,

lightly tied together, and placed upright in the field.

As soon as dry they may be stored away in an airy

shedding or bam, and given to the sheep in racks

during winter.

Oat and Wheat straw, though, comp.aratively

speaking, inferior feeding materials, must this year be

turned to account. After they have been cut into chaff

their feeding value can be greatly increxsed by steeping

them for 24 hours in water sweetened with molasses.

One kilo (2 lb. 3 oz.) of Sugar-Bect molasses suffices

for 100 litres (22 galls.) of water. If molasses are not

obtainable, they may be replaced by rape or cotton

cake. Though an animal cannot, of course, be
fattened on this food, it may, at least, be kept alive

;

for straw treated in the above way becomes not only

4^ bushels. As a surface crop,*^ Hungarian Mehca I more digestible and nutritious, but also more p.alatable,
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and is readily eaten by live stock. A little hay can at

each meal be added to the animal's rations.

The leaves of certain trees also contain so much
nutriment as to render them valuable substitutes for hay.

Spring Keep.—As the land sown down this year with
Clover, Lucerne, and Sainfoin has mostly failed to

produce a plant, it will be advisable not to break up
the old fields still under those crops. In order to

render them as productive as possible in the spring, let

them be well harrowed in the autumn and sown with
Rye-grass. The latter Avill not be injured by the frost.

Rye-grass or winter Oats may also be added to the

Trifolium incarnalum, which is sown in August or Sep-
tember. A mi.\ture of Rape or Turnips and Rye will

yield an early supply of gi'een food. It will be ready
for cutting by the end of March.

Litter.—There will be no superabundance of straw

this year, and in its place sedge, reeds, heath, dry earth,

and leaves, can be used as litter, all of which should

be brought under cover before winter. They may be
allowed to remain down as litter somewhat longer than

is usual in the case of straw. When removed to the

dung-heap, some slacked lime should be added to

them. In the department of Somme, dry turf is used
instead of straw.

On most farms dung is not treated in the most
rational and economical way. In order to preserve its

fertilising properties, it should be covered with S to 12

inches of earth, and moistened with liquid manure or

water.

It is worthy of mention that many of the farmers in

the department dii Nord have systematically watered
their fields during the late dry weather. In Masny, a

6-horse power engine, with a consumption of 17 bush,

of coal, has watered 2j
acres a day (of 12 hours). ^
The pump in use is a
portable centrifugal one,

and the water is obtained

from wells, of which there

are a number in those dis-

tricts where the cattle re-

main out all the year
through.

sion (although there were, it seems, 146 Oats in the

parcel) that it meant ten ripe heads. Unfortunately
for Mr. Smith's theory the sample was labelled
"unripe," and not "ten ripe." For Mr. Smith's
satisfaction let me assure him that my' Oats were all

cut some time ago, and the whole (except one field) in

stack ; but for his satisfaction, also, I would inform
him I had one field on a dry hill top, so short that I

did not think them worth gathering, and so turned my
sheep in to cat them, which they are now doing with
vast satisfaction to themselves, I am afraid, however,
it will not please him when I tell him 1 have seen
worse crops than those I have put my sheep on to

gathered in the south of England as though it were
something precious, and stowed away into great
wooden bams. Mr. Smith's knowledge of farming
is illustrated by the judgment he pronounces about the

growth of Oats in a hill country. If he knew as much
about Oats as I have no doubt he knows about Wheat,
he would have known that Oats will grow a great deal
better on a light soil in South Wales, even though it

be 1000 feet above the sea, than they will gi-ow in the

heavy clay around Bletchley. Now then, I ask Mr.
Smith to answer this question. He declared Oats
would not come to maturity on my fann. Well, I am
this year growing Oats from seed grown last year on
this same farm (and there is not a spot that is not at

least 1000 feet above the sea). Were last year's Oats,
then, brought to maturity or not ? If they were brought
to maturity, then what is the value of Mr. Smith's
opinion ? Mr. Smith says he picked up in his owni

neighbourhood three " heads " of Oats, out of which
he rubbed 630 Oats. Now, I beg to tell him I believe

he has made some mistake. If he had said three

plants, it is quite possible ; but to get 210 Oats out of

one head, I declare to be, in my judgment, impossible.

HOWARD'S
HORSE RAKE.
The annexed illustra-

tion gives a better view
of the improvements re-

cently made on this ma-
chine, and of the mecha-
nism for lifting the rake
by a foot lever friction

strap, than that which we
gave on the 23d ult., p.
loog. The former notice

which we gave applies,

it will be seen, rather to
our present illustration

than the former—in other
words, to the implement
shown at Oxford, than to

—
the illustration given of
it. The difference between
the two illustrations will

readily be seen, on comparing them together, and
referring to the foot apparatus for tightening the
straps on the dnims, very clearly shown on the near
wheel of the present engraving (fig. 226), together with
the additional apparatus, not formerly shown, for
holding up the rakes when desirable. This addi-
tional apparatus belongs to that class of improve-
ments usually known technically as "the perfect-
ing of the invention," and is of more importance in the
working of the machine than at first sight may be
imagined by the casual observer ; and in giving it we
repeat the former favourable notice of the implement, as
the best horse-rake now in the field.

lioiitc CoiTespnknfe.
Oat Growing in Wales.—What a wonderful man

is Mr. Smith ! At p. 1041 he published deliberately
these words :—" I find that ' G. A. H.' has been
carrying out in Wales a reclamation of some unsubdued
mountain land, 1000 feet above the level of the sea, on
which he has succeeded in growing some straw but not
corn, for the Oats will not come to maturity." He
writes this apparently after a personal visit to the spot,
and as he sets up to be a land valuer, and one who
gives advice to others, of course most of your readers
would think his remarks and assertions worthy of
credit. Well, I send him a sample of last year's Oats,
and I refer him to your own judgment of them, and I
send him also a sample of this year's growing crop,
marked as having been grown from seed ripened last
year onthe same farm, and yet he neither has the m.anli-
ness to acknowledge his error nor yet to persist in it, but
Bow says that Oats grown 1000 feet above the sea only
produce 144 corns to each head ! What a clever
farmer is Mr. Smith, and how nicely he jumps to con-
clusions

! He states my sample of this year's Oats was
labelled " ten " ripe Oats, and he jumps to the conclu-

FlO. 226.—PATENT SELP-.\CTING RAKE.

Four harvests ago I had a crop of Oats here (blacl.

Tartarian), which a very large farmer in Scotland esti-

mated as being 14 bolls (84 bush.) to the acre. The
straw was upwards of 5 feet long, and nearly as thick

as a man's little finger. The heads were enormous,
but the largest number I could get off one head was
119 Oats. Mr. Smith must have been reading the

wonderful history of Baron Munchausen. I hope the
gentleman who asked his opinion on clay land culti-

vation, will read his opinion on Oat-growing in Wales.
G. A. H.

Crops in Herts.—The soil here is a stififish clay on
a chalky subsoil ; it lies well for drainage, and has been
drained deeply, and I believe thoroughly. It is culti-

vated by steam, smashed up, and veiy rarely turned
over.^ For this very dry season the Wheat is remark-
ably good. The best piece will yield 54 qr. per
acre, after a capital crop of roots drawn off. The plant
looked thin up to the first week in May last, when it

began to stool out, and has surprised every one who has
seen it. Barley, Oats, and Peas are quite an average
crop on this farm ; Mangels very fine ; Turnips good.
Tares and Rape a splendid crop, which is being con-

sumed on the land by the whole of a large flock of
sheep. They also get cotton cake and Peas. The
land is cultivated immediately after the fold, and is

intended for Wheat next season. We have a large

herd of Shorthorns here, all the young animals are

under cover, living on cut straw. Tares, Cabbage,
cotton cake, &c. , and are doing well. The meadow
grass and Clover was a light crop this season,

still we have three large stacks, plenty of good straw,

and therefore wc hope to be able to get through the

ensuing winter with about 200 head of cattle, and be
able to make an enormous lot of first-rate manure,
without which it is a perfect farce to attempt to farm
to advantage. T., August 12.

The Wheat crop about here will, I think, be

over an average. Oats, average ; Barley, below ave-
rage ; Beans, very bad j hay, the worst crop since
1S44. Mangels are a good plant ; Turnips a bad
crop. I expect the Wheat upon the heavier class of
soils will turn out much better than is generally
expected. J. B. Lawes, Rothamsted, St. Aldan's,
August 18.

Crops in West Norfolk.—For the season my
Wheat is tolerable, quite equal to my neighbours. Of
course the light land is very deficient. I have not
harvested my thin sown (4 pecks per acre) apart from
the other (6.| pecks). Several friends came during the

season, and without exception every one fixed on the

thin sown as being the best Wheat ; some, I thmk,
have quite made up their minds to sow less seed. Some
thought during the winter months that my Wheat
looked so desperately thin it was impossible to have a
crop. I hope when I come to thresh it will prove the

contrary : one of my neighbour's threshed yesterday

5 4 coombs per acre ; this time four years he had 8^^ on
the same field. My Barley, I am sorry to say, is a
very sorry crop, without exception the worst I have
grown in ten years. I am carting a field to-day, and am
satisfied it cannot yield more than 9^ coombs per acre.

I have grown 164. I have many acres that will not
cover over 4^ coombs, and have grown over 10. The
Turnips, on the whole, are doing well ; the early-sown
Swedes did not come up at first. The Mangels are
vei7 fair, rather short in plant ; should the dry weather
continue another week, I fear they will all go back
Our summer feed this year has been comparatively
nothing, I was obliged to sell my lambs about six

weeks ago ; have not done so since I came for 10 years

until this year. My meadows have been shut up ever
since, and now have not so much feed as I had when I

sold the lambs. I must
leave you to form your
own opinion of us poor
light land farmers. I have
only about 16 score sheep
on the farm, and 16 head
of young stock in the
yard, eating straw and
cake (not steamed). C,
August 12.

Sewage upon Sand.
—As I think you will be
interested in the results

which have attended the
application of sewage to

the sand which was
brought from the Map-
lins, and placed at the
Northern Outfall, I for-

ward the following par-
ticulars of experiments, in

contrast to others upon
this farm. Five acres of
good strong land, in good
heart, but not under sew-
age, were sown down last

fall in Oats. Six acres 3
roods of Italian Rye-grass
were ploughed at the
same time, and similarly

sown. This land, how-
ever, is vei"y poor hot

land, and is under the control of the sewage. It was
intended that no sew.age should be applied to it this

season, in order to test the value of the manure left by
two years of sewage applied to grass, but the extreme
dryness of the weather made it necessary, in order to
secure a crop at all, to sewage certain parts of it. The
yield from the 5-acre plot is 8.3 qr. per acre, with a
fair amount of straw. That from the 6J acres of hot
land is 5.5 qr. of Oats per acre, with a falling off in
the straw. One-third of an acre of the sand was put
down in Oats this spring, and the crop has been
sewaged, as it seemed to require it. The yield of Oats
is 7.5 qr. per acre, and the yield of straw is the
largest of any. I may add that the price put upon this

last sample, when sent to market, has exceeded both
the others. The sand has also taken a first place in
Potato glowing, both in quantity and quality, as the
following will show. One-third of an acre of sand
under sewage, planted with " Regents," yielded 2 tons
of ware, 8 cwt. of middlings, and 2 cwt. of chatts,

thus giving a return of more than double the weight
per acre which we have this year realised on this farm.
Heury J. Morgan, Lodge Farm, Barking, Essex,
August 16.

Tiptree Hall Farm, and the General Farming
Reports.— I am just returned from my annual peram-
bulations through the Eastern Counties—cora-producing
districts—and I can in some measure confirm the
published reports about them, except that I think the
estimation of the yields of the crops on the really

corn-producing lands is somewhat too low ; and I have
proofs of this from the information of a few farmers and
their labourers, where some fields of Wheat have been
threshed. In my walks through Essex in particular

I could not get any farmer to acknowledge that there

would be anywhere 5 qr. of Wheat an acre, but on
my return, last week, I fell in with some men returning

home with some steam threshing machinery ; and they
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told me that all they had hitherto threshed had

averaged near 12 coombs an acre, and as, from my
very plain and light dress, the men could not suspect

that I was anything more than one of their own class,

I have no doubt but what they told me was strictly cor-

rect, and may be relied upon by all who have com-

mercially an interest Ln the anticipated yields of our

crops this year. And I have again been in the neigh-

bourhood of Tiptree Hall, the seat of the renowned

citizen, J. J. Mecht, Esq., formerly ofLeadenhall Street.

Referring to Tiptree Hall, it will probably be remem-

bered that, some two or three years back, I caused to

be published some important corrections, which I had

accidentally obtained, respecting its history, and which

I think ought to have been long ago made public, as

they have evidently occasioned no little mischief. It

has been the persevering custom of Mr. Mechi and his

metropolitan admirers to repi'esent Tiptree Hall farm

as having formed part of a barren heath until he

became its proprietor ; but a greater mistake could

not have been made or attempted. As I showed in

my former letters, and from documentary proofs which

I was enabled to examine, Tiptree Hall estate was
held in rather superior estimation, and had a residence

in the centre of it for the occupation of a respectable

family, and it was divided into fields, and planted with

forest trees upwards of 200 years back, and from that

period, and probably much longer, the estate had been

regularly farmed by the owners or tenants of it ; and

for very many years before Mr. Mechi became the

proprietor it had been in the occupation of one of the

most respectable farming families in the county of

Essex, I believe, for 40 years. It is true there is a heath

near it ; but as I myself ascertained by walking

partly round the farm it is nearly surrounded by the

fields and farms of others,' bearing as much produce,

acre for acre, as does Tiptree Hall farm, though prob-

ably at not more than half the cost spent upon them,

that is, acre for acre. Such is the case ; and I was
shown several Essex farms which in the same time had

increased in value much more than this farm has, either

to rent or to purchase, confining myself within a period

of about 30 years ; but were I to go back to the same
documentary proofs I saw, I could show that some
estates have increased in value more than three-fold

within the last 60 or 70 years. But to give one out of

many examples of this ; an elderly gentleman told me
that his father rented the estate he was then proprietor

of 70 years back at ^^200 a-year ; and that the rent of it

was subsequently raised to ^320 a-year, and then

again'raised to ;^700 ; and now, he said—and I have no
doubt' of the truth of it—it would let for ^1200 or

;i{^i400 a-year, and it has no advantages except for

farming purposes, nor is there a railroad within several

miles of it. I cannot judge of the value of Tiptree

Hall premises, not having been able to examine them,

but I should think their situation would not induce any
gentleman to become the occupant of them, and they

are not fit for a tenant-farmer. Confining myself,

therefore, to the value of the land alone, I should say

that Tiptree Hall lands are not now of greater value

than are the lands immediately surrounding them. In

concluding this paper, I am aware that Mr. Mechi
will require that I should add my name and address,

but I withhold them on this account, that, were I to

give them, they would give greater weight to my paper
llian I wish it to possess. T. B. S,

New Zealand Red Bearded Wheat.—The
Wheat sent by Mr. Heniy Nairn, of Pourerere,

Hawk's Bay, New Zealand [Ganic-ncrs' Chronich',

June 26, 1S69, p. 696), having been considered de-

serving of trial, as having produced 75 bushels per

acre, some further remarks on it may be desirable.

Grown in the country, it is described as short in straw,

and, notwithstanding the season, very prolific. As,

however, my plants, growing in unfavourable circum-

stances, died in the winter, I have had no opportunity

of observing its properties as a winter Wheat. I

therefore planted some grains early in March, and
these ripened the last week in July, growing under the

same circumstances as winter VVheat, which ripened at

veiy nearly the same time. From this it would appear
that New Zealand alters the constitution of Wheat
grown there, because it appears from Mr. Nairn's

account that this is a winter Wheat, he having been
told that it was only common Rivetts, which it is not

likely would have been suggested if it were a spring

Wheat. One objection to spring Wheat is, that the

gi-ain is apt to be shrivelled more or less. Might not

this stout-strawed Wheat prove to be a better sort of

spring Wheat ? The grains in my plants are large and
plump ; but as I allowed only a very few ears to grow
on the plants, this may be the consequence of over-

nutrition. B. Clarke^ F.L.S., Mount Vernon^ Hamp-
stead.

The Foot-and-Mouth Complaint.—Am I right

in believing tliat the proper name for this is fever,

which may proceed from natural causes or be trans-

mitted by infection? and am I right in supposing that

a high temperature, dry food, and an insufficiency of

water are likely to cause such a disease ? I ask these

questions because my animals never sufTer from this

complaint. They are never without an ample supply

of water, and the cattle are always kept under cover,

and not allowed to range the fields. Perhaps some of

your correspondents will enlighten me on this matter.

There is an absence in the dried-up grass of much of

the 75 per cent, of water which green fresh grass

contains. When we give cake, meal, dry hay, bran,

&c., water is essentially necessary, y. J. JShchi,

AitPHsl 20.

Landlords and Land Agents.—In your impres-

sion of the 23d ult., in your summing up of the con-

troversy, Smith z'.
'* G. A. II." on farm agreements,

there occurs in the concluding sentence the following

words : " Let us add that land agents do not as a body
exist there." This, I imagine, is meant in no dis-

paragement of that excellent, nevertheless ill-used class

of men, or that our Belgian neighbours in question are

to be considered peculiarly privileged, being free from
the jurisdiction (shall I call it?) of such. If we accept

the ordinaiy meaning of land agent as the representa-

tive of a landlord, the presumption with some pro-

priety might arise, are there any landlords? Such
arrangements of individuals as landlord, land agent,

and land tenant in one, are to be found in the back-

woods of some countries, but their existence on the

Belgian side of the water rather takes our atten-

tion as a peculiar occurrence. The development

of land in all ages has been worthy the study of

master minds, and landowners, be they ever so

well acquainted with most land business, cannot,

as a rule, do without those whose study has been

the more practical part of the subject ; and the

office is no sinecure. It ranges over a multiplicity

of subjects concerned both with what appears on the

surface of the land and what is uiKler it, and the

acquisition of them ; the being conversant with most,

if not thoroughly up in all, involves early application,

much perseverance, and considerable talent. Land-
lords, fair and honourable in their dealings, be they

guided by prudent agents or not, are a blessing in their

localities, but grasping, narrow-minded menials are not

to be regarded ; their selfish, short-sighted notions

possess them with the means of stamping a retrograde

policy in the history of the property in their period.

The case of the proprietor who may not have given much
attention to country matters, and who waives his own
judgment in favour of that of his land agent, very mate-
rially adds to the responsibilities of the latter. In the

boots of the landlord, so to speak, his interest, where-
soever and howsoever it turns, is to be regarded by
him in the first instance ; his welfare must be a first con-

cern, as much as if it were his own. In the land agency
business there are amateurs—military men, for in-

stance—who, by strict military punctuality, think to

make up for practical skill ; men of the law, dexterous

in amassing into agreements phrases partaking of the

least allusion to land, and at tlie least emergency
ready to open fire from behind any one of them.

Those, and such as those, attempting matters

not in the province of their experience, are

viewed more by the light of selfish motives than of

encouraging a right feeling between man and man. It

is refreshing to meet with men of the higher stamp

—

jiractical men, who at a glance almost perceive the

true reckoning of their case, and by timely well chosen

measures, be it in drains, buildings, accommodation,
surface improvement, a term of credit, or judicious

advance, or by any of the many ways which his long

and tried experience recalls, see how to set matters

to rights again ; but those instances of dry law
and no gospel are doubtful means to an end,

and are taken as a cripple rectification at best. Let

land agents properly so called aspire to the highest

standard in their profession ; let them seek to cultivate

the more advanced views of the period, and urge on the

landlord, the true conservator of old notions, the

expediency of shaking off opinions that have ser\'ed

their day and generation, instead of dragging them into

the existence of more modem times. Above all, let

them cherish the dictum that the interest of the servant

is that of the landlord, and there is much promise of

hearing less of the charges preferred against them
of perpetuating obsolete phraseology, as contemptible

as the way in which they are made. Important as the

ofhce of land agent is, how little are their interest, as a

body acknowledged. Unlike engineers, surveyors, and
almost every other profession, they are unknown by
any institution, or such other fitting name, of them-

selves. " Unity is strength," and it would be well for

them to see to their interests in this respect, and so

partake of the advantages usually attaching to bodies

corporate : there are many ways in which the good
offices could be of service. By such a step, encourage-

ment might be preserved for true merit, and a check

sustained to the employment of those who reduce the

standard of the business—amateurs simply—whom, it

may be, Mr. Smith has in his mind's eye when he

speaks of them as fostering so tenderly antiquated and
unworkable covenants in fann agreements. A Scot.

little instruction in the usual schools

plants, weeds, and insects, illustrated with specimens

collected on the spot, would be both interesting and
useful.

There are, unfortunately, few books or periodicals

published in England at a price to meet the simple

wants of plain farmers and country workmen. Here
we have plenty of periodicals giving short articles on

all those subjects, with frequent cuts ; so that any one

finding an insect or plant fresh to them will probably

be at once able to name it, and its use or destructive

qualities, as the case may be. James TapliUy South

Amboy, N. J., U. S. A., July 23. [The Cuscuta

Trifolii has been frequently described and figured in our

columns. We cordially assent to the judgment of our

coiTespondent on the character of the American and
Canadian agricultural Journals. They are admirably

conducted.]

ROYAL DUBLIN
The horse show held last week under this Society,

as far as the number of entries is concerned, was
more successful than any of its predecessors. We
append a Table showing the entries of each year since

the establishment of the show :

—

Year.
Number of

1S67 3S

The 1st prize for the thorough-bred sire in the Stud
Book best calculated to improve and perpetuate the

breed of sound and stout thorough-bred horses, weight-

carrying hunters, and horses for general stud purposes,

fell to Earl Spencer, for General Hess, 13 years, by
Nabob out of Lady Alice. There were 61 competitors

for the Citizens' Challenge Cup, value ;i^loo, open to

horses four, five, or six years old, the bond fide pro-

perty of farmers whose income does not exceed £y:xi

per annum. It was won by Mr. John Morris Johnston,

of Dunshaughlin, with a bay gelding four years old.

The challenge cup of the Royal Agricultural Society,

value ^^50, for the thorough-bred stallion considered

most desirable for improving the breed of draught

horses in Ireland, was awarded to Lord Lucan.
Captain J. C. Ross's (Scots' Greys) hunter, by Mallet,

dam by Navarino, which won the hurdle jumping on
the first day, has been sold for ;i^200, to Mr. Darby, of
Rugby. The following statement from the tables of

the Registrar-General, showing the number and value

of horses in Ireland in successive years, may be of

interest as showing how far the efforts of the Society

have been successful

first show was held

increasing the supply. The
1S52 :~

Year.

1870

Number. Value,
522,348 ;^4,87g,i58

524,703 4,884,058
527,248 4,896,808

529,864 4,912,013

Year, Number. Value.

1862 602,874 ;^5,556,734
1S63 579.978 5>399.ooo

1864 561. 361 5,261,750

1865 547.867 5.130.960
1866 535,799 5,014.104 I

The sheep classes numbered 141 entries. Pure
Leicestei-s were not first-rate. In Border Leicesters,

Mr. Thomas Robertson, Narraghmore, Kildare, was
1st. The Roscommon sheep, owing its excellence to

Leicester crosses, were well represented. Shropshire

sheep were exhibited principally by Mr. C. W.
Hamilton, who took most of the prizes.

Foreign Correspondence.
South Ameoy, New Jersey.— Clofcr Dodder.—

Would it not be an advantage to the agriculturist to

occasionally give a short description of noxious weeds,

either native or introduced, it with woodcuts all the

better?—for it appears rather behind the time for a

reader of the Agricultural Gazette not to know the

above plant when he finds masses of it as large as a

bear's-skin, and feels uncertain if it be not the Clover

rooting above ground when it is too dry to root under.

This does not show much knowledge of vegetable life.

NORTH LANCASHIRE.
Blackpool.—At the meeting and show of this Society,

held the other day, Lord Derby thus referred to the

show and to the meeting of the Society:—He could

not speculate calmly upon the question of drainage

and manure, of long leases and short leases, when the

public are watching from day to day, and from hour to

hour, the progress of great events in Europe, which
may affect not only the history of the present day,

but the history of generations yet unborn. But he
could tell the gentlemen present, that the society whose
annual meeting they had assembled to celebrate had
been in existence for upwards of 23 years ; that the in-

come was, last year, from receipts at the door and from
subscriptions and donations taken together, nearly ;i^Soo

;

and, although exposed to the competition of small local

associations, all very useful and beneficial in their way,

it had contrived not merely to hold its own, but

to extend its operations, and increase its funds.

In 20 years it had quadrupled it operations.

The increase under the head of agiucultural implements

was most marked. He knew that the improvements

in Lancashire during the last 25 years were marvellous.

Landlords and tenants had gone to their work with a

will. There had been a great change in the agricul-

tural condition of this country. It might not be

necessary or even our interest that every inch of the soil

should be cultivated to the utmost extent it could

bear ; but when they heard of so many com-
plaints about the smallness of the country,

—and he had often heard it said during the

last few months, "Just think what England would be
if only the colonies were to separate themselves from
us, what an insignificant power we should be reduced

to I"—his answer to all that was, Before you com-
plain you hav'nt got space enough, just make as much
as you can of the space you have got, A much more
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sensible advice than recommending, as has been done
recently, wholesale emigration.

VALE OF ALFORD.
Augtut 9 : Irish CattU and Ple!iro-p!Uiimonia.—Ki

the meeting here Mr. McCoMlilE, M.P., said :

—

Every one here will agree with me that to the intro-

duction of Irish cattle three-fourths of our calamities as

to pleuro-pneumonia are due. I considered it my duty

to make a strong representation to the Government. I

told Mr. Forster the unvarnished truth on this subject.

I applied to Lord Airlie on the subject, and stated to

him, as I had stated to Mr. Forster, that Irish cattle

had been the cause of three-fourths of the pleuro-pneu-

monia in Scotland—that it was a public sale of Irish

cattle that first brought the disease into Aberdeen-
shire, and carried it into ten or twelve different

farms ; that the stock of two of my neighbours,

namely, the late Mr. Wilson, Whiteside, and
the late Mr. Aiken, Meikle Endovie, became
infected—the former losing 45 to 50 valuable Short-

homed cattle ; that pleuro-pneumonia was introduced

here only the other day by two Irish cattle, and that

the whole stock on the farm, with one or two excep-

tions, had either died or been killed ; that for my part

I would not take an Irish beast into my farms, though
I got it for nothing. I also pointed out that starved

Irish store cattle prowled through the country by
night, and often left infection behind them ; that there

was little doubt whenever an Irish farmer found
pleuro was in his stock, he sent for the jobber, who
bought them at a nominal price, brought them over to

Scotland, and sold them at Muir of Ord, and elsewhere,

to the Scotch jobber, who again sent them over the

country as crosses. I stated that I proposed that no
Irish store cattle should be allowed to leave Ireland, for

Scotland or England, without a clean bill of health for

three months, and that from the first seller. Lord
Airlie took up the matter warmly, and told me he
thought the subject should be brought before the Duke
of Richmond. I took the liberty of calling upon his

Grace, and I was very much struck with the great

ability, the acquaintance with the subject, and the deep
interest in our welfare by his Grace. I explained to the

Duke at length the state of matters, as I had done to

Lord Airlie. In the most courteous manner he said

the subject would receive his most serious consi-

deration, and you will have observed that Lord
Airlie and the Duke of Richmond advocated our
views in the strongest manner in their places in the

House of Lords. The tenant-farmers of Scotland are
very much indebted to both these noblemen for their

efforts, and I have no doubt that the ventilation of the
subject, as Lord Airlie says, will do a great deal of
good. Lord Airlie's efforts on our behalf did not end
here. He had a servant on horseback, at 7 o'clock in

the morning, before I was out of bed, with a letter for

me, the contents of which were that Lord Spencer, the
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, wished to see me at half-

past 12 o'clock that day. I had another engagement
at that hour, but wrote his lordship I would telegraph
and put it off, if necessary. He sent his servant back
with another letter, stating that Lord Spencer was to
leave that afternoon for Ireland. It was too good an
opportunity to let slip, and I waited on his lordship
at the time appointed. The first words he said to me
were, "I sent for you in case you thought I was
against the interests of the farmers." I had a long
interview with him. I urged strongly our claims for

protection from the inroads of Irish store cattle

without clean bills of health. He stated that he could
not put the Irish farmer in a worse position than the
English and the Scotch farmers. I told him that when
the Cattle Diseases Bill was in committee last year, I

proposed that an owner of stock infected with pleuro-
pneumonia should be clear of the disease at least three
months before he was allowed to dispose of store cattle,

but under certain restrictions fat cattle for immediate
slaughter should be allowed to be sold. I stated that for

the safety of the country, the Bill of last year should be
altered. His lordship listened with great attention to
my statements, and said he would not forget them

;

but, as Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, he could not think
of putting the Irish farmer in a worse position than the
farmers of England and Scotland, but that he would see
that the law, as it stood, was most rigorously carried
out. But I have detained you too long, gentlemen,
oyer these details, which 1 hope, however, are not
without interest to you.

BLANDFORD.
The following lecture, on "The Science and Practice

of Seeding," was lately given by Professor Buck-
man;—

Origin of Farm Plants.—He believed that all our
farm plants were derivatives, that by experimental
processes they had been derived from wild ones. They
should take care to sow seed sufficiently thin, so that
one plant should not obtrude upon another ; thus they
would get those plants which would pay them for the
different processes which they adopted. He believed
that by such care in cultivation plants would improve,
and that, e.g., the wild Oat was capable of producing
the cultivated Oat. He had cultivated some of the
wild Oats, and next year he found that they yielded
grain

; by the process of cultivation he obtained in four
or five years Oats of 38 lb. to 40 lb. per bushel. On

the other hand, when he examined some of the Oats
grown under wild circumstances—grown round the Oat
ricks—he found that they were not so good as the
crop which he had sown. When he went into the
market and found Oats 36 lb. and 38 lb. per bushel,
he saw that some were thin in the berry, with some
hair at the base, showing that they were not the best
kind, but Oats that had degenerated into wild Oats.
There was every reason to believe that, after all, the
wild Oats about our farms had in a great degree
degenerated from the cultivated Oat. The inference
was that, inasmuch as wild Oats were capable of being,
by cultivation, getting the best examples, improved to

a cultivated state, so cultivated Oats would degenerate
into wild ones. If they sowed Oats of a poor quality
on poor land they would find that they would have a
poor crop. He deduced, as already stated, this fact :

that inasmuch as wild Oats were capable—by care and
selection, by being put in prepared, cultivated ground
—of advancing, in the course of years, to good culti-

vated Oats, so good cultivated Oats were capable of
degenerating into wild Oats. As the result of an expe-
riment he had taken the seeds of a wild Vetch and
cultivated them, when he became aware of this

important fact—that under cultivation half the seeds
would be very small indeed, while the others would be
double the size. Examine any Vetch you like, any
sample produced that you liked, and you would find

that the seeds varied considerably in size. He went to

a farm, and he was shown some small Vetches ; the
farmer admitted that they were small, adding, " But
then you see you get the measure." Now experience
showed him that measure was not enough for him.
Giving the result of experiments with the smaller and
larger specimens, he showed the advantage of the
latter.

As a general rule they would find, he urged, that the
best seeds would, under all circumstances, be the best
for sowing. It was a folly to suppose that filling up
the measure would answer the end in view ; small
specimens produced but small results. It was the same

th plants as with animals ; if you had not a good sire

or dam you would be quite sure to have small results.

He wished them to understand with regard to Vetches
that the matter of the selection of the seed should be
observed ; that cultivated Vetches were but derivatives
from the wild Vetch.
He had some specimens of the wild Parsnip, which

he put in a new bed ; he selected the seeds, planting
them in prepared ground, and instead of having the
forked roots (indicating the wild Parsnip), he had the
larger esculent, which was at present in cultivation under
the name of the Student Parsnip. Any of his friends
present could try the experiment ; they could take the
wild Parsnip seeds and put them in a drawer till next
spring ; then they could put them in a prepared bed.
Some, they would find, would be covered with hairs,

and wild, dark coloured ; others would be light

coloured.

They must select their roots. Selected roots are of
the utmost importance. From all the experiments to
which he had referred he concluded that all our garden
esculents, all our cultivated farm plants, were deriva-
tives ; that they had all been derived by cultivated
processes familiar to every farmer, and which he con-
stantly carried out. The farmer had his change of seed

;

he got his seed from different localities. 'These were
cultivated processes.

Principles of Cultivation.—His object now was to
point out the principles upon which those cultivated
processes depended. In the first place, the selection
of seed was of the greatest possible importance. They
knew very well that when they selected their seed they
endeavoured to get seed of a good quality. They

quantity of weeds. It was of the highest importance
to get the seed free of weeds. He had seen samples
containing enough weed to stop all growth. Such
samples every right-minded and judicious farmer would
repudiate.

Wheat a>id Barley—imparlance of testing samples for
seed.—With regard to Wheat and Barley, he had tried

some experiments. He had seen samples of seed of
which 72 per cent, failed to germinate. He had seen
Barley of which 24 per cent, failed. Of some samples
in his own neighbourhood the failure reached 30 per
cent. Persons sowing seed at the present time sowed
in some cases a sack per acre. Now, before sowing,
tliey should try to do what he had always himself
endeavoured to do—ascertain the germinating power of
the seed. He never put into the ground a sample of
Wheat or Barley until he had ascertained, if possible,

what percentage would come up, how much per cent,

would germinate. It was easily done. The plan he
adopted was to take a small flower pot and press the
soil in it, leaving the seeds even ; he put say a hundred
seeds in. If placed in a hothouse the seeds would
come up all the quicker. Thus they would see the
amount of germinating power. He had done this

frequently. He had made three or four experiments
with Barley.

Turnip Seed.—He remembered receiving a sample
of Turnip seed. It was represented to consist of
selected bulbs, and 96 per cent, would, it was said,

come up. He tested the germinating power for him-
self, and found that 26 per cent, would not come up,
notwithstanding it was represented that 96 per cent,

would be the yield. Therefore it was important that
farmers should be careful in these matters, that they
understood the principles involved. They should
ascertain for themselves as much as possible with
egard to the quality and germinating power of the
seeds. A respectable seedsman would ascertain this

for them ; still, they must look into the matter them-
selves—make it a matter of business, only to trust

worthy men.

Pacts about Professor Buchiian's Farm and thin-
seeding.—He should now like to point out to them
some facts—which he hoped they would consider
interesting—connected with the quantity of seed to be
sown. This was a subject which would occupy them
until midnight ; however, he did not intend to keep
them veiy long ; he should merely point out some facts

and experiments connected with thin-seeding, which, if

they did not care about practising, they would, at all

events, he hoped, consider somewhat interesting.

Regarding the quantity of seed to be sown, then, it

must be regulated by various circumstances—not only
by the quality of the seed itself, but by the climate, the
soil, the kind of cultivation adopted, the forwardness of
the work, and other circumstances which it would be
quite idle for him to explain before such a society as
that. He would point out to them some experiments
which he had made in his own district. They might
look upon him, he dared say, as a scientific man ; but
he only pretended to be a plain farmer, and if they
came to his farm they would, perhaps, find many
faults. They knew well enough that a person might
have ideas and opinions, but could not get them carried
out ; he knew that for his own part he should find a
difficulty in getting his men to do all the things he
wanted. When he entered upon his new farm his neigh-
bours questioned the expediency of using superphos-
phates and artificial manures ; they had not experi-
mented with them, and they thought that it was no
use for him to try them. lie, however, adopted his

own course, and the result was that persons were now
using some of those appliances which before they could
not use because, as they imagined, of their inutility.

w.anted occasionally to change the sort of seed. Why He did not pretend to be a good farmer ; he was not
was this ? Because if they did not change the sort,

they kept the same place for sowing, they would be
neglecting some of the cultivated processes by which
the sorts they aimed at had been derived.

Change of Soil and Seed.—They wanted not only to
change the description of seed, but also to change the
soil ; they must go from one locality to another.
Professor Buckman recommended that, when practic-
able, crops produced by the kind of seeds offered for
sale should be examined. He observed that when a
new sort was introduced into a district it became
fashionable, for the reason that it had never been tried
before. It took a new position. Your neighbour got
an excellent crop from it, better than before ; so you
tried it yourself, and it became fashionable. But by
and by another sort was introduced. Change was
necessary on the principles which he had already
pointed out. From perpetual changes they obtained
better crops. The gieater the amount of changes the
more they were likely to succeed. There was ample
evidence afforded that the cultivated processes must be
paid attention to. If this were not done, no good
results could be expected.

Ne.xt he would call their attention to the quality of
the seeds. They all knew that the seeds of all their
crops varied very considerably, but they were perhaps
not aware of the amount of variation. He had experi-
mcntetl largely with reference to this question, and had

half so good a farmer as some of those present. He
did not think he had farmed to much profit ; he had,
however, endeavoured to effect and cany on improve-
ments, to make certain experiments connected with
the science of agriculture, and that was as much as
should be expected from a young fellow like himself.

He had determined to try experiments with regard to

seeding. He had a capital man—a superior workman
—he must not call him a bailiff because that was a
fancy name for a small farmer's son. He found,
respecting Barley, that his man was using for seed a
sack of Barley per acre. He said to him, " That is too
much. Suppose you take a tumbler and put three
Potatos in it, you will find them too thick ; or if you
take a thimble and sow three or four barley corns in it

you will find them too thick." He showed him that
with regard to the sack of Barley per acre he was
doing pretty much the same thing. He, however,
was at that time in a fresh district, and he had always
respect for men acquainted with the district. He
studied principles particularly, because they could be
applied universally. He was told that a sack per acre
was not too much, and that his neighbour was sowing
a sack and a half, which really proved to be the case.

It was remarked, " If you don't put it in, sir, you can-

not expect to get it out." But, after all, that was not
a scientific argument. If they came to analyse it they

would see that there was a fallacy in it, which he should
not now stop to point out. In 1864 he tried the

come to the conclusion that a great number of seeds experiment of 4 bushels of Barley ; in the following
were sold in the market which ought not to be sold, for year he tried 3, and he had a good crop—he thought
they did not germinate. They contained a great ' quite as good as that produced by the 4 bushels ; pro-
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bably better. In 1866 he again tried 3 bushels -nitli

the same satisfactoiy result. In 1S67 he tried 2

bushel?, and in 1S6S the same quantity, with favourable

results. These experiments proved to him the

advantages of thin sowing. He sowed in one part of

the ground 6 pecks, and in another 4 pecks ; they were

in the same field, and the other circumstances were the

same. As a result he had from the 4 pecks the most

magnificent Barley. The result of the whole experi-

ments tended to show that the thinner the sowing the

better were the samples produced ; and an improve-

ment in .the quality of the produce, with a saving in

the amount of seed, surely seemed desirable.

Value of Jit-cords.—He recommended them to make
these observations for themselves—to put down to

"log" every event. They should record the germinat-

ing power of their various seeds ; the dates at which

they were sown, the dates at which they came up.

Putting all the circumstances together they would be

able to say a good deal on the matter wdiich they could

not say unless they had some such evidence as that.

What he said and wrote became scientific evidence ;

practical farming was the most scientific work in the

world. He believed that the plants to which he had

referred were derivatives. He had tried to show them
the advantages of thin sowing where circumstances

admitted it ; if plants were sown thickly you never got

anything like the crop you would otherwise have. A
specimen of Wheat was on one occasion submitted to

him for examination, when he observed that it was
"smothered out by weeds," or, in other words,

that three or four times as much seed as was necessary

had been sown,—the greatest weed in a Wheat field,

as was once well observed, being the Wheat itself

The gentleman who showed him this sample belonged

to the county, and this conversation took place at a

meeting of a board of guardians. They would see that

sometimes a little business was done by boards of

guardians. The gentleman knew it was a small kind

of Wheat, and denied at first that it was smothered out

by weeds ; it was, he said, "the cream of the flower

garden." He, however, ultimately admitted that too

much seed had been sown, that they had a little over,

and they put it all in. The result was a poor crop.

By the use of the black board the Professor illustrated

the advantages of thin sowing with respect to Oats.

He fotmd, he said, that he could grow Oats on his

light soil with a great deal of success, but in order to

secure success he must sow half the quantity usually

sown, and the best seed he could procure. He did not

look at seed that did not weigh 45 lb. to the bushel ;

he had seen seed 48 lb. to the bushel. If he sowed
light samples he had a perfect failure. He had con-

cluded from all the experiments he had performed that,

after all, the best seed they could get was the cheaper

to buy under any circumstances. No matter about the

price ; the best, the plumpest seed they could buy, was
the best developed, the highest cultivated. They
should aim to get as the parent of a crop, so to speak,

a high kind of seed, just the same as they did with

regard to stock. If they used degenerated sorts, why
then, as with regard to their cattle, they were certain

to meet with failure. He admitted that they could not

do all this at once ; they could not adopt the system of

thin seeding at once.

He congratulated them on burning their Couch,

which could not in that case hurt them. Some put it

slyly up in a comer, fancying that it would rot. But
he held that decidedly the best policy was to burn theh

enemies, and to let their ashes become useful.

lie alluded to the large number of seeds from the

common Dock. He had counted, he said, as many as

80,000 seeds on one plant alone—at least, he set a

class of twenty students to do it, giving a branch to

each student. To put weeds slyly in a corner did not,

it must be confessed, look very well—that was not

getting rid of the enemy.

BUCHAtf.
High Farming.— 'M.'R. Bruce, of Inverquhomery

(the Chairman), said :—The farmers generally were not

at one with him on the point of his liigh farming.

They thought heput too much manure on his land. He
had, however, drawn up a little Table from the reports

of the turnip competitions that had appeared in tl

Banjfshirc journal, and he w^anted to prove that he
was right, and that his farmer friends were wrong.

Having plenty of time, he made up the following

Table, showing the produce and cost of the Turnips on
each of the farms entered for competition, the quantity

of the produce in one case not being given, but that

did not affect the conclusion :

—

homery of Is. g^tf. per ton. The highest cost incurred

by other competitors was—Inverquhomery, $s. Sirf.,

and Nether Aden, 5^. 4^/., showing a difference of

I^(/. per ton against Inverquhomery. But as Turnips

are worth more than ^s. 5|(/., the cost per ton to

Inverquhomery, the true calculation is got by taking

the gross produce in each case at its true value, and

also adding the total value of cost, including labour,

&c. It will be evident that, as the cost of labour in

each case is nearly the same, the proportion will be

considerably altered when this item is added to the

cost of produce, as will be seen by the following

estimates :

—

M.inures
Rent
Ploughing (autumn) .

.

Cross ploughing and harrow-
ing

Drilling
Cost of labour (manuring) .

.

ing and finishing

£9 5 i-i

While the difference remains the same, the proportion,

roughly stated, is as twelve to nine with total cost added,

and eight to five on the cost of manures alone. Taking

the above as the basis for calculation, the cost per ton

will be to Inverquhomery, on 32 tons 12 cwt. 3 qr.

16 lb., 7J-. 8J./. per ton ; to the average of other com-

petitors, ys. 3a'. per ton. If the value of a ton of

Turnips is 10s. , according to the above data, theprofit per

acre to Inverquhomery would be ^3 l6.r. ^d. ; and to

the other competitors, ;^3 10s. o^d. ;
giving a balance

in favour of Inverquhomery of 6s. ^J^d.. If the value

is put at 9.f. per acre, the profit to Inverquhomery

would be £2 3J. g\d. ; and to the other competitors,

£2 2s. 2^d., showing in favour of Inverquhomery,

Ij-. 6id. per acre. But it may be said that valuation is

far too high. Stating the price at a little below gs.,

the cost would come to be against Inverquhomery.

But I, looked at the crop this year, and I took my
brother's opinion on it, and asked how much he would

expect it to be more than a crop after an ordinary

manuring. He said about 25 quarters, but then the

land was old lea, and he allowed a quarter on that

account ; so that I have I i quarter of extra crop,

which is valued at 3ar. per quarter, or 45^-. in all.

Then I calculate the extra manure lying in the close at

8 cubic yards, which is calculated at ^Is. These items

give me /^3 16s. per acre of extras. If I go back and

take the difference of j^3 5^. o^d. that I pay more than

the others for my manures, these extras cover that cost,

and leave me an advantage of 10s. Ii\d. per acre,

besides leaving me with better grass, which will feed a

greater number of cattle.

Farm where
grown.
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fine cattle, but no large flocks of sheep ; in fact I have not

seen a flock of 1000 sheep in America. The Western

States have a deep dark soil, producing Maize nl pro-

fusion. I saw Irish Potatos growing in the western

portion of Illinois in large quantities, but I look upon it

as a bieak, cold region, the temperature and the people

sympathising with each other wonderfully ;
altogether far

from inviting to as tranger. I passed through Indiana,

but made no stay. I spent two weeks in Ohio, and found

there many intelligent and good farmers, several of them

owning 200 to 300 breeding ewes. In Kentucky I was

highly pleased, the people full of hospitality and kindness,

and the land rich and good ; I styled it the G*den of the

States ; it carried me in thought to the beautiful meadows
of England at sight of those herds of Durham cattle

pasturing on the luxuriant greensward of the counties of

Clark, Bourbon, Fayette, &c. But land at 120 dols. an acre

was no place for me, so I retraced my steps at once through

the States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey to New York,

and spent the remnant of the winter in that city, and on

April I started for Virginia, and in three weeks I had
purchased this place. I felt, as soon as I was in the

State, I was nearing home. We {my wife and I) found

ourselves in the midst of people, free, hospitable, kind and
intelligent— surrounded by thousands of acres of land of

different grades, but all capable of producing much
heavier crops than they were wont, if tilled to the purpose.

"Like Mr. Loader, another Englishman, I searched

for an open, healthy situation, and did not care for your

valuable river and mountain land. My farm consists of

400 acres, with a large frame-house, cabins and out-

buildings, a large and productive apple-orchard, and all

other varieties of fruit peculiar to this .State, in abundance.

It is situate 15 miles from Farmville, near the Willis

Mountains ; the Willis River runs through the plantation.

The mail carrier passes my door every day. An Epis-

copal church within 4 miles, and other denominations

abound in the vicinity.

"This farm cost me, at per acre, less than one-fifth of

the amount of rent of the farm I hved on with my father

for 23 years in England, and my good tillage will produce

any crop grown there in like abundance. Looking these

facts in the face, I see nought to alter the opinion I

formed previous to my leaving Mother Land, and to all

your readers in England, who feel themselves oppressed

by high rents, rates and taxes, I say, come to Virginia,

and amongst the millions of acres that meet your gaze, I

feci assured you will soon be riding with pride over your

own estates, subservient to no landlord."

Farm Memoranda.
CiiAUNWOOD Forest.—The hat-vest is general

tliroughout the Ormskirk and Southport district, and a

considerable portion of the cere.al crops caiTied. The
long drought, which has been more severe on the low-

lying lands nearer the coast tli.an amongst the more
hilly grounds lying inland, has been very trying to the

inhabitants of some districts, and unless rain comes
soon it is to be feared that their general health will

suffer, as the old marl pits are nearly all dried up, and

the supply from wells and springs is deficient. The
Wheat crops are very good, and the Oats fair. Very
little Barley is grown, and it is feared that the Potato

crop, although healthy and good in quality, will be

short in quantity. The Mangels, which are generally

transplanted after the early Potatos are taken up, are

not so good as usual, and there are not many Turnips

grown in the district. The hay crop was short, but

not so bad as in the Midland Counties.

I have been recently through the Midland and
Southern Counties. After passing Derby the ground
is much more burnt up, and the signs of drought

greater, than in Lancashire and Cheshire, and I feel

confident that your account of the crops in last Satur-

day's leader is correct, and that the whole of our crops.

Wheat included, are below the average. I was very

much struck by the short straw and deficient appear-

ance of the Barley crop in the .South Midland district

;

but surprised to find some fields of Turnips looking

better than might have been expected. I stayed a few
days in Leicestershire, and found complaints of smut in

the Wheat principally in the neighbourhood of Not-
tingham ; but on the whole the Wheat crops are fair,

though short in the straw, and in some places very thin

in plant. On a farm in Charnwood Forest, a hilly

and rather bleak district on the granite formation, the

crops are, upon the wliole, better than might have been
anticipated. Some of the Wheat is good, and some
wretched. On one field of Oats the crop is excellent,

long in the straw, and likely to yield well : this field

was sown early. On a late sown field the Oats are not

more than S inches high. The other fields of Oats and
Barley, which were all sown early, are very fair. The
crops of Mangels and Carrots are capital, and there

"would have been good crops of Swedes and white

Turnips but for the ravages of an abominable and destruc-

tive grub, specimens of which I left at the office of your
paper the other day. This execrable plunderer is fast

reducing the Turnip fields from a healthy green to the

resemblance of newly ploughed land. {I may add,

that the four grubs were picked from one plant, and
are smaller than the generality of their tribe. ) There
were about 6 acres of Cabbages, looking well ; but the

"Smother Fly" has got among them, and a white,

small grub is busy at their roots, and destroying many
plants. The Potato crop is the most promising, there

are 26 acres looking magnificent ; they were got in

early and will prove a paying crop, unless a second
growth sets in (as was the case in 186S) after the long
wished for rain comes. The sheep stock (Cheviots) on
the Forest are very poor for want of grass, and the

whole district is in the greatest distress for want of

water. Fortunately on this farm an old mill reservoir

was repaired in 1 868, and is doing good service ; but

the cost of carting water to the different fields on a

farm of 4S0 acres is excessive. Unless rain comes soon

they will have to trench upon their hay and oat-straw,

which is their reserve for the winter aitd spring. This

farm may be taken as a fair sample of those in the

Forest ; there are better cultivated farms and there are

worse. One inference may, I think, be drawn from

several years' experience, viz., that, as a general rule,

early sowing, not only of cereals, but of roots, is in the

majority of cases the most successful plan, at all events

it is so in Charnwood Forest. There were occasional

showers during the summer which started the roots and

benefited the other crops, but none of the water reached

the springs or drains, all was absorbed by the land and

the vegetation. IV. H. B., Anpist 17.

R.A.VENSDALE PARK, THE PROPERTY OF LORD
Clermont.—The farm is not very large, but is now
in very fine order, and it is only those who saw it some

20 years ago who can form any idea of what skill,

energy, and perseverance can do in reclaiming hill-

sides covered with large sunken rocks and top stones,

and wet bottom grounds, which were filled in and

levelled, now forming large, level, good grass fields ;

indeed, the farm, notwithstanding its fine appearance

now, was nearly all made out of wild waste lands,

which at one time would have frightened a less per-

severing man than Mr. M'Clelland (his lordship's

manager) from beginning to improve it ; but any

person who wishes to see what can be done in the way
of improving such lands will be well repaid by a visit

to the park.

The farmyard, which has been also rebuilt to suit

the other improvements on the farm, has been very

neatly arranged to suit the quality of stock kept on the

place, and necessary for his lordship's establishiuent.

The horned stock consist of a beautiful herd of Ayr-

shire cows of the best blood of that famed milking

stock of cattle ; and they are really a beautiful sight,

whether seen lying on the pasture with their mottled

hides and tapering little horns, or coming into the

byre, with their udders full of milk ; but I will say

nothing on the points of these stock, as I find that I

would lu.akc a very bad judge of an Ayrshire. Their

very best points—looking at them as I would at a

Shorthorn—seem to mc the worst, and the nearer they

come to the shape of a good Shorthorn I find they are

the less thought of by a thorough Ayrshire judge ; and

although I have been trying to get some knowledge of

their points from Mr. M'Clelland, who is a first-class

judge of them, I find I never could do justice to them
as a judge, and whenever Ayrshires are shown it is only

doing an injustice to the breeders to put Shorthorn

breeders or graziers to judge them.

There are also some West Highland cattle bred on

the hills, where no other stock would do or almost live,

and it is to be regretted that West Highland cattle are

not more generally bred and fed on the mountains

throughout tlie countiy, instead of many of the hard,

ill-bred runts kept on them. The West Highland cow,

crossed with the Shorthorn bull, produces a cross

superior to any other cross for butcher purposes.

It is almost needless for me to mention the well-

known stock of Berkshire pigs kept at the park, as

they are well known through the country and even

in England ; indeed, I seldom met a well bred stock

of Berkshires in any sties that I was not told were

descended from the Ravensdale and Abbeyfarm stock,

which were generally the winning stock at the various

shows ; they generally shared the prize honours when-
ever they were exhibited.

After leaving Ravensdale Park, the drive to Newry
is through a very poor part of the country ; but what
Nature took from them in the soil, she has given to

the inhabitants in the shape of industry ; for the neat

and comfortable appearance of their places is very

creditable to them ; but I always observe that the

worse the soil, the more industrious the people, and
those born with a silver spoon in their mouth never

like to use the iron spade or hoe.

But on the other side of Newry begins true industry,

not only amongst the farmers, but amongst the pro-

prietors, who have started, and in some cases encour-

aged the starting of mills, or bee-hives of industry,

seen throughout the north, and which have made it

what it is by employing all extra labour that other-

wise would have been thrown on the farmer, banished

to America, or the poor-house ; and what pleasure it

is to look across such a country, with its acres of

mixed husbandry, filling the towns with business every

market day, making Belfast and other towns what they

are, instead of what the eye meets in many parts of the

south, where miles of undrained, half waste lands are

seen, witir very few coiufortable houses, except that of

the owner. And such a state of inatters, in coimection

with the much boasted balance at the bankers, does

not say much for the farmers, and far less for the

proprietors, who had also Government to assist them
with money : and 9 years ago I could gather 100 drainers,

as good men as could be desired when working by
task, in one small district ; now these men are all

starved off, and improvements will cost double what
they would then ; but, no doubt, the northern farmers

have a protection in their tenant-right, but what gave

it to them ? It is an old saying that right is might, and

in their case it was so, and Providence helps those who
help themselves. They had no law to protect them
more than the South, but they went a-head, and the

voice of the country was with theiu, and custom made
the right a kind of law ; but the right could never be

gained by taking from tlie soil only what Nature would

give, in the shape of cattle feeding, and leaving capital

idle in the bank, for which they will only get \\ or

2 per cent. ; and it is a very short time in the bank till

the enterprising English will have it, to enable them to

buy Irish beef with Irish money.

Miscellaneous.
Law of HvroTHEC and Serv.\nts' Wages :

Dunbar v. Cummins-—At the Small Debt Court,

Aberdeen, a case of general interest for Scottish

farmers was tried, as to whetlier a domestic servant's

wages were preferable to a landlord's hypothec. The
pursuer sued the defender for a half-year's wages due

to her, as domestic servant to the defender's tenant,

whose effects the defender had sold off, in virtue of his

hypothec as landlord. The Sheriff said the question

for determination was—Whether the wages of a

domestic servant were preferable to the landlord's

hypothec in an urban subject ? The question was

important, and, so far as he was aware, there was no

direct authority on the subject. In the old case of

White V. Christie, in 1792, however, the Court had

preferred the landlord to a servant. In the case

of M'Glashan v. Athole, decided in 1816, the Court

had preferred farm servants to the landlord, and this,

according to the report of that case, upon the ground

that the servants, having by their labour contributed to

the production of the subject of the hypothec, had

a preference on the ipsa corpora, and that for reasons of

humanity and expediency the landlord should not get

the benefit of their services free. The decision vyas

altogether a peculiar one, for the same reasons which

were there given for supporting a farm servant's claim

applied equally to the case of an artisan, and yet it was

well settled that an artisan had no preference. In his

view, in M'Glashan's case legal principle was stretched

to some extntt to admit the servant's claim. That case

was certainly in.applicable to the case of a domestic

servant, who in no sense produced the subject of the

hypothec. For these reasons, and seeing that the

landlord's hypothec in itrban subjects was a favourite

of the case, he must reject the servant's claim here.

Judgment of absolvitor accordingly. Aberdeen Free

Press

Draught of Mowing Machines.—The power
required to drive a mowing-machine at work may be

resolved into direct draught and side draught. A good

mowing-machine should be so b.ilanced between the

driving wheels and the cutter b ir, by placing the line

of draught nearer or further from the heel of the bar, that

ordinarily there will be little or no side draught. If so

placed, the end of the tongue will sometimes when at

work be drawn towards the standing grass and some-

times thrownaway from it by thesidedraught. Practically

the side draught is of small account in a good luachine.

The direct draught depends uponthree causes, and may
be resolved into three parts :— i". The draught of the

machine itself on its own wheels on the ground. 2.

The power required to give motion to the gearing and

the knife. 3. The resistance offered by the grass or

other substance cut. These three several parts, added

together, make up the sum total of the resistance, are

called the draught of the machine, and for convenience

are spoken of as pounds power, which for comparison

are sufficiently accurate. Each of these separate causes

varies much in different machines at the same time,

and in the same machine at different times. The
power required to draw the machine on its own
wheels depends upon the size of the wheels, the

perfection of the axles, and the smoothness of the

ground, but, other things being equal, upon the weight

of the machine ; and in a machine weighing 6cx3 lb.

should not, on a smooth firm turf and a level field, be

more than 75 to 100 lb. Adding to the weight of the

machine would add to the draught just in proportion,

whether that added weight be in the machine or in a

driver on it. Suppose the machine to weigh 600 lb.,

and the draught to be 80 lb. ;
put a driver of 1501b. on

the seat, and you have increased the draught 25 per cent,

or to 100 lb., while the power required to drive the

knife and to cut the grass remains unchanged, and you

have only increased the draught 20 lb. The power re-

quired to drive the knife and gearing depends upon the

perfection of the gearing, the weight and velocity of

the knife. It should, while differing in different

machines, remain nearly the same in the same machine

at different times, and would do so if they were built

upon correct mechanical principles, and kept in proper

order. A machine that in proper order may not require

more than 10 or 20 lb. of power, may require 10 or 20

times that amount from deficiency of oil, collection of

dirt in the gearing, gum on the knife, or loosening of

the connections of the pitman by wearing or otherwise.

The resistance of the grass to be cut will vary with

every change of condition, kind and thickness of grass,

and every variation in the condition of the knife and

rapidity of stroke. The greater the velocity of a

cutting edge after the velocity is once obtained, the

less power is required to do a given amount of work.

In the great trial of the New York State Agricultural
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Society, tlie first and second causes were measured
together under the name of "trial out of grass," and
the third by itself called "absolute draught," got by
deducting the sum of the first and second from the total

amount of power required. In one or two cases

machines were used which had an absolute heavier

draught out of the grass than when in the grass and at

work, a fact which was wondered at by the committee,

and accounted for by them, but whicli we ^^ill consider

by-and-by. The direct draught of a good machine, work-
ing under the most favourable circumstances, as shown
by the trial of the State Agricultural Society, is less

than 300 lb., but those favourable conditions are not

always to be obtained, so that the draught must many
times be much heavier. The machine having the

lightest draught at a trial may not be the best machine
for practical use ; it may not have sufl'icient power to

work under less favourable circumstances. The power
of a machine to cut, other things being equal,

depends upon the hold the wheels have upon the

ground. When the second and third causes combined
are sufficient to overcome the hold the wheels have,
they slide, the knife stops, the machine is clogged.

The heavier the machine, the less likely this is to

occur; putting a heavy driver on the seat will some-
times carry a machine through, when with a lighter

one it would clog. American Paper.

%\t Mali's Morh.
August 27 : Hamest in Scotland \i earlier than was

at one time expected. A late season was never
anticipated in the North ; but spring-sown corn, with
few exceptions, has made rapid progress to maturity
from the day the seed was first put into the ground.
Large breadths of Oats shot into ear before the crop
covered the ground ; dry, open soils indicating pre-

mature ripening in many places. The difticuity will not

be when to start, and how to use the scythe and reap-

ing machine, but how to time the several opei-ations of

cutting, stooking, and stacking to the force of manual
labour at the command of the fanner—for Wheat,
Barley and Oats are ripe together. Over the greater

part of Scotland the command of labour is limited to a

regular staff" of harvest hands, so that the whole work
has to be done by them ; and when Oats, which gene-
rally are the last, require to be cut first, the task will

be short but severe, calling into requisition the assistance

of reaping machines by those who have hitherto only
used the scythe.

Hemp Harz'est generally takes place about this time.

The practice is very diversified, and in Britain limited

to a few examples, and in these the crop for the most part

is pulled, tied up in small sheaves, steeped and grass-

retted like flax. In some cases the sheaves are allowed
to lie open and dry, and when bound up the crop is

stacked like com, and dew-retted prior to being
sent to the mill for breaking and scutching. In the

United States of America Hemp is more frequently

cut with a hook or short scythe than pulled, and left

evenly spread on the ground until fit for tying up and
stacking. It is dew-retted just before the winter snows
set in. When gro\A-n for both seed and fibre, Hemp is

seldom water-retted or steeped. The male and female
plants both yield fibre, the latter only seed. When
the male plant is thus harvested with the female, there

is a considerable sacrifice of fibre, and tlie American
mode of drying and stacking involves a further sacrifice

of fibre from drying in the sun. To obviate these

sacrifices, small farmers who ha\e plenty of spare time
on hand first pull the male plants, which they water-
relt and grass-rett as Flax, and afterwards pull the

female crop for seed and coarser Hemp, but this mode
of sepaiation is slow work, and seldom practicable on
large farms with hired labourers.

TrifoUum incarnatum.—Sow on a clean stubble
about 20 lb. of seed to the acre, after rain, and cover
with bush or chain haiTows.

Auinmn fa/Am-s attend to as soon as the work can
be begim. It has become an established fact that

ploughing or smashing up land when drj- is more advan
tageous than ploughing it wet. Steam-power has
even superseded the old maxim of ploughing clay
lands between the wet and the dry. The drier land is

ploughed the better, and therefore the first opportunity
after harvest should be embraced to prosecute the work
of fallowing, with all the force at command, before the

weather breaks, and the earth becomes soaked to its

maximum with the mins of autumn.

YVie Teams in harvest require special attention in

food, water, grooming, and rest. Com crops this year
will not be over-burdensome to carry on many farms,
but the loads, so long as the work lasts, will be as

heavy, if not heavier, than usual, and the pace fully as
quick. A greater number of reaping machines is in

the field, and we never saw the work of getting in

autumn Turnips prosecuted with greater pressure upon
the teams. "The M'ork must be done " is the order
of the day ; and under such an arbitrary nde horses
should have an abundance of easily digested food, with
plenty of pure, soft, filtered water. Cold hard water
to horses in the harvest field is worse than unwhole-
some, and so is water full of animal and vegetable life.

There is little rest for tlie teams in harvest, and there-

fore the back of the carthorse should be relieved from
the weight of the load when unloadmg in the stackyard,

and at night thorough grooming is essential to recruit

the exhaustion of the system that has taken place

during the day.

Turnip-hoeing must not be neglected even in harvest.

Where there is a sufficiency of moisture in the land,

the first sown stubble Turnips gi'ow with great rapidity,

so that if neglected for a day or two to be singled the

loss will be heavy.
Farrc^o So^^vs that bring forth their second litter

attend to. Dairy porkei-s and bacon hogs, as the days
become colder, will bear moderate forcing, but the

diet should be cooling. W, B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Gazette, December qZ, 1S67: J. Fosfer.

It shall be sent to you, if in print ; but you should
apply to Mr. Bailey Denton, 22, \\liitehall Place,

Westminster, for his sheets of cottage plans.

Curing Bacon: A Correspondentfrom Prestwic/i wnies

:

— " Will some of your numerous readers or subscribers

kindlysay which is the best method of curing bacon? I

cannot prevent it turning rancid ; surely there must be

some plan by which this may be 'avoided. I know that

several others are making the same complaint ; and I

am sure that if some effectual plan could be devised, it

would be a benefit conferred on hundreds besides

myself. My fruit trees are suffering from Cotton Bug ;

will you kindly say what is the most effectual remedy
against the pest ? Some time ago I had several fruit

trees destroyed by them, and 1 was obliged to root

them up ; and after exposing the soil to a winter's frost

and snow, planted others in their places ; and now
again they have made their appearance, and if not

eradicated immediately, will kill these also."

Exports to the West Indies : Mr. Thornton informs

us that Mr. Tour, of Aylesbury, has sent several pure
Leicester rams to Jamaica.

FoOT-AND-MouTH DISEASE: A Constant Subscriber.

See leader in the present number.
Erkatual— See Agricultural Gazette, August 6, p. 1067.

The extraordinary heat spoken of at Havre, occurred

not in 1808, but in 1868, on the Sunday of the Models"

Regatta, the second Sunday in August, as the wTiter

believes. The weather was fearfully hot for weeks, as

those who visited the unlucky exhibition there will

remember.

ilarhcts,
ENGLISH WOOL.

During the past week there has been a fair demand for

the lower grades of Downs and other clothing wools, but

in general there is little disposition to enter into engage-

ments of any magnitude until something more definite is

known as to the prospects of peace ; indeed, the present

uncertainty is perhaps more prejudicial to some descrip-

tions than the certainty of a long war, as it renders it

difficult to know what class of goods to work upon.

Current Pkicks OF English Wool. Perlb.-^. d. s. d.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets
Half-bred ditto

Kent Fleeces

Southdown ewes and wethers ..

Leicester ditto

Sorts—Clothing
Combing

-I 2\

oi-
— 13

Thursday ; choice qualities are very scarce, and are
readily disposed of at higher rates. Tliere are not quite

so many Sheep, and there is a fair demand for them, at

fully Monday's c^uotations. Trade for Lambs is exceed-
ingly bad ; only a few choicest qualities can be sold. We
have a good supply of Calves ; they are all sold at rather

lower rates. Our foreign supply consists of 360 Beasts.

3450 Sheep, 455 Calves, and 90 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality ^asts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Beasts, 950 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn - . - -

-

Ewes & 2d quality 4 G-

Do. Shorn . .
-

Lambs .. ..48-
Calves ., ..34
Pigs .. ..30
4,000; Calves, 600 ; PigS;

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Aug. 23.

Best Fresh Butter 1 Si. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .. .. .. .. ids. ,,

Small Pork, 5^. od. to sy. td. ; Large Pork, 4^. 4</. to
4y. %d. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
MONDAV, Aug. 22.

There was a modemte supply of new English Wheat
to this mornings market, which was sold at the prices

of this day se'nnight. The market was not well attended,

and very little disposition shown to purchase foreign

Wheat ; in some instances American was sold at some-
what less money ; other descriptions were unaltered in

value. Malting Barley was fully as dear, grinding and
Beans and Peas rather easier. The Oat trade was tirm, at

an advance of 6d. per qr. The top price of Flour was
reduced 4^. per sack. There were about 1000 qrs. of new
white Mustard seed at market, but makers were not dis-

posed to purchase, and we heard of no sales.

Price per imperial QUAf
Wheat, Essex, Kent, SufToik. While .

leeted runs
Tala

46—53 Red....,
50-57 Red

"— °iRed....
42—63

44—53

HA Y.—per Loadofz^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 25.

Prime Meadow Hayi26j.toi35y. ' Clover, old ..

Inferior do 100 1 10 ! Inferior do. . . .

New Hay .. ..116

Inferior do 90

— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barlev, grind. &disL,2(>j to 33X. .Chev.
.

42—45 Malting
— Foreign . . grinding and distilUug|25—33 Malting ..

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ' 25—27

,

— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 27—29 Feed ....

— Irish Potato 126—28 Feed
— Foreign Poland and Brew 25—27 Feed

RvE 32—36 Foreign .

.

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
|

|

Be.\ns, Mazagan....43f. to 47J. . . Tick 49—50'Harrow ..

— Pigeon .. ..51^. to 59^... Winds. — |Longpod..
— Foreign Small 45—47 Eg\'plian .

Peas, White, Esse.v, and Kent. . Boilers 3S—40 Suffolk .

.

— Maple, 40J. to 441 Grey 36—40 Foreign .

.

Maize — Foreign ..

Flouk, best marks delivered.. per sack 42—50
— 2d ditto ditto 35 —47 Country .

.

— Foreie;n per barrel 29—31 Per sack..

Wednesday, Aug. 24.

Supplies of Wheat on sale to-day were somewhat
limited, the fresh arrivals of new English being small

;

there was, however, a fair show of foreign Wheat on the

stands. The quality of the new English Wheat exhibited

was very variable, but there were some excellent parcels on
the stands ; trade ruled ver>- dull for all descriptions, but
prices were without alteration from those current on
Monday last. Barley was dull, and unaltered in value,

while there was no inquiry for malt. Oats met a quiet

sale, at late rates. Beans and Peas were inactive, at the

recent dechne in the quotations. Maize sold slowly on
former terms. There is still a demand for Flour on
French account, and country and foreign sacks and
barrels were very firm in value in consequence.

34 32

Cis beflak
Sup. Meadow Hay 132

Inferiordo 115
New do 120

Inferior do loS

Superior Clover . . 14c

I Market, Thursday, Aug. as>

.toi4o*. I Infenor Clover ..laoj.

126 Prime 2d cut do. . .
—

JoSHU

COALS.—Aug. 24.

Hastings Hartley, i6j. -^d. ; Holl)'well Main. 17J.
;

Walls End Helton, 19J. : Walls End Hetton Lvons.

i6j. 3^/. ; ^^'alls End Hartlepool, i8j. ; Walls End
Kelloe. 17s. \ Walls End East Hartlepool, i8j. 6d. ;

Walls End Original Hartlepool, 19J.—Ships at market,24

;

sold, 20 ; unsold, 4 ; at sea, 10.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Aug. 22.

We have a much larger supply of Beasts than last

week ; trade is not brisk, but there is not much decUne in

the price of best qualities. The number of Sheep is about

the same as Monday last ; trade is active, and prices

generally have advanced a little. There is scarcely any
trade at' all lor Lambs ; only a few of the choicest find

purchasers at our top quotations. Trade is brisk for

choice Calves. Our foreign supply consists of 2870
Beasts, 8500 Sheep, 280 Calves, and So Pigs ; from
Scotland there are 120 Beasts; from Ireland. 200; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 60 ; and 1990 from the Midland
and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns..
2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn

Beasts,524o; Sheep

wools
. d.

Best Lon:

5 4t05 6
I

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4 6—

4

Do. Shorn .

.

. .
—-5 4

4—4

6—5 8
' Calves .. .. i 6—5

,. — .. Pigs .. ..3 4—5 4
ad Lambs, 25,300 ; Calves, 285 ; Pigs, 230.

Thursday, Aug. 25.

The number of Beasts is very much smaller than on last
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'AMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

3S3, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

900 t:UCUMBER and MELON BOXES and^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Panted complete, ready

for immediate u^c, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 5s. each.

C^LASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentrj-, and Trade in most of the
Countic'iinEn;;land.

(RANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for
' HORTICULTURE. Parkfield. Pershore Road, Birmingham.

Uescriptivc Book, fully illustrated with Wood Engravings by the
late Orlando Jevvitt, from existinjj houses in various parts of the
kingdom. Post free for 30 stamps.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—NEW PATENT.
The "GARDENERS' GREENHOUSE." including Conservatory

and 12 Pits and Frames, with floor and stages in one structure, all
complete, made to stand upon any level space, and not requiring walls...u___ L _.-..

_ [.,24 by iS feet, and 21 by 16 feet, arc
kept in slock ready to send off at three day

Mr. Cranston's Patent Houses
Parkfield. Pershore Road. Birminf

t parts of the

for inspectic sidcn.

, and may also be seen by pci

" Perfect ventilation without admitting rain or movmg any of the

S'
By Roval Letters Patent.

REWSr.i i:\ ^ (.AS CONSERVATOI
B" i ] I I < . 1^ Oven, no gas inside.

IMPKm. :
: .

i
! ID GAS BATH, £10.

i t-'-tiii I'll .-.iUuii. Enclose stamp.
G. SHKl-.X^ ,>liL' K \ . Lower Norwood, S.E.

HOT-WATEK PIPES, BOILERS, &c., &c., of

SYPHONS
VALVES

,

The above, nett cash prices, delivered a

GEORGE ROBINSON, i6, South Wharf, Paddir
at Dial Iron Works, Slourbridge.

1 2-inch,
s. d.
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ET. ARCHER'S' "FRIGI DOMO."— Patronised
• and used for Frogmore and Kcw Gardens, It is made entirely

nf prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where
it is applied.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, j yards wide and is. 6d. per yard.

Thi

'FRIG! DOMO "CANVAS
t yards wide is. grf. per yard.

: yards wide 2S. Srf. per yard.
•\s- 6rf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAsV^e inches wide, '70 yards long, 5j^<f.^o§jV<i; p, yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 6J<if. and SJ^U

per yard.
ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane,

Cannon Street. Citv. K C . and of all Nurscrvmen.

H BROOK AND CO., Sole Manufacturers of the
• CHELTENHAM GARDEN ENGINE, which weighs only

3 lb. I oz., throws water in a continuous stream over 35 feet The
large size, worked by the foot, throws over 60 feet, and is strongly

imended as a nre-enuine. To be had of all Ironmongers, ano
. W.C.

HAYNES .*ND SONS' PATENT
WATER B RINGER,

This simple Machine will draw-
well 10 feet

and

For Gardens, Greenhouses,
Hotbeds, Wash-

ing Windows, Carriages, &c.
L'nrivalled ease ofaction, sim-

plicity, convenience, and force.

The HYDRONETTEisamore
useful, easy-working, reliable, and

chine than any other

with 4 feet of Suetioi
Strainer, Jet and Rose,

dd.; No

:-No.
Ho
. 6i.

No. 2, 15s . „. „
No. 4, / 5S. ; No. 5, li

other Garden Extra Hose and Union Joints to
order. To be had of

5 SONS, 327,329, and 331, Edgware Road, W.
arc genuine unless labelled " Havnes*& Sons,

^I O U L E S
PATENT EARTH

->TEM.

.;;( Mr. W. Gilbert,
Law/ord Stmt, Rusf-y.

" I am perfectly satislicd

ith the Closets, and find

hat I had imaejned would
be a great difficulty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to

any trouble of artificial

drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a

pie of spadesful puf

"VV. GII.RERT.
"January, 187a"

may be obtained at 2(3, Bedford

Glass for Garden PurposeB.
M E S PHILLIPS AND CO.

aeg to submit their KEDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

nchesin diameter nchcs in diameter

.. 3 6

:: I I

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches ill diameter .. 01. 6rf. i 9 Inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMDER

.| inches long .. .. 2s. od. i6 inches long

'^'-
lil-ililltL
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ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

3j i!wainaiAjieBsiu>^ Ka^^ I

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each liJ//-yearly Volume mpkte in Use!/, l^uth Title-pa^.

THE ATHEN^UM :

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE
FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Lenrncd Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyaees.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects tclatir

, Science and Art.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAMA.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely to interest the informed.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted tlmt tile render, Iicnvever distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of informatioti with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription /or Twelve Months, iy, ,' Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

" Learned, chatty, useful."—.'}i'/!i;«(r//»i.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d.

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Okl Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENE.XLOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

TTie following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preser\-e their
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:—

N^
October la Prospectus
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

S7, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Horticultural and Wmdow Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIO.N

applic

s
Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, aee that vou get them.

Obser\-e the mark SAYNOR. also the Corporate Alark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

THE ROYAL OXFORD HORSE RAKE.

J. & F. Howard
HAVE WON, EVER SINCE 1852, WITH ONE EXCEPTION,

EVERY FIRST PRIZE
OFFERED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND FOR

HORSE RAKES.
AT THE RECENT MEETING .^^T OXFORD,

A SPECIAL PRIZE-THE SOCIETY'S MEDAL-
WAS AWARDED TO THE ABOVE IMPLEMENT FOR ITS SIMPLE SELF-ACTING ARRANGEMENT.

TVie following extract is from the Gardeners' Chronicle : — " Messrs. Howard, Bedford, show an extremely Ingenious Horse Rake, containing the very best device yet

invented for causing the driving wheels to lift the teeth as soon as a load is gathered. A pedal movement tightens the rocking cradle on the wheel-shaft of the Machine, and

up go the teeth— the pressure on the pedal is relaxed, and they drop into work again upon the ground."

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application to

J. AND F. HOWARD, BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.
LONDON OFFICE:—4, CHEAPSIDE (three doors from St. Paul's).

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works d.iy and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying PubUc or Private Estabhshments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

46,r. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c. ^

49<r. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

50 and 54,7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.
38. PORTABLE Liquid manure pumps, on Legs, with Flexible Suction,

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. S4'5. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. tlie Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

,,,,5-
OWEN.S AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for M.ansions, F.arm5, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

HvnD?MT= ur^^l;
WARMING APPARATUS, B,\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.\S WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distributicn, FIRE MAINS,HVUKAN IS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Partieulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILL03TRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor :' Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Tublisher
Printed by William Richards, at the Otiice of Messrs, Bradbl'ry, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whiteffia'

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parisli of Sl Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August '37, tS/o.

I
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

GREAT SHOW of DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, &c., WEDNESDAY
N EXT, September 7. Doors open at Two. Band of the Royal Hi

METROPOLITAN SOCIETY for the
ENCOURAGEMENT of FLORISTS' FLOWERS. - The

FIRST EXHIBITION of DAHLIAS. HOLLYHOCKS, GLAIII.
OLI, and other Autumn Flowers, will be held at the CRYSTAL
PALACE, on September 6. 7. and 8, when prizes to the amount of £150
are offered. Schedules may be had on application to the Hon. Secretary,

The Rev. H. HONYWOOD DO.MBRAIN.
Westweil Vicarage. Asbford, Kent.

W
For Schedules, &c.

Royal Boi
n.'v<

.

Gardens, Belfast,

.. ...^ Honomry Secretaries,
YONGE, Esq., and J. F. JOHNSON,

WELCHFOOL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SEPTEMBER 15.—Special Open Prizes to a large amount

will be given for Grapes. Pmes. Collection of Fruit, Collection of
Vegetables, Roses. Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Gladioli. Asters, and
Bouquets. ENTRIES to be made on or before THURSDAY, Sept. 8,
to the Secretary, from whom all information may be obtained.

D. P. OWEN, Hon. Sec.W GROOM, Ipswich, is now sending out a set of
• Seven of his splendid NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

Full particulars, with numerous testimonials, may be had on applica-
tion. Price 30J. the set. A faithful Illustration, by Andrews, 18 stamps.

CYTISUS RACEMOSA.—Fine strong plants, in 43's,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. Price on application.

HENRY B. M.^Y, The Nursery, Edmonton, N.

T O the TRADE.—i-yr. SEEDLING HOLLIES.
i:vr. SEEDLING QUICK

USE, BreretonC. WHITEHOU , Rugelcy, Staffordshir

the Trade on applicatic

EDWARD SANG ;

Kirkcaldy, NB.
> SONS, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

CROTONS.—A magnificent Pair of Plants, in luxuriant
health and foliage—C. variegatum, 9 feet high, exclusive of tub,

4 feet in diameter; C. pictum, 6 feet 6 mches hign from tub, 4 feet
in diameter. Also 160 PINES, best varieties, fruiting and succession.
For nrice, apply to
R. P. KER, Nurserj'man and Seedsman, 6, Basnett Street, Liverpool.

Spiraea japonlca for Winter Forcing.
T EAN VERSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium, has a few
^" Thousands of the above to offer, in fine strong plants, for winter
forcing, at Jw. per ico. Apply at once to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Nursery . Belgii

Ornamental Palms, &c.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
. begs to offer young plants, in small pots, of LATANIA

BORBoSriCA, at 3or. per too; may be supplied by the 1000. Fine
young plants of I'ANDANUS UTILIS, tar. to iSs. per dozen, and
I.OIrfARIA GIBI'A, 30s- per 100.
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Strawberries.

j3 and 49 of iheir AUTl'MN CATALOGUE, which can be had, posl

vInES—Strong.' well-ripened CANES, for fruiting and planting.

See AUTU.MN CAT.VI.OGUE, page 50.

CHRYSANTHEMUM.—Large-flowered POMPON and JAPAN-

C.^RTER'S choice stmins of C.\LCEOL.'\RIA,
CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

CALCEOLARIA INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.—The plants of this

splendid strain received several ist Prizes this season at the Royal
Horticultural, and other places. Per packet, ss. 6d.

C.ALCEOL.ARI.A, finest hybrid. Per packet. 2S. 6rf. : smaller packets.

one of the largest

CINERARIA, choic
named varieties, and cannot
smaller packets, 1$. 6d.

PRIMULA, choicest fringed

be surpassed. Per packet

The Fern-leaved varieties are spier
and the Fem-lcaved new scarlet is a decided novelty in colour.

PRIMULA.—Choicest, mixed, fringed. Per packet, 3s. 6d.
\PRIMULA.—Dark c

PRIMUL.A.—News<
PRIMULA.—Rose fringed. Per'packet,

6d.

PRIMULA—Ch
PRIMULA. -Choi(
PRIMULA.—Choicest Fern-leaved white,

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA.—Fern-leaved new scarlet. Thi
decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep scarlet coloui
packet, 3S. 6d.

, London, W.C.

To the Trade.

JE.\N VERSCHAFFELT begs to offer the following
plants, of which he possesses a very fine stock, at the under-

mentioned low prices, vir. :

—

CAMELLIAS, I to ij foot, with buds, all fine sorts, named, selections
left 10 I. v., £6 per im; ditto stronger, a to /lo.

OTAIIEITE ORANc;eS, fine plants, fullof fruit, 24s. per doien.
., ,, extra sized plants.exlrafine and strong. 165. p doz.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, grafted plants, very line flower-
ing species, 241 per dozen,

LATANIA BllRnoNICA, 2-yr, seedlings, in single pots, 40s, per too,
AZALEA IN DICA, ,£5 per too ; ditto, stronger, &. £S, <.o i,w.

Early orders for the above are solicitcd-
Steamcrs sail weekly from Ghent direct to Goole and London, and

from Antwerp to all the principal ports of England. All letters to be

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent, lielgium.

"OSEPH BAUMANN, Nurserym.w, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to offer

—

I LATANIA BOREONICA, in pots since March, 31W. to 40s.
> HOLLY, striped and green, named, £8, ;£i2, j^i6.

do,, good plai

ICA, with Howe
I AZALEA HARDY GHENT. I

;,.ds, CS, Co. iu.

t flower buds, £%.

liipiots^i,
1, good plants, ;(;2,;(;4.

, ij^ to 2 feet high,
[Thr< nths\ credit.]

F
To the Trade.

GEE begs to offer (fine selected slocks) NEW
• SEFDs li,r present sowing, as follows, for cash :—
rrx 1 ' T in 1 iw scotch turnip, 24J. per bushel.
lil'V -ii >

1 l-\ turnip, 22J. per bushel
11-. '

1
' ' s or STUBBLE turnip, 22J. per bushel.

I I
'

III-,, per bushel,
1. V. Ill I I Mi ,1 \r£i, i6s, per bushel.
N 1 Lk 1 AK i- s, US. M-jjcr bushel,
IFOLIUM INCA"RNATUM, 655. per cwt,
w 4 Bushel Sacks ch.arged is. jd. Remittances must accompany all

s. Seed Establishment, Biggleswade, Beds,

Substitutes for tte Clover Crop.

JAMES CARTER and CO, can strongly recoinmend
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM (Italian Crimson Clover) for

the above purpose. The seed may be sown at once upon lands where
the Clover crop has failed^and will be certain to produce a valuable
sward for consumption in May and J
Messrs, CARTER also prepare a special ; of hardy quick-

growing Clovers and Grasses, which if

most acceptable green crop in early spring.

Too much importance cannot be attached to the quality of the Seeds
used, so as to secure a clean after-tilth, and the utmost care is taken
by Messrs, CARTER to carry out that object.

Sow I !.^ to 2 bushels per acre. Price iSs. to 24^. per acre.

EROMUS SCHRrEDERI, if sown early, will produce a heavy crop
of forage in spring and several after cuttings in one season. Sow
50 lb, per acre, is, per lb,

MUSTARD, -1 ,

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, (
Lowest

CARTER'S SUPERFINE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, f P",?' "."

RAPE. J
application.

All goods carriage free,

JAMES CARTER AND CO,, Seed Farmers, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W,C,

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, also
KENT and HAMPSHIRE PEAT, in any quantity.—This Sand

1 acknowledged by Floi

Maiden Lane, North-We

) be the best yet obtai

THE MLITtM IN r\P\0 P\TENT E\HI-
BITI N FL( WER P-\CKING

T FAMILIES, and

The abo\e Cases

be used for ordinary packing purposes. It lias been pronounced by
-' Committee of the Royal Hortic ' '

'•--'- .^- > --

_ ise.and C. J. Perry, Esq., will

next Crystal Palace Flower Show.
Manufactured solely by WM. EASSIE and CO. (Lim:

Gloucester, who will forward Lists of Agents and Prices on applic

Superb New Bedding Plant,
A'ini,,-V CORNUTA VAR. PERFECTION.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering'
• new SEED of the above, and from the manner in which it has

been tested, both in dry and exposed situations, as well as moist and
shady places, he has no hesitation in asserting its superiority over
every other Viola yet offered for bedding purposes. It is of free
growth, yet seldom exceeds 6 or 8 inches in height; the leaves are
much larger than those of V. comuta, whilst the flowers, which are
borne well above the foliage, still retain the characteristic horns of
that species, but are fully three times the size, and of good substance

;

the colour is shaded blue, the eye orange-yellow, with a dark purple
disc surrounding it, from which proceeds radiating lines of still

deeper purple; indeed, it resembles a gigantic V. comuta in habit,
and, whilst retaining its profuse blooming qualities, producing fluwers
which almost rival our florist Pansies ior sire and substance. Was
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee when exhi-
bited before them (Sept. 25, i86q} by Mr. Jobson, of Rotherfield Park,
its raiser^ which no similar Viola has received.
None IS genuine unless B. S. W.'s name and address is on each

packet. Price Is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and y. 6d. per packet.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

p> S. WILLIAMS'
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.

—

s. d.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed ss. 6d., 3s. td. , and 5 o

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5 o

CINERARIA, Weathcrill's extrachoice strain, 2J.6d.,3J.W.,& S o

CARNATION, from Prize flowers 10
CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is. 6d , 2S. 64. , and 3 6

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA is. and 2 6

ECHEVERIA METALLICA. new bedding plant .. ..26
HOLLYHOCK, from Chater's finest varieties .. u. and 2 6

Williams' New Hybrid SOLAXUMS 2s. 6d. and 3 6

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) 15. and 2 6

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and 2 6

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and 2 6

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each i o

LEUCOCARPUS ALATUS.-This is a charming companion to
our Hybrid Solanums for Autumn and Winter Decoration,
and cannot be too highly recommended. The berries are
snowy white, and produced in great abundance is. 6d. and 2 6

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain ., .. is. and 1 6

PINK, finest double fringed 10
VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA u, 6rf. and 2 6

WALLFLOWER, New Golden Tom Thumb 10
WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety 10
Hunt's Auricula-eyed SWEET WILLIAM 06
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII, splendid greenhouse
climber 3 6

I and Paradise Nun , Upper Holloway, London. N.

WHeelers' Cocoa-nut Cabisage.

WHEELERS' C :E is a new
and vcrj' early v.iri. '^ . 1

' 1 most excellent

flavour. IS. per packet, post free I'n. . rr. iIh- 1 r.i.lc on application.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE (true), is. per packet;
small packet. 6d., post free.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Choice New Seeds.
CHARLES TURNER can now supply the following,

all of bis own sowing, and from his unrivalled Collections:—
Per packet.—s. d. 1 Per packet.—s. d.

Auricula, stage .. ..2 6 ' Pelargonium, In four classes 2 6
„ alpine .. ..16: Primula sinensis fimbriata

Carnation 26! rubra 26
Cineraria 26 Ditto alba 26
Calceolaria 26 Picotco 26
Cyclamen ^ °

!

Lobelia speciosa alba . . 10
Pansy 26' „ primula grandiflora i o

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

CHOICE SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING,
free bv post. Per packet.—s. d.

CALCEOLARIA.Wheeler's superb unsurpassed strain 11. 6rf. to 2 6
CINERARIA of the finest str.iin.in great variety, ij.,is.'6rf. and 2 6
PRIMULA, ffih.- lin,-.,^irMn, mixed .. .. u 6d to 2 6
The Tradr-

;
i, - ALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA.

TROP/EOI 1 \: I

,

M
,

I h:M, a splendid hardy species for the
open grouiHl, .

'

' .v,.-rs. in long tresses, trailing on the
ground. T..UM i: ,. I-, , 1 ( BERS at loos. per 100.
GEO. WlILLl.Ll., ;.L.; .Mjman, Seedsman and Florist, War-

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.
PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE

RESEDA ODORATA EXIME.\. —This new and lovelv
Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior ill
odour, habit, and colour—being ncarlj'pure white— it cannot fail to be
grown in preference to the other variety; the spikes are large and
bcaulifuily shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There arc many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
Public as something very superior, when they are no better than
existing varieties ; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence
of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this
year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be
awarded, viz, :

—

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,
March 30, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,
May 4, 1870.
The Grand International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-

ficate, May 21, 1870.

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, Tunc
28, 1870.

The above \'. Hi : =':ii "( m '"'ctober, and maybe had wholesale and
retail of F. r \ ; -, man and Seedsman to Her Majesty,
2^and 38, \\''

-.; I

;, i in. and at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries,
Keymcr, Hur-.i

, 1, 1,11 . -t. 6ii. per packet.
Thu .\. :: -

1 ; I 'i' ':,vc will be advertised shortly.

NEWTON ' NURSERIES, CHESTER —
These extensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes" time from the Chester
Railway Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps)
over Flookersbrook Bridge, entering James DiCKSON & SoNS' new
road, close by the "Ermine" Inn.
Intending Planters arc specially solicited to inspect the Stock,

which, for quality, variety, and extent, is unsurpassed in Britain
CATALOGUES and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON .vni. s. iNs, •• Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

Dutch Flower Roots.
DOWNIE. LAIKD. am. LAING, have now received

their first importation of FLOWER ROOTS, consisting of—
HYAriNTHS,

,
lONQUILS,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, RANUNCULUS,
DOUBLE NARCISSUS, ANEMONES,
CROCUS, SNOWDROPS,
TULIPS,

I &c., &c.,
which have all been carefully selected from the most celebrated
Establishments in Holland.
The Bulbs have arrived in splendid condition, being unusually well

ripened, very large, and exccedmgly heavj'.

D., L. & Co. cin supply fine Bulbs of the PRIZE HYACINTHS at
Kensington. Regent's Park, Crystal Palace, and Royal Caledonian
Society s Shows, at 12s., 15s. .and 24s. per dozen.
Descriptive CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS forwarded

post free.

Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest HiH. S.E, ; and Edinburgh, N.B .

Dutch Bulbs and otber Flower Roots.
CHARLES TURNER has just received his first

importation of BULBS, which are unusually fine, and in the best
possible condition for immediate orders. If the selection is left to
C. Turner, they will be supplied at the following low prices, in fine
variety :~

HYACINTHS^ best kinds for glasses or pot culture, 6s. to i8s. perdoz.
„ mixed, for beds or borders, ti. 6d. per dozen ; 25.^. per 100.

(In ordering Hyacinths, it should be stated whether Single or
Double are preferred.)

TULIPS, Early Single, 6s. to 15s. p- 100. 1 Can be supplied by the dozen
„ Double, 6s. to 151, per 100. J al proportionate prices,
,, Van Thol, gd. per dozen

; 5s. per 100.
NARCISSUS, IS. dd. to 3s. 6d. per dozen.
JONQUILS, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per dozen.
SNOWDROPS, Single, zs. 6d. per 100; Double, 3s. 6d. per too.
CROCUS, in large variety, 2s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per 100.
ANEMONES, and other Bulbs for the season, at equally low prices
LILIUM AURATUM, extra strong (lowering bulbs, 2s. 6d. to 7s, 6rf.

LILY of the VALLEY, imported clumps, iSs. per dozen
SPIR^^A JAPONICA ,, 151. and i8j. per dozen

Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.
Also CATALOGUE of Auriculas, Azaleas, Carnations, Chry-

santhemums (large). Chrysanthemums (Pompon), Cinerarias, Pelar-
goniums (in II classes) Picotees. Pinks, and Roses; as well as a
Descriptive CATALOGUE of Strawberries, Fruit Trees, &c.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

HOOPER & CO.'S
Catalogue of Bulbs, &c., for the Coming Season

IS NOW RE.^DY: ILLUSTRATED, CORRECT, AND INTERESTING.

Infending purchasers are solicited to sendfor a Copy.

The advantages of early planting, both for indoors and out, cannot be overrated.

HOOPER AND CO,, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,- UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE TH.\T lUS

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing all the best v.arietiesof HY.ACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, CYCLAMENS,

LILIUMS, &c., also

A SELECT List of EBtriT TEEES, ROSES, &o., for AUTT7MN PLANTING,

is now ready, Post Free on application.
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CARTER'S

SEEDS, BULBS, &C.,

CARRIAGE FREE.

I^' From and after the ist of September, 1870,

JAMES CARTER and CO. will pay Carriage on all

Garden and Agricultural Seeds, Dutch Flmuer Roots,

and Potatos, without any increase on their published

prices, so that purchasers in England will have these

Goods Delivered Free of Cost at the nearest Railway

Station, and in Ireland and Scotland Delivered Free at

the nearest Port.

CARTE R'.S

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR CONSERV.'VTORY AXD WINDOW

DECORATION,
Price from 105. 6d. to 84-r., including packing,

and carriage free.

Carter's No. 4 Collection of Bulbs for Consen'atory and

Window Decoration, including box and packing, and

carriage free, price 21J. , contains

—

Hyacinths, 12 in 13 ex
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our power to "fix" this quality of hardihood as

we have to secure tlie perpetuation of a flower of

any particular form or habit.

Now, if by the process of selection we can

seize on a certain variation and perpetuate it,

if we can rear a race that will maintain

itself under conditions where its progenitors

could not—and no one who knows what

gardeners have done already will deny the

possibility of this,—then acclimatisation is no

mere chima;ra, but it is a fact. It remains for

the cultivator to turn it to good account, or

rather, we should say, the experimentalist and

the man of science must first show the way, and

having done so successfully, the practical man is

pretty sure, from very self-interest, to follow the

lead. It is in this way that experimental gar-

dens, especially in our colonies, may, when
properly directed, do so much good, nay, have

done, and are doing, so much service. And this

leads us to mention incidentally the proceedings

of the Horticultural Society of Victoria, which

seems, thanks to the labours of Mr. Clarson
and others, to be doing very useful work. In the

report of the Society for i S69, a copy of which lies

before us, we find the following passages, which
we extract in illustration of what we have above

said as to the effect of different climatic con-

ditions in modifying the constitution of plants :

—

"In a register provided for th.it purpose, a record is

kept of each tree as it fruits in the garden. In this

register is regularly entered the name of the tree, the

character of the stock, the wood, foliage, and blossom of

the tree, the period of ripening, the qualities of the fruit,

its true definition, and every particular which can prove of

interest to the grower. Though much of this trouble has

little apparent concern for the casual obsen-er, or may
appear unimportant, it all has a very important bearing

when testing the character and value of a tree ; and the

record here obtained will prove one of the most valuable

works extant.
" The recorded observations of those residing in a

climate like that of England are far from reliable, as a

guide to growers in this climate, and numerous illustra-

tions might be given of this. Several of the Pears grown
in England, and reported upon as merely ' stewing

'

Pears, are found here to be melting and delicious dessert

varieties ; while many of the Apples which are charac-

terised by English authorities as of no special merit are so

changed by climate as to be among our most valuable

v.irieties.

" Last year the committee reported the reception of a

case of fruit tree cuttings from the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens at Chiswick. These cuttings were
grafted last season, and the committee now report that

notwithstanding the severe drought of last summer, a

large number of the varieties have succeeded, and of

these, scions are this year available for further stock.

The success of this experiment induced the committee to

request a further consignment. The cuttings here alluded

to were taken from the trees growing in the Chiswick

(lardens in the pruning season of 1867 (October) ; they

were shipped by the ' Anglesey, ' in December, and
arrived at the Gardens in .'\pril, 1868. There being at

that season of the year no stocks in a condition for graft-

ing, the cuttings were preserved with but slightly im-

paired vitahty until the following August, when they were
grafted.

" It will thus be seen that a period of more than nine

months elapsed from the time they were cut from the

trees. Nevertheless, 66 Apples, 72 Pears, 24 Figs,

5 Vines, and 8 Plums, have been saved of this con-

signment.
" The experiment is exceedingly interesting, as it proves

conclusively that, in the form of cuttings, all the new
varieties of fruit trees may be introduced with the cer-

tainty of success. The import.ance of this result will

strike all who have experienced the losses and disap-

pointment attending the importation of the trees. The
introduction of new varieties is by this means rendered a
very simple and inexpensive matter. A case of 6 cubic feet

capacity will contain some thousands of cuttings, the

trees of which would require a space equal to many
hundreds of tons measurement. Another advantage witii

the cuttings is, that the case may be hermetically sealed

and stowed away like ordinary merchandise ; whereas,
special instructions as to care {which is seldom exercised)

have to be given as to the stowage of the cases containing
trees."

The importance of the fact here chronicled is

readily appreciable, and we shall look forward
with much interest to the future records of the
Society to see if any, and what, changes are
wrought in the quality of the fruit so obtained, and
how far these alterations are dependent on climate
—how far on the nature of the stock employed.

An influential meeting was held on Wednes-
day sennight at Nottingham, under the pre-

sidency of Lord Belper, the Lord-Lieutenant of

the county, for the purpose of taking into con-
sideration the desirability of forwarding a request
to the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

to hold its provincial exhibition for the ensuing
year in that town. Wolverhampton, the town
selected for the meeting of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, is, if we may judge from a letter in

our last issue, likely to institute an independent

exhibition. Whether this be so or not, it has

been, to our thinking, abundantly proved that

the Royal Horticultural Society has gained
nothing, but rather the reverse, from its associa-

tion with the Agricultural Society. It was
received with lukewarmness by the officials at

Oxford, and our predictions as to the non-success
of the exhibition in that town were abundantly
verified. In the present instance the case is

altogether different. Nottingham is a large town
;

it teems with operatives, by whom gardening
as a hobby is enthusiastically pursued—how
enthusiastically is well told in Mr. REYNOLDS
Hole's amusing book on the Rose. It is sur-

rounded by a fertile and well " gardened " neigh-
hourhood. Gardens of first-rate repute are
comparatively plentiful in the vicinity. The
" Dukeries " are not far removed, but, more than
all, there is a large class of amateurs among the

gentry, as among the artisans, who love gardening
for gardening's sake, and who are willing to give

time, labour, and money in the cause. On these

accounts, therefore, we can but look on Notting-
ham as a very appropriate place for such an
exhibition. The Nottingham people have shown
that they really desire the Society to visit their

town. The Society has not h.id to ask the town
to receive it, but the conditions have been
precisely reversed.

We learn that other places have already, or
will shortly prefer a similar request, so that there

can be little doubt of the continuance and
success of these provincial shows. Reverting to

the meeting at Nottingham, it has been a matter
of satisfaction to us to see that the proposed
exhibition has been so warmly taken up by the
gentry and amateurs of the neighbourhood. The
gardeners are not likely to be behindhand, and
the nurserymen may be trusted to look after

their own interests.

It must be remembered that the success or
failure of such an exhibition depends, to a large
extent, on the gentlemen of the neighbourhood.
If they forbid their gardeners from exhibiting,

the show becomes an advertising medium for

the trade, and little else ; and the true horticul-

tural spirit, as manifested by the exhibition of

plants from the love of gardening and love of
plants and cultural skill, becomes degraded into

a mere commercial speculation.

It is the more desirable that the country
gentleman and the artisan—the amateur, in fact,

to whatever social grade he belong—should take

a prominent part in such an exhibition, as an
uncomfortable impression is abroad that such
exhibitions are too much pervaded by the com-
mercial element, and worse, that the moral
atmosphere of our flower shows is not so pure as
it might be. For our own parts we do not
believe in these injurious rumours. There may
be a basis of fact in them, but a large super-

structure of misapprehension has been built on
it. It is alleged that in some cases, at any rate,

the exhibiting gardener in his zeal may be led to

use means incompatible with strict honesty
;

that he is tempted to deal with his master's

property as if it were his own, and to descend
to trickery and questionable practices in order to

get together a collection for purposes of exhibi-

tion, and that a general demoralisation of

g.ardeners, especially young ones, is likely

to result from the undue multiplication of

flower shows. In other words, that the evil

tendencies and propensities manifest on the

racecourse are gradually making their appear-
ance in the flower show. With good opportu-
nities for knowing the true state of the case,

we do not hesitate to express our opinion that

the rumours we have alluded to are to a large

extent unfounded. There may be isolated cases
where an e.xhibitor is a rogue, and uses the exhi-

bition as a field for his roguery ; but when that

is so, the man would be sure to manifest his evil

propensity at some time or another, exhibition

or no exhibition, and it is not fair to condemn
the system because an occasional scapegrace
makes use of it to subserve his own evil purposes.

To condemn the system of exhibitions is indeed
preposterous, for to them is mainly due the
present advanced state of horticulture amongst
us—an advance which might have been all the
greater had there been more harmony and better

feeling between scientific and practical men.

Moreover, if, for argument's sake, it be allowed
that the temptation and opportunities for dis-

honesty at flower shows be great, the probability
of speedy detection is also great, and the evildoer
is particularly liable to be " hoist with his own
petard." There are dishonest gardeners and frau-

dulent exhibitors, doubtless, and their influence

would be most detrimental were it not kept in check
by the better feeling and sounder practice of the
majority. The judges at flower shows as a rule

are quite beyond suspicion, and they would, and
do, resolutely set their faces against any evil

practices of which they may be cognisant. Still,

in view of these injurious allegations we press on
the various societies and their staff the urgent
necessity of being on the watch for the slightest

improper practice on the part of exhibitors or
other frequenters of flower shows, and the im-
perative duty of sternly discountenancing the
slightest deviation from strict morality. The
stealing of cuttings, of which we had several
complaints last season, should, under proper
management on the part of the officials, be
rendered all but impossible. Flower-show
managers also have it in their power to neutral-
ise the injurious impression that is likely to gain
ground, that " exhibiting" is the be-all and end-
all of gardening, by enlarging the scope of their

exhibitions, and not unduly limiting it to certain
classes of plants to the exclusion of others. A
good display must be secured, but good cultiva-

tion and the fostering a taste for new and
interesting plants in contradistinction to those
which are merely showy or commercially valu-
able should also be aimed at, else flower shows
will become mere bazaars.

By taking a large share of the management of
these shows into their own hands amateurs have
it in their power to keep their beloved pursuit as
free from evil taint as any human institution can
be ; and it is on this account that we rejoice to

see the Nottingham folk so earnest in their

desire to co-operate with the Council of the
Royal Horticultural Society. We have little

doubt that, in its turn, the latter body will recip-

rocate the good feeling, and, taught by past
failures, do its utmost to secure a satisfactory

exhibition.

As above stated, the Right Hon. Lord
Belper, the Lord-Lieutenant of Nottingham, pre-
sided, on Wednesday, the 24th ult., at a meeting held
in the Mayor's parlor, Nottingham, for the purpose
of considering the desirability of inviting the Royal
Horticultural Society to hold its annual pro-
vincial exhibition in Nottingham in 1871, when the
following resolutions were passed unanimously, viz. :—
1, Proposed by Aldertuan Th.vckeray, J. P., and
seconded by Mr. J. Lee, J. P. :

—

"That the present meeting considers it desirable to
invite the Royal Horticultural Society to hold their great
provincial flower show in Nottingham in 1871, and that
the Lord-Lieutenant {as chairman) be requested to
communicate this wish to the President of that Society."

2, Proposed by Mr. Barber, J. P., and seconded by
Mr. T. R. Starey ;—
"That a guarantee and local subscription list be at

once commenced, as evidence that Nottingham is pre-
pared to give the Royal Horticultural Society a proper
reception."

3, Proposed by Mr. J. W. Leavers, and seconded by
Mr. F. GooDHALL :

—

" That a committee be formed, consisting of the Mayor
{chairman), Mr. J. Smith Wright (treasurer), Mr. E. J.
Lowe (secretary), Mr. H. siierbrooke,

J. P. ; Sir H.
Bromley, J. P. ; Mr. R. Milward,

J. P. ; the High SherifT,

Mr. R. Birkin, J. P.; Mr. F. C. Smith, M.P. ; Mr.
C. Seeley, M.P. ; Mr. Davy, J.P. ; Rev. S. Reynolds
Hole, Mr. H. Akroyd, Mr. W. Newton, Dr. Robertson,
Mr. R. Birkin, jun., J.P. ; Mr. S. R. P. Shilton, Mr.
Knight, Mr. Forman, Capt. H. Farmer, Mr. Windley,

J.P. ; Mr. J. R. Pearson, Mr. Gadd, Mr. Speed, Mr.
Ingram, Mr. Cruickshank. Mr. Evans, Mr. Henderson,
Mr. Tillery, Mr. Lamb {with power to add to their

number). Also, that the Mayors of Derby, Leicester,

Grantham, Retford, and Newark, be invited to form
district committees to co-operate with that at Notting-
ham."

4, Proposed by the Mayor, and seconded by Mr.
R. Birkin :^

" That the thanks of this meeting be given to the Right
Hon. Lord Belper for his kindness in presiding."

The Royal Albert Hall at South Ken-
sington is rapidly approaching completion, and the
numerous workmen who are engaged in its construc-

tion, with an instinctive appreciation of its future mis-
sion, get up daily concerts amongst themselves during
a portion of the dinner-hour. On the anniversary of

the late Prin'ce Consort's birthday, the usual concert

was performed with a little more than ordinary

elaboration. An amateur assisted with his violin, and a

bugler perched somewhere afar off in the roof tested

the acoustic capabilities of the building with a succes-

sion of resonant melodies. A boy named Britton, says

the Daily News, with the purest and freshest tenor voice

we have heard for some time, sang one or two pretty

ballads, and the more mature artisans also contributed

songs and choruses. The effect of the whole was to

establish, beyond dispute, Colonel Scott's success in

erecting a building within which 10,000 persons can
sit comfortably, and hear distinctly every note, either

vocal or instrumental, that comes from the great
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orchestra. The main purpose of tlie Internationa!

Hall has, therefore, been effected, for there can be no

doubt that it is as a leviathan concert-room it will be

mainly used. It must be remembered that the acoustic

necessities demanded tliat the building should take the

form of an ellipse, and, having an ellipse to deal with, it

cannot be denied that Colonel Scott has been success-

ful in procuring favourable architectural results. About
the hearing capabilities of the interior there can be no

doubt whatever. The works which are to connect the

hall with the Industrial Exhibition of 187 1, are in a

satisfactory state of forwardness. The galleries over

the Italian arcades of the Horticultural Society's

garden are nearly finished, and these will be connected

with the upper circle of the hall. The facilities for

promenading will be very great—first, within the new
galleries in which the contributions will be exhibited ;

second, along an external gallery running along the

tops of the Italian arcades ; and thirdly, in the great

conservatory, which communicates with the hall, and

which, when lighted up at night, will be a perfect

fairy palace. The various foreign nations which have

promised their co-operation to next year's exhibition

are proceeding vigorously with the construction of

their departments, and most conspicuously the French,

who have not allowed the terrible war now waging to

interrupt* or even slacken for a moment their prepara-

tions at South Kensington.

We learn that the prospects of the forth-

coming E.XHiBiTioN of Florists' Flowers at the

Crystal Palace are satisfactory. The entries for the

show give promise of a very extensive exhibition. The
following gentlemen have consented to act as judges :

—For Dahlias : Mr. Charles Turner, Slough ; Mr.

Richard Dean, Ealing ; and Mr. W. Holmes, Hack-

ney. For Hollyhocks and Gladioli : Mr. J.
Standish,

Ascot ; Mr. J. Eraser, Lea Bridge ; and Mr Kmg
horn, Richmond. For Asters, Verbenas, and Roses

the Rev. C. Peach, Appleton-le-Street ; Mr Lidgard,

Hammersmith; and Mr. E<lmonds, of ChisvMck And
for vases of cut flowers : W. Thomson, Esq , Penge

We have not heard of any one in this countr)'

who has tried the hardiness of Opu.ntia Ratim s

<2L'IAN.\. It appears from the statement of M LoUESsr
that the plant survived the last winter at Pans wuh-
out any protection whatever, even though the temper-
ature fell to as low as — 13" Centigrade. The plant

is a native of Missouri, Illinois, and Mexico, and pio
duces yellow flowers, which are succeeded by elon

gated violet-coloured fruits.

The ninth volume of M. Decaisne's excellent

work, the "Jardin Fruitier du Museum," con-

tains the completion of the account of the more
important Pears in cultivation, of whicli M. Decaisne
describes and figures no less than 317 varieties. To
make the history of the genus as complete as possible,

M. Decaisne now adds, in the 104th part of his

magnificent publication, an account of certain species We gain some notion of what a Siece means
or varieties growing wild, or apparently so, in different ,vhen we learn from Paris that the veteran director of
countries, and which have been regarded as distinct the Jardin des Plantes, the well-known chemist,
species by various authors. Great interest attaches to CiiEVREUL— aptly called, from his researches into the
these trees, inasmuch as they, or some of them, are the nature of fatty substances, "the king of the fatty

stations, Portsmouth and Blackheath, to 52 .6

at the northern station, Newcastle, with a mean
for the several stations of 54*. 7. In Scotland it varied

from 53°.9, at Glasgow and Perth, to 52°.2 at Paisley,

with a mean for all stations of 53°.3. The Rainfall
was very large at several of the stations (see Mr.

Glaisiier's Tables in our present issue). At Wolver-

hampton the fall on Monday, the 22d ult., amounted
to 1.05 in. At Bristol, Birmingham, and Bradford,

the falls on Tuesday the 23d amounted to 1.20 in.,

0.81 in., and 0.63 in. respectively; whilst on Satur-

day the 27th the falls at Wolverhampton, Liverpool,

Manchester, Eccles, and Hull amounted to 0.66 in.,

0.79 in., I in., 1. 12 in., and 0.76 in., respec-

tively. The mean fall for the week, for all stations in

England, was 0.87 in., and in Scotland was 0.47 in.

Vast flocks and herds for the sustenance of

Paris during the siege now arrive every day, and

•are placed in pens in the Bois DE Boulogne, Paris.

The parks and lawns in the neighbourhood of Passy

and La Muette now present, says a correspondent of

the Daily A^rws, the aspect of old Smithfield market

50 times magnified.

We are now enabled to give an illustration (fig.

227) of the Australian Nut, specimens of which were

transmitted to the Oxford meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society by Dr. Hooker. It will be seen that

the fnlit in question has a leathery rind, like that of a

Walnut, within which is a hard woody stone, enclosing

the large nut-like seed. The flavour of these nuts is

fully equal to that of a Kentish Filbert. For a full

account of the plant producing tliis nut, Macadamia

mS^-^ T'^'^~~^^^~-<aS^'

ternifolia, we refer to a former number, p. 1231 (1S69).

The plant was introduced to English gardens by Mr. W.
Bull, and has been exhibited by Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son.

parents of our domestic varieties. Among the trees so

mentioned is the Polwiller Pear (Pyrus Polvilleriana),

a hybrid form, thought by Bauhin to be intermediate

between the Apple and the Pear. The Polwiller Pear,

says M. Decaisne, affords a remarkable illustration of

the persistence of characters in a hybrid tree, perpe-

tuated for three centuries by grafting, and which affords

strong evidence against the opinions of those wlio

maintain that our old varieties of fruit trees degenerate

and disappear. The only plants of the Polwiller Pear

known are those derived originally from the hybrid

form described by Bauhin. In 1S60, out of 150
fruits collected in the garden of the Museum, M.
Decaisne found only 13 seeds well formed, and these

seeds, when sown, produced four very different forms.

In 1864, 139 of these small Pears furnished 62 seeds ;

in 1867, 50 seeds which were obtained from the Jardin

des Plantes of Dijon all proved sterile. Lastly, in

1865—a very hot and dry summer—it was found
necessary to cut open 356 fruits in the Museum garden
in order to obtain a single well-formed seed. Among
the four forms derived from the seed of the Polwiller

Pear, three were remarkable for the small size of their

leaves, while their pubescence was like that of the

parent tree, or that of Cratcegus Aria. The seedlings

lielonging to the fourth form seemed to M. Decaisne
to belong entirely to the category of cultivated Pears,

but were not referable to P. communis, the leaves of

which are roundish. On the other hand, the bark of

old trees of P. Polvilleriana remains smooth and
greyish, like that of Cralregus Aria, instead of cracking
and becoming blackish like those of the Pear

The Maximum Temperature of the Air
during the week end ing August 27 in England varied from

77°.4 at Portsmouth to 62° at Newcastle, with a mean
of all highest for the several stations of 69°. In Scot'

land it varied from 70°. 5 at Glasgow to 62° at Greenock,
with a mean for all stations at 65°.6. The Minimum
Temperature in England varied from 49° at Liver-

pool to 38° at Hull, with a mean of all lowest for the

several stations of 43°. In Scotland it varied from
47" at Greenock to 37°. 5 at Paisley, with a mean for

all stations of 43°.6. The Mean Temperature of the

Air in Englandvaried from 57°.3 at the two southern

acids,"—has placed himself at the head of a brigade

composed of cmphiyis of the Museum, and betaken him-

self to the fortifications. M. Delaunay, the Observer,

and M. Milne Edwards have marched to the scene

of action at the head of nearly the whole of the officers

and sei-\'ants of the Academy of Sciences and the

Museum. What should we think here in London
if the chief librarian of the British Museum, with

Professor Owen and Mr. Bennett as his aides,

took the field with their subordinates and occupied

Shooter's Hill, or if the director at Kew, with his staff,

took upon themselves the defence of Richmond Hill ?

And yet this is what it has come to in Paris. When the

war shall be over, as we all hope it may soon, one of the

most needful reforms in the state of public institutions

in France will be that in the Jardin des Plantes. Imperial

regime has certainly not been favourable to science.

POTATOS IN SOMERSETSHIRE.
Some of the Somerset and Dorset horticultural

shows, and especially those of Shepton Mallet and

Sherborne, are remarkable for the fine quality of the

vegetables produced at them. By general consent,

Sherborne is considered to make the finest display,

having a fine rich loam that suits all kinds of vegetables

well. At the exhibition of the Shepton Mallet and
East Somerset Horticultural Society on the 17th ult.,

at Shepton Mallet, there was a wonderful display of

Potatos, as fine in quality as they were varied in

character. To give some idea of the competition in

the two classes for half a peck of round, and the same
of kidney Potatos respectively, furnished by cottagers,

I counted no less than 43 lots, and there was not a bad
dish of tubers among them. In the corresponding

classes for subscribers to the show, there was to be seen

the same extent and quality, and here 42 lots were
staged. Three prizes were offered to cottagers for a

basket of six varieties, and these were shown in tea-

trays, or shallow boxes and baskets with divisions for

each variety, about 16 tubers of each. There was a

large number of these baskets competing. The leading

kidnev Potato was a handsome medium-sized smooth
variety, named Lady Paget, with scarcely a trace of an

eye, so uniformly even was the surface. I endeavoured

to get the history of this Potato from some of the

cottagers, but beyond the fact that one or the other had
grown it for some time past, I could get nothing defi-

nite. The leading round variety was the Early Emperor,

or Somersetshire Red, very fine, and in fomi the model
of a round Potato. In cultivating the variety the

Somersetshire cottagers evince a decided preference for

a Potato of high class quality. The kidney varieties

were :—Cheddar Dwarf, a very fine and smooth tuber;

Doctor Kidy, a large and somewhat coarse-looking

tuber, but said to be much esteemed by the cottagers
;

Fluke Kidney, very fine ; Myatt's Ashleaf, a perfect

sample in a few instances
;

Jackson's Imperial, a

medium-sized, very smooth kidney, of fine shape ; Per-

fection, a variety much stained about the eyes with

red, small, but of fine shape ; Taylor's Kidney, fine

and handsome ; Black Ashleaf, a veritable "nigger"

among the fair-skinned kinds around it ; Cornish Kid-

ney, large in size, of good shape, but coarse looking ;

Eardrop Kidney, a medium-sized smooth variety

;

Morning Star, much in the same way ; Walnutleaf,

very fine quality ; Chagford Kidney, in shape and

appearance vei'y inviting ; Gloucestershire Kidney,

small in size, but good looking ; Prince of Wales,

large in size, but with a very coarse appearance ; Ash-

top Fluke, both large anc^coarse; and Pink-eyed Ash-

leaf, a good looking Potato. Of round varieties the

leading kinds appeared to be a lapstone-shaped Potato

named King, of fine quality ; Pink-eyed Regent, of

good appearance, but rather deep in the eye ; Pebble,

a deep-eyed Regent ; Fortyfold, very smooth skin

and good looking, but deep in the eye ; Lily-

w hite, a round tuber of excellent appearance ; Red
Rough, deep-eyed, but a good-looking sort; Pheasant's-

L>e, having small purple eyes; Arrow-smith's Seed-

Img, a pink-eyed round tuber ; Paignton Victoria,

apparently the same as Paterson's Victoria ; Paterson's

Blue, large and good looking ; Purple King, a large,

lark, but smooth tuber ; Wellington, of the Regent

t^ pe much stained with red about the eyes ; Scammell's

Glory, a half-lapstone-shape tuber, much stained with

purple ; White Fortyfold, very like the common
Regent ; Breezee's Prolific, one of the new American
1 mds, appearing ofgood quality to look at ; Cliesseter's,

a large, coarse-looking, round tuber ; Purple Fortyfold,

and Snowball, a good-looking handsome tuber. There
Is no doubl many of these are purely local names, but the

number of them, and their general good quality, points

to this district as a Potato growing one ; and this quality

was not confined to the Potatos alone, but extended to

most of the vegetables staged on this occasion. The
size of some of these (by no means in most instances, at

least, divorced from quality,) would have astonished the

denizens of districts that had suffered from the drought

;

but the fields round Shepton Mallet had a rich and

luxuriant appearance, green, and vigorous in growth,

the happy result of a heavy rain a few days previous

to the show, which must indeed have been a rain, as one

"native" informed me a single drop which fell on his

coat sleeve covered a sjiace of 6 inches square. This rai n

had materially aided the development of the vegetables,

and a fine lot was accordingly produced. In most

instances collections of vegetables were shown in oval-

shaped clothes-baskets, very nicely arranged, and the

quality would have shamed many a large provincial

show. One basket shown by a cottager contained

capital Globe Onions, a fine young Cabbage, Parsnips

of excellent size and quality, young Vegetable Marrows,

Scarlet Runners, and British Queen Peas—all in a fine

state of fitness for table ; and the characteristic of

quality was evident throughout the contributions. In

most instances the vegetables were arranged in the

basket previously to bringing them to the show, and

during the journey a clean white cloth was carefully

covered over it, to keep the contents fresh and clean.

Any allusion to the Shepton Mallet show would be

incomplete without some announcement of the fact that

a flower show at Shepton means a general holiday.

Every shop, other than those for vending refreshments,

is kept closed ; triumphal arches, festoons of evergreens

and flowers, various types of house decoration—all

tended to make the clean little market town as gay as

possible. There is to be observed on all hands a general

outbreak of spontaneous enthusiasm. A flower show is

not a.J^le day merely for the few engaged in horticul-

tural pursuits, but for all the inhabitants ; and from the

surrounding villages come in hundreds of visitors, in

holiday attire, and the showfield during the afternoon

is a moving mass of delighted spectators. Surely this

Somersetshire town has well earned the title of

" plucky little Shepton." R. D.

New Garden Plants.

X Cypripedium Dominianum, RM. f.

Pedunculo plurifloro : bracteis spathaceis acuta oyaria pedlcellata

subdimidio aquantibus : ovario pilosulo : sepalis oblongo-trian-

gulis ;
petalis caudatis ciliatis ; labello saccato, antice juxta

ostium retuso ; staminotlio transverse antice apiculato, basi

utrinque rotundato, postice hxch^Xo-SeletciJiediuiti Dinnini-

anum, Hort.

It is a very interesting fact that Mr. Dominy has

been so fortunate as to raise a mule between C. Pearcei

and C. caudatum, which has nearly every organ inter-

mediate between the two. The leaves are brcader than

in Pearcei, narrower than in caudatum. The spike is

like that of Pearcei, showing three flowers at once in
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full expansion, not produced one after the other, as in

Pearcei. The colours are nearly those of caudatuni,

whose nice blotches on the inner lip are preserved. It

is immediately recognised from C. caudatum by the

acute bracts, from C. Pearcei by the transverse (not

rhomboid) staminode, and the hairy ovary. We have
not the least doubt that the new curiosity will be

welcome to amateurs, the more so since it is of the

freest growth, as Messrs. Veitch, the possessors, have
informed us. We feel highly pleased to name the

novelty in honour of Mr. Dominy, to whose skill we
are indebted for so many highly curious additions to our

knowledge of hybrids. //. G. Rchb. fil.

C,\MPSIDIUM, Rdss. et Si-em.

Calyx campanulatus. ecostatus : limbo 5-dentalo, Eequali. Corolla
tubiilosa, leviter curvata ; limbo 5-Iobo, lobis subEequallbus.

Stamina 4. didynama, cum nidimento quinti. Anthcrse parallels,

nud;e. .Stigma bilobum. Capsula elliptica, compressa, laevis,

loculicida. Septum valvis ' contrarium. Semina alata, pluri-

seriata. Frute.x ecirrhosus voltibilis, chilensis et chiloensis,

glaberrimus ; ramis augulatis ; foliis oppositis 4—7-jugis cum
imparl, petiolo alato, foliolis ovato-oblongis vel ellipticis.

utrinque obtusis vel acutis, sape mucronatis, margine dentatis
vel subintegerrimis, supra Isete viridibus, subtus pallidioribus ;

linalibus simplicibus, 4—9 floris, pedicellis elongati:

petiolis pedunculisbibracteolatis, bracteolis linearibus ;

calycibusque purpurascentibus, co-
rollis aurantiacis, intus versus basin
filamentisque villosis, ovario gla«
bro. Species unica. — Catnpsi-
diutit chilcttse, Reiss. et Seem.
MSS. in Herb. Vindob. ; Seem, in

Bonplandia, vol. x. p. 147, t. 11.

Tecotrta GuanwK, Hook, in Bot.
Mag., t. 4896, in adnot. (non De
Cand. ). Tecprna -valdiviana,
Phillip, in Linnaia, 1857, p. 14.
Tccoma mirabilis, Hort. Nomen
vernaculum Chiloense, " Pilpil

Boqui," teste Bridges. — Geogra-
phical Dktribution : Chiloe
(Bridses! W. I.obb ! n. 474,
King!): island of Huago, lat.

44' S. (Eights ! in Herb. Hook.) :

Arique, near Valdivia (Lechler

!

Plant. Chll., n. 671).

This beautiful Bignoniacea (fig.

22S) occurs between latitudes

40° and 44° S., and climbs over
trees with a height of 40 to

50 feet. Nevertheless it is not
mentioned in Gay's " Flora
of Chile." Sir William
Hooker thought it identical

with Tecoma? Guarume (Big-

noniaalata, Pav. ), butauthentic
specimens of Bignonia alata

in the Berlin Herbarium prove
it to be identical with Teco-
maria fulva. Seem. (Tecoma
fulva, De Cand.) ; and the

plant to which Sir W^ J.

Hooker alluded is the type
of a genus allied in habit to

Campsis, Lour., but dificring

from it in the shape of the
corolla, and with parallel, not
divaricate, anthers. Camp-
sidium has, however, no root-

ing branches, nor is it fur-

nished with tendrils like most
climbing species peculiar to

America, but seems to be
winding like Pandorea. It

is a graceful climber, with pin-

nate leaves, and orange-
coloured racemes. For a know-
ledge of the plant I am in-

debted to Professor Phillipi,

of Santiago de Chile, who was
good enough to transmit it to

me in a letter. When Dr.
Reisseck and myself imposed
on the species the name of
chilense, we were unaware
that Phillipi had already de-

scribed it under the name of
Tecoma valdiviana, and strictly speaking, Campsi-
dium valdiviana is the name it ought to bear. Oc-
curring in high southern latitudes there is every reason
to believe that the plant may prove hardy in the
southern parts of England. Berlhold Sccmaiiii.

This house is only 60 feet long by 20 wide, and has
strong rafters, with solid stone walls forming the sides,

with glass above them for ventilation, while this very
lofty Chiswick orchard-house is, I think, about 100
feet long by 30 wide, and has only inch-thick boarded
sides.

Of course such fearful gales are not frequent, nor
is an inland situation so e.xposed as near the coast

;

still I cannot help thinking that these quite unneces-
sarily lofty houses are insecure anywhere. An Ameri-
can writer in this Journal, coinmenting on my recom-
mendation to stake Maize plants, says "that a wind
which was strong enough to uproot Maize, would also

uproot trees." Well, both of these are of continual
occurrence here. Many of our trees were thus pros-

trated last September, and all my Maize was levelled
;

but having been staked, it was not, in many cases, up-
rooted. In other gardens where staking had been
neglected the crop was ruined. Ten years ago one of
my orchard-houses, 100 feet long, was blown down
before my eyes in about 30 seconds. Everything was
destroyed. It fell upon an adjacent house, and broke
most of the glass. The splinters then spoiled the

flower garden. One end—called the "jib" by the

THE ORCHARD HOUSES AT
CHISWICK.

The span-roofed house at Chiswick (see p. 1054)
is close to the long, lean-to house, which is described

I

to me the air and look of a glazed bam more than of
at p. 10S7. This form of orchard-house is popular,

|

an orchard-house for real work. For what it has to do
and deservedly so. It has advantages peculiar to itself,

;

the height to the apex of the roof is perfectly unneces-
which coidd not well be secured otherwise ; but it is

,

sary. As nearly as I could judge it was 16 feet,

by no means the earliest in production, nor the warmest ' The sides were only 6 feet in height, which is far too
in the winter months. For these two reasons alone I 1

low, especially here. Half of this was glass, and the
have always wondered at its adoption in northern or

|

rest only wooden planking, i inch thick. These
locally cold situations. Nor is it safe along the ex-

|

wooden sides had a mean appearance in what is really
posed sea coasts. The large house at Chiswick would a national garden. In a house of such pretensions 2 or
not endure for an hour a pressure of 55 lb. per square

\

3 feet of solid brick and 5 feet of glass would have
foot, which the island of Guernsey, with its numerous been more suitable, and in better style. But that
but well built lean-to vineries, underwent only last

1

which to me is most unsuitable is the shortness of this
Septembei-. A mere equinoctial squall would shake

,

house compared with its breadth and height. It pro-
this house so thoroughly as to loosen and break half of duces a stunted and dwarfed look, as if the whole
its glass. Very lately the only large span-roofed house

|

structure had been reduced while building it.

here was nearly uprooted, and had to be subse- Mr. Rivers' glass span-roof compares, to its own
quently protected by high walls and other precautions, advantage, with this one, being of the same length,

workmen here—was hurled bodily 20 yards off. On
another occasion, another house of mine was left, as it

were, suspended in the air, in a squall, the earth round
it having been torn away by the fall of trees, which
were there for shelter I The house was built near a
steep place, and the trees fell into the valley beneath.

Remembering these, and many similar accidents
elsewhere, I could not admire the lofty proportions of
the Chiswick house ; nor did the length seem to me at especially where glass is a chief agent, and when its

all in harmony with the breadth and height. It had !
advantages shall be more appreciated than even now.

'Of one fact I feel persuaded, and that is, that our

but 6 feet narrower, and 4 feet less in height at the apex,
the sides being a few inches lower than at Chiswick.
Even these excellent proportions I would venture to

alter thus : the house should be at least five times as

long as it is broad. The sides should be somewhat
higher ; but even in this case, the height to the apex of the
roofshould not be more than 12 feet. In short, for such a
style of training as is adopted at Sawbridgeworth and
Chiswick in span-roofed houses, of pyramids and
bushes in pots, with a few standards in the centre of
the borders, the height of 12 feet is by far the best.

The reason is obvious ; the trees are even then by no
means too near to the glass anywhere. In Peach
culture, all who look to colour in fruit must bear this

in mind.
Entering the Chiswick-house, one is struck with the

even and regular appearance of the trees. At the

period of my visit (in April) they were in full bloom,
and setting rapidly. The air was pure and bright, and
the temperature in the house felt like 70", with a
gentle current everywhere. No draught ; no stag-

nation ; a warm sun overhead ; trees carefully pruned,
and mulched, too, with a foot deep of leaves over and
around the pots, retaining heat and moisture.

Everything which skill could

do was done of course. There
were two rows of potted trees

along the sides and at the

ends, and large central bor-

ders. The main walk was in

the centre. Two rows of

wooden pillars, painted blue

and white, supported the roof,

the ventilation of which, on
the lanthorn principle, I prefer

to openings at either end, as

being easily worked, and regu-

lar in action. Only, how-
ever, the alternate windows
at the sides could open for

ventilation, which, in such a

season as the present, might
be insufficient. The glass was
stout 21 oz.," and I esti-

mated the size of the panes

at 1 8 inches by 13. The
lowest row of planking was
hinged for ventilation, &c.

The trees looked very pro-

mising and healthy. Cherries

and Apricots equally so, and
no crowding anywhere.

From this house I went on
to the lower one closeby. This

is in the first style of such
houses, and would easily prove

what I have here stated, that

lofty houses are unsuited to

pot culture. For this house,

though more crowded than the

other, was in excellent con-

dition, and the trees looked
quite as well as in the larger

house, though so much more
economical a structure. The
ends are not even of glass, but

of mere boards. The sides

have only hinged wooden
ventilators of a foot or so in

width. This house has a

central border in which fine

old potted trees were plunged
in a foot of leaves, a few
prolific Fig trees and Vines in

pots ; bloom abundant, air

pure, and circulation free ; in

short, a very thriving house,

bearing more in proportion to

its neighbour.

About this period of my
visit the superintendent kindly joined me, and vie

went together over the houses, of the culture in

which I could not but speak very highly of course.

I only wish I had the designing of a cordon-

house to confide to his skilful treatment. We
have not yet realised the fact that " the orchard-

houses of the future " will not quite resemble the

present ones. This is inevitable in horticulture,

successors will give up the pretty but unsoimd idea of

growing a little of everything in their orchard-houses,

and of making them receptacles of seething bedding
plants and of spring crops in pots. It cannot be sound

practice to grow Vines, Peaches, Apricots, Figs,

Cherries, and Plums in the same limited space under
glass. It would be preferable to subdivide our present

huge houses, to lower their roofs, and to increase their

length. On the score of appearance a short, broad,

and lofty glass building is inferior to a long, low,

nanow one. But if this last has the central portion

somewhat more raised than the ends (which it is easy

to do), then in utility and beauty it will much excel

any "bam-like" house.

If I mistake not, Mr. Rivers has his original orchard-

house still doing as good work as his latest—only he
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has adapted that work to its form. No doubt he could,
'

and does, grow as fine a Peach in that house as can be

grown in such a house as the lofty span at Chiswick.

Nay, we might carry this principle so far as to assert that

a handsomer fruit can be grown under a ground vinery

than in a Crystal Palace.

Returning to the large house, I think that groups of

spiral cordons—say of seven trees each—would much
vary the rather monotous tone of the trees, which are

pyramids and bushes, with standards here and there.

Three groups of these spiral cordons, ascending round

wires of slight iron rods to the lofty apex, would relieve

the "flatness of the scenery." Having myself intro-

duced these spiral cordons into orchard-houses, and

having a number of them in most luxuriant bearing,

I should feel great interest in their trial in this model
house. The superintendent seemed to me to enter

^\armIy into my wishes on this matter. So lofty a house is

admirably adapted for cordons, either diagonal or spiral,

or for both styles together. There are at present in good
places, houses, suggested by myself, of immense size, in

which diagonal cordons, trained in six parallel rows,

fill the whole of the building. Five walks enable the

pruner to attend to these splendid trees, the beauty and
fertility of which surpass all other styles, and are very

much superior to the Chiswick houses, only for this

cause that the cordon system of training is here well

developed. For such trees I will admit that rather

lofty houses are required, but not for potted trees.

This is a distinction too often lost sight of. The
amateur should resolve, at first starting, on what he

intends to cultivate. If potted trees, then I should

recommend him to have a smaller and a lower house.

If cordon trees, he will then require more height, espe-

cially at the sides, and a narrower house altogether,

because cordons are flatter and occupy less lateral

space.

Wy own favourite house is a lean-to. It has about

13 feet (clear measure) of training space for the large

12 years old diagonals on the back wall. The rate of

production of these is something fabulous. Then come
groups of spiral cordons in the borders, twisted round
thin wooden pillars, equally good, and five in each

gi'oup. Between each group are low flat standards in

the border, so as to allow the sun to shine on the

lowest portions of the diagonals on the back wall. In
front is a row of bushes, also in the border, but unsatis-

factory as making too much wood. These will be
changed to pots again, or into cordons, in some shape
or other, but I am sorry to have to sacrifice so many
fine trees. Thus we have but three rows of trees in

all, a walk near the glass, and another near the back
wall. The house is only 15 feet wide inside, but
there is no crowding. Vertical cordons in pots at the

ends serve for trial trees, &c.

This house would be improved by additional length,

for in cordon training it is difficult to know where to

stop, all being so regular and continuous j whereas,
with pots, the monotonous tone of culture requires a

break for effect.

Sixteen years of orchard-house pruning and training

have taught me that there is good in everything, but
that not to distinguish but rather to confuse is a retro-

grade step in horticulture. T. C. Brlhaut^ Richmond
IloHsej Guertisey.

HEATHERSIDE RIVAL CUCUMBER.
We have on several occasions during the present

season received examples of the above-named Cucumber,
and in all the points which, as we take it, go to consti-

tute a good Cucumber, we have found none to equal
the Heatherside Rival. However strange it may seem,
it is none the less a fact that truly good Cucumbers are

but rarely seen ; even at our exhibition tables the great

mass of Cucumbers exhibited are more than frequently

very inferior. They are irregular in shape and size,

and possessed of a neck one-third the length, watery,

tS:c. Perhaps the most jjopular Cucumber of the pre-

sent day is Telegraph, and of this there are various

types—two thoroughly good ones having been sent

out respectively by Mr. William Paul and Messrs.

RoUisson. Of these we prefer that of Mr. Paul. It

is more compact, and with a much shorter neck,

which is a great point. The Telegraph is a
very prolific variety and forces well ; it is, how-
ever, just at times a little soft and watery. The Tele-
graph is evidently a descendant of the old Syon
House, a smooth green sort, which again is descended
from the Smyrna, Then, again, Mr. Pearson sends
us his Long Gun, a good sort, of somewhat similar

character ; and Mr. Turner his Blue Gown, which is a
black-tipped spine, very handsome, and has as yet

carried evei7thing before it.

It is a singular thing that, notwithstanding the

favour which we as gardeners have for the Syon
House breed of Cucumbers, and their undoubtedly
handsome appearance, their wonderful freeness of
fruiting, &c., they are not general favourites in

Covent Garden. The great call is for black-spined

Cucumbers. And they say they are of better flavour,

and are much firmer in the flesh, &c., and so far

they are correct. Tiie great fault of the black spines
has been in their being so short and stumpy. In the
Heatherside Rival we have undoubtedly the nearest
approach to a model Cucumber we have yet seen. It

is of fair length, from 15 to 18 inches, about 15 inch
in diameter, perfectly uniform in thickness from the

stalk to the very tip : there is no long neck or handle ;

the surface is smooth, of a dull green colour, with a small

setting of black spines ; these are small, and distantly

situate. The flesh is exceedingly firm, of excellent

flavour, and the core or seed part exceeding about one-

third the diameter of the fruit. This is a prodigious

bearer, and capitally adapted for either summer or

winter fruiting. It is a hybrid of Mr. William Dean's,

who ^\'ill, we suppose, soon send it out. B,

LILIES.
[The following notes are translated from a paper of M. Duchartre,
which has appeared in successive numbers of the Journal of the

Imperial and Central Horticultural Society of France. They
refer specially to the fine collection of Lilies brought
together by M. Max Leichtlin, of Carlsruhe. We subjoin a

list of the species and varieties of this genus cultivated by that

gentleman, and with which we have been favoured by him.
The "

!
" attached to some of the names is intended to indicate

the certain correctness of the name; the " ?" on the other

hand, implies either a doubt as to the correct name, or indicates

that the name given is merely a provisional or garden appellation :

the letter " r " is attached to those species which are most
remarkable for the beauty of their flowers ; while the letter
"«" indicates new species.]

In the third edition of the "Species Plantarum,"
dated 1762, Linnxus noted nine species only of this

genus, which are also enumerated exactly in the

same order in the " Systema Vegetabilium " of I774»

edited by J. A. Murray, in conjunction with the great

Swedish naturalist. The nine species are :— I, Lilium

candidum, from Palestine, Syria, and Cadiz, of which
two varieties are mentioned ; 2, L. bulbifei-um, from
Italy, Austria, and Siberia, with seven varieties

; 3,

L. pomponium, from the Pyrenees and Siberia, with

two varieties
; 4, L. chalcedonicum, from Persia, and

Platinain Carniola, with two varieties
; 5, L. superbum,

from N. America; 6, L. Martagon, from Hungary,
Switzerland, Siberia, and Leipsic

; 7, L. canadense, from
Canada j 8, L. philadelphicum, from Canada ; 9, L.

kamschatkense, from Canada and Kamschatka. As
to the characters by which Linnaeus distinguished these

nine species, they suffice to separate the four last

mentioned, which have whorled leaves, from the five

first in which the leaves are always scattered, that is to

say, alternate, or arranged spirally. Of these five

two have bell-shaped, erect flowei-s—L. candidum,
and L. bulbiferum. The three others have pen-

dulous flowers, the segments of which are rolled back
;

these are, L. pomponium, L. chalcedonicum, and L,

superbum. L. candidum, the white Lily of gardens,

is easily recognised by its flowers, of a colour so white
that their purity has become proverbial ; their segments
are smooth internally. L. bulbiferum has bright

orange flowers, the segments of which are studded on
their inner surface with numerous small projections.

Moreover, as is indicated by its name, it developes in

the axils of its upper leaves numerous small bulbels,

by means of which the plant may be propagated. Of
the three species with pendulous flowers, the American
L. superbum is a large and fine plant, the flowers of

which are destitute of projections from their inner

surface, and are of a reddish orange colour, marked
with numerous blackish spots ; L. pomponium and L.

chalcedonicum have flowers of the same form,

varying in colour from bright red to yellow, but
L. pomponium has narrow linear leaves, channelled on
the upper surface, and liaving a prismatic or triquetrous

form, while L. chalcedonicum has rather broader lan-

ceolate leaves, thickly crowded over the whole length

of the stem. Of the four species with whorled leaves,

L. Martagon may be distinguished by its pendulous
flowers, generally of a purplish colour, but varying

much in hue, and always having the segments of the

flower rolled back in the form of a turban ; hence the

name. Turban Lily.

L, philadelphicum is easily recognised by its erect

flowers, of a reddish orange colour passing into yellow
towards the centre, where it is marked with purplish

black spots. The segments of the perianth are narrowed
below into a long stalk. L. canadense has slightly pen-
dulous bell-shaped flowers, the segments of which are

somewhat rolled back, ofan orange-yellow colour, marked
internally with a quantity of purplish black spots.

L. kamschatkense has rather small erect bell-shaped

flowers, of a deep reddish purple colour, passing into

yellow towards the base, where they are marked with
small black spots. Five of the plants above-named
grow naturally in Central or Southern Europe, the

remaining four are peculiar to North America. The
eastern part of Asia, and particularly Japan, which
lately has contributed more than any other country to

our knowledge of tliis genus of bulbous plants, were
entirely neglected by the immortal botanist, although

in the " Amcenitates Academics" (5th fasc. p. 870 to

872), published in 17 12, K^^mpfer had noted several

Lilies as natives of this part of Asia, and especially

those which at a later period received the names of

L. cordifolium, L. speciosum, and L. tigrinum,

but these Japanese species were soon brought into

notice. Thunberg, whose "Flora Japonica" was
published in 1784, and whose whole idea was to

refer the Japanese forms to European species, soon
saw how ill-founded his previous opinion was. In a

memoir, entitled
'

' Botanical Observations on the

Flora Japonica," published in the second volume of

the " Linnean Transactions of London," he estab-

lished the following species :— ist, L. cordifolium, the

Sjire, Sjiroi and Osjiroi of the Japanese and of

Ksempfer, which had previously been called Hemero-

callis cordata by Thunberg himself in his "Flora of

Japan," p. 143 ; 2d, L. speciosum, the Kiasbiako, or

Konokko Juri, of the Japanese and of K^empfer, and
which had been called in his earlier work L. sup-

erbum ; 3, L. longiOorum, called L. candidum in

the "Flora Japonica," the Biakko of Ka^mpfer

;

4th, L. lancifolium, the name of which has

been unfortunately transferred by all our horti-

culturists to L. speciosum, thus causing lamentable

confusion. It had been previously indicated in

the "Flora Japonica" as L. bulbiferum. It was
by mistake that Thunberg applied to L. lancifolium

the synonym Kentan, or Oui Juri, of Kcempfer (Amoen.

Acad. p. 871), and which, as it seems to me, must be the

same as the species subsequently described by Gawler
in the "Botanical Magazine" under the head of

L. tigrinum
;

5th, L. maculatum, originally con-

founded with L. canadense in the " Flora Japonica.'

Thunberg afterwards devoted himself with more care

to the same subject, and wrote a paper in the third

volume of the "Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of

Sciences of St. Petersburgh " (iSii), under the title of

"Examcn Liliorum Japonicorum." In this new
memoir, which refers to eight species, he described

more completely the five species already enumerated
by him in his first memoir, and gave rather indifferent

figures of three of them, viz., L. lancifolium, L. longi-

florum, and L. maculatum. Moreover, he characterised

and figiu^ed two new species under the name of

L. elegans and L. japonicum. Persisting, neverthe-

less in his unfortunate tendency to refer Japanese forms

to European types, he admits into his memoir, under
the name of L. pomponium, the Lily which Siebold and
Zuccarini described and figured in 1835 as L. callosum.

The following is the list of Lilies in M. Max Leicht-

lin's collection before referred to :

—

m abchasicum?
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loped 24—28 inches lontj, 15— 16 lines broad at the

middle, narrowed gradually to an acute point, the outer

ones gracefully reflcxcd, the central half flat, the edge

entire, distinct. red-brown ;
perianth pearl-white,

3—32 inches long, with divisions 15—18 lines broad.

This I have not seen to know it, and my notes are taken

from Carriere's description. Is it in cultivation in this

countr}' ?

33. r. gloriosa. Linn. Sp. Plant, p. 456 ; Bot. Mag.

t. 1260 : Redoutd, Lil. t. 326-7 ; Haw. Suppl. PL Succ.

p. 37; Kunth, Enum. iv. 273 ;
Carri^re, Rev. Hort. ix.

p. 359.— One of the best known and most variable species,

to be seen in every collection. Stem reaching a Iieight of

4—6 feet below the rosettes, much branched when luxuri-

ant ; leaves 100—^120, in a dense rosette, 24—27 inches

long, 3 inches broad at the middle, narrowed to 15—18
lines above the base, full green, glaucous only when
young, so rigid in texture that the outer ones are

not at all recur\'ed. the face concave throughout,

and marked with distinct plications upwards, and
the point quite pungent, the base 3—4 lines thick,

the border marked with a distinct brown edge, usually

quite entire, rarely very slightly filiferous. Inflorescence

4—5 feet high, copiously panicled, the flowers bell-

shaped. 1^—2 inches deep, the ovate-lanceolate divisions

8—9 lines broad. A native of the Southern United

Stites. The fullest account of the forms of this species is

contained in Carriere's paper in tlie ninth volume of the
" Re\iie Horticole. The principal varieties with which 1

am acquainted are— i, glancescen^, Carriere : like the

type, but the foliage permanently glaucous ; 2, superba

(Y. superba. Haworth, Suppl. PI. Succ. p. 36 ; Bot. Reg.

t. 1690) : leaves more rigid and more glaucous than in the

type, 18 — 21 inches long, 2—2^ inches broad at the

middle, panicle denser, and hardly more than half as tall
;

3, ohliqiia (Y. obliqua, Haworth, Syn. Succ. p. 69;
Kunth, Enum. iv. p. 274 et 677) : leaves and flowers

smaller than in the type, the former more or less twisted

to one side
; 4. mollis (Carriere, Rev. Hort. ix. 360) : a

large variety, with leaves 30— 33 inches long, 2^ inches

broad at the middle, not so concave on the face as in the

type; and 5, rccwrtw/i? (Baker): leaves 28—30 inches long,

2—a| inches broad at the middle, the outer ones recurved,

the central half nearly flat on the face, and the back but

little raised, plication of upper part very slight, point less

pungent, colour very glaucous when young, but the bloom
deciduous. The last is midway between gloriosa and the

next species.

34. Y. recmvi/olia, Salisb. Parad. t. 31 ; Kunth.
Enum. iv. p. 272 ; Y. recurva, Haworth, Synop. p. 69.

Suppl. p. 35 ; Y. pendula, Siebold, Carriere, Rev. Hort.

viii. p. 488, t. 104. —Stems shorter, but more branched
than in the last, rarely a yard high. Leaves 150— 180, in

a close rosette, varying from 2 -3 feet long when fully

developed, 2—2V inches broad at the middle, narrowed to

an inch above the base ; all finally more or less falcately

curved, the face nearly flat throughout, the point less

pungent than in gloriosa, and texture not so thick, the

back only rounded near the tip, and in the lowest quarter ;

colour bright apple-green, faintly glaucous when young,
the edge quite entire, with a narrow, distinct, brown
border; panicle 4—5 feet high, the lower branches erecto-

patent, 12— 18 inches long, the campanulate perianth

2 inches deep, with divisions nearly an inch broad. A
native of the Southern United States, long cultivated and
widely diffused in English gardens. M. Carriere has
lately given it a new name, without warrant, as it already

has two in England, long established, and moreover
quite appropriate, of which Salisbury's has the priority.

According to Carriere it is also grown in France as

"recurva," "reflexa,"and "japonica." Y. rnfo-cinc/a,

Haworth, Suppl. PI. Succ. p. 37 ; Kunth, Enum. iv.
,

274, is apparently only a slight variety of the same
species. A specimen, from Mr. Ellacombe, has leaves

rather more reedy in texture than in the type, with a more
distinctly marked red-brown border, reaching 2 feet long, ,

by 2^ inches broad when fully developed, with a caudex
below the rosette not more than a foot long.

35. Y. gigdfifea, Lemaire. Rev. Hort. ix. 222.—This,

which is the largest form of the series now under consi-

deration, I know only from M. Lemaire's account in the
volume of the " Re\aie Horticole" just cited, which is

taken from a plant which flowered in the collection of
M. Verschaffclt, at Gand, in October, 1859. Stem 4 feet

long below the tuft of leaves ; leaves 54—56 inches long,

3 inches broad at the middle, bright shining green, the
edge entire, whitish

;
panicle 2 feet long, copiously

branched
; perianth cream-coloured, 3^ inches deep, the

divisions connivent, ovate-acuminate. Is anything known
of the plant in England ? J. G. Baker.

GINSENG.
Amongst tlie most extraordinary medicinal plants

which have from time to time been celebrated in dif-

ferent ages and countries, the Ginseng of the Chinese
is one of the most curious. This dnig is the dried root
of Panax Schinscng, Nees, a small plant, frequently
Avith a creeping underground stem or rhizome. It is a
native of China, and so highly is it esteemed that it

forms a large article of internal commerce, and realises

almost fabulous prices. As much as 300 taels of silver,

which is equal to about /"lOO of our money, is about
the average price of a single tael (640 gi-ains) of the
drug. Though it has been proved by our own chemists
to possess no medicinal virtues, other than being muci-
laginous, aromatic, slightly bitter, and saccharine, it is

nevertheless esteemed as a most invaluable root by the
Chinese, who believe it produces the most extraordi-
nary effects upon the human system, invigorating and
restoring the fatigued and wearied body to a mai-vel-
lous degree, and bringing back youth to the aged and
strength to the weak. Be this as it may, it has held
its position with the Chinese for a very long time, and
still continues to be highly prized. In the year 1709
ye read that a body of Tartars, numbering some 10,000,

were sent by the Emperor of China in quest of

the root, with instructions to bring home as much as

they could find, 2 lb. of the best of which was to be
given by each man to the Emperor, and the remainder
they were to sell for the same weight of fine silver.

The Chinese name, Jinsang or Ginseng, implies

"Wonder of the World," and the generic name
Panax is derived from the Greek panakes, or panacea,
a cure for all diseases. Both words, therefore, refer to

its supposed extraordinary powers. The Ginseng
plant grows in the mountainous parts of China, but
the best quality, or that which is most esteemed by the

Chinese, is obtained from the Corea ; Manchuria also

produces a good variety. A species of Panax named
quinquefolia growing in North America has roots

similar to those of the true Chinese Ginseng, witli

which plant indeed it is often confused. These roots

are, however, on comparison more slender than those

of P. Schinseng, The Americans at one time exported

them to China in large quantities as a substitute for the

Chinese drug.

The Commissioner of Customs of Newchang has
sent home some very interesting remarks on the trade

and cultivation of Ginseng, which remarks will nn
doubt be wortli giving in his own words ; he says :

—

It is difficult in discussing the trade of the chief port

in Manchuria to avoid noticing the strange root in

which every native in China, from the Emperor to the

humblest coolie, places such implicit faith. Fine
Mancliurian Ginseng is only found in the upper valley

of the Usuri, where ruined towns and forts mark the

cradle of the race which seven centuries ago ruled over

China from the Yellow River to the Great Wall,
which was forced back by the valour and genius of

Genghis, and which 400 years afterwards again swept
into China to occupy and retain the Imperial throne.

But Ginseng loves moisture and the densest of the

forests, which cling to the slopes of the hills ; it nestles

in recesses to which the rays of the sun have never
penetrated, and which are as pathless now as in tlie

days when the Golden Tartars were dwelling in and
cultivating the plain. The genuine Manchurian Gin-
seng consists of a stem from which the leaves spring,

of a centre root, and of two roots branching off at the

same point from each side of the centre root. Tlie

stem somewhat resembles the head and neck, and tlie

side roots the shoulders and arms of a man ; the main
root represents the body, and a fork, which the main
root frequently forms, the legs.

The Chinese, with a not ungraceful feeling, believe

that a plant which thus expands into the human form
amid thickets and jungle, on which the foot of man
has never trod, must be intended to alleviate the

sufferings of the human race. Its precious qualities

are increased and intensified by age, and a plant is of

;

no great value until it has been growing and gathering
strength for at least an ordinary lifetime. The age,

and consequently the value of a plant, are ascertained

by a careful examination of the upper portions of the

centre and side roots. These portions should be covered
with rings, and tlie thicker and more numerous the

rings the greater the age. The value of Ginseng
in no way depends upon its length, thickness, or colour.

I myself have seen here a delicate root weighing but

6 mace, which cost 50 taels. The upper portions of

the root also possess the greatest healing power ; the

stem, which appears aboveground, on the other hand,
ought not to be eaten. It is supposed to be baneful

rather than beneficial.

In former years, the collection of Ginseng was in the

hands of some 40 merchants, who, on payment of a

heavy fee, obtained the necessary authority from the

Tartar General of Kirin. In addition to the fee, each
merchant was bound to hand over to Government a

certain weight of the object of his search. The search is

continued from the end of April to the end of Sep-
tember. In it the merchants employed the outlaws,

whom the fear of punishment had driven to take refuge
in these wilds, and who were compelled by their

position to be faithful servants. These men underwent
great hardships, and incurred great dangers. Forced
to wander far from the little patches of Millet they had
raised for their support, they were even menaced by
starvation and by the wolf, the tiger, and the leopard

;

and not unfrequently the hardships were endured and
the dangers were incurred in vain.

In the time of Tankouang Ginseng was becoming
yearly more scarce, and plants of any great age were
rarely found. Finally, in order to arrest their utter

extinction, the collection of the wild root was pro-
hibited by Imperial edict. Steps were taken in Kirin

to carry this order into effect, and measures were
adopted to prevent the admission of the interdicted

plant into China. Nevertheless, a very small quantity
is still clandestinely collected— to a considerable extent,

however, in Russian territory. The cultivation of

Ginseng, though allowed, is not encouraged ; it is, in

fact, hardly recognised as Ginseng, as the tariffs of the
various native custom-houses class it under the general
heading of medicine. This course is not altogether
unreasonable. The side branches of the cultivated
plant are frequently broken off, and its premature
growth and the means made use of to expedite its

development often efface the resemblance from which
it derives its name.
With a view to produce a false appearance of age,

hair is tied tightly round the upper portions of the root,

but a practised eye can easily detect the deception.

Ginseng is cultivated in Manchuria and in the Corea.

The average Corean-cultivated Ginseng is superior to

the average Manchurian ; S4 piculs 27 catties of Man-
churian Ginseng were exported in foreign vessels during
the past year : the value was not 2 taels a catty. John

YELLOW CALCEOLARLAS FOR
BEDDING-OUT.

Two facts are generally acknowledged in regard to

these plants. The first is their superlative excellence

where they do well, and the second is their persistency

in ill-doing in certain places. In this notice I pui-pose

discussing the foundation of success with a view of

discovering whether it is not possible to have these

superb yellow bedders do their best everywhere in all

localities— a high aim it must be admitted, but not

higher than the merits, the usefulness, and the capabi-

lities of the plants deserve. In these days of propaga-

tion by express, we have need to see to the foundations

of our plants—Calceolarias especially, if they are to

grow throughout the season, must neither be weakened
by heat nor cramped into those popular horticultural

thumbscrews, pots. If so, they will be sure sooner

or later to resent such treatment. A cool free

bottom from first to last is the first condition

of success. Excitement by artificial heat, root

squeezing by the pressure of pots, is disease or

death, sooner or later, to the Calceolaria. This is no

novel theory deduced from natural inferences. My
pen is now dipped in the black gall of many bitter

disappointments. For years I treated Calceolarias like

Verbenas or other bedding plants, and for so many
years the plants failed more or less. Even at Hard-
wicke these failures were so provoking that I have

pretty well run through all other yellow bedders as

substitutes. But I have learned to lay the foundation

of the Calceolaria stocks with such firmness and
strength, that it is now planted out in flower in

May, and continues in blossom till November. The
time of propagation with me is not earlier than the last

\Veek in October, nor later than the end of November.
This gives a good clioice of time, and any period between

these two is equally good and successful. If earlier,

the cuttings are apt to become autumn-proud,

which originates winter tenderness, and is too

often the parent of summer weakness. If pro-

pagation is deferred until December, the chances are

that the frost will have made its first meal of w-hat

should have formed our next year's plants. Avoiding,

however, this risk of danger, the cuttings can hardly be

taken too late. Than the manner of propagation nothing

can be more simple. Use only young wood, from 3 to

4 inches in height, and take it off with a heel, tliat is,

with the bottom portion that adheres to the old wood.

Late in the season the plants abound with such cuttings.

They should simply be taken off and inserted without

any further dressing or mutilation whatever. The
cuttings do best with heel and head left entire, though

pieces of young wood will strike without heels and with

the heads cut off, but they are not so certain. Old wood
is wholly to be shunned. Cuttings of the woody stem

strike slowly, if at all; and there is a want of soundness

in plants so raised, arising from the hardness of the

wood.
The Place of Propagation is a very cold pit, if 2 feet

deep so much the belter. "We use such a pit 6 feet

wide and 60 long, the walls, built of flints, 9 inches

thick. The bottom is well manured with a layer of old

hotbed dung, chiefly rotten leaves ; this is dug into a

common loamy soil. This surface is then smoothed,

trodden firm, and covered with about an inch of common
road sand. The cuttings are then inserted in rows,

from 4 to 6 inches apart and 3 inches in the rows. The

cuttings are put in finnly with a small dibble, taking

care to compress the soil firmly round the bottom of the

cuttings. The top portion of the soil and the upper

part of the cutting are then consolidated, and the

entire work finished by a copious watering from a

quick-running watering-pot, the quantity of water given

being sufficient to run the whole surface down into a

uniform state of smoothness. The lights may then

be at once put on, or a few hours may elapse before

this is done, if the weather is dull and mild. For

about a week they may remain almost close shut down,

after which air may be given on every mild occasion,

and the cuttings treated as if they were already plants.

I have stated that the cuttings may be 2 feet below

the glass. This depression saves a deal of labour and

trouble alike in shading and covering, and is recom-

mended for these objects. The cuttings will do equally

well, they could, however, hardly do better, 6 mches

from the glass. Then, however, they would require

shade during sunshine, protection during frost, and

much more water than in the depressed position here

recommended. Two feet from the glass they do well,

at a minimum risk, and with the smallest possible

expenditure of time and labour.

When do they strike?—Ai their leisure, and at

various times from December to the end of March. It

seems to make very little difference in the end. They

are ventilated and watered as if they were plants after

the first week. Deep down in such pits, however,

with a cool bottom they require but very little water,

and that chiefly along the back of the pit, when the

sun hits them. The front portion is often not watered

at all until the spring. What is of infinitely more im*
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portance than the time of rooting is the fact that

the cuttings will all strike ; certainly not more than

five per cent., often less, will fail. The mid-passage

treatment between rooting and final turning out is com-
prehended in two words, simplicity and hardness.

The cuttings simply require to be let alone, and neither

petted nor coddled. The same rules apply to the

plants—a hard simple regimen ; water when they need

it, at the lowest possible temperature ; abundance of

air, drawing the lights completely off when the ther-

mometer is above 45° ; and stopping the plants as soon

as they have grown 2 inches (repeating the stopping,

if needful, up to the middle of March), and keeping the

plants free of insects, is all the culture needed. Beyond
this period continue the cool exposed treatment, and

let the plants grow on without further stopping.

Early in April the pit will be filled with such a mass of

strong, clean, healthy plants as will delight the eyes of

flower-gardeners, and some strong measures must
instantly be taken to avoid the wreck and ruin threatened

from over-crowding.

These measures are the following :—Another cold

pit, if at hand, or, lacking that, a border by the side of a

wall—or, if this cannot be had, any piece of ground can

be enclosed on each side with mats, boughs, straw

hurdles, window-shutters, or any protecting substance
j

on this a layer of equal portions of thoroughly rotten

dung, or half-rotten leaves, and fresh stifFish loam,

should be spread from 6 to S inches deep. The plants

are then carefully taken, with a ball, from the

cutting-bed, and planted in this compost 6 or

8 inches, or, if the room could be had, a foot

square, and the fresh soil pressed firmly round them.

They are then watered thoroughly with water

at the temperature of 60", the object of using warm
water this once being to warm the soil, so as to give

the roots an instantaneous start in their new feeding

ground. They proceed to occupy it at once, and it is

astonishing how soon the whole of the compost becomes
full of a thickly reticulated mass of roots.

The tops of the plants have generally been sheltered

for a few weeks with a screen of new green boughs,

left on night and day at first, and gradually removed
piecemeal, until they are finally dispensed with about

the first week in May. At the latter period the whole
of the plants will be showing flowers. Where early

bloom is desired these are left to expand, and the

plants are removed into their final quarters in full

blossom. If the first show is not needed the plants

receive a final stopping at the end of April.

In the process of transplanting the cuttings to their

intermediate quarters, all the weakest plantsare reserved,

The cutting-pit is then treated to a dressing of compost,

the same as used for the outside, and these weak plants

returned to the cutting-pit, where the extra shelter and
fostering of the glass enables them speedily to over-

take the others ; and thus, when planting day arrives,

the entire stock, of many thousands, are all of nearly

uniform size and strength. Two or three good water
ings are generally sufficient for the plants while in their

transition quarters, the last being given two days before

their final removal, when manure-water should be used

and the soaking should be so thorough as to penetrate

right through and saturate the entire root medium.
This brings us to the mode of their final planting,

and of the culture. Above we have now a rich waving
field of gold, below a network of roots, binding firmly

together into one continuous mass a layer of rich

manure-saturated soil. The problem before us is how
to remove the plants, without injury to either root or
tops, to their blooming quarters. Begin at one side or

end, and thrust a spade under the level of the loam
and dung, and bring out a spadeful of the same with
the plants standing upright upon it. There will be
one, two, or three plants, according to their distance
apart, the size of the spade, &c ; take hold of a plant

with one hand and tear the soil asunder carefully with
the other. In this way each plant will be furnished

with a mass of soil filled with its roots, which will be
skirting its outer ragged edges in all directions. This
riving of the soil by hand will not save every
sponglole from mutilation, but it will leave them free

in the very best possible position for laying a fresh

hold of the soil in their new quarters. These lumps of

earth, with their upstanding plants, are instantly con-
veyed in hand-barrows or carts to the flower garden,
and planted at once, to prevent the roots being
checked. In planting, the plants are inserted about
an inch deeper than they have been in their temporary
quarters, and the soil is placed carefully and firmly around
the roots, and the whole mass of earth copiously
watered, as soon as the planting is finished. As we
insert these large plants from a foot to 1 5 inches apart,

and as they are put out in full flower, the result is that

the Calceolarias are the first groups to tell, and the last

to fade into green leaves only.

A few days after planting a hoe is run over the
surface in lieu of mulching, which we cannot practise

in the regal manner described by some of your corre-

spondents, and which, consequently, we have given
up. Mulchings of short grass are found positively

injurious. Our soil is mostly a heavy loam. Where
it is light, we use clay with the manure for Calceo-
larias, with the best effect. This helps to keep their feet

cool. This latter object is also very much aided by
thick planting. The plants speedily cover the ground,
and shut out the fierce summer sun alike from root and
stem. We further aid a cool bottom by the use of

sewage or clean water ; our rule being seldom, perhaps
four times during the season, but thoroughly to pene-
trate through the soil, until the top water reaches
that which is ascending from the depths of the earth.

In exposed positions we stake with common stakes,

or entangle the tops in a maze of twiggy boughs. But
the chief part of our stock are not staked, being so
sturdy and strong that they can stand alone.

Continuous blooming is secured by incessant picking.

As soon as a few seeds ripen at the bottom of the
trusses, they are picked off. Those who allow a whole
corymb of seed to ripen must expect the plants to

revenge themselves by long dreary intermissions of
bloomlessness. Profuse inflorescence and a heavy
harvest of seed, the freshness of early summer and
maturity of full-lapped autumn, cannot well be enjoyed
together. There have been seasons of baking drought
when Calceolarias have refused to flower always, but
in ordinary seasons, only adopting the simple and easy
modes of propagating and culture here described,

Calceolarias may be expected to flower first and last,

and to fill up with beauty the whole space between
these two. Neither do I offer the above as a panacea
for every possible case of failure. The disease of the

Calceolaria, like that of the Cucumber, seems alike

inscrutable and incurable in some localities. For
mstance, my brother, Robert Fish, at Putteridgebury,
who I believe has long giown his plants on the above
system, was nearly vanquished by the disease for several

seasons. I can, however, add that it has proved
successful here, while plants propagated in pots and
subjected to stimulating processes invariably failed. It

is, therefore, worthy of a trial in all places where any
difficulty is experienced, while to the large grower it

offers the great advantages of cheapness, simplicity, and
the most complete success. D. T. Fish,

THE RANUNCULUS ORDER,
There are some groups of plants which are

recognised at a glance by the outsider almost as soon
as by the professed botanist. Speaking broadly, every

one recognises a Fern, a grass, or a Palm,—there is a

certain distinctive appearance about such plants which
ensures their ready recognition. To be sure, owing to

,
that mimicry of fonn which we often meet with in

Nature, we may sometimes be led grievously astray
;

thus almost every one, unless he has a smattering of

botanical lore, is liable to mistake a Cycad for a Palm,
a sedge for a grass, the finely cut leaves of an
Umbellifer for those of a Fem, and so on ; but these

are, after all, exceptional instances, and the outsider

may console himself with the recollection that the most
learned may sometimes get deceived in this way. In
the case of the Ranunculus family there is no strong

family likeness that is apparent to those unversed in

botanical distinctions. On the contrary, much surprise

is often elicited at the fact that such plants as the

climbing Clematis, the floating water Buttercups, the

Larkspurs, the Aconites, the Pseonies—plants whose
general outward aspect {fades, as the Latins would
have said) is so diverse—should be associated in one
and the same gioup. W^hat, then, is the bond that

ties them all together? In answering this question, it

is as well to state that in this, as in all corresponding

cases, the connecting threads are manifold. It scarcely

ever happens that a single thread is strong enough ;

the link that is serviceable in one case is useless in

another. In linking plant to plant, and group to group,

the botanist depends, so to speak, on a network of

threads. That network is always complex, sel-

dom complete, generally exhibiting large irre-

gular rents here and there, bridged over, it may
be, by solitary threads, but often so incomplete
that communication between one side of the rent and
the other is only effected by a very circuitous and
tortuous route. This circumstance, which undoubtedly
militates against the prosecution of the study of plants

by some people, yet, on that very account, offers

additional attractions to others by acting as an incen-

tive to observation and experiment. Every new fact

that is gained, however trifling apparently, is a real

gain, it is sure to fit into some portion of the tangled
and torn web—to help to fill up its rents, or to extend
the network in a new direction. Reverting then to the

question—what is the bond that ties the members of

the Ranunculus family together in spite of their many
very obvious differences ?

—

we. may say, in general

terms, that the characteristic marks of the family are

these : the constant isolation of the sepals, petals {when
present), and of the stamens, and the great number of

the latter organs. In other words, the pieces of the

calyx (sepals), of the corolla (petals), and of the

andrcecium (stamens) are always "distinct" and un-
combined, and the last mentioned organs are too
numerous to be readily counted. Take a common
Buttercup (Ranunculus), and pull off in succession its

sepals, petals, and stamens—a piece of "dissection"
that does not require any skill—and you have an
illustration of what has been just said as to the charac-
teristic features of the order to which it gives its

name. Compare with the Buttercup a flower of
Aconite, Larkspur, or Pjeony, and you will find, with
considerable variations in form and colour, precisely

the same arrangement and disposition of parts. Hence
then, we may sum up the distinctive features of Ranun-
culaceK thus—Calyx polysepalous, * corolla {when

, of uncombined sepals.

present) polypetalous,* andrn.>cium polyandrous, f all

free from adhesion one to the other (hypogynous %).

There are many other points which are occasionally
serviceable in enabling us to ascertain whether or not a
plant belongs to this family, but they are less service-

able {because less constant) than those already men-
tioned, or they are too recondite to be alluded to in a
paper like the present. Several genera of the order as

thus characterised have well-known and much appre-
ciated representatives in our garden flora. Let us take

the genus Clematis first. This is easily recognised by
its climbing habit and by the opposite arrangement of
the leaves. In other genera of the order the leaves are

alternate, and none save Clematis are climbers, but
then it must not be forgotten that one or two species of

Clematis grown in our gardens are erect under-shrubs,

with no tendency to climb, e. g.y C. erecta, C. tubulosa,

C. integrifolia, &c. The flowers of Clematis have a
calyx, often coloured, of 4—5 or 6 pieces, white, or
some shade of violet or blue, no petals, and numerous
distinct stamens and pistils, the latter ripening off into

seed vessels, often tipped with a long feathery style.

The species of Clematis are, with the exceptions just

named, climbing plants, that is to say, they are not
twining plants, nor indeed have they true tendrils.

They climb by means of their leaves and leaf-stalks,

much as a boy would do with his hand. When the
leaf-stalks come into contact with a shoot or other
object, they gradually twine around it, and having
clasped it, they become, after a day or two, thickened
into the semblance of little branches. The leaf-stalks,

as observed by Darwin, are sensitive to the touch,
when lightly rubbed they gradually bend towards the
stick with which they are touched, and if they come
into contact with it they gradually twine around it, as
above said. The degree of sensitiveness varies much
in different species, in different parts of the same leaf-

stalk, and is only exhibited in the young state. The
leaf-stalks manifesting this extraordinary sensibility to

touch would have little power of availing themselves
of this faculty were it not for the revolving movement
which the young shoots exhibit. These move against
the course of the sun, and in their revolution enable
the sensitive leaf-stalks to come in contact with any
support, and to coil themselves around it. How slight

is the pressure required to excite the sensibility of the
leaf-stalk is shown by Mr. Darwin, who states that

continued pressure, even from a loop of soft thread
weighing only one-sixteenth of a grain, is suflScient to
excite the twining movement. §

The species of Clematis are among the most beau-
tiful of our garden climbers. For scrambling over
hedges, or waste places, or old trees, what can be
more beautiful than the common Clematis, C. Vitalba,
common in chalky districts in Britain. See it,

scrambling in wild luxuriance over the hedges as in

the undercliff in the Isle of Wight, or draping some
old tree with a mantle of beauty as at Cliveden, and
acknowledge that even by the side of its more bril-

liant garden compeers it loses little by the contrast.

Clematis Flammula, again, is a fine plant for covering a
trellis or bower. Its dark green leaves are always
agreeable, while in late autumn the profusion of richly

scented white flowers invest it with gi'eat attractions.

Clematis balearica, a variety of C. cirrhosa, has also

richly tinted finely cut foliage, but it is a shy bloomer.
All the European and Himalayan and American species,

however, are surpassed in beauty by the more recently

introduced Chinese and Japanese species, C. florida,

C. patens, C. lanuginosa. The hybridist has been
busily at work among them, also, and to his efforts

we owe such really splendid acquisitions to our gardens
as Jackman's Clematis, which really can hardly
be overpraised. Atragene differs from Clematis mainly
in the outer stamens resembling petals. No other
Ranunculaceous plants have a climbing habit or
opposite leaves.

The species of Thalictrtim have small whitish flowers,

the sepals of which before the flower opens overlap
one another at the margins, while in Clematis they
either merely touch or are bent inwards towards the
centre. The flowers of Thalictrimi are very like

those of the small-flowered species of Clematis, and,

their fmits or seed-vessels are very similar to those
of those species which have short styles destitute of
the feathery hairs which form so great an ornament to

some species of the last-named genus. For garden
purposes, however, Thalictrums are chiefly valuable
for the elegance of their much divided foliage.

Anemones are too well known to need lengthened
comment. Botanically they are known by the leafy
involucre below the flower, the coloured calyx, and the
absence of corolla. Many of them have the feathered
style, like that of certain Clematis ; others, such as the
charming little Hepaticas, so welcome in spring, have

• Of uncombined petals.

t The word Andra:cium is applied to the whole of the stamens
of any given flower. In the present case there are numerous
stamens, distinct one from the other, and free from union with any
other organ.

t When the stamens or other organs of the flower spring from
below the pistil without adhering one to the other, the term
hypogynous is employed. When adhesions occur, the organs
appear to spring from around (perigj-nous), or above the pistil

(epigynous).

§ The reader will do well to refer to Mr. Darwin's paper on
the movements and habits of climbing plants, "Journal of Liri-

nean Society," vol. ix., 1865. p. 26, for a summary of his experi-

ments and observations. Are these the observations which 4
French Academician calls

*
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only a short style, and the involucre is close to the

flower. A. nemorosa is the common but very lovely

wood Anemone, of which a double-flowered variety is

cultivated in gardens. A. apennina, another favourite

with lovers of old-fashioned plants, has blue flowers.

Taller and finer than those is A. japonica, with clusters

of rose or white flowers. The kind known m gardens

as "Honorine Jaubert," is an improvement on the

original form, and is an indispensable adjunct to the

flower border in late summer. The Anemones of the

florists are double-flowered varieties of the South

European A. coronaria, cultivated in our gardens from

time immemorial, and not without reason, for the

intensity and variety of their colouring and the beauty

of their finely cut foliage amply entitle them to a place

in every garden. The duplication of the flowers is due

to the replacement of both stamens and pistils by petal-

like bodies. Old Parkinson, who is more prosy than a

writer could well be now-a-days, confesses his inability

to "describe the infinite variety of the colors of the

flowers, and to give each his true distinction and deno-

mination .... for who can see all the varieties that

have sprung from the sowing of the seede in all places,

seeing the variety of colors risen from them is accord-

ing to the variety of ayres and groundes wherein they

are sown, skill also helping Nature in ordering them

aright. For the seede of one and the same plant

sowne in divers ayres and groundes doe produce that

variety of colors that is much differing one from

another ; who then can display all the mixtures of

color in them, to set them downe in so small a roome

as this book ?
"

Adonis.—Of this genus the common Pheasant s-eye

affords an illustration. Botanically it is very close to

Anemone, but has no distinct leafy involucre. On the

other hand, it has calyx and corolla, both brightly

coloured ; the leaves are finely cut. A. a:stivalis has

deep crimson petals, and is sometimes met with in

cornfields. A. vernaUs has citron-yellow petals.

Kaiiiinciihis.—The species of this genus, sufficiently

different in general aspect, may yet readily be recog-

nised by the peculiar little scale or pit at the base of

the petals. It is worth while specially noting this pit,

because it is the representative of the more highly

developed spur of the Columbine. All the species,

whether they be the floating, white-flowered, cut-leaved

species of our ponds, the Buttercups of our fields and

meadows, the glorious " Rookwood Lily " of New
Zealand, or the florists' Ranunculus, all alike have this

pit on their petals. The Turban Ranunculus of the

florists belongs to R. africanus, the common Ranunculus

to R. asiaticus. These flowers owe their structural

peculiarities to var)'ing degrees of transformation of the

stamens and pistils into petals or petal-like segments.^

Ranunculus is one of the flowers in which the florists'

canon of circular outline may be accepted with little

hesitation ; the flowers naturally are so circular, and

the petals of most of the species are so rounded, that it

seems in this case only following a natural indication

to lay stress on the circular or globose form. The
so-called " bulb " of these Ranunculi consists of a mass

of adventitious roots, some of which are swollen and

filled with starchy matter, thus acting as reservoirs for

nutritive substances for the supply of the young buds

formed just above the roots. M. BaiUon compares the

roots of Ranunculi, and with justice, to those of the

Dahlia, which are formed on a similar plan.

R. aconitifolius, a vei-y old friend in gardens, under

the name of Fair Maid of France, has double white

flowers. R. acris, with double yellow flowers, is often

grown in cottage gardens under the name of Bachelors'

Buttons. We must not forget the common Celandine,

so grateful a remembrancer of spring, with its shiny,

marbled leaves, nestling in the axils of which are often

to be found little swollen fleshy buds or bulbils

destined to reproduce the plant, somewhat after the

fashion of those of the Tiger Lily (L. tigrinum). A
double-flowered variety is in cultivation, but in our

opinion it is no improvement on the common single

form. Grandest and noblest of all is the R. l.yallii,

the Rookwood Lily of New Zealand, with circular

leaves like those of a Water Lily, and large panicles of

ivoi-y-white chalice-like flowers.

Caltha.—The genus to which the common Marsh
Marigold belongs is very like Ranunculus in aspect, but

the flowers have no petals, the coloured petal-like seg-

ments being in reality sepals. The seed-vessels, unlike

those of the genera before mentioned, split open when
ripe. A double flowered variety is in cultivation, and

whereas the single form is always found in wet places,

the double-flowered variety seems indifferent to the

nature of the soil in which it grows. We must con

fess that we think the single plant, so abundant by the

Thames, between Kew and Richmond, as far more
effective and handsomer than the smaller flowered

double variety ; but there may be some descendants of

the old florists ready to say with Parkinson, " The
single kind I leave to the ditch sides and moist groundes

about them as the fittest place for it, and only bring

the double kind into my garden as fittest, for his goodly

proportion and beauty, to be entertained and have place

therein."

Trollius.—The Globe Flower is well named ; its

yellow sepals arching over and completely concealing

the linear petals, which have a long gland at their

base, like that of Ranunculus. The sepals usually fall

off" as the fruit ripens.

HeUel/Qnis.—T\\% Hellebores differ mainly from

Trollius in their persistent sepals and their petals being

tubidar. Some botanists consider these horn-like tubes

to be really modified stamens, and not petals. Linnceus

included most of these organs of an intermediate or

nondescript character under the head of nectaries.

Physiologically, he was right, as in many instances

they are veritable honey-makers or honey-storers

;

morphologically it goes against the grain to have to

call by one and the same name organs intrinsically of

a different nature. Their value as garden plants is

well appreciated. Even in London the Christmas

Rose thrives well, and its blooms, if protected from the

soiling effects of London smoke by a handlight,

may be developed to delight the Londoner, little

accustomed to see flowers of such purity grown within

sound of St. Paul's. H. orientalis is equally well

worth cultivating, and even when it does not flower

its handsome fohage renders it a desirable inmate of a

town garden.

£ra«M/J-.—The charming little Winter Aconite is the

type of this genus. How welcome are its yellow cups,

surrounded by their bright green frills, in very eariy

spring. Generically it differs mainly from the Hellebores

in the perianth consisting of six deciduous, not persistent,

pieces. The nectaries are of the same nature as those

of the Hellebores. Copth and Isopyriim are now rarely

seen out of botanic gardens, more's the pity.

Kigdla, as a genus, is best distinguished by the

union of the carpels for a greater or less distance. Its

nectaries, which BaiUon considers, as in the case of the

Hellebores, to be modified stamens, are placed opposite

to the sepals. The best knoivn species in cultivation

is the N. damascena, the "Love in a Mist," whose

bluish flowers are suiTounded by very finely cut bracts,

.and whose bladder-like capsular fniit presents, when

ripe, a double series of cavities in the interior. This

appearance is due to the detachment of the inner from

the outer portion of the wall of the fniit ; the latter con-

tinues to grow for a time, and hence, on cutting across

the seed-vessel, two sets of cavities are seen, one cen-

tral, containing the seed, the other external, and empty.

Antiilegia.—To this group belong our old friends the

Columbines, with their singular but elegant flowers.

Here we have a calyx of five coloured segments,

five hora-like petals, and very numerous stamens,

arranged in ten rows, five in front or above the sepals,

five in a corresponding position as regards the petals.

In addition to these fertile stamens there are in the

centre of the flower next to the pistil ten barren

stamens surrounding the five carpels, which ultimately

ripen into as many follicles or pods. Double Colum-

bines, which are not unfrequent in gardens, are of two

kinds, one in which the stamens are replaced by a

number of hom-like petals, and the other in which the

petals are flat, and so arranged as to resemble the rays

of a star. The species cultivated most frequently in

gardens are A. sibirica and A. vulgaris, of botli ofwhich

numerous varieties, differing in colour, &c., are gi'own.

A. canadensis has red flowers. A. Skinneri, a Cali-

fomian species, with its scaidet and yellow flowers, is

less seen in gardens than might be expected from the

beauty .and singrdarity of its flowers. TItc Rambler.

(To le Continued.)

from the side, or by division of the crowns. This

should be done in spring, just as the plant is showing

signs of growth. The material in which I find it to

thrive best is a mi.\ture of three parts rotten Sphagnum,

chopped fine, two parts crocks broken quite small, the

largest not larger than small peas, and one part fibrous

peat, a handful of sand being mixed with the whole.

Tlie object is to secure a material that wdl take any

amount of water without becoming sour. Repot every

spring, getting away as much of the old soil as can be

done without injuring the roots. Use pots from 2 to 6

inches in diameter, according to the size of the plant.

Pot high, the crown of the plant being kept well up,

and plunge the pots in others two or three sizes larger,

the vacancy being filled up with Sphagnum. The

whole should be well moistened eveiy other day during

the growing season, and once or twice a week when at

rest. On no .account ever allow the plant to become

dry, or it will suffer materially, if not die. Keep a

good look-out for green-fly, which gets on the under

side of the leaves, and does irreparable mischief, some-

times, before it is discovered. As I have before

observed, the plant delights in a brisk temperature

whilst growing, say 60° to 70° by night, with a rise of

15° or 20° by day. When at rest, 45° to 50° at night,

with 5° or 10° higher by day. Under these conditions,

the plant will do well and live for many years, going

on increasing by throwing out suckei-s. T. Baiitcs,

' Florist and Pomologist."

CEPHALOTUS FOLLICULARIS.

Here we have one of Nature's most singular vege-

table forms. While in the genus Nepenthes the

pitchers appear to be extensions of the leaves, and

in Sarracenia the leaf itself seems hollowed out

into the pecuhar horn or pitcher-like form, we find

that in this remarkable plant the pitchers are wholly

distinct from the leaves. It is of small growth, a well-

grown specimen rarely getting more than 8 or 9 inches

across, but it is nevertheless a most interesting subject.

It is a native of New Holland, .and, therefore, cannot

be expected to live long in the intense broiling atmo.

sphere, accompanied by insufficient light, to which we

often see it subjected. I have seen the Cephalotus

grown in a house devoted to the culture of Victoria

regia, and to flourish lor a time, the pl.ants being

covered with a bell-glass, and allowed very little air ;

but they were standing within 6 inches of the glass

roof, and consequently received every ray of light, being

merely shaded during bright sunshine by tissue-paper.

Under such treatment the plants grow fast, but I have

never known them live long. I have also seen it grown

within 6 inches of the front lights of a cool greenhouse, I

with the bell-glass tilted so as to give plenty of air, the

pot in this case standing in a pan containing an inch of

water, which must keep the material in whch the plant

grew completely saturated. The plants in this case

were quite as large as any I have ever seen, and pro-

duced pitchers in quantity almost as black as ebony
;

altogether the plants had a vigorous appearance, that I

never saw in those grown under the very hot system.

The treatment I recommend is intennediate between

these two extremes. The plant evidently grows much

faster with a brisk day temperature in the growing

season. To be placed as near the glass as possible at

the end of a house where Muscat Grapes are well done,

with a fair amount of heat, are conditions which suit

the plant admirably. The bell-glass under which it is

grown should be kept a little tilted day and night, and

shaded during strong sunshine with tissue-paper, which

admits plenty of light,—a most essential conducive to

the continued well-doing of the plants. It is pro-

pagated by taking off the small shoots it throws out

l^onie Cfltrtsijonknce.

The Drooping and Revival of Plants.—I have

been much interested by your leader on this subject

(p. 1 147). It is one of great practical importance, and

therefore specially deserving the attention of practical

men. Many of our everyday operations proceed on the

assumption that the leaves of plants absorb moisture

directly from the atmosphere. I have long been of

that opinion, and for that reason I venture to question

the conclusiveness of the experiments cited by you to

prove the contrary. No doubt they have been most

carefully made. The names and claims of the experi-

menters set that at rest. The fact that drooping pkants,

after being suspended in a saturated atmosphere,

weighed no more, but absolutely less, than before, even

though their firmness was restored, must be accepted.

The balance proves that. But to my mind it does

not and cannot prove the inference, that therefore

the leaves absorbed no water from the air. I submit

that, to make this absolutely certain, the aqueous

vapour in the air ought to be measured before

and after the experiment. If this had suffered no

diminution after the removal of the drooping leaves,

it would then be absolutely certain that the leaves had

not been filled up from that source ; if it had, the

reverse would be proved. This would be a nice expe-

riment ; but it can hardly be beyond the range of our

present advanced science. [This has, we believe, been

done, and no diminution in the amount of watery vapour

detected.] The reason th.at I object to the balance as

a certain test in such a matter, is that in such nice

experiments the changes in the mechanical condition

of the branch or leaf might sensibly affect its absolute

.. -.ght when weighed in the free atmosphere. A
flaccid branch occupies less space than a turgid one.

Its mechanical condition is also widely different.

Might not both of these facts affect its weight ? The
drooping branch receives no support from the atmo-

sphere during the process of weighing, the branch with

every leaf thoroughly stiffened and distended to the

utmost limit does. It floats in the air like a boat on

the water, with this difference, that the boat is brimful

of water. It lies over it as well as under it ; still even

then the boat has a buoyancy of its own, and so may the

leaf. In fact, the analogy is doubtless in favour of the

leaf; for a fully distended leaf is filled with air as well

as water, and this air helps to bear it up or lighten it

during the process of weighing. For these reasons I

think it probable that a turgid leaf, even if absolutely

heavier, might weigh less in the free air than a flaccid

one. Neither does it seem certain that the absorption

of water and air by a leafwould add to its dead weight.

Air has weight as well as water, and yet it is well

known that a full inhalation of air into a man's lungs

makes his body lighter, relatively at least to surround-

ing objects. The body is easier lifted, possesses

greater buoyancy. Why should it not be so with a

distended leaf. If it be granted that the condition

of living bodies affects ever so infinite>simally their

gross weight, the inference drawn from the read-

ing of the balance in these experiments cannot

be withheld. As to the upper portion of plants

drawing supphes of sap from the under portion—this

is very far from being always the case. It is no un-

common thing to see a flagged branch revive from the

bottom upwards. Of course growing plants mostly do

so revive ; though, if Nature's provision for the grow-

ing extremities was so special as you assume, there

seems no reason why the growing plant should not

revive from the top do\vnwards, as well as detached

branches. If the giowing points can empty the branch

below them, and revive themselves at the expense of the

drooping leaves lower down, there seems no reason why

they should not also draw the sap from the roots first

with such potency as to le.ave the lower leaves unfilled

until they satisfied themselves ; but Nature seems more
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impartial in her mode of distribution. If, however,

there is a gi-owing point in need of supplies, to this they

are forwarded upon the simple principle of first come
first served ; hence the nearer the drooping leaf to

this flowing stream the sooner filled. But the facts you

cite of the youngest leaves and growing extremities of

flaccid branches being the first to revive, are easily

explained on the hypothesis that leaves absorb moisture

directly from the air ; the younger the tissue the more
permeable it is : and thus the young leaves would fill

themselves first, and the flaccid branch become turgid

from the top downwards. But the upper leaves would

not have emptied the lower ones. The phenomena
chronicled would only resolve themselves into a matter

of time of filling, or a sufficiency of water to fill

all the vessels. In a botanical box or vasculum
there would be a deficiency of vapour, (?) and hence the

lower leaves would remain empty, to the apparent

establishment of the conclusion that they had been
robbed for the enrichment of the upper leaves. This,

however, can hardly be said to be proved by the cases

cited. The case of the Potato shrivelling from the

bottom upwards does not seem to me to help the argu-

ment, but rather to weaken it. Even the fact in this

case is questionable. Potatos laid in a dry place,

detached from contact with the earth, will shrivel first

and most at the furthest extremity from the growing
points or terminal shoots, whether such shoots happen
to be placed at the top or bottom of the tubers. If it

can be established that leaves absorb no moisture from

the air, we may soon have an attempt made to prove

that the quantity thrown into it by them is not at all

dependent upon the amount already existing in the

atmosphere, and that all the anxious care that we have

hitherto taken to surround our favourites with a moist

atmosphere, either to furnish them from this source with

water or check its expenditure by evaporation, has been

but labour in vain. I presume it will not be contended
that there is any structural obstacle or physical obstmc-
tion to the passage of water from the outside of the leaves

to the in. Vegetable tissues are (subject to certain limita-

tions) permeable to air, gases, and fluids in all direc-

tions. Throughout the greater portion of their structure

currents may even be reversed without inconvenience.

Hence it is probable that as leaves perspire fluids so

freely, they may also inspire aqueous vapour from the

air when they need it most. If M-e deny them this

power w'e are almost compelled to endow them with
a greater, or to assert that neither do they absorb the

air or other gases through their leaves. For if they

do, we assign to them a task which seems impossible,

that of electing to admit gaseous fluids, and shut out

aqueous vapour, which is almost if not altogether as

subtle and penetrating. D. T. Fish. [The vapour is

condensed before it enters the leaf. Eds.]

Dimorphism in Gladiolus.—Is it generally known
that there are two distinct forms of flower in Gladiolus

gandavensis ? In the one all the parts are, as it were,

upside-down, the stamens of course are attached to the

outer petals : in one they are *
. *, in the other .

' . The
lower ** labellum" is outside in the one case and inside

in the other, but that this structure is not a mere turn-

ing upside-down of the parts is proved by these lower
segments being ornamentally marked, while the top

segments never are. As a rule one form of flower

belongs to one set of spikes, and the other form to

another set : the two forms are very seldom seen in

company on one spike, although at times there appears
to be both forms, because the flowers are often a little

pushed aside. The ovary and stigmas are also reversed

from the beginning. It gives the spikes quite a
different aspect from each other when once noticed, but
the characters should be sought for in good well-grown
specimens—not ill-grown 'ones. IV. G. Smith. [See
leader at p. 382, in our volume for 1861. Eds.]

Robinia inermis.—Can any of your readers inform
me what was the origin of the close-growing Robinia
inermis ? Did it originate in one of those bunchy
growths frequently seen in Birch trees, in the same way
that the various dwarf forms of Firs and Pines appear
to have done ? I believe that it did, and my opinion is

founded on the fact that I saw the other day in the village

of Weybridge, in Surrey, where large Locust trees

abound, a fine specimen which had near the top a tufty

m.iss, exactly of the same character as those of the
Birch and Pine above referred to. A few days pre-

viously I noticed a similar development on a Scotch Fir
in the same district. M.

Lawns in Bad Condition. — I fear your corre-

spondent, " B. C," is not the only one who has a lawn
in this state this season, but possibly the symptoms
are more alarming than its actual state. I have seen
lawns exhibit all the characteristics of that of " B. C,"
by simply not mowing them in dry seasons. The
strongest and most worthless plants survive, while the
finer grasses perish, and hence the patchy growth of
coarse grasses—Couch, &c. It is the same with
weeds. No drought seems capable of killing these,
and thus the weeds and coarse herbage seem to
divide the lawn between them ; but weekly mow-
ing, while favourable to the growth of finer

grasses is death to weeds, and it either kills or
fines down the rough grasses into smoothness. If
the want of regular cutting has originated the
evil complained of, the remedy, which can at

once be applied after the recent rains, is frequent

cutting. This will at least improve the appearance of

the lawn at once, by forming a smooth surface. Care
should also be taken not to allow any of the coarse

grass or weeds to ripen seeds. The weeds might also

be grubbed up by the roots. A slight sprinkling of

guano might be scattered over the turf with common
grass seeds ; scratch both in with a light rake, and roll

down firmly. Little more should be done at this season.

If these means of renovation are not sufficient, top-

dress the surface next January or February with from
a quarter of an inch to an inch of light rich soil, and
sow a mixture of the choicest lawm seed next April.

Roll in and mow the first few times with care, so as not

to injure the roots of the grass. This treatment, unless

the lawn is radically bad, exhausted, sour, &c., will

restore the grass to first-rate condition. When the

young seeds vegetate, it is well to allow the grass to

reach a length of 2 inches before cutting it, and in this

stage weed out every weed and roll it several times

before mowing. It may then be cut every week, and
rolled like an established lawn. For several months
the young grass should be swept as lightly as possible.

Frequent mowings, occasional top-dressings, careful

weeding, and persistent rollings are the likeliest means
of keeping or restoring a grass lawn in or to good
condition. Querats.

A Literal Translation.—At the horticultural ex-

hibition held at Sevenoaks on the 27th ult., prizes were
offered " for the best glass of honey, " in competition for

which an exhibitor staged a tumblerful ( !) of clear-

drawn honey from the comb. The exhibition was in

every respect a good one. Ojnxs.

Geometrical Bedding.—The prettiest illustrations

which I have seen this year of the use of very dwarf
plants for this purpose, are at Messrs. Veitch's, at

Chelsea, where, besides several nicely-grouped raised

beds, -will be found a large circular vase about 6 feet

diameter and 3 feet high, filled with mould which is

Fic. 229,

slightly inclined up to the centre, at which point there is

aplant of Pachyphytum bracteosum. Around the margin
there is an edging(5) ofPyrethrumParthenium aureur

Golden Feather. Inside this is an edging ofAlternanthera

versicolor (2), and from it six rays of the same plant

converge to the centre (
i— fig. 229). This division of the

circle into six segments affords room for the display of

a triangular group of the following plants, one in each

segment (4) :—Echeveria secunda glauca, .Semper

vivum californicum, S. tabuliforme, S. globiferum

S. montanum, and Umbilicus chrysanthum ; three of

which are edged (3) with Antennaria tomentosa, while

for the other three the edging is made of Pyrethrum
Parthenium aureum. W. T,

Fruit Judging.—Turning over my note-book lately

I found some memoranda made of a leader which
appeared in the Gardcnei's^ Chronicle onT)QC. 13, 1862,

bearing on this subject. I think the judgment had
reference more particularly to judging Grapes ; but
still the principle is the same. The writer's judgment
was different to Dr. Hogg's, seeing that the former

gives preference to flavour over size and symmetry.

My note goes to prove (I have not the entire leader by
me, nor can I readily refer to it), that the writer in the

Gardeners* Chronicle divided his judgment into t

general sections, and then subdivided those sections

into parts, something in this way :

—

3 points if excellent.( 3 points if excelleni

r. Flavour : J 2 points if second-t

3 points in all. \ l point if inferior.

I. o if bad.

( Size-
-{ Coloui

• ( Condi'

—1 point of each if of high excellence.
—4 if inferior, or partial.

ion-o if bad.

Simplifying it, he says, *• Let quality, which means
flavour, and appearance be taken as of equal total

value. Let, say, six points include perfection—three

for flavour and three for appearance ; and then sub-

divide as above." The article in question seems full of

wisdom, and we should do well at this time, I think,

to consider calmly and deliberately what has been well

said by fruitists of a past age, in this present fruit-

growing discussion. N. H, P.

Preservation of Plants from Frost.—Will any
of your readers naiTate their experience in preserving

plants through the winter without the aid of a glass

building and hot-water apparatus? I have a spare

room at the top of my dwelling-house which I could

devote to the purpose ; in it there is a glazed sash

window, but no fireplace. Would a lamp burning
spirits of wine provide sufficient heat ?—and would an
iron plate, or a vessel containing water, be a desirable

addition, as a diffuser of caloric, if suspended over the

flame ? I presume that the fumes from cheap mineral

oils, such as paraffin, &c., would be injurious to

vegetation. E. S.

Melon Seed Vegetating in the Fruit.—I have

seen this several times, though it is not a common
occurrence. Such soft-fleshed varieties as the Persian

or Cabul, if slightly over-ripe, used to exhibit this

peculiarity. It would be interesting to hear from Mr.

Dean if his Melon was at all over-ripe, or if it was kept

long, or at all, after it was cut, and in what tempera-

ture. I have frequently lost more than half the seeds

of choice long Cucumbers through this internal sprout-

ing, which has taken place before the seeds were

thoroughly matured ; and in decayed Melons such

growths are comparatively common. Considering the

ease and rapidity with which such seeds germinate,

the wonder seems that they sleep so long withm the

fruit, and not that they occasially grow. Obserzer.

Early Rose Potato.—The following is the produce

obtained from this Potato :—March iS, 1870 : planted

13 Potatos, weighing 3J lb. August 22, 1870 : raised

Potatos weighing loij lb., giving an average return of

31 lb. for every i lb. Vernon Darbishire, Glan-y-coed.

Botanical Terms.—In an article at p. 1083, you

comment, I think perfectly correctly, on the incorrect

use of the term " gamopetalous " in modem handbooks,

as a substitute for "monopetalous," and say that
" we are at present obliged to use a set of terms in a

conventional sense, and to disregard the inappropriate-

ness of their application." In the "Journal of Botany"

for July I suggested the adoption of the terms syn-

petalous, apopetalous, synsepalous, aposepalous.

Would not this meet the difficulty, as being technically

correct, and analogous to syncai-pous, apocai-pous ?

Alfred W. Bennett. [The difficulty is to find a word
which shall express clearly the distinction between

imperfect separation and cohesion. Eds.]

Fifty Dollar Potato.—The following is the pro-

duce of I lb. of the Fifty Dollar Potato :—My employer

bought I lb. (3 tubers) in April last, and I followed

the same method as recommended by your con'espon-

dent, E. Bennett, see p. 460. By May 27 I had 88

sets, and I planted the one half of them then, and the

remainder on June 4. I lifted them on August 29, and
the total weight produced was 133 lb. Twenty of the

largest weighed 16 lb. A. McAndrew, Bromley Palace,

Kent.

Foreign Correspondence.
Sydney Bota.nic Gardens.—Almost surrounded

by picturesque park-lands, and in the most retired part

of the city, the Botanic Gardens spread over 100 acres,

and encircle Farm Cove, one of the many charming

indents of the magnificent harbour of Port Jackson.

Although favourably situated in so romantic and
beautiful a spot, "Nature's picture " has, in no small

degree, been enhanced by artistic adornment. All

who have watched the progress of these gardens

within the past few years, and can appreciate talent

and taste in the production of delightful spectacles,

must admit this ; but there are beings in existence who
feel not the sublimity of Nature and Art, and in whom
the most noble picture, or even the most gorgeous

flower, will fail to excite a sense of admiration.

The origin of the inner garden dates from the year

1818, during the administration of Governor Mac-
quarie. The first appointment as curator fell to the

lot of Mr. Eraser, who is supposed to have planted the

two splendid specimens of Norfolk Pine (one 106 feet,

the other 84 feet in height), which catch the eye on
entering the principal gate. He it was who laid out

the grounds in beds, intersected by straight walks,

which in any other but a nursery would not be tolerated

by any landscape gardener. The idea should have

been to imitate Nature as much as possible, and this

cannot be done by straight lines ;
yet independent of

this acknowledged defect, the inner or original garden,

so called, possesses attractions owing to the great

variety of plants it contains, and their almost

perpetual luxuriance and verdure, which a lover

of the beautiful cannot but pause to admire.

Fraser was succeeded by Richard Cunningham, who
was lost in the Bogan country while on an expedition

with the late Sir Thomas Mitchell. Allan Cunning-

ham, his brother, whose name is familiar to all who
make the science of botany a study, afterwards became

director of the garden. He died in the house which

may be seen to the left, the residence of the present

curator, Mr. Charles Moore. After passing through

an avenue, which is formed of Robinia Pseud-Acacia,

Olea europaja, and other plants, which almost meet so

as to form an arch some 20 feet overhead, on entering

the gate, two magnificent specimeus of Latania bor-

bonica, one on either side, clothed to the giound with

their graceful fan-like fronds, first arrest attention.

Down the straight walk, distant some 30 yards, or mid-

way between this and the entrance to the outer gai'den

—a glimpse of which may be had beneath Us spreading

branches—the larger of the Norfolk Pines alluded to, a
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picture in itself, majestically towers up. Standing

beside this fine specimen—which may be seen not only

from the walks that radiate from it, but from almost

any part of the grounds—the eye rests upon numerous

individuals of Jacaranda mimossfolia, the Rosewood ol

Brazil (a plant which, for its gorgeous flowers and the

delicacy of its foliage, should be termed 1 rmce ol

Brazilian forests) ; Erythrina, Wigandia caracasana

Tecoma velutina, Camellia, Astrapsa Metternichia

principis, Gardenia, AUamanda, Azalea Hibiscus.

Sciadophyllum. Poinsettia, Paratropia, Brunsfe s,a.

Franciscea, Mango, Cinnamon, Coffee,Jtc, all ol

them planted with good effect. Among the more con

spicuous of the taller trees in the densely crowded

squares are such as Brachychiton, Bauhinia, Eteocarpus,

Podocarpus, Corynocarpus, Quercus, Castanospermum,

&c their profuse rich foliage contrasting with that ot

the many rare exotics with which they are surrounded.

At the extremity of the straight walk to the east, the

aviary which contains a valuable collection of birds,

has in the distance, a pleasing effect. Entwining a

trellis-work in front are the elegant climbers, Thun-

bertna laurifolia, Mandevilla suaveolens, Wistaria

sine^nsis, Beaumontia giandiflora, and Bignomas

Tweediana and Cherere. A clump of Musa, with Us

\arae foliage, growing near, adds a charm to the rest.

On°either side of the walk, close to the aviary, are two

enclosures, a fountain in each, and ponds for aquatic

fowl Facing west along the centre walk, you cross a

small stream, upon which are several bridges. From

one of these a pretty little view may be had of numer-

om Tree Ferns, Alsophila, Cyathea, and Dicksonia

(one of which, A. excelsa, is 25 feet in height, with a

double stem from near the base) ; these grow along

the banks their massive green fronds bending grace-

fullv over, while tall trees near afford them a deep

s'lailc On the slightly elevated giound beyond this a

scene of elegance and beauty presents itself in a collection

of Palms and Cycads tastefully placed in angular beds •

but it is not only in this spot that they add to the pic

turesnue appearance of the garden ; there is a general

distribution of them throughout the grounds; and

whenever they can be viewed from the hills inter-

spersed with other foliage, their grandeur is almost

beyond description. A magnificent specimen of Cocos

plumosa, which is at least 40 feet high, is always a

pleasing object ; and, before ascending this gentle

slope a fine specimen of Corypha australis rears its

proud head to nearly the same height. On the opposite

side of the walk is a Ficus, remarkable for its immense

bunches of berry-like fruit. Among the more noticeable

of the Palms are several species of Phcenix, Latania,

Seaforthia, Chamterops, Saguenis, Areca, Sabal,

Tubxa Copernicia, Livistonia, Cocos, and the unique

Caryota urens. There are many others of rarity and

extreme beauty, some of which are new to science.

In one of the beds are specimens of Urania speciosa,

the Traveller's Tree of Madagascar ; Nuytsia flori-

bunda, the Flame Tree of King George's Sound,

believed to be the only plant of its kind which has

ever been successfully cultivated in any part of the

world • Bonapartea juncea, and other plants of interest.

Standing at the western extremity of the walk which

divides this group of tropical treasures, one cannot but

dwell upon the charming prospect before him

pinetum of Conifers and Taxads slopes down a lawn to

the left, at the termination of which the continuation of

the dividing wall or fence is concealed from view by a

dense shrubbery. A specimen of Taxodium, with

some Abies and Cedrus, are among the nearer objects.

Further down, Cupressus macrocarpa, C. lusitanica,

C. Lawsoniana, and C. tomlosa are visible, and, more

distant still, a group of Dammaras, in which the species

D. Moorei and D. robusta are conspicuous. Dammara

obtusa, D. ovata, and D. australis may also be seen,

and among them there is one which is probably Dr.

Seemann's D. vitiensis, from Fiji. These, with others

of the Pine tribe, grouped well together, but

too numerous to mention, form a varied mass

of exuberant foliage which is lovely to behold

and which, if taken in the same view with thi

assemblage of Palms and Cycads, adds variety to the

prospect. Our Australian friend the Corypha, first

noticed before ascending the slope, now has its tall

naked stem hidden ; its head of rich green fronds peeps

above the neat foliage of a Cyminosma, which spreads

over a bridge upon the stream beneath. Adjoining

this, near the small oval pond, are many interesting^

plants, such a-3 Ficus religiosa, the Pepul tree of

Ceylon ; Artocarpus integrifolia, the Jack Fruit ; Abies

jezoensis, the Japan Larch, the latter growing most

luxuriantly ; also some noble specimens of indigenous

trees, among which may be noticed the original plants

of Flindersia Oxleyi, Grevillea robusta, Araucaria

Cunninghamii, Harpulia, Epicarpums, Tetranthera,

&c., collected by Eraser on his first expedition to

Moreton Bay. A little to the westward of these is

a collection of Rhopalas and other proteaceous plants.

A portion of the huge Norfolk Pine in the distance

looks proudly above the surrounding mantle of many-

hued masses of leafage.
, r < ,

In this garden, in an enclosure to the lelt ot the

avenue, are the conservatories, three in number. It is

a great pity to see crowded together in these, for

want of space, such a vast collection of choice and

valuable plants. A good substantial house, at least

100 fett in length by about 50 feet in breadth, is much

needed,

On entering the outer or lower garden through its

principal gate, which is partly concealed from view by

a clump of Bambusa arundinacea, the lover of the

picturesque will be fascinated with the manner in

which Nature has been imitated. The monotonous

and rigid uniformity of square beds and straight lines

which offends the eye at almost every step in the inner

garden is replaced by a beautifully varied surface,

and a tasteful arrangement of exotic trees and shrubs.

The slopes, levels, and gentle undulations harmonise

with the charming aspect of the bay. Contrast m
the general effect, and perspective, too, have been

studied. " All Nature is a garden "—hence, to create

scenery such as will always resemble and often might

be mistaken for that of Nature is an art, but one which

few can acquire. Backed up by the foliage of a Ficus,

a Eugenia, and other plants that border a lawn to tlie

West, a rockery crowded with Orchids, Crassulas,

.Echmeas, Aloes, Bilbergias, and other plants equally

interesting, face the gale. A serpentine walk

16 feet in width, encircles the grounds, and several

others branch from it. To the left a thickly planted

shrubbery almost hides the dividing wall, which in

places is crested with Ivy, Rhus radicans, and various

Lpecies of Bougainvillea. Strolling along in this direc-

tion, occasional glimpses may be had of the bay

between the numerous groups of rare exotics studding

the fine lawns that slope towards it. Leaving the

rockery a little to the left, an undulating surface with

a gradual ascent stretches along the eastern side ot

the cove, presenting a series of delightful nature-hke

views, so disposed as to cause this part of the grounds

to appear far more extensive than it really is.

Another rockerv with remote backgiound has, in the

distance, a delicious effect, being adorned on one side

by a Ficus syringifolia, the remarkable richness ot

whose bluish-gieen foliage is in itself striking, but

rendered still more pleasing by the softer shades that

surround it. Single specimens of such trees as Pinus

Olea, Gleditschia, Acacia, Photinia, Pittosporum, with

Azaleas, Drac.-enas, and Bamboos, the latter 60 feet in

height, sometimes occur, to embellish and diversify the

landscape. At one spot a shrubbery in the foreground

hides from view the entrance to the cove, causing the

rest to appear like a lake bordered with verdur5 of the

brightest tints, while the vice-regal residence, like a

castle embosomed in green, peeps above its richly

clothed -hilly outline ; nothing can exceed the beauty or

the interest of this view. From here you can see to

advantage the rarities of the inner garden, presenting a

rich and varied display. Araucarias, Palms, Plantains,

Magnolias, Bamboos, Poplars, Oaks, and Olives, i:c.

—the plants of Britain, America, Mad.agascar, China,

Japan, Polynesia, and Australia, vieing with each other

in their beauty and magnificence, affording a sight as

novel as it is glorious. The visitor cannot help pictur-

in'' to himself the future appearance of this most

delightful garden. When that part of the bay now

being filled in shall have been added to the already

extensive pleasure ground, its beauties will have

increased in a tenfold degree, and this is one step only

towards the gieat end Mr. Moore has m view.

The stream that flows through the inner garden and

is crossed by means of bridges, is here converted into

a chain of ponds that are subterraneously connected.

In a fairy nook facing the bay the first of these may be 1

seen, having a small island in its centre. In the water

close to where it makes its exit into the next pond

nearer to the bay, stands a monument to the memoiy of

Allan Cunningham. Upon the islet three or four

specimens of Seaforthia elegans and a Corypha, Palms

of great and singular beauty, together with some trees

of Alsophila excelsa, giow up in a group, curving their

feathery fronds over a mass of Platycerium alcicorne

that is nestling between their stems ; while Arums and

Richardias, which luxuriate in the water, prettily hide

the bank. Some Weeping Willows growing near, their

pendulous branches drooping gracefully overhead,

afford in seasons of heat a graceful shade, and give

to this lovely spot a solemn but beautiful ap-

pearance. Adjacent to this spot, and not far from

an Acmena pendula and a Camphor tree, his

Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, on the

occasion of his first visit, planted a Theophrasta

imperialis, which is thriving, and now about 5 leet

high The encircling cai-pet of verdure, which from

th? hill is so lovely, is now in a still greater degree

interesting ; and the cove opening to view, being the

anchorage of Her Majesty's ships lying in port, is thus

rendered sometimes more attractive. Onward a few

paces, you are in the first of a series of small gardens

of monocotyledonous or endogenous plants, placed

according to the natural classification. This instructive

arrangement cur\-es round from a hill, at the base of

which there is a rustic octagonal summer-house, wuth a

roof thatched with the leaves of Xanthorrhcea or Grass

Tree, and close to which is another interesting arrange-

ment of exogenous plants. From several views which

may be had of this kiosk in these miniature gardens, it

is suggestive of a South Sea Islander's house ;
the

vegetation above which it peeps, consisting of Palms,

Pandanus, and several genera of the MusaceK and

Araces, agree with it in character ; and the richly

clothed' hill as the background completes an ex-

quisite and interesting picture. A serpentine em-

bankment running northwards, planted with dwarl

flowering shrubs, conceals for a time the waters of

the rippling bay ; this bank is not only an ornament to

the grounds on either side, but serves as a shelter to

the arrangement mentioned, which runs parallel with it,

and terminates in a rockery, in which there is a walk

which brings you suddenly to the brink of a pond, still

more enchanting than the first, in which the Papyrus,

some Nympha:as, and other aquatics are growing. 1 he

banks of the ponds and the grounds around them are

matted with Stenotaphrum glabrum, the Buffalo-grass.

The extensive and beautiful lawns, too, which I have

seen none to surpass, are almost entirely made of it

and the Cynodon Dactylon or Doub. These should

be extensively cultivated, for there are no grasses more

valuable in such a climate as this ; they are always

green, even in seasons of excessive drought. A rockery

at the other extremity, rendered more bold and pleasing

by one or two huge Draca:nas, some Palms, Iree

Ferns, Yuccas, and Aloes, growing in the interstices

or near to it, partly conceals the more distant view of

extent northwards of this delightful locality.

At the western and eastern entrances are rockworks,

that at the latter unequalled in this country. The

situation is on an elevated solid block of rock, upon

which large mounds of earth were formed of irregular

shapes, and so planned as to shut out the view of the

garden from the outside. It occupies nearly a quarter

of an acre. Upon these mounds masses of waterworn

rock and stumps of trees of a rustic character have

been distributed in an artistic manner, and planted

with a threat variety of suitable plants, such as Cactuses,

Aloes, Euphorbias, variegated Phormium, Draca;nas,

Dendrobiums, Platyceriums, and other Ferns.

There is an impressive grandeur in this garden ;
lor,

independent of its lovely situation, its almost perpetual

luxuriance, and the skilful manner in which Nature

has been imitated, it is a treasury of nearly all the

natural families of plants. Mr. Moore has spent a

quarter of a century in this garden, and all its artistic

' beauties are his creation. He has reconstructed and

embellished the original as far as practicable ;
and

in the heavy additions made, has left a lasting memorial

of his professional taste and judgment. Much yet

remains to be done ere his task is finished ;
may he

live to complete it. The great wonder to those who

know anything of the matter is, that he has so admnab y

managed and economised the small funds annually

placed at his disposal by the Government, as to pro-

duce a garden, the merits of which it would be dithcult

to overestimate. IV. R. Guilfoyle {Sydney Mail).

St IIelen.4.—Can any of your readers obtain for

me some information about the house-eating white

ants' I have been carrying out some experiments

here as to the most efficacious and available method of

protecting wood, and think I can succeed ;
but at the

same time should be grateful for any hints. Ihe

objects are to protect timber in a cheap manner and on

the spot. The white aiils here eat the town up,—that

is the wood-work ; they tunnel, bore, and build in an

admirable manner. I have a colony of them in my

bedroom. I feed them with wood, to prevent them

eating my boots when placed on the floor. E.

fntias of §fl0ks.
1 Westvirard by Rail : the New Route to the East,

By W. F. Rae. London : Longmans. Pp. 390.

The opening up of new routes to or from distant

countries is a matter of particular interest to horticul-

turists How many thousands of plants have perished

ai route from India, China, or elsewhere? How many

hundreds of pounds have been fruitlessly lavished by

enterprising nurserymen in their endeavour to import

the Orchids or Ferns of the Indian Archipelago or

South America? What bitter disappointment has been

experienced by our colonists in the receipt of packets ol

dead seeds or cases of what had been valuable trees.

Thanks to improved methods of packing, to such

contrivances as Ward's cases, to a better knowledge of

plant life in general, and of the habits of certain plants

ill particular, and thanks, more especially, to the

shorter duration of the transit which the skill and

enterprise of the engineer and navigator has procured

for us we may soon look forward to the reduction of

these losses iu transitu to a minimum. The Suez Canal

and the Pacific Railway will ultimately prove of no little

value from this point of view ; already we hear of large

importations of plants conveyed through the Egyptian

canal, and we may look forward to similar importations,

as in the case of such seeds which speedily lose their

vitality, through the medium of the vast American

"""rhTnarrative of the journey from New York to San

Francisco, though it contains little that has not previously

been told, is nevertheless agreeably related in the pages

of the volume whose title is above cited. In illustration

of the author's style we may extract certain passages

relating to matters horticultural. Speaking of Chicago,

which now rivals Cincinnati in the number of pigs

annually slaughtered, the author says :—

'The abundance, excellent quality, and moderate price

of Peaches, Apples, and other fruit sold here in the

autumn excites the admiration of the visitor, m some

streets the pavement is encumbered with boxes of fresh

Peaches. I learned that these are produced in the

southern part of the State of Illinois. The soil and

climate of that locality render fruit-growing as proW^ble

there as it is in the southern parts of Germany. During



September 3, 1870.] The Gardeners' Chronicle and Acyricultural Gazette.
the Strawberry season five cars filled with Strawberries
arrive at Chicago dailv. When the Peaches are ripe the
supply sent to market every morning fills 20 cars, each
carrying 500 boxes of Peaches. Egyptian Illinois is the
name of this prolific fruit-bearing region. Intersected by
railways, the m.arket is within easy reach of the culti-
vator's door. It is seldom that a crop fails, the climate
being equable and temperate. Thousands of acres are
still to be had by the settler. When I add that this land
may be purchased for less than £z the acre, I have said
enough, I think, to e.xcite the desire of many to possess
and cultivate it."

Here is the way in which the new cities, which are
constantly growing on the American continent, are
planned :

—

"Farther west, and on the other side of the line, I saw
what appeared to be a nursery garden devoted to the
growth of young trees. The young plants were in ordered
rows, and disposed with a special view to regularity, A
fellow-traveller who knew the country and its customs,
told me that my supposition was erroneous. The spot
was the chosen site of a future city. It is thus that specu-
lators plan out and prepare the way for the settlement of
unirJiabited tracts of suitable land. Not only do they
plant the trees destined to overshadow the footpaths on
which unborn children will play, but they also gi\ e names
to the streets, and even set apart sites for imaginary
buildings. All these things are carefully noted in a map
which is shown to the seekers after new abodes. They
buy lots where their fancy dictates, and sometimes find on
arriving to take possession that they are the first and the
only inhabitants. The trick is not
played upon Martin Chuzzlewit when he determined to
make his home in what he thought was a new and rising
city, but which proved to be an old and dismal swamp."
Even the bitterest enemies of Mormonism have ex-

pressed their admiration at the endurance and skill
which have converted the desolate Salt Lake Valley
into a region of fruit trees and cornfields—

" This praise." says our author, " is subject to qualifi-
cation. It IS true that they have planted trees and sown
gram where rank herbage seemed the natural product of
the soil

;
that their Peaches and Apples are well flavoured •

that their com is excellent in quaUty. But it is likewise
true that the soil and climate of Salt Lake Valley
combine to render gardening and farming easy and
profitable occupations. Irrigation is the one thing needful
and to irrigate the thirsty land is here the merest child's
play. The country is intersected with streams of fresh
water descending from their sources among the mountains
to fill the lakes in the lower ground. On the borders of
these streams a vegetation far more luxuriant than that of
the parched plains indicates the course to be adopted by
him who would till the soil in the hope of reapin-- a
harvest. Of these hints the first settlers took °full
advantage, and the result is seen to-day in the Acacias
which line the streets of the city, aud the orchards which
^rround the houses. No miracle has been wrought here.
They only will marvel at the spectacle who are unaware of
the simplicity of the process."

We had marked several other extracts relating to the
condition of the Mormons, the climate and products of
California, and the Chinese in San Francisco, but it

would hardly be fair to the author to do so, even if our
space permitted. We must therefore refer the reader
to the book itself, merely adding, by way of conclusion,
a passage relating to our own colony of British
Columbia, and to the honey-bee, concerning which we
should be glad to have further evidence before we
place it among the category of accepted facts. If true,
It IS a fact worthy the attention of Mr. Darwin :—

" That the praises I have vented on the Californian
climate are not exaggerated may be inferred from this
circumstance. It was some time after settlers had flocked
here from other parts of the American continent and from
turope before the honey-bee was introduced. This useful
little insect soon made itself at home, and filled hives with
honey. After a year or two had elapsed the store of
honeycomb was diminished to a minimum. The bees
found that as flowers were in bloom all the year round
there was no necessity for laying up a large supply of
honey against a barren and blossomless winter season.
Consequently, arrangements had to be made to deal with
the bees as with hens, abstracting the honey in small por-
tions in order that the formation of the honeycomb might
go on uninterruptedly. Perhaps it may prove interesting
to add what I have learned at second-hand, but from
unprejudiced sources, that the highest eulogiums passed
upon the soil, sky, and climate of California are literally
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apphcableto Vancouver's Island also; and that ifAmericans
are to be congratulated on having such a Garden of Eden
as California among the States of the Union, the English
people are quite as fortunate in numbering Vancouver's
Island among the possessions of Great Britain. My
informants were Americans, who did not conceal their
desire to substitute in British Columbia the Stars and
Stripes for the Union Jack. It is hardly creditable that a
possession so valuable should be almost disregarded.
Those who are concerned in the organisation of emigration
from England might do their fellow-countrvmen a service
by investigating the advantages of settling in British
Columbia."

FOREIGN JOURNALS.
Following up from p. 500 our notes on the foreign

horticultural publications, we find on our table another
part (including Nos. 10, 11, and 12) of the iSth volume
of Flore des Serres, which contains some most
exquisite illustrations. We take them in order, as
usual. Symphytum offidnaU fol. lilteo-margiitalis is an
ornamental variety of a well-known hardy herbaceous
plant, in which the leaves are evenly and distinctly
bordered with creamy yellow ; the present form, which
was found in a wild state by M. J. de Beucker, of

Antwerp, is a constant and well-marked hardy varie-
gated perennial. Tydtca Robert le Diable is a bold-
habited and high-coloured variety, raised by M. Van
Houtte

; the leaves are ovate, and the flowers nearly
2 inches across, of a deep crimson, freely spotted over
the limb with confluent black blotches. Dmdrobium
taurinum, a Philippine Island species, with flowers of
singular shape, resembling a bull's head, the sepals
pale gieenish, the petals purple, elongated, and twisted
like a pair of horns, and the hp paler purple. Pteris
a-dka albo-lincata, the white-banded Pteris, beautifully
figured. Pelargonium (zonal) Madame Victor Le Fcbi're,
a zonal variety, with rosy pink flowers. Campanula
Raineri, a beautiful large-flowered species, of a close
dwarf habit, with subsessile ovate remotely-serrated
leaves, and short funnel-shaped blue flowers, nearly
1 4 inch across ; it is a hardy perennial, from the banks
of the Lake of Como. Strawberry Triomphe de Hot-
lande (Quatre-Saisons), sent out by M. Copyn, of
Utrecht, a large and extremely good-looking form of
perpetual Strawberry, the berries ovate, and repre-
sented as being an inch across, and of a deep red
colour. Phahcnopsh Lowii, a pretty purple-lipped
Moulmein species, now pretty well known. Thysa-
notus proliferus, a curious fringed-flowered Swan
River Lilywort, now seldom seen in gardens.
Doryant/ies exeelsa, a fine portrait of an old garden
favourite. Achimencs (Eucodonia) nee^clioides dia-
niantina, a splendid Gesnerad, one of the re-
sults of M. Van Iloutte's felicitous hybridisations
in this class; it has bold cordate-ovate hairy leaves,
and large Gloxinia-like flowers of a beautiful pale rosy
purple with a yellow band down the lower side of the
tube. PtycJtosperina Alexandne, an uncoloured plate
of this fine Australian Palm, in its mature condition
showing a tail slender ringed trunk, and a crown of
handsome pinnate leaves ; it is indeed a " Palma
superba," and grows from 70 or 80 to upwards of
100 feet in height. Selenipedium (Cypripedium)
Schlimii, a very pretty and distinct form of Lady's
Slipper, with purple lip and while petals. Gloxinia
spcewsa Lion de Flandre, a large-flowered and very
showy bluish purple drooping variety, with broad
creamy white throat. Taesonia quitcnsis eriantha, an
elegant conservatory creeper, with rosy-tinted flowers.
Vanda Batemanni, a fine double plate of one of our
finest and rarest Orchids. Primula cortusoides ama-na
grandiflora, a fine illustration of the best form of this
most charming hardy perennial. Cytodeira chonlalen-
sis, a charming variegated-leaved Gesnerad, with the
centre of the ovate-oblong leaves of a bright green,
feathering out towards the margin, which is of a rich
coppery hue, the largish fimbriated flowers being white.
Triehopilia crispa viargiuata, a remarkably choice and
beautiful Orchid, of which an excellent figure is given
in the double plate here issued. The superior cha-
racter of the plates is well maintained in this bulky
number, Mith which the 1 8th volume closes. The
opening parts of the succeeding volume are announced
as being in preparation.

L'Horticulteur Francais, of which the numbers
to June last have reached us, contains figures of the
following subjects -.—Colma penduliflora, an elegant
creeper, to which we have before alluded, but one re-
quiring a high stove temperature. Palara flexuosa, a
pretty Malvaceous annual, described in these columns
some years since. Taesonia eriantha, mentioned above.
Coleus Saisonii, a handsome variety, in which the leaves
are marked with white, red, green, and bronze, in an
irregular manner, and not evenly margined as in the
golden varieties of the Queen Victoria type : it appears
to have originated in a sport on C. Veitchii, and to
have been obtained by Mr. Lierval. Weigela Lavallei,
a fine new variety of Weigela, obtained, it is said,
between W. arborea grandiflora and W. viultiflora,
which latter it most resembles in its large, reddish
purple flowers; it is a very abundant bloomer, and
must be an acquisition amongst hardy flowering
shrubs. It is one of the announcements of M. Lemoine,
of Nancy, and has, we may hope, escaped both the tramp
of the war-horse and the concussion of the cannon ball.
Peche Robert LavalUe : a Peach, described as being
of the largest size, and the first quality ; the fruit being
elongated, and terminating in a nipple, and the skin
yellowish green, tinted with rose, and more strongly
marked with purple on the sunny side ; it was raised
at Segrez, and is nearly related to the Chevreuse
tardive, and the Reine des Vergers.

La Belgique Horticole (April to July, 1S70)
contains the following illustrations :

—

Tillaitdsia (IVal-
lisia) Hamaleana, a South American species, of
dwarf growth, with linear arched leaves, an inch wide,
and large violet-coloured flowers, white at the base.
The species was exhibited in 1S67, by M. Linden,
at Paris, where it was much admired. In the text,
Professor Morren adopts the genus, Wallisia. "It has
a sweet odour, and," the author adds, "it is truly ex-
traordinary that a large number of mauve and violet
flowers difll'use a sweet odour—a fact as yet unex-
plained." The Wallisia figured by Regel in "Garten-
flora," under the name of W. Lindeniana, M. Morren
regards as intermediate between his W. Lindeni,
and the W. Hamaleana noted above. Verbena tenera

ielies : a group of five pretty forms of the cut-
ed slender species, generally known in England as
pulchella. A Wallflower, with variegated leaves

and double purple flowers. Vriesia fsittacina braehy.

stachys : an elegant Brazilian plant, with oblong
ligulate leaves, and short spikes of yellow flowers,
red at the base, the lively colours of which are very
attractive. Mimulus luteus ealycanthemus : one of
the duplex spotted varieties, introduced a few years
ago by Mr. Bull, in which the calyx becomes enlarged
and coloured like the corolla. Rose £douard Morren :

a reproduction of the plate in the "Floral Magazine."
We must reserve a notice of some other publications

for another opportunity.

Florists' Flowers.
I H.WE just been looking at some illustrations of

Herb.iceous Calceolarias that made considerable
stir some 20 years ago, and I was led to institute a
comparison between them and what I have this season
seen of the best strains in cultivation. " Strains" of
the Calceolaria, however, is a term that must be used
with a very limited interpretation now-a-days, for
there is such a manifest identity of character between
"James's International," " Dobson's extra choice
dwarf," and the " Dalkeith or Thomson's," that they
may, without any fear of unduly lauding the one
or detracting from the other, be pronounced the same.
In growth, shape, and size of flowers, and in the
extent of variation, they are in general characteristics
equal. Henceforth let vendors of the seed of each of
these meet on the common ground of equality in the
value of their strains.

In point of dwarfness of habit, an undoubted and
marked advance has been made during the past few
years. The plants bloomed this year by Mr. James,
gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, seemed
to possess this close, compact, short habit in a remark-
able degree. Perhaps the possession of it was in some
measure traceable to the dry season, yet Mr. James
makes very careful selection of his seed types, and
persistently crosses in order to procure certain re-

sults. These results he undoubtedly attains—slowly,
but surely. [Dwarfness and compactness is a special
feature in some of the Continental strains. EDS.]
Size of flowers is another marked feature. Even
during a very dry spring, when a reduced size of
flowers might reasonably have been looked for, they
have been seen of very large proportions. Some
plants shown by Messrs. Dobson & Son, of Isleworth,
at one of the early meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, were particularly noticeable for
the immense size of the individual flowers. But the
size has been gained at the expense of a considerable
loss of both form and refinement. The majority of these
large flowers are singularly grotesque and uncouth in
appearance—of indented, flat, and irregular shapes,
and with capacious mouths, staring open, as if inviting
insects of all kinds to take up their abode withm.
Now it is requisite that the improver, having developed
size to his heart's content, should seek for refinement,
and this will no doubt come in its own good time.
The peculiarly clustering form of flowering which the
Calceolaria has taken in recent years, yielding immense
ball-like clusters of blossoms of a clubbed character, is

somewhat against the production of form, though not
necessarily so. Our raisers plead, with much force,

that the Calceolaria is required for decorative purposes
chiefly, and that so long as there is an abundance of
flowers of large size, partaking of striking showy hues,
form is a matter of comparatively secondary import-
ance. Still, the Calceolaria is much used for exhibition
purposes, and progressive refinement is a strong need in
all exhibition flowers. In Mr. James's flowers there
could be seen a decided improvement in point of shape ;

probably others could show similar results. So the
work is being taken up, and already showing fruit.

In point of variation, I noticed that Mr. James had
succeeded in obtaining flowers of great depth of
colour, in one case almost black. In another part of
a house of seedlings could be seen pure white flowers,
obtained from seed taken from a clear pale primrose-
coloured flower in 1869. Some were intermediate
between the two, and there is reason to believe white
Calceolarias will soon be as common as yellow ones.

Crimson-coloured flowers have developed into very
fine hues of colour, some self-coloured, and some
densely spotted on pale grounds. One flower was of
enormous size, a veritable floricultural Brobdingnag
among Calceolarias ; it had a pale green base, the
upper part sulphur, profusely blotched and spotted
with lovely crimson : this was one of the varieties

having the flowers produced in clusters. Mr. James
informed me that there is one peculiarity about these
cluster-producing sorts, that the blooms hang much
longer than those not so ananged in bunches.
More and more does the shrubby habit appear to

develope itself in Mr. James's strain. Probably this is

the reason for the compactness of habit before alluded
Mr. James selects habit as much as shape and

colour of flowers for seed purchases ; so the dwarfed
habit is readily accounted for.

Cultivators should make a point of having an open
porous soil, through which the water will readily perco-

late ; a soddened mass about the roots of the Calceo-
laria is hostile to its wellbeing. This season Mr. James
used some new loam, which had the appearance of
being free and open, but when employed for potting

purposes, it became very close and sticky, and he
imperilled the lives of many plants in consequence. .\
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loose, fibry, and thoroughly seasoned loam should be

used, and the danger, which came close to Mr. James,

will be held at a distance.

The season has proved hostile to the saving of seed.

The dry atmosphere shrivelled up the seed-pods, so that

they appeared incapable of producing their precious

seed. AH growers appeared to have suffered more or

less, and the same remark applies to the Primula. I saw

this season one house of Primulas that had been saved

for seeding ; the plants were in fine condition, and the

pods large and plump ; on examining them, the pods

were seedless. Where eight ounces of seed might

reasonably have been looked for, scarcely half an ounce

was gathered. JH. D.

Garden Memoranda.
Heckfield Place, the Se.4t of Viscount

EVERSLEY.—We liave occasionally in these columns
heard a little of Heckfield, but it has mostly been in

relation to its Vines ; good as they are, however, they

form by no means its chief feature, for all the depart-

ments are done well, and everything in and about the

gardens bears continual evidence of the cultivated

taste of the owner, and the energetic perseverance

of his gardener, Mr. Wildsmith. We had heard

of the beauty of the flower garden at Heckfield, and
went to see it for ourselves, and came away highly

pleased with what we saw. For not only is there a
beautiful blending of colour, an entire absence of gaudi-

ness, and a delightful softness that charms the eye, but

with it also there is such a degree of finish, even to

elaboration, that we are compelled to characterise the

entire arrangement as perfect. The undulated lawn
of 16 acres is as smooth and as clean as well could be.

The pathways are like yellow asphalte, and are a real

pleasure to travel over. We are at liberty to mention
here that Lord Eversley kindly pennits the gardens to be
thrown open to the public on Tuesdays ; also that gar-

deners are made welcome on any day, Sundays excepted.

We started on our tour of inspection of the gardens
from the entrance to the south terrace, just by the

carriage-way, and noted, at the bottom of a flight of

steps leading to the pleasure-grounds beyond, a splen-

did pair of Palms (Chamasrops Fortunei), one on either

side of the path, each having a height of 7 feet, and in

diameter about 9 feet. These are not mere fair-

weather trees, that are popped into winter quarters as

soon as the melancholy wind begins to blow cold, but

they are real out-door plants that stood out all last

winter unprotected, and are now in first-rate order.

The leaves are not, like too many more of their poor
subtropical brethren, "all tattered and torn," but
look just as they should do. These Palms were planted

out here in the autumn of 1867, and were then about

3 feet in height. Their subsequent growth has been of
the most satisfactory kind. Turning now to the flower

garden, we find it to consist of two distinct arrange-

ments, the beds on the south terrace being arranged
in blocks, while those on the east terrace are in lines

;

but we may premise that along both fronts of the

mansion nms a broad walk, on the outside of which
dips a steep sloping bank, the flower beds lying be-

tween this and the balustrade beyond. From the

walk the whole of the bedding is seen to perfection,

aud from it very beautiful views of the trees in the park,

its fine undulations, the lake, and the fine country
beyond, are distinctly seen. The top of the mansion
afifords a view of the finest scenery of North Hants,
and glimpses of other counties.

Now let us look at the beds on the south terrace,
which are arranged in three blocks—the two end ones
being the same in shape and constitution ; whilst the
four best, forming the centre block, each of which re-

sembles a square with one corner scolloped out, are all

planted alike. In the centre of each block is a large
vase filled with flowering and creeping plants, char-
mingly arranged, and growing luxuriously ; and these
give a pleasant relief to the more formal character of
the bedding, which consists chiefly of foliage plants.
The centre block of four beds is planted with
an edging of Alternanthera paronychioides, inside
ofwhich is a broad line of Lady Plymouth Pelargonium,
regularly dotted with neat plants of Coleus Verschaffeltii,
then a narrow line of Iresine Lindeni, enclosing gold-
edged Pelargonium Reine d'Or, with a centre of
P. Flower of Spring, out of which rose a neat,
well coloured plant of Abutilon Thompsoni.
This arrangement of colours is most pleasing, and
the extraordinary pains taken to keep the several lines
and dots clear and well defined deserves much praise.
The two end blocks each consist of eight small beds
radiating from the centre, the pattern of planting
being, however, very simple, as the beds paired with
each other as well as the blocks. The most effective
group here, and certainly a veritable gem, is an
edging of Golden Feather Pyrethrum, enclosing a
mass of Coleus Verschaffeltii, dotted with three strong
plants of Centaurea candidissima. Another grouping
is a ground of Pelargonium Flower of Spring dotted
with plants of Iresine acuminata, a new variety, which
looks like a great improvement upon Iresme Herbstii.
A third pair of beds is filled with grounds of Mrs.
Pollock, dotted with plants of Coleus Berkeleyi, the
other having an edging of Stachys lanata, inside of
which is Coleus Berkeleyi, and a centre of Flower
of Spring Pelargonium.

In the angle of the terrace, and forming a connecting
link between the two arrangements, is an oblong
group of beds in two lines, with cross beds at either

end, between which were openings admitting to the

turf in the centre, on which stood several neat vases
filled with plants in flower. The beds on either side

of this opening have centres of rose or scarlet Pelar-

goniums, and from these run out a chain of variegated
Honeysuckle; the groundwork on the outside consisting

of Pelargonium Manglesii, whilst the centres of the links

are filled with, first, rings of Iresine Lindeni, then of
Pelargonium Flower of .Spring, and centres of Coleus
Verschafl^eltii. The design in the east garden is

unique in its character and extremely effective, consist-

ing of lines of foliage beds along either side, whilst

down the middle are large raised stone beds,
resembling baskets, all oval in shape, and which are

filled with centres of Humea elegans, and a large

variety of flowering plants, the outer edgings being
well covered with creepers—the rich and unconstrained

appearance of these beds contrasting most effectively

with the more formal patterns. Separating in equal
portions this part of the terrace is a handsome fountain,

in front ofwhich are steps leading to the grounds beyond.
On each half of the ten-ace are eight beds, consisting

of four rounds, one at each corner, and two oblongs
with roiuided ends on eitlier side. The one-half of the

bedding represented the other half, so that the design
here, though elaborate, is not extensive. Taking
the round beds first in order, one has for centre a small

legated Aloe, edged with Semper\'ivumcalifornicum

;

from this radiate six rays of Alternanthera parony-
chioides, having in the centre of each ray a fine plant

of Echeveria metallica,—the angles left by the rays

being filled either with Italia Unita Pelargonium or

Pyrethrum Golden Feather. The next round bed is

a gem of the first water, presenting a lovely com-
bination, starting with a sloped edge of Echeveria
secunda glauca, inside of which is a broad ring of
Alternanthera paronychioides and a centre of Golden
Feather, with a well-rounded plan of Coleus Ver-
schaffeltii in the middle of it. Rumiing round the

ring of Alternanthera are strong plants of Echeveria
metallica set in round patches of Pyrethrum Golden
Feather. The other two round beds are somewhat
similarly planted, and are both extremely effective.

Turning to the long beds, we found two of them that

seemed worthy of special attention for the beauty of
their arrangements, whilst the others, although really

good, are perhaps not quite so striking. One has
an edging of Echeveria secunda glauca, then there are

three rings, the centre one of Coleus Berkeleyi, the
ground between these and the Echeveria being filled with
Alma Pelargonium ; inside the centre ring is a ground-
work of Pelargonium Reine d'Or, having a plant of
Iresine acuminata in the middle,—the corresponding
rings at either end being formed of Iresine acuminata
filled with Flower of Spring and centres of Lady
CuUum Pelargonium. The other long bed is edged with
Alternanthera paronychioides, inside of which an oval

and ring at either end formed of Coleus Verschaffeltii,

the oval having a centre ground of Pelargonium Bijou
dotted with plants of Iresine Lindeni, and a plant in

the middle of Coleus Hendersoni. The end rings are

filled with Mrs. Pollock, centred with Echeveria
metallica, and the angles outside the rings are filled

with Golden Feather, each angle having in its centre a

good plant of Echeveria. Readers may fancy that the
variety of plants here used would produce anything but
a good effect, we can, however, assure them that to gain
ideas in bedding aiTangement this one bed alone is

worth a trip to Heckfield to see and study. The
Echeveria is a fine plant for this sort of decoration, and
next year other succulents are to be largely used and
new designs worked out ; but it seems almost impossible
to eclipse in beauty the present arrangement.

Gardeners of the old school, whose ideas in bedding
have not yet got beyond the stereotyped stuff of the

last 12 years, would find in a visit to this place material
enough to work in them a revolution in horticultural

taste. Heckfield is also famous for its winter garden-
ing, the arrangement for each winter being exactly the

same in form as that of the previous summer, but
worked out with difTerent stufif, and we hope to have
an opportunity to see and chronicle it by-and-by.
We must just mention that at the end of the terrace

there is a pretty border of chain bedding, backed up
by a mass of Vinca elegantissima, giving the whole
a pleasing finish. Then down the flight of steps to the
left, to see a pretty fernery under glass, formed out of
an old pothouse, and notice a showy ribbon-border
planted with gay colours, to give the appearance of a
rainbow from the opposite side of the ground. From
here we proceed to the lakes that lie in the valley
right in front of the mansion, and which are divided by a
broad pathway that leads away to the park beyond.
On a level with the lower lake is a recently

constructed fernery, of the most delightful kind,
from the centre of which a foot bridge leads over

small island on which a comfortable summer-
house -stands, having on either side raised beds
of rockwork, that are filled with a large and interest-

variety of alpine plants. This little island is a
most charming and secluded spot, and affords evidence
f the genius of the gardener to produce landscape

effect. Traversing the outlying grounds we met with
many noble Beech trees, one especially that looked like

a forest in itself, so full was it of enormous branches.

Larch gi'ows here to a great height, having fine stems,

and Rhododendrons thrive in wondrous luxuriance.

Of more modern trees there were fine specimens

of Picea Nordmanniana and nobilis, and a hand-

some Abies Douglasii. Our attention was also

specially drawn to a very fine Pinus, 45 feet high, a
variety apparently between nobilis and cephalonica,

but which Dr. Lindley some years since declared to be
the true nobilis.

We must just have a glance at the kitchen gardens,

especially as we find here a display of ribbon bordering

that is truly superb. Entering from the carriage-way,

we see a broad straight walk running before us, that

leads from this point through the kitchen gardens right

down to the lakes. The first compartment shows, on the

left hand, a large and compact block of glasshouses that

are devoted to any and every purpose ; and on the

right hand are the garden offices, rooms, sheds, &c.,

and behind these again a range of early vineries. On
either side of the path is a ribbon border planted up to

a backing of small oblique cordons of Apples and Pears

that have been, and are, fruiting capitally. The front row
of the border consists of Mrs. Pollock, alternated with

Blue Lobelia, next that a line of Golden and Silver-

edged Pelargoniums alternated, then a line of Coleus

Hendersoni ; behind this Christine Pelargonium, then

Bijou, the back row consisting of plants of Comte de
Morny Pelargoniums, alternated with plants of Iresine

Lindeni. This arrangement gets, for the time, plenty

of admiration, until we arrive at the archway that

opens up the large kitchen garden, for here we see

with delight, on either side of the path, a border

of such pleasing effect as to fairly eclipse any-

thing of a similar kind that has yet been wit-

nessed. The path is bordered by a neat, well-

kept edging of Box, about 6 inches in width, and
next this is planted a row of Pelargonium Manglesii,

on which is just a thin sprinkling of its pretty pink

blossoms ; then a very neat and well-defined line of

Coleus Verschaffeltii, and behind this a broad carpet of

Gnaphalium kanatum, throughout the entire length of

which are dotted, 5 feet apart, strong plants of Iresine

Lindeni ; this is backed by a row of Pelargonium
Christine and Purple King Verbena alternated, and
lastly, a row of that fine old bedding Scarlet Pelar-

gonium Punch. The borders are cut off from the

vegetable ground by hedges of small Cupressus Law-
soniana, that are too recently planted to display their

full usefulness.

At the end of this path we come again upon
the lauTi, and here occurs a notable object in the

shape of a huge Yucca gloriosa, having probably some
lialfhundred heads, all springing from one original stem

;

the group is about 12 feet in diameter. Could
the limits of this notice have permitted we would
cheerfully have alluded more largely to the fruit crops

at Heckfield, both in and out of doors. The vineries

especially are full of heavy crops of first-class table

bunches of Grapes, and some of tlie older houses, that

were a year or two ago condemned, have, under Mr. Wild-
smith's care, become once more fruitful. Stone fruits

are in great abundance, and very fine. Only one sort of

Melon—Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere, a superb and
handsome white-flesh kind, of rich flavour— is grown,
and that will produce three or four crops in the season

from the same plants. Vegetables look very well,

indeed all departments are well done ; and there are

no dirty comers to be duly avoided. We must leave

allusion to Mr. Wildsmith's Grape-room to another

time. A. D.

Miscellaneous.
The Maple Leaf.—The representative plant and

badge of Canada is said to be the Maple leaf, as is told

in the national song of that dominion :

—

"On merry England's far-famed land
May kind Heaven sweetly smile

;

God bless old Scotland evermore.

And Ireland's Emerald Isle
;

Then swell the song, both loud and long,

Till rocks and forests quiver

—

God save our Queen, and Heaven bless

The Maple leaf for ever !

The Maple leaf, the Maple leaf,

The Maple leaf for ever !

God save our Queen, and Heaven bless

The Maple leaf for ever !

"

Amcflcan Hoytiatlturist.

Pigeons Contraband of War. — The national

pastime of Belgium, the gi'eat pigeon races from the

southern provinces of France, has been abruptly put a
stop to by the war. The French authorities have very

naturally interdicted the entry of Belgian pigeons into

France. When it is borne in mind that there are

10,000 trained pigeons, any one of which could convey
intelligence from Paris to the frontier towns of Belgium
in which they are located in the space of five or six

hours, we cannot be surprised at the French authorities

interfering with this pastime. The strategic informa-

tion conveyed by a single pigeon might lose a battle or

an empire. At the same time, we sympathise with the

Belgians in the derangement of their favourite amuse-
ment. In England we have little idea of the fervour

with which this sport is pursued by them. Cofuours
from the extreme south of France, in which 1000 or

1500 pigeons take part, and in which the first prize is

a ser^•ice of plate given by his Majesty the King of the
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Belgians, are not uncommon ; and minor races of from
300 to 400 miles are of every-day occurrence in the
season. The Field.

Wood-paper.—" Nature " has received a specimen
of paper manufactured entirely from wood, which is at

least equal in colour and texture to the cheaper kinds
of ordinary printing paper. There is no doubt that the

pulp from the fibre of the Fir and some ocher kinds of
wood makes excellent material for paper', which can be
prepared at a low price, the only practical difficulty

being the high temperature, and consequently the high
pressure required, to decompose the non-fibrous matter.

Another material now actually employed for the manu-
facture of paper, is the husk and seeds of the Cotton
pod, from which the oil has been expressed ; the fibrous

pulp resulting from this operation is said to be an
excellent paper-making material. The larger portion
of the cheaper printing-papers used for newspapers,
magazines, &c., is now made entirely from the Spanish
Esparto grass, a name given to two distinct species,

Macrochloa tenacissima, and Lygeum Spartum, both
growing abundantly on the shores of the Mediter-
ranean ; but the comparatively high price of this

material, more than double what it was a few years
since, affords a favourable opening for the introduction
of other paper-making fibres.

Dw.tRFiNG Trees.—A foreign correspondent of the
"Boston Traveller " relates with how much curiosity

he witnessed some remarkably successful specimens of
dwarf trees in Japan. I have seen in the gardens,
more especially those about Owari, a Maple, a Pine, a
Peach, and a Camphor tree, all more than 15 years
old, with their limbs, leaves, and tmnks as perfect as

any in a forest, and all grew from a box not a foot

square, and not one was over 2 feet high. The trunks
looked like old trees, and the limbs were gnarled and
rugged as the mountain tree of the same kind. The
owner told me that these trees would grow no larger
for 50 years. In one garden there was a complete fruit

orchard in a box 4 feet long and 2 feet wide—Pears,
Peaches, Plums, Apples, Oranges, Lemons, Olives,
Bananas, and Cherries, represented by perfect trees,

the tallest of which was not over 3 feet. Whether
these ever bear fruit I failed to ascertain ; neither
could I leain the process by which the tree is kept to
small. But I am satisfied that it is done by killing a
large tree and keeping a sprig, which starts from the
old root, for the dwarf. The climate and soil favour
this torturing process, for a root will not die as long as
it remains undisturbed in some localities. I saw
gi^eat trees near the gateway of a temple yard at
.Sinara, which were bent over, making a large
circle, like the curls in the pipe of a bugle. They
must have been bent around something 50 years ago.
At another place a large Oak tree was bored out from
the joint of two limbs near the top to the roots, and a
magnolia tree set out down in this hollow, which
grew up inside the Oak until it spread out its branches
in the top, making of it an " Oak Magnolia." This
tree has been spoken of by Japanese writers in native
newspapers as an Oak tree with a Magnolia graft upon
it. The system of grafting is carried to great perfection,
and Yacca said that they successfully graft Orange into
Apple, and Pear into C'edar. American Horticullurist.

as much sun and air as possible, so as to ripen the young
growths. Give to all cool stmvs a slight amount of arti-

ficial heat by night, now that the thermometer is likely to

fall much too low for them on any night. Keep the
young growths upon all Climbers well pruned back, in

all instances where the wood is not likely to produce
blooms, which much that is formed after this date is

incapable of doing.

€arbcit (ipcratmits,
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
The lovely Eucharis amazonica may be induced to

flower now, if it has been carefully exposed to the
ripening influences of the sun, and a liberal treatment
be afforded. The plants should be watered with liquid
manure, frequently syringed overhead, and if |3os-

sihle, they should be plunged in a nice gentle bottom-
heat, just to start the plants into gi'owth. Lilium
aurnluin must be watered with very great caution
after the flowers have fallen off. This lovely plant is

difficult to keep through the winter, even with the best
of treatment, hence the need of greater caution at this

season. Continue to pinch back the shoots upon
Ageratutns^ Heliotropes, Verbenas, &c., required for

winter blooming, and so induce bushy plants to
form. Humeas, Cinerarias, Chinese Primulas, and
Calceolarias (herbaceous), should be pushed along
quickly, by shifting them into fresh pots (one
size larger). Their roots reach the inner sides

of the pots in which they are growing. Sow another
batch of Mignonette to succeed those which have
recently been thinned out. The Ten-'ueek .Stocks,

which I advised "should be sown a few weeks since,

should now be potted off into small-sized pots in the
usual way, to be grown on for early flowering. Those
Bulbs recently purchased should be sorted out, and the
first lot should be potted at once. Place under a
moderate covering of sifted cinder ashes or some
similar material. The soil should consist of a good
fibrous loam, three parts decomposed, and well-rotted
farmyard manure. It is always advisable to place
either a small layer of leaf-mould, moss, or small
charcoal upon one good crock at the bottom of the pot.
The bulbs must be fixed firmly in the soil, but not too
deeply, finishing the surface off neatly. Allow it to
dry somewhat, when a good soaking of water should
be given, before covering them over with the necessary
material. Cactuses oiti\& Epiphyllum type should have

FORCING HOUSES.
With a view of dispensing with fires as long as

possible, shut up all houses containing late Grapes
which are progi'cssing favourably early in the afternoon
of mild days, and so "box up" some of the natural
heat as a supply in hand, to aid in carrying a good
temperature through the night. It is advisable,

however, when this plan is followed, to keep
the house somewhat dry and free from moisture.
To obviate the injurious effects of any moisture that

may form during the night, it will be necessary to give
air betimes in the morning ; say from 7 to 8 o'clock, or
according to the mean outer temperature. In regard
to Pities, the linings of pits must now have constant
attention. A good temperature of from go" to 95° is

indispensable. Where a dozen or so of the strongest

successionals have filled their present pots tolerably full

of roots, it will be advantageous, where a good suc-

essional supply is needed, to give them a moderate
shift without delay. They will, perhaps, form fine

fruits at a time when they may prove very acceptable.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
It requires a philosophical mind at a time like the

present to contemplate the havoc which insects make
amongst our choicest wall-fruits. Though, fortunately,

all gardeners are not tormented with hosts of hornets,
as we are here in Herts, I doubt not they have enough to

do to contend with against the many other pests. The
question is asked over and over again. What is to be
done to save my Peaches and Nectarines ? Many advise
covering with "hexagon" netting. I think it is p.atent

to all who have tried this, that any protection which is

capable of keeping away wasps, blue flies, and earwigs,
so impedes the circulation of air and light as to cause
the fruit to be flavourless. The last plan I have adopted
is to hang some old and almost worn-out fish netting in

front of each tree, fastened securely at a short distance
from the foliage, and to paint the meshes carefully over
two or three times a week with gas tar. The odour
given oft" by this exceeds that of the ripening frait, and
consequently neutralises the fragrance emitted from the
fmits, and which entices the enemy. Should any wasp
approach, the chances are that when entering between
the meshes of the nets it will come in contact with the
tar, which from its caustic properties will give the
insect a hint that it is not likely to want again. Keep
the fortshoots which may form upon the above kinds of
trees cut back as often as needed, and if symptoms of
spider exist, persist in the oft-told water remedy until

the trees are safe from further injury. Gather all fruit

as soon as it is ripe enough by going over the walls
daily. Lay such as are thus gathered, and are not
required for immediate use, in a cool fruit room or
cellar.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Cuttings of any kind of "bedding stuff" should

be got in, irrespectively of the blanks which more or
less will be made in evei7 bed, so little growth will

have been made this season in many places. To wait
longer is to risk having a poor supply of slock to begin
another year with, and this gives a gardener a very
poor chance of making an early and effective display.

I often find when cuttings are rather scarce, and have
to be taken one here and one there, that it is as well in

placing them into the pots, pans, or boxes, to divide them
into two sizes, putting the longer ones in the largest pots.

Each cutting will thus have a better chance than when
little and big are placed in together, and the former
become smothered up with the large ones. Loosen
the bandages upon those Rose-buds which were lately

put in, and if any of the buds are shooting at all stop
all other shoots upon the Briars by cutting them back.

If the buds are not starting it will be a questionable

policy to cause them to do so now, as the time is too
limited to enable them to make shoots sufficiently

strong to stand through the winter, the earlier months of
which are fast approaching ; hence it will not be advis-

able in any way to stop or check the Briar shoots.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Make a good planting of the forwardest autumn-

sown Endive, in frames or similar places where slight

protection can be afforded against the first early winter
frosts. The same remark applies to Lettuces at a stage

fit for transplanting. This should in no wise interfere

with the constant transplanting of batches, once a week
or so, of each, on an open piece of gi'ound, such as a

th border, which will also come in useful. Young
crops of weeds will now form apace, therefore keep the

hoe at work. Pull up all Onions which are ripening,

and let them lie to ripen for a week or so. Thin out
Turnips, and remove all old exhausted vegetable
crops. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Commence putting in cuttings of Calceolarias.

These should be taken from those shoots which grow
as near the base of the old plants as possible, and
which are not likely to attempt to bloom. The best

and easiest plan of striking and wintering them is to

make up a bed in the following manner :—Dig out a
pit about 15 inches deep, put in 6 inches of brick
rubbish at the bottom, and 6 inches of rich sandy loam
on the top of that, which will bring the plants up close
to the glass. Put in the cuttings about 2 inches apart,
and shade them for a few days, after which give them
as much air as possible, merely protecting them from
heavy rains and frost. Still continue to put in cuttings
of Pelargoniums and other bedding plants of which stock
is required. Dahlias will now be coming into full bloom,
and should not be allowed to make too much growth
at the top, as it impoverishes the flowers, and makes
them small. Therefore thin out the crowded shoots,
and where the flower-buds are formed two or three
together, take them all off but one. Mignonette should
be sown now in 48-sized pots in rich sandy loam, with
a good drainage. Place the pots in a frame, and as
soon as the seedlings are up give them plenty of air

and gentle waterings, and at all times protect them
from wet and frost. Under such circumstances it will

do well in towns, and will be found very useful in the
spring. The Pvrethrum Golden Feather, an invaluable
plant for town gardens, shotdd now be sown in a cold
frame. When the seedlings are up, and thinning out,
give all the air possible in fine weather, protect them
from wet and frost, and they will make fine plants for
next season, jf. D.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT BLACKHBATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, August 31, 187a

Barometer
reduced lo

29.76
59. 64
=9.79
29.30

Hygrometrical Deduction

Temperature (

25. Thurs. .

20. Friday .

28. Sunday.

29. Monday
Tiics. .

Wcdnes

— 27.—Cloudless during the ling. Cloudy after-

a8.—Generally cloudy. Rain fell heavily during the early
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for some days before they are used, or fatal

consequcnce5 may ensue. M. '/. B.

Budding and Grafting Hollies: Subscriber. The
best time to bud Hollies is August or September, just

after rain if possible, as the bark will run better then.

March is tiie best month for grafting.

Elm Tree and Wasps : C. C. We do not think that

there is any connection between the wasps attacking

the tree and the yellow decaying leaves. There is

probably a large wasps' nest in the neighbourhood of

the tree, perhaps several, and they have recourse to the

bark of the tree to get fibre out of which to make their

paper combs. The coincidence of the yellow leaves is

probably due to the dryness and heat of the season.

We have had our attention directed to a similar occur-

rence in the neighbourhood of London both in Elms
and Limes, and the circumstance mentioned by our

correspondent of the tree he speaks of being near the

carriage-drive points to the same cause, the draining

and hardness of a carriage-drive often depriving the

roots of tlieir natural supply of moisture.

Flower Show Appeals : R. Draper. We don't quite

make out the purport of your inquiry. Pandanus
utilis, which is what you mention, is green-leaved, but
there is a white-striped Pandanus in cultivation, and
that, of course, is variegated. Maranta zebrina we
should consider a variegated plant, but Alocasia

metallica not.—P., Burton-on-Trcnt. Croton angusti-

folium and Croton variegatum are not different species,

but^varieties of one species, which varies to a remarkable
extent; hence, strictly speaking, the judges were correct

in disqualifying, though we think it is practically

stretching the botanical point too far. Fuchsias only
differ in being a lower grade of varieties, and of garden
origin, instead of being aborigines.

Fruit: Somerset. Perfect ripeness is the condition in

which the flavour of fruit should be at its best. It

depends, therefore, on the stage at which it is gathered

whether such fruit as Peaches or Strawberries is best

shut up for a day or more in a close room after gather-

ing before it is eaten. Your inquiry has been over-

looked.
Fruits, Selection : A Subscriber. Pears : Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Fondante d'Automne,
Doyenne du Cornice, Mar^chal k la Cour, Glou
Mor(;eau, Beurr^ Diel, Beurr6 Ranee, Easter Beurr6.

Pltans : Prince of Wales, Prince Englebert, Denyer's
Victoria, Jefferson, Early Prolific, Transparent Gage.
Autumn Compote, Belle de Septembre, Coe's Golden
Drop. Cherries: May Duke, Black Tartarian, Elton,

Bigarreau Napoleon, Empress Eug<^nie, Nouvelle
Royale.

Hornets in Ireland : A. G. asks if any of our cor-

respondents can say if hornets have been met with in

Ireland ? Information on this subject will oblige.

Insects: P. S., Hcmbury. We found some specimens
of the insect, which we first described under the name
of Peritymbia Viiisana (since described in France under
the name of Phylloxera vastatrix), in the wounds of the

roots uf the Vines sent. It is the same species described

and figured lately in our pages, and which is now doing
such great damage in the vineyards of France. The
roots of all newly-imported Vines should be most care-

fully examined before planting. /. O. IV.—B. H. The
w horl of eggs surrounding the stem of the Pear sent are

tiiose of the common Lackey Moth, Bombyx castrensis,

the gaily-striped caterpillars of which live socially under
a common web in the early summer. /. O. W.

Lilies : Fairplay. L. lancifolium album and L. lanci-

folium rubrum are distinct varieties of L. lancifolium.

The correct name is, however, speciosum, not lanci-

folium.

Mildewed Grapes: W.B. We presume you meant to

direct our attention to the coridition of the berries of

your Grapes. Your cultivation seems to have been so
far good. The examples sent are well grown, and every

part well developed. We observe, however, that the

skin of a great portion is partially discoloured—a sort

of mmute dark granulations. That is the effect of
mildew. The Fungus itself seems to be killed, but
these are the eftects, and it seems to have visited you
rather severely. We find very little traces of this on the

leaves. Your Grapes are so far injured and cannot be
improved. We would, however, advise you to arrest its

further progress by applying flowers of sulphur.

Names of Fruits: A. B. Plums: i, Damas d'Es-
pagne ; 2, Orleans. Apple: King Pippin.

Names of Plants : E. R. One of the Planes—appa-
rently P. orientalis—so far as we can tell from such a
scrap.—Z). ^. Coluteaarborescens.— W. X. Lirioden-
dron tulipifera.—£. C. L. G. The Red Whortlebenyr
{Vaccinium Viiis-Idaea).—/fKcra^w/zj^. Spirsea Fortune!.
— \V. T. Veratrum nigrum.

Peaches : A Constant Subscriber. Without some know-
ledge of the flowers and leaves of your Peaches, we are
unable to tell you their correct name. The simple fruits

resemble, and might be referred to, a'dozen varieties

—Royal George, Bellegarde, Royal Charlotte, &c. Are
the flowers large or small? and what sort of glands
have they on the leaves, if any ?— T. H. Your seedling
Peach is of fair quality, but, so far as the specimens
show, has no particular merit to recommend it to general
cultivation.-"

Show Goose'berries : W. A., Selby. Apply to any
Lancashire or Scotch nm-serymen. We do not under-
take to recommend dealers.

Violas ; P. Middleton. The varieties do not appear to
be of much floricultural importance.

White Moss Rose : C. G. Undoubtedly there has been
a White Moss Rose in cultivation, and more than one.
The best is that called the White Bath, a beautiful
flower, which we suppose may still be had of any of
the principal Rose growers.

Catalogues Received :—W. Paul's Bulb Catalogue.
B. S. Williams' General Bulb Catalogue.— L. \an
Houtte's Catalogue of Bulbs and other Flower Roots.

—

E. H. Krelage en Zoon, Tulipa : Catalogue Special des

Tulipes.—J. Scott's Companion to the Orchardist.—

J. Backhouse & Son's Stove, Greenhouse, and Bedding
Plants.—J. Carter & Co.'s List of Dutch Bulbs.—P. T.
Rodger's Autumn Catalogue.—J. Meredith's Catalogue
of Vines.

COMML^NICATIONS RECEIVED :—W. D.—J. S.—G. R.—R. W.—
J. W. L.—T. J.—T. H.— F. W. B. (Stanhopea and Ficus. next
week. Other communications received with tlianksl.—A. \V.

—J. B.-W. P. A.-T. P.—W. X.-R. D.-A. Forsyth.

DIED, at Annan, August 30, Mr. John Palmer,
senior partner of the firm of John Palmer & Son,
Nurserymen, Annan, N.B., aged 70.

Ularhcts.
COVENT GARDEN.Sept. 3.

We have no alterations to note here ; the market con-
tinues to be w^ell supplied, and prices are low. Amongst
flowers we have Balsams, Pelargoniums single and
double, Gladioli, -Asters, Dahha, Liliums, Oleanders,

Tritomas, &c.

Fruit.
s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d.

Apples, p. \ sieve .. i o to 2 o Nectarines, per doz. 4 o to 8 o
Apricots, per doz. . . 20 — 40 Oranges, per 100 ..80 —12 o

Figs, per doz 10 — 40 Peaches, per doz. ..60 —12 o
Grapes, per lb. ..20 — 50 Pears, per doz. . . 16 — 30
Lemons, per 100 ..60 —j6 o Pine-apples, per lb. 30— 60
Melons, each .. i o— 4 6

|
Plums, p. half sieve 20—36

Vegetables.

HorscRadish.p.bun. 30—50
Lettuces, p. score .. 1 6 to 3 o
Mint, per bunch . . 03 — 06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 30 — 40
Onions.per bunch . , 04 — 09
Parsley, p. bunch . . 07 — 04
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 30
Tomatos, per doz.. . i o - - i 6
Turnips, yng.,p.bun. 09 — 10
ton, goj. to 105J. ; Kidneys,

Beet, per doz. . . 2 o to 3 o
Cabbagef., p. doz. . . 10— 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Cucumbers, each . . 06—10
FrenchBeans,p.sieve2 o— 3 o
Do., retail, p. lb. ..04—06
Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Gherkins, per 100 ..20
Herbs, per bunch . . 02 — 04

Potatos, York Regents, per
xios. to 120s. do.,

A NURSERYMAN, in the Provinces, is desirous of
mcetinc uilh an ACTIVE PARTNER, with moderate capital.

X., Messrs. Frollieroe & Morris,
' ' -

AGRICULTURAL PUPIL.—A practical Farmer,
-l\. occupying about 700 Acres of Land, is desirous of receiving into

his Family an intelligent, gentlemanly young Man as PUPIL. He
would have a comfortable home, and every facility for becoming
acquainted with the business.—Apply by letter, AGRICOLA,
Standard Office, Cirencester.

M R. WILLIAM BULL is in WANT of a PERSON
qualified to take the Management of the Seed Department,
need apply who arc not thoroughly competent for the appoi~"

give reference of having filled

lion, salary i,ioo per ar ^ . <
<-- f--

Planta, King's Road, Chel:

M ESSRS. J AND C. LEE are in WANT of an OUT-
DOOR FOREMAN for their Islcwonh Nursery. He must
stand Orafting, Budding, and GeneralHardy Propagation. Apply
:er,addresscd to the Royal Vineyard N urscry, Hammersmith, \\

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, an e.xperienced
FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR; must bean expert Buddcr

and Grafter of Roses, Fruit Trees, Rhododendrons, Hollies. Yews,
&c. Wages, to commence, 251.—K. THORNHILL, Nurseryman,

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER (three Men
and Boy under him).—Must be a first-class Grape Grower,

understand Early and Late Forcing, and a good Florist. Wages
ith house, vegetables, and milk. Ts'onc nccdapplj

WANTED, for a Nobleman, near London, about
November next, a thoroughly experienced MAN, to Manage a

large Garden, which the Advertiser is laying-out and rc-arranging,and
which will be finished next spring. Every department will be carried

out with spirit, under the most modem improvements. To act also as

STEWARD of the Estate, comprising Woods, a small Stock Farm,
Park, &c. Wages, with house, fuel, &c., ;£ioo. — Apply, in first

instance, by letter only, to Mr. RANSLEY TANTON, K.R.H.S.
Garden Archil - " -

, &c.,TheNur! , Epsom, Surrey.

WANTED, as GARDENER, in the country, a
steady, sober, industrious Man, who understands the profes-

sion thoroughly. Will have two Men under him. Must be married,
and without family. Wife to attend to Lodge Gate.—Address, by
letter only, slating age, wages required, and all particulars, to D.,

80, Cheapside, E.C.

WANTED, a skilful NURSERY \yORKMAN. who
has had many years' practice in Budding, Grafting, Packing,

and general Nurser>' Work ; one who has some knowledge of Planting
Villa Gardens preferred. A good character from last employer indis-

fcnsable. Wages 241. per week.—Apply in own handwriting to

SAAC DAVIS, Brook Lane Nursery. Ormskirk.

WANTED, a Middle-aged Married MAN, without
family; a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener; and to have

the care of Cows. Wages, £^0 ; house rent-free.-Rev. R. SALWEV,
Ash Rectory, Sevenoaks.

WANTED, an active, intelligent MAN, who well
understands the Propagation of Roses, Conifers, Rhododen-

drons, and choice Hardy Trees and Shrubs, especially under Glass.

—

Apply, by letter only, to A. B., 3, Essex Street, Southwark, London.

WANTED, a skilled PACKER.—Preference given
to one who has been accustomed to Pack Plants, and who is

also a Gardener. Wages. 25*. per week—BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, King Street, Covenl Garden. W.C.

To the Seed Trade.
WANTED, an active ASSISTANT, well up in the

Vegetable and Flower Seed Department, and of good address.
—Apply, stating references and salary, to X., Nutting & Son,

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid,

Tp
XPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER

U and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended tc

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E G
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nurserj', St. John's Wood

Gardeners.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
• he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

the strictest inlegrity. thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties of
HEAD GARDENER, GAKDENER and BAIFIFF, or UNDER
GARDENER. Ladies or Gentlemen requiring such may rely upon
B. S W, recommending only those whose conduct and abilities arc
worthy of their trust

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30. married ; thoroughly
experienced ; understands the profession in all its branches.

First-class references,—T. K,, Church Street, Paignton, Torquay; or
LUCOMBE, PINCE, AND CO., Exeter.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; has served 13 years
in the largest establishments, and thoroughly understands all

branches connected therewith. A seven years" character, with highest
references.—H. SLATER, High Street, Uttoxeter.

GARDENER (Head), now or for the term.—A Scotch-
man, age 30, married, one child ; well up in all branches. Wages

about £,6^. High character from all former employers, copies of testi-

monials from whom, with their addresses, on application.—W. D. S.,

Messrs. Dickson & Co., i, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married; has a
thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Vines,

Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Greenhouse, Stove and Orchard-
houses. Can be well recommended by H. R. SEYMOUR, Esq.,
Crowood. Hungcrford.

GARDENER (HeadI,—Age 35, married, two chil-
dren ; highly recommended for Forcmg Pmcs, ^'ines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, also a lirst-class Flower and Kitchen Gardener,
year's unexceptionable character from last place,—A. A.,

t28. Clarendon Street. Wc eSqu;

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no family ;

understands the Management of Vines, Peaches, Melons,

Kmgston, Surrey.

;,w.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualificatioos,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating_ the duties to

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a First-class Gardener.—Age 30, married; fully

competent in every branch of the profession, including Specimen Plant
Growing, Early and Late Forcing, Spring, Summer, and Picturesque
Gardening. Can be highly recommended, with five years' unexccption-
able character.-Mr. BURNHAM, Ockbrook, Derby.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 32,
single; thoroughly understands the profession. Fifteen months'

good character.—A. B,,2, Boundary Villas, St. Ann's Road, Netting

GARDENER (Head), where two or three or more
are kept.—Age 35, married ; thoroughly practical, and well

e.xperienced in all branches of the profession. Good character.

—

H. C, Noris's, Rose Cottage, Sarisbury Green, Southampton, Hants.

GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance ; has a good
practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches, includ-

ing the Forcing of Early and Late Fruits, Vegetables, and the Culture

GARDENER.—A young Man, having left the
Vineyard, Garston, is now open to an engagement Three years

previous at the Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea. Practical know-
ledge of Fruit Growing, Orchids, Ferns, Plants, &c.j and (

Grapes and Pot Vines on a plan e(

18, Vine Terrace, Garston, Liverpool.

GARDENER (age 40, married).—A Gentleman will

be glad to recommend to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
good Gardener, one who has a thorough knowledge of the profession,
also a first-class Rose Grower. He would be a valuable Servant to

any Gentleman who takes an interest in Gardening. Meadow Land
and Stock if required. Seven years' good character. Liberal wages
expected.—C. P., Mr. Bracket's, Station Road. Red Hill. Surrey.

GARDENER, where the assistance of one or two Men
is allowed.—Age 26, married; can be well recommended by

present and previous employers.-P. COCHRANE, Buxled Park
Gardens, Uckfield, Sussex.

G1
A R D E N E R (Second, or Single-handed).—

r Age 21 ; well understands the Management of Flower and
Kitchen Gardens, Vineries, &c Six anda half years' good character.
State wages.—E. B.. Mr Purday. Bookseller. Belvedere, SE.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age 23. single

;

seven years' experience. Good character from orevious cmDiovcrs.

-J, DEAR, Occupation R_oad,y i.

"

/^ARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Ger
VX man's Garden.—Has had five vcars' experience. Good rcfcr(

—A- B., Watchman's, Post Office, Twickenham, S.W^

To Nurserymen.
FRUIT TREE GROWER and KNIFESMAN.—

Age 32; an energetic Man, who is a skilful Cultivator of Fruit
Trees, a proficient Knifesman, and has a thorough knowledge of the
Outdoor Department ; long experience. First-class testimonials
from all past employers.—B. M., 16, Princes Road, Ealing. W.

T)ROPAGATOR (Foreman), in a Nursery.—Has had

Conifers, &c. Good refercnct

PROP.\GATOR, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.
—A middle-aged Man, who is well experienced in Hard and

Soft-wooded Propagating.—S. T., 3, Hewlett Terrace, Pulross Road,

STEWARD and GARDENER, or GENERAL
MANAGER, age 44-—A thoroughly practical Farmer, and first-

rate Gardener, of energetic habits, seeks a re-engagement; understands
all modern methods of Farming; also Woods and Plantations, the

Erection of Buildings, &c ; a good Accountant, Wife can manage
Dairy and Poultry.—H. A. M., 50, Bevington Road, Netting Hill, W.

BAILIFF, and GARDENER or BAILIFF.—Middle
aged, married, no incumbrance; has a thorough knowledge of

the Management of a Farm ; has had great experience in working
both Light and Heavy Land, Rearing, Buying, and Selling of Stock;
thoroughly understands the Growing of Vines, Pines, and Forcing in

every department.-C. M,, Post Office. Hounslow, Middlesex.

To Noblemen or Gentlemen.
BAILIFF or STEWARD.—Age 45. no family. Wife

no objection to Dairy and Poultrj-—Mr. STEVENSON,
Sillwood Park. Sunninghill. Berks.

present employer.-W. B., Abbey Gardens, High Wycombe, Bucks.

To Gardeners.
IMPROVER, in a good Nursery or Gentleman's

Garden.—A young Man, Premium given. Good character.-
B. A., Post Office, Highbury.

To the Trade.
TRAVELLER, SALESMAN, or PLANT

FOREMAN,—A respectable and competent young Man.—
HORTICOLA, Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSEMAN.

-

Thomas Kennedy & Co,. Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dum-
fries, can with confidence recommend a young Man to any house
requiring the above.

GROOM and GARDENER. - Age 22 ; can Milk. Is
leaving present situation in consequence of the family going

abroad. Good character.—J. F., Aughton Cottage, near Ormskirk,
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj-

Agricultural County in England.
Yor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plouch Works. Leeds.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painlinc, and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

3gA, King \\'illiam Street, London Bridge, London, E-C.

DAMP "WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
3QA, King Willi.-im Street. Lnndon Bridge, London. EC.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wheii you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, OuiAiN
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to tncm of Knives which were not ol

their make all of which arc warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
S. &C. '5 PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the market.
Paxton Wo , Sheffield. Established upwards of laq years.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• and used for Fiogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide and 11. (yd. per yard.

' FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS
Two yards wide 11. oif. per yard.
Three yards wide ai. a/, per yard.
l-'our yards wide y. (>d. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS. 72 inches wide, 70 yards long. S.S'^. to8J^/ p. yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches widc,6?iii. and i%d.

eE^SHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane.
Cannon Street. Cily, E.C., and of all Nurseomcn.

w DILLISTONE,
HORTICtLTURAL AUCTIONEER and VALUER,

Sible HedinEham, Essex.

The WUdemeas, WUteknlghtB, near Reading.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE STUVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by H, Vyse, Esq. (who is lerivinc tlie neiglibourhood),
to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the I'remne^. the Wilder-
ness. Whitcknights, near Readiiic;. 1; r' ., .1. Ill l'\^, -^o|itcni-

ber6. at i2for lo'Clock prccisciv, I
MiVE

PLANTS, many of whi
Becoi i.r.ardenias, Fr.,

andsome HH I V

.' r.inicuin, Fitloi

'lie FERNS, CO
KCHIDS. some Fruiting and Sue

.-lici .Lhaquantity of FRUIT TREES in Pots,

c da\' prior to the Sale : Catalogues may be obtained (

of Mr. \VM. LEES, and of the Auctioneers and Valuer
Essex, N.E.

and OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions from the Trustees of the Hampton and
Hampton Wick School Charities, to LET by PUBLIC AUCTION,

^fay be viewed any day (Sunday excepted) previous to the Sale.

Particulars may be ootained on the premises ; of Howard Faddison,
Esq., Solicitor, 57, Lincoln's Inn Fields; and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, Leytonsi , Essex, N.E.
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crop. It needs no hoeing if sown thinly, nor any

expenditure of labour beyond one sound plough-

ing. The crop should be sown broadcast, or

drilled at narrow intervals, as soon after harvest

as the stubble can be ploughed, and except on

the earliest soils, and in the most favourable

autumn, it is of little use to sow later than the

third week in August. Turnips for spring feed

may also be sown after early Peas, Tares, early

Rape, &c. ; and these crops will be ofi m tune

to clean the land, if necessary, before sowmg.

Rye succeeds Turnip-tops, and is invaluable

on light sandy soils. It costs only the labour of

ploughing and the price of the seed—only one-

third as much as Tares. Its chief use is for ewes

and lambs, or fatting tegs may be finished off on

Rye, with cake and the addition of Mangel, or

the latest Swedes hauled to the field. Two bushels

per acre should be drilled after ploughing the

Wheat stubble twice, if possible. Rye just bridges

the gap between Barley sowing on the Swede

land and the covering in of Clover and Grass

mixtures. It may be begun at the end of March,

and it always gives a second bite worth folding.

Our memoranda state

—

May 4, 1855 : Rye in Surrey is as high as the hurdles.

It lasls about six weeks, and gets hard and stalky about

tlie above date, when the .Surrey farmers drive their Down
sheep from the Rye fields to Guildford Fair.— Iti the

extraordinary mild winter of 1868-9 Rye was folded at

Christmas, and yielded a second crop in April, and we

saw several fields saved for seed, and in ear, that had been

folded in the early part of spring.

Italian Rye-grass is adapted for light, warm
land. One bushel per acre, with a peck of

Trefoil for bottom feed, sown in spring corn,

gives a good bite the first week in April, five

weeks at least before Trifolium, or Tares.

May i8, 1858 : A portion of our Italian Rye-grass was

fed hard by pigs folded on it and fed with Beans, from

April 20 to 30, and is now, after rain, producing a mass of

young blades— while that not fed is producing seed-stalks.

This was on a hard clay, unsuitable for

cereal forage crops, which soon run up stalky

on such soils in dry, cold, or hot weather, and

are peculiarly injurious to the succeeding Wheat
crop, unless prevented from stalking by close

feeding, and ploughed and fallow^ed before

harvest, so that every scrap of the grass has

not inerely withered, but disappeared from

the ground. We have known the Wheat crop

reduced to four or five sacks per acre, even

when corn had been fed on the land, and

as many quarters might have been expected
;

and as no seed had been produced by 'the Rye-

grass, this interference with the kindred crop is

remarkable. A light coat of manure is practi-

cally the best remedy, but in this case the crop

of Rye-grass is bought too dear.

April 17, 1865 : Italian Rye-grass is ready for folding on

good land. May 6 : Italian Rye-grass, a stunted crop

this year, through drought and late frosts
;
the ewes are

uneasy on it. breaking out of their fold, and doing badly.

May 12 : The ewes do not thrive, but the lambs, running

forward and picking out the Trefoil, do very well—a hint

for mixtures.—.'Vpril 9. 1864 : Horses and sheep turned

into a lield of Trefoil, with a few acres of Italian Rye-grass

in one comer, finished the latter before turning to the

Trefoil. May 3 : The weather having been dry and cold

all March and April, feed has been very scarce, and

sheep have been cheap. On April 9 we bought 190 tegs

in good condition, at 50^. 6rf. each ; they were fed on

Mangel and Rye-grass with i quart of Oats each daily,

and sold in seven weeks at about 60s., including the wool,

7 lb. each, at zs. srf. per lb.

Of Trifolium incarnatum, sow 20 lb. per acre,

on a clean stubble, broadshared, as soon as the

com has been carted, or harrow a perfectly clean

stubble unploughed ; then when the ground is

soft, after rain, drill 20 lb. of seed on the solid

surface, with the Sufiblk drill, and roll across.

We sowed in this way on August 23, 1S64. On
September 10 the plant was coming into leaf. If

attacked by slugs it should be limed and rolled.

In 1865 it was eight days earlier than usual, and
stunted by drought and frost. On May 6 it was
coming prematurely into blossom. It is best

adapted for light warm soils, coming in

before Tares, and producing a bulky crop,

costing only froin 5^. to ys. per acre for seed.

Trifoliurn inakes rather coarse umnaiketable hay.

As a fodder crop it is excellent for horses, and
on our land is more valuable than Tares for sheep

folding. It should be given in cages, as in the

case of Tares, and may be followed by Turnips

or Rape, or perhaps Swedes, after one ploughing.

A field where Trifolium had been saved for seed

was ploughed and sown with Rape on September

15, 1865. The self-sown Trifolium and the Rape
were about 18 inches high ; the latter was readily

eaten by the lambs, and the Trifolium was
trodden under foot.

Of Tares, for early fodder in May, 3 bushels

per acre are sown immediately after harvest.

The land should be dry when ploughed. The
cost of seed averages 2ys. to 303-. per acre. On
heavy soils generally that bear red Clover well.

Tares without dung are generally a bulky crop,

and a valuable one for soiling horses and pigs.

On weak light land they require dung. Tares

indispose the land for Clover, and therefore

should not be grown immediately before it in the

rotation. The practice in Essex is to sow about

6 or 8 acres of autumn Tares, at two or three

sowings, on a heavy land farm of 200 acres, and

4 or 5 acres of spring Tares ; the former come in

before the red Clover, and the latter after it and

during harvest. They are sown after Clover lea

Wheat :—

May 18, 1850 : The Tares sown early in October are

ready to begin. May 22 : The early sorts, on good Land, are

getting rank and laid ; the latter variety is .about ten days

more backward. A good crop smothers Thistles, Docks,

and even Couch-grass. July 3 : The early Tares are

past feeding, the second early are in full pod.

They reinain in season from the time of blos-

soming till the pods harden. On our clay land

Tares are less nutritious and digestible than on

the Hampshire, Shropshire, and Gloucestershire

sheep farms, w^here they are excellent food, and

are relied on for three months in the year.

On July 3, 1858, in dry favourable weather, our

sheep getting plenty of Oats, oilcake, and water,

were put on Tares, which were cut for them with

a chaff-cutter. The bad doers, which looked

thinner than the rest en the pastures, got poorer

and " lost their bellies," that is, they assumed the

greyhound instead of the pig shape, which indi-

cates thriving. Ewes and old store sheep eat

Tares on our land without injury, but in the case

of young sheep and lambs they tax the powers of

digestion severely.

Cast of Tares fer Acre.

Rent and ta.\es . . .^200
Ploughing.. .. .. .. .. Olio
3 bush, of seed, at loJ. . . . . . . i 10 o

Drilling, &c 040

The cost of the seed makes this a more expen-

sive crop, per ton, than Mangel or Turnips,

either of which can be grown at 5^. or 6s. per

ton, including the charge for manure. On early

land, where another green crop follows Tares,

the expenses are divided, and if the land is kept

clean, the two crops may give a profit.

Folding before Midsummer is not found to

benefit the succeeding crop of corn to anything

like the same extent as folding in the autumn
quarter of the year, possibly because evaporation

is at its height in spring and early summer.

Wheat after Tares on heavy land, whether

they w-ere eaten on the land or not, often grows

too strong in straw, and is light and mildewed in

the ear. Barley also is often too strong, and of

inferior quality. When Tares or any other

forage crops have been folded on heavy land,

small seeds, like those of Turnips and Rape, do

not vegetate freely, and the plant is likely to be

defective, even when the subsequent cultivation

has been well done.

Another forage crop—Mustard—is of little

value, except as a good preparation for a sound,

yielding crop of Wheat. One peck per acre is

sown after Peas or Tares, or on bare fallow

before the last ploughing. It may be folded

seven or eight weeks after sowing, and affords a

useful bite for the ewes, and capital covert for

birds.

Let us hope that these notes on forage crops

will suggest something worthy of trial. We
would urge upon the less experienced reader

the necessity of getting the land clean before

comiTiencing the growth of snatch crops ; for,

unless it is made clean, and kept so, they will

prove unprofitable. We must also leave him to

decide what intermediate crops can be taken on

his land without injury to the main crops.

The com trade was again slack on Monday
at Mark Lane, and last week's prices could not be main-

tained. There was a fall of Is. to 2s. a qr. in Wheat.

In the cattle market the prices of the best quali-

ties were fully maintained, and generally the trade,

though somewhat inactive, was at about Lost week's

rates.

The meeting of the Manchester and Liverpool

Agricultural Society, next week, at Wigan, promises

to be a very good one. There are said to be at least

3000 entries, of which 1S48 are of implements. The
following prizes have been already awarded :—To the

tenant and occupier of not less than 100 acres, and

under 150, for draining : Mr. John Warburton, Bur-

tonwood, near Warrington.—To the tenant and occu-

pier of not less than 100 acres, for marling : Mr.

William Gore Ashton, of Roby, near Prescot.—For

best tank,pf3 : Mr. William Owen, of Croft, near War-
rington.—For eradicating hedges : Tenant and occu-

pier of a farm of not less than 160 acres : Mr. Robert

Owen, of Halewood, near Liverpool. Tenant and

occupier of a farm of not less than So and under 160

acres : Mr. John Warburton, Dallam, Burtonwood ;

silver medal, Mr. Josh. Hollingshead, Church Hill,

Over.—Planting hedges : Tenant and occupier who
shall have raised the greatest length of Whitethorn

hedge (not less than 8S0 yards) : Mr. Edward Musker,

Stand Park Farm, Sefton. Tenant and occupier who
shall have raised the greater length (not less than 44
yards): Mr. Samuel Davies, MinshuU Vernon, Cheshire.

The following premiums were offered to members situate

in the low-lying portion of the Society's district, viz.

west of the railway from Lancaster to Parkside, south

of the railway from Parkside to Manchester, and west

of the railway from Manchester to Crewe and Stafford :

—Best arable or cultivated farms : To the tenant and

occupier of a farm not less than 150 acres : Mr. James

Kay, Warburton Park, near Warrington ; silver medal

to F. G. Byrom, Suiton Grange, Speke.—Tenant and

occupier of not less than 100 acres and under 150 : Mr.

Robert Birch, Orrell, near Liverpool ; silver medal,

Joseph Gorst, Garston, Liverpool.— Tenant and

occupier of not less than 50 acres and under 100 acres ;

Mr. Richard Mawdsley, Orrell, near Liverpool.—

Tenant and occupier of the best managed dairy or

grazing farm, of not less than 200 acres : Mr. John

Griffiths, of the Rake, Hawarden, near Chester.

—

Tenant and occupier of not less than 100 acres and

under 200 acres : Mr. Joseph Trickett, Moss Lane, near

Northwich.—Laying down land to grass : The tenant

and occupier who shall lay do\™ in the best manner, for

mowing, not less than 1 5 acres: Mr. Thomas Atherton,

Speke, near Liverpool.—Tenant and occupier, who
shall lay down in the best manner, for pasturing, not

less than 15 acres: Mr. Samuel Lees, Newton, near

Preston Brook.—Tenant and occupier of a farm of not

less than 100 and under 150 acres of land, capable of

arable cultivation, who shall lay down in the best

manner, for mowing, not less than 10 acres : Mr.

W. Atherton, Speke, near Liverpool.—Tenant and

occupier of land capable of arable cultivation, who
shall lay down, in the best manner for pasturing, not less

than 10 acres, £n : Mr. Beecroft, Upton, Cheshire.

—

Tenant and occupier of a farm, of not less than 50 acres,

and under 100 acres of land, capable of arable cultiva-

tion, who shall lay down in the best manner, for

mowing, not less than 7 acres, £-i : Mr. Samuel Cook,

Linacre Village, Bootle.—To the tenant and occupier

of a farm, not less than 25 acres, and under 50 acres of

land, capable of arable cultivation, who shall lay down

in the best manner, for mowing, not less than 3 acres,

£2 : Miss Elizabeth Williams, Linacre. In the high-

lying district the following were awarded for best culti-

vated farms :—Tenant and occupier of not less than

150 acres, in the best state of cultivation, ;£'lo : Mr.

W. Hesketh, Atherton Lodge Farm, Leigh.—Tenant

and occupier of not less than 50 acres, in the best state

of cultivation, £6 : Mr. William Bleachley, Myrtle

Grove, Prestwich, near Manchester.

Our old and valued correspondent, Mr. Patrick
M.\TTHE\VS, of Gourdie Hill, by Errol, thus epitomises

his recollection of droughts during a period of more

than 70 years. In 1799 he was residing on a farm of

carse land, a silt deposit of the River Tay. The crop

in 1 799 at the beginning of harvest was of fair average

promise, and the season had been of average character

;

but about the middle of August, the very morning

that the harvest people met to cut the cereal crop, the

rain came on, and in four weeks most of the standing

com was sprouted and green in the ear ; so much were

the sheaves grown together, that by taking hold of one

of the hood sheaves, the whole stook might be dragged

along. The small lizard (ask) had generated so

numerously in the field during the wet season, creep-

ing into the lower end of the sheaves, that when the

rick was about 12 feet high, he observed these lizards

lying so thickly around the base of the rick, as to

colour the ground yellow, having crept out from the

ends of the sheaves above, and dropped down. It was

then customary, for more rain fell in the harvest than

now falls, to put up the stook with great care, and espe-

cially to cover it well with two hood sheaves, so as to

throw off the rain from the covered-up ears, and men,

accustomed every season to this work, could perform

this neatly. Now, from an improvement of the harvest

weather, it is seldom the practice to hood the stocks.

As if all the moisture in the atmosphere had come

down the previous autumn, the following season (1800)

w.as the dryest summer in his remembrance. The

cereals, excepting the Wheat, too short for being

cropped, were all pulled by the hand ; even in the

deep moist clay soil of the Carse of Gowrie, the bulk

of the crop not being one-fourth of the average. At

that time Potatos and Turnips were not so extensively

cultivated as now, and did not afford an inferior food

for man to fall back upon, while, at the same time,

owing to the war and restrictive laws of commerce, the

foreign supply w^as defective. In consequence the 8 lb.

peck of oatmeal rose towards the summer of 1801 to

gd., and the wheaten loaf high in proportion. In
3J. gd., and the wneaten loai nign in propumuu. i.i

iSoi, up to midsummer market in Perth, the end of
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June or beginning of July, the drought continued

similar to 1800, causing great alarm from tlie fear of a

third year of famine ; but upon that day fine showers

commenced, accompanied \v\l\\ balmy weather, so as

to recover the parched crop and produce a full average.

In a week or two, such was the prospect of a fair crop

that the price of oatmeal, at that time the stafl of life,

fell from 3J-. gd. per peck to is. In i S26 there was
again a vei-y dry summer, and very light crop, except-

ing Wheat, and in the following winter not so much
rain fell as caused the carse ditches to nm. But the

scant crop did not seem to affect the health of the

population, being in time of peace with plenty of

foreign supply. Mr. Matthews adds :—Should we
augur of the remainder of 1870, it would be in favour

of dryness, witli a frosty December.

The "Journal of the Society of Arts" extracts

from the 4th Report of the Industrial Employment
Association the following statement of facts :

—

There are [we presume in London] 34.918 families with

four persons in each family ; 27,519 families with five

persons in each family ; 19. 503 families with six persons

in each family ; 12, 136 famiUes with seven persons in each
family ; and 6,212 families with eight persons in each
family, having only one living-room for each family.

The number of stray or neglected children in London is

upwards of 100,000.

The number of paupers in England and Wales is above

1,000,000; 331,235 of these paupers are children under
16 years of age.

Three hundred thousand of these children are so

neglected that they have no means of getting a living

beyond the chances of a street life, and, as a consequence,

these wretched children recruit the armies of crime and
villany.

It is estimated that there are about 1,000,000 able-bodied

men out of work.
There are 3i,86t,040 acres of uncultivated land in the

United Kingdom.
At least 10,000,000 of these acres are capable of cultiva-

tion, and could be made to produce food worth j^io per
acre per annum, or an increase of food worth j^ioo, 000, 000
sterling per annum.
The cultivation of this waste land would afford tem-

porary employment for men out of work, and permanent
employment for all the pauper and criminal classes.

It would not then be necessary to expend ^44,000,000
sterling per annum on food imported from foreign coun-
tries tor home consumption.

Neither would it be necessary to expend ^TiS, 000,000
sterling annually on account of want and criminality.

The line dividing the enclosed from the unenclosed
lands of Great Britain is encroaching on the latter as

fast as it pays to keep it moving. The facts, if facts

they be, which these figures profess to convey, might
be supplemented by another, to be stated thus :

—

Divide the cultivable waste lands among the paupers
and those out of employ, /. i^., give them 10 acres

a-piece, and they would very soon be all starving

together.

The following is an additional testimony to the

precise value which belongs to the so-called "A. B. C."
manure, or native guano. It is Professor Church's
report upon exhibited samples of the manure in

question :

—

"A sample of 'native guano' has been carefully

examined, with the following results as to its richness in

the three chief manurial ingredients, nitrogen, phosphates,
and potash :

—

icx) parts of ' native guano ' were found to contain

—

.44 of nurogen, equal to .53 of ammonia.

.24 of dry phosphoric acid, equal to .52 of bone-earth.

.88 of potash.

It will thus be seen that the manure prepared by the
"A. B. C." process, and sold as native guano, contains less

than 8s. worth of nitrogen in any form, and, taking all

its constituents into consideration, would probably not be
cheap at 20.?. per ton.

Cripple Givviuiehy Marmion, and others of this famous
tribe, only brought 4655., from Mr. H. C. Pole-Gell.

Bdlehy Red Friar (24,913), and a daughter of Mr.
Mowbray's Bflla (lot 9), went into Sir W. S. Max-
well's hands, at 60 gs. ; and Fridehy Brigade Major
(21,312), dam by First Fruits, g.d. by Prince
Arthur, made 80 gs., and became also Sir W. S.

Maxwell's property. After this succeeded a less

animated period, during which animals changed hands
at ordinai7 prices, until lot 23, Lt(cy by Red Friar
(24,913), showed. herself, as a level, true grown Short-

horn of fine colour, and just over three years old.

This excellent heifer, in calf to Mr. Booth's Banner
Be.^rer, was bought for New Zealand by Mr. Hay, at

the high figure of 1 20 gs. Lot 28, Sally Gmyniie by
ISLESMAN (26,444), ^nd f''0"i Sarah Gityniie, lot 14,

realised 125 gs., becoming Mr. H. C. Pole-Gell's

property. Among other prices worthy of especial

notice were 100 gs. given by Mr. Cochrane for Miss
Blithe, and 105 gs. for Blithe Belle, daughter of lot iS

and grand-daughter of lot 9, given by Mr. Hay for

New Zealand. The general average of the sale was
no doubt considerably lowered by the circuiustances

which prevented the sale of the bulls Baron Booth
(21,212) and Malvioi.o (24,519), both animals being
withheld on account of lameness. Among the calves

Cherry Prince by Islesman (26,444), dam Mr.
E. S. Bolden's Cherry Queen, attracted special attention

;

and although only five months old he was sold to M:

J. W. Philips for the high price of 8r gs. The general

result of the sale was most satisfactory. The 36 cows
brought, on an average, ^^56 1 5^. Cfd. ; 1 1 bulls made
£^6 IS. Sd. each ; and 47 animals realised the very
good average of ;^5 1 iSs. lo6d.

Name of Animal.

C<nus and Heifer
Cameron Lass
Lady 0/ tite Lalte ..

Cotnetv ^d .

.

Pauline
Luna
Bine Bell ..

Maidof Loehty
Bella

Cherry Queen

Lady of the Isle

Sarah Gzvynne

Samuel's Fareive
Lucinda
Belle .

Pride
Bessie Bell ..

Alice.'. '.'.

Luey.. ..

Comely s/h ..

Soldier's Daughter
Sally G'wyune .

,

Lizzie
Miss Blithe

Maidof the Forth
Moss Rose 2d
Blithe Belle

Countess
L,ady Samuel
Sonsic 2d .. >

.

Bulls.
Baron Booth [21,2
•' .voLio (24,519)

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

On Thursday, the 25th ult., the herd of the
Messrs. Mitchell, of Alloa by Stirling, was sold by
Mr. Thornton, of London. The sale was exceedingly
successful, and there was a good demand from
abroad for the best bred individuals of the herd. The
cattle were in good condition, and although harvest
operations kept many persons from the sale, yet a good
business-like company assembled. Shortly after

luncheon, over which Lord Dunmore presided, the
auction commenced with lot i, Caiiuton Ltus by
Prince Arthur (13,497), which became Mr. A.
Bethune's property for 31 gs. No extraordinary price

was given until Blue Bell by Knight Errant
(18,154) made her appearance. .She is both a well-
bred and a very handsome 'J'ytQX-o\<\ cow, two
months gone in calf to Island Chief, and after some
competition she was sold at 160 gs. to Mr. H.
Cochrane, for Canada. Maid of Loehty, a lovely,

white, and very massive cow, by Arthur Gwynne
(19,244), was sold cheap at 40 gs. to Mr. Godsman,
of Aberdeen ; and Bella by the same bull, and also a
thick, handsome, white cow, was secured, quite worth
the money, at 54 gs. , by Mr. R. Mowbray. Cherry
Cmynne by Warrior (23,178), dam Cherry by
M'TURK (14,872), attracted Mr. E. S. Bolden's eye,
and was finally knocked down to him at 160 gs,

Sarah Oiiiynne by Sir Samuel (15,302'

Samuel Gw^
Cherrv PRI^
Waterman

Mar., 1869
April, 1869
May, 1869

Nov., 1869
May, 1870
May, 1870

April,

July,
Aug.,
.Sept., 1869
Sept., 1869

Feb., 187c

Mr. A. Bethune.
Mr. A. Bethune.
Mr. R. Arklay.
Mr. G. Wylle.
Mr. R. Arklay.
Mr. H. Cochrane

(Canada).
Mr. W. Godsman.
Mr. W. Godsman.
Mr. R. Mowbray.
Mr. J. Gordon.
Mr. E. S. Bolden.
Mr. J. Young.

Mr. R. Bii

T. Jolly.

Ir. R. Arklay.
iir W. S. Maxwell.
ir W. S. Maxwell.
Ir. A, Bethune.
Ir. J. M 'Queen.
Ir. J. Young.
Ir. Hay (Ne
land).

Ir. H. Scott.

'Ir. Hay (New Zea
land).

Ir J. W. Philips.

Ir. G. Hope.
Ir. H. C. Pole-Cell,

Ir. T. Jolly.

Ir. Cochrane tCa
nada).

tr. H. Scott.

Ir. Hay (New Zea-
land).

Ir. A. Bethune.
Ir. T. Jolly,

[r. Bethune.

Mr. D. Forrester,

16 Mr. J. M'Queen.
I Captain Armstrong.

Cheape.

36 c

I bulls

47 animals at .. ^£31 18 10 = ;<;244i 5 o

Mr. Staniforth's catalogue, which we men-
tioned in last week's impression, contains some excel-

lent pedigrees, and we hear that the cattle whose
names occur in it are good and in nice condition, that

the heifers are heavy with calf, and finally, that the

stock is popular in the lake district of Cumberland
where it is situated. Claribel, No. i, is by Mr. R.

Booth's Valasco (15,443), out oi Farmiellhy Royal
Buck (10,750), also of Warlaby extraction, and traces

back to Pilot (496) and other good Colling sires.

Frederiek^s Pride, a daughter of Colonel Towneley's
Frederick (11,489), and Pride, by the Bates' bull,

4TH Duke of York (10,167), is the next

name. She is descended from good Colling stock.

Lot 3 is by Mr. E. S. Bolden's Duke of Mos-
cow (14,447), ^I'i from a cow of the Medora by
Ambo (1636) tribe. Lot 7, out of this cow, and by
Co.xcoMB (19,527), bred by M ~ '

Juryman, bred at Storrs, is of the "Gwynne" or
"Princess" tribe, and lot 9 is one of the "Flora"
family, originally bred by Mr. A. L. Maynard. We
must also notice the " Rowenas," noted for their milk-
ing properties, descended from Ro-.oetia and Duke of
Moscow (14,447), already spoken of in connection
with Springfield. The bulls recently used have been
Juryman (20,043), ^I'l Grenadier (21,876), both
bred by Mr. Staniforth ; Evander (23,897), purchased
of Mr. Dickenson, of Ulverstone ; and Mastf.r
Points, purchased of Mr. A. L. Maynaid. The cows
and heifers are in calf to Mr. Carr's Peer of the
Realm and Mr. Booth's High Sheriff. The cata-

logue is published by Mr. Thornton, who will sell the

herd on the I3tli Inst.

SHEEP.

The second portion of the Strafford flock, so long
bred by the late Mr. E. Waters, was sold by Mr.
John Waters, auctioneer, of Salisbury, on the 17th ult.

The sale was satisfactory, and the bidding spirited, the
whole of the 169 lots being disposed of in the unusually
short space of three and a half hours. The following
are among the prices realised :—Six-teeth ewes, lot 5
(Mr. Brine), ;^7 per head ; lot 10 (Mr. Lunn), £n 12s.

;

lot 15 (Mr. Parker), ^4 Sr. ; lot 3 (Mr. Russell), £^ ;

lot 2 (Mr. Russell), ^3 13J-. ; lot 7 (Mr. Lunn), £t, ly.
Four-teeth, lot 5 (Mr. Parker), ;^ 5 \os. per head;
lot 10 (Mr. Barton), £^ ; lot 15 (Mr. Lunn), ^^3 6s. ;

lot 2 (Mr. Homer), ^3 3^. ; lot 3 (Mr. Homer),

£Z y. Two-teeth, lot 5 (Mr. Parker), £$ \os. per
head ; lot 10 (Mr. Russell), £2 12s. ; lot 7 (Mr. Bar-
ton), ;^3 3J-. ; lot 20 (Mr. Symonds), £-i y. ; lot 25
(Mr. Fooks), jf3. Chilver lambs, lot 10 (Mr. Lunn),
£2 \os. ; lot 5 (Mr. Dear), £2 6s. ; lot 9 (Mr. Dear),

£2 4J-. ; lot 6 (Mr. Moore), £2. The 6-teeth ewes
averaged 66.f. ; the 4-teeth ditto £2 i-js. (jd. ; and
the 2-teeth ditto £2 ly. Hd. per head. The chilver

lambs averaged £1 l6s. 2d. The ram lambs, which
were much younger generally than those sold on the
former occasion, made prices ranging from £2 to

£g gs. ; averaging £^ i^. yl. The sale was a most
satisfactory one in all respects. The sale of the

remaining young ram lambs, kept back for Wilton
fair, according to previous custom, will complete the

dispersion of this old established flock.

On Friday, the 26th ult., Mr. Rigden's annual
sale took place at Hove, near Brighton. The follow-

ing prices were obtained for pens of five ewes ;—One
pen of full-mouthed ewes, £^ per head (the Prince of
Wales) ; one pen, £4 i6s. per head (Duke of Rich-
mond) ; one pen, £;i per head (Mr. Woods, Leather-
head) ; one pen, £2 y. (Mr. Woods) ; one pen,

£3 Sr. per heail (Mr. E. Stenning, Godstone) ; one
pen, £j per head (Mr. Carew Gibson) ; one pen,

£2 ly. per head (I\Ir. E. Cane) ; one pen, £2 los.

(Mr. J. S. Turner). Several pens at from £2 los. to

£2 ly. per head. Rams for letting brought the fol-

lowing figures :—A 4-year-old, 15 gs. (Colonel Tom-
line) ; a 2-year-old, 27 gs. (Colonel Tomline) ; a year-
ling. 15 gs- (Mr. Heasman) ; do., 15 gs. (Mr. Wode-
house) ; do., 15 gs. (Mr. C. (jibson) ; do., 15 gs.

(Lord Norbury) ; do., logs. (Mr. Drummond) ; do.,

12 gs. (Lord Norbury) ; do., 20 gs. (Mr. Gillespie). Rams
for sale were thus disposed of:—A 3-year-old Sheep,

10 gs. (Mr. Stevens) ; a 2-year-old sheep, 10 gs. (Mr.
Gibson) ; a shearling, logs. (MrHodson) ; do., 11 gs.

(Mr. Milward) ; do., I2igs. (Mr. Hodson) ; do., 12 gs.

(Mr. Northall Laurie) ; do., 13J gs. (LadyShelley) ; do.,

logs. (Mr. S. Beard). These sheep were all exceedingly

weU bred, and were by " Archbishop," the 1st prize

sheep at Canterbury, which was sold to Mr. Webb for

250 gs. ; by "Young Elegance," sold at Mr. Webb's
last sale for 140 gs. ; and by "No. 40," a son of "Re-
serve," highly commended at Leicester.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of the

sale catalogues of the Sutton Maddock flock, which
will be dispersed by Messrs. Lythall & Clarke, and of
Lord Sondes' Southdowns and Norfolk cattle, to be
sold by Mr. E. Beck. Both these sales take place on
Monday first.

Fawkes, of Famley,

^ ,-_,,^__,, dam by
I

is full of good breeding, and is, like most of the cows,
Duke of Cambridge (12,747), and descended from I in calf to Mr. Carr's Peer of the Realm. Lot 8, by

SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE.
By Judge French.

Knowledge has been well defined as the power to

discern differences, a power which ordinarily comes
only through careful and long training. It is true that

some kinds of knowledge, as of music, and painting,

and sculpture, seem to come to a few favoured mortals

almost by direct and special divine bestowal. They
have perceptions not common to the race, and form an
exceptional class. The rest of us acquire knowledge
only by the slow processes of education, not in schools

merely, but by self-culture, in the line of our pursuits,

whether of business or recreation.

We are told very often that agriculturists, however
scientific, never settle anything, and are never certain

of anything, and there is a great deal of truth in the

statement. It might fairly enough be retorted that we
are as well agreed in our conclusions as clergymen and
doctors and lawyers are in matters pertaining to their

professions, and that when Catholics and Protestants

and homcEopathists and allopathists will harmonise

in their views, the farmers will soon follow their

example.

This suggestion, though well enough for defence.
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does not do much for the advancement of knowledge,

which is the important point,

I am not one of the disconsolate class who believe

that everything good is declining, and the world going

backward, but in my daily observations I find dis-

couraging evidence that there is occasion for constant

labour by the agricultural press, and by the institutions

established to promote the interests of agriculture, to

keep our farmers up to the step in the march of

progress. We need all the aid of farmers clubs,

agrfcultural schools, and papers, to keep the wits of

our farmers bright enough to profit by what daily passes

before their eyes.

Comnurdal Fertiluers.—Everybody almost uses more

or less of these articles, and yet there is a general

impression that we are cheated in most of them, but

we cannot get from the thousands who every year use

superphosphates and other fertilisers anything more

than a general opinion, usually in the form of a certifi-

cate, that they find them of great value on their corn

or I'otatos. To illustrate how loosely opinions are

held and expressed on this subject, let me give a con-

versation between myself and two very intelligent men,

both of them farmers, both of them well educated, and

both members of a farmers' club.

Both of them would be amused, no doubt, should

they chance to read this in print, at their own slip-

shod opinions. I remarked that I had just received

a quantity of Day's supei-phosphate, which I intended

to use at the rate of 1000 lb, to the acre on my
Asparagus.

" Day's superphosphate !
" said Mr, A,; "why, I

tried that vcars ago, and it is good for nothing."

" Indeed !

" said I ; "how did you use it ?
"

"Oh, I put it on to everything—on to com and

Polatos, and Vines, and it produced no effect whatever;

it was good for nothing."

"Where did you obtain it?" I inquired, and added

that I knew Mr. Day for an honest man, and was

Sony to learn that he had ceased to manufacture.
"

I got it," he replied, " through the Ames Plough

Company ; and they told me this year that it was such a

fraud that they had done selling it,"

" I think, friend," said I, "that you must be under

a great mistake in this matter, because I ordered a ton

of this fertiliser of the .\mes Plough Company in April,

and they commended it very highly, and sent it ; and

last week I ordered another lot, which I received

from them to-day, so that I am sure they continue to

sell it."

"Well," he said, "on the whole, I guess I am
mistaken in the name. I think it was another kind

that I used," and gave the name of another maker of

superphosphate, which I will not state.

Tlie other m,an then took up the discourse, stating

excellent butter. We reckon sweet com best, but

usually sow the Southern com, because the seed of the

sweet corn is too expensive, I have nearly 2 acres

sown this year, part of which I hope to dry and save

for winter use. If there is anything settled in my
neighbourhood, it is that com fodder is valuable for

milch cows. My own experience of twenty years

corresponds with the general opinion. "Error of

opinion," says Jefferson, "may safely be tolerated

while reason is left free to combat it ; " and the wise

men of the East, who denounce corn fodder and swamp

mud as useless, create but a small ripple on the great

ocean of public opinion. Albany Cultivator.

THE WHEAT CROP OF 1S70.

Although the climate of Great Britain is pro-

verbially changeable, our seasons are seldom charac-

terised by great extremes, either of cold in winter

heat in summer, while the amount and distribution

rainfall are generally suited to a considerable variety of

crops. Not more than two or three times in a centuiy

do seasons of remarkable winter cold, summer heat, or

drought occur. Two years ago (August, 1868), I called

attention to the fact that we must go back for about

half a century to find a season characterised by dryness

and high temperature to the same extent as the one then

just past. The present season has been remarkable for

extreme dryness, commencing one month earlier and

prevailing later than in 1868 ; while the temperature

has also frequently been very high. Throughout the

southern and eastern parts of Engkand scarcely any

rain fell during April, May, and June. There was

rather more, but still very much less than the average,

in Jidy, and much of that which did fall was in heavy

and more or less partial storms ; while August, again,

has been up to this time extremely dry. Vegetation

has, therefore, been, in a great degree, dependent upon

the moisture retained within the soil from the supplies

of the winter and early spring ; and the amount of this

resource must obviously have been very variable,

according to the character of the soil and subsoil.

A drought very similar in character occurred in 1844.

In that year, as in the present, the produce of grass

land was exceedingly small, and the crop was in many

cases left uncut, its value being considered insufficient

to pay the cost of making into hay. It was, too, in

1844 that the first experimental Wlieat crop was taken

from the field on this farm, which has been devoted to

the growth of Wheat every year from that time to the

present ; and as the characters of the first and the 27th

seasons resemble each other pretty closely, a comparison

of the first and 27th crops will be of some interest.

In the first season, 1844, the produce of Wheat without

manure was 15 bush, per acre. In 1870, the 27th

give, on the other hand, very much over the average ;

plot 7 yielding 40^, plot 8, 45^, and plot 9, 454 bush,

per acre ; or respectively 4J, 6|, and 9 bush, over the

average of the previous iS years. It is evident that,

so far as Wheat is concerned, the past season has been

very favourable for the action of certain artificial

manures, but much less so for farmyard manure. A
somewhat similar result -ivas obtained in the case of

the hay crop also, certain artificial manures having

yielded more than 2^ tons, while dung gave not more

than half a ton.

The quality of the grain is this year very high,

averaging 6 lb. per bush, more than that from the

same plots last year, and 4 lb. per bush, more than

the average of the preceding 18 years. In fact, this

experimental field has not yielded grain of so high a

weight per bushel since 1849.

Taking, as in former years, the average of plot 3,

plot 2, and plots 7, S, and 9, taken as one, the ave-

rage produce this year is 31! bush., or 2.^ bush, more

than the average of the last 18 years. But as the

average weight per bushel is this year 62| lb., or 4 lb.

more than the average of the 18 years, the 31 1 bush,

are equivalent to 32I of the standard weight of 5l lb.

per bushel, and to nearly i,\ bush, more than the ave-

rage produce of the preceding 18 years, if the latter be

calculated to the same standard weight per bushel.

The following are results obtained this year in fields

which are not under experiment, but cultivated accord-

ing to the ordinary practice of the farm, and for com-

parison with the new results, those recorded in former

years are here repeated :

—

BcsHELS OF Dressed Corn per Acre.

that none of these superphosphates were good for
\

season of Wheat in succession on the same l«nd the

-
'^

• uantity of unmanured produce IS again exactly 15 bush. In Ib44
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month, the total imports for the harvest year will pro-

bably exceed lo millions. A study of the Tables of

imports for past years is, however, sufficient to show
that estimates so made are liable to certain special

sources of error, which are more liable to lead to under

than to over-statement. Thus it is obvious that over

and above the quantities <tf Wheat jmported to com-

plete the supply required to meet the average demand
for human food, we sometimes receive a considerable

surplus, dependent on the amounts which foreign

growers have to dispose of. For example, the home
crop of 1S67 was an extremely bad one, and that of

1868 one of great abundance ; and yet the imports for

the harvest year following the abundant crop were only

three quarters of a million quarters less than those for

the year following the preceding very bad one. It is pro-

bable that when Wheat is very abundant and the price

low, there is both an increased consumption of bread

and a considerable quantity of Wheat used as food for

stock. I will only add, in conclusion, that, with a

great European war proceeding, it seems of little use

to hazard any estimate at present as to the probable

range of prices up to the next harvest, y. B, Laiocs^

Kothamsted, Herts^ ^^^^g- 24, in the " Times.''

purpose," exclaimed the crusher's representative. The
stock breeder took the samples produced, and appeared
to examine them very carefully. " Let me see," said

he ; "this you say is 'genuine'—why, that will be the

best." "No, no; 'pure,'" replied the seller, "is
* A I.' " " Oh, yes ! Very well, then, what did you
say this was made of?" pointing to sample No. 4.

The question seemed to be very embarrassing, seeing

that no description at all of the composition of the cake
had been given. A moment of painful silence followed,

which the farmer terminated by rising to go away,
observing quaintly, "Why, really you have so many
sorts one gets quite puzzled. I think I mustn't trade

to-day." Some may consider the desire for reflection

was wise ! Extracts from ^^ Character and Condition of
Linseed Cake Trade," by IV. "^airatt, Chairma7i of th<.

Driffieldand East-Riding Pure Linseed Cake Company.

PURE OILCAKE.
There is no doubt whatever that a very large pro-

portion indeed of cake admittedly adulterated by the

crusher, and sold by him as such to the dealer, is resold

by the dealer as pure linseed cake, and he puts a large

profit into his own pocket with little fear of detection.

In truth, if discovery of the fact by some mischance

should happen—there has simply been a mistake,

things are made pleasant, and confidence is quickly

restored ; or, in the more expressive language of

tiie Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society,

"Farmers are unwilling to give up the names of the

dealers, resting satisfied with the settlement in the

individual cases."

It is quite clear that there is no room for these

respectable middle-men and their large commissions in

such a trade as the pure linseed cake trade ; and if

pure cake is to be manufactured there is practically an

end of their vocation. The class of merchants and
cake dealers engaged in these operations is composed
iof men of respectability and position, and hence their

tmportant influence ; but the fact still remains that

heir interest is opposed to that of the farmer. They
can have no motive for pressing inquiry into the doings

of the crushers. Their chief aim is to get an article

which leaves them a high remuneration. The dealer

naturally praises the cake he sells to his customer, as

the crusher extols it to him. The whole transaction is

one of confidence, and the great bulk of the business

throughout England is done without a particle of

inquiry on the part of the consumer. The cake is

accepted on the character of the dealer without scruple

or hesitation.

All the representations of the frauds of cake makers
do not affect the character of the respectable merchant,

with whom the farmer has probably other pleasant

business associations, and thus all suspicion of the

quality of the commodity is averted.

There are often quotations in the market of pure
linseed cake at prices which, to those who have any
accurate knowledge of the subject, carry their own
condemnation. For, if the cake be what it is repre-

sented, a great loss must inevitably accrue to the manu-
facturer, inasmuch as the value of the oil and cake
would not realise the cost of the linseed, to say nothing
of the expense of manufacture.

The farmer from his position can possess little know-
ledge of these details, although he may have a strong

conviction that crushers do not live on losses, and, of

consequence, another conclusion is inevitably forced

upon him.
Whenever the dealings of the crusher and the con-

sumer are direct there is necessarily more responsibility

and much more difficulty in the transaction. The
manufacturer and his customer meet face to face, and
are on much more equal terms. A gentleman was one
day waiting for his train, in the coffee-room of an hotel

in Hull, when he became an involuntary listener to a

dialogue which illustrates this question. The conversa-

tion was between the representative of some Hull
crushers and a respectable fanner or stock breeder.

"Now, Mr. So-and-So, I must sell you 20 tons of
cake. Just look at these samples. This is a magni-
ficent cake—pure, and remarkably cheap, although
higher in price than the others ; but, still, if you like

anything at a little less money, here is a sample of
genuine cake of excellent quality." The customer still

seemed to hesitate, the cake seller evidently concluding
that the difficulty was only one of choice. "Cake,"
said the farmer, " is very dear just now." "Yes, it

is," was the reply ;
" but if you would be content with

something just a little inferior to the other in quality, I

have here an excellent brand, which would, perhaps,
answer your purpose quite as well." "Still," urged
the farmer, tentatively, "it all seems very dear."
"Yes : you see oil is flat just now, and cake has gone
up in consequence ; but to show you how anxious I am
to do business, as trade is bad " (here he became confi-

dential, and spoke in subdued tones) "and stocks are
large, you shall have 20 tons of this brand"—producing
a fourth sample—"at loj. a ton less than the last

sample I showed you. Surely this will answer your

TILLAGE AND SEEDING,
At the end of my letter, at p. 1131, after having

given the names of gentlemen who, nearly 60 years

back, had seeded acres of land with Wheat, and with

I peck of seed only per acre ; and of others who had
seeded their lands with 2 pecks, and of others again

who had used 3 pecks, and all with complete success,

I added that I had others who seeded their land with

half a peck, or—that I may not be misunderstood

—with 4 quarts only. And the gentleman I shall

here instance was Mr. J. D. Piper, of Calne Engaine,

Essex, a few miles from Colchester. Mr. Piper was
in the habit of inviting people by advertisements, both

to witness his seeding and also the threshing and
measuring his crops. 1 myself witnessed most of the

seedings, also the threshings and measurings.

I extract the following from the Farmers' yournal
of March, 1S57 ; but it was published also in other

agricultural journals :

—

J. D. Piper's Balance-Sheet, T856.—Growth of 1S55.

iiTH Year of Wheat after Wheat.
Expensesper acre.

Rent ^2 (

Tithes o :

Rates o ;

Hoeing .. .. I 11

Sowing .. .. o
:

Threshing .

.

. . o i,

Reaping .

.

. . i :

Nitrate of soda .. 21

Receipts.

9 coombs of Wheat
at v^ty a load of k

Clear profit

Averagesfor the last Se-jen Years:—
Average quantity, 38 bush, and half a peck : average

price per load of 10 coombs .. i
Average profit per acre for seven years .

.

Profit the 5lh year ;t6 6 3

7)52 o 2

Average profit for seven years ,. £^^ 8 7

Mr. Piper concludes this statement thus :

—

"But it is said, 'This is a very fine story, Mr. J. D.

Piper, but your field is garden." Very well, I grant it is
;

and if every large farmer would divide his large fields

into small ones—say one or two acres each, and cause 50
timber and other trees to grow between all the divisions,

he would have just as good a garden as J. D. Piper."
" Calne Engaine, May, 1856."

I can bear personal evidence to the integrity and
veracity of Mr. Piper's report, and of the high esteem
in which he himself was held by all who knew him or

had any dealings with him.

It was my intention to have given in detail an
account of my own proceedings, extending four years

backwards beyond the dates referred to by Mr. Piper,

and I had drawn up my paper for this purpose, but I

find it to be too long lo expect room for it ; I

therefore confine myself to a shorter report.

Know, then, my respected readers, I commenced
farming operations in my parish early in the

spring of 1S37, Mr. Piper having commenced his

in 1S41 or 1842 ; and I think he was induced to do
so from the reports I sent to the newspapers and agri-

cultural journals, and from frequent personal inspec-

tion of my doings, and the success of them which he
generally witnessed.

And here I must ask to be excused for repeating

that I learnt what I know of land cultivation whilst at

a school kept by a worthy and learned clergyman in

the parish of Hackney, at which I was upwards of

nine years. W'hilst there I spent most of my leisure

time in the nursery and vegetable gardens with
which, at that time, the neighbourhood abounded ; and
it was during that period that I made the trial which I

have described, of seeding a measured acre of well-

cultivated Wheat land with a measured peck of Wheat
only, and which produced 204-fold. And here I will

call to the remembrance of the respectable audience

who attended my lecture on this subject at the Royal
Agricultural College, that an elderly gentleman rose

up from among the audience and stated that he could

confirm all the lecturer had stated of the peck of Wheat
an acre, and that the produce of it stated was correct,

for he himself had assisted at the dibbling of it, and
also witnessed the threshing and measuring of it. This
gentleman added, that so convinced was he of the suc-

cess and benefits of thin-seeding, that, though he had
farmed very extensively, he had never since the time
referred to used more than a bushel of seed Wheat an
acre, and generally somewhat less. I can add that that
gentleman was a highly educated man, and a profound
classical scholar, and one of the best read men I ever

knew ; and further, had I that gentleman's permission

to give his name, the whole neighbourhood in which
he lived would corroborate all I could say to his

honour and praise.

But to return to my subject,—and I wish it to be

borne in mind that I commenced my farming in my
parish early in the spring of 1837, and I give my
practice. My fields, only two in number, were

surrounded by high and broad earth embankments
called hedges, and in and on these giew a number of

old Pollard trees, and bushes and Thorns of all kinds,

rough grass. Thistles, &c. These as soon as pos-

sible I removed, grubbing up both trees, Thorns,

bushes, &c. ; at the same time I commenced
cultivating the larger of the fields, and ploughed,

scarified, and rolled it II times, ploughing deeper and
deeper every time ; and by these operations I got up
and together large heaps of Twitch and other weeds,

which being placed in convenient places I kept in the

heaps as they were, as also the earth round the

field from the earth embankments, mixing into

the whole lime, chalk, and salt, the last to kill the

seeds of the weeds. Early in the autumn I had the

land ready for putting in the seed for a crop of Wheat,
but in doing this I met with great opposition and, I

blush to record it, much personal insult, which proved

the low state of the education of the agricultural popula-

tion in those times. The offence I gave was my being de-

termined to seed my land with not more than a fourth,

fifth, or sixth part of the seed that farmers universally

sowed ; and so violent was the prejudice that I with

difficulty got labourers to attempt it, and when they

did pretend to commence, they in dibbling dropped

four, six or eight, or ten or more seeds in each hole,

and the holes were six or eight or more times larger

than I was determined they should be, and conse-

quently fully i\ or even 3 bush, of seed would have

been used, instead of 2 pecks, which I was determined

should not be exceeded.

I was, therefore, compelled to give up the attempt

to dibble in my seed. At length I went to a man
who kept a corn-drill, and drilled for his neighbours

at a fixed price per acre. "Sir," said I, "will you drill

my field with Wheat for me?" "Certainly, sir, I

shall be glad to do so," was the reply. " But will your

drill put in any small quantity I like ? " " Certainly,"

was again the reply. "But will it put in not more
than 2 pecks an acre, and as much below that as I

please?" "It will," replied he, "drill as little as

2 pecks." "Then," said I, "bring your drill to

my field, and put in 2 pecks an acre." So he

came, with a couple of men, and set to work,

when I at once saw he was putting in not less than

S pecks an acre, if not 10, when I interfered, and
stopped his drilling ; and I shall never forget the

sneering and insults I received, especially from his

men. But I was determined to persevere, and so I

bargained with the owner of the drill to give it up to

me and my own man, and I at once commenced
altering the drill in this way : I took out every other

coulter, so as to make the rows 12 inches wide, instead

of 6, and I made a composition with which so to fill

the cups with an indention in them that they could

take up but one or two seeds at a time, instead of the

usual cupful, and I then ordered the horses to be

moved on, myself being the drill-man ; and thus, when
the drilling was finished, something under 2 pecks an

acre had been drilled.

Now, my readers, I ask your particular attention :

the same farmer who kept the drill had also a horse-

power threshing-machine, and I employed him to

thresh my crop in the field where it had grown, and

this he did ; and to his surprise aUd astonishment, and

to that of hundreds more, the yield was 55 bush, an

acre? And, my readers, listen a little longer, while

I inform you that I grew Wheat after Wheat, in that

same field, year after year for 13 years following— 14 in

the whole, varying my quantity of seed and the kinds

of the Wheat, from half a peck per acre to 2 pecks,

which I never exceeded, and the result was that the

average yield for the 14 years was 44 bush, an acre.

There was one more crop equal to the first, and which

was in the year 1S47 ; and there were two of the years

in which the yields did not exceed 30 bush, each, or

28 and 30, and which brought down the average to the

44 bush., or 54 qr. I have already stated, and repeat,

that my Wheat always sold at the highest market price ;

and I add further, that I always got as many disin-

terested witnesses as I could to see my seed drilled

and the crops threshed. Disinterested, I write,

because, as Mrs. M. C. cleverly shows at p. 1 165,

little confidence can be placed in the testimony of

labourers, for which I give a reason, and conclude

this already too long letter. My reason is this :

—

On its being noised about that I had another very

large yield of Wheat, the bailiff of a most worthy

and respectable yeoman was determined to beat me,

and so he set to and threshed out some Wheat, and

afterward reported that the yield per acre was some

bushels more than mine. I was pleased to hear it,

but at the same time sceptical, as the place was

never remarkable for the production of large crops
j
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but his master seemed, or pretended, to believe him,

and so whenever he (the master) saw me he used to

say: "You know I beat you in growing Wheat by

several bushels an acre." I politely replied that I was

sceptical ; but he, partly in joke, and partly in earnest,

replied again that his bailiff and his men maintained

that it was so. Well, time, the tell-tale, went on
;
the

bailiff and some of the men quarrelled, and then they

came to me and let out the tnith by saying that the

bailiff was determined to beat me, and so they

threshed and threshed, and winnowed and measured,

from a large slack, the produce of two fields, until they

got more by a few coombs than I had grown, and then

reported that the Wheat had come off just the same

quantity of land that mine had, and no inore, and

was so many bushels an acre more than mine were.

1 could give some more examples of the same kind,

but this one, in my opinion, proves that the testimony of

men given to support or please their master is not to be

depended upon. Geo. IVilkins, Wix Vicarage, Aug. 26.

HOME-GROWN FOOD.
To the Chairman and Members of the Chamber of

Agriculture.

Gentlemen,—One of your class, I have watched

your progress with some satisfaction. Permit me,

however, to say that hitherto you have only nibbled

at the outskirts, and tried to tinker, without entering

into the marrow of the matter. You have an important

part to play in the world's game. The United Kingdom

of Great Britain and Ireland, and all her dependencies,

are dependant for weal or woe upon how you play your

part. You will have an annual meeting some of these

days. Come and let us have a "crack" together ere

you meet. None can be the worse for it. Intelligent

inquiry may arise out of it ; and many gross delusions

as to the nation's prospects of prosperity and perma-

nency, and the way of securing these, may be dispelled.

Mark the following figures, check them for yourselves,

and deduce from the facts thereby ascertained rational

results. Never mind mine, I will be satisfied with

your own.
The population of the United Kingdom is 30,000,000.

Mankind cannot as yet live without food. In a general

way a healthy man consumes 700 lb. of solid dry food

in a year, say

200 lb. of butcher mcit, at 9(/. per lb. .. /? 10 o

500 lb. of bread and other stuffs, 2(/. peril). 4 3^
700 lb. of solid dry food per indi-

vidual per annum costs ..;£ii 13 6

Per 30,000,000 costs A349.50o,ooo

What food has the nation ? The food raised in the

United Kingdom last year was

—

Cattle, 9,000,000, at say i;io .

.

;f90,000,000

Sheep, 36,000,000, at say 2of. .. 36,000,000

Pigs, say;,ooo,ooo, atsay 20J. .. 2,000,000

Butcher meat ;C 128,000,000

Wheat, 12,000,000 qr. at say 44J. ;£26, 400,000

Barley and Oats, 30.000.000 qr. at say 30J. 45,000,000

Peas and Beans, 2,600,000 qr. at say 42^. 5,460,000

Bread stuffs .. .. ^76,860,000

Home grown food .

.

Agricultural imports
Do. exports .

.

;C42,c

Say notwithstanding .

.

lised and brought into natior

Shortcoming of a healthy s

247,<:

upply in gross ;£io2,50o,ooo

Or the requisite food for about 9,000,000, out of our

30,000,000 of people.

The requisite food of a healthy mancostsperannum jCii 13 G

The food reared and brought into action last year

could only afford each individual . . . . .

.
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short of a health sustaining supply.

There is thus not food in the country for its popula-

tion though each had his fair share, which many have

not. The weak in nature as in worldly goods are

pushed to the wall. Hence the 3,000,000 of paupers,

criminals, and vagrants. Their food and housing cost

the nation annually about ;£'25,000,000, which is jtist

so much discounted from the industrial produce of the

governmental management of the country is wrong if

it does not protect and promote the agricultural pros-

perity of the United Kingdom and of all her depen-

dencies capable of raising food ; that the home land-

owners are wrong in protecting game, withholding

land from cultivation, and continuing laws which
obstruct or impose burdens on the practical agriculture

of the nation ; that the nation is wrong in not employ-

ing pauperism, criminals, and vagrants in works or

land not sufficiently remunerative to induce the capitalist

to undertake them, but which are beneficial in them-

selves, thereby compelling all idlers to some extent to

make their own meat, in place of continuing the present

system, which is all loss to the country ; and the whole

body of the people are wrong in storing up capital, or

investing it in other pursuits than the promotion of

agriculture and the growth of food in Great Britain,

necessary to sustain the population in a healthy condi'

tion. The penalty of wrong is punishment. If the

colonies, neglected by the home government, declare off

from this country ; if the landowner insanely keeps on

for his own amusement, withholding land from the

plough and the fold ; if pauperism, crime, and vagrancy

e contiimed to be fed, housed, and clad in idleness by

the nation, and do nothing towards self-support ; then

as living man must have food to sustain life, as the

country cannot grow food for the population, and the

imports are far short of a necessary allowance—starving

man will put forth his hand and take. In taking he

will squander. A terrible dearth and reaction must

ensue, and the greatest nation the sun has ever shone

on must be destroyed—be literally eaten up by the

Goths and Vandals reared by her own self, in her own
midst. But there is money in the country ? So there

is : but money is not food. It will, however, buy

food ? Yes, if in the hands of those who want food,

and food is in the country to be bought. Money in the

coffers of the millionnaire will not buy food for the

million. Money, however abundant in a countiy, if

locked up in the hands of capitalists, will only buy food

when the capitalist chooses to put it in circulation.

Money in the hands of a starving people will create

such a market for food that supplies will be freely im-

ported, so long as the price to be got for the imported

article will pay the importer and give him profits.

When profits to the importer cease, imports cease.

Abundant imports, then, depend upon abundant funds

at the disposal of the mouths that consume them.

Abundant home growth of human food necessarily

reduces the price to all consumers. Abundant imports

necessarily imply the original cost—cost of bringing

home—and profit in addition, and necessarily require

abundant funds in the hands of the people. Every-

thing, then, is in favour of home growth, and without

it a shutting of our ports at present would leave a third

nearly of the population foodless, were the remainder

to consume each his own share. The nation's plight is

desperate.

But there is hope for the country. Not, however,

in its mercantile enterprise, with agriculture neglected.

That has resulted in the past year in 9,000,000 of in-

habitants being left without a health-sustaining supply

of food. It is just as true that industry is money as

that the penalty of idleness is want ; but money in the

hands of the millionnaire does not buy food for the

million. The millions must either have home-grown

food at a reasonable price, or money at command to

create a market for the importer at a profit. Without

money at command of consumer, no market— no

market for profit, no importations.

Can we manage a healthful sustenance for all the

population without it ? The supply short of sustaining

a healthful existence to all our people is, as before,

;^I02, 500,000.

Facilities given for an improved system of rotation in

cropping the arable acreage of the nation (about

50,000,000 of acres) and improving the permanent

pasture of the land (about 22,000,000 of acres) would

go far to make up the deficit. Observe, however, that

crops and cattle are so dependant on each other, that

no pemianent improvement can be effected on the one

without embracing the other. Without manure, no

permanent crop improvement ; without increased

crops, no additional cattle can be reared. By improv-

ing both, it has been estimated on reliable data that an

increase may be calculated on to the extent of—

11,000,000 addition.il cattle, at .£10 ;tiio,ooo,ooo

50,000,000 additional sheep, at 10s 50,000,000

x),ooo additional qr. Wheat at 44J 11,000,000

x>,ooo additional qr. Beans at 42? 25,000,000

Less 8,600,000 Barley and Oats, at 30*. 12,900,000

Surplu

equal to the food of 3,000,000 of population additional

to the present number.
The population increases 25 per 100 eveiy 20 years.

So there could be food raised at home for all the pre-

sent population for years to come, though we should

not import a quarter of vegetable or animal food.

But without the aid of the state and of the landlords

such improvements cannot be effected. They must

consent to encroachments upon the 22,000,000 of

statute acres of permanent pasture lands, and on the

4,000,000 of waste and uncultivated lands, so far as re-

claimable ; their amusement must give place to their

profit and the food of the people. Unjust burdens

must be removed from the land ; and all Game Laws
and other laws obstructing practical agriculture or

destroying the food grown must be abolished. Im-

proving leases must be granted and facilities given to

draw the requisite capital to the cultivation of the soil.

That done, a very few years would bring forth the

desired surplus of .. .. -. ••..•• ;C39.400j000

These improvements, accompanied by the abolition

of deer forests—mutton taking the place of deer

—would bring in annually still further . . .

.

600,000

The abolition of the Game Laws would save the

country a loss now entailed on it—some say of

.£i5,ooo,ooo-say .. .•.,•• .• • 10,000,000

The employment of paupers, criminals, and vagrants

in preparing for the plough and the fold the waste

places which it would not pay the capitalist to

undertake would make them self-sustaining to

the extent of say half the present cost, now utterly

ibly lost to the country, say . . . . 10,000,000

The idle miglit be employed in building bulwarks
and reclaiming land from the sea—Dutchifying them
and extending our arable area. Their attention might
then be turned to farming the ocean, saving and pro-

tecting spawn, breeding fish, fishing, and adding food

to the people. Under free and wholesome emigration

of honest industry to the colonies, and judicious home
protection and guardianship, the arable area thereof

would rapidly extend, and our dependencies would
become, even in our own day, well-farmed fanns for

growing on a great scale food for themselves and their

brethren at home. Their prosperity would be increased

by our necessities, and by-and-by the promise would
be realised, so far as the British rule at least is con-

cenred, that the world would be made glad, and the

desert places thereof blossom as the rose. A Fife Scot

in the
'

' Edinburgh Courant.
"

Would bring up the surplu {.ia.a

while the improvements need not stand there.

THE DORSETSHIRE LABOURER.
[The following is an abridged report of a paper on this subject,

read by Mr, H, N. Co.x, some time ago, before the Melplaish
Agricultural Society.]

"Whilst there have been improvements in the farms,

the homesteads, the machinery, and, I may add, even

the cattle on tlie farm, let us now examine what has

been the progress of the agricultural labourer as regards

comforts and civilisation. 1 hesitate not to say that

the position of the labourer has not improved through-

out our county in anything like the ratio that agricul-

ture itself has progressed. The Hon. Mr. Stanhope
has visited this county, and I have read ^vith extreme

pain his report. That he has been correctly informed on
every subject I most emphatically deny, but that he
has mentioned very many startling truths I am bound
to confess.

I will first refer to that part of Mr. Stanhope's report

where he speaks of the cottage accommodation in

Dorset. Now, in no county in England—I will say

more, in no county in the whole world—are better cot-

tages to be found than in Dorset ; but I can also reverse

the picture—there are localites in Dorset in which the

cottages are a disgrace to the owner of the land, a gi'eat

eyesore to the farmer who rents the farm, and a miser-

able abode for wretched labourers, whose families, being

brought up in such misery, furnish our gaols with numer-
ous inmates. But the Hon. E. Stanliope has written

fairly with regard to the bad cottages. He has not left

us in doubt as to where they are situated, and, whilst

the fact of there being such wretched hovels in the

county is a disgi'ace to the landowners, it is no fault

whatever to the tenant, to whom they are of the utmost

annoyance and great loss. I will just read what Mr,
Stanhope says.

"For some years the cottages of Dorset were a by-

word and reproach. It is pleasant to look back upon the

serious charges then advanced against Ihem, because it

places in strong and gratifying contrast their present con-

dition. ' There has been,' says LordS. G. Osborne, 'in

the 27 years that I have known Dorset, the greatest

improvement.' Where many have improved it is invidious

to mention names. Following the lead of Mr. Sturt, of

Crichel, the great majority of landowners have effected

great changes on their estates. The improvement in

public opinion on tliis subject is no doubt in a great

degree due to the exertion of Lord Sydney Godolphin
Osborne, to whose most valuable paper in the appendix it

is unnecessary for me to call your particular attention.
" In spite of these changes the cottages of this county

are more ruinous and contain worse accommodation than

those in any other county I have visited, except Shrop-

shire ; and it must be remembered that the system of

hiring adopted here would especially seem to require a
sufficiency of bed-room accommodation. The estate of

Lord Rivers, having been held by life tenants, is notorious

for its bad cottages. And such villages as Bere Regis,

Fordington, Winfrith, Cranborne, or Charminster (in which

there is an average of seven persons to a house), are a dis-

grace to the owners of the land, and contain many cottages

unfit for human habitation. Nor can this condemna-

tion be confined to large open villages. The parish of

Batcombe, for instance, with an acreage of 1,109, ^^^

within its limits 23 cottages occupied by agricultural

labourers, of which ir have one bedroom only, and in five

of these families with three or more children are sleeping.

In the 42 parishes comprised within the unions of Cerne

and Wimborne, no less than 314 {or 16 per cent.) of the

cottages had one bedroom only, and 313 of these con-

tained a family with three and more children. What is

called a second bedroom is often, too, a mere apology for

it, and is sometimes described as ' a closet not closed

'

from the bedroom. One special difficulty in the way of

improvement in this county should, however, be men-
tioned. It is the number of cottages let on lease for lives,

and until these fall in the landlord has no contrel and no
power of effecting such improvement. It is to be regretted

that some are still being let on these terms.
'

' There is one circumstance connected with these

villages which renders them more especially open to re-

proach, that is, the neglect of the most obvious sanitary

precautions. In village after village the answer was,
' There is nothing like one privy to every cottage." I saw
whole rows of cottages with none, and abounding with

nuisances of all kinds. Remonstrance is generally dis-

regarded, and the state of filth in which many parishes

are left calls aloud for some active interference to relieve

the present authorities of a responsibility they have grossly

neglected."

Is all this true ? I fear we must answer yes. Then

what are the increased comforts of the labouring

population in these localities ? Are they in proportion

to the improvement's in agriculture itself? I pity the
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farmers who rent these farms ; but what shall we say
for the poor labourers themselves ? Herded together

as they are, without a single decency provided, can we
ivonder that people visiting these localities exclaim
against Dorset, and hold it up to public view as a

national disgrace ? Is it to be wondered, then, that as

children become conscious that comforts and decencies

can be obtained in other localities, that they gladly

leave the homes of their early miseries, and seek else-

where what ought to be found for them where they

had been brought up? I believe nowhere in this

immediate locality can these squalid dens be found.

Let us only hope that gradually they will disappear from
our country altogether, and that the brilliant example
of Lord Westminster, Lord Portman, Mr. Sturt, and
scores of others will speedily be followed, and every
dismal hut will be replaced by a neat cottage, which
any labourer will feel proud to call his home.
The next question is wages, and on this I cannot

agi-ee with Mr. Stanhope. I am happy to find in the
parts of Dorset which I have visited that there has
been a great improvement in wages within the past

15 years, and, as a class, the labourers do not com-
plain. I must, however, confess that I have not visited

many of those places to which Mr. Stanhope alludes.

As a specimen, however, of the wages in the county, I

inquired of persons who attend Wimbome market,
some attending Shaftesbury, some Dorchester, and
others Bridport market. At Wimbome the wages are

certainly higher than in this locality. For instance, a

man (I will name him if you like) worked as carter ; he
had lis. per week, a house, fuel, and Potato gi'ound.

The house was worth at least 2s. 6d. per week, a veiy

comfortable cottage indeed. His son, aged l6, had
Sj-. 6ii'. per week, and two other boys had respectively
6j-. 6cf. and y. 6d. In the neighbourhood of Maiden
Newton—I will not mention the name unless wished

—

a farmer paid his carter Ss. per week, with a capital

cottage, and a garden of 40 perches. This man's son,

aged 18, was shepherd at gs. per week, and two boys
earned loj-. more, making the joint earnings 2'js. per
week ; but there was something more—the man was
offered is. per week extra if he would give up his

cider, but neither he nor his son would do without this

stimulant. Besides this, the man and son had a quarter

ofan acre ofland between them. I can give many similar

instances of wages in the county ; and I am very sorry

to say that the labouring men in our towns are not paid
nearly so well as the men on our farms. I don't
believe Mr. Stanhope knew anything about the tools a
shepherd requires when he took the trouble to take
down the evidence of a shepherd's wife. The sliepherd,

it appears, has los. per week, and £^ besides during
the year ; but he had to find his own tools, even his

shears for clipping. Besides his crook and shears, I

don't know that he ever uses any other tool excepting
the iron bar, which, as a matter of course, every farmer
provides. He may want a hook to stop a gap at times,

but I expect he would more frequently want it to get a
faggot for fuel. I doubt much if the shepherd of any
gentleman at this table spends 6(f. a-year for his tools.

What a voluble woman was this shepherd's wife. She
had no meat, except a giddy sheep was killed. Perhaps
even Mr. Stanhope himself might have eaten a portion
of a giddy sheep. I expect every farmer here has par-
taken of it on many occasions. I know I have myself;
and every farmer and butcher knows that as soon as
giddiness comes on, the sheep, which is invariably a
young one which has never bred, or as you know Dorset
people call a hogg, is killed and dressed, and the
mutton is perfectly wholesome and nutritious. This
tale of giddy mutton is a very old one, which I thought
had done its duty when the great *' S. G. O.," a quarter
of a century ago, made such use of it. We may, I

think, conclude that the wages of the Dorset farm
labourer are higher in the eastern part of the county
than in the western, and that they are quite equal to

the wages of labourers generally throughout the West
of England.

But now comes the question of the comforts of life

which these wages allow them to enjoy. Mr. Stanhope
says they only get pig meat (I hope they get sufficient

of that), and they seldom taste butcher's meat. I very
much fear they will never get much butcher's meat in

this country. We all know that wages have increased
about 20 per cent, within the last twenty-five years

;

but what has been the result ? Meat, butter, and
cheese have increased in value in the same proportion

;

and if you added 20 per cent, more to the wages of
your labourers they would not even then get much
butcher's meat. Let us, for instance, suppose there
are 2,000,000 of our population who are engaged in

agiiculture, or in business supported by agriculture.

Add I lb. of mutton per head weekly to each of these,
and we should require a weekly supply of 25,000 sheep,
or 1,200,000 sheep per annum, taking each sheep at

20 lb. per quarter. We could not at once get such a
supply of sheep, or a proportionate quantity of cattle,

and the consequence will be that butcher's meat will
remain beyond the reach of the farm labourer. It is a
sad thing to think of ; but I hope the day is not far

distant when the abundant stock of sheep in Australia,
and the immense herds of cattle in South America,
will be preserved so as to come here in sufficient

quantities to provide our working men with that which
they ought to have in abundance.

1 must, however, remember that I have the great
question of education still behind, and therefore I

must speedily conclude this subject ; but I cannot
forbear one remark to Mr. Swatridge and the clergyman
of Sturminster Marshall. I will just read the remarks
in the Pa// Mall Gazette of November 13, 1S69, on
this subject :

—"The evidence of the farmers enables
us to see why the labourers at the county agricultural
meetings receive prizes for bringing up large families.
A labourer without a family is not deemed an eligible

servant by a Dorsetshire farmer. The reason is very
clearly stated by the clergyman ofSturaimster Marshall

;

two boys can do as much work as one man, but their

combined wages do not amount to so much. Mr. W.
Swatridge, miller and corn-dealer, stated the 'custom
of the country ' in this particular thus :

* The usual
mode of hiring a man hereabout is to make a condition
with him that his wife or a daughter shall go to work,
and his sons as they get old enough to go. One
effect of this is the reduction of the father's wages,
which is made up by the employment of his family.

He, of course, is anxious to push off his son at seven
years old, or as soon as he can, to plough, and the
farmer is quite ready to get the cheaper labour which
he has thus the means of getting. As the boys grow
up they go on living at home ; but, although they are
doing men's work, the employment of the whole
family lessens their earnings also, and they do not get
man's pay. A farmer does not care to hire a single

man.' Another witness says : 'When I hire a family
the boys are shown to me, and I see whether they are
big enough for my purpose. When we hire a man we
look out for a family suitable to the farm, the condition
being that all shall go out when required.' What is

said about the ignorance and .moral degradation that

prevail in the Dorsetshire labourer's home it is quite

needless to print.

Now, gentlemen, mark the words—a labourer
without a family is not deemed an eligible servant by
a Dorsetshire farmer. This can only refer to certain

localities, and it is those localities where there is not
ample cottage accommodation. If a farmer has but one
or two cottages, a man ^\'ith a family is a boon to him

;

but if only those who have families are eligible servants,

what becomes of the good and tried servants who,
before they have passed the meridian of life, get their

principal sons married off? Can we find any destitute

of places? It is precisely the same with a farmer as it

is with every tradesman—he must have boys growing
up to leani his business. The tradesman takes his

apprentice, but the farmer does otherwise. He has
not the boy bound to him, but pays him what he earns

;

and in too many instances it happens that when a boy
is got useful he leaves his father, and goes to a neigh-
bouring farmer. There is no stigma to be cast on the
farmer, because he takes his apprentices in a different

manner from the butcher, the mason, or the car-

penter. We never hear of a good farm labourer being
out of employ, or that he is paid less money because
he has no family. It is the same with the farmer as
with the owner of the factory. Each wants children
to grow up and learn the business, and each pays them
what they earn. One word for another of Mr. Stan-
hope's witnesses. ** This witness said her husband's
master was a very good man, but she added, * farm
chaps work so hard that they might as soon be trans-

ports.' They don't like being *drove about as they
are at farmwork ; they don't know what sort of work
they may be put to. It's slavish work, and I've heard
many of the people say they would go away if they
could. One of my sons is gone to America; and
there's our Jim, he says lie'd be away too if it wasn't
for his bad leg.' They like to be good scholars, because
it helps them to go away."

Farm labourers might as well be transports ! Alas I

what has been the use of all the improvements?
They seldom thresh ; few of them like to mow. Ask
one labourer of the present day if he works half as

hard as his father did? And yet they say they are
worse than transports. It is very few of them that

,

will say so. I have mingled much with them, and a
more happy, contented and robust class I have never
met with. I hope the Dorset labourer, however, will

improve in his social position. Every farmer wishes
his men to be comfortable and contented. He knows
w^U that unless his cattle are well housed and well fed

he cannot expect to receive any profit from them.
How much more important, then, is it that those men
who toil for him should be well fed and well housed,
in order that they might be enabled to do a fair day's

work for a fair day's pay ! I will say no more on this

subject, but leave you to say if in comforts and salary

the Dorset labourer has kept pace with the advance-
ment of agriculture.

Discussion.

Mr. Parmiter, of Melplaish Court, expressed his con-
viction that Mr. Stanhope had overdrawn and misrepre-
sented the case with regard to the condition of the Dorset
agricultural labourer. The cottage accommodation par-
ticularly was, he thought, not so bad as represented.
Speaking of his own experience, Mr. Parmiter said that
occasionally the wives of his men worked on his farm,
but there was no compulsion in the matter—they did it

for their own advantage. Regarding butcher's meat, he
wished his men to kill two pigs every year, and he
believed he liad not a man on his farm that did not do so.

If they liked to sell the meat they might do so, or they
might exchange it for mutton of beef. He considered
that several statements in Mr. Stanhope's report were
erroneous.

Mr. Cox then proceeded to speak of education. It has
been said by Pope, "A little learning is a dangerous
thing," but "A farthing rushlight is better than no light
at all." I say let every child receive a httle light, a suf-
ficient education to enable him to read, write, and keep
accounts, and the time is not far distant when every
agricultural labourer will feel it his duty to educate his
children. The rapid advances which have been made in
education within the past few years convince me that
without State interference at all the poor people of
England, at least the agricultural poor, will be able to
write and read, as well as understand accounts. Twenty
years ago the schools in our locality were very few in
comparison with what they are now. In fact there is

scarcely a village around here which has not a good
school, under, for the most part, certificated teachers.

For my own part, however, I would have no
objection to a law which should inflict a penalty on
every man who employed a child under nine years of age,

or even who employs one at that age who could
not write, read, and understand thoroughly the simple
rules of arithmetic, unless he provided that he
should be given sufficient time to devote 260 hours
during a year, exclusive of Sundays, to education. This
would give two hours a-day for five days weekly during
six months, which could be given without interfering with
work. I believe every farmer in England would be
delighted to aid in getting the working classes educated,
but he would repudiate State interference as another step
in the direction of centralisation to which English legis-

lators are gradually drawing.
In speaking of those who are engaged in agriculture I

have confined my observation to boys, but I think that
the necessity of educating girls is still greater than boys,
and this leads me to consider next—What should be the
kind of education? A great part of the distress of the
labouring class rests with themselves. I have before men-
tioned the squahd huts in which some live, but the distress

of that hovel is increased too often by the ignorance of
tlie wife of any domestic economy. Now it is all verywell
to talk of instructing girls in reading, writing, and arith-

metic, but they want to know something far more
important to them than these. Is there a farmer in our
land who does not know that many a poor labourer who
earns good wages is often in rags and discomfort through
a lack of tidiness at home ? Some men \s\iO earn less

wages than these untidy fellows are always tidy, have
comforts which the other men cannot obtain, and this

through the wife of one having no knowledge of domestic
economy and the other having some knowledge. Daughters
of agricultural labourers must not be taught a lot of fancy
needlework and similar useless follies, but let them
know above everything how to make every article

of wearing apparel for themselves and the men and
boys. Years ago the women knitted stockings for

their husbands and children, which were worth half-a-

dozen pairs of what we now purchase. But we are
advancing in civilisation now, and such things cannot be
done. I feel certain, however, you can never begin tooyoung
in reason to make girls know every domestic duty. Their
education must be industrial, and they should above all

be taught that it is to the advantage of labourers to vaiy
their diet, that cheap and nutritious things can be pro-
vided by econom) which are preferable to a constant use
of bread and Potatos, By all means I say let girls read,

but let them also know what is good and useful for them
in the sphere of life in which they are placed. And one
thing I say is essential in the education of both sexes, and
that is a religious training. I wish not to confine that
training to the simple tenets of one particular creed, but I

say that no education can be good in which the duty to

God and man is not taught, and no more simple language
can be found than in the Ten Commandments and the
simple words in our own Church Catechism, which con-
clude by saying we must do our duty in that state of life to

which it shall please God to call us. Again, the educa-
tion of labourers should be industrial, and it should be
continued until they have attained a higher age than ten

or even twelve years ; but that can be done without
for one moment interfering with their work on the
farm. From September until March their time is never
occupied on the farm, or rather, should never be occu-
pied, after six in the evening—during the months of
December and January not after four. Their work during
the whole winter months is light, and the time they could
devote to an evening school is quite sufficient to give them
a fair education indeed. I say no moderate-sized parish
ought to be without these schools, and it is a disgrace to

our country that for so long atime our labouring poor have
been in such intellectual darkness. At the meeting of

the Chamber of Agriculture in Hampshire I see that a
gentleman recommended that labourers' children

sliould be instructed in reading, writing, arithmetic,

and grammar. I see no objection to this course,

although I have certainly a vague idea that something
of far more importance than grammar can
be taught our future shepherds, carters, and machinists.

Remember, your farm labourers will now have to be in

constant use of the most intricate machiner}', requiring

great care and skill, and surely a knowledge of mechanics
and the component parts of the various machines would
be far more important to them than grammar itself.

The various parts of a steam-engine would .soon be
known—the revolutions per minute which the beating
cylinder of a threshing-machine could be made to perform
with different sized wheels, and so many things in connec-
tion with the machinery on a farm could be more easily

taught these boys than even the simple grammar of our
language. Of course our educators in the village schools

are now selected for their knowledge of other subjects than
the one I have just named, and I will say from what I

have witnessed of the teaching in the parochial schools of

West Dorset that a more energetic class of masters can
rarely be found, and, although probably they know little

of the mechanical subjects I have named, yet with proper

diagrams and explanations they would soon become pro-

ficient, and prove still more able assistants to the agricul-

turists in their judicious training of their working
boys. Another subject, which particularly shepherds
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and carters should understand, is animal pliysiology,

but that is rather too intricate for us to think will

be taught labourers' children in our day. I sincerely

hope that all classes of the community will, however,

see the necessity which exists for education, and
will, by at once adopting such means as are within

their reach, commence the good work ;
but let

there be no useless bickerings about religion.

In merely introducing this subject, I have laid aside

voluminous writings on it, and have given my own
unvarnished idea of the present condition of the Dorset

labourer, and the necessity for mcreased education. I

know the objections too often raised by persons who say- -

if you make them know too much they will not work on

the farm. I believe those persons, but I will ask them—
When will they know too much ? You cannot educate

these persons too highly in their business. Will they be

less able hedgers or drainers because they can use a pen?

Will the sheepfold be less quickly placed, or the horses

cared for less because the shepherd and carter can

do a proportion sum? There is one thing, however,

about which I have my doubts. Education is to

abolish crime, empty our gaols, and materially lessen

our poor-rates. I have no doubt that a religious and
moral teaching will do something in this direction ; but,

whilst we find some of the greatest in the land, some
of the most highly educated, guilty of some of the

most abominable offences, we can hardly expect to

arrive at an elysium by educating the masses. There

are various causes of crime besides ignorance. Evil

examples, drunkenness, laziness, and a host of other

things, foster crime ; and education may do some-

thing to stay its progress, but we shall be deceived if we
think to have a very material change. There is one thing

which I consider an important part of the education of

children—I mean their recreation. And, whilst these

young folks are for ever following their monotonous duties

at the farm and in school, it is a duty you owe them to

see they have proper time for recreation, to strengthen the

mind and to refresh and invigorate their bodies. Even to

the adult labourer recreation is necessary, and it is a

source of much pleasure to me to find that readings and
entertainments for the labourers during the long winter

evenings are now becoming so prevalent. If you can

induce your adult labourers to take an interest in matters

of a literary character they will feel less inclined to waste

their time at the ale-house, and will be more anxious that

their childien should become well instructed. Harvest

homes, holidays judiciously given, are actually of no loss

to the farmer, and afford a real pleasure and benefit to the

labourer, and I believe if farmers in Dorset would promise

a day's recreation between the hay and corn harvests to

all who would not attend the hiring fair at Dorchester, few
would ever go there.

ON EXHAUSTION BY OVER-STIMU-
LATION,

[Mr. D. T. Fish sends us the following remarks on a paper
relating to this subject lately read before the Cumberland
Farmers" Club.]

Mr. Ross treats of a subject of absorbing interest

and gi-eat practical importance. He touches, as it

were, the veiy mainsprings of life. A common
principle is lield to run through animal and plant life

alike. What over-exertion is to the one, Mr. Ross
holds, over-stimulation is to the other ; both alike end
in weakness and exhaustion.

This identity or resemblance between the two forms

of life may, however, be fairly called in question.

Neither has Mr. Ross put the matter very plainly in

his introduction. The problem is not, "Has Nature
set limits to the production of animal and vegetable

life?" but has she set bounds in regard to size, and
made size, not the gauge of strength but the measure of

weakness? Is the vital energy, the reproductive

stamina of plants, in the inverse ratio of their mass ?

It will l)e better to leave out all collateral issues,

such as the relative feeding value of large cereals or

fruit, of large, medium, and small roots, and also their dif-

ferent keeping powers, and confine our attention wliolly

to this one point of size in its relation to strength.

Assuming that weicbt and bulk are most desirable in

themselves, let us inquire what loss, if any, we sustain

in fostering such qualities in the shape of debilitated

strength or impaired vitality. Can any one prove that

a big Turnip has less vital force in it than a little one ?

or does its mere size cause any vital function to

be discharged with decreased energy ? The big root

dives deeper down, and spreads wider abroad through
the earth, than the smaller one. The broad leaf absorbs
more light and heat, drinks more water, sifts more air,

and transforms more food into Turnip, than a narrow
one ; and the thick stem pumps up more fluid,

and conveys more z\\\\zh\Q pabulum to the plant, than
the puny one. All the collecting, transporting, and
transforming forces of plants work with an energy
and power proportioned to their size, and therefore

it follows that, other conditions being the same, the
vital force of plants will be strongest in the largest.

Possibly to this extent Mr. Ross will agree with me,
He nowhere directly says that the development of size

weakens vital action. But he affirms that it para^

lyses the reproductive powers. The plant itself may
be strong, but its progeny will be weak. Mr. Ross
observes in his paper that there is grass and grass, I

add here that there is size and size. There is gross fat

in vegetable as in animal life, and there is healthy growth.
I have nothing to say in favour of fatty degeneration in

either kingdom, but I believe in healthy development.
The heavier our root crops and cereals can be grown
the more men and bullocks they will feed, and the

fuller the hungry stomachs of both sorts can be filled the

better. Mr. Ross seemed lo forget that the major
portion of crops are grown for food and not for seed.

Hence, if size be inimical to seed-bearing, it might
still be wise and profitable to foster it. It matters not

to the bullock whether the fine roots that fill its

stomach would have produced good seed or not.

There seems no reason in the nature of things why it

should not also produce good seed ; still it would be a

waste of good food to devote it to that purpose. How-
ever good the seed, the old root would be converted
into a mass of rottenness. The same fate, how-
ever, awaits small roots devoted to seed-bearing. The
young seed is born of the old plant's death ; but with

11 roots there is less waste of food, and more seed

can be reaped of a given space. For these reasons it

is profitable and prudent to employ small medium
sized roots for seed-bearing. Those who understand
the matter best mostly proceed thus : They first select

the finest samples for stock, they then sow the stock

of seed late and thick to procure quantity. These
small roots of the second remove yield the best and
heaviest return of seed. Seed growing and har\'esting

is, however, a special business, by no means understood
by the majority of farmers. And it is wiser in most
cases to buy than to save their own seed. If, as Mr.
Ross confessed, the seed from the large roots was
gathered in an unripe state, of course much of it would
refuse to germinate, and the crop raised therefrom
would be blanky, as he describes it at p. 474, lS6g.

The same thing would have happened to such seed,

though the produce of smaller roots. Mr. Ross
says, no ; the big roots are like a post horse,

ranted to do 20 miles a day, but forced to lOin

60 miles. To save seed from them is like urging
the same horse to do 60 more miles the next day. It

cannot do it, because two days' strength have been
overdrawn on the previous day.

So it is with large roots. Over-stimulation has
whipped all their latent stamina down bulbwards, and
there is not power enough left to run vigorously and
successfully seedwards. Such is a fair statement, I

think, of Mr. Ross's argument. Its soundness, how-
ever, is open to grave doubts. No analogy, for instance,

can be instituted between the repletion of a root by
over-stimulation, and the depletion of an animal by
excessive exertion. The comparison is bad in other

respects. The parallel would lie, not between the

over-fed root and the exhausted horse, but between
the seed of the former and the foal of the latter.

This matter is much more complicated than it seems.

And, while admitting that exhaustion or repletion

might tell upon strength of progeny in both cases, it

would be no easy matter to assess its value in either.

A much more apposite analogy could be drawn be-

tween over-fed stock and over-stimulated plants. The
wise breeder and seed grower shuns extremes, and
finds his success and his reward in a medium course.

But to the mere producer of com and beef, weight,

bulk, and quality are the primary objects. The
problem given to farmers to solve is, how to grow
most of these in the shortest time at the least cost.

To accomplish this a forcing regimen is needful, and
this may be freely employed without fear of endanger-

ing health or enfeebling life.

As to the Potato, I am quite sceptical about its

general ailments and the special disease being the

result of over-forcing. This theory rests upon no
sounder basis than the electrical ones, so well disposed

of by Mr. Ross. Neither am I disposed to admit that

the succession of attacks on the Potato, enumerated by
Mr. Ross, viz., the blind eyes, curl, dry and wet rots,

exerted a cumulative debilitating effect—preparing

the way for the present deluge of disease. Each of these

are still to be found in different localities, but seldom
or ever associated with the disease specially so called.

Potatos are likewise as healthy and strong as they ever

were. Nothing can exceed the robust vigour of many
of Paterson's splendid varieties, but no robustness and
strength of youth can resist the subtle force of the

disease ; it sets stalling or feeding culture alike at

defiance—it sw-eeps through the deepest valley or

climbs over the steepest hills with equal ease, and leaves

in the one and upon the other the same foot

prints of rottenness and death. Mr. Ross's experi

ence must be limited indeed, if he has only seer

the deluge of disease in the valleys ; it is no re

specter of places, soils, or treatment. And yet

in apparent contradiction to all this, though with
equal truth, it may be said that the caprice of this

disease is as marvellous as its subtlety. Of two fields on
the same soil, with the same treatment, of the same
variety, one shall be taken and the other left. I have
seen this again and again, and these and other singular

facts in reference to the deluge have led me to look
upon this terrible scourge at last as an incurable plague
and insciiitable mystery that no man can either stay or

fathom. It was not caused by over-stimulation, neither

can it be cured by semi-starvation. No cultivator has
succeeded in producing the disease, neither can any
arrest its progi'ess when it comes. The only remedy

'

to snatch the Potatos from the ground, when the disea

makes its first black dot on the leaf, as we would snatch

a brand from tlie fire.

It would unduly extend these remarks to follow M
Ross through the cereals. It is, however, a serious

matter if our grain has deteriorated in weight from

5 to 6 lb. per bushel. I trust, however, this may be
found to be a mistake. Statistics would prove whether

the loss of weight, if any, might not lie made up by the 1

gain in bulk. If it be so, means must be devised to

reach and exceed the old maximum weight. There
seems no good reason in the nature of things why

ngth of straw should result in weakness of ear or

Unessof kernel. The probabilities are all the other

The strength of the entire plant should be con-

centrated into its most valuable properties. The power
of the root crop should be packed up in its roots, of

the cereals in the ears and the grain. Doubtless, at

times it is otherwise. There is a danger of growing
straw apparently at the expense of the ear. Most
farmers know how to guard against it. Mr. Ross, how-
ever, seems rather to change his ground here. He does

not say—no one at the meeting said—that the heavy
grain of one year produced a light crop the next. And yet

this would be the logical sequence from the twin asser-

tion that the finest roots produced the worst seed, or that

such seed refused to germinate or gi-ew a weakly crop.

Both roots and cereals have of late years been marvel-

lously improved by selection, but selection has hitherto

been exercised on the simple principle of selecting the

best. It has been believed that like will produce its

like. As a rule this has been verified by experience.

Occasionally, however, and exceptionally, like produces

its unlike. Mr. Ross seems disposed to exalt the

exception into the rule. If it be true that large roots

produce worthless seeds, the obverse must likewise be
true, that small roots will yield the best. Therefore, if

you want monster Mangels or Turnips, save seed from
the smallest roots, for if strength cannot generate

strength let us try weakness ; and if weakness in this

case becomes the parent of strength, why not in others?

Let us choose small animals as the parents of our prize

stock, and demonstrate thus that there is at least one
new thing under the sun.

gome OEontsjjonbencf.

Oat Growing in Wales : Reclamation of Hill
Land 1200 Feet above the Sea.—Herewith I send

you a sample of Oats grown this year (1S70) upon
newly reclaimed land in Radnorshire, at an elevation of

nearly 1200 feet above the sea. Itisof good fair quality,

but not quite equal to last year. Little more than two
years ago this land was growing nothing but very

coarse grass mixed with Heather. It was not very

wet, neither was it dry enough to cultivate without

drainage, so it was drained with tiles 3 feet deep, and

7 yards apart. The upper surface of the land was peat

3 to 6 inches thick, then from 24 to 30 inches of clay,

and below that a very hard subsoil of broken stone

bedded into clay as hard and firm as an ordinary

Macadamised road. The land after being drained was
pared and burnt, and last year it was sown broadcast

with Turnips, without any manure except the ashes.

Owing, however, to the dry season, and the late period

at which the seed was sowm, a very poor crop of

Turnips came, in some places none and in others a very

few, so that the average crop was not than 4 tons to the

acre, say one-sixth of an ordinary crop. This year the

land got about 3 tons of lime to the acre, and was sown
with Oats (Canadian Poland), the seed used having

been grown last year on the same farm in the adjoining

field, and also upon newly reclaimed land. I had a

part of the land accurately measured off when the crop

was cut, and the produce kept separate and then

threshed. We had no bushel to measure the corn with,

as our Oats are usually all consumed on the farm, and
when sold are sold by weight. I therefore had to

weigh the threshed Oats instead of measuring them,

and the produce showed that the acre produced 2910 lb.

of clean Oats and 85 lb. of tailings. If we allow

40 lb. to represent a bushel, then the produce was
2910 -r 40 — 72^ bush, of clean Oats and 85 -^ 40 —

2| bush, of tailings, making 74J bush, altogether from

the acre. At page 1041 Mr. Smith, of Woolston,

(apparently after a personal visit to the spot), says

" * G. A. H.' has been carrying out in Wales
a reclamation of some unsubdued mountain land

1000 feet above the level of the sea, on which he

has succeeded in growing some straw, but not

com, for the Oats will not come to maturity." It

is rather fatal to Mr. Smith's pretensions to be con-

sidered a good judge of farming matters that he should,

in a letter dated July 16, appearing in your Paper of

July 30, have expressed this opinion. If Oats will not

come to maturity in South W'ales on land 1000 feet

above the sea, it is rather singular that I should last

year have grown a crop of Oats on newly reclaimed

land upwards of HOC feet above the sea, and that from

the seed so raised I should this year have giown
another crop of Oats on still higher land (nearly

1200 feet), and should have obtained nearly 75 bush,

of Oats from the acre. The seed was grown last

year iioo feet above the sea, and, of course, was
" immature," for hath not the Woolston oracle spoken,

and did not that celebrated agricultural authority

declare that Oats in such a position will not come to

maturity ? From whence then come my 75 busli. to

the acre? If "immature seed" will produce 75 bush,

to . the acre, how many bushels may we not expect

from "mature" Oats grown at Woolston? G. A. H.
P.S.—Before the crop was cut, I picked several heads

and counted the grains, and there were from 65 to 75
grains in each head, but the crop was very thick on

he ground, too thick if the season had been wet. It
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is a very old calculation to reckon i bush, of com to

the acre for each grain in the head as growinc:, if tlie

straw be an average thickness on the ground. [We
have received as good a sample as any one could wish
to see, with, however, occasional gi-eenish grain among
it, and fairly described as "of good, fair quality, but
not quite equal to last year."]

How to Meet a Critic.~-I(: has been my fate

to make certain people angry, by draining the wet
lands, removing some miles of useless fences, deepening
the cultivation, increasing the manure and the crops,

erecting new buildings, and enlarging the demand for

labour and increasing the food of the people. All this

is provoking enough, but to talk, or write, and tell the
public about it is the great source of offence to those
who can only suppose that my object was self-laudation,

and that I could not possibly have at heart the welfare
of agriculture and of my country. I have long since

given up all hope of convincing those who are deter-

mined not to be convinced, and shall therefore permit
numerousandgrossmis-statementsto find their true level.

There are people still living who remember the agricul-

tural condition of this neighbourhood, and this farm,
in 1S41, when I purchased it at ^23 per acre (five-sixths

freehold). This price, and their observations, will not
substantiate the mis-statements that this farm was a
rich and productive one before it came into my hands.
I never said or wrote that it was uncultivated when I

bought it, with the exception of some 2 or 3 acres of
bog now dry, and some waste outside pieces. The
"lady" does not seem very grateful for my support
of her poultry question. The extent of my purchase
of male birds is two at one guinea each, once in two
years. I wish I could make everybody happy and
unenvious, but it is beyond my powers. There is,

however, one comfort—truth will always, in the long
run, prevail— as falsehood must fail. A clear con-
science is a great blessing, at all events to y. J. Mcchi.

The Harvest and the Crops : Mr. Sanderson's
Report.—Not many farmers see the Times newspaper,
and it is therefore considerate on the part of the
AgricuHural Gazdle to copy such letters as Mr.
Sanderson's into these columns— it gives country
residents an equal chance of enlightenment with those
of the city, while at the same time it takes the game
from the wood, and places it fairly in the open, so that
captious farming sportsmen may take a "puff" at it

if they please. I have said {tw farmers see the Times,
and it has been remarked that 'none write in that
paper, because it is not one which represents them, or
values their opinions or interests ; it is only certain
gentlemen, who are " too clever by half" for famiers,
or who perhaps profess to be half-farmer and half
something else, wlio favour the readers of that print
with a display of their exclusive knowledge on matters
rural ; and, therefore, as I said before, we are indebted
to the Editor of the Agricultural Gazette for placing
Mr. Sanderson's letter before us. At the same time, it

is fair to others to say that his statement as regards the
crops is at variance in some important particulars with
\\io^Q. q{\\\^ Agricultural Gazette's correspondents, but
let that pass for the present. Mr. Sanderson says :

—

" The grazier has suffered most severely. The light
land farmer and grazier will suffer heavy losses. Wheat
is under an average crop. Barley is 20 per cent, under
an average. I walked through some fields wJiich will

not yield 2 qr. per acre. Oats are a very short crop,

15 per cent, under an average. In many parts of the
country the Potato crop is inferior. The Bean crop is

shocking bad, the stems are not a foot long. Hay has
well-nigh been a total failure. In no year since 181S
have pastures yielded so little feed. The year 1S70
will prove very disastrous to the gi-azier." And after
this doleful array of losses, present and in prospect,
what says Mr. Sanderson? "To the British farmer
there is much in the present season that is cheering !

"

—the " cheering " part of the business consisting princi-
pally, he goes on to say, in the circumstance that
"beef and mutton command high prices." But why
the prices high? Is it not because the feeder's pastures
are burned up, and he cannot keep one animal where
in ordinary years he kept three ? P., August 24.

Crops about Maldon, Essex.—We beg to lay
before you our report of the crops in this district. The
year 1870 has been an extraordinary one in a meteoro-
logical point of view, having been characterised by heat
and continued drought, following upon a somewhat
prolonged winter, the chief feature of which,—very
high winds from N. and E., which being coupled with
a low temperature, were most trying to all vegetation.
The rainfall in this district for nine months is 50 per
cent. Ijelow the average. Wheat on good heavy soils :

Plant good, straw short ; yield very good, but less

than 1869; quality and condition fine; weight 62 to

65 lb. per bush. On mixed and loamy soil : Plant fair,

straw short ; yield nearly an average, quality and con-
dition good ; weight 62 to 65 lb. per bush. On light
and gravelly soils : Plant poor, having suffered from
wirewoi-m, spring wind, frost, and drought ; straw
very short ; yield very poor, 25 per cent, below aver-
age

; quality various, rather smutty ; condition good.
Barley on heavy soils : Good plant, straw generally
short

; yield likely to be below an average, quality
good ; colour yellow ; well harvested, On mixed and
loamy soils : Good plant, straw short ; yield below an
average. On light and gravelly soils : Plant poor,

straw very short
;

yield must be bad, as much
never got into ear, quality unfit for malting.
Oats : The same remarks apply to this grain. Winter-
sown Beans : A bad plant, yield and quality very poor.
Spring-sown promise a better yield, but the crop
generally is estimated at 25 per cent below an average.
Straw very short. Peas : Small breadth, quality and
yield good. Roots : Mangel planted well andon good
soils, will yield a heavy crop : on lighter land they
have suffered from drought. Turnips and Kohl Rabi

:

It has been impossible to get a plant of these owing to

the ravages of fly, and may be said to be an utter
failure. Hay : One-fourth of a crop. A good pro-
portion of last year's crop left. We estimate that there
is not more than the usual quantity of old Wheat
remaining. Farmers have not yet delivered new Wheat
freely, as lower prices and the uncertainty of tlie

political future keep both buyers and sellers in sus-

pense. H. T. Eve 6^ Co.^ Maldon.

Oats and Oat Plants.—"G. A. H." tells you
that I jumped at conclusions about his ten ripe heads ;

I tell him plainly that I did not, for I have his hand-
writing to prove it. I have looked at his writing
again ; there is the " ten," then a division, then comes
"ripe." As to what he meant to write, if he did mean
to write " unripe " that is nothing to me. The height
of the maturity of his Oats appears to be the height of
sheep keep, and that's about all, for he keeps the

"bushels," which I asked him about, in the back-
ground. "G. A. H." does not believe that I rubbed
630 Oats from three heads. I tell him that I did, and
let him ask Mr. Duncan, of Bradwell, who grew the

Oats (and who is also a magistrate), and Mr. Bignell,

of Loughton, whose land adjoins the newly reclaimed
common, whether they dispute my word. William
Smith, Woolstou, Bletchley Station, Bucks, Aug. 27.

Are "Prize Farms" a Good or an Evil.'—It

would be interesting and profitable to hear what your
notable correspondents, Mr. Smith and " G. A. H.,"
have to say on this point. As it will afford them new
ground for disputation, they cannot do better, perhaps,
than comply with this suggestion. On the first

intelligence of Mr. I^Iason's promised liberality, my
own impression was that the hundred guinea cup might
as well be thrown into the Thames, in so far as the
then forthcoming competition, in connection with the
Oxford show, would serve to promote the interests of
agriculture. And, though I did not apprehend that

the Royal Agricultural Society of England would vote
a second prize of ^^50 so handsomely as they did, now
that we are furnished with an account of the 1st and 2d
prize farms, in which the most prominent features in

their management are set before us, my first impres-
sions are rather strengthened than removed. It is true

that the judges* report has not yet appeared, but, from
the information which has been already given us of
these farms, it is plain that the competition which has
recently taken place will never serve the purpose for

which it must surely have been intended. Farming is

too intricate a subject to be judged of in comparison
as a whole. We may not compare land and its

management as wc would the composition, finish, and
efficiency of ironclad ships or of needle-guns. In the
latter case, given the same quantity and quality of
material, and with equal skill and provision equal
results will be produced. But, while different forms of
farm management may be contrasted, the farms them-
selves may admit of no comparison whatever. The
soils may be classed as light and heavy land ; but, as
the composition of one soil differs from another, similar

results, with equally skilful management, can seldom
or never be obtained. Mr. Keary and his associates

will have done their duty well if they leave the com-
petitors in unanimity with each other, and the report of
the "prize farms " will be equally successful if it gives
the public a clear understanding of the grounds on
which they have arrived at a decision. Meantime, I

look for nothing more from this movement ; and fail

entirely to discover how it is fitted to elicit useful facts, to

lead to greater knowledge in general or special branches
of farm practice, or to promote the best interests of
agriculture in any way whatever. Auti-Humbug.

A Correspondence on Harvest Work.

—

" I. To Mr. Mcchi.— I have enclosed a paragraph out
of the West Sussex Express, stating that an acre of
Wheat cost you for cutting, binding, stooking, and cart-
ing, 9J-. 6d. per 12 pecks, 2 bush. Now, being a grower
of 240 acres of corn yearly, I find that the expense of
cutting Wheat is from 14J. to 165., and Oats, i2,t. to 14J.

per acre, under our present system
; and from this I have

concluded that your corn must have been machine cut.

Will you kindly state the cost of each item, of cutting,
binding, stooking, and cartmg? In comparing the cost
per acre, I find yours is done for 9J. 6^/., and my own is

something like j^i per acre, and in some instances much
more. I should feel particularly obliged ifyou would kindly
explain the matter, as I have asked many persons wlio
have used the reaper, and never had a proper and
practical explanation as to cost yet. , near Bognor,

"2. To Mr. , near Bogfior,—The statement you
quote is correct. I provided the reaper and the horses,
the men had to pay the driver, and also had to bind,
stook, cart, and stack, at jj. 6(/. per acre. The horses
and machine I reckon at 2s. per acre. Three horses will

cut about 7 or 8 acres per day. Such part as was not cut
by machine, but by the men, was paid for as follows :—
Wheat ; mowing, 5^. per acre ; binding and stooking,

35. per acre
; carting and stacking, 3^. 6d. per acre. A

man will mow an acre of strong Wheat per dav. Oats :

a heavy crop of 10 to 11 qr. per acre; price about the
same as the Wheat. Barley : something less, the crop
being light. We cut all we can with the machine, as it

forwards harvest, and renders unnecessary the employ-
ment of strangers. Tlie standing crops of this year were
favourable to the use of the reaping machines. We use
Hannam's harvest carts, long, broad, and low

; one horse,
and a boy to drive. The farm is open, and not now
encumbered with trees and fences. Some farmers are
penny wise and pound foolish in the matter of harvesting.
In order to get it done cheaper, or to prolong it over a
month is a great mistake. The Barley heads are thus
allowed to break off, the Beans to shell out, and other
corn to be blown out by the winds. Our harvest was
completed, Beans and all, by August 19, and during
han'cst we threshed and carted to market 140 qr. of
Wheat. As soon as com is fit it should be at once, if

possible, secured. A saving of 2/. to 3J. per acre in

labour is as nothing when compared with the risk of loss

by bad weather or other causes. A reaping-machine
pays the farmer even if he does not use it. It renders
him independent of his labourers at a critical and some-
times imposing period. J. Mechi, Aug. 26.

Leases and Agreements.—Mr. Scott, of Mark
Lane, is a little unreasonable. He says I object to

leases, and yet I propose to let my land on lease. I

beg to assure him I have never objected to leases in a
money point of view. On the contrary, I am satisfied

that a lease system, if adopted in England, will raise

the rent of land a great deal faster than anything else.

If Mr. Scott will refer to p. 777 he will find in an
article written by me these words :—" If the farmers of
England desire to be thoroughly independent, and to

have full security for every penny they expend, Jet
them do what their brethren in Scotland did two
generations ago—let them take leases. A lease is the

best security a tenant can have, and it is in the end far

better for the landlord's pocket and for peace and good-
will." I do not think language could be plainer, and
why Mr. Scott should put me down as an opponent of
leases I cannot see. Mr. Scott fails to convince me of
my having made a mistake in writing about tenant-

right. Where did Mr. Scott learn that " lime
takes ten years to repay its cost?" My ex-

perience of lime upon the land which I have
is, that it repays the cost the very first year, and
leaves a profit the second, and yet I have to draw my
lime 10 miles. If Mr. Scott means that it is 10 years

before land forgets the dose of lime I quite agree with
him, and I even go further, I do not think it ever

fogets it. Mr. Scott finds fault with me for requiring

a tenant to bring 120 tons of lime on to a certain farm
eveiy year, and asks why a tenant should bind himself

to expend ^loo a-year in lime during the last eight

years of the lease ? My answer is, because I want my
land left in good heart and good cultivation, and I

think it no more unreasonable to ask a tenant to spend
;i^ioo a-year in lime during during the last eight years

of a lease, than it is unreasonable to ask him to pay
me rent during the last eight years of the lease. If I

gave my land to a tenant without some stipulation as to

manuring, I might get it back at the end of the lease

something like a sucked orange. I have a good many
tenants at will, and with two exceptions all are under
agreement to draw certain quantities of lime and super-

phospiiate. G. A. H.

The Rainfall of 1870.—The success of root crops

and of spring-sown grain and other crops is materially

governed by the amount of rainfall during the four

months—April, May, June, and July. Indeed a com-
parison of the fall during these months is much more
important than that of the year's average, which has
generally engaged attention, for in some years the

annual fall maybe considerably under the average, and
yet we have had the usual rain during these important
months. We may consider 2 inches as about the

average fall for the months in question ; or, to speak
more correctly, 8 inches is the average of these four

months during the last 30 years. In the course of these

years we have had several wet summers—that of 1S60
being considered the wettest—the four months having
a fall of 12 inches—whilst in 1843, 1S62, and 1S67, it

somewhat exceeded 10 inches. In contrast with thi^,

during the years 1842, 1847, and 1864, it was some-
what less than 5 inches, and in the year 1844 it was
3.16, and more thjjn one-half of this fell in the

month of July. During the present year the rain-

fall of the four months in the neighbourhood of the

writer has scarcely exceeded 2.\ inches, being con-
siderably the least during the last 30 years, it beingle^s
than one-third the average of the last 30 years. If we
limit our observations to three months, excluding July,
we find that in the year 1844 there was less rain, and
we find also there are two instances, but in separate

years, of there being less rain in the months of June
and July severally, but there is no instance on record

during these years of there being so little rain in these

two months, taken together. Such, then, are the

peculiarities of this most remarkable season, and
amongst its disastrous results none is so striking as the

almost total loss of the hay crop and the scarcity of

pasturage. This is even more so than in the year 1844,
to which I have just referred, and the only way to

explain the diJTerence is that in the last-mentioned year

the rain during the two preceding months was greater

than in the present year. I cannot dismiss the

subject without calling attention to the rubbish,

for it is little better, that has appeared in several papers
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written by the opponents of drainage, and the advo-

cates of wide liedgerows and hedgerow timber, who
do not hesitate to advance the monstrous proposition

that the doing away with the latter and the introduction

of the former are really the causes of the drought.

Why, if suitable land is deeply and properly drained

the effect is to enable the land to absorb and retain

more moisture than before, instead of allowing
^
the

winter's rain to run off the surface entirely—to assimi-

late it indeed to good deep land, the best test for the

richness of which is its capability of retaining moisture.

Then with regard to the curse of good farming, hedge-

rows and hedgerow timber, putting aside the weeds,

rabbits, and other vermin protected by these, how is it

that the crops are always so much worse near hedge-

row timber, however highly manured the land may be ?

but because the trees rob the land of its moisture, and

the nourishment it conveys as well as the air of its car-

bonic acid or aerial food. The shade of trees is very

grateful to cattle no doubt, and a fair proportion is no
disparagement to pasture land, but if very numerous
the pasturage is robbed of its food and its moisture,

and is rendered less abundant and less valuable. Trees
may attract moisture but they drink up all the moisture

they attract ; and as to their increasing the rainfall, we
must not be oblivious to the fact that the largest

amount of rain falls on localities too lofty for trees to

vegetate. With regai'd to the advantage of retaining

our bogs and swamps, with all the malaria thereby

engendered, in order to assist evaporation in the

summer, such arguments are worthy of the times

*' When wild in woods the naked savage ran,"

but quite out of place at the present day. The moral
taught by the late drought should be, that we should

pay more attention to iiTigation and the utilisation of

our rivers and streams, and tlie preseiTation and
retention of our winter's rain, but not that we should

encourage hedgerow timber and swamps and bogs, for

the propagation of toads and frogs, and the gratification

of such croakers as have lately appeared in print.

IF. C. Spooner,

Tiptree Farm Progess.—Finished harvest on
the 19th, including Beans ; fields horse-raked. We
threshed, sold and delivered 140 qr. of Wheat. Have
slill a well filled stackyard, and the great bam full.

Twenty-five years ago I was told by some of my prac-

tical friends that I should never grow enough to fill

my great new barn. Yield of Wheat not so good by
3 sacks per acre as in 1868, when I grew 8 qr. and

7 qr. per acre of white Wheat on some of my heavy
land fields. I therefore conclude that the W'heat crop

is by no means so superabundant on the heavy land as

in 1 868, although it may yield an averge. On the

light, hot land it is a melancholy failure. On a neigh-

bouring farm, where a field of lO acres was steam-
ploughed, and the field dressed with 3 cwt. of Odams'
manure per acre, the whole field of Wheat was
offered in a railway carriage for ;^20, straw and all.

It was at once accepted, "unseen." "You will lose

;^lo," said the seller; and so it proved; for there

were only 5 qr. of Wheat, of a very inferior quality. I

know many other instances where, on well farmed but
hot soils, the crop is sadly deficient. My first and best

field of white Wheat gave 6 qr. 2 bush, per acre, and
sold for 59J-. per qr. ; the second 5 qr. 6 bush, per
acre, at 54J'. per qr. ; the third (Rivett's, after 6qr. per

acre of white Wheat, in 1S69), 5 qr. I bush, per acre,

sold at 46^. per qr. The V/heat yields well according
to the straw, and as there are scarcely any laid crops,

and the weather has been so suitable for harvesting,

the gi'ain is in first-rate condition, quite fit for the
miller. This tells against old Wheat. Our Beans are

very well podded, the stems and kernels free from
blight ; straw very short. Black Oats very fine,

quite 10 to II qr. per acre, and plenty of straw. The
land was cool and in good condition. Our land has
been sadly too dry, and I fear our young Clover plants

dried up. The rain now falling will do much good for

the root crops. J. J. Mechi^ Aug. 22.

Societies.
SCOTTISH METEOROLOGICAL.

At the late half-yearly gene!-al meeting of th

society, Dr. Keith Johnston reported that the

Council have now 91 statioirs. The Council have
requested Mr. Buchan to prepare a report on the

monthly temperature of the British Islands, and to

state to this meeting a few of the results obtained by
him. The subject is one which, it is believed, has not
been thoroughly investigated by any other society, or,

indeed, by any meteorologist except Professor Dove ;

and Professor Dove's charts, which are now ten years
old, were based on observations not only necessarily

scanty, but in several cases unavoidably incorrect.

The first chart which this Society prepared of the tem-
perature of the British Isles was published in the

Society's Journal in January, 1864, and it has been
frequently referred to by meteorologists as the only one
existing. That chart - was constructed on returns

obtained during a period of five years ; the new chart

which Mr. Buchan is now constructing is founded on
observations for thirteen years, ending December, 1S69.

These charts, besides giving the mean temperature of
the year for the whole British Islands, give also the

mean temperature of each month. The Council anti-

pate that when these charts are published, with the

tables explanatory of them, they will be found to afford

valuable aid in the discussion of many important

questions of a practical nature.

A Neiv Thermometer.—A new maximum and mini-

mum thermometer, invented by Mr. W\ Macdougall,

was exhibited and described by him. This instioiment

consists in an ordinary minimum thermometer. Rest-

ing on the spirit is a small column of mercury, between
which and the bulb of the thermometer is inserted a

small index for the minimum readings. Above the

column of mercury is another index for the maximum
readings. As the thermometer rises, it pushes forward

the upper or maximum index to the greatest degree of

elevation of temperature. As it falls it leaves the

maximum index, comes in contact with the minimum
ndex, and presses it down to the lowest degree of

temperature, acting in the same manner as the ordinary

minimum thermometer. There are two scales, one of

hich reads to the upper end of the mercuiy column,

and gives the maximum readings ; the other reads

to the lower end of the mercury column, and gives

the minimum readings. This instrument is a slight

modification of Sixe's self-registering thermometer.

On the motion of the Ch.-virman, votes of thanks

vet awarded to Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Mac-
dougall,

MontJdy Temperature of the British Is/cS.—Mr.

Buchan, the secretai-y, said the investigations that

had been made into this subject, the result of which

was shown by the coloured maps on the walls, were
perhaps the most important that this Society had
undertaken since its establishment. An early attempt

had been made seven or eight years ago to partially

solve this problem of the temperature of the British

Isles, The observations made at that time, however,

had two inherent defects, being based only upon the

experience of five years, which was much too small a

time to give results that could be thoroughly relied

upon. They were also defective in so far as some
parts of the country were very badly represented.

Now, however, they had completed the investigations

from observations made during the last thirteen years,

and this, he considered, nnist be a close approximation

indeed to the solution of this problem. The number
of stations had in the interval increased by four times.

The observations were based upon a mean of thirteen

years, and 68 Scottish, 54 English, and II Irish

stations. The prominent points brought out in the

results were briefly these. They would see that the

series of small maps were coloured red and blue, while

others had a wash of China ink. The red lines

included all temperatures that ranged from 55* up-

wards. It had been proved by the returns of the

Registrar-General, and by the observations of their

own Society, that when the temperature rose to 55* in

the spring and summer months, diseases from bowel
complaints began to appear ; and as it rose to 60*, the

deaths very largely increased, until it became an

epidemic. The black lines represented temperatures

that fell below 45°. When the temperature fell below

45", throat and lung complaints, and all complaints

connected with breathing, began to increase ; and
when the temperature fell below 40", these complaints

increased so rapidly that the deaths which took place

were even more numerous than what was produced by
any epidemic. The blue lines represented an interme-

diate and the healthiest temperature. Here the mean
temperature for the whole year was given, and it was
one very flattering to Great Britain, for it was wholly

shaded with blue, showing that this country possessed

one of the healthiest climates in tlie world. One very

marked point, as brought out in the results, was the

effect of the mountain system on the temperature

during the winter months. W'hen winds crossed the

high mountain ridge that was on the west of the British

Isles, they deposited their vapour, radiation took place,

and the temperature rapidly fell. In the same way, in

Ireland, the lower temperatures were found inside, the

higher temperatures outside. Another very marked
result was the effect of Ireland upon Britain by increas-

ing the summer temperature and lowering the winter

temperature opposite to that island. In regard to the

influence of the Irish Sea, Mr. Tennant, a member of

Council of the Society, who had for a year or two
given a good deal of attention to the direction of winds

in different parts of the British Isles, stated that a great

deal of wind blowing in the Irish Channel was from

south and south-west. It was not so much westerly as

it was in Scotland and over Ireland, but it flowed to a

great extent through the centre of the Channel. Now,
on looking at the charts, it would be seen that the effect

of this current in the winter months was to push up the

isothennal lines over the Irish Sea. Through the

whole of the months, the observations all showed
the marked effect which that open space of water

had upon the temperature of the British Isles, as

clearly as the effect which the Irish land had upon
the part of Britain opposite. Questions of temperature

had a considerable influence upon agriculture. Many
agriculturists believed that if the night temperature fell

to 40°, there was no growth for 24 hours. If the night

temperature fell to 40°, the mean temperature might be

expected to be about 46°. Thus, then, by observing

the charts for the various months, and taking note of

those parts of Britain whose temperatures were less

than 46", one would ascertain the places where, during

certain months, there was little growth—a very im-
portant question in discussing the crops of the British

Islands. The next important temperature for agri-

culture was that required to ripen our cereals. It had
been proved by observations made by persons com-
peting for prizes offered by the President of the Society,

that for the purpose in question, wnth the ordinary

range of temperature in Scotland, there must be an
average of 56°. If it fell below that, there was a
deficiency in the crop ; if it rose, the crop was so much
the better, provided there were rain and other necessary

conditions. Accordingly, with the charts for the

different months, one could point to those parts of the

British Islands where there was some hazard in rearing

cereal crops—the places, namely, where the necessary

temperature was scarcely to be expected, or where it

occurred so seldom that the risk was considerable. It

was generally supposed that the temperature fell l^ for

every 300 feet of elevation, so that supposing at the sea

level there was a temperature of 58°, at an elevation of

600 feet the temperature would be 56°, or a temperature

sufficient to ripen cereals. In reference to this, how-
ever, 14 was interesting to compare the station of

Braemar and Deeside with that at Wanlockhead in the

Leadhills, which were about the best equipped stations

of the Society. It was well known by experience, that

on Deeside, Oats could ripen up to about 1500 feet

above the sea ; but at Wanlockhead, which was only

1300 feet above the sea, Oats were sown only for the

straw. Here, then, were very marked differences in

the effects of temperature, as shown in the growing

crops. Taking the month of June, he found that,

deducting a degree for every 300 feet of elevation, he
got a mean temperature at Wanlockhead of 54°. 9 ;

while at Braemar, applying the same correction, he
got a temperature of 56°. 8. The cause of the difference

between the two places he was not prepared to hazard

an opinion upon ; but it had an important bearing on

the produce of the country. He thought that if this

question was a little inquired into at some other

stations, they might get some general law for guidance

in reference to such matters.

The Chairman was vei7 glad to find that Mr.

Buchan had taken up this subject again, because he

believed their Society was the first to publish such a

map as that now before the meeting, whicli had been

referred to as the only exposition that existed with

regard to the isothermals of the British Islands. An
opinion prevailed that the Gulf Stream had really not

much influence on the climate of Great Britain ; but if

they looked at the lines of equal temperature for the

month of January, and contrasted them with the lines

indicating the summer temperature, they would be at

no loss to see the influence which the Gulf Stream had
on the temperature of the British Islands in winter.

If these islands were indebted to the heat of the sun

entirely for their climate, the isothermal lines would
be coincident with the parallels of latitude. Ac-
cordingly in July these lines were very nearly

parallel with the lines of latitude— that was to

say, that the sun produced an effect in propor-

tion to the distance places were at from him. In

January, however, when, being so far from the sun,

these islands were dependent on something else for

heat, the isothermal lines did not run like the parallels

of latitude, but ran almost north and south, indicating

that heat producing them must be at right angles to

them—must be, in fact, in the far west. Accordingly

he found that the farther west one went, the heat was
found to increase, in consequence of the source of heat

being in that direction. No other cause was known
unless it were the Gulf Stream, which heated the air

passing over it ; so that the temperature of our climate

was in winter almost entirely dependent on the Gulf

Stream, and little or nothing upon the sun. This also

explained that on the east coast of Great Britain the

temperature was lower than on the west coast. There

was a difference of a couple of degrees in winter,

arising no doubt from the cause he had referred to.

Mr. Buchan had referred to the sanitary view of the

question. Some time ago there was a very interesting

lecture delivered by Professor Tj-ndal, which had been

published under the title of "Dust and Disease." In

that lecture it was endeavoured to connect a number of

the diseases which appeared from time to time in the

country with organic matter floating in the atmosphere.

The existence of that organic matter in the atmosphere

Professor Tyndal had clearly proved. It had been

calculated by Dr. Angus Smith that the air of large

cities particularly was full of living organic matter,

which was sometimes termed " spores." These spores

were of course excessively minute, and one of the

curious results recently made out was, that the quantity

of air breathed by an ordinary person in 10 hours

contained no less than 40 millions of them. Sometimes

they -were beneficial, sometimes detrimental to health ;

and he should not be surprised if it were discovered,

on further investigation, that these organisms might

differ according to the temperature of the air in which,

they existed—that there might be organisms of a

certain character in a hot temperature producing certain

diseases, and organisms of a different character in a

colder temperature producing other diseases. There

had been an interesting meteorological remark founded

on Professor Tyndal's lecture which he wished to make
known. One of the common prognostics of rain in

Scotland was, that distant objects appeared very neai",

' and it was considered a sign of good weather when
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there was a haze. What was the explanation? De La
Rive pointed out that the dust in the atmosphere in

moist weather became translucent, on the same principle

that a piece of paper put into water became more trans-

lucent than before, so that distant objects became more

visible than when the dust was dry.

Farmers' Clubs.
XEIVBURV.

Condition of the Laliourer.—Kt the last meeting of

this Club, the Rev. C. W. Everett, Vicar of Wool-

hampton, read a paper, from which we make the

following extracts :

—

The Labourer's Home.—The labourer's cottage is too

often only his nominal abode, but scarcely his home.

After spending his evening at the public-house, he

comes there to sleep off the effects of his intemperance ;

and with the early dawn returns only half rested to his

daily work. He knows but little of his children : and,

from the slight experience they have of a father's

fostering care, they derive but small advantage. Some^

times, alas ! the mother's example is no better ; her

presence at home is unfrequent, and the hungry

children cry themselves to sleep, as the only

comfort which their untidy, crowded resting-place

affords. This, I am thankful to say, is not always the

case ; nor so much the case as it was some years ago ;

but it ought never to be the case. It is, however, no

overstrained picture of what was once very common,
and is now not in some places unusual. The labourers'

dwellings within my recollection are vastly improved.

I remember some in the early years of my ministry that

were really not fit for human beings to dwell in. One
bedroom was a maximum provision for a family to

sleep in, where persons of all ages, and of either sex,

were huddled together, sometimes the bedsteads having

not only beds on them, but under them, too. Nor
had those who occupied these dormitories always the

ties of blood relationship to lessen the evils (if, indeed,

this can be said) of such close contiguity. Sometimes

a place was found for a lodger, and a flimsy curtain

across a portion of the room was rather an excess of

decency and refinement. That typhus fever should

have been very commonly prevalent at the time, and in

the places I speak of, you will not be surprised to

hear ; nor that the morals of the labouring classes were
at a very low ebb.

Whatever may be said of the improvement still

required in labourers' cottages, there can be no doubt
but that within the last 30 years a great deal has been
done, and a great deal is still doing. The great object

now is to improve the feelings and habits of the

labourers, that they may appreciate and thankfully

avail themselves of what has been done for their good.

I need scarcely tell you that all care is thrown away,

and a decent home provided in vain, when the only

use made of increased accommodation is to let out

what are considered as extra and spare rooms to

strangers, and where the family are satisfied with their

old crowded style of occupying one sleeping room.

Relations of the Master.—The farmers have been
held answerable for a great deal of the drunkenness
and sensuality that prevails amongst the poor, because
they do not, it is said, sufficiently provide for the

decent lodging of the young lads they employ, and do
not keep them enough, under control during those

evening hours when their services are not required.

Now, I believe that masters may do much to improve
the moral training of their servants. But to say that

they are the sole cause of their turning out ill is, as a

rule, neither true nor fair. I believe that some give

themselves a great deal of trouble, often in vain, to

reclaim those who come under their charge. There are

others, no doubt, who are too careless in this particular.

But it must be acknowledged that very many of those

who come fresh from their homes have been breathing a

morally vitiated atmosphere from early childhood. If

religionwere excluded from our village schools, you would,
in too many many cases, find no high sense of duty, no
thorough responsibility to God, to which you could
appeal with any prospect of being understood, much
less of making an impression ; and what is very sad to

reflect upon is this, that the lesson taught to the child

at school is too often practically untaught at home.
With the not very promising material brought together
under your roof, it is not to be wondered at that even
with the best intentions you often fail of doing the
good you would wish ; that you become disheartened,
then callous, and at length suffer the torrent of evil to

rush on its way unheeded that you fancy you cannot
stem ; and yet, if the lower stratum of society is to be
regenerated, it is with these young persons that you
must begin. By them is a higher tone of morals to be
initiated, and in time, I hope, perfected.

Towards effecting this, mere secular education will

do but little, whilst a good Christian example will do
much. But example will not do everything, and,
indeed, will effect nothing if it is immediately coun-
teracted by the evil influence of companions who are
perhaps hardened in vice ; and, therefore, I cannot
insist too strongly upon what I have heard advocated
in this room—the necessity and the advantage of a
farmer always requiring a character when he hires a
servant. If this were insisted upon, a young man would
know that he must behave himself with propriety, or

'

else be thrown out of employ. I think, too, that much
influence for good might be exercised over these carter

lads by making them feel that they form a part of a

well conducted family ; that they are not external to

their master's household, but for the time blended with

it
J
that if they are lodged in the house they are, in fact,

as much a part of the family as the domestic servants

are ; anil that from them the same amount of decorum
is required. I may mention, I hope without offence,

that where the habit of family prayers prevails, it would
be very desirable that these lads should join before

retiring to rest. In those cases where they are not

taken into the house, a decent and comfortable lodging

should be considered a necessary adjunct to the requisite

farm buildings ; it should be required by the tenant,

and provided by the landlord, and this should be pre-

sided over by a thoroughly steady man and his wife,

who should be required to enforce rules, an infringe-

ment of which will bring punishment, and eventually

dismissal. A common reading-room and a place for

healthful recreation in parishes, I have on a former occa-

sion mentioned as most desirable, to establish and to

keep a sound mind in a sound body.

Fanlts Treated as Crimes.—I think that one great

mistake in the management of the poor, which law and
custom have established, is the treating in them those

faults as crimes which in their superiors in education

are looked upon as mere pardonable breaches of good
manners. Thus, the son of a labourer is sent to prison

for that breach of discipline which would bring upon
the young man at the University some trifling imposi-

tion, or perhaps only a reprimand from the tribunal

to which he is amenable. I have taken the two
extreme ends of the social scale, to show you that the

same remedy which is found effectual in the one case

might, I believe, be applied with equal success in the

other. I would introduce into our country villages

something of the proctorial authority—a court that

should take notice of moral delinquencies, and treat

them as such. It seems hard to send a young man of

the labouring class to prison for an offence which, if

committed by his betters, would be termed a lark ; and

harder still, that a mark should be affixed to his name,
which will stick to him through life, and which may be

brought against him to invalidate his testimony, even

should he, on some future occasion (perhaps a reformed

and respectable character), appear simply as a witness

in a court of justice. A prison is, and should be, a

place of punishment, but it is not often, I fear, a place

that leads to reformation. When a young man is sent

there for a trifling offence, he is quite as likely to come
out hardened and careless about his future character as

he is to come out a better man. I believe that by a

somewhat different course there would be more proba-

bility of reclaiming him. The tribunal that I would
propose, before which I would in the first instance

bring breaches of morality and good manners—cases

which are an annoyance to the peaceable and disgrace-

ful to the perpetrators of them, but which have nothing

strictly criminal in them—might, I think, be composed
of the clergymen and churchwardens of the parish.

They should have power to admonish, and to fine to

a limited amount, proportionate to the nature of the

offence ; and if this fails of effect, or the fine is not

paid, the case must then go, as at present, to the

bench of magistrates. But I believe that in a majority

of cases the course that I have ventured to recommend
would be effectual. I am aware that the composition

of my tribunal may, by many, in these days, be ob-

jected to. I answer, let such recommend a better. I

may add, that I would have no costs (beyond the fine

inflicted), no fees, no counsel employed in these vil-

lage courts ; the attendance of the offender should be
voluntary. If he prefers going to the petty sessions,

let him go.

Marriage.—But when I speak of the desire of a

young man to settle respectably, we must not forget that,

according to the original law of Nature, "it is not

good for man to be alone," he will have to seek out a

helpmeet for himself; and that on the training, the dis-

cretion, the good sense, and the piety of the partner he
may choose will mainly depend whether his cothige

becomes his home, or whether he is driven from family

comforts to seek for society and excitement at the

public-house. If the overcrowding of former days has

been detrimental to the character of our male popula-

tion, how much more has it been so to that of the

female. With a greater share of naturally implanted

delicacy of feeling, when that delicacy becomes by
circumstances blunted, and at length subdued, its

recovery is more hopeless and its loss more detrimental

to the interests of society. For, after all, the first

impressions in good or evil are generally imbibed from

the mother. Now, let us consider what is the training

of our country girls, and what arc the expectations for

good that we may form from it ? They, generally

speaking, get more school education than the boys do,

unless it is in the case of the eldest girl remaining at

home in a large family, who is often wanted to mind
the younger children whilst the mother is at work in

the field. They are not, as a rule, required to go to

work so early as their brothers are. I cannot here

enter at any length into the assumed demoralising

effect of field work as compared with other employ-

ments for women. I can only say that, with care, this

need not be so. I fear that in most cases, whatever

may be the after employment, the seed of mischief is

sown at home, and that the crowded dwellings are

answerable for much of the evil which occurs after-

wards. For this reason it certainly seems desirable

that young girls should be got out to household service

so soon as they are of sufficient age to make themselves

useful. But here again it must be remembered that

they often enter a respectable family with the mind
already tainted to an extent which those who have been

brought up apart from the evil influences to which they

have been exposed camiot easily imagine.

Household Semants.—\. pretty long residence in

country places—a knowledge of the blots which our

parish registers reveal—does not enable me to give

that pre-eminence in virtue to household servants over

those who seem to be less advantageously situated that

I would wish to do, and in some respects this may be

accounted for with a feeling of pity rather than of

censure. If we consider the advantages enjoyed by
female servants in the present day, we cannot but

regret that so little real benefit is derived from them.

Look at the wages they receive. These are from 50
to 100 per cent., and in some cases even more, above

what the same places were worth some 30 years ago.

They might lay by from half to three-fourths of their

earnings, and yet be able to dress themselves with the

quiet neatness which so became the servants who lived

with our fathers till they seemed to become a portion

of the family, and who loved Master Tommy as dearly

as if they really were their own kin. But what use is

made of the larger wages which our female servants

now receive ? The close imitation of their betters in

the frivolities of a luxurious age too plainly declares.

And then this finery must be seen and admired. This

leads to Sundays out ; to a craving for amusement,

to a restless discontent with and neglect of duties, to

impatience of reproof, however mild, and to a fond-

ness for perpetual change. We cannot look to these,

I fear, to regenerate the class from which they spring,

to be the wives of an improving peasantry, the mothers

of a socially better race ; and yet the question I would
wish to propose is, Cannot we make them so ? Are
not we, are not the masters and mistresses of England,

very much to blame for those errors which in our

servants we see and deplore ? Are we not too easy

and careless, and too little thoughtful of our responsi-

bilities?

Savings Banks, ifc.—I will only further add on this

subject, that I think a great deal of good might be

done, and provident habits established, if it was
insisted upon at hiring that a certain sum out of the

wages agreed to be given should be put every year into

the savings' bank. If this was not at first very readily

acquiesced in, I believe that as the bank book showed
the' small increasing fortune, the advantage would be

acknowledged, and the rule become generally accept-

able. Gardens or allotments are essential to the well-

doing of the labourers, and for these I have always

found them thankful. I should put the size of these at

from 10 to 40 poles, according to the means of attend-

ing to the required work that each individual may
possess. I have necessarily touched upon the dark

side of the labourer's character in much that I have

advanced in this paper ; but I have not lived for nearly

a lifetime in country villages without being able to say,

with thankfulness, that there is a bright side, and one

that will repay the trouble of drawing it out and

improving it. Where the character has not been

deteriorated by that curse of the labourer, the beer-

shop, and the whole temper soured and changed by
straitened circumstances, too often caused by his own
vice and improvidence, the labourer who has been well

brought up possesses qualities which are as genuine and

as honourable to him as any which distinguish his

betters in rank and education. He becomes much
attached to a master who treats him well, and is as

careful of his property as if it were his own. He is

loyal to his Queen, a lover of his country, and a

respecter of order. He has very generally a religious

bias, and is more likely to become a fanatic than an

infidel. I have hardly ever heard read a letter written

by one of this class to his friends at home from some
distant colony to which he may have emigrated with-

out finding a distinct recognition of a superintend-

ing Providence. With respect to the honesty of the

labouring class, when we consider the immense amount

of property which is left unprotected, and sometimes

very carelessly, at the mercy of our indoor and out-

door servants, it is really doing them but justice to say

that they are, as a class, particularly honest. Nor
should I omit among their distinguishing characteris-

tics their charity to those who are worse off than them-

selves. Most of their faults may be traced to the

brutalising effect of overcrowded dwellings and abound-

ing beershops. Until this last evil is removed, I

despair of any decided benefit being effected by any

other remedial measure. But whilst denouncing in

the strongest terms the low beer-houses, I should be

glad to see the day when a jug of wholesome beer was

the general accompaniment to the supper table of every

labouring man. This last subject to which I have

referred, and perhaps a few others, are the only ones

on which legislative interference is required in order to

introduce a higher state of morality among the poor.

On most other points, individual exertion and indi-

vidual determination to do what is right, combined in

one long, strong pull together, will, I believe, effect

what we all so much wish to see—an improved tone of
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feeling in the labouring classes. We have a higher

code of morals to refer to than was ever propounded
by the greatest wisdom of a national Parliament or the

most paternal Government. The one short and simple

rule, to do to others as you would they should do to

you, will, if carried out in its true and honest sense,

secure all that is required to make us a happy, a united,

and a prosperous nation.

Ilotircs ol goahs.
The Agricultural Labourer, a S/iort Sn}n7)iary of

/lis Position, &-Y. By T. E. Kebbel, of the Inner

Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Chapman & Hall.

This little volume contains a full discussion of its

very important subject. It is the work of a considerate

and benevolent man, and gives ample evidence, also,

of a careful study and large knowledge of the various

circumstances which it describes. The several chapters

successively consider the effect of field work on women
and children, the food and wages question, cottages

and allotments, education, hiring, the publichouse and
poaching, benefit societies, co-operation, large and
small farms, and peasant proprietors. The work ends

satisfactorily on the key-note by which the whole
performance is clearly dominated and inspired ; and
we extract the concluding paragraph in illustration of

the impartiality, kindliness, and sound sense which have
dictated its pages :

—

'

' I have stated a certain number of conclusions to

which a great mass of evidence appears to tend ; but I

have always done my best to give their full weight to all

modifying considerations. As I have hitherto said very

little ' out of my own head,' I may perhaps be allowed to

say now that I know of no question, if we except religious

ones, which requires to be approached with a mind so
attuned to impartiality as this one of the agricultural

labourer. On the one hand is his life of silent, secluded,

uncomplaining toil, always suggestive of the ^ui laborat

orat : his undeniable privations, his honesty, his simpli-

city, his helplessness, so unlike the loud self-assertion and
menacing pugnacity of the city artisan ; all prepossessing

us in his favour, all imbuing us with the idea that a system
which does not do more for him must be radically inde-

fensible. On the other hand we see in him but one link

in a great social chain which has endured for centuries,

the origin of which was noble and generous, and the
continuation of which has been secured from age to age
by the accumulative force of kindly traditions and imme-
morial sympathies. If we fail to give its full value to

every reflection wliich is suggested by either side of the
shield we are dashed headlong into error ; and it is the
certainty of this which should make us so cautious of
dogmatising. Rut I am happy in believing that the more
the question is studied, the more will it be seen that the

highest interests of the landlord, the tenant, and the

labourer harmonise with each other ; and that in a logical

development of, rather than a total departure from, the
ancient social system of England, lies our best hope for

the future."

Farm Memoranda.
West Gloucestershire: August 26.—In walk-

ing over the pastures day after day one cannot but
wonder how well the cattle and sheep have done upon
such short rations, especially where the water supply is

plentiful. The drought in 1868 was not so much felt

as that of this year. On the 7th of August then the

rain came, and for weeks it rained more or less, so that

by the end of the month we had plenty of grass keep ;

but now there is no more prospect of grass than there

was two months ago. We had a beautiful rain during
the afternoon of the 22d, which went dow-n to the roots

of the green crops, but nothing like enough to benefit

the pastures. The Mangels were, and are, looking
well, and seem to enjoy the sunshine, but the Swedes
and Turnips had begun to show signs of distress, and
they could not have lived much longer had not the rain

come, for the leaves were beginning to droop, and the

blue blight was upon them, destroying large patches
through the fields. They are now beginning to revive,

and we may yet have at least half a crop, which will be
of immense value to us this year to mix with straw-
chaff, for there is but very little hay for the cattle to

feed on ; we were never so short before, for we have
but 10 tons of English hay made this year, instead of
200. Our bullocks intended for fattening are now in

the stalls ; we have for some time past been compelled
to cany out food to them in the field, and now that the

grass is so very short they require to feed twice a-day,

so that it saves labour to bring them to the food, and
we shall know, at least, that they get plenty. The
store cattle, too, must have food carried out to them.
The in-calf heifers are now getting an allowance of
straw-chalT, grains, and bran, daily, and they seem to

enjoy it ; but as grains are getting so very dear (6i/. per
bushel), we shall have to find a substitute. We are
giving our lambs about a pint of bran and Oats each
per day, and change them on to fresh ground often

;

although the keep is no better, they keep very firm
and healthy. The stock ewes are running about the
stubbles by day ; they do very well, picking up the

shed corn ; they lie on the pastures at night.

The young seeds do not show much signs of life at

present ; we have sown Italian Rye and Trifolium
over the bare patches.

The Potato crop in this neighbourhood is pretty

good, so far as quantity goes, but they are growing out

badly. We are busily engaged digging them out
;

there is no sign of disease at present. Although they

are not quite so ripe as we could wish, by letting them
lie upon the ground a few hours the skin becomes
tough, so that they do not bruise so easily in picking

up. They are stored in very nan^ow pits, and a little

soil thrown in amongst them, and thatched as soon as

possible.

The harvest in this neighbourhood is now well

5;ecured, and the ricks in most cases are thatched.

The Wheat came to hand in the best possible condi-

tion, and promises to yield well off deep, well-farmed

land, but upon some of the thin brash it is not good.

Some little has been already threshed, and is favour-

ably spoken of. Early-sown Barley is good both in

straw and corn, but the reverse must be said of late-

sown. Oats are very good ; Peas are also very good,

and the straw free from blight, therefore it will make
some good fodder. Beans are very various ; spring-

sown are much better than the winter-sown. Vetches

are well podded, but owing to the great scarcity of

summer keep the acreage seeded will be under average.

The Oak trees and Chestnuts are again heavily laden

this year, and we may very soon expect the Acorns and

Chestnuts to fall with a rough wind. We know too

well the consequences of neglecting to have them picked

up, so as to prevent the cattle from eating too many of

them at a time ; as they are of such an astringent

nature, and the prospect of very succulent grass to

counteract them so remote, we may expect much more
serious results than happened two years ago. J. \V.

Hill Farming in the North of England.—
I shall not touch the system of breeding three-parts

bred lambs, as carried on in the east of .Scotland and
Northumberland, but confine my remarks to the breed-

ing of lambs of the first cross between the Leicester

tup and the Cheviot or black-faced. The half-bred

lamb from the Cheviot ewe is perhaps quite as large,

but the three-parts bred hogg can be fattened to a

greater weight at an early age ; and the plan, therefore,

specially recommends itself to those who, in low-lying

situations, breed and feed their owni lambs.

There are two distinct plans followed of breeding

half-bred lambs, either by keeping a regidar standing

stock of ewes, or buying draft ewes at five or six years

old, an<^l taking one crop of lambs from them. Where
a regular standing stock of all ages is kept, it is

generally on the lower unenclosed ranges of hills from

400 to 900 feet above the sea level. The breeding of

Leicester-Cheviots has rarely gone above a line about

700 feet high, but crosses from black-faced ewes are

bred perhaps 200 feet higher. The success which has

attended a few farmers who have tried the black-faced

cross on farms hitherto entirely devoted to pure

Cheviots is drawing attention to this plan of sheep-

breeding, and it is possible we may see it still further

extended. Some poorish though not very high-lying

farms, which carry only an indifferent Cheviot stock,

are found to be more profitably farmed in this way.

There are farms, as every sheep breeder knows, which
produce a very good lamb, and only an indifferent

old sheep, and vice versd.

Where a standing stock of Cheviot ew^es, producing

half-bred Iambs, is kept, the stock is generally main-

tained by ewe lambs bought in autumn from some
breeder of Cheviots. Of course they can only be

second lambs, as the best are kept at home, but as

they are almost invariably wintered on the low lands,

and altogether better kept, they grow as big as the

first. It may here be remarked that it is a great

advantage to get, if possible, the ewe lambs from the

same breeder year after year, as if they are bought

miscellaneously the stock gets very irregiUar in

character, and their produce has more or less of the

same defect. Nothing adds more to the appearance of

a lot of sheep or lambs than having them like each

other.

Where there is only a limited portion of low enclosed

lands belonging to the fann, the ewes are sold off at

six years old, but where there is a sufficient extent of

low land the draft ewes are brought down and another

crop of lambs taken off them, and they are then either

sold as " double milled " ewes, or are kept till they are

in fair condition and sold to the butcher.

All along the East of Scotland and Northumberland
the tups would be of the Border Leicester breed ; and

in the Western districts and Cumberland they would

be either imported from Yorkshire or be of the same
variety bred in the district.

A stock of 500 sheep v^-ould consist of 400 ewes and

100 hoggs, as though only a sixth is drafted eveiy year,

a fifth of young sheep is required to makeup for deaths

and casualties. If valued over to an incoming tenant

last Whitsuntide, they would probably cost him about

44^. the ewes, and 281. for the hoggs. Perhaps eight

l.eicester tups w^ould be required, which shouM cost, as

shearlings, from £^ to £(i.

The ewes have their first lambs at two years old, and

on the unenclosed ranges begin to lamb from the

1st to the loth of April, according to the elevation and
exposure. Those having twins are generally removed
to the fields, and either kept there all summer or taken

back about the beginning of June.
The lambs are castrated and their tails docked about

the end of May,

farms ; still we cannot reckon on having more than

3S0 Iambs from the 400 ewxs on average farms of this

class. Of course wlien there is a considerable amount

of land besides in fields, the ewes there will greatly

increase the proportion of lambs ; but we are not taking

them into account at present.

The lambs, of course, are all to sell, and may be

taken at an average price of i6j. ^d. each. The 500

sheep—young and old—should clip about So stones

of wool, of 24 lb. to the stone. There will be from

75 to So draft ewes to sell, say 78, and two or three

culls. To keep up the stock, about 105 ewe lambs

11 be bought, at a cost for the best second lambs of

perhaps I2j. each in average years, and some outlay is

required to keep up the number of tups. The debtor

and creditor account may, therefore, stand something

like the following :

—

lambs, .It i6i. (xi. each £i7P^ ° °

of wool, at 28J. .. .. .. .. 11200
J draft e

Deduct for 105 ewe lambs, at 1

Wintering at 8,r. 6rf. each .

.

Annual outlay for tups
Also the necessary expenses, as

wages, dipping, &c. .

.

£5'

- -87

£3M

It is not quite so plain a matter as in pure Cheviot

farms to give the rents generally paid per sheep, as the

farms have mostly more or less arable land attached,

and frequently a number of cattle are kept amongst the

sheep, and there is a greater diversity in their profitable-

ness in all ways.

On arable fanns where ewes are kept, they are

mostly bought at 5 or 6 years old, one crop of lambs

taken, and they are then fattened and sold between

November i and Christmas to the butcher. The pure

Cheviot does not produce so many lambs as half-bred

ewes, and 130 lambs to 100 ewes may be taken as a

pretty good average.

When a standing stock of black-faced ewes, breeding

lambs to Leicester tups, is kept, it is generally on

higher lands, or on those of a poorer description than

where Leicester-Cheviots are bred.

The young stock is bought either as lambs in the

autumn or as hoggs in the spring. There is probably

no dearer sheep to the weight than a black-faced ewe
hogg, and the high price given for them compared

with that realised for the old ewes is a great drawback
upon the profits. The tups used should be even more
sprightly and rather lighter in the wool than those put

to the Cheviot ewes. They will bring more lambs,

but the management is in all respects the same as

previously described. The debtor and creditor account

may be put as follows :

—

400 lambs, at 15J. cich .. . £2°^ ° °

Wool—say 60 o o

80 draft ewes, at i6s 64 o o

Deduct

—

100 ho^gs, bought as lambs and wintered
more cheaply than the cheviots, at 21^. /^los

Expenses - shepherds' wa^es, &c. . . 70

Keeping up tups 10

£^'-t

i,'i9

This is a less sum per sheep than what is realised

from the Leicester-Cheviot breeding stock or from the

pure Cheviot, but a greater number of ewes, say in the

proportion of 5 to 4, can be kept on the land, and a

fair stock can be kept on a quality and exposure which

would not breed a Leicester-Cheviot, and only a very

indifferent pure Cheviot. J. H. J. S., in ''North of

England Farmer.
^^

Miscellaneous.
War and its Effects on our Grain Supplies.

—.Altogether our prospects for the supply of bread are by

no means unsatisfactory, especially when we learn that

the United States, Russia, and other countries have

been blessed with an abundant harvest. What we have

really to deplore are our prospects as regards Barley

and Oats, which are decidedly scarce at home, and are

usually imported in large quantities from the North of

Europe. But the ports of Russia, Denmark, and Sweden
are likely to continue open, and much of the Pnissian

produce may come to us through those channels.

Should then our requirements not prove extravagant,

and the supplies continue to flow in from neutral

countries almost uninterruptedly, we cannot expect

prices to rule very high. Let it not be imagined that

war must of necessity have a considerable influence on

prices, from the fact that a considerable amount of

money is expended in food and other purposes. Money
has no such power. Food Journal.

%\t Mall's M0rk.
September 3.

—

Scotch Harvest.—September is still

counted harvest month in Scotland, as August i-i termed

_ _ ^^^ harvest month in England, but the old calendar rules

„._ ...„ „. ,....j. From VeiiigiiiTower localities, and I
of hai-vest months and harvest moons are fast falling

perhaps more carefully looked after at this season, the behind the progress of field practice, faster perhaps in

ewes bring more lambs than on most pure Cheviot I the North than in the South ; thorough drainage and
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improved cultivation, manuring and seeding, having

shortened and advanced tlie period of harvest 14 day
in some places, and fully a month in others. The length

of the harvest this year will, to present appearance,

exceed an average, but much depends upon the comin;^

weather during the remaining weeks of the current

month. In some districts of the North, Oats, the

principal crop grown, make a stand, as it were, about

the close of September, and remain green until the

frosts of October, and sometimes November, whiten

and render them fit for the stackyard, none of the com
being fit for seed. Even when cut green, Oats do not

ripen in the stock towards the close of this month in

the North as they do in August in the Soutii when cut

in a similar state. The order of succession in ripening

is Bere, Barley, Wheat, Oats, Peas, and Beans, but to

this there are numerous exceptions—many fields of Oats,

for example, have this year ripened or will ripen before

Wheat and Barley.

Corn Harvest proceeds promiscuously, so to speak,

a^ stated last week. Very little remains out in the

South, and northward every effort is now being made
to bring it to a close. Small sheaves loosely bound,
when properly set in the stook, are sooner ready for

the stackyard, and although they give rise to rather

more handling in the stacking, experienced workmen
fork two or more at a time, so that we have always

found that small sheaves rather expedite than retard

the operation of stacking, while they make better

work.

Buckwheat harvest before it begins to shed its first ripe

seeds. Owing to the manner in which the plant flowers

and ripens the whole cannot be secured, and as a rule

the first ripe is the best. Part of the plant being thus

cut green, the small sheaves or bundles require to be

left loose and exposed in the best manner for drying,

and also to be turned once or twice ; and in cutting

and turning very great care is requisite to prevent
' sheddin<; of the seed. Some thresh out in the field,

and Eiore the seed, which makes excellent food for

poultry, and also for cattle, when ground into meal

;

others bind up and stack, as Turnip seed.

Aftermath Meadimi and Clover Hay cut before the

crops begin to etiolate at the bottom. Like the

first cuttings, both are this year exceptional, being in a

few places heavy and forward, but in the majority

almost «//, the meadows and Clover being required as

pasture for stock. What little there is will possess the

greater value, and tlierefore should be carefully har-

vested. Both crops are more liable to injury from wet
weather and heavy night dews than the first crops, and
therefore mowing should be deferred until settled

weather sets in. In others respects, the work is

similar to harvesting the first crops.

Grass Seeds, for hay or pasture after a corn crop, sow
on a clean stubble, and chain-harrow in, as directed

for August. The practice is prelerable to sowing the

seeds with the com in spring, as a much closer and
healthier bottom of young grass can be obtained before

winter.

Ho^ Picking generally commences this month.
W^hen equally ripe, the flowers may be picked as one
quality, but this is seldom the case in the best of sea-

sons; and when they ripen unequally, they are divided
into three qualities in the picking—the dark or over-

ripe, the brown or ripe, and the green. The three
qualities are tlien taken to the oast and kiln-dried

separately, and when cool put into sacks, technically

termed pockets. Fine weather is essential to the

successful harvesting of this crop, as the slightest damp
from rain or dew injures the flavour and strength of
the bitter principle, thereby reducing the market value
of the crop.

Cabbage seed, if not already sown, sow in beds for

spring planting. Advanced seedlings remove to a
nursery in rows 6 or 9 inches apart. Transplanting
them a second time by simply shifting will check over
luxuriance of growth, harden and fit them for stand-

ing the winter. By thus shifting the young plants

will be more uniform in size, stronger in the stem and
better rooted, and less liable to run to seed next sum-
mer, or to be attacked by insects, than when left in

the seed-bed throughout the winter.

Early Folates.—Large breadths are dug and sent to

market during July and August, and about the begin-
ning of September the storing of seed for the ensuing
season takes place.

Autumn Fallout's.—Continue to plough, dig, or
smash up by steam as soon as the crops are removed
from the ground, as directed last month. The advan-
tage of breaking up stubble early with a deep trench-
furrow has been known from time immemorial, but
with horse-power this could seldom be done in the
case of heavy clay soils until rain fell to soften the land

;

and when the weather breaks it frequently happens
that clay land becomes too wet for profitable tillage.

But with steam power the land may be broken up
immediately the harvest is over, and the drier the more
effective the operation.

Farm Horses. — Autumn fallowing and stubble
Turnips have greatly increased the labour of the teams
at this season, rendering an extra allowance of corn
necessary along with a cooling diet of green forage,
as sewage grass. Clover, Tares, Lucerne, Sainfoin ; or,
in the absence of such, steamed food should be given.
On no account allow farm horses to lose their sleek
ummer coat in Autumn.

1205
Milch Ccm's are in too many instances neglected at

this season, more especially in our northern counties,
what they get in the pastures being insufficient to
support tlieni. They should have sewage grass.
Clover, Tares, Lucerne, or Sainfoin, and be housed at
night whenever the cold weather sets in. In some
places an early plot of Globe Turnips is grown for
cows. The tops are objectionable, and the bulbs
should be steamed along with chaff and bean meal.
Old or worn-out cows may be allowed to run dry for
fattening. In our southern counties early September
is generally favourable for milch cows, the weather
being mild, and the grass plentiful ; but to this there
are many exceptions, the weather either being wet, or
the pastures burnt up, or the bite deficient naturally

;

and of the two, a cold wet bed at night is the most
objectionable to an in-calf milch cow timed to calve
about the close of the year. Cows should continue to
have plenty of soft filtered water to drink.

The Dairy suffered much from the extreme heat of
July and August. It is now less disagreeably close
and sultry, so that the ventilation and temperature of
the milk-room and cheese-room are more easily con-
trolled. Very great improvements are now being
made in some dairies for controlling the extremes of
temperature during summer and winter, and it is just
as necessary to attend to the temperature of the cow
during the process of secreting the milk, as it is to the
temperature of the dairy in the several processes that
take place after the milk is withdrawn from the
udder. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Weed : A Regular Subscriber. It is a Knot-grass, com-
mon in sandy fields. Diligent use of the hoe, and well
cultivated fallow crops, will destroy it.

Winter Beans : IK. P. After broad-sharing, and, if

necessary, burning the stubble—and thereafter plough-
ing it and cleaning it—cart a dressing of dung and
plough it under with a shallow furrow ; and after
harrowing drill 10 pecks to 3 bushels of the small winter
Beans, in rows 2 feet apart. Any time in September
will do for seed-time.

yet it exceeds the demand
; prices are lower for all kinds.

.\ few choice Lambs are sold at about mutton price ; the
season for this article maybe said to have closed. Calves
are selling about the same as on Monday. Our foreign
supply consists of 400 Beasts, 2650 Sheep, 275 Calves,
and 40 Pigs.

s. d. s. d. •

s. d s d
Best Scots, Here- Best Loujj-wools.. s 2to= a
fords, &c. . . 5 4105 6 Do. Sliom . . .

. _
Best Shorthorns . . 5 2—5 4 ,

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4—4 !o
2d quality Beasts 3 2—4 o Do. Shorn .. .. _ .,
Best Downs and Lambs — .'.'

Half-breds .. 5 4—3 8
[

Calves .. ..3 8-5 6
Do. Shorn .. ., — .. I Pigs .. .. 3 4-5 4
Beasts, 1815 ; Sheep and Lambs, 12,440 ; Calves, 405 ; Pigs,4o.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Sept. 1.

18^, per dozen lb.

16s.

51. 8./. ; Large Pork, 4J. 4,/. to
8^. per 8 lb.

Best Fresh Butter
Second do. do. .

.

jmalf Pork, 5J. od.

sales \

Slarhcts.
ENGLISH WOOL.

The transactions during the week have been only to a
moderate extent, at unaltered prices. The feeling as to
the future varies with the changing prospects of con-
tinued war or e.arly peace, but as a rule holders are very
firm, and do not seem at all inclined to give way from
prices lately mling.

HOPS.
Borough Mai^ket, Sept. i.

Messrs. Pattcnden report there is a good demand for
fine samples of the new growth, but inferior sorts com-
mand little or no attention. Prices as yet are very un-
settled, and we must defer quotations until next week.

HA v.—per Load 0/2,6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept. i.

Prime Meadow Hayi20J.toi3ar.
[
Clover, old .. .

Inferior do :oo 110 Inferior do. .. .

New Hay .. ..no 120 Prir

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, Aug. 29.

There was a good supply of Wheat from Essex and
ent to this morning's market, and as millers were not
sposed to purchase, excepting at a reduction of is. to
per qr. upon the prices of this day sennight, very few
:s were made, the bulk of the supply remaining unsold,

for foreign the demand was extremely limited, at last
week's rales. Malting Barley, Beans, and Peas were
unchanged in value

;
grinding was bd. per qr. cheaper.

Oats could only be sold at a decline of bd. per qr. The
value of Flour was unaltered. Of new Mustard seed
there were between 4000 and 4000 qrs., but the ideas of
millers and holders were too wide to admit of business.

Price pee imperial Quarter i s
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suftblk, White 44—51 Red... .— — fine selected runs.. do. 148 -55 Red. .

.".

— — Talavera 50—58— — Norfolk
I

— Red— — Foreign '42—63
BARLEV,grind.&dLsL,2<>st0 33l..Chev.|42—45 Malting .— Foreign .. grmding and distilling!25—33 Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 25—27— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 27— 29 Feed ...— Irish Potato 26—28 Feed .

'.

'.— Foreign Poland and Brew:25—27 Feed ...
„^^ •.:•••. '32—36 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
1 1

Beans, Mazagan . . .
. 431. to 47J.. .Tick 49-50' H.irrow— Pigeon ....511. t0 59S...Winds.| — iLongpod.— Foreign Small 45—47 Egvptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38-^0sS .

,— Maple, 401. to 441 Grey 36—40 Foreign .

igu .

35 —47 Country . ^^ ^^
31 Per sack.. 1 35—61

35—47

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack i— 2d ditto ditto -

— Foreign per barrel i

Wednesday, Aug. 31.

The grain trade to-day remained in a dull and inactive
state. The supplies on offer were not large, but the
attendance of millers was limited, and sales could only be
effected at the reduced prices of Monday last. Foreign
Wheat changed hands to a small retail extent, at hue
rates. Barley was quiet, but unaltered in value. Malt
tended downwards in price. There was a large show of
Oats, but the quotations were supported. Beans and
Peas were scarce, and commanded late rates. Flour was
dull, but nominally unaltered.

Sup. Meadow Hay 1305.10140^.

r Clover

'do. ..120 130
.nferior do 100 j 10
Charles James Easton.

:t, Thursday, Sept. i.

Infenor Clover ..ii^j. to 1301
Prime 2d cut do... — —
New do no 138
Straw 32 36

losHUA Baker.

COALS.~Aug. 3r.

Hastings Hartley, i6j. ; Hollywell Main, z-js. \ Walls
End Framwellgate, ids. ^d. ; Walls End Haswell, lo.;.

Walls End Hetton, igj. ; Walls End Helton Lyons,
16s.

;
Walls End Hartlepool, lis. yl.; Walls End Original

Hartlepool, igr. ; Walls End Tees, i8j. ga'.—Ships at
at sea, 5.market, 22 ; sold, 20 ; unsold.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Aug. 29.

We have a shorter supply of Beasts and a good demand,
consequently prices have adv.anced, and a fair clearance
is effected. The number of Sheep is small, but trade is

not very brisk
;
however, choicest qualities are dearer

; it

is still difficult to dispose of Lambs ; only a few choice
ones are saleable. Calf trade on the average is about the
same as last week. Our foreign supply consists of 1975
Beasts, 7550 Sheep, 313 Calves, and 60 Pigs ; from
Scotland there are 70 Beasts; from Ireland, 400; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 60 ; and 2070 from the Midland
and Home Counties.
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IHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, (or Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S NITRO PHObPHATF or liLOOD MANURE.
ODAMS'S DlSSriLlED BONES
ODAMS'S SUPER PHOSPH \TE of LIME.

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors,
Chairman—John Clayden, Littlebury, Essex.

Deputy Chairman—John Collins, 255, Camden Road.

Its

Edward Bell, 48, Ma

Samuel Jonas, Crishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 2^, Essex Street. Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire,
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Managing Director—James Odams.

i that have earned for it another title, viz.,

'THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
nbers are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with M; _ ._ _
facturcd by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the Manures.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian"
nt Guano ; it contains 21 percent, of Soluble I'hosphates,
:ent. of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
lonj; as the seals remain unbroken.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32. King William Street, London, E.C.

^?ei'c^:;

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laborator>', ii,Salisburj'Square,FleetStreet,E.C,
" London, January 15, 1S70.

"Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves, I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, wiU it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

Signed) " Augustus ^ oelcker
" The Secretary, REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peru\nn

Guano Company. Limited. 32. King wTlliam Street. Lcndon E C

H
THe Noted French Cold Grafting Wax

(MASTIC LHOMME LEFORT),
For Grafting, Budding, Healing, See, may be obtained of

OOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden, W C Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through ^m
n or Provincial Seedsman and Nurser^'man.

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PL ^

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of % c^^t loi

53 cwt., 211. ; and i cwt., 42s., with full directions for use 1 or Ii 1

particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on applicatj 11

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission
OP THE Hon. Board of Customs.

)OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is., 2s. W., and 55.

Royal Horticultural

Wharf, Wappin;

ually destroys

MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER.—The abov
vastly superior to the ordinary Tobacco Paper, and much 1

economical. One fume effectually des
the whole family of Aphides, and
in quick succession will annihilate Thrip.
?rice iJ.8<f.perlb.;hampers containing 56 lb,

Iclivered carriage free to any railway
itation in England, Scotland, or Wales, or
;o any seaport in Ireland.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " New-
ind 103, Easlgaie Street,

different bring offered under the
A very inferior and totally

/:j. I S H U R S T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Wliolcsale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY

Battersea, Londonj S.W.

w
Especially recommended to Rose and Fruit Growers.

For furtlier particulars, see printed handbills, which may be had o
ipplication, also previous Advertisement in these columns, page 918.

Monro's Camion Boiler.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
I and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free-— m^ England, for cash^with order; or they allow a liberal

Midland Horticultural and Hot-Water Engineering
Workc. T,ni!"'iii"rough.

"'^

• and Estimates from instructions sent him ; or, if prefe
t personally on any Ladies or Gentlemen at their residcnc

, G. M. does not confine himself to his Patented mode of
I carry out the designs of Architects according

details, or he will apply his principles of cor
The satisfactory completion of all work undi

their designs,
ndertaken is guaranteed.

T. G. M. solicits Public attention to his PATENTED BOILER,
.vhich is exceedingly poAverful and economical in fuel. His Patented

TAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders"
and Hot-Water Apparatus MANfFAcrtRERs,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

900 *^^CURfBER and MELON BOXES and^^^ LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 55. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gento', and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

FOR

HEATING . CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c..

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

Suarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 P" «nt on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injuryto Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and pcrfectncss of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consultinff Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 fL Lights. 2 in. thick, unglaicd. .£050
•

,, ,, Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

Painted
Painted four coats, ;

Handles on
Packed and Delivered

Railway van ..

Heating by Hot Water.
PUBLIC and PRIVATE

BUILDINGS, MANUFAC-
TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS a

sketch they require no

POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.
(Successors to John R. Pcill),

Sole Manufacturers of the Improved

adapted for

CONICAL BOILERS,
Which :

passing any other Boilers e

New Park Street,

H OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heatini?

°'^.SS,?.9,9.yS?S, Tubular BoiUr.miTHOrSES,

iit_j::
c. Boilers, from24S. each

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
vith or without Water Bars, from 52s. 6d, each.
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

or use without brickwork, from 6oj. each.

Portable Boiler Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS^ BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description ana size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints:
Sockets require no other packing, EUif^tic Boiler.

Strained Wire Espalie
Trainers for all kinds of
Fruil Trees, &c. ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, for
Gardens and Conser-
vatories- Wire Work
Covered Wajs, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c Wire Work Rose
Fences, Rosirics, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
JvL \\irc Work Vase

Stands Hot Con-
Aviaries for

Fhcasan-

ConscrvaliOi
w ithTrellis Work, Flower
Stands, Baskets, Wires,

Tile riowei

AUkindsofWii
made to order.

R. HOLLIDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2;

belio Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues of the above on application.

G^
COLLECTING MACHINES for 1

_ __ "WERS comb
cutters becon-
;d again and again, bringing the

against the bottom blade, which operation

. __ done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapta-

!i of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

HAND MACHINE,

best,

of Competition.
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if n

approved of can be returned at once without any cost whatever to tl

Purchaser.

'J^ Illustrated Price Lis
BoHers, Galvanised WireNei
Vases, &c., free on applicatii:
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iiAYsrs ANDSONb r\rEXT
\\ \TLK IJRINOEK,

This simple Machine -will draw

r the surface,

Hydronctte or any othe

HAYNES
Caution.—None a

Proprietors, London."

chine than anyothcr in use. It is

with 4 feet of Suction Hose,
Strainer, Jet and Rose, iss. 6d.

;

No. 2, i«.6rf.; No. 3, £x is.
|

No. 4, ^ 5s- : No. 5. £1 iw.
Extra Hose and Union Joints to

order. To be had of

SONS, 327, 239. aitl =31. Edg\vare Road, W.
genuine unless labelled " Haynes & Sons,

E ' S

with the Closets, and find

what I had imagined
great diliiculty—the

ppl> of Dried Earth—tc

obstacle : as, by lay-

a few bags of earth

ful supply, without

a bucketful of water), anc
have had the finest bloom;

"\V. GILBERT.
'January, 187a"

.linl full information may be obtained at 29, Bedford
i.irdcn, W.C.

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvemriiis recently introduced give

Ml \-. I. . MACHINE
Several importrini .

'

, -'^<l by no other Lawn Mower.
PATENT DOUJI I ^ i -ILATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The annually iiiL 1 i . ilic most convincing testimony

how much these a.)' in i .- li , In appreciated.
Alexander Shanks i; Son hen to mtimr

Exhibitors of Lawn Mo
Firm to whom the J
awarded is the highe*

- devolving Cutter ot thtir \l
i i

I
il it is with

Steel on both Sides of each i I dc ^ tlj i \ j 1 il Luittr bei-omes
blunt by runnmg one way it can be re\cr3ed, thus bnn^mg the oppo
site or sharp edge of the Cutter to act agamst the Sole Plate In
addition to this, A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Machine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reserve at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, the
plate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the
front. It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables the

ing parts to last twice as long as in other machi
ingle-edged Sole-plai : be I wed when the edge i

; ample satisfactic
approvea oi can oe at once retumea.

Illustrated Circulars, with full particulars, sent free on applica
A. SHANKS AND SONS, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath;

27, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.
eS" A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at

27. Leadenhall Street.

1, Hay Rick dispensed „^ .^^.^„.^, .....,^.^^,^ ^.um
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses free of COTTA^I^ANd^CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsley

Cr°Ll^ "V." ^'""'V^". l."BtlMCl V-lllI 3CVCI
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAMS HURDLES are made in the best
manner of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustnted I rice Lists on appl cation to CoTTAM AND CO., Iron
Works 2 W mslej Street Ovford Street, London, W,

R L SCHOOL
DirfCior.

Sir Roderick Impey Mu

of MINES.
,K.C.B.,F.R.S.,&c.

During the TWENTIETH SESSION, 1870-71, which will COM-
MENCE on OCTOBER 10, the following COURSES of LECTURES
and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given:—

1. Chemistry. By E. Frankland, Ph.D., F.R.S.
2. Metallurgy. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.
3. Natural History. By T. H. Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S.

5 Minfng"^" } Sy Warrington W. Smyth, M.A., F.R.S.

6. Geologj'. By A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.
7. Applied Mechanics. By T. M. Goodeve, MA.
8. Physics. By Frederick Guthrie, B.A., Ph.D.

Instruction in Mechanical Drawing. By the Rev. J. Haythomc

Laboratories.
Pupils are received in the Royal College of Chemistry'- (the Labora-

tory of the School), under the direction of Dr. Frankland, and in the
Metallu) * - ^ ^
Tickei

£i each.
Officers in the Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, Acting

Mining Agents and Managers may obtain Tickets at reduced prices.

Certificated Schoolmasters, Pupil Teachers, and others engaged in

education, arc also admitted to the Lectures at reduced fees.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales grants Two Scholarships,
and several others have also been established by Government,
For a Prospectus and information apply to the Registrar, Royal

School of Mines, Jermyn Street, Londoi

rriRE LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
-^

SOCIETV,

10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar (founded 1836),

Has taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance Contracts

from all needless restrictions.

The "Proposal Form" is most simple in its terma.

The Policies arc " Indisputable," that is, free from future challenge.

The Invested Funds bear an unusually high proportion to the Liabi-

lities.

The Guaranteeing Share Capital of One Million (jCi"5o,ooo paid up)

is fully subscribed by 300 Members ofthe Legal Profeaaion,

Nine-tenths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail.

Unreserved Inftinnatlon on all points, on application to

E. A. NEWTON, Actuarj- and Manager.

D

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

Lately rubhsl.cd,

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5J. 6d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
7s. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural and
Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In one

Volume, 8vo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price 12s.

^^ The Glossary may be had separately, price ss. cloth.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 11, Bouverie Street, E.C.

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and

Vegetables, and Plans of G!asshous<
S. Hereman, Chats' ' ~
HEREMAN ANl

Quadrant, London, '

To Parties Contemplating the Planting or Fruit Trees.
Before Making Aurancements, tlease io ruoct'EE

THE ORCHARDIST and u^ (OMPANTON; in
which over 2500 sorts of Fruit ae ' -iiri.

I ili'.ir treatment
given. The collection is one of th. I

' ITice 2r., in

stamps. J. SCOTT. The Nurscn. , t

THE NEW METHOD ol G! .'_'\\ i.NG FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John roLMAiNE, Soulhacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,
171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

A QUANTITY of PRINTS for SALE, at 3^. 6ct per
Gross of 144, all different, each Gross includinjj 100 in colours.

Imperial and crown oclax'os, and other sizes. Useful for Screens,
" " :. Post free for 42 stamps.

J. REYNOLDS, 174, Strand, W.C.

BATHS and TOILET WARE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM

devoted exclusivclyto the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETWARE.

that have tended to make his establishment the most distinguished in

this countr>'. Portable Showers. 8s. ; Pillar Showers, £3 to ^^5 12s.

;

Nursery, i8j. to 385.; Sponging, 6s. to 32J. ; Hip, 131. to 31s. 6d.
A large assortment of Gas, Furnace, Hot and Cold Plunge, Vapour,
and Camp Shower Baths. Toilet Ware in great variety, from iis. 6rf,

to 4fo. the set of three. WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing
Ironmonger by appointment to H. R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a
Catalogue containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled
Stock, with List of Prices and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms, post
free. 39. 0.\ford Street, W. ; i, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5,

J the
ring

WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery a

D'
and Infants.

DINNEFORD j

and of all Chei

INDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1869.—Gentlemen,
—I feel it a duty I owe to you to express my gratitude for the great

benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.
For a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and
wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without
deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable
pills I was quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this

publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be afflicted.— I am,
gentleman, yours truly, Henrv Allpass.—To the Proprietors of

s Camomile Pills.

' Learned, chatty, vsEvvL."—A//uy!a'um.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d,, of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d.

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTLSTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedilcd Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGR.\PHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HER.'\LDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preseiTe their
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES :—

Hepworth Dixon, Esq.
Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Ellis
E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatty
Henry Hallam, Esq.
J. O. Halliwell, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.

1 Hiciison, Esq.

John Br,

^'*"t-W. D. Chrisl

J P. Collier, Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.
P Cunningham, Esq.
Rev. T. Corser
Rt. Hon. J. W. Croker
tCrossley, Esq.

r. Dalton
Professor De Morgan
Dr. Diamond

Rev.lohnjebb
Douglas Jerrold, Esq.
Thomas Keighley,

"

Rev. Dr. Kennedy
Rev. L. B. Larking
Rt. Hon. Sir G. C. Le>

Esq.

M. A. Lower, .Esq.
Lord Lytleltoti
W. B. MacCnbe, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir F. Madden
I. H. Markland, Esq.
kev. J. E. B. Mayor
Lordilonson
R. M. Milnes, Esq.,M.r.
J. G. Nichols, Esq.
George Offor, Esq.
George Ormerod, Esq.
William Pinkcrton, Esn.
J. R. PlanchO, Esq,
E. F. Rimbault, Es
Rev Dr. Rock
S. W. Singer, Esq.

A. Steinmet?, Esq.
George Stephens, Esq.
H. E. Strickland, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir J. E. Tenncnt
Professor Thompson
W.J. Thoms, Esq.
U. Thorpe, Esq.
Rev J. H. Todd, D.D.
Sir W. C. Trcvcfy
T. H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.
Benjamin B. Wiffen, Esq.
W. VarrcU, Esq.
J. Yeowell, Esq., &c.

Bart.

NOTES AND QUERIES is pubhshed every Saturday, price 4^., or stamped to go by Post, Kd. It is also
ssued in Monthly Parts

;
and in Half-Yeariy Volumes, each with Copious Index, price io.v 6d cloth boards.

TT ,rT-
Subscription for Stamped Copies for Si.v Months, forwarded direct from the PubUsher (including the

Half-\early Index), is irj. 40'., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, toWILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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M
Inaestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.S PATE.NT.— Prices. Printed

nd Spt-cimens sent post free on application ; also

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 for 3Ss., cash on deliver);. ^ Sample Label

HORTICULTUR.AL EXHIBITIONS.
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES,

tipon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for the

HIRE of elegant and commodious TENTS are forwarded (rec of
charge. All letters should be addressed to 2, Duke Street, London
Bridge, S.E. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultuml Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES I. BL.ACKITH
Cox's Ou

Retail of th<

Horticuatural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
n. lilos^nn Street, Shorcditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Gntii/iu- White Lead, Oih. Colours, Brushes, &'c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

s H W N
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO. , ig, Oxford Street, Manchester.

Archangel Mats.

J BLACKBURN and CO. have just received the
. FIRST CARGO, and are offering them at low prices. Lists

on application at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most
durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on applica

JAS. T. ANDERSON,?, Ci ercial Street, Shorcditch, Londoi

oRNAMENTAL SHELLS (MOTHER-of-PEARL)
for SALE, just imported from the China Seas.—Verj- b(

r piTstage stamps^ for one or more bags,

'jrMcCOLLOlJGH, Drury Buildings, Water Street, Liverpool.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

JOHN WARNER & SONS,
BELL AND BRASS FOUNDERS :^ ^'^ "^^ '"^'^ M.\JESTV,

HYDRAULIC sl^fe4^ ENGINEERS,
S, CRE.SCENT, CKIPPLKGj\TE, LONDON, K.C.

No. 35.

CAST-IRON PUMPS.
2^ inches .

.

.

.

. . ,,^1 9 o

No. 547A.

GARDEN ENGINE.

SotJ.tllons .. ..^5 13 o

2+ 510
16 3 16 o

IRJ. PAXTONS HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free, A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

is Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AND MORTON,
richborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London. W.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-
i. Conservatories, Forcin;^ Pits, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

ONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside London, E.C.
Manufactory, 6, Bankside, Soutnwark

By Boyal Letters Patent.
HREWSDURY'S GAS CONSERVATORY

BlUl.ER, Registered Ga:
IMPKON EU REGISTERED GAS

Testimonials on application. Enc!
G. SHREWSBURY, Lower No

BATH, £,

^oodr"'j''E.

No 42. - PORTABLE PUMP, wilh Im-

proved Valves for Lic|iii(l Manure. £z 16s. 61/.

2-inch Flexible Rubber Suction Pipe, in 10,

12, and 15 feet lengths, per foot, 2s, sd.

V/. S. BOULTON &. CO,
ROSE LANE WORKS, NORWICH,

Were awarded hst year more Prizes than any other Makers (English or Foreign), for PlorticuUural Implements,

Garden Furniture, &c.

MELON OR CUCUMBSE, LIGHTS, WITH FRAMES.

Greenhouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-Water Apparatcs Manufactcbees,

106. .\Inre Stnvl, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
IIi iT -

1 -, I .: I
' 1, ready for Fixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price £$0;

:^i : . />3; 12^ feet by 10 feet, £1^. A handsome
( ''

I I 111 m stock, 36 feet long 18 leet wide, £110.
1 I

' r , my branch in the above line, in Wood or Iron.

T_l U 1 -U.\ 1 ER PIPES, BOILERS, &c., &c., of

HOT-WATER"pi?ES,' iios. 6 and 7-

ish prices, delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristolt

JAMES BOYD AND SONS, Horticultural
BuiLDt:RS and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B,

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES. PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Sleam-power Machinerj'.andereclca
in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hol-water
Apparatus for Heating; Cluirc'

t applic

if great durability. The pk
specially suited for KITCHEN
hevh.uti.ur IV

o

t down incur no furiher labour
d.. • i;rtiwn" Edgings,

;n s Koaa »*csi, . '
., .^...KJ•"•-l••-*—

IlIustratcd l'ri> -
1 i

i- ': - !. 1-' I !' I [jJc supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &C., as cheap and durable as Stone,

n blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of formintj a variety of

designs. Litccwise more elaborate designs. Patlern Sheets of i'ave-

nieni, with prices, forwarded for selection

WHITE GI.AXED TILES, lor Lining Walls ol Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c Grooved and other Stable Paving Brioks

of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c
To be obtained of R 8t G. Kosher, at their premises as above.

QtLVLR SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—O 141. per Ton, is. ai. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery

amplcs of Sand by po?

A. liberal dis the Trade.

FAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
ti beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Roj-al Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated
by 14, 20 by 15.

I(J0 the foot,

r. orf.

;.od.
Fourth quality

Third quality
Seconds *^' ^ ^^

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnal

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
Stock sizes, i6-oz. , in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

e prices only apply t

r, 6d.
:. bd.
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Compass plant, the 1213
Foot-and-mouth disease . . 1226

Gardening in Paris 1213
Paris, siege provision of .. 1226

Science, best mode of pro-

Venrilai
, the..

UEW GARDEN PLANTS—
Oncidium splendidum 1313

ORIGINAL ARTICLES—
Belgian Pears .^ 1215

123'

House (withe

'cd Kentucky sheep,

a, known forms of

HOME CORRESPONDENCE—
Costmary : Alccoast 1217
Curing bacon 1232

agrandiflora a

Floral displa;

HOME CORRESPONDENCE-
Hardy Primulas 121

Hardest of 1870 123;

Lapagcria rosea at Ban-
bury 121I

Leases and agreements. . . . 123:

Opuntia Rafinesquiana.... 121;

Tipiree Farm
Weeds on lawns ....

Yellow Calceolarias

Michael's 121Q

SOCIETIES—
Athy 1334
Bath and West of England 1233
Devonshire 1233
Dundee Horticultural .... 1220
Metropolitan Florists' .... 1220

NOTICES OF BOOKS—
Book of the Roach
Clavis Agaricinorum
For.ie„ Jo
cw Trt
of To'

THE APHRY-
The queen bee (with cuts)

GARDEN MEMORANDA-
Stoke Part

CALENDAROFOPERA T/ONS
Farm work of the week |t^6

Garden operatii

S'

s UTTGNS' FLOWER ROOTS, for Open Ground
Cultivation.

CoUection, to., M.
I £• a.

| £, „.
tor particulars see page rail of this veek's Oardtneri' ChroitUU.

BUTTONS' FLOWER ROOTS, for Intioor
Cultivatioa

Collections lot. 6d.
|

£i ij, j £2 jr.

For particulars sec pace I2ri of this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Ijueen. Keadinc. Berks.

HyaclntbEi, Tulips, and otber Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the
above have just arrived, and have cver>- appearance of being

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many

;s, I.ondcn, N.

Dutcli Bulbs.
PAUL AND SON'S Descriptive LIST Is now ready.

Appended thereto are LISTS of VINES and STRAWBERRIES,

T
Dutch Flower Roots.

HOMAS KENNEDY and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS

is now ready, and will be forwarded gratis on application.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumfries, Aug. 31.

J
Extra Picked Dutcb Flower Boots.

SCOTTS Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of tht
• above, &c , mav be had free on application.

J, SCOTT'S WASP DESTKOYER.-Cerlain and immediaK
destruction. Testimonials on application. See previous Advertise
mems. Price IS. bd. and -a. 6d. per bottle.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil. Somerset.

Dutch Flower Roots.
Tj^RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS haveX received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first
large importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that
the Bulbs are large, sound, and well ripened. Early orders respectfully
sobriled.^ Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE post free on application.""'"'"

"
, 106, Eastgate Street, and

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &o..
For EXHIBITION and DECORATIVE PURPOSES

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
CATALOGUE contains Select Lists of the above, also of

GLADIOLI, LILIUMS, CAPE BULBS, STRAWBERRY
PLANTS. 8ic. Sent post free on application
_BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, and CO., 37, South Row, Covent

t:et, London, W.c'

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs. Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE andPRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c

,
is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants

!.->...;, V
..--,ery. Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

J1870.-Bulbous Flower Roots.
AMES DICKSON and SONS have a very large and
excellent stock ol these, of the best and soundest description.

Earlv orders solicited. Priced CATALOGUE on application
{Old Established Nursery and Seed Business), 102, Eastgate Street.

and "Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

B
Dutch Flower Roots.

ENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N., begs to announce

that his ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DU'TCH FLOWER ROOTS
containing all the best varieties of Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocuses!
?,"<;"'"; Cyclamens, Liliums, &c. ; also -' ' ^- """'
IREES, ROSES, &c., for Autumn Plantin

Paul & Son's Rose Catalogue for 1870 and 1871.
3AUL AND SONS new ROSE CATALOGUE i

. now ready. Evcr\' care h.^s been taken to insure correct descrii

ms. Also LISTS of ROSES, on own roo

,000 disposable.
:s, for present plai

The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW in

FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants in

England. Pilt Down Nurseries, Uckheld, Sussex.

Roses.

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,
Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

upwards of 20,000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspection

respectfully

Paul's Roses.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES
are NOW IN BLOOM. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his " Garden of Roses " at the Crj'stal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be

.;w< respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,

c
New Roses of 1870.

R.^NSTON'S selection of the best and most distinct

NEW ROSES of the season. Extra strong plants now ready.

lOHN CRANSTON. The Nur! . King's Acre, Hereford.

o RCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pc.irs, Apples, and Figs.

^ lerchanl, Worcester.RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman a

PEACHES and N ECTA R I N ES.—Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

71. W. to lor. M. each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

V INES, VINES, now readv for planting out.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES po'st free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

sing all the new and leading
Canes are very strong and short jointed. Fine planting Canes of all

the leading kinds, 3t. 6d. to 5!. each ; Fruiting Canes. 7.. 6d.

on applic
elected dil Prices of the

Vines and Strawberries.
FRANCIS R. KLNGHONN begs to ofter very superior

VINES, grown from Eyes, without bottomheat, comprising all

the leading sorts. Fine strong Canes. 3J, bd. to tor. (id. each.
STRAWBERRIES, strong, well matured plants, of all the best

kinds, in 6<}-siied pots, or bedded, 3r. td. to tor. bd. per 100.

Sheen Nurserj-, Richmond. Surrey.

Strawberries.

(^ W.^LKLING can now supply strong PLANTS
J. of all the leading kinds, at C^ pcr 1000. Many kinds may be

had in 60. 48, and 32 pots, at an additional charge. The Trade supplied.
High Road College Park Nurseries, Lewisham, S.E.

EARLY PROLIFIC and DUKE of EDINBURGH
STRAWBERRIES.—Plants of the above splendid early sorts

are now ready. Price 15*. for 25 good plants of either sort. For
ar erquan^^e5,^grice™^jip^ca lon^^o^^^

Kidderminster.

Strawberries.
/CHARLES TURNER is now prepared to supply

Slough.

strawberries.JH O U S E can with confidence recommend a
. STRAWBERRY, raised in Scotland, sold under the name of

GARIBALDI. It is the earliest and best flavoured, and a prolific

Topper, having fruited it three years in the Nursery. It has proved
the best for dry
in fruiting pots at tor. pcr dozen

J. HOUSE. Eastgate Nui

and early forcing. Plants 5J. per i

Peterborough.

WHICH are the BEST SORTS of STRAWBERRY?
The President, first.rate in all points.
The Premier, the finest of the good Reds.
General Havelock, the finest of all the very earlies.

Plants li. per dozen, ji. per 100, 2ar. per it»o. W'iU be sent to any
Station on tne Great Eastern Railway on receipt of cheque or Post
Office order on Chadwell Heath Post Office, payable"'-"•" "'•" • -ladwellH 'ARCHER MOSS, Jun, Cha. Heath Mills, E.

strawberries.
'AMES CARTER. DUNNETT, AND BEALE,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C, have great pleasure
"c that by careful attention during the past exceptionally hot

approved kind!

appli

ES,- ,. _

See AUTUMN CATALOfiUE, page 50.

48 and 49 of their AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which can be had, post

VINES.—Strong, well-ripened C.\NES, for fruiting and planting

CHRYSANTHEMUM.-Large-flowered POMPON and JAPAN-"" ':inds: vigorous plants for Conservatory and Border Decoration,
y.,andi2r per doren. See AUTUMN CAPALOGUE, page 27.

F E R N S, carriage free to London
1 Laucheana

p,

i [gante

eigantea, new

30 Pteris argyrea
Wettenhalliana

Laucheana 1 30 „ tr

370 plants for £} los,

LOUIS VAN HOUTTK. Royal Nu

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAiMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Grocnhous«
Kerns, Hartly Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracaenas. Agaves, Yuccas,
Bcaucarneas, Dasylirions, &c. ; Azaleas and CamclUas, Cape Heaths,
New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S, Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION cf PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or

Dinner-table Decoration.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

w.
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B. S. W I L L I A
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Whit
I. 6d., 3s. 6d., and

5rf.,35. M.,and

.6d.,3S.6d.,&

CALCEOLARIA. NeiU's extra choice tr;

CINERAR IA, Weatherill's extra choice s

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. is.6d.,2s. 6d.,a.nd

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

AVilliams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2s.6d.snd

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) "• and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers u. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties " and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, WiRgins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and

PINK, 6ncst double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA ,. is. W. and

„ „ var. PERFECTION 11. 6^., SJ 6d., and

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

JAMES' INTERNATIONAL PRIZE
CALCEOLARIA—The Plants of this splendid strain were

awarded the ist prize by the Royal Horticultural Society, at their

Spring Show, May 4 ; and we beg to state, as a Caution to Purchasers.

that we hold the Entire Stock of Seed saved by the Grower, and

supplied to us direct. Price per packet, 2s. 6d. and 35. Pnccs to the

Trade on application.

JAMES (5aRTER asd CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

SEEDS, from PRIZE FLOWERS, awarded the First

Prizes at the Crj-stal Palace, Roya! Horticultural, and Royal

Botanic Flower Shows, for snme years ; and are acknowledged second

to none in quality. CALCEOLARIA. CINERARIA.and PRIMULA,
in scaled packets, is. M., as. bd.^V- 6^-. and ss. each.

John DOBSON and SONS, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth; and

HiKh Street, Hounslow, W. ^

"OULBS, just imported, in fine condition. LIST free

JOHN DOBSON and SONS, Seedsmen, &c., Isleworth and

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his

ENGLISH CATALOGUE, No. 135 L., was sent out last week
to all his Customers.
DUTCH BULBS, of all sorts; HARDV PERENNIALS, HARDY

and INDIAN AZALEAS, the extraordinary JAPAN AZALEA
(Azaiea mollis, in splendid varieties), CAMELLIAS, RHODODEN-
DRONS, &c.
N.B. Several varieties of the Azalea mollis will shortly appear in the

triple first Number of KLORE DES^SERRES (four triple Nos. foi

L'EUROPE is a Belgian Periodical, the property ot the Ad'
Seventeen Volumes are ready, containing more than 1900 highly

Coloured Plates of the most approved Ornamental Plants. Price of

The most Desirable Plant of tlie Season.
PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE

RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white—it cannot fail to be
crown in preference to the other vanct>;; the spikes arc lar^e and
"neaulifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
Public as something very superior, when they are no better than
existing varieties; but -F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence
of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be
awarded, viz. :

—

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

March io, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

Maj' 4, 1870.

The Grand International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-
ficate, May 21, 1870.

The Bnghion Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
e8, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October.and maybe had Wholesale and
retail of F. PARSONS, Nurserj-man and Seedsman to Her Majesty,
27 and 28, Western Road, Bighton, and at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries,
Kcymer, Hurslpierpoint ; price 2s, 6d. per packet.

The Agents for the above will be advertised shortly.

SILVER SAND and PEAT, from Bedfordshire, also
KENT and HAMPSHIRE PEAT, in any quantity—This Sand

is acknowledged by Florists to be the best yet obtained. Price Lists
.:—:__ ._ K._ JOHN ARNOLD, Builder, 29, Clarendon

" " orders executed at the Wharf,

Dutch Flower Roots.
\ R< Hd HENDERSON

-Ti. tugs to announce that he has
rei-ei\<-d a large Consignment of

DutLh and other Roots, carefully

selected from the most celebrated
growers

l)Fs( RIPTI\E and PRICED
\ 1 \ I X I ES are now ready, con-

i tical direi

all the
St ms now adopted.

IK ilPF and SELECT LIST
LTMLF and HARDY

Dutch Flower Roots.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, have now received
their first imporiatioji vl I- LOWER ROOTS, consisting of—

HYACINTHS, 1 JONQUILS,
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, RANUNCULUS,
DOUBLE NARCISSUS, ANEMONES,
CROCUS, SNOWDROPS,
TULIPS, I &c., &c.,

which have all been carefully selected from the most celebrated
Establishments in Holland.

The Bulbs have arrived in splendid conditioii,ibeing unusually well
ripened, very large, and exccedmgly heavy.

D., L. & Co. can supply fine Bulbs of the PRIZE HYACINTHS at
Kensington, Regent's Park, Crystal Palace, and Royal Caledonian
Society's Shows, at I2J., 15s., and 24s. per dozen.

Descriptive CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS forwarded
post free.

Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E, ; and Edinburgh, N.B,

DUTCH FLO^^^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE DECEIVED THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

CAT.\LOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

1 V AND SONS desire to impress upon those who patronise them, the great adrantage of giving thcni

their Orders early, as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon thar being

planted early in the season.

PAUL'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
"Mr. W. Paul's Hyacinths * * * * with grand solid spikes, such as are rarely seen at any show and ni

any y?;^!.on:'— Journal of fiofticullutc.
'• A remarkably fine display of Hyacinths.'—Gumv/fw Chromclc.

William Paul
I:ECS to AXNOfNTE THAT HIS

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS

Have arrived in excellent condition, and he respectfully solicits early Orders for the same.

In Droof of the quality of Bulbs imported by him, he begs to refer to his Annual E^hiljiti™
',",

"""n"*^^!
Hor.icuSu~; Strdens^ in iJiarch and ApSl, whicS has been visited by Her M<-t Gracious Majesty the Queen, Her

Royal Highness the Piincess of Wales, and several other Members of the Royal 1-amily.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CAT.ALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON. N.

<:::>

Now Ready,, Gratis and Post Free,

ILLUSTPvATED AUTUMN CATALOGUE
OF

DUTCH BULBS,
SEEDS, FRUIT TREES, FERNS,

FERN CASES, and other HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS,

GARDEN REQUISITES, &c. TRADE M.\RK.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN.

SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

SEED CORN.

CARTER'S PrTze" Nursery " Stocks.
We can strongly recommend the following stock, of WHEAT, BARLEY, and OATS, as being of very

pure quality, and selected from samples that have taken i irst-class 1 rizes.

The greatest care ^has been bestowed upon the crops during
g^°rc'essa^ to"etuSts%riy

' """"
choicest quaUty ; and as we hold but a limited quantity, early orders are necessary to eiBUK a supply.

WSE&.'S.
Slieriff's Bearded Whit
Talavera White
Femon White
Chidham W'hite

afftimli

BAatEY. OATS.

Carter's Vriie Long-eared

"Carter's ^Excelsior

Brewer's .Delight

Waterloo
Canadian
Tartacy
Poland
Normandy i

Price

afplicatiolt.

HARRIET SCOTT, late Stephen Scott,
Wood Broker to the Crystal Palace Company, W^oodside,

Croydon, Dealer in all kinds of Garden Materials for garden

&c, RUSTIC LOGS and PEAT, suitable for Ferneries, 6:c.

Pedigree Keel J j 7 .^

ll'e ^hal! be i>lcased to supply' '"'J-
"""'^'"^^ «"' """"^'^ ''^"'-'

Lowest price per bustel or quarter on appUcation.

Every precaution is taken whe^n threling to keep the stocks pure but as the Con, must pass through *a

machine, we camiot undertake anyfiuarantee as to the samples being unmixed.

JAMES CARTER and CO.. T^^T^^^^^^^Ts^E^mT^S? atid 23S,HiGH HOLBOSK,
' LONDON, \V,C.
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CARTEE'S

SEEDS, BULBS, &C.,

CARRIAGE FREE.

*^* Five ptv Ct?it. discou)it allowed for
cash payments.

CARTER'S

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR CONSERVATORY AND WINDOW

DECORATION.
Price from jcw. ^d. to 84J., inclm^in^ packing,

and carriage free.

Carter's No. 4 Collection of Bulbs for Conservatory anij

Window Decoraticoi, including box and packing, and
carriage free, price 21.^.. contains—

fine Tulips, Toumesol, 6
Rex rubrorum, 3

_, _ ., t scented, i

Crocus, finest namedi SO
piclylra spectabilis, 1

Lilium speciosum, i

CARTER'S

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR CONSERVATORY AND OUTDOOR

PLANTING.
Price from 15J. to 84^., including packing,

and carriage free.

Carter's No. 10 Collection of Bulbs for Conservatory arid

Outdoor Planting, including box and packing, and
carriage free, price 155., contains

—

Scilla Beltnca, mixed, 6
r glasses

„ Rex rubrorum, 3
., Royal Standard, X

„ Yellow Prince, 3
Ilouble DafTodils, 6
Star of Bethlehem. -6

large

iiiquiJs, Capipt

lowdrops. 34

choice tnixed EuKlisfi,

xed Spanish, 6
nclle, 6
a fine mj,\ed, 18

CARTER'S

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING ONLY,

Price from >s. 6d. to 84J., including packing,
and carriage free.

Carter's No. 15 Collection of Bulbs for Outdoor Planting
only, including box and packing, and carriage free,

price 10s. 6d., contains

—

Narcissus, double whiii

„ Phcasaolscye, '

Double DafrodilS. 6
Tulips,. ' '

- V'liiie, (

eye, 6

lined, Jouble„6
,, extra nne mined, single, 6
;, extra fine mixed, late, 6
„ Hue Van Thai, 6

,Crocus, blue, 25 Ranunculus; finest i

Blar of Bethlehem, (

JAMES CAETEE & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF

HYACINTHS, TULIjPS, CpOCUS and OTHER
BU|LBS, ROSps, FRUIT TR£j;s, &c..

Containing full particulars of the; above Collections, is

now Reatjy, and will be forivarded Qratis and Post Free
on apfjiicayon.

Glover crop. The ^ed may he sov
the Clover crop has failed, and w,ill be

er) as a sub for Ih^
_,— lands where
produce a valuable

; of hardy qtiick-

--...w. —^, „«„ .a|ieg, ana 1

am for consumption in May aj.u j u..,..

Messrs. CARTER also prepare a special
RTOWinc Clovers and Gr.aiises. which if BOV
((lost ac,-..,,t;,l,l,. .,„.,.„ r„,,, i„ ca.T\y spring,

.,JT^^'"'
'' ""' nmot be attached to the quality of the Seeds?"?;••" '

I :in after^ilth.indlhc utmost care is taken
«y*'ei

I li
. .irry qut t|i!(t object.

^' r.: .1. li, Is per acre. Price 181. to 24J. per acre.
»KOMU^ hLHi<.kl>l..Kl, if sown early, mil produce a heavy i^op

ql orate in siirin,- and several after cuUings in one season. Sow
50 lb. per acre. is. per lb.

MUSTARD, -1

TKIFOUUM INCARNATUM, / Lowest

o'^SP''''*
SUPERFINE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, (

f'" °."

RAPE. ^ ' » I appbc-ttioo.

All goods carriagefree, and $ per cent, allowed/or
cash payments.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 337 and 238, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

EARLY FEED
FOR SHEEP AND CATTLE

MAY lie <Hn'AI\'KT> liv SOWING
Dl'KINC. SI'U'IKMIIKU,

'^-r^-?^
Buttons' Rax:)id Growing i^l^^^?

Grasses and Clovers. *^'*i»i>v<^

Tliis Mixture consists entirely of the quickest growing
varieties, and will produce a heavy crop for mowing in

April, May, and June, after which it may be ploughed
up. Sow 2 bushels per acre. Price 12s. p<^r bushel.

Suttons' Improved Italian Rye-grass,
The best and most productive in cultivation.

September is an excellent month for sowing our
Improved Italian Rye-grass. Price 7s. 6d. per bushel

;

cheaper by the quarter. Carriage Free. Also

TRJIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, I MUSTARD,
BROMUS SCHR.^DERI, | RAPE,

And other Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

SUTTONS'

IMPORTED FLOWER ROOTS.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS,
HAVING RECEIVED their FIRST Cl IN'SIGNMENT

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers .

Holland, are now prepared to recei\e Orders for their

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or
indoor cultivation.

Buttons' £2 2s. Collection for Open Ground,
Carriage Free, contains

24 fine mixed Border Hyacinths
12 „ Polyanthus Narci;

25 Pheasant's-eye Narcissus

100 fincmixed Double Ranunculus
loo Scarlet Turban Ranunculus
25 fitic mixed Double Anemones
25 „ Single ADemoncs

;roni«

12 fine mixed (liadioliis

25 Due Van Tliol Tulips
12 mixed Single Early Tulips
12 fine mixetfDouble Tulips
12 „ Parrot Tulips

50 line mixed Tulip;
Eughsh Iri

6 CrOwn Jtppcriais

Sutton's £1 Is. Collection, for Open Ground.
Carriage Free, contains—

12 fine

6 .. .-.-
12 Pheasant's-cye Nn
12 Double White Narussus
25 Double Daffodils
6 large Campcrnelle Jonquils
SO fine mixed Rouble Rai\unculu
50 Scarlet Turban Ranum

% AWcr^^nites

J Tulips
Enclisl

"3 Lilies, of sorts

3 Ferraria Pavonia
o Dog's-tooth Violets

3 Crown Imperials

buttons' 10s. 6d. CoUect-ion of Flower Roots
For Open Ground, contains a choice assortment

for a Small Garden.

Suttons' £2 23. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

24 fine Jlyacinths, by )i:ime

12 fine Mmiature Hyacinths, do.
12 Polyanthus Narcissus, do,

6 large Dguble Jonquils.
12 Single Swcet-^centcd Jonquils
12 Scilla prEECOx
12 Single Due Van Thol Tulips

6 Peacock Iris

100 Crocus, by name
12 choice Ixias, by nami
6 choice Sparaxis, by n
1 Cyclamen persicum
1 Tropa;oIum tricolor
2 Lilium lancifolium al

Sutton's'£l Is. Collection,^for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains—

•

3 Peacock Iris

6 Polyanthus Nfli

6 Single Sweet Jonquils'
6 Scilla pr;iEcoX

6 Single Due Van Thol Tulips

3 cTioicc Sparaxis
3 choice Oxalis
I Tropaolum tricolor
X Liliuip laocifoJium albun

3 Persian Ins

Suttons' 10s. 6d. Collection of Flower Roots
For Indoor Cultivation, contains a choice assortment

of most useful and showy kinds.

12 extra #ne Hyacinths, by Name, for 123.,
Extra fine Double and Single varieties.

For furtlier particulars, with complete Ctiltiiral

Instructions, sec

BUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds Cakriage Free, except
very small parcels.

Ig° Five per cent, allmtied for cash ptiymenls,

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.

c
Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots.

IIARLES TURNER has just received his first

of IIULHS. which arc unu^^ually fine, and i,i the belt

nety:-

HYACINTHS, best kinds for glasses or pot culture, 6j. to i8r. perdoi.

,, mixed, for beds or borders, is. 6d. per dozen ; 255. per 100.

(In ordcrint; Hyacinths, it should DC stated whether Single or

IJuulilt- .niv [.referred.)

Tl'l.M'S, I...,rl\. Single, 6r. to 151. p. 100. l Can be supplied by thedoien

„ Itoiible, 6j. to 15s. per 100. J at proportionate prices.

,, Van Thol, ^. per dozen ; $s. per 100.

NARCISSUS, IS. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per dozen.

JONQUILS. M. 64. to 3*. td. per dozen.
SNOWDROPS, Single, as. 6d. per 100 ; Double, 3s. U. per too.

CROCUS, in large variety, 2S. 6rf. to +1. M. per

Descriptive CATALOGUE

, and Roses: as w
riptive CATALOGUE of Strawberries, Fruit Trees, &c

The Royal Nurseries, Sloueh.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to offer—

100 LATANIA BORBONICA, in pots since March, 30;. to 40s.

too HOLLY, striped and green, named, £S, jCa, {,16.

100 MOSS ROSES, good plants, 30s.

100 RHODODENDRONS, best hardy sorts, I-yr grafted, C^-
100 Do. do., good plants, vffith flower Duds, ,^8, jfjio, C^7.
ic«) AZALEA IN DIGA, with flower buds, £4, £5, ff,.

too AZALEA HARDY GHENT, best sorts, without flower buds, £3.
100 AZALEA PONTICA STOCKS, 15s. and 18s.

100 M.iVGNOLIA LENNI, /lotoAj.
100 CEDRUS DEODARA. in small plots, £1.
100 THUJA ELLWANGERIANA, good plants, ,C2. ^4.
100 ABIES l^ORDMANN lANA, i°i to 2 feet high, and more

through, fine plants, £111. [Three months' credit.]

P)OYAL LEAMINGTON SPA.—HORTICUI^
t TURAL SHOW, to be held at Leamington, on TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY, September 13 and 14, in conjunction with the
AVarwickshire Agricultural Societj-.

/'rrsirfew/—The Right Hon. the Earl of Warwick.
SPECIAL PRIZES OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

Class B,, No. 24.—12 Ornamental Foliage Plants, 1st Prize, ;£io;

2d, £5; - .. .
- ...

No. 26.—12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants,

. y;?. Class B., No. 37.—
n of Plants, arrangetTfor elTect as for a Conscrv;

2d, jCs ; 3d, £,^. Class B., No. 37.—For the best Collec-
irrangedfor elTect as for a Conscrvatorj-. ist Prize, /s;

2d, £z: 3d. £p. Class B., No. 38.—For the best Basket or Stand of
Plants arranged for a Drawing-room, ist Prize, £,2: zA, £1
Class C, No, 39—For the best 36 Spikes of Gladiuli, i.st Prize, £$;
2d,Z3 T 3d, C2. Class C, No. 43—For the best 48 Roses, single stems,
ist Prize, /5 : 2d, Cz i 3d. £2. Class D., No. S3--t ruit, 12 varieties,

excluding t^Tnes, ist Prfze, £5 ; 2d, £3 ; 3d, £2.

Latest date of ENTRY, SEPT. g. Early Entries are particularly

requested. I'articulars, with Forms of Entr>', may be had from

Mr. J. MEASURES COOKES, Honorary Secretary, Leamington.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER lo, 1S70.

Ventil.\tion, discussed from a theoretica

standpoint, is still a vexed question, for though
all adrait its necessity, few are agreed as to the

means by which it should be effected. Hence
for the last half century we have had various

schemes propounded, many of them of homcEO-
pathic application, and many attempts to fill

the full bottle, with an expenditure of vast pains

for the purpose. One fact should be quite

patent, to ventilate an apartment of any kind
there must be an outlet as well as an inlet ;

and for the former to act in the most effec-

tive manner, the nearer it is to the highest

part of the room the more certain and effective

must be its action ; hence any scheme based

upon introducing fresh air at the lowest level,

without providing a corresponding outlet at a
higher point, is built upon a supposition which
never can be effective. True, if you warm the

fresh air as it is introduced, it will so dilute that

of the apartment as to do some good ; but if it

is let in cold, then it will lie at the lowest place,

and cold feet must be the consequence. The
plan of passing fresh air over hot plates, as is

practised in the majority of hot-air stoves, and,

horticulturidly applied, in the Polmaise system
—first scorching the pure fresh air and then

saturating it with extraneous moisture—is the

wildest scheme that ever was thought of ;
and all

schemes which seek to go the same way are

wrong in principle, and^ consequently bad in

practice.

What is it, then, that we want ? Why, if we
could get it, we should like our apartments, and
the apartments of our plants, flooded with the

pure bracing air of the mountain-top, with its

oxygen and its ozone in its native state. Must
it not then be foohsh to pass it over a surface

that will drain it of every atom of moisture,

send it m its pai-ched state into the apartment,

and then call it fresh air ? It may be fresh, in-

asmuch as it is not poisoned by the pro-

ducts of animal combustion and respiration,

but it is no more the pure air of the open field

which makes the pent-up citizen feel 20 years

younger when he breathes it, and sends thou-

sands careering to the sea-side or the mountain,

than it is the perfume of " Araby the blest." If

pure air is wanted, we must go upon a different

principle of admission to that ; and if we heat it
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all—and we must do so for the greater part of the

year—it must be so passed over warmed and

moistened surfaces, not a hot-plate and a vapour-

bath, that it shall pass to its destination

warmed but in its native purity. This may be

eftected either by passing the air over a large

heating surface at a low temperaturc^the best

plan, or we may generate heat at a high tempera-

ture upon a small scale, and thus admit it in the

necessary quantity in a second chamber to warm

the large volume of air that may be requisite for

our purpose. Thus the pure air may be in some

measure deteriorated, but at the same time be

much more pure than if the whole body had

passed over the heated surface.

This is looking at ventilation as more immedi-

ately applicable to animal subjects, but vegetables

require it in the same ratio, especially those

tender subjects which are natives of tropical

climes, or which we force at a cold and unnatural

season. They feel the cold blast just as much as

ourselves, and generally sutler more from it.

Now the question might be asked, do plants

really require the amount of ventilation which

some consider indispensable? Knight and

other garden philosophers of 30 to 40 years ago

contended that ventilation was not necessary,

except for the purpose of cooling the atmosphere

of plant houses, and hence the then fashionable

curvilinear-roofed houses were constructed almost

without any provision for ventilation at all ; indeed

we recollect a large frame, containing a Vine or

Vines, in the garden of the Horticultural Society,

which had the lights screwed down so that no

air could be admitted. True the plants grew,

and so long as there was moisture in the atmo-

sphere looked well ; but directly the vapour bath

was exchanged for a dry air stove then scorching

set in, and the natural consequence, immature

wood. Growth, it is certain, may progress, so

long as the temperature is not in excess

of the natural requirements of the plant with-

out their being very injuriously affected, as

witness plants in Wardian cases and other

close places ; but let us come to the matura-

tion of wood, the inducing of the flowering and
fruiting principle, and then how do we stand ?

Polmaise produced for a few years some large

bunches of Grapes— the result, most likely, more
of healthy root action than of the system of

heating ; but they did not colour, nor could they

have much flavour, the system of bottom ventila-

tion being entirely useless for that purpose.

Penn grew his plants well, but obtained little

good fruit except Cucumbers ; and there are

thousands of houses in the country at the present

time in which the fruit is spoiled or spoiling for

the want of " the chink of air " in the early

morning. But oh! says the "handy man"
attendant, " we do not give air until the tem-

perature rises to 70°, and then by that time

the fruit is beautifully dewed over," and
when that dew disappears the bloom is gone

also. Hence the reason why old dilapidated

houses frequently produce tiner fruit than the

modern, improved (.') new ones. Light, and
especially sun light, is of immense importance

in the maturation of fruit, but there must be

reason in its application. Strip your Peaches,

Nectarines, or Apricots, as they show signs of

ripening, and you get splendid colour and
flavour ; expose your Black Grapes in the same
manner and they will be worthless, deficient in

both colour and flavour
;
yet, strange as it may

seem, thin out the leaves of your Muscats and
other White Grapes when they begin to lay on
the finishing coat of colour, and you secure the

rich golden tint you so much covet, and flavour

also. The maturation of fruit depends mainly
upon the volume of air which can be brought in

contact with it, the action depending upon the

oxygen of the atmosphere combining with and
carrying off the acid of the fruit ; and hence

where the climate is sufficiently warm for them
to ripen thoroughly. Pears, Apples, or Plums,

are always richer from standard trees than from
a wall, just because there is a free circulation of

air around them. Mr. HENDERSON, of Cole-

Orton, whom we referred to recently, assures us he
did not point so much to the few broken squares

in the roof of his vineries as the source of colour

in the Grapes, as to the wide, open laps between
the small squares of glass, " the chinks," far

more numerous than the casual observer would
take cognisance of.

Mr. Ormson, in his new scheme of ventila-

tion, as exhibited at Oxford, has provided us

with a few " globule " doses, which are liable to

several of the objections which have been already

separated, when science found itself another home,

the endowments remained with religion ; but the

original intention of the destination was most
certainly originally to both. It was the learning

and science of those days which alone made the

often debased religion respectable, because they

were found nowhere but under the same hood
;

and had they then existed in separate establish-

ments and under separate titles, can we doubt that

the endowments would have been divided between

them .' Strict moral justice would require resti-

tution and readjustment. That we cannot ex-

pect, and we do not know that we would wish it

;

we would rather not have to consider the ques-

tion. But whatever may be the case with the

general question, we have no doubt as to the

course that ought to be taken with every endow-

ment that can be dealt with without encroaching

on the rights of persons. In all college and

university endowments it is only the merest

justice that science should be allowed a fair

share of everything intended for learning. Learn-

ing in those days was only another word for

what is called science in these. Originally

learning did not mean Latin and Greek, for

these were the native languages of the learned.

Neither did it mean mathematics ;
philology

and mathematics are only accessories to natural

science. It is a misconstruction eifected by the

influence of these very endowments that has

given Latin and Greek philology an exclusive

title to the name of learning. Let science resume

her proper place in the front—such a resump-

tion would do something ; and let the nation do

the rest, to lift up science from the state of desti-

tution into which it has fallen.

Were this once recognised as a duty by the

State, we should not only be able to make suit-

able provision for the scientific servants of the

State (let them have ample but not lavish means),

but other important aids to the progress of

science would become available. Our learned

societies might be provided with suitable meet-

ing rooms and assistance towards publishing

their transactions. Our museums might be

multiplied, enlarged, and utilised, and our entire

system of scientific education might be remodelled

and placed on a more extended and satisfactory

footing. Do we dream when we hope that some

or all of these things may result from the Com-
mission lately sitting ? We trust not. We do

not ask or expect all at once, but whatever be

done, every effort should be used to make it

something that will be progressive, something

that will go on increasing of its own accord with-

out the necessity for continual windings up or

fresh applications.

The Vine Disease and its cause and remedy

continue, as well it may, to occupy the attention of

scientific men. According to Lts Mondes, MM. PlaN-

CHONandLlcHTENSTEIN,ofMontpellier,havedefinitely

istablished the specific identityof theleaf-Phylloxeraand

the root-Phylloxera. (See our columns, 1869, p. 7o3-)

"On July 12," they write, "we shut up some fresh and

healthy Vine roots by the side of some leaves loaded

with galls, obtained from M. Laliman, of Bordeaux.

Somehundredsof young Phylloxerashad escaped already

from these galls. Not finding a young leaf on which

to develope new galls, the insects fixed themselves on

the roots, and 12 days after they had formed on these

several groups, among which were discovered adult

females and young ones of divers ages. The youngest

had no apparent tubercles, but those of medium size,

as well as the adult females, bore the characteristic

tubercles, and all, by their forms, mode of

life dimensions, and the colour of their eggs,

proved absolutely identical with the subterranean

Phylloxeras which live normally on the roots. It

now remains to trace the changes from one form to

another, and to ascertain the cycle of transformations

by which the winged insect is brought forth

M. Milne.Edwards has ascertained that the opened

g.ails are not always abandoned and empty ;
and he

directs the attention of Vine-growers to this fact, in

order that they may gather all affected leaves and burn

them. M. Lichtenstein's observations go to show

that the only means of hindering the irruption of the

Phylloxera over clean Vines is to stamp «"'
J"^

infested ones. The result of the attacks of the Phyl-

loxera is no longer a matter of doubt. M. DE Serres,

of Orange, has put the insect on healthy Vines, and it

has killed them ; M. Faucon, of Graveson, has on

the contrary, cleared some very much infested Vines

by prolonged submersion, and has saved them—destroy

the Phylloxera and you save the Vines. Practically,

however, the only means of stopping the extension ot

the malady consists in destroying the plants which

are attacked, for the insect, once thoroughly

established underground, is otherwise indestruct-

ible. This done, however, nothing is easier than

becaure^they'were men'of'fearning or science as I to hinder its dissemination from ;"f"'f P'^f'',

wpll;,smenofrelitrion. When the two came to be I since this dissemination must take place by means 01

urged. Practical men can only accept his pro-

position as an instalment, the full settlement of

the account being left to be paid in a much more

simple and efficient manner. " Fix sufficient

he.ating surface in the front of the house," said

one of the foremost living gardeners, after

examining Mr. Ormson'.s scheme. " Give me
a large continuous opening opposite to it, and

a larger continuous opening at the top of the

house, with sufficient coarse woollen netting to

cover both, and
' Let the storm pelt us,

Or fair weather warm,"

I will ask for no further aid in the way of

ventilation."

We have seen with much satisfaction that the

Royal Commission, appointed by Government

to inquire into the BEST MODE of PROMOTING
Science, has not been idle during the past

session, but has held many meetings in rapid

succession, which looks like work. We cannot

doubt that some important step in favour of

science and scientific men will flow from its

labours. It may not be inopportune, therefore,

if we draw attention, in a general way, to one or

two points which have probably been under the

consideration of the Commission, and which at

any rate are likely, sooner or later, to be brought

under discussion in Parliament in connection

with their report.

The better endowment of science and scien-

tific men is one of these subjects. It is notorious

that of all the barren and unprofitable trades

that a man can turn his wits to in a pecuniary

point of view, the most barren and unprofitable

is science ; and the more abstract the science,

and the deeper the thought, and the greater the

mental talent required to master it, the less the

return. With one or two exceptions the only

career open to, and the only prizes accessible to,

a man of science, are professorships or similar

posts, with salaries varying from ^50 to /500
or ^600 a vear—salaries exactly on a par with

those of clerks of different grades in a merchant's

office : and the total number of such scientific

posts in the kingdom will probably not amount

to 100. Notwithstanding the miserable prospect

which science thus holds out to her votaries,

many whom Providence has endowed with the

special talent required for her researches have

it so strongly, that, in defiance of poverty and

difticulties, they abandon themselves to it, and

confer lustre or wealth on their country by their

discoveries, while they themselves pass their

lives in indigence and distress. Even the barren

recompense of honour and distinction is rarely

awarded to them— never in due proportion to

their deserts.

Ought this to be so? Do we wish to discard

everything from our national attributes, but the

money-making faculty ? We imagine not. Sup-

pose we blotted out from our records all our

scientific men and their discoveries, from

Newton downwards, how should we as a

n.ation look then? Would the most practical

among us wish to see such a result ? If not,

should not some means be taken by the nation

to provide moderate support for the forlorn hope

who devote themselves, or are devoted by Nature,

to this most unremunerative pursuit ? The only

fund from which an occasional trifling dole

reaches this class, is the pension fund of the

Civil List. It is pitiable to read of the miserable

assistance afforded by it to men of scientific

eminence, and their widows and children. Is

there not something humiliating to the nation in

such inadequate recognition of their work? We
could understand its being ignored altogether—

we could understand the reply, " We never bade

you devote yourself to science
;
you have worked,

but we never ordered your work, and we will

not pay for it ; " but if we admit that unordered

work of which we receive the advantage and

the credit, although legally entitled to nothing,

ought, from the higher view of the moral sense,

to be recognised and recompensed, then we do

say that such inadequate recognition and recom-

pense as the Civil Pension List gives is worse

than none, and is a discredit to the nation. It

was not always so. Science was once amply

endowed. The whole of the endowments now

held by the clergy were originally as much
intended for the support of learning as for that of

religion. When these endowments were made,

science and religion were united in the same per-

sons, and they were given to the holders as much

I well as men of religion. When the two came t
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the winged insects, whose progenitors form on the

leaves galls which are very easily recognised, and

consequently it is only necessary to organise, from

May to August, an active search among the Vines, and

to have the branches, whose leaves bear galls of the

Phylloxera, taken away and burnt. M. Laliman, of

Bordeaux, further points out that the Vitis Kstiyahs,

of America, seems to be free from the attacks of the

Phylloxera, at least in the Gironde this has been the

experience of the last three years ; and he asks the

Minister of Agriculture to make further plantations of

this kind of Vine, in order to convince those who are

sceptical. The French writers seem entirely to ignore

the circumstance that the insect was described by Prof

Westwood and Mr. Berkeley in our columns, and

that the identity of the insect on the leaf with that on

the root was established as long ago as 1867 by

Professor Westwood (see Gardmcrs' Chromde, 1869,

p. 109).

At the meeting of the American Association at

Troy, on August 23, Professor HlIX read a curious

paper on the Compass Plant, a wild Sunflower of

the western prairies, introduced to the notice of the

scientific world 30 years since by General Benj.

Alvokd, U.S.A., and to the civilised world m
general by Longfellow in his " Evangeline." Some

of the American botanists having denied that the plants

pointed to the north, the Rev. Thomas Hill, of

Waltham, Mass., measured their bearing on the

prairies, and raised seedlings in his own garden. The

leaves of the young plants stand upright on long leaf-

stalks, and when three or four inches high twist their

stalks so as to bring the edges of the leaf north and

south. Dr. Hill's measurements showed that five-

sevenths of the leaves came very nearly into the

meridian. The scientific name of the plant in question

is Silphium laciniatum.

It is to be regretted, independently of the

horrors of the general situation, that the terrific war

now raging should put forth its destructive hand to

arrest the development of Gardening in Paris, and

that some of the fair scenes we have so often alluded to

should be so ruthlessly annihilated. Yet so it is. A
few days since the daily papers told us that

—"The
once beautiful Bois de Boulogne is turned into a great

farm, dirty and uncared for : 20,000 oxen and 300,000

sheep are grazing there. The green grass has disap-

peared, the shrubs are stripped of their foliage, the

borders of the lakes are trampled into quagmires of

filth—in fact, the Bois de Boulogne has^ ceased to

exist, it is closed as a public promenade." We also

read in reference to Strasburg, whose Museum, so

rich in collections of fossil plants, and Library have

been destroyed, and whose noble cathedral has not

wholly escaped disaster, that the Botanic Garden has

been converted into a cemetery, burials being no longer

performed outside the city.

We learn that the Dutch Scientific

Society of Haarlem has proposed a series of ques-

tions to be answered by the 1st of January, 1S72,

among which the following are the most important :

—

I. To define, by anatomical and chemical researches,

the mode of origin and the function of wax in living

plants. 2. To explain, as much as possible by the aid

of original researches, the history of the development

of certain malformations and excrescences produced in

the O.ak by different gall-making Hymenoptera. 3.

To decide experimentally whether the roots of plants

give rise to particular excretions, and in that case to

establish the nature of the excreted matters. 4. To
study the works of Huyghens, both with reference to

the state of knowledge at this time, and with reference

to its actual state. 5. The value of the constant of

aberration, deduced by Delambre from the eclipse of

the first satellite of Jupiter, and that which results from

the more recent astronomical measurements, present a

difference at present inexplicable. The observations

respecting the eclipses of the first satellite of Jupiter are

required to be collated, and a new determination of the

constant aberration to be deduced. 6. To make a new
series of researches on the influence which the different

colours of the spectrum exercise on the respiration of

the green part of plants. 7. To give a monograph of

the flora of the sandhills of Holland. 8. To give a

systematic description of the marine Phanerogamia.

Good news for collectors of Fungi. In addi-

tion to Mr. WoRTHINGTON Smith's Clavis, alluded to

on another page (1221), we learn that the first part of

Mr. M. C. Cooke's "Handbook of British Fungi,"

containing descriptions of above 1000 species, mostly

of the larger Fungi, is ready for delivery to subscribers

on receipt of the subscription (half-a-guinea), with

dd. for postage of the two parts. It is hoped that the

second part, concluding the work, will be ready about

Christmas. The book may be had on application to Mr.

M. C. Cooke, 2, Junction Villas, Upper Holloway,

Some time since we announced that a party of

American Horticulturists, fitly led by the Hon.
Marshall Wilder, had left the Eastern States of

the Union to see with their own eyes the glories of the

Western State on the Pacific shore. On their arrival

in California they were received with great enthusiasm
and much speech-making, of a kind that would make
us sober folk mute. The welcome was, as it should
have been, warm and earnest, and the party have

returned delighted and astonished with the wonders

and fertility of vegetable life in California. We are

promised particulars of what was seen on this me-

morable progress, from which, no doubt, much that

is interesting to European horticulturists may be

gleaned,

— It was formally announced at the meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society on Wednesday last,

that the invitation which had been received from

Nottingham had been accepted by the Council, and

that the next Provincial Show of the Society will

be held in that town. The precise date of the exhi-

bition is not yet fixed ; but now that the Society has

determined to part company from the agriculturists, it

will be at liberty to select its own time, and to hold its

exhibition at a period more favourable to such displays

than was the case on previous occasions.

From "Cosmos" we obtain the information

that >L Bottger has produced a new test-paper which

is highly sensitive towards the alkalies and alkaline

earths. The reagent is a magnificent colouring matter,

obtained from the leaves of CoLEUS Verschaffeltii,

upon digestion for 24 hours with absolute alcohol, to

which a few drops of sulphuric acid have been added.

The paper is prepared for use by the usual process.

The colour is a splendid red, which passes more or less

rapidly into a fine shade of green, by the action of the

alkalies or the alkaline earths. It is far more sensitive

than turmeric ; it is unaffected by carbonic acid, and

will indicate the presence of the least traces of the car-

bonates of the alkaline earths in water. A moistened

strip of the paper, when held at the opening»of a gas-

jet, immediately assumes a green colour, if ammonia

be present.

The Maximum Temperature of the Air in

England during the Week ending September 3, ranged

from 76°. 2 at Portsmouth to 64° at Newcastle ;
the

mean of all highest for the stations south of Sheffield

was 7i''.6, and for those to the north of Nottingham

was 67°.9. In Scotland it varied from 71° at Paisley

to 63°. 5 at Greenock, with a mean for all stations of

66°. I. The Minimum Temperature in England

varied from 49°. 5 at Liverpool to 38° at Manchester

and Hull, with a mean for all stations of 42°. 3. In

Scotland it varied from 46° at Greenock to 38° at

Paisley, with a mean for all stations of 42^.4. The
Mean Temperature for the eight southern stations

of England was 56°. i, for the eight northern was 54°. 5,

and for the several stations in Scotland was 52°- 6.

The Rainfall in England varied in amount, from

1.88 inch at Newcastle to 0.20 inch at Wolverhampton,

with a mean for all stations of 0.71 inch In Scotland

the amount collected at each of four stations exceeded

1.50 inch, the mean for all stations was I.15 inch.

We omitted to state that the very pretty and

probably hardy Bignoniaceous plant, described by Dr.

Seemann in our last issue under the name of Camp-
SIDIUM chilense, was introduced to this country by

Mr. William Bull, of Kings Road, Chelsea, and

that that gentleman is the sole possessor of the

stock.

New Garden Plants.

ONCiniUM spi.endidum, a. Rich.

Pseudobulbis brevibus rotundato - scmipyriformibus subcom-

prcssis monophyllis : foliis oblongis acutis : racemo grandifloro :

sepalis petali'sque cuneato-oblongo-ligulalis acutis, labello basi

utrinque rotundato auriculato ab ungile latissinio brevissimo

flabellato obrcniforuiis, carinis ^eminis scmiligulatls in unguis

basi, anteposita carina longiori imparl ; columns brevis alls

rotundatis.-On<-ii/i»m sftnididum, A. Ricli. MSS. ; Du-
chartre in Joum. Soc. Imp. et Centr. d'Hort. de Pans, 1862,

p. so ; Van Houttc, Flore des Serres. xviii., p. n, cum tab.

Folia obscura viridia : sepala et petala llavo-viridula brunneo-

purpureo-fasciata ; labelliim profundc aurantiaco-flavum ;

columnec Havida auribus albidis.

Yes ! there are mimetic plants. Do not trouble

living botanists about their sufferings from mimicry,

but remember that a Veronica and a Podocarpus, a

Lomaria and a Cycad were confounded ; that Utricu-

larias have been mentioned in tropical letters as queer
" Orchids ;

" that Croomia, the second genus of Rox-

burghiacece, induced some people to regard it as a

Berberid ; that Phyllanthus fluitans mimics a Sal-

vinia. After all, such mimicry may be endured— it is

just nice fun for celebrating some botanical April

Fool's day, and if a botanist be caught, he has

the right to laugh with those who discovered the

blunder. The most terrible mimetic plants, however,

are the nearest allies, the species of the same genus.

And such an one is cur Oncidium splendidum. You get

a single flower—in a tin case, under favourable but rare

circumstances, more generally in a broken wooden or

pasteboard box,—of course without the least communi-

cation about its habitat and growth. You make out

the short and broad claw of the lip, the side calli

standing wholly between the auricles. But how about

the other flowers ? Do you not remember that some
(Continental) correspondents sent you abnormal flowers

in order to get new names? And is not the old Mexican

Flor de Muerto just as well entitled to indulge in

its own domestic mimicry on its own account as

another species would be entitled to take the disguise

of the old plant published in 1844 ? All further episto-

lary inquiries are wont to be fruitless, some excellent

correspondents excepted

—

rarissimtr avfs !—and then

you may amuse yourself looking at your surprising

flowers. Thus we thought that silence was golden,

when in 1862, wc believe, we obtained bit by bit homcco-

pathical doses of single flowers (even now we have no

inflorescence—«z'M aux Itctmrs I). The necessary infor-

mation never came. It was Monsieur Duchartre, of

the Institute, who, assisted by Dr. Prillieux, made out

that the old Parisian tale of the plant having

had a name by Achille Richard (who delighted

in giving a new name to nearly every Orchid coming in

his reach), was well founded. We have now at hand a

typical flower. We have M. Van Houtte's good

representation, and we have seen a plant at M. Linden's,

at Brussels, so that all scrupulous sorrows are lost.

We know now that the very short unguis of the lip, its

very broad anterior part, the position of the side

keels between the auricles are as perfectly normal, as pro-

bably the shortness of the pseudobulbs may be.

According to M. Van Houtte, the zealous friend of

every interesting plant, the plant came from Guatemala,

and was introduced by M. Herment at Caen, He gave

specimens to Messrs. Thibaut & Keteleer, of Paris, then

these came in the hands of Messrs. Van Houtte

and Linden. It would appear that the Mexicin

Oncidium funereum. Lex. (O. Barkeri, Lindl., O
unguiculatum, Lindl., Odontoglossum tigrinum, Lindl.,

O. unguiculatum, Klotsch) has much longer and

flatter pseudobulbs, also lighter leaves. Most probably

the plant does not exist in the form of specimens

collected at its habitat, in any herbaria. Hence

the indication of "Guatemala" must be understood

rum grano salis. Poor Oncidia are not very much

esteemed by rich amateurs, yet those who like O. ma-

cranthum, serratum, Marshallianum, may also give a

friendly certificate to our species, and to O. funereum ;

these two, at least, would appear to possess better

marks of distinction than certain so called species of

Encephalartos. H. G. Kchb.Jil.

CUL TIVA TED PASSIONFL WERS.

The last edition of " Paxton's Dictionary" enumerates

more than a hundred kinds of Passionflower, as known

in British gardens, and some ten or a dozen species of

Tacsonia. If we suppose, as is indeed the case, that

many of these names are synonymous—names of

hybrids or of slight seedling varieties—and that others

are recorded in error, there still remains a considerable

number of forms whose identity is vouched for in

botanical books, and illustrated in trustworthy collec-

tions of plates, and confirmed by native specimens in

herbaria. They are or have been in cultivation then.

That "have been " is important. From a study of the

genus we have become tolerably familiar with the

forms described or figured in books, and, thanks to the

kindness of many correspondents, we have had good

opportunities of ascertaining what kinds are now really

in the country. From Kew, from Edinburgh, from

numerous nurseries and private sources, flowers have

been forwarded to the writer, with that unvarying

courtesy which, to judge from its promptitude, must 1 e

as agreeable to pay as it has been pleasant to expe-

rience ; and what is the result? Where are the go

-

geous flowers, so many of which are depicted in ilj"

"Botanical Magazine," the "Botanical Register," and

other less accessible periodicals ? We do not think w e

shall be far wrong in replying that hardly more than a

fifth of the entire number of species mentioned in

garden records are now to be found in British gardens.

On the other hand, a few new forms have been

introduced of late years, while the facilities for hybridisn -

tion and cross-breeding are such that hybrid varieties

are becoming more and more numerous every season,

A botanist has no real right to lament over the increase

of hybrid varieties, however justly he may deplore the

loss to our collections of so many fine species. The

interest attaching to the hybrid varieties and their pro-

duction is very great indeed, and those who think that

a botanist must of necessity disregard or dislike such

cross-breeds, forget that a botanist is not merely a

registrar or pcrtrait-painter—in words or with brush-

but a physiologist also. The life-history of Passion-

flowers is unusually interesting, and the hybridisers are

in many cases unconsciously, but none the less surely,

unravelling some of its mysteries.

The loss to our gardens of many fine species is, how-

ever, a matter for real regret. On the other hand,

some which, from a gardening point of view, might be

dispensed with or retained in botanic gardens, never-

theless—weeds that they are— hold their ground.

Dispersed as weeds throughout the tropics, their seeds

get continually imported with other things, and they

thus are found occupying a place in collections to which

their beauty hardly entitles them.

Again, carryingouttheprinciplethatthere are morefish

in the sea than ever came out of it, it must be remem-

bered that there are still several gorgeous species per-

fectly well known to botanists, and which have never

yet made their appearance in cultivation. We have

reason to hope that M. Wallis' excursions in North Brazil

may have resulted in the introduction of some of the

fine forms of that region, and drawings of some of

which, made by that most successful collector, by the

kindness of Prof Koch, of Berlin, we have had the

opportunity of inspecting.

The first species introduced into European gardens

was, no doubt, the P. incarnata, a native of Florida

and Central America, extending southwards, at least.
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if P. edulis he considered as a form of it, as far as

South Brazil. The true iacarnata is now hardly to be

met with in gardens ; everywhere it has been elbowed

out by P. edulis. At any rate, the P. incarnata is the

one in which the semblance of the parts of the flower

to the instrument of our Lord's passion was first

observed. The cross, tlie scourge, the hammer, the

nails, the crown of thorns, even ten of the Apostles-

Judas, who betrayed, and Peter, who denied, being

absent—all may be seen by tJie imaginative in these

flowers. Monardes (1593) was the first to call atten-

tion to this peculiarity. * Soon afterwards, the plant

was in cultivation at Bologna and at Rome. There is

some little confusion as to the exact date, but it may
safely be said to have been in cultivation in Italy

before 1609. Thence it probably was introduced into

Belgium, and is known to have been grown in this

country in 1629. Parkinson figures it under the name
of " Maracoc sive Clematis virginiana—the Virginia

Climber." He associates it with Clematis, because, as

he says, "unto what other family or kindred I might
better conjoin it I know not." Parkinson distinctly

mentions it as ** grown from seed such as hath been

brought to us from Virginia," so that it would seem we
were not, as Morren supposes, dependent on Belgium
for the introduction of the plant.

Parkinson, -who appreciated the flower, calling it

the "surpassing delight of all flowers," had very

little sympathy with the imaginative description of

Monardes, as will be seen from the following extract.

Now-a-days we may perceive analogies without being

necessarily deemed superstitious. " Some superstitious

Jesuite would fain make men beleeve that in the flower

of this plant are to be scene all the markes of our

Saviour's passion, and therefore call it Flos Passionis,

and to that end have caused figures to be drawne and
printed, with all the parts proportioned out, as thornes,

nailes, speare, whippe, pillar, Scc.^ m it, and all as

tnie as the Sea burnes, which you may well perceive

by the true figure, taken to the life of the plant, com-
pared with the figures set forth by the Jesuiles, whicli

I have placed here likewise for every one to see : but

these bee their advantageous lies (which with them are

tolerable, or rather pious and meretorious), wherewith
they use to instruct their people ; but I dare say God
never willed his Priests to instruct his people with

lyes, for they come from the DivcU the author of them.

But you may say I am beside my Text ; and I am in

no doubt you will thinke I am, in this, besides my
selfe, and so nothing to be beleeved herein that I say.

For for the most part it is an inherent errour in all of

that side to beleeve nothing, be it never so tnie, that

any of our side shall affirme that contrarieth the asser-

tions of any of their Fathers as they call them ; but I

must refer them to God, and hee kno\\eth the truth,

and will reforme or deforme them in his time. In

regard whereof I could not but speake (tlie occasion being

thus offered) against such an erroneous opinion (which

even Dr. Aldine, at Rome, disproved and contraried both

the said figures and the name, and seek to disprove it

as doth (I say not almost, but I am afraid altogether)

leade many to adore the very picture of such things, as

are but the fictions of superstitious brains ; for the

flower itselfe is far differing from their figure, as both

Aldine in the aforesaid booke, and Robinus, at Paris,

in his *Theatrum Flone,' doe set forth ; the flowers

and leaves being drawne to the life, and there exhi-

bited, which I hope may satisfie all men that -will not

be perpetually obstinate and contentious."

We must do Parkinson the justice to say that, if he

be somewhat uncharitable, he gives an excellent figure

of P. incarnata, but he seems to have overlooked the

fact that " the Jesuites figure of the Maracoc " (Muni-

cuia), as copied by him, does not represent P, incar-

nata at all, but some other species more nearly

resembling Passiflora glandulosa, of which it has the

simple leaves and the glandular footstalks. Certainly

the flower in this wonderful specimen is a " make up."

Supposing the " corona " of threads to represent the

crown of thorns, and the stamens the five nails, the

Jesuit artist has just reversed their natural position ;

the five stamens—nails—are at the base of the column,

while a terribly material crown of thorns occupies the

proper place of the stamens at the top of the column.

The three stigmas, too, are certainly unusually like

spear-heads, so that there can be no question that

Aldinus was quite correct when he stated that with the

aid of a little straining of the imagination the emblems
of the Passion might be as w-ell found in a great many
other flowers. It must also be remembered that no
two of the older authors agree, one with the other, as

to the precise significance of the several parts. By
some the coronet is the type of the crown of thorns,

while others see in it tlie '* parted vesture." The ovary

is for some the sponge dipped in gall ; the stamens
represent with some the nails, with others the five

* Of course, the poets have not been slow to avail themselves
v( so suggestive a theme ; thus Rapin describes the flower ;

—

" Flos alte incisus, crispato margine frondes.

Caule in sublimi vallo jirastendit acuto ;

Spinarum in morem patiens, O Christe tuorum ;

Inscriptus foliis summa instrumenta dolorum.
Nam surgens Acre e medio capita alta Iricuspis,

Sursum tolUt apex clavos imitatus aduncos."

The unknown author of the Portuguese poem, entided *' Cara-
maru" (canto vii. v. 39}, is even more precise in his indications,

for in some lines (the translation of which we owe to Dr. Wel-
witsch). not content with pointing out the similitudes of the

other parts of the flower, he sees in the red spots with which the
" column "

is marked, the analogue of the Saviour's blood.

wounds, each author giving a slightly different version
;

and Ferrari compares the "colunm" to tlie pillar to

which Christ was attached, and not to the cross,

because the gentle nature of the flower did not admit
of its reproducing the emblem of the gibbet !

Passiflora lutea, a North American species, of little

pretensions to beauty, was the next species introduced

;

but it is doubtful whether it is to be found now in English
gardens. P. hirsuta and P. minima, both inconspicu-

ous kinds, are recorded in Belgian gardens as early as

1660, and still retain a position in English gardens,
though having little to recommend them from a garden-
ing point of view.

P. ccerulea, a South Brazilian species, was introduced
in 1625, and still holds its ground most deservedly.

About London, as in Dublin, it is quite hardy, and,

whether in foliage, flower, or fruit, is always interesting

and beautiful. P. lamifolia is reputed to have been
introduced in 1690, but Irom that time to the middle
or end of the l8th century but few species were
introduced. In 1763 the Granadilla (P. quadrangu-
laris) was introduced, and was followed some ten years

later by its near ally, P. alata. In 1728 M.artyn com-
menced the publication of his " Historia Plantarum
Rarioiiim," in which we find several figures of plants

growing in the Chelsea Garden. These were drawn
by the famous flower painter. Van Huysum, and
included good figures of P. serratifolia, introduced to

Chelsea in 1731, but w-e fear lost in cultivation. P.

cuprea, growm from seed sent from the Bahamas by
Catesby, in 1740, and of P. holosericea and P. vesper-

tilio, sent from Vera Cniz by Houston.
Dilleniu's figures P. vespertilio in his " Hortus

EUhamensis," and Jacquin the elder gives excellent

illustrations of several species, most of which, except

Passiflora gracilis, were known in gardens previous to

his publications.

In 1745 Hallmann, a pupil of Linnaeus, gathered

together the fragments lelt by his predecessors, and
formed a monograph in which he included 22 species,

a knowledge of some of which was obtained from
cultivatetl specimens in the Upsal Garden. Lamarck
also and Jussieu availed themselves not only of herba-

rium specimens, but of living ones in the Jardin des

Plantes at Paris ; wdiile Cavanilles, in his tenth disserta-

tion, published in 1 790, figures several from specimens

in the gardens of Paris and Madrid. De Jussieu not

only founded our present PassifloretC nearly as it stands

now, but separated the Tacsonias from the Passion-

flowers proper—a distinction which some of the moderns
ignore, but to which we, for reasons hereafter to be cited,

are disposed to give in our adhesion. Tournefort had
previously sep:irated Mumcuia as a genus distinct from
Passiflora—a separation for which iheie seem less

weighty grounds than in the case of the Tacsonias ;

while at a more recent period Labillardiere established

his Disemma—better WTitten Distemma—a group the

limitations ofwhich appear to us so defective as to render

it untenable, though truly in some two or three species

the double crown, one filamentous one membranous,
furnishes a ready means of discrimination. In a sub-

sequent notice we may take occasion to allude to some
of the physiological peculiarities of the genus, and to

the distinctive characteristics of those species best suited

for cultivation. M. 7\ M.

GRAPE GROWING AT ELY,
There are several vineries in the gardens of E.

Plarlock, Esq., and ripe Grapes are generally cut from
March to January ; but as I was anxious to give a vivid

photograph of the fruit trees in pots (see p. 1 156), I kept

them clear of all other fniits ; and now I purpose direct-

ing attention to only one vinery out of several. It is a

span-roofed house, 20 feet wide and 150 long, with a

16 feet rafter on each side. The house is divided into

three divisions, of unequal lengths ; the largest and
latest, if I remember rightly, being 57 feet long. The
Vines were planted in 1S62 or '63, and the average

yield from them has been about 17 cwt. of Grapes.

Larger bunches and finer berries may be seen elsewhere,

but in the heavy yield of serviceable fruit this house

is seldom if ever excelled. The Vines are planted inside

the house, near to the wall, and the entire floor forms

their border. It is 2 feet deep, and is formed of the

following mixture :—Stiff loam, road sweepings, home-
made charcoal of a great variety of woods, charred loam
charred with the charcoal, horse droppings, and the

efuse of bricks and mortar from old buildings. The
proportions were somewhat as follows :—Six inches

sweepings and loam, i inch charcoal, 2 inches charred

earth, 4 inches mortar, and 2 or 3 of horse droppings.

The whole was well turned over, and formed a light

porous mass, w^hich it still continues, unless on the sur-

face, where constantly treading has made it hard and

firm. No drainage was given, as there is no water to

be found in the soil within S feet of the surface
;

neither was any border made outside the house, though

the roots are free to range out if they will, and the

ground is left uncropped for 6 feet all round the

outside.

The surface of the border is top-dressed most seasons

with about 4 inches of pig and horse manure. No
manure-water is given. The Vines are watered with

river-water, which is, however, so hard that it leaves

lime spots on all it touches. The Vines are never

syringed after the buds become prominent.

More water than usual has been given to the borders

this year, partly on account of the drought I presume,
but also with a view of preventing shanking, which mani-
fests itself to some extent in most seasons. "Why, no'

wonder the Grapes shank," I exclaimed, "you load the
Vines barbarously." The answer was puzzling, and I
have heard tlie same answer before many times. * * I have
never found reducing the crop a remedy for shanking.
I have tried it again and again, and those \vith the
lightest load have almost invariably shanked the most."
Pressed for an antidote, Mr. Grix added, that he would
try more copious waterings before starting the Vines
next year. This year there was less shanking, and he
had watered more than usual.

I may add, that I have tried the water cure on some,
Muscats which have shanked persistently for a good!
many years, and they are worse than ever ; so that I
fear this will not prove a panacea. But it must
not be supposed, because I have adverted to this,

that the shanking was serious at Ely. Quite the
contrary ; cut out all the shanked berries, and the
crop remaining was still heavy and good. But
there it was, and to be a faithfid chronicler here it

is noticed. The Vines were planted 42 inches apart,

and as the whole of each side of the house was
thorouglily furnished, the effect was magnificent. To
walk under such a roof, literally burdened with luscious

Grapes, was a treat of the highest order. One could
realise the force of the Eastern saying, with its pitliy

epitome of rest and plenty, "dwelling under your own
Vine and Fig tree." Another thought was also sug-

gested here, by the mode of treating the young wood,
that of perfect shade. If I remember rightly, from the

time of flowering, or very shortly afterwards, no laterals,

or but very few, are removed. The roof is a dense
mass of young wood ; these are the root formers and sap
drawers ; fetching supplies to the front for the Grapes,
and [providing stores for next year. This was the
most peculiar feature of Mr. Grix's treatment of the

Grapes. So dense is the forest of leaves on the roof,

so numerous the later shoots, that veiy few of the

Grapes can ever receive a direct ray of light. The
fruit ripens and colours in a subdued light, and it

seems to do both well. Some Grapes I tasted were
of good flavour, and the whole crop was laying on
colour firmly.

Another point was adverted to, and that was the

difllculty of keeping late Grapes. The Grapes did not
rot much, but shrivelled fast after the new year. Had
they rotted one might have attributed it to the extra

amount of shadow, but shrivelling is quite another
matter. Possibly the pitch of the roof and the span-
roof together is the cause of the shrivelling. I have
observed frequently that late Grapes seldom if ever
keep so well in span-roofed houses as in lean-tos.

Be that as it may, those who can command a supply
of Grapes from the March of one year to the January
of the next have not much to complain of And this

they do at Ely in a wliolesale way. It is the latter

feature that strikes one so forcibly at Ely. Where
others grow their tens of bunches they seem to grow
their hundreds. And their hundreds excel in qualify

the tens of many others. Those who have large

families to supply, and who purpose growing fruits

for market, may learn much from a visit to

these gardens, how to cultivate either with certainty

or economy. The latter is a special feature.

Everything is done in the . simplest and cheapest

manner. The largest return for the smallest invest-

ment has been the rule of building, furnishing, and
cultivating. Nothing has been done for show, all for

use. The long vinery is as simply and cheaply built

and ventilated as the orchard-house, and it answers its

purpose equally well.

The early vineries are well heated ; I remarked
upon what seemed almost an excess of pipe in one of

them. Mr. Grix's reply is worth repeating, as it

expresses the experience of most of the best practical

gardeners. " By far the cheapest in the end. Nothing

pays so well as pipe. By dividing the heating surface^

you may save three-fourths of your coal ; and as pipes

last a generation, and have to be purchased but once,

and coals must be obtained every year, it is obvious

that pipes are infinitely cheaper than coals. " The loss of

money through a lack of pipes in the hothouses of

Britain is incalculable. Hot-water apparatuses are

stiained, boilers cracked, and chimneys made red-

hot, to the waste of coal and injury of everything

concerned—all for the want of sufficient heating surface.

Like most thoughtful horticulturists, Mr. Grix has

turned his special attention to this subject, and has not

only taken the first step towards small-coal boilers—

by prodding a sufficiency of pipe—but also the second,

by inventing an economical boiler, warranted to heat a

large area of pipe by the consumption of a small

amount of fuel, to which I may call the attention of

your readers on a future occasion. F.

THE UNDER-GARDEKERS' COTTAGE
AT WIMBLEDON HOUSE.

The cottage, of which the accompanying woodcut

(fig. 230) shows the elevation, has been recently

erected in the course of some alterations and im-

provements, designed and carried out by R. Mar-

nock, Esq., at Wimbledon House, a classic locality

for horticuturists on account of its association with

the name of Marryatt, and now the residence of H. W.
Peek, Esq., M.P. for Mid-Surrey. The building in
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whilst the other relates to the culture of the Pear tree. I it would be well to present a statement to the readerssigned from suggestions furnished by Mr. Peek.
I
The editorial commission (of the "Annales de la .Societ<;

|
of their Journal. Belgium, and Tournay in particular,

have rather powerfully
We invite particular

attention to it, as a
building well - con -

trived and adapted for

its object, which is to

provide the young gar-

deners employed by
Mr. Peek with a con-
venient residence, and
one in which health
and comfort may go
hand in hand. Too
often the living rooms
—bothies—allotted to

under-gardeners are
thrust into a comer,
a lean-to back shed,
roughly fitted up, being
thought to afford

accommodation suffi-

ciently good for them,
health and comfort
being kept out of view,
and the decencies of
life neither studied nor
cared for. To all such
as these, the cottage
here shown stands in

admirable contrast
;

and- we trust that other
wealthy employers be-
sides Mr. Peek may be
induced, on seeing how
pretty an object even
an under-gardeners'
lodge may be made,
to give the comfort of
their employes some
little consideration,
and, as opportunity
may serve, may imi-
tate so good an ex-
ample. J-,rS-fUi

The plan {fig. 231)
which is appended is

so far self-explanatory
that we need not enter
on any lengthened de-
scription. It will be
seen that there is a
lai^e living room ; that
each man has a sepa-
rate bed-room ; that

there is abundant pas-
sage-way for access,

and serving also to
secure ventilation ; that a sick-room
with fire-place is provided for such
as may need an asylum of this sort ;

that a separate room is set apart for
the use of day labourers ; that there
is a profusion of cupboard room, a
very great convenience ; and that a
lavatory leaves no excuse for the
neglect of cleanliness. If we were
to suggest any improvement upon
this plan, it is that a quiet reading-
room might have been added', for
when several men are broughj into
contact in this way it is not always
that they are all disposed to occupy
their leisure hours in study, and a
separate apartment devoted to this
object is, therefore, very greatly con-
ducive to harmony, since in that
case no one of them need disturb or
aniioy either of the others.

We hope to have an opportunity
of taking irp this subject at some
future tune, and also of directing
attention to the condition of the
residences of head gardeners as well
as under-gardeners. We shall be
glad if any of our correspondents
of this class, who are well housed,
will send us plans and sketches for

the illustration of our comments. M.

M^P
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HISTORICAL NOTES ON
BELGIAN PEARS.

M. DtT MoRTiER, a very distin-

guished Belgian botanist, who, in

the course of his long and brilliant

career, has made successful excur-
sions outside the domain of pure
science, has recently published a
book of great interest, under the
title of " Pomone Tournaisienne."
The title is justified, because the
work contains descriptions of the
varieties of Pears which, have been
produced at Toumay. The author
has preceded this portion of his work by two instructive I Imperiale de Paris") has thouglit that the first of these I let. .. n^ luc lai
chapters, one of which is entitled Belgian Pomology,

|
chapters contained numerous historical facts, of which | flat leaf of the Colm;
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contributed to the in^-

crease of our pomolo-
gical riches, so thatJ

there may be some
interest in knowing
what we owe to them
in this respect.

M. Du Mortier still

ascribes the origin of

modern pomology to

the Abbe Nicolas Har-
denpont. *' Before his

time," he observes,
'

' we possessed only a
small number of melt-

ing Pears, which had
been met with by
chance :— the Besi,

which, having' been
found in a hedge at

Chaumontel, has kept
this name ; the Saint

Germain, found in the

forest of Saint Ger-
main ; the Beurre gris,

the Doyenne, and the

Colmar, with the Ber-

gamotte. The crisp

Pears dominated
;

those with melting
flesh constituted very

rare exceptions."

Nicolas Hardenpont
was bom at Mons, in

Hainault, June 14,

1705 ; he died there,

December 31, 1774,
After having gone
through his studies at

theLouvainuniversity,
he entered into the

]iriesthood, and be-

came a secular priest

in his native town.
He possessed, at the
foot of Mont Panisel,

near to Mons, agarden,
in which he carried

on with marvellous—
success his perse-

vering efforts with a
view to obtain new
varieties of fruits, and
endowed his country
with several sorts of

Pears, which surpassed all that were
then known, and which have not
since been superseded, viz., Beurre
d'Hardenpont, Delices d'Harden-
pont. Passe Colmar, Beurre de
Ranee, and Fondante du Panisel.

From various circumstances, the

learned Belgian botanist concludes

that the Abbe Nicolas Hardenpoul
commenced his sowings about the

year 1730, and that he awaited their

results during a space of 30 years

;

in fact, an old indication assigns the

date of 1758 to the obtaining of the

Passe Colmar, of 1 759 to that of

the Beurre d'Hardenpont, of 1762
to that of the Beurre de Ranee.
The Delices d'Hardenpont and the

Fondante du Panisel were obtained
still later.

It would be especially interesting

to know by what means Nicolas
Hardenpont succeeded in obtaining

these fruits of superior quality.

Precise information is A\'anting in

this respect ; but M. Du Mortier
thinks that this fortunate pomologist
had recourse to artificial cross fecun-

dation. He rests his opinion on its

being at the beginning of the i8th

century that the knowledge of the
sexes of plants {already, since 1649,
plainly indicated by Camerarius)

commenced to become almost
general, thanks to Sebastian Vaillant,

and then, considerably later, to the

immortal Linnaeus. He does not

hesitate to say; — "The Beurre
d'Hardenpont is, to our eyes, a
cross between the Besi de Chau-
montel and the Doyenne ; it has
the tortuous wood, the undulated
[fro/ff-, Beige] leaves, and the shape
of fruit of the former, the delicate

melting flesh and the golden skin

of the latter. The Passe Colmar
appears to be a seedling from the

Colmar fertilised by the Rousse-
It has the tall habit, the diffuse stem, the

the flower, and the aroma
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of the Rousselet. The Beurrc de Ranee is due

evidently to a Bon Chretien fertihseil by a Colmar,

having the wood, leaf, flower, form of fruit, and

peduncle of the Hon Chrdtien, the suceulence and flesh

of the Colmar. Lastly, the Delice d'llardenpont is,

in our opinion, the produce of a Colmar fertilised by a

Beurre gris, liaving the tall habit, tlic leaf, form of

fruit and caducous habit of the first, the buttery flesh

and thin skin of the second."

These ac(iuisitions of Nicolas Ilardenpont were long

in finding their way beyond the limits of Belgium, and it

was only in 1806 that M. L. Noisette, having come to

Enghien to purchase ])lants at I'armcntier's, had an

opportunity of seeing at the same time, at the castle of

the Due d'Aremberg, the Beurrc d'llardenpont, as well

as the Passe Colmar, which were cultivatcil there. On
his return to Paris he brought back some grafts of these

two fruits. Unfortunately, though the name of the

latter was respected, the former was, for no good

reason, changed into that of lieurre d'Aremberg, but

which nevertheless has been generally adopted in

France. It is essential to add that this same Beurre

d'Hardenpont is much oftener called in the environs of

Mons, Glout morccau, whence we have made, in

France, Goulu morceau. " But," says M. Du Mortier,

"the word glout, gloutte, in Walloon, signifies dainty

or delicate ;
glout morccau means, then, dainty bit

;

goulu, on the contrary, signifies greedy or great eat

so the Beurre d'Hardenpont h.as become, by a strange

alteration of its name, a gluttonous eater, instead of a

fruit worthy of being eaten. Even more has been

done, and the variety obtained by Ilardenpont has

been confounded with the Glout morceau de Cambron,

a Pear entirely <liffcrent and of only second rank." [?J

IIarden])ont soon had imitators in Belgium. In

1787, Capiaumont, an a])othccary at Mons, obtained

from seeds of the C'alabasse, the Beurrc Capiaumont, a

remarkably productive variety. About the same period

Dorlin got the Poire de .Saint Ghislain, the Medaille

d'Or was produced at Oignies, and the abbot of the

I3ardou obtained the Beurre du Bardou, or Beurre

Anglaise.

At the commencement of the jiresenl century the

work begun by Ilardenpont was continued at Mons
with success. One of the first fniits which appeared

there is the Beurre Liart, or Beurre Napolfon, one of the

most exquisite Pears we possess, and of which Docteur

Jahn said, with reason, ** it is so juicy that one miglit

suppo

the commencement of the present one, that the Fon-

dantc des Bois and the Beurre blanc d'hiver were ob-

tained. The former, falsely attributed to Van Mons,

was found in a wood in the environs of Alost, anfi

named Boschpeer, i. <., Pear of the woods (Poire des

bois) ; its discovery was due to M. Chatillon, a distin-

guished horticulturist, from whom it received its name.
" It is certainly," says Du Mortier, "one of the most

precious fruits, and one of those most worthy of being

cultivated." As to the Beurrc blanc d'hiver, an excel-

lent fruit in January, it was carried from Lierre into

Brabant, where there still exists a tree of it from 60 to

80 years old. The raiser of it is unknown.
Malines, again, was an important centre ol produc-

tion for pomology. It is to M. de N(ilis, counsellor at

the court of this town, that is due the Colmar Ndlis,

or Bonne de Malines, a very commendable variety.

Here also lived the Comte de Coloma, who raised

several good Pears, such as the Urbaniste, already very

widely distributed in 1818 ; the Beurrc Coloma, and

the Bonne Carmelite, a half crisp Pear, of the class of the

Calebasses, commendable for its long-keeping quali-

ties. Major Esperen, moreover, belongs to Malines ;

and to him many good fruits are due, among others the

following :—Josephine de Malines, an exquisite Pear,

which ripens in February and March ; Bergamotte

Esperen, an excellent fruit, ripening in March ; Seig-

neur Esperen, productive and excellent ; then, of a lower

rank, in order of merit ;—.Soldat Laboureur, a half crisp

Pear, Suzette de Bavay, Beurre Bretonneau, &c.

The man who gave the most lively impul:

pomology was Van Mons, to whom is due the activity

which has reigned in Belgium since his time. Van
Mons founded a vast nursery at Bruxelles, and a seed-

plot, which was broken up about 1820. He, however,

took away the remains to Louvain, and gained therefrom

many new fruits, of which a very large number were

not even named. His greatest gain was his Nee Plus

Ultra, known under the name of Ncc Plus Meuris,

from which have come Ne Plus Meuris, and N'a Plus

Muri. This odd name is explained in this way : Van
Mons wrote only, and by abbreviation, iiec plus,

adding to these two words the name of his gardener,

Meuris. That which has especially made the reputa-

tion of this great pomologist is, on the one hand, his

theory of production by seed, and on the other, the

dissemination of the good varieties obtained in Bel-

gium, and which he dispersed over all ICurope, but

oneself drinking the fruit." It was obtained, almost always changing their names. His theory was
- - - that by continu.al re-sowing, from Pears newdy gained,

one might arrive at producing good fruits only, so .as

not to require to graft the Pear tree any more. This

theory has acquired celebrity in Brabant. " Cer-

tainly," adds M. Du Mortier, "there is truth in Van
MorLs' theory, especially as regards the rapidity of the

production of fruit and of the disappearance of the

objectionable (|ualities of many seedling Pears ; but it

also operates in this manner, that if one obtains a

larger quantity of eatable fruits, one finishes by only

obtaining very small fruits of but moderate tjuality. This

explains how Van Mons, and those who have followed

him, after having sown so much, have left so few

Pears of real merit, eatable Pears, but wanting in sugar

and flavour."

It is especially in the Walloon portion of Brabant

that this theory has been adopted. M. Bivort, con-

tinuing Van Mons' work, has obtained from his

nurseries some good novelties. He has been followed

by MM. Bouvier, Berckmans, Gregoire, Beauman,

Nclis, and De Jonghe, who, according to our author,

have, between them, i>ut into commerce much too

large a quantity of seedling Pears.

Lastly, Tournay has enriched the pomological

lists. "In Belgium," says M. Du Mortier, "if

Gand is the capital of Flora's kingdom, Tournay

is the capital of Pomona's. That is due to a clayey

and chalky soil, exceptionally favourable to the de-

velopment of the aroma of fruits, and then again to

the religious care which has been taken there only to

cultivate the most exquisite and approved varieties.

There number is not aimed at but quality, and every

Pear of secondary merit is unmercifully sacrificed."

"In the last century some varieties seem to have

been obtained at Tournay : the Calebasse, the Man-
sucte de Tcurnay, the Poire David, and the Caleb.asse

i la Reine. The Marquise d'Hem had been gained

at the castle of Hem, between Tournay and Lille. At

the end of the last and the beginning of the present

century, MM. Joseph de (laest de Brafle and Fran-

9ois de Hove had commenced to sow ; they were soon

followed by MM. Norbert Bouzin, dean of Chin,

Gabriel Everard, Charles Louis Durondeau, Flori-

mond Castelain, Joseph Dumont, Isidore Dubuisson,

Pringalle, Daras de Naghin, &c., to whom excellent

productions are due."

The Socicte Royale d' Horticulture of Tournay

encouraged these works briskly, and all the most per-

fect Pears which have been gained in Belgium during

this century figure among those to which it has awarded

its medals. " It is there only that fruits are found

which rival the productions of the Abbe Hardenpont,

the Beurre Dumoiit, the Beurre Durondeau, the

Beurre Dubuisson, the Beurre .Saint Francois, the

Beurre Dilly, the Colmar Daras, are fruits of more

than usual merit ; the Episcopalc, planted on a south

wall ; the Beurre de Naghin, grafted on the Quince ;

the Delice Everard, Delice Fontaine, Beurre Lix,

Delice de Froyennes, Beurre Saint Aubert, Crassane

in 1808, by Nicolas I_.iart, a grocer in the Rue des

Capucins. The history of this fruit, which is related

by Poiteau ("Annales de la Soc. d'llort. de Paris,"

xiv. 1834, p. 364), in an inaccurate manner, has been

corrected by M. Daras de Naghin, who was an eye-

witness of what happened. The production of this

excellent fruit m.ade such a sensation that the prefect

of the tlepartment of Jemmapes, M. de Coninck, sent

the raiser a gold medal as a reward. The latter wished

the Pear to bear his own name, but the prefect

christened it Beurre Napoleon. The fact of the medal
having been given to Liart caused the name of MfSdaille

t5 be given lo this variety in Hainault. Shortly after

the Abhe Duquesne accpiired, in his turn, an excellent

novelty in the Pear which he named Marie Louise, a

fruit which has been veiy wrongly attributed to Van
Mons. Then, in 181 7, Devergnies obtained the

Beurre Devergnies, an excellent fniit, and too little

distributed, which has also been falsely attributed to

Van Mons.
On its side, Enghien counts two precious acquisitions,

the Oi'pheline and the Fortunee. The first was obtained

by the Abbe Dcschamps, director of the Convent of

Orphans of Enghien. Van Mons, ignoring its pre-

vious baptism, distributed it in Brabant under the

name of Beurre d'Aremberg. The Fortunee is due,

not to Parmentier nor to Van Mons, as has been said,

but to M. Fortune, of Raisme. M. Chatillon having

removed from Enghien, and settled at Alost, obtained

there the Fondante des Bois, or Bosch-peer, one of the

most commendable of fruits.

Brabant and inipciial Flanders have seen also some
precious fruit iiroduced, which date from the end of the

last century, the raisers of which remain unknown.
Such especially is the Bcrgamote de Pentecotc or

Doyenne d'hiver, which Van Mons informs us was
raised in the garden of the Capuchins of Louvain, and
which was distributed by those fathers in the towns

where they had houses. At the beginning of the

present century it was named : at Louvain, Pastorale

at Anvers, Bcrgamote de Paques ; at Gand, Doyenne
de printemps ; at Termonde, Seigneur d'hiver ; at

Malines, Poire Anglaise ; at Tournay, Beurrc d'Auster-

ling, a name which the gardeners have altered into

Beurre d'Austerlilz.

It was also at the end of the last century that the

Beurre des Tiois-Tours was obtained at the ancient castle

of the celebrated painter, David Teniers, at Perck, near

Vilvorde ; this castle has become the farm (manor) of

the Trois-Tours of our days. It is from this last name
that the name of Beurre des Trois-Tours has come for

this fruit, and under which it has been propagated in

the environs of Vilvorde. Van Ab:»ns having obtained

some grafts of this variety, rechristened it, and

gave it the name of Beurre Diel, under wdiich he

described it in 1819. This last denomination has

prevailed ; but, in Brabant, it is always called the

JBeurre des Trois-Tours.

It was likewise at the end of last century, or quite at

Du Mortier, Beurre de Ghelin, Castelinne, Beurre

Pringalle, &c., follow them closely."

To complete his history, M. Du Mortier presents the

list of Pear trees obtained in Belgium, classing them

according to the raisers to whom they are due :

—

Ptars oht.iintd by Van jI/okj.—.Mexandrine Helie,

Arbre Courhc, Arlequin Musque, Beurre Colmar. Beurri

Curtet, Beurre De Coninck. Beurre Du Mortier (its true

name, under which M. Du Mortier received it from the

raiser, is Verte Du Mortier), Beurre Gens, Beurre Sterck-

mans, Beurri^ Napoleon, Charles Durieux, Charles Smet,

Charles Van Mons, Colmar d'Aremberg, Colmar de

Meester, Colmar Josse Smet, Color(5e d'aoftt, Comte de

Flandre, Conseiller A la Cour, Corpsheat, Delice de

Lovenjoul, Doyen Dillcn, Due de Nemours, Enfant

Prodigue, Leon Leclerc, Nee Plus Ultra, Meuris, Nou-
vcau Poiteau, Pr&ident Van Mons, Retour de Rome,

Surpasse Meuris, Thfodore Van Mons, Tout it faut,

Verte Du Mortier (see Beurre Du Mortier).

2. Pears obtained by Esperen. —Bcrgamote Esperen,

Besi Esperen, Bon Gustavc, Charlotte de Brouwer, Des
Ueux Soeurs, Double Rousselet, Elisa d'Heyst, Grand
Soleil, Josephine de Malines, Juive. Passe Colmar
Musqu^. Passe Tardive, Princesse Charlotte, Princcsse

Marianne, Seigneur Esperen, Soldat Laboureur, Suzette

de Bavay, Vineuse d'Esperen.

3. Pears obtained by M. Bivort.—Adiile Lancelot,

Alexandre Lambre, Aline Richard, Amand Bivort, Belle

Fleurusienne, Bcrgamote Heinbourg, Beurre Bennert,

Beurre Berckmans. Charles Bivort. Comte de Paris, De
Lamartine, Docteur Cornelis, Docteur Trousseau, Due
d'Aumalc, Duchesse Helene d'Orleans, Florimond Parent,

Jean Baptiste Bivort. Laurence de Glymes, Leopold ler.,

Madame Elisa, Mgr. Affre, Pie IX., Prevost, Prince

Albert, Willermoz.

4. Pears obtained by M. Bereimans.—A\e\andTe Bivort,

Beurre de Wetteren, Emilie d'Heyst.

5. Pear obtained by Af. Le'gipont.—Ugipont.

6. Pears obtained by Af. Simon Souziier.—Aimee Mam,
Amand Adam, Bouvier Bourgmcstre, Colmar Navez,

Delices de Jodoigne, Docteur Maluce, ?;milie Herpin,

Emilie Bivort, Hcnriettc Bouvier, Souvenir d'Esperen,

Triomphe de Jodoigne.

7. Pear obtained by At. Seamnatt.—Berga.mote Her-

trick.

8. Pears obtained bv Af. De Jonghe.—DlWcAl Bronze

d'Enghien, Colmar Mamix, Due Alfred de Croy, La
Grosse Figue, Prince Camille, Robert Treel.

9. Pears obtained by Af. Gregoire.—\z\w Gregoire,

.^nna Nelis, Avocat Al'lard. Avocat Nclis, Bcrgamote de

Jodoigne, Beurre Delfossc, Colmar Delahaut, Commis-
saire Delmotte, Docteur Lentier, Docteur Nelis. Emilie

Minot, Gerardine, Gilain, J. J..
Helene Gri^goire. Henri

Gregoire, Henri Ledocte, Iris Gregoire, Incomparablede

Beauraing, La Cite Gomand, La Soeur Gregoire, Leon
Gregoire, Leontinc Van Exem, Louis Gregoire, Madame
Gregoire, Mathilde Gomand, Minot Jean Marie, Mgr.

Sibour, Nouvelle Agla^ (Jr(-goire, Nouvelle Fulvie.

Prccoce de Jodoigne, I'resident Muller, President Royer,

Prince Imperial, Professeur Hcnnau. Rousselet Vander-

veken, Senateur Mosselman, Soldat Bouvier, Souvenir de

Leopold ler.. Souvenir de la Reine des Beiges, Souvenir

de Simon Bouvier, Thi^rese Kumps, Transylvanienne,

Vice-President Delahaye, XXVe. Anniversairc de Leopold

ler., Zephyrin Gregoire, Zcjphyrin Louis.

—Ann. de la Soc. Imp. de Paris (Flore des Serres).

THE ORCHARD HOUSE AT
BLENHEIM.

ORc:HARD-Iiot!si-,s <) la Rivers et A la Pearson are

now established institutions in our gardens, forming at

most seasons, and in late summer especially, one of the

principal attractions and most important features wc

have. There is no garden so large that they can be

out of place, and in sniall gardens they are almost

indispensable. What a variety of fraits do they not

afford us ! what jjleasurc and gratification do they not

bring ! Within one small house the variety of a great

orchard is at once had, and to a great extent they

render us independent of the changes of our variable

climate.

At Blenheim, the noble seat of the Duke of Marl-

borough, decidedly the most important feature, in a

gardening point of view, and the best piece of garden-

ing in all that wide wide place, was the orchard-house,

(} la Fountaine, just lately erected there upoii the

principle advocated by the Rev. John Fountaine in his

little p.amphlet, entitled "The Improved Method of

Growing Fruit upon the Orchard-house Principle."

The chief feature or principle in Mr. Fountaine's

method is that of cultivating both orchard-house fruit

—

Peaches, Plums, Cherries, &c.—and Grapes in the same

building. In other words, orchard-house fniit have to

be grown in a vinery, or with its aid and protection

only, thus virtually abolishing the .simple orchard-

house altogether.

The house at Blenheim, which it is our object to

notice here, is a lean-to erected against a south wall,

about 1 5 feet in height, with ventilation at the top of

the wall, 18 feet in width and 68 feet in length. This

is ultimately intended as a vinery we believe, the back

wall is to be planted and covered with Vines, and one

Vine at every 8 or 10 feet only on the roof, so as not lo

create much shade for the Vines on the back wall or

the fruit trees underneath. Two double lines of rails,

placed 5 feet wide, are laid, as on a railway, the wdiole

length of the building, on the surface of the soil,

and continued along the border outside in front of

the wall, some 10 or 12 feet further than the length

of the building,—the ground actually occupied or

acquired being thus fully double the area of the house.
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On these rails are placed small Hat stages, or Irucks

on wheels, like railway trucks, on which the trees in

pots are placed, which can thus be shunted out or in

on the lines of rails at pleasure, one end of the house

being made to open for that purpose. In llie liouse at

Blenheim there arc 12 of these flat trucks or stages in

two lines of six, each 10 feet in length. On the back

trucks, which were occupied with Peach trees, some

3 to 4 feet in height, in 10-inch pots, in perfect

health, and laden with splendid fruits, six of the trees

had their pots pUingcd in sunken metal pans, the

others being set on the flat stage, each truck Iiulding

about 10 trees. The front trucks were all filled with

beautiful little Plum and Cherry trees, each bearing a

heavy croji, and, wliat is of more consequence, of

splendid quality.

It was on a hot day in July last that I visited this

house ; the trucks with their occupants were tlien

inside, somewhat protected by the glass, as Mr. Lee,

tlie able gardener, staled, from the scorching sun's

rays and from the drying winds. At night, we were
informed, these trees were placed in the open air, there

to receive the full benefit of the night air, and the

cooling and refreshing dews of heaven. That this

practice is sound, although uncommon, few will dare
to dispute, the condition of the trees themselves—all in

the most rude health, and tlie flavour of the ripened

fruit, testified to that. Never liave we seen trees in

jiots look better than those at Blenheim, and they do
Mr. Lee great credit. In the early spring, when the

nights are cold, and in cold damp weather, the trees

are of course kept more indoors, and herein lies greatly

the value of the principle—the facility with which they

can be placed in either position. We all admit the

value of the cool open air in the flavouring of our

Peaches, Plums, &c. On this subject of imparting

flavour to our fruits there is mucli to be said in favour

of allowing liberal ventilation, and perhaps a little

against it, but on this I shall have more to say at some
future time, B.

THE KNOWN FORMS OF YUCCA.— VL
Oroup III.

—

Tntcgro-viarginat(V.—Edge of the leaf

neither toothed nor splitting off in threads.

{ Couchtded from p. 1 1 84.

)

I have now noticed all the known forms of the genus,

except a small group of caulescent entire-leaved plants,

which are cultivated with us under shelter, but some
of which may not improbably prove to be hardy when
we have had more experience of them. These are the

following :

—

36. Y. De Smetiitna, Hort.—Stem reaching a foot high
below the leaves, \\— 2 inches thick. Leaves 150—200,
extending over a space of 15— 18 inches, all more or less

recurved, purplisli green, 12— 15 inches long, 8—9 lines

broad at the niiddli', narrowed to three-eighths of an inch

above the base, the point not pungent, the edge faintly

denticulate towards lhel)asc
; in the young state, the face

flat, except at the point and base, the back but little

raised except in the lowest quarter, the middle slightly

plicate vertically.

37. Y. semicyUndrica, Baker.—Stem 3—4 inches long
bc-iow the rosette of leaves, 2 inches thick. Leaves
45—50 in a dense rosette, 20—21 inches long, 9—10 lines

broad at the middle, only the lovest recurved ; colour
an average veiy slightly glaucous green, the face concave
and the back very convex all through ; texture .as firm as
in gloriosa, point pungent, the margin quite entire,

bordered with a brown hue.

38. Y. ens/folia, Hort.—Stem about a foot high below
the rosette of leaves, tuberous at the base. Leaves
35—40, in a dense roselle, 2 feet long, an inch broad at

the middle, narrowed to half an inch above the base, none
recurved, all rigidly erecto-patcnt, colour a pale glaucous
green, edge horny, quite entire, the point pungent, the
face slightly concave even in the middle, not at all verti-

cally plicate.

39. Y. Bocrkaavii, Hort.—Shortly caulescent. Leaves
about 200, spreading over a space of 2 feet, only the
lowest slightly recurved, 26—28 inches long, 12— 13 lines

broad at the middle, very little narrowed downwards,
colour bright green, slightly glaucous when young, point
not pungent, edge narrowly transparently horny, middle
flat both on the back and face, both surfaces being quite
smooth.

40. Y. canaliculata. Hook, fib, Bot. Mag. t. 5201.—Stem 1—2 feet long below the rosette, 3—4 inches
thick. Leaves 40—50, in a dense rosette, 20—24 inches
long, 2—2] inches broad at the middle, very strong, and
rigid in texture and pungent and cuspidate at the point,

the face so deeply concave that a section taken at the
middle is nearly half a circle, the edge slightly toothed
near the point, marked all through with a very distinct
brown line, colour a slightly glaucous green, back mode-
rately scabrous. Panicle 4—5 feet high, the scape about
equalling the leaves

; perianth cream white, an inch and
a-half deep, the connivent ovate-lanceolate divisions
8—9 lines broad.

This concludes my enumeration of the forms of
Yucca. This season has been such an unfavourable
one for the flowering of Yuccas that we intend now
to wait till another comes and passes over before
dealing with them in the "Kefugium," and in the
meantime I shall be very glad to receive information
of any forms not noted here which may be known to

readers of the Gardeners' Chronieic, or to receive dried
specimens of the flowers of any but the very commonest,
—in short, of any except gloriusa, filamentosa, flaccida,

and reeurvifolia. There can be no doubt that the best
distinctive characters in the genus are to be found in

the fruits and seeds, but there is very little in print

already on this in)inl, and no chance of investigating

it further in this country in the living plants. J. G.

Baker.

Joiue Contspon^fiifc.

Parnassia palustris.— D.i Uio antlicrs of the

beautiful Ihass of r,uii,i u.s o|h'ii outwaidly or in-

wnrdly? I ask tl.c ^|ih i,,,,,, 1. ;,uisc Prof. Asa Gray
ilescribes them as niiiinr, hIuIc most otlier writers

speak of them as exlnn.c. '\^o my mind, tlicy are
neither the one nor the other, but open laterally. What
is the purport of the elegant palmatetl seales between
the petals and the stamens ? I send you specimens
from Oban. [In the specimens forwarded by oiu-

correspondent the anthers are in the unopened [lower

decidedly introrse, that is, they have llieir face directed

towards the centre of the flower, but the chinks through
which the pollen escapes are certainly more nearly

lateral than either extrorse or introrse. In several of
the unopened buds sent by our correspondent, the
anthers were already open, and the pollen liberated

though the filament was not lengthened, and neither

styles nor ovules were fully developed. It is probable,

therefore, that the opening in the anthers was an acci-

dental occurrence, as under the circumstances self-

fertilisation could scarcely occur. The attachment of

the anther to the fdament appeared to us to be *' innate"
that is, the antherwas poised on the slender topof thefila-

menl as on a pivot, so that a change in its position could
very readily occur. The most recent account of the

structure of this elegant and singular plant is that of

Mr. A. W. ISennett, published in a recent volume of the

Journal of the Linnean Society, vol. xi.
, p. 24, from

which it appears that the filaments, at first short, sud-
denly lengthen one after the other. During the time
they arc lengthening they adhere firmly to the ovary,

but as soon as the pollen is discharged the filament

assumes a horizontal position, and the anther falls off.

The anther, when the pollen is ripe, is described as

placing itself with its back on the very apex of the

pistil, so as completely to close tlie approach to the

ovary, but to prevent all chance of self-fertilisation the

stigmas are not developed until the whole of the anthers

have discharged their pollen. Tiie object then of the

scales alludetl to in our correspondent's letter is not to

convey pollen to the stigma of the same flower, but to

retain it, and allow insects to carry it away to other
flowers in which the stigmata are already developed.
The scales of Parnassia then appear to serve the same
purposes as the coronet of Passionflowers. Kds.]

Costmary : Alecoast.—Will some of your readers
oblige by staling the origin of these names, that is if

they liave not forgotten the existence of the plants to

which they are api)lied ? By the way, we hear occa-
sionally of mimicry of form, wherein one ]ilant or
insect assumes the form of another for strategical pur-
poses, as it were ; why shotild there not be mimicry in

other particulars? Costmary to my nose smells almost
precisely like Spear Mint, and might, one would think,

be used for similar purposes. Balsamita. [The older
writers speak of the plant under the name of Costus
hortorum, from the analogy with the fragrant Costus of
India. Costmary, says Parkinson, " is of especiull use
in the spring of the yeare, among otiier such like lierbcs,

to make S.age ale, and thereupon I Ihinke it tooke the
name of Alecoast.*' The same writer says, "the
leaves have an espcciall vertue to comfort both the
stomach and the heart, and to warme and dry a moist
braine ! " Costmary would jirobably signify Mary's
Costus, as it would appear from the French names of
the plant—Menlhc de Sainte Marie, Menihe Notre
Dame. The French also know it by the name of Coq,
or Herbe au Cof], or Cock's Mint, as if poultry were
partial to the plant. Kiis.J

Sun-dials.—I observe (p. I147) th.at the inscrip-

tion,

" floras non numero nisi scrcnas,"

is not approved of by you. [We thought it charac-
teristic of a large section of the French jieople, and
more than ever ap]iro])riate now.] Put may we not in-

terpret it to mean that those hours of om' lives which are
obscured by the storms of jiassion, arc not worthy of

account, and that serenity of mind accompanies
wisdom and virtue ? Under the impression of this feel-

ing, Antoninus Pius, in his last moments, gave
" yl'"(|U,animitas " as the parole to his pnvtorian guard.
The following old Knglish couplet might not be an in-

appropriate motto to a dial :—

•

" Tnie as the dial to the stm,
Although it be not shone upon."

G. S.

Earwigs.—I find, by experiment, that the greased
paper cylinders, lately rcccmrmended by one of your
correspondents, are not so effectual in trapping earwigs
as a pot stuffed with dry hay. G. S.

Hardy Primulas.—At p. 1152 there is an article

on hardy Primulas, in which it is stated that P.

sikkimensis is not by "any means a beautiful plant."

The writer can only have seen poor specimens, for if

the genus possess a queen, this is it. We are also told

pot culture is objectionable ; to this I cannot assent.

I have had plants with stems 3 feet high, with three

verticils of flower. It requires a large pot in pro-
purl imi to its size, and succeeds best in a mixture of
rich sandy peat and a large quantity of cocoa-nut fibre.

As soon as the plants begin to grow the pots sliould be
placetl in pans of water, and remain so till they have
done n')\\cring, when they may be gradually deprived
ofw.iirr, nn,l l..|.l ,,. 11111,11. iiiiVlv dry during winter;
i.ur -lh.nl, I lu i,,l r,i lo , .,, hblr liost froui thc crowns.
1 «.i ,ui;ui...l hi cc 11.. 111. nil. .11 of p. capitata, with
its louiid hculr, .itlHilh.uu bhic llowcrs, or of p. Htuartii,

with its magnificent foliage ; nor should P. gigantea,

P. altaica, or P. stricta be forgotten. As Mr. liuncan

informs us that "many of the brightest ornaments of

the genus have yet to bo imported," he woidd be con-

ferring a favour by giving their names and habitats.

Ehor. [Mr. Duncan is, we believe, in America. Ens.]

Mulberries.—In reply lo your correspondent,

"II. II. v.." p. 1160, 1 beg to say that I have suc-

cessfully grown a Mulberry against a boarded out-

house, on a S.W. aspect, by allowing it to form an
upright stem for about 8 feet, and from the top training

one branch horizontally. The shoots from this hori-

zontal branch are trained perpendicularly downwards,
and yield plenty of delicious fruit, such as is not to be
had from ordinary standards, and even better than
from a potted plant in a warm orchard-bouse. The
fruit is borne of course on small shoots which proceed
from the pendent branches, and these must be
mani[Hdated from time to time by tying down,
shortening, cutting out, &c.,—in fact, by what Mr. Rivers
happily calls " gardening common sense." G. S.

Opuntia Rafinesquiana. — In answer to an editorial

imiuiry, I beg to stale that a --mall pl.uit of this Cactus,

which I obtained from (llu-ul in llic ]ircvious spring,

was planted in the open border last .autumn. its

position w.as within 6 inches of the w.all of an orchard-
liouse, whence a little warmth may have reached it by
convection. It bore the winter, wdiich was of unwontctl
severity (a thermometer having registered 15* in the

same garden), with no indication of suffering, made
several new joints in the succeeding spring, which in

turn produced four large ycllrnv llnuers. The fleshy

fruits of these, ofsonieuli.il ..In. .111, form, remained
for some weeks after the i.i|.i.lly .U. i.lii.ius flowers li.ad

dropped, but made no progicss low.mis ripening, and
at length withered. />. //. Cossc; /<'.A\S., Satid/mrst,

Torquay.

I planted a specimen of this Cactus in a bank
with hardy Scmperviva in May, 1869, and it received
no injury during last winter. John K. Daniel, 6, The
Ternu't:, J'^psot/i.

With reference to your query as to the Opuntia
Rafinesquiana, I beg to say that I boui^ht tlnec plants

of it, and have grown one in a south border the last

two winters without any protection ; it has there made
much more jn'ogress than those in the greenhouse, l»ut

neither has flowered yet. A Very Old Siiliscnlnr.

In the month of A])iil, iS6g, I planted out a
plant of Opuntia Kilnu .|ui.iii:i on a piece of rock-
work here. ll \miIi 1 i l.i ,1 winter without any
protection, and tlii, 1,1 .11 h, ;ule a growth of about
6 inches. A. ArAn.irr:,; l!n;iil,-v Palace, Kenl.

_
This i.hmt lias proveci perfectly hardy at

Combe Royal, near Kingsbiidge, South Devon. Two
specimens were planted out in the spring of 1S69, one
at the foot of an eastern aspect wall, the other on an
open bank facing the south, and both are as healthy
and vigorous as a third plant, which, for safety, was
kept in tlie greenhouse. A Deronhui.

We have a plant of Opuntia Rafinesquiana that

has ])assed the winter uninjured on a piece of roekwovk,
in an exposed situation, about 10 feet from the ground,
and it is now growing vigorously. Titos. Crijips &' Son,
TunbriJse Wells.

Disa grandiflora at Fcrniehurst.—Your corre-

spondent, " Scrutator," did well in drawing attention

to these splendiil plants, and more esiiecially in giving

such excellent cultural details. It was with much
pleasure I saw these plants some montlis ago, and
I then noticed them in those pages (see p. 770),
and a week or two ago I had the pleasure of again
seeing them. This time, however, they displayed tneir

richly coloured blossoms of scarlet and gold. These
last, contrasted with the healthy foliage, formed a sight

more easy to imagine than describe. It is indeed very

rare to meet wilh this old plant grown well. It comes
from .South Africa, and peojile will persist in scorching

it to death in a high and frequently dry temperature. If

potlid in sweet libimis peat and well drained it is just

an iiiipussibilily lo kill it with too much water. Dr.
Harvey, who unfortunately was not spared to complete
his coinpreheusive " Flora Capensis," tells us it

comes from the Table Mountain, at the Cape of Good
IIoi)e, where it grows on the "steep, boggy, spongy
margin of a stream, which has water in it at all seasons,

but which in winter must be so swollen as to cover thc

plant. The margin is completely clothed wilh the

\1\-A. bill iiiiln.-.Ii,.l.lv I., y.. 11.1 1, .1 iii,,i,;in of Rcstios,

will, ll 1 Iiii
;

..,.
1

'

.11. .1.1 . ..I, 1. 1- i.il.li. shade lo thc

ro..l , .111.1 l..li,i;;.' l.,,iiii;., l!,. ll..v.<i .LiH.'. tO pcCp OUt

at Ihc Mm. I he siciiiiiiit 111 ilic iiuHuitain is very

frc(|uently enveloped in mist, most especially at

the season when the Disa blooms. It is very

cold also as the mist comes accompanied by a
strong, cold, soulh-east wind ; after this succeeds

the scorching sun of lalitiule Jj"." I have seen it
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endure several degrees of frost with impunity, and a

cool, moist, and shady situation is most essential for

its welfare. It may be interesting to know that this

plant has been raised from seed. If I mistake not it was

under the care of Mr. Eyies, superintendent of the

Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, some

eight or ten years ago. There are many species of

Disa known in herbaria which have not as yet made

their appearance in our gardens, as also beautiful

Eulophias, Habenarias, Lissochilus, Polystachya,

and Microstylis, which we hope to see intro-

duced ere long. As a rule, terrestrial Orchids

are not so skilfully cultivated as the epiphytal

kinds. How seldom we see a good, or even present-

able, plant of the grand Orchis foliosa ! I remember

once seeing a specimen in the collection of A. Turner,

Esq., Leicester, bearing many fine cylindrical spikes of

a rich purple colour, and 18 inches high ; and this

plant was blooming in an ordinary conservatory. It is

quite a treat to catch a glimpse of a Satyrium in flower,

and a group of hardy North American Cypripediums,

well bloomed, would attract as much attention at any

of our great flower shows as would the finest epiphytes

ever gi-own. Would that we had more of that class of

cultivators, of whom the enthusiastic Editor of the

"Refugium Botanicum" may be taken as the type.

F. W. B.

Iris Pavonia and chalcedonica.—May I ask

some of your correspondents to inform me as to the

culture of Iris Pavonia and Iris chalcedonica? For

the last two years I have bought imported bulbs of

both, and tried them both in pots and in the open

ground, but cannot get them to flower ; they both

throw up leaves, but show no signs of flower : the

I. chalcedonica turns yellow and dies before it has

attained its full growth of leaves. I shall be glad to

know if there is any particular treatment or soil

required for these rather uncommon favourites.

A. IVatkiiis, Feltham.

Tacsonia Van Volxemi.—I have a large plant of

Tacsonia Van Volxemi, planted in a box, and trained

under the roof of a greenhouse, all the flowers of

which, with but a few exceptions, have this year

dropped just before expanding. What is the probable

cause, and what the proper treatment ? The plant in

question is covering some 15 or 16 square yards, and
the box in which it is planted is 6 feet long, 8 inches

wide, and 15 inches deep. It has grown well, and
shown hundreds of blooms through the past summer,
and to the best of my knowlege has not been dry at the

roots. W. DcK'troie. [We can only suggest insufticient

nourishment. Try top-dressing, and a thorough soak-

ing of tepid water. Eds.]

Globe \White Hip Rose.—I have to mention,

that since the letters of your two correspondents ap-

peared, expressing a wish to recover White Globe Hip,

the family who seem to be nearly the sole possessors of

it have made arrangements for placing this beautiful

and peculiar old white summer Rose in the hands of

Messrs. Ballantyne & Son, Nursery Gardens, Dalkeith,

N.B., on condition of their retaining it on sale for the

present. The nursery is close to a station, near

Edinburgh, on one of the main lines to London, ''id

Carlisle. I am somewhat horrified to find Mr.

Godwin would have been glad to have had the cuttings,

which I have only now discovered, owing to his notice

having appeared in a different part of the paper. My
off'er to procure them was made in all sincerity, but I

have no doubt he will understand my referring him to

Messrs. Ballantyne, under the circumstances. As
regards Margined Hip, I cannot assist otherwise, but

I would make the following suggestions :—That I con-

sider the family above mentioned deser\-e some credit

for the prompt action they have taken, as sole owners
of a favourite so old as to be new again ; but that I

believe there are many others who would do the same,

in like circumstances, but might not have the same
favourable means of bringing their plant before the

public ; and, more likely, not have any idea of its

rarity. And, as Margined Hip is most likely to

survive in some moderately old-fashioned garden, and
in one (or more) not much kept up to the day, nor often

altered, I should not be at all sure of any notice in the

gardening periodicals reaching their possible owners ;

but would recommend a letter or advertisement in an
ordinary newspaper, as your correspondent appears

really to wish for it. Old Subscriber^ August 29.

Dahlias and Early Frosts.—Herewith I inclose

you a Dahlia leaf, to show the effect of the frost which
we experienced this morning, August 31. At 5.30
A. M. a thermometer placed on the ground where the

leaf lay fell to below 30°. On Sunday and Monday,
August 21 and 22, 1 scraped thin ice off" a branch
lying on the ground, and on the 22d a thermometer
lying on the grass went down to 31", which surprised

me, seeing that high temperatures were registered in

your Table last week. Geo. Razdings, Romford^ £ssex,

August I.

Tagetes for Bedding.—I send a specimen of a
Tageles which is largely used and highly approved of for

beds here. It appeared originally, I believe, among
plants of Tagetes signata pumila, and was thought to

be a double form of that kind, or a hybrid. The
foliage is somewhat different to that of the ordinai"y

dwarf Marigold, but it does not appear to possess any

positive difference from the yellow pigmy variety, with

which it seems to me identical, being only a good
selection. As a yellow bedder it is unrivalled, having

this advantage over the T. signata pumila, that it does

not smother its flowers in young foliage when grown on

a rich soil. The plant sent you came off strong soil,

and it is an average plant as regards bloom. Hamilton
Hughes, Liverpool. [This appears to be a good strain

of the ordinary Tagetes patula nana, a compact gi'ower,

scarcely a foot high, and with deep orange-yellow

flowers. We do not observe any difference in foliage

or habit such as would be suggestive of its being a

hybrid. Eds.]

Lapageria rosea at Banbury.—There is now a

grand example of Lapageria rosea growing in one of

the houses of Mr. P. J. Pen-y's nursery at Banbury.

In one house, a compound house under one span-roof,

the widest portion of which is used for cultivating

Dracaenas, and such like foliaged plants, and the

narrowest part for Adiantums of various kinds, there

can be seen growing a plant of Lapageria rosea, which

at the present moment covers something like 180 super-

ficial feet of the interior of the roofing. The centre of

the house has a brick pit or stage, some 4 feet in height,

and a portion of this has been converted into a pit in

which the Lapageria is planted. The root is planted

close to the wall of the pit by the door of the house.

The wood that covers the house is furnished from a

number of strong shoots, and at the present moment
there cannot be less than 180 fine flowers distributed

about over the wood growth. I was told that there

have been as many as 200 flowers on it at one

time. Flowers and foliage alike are in the highest

state of development—larger and more tnassive flowers

I never saw hanging on this magnificent creeper. The
house appears to suit it admirably. It is low, cool,

and moist, and somewhat shaded, and here this grand

plant flourishes with a vigour of growth and a freedom

of flower quite inconceivable by those who have only

seen the spare, wiry growth, in the plants occasionally

met with. The soil in which it grows is occasionally

renewed by the addition of some rough peat, mingled

with a little loam. Underneath its roots is plenty of

drainage, so as to admit of a free passing away of the

water given to it. It is a "thirsty soul." During the

summer about 30 gallons of water are given to it once

or twice a week, according to the state of the weather.

The condition of the foliage was both robust and clean.

There seemed to be no difficulty about the latter, as

with a generous treatment that seems to take care of

itself. At the exhibition of the Banbury Horticultural

Society, held on August 30, a well-grown and well-

flowered specimen in a pot, trained over an oval wire,

was e.xhibited by J. GiUet, Esq., and awarded the 1st

prize as the best specimen plant. R. D.

Lilium auratum.—Owing to a family bereave-

ment, I was unable at the time to reply to Mr. May's

note at p. 1091. I now write to say that my plant

this year produced 208 blooms, varying from i to 27

blooms on a single stem. The plant was about

8 feet in height from the surface of the pot, and about

the same in diameter, furnished with blooms to within

15 irrches of the pot. The first flower expanded on

July 31, and the last on August 17. The greatest

nurrrber of blooms expanded in one night was 48,

which took place on August 8, and formed then a

perfect show. J. Smith, Gr. to James Bland, Esq.,

Quarry Bank, Allerton, Liverpool.

Hydrangea paniculata.— I have forw.arded to you

a cut bloom of Hydrangea paniculata, which has been

in bloom in the open nursery for eight weeks ; it opens

first of a pure white colour, and changes to red. It is

perfectly hardy, and a free grower. It is one of the

best autumnal flowering shrubs that we have. I

received it from Messrs. Parsons, of New York, who
describe it as one of the finest shrubs grown, and it

changes to a scarlet in America. W. H. Babbage,

American Niirseiy, Bagshot. [Very handsome trusses.

Eds.]

Floral Display in Carriage Drives, &c.—This

subject has received but little attention of late. Per-

haps it is owing to the difficulties which lie in the way,

in the various circumstances and situations which sur-

round such places, that no general law can be laid down.

A drive which passes a mile of wood, for instance, could

not, having regard to its floral accompaniments, be

treated in the same way as a quarter of a mile of grassy

slope
;
yet I think more might be done with our hardy

flowering plants in both places. Flowering shrubs are

certainly plentiful, and much is done by them. Mr.

\V. Paul is preparing something more in collections of

foliaged trees. But where are our native flowers?

Step out of a carriage into one of those old carriage

drives which abound in this country—one which passes

through woods. Dive into the wood, in spring, in

summer—what do you see ? O what Bluebells !

O what Primroses ! Look ! Here is the wild Ane-

mone. O what a stretch of beautiful Heath ! The
buestion is, are they to remain ther'e? 1 say bring

them to the front, for they are worthy ! Nothing looks

more out of place, at the sides of such a drive as that

above indicated, than for-mal beds of flowers, clipped

shrubs, fantastic hedges, and the like. These may do

close to a building where the architect displays his

style in such nicety of finish, but in a drive of

any extent, or one verging on a wood, that sort

of thing is, in my opinion, a "child's dressing

up " of Nature's beauties. No ; let us copy from

Nature's book, and in return exhibit her to the

best advantage. What prettier object does the

eye wish to rest upon in spring than an irregular mass
of Bluebells, perhaps of an acre in extent, stretching

away, among, and under the trees ?—or in summer, than

masses of our bright Heath ? Talk of bedding-out

!

Here we may have acre beds, which will take care of

themselves. Our Snowdrop, Primrose, Narcissi, Jon-

quil, Anemone, Viola, Forget-me-Not, and Heaths,

these are the "bedding stuff." The clearance of

scrubby underwood, in length and breadth according

to circumstances, at intervals, in wood- through which
the drives pass, and the selection of suitable banks and
corners where no woods exist, to plant such plants

by the million, should be the order of the day. Two
or three or more of those things may be grown side by
side to flower in their respective seasons. Rabbits

—

if the soil be not disturbed too freely— will not think of

mischief, especially when vegetation once covers the

soil. Much might be done with these materials in

shrubberies or pleasure-grounds. What a pretty

picture to alight upon suddenly would be, at this season

of the year', a fine old tree covered with the silvery

drapery of the wild Clematis (Traveller's Joy indeed !),

and spread at its feet a broad carpet of bright Heath !

Who will say such common things do not deserve such,

to them, uncommon places ? Henry Mills.

Dendrobium chrysanthum (Wall.), Golden-
flowered Dendrobe.—This beautiful and easily cul-

tivated species will rrow be flowering in most collec-

tions. It does well in a moderately cool temperature,

and when well grown has pseudobulbs 4—5 feet long,

and as thick as the finger. I saw some fine-flowertd

bulbs the other day at Femiehurst ; upon one at least

there were upwards of 70 fine, well-developed, rich

golden-yellow flowers, the lip having a bold velvety-

crimson blotch on each side the disc. The individual

flowers remind one forcibly of the Dendrobium Gibsoni

(Paxt. ), but they are borne in clusters of 4—6 together,

and look more beautiful by being seen in juxta-

position with the healthy bright green foliage. Being of

pendulous habit it must be grown on a block or in a

basket ; the latter, however, is preferable. It requires

an abundance of water when growing. F. W. B.

Fruiting of the Common Laurel.—The old

Laurels here are covered with ripe fr-uit—fine clusters ;

at first they are red, then turn quite black, resembling

miniature bunches of Grapes. Although I have seen

the berry formed and gr'ow to a green state, in quan-

tity, I never saw such quantities in a ripe state. Are
they considered poisonous in a degree to harm if

eaten ? The birds do not care to eat them. //. Mills,

Enys Gardens. [The pulp of the ben'ies is not poi-

sonous, but the kernels, like the leaves, are dangerous

—that is, if many are eaten. Eds.]

Melon Growing.— At p. 1190 your con-espondent

"A. D." states, in his remarks on the gardens at

Heckfield, that only one sort of Melon is grown

—

Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere, and that it will produce

three or four crops in a season from the same plants.

Now, such a recommendation might induce others

not well informed in Melon culture to try the three or

four crop experiment, which would end not only in

disappointment, but in a waste of time and space. It

is well known that any Melon plant in good sound

health will produce fruit upon successive growths or

laterals, but after the first succession at the farthest, did

he ever see a fruit that was worth either the time, or

the space the plants occupied, or was any cr-edit to a

gardener when placed on his employer's table ? T. C.

Weeds on Lawns.—I have a portion of my lawn

on which Potatos were planted four years ago, to

renew it, tlie old turf having become mossy. The
manure applied was pirrchased in the neighbourhood,

and had much of the roots of Potentilla anserina in it

;

and this I find has been ever smce increasing, thorrgh

I have used every means to eradicate it, by weeding

and hand-picking. Would some of your practical

correspondents suggest any crop or crops to effect the

complete eradication of this weed, which I consider

one of the most, if not the most, difficult of all weeds

to exterminate. It propagates in three ways : by
stolons, by roots undergr'ound, and by seed. The
roots being of a dark colour are only seen with diffi-

culty, particularly if cut much bj the spade. J. IV. L.

[We can only suggest forking the surface and picking

out the roots carefully, or paring and burning the sur-

face, in either case resowing with grass seeds. Probably

the paring would be the most effectual plan. Eds.]

Early Rose Potato.— I observe a note in your last,

Nurrrber (Sept. 3) concerning the produce of Early

Rose Potato, being the aver-age of 31 lb. from I lb. of

sets. My produce far exceeds this, being 54 lb. of

excellent Potatos from the i lb. of sets ;
quality could

not be exceeded, yames Atkins.

Dwarf Trees.—Your account of dwarf trees reminds

me of one in my possession. About 20 years ago I

found a branch of a Gooseberry had drooped to the

soil, and the point had taken root. I cut it from the

parent and planted it out, and for many years it has

produced large crops of fine fruit ; last year as many as

40 berries, after throwing off the same number. The
kind is Crown Bob, which I now call Topsy. It is
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15 inches liigh and 2 feet through. Of course suckers
are attended to as tliey appear. A Vciy Old Subscriber.

[A very interesting case. Eds.]

Melon Seed Vegetating in the Fruit I have
much pleasure in saying, in reply to " Observer," that

there were only two fraits left on the plant, which was
growmg in an ordinary Melon frame, heated under the
bed with hot water. They had only been kept two or
three days after cutting, and were fully ripe, but show-
ing no symptoms of decay. Whilst growing they had
been kept quite hardy, but were well grown, as the
fruits were full sized, and the plants in pretty good
health when the fruits were cut. IV, Dean,

Wireworm.—Is there any destructive powder
manufactured for killing the wireworm, and where
can I procure it? John Sutton. [Spirits of tar du__

in at the rate of I gallon to 50 square yards, is said to

be an effectual remedy ; heavy dressings of quicklime,
and the refuse lime of gasworks, the latter especially,

have also been found efficacious. Eds.]

Yellow Calceolarias.—I have read with much
interest Mr. Fish's able article on the above, at

p. 1 1 84, but notice that he is silent on one of tlie

principal points. We have, at great length, M:
Fish's way of cutting, time, manner, and place of
prop.agation, and a long routine of after management,
till their final planting out. Mr. Fish's modus operandi
is very good, and I quite envy him his cold pit. I can
boast of no such appliance ; and, even if I could, I

would prefer to strike and winter the plants in pots, in a
cool situation, the after management same as that adopted
by Mr. Fish. Whether the plants are struck in pots,

or simply pricked into a frame, however, matters little,

provided they are not coddled. The point Mr. Fish is

silent upon is the depth and composition of his beds,
nothing being advanced on this point beyond the brief
statement, "Our soil is mostly a heavy loam;"
therefore, Mr. Fish must excuse me if I tell him his

article is so far incomplete. The heavy loam, however,
is highly favourable to the growth of the Calceolaria,
an abundant proof of which has been afforded to me
this summer, the plants positively refusing to grow in
light soil, while those planted in heavy loam are all

that can be desired. Thos. Simpson, Broomjield.

Asparagus Culture.—At p. 1124 Mr. Maw in-

forms us that he has removed the seed from his
Asparagus plants, to ascertain if any benefits will accrae
from so doing. Allow me to inform him that I have
removed the seed annually since 1S68, with satisfactory
results. I find the "heads" are much stronger, and
also a little earlier. F. J. P.

Foreign Correspondence.
OrangeCulture in St. Michael's.—Anunusually

large crop of summer Oranges this season anticipated
the commencement of the annual export business. This
untimely fruit is very inferior in quality to the regular
crop of the season, so inferior, indeed, that the prices
realised by its sale in the English market by no means
repaid even the prime cost and f-eight. The Oranges
which ripen in the summer .jiomhs are not only
deficient in sweetness and flavour, but are far more
susceptible of damage in transport, and, in many cases,
their condition when packed and ready for shipping
was such as to make it certain that they could nol
arrive in England in a marketable state. Indeed, it

would have been far more profitable to the exporters to
have allowed the fruit to rot upon the ground, for the
natural effect of sending damaged and unsaleable
Oranges to England was to depreciate the market and
injure the reputation of Azorean fruit. The exporters,
however, seem to have been persuaded that the
taste of the English public was so strong in
favour of Oranges of any description that it would
be safe to impose upon them any amount of worth-
less fruit, and they were not deterred by constant
low prices, and consequent loss, from continuing
the exportation as long as they had Oranges to export.
Fortunately for them the regular crop has turned out a
remarkably fine one, and the fruit did at first realise
excellent prices in the English market. The experi-
ment of transporting it to Great Britain in steamers
appears to have been to some extent successful ; and
although it is asserted, in favour of the sailing ships,
that they bring their cargo to its place of destination in
a better condition than can be insured by steamers an
assertion which is only partially true—the advantage is
said to be counterbalanced by the superior expedition
and certainty of arrival which the steamers aftbrd.
Whichever way the advantage may really be, shippers
at St. Michael's have a decided predilection for the
latter, and, although the class of steamers which have
hitherto engaged in the trade is hardly that best suited
to encounter the winter storms of the Atlantic, being
in general very deficient in the engine-power neces-
sary to make head against a heavy sea and a strong
wind, the masters of sailing vessels which have for
years plied between the Azores and Great Britain, and
which have acquired a high reputation for their sailing
qualities, are loud in their complaints of the manner in
which they are neglected, and forced to delay for
weeks in port, waiting for a cargo which they maintain
they could bnng to market in a more healthy condi-
tion than the steamers, which are robbing them of the

traffic. The freight charged does not vary much
between the steam and sailing vessels, and averages
from £ii to £b io.t. per ton.

There is a certain amount of inconvenience arising
from the employment of both classes of vessels in the
trade, namely, that it makes it more difficult to keep
the market supplied with regularity, as it often happens
that a steamer which may contain a cargo equal to
that of three, or even four, schooners, overtakes
a detachment of the latter at the port of destination,
although despatched many days after them. The
market is thus overstocked ; indeed, it has recently
happened that, the London warehouses being insuffi-

cient to receive the large quantities of Oranges arriving
at the same time by different modes of conveyance, it

was found necessary to retain the cargoes on board ship
for three or four days for want of storage-room on shore,
to the great detriment of the fniit, and depreciation of
the market price,

There is, however, at this moment a more imminent
danger to the Azorean Orange trade, one which has already
this season seriously affected the business and the
profits of the exporters of fruit. The development of
the fruit traffic between the South of Europe and Great
Britain, consequent upon the increased facilities

afforded by railways, and theprogress made in theculture
of the Orange, especially in Spain, has had the result

of continually overstocking the English market, and
lowering the price of the produce to an amount not
only unremunerative, but ruinously costly to the pockets
of the exporters. The enormous exportation from the
port of Valentia alone—an exportation which is stated
to be annually on the increase—is so alarming to those
engaged in the business in these islands, that some of
them have already begun to cast about for a new
market, and have turned their attention to the possi-
bility of inaugurating a profitable traffic with the
United States. As yet, however, hardly anything has
been done in that direction, the freight demanded for
the conveyance of fruit to an American market being
so high as to deter shippers from despatching more
than a very few cargoes across the Atlantic. The rate
of freight demanded is indeed as high as that from any
port in the Mediterranean, or from Sicily (from which
island there is a steady exportation of Oranges to the
United States), the reason being that steamers despatched
to the Azores must come out in ballast, whereas
steamers plying to the Mediterranean can always find
cargoes, both for their outward and their homeward
voyage.

With regard to the other vegetable products of the
island of St. Michael's, it is said that about two-thirds
of the Potatos raised are consumed in the island ; while
on the other hand, the annual crop of Lupins has
generally to be supplemented from an external source.
Of Vams there is annually a large growth, the soil and
climate being peculiarly favourable to the vegetation
of the crop, of which about two-thirds are generally
exported to Portugal, or to the other islands. The
Yams grow most luxuriantly in the valley of the Furnas,
in those places where the ground is irrigated by the
hot springs ; indeed they seem to thrive best the nearer
they are to the boiling water in which they are literally
soaked. Of late years attention has been much turned
in St. Michael's to the culture of the Pine-apple. A
good deal of this fruit is annually sent to England,
where it realises a fair price, and it is not at all

improbable that an extensive trade may be developed
in this particular article.

The wonderful advantages of soil and climate possessed
by this island favour the rapid growth of all sorts of
exotic plants and trees. A large extent of mountain
side and highland has, in recent years, been planted
with different kinds of Pines and Fir trees, which shoot
up at a prodigious rate, the wood of which, when
at 20 to 30 years' growth, is used for making Orange
boxes. In the island of Terceira the culture of
Tobacco has been introduced. Great expectations
were formed as to the success of the experiment,
and many proprietors entered into the cultivation
with spirit, but with no very great success. The
plant, indeed, comes forward luxuriantly ; but, whether
it be from the peculiarity of the atmosphere,
or from lack of sufficient heat to bring it to perfection
at the time of gathering, it has been found impossible
to eradicate the flavour of greenness which remains
after manipulation. A factory was opened, but soon
closed

; another opened, and sent for foreign Tobacco
to work up with that grown in the island ; but, although
the cigars were well made, even with the mixture the
greenish flavour could be perceived, and this factory is

also now closed.

In the islands of Pico and Fayal the Vine was in
former years extensively cultivated, more especially in
the former island, where a large quantity of an inferior
class of wine was annually made. Since the attacks of
tlie Oidium, Vine culture has almost ceased ; and this
failure, combined with the Potato disease, brought
great distress upon the poor inhabitants, with whom
this esculent was the principal article of sustenance.
Indeed, for several years the islands were in a chronic
state of famine ; but latterly the successful cultivation
of the sweet Potato has furnished the poor with a
plentiful supply of nutritious food. Previously to the
year 1842 from 20,000 to 30,000 boxes of Oranges
were annually exported from Fayal, but owing to the
attacks of the insect (Coccus Hesperidum), which de-
stroyed the trees, for several years no Oranges were

produced. For the last 15 years the insects have been
gradually disappearing, and the exportation of Oranges
is augmenting. It is calculated that the crop of 1868
yielded 6,430,000 Oranges.

The Currant Crop in Cephalonia.—Whenever,
owing to a severe winter, or the lateness of the rainfall

in spring, the Currant crop is backward in ripening, it

rarely happens that it is harvested undamaged. During
the month of August heavy rainfalls invariably occur,

and should the fruit then happen to be on the Vines,

and, much more, should it be exposed on the drying
areas, it must suffer. A sure protection against

untoward accidents of this nature might be found by
roofing over the drying areas with glass, in sliding

panels—hot-house fashion. The rays of the sun,

intensified by passing through the glass, would acce-

lerate the process of drying, and full protection would
at the same time be offered against sudden and un-
favourable changes of weather. The areas to be
covered in are, after all, not very large, and, considering

the cheapness of glass, the expedient would not turn
out very expensive. In fact, the losses incurred in a
few seasons from the present improvident system would
more than cover the outlay. But such is the inveterate

attachment to old habits and practices among this

people, that they prefer risking their property, however
valuable, to the certainty of securing it at the expense
of adopting unwonted appliances.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Sept. 7.—V^. W. Saunders,

Esq., F.R.S., in the ch.air.—At the termination of the
usual preliminary business of the meeting, the Chairman
stated that he regretted to mention that the Rev.

J. Di.x
had been taken seriously ill, but he was glad to learn that
on the previous evening he was very much better.
In pointing out the most interesting of the plants ex-
hibited. Mr. Saunders first called attention to the
excellence of sever.al of tlie specimens of Orchids in
Lord Londesborough s collection, after which to the
beautiful group of Nerines and Vallotas, sent by
Mr. Sigismund Rucker, who had cultivated these plants
with great success for many years. Tlie great secret in their
culture was to keep the plants in an ordinary green-
house, and to keep the soil in which they grow at all times
damp. There appeared to be two varieties, one the plant
originally received from the Cape of Good Hope, and
the other, an improved form, with broader petals of a
brighter colour. Several other plants then came under
review, including the choice assortment of ornamental
trees from Messrs. Lee

; the Lilium Leichtlinii, from Mr.
Wilson, a beautiful species of a genus which iiad attracted
the attention of cultivators for centuries, but which had
been treated like many other subjects, grown by one
generation of men and neglected by the next ; and the
fruiting specimens of Stangeria paradoxa, a plant which
had been a puzzle to botanists, but when the seeds were
botanically examined he expected further light would be
thrown on this interesting plant. It was then announced
by the Chairman that the Council had determined to
accept the invitation to hold the next country meeting at
Nottingham instead of going to Wolverhampton. The
date had not yet been fixed, but the Council would try to
fix it for a date when the greater number of plants were
in the greatest perfection. The date would be announced
at their next meeting on September 21.

Floral Committee.—Charies Lee, E,sq., in the
chair.—Owing to the disagreeable condition of the
weather for exliibiling purposes, this, though a very inter-
esting meeting, had a very small attendance. Mr. Denning,
gr. to Lord Londesborough. again staged a choice group of
Orchids, amongst which Burlingtonia venusta, Polycycnis
muscifera, Zygopetalum Gautieri, Lajlia elegans var.
Turneri, Dendrobium chrysanthum, Oncidium in-
curv-um, a fine specimen ; Aerides Huttoni, with two nice
spikes ; and Miltonia Candida grandiflora, a beautiful
specimen, were very conspicuous. A Special Certificate
was awarded. From Messrs. Veitch & Son came a
beautiful group of new and interesting plants, amongst
which the following were honoured with First-class
Certificates :—Daphne elegantissima, a close compact-
growing shrub, a variety of indica rubra, with green
lanceolate leaves, margined with creamy yellow ; Cala-
mus cinnamomea and Livistonia rotundifolia, two
very handsome Palms ; and Adiantum peruvianum,
a new and extremely effective Fern, which was figured
and described at p. 457. With the above also
came flowering specimens of Cattleya crispa, superba,
maxima. L?elia elegans. Vanda Bensoniie, Cypripedium
Veitchii, and a thriving specimen of Begonia Veitchii,
which has stood out unprotected for the last three
years. A Special Certificate was \oted to the collec-
tion. Mr. Bull also staged an exceedingly fine
group, wbich received the same award, and in which
were several fine pots of Lilium auratuni, about
rS inches high, and very showy; several very handsome
Palms and Cycads, a nice specimen of Brownea princeps,
and Dajmonorops cinnamomea, identical with the Calamus
in Messrs. Veitch's collection, which also received a First-
class Certificate. From Messrs. E. G. Henderson came a
collection of Tricolor Pelargoniums, to which a Special
Certificate was given. Mr. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders,
Esq., exhibited male and female specimens of Stangeria
paradoxa, the latter bearing ripe fruit, produced for the
first time in this country, the two plants being rarely got in
flower at the same time. With the above came the beautiful
Amaryllis Belladonna pallida, the curious Mappa fastuosa,
and Grifiinia dryades, a new Brazilian species with flowers
of a bright ccerulean blue, with white passing down the
middle to the base of the segments. A Second-class
Certificate was awarded to the latter, and a Special to the
group. Messrs. J. »& C. Lee, Hammersmith, had a very
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large and interesting collection of hardy ornamental trees

and shrubs ; also small specimens of Thuja semper-
aurea, which received a First-class Certificate. Amongst
florists' flowers the Dahlia was the best represented. In

the class of 24, distinct, the best came from Mr. Walker.
Thame, Oxon, Mr. Burfitt, Wandsworth Common,
being 2d. both showing very good stands, Mr. R. Hop-
kins, New Brentford, sent the best 12 ; Mr. Burfitt

coming in 2d, and Mr. T. Adams, gr. to — Wildser,

Esq. , Wyke Green, Isleworth
,

3d. Amongst the

new varieties the following were awarded Second-
class Certificates :—Flower of Kent, a good yellow

self, shown by Mr. G. Harris, Orpington, Kent

;

and Mrs. Watts, a pale show variety, from Mr. G.
Parker, Maiden's Green, Winkfield. Mr. C.J. Perry sent

a fine stand of Verbenas ; Mr. Eckford also sent some
new Verbenas, to one of which, named Miss Charlotte

Mildmay, a large pale flesh-coloured flower with rosy

crimson eye, a Second-class award was made. Mr. Can-
nell had specimens of several new Pelargoniums, as also

had Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Stratford-on-Avon, who
staged a fine nosegay variety, named David Garrick, an
immense trusser, of a fine deep crimson colour, to which a
First-class Certificatewas given. Mr. Roe,gr. to Mrs. Lewis,

The Rookery, Roehampton, sent a good stand of French
Asters. Mr. Bull took the ist prize for 6 distinct Liliums,

with neatly-grown specimens of lancifolium album, tigri-

num Fortune!, auratum maculatum, lancifolium rubrum,
tigrinum splendens, and auratum. Mr. G. F. Wilson
also sent a fine spike of L. tigrinum splendens, and a

smaller one of L. Leichtlinii. yellow, deeply spotted, and
recurved. The latter received a First-class Certificate.

Mr. C. Pilcher, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., Wandsworth, had
a splendid group of Nerines and Vallotas in flower, and
from Messrs. Osbom & Son came a fine specimen of
Grevillea Banksii ; to each of which a Special Certificate

was awarded.

Fruit Committee,—G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the
chair.—At this meeting two prizes were offered by
Messrs. Osborn & Son for the best examples of Golden
Champion Grapes. Mr. Sage, The Gardens, Ashridge
Park, Berkhamsted, sent two* remarkably good bunches,
each of which weighed 3 lb. ; both bunch and berry were
very fine in size, but they were wanting in colour ; the
1st prize was awarded. Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F. Whit-
boum, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, sent a small bunch, with
much smaller berries, from a cane grafted on the Tren-
tham Black, which undoubtedly caused the berries to have
a blackish tinge. The committee withheld the 2d prize.

Mr. T. Bray, gr. to E. A. Sandford, Esq., Nynehead
Court, Wellington, Somerset, sent a seedling Nec-
tarine, named Henrietta Mary, which was considered to

be worthless. Mr. Cadger, Luton Hoo Park, Beds, sent
three specimens of a seedling Cucumber, measuring about
30 inches in length, and 3 inches in diameter, which were
too large altogether for approval. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing,
exhibited fine specimens of Onions, under the name of
Danver's Yellow, grown from Vilmorin's stock of that

variety, which the committee considered very fine, but
decided that it was distinct from that kind. Messrs.
Sutton & Sons, Reading, sent a collection of 50 varieties

of Potatos, many of them of good size, but very coarse.

A Special Certificate was awarded. Mr. Dancer exhi-
bited fine examples of Pond's Seedling, and other
Plums. Mr. Sage also sent a collection of fruit, and good
samples of dwarf white Celery. Mr. Catleugh, Hans
Street, Chelsea, sent a fine specimen of the Giant Puff-
biU ; Mr. Porter, gr. to E. Benhani, Esq., Isleworth,
also sent fine examples of Pond's Seedling Plum. From
Mr. C. Noble, Bagshot, came fruit of a seedling
Peach called The Lady, which was not considered to be
any improvement upon existing varieties. The Chairman
exhibited bunches of the Early Ascot Frontignan, a Wliite
Grape, sent out by Mr. Standish three years ago as new,
and valuable for growing in cold orchard-houses, in the
houses at Gishurst Cottage it is decidedly earlier, and pro-
duces larger bunches than Chasselas Musqu^ grown along-
side. The flavour was all that could be desired, and the
variety deserved what it did not get—some recognition
from the committee. Messrs. Carter & Co. again ex-
hibited growing examples of their new Chinese Mustard,
which was acknowledged as being distinct, but no award
was made. From Mr. Eckford, gr. to Earl Radnor, came
a seedling Nectarine, which was thought to be like the
Pitmaston Orange ; and from Mr. Cox, Redleaf, came a
dish of a small Apple of excellent flavour, grown by
Messrs. T. Bunyard & Son, Maidstone.

Metropolitan Florists" Society : September 6 to
8.—This new Society of Florists, which has for its object
the encouragement of that class of plants which is popu-
larly designated Florists' Flowers, and which consist of
Pinks, Picotees, Carnations, Pansies, Dahlias, Tulips,
and Auriculas, and such other subjects as were prized and
cultivated by the florists of old, held its first exhibition at
the Crystal Palace on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day last, with very successful results. The Society was
projected through the Crystal Palace Company having
abandoned its autumn shows, which, in a commercial
sense, were failures. Nevertheless, the company gave it its

warmest support, and became liberal subscribers. It is

probablethat such a collection of Dahlias, consisting ofover
100 stands, has not been witnessed for many years. Thanks
to genial weather, the blooms were remarkably fine in
size, form, and colour, and called forth unbounded
praise from the many admirers of this fine autumn flower.
Roses and Asters were in great force, whilst Gladioli
and Hollyhocks were very fairly represented.

In the nurserymen's class for 48 cut blooms of Dahlias
there were seven competitors, the competition being very
strong. The ist prize was carried off by Mr.

J. Keynes.
Salisbury ; Mr. H. May, Bedale, Yorkshire, being placed
2d. Mr. Keynes' flowers were remarkably large, symme-
trical, and fine in colour, the best being Gazelle. Lightning,
Toison d'Or, Lilac Queen, Earl Pembroke, King of
Primroses. Mrs. Boston, Victory, Hon. Miss Herbert,
Mr. Dix, Flora Wyatt, and John Kirby. In the 2d prize

collection the following were exceedingly fine :—Leopard,

George White, Baron Taunton, Leah, Miss Henshaw,
Master of Arts, Echpse, Criterion, Memorial, John Kirby,
and Yellow Boy. The latter blooms were a little smaller than
those shown by Mr. Keynes, but were splendidly finished.
Mr. J. Harrison, Darlington, was placed 3d, and Mr. G.
Edwards, York, 4th, both contributing very meritorious
collections. The best 36—a remarkably even and well-
finished collection, were staged by Messrs. W. Draycott
& Sons, Humberstone, near Leicester. Tiie blooms in

this lot were of excellent quality, especially those of
Norfolk Hero, Blushing Fifteen. Annie Neville, John
Kirby, Miss Henshaw, Princess of Wales, Lord Derby,
Mr. Dix, Leah, George Brown, Yellow Perfection, and
Mrs. Thomhill. Mr. Keynes, who was ist for 48, came
in for 3d honours here, the second position being secured
by Mr. H. May, and the 4th by Mr.

J.
Harrison.

The varieties exhibited comprised mainly those
above mentioned, the blooms being uniformly fine.

In the class for 24, Mr.
J. Walker, Thame, Oxon

;

Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport ; Mr. H. Clark,
Rodley, near Leeds ; and Mr. S. W. Pilcher, Horsham,
Surrey, were the prmcipal competitors, the prizes being
awarded in the order named. In the collections shown
by the above the following varieties were the most con-
spicuous :—Champion, Mrs. Boston, Nelly Buckle, Com-
mander, Golden Gem, Lady Maud Herbert, Volunteer,
and Leah. The best 24 fancy varieties, in the nursery-
men's class, were exhibited by Mr. Keynes, who
staged, amongst others, grand blooms of Leopardess,
Viceroy, Chameleon, Sparkler, Flossie Williams, John
Sealey, Octoroon, Attraction, and Oliver Twist. Mr.
H. May was also placed 2d in this class, con-
tributing in his collection blooms of Pope's Gem,
John Salter, Glory, Queen of Sports, Polly Perkins.
Prince of Wales, and Leopard, n very fine order. In the
amateurs' class for 24, the ist prize was taken by Mr. C.

J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, after a very close competition,
with Mr. R. Petfield. gr. to G. Thornhill, Esq., Didding-
ton, who was placed 2d, Mr. J. Burfitt being 3d, similar

varieties to the above being shown. For 12 (amateurs),
Mr. J. F. Martin, Henfield, Sussex, was 1st. with
excellent blooms of Unique, Mrs. Henshaw, Sir G.
Smythe, and James Hunter in his group. Tlie ne.xt best
lot came from Mr. G. H. Fawkes, Mr. H. Glasscock.
Bishop Storlford, and Mr. H. Fry also receiving awards.
Mr. Perry also staged the best 6 Fancies, which consisted
of Grand Sultan, Butterflv. Prospero, Lightning, Fanny
Sturt. and Pauline. Mr. R. Petfield came in 2d, Mr. J.
Burfitt 3d, and Mr. G. H. Fawkes 4th, all very good in

quality. Several new flowers were staged, amongst which
the following were selected for First-class Certificates :

—

Annie Hobbs (Hobbs), a fine white self; Flora Wyatt
Keynes), a fancy variety, cinnamon blotched with crim-

son, large and full; and Richard Dean (Keynes), also a
fancy, of immense size, good form, and of a pale brown
colour, striped with deep crimson.

Hollyhocks were very well represented, considering the
lateness of the season ; the blooms, however, were not so
fine in colour and shape as those shown three weeks ago
at South Kensington. Only three collections of 12 spikes,

and these rather poor ones, were staged, Mr. H. Minchin
and Mr. W. Chater being respectively 1st and 2d. In
the open class for 24 cut blooms, Mr. Chater came in ist

with a very fair collection, amongst which Rose d'Amour,
Marion, Countess of Cracow, Bijou, Carus Chater.
King, Conquest, and BulUon were the best. Mr. H.
Minchin had a neat group, and took the 2d prize. Mr,

J. Harrison and Messrs. W. Draycott & Sons also came
for prizes in this class. The amateurs' class for 12

s fairly represerited, the prizes being awarded to Mr.
W. Minchin, Hook Norton, Oxon, Mr. R. Fry, Taun-

n, and Mr. Rickwood. Ilkley, near Leeds.
Of Gladioli there were about 15 collections contributed,

for the most part very fine, especially those shown by
Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport, which took the ist

prize for 36 ; and by Messrs. Stuart & Mein, Kelso,
which occupied the corresponding position in the class

for 24. In the latter collection, the spikes of Rosa
Bonheur, Bernard de Jussieu, Delicatissima, Marechal
Vaillant, Madame Desportes, Lord Byron, Spectabilis,

Robert Fortune, Moliere, Meyerbeer, and Charles Dickens
were quite first-rate. Mr. G. Wheeler, Warminster, was
the only other exhibitor in the class for 36, taking the 2d
prize. Next to Messrs. Stuart & Mein, for 24, came
Messrs. Draycott & Sons, Mr. G. Edwards, York, being
3d, and Mr. J. Walker 4th. In the amateurs' class for 6
there were only two competitors—Mr. R. Fry, Taunton,
and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage, who
took the 1st and 2d prizes in the order named.

French Asters, owing to the dryness of the season, were
not so large or so fine as usual, though they were very
largely exhibited. The best 36 came from Mr. G.
Wheeler, Warminster, a very neat and evenly grown lot

;

Mr. W. Sandford, gr. to T. Thomassett, Esq., Waltham-
stow, coming in 2d, Mr. J. Walker 3d, and Mr. H. Min-
chin 4th. Mr. G. Mathews, High Street, Shoreditch, was
ist for 12. Mr. R. Petfield coming in for 2d honours. Mr.
G. Wheeler also had the best 24 German Asters, which
were quite equal in size and finish to those noticed above.
Mr. J. Walker, Mr. J. Betteridge, and Mr. W. Sandford
also obtained awards in this class, some fine blooms
being shown amongst them. The competition in the
open class for 24 Verbenas, five trusses, was very
numerous. Mr. C. J. Perry came in 1st very easily.

Among his collection the following were very attractive :

—

Magnificus, Mrs. Mole, Edwin Day. Rev. C. P. Peach,
Mrs. George Prince, Velocipede, and Shakespere, the
latter being a wonderfully brilliant scarlet, of great
substance. Mr. H. Minchin had good examples of Geant
des Batailles, Nemesis, Reine des Roses, G. R. Tye, and
Lady Folkestone, &c., and took the 2d prize. Mr. G.
H. Fawkes, Birmingham, was 3d, and Mr.

J.
Burfitt 4th.

Cut Roses were shown in excellent condition for the time
of year, and considering the peculiarities of the season.
Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. Keynes, and Mr. H. Coppin,
Shirley, were the principal competitors in the nurserymen's
class for 24; and Mr. H. Exelt, gr. to J. HoUingsworth,
Esq.. Maidstone, and Mr. J. Parnell, Brookfield. Rugby,
amongst amateurs for la. For the three prizes offered

for a basket or vase of cut flowers, for the dining-room,
there were nine competitors, the ist prize being won by
Miss A. Hassard, Norwood ; Mr. W. Soder, gr. to
T. Hanbury, Esq., Brentwood, coming in 2d, and the
Rev. H. H. Dombrain 3d.

In the ever attractive miscellaneous class were large'
varied, and tastefully arranged groups of plants from
Messrs. Downie. Laird & Laing, and Messrs. Carter &
Co., to which Special Certificates were awarded; a col-
lection of Tricolor and Silver-edged Pelargoniums, from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son ; cut Roses and Dahlias
from Mr. G. J. Woolletts. Caterham ; a fine stand of
Marigolds from Mr. D. G. M 'Kay, Sudbury ; and a similar
one from Mr. H. Cooper, gr. to Miss A. Hassard ; and
six remarkably fine dishes of Apples from Mr. Chaff, gr
to A. Smee, Esq., Carshalton. First-class Certificates
were awarded to Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for
Pelargonium Pink Queen ; to Cupressus Lawsoniana
pendula alba, shown by Messrs. Paul & Son ; to Mr. H.
Appleby, Dorking, for his new fumigator. Mr. G,
Wheeler, Warminster, exhibited 24 beautiful double
Zinnias ; and Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co. examples
of their handsome rustic Fern cases and aquariums. Mr,
Chapman had several examples of his new flower boxes,
including one which contained a stand of Asters, which
were e.xhibited at the Worcestershire Horticultural
Society's Show, held at Kidderminster last Monday week,
and were shown here comparatively little the worse for
their long incarceration, and which called forth much
praise from the spectators. He had also neat little game
boxes, made to contain two brace of birds, there being
four separate compartments, through which the air is

allowed to pass, without admitting flies. If any of the
birds become tainted, it is a matter of impossibility for

the infection to contaminate the others. Truly " no
gardener, florist, or gamekeeper should be without them."
A First-class Certificate was awarded to them.
At the judges' dinner, on Tuesday, the Rev. H. H.

Dombrain presided, the Rev. C. P. Peach being in the
vice chair. In addition to the judges, there were present
most of the leading florists of the metropolis and from the
provinces. Several toasts were given, including "the
Crystal Palace Company," coupled with the name of Mr.
Wilkinson, proposed by the chairman; and " Success to
the Metropolitan Florists' Society," coupled with the
name of Mr. Dombrain, given by Mr. Keynes, Salisbury,

Dundee Horticultural : Sept, 2.—The annual
Floral Fete of this Society was held in Baxter Park, and
it is probable that a better display has not been seen in

Scotland this year. The chief feature was the com-
petition for stove or greenhouse plants. Only three com-
petitors came forward, the ist prize being won by Mr.
James Heath, gr. to James Cox, Esq., Clement Park;
and Mr. A. Kerr, gr. to Joseph Grimond, Esq., Corbet
Castle, Broughty Ferry, being 2d. Almost the whole of one
of the central stages in the large marquee was occupied
by the plants in this competition, and presented quite a
show of themselves. In Gladioli the best 24 came from
Mr. John M "Pherson, Polmuir, Aberdeen ; and the
best 6 from Mr. A. Hosie, Claverhouse. The
ist prize in Hollyhocks (spikes) was carried off by Mr.
Wm. Shand, Fetteresso Castle. The Dahlias, though not
so extensive as in other years, were nevertheless very good.
As was to have been expected from the long-con-
tinued dryness of the season, the show of herbaceous
blooms was a failure. The Phloxes, Stocks, and Antir-
rhinums were very tall and straggling. The Coxcombs,
though not many, were large, full, and very rich in colour,

Messrs. John Stewart & Sons, nurserymen, Dundee, con-
tributed, as usual, on a large scale. Their collection of

30 stove and greenhouse plants were particularly worthy
of notice. In cut flowers, Messrs. Stewart also retained
their forward place as growers of Roses and Hollyhocks,
for which they obtained ist prizes in their respective

classes. Messrs. Laird & Sinclair, nurserymen, in addi-
tion to their competing stands, also sent a very interesting

collection of fine-foliaged plants.

The show of fruit was the finest ever seen in Baxter
Park. The ist prize for collection of fruit—eight varieties

(Pine-apple excluded)—was gained by Mr. William Brow,
gr. to Sir David Baxter, Bart., at Kilmaron Castle. The
noted Glamis Grapes were well represented. The bunch
of Black Alicante, the best one for bloom, was truly of
Eschol character ; and the four bunches shown by Mr.
Johnston, the Earl of Strathmore's gardener, afforded a
treat worth seeing. Mr. George Paton, American Muirs,

had two seedling Gooseberry bushes, heavily loaded with
the largest of berries. The Apples, Pears, Currants,

Peaches, Apricots, were very good. Mr. Jfohn Reid,
Ballindean, as usual, carried off the ist prize for Gourds.
His collection of upwards of 100 were a very fine sight.

Amongst the miscellaneous subjects exhibited was a
collection from Mr. B. Kirk—2000 queen wasps, more
famous in death than in life, for they were much inquired
after at the show. He declared on the label, " Had all

these queens escaped they would have produced this

season.a progeny greater in number than the population
of Great Britain."

South of Scotland Horticultural : Septem-
ber 2.—The exhibition of this Society was held on the

above date in the Mechanics' Hall, Dumfries, and proved
very successful. The flowers were neatly arranged on
tables extending along the hall from end to end, while the

fruits were displayed on a table in front of the platform.

The exhibition of flowers was exceedingly good, and
from their neat arrangement and fresh appearance, pre-

sented a beautiful sight. Mr. Milligan, Dumfries ;

Messrs. Kennedy & Co., Dumfries ; Mr. James Service

and Mr. Robert Service, Maxwelltown, contributed much
to the success of the show by the extensive and varied

collections of plants which they sent for exhibition. The
various departments of the exhibition were all well repre-

sented. Of greenhouse, stove, and fine-foliaged plants,

the display was excellent. Pelargoniums were also largely

represented. All kinds of fruit were shown well. Vege-
tables were also well competed, and it may be interesting

to note that the Leeks seemed particularly good.
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Clavis Agaricinorum ; aii Analytical Key to the

British Agaricini, with Characters of the Genera

and Subgenera. By Worthington G. Smith, F.L.S.

London : Reeve & Co., 1870. Svo. Pp. 40, with

Six Plates.

This memoir was originally read before the Woolhope
Club, Hereford, Feb. 22, 1S70, and we are glad that

tlie author, who has done so much to illustrate the

Fungi of this country, has thought fit to publish it

separately, as it undoubtedly must prove a great help

to every student of an extremely difficult tribe. We
by no means assert, as some have done, that all diffi-

culties are removed, and that now nothing is easier

than to determine any species of Agaric. A line of

the old algebraic problem in verse

—

" He took it and tried, but it puzzled his prating,"

would undoubtedly be the result if the critic went at

once without any previous knowledge to the determina-

tion of almost any species of Agaric. No doubt the

colour of the spores is a most important element in the

dibtribution of Agarics into subgenera, but even this

will sometimes prove a difficulty, as anomalies occur,

and the tints are so very different in the Dermium
section. Lepiota is confessedly very closely allied to

Psalliota ; indeed in those species which change their

colour, and with the colour of the flesh at the same
time that of the spores, it is often impossible, from the

inspection of dried specimens only, to say whether we
have before us a Lepiota or a Psalliota,—a difficulty

which has often puzzled the writer of this notice, in the

course of describing a very large exotic collection of

debateable species; and though the dried specimens
were in almost every case accompanied by exquisite

drawings, there was still room for frequent doubt.

In every arrangement there will be anomalies. If

we take the free gill as a characteristic of Lepiota, we
shall not be long before we have species before us in

which the gills are neither remote nor approximate,

but decidedly attached to the stem, and this is still

more evident in Amanita, where there are few species

with really free gills, as in Volvaria and Pluteus. The
same difficulty occurs in deciding whether the gills are

truly decurrent in several cases, and we are, therefore,

sorry that subgenera resting on such very slight cha-

racters as Tubaria and Deconica should have been
pro]iosed. A. furfuraceus is one of the most variable

of Fungi, and almost eveiy form of attachment may be
found. After all, such species as A, vulgaris, campto-
phyllus, &c., are left in Mycena, where the gills are

quite as decurrent as in either of the above mentioned
subgenera. We have no objection to the separation of
Agaricus variabilis with its two close allies, but the

slight lint in A. euosmos is not sufficient to separate it

subgenerically from A. ostreatus, and it has clearly no
affinity with A. variabilis. We cannot assent to the

separation of A. cretaceus from Psalliota, though we
may approve of the keeping such abnormal species

as A. fumoso-purpureus and echinatus distinct, though
they seem to connect Lepiota with Psalliota.

If the colour of the spores*s to be all in all, we must
begin to cut up Hygrophorus ond Lactarius, which
could scarcely be done with advantage.

These observations may wear a rather conservative

a]ipcarance, but in truth the reforms requires to be
much deeper ; the Friesian system, excellent as it is,

and far superior, in our judgment, to every other, will

undoubtedly some day require considerable modifi-
cation, though we believe that it will always remain as

the gioundwork on which any satisfactory arrange-

ment can be built. A. corticola revives after a shower
of rain as readily as a Marasmius, and yet no one would
think of turning it out of Mycena, and we could point
out many other anomalies. The genus Hiatula seems
to have escaped Mr. Smith's notice, though possibly

that, and one or two other Agaricoid genera, are

neglected as being entirely exotic, though on the same
ground Pilosace might have been excluded.

Mr, Smith has appended a list of the British species,

amounting to 701, which will undoubtedly be con-
siderably increased. We cannot conclude this notice

without expressing our admiration of the energy which
the author of this little publication is continually
exerting in a subject which is of daily increasing

importance.

The Book of the Roach. By Greville Fennell
(of the /)'(/(/). Pp. 118. London: Longmans.

This little work presents itself at a seasonable period
of the year, since September and October are probably
more usually devoted by general anglers to roach
fishing than any other months. Fly-fishing for trout is

then over, and the weeds are too thick in most places

for pike-fishing in its most sportsman-like form of
spinning, while chub are not so universally distributed,

and do not occur in such numbers in the places ^\'here

they are met with as the roach. The professed object

of the author was to give an ''exhaustive view of the

subject," by "blending" his own experience with
those of previous authors, and thus to present to his

readers a book ** in every respect satisfactory and
acceptable." We have a great respect for Mr. Fennell,
because of the numerous interesting communications
which he has for so long a period been contributing to

the Field newspaper, and the able service which he has

rendered to Thames anglers in helping to improve the
fishing of that noble stream. We feel sure that

lovers of roach fishing will rejoice to learn that so

talented a writer has collected together, and published
at a small price, a great amount of information upon
this subject—information that is both useful and
reliable. To this extent the book is "acceptable."
But we must plainly state our opinion that the book

is by no means a " satisfactory " one. It bears evidence
of having been got up hastily, and without proper care

;

since we find a recipe for a certain ground-bait given
twice, and a good article on the bite of the roach at

p. 55, but no reference, either there or in the index, to
some still more interesting information on this point
which is given at p. 30 under the heading of "shotting
floats." In another place we come upon a paragraph
headed " Clearing swim," one quarter of which only is

devoted to this subject, while the next quarter de-
scribes what are the best swims, and the last half of
the paragraph treats of the effectiveness of particular

baits, a subject which belongs to another chapter.

Again, the book is unsatisfactory from the fact of its

not being, what its author intended it to be, "exhaus-
tive." That cannot be called an exhaustive treatise

upon roach fishing which omits allusion to the lightest

of all rods, the five-jointed bamboos, which come from
Japan ; and disposes of the Nottingham reels in the

following woMs :
—" W^e are afraid to attempt to

describe the proper manner of using them, they must
be seen in the hands of a master to be appreciated."

The information which is contained in this little

work merely requires to be re-arranged, and a few
omissions supplied, and anglers would then possess as

complete a book of reference upon roach fishing as

could ^\ell be compiled. We look forward to the

pleasure of seeing this soon in a second edition.

FOREIGN JOURNALS.
Resuming our notice of foreign publications, L'll-

lustration Horticole first comes to hand. Of this

publication we have already mentioned that a new series

commenced with the year, and of this new series four

numbers, the contents of one of which have been
already noted, have reached us. In those now before

us (Febniary to April) we find figures of the following

plants :

—

Pepinia aphelattdrtr/lora^ a plant referred to

Pitcairnea by Lemaire, a tufted-growing Bromeliad,
with linear-lanceolate, reflcxed, bright green leaves,

and comparatively large spikes of long, convolutely
tubulose, bright orange flowers, which are of a very

showy character ; it is from Para. Calathea {Maranta)
chinil'oracensis, a small-growing species from Ecuador,
with ovate-oblong leaves, gieen, with an irregular

band of dark boltle-gieen, and a parallel contiguous
band of grey running down each side of the leaf,

about midway to the margin ; though a pretty plant,

it bears no comparison with several of the

species already known. Cattleya Eldorado splcndcns,

a really splendid Orchid, of the quadricolor

type, which, together with Trianre, M, Andre here
refers to C. labiata. In the present plant, from the

Rio Negro, the flowers are large, of a delicate rose,

with a remarkably richly-coloured lip, the whole centre

of which is clear orange, surrounded by a band of

white, the margin being of a deep violet-rose and
fimbriated. Pompon Chrysanthemums^ a group of six

varieties. Ceratostema speciosiim^ a splendid greenhouse
shrub from the neighbourhood of Loxa, in Ecuador,
the stem erect, with a tuberculate base, the leaves

ovate-lanceolate, with a short twisted petiole, and the

flowers in short axillary drooping spikes, cylindraceo-

costate, bright orange -red, with a short yellow and
slightly spreading limb. Camellia Tej-esita Canzio
Garibaldi^ an Italian variety, recently obtained by
M. Bernardino Lechi, of Brescia, an imbricated flower,

of a delicate lilac-rose colour, scarcely coming into the

first rank as to merit. Dieffenbachia IVallisii, a Rio
Negro species, with the stalks and leaves green, the

blade marked with a broad feathery central band of
grey, and a few patches of the same colour scattered

between the midrib and margin. Houllctia odoratissima

antioquiensis, a Colombian plant, with ovate pseudo-
bulbs, somewhat plicate leaves, and an erect scape of

numerous large flowers, which are brown outside, and of
a rich blood-purple within, the lip being narrow, elon-

gated, white, with a hastiferous tip and a pair of cirrhi-

form teeth near the base. Alloplecttis z'ittatus, a stout-

growing Gesnerad, with broad ovate leaves 6 to

g inches long, of a velvety deep green, with a greyish

green band along the outer and principal veins, and
terminal fasciculate flowers which have a large crimson
calyx, and pale yellow corolla ; it comes from Eastern
Peru. Maxillaria graudiflora, a handsome Lycaste-
like plant, from New Grenada and Peru, with large

white triangular flowers, and a saccate lip, closely

striped with purple at the sides, and having a tongue-

shaped deflexed apex bordered with yellow. Azalea
Bernhard Andrea alba, a double white variety, raised

from seed on the establishment of M. Linden, at

Ghent ; it may be distinguished from the other double
whites, by the more open flowers, showing the style in

the centre e.xactly as in the single-flowered sorts ; the

centre, moreover, is greenish. Calathea {Marcuita)

smaragdina^ is a moderate sized plant from the Upper
Amazon, with a tuft of erect leaf-stalks and horizontal

leaves, the blade of which is ovate-oblong, 10 inches

long, of bright emerald-green, deeper near the costa ;

it is quite a second-rate kind.

Gartenflora (December, 1869, to June, 1870) con-
tains the following illustrations, many of which are
good examples of chromolithography :

—

Homalonema
rubesceus, a fleshy-stemmed Arad, bearing a few
saggitate-cordate leaves, the under surface of which
is stained with red, and the petiole as well
as spathe is purplish crimson ; it is East Indian,
Calanthe Sieboldii, a Japanese terrestrial Orchid, in
which the leaves are broadly lance-shaped and plicate,

and the erect scape bears a lax raceme of neat yellow
flowers. Spaihiphyllum Minahasstv, a pretty stemless

Aradfrom the Sundalsles, producing ovate-oblong long-

stalked leaves, and elliptic oblong leaf-like white
spathes, rivalling those of Richardia. Oncidiuni dimor-
phum, a small yellow brown-spotted Orchid, from
Brazil, in which the lip is dimorphic : ihree-lobed, or

subentire. Begonia bolivicnsis, now well known. Agave
hetcracaniha, a stemless species, with lanceolate leaves,

margined with chestnut-coloured deltoid variously-

directed spines, and an erect simple spike-like inflo-

rescence. Spathiphyllum canmrfoliumy a stemless

Arad, with lanceolate oblong leaves, and a leafy spathe
which is white inside and gi-een exteriorly, Aerides
nobile, a fine Orchid, related to A. odoratum. La'selia

coccinea, a pretty little old-fashioned Polemoniaceous
plant, better known here as Hoitzia coccinea. Musa
Ensete^ now so familiar from its use in subtropical

gardening. Zygopetalnm niaxillare Gaiitieri, a variety

with flowers larger than in the type, and with a fine

violet-tinted lip. Lonicera Ruprcchtiana^ an Amoor
Honeysuckle of the Xylosteum group, with elongate
elliptic leaves, and small pale yellow flowers. Liliiim
tigrinum Jlore-plcno, one of the most striking of hardy
Lilies, and of which comparatively weak specimens
have been exhibited at some of our meetings during
the past summer ; the flowers are coloured and
spotted like those of the common Tiger Lily,

but the segments of the perianth are duplicated
so as to form a full double flower, and, according to

the figure before us, the flowers are borne in a
pyramidal panicle as in the type, and also in the
splendid single varieties, Fortunei and splendens,

which rank amongst the choicest of "hardy bulbs."

Palava Jlexnosay already noticed. Anthurium arali-

folium, a stemless species, with long-stalked, pedately-

lobed leaves, which are cordate-hastate in outline, and of

a glaucous-green colour ; it is said to be New Cale-
donian. Atragene alpina^ an old plant, of which three

or four varieties are shown. Odontoglossum Rossii, a
pretty dwarf Mexican Orchid. Atragene maci-opetala^

a blue-flowered Manchurian plant, related to A. alpina,

but with a taller climbing stem, and petals equalling

the sepals. Pancratiufn speciosum, also called Hymeno-
callis, an old stove bulb, with elliptic-lanceolate leaves,

and umbels of 10 to 15 white flowers. Abutilon mega'
potamicum^ the pretty red and yellow-flowered plant

sometimes called A. vexillarium, and which, trained on
a pot-trellis as suggested by this figure, would probably
make a good exhibition plant, Clethra barbinervis^ a
Japanese species, with obovate-oblong serrated leaves,

and racemes of small white flowers. These numbers
also containa view of the Hamburgh International Exhi-
bition, and a portrait of Mr. F. J, E. Enke, of

Erlangen, publisher of the " Gartenflora," who died on
December 9 last.

f4jc Sphirn.
We have given an account of a hive, according to

our promise in a recent Number, but in case any erro-

neous idea regarding the queen bee should have been

Fig. 232.

A, B, the queen-larva spinning its cocoon : a, the head, with
the " spinnerettes" fastening the silk to the sides of the cell, and
forming the respirator at the end shown at d ; b, the end of the

larva resting against the side of the cell, and by pressing its back
against E, the larva is enabled to move its head and neck on all

sides of the cell, and gradually working upwards, it is enabled to

finish and rest upon its back with its head downward ; whilst the

white " queen jelly," c, fills about one-fourth of the interior

space, and keeps up a moisture for the growth of the larva, and
expansion of the abdomen, which nearly touches the jelly.

received by our readers, as **I. O. W." has alluded to

a question affecting the queen's impregnation, we
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dismiss the subject with only one remark, for the

present. He alludes doubtless to that long word

"parthenogenesis" in bees, as he states the queen bee

" -when not impregnated at all (she lays male eggs only)

or when not impregnated until after a certain number

of days, after she has arrived at the winged state, only

deposits eggs which produce males." We believe the

matter is met (Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 1062 and 1063),

but we will not hesitate to repeat,
'

' no unimpregnated

queen bee can deposit fertile eggs of either drones or

workers." Thefactsof the imperfectly fed and untimely

raised fertile workers, will, we believe,
^

remove much

of the mystery of "parthenogenesis," and we will

pass on to another fact, which has this season again

fallen under our own observation, as the extreme

dryness of the air, and the average of the temperature,

has brought our queen-raising periods to something

like Italian seasons, ;. <•., queens have appeared within

10 or 1 1 days, and a few hours over, as compared with

our averages of former seasons, namely, 14 or 16 days.

We allude of course to our " summer-raised queens,"

and not those now being bred or any raised in the

autumnal months at all. The queen bee spinning her

cocoon, and the added woodcut (fig. 232), with the

letterpress, will explain the whole process of the

cocoon being spun to the required height. Thus, in a

normally raised queen-cradle, with a worker egg and

larva properly fed, and the queen jelly duly deposited,

we were able in our wax model queen cells, which are

made to open and shut, to see the queen larva spin its

cocoon at all hours. This has never been recorded

before, but conjectured, as possible ; but we had

no idea of the activity of that apparently motionless

mass undergoing the process of growth by absorption

and suction in its later stages. We have only to add,

that queens raised in worker cells, when contracted at

first, have not the jelly laid up, as in the acom-shaped

cup of the normal queen's cradles : nor do the spaces

in the drones or workers cells ever contain such added

jelly ; and both the drone and worker larvfe have very

contracted spaces to perform their cocoon spinning

evolution in, for the very sides of the cell seem to

bulge with the internal pressure of the larvje, at least

in those newly made cells of pure wax, which of course

become more and more strengthened as each successive

batch of brood leave the cells as perfect bees, and

give the combs greater stability, and will in the autumn

bear the great weight of honey and pollen stored for

their winter's consumption.

We will now proceed to redeem our pledge regarding

the best form of " bar-frame hive" to be used for the

purposes of obtaining honey, and raising stocks of bees,

—the "honey trough hive," for that wdl be the letter

title to accept, as contradistinguished from the numerous

imitations of the original " bar-and-frame hive," which

are merely adaptations of the frames within the long

bee-boxes which were used in the place of common
straw hives years ago, and which have had all their

periods of being arranged as collateral hives, side by

side, or storied hives, one above another, or under one

another ; indeed, the imagination of bee-masters and

hive-makers seems now to be exhausted, and we can-

not suggest any new mode of making the beehives

which are to store honey more abundantly, un-

less we could persuade the bee-keepers now to

turn their filled hive upside down, and place

an empty hive on it ! when, we promise the happy

bee-keeper, he shall have a garden flowing with honey,

which he will not be able to gather ! This honey-

trough and bar-frame hive, having thus been made or

purchased, will be represented by a box about 14

inches long, 12 inches wide, and 21 inches deep, to be

made to stand on a few bricks to keep it from the soil

and damp earth, in any open part of the garden

selected for the apiary. This box, if it had its lid

taken off (which is merely a plank in the commonly
made form), would exhibit seven frames, resting on the

two ledges of the box, front and back, by their pro-

longed bars at the top, formed for that purpose. The
half-inch bars, with slips of zinc attached, help to keep

the frames apart, whilst they also close in the tops of

the frames to prevent the bees from escaping from above.

These seven frames have a square bar, 9 inches, fitted

within the frame, fixed and waxed on the two lower

sides, for the bees to attach their combs to ; and being

9 inches only give a shorter and more certain direc-

tion for the bees to be guided by ; whereas if made
to accommodate the older forms of bee-boxes, the bars

would be made 14 inches long, and often misguide the

bees. This " honey trough," however, is constructed

on a better principle, the bar-frames are very perfect ;

as all the other attempts to introduce a long bar rest-

ing in a frame, and not fixed or made in a solid square

frame, are failures. The weight of the comb when
filled with honey and brood exceeds 6 lb., and will to

a certainty fall out when attempted to be worked or

examined by unpractised bee-masters ; and even those

more skilful, in wann weather, when the wax attach-

ments to the sides become soft, w^iU find the whole

comb falling down and breaking. Tliese solid frames,

with the guide bars all solidly made, are much to be

commended and always used, as a guide to the bees for

comb building and a security to the bee-master when
lifting out the filled combs of honey or e.xamining the

bees. The alighting board for the bees is also always

dry and sheltered from the side winds, whilst the

entrance to the " bar-frames " is direct up the inclined

plane, which forms an angle with the alighting board.

This inclined board is about n or 12 inches deep,

unning the whole length of the interior of the

'honey trough;" when a swarm is to be introduced

the shde-board is taken out, and the swarm of bees

quietly shot down on the alighting board. When
the bees have all ascended and settled themselves

in amongst the seven bar-frames, the sliding

board is run into its place, and the bees will then be

left to go in and out as they please, as the board does

not touch the bottom board, but leaves a % inch space for

the purpose of having an entrance extending the whole

length of the alighting board in the interior. Thus the

bees have 6S inches from A to B, in tire small plan

shown below, to fly through, and alighting near the

I inch space, crawl up the box sides, from X, to the

frames and combs above. At the back of the apiary

or honey trough, at c D, a shutter with a sheet of glass,

fixed, or made to slide in and out, so as to substitute

perforated zinc for ventilation, is desirable.

The plan, fig. 233, is a section of the " honey-trough

bar-frame hive," of which some account was given, we
believe, in the report of the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society at Oxford ; but we add this as

our own impression of what the "bar-frame" should

have been, and we believe we have followed the

description given in the short notice of this useful hive.

This contains seven bar-frames i inch wide and

4 inch thick. There are eight 4-inch pieces to fill in

between the sides and the frames, which close in the

bees at the top. No. 4, shows the centre comb, which

is always built in advance of the side combs by the

bees. No. 3, the next extended combs, which would

be formed on both sides of the centre comb. No. 2, the

next shorter pair of combs, on the outside of the last-

fonned combs. No. I, the last formed sheets of combs,

built on the two outmost bar frames, and thus form a

third pair of parallel combs, and seven sheets of combs

in gradations from the outsides to the long centre comb.

.\ B is the entrance, contracted at X by the II 4-inch

slide, the bottom of the box being the alighting-board,

always dry and sheltered from the winds ; c D the

shutter at the back. The top bar is 12 inches of the

bar frame (which is only 9 inches wide as to the frame,

and 12 inches deep, and has the guide-bar 9 inches

just under the top-bar), leaving the half inch on each

side to rest on the outer frame. M. D.

Garden Memoranda.
Stoke Park, the Seat ok E. J- Coleman,

Esq.—I lately spent a few hours in looking over this

delightful place, rendered the more interesting by so

many recollections which link it to the past. It was

here, amidst its peaceful groves and leafy bowers, that

the poet Gray, whose monument forms one of its hand-

some features, used to wander ; and the old Manor
House, which sheltered Queen Elizabeth beneath its

roof, still remains, and is, to all appearance, capable

of holding its own against the whiter winds for cen-

turies yet to come. My present object, however, is

not to speak of the past, but to describe in a few

words my impressions as to the state in which I found

the gardens under the care of Mr. Richards, whose

skill as an Orchid and fruit grower has been so often

demonstrated at our metropolitan and other exhibi-

tions, and who has now removed to take charge of the

gardens at Gunnersbury Park.

Few amongst us can forget the splendidly finished

Grapes exhibited by Mr. Richards at the Ciystal Palace

a few years ago, or the Orchids sent up from Grim-

ston Park, and exhibited before the Royal Horticultural

and other societies. I was therefore quite prepared

to find everything in the best possible order, but

I certainly was not prepared to find a place so

beautiful ; its charming undulating scenery, its exten-

sive park, splendid trees, noble mansion, handsome

rippling lakes, and leafy glades must be seen to be

appreciated.

A pleasant walk from the Slough station, over two

and a half miles of well kept road, flanked on either

side by rich land, and from which we catch here

and there glimpses of Windsor Castle between the

large Elm trees which thickly stud the hedgerows,

brought me to the entrance to the park, which is

directly facing Windsor Castle. The entrance is a

handsome one, with a substantially-built lodge on each

side. A graceful drive, winding over undulating

gi-ound, with here and there long vistas, brings the

visitor to the lake, which is spanned by a substantial

stone bridge. The lake runs through the park from

e.ast to west, the ground on the north and south of the

lake opening out into a beautiful panorama of land-

scape, seldom equalled, and rarely surpassed.

Following the drive over the bridge on the

northern bank of the lake, we arrive at the

north front of the mansion, which is situated nearly

in the centre of a park containing 400 acres, beau-

tifully clothed with handsome trees. The park (one

of the first enclosed in this country as a deer park)

is well stocked with red deer. The mansion is sub-

stantially built, and stands on an eminence. It has

a raised terrace on the east, west, and south sides,

and on these are formed just enough of flower borders

and beds to give relief to the stonework. The walks

are edged with a stone curb, next to this a band of

beautiful green turf, and the flower borders are then

raised above the turf by means of closely kept Box
hedges, about 9 inches high ; and at intervals on each

side of the terrace walk are planted handsome speci-

mens of Mr. A. Waterer's beautiful Rhododendrons,

having splendid heads, in various sizes, of from

10 to 30 feet in circumference. These are of the

very finest varieties, and the effect produced must be

grand.
.

Arriving at the north side of the mansion, on which

is the entrance hall, a noble flight of steps leads

to the front door, on either side of which is a sort of

covered portico, supported by massive stone pillars ;

and standing between these, in square wooden tubs,

were handsome specimens of standard Portugal Laurels

in fine health. The opposite, or south side of the

mansion, is approached by a flight of steps, similarly

constructed to those on the north front, and having a

colonnade or portico supported with stone pillars,

interspersed with standard Portugal Laurels ; but this

being the principal front a large half circle is carried

out into the park, beyond the ordinary terrace wall, in

the centre of which a handsome fountain is placed,

with a series of flower-beds surrounding it, the speci-

men Rhododendrons being also continued at intervals

on the grass on the east side of the mansion.

Near the entrance to the terrace from the carriage

drive on the north side is a large conservatory, con-

taining handsome specimens of Camellias, Azaleas, and

other greenhouse plants ; this fine building, formed in

a recess of the mansion, is also approached from the

terrace by a flight of stone steps. On the oppo-

site or west side of the mansion is a similar recess,

covered with a ridge-and-furrow roof, and supported

by eight iron pillars, about 30 feet high ; this is called

the fernery, and is certainly well worth going a long

distance to see : it is of an irregular form, having no

decided outline, but on _ entering the door on the

west side one is at once' struck with the beautiful

green pillars which support the roof, covered as

they are from floor to roof with masses of Lyco-

poriium denticulatum, jutting out from which are

fine large plants of the fine-leaved Begonias, such as

B. Rex, or B. Marshallii ; and one is struck with

astonishment to see that Lycopodiums, Ferns, and

other plants can be kept alive, and be made to

retain their vigour, at such a distance from the floor,

not a single break appearing in any of the pillars. The

way this was accomplished was as follows :— The

pillars were encased with a good layer of Sphagnum

moss and peat soil ; this was skilfully bound on to

the pillars with strong copper wire, and, at the same

time, small pieces of the Lycopodium, Ferns, Begonias.

&c., were inserted between the moss. The whole of

the walls are covered with thick cork slabs, out of

the crevices and fissures of which quantities of Ferns,

Ficus repens [stipularis], Mosses, and various other

plants grow, and here and there large strips of the

Lycopodium denticulatum is forming a living green

mass ; this also is seen high up on the wall-plate at

the spring of the roof. Some of the rooms from the

mansion open out into this beautiful fernery, as also

into the consei-vatory before described. Opposite the

centre of the fernery a flight of iron steps leads up to

one of these rooms {we believe the dining-room), on

each side of which a splendid Cyathea meduUaris, about

30 feet high, is planted, the graceful fronds of which

reach over the walk, and foim a beautiful evergreen arch.

Arranged around the walls I also noticed handsome

specimens of Alsophila Macarthuri, Dicksonia antarc-

tica, D. squarrosa, Alsophila australis, Cyathea

dealbata, and various other handsome specimens.

Considering that these have only been planted a few

months, the progress they have made proves that

the position assigned to them is quite in accord-

ance with their wants. Much, however, may still

be done to improve this beautiful fernery, and a

stroll through those at Manley Hall, described in these

columns some months ago, would furnish the artist with

the idea to enable him to finish what at present it

seems almost impossible to improve.

Leaving this beautiful fernery we retrace our steps

to the terrace on the west front of the mansion, and
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look towards the v/est on .1 scene of indescribable

Ijcauty. The ground on the side of the mansion is laid

out in croquet lawns, shrubberies, flower gardens, and

rosaries, and extends to a considerable distance, the

ground gently falling from the mansion. Following a

straight walk westwards, we pass through a series of

Rhododendron clumps filled with the choicest varieties

of this popular plant from Knap Hill, and on each

side, as we pass down, frequent glimpses are obtained

through leafy glades of miles of distant landscape. A
little farther on we pass through a rosary, and beyond
this, on our left, a glimpse of Mrs. Coleman's flower

garden is seen, surrounded by banks of choice ever-

greens, relieved here and there by specimens of coni-

ferous trees. The beds are raised a little above the

general level of the ground, the turf being sloped

gradually up to the edge of the beds. On the north

side of this group of flower beds, and directly opposite

to them, is a handsome temple.

. Continuing westwards we come, at what appears to

be the termination of this walk, upon a splendid bronze

group of figures, backed up by masses of trees, amongst
which a handsome Cupressus macrocarpa stands out

in bold relief. A broad walk, still leading west-
wards, brings us to a steep incline, and from this on to

another level plot, in the centre of which stands a fine

Araucaria imbricata. Beyond this, two walks strike

out into a sort of wild, undulating undergrowth of

shmbs, hardy Ferns, &c. Following that to

the right, up a gradual ascent, we come to a

sort of promontory, on which is built a nistic

summer-house, from which is seen one of the

finest views that it is possible for the imagination
to conceive or for the eye to behold. Through
a sort of leafy tunnel, directly opposite this summer-
house, is seen Windsor Castle, about three miles dis-

tant, the whole of the north-west front of the Castle

being visible. The tops of the trees are kept cut in,

so as to form what appears to be a perfectly level and
even evergreen surface, whilst the sides are treated in a

similar manner, and a number of trees for a considerable

distance on each side of the tunnel at the end nearest

the summer-house form what may be called the roof

;

these are kept nicely cut in, so that the effect is

remarkable in the extreme ; it is perhaps the most
unique thing of its kind to be met with. This is cer-

tainly an idea that might be turned to good advantage
in many ways. The effect, even in the winter, must
be exceedingly grand, for the brown twigs of the trees

would still form the tunnel, and give a diflferent effect

from that produced in the summer by the beautiful

foliage. When reluctantly leaving this beautiful spot—

I

had returned to have another look through this verdant
telescope— I was somewhat rudely reminded that the
summer-house was the abode of what could not be
termed the most pleasant companions in the world,
for presently adeep-toned buzz caused me to look up, and
before I had time to ascertain clearly w-hat it was that

had interrupted my reverie many others had joined in

the chorus. I had entered the abode of a colony of
hornets, who had established their home in the roof of
the summer-house, which was composed of heather ;

and as they were momentarily becoming more numer-
ous I was glad to retreat and resume my journey
towards the mansion by a walk nearly parallel

with that by which I had left it. This walk is inter-

sected by several others passing through beds of
giant Azaleas and various other flowering shrubs,
while specimen Conifers are dotted about here and
there on the lawn ; and in the foreground, on the west
front of the house, is a fine old gnarled Oak. Leaving
these beautiful grounds and again entering the park, I

made my way towards the kitchen garden and forcing
department, which must form the subject of another
notice, y. IV.

Miscellaneous.
Rose Hedges.—The first I ever saw was at Shrub-

land Park, near Ipswich. The late Mr. Beaton was
walking round with me, full of his botanical and cul-

tural quips and cranks, and suddenly we came upon a
semicircular Rose hedge, forming the back of a simple
Verbena garden on glass. It was formed wholly of the
Rose Gloire de Rosomene ; from top to bottom it

glowed with large semi-double Roses, only variegated
with the clear, bright, green leaves, and its elegant
thin buds, in all stages, from mere narrow lines to
bursting flowers. They were set in a frame of cloud-
less sunlight, and the Rose hedge seemed positively
illuminated. It was perfectly dazzling in its bright-
ness. Beaton, who was eagle-eyed to note effects, gave
one of his most significant smiles, as he saw my pencil
and book instantly at work. Yes, he remarked, "Is
it not a glory ? " I have never seen this Rose so
gloriously bright since, nor anything more striking in
the way of hedges. I have tried it as a background in

ribbon-gardening, with but indifferent success. But
there is no question that an immense deal could be done
with Ro-se hedges, both as ornamental and useful
objects. The first is too obvious to need much
further remark ; but it might be worth while on
gentlemen's estates, and especially in regard to
inside boundary lines or fences to plantations and
shrubberies, to intermix the Noisette, Ayrshire, or
Boursault, in such free-giowing good roses as the Bank-
sian, Gloire de Dijon, Marechal Niel, Climbing Devo-

niensis, Lamarque, Celine Forestier, &c., among
White Thorns, Sweet Briers, &c., that are used for

hedge plants. Occasionally, round home, wood feU'

are left wide and rough for game. What cover could

be better or safer for the birds than large tangled

masses of Roses. The effect from a distance would
be magnificent in the extreme, while near at hand their

beauty and sweetness would bear the closest inspec-

tion. And where gardens, as is often the case,

bounded by woods, why not furnish the debateable

ground between the two with tangled irregular group:

or at least wide fences, of Roses ? Let the queen of

flowers lay its hand upon both garden and woody
wilderness, and bind them together with a climbing

wreath or tie of Roses. They might graduate in quality

and height by degrees as they receded from the garden,

until tall and rampant Ayrshires and Sweet Briers

clothed the trees of the forest. Such masses of Roses
would display an exuberance of floral wealth, and
bring in such a revenue of sweetness as has never yet

been reaped from fragrant Roses. Roses planted thu

would create a new effect in landscape scenery. The
greatest want of our decorative art in the present day
is breadth ; the second, which grows out of the first, is

naturalness. D. T. Fish, in " Florist and Pomologist."

#artrcit #ptrations.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Heaths and Epacriscs which have been placed out-of-

doors should be carefully attended to from this date.

If the balls become too wet, and there are further signs

of rain, it will be advisable to remove them at once to

some place of shelter. The safest plan is to place some
lights over them on loose brick pillars, which is better

than placing them within the more confined area of a

house or pit. Look well into and throughout each

plant, so as to detect any mildew that may be upon
it. Should any be found, flowers of sulphur should

be lightly dusted over all the affected parts at the

earliest possible moment. The past excessive heat

must be taken into consideration to determine

the length of time it is intended to leave the more
render greenhouse plants out-of-doors. The nights are

often very cold now, and are likely to cause more
check to the plants than might be imagined. Keeping
such facts in mind will make all hesitate before leaving

their choicest plants outside too long. The pots must
be well washed, and the drainage of each plant should

be examined before they are housed away for the long

winter season. Cyclamens will now commence grow-
ing, and will require potting in all instances where this

has not been done since they flowered last season.

They like a compost of nice fibrous loam, with all the

smaller portions sifted out, with well-decayed manure
and silver sand. Look through all collections of stove

plants, and if any kind of insect pests are found let the

whole have a thorough cleansing before winter. In
some instances tan-beds are used in such houses, to

afford a little bottom-heat to those plants which may
be benefited by it. Therefore let the tan-beds be
renovated at once by adding fresh tan, &:c. , before the

advent of colder winter weather. Remove all the late-

bloomed Indian Azaleas^ which have now completed
their growth, into the open ground, that the wood may
be well ripened by exposure, and that plenty of bloom
buds may be formed. Finally, pinch back all soft-

wooded winter-blooming stove plants, and also, if

necessary, the last shift. Place them on sunny shelves,

or other fully-exposed positions, where they will gain

as much sun as possible.

FORCING HOUSES.
Well-grown late Grapes should now be well coloured,

or be quickly bringing this process to a final and
successful termination, that is, if they are expected to

have good hanging and keeping capabilities. Give air

in abundance on all proper occasions, bearing the fact

well in mind that the young wood has to be ripened as

well as the fruit. Air, pure and free, aided by a nice

natural temperature, is the all-powerful agent for this

purpose. All Grapes at such a stage as the above
shoidd be kept perfectly dry at all times, this state of

things being also the most felicitous in regard to the

attendant process of wood ripening. In regard to Pines,

it is most essential that the young growths lately made
should be well matured or hardened before the advent of

short dull days. For this purpose give plenty of air, with
a good amount of heat, when the sun shines freely, and
water with comparative moderation in accordance with

the wants of each batch, which can only be determined
by referring to the quantity of roots which each plant

may have. Those Pines which are actively engaged in

the first stages of fruiting should be pushed along with

all speed, without unduly hurrying them, with a view
to get the fruits in such a forward state as not to be
too greatly influenced by the dull season now approach-
ing. It is far better to get them forward at this stage

than to allow them to get behind now, and so to have
to force them at a later date. Make all possible

progi'ess with the young Cucumberplants for the mid-
winter supply. If a good basis and a strong start be
not now assured, what chance of success can be looked

for hereafter? Do not over-water them at this season,

it is a point in, practice of greater import than at first

sight appears. Sow French Beans in pots for early

winter production indoors, placing them in a sunny
position in front of forcing houses or other similar

places.

HARDV FLOIVER GARDEN.
Now that the soil and atmosphere are both more

saturated with moisture, it will be necessary to bring the
final planting out of seedling Polyanthuses to a close.

Any old stock plants not required of Picotees and Pinks,

&:c., should now be planted out into open borders pro-

perly prepared. These, and Carnations which have been
grown from layers, should now be potted up carefully

from the open ground into small pots, and be placed

into a close cold frame for a week or two. They all

delight in a nice, open, sandy, and fibrous soil, having
a liberal supply of moderately decayed leaf-mould in

admixture. Pot each firmly, and in such a manner
that not the least movement can be occasioned to the

young plants under any circumstances. Those who
follow the practice of rooting their Pelargonium cut-

tings intended for bedding purposes in the open
gi'ound, should pot them up as soon as they are

sufficiently rooted, placing them into pits or other
structures in which it is intended to winter them.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Stop the last fomied laterals upon Vines by pinching

them back in front of the more matured leaves—this

for the last time this season. Pick a dish or two of such
second early Pears as are likely to come in the earlier

in consequence, and so endeavour to fill a gap in a few
weeks hence, when they are likely to be useful.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Continue the necessary transplanting out of autumn-

sown Cabbages for early spring use. As I have before

suggested, no better place to plant these upon than the

current season's Onion-bed can be found j and this

should be done without in any way digging or forking

the bed over, as they delight in a firm soil, within
which the roots ramify with a zest. It is always
advisable to make plantings of the above at three or

more consecutive times, to counteract, as far as possible,

the peculiarities or fluctuations of the season, which
ever keep all good cultivators on the alert. Prick out

young seedling Caulijlozvers, as before advised, on to

sheltered positions, where some kind of protection can
be afforded when sharp weather comes, as soon as these

are large enough to handle. Thin out the earliest bed
of autumti-sffwn Stinach in such a manner that the

sun and air can act well upon each plant as it grows ;

the better to harden it against all eventualities of

weather, as when grown too thickly the crop is not
nearly so hardy as it should be. Gather all kinds of
produce for the purposes of pickling, and should Capsi-

cums be at all late in ripening, place them where prac-

ticable in a frame to hurry them along. Blanch Endive
by the usual process ; earth-up Celery as needed, and,

what is of great importance, choose every opportunity

to well hoe every bit of ground amongst crops when
dry days exist, and so avoid having a crop of strong

weeds at a later date, when the trouble to eradicate

them will be doubled for want of sun. VV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
The season for starting Bulbs has commenced, and

I would recommend that purchases be made at once,

for the best bulbs are generally those that appear in the

market first. In selecting the Hyacinth, see that the

bulbs are firm and of good form, and if the skin be split

at the base of the root so much the better, for it

indicates that the bulb is well matured. Place a few
roots at once in glasses to flower in the winter. The
glasses should be filled with soft water, placing the

bulb so that the base just comes in contact with the

water ; then place them away in a dark
cupboard, till the roots nearly touch the bottom
of the glass, when they should be brought forward
in a warm room to flower. Care should be taken at

the same time to remove, with a soft sponge, any
decayed scales, such as generally accumulate, and at

the same time to change the water, observing at all

times to keep the water so that it just touches the base

of the bulb. To keep up a succession of flowers from
Christmas to May, fresh bulbs should be placed in

glasses about once a fortnight, and be treated as above.

A few may also be planted in pots, in a compost com-
posed of two-thirds of maiden loam and one-third of

rotten dung with leaf-mould and sand in equal pro-

portions, well mixed together. With this fill 48-size

pots, with broken crocks at the bottom for drainage.

Press the bulbs on the surface with a small portion

of sand underneath, and on no account cover them.

Give them a good watering, and place them out-of-

doors on coal ashes to keep down the worms ; and in

the course of a few days, when the soil has become
dry, cover them over with about 4 inches of fine ashes

cocoa-nut fibre ; then let them remain till the bulbs

have made a growth of from i to 2 inches, when they

should be cleared of all surface covering, and shut
,

down in a cold frame, or brought into the house for a

few days, protecting them from frost. Whenever the

weather permits, give plenty of air. I consider about

the first week in November the best time for planting

out-of-doors, for if planted earlier they are likely to

appear aboveground in midwinter, and if deferred later,

the roots will be weakened by their natural tendency to

vegetate, y. D,
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STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON
For the Week ending Wednesday, September 7, 1870.

Month

Day.

1. Thurs.
2. Friday
3. Salur. .

Hygrometrical Deduction
from Glaisher's Tables,

5Eli edition.

, General Post Oftic

be had from late employer.—

"1 ARDENER (He,\d).G narried ;
thoroughly

LUCOMBE. PINCE,

.

1. Thurs. .

2. Friday .

3. Satur. .

.

4. Sunday,
e. Monday 1

70.0

6. Tucs. . 66,0

7. Wednes 57 9

p
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RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DUWLIN'G AKD COMPANY (Limiled).

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcakk Merchants.
Address. 26, Seed Alarket, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basinpstoke.

Samples and prices jjost free o application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Whea [62. for "

t Seed C a and Seeds.

NEWTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.-
These extensive and old established Nurseries can nc

readily be reached on foot within lO minutes' time from the Che?

ri to inspect the Stock,
Mjrpassed in Britain.
. 'tn application,
nn" Nurseries. Chester.

H
New White Mustard Seed.

AND F. SHARPE have hne samples of the above,
which they can offer 10 the Trade at low figures. Samples

prices on application.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Cabbage Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
• prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of CabbaRC Seeds,

grown last season from the finest selected stocks. Prices very

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech.

To tlie Trade.FGEE begs to offer (fine selected stocks) NEW
• SEEDS for nrcsent sowing, as follows, for cash :—

GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH TURNIP. 24s. per bushel.
HARDY STRATTON TURNIP, 22s. per bushel.
EARLY SIX WEEKS or STUBBLE TURNIP, 22j. per bushel.
Fine ESSEX RAPE, 13s. per bushel.
Fine WHITE MUSTARD, i6j. per bushel.
WINTER TAKES, 13s. 6d. per bushel.
New 4 Bushel Sacks charged ij. 3<f, Remittances must accompany all

orJers. Seed Establishment. Biggleswade, Beds.

per

s

Buttons' Improved Italian Rye-Grass.

UTTONS' IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
has been used with the greatest success at the Sewage Farms of
Aldershot I Croydon I Tunbridge Wells
Barking Rugby Warwick
Banbury j Romford | &c, &c.

Special quotations given for large quantities.
All goods carriage free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

To Niirserymen and Florists.rpO BE SOLD, or LET on Lease for 85 years, within
-L 10 miles of London, about THREE ACRES of LAND, well
-stocked with Fruit Trees; also .in excellent new EIGHT-ROOMED
HOUSE, with about 12,000 or t3.ooo feet of GLASS ERECTIONS.
For further particulars, apply by letter or personally to Mr. MAY,

Seedsman, 35, Brydgcs Strce , Covenl Garden, London, W.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Planting Season.

IMPORTANT to NOI!LE.\IEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERY-
MEN, BUILDERS, and OTHERS E.VI'ENSIVELY EN-
G.\GED in PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
UNRESERVED SALES of NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBiy5_3, on .thj_ Premises, the NURSERIES, CHRIST-

Dawson, the land being i icdiately required for the »

the WOKING NURSERY,
1 church.

OCTOBER 6 to 12, on the Prei
WOKING. SURREY; by order of the Executors of the late Mr'^ - - Jacl-

< "3
TOOTING
NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBER 17 to 22, on the Premi,.-., ^^
NURSERY, BAGSHOT: by order of Mr. Charles Noble a large
portion of his BERKSHIRE NURSERY being required lb;

OCTOBER 24"?i°NOVEMBER i, on the Premises, ST. JOHN'S
NURSERY, WOKING. SURREY; by order of the Executors of

__the laie Mr. William Jackm.tn. Sen.
the Premises, the WHITCHURCH

,
S.W. ; by order of Mr. R. Parker, thousands of
STOCK.

17 to 22. on the Premises, the SUNNINGDALE
,RV '

—

- --

Potter's Bar, N.
IMPORTANT CLEAKANi 1; SAI, I, ,,f CHOICE GREENHOUSE

and iru\E PLANTS, S:c.

TX/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

ivitho
'. Bar, 'Mi.

ish the

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

John Clutton, Esq., ,

Frederick L. Dasnwood, E;
. .

Henry Farquhar, Esq., 16, St. J
Lord G.-irlies. M.P., 85, Eaton Sq

9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Kirtlington Park, Oxford.

S.W.
'.

, and Galloway House.

) Chrys

idica alba, 4 t

irge Camellia
is.Cytissus,,.

;
and of the Auci

be had on the

Bulbs from Holland.
IVrR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
-L»X his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
MONDAY, September 12, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, choice
double and single HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NAR-
CISSUS, IRIS, RANUNCULI, and other Bulbs, just arrived from
Holland, and Lotted to suit the Trade and private buyers.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids from New Grenada.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, September 13, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, an Impor-
ration of ORCHIDS, from a new region in New Grenada, including
fine masses of Cattleya Mossia:, Ondonloglossums phala:nopsis, Pcs-

; and others ; Trichopilias, Anguloas, Epidendrums, &c. All
1 first-r : health.

On v r the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESD.«-, September 20, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a coilec-
of choice Established ORCHIDS, and several small Importations

Manchester.—Two Days' Sale.
IMPORTANT SALE of the very VALUABLE COLLECTION o(
ORCHIDS FORMED by JOHN EDWARD TAYLOR, Esq.

CAPES AND DUNN respectfully give notice that they
have received instructions from J. E. Taylor, Esq., to SELL by

AUCTION, at the Gallery, Clarence Street, Manchester, oilWEDNESDAY and THUSDAY, September 14 and 15, at 11 o'clock,
the highly important selection of rare and valuable ORCHIDS, con-
sisting of Cattleyas, Vandas, Aerides, Odontoglossums, Phalaenopsis,
Dendrobiums, &c: also many valuable Stove Plants, particularly a
fine specimen of .^nthurium Schertzerianum.
Catalogues will be ready several days nrior to

had by applying at 8, Clarence Street, Manche;
forwardetl on receipt of one stamp.

Sale of Shorthorns.
MESSRS. THORNTON and KIRKEY are instructed

by the Rev. Thos. Staniforth to SELL by AUCTION, without
rescri-e, at Storrs Farm. Windermere, on TUESD.W, September 13,
the DRAFTS from the IlEKU of about Fifty Head, including Bulls,
Cows, and Hi,: : ., . ! ( ,

:, ..1 ih!e blood. Among them are some
highly desceii I. ii -Mantalini and Barmpton Rose tribes;
also -several ni v.

1 , , :, ,| "Isabella" or "Medora" family.

the Cows and Heifer;

lied for their great milking
'>d have been in use, and

1" Mr. Carr's"Peer of the
I IT "(26,852),

- MBERLAND HEIFERS,AlsowillbeSOLD, a v< ij ii;

most or which will be down Calving to Bulls from the Herd.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of lOHN THORNTON,

15. Langham Place, London, W. ; of Mr. KIR'KBY, Saurey, Windcr-
of Mr. SMITH, Farm,Winderi

Proprie

HILL, SURREY; by order of Mr. George Clar'ke, the land being
required immediately for building purposes.^OVEMBER 2t to 25, on the Premises, the WANDSWORTHCOMMON NURSITRIES. SURREY, S , by order of Mr R
Neale, a portion of til.- !, :! ,,

, ^i, ! r ,, ! il. ling purposes.
Catalogues, when rcai] 1 ,

j^^,^ Premises
and of the Auctioneers .11, 1

: v F '

New Haiiii.l.oii. Middle
To GENTLEMEN, NUK.il.l:'. ,•.11,... .M.u,

" itiiI':rs,
GARDENERS,

jX/TESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
J-'-L favoured with instructions from the Trustees of the Hampton and
Hampton Wick Si hool Chanlies. 10 LET by PUBLIC AUCTION on
the premises of ih, It

,
,

1 n.i, on MONDAY, September r2, at

".'j>J,
I "Clii, I

,

I II (TORY FARM, New Hampton,
Middlesex,n(, 1, on the Thames Valley line, noxv
in theoccupi

1 .h \ ,i„|,_,r Brice, containing 65 A., R.,
25 P., or there,,!, ., .| n, l, ^nd productive Land, admlr-iblv

Gardening or Agricultural purpose:adapted to Nursery
May be viewed any day (Sunday e'xeepte"d) previous t6 the Sale,

Particulars may be obtained on the premises ; of Howard Paddison
Esq., Solicitor, 57, Lincoln's Inn Fields; and of the Auctioneers anj

M Tooting, Surrey.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUCTION,

...:hout reserve, on the Premises, Exotic Nursery, Tooting (to
minutes walk from Tooting Station), on THURSDAY, September le,
at ir for 12 o Clock precisely, thousands of extra Stock of STOVE
and GREENHOUSETpLANTS, the whole of which are ver, healthy
comprising Ananassa sativa variegata, Ficus elastica. Ardisias
Lasiandra macrantha, fine Gardenia intermedia (Over's variety)'
Tacsonias, Coleus, Epiphyllum truncatum; Rhododendron Countess
of Haddington, javanicum and formosum ; Cossignea borbonica, and
numerous other Greenhouse and Stove Plants. Also a large quantity
of choice ORCHIDS, including Vanda suavis (Veitch's variety)
Aerides maculosum. A, Lobbii, Angrscum sesquipedale, Cypripedium
",''*5rS.'?;''X''i'['.' J BensonJ^s, Lajfia prastans (true), and huntfreds of^jt'-'o'ens, 1 nunia J^ensonia;, i.a:iia praestans ftruel and hundreds nESoTIC FERNS; fine GREENHOUSE^aTsxm'E PALMS
likewise a selected assonmcnt of SUCCULENT PLANTS, consistim
01 bchevena sccunda glauca, pumila, grandiflora, atropurpurea
Scmpervivum rubricaule, rcpens, gliitinosum; Cotyledons. I^lcini;
repens, &c.

;
,rnm"la,cortusorde_s_amoer.a, Salvia argentea, Schizostyli:

pre

in'd other Hardy HERBACEOUS PLArfTS,^&
the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

- _. and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Levtonslone. "^

N.B. P. & M. resDectfuliy announce, that they have

1 the

UW..U.13 iiuiii nil, i\., CAIKCT \o BiLl^L, DV AUCriON. without
reserve, on OCTOBER n and 14 next, an immen-ie quantitv of S-class extra NURSERY STOCk. Further particulars will shonly

Sale of tlie Celebrated Nunwick Hall Herd.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL bv AUCTION,
without reserxe, on FRIDAY, September a^ {the day after the

Penrith Show), the entire and very first-class HERD of SHORT-
HORNS, belonging to Charles R. Saunders, Esq. It numbers

" Fleda, a 155 gs. purchase at the 1856 Fawsley Park Sale, Mr.
Crofton's " Elvira" (the Emma tribe), and Mr. Charles Colling's "Old
Daisy." as well as other highly fashionable sorts. Grand Duke oth
(19,879) was in service at Nunwick, and first-class Hulls have since been
used; the celebrated Prize Bull, Edgar (9680) (second at R. A. S. E.,
Manchester, and first at H. S.. Dumfries) ; and Earl of Eglinton
(23.832), a son of Grand Duke lOth, the more recent sires, arc included
in the sale.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. HESKETT,
Plumpton Hall, Penrith : at the Farm; or of JOHN THORNTON,
ig. Langham Place. London.

NOTICE.—The SALE of SHORTHORNS, adver-
tised to take place at SCALEBY CASTLE, CARLISLE, or

WEDNESDAY, Septembcrzi, is for the present UNAVOIDABLY
POSTPONED.

10 Lloyd, Esq.,
. Ryder, Esq. (Managir
nrk, S.W.
H. Somerset, Esq.

,
Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster,S W

Vest, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

- nt, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and i " "

No investigation of title is required.
rzsv

Storey's Gate, We , S.W.
No.

Agricultural Laud Improvements, Drainage,
FARM BUILDINGS, LAliOURKRS' CuTTAGKS, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 18.(13.

I

The' Right Hon. Viscount Com-

iohn C! CobboTdT Esq7^
(cnry W. Currie, Esq.

| Sir William Tite, M.P.
'

J. BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid lo Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all oflicial expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge of about 6 per cent, in 31 years, or
at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

^ligation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, AGRICULTURAL
HALL, ISLINGTON, DFXEMKER 5 lo o.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST D.-VY for receivinir APPLICATIONS for SPACE for
IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY, &c., is OCTOBER i.

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations, may be
obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN, AssistantSecretar\', (

Hall-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London. \V. All communicatioi
bear outside the words " Smilhfield Club."

s should

iMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—J The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,
ill be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL. ISLINGTON,
ONDAYafternf " ' .„-..•..
Intending Exhit

the reference letters as u

CATTLE.—Form A. 1 .

PIGS. „ F. For a pen of three PIGS (in any Classl.

„ G. For a SINGLE PIG in Extra Slock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER
Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information

obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant-Secre-

.ords " Smithheld Club Sho'

be-

: of Half-Moon

C(jc|igricitltura!§a^tttc.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER lo, 1870.

Sliropshlre Sheep.
THE ELEVENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE of

RAMS and EWES will be held in BINGLEY HALL,
BIRMINGHAM, on THURSDAY NEXT.Sept
punctually, and will comprise i

" "
'

and 600 choice EWES, from the . .ui,iv3 u, iiic- must ccicur.iie
in Shropshire, Staffordshire, and Warwickshire, and includ

mil ue iieiii in j3ii>tji,e,r tiALL,
RSDAY NEXT, Septembens.atizo'clock
ise teo splendid SHROPSHIRE RAMS,
the Flocks of the most celebrated Breeders

Offici
I CLARKE, Auctic

Stoney Lane, Bromsgrove, WorcestersUre.
IMPORTANT SALE of SH( iRTHORNS.

MESSRS. LYTIIALL and CLARKE are f.ivoured
with in^lrii.-ii -rr. fr. n, llinmas Harris, Esq. (who h.is given

I
I '.rnss Land), to SELL by AUCTION,

' 11.. September 20, his enure HERD of
ul.cring upwards of 60 Head of highly

II. I
. ,^,nd Bulls.

'

Catalogues, u nil i euit-rcts, may be obtained from the Auctioneers.
3tj, New Street, Birminuli.iin

urebred SIli
nded you

CliurcliUl Heath, Chipping Norton, Ozon.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions to offer for SALE by AUCTION

without reserve, on TUESDAY, October j. at Churchill Heath
about^^JIEAD of very su^erior^young SHORTHORN COWS and

carefully bred from
will include a very

hoice selection from the two Herds : amongst them will be found the
First Prize Cows at the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting at
Oxford, and the Bath and West of England at Taunton, as well as

cral others that hayeobtained Prizes in the Counties of Gloucester,

M
stand Hall, Whitefleld, near Manchester.

R. STRAFFORD begs to announce that the SALE
by AUCTION of SHORTHORNS and POLLED ANGUS

PTLE, the property of Thos. Statter, Esq., of Stand Hall, White-
I, advertised for WEDNESDAY, September zS, is POSTPONED
I further notice.

London : 13, Fusion Square, N.W., Septembers.

The drought is over at length. Beginning
earlier and lasting longer, it has been in many
respects more injurious than that of 1868. The
hay crop has been even shorter than that of the
preceding dry year ; and the Wheat crop is un-
questionably below the standard of i858 ; though
whether it is to turn out below the annual average
productiveness of the country, remains yet to be
determined by the threshing-machine. The after-

math grass will in all probability be less produc-
tive this year than it was two years ago ; for
although nothing can be more feeding than the
warm rains which are now falling on our pas-
tures, yet those of 1S68 began a month earlier.

The root crop, however.is certainly not so bad this

year as it was then. There was a more even "plant"
obtained in June ; and where the land has been in

good order, and the crop has been well managed,
even the drought of 1870 has not hindered the
growth of very fair crops of Swedes and common
Turnips. We have seen 200 acres on a single
farm in Oxfordshire during the past week which
are covered with a most promising, and, indeed,
an already satisfactory crop of both.

Ponds, and wells, and springs, will all soon
gradually attain their ordinary condition, and we
may hope that with better, because more
abundant, water everywhere, the unusual preva-
lence of fevers everywhere in country places will

cease. The water supply question, which is being
gradually solved in large towns, with infinite

advantage to health, will soon become, so to

speak, an almost exclusively agricultural subject.

Mr. Bailey Denton's frequent warnings and
instructions will, we hope, at length be listened

to, and the winter's stores be garnered for summer
use over those immense districts of light and
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porous soil throughout England where they are

most easily collected, and most urgently re-

quired. There cannot be a doubt that much
distress and disease have arisen out of this

drought to many a labourer's family all over

England. In districts of stiff clay, where there

are no springs, as well as in light and porous

soils, where there are no ponds, the suffering

has this year, as in 1868, been very great. No
benevolence can be either more permanent in

its results, or more immediately productive of

relief, than that which attends to the supply of a

necessary of life having so many far-reaching

influences. And we cannot doubt that country

gentlemen and owners of land and villages will,

after so much lamentable experience of late years,

feel it their duty during the coming winter to

make permanent provision against future drought,

so far as their people are concerned.

As to the wants of the land which a drought
make manifest, they, paradoxical as it may seem,

are best met by deep and thorough drainage. It

is deep and early cultivation by which the best

water reservoir for plant use is provided, and
deep and early cultivation can be effected only

on well-drained soils. The effect of deep tillage

in maintaining an adequate water supply for

plants has been apparent this year wherever
plough land and pasture abut on one another

;

the one, cultivated and deeply stirred, with

shortened growth no doubt, but green and grow-
ing ; while the other was bare and bleached, or

even burned. It is a mistake to suppose that

land drainage is wasteful— it is, in fact, when
combined with deep and thorough tillage, con-

servative—of the rainfall. It is probable enough
—indeed, we may admit it as being certain

—

that the straightening of outfall ditches, and
wliat may be called the arterial drainage of a
countiy which always more or less accom-
panies ordinary land drainage, quickens,
and therefore both raises and shortens,

river floods. But the system of land
drainage, as a whole, has not, we believe,

been at all injurious to the country as regards
the water supply for animals ; while it has, un-
questionably, been most beneficial to the country
as regards the water supply for its plants. It is,

indeed, Mr. Bailey Uenton'S capital point,

that it furnishes a ready accessible means of

serviceable water supply for villages—the supply,

naturally filtered, coming from the main drain of

two or three fields, being by itself sufficient, if

stored during winter, for the wants of a large

village during summer.

The Cabbage (Brassica oleracea), a sea-side

plant—indigenous, like the Oak, but hardier and
even more tenacious of life—the parent of the
whole race of Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Broccoli,

and Sprouts, and a most useful field crop—may,
by proper management, be made to supply green
food in almost every month of the year ; and that
on clay soils and in dry climates unsuited to the
common forage crops. It is not suprising,

therefore, that the Cabbage is increasing in

favour, both among dairy farmers and flock-

masters. No other crop is so valuable for cows
at the critical period when grass begins to fail

in the autumn months. In dairy districts the
Drumhead is sown about the middle of August,
pricked into sheltered beds in autumn, and
planted in April and May for use in October and
November. A succession crop, for use up to
Christmas, is sown on a warm border early in
March, and transplanted in June, 2 feet apart.
On sheep farms Cabbages are most useful at
lambing time, and in July and August, when
grass and the ordinary green crops are apt to be
scarce. The " Thousand-headed " is, perhaps,
the best variety for summer use, and will become
more popular when better known. It is this
Cabbage, in a slightly different form, which is so
invaluable in the Channel Islands, where it is

found growing among the fruit trees in orchards,
and in all sorts of unexpected corners, and is

indispensable to the tethered Alderneys during
five months of the year.

The following notes detail the modes of culti-

vating the several varieties. They are quoted
from a book, which is our chief authority in
matters of detail in practical farming, containing
as it does a record of personal experience and of
observation during many years.

For spring-feeding you sow the Thousand
headed Cabbage in a seed-bed in March ; for

summer and autumn feeding you should have
sown in August. The plants of the sprins

sowing may be pricked out in showery weathe

in summer time after Italian Rye-grass, or

similar crops, twice ploughed and dunged if

possible. The plants, which are of vigorous

habit, soon get hold of the ground ; on good land
the crop will be bulky, and 4840 plants (viz,,

I yard apart) will set an acre, at is. per 1000 for

cost of labour. The autumn-sown plants should
be transplanted before winter into a secure spot,

sheltered by a few thatched hurdles, or otherwise

protected from cutting winds and from game.
On August I and 10, 1865, we sov.'ed Thousand-

headed Cabbage in a seed-bed ; began to prick
out the plants, a few inches apart, on Novem-
ber 2, in a seam opened with a spade, setting the
plants thinly, and then making another row
6 inches from the first. The plants should be
stout and stocky. If sown too thickly, they

are liable to be drawn up and to run to seed,

especially after a mild winter, or when sown
too early. In 1866 we sowed the seed on
August 30. It may however be sown three

weeks earlier, pro\'ided the plants are pricked

out thinly, when they are small, in some well dug
corner. The transplanting should take place in

March, or as early in spring as weather permits.

The land may be dunged and deeply ploughed
in winter, scarified in spring, and marked out in

rows, or cultivated in any other approved way,
as for Mangel or Swedes, The early crop comes
in at the end of July, and, if wanted, may be fed

earlier. On July I, 1866, our Thousand-headed
were large and leafy, and though not yet full

grown far surpassed a good crop of Rape, A
month later the crop was in perfection. Plants

growing thinly looked like spreading shrubs, and
a field of Cabbages more than breast high and
interlacing their thousand stems, produced a
solid mass of greens into which the flock could

only penetrate slowly by dint of hard eating. In

this respect the prowess of the old ewes is sur-

prising ; like pioneer settlers in the backwoods
on the edges of cultivation they steadily clear a
way— even our forest of Cabbages went down
before them, and they left " not a wrack behind,"
for the great stalks, still young and tender, were
eaten to the ground. No kind of animal knows
better how to appreciate 40 tons per acre of suc-

culent green food in August than the veteran

ewe who has entered upon that last campaign
which must end in the shambles.

For use at another time of year we sowed, on
March 24, 1865, in a seed-bed; transplanted

July I, on manured land twice ploughed, after

Italian Rye-grass. The weather was showery.

On September 5 the Cabbages were a heavy
crop, and still growing. At this time of year

the stalk is juicy, and is eaten to the ground.

There are two ways of turning this Cabbage to

account for the suckling flock in the spring.

First, by letting the spring-sown crop stand : the

large leaves fall during the winter, and in spring

the stalks are soon covered with shoots and
sprouts breaking out in all directions, which
earn for the variety the name of Thousand-
headed. Or the early-sown autumn crop may
be made to yield a second crop, in spring, by
cutting instead of folding it. The stalks should

be cut about a foot from the ground, they shoot

again immediately. But if this is done later

than the beginning of August, the young, sappy
shoots will not stand the winter, and the whole
plant may be lost.

Another way of folding heavy land in summer
is to sow an early variety of Cabbage about

July ID, prick it out in a sheltered bed in

November, and transplant in the field after

Tares, or other early spring crop ; it will be
hearted in July. The same variety sown in

March, or drilled in the field if the land is ready,

will be ready for use in autumn. The stalks of

all the varieties, except the Drumhead, will

produce sprouts in spring.

For the sake of an experiment we sowed these

three sorts on March 24, and transplanted them
on July I :— i. Imperial O.xheart ; 2. Scotch
Drumhead

; 3. Cottagers' Kale. On Septem-
ber 5, No. I was hearting. It should be planted

about 27 inches apart each way, and is excellent

for early, quick growth. No. 2 is large and
later. It should be planted a yard apart. No. 3

is a hardy variety, and will stand the winter. The
same varieties for early use were sown August i

and 10, pricked out in a seed-bed the second
week in November, and transplanted early in

April, with the following results :—On August 28,

No. I was hearted, and ready for folding ; No. 2

not yet turned in ; No, 3 still growing. The
last variety appears to have no particular merit,

except for standing severe winters.

We have thus shown how to cultivate the
Early York, and other early Cabbages, for use
from the middle of July ; to be succeeded by the
Thousand-headed, until the autumn, and then
by the Drumhead for winter use ; and the
Thousand-headed, Cottagers' Kale, and Sprouts
of the autumn early sorts, for use at lambing
time in spring. In reference to the times of

sowing and other dates, we would remark that

ours is a late district.

- Prices fell again last Monday in Mark Lane,
and trade has been dull in all the corn markets of the

countiy during the past week. In the meat market,
also, last week's prices have scarcely been maintained.
The supply in the metropolitan cattle market has ex-

ceeded the demand ; and, except the choicest qualities,

prices have been lower.

The quantity of Corn, Cattle, Forage, and
Vegetables brought into Paris is so large that the

Imperial Government, just before its fall, announced
that all the public warehouses and laystallswere full, and
that farmers must now arrange with private proprietors.

Picardy, Brie, and Beauce have sent in large quantities

of Wheat, the crop being fine this year in the depart-

ments of the Seine and Marne, Seine and Olse, Eure
and Soir, Loire and Aisne, and Somme ; the corn is

being threshed and gi'ound, and sent into Paris as

fast as possible, and where the means of grind-

ing are insufficient it is sent off in the grain. The
Bois de Vincennes, the Bois de Boulogne, the

Luxembourg gardens, and the open ground around
the fortifications are crowded with cattle and sheep.

Yet with all this, the prices of many articles are high ;

thus pork is dearer, because of the small number of
animals sent in to Paris, while the contrary is the case

with mutton. Potatos are especially dear, so are

butter and eggs, and there is a gi'eat outcry against the
market people and grocers for asking exorbitant prices,

and in one case some soldiers buying provisions for

their company were asked eight francs for a sack of
Potatos that would not have cost more than half that

sum a few days previously ; the populace in this in-

stance took the affair into their own hands, put the

Potatos into the soldiers' waggon, and threatened

to scatter the remainder if the salesman made any
complaint. Of course it will not do to allow such acts

as these, and it is expected that tlie Government will

take the whole matter into its own hands, and fix the

prices of all necessaries as equitably as it can until the

siege, or tlie danger of it, is over. If something of
this kind be not done serious riots may be the result.

M, J, A, Barral, in the Journal de tAgriculture,
gives the losses of the farmers in the seven departments
invaded by the enemy at more than 160 millions ster-

ling. He calculates that more than 10 millions of

acres ha\e been overrun, and that the loss in crops,

cattle, &c,, cannot be less than about £\(> per acre.

It is to be hoped that this estimate will prove greater

than the actual loss, though that is certainly large.

Sir J. C, Jervoise is anxious to test the

opinion that the Foot-and-Mouth Disease spreads

by contact with persons from infected stock ; and the

following letters have accordingly been addre-ssed by
him to the Secretary of the Bath and West of England
and Southern Counties Agricultur.al .Society ;

—

No, I.

" Idsworth, Horndean, August 21, 1870,
'

' I have lately received the Journal of the Bath and
West of England Society, 1870, At p. 42 I read that

Professor Brown, the Society's Veterinary Inspector,

states that persons coming from infected stocks are per-

haps the cause of more outbreaks of foot-and-mouth

disease than the actual and direct contact of healthy with

diseased animals,
*

' This is so contrary to my own experience that I am
most desirous of bringing the question to demonstration,

and with this object I shall be glad to place, for the space

of one twelvemonth (from September i, 1870), 12 out of 13
Irish steers, purchased in June last, to be infected by
Professor Brown or any member of the Veterinary

College he may select, in the way and in the manner
referred to by Professor Brown, ' otherwise than by
actual and direct contact,' The visits to be paid at

intervals not more frequent than 14 days. In case of his

success I shall be ready to pay the sum of ;^roo,
" I shall not be bound to the number of 12 cattle

against all casualties. I name 12 out of 13 because one
of the nnmber has been a good deal shaken by a severe

attack after his journey from Ireland.

(Signed) "J, Clarke Jervoise."
" P.S.— I request you will be so good as to place my

proposal before the Association. The state of affairs in

Dorsetshire narrated in the Tivia of August 19, where

the highway from Whitchurch Canonicorum to Bridport is

stopped with a view to lessening the danger of contagion

to animals passing thereon, with the sanction of Mr.
Arthur Helps, will, I trust, justify this communication."

No. 2. "August 22, 1870.

"Sir,— Referring to my proposal of yesterday, I beg
leave to suggest that ' member of the Royal College of

Veterinary Surgeons ' should be interpreted as any
Veterinary Inspector appointed under the ' Contagious

Diseases (Animals) Act ;
' and that in lieu of fortnightly

experiments in infection, no subsequent attempt shall be

made till 21 days after the period allowed for the incuba-

tion of the disease ; and in order to avoid the errors

which may arise from accident or coincidence being

mistaken for consequence, it shall be necessary for the
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whole or the majority of the beasts submitted to the
experiment to be infected during the course ol the
twelvemontli dating from September I, or, if preferred,
October I, 1870.
"The cattle will, as a matter of course, not be subjected

to any exceptional treatment or habit.
'

' To remove anxiety on the score of public danger,
I beg leave to call to mind the experiments in vaccinating
sheep instituted by the Privy Coimcil in the year 1862. I

do not know in what locality these experiments were con-
ducted, but I believe they were unattended with evil

consequences, and I trust that the experiment proposed
will be equally harmless.

(Signed) "J. CLARKE JERVOISE."

These letters were read at the last meeting of the
Council of the Society, and after an animated discussion
it was ultimately resolved, "That the Council thank
Sir J. Cl.^rive JERVOISE, Bart, for the communica-
tion he has made, but after giving it the fullest con-
sideration the Council feel themselves unable to under-
take the duty suggested in relation to the proposed
experiments."

The following letter from Lord Clinton
appears in the North Detmi HeralU, upon Straw as
Food for Cattle. His lordship says :

—

'

' My o^vn experience, such as it is, fully bears out the
assertion that ' in fattening cattle, hay may be dispensed
with altogether," and it has often been a matter of surprise
to me in Devonshire to see hay so freely, not to say
extravagantly, used in feeding cattle for the butcher,

while straw, a nutritious and comparatively cheap article

of food, is scattered wastefully about the yards, and
treated only as fit for the dung-heap. In the great meat-
supplying districts of Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire,
straw is universally used in fattening cattle ; and in my
own farm in the latter county, consisting of less than
300 acres, I tie up 28 beasts every winter, and realise

good prices for them without using a pound of hay,
giving them Turnips, Potatos, and straw, and sometimes,
though rarely, artificial food of some kind. Thus, they
all lie upon sparred floors raised 5 or 6 inches from the
ground, with interstices to allow the moisture to pass
through, an arrangement which economises the straw, a
very small quantity sufficing for bedding, and contributes
very much to the comfort and health of the animals. The
expense of these floors is inconsiderable, each spar is

separate and movable, and may be taken out at any
time to be repaired or renewed, and, if properly talcen

care of, may last for many seasons. The trying time
through which we are passnig will have ser\-ed a good
purpose if it turns our thoughts to the cheapest and most
profitable method of fattening cattle in this part of the
country, and at the same time teaches us the value of
economy in the use of all our farm produce, even in
seasons of abundance.

"

The following report on the Barking .Sewage
F.\RM has been put into circulation on the authority of
Mr. Beadel, the land-agent and auctioneer at Chelms
ford :—

" I cannot help expressing my astonishment at the pro
gress which has been made upon the Lodge Farm sinct

my visit upwards of a year ago. I remember the nature
of the land before the sewage was applied to it ; and I am
greatly surprised that so short an experience in its use
should have for result the complete system which now
appears to prevail, and which produces so much success.
The crops of Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, Mangels, and
Cabbages, are startling. Engaged professionallv, as I

am, all over England, I must admit that I have seen
nothing approaching to them anywhere in regard to
luxuriance of growth. The cereal crops also seem to be
very much above an average. Considering the hot season
we have had, the effect of the appUcation of sewage to
such land is certainly wonderful."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

At the sale of Mr. J. G. Di.xou's herd, by Mr.
Thornton, at Caistor, on the 2d inst., the cattle were
brought out in only middling condition. No high
prices were given, and the company, although large,
was not inclined to bid briskly. The comparatively
low condition of the animals, the scarcity of hay and
keep of any kind in the surrounding district, and the
fact that only four of the cows were in calf, all contri-
buted to lower the value of the stock. Blush Rose 2d
was bought by Mr. Kirkham for 30 gs. ; Mace 2a' went
into Mr. G. Skepworth's hands at 28 gs. ; Perfection 2d
was sold at 30 gs. to Mr. Walker ; /ienitet tth made
29 gs. ; Mace 4//; became Mr. Pears' at 32 gs., and
Paradox 7th brought the highest price of the day,
36 gs., becoming the property of Mr. J. W. Dixon.
The average for bulls, cows, and calves, was
;£'20 I \s. 'id.

—— Mr. Strafford has issued a catalogue of some
choice Shorthorns, the property of Messrs. Game &
Son, of Broadmoor, and Mr. George Game, of Chur-
chill Heath, which will be sold on the 4th of next
month. The foundation of these two herds was laid
nearly 40 years ago by Mr. Game, who was one of the
earliest introducers of Shorthorns into the county of
Gloucester. They originated from stock then held in
high repute, such as that of Messrs. Champion of
Blyth, Mason of Chilton, and Whitaker of Burley.
First-class bulls have since been used from Famley,
Brandsby, Ley Fields, Tortworth Court, and other
famed herds ; latterly, sires have been bought and
hired at high figures from Col. Towneley and Messrs.
Booth and Peel, and on comparing their pedigrees with
the Herd Book, will be found to combine alliances

with many fashionable families. Among these sires

maybe mentioned Gondomar (17,985), by Valasco
(15.443). 'i^m by 2D Grand Duke, and previously
descended from £/iss by Leonard (4210) ; 6th
Duke of Aikdrie, of Dtcchess descent ; Cyndric
(19.542), full of fashionable Bates blood ; Duke
of Towneley (21,615), whose name proclaims
his origin ; Royal Benedict (27,348), by Prince
Christian (22,581), and previously bred from
highly fasliionable Booth blood, such as is represented
by Crown Prince (10,087), Vanguard (10,994),
and Buckingham (3239) ; and lastly we find the
name of Buccaneer (25,693), by Lord Lyons
(26,677), who traces back, like Gondomar, lo Blissful
by Grand Duke and Bliss by Leonard. Upon
further inspection of the catalogue, we find a large
number of the descendants of Pye by Newniiam (2365),
including the Piitks T,d to 6th, and other animals which
may be named the Messrs. Game's " P." family.

Jantja itli, once the property of Mr. Sartoris, is also

present, and other well known names. Royal
Butterfly 2oth, the 1st prize bull at Taunton, will
likewise be sold.

Messrs. Lythall & Clarke have issued a cata-
logue of Mr. T. Harris's Shorthorns, which will be
sold at Stoney Lane, near Bromsgrove, in Worcester-
shire, on the 2oth inst. The herd, which numbers
62 individuals, is well-bred, and has been improved by
the introduction of first-rate sires. We need only
mention the names of Captain Oliver's Festival
(26,147), 'he Marquis of E.xeter's Superintendent
(25.254), Colonel Kingscote's Lord Red Eyes 2d
(25,460), and Mr. A. J. Robart's Archduke (21,185),
to indicate the spirit with which the herd has been
kept up. These bulls have been allied to cows which
are represented by four well-known strains of blood :

—

(i), " The Lancasters," obtained originally from Mr.
Wilkinson, of Lenton

; (2), the descendants of jfulia

by Balkan (14,120), bred by Sir C. Knightley, a
grand old cow now in her 17th year, and one of the
only two animals retained by Mr. Harris at his sale 14
years ago ; (3), the produce of Bessie by Silkie
Laddie (10,947), from Mr. Topham's stock; and (4),
"The Lavender's," which may be traced back to stock
once in the possession of the late Earl Ducie, Mr.
Barnes, and Mr. Stratton.

• We have to record the recent deaths of two
excellent animals. Queen of Rosalea, of Branches
Park notoriety, the 2d prize cow at Oxford, and the
winner of numerous prizes, died from the effects of a
ruptured blood-vessel. This cow was by Mr. R.
Booth's Ravenspur, of the "Medora" tribe, and out
of ff?/;?!- Zi7(/i'(r by the well-known Val.isco (15,443).
Mr. Booth, of Warlaby, has also experienced a severe
OSS in Commander-in-Chief (21,451), who died a
few days since from inflammation of the intestines. This
bull has been one of the most remarkable of his day as
a prize-taker, and his pedigree was unrivalled, he
being by Valasco, and from Camp-folloxoer, by
Crown Prince (10,087).

A valued contemporary contains the following
announcement :—Mr. Strafford is to sell, at Weston
Park, Warwickshire, October 18, about 50 head of
Shorthorns, the property of Sir George R. Phillips,

Bart. ; and on October 7, some of the Shorthoms of
Lady Pigot will be offered for sale, " by unreserved
auction," by Messrs. Newson & Stanley, in conjunction
with Mr. J. Thornton.

which comprised 17 heifers near calving and three
bulls, were sold as follows :—the heifers at from
£\2 I2s. to ^27 6s. ; the 2-year-old bull brought
;^25 4J., and the bull calves £^ 4J. and jfg gs.

At Mr. Henry Smith's Shropshire ram sale,

Sutton Maddock, last Monday, some good prices were
realised. The sale was conducted by Messrs. Lythall
& Clarke, and commenced with the 4-shear sheep,
Latimer, which was secured by Lord Chesham for

34 gs. ; "Iron Mask," bred by Mr. Jarvis, of Upton
Magna, was sold for 26 gs., to Mr. Robert Smith, of
Chew Magna ; Mr. W. O. Foster bought a good
shearling for 15 gs. ; and the Duke of Sutherland took
another at 12 gs. Other shearlings were disposed of
at prices varying from 10 to 16 gs., until the appearance
of lot 19, which became Lord Bradford's property for

32 gs. The average for rams was a little overall.
Ram lambs made from 35J. to 65J-. Ewes sold very
well. Captain Oliver bought the first pen of six for

8 gs. each ; lot 2, a pen of five, brought £6 per head ;

and lot 3 made £$ 15J. per head. After this brilliant

commencement, the prices fluctuated between 47J". and
I15J., giving an average, over 121 ewes sold, of nearly
Sos. per head.

HORSES.
At the sale of Count de Lagrange's stud, last

Monday, some remarkable prices were given. Gladia-
teur, after much competition, was purchased by Mr.
Blenkiron for the enormous sum of 5800 gs. ; the Duke
of Hamilton gave 3800 gs. for General, and Henry
by Monarque was sold to Mr. Wright for 1350 gs. ;

Mortimer, one of the best horses in training, either here
or on the Continent, was bought by Mr. Carter, the
French trainer, for 3000 gs., and 'Trocadero became
Mr. Woolcott's property at 1400 gs. At this remark-
able sale horses were sold at all prices, from 20 gs. up
to the marvellous figures we have just quoted.

POULTRY.
Some of our readers may be able to help our

correspondent, " G. E. O.," who writes as follows ;

—

" I should be much obliged by any information as to
the cause of a disease that has lately attacked some of
my chickens. The neck is strained to its full length, is

swelled to more than twice the usual size, and the chicken
dies in a d.ay or two, or in a few hours. I did not see the
first that died ; but yesterday a strong chicken about
three weeks old was shown me, when it had been ill an hour
or two. It could still run about, but was gasping for

breath. The swelled neck was so transparent, I thought
there was only air in it, and made an opening with a
sharp pair of scissors. The enlargement immediately
went down, the chicken could eat, and is nearly well this

morning.
"Sometimes in the late summer months I have before

lost chickens from an enlargement on one side of the
neck, from which they died in a day or two. Then, as
now, the swelling was attributed to a sting ; but I could
never see any outward injury, and think that the scissors
might have been equally useful in former cases."

On Monday week Mr. Cochrane's purchases of
Booth cattle left their native shores on board the

"European." In addition to the animals already speci-

fied in previous impressions the cargo included the
Alloa purchases, namely. Blue Bell by Knight
Errant, and Miss Bltthe by Lord Blithe. Also a

heifer from Mr. John Booth's herd. Mr. J. S. Thorn-
ton, of Whitby, Canada, took out a roan bull and
three red and roan in-calving heifers, from Mr. Cruick-
shank's herd at Sittyton, and one of the heifers of Mr.
Currie, of Halkerston. There were also three of the
Yorkshire show prize Lincoln rams, late the property,
respectively, of Mr. Wallbridge, Mr. Cartwright, and
Mr. Marshall ; three of Mr. Wiley's Leicester gimmers,
and several horses.

In giving the results of the Alloa sale last

week, we omitted to mention the prices made by three
young bulls, offered by the Earl of Dunmore. They
were sold very cheap, at from 22 to 28 gs. each. The
sale of Border Leicesters was not very satisfactory,

principally on account of the season scarcely being far

enough advanced.

SHEEP.
Lord Sondes' fifth annual sale of and letting

of Southdown sheep, and sale ot Norfolk red polled
cattle, took place last Monday, under the management
of Mr. E. Beck, auctioneer, of Fakenham, at Elmham
Hall, Norfolk. The proceedings opened with the sale

of 400 ewes and lambs, which realised ,^^740, or 37J-.

each. The pens of five shearling ewes made from 50.r.

to 79J'. per head ; pens of ten ewes made from 38-r. to

52J. ; ewe lambs varied from 25^. to 37J-., and wether
lambs sold at from 25^. to 30J. per head. The demand
for rams was small, many remaining unsold. Those
which changed hands commanded good prices, and

STEAM CULTIVATION.
The following discussion of this subject is reported

as having taken place before the Turriff Agricultural
Association, at their recent annual meeting ;

—

Mr. A. Steward, the Chairman, directing a steam-
plough company in the neighbourhood, wrote to

Mr. Greig, of Harveston, as to the cost and manage-
ment of a steam-plough. He replied, recommending
Fowler's No. 2 plan of cultivation, which would, in

the absence of stones, plough 15 acres, or cultivate

25 acres in 10 hours, and half that quantity if earthfast

stones and boulders were present. The engines, he said,

are excellent traction engines, and would pull 40 tons

on the level. They will work any kind of land, or any
shape at any elevation, three men and a boy forming
the working staff. The engines are suitable for thresh-

ing, and, with broad wheels, are excellent road rollers

for crushing road metal. The Secretary, Mr. Greig,

banker, Laurencekirk, then wrote with particulars

about the Kincardineshire company, which was started

four years ago, with a capital of ^1500 in £1 shares.

They have wrought three clear seasons and part of a
fourth. In 1867 they ploughed and cultivated 665
acres, and earned ^309 ; in 1868 they ploughed 913
acres, or 50 per cent, more, and earned ^469 ; in 1869
they ploughed 966 acres, and earned £yxi ; and in

1870 they ploughed 1163 acres, and earned .^600.

Every year, you will see, the revenue increased, and
the working expenses he states to be on an average

,!^306, or 20 per cent, say on the capital. If they

earned ^600, and the expenses are ;^30O, that leaves

;^300 to divide, which would be 20 per cent., unless

you occupy about 14 per cent, with renewals or with

fresh stock, which go into capital. Instead of increasing

their capital by buying new implements, they purchase

out of their revenue, and thus decrease their return ;

but still they reap a clear return of 7 per cent.

Although they have this sum to divide, the secretary

says they have never done so, but have kept it as a

nest-egg, so confident were they that they could do
better by applying 7 per cent, to the purchase of fresh

gear, than by dividing it.

Mr. Steward further said :—Perhaps I may men-

tion what the charges of the Kincardineshire com-
brought from 12 gs. up to £2-1 6s. each, The cattle, j pany are, They dig or plough to a depth not
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exceeding 11 inches for ip. 6d. per imperial acre, to a

depth of 12 inches for 15^. 6(f., and greater depths at

special rates. They plough lea to a depth not exceed-
ing 8 inches for los. 6(/., and they dig for Barley
10 inches at io.r. 6(/. per acre. For cultivating, by a

grubbing machine, land that had been dug or ploughed
by the company the same season, they charge ys. per

acre ; they cultivate other land to a depth of 7 inches

for 7J-. 6(/., charging a shilling per acre more for each

additional inch of depth. The secretary of the Kin-

cardineshire Club, who is somewhat connected with
this part of the country, says there are special ad-

vantages in the use of steam-ploughing on the clays of

Kincardine ; but the establishing of a free interchange

between soil and subsoil, by the breaking of the pan
and stirring without throwing up the subsoil in winter,

and the speedy completion of spring operations, are

advantages of much more general diffusion, and would,
after a few years' experience of steam-power, recom-
mend its use strongly enough in the Turriff district.

As opposed to Fowler's system, there is the extra-

ordinary invention of Mr. Thomson, of Edinburgh

—

the road-steamer. This road-steamer is a perfect

miracle : it does horse-hauling, it turns on its own
length, it passes freely out and in at an ordinary field-

stile, and works up an incline of one in seven. A trial

of the engine was made at the Highland Society's

Show at break-ploughing, when the Society were of
opinion that it ploughed six furrows most tlioroughly

and most successfully, and that there was no better

work done by any of the steam-engines belonging to
the Fowlers or the other firms. It is possible many
would be inclined to take Thomson's in preference to

Fowler's system, as the one would only cost about a
third of the price of the other. The gearing recom-
mended by Mr. Greig would cost ^1500 at least;
while the road-steamer would not cost over /'600, and
it could be made to carry their coals, crush road metal,
or do any kind of work. One of Thomson's steamers
has been at work in Aberdeen for 15 months, by Mr.
^Vhite, corn merchant, and carries 80 tons a day to and
frum his flour mills most satisfactorily. I hope the
public-spirited farmers of this district will be inclined
to take the matter up, and I for one will be glad to take
my proportion of the shares with them.

Mr. G. W. Murray {Banff Foundiy) said :—What
has brought me to my feet is the speech of the Chairman
on steam-ploughing, and I hope it will not be out of
place if I state to you a little of my experience in the
matter. I have no doubt the time is not far distant
when steam-ploughing will be pretty general in

Aberdeen and Banff shires. I have seen most of the
systems of steam-ploughing ; I am familiar with
Fowler's, and I know Thomson's, for, in fact, I was
the first person who suggested, and only about this

time last year, at the Highland Societyshow, the idea of
attaching to Thomson's engine two of our own double-
furrow ploughs. I was at the time much taken Avith

the idea, thinking that, by these means, steam-plough-
ing could be had for little money. T wrote Mr.
Thomson, suggesting that he should supply a road-
steamer, and take half the risk, but he would only take
a third of it ; I was to keep a third to myself, and I

applied to my friend on my left {Mr. Fowler,
Armidale), to Mr. Hutchinson, and others to take the
other third, and to use the engine and ploughs. When
we came to see our way, it turned out that it would be
five months before Mr. Thomson could give us a
steamer. It was then the month of December, so that,
by the time it came, there would be no ploughing
left to perform. The matter dropped there, and since
that time the steamer has attracted so much attention,
and been so much in demand, that I do not believe
we could get one on the same advantageous terms as
were then offered. But I have since then seen the
steamer and four-furrow at work, and had more ex-
perience of it. At Oxford, along with some others,
engineers of eminence, I watched it very minutely at
work, and we found that, in drawing a four-furrow
plough, the steamer looked as if doing its work well,
but in going three rounds the steam fell from 120 to
So lb. This satisfied me that the steamer was not yet
the thing required for ploughing. One thing yet re-
mains to be proved in order to establish Thomson's
.steamer, and that is whether the indianibber tires will
stand. They cost about /loo each, and in the opinion
of several eminent men they will not stand ; but if

they do stand, the steamer will undoubtedly be a
success, and useful for many operations. Then I saw
Fisken's system, which can be wrought by an ordinary
engine, or by water-power ; it is very much, if I mistake
not, on the principle of the patent of our friend, Mr.
Leslie

; and is the best I have seen for ploughing.
The capital required for it would not exceed /"Boo,
and the engine could be turned to many uses. The
conclusion I came to, however, is, that it would be
necessary to exercise a little caution before going in for
any one system of steam-ploughing. It is not in general
necessary to recommend caution to the Scotch farmer,
but I take the liberty of doing so in this case. This
year the Messrs. Foivler's patent for their balance
steam-plough and gearing expires, and next year is the
year when the Royal Society of England turn their
attention specially to testing the merits of steam-
ploughing. The fact of Fowler's patent being ex-
hausted will, I believe, bring many new systems into
the market. Among them will be the steam-plough of
my friend, Mr. FesHe, which, I venture to predict,

will beat a good many, if not all of the others, and will

be obtained for very little money. I think there will

be a revolution in steam-ploughing next year, and on that

ground I venture to suggest that it would be premature
for this association to choose a steam-plough this season.

Mr. Leslie explained that Fowler's system was
wrought wholly by steel ropes ; Fisken's system com-
bined the steel and the hemp ropes ; and his own
system was wrought wliolly by hemp ropes. Fisken's
clieapest apparatus, without the steam engine, cost

about ;!^240, and his own about £ 70 less.

Mr. Leslie (Bumside of Delgaty) then proceeded to

read some facts and speculations with reference to that

department of agriculture to which he had given most
attention, the state and prospects of the mechanics of
agriculture. He commenced by comparing the cost of
physical, animal, and natural forces, and the advantages
of the latter in point of economy, though their use was
prevented by the complexity and cost of the machinery
required. Water-power had yet only been used ex-

perimentally for ploughing ; but the time would come,
he doubted not, when the greater part of Aberdeen-
shire would be ploughed by water-power. There are

two directions in which we may look for improvement
in implements and machinery used in agriculture, one
by cheapening the machinery or apparatus, and the

other by increasing the efficiency of the implements, so

that the waste power might be reduced to the lowest
possible point. He then proceeded to point out what
had been attained, and what he believed to be attain-

able in these days in the machines used in the operations

of the farm. Beginning with the plough, he said a
young man left the Turriff district lately, and went to

the south of England to manage a farm. He found
the ploughs drawn by five horses in line, and altered the

arrangement to four horses, in two pairs, one before

the other, saving a horse. The plough was described

as a primitive-looking implement. Perhaps by adopt-
ing a lighter draught, and putting three horses abreast,

another horse might be dispensed with. At any rate,

the saving of one horse out of five was something con-

siderable, and the neighbours were all going about to

see the new invention. He then noticed experiments
at Paris in 1S59, and at other places, showing that

Howard of Bedford's single plough was 25 per cent,

lighter in draught than the other ploughs, while Oats
sown on the ground ploughed by it produced the

heaviest crops both of Oats and straw. He was present
last winter at some trials made by Mr. Milne, Mains of

Lai t hers, with a common swing-plough, Howard's
two-wheel plough, and a three-wheel plough made by
Mr. Reid, Muiresk. The trials showed a decided
superiority of the two-wlieel plough over the swing-
plough, and of the three-wheel plough over the two-
wheel. The use of a wheel as a substitute for the sole-

plate of a plough, with a view to the reduction of
friction, is not new, neither is the combination of two
ploughs into a double-furrow plough, which is several

centuries old ; but as far as he was aware the combi-
nation of the two, for which we are indebted to Mr.
Pirie, Kinmundy, is a new and valuable invention.

How far this combination may be advantageously
carried, it is impossible to say. As long ago as 1855,
we find a three-furrow plough exhibited by Mr.
Williams, a farmer in Wiltshire, which was found to

effect a saving in drought of about one-third. It

appears likely that on light level land, free of stones,

Ihe three-furrow plough would have an advantage over
the two-furrow plough. Referring to the comparative
cheapness of steam over horse-power, in ploughing, he
said the great obstacle was the cost of the apparatus.

He had made experiments extending over several years,

with a view of reducing the co?it, and he believed it

was possible to do so to the extent of one-third, in the

case of the less expensive apparatus, and of more than
a half in the case of the more costly. He had also

kept in view the possibility of using fixed engines and
water as sources of power, which he believed to be
quite practicable, and, especially in the case of water-
power, very advantageous. The time would come,
he doubted not, when every foot of fall on the Deveron
would be utilised, and a great part of the cultivated
land ploughed by water, at a cost not exceeding 3J-. 6(/.

per acre. He referred to the zig-zag iron harrow as
capable of doing double the work in the same lime as a
wooden harrow, and on a neighbour's farm had saved
its cost in one year. With reference to sowing-
machines the drill and broadcast were pretty equally
matched on well-ploughed lea, but in sowing land after

a green crop the drill manifested the advantage. He
recommended a continuation on different soils of the

experiments made by Mr. Milne, Mains of Laithers, as

to the distances between the rows and the quantities of
seed that would produce the best crop, and suggested
to the committee to consider whether something might
not be done by members co-operating for the purpose.
He then entered upon the history of the reaping-
machine. In modern times, the first reaping-machine
to be continuously worked was invented 60 years ago
by James Smith, of Deanston. It consisted of a wheel
6 feet in diameter, sharp at the outer edge, which was
caused to revolve at considerable speed, and a conical
drum, by which the corn was supported till delivered
at the side in a continuous swathe. This machine had
the advantages of simplicity and positive motion, or
the motion continuously, in the same direction of all

its parts, not possessed by any machines at present in

use, and he would not be surprised to see it revived,

when farmers had learned to lay their fields flat, and
gather off the stones. One of Smith's machines was
wrought in the parish of Turriff, in the years 1S33 to

1837, by Mr. Mess, who was at the time tenant of the

farm of Barnyards of Delgaty, went to America, from
which he returned a few years ago, and is still alive.

The unevenness of the surface was the principal cause

of the failure of that machine. For farms of consi-

derable size, the most convenient reaping-machine was
that with side delivery in sheaf; where 100 acres of

grain have to be cut down, a machine of that kind
would repay its cost in a season. Even where crops

are laid and twisted, it would, by a little management,
and the partial use of the scythe as an auxiliary, make
a much better job than could be made by the scythe

alone. He might mention that the substitution of the

scythe for the hook in reaping, which took place in

that quarter about 60 years ago, was said to have
originated in the parish of Auchterless. He then
referred to the plan adopted by Mr. Runciman (and
described in the Journal) of communicating power from
a water-wheel to a mill 130 yards distant. Experiment
showed that I20-hoi"se power could be conveyed 12^
miles with a loss of only one-fourth—opening up a
wide field for the utilisation of water-power. Referring

to machineiy for manures, he mentioned that bones
were first used as manure in the north of Scotland by
the late Mr. Rannie, who was at the time tenant of the

cottage farm of Carnousie, in the parish of Forglen.

Referring to machinery for irrigation, he pointed to a

plan lately patented for distributing water in the form
of showers by means of a fixed apparatus, which can

be paid by a fixed rent-charge of 2^s. per acre for 25
years, and, where steam is required, will cost about 3J.

per acre to work. In occasional seasons like the

present there was difficulty in getting a plant of Turnips
on account of the drj-ness. Chandler's liquid manure
drill machine, A\hicli he had exhibited in t!ie ^how,
was intended to meet the contingency, by enabling the

farmer to apply with the seed a quantity of water
sufficient to enable it to vegetate. This machine had
been in use for 15 years, and experiments had shown
that the crop produced by the manure (in that case

superphosphate of lime) dissolved in water, and applied

by the machine, had been greater than that produced
by the manure in a dry state, in the proportion of one-

fourth to one-half more, the cost being not more than

Is. per acre. He concluded his survey by quoting the

remark of Mr. Edwin Chadwick, that the number of

improved agricultural implements and machines that

might be profitably used, and are not, is greater than

the number of those that are used ; and he made a
strong appeal to the proprietors, who profited most by
the introduction of improved machinery, to co-operate

with the farmers.

IRRIGATION, SHOWER-WISE,
Mr. Charles Rintoul, of Kingston, North Ber-

wick, and of East Craigie, well-known as an early

Potato grower on the latter farm, where he took two
crops of tubers in the year, thus writes in the columns
of the Farmer:^
The prime necessity of agriculture at the present

day is the storage of water, and its application to the

soil. This necessity is specially felt by those who risk

vast sums of money in the application of artificial

manure ; and, as one who has carried this risk further,

perhaps, than many, I beg a brief space in your Journal

to point out a means by which it seems possible, not

merely to lessen, but practically to destroy the risk.

The value of artificial manure applied yearly within

the United Kingdom is variously estimated at from
;i^io,ooo,ooo to ;^I2, 000,000. In my own district,

the south-eastern portion of Scotland, I have good
reason to know that the expenditure does not fall short

of;^750,ooo. Or, to take my own case, and that only

in respect to one article, I have this year upon my two
farms 200 acres under Potatos, to which I have applied

manure to the extent of ^20 per acre, or ^4000 in all.

Artificial manure will not of itself give a crop ; heat

will not give a crop ; but the combination of manure,

heat, and moisture will give results of wliich we have

as yet no conception. The difficulty has been to obtain

moisture along with heat ; and the experience of the

last three seasons has convinced farmers that "some-
thing must be done."

The landlords of the countiy—I speak from ex-

perience so far as Scotland is concerned—have done a
great deal to make capital available for drainage, and
the science of agriculture has been much advanced in

consequence. What we farmers now want is, that

proprietors should give the same facilities to have
capital made available for irrigation purposes in con-

nection with our river system, where it can be shown
that irrigation in this form could be made a permanent
lands' improvement.

The time has now come when this can be done, not

as a process antagonistic to drainage, not merely for

land lying low, or level, or naturally moist, but with

the greatest benefit on that land which has been
already best drained, or where, naturally, no drainage

works are required.

From the extent to which manure is used on my
farms, I am keenly alive to the risks of a bad year. A
month lost through a backward season, means the

entire sacrifice of the manure sunk in the ground on
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early Potatos, which I cultivate to a large extent. Even
a week gained in bringing them to market would
nearly double the price I obtain for my first crop. To
remove all this risk and uncertainty, I am at present

making arrangements for introducing on a farm of 200
acres an invention, which I believe to provide the

exact remedy required.

This invention is not one of irrigation in the ordinary

sense—namely, the cultivation of land by water alone

as the source of fertility, and on land specially prepared

by levelling or cutting for the distribution of the water,

hence limiting the area of its application. The fault of

all systems of irrigation has been the over-saturation of

the soil, or the unequal distribution of the water. By
this new plan, invented by Mr. Brown, of Edinburgh,

and the experiments on which I have watched with

great interest, water is applied in the natural form of

rain-showers, and only in sufficient quantity to supply

the loss by evaporation. It entails none of the labour

accompanying the use of the hose and pipe, and the

physical conformation of the land does not hinder its

application. The apparatus once laid down, as much
as 1000 acres of land could be watered by it each night,

at a first expense, for engine and pumps, not exceeding
;i^5oo, and requiring only the work of two men—an
engineman, and a person to turn the taps ; and, com-
pared with other systems, the quantity of water required

to supply 1000 gallons per acre, in the form of fine

rain, would be small. The system has been proved

for the cultivation of grass and hay, and pasture land,

over a period of six seasons. In the driest seasons, it

has been shown that, paying interest on capital, rent of

land, manure, and labour, grass can be produced at

5j. a ton, and hay at ;^i, the weight produced being

40 tons of grass, or equivalent to about

7 tons of hay. On Mr. Hutchison's farm,

near Kirkcaldy, where the system is in use

on pasture land, it is seen that an unfail-

ing growth of the best description of pas-

ture can be maintained throughout the

driest period ; in fact, the drier the wea-
ther the better the growth, owing to the

moisture being maintained.

It is not my purpose to describe the

details of the system. These can be easily

ascertained. And I tliink the agriculturist

should now learn that a remedy for the

present water famine exists, and is begin-

ning to commend itself to the practical

agriculturists of Scotland.

than for its workmanlike appearance and artistic finish.

No artist thinks of making an equestrian statue stand

upon the bare ground, so to speak ; even the solid rock

must be so chiselled out as to show the uniform stability

of the base ; and why should it be otherwise with the

steam-horse? for when the two bearings are placed on
the ground, the gi'ound under each bearing forms a

fulcrum which yields less or more antagonistically to

the other at every stroke of the piston, thereby reducing

its effective performance. All who use the common
portable engines are familiar with the objection to

which we thus refer, however well the fore-wheels and
hind-wheels may be blocked ; and also how superior

is the working of a fixed engine on its unyielding basis

as compared with a portable one. There are not two
opinions about this, neither can there be two opinions

as to the superiority of the fulcrage afforded by the

water-tank pedestal as compared with the front and
rear bearings resting on the ground.

Two other improvements nrerit special notice, viz.,

(l) the plan of fixing the working parts to the boiler,

and (2) the feeding of the boiler with hot water.

It will be seen from the engraving that the working
parts—including the cylinder, governor, guide for the

connecting rod, and the plummer-blocks for the crank

shaft and fly-wheel—are all fixed to the boiler by means
of a cast-iron saddle bedplate in one casting. By thus

rigidly fixing the several centres and bearings in their

true position to each other for mutual action, greater

accuracy of performance is secured than can be obtained

when the several parts are fixed to the boiler separately,

subject to vibration and unequal expansion by heat
;

while the latter, the old plan, also weakens the boiler.

Between the two plans, the difference is more

SEMIFIXED ENGINE~CLA K-

TONAND SHUTTLEWORTWS,
At the Leicester and Manchester meet-

ings of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, and at the corresponding Christ-

mas meetings of the Smithfield Club in

the Agricultural Hall, we had occasion

to report the growing popularity of small

vertical engines, so that the competitive

trials at Oxford were looked forw^ard to

with the deepest interest; and now that

the trials are over, and the results before

the public, new questions have arisen,

whose solution will doubtless end in the

extended use of this class of engines in

agriculture. Our readers are aware that

the Royal Agricultural Society judge of
the merits of engines by the fuel they consume in the

performance of a given quantity of work. We were told

in the yard that the cross-tube and " baffer-plate " of

Hancock & Foden's vertical engine reduced the con-

sumption of fuel about one-half, and yet on trial this

very engine, to which our special attention, was soli-

cited, consumed more than twice the fuel of Clayton &
Shuttleworth's engine, the subject of this notice. There
may be some truth in what was repeatedly told us in the
trial-yard, viz., that small vertical engines are greater

consumers of fuel than large ones. But, practically

speaking, this is only paying a very high compliment
to the three firms who carried off the 1st, 2d, and 3d
prizes with horizontal engines, whose consumption of
fuel per horse-power per hour, compared with the
three commended vertical engines, is as follows, viz. :

—

Horizontal engines : Clayton, Shuttleworth & Co.
(1st prize), 3.73 lb. ; Brown & May {2d prize), 4.44 lb.;

Reading Iron Works Co, (3d prize), 4.65 lb. Vertical

engines: Marshal, Sons & Co. {highly commended),
5.75 lb. ; Robey & Co. (commended), 5.9 lb. ; Davey,
Paxman & Davey (commended), 6 lb. Such differ-

ences in the consumption of fuel speak for them-
selves.

The annexed illustration (fig. 234), from a right side
photograph, with the following description, will give a
general outline of its merits and adaptation to agricul-

tural purposes.

The engine, it will be seen, is upon the same general
symmetry of plan as the portable engines of this firm
which gained the 1st prize at the last trial of engines of
the Royal Agricultural Society held at Bury St.

Edmund's in 1867, with this difference, that the
Oxford engine is placed upon a water-tank pedestal,
whereas the Bury engine runs on wheels.
The water-tank pedestal is a capital contrivance, no

its utility in holding a ready supply of water

the whole of the bright parts being done by machine-
tools, commands admiration.

Of the adaptation of horizontal engines in agricul-

ture, as compared with vertical engines, the only
question that remains at issue is the amount of house-
room required when worked indoors, and the housing
of the engine when worked outdoors in quarries, tile-

yards, &c. ; and the freedom from priming, and con-
sequent greater safety, will turn the balance in favour
of the former for indoor work, granting that the con-
sumption of fuel antl performance are equal. As for

outdoor work the horizontal will be as easily pro-
tected from the weather as the vertical, if not more
easily in many cases. At all events the difference, if

any, in favour of the vertical, will be found immaterial
in practice. And, with regard to travelling crane work,
hoisting, pumping, &c., the construction of the hori-

zontal IS, in our opinion, more favourable than that of
the vertical No doubt under this head the vertical

engines have become so popular that a large amount
of prejudice will have to be overcome before opinion

will become general ; but prejudice arising from
habitual use, although holding like a "rusty nail," will

be withdrawn the moment the horizontal engines are
in use, for, practically speaking, nothing can long stand
before so great a difference in the economy of fuel and
work done.

In a commercial sense the vertical engines, according
to the catalogue prices, cost rather less money, gene-
rally speaking, than the horizontal ; but taking into

account the consumption of fuel and work done, the
latter are the cheapest engines, apart altogether from
quality of material, workmanship, expense of repairs,

and permanent durability, upon which their real money
value depends. The ist prize engine under
notice was sold, and is on its way to Syd-
ney. It packs into small space, and does
not require skilled labour to fix it, so that

for export this class of engine is valuable,

the freight being small. At home an
engine can be conveyed by sea, rail, or
road with equal ease, and is as readily

shifted from place to place when at work
as a vertical engine ; and from being
machine-finished duplicates can be supplied

of a very uniform quality of workmanship,
all equal to the beautiful little engine
which did its work so well at Oxford, and
which will form a copy to more than one
maker before the Royal Agricultural Society

of England meets at Wolverhampton. IV. B,

less fo;

and for the superior fulcrage it affords to the engine,

in favour of the former than is perhaps yet credited.

Upon the truthful discharge of the duties of the

several working parts towards each other depends the

success of every combined machine, and in this respect

the movements of the Clayton-Shuttleworth engine
stand very high.

The feed-water heater is fed by pumping apparatus,

as seen on the side of the boiler. The water is raised

from the water-tank pedestal as is commonly done
from a pail, but instead of being forced directly into

the boiler the water passes through small tubes, sur-

rounded by the exhaust steam from the cylinder, which
raises its temperature to nearly the boiling point before

it enters the boiler. Along the top of the cast-iron

saddle bedplate, between the cylinder and the chimney,
the exhaust-steam conduit extends, traversed by the

small tubes above mentioned. I'he bolts which hold
down the cover of this steam conduit are shown in the

drawing. The water produced by the condensation of

the steam flows back into the water-tank by a pipe,

and provision is made for feeding the boiler directly

from the force pump should circumstances so require.

There is under this head an economy of both water and
fuel, and also of tear and wear of the boiler in

generating steam.

The cylinder, 7 inches in diameter with 12-inch

stroke, is steam-jacketted. The boiler, which is simi-

lar to those of the portable engines, is lagged down
to the fire-box, and with the fire-box beautifully

finished at the end with cast-iron mouldings. The fire-

box is of Low Moor iron, .and the other portions of Best
Butterley. The length of the connecting rod is favour-

ably proportioned to the length of the crank, so as to

equalise the speed of the stroke throughout the length

of the cylinder. The cut-off distributing apparatus is

exceedingly simple and easily adjusted, the friction in-

volved being reduced to a minimum by the small

eccentrics and the machine finish of the workmanship ;

77/^ IMPROVED KENTUCKY
SHEEP,

Mr. Robert W. Scott, to whose skill

the "Improved Kentucky Sheep" is due,
seeing nothing in the existing sheep of the
district to suit his requirements as a grazier,

determined upon beginning to graft upon
the original stock something that would
in time come nearer to his standard. None
of the British breeds would suit his pur-
pose—the Cotswold being too delicate

when young to bear exposure to the wet
season ; the Southdown having too short

a fleece, and the Merino being too small.

Acting on these impressions, the improver
informs us that he *' has persevering]/

endeavoured, for over 30 years, to combine in the
same animal the hardiness and prolific quality of
the native sheep, the size and weight of fleece of the
Cotswold, and the symmetry of form and delicacy of
mutton of the Southdown ; and also to combine in the

same fleeces the weight and length of the Cotswold,
with the thickness and softness of the Merino,"

Mr. Scott's modus operandi was as follows :—In the
beginning about 30 ewes were selected from a riock of
unimproved native sheep. Amongst these was turned
a very large and fine Saxony or Merino ram, the object

being to increase in the offspring the thickness of the
wool, and to impart fineness to the fibre. This step

was thought advisable before uniting the coarse fleeces

of the native sheep with the coarse and still more open
fleeces of the large imported varieties, and the effect

was satisfactory. The ewe lambs of this cross were
put, on October i, after they were one year old, to an
imported Bakewell ram, of large, full, round carcase,

and a heavy fleece of long wool. The ewe lambs of
this latter cross were also, in due time, put to an
imported Southdown ram, of large size and high stand-

ing, the object now being to infuse into the progeny
that active, sprightly, and thrifty disposition, and
highly flavoured and beautifully marbled mutton for

which the Southdowns are so justly celebrated. This
object was also successfully obtained. The wethers of
this cross were the delight of the epicure, while the

value of the fleece was not diminished ; as much being

gained by increasing the number of fibres to the square

inch as was lost in the length of them,

A very doubtful experiment was next tried, but the

operator speaks well of the result. A ram, three-

fourths Cotswold and one-fourth Southdown—a large,

hardy, active sheep, with a thick and heavy fleece, was
put to this progeny. The two next crosses were made
by pure-blood Cotswolds ; and the next by " a fine,

full blood Oxfordshire Down, of remarkable softness
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and silkiness of fleece." They were all animals with

short neck, round barrels, broad backs, and full

briskets. They seem to have added to the flock still

more weight of carcase and fleece ; while the texture of

the latter, and the delicate flavour of the former, were
not perceptibly impaired, and therefore in the next

fall the flock was divided between two full-blood

Cotswolds.
It must have been amusing to have glanced at the

flock at this stage, vrith a view to detect the traces of

these crosses. We are informed tliat they were all

perceptible {blended, but still manifest) in the character

and habits, as well as in the carcase and in the fleece
;

but in some a particular cross predominated, which
was naturally to be expected, on account of the recent-

ness of the improvement. That the blending might be
more entire, a cross with foreign sires was avoided the

year following {1S54), but sires were selected from the

*' improved " flock. " In the fall of the year 1855,"
says Mr. Scott, ^^ in order to carry out the same design,

I tried chiefly to a mixed ram, whose pedigree showed
Cotswold, Oxfordshire, Teeswater, and Southdown
blood." The italics here are our own, for it seems
improbable that the object alluded to would be obtained
by such means ; still the breeder was perfectly satisfied

with the result. Something further was done in 1856.

A fine large Cotswold ram was used, and the year
following selected ewes put to him and a ram of mixed
blood. This gave a more complete uniformity to the

progeny—the ewes crossed with the Cotswold evincing
a preponderance of Southdown and Merino, those put
to the mixed-blood ram exhibiting a preponderance of
Cotswold qualities. The rams used in 1S58 and 1859
were from his own flock, with a view of fixing the
qualities gained, and more entirely blending the blood.
" By this time," says Mr. Scott, "these sheep were
as essentially alike and uniform, and maintained their

identity and imparted their qualities as surely as sheep
of any other breed."

Since i860, well selected rams of his own breeding,
together with those of Leicester and Cotswold blood,
have been used in such a manner as to impart some
valuable qualities either to the fleece or to the carcase,

or to the constitution of the progeny ;
'* pure Cots-

wolds, superior in form, size, and fleece, being raised
in 1865 and 1866."

Now let us touch slightly on the economic results of
this preparatory blending. One object was to get an
animal which should be adapted to the climate and
subsistence of the West and South. Was this done ?

In a new country the housing of sheep is generally too
expensive a process to be practised. Therefore a class

of sheep is wanted that will live in the open air, and
cull their subsistence under ordinary conditions.
Sheep m,ay be so adapted to a bad climate or to a poor
soil, as to get the greatest amount of good out of it.

Where some would starve they thrive. Thus the sheep
required was one that would face the bleakest winters
and the hottest and dryest summers without any protec-
tion, except that which Nature had given them. The
Improved Kentucky apparently have fulfilled these
conditions. If it be allowable to twist the meaning of
an old proverb, we would say, "like good wine they
need no bush. " They bear the climate unaffected by
disease. Tliey are free from cough, snuflle, foot-rot.

In springs, and summers of excessive rains, clothed to
the knees and to the ears by a thick, long, and impe-
netrable fleece, they bid defiance to the wind, rain,

and snow, and seem at all times to be comfortable and
sprightly. In summer they are changed from pasture
to pasture, and they devour almost every green weed

;

in winter short grass is all that they require, and if that
cannot be afforded them they will take the com fodder
or straw with the cattle, and thrive well upon it

—

though at lambing time, like other sheep, they require
a more succulent diet. They get on without gi'ain or
hay.

Then as to their thrifty and prolific character, a good
deal is to be said. The practice, of course, is to breed
only from the most healthy, symmetrical and well-
wooUed ewes ; the rest are fed as usual, and fatten
with great rapidity. No ram is ever used which has
the slightest taint of disease. By such care in the
selection of parents, and by the frequent crossing of
animals not even remotely related, and also by crossing
with rams of different breeds (which is against the
received opinions of the majority of breeding authorities)

without making noted crosses (which is a saving clause),

"a degiee of health and vigour has been infused into
this breed which," we are told, "is not surpassed in

any other." The native ewes, under favourable
circumstances, very frequently produce twins, and rear
them well. The improved sheep are quite as prolific.

Mr. Scott says—"I have often, when the flock was
smaller than at present, raised one-third more lambs
than there were ewes, and have rarely failed to raise as
many lambs as ewes even under unfavourable circum-
stances. As thrifty and wool-producing sheep, they
are preferred to the Cotswolds in Kentucky, and in the
West. Yearling rams will weigh 174 lb. ; 9 months
old lambs, 104 lb ; 2-year-old rams, 224 lb. ; same age
ewes, 180 lb., fed on grass only."

Then as to the weight and character of fleece, the
evidence is conclusive on the point of " improvement."
The fleeces of these sheep vary from 8 to 15 lb.—the
whole flock of over 100 breeding ewes having averaged
over 8 lb. of merchantable wool, free from burrs,

tags, &c. ; and though not washed on the sheep's

back, still clean enough for domestic manufacture.
Though the fleeces of these sheep are not perfectly

uniform as lo length, thickness, and fineness of fibre,

still there is a general uniformity, and the diversity is

said to be of no practical disadvantage. Their wool is

longer than that of any sheep, except that of the

Cotswold family, and is equal in length to that of

many individuals of that family, while it greatly excels
the wool of the Cotswold in fineness and softness of
fibre, and in the number of fibres to the square inch.

In some individuals it is wavy or curly, but is never
harsh or wiry. Except the face and the legs below the
knees, the whole body is covered with a close and
compact fleece, which, when full grown, leaves no
open line on the back, as with the Cotswold ; but
gives a perfect protection to the sheep, and causes
them to present a smooth, handsome, and portly ap-
pearance. The wool is lustrous, and dyes, cards, and
spins well, and is much approved by manufacturers.
The testimony to the merits and value of these sheep
appears to be very strong. We do not see any quota-

tion of the value of the wool, but a manufacturer is

reported to make the following statement :
—" When

we take into consideration the fineness of the texture,

the length and evenness of the staple, the weight of

the fleece, its clearness of gum, we can say that we
prefer the wool purchased of you to any other we use ;

and in consequence have for years recommended our
customers to supply themselves with your sheep." A
gentleman who used the sheep for years said of them :—"I am not able to supply the demand for ram lambs,

£^ per head; I reared from one of the ewes two lambs,
which weighed, at five months old, 105 and ill lb.

gross, and clipped 5.^ ami 6 lb. of wool ; they brought
me ;^io. The mother, when I sold the lambs, weighed
175 lb. Another lamb at si.x months old weighed
122 lb., clipped 6 lb., and brought ^^5." These and
other facts of the same kind, go to prove that Mr.
Scott, by judicious selection and cro.ss breeding, has
produced a really valuable variety. And there is no
slight advantage in seeing how the success has been
achieved.

[This stoiy of a sheep breeder is taken from the

"Journal of the Agricultural Society of New South
Wales," ^hose Editor describes it as "like the pranks
of an American tapster, in the concoction of one of the

slang drinks of that country. The effect, however, is

well spoken of by Mr. Scott, who says, ' My success in

the Improved Kentucky Sheep has been great, and the

sale and diffusion of them wide.' "]

VAGRANCY.—ITS CAUSES AND
PREVENTION.

[At the recent conference on the administration of the Poor-laws,
held at B.-isingstoke, Mr. W. W. B. Beach, M.P., in the
chair, Mr. T. B. L. Bakek (Hardwicke Court) read the follow-
ing paper.]

I AM much honoured by being asked to write, for

your consideration, a ten minutes' paper on *' Va-
grancy : its causes and prevention." But to do so I

must be very brief. If, therefore, I give my opinion
qiiantitm z-aiait, briefly and decidedly, I trust that my
doing so may be imputed, not to want of courtesy, but
to want of time. The causes and the character of
vagrancy are so difierently stated by writers of great

experience in different parts of England that I can
only come rather unwillingly to the conclusion that we
have, not one set of vagrants travelling throughout the

whole country, but several distinct species, each keep-
ing to their own district.

In Gloucestershire and the neighbouring counties we
find nothing of tlie highly amusing and poetical vagrants
described by Mr. Doyle, in Cheshire, nor of the

burglars or organised robbers described by Mr. Dunne,
in Cumberland. But, in tmth, all our accounts of the

class appear sadly liable either to error or misconstruc-

tion. Even our statistical returns have been sadly mis-

understood. Many readers of the judicial statistics took
alann at the returns there given, and believed that the

ratepayers had to maintain an average of 32,000
vagi'ants, and could not understand the Poor-law Board
describing them as only 6000. The return, indeed, of

32,000, which was intended to include tramps and va-

grants, has been found on examination so unsatisfactory

that it will be omitted for the future. This want of infor-

mation as to the numbers and character of tlie class we
have to deal with is greatly to be regretted, and I fear

we shall not get a satisfactory solution of how to pre-

vent them till we get a more accurate knowledge of

their numbers and habits. This, I think, may be
acquired by one of the modes of prevention which I

propose, if it be ever fairly carried out. The causes of

vagrancy in my part of the country, I think, are easily

stated. A man falls out of work either from slackness

of trade, which causes not only the most idle or the

most dnmken, but also the oldest and weakest of the

gang to be discharged, or even at times of full work an
idle, or careless, or stupid man will be occasionally

turned off. These usually try, in the first place, to get

employment in the same towij, but if they fail, and find

their money and credit exhausted, they set out to seek

it elsewhere. For a time they may seek for it honestly

and diligently, but those who fail in getting employ-
ment quickly— sleeping in filthy vagrant w^ards as,

alas ! most of them are—insufficiently fed—wet through
by day and with small means of drying by night

—

become contaminated in body and mind, and, finding

from their companions the advantages of begging,
gradually join the ranks of the older mendicants with
whom they are obliged to associate.

It has been asserted by some that most of the
vagrants are the sons of vagrants bom and bred to the
trade, but I think this is sufficiently disproved by the
fact that in July, 185S, there were only 2069 vagrants
in England and Wales, as shown by the Poor-law
return, while in 1S67 there were 5248. And it is clearly
impossible that the odd 3179 could have been born and
bred in the time. If I am right in these causes they
ought to be some guide to us in finding a system ol
prevention. It has been commonly said, that if we
could prevent the public from indiscriminate almsgiving
beggars would cease, but few even pretend to tell us
how the public are to be so prevented

; yet unless we
can at least greatly diminish the almsgiving we shall
do no good. I believe, however, that this is quite
feasible if we carefully consult the public feeling. We
must, in the first place, take the utmost care, and let

the public see that gi'eat care is taken, that no man,
good or bad, shall be allowed to starve—that the work-
house shall give an ample security that every person
who comes to it without food or money shall be quite
secure of food and shelter. If this be carefully done
many will cease to give to those of whom they know
nothing, and the number will increase year by year.

But if all vagrants are to be lodged and fed, means
must be taken to avoid this kindness becoming a
temptation to idleness, without at the same time using
a degree of harshness which will incline the public to

pity and assist them.
I think we may fairly assume that there are some

vagrants, probably few in number, who travel entirely for

the purpose of going direct to some place where they
hope to find work or return to their parish—that these
few are anxious to make their way thither at their best
speed, and that these generally deserve to be helped on
the way. We may also assume that there are others,

probably by far the major part, whose object is merely
to live idly from day to day, and these, all will agi-ee,

ought to be sternly repressed ; but neither the charit-

able public nor the relieving-officers can tell with any
certainty whether a vagrant belongs to one class or the

other. A system has been suggested of giving to every
man a ticket certifying where he slept on the previous
night, and to what point he professed to be going.

If he then kept to his true line, and walked a fair

day's iourney in proportion to his strength, he
should be relieved from any task-work and fairly

treated. If he brought no such evidence he should
be compelled after each night to perform a
task, the severity of which should be increased till it

was found sufficient to deter the idler. This would
exactly meet the difficulty, the public would have con-
fidence that the honest traveller would be relieved

without hardship, and they would not object to hard-
ship being enforced on the idler. On the other hand,

the walking a full steady day's journey day after day
would entirely destroy the chann of an easy vagabond
life. It would also have the important advantage that

it would enable us to know the course of our vagrants.

But this system has failed, and has had to be given
up for the present, not as I believe from any weakness
in itself, but simply from the difficulty of getting it

properly carried out. To deal with such an evil as

vagrancy it is necessary to have a nearly unanimous
action over a large extent of country. It is necessai-y

also to make the labour, where it is inflicted, real and
severe ; but, after we had got three counties to adopt
a far higher degree of uniformity than had pre-

viously been arrived at, I found that out of 37 unions

24 gave from 12 to 18 ounces of bread, and

13 gave from 8 to nothing ; 8 required four hours
of labour, and 9 gave none at all ; 6 had baths, and 32
had none. From such a want of uniformity the system

naturally failed. I endeavoured to get permission from
the Poor-law Board that, where this system was esta-

blished, and where all honest travellers were altogether

relieved from labour, those who could not show that

they were travelling straight might be called on for a
six hours' task instead of four ; but, failing to obtain

either uniform action or a power of enforcing labour,

the plan had to be abandoned. I cannot but believe,

however, that in due time the care of vagrants must be
altogether made over to the police, and the expense
paid out of the county rate, as was suggested in 1S66
by Her Majesty's Poor-law Inspectors, Sir John
Walsham and Mr. Corbett, and urged in Parliament

by Sir Michael Beach, then secretary to the Poor-law
Board. When this is done uniformity of action will be
secured j and the ticket system will, I tliink, work well.

But, though we have been unable to get that united

action which alone can enable us to cope with such an
evil as vagrancy from the different boards of guardians,

we and several other counties have obtained some
degree of unity of action from the magistrates.

At the Trinity Quarter Sessions, 1S69, our magis-

trates agieed to adopt the system which had been
found to work well in Cumberland (described in a

Parliamentary paper, ''Vagrancy, Cumberland and
Westmoreland," printed April 22, 1869), and had
been more recently tried with good success in several

other counties, viz., that of the magistrates in quarter

sessions recommending to their brethren throughout

the county that every person proved to have begged of

any one should be sent to prison. As soon as this

resolution was passed the police exerted themselves
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vigorously, a large number of beggars were sent to

prison, generally for lo days each, and the effect has

been that the vagrants properly so called (that is t

say, those who sleep in the vagrant wards of worl

houses) have diminished by about one-fifth. But the

far larger number of tramps who used to pass my
lodge on the road from Bristol to Birmingham hav
diminished by more than half, and the nuisance to the

poor dwellers by the road-side is greatly abated. This

system has been adopted by ten counties entirely, and

by six others partially, before last October, and in all

with similar good results. This last plan is simple

and easily carried out. It is also sound and unobjec-

tionable in principle wherever the rule is carefully

maintained of securing the absolute necessaries of life

to all who are destitute. So long as this is known by
the public to be done, they will more and more support

us by withholding their misplaced charity. Yet I

believe that we can only hope for a real suppression of

vagrancy by the first plan of tickets where the whole
care of this class is placed in the hands of the police.

There is a third system, to which I had not intended

to revert, because I thought that the scheme of a
neighbouring county would have been so well known
to you as to have needed no remarks of mine. But,

however well-known to you, I must mention the

scheme of my friend Captain Amyatt Browne, Chief
Constable of Dorset, of providing by private subscrip-

tion a supplementary assistance to all travellers, which,

I understand, has had the effect, which might have
been expected, of inducing the public to withhold their

alms from people of whom they know nothing. This,

again, is a sound principle. It has the slight advantage

of depending on voluntai-y subscription, being, there-

fore, somewhat less reliable than a rate support, and it

is less punitive than I would wish towards the pro-

fessional tramp ; but it is good and independent, and
would continue to work well with either or both the

others. Forgive my asking your consideration of one
other small matter. Many gentlemen, who have not

gone closely into the statistics, imagine that the cost of

vagrancy is a heavy item in the poor-rates. This is

not so, and our object in repressing vagrants is not the

cost of the rates, but the rescuing men from a vicious

life. If the most liberal allowance of food, fuel,

&c., that is given at any union were made universal

throughout the country, the cost would then amount to

about i-400lh part of the total rate, so that a farmer
who would pay ^20 of poor-rate while the most
liberal allowance was made to vagi'ants, would pay
£ig igs. if all aid to vagrants were refused.

During the discussion which ensued, Sir M. H.
Beach said : If Mr. Baker's system could be canied
out it would be of the greatest importance, as securing

relief to any one travelling in a bon& fide way in search

of work. In any case he would have sufficient to keep
him from starvation, and it would have this important

result—that when the public knew that no man need

starve they would button up their pockets, and he

thought that would be dealing effectually with vagrants.

Mr. Goschen had conceived that it would be possible

to confine habitual vagrants for 48 hours ; but he (the

speaker) feared this proposition would be a dangerous
one to adopt, for it would do away with the benefit of

the public knowing that any man might receive relief

when utterly destitute. Although vagrancy w
diminishing, the question appeared to him to be one of

great importance, and nothing could tend better to a

solution of the difficulty than conferences of that cha-

racter, where they could meet and take counsel.

Mr. B. Baker said the best method of employing
vagrants was where there was a well at the bottom of

the garden, and a large tank on a rise at the back of

the house, to set all vagrants to carry 80 buckets of

water in the morning before they left. That was work
anybody could perform—it required no skill. Stone-

breaking might be done in some places, gardening in

others ; but there certainly was a difficulty in providing

profitable employment.
The Rev. Mr. Pole remarked upon the destruction

of clothing by tramps, and inquired as to the best

remedy. They did not regard punishment, and he did

not think they were sent to prison for more than
21 days.

Mr. Baker, in reply, said that the employment of a

police relief officer in Essex had produced an extra-

ordinaiy effect at first. Since it had been established

it brought the number of vagrants dowTi in two or

three unions from 32,000 to something like 1200, in the

course of a few years. Then it was a new thing, but

since that it had been tried all over the country, and
had become like a scarecrow, which at first kept birds

off, but subsequently did not frighten them. With
regard to the question of what they were to do with
vagrants who tore up their clothes, he would remark
that two years ago he visited one of the workhouses
in Gloucestershire (Thornbury), where he stayed all

night. During the night a man had torn up his clothes,

and next morning he was invited to see the man let

out. He was first made to pick oakum, and then a

sack was procured. The officers cut a hole in the

bottom of the sack, two at the side, and then put him
in the sack, with his arms thrust through the two holes

at the side, in which condition he was sent out. That
was a perfect cure. It made a strong impression, and
since that there had never been a case of clothes tearing

in the Thornbury Union.

The Chairman then proposed a resolution to the
effect that all vagrants sht>uld be placed under the

superintendence of the police, and that the Chief
Constables of various counties should interchange com-
munications for the purpose of acting in concert, so
that the destitute might be relieved, the habitual
vagrant punished, and that the necessary cost be
defrayed by the borough or county rate ; which was
carried unanimously.

THE CHARLIER HORSE SHOE,
[During the meeting of the Highland and Agricultural Society at

Dumfries, Professor Williams read a lecture {says the Duvifries
Courier), by M. Charller, as follows.]

Gentlemen,—I come from France, sent by my
father, a veterinary surgeon at Paris, a Ivnight of the

Legion of Honour, to exhibit to you a new method of
horse-shoeing which he has invented. This shoeing has
been practised m our country for the last five years on
a great number of horses employed indifferent services,

and obtained, on account of its advantages, the most
honoured rewards given by the International Committee
of the Exhibition, 1867, and by the Imperial Agricul-
tural Society. Encouraged by the success and the
hope given by the noble visitors who saw and per-

suaded us to this undertaking, I will try to import a
thing of public utility into this hospitable land, that

kindly receives all new ideas indicating anyprogiess in

science or art. With your sanction, in spite of the

opposition which always attacks anything destined to

change a habit, the new shoeing will obtain victory,

and extend to all the countries where the preservation

of the horse is an honour. For a long time a good
system of shoeing has been sought for ; many would
even no longer shoe the horse, to avoid the numberless
defects of the usual mode. But the shoe is, to this

day, the only way of preventing the wear of the foot

;

we must, therefore, try to reduce the size of the shoe
as much as possible in refonning it. Our shoeing
answers to this universal want, being more natural, or

rather less artificial, than any other, being more simple

and rational. Seen in its ensemble it is quite different

from all other shoes known hitherto, on account of

—

1st, The whole strength left to the bare foot ; its whole
form and wdiole function in never paring the foot, never
touching the frog, nor the sole, nor the bars ; 2d, The
new method of preparing the hoof with new instru-

ments to receive the shoe ; 3d, The new fitting of the

shoe round the hoof, this alone allowing the pressure

of the frog on the ground ; 4th, No beveUing
; 5th,

Its elasticity ; 6th, Its narrowness
;

7th, Its lightness
;

Sth, The new manner of forging the shoe, stamping
and nailing it

; 9th, No longer any calking nor hooks
of the shoe to prevent slipping.

I. Frog, sole, and bars preserve all their uses on the

ground. The foot is left full, strong, and free. In
fact, the frog, when large and strong, supple and elastic,

in assisting to support, fills a most useful office. It is

the principal organ of elasticity of the foot, which
weakens the shock on the tendons and the articulations,

and by its pressure on the ground acquires a sufficient

consistency to give play to the flexible branches of the

crust. Moreover, by its structure it furms in the hinder
part of the foot a kind of natural calking or wedge,
which strengthens the bearing on the ground, and pre-

vents the horse from slipping. It should be then wrong
to suppress the functions of the frog in cutting it away,
and in removing it from the ground by the high heels

of a thick shoe. The sole, when thick, forms a strong

cover that protects all the inner parts from contusions

of stones, nails, pricks, or stumps ; also fills the office

of an arch by its solidity maintaining the crust, and by
its yielding under the weight of the body, giving it

play. Thus, if we cut the sole, we render it more sen-

sible, drier, and more contracted. The bars also

serve for the support and the expansion of the

crust. Never rasp the crust. The crust, when thick,

as supple as it is strong, resists shocks and is

elastic. In rasping it, you render it thin and
dry, being susceptible of being broken or split, and
contracted.

2. In the natural state the crust is the basis of the

foot ; when it is solid and resists wear, the whole foot

remains entire. On our artificial roads, and with
severe work, it breaks, and the foot is ere long worn
away. It is necessary to protect the crust while pre-

serving it, as it preserves the whole foot. In our
system we don't shoe, we merely place a ferrule or ring

round the natural foot to prevent the breaking of the

precious wall, as a ferrule is placed round the bottom
of a stick to prevent the splintering of the wood.
Then let us take away only the lower edge of the crust

and replace it by an artilicial border, harder, more
resisting, but the same as to form, thickness, and
length, flexibility, and elasticity ; its durability being

such that, thanks to a regular wear, by the continual

growth of horn, the hoof remains ever in its normal
length. The support is as in a natural state. On
the lower edge of the crust a groove is formed by
a buttoris, with a guide, taking care not to cut so

deep as the thickness of the sole, nor so broad as the

width of the crust, sloping on the white line that marks
the separation of these two portions, just within the

track of the old nails. This groove is to receive a shoe
which is not placed under the sole of the foot, but
rather under the wall, as its continuation, being some-
times even with the sole and the frog in the normal

foot. The shoe, being only supported by the cmst,
does not want bevelling. It cannot injure the sole or
heels, and never forms corns, when it is well fitted.

The new shoe is as elastic as the crust itself, which
it follows in all its movements of expansion. Thanks to
its elasticity, the contracted foot is enlarged, and
regains its suppleness and health by regaining the cir-

culation in its interior, and its normal functions. The
shoe owes this power to its new shape, being curved
as a spring, and to its fitting round the base of the
foot, put in the place of the crust itself. The new
shoe is very light ; it weighs about a third and
often even a half less than the ordinary shoe. The
horse is freer in gait. The new shoe is of necessity

narrow, since it merely rests on the width of the crust,

and not quite even on that. But on the lower surface

it can be made broad, in order to increase its duraj-

bility ; the external surface follows the natural bend of
tlie hoof It is higher than wider, without increasing

the length of the foot, being buried in a groove. This
shoe has over the narrow shoes the important advan-
tage of allowing the support of the frog. The hind
shoe is, however, stronger than the fore shoe. The
manner of forging this shoe is very simple. A square,
or nearly square, little bar of iron is turned cold in a
vei-y short time, or hot ; a man can, alone, stamp it

with two rounded punches. The shape and direction
of the nail-holes are particular, necessitated by the
unusual thickness and narrowness of the shoe. The
exterior opening of the hole is rounded oval ; the hole
is funnel-shaped ; the upper orifice is square. The
nail has exactly the same shape—a head of a lengthened
cone shape, a neck strong and solid, a square blade.

The nail thus stops up the hole hemietically. Thanks
to these conditions, the new shoe, of a good quality of
iron, is very solid on the foot—an important advantage,
especially for hunters. Six, seven, or eight holes have
different directions, according to the inclination of the
hoof; they are nearly straight towards the heels, more
inclined towards the toe. A shoe with well stamped
holes can be nailed without danger of injuring the
living parts, the hole being a guide to the nail. No
longer calkins, nor hooks or toe-pieces. There is no
need of calkins ; the frog is a natural calkin on the
slippery ground, sustaining the tendons instead of
straining them. In case of frost, only two movable
nail calkins are fixed towards the heels of the shoe

;

the toe forms a kind of hook by its narrowness and the
inner angle of the shoe. These nail calkins can be
fixed by any one, not being into the horn, and, owing
to the thickness of the shoe, are solid. They are taken
off as soon as they have become useless, becoming even
hurtful on hard and level ground. In fine, the new
shoe is not difficult to use, and no more liable to acci-

dents than the ordinary shoe ; it takes less time to

be forged, a single man making So to 100 shoes
per day—no longer time to fit it on the foot ; it

can be fitten cold as w^ell as warm ; it lasts a suffi-

cient time ; it is then no more expensive than
the common shoe, being made with a small piece
of iron requiring less coal to be heated ; it is

suitable for all shapes of feet ; it is an orthopedic and
pathological shoe, sufficient frequently alone to cure
corns and contracted feet, and other diseases, being
susceptible of all modifications, according to the worst
feet ; and when the instruction of farriers is extended,
it will be known and practised easily everywhere. Till

that time comes, in case of lost shoe, the foot is left

stronger than after the ordinary destructive shoeing,

and resists wear much longer on the roads or pave-
ment. Before changing the old shoe, it is necessary to

allow the foot sufficient time to grow. To resume
with our shoeing, the foot, being sufficiently preserved
from wear, acts quite as in the natural state ; it is as an
unshod foot of a colt. The greatest enemies of it are

routine and ignorance : but we, friends of progress,

ought to unite and destroy this ignorance for the

preservation of such a precious servant as the horse.

Ijomt Comspnkiice.
Steam Power Culture.—Mr. Sanderson has given

his usual report on *'Tlie Harvest and the Crops."

Let us compare my position, as the advocate of steam-

power culture, against his general report, for it is well

that the world should know it. Take Wheat first.

Here is what he says :
—"I estimate the average acre-

age yield of Wheat of this year's crop to be 30 bushels,

or just an average crop." Further on he says:—"I
estimate that the Wheat area this year is under aver-

age, and, consequently, that the total produce of

Wheat will, from a diminished area, fall short of

average." I merely give the last point for the reader

to have the whole truth. On my Nos. 2 and 4, heavy
clay land, Wheat after Beans, the 15th crop in succes-

sion under steam culture, and without a fallow of any
kind, I have now hai-vested the best crop of Wheat
that has ever giown upon those fields. The heads

are long and well set. The produce must be over

40 bushels per acre of mixed red and white Wheat.
Nos. 2 and 3 {heavy land) are Wheat after Wheat,
needed to re-arrange them with some land bought a

year ago. It is Rivett's, with fine long and strong

heads ; and, although Wheat after Wheat, it will give

a produce of quite 40 bush, per acre. The average

produce on these four fields under horse culture was
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about 20 bush, per acre on an average of years. The
cost of seed-bed for the crops just harvested was 6s. %d.

an acre. Now let us look to the Wheat crop on No. 4,
light land. The cost of seed-bed was 6s. &/. an acre.

It is by far the best crop tliat I have seen about here.

The produce must be near upon 40 busli. per acre of
mixed red and wdiite Wheal. No. 3 (liglit land)
is Rivett's Wheat, after Mangel. On this there

must be a produce of 50 bush, per acre, while the seed-
bed cost only 2s. per acre. That is the sum total about
my Wheat crop. Now let us look at Barley. Mr.
Sanderson estimates 20 per cent, below average. I

have no Barley on my heavy land. No. 6 (light land)
is Barley. The cost of seed-bed was Cfs. 'jd. an acre.

This field was Wheat in 1S67, giving a produce
of 43 bush, per acre of seed-bed, loj-. 6d.

Barley in 1S6S, produce 54 bush, per acre, cost of
seed-bed loj. %d. per acre ; Barley in 1869, produce
63 bush, per acre, cost of seed-bed \os. yi. Therefore
the crop that I have just harvested is the fourth white
crop in succession, one of Wheat and three of Barley,
and this last crop is the best of the lot. It stood thicker
on the ground, and the quality is better than that of
last year. Therefore the produce must be over 63 bush,
per acre. The 14 acres were cut by machine and tied
in sheaves, and therefore stack closely, yet the rick

24 yards long, 6\ yards in width, well made up. I take
it that the land in character is very much like the land
in Rutlandshire that Mr. .Sanderson tells us "will not
yield 2 qr. per acre." This land of mine has had
cart'manure for the four white-strawed crops, a little

superphosphate for each crop, and that is all. I have
by me samples of 1S68 and 1S69 Barley, and therefore
do not trust to memory as to quality. 1869 was better
in quantity than 1868, and 1S70 is better than 1869.
Oats I grow none. Beans, 33 acres. They are
grown on my newly-purchased land, which has had
only one operation by steam-power. They are short
in straw, but they are well corned, and will give
a produce of 30 bush, per acre. Mr. Sanderson
says, " Of all farm crops, Beans are by far the worst."
Peas, 17 acres. They are grown on my newly-pur-
chased land, which has had only one operation by
steam power. They were a very fine crop, well corned,
and must give a produce of 40 bush, per acre. Mr.
Sanderson fixes the general crop at an average.
Mangel, 5 acres. Two-thirds of a plant, the seed
having been destroyed by insects, the land being in
much too light a state when planted. The bulbs are
good and are growing fast. The dry weather has never
checked them. Mr. Sanderson speaks well of Mangel.
Swedes, 7 acres. They are a good plant, and look
vei-y growing. Mr. Sanderson estimates the general
crop at about an average. This is my position for my
15th crop under steam culture, and I take it that it

compares well against horse culture, especially so the
corn crop, and when we take into consideration the
fact that I have no fallows whatever on my heavy clay
land, the evidence is conclusive on the side of steam
culture. IV. Sinit/i, lVivlsli>ii, BldcJdcy Station,
Bucks, Aitgtist 22.

Harvest of 1870.—We have passed through one of
the finest harvest seasons ever known. The great bulk
of the cropping is now, at this early period, safely
secured, and it will prove somewhat better than
was anticipated. The early threshings of Wheat, in
particular, have proved well, and the quality is very
superior to last year's crop. The steam-ploughs and
cultivators, the digging breast-ploughs, the skeleton-
ploughs, scarifiers, grubbers, &c., are all getting into
work, and in many places the common plough is at
work simply to plough up the land. The better course,
however, is to take off the share and att.ach a digging-
breast or skeleton share, armed with a prong or prongs.
Any blacksmith can fit one, or our leading plough-
makers can readily supply them. They break up the
soil into a rough and cloddy state, ready for the sub-
sequent workings, not probably to that depth and in
that effective manner which can be achieved by steam
cultivation, but still in a very satisfactory state for the
destruction of weeds, insects, grubs, &c., and more
particularly to prepare the soil for the reception of
those invaluable deposits which the atmosphere at this
particular season has to bestow in the form of dews
and rain. For this purpose as much surface soil as
possible should be exposed to these atmospheric
influences, hence the value of the rough and cloddy
condition, which is far better than the mere ploughing,
although good in its way to promote the growth of
annuals, /. c, seeds of weeds, &c. The great thing
is in the repeated working or cultivating of the soil
at this season, and consists of the various operations
known as autumn culture. The workings in dry
and sunny weather add gi-eatly to the fertility of
the soil by aiding in the absorption of those
chemical constituents which are so necessary to some
of our most important crops. The Wheat crop, for
instance, feeds much upon the ammoniacal deposits
with which the air and rain charge the soil. The
benefits derived by this mode of culture are incalculable,
and every available appliance ought to be brought into
requisition for the next few weeks, prior to Wheat
seeding. The preparation of the Bean and Pea lands
for the Wheat crop is almost certain to produce a fine
healthy plant through the winter, and the cleansing and
laying up lands for early spring crops, either of com or
roots, is of great value. The season is so early and so

suitable for this autumn culture, that it ought to be
universally adopted, and all other work of the farm
should for a short time give way to it. For the amelio-
ration of clay and stiff soils it is of gieat importance,
and light soils might be broken up to advantage ; but
they should not be repeatedly worked lest they be made
lighter. To facilitate this mode of culture all crops
should be cut by the reaper or scythe, so that no
obstruction of stubbles, &c., mars the workings. It is

not desirable to reduce the soil to a fine pulverisation,
except where foul and weedy. In such case the best
practice is to fully reduce it, get off the twitch and
weeds, and burn them. Should the season continue
open and dry the "bastard fallowing " will nearly equal
a common fallow, which on heavy clay lands is highly
to be prized. When steam culture becomes general
the breaking up all arable lands not under crop will be
universal, and to the farmers and country most advan-
tageous. O. F.

The Corn Crops, 1870.—I have found that those
who wish to know commercially the state of the crops,
in any season, do well to rely on the statements of
various correspondents, as given in the Agricultural
Gazette. " In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety," still, as regards the mode of collecting these
returns, our system is very defective ; for instance, the
term "average," is a very undefined one, and may
mean 12 bush, an acre in Cardiganshire, or 40 bush,
an acre in Essex. What we want is to obtain, through
the medium of the correspondents before referred to, an
answer to such a question as the following — What
is the average produce per acre, on an average
of years, in your district ? I say district, not county,
because the county could afterwards be averaged from
the districts. County is too extensive for one man to
give an opinion upon in any one year. I know a
district in a western county where the Oat crop th__
year will not average 15 bush, per acre, but 20 miles
further north, in the same county, they have 9 qr.

per acre. Pray, sir, let us have the average of each
county made up from the district averages, and, as
the Board of Trade gives us the county average, in
say Wheat, we could then easily tell the " tottle o'
the hoi," as the late Mr. Hume used to say. I
have seen Mr. Sanderson's letter in the Times news-
paper ; of course his figures on this subject cannot
be much otherwise than guesswork : it is not to be

pected that by walking through a few fields of
Wheat, in certain localities, a knowledge of the crops
over England could be arrived at, but you will arrive
at them pretty closely by the way I point out. Mr.
Sanderson makes out a black list of the farmers' losses
this year, and then says:—"The farmer's position is

cheering." It would be a little cheering to the English
farmer if Mr. S. would advocate through the Times a
reduction of rents, to the extent of 30 or 40 per cent.

;

his own statements supply the grounds on which such
eduction should be made. IV/ieatsJieaf, Liverfool,
August 29.

Crops in Essex.—I have just now pulled one of
the finest crops of the finest Beans I ever saw, the seed
not having been half so much as a farmer would have
used. I cannot thresh them at present, as I want to
keep them in the straw until age has made them more
digestible. I have also grown Peas in the same way,
much thinner also, but thick or thin, according to
the kinds ; I have never had louse on any,— this

from my having deeply cultivated my land and
sown my seed widely from row to row. My parish
and neighbourhood, east and south, and I may say
north, never was fuller of corn than at the present time,
nor was the Wheat ever better in quality. I am not
able to say so much as to the quality of the Barley, but
the yields will be excellent, and the quality may be
good. George Wilkins, IVix, Mattuiagtree.

Crops near Pontefract.—I have this year abund-
ance of Wheat, Oats, and Barley j not so grass, which
is light ; my Potatos are abundant, also Turnips.
As regards the fly, many farmers "till" with guano :

now this, I maintain, and have proved, makes the
ground stink for many days after it is put on, and
causes all sorts of fly to alight on the surface of the
soil, wdiere they remain until the plants make their
appearance, when they eat them away. I am con-
fident that all artificial manures cause the land to
stink, and all sorts of insects to come and worry the
green herbs that are sown. You may depend upon it

that there is nothing like good stable manure for tillage

for crops of any sort, I don't care what sort you set or
sow. Now, if you set a fallow field with Potatos, and
till them well with stable manure, next year you can
have a good crop of Wheat, and the year following a
good crop of Oats or Barley, with the same tillage you
tilled your Potatos with ; but if you till with guano,
you have this to do every year ; it is like wind—it

flashes for one year, then it is gone, but at the same
time it makes the ground stink. Now, if you till

with good stable manure, it makes soil, and it then
remains in the gi'ound, and it keeps it warm. A Farmer
if Pontefract.

Tiptree Farm.—Permit me to make a few remarks
on "J. B. S.'s" communication in last week's Gazette,

at the same time to ask him a question or two. Refer-
ing to Tiptree Hall Farm, he writes :

—" I caused to

accidentally obtained, respecting its histoiy, and which
I think ought to have been long ago made public, as
they have evidently occasioned no little mischief."
Will he kindly inform me where these important
corrections, that have occasioned so much mischief, are
to be found ? Will he say why he so often ventures on
the borders of Tiptree but has not the pluck—so
reluctant!—to call and see for himself? The "great
weight his name and address " would give to anything
he might then write, after a personal mspection, would
do more to satisfy the public regarding Mr. Mechi's
doings than "the elderly gentleman's" statement, and
his own surmises from behind the hedge. A visit from
one whose name is of great weight would be adding
another eminent name to that register of thousands,

—

practical farmers, foreign as well as metropolitan,
admirers, who have considered a personal visit more
satisfactory than the gossip of neighbouring market
tables. Will "J. B. S.,"—perhaps he will say he
cannot, may be he will not, it will not answer his
purpose,—or will Mr. Mechi's neighbours, who must
hear of these comparisons,—give us some idea
of the agricultural value of land immediately around
Mr. Mechi's farm ? The gipsies and the players of
"Aunt Sally" and such like, I am quite aware, can
give us an opinion of it, from their point of view, from
the one side, near the entrance gate. Standing at that
gate, facing the house, will "J. B. S." say what the
lands to the right hand let for—their agricultural value?
It may be, as he partly walked round the farm, he
strayed over that very spot, and can give us his own
estimate of it. Some one remarked in my presence,
they could be had for about i6s. per acre. "J. B. S.,"
I know, can tell me, and for the benefit of the public
he will no doubt do so ; it is hard at times when many
are talking to catch the right figures. Now, if Mr.
Mechi, the occupier of the neighbouring farms, not
necessarily abutting thereto, or even the overseers or
parish authorities, would give us their views regarding
this locality, they would confer a favour on many of
your readers, and set at rest the conflicting opinions
given from time to time. West Indian.

Curing Bacon.—For the information of your Prest-
wich correspondent (p. 1 172), I beg to state that the
plan I pursue is to place the hams and flitches into the
salt vats, or, where no such convenience is at com-
mand, the usual wide tub that the pig has been scalded
in will answer the purpose to cure one in, rubbing the
salt well in with the hand to each part individually as
they are sent in, with a sprinkling of saltpetre on hams,
and on the thick ends of the flitches. The usual time
that I allow it to stop in pickle is a month, turning it

over after it has been in a fortnight, so that each part
may be equally affected. After it has been in the
allotted time, I turn it up edgeways for some of the
brine to run off, and then it is hung up in a
dry airy room or kitchen till dry, when it may be
packed in a chest with malt-dust between each part,

or it can retain its place, merely covering it with
paper, or place it in calico bags to keep the dust
off it. I have scarcely ever known bacon to turn
rancid after it has been put through this process, as
I attribute the rancidity to its being kept in too hot
a place. Ceres.

Leases and Agreements.—Let your coiTespon-
dent, "G. A. H. ," state more distinctly what he
means, when he writes of lime repaying "the cost
the very first year." [What was the cost of the
number of bushels applied, and of carting it 10 miles ?]

His answer for "requiring a tenant to bum 120 tons
of lime on to a certain fami every year," is, "because
I want my land left in good heart and good cultiva-

tion ;" but he does not inform us in what condition the
tenant received the land from his hands—was it like

"a sucked orange?*' If the preceding tenant was
" under agreement to draw certain quantities of lime
and superphosphate," and did so, "G. A. H."
might be right in expecting the incoming tenant to do'

so ; but why the last eight years, if, as he affirms, " I
do not think it {the land) ever forgets it (the lime) ?"

IVorthing, Sussex. [The lime may be a means of
squeezing the orange. Ed.]

Possible Produce of an Ear of Oats.— I have
received a bit of evidence to-day from "a looker-on,"
a stranger, in Scotland, for " G. A. H.," about heads
of Oats. The gentleman who sent this writes thus :

—

" I send you three heads of oats, taken out of a stack
this morning, on which, if you count small grains as
well as large, you will find considerably more than 630
grains." The oats are here, and I have counted them;
here is the sum total— 766 large ones, and 127 small
ones ; together, 893. William Smith, Wootston, Blctch-

ley Station, Bucks, Sept. 3. [We are offered an ear
with 245 grains.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Paris : The Crops in France.—The accounts from

the great agricultural centres are excellent, and particu-

larly from Lyons, in the neighbourhood of which an
almost magical change has taken place. A month
ago everything was parched up, now the fields are

brilliant with verdure ; all the growing crops exhibit
be published some important corrections, which I had

I
remarkable vigour. It would appear as if the plants
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had gained in vitality during tlie drought, and that

the sap was as abundant as in the spring.

The herbaceous crops e)shibit the createst activity

;

the meadows, lately almost as arid as the desert, are

covered with new grass ; the Lucerne has shot up 8 to

12 inches in a few days, and will be ready for cutting

before the month expires. Maize, Buckwheat— in

fact, all the supplementary green crops, are in admirable

condition. Food is therefore secured for the cattle

until the bad weather comes, and between this and

tlien will have acquired stamina to enable them to

support some deprivation during the winter, so that the

losses will most probably be infinitely less than were ex-

pected. Another favourable circumstance is that the crop

of late Potatos looks remarkably well. The amount of

fruit in the orchards is also considerable. At tlie same
time that the late crops are good the soil is well

moistened, and in capital condition for ploughing for

the autumnal sowing. The scarcity oflabourers is great,

but by pushing on the work actively with those who
remain, very little land will be allowed to remain

fallow. Tliese accounts are satisfactory, but France will

want all the produce she can possibly produce. Great

destruction has taken place, and there is no telling

what may follow. The German army is approach-

ing Paris, and the cattle and sheep are being brought

within the walls from all around,—the meadows of the

Bois de Boulogne are covered with them, and the

supply of grass there will not last long ; but forage as

well as all other necessaries for men and cattle are

being brought into the city in immense quantities : and

it is to be hoped that, should Paris be invested or

besieged, famine will not be added to the other

horrors of war.

It is impossible to say who are the greatest suf-

ferers by war, but certairily agriculturists are amongst
them, and must pray lor peace.

The case of the Vine growers is a peculiarly hard

one, as the greatest danger seems to be coming upon
us at the very period of the vintage. Immense destruc-

tion has doubtless been done in Alsace, and thence all

the way to Chalons, or nearly so ; and now it seems
highly probable that a great struggle may take place

in the plains of Champagne, where there is the finest

crop of Grapes that has been seen for years.

The Government has imported quantities of cereals

from the United States, and compressed hay from
Holland and other countries.

SA TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.
At the usual meeting of the Council of this Society

last week, the following was issued as a complete
list of the committees and stewards for the ensuing
year :

—
Publication Committee: Thomas Dyke Acland, M.P.

(Chairman). Hon. and Rev. S. Best. F. W. Dvmond,
Col. Luttrell. G. S. Poole, Lord Portman. Herbert
Williams.—Finance and Contracts Committee : H. Wil-
liams (Chairman).

J.
C. Ramsden, Clement Bush, Charles

Edwards. — Stock Prize-Sheet Committee : Col. Lut-
trell (Chairman), Thomas Danger, J. D. Davy. A. F.
M. Druce, T. Duckham, M. Farrant, Henry Fookes,
C, Gordon, John Gray, James Hole, T. Hussey. J. Webb
King. Col. Lennard, H. Middleton, E. F. Mills, W.
Rigden, J. S. Turner.—Implement Regulations Com-
mittee : j: E. Knollys (Chairman), Col. Deedes, Mark
Farrant, W. Froude, John Gray, Jonathan Gray, A. Gren-
fell, H. P. Jones, Colonel Lennard.—Judges' Selection
Committee : Col. Luttrell (Chairman), H. Fookes, John
Gray, C. Gordon, Thomas Hussey, Col. Lennard, W.
Wippell.^—Railway Arrangements Committee: W. Adair
Bruce (Chairman), Col. Brent. Sir J. T. E. Duckworth,
C. Gordon, Jonathan Grav, Col. Lennard, Sir M.
Ix)pes, Bart., M.P., S. Pitman. J. C. Ramsden. J.
R. Spiers. (With power to add to their number.)

—

Disquahfying Committee : John Gray (Chairman), the
Stewards of stock, and the Stewards of horses.—Arts and
Manufactures Committee : E. S. Drewe (Chairman) T.
D. Acland, M.P. (Vice-Chairman). Hon. and Rev. S. Best.
Col. Brent.

J.
Daw, R.R.M. Daw.Sir.J.T. B. Duckworth,

Bart., Jonathan Gray, Rt. Hon. Sir S. H. Northcote,
Bart., C.B.. M.P.; R. King Meade King,

J. E. Knollys,
Rev. T. Phillpotts. S. Pitman, W. R. Scott. P. P. Smith,
R. J, Spiers.

J.
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DEVONSHIRE.
The Agricultural Labourer.—Canon Girdlestone

some months ago read a paper on this subject before
this Society, to which we have not had an opportunity

of directing attention. We now give the following

abridged report. He said :

—

I stoutly protest against allowing differences of

opinion on public matters to interfere with the kind-

ness and courtesies of private life. Thus, in this

matter of the agricultural labourer, I am quite sure we
all wish the same result, though we may differ as lo

the means of attaining it. We wish to do the best we
can for the labourer, though, perhaps, we are not all

quite agreed what is the best ; and many differ still

more widely as to the ways which lead to it, I, then,

having my own opinions on this subject, propose to

give you a short description of the agricultural labourer

as I think he ought to be, leaving you, in the discussion

which will follow, to decide whether my picture is

correctly drawn, and how far it is realised here and
elsewhere.

First, as regards the home of the labourer. We
have most of us more or less some good horses of our

own, and we are no doubt anxious that they should do
a good day's work, and do it well and cheerfully. In

order to do this one of the first things we do is to

secure a good stable. A cold, draughty stable, or a stable

low, small, badly ventilated, and badly drained, or

one in which, without any separation of stalls, all our

horses would be huddled together, is there any one of

us but, putting all views of humanity out of the ques-

tion, and merely with reference to our own advantage,

would at once say, " With such a stable my horses are

more likely to be in the hands of the farrier than of the

ploughman, with such a state of things I shall get no

work done ?
'* It is exactly the same with the human

animal. Laying aside both Christian and moral con-

siderations, a healthy and comfortable home is essential

to the efficiency of the working man, and is conse-

quently of as much importance to the employer as to

the employed. The following is my idea of the sort

of home a labourer ought to have, if he is to be able

to do a really good day's work. A house well roofed,

drained, and ventilated, and floored, with a fireplace

in every room, and every window made to open, with

downstairs a good family room, with handy grate,

oven, and boiler, and a scullery at the back, with door

to the garden, with upstairs never less than three, and

if possible four bedrooms, with a good garden round

it, a pigstye, and other conveniences so constructed

and screened as to be decent in appearance as well

as in reality. The labourer's home should be on the

farm if possible, or at any rate as near as can be to his

work. A long walk to and from his work is most

exhausting to the labourer, and very unnecessarily so,

and of course at the same time most damaging to the

farmer, who wants the whole strength of those who
work for him, and to whom it is of great importance

that they should be fresh when they come upon the

farm. A moderately sized Potato ground, in addition

to the garden, is a great advantage to the labourer ;

whereas if too large it is apt to embarrass and over-

fatigue him. If to some one or two cottages on each

farm there were also added a cowshed, with facility

of pasturage for a cow, and these cottages were reserved

as prizes for the most skilled, industrious, and thrifty

labourers, the employer would reap as much advantage

as the labourer himself from the improved character of

both workmen and work, to which such sort of emula-

tion, wherever scope has been given for it, has always

led, and is sure to lead. This, then, is my idea of an

agricultural labourer's home. As far as providing such

a home is concerned it is of course almost entirely a

landlord's question. But I have no hesitation in saying,

nevertheless, that if I were a farmer, laying aside all

regard for the labourer and with a view to my own
advantage alone, I should no more think of taking a

farm without stipulating for proper and healthy

labourers' homes upon it, than I should of being

content with stables and cowhouses of such a sort as

would be sure to make my horses and cattle unhealthy

and unprofitable. The farmers have only to be

awakened to a sense of this matter in its true light, and
to act upon their knowledge, and the landlords must

yield. The result will be for the labourers, decent,

healthy, comfortable homes ; for the farmers, stauncli,

more skilled, industrious, and contented labourers.

I pass on from the home of the labourer to his work.

This ought, as far as possible, to consist of piece-work.

I say as far as possible, because I am well aware of the

difficulty there is in bringing many agricultural opera-

tions under the denomination of piece-work. Never-
theless, many of those difficulties may by perseverance

and good management be overcome, and for his own
sake, as well as in the interest of those who work for

him, it is well worth the farmer's while to overcome
them ; for until human nature is very much changed

from what it is now, labourers will be found, even

without reference to age, to differ very widely from
each other. Physical strength and power of endurance,

skill, industry, a desire to do an honest day's work, and
many other particulars, are points in which there is sure

to be an immense amount of difference. Yet, unless

the amount of a man's earnings depend upon the

amount of work done, it is difficult to see how to avoid

paying all these various characters of labourers exactly

the same amount of wages, and so inflicting on the

farmer both a present and a prospective loss, by getting

now a less amount of work than he ought for his

money, and discouraging improvement in the class for

the time to come. It is very important also for all

parties, that in every case in which a system of day-

work is adopted, the number of hours constituting a

day's work should be definitely settled and understood,

and that an account of all after-time employment should

be accurately kept, and paid for, not by beer or cider

or other refreshment, except, perhaps, in time of

harvest, but in money, and in the proportion it bears to

a day's work. Now that threshing is almost entirely

done by machinery, it is very difficult to provide wet-

weather work for agricultural labourers. Yet when
the immense loss of income, which in the changeable

cbmate of Great Britain, and specially in the western

counties, accrues to the labourer from bad weather,

unless paid by the week, with no deduction for wet

days, and the difficulty in which the loss involves him,

are considered, it will be obvious that a farmer who
wishes his labourers to have well-nourished powerful

bodies and minds, free from anxiety, will do his best to

secure them against the possibility of many day's forced

idleness in the course of a year— involving, of course,

short commons for themselves and families.

Next to work comes wages. In the North of Eng-

land wages are paid almost entirely in kind, and the

result is pronounced by the Women and Children

Employment Commissioners to be very good. But
then this system is in that locality connected with

hiring by the year, the keep of a cow, involving

abundance of milk, and many other substantial

advantages, which there is no time to mention now,
but a full report of which will be found in the report of

the Commissioners. Unless the whole system were
adopted in full, the same results could not be expected

to follow. And in general, considering the many
abuses to which a system of payment in kind is open,

I am still of opinion, as I always have been, that the

safest and best way for all parties concerned is to pay

wages wholely and solely in the coin of the realm.

The worst of all ways is to pay wages in cider or beer.

This is nothing more or less than to whet the appetite

for a further supply at the public-house. Liquor does

not strengthen, it only stimulates. If taken in excess,

it debilitates and destroys. Not cider or beer, but

beef, is the best manufacturer of muscle. A Devon
Potato and cider-fed man, with six months' York-

shire beef in his belly, has been found able to do
what he never in his native county could do—as

good a day's work as a Yorkshireman born

and bred. To the use of cider in the place of

a solid nutritious food in the West of England, may be
attributed in great measure the rheumatic attacks which

cripple up so many of our labourers in the prime of

life. The weekly allowance of cider to a Devonshire

labourer is valued at from u. (3d. to Zs. Now it is

clear that out of wages of 9.?., lOi-., or even I2j.

a-week, this is far too much for a married man with a

family to spend in drink for himself alone. If given in

money instead of in liquor, it would in nine cases out

of ten be spent on beef for himself and family, and be

vastly more beneficial to all parties, including the

farmer, whose object is of course to have able-bodied

labourers, with minds free from the anxieties caused by
sick wives and children. It may be objected that the

labourers are many of them opposed to such a change.

So many of them are opposed to the introduction of

machinery or any other rational improvement. Our
duty is to teach them better, to do at any rate what we
know is our duty to them, and they will soon find out

that we are consulting their real interest at the same
time. I know one large employer of labour in South

Devon, whose men as they go to work all leave an

empty can at the house, in size proportioned to the

number of their families, and on their return in the

evening take it away filled with milk as an addition to

their wages. Milk is a most wholesome and nutritious

diet for any one, but especially for children, and makes
the use of rice, another cheap and nutritious article of

diet, possible, because palatable. In the midst of

plenty of milk, however, there is in most cases no

article of diet more scarce or difficult of attainment to

the labourer. In my own neighbourhood, generally

speaking, he cannot get it at any price. The farmer

who follows the example above described, or if he

cannot afford to give the milk to his labourers at least

lets them buy as much as they want at cost price, will

not only much benefit those who work for him, but will

find his own account in a stronger race of men. Wages
ought to be paid never less frequently than once a

week, and at a stated hour : at an early hour if paid on

Saturday, though Friday, as giving the wife a b-

opportunity of spending the money thriftily, is
-'

better day for payment. Wages, for obvious'^^

should never be paid at a public-house. Tho "^'

afraid it will be difficult to persuade mar'"^"™

hearers to that effect, yet I feel sure that if, '^
case of domestic servants, no deduction for ba

^

^

or sickness were made from the wages of at "^"T

labourers except perhaps to the amount receiv^T^^

sickness from a benefit society, the farm '"S

save as much in poor rate as he would lose
'"

He would also gain as much as almost th**^^*

would gain, by the comparative immunity ) ""^^

and long-continued sickness, from want <

nourishment in which large and repeated <?P^^

from wages almost always involve the labo'

above stated, I advocate a system of piece-w.

ever it is possible. But where this is impossi .

^^
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must often be the case, why should not there be paid,

to some more and to others less, wages according to

their ability and skill, as is the case in almost every

other trade and profession ? The paying all—good or

bad, skilled and unskilled, mdustrious and idle—alike,

is a plan which must surely have been invented on
purpose to keep all agricultural labourers on the same
dull dead level, and to deprive them of all encourage-

ment to improve themselves. Almost all of us, no
matter what our employment is, need a stimulus, or

else we are apt to sink into mediocrity. Now it is not

to be expected, of course, that farmers should pay their

labourers more than the market price. But if the

market prices were raised by an improvement in the

character of the labourer, the farmer, though he should

pay higher wages, would find a more than coiTespond-

ing advantage in more work done, by fewer hands.

The character and habits of the labourer must next
be considered, and that these should be of the right

sort is fully as important for the farmer as for the
labourer himself. If labourers are idle, drunken,
unthi-ifty, always on the verge of the Union, and often

in it, in debt and difficulty, with bodies debilitated by
intemperance and the substitution of stimulating drink
for wholesome nutritious food, and minds never free

from the anxiety which is the sure accompaniment of
an unhappy home and a neglected family—except the
poor victims themselves, who suffer more than those
who employ them— who, on the other hand, is a
greater gainer than the farmer, if having in his employ
a lot of labourers the very reverse of those above
diescribed ? It is clearly to the interest of the farmer,
even at a little sacrifice, to do all he can to encourage
habits of thrift and industry amongst his labourers.

Pronounce decidedly against all sotting at the public
house. Never let an act of drunkenness or dishonesty
be overlooked. Make it a rule, if possible, that
labourers should belong to some friendly society,

established on sound principles, in which old-age pay
Its well as sick pay and funeral expenses are provided
for. Make known the rules and advantages of the
Post Office Savings Bank, and give every possible
encouragement to make use of it. Let farmers' wives
and daughters, in conjunction with the clergy and their

families, take a personal active interest in clothing and
blanket clubs and mothers' meetings, as being all of
them more or less instrumentalities which tend to the
formation of thrifty habits.

One *ay in which labourers incur much unnecessary
less is connected with small village shops. It not un-
ffequently happens—owing, perhaps not to the shop-
keepers, but to those who supply them—that the goods
sold in these are very much adulterated as well as dear,
and that when long credit is given the accounts are not
kept as accurately as could be wished

; yet the
labourer, being' in debt, even though he is fully aware
of the disadvantage at wliich he is laying out his small
amount of wages, has no alternative but to continue
his custom. There is no better antidote to this than
a good co-operative store in every village. These in
London and all our large provincial towns are found to

be of the greatest advantage, not only to the working
classes, but even to the middle classes and gentry.
Wherever the same system has been tried in small
towns andvillages, it hasbeensuccessful. Not onlybythis
means are unadulterated articles at low prices secured,
but, ready money being an essential part of the system,
habits of debt are discountenanced, and the labourers,
as many of them as fake shares in the stores, find the
advantage of such investment so great, as to discipline
them to waste their money in other ways. A co-
operative store, in which all the inhabitants of a parish
should join together for the purchase of the necessaries
of rife, would be equally beneficial to all classes ; would
enable farmers as well as labourers to lay out their
money (o the best advantage, as well as encourage
thrifty habits in all. After all, however, there is

nothing which so much tends to degrade and
pauperise the labourer as the habit which to such
an alarming extent prevails almost everywhere,
of dependence on the Poor-law. Had there
never been a Poor-law in this country there would
have been no paupers. Tlie really poor, and sick, and
afflicted, the deserving poor—if I may use the term in

contradistinction to the word pauper—those whose
condition is owing to no fault of their own but to

pauses over which they had no control—and the
ber of such persons is comparatively small, would

have oe^ much more amply and cheerfully provided
for than rjow by voluntary benevolence, the genial flow
of which (would not then, as now, have been checked
by the in piscriminate and compulsory maintenance of
the undeserving, many in number, as well as the
deserving few. The time, it may be hoped, is not far

distant, when the growing feeling of the country will

be realise i by the abolition of the Poor-law. This,
which, to an extent which cannot be contemplated
without al arm, demoralises the working classes, presses
hard upon the employers, and even to a certain extent
tends to demoralise them, for it tempts them, often

through mistaken kindness, to the expedient—which is

fatal alikt: to the independence and wellbeing of all

pai'ties concerned—of keeping wages low, with the
relieving c )fficer as the resort in sickness and old age ;

whereas a better scale of remuneration for work done
would be more than repaid to the employer by the

absence of all call for poor rates, and the labourer

would be roused by the certainty that if he did not out

of his increased resources lay by for a time of need, he
could have no legal claim to relief.

\Vlio is bold enough to deny that a class of labourers,

such as I have above described, would be a gain both
to themselves and to their employers ? Nothing would
render greater assistance to the fonnation of such a

class of labourers than education. I am no advocate
for over-education. But to be able to make out and
cast up a bill, to write a well expressed, correctly

spelt, and legible letter, and above all to read with
fluency, ease and pleasure, so as to be disposed and
able to acquire all such information as is necessary for

the formation of the character and habits above de-

scribed, as well as becoming a skilled workman, is in

the advanced and continually advancing condition of

agriculture quite indispensable. Whereas, some fifty

years ago, or even less, land was cultivated on nearly

the same system as had prevailed for centuries before,

and which required from the labourer neither skill nor

knowledge, at the present time agriculture has become
a science, and' a labourer who has some knowledge of

the principles on which the science is based, and skill

the handling of the intricate machinery by which
human nature is now so largely supplemented, is much
more valuable to his employer. Mr. Edwin Chadwick,
in his address on the opening of the last session of the

National Association for the Promotion of Social

Science, goes so far as to say (p. 21) :
—"jThere are

probably more sound mechanical inventions and labour

saving processes unused, than there are used in agriad-

ture, and the barrier to their use is the ignorance of the

working classes." The former has as much interest in

the education of the labourer's children as the labourer

himself has.

I say to the farmer, then, determine, even at a small

present sacrifice, though I liardly think any sacrifice at

all will be involved in doing so, to employ no children

except they can bring a certificate from a competent

authority that they can at least read fluently, write a

good hand, and know enough of arithmetic to make
out and cast up 'a bill. Never tempt them by offers of

k to leave school till they have Iiad time to acquire

at least the above amount of education. Rather make
a condition with those labourers w-hom you employ,

that they mu.st from the earliest age send their children

to school. Do not tempt the mothers away to work in

the fields, to run on errands, and so force them to

keep their children at home to mind the house and the

baby. Home is the place for wives and mothers,

ichool for cliildren. Field-work after a given age, and
when they can read, wrrte, and keep accounts, is the

sphere for boys, domestic service fbr girls. Not only

after such previous teaching will they be more skilled

in their several spheres, but, which tends even more
perhaps to their value as ser\'ants, they will be

more likely to be sober, industrious, and trust-

ivoithy. This holds still more good as regards

rehgious instruction. Put no obstacle—such, for

instance, as work not absolutely necessary—in the

way of a labourer and his family keeping the

Sabbath and attending his place of worship. Rather

give Mm any encouragement to do this, and to send

his children to Sunday school'. Where a certain

amount of Sunday work, as for instance tending of

cattle and sheep, must be done, the farmer, who is

alive to the value of having a religious man in his

employ, will arrange, as far as possible, that each of

his labourers should take his turn, and so none entirely

miss the blessing of the Sabbath. In those parishes,

ivhich in different parts of the country are not few in

number, in which the farmers, their wives, and daugh-

ters take a personal interest and part in these matters

—

teaching in the Sunday school, visiting the day school,

noticing the needlework aifid knitting, and in al'ways,

by precept and example and personal interest, by

encouraging, with little presents and acts of kindness,

the parents and children who are domg their duty in

these respects, and so setting a mark upon those who
neglect it—it is wonderful what a rapid and steady

improvement there is in the character of the agricul-

tural labourer, and, consequently, in the cultivation of

the land and the prosperity of the farm. There is

nothing better for maintaining and' carrying forward

the amount of education required at school than good

loan libraries of interesting and instructive books.

None should be allowed to take the books out except

members, and the rate of subscription for membershi|)

should, of course, be less fbr labourers than for others.

I have now as far as time permits, though necessarily

very shortly and' imperfectly, sketched out to you what,

as regards his home, his work, his wages, his moral

character, hrs religions and secular training and' educa-

tion—the six features which appear most prominent in

his position—the agricultural labourer ought, in my
opinion, to be. We are all agreed, I am sure, as I

have hinted before, on the value of a well stabled, fed,

groomed, and trained horse, or on the shortsightedness

of the policy of those who in any way neglect their

horses or other stock. A labourer, such as I have above

described, is equally, or even more valuable, both as a

more effective servant, as a saving of that which, of all

burdens, is the most oppressive to the fanner—the

poor rate, and as facilitating the use of machinery, and

so making a higher class of cultivation possible with

fewer hands, and, consequently, less cost. Moreover,
unless the condition of the agricultural labourer be
brought up to, and maintained more or less at, the

mark above described, with the present facilities for

emigration, and the earnest desire of the colonies—as
more than once expressed to me by those eminent
ex-colonial governors, .Sir William Denison and Sir

George Grey—to possess themselves of our best agri-

cultural labourers, the backbone of the country is

sure to leave it, and nothing remain but what is

nearly worn out. Is it likely that a young,
healthy, intelligent labourer, who on landing m
Australia would be eagerly sought for at three times
the wages he gets here, with an active wife who would
nearly double his own earnings, will forego all these

immediate advantages, with the certainty, moreover,
after a few years' service, of a fai-m of his own, and
chng to a few shillings a week wages, a tumble-down
cottage, and the Union for his home as soon as he is

crippled up with rheumatism or premature age by
over-toil and unwholesome food—is it likely that he
will sit still simply because a not after all very un-
pleasant voyage of a few weeks separates him from a
land which, when he reaches it, he will find as rich in

soil and better in climate than that which he leaves,

while constant communication with the old country
may be maintained by post and telegraph ? Is it wise
in landowners and farmers to sit still, instead of doing
all in their power to stay this exodus, as long at least as

there is room in old England ? Would it not be far

wiser to endeavour to attach these most valuable

servants to home by making home something more
like what it would be if they emigrated to Australia ?

I do not offer any opinion as to how far the labourers

in this district come up to tlie mark sketched by me.
This is a matter of which you, my hearers, are the best

judges. All I say is, that, as a mere matter of pounds,
shillings and pence, it would pay well everywhere to

bring them up to this mark.

Farmers' Clubs.
Athy : On the Management of Hedge Fences.—Mr.

George Dodds, forester to his Grace the Duke of

Leinster, read the following paper on this subject :

—

There is no fence more generally in use in the culti-

vated districts of Britain than the Thorn hedge ; and
considering its permanent nature as a fence upon good
land, it is certainly the best adapted lor all purposes

where a neat and clothed appearance is the object. I

have heard it said that a straggling, untrimmed hedge
betokened a system of thriftless husbandry. I would
consider the condition of a hedge iu a farmer's eye

should be impenetrability, regularity, and occupance of

the least possible space ; but I find that none of these

three points have been paid much attention to in this

district. The soil upon which the Thoi^n as a hedge
fence tiirives best, and in which it is likely to live to a
great age, is a heavy loam upon a dry bottom. In all

light soils, such as moss, sand, or gravel. Thorns are

very apt to die suddenly, if not attended to in the way
of cutting and cleaning once a year at least. In the

formation of a liedge fence many recommend the prac-

tice of manuring poor, light soils for the reception of

Thorn plants ; this I by no means approve of, as I

have had occasion to obsei've hedges which were
planted with manure grow freely for the first two or

three years after planting, but as soon as the manure
lost its effect upon the plants, they fell into a bad state

of health, and in the course of a few years from the

time of planting such a hedge was much inferior to one
which received no manure, upon the same soil and
situation. The best manure for Thoms in a light soil

is a good dressing of clay or heavy loam if it can posp

sibly be got, and if that cannot be had, plant them ill

the natural soil, and pay particular attention to keeping

clean in summer, and cutting in autrimn or spring.

In the planting of Thorn hedges two methods are

generally practised, according as the soil may be damp
or dry. The one method is that of planting the hedge
on the brow of an open, ditch, made at the same time

for the purpose of keeping the roots of the hedge dry ;

but I need scarcely mention tliis, as the method has
been generally practised in this district ; the other

method is that of pfenting the hedge upon the surface

of the soil, without any ditch w-hatever, ai\d either of

these methods may be adopted according to circum-

stances. I am decidedly in favour of the latter method,,

as being the most neat and feast expensive in erecting,

as well as taking up much less room in the field ; and,

where the soil is dry, it thrives equally as well. In
the training up of a hedge, when the object is that of

liaving a firm and compact fence capable of resisting

the ordinary efforts of cattle, the best mode is that of

keeping the ground under the hedge plants clean from'

all weeds, as this secures the health of the hedge in

the under parts, and allows it to spread down to the

vei-y ground ; otherwise, when -weeds are allowed to

grow under the hedge, it soon becomes bare and naked

of branches, and proves always open and weak there.

In the cleaning of hedge fences, it is also an object 01

great importance to dig the ground, and keep

the same clear of weeds at least i foot beyond the

drip of the hedge on each side, as this secures a

free current of air passing through, without which

a fence is sure to become bare in the under

part. Having said this much as to keeping clean
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all hedge.ifences, I have next to say that, in training-

up a hedge, when the object is to have a finn compact

fetrce, capable of resisting cattle, the great point is,

after that of keeping clean, to cut the fence yearly,

according to a given form, and this form must in all

cases be regulated by the situation in which the fence

grows, by the abject in view, and in a great measure

by the taste of the proprietor. I have already said that

it is necessary to cut hedge fences yearly, and T believe

there are very few practical men who have had their

attention directed to the rearing of such fences but will

agree with me on this point. The difference is seen at

once between a hedge cut yearly and one that is not

cut. Hedges, from being regidarly cut, are kept close

in texture from bottom to top, and are generally healthy

and long-lived compared' with others not regularly

cut. In the cutting of hedges they will increase in

height and breadth of their own accord, under the best

system of cutting, seeing that in the act of cutting the

annual shoots there is always a short piece left at the

base of every yoimg shoot. A hedge in course of a

number of years, however well kept, generally out-

grows itself, from the cause I have already stated, and

this state of a hedge is easily known by its loose habit,

and of an open overgrown appearance.

There is no way of renewing a hedge in this state but

that of cutting it in, or what is termed ribbing. This

ribbing consists of stripping the hedge of its side

branches, and allowing it to make new wood all over.

In ribbing the hedge all the lateral branches must be

cut upwards, to within 4 inches of the main stems of

the hedge,- upon each side, and the hedge over aU

should also be reduced in height to about 3 feet. In

this case I am speaking of hedges that have been under

a regular system of cutting. It should also be kept in

view, in the case of ribbing in a hedge, that the operation

should be done at a period when the field is under farm

crop, and when there is to be no sheep or other cattle

grazing for a year or two in the field where the hedge

iSj as they are sure to injure it by eating the young

shoots as they grow ; besides, their wool and grease is

injurious to the welfare of a hedge so closely cut in.

The ribbing maybe done at any time of the year, but I

would prefer it being done between the months of

November and April. In reference to the great majority

of the hedges round about this district, 1 say that the

greater part of them would not be sufficiently renewed

by ribbing. In order to renew such hedges the plants

would require to be all cut down within about 6 inches

of the ground, observing at the same time to make all

the cuts upwards. When this is done, and the rubbish

removed, the ground should all be well cleaned, and

dug to the breadtlr of about iS inches on each side of

the hedge, and all gaps among the old stumps planted

up with new or young plants. In planting up with

young plants I would recommend that young Thorns,

or Quicks, as they are generally termed, should not be

used in such cases, as they never succeed well among
old Thorns, but in cases of this kind use Beech plants,

as they generally thrive well among old Thorns.

There are four forms of hedge fences generally

adopted in Scotland—namely, the wedge-shaped, the

full-sided, the square-shaped, and the upright. The
wedge-shaped is the best form where snow is apt to

prevail, and it is also the form which is by far the

simplest to keep in order, in the way of cutting. The
full-sided is the most common form in all agricultural

districts, for which it is very well adapted ; for by its

bulging sides it is not easily approached too close, or

injured by stock of any kind ; but it is vei-y apt to go
out of order, and overgrow itself if not under skilful

and good management : excellent specimens of this

form of hedge are to be seen on his Grace the Duke of

Hamilton's estate, in Lanarkshire, Scotland. I con-

sider the square-shaped hedge is only adapted for a

gentleman's home or pleasure gi'ounds ; but I find

when hedges have been paid any attention to in this

district, this is the form that has been generally adopted.

It is all very well to have a fence of this kind round a

garden, where it may be well kept, but as a general

fence it is the most liable to become overgrown and
useless. The upright hedge is an admirable fence, and
is well adapted for pleasure ground scenery, but not at

all for a farm or field fence. For my own part, I con-

sider the wedge-shaped and the full-sided forms the

best that can be adopted for usefulness, and the other

two I consider merely ornamental forms, but well

adapted for producing extra shelter upon pleasure

grounds.

In the event of any farmer rooting up any of his

hedges for the purpose of making two fields into one,

as the case may be, and when plants are healthy, I

would recommend him to fill up any vacant spaces in

any other of his hedges, providing the plants were

carefully dealt with, as I have seen several instances

of this experiment tried, which were always attended

with great success, I shall here give an instance or

two that has come more particularly under my own
observation :—When acting as assistant forester upon
the Marquis of Bute's estate, in the island of Bute,

we transplanted several hedges from thirty years'

growth and upwards, and after removing one of them
a mile and a half from the place where it originally

grew, in the following summer it would not have been
known that it had been transplanted ; also when act-

ing as forester upon the Lee estate, Lanarkshire, the

property of Sir Norman M. Lockhart, Bart., we
transplanted a mixed Thorn and Beech hedge, over

fifty years' growth, nearly half a mile in length, and

removed it to a higher and more exposed situation

than where it originally gi'ew, and in the following

season, after transplanting, we had not fifty dead

plants out of the whole line of fence transplanted.

So I have no hesitation in recommending the trans-

planting of Thorn hedges of any age and in any situa-

tion. But in all cases of transplanting Thorn hedges

the ground should be perfectly di7 to secure ultimate

success, and the cut made for the reception of the

plants should be large in proportion to the size of the

ball, say from I to 2 feet wider than the ball of the

plants. Tlie best time I consider for transplanting

Thorn hedges is the months of January or Febraaiy^

—

any time during fresh weather. In making these

few remarks I appeal to the farmers of this district,

and more especially to the tenants upon his Grace the

Duke of Leinster's estate, to try and make some im-

provement upon their hedge fences, as the greater

part of them are in a very neglected state ; and I am
sure that any observing person in passing through

this district could not fail of being struck with the

state of the hedges upon the different farms, considering

the high state of cultivation of the land in general.

And I am sure that Mr. Hamilton, his Grace's agent,

would give the tenants every encouragement m the

improvement of their hedge fences.

Discussion.

Mr. Low : Did I understand you to say that hedges

planted without manure are better than those \wth

Mr. DODDS : A hedge planted with manure will grow

very well for a few years, but it will then stand still. If a

hedge is planted even on poor land, by paying attention

to the trimming it will grow.
Mr. Low said he considered the Irish system, which

prevailed in that neighbourhood, was the best ; for the

fence was made of a good sloping bank, with the plants

growing over it, which thus gave excellent shelter to

cattle ; and it was by planting the roots in the bank,

where they had room to spread, that the hedge grew

lu.xuriantly. A fence planted on the flat never could give

that shelter to cattle which the hedges made on the Irish

system in the neighbourhood of Athy csjn give. A good

bank was made, and the surface was taken out of the gripe

and tlirown upon it frequently. The plants on this bank

had plenty of room to spread themselves ;
whereas, if

planted on tlie flat, and the roots get no surface in wlrich

to spread, there was a failure. The system adopted there

was a most successful one of growing Thorns. They had
there a grip on one side, the bank, and the hedge to give

shelter in winter. Where there was a sheep walk, and the

hedge was planted on the flat, there was no shelter at all,

no matter how high it grew ; while, by the other way, if a

storm came, the stock had the benefit of the grip, the

bank, and the hedge, which made the wind break over

them far into the field.

Mr. DoDDS ; If a man pays attention to a hedge on the

flat it will grow for him.

Mr. Low : But the root has not the same hold at all.

It will grow twice as well if you give it surface to spread

its roots in. Besides, you have to go to such expense

with a hedge planted on the flat. You have to put up
wire fencing, and have no shelter from it at the best of

times. I don't think that would be an advantageous

system in this part of the country. The Irish way of

planting gives regular shelter to the stock on the farm.

Mr. DOKAN ; It would take 50 years to have a fence on

the flat.

Mr. CoNOLLY : Ay, and three fifties. A fence made in

the other way would cost more than a stone wall.

Mr. Low : The system Mr. Dodds has advocated does

very well in Scotland, where it is all tillage land. In this

country it does not accomplish the good that a bank does,

with a grip on one side and the hedge planted in the bank.

Mr. CONOLLY said, where a hedge is not well kept, it

looks very bad. The plan spoken of by Mr. Low was the

better plan, and he himself could give an illustration of

the truth of his words. Whoever had land at Corbally,

as he had, would say there were no finer fences in the

countr)'. There was not better shelter for cattle within 50
miles round, and they were made exactly as Mn Low
speaks of Go into any of these fields, and they would see

that the catUe could never be at a loss for a warm place.

In the severest time of winter they were fully as warm as

if in the house, and one wovJd think they were house-fed

catde. In fact, they scarcely ever bring them into a house
;

still, they look as clean and as fat as if fed in the house.

Mr. Davidson : There is a great deal of that due to

the grass, Mr. Conolly (laughter).

Mr. Conolly : And to the shelter, too. Any of our-

selves would look very queer, if, after a good supper, we
had to go into a cold bed ; and what is true of oiu-selves

is true also of the brute creation.

Mr. Dodds : If a hedge planted on the flat is let grow
five or six feet, then trimmed shortly and regularly, it

will become a good hedge.

Mr. Doean : When will you have it a good hedge, and

what would it cost you ?

Mr. Dodds : What would those big banks of earth cost

you? There would be more expense in putting up those

big banks of earth than in planting on the flat.

|[otrtts 0f gff0ks.
Description of a New Method of Treating the

Sewage of Towns. By John Hart. Simpkin,

Marshal & Co.

Mr. Hart proposes to "purify" the sewage, i.e., to

remove suspended matters from it, by a cleverly devised

set of concentric settling tanks. The water thus

clarified will, he believes, be tenfold easier than before

to deal with upon land by ordinary irrigation, for the

abatement of its nuisance. He is probably right in

supposing that it will be less difficult to distribute

evenly, but he is wrong in supposing that the suspended

matters are a valuable manure, and he is wrong in'

supposing that it is the interest of towns to concentrate

tlie work of deodorisation on the plan he recommends.

It is their interest to adopt a system which shall distri-

bute the filth over as much land as possible. We
would abandon all the niceties and refinements of

management recommended by Mr. Hart and otlier

writers. Having a large water supply and very dilute

sewage, we should regard as an advantage rather than

otherwise ; and ordinary irrigation of such sewage over

drained land of fair quality and tolerable porosity will,

we doubt not, ultimately be found to convert the

drainage of our towns into money at the rate of 54-.

a head per annum for each of the inhabitants.

The following extract conveys the substance of

Mr. Hart's leading argtmient :

—

" The limited use hitherto made of the liquid refuse of

towns for agricultural purposes may be considered to

arise chiefly from the diflioultics attending the processes of

its application. Unless tracts of nearly level land have

been obtainable, a large outlay has been often incurred

in producing the form of surface supposed to be indis-

pensable.
" It has also been insisted on, that under drainage is

unnecessary, or even prejudicial to land on which irriga-

tion is to be carried out. However that may be, it is

highly conducive to the success of the plan now to be

described, as it enables the soil to absorb the virtue from a

larger quantity of fluid than it would if no drainage

existed ; while whatever water is received into the drains

themselves becomes so well filtered as to be more
thoroughly purified' than by any means hitherto employed

on a' large scale.
" In the neighbourhood of towns there is usually

abundance of cultivated ground (possessing thorough

drainage, and with a more or less undulating surface), the

occupiers of which will gladly avail themselves of sewage,

if it can be had in reasonable quantities at short notice,

and of any degree of strength.
" To apply liquid in a cheap manner to farms that have

not undergone an expensive preparation, it is essential

that a large area be available for its occasional use on a

part only, when and where experience proves it to be

most desirable. If such is not the case, periods will

occur at which it is impossible to utilise the supply with

the regularity with which it is proiluccd. An understand-

ing between several farmers is therefore likely to facilitate

the introduction of such a system in a neighbourhood, the

expense of superintendence and regulation being (if pro-

perty managed) so trifling that many will gladly avail

themselves of a benefit the mention of which is now suffi-

cient to prejudice them against it.

" Supposing such an understanding to exist, it would

be necessary to appoint a manager having the control of

the supply of liquid, whose duty it would be to see that

none should run to waste, and that each farmer should

have as much as desired when most suitable to himself

and the other associated members.
" One of the obstacles at present attending the disposal

of sewage is the tendency of the channels conveying it to

become partly silted tip by offensive deposit. The
remedy usually resorted to is that of giving them a con-

siderable inchnation, a.nd using stops or sluices at

frequent intervals; but a worse evil then ensues, as

their form is rapidly changed by the current, and con-

stant attention becomes necessary to keep them in work-

ing order.
" It is possible however to convey sewage as far as is

desired, if the heaviest part of the suspended matter is

previously removed. This may be effected by one of the

circular purifiers already described, but it must be borne

in mind that its present object is not to remove all often-

sive matters, but simply to take out those which would

impede its flow. An apparatus of comparatively small

size is sufficient for this purpose : for instance, the one

shown as large enough for a population of 1000, when
little subsequent treal ment is used, becomes under this

plan suitable for from 5000 to 7000, yet still leaves a great

part of the fertilising property in the fluid, to enrich the

land to which it is applied."

Farm Memoranda.
HOVEEINGHAM, l^JoTTS.—The question as to how

best to apply steam-power to the cultivation of the soil

is interesting to all. For many years I have worked

hard to find out how to do it, and I have completely

succeeded, for at the end of my 15 years' practice I

find that I can make a good clean seed-bed for Wheat
on my heavy clay land for 6s. Sd. per acre, and for the

next year's crop. Beans, on the same land, the cost of

seed-bed is only 7-r. per acre, or los.
,
according to

circumstances. How to teach others to do this is the

next question, and quite as interesting as the former
;

to me it is a very heavy task, for, although I have

repeatedly told you and the world how I have done it,

I am almost daily receiving letters of inquiry upon the

subject ; occasionally people come and look at Wool-

ston for themselves, and now and then I am pressed

into other districts to give my opinion as to how best to

apply the power upoiii these soils. The following

instance is one :

—

In June last, after a couple of letters of inquiiy,

Mr. Nail, of Hoveringham, Nottinghamshire, with a

practical friend of his, visited Woolston. I took them

all round and through soime of the fields of com. The

result was an order for a ,set of Woolston tackle to be

delivered this month. Before starting this tackle

nothing would do but I must go down and give my
opinion, after seeing the land, as to how best to apply
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it. So on Monday last I started, giving the whole of

yesterday to the inspection of the fami, &c. Now, if

you will kindly publish what I have to say, you will

help me to explain to many others, as well as to Mr.
Nail, how best to apply steam-power to the cultivation

of the soil.

Mr. Nail is a retired Manchester man, and rents the

farm of Mr. Franklin, of Hoveringham, not only for

amusement, but for the improvement of the land.

Hoveringham is midway between Nottingham and
Lincoln. The farm contains 325 acres, of which 122

acres are in permanent grass, mainly good grass land
;

56 acres of arable land are upon a deep, cool gravel,

with here and there a patch of dry burning soil

and the rest, 147 acres, are upon the hill, a red clay

soil.

The 147 acres of red clay land are divided into 12

fields; therefore average about 12 acres. There is

nothing objectionable in the shape of either of them,
but the lot of land they cover is very objectionable,

and so is the Twitch with which they are overrun, for

steam-culture means clean farming ; and so long as all

this lot of hedges is retained the seeds of Twitch are

liable to be blown from them, and so are bits of Twitch
liable to be dragged from them in many ways, and
thus get planted upon heath land. In some of the

hedges there is a lot of trees that spoil the com on
three or four yards on each side of the hedge ; and, in

addition to this, there are trees standing in one of the

ploughed fields, to plague the men when working the

steam-power cultivator. Landlords must look to this.

That is their part, for they must clear these nuisances
out of the way of steam cultivation.

There are three homesteads upon the farm, and they
are pretty well situated lo the land to allow of a reduc-

tion of horses, especially the homestead upon the hill

on the clay land. Thirteen horses have been kept to

work this farm, but, in anticipation of the introduction

of steam-power, three have been sold ofi, and two
others are to be sold off at once. The five will, I am
told, make ^100. The cost of the set of Smith's tackle

(just purchased and delivered yesterday), including a
lo-horse power engine, :i combined ridger and subsoiler,

and a five-tined smasher, is ^^446 ; deduct from this

the ;^ioo for five horses to be sold off, the extra capital

needed is only ^346.
The mode of cropping on the gravel land has been

roots. Barley, Clover, Wheat, Beans, or Teas, and
Wheat or Oats. This cropping will be continued and
will work well under steam culture, and as the land is

pretty clean there will be no extra operation by steam-

power needed to make it quite so. The mode of

working will be this, this year :—A ridging of an Oat
stubble for roots after it has laid upon the ridge for a

couple of months ; a careful man will be sent along
each ridge to take out every particle of Twitch that

grew while the Oats were growing, then a subsoiler

will be drawn along each ridge by four horses to split

them, and bring out any portion of Twitch there may
be covered in the middle of the ridges, wliich must then

be picked up by the careful man. In due time the

land may be han-owed and seed drilled in, or it may be
put into ridges by horses, or worked in any way the

tenant may think fit. The cost of the combined ridging

and subsoiling by steam-power and the splitting of
ridges by horses will be los. per acre. For the next
crop. Barley, the tenant may smash it in the spring by
steam or work it by horses, just ai; he pleases. Clover
will follow next, and will need no operation. Wheat
will come next, and for that the land must be ploughed
over by horses with the common plough, after which
the land must be ridge-ploughed and subsoiled, then
carefully looked over by the carefuT man, as in the case

for roots, and the splitting of the ridges must follow,

and so must the second picking of Twitch, as in the

case for roots, and the land may be planted with either

Beans or Peas in any way the tenant may think fit.

The cost of seed-bed will be los. per acre. After the

Bean or Pea crop is harvested the land must be smashed
by steam-power, and cross-cultivated by horses for

Wheat. The cost of seed-bed will be 6s. S,/. per acre.

The average cost of seed-bed for the: six years' cropping
will not exceed ys. 6(t per acre, and the land may
always be kept clean. I would, as a rule, advise a

small dressing of manure for the roots and Beans, and
3 cwt. of superphosphate for the last crop of Wheat,
and if the roots are drawn off, a little superphosphate
should go on for the Barley crop.

The cropping on the clay land has been half Wheat
and Barley, and on the other half Beans, Peas, Clover,
Vetches, and roots, but the latter failed in 1S6S and
1S69. This year there is a plant, they having been
sown early, but they are now mildewed and must
be pulled at once. On this land I would, under steam-
power, advise the cropping to be t'hus :—Beans or Peas.
If a bit of Vetches is needed the ti.mant may grow a bit,

but I see no good in them. Alter the Beans or Peas
Wheat should follow, and next year Barley should be
the crop. For Beans the land should be manured with
about 10 or 12 tons of common dung, which in October
must be ridged in by the combined ridger and subsoiler

by steam-power, and the ridges must be split in

December ; and the same amount of 1 witch picking
must be done as is pointed out for roots on the gravel

land. The cost of this seed-bed will be ioj. per acre.

After the Beans are harvested the land must be
smashed by steam-power, and then crossed by horses,

after which the Wheat must be drilled in, 10 inches

from row to row ; 3 cwt. of superphosphate should be
given to the Wheat crop per acre. The cost of seed-
bed will be 6j. Si/, per acre. When the Wheat comes
off, the land should be ridged and subsoiled by steam-
power, then hand-picked as for Beans, then split by
horses and picked again ; after which, and at the proper
time in the Spring, it may be harrowed down and the
Barley drilled in. Six cwt. of superphosphate should
be given to this crop. The cost of seed-bed will be
IOJ. per acre.

The average cost of seed-bed for the three years'

cropping will be only 9.f. per acre, and at that cost the
land may be worked 10 inches to a foot deep, and
kept clean for ever, and the crops will all be good
ones. William SmiiA, Woolstofi, Blctchlcy Station^

Bticksy Aug. 31.

cijc mtt\\B mm\\.

September io.~Cantniion Clorer (Trifolium in

carnatum).—Sow four bushels of the rough seed in the

husk, or 20 lb. of clean seed per acre, and bush or
chain harrow in on a clean stubble. Some give the
land a stroke of the harrows before the seed is sown
purposely to raise a fine mould ; others roll or clod
crush, when the soil is crusty ; but a very fine mould is

not desirable at this season. If the land requires manure,

3 cwt. of Peruvian guano, and 2 cwt. of gypsum,
may be applied with a broadcast distributor on the
stubble, and harrowed in with common harrows prior

to the Clover seed being sown. The cultivation of the

crop is exceedingly simple. It follows Wheat, Barley,

and Oats, and is sown from August to the close of the

current month.

Liming in Autumn, for winter Beans, Vetches,

Clover, Slc, is preferable to liming the land at the

removal of these crops for Wheat or other cereals
;

pulse crops being greater consumers of lime, and hence
profiting more by its application than the succeeding
white crops. It should be thoroughly incorporated

with the surface soil, purposely to prevent its sinking

to the bottom of the staple, which it is very liable to

do. From 30 to 300 bushels of shells from the kiln

are applied per acre ; lOO bushels being a common
dose. We have even applied 1000 bushels to a

cold tenacious clay soil, by two applications in one
season. The quantity depends upon the nature of the

land, the quality of the manures used, and the length

of time between the limings. Some prefer frequent

limings, others give large doses at a time, with long
intervals between. Lime is also applied to grxss land,

either alone, or in the form of lime-compost, and to

land being laid down permanently to grass.

lVi?iter Vdchcs.—Sow for soiling or folding in spring.

Some make two sowings this month, for the jnirpose

of successive soiling and folding ; one early, and the

other late—the last of the season ; others prefer the last

sowing in October. The crop is partial to a rich clay

soil, but will grow on friable land in good condition.

If the land is foul, scufile and clean it. Some manure
on the flat— 15 to 20 loads of farm dung per acre

—

ploughing in shallow, and then drilling 3 bushels of

Tares, and i bushel of Rye per acre. Others smash
up and drill in the above quantity of seed, with from

3 to 5 cwt. of guano per acre.

Laying do^cn Laud to pennanent meadow and
pasture.—The old nale, '*

fill the land with seed and
lanure," still applies; but modern systems of culti-

alion differ from those of the olden time. Thorough
drainage and deep tillage are primary operations, that

must never be neglected; and should the land require

lime, chalk, marl, or clay, these should be applied

before the manure and the seed. The seeding and
management afterwards are similar to what is given

above on renovating grass land. The quantity and
kind of seed will depend upon the soil and climate. The
quantity varies from 30 to 70 lb. per acre, so that

50 lb. is perhaps not far from an average.

Jiye.—Sow, on land adapted for it, 2\ to 3 bushels

per acre. There are large tracts of poor sandy soil

capable of growing Rye, which will not grow anything
else, and on such it should be grown. If kept clean

uch land is very easily cultivated, and being generally

dry, there is no obstacle in the way of carting. Where
a command of clay, So loads per acre

—

i.e., half

a load to a pole— will change, and greatly improve the

texture of the soil.

Stock Sales.—The great ewe, lamb, and ram fairs of

the North take place from the middle of August to

the middle of September, but public fairs are giving
place to private sales all the year through. Ewes in-

tended to lamb in February should be served this

month, and for March lambing the ewes and rams
should both be in condition for flocking together

next month. Ewes bought in for a single crop
of lambs — sometimes termed " crop-ewes " — are

generally served with a heavier breed, as the Southdown
ewe with a Cotsvvold ram, and Cheviot or Blackfaced
with Leicester, &c. Wether hogs and shearlings are

put up in pens to fatten, or are folded on Rape,
Vetches, rich aftermath or Turnips ; a pint of Peas
or pound of oilcake being allowed per head to force

them forward by Christmas. All sheep not fit for

breeding force forward to the shambles. Breeding
ewes also, when they get into a state of obesity, send
to the butcher, as they become profitless breeders,

more than the half being barren and the ^remainder
bad nurses.

'^Neivly^weatzed Calves^ in seasons like this, where the
grass was burnt up in August, and is still deficient, are
liable to be infested with lice on the skin, and worms
m the windpipe, &.c. ; our improved breeds more so
than the older races. The former, lice, are easily

seen behind the ears, and along the neck and back.
Harsh, frequent, diy, husky coughing indicates worms
in the air passages—the malady being termed " hoose"
or '• hack," from the peculiar sound of the congh. "It
follows," says one of our best authorities, Spooner,
"bare pasture, with a bad supply of water. Cows are

sometimes affected." Both lioe and worms may be
prevented by a liberal diet, with plenty of soft, filtered

water to drink, so as to keep the calf growing sleek,

and without losing its milk-flesh at the time of weaning.
Keep other beasts in equally good heart. As for cure,

consult your veterinary surgeon. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents,
Carey's Cattle Gauge : G. E. W. We do not know
what form of cattle gauge you have, but our one is pro-
vided with a slide, and on this is a scale to be used, as
indicating the girth in feet or inches. It slides between
two other scales, one giving tlie weight in stones, the
other the length of the animal. The index on the slide

is brought opposite the place in the scale of the ascer-
tained length (taken between the front of the withers
about one-third down the shoulder, and a line square
with the tail end of the beast). Having thus placed
the slide, you read off the weight opposite that part in
it which corresponds to the ascertained girth of the
beast (taken immediately behind the shoulder). But the
index on the slide should not be a fixed point ; or there
should be two or three indices on it, and a different one
should be chosen for different sorts of beasts and
different conditions of fatness. You will get the best
form of gauge from Mr. J. Tree, 22, Charlotte Street,

Blackfriars Road, London.
The Drawings of Wheat Flies : Entomologist. In

the engravings to which you refer (p. 1162), the engraver
has luxuriated in tarsi. Having evidently read that the
variety in Nature is infinite, he gives one leg tarsi with
eight joints, another with six, another with four, and so
on ; and provides against sameness by impartially

taking care that no two shall be alike. This, however,
is one of the cases where Nature declines to sport, and
insists on all the legs having each five articles to each
tarsus.

[arhds.
ENGLISH WOOL.

Markets vary in tone from day to day, as peace or war
seems in the ascendant, but in either case so far the
change is in tone alone, the actual column of business
being very limited. Holders generally are firm.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Sept. 8.

The fresh arrivals of the new crop have further

strengthened the belief that the yield is one of the most
favourable secured for many years. The quality of both
the Sussex and Kent Hops is good, and the return is

most prolific. As there appears to be reason to hope for

an early suspension of hostilities, maltsters are curtailing

their operations until they can learn whether the foreign

trade is likely to be yet resumed. Mid and East Kents,

£j to _^i2 ; 'Weald of Kents, £6 to /8 ; Sussex, £$ i2j.

to £6 iQs. ; Yearlings, £1 5^. to ^^3 3j. per cwt.

HA Y,—fer Load0/2,6 Trusses,

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept. 8.

Prime Meadow Hayi27i.toi35J. ' Clover, old .. . . 140J'. to 150J.

Inferior do loo 120
j
Inferior do 120 130

New Hay .. ..115 120 Prime new do. ..130 140
Inferiordo 100 no Inferior do no 120

Straw 30 36 I Charles James Easton.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept. 8.

Straw 32
ToSHUA Baker.

COALS.—Sept. 7.

Hastings Hartley, j6s. ; Walls End Framwellgate,

6s. 6d. ; Walls End Hetton, 19J.—Ships at market, 6;
sold, 6 ; at sea, 35.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Sept. 5.

We have a large increase in the supply of Beasts as

to numbers, and the quality is very inferior ; the choicest

descriptions, consequently, are not mvich lower than on
Thursday, but a clearance of other kinds cannot be
effected. The supply of Sheep is short, yet quite equal

to the demand ; trade is dull, at our quotations. Good
Calves are not very plentiful ; trade is dull, and late prices

with difficulty maintained. Our foreign supply con-

sists of 2290 Beasts, 8450 Sheep, 310 Calves, and 55
Pigs ; from Scotland there are 102 Beasts; from Ireland,

860 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 100 ; and 1898 from the

Midland and Home Counties.

s. d. s. d. I s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &C. . . 5 2t05 4

Best Shorthorns.. 5 o— 5 2

d quality Beasts 3 0—3 8
3est Downs and
Half-breds . . 5 4—5 8

Do. Shorn . . . . — . .
'

Beasts,525o; Sheep and Lambs,

3t05 4Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn .. .. — ,.

Ewes & ad quality 4 4—4 10
Do. Shorn . . . .

— .

.

Calves '.'.
'.'. 3 8—s'e

Pigs .. ^ 4—S 4
22,900 : Calves, 335 ; Pigs, 195.
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Thursday, Sept. 8.

We have a large supply of Beasts, but more than half

are foreign ; trade is very dull, except for the few choice

qualities that are on offer, and these fully maintain late

rates. The number of Sheep is rather smaller than last

week, but it exceeds the demand ;
best descriptions are

sold about the same as on Monday ; other kinds are

unsaleable. There is no alteration in the Calf trade.

Our foreign supply consists of 990 Beasts, 5260 Sheep,

417 Calves, and 95 Pigs.

. d.

5 2to5 4
Best Scots, Here-

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts 3 o— 3 8

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 4—S 8

Do. Shorn .. .. — ••

Beasts, 1760 ; Sheep and Lambs,

s. d s. d.

Best Long-wools. . 5 2105 4
Do. Shorn . . . .

— -

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—4 8

Do. Shorn .. • — . -

Lambs — •

.

Calves .. .. 3 8-s 6
Pigs .. ..3 2-5 ^

10,050 : Calves, 50c ; Pigs,i5o.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Sept. 8.

Best Fresh Butter i8j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do i6j- ..

Small Pork, 45. Zd. to 5J. %d. '. Large Pork, 4J. od. to

4j. %d. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE,
Monday, Sept. 5.

There was a fair supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was sold at about Friday's

prices, or u. to 2J. per qr. below the prices of this day
se'nnight. For foreign there was little inquiry, and the

few sales made were at about u. per qr. reduction.

Malting Barley, Beans, and Peas were steady; grinding

Barley \s. per qr. cheaper. Oats sold slowly, at very

irregular prices, and were u. to is. 6d. per qr. lower than

this day week. Flour was unchanged in value. White
Mustard seed was held for iis. per bushel, but up to a

late hour very few sales had been made.

PRK Qua
, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White'44—51 Red

— — fine selected runs. .do.
I48

- 55 Red
— — Talavera ;49—53— — Norfolk ~ Red ,

— — Foreign
1

41— 62'

BARLEY,grind.&dist,29ito33J..Chev. 142—45 Malting .

— Foreign .. grinding and distilling'25—33 Malting ,.

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 24 —36
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 26—28 Feed . .

.

— Irish Potato 25—27 Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—26 Feed ...

Rye 32—.^6 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign '

Beans, Mazagan....43J. to 47J.. .Tick 49 —50 Harrow .— Pigeon .,..51*. to 591.. .Winds,
j

— .Longpod.
— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .

— Maple, 4&1. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize I
—

I Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack]42—50'

— ad ditto ditto
1 35 —47 Country .— Foreign per barrel 1 2*5—31 Per sack.

Wednesday, Sept. 7.

The supply of new English Wheat at Mark Lane to-

day was very moderate, but quite equal to the demand.
The inquiry for both English and foreign samples was
limited, but no material change was noted in price.

Barley ruled quiet for both grinding and distilling

quahties. Malt was dull, at drooping currencies. There
was a good show of Oats, which sold slowly on former
terms. Beans and Peas met a quiet sale, at late rates.

There was very little inquiry for any kind of Flour, but
prices were unaltered for both town and country marks.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage

33—43

19—24
33—36

49—50

40—42
36—40
32—34
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s
By Eoyal Letters Patent.

HREWSBURYS GAS CONSERVATORY
BOILER, Reei

G. SHREWSBURY Norwood, S. E.

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

' SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders"
qnd Hot-Water Apparatus Manufactvrebs,

355. Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

Onn I II
1 ^nd MELON BOXES nnd

'^ La HI a ei, (.lazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use packed and sent to all p^ns of the Kingdom.
Strone GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, u each

CL'ibSES, all sizes

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Coun in England.

OT- WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Mntemls supplied fur Ilealinc

GKFrMHH^Iv, TulnU- roihtHnl H'H ST s

CONM I \ Mm II s,

1 III 1 I Hi s

run iL I L II HIM s s.

HOI U \ ILK III tbat whole-

sale prices* Elbous, T Pieces,
S_yphons, and every other connec-
tion kept in stock
WKOI c III and r\STIRON

N II 1 ULAR l.'ill I K^,

CVSTandWROUOH 1 IKnN Ink I ABLE BOILERS, on St.lnd,
for use without brickwork, trom bos each

PortntU Boiler Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS, EARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every descril

Sockets r

INDIA-RUBBER itINGS for Pipe Joints
other packing, ElUptic BotUr

Goods, of the very I

faciure, delivered at ]

Wliarf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Id Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
jnd Street. London, S, E. (Surrey

de Blackfriars Bridge). Prii "
'

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING ' CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE
RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
* of APPARATUS annually DesiKned and Erected by him in

nil parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and (food workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by hiB Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness o( appearance; effects a saving of 35 per cent on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injurj'to Pipes or Joints; easily

And .ejtpcdiliously erected; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and pcrfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY
The Trade supplied.

THce Lists, 'Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Enfjinccr, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Souihwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Bclper, &.C.

POLLARD, JEPHSON. and C 0.*S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOT-WATER,

Pinencs, Greenhouses, Conser%'atorics, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &c. Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord

Sydney's replaced, after being zo years in

.uild.n„s are Cheap, Portable, and Lasil\ Iixed.
Perfect Ventilation is obtained, whilst the interior of the house

has complete protection from rain, wind, or a direct down-draught.
Illustrated Price Lists, containing prices of 240 different sized

Houses, Iree on application to the Makers, enclosing a stamp for

V'¥'^,^?V'^'\° *^^ improved PORTABLE HOTHOUSES for the
1 bUPLL, cheapest ever offered. Guaranteed sound and good
quahty. Apply to

W. RICHARDSON and Co., Horticultural Builde rs, Darlington.

B E.\RDS PATENT NON-CONDUCTING and
VENTILATING METALLIC GLASS HOUSES will prove

TTOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, .&c.,

HOT.WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 and 7—per
yard

ELBOWS, No, 12
T-PIPES, No. 33
SYPHONS
VALVES
The above, nett cash prices, delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristol,

GEORGE ROBINSON, i6. South Wharf, Paddinston Ba3in;,and

Kb,
inrh.
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COLOURED SHELL GRAVEL, for Gardens, Con-
scnatorics, nnd Terraces, presenting a verv novel appearance,

and of a mottled roin colour; also the natural SHELL GRAVEL, as

used in Horticultural and Botanic Gardens. Sold by

FRANCIS AND CO. , Surrey foot of Vnuxhall Bridge, London, S.E.

below the
100 feet ove he urf v. h

Hydronette o any o he Ga den
Engine.

HAYNES AND SONS, 3-7.

2

Caution.—None are genuine 1

EProprietors, London."

4 /
r H "and Un n]
T b h dof

g, and ^ , Edg\ are R d,

jnless labelled " Haynes & Sons,

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
From Mr. W. GILBERT,

Laivford Street, Rugby.

"lam perfectly satislied

with the Closets, and find

supply of Dried Earth ,-

be no obstacle: as, by lay-

ing by a few bags of earth

ill the summer, I have a

plentiful supply, without

any trouble of artificial

drying. I have used the

Manure to my Rose Tree<;(a

couple of spadesful put i

a bucketful ofwr" '

have had the fine'

r had i

' life. They have been
mired by every one who

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at sg, Bedford

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

/COTTAM'S HURDLES are raade in the best

, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

COTTAM AND CO., Ironmust
Works, 2, Winsley , 0.\ford !; , London, W.

PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

i|i' (ie \<.rH(Iuion or breed
Vermin, Hay Kick dispensed with as unnccessar> mcreased width
and depth of Feeding Irouths, Water Cistern, and I atcnt Drop Cover
to pre\ ent over gorging Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,

bein^ all of Iron Price of Fittings per Cow, 555

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsley
Street [opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
; S P li 1 L L [ F S A

beg to submit their KKlHiCKI) PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

i:

KEE GLASSES, with

„ II ..30

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER ^f^^jsi^^s^ . '^p. GLASSES,

hes long . . . . 2S. od,
\

16 inches long . . ,, 11. ^d.

HAND
GLASSES,

xiJ
London ARcnts for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT

ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED Oil ,

r,"n..» \V

PAINTS of vnrio.i-, .
l.n 1

SHEET and ! li i

BRITISH PLAI I
,

:
.1 •

'

SHEET, HOKTl' I ) 1
i r \

and every description ol ^.L.V:^:

terms. Lists of Prices and Est

CARSON'S PAINTS,

I.ATES of all sizes,

KIiPL.'iTE.CROWN,
. iAL, COLOURED,

warded on applic
t the lowest

JAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., 180, Eishopsgate Street Without. E.G.

GREENS' PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING. ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant-

ages of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt hy running

one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the

sharTi edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation

can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapta-

tion of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

HAND MACHINE.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the

best, and have carried off every Pri/c that has been given in all ca

of Competition.
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if

approved of can be returned at once without any cost whatever to

&c, free on appli

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smithfjeld Iron Works, Leeds
54 and 55. Hlackfriars Road. London, S.E.

GARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES,
BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, &c.

GARDEN SYRINGES 45. &f. to 261.

i;AKnEN ENGINES 2t)s. 6ii. to 105s.

CAKI If N WAIEK BARROWS .. 45!. orf. to 90s.

.6d. I

r6s. od. to 90J.

uul WATERING POTS,
.MOWERS .. .. 70s. oi. to 130S.

To cut 10 iiicliLs, Ci los, ; la do., £4 los., suitable for a Lady.
To cut 14 inches, Z5 ros, ; 16 do., ^6 tos., suitable for a Man.

PATENT ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWERS.
Tocul9ii,..hcs,/;j5., ; .id,..,i, 5s.; .4do„i:5 lOs, ; 2ido.,jC8.

WIIIIXM - VA iniis,
I ,1,1.1, liii.i: lr<. inn. inger,by Appointment

^U:

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower,

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, &c.
The annu.^lly increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony

how much these advantages have been appreciated.
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to intimate that, among all thi

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the Paris Exhibition, thay are the only
whom the Jur^ awarded a Medal. The Silver Medal then

given at any Exhibition for Lawn

NOTICE.—ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn
Street, London.—The SESSION will BEGIN on MONDAY,

October 10. Prospectuses may be hnd nn application.
rUFN'MWI REEKS, Recistrar.

B ELGIAN HORTICULTURAL SCHOOL,
liy permission of the Belgian Government, Foreigners a

itcd to this Hoarding School. (/sS. all included.)

Director: LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Royal Nursery, Ghent.

D

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

Lately Published,

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific J-anguage, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. J'rice is.

QCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudijients of
yj Botanical ScitNCE. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 40a
Illustrations, price 5s. W.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic tEconomi'. In 1 vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

sharp edge of the Cutter to act against the Sole-Plate,

addition to this, A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their Machine with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reserve at the back ; when the front edge gets worn down, the

Elate has only to be unscrewed and the unused edge brought to the

ont. It vrill be seen at a glance that this arrangement enables the

cutting parts to last twice as long as in other machines, where the

single-edged Sole-plate must be entirely renewed when the edge is

ribbing with these Machines. The Lawn when,mo
las a most beautiful appearance, being as smooth as a piece of vclvt

Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if

A. SHANKS
27, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

gS" A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept at

37i Leadenhall Street.

T^

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, -with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and

To Parties Contemplating the Planting or Fruit Trees.
Before Making Arrangements, pi.ease to Procure

THE ORCHARDIST and its COMPANION; in

which over 2500 sorts of Fruit are described and their t

given. The collection is one of the finest in England. Pri

stamps. J- SCOTT, The Nurseries, Marriott, Somerset.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John FoUNTAlNE, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

New Work by Mr. Eobinson, F.L.S.

Now ready, with Frontispiece, small 8vo, 6s.,

THE WILD GARDEN ; or, our Groves and Shrub-
beries made beautiful by the Naturalisation of Hardy Exotic

Plants. With a Chapter on the Garden of British Wild Flowers. By
William Robin-Son, F.L.S.

By the same Author,

ALPINE FLOWERS for ENGLISH GARDENS.
Second Thousand. With numerous Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, iss.

THE PARKS. PROMENADES, and GARDENS of
PARIS. Third Thousand. With 400 Illustrations. 8vo, 185.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

C'
Trout Fishing in North Wales
Stable Reforms
Our Fisheries
Coursing Grounds
Origin and Progress of Billiards

OXFORD to

Manufacture of Beet Sugar
Summer and Winter Salading
Metamorphosis of the Axolotl

Emigration and Nova Scotia
Summer Catarrh in Horses
Farming Calendar of the Months

"HP HE FIELD" QUARTERLY MAGAZINE and

Reviews of Racing, Cricket,
Rowing, Yachting, Athletics,
Swimming, Raqucts, Pigeon
Shooting, &c.

ZADKIEL'S ALMANAC for 1871, now ready,
contains—The Year op Fate for .France. Remarkable pre-

dictions at page 48 of "Zadkiel's Almanac" for 1853, touching the

Emperor of the French :—" But let him not dream of fasting honours,
powers, or prosperity. He shall found no dynasty, he shall wear no
durable crown, but in the midst of deeds of blood and slaughter, wilh
affrighted Europe trembling beneath the weight of his daring martial

hosts, he descends beneath the heavy hand of tate ; and falls to rise no

T,
rivalled for piquancy and flavour.

JS' SAUCE.
i of Lea & Perbins on all

) PERKINS' SAUCE.

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

>URE AERATED WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Ellis's Ruthin Waters unsurpassed for their purity.

Lis's Soda, Potass, Selzer, Lithia and Potass Waters and Lemonade.
: unless Corks branded " R. Ellis A Son, Ruthin," and

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient

for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

A.
•roduced by

: the Sl<in,

,-han[' I

)i: ii.iurs. and otner Erup-

tions „„l I. /,„,.,,,, ,,, ,n ,i,.,,i,n -.1 ctomes delicately soft,

clear' and smooth lindlrey'-. Kxlr.ict .11 hider Floivetj possesses a

delightful trasrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet and

Nursery. Soli in bottles—Pnce 2!. 9<i.—by all Chcimsts and Perfumers.
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

PORTABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,

With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

Plalc5 have besn thoroughly tested, and arc found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates previously i

1. AND a. are prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the 1

BDurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from Iheir brittleness, are exceec

whether mailers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGU ES

tity: and they would1 they would caution purchasers agamst
CAUTION.—Infringers of this Patent,

Free by Post on applit

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS
NOTICE TO COMMITTEES.

Upon application to the Undersigned, Plans and Prices for tl

HIRE of elegant and commodious TENTS are forwarded free

cht-irge. All letters should be addressed to 2, Duke Street, I.tiiii

Bridge, S.E. Illustrated Catalogue
HENJ-\MIN EDCINGTl

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
II, Klosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD.HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, &>c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA.RUBBER

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Spej:imens sent post free 1

CLOTH
delivery. Sample Label

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchi

lonR, -jj. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery,

sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
byJOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting, and the roughest work. L'sed in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stane, Cement and Plaster, presenxd from decay.

3qA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj-

Agricultural County in England.W particulars apply toJOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London. E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

H<;
houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, Ac.

J. JONES/

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERN.A.TIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

appl;

Archangel Mats.
BLACKBURN and CO. have just received the
FIRST C.\RGO,«nd .are offering them at low prices. Lists

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.G.

Mr. gray begs to rail the .attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced

It has proved i^tself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of I-uel, doing lis work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page nn^.

"The nnripht form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan,
|
rather than a square it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

1, , Ik. „Jl7^f„m ^li,n tn Mr Gbav's varietv of it is said to bH plan should bring the lubes more completely within range

prelerable ili co™e?ue'„ce oflfs bringing .l."1ub« in doser contact Eurning fuel , an^ this being so, the change, though a sRg

with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram
|
is no doubt an improvement.

Igf They are made of all sizes, which, -with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on applicati

J AS. T. ANDERSON,?, Coi cial Street, Shoreditch, London.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where
it is applied.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, aj^ards wide and ii, 6.f. per yard.

8.f, per yard.

Four yards'wide 31. 6rf. jper yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long. 5!4.f. to 8;^i^. p. yard.

HESSI.\N CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 7a inches wide, 6Jirf. and Slid.

O PRUNING and BUDDIN
Observe the mark SAVNOR,
Warranted, without which non

S. & C. regret having to cat

the cheapest in the market.

Gardeners and others, but i

: the best and

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 135 y

£700 A YEAR SAVED

BY

ORMSON'S
PATENT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS

AND

HOT WATER APPARATUS,

IN THE

EOYAL GABB.ENS,

KEW.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS

See Official Report in Gardeners

Chronicle for July 2, 1870.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers,

have now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast

iron tubular ones, and have proved in point

of economy vastly superior.

Place no reliance in cast iron Boilers of any form

or construction.

Cast iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast iron Boilers of all forms are continually

cracking and going to pieces,

Wrought iron possesses a vast amount of

tension, and is quite free from these sad

mishaps and breakdowns.

Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe

wrought iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe heated from one Boiler.

ORMSONS p.vfen:

BOILER.

List of Prices on application ;
also, "Book

of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER to HER M.AJESTY,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER to the

COMMISSIONERS of HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PAL.4CES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and to the ROYAL HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Printed By william k.h;haru»., ai ti

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, WeilinE

Should be addre^^^Thel^t^Adverus^n^a^^ne^^^^^
the >-"•«

"'/Ja^'^^f ItTaul'^'covent ciden; "the said County.-SATtlRDAV. September .o, .870.
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UTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE
is now ready. Kratis .ind post free on application.

' UTTONS' FLOWER ROOTS, for Open Ground
> Cultivation.

\i.
I

£1 I>.
I £:

! week's Gj 'For particulal 1244 of this 5 Gardtnerf Cktvnittt.

S UTTONS' FLOWER ROOTS, for Indoor
Cultivation.

Collections 10.. td. I £1 11. I £3 J<.

particulars see paKe 1344 of this week's Cardtntri' CkrvnicU-
SUTTON Asn SONS, Seedsi the Queen, Reading. Berks.

Dutch Bulbs.
>AUL AND SON'S Descriptive LIST is now ready.
Appended thereto are LISTS of VINES and SfRAWBERRlES,

EI

A^ t free o applic
r Haarlem, Holland.

T
Dutcli Flower Boots.

HOM.'^S KENNEDY AND CO.'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS
iw ready, and will be forwarded gratis on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, I>umfries, Aug- 3t.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 337 & 238, High Holbom, London

Vines.
riHARLES TURNER has strong healthy FRUITING
V7 CANES of all the leading varieties, new and old, also for

planting. LISTS on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

V INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 13 to 18 good Fruits. Price

71. M. to for. 6d- each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD S.MITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchap
"'

o RCHARD HOUSE TREES.—Just puWislied, a
CATALOGUE, with prices, free per post.

THOS. RIVERS AMD SUN, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

I3INE PLANTS.—About thirty good strong healthy
Plants to be SOLD. Price on application.

Mr, SMITH. r,.,r.l.fricr, WestiniU Koad, Ware. Herts.

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS. -On and after
OCTOBER I, the SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS'

CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be
j^i 3J. Itjrf. for 13 months, including postage.

ROYAJL. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 31, at it o'clock,
'' leral Meeting at 3. Band of the Royai Horse Guards at 3.3a
Adir !. &(.

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
1871.—MAY 3? to lUNE 2,

ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
To be HELD in the BOTANICAL GARDENS, MANCHESTER.

Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

c HOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

M Boses.
ITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW in
FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants in

England. Pilt Down Nurseries, Ucklield, S

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nursery, Hailsham,
Sussex, begs to announce that his splendid collection of

upwards of 30,000 ROSES is NOW in FULL BLOOM. An inspection
respectfully solicited.

., ! ,. -,.t- .u.: '---sof ROSES in Pots,

Paul's Boses.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his ROSES
are NOW IN IILOO.M. All the varieties recently exhibited

by him in his "Garden of Roses" at the Crystal Palace, and many
other novelties, may be seen.

Inspection respectfully invited. Entrance from the platform,
Waltnam Station, Great Eastern Railway ; half-anhour's ride from
London. PAUL'S NurBeries, Waltham Cross. N.

Paul ft Son's Kose Catalogue for 1870 and 1871.
DAUL AND SON'S new RtlSI-; ( AnxLOGUE i.s

m%. Also LISTS ol Kc 'SKS, on own i.,.,ls, for present planting.

Dwarf and Standard Roses.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS ha

an immense Stock of extra strong well grown plants of all the
best ROSES in cultivation (including all the new varieties) for Am
and Spring planting. Also a large stock of strong Plants in pots,

»

can be be planted out now, at once. Priced Descriptive CA'TALO(
sent free by post. Their Roses are unusually fine this sei
Inspection respectfully invited. Visitors will please ask for
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurst

Chester, as there is another firm of the same name.

NEW, GENUINE, SELECT,^GRICULTURAL
and FLOWER SEEDS. Special prices and advantageoui

offers on application to

JAMES FAIRHEAD, 7, Borough Market, S.E.

RAYNBIRD, CALD¥cCrri\ B.\WTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 36, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and pnces post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Extra Picked Dutch Flower Boots.

T
SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the

• above, &c , may be had free on application.

J SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—Certain and immediate
•struction. Testimonials on application. See previous Advertise-
ents. Price ir. ftd. and 3i. dd. per bottle.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Dutch Flower Boots.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSO.N & SONS have

received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first

large importation of the above, and have thesatisfaction to say that

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, Sic

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES. SWEET
VIOLETS, &c., is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, SAV
1870.—Bulbous Flower Boots.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS have a very large and
excellent stock ol these, of the best and soundest description.- - iplication

,
Eastgate Street,

, Chei

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S import.itions of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many
years. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

Gladiolus Bresohleyensls.
TAMES CARTER, DUNNETT and BEALE beg to
f) announce that they have 150,000 Flowering Bulbs of GLADIOLUS
BRENCHLEYENSIS for Sale, Price per 1000 upon application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT AND BEALE, 337 and 338, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

H
For Present Sowing.

UNTS SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM, in

35 choice varieties, at 3r. &f, per packet, post free.

JAMES HOLDER, Crown Nurscrj-, Reading, Berks.

rpULIPS.—700 English Show Tulips, part of the late
J- Mr. Tibbutt's Collection, for SALE cheap. £10, or 300 for /s, at
MICHELL'S Nursery, William Street, New North Road.lslington, N

Vines and Strawberries.
R.\NCIS R. Kl.NCilluHN begs to ofter very superior
VI^ES, grown from Eyes, without bottom-heat, comprising all

the leading sorts^ Fi^c strong

kinds, in 6o-sized pots,
ond.

G
strawberries.

W.\LKLING can now supply strong PLANTS
T. of all the leading kinds, at Ct per looo, .Many kinds may 1

' '1, 4S, and 32 pots, at an additional charge. The Trade supplie
High Koad College Park Nurseries, Lewis!

upplied.

Strawberries.
CHARLES TURNER is now prepared to supply

strong plants of all the leading kinds. Many varieties may be
had, in small pots, at an additional charge, to insure a crop of iruit

next season. Descriptive LIST en applic '

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Strawberries, &c.

HENRY BAILEY h.-is to offer to the Trade strong
and well rooted runners of KEENS' SEEDLING, t5«. per

tooa Same variety for forcing, in 48 and 33 sized pots, at 401, per
100, LANCASHIRE LAD GOOSEBERRY, and RABY CASTLE
CURRAN T, 401, per 1000.—Royal Nur^iery, Feltham. W

Strawberries.JH O U S E c.in with confidence recommend a
• STRAWBERRY, raised in Scotland, sold under the name of

GARIBALDI. It is the earliest and best flavoured, and a prolific

cropper, having fruited it three years in the Nursery. It has proved
the Best for dry seasons and early forcing. Plants 51. per 100 ; a few
in fruiting pots at lor. per dozen.

J. HOUSE, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough.w
The Premier, the finest of the (rood Reds.
General Havclock, the finest oTall the very earlies.

Plants IS- per dozen, 31. per too, 201. per 1000. Will be sen
itation on the Great Kastern Railway on receipt of chequi
:niice order on Chadwcll Heath Post Office, payable to

ARCHER MOSS, jun.. Chadwell Heath Milk, E.

E DWARD TAYLOR, Seed Grower and
Mtrchant, Malton, Yorkshire, will be glad to quote prices and

iples of carefully selected TURNIP SEEDS, the leading

New White Mustard Seed.
'. SHARPE have fine samples of the above,

Samples.

Cabbage Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
• prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabbage Seeds

grown last season from the finest selected stocks. Prices very

O^
, of which about

I10 the TRADE.— i-yr. SEEDLING HOLLIES.
SEEDLING (JUICK.

C. WHITEHOUSE, Ilr< , Rugeley, Staffordshir

Improvement of Grass Lands.
'UlTONS- RENOVATING MIXTURE should
' nmv be sown. 6 to IJ lb. per acre.

SUTTON A.ND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

To Improve Clover Leys.

SUTTONS' RAI^D-GROWING GRASSES and
CLOVERS, from i to 2 bushels per acre, harrowed in and rolled

fifterwards, will produce an abundant supply of feed in April and May.
Price 131. per bushel, carriage free,

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Brltlsb Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties^ 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DEStJRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of^BRITISH and E.XOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hil,, Kent.

c.
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, jcc.

J. B 1. A C K. I r H AND CO.,
's and Ilainniond's '.Juays, Lower Thames Street, London.

o all oarls of the World.
N.B.-Mr. BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Fir

BETHAM AND BLACKITH.W GROOM, Ipswich, is now sending out a set of
• Seven of his splendid NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

Full particulars, with numerous testimonials, may l)c had on applica.
tion. Price 30r. the set. A faithful Illustration, by Andrews, r8 stamps.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS
LUCIUSand MERRIMAC, 25oof each sort. State price to

C. BASS, 10. Craven Villas. Ealing. W.

forward free upi

ell grown Nursery Stock.

with Lists of Spring-

Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex,

G
FOR SALE. SEED WHEAT {quite clean),

3168 bushels, the produce of 33 acres, wciehing 64 lb. per bushel.
A fine selectinn of pnilific Ilrowick Red, grown upon heavy land,
thorouyhly cultivaluii by steam power. For nine years artiticial

m.Tniir- X . iil\ li .. I -Ml used. One bushel per acre of this seed.

M I !
'

' N . i
I ' I

, lilount's Farm, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

NE \V VV 1M Ek TARES.—Samples and lowest
quotations on application to

EinVARD TAYLOR, Seed Merchant, Malton. Yorkshire.

NEW WINTER TARES.—Fine samples at low
prices, which may be had on application to

^REDK. GEE, Sue d Merchant and Grower. Biggleswade, Bcrls.

W' INTER TARES. WINTER TARES.—The
Subscribers having procured the best possible, arc prepared to

supply the Trade with any quantity. Samples genuine and pure.
Prices and samples free on application to

JOHN B McKENZlE and CO., sq, Patrick Street. Cork.

T
Sow Now.

ELEGRAPH CUCUMBER.—Packets for 13 or
;r stamps. Price to the Trade on application to

C. YOUNG, Tlie Nursery. Ralham Hill, S.W.

DILLISTONE'ti E.^RLY PROLIFIC PEA.—About
19 quarters of this Tea for Sale, by bushel, coomb, or quarter.

BLACK SUFFOLK PIGS,-A Litter, newly weaned, of purest

blood. A Sinfile Pie. ssr : a Pair, 42J.

G. GILBERT, Claxton, Norwich.
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JAMES' INTERNATIONAL PRI
CALCEOLARIA.—The Plants of this splendid strain

awarded the ist prize by the Royal Horticnhiirai Society, at

Spring Show. May 4 ; and we beg to stale, as a Caution to I'urcha

that we hold the Entire Stock of Seed saved by the Grower,
direct. Price per packet, 2J. 6ii. and SJ. Prices t

High Holborn, London, W.C.
' CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,

FERNS, carriage free to London or Goole

r Adiantum Farlevcnse
I
ig GjTnnogramma Laucheana pi15 GjTnnogramma Laucheana pi-

Farsoni [gantea

„ gigantea, new
argyrophylla

Laucheana 1 30 ,,

370 plants for ^7 1"'.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Royal Nursery, Ghent.

ADOLPH STELZNER, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belqiuin. begs to offer the following plants at extra cheap prices :

—

ARALIA SIEBOLDI, extra extra fine plants, i8s. and 30s. per dozen.

„ ARGENTEA, extra fine plants, 30s. per doz.

,, ,, AUREA, extra fine plants, 30J. per dozen.

Ar.IES-SITCHENSIS (new), fine 3-vr, seedlings, 20!. per dozen.
ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM, according to size, 20s., 40s.,

80s. , l6or. per dozen.

DRAC.'ENA INDIVISA, var., extra fine plants, 155. per dozen,

ft V"
"•lGIN

^ foot high.

, with flower buds, ,£3 and

ikVniA AUSTRALIS, fit

'ith flower buds, ^£6 p. :

buds, ^^ and ,^8 per dt

- - - . eedlings, Iz and /4 p. 1

fine, I foot high, 30s. per do.

The following FERNS, 5J. per dozen, or ifl per 1 -Adia
ing), A. decorum, A. atfine,

Cheilanthes hirta, Davallia tenuifolia stricia, Gynmogi
cheana, G. Laucheana gigantea, G. Parsoni, G. Wt
Doriopteris pilmata, Also^nila australis, Pteri

P. tricolor, P. serrulata variegata, Sclaginella

, Adia

, Neohrodiu...
erythrosora, Osmunda
nacrophyllum.
30*, per 100 :—Pterin

1 Frizellite, Lastraa F.-i

2-yr. seedlings, ,^2 per dozen.
very

strong, 3-yrATHVRTUM GORINGIANUM PICTUM,
plants, or. per dozen.

GYATHEA DEALBATA, 24!, per dozen.
ERAINEA INSIGNIS, w. per dozen.
CHEILANTHES PULVERACEA, ADIANTUM CHILENSE,

CHEILANTHES IJEALBATA, I2s. per dozen.
CIBOTIUM PRINCEPS, extra extra strong plants, 3 feet and

upwards through, 30J. per dozen.

For payment, bills will be drawn after three months dat
References required from rt'U correspondents.

A VAN GEERT, NURSERYMAN, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer the following articles. As will be observed, the

prices are extremely moderate :^

DRAC/ENA VEITCHII, strong plants, 36s. per dozen.

„ INDIVISA, ditto, 30s. per dozen.

„ AUSTRALIS, fine strong plants, 36J. per dozen.

„ DRACO, i8s. per dozen.

„ COOPERII, SPRICTA, TERMINALIS, 24J. per doz.
R0BUSTA,30!. per dozen.

PINCENECTITI.A GLAUCA, iSi, per dozen.
TUBERCllLATA, i8s. per dozen.

AGAVE AMERICANA VARIEGATA, OS. per dozen.
DASYLIRION ACROSTRICHE, iSs. per dozen.

,j of sorts, strong plants, DOS. per dozen.
ECHEVERIA, of sorts, os. per dozen.
ALOCASIA TENNINGSIL 24s. per dozen.
ANTHURIUM SCHERTZERIANUM, nice plants, (iM. per dozen
BI'i ii i\ l.\^, ill \Mrictics, 6s. per dozen.

C'Ki > 1 ' >'•, HI I. Ill varieties, i8s. per dozen.
{il'iulii^\ I'i \ \ I'll, ijt. per dozen.
Hll:l-| 1^ IKKU,y. per dozen.
M \i I

I . ^ .^rielies, 18s. per dozen.
1' \ I •

I I l.ls, I2S. to i8s. per dozen,
1'^' M I || I -iv varieties, OS. per dozen.
1<

\
'

I

1

ill u'.ASCARIENSIS, 365. per dozen.
^11 I'I ^.^, 60s. per dozen.

TK'il I' \l Hi I IIIDS, 24 diflerent sorts, 60s.

FERNS.
DAR.'EA DIVERSIFOLIA, fine plants, 40J. per 100.LOMARIA GIBBA, 30s. per too.
BLECHNUM BRASILIENSIS, 6s. per dozen.

ADI,\NTrM
SELAGIMl 1

ASPLENIU.M

A'lVIPA
LHll- i-.kri

. 25s.
1

. per dozen.
. per dozen.

-'M, Qs. per dozen.
. per dozen.

DICTv'^GLOSsXi^M CRINITuS
GYMNOGRAMMA \VETTENHALLI.\NA,'^."'per dozen.

PALMS.
, 24s. per dozen.

. per 100.

to 24s. per dozen.

SABAL ADANsbNI,T5s7'periJJzen'!°"
ARECA RUBRA, i8s. per dozen.

f l>ud9,^/3j U, Is, I

_ .. with flower buds, £fi to /lo ,^^. ^^THEA BOHEA. the Black Tea plant, I2S £er dozenSOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM FOLIIS VARIEGATIS, i

. per dozen.

EUGENIA UGNI,os pel
ILLICIUM REl.IGIOSl. ,MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLURA, I
Hardy RHODODENDRONS, choice named vars f, to /m ner Irn
Hardy GHENT AZALEAS, with flower buds, fine named varie £

ft per 100. '

PReJ; P.JONIES in 24 choice varieties, 24s. per dozen.
Choice and named Herbaceous P^EONIES 42s per loo
12 fine varieties of PHLOX, 6s.

.
t r .

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM SPECIOSUM, 42s. per too.
AUUATUM,3os.perdozcn.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII, ns. per dozen,
AUt U BA. of sorts, i8s, per diize,!;
CLEMATIS, ol sorts, i8s. per dozen.
GYNERIUM ARGENTE^M, strong, 4>. per dozen.
li,r,A, of sorts, 12s. to i3.t, per dozen.
AEcnts. Messrs. R. SII.BERRAD, 5, Harp LatveV tWef SlJ-eet,

s

Suttons' Improved Italian Rye-Grass.

UTTONS' IMPROVED ITALfAN RYE-GRASS
has been used with the greatest success at the Sewage Farms of
Aldershot I Croydon I Tunbndee Wells
Karking RuRby Warwick
Banbury

|
Romford

| &c., &c.
Special quotations given for largre quantities.

All goods carriage free. |

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen to the Oueen, Reading,

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his
ENGLISH CATALOGUE, No. 135 L., was sent out last week

DUTCH bulbs', of all sorts; HARDY PERENNIALS, HARDY
and INDIAN AZALEAS, the extraordinary JAPAN AZALEA
(Azalea mollis, m splendid varieties), CAMELLIAS, RHODODEN-
DRONS, &c.
N.B Several varieties of the Azalea mollis will shortly appear in the

triple first Number of FLORE DES SERRES (four triple Nos. for
30!,), containing more than too highly Coloured Plates.
The FLORE DES SERRES ET DES lARDINS DE

L'.EUROPEis a Belgian Periodical, the property of the Advertiser,
lining more than 1900 highly

yl'oiJ'em^Bel

Strawberrtes.
TAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE,^ 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C, have great pleasure

to announce that by careful attention during the past exceptionally hot
summer, they are enabled to offer strong healthy plants of the most
approved kinds, in and out of pots, at reasonable prices. Sec pages
48 and 49 of their AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which can be had, post
tree, on application.

r
^ '.'^S5;7;5!.':"'"S. wellripened CANES, for fruiting and planting

See .AUTUMN CATALOGUE, page so.
6 1- &

ffi!^,'?''^'^'*'''"^*"^"—^'e'^-''<'"=''='J POMPON and JAPAN-ESE kinds: vigorous plants for Conservatory and Border Decoration,
at 6s., 9s., and I2S, per dozen. Sec AUTUMN CATALOGUE, page 27.

Echeverlas.- Special Offer to the Trade.HCANNELL has a fine large Stock of the
• following, viz. :

—

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA, 3s. to 5s. per dozen.
,» ,j GLAUCA, 2s 61/. to 4J. per dozen.
„ PUMlI.A,2s. to 3s.6,i. per dozen.

ATROPURPUR^A^Ss per dozen.i.T-T.T T ...

.

.- ^rge plants at 2s. 6ii. each :

I. td. per dozen.

Altemantheras.—To the Trade.
HCANNELL has fine Stock Plants, full of cuttings,

• of the following three varieties, viz. ; — AMABILIS.
PARONYCHIOIDES, and MAi;NIFICA,4s!ner dozen: smaller, 3S.;
single stem plants, is. 61^. per dozen : cuttings, bd. per do/en.

Notice.

HCANNELL -begs to'
. Customers that his

ready, and will be sent free 01

nfomi all his Friends and
" \T\!,OGUE is now

Geranium Cuttings.

HCANNELL begs to inform all who wish to
• improve their collection of GERANIUMS, in either of the

foHowing classes—ZONALS, for^poJts;^Uto, bedding: also DOUBLE

nearly all the BEDDING PLANTS that are now so much
admired in the London Parks, either as Stock Plants or Cuttings. I
Catalogue, with full particulars, sent free for one stamp.
H- CANNELL, F.R.H.S,, New Florist Flower and Florist Flowe

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

cz:>

Now Ready, Gratis and Post Free,

ILLUSTEATED AUTUMN CATALOGUE
OF

DUTCH BULBS,
SEEDS, FRUIT TREES, FERNS,

FERN CASES, and other HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS,
GARDEN REQUISITES, &c. trade mark.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN.

SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

PAUL'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
" Mr. W. Paul's Hyacinths * » * * with grand solid spikes, such as are rarely seen at any show

any season."

—

yournal ofHoftUultuie.
"A remarkably fine display of Hyacinths."

—

Gardeners' Chronich.

William Paul
PEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
Have arrived in excellent condition, and he respectfully solicits early Orders for the same.

In proof of the quahty of Bulbs imported by him, he begs to refer to his .\nnual E.xhibition in the Royal
Horticultural Gardens in March and .April, which has been visited by Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, Her
Royal Highness the Princess of Wales, and several other Members of the Royal Family.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

SEED CORN.

CARTER'S Prize "Nursery" Stocks.
We can strongly recomiiiend the following slocks of WHEAT, B.\RLEY, and OATS, as being of veiy

pure quality, and selected from samples that have taken First-class Prizes.

The greatest care has been bestowed upon the crops dtu-ing growth, by hand-weeding, &c., to ensure the

choicest quality ; and as we hold but a limited quantity, early orders .are necessary to ensure a supply.

WHEAT.
Stieriff's Bearded White

Chidham "Whit
apl'UcaUd'it.

BARLEY.
ize Long'carcd

OATS.

Prici

application.

Waterloo
Canadian

Wi ^hall k' ph-aicd to supply any varietUs not naiiud abovt.

Lowest pries per bushel or quarter on application.

Evefy pfeeatltioti is taken when threshing to keep the stocks pure, but as the Com must pass through the

15 to the samples being unmixed.madiine, we cannot undertake any

JAMES GARTER and CO.. THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.
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Vines, Extra Strong FnUting, &o.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
Ihis season a splendid Int of VINES, grown from eyes, without

bottom-heat, in extra stronp short-jointed Fruiting Canes ; as also fine

Canes for planting. Their Collection includes all the new and leading

varieties, and the plants arc really first-class. Inspection respectfully

invited. If this is inconvenient, specimen plants can be sent.

Priced Descriptive LIST sent free by post.

The Upton" Nurseties, Chester

NEWTON" NURSERIES. CHESTER-
These extensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot \v\thJn lo minutes' time from the Chester
RaitwaA- Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps)

'over Floolccrsbrook Bridge, entering James Dickson & Sons' new
i"6ad, dose by the "Ermine" Inn.

Intending Planters are specially solicited to inspect the Stock,
which, for quality, variety, and extent, is unsurpassed in Britain.

CATALO(;UES and all particuiars on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SUXS. "Ne\v ton " Nurserigs. Chester.

To Nurserymen and Gaxdeners.

THE LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH of KINGSTON-
rrON-HUI.L arc prepared to receive TENDERS for about

CT2LTME TREES and ^ "

for an Avenue. The Trc
high, and to have been rei

Tenders to state the
i

delivery at the Railway St,

also where the Trees may !" •' ' ii I" '' ' nh n a!.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender (nr Trees," are to be addre«^scd to the

Chairman of the Town's Improvement Committee, and forwarded
under cover to C. S. Todd, Esq., the Law-Clerk to the Board, Town
Hall, Hull, on or before MONDAY, September 26,

proper packing and

Office, Town 'Hall, Hull, September 8,

H
Croydon, Mcaler in all kinds of Garden Materials for

includinK the following :—SILVER SAND, KENT PE.4T, LOAM,
GARDEN MOULD. lilRCHand HEATH, BROOMS, WATTLES,
HURDLES, GARDEN STICKS, TARRED TWINE, FIREWOOD,
&c. RUSTIC LOGS and TEAT, suitable for Ferneries, Sic.

A Price List sent on application.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its ba^e is Peruvian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

5 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash, See reports of Dr.
Voclckcr. Dr, Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt, baj^, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seats remain unbroken.
KEESand CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32. KingWi I iJam Street, London, E.C.

EEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland.

"Analjtical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square,FleetStrcet, E.C.
" London, January 15. 1870.

".Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results ofacarcful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artilicial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of

moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
Itnown to agricTjlturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully.

Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
*' The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Feruviaft

_ guano Compfiny, Limited. 32. King Wiljiam Street. London. E.C."

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of K cwt., ioj. f>d.;

ii cwL, 21J. ; and i cwt,, ^2s.j with full directions for use. For further

particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard, Garaton, Liverpool-

f^ ENUINE TORACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
VT f->r Tum'git'ng

i
urposes is per lb, 84V per cwt. Superior

lOHXLLU lUUf IcrSheep Washing, &c, lOJ per gallon.

ILVLK SANI> il the linest quality, for Horticultural purposes,
.Her lots at -« di per

\VM RUSlirORIH Seed Mcrchinnnd Nur! , Leeds.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY (Established 1840)
have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, strongly recommended for Autumn Sowing.
"DISSOLVED BONES, for Lhrcssing Pasture Lands.
PREPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Corn and Roots,

and every other M AN U RE of known vslue.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE

Autumn Sowing.
ODAWS'S V-ITRO-PHOSPHATE or HLOOD MANURE.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME.

Manufactured E«iaS^SSE& bv thk

>ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited),

Chief Offices~T09, Fenchurch Street. London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.

al-d Pelt, 48, Marine Parade, Drightoi
Richard Hunt. Stanstead Abbot, Hei

Thorn r I! .
im, CamLridgeshire.

Jonas Wr:..., M. , ..^s, Lincolnshire.

C.J. La^i.ou, \U.u ^:i.alirield, E.C.

Ma7ta£iiic Direi-ior^James Odams.
fffl«iv«—Messrs, Marhetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E,C.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingteford & Dorman, 23, EsSeX St., Strand, W.C-
AvdHor—j. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction of.

Agriculturists, circumstances that have iearned for it anothertilte, vit.,

"THE TENANT-I-ARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members arc cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the M;
" "' ' — • ' - " • - - - ^ay

Chief Offici , Fenchurch Street, London, E.L.

Tlie Cheapest and Beet Insecticide.
IiUTV-KREE TOIiACCO.

By Her Majesty's Koval Letti-:hs Patent, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at 11., 21. 6rf.,and5s.
Powder Distributors, 2S, 6d and 3s. 6d. each.

"I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses andl

Other plants."—Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural'
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY Bonded Warehouse, Sussex.
Wharf, Wapping, E.

COLOURED SHELL GRAVEL, for Gardens, Con-
servatories, and Terraces, presenting a very novel appearance,

and of a mottled roan colour; also the natural SHELL GRAVEL, as

used in Horticultural and Botanic Gardens, Sold by
FRANCIS AND CO., Surrey foot of Vauxhall Bridge, London, S.E.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting, and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan

Railways, and very many Decorators, House Paini

Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders,

39A. King W"
Engini

Bridge, London, E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the nse of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.

3qA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

ROBIN'S PATENT),

lOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

vorm, A qd. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
vhich can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdt

Agci cry Town ihrnujjhout England. Scotland, and Ireland.

The Noted French Cold Grafting Wax
(MASTIC LHOMME LEFORT),

For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &c., may be obtained of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C, Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom ; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurscrj-man.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES. 6. Hio;h Street, and 12 and

n, EInsson Street, Shnreditch, London. E.
CONSERVATORY and URCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine While Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c.
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.
upon applf

Caution to Gardeners.-When you asK for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them

Obsen.'e the mark SAYNOR. also the Corporate Marl.

Warranted, without which none are genuir

S. & C. regret having to caution Garde
compelled to do so, in consequence of a

quality, having been sold for the genuine 01^ .

many complaints to be made to them of Knives which \...

their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the market

and others, but are

le, and which has caused

'

Paxton Works. Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 ye

CO.JAMES PHILLIPS
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
,

As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the

Dbyi 5 by I by I

: foot.

D by IS.

,rth quality .. - i5-o^ i^^- 6rf.

Third quality od.

iBs.td.
-.od -zys.od.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-or, , in too feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

9 by 7

41 hs.

}-3

grds.

14 by 9

20 by 14

SMALL SHEET SQUARES (in loo feet Boxes).

6iby^i 7by5 7i by SU .. ijj.
9i by 7-
104 by 8i

6i

THE MULTUM IN PARVO PATENT EXHI-
BITION and TRANSMISSION CUT FLOWER PACKING

CASE, and MLM1:I1;^ nl PARLIAMENT, FAMILIES', and
TOURISTS' SI > 1:: i"-M^ \'."Ii '\

The above Cases

]
cannot De aispiacca oi

I
If upside down, Wl.c

13J. td.

Boxes 21. each, returnable at full price.

London ARcnts for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH

WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.
PAINTS of various cojoursground ready for usi

ription of GLASS, of the best Ma'
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL,

COLOURED, and ev '
,.,. .-^

facture, at the lowest ti

""jA*?. FHyLLIPS AND CO., 180. Bishnpsg.ll

Koslier's Garden Edging TUes.

of Rreat durability.

d once put down incur no further labour

and expense, as do "grotvn" Edgings, conse-

quently being much cheaper.
GARDEtvT VASES, fOUNTAINS, &0., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior

finish, and in much variety of design.

F.& G. RosHEB, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfnars, S.E.

Queen's Road VVest, Chelsea, S. W. ; Kingsland Road. Kmgslaiid.N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of fonning a variety ol

disiuiis likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

oK-til. Willi prices, forwarded for selection ,„ .. . j

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dames, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. (irooved anS other Stable Paving Brieks

of great duraBili;y, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, W»ll Comnirs.

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, inc.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosheb. at their premis

QILVER SAND (REIGATE). at the above addresses—

s. Wall Copings,

per Ton, is, 2d. per Bushel for delivery

r Ferneries. KENT

N.B. Orders'promptly executed by Railway

A liberal discount to the Trade
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Spring nowerlng Bulbs.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co. t-

COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for (;rocnliuuse or

l^towcr Garden Decoration, sent carri.rge paid- No cliargc for packages.

FOR CONSERX'.iTORY.
I
No. I.

I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4.
I

No. s- I
No. 6.

501. S5S. J5S. !.6d.

FLOWER GARDEN.

CATALOGUE, containing details, post free.

5 per cent, allowed for cash.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., a?, south Row, Covent

Garden, London, AV.C. Establ ished upwards of a century.

Dutch Flower Boots.

DOWNIE, L.'MRD, AND L.MNG, have now received
their second importation ol FLOWER ROOTS, consisting of—

IIVACINTHS,
I

JONQUILS,
roLY,A.NTHUS NARCISSUS,
DOUBLE NARCISSUS,
CROCUS,
TULIP"
which i

NUNCULUS,
ANEMONES,
SNOWDROPS,

I
&c., &c.,

'''•n carefully selected from the most celebrated
land.

I. ;
'

I
• ,rri\cd in splendid condition, being unusually well

ri|.'
I

I i;,rl ctceedingly heavy.
li.l , > . II iiiiply fine Bulbs of the PRIZE HYACINTHS at

KLi.:,:.,^,i.,n. i.i;,,^,.;i. I'ark, Crystal Palace, and Royal Caledonian
Soi'iety'.. shows, at I2r , rsj., and 24J. per dozen.

Descriptive CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS forwarded
post free.

Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, S E. ; and Edinburgh, N.E.

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Boots.
"IHARI.l'S IL R.XI'.R has just received his first
^' import.itiuii .il l;ri.l:^, which arc unusually fine, and in the bi

HYACINTHS, best kinds forglai ir pot culture, 61. to i8r. pcrdo;

,
^s. 6d. per dozen : 251. per io<

Double are preferred.)

TULIPS, Earlv Single, 6r. to 15*. p. 100. 1 Can be supplied by the dozen
Double, 6r. to 151. per too. J at proportionate prices.Double, or. to 151. per tot

Van Thnl, orf. per dozen ;

Descriptive CATALOGUE on applii

Iso CATALOGUE of Auriculas, Azalea.s, Cams
liemums (large), Chr>'santhemum5 (Pompon). Cinei
iums (in 11 classes), Picotees, Pinks, and Roses;
criptivc CATALOGUE of Strawberries. Fruit Trees

Ihe Royal Nurseries, Slough.
&c

Selaglnella Callfomlca.
AV.-VN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

• has much pleasure in ofTerinc a few strong plants of the above
new and distinct species of SELAGINELLA, from California, which

air- A. V. G. begk to say that his'new general CATALOGUE ol
Plants is iust published, and may be had on application from his
Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,
London. E.C.

T
Crotons.

O BE SOLD, bv Private Contract, four magnificent
specimens of the above, comprising CROTON ELEGANS,

ARIEGATl'M, ANGUSTIFOI.IUM and LONGIFOLIUM ; also
very handsome specimen of ALOCASIA ZEBRIN.\,

: G. S. Foljambe, Esq., and ha'

inj of a large size, and are to be SOLD, by c

:onseC]uence of having outgrown the house.
JAMES WOODFIELD, Osberton Gardens, Worksop, whei

ne health and
of the E.vec

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.—.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed 2j. M., 3J. W. ,and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's estro choice train, 2j. M., 31. 6J.,and

CINERARIA, WeatheriU's extnichoice strain, js. id., 31. id, Si

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

ir. 6,; , 21. 6J., and

ElillEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS as. 6if. and

PVRETHRUM (Golden Feather) ir. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers ij. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties ij. and

PANSY, Chveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. ij. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA 11. &f. and

var. PERFECTION i<. 6d., s, 6d., and

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Vic I and Paradis Nur!
, T'pper HolI(

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.
(.\RSON-S NEW WHITE MIGNOXETTE
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

omething very superior, when they are no better than
cj.si.ng varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is agrcat acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence
of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this
year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certific;

The Royal'
M,iy 4, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

id International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-
ficate, May 21, 1870.
The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, Tune

28, 1870.
*

The above will be sent out in October, and may be had wholesale and
retail of F. PARSONS, Nurserjinan and Seedsman to Her .Majesty
27 and 28, Western Road, Bighton, and at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries,
Keyoierj Hurstpierpoint

; price 2j. 6d. per packet.
The Agents for the above will be advertised shortly.

CARTER'S
SEEDS, BULBS, &C.,

CARRIAGE FREE.
*,* Five per cent, discount allowed for

cash payments.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. i, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 2, reduced quantities, price t-^s.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No. 4, comprises

—

Hyacinths,
named sc

Polyanthus

I

Tuhps, Tournesol, 6

„ Yellow Prince, 6
„ Rosa Mundi, 3
„ DucVanThol, 6

Amarj'Uis formosissimu-

large selected,
j

Spara:
rrilelcia uniflora, 6

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price :

Packing and carriage free.

CARTER'S

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No. 9. comprises

—

Hyacinlhs,
for pots or class'

n 3 colours for bedding
IS. double, white, 12

Tournesol, 6
Due Van Thol, 6
Royal Standard, 3

Scilla Beii

lis. blue, 75
striped, 75
large yellow, 73

Gladiolus Erenchlcy
mixed, 36

rnsis, 8
xed English,

Price 30J.

Collection No. to, reduced quantities, price i$s.

Packing and carriage free.

CARTER'S

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING ONLY.
Collection No. it, complete, price 84J-.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 63A

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 14, comprises

—

Crocus, blue, 35
„ striped, 50

„ lartje yellow, 50

Anemones, extra fine mixed, 34
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, 6
Iris, extra choice mixed English,

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, la
Lilium candidum, 3
„ ligrinum,3

Ranunculus, extra fine mixed, 24

„ Pocticusor Pheasant's- eye, I

Double Daffodils, la
Tulips.extra finemixed, double, i

„ extra fine mixed, single, 12

,, extra fine mixed, late, 12

„ DucVanThol, 12

Polyanthus Narcissus, fin

Camperncile Jonquils, 6
Star of Bethlehem, 12

Tritelcia uniflora, 6
Dog's-tooth Violets, 6

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price los. 6d.

Packing and carriage free.

JAMES CAETEE & CO.'S
CATALOGUE OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS and OTHER
BULBS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c..

Containing full particulars of the above Collections, is

now Ready, and will be forwarded Gratis and Post Free
on application,

SUBSTITUTES for the CLOVER CROP.
TAMES CARTER and CO. can strongly dTRIFOLIUM

substitute for the
upon lands where

the Clover crop has failed, and will be certain to produce a valuable
sward for consumption in May and June.
Messrs, CARTER also prepare a special mixture of hardy quick-

Crowing Clovers and Grasses, which if aown at once will ensure a
most acceptable green crop in early spring.

Too much importance cannot be attached to the quality of the Seeds
used, so as to secure a clean after-tilth, and the utmost care is taken
by Messrs. CARTER to carry out that object.

Sow I'a to 2 bushels per acre. Price i8j. to 34*. per acre.

RROMUS SCHR.EDERI,if sown early, will produce a heavy crop
of forage in _

50 lb. per acre. ». per lb.

MUSTARD.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATfTM,

eral after cuttings in c

.}.
..w...,^... .A.^^.v,.^. ,v„i

Lowest

rTEK'S SUPERFINE ITAlllAN RYE-GIUSS, f V'xc c

RAPE.
.„„.-.

A 11 Suits (Dili Bulbs carriagefree, and i fer cent,
allowedfor cash payments.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 337 and 238, HIGH

HOLBORN, LO.N'DON, W,C.

EARLY FEED
FOR SHEEP AND CATTLE
_.Cy . MAY he OBTAINED by SOWING
«^^^% DURINt; SEPTEMBER, ^ l^rM
^^^; Buttons' Kapid Growing I^^^S^^f^ Grasses and Clovers. e^^tsatJ^s^

This Mixture consists entirely of the quickest growing
varieties, and will produce a heavy crop for mowing in

April, May, and June, after wliich it may be ploughed
up. Sow 2 bushels per acre. Price 12s. per busliel.

Buttons' Improved Italian Rye-grass,
The best and most productive in cultivation.

September is an excellent month for sowing our
Improved Italian Rye-grass. Price 7s. 6d. per bushel

;

cheaper by the quarter. Carriage Free. Also

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, | MUSTARD,
BROMUS SCHR.EDERI,

\ 'RAPE,
And other Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

SUTTONS'

mm
IMPORTED FLOWER ROOTS.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS,
HAVING RECEIVED their EIK.ST (_OXSIGNJIENT of

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers in

Holland, are now prepared to receive Orders for their

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or

indoor cultivation.

Buttons' £2 2s. Collection for Open Ground,
Carriage Free, contains

—

25 Phci

lixed Border Hya
Polyanlhus Na

nths ced Gladiolus
in Thol Tulips
iinglcEarty Tulips

6 Lilies, of sons
6 Fertaria Pavonia
12 Dog's-tooth Violets
6 Crown Imoerials

3 Double Whil
50 Double Daffodils
12 large Campemell
100 fine mixed Double kanun
loo Scarlet Turban Kanunculus
25 fine mixed Double Anemones
25 ,,

Single Anemones
300 Crocus, in 6 sorts

Sutton's £1 Is. Collection, for Open Ground,
Carriage Free, contains—

i3 fine mijEcd Border Hyacinths
*Poly3-'-- "'—•:—-

Double Whit
;
Double Daffodils

) large Campernelle Jonquils

150 Crocus,

25 Winter Aconit

Buttons' 10s. 6d. Collection of Flower Roots
For Open Ground, contains a choice assortment

for a Small Garden.

Buttons' £2 2s. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

34 fine Hyacinths, by name
12 fine Miniature Hyacinths, do.

12 Polyanthus Narcissus, do.

6 large Double Jonquils.
12 Single Sweet-scented Jonquils
T2 Scifia pra;cox

Single Due Van Thol Tulips
Double Tournesol Tulips

6 Per-
6 Peacock Iris

[oo Crocus, \sy n

! Lilium lancifolium albun^

50 Early Tulips,

Sutton's £1 Is. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

12 fine Hyacinths, by n

ire Hyacinths, by n;

hus Narcissus, do.
50 fine

3 choice (Jxalis

I Tropaolum tricolo;

I Lilium lancifolium

z Sparaxis

6 Single Due Van Thol Tulips
6 Double Tournesol Tulips

25 Early Tulips, s sorts

5 Persian Iris i

Buttons' IDs. 6d, Collection of Flower Roots
For Indoor Cultivation, contains a choice assortment

of most useful and showy kinds.

12 extra fine Hyacinths, by Name, for 12s.,
E.xtra fine Double and Single varieties.

For further particulars, with complete Cultural

Instructions, see

SUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds carriage Free, except
very small parcels.

1^* Five per cent, allowed for cask payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROY.\L BERKS SEED EST.\BLISHMENT,

RE.\DING.
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B ENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

lins Lisis nf Orclii<K, r.iliTis, Tree Fcrus, St -"
^ '

Ag-T ,
Yuci

l<-as and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

lies inspection of his numerous
I, at all times well repay a visit.

i,..ice Plants supplied for Balls or

, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Established 1785.
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, NEAR HEREFORD,

JOHN CRANSTON, Proprietor.
The followine Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES arc now ready,

and will be forv.-ardcd on application :

—

The NEW ROSE CATALOGUE for 1870.

The CONIFER, SHRUI!. and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE.
The FOREST TREE CATALOGUE, including Plants for Coverts,

Underwood, &c-

Twenty-one First and Ten Second Prizes for Roses.

JOHN CRANSTON obtained during the past season
the large number of 21 First and Ten Second Prizes for ROSES,

exhibited at the principal Rose Shows throughout the kingdom. It is

thus proved that his Nurseries stand unrivalled for the cultivation of

the Rose.
The NEW ROSE CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be

forwarded on application.
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford-

ofTer

ind superior to other similar kinds, and have no doubt thcv
satisfaction that Mrs. Lewis Loyd and IMrs. Brad-
ni out by us.

I I N — French white, with deep violet blotch on
rncr. 5s.

In. with maroon blotch on each petal; great
.. ,. I habit. 51.

\ .\ ^tiN, Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Wednesday, Sept.
( Royal HorliculturaKFruitand Floral

t\ Committee), at S. Kensington .. ii fl

t Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3r

In speaking of the British Museum the other

day, we expressed a hope that, before the natural

history collections shall have been transferred into

the buildings about to be built to receive them, the

Government would take the mode of management
of the Institution into consideration ; and if they

find that its government by trustees is not the

mode best adapted for the purpose (as there is

no doubt they must), that they would bring that

system to an end—that they would define the

mission and object of the collection, and put the

whole on the best footing for carrying these into

effect. It may be useful if we try to define its

mission ourselves, and to see how far it has been
fulfilled in the past, and how it may best be so in

the future.

Whatever it may have been in its early days,

the mission of the Museum is in ours, un-

doubtedly, the instruction of the people. Starting,

no doubt, as a collection of curiosities, whose
practical object was rela.xation, /'. c, to interest

and amuse, with little thought of instruction, it

is long since it has reversed the order and placed

instruction as the main object, entertainment as

the accessory. This is right, both practically and
theoretically. Its principal means of instruction

are the proper display of its stores to the general

public, and the provision of material for study

and instruction for scientific men and authors,

who digest the information, and by-and-by restore

it to the public in their works. A third important
means is the communicating and contributing
material from its larger stores to other collections

throughout the country. How has the Museum
fulfilled these duties? How far has it directly

contributed to the information of the mass of the
people by the display of its costly treasures ?

It has provided a raree-show of ill-stuffed animals
— an indigest crowd of birds, shells, and fossils,

without landmark, guidance, or light to tell what
the arrangement means, or any information about
the objects e.'ihibited, other than their locality,

and that their name is something in Latin.

The scientific man may (or may not) want no
more, but to the non-scientific what is the value
of such information ? Labels are the keystone
of all collections—without labels their value is

little more than that of a Chinese puzzle. Even
the poor, sentimental gatherer of scraps with
associations cannot do without his labels—they
are the story that gives the value to his mute
records : one bit of granite is as good as another
until his label tells you that his bit comes from
Pompey's Pillar—one dried Forget-me-not as

another, until his label tells you that his is from
Waterloo—one bit of rotten wood as another,
until we learn from his label that his bit

is from Heme's Oak, or " Alloway's haunted
kirk." The proper making of labels, level not
to say to the capacity but to the degree of previous
knowledge of unL.structed people, is the great

difficulty in all museums, and requires a great

deal of pains and a good lot of brains. Look
what absurd pedantic vagaries arc played in this

way in the well intentioned attempts at in-

struction in our public parks. By way of m.ak-
ing it clear to the mind of the visitors that

a plant is an Oak or an Apple, they are told that

it is a cupuliferous or a pomaceous tree. The
making of labels is a science in itself. It is the
compression of the strongest essence (/. e.,

essentials) of knowledge into the smallest space
and in the clearest words ; but it is an unde-
veloped science. We have no professors of

labels ; nothing has been done in this line

in the British Museum, neither has anything
been done in the way of illustrative diagrams
or drawings of small objects, and yet with-

out these everj'thing th.at is small, ever)'thing

that is physiological, everything that is not
external, must be abandoned as inexplicable.

The authorities of the South Kensington
Museum have for long been alive to the import-
ance of these aids to instruction, and, although
plenty of room for improvement still remains
even there, good service has been done by their

example. For the general public it is manifest
that this ought to form aver>' large and important
part of any attempt at instruction.

The next help to the general instruction in

natural history which the nation might expect to

draw from a great central museum like the

British Museum, is the communication and
sharing of their specimens with less fortunate

towns in the provinces. The South Kensington
Museum has circulating art collections, which
have been found of the greatest use. Why should
not the National Natural History Museum have
circulating natural history collections? and why
should it not have a store supply of material
from which to assist in furnishing properly
named specimens to those places— towns, villages,

or parishes—which have accommodation and
apparatus and means for displaying them ? This
opens a very wide and novel field, which our
space will not allow us to do more than hint at.

Nothing whatever has been done, or, so far as we
know, thought of, in that direction ; but it is

plain that it is only following out the impulse
which has been given to general education, and
we feel sure that it will not be long before some-
thing of this sort will be sought for by the most
purely abstract educationists as a means of
bringing the minds of the difficult -to -teach
within the scope of their skill. There is nothing
like the works of Nature for awakening an inte-

rest, and arousing the dormant faculties of the

mind ; and this is now well known to our most
accomplished teachers, and acted upon in our
best and highest schools. With such a system
would arise the necessity of helps of another
kind, which would react to the advantage of the

Museum itself and of natural science. Collections
of duplicates would require to be formed—our
naval officers and foreign dependencies would be
encouragedto supply these, and ships mightbesent
more frequently to particular stations for material
and information, for lack of which men of science
cannot complete their investigations or prosecute
their researches satisfactorily ; and by that means
material would be otained which would enable
the Museum to complete its desiderata either

directly or by interchange with other similar

establishments in other countries.

The last, and most powerful perhaps, although
the least direct mode in which a great national
natural history collection can contribute to the
instruction of the people, is by the facilities

which it gives, or should give, to authors and
men of science to obtain information from its

contents, which they elabor.ate and return to the

nation in the form of works on the subject. To
this branch of its duty the Museum has always
been alive, and its officers have always performed
it with hearty zeal and good-will, and yet this, on
which we should hear the fewest, is the very point

on which we hear the most numerous complaints.
The other points have been neglected, or wholly
ignored, and we hear no complaints ; but here,

where, so far as the work is done at all, it is done
well, the complaints are grievous. The explana-
tion is, that where the duty is ignored both the

Museum and the public have got into the way of

thinking that the duty is not a duty. The
Museum thinks that its mission stops at putting

a stuffed skin with a Latin name before the
public. There is the thing, find it out if you
can. It does not yet recognise that it has to

try to teach the public anything—to knock any-
thing into its head. Whereas, with the scientific

man it has always been recognised as a part of
the Museum duty to show specimens and give
information when asked. But of course the in-

formation to be got is limited to that possessed
by the officer. Each man has, most properly,

only one department. If you go for information
out of their department you can get none ; and
there are many departments which have no
officer that knows the subject. Crustaceans,

flics, moths, bugs, &c., all immense subjects, arc

in this category ; and to make matters worse, the

trustees have a law—which they seem to suppose
useful, for they retain it in spite of remonstrance

—

that no .assistant sh.all be appointed who is above

25 years of age. Those who have of late years

been appointed are rising naturalists, who
promise in course of years to attain distinction

;

but surely at the great national museum it is not

too much to demand that the post of consulting

naturalist in any department should be filled by
a risen naturalist—not ,a rising one. Neither,

we hope, is it an unreasonable demand that there

should be at least one officer told off for each
department, independent of whatever staff may
be necessary to keep the collection at the level of

the day.

These things have not been sufficiently

thought about ; but these things ought to be
thought about ; and we trust that they will

receive a good de.il more thought than they have
hitherto received from those who are interested

in them, and [from those of Her Majesty's
Government whose duty it is to decide on such
matters.

As is well remarked by a correspondent at

p. 11S6, many of the everyday operations of the

gardener depend on the assumption that the

Leaves of plants Absorb Moisture directly

from the atmosphere. But this assumption, if it

be intended to apply to the absorption of

watery vapour, is at variance with the results of

most of the experiments that have been made to

determine this point. We have recently (p. 1 147)
alluded to some experiments of M. Prillieux,
which go to show that when leaves, flaccid from
undue evaporation, are suspended in moist air,

they recover their freshness though they do not

gain in weight ; hence the inference is drawn
that the renewed turgescence of the leaves

is due, not to the absorption of vapour, but

to the transference of fluids from one
portion of the branch to another. These
experiments of M. Pi'tlLMEUX were suggested

by some previous ones made at various times by
M. DuCHARTl^E, and to which we alluded at the

time of their publication, but which it seems
desirable again to bring under notice. M.
DUCHARTRE's experiments were made for the

most part on Epiphytes—such as Orchids,

Bromeliads, and Conimelynads— plants having
no direct communication with the soil, and
which yet, on chemical analysis, are found to

contain potash, soda, alumina, and other ingre-

dients, such as plants whose roots grow in the

earth derive from that medium. If these planis

derive their sustenance from the moist vapour
by which they are surrounded, it is difficult to

conceive how they could procure the materials

we have just alluded to. But if it be admitted

th.at they absorb not aqueous vapour, but water

itself, provided by the deposition of dew
or the fall of rain, we can at once account for

the possession of these inorganic materials. To
ascertain how far this conclusion was just,

M.UucHARTRE placed several of these Epiphytes,

provided with their aerial roots, in closed vessels

filled with moist vapour ; the result was in all

cases, as in the experiments of M. Prillieux
before alluded to, that the plants lost weight. If,

however, from any cause the plants came in

contact with liquid water, it was absorbed
readily, as indicated by the greater weight of the

plants and the disappearance of the water.

Pursuing these experiments still further,

M. DUCHARTRE took some plants of Tillandsia

dianthoidca—.a plant which lives for a time

unattached to any tree, and which does not

produce roots. This plant in the West Indies

and in some parts of South America is simply

hung from the balconies or the verandahs of the

houses, where it grows and produces flowers

without producing a root, and without contact

with the soil, being literally an " air plant." Now
here is a plant which one would think must

derive benefit from the aqueous vapour by \yhich

it is surrounded. To .ascertain whether this be

so or not, M. Duchartre took two plants,

attached them to pieces of dry cork of the same
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weight by means of soft wire, which also served

to keep in place a small quantity of dry Sphag-
num which was wrapped round the base of the

stem. It is not necessary to give the details

of these experiments, which may be read in

the volume of the Journal of the Imperial

and Central Horticultural Society of France,

1S68, pp. 546—556. Suffice it to say that the

plants, though surrounded by moist vapour, lost

weight when not supplied with water in a licpiid

condition. On the other hand, whenever the

base of the stem was placed in water, absorption

took place, and the plant rapidly and markedly

increased in weight. All the time no ^water

was supplied, the plants lived on their own
resources, and doubtless under these circum-

stances they had the power of regulating the

amount of evaporation, and thus of prolonging

their vitality longer than would otherwise have

been possible.

It will be observed in this case that it is the

base of the stem which is stated to be the active

agent in absorbing water. It acted as a root

would do under like circumstances. Not a word
is said as to the influence of the leaves in

absorbing water. Indeed, contrary to all antici-

pation, the direct results of experiments go to

show that leaves do not absorb water to any
extent, either in a liquid or gaseous form, except

they be absolutely plunged in liquid water for

some time, when they absorb considerable quan-
tities. The absorption of water, indeed, is

prevented by the structure of the epidermis,

often so thickly clothed with hairs, or so fully

provided with a waxy bloom-like secretion that

contact with water becomes difficult. It comes
then to this, that a withered plant recovers its

freshness, not by any absorption of watery

vapour, scarcely by any imbibition of water itself,

but chiefly by the transport of water from one
part of the plant, where it is not wanted, to

another, where it is more serviceable. At
the same time it must be remembered that

very potent aid is given to the plant in its

attempts to recover itself by the circumstance
that evaporation from its surface is stopped by
the moist air surrounding the plant.

One circumstance has been pointed out to us,

which is well worth further investigation. In all

the experiments we have alluded to, it is inferred

that no absorption has taken place, when a plant

was surrounded with air saturated with moisture,

because the weight of the plant was not increased

under such circumstances ; but it does not

appear to have been remembered that the

density of aqueous vapour is very much less

than that of dry air. If the latter be estimated

at 1000 that of aqueous vapour is 625 only, a

circumstance that ought to be taken into con-

sideration in such experiments as those to which
we have been alluding.

space to mention. Liverpool has its inteUeclual glories

as well as its material possessions. With the city the
name of William Roscoe will be for ever connected.
He was the son of a tavern-keeper, but the gentleman
was innate in him, and his tastes could not but lead liim

to what he became. He laboured amid the turmoil of
Liverpool, its pursuits, passions, triumphs and calamities,

as calmly as if he had been far away from the distracting

din of men and their antagonisms ; but there is something
melancholy in the fact that, after all his intellectual

labours, he made shipwreck of his fortunes by embarking
and failing in business as a banker. It is painful to con-
template the author of ' Lorenzo de Medici ' and ' Leo
the Tenth,' whose wealth as well as learning had been
turned to the best purposes, meekly accepting ^100 a year
from the Royal Literary Fund."

Our contemporaiy omits to mention that Roscoe was
not only an historian, but an acute botanist, and that

his splendidly illustrated monograph on the Scitamine^e

and allied orders, including some of the most beau-

tiful and interesting of our stove plants, now^ sadly

neglected, gave hmi high rank among tlie botanists

of his time, though much of what he did is supe

seded by the fuller and more accurate information nc

offering a prize of £2.^ for the best essay on the present
position and future prospects of market gardening within
the district of the Western Society."

New Garderi Plants.
Epidendrum MIGROCHARIS, R€hb. /.

A. Rich., et Gal. Foliis

lis posticis se^nis^ittatis,

-Epidcndrum mtcrocfuiris, Rchb. fil.

ulptx

i-Iigiila

' Referring to the great interest attaching to

the town of Liverpool, in which the British Association

is now holding its annual meeting, the Athcmuum of

last week has an excellent article devoted to tlie

history of this gieat mercantile centre, and from which
we extract the following :

—

" Holt states in his ' Survey' that a farmer who died in

1795 remembered that the first load of nighlsoil brought
from Liverpool into the country part of the shire was by
his father, 'who was paid for carting it the same price

that theretofore had been paid for carting away this

nuisance and throwing it into the Mersey." There is a
certain sort of propriety in the fact that Lancashire was
the first Enghsh county in which the Potato was grown

;

for John Hawkins, the dealer in slaves (the article

which, with cotton, subsequently enriched Liverpool be-

yond all conception), got in 1565 the first Potatos for

ship provisions from Santa Fii, in New Spain. He intro-

duced them into Ireland, whence they came into Lanca-
shire, where curious chance promoted the cultivation of

other useful and profitable vegetables. In 1756 we brought
over from Canada the French neutrals in the war of the

period. They resided some years in Liverpool, and,

according to the fashion of their cuisine and the sanction

of their appetites, they required so many vegetables that

the prices went up in the markets for such things. This
led to increase of production, and Liverpool was long
famous for its good supply of fresh vegetables. In
enriching the land for such purposes everj' sort of experi-

ment was resorted to. Even mussels were applied to

the forcing of the earth to bring forth fruits more
abundantly. But it was found that mussels helped the

land only to one crop, and then left it "seedy" and
weakened. Accordingly this method of farming was
called by agricultural wits dram-husbandry ! Liverpool
imports, among a host of other things, that now precious,

yet once almost useless drug—madder. The value of

madder went up mar%'e]lously after the discovery of

dyeing cotton a Turkey-red. From a mere nominal price

it' rose to one varying from 50^. to /"6 a cwt. As England
imports nearly ^oo.oco cwt. of madder and madder-root.

it might be supposed that Turkey-red was our only

vvear, but madder is applied to more uses than we have

The University of St. Lawrence has conferred

the degree of Master of Arts, honoris causa, on Mr. M.
C. Cooke, in acknowledgment of the value of his little

works on Fungi.

It is said that our Government has refused Xo
allow the use of one of Her Majesty's ships for the

proposed scientific expedition to Gibraltar and Syracuse,

m order to observe the phenomena of the Total
Eclipse on December 24 next. Some 60 men of
science volunteered their services, their time, their

money, if the Government would furnish the means of

transport, and this has been refused. We do not know
who is responsible for this act of meanness only ex-

plicable on the supposition that Government may have
an idea of dispensing with volunteer aid, and of

despatching its own officials. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer is the member for the University

of London, the highest representative of science in

the kingdom, and its graduates are not the men to

uphold such policy as this—a policy that might have
denied Franklix a few- pence for a string to his kite

or denied a i^w strands of wire to a Wheatstone.
Our rulers require to be "Prussianised" ere they
can be made to appreciate the claims of science.

The Maximum Temperature of the Air
in England during the Week ending September 10,

varied from 74°. 6 at the extreme southern stationj

Portsmouth, to 66* at the extreme northern station,

Newcastle, with a mean of all highest for the several

stations of 69°. 2. In Scotland it varied from 66° at

Perth to 62". 4 at Aberdeen, with a mean for all

tations of 63°.9. The Minimum Temperature in

England varied from 38^.4 at Portsmouth to 47°.! at

Liverpool, with a mean for all stations of 43*'.3. In
Scotland it varied from 39° at Aberdeen to 47^

Greenock, with a mean for all stations of
42''.5. The Mean Temperature of the Air for

the week varied in England from 57° at Elack-

heath to 53*. 3 at Newcastle, with a mean for the

eight southern stations of 5^*. ^"^ for the eight

northern stations of 54°.S. The mean for the several

stations in Scotland amounted to 52°, 2, The Rainfall
during the week was very large in both countries, more
particularly in Scotland. In England, at six stations,

the falls amounted to i inch or more, in some cases to

more than i^ inch; the largest fall was recorded at

Portsmouth, viz., 1.61 inch, and the smallest at

Wolverhampton, viz. , o. 26 inch. The mean for the

different stations was 0.83 inch. In Scotland the falls

were very large, the largest being recorded at Greenock,

viz., 3.02 inches, and the smallest at Perth, viz.,

0.60 inch. The mean fall for the several stations was
1.40 inch. (See Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our present

issue.

)

We observe that the collection of PLj^nts and
Farming Stock belonging to F. Pryor, Esq., of
Digswell, Welwyn, is shortly to be disposed of by
auction, in consequence of the expiration of the lease.

The collection of plants, though not extensive, is

interesting, and has been under the charge of one of

our correspondents, Mr. William Earlev, whose
weekly Calendar of Operations in our columns has,

we believe, given much satisfaction to our practical

readers.

One objeetiori to Mr. Rendle's Plant Pro-
tectors consisted in the difficulty of removing and
replacing the glass. This has now been emirely

obviated by a slight alteration of the form of the

grooved ridge tile at the top. The convenience and
utility of these little contrivances in small establish-

ments is very gieat, while in larger ones they are

steadily growing in favour.

The Times gives the following account of

Market Gardening in Cornwall :

—

"The average annual despatch of early Potatos from
the Penzance railway station for the past four seasons Js

2337 tons, and of Broccoli 2627. The largest total of

Potatos was in 1863, when 3146 tons were sent off, and of

Broccoli in 1868, when the quantity was 3571 tons,—this

year 2591 tons of Potatos and 2574 tons of Broccoli. Mr.
BoLiTHO, of Penzance, has announced his intention of I

Aff. Epid. pulchello, A. Rich.,

labello trifido, lacini'

d^enticulo inteijecto.-

litt. ad cL Saunders.

Radices velatffi filiformes subtUissimeinsculptEC. Vaginae fultientes

emarcid^. Pseudobulbi obloneo-pyriformes purpureo-violacei
hincimpressi. Folia gemina. LanunEC optlnie articulata; li^ea

callosa transversa atbida sub lamina, lincari-Iiguhtx acuta;^
chartacco pergamene5e infra purpureo-violacea;, supra violaceo
marginaue. Racemuspaiiciflurus. BractCE triangulo-sLibulataB

ovariis pedicellatis lopge breviores. Ovaria pedicdlat^ curvula.
Sepala ligulata obtuse acuta. Pctala linc^ria apiculat^. Label-,
lum omnino adnatum, trifidura, laciniae laterales setniovatat

ctrorsum hinc lobulatac, lacinia media
:atis denticulo medig interjecto ; basis
10 labello accreta, apicc dilatata, andVo-
ginatum, dens senuoyatus aculus iitriri-

;s albidus niaculis ocuUis purpureis.

A neat and very lovely little plant, producing
of small pyriform-fusiform bulbs, according to a

neat little sketch which we obtained from W. Wilsoi^

Saunders, Esq. The leaves, purplish beneath, are

linear-ligulate acute- The small flowers are yel-

lowish, with many purplish dots. It comes from
Guatemala, and has flowered lately, under Mr. Green's

able management, in the rich collection of W. Wilson
Saunders, Esq. M. G. Rchb. fil.

bifida

Color ochrole

LILIES.
(Coniijiucd/romp. 1x83.)

Many of the Japanese Lilies which were published

by Thunberg are now well known in gardens. No
species can be confounded, for instance, with Liliu^i

cordifolium of Thunberg, which has no analogy with
any other species except the Nepalese L. giganteum, of
Wallich. The two plants just named agree in habit,

in their heart-shaped leaves, their long nearly tubula,?

flowers, and their dirty white colour, marked with Mnal|

purplish hues and spots, especially along the middle
line of the petals ; but the lesser height of the Japanese
species, the smaller number of flowers, and the angular

seed vessels, suffice to distinguish it from the Nepalese
species.

The L. speciosum of Thunberg is a magnificent

plant, of which Siebold introduced bulbs into the Bota^

nic Garden of Ghent, and which, when it first flowered

in 1833, created a veritabje^sensation. Its stiff, glabrous

stem bears alternate leaves, which are shortly-stalked,

oval-oblong, more or less rounded at the base, ^n,d

traversed by from 5—7 longitttdinal nerves. The leaye^

become narrower towards the upper end of the stem,

which is often much branched, and bears as many as

20 flowers. These are very large, reflexed, revolute,

and the segments of their perianth are studded on their

inner surface with numerous projections of a more or

less bright rose colour. This magnificent Lily has been
the parent of numerous varieties, varying in colour

from bright rose to rosy white, and even to pure white.

One of these varieties is a malformation, with a fli\ttened

fasciated stem, bearing above many flowers of smaller

dimensions than those of the other varieties. It is

unfortunate that the Belgian gardeners, following in

this respect the bad example of Mussche, head gardener
of the Botanic Garden, Ghent, should, without the

slightest reason, have transferred to this species the

name of L, lancifolium, under which it is now
better known than by its correct denomination.
The true lancifolium (Thunb. ) has not yet been in-

troduced into Europe. Thunberg, who at first did
not distinguish it from our Lihum bulbiferiun, subse-

quently recognised it as a distinct species. ("Trans.
Linn. Soc," ii., 1794, p. 333). He characterised it by
its stem scarcely exceeding a foot in height, angiiiar,

bristly, and reddish ; by its numerous, alternate, sessile,

lanceolate, glabrous leaves, all rather small, and be-^

coming more and piore so towards t^ie upper end of
the plant, where numerous axillary bulbils are formed.
The flower, moreover, is small, solitary, erpct,

white, almost bell-shaped, while the segments of the
perianth are narrowed below into a stalk. Between
this Lily, of which Thunberg has only given an
inferior figme representing the extremity of the stem
tertninated by a young flower-bud, ^nd the L. speci-

osuni, there does ne^ exist a single point of resem-
blance. It is therefore very much to be regretted

that the nurserymen should transfer to the one species

the name of the other.

Another little known Japanese species, an4 o^e
which, like the preceding, does not exist i^

European gardens, is that which Thunberg (" Flora,"

P- 135) originally considered to be L. canadense, but
which he referred to his L. maculatum in 1794. Later
still he gave a figure of it in the " Mem. de I'Acad.

Imp^r. des Sciences de St. Petersburg," iii., p. 204,
pi- 5» fig- I- Judging by this figure and the descrip-

tion which accompanies it, the spotted Lily is rather

more than a foot high, its glabrous stem is rounded,
striated or furrowed, unbranched as far as the inflorr

cscence. It bears numerous leaves of modei-ate or

small dimensions, lanceolate, tapering at the base, but
still sessile, with several nerves prominent on the under
surface. These leaves form a sort of false verticil at the
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base of the inflorescence. This latter consists of from

four to six flowers of moderate size, bell-shaped, with

the extremity of the segments slightly rolled back.

"The colour is indicated as blood-red, marked in

the interior of the flower with points and spots of deep

purple. Dr. Asa Gray ("Diagnostic Characters of New
Spec, of Phrenog. Plants, collected in Japan by Ch.

Wright," "Mem. oftheAmer. Acad.," vi., p. 434), cites

this plant, with doubt, as a variety of L. superbum

(Linnajus), a determination open to criticism. The

Japanese Lily, which Thunberg called L. elegans (Mem.

de I'Acad. de St. Petersb.," iii., p. 203, pi. 3, fig. 2),

and which he at first in his "Flora," p. 135, had

called L. philadelphicum, and afterwards, in his

memoir ofthe plants of Japan ("Trans. Linn. Soc," ii.,

p. 333), L. bulbiferum, is also not in European gardens.

L. elegans is about iS inches high, with a smooth,

simple, rounded stem ; its leaves are of moderate size,

alternate, and the stem is terminated by a large, flesh-

coloured, bell-shaped flower, the oblong segments of

which are more or less turned back at the extremities.

Thunberg compares this species to Lilmm bulbiferum,

from which it is distinguished by its simple, smooth

stem, neither striated nor divided ; by its scattered

leaves of a more ovate-oblong form ; and lastly, by

the pieces of the perianth, which are oval, and not

narrowed into a stalk at their base. The figure which

he gives is very indifferent.

As to the L. longiflorum ("Trans. Linn. Soc.,"ii.,

p. 333. ™<i "Mem. de I'Acad. de St. Petersburg," iii.,

p. 203, pi. 4) it is not only well known, but also fre-

quently cultivated in our gardens. It belongs to a

group of Japanese Lilies with larsre white flowers,

among which the Swedish boUnist had already distin-

guished another species under the name of L. japonicum

(" Mem. del'Acad. de St. Petersburg," iii., p. 205, pi.

5, fig. 2). It is easy to characterise L. longiflorum.

The plant is 18 inches high, the stem is rounded and

glabrous, bearing numerous, alternate, thick, lanceolate

leaves, rather broad in proportion to their length,

acuminate, marked on their lower smface with three

prominent nerves, and is terminated by from one to

three large beautiful flowers, of a pure white colour

within, slightly clouded without, slightly pendulous

(penchies), having the tube relatively rather short,

widening gradually upwards from the base into a

broad spreading limb.

It is much less easy to ascertain what is the plant

which Thunberg designated in 17S3 in his "Flora

Japonica," p. 133, under the name of L. japonicum.

Thus in the catalogue of his collection, M. Leichtlin

indicates by a ? that he is by no means certain of the

specific identity of the Lily cultivated by him under

this name ; in truth the characters by which Thunberg
distinguishes his species are deficient in exactness, while

the bad figure which he gives certainly does not dissi-

pate the doubts engendered by his description. It is

even in some respects in opposition to his text, fo/ it

represents the segments of the perianth as oblong-

lanceolate, acutely pointed and acuminate, while in the

text they are described as elliptic. On the whole,

according to this botanist, L, japonicum is a plant

about 2 feet high, with a rounded glabrous stem,

bearing a small number of alternate rarely oppo-

site leaves, which are very shortly stalked, lanceo-

late-acuminate, glabrous, pale on the lower

surface, which is marked by five prominent nerves.

This stem is terminated by a single, whitish, bell-

shaped flower, about 3 inches long. This Lily is

described as very beautiful by Thunberg, who adds,

that while spontaneous at Miaco and elsewhere, it is

often cultivated by the Japanese as an ornamental

plant. These seven species of Lily described by
Thunberg being thus dealt with, there only remains

that which he referred erroneously to our L. pomponium,
and on which more recently Siebold and Zuccarini

established their L. callosum.

While Thunberg was studying and making known
the Japanese Lilies at the end of the last century, the

French botanist Andre Michaux was exploring the

United States for the purpose of examining its vege-

table products. The results of his expedition were

given in his "Flora Boreali-Americana," published in

1803. But while in the case of many genera he greatly

enlarged the circle of our acquaintance, he left the

Lilies pretty much as he found them. Indeed he only

mentioned in his work three species, first, L. canadense

(Linn.
)

; and secondly, the charming L. Catesbjei (Walt. ),

a southern plant already figured by Catesby in 1 743, and

the stem of which is about 18 inches high ; terete

glabrous, brownish below. The leaves are scattered

alternate, nearly green, linear lanceolate, acute,

slightly glaucous on their upper surface. The flower

is large, solitary, erect, of a blood-red colour, passing

into yellow towards the centre, where it is marked
mth numerous purplish brown spots. The segments

of the perianth are revolute, narrow, wavy at the

margins, tapering at their sumnrits into a long point,

and at their base into a long narrow stalk.

The third species, considered new by Michaux, was
the L. carolinianum, which he characterised by its

nearly verticillate leaves with obscure venation, and by
its flowers, i—3 in number, reflected, the segments

revolute, bright red in colour, passing into orange-

yellow towards the centre, which is marked with

reddish brown spots. This pretty Lily, however, has

no claim to specific rank. It is a mere variety of L.

superbum (Linn. ), of which it is a diminished form. The

same plant subsequently received from Poiret the name
of L. Michauxii ("Enc. Meth. SuppL," iii., p. 457).

and from Roemer and Schultes that of L. Michauxianum
("Syst.," vii., p. 404). Thus at the beginning of this

century, when Persoon published the first volume of

his " Synopsis Plantarum," in 1S05, comprising the

enumeration of all the flowering plants then known,
the genus Lilium was only represented by 17 species,

thus arranged :

—

1. Flowers ,-rat, bell-shaped.—x, L.cordifolmni, Thunb.
;

2. L. longiflorum, Thunb.
; 3, L, candidum, L.

; 4, L.

japonicum, Tliunb.
; 5, L, lancifolium, Thunb. ; 6, L.

bulbiferum, L., and var, /3 croceum, a native of Dauphiny,
which had previously, and justly so, been considered as a
distinct species by Chaix, under the name L. croceum in

Villars' ' Histoir'e des Plantes du Dauphin^," 1786, and
even long before by Fuchs.

2. Flowers with Revolute Scgmcrits.—7. L. Catesbaei,

Walt. ; 8, L. speciosum, Thunb.
; 9, L. pomponium,

L. ; 10, L. chalcedonicum, L. ; ir, L. superbum,

L. ; 12. L. Martagon, Linn. ; 13, L. carolinianum,

Mich. : 14. L. canadense, Linn. ; 15, L. maculatum,

Thunb. ; 16, L. kamschatkense, L. ; 17, L. philadel-

phicum, L.

Had Thunberg's L. elegans been at that time dis-

tinguished, it would have been added to the list. It is

specially after the publication of Persoon's " Synopsis,"

that is to say during the present century, that the

augmentation in the number of species of Lily has

become considerable. Scientific voyages have become

more common, scientific explorations have become

more thorough and complete, the study of plants by

the closet naturalists has become more searching.

Hence have arisen on the one side numerous discoveries,

on the other the establishment of more or less legiti-

mate points of distinction of plants formerly confounded

with others. Materials have thus gradually accumu-

lated, but unfortunately they have not of late years been

subjected to so complete a monographic revision as to

enable the bad to be separated from the good species,

the legitimate forms from those which have been

established on insufficient grounds.*

[To he Continued.)

GRAPE GROWING AT WOODSTOCK.
Woodstock—the famous old borough of Wood-

stock—historically associated with stirring times, and

the theatre of memorable occuiTences, recorded either

in the more trastworthy annals of historic facts, or

worked into the plots of novels, touched by the magic

wand of romance and imagination ; and in later years

noteworthy because of the proximity of the noble

domain of Blenheim, is a quiet, clean, and pretty well-

to-do town, about 6 or 7 miles north-east of the seat of

the classic halls of Oxford. Woodstock is a prosperous

town, not because a duke is its near neighbour, and in

a great measure its owner, but because it has indus-

trial resources of its own, of which glove-making is the

chief feature, mainly carried on by enterprising bur-

gesses. They make good gloves, and obtain a ready

market for them, and hundreds of persons are employed

in their manufacture. Woodstock lays wide of any

railway station, and is now comparatively isolated and

unhappy in consequence. A great duke wished to

keep his property away from the taint of railways, and

the borough of Woodstock, which could hardly be

expected to be so unseemly as to oppose a duke, said

ditto, and lost a valuable market or two in consequence

;

and were it not for its glove manufactures, it would

have dwindled into an agricultural village. The visitor

to Woodstock has to ride from the railway station which

serves it, along a road almost as white in the summer
time as if strewn with flour, from the oolitic nature

of the stone employed in mending it. It is a horrible

ride on a blazing day, with the sun shining down on it,

and the refraction of the rays thereof is quite blinding

to the eyes of the traveller. A walk along that road

on .such a day must be absolute torture.

Woodstock is looking up horticulturally, after a

fashion of its own, and because it likes it. Woodstock
can now be seen broken out into an ei-uption of the

genus Vitis, as many a dwelling presents a Vine-clad

front ; there is a cheerful aspect of vinosity, and the

Vines flourish as if fully at home in the calcareous soil.

The white road leading to the borough creeps and

winds about it, through lines of white houses ; white-

wash and lime-dust bear each other company, as

if it was a region of perpetual snow. But, as a

set-ofl^. Vines crop up here and there, and amid their

leaves could be seen clusters of the crimson berries of

the Black Esperione, the amber of the White Musca-

dine ; with here and there the more refined berries of

the Black Hamburgh. With a steady, but sure

growth, the Vine-clad walls increase in extent each year,

and relieve the monotony of the white houses and the

whiter roads. From the produce of these Vines

hundreds of gallons of rich, luscious wines are manu-

factured : invigorating, undefiled, and innocuous. For

years, Mr. Fenn, who is well known as a wine pro-

ducer, has been showing his fellow townsmen what he

can do with the 16 cwt. of Esperione and Muscadine

» The publication of Spae on the genus Lilium, which appeared

in 1847 in the 19th vohime of the " Memoires Couronnes par

I'Acad. Roy. de Belgique," is already 23 years old, and while

only partially complete at the time of publication is necessarily

much less so now. Moreover, this memoir, wherein 44 species of

Lily are described, will not stand- the test of rigid botanical

criticism.

Grapes he annually takes from the south end of the

Rectory house ; and at last, after much patient teach-

ing, his lessons have gone home, and other walls swell

with fruit, and other cellars are rich with vinous com-
pounds. Wines are manufactured at 6t/. a bottle that

with the uninitiated (and they are many) might pass for

the choicest brands of Moet and Chandon. The
initiated (and they are few) would be perhaps sur-

prised that so good a quality could be obtained at so

small a cost—perhaps drink it with all the less risk of

injury.

The residence of Mr. Morris, a respectable trades-

man of the borough, furnishes an excellent illustration

of Grape growing at Woodstock. The front of the

house, which has a south-west aspect, is literally

covered with strong-growing and free-fruiting Vines

of Black Hamburgh, Esperione, and Royal Mus-
cadine Grapes. The roots are in a border in front

of the house, composed, in a great measure, of lime-

stone and refuse soil brought there ; and on the top is

a stone pavement flanking the road. Such Vines as

these would convert Mr. Cramb to a belief in the fitness

of a calcareous soil to conduce to their well being.

The produce of these keeps Mr. Morris's cellar stocked

with wines for his table. In the garden at the back of

his house, placed against a south wall, is a tnie'

amateur's vineiy, designed by Mr. Morris, and, when
originally built, only a small part of the present size.

This house is now about 70 feet in length, by 6 feet in

width
; 9 feet in height at the back, by \\ in front ;

along it runs a stone walk, 27 inches in width, with a

3-foot border between it and the front of the house,

and another border, about 20 inches in width, at the

back. Strong enough in construction to last many
years, the house is light and airy, and appears to suit

the Vine well.

An inside border was made in which to plant the

Vines, of which there are 24 in number, consisting of

Black Hamburgh, Esperione, Royal Muscadine, and a

small white, but highly flavoured, Tunisian Grape,

some cuttings of which were received from Mr. Rivers,

of Sawbridgeworth. Black Hamburgh preponderates.

With the exception of a bottom line of wooden shutters

near the border in the front of the house, the whole of

the surface is constructed of glass. By means of the

shutters bottom air can be given ; and by means of

wooden shutters at the top, each couple of which are

opened or shut by means of a thin iron rod, ventilation

can be given also. A Vine is planted to each rafter,

but some are allowed to carry two main shoots, and

the yield is about 20 lb. per rafter. There is no

heating apparatus, but the development of the bunches

is in every way satisfactory. The Black Haniburgh

Grapes are sent to Oxford when ripe, which is just at

the termination of the long vacation ; here they find a

ready sale, and realise good prices.

That there should be no check to the Vines through

giving water of a lower temperature than the interior of

the house, Mr. Morris has hit on a capital expedient

for rendering this practically impossible. A force-

pump has been fixed to the wall at the back of the

house, and the feed-pipe communicates with a tank in

Mr. Morris's dwelling, some 20 or 30 yards distance,

filled with water supplied by the borough authorities.

By means of this pump the water is forced up into a tub

standing on a somewhat elevated position, and fully

exposed to the action of the sun. From this tub

another pipe runs along the wall against which the

house is built, and entering the house, fills a flat tank

set against the wall, by means of a ball tap. Farther

on is another tank connected with the one just men-

tioned ; and thus an abundance of water is provided

for keeping the border moist, and of a temperature

akin to that of the atmosphere of the house. 'The cost

of this house, independently of the wall, was about

This house is also used for forcing Strawberries in

the spring months. At the back of the house are

supports for a shelf 12 inches in width, and near the

glass, which contains a gi-eat many pots of Strawberries

at the proper season. On the border in front of the

house is also stood a number, and from these a fine lot

of fniit is obtained, which is also sent to the Oxford

market. Thus two crops of fruit are taken from the

house at different peiiods of the year.

Mr. Morris is proud to own himself, and glories in

being, a pupil of Mr. Fenn. Mr. Fenn has in the

Rectory gardens a home-made vinery or two, display-

ing much ingenuity in economising space and material,

which do their work to his entire satisfaction. Here

Mr. Morris learnt the first principles of what he has so

much improved on hard by. To teacher and pupil

alike gi'eat credit is due, and both are honoured in the

result. Mr. Fenn's arrangements must be noticed

later ; and, though on a less pretentious scale, equally

satisfactory services have been rendered.

Such are a few aspects of Grape growing at

Woodstock. The great ducal mansion hard by fur-

nishes in the fine gardens attached to it some excellent

and worthy illustrations of the triumphs of horticul-

tural science in these modern times, done by a master

mind among professional exemplars of the art—Mr.

William Lfee, the gardener at Blenheim. In like

manner, amateur horticulturists like Messrs. Fenn and

Morris show what can be done wdien the spirit is

stirred within them, and a desire to emulate to some

appreciable extent warms the nature, and incites it to a

Une of action. What they have so worthily done is
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capable of being compassed by others, and the fore-

going remarks are set down to induce some to "go
and do likewise." J?. D.

POLLARD OAKS.
Among the pollard Oaks in Richmond Park (Surrey),

there is one wliich has for some time past attracted my
special attention, and which, more especially as it is

now rapidly dying, and will soon, if no steps are taken,

become a complete wreck, ajipears to merit description

in your columns.

This tree is the first on the left hand side of the

public road where one reaches the end of the palings

which form the enclosure of Pembroke Lodge, going

in the direction of Kingston.

The side on which the aperture (fig. 235, showing
the dead or dying trunk on the outside, the living

portion within,) through which alone the composite
nature of the tree is visible, is the one turned away
from the road, and thus it happens that very few
people, whetlier observers or not, have chanced to

discover that within the hollow trunk there appears to

be another and solid trunk enclosed, so thai there is,

as 'I were, a tree within a tree.

The enclosed trunk* measures 2 feet \o\ inches in

CTCumference, at 2 feet from the ground, and the
enclosiniT trunk 14 feet 2 inches at the same height.

The height of the external pollarded tree is about

that the branches and foliage of the growing stem could

have been developed within the chimney-like cavity,

and finally won their way through the aperture in the

crown of the enclosing trunk. I think that we shall

have to abandon the idea which first presents itself,

according to which the enclosed mass is supposed to

be a true stem formed of ascending tissues, and be

forced to conclude that it was originally a descending

root, and that it has been modified so as to assume the

appearance, and to some extent the functions, of a stem.

But this root may have been formed in one of two
ways—.either as (l) an adventitious root springing from
the base of one of the branches of the main tree at the

top of the hollow part ; or (2) as the root of a tree

which was at first an independent seedling sprung from
an acorn dropped in the

crown of the pollard Oak,
and nourished by the de-

caying tissues of its heart-

wood and rotting leaves,

but which has at length

become so intimately

combined with the foster

tree, that its stem cannot
^

\

be distinguished
1 U'lt^^^w*'

from the branches of the
,, tl/ V,' v:/\''(Vy

pollard.

Of these two solutions

of the difficulty I am

be one of its branches, for there is now no trace that

any such process of fusion has taken place.

Dr. Masters writes to me to say that he has seen nume-
rous cases among pollard Willows, in which there were
descending woody structures similar to the one described

above, and tliat most of these were due to the forma-

tion of adventitious roots, but that they were in some
rare instances the roots of seedlingWillows. In some cases

Dr. Masters was able to determine the nature of these

growths by clearing away the surrounding debris^ when
it was proved that the seedling plants had no more than

a superficial connection with the wood of the original

trunk, there being no communication between wood
and wood.

There are three other pollard Oak trees laiown to me

Fig. 235.

50 feet, and its trunk, from the ground to the base of
the limbs, 8 feet 3 inches ; the enclosed trunk measur-
ing about 7 feet 9 inches.

It should be observed that there is on the right hand
side at the top of the enclosed trunk, at the point where
it joins the now closed cavity of the pollard tree, a
short descending spur, which has unfortunately been
mutilated, and no longer presents its natural appearance.
Now'the enclosed tmnk looks at first sight like part

of some quaint Chinese puzzle, or the egg in the bottle
of a conjurer, and one asks at once how on earth it got
there. I have heard it suggested that it might be the
stem of an Oak which was once a seedling within the
cavity, an acorn having germinated in the earth and
mould at the base of the interior of the pollard Oak

;

or again tlaat it might have had its origin in a sapling,

springing from the butt on the inrolled edge of the
bark of the exterior tree. But in the case of either of
these hypotheses, it seems to me impossible to believe

• It is difficult to avoid speaking of the enclosed mass as a
" trunk," but this uee of the word must not be understood l^^rc to
imply that it i& of the nature of a true stem. '

inclined to accept the former, as the production of ad-
ventitious roots is of more common occurrence than
cases in which a tree can be shown to have attained

any large size when growing epiphytically upon another
of the same species.

However, it is well to state that my father has
discovered a case in Richmond Park, where a seedling

Oak, 6 inches high, is rooted in the decaying centre

of a pollard Oak ; and there is a noble Oak tree

between Mr. Sherratt's house and the large pond,
in the heart of which a llolly tree of 12 to 18 feet

high, or more, is gi'owing vigorously. There is no
question that the mould formed within hollow
trees affords ample material for tiie development of
seedlings, and in the moist woods of western England
and Wales numerous cases of trees having this epiphy-
tic origin might be found.

But here, on the supposition that the enclosed trunk
of what we may call the double tree was the root of an
independent tree, it is necessary to suppose that the
true stem has become so completely incorporated with
the wood and bark of the exterior tree as to appear to

in Richmond Park, in the interior of which similar

root-growths are found, but no one of these approaches
the double tree in respect of the size of the enclosed

trunk-like root. These cases are more or less directly

favourable to the opinion that the enclosed trunk has

its origin in an adventitious root.

In one of these a small, but much branched bundle
of roots descends from the base of one of the Hmbs
into the upper portion of the cavity, which is filled

with mould. Here it is impossible that this can be the

root of a seedling tree, growing epiphytically upon the

pollard, for there is no slender branch to correspond in

size with it, all the adjacent limbs being of great

thickness, and so large in size that the puny root at

their base could not possibly be their root, supposing

that either of them had been originally an inde-

pendent tree.

Again, near Robin Hood Gate, there is another

instructive example of the production of adventitious

roots, where these growths are much branched, and of

various sizes, from the thickness of whipcord up to

about 30 iijches in pircumference, Th^s^ roots descend
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into a bed of dead leaves and mould, with which the

lower part of the trunk is filled.

The third tree may be found within 50 yards of the

Oak described above, in the centre of which a Holly

tree is established. This pollard Oak is now completely

hollow, and has the trunk laid open all along one side,

thus disclosing a slender stem-like root standing almost

free within it, being united at one point only to the

crown of the main tree, at a point close to the base of

two of its limbs (fig. 236). This portion of the tree,

which is somewhat separated from the rest, is dead,

and the limbs are decaying, while the remainder sup-

ports three stout branches, which are still alive and

covered with foliage. In this case also I should incline

to refer the inclosed root to an adventitious origin.

If we turn to Dr. Masters' chapter on Heterotaxy

("Teratology," chap. iii. p. 156) we learn that the

production of adventitious roots in trees and woody
plants has been frequently noted, and that their forma-

tion may "be considered as an attempt to obtain fresh

supplies through a more vigorous and healthy channel."

The Vine, Willow, Laburnum, and Cornish Elm have

all more or less frequently afforded instances of this

abnormal mode of growth. " The production of roots,

which ultimately serve as props to support the branches,

or as buttresses to compensate for the increasing weight

of branches and foliage, is also a familiar occurrence.

The huge gnaurs and burrs met with occasionally on

some trees often produce great quantities, not only of

adventitious buds, but of roots also." J. T. Moggridge,

Park Villas IVat, Richmond.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The Association meets this year at Liverpool. A
the first general meeting, held on Wednesday last, in the

Philharmonic Hall, the President, Professor Huxley,
delivered the customai7 address, from which the

following passages are extracted. At the conclusion of

the address the Earl of Derby, in proposing a vote of

thanks, observed that it was impossible to discuss

controversial questions in a spirit more fair and tempe-

rate, and more free from dogmatism or asperity ;

—

"It has long been the custom of the newly-installed

President of the British Association, taking advantage of

the elevation of his position, and casting his eyes around

the horizon of the scientific world, to report what could be

s;en from his watch-tower. I shall not presume to attempt

a panoramic sui*vey of the world of science, nor even to

give a sketch of what is doing in the one great province of

biology, but I shall endeavour to put before you the

history of 'the rise and progress of a single biological

doctrine [Spontaneous Generation] ; and give some
notion of the fruits, both intellectual and practical, which

we owe, directly or indirectly, to the working out, by seven

generations of laborious investigators, of the thought which

arose, more than two centuries ago, in the mind of a

sagacious and observant Italian naturalist.

It is a matter of everyday experience that it is difficuh to

prevent many articles of food from becoming covered with

mould ; that fruit, sound in appearance, often contains

grubs at the core ; that meat, left to itself in the air, is apt

to putrify and swarm with maggots. The philosophers of

antiquity, interrogated as to the cause of these phenomena,

were provided with a ready and plausible answer. The
axiom of ancient science, ' that the corruption of one

thing is the birth of another, ' had its popular embodiment

in the notion that a seed dies before the young plant

springs from it ; a belief so widespread and so fixed, that

St. Paul appeals to it in one of the most splendid out-

bursts of his fervid eloquence : — ' Thou fool, that

which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die."

The proposition that life may, and does, proceed from

that which has no life was held alike by the philosophers,

the poets, and the people of the most enlightened nations

1800 years ago : and it remained the accepted doctrine of

learned and unlearned Europe through the middle ages,

down even to the 17th century. It is commonly counted

among the many merits of our great countryman, Harvey,

that he was the first to declare the opposition of fact to

venerable authority in this, as in other matters ; but I can

discover no justification for this notion. The main con-

cern of Harvey's wonderful little treatise is not with

generation, in the physiological sense, at all, but with

development, and his great object is the establishment of

the doctrine of Epigenesis. Redi did not trouble himself

much with speculative considerations, but attacked parti-

cular cases of what was supposed to be ' spontaneous

generation' experimentally. Here are dead animals, or

pieces of meat, says he ; 1 expose them to the air in hot

weather, and in a few days they swarm with maggots.

"You tell me that these are generated in the dead flesh
;

but if I put similar bodies, while quite fresh, into a jar,

and tie some fine gauze over the top of the jar, not a

maggot makes its appearance, while the dead substances,

nevertheless, putrify in just the same way as before. It

is obvious, therefore, that the maggots are not generated

by the corruption of the meat, and that the cause of their

ormation must be a something which is kept away by
gauze. But gauze will not keep away aeriform bodies or

fluids. This something must, therefore, exist in the

form of solid particles too big to get through the

gauze. Nor is one long left in doubt what these

sohd particles are : for the blowflies, attracted by
the odour of the meat, swarm round the vessel, and
urged by a powerful, but, in this case, misleading instinct,

lay eggs out of which maggots are immediately hatched,

upon the gauze. Theconclusion, therefore, is unavoidable

;

the maggots are not generated by the meat, but the eggs
which give rise to them are brought through the air by
the flies. These experiments seem almost childishly

simple, and one wonders how it was that no one ever

thought of them before. Simple as they are, however,

they are worthy of the most careful study, for every piece

of experimental work since done, in regard to this subject,

has been shaped upon the model furnished by the Italian

philosopher. As the results of his experiments were the

same, however varied the nature of the materials used, it

is not wonderful that there arose in Redi's mind a pre-

sumption that in ah such cases of the seeming production

of life from dead matter the real explanation was the

introduction of living germs from without into that dead
matter. And thus the hypothesis that living matter

always arises by the agency of pre-existing living matter

took definite shape, and had thenceforward a right to be
considered and a claim to be refuted in each particular

case, before the production of living matter in any other

way could be admitted by fearful reasoners. It will be

necessary for me to refer to this hypothesis so frequently

that, to save circumlocution, I shall call it the hypothesis

of Biogenesis ; and I shall term the contrary doctrine

—

that living matter may be produced by not living matter—
the hypothesis of Abiogenesis. It is interesting to observe

that Redi did not escape the customary tax upon a dis-

coverer, of having to defend himself against the charge of

impugning the authority of the Scriptures ; for his adver-

saries declared that the generation of bees out of the car-

case of a dead lion is affirmed in the book ofJudges to

have been the origin of the riddle with which Samson
perplexed the Philistines

—

' Out of the eater came forth meat,

And out of the strong came forth sweetness.'

Against all odds, however, the philosopher did splendid

battle in the cause of Biogenesis ; but he held the doctrine

in a sense which, if he had lived in these times, would

have caused him to be classed among the defenders of

'spontaneous generation.' Om7ie z'ivutn ex vivo, aphoris

tically sums up his doctrine, but he went no further. H(

had speculatively anticipated the manner in which grubs

are deposited in' fruits and in the galls of plants, but he

admitted that he had not sufficient evidence to bear him

out, and he therefore preferred the supposition that they

are generated by a modification of the living substance of

the plants themselves. Indeed, he regarded these vege-

table growths as organs by which a plant gives rise to an

animal, and he looked upon this production of animals as

the final cause of galls and of some fruits. He pro-

posed, also, to explain in the same way the pro-

duction of parasites within the animal body. It is

of great importance to apprehend Redi's position

rightly ; for naturalists have ever since been working upon
the lines of thought he laid down. Clearly he held

Biogenesis as against Abiogenesis, and I shall imme-

diately proceed to inquire how far subsequent investiga-

tions have borne him out in so doing. But Redi also

thought that there were two modes of Biogenesis. By one,

of common occurrence, the living parent gives rise to off-

spring which passes through the same cycle of changes as

itself, and this has been termed Homogenesis. By the other

the parent was supposed to give rise to offspring which

passed through a different series of states, and did not

return into the cycle of the parent. This ought to be

called Heterogenesis, the offspring being altogether and
permanently unlike the parent. The term, however, has

been used in another sense, and M. Milne-Edwards has

substituted for it Xenogenesis, which means the genera-

tion of something foreign. After discussing Redis hypo-

thesis of universal Biogenesis, I shall go on to ask how far

the growth of science justifies his other hypothesis of

Xenogenesis.
" The progress of Biogenesis was triumphant and un-

checked for nearly a century. The application of the

microscope to anatomy in the hands of Grew, Leuwenhoek,

Swammerdam, I^yonet. Vallisneri, Reaumur, and other

illustrious investigators of Nature of that day, displayed

such a complexity of organisation in the lowest and
minutest forms, and everywhere revealed such a prodigality

of provision for their multiplication by germs of one sort

or another, that the hypothesis of Abiogenesis began to

appear not only untrue, but absurd : and in the middle of

the i8lh century, when Needham and Buffon took up the

question, it was almost universally discredited. But the

skill of the microscope-makers of the eighteenth century

soon reached its limit. A microscope magnifying 400

diameters was a chifd'auvre of the opticians of that day
;

and, at the same time, by no means, trustworthy. But a

magnifying power of 400 diameters, even when definition

reaches the exquisite perfection of our modern achromatic

lenses, hardly suffices for the mere discernment of the

smallest forms of life. A filtered infusion of hay, allowed

to stand for two days, will swarm with living things,

among which any which reaches the diameter of a human
red-blood corpuscle, or about i-320oth of an inch, is a

giant. It is only by bearing these facts in mind that we
can deal fairly with the remarkable statements and specu-

lations put forward by Buffon and Needham in the middle

of the eighteenth century. Led by various theoretical

considerations, BulTon and Needham doubted the appli-

cability of Redi's hypothesis to the infusorial animalcules,

and Needham endeavoured to bring the question to an

experimental test. He argued that if these creatures were

produced from germs, the germs must exist either in the

substance infused, or in the water, or in the superjacent

air. Now, the vitality of germs is destroyed by heat ; and

hence, if the infusion were boiled, carefully corked, and

the vessels containing it again heated, all germs present

would be destroyed. Consequently, on Redi's hypothesis,

when the vessels thus prepared were set aside to cool, no

animalcules should be developed in them ;
whereas if

animalcules are not dependent upon pre-existing germs,

but are generated from the substance infused, they ought

in time to make their appearance. Needham found,

under the circumstances in which he made his experi-

ments, that animalcules always did arise in the infusions.

In much of his work Needham was associated with Buffon,

and the results of their experiments fitted with the French

naturalist's hypothesis of ' organic molecules,' according

to which life is the indefeasible property of certain in-

destructible molecules of matter which exist in all living

things, and have inherent activities by which they are

distinguished from not Uving matter. Each individuiil

living organism is formed by their temporary combination.

They stand to it in the relation of the particles of water to

a cascade or a whirlpool, or to a mould into which the

water is poured. The form of the organism is thus
determined by the reaction between external con-

ditions and the inherent activities of the organic

molecules of which it is composed ; and as the

stoppage of a whirlpool destroys nothing but a form,

and leaves the molecules of the water with all their

inherent activities intact, so what we call the death and

putrefaction of an animal or of a plant is merely the

breaking up of the form, or manner of association, of its

constituent organic molecules, which are then set free as

infusorial animalcules. It will be perceived that this

doctrine is by no means identical with Abiogenesis, with

which it is often confounded. On this hypothesis a piece

of beef, or a handful of hay, is dead only in a limited

sense. The beef is dead ox, and the hay is dead grass ;

but the ' organic molecules ' of the beef or the hay are not

dead, but are ready to manifest their vitality as soon as

the bovine or herbaceous shrouds in which they are im-

imprisoned are rent by the macerating action of water.

The hypothesis, therefore, must be classified under

Xenogenesis rather than under Abiogenesis. Such as it

was, I think it will appear, to those who will be just

enough to remember that it was propounded before the

birth of modem chemistry and of the modern optical arts,

to be a most ingenious and suggestive speculation. But

the great tragedy of science—the slaying of a beautiful

hypothesis by an ugly fact—which is so constantly being

enacted under the eyes of philosophers, was played almost

immediatelv for the benefit of Buffon and Needham.
"The ktiai Spallanzani suggested that Needham's

experiments had not been conducted with sufficient care ;

and showed that a more prolonged exposure of the flasks

to an elevated temperature, and a more complete method

of closing them, entirely prevented the appearance of

animalcules. But we all too often forget that it is one

thing to refute a proposition, and another to prove the

truth of a doctrine that contradicts that proposition ;
and

the advance of science soon showed that though Needham
might be quite wrong, it did not follow that Spallanzani

was quite right. The discovery of oxygen, and of some of

its relations to the phenomena of life, opened a new
aspect to the question, and occasioned doubts as to what

might have happened to the organic matter of the infu-

sions, or to the o.xygen of the air, in Spallanzani's experi-

ments. What security was there that the development of

life had not been checked or prevented by chemical

changes ? It was needful to repeat the experiments

under conditions which would make sure that neither

the oxygen of the air nor the composition of the

organic matter was altered in such a manner as to

interfere with the existence of life. Schuize and Schwann
devised means of accomplishing this, by causing the only

air which reached the infusions to pass through red-hot

tubes, or through strong sulphuric acid. They found that

an infusion so treated developed no living things, but

that if it was afterwards exposed to common air, life

appeared abundantly. The accuracy of their experiments

has been by turns affirmed and denied, but, in any case,

they only proved that the treatment to which the air had

been subjected had destroyed something that was essen-

tial to the development of life in infusions. This some-

thing might be solid, fluid, or gaseous ; that it consisted

of germs remained only an hypothesis of more or less

probability. Contemporaneously with these investiga-

tione came the discovery of Cagniard de la Tour, that

common yeast is composed of a vast accumulation of

minute plants. Thus fermentation, in so far as it is

attended by the development of microscopical organ-

isms in enormous numbers, became assimilated to

the decomposition of an ordinary infusion ; and it was

an obvious suggestion that the organisms were, in some

way or other, the causes both of fermentation and of

putrefaction. The chemists, headed by Berzelius and

Liebig. laughed the notion to scorn ; but in 1843 it was

shown by the since illustrious Helmholtz that the inter-

position of a membrane bctwe'en a putrefying or a fer-

menting liquid and one that was simply putrescible or

fermentible prevented the formation of organisms in the

latter. Therefore, the cause of the development of these

organisms must be something that cannot pass through

membrane ; and, when viewed by the light of Graham's

subsequent researches upon colloids, Helmholtz's experi-

ments narrowed the issue to this : that which excites

fermentation and putrefaction, and at the same time gives

rise to living forms in an infusion, is not a gas and is not

a diffusible fluid ; therefore it is either a colloid, or it is

matter divided into very minute solid particles.

"The investigations of Schroeder and Dusch in 1854,

and of Schroeder alone in 1859, cleared up this point by

showing that the exclusion of air from an infusion by a

plug of cotton wool prevented putrefaction, fermentation,

and the development of organic forms. It is hard to

imagine what the fine sieve formed by cotton wool could

have excluded, e-xcepting minute solid particles, but it was

reserved for Professor Tyndall to complete the demonstra-

tion ; first, by showing that ordinary air does contain

such particles, and secondly, that filtration through

cotton wool removes them. It has been a common objec-

tion to the doctrine of Biogenesis that, if it were true, the

air must be thick with germs ; and the Abiogenists regard

this as the height of absurdity. Professor Tyndall has

proved that ordinary air is no better than a stirabout of

excessively minute solid particles ; that these particles are

almost wholly destructible by heat ; and that they are

strained off, and the air rendered optically pure, by

passing through a layer of cotton wool. It remains

the order of logic, though not of history,

to show that among these solid destructible par-

ticles there are germs capable of giving rise to

living forms. This was done by M. Pasteur, in those

beautiful researches which will ever render his name

famous, and which, in spite of all attacks upon them,

appear to me to be models of accurate experimentation

and logical reasoning. He strained air through cotton

wool, and found, as Schroeder and Dusch had

done, that it contained nothing competent to give
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rise to the development of life in fluids highly fitted
for that purpose. But the important further links in
the chain of evidence added by Pasteur are three.
In the first place, he subjected to microscopic examina-
tion the cotton wool which had served as strainer, and
found that sundry bodies, clearly recognisable as germs,
were among the solid particles strained off. Secondly, he
proved that these germs were competent to give rise to
living forms by simply sowing them in a solution fitted
for theii- development. And, thirdly, he showed that the
incapacity of air strained through cotton wool to give rise
to life, was not due to any occult change effected in
constituents of the air by the wool, by proving that
the cotton wool might be dispensed with altogether,
and perfectly free access left between the exterior air and
that in the experimental flask.

" To sum up the effect of this long chain of ewdence,
it is demonstrable :—That a fluid eminently fit for the
development of the lowest forms of life, but which con-
tains no germs, nor any protein compound, gives rise to
living thmgs in great abundance if it is exposed to ordi-
nary air, while there is no such development if the air with
which it is in contact is mechanically freed from the solid
particles which usually float in it, and which may be made
visible by appropriate means : that the great majority of
these particles are destructible by heat, and that some of
these are germs or living particles capable of giving rise
to the same forms of life as those which appear when the
fluid is exposed to unpurified air ; that inoculation of the
e.vpenmental fluid with a drop of liquid known to contain
living particles gives rise to the same phenomena as expo-
sure to unpurified air ; and it is further certain that these
living particles are so minute that the assumption of their
siispension in ordinary air presents not the slightest
difficulty. On the contrary, considering their lightness
and the wide diffusion of the organisms which produce
them, It IS impossible to conceive that they should not be
suspended in the atmosphere in myriads. On all these
grounds, the evidence, direct and indirect, in favour of
Biogenesis for all known forms of life must be admitted
to be of great weight. On the other side, the sole asser-
tions worthy of attention are that hermetically-sealed
fluids which have been exposed to great and long-
continued heat have sometimes exhibited living forms
of low organisation when they have been opened.
It is probable that there must be some error ir
these experiments, since others similar to them arc
performed on an enormous scale in the preser\-ation of

tin cases, and with a totally
various kinds of food
different result.

"Meat, fruits, vegetables, the very materials of the
most fermentable and putrescible infusions, are preserved
to the extent, I suppose I may say, of thousands of tons
every year, by a method which is a mere application of
bpallanzani s experiment. The matters to be preserved
are well boiled in a tin case, provided with a small hole,
and this hole is soldered up when all the air in the case
has been replaced by steam. By this method they may
be kept for years, without putrefying, fermenting, or
getting mouldy. Now this is not because oxygen is
excluded, inasmuch as it is now proved that free o.xygen
IS not necessary for either fermentation or putrefaction
It IS not because the tins are exhausted of air, for Vibriones
and Bactena Uve, as Pasteur has shown, without air or
free oxygen. It is not because the boiled meats or
vegetables are not putrescible orfermentible, as those who
have had the misfortune to be in a ship supplied with
unskilfully-closed tins well know. What is it, therefore
but the exclusion of germs ? I think that Abiogenists are
bound to answer this question before they ask us to con-
sider new experiments of precisely the same order.
And in the next place, if the results of the experi-
ments I refer to are really trustworthy, it by
no means follows that Abiogenesis has taken place.
I he resistance of living matter to heat is known to vary
within considerable limits, and to depend to some extent
upon the chemical and physical qualities of the surround-
ing medium. But if. in the present state of science we
are offered the alternative either of believing that germs
can stand a greater heat than has been supposed, or that
the molecules of dead matter, for no valid or intelligible
reason that is assigned, are able to rean-ange themselves
into living bodies, exactly such as are frequently produced
in another way, I cannot understand how our choice can
be even for a moment doubtful. In expressing this con-
viction I must, nevertheless, guard myself against the
supposition that I intend to suggest that no such thing
as Abiogenesis has occurred in the past or will in the
future. I think it would be the height of presumption
ior any man to say that the conditions under which
matter assumes the properties we call vital' may
not some day be artificially brought together. All
I feel justified in affirming is that I see no reason
for believing that the feat has been performed yet.
And. looking back over the past, and finding no record
of the commencement of life, I am devoid of any
means of forming a definite conclusion as to the con-
dition of Its appeaiance. Belief, in the scientific sense
is a serious matter, and needs strong foundations
To say that I have any belief as to the mode in which the
existing forms of Ufe have originated would be using words
in a wrong sense. But expectation is permissible where
behef IS not and if it were given to me to look beyond
the abyss of geologically recorded time to the stiU more
remote period when the earth was passing through physical
and chemical conditions, which it can no more see a^ain
ttian a man can recall his infancy, I should expect to be a
witness of the evolution of hving protoplasm from not
living matter. I should expect to see it appear under
forms of great simplicity, endowed, like existing Fumn
with the power of determining the formation of new proto-
plasm from such matters as ammonium, carbonates, oxal-
ates, and tartrates, alkaline and earthy phosphates and
water, without the aid of light. That is the expectation
to which analogical reasoning leads me ; but I beg you
once more to recollect that I have no right to call my
opinion anything but an act of philosophical faith. So
much for the history of the progress of Redi's great doc-

tions I have expressed, to be victorious along the whole
line at the present day.
"As regards the second problem offered to us by

Redi, the hypothesis of Xenogenesis, the researches of two
centuries have led to a different result. That the grubs
found in galls are no product of the plants on which the
galls grow, but are the result of the introduction of the
eggs of insects into the substance of these plants, was
made out by Valhsneri, Reaumur, and others, before the
end of the first half of the i8th centur>'. The tape-
worms, bladder-worms, and flukes continued to be a
stronghold of the advocates of Xenogenesis for a much
longer period. Indeed, it is only within the last 30 years
that the splendid patience of Von Siebold, Van Beneden,
Leuckart, Kuchenmeister, and other helminthologists, has
succeeded in tracing every such parasite, often through
the strangest wanderings and metamorphoses, to an egg
derived from a parent, actually or potentially hke itself

;

and the tendency of inquiries elsewhere has all been in
the same direction. A plant may throw off bulbs, but
these, sooner or later, give rise to seeds or spores,
which develope into the original form. A Polype may
give rise to Medusae, or a Pluteus to an Echinoderm,
but the Medusa and the Echinoderm give rise to eggs
which produce Polypes or Plutei, and they are there-
fore only stages in the cycle of life of the species. But if

we turn to pathology it offers us some remarkable approxi-
mations to true Xenogenesis. As I have alreadv men-
tioned, it has been known since the time of Vallisneri and
of Reaumur, that galls in plants, and tumours of cattle,
are caused by insects, which lay their eggs in those parts
of the animal or vegetable frame of which these morbid
structures are outgrowths. Again, it is a matter of
familiar experience to everybody that mere pressure on the
skin will give rise to a corn. Now, the gall, the tumour,
and the corn are parts of the living body, which have
become, to a certain degree, independent and distinct
organisms. Under the influence of certain external con-
ditions, elements of the bodies which should have deve-
loped in due subordination to the general plan, set up
for themselves, and apply the nourishment which they
receive to their own purposes.

'

'
From such innocent productions as corns and warts,

there are all gradations to more serious tumours, and iii

the terrible structures known as cancers, the new growth
hasacquired powersof reproduction and multiplication, and
is only distinguishable by form from the parasite worm,
the life of which is neither more nor less closely bound up
with that of the infested organism. If there were a
diseased structure, the elements of which were capable of
maintaining a separate and independent existence out of the
body, it seems to me that the shadowy boundary between
morbid growth and Xenogenesis would be effaced. And
I am inclined to think that the progress of discovery
has neariy brought us to this point. The Appen-
dix to the Twelfth Report of the Medical Officer
of the Privy Council contains an essay ' On the Inti-
mate Pathology of Contagion,' by Dr. Burdon-Sanderson,
which is one of the clearest, most comprehensive, and
well reasoned discussions of a great question that has
come under my notice for a long time. It contains evi-
dence to show that the active element in vaccine lymph is

-diffusible, and consists of minute particles, note.xceed-
r-2oooth of an inch in diameter. Two of the most

destructive epizootic diseases—sheep-pox and glanders
are also shown to be dependent for their existence and
propagation upon extremely small living particles, to which
the name of microzymes is applied. An animal suffering
from either is a source of infection to others, for the same
reason that a tub of fermenting beer is capable of propa-
gating its fermentation to fresh wort, In both cases it ii

the sohd living particles which are efficient, the liquid in
which they float and at the expense of which they live
being altogether passive. It is a question of immense
importance to determine whether thesemicrozymes are the
results ofHomogenesis or ofXenogenesis, orin other words,
whether they are capable, like the Torula; of yeast, of
arising only by the development of pre-existing germs, or of
being the results of conditions operating upon the body
in which they are found. Are they parasites in the zoolo-
gical sense, or are they merely what Virchow has called
' heterologous growths ?' A parasite may be stamped out
by destroying its germ ; but a product of disease can only
be annihilated by removing the conditions which gave rise
to it. It appears to me that this problem must be solved
for each zymotic disease separately.

" I have dwelt upon the analogy of pathological modi-
fication, as in favour of the Xenogenetic origin of micro-
zymes

; and I must now speak of the equally strong
analogies in favour of the origin of such pestiferous par-
ticles by the ordinary process of the generation of like
from like. It is a well-established fact that certain conta-
gious epidemic diseases, both of plants and animals, are
caused by the growth of minute organisms. The smut of
Wheat is a well-known instance of such a disease, and it

cannot be doubted that the Grape disease and the Potato
disease fall under the same category. Among animals,
insects are wonderfully Uable to the ravages of con-
tagious and infectious diseases caused by microscopic
Fungi. In autumn, it is not uncommon to see flies,

motionless upon the window-pane, with a sort of magic
circle, in white, drawn round them. On microscopic
examination, the magic circle is found to consist of
innumerable spores, which have been thrown off in
all directions by a minute Fungus called Empusa
muscae, the spore-forming filaments of which stand out
hke a pile of velvet from the body of the fly. These spore-
forming filaments are connected with others, which fill the
interior of the fly's body like so much fine wool, having
eaten away and destroyed the creature's viscera. This is
the full-grown condition of the Empusa. If traced back
to Its earher stages, in flies which are still active, and to
all appearance healthy, it is found to exist in the form of
minute corpuscles, which float in the blood of the fly.
These multiply and lengthen into filaments, at the expense
of the fly's substance

; and when they have at last killed
the patient, they grow out of its body and give off spores.
Healthy flies shut up with diseased ones catch this mortal

trine of Biogenesis, which appears to me, with the limita- ' disease and perish like the others. A most competent

observer, M. Cohn, who studied the development of the
Empusa in the fly very carefully, was utterly unable to
discover in what manner the smallest germs of the Empusa
got into the fly. The spores could not be made to give rise
to such germs by cultivation

; nor were such germs dis-
coverable in the air, or in the food of the fly. It looked
exceedingly like a case of Abiogenesis, or at any rate,
of Xenogenesis

; and it is only quite recently that the
real course of events has been made out. It has been
ascertained that when one of the spores falls upon the
body of a fly, it begins to germinate, and sends out a
process which bores its way through the fly's skin ; this,
having reached the interior cavities of its body, gives off
the minute floating corpuscles which are the eariiest stage
of the Empusa. The disease is ' contagious, ' because a
healthy fly coming in contact with a diseased one, from
which the spore-bearing filaments protrude, is pretty sure
to carry off a spore or two. It is 'infectious,' because
the spores become scattered about all sorts of matter in
the neighbourhood of the slain flies. The silkworm has
long been known to be subject to a very fatal contagious

fectious disease called the Muscardine. Audouin
transmitted it by inoculation. This disease is entirely
due to the development of a Fungus, Botrytis Bassiana, in
the body of the caterpillar ; and its contagiousness and
infectiousness are accounted for in the same way as those
of the fly disease. But of late years a still more serious
epizootic has appeared among the silkworms

; and
I may mention a few facts which will give you some
conception of the gravity of the injury which it has
inflicted on France alone. The production of silk has
been for centuries an important branch of industry in
Southern France, and in the year 1853 it had attained
such a magnitude that the annual produce of the French
sericulture was estimated to amount to a tenth of that of
the whole world, and represented a money value of
ri7,ooo,ooof.. or nearly five millions sterling. What may
be the sum which would represent the money value of all
the industries connected with the working up of the raw
silk thus produced is more than I can pretend to estimate.
Suffice it to say that the city of Lyons is built upon
French silk as much as Manchester was upon American
cotton before the civil war. Silkworms are liable to many
diseases

; and even before 1853 a peculiar epizootic,
frequently accompanied by the appearance of dark spots
upon the skin (whence the name of ' Pebrine " which it

has received), had been noted for its mortality. But in
the years following r853 "''s malady broke out with such
extreme violence, that in 1856 the silk crop was reduced to
a third of the amount which it had reached in 1853 ; and up
till within the last year or two it has never attained half
the yield of 1853. This means not only that the great
number of people engaged in silk-growing are some
30 millions sterhng poorer than tliey might have been ; it

means not only that high prices have had to be paid for
imported silkworm eggs, and that, after investing his
money in them, in paying for Mulberry leaves and for
attendance, the cultivator has constantly seen his silk-
worms perish and himself plunged in ruin ; but it means
that the looms of Lyons have lacked employment, and
that for years enforced idleness and misery have been the
portion of a vast population which in former days was
industrious and well-to-do. In 1858 the gravity 'of the
situation caused the French Academy of Sciences to
appoint commissioners—of whom a distinguished natu-
rahst, M. de Quatrefages, was one—to inquire into the
nature of this disease, and, if possible, to devise some
means of staying the plague. In re.iding the report made
by M. de Quatrefages in 1859, it is exceedingly interesting
to observe that his elaborate study of the Pebrine forced
the conviction upon his mind that in its mode ofoccurrence
and propagation the disease of the silkworm is, in every
respect, comparable to the cholera among mankind. But
it differs from the cholera, and so far, is a more for-
midable disease, in being hereditary, and in being, under
some circumstances, contagious, as well as infectious.
The Itahan naturalist, Fihppi, discovered in the blood of
the silkworms affected by this strange disease a multitude
of cylindrical corpuscles, each about i-6oooth of an inch
long. These have been carefully studied by Lebert, and
named by him Panhistophyton

; for the reason that, in
subjects in which the disease is strongly developed, the
corpuscles swarm in every tissue and organ of the body,
and even pass into the undeveloped eggs of the
female moth. But are these corpuscles causes, or
mere concomitants, of the disease? Some naturalists
took one view, and some another ; and it was not imtil
the French Government, alarmed by the continued
ravages of the malady, and the inefficiency of the
remedies which had been suggested, despatched M. Pas-
teur to study it, that the question received its final
settlement ; at a great sacrifice, not only of the time and
peace of mind of that eminent philosopher, but, I regret
to have to add, of his health. But the sacrifice has not
been in vain. It is now certain that this devastating,
cholera-hke Pebrine is the effect of the growth and multi-
plication of the Panhistophyton in the silkworm. It is

contagious and infectious because the corpuscles of the
Panhistophyton pass away from the bodies of the deceased
caterpillars, directly or indirectly, to the alimentary canal
of healthy silkworms in their neighbourhood ; it is heredi-
tar)f, because the corpuscles enter into the eggs while they
are being formed, and consequently are carried within theni
when they are laid ; and for this reason, also, it presents
the very singular peculiarity of being inherited only on the
mother's side. There is not a single one of all the
apparently capricious and unaccountable phenomena
presented by the Pebrine, but has received its explanation
from the fact that the disease is the result of the presence
of the microscopic organism, Panhistophyton.
"Such being the facts with respect to Pebrine, what

are the indications as to the method of preventing it ? It
is obvious that this depends upon the way in which the
Panhistophyton is generated. If it may be generated by
Abiogenesis, or by Xenogenesis, within the silkworm or
its moth, the extirpation of the disease must depend upon
the prevention of the occurrence of the conditions under
which this generation takes place. But if, on the other
hand, the Panhistophyton is an independent organism,
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which is no more generated by the silkworm than the

Mistlcto is generated by the Oak or the Apple tree, on

which it grows, though it may need the silkworm for its

development in the same way as the Mistleto needs the

tree, then the indications are totally different. The sole

thing to be done is to get rid of and keep away the germs

of the Panhistophyton. As might be imagined, from the

course of his previous investigations, M. Pasteur was led

to believe that the latter was the right theory ; and guided

by that theory, he has devised a method of extirpating the

disease, which has proved to be completely successful

wherever it has been properly carried out. There can be

no reason, then, for doubting that, among insects, con-

tagious and infectious diseases, of great malignity, are

caused by minute organisms which are produced from

pre-existing germs, or by Homogenesis ; and there is no

reason, that I know of, for believing that what happens
in insects may not take place in the highest animals.

Indeed, there is already strong e\idence that some diseases

of an extremely malignant and fatal character to which

man is subject, are as much the work of minute organisms

as is the Pebrine. 1 refer for this evidence to the very

striking facts adduced by Professor Lister in his

various well-known publications on the antiseptic method
of treatment. It seems to me impossible to rise from

the perusal of these publications without a strong con-

viction that the lamentable mortality which so frequently

dogs the footsteps of the most skilful operator, and
those deadly consequences of wounds and injuries

which seem'to haunt the very walls of great hospitals,

and are, even now, destroying more men than die of

bullet or bayonet, are due to the importation of

minute organisms into wounds, and their increase

and multiplication ; and that the surgeon who
saves most lives will be he who best works out the

practical consequences of the hypothesis of Redi.
" I commenced this address by asking you to follow me

n an attempt to trace the path which has been followed

by a scientific idea, in its long and slow progress from tlie

position of a probable hypothesis to that of an estabhshed

iaw of Nature. Our survey has not taken us into very

attractive regions ; it has lain chiefly in a land flowing

with the abominable, and peopled with mere grubs and
mouldiness. And it may be imagined with what smiles

and shrugs, practical and serious contemporaries of

Redi and of Spallanzani may have commented on the

waste of their high abilities in toiling at the solution

of problems which, though curious enough in themselves,

could be of no conceivable utility to mankind. Never-

theless, you will have obsen'cd, that before we had tra-

velled very far upon our road there appeared, on the

light and on the left, fields laden with a han'est of

golden grain, immediately convertible into those things

which the most sordidly practical of men will admit to

have value—namely, money and life. The direct loss to

France caused by the Pebrine in 17 years cannot be esti-

mated at less than 50 millions sterling ; and if we add to

this what Redi's idea, in Pasteur's hands, has done for the

wine-grower and for the vinegar-maker, and try to

capitalise its value, we shall find that it will go a long

way towards repairing the money losses caused by the

frightful and calamitous war of this autumn. And as to

the equivalent of Redi's thought in life, how can we over-

estimate the value of that knowledge of the nature of

epidemic and epizootic diseases, and consequently of the

means of checking or eradicating them, the dawn of which
has assuredly commenced ? Looking back no further

than 10 years, it is possible to select three {1863, 1864,

and 1869) in which the total number of deaths from
scarlet' fever alone amounted to 90,000. That is the

return of the killed, the maimed and the disabled

being left out of sight. Why, it is to be hoped
that the list of killed in the present bloodiest of all

wars will not amount to more than this. But the facts

which I have placed before you, must leave the least san-

guine without a doubt that the nature and the causes of

this scourge will, one day, be as well understood as those

of the Pebrine are now ; and that the long suffered mas-
sacre of our innocents will come to an end. And thus

mankind will have one more admonition that ' the peo-
ple perish for lack of knowledge ;

' and that the allevia-

tion of the miseries and the promotion of the welfare of

men must be soiight by those who will not lose their pains

in that diligent, patient, loving study of all the multitu-

dinous aspects of Nature, the results of which constitute

exact knowledge or science. It is the justification and
the glory of this great meeting that it is gathered together
for no other object than the advancement of the moiety of

science which deals with those phenomena of Nature
which we call physical. May its endeavoui's be crowned
with a full measure of success."

gome Correspukiite.

Drooping and Revival of Plants.—Like your

correspondent, Mr. Fish, I have penised with interest

your article on the experiments of MM. Prillieux,

linger, and Duchartre on the drooping of plants, and,

like him, 1 have not been convinced of the correctness

of both the inferences dravv^n from them. Unlike him,

however, my scepticism has relation not to the inference

that leaves do not absorb moisture, but to the inference

that the absorption of water through the roots is not

the sole cause of the restoration of the ilaccld leaves

under the circumstances of the experiments, and that

the restoration is effected by some hidden and
mysterious operation. I believe that the absorption of

water through the roots is, if not the sole cause, at

least the main cause, of the revival of the leaves,

even of a branch severed from the tree ; because the

sap contained in the branch when it is cut off, and
which revives the leaves, is originally derived from the

roots. When a tree is growing there is a constant

current of sap through the roots, stem, and branches to

tile leaves ; but when a branch is cut off, the

current of sap from tlie roots is, of course,

prevented from entering the branch, but the

sap which has already entered continues to flow

towards the leaves, until it is exhausted. When the

sap has reached the leaves its water is rapidly thrown

off, if the leaves are exposed to sunlight or dry air, and

unless they receive a large and continuous supply of

sap they soon droop ; but if the air around the leaves

is moist, or if they are in darkness, their perspiration is

much impeded. Hales estimated the perspiration of

plants to be equal in amount to 17 times that of a man.

Now in the experiments referred to, the branches

before being cut off were full of sap, and rapidly con-

veying it in full current from the roots to the leaves ;

immediately after being detached from the tree the

supply of sap to the branches ceased, but the sap in

the severed branches continued to flow towards the

leaves, and the leaves being exposed to the sun and

dry air, they perspired greatly, and the supply of sap

left in the branches being inadequate to produce a

sufficiently full current to restore the waste, the leaves

soon became flaccid. But on the branches being placed

in a vessel filled with air saturated with moisture,

tha perspiration was nearly, but not altogether,

stopped ; and the diminished current of sap then

became adequate to supply for a time the waste caused

by perspiration, and the leaves consequently regained

their turgidity, in which state they continued until the

sap in the branches could no longer support their slow

perspiration. The cause of the loss of weight in the

branches was the perspiration. This explanation

of the experiments is in accordance with the

other fact stated to have been elicited by them,

viz., that the younger and upper portions of a

branch in moist air, or d.arkness as in a vasculum,

recover their freshness at the expense of the lower por-

tions. It also agrees witli the case mentioned of the

Potato—the tuber of which is a branch ; and this case

shows clearly that a detached branch may contain a

large quantity of sap, which may keep the branch alive

for a considerable time, if not exposed to light or dry air.

These cases also show that the sap in a branch continues

its course, after severance, towards the leaves as before.

Mr. Fish thinks that the leaves of plants absorb mois-

ture directly from the atmosphere. "Leaves," says

Professor Johnson, "spread out their broad surfaces

into the air for the same purpose precisely as that for

which roots diffuse their fibres through the soil. The
only difference is, that while the roots suck in chiefly

liquid, the leaves inhale almost solely gaseous food."

I have attentively considered Mr. Fish's arguments,

and I am sorry that I am obliged to diflier from him ;

for, although they are very ingenious, I have not been

convinced by them. The swelling of a flaccid leaf is

due to water and not to air. I think, tlierefore, that a

leaf turgid with water—which is heavier than air

would weigh heavier than the same leaf deprived of

the water, and in a flaccid state. The cases of the

boat on (meaning, I presume, sunk and suspended in)

water, and the man's lungs, are, I think, not very

apposite. A boat sunk and filled with water becom
buoyant when the density of the water overbalances

the weight of the boat. Were the boat weighed in air,

like the leaf, it would weigh lighter when filled with

air, or collapsed, than when filled with water. In the

same manner, the man's lungs would weigh lighter if

filled with air, or collapsed like the leaf, than if filled

with water. If my explanation is correct, neither

growing plants nor detached branches revive from the

top downwards, but 7jice 7'trrsd, as is, I believe, the

fact. A. Thompson, The Cross, Whitehaven.

Archangel Mats. — These are both scarce and
dear, and I am told it is in consequence of the Russian

Government having forbidden the cutting down of the

trees for a time, in consequence of the Lime trees

Russia having been so terribly thinned. Some of your

correspondents who are acquainted with Russia may
perhaps be able to give us some infoi-mation on this

subject, and at the same time I shall be glad to know
if the Lime tree can be made available in this country

for making mats, and if it be possible to cultivate it on
an extensive scale for that purpose ? Will any of your

correspondents kindly give information on this pointj

and no doubt gratify others as well as An Old Mat ?

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

—I trust you will, with your usual generosity to corre-

spondents, allow me to call the attention of subscribers

to this Institution (and particularly those who are

gardeners) to the part enacted by the electors at the

recent election, which, according to my views, is any-

thing but right or just. At the election in question,

I find that David Brown—who has never subscribed

one farthing to the charity'— is placed on the funds as a
pensioner, at the expense of others who have sub-

scribed to it for several years. This is not an isolated

case in the present instance, as there were seven pen-

sioners to be placed on the pay-list—one certainly

without being balloted for—owing to his having been a

subscriber 15 years and upwards. Of the six who
were successful at the ballot-box only two had ever

subscribed to the Institution, and one of these for four

years only. It seems stange indeed that candidates

who never paid anything for the benefit of the

.Society should receive more votes than those who
have been contributing to its funds. If such

a course as this be not put a stop to in some way or

another, it must prove the ruin of the Institution ; for

hy should a gardener continue to subscribe when he,

sees that those who give nothing are better off? Then, '.

why should he be paying one guinea per annum to

the charity, when he is convinced that those who keep

their guineas locked up are made pensioners in pre-

ference to him ? At the last election, Maria Shuard,

the widow of Mr. Shuard, who subscribed £1 is. per

annum for 13 years, received 405 votes, whereas

D. Brown, who never subscribed at all, got 608 votes.

In like manner James Souter, who annually paid £1 Is.

for 10 years, and John Gibson, a seven years' sub-

scriber, were thrust aside, to make room for strangers .

who are only known to the Society as drones are to the
,

ndustrious gatherers of pure honey. I hope the com-
^

nittee will enact some bye-law, the effect of which

ohould be, in the first place, to limit the candi-

dates to those who have been subscribers, and

secondly, to secure the pension to those who
have subscribed longest, so that there should

be no contest, except among those who have

subscribed the same number of years. It is

my opinion that by this method the Society would

flourish better than it does, as I have reason to believe

.

a great many gardeners who now refuse to .subscribe

would become members, and thereby render it impos-

sible to prefer strangers before men who have subscribed

seven, ten, and thirteen years. I appeal to the reason-

able men who are members of the Institution, and

kno^vn to be eminent in their love for fair play and

justice, whether their nature does not recoil at such

exhibitions of dishonesty and cruel perversion of rights ?

I have now submitted to the good sense and good feel-

ing of the gardeners who are subscribers to the above-

named Institution, whether it would not be better for

:

them to join me in insisting that so great an injustice
;

shall be terminated. John Cole McArdell. .,

^A^asps.—This year we have an abundance of fruit'

of all kinds, and although, perhaps, by nature, the-

wasps have entitled to their share, they destroy so much
more than they consume that all gardeners would be

glad to get rid of them, which they may easily do by

the following simple method, which does not appear to

be generally known, viz. :—Take a 4-ounce phial of

strong spirits of turpentine, and, at night, when the

wasps have retired to their nest, take out the cork from

the phial and insert it in the orifice of the nest, pressing

it well in with the foot ; the following morning you

may dig out the whole of the comb with perfect safety,

the wasps being all dead. If not a very large nest, 2

ounces of spirits will suflice. For further security,

should the nest be very deep in the ground, or with a

very intricate entrance, such as at the root of an old tree,

where the fumes from the turpentine cannot have their

full effect, you may arm yourself with a can of boiling'

water, which pour into the hole while digging, should

any of the wasps show signs of life, but there is seldom

or ever any necessity for this precaution. .5'. G.,

Putney Heath.

Bracken.—What is the proper time to plant the

common Brake or Fern, to secure its growth, and what

is the best way of doing it ? Last winter I double

ploughed about 2 acres of sandy soil, and had the Fern

roots taken up and planted therein in the spring. They

have all failed. I have now had the land sleam-^

cultivated 18 inches deep, and shall be much obliged

for any infoi-mation about planting it again. T. R. K.

,

Bury St. Edmund's. [The stems of the Bracken run

widely and often deeply. If you can find a spot where

they are rather shallow, and dig them up in sods, taking

care of the true stems (black horizontal bodies almost

as thick as one's little finger), and of their growing

points, they should not fail, on being transplanted.

Eds.]

Aquilegia Skinneri.—Your coiTespondent, "A
Rambler," see p. 1 186, can hardly have seen the true

plant of the above name, which he describes as red and

yellow. This is certainly a mistake, as a reference to

the figure in " Botanical Magazine" will show. It is,

in fact, red and gi'een, and is a native of Guatemala.

No doubt the so-called A. califomica (A. truncata,

Fischer and Meyer) is the plant intended, its flowers

being red and yellow. IV. T., Ips-u'kh.

Fruit Bearing Plants the Strongest.—I am
not about to discuss the knotty physiological question

that you advert to in a leading article at p. 243. Mr.

Thomas Meehan may be right in claiming the greater

strength for the weaker, that is, the fruit-bearing sex,

among plants, though the theory hardly accords with

experience. Certainly any evident tendency to fruit-

fulness has generally been accepted as the effect as well

as a cause of weakness. But, practically, this question

is of less moment than seems to have occurred to either

you or the author of the ingenious theory ; for, admit-

ting that the seed-bearing plants are the strongest, does

not the maturation of the seed expend their strength ?

And may not a crop of seed do more than re-establish a

balance of power between the two sexes ? Is it not

likely to leave the female plants weaker than the male ?

Where, then, would be the practical benefit of planting

only seed-bearing trees ? You are quite right about the

Araucarias at Bicton. There is no difference in vigour

between the sexes ; and Mr. Barnes assured me on the

spot that not even the most practised eye could tell the

one sex from the other until they revealed themselves.

But Mr. Meehan proceeds to state that -H-e owe vanega-

tion to the male principle, and that here we see a
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weakened vitality follow the variegation. He
ceeds :

" Variegated forms cannot endure cold n<

extremes of climate like the green-leaved forms."
Upon what foundation the first statement rests, that

variegation is a manifestation of the male principle in

plants, I am unable to say. It seems singular
that it should have passed unchallenged by
such botanists as yourselves? Will you b.

good enough to explain to us, so that we may see upon
what it rests ; and, as to the weakened vitality of
variegated plants, I should be glad to know where-
about the weakness is to be found in such jjlants x'

Sanchezia nobilis, Anthuriums, Caladiums, Marantas,
Cissus, Crotons, Begonias, or even Cobea scandens
variegata. As to their not being able to resist

cold, all I can say is that while hundreds of
Hollies were killed to the earth during the winter of
1S59-60, not a single variegated one out of a great many
had a leaf injured. And as for variegated Boxes,
cited by Mr. Mcehan, did ever any of your readers see
one injured by cold? I never did. While grateful to

' learn from our good friends over the Atlantic, I don't
care to accept of such theories as that we owe variega-

~ tion to the male principle in plants, and that variegated
plants are therefore more tender, or liable to suffer

from cold in consequence, without one tittle of evi-
dence. Will you enlighten me on these matters, and
oblige a very careful reader and sincere Enquirer.

Fly and Wasp Trap.—I have found the follow-
ing plan for destroying flies and wasps far more effec-
tual than the ordinary bottle system. I use the same
composition, but instead of putting it in bottles I take
common basins, filled with beer and treacle to within
an inch or so of the top ; then two pieces of glass are
taken, large enough to cover the top of the basin by
putting their edges together. In the middle of the
length of the edges, which fit together, is made a
semicircular hole or notch, which can be made by any
one by taking a common door key, and punching off
by small bits the said hole with the wards. By placing
the two pieces of glass together afterwards the semi-
circular notches will make one round hole, through
which flies and wasps will enter, and most likely will
never return alive. By my experience with the above
plan for the last four seasons I find that one basin will
destroy as many flies in a day or two as a bottle would
in a season. If a hole of about | inch could be cut in
the middle of a pane of glass instead of in the edges, of
course it would be better. E. Davies, Gr.. Nunhoun
Hall.

, ,
Early Rose Potato.—I have had a sample of

li what I understand is the Early Rose Potato, the stock
of which was, I think, purchased of a London firm
two years since. It is a rather coarse Fluke-shaped
Potato, weighing about 10 to 11 oz,, and of a dirty light
pink colour. I cooked one, and thought it waxy, and
at present not nearly equal to Gloucestershire Kidney,
Early Oxford, and some other early sorts. I compared
it with the figure in Peter Lawson & Son's almanac,
which they say is an exact copy of the figure in Bless &
Son's (New York) circular, and this Potato is cer-
tainly not like it. I think the Potato I have seen will
prove a productive cattle Potato, but it will not come
into favour for the table. I understand the yield was
upwards of fiftyfold, which is very large. I notice in
last week's Gardeners' ChronkU that Mr. Atkins
describes his as being of excellent quality. It would
be very desirable that we should know the exact
description of the true Early Rose Potato, and that we
also hear from well-known and competent authority
what the quality really is. I hope the Rev. Mr. Rad-
clyffe will, after awhile, favour us with his latest notes
on the character of different sorts of Potatos erown
this year. //. Ji. T.

Last March I bought 10 lb. of this Potato. I
cooked a dish for trial, and found the flavour
to be very good. The remainder I planted in the
ordinary way on a dry sandy hill. Last week I took
them up, and had 16S lb. of good marketable tubers,
which I thought a very good yield, for I had early
Shaws growmg by their side, which did not give one-
half that return. I have no doubt when this Potato
becomes better known it will be the poor man's
favourite, for I had not one diseased or super-tuberated
tuber amongst them. ff. IV. Null.

Sunflowers.—Your readers may be interested in
the following account of a large Sunflower, which is
now growing in the garden of Mr. Sawyer, of this

p ace. The seed from which it grew was taken from a
plant which grew in a cottage garden. That plant had
only one stem and only a single flower. The plant
which I am now describing has reached the heiglit of
fully 10 feet. It has as many as 27 branches, with
buds and flowers upon each. One branch has 11 buds
and flowers. The stem is 8 inches in circumference
and the largest flower, which I have now taken off for
seed, IS 17 inches in diameter. I have never met with
such a specimen before. Edward WakeriU, Gr Hey-
'.ivod Lodge, Maidenhead, Berks.

Cyclamens.—I beg to send you a bulb of Cyclamen
for inspection. It was presented to me as a peculiarity,
by a gentleman amateur, and I promised him to
inquire if such a freak had previously been observed.
In potting the bulb in the spring, he placed the bulb
upside down. The result, as you will perceive, is that

roots are growing where the original crown was, and a
new crown with foliage is produced from amongst the
old dried roots—there also appears some sign of flower
buds. Thomas Chaliis, The Gardens, U'ilton House.

Melon Growing at Heckfield.—If your corre-
spondent " T. C." will oblige me with his address, I
will forward him a Melon, not of the third, but of the
fourth crop, from the same plant ; and, if that should
prove too good a fruit for him, I will send him one of
the fifth crop in a month's time. I have no hesitation
in saying that I actually sent Melons of the fourth
crop to my employer's table, who tells me (with the
remarks of "T. C." in his hands) that better Melons
he never wished to eat. W. IVildsmith.

' its modest andSundials.—No doubt the sundial, ;

self-deprecatory autobiography

—

"Horas non numero nisi Serenas"

—

does intend to institute an uncomplimentary parallel
between itself and the moondial, man. We know from
Sam Butler that the moon " Rules all the sea and half
the land," but I do not imagine that the writer ever
thought to find so kind a commentator as " G. S." to
foist so much "good interpretation" on to his line by
what might be almost called a pious fraud. I am
inclined to believe that the composer got hold of what
he was pleased to think a "good idea," which he tried
to get into a hendecasyllabic verse, and failed most
signally ; for indeed the poor soul is guilty of a shock-
ing false quantity ("nisi") in a verse that otherwise
"goes on all fours." Monkish writers, however, are
frequently above such petty details as quantities. From
seeing this notice, I have been led to look back to the
inscriptions referred to by "G. S." in p. I147. A few
of them seem to labour under slight inaccuracies :— i.

" Signal et monet
Stulto longo, sapienti brevis."

Should not this be " longa?" [.\ misprint certainly,
though correctly copied by us.] Somehow it seems to
me that the inscription can hardly be complete. I

fancy there must be two entire iambic lines ; perhaps
it was impossibleto decipher the beginning. Of course
it would be easy to fill them up by conjecture. 2. The
punctuation of the "somewhat unintelligible distich,"

at Mortefontaine, can scarcely be right. Should not
the two first commas be removed? [It would seem so,

but they are in the original.] Then the translation
would be something of this kind :

—

Had not Death's death by death done Death to death
The gate above were closed to us beneath.

The iteration in lines like these was anything but
unpleasant to monkish ears. Compare, for instance—

" Cur mittis violas ? Nempe ut violentius urar.
Quid violas violis me violenta tuis ?

"

[How should this be rendered?] 3. "Ite reditque
viam," &c., must surely be " Itque reditque." The
next line, too, should run, I think

—

" Umbra fugax homines nee reditura sum,"

omitting the comma and substituting "nee" for"non."
" Unam time" I cannot understand. May it not be
"Umbram time," or " Urnam time?" [Or, again,
" Ultimam time."] 4. The second inscription on the
double sundial should be "Dum morior moreris" (not
"morieris"). [Yes.] I think the second line ought to run
"cummoriere,"or "dummoriare." Whether it does or
not I cannot say. [No.] IV. F. S., IVoolston, Bleiehley
Station. [We thank our correspondent fgr his emenda-
tions. We were too faithful plagiarists. Eds.]

The sundial on Seaham church has the follow-
ing inscription :

—

" The natural clockwork, by the mighty one
Wound up at first, and ever since hath gone ;

No pin drops out, its wheels and springs holds good,
It speaks its Maker's praise, tho' once it stood.

But that was by the order of the workman's power.
And when it stands again it goes no more.

John Robinson, Rector. 1 . „
N. Duglass, Fecit.

|A-D.i773-

Thomas .Smith,
(

Samuel Stevenson, )
[ Church Wardens.

Seaham in Latitude 54. 51."

I may mention that at this church Lord Byron's mar-
riage certificate is kept. Seaham Hall was the place
that he married from. R. Draper.

Foreign Correspondence.
A Horticultural "Visit to California.—We

have been favoured with the following notes on
the Horticulture of California, drav\n up by the Hon.
Marshall Wilder, in conjunction with Messrs. Downing,
Ellwanger, and Barry, after their recent visit. These
notes are also published in one of the American horti-
cultural Journals for the present month :

—

Fruit Cu!l2ire.~V!e begin with this, being the most
important. We arrived at San Francisco on June 20.
On visiting the markets, the next morning, we found
an abundant supply of all the eariy fruits ; of Straw-
berries, the first crop had passed, the second was just
coming in; Apricots, eariy sorts abundant and beauti-
ful

; Cherries, in their prime—large, beautiful and
excellent ; Cun-ants, plentiful and very large ; early
Pears, chiefly Doyenne d'Ete and Madeleine ; Apples,

mostly Red .^strachan ; Figs, Gooseberries, and early
Plums. From all this we came to the conclusion that
the period of our visit was more favourable for the
objects we had in view than we had expected, and
perhaps as favourable as any period of the year, as we
afterwards found it to be. Thus we had the oppor-
tunity of witnessing the harvest, at its height, in the
great agricultural districts.

We took immediate steps to ascertain in what
localities we should find the best examples, in the
several departments of culture, and within easy reach of
us, and ascertained that the valleys of Santa Clara,
Napa, Sonoma, Sacramento, and San Joaquin contained
some of the largest and best conducted orchards and
vineyards in the State.

Santa Clara Valley.—Here we visited the large
orchard of Mr. L. A. Gould. It consists of 3000 Pear
trees, 4000 Apple trees, 35 acres of Strawberries,
10 acres of Grapes : in all 73 acres. Grapes are planted
among the Pears. The orchard was planted in 1855.
The Pear trees are set at 16 feet apart, with a Grape
between every two trees, and two rows of Grapes
between every two rows of Pear trees, thus covering
every foot of the ground. The Strawbenies are grown
in rows 3 J feet apart by ij foot in the row. The plants
in one plot were said to be six years old, grown in hills

which were full 18 inches across, and were bearing ripe
and green fruit and blossoms.
Here the Strawberry bears two main crops in the

year, one commencing in April and one in September ;

but in fact, it bears the whole year when irrigated as it

is here. Mr. Gould has three artesian wells on his
premises, varying in depth from 320 to 340 feet, and
giving a constant flow of water during the diy season.
The Strawberries are irrigated by carrying the water
along the headlands in wooden flumes about iS inches
square ; stoppers are inserted opposite the spaces
between the rows, and thus the water is distributed and
shut off at pleasure. Mr. Gould had on his grounds a
mile and a-half of these flumes. The Longworth's
Prolific, here and in many other places, was spoken of
as the most profitable, and appeared to us to constitute
the bulk of this fruit on the market.
The later Cherries were in perfection, and were

extraordinary for size and beauty, surpassing, as we
thought, any we had ever seen in any country. Napoleon
Bigarreau and Black Tartarian especially ; the former
of these is much cultivated, and sold under the name of
" Royal Ann."
The Pear orchard is composed of many of the leading

well-known sorts ; the trees remarkable for health,

vigour of growth, and productiveness. The oldest are
about 12 years, and some of these we estimated at

30 feet in height, and a foot in diameter of trunk at the
ground. The crop we regarded as too heavy for the
future welfare of the trees, and we suggested the
thinning of the fruit ; but Mr. G. said the low prices of
fruit would not justify the expense. We shall speak of
prices hereafter. Doyenne d'Ete and Madeleine were
being picked, and compared favourably with those
grown at the east. All other varieties seemed to be
in advance ofours in the same proportion. All varieties

seemed to do well ; many were already, though not half
grown, highly coloured. Mr. Gould expressed the
opinion that the later sorts, such as Winter Nelis (now
being extensively planted), Beurre Clairgeau, Doyenne
d'Alenfon, and Glou Morceau are likely to be the most
profitable market sorts in the future.

The Apple orchard is less promising than the Pear,
we thought owing to the ground being too wet at a
certain period of the year. Newtown Pippin was said

to be the most profitable, and next to that Smith's
Cider, White Pearmain, and Winesap.

English Walnuts thrive and bear well here, and Mr.
Gould has some fine rows or avenues of young bearing
trees, and is planting more. We were much pleased
with the general good condition and management of
this establishment.

We passed from this to the grounds of Mr. B. F.
Watkins, adjoining. He has a fniit plantation of

35 acres, every part of which is kept in the best

possible order. He has 7 acres of Longworth's Prolific

Strawberry, and several acres of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, grown for the table. Apples, Pears, Plums,
and Peaches are all grown successfully ; the Plums,
especially, were heavily laden with fniit. No Curculio
in California. Here we saw the practice of mulching
carried out extensively ; and Mr. Watkins, as well as
other good cultivators with whom we met, regard it as

very beneficial in that dry summer climate.

Our next call was at the elegant grounds of James
P. Pierce, Esq. All the fruits are well grown ; but
the chief feature is a vineyard of 26 acres, composed
mainly of Sweetwater, White Muscat of Alexandria,

and Rose of Peru, which latter is much cultivated. As
the fruit w^as not ripe, we were unable to identify it

with any variety known to us. The fruits here are

grown for market, and last year realised, on an aver-

age, about 4 cents per lb.

A remarkable feature of these grounds was a Grape
arbour three-fourths of a mile in length, 30 feet in

width, and 1 2 feet high, covered with Grapes trained

in the most elaborate and artistic manner. Part of this

arbour is used as a drive, in which carriages may pass.

San Mateo.—On Wednesday, June 22, through the

politeness of W. C. Ralston, Esq., of whose princely

hospitality we shall speak hereafter, we were taken to
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the residence of F. D. Atherton, Esq., of Fair Oaks,

San Mateo Co., about 25 miles from San Francisco.

Mr. Atherton has a charming place. Besides his

ornamental grounds, he has an orchard and viney.ird

of 9 acres, to which he gives great attention, and which

he keeps in the most perfect order. The ground among

the trees and Vines has been cultivated thoroughly.

not a weed was to be seen, and the surface was rolled

as smooth as a floor.

The Pear portion of the orchard seemed to have

received special attention, and contained a large collec-

tion, including the newer sorts. Mr. Atherton's expe-

rience with varieties corresponds, in the main, with

ours. Josephine de Malines is one of the best Pears,

and several trees have been grafted over with it.

Grapes looked very well. Muscat of Alexandria

showed large, well-formed bunches.

Figs, Olives, and Walnuts were all in bearing, and

looked well. Lawton Blackberries heavily laden with

fruit just beginning to colour, and elegantly trained to

a wire trellis. This was the first fruit garden we
visited, and we were all delighted with it. It raised

our exjiectations with regard to the future, and they

were fully realised.

In the same neighbourhood we called at the country

residence of Hon. J. H. Selby, mayor of San Fran-

cisco. The grounds are well planted. In the fruit

garden we saw a fine collection of Apples trained as

pyramids, with stems about 2 feet in height. Other

fruits were all carefully pruned and trained, and the

walks were lined with Fig trees. We next visited the

elegant grounds of Messrs. Barron & Bell, Manor Park,

but night prevented further notes.

San Lorenzo.—June 28, we visited the plantation of

Mr. E. D. Lewelling, of San Lorenzo, some miles from

San Jose. Mr. L. has 125 acres in fruits, grown for

market, and is one of the earliest, most experienced,

and .successful fruit growers in California. On our

arrival we found him in his extensive and well-arranged

fruit-packing house, preparing Apricots, Cherries,

early Plums, Pears, and Currants for market. All were

remarkably fine of their respective kinds. He had

sent Cherries that morning to San Francisco, that

measured 3^ inches in circumference, and weighed 30 to

the pound. We thought we never saw such Cherries.

He sells, annually, about 65,000 lb. of Cherries, at

from 10 cents to 40 cents per lb., though some had

reached as high as 75 cents. All fruits are sold,

California, by weight. The Black Tartarian commands
the highest price.

lie has 40 acres of Cherry Currants, and the sight of

this plantation will convince any one that the Cherry

Currant is not unproductive ; indeed, the bushes were

covered with masses of fruit of enormous size. He has

sold 140,0001b. in one year, at from 9 to II cents

per lb. Both Cherries and Currants are put up in

boxes of 10 lb. each, and 12 boxes in a case. Plums

are profitably grown, and are packed in 20 lb. boxes.

Of Blackberries he has 8 or 10 acres, all Lawton,

The crop is not more than fair. These are packed it

5 lb. boxes. Generally the Blackberry does not succeed

so well as at the East, though we met with occasional

exceptions, which we will refer to hereafter.

Pears are packed in 50 lb. boxes, and Apples in

60 lb. This orchard was planted 15 years ago. Pears

succeed well ; and in regard to varieties, we might

repeat what we said in speaking of Mr. Gould.

Mr. Lewelling has produced the Pound, or Uvedale's

St. Germain Pear, weighing 4 lb. 3 oz.

Almonds are successfully grown—the soft shell va-

rieties—Languedoc and Lewelling's Standard, a seed-

ling of his own. We saw one tree, 14 years old,

15 inches in diameter, that has yielded 3 bushels, and

were sold at 28 cents per pound. He has 2000

Almond trees planted. The English Walnut is also

grown extensively, and some of the trees are already

large enough to produce some 2 bushels of nuts each.

Mr. Lewelling prefers the Peach and Apricot for

Plum stocks, as they produce no suckers, whilst the

Plum is troublesome in that respect. It may be well

to state here that the Currants are trained in bush

form, on single stems, and the branches are carefully

shortened during the growing season, to keep them
compact and prevent breaking down. While speaking

of Currants, we may as well add that a company has

been organised for the purpose of manufacturing beet-

sugar, and the same company will manufacture Currant

jelly, which is now prepared extensively in San
Francisco.

The Sugar-Beet is produced here with gi'eat .success.

It attains fully twice the size and weight that it does

with us in one season. We were informed of single

ones weighing over 100 lb. An enterprise of this

kind, well managed, can scarcely fail of success. We
were much pleased with the arrangement and manage-

ment of this extensive establishment, every part of

which is accessible, through broad avenues 32 feet

wide, the whole enclosed with fine hedges of Osage
Orange and Cerasus ilicifolia, called the Californian

Holly. Some objects in the way of ornamental trees

worthy of note, we shall refer to hereafter.

A short distance from Mr. Lewelling's, we visited

the orchard and vineyard of Mr. E. T. Crane. He
has 32 acres, including a large plantation of Cherry

Currants in great perfection. The balance of his

orchard was made up of Cherries, Pears, Apples, &c.,

besides a small vineyard. This place is well managed,

and was very satisfactory. Mr. Crane's experience

with varieties is the same as Mr. Lewelling's. The
Newtown Pippin is the most profitable Apple.

San JosL—At San Jose we visited the extensive

orchard and nurseries of Mr. B. F. Fox. Unfortunately

Mr. Fox was not at home, but his foreman conducted

us over a part of his grounds. Mr. Fox is one of the

pioneer orchardists of that region, and a large portion

of his trees are well advanced in growth. The fruit

was generally good. Early Apricots and Pears were

going to market. Both Apricot and Nectarine trees

were heavily laden with large and beautiful fruit.

Here, too, we made a call at the fine grounds of

General Henry M. Naglee, where we found a large

and well-managed vineyard, the fruit of which is wholly

used in the manufacture of br.andy, in which the General

is said to excel. We found here many ornamental

trees of interest, to be spoken of hereafter. Had our

time permitted we should have visited many other

orchards and vineyards in this rich and beautiful

valley. The valley of Santa Clara, in its agricultural

as well as horticultural aspect, is exceedingly interest-

ing; and our visit there will long be remembered by

our party as one of the most agreeable and instructive

incidents of their travels.

Napa Valley.—On June 29 we visited the orchards

of Mr. Simpson Thompson, at Suscol, in the Napa
Valley. Mr. Thoinpson has 100 acres under fruit

culture, besides a large farm. Here we found one of

the largest and best Apple orchards we had seen.

The Early Harvest and Red Astrachan were fit to

gather. Williams' Favourite was largely planted, and

looked remarkably well. The following sorts were

named as the most profitable ;—Williams' Favourite,

Early Strawberry, Summer Rose, Red Astrachan,

Early Harvest, Winesap, Rawle's Janet, Newtown
Pippin, White Pearmain, Roxbury Russet, Rhode
Island Greening, Yellow Bellflower, and Smith's Cider.

Northern Spy and Baldwin failed, and had been grafted

over with Yellow Bellflower and other sorts. Newtown
Pippin did best of all.

Mr. Thompson was one of the earliest fruit cultivators

in the State, since the discovery of gold. He informed

us, that when he commenced he planted Peach stones,

and in 18 months from the planting gathered fruit

from the trees, and sold them in San Francisco at

enormous prices. The Duke Cherries are extensively

grown here, being found more profitable than the

other classes.

From Mr. Thompson's we proceeded to "Oak
Knoll," the residence of R. B. Woodward, Esq., some
four miles from Napa, in the heart of the beautiful

Napa Valley. Mr. Woodward has 125 acres in fruit,

all in the finest state of cultivation, the only defect

being that the trees stand too close together. The
oldest trees are 12 years planted, and many of them
are 18 inches to 2 feet in diameter of trunk, and 25 to

30 feet in height ; we should think more than twice the

size they would attain with us in the same time. Of
the 125 acres, 25 are in Grapes, 50 in Apples, and the

balance in Pears, Cherries, &c. All the trees are

models of health, vigour, and productiveness.

The Pears consist of all the leading sorts. Of
Apples, the following were named as the most profit-

able :—Early Harvest, Red Astrachan, Fall Pippin,

Fallawater, Yellow Bellflower, Smith's Cider, White
Winter Pearmain.
The vineyard contains some 20 to 30 of the best

varieties of foreign Grapes, including the Muscat of

Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, &c. The grounds of

Mr. Woodward are very extensive, the whole estate

containing some 2300 acres. Near the residence is a

fine, well-planted lawn. The grain-fields, seen from

the lawn, were grand. This establishment itself, and

the beauty of the surrounding sceneiy, gave us great

pleasure.

On an adjoining estate, Mr. Woodward took us to

see a steam threshing-machine in operation, in the

centre of a great Wheat field. The force employed

was a i2-horse power engine, 12 men, and five horses.

The quantity of grain threshed was' 800 to 1000 sacks,

of 100 lb. each, per day. Two-horse power forks

were employed in feeding the machine.

Sonoma Valhy.—On Thursday, June 30, we visited

Sonoma, a place famous for its vineyards. We went

from Napa by carriage. The ride over the finely-

wooded hills, through a rich farming district, was
delightful. As we came in view of the valley, with its

broad vineyards— more than 1000 acres—and fields of

grain, with the richly-wooded hills beyond, the scene

was enchanting.

Our chief point of destination was the vineyards of

the Buena Vista Vinicultural Company. The President,

William Blanding, Esq., had kindly invited us, and

agreed to meet us there. In approaching this establish-

ment, we left the main road, and passed through

several vineyards.

At that of Mr. Louis Tichnor we made a brief halt,

and visited his cellars. He kindly presented samples

of his wines— Reisling, from the famous German
Reisling (jrape ; another, from Reisling and Chasselas

combined, and a red wine of Burgundy character, made
from the Zinfindal ; and Muscatel, from the Muscat of

Alexandria, which is used in flavouring other wines.

Mr. Tichnor's vineyards cover 140 acres, and he makes

40,000 to 50,000 gallons of wine annually. One of his

cellars contains 100,000 gallons, and another 150,000.

Our party were well pleased with these wines. The
cellars and all their appointments were of the most
complete character.

The Buena Vista Company's vineyard was com-
menced some 15 years ago, and contains now, accord-

ing to the annual report of last year, 441 acres

—

127 acres in full bearing, 1165 acres in half bearing,

120 acres partly in bearing, 714 acres planted in

1867-8-9—in all, nearly 300,000 Vines. The product

of 1869 was 58,435 gallons, said to be not more than

half as much as the year previous, partly owing to the

heavy crop of 186S, and partly to unfavourable weather

during the ripening of the Grape. The principal wines

made are the White and Red Sonoma and Sparkling.

The Grape used is chiefly the "Mission," as it is

known here. The price of the still wines is 50 cents

per gallon, and the sparkling loj dols. per case of a

dozen, The cellars are cut out of the solid rock, are

very extensive, well arranged, and kept in perfect

order.

The Vines are grown in tree form, without stake or

trellis ; the stems from 2 to 3 feet in height. Some of

the oldest are fully 6 inches in diameter. No summer
pruning is practised farther than the removal of super-

fluous shoots early in the season. The bearing canes

are allowed to run their full length, spreading over the

ground, which is kept clear and well cultivated . They are

planted 8 feet apart. The cost of cultivating is estimated

at 25 dols. per acre, but others put it higher than this.

The average product per Vine is about 10 lb. Twelve

to 15 lb. give a gallon of must. The Mission Grape is

most productive, and frequently yields 40 to 50 lb.

to a Vine ; the Reisling not over 4 or 5 lb. The soil

.and situation of this company's vineyard are both

highly favourable for the business.

Mr. Blanding, the president of the Society, is also

president of the California Silk Company, at Davis-

ville, in Yolo County. The company has there

350 acres in trees ; 100 acres in Mulberry for feeding

the silkworm ; 10,000 Langiiedoc soft shell Almond,

the fruit of which sells readily at 25 cents per lb., and

the balance in Cherries, Figs, Grapes, &c.

A short distance from the Buena Vista Company's

grounds we visited the vineyard of S. A. Shaw, Esq.,

president of the Fruit Growers' Society of Sonoma.

His vineyard covers 16 acres, and is composed of

Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburg, Rose of Peru,

and a few other sorts, planted in 1S58 and 1859, and

grown in the same way as those of the Buena Vista

Company. The stems of the oldest Vines are 4 to 6

inches in diameter, set 8 feet apart. The fruit is all

sold for the table, and usually averages 10 cents per lb.

The vineyard was in fine condition, and was inspected

by our party with much pleasure. The proprietor,

Mr. Shaw, and his brother, who has a vineyard adjoin-

ing, accompanied us very kindly, and gave us much
information in regard to the culture of that neighbour-

hood.

We could have spent another day, or even two, very

profitably, in that district ; but our engagements, made
beforehand, at other places, hurried us along.

Victoria, Vancouver's Island, B.C.—Located

far away from the glorious old country of my birth, I

never cease to take the liveliest interest in all that

concerns its welfare, and when the mail brings the

Gardeners' Chronicle, and I become iminersed in its

contents, I feel as if I were again treading the old soil,

talking to friends, and taking sides with one or other

of the controversial writers of its pages. One subject

of late, the "Fungus theory," which for some time

past has engaged the pens of some of your correspond-

ents, has more than ordinarily interested me.

To attribute the cause of death of various trees to

the action of fungoid growth in the living tissues,

caused by the presence of decaying roots, sticks, cic,

in the soil, is, I think, anything but good philosophy,

for whence comes the organic matters found in all the

fertile soils which clothe the present surface of the

globe, but from decayed vegetable substances. Look
at Nature's grand workshops, our primceval forests,

and observe how she conducts her operations, and how
rapidly organised substances are converted into food

for the living plant, and we shall look in vain for posi-

tive evidence of the fungoid theory.

Let me invite some of your correspondents to accom-

pany me in a stroll to one ofour British Columbianforests

for evidence of what I say, and as a good illustration

we will explore yonder valley, where the forest appears

most dense, and where vegetation is uncommonly

luxuriant, and plunge at once into its midst. All

around us, and hemmed in on every side, we have one

tangled mass of undergrowth ; overhead, towering to

some 150 to 200 feet or more, and shutting out the

sky, we have a dense forest of gigantic Abies Douglasii,

Menziesii, canadensis, Picea grandis, Thuja gigantea,

&c., all in the most luxuriant health. And now let us

turn our attention to the ground. Lying across our path

and each other at every step, and stretching their pon-

derous trunks towards every point of the 'compass, are

former giants of the forest in every imaginable state of

decomposition, the products of decay giving life and

vigour to innumerable young of the same species, as

well as to others composing the mass of vegetation by

which we are encircled, and forming that rich sod so

much prized by the settlers of this country. If we move

the soil in order to secure some new plant which has

attracted our attention, we find it one mass of decaying
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vegetable substances, among which the roots of the

living plants are hixuriating without showing any
symptoms of fungoid disease. And this is true of the

country generally, one generation of living organisms
living on the decayed and decaying remains of former

generations, yearly adding fertility to the soil by their

leaves and branches, and so on to all time.

Can the presence, then, of decaying sticks, &c.

—

woody fibre, in fact, be the cause of fungoid decay in

living organisms, as some of your correspondents

asserts? or is not the presence of the mycelium of

Fungus in the living tissues due to some anterior pre-

disposing cause, and which has hitherto escaped the

attention of the very respectable advocates of the
*' Fungus theory ?" If we admit the first, we set up, as

I conceive, a theory against one of the grand laws of

creation ; by the latter we admit our own fallibility and
the necessity for further and more careful observation.

H. Mitchell^ Victoria, Vancouver's Island^ B. C. ,

yuly 27.

Societies.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural :

Sept. 7.—This last and greatest exhibition of the season
was held in the City Hall. In point of the number of
entries it was a great exhibition, though in respect of
quality not quite so notable. So far as gardening art is

concerned, we had little to complain of. Flora exercises
at all times a potent influence, but Pomona has charms
that are quite irresistible—Brodingnagian bunches of
Grapes, the beautiful Peaches and Plums, and the no less

interesting, though more common, contribution of Pears
and Apples. To make a show interesting, however, we
must have something like artistic skill displayed in group-
ing and arrangement. Fruit looks inviting at all times, but
Mr. Grahams arrangement of it after the diner d la Russe
style, was simply entrancing. There were finer dishes of
some of the kinds exhibited than Mr. Graham showed, but
the combination was wanting. Fruit and flowers artistically

disposed upon one table, besides offering a lesson to the
gardener, furnish object lessons for all who are desirous of
studying at the school of taste. The flowering plants were
not so numerous as usual ; but the plants of beautiful
foliage—whether from a parti-coloured point of view, as
for instance the Crotons, or remarkable for beautifully cut
outline, as some of the varied Ferns—made up for the
seeming deficiency ; and then the cut flowers, for bril-

liancy of colouring, were superb.
The Fuchsias were by far the best grown plants seen in

Glasgow for years, particularly those shown by Mr.
Duncan, which were model plants ; and the Ferns, parti-
cularly those from Mr. Connon, were very effective. The
table bouquets were simply magnificent, well built, and
the flowers of the rarest order. The hand bouquets were
equally good, and formed quite a feature in the exhibition,
confronting the many cjoodlotsof Lilies sent forcompetit ion.
Fnut was of more than average quality. Mr. Graham,
gr. to Sir George Campbell, Garscube, as above noticed,
had a charming assortment, set out in Bohemian glass
dishes and chinaware, furnished by Lady Campbell her-
self. Mr. D. Campbell, gr. to G. Alston, Esq., Craig-
head, sent such a stand of the Tokay as has not been seen
at any of our Scotch competitions—the International of
last, and a former year not excepted. Mr. Smith, at the
Countess of Stair's, Bargany, had by far the best Black
Hamburghs. Mr. Bn'den. at Sir William Wallace's.
Stranraer ; Mr. M 'Coiinochie, at Mr. Smollett's ; Mr.
Crosbie, at Sir James Colquhoun's, Luss ; and Mr. Rose,
at Sir James Lumsden's, Arden, all had magnificent fruit.

A splendid bunchof Royal Vineyard Grapes came from Mr.
Alston's vineries at Craighead, much finer than we have pre-
viously seen in this country. Excellent Peaches came from
Castlemilk, Scone Palace, and Drumpellier ; and a capital
lot of fruit came from Blythswood. The Apples and
Pears were such as to command general attention from
their variety and size and colour. The lots from Mr. J.
M'Gregor, Barrochan, Paisley, from the Marquis of Bute,
and from Sir William Wallace, even eclipsed some of
those from the Royal Horticultural Society of London.
In the London collection, however, there was an accurate
nomenclature. Every variety from the Royal collection
was prominently named ; in the others this was totally
disregarded. Competitors should make a note of this,
and act accordingly. Vegetables formed a very large exhi-
bition. Ouragricultuml friends are likely to be interested
in the lots of Potatos shown, particulariy the Bovinia.

I^ntkcs 0f §00hs.
Monographie Historique et Litteraire des Lis,
Par F. de Cannart d'Hamale, Senateur, <S:c.

{Literary History of the Genus Lilium.) Malmes.
Svo, pp. 122.

Two features specially characterise the literature of
Belgium. We speak more particularly of its scientific

literature, as being that with which we are most
familiar, but scholars and men of letters tell the same
story in reference to the belles lett?-es. Those features
are—uncompromising patriotism, and a revelling in
historic detail. The two are naturally often combined.
If a plant has to be described, its history is probed to
the uttermost, and ten chances to one if Dodoens,
De Lobel, or some other Belgian or ^yHrtJi-Belgian is

not pressed into the service, made to disclose what he
may have written on the subject, trotted out for
the admiration of all readers, with the reminder that he
too W3S a Belgian. All this is veiy pleasant and very
credits ble to the little kingdom now so sorely tried by
troubles not of its own making. The treatise, whose
title is above quoted, is a very good illustration of the
national tendency. It is the work of an elegant scholar,

a man of travel and of taste— a lover of plants, an
accomplished gentleman, and the President of the

Federation of the Horticultural Societies of Belgium to

boot. It is no matter for wonder then that the book
before us, if not the most profound in a botanical sense,

is nevertheless one of the pleasantest and most in-

structive horticultural monographs that has come
under our notice. .Starting with the history of

the Lily and its kind from the time of Moses,
the author leads us plexsantly along, gossiping the

while, and citing quotation after quotation from
authors Greek, authors Latin, authors French, authors

Flemish, till he brings us down to our own times, and
discourses of the latest importations from Japan.

It would seem that scarcely an allusion to hi

favourite genus, in profane or sacred writers, from the

most remote times up to the present, has escaped the

vigilance of the author, with one prominent exception

—

English writers are almost entirely ignored.

"To gild refined gold, to paint the Lily,

To throw a perfume on the Violet
;

To smooth the ice or add another hue
Unto the rainbow ; or with taper light,

To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to garnish,

Is wasteful and ridiculous excess."

Wherefore, seeing how much has been said on the

subject, M. de Cannart may have thought it a work of

supererogation to add what English poets may have
written. Amid so much that is pleasant reading we
hardly know what to extract to give our readers an
idea of the contents of the volume. Suppose we take

the Lilies of France — the Fleurs-de-lys, as having
pecial relation to current events. We are first of all

cautioned not to place too much faith in the notion that

these well-known heraldic insignia really were intended

for Lilies. They may have been, says M. de Cannart,

intended for spearheads or for golden bees (the crest of

the first kings of France), distorted in the drawing !

And then we are told that the word '* lys " is a

corruption of " Loys," as it was once WTitten "Fleur
de Loys," or *' Fleur de Louis." That Louis le

Jeune in 11 50 adopted the Fleur-de-lys as his device

—

azure, three Fleurs-de-lys or, as the heralds would say ;

and that this shield had as "supporters" two angels

robed in dalmatics, with the motto— " Lilia non
nent," and the cry—" Montjoie et St. Denis."

Other chroniclers give the history of the regal

insignia of France in these terms :—Clovis had married
Clothilde, daughter of Chilperic, a princess who re-

tained her Christian faith amid the idolatry of the

Franks, and successfully employed the allurements of

her beauty, the charm of her language, and the attrac-

tion of the ceremonial worship of her Church for the

purpose of converting her royal spouse. At the battle

of Tolbiac, Clovis saw his soldiers wavering and his

fortunes tottering. Throwing himself on his knees, he
cried aloud, "Oh, God ! whom Clothilde worships, I

implore thy aid, make me to triumph and I will be-

lieve in thee," His soldiers rushed on the enemy
with redoubled courage, and put them to flight

An angel appeared to Clovis, bearing from heaven a
branch of Lily, which he forthwith adopted as his

armorial bearings and transmitted to his descendants.

Clovis and his soldiers abjured idolatry, embraced
Christianity, and were received into the Church by the

Bishop of Rheims. But this is to assign a very
modern origin to the device in question. Another
story has it, that one Francus, son of Hector, driven

out from Troy, came to found a new empire in Gaul,
and bore with him a Fleur-de-lis as an augui-y of his

future greatness.

We have not space to follow the author further in

his archaeological investigations into the history of the

white Lily, though we sympathise with him when he
has to make the confession, that after all it is more
probable that it was the yellow Iris (Iris P.seud-acorus),

and not the white Lily, which was intended as the

characteristic flower of France. In the same pleasant
strain, full of erudition, but never pedantic, M. de
Cannart gives the history of all the species of Lilies

cultivated in our gardens up to the discovery in Japan,
by the much lamented John Veitch, in 1861, of Lilium
auratum and L. Leichtlinii. Even the numerous
varieties of L, auratum are not neglected, but allusion

is made to several of the varieties introduced into com-
merce quite recently by Mr. Bull.

Comparatively few botanical details are given in the
work before us, in which the author adopts, with slight

modification, the classification of Kunth, and adds a
fifth section, to include the very distinct L. cordifolium
and L. giganteum.

FOREIGN yOUKNALS,
Following up from our last notice the numbers

of the Revue Horticole for the present year
(Nos. 3 to 15), we find the following coloured
figures published:

—

Vallota grandijiora^ a fine form
of V. purpurea obtained from Belgium, and not unlike
the one Mr. Bull calls eximia. The different forms of
this fine greenhouse bulb cannot be too strongly recom-
mended to the attention of all lovers of flowers.

Cerise Crosse de Veii'O^res, a variety of Cherry much
cultivated in the neighbourhood of Vervieres under the
name of La Grosse, and a very handsome and most
productive sort, belonging to the section of the Griottes,

and producing moderate-sized, round, deep rosy red
fruit. Ageratum Lasseaiixii^ a Montevidean species,

introduced by way of France, and which, judging both

by the figure and a small plant produced at a recent
meeting at South Kensington, is of spare and lanky
habit, though here described as being "extremement
ramifiee ;" it has lanceolate-elliptic leaves, and flower-

heads of a lilac-rose colour, and is said to resemble A.
mexicanum in habit. Pkhe Plate, the Flat Peach of
China. Pentas carnea kermesijia^ a garden variety
with flowers of a lively cai"mine-rose. Poire de
Preitilly, a remarkably large Pear, attaining upwards
of 7 inches in length and 12 inches in circumference,
with the form of Bon Chretien, greenish, and speckled
like Duchesse d'Angouleme, becoming yellow when
ripe, the flesh crisp, coarse, and not very highly
flavoured ; it was raised at Preuilly, a town
in one of the central departments of France,
^Echmca IVciibachiana, a handsome Bromeliad with
coral-coloured inflorescence, also known as Lanipro-
coccus. Raisin Mormen Noir, a small black Grape,
much grown in the neighbourhood of Lyons. Poire
President A/as, a fine-looking sort, obtained from seed
of Beurre d'Aremberg, sown in 1852, and named in

1867 after M. A. Mas, president of the Horticultural
Society of Bourg. The fniit is large, oblong, with
blunt extremities, green passing to bright yellow at

maturity, regularly marked with brown specks, the flesh

firm and melting, with an abundant sugary and highly
perfumed juice ; in use from November till Januai-y.

Portea kertnesina, a showy Bromeliad, with channelled
toothed violet-tinted leaves, and a central oblong inflores-

cence composed of large compressed rosy bracts, from
which the bluish flowers protrude ; it was sent from
Bahia by M. Porte to the gardens of the Museum at

Paris, yusticia Lindeni, a Mexican species, with a
head of orange-yellow flowers. Begonia inagnifica, a
very handsome species, introduced from New Grenada
by M. Linden, and having unequal-sided ovate
leaves, and large rosy crimson flowers with the
four divisions oblong-lanceolate and equal. Pkher
Madeleine h- feuHles de Saule is a narrow-leaved sport

from the ordinary Madeleine, observed and put in

commerce by M. Arnould jeune, of Nancy ; the fruit is of
excellent quality, large, subspherical, and of a fine deep
red on the exposed side, with a flavour recalling that

of Madeleine rouge ; it is in season towards the end
of August. Among the woodcut illustrations we
notice :

—

Hydrangea Hortensia Madame Mezard, a
sport of the common Hydrangea, obtained by M.
Mezard, of Rueil, and differing in having the florets

undulately toothed or fimbriate, rose-coloured, with
green band, and often producing from the centre a

e or less developed second floret ; it seems a highly
curious monstrosity. SecateurJacile, a form of pruning
scissors, which is made to open and shut with greater

ease than usual. Episcia tesselata, a Peruvian plant,

found by M. Wallis, and introduced by M. Linden

;

it is a robust herb, with opposite ovate-lanceolate leaves,

and numerous subsessile pale yellow flowers, and is

principally valuable for its bullate, metallic-tinted

leaves. Anomalous Pear^ a monstrosity, in which a
woody branch protrudes from the surface of the fruit,

and another from the foot-stalk of the fruit, showing
that both fruit and pedicels had become converted into

woody branches. Anomalous Cherry, showing well

developed calycine lobes at the apex of the fruit.

Inciseur en scie, a pincer-like cutting instrument in-

vented by M. Gagnerot, of Beaume, and im-
proved by I\L Refroigney, of the same place, in

which the cutting blades are toothed like a saw,
and Avhich is specially designed for the use of the

Vine dressers. Diospyros costata, showing the fruit to

be 2 inches in diameter and more or less deeply ribbed.

Cupressiis Mac?iabiana, a Califomian species, remark-
able for the Apple-like smell it gives out ; it is very
hardy. The cut branches, when put in water, are said

to purify the air of an apartment, and hence 1\L Car-
riere suggests that, in a hygienic point of view, they
might be advantageously introduced into confined
rooms. Phylloxera vastatrix, several figures showing
the insect in its various stages of growth, as found on
the leaves and roots of the Vine. Cupressiis Lamberti-
ana depressa, a curious variety, with long branches,

which grow out so as to form a hollow centre, like

a tree wanting a leading stem. Dolichos bicontortus, a
Japanese vegetable remarkable for the form of the
pods, which are from two to four in number, and rolled

up circularly on the dorsal nerve, so as to describe
about a turn and a half, and disposed in the form of a
pair of eye-glasses. Tsuga Roezlii, a North Californian

Conifer, giowing some 50 or 60 feet high, introduced
by M. Roezl ; as seen from a distance it resembles
the Deodar so closely as to be mistakable for it ; the

cones are about 2 inches long. As a species,

M. Carriere states that it is allied to T. Hookeri-
ana. Alloplectus vittatits^ noticed above. Anomalous
Pear, bearing a leaf from the surface of the fruit

;

this result occurs on the Pera parda, a variety

of Pear cultivated in Spain, and on which sometimes
several leaves, constituting a small rosette, are de-

veloped. Souffiet'Injecteur Pillon, an instrument in-

vented by M. Pillon for the destruction of insects, by
means of the distribution of liquid remedies. It con-

sists of a pair of bellows, to the nozzle of which is

attached a hollow copper sphere with two openings, one
for the introduction of the liquid to be employed, the

other communicating with the nozzle, and serving for

its distribution, which is effected after the manner of
the scent vapouriser ; it is made by M. Bode\'in, 26,

Rue de Reaumur, Paris. Staphylea colchica, a very
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hardy and vigorous shmb, with opposite leaves, com-

posed of five, more rarely three, oval shining leaflets,

and white flowers in terminal panicles, and of an orna-

mental character, so much so, that it is observed it may
be found useful as a market plant. Chatmrrops Gi'iffithii^

an Indian greenhouse Palm, forfning a tall trunk,

supporting a head of numerous fan-shaped leaves, on

smooth unarmed petioles ; it is more slender and giaceful

than the other species of Chamcerops cultivated with it

at the Jardin du Museum. Ananassa jnonstrosay a kind

of Pine-apple, producing well-formed regular fruits,

except that they are destitute of a crown, and which
has been obtained by M. Lafont, a distinguished ama-
teur horticulturist of Bordeaux, from a seed of a Pine-

apple from Bahia ; its quality is said to have been
perfect, and M. Carriere strongly recommends the

culture of these crownless Pines, as being, in conse-

quence of this peculiar development, more pulpy than

usual at the apex, though somewhat less good-looking.

TherinojnHre Piquet^ the ground thermometer, which
the Editor figiires, not for its novelty, but in order to

bruig so useful an instrument into more general use.

Miscellaneous.
Origin of Tea.—At what period the use of tea

first became established in China is probably not a
well-ascertained fact ; but we have strange descriptions

of its origin by Chinese writers. One of these, a
legend believed in by the religious portion of the com-
munity in China, is as follows:—"A pious hermit,

who, in his watchings and prayers, had often been
overtaken by sleep, so that his eyelids closed, cut

them off in holy wrath against the weakness of the

flesh, and threw them on the ground ; but a god
caused a Tea shrub to spring out of them, the leaves of

which exhibit the form of an eyelid bordered with
lashes, and possess the gift of hindering sleep. When
the hermit had tasted and proved the shnib, he taught
the use of it to his fellow men." Food younuiL
Large Pears.—As an instance of the enormous

size to which fruit may be grown in the vicinity of
Melbourne, may be mentioned some Brobdingnagian
Pears, which were on view the other day at a seeds-

man's. They numbered half-a-dozen, the total weight
being i6 lb. ii oz. The largest weighed 3 lb. 3.^ oz.,

and the smallest 2 lb. io| 02. Overland Telegt-aph.

(for the ensuing v^eek.)

plant houses.
Chrysanthemums should not be glutted with manurial

waterings at this particular season of their annual

gi'owth. The change from the heat of summer with

its dry arid temperature to the longer cooler nights of

early autumn with its excessive condensation of vapour,

bathing all vegetation so thoroughly, will be all that

these plants can need, or require, if the roots are kept
well watered with clear water. By-and-by, when the

flowers have perceptibly formed, resort may again be
had to weak manure-waterings, *o be increased in

strength as the flowers develope themselves. Look
carefully after earwigs, as they nibble away at the

flower-buds in the embryo stage of growth, and so

cause many a shoot to be blind, a circumstance which
is only perceived at a later date, and when resort to

remedial agencies is of no avail. Those who wish to

keep Fuchsias and other similar soft-wooded plants in

bloom for the longest time possible, should give the pots

a slight surfacing with good decomposed manure, having
resortto constant manure waterings ofmoderatestrength,

shutting up all air-giving apertures in the structures

they may be in, at an early hour in the afternoon. Give
to all Coleuses intended for permanent winter display,

their final pinching back for the autumn. Keep them
closer, and in such an exposed position that the sun
may obtain free access to them. Plants of Lisianthtts

Russellianus should now have the pots they are in

tolerably well filled with roots, and should be so

treated as to endow them with greater hardihood, the

better to withstand the hardships of the incoming
winter. They require for a short time a cooler tempe-
rature, more air, and less moisture. Afterwards, a dry
shelf elevated near to the glass in the cool end of a cool

stove will suit them well. Those cultivators who, with
commendable caution, may have shifted then: New
Holland and other similar plants under shelter during
the past excessive rains and windstorms, must now use

great caution not to keep the plants too warm. Give
all the air possible at all times for a few weeks, and so

assimilate the present condition with the past that too

great a fluctuation may not occur to influence the

plants injuriously. Prepare the greenhouse for the

reception of plants by performing the customary
cleansing, arranging and tying of climbing plants, &c.

Finish also the necessary training and tying-out of
specimen plants in pots, that all such things may be
forwarded to the utmost, ready for the final housing.

FORCING HOUSES.
All good practitioners must now adapt their treat-

ment to the obvious decline of the duration of light, in

the case of PiiieSy and all subjects undergoing forced

growth. If from any special cause a high temperature
must be maintained therefore, let it be qualified by a
ree admission of air, so that a rapid growth-formation

be not possible. It is needless for me to d

attention to the fact that, with diminished light less

and less moisture must be afforded and maintained,

The fibre of each plant should be so thoroughly
developed that it be not too readily injuriously

influenced by a dry artificial heat in the fast approach-
ing midwinter season. Reducing these suggestions to

actual figures in regard to temperature, it will be neces-

sary to keep up a mean of 75" by day, with an increase

of 7*^ to 10° with actual sun heat, and about 60" to 63°

by night ; and this should be maintained, and at the
same time air should be given more freely than usual

between half-past 8 in the morning and 4 p.m. Main-
tain a goodly warmth around all frames or pits con-

taining Cucumbers or Alelons having no artificial

internal warmth. Keep all decaying leaves clear, and
so permit the light and air freely to pervade every part

amongst such as are healthy and gi-owing.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Cuttings or seedlings of all Hardy Herbaceous Plants

intended 'to winter out should now be got into their

winter quarters with no further delay. Get the beds
ready for Pansy planting, which should not be delayed
beyond the latter part of this present month. Fasten
the young growths produced upon lately budded
Roses or Brier stocks firmly to a neat stick, that the

winds may not snap them off at their base or newly-
formed juncture with the stock. It is not advisable to

let these plants flower at their apex at this time, as

they will sometimes do if not stopped. Garden walks

must, now that the worms are unusually busy, and the

autumnal debris of fallen leaves begin to be strewn
around, be kept constantly swept, rolled, and, if neces-

sary, weeded. If not well attended to at this season

walks get into a very unsightly state by the advent of

winter, when clean firm walks add great cheerfulness

around a home. Thin out the last sowing of

Mignonette as soon as the plants give evidence as to

which will prove the strongest. Sow a pan of Nemo-
phila insignis for potting off to flower at an early date

indoors. Pot up such plants of Schizostylis coccinca as

are needed or intended to be bloomed indoors dmring

the autumn or whiter time.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Choose fine dry days upon which to earth-up Celery.

Remove now all strong overgrowths from Tomatos, as

they only tend to create fresh and stronger roots,

which in turn collect and send up crude sap, requiring

the full powers of the foliage to develope, and act

adversely as regards the ripening of the fruits. If the

fruit is at all late, remove also many of the leaves if at

all gross and luxuriant in their nature. The same
remarks apply to Capsicums, &c. Look over previous

Cabbage plantations wherever the *' leather-coated

grub," so well knowm to all land culturists, is making
havoc. At the base of some of the young plants, two
and three of these pests will be found, and must be
destroyed before other plants are put in, in lieu of those

which are destroyed. If this be not done, the grubs

will readily find out others, and so devastate the whole
bed. Take up all Potatos showing any symptoms of

ripening at the earliest possible moment, or they will

be very likely to "grow again." W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
I CANNOT help again reverting at this season to

that universal favourite, and most delicious esculent,

the Mushroom^ which is so easy of cultivation in

town. It does "well in dark cellars and outhouses,

and any person who possesses such places can

grow it with as much success as in the country. Hence
a few practical hints on the cultivation of the Mush-
room in such positions will not be out of place. Pro-

vide at once some short horse-dung, such as that

collected in the streets will answer admirably. This
should be placed in a heap and turned oyer once a

week for three weeks, which will allow the rank
heat to pass off, and deprive it of its noxious

qualities. It can then be put into boxes or baskets,

or a bed may be formed on the ground or on
shelves. It should be well beaten down until it is

about 12 inches in thickness ; a stick or two should

then be inserted in the dung, to enable the grower to

judge of the internal heat. If this trial stick gets too

hot for the hand to bear, the heat is too great to

receive the spawn, and it should be replaced and left

till the bed becomes about milk-warm. Artificial

spawn, which can be purchased at any seed shop,

should be broken into lumps about the size of Walnuts.

These lumps should have a thready appearance, and
smell like Mushrooms, and should be placed in

the beds about i inch apart, in rows 4 inches asunder.

The bed should then be gently beaten down again,

and if in a few days the trial-stick does not indicate an

increase in the temperature, cover the bed over at

once with fresh mould about 2 inches thick, and well

beat it down, but if by chance the heat should rise,

plunge in a thick stick, and leave the hole open for the

heat to pass off, and delay soiling for a few days. A
covering of hay will be of service in proportion to the

heat of the cellar. These beds will generally begin to

produce good Mushrooms about six weeks after spawn-

ing, and will sometimes continue bearing for several

months. If the cultivator has room, and a succession

is required, a bed should be made up every three

months, or oftener, remembering that beds made at

this season are generally the most productive. J. D.

STATE OP THB WEATHER AT BLACKHEATfl, LONDON.
Fob the Week ending Wednesday, SEPTEMunn 14, 187a
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Dipladeniaamabilis, Ixora Dixiana. Plumbago capensis,

Stephanotis flohbunda, or either of the following might

be substituted :— Bougainvillea glabra, Rondeletia

speciosa major, Brugmansia Knightii flore-pleno.

Ferns fok Exhibition : E. M. F. Cyathea (sometimes

called Cibotium) princeps. Adiantum cardiochljena

(polyphyllum), Loniaria gibba (not Gibbii, as so often

written 'at exhibitions). Gieichenia dicarpa. Adiantum
farleyense, Todea superba, Nephrolepis davallioides

Gieichenia Speluncss, Dicksonia antarctica, Dicksonia

Youngise, Davallia divaricata, Thamnopteris Nidus—
any of these.

Flower Show Appeals : J. IV. The Bougainvillea

glabra is not strictly speaking a greenhouse plant, but

it ought to have been no disqualification in interpreting

the meaning of the universally adopted class, "Stove
and Greenhouse Plants." The meaning of the class

unless othenvise specified is, that either stove plants or

greehouse plants are eligible. The wording, " Stove or

Greenhouse," would of course be better, because more
exact.

Foliage Plants for Exhibition : E. E. P. Sphaero-

gyne barbata, Cyanophyllum magnificum, Maranta
Vcitchii, Croton angustifolium (or any of the new sorts,

such as Veitchianum, Hookerianum, &c.), Pandanus
Veitchii, Alocasia metaUica"(or Lowii).

Fungus : Hendon. Lycoperdon giganteum, one of the
best of the edible Fungi.

Keeping Pears : T. Jordan. You do not mention the

kind of Pear alluded to. Pears have their seasons of

ripening, and do not keep beyond them. If, as we
understand, yours is some very late sort, let the fruit

hang on the tree as long as it is safe from frost ; then
gather, handling carefully, and lay for a week or two in

a dry cool fruit room ; afterwards put them, a few
together, in small covered boxes to prevent shrivelling,

rejecting all bruised fruits ; examine occasionally so as

to detect and remove decay. When the season of
maturity approaches, it may be accelerated by bringing
the fruits, still covered, into a warm room for a week
or two.

Maracoc : W. M., Ely. " Paradisus in Sole," 1629,

P- 394-
Names of Fruit : T. H., Tonbndge. Ckcrry : Belle

Agathe; Apple: like Summer Golden Pippin.— f. R. T.

We are sorry to say that your Peach had quite decayed
before we could examine it. If you can tell us the
character of the flowers, and send us another leaf, we
may perhaps be able to determine it.

—

P. S. Grapes :

1, Wiiite Nice ; 2, Black Prince
; 3, Black Frontignan.

Names of Plants : P. H, G. Acropera armeniaca
(Lindl.).—/*. W. B. Stanhopea graveolens.-.-/ Sub-
scriber. Hemerocallis fulva foliis variegatis.

—

H. P.
1, Cratasgusflava ; 2, C. oxyacanlha var. melanocarpa

;

3, C. macrantha
; 4, (?).

—

C. H. B. i, AristolochiaSipho

;

2, Escallonia rubra
; 3, Leycesteria formosa

; 4, Rhus
Cotinus, the Wig Plant.

—

A. McA. i, Lycopodium
Selago ; 2. L. clavatum. They are difficult to establish

under cultivation, and grow on boggy heaths.— J. M.
Campanula fragilis.

—

A.B. Myrsiphyllumasparagoides
—not at all like Plumbago in the flower.

Pelargoniums ; J/. B. The Zonal Pelargoniums should
not have been placed lower on the prize list, because of
the presence of Gloire de Nancy. They should either

have been fully admitted or entirely excluded, according
to the interpretation put on the word zonal—whether as
merely indicating a race of varieties, or actual leaf

marking.
Plants for Chalk Cliff : M. C. A'. We should
recommend your friend to plant freely such things as
Sedums, Sempervivums, Thymes, Lotus corniculatus
flore-pleno, Helianthemums ; and if there is space for

larger plants, any of the Cistuses, especially the Gum
Cistus.

Proliferous Truss of Pelargonium : A. F. This
phenomenon is not very uncommon ; some varieties
throw proliferous trusses almost constantly. It is of
course a blemish from a decorative point of view.

Communications Received :—E. B.—J. F. H.—B. C—T. D.
Burres (thanks).—W. H. L.—D. N.—W. B.—C H B —
North, York.—Harrison & Sons.—W. P. R.—Miss Freeman
(with many thanks).— Dinas Mawddwy (your fruit shall be
named ; but another time, please to pay the carriasei.— I. B.—
T. B.—A. D.—G. B.—A. F.

glarhets,
COVENT GARDEN.—Sept. 17.

We have still very large supplies, and those from the
west and south-west parts of the Continent are greatly
increased, in consequence of the home consumption being
so much diminished. Fine samples of fruit, however, are
comparatively scarce, owing to the effect of the late dry
season. Potato trade still hea\'y, and prices from 51.
to los. per ton lower. Amongst flowers we have Balsams,
Pelargoniums (single and double). Asters (French and
German), Dahlias, Liliums, Oleanders, &c.

Fruit.
s. d. s. d.

I

s. d. s. d.
Apples, p. i sieve .. I O to 2 n I Oranfi'c n^r inn R n t<-in ,-.

Figs, per dor. . . ^ .

.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100 . .

:

Melons, each

6 — I o
I
Peaches, per doz. . . i o — 4 <

o — 36 Pears, per doz. . . 16 — 3 <

> o —16 o Pine-apples, per lb. 3 o — 6 «

0—30 Plums, p. half sieve 20 — 3 (

Beet, per doz. ..20
Cabbage.s p. dor. . . 10
Carrots, p. bunch ..04
Cauliflowers, p. doz. i 6
Cucumbers, each ..06
FrenchBeans,p.sieve2 o
Do., retail, p. lb. ..04
Garlic, per lb. ..08
Gherkins, per 100 .,20
Herbs, per bunch . . o a

Potatos, York Regen
iioj. toizoj. do..

H»
Lettuces, p. score . , 16—30

o 8 Mint, per bunch .. 03 — 06
3 o Mushrooms, p. pott. 30 — 40
I o Onions,per bunch .. 04 — 09
3 o Parsley, p. bunch . . 05 — 04
o 6 Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
.. Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 30

Toniatos, per doz. . . i o - - i 6
- o 4 Turnips, yng., p. bun. 09 — 10
per ton, goj. to 103.S. ; Kidneys,

M
IndestructlWe Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.S PATENT.—Prices. Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4i. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J,,cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FlSHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

A NURSERYMAN, in the Provinces, is desirous of
mceling with an ACTIVE P.A,RTNER, with moderate capital

X.. Messrs. Proiheroc & Morris, Lej tonstone, N.E.

WANTED, an active GARDENER, to PURCHASE
HALF SHARE in a small Nurser>', Florist, and Jobbing

WANTED, in a large Garden, a good FOkEMAN,
who perfectly understands the Culiivation of Fruit and Vege-

tables. Flowers not required,—Mr. SEARLE, Head Gardener,
Himley Hall, Dudley.

WANTED, a thorough competent Man, as FORE-
MAN, to Manage a Market Garden, one who understand'

Growing Cucumbers, Fruit, &c., and Packing for Market. Nonf
need apply whose character wilt not bear the strictest inquiry as tc

honesty, industry, and sobriety. One used to the business preferred.—
C. \V, ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey, S.

WANTED, as GARDENER, in November, a
thorough good practical Man to take charge of small Garden

and GrccnhoTi!ie. Age between 30 and 40, married, and without chil-
dren preferred. If Wife can do Laundry work, additional salary will
be paid- Comfortable cottage provided, and good wages will be paid

.uitable person.—Apply by letter, with full particulars, to J. C.
10, Lord Ncl iSqu , Liverpool.

WANTED, an experienced BAILIFF, competent to
take the Management of a Farm of 450 Acres (one-fourth

Arable), within 40 miles of London, and thoroughly acquainted with
the Management of Timber, 600 Acres of which would be in his
charge. Salary ;(;ioo, with house rent free and keep of horse.—Apply
by letter, \V. B,, Rastall & Son, Ebury Street, Eaton Square, S.W.

WANTED, by the Committee of Visitors of the
Moulsford Lunatic Asylum, near Wallingford, Berks, a Married

Man, as WORKING BAILI FF, and his Wife, to take charge of the
Dairj', and Chum if required. Wages, for the two, 21s. per week,
with a cottage, and an allowance of coals, milk and garden produce.
Applications, with testimonials, to be sent to the undersigned by
October?—J T. MORLANmClerk to the Visitors), Abingdon, Berks.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, at the Home for Little
Boys, HortonKirby, Kent, a WORKING FARM BAILIFF,

to Work a Farm of 100 Acres with the Boys, and with his Wife to take
charge of one of the Houses, containing Thirty Boya. They must be
members of some Christian Church, and without children to reside

Ing wages required in addition to board
* -1 the SECRETARY, at the Office,

WANTED, as IMPROVER, a Man about 20,
Nobleman's Garden, where a general system of Gardei

carried on. A Premium will be required.-D. JUDD, Hawl
Shrewsbury'.

WANTED, in the Seed Trade, as SHOP^L^N, a
Younp Man from l6 to 20 years of age.—Apply, in own hand-

writing, statin;? amount of experience, where previously employed, and
salar)- e.-ipecle3, to J. C.'ITTELL, Nursery and Seed Establishment,
U'esterham. Kent.

WANTED, in a Wholesale Seed Warehouse ii

London, an active younK Man as UNDER SHOPMAN.

-

Apply, stating full particulars, to C H., Gardmin' ChroniiU Office.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFFl, of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E G
HENDERSON AND SON, WellinEton Nursery. St. John's wiod',

B
Gardeners.

S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

uic Moctcst integrity, thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties of
HEAD GARDENER, GARDENER and BAIFIFF. or UNDER
GARDENER. Ladies or Gentlemen requiring such may rely upon
B. S. W. recommending only those whose conduct and abilities are
worthy of thi

LJ'pper Holloway, London, N.1 and Paradise Nun

To Gardeners ajid Baillfib (Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

ma^ rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regu-

C:j.ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
T requiring a first-class Gardener.—Age 45, married; thoroughly

experienced in all branches of the profession. Could take charge of
Meadow Land and Stock if required. Ten years' good charai

Enfield. N
1 through death of employer.—C. W., 5, Mir

GARDENER (Head), age 48, ma^^ed.—Robert
Cole. Gardener to Mrs. Okeden, Turnworth. Dorset, is at liberty

to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the spn.ir.es of a

thorough practical M, ' ' .
i-. . .

' a half yeai

, Elandford, Dorset.

C::j_ARDENER (Head), married, no family.— F. Hill
X will he open to an engagement with any Lady or Gentleman

requiring a first-class Gardener, on or before October 5. Can have
loye •

, Maiden, Kingslon^on-Thamcs, 6uri

C:i ARDENER (Head), middle-aged.—Robt. Brown,
T for the last 15 years Head Gardener to the late Rev. George

Chetwode, at Chilton House, Thame, Oxon. where he has had the
entire Management of extensive Flower and Kitchen Gardens, and
Forcing of every description of Fruit, will be disengaged in October,
and wishes (or a similar situation. Is leaving on account of the death
of the Reverend Gentleman. Testimonials of the highest order.—
Address as above.

of a first-class practical Gardener,
wno nas naa greai experience in every branch of modem Horticulture,
including the Management of Forcing operations, and the Culture of
Plants and Vegetables, &c. Thirteen years' excellent character from
present employer, whom he is leaving, through the expiration of lease,

at Michaelmas. Friends arc requested] f "t-i-—

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly competent in all

the branches of the profession. No single-handed place accepted.
—S. L., Post Office, Exeter.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, age 36 ; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing, Kitchen and Flower Gar-

dening; is a good Plant grower. Three years in last situation ; good
character.—A, M,, Mr, J. Christie, Nurseryman, Leathcrhead, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no children; well
educated. Understands perfectly every department of Modem

Gardening. Wile first-class Dair^-maid if required. Excellent
character, &c—J. DILLISTONE, Colwick. Notts.

the entire Management of a large Garden. Thoroughly practical in
all branches of the profession.—K T., Farnham Royal. Bucks.

/:j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no incum-
V^ brance; thoroughly practical and fully competent in every
branch of the profession, including Early and Late Forcing, Pic-
turesque Gardening, &c. Good character.—H. COOK, Gardener,
The Grove, Tollington PatK, Homscy, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no family;
understands the Management of Vines, Peaches, Melons,

Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Ten years' good character.—R, B,, i, Percy Cottages,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28, single
;

thoroughly practical in all branches of the profession. Good
reference from late employers.—A. B., Farnborough Park, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 35, married.
—William Henderson, for the last three years Gardener to

Thomas Marrian. Esq., Thurcroft Hall, Malthy, Rotherham, is at
liberty to treat with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services
of a thorough practical Gardener; well understands the Early and
Late Forcing of all kinds of Fruits. Flowers, and Vegetables, the
Management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, Wife, having no
family, is qualified to undertake the duties of Laundress, or take
Charge of Gentleman's Residence. Characters will hear investigating.

C^
ARDENER (Head), where one or two Men are

X kept.—Ages?, smgle. Five years" good character.—J. B,, Post
Office, Cuckfield. Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more are kept.—
Age 40, married ; thoroughly understands the Management of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and Fruit,

Flower, and Kitchen Gardcnmg. Good character.—B. W., Mr. Lewis,
Baker, Upper Richman Road, Putney, Surrey. S.W.

GARDENER.— Married, no incumbrance ; has a good
practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches, includ-

ing the Forcing of Early and Late Fruits, Vegetables, and the Culture
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Three years' character,—M. R.,

16, Lifford Street. Putney, S.W.

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or GARDENER and
STEWARD.—Middle-aged : great e^tpcrience. Can produce

the highest possible testimonial from present situation, which he has
filled many years. - G. R., Mr. William Paul, The Nurseries,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).

—

Middle-aged, married ; thoroughly experienced in all branches.
Three and a-half years' character from the place just left.

—3, Wakeley Road, Penge. S.E.^
)ENER (Second
Garden.- Age 25, s „

-C. H., Post Office, Brenchley, Kei

GARDENER (Second), where Head Gardener is

kept.—Age 96, single ; understands Stove and Greenhouse,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Two and a-half years' good
character.—E. T., Nursery, Maidenhead. ^
/ 1 ARDENER (Second), where there is an opportunity
vX of improving in the Forcing line. Near London preferred.

Three years with present employer.—J. O., Post Office. Hornchurch,

GARDENER (Under) or IMPROVER, in a good
Garden. —Age 21. A Premium given. Unexceptionable

character.-S. T.. Post Office, Twickenham, S.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20, respectable ; wishes
to improve himself ; has been in a Plain Flower and Kitchen

Garden three and a-half years. Good character. No objection to a
Premium.—J. B., Mr. Long , Waxwell, Pinner, Middlesex.

G"ARDENERrrUNDER), age 24.—A Lady wishes to
recommend a young Man as above, in a Gentleman's family,

professed Gardener is kept. He has nearly three years' good
"•

-
'~-

-
'"

"'-tIow, Bucksr.-H.M.,Mr. Marcha

To Nnrserjrmen and Market Growers.
FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN,—

Has been used to Grow for the London Market. Any Lady or

Gentleman Marketing a portion of their things, would find the Adver-
tiser a valuable servant.—B. C, Mr, Mackintosh, Nurser>man,

JL. MAN.—A young
Budder and Grafter. 1

PAGATOR, Post Offit

BAILIFF and
family. Wife no .

-M. A, 97, Westbourne I'ark hn.id. l-^vldington, W.

Tji ARM BAILIFF (to take Managemem of Farm or to

J? Assistl.—Age 40, married, respectable ; 16 years' practical experi-

ence Willing to make himself generally useful. Good reference.-

H. MABBUTT, Langford,
"

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Agents.

STEWARD or F.\KM I'.AII.IFF. at Michaelmas
next—Age 40, married. ! irft-class references from his present

employer, who is giving up ihc Farm.—Z., John Thornton's,

15. Langham Place. London, W.

QTEWARD or BAILIFF. —Age 40. married, one^ --.. Management of a Farm of any extent.

ing, also Stcim Machinerj-, and the

Estate. Has had the best experience
and 2000 Acres. Unexceptionable

ALPHA , 106, High Street, Croydo:

s Works reqi

Bailiff upon Farms of 1

[MPROVER, in a good Estabhshment.—A Premium
-L will be given. Three years' good character-J. D., Mr. AValters,

3, Doric Street, Cambridge.

FURNISHER. FURNISHING FOREMAN, or
SALESMAN.—Age 35 ; 16 years' experience in uTown Trade.

Unexceptionable references.-A. B., 83, Bramley Road, Kensington

P.-irk, W. L_

TO the SEED TR.^DE.—A Gentleman (age 32) of

17 years experience in one of the best London establishments,

will shortly be open to a suitable engagement in a first-rate house

(Londoner Provincial), where an energetic and successful discharge

of his duties would be likely to lead to an interest in the business. He
s travelled for 13 years, and has a good connection in the country ;

luld be willing to assist in that department if necessary.-E- A. C,
Belgrave Street, Euston Road, N.'

M To tbe Seed Trade.
ANAGER.—Experience both in Town and Country

" rst.clas.i references given. — T. W. ROSE,
Office, W. C.

To Seedsmen.
IHOPMAN or MANAGER.—Wanted, an immediate
) engagemenl—X. Y. Z., 8. Nicolson S ireet, Edinburgh.

SHOPMAN, CLERK., or BOOK-KEEPER.—Age 30,

married : active, of thorough busin

:s of the profession,—A.

Row, Covenl Garden, W.C.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Orclilds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, Kind Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C, on

TITKSDAY, September 20. at hall-past 12 o'clock precisely, a splendid

collection of Choice Established and Imported ORCHIDS, many ol

them ol .1 new and exceedingly rare description, including

—

i Goodyera (Anjeclochilus) Daw-Acrides IIu

Cat'tley.i El< ado I.frli
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pestilence seems to have rolled northward from
Berlin to Stettin, and almost to the shores of the
Baltic.

Westward, again, caf1:le plague appears in the
French department of the Moselle, touching
Saarbruck in its course. Unchecked by the
feeble measures of precaution, which are pos-
sible of application now, the cattle plague speeds
on its way to Paris. At Bar le Due, some 70
miles from the capital, it was known to exist

several days ago ; how much further the disease
has extended by this time we do not know, but
we can hardly expect that any active means will

be taken to arrest its spread. France just now
has enough to do, without having to deal with a
new enemy.
Obeying no law but the one of uni-

versal distribution, the pest next, as we are
informed, takes a north-easterly course, and
penetrates the Dutch cattle district of Leyden,
not far from Rotterdam. Never in the history
of the disease has such a rapid progress been
recorded, the plague in its course has absolutely
kept ahead of precautions. The Dutch Govern-
ment were on the alert at the first sound of
warning which was uttered, but before any
effective measures could be taken the
disease, according to reports, crossed their
frontier, .and, when too late, compelled energetic
action. The Dutch frontier, we learn, is closed to
animals from France and Germany ; Bavaria
also has prohibited the passage of animals into
the counti-y ; and Luxembourg has followed the
same course. Meanwhile, in this country we
have adopted the only precautions which are
capable of being carried into effect, short of pro-
hibiting importation of cattle altogether. By
the Council Order of Sept 9, France is placed
among the scheduled countries. All the other
countries from which we obtain supplies of
cattle were already included, excepting Spain,
which need not be taken into account, as cattle

plague is not likely to cross the Pyrenees.
Our actual present position in respect of the

importation of foreign cattle may be thus
defined. At all the outports foreign cattle can
only be landed, in parts of ports defined, for

slaughter, and they cannot be taken out of those
defined parts alive. These restrictions are the
most stringent which can be applied to foreign
cattle landed in this country at any part of the
coast, and the establishment of a separate market
for the sale and slaughter of imported cattle will

not affect these arrangements in the least.

In the port of London, however, the new Order
has practically no action, as previously to its

issue cattle from France were landed only at

defined parts of this port, and then, as now, the
Order was in force permitting the removal of
cattle out of the defined part by rail to the
metropolis, in order that they may be sold in the
metropolitan market, and be slaughtered in the
limits of the metropolis within ten days from
the time of landing. Nothing practical is likely

to come of poetical aspirations, but we cannot help
thinking how far more comfortable we in this

city should feel if all the foreign cattle imported
into the port of London were, by way of being
accommodated in the commodious market of the
future, somewhere on the banks of the Thames
convenient to Whitechapel and elsewhere, and
satisfactory to everybody in every respect. If

such a dreamland did now exist, it would be
pleasant to think, in the event of an outbreak of
rinderpest, that we should know exactly where it

commenced, and perhaps even be able to form
some idea of where it was likely to end.

It would be idle to attempt to disguise the
extent of the risk which we run of the introduc-
tion of the cattle plague into this country. No
precaution can render us absolutely secure, but
we may hope that in view of the danger every
means will be adopted to avert it ; we shall at

any rate gain nothing by underrating the import-
ance of the situation,—indeed, it will be safer

to suffer from unreasonable apprehension than to

enjoy a false sense of security.

If average crops of Wheat are secured in

America and Russia as well as in England, there
seems no reason to anticipate more than an
average price. That the price of Wheat of fine

quality should have been as low as 455-. in June,
when there was no great accumulation of stocks,

showed misplaced confidence in the coming
crops of the corn countries. That it should have
risen many shillings per quarter by harvest time
was natural. A further considerable rise on the

outbreak of hostilities, when there was no evi-

dence of serious deficiency anywhere, and our

own crops promised an average, was a mere
panic, the usual result of vague apprehensions.
Buyers seem to have forgotten in June that the
average price of Wheat since the repeal of the
Corn Laws has been 53.?. per quarter. Having
bought fine Wheat in 1863 and 1864 at 40J-. per
quarter, they forgot that superabundant harvests
had then caused an accumulation of stocks, with
the usual depression of price. In June, buyers
seemed to have expected a continuance of sup-
plies at less than the cost of production, or, at
all events, of delivery in London ; and in the
early part of August the trade suffered from a
reaction, after its state of over-confidence. It

has, perhaps, settled at length to a more healthy
and permanent condition.

Buyers are not usually authorities on the
general subject of prices ; they act on their expe-
rience, and seldom see far a-head. In periods
of low prices an opinion soon becomes current
that open ports have ensured unbounded sup-
plies at a low rate ; high prices must never be
expected again ! Peace makes us forget war, and
almost refuse to believe in its repetition ; and
plenty makes us forget our dependence on
foreign markets and the variation of seasons
which have, in all past experience, depressed and
raised prices by turns.

The history of agricultural production reveals
the striking variation of seasons, and the occur-
rence of cycles of good and of bad harvests
respectively. The past half century has belonged
to a cycle of good years, as did the first 65 years
of the last centurv'. But the intervening period
belongs to a cycle of inclement seasons, of indif-

ferent crops, and of years of scarcity throughout
Europe. The history of this period, and of the
dearth and distress all over Europe, and of the
riots among the people, is carefully traced
and compared with that of the corresponding
years of plenty, by economists like Adam Smith,
TOOKE (" History of Prices "), and Malthu.S.
According to Mr. Tooke, a series of a hundred
years, at least, is requisite to reduce to a fair ave-
rage the inequalities of the seasons. Individual
experience is, therefore, extremely deceptive. A
period of 10 years, exhibiting, as it always does,
considerable difference in the harvests, does not
enable us to strike an average of annual produc-
tion. The commonly received standard of
28 bushels of Wheat per acre, as the average
yield of England, may have been correct during
the last 20 or 30 years, but it may be falsified

before the century is out, and we may return to

Arthur Young's estimate of 24 bushels. The
alleged increase in yield of ih bushel per acre
since 1850, may be adventitious rather than per-
manent. Many of the " facts " and figures

relating to the trade, and supply, and yield of
corn, based as they are on recent experience
alone, may turn out to be fallacious ; it may, in

short, be imprudent to rely, as we do, on impor-
tations which have already reached an enormous
magnitude, and are rapidly increasing.

We desire to point out, therefore, that when
history repeats herself, and a preponderance of

unfruitful seasons again afflicts Europe, the
countr)' whose wants are greatest will suffer most,
and England, France, Belgium, Italy, Holland,
and other countries which import Wheat, will

each have to supply its individual wants at a dear
rate by outbidding the rest. The results of

increasing com'petition among nations with
growing populations will seriously menace the
productive industry of England.

The collapse, in the hour of trial, of the military
strength of France could not have been predi-

cated, but the evils which arise in this country
from the neglect of its manure resources and
consequent rise in prices and dependence on
foreign countries for a large portion of the food
supply, are not in any way doubtful, or hidden
behind the veil of fortune. They are palpable,

and their effects, slowly and insidiously accumu-
lating, can be ealculated. Food can only be
cheap as well as abundant in England when
the products of its consumption are returned
to the soil, so as to maintain or even
increase, its fertility. No mechanical con-
trivances, with recourse to artificial manures,
can prevent a gradual increase in the cost

of producing meat or corn, so long as the human
population is a source of waste. Although the
land is not by any means fuUy stocked, meat has
almost doubled in price in our own generation,

because (among other causes) the increasing
cost of producing cattle food continually raises

the cost of maintenance. Since English agricul-

ture combines the growth of meat with that of

corn, the heavy returns and the enrichment of
the soil by manure ought to diminish the cost of
growing both. A judicious outlay of capital
ought to reduce the cost of production. What
signifies ^{^looo expended on a 500-acre farm for

steam-cultivating apparatus, or ^^500 for a prize
bull, where a herd of 50 animals may be improved
for many generations ? The farmer, however, is

deterred from incurring the first outlay in agri-
cultural improvement ; he knows that in his
march of progress he will be encountered by
continually increasing expenses. As he increases
his sales of produce he must increase his pur-
chases of manure. The herd must be main-
tained. Turnips imply not only tillage but
guano, and guano is 40 per cent, dearer, and the
supply is nearly exhausted. Superphosphate rises.

The steam-plough, after all, is only a mechanical
means of cultivation, it is not a source of fertility

any more than a spade. There is, we are aware,
a widow's cruse theory with respect to the %Dil,

but experience teaches that, except in miraculous
or rare instances, the land that is heavily cropped
must be heavily manured. Live stock, it is true,

produce manure, but in the end man is the great
consumer, and it is the waste of the products of
his consumption, and the increased cost of pro-
duction, which checks the progress of agricul-

tural improvement. Hence food becomes dear,

and the employment of labour, both in agricul-

ture and in all manufacturing pursuits, is

restricted ; and hence manufacturmg industry
must of necessity gradually find a field in newer
and less burdened states.

If the exigencies of political life and party
warfare allowed our legislators to attend to sub-
jects of social importance, or if our leading agri-

cultural society occupied a somewhat wider field

of labour, and indulged a little less in the otiiim

cum dignitatc of wealth and position, we cannot
but suppose that the attention of agriculturists

and of the public would be earnestly called to the
means which may exist of increasing the produc-
tive resources of the countr)', and of rendering it

less dependent on importations of corn. There is

practical work in this direction which cannot be
done by individuals or companies, but only by
such combination as might act with effect on
public opinion and on the legislative mind.

At Mark Lane on Monday Wheat sold at the
prices of that day se'nnight ; in flour no alteration.

Beans were u. to 2s. per qr. cheaper. On Wednes-
day trade in grain was quiet, at about Monday's rates.

In the Metropolitan Cattle Market on Monday,
foreign and home supplies being small, prices advanced
for all kinds of stock ; and on Thursday, notwith-
standing a large foreign supply, choice descriptions

brought Monday's prices.

The following has been forwarded to the
secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
from the Austro-Hungarian ambassador, with a request

to give it publicity :

—

"The Royal Hungarian Ministry for Agriculture, Com-
merce, and Industry proposes to award two prizes, of 100
ducats and 50 ducats, for the invention of a Hemp mowing
or cutting machine, under the following conditions :

—

" I. Mowing machines which cut the Hemp as short as
possible over the soil may compete, as well as plough-like
instruments which cut it under the soil,

"2. No models will be admitted.
"3. The competing machines or instruments will be

submitted to a trial on an ordinary Hemp field, at a place
and date to be iixed hereafter. The results will be
examined and the prizes awarded by a committee com-
posed of agriculturists and engineers.

'

' 4. The first prize can only be awarded to a thoroughly
well-working and efficient machine or instrument.

"5. The machines which obtain the prizes remain the
property of the competitors.

' 6. The applications for the competition are to be
made, till June 1, 1871, to the Royal Hungarian
Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce at
Pesth, to which, also, all inquiries relating to the details

of the trial are to be addressed.— Pesth, August 13, 1870,"

As the belief in the Efficacy of Inocul-ation
has recently extended in the United Kingdom, and has
been lately practised in Ireland, our contemporary,
the Ahith British Agriculturist^ submits, for the con-

sideration of the believers in inoculation, the following

facts :— 1st, There is no instance of inoculation with
the virus obtained from a diseased animal proving a
cure or a preventive for the same malady as is the case

by vaccinating the human subject with the virus of the

cow-pox. The disease known as small-pox in man is

prevented, but cow-pox and sraall-pox are distinct

diseases, although they are somewhat analogous.

What would be thought of the mental state of the

veterinarian who would advocate inoculation with the
virus of foot-and-mouth disease as a preventative of

that irruptive fever, or the inoculation of healthy cattle

with the virus obtained from the lungs of an animal
affected with the cattle plague ! The truth appears to

us to be that inoculation of healthy animals by the virus

obtained from the lungs of an animal affected with
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pleuro-pneumonia, can only act in the same manner as

a seton does, by producing a counter irritation in tlie

system for the time being. Those who practise inocu-

lation by inserting a tape in the tail of an animal which

has been steeped in liquid obtained from the lungs of a

diseased animal, which has either died of the disease

or been slaughtered, when known to have been

affected, are guilty of an act of cruelty which should

render them liable to prosecution under Martin's Act.

It will be seen from the following correspon-

dence that the Central Chamber of Agriculture has not

been wanting in urgency and promptitude in connec-

tion with the threatening of the cattle plague :

—

No. \.~ToDr Williams, ofthe Privy Council Veterinary

Department.

Central Chamber of Agriculture. SaUsbury Hotel,

Fleet Street, E.C., September 6, 1870.

Sir,—Great alarm has been created by the inteUigence

published in the Times of yesterday to the effect that

cattle plague has broken out near Berlin, also at Dresden,

and still nearer to us, at Kaiserlautern. Seeing that the

latter place, in Rhenish Bavaria, is situated upon one of the

main lines of railway by which the German armies now in

France are receiving their supplies, and that, therefore,

there is imminent risk, or rather a certainty, of the plague

spreading over France, if it really has appeared at Kaiser-

lautern—may I, therefore, inquire if any confirmation of

the news has been received by your department, and
whether the danger is yet deemed sufficiently serious to

warrant the treatment of all animals imported from

France as from an infected place ?

1 have the honour to be your obedient servant,

(Signed) John Algernon Clarke, Secretary.

No. 2.— To Secretary of Central Chaftibcr of Agriculture.

Privy Council Office, Veterinary Department, Princes

Street, Westminster, S.W., Septembers, 1870.

Sir__I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 6th inst., and in reply to inform you that

information has been received at this office of the exist-

ence of cattle plague at Kaiserlautern, but that the report

of cattle plague existing near Berlin and at Dresden has

not yet been confirmed.

I am directed by Mr. Forster to add that he is taking

every step to obtain information on this subject, which he

is carefully considering every day.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) C. Eardley Wilmot, for Secretary.

We leani from the Melbourne papers that the

recently published Agricultural Statistics of

that colony show, along with an increase of land under

tillage of 16 per cent, over last year, the following

results :—The Wheat crop shows a total increase of

1,000,000 bush., or 25 per cent, over the yield of the

most prosperous of the last ten years. The total yield

of Wheat (5,697,056 bush.) is more than double that

of i860, and is not far short of the totals of 1863, 1864,

and 1865 put together. The average produce per acre

was nearly 20 bush., of Oats 26 bush., of Potatos

3 tons and a tenth, of hay i ton and sbc-tenths. The
produce of wine, representing the vintage of 1S69, was

577,287 gals., or 128,740 gals, more than in the pre-

ceding year. The yield of Barley, Rye, and Bere, is

nearly double what it was in the previous year. The
increase in Potatos is about 60 percent., on Mangel
Wurzel 57 per cent., on Beet, Carrots, Parsnips, and
Cabbages, 144 per cent., on Onions 196 per cent., and

on hay S3 per cent. The only article of produce

which shows a decrease is tobacco. On all kinds of

grain the average increase is 50 per cent. ; on green

crops and hay, about 70 per cent. ; and on wine, 29
per cent. " These are extraordinary results," says our

colonial contemporary. "The number of bushels of

Wheat per head of the population is usually taken

as the test of a good harvest. Last year the harvest

gave about 6 bush, per head, while the present year's

gives nearly 8 bush. This is very fair for a colony

which is only beginning to be self-supporting in the

matter of breaastuffs."

• "A Farmer" writes to us:—"An Act of

Parliament was granted in the session of 1869, and in

force for May I, 1870; why is it that the doctoring

process is still going on ? Many tons of old worthless

Trifolium incarnatum, have been coloured during the

past few weeks, and many tons of Clover seed will be
operated on very shortly." If "A Farmer*' knows
this, he siiould have public spirit enough to inform.

OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATIXE.

The Scaleby Castle sale is postponed on account of

the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease in the

locality.

The next few days will witness several im-
portant sales of Shorthorns. On Tuesday the Stoney
Lane herd, the property of Mr. T. Harris, will be
disposed of. Friday will see the dispersion of the

Nunwick Hall herd, near Penrith, and the succeeding
Tuesday Mr. Thornton will sell Mr. D. P. Walesby's
Shorthorns. We trust that cattle breeders, about to

sell pedigreed stock, will not be discouraged at the note
of alarm sounded by a widely-read contemporary upon
the stagnation of our live stock trade. Grumbling at

"bad times" seems carried a little too far, so

soon after the brilliant sales in the spring, the won-
derful prices realised at Oxford, and the most satis-

factory sales of stock effected since that time, not only
by "Mr. Booth and Major Gunter," but by the less

popularly-known breeders—we say grumbling is, after

such events, rather out of place. It is no new thing for

fashionable blood to sell at incomparably higher prices

than good ordinary " Herd Book entries," but worth
will generally tell, as was shown at Alloa a few days
since, where 47 good animals averaged ;i^5 1 iSj'. \oJ.

each.

The Nunwick Hall herd (Penrith), which will

be disposed of by Mr. Thornton on Tuesday next, con-

sists of 62 animals, 46 of which are cows and heifers.

There are among these several " Waterloos," a con-

siderable number of the Furbelow and Flourish (both

by Little John—4232) tribe ; some members of the

Elvira by DUKE {193) family, known also as Mr.
Crofton's "Emma" tribe; several *'Gwynnes," and a
few of the "Wild Eyes" sort. Among the bulls,

Edgar (19,680), the 2d prize at Oxford in the aged
class, will be an object of interest. He is by Prince
Paterick (18,633), ^ii'i of Ml-. Crofton's "Emma"
tribe.

A northern subscriber of the Irish Farmers'
Gazette^ thus advocates the use of well-bred male
animals:—"I could at this moment show any one
bullocks or heifers two years old, say last March, from

7 cwt. to 8 cwt. each, which were in no ways pam-
pered : their feeding was, after weaning, grass in

summer, and plenty of Turnips, chiefly Aberdeens, in

winter, with a small quantity of oilcake or bruised Oats
when cake was not to be had ; their fodder was chiefly

fresh oat-straw, and, the latter end of spring, hay in

place of straw." This is the result of using good sires,

and avoiding those " mongrel brutes of bulls" which
have done so much harm, and are still doing so.

SHEEP.

The following is the result of the great annual

sale of rams at Kelso on the 9th inst. Rings No. i

to 3 were devoted to Border Leicesters, and Ring 4
was occupied by half-breds. Mr. Donkin and Messrs.

Fairbairn ic Penny sold the greatet number of the

Leicesters, most of the remainder being disposed of by
Mr. Oliver. The auctioneers for half-breds were Mr.
Davidson and Mr.' Atkinson. Some e.xtraordinary

prices were given, among which we may mention ;^ioo

given for one of Lord Polworth's rams, and j^62 for

one of the Rev. R. W. Bosanquet's sheep. Mr.
Simson, of Blainslie, sold an excellent shearling for

;^40 ; Mr. Bell, of Linton's, top price was ;^39, and
Mr. Forster, of Ellingham, sold a sheep for ;^36.

No. I. Ring —Auctioneer: Mr. Donkin.

Name of Owner.

Mr.
Mr. 1-j

Dicknian, Remiington, Alnwick

J. C. Bolam, Low Trewilt
Davidson, jun., Brandon..
Parker, Shelbcres, Coldstream.
Robinson, Leckby Palace, Thirsk

The Reprcf^entalives of the late Mr.
Angus, Whileficid, Morpeth

Rev. R. W. Bosanquet, Rock
Mr. Wood, Thornborough, Hexham .

Mr. Forster, Ellingham, Chathill ..

Mr. Dinning. Adderston, Bclford ..

Mr. Chrisp, Hawkhill, Alnwick

Average.

Ring No. 2.—Auctioneers: Messrs. Oliver, Brand & Atkinson.

. Brunton. Eastfield

. Simson, Trows

. Wilson. Haymount

. Cunningham, Grahamslaw

. Crosby, Kirkby Shore .

.

. Simson of Blainslie

. Bain, Legars
, Calder, Oxenrig ..

, Rea, Middleton .

.

. Hardie, Harrietfield

Ring No. 3.—Auctic Messrs. Fairbairn & Penny.

Mr. Calder, Kelloc Mains .

.

Mr. Thomson. Rutherford -

.

Right Hon. Lord Polwarlh, Mertoun
Mr. Purvcs, Linton Burnfoot

Mr. Hogarth, Eccles, Eccles Tofi

Mr. Dickinson, Maidenhall ..

Mr, Nisbett, of Lambden
Mr. Borthwick, Cowbog
Mr. Hume, Wormerlaw
Mr. Bell, Linton
Mr. Oliver, of Lochside
Mr. Simson, Courthill ..

Mr. Roberton, Harpertoua
Mr. Robeson, Springwclls

Messrs. J. & G. Laing, Wark
Mr. Wotherspoon, Spotsaiains

Mr. Torrance, Sisterpath

Miss Stark, Mellendean

"nc?' Average.

King No. 4.~HALF-nBED Rams. -Auctioneers :
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were also given :—j^20 (Mr. |. Staveley, of Dotterill

Park), £\6 \os. {Mr. J. H. Medforth), /16 5^.

(Mr. Simpson Staveley, of Tibthorpc). The average

of l-shearlings was ^^lo 5,r. Out of 32 shearlings

offered, 22 were taken. Of the 2-year shearlings eight

were at an average of 8 gs. ; and of the 3- shear four

were let at an average oi£^ los. ; of4-shear three were

let, averaging ^S 17^-., the highest of which Mr.

Jordan, of Emswell, took at £1^ Thirty-three were

let for £1^1 14^., being a shade under ;i^io 9J. each, in

the lot.

G?-£at Givendale: The best shearling was let to

Mr, Jordan, of Emswell, for j^20. The second best

shearling of last year (^35 lo^.), after a strong contest

with Mr. Foljambe's agent, was secured by Mr. Mede,

an Irish breeder, of Ballynarth, Ballinhassig, county of

Cork, for ;i^33 lo,f. Among some of the leading

buyers were Mr. Wright, of Oglethorpe Hall ; Mr.

Staveley, of Hay ton ; Mr. Phillips, of Beadlam Grange';

Mr. Brown, Holme on Spalding Moor ; Mr. Stamper,

Highfield House, Nunnington, and several others.

Mr, C. BradJJehVs (Babingley) : The first ten rams
sold at an average of £^ i^. 6J. ; second ten made

£y 4J. ; third ten, £6 2s. 6d. ; fourth ten, £^ Ss. ; fifth ten,

£y, sixth ten, £^ 14s. ; seventh ten, £4 lys. 6d.

;

and eighth ten, £4 gs. 6d. ; the average being

^5 ys. (id. per head.

Messrs. J\ttssell tSr^ Soft (Hereford Farm) : Here were
recently offered 25 rams from Mr. Downing's, Holm
Lacy, and for these the lowest figure was 5 gs. and the

highest ^8 5J-. The following lots were also put up :

—

10 rams from Mr. Taylor's, Showle Court, prices from

£6 \.o£^ los. ; 15 Oxfordshire Down rams, belonging

to Mr. Bryan, Southleigh, prices from 5 to 6^ gs.
;

four rams from Stretton Court (Mr. Yeoman's),

Sh gs- They also sold a number of Oxfordshire Down
rams, belonging to Mr. Gillett, the prices being 6, 64,

and 7 gs.

Messrs. Spurling's (at Melton fair) : Mr. Lewin's

first seven score of black-faced wether lambs averaged

about 45^. yi. each, and the ewe Iambs i8j. and
15^. Mr. Waller's wether Iambs about 10s. 6d.

;

the crones about 22J-. 3^/. ; two shearling tups fetched

42J. each, one 45^., one 44J., and another 5 2J. Mr.

H. Orford's fat sheep fetched 36J. bd., and the crones

2']s. 6d. ; his tups averaged about 45^. Mr. Smith's

wether lambs 15^. 6d., and the ewes 20s. Mr. Bond
had 1760 lambs and sheep for sale. The principal

consignors of lambs were the executors of Mr. Thomas
Crisp, of Gedgrave Hall, and Mr. A. Crisp, of Chilles-

ford ; their wether lambs averaged about 14.^. 6d. the

best, and inferior about 12s. ; some half-bred lambs of

better quality averaged ijs. ^d., as did the Down
crones ; the black-faced shearling ewes averaged 45J.

;

one lot sold for 42s. Mr. W. Toller's (Gedgrave)

lambs averaged 20s. 6d. Lord Rendlesham's black-

faced ewe lambs 2^s., and the ram lambs 21s. each;

J4 ewes sold for 34J. Mr. Crisp's (Chillesford) fat

sheep averaged about 39J. Mr. Ling's (Otley) half-

bred lambs, one score sold for 15^,, others for less.

LESSONS OF THE DROUGHT.
Thank God ! a nice rain at last, was the joyful

exclamation of a parched-up farmer on Friday last,

when he had seen a plentiful lo-hours' rain soak into

his fields. There had not been such a downfall since

the end of February, the only rain being a good
thunderstorm soon after midsummer, and a slight

shower or two, just sufficient to lay the dust, a fortnight

ago. As his arable land consists entirely of 100 acres

of dry gravelly soil, it may be useful to recapitulate

how he has got through this trying summer, and how
he hopes to survive the coming winter. And if we
must believe the adage that " Drought never brought
dearth into England," we shall see reason to think it has
brought great anxiety at least to the light land farmers

of the country, and will, require some considerable care

and foresight yet to counteract its deficiencies. Yet
perhaps we may be able to console our suffering neigh-

bours with the thought that our worst trials are passed ;

that our distresses, though now under the figure of a

dark cloud, have a silver lining ; and that Hope, though
unaccompanied by her rainbow, may yet revisit us.

But to begin at the beginning. By Lady-day all our
work was well forward. We had burnt all the Couch
we could find ; we had dunged and double ploughed
to a depth of 13 inches over Mangel ground ; we had
sown our Barley "in the dust," right up to the

sheep ; and the Wheat, where drilled early with
I bush, to the acre, was looking well ; where
got in late, with 2 bush, of seed, was thin and
uneven. However, we hand-hoed the whole, and
trusted to the first shower to set all right. But alas !

the April showers came not. The May flowers were
equally conspicuous from their absence ; as the days
lengthened everything was burnt up. In June we run
the mowing-machine over 100 acres of meadow grass,

and got up two ricks in the place of six. Our pro-

spects now began to look veiy serious, especially for the

stock. We had, luckily, fatted and sold our lambs
before the TrifoUum quite failed. The cows, nearly

30, were eking out their scanty pasture with a plentiful

supply of water, which never fails, and a little pollard or

grains, when we had the good fortune to buy the crop

off 40 acres of marsh land, which is usually under

water half the year and worthless, but has now given

me a good rick of coarse hay and kept the cows until

this time. It has also enabled me to pen 300 ewes on

my own meadows, which, being bought at the cheapest

time, will pay well for their corn and wonderfully

enrich the pasture.

To return to the corn crops. Just as the Wheat and
Barley were coming into ear, a welcome thunderstorm,

with about an inch of rain, fell in time to save the main
crop, excepting on a few gravelly patches, which never

recovered. The yield of Wheat will, I believe, eventu-

ally prove about 4 qr. to the acre, instead of 5 qr. ; of

Barley about 3 qr.,—in both instances the straw very

short, and some of the grain thin. I must confess to

feeling considerable qualms as every morning the dry

east wind and uninterrupted sunshine kept pouring in

at my windows, and the grass keep, in spite of an occa-

sional shower, got less and less. I have said we had a

plentiful supply of water, I found by damming up the

ditches I could raise the level above the mouths of the

tile drains, and by this means kept the subsoil cool,

though I could hardly irrigate the surface. This had a

very beneficial effect, and is worth remembering in

future dry times.

Had it not been for this expedient I think we must
have sold our stock. As it is, I hope we have now
keep enough. We have 15 acres of Mangels as good
as any in the country, and still growing fast. Of
Swedes, a sprinkling with Turnips coming on between

them, and hoed out. We have also 8 acres of stubble

Turnips after Wheat, just fit for the hoe. By cutting

straw along with the hay into chaff, I hope to save a

hay rick for sale, which, at £(3 a ton, will pay well.

We have also been lucky with pigs, having kept a

large herd fatting through the summer on grains,

weeds, and butchers' offal. I find by bedding them up

with dry ashes eveiy time they are cleaned out they

require but little straw, and retain the full value of the

dung. With plenty of this latter ingredient, with the

land very clean and healthy, I can now look forward to

the future with thankfulness and hope.

Having so frequently advocated in these columns the

necessity of keeping a much larger stock than usual as

the only method of growing corn or paying rent, I

have been anxious to show how far the system will

stand the test of this unusually trying season. In my
own case I have succeeded in keeping 100 sheep more
than usual up to the present time, and have every

prospect of being able to keep on or fat off the whole ;

butl had plenty of water. I fear, however, that many
farmers on the South Downs and other dry countries

have not had the same advantage, and without water

stock-keeping must be a miserable faikne ; and 1

should hope the lesson inculcated by the last few years

will not be lost on them. I understand the sheep ponds

made on the tops of the hills have not failed ; likewise

the catchwater ponds in the valleys where the whole

winter's rains and summer storms are securely kept. I

believe it is an established fact that the annual rainfall

on a house is sufficient to supply the inhabitants of that

house ; and there can be no doubt that, by proper pre-

cautions, such as shooting, and cemented tanks, or

ponds in convenientplaces, a sufliciency might be secured

for any amount of stock that a farm will keep, and

with a conveniency of water, it is wonderful on how
short a bite dry cattle will thrive. Let every one then

who in the coming winter sees the rain washing down
his yards and running to waste, remember how he has

suffered for the last four months, and exert himself to

retain as large a share of it as possible for future use,

and this year's dear-bought experience will not be

thrown away. J. B. M.

HOW TO GROW A POOR CROP OF
WHEAT.

There are few practices in American farming in

which there is more loss than in the careless, imper-

fect manner of putting in Wheat. It is very probable

that more than half of the land sown in the United

States produces crops that range from 10 bush, per acre

down to nothing, where only good management and

good culture were needed to average from 20 to 30
bush, per acre.

In growing winter Wheat, some of the main causes

of, and reasons for, these light yields, are sowing on

badly prepared land, either after spring crops, or on an

old grass sod, and on land too much run to produce

good crops of Wheat—land that in some cases is too

much exhausted to grow good Wheat with good culti-

vation, but that more generally fails to grow paying

crops for want of good cultivation and good manage-

ment. I belie\e that few of our good Wheat lands

are so badly run, that a suitable rotation of crops,

frequent seeding to Clover, and a well-worked summer
fallow, will not produce heavy crops of Wheat ; while,

as a general rule, good land that has had this kind of

management for some years will grow very fair Wheat
after well-managed spring crops.

That so much land fails to grow paying crops of

Wheat, when sown after spring crops where but little

attention is given to the rotation, and the Wheat is

sown late on badly prepared land, is not surprising. It

is true, rich new lands have grown good Wheat in this

way, but it would not be expected to see them continue

to do so after they have been a long time in cultiva-

tion. But in sections where Wheat ajipears to be

I gradually failing under bad cultivation, good farming

and fine cultivation may still giow good crops. A
large part of Wheat farming is on soils of this character

and condition, and a large share of the failures and
light crops are owing to sowing such lands after spring

crops, where the land is not well managed, suitably

prepared, or properly manured.
A far too common practice is to break up an old

sod, plant to (Indian) Com, Potatos, and Beans two or

three years, sow to Oats, Barley, or some other spring

crop, a year or two more ; and after the land is thus

pretty well run out with spring crops, sow to Wheat
and seed down. Now, this is a very bad system, or

rather, way of farming, for there is no system about it.

To thus reduce the soil with spring crops, and then

expect to gi'ow good Wheat with the scant preparation

usually given in such cases is taxing the soil severely.

In the first place, an old and, in a sense, exhausted

June grass and Timothy sod, with most likely a good
sprinkling of Wire-grass, is not a good, genial condi-

tion of the land to start with—it is far inferior to a
good, clean Clover sod. This old sod, with the

scant cultivation, and very little, often no hoeing

given to crops now-a-days, willseldombe well subdued,
but the Wire-grass (Poa compressa) roots, like those of

the Canada Thistle and Quack-grass, will grow as well

one end up as the other, and other seeds will largely

work in. So the spring crops are none too clean at

first, and giadually get worse, as the land is kept

under the same general management, until the last

crops are quite foul and poor. A good summer
fallow is needed to subdue such land, as it will be
much more difficult than when the sod was first broken
up ; and no one should expect to grow good Wheat by
the usual practice of merely turning under the stubble,

smoothing down with the harrow, and sowing and
harrowing in. This course is still worse from being

usually done rather late. Such farmers are not

generally any too well along with their work ; while it

is a veiy common practice to sow the summer fallows,

or rather well prepared fields first, and leave until the

last such fields as are least prepared to grow Wheat
with such treatment.

Another bad practice is to plough up an old sod,

harrow down the furrow, and sow Wheat immediately.

Timothy and June grass being also cereals of a similar

nature to Wheat, exhausts the soil in much the same
manner, thus leaving it in a rather bad condition for

Wheat. Besides the Wheat plant is a delicate feeder,

that, unlike corn and Peas, which do well on a fresh

sod, must have the manure, sod, or other plant food,

well rotted and prepared to be fairly available, while

an old, dry sod, ploughed under in diy weather, is a

long time in rotting. So an old sod, freshly ploughed

under, makes a bad preparation for Wheat.
A good Clover sod is a good deal better, as that,

instead of exhausting the soil, furnishes additional sup-

plies of the very elements most needed by Wheat. A
clean Clover sod also rots much sooner than the old

grass sod above described, and much sooner brings the

soil into condition to give the Wheat a good start.

But even with Clover it is much better to break up
three or four weeks before seeding, as it is better to

have any sod pretty well rotted when the Wheat is

sown.

It is true that very good Wheat is in many cases

grown after spring crops. On rich, clean land, a

Clover sod may be planted to corn, the next spring

sown to Barley or Peas, and be put into Wheat the

same fall. If a good Clover stubble is turned under,

and a light dressing of manure is given before sowing

the Wheat, good crops should be grown in this course.

But a better way is to grow a crop of Clover between

the Barley and Wheat. Clover takes well with Barley,

and can thus be grown between two exhausting grain

crops to the very best advantage. But there is a good

deal of Barley and other stubble that is not seeded, and

that if the land is clean and well prepared, has a light

dressing of manure, and is sown in good season, will

grow good \\Tieat, and good Clover if seeded with the

\Vheat. Of course, it will be best to sow such land to

Wheat this fall. But where the most of these important

requisites of good farming are wanting, where the land

is not well subdued, reasonably sure of a good crop of

Wheat, and of good crops of Clover if seeded with the

Wheat, it will in most cases be best to leave it and

make a thorough summer fallow the next season. For

where land is to grow Wheat and two or three crops

of grass from one preparation, it pays to do it well, as

a small deficiency three or four times repeated, in as

many crops, will much more than offset the cost of the

extra cultivation needed.

In preparing land for Wheat, it should be made
fine and mellow, not light and huffy, but rather

well worked down together. It cannot be too well

and finely cultivated and comminuted, but may be too

loose and open. The latter is sometimes the case with

stubbles, that have been very dry and have then gone

through a softening process that farmers call slaking,

leaving the soil very light and open when ploughed.

When a heavy stubble is ploughed under on land in

this condition, it makes it still worse, so that, unless

there is considerable rain, it is quite difficult to work
the soil down and make a good seed-bed for Wheat.
Cross-ploughing a furrow, where the sod is not

thoroughly rotted, will sometimes make the land quite

loose. In such cases it is often best to omit the

ploughing, and make a good seed-bed with the harrow

and cultivator or gang-plough. Where stubble or
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otlicr land is too loose, it should be well worked down

with the harrow and roller. The plough, gang-plough,

and cultivator all have a tendency to make the land

more loose ; but a good harrow and roller make it fine

and mellow, and work it well together. Land in the

latter condition is much less likely to heave with frost

than when it is very light and huffy. Albany Cultivator.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS,
IRELAND, 1S70.

The collection of the statistics commenced on June I,

and occupied on the whole nearly two months. The
enumerators, who were selected from the Royal Irish

Constabulary and Metropolitan Police, discharged

their duties with their usual efficiency. About 600,000

separate holdings were visited by them, and the names

of the parties from whom they received the particulars

of tillage and stock for each separate holding are

stated in the returns.

The abstracts have been compiled from sum-

maries made by the enumerators for their respective

districts, and will probably differ in some degree from

the revised figures which will be hereafter published ;

but I do not apprehend that any change of importance

will be necessary in the numbers now given :

—

Tfie total acreage under all crops this year was 5,642,556

The total acreage under alt crops in 1S69 (re-

vised numbers) 5.577.780

1870 of

1 the extent under crops
64.776

The crops which increased in extent this year are

—

ND Bog and Waste

Leinster

Munster

Ulster ..

Connaught

Total

l,595.8'8

1.590.523
.,348,087

1.358,993
.889,595
i.9=3.'37

744,280
760,903

Acres.

a.487.749

2,490,10s
3,301,907
3,322,462
2,190.458
=.115.197

* Exclusive of the larger rivers, lakes, and tideways.

The acreage under the head of " bog and waste unoccupied," had not any live stock on it at the period of the enumeration.

: SEVERAL Crops in 1 INCLUSIVE, WAS AS 1

Wheat..
Oats .

.

Barley .

.

Bere and Rye
Beans and Peas
Potato

Cereals-
Barley
Bere and Rye
Beans and Pc.is . .

Green Crops

—

Potatos
Turnips
Mangel and Beetroot .

.

Cabbage
Carrots, Parsnips and other green crops

Vetches and Rape
Meadow and Clover

Turnips
Mangel and Beeroot
Cabbage . .

Carrots, Parsnips, and other green crops

Vetches and Rape .

.

Flax
Meadow and Clover

19,242)
584
760)

[6,987

4184
2565
"77

I

2656,;

Total 1 the foregoing crops

Acres.

20,583

The crops which decreased in acreage in 1870 are

—

Oats
riax ..

Total decrease c

Making a nctt ii

1 the foregoing crops

:rease in the area under all crops of

56,022

34.359

64,776

It appears from the foregoing summaries that, com-

pared with 1S69, Wheat shows a decrease of 19,546
acres, and Oats of 36,476 acres. In Barley there is

an increase of 19,242, in Bere and Rye of 5S1, and in

Beans and Peas of 760 acres. Green crops show an

increase of 29,455 acres, the largest amount being in

the extent under Turnips, which increased this year by

16,987 acres. There is an increase in the extent under

meadow and Clover of 105,119 acres, and a decrease

in Flax of 34,359 acres.

Abstract of Cereal Crops,

r,648i764

240,952

Increase Decrease

r, 660,511

26^580

253.257
1,658,335

Acres.

285,150

1.701.64s
186,318

320,094
19,109

32,875
26,623

22,993

280,460
1,685,240

322,072
21,129
32,265

25.395

1,670,716

1,6481764

240,952
11,764
10,715

1,043,788

339,059
25.313
34.830
27,678

194.893

1,775,835

Returns of Live Stock.
It appears from the following Table that the returns

of live stock for 1870 when compared with 1869 show
an increase in the number of horses of 3105 ; of cattle

62,705 ; and of pigs 377, I08. Sheep exhibit a decrease

of 317,211.

are the numbers of Live Stock for
FROM 1855 TO 1870, :

556,287
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yesterday threshed out my own crop on Knap Hill

Farm, Surrey—naturally extra poor soil—^estimated at

38 busl\. per acre, and it turns out 44. Had the plants

been as thick on the ground as they would have been
in the country generally but for the early ravages of the

wireworm and slug and the absence of rain until the

tillering season had gone by, we should this year have
had a Wheat crop at least equal to that of 1868, and
consequently in excess of any other we have had during

this century. JMy Barley crop is equally good in the

head, though thin on the ground, running from 33 to

37 grains each, and it is not so ricey as I anticipated in

my letter in your columns on June 7. This is generally

the case throughout England, to which I confine my
remarks, not having this year been in either Scotland

or Ireland. I hear, however, from good authority,

that Barley in Scotland is the crop of the season.

But bearing in mind that the total cultivated area of

all Scotland is not much more in extent than half that

under corn crops alone in England—namely, as

4,400,000 is to 7,200,000 acres—the slight national

importance of this circumstance is apparent.

My prediction as to the Oat crop must also be
modified, as a recent personal inspection of the crops in

20 counties—just half those of England—has satisfied

me that it will be within 10 per cent, of an average.
The Bean crop realises my anticipations, that, taking
winter and spring Beans together, it is not half a crop.

Peas extremely short in tlie straw, but well podded,
and nearly an average. Harvest has been early, as I

anticipated, and the cost of securing it unprecedentedly
low. On July 7 I saw Rye and Peas reaped and housed,
and on the 19th Wheat, and the land ploughed. On
August 19 I had cleared my Wheat, Barley, and Oat
stubbles, ploughed the land, sown stubble Turnips,
Trifulium, Tares, Rye, and renewing Grass and Clover
seeds where the spring sowings had failed, a practical

proof of the unusual earliness of the season. On the
261J1 I saw on a farm of 1200 acres—that of Mr. Robert
Leeds, of Castle Acre, a matchless type of Norfolk
farming—the harvest completed, the work of a fort-

night, the poor ingatherers paid off", and looking wist-

fully forward to a long winter. Here, too, I witnessed
the unprecedented sight of fat cattle under cover being
finished on this year's Turnips, a large field of which I

inspected, and then estimated the crop at 20 tons
an acre.

This is mainly the result of steam cultivation in

autumn on ordinary soil, and confirms me in the belief

that the science of Norfolk agriculture beats the natural
fertility of the land in Lincolnshire.

The adjoining farm is the well-knowm scene of the
enterprising operations of the late Mr. Hudson, still

occupied by his respected widow. The Mangel, Swede,
and Turnip crops are as heavy and clean as could be
insured by garden cultivation, and yet their extent is

too great for the eye to embrace at one view. Here,
too, the harvest was finished at probably half the ordi-

nary cost. But this is not the main advantage to a
tenant-farmer, but the saving Irom vexation and mental
tear and wear which are incident generally at harvest
time to every one farming on a large scale in our
uncertain climate.

The limited expenditure in labour this season, and
tlie early termination of field-work suggest very grave
considerations as to the niral labourer's means of sub-
sistence during the coming winter. Comparatively no
haymaking, no hand-hoeing of green crops, no har-
vesting, and no extraneous employment. Assuredly, if

ever the recruiting sergeant had a field to cultivate

among agricultural labourers he will have it this winter
in the southern, western, and eastern provinces. It

will be well for the future if territorial proprietors,

whose rural population is not redundant, cut out some
extraneous employment for labour, and improve their

estates while they have the chance of doing so advan-
tangeously to themselves and the country at large

;

otherwise, the economy of the summer's labour will be
more than counterbalanced by the excess of the winter's

poor-rates. Let them remember that the employment
of labour has a double advantage—it pays directly by
the work performed, and indirectly by keeping down
local rates and engendering increased consumption of
our produce.

On the Holkham estate Lord Leicester has taken
time by the forelock, and is extensively employing
labour especially in the reclamation of 800 acres of
land embanked from the sea ; and during two days'
inspection of his estates, extendmg over many miles, I

neitlier met a beggar nor a tramp, now the pest of the
country. Probably the education we have now in

prospect may do something to enable English agricul-

tural labourers to earn higher wages, engender provi-
dent habits, and lessen pauperism. At present they
weigh heavy on the springs of industiy, are behind
Continental labourers in many respects, and will, if not
improved and elevated, ultimately break the back of
real property in England.
The storage of water presents itself as one of the

most prominent objects for an expenditure of capital in

abour. The constantly recurring droughts we are now
having have raised water to a premium, and yet the
quantity hourly, daily, and yearly running to waste is

incalculable. Not alone for the extraneous purposes of
surface and sub-irrigation is it desirable to preserve it,

but for the imperative wants of our live stock in such a

season as this. A neighbour of mine in Surrey has had
three horses tlie whole summer employed in carting

water, and at the Norfolk farm of Mr. Leeds they are
at present carting water for the stock from a distance
of three miles.

In So days of the summer of 186S we had only
5. 15 inches of rain, and this year in a similar period we
have only had 2.27 inches, showing a deficiency over
even that dry year of nearly 3 inches, or 300 tons an
acre. If any one wishes to see a successful storage of
water I would recommend them to inspect an inter-

cepting reservoir at Ockley Court, near Dorking,
Surrey, where a stock of 20,000 tons is secured for the
supply of cattle in fields and houses, cottages, gardens,
mansion, by a simple bank across a valley. In the
case of the Oxford Prize Farm—Mrs, Millington's,

near Bicester—I found water carefully preserved, and
all the blankless gieen crops sown by the water-drill.

Except in this, I believe no extraneous aids were em-
ployed to insure the best illustration I have this year
witnessed of rent-paying power—/. e., every crop a
success without the expenditure of a single shilling in

show. Steam cultivation has been extensively em-
ployed, but this I was assured had resulted in economy
as well as good crops. I cannot too highly commend
the judges for giving this farm the first position in the

county, because its management is so much more
beneficial as an example to those who have to live by
their occupation than trimmed show farms, developing,

perhaps, enormous aggregate produce, but regardless

of cost. I have had the opportunity of witnessing an
equally apt lesson for a rent-paying farmer, namely, the

management of the Britannia and other farms of Mr.
James Howard, M.P., where on over 1000 acres of

highly-fanned land not 5^. an acre has been expended
on extraneous manures, and yet unrivalled crops,

especially of Wheat and Barley, have been produced
by dint of labour and steam cultivation alone. All the

root crops on these farms were wonders of success, but
it is noteworthy that the Kohl Rabi, a root of limited

cultivation, but here extending over many acres, was
the triumph of the season.

The peculiarities of one season so seldom recur in

another until after a long cycle of years, that the

lessons they teach are generally forgotten before they
again become applicable. The three past seasons are,

however, in many features exceptions to this, and had
we anticipated the recurrence of 1868 in 1S70 we would
have done many things we have not done, and left

undone many things we have done. W'e would have
sown a greater area of Wheat, and cleared our lands of

stock in early autumn, and we would not have con-

sumed our abundant stock of hay. It may be, there-

fore, useful to review the past year. In ordinary

seasons an ordinarj' person may form a fairly correct

estimate of the produce of the crops if his opportunities

of obser\'ation are extensive enough ; but this year it is

most difficult to steer into a safe conclusion. And yet

any one who has a correct knowledge of surface geology

and local rainfall may sit at his fireside and make a

sound approximate estimate of the produce of respective

districts.

I have, however, personally inspected the crops in

20 of the southern, eastern, western, and midland
counties, and these, then, are the conclusions I have
come to :—For weeks up to June iS, it was daily

expected that cereal and pulse crops generally would
succumb to the drought, and lead to a famine ; but

gi-ass alone, especially as a hay crop, did so ; then we
had three days' welcome rain, and all Wheat has

turned out over an average crop of say 32 bush, an
acre on real Wheat soils, and very little under on
lighter land. There is no rust, blight, or disease of

any kind, and not a laid straw in all England. The
importance of the feature will be confirmed by referring

to my report on the crops of England and Ireland in

the Times of this date, in 1862, where it is stated that

1 have seen thousands of acres of Wheat, from its

luxuriance, laid or lodged in the month of April, and
that the crop of that year turned out about I qr.,

or 8 bush., an acre below an average. Pasture and
Potatos that year were extra crops. In 1S64 we had a

full average W^heat crop, while grass land was a

scene of desolation from Cornwall to Carlisle.

In 1867 we had a great hay and a bad Wheat
crop, In 1867 the reverse. In 1869 these crops

were again reversed, and this year they have

also changed places. If, then, our 3,800,000 acres

of Wheat land produces an average of over 30 bushels

an acre we will have 14^ millions of quarters, or within

7 millions of our home consumption, and at least

2 millions more than from last year's crop. The fact

that when Wheat is abundant grass is a failure is a

great botanical mystery, seeing that they are the same
species, which explains why the one never succeeds

immediately after the other. Barley, from its extra-

ordinary fine heads, making up for its want of straw,

will be an average crop, and Oats nearly so. Beans
are an exceedingly poor crop, but there is no loss this

year from early autumn frosts, as is frequently the case.

Peas I have already mentioned as a fair crop, but it is

really not of much importance. Plops are more so,

because their success or failure materially affects many
important rentpayers and employers of labour. I have

been much in Kent during the season, and can say they

are an undoubted success on all soil congenial to their

gi'owth, which is that resting on the gieensand forma-

tion. Wheat and Trefoil Clover are also extremely

good on the same formation. Mangel Wurzel is almost

everywhere an average crop, and, from the rapidly in-

creasing extent of its cultivation, may now be considered,
like Turnips, of national importance. As it generally
gets a good dose of salt at sowing time, the land is

kept moist until the plant has got a start, and then it

can stand any amount of heat and sunshine. Swedes,
much the most important root crop, are not equally
easy of cultivation, and while at least one-half on the
area sown this year have entirely failed, the successful

crops, from having been sown early, are already
mildewed, and will have to be taken up before they
they are fully matured. I again commend the use of
the water-drill for this crop, and would repeat that the
earliest and healthiest crop I have seen this season was
that sown by it on Mrs. Millington's farm, Oxfordshire,
and must have gone a great way in securing her the
distinction of beating all the men in the county in farm
management. I find all roots on the fiat the best this

year, and shall in future abandon the practice of
ridging up in the South of England. Nor shall I in
future apply manure direct to roots or any other crops,

except grass, if I can help it. Grubs have been most
destructive to root crops this season by cutting the
leading tap-root in two about 6 inches below the
surface, and thus killing the plant. I have suffered

much in my Mangel crop, and intend turning the
affected land up and liming it, whenever the crop is re-

moved. On a field of 10 acres in Hants, belonging to

Mr. W. Shearer, a crop of Swedes, after having been
carefully singled, horse and hand hoed, and finished,

and the roots almost as large as goose eggs, was
entirely destroyed by this grub about a month ago.

Potatos, except on black, loamy, and peaty soils, are

the most deceptive crop of the season, everywhere
looking luxuriant, and everywhere yielding only half a
crop, and this injured by a second growth, as in lS'6S.

I am endeavouring to check this ruinous process by
cutting the renewed green and luxuriant haulm, which
I find an acceptable fodder to my milch cows and
young stock. The loss to grass farmers this year must
be very serious, and dairy produce must inevitably be
dear. In Middlesex the occupiers cannot possibly have
realised enough to pay their rates and taxes. Sheep
farmers must have been equally punished ; but in many
cases they liave Sainfoin, Lucerne, and other forage

plants to fall back upon, and they have a good clip of
wool, and no lameness or diseases among their sheep.

This cannot be said of the owners of cattle, as they are

limping in almost eveiy county, and no remedy seems
to be anywhere applied, altliough you opened your
columns some months ago to suggestions from those

who had had previous experience of the foot-and-mouth
disease.

The drawbacks that have occurred to farming profits

this year, although local, have been sufficiently exten-

sive to affect the letting value of land, and the compe-
tition for farms over considerable districts is by no
means so keen as in recent years.

Wheat is selling at fair prices, and hay is as dear per
pound as Oats, but there are many who have little of

either to sell, and no one now expects to get war prices

even in war times, as our wants seem no longer to

regulate our supply, but the surplus which foreign

countries have to spare all over the world. Thos. C.

Scott, 19. A'ifigs Arms Yard, E.C., Sept. 3, in the
" Times " Sept. 8.

OUTDOOR RELIEF.

Having been requested to place before the meeting

some remarks on outdoor relief—a subject which will, I

hope, provoke a useful discussion to-day—I venture to

request your patience whilst saying a few words on
pauperism generally, and on the direction in which we
must look if we desire to find a remedy for it. The
changes which occuiTed in the use and holding of

land chiefly during the reigns of Henry VII. and
Hemy VIII. converted the peasantry from cultivators

into labourers. Under that great change England
might still have remained free from pauperism but for

later errors. Judging from the history of Holland and
England, the present painful and disgraceful state of

pauperism in which we find ourselves was the result of

extravagant expenditure on foreign war, and consequent

debt, which led to the substitution of indirect taxation

on the necessaries of life for direct taxation upon land,

then almost synonymous with property. Thus the

source of pauperism was the shifting of taxation from
the land of the rich to the labour of the poor—from

the shoulders of those who had property to the backs

of those who had none. We all know that want and
distress are inevitable, but it is otherwise with pau-

perism, which is a disease of man's creation, and,

once called into being by a bad system of

laws and taxes, it spread gi-adually and continually

like an infectious disease. Although the current belief

amongst us is that Poor-laws, like ours, lessen poverty

and prevent starvation, they probably multiply both.

The poverty and misery permanently existing m our

great cities is without example in any prosperous

country, and the inefficiency of the Poor-laws in time

of severe pressure, as for instance during the cotton

famine in Lancashire, or during the last winter in

London, is indisputable. In fact, tlie resource which

should be reserved for an extreme case, viz., the paying

of public money for the support of the poor, now only

avails under ordinaiy circumstances, and we have to
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return to the natural remedy, namely, private charity,

in any great crisis.

There is reason to beHeve that more people die

of want and its consequences in London with a

Poor-law and 3,000.000 of inhabitants than in Italy

with 20,000,000 and no Poor-law. It is remark-

able that those who live where there is a legal and
compulsory rate for the support of the poor cannot

believe that any well-governed country can get on
without such a system, whilst those who live where
there is no such provision are at a loss to understand

how it can be necessary. In Scotland, where a law for

compulsory assessment has long existed, although as

late as 1S15 it appears to have been enforced only in

some exceptional parishes in which the voluntary

system had been allowed to fail, the English system is

now thoroughly established ; but yet cases of death
from want are as likely to occur as under the old state

of things, when a dole of meal was given only to the

poorest out of the money collected in the kirk.

The consequences of the compulsoi^y system are

so fatal to private charity that the mere proposal to

adopt it caused the weekly collections for the poor to fall

off considerably ; and, as the Poor-laws had come to be
regarded as the proof of civilisation, even the success

of Dr. Chalmers in Edinburgh failed to convince the

Scotch of the value and efficiency of their ancient

habit of supporting the poor by local collections and
unpaid administrations. One difference between a

country with Poor-laws and another without is, that in

the former there are paid relieving officers in a district,

whereas in the latter every man and every woman is

an unpaid and self-appointed relieving officer.

Of late years many taxes have been taken off the

necessaries of life, and the peasant is no longer
bound down to the limits of his parish. These
changes, combined with the enormous expansion of
commerce brought about by the gold discoveries, and
the immense amount of labour which has been em-
ployed in making our railways, have caused the evils

of pauperism to be less apparent, and to grow upon us
less quickly ; but communism, now rampant in Russia,

powerful in France, and growing in Germany, will

come upon us, either by gradual steps or by sudden
revolution, unless we give up palliatives, and seek in

earnest to rid ourselves of the disease of pauperism.
To effect this we have to understand its causes, and to

investigate the condition of countries where it does not
exist. We may then be induced to revise our land
laws and the system of government and taxation which
have prevailed since the Great Revolution.

Having said thus much on a somewhat distasteful

and unpopular subject, I tum to the question—Can we
prevent the present law of out-relief from increasing

the distress which it was designed to prevent ? I fear

not. It is impossible to affimi that the present law,
aided as it has been by circumstances alluded to before,

viz., the discovery of gold and the foiTnation of rail-

ways, and also by improved schools, allotments of
land, and an increased number of benefit societies, has
raised the agricultural labourer to a condition of whole-
some independence and manly self trust. The legisla-

tion of 1834 swept away many abuses, and saved the

owners and occupiers of land from ruin ; but, in spite

of it and many subsequent acts, and all the orders,

counter- orders, and exceptions of the Poor-law Board,
the peasant is as ready as ever to draw wliat he still

calls "parish pay," and often objects to join a benefit

club on the ground that *'it would only save the
parish." At the same time, an increasing number of
artisans, of small tradesmen, and of other persons who
have friends able to maintain them, are constantly tiying
to obtain out-relief. Many who are above the con-
dition of those who depend on their daily labour for

their daily bread have no shame in asking for out-
relief, even when it is not a necessity, and no thought
that the rates are extracted from people as poor, and
often poorer, than themselves.

All will admit that much of the money spent in out-
relief really acts as a rate in aid of wages, and keeps
down the latter to its lowest point, thus deeply injuring
the agricultural labourers, particularly the good and
prudent, and indirectly injuring those who employ them,
for the men work short hours in Hampshire, and,
except when at task work, give inferior labour for inferior

wages. Artisans, who are better able to take care of
themselves, have not suffered in the same proportion,
They have succeeded, by trades combinations and
emigration, in keeping their wages at a high figure,

although they are at the present moment suffering

seriously from want of employment—a want which
would be partially removed if they would accept lower
earnings, A vast number of them provide for illness

and old age by saving or by benefit clubs ; but many
of them trust to the Poor-law, and come for out-relief

in case of sickness, either immediately or after a few
weeks. The evil of out-relief in destroying the self-

reliance of the pauperised classes, and of undermining
that of tlie class just above them, was to have been
averted by the workhouse test. This test, however,
has failed, and is almost in abeyance, as the exceptions
allowed by the Poor-law Board are acted upon and the
general order is not. Boards of guardians are naturally
reluctant, \yhere the option is left to them, to take a
step which may force people into the union house
against their will, and break up the home of a family.
They also shrink from the greater cost of keeping a

family in the union house, I am sorry to say that the

amount of money raised by benefit clubs in agri-

cultural districts, although much increased, is still in-

significant as compared with the sum spent in out-relief.

As it may be useful to compare the out-relief given in

different unions, I subjoin a Table of that given at

Alresford :

—

1. A sick man with a family receives about the ordinary
amount of wages, chiefly in money and partly in bread.

2. An able-bodied widow with children receives for eacli

child i.(. and a gallon of bread weekly.

3. An old couple receive c,s. 6t/.

4. An old person receives 3/.

5. A lying-in woman whose husband is at work, if there
are five or more children, receives 2s. 6d. or 3^. a week for
four weeks.

6. The sick have a nurse found them when necessary,
and meat, wine, porter, &c. , when recommended by doctor.

7. The funeral of a grown person costs the parish from
23J. to 27J. ; that of a child less.

8. An order for medical attendance is given when
applied for, except in the case of persons earning more
than ordinarj' wages.

The earnings of the agricultural labourer average about
I4J. a week, but, with the exception of carters and
shepherds, who are supposed to be better off, we take
their earnings at the ordinary rate of day pay, says los.,

in considering their means of supporting a sick wife or

child. If a man belongs to a benefit club, we treat him
as if he had half his club allowance, considering the

other half as a means of supplying him with sick com-
forts, and so more quickly restoring him to health.

The cases with which we have the most difficulty are

those of :

—

T. Men partially disabled who apply for out-relief, and
for permission at the same time to earn what they can.

2. Children of able-bodied men in full work for whom
meat, milk, &c., is recommended by the doctor.

3. Artizans and others temporarily ill, whose ordinary
earnings are from i8s. to 30J. a week.

4. Widows with children occupying a house rented at

^8 or _,^io a year, and carrying on some business which
they say does not enable them to support their children.

5. Persons unable to work, but having friends able or
legally bound to support them.

If the responsibility of supporting the last class could
be made to fall in the first instance on the relatives,

and on the union only -when these have proved their

inability, a large amount of out-relief would be stmck
off the books. At present the relatives frequently
escape their liability. Another improvement in the

law would be to make relief to persons not living in the

union illegal, except in the cases of schools and public
institutions. The idea of charity still clings to out-

relief, which in all the above cases is often given where
it would be better systematically to refuse it. If the

labourer coiUd be taught to depend upon himself, and
not on the rates, he would receive better wages, out of
which he would be able to put by for sickness and old
age, as he now puts by for fuel, rent, and clothing. It

is quite clear that distress is by no means in proportion
to the largeness or smallness of the earnings, but rather

to the want of care and thrift on the part of the receiver.

Whilst the families of the armourers of Sutton Cold-
field, who earn £1 a day, fonn a very distressed popu-
lation, as the men work about three days a week, and
often leave a wife and family to be relieved by charity,

or by a loan from a neighbour, most of those who are

present know of highly creditable instances amongst the
agricultural labourers, where, notwithstanding a heavy
family and small earnings, the home is kept neat, and
the club money regularly paid up. In considering the

question of oul-relief I commend the following figures,

taken from the Poor-law Reports for 186S-69 and
1869-70, to the attention of the meeting:

—

Indoor Outdoor
Relief. Relief.

WalsiDgham (NorfolJc) ,. 1868 .. ;£77S .. ;£9262

„ J,
.. 1869 .. 925 .. 9158

Aicham (Shropshire) .. 1868 .. 1515 .. 677

„ .. J869 .. 1512 .. 659

Having been in the habit of considering that under
ordinary circumstances a union was, in so far, fairly

well managed where the out-relief amounted to three

times as much as the indoor, I am quite at a los

understand these figin-es. In the Walsingham Union
the out-relief is nearly 12 times as much as the indoor,

and at Atcham it comes to little more than one-third.

This contrast must be owing to exceptional circum-
stances or to exceptional management, and in either

case it ought to throw some light on Poor-law
administration. I will conclude by asking for sugges-
tions from those present in respect to the administra-
tion of out-relief, and by placing before the meeting
two questions :

—

1. Is it desirable that, after a fixed date, out-relief

should be given in goods only ?

2. Is it desirable that, after a fixed date, out-relief
should be abolished, e.xcept in cases of urgent and
immediate necessity ?

TRADE IN DEAD MEAT.
In considering the best means of securing more

humane treatment for animals in transit, we have not
lost sight of a question closely connected with the
subject referred to us— viz., the supply of dead
meat, whether of home or foreign production, to the
British consumer. It is obvious that, supposing
the supply of both animals and dead meat

to be only equal to the demand, the greater the
number of the animals slaughtered before removal,
either from foreign ports, or from the places of their

growth, to the markets in this country, the fewer will

be the cases of suffering or ill-usage of live animals
during transit. The question therefore arises—Would
it be wise,- or would it be possible, for the Government
so to interfere with the special arrangements of the

trade at present existing, as to discourage the transit of

live animals in favour of the transit of dead meat ?

It has not been very easy to make an accurate com-
parison of the charges at present made by the railway

companies for the carriage of dead meat and live

animals respectively.

1. Because in the former case the charge is per ton

per mile, and in the latter, per head or per truck.

2. Because the charge varies in each case, according

to the length of the journey ; being, as a general rule,

for short journeys, up to the maximum rate fixed by
Parliament, and for long journeys, somewhat below it.

We do not propose, in this report, to enter into what
would necessarily be a long discussion upon the in-

cidence and eftect of these relative charges, or to state

the arguments for and against the substitution of a
dead meat trade for the trade in live animals. That
question was fully argued before the Parliamentary
Committee on the "Trade in Animals," in l866, and
again before the Committee on the "Metropolitan
Foreigii Cattle Market Bill," in 1S6S, and we entirely

agree in the conclusion arrived at by the former com-
mittee, that '* it is not possible to dispense with a live

meat market in the metropolis and other great towns."

We may mention, however, as to the railway charge,

that we are satisfied, both from the documentary and
oral evidence presented to us on this subject

—

That no undue preference is shown, or advantage
held out, to one trade over the other by the railway

companies.
That, though the charge for live animals is un-

doubtedly, in most instances, lower than that for dead
meat, this is necessarily the case, owing to the far

greater amount of labour, trouble, and uncertainty as

to both weather and markets, thrown by the carriage

of the latter upon railway companies.

In many cases, indeed, the dealers in dead meat
willingly pay extra rates beyond those alluded to above,

to ensure the expeditious and certain delivery of the

meat, and the question of compensation for delay and
loss enters much more largely into the calculations of

those concerned in the dead meat trade than in that of

live animals.

We have not been able to obtain from the companies
any satisfactory statistics of the quantities of dead meat
carried by them. Indeed, the only return we can refer

to is an imperfect one, which gives the quantity

brought into the metropolis alone by the different lines

of railway in 11 months of the year 1S67. This
amounted to 64,924 tons only. The officers of all the

companies who gave evidence before us agree in saying

that the trade is increasing, but at the same time they
absolutely repudiate the idea that it could ever be
made to supersede the trade in live animals. Indeed,

several witnesses declared that it had extended itself at

present almost as far as could safely be done without

certainty of loss ; and they instanced the great losses

incurred by the dealers in dead meat at the time when,
during the prevalence of the cattle plague, the carnage
of live animals by railway was prohibited.

Upon the whole, we could by no means recommend
the Government to attempt, by any special enactment,

to interfere with the free course of the traffic in both
these articles ; or to deprive the trade of the option

they at present enjoy of selecting whichever mode of

supplying food to the general consumer they consider

most to their advantage.

As to the conveyance of dead meat by sea, from
foreign countries mto the United Kingdom, it is un-
necessary to say much.
We are as yet unable to procure the return of the

quantities imported in 1S69; but in the three preceding
years they exhibit a gradual decline, the quantities

being— 1866, 592,368 cwt. ; 1867, 510,507 cwt. j

1S6S, 454,943 cwt.

In this return the import of salt meat is included

as well as of fresh j and the total quantities, it will be
seen, formed, even in the year when the largest im-
portation was made, but a small contribution to the

vast consumption of this country. No legislation

would, in our opinion, overcome the difficulties attend-

ing the transmission of dead meat by sea ; and it is

certain that any measure calculated to discourage the
transmission of live animals, or interfere with the eager
comperition now existing for their carriage by sea,

would soon drive the foreign breeder to seek a market
elsewhere, a large field being always open to him in

the great cities of the Continent.

That this w-ould certainly be the case, is abundantly
proved by the experience, during the last four years, of

the effect produced upon the importation of foreign

animals by the restrictive measures adopted in this

countiy for the suppression of the cattle plague.

In 1S65, the total number of animals imported

amounted to 1,330,3^4. In 1S66, the number declined

to 1,102,492; and this decrease became still more
marked in the two succeeding years, the return for

which is as follows :—Live stock imported into the

United Kingdom in 1S67, 765,743 ; in 1S6S, 511,564.

Indeed, we are strongly of opinion, that any measure
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tending to place the foreigner in the smallest degree at

a disadvantage in our markets, as compared with the

home producer, would be attended by a gradual, but

certain, diminution of our supply of animals from

abroad. RepoH of Transit of Animay Committee.

HOW TO MAKE BUTTER.
We milk 16 cows— 15 new milkers, and one farrow.

They are a mixture. The native predominates ; but

there is an infusion of Ayrshire, Durham, and Devon
blood. Feeding in fair New England pastures, we
shall average for the next four months about 12 pails

of milk a day. We generally get them out of the yard

in the morning, a little before six, and into the yard at

night, a little before seven. In the morning the utmost

care is taken to clean the bag, before milking, from all

filth and dust that might mingle with the milk while in

the act of drawing it. This is mostly done with the

bare hand, but sometimes with a wet cloth, and is of

the first importance. Any mixture of impurities with

the milk taints the cream, and takes from the sweetness

of the butter. Besides having the milk perfectly pure,

we milk the cows perfectly clean. The last quart is

worth double the first for butter ; besides, nothing has

such a tendency to lessen the flow of the lacteal fluid

as leaving a portion of it in the cow's udder. We milk

the cow as rapidly as possible. A man or woman who
can milk a cow in three minutes will get an eighth

more in quantity and in value than one who struggles

through double that time. There is a sort of relaxation

of the cow's nerves that a quick, strong milker always

impels, which gives completeness to the flow.

Our milk-room is about 20 feet long by S wide, with

windows opening towards the west, and our milk-rack,

with its five tiers, together with a few shelves, will

hold something near 150 pans. At one end of the

room is a table whereon pans sufficient to hold a pailful

of milk can be placed, and into which the milk is

strained through a 60 copper wire-cloth, placed in the

spout of a tin pail exclusively used for this purpose.

Our pans are about 4 inches deep, of common tin,

with a wired edge ; although a much better and more
desirable article is a heavy block zinc, which we are

substituting for the old tin as fast as new ones are

required. The milk is set in these pans about 2 inches

deep. It never should be set deeper ; and if you had
the pans and the space, I inch is better than 2 inches.

It does not make as much difference in the cool days of

early summer and autumn, when the milk will keep

fresh and sweet for some time ; but when the hot days

come, and the milk will sour in a dozen hours, the

thinner it is set the better. Our milk is always

skimmed as soon as it begins to sour, or immediately

after it has come to a solid curd. Between these two

points, the trouble of taking off" the cream is very much
greater than it is at either ; besides, the particles of

soft curds that inevitably mix with the cream diminish

its value. As soon as it is taken off it is churned, or

what is skimmed at, say, five o'clock in the afternoon,

added to that taken off the succeeding morning, makes
the churning that is placed in the churn as soon as

possible after breakfast, if not before, and immediately

converted into butter. It takes longer to chum sweet

cream than sour, but the product of the process, if not

greater, is better.

When the butter comes, the buttermilk is drained

out, and then the mass is thoroughly washed in two or

three waters, before it is taken from the churn. It is

then placed in a large wooden bowl, preparatoiy to

being worked with the paddle and salted. By this

time most of the buttermilk is out, and it requires only

such manipulation as is needful to evenly distribute the

salt. It is then set in a cool place till the next

morning, when with the paddles again it is made into

balls, or moulded and stamped, in a I or 2 lb. wooden
mould, preparatory to being sent to the market.

But the most important thing is yet to be told—the

pails and the pans must be kept perfectly sweet, and
this is the way it is done : First, all are washed in cold

water, till they are perfectly freed from all particles of

milk ; then in hot soap suds ; then scalded in boiling

water, and finally placed in the sun for several hours.

If the sun does not shine, exposure to the outside air has

always a purifying influence. It greatly facilitates the

operation of scalding the pans to have a large-topped

kettle full of boiling water, into which each may be

dipped as soon as it is washed in the soap-suds, and,

without being wiped may be immediately carried out-

of-doors. The butter needs to be completely freed

from buttermilk and water. The sooner this is done
the better ; but, after it is done, any further handling,

eitherwith the hands or paddles, is an injury. When the

butter is made, it must be kept in a clean and sweet place

till sold. If it is put in boxes on a cellar-bottom, that

cellar should be innocent of the smell of rotten Potatos

or growing Turnips. Nothing so easily becomes im-

pregnated with unseemly odours as either cream or

butter ; and as in the making, so in the keeping

absolute cleanliness is of the first importance. In all

this, care and work are inevitable ; but the reward

comes in a good price for the product, and the con-

sciousness of excellence—the latter being worth more
than the first. American Paper.

We add the following, also from an American
paper :

—

is^o man need expect to succeed in the dairy business,

unless well provided with good shelter for his cows, as

well as the proper grasses and water, and accommo-
dations for milking, feeding, and whatever else apper-

tains to the conveniences and labour connected with it.

It may be \\ell to enumerate a few of these items,

which are here offered for consideration.

1. Permanent grass and Clover pastures on dry,

elevated soil, or their equivalent in other grasses or

herbage, enabling the cows to give abundance of rich,

good flavoured milk. Common prairie and lowland
grasses will not answer.

2. Abundance of pure water supplied by living

springs, running brooks, or permanent rills. Ponds or

stagnant water are not healthy for dairy cows, and will

not aid in making a high flavoured cheese or butter.

3. Bam stables or sheds into which the cows may be
driven in excessive heats or cold storms for shelter, as

\\ excessive temperatures, whether of heat or cold, of

drought or moisture, affect the milk both in quality as

well as quantity, and influence, more or less, the

quality as well as quantity of the dairy products.

4. Quietude of the cows, continually, whether at

pastures, in their yards, or stables, together with gentle-

in their treatment, and a continuous loveable care

for them, so that they repose entire confidence in those

who go among, care for, or handle them.

5. Plenty of salt once a week to keep their bowels
open, and their appetites good.

6. Steady milkers ; the same milkers to the same
'Ws, continuously as may be possible, so that the cows

get accustomed to those who draw their milk ; and let

the milking be done silently, without talking, as all

unnecessary noises disturb the cow, and more or less

affect the equable and steady flow of her milk. The
milk cow is a very sensitive animal.

7. Perfect cleanliness in the pails and vessels which
receive the milk, and clean hands to the milker. For
these purposes a bucket of water, washbowls, and a

soft linen or cotton cloth to wipe off" the udders, should

always be in attendance.

8. In addition to these requisites, when a pro-

longed drought dries the pastures, green crops of

grass, the small grains, or Indian Corn should be sown
the spring, to help out the pasture grasses, and keep

up the flow of milk. For the want of these, oftentimes

half the dairy products of the season are lost. Their
food should be daily cut, and fed to the cows in clean

mangers.
The enthusiastic dairyman, just beginning the busi-

ness, may say, **If I have to encounter all these

difficulties, I may as well throw up the business at

once, for I have neither the capital to expend in so

multifarious a preparation, nor have I the convenience

ny farm to supply all requirements, even if I had
the moneyed means to provide them." The answer to

this is : No man should attempt dairying unless he

> into it as a permanent business ; and every kind

of permanent occupation requires a certain amount of

preparation to prosecute it to its most successful results.

He may have his cheese-house, his kettles, cauldrons and
presses in ever so good order, and which can be suited

in one place about as well as another; but the material

of which his cheese or butter is to be made must be of

good quality and perfectly arranged, or his work will

prove a failure.

Oat Growing in Wales. — Vour correspondent.
" G. A 11.," in p. 1 167, believe^-, that Mr. Smith has

made a mistake in stating that "he had picked up in

his own neighbourhood three * heads * of Oats out of

which he rubbed 630 Oats," and further states that

"to be, in my judgment, impossible." What the pos-

sibihty in the neighbourhood of Mr. Smith is I know
not, but I know that I picked up one straw of Tartarian

Black Oats, grown in Wales this year, on which I

found 336 perlect grains of Oats. Besides the number
of Oats on this one straw, there was another peculiarity

which I should be ver\' glad to get the opinion of some
of your scientific readers upon it. From the upper knot

of this straw there were four what I may term branches,

the strongest being about 3-i6ths of an inch in diameter

and 20 inches in length from the knot to the first branch

of the head, which was very large ; the second branch
was about 2-l6ths of an inch in diameter, 16.^ inches in

length, with a moderate-sized head ; the third branch, a

small one, 5 inches long, containing about 20 grains ;

the fourth branch, smaller, contained about four grains.

I did not observe whether this straw was the only one
that had grown on the same root or not. The size of

this straw 6 inches below the upper knot is 5-i6ths of

an inch in diameter : the whole length might be about

4 feet. Is it a peculiarity of the Tartarian, for I have
not seen it in any other Oat ? or is it what we generally

term "a freak of Nature?" \V. D.

Thame Ploughing Match, Sept. 8.—The mana-
gers wisely laid out the lots so as to fully test the

abilities of the men, and make them as equal as pos-

sible in every class. The majority of the lots were
ploughed in first-rate style, doing great credit to the

enterprising and spirited farmers of this highly culti-

vated district. One of Messrs. Howards* patent

double-furrow ploughs was at work in the same field,

and did its work equal to the best single furrow ploughs,

the three horses abreast being easier worked ploughing

two furrows than the two horses were ploughing one
furrow, showing a saving of one-fourth in horse, and
one-half in manual labour. This is an advantage of

immense importance to the agricultural interest directly,

and the country at large indirectly. The prizes went :

Special Champion prize to work done by a Howard
plough ; the Local Champion prize to work done by a

Ransome plough ; the three-horse teams, 1st and 2d
prizes to Ransome ploughs ; in two classes of 2-horse

teams, 1st and 2d prizes to Howard ploughs. L. P.

Oats and Oat Plants.—At p. 1167 "G. A. H."
is found writing thus :

—" Mr. Smith says he picked up
in his own neighbourhood three ' heads ' of Oats, out

of which he rubbed 630 Oats. Now, I beg to tell him
I believe he has made some mistake. If he had said

three plants, it is quite possible ; but, to get 210 Oats

out of one ear, I declare to be, in my judgment, im-

possible." A too hasty confidence in the judgment of

"G. A. H." is likely to be disturbed. If he is really

serious in what he asserts, I will produce for his

astonishment, if need be, an Oat stalk from which he

may rub not less than 245 grains ! Mr. Smith may be

a little dogmatic at times, but he is a sound and
sensible farmer, and his knowledge of farming is not to

be gauged by the criticisms of " G. A. H." What shall

I say of his literary opponent, who is in the constant

habit of pouring out ridicule on everything Mr. Smith

dares to say or do ? \V. N.

Spring and Summer Keep for Cattle.—The
question, " What are we to do for keep next spring?"

is not asked without occasion, as the prospects for

spring keep are worse than they have been for several

years past. The parched condition of the stubble

sown with Clover in the spring, pastures deficient of

grass, a hay crop fully one-fourth less than previous

years, the advancing prices of all kinds of feeding stuffs,

may well cause fear among the hundreds of agricultur-

ists who are dependent on spring food for the exist-

ence of their stock. However, the long-desired rain

has come ; and although in most cases the young

Clover plants have gone too far to be benefited much
by it, and the fly has made too clean a sweep of the

Turnip plants for them to do much good, yet by exer-

cising promptness much may be done during the next

fortnight to make up the deficiencies caused. Italian

Rye-grass is a most valuable plant. Its remarkably quick

growth and powers of reproduction recommend it at

once to notice. If sown alone, 2 bush, per acre are

sufficient. It is useful sown with Trifolium incarnatum

(Italian Crimson Clover) at the rate of i bush, and

10 lb. per acre. Trifolium incarnatum is also excellent

when sown to improve the Clover leas ; 20 lb. per

acre harrowed in will very much improve the crop of

Clover hay. On a clean fallow it succeeds well ; and

a later variety, Trifolium incarnatum tardif, is

excellent as a succession, coming in about a fortnight

later. Brome-grass may also be sown on a clean

stubble, in drills 9 inches apart. This is also very

valuable, of strictly a perennial nature, and would

produce an excellent pasture with the help of liquid

manure. Vetches, Rye, and winter Oats may also be

sown at once. Turnips it is generally too late for ;

there are, however, two kinds—the White Stone and

Grey Stone—which, if sown by September 14, will

produce plenty of top and a bulb as large as an orange

by April, if not wanted before. I venture to offer

these remarks, thinking they may prove of service to

some of your readers, whose prospects are, as in this

county, very bad for feed next spring. Obsei-ver,

Berkshire.

Oats on a Single Ear: Woolston.—Mr. Smith

has got another " Looker-on " to help him. When I

count grains in an ear of Oats, or any other com, I

reckon them as I see them, and that, I think, is the

usual way. In many of the hulls of the Oats, as seen

hanging in a head or ear, there will be two grains, a

large and a small one ; the small one growing out of

the large one, as it were ; but the number of double

Oats varies very much with the year. Vou have

been offered a head of Oats with 245 grains in it.

Suppose you ask your correspondent to send it,

and then count the hulls as they hang ! I'^or my
part I never saw a head of Oats with any such

number, and I am not inclined to believe it.

I am still waiting to hear from Mr. Smith about my
Oats, of which I sent you sample both last year and

this. I have grown Oats this year on land nearly

1 200 feet above the sea, yielding 75 bushels to the

acre, besides plenty of straw ; and the seed they grew

from was grown in the adjoining field last year, and

quite 1 100 feet above the sea. Have the Oats, then,

of crop 1S69, which have grown a crop in 1S70, come

to maturity or not ? I am waiting a reply. G. A. H.

DEVONSHIRE.
The Agricultural Labourer.—ki\.tx Carton GIRDLE*

stone's paper on this subject, reported last week, the

points referred to in the discussion which ensued were

the following :

—

Mr. Wade, the Chairman, said some people appeared

to argue as though ever^-thing had to be done for the

workmg man. and not by the working man. That was a

mistake. Wliat was wanted to be done for him was to
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raise him in the social scale, to make him a more truly

independant man, a better labourer, more frugal, a less

frequenter of the cider shop, and more constantly home
after his day's labour, with his wife and family. He
entirely agreed with Canon Girdlestone. that something
should be done for tlie labourer, with the view of providing

him with a better house, and he sincerely wished that

every working man had at least two good bed-rooms.

Just now they were hearing a great deal about education,

and he asked if they considered a child's education

finished when he left school at 13 ; what prospect was
there of a boy learning farming practically, or of becoming
a good labourer, or of learning other duties he would be
called upon to perform in after life ? The fact was, there

was no system at present laid down. A farmer at the

present moment was less independent of manual labour

than ever he was, because he no sooner would correct a
boy of 14 or 15 years of age than the lad would say, " I

will leave you on Saturday night," and perhaps would go
into the town. Legislation was required to deal with this

and other difficulties, as arising out of the conduct of boys
between the ages of 15 and 18. He suggested the boys
working on farms should live with and be under the

control of their parents, and that they should be paid a
graduated scale for their services, similar to that adopted
under the Workshop and Factories Act. It was high
time some cliange was effected with regard to the agricul-

tural labourer, for now not more than one labourer
'

parish could be found to make faggots, whilst if a fai

wanted a rick to be thatched he had to hire a professional

man to do it. This afforded ample proof of the great

necessity for adopting some kind of system to ensure the

raising of the abilities of the labourer to a higher point,

Mr. "Watson thought that some were disposed to think

the tenant-farmer a great deal more independent than he
really was. The tenant-farmer, as a rule, was seldom
the habit of acting of his own accord ; he had, in fact,

kind of dread of his betters, and hence it was he seldom
took any decisive action of his own. He had carefully

considered the subject before the meeting, and he could

come to no other conclusion than that the best way to

improve the agricultural labourer would be by improving
his wages. He would give the labourer the optioi

having the cider or not. The withdrawal of cider from
the men was an attempt, he thought, to make t

teetotallers. Teetolalism might be very good in its way,
but he had a great objection to its being compulsory.

Mr. Knowles thought the great obstacle to the increase

of manual labour resulted from the fact of so n
thousand acres remaining uncultivated. Many of the
large landowners cultivated their land in the outset, but
finding it did not pay. let it off. He would ask what was
the reason it did not pay? Because it was so ove
with rabbits and hares. He maintained that the ow
of coppices and preserves ought to pay much heavier t;

than they did at present. The worthy Canon had com-
menced firing at little birds, with a view, he supposed, of
frightening the big ones, but he trusted that for the future

he would direct his attention to higher game.
Mr. SowTON considered that agricultural labourers had

much deteriorated since the abolition of parish apprent
ships, and suggested that the Legislature should adopt
some means to remedy existing evils.

Mr. Stookc moved: "That the Chamber desires to

express its approval of the generous efforts of the Rev
Canon Girdlestone to improve the condition of th(

agricultural labourer; but, at the same time, considers
that, whilst wages are properly an employer's question,

the condition of the homestead or dwelling of the labourer,

as stated by the Rev. Canon, is mainly an owner's ques-
tion ; and this Chamber is also of opinion that the R
Canon might, with equal propriety and effect, extend the
area of his observations to labourers ;n general." He did
not approve of too much attention being paid to thi

comforts of the labourer, to the entire exclusion of those
of the tenant-farmer. However, if something was not
done, it was evident the labourer would emigrate.

Mr. Ford seconded the resolution. He contended that

the comforts of the agricultural labourer were equal, if

not superior, to those of the towns. He referred the
worthy Canon to the deplorable condition of labourers, as
regards house accommodation, in the fashionable places
of Torquay, and Newton, and other towns.
The Rev. Canon Girdlestone said they had differed

on matters of detail rather than on principle. They were
all agreed that the condition of the agricultural labourer
required improvement. He agreed with the Chairman's
remarks, with the supplementary remarks as to the carry-
ing out of the practical education of the labourer after

leaving school. As to the cider question, he did not
object to labourers having cider, but he did object to its

being kept back out of their wages. He did not believe in

helping the labourer so much as teaching him the way to

help himself. When he was last here he attended the
Newton Board of Guardians, and he was extremely
interested in the manner in which the business w-as trans-
acted, and it was evident from what he saw that the Poor-
law was administered with remarkable skill and judgment.
This led him, when he returned home, to examine the
statistics, comparing those of the Newton Union with
those or the Tiverton, and he must say that the compari-
son was considerably in favour of the former. This arose
from the fact that at Tiverton the guardians were pretty
well of one calling, whilst at Newton they were various,
and. as a result, a greater amount of experience was
brought to bear on the administration generally. It would
also be seen that the indoor reliefwas more rigidly enforced
at Newton, and which he regarded as one of the greatest
tests for keeping down pauperism. The motion was then
agreed to.

HEXHAM.
Local Rates.—Not having been able to give a report

of Mr. Gkey's excellent paper on this subject at the
time it was read before the Hexham Farmers' Club, we
have postponed it till now. He said :

—

Local rates being levied chiefly on the occupiers of
land and houses, the subject is one which is naturally

interesting to farmers, but when we consider that such
rates liave during a few years been doubled, and in

many cases trebled, it is not surprising that increasing

attention should be given to it. When these griev-

ances, which we have every day complained of, have
become oppressive, it is not to be expected that those

complaints should be confined to the farmer's fireside

or the market ordinary, but that they should take the

practical form of discussion at Farmers' Clubs and other

gatherings ; firstly, to consider tlie nature of those

grievances, and the best means of removing them ; and,

secondly, to use the only means by which the ears of

our legislators can now be reached, viz., agitation.

The first part of the subject, and doubtless the most
important, is the source from which the several local

rates, collected with the poor rates, should be raised.

At present the assessments to these rates comprise few-

subjects besides the occupation of land and houses.

Very decided opinions have recently been expressed

that all sources of income should contribute not only to

the relief of the poor but to the maintenance of high-

ways and police, and to the county expenditure for

criminals and lunatics. There is much to be said in

favour of this proposition. In the infancy of Poor-laws
it was directed that every man should contribute to the

relief of the poor " according to his ability.'* In the

days of Queen Elizabeth the abiUty of a man to contri-

bute to the relief of the poor in his own parish would
be measured chiefly by the value of his occupation of

land, but in our limes neither the abiUty to relieve the

pour nor the responsibility for creating pauperism can
be measured by the value of the occupation. It is

said with truth that a manufacturer or trader,

whose hereditament may be equally assessed with that

of a farmer, may derive ten or twenty times the income
and cause tenfold the pauperism that the farmer does,

and yet he pays the same amount towards the poor
rate. He also requires the services of the police to a
greater extent, and probably also causes greater expense
in the prosecution and care of criminals, and yet he
pays no more to the county rates. "The natural

inference to be drawn from this and many other argu-

ments which have been so frequently used that I need
not repeat them is, that local rates should be derived
from all sources of income. I may mention here that

in 1867 the amount of property assessed to Income-tax
was over ;i^3oo, ooo, ooo, and yet about ^^15, 000,000 of

local rates were levied on an assessment of about
j^ioo,ooo,ooo for purposes in which all the community
had an equal interest. That there are many difficulties

in the way of carrying out sucli a system is no argu-
ment against its justice, for difficulties may be over-

come, but objections to the principle should be fully

considered and weighed. If this system were adopted
it would resolve itself pretty nearly into an Income-tax,
and as it would be almost impossible to localise the
sources of income, for instance, the funds, railway
shares, &c., it would follow that the poor and other
rates would become national instead of local. If even
this obstacle could be surmounted we have this principle

stopping the way, that local representatives should not
be entmsted with the administration of national funds,

and that the ratepayer should have, through his repre
sentalive, the control of the expenditure of the rates.

Let me for a moment point out how far this is the
case at present. Under the bunion Chargeability Act
the ratepayer is represented by the guardians in the

expenditure of the poor rate. In the disposal of the
county and police rate the ratepayer has no voice
and in the highway rate I may say he has but little

control, for while he is ratetl for the highways in his

township, the expenditure of that township is in the
hands of a large body of waywardens of other town-
ships. That we are threatened with other rates, such

those for compulsoiy education, is only a reason for

our being more determined to have those burdens
fairly distributed. It appears to me, however, that as

long as we wish to preserve our national system of
local governments, which has been considered to be so

valuable in the formation of our national character, we
must have our rates levied chiefly by localities. If
this be so, I do not see clearly how the subjects to be
assessed for rates can be otherwise than heritable pro-
perty. I would, however, include with houses, lands,

railways, &c., which are now rateable, woodlands, mines
of all kinds, factories, game, fisheries, &c. I think, how-
ever, that the payer of local rates is clearly entitled to

some relief from those whose incomes are not now rate-

able, and perhaps the fairest way in which this could be
done would be to charge a third of the poor and county
ates, if not of the highway rates, on the Consolidated
Fund. This would leave two-thirds to be raised in the
locality, which would be a sufficient security to the

'

yc\. for the proper administration of the funds. This
ciple is admitted in the contributions towards the
-ies of medical officers, in this country at least, and

that it was not extended to Ireland appears to me a
greater injustice than many out of which so much
political capital is made. This Club is aware that I

have already advocated the equal division of rates

between landlord and tenant : that the tenant should
pay them in the first instance*and be empowered to

deduct half the amount from his renf. We have a
precedent for this in the payment of poor-rales in

Ireland and other local rates in Scotland, where the

plan works successfully. In support of the justice of
this proposition numberless instances could be brought

forward in this country where the rates on a farm during
the present leases have risen from ^^lo to ;^50, and
some from ;/^20 to ;^I20, very much from causes over
which the ratepayer had no control, such as county
rales, contributions to turnpikes, &c. I think, there-
fore, that landowners should freely share in the fluctua-

tions of local rates, as they arc equally interested in

the prosperity and peace of the district, and in the
condition of its highways. In this way the rales

would be paid in three equal parts by the Consolidated
Fund, the owner and the occupier of heritable properly.

I shall not discuss the merits of that notorious character

the *' compound householder," further than to mention
the plan which works satisfactorily in Ireland, which
is that on all tenements valued under £,6, a-year the

landlord and not the occupier is rated ; nor shall I

enter into the details of the mode in which mines and
other subjects should be assessed. The principle that

they should be rated having been admitted, this must
be arrived at after careful consideration. It might be
said that where game is fed like poultry on ground
already fully assessed it should not be rated any more
than poultry, and there is justice in tins ; but when
land is let at a less rent than it would otherwise be on
account of the game on it, clearly either the game
should be assessed at its letting value or the land at the
full value it would let for if there were no game on it.

Having considered the sources from which rates are
to be obtained, and the persons who should pay tliem,

I shall next consider how a uniform system of assess-

ment is to be arrived at all over the kingdom ; for if

any contribution, however small, is to be made by the
Exchequer, it is absolutely necessary that the system of
assessment should be uniform, not over a county only,
but over the whole of the United Kingdom. This
result can never be attained under our present system
of assessment committees. It might be done by county
assessment boards if they were under the guidance of
some central office which would enforce a uniform
system on all such boards, or if they had some mode
of acting in unison through inspectors or paid oftkers

who should be in communication with one another. I

am not an advocate for increasing Government offices,

but it is clear to me that all our local governing bodies
require some centre from which uniformity of action can
emanate, take, for instance, the Tithe Commissioners, the
Enclosure and Poor-law Commissioners, and the Local
Government Act Office. By some such means county
assessment boards might be made to act uniformly.
These boards should consist of representatives from the
union assessment committees ; they should have an
officer to act as valuer in cases where they might order
valuations, and probably the same officer could act as

clerk to the board. It is open to discussion whether a
county board would be necessary if national uniformity
were to be enforced by inspectors who might attend
assessment committees, and be empowered to hear
appeals from them. I am also inclined to think that

the continual revising of the valuation lists by our
assessment committees is confusing and unnecessary,
and that a revision of the valuation lists once in five

years or so would be sufficient, the only changes in the
meantime being the names of occupiers as they may
occur. I think the constant watchfulness of the
committees for every outlay in order to increase the
valuation is irritating, and a discouragement to improve-
ments. The assessment being arrived at, it is a
debatable question whether the rates should be levied

on the gross valuation or on rateable value, after

deduction for waste, repairs, insurance, &c. To enter
fully into this part of the subject would occupy too
much of your time, but I am inclined to think that
rating on the gross valuation would give rise to less

inequality and complaint than the present system.

A matter which is at present very unsatisfactory to

my mind is the area over which rates arc made. The
poor rate is now equal over the whole union, and I

think no one will now advocate a change of the law in

this respect ; nor would it be desirable to have the
county rate made equal over a less area than the
county ; but the highway rate, being made different for

each township, is an unmitigated evil, unjust in its

incidence, and mischievous in its results. The Club
has already discussed this question, and it will probably
be introduced again in the discussion on road manage-
ment next January, by Mr. Wallis ; I shall therefore

only say that, till the highway rate is made equal over
the highway district, I have no hope of seeing good
roads or economical management. It is wrong in

principle. The rate should be equal over an area
co-extensive with the management. It would be more
convenient in many ways if the highway districts were
the same as the Poor-law union. As to the collection

of rates, I think paid collectors, who should collect all

the local rates at the same time, would be much more
satisfactory than the present system. In fact, in all

populous townships paid collectors are now employed,
I have before, at this Club, advocated the abolition of
the offices of overseer and parish constable. The
duties of these offices are a great tax on the ratepayer

who has to perform them, and the annual change of

officers is. very inconvenient. They have to attend

before justices, revising barristers, auditors, and assess-

ment committees, and their want of experience in these

offices is a cause of much trouble, not only to them-

selves, but to those before whom they have to attend.

I hv^ve already laid down the principle that the expen-
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diture of the rates should be governed either by the
ratepayers or persons chosen to represent them. This
is carried out, as I have before stated, in tlie case of
the poor rate. It is imperfectly carried out in tlie

case of the highway rates, because a large board has
the power to enforce the levying and expenditure of
I'ates or\ one township which is represented by only
one waywarden, and the system will not be complete
till the rates are equal over the highway district. In
the compulsory contribution to turnpike rates, vyhich
are often unequal and oppressive, the ratepayer has no
redress, and he has no voice in the expencliture. In
any legislation about turnpikes this point should be
attended to, and I would suggest that, in the case of
great main lines of road, half tile cost of repairs should
be paid out of the county rate, as it is in Scotland and
Ireland, instead of the whole from the local rate.

In the case of the county rate, the ratepayer has no
control whatever. To obviate this grievance. County
Financial Boards have been suggested ; and, (hough I

do not anticipate from them all the reforms and
economy which it is the fashion to expect, I think it is

only just that the ratepayers should be fully represented
on the county finance cofnmittees. If county rates
were paid equally by landlord aud tenant, perhaps the
tenant ratepayers would have more confidence in their
administration by the justices, who are generally land-
lords. I have not attempted fully to enter into the
details of the reforms which I think are required in
local taxation, nor, indeed, would it have been pos-
sible to do so in the time allowed by this Club ; but I

trust I have touched sufficiently on the principal points
to show that the injustice and inequalities of the
present system are so great, that the subject should be
taken up without loss of time by Parliament. When
bills on the subject are brought into the House, we
shall be prepared to discuss their provisions. In the
meantime, I would suggest that a small committee of
the Club be appointed to lay before the candidates for
tiie representation of this division of the county of
Northumberland the views of this Club on the subject
of local rates.

At a subsequent meeting, when the Club met for the
discussion

—

Mr. J. M. Ridley said the Scotch system acted
uncommonly well : the landlord paid half the rates, ^nd
the tenant the remaining half. Would the board be
exclusively of landlords, or, by the Chairman's plan, would
the control of the rates be left to an .amalgamated board?
The Chairman said he was not quite prepared to

recommend one thing ; if the rates were le\ied as they
were now he should wish to have countv boards estab-
lished

; but if, as suggested, the tenant 'should pay the
rates, and deduct one-half from the landlord's rent,' then
in that case they should have assessment committees
under some central supervision.

Mr. RlDiPY did not think that the county rating board
would be of any avail, though he agreed in principle that
those who paid money should have the control over it.

He thought if county boards were established, they would
be badly attended and not work eiificiently, and the work
would soon fall into the hands of three or four men.
His opinion therefore was that, however just in prin-
ciple, the establishing of rating boards would not act,
and that the Scotch system was superior to the county
board.

Mr. Lee (Djlstpn) said all wpuld agree with him that
the Chairman had broached an important subject ; the
pap(!r was very comprehensive, ^nd it contained much
valuable matter in little space. He had to ^no\e a
resoltition, which was, "that the support of the poor and
lunatics was a national object and a national duty, and
therefore a portion of the cost should be paid out of the
Consolidated Fund." It was one of the most important
subjects to be discussed that day. It would with difficulty
be obtained, but if farmers said it must be done there
would be a chance of its being done ; while if they only
wished It to be done it (lever would bf: dofie. He there-
fore urged them all (o make an effort and see if they could
not get an alteration effected in the law.
Mr. Thomas Trottee expressed himself in favour of

ha^'ing all kinds of property rated to the poor ; a great
many things did not at present pay- (nines, woodlands,
&c. It had been suggested by many Chambers of
Agriculture that the rating to the poor be based on the
Income-tax, which would reduce the rates to 4;/. in the
pound. In this, they had calculated the Income-tax of
the United Kingdoni and the East and West Indian
possessions, which latter could not be rated to the poor
in England. Each person in the parish ought to be
rated ; but they could not base the rating on the Incoine-
tax-, or they would cease at /loo, and many men who
had ^40 and ^50 a-year should be rated to the poor.

Mr. Smith said the law of rating should be verj-
materially altered

; farmers formerly had great protection,
but now they had no protection. There was an open
market and free trade, and he thought that every source
from which an income was derived should be assessed to
the niaintenance of (he poor in the United Kingdom.
Mr. T. DttYlxra was of opinion that the basis of

taxation should be considerably widened, but all descrip-
tions of property should not be rated. It would be hard
upon professional men, and it would be extremely ditficult
to localise every source of income. He agreed with Mr.
Lee that one-third of the poor rates should come from
the Consolidated Fund, and two-thirds from unions in
which the ratepayers reside. This would lead to national
rating, to which he had no objection, and he believed it

was one of the questions looming in the future, though he
was afraid it would destroy local government, which was
what they should seek to cherish. Mr. Drydon expressed
his concurrence with the Chairman's remarks in reference
to game and the revision of valuation hsts. He thought
the valuation lists should be rex-ised once in 10 years.

The rates should be paid by both landlord and tenant,
and county financial boards should be formed.
Mr. DODS said he thought there could be no two

opinions as to the question what subjects ought to be
rated. He thought that the question of rating naturally
arose first, and that, at that meeting at any rate, whatever
might be the feeling out-of-doors, there could not be two
opimons on rating—that all heritable subjects- lands,
houses, mmes, railways, electric telegraphs, and everything
else that was really fixed to the soil should be 'rated.
With regard to rating personal property he might state
that the thing was tried in Scotland. In 1845 the new
Poor-law Act was passed in Scotland, by which there were
three means of raising the poor rates left to the different
parishes, and each parish to adopt one of those means.
One way was to raise the rates entirely from heritable
property, another was by voluntary assessment upon
property, and the third was to raise one half of the rates
upon heritable property, and the other half upon " means
.and substance," or income. A few of the parishes adopted
the middle course for some time ; but he did not think
there were any rates raised by the third method, including
the rating on income, or "means and substance," as it

was called in the Act, it being found utterly unworkable
;

and anything that was to be contributed to the poor
rates from any other source than heritable property must
come direct from the Consolidated Fund. If they could
get one-third of the poor rates from the Conso'lidated
Fund, he saw no objection, except that their Board of
Guardians had petitioned against the continuance of the
Poor-law Board

; but if they got this one-third they would
have to submit to a closer scrutiny than they did now, as
they could not expect Government to gi\e one-third of
the cost of the maintenance of the poor without having
some control over it. That appeared to him to be one
objection, though he did not see but that, so long as they
maintained local government in their hands to the extent
of two-thirds, there need be any objection whatever to
the Government of the country being represented in some
way in that expenditure of the one-third. Having agreed
upon what subjects should be rated, the next matter was
how there should be a uniform basis attained for the
levying of these rates. They should have a county assess-
ment committee of magistrates appointed by the Quarter
Sessions, and guardians appointed by each Board of
Guardians in the county to meet once or twice a year, to
go over the valuation li'sts of the Assessment Com'mittees,
and get them all upon the same basis. If this board was
established they might dispense with the appeals upon
rating at the Quarter Sessions, and a great deal of money
was spent in appeals which might be saved by the appeals
being settled by a County Assessment Board with the
help of a county valuator. It would not, in his opinion,
be faii-ly and equitably settled until they had county
assessors, as is the case on the other side of the Tweed,
and in Ireland too. If they got uniformity of rating they
should have no deductions from the gross estimated
rental. "They had a much stronger claim for uniformity
of rating in counties than for uniformity over the country.
When they get one-third of the poor rates from the
Consolidated Fund, then steps would be taken to make it

uniform
; but until he saw a, clear way to getting that one-

third he did not ad\'ocate national rating. Having done
with this point, he should ask who were the part
pay the rates? On coming to reside in this county he
was astonished on finding that occi(piers had to pay the
rates. The occupiers certainly paid them in Scotland,
but at the rent-day the occupier deducted one-half of the
rates from the landlord's rent. If this was the case in
Engkind they would have a better guarantee that the
rates were not improperly spent. He admitted that the
rates uHimately came out of the land, but they knew as
well as, himself (hat if they took the money out of their own
pockets, they would be more careful in the spending of it

than when it came out of the pockets of other people.
He thought that if they, as a Farmers' Club, went in for
any petition on this matter, to bring it before their mem-
bers pf Parliament, they should go in for having a law by
which one-half of the rates wouM be paid by the pro-
prietors and the other half by the occupiers, of course
taking care that existing bargains were respected. Next
came the question of the area over which rates should be
equal. In (he uationid expenditure the taxes were equal
over the whole kingdom, in their Poor-law unions they
were now eqtwily rated over the whole tmion ; and the
county r^'e was an equal rate pver the whole county.
When this principle was (low admitted it should be acted
ipon in every case, and the highway rate ought to be
:qual over the highway district, pistricts should be made
of a workable size, and an equal highway rate made for
the district. In fact this principle should be carried out
in every case. The last point to which he should refer
was by whom should these rates be expended, when , they
had succeeded in hiiving equal rating over the district.

The nation had control pver the poor rates, and the
same was the case witli the highway rates. $ut the
ounty r^tes and the police rates, so far as he was aware,
i-ere the o(ily rates in Britain o^•er the expenditure of
which those who were t^xed had no control. They paid
the county rate but they knew nothing what came of it

;

and it was only right they should have some control over
penditure of the rates they paid. AM they heard of

the couiity rate was that the county accounts were laid
upon the (able of the grand jury, and he should like to
kpo\v who looked at them? .\long with this question
they should ask that that duty laid upon the police of
acting as gamekeepers should be taken off their shoulders.
Sir Baldwin Leighlon's Act should at once be repealed.

Mr. J. M. Ridley said he agreed with much that the
preceding speaker had stated. As to the administration
of the rates, he could not agree to a county financial
board as advocated in many places : he preferred such a
board as would have been formed under Mr. Ward
Hunt's Bill to hieet all the requirements. Mr. Dods was
wrong in supposing that Sir Baldwin Leightons Act was

ply to take cognisance of this offence, and to get the
police to protect the game ; it was to talie cognisance of

graver matter that this Act was passed. Thirty-
seven out of the 40 chief constables in the country reported

to the Home Secretary that they could no longer hope to
limit the amount of crime in their districts, unless the
class of persons who li\ed hy poaching could be sup-
pressed, and the only way to suppress them was to
carry out the provisions of that Act. The criminal
class were the cause of great expense to the country, and
the poaching class were a set of depredators who, when
prevented from any longer earning a hvelihood by poach-
ing, at another time would be robbing the farmer's hen
roost or stealing his mutton. He wished to remove the
impression that these constables were supported as game
preservers.

Mr. Dods said that he did not say that the police were
supported for that purpose alone

; they had police before
Sir Baldwin Leighlon's .-^ct was passed. This new duty

laid upon policemen, and, of course, the number of
poHcemen was increased.

After some further discussion it was resolved—
" I. That the support of the poor and lunatics is a

national object and a national duty, and therefore ft

portion of the cost should be paid out of the Consolidated
Fund."

"2. To petition Pariiament that every species of
heritable property be rated for the poor, including game,
fisheries, &c.

;
that means be enacted for providing

uniform county rating, and that no deductions be made
for rating from the gross estimated rental ; that the rates
be levied in equal portions upon ow ners and occupiers

;

that the area of rating in all cases be co-extensive with
the area of paying : that the offices of constable and
overseer be abolished, and the rates made and collected
by paid officers, and also that cotmty financial boards be
formed."

JCJiLiO.

Cabbage Culture.—At the usual monthly meeting of
tills Club the subject for discussion was—"The Pro-
priety of planting Cabbages, early or common variety,

in the spring for the use of winter stock, or as money
value."

Mr. Penny, Bartlehill, said he had had no practical
experience in the matter, but he was aware that for

some years back the breeders of Leicester sheep had
been cultivating the common variety of Cabbages to a
considerable extent. He found that some of the
owners of stock believed Cabbage to be ^ great benefit
in the feeding of sheep, while others thought they had
a tendency to scour, and not only that, but in some
instances they were injurious to the health of sheep.
His own opinion was, that by giving this plant in a
judicious manner it was of great advantage. He found
that some people laid the Cabbages down in the field

and gave the sheep as many of them as they could eat,

and when that was done he believed they might cause
seour, but if given judiciously they were neither apt tp
scour nor to injure the health of the animals. He
thought it would be well to look out for something to
supply the place of grass when their pastures failed, as
they had seen them do lately. He must say that
Tares would be always a precarious crop, and again,
spring Tares had so many enemies that they were
in danger. He did not mean to say that Cabbage
would be free from ravages, as many of them were
destroyed by the wireworm ; still he thought they were
not so liable to disease, and wireworm was not so very
strong in the field. He had been able to glean a little

practical experience from a tenant-farmer who was i(i

the habit of growing Cabbage, and that gentleman said
that he considered I acre of good Cabbage worth any
2 acres of good Tares that ever he tried. This year he
had given Cabbages to his hoggs once per day, and they
had weaned up to his very best expectation. From what
the gentlettian said, he fancied there would be five or
six thousand Cabbages to the acre, and that accordiiig

to that calculation, i acre would serve 100 hoggs, at a
Cabbage per day, fof eight weeks. He did not thi(it

any acre of Tares would serve 100 hoggs foi' the same
length of time, and his opuiion, from wdtat he had
learned, was that it would be well to use Cabbage for

feeding of sheep. He believed the farmer to whom he
had referred planted four different varieties of Cabbage,
the Early Vorki the Late York, the American Early,

and the comition Drumhead Cabbage ; and as to the
treatment of the laud, he put them on really good
friable soil, and (tianured well. He planted theirt from
the middle o( March to April i.

Mr. Usher said he had had a little experience in

the growing of Cabbage. He had tried them twice.

He had planted them about the end of April, and the
first year he had a very large crop of the common
Cabbage. He wanted them for ewes and early lambs
in the spring, aiid he pulled them in the autuiiin.

The outside blades were very useful for winter cattle,

and after stripping them off he placed the Cabbage
upside dowi(, and covered them up with earth, ai(d

they kept remarkably well all the winter in that way,
and came out very flush in the spring. They were un-
commonly useful for ewes and lambs. The next year
he had a very good crop. He gave them to winter
cattle up to Februaiy i, and they did very well on a
few stocks a day. They never got enough to rush
them. He believed that if given in moderation,
nothing healthier could be given to stock, and so far as
he had tried them he thought that they were 4 good
auxiliary, and they could be brought in in the spruig of
the year where Tuniips failed. He could not speak
much about the number of Cabbages per acre; but Mr.
Gibson, of Woolmet, who grows Cabbages to a con-
siderable extent, told him he could usually, in a fairly

good average year, grow from 60 to 70 tons per Scotch
acre of Drumhead Cabbage. Of course they manure
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the land very strongly, but they might depend upon it

if a man could do that on a farm, Cabbage must be a

crop of great value.

Mr. Mein, seedsman, Kelso, thought that Cabbage,

a^ a feeding plant, had not secured the attention it

deserved. Ram breeders, he found, used Cabbage,

( and the demand for the plant was becoming great,

\ which showed that it was beginning to be appreciated

as an auxiliai-y in the feeding of stock. He dared say

spme of those present would have been at Birmingham
Show, and would have seen the enormous specimens

of Cabbage shown by Mr. Robinson, Derby. He had

some business transactions with that gentleman the

other day, and he thought he would ask him his best

mode of cultivating Cabbage, and in his reply he

said:—"The south country stockmen say now that

sheep scour less and grow much better with Cabbages
in the early winter months than they do with either

Swedes or Mangels. I generally sow from the begin-

ing of August to the iSth ; but, in a season like the

present, yuu may continue to do so later. The plants

with me are transplanted out as soon as they are large

enough, at the rate of about 60 ii^ a square yard. They
stand in that foiTn until March or the beginning of

April, when they are replanted to grow for the crop,

and continue planting until the latter end of July

for sheep in lambing season. Please recollect that

spring-sown plants will never produce anything

like the same quantity of produce as the

autumn-sown ones. As a rule strong land will

grow them finer than light soil. 1 manure my land

in winter with horse-dimg, or any other strong manure,

and give it a dressing of giaano and soot before planting,

always taking care to have it well mixed with soil to

prevent the fibres of the young roots being damaged
in the early stage of growth. If I want them for

farm cultivation I plant them 3 feet apart ; if for exhi-

bition, 4 feet ; and for competition, 4 feet by 5 feet."

The Ch.\irman said it was quite soon enough, even at

this season of the year, to sow either early or late

Cabbages. He had tried nearly all the varieties of the

early tribe, and he had come to the conclusion that the

Enfield was the best for early use. Late Cabbage
required an immense quantity of manure, and without

that it was no use to try them. He found the expense
of manure to be rather too heavy to carry on planting

them to any great extent. They were splendid feeding

either for cattle or sheep, and they came at a season of

the year when Tares were not so valuable. They
should be sown about the present time, and in about
six weeks after the plant should be cut, when new
fibres would spring, and then they should be planted

out in March ox April.

The Impossibility Overcome ; or the Inoffcmh^^

Saft; and Economical Disposal of Tozvn ami Village

Sc^va^£. By the R.ev. jienry Moi^le, M.A., Vicar

of Fardington.

The waste of fertilising matter which ought to be

derived from the consumption of food by the 20,000,000

of our English population, is a scandal and a ^haine to

English agriculture. The great nuisance and injury

\vhich these valuable waste materials create whe(:ever

the population is gathered into towns, makes that

which really is most valuable worse than valueless to

its pwners. They therefoie want to get rid of it as

quickly and completely as possible. There are two
\vays open to them, one of which involves a good deal
of detailed and personal dealing with very filthy stuff,

and which moreover is inevitably imperfect even
under the best circumstances, and the other of which
is prompt, self-acting, and complete. In the one case
every householder has to collect his own house waste,

and bury it under imported earth ; in the other the

town water supply does everything for him. The
former is much the best plan, as regards the fertilisa-

tion of a garden wilh its detached house ; though here^

too, the imperfect cleanliness and difficulty of manage^
ment will, with an average household servant to depend
(in, often prov«, we fear, fatal to its adoption. Tlie
latter is unquestionably much the better plan, in the

ease of any collection of houses provided with adequate
honse and street drainage.

Hitherto, however, town drainage has carried all

sewage to the rivers, and the rivers of Lancashire and
Yorkshire have been accordingly converted virtually

into sewers. This, as z, direct injury to those who
drink of river water, will no doubt very ^oon be for-

bidden, and the filth now laden upon water must be
taken to the land. Chemistry being unable to extract

this filth from the extremely dilute solution of it which
ordinary sewage presents, the only available alternative

is to let the water distribute itself over land laid out for

that purpose on which plants are growing which it is

capable of feeding. This method is effectual for the

abatement of the nuisance, and it is effectual also for

the conversion of the now wasted manure into useful

food for man. As the Rivers Pollution Commissioners
say ;

—
*' All the ingredients are thus taken to the land,

and three-fourths of them in winter, four-fifths or five-

sixths of them in summer, are left there for the use of
growing plants, the remainder being rendered harmless.

These manure materials are thus carried, distributed,

buried, and without the costly labour of the dung-cart,

manure distributor, or plough. They are brought to the

very roots they are to feed, and the fertility they

accordingly produce is unexampled otherwise in English

agricultural experience." The advocates of the earth-

closet system nevertheless believe that the difficulties

connected with this subject are to be overcome very

easily by the earth-closet system as distinguished from
the water-closet system ; and Mr. Moule, to whom
belongs the credit of having urged the earth-closet upon
the attention of this generation, here vigorously and
ably discusses the question with Mr. Denton, as regards

its applicability to the small town of Hitchin. It is

well that the most confident and sanguine advocate of

the system should have the utmost publication of his

views ; and notwithstanding that we believe them to be

untenable, as regards town populations, we make the

following extract therefore from his pages :

—

" I would now place these two systems in contrast and
show that in the Dry Earth system is to be found a com-
plete correction of the liateful evils of cesspools, pri\y

\aults. and middens, together with an entire prevention

of those evils which the water sewerage system, in its

attempts to effect tliis, has so largely generated. I will

show that under the former of these each house and
property may be cleansed without injury to a neighbour
or to tlie public by the creation of another and perhaps
greater nuisance. By it also the utilisation of the sewage
may be so complete to the town itself as to produce a

permanent income instead of a permanent burden.

"Take the population of Hitchin to be like that of

Dorchester, about 7000 souls. At the rate of 36 gallons of

water per head of that population per diem, 250, 000 gallons

will be required daily. (For Dorchester 300,000 gallons

are pumped.) This would weigh 112a tons; of which
nine-tenths are required for the water-closets and for the

flushing of the sewers— that is, for this purpose alone

about looo tons daily : I say nothing of the inadequate
effect of this mass of water, I merely observe thai no
deodorisation is effected by it. Foul and deleterious gases,

generated by putrefaction in the drains and sewers, escape

into the houses and into the atmosphere through traps and
gully-holes and ventilators. The river, it seems, is so

polluted that at some distance from the town the cattle

may not drink from it. The cost of the works was
ji^i4,ooo ; and the principal and interest of this, together

with the working expenses, have been or are

off, I suppose, from the Board of Health rate.

" Now, for the closets of such a population, dry sifted

earth or clay at the r^te of 20 tons or loads per diem,

would do thoroughly and effectually what 1000 tons of

water fail to do. Let the small given quantity of dry earth

be applied at once and in detail, and all offensive exhala-

tion is checked ; no putrefaction can take place ; and
either the same day, or after weeks and months, the mixed
mass may be removed without the slightest offence to

either the party removing it or to any others As the

removal need not be daily nor weekly, so the supply of

earth might depend upon the means of storage.

"The capability which the dry earth possesses of

repeated use in the closet presents several advantages.
First, supposing it to be used four times in the year, the

whole quantity requisite for the town is one-fourth of what
would be required if used only once. Secondly, it secures

the fair price of the manure when offered for sale. Water
sewage, since it must be got rid of, will never, therefore,

fetch its just price. But, if the demand for earth manure
be small and the price low, it may be kept and used until

the demand and the price rise.

" And wh^t price will it fetch ? For the last three years

\ have sold it from my parish school and my own premises
at £^ per ton dry. My schoolmaster gets the price of the
"rsl 2 tons sold, for his care of the sanitary arrangement^
if the school. And at present I have an order for 10 tons

at the above-named price. I hope by this means to put a
new floor to my schoolroom.

" Hut let us pursue our contrast—1000 tons of water a
day worse than wasted ; 20 tons of earth a day, allowed

to lie in a vault for three months, and used four times, will

at the end of (he year be worth at the very least ^^5470.
Deduct ;^20oo. if you please, for expenses and for the

principal and interest of the cost of plant and of the Httle

water conduit of which Mr. Bailey Denton speaks, and
there is an income left of ^^3000 from this source alone.

We have, however, to add to this, not to my mind the

difficulty, but rather the profits of the sink water and slops,

in which, after many years' experience, I find almost as

great value as in the manure from tlie closets.

"Let us separate them, and first deal with the sink

water of the back kitchen. For this, we have only to

improve a little on the present system of removing the

coal ashes and dust of the house, in which, it should be
obsen'ed, water forms no part. Instead of the old broken
box, or coal-scuttle, or slop bucket, which now disfigures

the streets of a town drained and sewered after the most
approved fashion (if, indeed, the filth of the house do not

fester in the nasty fixed dust-bin), we have only to sub-

stitute a water-light vessel capable of containing the

dust and ashes of the house, and the greasy and other dirty

water of the kitchen and back kitchen for two days. If

the quantity of the liquid be large, so that the vessel when,
filled would be too heavy for two men to lift, then let there

be a drain at the bottom, and let the vessel stand over a
sink connected with a pipe or drain, of which more
presently. Through this all the liquid not absorbed by
the ashes would pass off, leaving the greasy and soapy
matter behind. Let such vessel be removed, as under any
system the ashes ought commonly to be removed, once in

two days, and no foul smell or injurious gas will be emitted,

and a valuable manure will be formed.
" Then take the bath water and other liquid from the

bedrooms ; and, for this, instead of the foul and expen-

sive sewer as a general receptacle, there might be for each
house a catch-pit with its cover forming part of the pave-

ment—its area accordmg to the requirements of the house,
|

and its depth about 12 or 18 inches. This catch-pit might
be filled with solid matter, as dry

Then, between it and each floor of the house to which it is

attached, there might be communication by means of a
lead or earthenware pipe, carefully guarded at the top in

order to prevent any solid matter entering it. Through
this pipe let all the bath-water, &:c., pass into the pit,

Into it also any drainage from the ash-receptacle might be
conveyed. There might be at the bottom of this a small
well-protected drain, allowing of the escape of the liquid

into a small conduit immediately beneath. If this conduit,

if all such in a town should empty themselves into a
river, their contents, under the simple condition that the

solid matter placed \\\ these catch-pits should be frequently

emptied, would be perfectly hmocuous. But, if otherwise,

how feasible would be the application of so small a
quantity of liquid by irrigation or sub-irrigation to tho

land.

"With what a cost of labour, however, will this )s&

attended if to all these catch-pits earth is to be supplied »

No. We have only to avail ourselves of another kind 0/

refuse with which the water system cannot deal—we have
only to throw the sweepings of the pavements and of the

streets into these catch-pits, and, with a very httle dry-

earth in addition to this, the filtration and deodorisation

of this part of the liquid refuse of the houses of towns, and
its removal and disposal, will be complete.

"And, let it be carefully noticed, that in thus utilising

coal ashes, dust, and street sweepings, scarcely any addi-
tion will be made to the present cost of scavenging. More
labour might be required, but the additional carriage, if

any. would be small indeed ; while the refuse in both cases^

<^s well as in the c3.se of the closets, is thus made a source
of income.

" This, as I have stated it, is the system in a very rough
form, but perfectly feasible and effective. Engineers, |f

they can get rid of their prejudices, may work out a modi-
fication and improvements which, without any increase of
traffic in the streets, shall, with God's blessing, be nearly

perfect as to sanitary results. The truth, indeed, will soon
appear, that under the Dry Earth system town refuse m*i3f

be removed beneath the surface of our streets quite a§
easily, and, I believe, at as Httle cost, but far more
thoroughly than it is now removed under the watey
sewerage system."

Record Map of the War. H. AUnutt, Agri-

cultural Library, 200, Fleet Street.

.
j
\Ye may name this map to our readers, if only because

bemg paid
|

^^ -^^ j^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ Agricultural Library. It is a
large skeleton map, offering the means of recording on
the spots of their occurrence the various events trans-

piring during this war, so that at its close the sheet,

about 4 feet square (on a scale of \2 miles to the

inch), shall contain a detailed history of the past

months or weeks which sliall have elapsed since the

declaration. The reader may, if he please, merely pnt
ii^dex letters, or figures {«, b, i\ i, 2, 3, ^c), upon the

spots where events have occurred, keeping in a little,

memoranda book the corresponding record of events,

and leaving till the close of this most astounding list of

contemporaiy history the work of gumming to the

several spots printed l^^bels, which Mr. AUnutt will

supply, of the kind of those given below :

—

" First fife lost.—'The first

death has r-ipidly succccUed the

first shot of the campaign. On
the exposed strip of territory

south of Saarlouis a German
sentinel was fired at on the
morning pf July 21, by a Frejich

vcdctlc. Having missed, the

Frenchman stepped back and
reloaded ; but befqrc he could
discharge his second shot, the
Prussian ball had put a stop to

his fiirther participation in the

campaign.'

—

'Pivies, July 29.
" Saarbruck bombarded by

ihe French, Aug. 2, but re-

taken by the Germans after a
victory over General Frossard

at Specheren, near Saarbruck,

Aug. 6.

burg stormed by
the Cn Prince of Prussi;

of Woerth won by

' Saverne occupied by tho
Gertnans, 'Ai^. 7.

"St. Avoid occupied by the
Germans, Aug. 9,

"Strasburg invested, Aug. lo.
" Battle at Pange, over the

French by the Germans, on
Sunday, Aug. 4.

"Nancy occupied by the
Germans.
" Victory over the French at

Mars-la-Tour. or Vionville.

forcing the French back ori

Metz, Aug. 16.
" Another gre^t battle

Germans, again cnmpellir_
French to retreat to Metz,
Aug. 18. The King of Prussia
being present.

" Battle of Carignan, near
the Belgian frontier, over the

French under MacMahoi^,
Aug. 30.

'* MacM.ihon's army, 80,000,

surrendered, with the Emperor,
to the Germans, Sept. 2."

Aug. 4.
' Battle

the Crown Prince of Pri

over MacMahon, Aug. 6.

"Forbach occupied by the

Germans, Aug. 6.

The following is a more particular description of

Mr, Allnutt's idea, which is very well carried out :—
" Its peculiarity is the absence of a multitude of names

of places which are not necessary, if our only object is that

of showing the coiirse of events in the mighty struggle now
going forward between France and Prussia. The map is

also on so large a scale, that there is ample space to put

in all operations.
" It is divided into squares of 40 miles each side, which

not only enables a very correct estimate to be made of the

distance between any two places, without the trouble of

applying the scale, but this arrangement will be found of
especial use for reference : the letters on each side of the

map, with the figures on the top and bottom, give great

facility in fixing a certain locality.

"As events may occur too numerous to enter, it is

recommended to adopt figures referring to a journal,

thus ;
' No. I K, in 6, refers to the first life that was lost

in the war ; see the Times, July 29,' ' No. 2 is the taking

of Saarbruck by the French ; but this action was of too

small a character to denote with a blue flag.' (

After a victory has been authenticated, it will be
necessary to find out the nearest town in some other map,
id by means of the scale in that map. together with the

;ale of miles we give, it will not be difficult to insert the

)ot in the Record Map sufficiently accurate for all prac-

tical purposes ; then mark it with a flag. French blue,

Prussian red, as the case may be ; to do this, make a

can be procured. J short down stroke on the spot with pen and ink, to repre-
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sent the pole of the flag ; then damp the back of the

small piece of blue or red paper (a supply of which will

accompany every map), and it can be fixed with one side

on the stroke made by the pen as shown on the map.
" Should it be found that a mistake has been made, or

that the news is false, the fla^ can be taken off in a few-

moments by damping it ; it will be well, however, not to

be in too much haste to note an event of this kind, for

time should be allowed for confirmation of the news."

Farm Memoranda.
The Landes of Gasgony.—The Landesare losing

their old weird, desolate appearance
; young Pine

trees are springing up by thousands where nothing but

Ferns were to be found a few years since, and soon the

old characteristics of the Landes will have utterly

disappeared. The causes of the former condition of

these wastes have always been hidden, and they still

have great interest from a scientific point of view,

M. Faye was engaged to level a portion of the Landes
between the lakes on the coast and the basin of
Arcachon, and has made use of the opportunity to

study the peculiarities of the soil, and has communi-
cated his observations to the Academic des Sciences.

At about 3 feet below the surface of the Landes,
there lies everywhere an impermeable stratum, called

alios^ a stony substance of a brown colour, variable in

thickness, which is nowhere great, and covering an
indefinite bed of sand, identical w-ith that which lies

above it. This invisible waterproof stratum has
always had a great influence on the health of the
inhabitants of the country. Retaining the products of
vegetable decomposition from the upper soil, where
there was scarcely any slope, the aiios lias for centuries

fixed intermittent fever in and around the Landes ; but
reclamation has driven away the fever, and tlie alios

seems now to have no other effect than lliat of forcing

the roots of the marine Pines to grow horizontally

instead of vertically. The sand of the Landes is white,

intermixed with a few black giains, containing per-

oxide of iron and oxide of manganese. Washed, first

by the water of the ocean, and aftewards by rain for

centuries, it holds no soluble matter, and tlie aiios,

which is of a dark reddish brown colour, sufficiently

compact to require a pickaxe to break it up, is a
stratum of the same sand cemented together by some
organic and slightly ferruginous substance. In the

summer a hole made in the soil down to the alios fills

gradually by lateral infiltration with yellowish water
not fit for drinking ; but if the alios is pierced an
abundant supply of perfectly limpid water is obtained.
The question is how this alios is formed? It is

evident that it was produced in situ, and the presence
of the organic matter already mentioned leads to the

supposition that the latter plays some part in the

formation of this peculiar stratum.

The alios is found everywhere in the Landes except
in the marshes, on the banks of ponds, and in the
downs, even when the latter, protected by old forests,

have never been swept by the winds for centuries.

Soundings, and the knowledge of these exceptions, led

M. Faye to the discovery of the mode in which the

alios was formed. In winter and early spring the

nearly level surface of the Landes is covered with rain-

water, but during summer the level of this water
descends by evaporation to the depth of one or two
metres, a level which also corresponds with that of
the ponds which border the chain of downs. If r

we take into consideration the decomposition of
vegetable matter which takes place in the water, and
the deposit which must be produced at the lower level,

it is easy to see why an agglomeration of sand and
organic matter should take place at the depth already
mentioned. This operation being repeated annually
during many centuries, an increasing stratum of alios

is naturally formed, which doubtless continues to grow
at the present moment.

It is not surprising, then, that no alios is to be found
in the marshes which are always under water, nor in

the downs which are not inundated, like the Landes,
by a periodical sheet of water carried off regularly by
evaporation, the rain as it falls being carried away by
the slopes to the sea.

But whence come the traces of fermginous matter
which aid in the agglomeration of the alios and in

giving it its red tint? It was shown long ago that the
decomposition of roots and other vegetable matter
brings the peroxide of iron contained in the soil into a

state of inferior oxidation, and renders it liable to be
attacked by the weak acids resulting from vegetable
decay ; more recently M. Daubree attributed the
formation of the limonitic iron of the Swedish lakes to

this chemical action, showing that iron thus rendered
soluble over great areas is collected together by springs
and rivulets, reassumes its primitive oxidation when
the waters come in contact with the air, and is then
deposited in the form of slime, and forms mineral
strata of great richness. The same effect, but pro-
duced on the spot, would account for the small quan-
tity of iron found in the alios. Vegetable decay has, in

fact, produced in places the identical effect on the
blackish portions of the sand of the Landes : where a

fall in the level has caused a great accumulation of
\vater there has been a concentration of iron, and in

past times a certain number of furnaces worked up the

iron, which is now exhausted.

M. Faye, having explained the origin of olios^

showed what effect an impermeable subsoil has on
the salubrity of a district ; the escape of the water
is stopped, the subsoil becomes a centre of putre-
faction and infection, and endemic malaria devastates
the country. In the Landes, the evil has been reme-
died by cutting rather deep drains to carry off the
water, and the roots of Fern and other plants, which
partly perish every year, have been replaced by those
of the maritime Pine. Thus the contamination of the
air by the subsoil has been stopped, and with it the
intermittent fevers which had given to the inhabitants
peculiar character of debility. M. Faye, after much

observation, arrives at what he believes to be a
principle, namely, that wherever an impermeable sub-
soil is found at a depth of 2 or 3 feet from the surface
there will always be intermittent fever if the soil be
contaminated by vegetable putridity, and fevers of
a typhoidal character if animal decomposition be pre-

sent. As to the remedy, it consists evidently either in

draining, as adopted in the Landes, or in the removal
of the vegetable or animal decomposition.

The young forests of the Landes, as well as many
others in France, are frequently on fire, and the loss

occasioned by such accidents is enormous ; but it has
been observed that in no case has the fire crossed the

railway. In many places M. Faye found immense
burnt spaces, extending as far as the eye could see

towards the east ; while in the opposite direction the

young Pines were untouched and flourishing : he there-

fore proposes that at certain distances the Pine planta-

tions shall be separated by roads or strips of land, on
which nothing need be done beyond eradicating the

Ferns and Rushes which, in dry seasons, take fire

easily : such an arrangement would limit the ravages of

fire, especially if the reserved strips were perpendicular

to the direction of the prevalent winds. The pro-

prietors would certainly lose the produce of these

unplanted portions of the soil, but they would no
longer be exposed to ruin by conflagration, and they
would obtain a reduction in the heavy rates which they
pay for insurance.

It has been the custom always of the sheep-farmers

of the Landes to bum the Fern at the end of the

summer, with the view to get a little more herbage the

following year from the meagre soil, Arago says, in a

meteorological paper, that when the English possessed

Guyenne, the Vine growers of Medoc petitioned the

Government on the subject ; they said that the black

smoke of the Ferns injured the Vines, and had an
effect on the wine itself. The practice of burning the

undergrowth has diminished since the Landes were
planted, but it has not entirely disappeared ; and the

fires which are so frequent in the forests of France in

the summer are believed to have been often caused by
the burning of the dry Fern.

In very dry weather it is not surprising that forests

are burnt, but rather that they should escape : not only

are dry plants inflammable, but some green ones also.

We remember a case, recorded by Mr. Howitt, if we
mistake not, of a green Furze-bush taking fire instantly

from a lighted match being thrown into it. The forest

of Fontainebleau has frequently suffered by fire ; this

year, one of the picturesque spots, known as the

Hauteurs de la roche brisee^ was reduced to a mass of

blackened rocks. The causes of conflagrations in this

forest are not far to seek ; the villages around swarm
with artists, who spend all their daylight hours in the

forest—and all French artists smoke ; and there are

innumerable caves and nooks, where pleasure-partie?,

in defiance of all forest laws, make roaring fires, by
which the rocks are almost calcined.

M. Faye's mode of limiting the terrible fires in the

forests of the Landes, as well as his explanation of the

formation of the peculiar stratum called alios^ and the

effects of such an impermeable subsoil, met with the

support of his colleague of the Academy, M. Elie de
Beaumont—a fact which certainly adds to the value of

this curious communication. Athcmvutn.

September 17.

—

Rve-grass and Closer leas intended

for Wheat should now be ready for the stred. Some
rib or rafter plough the lighter class of soils with the

view of rotting the sward, and at the same time

getting a proper seed-bed with the desired clod. If

this was done shortly after the removal of the hay crop,

the land, after lying a month, is coup-ribbed, or cross-

ploughed, or scarified, as circumstances may direct

;

and when ploughed for the seed furrow an inch of

fresh soil is brought to the surface, which forms an

excellent seed-bed. In this way the grassy sward is

broken and incorporated with the soil, thereby

insuring its decomposition, with the destruction of

insect life, more successfully than when ploughed with

a single furrow. Others turn the green sward, by
means of a skim-coulter, into the bottom of the

furrow, to rot under the furrow slice, the land

being thus left at one operation ready for the seed-drill.

When Rye-grass and Clover lea lies one or two years

in pasture the sward is thicker and more liable to be

infested with wiiewonn. Insects seldom deposit their

eggs in healthy pastures, but the presence of much
effete matter is always to be suspected, and to rot such

sufficiently for the safety of the Wheat a top-dressing

of lime compost, artificial manure, or (far better) liquid

manure is applied before plougliing on cither of the
above plans, so as to set up the rotting process,

effectually decomposing the green sward under the
furrow-slice, thereby depriving the young insects of
food in the spring-time when they first make their

appearance in the grub form, and per contra supplying
food for the Wheat plant. Another plan is to plough
early, and to compress the furrow-slice with a heavy
presser, and then by harrowing and rolling, at intervals

of a fortnight or three weeks, the green sward is

effectually rotted, and a sufficiently solid seed-bed
secured for the Wheat plant to stand and ripen without
becoming "root-fallen." But this plan requires the

land to be in tolerably good heart, otherwise com-
pression will not rot the efiete sward of a poor soil

without some top-dressing.

Bean and Pea Stubble Falhnvs for Wheat sowing, if

not finished last month, should be so early in the

present. Heavy clay lands, if clean, as they always are

under good management, may be smashed up to the

weather by steam. If ploughed it should be naiTow
and deep, assuming that the land has hitherto been
deeply cultivated, otherwise plough the depth hither-

to gone, and subsoil so as to get the land culti-

vated to the proper depth. By such means a suitable

seed-bed for Wheat will be obtained without cross-

ing or running the risk of poaching the land in the

event of being overtaken by rain before the work is

finished. Light land, full of Couch and annual weeds,

is not well adapted for Wheat ; but if to be sown with

Wheat along with from 3 to 5 cwt. of guano, scuffle or

broadshare, and gather off the weeds, and then harrow
once or twice to braird the seeds of weeds shaken out

by the harrows and scuftler, before it is ploughed for

the seed-furrow. Some burn the weeds in small heaps

on the land, but the more advisable plan is to cart off,

and convert them into compost by lime, guano, or

liquid manure, &c., as it effects more successfully the

destruction of the seeds of weeds, and secures at the

same time manure to the land.

Wheat Seed-time, owing to the greater breadth of

root crops now grown on Wheat soils, extends over a
greater length of autumn than it did under the old bare

fallow system. But a very large proportion of the

Wheat crop is still sown during the latter half of

September and the first half of October.

Neivly-threshed Seed is to be preferred to the old-

threshed, the quality in other respects being equal.

The best Wheat on the farm should be selected during

harvest for seed—crisp, plump corn, grown on clean,

flinty straw ; and if such cannot be had at home, it

should be obtained from some other place. Some
soils and climates are defective one way or another in

the growth of Wheat, so that annually it loses less or

more constitutional vigour, according to the season,

consequently a change of seed is desirable eveiy year.

Some, however, only change every second or third

year ; but, unless under exceptionally fine seasons, the

practice involves a much greater sacrifice than is gene-

rally imagined. It is easily known in harvest if seed

Wheat can be selected at home up to the maximum
standard, and if not, the more advisable course is to

change the whole of the seed for the ensuing crop.

Pickling Wheat is a very diversified practice, partly

owing to opinion, and partly perhaps to the peculiar

kind of Wheat sown, and Fungi with which it is in-

fected. Thus the smooth thin-skinned varieties of

Wheat, and also samples of any variety that have fine

bran, are more easily washed and acted upon chemi-

cally than the thick hairy-skinned varieties and coarse

bran samples ; and with regard to Fungi, the spores of

bunt adhere more closely than do those of smut. Some
use \ lb. of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper) dissolved

in two gallons of warm water to a sack of Wheat, so

as to wet the surface of tlie grains equally ; others use

half a pound ; others a whole pound, and sow as soon

as the grain has absorbed the moisture. Others wash
the Wheat in water and skim off the light grains

that float before they use the above pickles ; and as the

pickle is applied whilst the Wheat is wet with some

4 to 6 gallons of water, the stronger pickles may be

used with safety, and so on. Another and very common
mode of pickling is to wash the Wheat in brine

sufiiciently strong to float a Potato. Stir and skim off

so long as anything rises to the surface, and then dry by
sifting hot lime over the washed Wheat spread thinly

on the floor, mixing rapidly until the surface of the

grain is wholly coated over. Whichever of these plans

is adopted, no more Wheat should be pickled at a time

than can be sown.

A7W£y"5fV^/ is determined by climate, soil, and cul-

tivation. The different varieties take their names from

various sources, as (i) the person who selected them,

as Hunter's, Shirreff's, and Hallett's Wheats
; (2) the

place where first grown, as Essex Wheat ; {3) the

colour, red Wheat and white Wheat
; (4) the period

at which they are sown, as winter and spring Wheat,

and so on. Some are more hardy than others, and

better adapted for this or that soil, climate, and

management, so that trials on a limited scale should be

made to ascertain whether new varieties can be grown

with more profit than the old ones.

Thick and Thin Seeding is a question of experiment

which every Wheat grower should solve. From 6 to

10 pecks per acre are sown in September, and from

2 bush, to 3 bush, in November.

Wheat Manures are now made by all our manure
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manufacUiicis, but Peruvian guano, 2 to 5 cwt., is still

considered the best by many farmers.

Wheat Sinahig is generally done by seed and manure

drills, less or more manure being now applied along

•with the seed. The coulters are placed from 8 to

12 inclies asunder, each being kept down by a weighted

lever to tlie proper depth.

Renovating Grass Land is sometimes more profitably

done about this time than in August, in very dry

seasons. The carting, harrowing, and rolling are more
easily done than in spring, and do infinitely less harm
to theland. Anthills, Tussack-grass, and weeds should be

dug out and carted off. Some throw the anthills, as it is

technically termed, thus spreading the ants abroad as in

winter, but we prefer getting rid of the ants on the former

plan, for in mild autumns they are apt to establish them-

selves in safety before the killing frosts of winter come.

If necessary the surface should be well harrowed before

the compost is applied, and after it is spread it should

be well harrowed into the roots of the old grass. The
grass seeds should then be sown with a broadcast

machine, and lightly covered with a bush or chain

harrow. If the supply of compost is limited, it is

preferable to do a part well than halt do the whole,

top-dressing the remainder next year. Grazing stock

should be kept off, as they not only do harm with their

feet before the compost is washed in and consolidated

with rain, but also pull up the young grass with their

mouths. Should mild weather set in, so as to force

up a too lu.turiant growth, it is better to top in time

with the scythe or mowing-machine, as in flagging

Wheat, than to turn in stock. Instances have occurred

of a light crop of hay having been harvested. But it

is better to consume the grass green for soiling, leaving

a good long stubble, and carrying the rake high. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

Thistles : Mary asks why the common Thistles, which
abound in our pasture fields and lanes, should not be

cnished or bruised in the same manner as Gorse ? and
whether tliey would not be useful and wholesome as

food for horses and cows ? [Thistles crushed when
green would probably be wholesome food. But they

will not grow well except on good land, and good land

ouglit to grow plants still more productive and nutri-

tious !]

Ilarhds.
ENGLISH WOOL.

We have no change to note in the market this week,
but holders are very firm, and for the limited business

done full rates have been insisted upon. Should peace be
arranged, we might expect a sharp advance.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Sept. 14.

The m.Trket continues animated for the new growth,

which is coming to hand freely. Prices of all descrip-

tions are firm, with a slight tendency to improved figures

while old of all kinds are neglected. Weald of Kent

£,D S'' to L-i '+* ;
^I'd and East Kents, ^4 to £y ;

Sussex. j^3 to /3 15J. ; Famham and country, ^4 loi. to

lf> 6s.

'0/3 '5^.

;

Cumberland
Sup. Meadow Hay 1301.

//A y,—per Loado/^e Trusses.

Thursday, Sept. 15.

35J. : Clover, old „ .

.

so Inferior do
25 New 2d cut do, .

.

10 loferior do i

34 ^ Charles James

ARKET, Thursday, Sept.

Infenor Clover ..:

:d cut do...

Fine Meadow Hay 112s.

Inferior do 100
Prime New Hay . . go

New do.

Straw 34
TOSHUA B.

, Thursday, Sept. 15.

)j. Prime old Clover.. 135J.

, Inferior do. do, ..105
Prime 2d cut do. . .i-^o

I Inferior do. 90

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Sept. la.

Owing to the stormy weather during the past week,
several cargoes of foreign stock have not arrived ; con-
sequently we have a short supply both of Beasts and
Sheep. The English consignments are also smaller than
of late. Prices have advanced for all kinds of stock, and
a clearance is nearly eftected. The trade ruled heavy
towards the close of t^c market, in consequence some lots
remain unsold. Our foreign supply consists of 1076
Beasts, 4200 Sheep, and 34 Calves ; from Scotland
there are 93 Beasts; from Ireland, 460; from Norfolk
and Suffolk, 60 ; and 1326 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

s. d.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 5

Best Shorthorns.. 5 ,

ad quality lieasts 4 i

Best Downs and
Ha!f-breds .. 5 k

Do. Shorn .. .. .. ..^.
Beasts, 3015 ; Sheep and Lambs, 13,770 ; Calves, 64 ;

effected. Choice English Sheep are scarce, and the
whole supply is smaller than of late : the demand is,

however, very limited, as is usual on Thursdays at this

time of year, and a clearance cannot be effected. There
is no alteration in prices for business done. Calves are
rather dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 1300 Beasts,

3700 Sheep, 310 Calves, and 160 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 i

Best Shorthorns . . 5 .

2d quality Beasts 4 <

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 k

Do. Shorn

Beasts, 2C30 ; Sheep and Lambs, 9050 ; Calves, 440 ; Pigs,i

Best Long-wools. . 5 6to6

Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Sept. 15.

Best Fresh Butter igs, per dozen lb.

Second do. do i6x. ,,

Small Pork, ^s. ^d. to &r. od. ; Large Pork, ^. 41/. to
4J, lod, per 8 lb.

6to6Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn .. ,, — .,

Ewes & 2d quality 4 8—

5

Do, Shorn ,, . . — .

Lambs .

,

. . . . — .

Calves .. ..3 S—

5

Thi; Sept.

The number of Beasts is large, but chiefly consists of
foreign and middling qualities. Choicest descriptions are
quite as dear as on Monday, and a fair clearance is

MARK LANE.
Monday, Sept. 12.

There was a moderate supply of Wheat from Essex
and Kent to this morning's market, which sold slowly
at the prices of this day week. The attendance was fair,

but the demand for foreign was confined to retail pur-
chases ; we do not alter our quotations. Barley and Peas
were unchanged in value. Beans were is. to 2s. per qr.

cheaper. Oats were steady at last week's rates. There
was no change in Flour.

Whe , Essex, Kent, Suffolk.— fine selected run;— Talavera
— Norfolk

Foreign

White '44—51 Red.,
, .do. 148-55 Red.,

49—58
I

— |Red.,
[—62

BARLEY,grind.&disL,2gjt0 33J. .Chev. 42—45 Malting ..— Foreign .. grinding and distillingias—33 Malting ,.

Oats, Essex and Suffolk [24—26,— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 26—28 Feed ....— Irish Potato 25—27 Feed ....— Foreign Poland and Brew'24—26 Feed ....

Rye '32—36 Foreign ..

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
| [

Beans, Mazagan. ...43J'. to 47^. . .Tick 49—soHarrow .

.

— Pigeon ....515. to sgr. . .Winds.
I

— .Longpod.

.

— Foreign Small 45—47 Eg\-ptian .

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .

.

— Maple, 40.S. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign .

.

Maize — Foreign ..

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack, 42—50'

— 2d ditto ditto '35 —47 Country..— Foreign per barrel 124—27 Per sack.,

Wednesday, Sept. 14.

The grain trade to-day ruled quiet, nevertheless no
quotable alteration took place in prices. The supply of
new English Wheat was moderate, and of foreign it was
tolerably good ; the demand for all qualities was mactive,
at about the rates current on Monday last. Barley was in

fair supply and request, at previous currencies. Malt was
dull and drooping in value. Oats, the supply of which
was large, experienced a quiet sale, at late rates. Beans
and Peas were purchased slowly, on former terms. Flour
was in limited demand, but prices were unchanged.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage,

Liverpool, Sept. 13.—We had a good average attend-
ance at our market to-day, with a consumptive demand
for W^heat at about Friday's prices. Flour neglected, at

a reduction of <)d. per sack and barrel. Indian Com in

good request, at an advance of 6d. to gt/. per qr. Oats
slow, and id. lower. Oatmeal dull and drooping.

Averages.

Average

36 8

36 2

35 8

SEED MARKET,
Trifolium seed, as was to be expected, is now in

diminished request ; some quantity will, however, be still

required, and it appears likely that the supply will prove
unequal to the demand. Winter Tares are coming
forward more freely, and the trade being dull prices have
declined 6d. to 9//. per bushel. White Mustard seed is

also a little cheaper. Sowing Rapeseed continues very
firm. A few samples of new home-grown Clover seed
have,been exhibited at Mark Lane, but values are not yet

fixed. We have a moderate demand for winter Barley,

Oats, and Rye.

John Shaw & Sons, i6, Water Lane, London, E.G.

COALS.—Sept. 14.

Hastings Hartley, 16s. gd. ; Hollywell Main, lys. $d.
;

Eden Main, i6s. gd. ; Wall's End Braddyll's Hetton,
ip. gd. ; Walls End Haswell, igs. ; Walls End Hetton, igs.

;

Walls P:nd Hartlepool, i8j. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, i8j. ;

Walls End Kelloe, lys.
;
Walls End Original Hartlepool,

igs. ; Walls End South Kelloe, i8j-.—Ships at market,

31 ; sold, 31 ; at sea, 40.

TTIOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
JJ and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everi'
Agricultural County in England
Por particulars apply to Jul,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leed

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM and CO., Iron
Works, 2, Winsley Street, O.xford Street, London, W.

nd depth of Feeding Troughs, W

eral important Improvements in

SHANKS'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1870.
The Patent Improvements recently introduced give

SHANKS'S MACHINE
Several important advantages possessed by no other Lawn Mower.

PATENT DOUBLE-EDGED SOLE-PLATE, WIND-GUARD, Ac.
ually increasing Sale forms the most convincing testimony

lated.

,0 intimate that, amonfj all the
iris Exhibition, they are the only
Medal The Silver Medal then

awarded is the highest t'rize ever given at any Exhibition for Lawn

have been a
Alexander Shanks & Son beg to

Exhibitors of Lawn Mowers at the!
Firm to whom the Jury awarded a

Mowers.

Steel on both Sides of each Llade, so thai
blunt by runnm? one way. It can bi

site or sharp edge of the Cutter to act against the Sble"Plate.
addition to this, A. S. & Son now make the Sole-Plate or Bottom
Blade of their ^Iachinc with Two Edges—one in front as usual, and
one in reserve at the back ; wher -• '

Slate has only to be unscrewed i

-ont. It will be seen at a glance that this

iingle-cdgcd Sole-plal

) prevent the Mown Grass

ribbing with these Machines. The Lawn whei

approved of can be at once returned.
Illustrated Circulars, with full partic

A. SHANKS and SONS, Dens
»7, Leadenhall Street, Londoi

isfaction, and if not

Works, Arbroath; and

A Stock of all sizes of Lawn Mowers always kept a
17, Leadenhall Street.

GREENS' PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine ail the advant-
ages of sclf-sliarpehing, and when the cullers become blunt by running

id again, bringing the

GREENS'
best, and ha'

of Competit
,ed off e

the
Every Machin

approved of can be returned
Purchaser.
_t^ Illustrated Price Lii

Galvanised Wire Netting, Garden Seats and Chairs, Fountains,

B without any cost whatever t

; of Greens' Patent Rollers, Hot-v

Vases, &c., free on applic

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.
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Monro's CannoB Boiler.

T TONrs AND SONS
»l . a d r NNr TI N

r HOT WATER PIPLS
RniLERS or e er) m-ike f e

d f r ca-ih w th order or thej alio -i i b ral

Heating by Hot Water
PUBLIC and PRIV \TF

BUI LI I\rS M \NUI AL
1 ncs coNsrR\ \T nrs s.

1 cd n Ih n
I

I n
bn 1 1

1h

P1LL\RD JEll! N ND CO
(Sue csTOrs to lohn R 1 e II)

^ole Manuf-icturers of tie Impro t

COMLAL BOILETS
\\h ch are n general ule and \ h (

Bo ler3 ha e for the r dumb I t> a
economy atta ned a celebr t> far su
pass ng any other Bo Ifers el-er mventc

|- -— iS
-

I it

H O T - \V A T E R APPARATUS
trecltd Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heatinc

GRErNHOlSES, Tubnlaf Boiler.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Wanning Green-

houses, Conbervaluries, Forcing Pits, ^ic.

rians and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35. King Street. Chcapside, London, E.C.
Manufactory' -"- -^ . - -

, Banksidc, ^outhwark, S.E.

JAMES WATTS A
and Hot-Water

i;i, "Id K.

CO., Hothouse Builders

portable Box, not

6 ft. bySft., Double LiRbts, d.

GREENHOUSES
Woodwork only Prepared and Fitted

„ Primed and Glazed with i6 or. Sheet .

.

„ rielivercd, and Fi.xed with Ironwork .

.

,, Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use

Finsbur)- Sttam Joinery Works, I2i, Bunhill Row, I

900 fUCU.MP.ER .ind MELON BOXES and
'^'-"-' LIGHTS, .all sires, Glared and Painted complete, read)

for mmediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strons GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet,' js. each
CLASSES, all sires,

R fe ences to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
L es in Eneland.

|i,I.S.'VJ«*^^

Portable and Fixed Hot-water i^paratus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESlbENCES, Sec,

TRl SSb PAILNT UM\ ERSIL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

ry S. TRUSS begs to state that thp immense number

of APPARATUS annually DesiRtied and Erected by hint in

all parts of the Kinirdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and ChiSwick, with unri\-alled satisfaction, is il

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workmaii-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent on cost of

: 1
aratus erected comp.ired with other systems: facility for extent

ris, alterations or removals without injuryto Pipes or Joints; easily

i;id expeditiously erected : an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and pcrfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

TO. MESSENGER will be happy to prepare Plans
» and Estimates from instructions sent him : or. if preferred, will

wait personally on any Ladies or C. tiilr n,, n > ili, Ir 1 id. 1,, rs

T. G. M. does hot confine him-' II '. ir I
i.

I. .1 instruc-

tion, but will carrj' out the desi^:, t.. their

details, or he will applv his prin^il' I
1 ; Lsigns.

The satisfactory completion of all w . .1 ;. 1 u.l. 1
1

.: . n l i ,iit, i-.l.

T. G, M. solicits Public attention t„ his t A 1 l,N 1 tli ilulLER.
hich is exceedingly powerful and ecoiion

complete satisfaction in every
Prices I applic

varded post free for 33 postage stamps.
A richly Illustrated Catalogue for-

BATrt and GAS Wt)RK feRECTED in TOWN
The Trade supplied.

r COUNTRY

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

CoQSuItinir Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-w

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Fri<ar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S E.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,

Jiv «a

fi tire delnercd at RailT\ay
\\ liarf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppei

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDEAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDBAULIC BAM.
Thii useful .Sulf-aLtiiig Apparatus, wlucii wot-ks day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

Treble Barrels for Horse or

No. 37,

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double
steam Power.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oalt or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSiOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed fbf Hi«
Rit^ht Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sires,

No-. 4-. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 4617. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49<7. GALVANIZED SWING W.-\TER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54^. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction,

S. OWENS AND GO. Manufacture and Erect eveir description 6f Hvdfaullt; and tjeneial Ehgineers' Wbtit for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, 1 URBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPAR-ATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQyiD MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES. &c., &c. Particular! t„km in any part of the Country. Phms and Estimatesftmmhcd.

ILi.nSt'BATED CATALOeUES CAN BE HAD ON AFPtlGATIORi
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SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of tliese and other
Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, W^

By Royal Letters Patent.
OHREWSl.r I'V S C.XS CONSERV.A.TORY

IMI
s Oven, no cas inside.

I n GAS llATII, O".

Invcr Nnrlvood, S.F..

Greenhouses.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-Water Appar.4TLs Manufacturers,

letf, Afare Street, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fi.xing, 42 feet lony by 13 wide,price £s°>
ai feet by 13 feet, ^28; lafi feet by 10 feet, jCt^. A handsome
CONSERVATORY in stock, 36 feet long 18 feet wide, £110.
Estimates given for any branch in the above line, in Wood or Iron.

TOVES.—TERRA-COTTA, for Greenhouses, give
continuous healthy heat 24 hours for'jrf., without attention ; fuel

ordinary Coal. Practical Gardeners admit they are the best, safest,

and cheapest Stoves for small Greenhouses tilat ever were used.
JOHN ROBERTS, Patentee, Upnor, Kent,

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, &c
superior quality. ' 2-ihth.

HOT-W.\TtK PIPES, Nos. 6arai 7—perl ».

&C.,

33
feat:h|

SYPHONS
VALVES..
The above, nett c.-ish prices, deliveretl at Londorl, Liverpool, Bristol,

GE RGE ROBINSON 60 W ha f Padd ng n Ba n nd
D al I on \ ok I b dge

BEARDS 1 \TI;NT NOV CONDLf ting -ind
lET II I \ t I p o c

BEARDS P\TENT HON FR-AMED GL \bS
or SL\Tr W\I IS

also Illustratci

CHARLES BEARD, Paten
Works. Bury St. Edmund's.

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
From Mr. W. Gilbert,

Law/ord Strtet, Rugby.
*' 1 am perfectly satiSned
"'

the Closets, and find

I had imagined would
a great difficulty—the

pply of Dried Earth—to

no obstacle; as, by lay-

HR by a few bags of earth

ily, without
ible of artificial

I have used the
o my Rose Trees (a

pie of spadesful put into

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 1870."

may be obtained at 39, Bedford

.Mai

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which ^ives the size of every class cjf Mat,
for%varded po9t free on application.
- JAS. T. ANDERSON,?, Commercial Street. Shoredilch, London.

Archangel And Petertburg Mats.
RCHANGEL MATS, under present Value;

L PET£;RSBURG mats at old prices, Samples and prices at
5. Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,

E.
of prepared wool, and a. perfect 1

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING. 2 yards wide and 11. 6d. per yard.

" FRIG! DOMO " CANVAS

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide,6^i/. and 8?f<i.

. ELiSHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, ?, Great Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, E,C., and of all Nurserymen,

rpHE LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

10, Flee Street, Temple Bar (founded 1836),

Has taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance Contracts

from all needless restrictions.

The " Pi^oposal Form " is most simple in its termi

The Policies are " Indisputable," thai is, free froin futui-c challenge.

The Invested Funds bear an unusually high proportion to the Liabi-

lities.

The Guaranteeing Share Capital of One Million (^C^So.ooo paid up)

is fully subscribed by 300 Members ofthe Legal Profession.

Nine-tenths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail.

Unreserved information on all points, on application to

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES.
Btrecior.

Sir Roderick Tmpev Murchisom, Bart., K.C.C., F.R.S., &c.
During the TWENTIETH SESSION, 1870-71, which will COM-

MENCE on OCTOBER 10. the following COURSES of LECTURES
and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given:—

1. Chemistry. By E. Frankland, Ph.D.. F.R.S.
2. Metallurgy. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.
3. Natural History. By T. H. Huxley, LL,D., F.R.S.

t Min"g°"'" } By Warrington W. Smyth, M.A., F.R-S.

Geologj*. By A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.

7. Applied Mechanics. By f. M. Goodeve, M.A.
8. Phy

' --.."..- - • .... ^
Insi

of the School), under the direction of Dr. Frankland, and in th(

Metallurgical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Percy.
Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are issued at £i am

j£4 each.

.nd others engaged in

eral others have also been established oy Gov__
The Laboratories will RE-OPEN on OCTOBER 3.

For a Prospectus and information apply to the Regis
School of Mines, Jermyn Street, London. S, W.

[ELGIAN HORTICULTURAL 5CH00L.-
By permission of the Belgian Government, Foreigners a

ittcd to this Boarding School. (£28, all included.)

References (amongst Pupils) ;—
MonS. N. Air

„ F. Aldenhovcn, Buenos Ayi
„ F. & L Senary, Erfurt
„ Ch. Burden. Chambery
„ E. Bruno, Pass.y, Paris
,, C. Burveruch, Northamptor
„ W. Cripps, Tunbridge Well

i Goetghebeur, Osiend
, A. Van Geert, Ghent
, M. Grasshoff, Quedlinburg
; Ch. Gailly, Cairo
, H. Gurgikian, Const

1 Hulle. Botanic Ga

,
G. keltelS, Mosco%v

,
P. Lorange, Chrisliania

,
W. Lane, Gr, Berkhampstead

. L. Linden, Brussels
, P. Van Lil, Dunkirk
, Van Luntercn, Utrecht
, Looymans, Oudcnbosch
, Ch. Margotlin, Paris

, BcHin
, I«eomagu9, Breda
,
Nclur. S.hafihausei

„ A. Pcarstiii, Nottingham
„ L Robson, Hexham
„ Th. Rollisson, Tooting
„ SchcKfl, Bern

„ H. ^an.', Kirk,...idy

„ II. bandy. Stafford

,, J. Verdicfet. Brussels

„ E. Vculcmans, TiHcmc
„ W. Wood. Maresfield

„ J. Ware, Tottenham

Director: LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal NUr^cr^, Ghen'

New Work by Mr. Robinson, F.L.S.
Now ready, with Frontispiece, .small 8v6, 6f.,

THE WILD GARDEN ; or. our Groves and Shrub-
berips made beautiful by the Naturalisation of Hardy Exotic

Pl.ints. With 3 Chapter on the Garden of British Wild FI6wers. By
William Robinson, F.L.S.

By the same Author,

ALPIN5: FLOWERS for ENGLISH GARDENS.
Second Thousand. With r s Woodcuts. Crown ^v(

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

Lately Published,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY: OR, The: Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. 6rf.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic Qiconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR. The
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36*-, with
upwards of 500 Illustrations,

Extract from the Author's Preface.
"The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic ceconomy.
The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers in

Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great
importance, deserve to be among the earliest subjects of study, are
mentioned in the following pages, where they are arranged in the
manner jiroposed in the ' VEGETABLE KINGDOM ' of the author, with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
beiievisd thai the convenience of younger students would be consulted
by doing so., The author trusts that this selection will be found to

have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating , their lectures, and all Botanic
Garden^, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-
tioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a
greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of
purchasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that those
who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany, require to
concentrate their attention, in the first in!>tance,' upon a limited

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 11, Bouvcrie Street, EC.

rVM

THE PARKS. PROMENADES, and GARDENS of
PARIS. Third Thousand. With 400 Illustrations. 8vo, 181.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

_. page 48 of "Zadkl. _ ,_. ,. „ . _

Emperor of the French :—" But fet hirn not dream of fasting honours,
poVers, or prosperity. He shall found no dynasty, he shall wear no

diifablc crown, but in the midst of deeds of blood and slaug^hter, with
flrighted Europe trembling beneath the weight of his danng martial

hosts, he descends beneath the heavy hand of late ; and falls to rise nc

lore; i^'ilh none to mourn him, none to inherit his renown, none to

ecord his good deeds, and none to lament his destruction."

J. G. BERGER, London.

HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
X OPERATIONS. By thelaleSirJosF-PH Paxton, M.P,
Reprinted from the Gardeneiz' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazelle,

with Additions.
Price 3d. each, or 51. for ag Copies for distribution amongst

Cottage Tcnanlr}-.
Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Oflice order,

navable to Wsi. Richards, at the Kin? Street Office, Covent Garden.
icle and Agricultural

Gastt .... - ^ .^
. , , ,., ^

Orchard House Culture.
Just published, prices*. 6*^-, enlarged and improved, the 14th Edition of

THE ORCHARD HOUSE.
By Thomas Rivers.

London: LOiNGMAN AND CO. ; or post free from the AUTHOR,
Honks' Hill, Sawbridgcworth.

To Faxtiea Contemplating the Planting of Fruit Trees.
Be ; Ma

THE GRCH.^RDIST and its COMPANION ; in
which over 2500 sorts of Fruit are described and their treatment

Riven. The collection is one of the finest in England. Price a*., in

stamps. J. SCOTT, The Nurseries, Marriott, Somerset.

T fnMir.nriK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
-.l ( ; I 1 :

i ,, with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and
\. t Glasshouses, Hints for Heating, &c. By

Third edition, post free, 13d.

.Mt.>RTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent's

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacrc,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswicic
Second Edition, much enlarged.
Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

BATHS and TOILET WARE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM

devoted exclusively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILET WARE.
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied ever
submitted to the publ-c, and marlceo at prices proportionate with those
that have tended to make his establishment the most distinguished in

this country. Portable Showers, 85. ; Pillar Showers, ;C3 to £s "^- :

Nursery, i8i. to 383. ; Sponging, 6j. to 321. ; Hip, 13^- to 31J. 6rf.

A large assortment of Gas, Furnace, Hot and Cold Plunge, Vapour,
and Camp Shower Baths. TpUet Ware in^ ^reat^ '

" th List ot Prices and Flans oi the 20 largt

Cxford Street, W. ; i, ia, 2, 3, and 4, N
and 6, Perry's Place; and i, Newman Yard. The

rilling. WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery a
goods to the most distant parts of the United Kingdom by Railway i

trilling. WILLIAM S. BUR'"'"" •" '
' ...-.>

a small fixed rate. ^ .^__^_^„
D""lNNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—

The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

INDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1869.—Gentlemen,
—1 feel it a duty I owe to you to express mygratitude for the great

benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.
Fur a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and
wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without
deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable
pills I was quite restored to mv usual state of health. Please give this

publicity for the benefit of tnose who may thus be afflicted.— I am,
gentleriian, yours truly, Henry Allpass.—To the Proprietors of
Norton's Camornile Pills.

WM. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Ai^tioneer,
Vali'er, &c,, Goldworth Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

°SA frs"" -f^V \ I r.\TI'l\^ .-..M'lillvrtn'l pr-rnptlvcoiiducted.

Upper Norwood, near the Palace. -To Nursersmien.
n^^_) I;]', !,].], 1,11 Ll':\Si:. ,,r Milinui-,,-, a piece of
X r.,VRIi!'\ r.KurMi. m ,in -.p.n hni -N.ii, ,-. J position on the

slope of Wcstow Hill. Part of it well adapted for the erection of
a Yineryor other houses, with good private entrance from the main

. Mr. C. E.
NO

------_

TO BE DISPOSED OF, with Immediate Possession,
an OLD-ESTABLISHED NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS

in Sussex, consisting of 14 Acres of Land, with good Dwelling-house,
Plant-houses, Pits, Packing Sheds, and every convenience for carrying

on an extensive business. The Nursery Stock, Greenhouses, Pits,

&c., to be taken a
Me:

, E.C.

SY/ata
NUTTING AND SONS,

TO BE SOLD, the desirable LEASE and BUSINESS
of an old-established and well-known NURSERY, situate in a

leading thoroughfare, 4 miles from Covent Garden Market ;
is about

I acre in extent, and nearly all covered with glass; there is also a

spacious Seed Shop, with commanding front. Counting-house, Stable.

&c. Lease about 30 years unexpired. This offers an excellent

opportunity to an energetic person with some capital, or to a country

firm desirous of extending their business to London. Present owner

retiring from the business. , -.- ,

Full particulars may be had of F. W. SEARLE, Agent, 6 Bishops,

gate Street Without, E. C.
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BY H. M. EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.

J. V^EEKS & CO.'S CONSERVATORIES
Are unequalled in Design and Workmanship.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S VINEEIES, IN lEON AND WOOD,
Require no Brick Foundations.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S IMPROVED PEACH HOUSES
Can be Erected from 20 feet to 1000 feet in length without any Brickwork.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S IMPEOYED EOECING HOUSES
Meet every modern requirement of the Practical Horticulturist.

^° y. JVEEKS & CO. arc enabled, by means of their hnproved Steam Poivcr Machinery, to execute

Orders of any magnitude 071 the shortest notice.

J, WEEKS & CO.'S PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER
WITH COMPENSATING ARR.A.NCEMENTS, HAS BEEN PRONOUNCED BY SCIENTIFIC JUDGES TO FILL THE

DESIDERATA REQUIRED FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

It is Indestructible.

Being in two halves, either portion can be worked separately from the other.

The arrangement for removal of sediment is both simple and perfect.

Perfect safety is guaranteed for 10 years.

5th. The Boiler may be periodically cleaned out by any ordinary labourer without withdrawing the

water from the apparatus or disturbing the furnace.

6th. Being in sections it can be passed through any doorway 18 inches wide.

7. WEEKS & CO.'S PATENT DUPLEX BOILER was the only one that obtained a First-clais

Certificate at the Royal Botatiic Society's Exhibition, Regent's Park, fnne, 1870.

1st.

2d.

3d.

4th.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S "ILLUSTRATED CATATOGUE" (12TH EDITION),
AND LITHOGRAPH PLAN OF MANLEY HALL HOT-WATER APPARATUS

(the largest in the world), sent Post Free on application.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Pubhsher," at the Office, 41, WellinRton Street, Coveht Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans & Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitcfnars. City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the wld WltUAM

CHARDS, at the Office, No. 41, WelUncton Str««t Parish of St Paul's, Covcot GardcD, in the said County.—Saturday, September 17, 1870.
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NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—On and after
OCTOBER 1, the SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS'

CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be

Published by W. RICHARDS, ellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Paul's Rose Catalogue.
" A very complete and able Catalogue."—7^/(»m: World.

WM. PAUL begs to annotuice that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on^apjjlicalion. The stock pf plants is large and excellent.

PAUL'S Nu , Waltham Cross, London, N.

Paul Cc Son's Rose Catalogue for 1870 and 1871.
?AUL AND SON'S new ROSE CATALOGUE i

now read)'. F^vert' care has been taken to insure correct descri]

ons. Also LISTS of ROSES, on own roots, for present plantinj

1,000 disposable.
The "Old" Nun Cheshuni N.

Roses.
MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW

FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants
England. Pilt Down Nurseries, Uckfield, Sussex.

O'
JOHN CRANSTON, Nur; , King's Acre, Hereford.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, iit

Pots. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.— Fine healthy
Pyramids, in Pots, each bearing from 12 to 18 good Fruits. Price

71. dd. to 10.. f>d. each.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

O'
RICHARD SMITH, Nun

o
V

RCHARD HOUSE TREES.—lust pubUsIiec
CATALOGUE, with prices, free oer post.

THOS. RIVERS AND SON, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garslon, Liverpool.

B
vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseri es, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Vines.
CHARLES TURNER has strong healthy FRUITING

CANES of all the leading varieties, new and old, also for
planting. LISTS on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Strawberries.
pHARLES TURNER is now prepared to supply
V^ strong plants of all the leading kinds. Many varieties may be
had, in small pots, at an additional charge, to insure a crop of fruit

S' [OS. per iooo;-British Queen, Elea
s. Also COBNUT TREES, Ii pel

J. GRIFFIN, Crofton Road, Locksl

Strawberries, &c.
ENRY BAILEY has to offer to the Trade strong
and well rooted runners of KEENS' SEEDLING, 151. per

loco. Same variety for forcing, in 48 and 33 sired pots, at 40J. per
100. LANCASHliiE LAD GOOSEBERRY, and RABV CASTLECURRANT, 401. per loxi.—Royal Nursery, Feltham, W.

H

CARTER'S BULBS and SEEDS, carriage free.

See page 1276 of this we.'k's Gardeners' ChnmicU.

/BARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS.
KJ See page 1276 of this week's Garjmtri Ckrcnidl.
For indoor planting, loj. 6ti., 2ir., 42J., 63J., and 84J., carriage and

/BARTERS COLLECTIONS of BULBS.
KJ Sec page 1376 of this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

For outdoor planting, lo*. 6d., iii., 421., 631., and 8+1., carriage and
packing; free. ^ .^
CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS, carriage

free. See full Tables of Contents and Cultural Hints, in

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, gratis and post free on
pplicati

JamiES CARTER

/

nd 238, High Hol bom, Londoi

c
Bulbs for the Present Planting.

HARLES TURNER has an extra fine Stock of
DUTCH and other BULBS this season, which have arrived in

jsually fine condition. Earlv orders will insure fine roots Descrip-

: CATALOGUE

c
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Established 1785.
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, NEAR HEREFORD,JOHN CRANSTON, Proprietor.

The followinB Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES are now ready,
and will be forwarded on application :—
The NEW ROSE CATALOGUE for 1870.
The CONIFER, SHRUB, and FRUIT TREE CAT.-VLOGUE.
The FOREST TREE CATALOGUE, including Plants for Cove

Underwood, &c.

Twenty-one First and Ten Second Prizes for Roses.
JOHN CR.-\NSTON obtainttl during the past season
tj the large number of 21 First and '1 en Second Prizes for ROSES,
exhibited at the principal Rose Shows throughout the kingdom; It if

thus proved that his Nurseries stand unrivalled for the cultivation ol
the Rose.
The NEW ROSE CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be

forwarded o

, King's Acre, near ITereford.

Dwarf & Standard Roses.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS ha\e

an immense Stock of extra stron^j well grown plants of all the
best ROSES m cultivation (including all the new varieties) for Autumn
and Spring planting. Also a large stock of strong Plants in pots, v hi<_li

can be be planted out now.atonce. Priced Descriptive CATALOUl I-

sent free by post. Their Roses are unusually fine this season
Inspection respectfully invited. Visitors will please ask for
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Vines, Extra Strong Fruiting, &c.
TflRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
J- this season a splendid lot of VINES, grown from eyes, without
bottom-heat, in extra strong short-jointed Fruiting Canes; also fine
Canes for planting. Their Collection includes all the New and leading
varieties, and the plants are really First-class. Inspection respectfully
invited. If this is inconvenient, specimen plants can be sent.

Priced Descriptive LIST sent free by post.
.

The " Upton- Nurseries, Chester.

SEEDS, from PRIZE FLOWERS, awarded the First
Pnzes at the Crystal Palace, Royal Horticultural, and Royal

Botanic Flower Shows, for some years ; and are acknowledged second
tononeinquality. CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA,
in sealed packets, is. (xi., 2s. 6d.,3S. 6d., and 5*. each.
JOHN DOBSON and SONS.Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth : and

High Street, Hounslow, W.

Now Ready, Gratis and Post Free,

ILLUSTEATED AUTUMN CATALOGUE
OF

DUTCH BULBS,
SEEDS, FRUIT TREES, FERNS,

FERN CASES, and other HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS
GARDEN REQUISITES, &q. TRADE MARK.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN.
SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED with CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA. PRIMULA, BALSAM, CYCLAMEN, andSCARLET INTERMEDIATE STOCK SEED, in packets. The

tjiarvested in splendid condition, and the quality second to

BULBS, just imported, in fine condition. LIST free

^ _
on application.

Hi

w Planting Season.
M. KNIGHT, Floral Ntirsery, Hailsham, Susse.v,

call the attention of the Nobility and Gentry and Trade

MENTAL and 1 - 'I I -

lion ofall intending; ll.inln., Iks. nnm,
The Nurseries are within live min

Station, Brighton and South-Coast Railw

The most DeslraMe Plant of the Season.
PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE

RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. - This new and lovely
Mignonette will be an universal favourite ; it is so much superior in
odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white—it cannot (ail to begrown in preference to the other variety : the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House
Ihcre arc many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
I'ubhc as something very superior, when they are no better than
existing varieties : but P. Parsons .issures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence
ot all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this

^*^^'d d ^ .

'' obtained the highest honours that could be

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,March 30, 1870.
The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-dass Certificate,

c .
.9''''"'' International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-

ncate, May 2i, 1870.

sS^t'sTo^"^'"''"
"""''^''""''^ S'""". Firsl-class Certificate, June

reSl'of"?''pi'lcr,',S? J^"
'" """''".""i maybe had wholesale and

^?^,j/«iv-^'*^''l?'^'j ''',?."">'"»" ="' Seedsman to Her Majesty.
=7 and 28, Western Road, Bighlon, and at Hassocks' Gate Nu

DUTCH FLOV^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

hi;g to anxounce that they have received theik

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

C.AT.^LOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

. J-^- AND SONS desire to impress upon those who patronise them, the great advantage of giving them
their Orders early, as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon their being
planted early in the season.

SEED CORN.

CARTER'S Prize "Nursery" Stocks.
We can strongly recommend the following stocks of WHE.\T, B.\RLEY, and OATS, as being of very

pure quality, and selected from samples that have taken First-class Prizes.

The greatest care has been bestowed upon the crops during growth, by hand-weeding, &c., to ensure the

choicest quality ; and as we hold but a limited quantity, early orders are necessary to ensiu"e a supply.

WHEAT.

Priee

appiicaiion.

BARLEY. OATS.
Waterloo
Canadian

Nonnandy
Winter

IVe shall la pleased to supply any varicfics not named above.

Lowest price per bushel or quarter on application.

Every precaution Is taken when threshing to keep the stocks pure, but as the Corn must pass through the

machine, we cannot undertake any guarantee as to the samples being unmixed.

Kcymer, Hurstpie
JAMES CARTER and CO., THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON, W.C.

NE^V DOUBLE GERANIUMS,
CROWN PRINCE AND KING OF THE DOUBLES

(ENGLISH RAISED V.\RIETIES).

MADAMF. AND MARIE LEMOINE WrU. NOW CEASE TO BE GROWN.

H. Cannell,
In consequence of so many inquiries, and having a large stock, h.as determined to let tllese two Doubles out after October i, and he is glad to have the honour of drawing the

attention of Growers to these fine Geraniums, which arc unquestionably the most striking advance and greatest acquisitions since Doubles were introduced.

'.

.
'^''^,f°"°^^'"g is "le report giVen by the Gardeners Chronicle, of Crown Prince, at the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, August 17, 1870 :—

si, 1 (V
^^^^y-^^' of Woolwich, exhibited neatly grown plants of Crown Prince, a double flowered froe-blooming variety, of great merit. In colour the flowers are of a deeper

snaae 01 Peach than in any other variety, and in habit It appears to be very vigorous, withoilt the grossness of the older kinds. A First-class Certificate was awarded."
The ' Gardeners' Magazine " reports at the same time thus :—" Crown Princb : .\ very dwarf free-flowering double Zonal, most distinct in character and colour from .all

existing varieties. The flowers, which are large, full, and of good form, are of a deep rich rose-carmine colour. First-class Certificate."

Shirley Hibberd, Esq.. in the 'Gardeners' Magazine" of September 3, speaks of Crown Prince thus :—"The colour is delightful; in my opinion it surp.asses in this respect

fho?],™!'"
™'^'^'^' *'"S''^ °^ double. I shall speculate on Crown Prince probably, with a view to dry the flowers for winter bouquets, as weU as to enjoy richness of colour all

Trade prices :—lOs. each ; Three for 25s. ; Six for 40s. ; Thirteen for 80s.

KING OF THE DOUBLES.

the summer."

This is the largest and best shaped pip of all the doubles, including the new ones of the present j-ear. Colour is a beautiful bright Cerise, and very free ; a tloble variety,

6s. each ; Three for 13s. j Six for 24s. ; and Thirteen for 40s. 1^ Orders executed in rotation as received.

H. CANNELL, New Florist Flower and Florist Flower Seed Merchant, WOOLWICH.
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BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1S70, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse

Ferns, Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracajnas. Agaves, Yuccas,

Beaucameas, Dasylirions, &c. : Aialeas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S. Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all limes well renay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or

Dinner-table Decoration.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

NEW FORCING GERANIUMS. —We now offer

and rtronRly recommend the two undernamed Geraniums, as

distinct and superior to other similar kinds, and have no doubt thev

will give the same satisfaction that Mrs. Lewis Loyd and Mrs. Brad-

shaw gave when sent out by us.

KINGSTON BEAUTY.—French white, with deep violet blotch on

each petal ; great bloomer. 5J.

MARKSSlAN.—Rosy lilac, with maroon blotch on each petal; great

bloomer, of very dwarf habit, s*-

T. JACKSON {t SON, Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames.

DOUBLE GERANIUMS, FERNS, and
DRACAENAS, &c. — Marie Lemoine, fo. and or. per dozen;

Madame Lemoine, 4J. per dozen ; Andrew Henderson. 4s. per dozen,

2ir. per 100 : Victor, 51. per dozen ; Triomphe, y. per dozen ; Delight,

II. each : Nosegays Masterpiece and Lizzie, 6s. per dozen.

GREENHOUSE FERNS, a good assortment in 6o's and ^S's,

61. per dozen.
DRAC.«NA TERMINALIS, 6s. ntid 9s. per dozen ; a few emra size,

3!. 6d. a pair.

PERESKlA STOCKS, 4!. per dozen.

EVERGREEN OAKS, two years in drills extra, 20s. per 1000.

LAURUSTINUS, nice bushy plants, mostly with flower buds,

is. per dozen, 251. per 100,

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, Sir Charles Napier and President,

A VAN GEERT, NuRSF.RYMAN, Ghent, Belgium.
• begs to offer the following articles. As will be observed, the

prices are extremely moderate :

—

DRACENA VEITCHII, strong plants, 161. per dozen.

INp^VISA^ ditto, 30s. pel

COOPERII, f"rICTA, TERMINALIS, 24!. per do:

-, ROBUSTA, 30J. per dozen.

PINCENECTITIA GLAUCA, i3s. per dozen.

„ TUBERCULATA, i8j. per dozen.

AGAVE AMERICANA VARIEGATA, 9s. per dozen.

DASYLIRION ACROSTRICHE. iSs. per dozen.

,,
of sorts, strong plants, 60J. per dozen.

ECHEVERI A. of sorts, gi, per dozen.
ALOCASIA lENNINGSII. 245. per dozen.
ANTHURIUM SCHERTZERIANUM, nice plants, 6ai. per dozen,

BEGONIAS, in varieties, fn. per dozen.
CALADIUMS, 12 new varieties, i8j.

CRtiTONS, in four varieties, iZs. per dozen.
GLORIOSA PLANTII.9J. per dozen.

PANDANUS UTILIS, i

PASSIFI.OKA, insix var
RAVENALA MAD.4GA
.STRELITZIA REGIN.-E, 60s. per do;

ACHIMENES, 24 varieties, ss.

GLO.XINIA, in fine mixed varieties, 25s. per zoo.

,,
named, 50s. per too.

TVD.¥;A, 12 new varieties, 91.

TROPICAL ORCHIDS, 24 difterent sorts, 60s.

FERNS.
DAR,€A JJIVERSI FOLIA, line plants, 40s. per too.

LOMARIA GIBBA, 30s. per 100.

BLECHNUM BRASILIENSIS, 6s. per dozen.
GYMNOGRAMMA PERUVIANA ARGYROPHYLLA, 6s. p. do
LYGODIUM SCANDENS. strong plants, i8s. per dozen.

ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS, 25s. per 100.

SELAGINELLA, of sorts, 9s. per dozen.
ASPLENIUM BELLANGERII,9s, per dozen.

BULBIFERUM, 25s. per too.

„ VIVIPARUM. 91. per dozen.

CVRTOMIUM FALCATUM, 12s. per dozen.

„ CARYOTIDEUM, i8s, per dozen.

DICTYOGLOSSUM CRINITUM, -^os, per dozen.

GYMNOGRAMMA WETTENHALLIANA, 9!. per dozen.

PALMS.
LATANIA TtORB0NICA,3oi. pcrioo; nice plants, 24s. per dozen.

CHAM.«ROPS FORTUNEI.60S. per 100.

HUMILIS, I2S. to24s. perdozen.
CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, jCs perioo.

INDIAN AZALEAS, with flower buds, £3. £4, £5, to £ki per 1

CAMELLIAS, without flower buds, ^4 to £5 per too,

„ with flower buds, ;£6 10 £10 per too.

THEA BOHEA, the Black Tea plant, 12s, per dozen.
SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM FOLIIS VARIEGATIS, on 1

12s. per dozen.
LIBONIA FLORIBUNDA, 61. perdozen.
EUGENIA UGNI,9S. perdozen.
ILLICIUM RELIGIOSUM, 12s. per dozen.
MAGNOLIA GRANDIFL0RA,9S. to i8j. perdozen.
Hardy RHODODENDRONS, choice named vars., U to £10 per t

Hardy GHENT AZALEAS, with flower buds, fine named variet

TREE P^EONIES, in 24 choice varieties, 24s. per dozen.
Choice and named Herbaceous P./EONIES, 42s. per 100.

12 fine varieties of PH LOX, 61.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM SPECIOSUM, 42s. per 100.

,, AURATUM. 301. per dozen.
AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII, 9s. perdozen.
AUCUBA, of sorts, i8s. perdozen.
CLEMATIS, of sorts, i8t. per dozen.
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, strong, 41. perdozen.

T
Succulents—Surplus Stock.

HOMAS S. WARE begs to oflfer as follows.
Prices, low, on application.

Cacalia repens.

Sempervivum barbntura.

„ bracteosum,

jf Kaworthii.

!ntermedia{a fine Sedum tortuosum.
' form, iarfjer than the above). ,, azoredum fol, var.

T. S. W. has also a larpc Collection of COTYLEDONS, CRAS-
iMPERVn - -- -

.OES.AGA
Hale Farm Nur;

F.^
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TONQUILS.

SNOWDROPS,

Dutch nower Roots.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, have
their second importalion ol FLOWER ROOTS,

HYACINTHS, .„-„.it,,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
DOUBLE NARCISSUS,
CROCUS,
TULIPS, I

<«=. «"=•

which have all been carefully selected from the most celebiated

Establishments in Holland.
. , , . n n

The Bulbs have arrived in splendid condition, being unusually well

ripened, very large, and exceedingly heavy.
,^„ ^„„ „... .f,,^r^^^,

D., l! & Co. cin supply fine Bulbs of the PRIZE H\ ACI^ THb at

Kensington, Regent's Parle, Crystal Palace, and Royal Caledr "

Society's Shows
' "'

Dcscripti\

ind 24J. per dozt

CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS forwarded

5 Forest Hill, S E, : and Edinburgh, N.B.

Dutch Buibs ana other Flower Roots.

CHARLES TURNER has just received his first

importation of BULBS, which are unusually fine, and in the best

possible condition for immediate orders. If the selection is lelt to

C. Turner, they will be supplied at the following low prices, in hne

variety :—

HYACINTHS, best kinds for glasses or pot culture, 6r. to l8s. perdoj.

mi.xcd, for beds or borders, 3s. 6d, per dozen ; 251. per 100.

(In ordering Hyacinths, it should be stated whether Single or
- -

1.)

„ 'Van Thol, grf. per dozen : gs. per i

NARCISSUS, ij. M. to 3!. td. per dozen.

lONOUILS, 21. 6tt. to 31. 6d. per dozen,

SNOWDROPS, Single, 2!. 6J. per i

CROCUS, in large variety, 2j.c.i. to .^, - ,.
.

ANEMONES, and other Bulbs for the season, at equally low pri

LILIUM AURATUM, extrastrongflowering bulbs,

LILY of the VALLEY, imported clumps, i8j. per do:

SPIIt«A JAPONICA ,.
- J"

Descriptive CATALOGUE ,-,-

Also CATALOGUE of Auriculas, Azaleas, Carnations, Chry
santhemums ilarge), Chrysanthemums (Pompon), Cinerarias, Pelar

goniums (in 11 tlasses), Picotees, Pinks, and Roses; as well as 1

Descriptive CATALOGUE of Strawberries, Fruit Trees, &c
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

igr. and i8j. per dozen.

CPOYDOV
Dutch Floiirer Roots.

RCHD.A
Dutch and otiier Root

HENDERSON
nouncc that he has

Consigi

lected from the

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICEI
,\TALOGUES are now ready, con
ining practical directions (or thei

successful cultivation on all the

various systems now adopted.

AlsoaCHOICEandSELECT LIST
of VEGETABLE and HARDY
FLOWER SEEDS
Sowing. Catalogues gratis and post

free upon application.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath,

Warch'
East Surrey Seed

, North End, Croydon.

Spring Flowering Bulbs.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for Greenhouse or

Flower Garden Decoration, sent carriage paid. No charge for packages.

FOR CONSERVATORY.
I
No. I.

I

No. 2. I No. 3. I No. 4.
I

No. 5. I No. 6. I

105*. 5o»- 25s. 'Ss. ..&d.

lining details, post free.

ablished upwards of a

B. W I L L I A
nd CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.—

j

of PRIMULA, Red, While, or

31. 6tf., 31. 6.^. , and

CALCEOLARIA, Ncill's extra choice train, 2*. 6.i.,3J. M.,and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, 21. 6«f.,3i. W.,&

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAM EN, Wiggins' Prize strain .

.

is.6d
,
33. 6d., and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 31. W. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) ij. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers IJ. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLY'ANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. It. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA IJ. &f. and

var. PERFECTION II. 6li., 2j M., and

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

CARTERS
SEEDS, BULBS, &C.,

CARRIAGE FREE.
*,* Five per cent, discount allo'djcd for

cash payments.

TAMES CARTER and CO. can strongly recommend

the following assortments of FLOWER ROOTS for

Spring decoration. The Bulbs are all very choice, and

haznngbeen most carefully selected from the Stocks of the

chief Continental Growers, the possibility of failure can

scarcely be entertained,

BULBS for INDOOR PLANTING.
Collection No. i, complete, price 84J.

COLLECTION No. 2, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 4, comprises—

Tulips, Tournesol, 6

Dielytr
Lilium
Scilla s

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price loi. dd.

Packing and carriage free.

BULBS for INDOOR and OUTDOOR
PLANTING.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 84.S.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63/.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 9, comprises-
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strawberries.
CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST can be

had on application. The following are particularly recotnmendcd ;

BONNE BOUCHE I FROGMORE LATE I PRESIDENT
' DR. HOGG PINE SIR C.NAPIER
ECLIPSE I

MR. RADCLYFFE I
SIR J. PAXTON

Strong plants from the ground, or in small pots, at an extra charge.

The Royal Nurseries. Sloughy

CHEAP STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—The Adver-
tiser, having a large acreage under this fruit, will supply strong

plants at following low prices ;—Keens' Seedling, Sir Charles Napier,

and Prince Imperial, at is. ; Sir Joseph Paxton, John Powell,

President and Frogmore Pine, at It. td. : Carolina superba, British

Queen, and Dr. Hogg,

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE,
137 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C, have great pleasure

to announce that by careful attention during the past exceptionally hot

summer, they arc enabled to offer strong healthv plants of the most
* approved kinds, in and out of pots, at reasonable prices. Sec pages

|8and490f their AUTUMN CATALOGUE, v

applic

1 be had, post

CHRYSANTHEMUM, -Large-flowered POMPON and JAPAN-
ESE kinds: vigorous plants for Conservatory- and Border Decoration,

at 6!., V , and 11s. per doren. See AUTUMN CATALOGUE, page 37.

Vines and Strawberries.
FR.ANCIS R. KINGHORN begs to ofter very superior

VINES, grown from Eyes, without bottom-heat, comprising all

the leading sorts. Fine strong Canes, 35. td. to loj- bd. each.

STRAWBERRIES, strong, well matured plants, of all the best

VINES, in pots.—Large stock of well-ripened CANES,
of all leading varieties.

ROSES, in pots.— All the new sorts just out, and a careful selection

from those of former years.

PEACHES. in pots —NECTARINES, APRICOTS, FIGS, and
other FRUITS, selected for the Orchard-house,

STRAWBERRIES—all the best sorts.

Priced LISTS on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE, AND CO., Exeter Nurser)-, Exeter.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1870.

The Potato Grafting question received

fresh illustrations from the specimens exhibited

by Mr. Fenn at the Royal Horticultural Society

on Wednesday last. It will be remembered,
from what has been stated in our columns on
previous occasions, that strong evidence has been
given to show, first, that when an eye of one
Potato is grafted into the tuber of another,

adhesion takes place ; and secondly, that a

change is produced in the new tubers formed on
the graft. Both these points have been, and still

are, contested. It has been denied that any
adhesion takes place, and that the potion of

any grafting process having taken place is

therefore erroneous ; and it has been, moreover,

alleged that if any change take place in

the new product, such change is due to the

natural tendency of the Potato to sport, and is

not in any way due to any commingling of sap

that might take place did adhesionVeally occur.

For our own parts, judging from the evidence
before us, we have never doubted the fact that

adhesion does occasionally take place, at least

as firmly as in the case of any other graft.

Wc can hardly be mistaken on this point. We
have seen and tested the adhesion, and more-
over we have seen how the stock, if we may so

term it, has become exhausted, all its nutrient

matter removed and itself reduced to an empty
skin, when successful grafting has taken place.

It will be remembered that all the "eyes" on
the stock are removed, so that the shrivelled

condition of the tuber must be due to its having
yielded up its supplies to the eye parasitically

implanted upon it. If this be so, it is not unna-
tural to infer that the new growths may be
influenced by the nature of the stock, and present

more or less of a mixed character. Those who,
like Mr. Fenn, have had much greater practical

experience in this matter than ourselves, say that

this is no mere inference, but that it is a
demonstrated fact; and we confess that we
incline to the belief that this is so. We cannot
shut our eyes to the circumstance that con-
siderable changes in the nature of the haulm
and of the tubers do take place ; that the

appearances produced are of a character inter-

mediate between the two Potatos made use of as

scion and stock. On the other hand, Potatos
have been so often crossed and recrosscd by
pollinic fertilisation that we think still further

evidence is required before we can absolutely,

and without reserve, give assent to the theory
of graft hybridisation. To us, however, it

seems certain that certain changes are pro-

duced, that those changes are of a remarkable
character, that they occur with so much con-
stancy in these so-called grafted Potatos as to

justify the expression of a strong probability that

they are due to the intermingling of the sap of

the two Potatos used for the experiments. These
changes occur year after year—they are as

marked this year as they were last ; and, to our

thinking, there is a degree of regularity about
their production which justifies the inference that

they are the result of the grafting process—that

they are not only post but propter. We admit,

of course, that these changes may be mere
"sports," but if so they occur with unusual
constancy ; and if they be really sports, then our

Potato grafters have found out the art of produc-
ing these "accidents" almost at will. In any
case, then, the physiological interest in these

productions is great, if they do not directly owe
their origin to graft hybridisation, at least in-

directly they are the result of that process : and
if this be admitted, as we think it must be, then

vegetable physiology has gained an important fact,

and one which can probably be turned to good
account.
From a practical point of view it must be

admitted that the results are anything but encou-
raging. Last year the verdict was unfavourable

;

this year it is equally so. The grafted Potatos are,

for practical purposes, Potatos spoiled. This cir-

cumstance, however unfortunate, does but lend

support to our opinion, that a change does take

place ; moreover, if this be true, we do not see why,
with proper care in the selection of varieties, good
results may not be arrived at as well as bad
ones. We append to these remarks a communi-
cation from Mr. Fenn in reference to his

Potatos, and we may add that the Fruit Com-
mittee expressed the same opinions from the

cooked and uncooked samples before them—an
opinion arrived at before they had seen the

descriptive catalogue of Mr. Fenn'S exhibition,

and which we now lay before our readers :

—

•
I exhibit to-day graft hybrid Potatos, three years from

the graft, as being the result of my latest experiments in

this curious physiological question. The examples are of

single roots as dug from the soil—namely, a root of

Wheeler's Milky White, grafted in Thomas Almond's
Yorkshire Hero. The haulm during growth supported
itself perfectly upright, which the true Milky White does
not : and on cooking the hybrid it proved drier to eat than
its Milky .White parent, and inferior to either parent.

I show specimens of Wheeler's Milky White along-

side, to allow ocular demonstration of the amalgamated
characters in the hybrid products. I also show a root of

Ihomas Almond's gmft hybrid, the Yorkshire Hero, raised

by grafting Haigh's Cobbler's Lapstone Kidney into the

Lancashire Flounder. It is a feature of Hero to eat

drier and harsher, so to speak, than the Lapstone ; and
this I invariably find to be the case with every hybrid of

my raising, when compared with the parents ; and I

would ask whether Mr. Taylor's Yorkshire hybrid does
not exhibit the same distinction from its graft parent, the

old Ashleaf Kidney, which he grafted into the Haigh
Cobbler's Lapstone ? A marked ugliness of feature

also accrues to Mr. Taylor's hybrid. It would be
well to gain the results of other Potato grafters'

delvings anent these features ; for if they hold to be con-

stant and true, a livery and bad, though productive sort,

could easily be rectified into very good e.ating. But to

return ; a root of Milky White grafted into the old

original Fluke, yields tubers drier and harsher to eat than
Milky White, and with the flesh whiter than the Fluke,

but in flavour not so good as either parent. .A root of

Fenn's Onwards, grafted into Yorkshire Hero, is drier to

eat than the Onwards, and not so good flavoured as either

parent, nevertheless, it is the best result I have yet achieved
by the grafting process ; with a root of the old original

I'luke, and a root of Fenn's Onwards' seedling. A root of

Yorkshire Hero grafted into Fluke, which eats dry even
to grittiness, and is quite worthless, and as ugly a

producer as well can be. A root of Yorkshire Hero
grafted into Fenn's Onwards, ugly in produce, very dry,

harsh eating ; not at all satisfactory. And a root of

Fenn's Irrepressible Nigger seedling grafted into Fenn's
New Purple Kidney seedling."

The history of the Veteran Vines is not

yet recorded, for still another has cropped up,

which has not only reached the ripe old age of
" threescore years and ten," but which in this

present year of 1870 has been a "prizeman " at

Oxford, and in a competition open to all comers
has registered Two Firsts. In a recent comment
upon the Grapes shown there we stated that, with

the exception of the produce of the veteran Vines
at Chatsworth, and " Mr. Coleman'.s fine young
Vines at Eastnor Castle," there was little that

called for special remark. At that time, guided in

some measure by the rather loose character of the

bunches, and the fact that we had been informed
that Mr. Coleman had been planting fresh

Vines at Eastnor, we were led to conclude that

the Grapes were the produce of young Vines.

Corrected, through a friend of Mr. CoLEMAN'.s,
it affords us great pleasure to record that the

Grapes which obtained the 1st prize for the best

basket, and the 1st prize for the best dish, were
not the produce of young Vines, but were all cut

from an old stager, which at the time carried

a crop of 400 lb. of equally good Grapes, and has
done the same annually for some years past.

The following history, from ]\Ir. Cole.man's
own pen, has been obligingly forwarded to us.

He says :
—

" When I came to Eastnor ten years
ago I found the fine old tree in a bad state,

owing to the drains in the garden having become
choked with sediment and vegetable matter
washed from the surface. I had a new series of

drains put in two feet deeper than the old ones,

and then removed the surface soil from the

border, laying as many as I could of the old

roots bare. Good turfy loam, with charcoal and
bones, was laid over them and partially

up the stems of the Vine. The following

year I saw a great improvement both in

the wood and fruit, and by the end of

the second year the Vine had become so vigor-

ous, the roots having found their way into the

old drains as well as the new turf soil, as to

justify me in asking for and obtaining permission
to build a new house over it. The old house, a
span-roof one, running north and south, w.ts

42 feet by 17 feet ; the new one is 72 fe.t

by 20 feet, and 10 feet high. The Vine is

planted at the south end, travels horizontally

under the ridge, and throws out lateral branches
right and left, 4 feet apart, which run down under
the rafters until they reach the wall-plate.

" The first year after the new house was built,

the leader reached the north end, a distance of

30 feet. This, at the proper time, was shortened
back, and two pairs of lateral branches, on the

true extension principle, were taken down, and
this system has been followed every year since

until the present time. The house is now quite

full of young wood, but after the winter pruning
it will take another year to fill it with bearing
wood, when I have no doubt this rejuvenised

veteran will produce 500 lb. of fine fruit every

year."

Who, then, shall count the age of a well planted

and well cared-for Vine ? The life of a man ap-

pears but a period of infancy, scarcely the hey-day

of existence, in the life of the Vine. We hear of

its girth of stem being measured by feet, and its

years by hundreds, in more t'^avoured climes than
our own ; and really Mr. Colem.'\n's noble old

Vine, rising into second life, seems to say, "Treat
me fairly, kindly, do not cripple me by undue
pinching of either roots or branches, and I will

produce you ' beautiful ' Grapes for hundreds of

years, if not ' for ever.'
"

We congratulate Mr. Coleman most heartily

upon his marked and well-deserved success. Not
only has he brought the Vine into health, but he

has fortified his position by winning six ist prizes

with the produce of the veteran this year,

besides helping him to four ist prizes for col-

lections of fruit. Mr. Coleman concludes:

—

" So much pleased am I with the extension

principle, th.at I have worked my early and
Muscat house upon the same plan. One Bowood,
seven years old, has five rods, and carries 25

bunches upwards of 3 lb. each. One thing I

have remarked on the old Vine— though the

bunches are heavier than formerly, I think the

berries, if anything, are a little smaller, and not

quite so much hammered. Our natural soil is

strong loam, resting on clay or limestone. The
soil 1 use for my Vine borders is turf from the

igneous rock."

The ravages of the Vine Disease are now
too well known, both in this country and abroad.

The insects, which are the cause of the malady,

infest both root and leaf, and though easily

discerned and battled with in the latter position,

are not to be dislodged by any summary process

when they attack the roots. Hitherto, very little

information of an encouraging nature has been

elicited in respect to a remedy. The stamping-

out process has been suggested, as that most to

be relied upon ; but this is a very extreme

measure, and one which, in most cases, would
not be had recourse to except as a last resort.

We are glad, however, to be able at last to

record an instance of complete success in dealing

with this devastating , disease. The Vines at

Powerscourt were attacked, as many others

have since been, some two or three years ago,

and suffered so much, that it was necessary to

have recourse to active measures to arrest the

progress of the evil. The course adopted was,

we learn, as follows :—The A'incs were taken up,

and their roots washed clean and even scrubbed,

so as to remove all trace of the insects. The soil

was cleared out, and the Vines were replanted

in entirely new soil, every precaution being taken

to remove all traces of the pest, and avoid all
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risk of contagion. These Vines, as we learn

from an eye-witness, are now growing away with

the utmost vigour. The remedy is complete.

Mr. Dunn, the gardener at Powerscourt, may
be congratulated on having thus conquered an

enemy which itself seemed to threaten to over-

run and bear down everything in the shape of a

healthy Vine with which it came in contact.

Others who may, unfortunately, be similarly cir-

cumstanced may now therefore, with some degree

of confidence, adopt the same remedial course.

. We are requested to state that W. Marshall,

Esq , of Enfield, who has now in flower a fine male

inflorescence of Nepenthes Rafflesiana, will

willingly furnish pollen to any one who may have the

female plant in bloom, and be desirous of fertilising

it. The plant will be in bloom for the next week

or two.

-We extract the following from "Hints to

Colonists upon the Cultivation of Silkworms"
("Silk Supply Journal," July 15, 1S70, Vol. I.,

No. 7) :—
" Some years ago the writer, then in Ceylon, was dis-

credited for a time by hazarding the statement to a

learned botanist, that he could, by simply changing its

conditions, produce leaves from the Mulberry tree before

them which the botanist would class as of another descrip-

tion. A cutting was taken and planted in a sheltered

warm nook, in a rich free loam, where the refuse of an

adjoining stable was frequently thrown upon it. Two
years after the parent tree, then five years old, or in its

prime, in a poor dry soil and exposed situation, produced

a rough, small, dark brownish leaf, full of woody fibre,

about 4 inches extreme length ; while its progeny, the

cutting, at two years of age, yielded a large, light, bright

green-coloured, smooth leaf, measuring 17 inches

length by 12 inches in width, .and in no instance corre-

sponding to the leaf of the original tree. Our botanical

friend pronounced it to be Morus alba, while its pro-

genitor was known to be Morus nigra. The moral of this

anecdote may be thus summed up. Don't bother your

he.ads about species, nor wait to get white Mulberries

while you have any other ; take what you can obtain on

the spot, and trust to a genial climate, good soil, and

proper cultivation to do the rest. After all. the results of

feeding are the true tests, and worth more than all the

opinions about different descriptions."

We learn from the Builder that an effort is

being made by Mr. Francis Fuller, of Whitehall

Gardens, and his friends, to organise a company to

purchase the Alexandr.\ Palace, with the view of

opening it for the people of North London. It is pro-

posed to form a company for this purpose on the

Tontine principle, with a capital of ^650,000, in fully

paid-up shares of zos. each, with power to issue deben-

tures bearing interest at 5 per cent, per annum, to the

amount of ^150,000 if necessary. The shareholders

first registered, up to the amount of ;f500,000, will be

those alone entitled to the ownership of the park,

palace, and contents, which it is estimated will be

worth, at the close of the Tontine in 1S80, about

one million and a half sterling. It is a pity that so fine

a building as the Alexandra Palace, occupying a most,

picturesque suburban position, should be allowed to

remain idle, when it might be profitably utilised for

the purposes of public recreation.

• Dr. ScHOMBURGK, the energetic director of

the Adelaide Botanic Garden, states, in his annual

report on the condition of that garden, that the only

Grass which will resist the Drought and scorching

Heat of the summer season in South Australia is the

Cynodon Dactylon. By firequent close mowing
tolerable lawm may be ensured, but one open to the

objection that in winter time the gi'ass in question loses

its verdant appearance.

We have been requested to pubUsh the follow

ing letter, concerning the Metropolitan Floral
.Society :

—

'
' Will you permit me, through your columns, to thank

all those kind friends who so earnestly worked to render

our show at the Crystal Palace so great a success,

demonstrating, as it clearly did, that the florists are still

able to maintain their position, and the value of the

flowers they especiaUyctdtivate? We are already consider-

ing our plans for the ensuing season, and have made a

proposal to the Royal Horticultural Society to offer prizes

for Auriculas and Carnations and Picotees at their exhibi-

tions in .-^pril and July ; .and the manner of offering prizes

for the other flowers mentioned in their prospectus will

probably be something of the same kind. We believe

that we shall fill a useful g.ap, and in our way render some
service to horticulture. D., Deal."

The prospectus of the People's Garden
Company has just been issued. Its patrons, says

the Builder, are stated to be Lord Lyttelton, Sir

Harcourt Johnstone, M.P., Mr. T. Hughes,
M.P., Mr. E. Beales, M.A., Dr. Hodgson, Mr. W.
B. C.A.RPENTER, M.D., F.R.S., and Mr. Henry
Solly. The company has been formed, it is remarked,

"with the object of securing for its shareholders and

members and to be laid out as gardens and recreation

grounds, in order to afford to the toiling mtdtitudes,

urespective of class or country, healthy, rational, and

elevating enjoyment, so necessaiy now that the extent

of building has covered the former vacant spaces of

the metropolis, and rendered the dwellings of the

people generally so crowded and their surroundings so

insalubrious." The prospectus goes oU to state that

the great object which the company has in view is,

that its shareholders and members with their families

may enjoy the exhilarating country air, fine music, and

such recreation as will tend to the healthful develop-

ment of body and mind. The company has secured a

plot of 50 acres of land, beautifully situated, and being

the larger portion of Old Oak Common, near Willes-

den Junction.

In the last part of the "Journal of the Lin-

nean Society," Mr. J. G. Baker contributes a very

valuable revision of a portion of the Lily Family, in-

cluding those species with capsular fruits, and flowers

with partially united petals, thus including the Funkias,

Blandfordias, Kniphofias, Agapanthus, Muscari,

Hyacinthus, and other genera of garden interest. Mr.

Baker has laid us under a heavy obligation to him,

and we hope he will soon increase it by extend-

ing his revision to the whole family. The task of

preparing an accurate revision of this kind is one

involving not only great labour, but is tiresome and

wearisome to the last degree. The " Enumeratio"

of Kunth is now somewhat out of date, and was at

all times an unsatisfactory work, inasmuch as it was a

matter of considerable difficulty to determine any plant

by its use, owing to the want of analytical Lables and

other reference guides. These are furnished by Mr.

Baker, and if, as no doubt is the case, they are as well

drawn up as those of the genus Narcissus, &c. , they

will prove of very great value. Mr. Baker has had

the advantage of consulting not only the herbaria at

Kew, but also the living plants in the Royal gardens,

and in the rich collection of Mr. Saunders. Such

work as Mr. Baker is doing is hardly likely to be

fully appreciated out of the botanical circle, on which

account it is the more incumbent on us to point out that

horticulturists also owe him a debt of gratitude.

. A leading article in the British Medual

Journal for Sept. 10 is very severe on the insufliciency

of the Education at present given to our Medical
Students, and the consequent inferiority, compara-

tively speaking, of the medical profession in this

country ;

—

"The miserable inferiority in scientific research ;
the

dearth of original work, the want of exactness, the poverty

of physiological investigation, the ignorant impatience of

practical detail which we all have to deplore so much in

the mass of professional work at this day, are due to the

inadequate preliminaiy cultivation of our students ; to

their defective training in scientific method ; the small

base on which the pyramid of medical lore is made to

stand. The solemn deprecation of excessive devotion to

microscopical research : the empty sneer at chemical

physic ; the idle and mischievous disregard of instruments

of precision—the sphygmograph, the thermometer, the

larj-ngoscope. the ophthalmoscope—are all the expres-

sions of a Philistine ignorance . . . The inferiority of

English to German medicine is due to this inferiorUy of

preliminary training."'

It is not in medicine alone, but in almost every depart-

ment of knowledge or industry, that this defective

scientific training is found. Our gardeners, as a rule,

are lamentably deficient in the very elements of

science.

The M.ixiMUM Temperature of the Air
during the Week ending September 17, in England,

varied from 70°. 6 at Portsmouth to 62° at Newcastle, with

a mean for all stations of 65°. 6. In Scotland it varied

from 68° at Leith and Perth, to 60° at Paisley, with a

mean for the several stations of 64^.2. The Minimum
Temperature in England varied from 31" at Hull to

42°.4 at Bristol, with a mean for all stations of 37°.5.

In Scotland it varied from 33°. 5 at Paisley to 41° at

Greenock, with a mean for the several stations of 37*.!.

The highest Mean Temperature of the week in Eng-

land was recorded at Bristol, viz., 54°. 9, and the lowest

at Hull, 49°. 3 ; whilst the mean of the eight southern

stations was 53°.4, and of the eight northern was 52°.

In Scotland the highest recorded was at Leith, vi;

52°. 2, and the lowest at Paisley, viz., 49°. 9, with

mean for all stations of 5i°.2. The Rainfall w
greatest at the northern stations of England and the

several stations in Scotland ; the largest fall at any

station in England was 1.17 inch, at Liverpool, whilst

at Portsmouth no rain fell during the week : thi

fall for the eight southern stations was o. 26 inch, and

for the eight northern was 0.71 inch. In Scotland the

largest fall was registered at Perth, viz., 1.07 inch,

whilst the mean for all stations was 0.69 inch. (See

Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our present issue.)

A correspondent of the English Meehanic

recommends the leaves of the Wild Raspberry "as

the finest tea I ever tasted." The garden variety, it is

said, will do, but is not so good for the purpose indi-

cated. It is not the first" time we have heard of

rasping tea.

We find in the address of the President to the

Pharmaceutical Conference at Liverpool, the following

illustrations, among others, of the application of

Spectrum Analysis to the elucidation of the

chemical composition of plants :

—

"Lithium has been noticed in the root of Dandelion,

rhubarb, in Gentiana lutea. Atropa Belladonna, Nico-

tiana Tabaciun, Triticum vulgare, commercial pearlash,

raisins, and carrageen. Strontium exists in many
specimens of Dandehon. Rubidium has been detected

in syrup made from loaf sugar, which most probably had

been manufactured from AustrianiEeetroot, also in Oak
bark, from trees growing on beds of lias in the neighbour-

hood of Bristol, and in tea, coffee, and cream of tartar.

By some authors it has been denied that plants absorb

from the earth such metals as are not absolutely essential

to their nutrition. Experiments, however, afford strong

evidence to the contrarv. Mr. R. Warington ("Joum.
Chem. Soc." 1865) found in the ashes of the Beech and
Birch .193 per cent, of manganese. In a case of cattle

poisoning at Wells Assizes, the animals were proved to

have been killed by eating plants containing lead derived

from the soil on which they grew. Analysis showed that

grass, weeds, Fungi, Thistles and shrubs contained a

poisonous quantity of lead, although totally unaffected in

their growth. The triassic marls of Cotham, near Bristol,

are celebrated for an abundance of celestine, or sulphate

of strontium. An examination of the ashes of plants and
shrubs growing on these strata nearly always shows the

presence of strontium in small quantity. I have detected

this metal in Taraxacum. Arabis, Senecio, Capsella, Poa,

Senebiera and Scoparium."

HEATHER AND ITS APPLICATIONS.
" He spoke of plants divine and strange

That every hour their blossoms change,

The Cypress and her spire

Of flowers, that with one scarlet gleam
Cover a hundred leagues, and seem
To set the hills on fire

;

.\nd all the while, said he, to know
That we were in a world of woe,

On such an earth as this."

IVi'rdsK'or/li's " Rulli."

The youth who has been reared on level ground,

where the cattle grow to be large and fat on the long

green grass of carse and fen, may be forgiven if he does

not see beauties in the untilled steep sides of a lofty

mountain, where the native Heather (Calluna vulgaris)

really is at home; but one can hardly pass over in

silence the "faint praise" bestowed by Sir Waiter

Scott upon this beautiful native shrub wlien, master of

description as he was, he could say

—

Land of brown heath and shaggy wood."

The blooming Heather is now before me in all its

loveliness, and I look at the bright green twigs and

rosy pink unopened blossoms. I have seen the common
Squill (SciUa pra:cox), not far from Sheffield, acres of

blue flame ; and in Scotland the Gorse (Ulex europiea)

for miles a sheet of gold ; but there is a warmth of

colour about the Heather Bell which neither the cold

blue of the Squill nor the gaudy yellow of the Gorse

can yield : it is literally what Wordsworth has said

of American plants—as if it set the hills on fire. There

is scarcely any plant more easily got in bulk tlian

Heather, and if planted in wiiUer and kept moist it

will bear the transplanting well, and make a great

show with little cost in a new garden. I laid out a

garden for a gentleman a few years ago, and as the site

was an immense gravel pit, there were neither trees nor

shrubs to'clothe the ground, so that all the new work
had to be either planted or turfed ; but as we were

near a common where native peat earth shrubs

abounded, we were able to get from the common
cartloads of Heaths and other dwarf shrubs, and with

these the banks were clothed, giving the new work a

look of age and finish highly desirable. Moreover,

these undershrubs, being of low stature, did not inter-

fere in the least with the Hollies and Yews of the

permanent plantations, and were preferable to turf, as

they needed no mowing or other care, and had the

effect of looking like dressed ground. We gained also

one effect which is too often lost sight of, namely, the

double cropping—that of having a plantation of under-

shrubs, interesting in themselves, and acting as a foil

to set off the taller specimens and more conspicuous

groups of flowering shrubs and trees.

Many years ago I was at pains to point out how
Rhododendrons might be raised from seed by thousands

on the peat mould or leaf mould in plantation's, and

I have derived great pleasure from seeing the subject

taken up by others, and carried out successfully. The
seed was simply scattered on bald places. Such places,

where not naturally existing, were easily made. The
idea was taken from Nature clothing the waste with

Heather, and other peat earth plants.

In planting trees and shrubs, no item of informaticai

respecting future effect should be thought unimportant.

Now the inclination of the plantation to the eye of the

obser\-er should be studied, as Fir trees. Rhodo-
dendrons, and Heaths will all require to be looked up
to ; a deep cutting or apparent cutting that will give

gentle slopes or high banks may be made very effective

when skilfully planted, and an artificial hollow requiring

a dry bridge to span it will often give a glimpse of

certain plants that look best when viewed over-

head. The mockery of any kind of rockwork

in miniature is to be shunned as a temptation of

the Evil One. I have often seen a handsome house

and garden m.ade odious by having stones stuck up

eveiywhere, as if they had been put out to Arj for

grinding. A rock that a stonemason's labourer can

carry in his arms or on his back, should never be set up

single-handed as a rock, but should be called what it

really is, a large stone. Rockwork to be tolerated

should show itself too great for removal, and more or

less connected with its headquarters underground.

Heather may be seen growing on a peat bog, still it is

not at home there ; but see it on a gentle slope—on what

is called in the North a brae, which means land sloping
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at an angle of 30°—wrapping round a block ofgranite as

if the ancient rock were holding the earth and all thereon

in its place ! In planting clumps ofhardy Heaths I always

found' it useful to put plenty of stones around the plants

and through the soil, after the pattern which Nature

has set us. In the natural disposition of Heather on

our hills we find Erica TetraHx and Erica cinerea abound

in large patches, frequently of an acre or more in a

place ; hence we have no difficulty in getting a large

clump of either of these. I am not speaking here of

planting a Heath garden, such as that at Woburn
Abbey and elsewhere, but of undergrowth such as

would be so desirable in a pinetum.

I once went from garden to garden with a foreigner

who wished to see English gardening, and in one place

we had to wade through a piece of ground planted

with Potatos to get at some rare Coniferje ; such useful

arboretums are fortunately rare. I need scarcely

remark, that when Heather once gets possession of the

ground planted as a pinetum or arboretum, there is no

further cultivation needed ; and in this it is preferable

to grass, which requires constant mowing. The fewer

edge tools that are used in situations where line trees

are the better.

As the season for planting and transplanting bulbs

and other hardy plants has set in, we cannot do better

than take account of the state of our affairs, and report

either the progress we have made or the shortcomings.

If we look at a circular bed of Scarlet Pelargoniums

on level ground in a flower garden, we see its beauty

as a bright spot, and the eye takes in at once its

boundary line. There is no mystery about it. Now
let us take the example of what a sailor would call a

bluff or piece of ground swollen or jutting out, and

suppose it planted with trees overhead, and with an

immense bed of Snowdrops by way of carpet, and you

see its beauty but not its boundary line ; and this

mystery hanging over it gives it a fresh charm. There

is a plantation of this kind bounded by a stream of

water and a footpath near the liersham Paper Mills,

Wrexham. Long before the leaves have budded forth

upon the trees overhead, the woodland Squill and tiny

Snowdrop will be at their best. It is not these only

that come in so opportunely for the dull season, but

cheap herbaceous plants, such as the Periwinkles and

the Wallflowers, the hardiest of all hardy plants,—and

they too delight in bluffs, and blaze in early spring

their ruddy gold and sky blue.

Dressed ground admits of more rule and order in its

constniction than most people are aware of. If we
look at the plan of a fortification, with its "fosse o'er^

John Blackstone, who published, in 1737, his " Fas-

ciculus Plantarum circa Harefield sponte Nascentium."

In this small 8vo of 118 pages we have an enumera-

tion of 524 plants growing in the neighbourhood of

Harelield, a Middlesex village, separated by the

Colne from Denham, in Buckinghamshire, and bounded
on the north by part of Hertfordshire. As very few

Mosses or Fungi are included, this number is con-

siderable, and many additions are made to it in his

later work, "Specimen Botanicum." The plants are

arranged alphabetically, the names of Gerard and
Bauhin being given ; among the more interesting of

the species mentioned is the Fritillary {Fritillaria

Meleagris), which had not previously been recorded

as British. This he found "in Maud Fields, near

Rislip Common, observed above 40 years by Mr.

Ashby, of Breakspears. The country people," he adds,
" call them Snakes' Heads." In this locality they are

still found, and known by the same name. The Coral-

wort (Dentaria bulbifera) is another rarity which he

was first to observe in its now well-known locality in

the Old ParkWood, Harefield ; but this had previously

been recorded by Parkinson from Sussex, in 1640. No
descriptions of the plants are given, and few synonyms
except those already referred to ; the habitats andi {of

the rarer species) localities are added, as well as the time

of flowering, which is very accurately stated. Although
probably of no great botanical learning, our author

offers a good example of a careful local botanist ; and in

the " Flora of Middlesex " a high tribute is paid to his

accuracy. From this work we learn that, "in

all, Blackstone was the first to put on record no

less than 232 species as Middlesex inhabitants ;" and

he stands as the sole authority, according to the

Middlesex Flora, for the occurrence of Orchis fusca,

O. ustulata, and O. militaris, in that county. In a

subsequent note, however, published in the "Journal
of Botany," for the present year (p. 87), Dr. Trimen
states that he has found in the Banksian herbarium

specimens of O. militaris, collected by Sir Joseph

Banks in another locality, near Harefield. Besides

these, three other Orchids, O. pyramidalis, O. conop-

sea, and Ophrys apifera, also recorded by Blackstone,

have been met with but once since, by Michael CoUin-

son, in 1790. Perhaps this disappearance of Orchids

may be attributed to "one Miles, a parson of

Uxbridge, who," according to a note of Peter Collin-

son's, in 1757, "is Orchis mad, and takes all up,

leaves none to seed, so extirpates all wherever he

comes : which is cruel, and deser\'es chastisement."

In 1746 Blackstone published a second volume, of

flowed" to keep intruders at bay, and its wall behind about the same size, called " Specimen Botanicum,

that with " bastion tower and vantage coign," we shall

have an excellent ground-plan for imitation, the

ornamental water taking the place of that for warfare,

and the bluffs the places of tower and bastion ; and

when these are planted some part of the clump of

flowers will always lie at the proper angle of obser-

vation and in a good light. The picture will be charm-

ing, for the salient points will be there, but rounded to

the art of peace ; and these will give scope for rock-

work as it ought to be. Where the soil is not suitable

for Rhododendrons and Heaths as underwood—the

double Corse and the Ayrshire Rose will do well in

the clay land ; and the beautiful Berberis Aquifolium,

fruiting as it does so freely, and game and poultry being

so fond of the berries, will do wonders as underwood.

Another tooth of the wheel of time has come round,

and the coming short days have this advantage, that

when the sun is low you can arrange all your hardy

plants, and the wintry rain pelting pitilessly will do

the watering most effectually if you will only begin in

time. The Squill and Snowdrop are frequently trans-

planted when in flower, because at that time they are

easily found ; but common as they are, they have their

time to rest, as well as their time to shake their bells

in the wind, and there is now no time to be lost in

getting such plants settled where they are to flower.

Let no one imagine that I am excluding rare plants

from this undergrowth. I am only speaking of such

plants as can be got in thousands, because in small

lots they would be only patches, which would in no

way connect the tree plantation with that of the

dressed ground.

Since writing the above, I am glad to see that other

gardeners hold the same views, as may be seen in a

letter from Mr. H. Mills, at p. 1218 ; and that of

Mr. D. T. Fish, at p. 1223. Where the planter has

copied from Nature the effect will be pleasing, because

the plants will seem at ease, and so well suited to the

place as if they had never known another home.

Alex. Forsylh, 9, Islington Stpiare, Salford. [Nothing

can be finer for winter bedding than some of the

varieties of hardy Heaths, which are far too much
neglected. Eds.]

ENGLISH LOCAL FLORAS.—II.

In " Ray's Letters," published by Derham in 1718,

is a list of plants by Mr. Thomas Lawson, one of Ray';

most valued correspondents, dated 168S, which, though

scarcely coming under our designation of a local Flora.

may be mentioned liere. It cantains 149 species, with

localities, chiefly from Westmoreland, Cumberland,
Yorkshire, and Lancashire, with a few from more
southern counties ; some provincial names and brief

observations are also added.

The next author who has given us a local Flora is

which are given localities of rare plants from v

parts of the country, with many additions to the Hare-

field list. This is of interest, as being, according to

Pulteney, "the last book published in England, on

indigenous botany, before the system of Linnaeus had
gained the ascendancy over that of Ray." Our author

died in 1753, and was commemorated by Hudson in

the genus Blackstonia, a name which he gave to the

Vellow-wort, first separated by Blackstone from the

Gentians. This name Linnreus at first adopted, but

subsequently abandoned it for Chlora, an older name,

by which it is still known. The catalogue of Hare-

field plants was reprinted, but \vith modern nomencla-

ture, in the " Phytologist " for May, 1862 (vol. vi.,

pp. 149— 151, new series). A larger number of species

is given for Buckinghamshire by Blackstone than by

any previous or subsequent writer ; among them
Jasione montana, which has been found in that county

but once since his time, and that in the very "lane

leading from Denham to Iver Heath," in which he dis-

covered it.

In 173S, the year following the publication of the

"Fasciculus," Dr. Charles Deering, "a native of

Saxony," says Pulteney, "who came first to England

in the train of a foreign ambassador," published a

" Catalogus Stirpium, or Catalogue of Plants, natu-

rally growing and commonly cultivated in divers parts

of England, more especially about Nottingham." Con-

sidering that he published his book after a residence

of only two years at Nottingham, it may be considered

as fairly complete, containing, as it does, about 850
plants, nearly 200 of which are among the lower

cryptogams. It is the earliest work upon British

botany exclusively in which the "virtues" of the

various plants are set forth in English ; the notes,

habitats, &c., are also all given in the same language.

Deering seems to have been a great admirer, as well

as a diligent follower, of Ray, and acknowledges

much assistance from Dillenius ; his names are taken

from the "Synopsis," ed. iii., with synonyms from

older writers ; and, as an appendix, he gives a " general

distribution of plants " according to that work, which

was then the standard one upon the subject. The
preface sets forth in a very amusing, manner the advan-

tages of a study of botany to gentlemen, ladies, and

tradesmen : to the first he commends it as an " agree-

able interposition between the bottle and books;" to

the second as affording, among other things, "choice

of beautiful patterns for their curious needlework ;

"

while the tradesmen are told that, were their thoughts

on their walks " agreeably taken up with this innocent

and useful diversion, [they] would not lean towards

publick houses " ! Botany, it would seem from this,

is a study which should be strongly advocated by the

Total Abstinence Society.

One or two of the plants described by Deering

are worthy of note. Those afflicted with the
" phyllomania," which is now so prevalent, would do
well to look out for the " Arum aureis venis pulcher-

rimis obsitum," or "Wake Robin with Gold-coloured

Veins," which we do not remember to have noticed in

any collection of foliage plants. It was " first found

by Miss Stanhope, of Bingham, plentifully grow-

ing in a close called Fell-dike, between Bingham

and Carcoulston, who transplanted it into their

gardens, where it continues without degenerating."

Can any Nottinghamshire correspondent inform us

whether it still lingers in old-fashioned gardens?

Deering was the first to report Crocus vemus from its

now well-known locality of Nottingham Meadows ; and

his account of its discovery is interesting. " No mention

is made of this in the 'Synopsis.' I found it, in company

with Mr. Tutin, a little above Fox Lane, in the clay

field ; it grt)ws also in Nottingham Meadows in several

places on the right hand side of the road going to the

King's Meadows. It seemed to me at first that pro-

bably some roots might have been carried to that place

among the dung from some garden, but when I con-

sidered they were very numerous and spread very

much, and the above-mentioned friend assured me he

had for near 10 years observed them there, I began to

doubt whether they might not be of spontaneous

gi-owth. " This evidence is in favour of the nativity,

or at least the complete naturalisation, of this

species ; and Deering seems also to have met with the

other Nottingham Crocus, C. nudiflorus, as this is

probably the plant he refers to under the erroneous

name of Colchicura commune. He records Datura

Stramonium from the same neighbourhood, but
'

' dares not affirm it to be indigenous ; " and gives an

account of a case of poisoning by the seeds of that

plant. He also states that he found the Mistleto upon

Oaks in Thomey Wood. A few of his records may be

set down as probably erroneous, such as that of his

finding the Lizard Orchis in two localities near

Nottingham ; but on the whole the work seems

sufficiently accurate. His remarks on the medical

properties of the plants are very copious, and some-

times amusing ; but space will not allow us to cite

examples. He died in 1749.

In " Planta; Woodfordienses," published by Richard

Warner, an Essex gentleman, in 1771, we find the

first traces, as far as local Floras are concerned, of that

adoption of the Linnean system which so soon became

general in England. Although the alphabetical arrange-

ment is still maintained, the Linnean specific name is

given to each species, and its place in the artificial

system is added. The names from Ray's "Synopsis'

and Hudson's " Flora Anglica" are quoted, the latter

being originally taken from the " Species Plantarum,"

and, as customary in ante-Linnean names, embodying a

short description of the plant refeiTed to. The volume

contains 518 species, all of the higher phanerogams,

grasses, and cryptogams being excluded ; of the former,

habitats, localities, and times of flowering are given.

There is nothing in the work beyond its general accu-

racy, to demand especial comment ; unless we except

his note of the occurrence of the Mistleto " on an Oak
between Woodford Row and the ' Bald-faced Stag,'

near the Ten Mile Stone, and on several trees, many
of them Oaks, between Loughton and Mr. Conyers',

Copped Hall." Taken in connection with Dr. Bull's

recent valuable researches in the matter of Oak-grown

Mistleto, these references of the older writers are of

some interest ; as, unless we suppose them to have

fallen into some error—which is scarcely probable with

so weU-known a plant—its occurrence must formerly

have been more frequent than it is at present. James
Britten, F.L.S.

VENTILATION.
As this is a subject to which I have devoted con-

siderable attention, I wish to offer a few remarks

upon your leader at p. 121 1. A good deal of interest

was excited about ventilation by some papers of

mine, some years ago, on this subject. Some ob-

jected to them as too high, others as too deep, but

I am not aware that the theory of ventilation as set

forth in them has ever been seriously impugned. From
various causes, the practical part of the subject was

left unfinished. I remember well that the purport of

one of the papers, which I believe never appeared, was

to show the best places for the admission of air ; and

the easiest means of heating it before it was admitted to

the house. An air drain was carried along outside of

the house, from which pipes were led, that discharged

the fresh air immediately beneath the heating apparatus.

The latter, again, it was suggested, were to be

furnished with evaporating tins, to charge the fresh air

with the extra complement of moisture it could carry

in virtue of its superior temperature. By such arrange-

ments fresh air admitted could be both warmed and

watered before coming in contact with the plants. It

would thus reach them freighted with food, and

without le\7ing a water-rate upon succulent stems,

tender leaves, dewed flowers, or well-filled fruits. I

confess I considered Mr. Ormson's invention an

improvement upon my air-drains, &c., rough sketches

of which are probably yet in the Gardeners' Chronicle

office. Were the air channels in Mr. Ormson's pipes to

be furnished with a few evaporating pans for water, to be

emptied or filled at pleasure, I thmk his mode of

making the fresh air pass through his tube for the heat-
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ing of the house one of the best ventilating expedients

that has yet been invented. It is easy to write about

the bracing mountain air, with its stimulating influence

on animal life ; but let any one try a rush of it through

a forcing-house in March, and note how the plants

would welcome it. Tlie fact is, air ought to be warmed
before it is sent careering among tender plants freighted

with the perfume of *' Araby the blest " or any other.

You object to the air being warmed by a hot plate, or

watered with a vapour bath ; but it is difficult to see

how else it is to be genialised. At all events this is

Nature's method, and no one has yet discovered a

better. Neither am I aware that the idea, that seems

to pervade a good portion of your leader, that heating

the air destroys its quality, can be sustained, either by

experiment or experience. No one thinks of roasting

air designed for the use of either plants or animals ;

but such a moderate heating as air would receive in

pa:ising through Mr. Ormson's hot-water tube would

neither lessen its percentage of ozone, disintegrate its

constituent parts, nor deteriorate its quality. The
heat would dry it, or, rather, the addition of caloric

would cause it to carry more water. But I have already

shown how this may be provided, and with such

provision the air so charged with heat and moisture

seems admirably adapted to sustain the strength and

promote the health of growing plants. Wliile the

application of moderate heat to the air of hothouses

could hardly vitiate, it might do very much to purify,

the air. It is impossible to state how many of those

living germs of vegetable or animal life, with which

Professor Huxley and others assure us the air abounds,

might be destroyed by their passage through such tubes

as Mr. Ormson has provided for ventilation.

Neither am I ashamed in this age of progress to give

a verdict in favour of some of the principles illustrated

in the much-praised, much-blamed Polmaise. When
Lindley had lauded it to the skies, and the practicals

were furious, I made the pilgrimage to Polmaise, and

judged for myself. Most certainly the Grapes lacked

neither colour nor flavour, nor the air geniality. But

Polmaise was a system of heating rather than of venti-

lation, though it combined the latter with the former.

The primary ideas were a renewal and circulation of

the internal atmosphere, and the moving air the dis-

tributor of its own caloric, thus dispensing with hot-

water pipes, flues, &:c. The Grapes were well coloured,

and, as far as I can remember, by the admission of air

in the ordinary way ; and had it been otherwise the

Polmaise vinery was by no means destitute of those

chinks in the roof so much evdogised of late in your

columns. After all, you take your coarse woollen

netting from the Polmaise wet blanket, and little can

be said against your bottom and top openings opposite

each other so protected, unless it be that it is a very old

and very extravagant mode of ventilation. As to the

first, the older the better if the plan cannot yet be super-

seded by a superior one. The second objection is fatal;

nothing is easier than to sweep out one atmosphere and

admit another if we are prodigal of heat and indifferent

to draughts. The highest art in the ventilation of

plant-houses is the effecting of sufficient change of air

with the least loss of caloric ; and to do both without

suddenness or violence, that cause draught, the

change of atmosphere should be slow and thorough,

not rapid and partial. The analogies of mountain
and sea breezes are wholly out of place when applied

to the ventilation of plant structures. Within these we
should rather imitate the motion of the air on a still

summer's day. It is here, again, that I think Mr.
Ormson's perforated rafter the right thing in the right

place. By providing so many outlets, draughts—cold,

cutting, killing—are rendered impossible ; the whole
atmosphere moves, in "globule doses" if you will, but

their countless numbers will make a ventilating pill as

efficient as the foremost living gardener's continuous

openings opposite to each other at top and bottom.

As much or more air will be discharged from the house

by Mr. Ormson's method, while the action will be so

much milder, that the plant patients will have all their

effete air discharged, and the fresh brought within the

reach of all, without their feeling the change.

For the purpose of agitating the entire atmosphere I

am also of opinion that the lower the fresh air can be

admitted into the house the better. In this respect

also I approve of Mr. Ormson's arrangements. As a

whole, they seem well adapted for effecting a thorough

change of atmosphere without exposing the plants to

draughts of cold or incursions of dry air. They seem
well adapted for admitting as much air into the house,

and as little heat out of it as possible, and distributing

the fresh air impartially through every portion of the

atmosphere. Were the air admitted and discharged

through inverted tubes at front and back, much of the

dust and many of the germs might be excluded.

The terms outlets and inlets for air are, however,
rather misleading. Each are both to a much greater

extent than most of us are aware of. This is especially

true of ventilating spaces on the tops of houses. An
outward and inward current takes place in most or

all of these—there are currents in hothouses, no less

than mysteries in heaven and earth, that have not been
dreamt of by our philosophy. But the following may
be accepted as waking realities ;—That in every upper
ventilating space cold air rushes in as well as hot air

out. That such air falls to the lowest part of the house

like a stone in water ; that as it accumulates there it

rolls over or on towards the source of heat ; that the

heat gives it wings to rise, like a frightened bird, towards

the glass,—dashing against its cold surface it either

flutters towards the top ventilator, and escapes, or, if

winged too severely by the cold glass, it drops to the

ground, and again rolls over, or on to, the source of

heat. Throughout the whole area of glasshouses

innumerable vertical currents from roof to floor and
back, are constantly running up or down. These are

crossed by horizontal ones at right angles, and at every

possible angle ; so that the air of our hothouses, appa-

rently so still, is in perpetual motion. All these

atmospheric movements, backwards and forwards, and
up and down, constitute an important part of the ven-

tilation of plant-houses. Many limit the term to the

disharge of one atmosphere from a given place, and
the admission of another and a different one, without

having any definite idea of how this is done, or why.
All space being filled with air, its mere transposi-

tion from one place to another is not so easy as is gene-

: rally supposed. The necessity, again, of its removal is

not always obvious. The primary idea of ventilation

was simply the letting of hot air out and cold in to

regulate temperature. So far nothing can be more
simple, but beyond this and the recognition of thi

mechanical effects of air in motion upon the growth of

plants, the necessity for ventilation, or rather the

reasons of that necessity, are somewhat obscure. The
reason you advance at p. 1212, that the maturation of

fruit depends upon the volume of air that can be

brought in contact with it, is certainly not very clear.

All fruits are ripened in a volume of air in contact with

them, and the cases you cite illustrate the supreme
importance of light rather than air as a maturing agent.

Colour, again, is not ripeness. In most fruits it pre-

cedes it, in many it is altogether absent, and it is still

an open question whether the conditions most favour-

able to the laying on of colour are those best calculated

for ripening, that is, the development of the highest

quality in fruit.

The highest coloured fruits are by no means the best

flavoured, and the rage for colour and size, which found

such unexpected advocacy in high places at Oxford, is

a popular error, if not an absolute degeneracy from
cultivated and refined taste. Mere magnitude and

gaudy or hea\'y colouring may please the young and

command the admiration of the uninstructed, but the

diamond is none the less prized by the intelligent,

though it be small and colourless. />. T. Fish.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
The following, among other papers, likely to be

interesting to our readers, were read at the recent

meeting of the British Association :

—

Section B.~ Chemical Science.

Mr. A. E. Fletchrr. F.C.S.. read a paper entitled

"Air Pollution from Chemical Works." He remarked
that during the progress of many manufacturing processes

gases or vapours were given off, which, passing into the

surrounding air, polluted it, and rendered it more or less

unfit for animal or vegetable life. If all noxious vapours

were to be suppressed by the summary stoppage of the

manufacturing processes causing them, we must dispense

with the use of a variety of useful substances ; indeed, it

might be said that every manufacture was accompanied
at its birth by some offensive smell or smoke. Still, the

public were right in requiring that noxious vapours

should be reduced to a minimum. Those who were not

acquainted with manufactures would be surprised at the

large amount of noxious vapours discharged from
works. He then referred to the direction which he

thought future legislation should take, his opinion being,

he said, guided by the observations of Dr. Angus
Smith, in his reports. In places where complaints

were made against manufacturers by farmers,

to damage to their crops by corrosive smoke, let the

district be called "a manufacturing district." upon the

requisition of a certain number of inhabitants. To such

district an inspector should then be appointed, who should

have power at any time to ascertain the nature

amount of the gases escaping from the various works. At
the end of each month, or a longer period, the inspector

should publish a list of all the works in his district, wi
"

number indicating the average amount of acid vapour he
had found upon his visits. There the inspector "s dt

should terminate, as he should be neither prosecutor

judge, but merely publish the facts he ascertained, which
the farmer himself could never have gathered. He con-

tended that such a plan would be beneficial in its opera-

tion, it would be universal in its application ; it would
embrace every description of manufacturing works.

Hitherto legislation had been partial. There was at

present an .Mkali Act, but it regulated the alkali manufac-
ture only.

Some discussion followed upon Mr. Fletcher's paper.

TheCH.^iRMAN said there was no doubt that legislation

on this subject was much required ; and while on the one
hand we should endeavour to do justice to the farmer, we
must on the other hand be careful not to make legislation

too easy, otherwise -the manufacturers would be involved

in constant litigation.

Mr. GossAGE said he quite anticipated that, ere a few
years have elapsed, chemical nuisances would be
unknown.

Dr. Angus Smith did not doubt that by careful atten-

tion to the mode of in\estigation pursued by Mr. Fletcher

it would be possible to know exactly the proportion of

sulphuric acid or muriatic acid, and probably of other

gases, which proceeded from a particular place. The
whole question was one, however, requiring great con-

sideration, and it was only by examination that a proper

mode of calculation could be arrived at ; but there were

some results already ascertained which could be employed
in sanitary inquiries. At the same time he was of opinion

that the people of this country would not endure the

amount of pressure which would be involved in the plan

of constituting certain neighbourhoods manufacturing
districts.

Dr. VoELCKER pointed out that the farmer might at

present suffer considerably before he would engage in an
expensive lawsuit. At the same time, he thought that

care should be taken that only substances positively

injurious were prohibited.

In the course of the discussion it was strongly urged
that over-legislation on this question should be avoidad ;

and that at present the crops did not suffer to the extent

which was sometimes imagined. It was stated that the

Alkali Act had so far been beneficial as to call the atten-

tion of manufacturers to the subject, thus inducing them
to employ improved apparatus at their works.

Section D. —Bio/oi;y {Zoology and Botany).

This department, which met in the reading room, was
presided over by Professor Rolleston , who, in his

inaugural address, drew attention to the importance, in

the interests of science, of trained students observing

natural history, and he especially urged the necessity of

local ob5er\'ations. He expressed a wish that there was
in every district a Gilbert White to write its natural

history as White wrote that of Selborne. He urged the

desirableness of establishing field clubs, and expressed an
opinion that it was to the development of provincial

museums that we must look in the future for the extension

of intellectual pursuits throughout the land. From these

useums, while the chief object of them should be to

obtain collections from the districts in which they were

placed, he would not exclude foreign specimens, but he

insisted upon the proper classifying and cataloguing

all specimens. While not depreciating scientific instruction

as a means of training the mind, he cautioned scientific

students against the neglect of literarypursuits. Proceeding

to review the subjects which would be considered in the

section. Professor Rolleston said that one of the most

important of these subjects, that of spontaneous genera-

tion, touched upon certain susceptibilities lying outside

the realm of science. He, however, reminded his audieiice

that in the sectional discussions they had only to do with

the scientific arguments bearing upon the ques ion ; and
he hoped that the committee would be supported by the

members in excluding all extraneous considerations.

Truth being one, all roads leading to it would assuredly

converge sooner or later. Their business was to see that

the road with which they were particularly concerned was
properly laid out. In this view he was glad to be able to

fortify himself by the dictum of Archbishop Whateley,

—

"The possessor of real faith will be fully convinced that

whatever suppressed physical fact appears to militate

against his religion will be proved to be natural or else

be reconcileable with his religion." The Archbishop

further said that if he were to found a Church he would

make it one of his articles that it should not be lawful to

bring forward scripture or religious considerations to dis-

prove scientific theory, which only should be applied in the

region of morals. He wished, indeed, that Archbishop

Whateley had founded such a Church. This and other

testimonies which he quoted were most important ;
but

he could not forbear to point out what might seem to be

a want even in the dicta of such men. They had allotted

the privilege of error of teaching to the utterances of only

one of the parties concerned ; they had forgotten the woe

which religious men and theologians had brought upon

the world because of the offences which they, with ill-

considered zeal, had created. They had left something

unsaid which might be summed up in the homely caution,

that there may be faults on both sides. He trusted that

discussion upon the scientific aspects of these great ques-

tions would not be restrained, it being kept in mind that

mutual forbearance might slacken progress as well as

excite mutual jealousies. In conclusion, he expressed a

hope that the Association would adopt some means to

carry out the suggestions he had made in the opening of

his address. He said he would be more than satisfied,

and all his objects would be fully accomplished, if only as

much money could be obtained for these purposes as was

lost to the people every year through suffering and death,

occasioned directly by ignorance of scientific facts and

principles relating to sanitary arrangements alone.

Section F.~Econontics and Statistics.

Mr. George Campbell, D.C.L., read an important

paper on "Agriculture in India." He said that he fully

recognised that it was the duty of the Government in

India, and of the collectors and other officers, to promote

the productions of the soil in India by every means in

their power. The great point to be aimed at was not so

much an increase in the area of production as in the pro-

ductive powers of a given area. In India the Govern-

ment was the great head landlord, and the collectors

were the agents of the great state landlord, and ought to

perform a landlord's duties. They had created native land-

lord's but to suppose that they would perform the duties o

a landlord was one of the anachronisms which we English

were apt to cling to in the face of fact. The farmers— the

ryots—were, in truth, very good farmers, but they were

all on a very small and humble scale, and they had not

the education or information to enable them to adopt

scientific improvements. He believed it to be wholly and

absolutely incorrect to represent them as too conservative

to improve. Show them the means of raising better

crops and they would readily adopt them. It was. in his

opinion, the duty of the collector of a district to pro-

mote agricultural improvements in every way in

his power. All that Government had been able

to do was to facilitate traffic. The secret of

improving our Indian Cotton cultivation had

not been discovered. It requirefl a method of its

own. Government had sent out practical Scotch gar-

deners, but he doubted if they would have any brilliant

success. Now, as to what should be done, in his opinion

Government made a great mistake in ceasing to maintain

a special college for the education of the Indian civil ser-
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vants. The present examinntions were a mistake ; the
youn^ men were crammed as for a special examination,
and had very httle practical knowledge. He especially

referred to their ignorance of arithmetic. India, too, was
too much overriden by the legal system. It was not
enough to administer India by a rigid system of law. The
Indian civil servants should be more trained for executive
govenmient, with a knowledge of agriculture. His view
was, that the Indian civil service should be made a much
broader and wider service than it was, and that it should
supply men for various executive departments, according
to tiicir special aptitudes. He even hinted at a depart-
ment of agriculture in India. He would also advocate
improved security of tenure in India, especially in the
new settled districts, many of which were best for agri-
culture, and which would lead to their development. As
to the management of the natives, they were much more
easily led than driven.

Ijonif CoiTfspnkiicc.
Lilium auratum.—A plant of this fine Lilium,

whicli has been grown in the open air in my garden
here for the last three years, is now in full bloom. The
bulb has never been removed nor interfered with since
first planted in November, 1S67. The stem is 7 feet

6 inches high, and 3I inches in circumference at a foot

from the ground. On it there are 70 beautifully expanded
blooms, which form a perfect cone, extending 2 feet

6 inches down from the top, and measure 4 feet

6 inches in circumference. The flowers are so thickly

and uniformly set on the stem, that at a distance
the plant looks like a colossal Hyacinth, and impreg-
nates the air with its fragrance for at least 30 yards
around it. This grand Lilium in its present state may
be said to form a perfect galaxy of floral splendour.
It was well said th.at "Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like one of these." James NeiUoit, Rose
Hall, Falkirk, Scptemicr 19.

I have a bulb of Lilium auratum which gi'cw
last year in a g-inch pot. It produced a stem 9 feet in

heiglit, with 20 of its fine flowers on the top. In the
autumn the ball was slightly reduced, and transferred
to a pot 1 1 inches in diameter. This year it has pro-
duced two stems 9 feet above the rim of the pot ; the
one bearing iS of its fine flowers in the ordinary way,
but the other, for about 4 feet of the upper portion,
became flattened (fasciated) in the stem, cockscomb-
like, gradually widening towards the top, where it

measures 4 inches in width, and is divided into two
parts about 5 inches doivnwards from the top. This
flattened stem has produced 103 flowers, and the whole
of them have been perfectly developed. They were
produced from both sides, and also from the edges of
the stem. The consequence w.as that the whole of the
upper portion, extending some iS inches downwards,
was one mass of bloom, crowded together so closely
that it was impossible to see the stem at all, or to dis-

tinguish one flower from the other. It has been a
grand sight. Have any of your correspondents ever
seen 103 blooms upon one stem of this glorious Lilium ?

Tlws. Jones, Didsbttry.

Echeveria secunda glauca.—This plant is likely
to prove a great acquisition for the flower garden, not
only in its sub-alpine cliaracter, 01 for edgings as it is

used at Battersea Park and other places, but as a
flowering plant. It blooms long and profusely, and
supplies a colour we have long needed, viz., a deep
orange, that contrasts beautifully with Lobelia and
other blues. We have a double row of it here this
season 400 feet long, planted in front of a row of
Lobelias, and the eft'ect of the deep orange-coloured
bloom and fine glaucous foliage against the deep blue of
the Lobelia is at once rich and striking, and
unlike anything I have seen in the way of bedding.
I need not speak of the adaptability of this plant in

other respects, especially as an edging around beds of
E. metallica and other succulents of the larger kind,
but as a flowering plant I have not yet seen it tried
to any extent. Those who want a stock of it should
begin now, by sowing seed in a temperature of 60°.

Grow them on all winter in a mild greenhouse tempe-
rature, and they will be nice plants next spring for
planting out. This is the way to get a stock of it.

J. Simpson, Wortley.

American and English Potatos.—As " H. R. T."
(p. 1252) wishes me to express an opinion of, and
describe, the tme " Early Rose " Potato, I have no
objection to do so. The usual shape of the "Early
Rose," as sent here by Mr. Bliss, of New York, is

something like the fluke, and of a light dull red, and
with many small mole-eyes in a nucleus on little eleva-
tion^ It is a good cropper, but nothing like so early
as the Royal Ashleaf here. The Early Rose was not
of good quality or flavour from my ground. It, and
also the other American Potatos sent with it, were not
waxy, but soft and unmealy. A Potato, in my judg-
ment, .should be " white in flesh, dry, nutty, and yet
mealy." The American Potatos sent here were all

very white in flesh, and the leaves were broad and very
handsome. The white Potatos were dingy in colour.
I should think they would be acquisitions to cottagers
on chalky or sandy soils. They were all excellent
croppers, and the form of all were very good

;

and the eyes were, in the round Potatos, toler-
ably level. This is all I can conscientiously
say. A Potato may be indifferent, or even very bad,

in one soil or season, and be altogether good in other
soils and seasons. I have not had a bad Potato for two
years. I got rid of all deep-eyed Potatos, which ripen
later than level sorts. My sorts are : round Potatos

—

Napoleon and Gryflfe Castle Seedling, both excellent
and early ripeners, but not late keepers ; and kidney
Potatos—Royal Ashleaf, Yorkshire Hero, Taylor's
Yorkshire Hybrid, Pebble White, and Cobbler's Lap-
stone, which is the type of a first-class Potato. I dug
all the above Potatos ripe by August 6, and I have a
capital crop of Turnips in their places. It is curious
that, when dug perfectly ripe, their skins adhering
firmly, the haulm was as gi-een as in May. I did not
find one diseased tuber, very few were grown out. I

planted on January 24, and not one single set was
frosted, but I lost some in store. Some people around
here lost sacks in store. I planted with a stick,

which causes free drainage. Almost all my sorts were
much nibbled by the worms, owing to the drought.
The Royal Ashleaf, or Myatt's Prolific—an excellent

sort, not here—and either Hero or Taylor's Hybrid,
will take you through a season from June 4 to the
same period. Why, then, will you grow deep-
eyed croppers which grow out or get diseased long
before they are ripe ? By so doing you destroy
your own comfort, and also much national wealth.
All the sorts named by me are good croppers, of good
quality, handsome appearance, and "early ripeners."
The only novelties here, of merit, are Lord Portman's
Bryanstone Kidney, and a seedling kidney, not named,
sent from the Dorset Nurseries by Mr. Blandford.
The former is white, and does Mr. Leach great credit,

and the latter Potato, blotched at the eye, is good :

both are good croppers. One word about the Lap-
stone. I landed this—the best of all Potatos—safe thi

year ; but it usually grows out, even the smallest tuber
before any other sort. Taylor's Hybrid, Hero, and
Pebble White are all of Lapstone blood ; and hence
their excellence. Mind my words, "Plant early

ripeners that keep late." You cannot have two better

for this purpose than Hero and Taylor's Hybrid. I

dug Royal Ashleaf June 4, and left off with Taylor's
Hybrid, still excellent. The following may interest

the reader :—If you want to test 20 sorts of Potatos,

more or less, take them of one size, and which-
ever w-eighs heaviest will be the best when
cooked ; a light Potato never yet was good.
If you want to test cooked Potatos without tasting

them, break them in half and apply a microscope, and
whichever looks in its granules most like white sugar
will be the best. If the granules look dark or muddy
the tuber will not be good ! If you buy Potatos by
measure you will get 20 lb. more weight by buying big
and little together than you will get by buying all big
ones ! Finally, Potatos that have grown out in store,

and are chimped, cannot be so good for seed as ones
that have not grown out. The scion draws matter in

a ring from the centre of the Potato, like a ripple in a
pond. As soon after Christmas as the ground will

work I plant my grown-out Potatos, and do not break
off the scion. They keep better and grow out less in

the cold ground than in a warm stove or clamp.
Lastly, all new seedling Potatos should be cooked before
they are certificated. ^V. F. RaMyffe, Sept. 19.

Walnut Preserving.—There is an abundant crop
of Walnuts in this neighbourhood this season, and as
the time is drawing near when they should be gathered,
I have no doubt many of my brother gardeners would
feel truly thankful if some of your correspondents
would give us, through the medium of your pages, the
benefit of their experience, as to the best mode of
preserving them. I must confess that, after trying

various methods, I have failed to keep them in that

clean, plump condition in which we generally get
imported ones. Tlios. Foote, Gr., Haldon House, near
Exeter.

Melon Grovvring at Heckfield.—Your correspon-
dent, Mr. Wildsmith, is perfectly right in all that he
writes about Melon growing. I have myself for many
years past taken three crops, and this season, if I had
not wanted the house for Cucumbers, I might have had
good Melons until Christmas. R. GiWert, Bnrghley,
Stamford.

I am obliged to W. Wildsmiih for his offer,

but I have got an abundance of really good Melons,
sufficient for my own supply, besides other planta-

tions for succession
;

yet will be glad if he will

honestly and without reservation answer me the follow-

ing ;—When ilid he first gather fruit from the plants

now bearing the supposed fifth crop ? Also how many
of these crops were apparent and showing at the same
time on the same plants ? P'urther, can he reason-

ably suppose that any practical gardener, possessed of

common sense, will be induced to believe that after a
Melon plant has been in bearing for say six months, it

will then be capable of perfecting fniit equal to its first

or any former produce ? T. C.

Larch.—The Larch has been extensively planted
in the woodlands in this neighbourhood, and I am
veiy sorry to see so many of them without foliage at

this season, as that appears to me an ominous sign of

the tree being in a decaying state. About this time last

season I observed many of the Larch trees losing their

foliage : in fact some had lost it weeks before, and of

course were perfectly dead. Some were cut down, and
a few remained, but did nQt show the least signs of life

in the last spring, but are quite dead ; and I believe
those similarly affected this year will suffer the same
fate as those of last year. I shall feel obliged if some
of your numerous correspondents will inform me if the
Larch timber be similarly affected in any other parts of
the country, and in what locality. Z., IVorksop.

Beehives.—I keep bees for experimental purposes,
and am therefore rather particular to have my hives
properly constructed. I don't care about the cost, as
it occurs only once in a lifetime. There appears to be
no end to the wear and tear of a beehive, if properly
constructed, with good workmanship and well-seasoned
wood, for I am no friend to straw hives ; in short, I

consider the cost of a good hive quite of a secondary
consideration. I am much taken with fig. 233 at p. 1 222,
and should esteem it a favour if " M. D." will inform
me through your columns where I can get this honey-
trough hive properly constructed, as it appears to be
just the kind of hive required for experimental purposes.
I have read over and over again " M. D.'s" commu-
nications, and hope for the benefit of myself and
others he will continue them for some time to come.
We in this country have no publication devoted
entirely to bees, as there is in Germany, America, and
France, where all bee-keepers can have their say ; and
I have to thank you, Mr. Editor, for giving place to
the valuable contributions of " M. D. " in the Gar-
deiiers' Chroniele. J. F. H. [We can only say that
the honey-trough hive, as exhibited at the Royal Hor-
ticultural Show at Oxford, can be constructed by any
village carpenter, provided the directions be followed
which we gave in our former number, and the wood-
cut, fig. 233, p. 1222, but care must be taken about
the "bar-frame." We should therefore advise

"J. F. H." to apply to Mr. Pettitt, Snargate Street,

Dover, who exhibited the hive alluded to. We hope
to keep the discussion alive through the winter with
regard to bees. We find even the " American Bee-
Journal," with such a wide field as that country
affords to bee-keepers, is becoming all " buzz." M. D.\

Cherry Laurel and Benthamia in Fruit One
of your correspondents speaks of having the Cherry
Laurel in fine fruit. Will you allow me to say, through
your columns, that ifhe or any one else will kindly save
me two or three nice sprays, rather under-ripe than
over-ripe, and with a few leaves attached, I shall be
sincerely obliged, and will gladly refund the postage.

If placed in a little box stout enough to bear some hard
usage they could come by pattern-post. I am very
wishful also for a spray of the fruit of Benthamia fragi-

fera, if any one can kindly oblige me with one on the

same terms. Leo //. Crindon, 71, Rnmford Street,

Manehester.

Roses for Exhibition.—Would Mr. Radclyffegive
a list of 24 of the best Roses for show in different

colours? M. A. B. [In reply, Mr. Radclyffe kindly
sends us the following list and comments :— I.

Marechal Niel, golden yellow ; 2. Charles Lefebvre,

rich darkish crimson
; 3. Senateur Vaisse, dark red

;

4. Marguerite de St. Amand, pink ; 5. Pierre Notting,
dark purple-crimson ; 6. Gloire de Dijon, orange-

yellow ; 7. W. Griffiths, salmon-rose ; 8. Prince
Camille de Rohan, maroon ; 9. La Ville de .St. Denis,

pure rose ; 10. Madame la Baronne de Rothschild,

creamy pale rose; 11. Dr. Andry, deep red; 12,

Souvenir de la Malmaison, blush; 13. Madame Victor
Verdier, deep red ; 14. Alfred Colomb, fiery red

;

15. Maurice Bernardin, vermilion; 16. Comtesse
Cecile Chabrillant, pink ; 17. Leopold Premier, dark
red ; 18. John Hopper, rose, crimson centre ; 10.

Triomphe de Rennes, yellow ; 20. Devoniensis (Tea),

creamy yellow ; 21. Mademoiselle Marie Rady, fine

red ; 22. Louise Peyronny, silvery rose, with rose

margin ; 23. Jules Margottin, bright cerise ; 24.

Madame Willermoz, white. As 20 and 24 are Tea
Roses, and may be objected to, supply their

places with Princess Mary of Cambridge, pale

rose, and Felix Genero, rose with silvery lilaceous

reverse of the petals. These are also noble show
Roses,— Madame Boll, rose; Marechal Vaillant,

brilliant crimson ; Madame Boutin, cherry-crimson ;

and Marie Baumann, fine carmine. I should have
liked to have put among the 24 Roses Madame
Masson, deep claret, and Mesdames Vidot and Rivers

;

but they are not veiy good growers, or hardy. The 24
named above are good growers, and hardy for their

families. Observe, finally, the largest Roses should

be placed in the top line, the next largest in the second
line, and the smallest in the third line. As far as may
be, the colours up and down the lines should be con-

trasted. The new Tea Rose, Marie Sisley, is bloom-
ing, here now, and is extra fine. 1 saw the Tea Rose,

Madame Trifle, at Blandford to-day ; it is very good.

W. F. Radelyffe.]

Root Blight.—In the Gardeners' Chroniele ap-

peared recently a note, as if I was totally in error as-

regards the systematic position of the Fungus, which,

according to the extensive observations of my friend,

the Rev. Dr. Muecke, causes the root blight or root

decay of the Wheat and some other cereals in Aus-

tralia. This Fungus is, however, closely allied to'

Willkomm's Xenodocluis ligniperda, which causes the

red decay (Koth faule) in Oaks, Pines, &c. That
p.articular Fungus was placed by Rabenhorst into.

Schlechtendal's genus Xenodochus, and its peculiar
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ravages are altogether similar to the attacks of our

Xenodochus on the roots of passes. The temporary

name which I gave might be changed into X. grami-

niperda. It is quite possible that Xenodochus must

be altogether eliminated out of the series of genera.

But as the metamorphosis of so many of the lower

Fungi is as yet imperfectly understood, we must

leave the whole Xenodochus question as yet an open

one ; and in placing the cereal Fungus with the wood
Fungus I did not wish to do more than indicate the

affinity, both structural and physiological, of both.

The Fungus of the Takeall was considered by some

observers a Fusidium, to which genus it certainly belongs

not. F. Murlh-r, Gcrccriimcnt Botanist, Melbourne.

[Without a sight of the Fungus referred to—Xenodo-

chus—it is impossible to speak with any confidence.

We should not, however, expect to find a Fungus
closely allied to X. carbonarius, which occurs on the

leaves of the Great Burnet, or the roots of Wheat,

much less on Oat. The Fungus which causes red-

oak in England is Xylostroma corium, and we there-

fore thought there might be some confusion between

Xenodochus and Xylostroma. If Dr. Mueller will

favour us with a specimen of the Fungus in question,

we will give it our best attention, and at the same time

we should be glad to have a reference to the publica-

tion in which Rabenhorst referred Willkomm's Fungus
to Xenodochus. Schlechtendal's genus is not likely to

be eliminated as far as X. carbonarius goes, which is a

most remarkable Fungus. Eds.]

Flower Show Appeals seem to be the order of

the day ; every garden newspaper editor is constantly

called upon for his decision in certain matters relating

to flower show disqualifications, &c. Now this un-

doubtedly occurs in a great measure through the

schedules not being properly and distinctly worded,

and on the other hand, through exhibitors not com-
plying with the wording of the schedule, which, if

acted up to, whether properly worded or otherwise,

certainly would prevent to a great extent these constant

appeals. During the past week one exhibitor com-
plains of being disqualified through having more than

one Lilium in a pot, the said pot being exhibited in a

collection of greenhouse plants ; surely if a pot of

Liliums was admissible at all it should not have been

disqualified through having more than one bulb in a

pot. A second exhibitor complains of being dis-

qualified through extracting the eye from a Dahlia,

—

very properly, too ; a third through showing Bougain-

viUea glabra as a greenhouse plant, in a collection

where the schedule distinctly states for the best six

stove and gi'eenhouse plants in flower : the five were all

stove plants, the exhiljitor admitted, and there can be

no question about the Bougainvillea, for it is certainly

not a greenhouse plant ; therefore, there being no
gi^eenhouse plant in the collection it was very properly

disqualified, and by two of the best plantsmen in the

Nortli. The society where this last disqualification

took place formerly used to give separate prizes for

collections of stove and gi-eenhouse plants, but the

latter always cut such a poor figure so late in the

season that it was determined to class them both

together, and award the prize for the best stove and
greenhouse plants, hence the proper disqualification.

Edioard Bennett, Enz'ille Gardens.

How to Destroy Ants.—My vineries. Peach-

houses, and greenhouses are all infested with a small

ant, introduced by some plants (Tree Ferns, I believe)

bought by my head gardener at a sale. Besides being

an eyesore they are very severe upon the ripe fruit.

We have tried to poison them with sti7chrunc, arsenic,

and poisoned paper, but all to no effect. Can any of

your correspondents suggest any means by which we
can get quit of the destnictive pests? Areli. Orr, Ew

'

[There are many remedies recommended, but r

that we have tried are effectual. Will any of our
correspondents, who have an eflectual recipe, kindly

give us the particulars. Eds.]

Sunflower.—I have a fine Sunflower now gi^owing

in my garden, with a simple stem and terminal flower,

which, within 2 inches, reaches the size of the .Sunflower

referred to by Mr. WakeriU. This flower is 15 inches

in diameter, the disc of florets measures 8 inches in

diameter, the leaves, large in proportion, 17 inches

across. IV. G. Smith.

Potatos Grown from Transplanted Shoots.

—

I have this year tried an experiment which may
interest some of your readers. In the spring I planted
some American Early Rose Potatos, and as soon as the

shoots were fairly above the ground, from half an inch
to I inch high, I set to work to remove all the shoots,

except one, from each Potato ; this I had been informed
would ensure the growth of large Potatos. My in-

fonnant was Mr. Carmichael, of Sandringham, gr. to

H. R. H. the Prince of Wales ; he, however, has kindly
commended my experiment, which, he says, he
believes to be new. The experiment was as follows :

—

When I pulled the shoots gently and carefully, I found
that they came out entire, with a compact little tuft of

rootlets and without a particle of old Potato, and their

perfect appearance led me to think that they might
maintain an independent existence, so I made little

holes, about a foot apart, in rows 18 inches wide, and
therein planted my handful of shoots. I was delighted

to see that they grew and flourished, and not less so

when I took them up, and found a fair crop of Potatos.

The united length of the three or four rows which I

had planted was 1 8 yards, and from tliis I took up

3^ stones of Potatos, of which 33 weighed 17 lb.,

seven weighed 5 lb. , and one about | lb. When planting

them I gave away six shoots, which remained after I had

put in all the best, and they were planted after being some
hours out of the ground, but although one shoot died, the

remaining five produced 8 lb. of Potatos. I cannot

hear of any one who has tried the plan which I have

described, but if it should have been done, perhaps

f your correspondents will be kind enough to

say what results have been obtained. Perhaps I

ought to add that my ground was not well manured,
and that the yield from the transplanted shoots was as

great as, if not slightly in excess of, that from the

whole Potato. A. E. Barrett, Gnmston, Lynn, Nor-

folk, Sept. 20.

Grindelia hirsutula.—The plant referred to by

Mr. Ilai-per Crewe, at p. 1054, the name of which is

printed Gundelia (probably a printer's eiTor) is Grin-

delia hirsutula. Gundelia is a Syrian plant, totally

different, though both are Composites. W.

Passiflora quadrangularis as a Conservatory
Climber.— I believe this plant is generally considered

to be too delicate in constitution to succeed in an

ordinary conservatoiy. I am led to this belief by
seeing it classed amongst stove plants in most nursery-

men's catalogues, and also from the fact that several

practical men in my own neighbourhood have expressed

their astonislmient at seeing it thriving in the conser-

vatory. It will be seen, however, from what 1 shall

say, that the plant does not require that amount of

coddling to whicii it is generally subjected. In August,

1 868, my employer had a plant of this Passiflora pre-

sented to her, and having no room to spare in the

stove, we decided to give it a trial in the conservatory,

with the intention of removing it to the stove should it

not do well. A place was accordingly prepared for it

by removing from one of the pillars a plant of SmiUi's

Defiance Pelargonium. The soil was taken out and

replaced with a suitable compost, into which it was
immediately planted. The leading shoot was trained

round the pillar up to the roof, a part of which it was

required to cover. The plant then started into

vigorous giowth, but did not flower that season. The
following March I pruned it back rather hard, and by
April it was again growing veiy freely, breaking almost

at every eye, and I found it necessary to thin nut much
of ihe young growth as the season advanced.

By August, 1S69, it had covered the portion of tlie

roof allotted to it, which measured 18 feet by 6 feet.

It began to flower early in September, and continued

producing from 6 to 14 of its beautiful fragrant blooms

daily till the end of October. At that time the house

was filled with the Chrysanthemums, and with a view

to prolonging their bloom as long as possible an

abundance of air was kept on, and no fire used except

on one or two occasions ; indeed, the house was kept

comparatively cool all the winter. About the second

week in February an increase in temperature w-as

allowed for such things as Primulas, Cinerarias, &c.,

onward through the spring months. The pruning was

done in March this year, and the plant was generally

treated as before mentioned until the middle of

August, when the conservatory was painted inside and

out, and it became necessary to take down all the

climbers from the roof, pillars, and walls. The Passi-

flora was laid on a sort of trellis, covered over with a

mat, and thus kept for three weeks. In again training

it to the roof I was obliged to cut off a considerable

portion of the lateral growths, notwithstanding which,

and having the doors and sashes open during the time

of painting, as well as having an abundance of air on

day and night since, the plant is now^ full of flower,

from 51015 opening every day. N. , Blandford.

Bougainvillea spectabilis.-—Tliis plant for many
years baffled the efforts of gardeners to bloom it, and
is the least attractive of any of the species, on account

of its natural season of blooming with us, which is in

our very shortest days. Can any ofyour readers saywhat
is its season of blooming in Malta, where it is said to

do well, as compared with the other sorts ? It is not

worth cultivation in England, y. S,

Grapes from Old Vines.—I send you a bunch of

Grapes from a very old Vine, also some of the soil

which they grow. I cannot tell you the exact age of

them. The most information I can get is this :—Ar
old workman who had been on the place all his life,

and died two years ago, at the age of 70, frequently

told me that when a boy he remembered them spoken
of as the old Vines. A new roof had been put on the

house in his time, and you know that roofs were roofs

foi-merly, and not like those of our days, when tlie

builder may expect to outlive his work. This evidence

naturally led me to inquire if they had been planted by
Pitt, the statesman, but I doubt if they were. If such

is the case, they are not more than 100 years old, and
yet from the evidence of my infonnant they must
have been planted by Pitt. Six years ago they

had got into such a bad state of shanking that scarcely

any were fit for table. It was decided to renew the

border, and a son of my old infonnant tells me that he
could have put all the roots in his coat pocket. There
were some as thick as a walking-stick stretching about

10 or 12 feet from the house. The soil they now gi'ow

in, though the best that could be obtained, is not wliat

one would wish to have, still I am happy to say that

they have for the past four years improved 50 per cent.

,

so that you may imagine what they were then, for they

are not much now. I believe that two Vines were only

planted, the others being layered from them. It

appears that they have been cut Ijack close to the

bottom at times, for the rods are only as thick as some
of six or eight years' growth. There is a quantity of

Fungus in the border, similar to the few threads on the

portion sent to you. It was not in last year. Wm. P.

Roberts, ffolwood. [A very nice sample. Eds.]

Double Pansy.—I inclose specimens of a double

Pansy, and should be glad to know if it is rare. I have

never met with it in England or Scotland. It has

flowered very freely here for the last three summers
without any artificial watering whatever, and as the

flowers are veiy double and stand well above the

foliage, it is very showy, as well as most useful for

bouquets and cut flowers for vases, foseph Dinsmore,

Glenvill, Fennoy, Ireland. [This appears to be distinct

from the double Pansy sometimes met with in this

country. It has more white in the centre of the flower,

and, in fact, appears to be one of the ordinary purple

and white Pansies, duplicated so as to form a full

double button-like flower of a very ornamental

character. It must be a good border flower. Eds. ]

Foreign Correspondence.
The Screw Pine of New Zealand.—In a

recent visit to the Bay of Islands and the Canadian

settlement. Dr. Stratford found this plant, the Frey-

cinetia Banksii, or the Kiekie of the natives, growing

in splendid luxuriance, and showing a great abundance

of veiy fine fruit. The doctor has long since had a

conviction that if the plant was introduced into England

and properly cultivated, it would make an addition to

the horticultural productions which would be highly

prized, consequently he procured some of the ripe

fruit, made a drawing of it, washed out the minute

seeds, and sent them to a well-known tropical horti-

culturist to bring the plant into public notice. It is

astonishing how little is known of the Screw Pine by
the European inhabitants of New Zealand ; although

it has long been recognised, and highly approved of, by
many of the settlers, still it has never been offered for

sale in any of the fruit shops, or any attempt made to

render it of economic value.

Tlie Freycinetia Banksii is found gi'owing very plen-

tifully in the forest of the North Island, and is known
to be remarkably abundant and luxuriant north of Lake
Taupo, and at the northern extremity of the island,

particularly about Ilokianga and the Bay of Islands.

It is a lofty climbing plant—rooting as it ascends the

highest trees—of long, straggling habit, and known by
the tufts of its long grassy leaves, with serrated edges.

Its leaves are often 3 feet long, minutely toothed,

with long extended tips. Its flowers are on separate

plants, and are seldom produced more than once in two
years. The male flowers are in cylindrical spikes, 3 or 4
inches long, surrounded by white fleshy bracts, or, as

some would call them, petals, while the fruit is an

oblong, green spadix, consisting of a multitude of

laterally compressed carpels, or compound ovaries,

each about the third of an inch long, the lower part

soft and hollow, the walls of its cavity diversely

covered with minute pendulous seeds, the upper part

thickened, very hard and solid, with trunculated top.

The whole fruit, when perfectly ripe, is of a rich brown

hue, and of a veiy tempting aspect. Each fruit is 6 or

8 inches long, and often 6 or S inches in circumference,

and there is generally three or four in a bunch. It has

long been known to the natives, and is vastly prized by

them : while many of the European settlers speak

highly of its qualities.

There is a remarkable peculiai'ity in this plant,

insomuch that the bracts or petals are eaten as well

as the fruit itself. The flower bracts are fit to eat

in the spring—that is, in the months of October and

November. They become fleshy and tender in the

male flowers, when the pollen is matured, and in a

corresponding degree when the female flowers are fully

de\eloped. The edible bracts are more numerous and

fleshy in the male than in the female flowers. They
are much sought for by the natives for their sweet and

luscious taste, while by the settlers they are said to

have been made into a jelly, having a flavour resem-

bling Strawberry jam. The fruit ripens late in the

autumn, in the months of May and June. The hard

gi-ains, or crenated tips on the outside, are stripped off

and rejected, and the sweet mucilaginous pulp contaiii-

ing the minute seeds is eaten. The flavour of the ^it
is somewhat peculiar, and, as is often the case with

foreign fruits, the taste for it has to be acquired before

it can be fully appreciated. Under any circumstances,

it is far from unpleasant ; it sometimes appears to gain

a flavour from the tree on which it is growing. Upon
the whole, it is a most luscious fruit, nor is it an

insignificant bearer. Under cidtivation it wUI, in all

probability, become a general favourite, and rank in

close proximity to the Pine-apple.

The leaves of the plant are used by the natives for

making small baskets, mats to sleep upon, and belts.

For these purposes the leaves are split into strips about

the eighth of an inch wide. They are also used, after

being steeped in water for some time, so as partly ta
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macerate them, to make a kind of shaggy cloak to

keep off the rain, which they do most effectually. The
leaves of the Kiekie are inserted in a sort of framework,
made of New Zealand Flax, so that the mat or cloak
somewhat resembles in appearance the thatch of a roof.

In some cases it is said that the seeds of the Kiekie are
carried by birds, who are %'ery fond of the fruit, and
dropped on the branches of some of the neighbouring
trees, or deposited in the tufts of ancient parasites which
live upon them ; here they gi'ow, and soon send down
numerous aerial roots to the ground ; these are often
long and tough, sometimes divide before they reach
the earth, and are covered with numerous spongioles
which seek nourishment from every available source.
These roots are used for making baskets to catch the
lamprey, for when the bark is taken off they are found
to be very tough and almost indestrnctible.

Afier having spoken of this fine fruit, we may say a
few words of the locality in which it was so abundantly
found—the Canadian settlement of the Bay of Islands,
Upon arriving at it, the mind of the traveller naturally
reverts to the settlers' home in the backwoods of
Canada—the substantial log-house and the old |snake
fences, hewn out of the dense forests, bearing evidence
of the untiring industry of the people, and giving pro-
mise of plenty and prosperity. There is no doubt but
that the Canadian settlement is a great fact, and forms
a wonderful contrast tothe slovenly method of farming
generally adopted in this country. Although but a
short time since they arrived, one of the settlers has
made himself a hand fanning or winnowing-machine,
that he could not have obtained in -Auckland for ^40,
and is now making himself a stationary threshing-
machine, to be worked by two yoke of oxen, and,
when finished, it is expected that he will be able to
thresh out his stack of Wheat (standing close by), at
the rate of some 100 bushels a day. This is a positive
proof that good Wheat may be profitably raised in this

country, as well as any other part of the temperate
latitudes, provided the simple labour-saving machines
of our American cousins are employed. A fanning-
machine, such as above mentioned, could be purchased
in Canada for ^5, and is in the possession of the
poorest farmer, enabling him perfectly to clean his

grain
^
for market ; while the stationary threshing-

maching under cover, turned by horse or oxen-power,
by means of an endless chain, permits him to thresh his
own grain with great facility, and to do the work when
he could do nothing else.

We think that the country is to be congratulated on
the settlement of these industrious people in this fertile

neighbourhood, and we are pleased to hear that they
soon expect to have a great accession to their number,
and that the Colonial Government and Superintendent
of the Province of Auckland have been petitioned to
reserve an adjoining lot of land for the location of the
expected immigrants. Nruj Zealand Herald, Auck-
land.

under the microscope had determined them to be iden-
tical. Many remedies had been tried to get rid of the
pest, though unfortunately they have all proved ineffectual,
until a method was hit upon and successfully tried by Mr.
Dunn, and which was communicated by him to Mr.
Barron, the Society's superintendent of the Chiswick
Gardens, when on a visit to Powerscourt a few days ago.
The Vines in question had got into a very bad state, and
Mr. Dunn had the roots taken out of the ground, and all
the soil removed ; he then cleaned the canes, and washed
the roots three times with clean water, after which they
were planted in a new border, and from the testimony of
Mr. Barron, he (Mr. Berkeley) was enabled to state
that the Vines were in as good a condition as could
be ^wished for (see p. 1277). It was then mentioned
that M. Planchon had stated that he had found winged
specimens of the male insect, which, so far had
not been reported in this country, and if any one was
unfortunate enough to be troubled with the pest, and
found winged specimens, they would confer a benefit on
the Society by forwarding the same to Mr. Andrew
Murray, to be placed in the Society's entomological collec-
tion. The subject of Potato grafting tlien came under
notice, some particulars of which will be found at p. 1277 ;

after which it was stated that a good Tomato salad was
made by cutting some Tomatos into slices, and mixing
them with water Cresses, and Garlic or Shallots, and with
plenty of salad oil, and a little vinegar.
Mr. Marshall, Clay Hill, Enfield, announced that he

had at present some male flowers of Nepenthes, and if

any one had lemale flowers, and wished to fertilise them,
the pollen was at their service.

It was then announced that the next meeting would be
held on October 5, when prizes would be offered for
collections of edible and poisonous Fungi, and it was
hoped that some attention would be paid to have them
correctly named and neatly arranged.

Mr. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq. , had a flower-
'

ing specimen of Glo.xinia insignis, and a cut spike of a
fine variety of Acineta Barkeri ; also several forms of
Agave, including A. Besseriana Candida, which received
a first-class award. A First-class Certificate was awarded
to Messrs. J. Brooke &Co., Fairfield Nursery, Manchester,
for a splendid example of the new golden-flowered Den-
drobium chrysotis, which will shortly be described in our
columns ; and Special Certificates to Messrs, Standish &
Co., for a collection of hardy shrubs ; and to Mr. A.
Waterer, of Knaphill, for a group including specimens of
different sizes of his beautiful Cupressus Lawsoniana
erecta viridis, and of the pendent-habited C. Lawsoniana
gracilis, together with a dwarf narrow-leaved Rhododen-
dron called Cheiranthifolium, suitable for winter bedding.

1 green-

Societies.
Royal Hodticultural : Sept. 21.—Major Trevor

Clarke in the chair. The general business of the meeting,
including that of announcing the awards of the Fruit and
FloralCommitlees, being completed, the Rev.M.

J. Berkeley
proceeded to address the meeting, first calling attention to
the flowering specimen of Dendrobium chrysotis, a plant
which was introduced from Assam, and was bought
amongst a batch of Dendrobes at one of Mr. Stevens'
sales. It closely resembled D. fimbriatum, but on examina-
tion the marking of the lip and the size of the petals
were found to be different, moreover, the latter plant came
from Nepal

; still, although it had been described by
Professor Reichenbach as a distinct species, it was
probable that it was only one of the forms of a large
group. A flowering specimen of Gloxinia insignis,
from the gardens of W. W. Saunders, Esq., was then
alluded to as having been formerly known under the name
of G. maculata. The stem was beautifully spotted, and
though the plant was scarce, it was deserving of a more
extended recognition. Fuchsia coccinea, flowering speci-
mens of which were shown by the Chairman, was next
commented upon. This plant was introduced into this
country so far back as 1788, but it seems to have been
generally lost sight of until it was re-discovered
hoirse in the Botanic Gardens at Oxford in
much hardier F. magellanica, which was introduced'from
Tierra del Fuego, soon after it, having usurped its name,
and got distributed throughout the country, whilst the
true plant lingered only in Botanic Gardens, finally sur-
viving in the Oxford Botanic Gardens, thanks to the
great care of the Baxters, father and son. Mr.
Berkeley then read Dr. Hooker's description of the
plant, as given in the " Botanical Magazine." tab.

S740, vol. xxiv. of the third series. When in Scot-
land a few days ago (said Mr. Berkeley), I was much
struck with the beauty of some fruiting plants of the
scariet-berried Elder, Sambucus racemosa, of which
there were some 40 or 50 specimens, about 8 feet in
height, growing in Aberdeenshire, and loaded with their
lovely racemes of scariet fruit, a quantity of which I had
gathered and sent to Chiswick, to be raised for distribu-
tion. The subject of the new Vine disease, which in some
establishments has done damage to the extent of some
hundreds of pounds, was then adverted on, Mr. Berkeley
remarking that he was first enabled to examine the insect
which gives rise to it in 1867 at Powerscourt, in Ireland,
where it was pointed out to him by the gardener there!
Mr. Dunn, who until that time was not aware that it

attacked the roots. From the fact that the eggs found on
the roots were larger than those seen on the leaves, he at first
thought the insects to be distinct, but an examination

Floral Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair.
This was a very successful autumn meeting, the subjects
being both numerous and interesting ; and the meeting
was well attended. From Messrs. Veitch & Son came a
large collection of plants, including several fine specimen;
of Nepenthes hybrida, hybrida maculata, Hookerii, Rafiles-
iana, Dominiana, rubra, and ampuUacca ; and of Orchids,
such as Vanda Bensonii, Masdevallia Veitchii, with
six finely developed flovvers

; Cypripedium concolor,
Catasetum fasciatum pliciferum, curious in form, and
of a deep bronze and pale green colour ; also Odonto-
glossums, Cattleyas, &c. A Special Certificate was
awarded, and was well merited, the specimens of
Nepenthes especially being in remarkably fine con-
dition. Mr. B. S. Williams had several well-flowered
specimens of Odontoglossum grande, together with
flowering examples of Phatenopsis amabilis, Cypripedium
Stonei, Oncidmm incur^•um, Miltonia MoreUiana var.
atrorubens, &c., which also received a similar award.
Messrs. J. &. C. Lee, Hammersmith, staged a fine group
of flowering and fine-foliaged plants, including a magnifi-
cent specimen of Dendrobium calceolare, bright orange-
yellow

;
and Livistonia altissima, a veryneat Palm. A First-

class Certificate was voted to the latter, and a Special to the
collection, which contained many choice and interesting
Palms, including Geonoma Verschaffeltii, a dwarf stocky
habited species, with broad bilobed leaves, and very distinct
in character. From Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son came
a collection of Tree Carnations, and another of variegated
Pelargoniums, to which special awards were made ; also
specimens of Thymus citriodoras aurea, a dwarf compact-
growing form of Golden Thyme, a useful little plant for
rockwork and carpet bedding ; and Alternanthera magni-
fica, both of which were deemed worthy of first-class
awards, a distinction which was also conferred on a new
bedding white woolly-headed Cineraria, named aspleni-
folia, from the same firm. Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking,
exhibited a fine collection of hardy British Ferns, which
received a special award ; and also a group of new forms,
to the following of which First-class Certificates were
awarded :—Polystichum angulare congestum, Scolopen-
drium vulgare Iveryanum, and S. vulgare lacerato-crista-
tum, the two latter being dense crispy ornamental forms,
well adapted for general decoration. To Mr. A. Parsons,
gr. to W.J. Blake, Esq., a First-class Certificate was given
for Athyrium Filix-fo2mma Blakei, a very handsome crested
plumose form raised at Danesbury

; and to Messrs. J. & C.
Lee a similar award was made for a robust bronze-foliaged
Pelargonium, named Mrs. John Lee. First-class Certifi-
cates were also voted to a new seedUng Gladiolus named
John Standish, large pale blush, with purple-lake feathers,
a flower of remarkable smoothness and substance, and
possessing all the properties of a first-rate flower ; it

was shown by Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn,
Esq.

,
Loxford Hall. Also to the following Dahlias—Annie

Hobbs, a white self; Gem of the Season, deep rose,
golden-tipped, very pretty, shown by Mr. G. H9rris,
Orpmgton

; and Mary Keynes, a fine tipped flower, of a
creamy white colour, deeply tipped with rose, from Mr.
Keynes. The latter also exhibited Victory, deep purple
self

; Flossy Williams, very large fancy ; and James
Cocker, a large, flat, broad petaled' flower, deep
crimson

; Mr. Thomas Hobbs, Bristol, sent Robert
Lambert, a large purple self; and Mr. G. Rawlings,
Romford, had George Peabody, of a lighter shade of
colour : to all of which Certificates of the 2d class were
gi\en. Mr. Eckford showed a stand of new Verbenas, to
one of which, named Peter Williams, intense scarlet,
with bold white eye, a First-class Certificate was
awarded. Mr.

J.
Walker, Thame, Oxon, had the

best stand of 24 cut Asters
; Mr.

J. George, gr.

to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath, being 2d, The
best 12 also came from Mr. Walker. Mr. George being
again placed 2d, and Mr. B. Porter, gr. to E. Benham,
Esq., Isleworth, 3d. The Asters, as might have been
expected from the lateness of the season, were of veiy
poor quality. In the class for j2 double Zinnias, six
colours, the best came from Mr. Walker, and the next
from Mr. Porter. Mr. William Paul had a large
collection of cut Roses, and also of cut blooms of
Pelargoniums, to which a Special Certificate was awarded.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in
the chair. A very good meeting with above the average
number of exhibits, and made very attractive by the
excellence of a large collection of Rotates shown by Mr.
Fenn, The Rectory, Woodstock. These were divided
into four sections, comprising (r) Fenn's Minimusians, a
very dwarf class of Potatos, raised e-xpressly for small
suburban, villa, or children's gardens. In this group.
Father's Favourite, a second early white kidney, a good
keeper ; Yellow Giri, first early, white round ; Mother's Pet
and Curly Poll, both fine early kidneys, and said to be good
for pot culture, seemed well adapted for the purpose in view.

(2) Seedlings for the frame. The most noteworthy amongst
these were, of rounds, James Morris, early yellow ; Eliza
Fenn, early white

; and Lizzie Polly, first eariy white,
remarkably smooth and even ; and of kidneys, Mary
Bowers, first early, a good forcer ; and Woodstock
Kidney, a fine smooth second early variety. (3) For the
garden. These were principally round kinds, including"
Goldfinder, fine second early, a good keeper ; Cricket
Ball, large smooth red, second early, for winter use

;

Rector of Woodstock, white, second early, and a good
keeper

; English Rose, second early, smooth red ; and
Betsy's desire, second early, and a good keeper, a good
variety for cottage gardens ; and (4) new seedlings for
field culture. In this group there were four varieties

staged :— Hope in the Future, a kidney of excellent
promise, which Mr. Fenn has crossed again with the
Woodstock Kidney to gain a finer form

; Bountiful,
second early red kidney, an immense cropper ; Ruddy as
a C'herry, round red, late, and a long keeper ; and Live
in Hope, large white, flattish oval-shaped, of good
quality, which has also been crossed again to
obtain roundness in shape and shallowness in eye.
With the above came a collection showing the effects of
grafting, with Mr. Fenn's remarks on the different breeds.
These mainly consisted of Yorkshire Hero grafted into
Fenn's Onwards, showing produce ugly in form, and dry
and harsh in eating ; Yorkshire Hero grafted into the
Fluke, the produce of which eats dry even to grittiness

—

quite worthless ; Fenn's Onwards grafted into Yorkshire
Hero, produce not sogood in flavour as either of the parents

;

Wheeler's Milky White grafted into Fluke, produce drier

and harsher, and not so good in flavour ; Irrepressible
Nigger grafted into Fenn's Purple Kidney, produce of a
comical and most fantastic form. The conclusion which
Mr. Fenn has drawn, after three years' experiments, is

that the grafting of one variety on another materially
influences the character of the offspring, though in most
instances for the worse. A Special Certificate was
awarded for the interesting display. He also again exhi-
bited specimens of Apples, to show the influence of
the stock upon the scion ; also a pie to show the excel-
lence of the variety for culinary purposes, but the latter had
been sweetened too much to be of any service. Prizes
were offered for the best dishes of early dessert Apples
and Pears, and for a collection of Tomatos. In the class
for the best dish of dessert Pears, Mr.

J. Smith, gr. to the
Earl of Gainsborough, Exton Park, took the ist prize
with Beurre d'Amanlisof very fine quality ; Mr. Craddock,
The Gardens, Compton Verney, being 2d with very fine

Louise Bonne of Jersey. Mr. Douglas had fine specimens
of Louise Bonne of Jersey, as also had Mr. Gilbert.

Mr. S. Wells sent Beurr^ Hardy, and Mr. W.
Gardiner, Gansel's Bergamot. Mr. Douglas was ist for
the best dish of dessert Apples, with Cox's Orange Pippin,
Mr. Craddock coming in 2d with very fine Ribston Pippin.
Good specimens of Downton Pippin, Cox's Pomona,
King of the Pippins, and Feam's Pippin, were also staged.
Mr. Paul received a Special Certificate for a fine collection
of cooking Apples. Messrs, Wheeler & Son, Gloucester,
exhibited a new Pear, named Brockworth Park Seedling,
a large, handsome, and good flavoured variety, bearingcon-
siderable resemblance to Louise Bonne of Jersey ; to this

the Committee gave a First-class Certificate. Messrs.
Wheeler also exhibited specimens of an e.xcellent Lettuce,
under the name of Highnam Court, which was considered
identical with the variety known as the Princess Royal.
From Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead,
came a fine collection of 15 well-grown varieties of
Grapes, which received a special award ; and from
Mr. W. Paul came a large collection of new seed-
ling varieties, some of which were highly appoved of
by the Committee. Mr. Clarke, gr. to J. Brown, Esq.,
Holmbush, Horsham, sent three grand bunches of Black
Alicante, fine in bunch, berry, and colour, but acid in
flavour. Mr. M. Rochford, market gardener, Page Green,
Tottenham, had a specimen of the Charlotte de Roths-
child Pine, which when cut weighed 9 lb. It was grown
in an ii-inch pot in less than 15 months, in a compost
mixed with sewage prepared by the "A. B. C. " process.
Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Burghley, sent specimens
of a large green-fleshed Melon named General Von
Moltke, weighing 9 lb., and of very fair flavour : also an
example of Melon Princess Louise, a scarlet-fleshed kind,

weighing 15.^ lb. They were both considered too large

for general cultivation. Mr. Calcot, Reading, had good
examples of Black Hamburgh Grapes grown in the open
air ; and Mr. TiUery fine specimens of Williams' Bon
Chretien Pear, grown on a wire trellis. Mr. Goldsmith,
gr. to G. D. Tycer, Esq. , Hollenden Park, sent remarkably
well coloured fruit of a Peach named Coup d'Hebc, which
was not known.to the Committee. Mr. Smith, gr. to the Earl
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of Gainsborough, sent Prince of Wales Nectarine, to show
its fine late-keeping qualities. From Messrs. Carter & Co.

came a large collection of Tomatos, to which the ist

prize was awarded, M. Verhulpen, Brussels, exhibited

Bouckard's fruit-gatherer, a new Continental invention,

certainly the simplest and best form yet sent out, and
exceedingly well adapted for gathering choice fruit, more
useful to amateurs than to practical men, as such con-

trivances generally are. A First-class Certificate was

awarded to it.

RovAL Botanic, Belfast: Sept 8 (zwtf 9.—This was
the first of an intended annual series of shows, upon a

somewhat extensi\e scale, organised under the auspices

of the directors of the Royal Botanic Gardens. Unlike

most of the shows held in Belfast, this was an exhibition

€71 regie. Flowers and flowering plants, to be seen to

advantage, must have some other groundwork than what
is to be found under tents as we have been accustomed
to see them. The Regent's Park show-ground, and the

Great International of 1866. gave the cue to all managers
of shows, and we have had a leaf taken from that book
in some of our provincial towns since. The curator,

Mr. Johnston, laid out the groundwork admirably ; and
although first-class specimens of plants did not predomi'
nate, what was present was set off to the best advantage.

The undulating grassy banks were in the highest order of

freshness, notwithstanding their recent formation, and if

we have anything to take exception to, it was in the gravel

of the properly-designed walks not being bright enough.
The opening day was one of the most brilliant of autumn,
and the attendance of rank, beauty, and fashion, was such
as even to command more than the ordinary comment of

the regular great show visitor.

The principal feature of the exhibition was the large

quantity of beautifully grown plants, furnished chiefly by
H. Hawkins. Esq., Kin-Edar ; T. Sinclair, Esq., Hope-
field ; D, Taylor, Esq., Benha House ; A. J.

Macrory,
Esq., Duncaim ; and Professor Yonge, &c. Some of
them were remarkable for their fine foliage and general
luxuriance. Mr. Hawkins took a high position with the
green and gold Sanchezia nobilis, the noble ovate acumi-
nate leaved Cyanophyllum magnificum, which at once
struck every observer, and the curious Beaucarnea recur-

vata, with a stem like a Spanish Onion, but so indurated
as to be quite woody, and bearing handsome Yucca-like
light green foliage. These, with the Crotons and the
Lapageria, were really grand. The Ferns and Palms, the
kings of exotic vegetation, were represented towering
above their lesser fellows, but were not contributed in so
great numbers as might be expected from the many rich

collections which exist in this district. In these classes

Mr. Hawkins carried off many prizes with plants which
would have done credit to the shows of the metropolis.
The amaryllidaceous Vallota purpurea, with its scarlet

trumpet-like flowers, exhibited by Mr. Sinclair, was a fine

specimen, but we cannot particularise. The display of
Fuchsias was magnificent. Scarlet Pelargoniums were
also grandly shown, and lightened up the tovt ensemble,
which Ferns and plants only remarkable for foliage bring
out in the distance. The New Zealand Filmy-Fems dis-

played by Messrs. Fowler & Co., Glasgow, were also very
fine. The Ferns of other countnes than our own are
much sought after ; but our own island is prolific of
beauties which, for diversity of outline and general grace-
fulness, can scarcely be eclipsed, and which were well
shown. The Dahlias, especially the ist and 2d prize col-

lections, of both nurserymen and gardeners, were superb,
—surpassing those sent across the Channel. The Roses,
although past their best, were still good. The bouquets
from Mr. J. B. Houston and Captain Nicholson were
beautiful — the white Rose surrounded with white
Stephanotis, and garnished with Maidenhair P'ern and
other choice tit-bitsof Flora, madeupquite a model bouquet.
The Gladioli were a fine exhibition, so showy were they,

and the Coleus so soft and beautiful. Mr. H. Dickson,
Belmont, as usual, excelled in Roses ; and Messrs. A.
Dickson. Newtonards, in Dahlias and Gladioli. The
fruit, as is always the case, was a great object of attrac-
tion, and well might this be the case in this instance.
There were contributions from the vineyard at Garston,
furnished by Mr. Meredith, which were really magnificent.
The wonderful bunch of White Nice, shown by Mr. Fowler,
gr. to the Earl of Stair, Castle Kennedy, weighing a trifle

over 151b.. was of itself worth an outing to see, but the
judges evidently passed it over as being only an object con-
spicuous for size. Add to this the competitors from the
Earl of Strathmore's garden, Glamis Castle, Scotland,—

a

sample of Hamburgh which, by the way. was much wanting
inrespect of finish ; from Colonel Taylor, M. P.. who showed
the best collection ; from Colonel Leslie, M.P. ; and from
Messrs. J. B. Houston, John Thomson, A. J. Macrory,
and others, and the Grape sliow alone became a tempting
one. Besides all these, there were excellent Figs, Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots—some of them indeed of the finest

quality. Apples were splendid from Messrs. Barkley and
Waring. Colonel Leshe had 30 dishes of fine kinds. The
Pears were also good. In vegetables, and farm produce,
the principal exhibitors were W. G. Andrews, Esq., W.
Valentine, Esq., W. Robertson, Esq., JohnCleland. Esq.,
and Hill Hamilton, Esq. The Parsnips were remarkably
fine, as were also the Celery and Yellow Turnips.
The second day was a boisterous one. telling against

the receipts
; but notwithstanding this, there was a surplus

after meeting all expenses. The Council recommended
an honorarium to be given to Mr. Johnston for his success-
ful management, and determined upon continuing a great
show annually. September seems the most fitting time,
as both flowers and fruit can be shown in plenty together.
One remark is due to the interests of the judges, and of

horticulture itself. An excellent dejeu?7er was served up
for the gentlemen who officiated, and not one single mem-
ber of the Council was present! In England much the
same sort of thing exists, although not quite so glaring.
In Scotland it is quite different ; and neither is the show,
nor the wealthy gentlemen who lend the weight of their
influence to support it, a bit the worse for it. Hospitality
is shorn of much of its gilding when the parties that dis-

pense it keep behind the screen.

Brighton Autumn Flower and Fruit Show
Sept. 15 and i6.^The annual autumn exhibition of flowers

and fruits, for prizes offered by the Brighton and Sussex
Horticultural Society, took place on Wednesday and
Thursday in the rooms and grounds of the Royal Pavilion,

Owing to the singularly dry season, the display both of

fruit and flowers was the finest that has been held si

the formation of the Society. The specimens exhibited

were not only unsurpassed in quality, but every cl

abounded with competitors, rendering the duties of the

judges most diflficult and trying.

In the banqueting room, the first to be visited, the
centre was filled with fruit of all kinds ; the north, west,

and south parts of the apartment being filled in witV

plants of large proportions, and the eastern portion
devoted to Roses, where Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown, madt
a fine display, beating Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt,
Mr.

J.
Woollard, of Cooksbridge, exhibited some fint

specimens in the same class—namely, three trusses of 48
varieties. In the next class, 24 varieties, the Rev. Mr.
Hales, of Henfield, carried off the ist prize, beating
Mr. Knight, of Hailsham, and Messrs. Virgo & Son, of
Guildford. The collection of Roses was very fine,

especially the flowers of Mr. Mitchell, who exhibited
several new varieties. The most remarkable trusses, and
which contributed in the main to secure him the prize,

were Gloire de Santenay. Charles Lefebvre, Horace
Vernet. Alfred Colomb, Madame Pulliat, Senateur
Vaisse, Xavier Olibo, Anna de Diesbach, Madam
Baronne de Rothschild, La France, Queen Victoria,

Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, Princess Mary,
Victor Verdier, Pierre Netting, Mons. Woolfield. Prince
Humbert. Marechal Vaillant, Mdlle. Marie Rady, and
Madame Victor Verdier, all of which were of beautiful

form and colour.

In stove and greenhouse plants, Mr. F. Parsons, of
Brighton, came out particularly strong, carrying off the

j^io cup given by the Railway Company for the best

eight. Although open to all England, the three prizes
'

this class were secured to Sussex ; Mr. Gilbert, of

Hastings, and Mr. G. Hudson, gr. to F. Barchard, Esq.,

Horsted, taking 2d and 3d prizes.

In the south drawing room, along the eastern front,

another magnificent display of fruit was arranged, con
sisting chiefly of Pines, Melons, Grapes, &c. The great

attraction of this room, however, was the competition in

Dahlias ; and Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, forwarded some
specimens which were alone worth a visit to the show
He carried off the ist prize, beating Mr. Walker, of
Thame. Oxon, and Mr. H. Scale, of Sevenoaks. who
came in 2d and 3d. The prizes for this favourite flower

were, consequently, widely distributed, showing a keen
competition. In this room there was also a good display

of Asters, Verbenas, &c.
The saloon was principally devoted to a display of wax

and paper flowers, illuminations, bronzed and wicker flower-

stands. &c. The wax and paper flowers were modelled
by Mrs. Snelling and Miss Giur, of the Chain Pier Bazaar

;

Miss Friend, of Patcham ; and Miss Weekes, of West
Hill Street. The fancy flower-stands were the produc-
tions of the inmates of the Blind Asylum and of Mr.
Martin. Henfield ; and great taste and ingenuity were
shown in their design and woikmanship. Miss Inglis, of
Grand Parade, contributed the illuminations, as well as
some modelled flowers, which were greatly admired. By
the side of these artistic displays there was a fine show of
Orchids. Asters, and Verbenas ; but the Hollyhocks were
not of average merit. The other flowers mentioned were
unusually good, especially the Orchids.

The music room was the apartment in which fruit was
exhibited in greatest variety ; and the competition for

Mr. Ashbury's cup, value 8 gs., offered for the best

collection of ten dishes, was very keen. This prize was
won by Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Mill, Montisfont Abbey.
Romsey; Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, of Rugeley,
Stafford, and Mr. Pragnell, gr. to G. D. W. Digby, Esq.,

Sherborne Castle, Dorset, taking 2d and 3d prizes. These
facts show that the exhibition had more than a local

interest ; and as a proof that the competition in this class

was very keen, an extra prize was given to Mr. Young,
gr. to W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Leigh Park, Havant.
The fruit displayed was something extraordinary

; and
the bunches of Grapes which were shown by ATr. Banner-

were of huge proportions. The best Providence
: was shown by Mr. H. Clarke, gr. to Earl Cowper.

and Mr. G. Young had the best Queen ; Mr. Ward, gr.

to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, being first in

the class for any other variety. The other dishes of fruit,

Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Apples. Pears. Figs, &c.

,

were first-rate ; and at the west end of the room there

a complete show of Apples, principally for culinary
purposes.
The lawTi, notwithstanding the temptations of the

roonii, was well patronised. The show of Pelargoniums
was one of the finest that ever took place in Brighton, the
trusses of blossom on some of the gigantic plants being of
very large dimensions. The Ferns, Petunias, Liliums,
Fuchsias, &c., were also very fine ; and combined with
this display of the ornamental was one comprising the
useful, for at one end of the tent were three or four
collections of vegetables, to which the Committee awarded
extra prizes. Here were also displayed two devices

—

stars—composed of Asters, Pelargoniums, Roses, Calceo-
larias, &c., which had a very pretty effect, being hung up
at the entrances to the tent. Outside the tent there was

-•ery interesting show of garden implements and orna-
ments.

Royal Horticultural Society of Aberdeen. —
The autumn show of this Society was held in the Music
Hall Buildings, Aberdeen, on Friday and Saturday,
Sept. 9 and 10. The show was one of the best autumn
shows that has been seen in Aberdeen for a number of
years. The show of plants in pots was rather meagre, as
was to have been expected, from the fact that very few
prizes were offered in this department. The staple of the
how consisted in cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables, and
n each of these departments the display was good.
The Hollyhocks shown were not numerous, but they were

in excellent condition, well filled, and distinctly coloured.
In Gladioli, Mr. Shand, Fetteresso, and Mr. McPherson,
Polmuir, Aberdeen, stood pre-eminent. Mr. Shand
carried off the challenge cup for 30 spikes, presented by
Mr. McPherson, who was thus precluded from entering

the lists against his old rival ; and Mr. McPherson gained
the challenge cup for 24 spikes. He has done the same now
for three years in succession, and the cup is permanently
his own. These two gentlemen never showed finer speci-

mens of Gladiolus than on the present occasion. They
have given great attention to its cultivation, and well

deserve their success. The Dahlias were admirable
blooms, well coloured, and generally well shaped. Here
again Mr. McPherson was ist, but only by a short
distance ; for another successful grower, Mr. James
Cocker, FroghaU, Aberdeen, was very close upon him.
The Asters and Marigolds, though not attracting so much
attention as the Gladioli and Dahlias, made a remarkably
good show. It is unfortunate for the Aberdeen growers
that their season is generally a month or three weeks
later than that of the South of England ; otherwise, we
have no doubt they would make a very creditable appear-
ance—in cut flowers at least — at the meetings of the
Royal Horticultural of England ; at all events, they
would make a fair trial. There was an extensive and fine

display of fruit, and some of the baskets were of first-rate

quality. The collections sent in by Mr. Webster, Gordon
Castle, and Mr. Moir, Ury House, were remarkably fine

when compared with what is usually seen at Aberdeen.
Vegetables always form an important item in an Aber-
deen show, but we do not remember ever having seen at

any previous show either so keen a competition or so
great and uniform excellence. In spite of the great

drought of the season (less than an inch of rain fell

between July 16 and September i), the vegetables were
uniformly large, well grown, and juicy. Some of the col-

lections shown were of remarkable excellence, such as
those sent in by Mr. Farquhar, Fyvie Castle, and Mr.
Patrick Cocker, FroghaU. We have never seen so great
a number of huge, compact Cabbages, collected together
as on this occasion. A silver medal offered for six named
varieties of Potatos called forth extraordinary competition,
and most of the collections sent in were remarkable for

the excellence and size of the Potatos. Some good seed-
lings were shown in various classes, and several of these
got First-class Certificates ; for instance, Mr. Webster,
Gordon Castle, had one for a seedling Plum, and two for

seedling Apples. Some seedling Potatos also got Cer-
tificates of Merit. A considerable number of prizes also

was given to the working classes specially. In vegetables
the working men did remarkably well, but in cut flowers
they were scarcely up to the mark.

Garden Memoranda.
The Aston Lower Grounds, Aston, Birming-

ham.—The plan which accompanies this paper repre-

sents tlie walled-in garden of the Lower Groimds,
Aston, Birmingham, a comparatively new but very

popular place of public resort in one of the near
suburbs of the iron metropolis, and lying close by
Aston Hall. It is some five or six years since the

present proprietor, Mr. H. G. Quilter—for some time
actively connected with the management of the Aston
Park estate—took the Lower Grounds, and commenced
to form them after the present pattern. In their

general characteristics of attraction these grounds bear

a gieat resemblance to those of the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham, only there is no palace of glass, though
there is every accommodation for high-class concerts,

amateur theatricals, and many of those things belong-

ing to the internal arrangements of the Sydenham
Palace. The grounds are 36 acres in extent, and com-
prises two large lakes, one of which is kept solely as

ornamental water, the other for boating and fishing.

There is also an extensive cricket ground, as well as

grounds for archery, bowls, croquet, &c., with every

cidental accommodation of a high-class character.

To these grounds come, during the year, thousands of

isitors. During the summer months large excursion

parties come in from the Black Country, and it has

been observed that to these, in a pre-eminent degree,

the various flower gardens present the chief feature of

attraction. The flower gardens, but especially the

one given in the accompanying plan (fig. 237), certainly

furnish features of excellence of a very high order. In
catering for the public, Mr. Quilter is not unmindful
that high-class gardening is as attractive to the horti-

culturally untutored as that which represents lower
levels of excellence ; and the result of his observation

and experience goes to prove that just in proportion

as he rises up to the application of the highest and
best features of modem gardening, so does the attrac-

tive force augment in a corresponding ratio. It was
while manager of the Aston Park estate that Mr.
Quilter became alive to the importance of flower

gardening as an attractive feature in a place of public

resort, and year by year he has enlarged the sphere of

his operations, and introduced entirely new features

into his final arrangements. It should here be stated

that Mr. Quilter is not a professional horticulturist,

and what he has attained to has been reached

by close observation and persistent application ;

that which he saw to be attractive elsewhere

was instantly seized on and applied in his own
grounds. Cliveden, Battersea Park, and other

places furnished many features that were at

once reproduced in the Aston Gardens, in designs by
no means destitute of originality, and with unvarying

success. To Cliveden he undoubtedly owes his

splendid spring display, though with new and entirely

original features ; from Battersea Park came the idea
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of subtropical gardening, so successfully carried out at

Birmingham ; while from all the best places about the

country has he drawn ideas relative to his summer
bedding, and in no case has he slavishly followed any

one artist's own design.

The general outline of the grounds may be said to

represent a huge Pear of irregular shape ; the hotel

represents the stem of the fruit, and the large boating

lake its apex. With the exception of some few spaces

all the upper part of the grounds comprise flower

gardens, the recreation grounds proper being beyond

these. On emerging from the hotel, a large piece of

ornamental water, some 200 yards in length, and

34 acres in extent, occupies the right-hand side, flanked

on the farthermost side by a pleasant walk under over-

hanging trees, and this is again bounded by what two i

i-unning parallel with it, is a strip of turf having a line

of flower-beds ; then comes a broad gravel walk by its

side, leading to the walled-in garden at the extremity

of the ornamental water ; and between the water and
this gravel walk is a broad piece of grass plat, filling

up the intervening space, as on the left-hand side of

the main walk. So, on the right-hand side, is there a

line of beds reaching the length of the walk. At the

extremity of the grass plat are other beds, one of them
in the form of a series of raised baskets one above the

other, and with this a general descriptive outline of the

upper division of the gardens terminates. The walled-

in garden, of 4 acres in extent, occupies the right-hand

side of the grounds at the broadest part, the cricket-

ground being on the left. A broad belt of trees starts

from tlie right-hand side of the grounds, and running

by no means exhaustively. Reverting, then, to the

upper garden, it may be .said that the broad border on
the left-hand side of the main walk, which is 300 yards

in length, was a most conspicuous feature in the spring

arrangement when seen in the month of April last. It

may be said to have been carpeted with alternate lines

of Viola comuta and Cerastium tomentosum, planted

on what is termed the Greek key pattern, and above

this was a mass of early single and double flowering

Tulips, including such fine kinds as Duchesse de Parma,

Couleur Ponceau, Royal Standard, Golden Prince,

Yellow Pottebakker, Thomas Moore, Scarlet Van
Thol, &c. Seen from the elevated ground at the

entrance by the hotel, the border had a fine effect.

About 12,000 were required to plant this. A line

of Viola comuta forms a margin to this border.

v.-
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years ago was a broad dry ditch, hidden from view by
Laurels, but is now a sunken garden, some 250 yards

in length, specially designed for subtropical plants.

I fere can lie seen beds and borders of many of the

choicer kinds o( ]ilants Mr. Gibson uses at liattersca

I'ark, and a sloping bank, falling away from the walk
under the trees to the level of the subtropical garden,

lias been planted with a choice selection of ornamental

and pictorial trees, such as the best kinds of Hibiscus,

Ailantus glandulosa, Salisburia adiantifolia, Yuccas,

Cotoneaster Simmonsii, Kerria japonica variegata,

Rubus laciniatus, Acer Negundo variegata, &c. In the

subtropical garden can be seen Palms, Cannas, a fine

Pandanus utilis, Maranta zebrina, Arundo Donax,
Aralia spinosa, Bambusa Fortunei, Cordyline australis,

Gunnera scabra, and similar plants, with masses and
edgings of Echeverias, Sempervivums, Sedums, &c.

On the left-hand side, the boundary next Aston Hall

trounds is formed of a broad belt of Limes, Poplars,

c, and evergreen and deciduous shrubs, with a wide
flower-border in the foreground. In front of this, and

along between the upper part of the grounds and the

walled-in garden, passes lengthwise between it again

and the cricket-ground. The open spaces at the foot

of these trees gives the site of the second subtropical

garden. Beyond the walled-in garden is a spacious

promenade, where the band jicforms daily, as well as

large refreshment houses for the accommodation of

excursion parties and others ; and beyond these is the

boundary of the grounds in the form of a boating lake,

about 6 acres in extent, with bands of Rhododendrons
on its banks, and shaded by tall trees on two sides, a

broad gravel walk running all round it. To ensure

safety from accidents when boating in summer and
skating in winter, this lake is to be reduced to a depth
of 4 feet in summer, and I foot in winter.

In a place so extensive as this, which requires half a
million plants to fill the whole of the beds about it, it

is impossible to give full details of all the bedding
arrangements at any one season of the year. It must
suffice that the most salient points in the spring, as

well as the summer display, be touched upon, and that

The removal of the Viola and the substitution of yellow

Calceolarias gives the summer arrangement, still ad-

hering to the Greek pattern. The Cerastium does

excellent service, as it blooms with the spring flowering

plants, and remains to aid the summer display after

the decaying flowers have been removed by the use of

the shears.
" The beds on either side of the walk are

alternately oblong and circular in shape, and in most

of the circular beds is planted a specimen Conifer.

The majority of the oblong Tieds are filled with low

evergreens, shnibs and trees, such as Rhododendrons,

Aucubas, Poitugal Laurels, &c. ; and, both during

the spring and summer, the others are filled witli bulbs

and gay-fioweiing plants. The series of raised baskets

at the lower end of the ground was a grand floral

feature in the spring months. The base of this series

of beds is formed of a raised turf pedestal, about 12

inches from the ground, and which gave a 6 feet wide

circular border between it and ihe first basket rising

from it. This 6 feet border had in the spring a ground-

work of sharp angular lines of Cerastium tomentosum,
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fonning a circular line of acute angles, and these were

planted alternately with Cliveden Yellow Pansy and

Viola comuta. The summer arrangement gives alter-

nate angles of unicoloured flowering and foliaged plants

;

and the two upper baskets, which had dark Wall-

flowers and brilliant Tulips in the spring, are now gay

with bright coloured Pelargoniums, &c. Round this

basket bed is a circle of other beds, each 5 feet in

width, four of them oblong in shape, the four others

circular, each containing a fine specimen Wellingtonia,

some 6 feet in height. By a somewhat large but

judicious use of evergreen shrubs, &c., the masses of

brilliant colours are considerably relieved ; and it is

only at certain points where the relief exists that these

huge circles and zones of colour are set down. The
baskets are formed of slabs of the bark of the Spruce

Fir, held together by strong cables, each basket

being about 18 inches in depth. The planting of

these baskets alone requires one thousand plants.

The belt of trees between this part of the grounds

and the walled-in garden, with a gi-assy carpet beneath

them, afford an excellent shelter to visitors ; and here

seats have been provided in abundance, and from tliis

point, when the visitor is looking south-east, a charm-

ing view is opened up, and one of the best glimpses

of Aston Hall is obtained. The second strip

of subtropical gardening, which starts from this

point at a right angle, and runs eastward between

the walled-in garden and the cricket-ground, re-

minds one of a piece of Mr. Gibson's handiwork at

Battersea Park, set down here for the delectation of

the countiy folk. By every means in his power
Mr. Quilter protects his choice plants from harm

;

beds of Rhododendrons, clumps of shrubs, &c.,

afford this shelter, and the result here, as in the

case of the subtropical garden above, is the pro-

duction of something only second to that seen at

Battersea Park.

But we are only on the threshold of something much
more beautiful and attractive—something holding the

same relation to what has been already mentioned as

Mr. Gibson's subtropical garden at Battersea Park
does to what surrounds it. As the walled-in garden is

approached from the east, the visitor, through the

doorway which gives an entrance to it, gets a peep at

the superb floral picture lying beyond. An immense
embossed garden, so to speak, lies before him, through

the midst of which he can wander by means of broad
gravel walks. Right along the centre of this garden,

from east to west, and transversely from north to

south, the way lies between two lines of raised borders,

forming slightly sloping banks covered with flowers ; and
thesebanksslope again towardsthereverseside. Agarden
so extensive as this (covering 4 acres) would have been
a very 'fiat and confused affair were it not for the series

of raised sloping borders. It is these that lend such a
charm to the scene when viewed as a whole. The apex
of the raised beds, which is a flat some 2 feet in breadth,

represents a height of some 2^ feel, and along the wliole

length of the four divisions, as seen in the plan, runs

an elegant galvanised wire fence in the form of festoons,

some 8 feet in width, about 5 feet in height at the

spring of the swing, and some 2^ feet at its lowest

bend. The line in the plan running from A to B gives

a diagonal sectional line ; the line from c to d a section

of the raised border. It will be seen that each arm of

the cross-shaped ground plan shows a kind of enclosed

oval bed, which most agreeably varies what would be
otherwise monotonous straight walks. The irregular

angles, outside the arms of the cross, represent grass

plots, about which are studded specimen trees and some
beds. A high brick wall, against which are trained

wall-fmit trees forms the exterior line of the garden, and
m front of these, but leaving space for a narrow path
by the side of the trees, is a hedge of dwarf Roses.
There are three doorways leading to the garden, on the

east, south, and west sides ; on the north side, in place

of the doorway is a pleasant alcove, formed of Limes
and Hollies, and having space for a large garden-seat.

At the four comers are banks of Rhododendrons, with
specimen Cedrus Deodara at the back, mingled with
Hollies and other plants. A chain of diamond-shaped
bed runs all round this border, which is about S feet

in width. These beds are formed of dwarf Scotch
Fir, about 12 inches in height, which is kept clipped
each autumn. The groundwork outside the diamond
beds gives a line of triangles back and front. These
angles are constantly kept filled with Cerastium
tomentosum, which serves alike for the spring and
summer display ; and here, also, it is allowed to bloom
in the spring, and then clipped back for summer
service. In the spring arrangement the diamonds
on the north side were filled alternately with Silene
pendula and Pyrethrum Golden Feather— on the east

side Silene and Myosotis sylvatica alternately, with
Tulips rising above them. The south side was a
repetition of the planting in the north, as was the west
of that on the east. Each square that contained Tulips
(and there were some 150 of them) required about
50 bulbs. At a later period these diamonds are gay
with pink, white, scarlet, and salmon-coloured Nosegay
and Zonal Pelargoniums, yellow Calceolarias, &c.

,

relieved, here and there with bed^ of Coleus, Centaureas,
Golden Feather Pyrethmm, &c., sufficient to tone
down the othenvise oppressive masses of colouring.

Behind these, and forming a pleasant background,
are the dwarf Roses, bearing their manifold clusters

of flowers.

Turning now to the method of planting the insides

of the four arms of the cross, it may be stated that the

outlines of the plan in which the beds are planted are

formed in the first instance by a band of Cerastium
tomentosum, about I2 inches in width. This, as will

be observed in the plan, gives a diamond alternately

with the small circular, and the semicircular panels of a

larger diameter. When planted in the spring, the east

and west arms of the cross had the following arrange-

ment on the inside of the wire fence :—The upper and
lower semicircles were planted alternately with white
and crimson double Daisies, each circle contained a

mass of Aubrietia purpurea, while each diamond was
filled alternately with blue and yellow Cliveden Pansics.

In summer the arrangement consists of Purple King
Verbena in the circles, and instead of Cerastium tomen-
tosum forming the outlines, Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium
takes its place

;
pink and scarlet Pelai'goniums are now

masses of colour where the softer hues of the Daisies

prevailed in the spring, while the diamonds have
masses of colouring adapted for contrast, and of leaf

foliage for relief. In the case of the north and south

arms, the difference in the spring arrangement con-

sisted in that yellow and purple Pansies were used
instead of yellow and blue ; the other agents being

similar. The oval beds, in the spring masses of dark
Wallflowers intenningled with Tulips, have now
centres of some decided colours, with vandyked
edgings of blue, yellow, and white.

The central flower garden, with the scolloped border

outside the gravel walk, differed in the ground-plan and
method of planting. By referring to the plan it will

be -seen that the ground-plan of the outer circle is two
lines of scollops, the upper larger than the lower
with a kind of long angular border down next the turf

edging. In the spring, the Imes defining the scollop;

were formed of Aubrietia purpurea, the upper tier were
filled alternately with blue, yellow, and purple Pansie:

a bed of yellow coming between each of the dark
colours ; the smaller scollops were filled alternately

with white Pansies, and pink and white double Daisies,

the pink Daisy coming between each of the white

flowers, while the space next the turf was filled all

through with crimson double Daisies. At the back
came a line of dark Wallflowers. On two sides of the

circle, the quarter divisions had the ground lines

formed of Aubrietia, as above stated ; on two othei's it

was Arabis mollis variegata. Notwithstanding that a

severe winter, the rigours of which were felt North and
South alike, had somewhat marred the effect of this

arrangement, yet no one could doubt but that Daisies

and Pansies of different colours are among the best

things to use in the spring garden, where refinement

and an early bloom are desired in unison. Now, as

representing the summer planting, the upper line of

scollops is planted alternately ^\^th Centaurea candi-

dissima and golden-leaved Pelargoniums, the smaller

line with Purple King Verbena, and the remainder
with alternate patches of pink and scarlet Pelargo-

niums.

The central circular scroll bed is one on which Mr.
Quilter lavishes the richest treasures of his floral wealth ;

perhaps for the beauty and refinement of the designs

marked out there in the spring months, it was scarcely

surpassed by anything else in the kingdom. This
scroll bed is on a level with the circular walk round it,

and, with a sunken garden in the middle, and the

fountain, which is the central figure, may be said to be

inlaid in turf. Next the scroll bed, in the inside, is a

sharp fall of some 5 feet, in the form of a steep turfy

bank ; then come four circular beds, alternate with

four others of the shape of the segments of a circular

line; and these enclose a fountain formed of "teag,"
the local term for the bluish-tinted glass-like refuse

from the glassworks, and encircled by a stone basin,

which latter is fringed with Ferns and similar plants,

and a narrow border runs round it. The spring arrange-

ment of this scroll bed was altogether unique and highly

effective. This bed is over 90 yards in length by

5 feet in width, and in planting, a series of circles

alternate with shield-like panels was formed. The
centre of each series of circles was formed of a disc of

Golden Feather Pyrethmm, round this white double
Daisies, then a circle of Aubrietia purpurea, then one
of crimson double Daisies ; with an outer circle formed
of the Aubrietia also. The centre of each shield had a

disc of Veronica incana, on one side a panel of Arabis
mollis variegata ; on the other pink double Daisy.

Veiy effective indeed is the mode in which this

scroll bed is now planted. Each series of circles now
forms a kind of circular pyramid, formed of pink,

white, and scarlet Pelargoniums, and yellow Calceo-
larias, so arranged that the tallest is in the middle, and
the dwarfest outside ; the lines of the shields are

formed of Pyrethmm Golden Feather, filled in with
Lobelia Paxtoniana. Descending now to the circular

line of beds round the fountain, that in the spring were
filled with crimson, white, yellow, and striped Tulips,

have each a central disc, with a circular line round it,

and a panel on either formed of lines in squares, all of
which are Golden Feather Pyrethrum, the ground-
work filled in with Alternanthera paronychioides, and
A. spathulata. On each circular bed stands a pedestal
of slag supporting a stone vase, and these are filled

with vari-coloured flowering plants, with Ivy-leaved
Pelargoniums and suchlike trailing plants hanging
down from these as a fringe.

The effect of the central garden is very much

heightened from the fact, that all round it, following
the line of circles in the plan, runs a tall, ornamental
wire fence, with archways spreading over the paths,

and over and about which are trained various kinds of
rapid-growing creepers, &c. It may be said to repre-

sent the outer walls of a temple, no longer covered
with a dome. From the archways over each path are

suspended handsome wire baskets, tastefully filled with
appropriate plants.

The reverse side of these raised borders, looking
towards the grass sward planted with specimen trees,

&c., are now extremely gay with ribbon lines of various
.

colours, judiciously arranged. About the irregular

angles of grass plats are several raised beds, charmingly
planned in mosaic patterns with Echeverias, Semper-
vivums, Sedums, and suchlike, that are much admired
by visitors.

Going away from this garden there can be seen
many nooks and corners where a bed of some fine-

foliaged or flowering plants has been set down ; no
spot is disregarded, but there is an unity about the
method in which the decorative features are wrought
out. A dirty, neglected, unkept corner is scarcely to

be detected, so uniformly well are the grounds looked
after. Similarly the cricket, archery, croquet, and
bowling grounds are kept in the highest state of per-

fection, the most watchful care being expended on their

condition.

To provide the abundance of bedding plants neces-

sary, there is on the north-west side of the walled-in

garden, but so screened by tall trees as to be almost
hidden from view, quite a nursery of glass, of great

extent, where the propagation, &c. , is carried on. It

is marvellous to note, when looking through these glass

structures in the month of April, the multitudfts of

plants in course of being raised from seed or propa-
gated by cuttings. There can be seen here also, at

that time of the year, securely housed from the effects

of cold, such a collection of tender fine-foliaged plants,

such as Palms, Dracaenas, Tree Ferns, Yuccas, &c., as

would strike one with astonishment, unless aware of

the extent to which subtropical gardening is here
carried out.

How this aspect of modern gardening is appre-
ciated by the folks in the Birmingham district, let the

admiring throngs who crowd it testify. And away
on the other side, also screened from observation, is

tliat most indispensable adjunct to such a place, a
reserve garden, which also serves as a trial ground, in

which Mr. Quilter tests the value of rare bedding
plants as they are announced, and thus never risks

making an effective bed with a plant with the decorative

value of which he is unacquainted. Here, too, can be
seen immense beds of Tulips, of Daisies, Pansies,

Arabis, and similar plants, forming stock for the

spring display next year. It was too early at the

time of my visit to pass a judgment on the newer
bedding plants being tested this summer, but an
opportunity may be offered to do that ere the season

is quite over.

Year by year, since these gardens were first opened
to the public in 1S64, the number of visitors annually

have risen with a marked progression, and in 1869,

262,000 persons visited the grounds. On Easter

Monday last over 18,000 persons were admitted, and
during the Easter week the turntables denoted an
aggregate of 38,000 visitors. Precisely at dusk the

grounds are closed, no after-dark attractions of any
character are permitted therein ; fireworks and such

displays are on no account allowed, an outrage is a

thing that has scarcely occurred, rarely even is a

flower plucked, Mr, Quilter confides generously in the

people of Birmingham ; on the most crowded occasions

his o\vn staff of men suffices to maintain order ; and
this confidence is respected and reciprocated. R, D.

#arb£iT #.peratioiTS.
(for the ensuing week,)

plant houses.
Pelargonhuns 'of the Cape or fancy sections, which

are being grown on for the earliest flowering, will now
equire a slight supervision in regard to tlae pinching

back of any gross shoots which may form. Where the

shoots grow uniformly of one size this will not be
necessary. Keep the house containing them cool, airy,

and as clean as possible, so that a strong, sturdy habit

may be assured to the young growths. Much good
may also be done by thinning those which are growing
too densely together, and by removing such weaker ill-

placed ones as are hkely to interfere with the free

growth of the others. Where, through negligence, any
of the Ijonvard plants have not yet been placed into

their blooming pots, it will scarcely be judicious to do
so now, unless, indeed, the pots containing them are

well filled with roots, when it will be best to pot

them without delay
;

placing them into the smallest

possible sized pots. At this period, when the

warmth of night is considerably on the decrease,

some care should be taken not to allow the tempe-
rature to fall below 48" or 50". Do not permit the

mean temperature of stoves proper to exceed 76"^ to

78', with a decrease of 8° or 10° by night, affording

as much air as possible on all proper occasions ; and
be careful not to excite into growth such hard-

wooded plants as should be at rest. In order to be
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upon the safe side, it would be well to house all

greenhouse plants quickly after this date. Already
some of the hills on the northern side of the Tweed
have received their first coating of snow, and frost

sufficient to cut off Scarlet Runners has been experienced

within 20 miles of London, so that a fair warning has

been afforded, and it should be acted on at once.

Those who require an early autumnal display of

Chrysanthemums should now get their most forward
plants undercover. Those cuttings of bedding plants

which are not yet housed should be sheltered quickly.

Abundance of air should be given, even when the

plants are placed under cover.

FORCING HOUSES.

Use great caution not to allow too high a temperature
to pervade any structures containing Pines during
cloudy, dull, sunless weather. These plants, if in a for-

ward fruiting stage, and consisting mainly, say, of

Montserrats, or what is perhaps more correctly Black
Jamaicas, will at this time form large unsightly crowns
if too high a temperature be maintained, and a suf-

ficiency of air be not given. It may be that these do
not only decrease the actual size which the fniit would
or might have attained, but, what is of some little

importance in regard to table display, the large crowns
somewhat mar the size of the fruits to tiie eye, so that

they are made to look less than they really are.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Go over Peach and Nectarine trees, and fasten any

shoots which may, through fmit gathering, or other-

wise, have become loosened or unsightly. Proceed
rapidly with the gathering of all kinds of fruits which
are* ready. All choice kinds which will keep, espe-

cially Pears^ should be very carefully gathered—each
fruit separately, and should be laid upon the shelves

without the slightest biiiise being inflicted, as this, if

permitted, will cause the fruits to decay before the

ripening process is properly consummated. As all

fruits of this kind whenever gathered invariably undergo
more or less "sweating," it is advisable to permit air

freely to pervade the structure containing them, and, if

possible, not to lay the commoner coarser sorts too

thickly in heaps at the first, in fact, not until this

process is past.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Those who contemplate transplanting Erergreeus^

such as Hollies, for example, may now do so safely,

with much hope of success. Continue transplanting,

as before suggested, such perennials as Foxgiat'es,

Sweet IVilliams, Canterbury Bellsy Hollyhocks, IVall-

iloivers, Pansies, Double Rockets, &c. Protect pot-

grown Auriculas from excessive rains or sharp frosts,

which are ushered in too abruptly. See that perfect

drainage exists to each. Attend to the necessai^y pre-

paration of all kinds of plants for spring garden display,

having such bulbs as are intended for the same ready
for planting in their separate colours immediately the

present occupants of the beds are taken away. Those
kinds of spring-flowering plants intended for use as

above, which are getting too strong, should be trans-

planted as I have previously suggested ; this witli a
view not only to retard their growth, but also to

harden them off better. Bring all planting-out of

Carnations and their allies to a conclusion without
delay,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Prepare the border upon which to plant out Cauli-

flowers for spring use, to be sheltered through the

winter under hand-lights, by giving a thorough dress-

ing of good manure, and well digging it in, preparatory

to planting them out at an early date. Make another
planting of the late-sown Celery for late spring use
when it is wanted to the latest date practicable. Get
in all Onions as quickly as possible, and arrange them
in their quarters for winter keeping. Give Cardoons a
good earthing-up as required. Hoe well between the

crops of Spinach. Continue to blanch Ejulive, tying

up Lettuce for a like purpose as often as may be needed
during dry weather. Transplant the necessary quan-
tities of both into cold frames as quickly as the latter

become at liberty. Hoe or thin-out the later-sown
Turnips. Give Leeks good manure-water copiously,

and make sowings of Mustard and Cress in some kind
of sheltered position. Remove under cover all Diuarf
French Beans which are bemg gi'own on in pots,

W. E.

ORCHARD HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
Now that the fruit is pretty well over in these struc-

tures the one chief object should be to secure the matu-
ration of the wood for next season's supply of fruit. It is

a very frequent practice after the fniit is gathered, the

trees having so far done their duty for the season, to

Utterly neglect them. Nothing can be more injurious,

as upon the attention given to the ripening of the wood
and the formation of the buds depends the condition of

next season's crop. It is well to go over the trees now
and to prune out all superfluous wood, leaving only that

iVhicli is required for next year's fruiting. All pruning
should be done now, leaving only for winter the mere
shortening and trimming in of the ends of the shoots.

When summer pinching has been rigidly performed
(here is of course little to do, but what little there is to

be done do now. By thinning out the superfluous wood,
light and air are admitted to that which is left, which

consequently has a better chance of ripening and de-

veloping j,ts buds. Maintain a rather dry atmosphere
in the house, and give all the ventilation possible con-
tinuously, night and day. For trees planted out no
watering will now be required. For trees in pots suf-

'ficient water must always be given to prevent the leaves
from flagging, but nothing more. The watering should
also be done in the morning, allowing the plants to be
rather drier at night. Trees in pots, which can be readily

removed, had better be placed in the open air entirely,

in a warm yet exposed situation, there to be fully

exposed to the weather and the sun's influence. This
open-air exposure gives a deep colouring to the shoots,

and makes it as hard as ebony ; and this is looked
upon as the perfection of wood in Peaches. Shoots,

however, which are sometimes nearly green, are

frequently as well ripened. Potting.—Now is the

time also to see about potting the trees which may
require it, and also top-dressing. If potted now, they
will make considerable progress in root making before

winter, and have full hold of the new soil by spring.

Every tree should be separately examined—if well

rooted and in a small pot, repot it at once into a pot of

a size or two larger. It is well to give plenty of pot-

room to young healthy trees. We do not recommend
the use of pots larger than from 15 to iS inches in

diameter. Plants in pots of this large si^e should, if

the soil appear at all sour, be turned out, the

ball reduced two-thirds, and repotted into the same
sized pot ; those which seem in a healthy condition

should have a great portion of the top soil removed,
roots and all, halfway down the pot, and then filled up
with fresh soil. In repotting trim the roots pretty

smartly, and give plenty of good drainage. Press the

soil as firmly as it is possible to make it, by ramming
it round the ball with a piece of wood. If no compost
has been previously prepared, as it should have been,
select now the best fresh yellow loam that can be
found, as fibry as possible, to this add about one-third

well-rotted manure or decayed malt-dust, or some old

nightsoil and some burned or charred earth or lime-

rubbish, to keep it free. This, well incorporated
together, forms an excellent compost for all sorts of

orchard-house trees. After potting give a good water-
ing, to settle the soil about the roots, and attend to

them as previously directed. B.

TEMPERATURE OP THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
DIFFERENT STA TIONS

During the Week ending Saturday, September 17, 1870.

TOWN GARDENING.
The large-flowering Chrvsanthemum will require

special attention at this season. Liquid manure should
be given two or three tones a week, according to the
strength of the plants. This should be made in the
following manner :—Get a tub holding about 50 gallons,

into which put i peck of soot, i bushel of horse-
droppings, and 4 bucketfuls of stale soapsuds. Fill the
tub to the brim with soft water, have the whole well
stirred up, and allow it to settle some time before using
it. About one-half of this to one-half of soft water
will be sufficient. See that all the side buds are re-

moved, leaving only the centre one on each shoot ; at

the same time remove all lateral shoots, and securely
tie the plants. Clear the beds and borders of annuals
that have done flowering, and fill their places with
Chrysanthemums and Pompons, which will not miss
their moving, and will flower freely if shifted after

the following manner :—Drive down the spade about
6 inches from the plant all round, at the same time
giving it a good soaking, and on the following day
remove it to its flowering position, y. D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
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C'iilomelanos ; 2, G. pulchella, a sulphur-coloured

variety.

—

H. I, 2, 5, forms of Cystopteris fragilis
; f

,

Davallia bullata : 4, Doodia media; 6, Asplenium

fontanum.

—

F. B. JV. Habrothamnus roseus.

NiccTARiNES Remaining Acid, &c. : W. F.. M. We
cannot account for this, they havinjj, as you say,

received the same treatment as the Peaches, excepting it

be from over-cropping. We can ascribe it to no other

Pelargoniums
pieces, and

Q IR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.O Price Lists free. A Pamplilct, with Views of these and other

By Royal Letters Patent.
SHREWSBURY'S GAS CONSERVATORY

BOILER, Recistered Gas Oven, no gas inside.

IMPROVED REGISTERED GAS SATH, ;Clo.

Testimonials on application. Enclose stamp.
G. SHREWSBURY, Lower Norwood, S.E.

J. C. The flowers had all fallen to

^
.._re not recognisable. The gold and

bronze leaf, John Eraser, is bright and good now
;

its

merit depends on its liabit and constancy as compared

with other kindr. We hesitate to say it is distinct—there

is such a manifest sameness throughout the whole class.

Pomology: V. R. Decaisne's "Jardin Fruitier du

Mus&m " and Leroy's " Dictionnaire de Pomologie

are good recent works. The " Pomological Maga-

zine," a few volumes of which were published some

year's since, is also a standard work. The " Florist

and Pomologist "
is the only periodical we have which

meets your inquiry. The first two are published in

Paris, the Magazine is occasionally to be had at second-

hand bookshops, the last is published at 171, Fleet

Street.

SOLANUM Capsicastrum: Caution. You would do well

to act up to your name.
Stephanotis : Gardener. The fruit of the Stephanotis

is not eatable—don't try it even.

Strawberries : St. .iubyu. The runners of Strawberries

should be kept cleared away—from the old stools as

soon as any required stock has been secured, from

young plants as fast as they commence to shoot forth.

Under Gardeners' Cottage : C. E. F. has entirely

mistaken the arrangement, as he will see if he looks

carefully at the plan, c is a room for the day-labourers

who do not live on the premises ; D is a general living

room for the young men who do live on the premises,

and who have separate sleeping rooms at E. We do

not know what the arrangements are for cooking in this

instance. In some places there is a garden woman
employed, who attends to this among other matters :

sometimes the men have to cook for themselves, one

being told off in rotation for the purpose.— T. S.,

another correspondent, hintsat "rules and restrictions,"

in the case referred to, as being "a great drawback to

the comforts of the under gardeners;" but we can

scarcely imagine that any unjust rules would be con-

tinued if their action was shown to be oppressive, while

a proper code of rules is most essential to the order and

respectability of any establishment.

Vegetable Refuse : F. T. The very best way of

economising vegetable refuse is to collect it in a heap

and then "smother-burn " or char it. The harder por-

tions, such as Cabbage stumps, prunings, &c., should

be charred with the rest. Of course the heap should

be kept as far from the house, and as much out of sight,

as possible.

Vines: J. J. You cannot do better than as you propose,

to ronew as much of the border as you can without

disturbing the roots to any great extent. It will do

them no harm to pull off a great portion of the surface

fibry roots, as tliey will soon get renewed in the fresh

soil. You will further improve your Vines by cutting

away one-third the number of the old rods, and

encouraging the growth of more young wood. This

will do quite as much for you as the renewal of the soil.

Catalogues Received :—E. G. Henderson & Son's

Autumn Catalogue of Bulbs, &c.—Hooper & Co.'s

General Catalogue for 1870.—R. Dean's Catalogue of

Hyacinths, &c.— R. Parker's Catalogue of Hyacinths,

&c.—'Wood & Co.'s Dutch Flowering Bulbs.-E. P.

Francis and Co., Descriptive Catalogue of Roses.

—

1. House, Select List of Hyacinths, &c.—J. Veitch

& Sons' Catalogue of Hyacinths, &c.— Butler, McCul-
loch & Co., Dutcll and Cape Bulbs.

, Forcing Pits, &c
Plans ajid Estimates on application.

ND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapsidc, London, E.G.
lanufactory, 6, Banksidc. Southwark, S.E.

POl
COl

Halls, Warehouses, &c. Fixed at

Helper, &c. At Viscount Sydney'
Applyat

Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
replaced, after being 20 years in

Park Street, Southwark, London, S.KBear Garden,

TZTOTAVATER PIPEST^B'blLERS,

JAMO for

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

AMES CARTER AND CO. having many applications

ic above request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
NAME ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,

for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send

""JnrL°aTv''oVGe.Smln"e''9uS'r'iIX GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
may rely upon J. C.iRTElt & Co. adopting the most stringent regu-

lations in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., 237 & 23S, High Holborn, London, W.C.

G
T. . ,..,

-J- W., East Farleigh. Kc:

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married; thoroughly
understands the profession i " '' '^ '^ " - - ''""

HOT-WATER PIPES, N
yard

ELBOWS, No. 12

T-PIPES, No. 33
SYPHONS
VALVES
The above, netl cash prici

uivalent.
., delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristol,

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS

durable. Price List, which qives the sizi

forwarded post free on application,

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, CommerciaJ^Stn

Garden Frames.^
ire the cheapest and most
of every class of Mat,

ct. Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
ARCHANGEL MATS, under present

PETERSBURG MATS at old prices. Samples and p

J. BLACKBURN .\ND SONS. Russia Mat and
,od Str, . London, E.G.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Marners.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed

A Specimens sent post free on application: also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conser\'atorics, Entrance
MAW AND CO , Benthal! Works, Broselcy

Ml.:

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

lone, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on delivery. Sample Label

sent on receipt of a postafje stamp. Orders delivered free i" ^ -—*'-'

fsHER '''• ' '
, Label Wo

J-^^

by JOHN
Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
MKS MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

horeriilch, London, E
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ifc.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA.RUUBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

" "
i upon applic

-Married ; thoroughly under-

to any Lady or Gentleman
jtical working Gardener,—Married,

....^^ . ^., , ,. knowledge of the profession in every

branch. State wages given, Stc—X. Y. Z., Post Office, Wood Green,

Tottenham, N.E.

thoroughly
ery branch of the'"prol"ession ; Early and Late

GARDENER (Hr \ r'Tentleman wishes to

competent to ui

recommended.

-

48, married.

-

Gardens, IJIandford, Dorset.

GARDENER {Head), married. — S. Spreadbuky,
seven years Gardener to H. B. Webster, Esq.. Granard LodRc,

Koehampton, is desirous to engage with any Lady r- ' —' ""-"

requiring the services of a Rlau

various branches of the professlor

and Slock. Is disengaged throuL -,„'
4, Fark Terrace, Upper Richmond Koad, Putney, S.W.

riIHE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the jiiiest

X painting, and the roughest work. Usedin the Cry;

ie Paintci .

and Shipbuilders.

, London Bridge, London, E.G.

I.ICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

lone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.

30A, King William Street, London Bridge, Lond on. E.G.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

iltural County in England.
particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Comhdl,

London, E.G. : and Steam Plough Works, Leed!

important improvement <

Co TIONS Received :—Rev. H. J. (with many thanks).

—J. C.-R. A.—E. M.— H. R.—C—K J. H.—A Gardener.

—R. F. (the Irrepressible Nigger shall be chained iip-

too ugly to be let go at large).—J. K.—J. C.—T. C
H. E. D.-H. G. R.—W. P. A.

N.—

DIED, on the 21st inst., aged 70, Mr. WiLLIA
IliGGiNS MouNTFOKD, late Head Gardener
H. R. Hughes, Esq., Kinniel Park, St. George,

All Self-Acting, strongly m.adc, effccliN

Cottage apparatus very cheap.• - -IN par:

I operation.

Upholsterer,

M.IM, .

To Market Gardeners.
ANTED, a FOREMAN, to take the Management

Market Garden and l )rchard. None need apply who do
ily understand ihcir business—Apply by letter, C. "

iinmittee of Visitors of the
,. near Wallingford, Berks, a Ma
nnd his Wife, to take charge of the

: i 1I , I'!,'- ,i!iii i;.Trdcn prodi
idersigned by

\liingdon, Berks.

GARDENER (Head), orGARDENER and BAILIFF.
—Married, without family ; steady; has 5 thorough practical

knowledge of Gardening; also the Ma
Land, and Buying and Sellin" all ki

tands Dairy and Poullrj'. Three
-Icssrs Lane & Son. Berkhamstcd, H

of Arabic and alcadow
of Stock, &c. Wife under-

s' good character. —A. B.,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Aged 40,

no incumbrance ; has had ^reat expericni old

arried

ng "^Vines, Peaches, M'

J. Backhouse &
"of" Orchard-houses, Conservatory, &c. Twenty;

:nce in Growing Roses as an especial favou

ears' good character.—

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 35, married-

—WiLH.\M Henderson, for the last three years Gardener to

Thomas Marrian, Esq., Thurcroft Hall, Mallby, Rotherham, is at

liberty to treat with any Lady or Gentleman rt-quinng the services

of a thorough practical Gardener; well un<1. r-^t-,nrl<; ihr Inrly and

Late Forcing of all kinds of Fruits. Flow.-^ -I X-
-
iM' s. the

Management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen ( .1^ :
^^ 1

''''' i'»li "O

family, is qualified to undertake the duli.s 1 I ..1-
,

"' take

Charge of Gentleman's Residence. Characters \. ill I., r mv
.
-.iit.-atmg.

.T good practical Jcnowledge of the i

Good references for abilities, ic—A. 1

mouth Park Lodge, near Highgate.
, G. Thomson, Esq., Dart

GARDENER (age 35, married, no family)

man wishes to recommend his Gardener,

Servant. Disengaged in conscqi

A Gentle-

ifiing theii

Wrayshury,
of family shifting their

/ ^ ARDENER (Single-handed),
VJT charge of Greenliou;

Age 25 ; can take

and Flower and Kitchen Gardens. No
)ur and a-half years' good character,—

GARDENER (Under),
arc kept.—Age 34,

vhere two or more Gardeners

.,, „...>,.,. -,ood character. No objection to a

ignell's, Hcndon. Middlesex, N.W.

FOREMAN, in a Private Establishment.—Nine years

practical experience: active and intelligent. First-class character

in every respect.—W. P., Tatenhill, Burton-on- Trent.

OREM.'VN. in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.

larKcts.
COVENT GARDEN.—Sept. 24.

The trade generally rules very heavy, and both whole-
sale and retail prices are somewhat lower, there being a
large supply, which is considerably augmented from the

effects of the late high winds. Amongst flowers we have
Pelargoniums (single and double), Asters, Dahlias, and
Liliums.

Apples, p. \ ste

Figs, per doz. .

.

Grapes, per lb.

Beet, per doz.

Cabbages, p. doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Cucumbers, each .

.

French Beans, p. sieve

Do., retail, p. lb. .

.

Garlic, per lb.

Gherkir .per
per bunch . . 02 — 04

Potatos, York Regents, per

Oranges, per too
Peaches, per doz,

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per
Plums, p. half sit

HorscRadish.p.biin. 3 o to 5 <

Lettuces, p. score . . i 6 — 3 <

Mint, per bunch . . o 3 — o (

Mushrooms, p. pott. 30 — 4 <

Onions, per bunch . . 04 — o .

Parsley, p, bunch . . o ? — o .

Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 31
Tomatos, per doz. . . 1 o - - i 1

Turnips, yng.,p.bun. 09 — 11

ton, 90J. to 105^. ; Kidneys

W-:

w „1 his WIFE, tali>

MESSRS. DOBSON and SONS are in WANT of a

HAND used to JOBBING. Must be steady, industrious, and
neat in his work. Wages 17s. per week, an

'

Woodlands Nursery, Islewortli, W.

wANTED, an experienced ASSIST-i^NT, single
well up in the trade. Likewise a JUNIOR, who
nice.—THOM. ~IASI'IF.RFnl> Bridse Street, Warrni

WANT PLACESr

B. he

Letters to be Post Paid.

f; Age -J. F., Jlr, Claiiha

To Gentlemen, Contractors, and Others.

NEW GROUND WORKER.- Thoroughly under-

stands Laying out of New Grounds, and Alterations and Im-

G. L., 14, Eelgravc Street South. Belgrave Squar

RICOLOR GERANIUM GROWER and RAISER,
or Soft-wooded I'ROPAGATOK.-Ten years' Londtin cxpen-

ence.—J. li.
.
91. Si. John's WoodTerrace, Regent's Fark, London. N.W.

To Kurserymen.
)ROP.-\G.'\TOR of Stove, Greenhouse,

Hardy Outdoor PI;

i Provincial Nun
ell I

. ChesI
iiendcd.-II. W., 9, Byn

and Soft-
is had long

Thoroughly i

: StrccI

E^ \ 1 I
\(

,

i;NCY, with or without the Management
{

I Home Farm, Wanted by a Gentleman of considerable

ice in every description of Agriculture as practised in Scotland

North of England. The Advertiser is a thorough man of

5. Highest references and good security.—BETA, Post Ullicc,

" MPROVER, in a Nobleman's i

- —Age 20. Good references. £5 Prcmi

lion, Oundle, Northamptonshire.

Gardeners.
WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stnling Ihat

he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

ctest integrity, thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties of

HEAD GARDENER, GARDENER and BAILIFF, or UNDER
GARDENER. Ladies or Gentlemen requiring such may rely upon
B. S W. recommending only those whose conduct and abilities arc
worthy of their

To tbe Seed Trade.

CLERK and TRAVELLER. — Wanted, an Imme-
diate Engagement by Advertiser, who is accustomed to Counting

House duties and the Road. Eight years' reference from present

stualion—F H., care of Mr. R.andall, 42, Grange Walk, Ber-

1 and Paradise Nur; . Upper Hollow; . N.

Gentli
HEN__
London, N.W.
HENDERSON

GARDENER
,

. recommended to

—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G,

SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

8 HOPMAN.^ingle ; 15 years' experience in the Seed

trade, and a good knowledge of the Florist business. Good

rence.—C. C. Mr. Pestridce, Seedsman, Greenway, Uxbridge.

SHOPMAN
single; 11 ye:

Good refei

d;

or WAREHOUSEMAN.—Age 29,

experience in firsl-clas^ Provincial Houses.

W. B., Gardmers- Chronicle O^ct.. W.C.

incum-AIRY and POULTRY MAN.—Age 36, nc

e- no objection to a small Garden. \\'ilc go

„.., Jood reference from late and previous employci

Post Office, Millbrook, Southampton, Hants.
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WM. ABRAHAM, HORTICULTI-RAL Al'CTIONEER,
Valler, &c, C.oMwonh Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

\Voking. Surrey.
SALES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conducted.

MR. TAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of

T. & J. Eraser. Lea Ilridge Road), undertakes HORTICUL-
TURAL VALUATIONS of every description, SALES by
AUCTION, &c.

Mayl.inds, Romford, E.'isex, E,

Landscape GardeDisg, Groandwork, tlie Making of
NEW ROADS. PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any extent, cither by

Estimates, Plans, and Specific;^*' '
"upplied on the

shonest r

Park Fencing undertaken to any extent.
N.B. Plans and Designs for Horticultural Buildings, &c, &c

Woodlands Nursery, Mareslield. near Uckfield, Sussex.

wANTED to PURCH.ASE. a small NURSERY
id SEED BUSINESS—.Address particulars.

T. S,. Mr. C. Throp, Queen's Road Nurseries. Halifax. Yorkshire.

Upper Norwood, near tlie Palace.—To Nurserymen.

TO BE LET, on LE.ASE. or otherwise, a piece of
GARDEN GROUND, in an open but sheltered position on the

slope of Westow Hill. Part of it well adapted for the erection ol

a \ inery or other houses, with good private

Apply at r, Belgrave Place, on the Prem
Nok'TON, Church Road, Upper Norwood, S.

SALES BY AUCTION,
Planting Season,

IMPORTANT tn NODLEMEN, CENTLEMEN. NE'RSEKY-
MEN, BUILDERS. and OTHERS ENGAGED EX-
TENSIVELY in PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALES of NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBER 12, on the Premises, CROWN NURSERY. READING;
by order of Mr. lames Holder, a quantity of useful NURSERY
STOCK, ORNAMENTAL VASES, &c.

S, ; by order ot the Excrutors of the late Mr. Wm. Barnes, the
whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBER, on the Premises, the NURSERY, PHILIP LANE,
TOTTENHAM, MIDDLESEX. N. : by order of Mr. AFcx.
Johnstone, a quantity of useful NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBER 24 to NOVEMBER i. on the Premises. ST. JOHN'S
NURSERY, \VOKING. SURREY; by order of the E.\ccuiors of
the late Mr. William Jackman, Sen.

NOVEMBER 3 and 4, on the Premises, ihc WHITCHURCH
RECTORY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX; by order of the

NOVEMBER 7 to 10, on the Premises, the LEIGHHAM COURT
ROAD NURSERY (a branch establishment). STREATHAM
HILL, SURREY; by order of Mr. George Clarke, the land being
required immediately for building purposes.

NOVEMBER 21 to 25. on the Premises, the WANDSWORTH
COMMON NURSERIES, SURREY. S. : by order of Mr. R.

and of Jlessrs. PROTIlfeROE .

Valuci Ess(
MORRIS, Auctioneers and

Cluistcliurcli, Hants.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK-
TV TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
J-TX instructed by Mr. G. Smith (who is relinquishing the business
in order to devote his whole attention to the Seed Trade) to SELL by
AUCTION.withoutreserve.onthe Premises, the Park Place, Belbin's
and Scot's Hill Nurseries, Christchurch, Hants, on MONDAY,
October 3, at 12 for 1 o'CIock precisely, the whole of the valuable
NURSERY STOCK, comprising a large and varied assortment of
Evergreen and Coniferous Shrubs, in capital condition for removal,
including 10,000 Laurels, r to j feet ; 400 Irish and English Yews,
variegated and green Hollies, Euon>-mus and Box, Bays. Aucubas,
&c : Pinus. Thujas, and Abies, in choice kinds ; Ccdrus Deodara,
Thujopsis, large quantities of Spruce, Scotch, and Larch Firs; also
forest and ornamental Trees; fine standard, pyramidal, and trained
Fruit Trees ; a choice collection of standard and dwarf Roses, hardy
American Plants, 81500 strong Quick, Privet, Pampas Grass, a

'

quantity ofother useful Stock.
On view two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex.
N.B. For the convenience of Purchasers, arrangements may

made with Mr. G. Smith to allow the lots to remain on the ground „..^
month from the date of Sale, the purchase-money being paid by
Thursday, October 6,

Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of YOUNG and THRIVING EXTRA

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROEANDMORRISareinstmcted

by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on
the Premises, Exotic Nurserj-, Tooting, S.W., on THURSI>AYand
FRIDAY. October 13 and 14, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day.
Thousands of Valuable Extra NURSERY STOCK, remarkably well-

fown and in excellent condition for removal ; comprising 6000 choice
vergreen Shrubs and Conifcrse in specimen borders, including

Picea Nordmanniana, P. Pinsapo, and P. nobilis, Thujopsis borealis.
Thujas of sorts, Pinuscs of sorts. Wellingtonias, Cupressus Lawso-
niana, Portugal Laurels. &c. ; thousands of Common and Colchic
Laurels ; 1000 Green Hollies, 18 inches to s feet : Arbutus, 500 English
Yews, 500 Arbor-vita: of sorts, fine Rhododendrons full of bloom
buds, bushy Box,Cotoncaster Simmonsii, Berberis of sorts ; about 3000
Spruce Firs, 2 to 4 feet, beautifully furnished ; 2000 Ligustrum ovali-
folium, &c- ; a large quantity of Ornamental and Forest Trees, con-
sisting of Black Italian and Lombardy Poplars. .\ccr Ncgundo varie-
gata. Acacia inermis, &c. ; Choice Standard and Dwarf Roses of the
best varieties ; a large quantity of Boursaults. inermis and Amadis,
Manetti, and other kinds; fine Standard and P)Tamidal Fruit Trees,
in bearing condition; together with 50 lots of Choice ORCHIDS,
fine Azalea indica, Gynerium arccnteum. Yuccas of sons, &c.

;

Choice Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Bulbs, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale ; Catalogues may be had
the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and V'alucrs, Ameri

;s, Ley

Bagsbot, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORT.\NT and EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED

S.\LE of NURSERY STOCK.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL byM
I for

STOCK, including a

, ^ , Retjnospora squarrosa, obtusa, and
pisifcra, i to 5 feet ; 1000 Thujopsis oorealis, 400 T. dolabrata,
3000 fine Picea Nordmanniana, 2 to 6 feet; 1000 Thuja Lobbii and
gigantca, 3 to 8 feet ; Araucarias, Wellingtonias, 4 to 7 feet ; a quantity
of handsome specimen Coniferae. 5 to 12 feet; also 5000 Deutzia
crenata fl--pl., i to 5 feet ; 5000 Spiraeas, 2 to 5 feet ; 3000 Berberis.
Andromeda floHbun<{a. 25,000 Rhododendrons, comprisingis.ooo hybrid
seedlings and 10,000 pontica, i to 4 feet ; 5000 choice named varieties,

full of flower-buds ; Poplars, of sorts: Crimean Ash, Gynerium.
500 Tritomas, clean-grown Fruit Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses of
the best varieties, and thousands of other Trees and Shrubs too

Catalogues (6d. c

Premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.
N.B. The Sale is imperative, about 4 acres of the ground being

required for building purposes. The whole of the specimens bear
' '

' '
'" " '

all prepared for removal

Bayswater.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from
the Proprietor to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises.

No, 9, Queen's Road, Bayswater (close to Kensington Gardens, and
Bayswater Station of the Metropolitan Railway), on TUESDAY,
September 27, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the stock
of PLANTS, BIRD CAGES, FERN STANDS and CASES,
MINTON'S TILE WINDOW BOXES and FIXTURES, FERNS
and PALMS suitable for table decoration; CANARIES and other
Birds, in c^es ; PARROTS. AVIARIES of BIRDS, &c. ; and other
miscellaneous effects of a Florist and Naturalist Also the GOOD-
WILL of the BUSINESS, which has been carried on for the last four
years by the present proprietor, and previously for 60 years by
Auctioneer and Valuer, Sir. Hopgood-
The Stock may be viewed the day prior and morning of Sale ; and

Catalogues had on the Premises, or of Messrs. H. AND R. POWELL,
Estate .Agcnti. No. i. Queen's Road; and of Mr. J. C. STEVENS,
Auctioneer and Valuer, 38, King Street. Covcnt Garden, W.C.

PHAETON, and VALUABLE LEASE of SHOP and PRE-
MISES.

MR. JAMES H. GREEN is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, 205, King Street, Hammer-

smith, on TUESDAY NEXT. Sept. 27, at i for 2 o'CIock, the
ENTIRE STOCK of a GREENHOUSE BUILDER, and LEASE
of PREMISES.
On view ; particulars and conditions at place of Sale, and of the

72. King Street. Ha: lith.

Staffordshire.—Brereton Nurseries, neax Bugeley.
IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, and PARTIES
PLANTING—SALE by AUCTION of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK.

MR. C. GILLARD begs to announce that he has been
instructed by Mr. Whiiehouse to Advertise__for_SALE b^

The SHRUBS for Sale will comprise several hundreds of the best

Thujopsis borealis. Wellingtc

. ital flowering shrubs and evergreens; fine Oak, Larch, and other
Forest Trees ; strong and Seedling Quick, Fruit Trees, &c

FIRST-CLASS S.-VLES of SHORTHORNS,
SHEEP. PIGS. &c

TUESD.W, September 27.— The ENTIRE HERD of SEVENTY
HE.\D, at RANBY, WRAGEY, LINCOLNSHIRE, bred by the
late Mr. D. P. Walesby, for more thanTO years, from good stock,

and crossed with first-rate bulls. "Hic FLOCK of pure-bred
LINCQLN SHEEP will be sold on the same day.

HEFRIDAY. September 30. — 'The uperior HERD of about
FORTY HEAD, belonging to Thomas Robinson, Esq., at
BURTON-ON-TRENT, including several animals of the
Certainty, Buttercup. I.ady Bates, and Duchess of Oxford tribes-

Also some very good SOLTHDOWNandSHROPSHIRE RAMS.
WEDNESDAY, October 5-—Mr. \V. Butler's ENTIRE HERD of

SHORTHORNS, at B.\DMINTON, CHIPPENHA.M. of about
SEVENTY HEAD, including some of the very b«st Darlingtons,

Minnies. Lavenders, and other choice families, crossed with bulls

of pure Bates blood for several years.
THURSDAY. Oaober 6.—The late Mr. W. Hewer's HERD ot

about EIGHTY HEAD, bred for 30 years at SEVENHAMPTON,
HIGHWORTH, from good sorts, and crossed with bulls of
Spencer and Booth blood. Also his very famous stock of pure
BERKSHIRE PIGS.

FRID.^Y. October 7.—About FORTY very choice and highly-bred

PRIZE ANI.MALS. from the celebrated herd belotigingto Lady
Branches Park. Newmarket. Also the FLOCK otPig.

SHROPSHIRE SEEEP, pure-bred white PIGS. HORSES,
IMPLEMENTS,'&c, from two farms whose leases have expircrL

Catalogues, with Pedigrees and full particulars, of JOHN
THORNTON, 15. Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

M

M^

Woking, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

- received instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. George
Jackman, Senior, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the
Premises, the Wokmg Nursery. Woking. Surrey (about one mile from
Ihe Railway Station), on THURSDAY, October 6, and four following
days, at ii for 12 o'clock precisely each day, a portion of the ver\'
yaluable NURSERY STO^K, consisting of upwards of 3000 Specimen
Conifera;, and Evergreen Shrubs, of matchless shape and beauty,
rangmg from 3 to 15 feet, in capital condition for removal, the whole
having been carefully prepared, including choice Abies, Pinus, Piccas,
Taxus, Araucarias, Cupressus. Tuniperus, Rctinosporas and Thujas, of
sorts

; Thujopsis borealis, Wellingtonia gigantea, variegated and
green Hollies, Arbutus. Box, Bays, Phillyreas, &c. ; also thousands of
smaller Coniferae and Evergreen Shrubs, comprising 3500 Picea Nord-
manniana, i to 5 feet; 600 Thujopsis borealis, 3 to 4 feet; 500 Pinus
austnaca, 3 to 4 feet; 3000 green and varieeatcd Box, 2 to 3 feet;
f'ooo Portugal Laurels, 2 to 4 feet; 600 English Yews, 4 to 5 feet

;

iioo Thuja Warreana and americana, 3 to 6 feci; 300 Picea Pmsapo,
i^ to 2«4 feet; 500 Irish and Chinese Jjnipers, 3 to 4 feet; 1000
hybnd and seedling Rhododendrons, 1 to 3 feet, &c. ; likewise a fine
collection of Ornamental Deciduous Trees. 8 to 15 feet, for Park and
Garden Planting; 800 standard and dwarf Acer Negundo varicgata:
3500 standard and dwarf Roses, of the best varieties ; together with
thou'',ands of Deciduous Shrubs, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

(M. each, returnable to purchasers) on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers. Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—P. & M. respectfully urge that all persons who contemplate

planting durin? the ensuing season should inspect this Stock, in order
to form an adequate conception of its bcautj- and excellence. P. & M.
would further mention, with a view of conveying an idea of its extent
that the borders on each side of the Centre Main Walk alone measure
1586 fctt long, by 20 feet wide, and are furnished with thousands
ol unrivalled specimen Coniferjc and Evergreen Shrubs, admirably
adapted for effective planting.

Camberwell, S.
ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, PITS,HOT-WATER PIPING, BRICKWORK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
structed by Mr. John Dawson to SELL by .-VUCTION. on the

Premises, The Nurser>-, Grosvenor Park. Camberwell. S., on TUES-
pA-V and WEDNESDAY, October 11 and 12, at 11 for 12 o'CIock pre-
cisely each day, without reserve (the land being required immediately

c-J^A"^,?"'="°"
'*'" a Church), the whole of the valuable NURSERY

SI OCK, consisting of a capital assortment of choice Evergreen and
Coniferous Shrubs, Ornamental Shrubs, admirably adapted for the
neighbourhood of London, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses, Fruit
1 rccs. Fruiting Vines in pots, 3000 choice Greenhouse Plants, includ-
inf 400 Camellias and Azalea mdica, &c. ; 1400 Hardy Climbers, like-
wise several Greenhouses and Pits, Light-boxes, Hot-water Piping,

Now on view
; Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, Ley
- -

Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport*
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY STOCK.—To

NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, and NURSERYMEN.

MR. KERRISON has been favoured with instructions
from Mr. B. Whitham to SELL bv AUCTION, without

reserve, at the above Nurseries, on WEDNESD.A.Y and THURS-
DAY, October 5 and 6, a portion of his most valuable NURSERY
STOCK, compnsing many thousands of Hybrid Rhododendrons and
hardy Azaleas, well set with bud ; also a very extensive and valuable
collection of Forest and Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, in loo great variety to enumerate in an advertisement. Sale

obtained"of Mr. B. WHITHAM, TheNurseries, Reddish, ncarStock-
1 of the .^ucllonccr, 290, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.
T'T''-; >""- ""--.rlvioo Acres in extent. Gentlemen attending
,;i ;. ^ ! '.^ Private Contract) with Trees, Shrub-i, or

,li: Catalogue.

Easthampstead Nursery, near Bracknell, Berks.
IMPORTANT to NoHLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS,

PLANTING for IMMEDIATE EFFECT
.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
the Proprietor of the above Nursery. Mr. R. Saunders, to SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY, October 3, and four
following days, at 11 for 12 o'CIock, punctually each day, a very Choice
Collection of CONIFER.-E, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
TREES and SHRUBS, ranging in height from 4 to 16 feet, all healthy,
handsome, sj-mmetrical Trees, and having been moved within the last
two years are in all respects worthy the attention of intending pur-
chasers. They consist of Araucarias, Junipers, Arbor-vita; of sorts,
Ccdrus Deodara and Libani ; Thujopsis, Cupressus, Retinospora,
Abies. Picea, Pinus, Taxus, Common and Portugal Laurel, green
and variegated Holly, Arbutus : STANDARD RHODODEN-
DRONS and fine bushes of the same, 2 to 6 feet ; Kalmias. Azaleas,
Heaths ; 10,000 handsome Spruce Firs, 2 to 5 feet : 30.000 FOREST
TREES, including Scotch, Larch, and Austrian Fir; Birch. Beech,
Hazel, Alder, Oak, Hornbeam, &c. ; 1500 standard Perpetual Roses,
60,000 strong Quick. 400 yards of Box-edging, Pampas Grass. &c.
The Nursery is situated half a mile from the Bracknell Station,

South Western Railway (via Reading and London) ; Ascot, 2'A '•

Wokingham, 4: Maidenhead, 8; and Windsor, 9 miles. For conve-
nience of purchasers, any lots can remain upon the ground until
December 10, following the Sale.

The Stock may be viewed, and Catalogues obtained 10 days prior to
day ol Sale, either at the Nursen,', the principal Inns in the neighbour-
hood, or (post free) of the Auctioneer, Valuer, &&, Goldworth Nur-
series. Woking, Surrey.

Paddock Wood, Kent, close to the Railway Station.
rhc remainder of this FREEHOLD ESTATE, comprising about

ffi% Acres of Pasture, Arable, and Hop I.and, very valuable for

Nursery and Market Gardens, Hop and Fruit Plantations; and
the larger portion particularly suitable for Building, Brickmaking,
and Accommodation Purposes, lying, as it does, nearly adjoining
this important Junction Station, on the main South-Easiem Rail-
way, and possessing extensive Frontages to the highroad from
Brenchley to Maidstone, having also a Registered Parliamcntar>'

M
London. Three-fourths of the purchase-money
ortgage at £5 per cent.

ESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSOX, and FARMER
will SELL the above (in 20 Lots, varying from half an Acre

„ ,_ Acres, and one of 35 Acres), at the Maidstone Road Inn, close
to the Paddock Wood Station, on WEDNESDAY, October 5, at

4 o'clock punctually.

Particulars with Plans at the place of Sale ; at the Rose and Crown
Hotel. Tonbridgc : at the Star Hotel, Maidstone: and in London of

Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton. Oxon.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

R. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
instructions to offer for SALE by AUCTION,

without reserve, on TUESDAY, October 4, at Churchill Heath,
about 50 HEAD of ver>- superior young SHORTHORN COWS and
HEIFERS, mostly in-calf, from Mr. George Game's Herd, as well as
that of his Father, which have been long and carefully bred from
the most fashionable blood of the day. The Sale will include a very
choice selection from the two Herds ; amongst them will be found the

First Prize Cows at the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting at
Oxford, and the Bath and West of England at Taunton, as well as
several others that have obtained Prizes in the Counties of Gloucester,
O.xford, Warwick, and Worcester.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particulars, may be had on

application 10 Mr. STRAFFORD. 13. Euston Square, London, N.W. ;

ot of Mr. GEO. GARNE. Churchill Heath. Chipping Norton. Oxon.

Bodicote House, Banbury.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STR.-\FFORD is instructed to
SALE bv AUCTION, without reserve, on WEDNESDAY,

October 12. at Bodicote House. Banbur>-, the ENTIRE HERD of
SHORTHORNS belonging to W. Caless, Esq., consisting of about
50 Head of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, which have been selected and
Bred with care, chiefly from the famed Herds of J. C. Adkins, of
Milcote; H. Combe, of Cobham Park; W. Smith; of West Rasen;
and J. Webb, of Babraham ; with the introduction of other good
blood. Most of the voung Stock arc by Huntsman (21,963), winner of
a Prize at the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting at Leicester
in 1868.

Catalogues with Pedigrees may be had on applic

FORD, n, Euston" '
" "'

'"^ '

House, lianburj'.

STRAFFORD, n, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. CALESS,

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, AGRICULTURAL
HALL. ISLINGTON. DECEMBER^ to 9.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST D.\Y for receiving APPLICATIONS for SPACE for

IMPLEMENTS and M.\CHINERY, &c.. is OCTOBER i.

Printed Forms of .\pplication. with Rules and Regulations, may be
obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant-Secretary, comer of
Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London. W. All communications should
bear outside the words *' Smith6eld Club."

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,

will be held at the AGRICULTUR.\L HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 5, and Four following Da>'s.

Intending Exhibitors arc requested to apply for Ceruficate Forms by
the reference letters as under.

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. Fora COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock.

SHEEP. „ D. ForaPcnof three WETHERS.
DD. For a Pen of three EWES. [Stock.

.. G. For a SINGLE PIG in Extra Stock.
ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information mav be
obtained on application to Mr. D.WID PULLEN, Assistant-Secre-

tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, comer of Half-Mooo
Street, Picadilly, London, W.
N.B. AH communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assisiant-Secrctar>-, as above, and should bear outside the
words "Smithhcid Club Show.'*

Cljc^griailfiiralilSa^ette.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1S70.

Cattle Plague continues to spread in Prussia,

and it still clings to the rear, of the Prussian

army, keeping ahead of all repressive measures.

There is nothing remarkable in this unchecked
advance of the disease ; indeed, it would be

wonderful if the ordinary means of prevention

retained their usual potency under the new
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conditions. Contractors for the army are bound

to continue their supplies, and they have not

many places to choose from. According to the

latest reports the Swiss frontier has been closed,

in consequence of the proximity of the plague.

France undoubtedly suffers, but the information

frotn that country is not very precise as to the

locality of the disease ; we may, however, be

tolerably certain that it has not yet reached the

immediate neighbourhood of Paris.

Holland remains free ; the report to which we
referred last week turns out to be false—fortu-

nately for the Netherlands, and, perhaps we may
add, luckily for us also.

From Berlin and Dresden the cattle plague

appears to have spread in all directions, and it is

not too much to assert that the present gene-

ration has not seen the disease so widely preva-

lent in Central and Western Europe as it is at

present.

Before the outbreak occurred in Prussia, the

cattle plague existed in Hungary, Poland, Tran-

sylvania, and Gallicia, in several well known
districts ; it existed eastward of those places to

an unknown extent, in Russian provinces up to the

shores of the Caspian Sea. From how remote a

point it may yet be necessary for the Prussian

army contractors to draw supplies none but an
army contractor can surmise ; all we know is,

that the daily consumption and .waste of animal

food must be enormous, when 300,000 men have
to be sustained ; and if to the culinary con-

sumption be added the ravages of cattle plague

among animals closely congregated together

and badly tended, the daily destruction of animal

life must be absolutely terrific, and the daily

demand for fresh materials sufficient to try to the

utmost all the available resources. Meanwhile
the important question arises, on what are we
relying for security ? We are receiving cattle

and sheep from Holland, Schleswig Holstein,

France, and Spain, principally. Denmark and
Sweden supply us with a few cattle, but at pre-

sent we have nothing to fear from them. All the

dangerous countries, as we may for the sake of

distinction term them, are now placed in the

schedule in respect of cattle, while sheep and
goats are subject to still more stringent regulations.

Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands have
occupied the position of infected countries from
the passing of the Contagious Diseases (Animals)

Act, and by the Order of Council of September 9
France was included in the list. Therefore all

the foreign cattle landed in this country, except

those from Sweden, Denmark, .Spain, and Por-

tugal, must be slaughtered at the landing-places

at the outports ; but in London, pending the

construction of a separate foreign market for

sale and slaughter of cattle from scheduled coun-
tries, they must be slaughtered in the metropoli-

tan area. Further restrictions are imposed on
French and German animals by the last Order
of Council, dated September 20, and which
comes into operation on September 23.

Under the exceptional conditions which obtain

in France and Germany, it has been deemed
necessary to adopt exceptionally severe measures
of precaution, and in the terms of the last Order,

sheep and goats imported from any port in the
states of the North German Confederation or

France shall be slaughtered within the defined
part of the port at which they are landed. Cattle

from those countries are already under the same
restrictions at all the outports, and in refer-

ence to the port of London there is a clause
to the eft'ect that cattle, sheep, and goats, '' sh.aU

be landed only at places approved by Her
M.^jESTv's Customs, and set apart for the pur-

pose ; and, notwithstanding any Order of Council
to the contrary, no animal shall be inoved alive

out of any places so set apart." This regulation

is tantamount to the complete isolation of all

animals imported from Germany and France.
To Dutch and Belgian cattle the provision of
the fourth schedule, enjoining slaughter within
the defined parts of ports apply, but no special

regulations have been made respecting sheep sent
from Holland or Belgium, and it may be fairly

presumed that they are not necessary. At present
these countries are free from cattle plague, and
in order to protect themselves from invasion

have interdicted the importation of animals from
the infected countries. It is possible that in

spite of absolute prohibition of imports of live

stock, the cattle plague may enter some of the

neighbouring states from France or Germany, as

it did enter Ireland in iS65 in spite of similar

precautions ; but the measures which have been
adopted give reasonable promise of safety.

It is obvious that the chief care in this country

has been to guard against the introduction of

infected cattle, and it cannot be questioned that

bovine animals represent the principal risk.

Sheep, we know, are liable to take the plague,

but only in a minor degree, and they can also

convey it to cattle, but the probability of

such an event happening from the intro-

duction of foreign sheep is not great. No
one questions for a moment the position that

total prohibition of imports of foreign stock would
confer the highest attainable degree of security

against the introduction of foreign disease ; but

with a deficient supply of home stock, want of

fodder, and meat at famine prices, the most
furious monopolist would scarcely suggest such

a measure. The safety-market compromise is

not yet in the way of being realised ; and
until the fact is accomplished, we must be

content with such measures of precaution as are

practicable of application. The last Order of

Council, we apprehend, will be universally pro-

nounced sufficiently stringent.

The following brief narrative, in continuation

of our last week's remarks on PRICES, showing
the effect of the variation of the seasons, may
perhaps interest those whose fortunes as agri-

culturists are so much under the influence of

season. Commencing with the remarkable years

that closed the 17th century, a contemporary
writer notes in his diary that in the latter part of

the reign of James and the beginning of that of

WiLLtAM, "the seasons were kindly to the fruits

of the earth.'' From 20s. to 25.^. per quarter was
not an uncommon price for Wheat. An adverse

change began in 1693, which was the first of the

seasons known traditionally as the " seven ill

years." Exportation was prohibited in 1699.

The price of Wheat had more than doubled,

although money was scarce and dear, owing to

the " crying down" of clipped money in 1696
and the issue of new coin. Two or three in-

different years in the beginning of the century

were followed by a very low comparative range of

prices until 1765, during which there were only

five years of marked deficiency— 1727, 1728,

1740, 1756, and 1757. The evidence of low
prices and large exports during this lengthened
period shows the favourable character of the

seasons. Years of plenty frequently came in

groups, as they do now. In 174S, 1749, and
1750 the average yearly exports of corn of

English growth were 1,300,000 qr. and the

average price of Wheat was from 29J. to 33^.

per qr. It was 32.?. id. for the 66 years ending

1766.

This long period of abundance was attended
by great improvement in agriculture and in the

condition of the people. Labourers were never

in more comfortable circumstances than in the

reign of George II., which has been described

by Mr. Hallam as " the most prosperous period

that England had ever experienced." The
increase in the population caused an extension

of cultivation, and the series of plentiful years

reduced the cost of production.

The great change which occurred in the pro-

duction and trade in corn in J765—a change, in

England, from regular cxportations to habitual

importations, and in Europe generally from
cheapness to dearth—has been attributed to

various causes ; to a fall in the value [of silver,

owing to the great increase in the American
mines, which took place in 1770, to the extension

of industry and population, and the introduction

of improved machinery into the cotton manufac-
tures after the Peace of Paris in 1763. Various
writers have referred the phenomena of prices

principally to differences of demand or con-

sumption, treating as subordinate any variations

of supply. But their theories do not account for

the sudden rise in price, and for the transition

from a large export to a large import, which
occurred between 1765 and 1775.

In fact, there is no reason to suppose that the

consumption increased suddenly
;

probably at

the period in question it diminished, since wages
did not precede, but followed, very inadequately,

the rise in price. The defective harvest in

England and abroad was the real reason why the
quartern loaf was as high as i.f. 6d. in London at

one time, in 1766, when there was general distress

throughout the kingdom, an early meeting of

Parliament, and a .Speech from the Throne on
the subject of the high price of Wheat. The
following harvest was still more deficient, and
the five years from 1770 to 1774, inclusive,

were all unproductive, and gave rise to a dearth

and great distress and suffering among the

people, with riots throughout the countr)'.

In 1773 a contemporary writer, Mr. Arbuth-
NOT, remarks :

—"We have had five successive

bad crops all over Europe, therefore till there

was a plentiful year corn could not be cheap."

1774 was equally unproductive. The average
price for the ten years ending that year was 5 1 J.

per qr., compared with 29^-. 2d. for the ten years

ending 1751. In the last-named period we had
five years of war, with good harvests ; in the less

prosperous period, peace and bad crops. In the

one case our balance of exports of Wheat was
4,700,000 qr., and of all kinds of grain S,869,oooqr.,

and in the other the balance of imports was
1,363,000 qr. of Wheat, and of all kinds of grain

3,782,000 qr. The population had increased, but

the increased breadth of land gained by inclos-

ures,to say nothing of improvements in cultivation,

had kept pace with it. Throughout Europe there

was a similar recurrence of years of scarcity,

owing to the prevalence of unusually inclement

weather, cold, wet summers with some extremely

severe w-inters and bad harvests. We read in

the "Annual Register" that in 1767

—

The irregularity and inclemency of tlie seasons for

some years past in different parts of Europe has occa-

sioned great deficiency of the crops in several countries.

Some p.-irts of Italy iiave been severely affected by this

calamity. England, which usually supplied its neighbours

with such immense quantities of grain, and allowed a con-

siderable bounty on the exportation of it, has been a
sufferer from the same cause."

1768. The badness of the late harvest in France has
occasioned provisions of all sorts to be.ar an immoderate
price, and corn in particular was not only very dear, but,

in general, very bad, and the bread consequently disagree-

able and unwholesome. The distresses 1. of the people

: excessive, and tfieir complaints and murmurings
became universal."

"1770. ,'\ scarcity of provisions prevailed in France. It

is said 4000 persons 'perished (by famine in Limousin and
the Marche only ; and in Normandy, the most fruitful

province of France, Barley bread sold at above 2rf. a

pound. This misery produced numberless riots and in-

surrections in different parts, in which much mischief was
done, and many lives lost."

" Berlin, April 13, 1771. It still continues to freeze

every night, as in the middle of winter. The want of

pro\'isions is very great ; both at Frankfort and in the

circle of Swabia, our magistrates distribute bread to the

poor gratis, and those of Nuremburg do the same. In

Bavaria bread is at an excessive high price.

"

" 1773. The de,arth which has so long afflicted different

parts of Europe has this year been grievously felt in

different countries. Germany, Bohemia, and Sweden
have presented scenes of the greatest calamity, and multi-

tudes have perished in that miserable extremity of wanting

the plainest and most common necessaries of life. France

has been a sharer in this misfortune. Nor has the taking

off of the bounty on exportation in England, with all the

other measures that have been adopted to answer the

same purpose, been sufficient to remedy the evils proceed-

ing from inclement skies and unusual seasons."
" 1775- 1" several places in France bread could not be

obtained for money. The distress was the more irre-

mediable, as other nations were not abundantly supplied.

The scarcity of com in England not only cut off that

resource, but diverted a still greater by the immense
quantities which it drew from the -American colonics."

After describing the distresses of the people in

France and the alarming riots, the account con-

cludes with this very suggestive statetnent :

—

" At length it pleased Providence that a most

plentiful harvest removed the distresses of the

people, both in France and most other parts

of Europe."
A plentiful harvest in most parts of Europe in

1775 relieved these distresses. In England the

price fell from 59.f. ifd. at Lady Day to 43^. yd.

at Michaelmas, and continued at about that price

for two years ; 200,000 qr. of Wheat were

exported in 1776. Up to 1792 the seasons were

irregular, but not so bad as they had been
;

1779 was a great year, and prices fell to 36^. 3^.

During the three last years of the American War,
from 1780 to 17S4, when trade was declining, and

the industry of the country was much depressed,

Wheat was above 50J. a qr. The three next

years, ending 1787, were marked by great com-

mercial reaction and prosperity, and by a fall in

the price of Wheat of lOi-. per qr. Contem-

porary records show that the variations in price

were due to the characters of the seasons. In

1789 a bad crop here and abroad produced an

Order in Council, prohibitingexport, and admitting

foreign corn, duty free. Our price rested at about

57J-. ; at the great foreign corn marts it ranged be-

tween 6oj-. and 70s. 1 790 was wet ; the relative

prices enabled us to import corn ; the next crop was

abundant, and large supplies had the effect of

reducing prices to 40s. i id., of closing our ports,

and of producing a corn bill.

To sum up the character of the seasons and
their influence on price, it appears that from 1741

to 1751 the yearly mean rainfall in England
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was I Si inches, and these were years of plentiful

corn crops, as is usual in dry seasons ; in the

iS years ending 1748 there was only one
deficient year ; during the iS years endinj

3793 there were six years of decided deficiency

during the first 65 years of the iSth century th

seasons were remarkably favourable compared to

those of the last 35 years. It is to that circum
stance, far more than to the increase of the

population, or the depreciation in the value of

silver, that we must attribute the rise in the

price of Wheat from £^\ \2s. id. per qr. in

the former period to £2 \os. 6d. in the latter

period. The average for the century was
^i iSs. yd. The average for the first 65 years

shows a fall of 16 per cent, compared with that of

the whole of the former century, which was
£1 \is. 2d. per qr.

During the great war in the beginning of this

century the area of Wheat was probably as great

as it is now, and in good years the growth would
have sufficed for the consumption of the country.

The fullest evidence shows that the high prices

which ruled were owing, firstly and mainly to bad
seasons, secondly to the war, thirdly to the paper
currency and suspension of cash payments. The
fall in the price of Wheat of from 30 to 40 per cent,

after the conclusion of the war was slightly

affected by the resumption of cash payments by
the Act of iSigC Peel's Bill"), but its occur-

rence was mainly due to better harvests.

The general character of the seasons in

Europe during the last 50 years has corresponded
to that of the larger and earlier portion of the

list century, and prices have ruled comparatively
low. Even the repeal of the Corn-laws in

England, which became necessary owing to the
doubling of the population, was perhaps retarded
several years by the five abundant Wheat crops
in 1833-37.

At Mark Lane English Wheat has .advanced in

some instances \s. per qr. ; in flour some Americans
advanced 61I. to Is. per barrel, whilst town-made fell

3^. per sack. At the Metropolitan Cattle Market a

large number of inferior beasts were offered ; choice

descriptions met with a ready sale at fully late rates.

The supply of sheep improved, not so the quality;

hence quotations were but sliglitly altered.

We learn that a meeting of the Norfolk
Chamber of Agriculture will be held on October I, to

receive the report of the Committee appointed to take
action in the matter of the new regulations made by
Fire Insurance Offices for insuring farming stock.

The Statistical Department of the Board of

Trade have just issued the following preliminary state-

ment of the Agricultural Statistics of Great Britain

for the current year :

—

Extent of Land in Great Britain under

husband's far-famed seedling Potatos, exhibited by her
at their show at Wigan on tlie 7th and Sth inst.

Paterson's seedlings are said to be the heaviest crop-
ping Potatos in the kingdom.

In the course of the Poor-law discussion at
Basingstoke, on July 28, following the paper on Out-
door Relief, read by Mr. Marx, Chairman of the
Alresford Board of Guardians, and reported in our
Journal the other day, the name of Sir Baldwin
Leiohton was prominently brought forward, and the
Poor-law administration in the Atcham Union, of
which he is the Chairman, w.as spoken of as exception-
ally good. We are glad, therefore, to be able to place
before our readers the following interesting letters from
Sir Baldwin, in which he describes the system pur-
sued by his Board of Guardians. In the Union of
Atcham, in Shropshire, with a population chiefly

agricultural, of 19,314, and where wages are not very
much higher than in Hampshire, the amount of indoor
and outdoor relief is only ;if2i7i, whilst in the small
agricultural unions in Hampshire, with a population of
from 6000 to 8000, it amounts to from ^3000 to _^ 4000
a-year. In the latter unions the out-relief is four or
five times as much as the indoor, whilst at Atcham the
outdoor relief is only rather more than one-third of the
indoor.

From the Chairman oftht Alresford Board of Guardians
to the Chairman of the Atcham Union.

Arlebury, Alresford, July 16, 1870.
Sir,— I hope you will excuse my troubling you, as the

matter on which I write is one of public interest. We
are to have a meeting of Chairmen and Vice-chairmen of
Boards of Guardians for Hants and Berks on the 28th of
this month, and I want to draw attention to the small
amount of out-relief given in the Atcham Union.
May I ask you to explain whether this small proporti

arises from the circumstances of the population, or from
the system pursued by the Board of Guardians in their

administration of Poordaw relief.

lam, &c., Francis Marx,

3,652,12s
3,688,357

3,493.131

Barley. Oats,

Acres. Acres.

'.151,324
(
2.757,t>S3

!, 251, 480
I

2,782,720
!,368,626 2,761,707

Potatos.

64.488

eo^isS

Increase (-H) or Decrease {—).

1870.
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work, and unable to procure it. ... I may add that,

though as a guardian I refuse outdoor relief to an able-

bodied applicant, yet out of the Board-room, if the man
is of fair character, I always try to procure him the ofter

of work, and during the winter I generally take on e.vtra

hands on my own property. By this means, in my own
neighbourhood, no labourer able and willing to work need
complain that he is unable to procure it.

Yours faithfully,

B.\LDWIN LEIGHTON.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATl'LE.

We can give a favourable report of the Rev. T.

Staniforth's sale on Tuesday, the 13th inst. In 1S69

21 animals were selected from this herd, and realised

an average of £'^1 lis. On the latter occasion a draft

of 25 cattle from the same herd made the very satis-

factory average of ^42 6j. S(/. Among the animals

disposed ofsome were ofBoothand othersof Bates origin,

and representatives of both sections of our great Short-

horn breeders were to be seen around the sale ring.

The day was awfully wet, but in spite of this drawback
a large company assembled, and a good competition

evidenced the high reputation of the stock. Mr.
Thornton commenced at 2 o'clock with Claribd, by
Val.isco (15,443), dam Fareive-Il, by Royal Buck,
and previously thorouglily well bred : she was sold at

29 gs. to Colonel Towneley, and is cheap, should she

prove a safe breeder; Fredcrkk's Pride, lot 2, by
Frederick (11,489), dam by 4TH Duke of York
(10,167), went cheap into the same hands at 62 gs.

6'ra(-£/«/ by Duke of Moscow (14,447), ancl of the
*' Medora" tribe, a plain cow, but a great milker and
breeder, was knocked dow^n to Mr. J. Meadows at

39 gs. ; Nipple, a very tliick and good S-year-old cow-

by Master Points (18,360), was secured by Mr. W.
Townshend for 47 gs. ; Kosina by Jury.man (20,043)
was cheap at 46 gs., and was purchased by Mr. J.
Gaitskell. Ringlet, by Juryman, is a very good
heifer, of fine colour, and brought 65 gs. from I\Ir. C,
Swarbieck, and Music, by the same bull, was pur-
chased for the Duke of Devonshire at 70 gs. Mr.
Swarbieck again became a purchaser, and secured
Gatty by EvANDER (23,897), for 53 gs. ; and Colonel
Towneley took Puff, by Evander, at 51 gs. We
subjoin a complete list :

—

Name of Animal.

C(yws and Hcifc
Clartbel
Frederick's Pride .

.

Graeeftil
Nipple
Rosiun
Riujrkt
Lady Grace .

.

Leven '.'.
'.'.

S7viss
Floretle

Nell .. '.'. '.'.

''"ff
Spri^lttl} ..

Lec'ket
Garnet
Scarlet

SUNSHU __

Mu.qcOVITE
Gondolier .

May, 1869
Aug., 1869
Nov., 1869
May, 1S70

47 Mr.
46 Mr. I. G.nitskell.

65 Mr. C. Swarbieck.
56 Mr- C. Swarbieck.
70 Duke of Devonshire.
31 Mr. J. Wodehouse.
40 Mr. R. Jefferson.
42 Mr. G. Atkinson.

53 Mr. C. Swarbieck.
20 Mr. R. Parker.
51 Colonel Towneley.
38 Rev. C. Gillow.

35 Captain Candy.
3t Captain Candy.
20 Captain Gandy.
47 Mr. G. Ashburner.
26 Mr. W. Dent
36 Mr. J. J. Uanks.

33 Mr. J. Bell.

40 Rev. C. Gillo

29 Mr. J. Hunt.
32 Mr. R.ilph.

s and heifers at £^^ 14 jC9"7 14

_ 35 3 ^ =

25 animals at . . ;£42 6 8 = jCiosS 8 o

Tile sale of Mr. Harris's Shorthorns, at Stoney
Lane, took place on Tuesday, 20th inst. We gave
some account of this herd in our impression of the loth
inst. Messrs. Lythall & Clarke, of Birmingham, were
the auctioneers, and commenced to sell at i o'clock.
Tlie first four lots went at from 27 to 28 gs. each.
Lot 5, pavonritc, was purchased by the Earl of Beau-
champ forsigs. Peeress {\o\.

-J), of the "Lavender"
tribe, was bought by Mr. Beckwith, at 44 gs. Bultcr-
-cvrt became Sir G. Jenkinson's, at 55 gs. All these
cows were by Lord Faversham's Castlereagii
(19,409). Gertrude was bought by Mr. Vernon for

45 g°- ; -dgncs became Lord Beauchamp's properly, at

42 gs. ; Ladv Wilkinson, of the " Lancaster " family,
was knocked down to Sir George Jenkinson,
at 41 gs. ; and Lavinia (lot 24) was sold to the
Earl of Beauchamp for 40 gs. These four cows are
all Lord Faversham's Diplomatist's. Ne.\t followed
two or three lower prices, until Lady /.tiveuder by
Superintendent (25,254) appeared, and was sold to
Mr. F. Lythall for 41 gs. Lady SarcthzxiiLiuiy Eliza-
helh, both by Diplomatist, made respectively 42 and
41 gs., and became the property of Mr. W. Price
M.P., and Mr. Z. Walker. The heifer calves sold at
from 13 to 30 gs. each. The bulls, as usual, made
considerably less. Monarch by Superintendent
being sold for 28 gs. to Mr. Owen. Satellite by
Captain Oliver's FESTIVAL brought 30 gs., and was
bought by Mr. Webb. The general result of the sale
was as follows :—43 cows and heifers over 1 2 months'

old brought £^1 4-t. bd. each ; 17 calves under
12 months' old brought pf2i os. qj. each; and one
bull over one year old made ;^29 Sj. The general
average over 61 animals disposed of was £2% lys. 41/.

SHEEP.
On the 15th inst. Messrs. Lythall and Clarke

sold a large number of Shropshire rams and ewes at

Bingley Hall, Birmingham. Mr. Lythall, of Radford
Hall, showed 16 rams, which realised from 13 gs. to

8 gs. each ; Mr. Y^ates, of Grindle, showed 16 rams,
which brought from 2 gs. to 54 gs. each ; Mr. Nock's
(.Sutton Maddock) rams made from 10 gs. to 6.^ gs.

each ; Lord WiUoughby de Broke's averaged 6 gs.
;

Mrs. Beach's 13 rams made from 22 gs. to 9 gs. each ;

Mr. H. J. Sheldon's 9 rams made from 6 gs. to 5^ gs.

each ; Lord Sudeley's 8 rams made from 10 gs. to

6 gs. each ; Mr. Z. Walker's 2 rams made 5 gs. each ;

Mr. E. Tongue's made 4 gs. each ; Mr. C. Stubb's

3 rams brought respectively 24, 16, and 12 gs. ; and
Mr. Chilwell's 6 rams brought from £2 10 to £2 ^'' 6«'.

After tills, 10 O.xfordshire rams, tlie property of

Mr. A. F. M. Druce were disposed of at from 9 gs. to

6 gs. each. Next follow-ed a large number of Shrop-
shire ewes, which realised as follows :

—

Mr. Y.ntes

Mr. Nock
Mrs. Ue.nch

Mr. Lort !The Cottcriiige)

Lord WiUoughby de Broke
Mr. E. Tongue..
Mr. E. Glover .

.

Sir Robert Peel .

.

Mr. Tidy
Mr. Tolfree

Price per Sheep.

The following awards at the late annual meet-
ing of the Kingscote Agricultural Society to shepherds,
are of interest to sheep breeders, as showing the

number of Iambs produced by a certain number
of ewes in Cotswold flocks, and the risk of death
among ewes during pregnancy and parturition. The
conditions for competition in the shepherds' classes

were stated as follows ;
—"To the shepherd, who from

a flock of 50, or any greater number of ewes, shall rear

the largest number of lambs and save the greatest

number of ewes in proportion to tlie number put to the

ram, the lambs and ewes being alive on June I, or

bon/i fide icAA fat previous to that time." The following

valuable statistics were elicited by the offer of this most
useful prize :— 1st, £i, Henry Holborow, servant to Mr.
T. Bolton, Knockdown, 50 ewes turned out, 50 ewes
alive, 70 lambs ; 2d, loj-., Frederic Clarke, servant to

Mr. Clarke, Nymphsfield, 64 ewes turned out, 62 alive,

93 lambs. To the sliepherd from a flock of 100 and
upwards, as above :— 1st, £2, Wni. Wakefield, servant

to Mr. Playne, Minchinhampton, 102 ewes turned out,

99 alive, 139 Iambs ; 2d, £1, servant to Mr. E. Drew,
of Leighterton, 134 ewes turned out, 129 alive, 14S
lambs. To the shepherd from a flock of 200 and
upwards, as above :— 1st, £1, John Bu.sby, servant to

Mr. D. Holborow, of Bagpath, 240 ew-es turned out,

23S alive, 27S lambs; 2d, £2 \os., Edward Smart,
servant to Mr. John Fowler, Cranmer, 28 1 ewes turned
out, 276 alive, 323 lambs ; 3d, £2, Richard Day,
servant to Mr. E. Drew, Calcot, 240 ewes turned out,

235 alive, 270 lambs ; 4th, £\, Thomas Morse, servant

to Mr. Blackwell, Hazlecote, 2S3 ewes turned out, 277
alive, 284 lambs. To the shepherd from a flock of

300 and upwards, as before mentioned :— 1st, £Tf, Jesse
Hunt, servant to Mr. Butler, Badminton, 454 ewes
turned out, 43S alive, 525 Iambs ; 2d, £2, George
Turner, sei^vant to Mr. Ford, Wood Leaze, 300 turned
out, 295 .alive, 314 lambs.

POULTRY.
Poultry Keeping.—At the Metropolitan Hotel, New

Y'ork, Mr. Warren Leland recently related his system
and experience at a meeting of the New Y'ork Farmers'
Club. He said :—I have found that for evei-y 100
fowls you must give up at least an acre. But rough
land is as good as any. Hens naturally love the bush,
and I lop young trees, but leave a shred by which
they live a year or more. These form hiding-places
and retreats for them. In suclt places they prefer to

lay. I have great success, and it clepcnds on three or

four rules, by observing which, I believe, one can
make a good living by hens and turkeys, i. I give
my fowls great range. 18 acres belong to them ex-

clusively Then the broods have the range of another
big lot, .and the turkeys go half a mile or more from
the house. The 18 acres of poultry yard is rough land,

of little use for tillage. It has a pond in it and many
rocks and bushes, and weeds, and sand places, and ash
heaps, and lime and bones and grass, and a place
which I plough up to give them worais. 2. When a
hen has set I take her box, throw out the straw and
earth, let it be out in the sun .and rain a few days, and
give it a good coat of whitewash on both sides. In
winter, when it is very cold, I have an odd stove in

the house, and keep the warmth .above freezing. There
is also an open fire-place, where I build a fire in cool

wet days. They dry themselves, and when the fire

goes out there is a bed of ashes for them to wallow in. '

Summer and winter my hens have all the lime, ashes,

and sand they want. 3. Another reason why I have
such luck is because my poultry yards receive all the
scraps from the hotel. Egg-making is no easy work,
and hens will not do much of it without high food.

They need just what a man who works requires

—

Wheat, bread, and meat. As to breeds, I prefer the

Bramah.s, light and dark. I change the cock birds

every spring, and a man on the farm has no other
duty than to take care of my poultry. I have often

3000 spring chickens.

ON FARM ORCHARDS.
When we look at a field of Apple trees in full

bloom we cannot help admiring such a beautiful exhi-

bition of early spring flowers, and we might well be
excused if we grew this fruit tree only for the sake of
its flowers. Hundreds of acres of the best land are
devoted to the culture of Apples in many parishes in

the southern and western counties of England. In
Hereford, Worcester, and Devon the Apple crop is

preserved in the form of cider, and is thereby made
available for many years. In the home counties and
elsewhere there is an immense trade in growing kitchen
and dessert Apples, to supply the markets of London
and other large towns with the raw materials for Apple
dumplings, pies, and puddings, all thoroughly English
dishes, whose merits are duly appreciated. Dessert

Apples are a luxury at all times, and only require to

be ripe when they are ready for the table. There is

no recipe wanted in the affair of eating dessert Apples;
their savoury flesh is delicious from the skin even to the

core. An Apple tree laden w-ith its rosy fruit is a
great temptation to young persons and others to break
through and steal ; indeed, such is the inherent love

for Apple orchards, that every man seems anxious

to possess one. They are our native vineyards, and as

such may w^ell be coveted, as Nabolh's was of old.

After a lapse of more than 40 years I have still a bright

recollection of an orchard attached to an old mansion
in Aberdeenshire. The house had gone to decay, and
the forest trees had grown high in the grounds outside

the garden, and that shelter which the orchard had
always needed was thus in the end effectually supplied ;

and thus about 2 or 3 acres of land that had once
been a garden was then in grass, and every old

Apple tree laden with fruit. My father bought the

crop, and I thought that the most meritorious act of

his life, for we had Cherries and Apples to gather, to

eat, and to carry home ; and years afterward, when I

had a family of boys, I rented a small orchard in the

parish where w-e lived in Devonshire, that they might
not covet or learn to steal Apples from other orchards

abounding in the neighbourhood ; and they still look

back with pleasure to the time when they climbed the

Apple trees.

The Apple crop has always been a precarious one in

Britain, and is likely to continue so. In the North of

Scotland it is necessary to plant Apple trees against

walls, and they seldom do much good as standards

unless, as above stated, they get the shelter of ever-

green trees of the Pine and Fir tribe. In the midland
and northern counties of England the Apple never

seems to have h,ad a fair trial ; it is not wanted for

cider, and the low slate of the art of cookery is not

likely to require Apple pies, or, indeed, any other

kind of pastry ; and wdiere fmit tarts are made, the

Plum generally gets the preference over the Apple.

.\s all kinds of fruit are sure to obtain a ready s.ale in

London, we find Apple culture in the home counties

carried to the highest perfection, and in the cider dis-

tricts the Apple becomes almost a necessary of life, for

a farm without an orchard would yield little comfort

either to the tenant or to his labourers. As I have

lived several years in the best Apple districts, and
have made myself acquainted with the best methods
practised there, I shall endeavour to state here some of

the leading points of farm orchard culture.

The success of Apple growing depends upon watch-

fulness of a great number of small matters. In some
localities the mealy-bug makes sad havoc with Apple
trees, infesting every chink of the bark. Insects prey
upon the leaves, and eat into the fruit, and in the

shape of canker whole limbs will dry up, and the tree

die piecemeal. Where game is preserved, it is very

difficult to keep hares and rabbits from bark-

ing Apple trees, and it is sometimes useful to

bribe them by cutting dow'n branches from other trees

for them to bark, and thus create a diversion in the

armcr's favour, thereby lessening the risk of losing

aluable fruit trees. Where there is great danger it is

best to envelope the bole or stem of the tree in a strong

Thorn faggot, tied with wire, and, as the farm orchard

can seldom be protected from thieves, they too need

atching.

This is no treatise on the choice of Apples to be

rown, but I shall try to convince cultivators that

Apple trees are not like certain Aloes, requiring 100

years to grow before they flower and fruit, but that

a handsome return may now be got from an Apple
chard in seven years from the time of pLanting ; and

I can assure them that I have seen fine .Ypples grown
on trees only one year transplanted. About the begin-

ning of the era of orchard-houses, which happened in

my time, a complete change came over the culture and
management of Apple trees ; before that time they were

pruned, ringed, and the like, but all the operations
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were always above the collar, performed on the trunk

and branches of the tree ; after that time the prunmg

was underground, and the roots, or rather root-

lets were reduced in size, but increased in number, and

the'result has been extreme fruitfulncss in very young

and very small trees. The farmer's short lease, or

other uncertainties of tenure, will only admit of short-

lived crops, hence the tenant for the most part gi'ows only

annuals and herbaceous plants. The far-seeing land-

lord plants an Oak wood, and it is a valuable mvest-

ment of capital to be returned with profit, but not for

many years ; but if a tenant plants an orchard it is an

investment in like manner, but one to be returned with

profit after a period counted by days,—for the age of

Apple trees, their bulk too and their profits, will

steal upon the farmer like gi-ey hairs, and count

in the end like good deeds done that could

not then by any possibility be repeated, and

though often disappointed of a crop, even after

very fair promises, yet in the throws of the dice he will

have some consolation to know that in a good Apple

year the orchard profits alone on some farms have paid

the whole of the rent. Certain valleys on the banks of

rivers and at the foot of steep hilly slopes shut in by the

crooks and bends of the high ground, are frequently

found to have fine healthy soil to a great depth ; these

are the natural situations for orchards, lying under the

wind, and having a good store of food for the 50 years

that the orchard may need such a supply. But this

style of thing and such favoured spots must not mislead

people who wish to prepare ordinary land for an

artificial orchard, where some or all of these natural

advantages are wanting. Ordinary soil will have to be

trenched from I to 2 feet deep, and enriched by com-

post of some kind—manure, marl, peat, or sand, as the

case may be, —for Apples are not created out of nothing,

but made out of certain ingiedients, which, like the

spokes of a wheel, must all be there before it turns.

Some of the finest Apples I ever saw were grown in

soil enriched by dead cattle cut up and mixed with

earth till the flesh had disappeared and a great part of

the bones.

It is easy enough to root-prune and to stop useless

growths upon Apple trees, but there is nothing to be

done where the free has not vigour enough to

perfect flowers and fruit, and in the early stages atten-

tion must be paid to extend the tree, and then there

comes the time for the production of flowers and frait.

I would lay particular stress upon the healthy deve-

lopment of the flowers, without which fine fruit is

impossible. The stormy weather that often prevails

during the early flowering of the Apple tree, necessitates

a certain amount of shelter, natural or artificial.

Houses, trees, hedges, rocks, hills, and the like, have all

been made available for shelter. An old stone quarry,

with its high rocky banks, makes an excellent site for

an orchard when plenty of good soil can be

got ; indeed a crop of Apples can seldom be

secured where the trees are exposed to the full

force of the wind, for if the blossoms should escape

without injury, the fruit will often suffer by being

blown down. When a dry season like the present

(1870) sets in, after young trees have been planted, the

intensity of the dryness may be lessened by tying

straw round the stem of each tree, and mulching

round the roots ; Ijut at the time of planting, if the

trees could be dipped in puddle made of clay and

manure, not only to coat the roots but also the stem

two or three times, the process would be found of very

great service in giving the trees a start,—for if we look

at the thick, hard, dry bark of most trees, it is certainly

of great service as a non-conductor when the sap is

rising. When W. Forsyth, of fruit-tree notoriety,

operated upon Apple trees, he cut all the wounds of

the roots afresh with a clean cut, and scraped out all

holes and chinks in the bark, and then he plastered

them all over as carefully as a surgeon would bind up
wounds, so that under this adhesive plaister the tree

was never fully exposed to the weatlier. Whether
his invention was worth the Government grant which

he got for it or not, we need not trouble ourselves to

inquire, for in the grafting process the clay daubing

has been acknowledged essential to success, and this

before W. Forsyth was born ; and now, a lifetime after

his death, it is in full play in every nursery of any

note. From my own experience I can state that

plants, delicate or otherwise, can be successfully trans-

planted by the aid of puddled compost of the con-

sistency of cream or thick paint, that could not be so

well done by any amount of watering after planting in

dry earth ; and all practical gardeners and propagators

are aware that, in the affair of striking cuttings, germi-

nation of seeds, and all other methods of rooting, the

air should be excluded and moisture maintained, hence

the constant use of the bell-glass in all botanical

establishments.

The after-management of Apple trees may be

summed up in few words, for when the leading shoots

have been shortened to prevent the trees growing too

high or too straggling, the pruning as regards the

branches should cease. Cutting limbs or large branches

off Apple trees by way of improving them is sheer mad-
ness, but as this tree is a progressive subject, extending

yearly over a larger space, the distance apart for the

trees at planting time has often been warmly debated.

I was told of a farmer's managing man who planted

his master's Apple trees at six long strides apart, and

as the trees, though tall, were only spare in bulk, the

distance looked ample, but the farmer's age and experi-

ence had taught him better, and he condemned the six

long strides, and said ten or twelve strides was none

too much. "Well," said the manager, "hang me
upon the first tree that touches its neighbour !

" But

before seven years had gone by, the farmer hinted that

it was hanging time, for the Apple trees were switch-

ing each other. If an acre of orchard contain 48 full

grown trees it will be well stocked, but I should plant

three or four times that number of trees at first, and

carefully distinguish between those for permanent ser-

vice and the temporary kinds to be cut away when
their room was wanted. As the orchard is often near

the homestead, much might be done for it with

manure-water, and such a "refresher" annually will

soon tell upon size and quality of fruit. The orchard

should not be mowed, neither should it be gi-azed with

cattle, but eaten by sheep, for obvious reasons.

It is an old saying that "good wine needs no bush,"

and not only do good Apples recommend themselves,

but good cider, once tasted, creates for itself a relish.

Being the juice of ripe fruit its manufacture is simple

and easy, for it is not half so artificial as the making of

malt and the brewing of beer ; and as long as the farmer

has to find nourishing drink for his workpeople as well

as food, it is for him merely a choice between malting

Barley or home-grown Apples. Every autumn we get

a supply of dried Apples from Normandy, and they are

retailed from the Italian warehouses and first-class

grocers' shops at gJ. per lb. In the olden time dried

Apples were not uncommon in England, for the church

of that day by law established enjoined the keeping

of Lenten and other fasts, not only in religious but in

every house,—for such things were not singular in those

days ; and the dried Apples called Norfolk Beaufins

attest to the present day that the people of the Eastern

Counties availed themselves of their fine climate to

grow Apples, and they were shrewd enough to know,

also, how to preserve them. The beautiful sample of

Normandy dried Apples now before me attest that good

Apples certainly can be dried and nicely preserved still.

The heat has to be strong enough to set the saccharine

juice and evaporate the water ; but it is only a certain

class of Apples that have firm flesh and rich juice that

will keep and be worth the trouble. The well-known

Norfolk Beaufin and the Yorkshire Greening dry

nicely, but it must be borne in mind that, when dried,

they must be tough, and not roasted so as to be

tender. When cooked for the table cider should be

added, or failing that, plain syrup (sugar and water).

On referring to my notes, dated Syon, 1S36, I find the

following account of the Norfolk Beaufin. I had made

an accurate section of the fruit to show the depth of

the eye, the length of the foot-stalk, and the contour

of the Apple, and this I had coloured like the fruit at

the time. The stem is only half an inch long, and the

eye deeply set, the fruit is rather flat in shape, its

greatest diameter being 2| inches, and its greatest

depth only 2j inches, the colour of the side next

the sun dull red, the rest a dark green. This was

a fruit of medium size, grown in Middlesex. We
seem to have lost all knowledge of dried Apples now
in this country, so that if I were to offer such a thing

to any one to cook they would no doubt think that

such tough leathery-looking materials would make but

a sorry confection ; but such is certainly not the case,

for dried Apples rightly cooked are quite a luxury : but

in an article of this nature for the columns of a peri-

odical I cannot go into details, neither would the

parties to whom this is addressed have patience to read

long letters. A. Forsyth, 9, Islington Square, Salford.

AFTER THE HARVEST.
A SOMEWHAT extended circuit taken through several

rural districts, formerly well known but not recently

visited by the writer, has afforded the means of esti-

mating the position and prospects in several diftering

localities. Starting from the midland counties (just

before the rains of .September), we found all the grass

lands of Warwickshire, Northamptonshire, and Buck-

inghamshire completely parched, the hayricks very

small, water nearly dried up, and the cattle plainly

showing the ill effects of the past summer's drought.

But in spite of all there were numerous pieces of

Swedes, and more particularly of Mangel, which, under

the autumn rains, will supply much stock provender.

About Leighton some appearance of green on the

grass lands was disclosed, and the chalk soils around

Dunstable had evidently borne fair crops of Wheat.

Barley and Oats, however, were deficient. In Hert-

fordshire, where a good deal of the land is thin and

gravelly, complaints of deficiency of crops were very

general, and the com-stacks (of all sorts) were certainly

much smaller than usual. There were, however,

larger growths of artificial grasses—Clover, Sainfoin,

&c.—than we expected to see ; and assuredly we have

seen much worse crops of Turnips and Mangel in this

district in seasons apparently more favourable to root

growing. Hay, however, is dearer than it has been

known for many years, and the condition of sheep (the

staple stock) is anything but first-rate. Afterwards,

passing from London to the New Forest, we observe

the sandy lands of Surrey and the chalk soils of Hamp-
shire to offer very similar appearances to those we
noticed in Bedfordshire and Herts. Around Win-

chester a wide expanse of water meadows

—

on some of which grass had just been cut

for hay— was most refreshing to the eye, and

afforded .abundant food to both cows and sheep. The
value of the irrigated meadows in the chalk valleys

must be enormous in dry seasons, and it is surprising

that irrigation to grass land has not been extensively

adopted. No doubt the cost of farming a water

meadow is in the first instance considerable, and such

as the owners of encumbered or entailed estates are

unwilling to incur. Were estates smaller, it is certain

that improvements now scarcely thought of would soon

be effected.

In the New Forest, and the sandy heaths and Fir

plantations about Bournemouth and Christchurch, no

one looks for husbandry. The New Forest wants

enclosing, when some splendid sites for residences and

fine tracts of farming land would be the result. The

sandy heaths also, when planted, afford some charming

residences, to which purpose indeed they are being

applied with wonderful rapidity.

Again, proceeding from Christchurch to Wimborne,

along the valley of the Stour, we see as fine a tract of

land, both grass and arable, as any in England ; and

upon the whole it seems to be well managed and culti-

vated. Here the grass lands, being chiefly within the

influence of the river, were less parched than any (not

being water meadows) we have seen elsewhere, while

the corn-stacks seemed to be of somewhat larger pro.

portions. From Wimborne to Salisbury we pass, first

through some sandy tracts, of little natural fertility, but

on which some vigorous efforts to cultivate are visible,

and afterwards fair light-land farming on chalk subsoil is

to be noted. Here, as in other districts, the root crops

exceeded our expectations. Around the little town of

Downton, the tract ofwater meadow is worthy a journey

to inspect. Favoured by an unusually broad expanse

of level land between the chalk hills, and the con-

fluence of two or more streams, a breadth of irrigated

grass land strikes the visitor with admiration. Here

also much grass was being cut for hay, while cows of

the kind and proportions seen in the best dairy dis-

tricts had evidently fared sumptuously throughout the

dry summer. Starting by the railway through Wylye,

Codford, and Warminster to Devizes, we pass over that

wide tract of country known as Salisbury Plain, and

subsequently through lands similar in character, though

deeper and of greater general fertility. This district,

well known to us 35 years ago, was extremely

interesting from the general and great advances

made since that period in the general condition

of its husbandry. Great tracts of Down land

—

once merely sheepwalk —have been broken up, and

the whole of the large farms, being held by men
of capital, and, being without covers, free from the

curse of game, are obviously cultivated in the highest

and most intelligent manner. The dressings of manure

we saw being carried upon some of the fields of very

large extent were quite extraordinary. The roots were

also very good. From Devizes through Pewsey Vale

to Mariborough land of a heavier character, but gene-

rally well cultivated and productive, was passed. The
grass lands—(dairy chiefly)—about Trowbridge and

Melksham were, however, as bare as those of the Mid-

lands, and the cows seem to have suffered greatly from

the drought. From Marlborough to Swindon the

road passed over first a chalk and then a green-

sand district, where the large farms and high

manuring we previously noticed were continued.

Several of these farms are owned by the occu-

piers, and the state of the residences and the

condition of ; the farms alike proved the social

and economical benefits that would accrue from a more

general concurrence of those circumstances. On some

of these farms there have been extraordinary yields of

Wheat this season, while the other grain crops and

roots sufliciently indicate what capital, security, and

intelligence can accomplish in farming, even in a diffi-

cult season.

Approaching Swindon the land consists of dairy

farms, which continue nearly to Gloucester, and here

again the drought has proved its mastery. From
Gloucester, viA Cheltenham and Worcester, to Birming-

ham, various and varying conditions of soil and culture

are seen, but all telling of the evils and benefits of a

dry summer in parched pastures, small corn-stacks, and

most abundant crops of fmit. Everywhere, however,

there are better roots than might have been expected.

The abundant rain which has fallen since the com-

mencement of September promises to bring forward

roots and revive the grass lands, so that with a mode-

rately mild autumn and eariy winter we may suffer less

than has been feared. It is certain, however, that

everywhere vast numbers of h.alf-fat cattle and sheep

have been sold to the butcher, so that we must look

for dear meat for the current year. Economist.

"ON EXHAUSTION BY OVER-
STIMULA TION."

From a reference made by Mr. Fish to a page, Mr.

Ross's paper on the above subject must have appeared

mthz Agriadluml Ga^dtc. [Seep. 1074, 1S69]. judging

from Mr. Fish's comments, the position which Mr.

Ross sought to maintain was, that when vegetable

productions, those more particularly under the culti-

vation of the farm, attained perfection in any one

year, if you tried the next year to make their repro-

ductions more perfect than the parent, you failed ;
and

instead of the advance or improvements you expected,
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your forcing system revolted and begot degeneracy and

want of vigour (otfierwise exliaustion) in tlie plants

forming the crop, whatever that might be. This

surmise may be all wrong, however, because Mr.

Fish's references are necessarily somewhat obscure to a

person who had not read the original article, and

doubtless Mr. Fish took for granted that all his readers

in the Gmette had read it, and had a knowledge of the

exhaustion theory at their finger's ends, otherwise he

would have taken care to quote some of the objection-

able passages to show that his animadversions thereon

were pertinent, and that if Mr. Ross's wicket was not

down it ought to be. If I am right in my conjecture

as to the meaning of the phrase " exhaustion by over-

stimulation," then, in my opinion, the doctrine is true,

ijut not new ; it was propounded many years ago, by a

correspondent of the "British Farmer's Quarterly

Magazine," and was published in that work about the

year 1S33 ; it aftewards appeared in the "Farmer's

(Monthly) Magazine," and other papers and periodicals

of the day ; and out of one of these I cut the following,

which was the opening passage :

—

"There appears to be a limit set by climate, cultivation,

situation, and local circumstances, to the quality of the

produce of the soil. All cultivated vegetables have a

tendency to degenerate, but this tendency is more than

counteracted by the cultivation bestowed, until thev arri\'e

at a degree of perfection beyond which it does not appear

possible by anv cultivation to push them ;
and if this is

attempted, a recoil is induced, and a degree of degeneracy

and inferiority in the produce appears to be inevitable.

This is perhaps particularly the case in annual

biennial plant

is presented to

factor to pr

the presuniptioT

the best quality,

n.anner for it

Mangel or Tumip, save seeds from the smallest roots.

"

He says thi,s jeeringly, of course, and as a thing not

likely, in his opinion, to be realised ; but has Mr. F.

ever tried ? Has he ever put the matter to the test in

own practice? Had he done so, he might have

Baron Liebig, in his " Principles of Agricultural

Chemistry," lays down as a rule, that "The different

substances necessary to the growth of a plant, or the

different articles of its food, are all of equal value ; that

is to say, if one out of the whole number be absent,

.

found that he could grow the largest roots from the I the plant will not thrive." But they are only of value

smallest root seed, but not the largest roots from the as far as they are required for the composition'of the

largest root seed. Then as to corn gi'owing, I can plants cultivated. In guano we supply, more or less,

Suppose a very prime sample of Wheat
ich as might induce a farmer or corn

t one of the best he had ever seen :

s, that this fine grain grew on land of

;hich was prepared in the best possible

that the circumstances attending its

growth, ripening, hanesting, &c., had been particularly

favoural>le; and that it had, in fact, arrived at the utmost

perfection which it was capable of attaining. Now. it

this tine grain be used as seed, what will be the result?

of what quality ^yill be the produce? Will it not be

found to have degenerated—to be much inferior to the

seed used? Improve it cannot; that it will remain

stationary is just possible, but that it will go back is

almost certain. When grain is used which has reached

the maximum—Wheat weighing, say 66 lb. per bushel,

Barley weighing 58 lb. per bushel, Oats weighing 48 lb.

per bushel—is the produce reaped equal in quality to the

seed sown, or is it not always a few pounds, and often a

considerable number of pounds, lighter? The plants

appear • to be constitutionally incapable of producing an

equ.al to that grain from which they sprung, because it

had attained that degree of perfection beyond which it

could not possibly go, and therefore retrograde it must

for a season ; but having now room it will advance again

the following season, if climate, soil, and circumstances

are favourable ; should these be unfavourable it will

continue to retrograde.
" If this doctrine is correct, it follows, that to raise a

first-rate article as produce, we must use an article of

lower quality as seed.
'

' Public opinion has hitherto been opposed to using any

but the finest samples of grain for seed, judging that the

finer the seed is. the better is the produce likely to be ;

that, as vegetables incline to degenerate, the best plan, it

is said, is to sow the best seed of them which can be got
;

avoiding degeneracy, and aiming at perfection. This

would be all verv well if the principle were a correct one,

which it evidently is not ; if it were, we should by this

lime have had Wheat as large as Beans. Graiii of the

weights I have mentioned, or approaching them, is about

the limit fixed by our climate for their attainment ; and if

we sow them with a view of raising a better, or

good, we shall find to our mortification that, instead of

going forward, we have been going backward. Change
of soil and situation have no doubt an invigorating in-

fluence on plants subjected to them ; but no change of soil

or situation can add improvement to a production wllich

has already attained perfection.
'

' Agricultural societies offer premiums for the best

samples of 'seed Wheat.' Many competitors come
forward with splendid samples ; bright, heavy, plump,

and beautiful. The superlative best — if I may so

speak—are selected for the prizes. The superiority in

point of quality being thus settled, it is resolved, before

awarding the premiums, to test the productiveness of the

selected sorts ; and for this purpose several agriculturists

receive a portion of the seed, to sow on their respective

firms. It is sown, harvested, and threshed ; and by-and-

by, out comes the judges' report, in something like the

terms following:
—

' We find the quantity and quality so

inferior that we cannot recommend the Wheats for the So-

ciety's premiums'—^just what was to have been expected."

Mr. Fish argues the case analogically ; he gives no facts,

the result of his own experience, on the subject ; he

gives the following sentence, however, from his own
experience, and it is as valuable as true ;

— " The wise

breeder and seed grower shuns extremes, and finds his

success and his reward in a medium course. " This is the

gist of the whole matter, and the secret of all successful

cattle breeding, and corn or root growing, to avoid

extremes and adopt a medium course. Then why
depart from this salutaiy rule? If a medium course is

the right one, over-stimulation must be the wrong one.

Mr. Ross is charged with saying that the finest roots

produced the worst seed ; worst in what respect ? "In
growing a weakly crop," and a very likely result

certainly. Mr. Fish says, "If it be true that large

roots produce worthless seeds, the obverse must like-

wise be true, that small roots will yield the best ;
" by

the best, Mr. F. means the best to sow for a crop,

because he afterwards says, "If you want monster

grow Oats, weighing 48 lb. per bushel, but not from

seed of that weight sown ; if I sow seed weighing

48 lb., then I shall probably reap a crop weighing

45 lb. To attain a weight of 48 lb. reaped, I must

avoid extremes, which 48 lb. would be, used as seed,

and I must adopt a medium course, and sow corn

weighing 44 or 45 lb.

Then as to cattle breeding, it would extend this

paper to an inconvenient length to go into that subject

at present, or refer to what has been said, written, and

practised thereon by various authorities. To be suc-

cessful, it will be found that one principle governs all

—avoid extremes and practise a middle course. I

believe this law of inferiority, following and consequent

on perfection, " extends through all extent," and is

applicable, not only to over-cultivated vegetables and

breeding animals, but, intellectually considered, to man
himself. All past history and recent experience prove

that when the father has been a great man, intellectually,

a certain taint of dulness and incapacity attaches to his

offspring. In the words of one of the correspondents

before referred to :
—" How many names illustrious for

extraordinary talent in their various professions could

be mentioned, but whose inspiring mantles have not

fallen upon their sons !
" P., Sept. 9.

GERMAN POTASH SALTS.
Now that autumn is approaching, I would recom-

mend such farmers as intend to apply potash manure to

their fields, to prepare to do so before wdnter. The

application of potash salts is by no means general in

this country, and where it is resorted to at all, it is

mostly put off until spring. Now, though concen-

trated salts may be applied in spring as well as in

autumn, it is very material that the inferior qualities

(and it is these that are chiefly used) .should be brought

to the field before winter, if they are to be of use to the

first crops ; and where people are so saving as to use

the cheapest and least valuable quality, crude kainite

this early application i^ quite indispensable. Few
field experiments have as yet been made with potash

salts, and if the direct effect, the increase of the first

crop, is considered, some of them have led to very

doubtful results. In most such cases the fault has been

with the late application.

I have had occasion to watch the manuring with

potash salts in their native land, Gennany, I may say

nearly from its first beginning. I have, as a practical

agriculturist, for some time settled in that country,

first experimentalised with the new manure, and later,

made it a regular item of my annual farm expenses,

buying considerable quantities ; I have, therefore, more

experience respecting its use than most farmers in this

country. It is on the strength of this practical expe-

rience that I venture to offer some suggestions.

My chief task in this paper will be to consider the

practical questions : What salts should be used, and how
should they be applied ? But I hope to be pardoned

for bestowing a few words on the larger question, as to

what is the object of manuring with potash salts.

My reason for doing so is that very few practical

farmers seem to be aware of the character of the

manure. Our colleagues over the German Ocean have

been just as slow to master the question ; but by this

time the more intelligent of them have at length mas-

tered it, after much experimentalising, and the great

and annually increasing application proves how esta-

blished is the usefulness of the salts.

It is all-important that farmers should, from the very

beginning, regard the potash manure from the right

point of view, for it differs in many respects from most

other artificial manures. It must be borne in mind

that it is neither a general fertiliser, nor even universally

applicable ; it does not profess to be so. I have no

space to enter into the question of the necessity of

potash to the growth of plants ; I must accept this as

granted ; if readers have any doubts about it, I must

refer them to the writings of our great agricultural

chemists, among others to Dr. Vnelcker, and chiefly to

Baron Liebig, who has investigated the matter in the

most exhaustive manner.

At present I must be allowed to assume potash to be

indispensable to the vegetable system of all our farm

crops, chiefly of Clover, pulse crops. Flax, Beetroot,

Potatos, and Hops. The following Table will show

what proportions of potash are contained in these and

some other plants :

—

in 1000 lb. Potash.

Hay of mixed grasses

„ red Clover

,, white Clover

Potatos .

.

,, andtheirleavi
Mangel;

1 7. J lb.

4-3 .

and their leave

Sugar-Beet .. .

.

4.0
,

,, and their leaves 4.0,

and their leaves 3.2 ,

Wheat .. .. .. 5.5 .

all that is required for tire growth of plants, supposing

the soil to contain some available universal constituent

;

guano may, therefore, on the whole, be considered a

general fertiliser, the application of which will, under

ordinary circumstances, everywhere produce an increase

of vegetable growth. It is different with potash salts ;

they supply, we may say, only one constituent of the

vegetable system ; a very important one, it is true, but

one that stands third in the list of fertilising agents ;

nitrogen being the first, and phosphoric acid the

second. It can, therefore, only produce a direct bene-

ficial result where there is plenty of other manuring

matter, nitrogenous and phosphatic, present in the soil

(the salts should, therefore, never be used by them-

selves, but always in addition to some other manure) ;

where this is not the case, to expect an increased

growth from the application of potash alone, is mere

folly. Moreover, potash salts can only produce a

visible result where there is a scarcity of available

potash in the soil. They may act beneficially, they may
even be necessary without such a result being at once

visible ; for we know that potash need not be in solu-

tion to be available for plants, and as long as sufficient

available potash for one or for a few crops is present,

the crops will assimilate it. Thus our fields may be, I

may say, on the brink of infertility, because the original

potash is almost used up, and we may still not see any

increase of the crop worth mentioning to result from

the application of potash salts. Productiveness and

fertility are two distinct properties ; by dissolving and

stimulating manures we may produce abundant crops,

w^liile we are, in truth, impoverishing our lands.

Our object in applying potash salts is, therefore,

either to keep up the proper properties of potash in the

soil, or else to supply that element for the immediate

use of the next one or more crops. We should, under

these circumstances, apply it only where either the

natural composition of the soil shows a deficiency in

potash, or where, by high farming, we in our crops use

up more of that elemerTt than the soil contains, or can

supplv. Herein lies the difference between the salts

and other manures. Other manures, guano, super-

phosphate, and whatever they may be, contain manur-

ing substances that every soil stands in need of, potash

salts such as only some certain soils want. To apply

them where there is no additional potash required is

waste, and to expect results in such cases is folly. It is,

therefore, to be regietted that most of the experiments

hitherto instituted have been made without regard to

this primary condition, without considering the nature

of the land indiscriminately on all soils. And it is

most unfair to stigmatise the salts as useless, because on

soils rich in potash, or poor in other fertilising matter,

they have produced no result. Let not the reader

imagine that because the use of the salts is limited there

is only a narrow field to be found for it. There is, on

the contrary, a very wide one ; for we are, in general,

robbing our land most unfairly of its potash, and if

accurate researches were made fanners would be

astonished at the rate in which they are reducing the

stock of it in their fields. But, to estimate justly the

use of the manure, it is necessary that we should con-

sider fairly the end it is meant to answer, and we must

exclude from it all such soil as either contains, or else

is otherwise supplied with potash sufficient for the

growth of the crops raised on it. In the former case

(if the soil contains an abundance of potash) it will be

merely a question of time, for no soil can supply of

itself (by the disintegration and decomposition of rocks)

as much of the element annually as our modern heavy

crops consume ; and I would advise farmers not to put

off the replacement too long, or they may be sufferers

by this false economy.

In the latter case, of course, there is no occasion for

applying the manure, for it is perfectly indifferent

whether the potash is restored to the soil in the shape

of salts, or in that of animal manure produced of oil-

cake. There are comparatively few, but on the whole

a good many farms where by feeding large quantities of

cake, the potash consumed is replaced, and sometimes

more than replaced. The use of potash salts should,

therefore, be limited to such soil where more potash is

consumed than is annually restored. Farmers iTiay

easily draw an account with regard to this proportion.

They know approximately what weight of each kind of

produce they reap (they should not in this calculation

omit reckoning the grass), and they know what manure

they apply ; there are analyses both of plants and of

manures, and thus the difference may easily be ascer-

tained. They may also have their soil analysed, but

then they should not be content with analysing the

surface soil only, but should extend the inquiry to the sub-

soil as well, which in well-manured fields is often poor in

potash, while the surface soil is rich in it. It has

frequently been observed that in Clover-sick fields^ the

Clover looks flourishing and healthy so long as it is

young and the roots do not penetrate the surface soil,

containing plenty of potash ; but on extending them to

the subsoil, containing insufficient potash, it pined and

withered.
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Where llie object of the salts is immediately to

supply particular crops requiring a great amount of

potash with that element, they will often be found

useful (for Hops, flour, Potatos, Clover, &c.), even

where the composition of the soil would not appear to

justify its use by any poverty of the alkali. In that

case the potash of the soil is, somehow or other, not

perfectly available for the plants.

The Germans are the most scientific farmers of the

two nations, and thus it happened that they had turned

their minds to the potash question long before the salts

were discovered. Baron Liebig openly expressed the

fear that a general impoverishment of our fields would

take place, because we had no means of restoring this

one element : all the others we were able to replace.

And Dr. Stecker, who has solved the problem of

farming without keeping any beasts, using only artificial

manure, and has solved it, financially, with perfect

success, expressed great apprehension that, though he

had made a good business, he would, in the end,

exhaust his land, merely because he could not restore

the potash. Under these circumstances the discovery

even of the very inferior "skim salts " was hailed with

unconcealed delight by the German agriculturists, and

numberless were the field experiments instituted with

them. Many of these were unsuccessful ; but farmers,

makers, and chemists working together, studying, ex-

perimentalising, and improving, they have, at length,

produced a far more valuable manure ; and though the

potash question is not finally settled, still a basis hxs

been arrived at, whereon to found new- experiments,

and numbers of farmers derive great profit from the use

of the salts.

I made my first experiments in 1865, with skim salts,

on light gravelly, and black boggy soil, the latter very

deficient in mineral constituents ; but I have watched

experiments made by others even before that time. My
rotation being based on raising as many Potatos as

possible for a Potato distillery attached to my property,

I grew Potatos twice in six years, on some fields twice

running. In the latter case I used farmyard manure

and lime the first year, and potash salts and giiano

prepared with sulphuric acid (containing 10 per cent,

ammonia and 10 per cent, soluble phosphoric acid) the

second. In the former case I applied farmyard

manure both times, once with lime (my soil was very

deficient in lime), and the other time with potash salts.

I have grown excellent Potatos, both as regards quan-

tity and quality.

Having considered the object of manuring with potash

salts, the further questions are these : What kind of

salts should we employ ? and. How should we apply

them? Answering the first question first, I must remind

my readers that we live at a great distance from the

mines, that therefore the better qualities will best bear

the additional cost of freight, carriage, &c. The salts

are not pure ; they contain admixtures, some of which

may be considered useful, such as sulphate of magnesia

and common salt. German farmers ought to, and do,

attach some value to these admixtures, but I do not

think we can do so at this distance ; having them, we
should turn them to as good account as we can, but

in my opinion we are not justified in considering them
to influence the price,—we should calculate that only

by the proportion of potash. Besides the useful or

harmless admixtures, some of the salts contain a most in-

jurious one, viz., chloride of magnesium . The crude salts

contain a very considerable proportion of this noxious

substance ; I cannot, therefore, recommend their use,

setting aside completely that, though they are appa-

rently the cheapest (the ton costing least), they are not

so in reality, for the unit of potash will be found to be

dearer in these cnide salts (on account of the greater

freight in their bulky shape, and the recent enormous
rise in their price), than in more concentrated kinds.

If farmers wish to use kainite, they should use the

calcined stuff, which has a higher proportion of potash

(18 against 13 ; 30 of sulphate against 23), and has

lost a portion of the injurious chloride of magnesium.
Besides this, it keeps better, as it is not hygroscopic,

which the crude salts are to a very considerable degree.

If my opinion, based on practical experience, is not

thought sufficient on this point, I may quote Dr.

Voelcker's distinct words:—"The calcined kainite is

decidedly superior."

The potash salts contain their potash in two different

shapes, either as muriate or as sulphate. Many
Germans consider the latter the preferable kind, and it

is what I have used. Still I am of opinion, that in

England the muriate would answer better. For one,

the unit of potash is generally cheaper in this shape.

Moreover, chloride of sodium (common salt) has been
found to answer far better as manure in England than

it has in Germany. The cause is probably to be found
in the climate. On this account, I believe that chloride

of potassium (which is muriate of potash) would pro-

bably answer better here, too, than it is supposed to do
in Germany. The only case in which muriate has
really been found to affect injuriously the produce is

with Tobacco, which does not burn so easily and com-
pletely if manured with muriate. The reason why
some of the Gennans prefer the sulphate is the false

supposition that muriate escapes, being dissolved by
. the water, and thus removed from the soil. This is

perfectly erroneous, for the researches of chemists,

principally of Baron Liebig, prove that potash salts of

eveiy kind, muriate as well as others, are completely

absorbed by the soil. Professor Way's and other

chemists' analyses of drainage water prove the same
thing, as only traces of potash were found in water

taken from many different fields. The greater solu-

bility of muriate must, far from being a disad-

vantage, be rather considered a great advantage, as it

facilitates the application of the manure where it is

most needed, viz., to the subsoil. Though—before

sufficient field experiments have been made to estab-

lish the fact beyound doubt (hitherto very few
valuable experiments have been made at all)— I will

not therefore pronounce absolutely in favour of muriate,

I still venture so far as to give it as my decided

opinion, that in our climate muriate will be found
preferable.

The difference in the price should decide which
ought to be bought. Now, I consider there is only a

choice between two kinds, for I except cnide kainite

altogether, as of very doubtful advantage, by its

admixture of chloride of magnesium, its hygroscopic

nature, and its poverty of the most important ingre-

dient—potash. Thus the choice lies between the cal-

cined kainite, containing its potash as sulphate, and

the concentrated muriate ; and of the latter only the

best quality, containing 80 to 85 per cent, of muriate,

or 50 to 52 per cent, of pure potash, ought to be used,

(unless the other is proportionately cheaper), as the

carriage and freight enhances comparatively more the

price of the lower qualities. The prepared sulphates

are too dear for agricultural use. Calcined kainite

contains generally 30 per cent., sometimes a little less,

sulphate, or 18 per cent, pure potash. Dr. Anderson

gives the manuring value of pure potash at from £10
to ;^30 per ton, or 4J. to 6.r. per cent, in the ton

;

taking as the mean of these gj-., calcined kainite, with

iS per cent, of potash, should be worth 5 multiplied by

iS, etiual goj-. per ton ; and muriate, with 50 per cent.,

5 multiplied by 50, equal to 25OJ. per ton. The
fonner sells (I believe) at about £\ at present, the latter

at £\a, but generally at less, a few shillings above £<j.

Taking the value of potash at 4J. per cent., calcined

kainite would be worth 72^., and muriate 2001., so the

latter appears to be the cheaper of the two. This is in

London or any other seaport town (cheaper in the

North, dearer in the West) ; but the carriage to the

inland places being added to this price, leaves the

balance still more in favour of the concentrated, less

bulky muriate.

It is all-important, indeed imperative, if fanners do

not want to waste their money, that they should have

the salts analysed and the proportion guaranteed.

Besides this, it is necessary that they should buy from

good and reliable sources. I am happy to say I have

had the opportunity of being instrumental in securing a

proper supply by reliable makers, and I can therefore

recommend the Agricultural Co-operative Association,

29, Parliament Street, Westminster, to all farmers who
desire to buy salts of either kind. I have availed myself

of my acquaintance with some of the best makers, to

bring about a connection between them and the Associa-

tion, considering this to be of advantage to English

farmers. The Association buys of reliable men only,

has all the salts it buys analysed, and is, as I under-

stand, making arrangements to keep a stock in four or

five seaport towns on the English and Scotch coast.

Thus it would appear to offer all advantages to farmers.

The last subject that it remains for me to treat in

this paper is the best mode of application of the salt.

Now, this will depend entirely on the variety em-
ployed. If kainite, cmde or calcined, is used, I

would, by all means, recommend its application

before winter. With muriate it does not matter how
and when it is applied, another circumstance in its

favour. Crude kainite should, under all circumstances,

be brought to the field in autumn, because only thus

will the injurious chloride of magnesium be removed
before the seed reaches the ground. I have used

calcined kainite, or a salt very similar in composition,

but containing more sulphate of magnesia. When I

applied the manure in conjunction with farmyard

manure I have mixed it with the latter, strewing daily

a certain proportion over the heap. This has a double

advantage ; firstly, it saves much trouble and secures

a better and more even distribution ; secondly,

the sulphate of magnesia contained in the salt,

fixes the ammonia of the animal manure, and

combines with it and the phosphoric acid to a double

salt, very soluble and most valuable. For these reasons

I recommend the prescribed method wherever it is ap-

plicable, as decidedly the best. Where I applied the

potash salts in conjunction with artificial manure, I

brought it to the field by itself, in autumn or winter,

harrowing it in or not, as it happened ; the other

manure was of course applied in spring. Potash salts

should never be used by themselves ; either guano or,

far better, superphosphate, ought to be added by all

means ; Dr. Voelcker's experiments prove in how
beneficial a manner both manures supplement each

other, the mixture producing a better crop than any
other dressing, even where superphosphate or pot-

ash salts alone failed to act. Where kainite is

used I should certainly recommend one of the ways
adopted by myself to be followed ; they have been

arrived at after much experimentalising. Finally, I

recommend farmers to try, and try repeatedly, the

salts, which have been found in Germany not only a

most useful manure, but in many cases a sure remedy
against grass disease, Potato disease, and Clover sick-

ness, the latter above all being generally attributable

to the impoverishment of the soil, and principally the

subsoil, in available potash. Ilmiy W. IVolff, 6,

IVoroiizr.B Road, St. JohiCi WooJ.

A Few Words in Reply to a " Farmer of

Pontefract."— I have not a word to .say in disparage-

ment of farmyard manure, the question is, how is the

stock to be kept up, much more increased ? I am quite

sure that if the corn and fat slock are sold ofl" a farm,

and no cake used or other manure bought, the manure
heap will grow beautifully less ; and as the tendency of

a " Pontefract Farmer's" remarks are to make us sup-

pose that he only uses what manure he makes, 1 think

it is not out of place to ask him if this is the case ? I

have been a farmer for nearly seven years, and I find I

have to expend more than my rent in hand tillage and

cattle food ; and I find my manure-heap does not

increase faster than I have a place for it, as soon as it

is fit to put on the land. Let us look at the Potato

crop. I find it requires full 20 tons of good manure
made from beasts eating cake, and about ^'3 of hand
tillage per acre ; and I have noticed that the crop has

often been lost where the manure-heap was. Then look

at the Tuniip and Mangel crop ; the latter requires as

much manure as Potatos. I think it will be clearly

seen that it is quite impossible to keep up the fertility

of land except by supplementing the manure-heap in

several ways. The " Pontefract Farmer " lays great

stress on guano making the land stink. Well, so does

pig manure, and manure containing cake smells much
more than merely decayed straw ; so does nightsoil,

town manure, &c. I do not wish to say much for

guano, which is not equal to wdiat it used to be ;

it does not smell so strong, and is not so dear.

But I do happen to know a farmer about 70
years of agf, who was not possessed of ;^50 when he

married, and has 10 children, and is now believed to

be worth ^io,coo, which he considers he has made
mainly by the use of guano ; and there are few who do
not know that the increased fertility of England is

greatly owing to the extended use of foreign fertilisers.

If our friend's nasal organs are very sensitive I would

recommend his quickly covering over with earth any

manure he may put on to his land that is not pleasant,

and he will soon cease to be annoyed by the smell

;

and if he covers his farmyard with a shed he will

have a less smelling manure than he has in open yaids,

particularly in a wet time. There was a time -ivhen

the smell of a manure heap was very pleasant to a

farmer's nose, just as the smell of Violets is said to be

disagreeable to a huntsman, as he fancies it destroys

the scent of the "varmint." I have occasionally seen

a great many flies on a manure heap,—I do not say the

Turnip fly, which always infests the Turnip plant in

certain states and seasons, no matter what manure may
be used ; and I think the best way to protect the plant

is to push it out of harmjs way, which can, I think,

best be done by using some stimulating manure in

addition to the "muck heap." //. R. T., a Small

Fanna:

The Cattle Plague.—In the Times of this day I

read:—"September 15, 4.30 P.M. : The cattle plague

is fast spreading in Brandenburg, Hesse, Nassau, and

Saxony. It will spread into France, where it will

scarcely be more desolating than the war which is now
scourging that unliappy country. In the year 1866,

when the then French Minister of Agriculture, M.

Behic, stopped the importation of cattle into France,

ridicule was thrown on him in a leading article of the

Ti7iics ; nevertheless he persevered, and by so doing

saved France from a loss that very few Englishmen

can appreciate. An Old Subscriber, Sept. 16.

Lime as Manure.—Vour correspondent, "Worth-
ing, Sussex," wants a more distinct statement about

lime repaying its cost the first year, and to know the

cost, quantity, &c. My lime costs me ioj. per ton,

and I cart it 10 miles at a cost of ts. per ton ; if I hire

carters to haul for me, using my own horses, the cost

is a little less, say Is. I apply 2 tons an acre, or if I

can manage it 3 tons per acre, the first year, and

another 1 5 or 2 tons per acre the second year. Lime

near Worthing would be used to " suck the orange,"

but lime with me is used to make the orange " ripe."

I have a deal of peat overlying clay, and unless lime is

applied to it, the crop to be got is very poor indeed.

But if I apply lime, I get plenty of good Oats and

plenty of straw, from 4 to 6 feet long ; and if

I take good care that none of my straw is

sold, but that all of it goes back into the

land, and that when roots are grown they, too, all go

back on to the land, I am not the least afraid of my
orange being "squeezed," notwithstanding the fact of

the Editor of the Agrieiiltural Gazette hazarding an

opinion that possibly such may be the result. Land in

my part of the country never forgets lime, provided it

be dry land. Let a spot of land in the middle of a

wild sheep pasture be inclosed and limed and broken

up, and then "loosed out" again, and you will know

that spot for generations after. I have an outlying

farm, the tenant of which is about 60 years of age, and

he has often jiointed me out in his sheepwalk a place

which he well remembers when he was a boy his father

broke up and limed and then "loosed out" agam, and
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there is no mistake about it being worth double the money

of the adjoining land, and he himself from time to time

has followed in his father's footsteps. He is one of

those with whom I do not think it necessary to

stipulate he shall draw a certain quantity of lime.

" Worthing " asks me questions which common sense

should have prevented. Although land in my opmion

never forgets lime, yet the effect of the lime gets less

and less every year, and after some years a fresh dose

of lime sets it moving again. Does " Worthmg

think that land which got a thorough good manuring

with farmyard dung (say 30 tons to the acre) would

ever become like a piece of land adjommg that had

never got a single ton of manure? Nevertheless,

the effect of the 30 tons of dung gets less year

by year, and in a few years it will need a

fresli dunging to keep up its fertility. No doubt the

ICditor of the Ai;miilluml GazetU will tell me that

lime is not dung! Nevertheless, I beg to remind him

that when a farm is "breeding" sheep and cattle,

those sheep and cattle carry off in their bones a

great deal of lime ; and I would like him to tell iiie

where that lime comes from ? I would also like him

to tell me whether it is "squeezing the orange" to

put back lime into the land to replace the lime which

those young animals (bred and reared upon the land)

have carried off in their bones? G. A. II.

Ploughing Match at Wellingborough on

Sept. 15.—The land was in a most unfavourable state,

as the failure of the Clover crop obliged a corn stubble

to be used to operate upon, and the soil being neither

wet nor dry enough to clear the plough, made it very

difficult to make nice work ; considering this draw-
gf„;jii

back, the ploughing in all the classes must be declared

excellent.

Class I. Members' sons or pupils : three competitors

(2 Ball's, and i Ransome's plough).—Mr. Sydney Rippin,

of Wilby, ploughed his lot in very good style, and took

ist prize. Mr. W. H. Beam, of Findon Hill, plouglied

in fine style, but, the plough not packing his work, he had

to be satisfied with the 2d prize.

Class 2. Members' sons or pupils under 2t years of age :

five competitors (2 with Ball's, I Cook's, i Ransome's,

and r Howard's plough).—Mr. George Hockney, of Whit-

tering, ploughed his lot very neatly, and with considerable

judgment, gaining the ist prize with a Cook's plough.

Mr. Stephen Blunt, of Paulspury, made a grand piece of

bold, strong work with a Howard's plough, but by a

mistake in finishing, had to be satisfied with the 2d prize.

Class 3. For all former winners of the united societies

of No;-thamptonshire : eight competitors (6 with Ball's,

I Ransome's, and i Cook's plough).—John Clark

ploughman to Sir W. de Capel Brook, Bart., Geddington,

did his work in a masterly way considering the very loose

state of the land, winning the ist prize with a Ball's

plough. Samuel Willis, ploughman to Sir Chas. Isham,

Bart., of Lamport, ploughed his lot so well as to get

placed 2d, also with a Ball's plough. Mr. W. E. Jones'

(of Wellingborough) ploughman, Charles Smith, ploughed

in very decent style, and took 3d prize with Ransome's

plough.
Class 4. For all ploughmen'in the employ of members

of the 'Wellingborough Society only ; twenty-two com-
petitors (13 with Ball's, swith Ransome's, 3 with Adams',

I with Cook's, and I with Howard's plough).—This

class had a decided advantage in having the best land,

which enabled his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch's plough-

man, by his extraordinary artistic powers, to make a

splendid piece of work, winning the ist prize with a

Ball's plough. Mr. Thos. Williams' (of Wootons) plough-

man, Thomas Cockerill, made exceedingly even, bold,

compact, square work, but slight defects in his ridge and
last furrow threw him into the 2d prize, with a How-

ard's plough. Mr. T. Chambers' (of Higham Ferrers)

ploughman, James Lawford, took the 3d prize with a

piece of respectable work, with a Ball's plough.

All England Champion Class—The Society's Medal:
four competitors. — Messrs. Mobbs, Snow & Wood's
nominee, Stephen Blunt, ploughed his lot in grand style,

with ridges straight, bold, and low—clean, even, straight,

square ploughing, well packed, but a little defective in

the finishing, and carried off this important prize with one
of Howard's ploughs. Messrs. Ransome & Co.'s far-

famed champion ploughman, James Barker, did a piece

of very beautiful, straight, even work, but the ridge being

rugged, the work loose, and the finishing defective, he

took only the 2d place, with Ransome's plough. Mr.
Corbet's (of Shrewsbury) nominee. Samuel Hoare, did not

show any merit in the implement, although he proved
himself a very good ploughman. Messrs. Ball & Son's

(of Rothwell) nominee, John Hopkinson, made a very

creditable piece of work with one of their ploughs.

Messrs. Ransome & Co. showed one of their double-

fuiTow ploughs at work with three horses, doing some
sound even work. Messrs. J. & F. Howard also

showed one of their double-furrow ploughs at work in

the same field, drawn by two horses, making beauti-

ful work. Z. P. £.

Forking-out Twitch or Couch-grass. — The
curse of agriculture in many districts, especially in

undrained and heavy lands, is Twitch. It defies the

hoe and the plough—the more you cut it into pieces

and harrow, the wider and more thickly you spread it

and plant it. The only cure is to fork it out and carry

it off the land, be the cost what it may. I have seen

fields with the appearance of pastures from Twitch

alone, and I remember a farmer saying—" What should

I have as food on my stubbles after harvest without

this grass?" If we are to multiply and extend our

grain crops it becomes imperative to fork out this pest.

Now is the time, after harvest and before scarifying the

itubbles. We are now removing it from a recently

planted field of Cabbage after "Tares, so that none

hall remain. In very dry summers it may be killed

by frequent ploughings, but that is uncertain, for

the least moisture in a clod preserves its vitality.

A good corn crop is .almost impossible with Twitch

companionship, and yet how abundant and general is its

existence. I remember many years ago getting into

"hot water" because I ventured to suggest that it was

a mistake to hold the prize show in a field almost a

bed of Twitch. This was not 100 miles from Watford.

In Lincolnshire I once saw great stacks of it, intended

for paper making. The weediness of British agricul-

ture costs the country millions annually

—

is. per acre

on 45,000,000 amounts to ;^2, 250,000. This is but a

small part of the loss ; for how seldom are our pastures

and Clovers cleared of obnoxious weeds, y. 7. Mcchi,

Sept. 6. P.S. Boys are spudding out young Docks

from the Clover leas,—I presume they came to us in

the seed : this is also a paying operation.

Science in Agriculture. — At pp. 1 195-6 a

remark in an article copied from an American paper

speaks slightingly of Gould's superphosphate. As this

might be read in this country for a misprint for Gould-

ing, of Cork, I beg to state that, having witnessed the

whole of their process of manufacture, and used their

manures with success, it is only fair that any possible

misapprehension should be avoided. The extension of

Messrs. Goulding's works at "The Glen," Cork, is a

proof of their success. IVilliam Kayson, Doiicraile,

County Cork.

Woolston Farming.—"W. N." thinks that Mr.

I sound and sensible farmer," and speak;

f my "pouring out ridicule on everything Mr. Smith

dares to say or do." Let us see what I have ridiculed.
"

X. Smith stated he had made a seed-bed for Wheat
th his steam-smasher for 6x. S(/. per acre. I took

his own figures, and proved that he had never done any-

thing of the sort. Mr. Smith began to dogmatise

about farmyard manure and straw, declaring straw to be

of no value for feeding purposes, and that if any animal

were given straw the whole of it would pass through

it and come out as straw still. I think most of your

readers would give their verdict that I proved Mr. Smith

to be most ridiculously in the wrong. He next said that

I ton of straw would absorb 3 tons of water, and pro-

duce 4 tons ofmanure, and when I told him I had tried

the experiment with straw chaff, and that it would not

absorb any such quantity of water, he pointed to a

Turnip, and asked, in the most triumphant manner,

how, then, could i lb. of vegetable matter there hold

gib. of water—an answer which I certainly turned

into ridicule, as it richly deserved. Then Mr. Smith

began to teach us our duties as landlords, and said the

only agreement requisite between landlord and tenant

was, "Pay your rent and keep your land clean." Your
readers can judge whether or not the unsparing ridicule

I heaped upon this saying was deserved or not. Mr.

Smith's next move was to declare that Oats would not

come to maturity in Wales at an elevation of 1000 ft.

above the sea, and I proved that I had this year grown

good Oats at an elevation of nearly 1 200 ft. , from seed

ripened last year in the adjoining field, at an elevation

of HOC ft. above the sea. Mr. .Smith no doubt

after all this, as " W. N." tells us, "a sound and

sensible farmer," and not to beg.augcd by the criticisms

of G. A. II.

Socictits.
ROYAL AND CENTRAL BUCKS.

At the annual meeting of this Agricultural Associa-

tion, at Aylesbury, on Wednesday last, Mr. Disraeli

spoke as follows on agricultural topics :—I hope,

although this has been a very trying year to my
constituents and the agricultural world generally, I may
venture to state that the termination of your labours

has not been altogether so' unsatisfactory as it once

promised or rather menaced to be. I believe we shall

all agree that while the harvest is a good harvest, and

even in the light lands in which I live the Wheat
harvest is one of which I am not ashamed, Barley is

not so plenteous as it might be, but it is of excellent

quality. It is of that brightness which our maltsters

love, and I think we shall be able to place it in the

market with confidence in those with whom we deal.

No doubt we have all suffered terribly in the expecta-

tions which we entertained respecting tlie root crops,

but the late rains have been most beneficial, and

although I cannot flatter myself so far as to sup-

pose that the bulbs will expand at this late season

of the year, still there is no doubt there will

be a large quantity of green stuff which will be

valuable food for the winter. And on this point, look-

ing to the unexpected drought which has i^revailed this

year, I would advert to one point, and one point only,

to which I wish to call your anxious attention, and

that is to make provision for a better supply of water

for the cultivation of the soil. Where I have lived I

have never built a cottage without making tanks, and

I have introduced tanks among all the old cottages as

far as I could manage to do so, and during the trying

times you have lately experienced it is diflicult to

express what a mitigation of suffering of the popula-

tion generally, especially on the table lands on the top

of the Chiltem Hills, has been produced by these

tanks. I think it is well for the agricultural world to

consider whether that principle should not be pursued

still further, and for my own part I cannot see why
every farm, especially in those districts where there is

want of water, should not be furnished with a reservoir.

I hardly know anything more striking than the great

waste of surface water, and when I remember the intense

suffering, not only of the peasantiy, but of the culti-

vators of the soil, this year from the want of water, I

think the time has come when we ought to consider

whether greater use might not be made of that surface-

water which now is entirely wasted. It seems to me
that if the habit were introduced of establishing reser-

voirs, very great advantage might be obtained, and

under the difficult circumstances of years of drouglit

like the present, very great benefit might accrue. I

hardly like to sit down without making some reference

to those topics which so much occupy the attention of

the country and of Europe at the present moment. We
have all witnessed great and strange events of late, and
it is more than possible—it is probable, that we shall

all of us witness, and even perhaps soon, greater and
stranger events. There seems a likelihood that there

will be in Europe a very trying time. I think it may
be some consolation to us tliat the last 40 years of this

country have not been wasted. Though there may be
differences of opinion upon a variety of questions which
have been discussed, and which have led to legislation,

I think that all impartial persons must admit that, on
the whole, the progress of this country during the

last 40 years has been decided and considerable.

The moral and physical condition of the people

may not have improved to the extent which the younger

portion of those who are sitting in this room I trust

will witness ; but the principles upon which the moral

and physical condition of the population of this country

can be established and insured are no longer merely the

subject of philosophy, but have been recognised in

legislation, and we have acted upon those principles,

impossible to deny that our finance and our

commerce are flourishing ; and although we have

heard from those whom we greatly esteem that our

means of national defence are by no means perfect,

still the public mind of the country has for a long time

been drawn to the subject ; and I must say that I

think the elements exist in this country of securing

ample and complete means of national defence. Now,
there was only one subject, and it was the most
diflicult one, whicli for a long period appeared as

one which could not be drawn to any satisfactory con-

clusion, and that was the distribution of political power
in the state. All felt that so long as there was a great

controversy in the nation upon that question, circum-

stances might occur, unforeseen and unprecedented,

as we experience at the present moment, which might

convulse this nation, and wliich might be the cause of

great peril to our political institutions and our social

happiness. I think, therefore, it is a matter of great

congratulation at this moment, when empires vanish

and republics suddenly arise, and the greatest possible

changes occur or are threatened in every part of Europe,

that three years ago, with, if not the entire yet with the

very general concurrence of opinion among sensible

men of all parties, and without any disruption of

political parties, which I, for one, look upon as one of

the greatest misfortunes which could happen to Eng-

land, we did settle the question of the distribution of

political power in this country on principles which, I

believe, are firm, and which at this moment allow

every man to feel secure and confident in the political

establishments of his country. I have always felt

myself that if England was true to herself there was no

fear. I believe that England now is true to herself,

and therefore I think, great, vast, and startling vos are

the changes that even hourly occur, we as Englishmen

need not be appalled. (Loud and repeated cheers.)

Farmers' Clubs.
A THY.

T/ie Exhaustion 0/ ike SoiL—Uw Lawes, of Roth-

amsted, gave a lecture on this subject here last week ;

it had already been discussed by him before the Lon-

don Farmers' Club. We gave on that occasion an

imperfect report, owing to the pressure upon our space

at that time by advertisements. We are now able to

"ive a fuller report, and the following is the substance

of the Paper before the Athy Farmers' Club :

Mr. Lawes said the subject of the present lecture

was one on which he had addressed the London
Farmers' Club in the spring of the present year. That

lecture had been published, and he did not, therefore,

intend reading it to the meeting ; but he hoped by
means of Tables of results which he had prepared, and

which were hung on the walls so that all might see

them, to make his remarks interesting and instnictive.

The first point he would call attention to was the

question of the fertility of the soil, and he would direct

their attention to the following questions :

—

1. Whether, in order to preserve the soil from

exhaustion, it is necessary to enforce a fixed rotation of

crops ?

2. What are the best or most generally applicable

means at our disposal for the estimation of the value of

unexhausted manures ?

In considering the characters of soil with the view

of arriving at some answer to these questions, it will
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suffice, he said, lo confine attention mainly to tlie

definition and illustration of those qualities which are

commonly known under the term '* condition," and

to pointing out the distinction between these and those

which are due to what may be called the normal or

natural fertility of the land. There are other points

of great practical and scientific interest in connection

with the state of fertility of our soils which must be

left out of view on this occasion ; as, for instance, the

influence of the various crops we cultivate, the special

effects of ordinary and of various artificial manures,

the loss of fertilising matters by drainage, and allied

subjects.

The word "condition" is in very common use

amongst agriculturists. It is said that a farm is " in

condifion," or "out of condition," or in "high con-

dition," or in "low condition." These terms are

well understood to imply.certain states of fertility which

it is not easy to define more accurately in a few words.

As I understand it, the word "condition" refers to

those elements of fertility in a soil which, whether they

have been accumulated by natural processes or by the

art of the farmer, are capable of being turned to

account in the growth of crops within a limited period

of time, and which by such growth are soon exhausted.
" Condition " is, therefore, something that is

altogether distinct from the natural or standard

fertility of the soil. A soil may be naturally very

fertile, but at the same time very much out of con-

dition ; or it may be naturally very poor, but in very

high condition.

In one case the element of fertility is easily removed,

and in the other case that element is contained in what

I call standard fertility. The first Table to which I

will call your attention contains the results of growing

dressed com, per acre, on certain plots of a field which

has now grown Wheat, year after year, for more than

a quarter of a century. Up to the autumn of 1S43 it

was under the ordinary system of cultivation of the

farm. In 1 839 it was dunged, and grew Turnips ; in

the next four years it was unmanured, growing Barley

in 1S40, Peas in 1S41, Wheat in 1842, and Oats in

1843. In the autumn of 1S43 the first experimental

Wheat crop was sown, and the twenty-seventh is now
gi'owing. Portions of the field have received no

manure whatever during the whole period of the ex-

periments. Another part has received 22 tons of farm-

yard manure per Irish acre. Another part has received

various artificial manures. The remainder, divided

into numerous plots, has been manured with different

descriptions of manures (artificial), the same descrip-

tion having as a rule been applied to the same plot,

year after year, for the last 18 years, and in some cases

for longer still. Whatever variance there was, was
caused by the seasons, and not by the manner of cul-

tivation. The Table shows the following results :

—

U'keat gr<ywn year after year

1844-51'

j

1853
1854
855
1S56

1857

Bush.*

32S

Plots. Plo' 17. Plot

•3S?

Bush.*

=4i

t.55
t.si
t.7i
I195
ti65

t>4i

ti7l

t.5i

ti4J

t=3S
t33i

tit
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ceeding upon a residue of mineral manure, which had
been useless without them, gave a large crop. Plot 5,

manured every year with the mineral manure alone,

gave an average over the 18 years of 17^- bush., whilst

the same mineral manures applied on either plots 17

or iS, and always after a residue of ammonia salts, gave

only 17J bush., or less than ^ bush, per acre per

annum of increase due to the unexhausted residue of

the previously applied ammonia salts, these being

employed in comparatively moderate quantity. From
these results it is clear that the soil may be kept in

"condition" to yield a fair crop of Wheat every year

by the application of ammonia salts and certain mineral

manures ; but that if the ammonia salts be only applied

in moderate quantity, the unexhausted residue will

very little affect the produce of succeeding crops.

I will now refer to Table 2, which gives some results

of experiments on the growth of Barley for 18 years

in succession on the same land. Plot 2 a has been

manured eveiy year with superphosphate of lime and
ammonia salts ; and plot 2AA has received the same
amount of superphosphate every year, and twice as

much ammonia during the first six years, but only the

same amount as plot 2A each year since. Taking the

six years of the double application of ammonia on
plot 2AA, the result is an average of 49I bush,, against

only 45^ on plot 2a, with the smaller amount of

ammonia salts, thus showing an average increase of

4 bush, per acre per annum due to the extra amount
of ammonia salts applied. In 1858, the first year in

which the amount of ammonia applied on plot 2AA was
reduced to the same as that on plot 2A, it still gave

5 bush, more than the latter ; in the next year it gave
only 1 4 bush, more ; and in the third year the produce
was practically equal on the two plots. Here again,

tlien, the unexhausted residue from the ammonia sails

previously applied has appreciably increased the

succeeding crop ; but it should be stated that the

amount of ammonia salts—400 lb. per acre per annum
—applied during the previous six years was. for Barley,

very large, indeed excessive.

Table 3 gives the average produce over four consecu-

tive four-course rotations, in which the Turnips were
liberally manured with mineral manure, ammonia salts,

and rape cake, and the whole crop (roots and tops)

'carted from the land. On the average, about 13^ tons

of Turnips were removed
;
yet it will be seen that the

unexhausted residue from the manures applied for the

Turnip crop was such that an average produce over

the four courses of 48I bushels of Barley, 214 bushels

of Beans, and 36I bushels of Wheat was obtained. In
the experiments on permanent meadow land, the

results of which are given in Table 4, plot 2 was
manured with 14 tons of farmyard dung per acre per
annum for the first eight years, and has since (that is,

for six years) been left entirely unmanured. It will be
seen that during the eight years of the application of

dung the average annual produce of hay was a little

under 43 cwt., and that during the six following years

it amounted, without any further application of manure,
to a little over 43 cwt. of hay, thus showing a very

marked effect from the unexhausted residue of the

previous heavy dressings of farmyard dung.

From the above results, relating to Wheat, Barley,

rotation, and permanent meadow, the following con-

clusions may be drawn:— I. That condition of land
may be maintained, either by farmyard manure or by
artificial manures. 2. That when active nitrogenous
manures, such as Peruvian guano, ammonia salts, or

nitrate of soda, are applied in only moderate
quantities usually employed in practical agriculture, the

unexhausted residue left in the soil after the removal of
a corn crop has but little effect on succeeding crops.

3. That when rape cake, bones, and other purchased
organic manures, which yield up their fertilising

elements comparatively slowly, are employed, the un-
exhausted residue left after the renioval of the first

crop may yield an appreciable amount of increase

throughout a rotation, 4. That when farmyard dung
is employed, the effects may be apparent for a still

longer period. 5. That when mineral manures, such as
phosphates, salts of potass, &c., are used, the effects of
any unexhausted residue are too slow and gradual to

admit of any determination of their value. [We shall

next week continue the publication of Mr. Lawes'
lecture.]

EVE.
H<irzrsl Homes have been held this year, as on

several previous occasions, in Eye Park and elsewhere,
the festivities concluding on Thursday in last week at

Oakley Park. Two years ago Sir. E. Kerrison
assembled at Oakley the greater part of the labourers
employed on his Suffolk estate to celebrate together
llieir harvest home ; but last and this year a different

course was pursued, the parishes immediately suiTOund-
ing Oakley Park sending their harvest men with their

wives to one principal festival which received the special

attention of Sir Edward and Lady Caroline Kerrison,
whilst parochial harvest homes were held in the parishes

at a greater distance. The farmers pay, in the case of

the Oakley Park harvest home to Sir Edward, and in

the parochial gatherings to a committee of management,
the sum they were formerly accustomed to give their

men as largess, and by means of the fund thus raised a
good dinner is provided for the labourers and their

wives, followed by sports and amusements of
kinds. Thisfundj however, is quite inadequate to provide
or a gathering of the scale of that of Thursday, and
Sir Edward largely supplemented it, the result being a
rural fclc complete in every respect. The parishes in-

cluded on this occasion were five—Hoxne, Denham,
Brome, Oakley, -and Stuston. Where convenient, the

day's proceedings commenced with service at the

parish church. Shortly before 2 o'clock a stream of

men and boys who had been employed in the harvest

work, with the wives of the former, numbering
altogethering some 750, began to enter the park,

accompanied by their employers and their families,

and to proceed across the sward to a temporary
bridge thrown over the miniature fosse, which sepa-

rates the park from the gardens. Ample provision

for that most important part of the proceedings—the

dinner—was made under three spacious marquees,
opening one into the other, and forming a canvass

apartment some 160 feet in length. Here were long
tables spread with a substantial meal of meat, Potatos,

plum -puddings, and the necessary accompaniments,
and decorated with flowers and other simple ornaments,
while when the company was once seated, a liberal

supply of beer was distributed. The employers carved
for their people, whilst their wives and daughters, as

well as some of the invited guests, were active in their

endeavours that the wants of all should be promptly
supplied. During the dinner, Sir Edward and Lady
Caroline moved among their visitors, speaking a kind
word to one and another as they passed and attended
to their wants.

Sir E. Kerrison, after proposing "The Health of

the Queen and the rest of the Royal Family," said the

only other toast he had to propose was " Success to

the united Hai-vest Home of Hoxne, Denham, Brome,
Oakley, and Stuston." There had already been held

the harvest homes of Eye and Braiseworth, Yaxley,
and Thrandeston, making nine harvest homes this year.

Last year there were II, but whether it was from the

organisation not being forthcoming or from some other

reason, in two parishes in which there were harvest

homes last year there had been none this. He
was son-y he could not always entertain them all

at Oakley, and his only reason for wishing that

these gatherings, in which all, occupiers and labourers,

aided, should be united to form one, was the chance
that the day might be rainy, when all would be spoilt,

whereas by having several, if one day was rainy the

others might not be, and so all did not suffer. These
festivals not only promoted goodwill and good fellow-

ship amongst them, but were in reality almost the only

way in which the great agricultural population could

show its thankfulness for a good harvest. If the

present had not been a good harvest throughout
England, yet it had been a good one among those whom
he was now addressing. The toils and labours of the

harvest were those which employers and labourers

shared together, and surely when they were brought to

a successful conclusion it was their first duty to meet
together in their parish churches, or any other places

of worship which they might attend, and thank
God that the harvest had been gathered in ; and
then they were right to come together, as they

did that day, to celebrate it with joyful festivity.

Tliere were many questions of special interest to the

few parishes whose inhabitants he saw around him.
One in particular he always alluded to, and that was
the presence among them of a trained nurse, who, he
hoped, had been of a use and a comfort to those who
had been unfortunate enough to need to have recourse

to her assistance. She required their sympathy because
her labours were not the lightest in the world, and he
thought they had been of some benefit to them. Another
matter of some importance to the district was the esta-

blishment of an industrial school for girls. Last year

when he addressed them the school was about to be
established. Now it was an accomplished fact, and five

or six girls had been sent out to service, and had given

satisfaction. There were more to follow, and he thought
the school would be of advantage to the district. Whilst
they were celebrating the end of a successful harvest

they could not forget the horrors of the war which was
decimating our neighbours on the other side of the

Channel. After alluding to the incidents of the war,

Sir Edward continued—He hoped peace would now
soon follow. He gave them " Success to the harvest

home," and if they enjoyed themselves that day he
hoped they would do so with the moderation he had
always observed when large numbers of his countrymen
were assembled together. When people objected to

large gatherings and said that rioting and vice were
induced by them, he denied it, and said, on the con-

trary, and they would bear witness to it, that it far

more often happened that vice and immorality sprang
from people going to holes and corners, pot-houses and
ale-houses, to drink away the money earned by the

sweat of their brow, than when they met their fellows

as they did that day.

Pipes and tobacco, with tickets for two pints of

strong ale, having been distributed to the men, the

whole company were Cjuickly in the open air, and
engaged in the sports and pastimes arranged for them.

There were races for men, boys, women cariying eggs

in spoons, blindfolded races, races for men carrying

jockeys 10 stones in weight, hurdle races, three-legged

races, wheelbarrow races, putting the weight, jumping,
balancing in a basket, climbing and walking the greasy

pole, and many other contests for prizes consisting of

useful articles of all sorts. Cricket was provided, and
the band of the loth Suffolk (Eye) Rifles played, and
the amusements were brought to a conclusion with a

display of fireworks. On Friday the usual children's

f^ie was held.

Principles of Agriculture. By Albert D. Thaer.
Translated by W. Shaw and Cuthbert Johnson.
Ridgway, Piccadilly. (See p. 1075.)

Durmg the time of the Romans, the triennial rotation

of crops, as it in all probability existed and was
practised in every part of Europe, except in Italy itself,

where it does not seem to have been introduced until

the 14th century, consisted in— i, A naked fallow,

with repeated ploughings, during summer ; 2, crop of

autumn corn ; 3, crop of spring corn. The fallow

ought always to be manured, and this invariably used

to be the case when the proportion of meadow and
pasture ground was much greater than it is at present.

At the present day, however, the fallows are only
regidarly manured in a very few fertile countries, or in

districts where there is a great deal of rich meadow
land, or where stall feeding is practised. In order to

turn all the hay and straw into manure, there ought to

be as many large cattle as there are acres of land to be
annually manured. And it is necessary to assign from

3 to 5 acres of open pasture land, according to the

quality, and from 10 to 15 acres of forest pasture to

each beast.

Thaer mentions the great services of Schubert, but

does not approve of his revival of the old dispute about

fallows ; he thinks them desirable, and, in support of

his opinion, advances many scientific and economical

reasons, which, however, are not applicable to the

circumstances of modern agriculture. Careful tillage

may, he admits, enable us to dispense with bare

fallow; and he quotes a singidar practice of the Bel-

gians, who arrange their fields in narrow strips, and
after having well pulverised the land with plough,

harrow, and roller, sow the tops of the ridges only,

and leave the sides exposed to the influence of the

atmosphere.

" It is not so necessary to repeat the operation of

fallowing every third year, as was formerly supposed ; the

land may often be maintained in better condition by being
employed in the cultivation of vegetables destined for the

feeding of cattle, which will be the means of producing a

greater quantity of manure than if it were fallowed every

third year. But this mode of proceeding requires very

great care and attention, more extensive power and
facilities at command for working the land, and a period

of time of sufficient length between the harvest and seed

time to allow a very careful tillage being bestowed on the

soil. Fallow crops are certainly more efficacious than

naked fallows, when, as in the case in some districts,

these latter are not commenced until after the middle of

the summer. Hence the late Barley, which frequently

is not sown until the middle of June, is to be recommended
for such rotation, notwithstanding the uncertainty of

success. If land which is to be completely fallowed is

very carefully ploughed at least four times during warm
and dry weather, it ought to continue clean and fertile,

and free from weeds, and the farmer has a right to expect

crops of Clover, leguminous plants, or other fallow crops,

on the next fallowing, if not on the two succeeding

fallowings."

In Thaer's time, observant and intelligent agricul-

turists seldom adhered strictly to the triennial rota-

tion :

—

" They either sow their land with Clover, or reserve it

for leguminous crops, or suffer it to lie fallow, according

to the state of it at the time the Barley is sown, or accord-

ing as it is more or less light or free from weeds. They
choose the clearest part of the land for Clover and Peas,

and do not restrict themselves to a systematic course of

crops, but are guided by circumstances, making a rule to

sow Clover in the same place only once in nine years,

experience having proved that it does not succeed if

repeated oftener. When it happens, after having sown
leguminous plants, either from unfavourable weather or

from their having overrated the fertility of the soil, they

do not obtain a sufficiently abundant crop to cover

the ground with its leaves, they either have it eaten

off the ground, while in a green state, by cattle, or

bury it with the plough, and lay down the land for a
naked fallow.

" Where the soil is very strong, it is scarcely considered

safe to sow Wheat upon manured fallowed ground, from
fear of the crop falling down. It is, therefore, more usual

to sow Barley, which, according to the general opinion in

these parts, is less exposed to this accident than Wheat.
But against all these reasons the triennial system still

maintains its ground, and has its supporters."

Thaer refers with approval to the English "quadren-

nial rotation," viz.:—^i. Weeded crops; 2, Barley;

3, Clover, 4, Autumnal grain. This system, which

afterwards became famous as the Norfolk, or 4-course,

rotation, was introduced, he says, on the estate of

Frederick the Great, under the superintendence of an

Englishman, named Bro\\m, and of other experienced

agriculturists who had been sent to study in England.

The king endeavoured to introduce the system into his

dominions by encouraging landed pi-oprietors and
farmers to adopt it.

"Change of crops also prevents very materially the

increase of the predatory grubs and insects which prey
* upon the farmer's crops.
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" Tlie testimony of a great many aged persons goes to

prove that a wide extent of land, which had been wholly

exhausted by the triennial rotation, has become so much
ameliorated by this system of cultivation in the course of

one generation, that it is now capable of producing a con-

siderable surplus of corn for exportation, besides affording

an abundant pasturage to three times as many cattle as

were formerly fed upon it."

Even at the present day there is much still dis-

covered on the subject of the nutrition of plants.

Thaer had adopted the theory now universally accepted,

that instead of each plant requiring peculiar elements

of nutrition, they all remove from the soil, in various

degrees, the same elements. This fact destroys an old

and plausible theory of a rotation of crops. The true

explanation may, perhaps, be found, not in chemistry

so much as in vegetable physiology—not so much in

the relative amount of the food constituents contained

in the soil, as in the relative power of different plants

to assimilate them under different conditions.

" It is possible," he says, " that the roots or suckers of

all kinds of plants may possess a sensibility and a power
of choice, which enables them to imbibe and appropriate

to themselves the exact proportion of each of those sub-

stances which Nature leads them to require for their

support."

We learn that the constant repetition of grain crops

under the triennial system was attended, then as now,

by gi-eat variation in the amount of produce, and,

consequently, by occasional periods of over-production

followed by periods of scarcity. The common yield is,

as might be expected, small, but, in very favourable

seasons, all adverse influences of soil and its comp;

tive poverty are apparently overcome by the vigour

imparted to the plant. In the southern half of France,

and wherever the triennial system is still followed, this

is known to be the case. It accounts for the sudden

variations in the price of com to which we are still

liable. Ih the great corn-producing tracts of America,

and wherever cattle are not reared in large numbers for

exportation or consumption, the average yield of grain

tends to diminish. As fast as new tracts are reclaimed,

the mischief sweeps onwards with devastating force.

The cost of production abroad may probably increase,

and future years should therefore find us less dependent

on foreign sources for our supplies of agricultural

produce.

Crops sown in rows wide apart, and the interval:

cultivated during the summer, take the place of

fallow :

—

"Thus in Kent, where so great a quantity of Wheat is

cultivated. Beans sown in rows are considered as the best

preparation which the ground can receive. Many vege-

tables which yield advantageous produce, and par-

ticularly Cabbages, if transplanted or sown in rows,

may be substituted, if a sufficient quantity of manure
can be procured, and if there is a superabundanc(

fodder,

"In the present day, many persons are so blinded by
prejudice that they cannot see the most palpable objects,

or rather that they obstinately shut their eyes to every-

thing which appears to be in contradiction to their pre-

conceived opinions.
" For my own part, accident and necessity, and not the

pemsal of any publication on English agriculture, or any
reflection on the subject, ledme to adopt this alternate system
of cultivation. As I have been honoured with the title of

the father of this system in Germany, I trust I may here

be permitted to relate the circumstances which induced
me to adopt it. I was an ardent disciple of Schubert's

system of Clover and stall feeding, and consequently

wished to introduce that plant into my rotation, and to

cultivate it during the third year instead of fallowing the

ground. But it did not succeed ; the field became mfesled
with weeds ; the autumnal com which I sowed, after a
single ploughing, completely failed, although I manured
the land after ploughing the Clover, and it had been
already manured in the previous winter. With the as-

sistance of a tolerable field of Lucerne and green Oats, I

obtained sufficient food to keep my cattle during the

summer, but in the winter I felt the want of the fodder I

had expected to derive from my field of Clover ; all that

I had to give them was some Potatos and Turnips,

grown on the Lucerne field after it was broken up, and a
small quantity of natural hay. Filled with gratitude to

these two vegetables for the valuable assistance they

afforded me, I had a portion of that land on which the

Clover had failed broken up and planted with Potatos.

The crop yielded by these roots was abundant, but late
;

and as the weather proved wet and unpropitious, I was
not able to sow Rye on this ground, as had originally

been my intention. I therefore sowed Barley on it the

following spring ; and, as I was fully determined to have
a supply of Clover, I sowed the seeds of it thickly with

the Barley. The following year I had some good Clover

for the first time ; while another field which had been
manured during the winter, and on which the Clover had
been sown after a second crop of grain, produced very

little besides Sorrel. After yielding a miserable cutting,

this last-mentioned field was ploughed three times previous

to being sown with Rye ; while the former was ploughed
only once, after having yielded a second cutting of Clover,

and yet it produced a decidedly finer crop of Rye than the

other, and these circumstances had the effect of deter-

mining my choice of a rotation.

"Nevertheless, 1 was far from attaching any value to

it, beyond that of peculiar adaptation to my own circum-
stances and situation. On the contrary, I felt some
degree of shame at the idea of becoming a mere grower
of Potatos, and an imitator of all the petty gardeners in

my neighbourhood who cultivated their acre of ground,
and all, as nearly as possible, in the same manner. How-
ever, when I came to consult and converse with them, I i

found that their experience coincided entirely with my
own. I made only one difference, namely, the intro-

duction of a hoe from Mecklenburg, for the purpose of

bringing the mould round the roots of my Potatos, and
which is now come into general use throughout Germany.

"It was not until sometime afterwards that chance
threw in my way the works of some of those English
authors who regarded this rotation, or a similar one, as

the only basis of good cultivation ; who advise that the

fallow should be replaced by crops planted in rows, and
carefully tilled ; and consider Clover to be only an
ameliorating crop when, sown with the first crop of

grain, it finds the soil thoroughly loosed and cleaned by
the fallow crops, and, consequently, vegetates so thickly

and luxuriantly as to cover the whole surface of the

ground with a shade ; and who, when this is the case,

regard the cultivation of this plan as an excellent prepa-

ration for Wheat. I thought it my duty to make this

system known to the German public, and also some
English experiments, which I learned were made about
the same time, and which seemed to coincide with my
own views. I accordingly published it, first in the

'Hanoverian Magazine," and subsequently in my 'In-

troduction to a Knowledge of English Agriculture.*

"It is not therefore entirely without reason that this

rotation has been designated the English system, although
it is not in general use even there, but is only practised

in some particular counties, and on the estates of some
few enlightened agriculturists, whence it will doubtless

become every year more and more diffused.
'

' Many persons fear that the spring cereal plants will

be laid if they are sown on a rich soil ; but experience

ought to reassure them that such will never be the case,

if they will only take care not to sow the seed too thick

—

a."practice which is at once superfluous and highly in-

jurious. Deep ploughing will always prevent the corn
from being laid.

Many remarks, in accord with modem experience,

are made on such subjects as "double crop," ploughing

in green crops, &c. An absolute preliminary to improved
husbandry , and to agricultural enterprise is "that the

farmer shall be sole and absolute master of all his land,

free to act, unfettered by trammels, and exempt from
all restrictions."

On the question, now so much mooted, of the ex-

haustion of soils, he says, rather drily :

—

"
I have never yet had an opportunity of examining or

analysing any of those inexhaustible soils which are

capable of bringing the crops to full maturity every year
without being manured, and in which no diminution of

fertility is obser\'able so long as the requisite degree of

cultivation is bestowed on them. It is asserted that such
land is to be found in the Ukraine, in Hungary, and
several other places, and that some few circumscribed
portions of it are to be found even in Germany. Several

soils which I have analysed were once considered to be in-

exhaustible ; " one of which, "taken from the right bank of

the Elbe, some few miles from its mouth, was made to

bear the richest crops, as Cabbages, Wheat, autumnal
corn, Beans, &c. ; but every sixth year it was necessary to

manure it thoroughly, and to give it a fallow."

The chapter on the " Theory of the Soil" is par-

ticularly instructive, containing a description and
analysis of every variety of soils that can be conceived,

with suggestions as to special management, the crops

suitable for them, the weeds infesting them, their

relative desirability to the farmer, and a great variety

of general and particular information on the subject.

Of manure, he says :

—

"It acts upon the soil in two ways :— First, by com-
municating to it those juices which are calculated for the
nutrition of plants and vegetables. Secondly, by the
chemical action which it exercises on those substances
contained in the soil, decomposing them, and recombining
them, under new forms, and thus facilitating their intro-

duction into the suckers of plants ; and, perhaps also, by
communicating that degree of energy and activity to

vegetation which enables it to take up and appropriate
the suitable nutritive juices.

" Some kinds of manure appear to produce only one of
these effects, or at least to produce one in a far greater
decree than the other ; while others, on the contrary,

seem to produce both."

Some manures merely fertilise the soil by stimulating

it, others add to its constituents. The first merely
render the wealtli of the soil available, and enable the

farmer to tmde upon it. This system of farming may
be compared to an over issue of paper currency,

which sooner or later becomes depreciated, and is no
longer convertible into real wealth. Modern farmers,

with all the advantages of modem discoveries in

chemistry and analysis, are far from understanding
truths which Thaer clearly expressed 60 years ago.

How long the period that elapses before tmths, recog-

nised in theory, and taught to every schoolboy, become
concrete in our daily practice ! Half instructed minds
present an almost insurmountable barrier to the

progress of truths that invade our habits and prejudices.

It is partly on this account that agriculture has gained
nothing, compared with other arts, from the application

of the "kindred sciences," And in this respect the

future will depend, not alone on the progress of

scientific discovery, but on the diffusion of a superior

education among agriculturists, which will enable them
to comprehend the teaching of science.

The reader who refers to the "Principles of Agri-

culture " will find in the chapter on manures every-

thing of practical importance that can be said even

now on the subject of applying manures—liquid and
solid—to the land, of preserving them from waste
previously, and of their distribution throughout the

rotation. The old practice of marling, once so
common in England, as well as on the Continent, is

also described, and its merits discussed.

Farm Memoranda.
Normandy.—" Were I asked to name the most

favoured portion of France, without doubt I should

point to Normandy :
" thus says M. de Lavergnc in

his work upon rural economy. The highly finished

appearance of the country, the mansions scattered

about, the neatness of the villages, the well trimmed
fences and carefully dug ditches that line the roads, the

freshness of the verdure in the meadows, the healthy

and vigorous race of cattle—all these remind the

traveller more especially of England. From times

long past agriculture has flourished, either from the

nature of the soil, the humidity of the climate, or the

careful attention of the farmer, or more probably from
its proximity and easy access of transit to the capital.

Paris has been a great devourer of the fisheries furnished

by the coast, of the fat oxen, butter, fowls, cider, the

principal market for horses, and all that could be
gathered from the soil. Since the alteration in our
treaty relations, and the opening of our ports, there

has of late years arisen another outlet scarcely less im-
portant. Any one who needs to be confirmed in these

facts can visit the markets in different localities—such
as Caen for corn, Charenton and Isigny for butter,

Pont I'Evequefor butterand cheese, Le Mans, La Hecke,
and Alen^on, with many others ; or if he takes his

station at the windows of the Hotel Cheval Blanc at

Honfleur, or stand upon the quays, he can watch the

lading of the steamers of the Brighton and South-
Western Companies, and their arrival and departure at

the flow of the tide. At first the line of steamers of

the Brighton Company plied weekly between Honfleur
and Littlehampton, but now there is a daily service of

these and the opposition vessels of the South-Western
Company. During the month of May in 186S—by no
means the most prolific month of the year—there was
shipped altogether at this port 12,000 cases of eggs,

weighing 800 tons ; 15,000 packages of butter, weigli-

ing 450 tons ; besides fruits, as Cherries, Strawberries,

and early Plums, weighing 390 tons. In the autumn
the exports are much larger, the shipments of poultry,

Pears, Walnuts, and seed being very considerable.

The province itself includes the departments of Eure,

Orne, La Manche, of the Seine Inferieure, which cor-

responds to what was called Upper, and the Calvados
to Lower Nomiandy. The Seine traverses a portion,

and, with the thriving ports of Havre and and Honfleur,

exercises an important influence upon the description

of the products. The Calvados may be taken as a fair

sample of the other portions, and therefore we have
selected this for our purpose from the reports accom-
panying the proceedings of the enquSte ag-ncoie. From
this source wc learn that the Calvados consists of six

districts, the names of which are well known in

English history, and here the Commission held their

sittings—Caen, Bayeux, Falaise, Lisieux, Pont I'Eveque,

and Vire ; these again are subdivided into 37 cantons,

in all 765 communes. It appears the soil is affected

by three distinct geological actions, one part resulting

in the greater abundance of the cereals, another in

pasturage, and a portion, although small, in woods
and copses. The rivers are numerous and abundantly
sufficient to supply the needful amount of moisture.

The ports are seven in number, and are all situated on
the coast with the exception of Caen, which is con-

nected with the sea by a canal traversed in about an
hour by steamers which ply daily with passengers and
goods backwards and forwards to Havre. It is the

capital town of the department, and is remarkable also

for the quaint architecture of its streets, and the

number and beauty of its churches, one of which has
been appropriated for the purposes of a corn market.

The town is the resort of the farmers, who are generally

an exceedingly well-to-do class, of which there is every

sign in the appearance of the country around.

Since the beginning of this century, agriculture, as

stated in the report, has made immense progress, and
that we can readily believe. Up to that time the

property was in the hands of the Church and a few
"grand seigniors," the roads were desperately bad,

and there was no easy outlet for the produce ; but at

the Revolution the change seems to have been mar-
vellous, the law compelled the sale of many estates,

the subdivision of all, the communications were im-

proved, education penetrated the dense ignorance of

the people in the villages, and the husbandman and
farmers have caught the infection and give fresh skill

and intelligence to their occupation. The population

continued to increase until within the last 30 years,

and since then it has somewhat declined, owing, it is

said, to the superior attractions offered by the Ini^e

cities for the labouring classes. From this and other

causes wages too have risen considerably, in the pro-

portion of if. to if. 50c., and those of farm servants

have doubled.

The whole superficies of the department covers

552,072 hectares, or 1,380,180 acres; of this arable

lands occupy more than one-half The farms are not

generally large, those above 50 hectares requiring a

capital of 10,000 francs being rare ; and it is seldom

they exceed more than half that number, the J>etit£S

cultures do not exceeed 20 hectares. Owing to the
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construction of the railways, the better management of

the roads, and the consequent openings for produce,

rents have risen one-tenth ; the large occupations let

for 100 francs per hectare, the moderate for 1 10, and
the small for 130. The vietayoge system, common in

other parts of France, is here unknown. The culti-

vation of the cereals constitutes the chief wealth of the

plains ; that of Colza, attempted at the beginning of

this century, has taken a great development, and has

led to the adoption of a system of alternate courses.

The fallows have been replaced by artificial grasses,

which prepare the soil for Wheat ; the tillage, executed

formerly hy oxen, is now universally managed by
horses, and the farmers of the plains around Caen rear

a goodly number of colts lor the markets in Paris and
elsewhere.

At one time Rye was extensively cultivated, but now
it has diminished greatly; whereas Barley has increased,

especially in the lighter soils around Caen and Falaise
;

Flax and Hemp have also diminished, and Sainfoin,

Lucerne, and Trefoil have increased. The rotation of

crops are—for the first year, Colza ; second, com
;

third, Sainfoin and other grasses, Rye and Oats, and
in some spots Beetroot and Potatos are cultivated.

The custom of reaping and leaving a length of straw for

the cattle has disappeared, and the harvest is now
reaped with tlie scythe. The only machinery in

common use are the threshing-machines ; their effect

upon wages has not been perceptible, and they neces-

sitate the employment of an additional number of

persons. The different kinds of manure used are the

natural refuse of the stables and farmyards, oilcake

from the Colza, guano, the vrac and star-fish found on
the sea coast.

The breeding and rearing of horses furnishes the
chief occupation of the farmers in the district of Caen,
and the sheep farming is most general in the neigh-

bourhood of Falaise ; there a farm of 100 hectares

generally possesses a flock of 100 to 150 sheep. By
the present system of cultivation certain changes have
taken place. The Colza, which in 1S52 occupied

29,985 hectares, has been extended over 40,000 to

50,000 hectares, which bring in not less than 30 to

40 millions of francs. The fallows have completely
disappeared. In 1S52 it was ascertained that 121,113
hectares were in grass or natural meadow, 317,294 in

arable land, and 115,175 devoted to forest, heath, &c.

There are now probably 150,000 hectares in grass,

since meat, butter, and cheese being articles in great

request, all the soil that could be turned to that

purpose has been converted into natural meadows.
Throughout the department milk, butter, and cheese
constitute a considerable agricultural industry. The
making of the butter, which is now ]>erfectly under-
stood, and of which the Bessin is the principal centre,

does not bring in less than 20 millions of francs to the
Calvados; that of cheese produces from 2 to 3 millions.

In the district of Pont I'Eveque, and more especially

of Lisievo, there is made an excellent cheese called

Camembert, which owes its name to a village in the

district of Vimontiers, where it was first produced.
The cheeses of Pont I'Eveque, of Livarot, and Mignot
have long been celebrated in Paris and all the markets
of France. In some cantons the rearing of poultry,

and more especially the commerce in eggs, forms an
important source of occupation. The gclinottc of
Caumont in the district of Bayeux, the chapon and
poulard oi Crevecour in the district of Lisieux, merit an
especial mention. The ports along the coast furnish a
valuable assistance to the development of this trade ;

we find it stated that during seven years and a-half

there were exported in all 340,006,402 kilogs., giving
an annual average of 4,534,187 kilogs. Since a kilog.

is the weight of 16 ordinary-sized eggs, it follows that

there were exported annually by the ports of Calvados
72,546,992 eggs, or more than six million dozen. The
farms of Calvados do not, however, alone supply this

quantity, since the departments of the Orne and
Mayenne bring their contingent. On the other hand,
from Carentan in La Manche the exports are said to

be still more considerable, and towards this the districts

of Bayeux and Vire contribute their share.

Attention to horticulture has become general, and
the growth and sale of fruits of all sorts, fresh and
preserved, furnishes a considerable revenue to the in-

habitants, particularly around Honfleur. The culti-

vation of the cider Apple has increased much in all

the districts, except Caen, where it is quite unim-
portant. It is reckoned that in average years the
whole of the Calvados produces in cider two million
hectolitres, and in years of abundance upwards of four
millions. In valuing the hectolitre at 3f., this would
give the produce of the soil at from 6 to 12 million
francs. It is not unusual in some of the cantons for

the farmer to pay the whole of his rent from the crop
of Apples in his orchard. The produce exported from
Havre is generally sent to England, and often even to
Russia ; but Paris, London, and the United States are
the chief consumers of the abundant supplies of
animals, butter, eggs, poultry, &c. ; and this commerce
has been greatly facilitated by the line of railway from
Paris to Cherbourg, with branches to Hontleur, Le
TrouviUe, Le Mans, and Saint Lo. Well may I\I. de
Lavergne—an excellent authority upon all that concerns
the agriculture of France—speak in terms of exultation

of Normandy as the most favoured portion of his

native country ! When occasion requires and oppor
tunity arises we shall gladly revisit it.

Miscellaneous.
Rational Agriculture.—First on the list of

things that wovild tend to promote rational agriculture,

I would venture to mention Farmers' Clubs, or, as they

might be called, farmers' schools for grown up pupils,
*' Where each by turn is teacher and is taught." They
are the most readily available and practicable means of

agi-icultural education that we have at hand. These
clubs and the national shows of the Royal and Highland
Societies have done more to advance British agriculture

to its present position of high excellence than anything
else. They have taught the British farmer to think,

and to express his thoughts. I can assure you, although
you may not think it, I read with far more interest and
profit the papers and discussions of some of those

Farmers' Clubs in the old countiT' than I do even
the parliamentary debates in our own. Through these

clubs, and the agency of the press in diff"using the

knowledge gleaned at their meetings, and by that

strength which such union gives, the British farmer is

fast becoming a power in the state. Instead of being

considered a mere cipher, and told how he was to vote

at elections, he will ere long dictate to his landlords

how they must vote in Parliament on such questions

as the Game Laws and Tenant Right. Now, if

Farmers' Clubs can effect such revolutions as they have
done in the practice, in the social and intellectual

position, and in the political influence of the farmer at

home, why should they not produce the same results in

this country ? Here we are quietly, for the want of

some such union, allowing one of the curses of England,

the Game Laws, to be fastened upon us, and never

bestowing a thought upon Tenant Right. Farmers'
Clubs are a far greater necessity as a means of collect-

ing and diffusing information in a new countiy like this

than in an old one. Here we have a climate so widely

different from that of the old country, that we have as

it were to begin afresh, and elaborate a practice in

accordance with climatic and local requirements.

Nothing can aid us more in doing this, and in devising

some course of rational cultivation, than periodical

meetings of farmers, to ''reason together" on questions

affecting their interests and the progress of their art.

By such means many valuable facts derived from
practical experience, and that otherwise would be lost,

will be collected and recorded. It is from Farmers'
Clubs that some scheme for the education of young
farmers should emanate, and the neglect of their edu-

cation, as I have already pointed out, may be attended

with injurious consequences to the state. The forma-

tion of these clubs should be a simple matter ; all that

is requisite is fixed times for meeting, a sensible chair-

man, active secretary, and the apostle Paul's definition

of charity, slightly modified, as rules for the guidance
of members. I hope soon to see them flourishing in

every district in the colony, and I feel sure their

establishment wdl be attended by good results to

faiTners themselves, and to the community at large.

Mr, y. Mitchell, of the Vidoria Agricultural Socuiy.

Food Preserving.—In the last report of the

Committee, mention is made of a mode invented by
Mons. Shauer, and adopted by Baron Fabrice, which,

it was hoped, might enable meat to be kept exposed to

the air for an indefinite period ; but the specimens
examined, and repeated experiments made by the

Committee, have not satisfied them as to the success of

the method pursued. Several tins of preserved meat
from Melbourne were forwarded to the Committee by
Sir Francis Sandford, by direction of Earl Granville,

for examination and report. The Committee notified

to Sir F. Sandford that the specimens sent were equal,

both in flavour and nutritive value, to other samples

from Australia which had been before carefully

examined and tested by the Committee ; but the Com-
mittee having, at the same time, the opportunity of

comparing them with meat preserved at Her Majesty's

victualling yard at Deptford, were unanimously of

opinion that this latter was much superior in flavour,

as well as in every quality which makes up food value.

The Committee also suggested to Her Majesty's Govern-
ment that a full detail of the methods adopted at

Deptford should be forwarded to the Meat Preserving

Company in Australia. M. Thibierge's process, which
consists in dipping the meat for a short time—a few-

minutes only—in very dilute sulphuric acid, has been
under consideration ; but, so far as the Committee
have had opportunities of examination, they have not

arrived at a favourable opinion as to its ultimate success.

Mr. CoUett forwarded to the Committee specimens

of meat and other articles of food preserved in Canada
by means of bisulphite of lime, employed in accordance

with the process of Bailey and Medlock. The result

was not successful, owing perhaps to adventitious

circumstances. Manning's method of keeping raw
meat in tins—one of the varieties of preser^'ing processes

by means of sulphuric acid gas—has also been ex-

amined, but not found satisfactory. Comparisons have
been instituted, to test the value of American beef
purchased by Her Majesty's Government for the use of

the Royal Navy, as against meat cured at Deptford.
Notwithstanding the excellent quality of the Deptford
meat, the Committee considered the American speci-

mens so specially good as even to exceed in value the

British samples. Further experiment has shown the

value of the desiccated meat prepared at Queensland,
i and its gi'eat keeping qualities over a long period of

time, and the Committee believe that this will become
a very valuable article of commerce, and a cheap

addition to our food resources. Several trials have

been made of Mr. Tallerman's Australian meat, and

the Committee have had the advantage of the

scientific aid of Dr. Thudichum, who has specially

examined into and reported on its value. From these

trials and report the Committee have arrived at the

conclusion that the meat is highly impregnated with

the salts used in its preservation, notably with chloride

of sodium ; that it has lost a considerable proportion of

its nutritive qualities, and cannot be depended on with-

out the addition of fresh meat and vegetables, to make
it thoroughly life-sustaining. To these Dr. Thudichum
suggests the further addition of "Extractum carnis"

(Liebig), in order to supply elements of value lost in the

processes of preservation adopted. The last results of

Professor Gamgee's and Dr. Estor's plansappeared to the

Committee more favourable than the previous specimens

submitted to them for examination. The Committee
are still of opinion that these researches, if not as yet

leading to any great and startling discovery, by which

our food resources are likely to be largely and perma-

nently increased, have still been of considerable value,

not only in directing public attention to this most im-

portant subject, but also in guiding experiment, and

encouraging those who have worked earnestly in en-

deavouring to accomplish the object the Society has in

view—the general benefit of the community. Report of

the Society of Arts' Food Committee.

September 24 : Sad Clever is harvested about llie

close of the month. Choose fine weather, as the crop

should be secured dry.

Winter Beans are grown either in ridges or on the

flat, and in lighter land than what is generilly termed

Bean soil. The cultivation and seeding is very diver-

sified. They are now mostly grown in rows from iS

to 27 inches apart for horse-hoeing, but we have sown
broadcast on an Oat stubble both with and without

manure, and ploughed theni in with a light furrow ;

or the Beans are sown broadcast on the Wheat or Oat

stubble in the same way, with or witliout manure, but

generally a slight manuring and the land ridged up
with a double-furrow plough, or a bout of a common
plough, which gathers the manure and Beans into a

row in the centre. When grown tliis way the rows

are sometimes 30 inches apart, with 15 to 18 inches

clear for horse-hoeing when the Beans come up in

narrow beds 12 to 15 inches broad. If a light soil is

set up deep, the drills will require rolling to let out the

Beans equally, and on strong clays a light harrow may
be needed to cover the seed. In the above examples the

seed may be sown with a Bean-barrow at the back of

the furrow in ridging, and in the bottom of every

second furrow, where the crop is grown on the flat on

lands liable to drift in winter. Another plan is to

smash up the stubble, manure and drill, or manure on

the stubble, smash up and drill at one operation by

steam, and either dibble or drill in the seed by machine.

But where the weather and season will permit, the

more advisable course is to give the land a more
thorough autumn fallow than above, in August if

possible, or as early in this month as the work can be

done, ridging and manuring as for Potatos and Carrots,

and then either dibbling or drilling in the seed with a

machine, or the seed may be sown with a Bean-barrow

over the manure, 2 bushels per acre.

Winter Peas are grown in the same way as winter

Beans, but on light calcareous soils, to which the crop

is partial.

Potatos.—Harvestingthemaincropusually commences

about the close of the month. South and North. When
dug with a three-pronged fork, a man will keep two

women or boys gathering with baskets. When the

Potatos are turned up by a common or double-mould-

board plough, or potato-plough with skelel on mould-

board, a man will shake out to six or eight gatherers.

The Potato digger turns up and shakes out the

Potatos, thus dispensing with manual labour both

in digging and shaking out. A cart goes alongside the

gatherers, into which the Potato-baskets are emptied,

the duty of the cai-man being to empty the baskets so as

to keep the gatherers going, and when the cart is full

an empty one is ready to take its place. Potatos are

stored either in bams or pits, the latter about the

breadth of the cartwheels outside, so that the loaded

carts can readily be backed into them. The pits are

first covered with straw and an inch or so of earth, not

quite up to the ridge, and when the "sweating" is

over it is covered with from a foot to 1 5 inches of earth,

with straw vents at intervals along the ridge for venti-

lation. Those who market immediately sort their

Potatos in the gathering into three qualities ; the first

for sale, the second for seed, and the third for pigs.

The more common practice is to pit the whole sound

crop, and when sold to sort them by means of Potato-

riddles, the width of the mesh being a matter of agree-

ment. If there is any part of the field more promising

than another for seed, the crop on that part should be

pitted by itself, and in gathering the two extremes of

unshapely large, and premature small, so to speak,

may be separated for pigs.

Manuring for Potatos, Carrots, Mangel Wurzel, and
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spring Beans and Peas, and the prior fallowing of the

land, should be proceeded with without delay ; and

also the autumn fallowing of land for manuring for

Swedes and Turnips at the time of sowing. In all

such cases the land should get a thorough deep tillage,

not less than 15 inches. Where it has been previously

ploughed to this depth we prefer turning up the bottom

to the weather by the plough, but where it has only

been ploughed some 6 or 8 inches deep, smashing,

subsoiling, or digging by steam is preferable, the sub-

soil in very few cases being perfectly sound. In late

districts, where the harvesting of the Oat crop is only

just concluded, the fallowing should be done at one

operation, by steam in preference to horses, and if the

weather will permit of manure being applied the

manuring should keep close to the ploughing or smash-

ing of the stubbles, so that when overtaken by heavy

rain the work may stop until the weather breaks up,

when the manuring of the newly ploughed or smashed

land may be resumed ; when otherwise, had the manur-

ing of the newly ploughed land been allowed to fall

behind, the cartmg after the rain could not be done so

well, if at all. The stubbles may now be smashed and

ridged for manure by steam at one operation, so that the

manure-carts can go alongside the implement, the

small heaps being left upon the stubbles and spread on

the newly opened drills while the implement in return-

ing is covering the manure in the last two or three drills.

The Dairy.—In our southern counties September is

a good dairy month, the temperature being favourable

for the operations of making either butter or cheese ;

but towards its close that great enemy, a damp
atmo.sphere, begins to be felt, more especially on the

west coast ; hence the prudent maxim is to light the

stove in time, not only to keep things dry and free

from mustiness, but also to ventilate the milk-room and

cheese-room when the windows are closed.

S'li'iiie attend to as in August, by keeping the

piggeries clean and giving a cooling diet, /. e., plenty

of sour food. Towards the close of the montli bacon

hogs may be forced forward as the weather grows

cool. W. B.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 19.

The number of Beasts is considerably larger than last

Monday, but the average quality is very inferior, conse-

quently choice descriptions are readily disposed of, at

fully late rates. There is also a considerable increase in

the number of Sheep, but no improvement in quality
;

trade is hardly so brisk as last week, but there is very

little alteration in quotations. Choice Calves are scarce

and dear. Our foreign supply consists of i860 Beasts,

7750 Sheep, 214 Calves, and 140 Pigs ; from Scotland

there are 78 Beasts; from Ireland, 450:' from Norfolk

and Suffolk, 30 ; and 1302 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools s 6105

fords. &c. .. 5 8to6 o Do. Shorn .. ,. — .,

Best Shorthorns.. 5 4—5 8 Ewes & adquahty 4 8—5
ad quality Beasts - -^ ^.

Best Downs and
Half-breds ..

Do. Shorn . . . . — . . I'igs . . . . 3 8—5
Beasts, 3720 ; Sheep and Lambs, 20,300 ; Calves, 220 ; Pigs, 190,

Thursday, Sept. 23.

We have again a large number of inferior Beasts on
offer; choicest qualities being scarce, are readily dis-

posed of at Monday's rates ; trade is dull for other kinds,

yet they are for the most part disposed of, at a small

reduction. There is a fair supply of Sheep ; trade is dull

for them at lower rates, and a clearance cannot be effected.

Choice Calves are in demand, at high prices. Our foreign

supply consists of 1300 Beasts, 9080 Sheep, 448 Calves,

and 220 Pig

Best Scbts, Here
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

2d quality Beasts

. d.

Best Long-wools.. 5 4105
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

Ewes & 2d quality 4 6—5
Do, Shorn . . . . — .

Lambs .

.

. . . . — .

.

Calves .. ••4 0—6
Pigs .. ..38-5

BeastSf 23C0 ; Sheep and Lambs, 9080 ; Calves, 44S ; Pigs,:

HA y.^-per Loadof '^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept. 22.

PrlmeMeadowHayi26j.toi35J. Clover, old ..

Inferior do no 120
j
Inferior do. ..

New Hay . . ..115 125 New 2d cut do.

Inferior do 100 no |
Inferior do. ..

Straw 30 34 ' Charles Jam:

Cu Ma
147^.

r Clover Baker.

ENGLISH WOOL.
During the past week there has been a more cheerful

feeling, and although the amount of business has not been
Very large, yet special qualities are inquired for, and
holders are much less inclined to make concession, in

order to induce business.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Sept. 22.

Best Fresh Butter xxjs. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .

.

. . , . . . 17J. ,,

Small Pork, 5^. od. to 5^. ^d. ; Large Pork, 4;. i^d, to

4J. %d. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
MONDAV, Sept. ig.

There was a fair attendance of millers at the corn

market to-day, and rather more animation was noticeable

the grain trade ; notwithstanding no enhancement
took place in prices, with the exception of English, which
occasionally realised more money. The supply of new
English Wheat was somewhat large, the condition of

which was good ; the demand ruled steady, and in some
instances an advance of u. per qr. was obtained. The
arrivals of foreign Wheat were large, and a similar

inquiry was experienced, but prices were not quotably

higher. The show of Barley was moderate. The demand
for choice samples of malting and grinding was steady,

but for inferior descriptions it was rather slow, at about

late rates. Malt continued dull and drooping in value.

Oats, the supply of which was moderate, met with a more
active demand, at the rates current on Friday. Beans

and Beas were in fair supply and request, but unaltered in

value. There was a better inquiry for Flour, American
barrels selling at an advance of from 6rf. to u. on the best

brands. The top price of town-made was reduced 3X.

per sack.

Price per imperial Quarter. 'j. *.'

Wheat, Essex. Kent. Suffolk. White 44—51 Red...
— — fine selected runs. .do. US —55 Red 45—53— — Talavera 49—58
— — Norfolk — Red....
— — Foreign 41—62

Barley, grind. & disL , 29J to 33.1 . . Chev.
j

42—45 Malting
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 25—33 Malting

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 24 —26
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato '26—28 Feed ..

— Irish Potato 25—27 Feed .

.

— Foreign Poland and Brew! 2 4,—26 Feed ..

Rye ,32—36 Foreign
Rye-meal, Foreign

| [

Beans, Mazagan....43J. to 47^. .. Tick 49 —50 Harrow .. 49—50— Pigeon . . . -sii, to 59J. . .Winds. — Longpod.
— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian . '42—44

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk . . ! 40—42
— Maple, 4W. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign . .

j

36—40
Maize

I
— Foreign ..32-34

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack[39—27— 2d ditto ditto ' 32 —44 Country .
.

' 32—44— Foreign per barrel 24—27 Per sack.. 35—61

Wednesday, Sept. zi.

There were good supplies of new English Wheat on,

sale here to day, the quality of which was good. The
demand for both red and white qualities ruled steady, and
the full prices of Monday last were readily paid in all

sales concluded. Foreign Wheat changed hands to a

fair extent, on former terms. There was a good show of

Oats, and sound corn sold freely at Mondays currencies.

Maize was unaltered in value. Barrel Flour was firm, at

late rates, and town marks were unchanged from Mondays
reduction of 35. per sack.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE. PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of % cwt., loi. 6rf. ;

J^ cwt., 2if. ; and i cwt., 421., with full directions for use. For further
particulars, sec Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard. Garston, Liverpool.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN
SOWING now Ready for nelivcry.

All other MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied on
the lowest terms.
Apply for prices, i-c, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark

Lane, London, E.G., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and CardilT.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY (Established 1840)
have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, strongly recommended for Autumn Sowint;.

DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands.
PREPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Corn and Root*),

and everj- other MANURE of known value.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE
ot AMMONIA, ex Dock or Warehouse.

116, Eenchurch Street, EC. EDWARD PURSER. Secretary.
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TAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Man

200 lLcL 11 Li 1

L G T G d

p d 3Jid

REENHO SE L GHTS

iLLON BOXES ind

. -.uiring walls.
These houses, of two sizes, viz., 24 bv 18 feet, and 21 by i6.fcct, arc
kept in stock ready to send off at three days' notice.

Mr, Cranston's Patent Houses are for inspection at his residence,
Tarkficld. Tershore Road, Birmingham, and may also be seen by per-
mission in most parts of tlie country*.
" Perfect ventilation w iilioul admiirn^ rain or moving any of the

glass."
"Thoroughly sound m.. i the use of jiutly,"
*' Glass in large panc-^

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

FOR

HEATING CONSERVA.
TORIES,

TPUSS^M HOTHOUSES,
Sl|(il.i| CHURCHES, PUBLIC

LUILDINGS, PRIVATE
RESIDENCES, &c..

rn s. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
" of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

(guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by hia Improved System

cannot be- over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared Avith other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injur>'to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

r COUNTRY

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application t

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-wa

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

r- iC^ al ^SoTHOr^E?^' Tubular Bailer.

CONSKKV.\T(iK'lKS,

pr!;i.i'.; 1:1111, i>iNi-.s.

IIUT-WATEK PIPKSnt
sale prices ; Elbows, T
Syphons, and every other c

tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST-IRON

CONICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 241. each
strong Cast-iron tubulvp i ii i i

r Bars, from 52s. 6d. each.w th r V ihout \\

CAS7 a dWROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS on Stand
for use thout brickwork, from 60J. each.

I' ri B U Patent THROTTLE and other ^ \I \ ES
FURNACE DOORS, BARS and FURNACE
WORK ofever>' description and s ze
INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for P p*" T ns

Sockets require no other packmg, hlhf-ti'. hotlfr.

r-tight.

'harf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppei

7 round Street, London, S. E. (Surrci
je Blackfriars Bridge). Pric<

To be had of
) SONS, 227,239, and 331, Edgware Road, W.

> & Sons,

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY , transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Stcd Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER~ PLATES (Gray's Patent).

(.L.WluN A.M. Slil.:'l 1 LI'A\'UklH, Sol.

: been thoroughly tested, and arc lound to wear more than thrt

; prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade. 3ly

in Cast-steel( which, from their brittleness, are exceedingly danL „
hether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post

and Manufact

nes as long as the Malleable I

any quantity; and ihey
CAUTION.—Infringers of this Patent,

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.G.

JONES'S PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler, with the following improvements, viz. :—
The water-space at back and over top of Saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent that a Patent

Double L Saddle Boiler will do about twice tlie amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of

setting is also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers are simple

in constmction, and being made of wrought-iron are not liable to crack.

They are made of the following Sizes :—
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All 1 M_rs.r\\ Jl 1 1 1 I .1 I kiK l^ IIjvmt h ull !n c n ^^t cf

BEARD'S PATENT IRON-FRAMED GLASS
or SLATE WALLS.

Full p3rtic«lai5 of the a.bo\e raa> bi. had fur

also Illustrated Catalogue, price is., of

CHARLES BEARD, Patci
Works, Burj- St. Edmund's.

Horticultural Engineer, Vk

Smokeless Stoves.—No Flues.—Portable
A^ASll AND JOYCE'S PATENT for
1> t.oNSRKVATORIES and all other pa f

i2f. U. ti. ^^ix Guineas. PATENT FUEI Ss p
120 lb. : in batjsand sacks of ^oib. and 6olb. at 4 6rf &

Lifiht, cheap, clean, and durab e

M'l i'j;, and Sausage- Filling Ma

and Foreign Inven
i Economy,
"ger, 253, Oxford S

JOYCES STOVE DEPOT, 119, Newgate Si

CONSERVATORY BASKETS
Strained Wire Espalie

Trainers for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c.; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, for
Gardens and Conser-
vatories; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for G;

&c. ; Wire Work Va
Baskets, with stem and
prongs for placing in any
position, on the lawn,

^0 and opposite windows, or
elsewhere ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories ; Wire Work
Flower Stands for Con-

Conservatories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.

Conservatories fitted up
with Trellis Work, Flower
Stands, Baskets, Wires,

Minton's Ornamental
Tile Flower Boxes.

All kinds of Wire Work
made to order.

R. HOLLIDAY, HorticuUural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Porto-

bello Terrace, Nottint: Hill (Jate, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues of the abo' applic

GREENS' PATENT HI LENS MESSORS,
or NOISFI F'^s 1 AWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

cm I I
I

I
IM. MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS' PA! I I
i ^ . H AVERS combine all the advant-

ages of sclf-shaqnn ; . : 1: 1 utters become blunt by running

one way round, iIh . > lii ti- >• •-' rsi.l again and again, bringing the

sharp edge of the 1 ulttrs :i;iairisi the bottom blade, which operation

1 be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapta-

of Competition.
Every Machine is

approved of can be re
Purchaaer,
^^ Illustrated Price Lists of Greens' Patent Roller;

;, Galvanised Wire Netting, Garden Seatsand Chairs

THOMAS GREETi^ and'SON
54 and 55, BlackfriRTs Road, Louden, S.£,

Ithfield Iron Works, Leeds;

THE MULTUM IN PARVO PATENT EXHI
nil ION -inH I R VNSMISSION r\ T PI OWFR PACkINf,

1-AMILILS', and

I for ordinary packing purposes It has been pronounced by
the Committee of the Ro\al Horticultural Society as the best case now
m use, and C J Perry, Lsq , will exhibit his flowers m them at the
next Crystal Palace 1 lower bho\^

Manufactured sokK b\ ^\ M F VSSIF And CO (Limited),
Gloucester, who will forward Lists of Agents and Prices on application.

Cottam's Iron Hurdles. Fencing, and Gates.

pOTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
\~J manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

p e no Wood ok P nompde\e nobed
Vermin, Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary, increased \ idth
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,
being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55*.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent,

NOTICE.—ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES. Jermyn
Street, London—The SESSION will BEGIN on MONDAY,

Octobcrla The Laboratories will Re-open on October 3. Prospectuses
may be had on application. TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

BELGIAN HORTICULTURAL SCHOOL.-
By permission of the Belgian Government, Foreigners a

admitted to this Boarding School. (£28, all included.)

References (amongst Pupils) :

—

Mons. L. Linden, Brussels
„ P, Van Lil, Dunkirk
,, Van Lunteren, Utrecht
,, Looymans, Oudenbosch
,, Ch. Margottin, Paris

„ J. I. Moser, Dijon
„ Mertens, Schaffhausen

,, Maerschalck, Brussel5i

„ J. Mortelmans, Tournay
„ Mosisch, Berlin

"' >agus, Breda

,, Ch. Burden, Chambery
,, E. Bruno, Passy, Paris

C. Burveruch, Northampton
W. Cripps, Tunbridge Wells
E. Carter, Keighlcy

.

W. Cooper, London
O. Cus, Binche

P. Dc Potter, Eci.-^i..^
L Dismorr, Melbourne
F. D'Hacne, Courtrai
Ch. D. Kosler, Brussels
F. Forkel, Brussels
~ ' ape Gulleno, Turin

,, Goctghcbeur, Ostend
A. Van Gcert, Ghent
M. Grasshoff, Quedlinburg
Ch, Gaillv, Cairo
H. Gurgi'kian, Constantinople

„ II, Va Botanic Gar-

„ F. HolTmann, Berlin
Inghelrelst, Nancy
H. Jamain, Paris
G. Kerrcls, Moscow
P, Lorange, Christiania
W. Lane, Gr., Berkhampstead

Director: LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nursery, Ghent.

,, NeherTSchafihausi
„ P. Nicaise, Ghent
„ N. Nessler, Koursk
„ R. Oliva, Barcelona
„ W. Protheroe, Leytonstone

,, A. Pearson, Nottingham
,, J. Robson, Hexham
„ Th. Rollisson, Tooting
'„ Schegel, Bern
,. Stewart, Dundee
,, Von Sprekcisen, Hamburg
,, S. Sperling, Qucdlinburg
„ W. Schlatter, Schaffhausen
,, A. Stadtler_j Zurich
„ H, Sang, Kirkcaldy
„ H. Sandy. Stafford

„ L Verdickt, Brussels

„ ¥.. Vculemans, Tirlemont
„ W. Wood, Maresfield

„ J. Ware, Tottenham
„ Ch. Wagner, Riga
„ F. Wagner, Riga
„ P. Wanauvre, Mons, &c., &c

rpi

Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.\V.
Lord Garlics, M,P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wiglonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, EC.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq., Q.C., 6, Park Street, Westminster, S,W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

F C
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower

Berkeley Street, Portmaa Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for^all purposes
It, including the iof Agricultural Improve

Farm Buildings,
the Clergy in res[

The whole outLiy and expenses ;

upon the land, redeeming principal ar
No investigation of title is required.
For ] orms and further information apply

RYDEK, Esq,, Man.iging Director, No. 1,

Storey s Gate. Westminster. S.W,

1 of Cottages and
ttlcd and other Estates, and I

Utilization of Sewage.
THE GENERAL L.WD DRAINAGE and

IMPROVEMI.N 1 ( mMI'ANY.
(Incorporated by A<.i <•( I'-irliamenl in 1849.)

John Chevalier Cobbofd. Esq.
i
Edward John Hutciiins,'Esq.

Principal Engineer—Mr. J. Bailey Denton,
Works of Sewage Irrigation are executed by the Company.

' " pards of Hcahh
, and all

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

Lately Published,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price u.

QCHOOL BOTANY; oR, The Rudiments ofO Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400
Illustrations, price 5s. 6d.

]\/rEDIC.\L and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
-L'J- Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or
Domestic Qiconomy, In i vol, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

J CO., , Bouv ; Street, E.C.

Orchard House Culture.
Just published, price 31-61/., enlarged and improved, the 14th Edition of

THE ORCHARD HOUSE.
Hy Thomas Rivers.

Londnn; LONGMAN AND CO. ; or post free from the AUTHOR,
Honks' Hill, SrtwbriJceworlh-

To Parties Contemplating the Planting of Fruit Trees.
Hi: ; Ma I Pnoc

friHE ORCHARDIST and its COMPANION
-L which over 2500 sorts of Fruit are described and theii

given. The collection is one of the finest in England. Price
stamps. J. SCOTT, The Nurseries, Marriott, Somerset.

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION, with carefully prepared Lists of Fruits and

Vegetables, and Plans of Glasshouses, limts for Heating, &c. By
S. Hereman, Chatsworth, Third edition, post free, 131/.

HEREMAN AND MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent's
Quadrant. London. W.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.
Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street; or to the Author.

c
Now Ready, Third Edition, revised,

ULTURAL DI!M'CTlo\s for the ROSE,
by John Cranston, K ' "

- ms, near Hereford.

1 1 ,
ii] idising, and Raising

,
Disease, Stocks, &c., &c.

Part II.

A selection of all the fine'

>f sorts adapted t6 variu

ilimates—Calendar of Opvi

Price is.bd. Freeh

THE FIELD" QUARTERLY MAGAZINE and
REVIEW. Part. III. Price is. M. ,

post free 2s. grf.

London: HORACE COX, 346, Strand, W.C.

T,
the appetite and a

t of Lea & Perrtns on ail

PURE AERATED WATERS — ELLIS'S.
Et.LlS's Ruthin Waters unsurpassed for their purity.

Ellis's Soda, Potass, St-hcr, Luhia and Potass Waters and Lemonade.
None genuine iml ' rl I,, .rnkd " R. Ellis «c Son, Ruthin," and

carh hnttlf- hears ll .1 <
.i i.Tt on Shield.

, and Hotel-keepers.
^.ON, Ruthin, North Walci

Hei Street, Cavendish
Squa , W.

DINNE FORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient

for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION. —GODFREY'S
EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS has long been known for

its surprising effect in softening, improving, and preserving the Skin,

and in rendering the Complexion clear and beautiful It removes

Tan, Sunburn, &c., and all disfigurements produced by sudden

changes in the weather; cures Pimples, Humours, and other Erup-

tions, and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes dehcately soft,

clear, and smooth. Godfrey's Extract of Elder Flowers ^ssesses a-''- ..'-.- ._^.ui- -J . .^ the Toilet and
and Ferfumei?.

deligtitful fragrance, and is an indispensable adiunct to the Toilet and

Nursery. Sold in bottlest-Pricc as. 9<i.-byallCliei"'"=-"'^ P-rf.™^,^.
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ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DES/CXS CAREFULLY CARRLED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

je700 A YEAR SAVED

ORMSONS

H. LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADF
MELON LIGHTS. Kach.

6 ft by 4 ft Lights, 2 in, thick, unfjlazed. . /o 5 o
„ „ Pnmcd and Glared with 10 01.

Sheet o II o
portable Box, not

Painted .

Fainted
Handle

Packed nd Delivered

6 ft. by 8 ft, Double Lights, do.

.ndGlazed with 16 01. Sheet.. .. i

„ Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork .. .. (

J,
Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use <

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E. C.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
:S PHILLIPS AND CO.
ubmit their REDUCED PRICES as follows:—

PROPAGATING

inches in diameter hes in diameter

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob,

inches in diameter . . 01. 6J. I 9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER

REFORM! YOUR COAL BILLSl

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS
AND

HOT WATER APPARATUS,

IN THE

EOYAL GAEDENS,
KEW.

See Official Report in Gardener^ Chronicle for

July 2, 1870.

Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe

wrought iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe heated from one Boiler.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genu

PAINTS of various coloi
SHEET and ROUGH PlATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizes,

B RITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE,CKOWN,
HEET, HOKTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,

riplion of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
' " s and Estimates forwarded on application to

Kosher'a Garaen Edging Tllea.

,d many otht-r I'A 1 1 ERNS are made in
"arc, Terra-Cotta, stoneware, and Redwarc, and

great durability. The plainer sorts are
pecially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as

and Insects, take up little

do grown

" GAlibEtf VASES,"loUNTAINS, &c., in
Artificial Stone, of great durability antl superior

ORMSON'S PATENT COWOLUTED
BOILER.

List of Prices on application ; also, "Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER to the CONtMISSIONERS of HER M.\JESTVS ROYAL PALACES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and to the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSpA, LONDON, S.W.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. GR(\Y begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on eveiy form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Illustrated Pria

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors^ Balconies, &c, as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, rea, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern S& '

"

/ith prices, forwarded for sele(

of great durability, Dutch and Adan
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slat

To be obtained of F. & G. Roshe

Walls of Dairies, Larders,
other Stable Paving ilricks

e Clinkers, Wail Copings,

S^,
ithin three miles, and to any Londi

of 4 Tons, II. per Ton less. A coar<

Samples of Sand by post on receipt 01 siamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. KOSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

GARDEN WIRE WORK, consisting of ARCHES,
BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, Sc.

RDEN SYRINGES 41. &/. to a6t.

GARDEN ENGINES
GARDEN WATER BARROWS
GARDEN ROLLERS
GARDEN CHAIRS. I. &<, 1

Extract from Report in GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of International Exiiibilion, May 24, 1862, page n-j6.
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring tlie tubes more completely within range of the
prclcrable m consequence of its bringing the tubes in closet contact burning fuel 1 and this being 50, the change, though a sfight one,

1 he usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement."

GARDEN SEATS 161. 0<f. to 001

GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS.
P.\TENT LAWN MOWERS .. .. 70s. od. to 130J

To cut 10 inches, £3 los. : 12 do., /4 tor., suitable for a Lai

To cut r^ inches, Zs ^OS- : 16 do., £6 lOJ., suitable for a Mai
PATENT ARCHIMEDEAN LAWN MOWERS.

T cut 9 inches, 1% 55. ; 11 do.. La 5J. i 14 do., £s «« : 2t do
WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by Appoi

m
> Illustratic

of Wales, sends a Cataloguecontaining upwards
liis unrivalled stock, withlists of prices and plans

Show-rooms, post free. 39, Oxford Street, W. ; i, i A,
vman Street : 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place; and i, New-

Yard. The Cost of delivering Goods to the most distant parts

of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling. ' " "

BURTON will always undertake delivery a

H.R.H. thePri
of 850

-

of the

,'ith the hn

Tluy , ide of ail sizes, wiiich, with prices, may be liad on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor:"
Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

" ARDS, at the Office of Messrs. Bra
J Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars, '_.-, .

Middlesex, and Published by the said

William Richards, at the Otticc, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish

of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday,
September 24, 187a
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NOTICE-FLOWIiR SHOW. FKUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEK MEETING, on WEDNESUAY NEXT, October 5,

o'Cloc .ENERAl. Ml' '.TIN Uai ill the Ko:

Paul & Son's Rose Catalogue for 1870 and 1871.

PAUL AND SON S new KOhli CATALOGUE is

now ready. Every care has been taken to insure correct descrip.

Dns. Also LISTS of ROSES, on own roots, lor present planting.
1,000 disposable.

The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW in
FINE BLOOM. The largest stock aid the best plants

England. Filt Down Nurseries, Uckfield, Sussex.

THOMAS S. WARE is offering extra fine Standard,
Half-Standard, and Dwarf ROSES, by the hundred or thousand.

Price on application.
Hale Farm Nurserj', Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

O
âpplic
JOHN CRANSTON, Nu rseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

Paul's Rose Catalogue.
" A very complete and able Catalogue."

—

ploral li'orld.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on application. The stock of plants is large and exceller
PAUL'S Nur! , Waltham Cross, London, N.

c.
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

J. BLACK IT H AND CO..
ndllammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

s of the World,
N.lJ.-Mr. BLAClvITH is sole Survivor of the late Fi;

BFTHAM AND BLACKITH.

H
For Present Sowing.

UNT'S SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM,
as choice varieties, at 2i. 6<f. per packet, post free.

lAMES HOLDER. Crown Nursery. Reading, Berks.

Gladiolus Brenchleyensis.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE beg to
announce that they have 150,000 Flowering Bulbs of GLADIO-

LUS BRENCHLEVENSIS for Sale. Price per looo upon .-ipplication,

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn. London, W.C.

c
Bulbs for the Present Planting.

HARLES TURNER has an extra fine Stock of
DUTCH and other BULBS this season, which h.-ive arrived in

iu.illy line condition. Early orders will insure fine roots. Descrip-

C.^T.\LOGUE on applic-ition.

Dutch Flower Roots.
IHOMAS KENNEDY and (U.S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, Til II ~, I"' I -1^, and other BULBS

ow ready, and will be f"i

'

I'l'licalion.

1870.—Bulbous Flower Roots.

JAMES DICKSON and ."^U.Nis have a very large and
excellent stock of these, of the best and soundest description.

Early orders solicited. Priced CATALOGUE on application.

(old Established Nursery and Seed Business), 102, Easlgale Street,

and • Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

British Fern Catalogue.
f>OBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

tJ stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hil,, KcnL

C-"
pARTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS.
vy See page 1309 of this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

For indoor planting, loj. 6(i., 215., 42s., 631., and 84s., carriage and
packing free.

: in fine condition, and c

:s, Eagshot, Surrey.
T. T. would be happj; to receive Notice from intending Visito

as he would be in a position to offer every facility for their doing so.

To the Trade.
STRONG PLANTS of CYCLAMEN PERSICUM,

and varieties, in large 60 and dS-sizcd pots, showing well for
Woom, at 501. and 6oj. per 100. SOLANUMs ditto, full of scarlet
berries, for decorative purposes, 4s. per dozen, 254. per 100. Hamper
and package, y. extra. Terms cash with order.

A. GODVVlN AND SON'S Nurseries, Angel Road, Edmonton,
London, N. ; and Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

BARTERS COLLECTIONS of BULBS.
1309 of this week's Gardeners' ChranicU.

For outdoor 'planting, lOJ. 6i., 2ii., 42J., 631., and 84J., carriage and
c
packing free.

C.^VRTER'S COLLECTIONS of BULBS, carriage
free. See full Tables of Contents and Cultural Hints, in

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, gratis and post free on
application.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and g-jS. High Holborn, London.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many
years. CATALOGUES post free.

IIighg.-.te Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch Bulbs.

PAUL AND SON'S Descnplive LIST is now ready.
Appended thereto are LISTSof VINES and STRAWBERRIES,

both in fine planting condition.
The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

S^

lUTTONS' FLOWER ROOTS, for Indoor
> Cultiv.ation.

Collections ips.M.
I

.

..ii_ri.
I i^

S^

To Improve Clover Leys.
QUTTONS' RAPID-GROWING GRASSES and
10 CLOVERS, from t to 2 bushels per acre, harrowed in and rolled
afterwards, will produ'je rui ;iLun(l.inl supply of feed in April and May.

DICKSONS' IMPROVED MUSHROOM SP.AWN.
—New Spawn, of finest (quality, now ready. CIRCULAR, with

trice and testimonials, on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

r-tABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
L' Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at 5!. per 1000 ; also Drumhead
ir Cattle Cabbage Blants at is- 6d. per 1000, can now be supplied by

Cabbage Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
• prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabb.agc Seeds

grown last season from the linest selected stocks. Prices very

Extra Picked Dutch Rower Boots.
T SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the
tr • above, &c., may be had free on application.

J SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—Certain and immediate
destruction. Testimonials on application. See previous Advertise-
ments. Price IJ. 6rf. and 2j. fid. per bottle.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Dutch Flower Boots.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first

large importation of the above, and h.-ivc the^satisfaction to say that

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT P.\RKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, cont.-iining SELECT DESCRIPTIVE

""'land
Pur;

ORCHIDS. -To be
ORCHIDS, belongiui;

There arc about 210 in all. 1

60 are well grown Specimi. n

12. Rodney Street, Liverpo. .1

vate Collection of
hanging his residence.
iiiion, of which about
il,ilion.—Dr. INMAN,

Dried N;i

MESSRS. BOE'I I \
near Erfurt, Prussi:.. 1

of BOU13UETS. Fl.f

I HERS, Greussen,
I. It their Priced LIST

. l.l'.ATHS, &c., &c., of
I I'lv, and may be h.ad on
slLliERRAD AND SON,

A'

JE.i
;clk-'

M ' I lA (Hooker).—RHODO-
1 ITM (SiEBOLD and ZuccarinO.

Ic--'rilj'?d in the " Botanical Magazine,"
No. 293, Plate 5769. Now offered for
stronger plants, bushy, 21J. The stock

:V, Nurserj-man, 134, Faubourg de

GOLD and BRUNZK PELARGONIUM (1870),
" MRS. lOlIN LF.E,"—This beautiful bedding Pelargonium

has line circular leaves, smooth, and of great substance ; rich golden
ground with broad crimson bronze zone; the colours are bright and
durable. A plant lifted from the open ground was awarded a First-

class Certificate by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, on September 21. Plants now ready, price — '- - - -

al dis

Establishn-

and 4

dd. each.

_ ordered.
^'incyard Nursery and Seed

, \V.

N'
,

ici ^iiriiUr kinds, and have no doubt thi

will give the same satisfaction that Mrs, Lewis Loyd and Mrs. Bra
shaw gave when sent out by us.

KINGSTON BEAUTY.—French white, with deep violet blotch (

each petal ; great bloomer.
MARKSMAN.—Rosy lilac, witfii

bloomer, of very dwarf habit.

T. JACKSON & SON, Nu

I blotch on each petal ; Rreat

1, Kingston-on-Thames.

HAND F. SHARHL have Hne samples of the above,
• which they can offer to the Trade at low figures. Samples

and prices on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

EW WINTER TARES.—Fine samples at low
prices, which may be had on application to

FREDK. GEE. Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade. Beds.
N

Ct
EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE

KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 &• 238, High Holborn, London

Adlantum Farleyense.

RT. VEITCH, The Nurseries, Exeter, having some
• hundreds of the abnvo mafrnificcnt FERN, is now prepared to

offer good strong hcniihv plnnfi nt /6 Cn per do^enu

Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

BS. Wn,LI.\'Vl.^ ''Ml -iiiipiv .ill tiic best kinds, true
• to name an^l m --..

1 ..n.;u ; in)._- fruit -bearing Trees, on
French Paradise Siu.k. u.iu,^.i ^^ L..iiJ.>iis. FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TREKS Qlcvcrj description. Priced LIST on application.

\'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hoiloway, London, N.

^ HOICE ROSES.—The finest stock ol Tea, Noisette,
and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, ia

Pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMI'lH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

c
ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

/'ORCHARD HOUSE TREES.—Just published, a

VINES, VINES, now ready for p],\nting out.
Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

B
Vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best <ind newest kinds. Priced LIST on application,

ctoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, Lonoon, N.

Vines, Vines.

T THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all

the Icadinjj varieties of well-;:rown VINES, from eyes, grown
and ripened without fire-heat.

Heathersidc Nurseries, Ragshot. Surrey.

YINES, from Eyes, Fruiting next season, ys. 6d. each
;

strong planting, 5s.: ditto, 35. bd., of the following varieties:

—

Black Hamburgh, Huckland Sweetwater, Lady Downe's, and White
Lady Downe's Itl.ick Alicante, Weil's St. Peters, Mrs. Pince, Gulden

:lnn, London.

MadresSeld Court Blark Muscat Vine.—£5 Prize.

MESSRS. J, .\M> ( I l.l-; Iji-u; to remnid their Friends
that they h.ive oMercd a I'KIZE of FIVE POUNDS for the

best THREE PUNCHES of the above GRAPE, to be awarded (if

descr^'ing) by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

I Novembei
Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

Vines and Strawberries.
FRANCIS R. KINGHOFN begs to otler very superior

VINES, thrown from Eyes, without bottom-heat, comprising all

the leading sorts. Fine sirontj Canes, 3s. M. to las. (>d. each.
STRAWBERRIES, stronL', well matured plants, of all the best

kinds, in 6o-sized pots, or beaded, 3s. M. to tos. 6d. per 100.

Sheen Nurserj-, Richmond, Surrey.

Fruit Trees.

PURCHASERS of ] I
i 11 I I'l RS are respectfully

invited to inspect the '-
<

il \v 'Idi.im Cross Nurseries,
adjoining Waltham Station, -

I uKvay, which the Pro-
prietor believes to be um , i.

i

lii>. Prices moderate.

The Fairy Apple.

JOHN JENNINGS begs to inform his Friends and
the Public that the above Apple will be SENT OUT in

NOVEMBER next, in the same rotation as the orders are received.

An illustration of it. and a description by i:ir. Hogg, ia Riven in the
" Florist and Pomologist" for March, 1870, in which he says that iti:
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The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium—Autumn, 1870.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT begs to intimate that lie

does not intend to issue a new Catalo„ue tins season; and

would therefore refer to his last Catalogue^ (No. 14, i860—tSTo)

for all goods described in that list. Prices for New Plants shall be

reduced when possible : all the novelties of the season may be had at

the same prices as those of other respectable Firms.

Jean Verschaffelt begs to offer the following new and interesting

ed low prices,

lay, I*
the fii

ILEX LAWSONIANA, fol.'

EUPHORBIA MONTElKl, los. iach.
, „ ,.

NIDULARIUM MEYENDORFFI, one of the finest Bromcliaceous

plants, 6s. each,
ECHEVERIA AGAVEOIDES, good fine plants, now reduced to

105. each : 80s. per dozen.

ALTF.RNANTHERA AMABILIS LATIFOLIA, the finest of the

LOMARIAGIBBACRISPA, go.

- - - _., . 25 di _ ,

! SELAGINELLA DENTICULATA, fol.

• „ MARTENSn, foh var..8s.

1 LATANIA BORBONICA, in single pots, a-jT. seedlings, two
to three leaves, 42s. ; 500 do., £8.

! CHAM/«ROPS ARBOREA, 24s.

CHAM.'EROPS EXCELSA (true), i-yr. seedlings, in store pots,

containing 80 to 100 plants per pot, 30s.

fectly established, froir

! DRAC/ENA LINEATA, 8ar.

! JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, flowering throughout the

1 TREE CARNATION ATIM ; flowering all through the winter,

cpl
AZALEA INblCA; best leading !

> CAMELLIAS, without buds, bushy, £$.

) „ „ PUNCTATUM, very
large, /6 tor.

I RHODODENDRONS, hardy hybrid varieties, named, i and
z-yr. grafts, £5 ; 500 do., for £i

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer the following articles. As will be observed, the

prices are extremely moderate ;

—

DRAC.'ENA VEITCHII, strong plants, tSs. per dozen.

PINc'feNECTITI

DRACO,
COOPKI
ROBI/^ 1

PERMINALIS, 24s. per doi

ECHEi'ERIA, of sorts, os.pcr dozen.
ALOCASIA TENNINGSIL24S. perdozen.
ANTHURIOM SCHERTZERIANUM, nice plants, 60s. per d
BEGONIAS, in varieties, 6s. per dozen.
CALADIUMS, 12 new varieties, l8s.

; COOPERII.js. per dozen.
\^ ;.. oiv; varieties, i8s. per dozen.

I
I ILIS. t2s. to iSs. per dozen.

IX varieties. OS. per dozen.
i I

' M^ASCARIENSIS, 36s. per dozen.

GLOXINIA, in line mixed varieties, 25s. per I

,, named. 50s. per 100.

TYD-EA, 12 new varieties, os.

TROPICAL ORCHIDS, 24 diflerent sorts, 60

LYGODIUM SCANDENS
adiantum capillus-Veneris
SELAGINELLA, of sorts, os. per dozen.
ASPLENIUM BELLANGERIl,os. per dozen.

„ BULBIFERUM, 255. per too
,, VIVIPARUM, 9J. per dozen.

CYRTOMIUM FALCATUM, I2S. per dozen.

„ CARYOTIDEUM. tas. per dozen.
DICTYOGLOSSUM CRINITUM, 30s. per dozen.
GYMNOGRAMMA WETTENHALLIANA, 9S. per dozen.

PALMS.
LATANIA BORBONICA, 30s. per 100; nice plants, 24s. per do;
CHAM.-EROPS FORTUNfil, 60s. per too.

HUMILIS, I2S. to 2+s. per dozen.
CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, £s per too.

SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM FOLIIS VARIEG,\TIS, on Kcras,

LIBONIA FLORIBUND.A, 6s. per dozen.
EUGENIA UGNI, OS. per dozen;
ILLICIUM RELIGIOSUM, 12s. per dozen
MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA, os. to i8s. per dozen
Hardy RHODODENDRONS, choice named vars . (a to /it> per too.
Hardy GHENT AZALEAS, with flower buds, fine nam?d varieties,

B
Spring noweiing Bulbs.

uTLER, Mcculloch, and go.
COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for Greenhouse

er Garden Decoration, sent carriage paid No charge for packagi

FOR CONSERVATORY.
I No. J.

I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. No. 5. I No. 6. I

SOS. 255. :. 6rf.

lining details, post free.CATALOGUE, cor

S per cent.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co., 27, s
Garden, London, W.C. Established upwards of a

Dutch Flower Boots.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, have now received

their second importation of FLOWER ROOTS, consisting of—
HYACINTHS,

;

JONQUILS,
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, RANUNCULUS,
DOUBLE NARCISSUS, ANEMONES,
CROCUS, SNOWDROPS,
TULIPS, 1 &c„ &c.,

which have all been carefully selected from thfi most celebrated

Establishments in Holland.
The Bulbs have arrived in splendid condition, being unusually well

ripened, very large, and exceedingly heavy.
D.,L. & Co. can supply fine Bulbs of the PRIZE HYACINTHS at

Kensington, Regent's Park, Crystal Palace, and Royal Caledonian

Society's Shows, at i2s. , igs , and 24s. per dozen.
Descriptive CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS forwarded

Stanstead Parle Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E. : and Edinburgh, N.B.

Dutch Flowering Bulhs and Autumn Seeds.

WILLIAM SKTRVING announces the arrival of hi;

Annual Stock of DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS, compris
ing Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocus, Anemones, Ranunculus, Na "

for Green Food.
Early orders are respectfully solicited, and can be executed either a

the Seed Warehouse, Queen Stju. " *' "^'^ *"'
his Nurserj' and Seed

DUTCH BULBS, of all sorts; HARDY
PERENNIALS, HARDY and INDIAN AZALEAS, the

extraordinary JAPAN AZALEA (Azalea mollis, in splendid varietiesi,

flowers as large as those of Rhododendrons; CAMELLIAS,
RHODODENDRON.S, &c .

N B Several varieties of the Azalea mollis will shortly appear in the

triple first Number of FLORE DES SERRES (four triple Nos. for

^os 1 containing more than 100 highly Coloured Plates.
^ The FLORE DES SERRES ET DES .lARDINS DE
L'EUROPE is a Belgian Periodical, the property of the Advertiser.

Eighteen Volumes are ready, containing more than 1900 highly

Coloured Plates of the most approved Ornamental Plants. Price of

the whole Set, £25 7S. Long terms by mutual agreement.

LOUIS V..VN HOUTTE, Royal Nutserj-, Ghent, Belgium.

AS per 1

EE P.'E

G\ .\ Ll;l t .M AUGENTEUM, strong, 4s. per dozen.
ILeX, of sorts, I2S. to iSs. per dozen.

Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD, s, Harp Lane, (Towef Street,

GUIS V.AN HOUTTE begs to announce that his

J ENGLISH CATALOGUE, No. 136 M, will be ready next

1 all hi

Royal Nursery, Ghent, Belgii

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.

PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE
RESED.A ODORATA EXIME.-V. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an univers.il favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white— it cannot fait to be

(rrown in preference to the other variety : the spike^ ^'» '.""." ^"^

beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume

There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and
Public as something very superior^ when they^ r

—
existing varieties : but F. Pa
Mignonette is a great acqu

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co., Exeter Nursery,
Exeter.

All kinds of ORNAMENTAL and USEFUL PLANTS.
FOREST TREES of every description.

Fine specimen plants of CONIFERS, all the choice kinds.

VINES, in pots.—Large stock of well ripened Canes of all leading

ROSES, in pots.—All the new sorts just out, and a careful selection

from those of former years.

PEACHES, in pots; NECTARINES, APRICOTS, FIGS, and
other FRUI'TS, selected for the Orchard-house.

STRAWBERRIES.—All the best
Priced LISTS on applic

Y ARIEGATED and other GERANIUMS
TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, 31. to 6s. per dozen.

GOLD and BRONZE, zj. 6rf. to 51. per dozen.

DOUBLES, 2s. 6d. to gs. per dozen.
ZONAL and NOSEGAY, zs. 1045. per dozen.
NEW ZONALS of 1870, i2s. per dozen.
All strong plants, in 3-inch pots, package free.

' and leadi

WM. POTTEN. Flo:

01 the present s

linghurst, Staplehurst, Kei

V^ir'
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B.
S. W I L L I A
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Tost Free.

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or

Mixed.. 2s.6d.,3s.(id.,and

CALCEOLARIA, Ncill's extra choice train, 21. W.,3s- 6d.,a.r\d

CINERARIA, Weathcrill's extra choice strain, 25. 6rf.,3J. 6d.,&

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins* Prize strain .. is. 6d ,2S. 6d., and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new beddinc plant

Williams* New Hybrid SOLANUMS 21. 6rf. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) u. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers »* and

PANiY, finest Belcian varieties i*- and

PAN SY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, WiREins' Prize Strain .. .. «. and

PI N K, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA 11. &f. and

„ var. PERFECTION is.6d.,2s 6.f.,and

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, I

Winter Flowering Plants.

IREDERICK PERKINS has a fine healthy Stock of

the undermentioned Plants, especially prepared for winter decora-

BOUVARDIAS, in 48-pots, full of buds, i8j, to 24J. per d

CAMELLIAS, best varieties, -' •- -"- ^" —
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM,

CARNATION. TREE, with buds. 24s. per dozen.

EPACRIS, best varieties, iZs. to 24s. per dozen.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA, 3J. 6d. each; 30s. per dozen.

ECHEVERIA AGAVEOIDES. very scarce, 21J. each.

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM, in variety, g-inch stems, 24s. to

30J. per dozen.
FERNS, good mixed Stove and Greenhouse varieties, 12s. to 18s. per

GENISTA CANARIENSIS, 12s. per dozen.

GERANIUMS, Double, in 72 varieties, i8s. per dozen.

LASIANDRA MACRANTHA, very large purple flowers, 2s. M. each.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, imported clumps. i8s. per dozen.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, 151. per dozen.

„ ALBA, 3S. 6d. each.

PICOTEE PRINCE OF ORANGE, beautiful yellow, lake edge,

flowering plants, 5*. to loi. 6rf. each.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, in 9 varieties, 9s. per dozen.

„ FLORE-PLENO ALBA. i8s. per doEcn.

„ „ RUBRA, rSj. per dozen.

„ „ DELICATA,3oyperdoz-
PRUNUS SINENSIS FLORE-PLENO, one of the best forcing

181. per d<

ROGERIA GRATISSIMA, 241.
1

ROSES, be-
r,.

, ,
,

5 of Hybrid Perpeluals, 151. per dozen.

,.
' MARECHAL NIEL. iZs. per dozen.

SPIR.^A JAPONICA. imported clumps, iSs. per dozen.

„ PALMATA, flowering crown, beautiful magenta, 3$. 6d. each.

The above arc all well ^rown plants, mostly in 48-sized pals, and
have been especially grown for winter flowering. Single plants, or any
quantity, may be had of each variety, at the above prices, to suit

Amateurs and small Growers.
F. P.'s Priced CATALOGUE of Hyacinths, Crocus, Tulips, and

other Dutch Roots, Spring Bedding Plants, and Winter-Flowering

Plants, is now ready, and may be had free on application. The usual

Trade discount.
FRED, PERK;iNS,SeedWarehouse,5i,RegentSlreet, Leamington.

Cacalia repens.

, specimen. Sempervivum barbatuni.

bracteosum.

Haworthii.

1 (a fine Sedum tortuosum.
form, larger than the above). ,, azorcdum fol. var.

T. S. W. has also a large Colicclion nf COTYI EDONS, CRAS-
S, ECHEVERIAS.SEMPERVIVUMS.rACALIAS^PACHY-

PHYTUMS, SEDUMS, ALOES, ill, &c.

RAYNBIRD, CALD]-:
dowlingandCo:

Corn, Seed, Manure, and t

Address, 2(5, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; (

Samples and pnces post free on amjlication. I

or Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and See

NEWTON " NURSERIES, CHESTER.-
These extensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes' time from the Chester
Railway Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps}

over Ffookersbrook Bridge, entering James Dickson & Sons' new
road, close by the "Ermi;

pplic

To Nurserymen and Others.

ST. MARYS P.UklAi, HOARD. DOVER, invite

TENDERS lor ihe Supply "( HARDY TREES, SHRUBS, &c..

of the best sizes, for planting at their new Burial Ground at Dover,

where they are to be delivered, at the Contractor's cost, during the

months of October and November next, at such times and in the

quantities directed by the Board. About 1350 Trees and Shrubs will

be required, to include Sycamore. Elm. Lime, Evergreen. Alder, Ash,

Oak, Laburnums, Pines, Firs, Larch, Lilacs, small Shrubs, and orna-

mental Evergreens of various kinds; besides about 2200 Privets, and

5000 Quicksets.
The Board reserve the right of rejecting any plants they may con-

sider of inferior quality, and are not bound to accept the lowest

Tender. Tenders to state the size and age of the plants, and prices per

dozen or per 100 of each kind separately ; and to be delivered on or

before October 11 next, at the Ofl'ice of Mr. G. FIELDING, Snargate

Street, Dover, the Clerk to the Board.—Dover, September 27.

HARRIET SCOTT, late Stephen Scott,
Wood Broker to the Crystal Palace Company, Woodside,

Croydon. Dealer in all kinds of Garden Materials for garden use.

including the following:—SILVER SAND. KENT PEAT. LOAM.
GARDEN MOULD, BIRCH and HEATH, BROOMS. WATTLES,
HURDLES, GARDEN STICKS, TARRED TWINE, FIREWOOD,
&c. RUSTIC LOGS and PEAT, suitable for Ferneries, &c.

SILVER SAND, in bushel bags.—Price at Mines,
IS iid Alio DERBYSHIRE SPARS, for Walks or Rockeries.

J. NUNN. Lloyd Street, Manchester.

HONEY for SALE.—A Gentleman, who has a
urplus stock of Bees in Straw Hives, wishes to dispose of

the Honey, in Comb, of i

The""—"-"
A Boon for Grape Growers.

MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT
MANURE, to be had in sealed bajjs of H cwt., los. 6d-

;

% cwt., 211. : and I cwt., 42^., with full directions for use. For further

particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on applies

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

T AWES' WHEAT MA.MURE for AUTUMN^ SOWING now Ready for Deliver)-.

All other MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied c

Apply for prices, Sic, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark

Lane, London, E.C., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and Cardiff.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

W. Drummond & Sons
Can this year spare to the Trade a few hundred bushels of the following TURNIP SEEDS, all of their o\m

growth. Prices on application.

GREEN-TOP ABERDEEN YELLOW IMPROVED.
A large, handsome, solid bulb—very nutritious, and an excellent keeper ; and is, as now improved, decidedly

the best Yellow for winter and spring use in cultivation.

DRUMMOND'S IMPROVED EARLY FIELD YELLOW.
This is altogether a most desirable Turnip, having a large, handsome-shaped bulb—a deep yellow with bright

green crown, and small tap-root and " shaw. " Being very sweet it is greatly rchshcd by cattle, and if stored before

severe frost sets in it will keep sound and juicy till spring. From its quickness of growth it is invaluable for late

sowing, and unless wanted for early autumn use it should not be sown till towards the end of June, and sowing

may be continued up to the middle of July, with the certainty of having a full crop.

WILLIAM DRUMMOND and SONS, SEEDSMEN, STIRLING, N.B.

SEED CORN.

CARTER'S Prize "Nursery" Stocks.
We can strongly recommend the following stocks of WHEAT, BARLEY, and OATS, as being of very

pure quality, and selected from samples that have taken First-class Prizes.

The greatest care has been bestowed upon the crops during growth, by hand-weeding, &c,, to ensure the

choicest quality
; and as we hold but a limited quantity, early orders are necessary to ensure a supply.
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TAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE,
O 237 and 238, Hich Ilolborn, Lonrlon, W.C, have great pleasun

to announce that by careful attention during the past exceptionally hot

summer, they are enabled 10 offer strong healthy plants of the most
approved kinds, in and out of pots, at reasonable prices. See paRCS
48 and 40 of their AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which can be had, post

CHRYSANTHEMUM— Larce-ll

ting.

ESE kinds
\UTUMN<CATALOGUE, page 27.

Strawberries.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST can be
had on application. The loUowing are particularly recommended

BONNE BOUCHE I FROGMORE LATE I PRESIDENT
DR. HOGG PINE SIR C. NAPIER
ECLIPSE

I

MR. RADCLYFFE
I

SIR J. PA.\TON
Strong plants from the ground, or in small pots, at an extra charge,

to insure a crop of fruit next season.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

w Special Offer of large Evergreens, &c.

M. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
ind Gentry to a few thousands of fine spccimei

i HOLLIES, 4to 7 feet
RIK'OUDENDRONS, 3 tosfect, thicklyset wUh buds.

The above have recently been transplanted, arc very bushy hand-
iome plants, and quite safe. Price per dozen or hundred on application.

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

w Planting Season.
M. KNIGHT. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

call the attention of the Nobility and Gentrj- and Trade

IIES, NECTARINES, CHERRIES. PEARS,
I ES, also Standard, D»-arf. and Pot ROSES,

i 'I'ODENDRONS, EVERGREENS, ORNA-
: I sT TREES. &c., and respectfully solicits inspec-

Planting Season.
To PL.ANTERS of PUBLIC r.\KKS. CEMETERIES,

w M. SKIRVIXi
Stock of choice 1 \

,d ORNAMENTAL 1

.'Vmong the Evergreens

;UENS.

[
lection of his unrivalled

ear the land for building purposes.
: many thousands of fine specimens of

,.alcd and broad-leaved Green Hollies, and an immense Stock of
all other plardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Trees

-d in Britain, many of which a

i make New and to
: opportunity, for i

Liverpool, September,

cs and Shrubs is seldom to be met \

i Seed Stores—Walton-on-the-IIill.
-IS, guecn Square.

Violets and other Spring-flowering Plants.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE offers the following, now
being the best time to plant, to insure a good show in the spring;

VIOLA ODORATA PENDULA, the new Weeping Violet of New
York.—The largest Violet in cultivation, flowers of enormous size,

very double, beautiful pale mauve-blue, with large white centre,
very sweetly scented, and free flowering, is. 6d. each ; I2s. per doz.

VIOLETS •••' ....,„.,lly sc
The 1

Double
(the

audlic
llEPATICAS.—The Double R(
AURICULAS, ALPINES.—A:

per dozen.
iingly fini

PRfMULA CORTUSOIDES.—A pretty pink, and free llowe

DAISIES, in 6 choice named \

POLVAN THUS -The best strain thatcat'i be had,
HELIANTHEMU.M. the Dwarf Rock Cistus, in 2.

AS. per dozen.
ICO choice named HERBACEOUS, ROCK, and ALPINE PLANTS,

two of a sort, in pots, 20s. per 100.

A CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Spring-blooming
Plants, Roses. Fruit Trees, with a general and well-grown Nursery
Stock, sent free upon application.

Munro Nurscn-, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

cz:>f

Now Ready, Gratis and Post Free,

ILLUSTEATED AUTUMN CATALOGUE
OF

DUTCH BULBS,
SEEDS, FRUIT TREES, FERNS, ^^

FERN CASES, and other HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS,

GARDEN REQUISITES, &c. TRADE MARK.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN.

SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

NEW PLANTS.

E. G. Henderson & Son
RESPKCTFUI.lv ANNOUNCE

THE FOLLOWING NEW PLANTS,
Of first-class merit and ; ird. To be sent out in the ensuing month of October.

Pleroma macrantlia floribtmda (true).

E. G. Henderson & Son have great pleasure in callinf; the attention

of cultivators and exhibitors to this exceedingly beautiful species, of

which as a warm greenhouse plant the one now offered is a remark-

ably free-flowering variety, producing its large and magnificent salver-

shaped blossoms freely from the terminal and axillary growth of each

branch. The flowers are from 4 to 6 inches in diameter, of a compact

and circular outline, well expanded, and of a most intensely rich violet-

purple in colour. A plant grown in the Wellington Nursery, 18 inches

high and as much through, produced over 100 flowers and buds. Such

is its prolific tendency to bloom, that plants in 6o-siicd pots readily

produce flower-bud, and from those in 48's from 9 to 18 flower-buds

are produced in succession. The growth is free, vigorous, and com-

pact, with ovately-acuminate elegantly wrinkled leaves. There being

a much inferior and shy-flowering variety of this plant in circulation,

E. G. Henderson & Son commend the present finer form asavaluable

addition to any collection.

For exhibition purposes and conser\'atory decoration it is by far the

finest plant in its group, altogether unequalled in the uniform freeness

of its growth, the neatness of its habit, and the ornate character of its

bloom. As a summer and autumn flowering species of strictly shrubby

growth, it succeeds admirably in a warm greenhouse or Mexican de-

partment with the Monochaitum and Pleroma clegans, or with similarly

allied plants. If otherwise treated as a slove plant, it should be ac-

commodated in the coolest part, and returned to a lower temperature

during the warm summer months.

2is. each.

New spring-flowering Pelargonium,
** Prince of Pelargoniums."

This most beautiful variety resembles in its style of flower the well
known Dr. Andre by its elegantly fringed margin and equally large
flower, but greatly exceeds it in eifect in being a brilliant vermilion-
scarlet ground colour, finely relieved by a blush white centre with
violet veins, and flushed with rich crimson on the upper flower lobes.
The truss and individual flowers are alike large and compact, with
well rounded petals, and being produced in great profusion upon a
remarkably compact yet vigorous and dwarf habit, forms one of the
most attractive and beautiful plants for decoration yet offered in its

tribe. It is admirably adapted for all general purposes of early spring
and summer decoration, m the drawing-room, conservatory, and
basket groups. Being one of the most free-flowering varieties in its

tribe, it IS found invaluable for furnishing a succession of cut bloom
from February until Midsummer, during the entire season when first-

class table and ball-room bouquets are required, and also for the most
select groups in artistic holder or vase. For market purposes it will
be one of the finest ever sent out.

'/s. 6d. each, 6 plants 30J-.

Thymus citriodorus aurea.
A beautiful rich golden-leaved variety of the sweet-scented Thyme,

1 of Silei

lilar habit, and the only companionSaxifraga, and other plr

at Battersea I'ark, foi

Swiss scenery, by its _
,

.. .

admirably adapted for imparling a diversified and picturesque featurt
to miniature slopes and broad marginal ground masses of Antennaria,
Echevcria, or Scdum, and imparts a brilliant effect when seen in broad
features of contrast with the emerald green and silvery hues of sur-
rounding plants.

gj. 6rf. each.

THE NEW AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Including Bulbs and all kinds of Flower Roots, is in circulation, and ready for posting on application.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

NE^V DOUBLE GERANIUMS,
CROWN PRINCE AND KING OF THE DOUBLES

(ENGLISH R.-MSED VARIETIES).

MADAME AND MARIE LEMOINB WILL NOW CEASE TO BE GROWN.

H. Cannell,
In consequence of so many inquiries, and having a large stoci;, has determined to let these two Doubles out after October i. and he is glad to have the honour of dr.awing the

attention of Growers to these fine tieraniums, whicli are unquestionably the most striking advance and greatest acquisitions since Doubles were introduced.

The following is the report given by the Gardeners Chronicle, of Crown Prince, at the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. August 17. 1870 :—
'

' Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich, exhibited neatly grown plants of Crown Prince, a double flowered free-blooming variety, of great merit. In colour the flowers are of a deepec
shade of Peach than in any other variety, and in habit it appears to be very vigorous, without the grossness of the older kinds. A First-class Certificate was awarded."

The " Gardeners' Magazine " reports at the same time thus :— " Crowtn Prince : A very dwarf free-flowering double Zonal, most distinct in character and colour from all

existing varieties. The flowers, which are large, full, and of good form, are of a deep rich rose-carmine colour. First-class Certificate."

Shirley Hibberd. Esq.. in the " G.ardeners' Magazine" of September 3. speaks of Crown Prince thus :—-"Tlie colour is delightful ;
in my opinion it surpasses in this respect

every known variety, single or double. 1 shall speculate on Crown Prince probably, with a view to dry the flowers for winter bouquets, as well as to enjoy richness of colour all

the summer." Trade prices :-10s. each ; Three for 25s. ; Six for 40s. ; Thirteen for 80s.

KING OF THE DOUBLES.
1 his is tile largest .'>nd best shaped pip of all the doubles, including tlie new ones of the present year,

5s. each ; Three for 13s. ; Six for 24s. ; and Thirteen for 40s.

Colour is a beautiful bright cerise, and very free ; a tlOble variety,

1^^ Orders executed in rotation as received.

H. CANNELL, New Florlst Flower and Florlst Flower Seed Merchant, WOOLWICH.
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"The Royal Seedsmen."

CARTER'S
SEEDS, BULBS, &C.,

CARRIAGE FREE.
*,' Five pi I' ct'Ht. discount allowed for

fash payments.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. i, complete, price S+r.

Collection No. 2, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 4, price 21 j., comprises

—

Hyacmth

Polyanthi

a spcctabil:

,, La Candeur, 3
„ Royal Standard, 3
„ Yellow Prince, 6
„ RosaMundi, 3
„ Due Van Thol, 6

Amar>'IIis formosissimus, i

Ixias, finest mixed, 6
large selected,

j

Sparaxis, finest mixed, 6
Triteleia uniflora, 6

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price lor. 6d.

Packing and carriage free.

Soil la

Tulips. Tournesol, 6

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 84^.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 635.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 9, price 30J., comprises

—

e I Scilla BelRic
. blue, 75

,'cnsis, S'

lixed English,

Star of Bethlehem, 12 I Snowdrops, 50

Collection No. lo, reduced quantities, price i5J-.

Packing and carriage free.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING ONLY.

Collection No. ii, complete, price 84,1.

Collection No, 12, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 14, price 21J., comprises

—

Hyacinths, 12 in 3 colours
Narcissus, double while, la

,, PoeticusorPhcasanl's-cyc.i:
Double Daffodils, 12
Tulips, extra fine mised, double, v.

„ extra line mixed, sin|;le, 13
11 extra fine mixed, late, 13
„ Due Van Thol, 12

Polyanthus Narcissus, tint

Camperncile Jonquils, 6
Star of Bethlehem, 13 •

Triteleia uniflora, 6
Dog's-tooth Viole

Crocus, blue,

large yel
. SO

Hrencnieyensis, 6
t choice mixed English,

Gladiolus Brenchleyen:

ixcd Spanish, iz

>3

i fine mixed, 24

Lilium candidu
,, tigrinum,

Ranunculus, ex

• 5"

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price los. 6d.

Packing and carriage free.

JAMES CAETEE & CO.'S
catalogue

Of HY.'VCINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS and OTHER
BULBS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c..

Containing full particulars of the above Collections
will be forwarded Gratis and Post Free on application.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
For the convenience of tliose Customers wiio do not

wish the trouble of selecting for themselves, is offered the
undermentioned Collections of Hyacinths, /Ae selection of
witic/i being left to tlieirjudgment and experience, will be
found perfectly adapted for the purposes stated.

A. 12 good varieties Double Hyacinths, for pots, is. 6d.
K. 12 „ Sinsle Hjacinths for pots, 7s 6d
C. 12 „ Double H>acmths, for glasses, 8j 6d
D. 12 „ SmgleHjacmths tortlasses St M
E. 12 very fine varieties Double Hv-i.inth 1 r p is ot bd
F- 12 „ bmgle H^ I

J

'• "2 .1 Double II I u (J
H. 12 ,, Smtlc I! 1 J t ^

1 I2bcst varicticsDouble Hia

fj- 50 Hyacinths, m 25 vtrj line \arii.U(.s, £1 17s 6d

Ait Seeds and Bulbs carriagefree, and 5 per cent,

allowedfor casii payments,

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SUTTONS'

feM
IMPORTED FLOWER ROOTS.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS,
HAVING RICCEIVED thoir KIR.ST CONSIGNMENT ot

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers in

Holland, are now prepared to receive Orders for tlicir

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or
indoor cultivation.

SUTTONS' SUPERB DUTCH HYACINTHS
I'ur ( ULTIN'ATIOX in POTS or GLASSES.

The best 12 Hyacinths for 12s.

Messrs. SUTTONS" Collection of Hyacinths consists

of more than 200 varieties, a Priced and Descriptive

LIST of which may be had on application.

Suttons* Collections of Named Hyacinths.
100 HYACINTHS in 100 verv- choice sons ..U 4 o
100 „ 50 very choice sorts . . 3 10 o
50 ,, 50 very choice sorts ..220
50 „ 25 very choice sorts . . i 15 o
25 II 25 very choice sorts . . i i o

12 „ 12 good sorts . , ..060
The order should specify whether they are intended to be grown in

water or earth, as all kinds are not equally suited to both ijurposes.
It should also be stated whether single or double blossomed kinds are
preferred : otherwise we usually supply about two-thirds double, and
one-third single. The single varieties generally thrive best in water, but
their merits are never apparent until the flowers arc fully exponded.

SUTTONS' MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or
Open Borders.—Double, Single, and various colours, as. dd. per dozen,

SUTTONS* HYACINTHS, in distinct colours for
Massing, Bedding, Ribbon Gardening, &c—Double and Single, various
shades, separate, 4s. per dozen, 30J. per 100.

Buttons' £2 2s. Collection for Open Ground,
Carriage Free, contains

—

12 fine mixed Gladiolus
25 Due Van Thol Tulips
12 mixed Single Early Tulips
la fine mixed Double Tulips

lOo fmemixed Double ka
loo Scarlet Turban Ranu
25 fine mixed r>oublc Ai

\ WintcrTa

6 Ferraria Pavi

Buttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Open Ground,
Carriage Free, contains—

lixed Ik.rdcr \l\,

trcissus 12 I

6 mixed Single Early Tulips
6 fmc mixed "

'
' " "

6 »
6 Gesnerian;
25 fine mixed Tulips
6 „ English Iri

ica uuuDic -Anemones 6 ,,
" .

t

Sine^le Anemones t Lilies, of
150 Crocus, 3 so:

50 .Snowdrops
25 Winter Acoi

Buttons' 10s. 6d. Collection of Flower Roots
For Open Ground, contains a choice assortment

for a Small Garden.

Buttons' £2 2s. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Fi

24 fine Hyacinths, by:
Hyacinths, do.

12 Polyanthus Narcissus, do.

6 large Double Jonquils.
12 Single Sweet-scented Jonquils

contams

—

6 Persian Iris

5 Peacock Iris

100 Crocus, by name
12 choice Ixias, by nam*
6 choice Sparaxis, by n

1 Tropseolum tricolor

2 Lilium lanclfolium al

Buttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

12 fine Hyacinths, by name
6 Miniature Hyacinths, by nai

6 Polyanthus Narcissus, do.

6 Single Sweet Jonquils

PuliDS 1 .. ...

Lilium lancifolium albun

Buttons' 10s. 6d. Collection of Flower Roots
For Indoor Cultivation, contains a choice assortment

of most useful and showy kinds.

F
Vines, Extra Strong Fruiting, &c.

RANCIS & ARTHUR UI' K-.(.\ .. ^'

this season a splendid lot of V I N I

im-hcnt, in extra strong shonjMii : i ; ,

s for planlini;. Their Collection ii in

ties, and the plants are really Firsi ..la ... 1.i.|.l:_i..j,.

ed. If this is inconvenient, specimen plants tan be sci

Priced Descriptive LIST sent free by post.
The " Upton » Nurseries, Chester.

Dwarf & St::

1 RANCIS & ARTIi:
stock 01 ,

Id Roses,
r >i\' & SONS have

, n,wn plants of all the
v.irieties) for Autumn

i I'lants in pots, whic
:„,;,,„ n A'r ^ T r,i\\\

Standard and Dwarf Roses.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs respectfully to call
the particular attention of those about to plai

HALF .STANDARDS, very superior, .„. ,. „.
DWARFS, on Manetti, strong, 6j. per dozen ; ifi per I

in pots, very superior, 8j. per dozen ; £11 I

Established 1786.
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, NEAR HEREFORD,
OHN CRANSTON, Proprietor.
The following Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES are now ready,

Twenty-one First and Ten Second Prizes for Roses.

JOHN CRANSTON obtained during the past season
the large number of 21 First and Ten Second Prizes for ROSES,

exhibited at the principal Rose Shows throughout the kingdom. It is

thus_proved that his Nurseries stand unrivalled for the cultivation of

ready, and will be

King's Acre, near Hereford.

forwarded c

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of tjrchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns. Il.udy F._rns. Filnn' Ferns, &c. ; DraCKnas. Agaves, Yuccas,
lie.iuc rii. ts, 1

1 iv\ Mn.iir-, .'.c ; .A/.-ilcas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

H.LLCri t all f
n of his

«ell r

, and Choice I'lants supplied for Balls

urseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER i, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

) (General Meeting)

For further particulars, with complete Cullural
Instructions, see

BUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds Carriage Free, except
very small parcels.

t^" Five per ccjit. allcnoed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

REAPING.

The decision of the question of Sponta-
neous Generation is one of the utmost
moment, even from a practical point of view. It

is no mere philosopher's problem, the solution of

which would have but little influence on the well-

being of our race ; on the contrary, it is a
matter most intimately concerning our own
physical health—and in some cases our very
existence,—while it is no less important as

regards the animal or vegetable productions on
which we depend for food or clothing. Un-
happily it is a problem, the satisfactory solution

of which seems as far off as ever. In each suc-

ceeding generation men arise who prove to their

own satisfaction, at least, that spontaneous gene-
ration does occur. Their experiments are made
with all the ingenuity that science can devise,

with all the care that an honest love of truth, and
an earnest desire to find it, will allow of In some
cases the evidence they bring forward seems con-

clusive ; but only for a time. Sooner or later

i a flaw is detected in the mode of experimenting,

in the instrument employed, or in the chain of

reasoning, and once again the old paths have to

be trod under new and different conditions. If

we had had to select among our foremost
naturalists one who more than any other might
have been expected to uphold the doctrine of

spontaneous generation, that one would ha\e
been Professor HuXLEY. But, hke a doughty
man of science that he is, he will not be led

astray by personal predilections, but boldly and
unhesitatingly draws inferences from the evidence

before him—inferences wholly unfavourable to a

doctrine which, from what he has said on former

occasions, we assume he would gladly support did

he feel himself at liberty to do so. The point in

dispute, we need hardly say, is as to whether

what we call living matter is, under all circum-

stances, as it certainly is under most, the direct

product of pre-existing living matter, or

whether it may not occasionally be generated
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de novo, from a combination of elements under

conditions as yet unknown to us. Happily, we
can at the present day discuss these matters

without fear of pains and penalties, and without

uncharitable assumptions or aspersions. In

whatever mode the new life appear, the miracle

of its production remains the same—the attributes

of Divinity are wholly unshaken.

So far as we can discern, all parties are agreed

that in the majority of instances the new
growth is the direct offspring of the old, and

therefore if we can by any means destroy the

vitality of the parent, check its multiplication or

prevent the access of new germs, we can " stamp

out " any particular growth as eflectually as we
can rid ourselves of cattle plague or small-pox.

Obsen-ers tell us that we are surrounded by
infinite myriads of germs of inconceivable minute-

ness, invisible even under our best microscopes,

and only rendered apparent by optical experi-

ments such as those of Dr. Tvndall ; and that

these germs, under favourable conditions, pro-

gress and multiply, it may be, to our sore

discomfort. These germs are, on the generally

received theory, supposed to be the product ol

pre-existing organisms. How, then, were these

organisms formed in the beginning, if not by the

combination of certain proportions of oxygen,
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, as it is asserted

similar organisms may be still fonned ? Why
limit Creative power to one primordial fiat, and
deny the continuous and constant operation of

the same Gre.\t Cause .' But while the general

belief w'ill be much strengthened by the recent

utterances of Prof. HUXLEV, there is now, as

there always has been, a small class of observers

who are led to conclude that in certain instances

new growths or germs may be and are developed
under circumstances precluding the existence

of parental organisms of the same description.

They take most elaborate precautions to

pre\ent the access of germs from without ; they
expose fluids to a degree of temperature known,
or at any rate supposed, to be destructive to all

forms of life ; and yet at the expiration of a short

time they find evidences of vitality, and they are

led to infer that that life has been formed in their

experimental flasks, and has not been intro-

duced from without. Some of the more recent

experiments in this direction have been par-

ticularly suggestive. The chemical elements
found in all living creatures have been supplied

in certain definite proportions, and life has
appeared, while in other cases, where the propor-
tions have been differently combined, or the

elements have been of a difterent character, not a

speck of vitality has been observed.

Now, if these experiments be free from flaw,

we shall only have to study the conditions
under which living specks are produced to be able

to regulate their production almost at will ; and
we shall be as well able to " stamp out" any
objectionable manifestions as we can be under
the opposite hypothesis of successional formation.
As mere matter of practice, then, if we had
to deal with a murrain or a blight, it would
be of little import how that murrain origi-

nated—whether by " biogenesis," or parental
development, if we may so call it, or by
" abiogenesis," or spontaneous generation. If

we only knew all the conditions under which
delvelopment took place, we should be able to

contend successfully against these plagues, or at

least we should in most instances be able to

avoid exposing ourselves, our herds, or our crops
to conditions favourable to their production ; and
this is why the settlement of the question of

spontaneous generation, as it is somewhat
erroneously termed, is so all-important to prac-
tical men.

As we have seen, the decision of Prof
Huxley on the present state of the question is,

that the notion of spontaneous generation is

fallacious, and both he and Prof Tyndall seem
to be of opinion that there is some flaw in Dr.
Bastian's experiments ; and in so far as the pro-
duction of those . wonderful spiral coils, which
the latter gentleman finds under certain circum-
stances, it would seem most probable that, in

spite of all his precautions, the access of foreign
material has not been effectually prevented. Pro-
fessor TvNDAl.L points to one weak place in Dr.
B.ASTIAN's experiments when he declares that, in

spite of the removal of the air from the experi-
mental flasks by means of the air-pump, it is

perfectly impossible to remove all the germs with
which the air had been charged. But ifthisbethe
case, then these germs have a faculty of re-

taining their vitality under a temperature

greatly exceeding that which has hitherto been
deemed sufficient utterly to destroy vitality.

When it is stated that the living things

supposed to arise out of non-living materials,

and gradually to emerge from the region of the

invisible into that of the visible, are no larger in

the latter stage than igringn °f ^n 'm.z\\ in diameter,

it will be seen that, while it would be difficult

indeed to suppose any place from which they

could be perfectly prevented from obtaining

access, it would be equally difficult to suppose
that such infinitesimal specks could resist such
an elevation of temperature as that to which they

were subjected by Dr. Bastian.

The Visit of the Royal Horticultural
Society to Nottingham next year being de-

cided on, there yet remain several important
questions, at some of which we propose to glance.

Not the least urgent of them is the site. The
Nottingham Guardian argues strongly in favour

of the Arboretum, as being a position close at

home, and one to which the population would
flock every evening ; and urges that, in choosing
Wollaton, the Council and the Committee have
made a false step. The point of facility of

access is certainly one which should by no
means be overlooked ; but, if we are rightly

informed, there is a fatal objection to the use of

the Arboretum in this case, namely, that, being
public property, the authorities have no power to

exclude the public from any portion of it. Our
country contemporary, indeed, says, " the Ar-
boretum is ample in space, admirable in

contour, inexpensive in preparation, conve-

nient to the rail, suitable to the town, and
with a reputation in the district which
cannot be surpassed ; therefore success is

certain, and that much cannot be said of any
other place,"—all which may be very true, so

far as it goes, but then if every one may claim

free admission, and there is no power to over-

ride this claim, it is quite evident that the

Society could not have made arrangements to

hold its show there.

What the principal recommendations of Wol-
laton Park, which appears to be the selected

site, may be, we know not, but we think it must
not be charged with any great difficulty of access.

It is not further out of Nottingham, we believe,

than the Botanic Garden, near w-hich the 1869
meeting was held, was out of Manchester, and
there is a fine well-kept main road leading to

it ; it is very little further from the town than
the ground used in 1S68 at Leicester; and we
believe that the Midland Railway Company will

be prepared to issue return tickets at almost
nominal fares {\\d. has been mentioned) from
Nottingham to their Lenton station, which
is within 10 minutes' walk of the ground. It,

therefore, does not appear that Wollaton is so

very objectionable on this score.

Another important question is the style of the

exhibition, and we hope, now that the Society

has ventured to leave the overshadowing com-
panionship of the agriculturists, and to ap-

pear in a leading character as the represen-

tative and foster parent of Horticulture,

it will put in an appearance worthy of its position.

It may fairly be expected of it, with its means and
its prestige, that its show should, year by year, be
looked back upon by its country friends and
supporters as one far superior to what they have
hitherto whnessed in their respective localities,

but no impression of this sort can be made by
merely adding tent to tent, each one being but a

repetition of what is seen at every country

exhibition. No ; what is wanted is something
more—something entirely difterent ; and if the

Society has but the courage to strike out in this

direction, its annual visits to the country will

become red-letter days in its history. Visitors

are not drawn in shoals, on such occasions,

by a mere duplication of the ordinary features

of an e\ery-day show ; they must have some-
thing novel and to some extent sensational : and
no better investment, as we believe, could be
made by the Society than to provide the means
of making its provincial show bear some resem-

blance to the International of 1866. That is the

direction in which to work. Let the ground be
picturesquely laid out, as was done on that

occasion, and let the whole be brought under one

roof, when something like a pictorial effect may
be produced, and there may then be some
reasonable prospect that the visitors will be

Hotel, by 3 o'clock p. m. The dinner will take place
attracted and the cotters filled. at 4 o'clock p.m., when some eilible Funguses will be
There is one more point of importance, and that served, cooked from the club recipes. Tickets, i^.

is to advertise— to advertise early, and to adver- 1 each. After dinner the following papers will be read :

tise thoroughly. It need not, after all, be so very
costly a process, for one principal channel of
announcements, the railway stations, will be
certainly well w-orked by the railway companies
lor their own advantage ; the chief outlay in this

direction would be the cost of a bundle of

.

posters supplied to each company. And then the
neighbourhood and the surrounding country
should be inundated with announcements in

such form as to excite interest amongst the
country people. This is the only way to obtain
the influx of numbers which is necessary to

realise a grand success worthy of the Society and
its mission ; and it is for want of this—for want
of their being made sufficiently known among
the masses—that so many great projects fail.

We are requested to call the attention of our
readers to the Exhibition of Fungi, to be held at

the Royal tlorticultural Society on Wednesday,
October 5. The following prizes are offered on the
occasion : — Collection of Edible Fungi (open),

£2, £1. Collection of Edible and Poisonous Fungi,
arranged separately (prize offered by W. Wilso.n
Saunders, Esq., F.R.S.), ^5. Prizes are also

offered for competition for collections of Black and
White Grapes ; for single bunches of either ; and for

a dish of Grapes, consisting of 6 bunches ofany v.iriety,

grown in the open air against the wall, without any
protection whatever.

The subjoined letters relating to the proceed-
ings of a self-styled Gardeners' Agent will tell their

own tale. We have repeatedly had occasion to call

attention to this manoeuvre, and have in our possession
a great number of letters in the same handwriting,
couclied nearly in the same fonn, but almost always
signed by a different signature, and dated from a
different address. If those who are favoured with this

gentleman's missives would adopt the course followed
by our correspondent, "the agent" would probably
experience a decline in his trade :

—

" Knowing that you are always willing to chronicle
anything for the benefit of gardeners, I take the liberty to
send the enclosed letter, which I received last week in
answer to an advertisement. As soon as I read it, I had
my doubts about it, and wrote off at once to a friend in

London to call at 161, Sloane Street, to see the said
Mr Drew. I had a letter back, stating that 161. Sloane
Street, was a post-office, and nothing was known of
Mr Drew, except that he called therefor letters occasion-
ally. Immediately on the receipt of this news, I wrote to

Mr. Drew, saying that if he could give me proofs that he
was an agent in such matters, and could help me into a
situation, 1 was willing to pay him double what he asked.
My reason for writing to him was to see what sort of
excuse he would make, but I need scarcely say that I

have not had any answer. W. S."

"Sir,— I can give you the first offer of a ' Gardener's'
situation to a gentleman residing near Windsor, 25 miles
from London. In writing to me to engage a person, he
says, it will be requisite to have a fair practical experience
in the fruit, flower, and kitchen gardens, hothouse and
viner\', which, from your advertisement, I conclude you
would be quite competent to undertake. Board and
residence at the Hall, with offices, and iSs. per week, he
offers to begin with, and prospects of an early advance to
one that suits, and is obliging. My fees will be 5^. for

introduction (including registration), and 20s. bonus,
payable at end of second month after engagement. If

you would like to take the place please write by an early

post, inclosing introduction fee, ^s. in stamps, when I

will at once place you in treaty with the gentleman to

insure the situation. I am in constant correspondence
with most of the leading firms in the trade, Messrs.
Warren, Woolster, Tippitts, &c., and will keep your
address before me for a week or two in case you decline
this.— I am, sir, yours respectfully,

"J. B. Drew, Gardeners" and Horticultural Agent.
" 161, Sloane Street, London, S.W."

"P.S. If you agree to the above terms and offer, I

shall be glad to hear by return post, if possible ; but
if you do not, you need not write, as, my instructions

being ' to engage an efficient person without delay, ' I

shall be obliged to offer to another after the fourth day

' .Arrangements can be made to live out of the house if

you prefer it."

• As many gentlemen have e.xpressed a wish to

be present at the annual Fungus Excursion and
Dinner at Hereford this year, it will be well if all

such gentlemen will communicate with Mr. Arthur
Thompson, St. Nicholas Street, Hereford, on or
before Monday, Oct. 3, so that definite arrangements
may be made for conveyances, lic. The excursion will
be made on Thursday, Oct. 6, in carriages to Hagley
Park, where a dome of the upper Ludlow rocks just

reaches the surface, and by Trap dyke to Bartestree,

to Dormington, when the ascent to " Adam's Rocks,"
on the Aymestry ridge of the Woolhope Valley, will

be made. Here a brief description of the geology of
the surrounding district will be given, and a short paper
on the "Geological Drifts of the Neighbourhood," by
the Rev. F. Merewether, M.A., will be read.
Descending by Old Sutton, the carriages will be
regained, and the return made to the Green Drago:
Hotel, by 3 o'clock p. M.

I
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"On some Curious Algre, only Apparent in Times of

Drought, with Notices of those that occur and Colour

Water at Seasons of High Temperature," by Edwin
Lees, Esq., F.L.S., &c. ; "The Fungi which affect

our Forest Trees," by Worthington G. Smith,

Esq., F.L.S. ; ''Notes on Fairy Rings," by James
Buck MAN, Esq., F.L.S. ; and " Ilhistrations of the

Edible Funguses of Herefordshire," by Dr. Bull. An
exhibition of Fungi will be held at the Green Dragon
Hotel at 9. 30, on Thursday morning, and gentlemen

who attend this meeting are requested to look out a day

or two before, and bring with them, in the morning, a

collection of Funguses from their own districts. Besides

Dr. Bull, of Hereford, we believe Mr. C. E.

Broome, of Batheaston ; Dr. Trimen, British Mu-
seum ; the Rev. W. HoUGHTON, Mr. M. C. CooKE,
Mr. W. G. Smith, and others, will be present. A
party of gentlemen intend leaving Paddington for

Hereford by the 4. 50 P.M. train on Wednesday.

Mr. Clarke, the officiating Superintendent of

the Calcutta Botanic Garden, describes the Bengal
species of the order Commelynace.e in the last

number of the "Journal of the Linnean Society."

The distinctions are drawn from the number of the

cells, and the manner of dehiscence of the capsules, as

well as from the characters presented by the seed. As
the relative position of the male and female flowers on
monoecious or spuriously hermaphrodite plants is now
attracting attention, it may be well to cite what Mr.

Clarke says on the distribution of the sexes in the

Bengal species of Commelyna :^
" The innermost flower of the peduncle expands first,

and the tendency of each successively expanding flower to

become male is greater than in its predecessor. Also the
tendency to become male is far greater in the first

expanding, long-peduncled lower raceme than in the

upper one. The innermost flower on the upper raceme is

always perfect, and generally the next to it, sometimes
more, but on the lower raceme the innermost flower even
is generally male, and this lower raceme is often rudi-

mentary, sometimes obsolete ; and these three cases all

occur in one species."

As an incitement to the careful CULTURE of
Old Vines we hear that Mr. Ayres, who has taken
much interest in the extension system of Vine culti-

vation, with the proprietor of the Notts G?iardian, and
some of their friends, intend, at the forthcoming show
of the Royal Horticultural Society at Nottingham next
summer, to offer a series of prizes for Grapes from
Vines of not less than 25 years' grow^th. The number
of bunches to be shown is not yet decided upon,
but already sufficient money is in hand to give three

prizes of ^7, £t^^ and £t„ for which we should think
not less than six bunches would be required. The
Grapes may be of one variety or several varieties, and
may be cut from one Vine or several Vines, trust-

worthy evidence being given that the Vines are of the

age required. We mention these prizes thus early that

those who intend to compete may improve their

bunches in size by pruning upon the "cut to the best

bud system." For these prizes we anticipate a most
interesting and important exhibition, an exhibition that

will do much to settle the question of the wearing out

of young Vines, and at the same time give force to the

theory of Extension v. Restriction. Relative to these

prizes Mr. Ayres will be glad to receive any sugges-
tions, especially from those who intend to compete,
which may be addressed to him at "Nottingham."
Will no one do as much for young Vines, so that a fair

comparison may be arrived at ?

What are those beautiful black Plums which
are now beginning to make their appearance in Covent
Garden Market—Damsons? No; they are far larger

and finer, and more beautiful than Damsons. Tliough
of the same beautiful bluish black colour, they are

quite twice the size if not more. They have a little of

the same peculiar taste, and a little of that of the

Sloe also, but are not so pleasant to the palate as

a Coe's Golden Drop, yet, nevertheless, they are
very passable, and especially at this late season, when
Plums are Plums. The Plum in question is called

Sandall's Plum. This fruit has been exceedingly
plentiful this season, and we have become almost sur-

feited with them, but they are now over in most cases.

There may be a few choice Golden Drops, or Impera-
trices, or Late Reds, or Autumn Compotes, &c. , carefully

protected in certain places, but nothing in quantity ; even
the Damsons are over, leaving us nothing but the
" wee " Bullaces for our tarts, pies, and puddings

; yet

in Covent Garden Plums are still in season, for

Sandalls are just coming in. From whence come they,

then ? Not from France, which has the credit of
supplying everything remarkable in Covent Garden,
but from the market gardens round London. It was
only on Tuesday last that we saw in one celebrated

fnait garden more than 100 trees of this Plum in one
group ; trees, too, of no ordinary size, being from 20 to

40 feet high, with large spreading heads, all densely
laden with most beautiful black fruit, every little twig,

even, being as thickly set as the berries on a bunch of
Grapes : many bushels might be seen on a single tree ;

truly they were a grand sight. Sandall's Plum has many
recommendations ; it is indeed singular it should be so
little known. It is one of the few Plum trees which
produce timber. The tree has a twiggy sort of growth,
of the Sloe type, and attains a large size, forming a
clean tnmk of considerable length, and we have mea-

sured some stems 3 feet in circumference. It is very

hardy, and a certain bearer. It is one of the very

latest, and, from its beautiful appearance, fetches a
high price in the market. It has further the great

merit of hanging on to the trees up to the veiy last,

and even when quite ripe there are seldom any blown
down by the wind. It is very little liable to cracking

in wet weather,—a failing which is the destruction of so

many Plums. It will hang on the tree, and be fit for

use during the course of two months—Sejitember and
October. What a valuable tree, then, would not this

be in a private garden,—just one to supply Plums
for cooking, &:c., when wanted, until November

!

The fruit is of medium size, roundish, of a beautiful

jet-black colour, with a thick bloom ; flesh reddish,

clinging slightly to the stone, moderately juicy, with a

smack of the Sloe flavour ; an excellent fruit for

tarts, &c., and valuable for its lateness. We know
little of the true history of this fruit. It originated,

we believe, in some of the market gardens of Fulham,
where it is gi-own, and with Mr. Dancer, of Chiswick.

It is known simply as Sandall's Plum.

The readers of our advertising columns will

have observed that several Nursery Sales in the

Woking and Bagshot district are to be looked for

among the coming events of the present and succeeding

months. They take place just at the right period for

transplantation, so that an excellent opportunity will

be afforded to persons having considerable ground
alterations to make, or extensive tracts of land to

furnish, to supply at least some portion of their

desiderata. After the fine rains we have recently had,

all properly transplanted trees and shrubs will move
well. The series of sales is to commence on Thursday
next, the 6th inst., at Mr. George Jackman's Wo-
king Nursery, when a considerable choice of yery

handsome and carefully prepared specimens of the

choicer Coniferous and other ornamental trees will be

offered, besides a variety of other smaller stock. We
also notice amongst the announcements several varie-

ties of the d\Carf, cushion-like Firs, which are so

admirably adapted for furnishing geometrical gardens,

and which we are surprised to see so rarely planted.

Mr. Noble will clear off some of his Berkshire ground,

shortly after.

According to the Preston Herald^ the quantity

of Fruit shown in the Preston market on Saturday last

was the greatest on record. Carts commenced enter-

ing the town, from the Fylde district in particular, at

about three o'clock in the morning, and continued in

one stream until about ten o'clock. The greatest show
of fi'uit previously remembered occurred in the year

185S (the comet year). The immense show of fruit con-

sisted chiefly of Damsons ; and for this fruit the prices

ranged from u. id. to \s. Gd. per dozen quarts.

Round Plums were sold at from lod. to \s. ^d. per

dozen quarts ; Pears from lOrt'. to is. per score pounds;
Apples, table fruit, 2s. per score ; Manx Codlins, Sd.

per score ; bakers, S(/. to r,f. per score. The line of

baskets extended upwards of a mile, which made it

difficult to fix a uniform price—showing how much the

Preston folk stand in need of a covered market.

The following are methods of utilising

Tomatos, extracted from the " American Agricul-

turist." We have no personal experience of the

qualities of Tomato Pie, but if any of our readers

are disposed to try the experiment, here is the modus

"Take two large ripe Feejee or other Tomatos of the

same size, drop them into boiling water to remove the

skin, then, with a sharp knife, cut them into thin slices,

put the crust in an ordinary pie pan as for berry pie
;

cover the bottom with a layer of Tomatos, then a layer of

sugar and butter, then of Tomatos, then of sugar and
butter as before ; flavour with either lemon, orange peeh
or nutmeg, to the taste ; cover with the top crust, bake,

and bring to the table hot (cold Tomato pie is not good).
Two very large Tomatos, two tablespoonfuls of sugar,

and one of butter, are enough for one pie baked in a pan
10 inches across. If there are too much Tomato, sugar,

and butter put into one pie, there will be too much juice.

A little practice in making will make all right."

Raw Tomatos, also, are not much relished in this

country ; as in many other cases, the taste must be
acquired. Thus, says a correspondent of our American
contemporary,—

"Tomatos, to be eaten raw, are much nicer if peeled
without scalding. If properly ripened that can be accom-
plished with very httle trouble. As an accompaniment
for bread and butter nothing can be nicer than Tomatos,
served like Strawberries with white sugar and sweet cream,
without pepper, salt, or vinegar. Have the Tomatos
fresh and cool, and nicely peeled and sliced."

While dealing with culinary matters we may make
further extract from the above-named excellent publi-

cation, as to the proper method of cooking Table
Maize, a feat we have never yet satisfactorily accom-
plished :

—

" Cut the green com (the seeds) from the cob, and boil

in^ so httle water as to be dry when done ; add a cupful

of sweet cream and a lump of butter."

The Maximum Temperature of the air in

England during the Week ending September 24 varied

from 72^5 at Eccles to 64" at Newcastle, with a mean
of all highest for the several stations of 69^.7. In

Scotland it varied from 70°. 2 at Leith to 63° at Dun-

dee, with a mean for all stations of 66". 7. The Mini-
mum Temper.\ture, in England, varied from 34'' at

Hull to 49° at Newcastle, with a mean for all stations

of 4I*.9. In Scotland it varied from 38°.5 at Glasgow
to 46^.7 at Aberdeen, with a mean for all stations of
42*.3. The Mean Temperature of the air for the

week varied from 57°.9 at Manchester to 51°. 5 at

Hall, with a mean for all stations of 55°. 5. The mean
for the several stations in Scotland amounted to 55°. 3.

The Rainfall during the week was very small in

both countries, especially in Scotland. The greatest

rainfall in England was 0.05 inch at Liverpool, and at

five other places only were any falls recorded exceeding

o.oi inch. In Scotland the only rainfall recorded was
0.0 1 inch at Aberdeen.

A communication from Dr. Dickie to the last

Number of the "Journal of the Linnean Society" is

interesting as suggestive of the manner of Transport
of Seeds and Plants from one country to another,

and as illustrating the geographical distribution of

plants. It appears that the Commander of an Aber-
deen ship trading to Australia met with a quantity of

green seaweed floating on the surface in the North
Atlantic ocean. For a space of 14 miles the sea was
covered with this vegetation. The position of the ship

at noon, on the day of the discovery, November 24,

1867, was lat. 12" o' N. long., 21" 40' W. Captain
Mitchell says :—

" Considering our position. I concluded that the sub-
stance must have come from some part of the American
continent or the West Indies within the influence of
the Gulf Stream. It had probably been washed from
some river or estuary by a flood, and subsequently carried

by the southern branch of the Gulf Stream south of the

Canary Islands, and then further southwards by the

African current to the place where it was found—pro-

bably passing between the Cape de Verds and the main
land. I came to this conclusion, from the fact that currents

along the west coast of Africa continually sweep round
in the direction of the coast line, at 300 miles from the

mouth of any river on that coast ; even in the event of a
flood, the drifts could not have been so far eastward. It

may be worthy of notice, in reference to this, that the

destructive hurricane in the West Indies occurred about
the end of October."

Dr. Dickie thus reports on the substance collected

by Captain Mitchell :

—

" Besides three Algae, it contained numerous fragments,

more or less decayed, of wood, both exogenous and
endogenous ; seedUng plants, several inches long, all with

a pair of cotyledons, root and terminal bud, quite fresh
;

small fruits partially decayed, evidently r-seeded legumes.

Intermixed were various microscopical Crustacese, and a
common oceanic msect, one of the Hydrodromidai genus
Halobates. On some of the pieces of drift wood were
numerous elliptical ova of a deep orange colour."

One of the three Alga? above mentioned Dr. Dickie
refers to a new genus, allied to Enteromorpha, and
called Kallonema ; the second to Spermosira, and
the third to Schizosiphon.

New Garden Plants.
Dendrobium CHRVSOTIS, n. Sp.

Afi". Dendrobio fimbriato, Wall. Fetalis ligulatis obtuse-aculis,

labcllo ciineato oblongo rbombeo, alte fimbriato, insulis aspe-

lis velutinis utrinqqe in unguis basi, callo

ungnera, tota superficie bene barbellata ; antro in

luinnae ligulato, margine siiperiori medio in fissuram e

Since 1863 we have known of this Dendrobium, which
has several times been sent to us. We believe it comes
from Assam. The last flowers were obtained from

T. Moore, Esq. It is, indeed, near D. fimbriatum,

and, being blotched, should be compared with the

so-called D. fimbriatum oculatum (Paxtoni Hort.),

most probably the wild type of that species. That has

a single blotch in the disc of the lip, not two, as are to

be seen in our plant. The lip of the old species is

circular and nearly hastate at the base, while m D.
chrysotis it is rhomboid. The little beard from

papilla; on the disc of the lip is much longer in our

plant, which boasts very long fringes. The hollow at

the base of the column is very long, not short, as in

D. fimbriatum (see Bot. Mag. 4160). The petals are

long and narrow in our plant, broad and short in D.

fimbriatum. Upon these considerations we have at

length published a plant we had for a long time kept

apart. Without our valued correspondent's inter-

ference we should have certainly followed the "nonum
prematur in annum." We candidly confess that the

plant represented in tab. 71 of Paxton's "Flower
Garden " gave us the impression of being inter-

mediate, on account of its long narrow petals, yet

it wants the characteristic lip. We could, however,

not find a similar specimen among the herd of in-

florescences in our collection, and it is well known,
alas ! with what negligence many representations are

made. If the type is not preser\'ed one cannot rely on

these things. It may be that we shall some day write

some remarks on our own experiences in this marvel-

lous field, where the paying public becomes the dupe of

negligent authors and careless artists. H. G. Rchh.fil.

We add, by request of Prof. Rcichenbach, a few

further notes on this very showy plant, whicli was sent

us by Messrs. Brooke & Co., of Manchester. It was

purchased at one of Stevens' sales, and comes from

Assam. The stems are slender and rod-like, 3 feet to

4 feet long. The leaves are thin, oblong acute, sessile,
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situated at intervals of about an inch. The llower-

spikes are very slender, 8 or 9 inches long, and bear

about six large deep yellow flowers ; they issue from

the stem opposite a leaf, with which they are syncliro-

nous, and they are borne freely up the stem. The

flowers measure about 2i inches across, the two lateral

sepals spreading almost at a right angle with the axis of

the flower. It was awarded a First-class Certificate

by the Floral Committee, at its meeting on the 2 1st

ult. T. M.

ON THE GROWTH OF TIMBER TREES.

The following account of the comparative gi-owth or

increase in height and circumference of stem of some

of the various Coniferous plants which have been in-

troduced into this country witlnn the last half-century

may be found interesting at the present time, when the

question of the adaptability of such trees to cultivation

on a large scale with a view to profit, as timber, is

occasionally cropping up. In the dimensions given,

the circumference of the bole or stem has been in-

variably taken at a height of three feet from the

ground level, and the height by measurement.

1. Cedrits Deodara.—Planted in 1S32 ; height in

1S37, 6 feet ; in 1850, 32 feet 10 inches; in 1870, 60

feet ; circumference of bole, 7 feet. This is evidently

a cutting plant, and not a seedling, and has very much
the character of the Cedar of Lebanon.

2. Abies Morinda.—Near the above, and planted at

the same time; height in 1S37, 7 feet; in 1S50, 27

feet ; in 1870, 57 feet ; circumference, 7 feet 6 inches.

It is a very handsome plant when in good foliage, and
well feathered to the ground.

3. Piniis poiiderosa.—Planted in 1832 ; this has a

very fine bole, which carries its thickness well upwards ;

it is 65 feet high, and the circumference of the stem is

S feet. I calculate that there are now quite 1 7 feet of

timber in it. This appears to me to be one of the

most likely Conifers to make a valuable timber tree, in

situations similar to those in which the .Scotch Fir

flourishes, and no doubt the quality of the timber will

be quite equal to, if not superior to, that of the Scotch

Fir, if the accounts given of it are correct.

4. Abies Doiiglasii.—Planted in 1832 ; height in

1S37, 15 feet 3 inches ; in 1850, 48 feet : in the frost

of 1S60-61, 8 feet or 10 feet of the leader was cut off,

but it has now recovered, and is 65 feet high ; circum-

ference of bole, 7 feet 6 inches. It carries its thickness

up well, and appears likely to be equal, if not superior,

to the Spruce.

5. Pinus iusi^nis.—planted in 1842 ; 2 feet 4 inches

in height ; in 1850, 25 feet 6 inches ; and now 60 feel,

with a circumference of the bole at one yard of S feet

4 inches. I'his is a very noble plant, and is the only

one out of many which was not injured in tlie frost of

1867 ; the branches, which are proportionately very

large, radiate from the stem in a peculiar manner, ex-

tending to a great length—nearly 30 feet—and from
their weight of foliage they gradually bend down to a

horizontal position. Should this tree be spared to be-

come aged, I have no doubt whatever that it will be

one of the most striking and picturesque of the wliole

tril)e ; but I should almost fear that its very rapid

growth would militate against its intrinsic value as a
timber tree until very old.

6. Adies cephaloiiica.—Near to, and probably planted

at the same time as. No. 5 ; it is a very handsome
specimen, nearly 50 feet high ; circumference, 6 feet.

7. Taxodium sempennreus, or Sequoia gigaiitea.—
From a cutting struck in 1S48, planted in 1850 ; is

35 feet high, and 6 feet in circumference of bole. A
Douglas Fir planted near this on the same day is 35
feet high, and 3 feet 6 inches in circumference ; and a

Cedrus Deodara 30 feet high, and 2 feet 4 inches in

circumference.

8. VVellingtonia gigantea.—Planted in March, 1855;
pulled up by a boy with an eye to the beautiful in May;
discovered in a bed-room window, brought back and
replanted minus its splendid roots. It is now 35
feet high ; the circumference of the stem at 3 feet is 6

feet ; and round the base 9 feet. I am soriy to add
that the foliage, both of this specimen and of most of
the Coniferous plants about the place, has suffered very
much indeed from the piercing east winds, accompanied
with severe frost, which occuiTed on February 12 of
the present year ; but I hope they will recover in due
time. Sucli a conibination of wind and frost is by far

the most severe that has occurred during my expe-
rience ; and I shall be very agreeably surprised if we
do not find, as the season advances, that more injury

than we expect lias been done.

9. Crvptomcria japonitci.—Planted in 1S47 ; '^ 40
feet high, and has a circumference of 3 feet 4 inches.

The timber of this tree is said to be veiy valuable, and
certainly the slow rate at which the stem increases, in

comparison with others of the same age, might lead to

the inference that its timber would be closer-grained

and stronger, as a Larch which is grown slowly in an
exposed situation is of better quality than one grown
much faster in a low and sheltered place.

By way of comparison, the following authentic facts

with regard to the present size of older trees may be
useful as a guide. A Scotch Fir, planted in 1808, is

now 65 feet high, with a circumference of stem of 8
feet at a yard from the ground. A Silver Fir, planted

at the same time, is So feet high, with a circumference

of 9 fget 6 inches, Three Cedars of Lebanon, also

planted in iSoS, have each a full circumference of 9
feet, and an average height of 65 feet. The timber of

this tree is valueless where strength is required, being

very brittle, and incapable of bearing any strain ; it

has a powerful and very agi'eeable odour, and pieces of

it placed among the clothes in a wardrobe help to keep
the moths in check. A Turkey Oak (Quercus Cerris),

planted in 180S, is 60 feet high, with a circumference

of 8 feet. A Cork tree (Quercus Suber), planted in

iSoS, is nearly 70 feet high, and has a circumference of

7 feet 9 inches. A Birch, planted at the same time as

the last, is 60 feet in height, and has a circumference

of 6 feet 6 inches. Lastly, a common Oak, the acorn

of which was sown in the place wlicre the tree now
stands in November, 1807, is about 60 feet high, and

the bole is 6 feet 2 inches in circumference at a yard

from the ground.

—

John Cox^ RedUaf^ in " Florist and
Pomologist"

BALANIFORM OAK GALLS AND
CYNIPS CURTISH.

In the Gardeneh' Chronicle for 1855, p. 116, there

will be found an article on several Oak-galls occurring

in the East, written by the late Mr. John Curtis, and

illustrated by Captain George Elliott, R. N. , whilst in

the Crimea. One of these productions (No. 3) was

called by Mr. Curtis the Balaniform Gall, and we here

reproduce its figure (fig. 238) and the text referring to it.

We read that "this is another remarkable variety of galls

from Captain Elliott, and being exceedingly like the

clusters of baniacles (Balanus) attached to oyster

shells and rocks below high-water mark, we would

call it balaniformis. Similar groups of galls have been

found in England by a lady, and also by Dr. Badham,

but the individuals composing the bundles are much
smaller than those from the East. They are all found

on the bark. It must be observed that the flies, which

are the authors of these excrescences, have not yet

been discovered ; but it may be fairly assumed from

those we do know, that they are related to the Cynips

Quercus ramuli of Linna:us and its congeners."

So far Mr. Curtis' remarks, which we supplement by
presenting below a figure (fig. 239) of the smaller gall:

this author refers to, occurring in this country and in

Germany on Quercus Robur, and which are supposed to

be the work of Cynips corticalis of Hartig. But leaving

this doubtful point in suspense, we are enabled to

differentiate these two galls through the kindness of

Mr. Frederic Moore, who has placed in our hands

a series of the same balanifonn gall, which Mr. Curtis

has figured, and the Cynips bred from them. Mr,
Moore's specimens come from Koordistan,* but they are

exact fac-similesof the gall from the Crimea, thus afford-

ing indirect evidence that probably the very same species

of Oak occurs in both countries. Botanists may
perhaps tell us if such is the case, and if it is Quercus
pubescens, which also occurs in Southern Austria, as

from this country Kollar has described a cone-shaped

thick-walled capsule gall, covered with a grey felt, and
the inner cell of which is said to be as hard as bone,

and of the size of a pea. This gall is found on Q.
pubescens and pedunculata, and the insect's name is

Cynips conifica.

Professor Ilartig, in his monograph of the Cyni-

pida?, after describing KoUar's cone-shaped gall just

referred to, mentions that the same naturalist sent to

him galls from Hungary on Quercus pedunculata,

which he describes as being larger than all other

solitary galls (known to him), ball-shaped, 1 4 inch in

diameter, their whole circumference beset with conical

bosses i to I lines in height, which are irregularly dis-

tributed. The thin-shelled inner gall is of the size of

a Pea, and is situated in a hollow formed by the loose

cellulose matter of the gall, which substance is of

somewhat closer grain than that of the gall of Cynips

folii. The small inner gall is connected with the

cellulose substance by a thin bundle of vesicular fibres.

From this gall Professor Hartig bred Cynips hungarica.

Our galls from Koordistan, which are identical in

size and shape with those of Captain Elliott, are of a

pale brick-colour, and covered by a very close, short,

and whitish pubescence, in all parts not easily accessible

to friction. Notwithstanding their being outwardly

composed of an agglomerate of cones, they possess in

the centre only one oval cell of the size of a pea. The
walls of this inner cell are thinner than those of a

Cherry stone ; they are as hard as Boxwood, of the

same tinge outwardly, granulate, and firmly imbedded

in a softer, mealy, but close yellowish substance,

resembling that of the interior of the common marble

gall (Cynips lignicola), after the insect has escaped

from it, but showing polish on a surface cut with

the knife. The interior of the cell is coated with

a whitish powder, the residue of the vegetable juice,

on which the larva fed. The hardness of the mealy

substance, of which the whole gall is made up, increases

gradually towards the centre, but the texture of the

inner cell shows by far the hardest grain. It will be

seen that there is an outward resemblance between this

and the gall from Hungary, and future investigations

will have to show if they are identical or not.

But wlien we compare the Koordistan gall (which

is of the same kind as that from the Crimea)

with the smaller conical galls on the British Quercus

Robur (fig. 239), it will be seen at a glance that they

are quite distinct ; the former cell is granulate, and

surrounded by an outer coating of cellulose matter

;

the latter cell is striate and quite unprotected, except

by its own thickness—and each gall, that is each cone,

possesses one cell, whilst the Eastern production is

composed of an accumulation of cones, none of which

are hollow, and forming mere excrescences of one gall

with a single chamber in the centre.

Recapitulating the results of our inquiries, we
have :

—

1. Curtis' balaniform gall on a Quercus from the

Crimea ; lA. Balaniform gall on a Quercus from

Koordistan (Cynips Curtisii, new species) ; IB.

Balaniform gall on Q. pedunculata, from Hungary
(Cynips hungarica, Hartig.).

2. KoUar's conical gall on Quercus pubescens and

pedunculata, from Southern .\ustria (Cynips coni-

lica, Kollar).

3. Balaniform gall on Quercus Robur, from Britain and

Germany (Cynips corticalis, Hartig ?).

For the insect from lA, the balaniform gall from

Koordistan, we propose the name of Cynips Curtisii,

and for those concerned we append a diagnosis :

—

C. Curtisii. sp. nova.—Fusco-nigra, thorace viUoso ;

abdoniinc nigro, nitido, apice griseo-sericeo, nervis ala-

rum plus minus fusco-nigris ;
pedibus antennisque nigris

;

ano genitalibusque rufis. Long. Corp. 2 lin. ; exp. alar.

4 lin. 9 (fig. 240).

The insect figured is a female. It is black, with a

hairy thorax, a black and shining abdomen ; its apex
sericeous, and red

genital segments.

The length of its

body is 2 lines ; the

expanseof itswings,

4 lines. Its ovipo-

sitor IS represented

too straight in the

figure ; it is in

reality curved and
sabre -shaped. It

belongs to the first

section of the genus

Fig, 240. Cynips, as arranged

by Hartig.

We may take this

opportunity of inviting contributions in foreign and

T

iai purposes it may be well to

report received in 1867 by the Foreign Office from H. RI. Consul

Tayler, in Koordistan, in which this gentleman says of the moun-
tains of the Kizzilbash :—" Hemmed in by stupendous arid

rocks, it encloses a lower range of thickly wooded hills ....
producing gall-nuts, and other productions equally uncared for

and unknown."
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exotic galls, accompanied, if possible, by their insects,

and any observations concerning them. Any materials

entrusted to us shall be duly acknowledged, and in

cases of novelty the results of our studies shall be

published. Alk-ri MiilUr, Eaton Collage, SoulhNoi'uood.

HARICOT BEANS AS ESCULENTS.

The Potato, on its introduction to England and

Ireland, appears to h.-ive been so suddenly welcomed,

that its spread into the gardens of rich and poor was

most rapid. If we attempt to account for this, we shall

find that it became a general favourite with the rich

and the poor upon two entirely opposite principles.

The rich man found it to be an agreeable diluent to

his meat and nitrogenous food ; the poor man, on the

other hand, finds it filling at the price ; and so, his hunger

satisfied, he deems himself not only fed but nourished,

and if not strengthened upon this vegetable diet, he

betakes himself to beer or cider, and so substitutes stimu-

lation—"pot valiancy"—for strength. Hence, then,

though we consider the Potato as a real blessing to all

classes, we cannot help thinking that it is the duty of all

country gentlemen, and whoever comes in contact with

the poor man in his cottage home ard cottage garden,

to point out to him such other plants as he might

profitably grow, not only to vary the eternal Potato

food, but to increase the muscle-making, strengthening,

and health-giving nature of his diet.

With this view then we would direct especial atten-

tion to a vegetable in common use in France, Ger-

many, and other Continental countries, and all over

the American continent, by high and low, rich and

poor, and yet we have no English name for it ; and

though its French name may be known to our gentry,

yet we doubt if one poor man in five thousand has ever

heard of it. The vegetable to which we refer is

the Haricot Bean, of which Miss Acton says in her

"Modern Cookery:"—"The Haricot blanc is the

seed of a particular kind of French Bean, of which we

find some difficulty in ascertaining the English name
;

for, though we have tried several which resembled it

in appearance, we have found their flavour, after they

were dressed, very different and far from agreeable.

The large white Dutch Runner is, we believe, the

proper variety for cooking ; at least we have obtained

a small quantity under that name which approached

much more nearly than any others we had tried to those

we had eaten abroad."

The Haricot blanc is the white-seeded variety of the

Phaseolus vulgaris, of which Don says :—It is a very

variable plant, either twining or dwarf, with white or

lilac flowers, and the seeds are very variable both in

colour and shape. These variations may be gathered

from the fact, that in a row of white Haricots grown

this summer a few of the plants had a twining habit,

and of these some had seeds of a lavender tint, blotched

with bands of indigo. The white sort is that recom-

mended for the table, and is the one principally used

in Paris on account of its delicate appearance ; but in

the States we have partaken of many diflferent sorts ;

and there in early summer, before the new Potato

has come in. Beans are served at every dinner table. In

this country different dwarf sorts of Kidney Beans are

grown for the green legumes, which, indeed, afiiird a

vegetable of excellent quality, but as the ripe seeds are

so nutritious we particularly advocate their growth as a

boon to the poor.

Mrs. Beeton says:—"It ripens readily in dry

summers in most parts of Britain, but its culture has

hitherto been confined to gardens in England, but in

Germany and Switzerland it is grown in fields. From
3.S40 parts of Kidney Bean Einhoff obtained 1.805

parts of matter analogous to starch, 351 of vegetable

animal matter, and 799 parts of mucilage."*

The visitor to the food department of the South

Kensington Museum will find a " Table of the equiva-

lents of food containing the same supply of flesh-

formers," in which it is stated that, as 5 oz. of flesh-

formers are required to restore the daily waste of the

body, it takes to supply this

—

lb. oz. s. d.

Of Wlieatflour.. ..2 i Average cost . . o 44

plied with Carrots and Turnips, vegetables of quite a

low feeding character. Francatelli gives the following

directions for cooking Haricots, bearing in mind that

they should usually be put to soak over night, though
from two to four hours' soaking will be sufficient :

—

" Put a large stewpan, half filled with water, on a

stove fire to boil ; then throw on the Beans, with a pat

of butter and a little salt, and allow them to boil until

they are become quite tender ; drain them in a colan-

der, then put them in a stewpan, with a little fresh

butter, pepper, and salt, some chopped Parsley, and
Lemon juice ; toss the whole well together over a fire

until well mixed." Now, as Lemons are not often

found in the cottage, we can say from experience that

a dash of vinegar is most acceptable. But we recom-

mend the French sauce as still better, namely, chopped

Sorrel leaves instead of Parsley. In Paris these were

served to us in neat little basins with our bit of chop or

steak, as the custom is, and the addition of the Beans

really made for us as hearty a breakfast or dinner as

the usual slab of beef or chops to follow of the English

hotel, for which one has to pay a couple of shillings.

The poor man, then, may have these with his bit of

meat at a much cheaper rate than his mess of Potatos.

But the cottager may say, I can grow Potatos, and
cannot grow the Beans. We shall therefore proceed

to show how he can grow the Beans, and what a

prolific crop it is. We have grown ripe Haricot Beans

in the cold district of the Cotswolds, and on forest

marble clays, with constant success ; but our crop of

this year, grown in the south (Dorset), will afford the

most recent evidence on that score. Our crop of this

year, just harvested, may be shortly described as an

increase of more than a hundred-fold. We have by us

three roots, with 62, 50, and 45 pods, each on an

average containing 5 beans, this will give nearly

200 per one increase. They are all of them much more
thickly podded than our best Peas, and we calculate

might yield as much as 12 sacks an acre. These were

grown in sandy loam in the garden, but we think that

they would be as profitable for field culture with us

as they are on the Continent, where they are a common
field crop, with reference to which and other matters

connected with Haricots, w^e will conclude this article

with the following quotation from George Don's

"General System of Gardening and Botany," vol. ii.,

P- 353 —
" Field CtiUiire of the Kidncv Bean.—In this country

the culture of the Kidney Bean has been confined to

gardens, but it might be grown equally well in dry,

warm, rich, and sheltered soils—being grown in the

fields in Germany, Switzerland, and similar climates.

The sort generally used for this purpose is the small

Dwarf White. The ground is prepared by several

turnings, and the seed is dibbled in rows 18 inches or

2 feet asunder, in the beginning of May. The ground

is hoed and weeded during the summer, and the crop

is ripe in August. It is usually harvested by pulling

up the plants, which, being dried, are stacked or

threshed. The haulm is of little bulk or use, but the

grain is used in making the esteemed French dish

called haricot, which it were desirable that the cot-

tagers of this country were acquainted with. There is

perhaps no dish so easily cooked, and at the same
time so agreeable and nourishing."

Here, then, is a good authority to back our assertions,

which scarcely needs what follows :
—" Haricots and

Lentils are much used in all Catholic countries during

Lent and maigre days, as they, from their peculiar

constituents, form so excellent a substitute for animal

food. Boiled Peas in his shoes is no great mortification

to the pilgrim, nor is the soul greatly afflicted in fast-

ing from meat when Beans are allowed and duly

appreciated." J. B.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Peas, dry .. ..15 ,, .. o
Beans, dry .. ..15 ,. • o
Potatos .. .. 20 o „ .. o

We see, then, the larger proportional of feetling

matter in Peas and Beans, and yet the cost is cheapei

and though here perhaps the Bean analysed was the

dried harvest or Mazagan Bean, we are assured that

the Haricot Bean is much of the same composition.

Peas, it is well known, have always been used where

cheap feeding is an object, but we have found that

their constant employment as food for the poor is not

relished. The union pea-soup is undeniably good,

with its quantity of meat and vegetables, but a

haricot of beef or mutton would cost no more, and

afford what the rest of the world beyond our

own country esteem a highly nutritious delicacy.

Haricot Beans, too, have the merit of being easily

cooked, though it is strange that when we speak of a

haricot of mutton we mean a stew with the haricot left

out ; and in no English cookery book that we have
consulted is the Bean introduced, but its place is sup-

Book of Household Management.

We continue our record of papers read at the Li

pool meeting of the British Association. We have

extracted some of them from the Liverpool papers, but

these are so meagie that we shall find it necessary to

supplement them from more trustworthy sources.

Section C.— Geology.

Dr. Moffat read a paper on "Geological Systems

and Endemic Diseases," showing that the soil has an
influence on the composition of the cereal plants grown
upon it, and on the diseases to which the inhabitants are

subject. The district in which he practises consists geo-

logically of the carboniferous and new red sandstone or

Cheshire sandstone systems. The inhabitants of the first

are engaged in mining and agricultural occupations, those

of the latter in agriculture. Anaemia, with goitre, is a

very prevalent disease amongst those living on the carbo-

niferous system, whilst it is almost unknown among those

living on the new red sandstone system, and consumption
is also more prevalent amongst the inhabitants of the

former. As ansemia is a condition in which there is a

deficiency of the oxide of iron which the blood naturally

contains, Dr. Moffat was led to make an examination ot

the relative composition of the Wheat grown on the soil

of Cheshire sandstone, carboniferous limestone, millstone

grit, and a transition soil between Cheshire sandstone and
the grit. The result of the analysis shows that the Wlieat

grown on the soil of the Cheshire sandstone contains the

largest quantity of ash, and that there is a larger quantity

of phosphoric acid in it than in the soils of the

carboniferous and millstone grit systems ; also a much
larger quantity of oxide of iron than in either of them.

He has calculated that each inhabitant on the Cheshire

sandstone, if he consumes a pound of Wheat daily, takes

in nearly five grains per day of the sesqui-oxide of iron

more than the inhabitant of the carboniferous system, and
wlio seems therefore to be subject to this great liability to

anJEmia in consequence of the deficiency of iron and
phosphoric acid in the food he consumes. It is not only
in the Wheat grown upon the carboniferous system that

there is a deficiency in the quantity of oxide of iron, and
the phosphates, says Dr. Moffat, but also in the blood of

the animals reared upon it ; so that the inhabitants upon
that system take in a minimum quantity of these con-

stituents of the blood, compared with that taken in by the

inhabitants of the Cheshire sandstone. He stated that

sheep were liable to anasmia—a fact which he attributed

to sheep walks being upon trap and limestone hills, in the

soil of which there is but little, if any, iron.

Dr. TURNBULL, of Liverpool, said that the paper was
a valuable and important communication, opening up a
comparatively new subject which had scarcely yet been
touched upon, and he wished there had been a large

medical audience. It showed that there was a connection

between the geological conditions of soils and the health

and diseases of the inhabitants living on the soils. It

showed too, that this influence might be indirect through

the food grown on the soils, and it showed how the

particular disease, anasmia with goitre, might be produced
by deficiency of the oxide of iron and the phosphates in

the Wheat grown on a certain soil. Such facts were
interesting, in reference both to vegetable and animal
physiology, and practically to the agriculturist as well as

the physician. There was another statement in the paper
particularly interesting to him—that consumption was
less common in the inhabitants living on the Cheshire

red sandstone than in those living on the soils of the

carboniferous system. He had himself, in a work on this

disease, directed attention to the mequalities in the distri-

bution of this, the commonest of all diseases, and urged
the importance of investigating the causes of these

inequalities, with a view to their prevention. He had also

pointed out that in this town of Liverpool, which had
been the most unhealthy, but which initiated sanitary

improvements, the statistics furnished by the late Dr.

Duncan showed that these improvements reduced, in a
remarkable manner, the mortality from phthisis. An
inquiry into the results of sa.nitary measures in 25 of the

large towns of England, which had been made under the

direction of the health ofiicer of the Privy Council, has

since proved that drying of the soil by main sewers pro-

duced its first and greatest improvement in the mortality

of large towns by reducing that from this disease. This

had led to the first inquiry which had yet been made into

the effects of geological conditions of the soil on the health

of the inhabitants. The three south-eastern counties of

Surrey, Kent, and Sussex were carefully examined by
Dr. Buchanan, under the direction of Mr. Simon

;
and

this inquiry had, he observed, brought to light the

important fact that dampness of soil is a powerful cause

of consumption. This might be considered the first fact

brought to light in relation to the influence of geological

conditions on endemic disease ; and Dr. Moffat had in

this communication, which tended to bring science to the

prevention of disease, brought another fact to light, and
had proved that conditions of the soil might indirectly

influence the inhabitants through the food grown on the soil.

Mr. A. R. Wallace read a paper on the "Earth's

Eccentricityand the Precession of the Equino.xes," illustrat-

ing their relation to geological climates and the rate of

organic change. The paper was illustrated by a diagram
constructed by means of the tables published by Mr.
Croll in the " Philosophical Magazine," of August, 1868.

The diagram covered a period of 3,000,000 years before

A.D. 1800, and 1,000,000 years after that date. The
paper at the outset stated that with the existing amount
of eccentricity the earth was nearer the sun in winter than

in summer in about the proportion of 90 to 93, and
received, therefore, about i-i7th more heat in December
tlian in June, but the difference was neutralised by the

peculiar distribution of land and sea. When the eccentri-

city of the earth was great it would cause an enormous
difference in the climates, causing the winter to be
lengthened, and the summer to be correspondingly short-

ened ; but on the other hand, during the periods of low
eccentricity, the climate would change but little during

periods stated in the diagram. The conclusions drawn
from the paper in regard to the glacial epochs was that it

w;is evident that, if these causes had had any importing

share in producing them, then the indications that geolo-

gists had found of intercalated warm periods represented

not an unusual or abnormal event, to be speculated on as

something extraordinary and difficult to account for, but

the normal state of things ; and that a consequent migra-

tion of species, of which evidence was also found, must
have occurred, not once only, but over and over again

during the whole continuance of the glacial period. A
full appreciation of this would, perhaps, assist in the

interpretation of many well-known anomalies of distribu-

tion. A still more important consequence was to be
drawn from the almost endless succession of migration of

animals and plants that must have been caused by these

often repeated changes of climate—migrations that would
take place whenever the change of climate was consider-

able, even though no glacial epoch appeared. This
migration'being inten-upted in various directions by seas,

mountains, or other obstacles, would inevitably lead to

the crowding together of animals and plants before

separated, and thus lead to a complex and often renewed
struggle for existence, and give wide scope for new and
favourable variations to establish themselves. One of

Mr. Darwin's great principles was that
"

' the relation of

organism to organism was the most important of all rela-

tions," and, "that though a change of cUmate may pro-

duce a considerable direct effect in modifying species, it

induces far greater indirect effect by favouring the increase

or diminution of enemies and competitors of the species."

He also assured Mr. Wallace that there was no cause so

powerful in inducing specific changes as mutations of

climate through the consequent migrations. He also

found from the diagram that we live, and have done for

the last 60,000 years, in a period of small eccentricity.

During the past 4,000,000 years there were only nine
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occasions when the eccentricity was so little or less than it

is now, while the average is nearly twice as great ; for

considerable periods it was three times as great. It fell,

therefore, that for the last 60,000 years there had been but

little mutuation of climate each 10,000 years —the periods

into which he divided the 4,000,000—and therefore, in

Mr. Darvvin*s own words, "the most powerful cause in

inducing specific changes " had been in abeyance. Any
estimate we might form of the rate of specific change from

the stability of species during that period would therefore

be fallacious. Tlie period of about 10.000 years of

alternate changes of climate would seem to be one well

adapted to favour rapid changes of species, as the change
would be sufficiently gradual to allow of any possible

amount of migration. There would be sufficient time for

the appearance of abundant variation, and for tlie increase

to any extent of those adapted to the changed conditions,

whilst there would also be time for the new and complete

relations into which species would be thrown to become
adjusted and balanced. If they were adequately impressed

with the highly complex relations which subsist between
each organism and all around it—which Mr. Darwin has

done so much to elucidate—and if they further accepted

his views that all changes in these relations, however
brought about, necessarily caused the modification of

some forms and the extinction of others, it seemed hardly
possible to conceive a state of things better adapted to

promote the increasing growth and change of the

organic world than that which had beeen presented to

them.
Some discussion followed the reading of Mr. Wallace's

paper, more or less favourable, in which Mr. Boyd
Dawkins took occasion to object to the attempt to correlate

geological periods with historical times.

Section D.—Biology {Zoology and Botajiy).

A paper was read by Dr. B. W. Richardson, entitled
*

' New Physiological Researches on the Effects of Carbonic
Acid." In the course of an interesting communication he
explained that the observations he had made were new,
in that they related to the direct action of carbonic acid

on animal and vegetable fluids, and they were interesting

equally to the zoologist and botanist as to the anatomist.

The author first demonstrated, from a specimen, the result

of subjecting a vegetable alkaline infusion to the action of

carbonic acid under pressure. The result was a thick

fluid substance, which resembled the fluid which exudes
as gum from some trees. When this fluid was gently

dried it became a semi-solid substance, which yielded

elastic fibres, and somewhat resembled caoutchouc. This
observation had led the author to study the eff^ect of

carbonic acid on albumen, serum of blood, blood itself,

bronchial secretion, and other organic fluids. When the

senmi of blood was thus treated with the carbonic acid

under pressure and gentle warmth, the colloidal part

was separated ; but when the blood, with the fibrine

removed from it, was treated, there was no direct separa-

tion, the blood corpuscles seeming for a time to engage
the gas by condensation of it. But blood containing

fibrine, and holding fluids by tribasic phosphate of soda,

was at once coagulated by the acid. The bronchial

secretion was thickened by carbonic acid, and a tenacious

fluid was obtained, resembling the secretion which
occun"ed in asthma and bronchitis, while secretions on
serous serfaces were thickened and rendered adhesive.

After detailing many other facts. Dr. Richardson con-
cluded by showing what bearing this had of a practical

kind. In the first place, the research had relation to the

question of elasticity of organic substances ; and secondly,

on the direct action of carbonic acid on the production of

vegetable juices. But the greatest interest concentrated
on the relation of the research to some of the diseases of

the animal body. Thus, in instances where the tem-
perature of the body was raised, and the production of

carbonic acid was excessive, the blood on the right side of

the heart had its fibrine often precipitated, and in many
other cases fibrinous or albuminous exuded fluids were
solidified, as was the case in croup. The author, in the

course of his paper, explained how rapidly blood charged
with carbonic acid absorbed oxygen when exposed to that

gas ; and he held that carbonic acid in the venous blood
was as essential to the process of respiration as was the
oxygen in the pulmonary organs.

Sionte €mtspnkm.
Potato Grafting.—I read with gi-eat interest the

leading article at p. 1277 on Potato grafting. I should
like to ask whether experiments have been, made in

Potato gi-afting, where the eye inserted and the recipient

tuber were of the same race ? If I understand lightly,

the aim of the experiments hitherto made has been to

attempt, by means of gi'afting, to unite the qualities

and characters of two distinct races of Potato, and that

this endeavour has apparently met with partial success.

The sceptical, however, may still look upon the results

obtained as the mere effects of the act of grafting, and
not of any quasi-hybrid influence. The question, then,

is this, does the mere act of grafting induce variation

among Potatos ?—that is to say, would the produce of
an eye taken from one tuber of a Fenn's Onwards, for

example, and grafted into another tuber of the same
kind, be more variable than that obtained in the ordi-

nary way without grafting ? The presumption was that

the produce of Potato-grafts would be subject to much
the same laws as ordinary tree-gi'afts, where the pro-

duct usuallycorresponds most closely with the characters

of the tree whence the graft was obtained ; but here we
have evidence that this is not the case when two
distinct races are employed, and I wish to ask whether
it is so when gi'aft and stock are of the same race ?

7. Traherne Mogp-idge, Park Villas West, Richmond.

Preserving Walnuts.-—In the courseof last whiter

a few dishes of Walnuts were accidentally preseiTed in

such excellent order till the middle of Febi'uaiy, that

perhaps some ol your coiTcspondents might think the

plan worth trying in a more regular manner. The
Walnuts had been placed, after gathering, on the

boarded floor of an Apple-loft, where they usually

keep in tolerable order for a few weeks and then

shrivel ; last year, however, they chanced to be placed

next to a quantity of seed Potatos, and room being

needed the Walnuts were, I presume, somewhat care-

lessly moved to the end of a rough plank Apple shelf,

and there left amongst the straw with a number of the

seed Potatos which had been accidentally gathered up
with them, and when the Walnuts were required for

dessert they were found to be plump and fi'esh, and
quite excellent. The shelf being of rough planks

admitted a deal of air, whilst the straw protected them
from the too rapid evaporation of the slight dampness
in the Potatos ; at least, I suppose this would be the

explanation of their superior condition. Our Walnuts
have never before kept so well, although we have

tried many of the plans usually recommended. E. O.

The Royal Horticultural Society at Notting-
ham.—Upon this subject there appears already to be a

hitch, for I read in the Nottingham Daily Gitardian

that a deputation from the Council has fixed on a site

for the exhibition upon the circumference of the town,

when a much better one, the public Arboretum, could

be had in the centre. A coiTespondent of the Guai'dian^

who appears to have spent some days in Nottingham,

says :

—

" As a London nvu"seryman, who has visited almost

every exhibition the Society has had, from the palmy days

of Chiswick do\vn to the present time, I say without the

slightest reservation, the Society has never had so

fine a site for an exhibition as the Arboretum pre-

sents, nor one where, with ordinary prudence in the

management, profit is so sure to come in. Within

easy distance from the railway, in the best part of

the town, splendidly fenced, with broad, handsome
walks, and capacious and well-kept lawns and flower

gardens, and, above all, refreshment saloons capable of

seating at one time little short of a thousand people, a
better site could not be had. All this is ready without a

shilling of expense to the Society, a fact pregnant with

very serious consideration for the executive of the gather-

ing. If table-land be the difficulty, I would undertake to

find more tent room than the Society ever yet needed,

and have acres to spare ; and if consecutive tents must be

had, why not run them over the broad central walk of the

garden, where a stretch of more than 1000 feet may be got

%vith the greatest ease, not level, certainly, but rising so

gently as to make it most desirable?"

What more than this can the Council desire ? Surely if

a town proposes to meet the Society handsomely, it has

a right to expect some consideration in return. Wolla-

ton, it appears, is situated three miles from Notting-

ham upon the Mansfield branch of the Midland

Railway, Lenton being the nearest station. On the con-

trary, the Arboretum is an easy ten minutes' walk from

either the Northern or Midland stations, and it appears

to be replete with every accommodation. Some letters

which have appeared in the Guardian are temperate

and well-reasoned, and, it is fair to presume, would not

be inserted without just cause. In these provincial visits

the convenience of guarantors, and those who fuid the

special prizes, should be considered. No town can be

expected to subscribe its money without a fair chance

of some return ; and therefore, to make these visits

agreeable to all parties, and at the same time profitable,

it is quite as necessary that the Council should endeavour

to fit themselves to circumstances as to expect that in

all cases circumstances can be made to fit them. To
object to ground in a public garden because it is not

as level as a billiard-table is, to say the least of it,

childish. A. W. [See some remarks at p. 1310. Eds.]

Coreopsis aristosa.—I have Coreopsis aiistosa,

showing abundance of flower-buds. It has really a

large showy flower, reminding one of a HeUanthus. T,

How to Destroy Ants.—We have here destroyed

ants with soft-soap, with a few days' care (after use-

lessly trying many other remedies), in the greenhouse

and garden, by well stirring together 2 lb. of soft-soap

with about 6 or S gallons of water, and pouring this

mixture frequently on the tracks of the ants, so as to

keep them moist. We have also got rid of them in

some of the offices of the house, by making the soft-

soap into a paste with a little water, and carefully

filling up the ants' holes between flags or boards with

this paste, renewing this stopping wherever displaced

by the ants. S, M. O.

I used to find that a little sulphur mixed with

the top mould of a pot cleared that pot of ants

effectually ; but it is a much more difficult matter to

extirpate them. A very numerous colony once fixed

themselves in the woodwork of the house in which

I lived. I tried all sorts of means to drive them away,

but in vain ; they were all day long, from May to

September, passing in a continuous stream from a

Poplar tree near the house into a chink of the wood-
work, where they disappeared ; but a second con-

tinuous stream issued from another chink, and passed

back by another column to the tree—as soon as the

cliink was stopped with putty or paint they found out

some other place of entrance or exit. It may be

doubted whether their real abode was in the living or

the dead timber ; but I imagine they hibernated in

some crevice of my dwelling-house—they never, how-

ever, appeared inside. I was beaten, and left off

amioying them. But after some years I pulled down
the tree, and after that they entirely disappeared.
I consider they found their sustenance in the tree,

which always abounded in aphides, and when this was
gone they decamped. Moral : Stop the supplies,

H. 7. S.

Heather.—Mr. Forsyth's communication in your
last issue (p. 1278) is likely to be of service in calling

attention to the use of these hardy little shrubs for

decorative purposes. For many years I have grown
them largely with other American plants in sandy
loam without a particle of peat, and employed them
successfully in landscape gardening operations, so that

a few hints as to the kinds most likely to be serviceable

may not be out of place. All the numerous varieties

of Calluna vulgaris group well—C. alba and C. coc-

cinea make an excellent bed. The varieties of C,
vulgaris, with silver and golden foliage, form an excel-

lent group, C. vulgaris flore-pleno is a perfect gem,
and is as hardy as the common one ; it is of bright pink
colour, and this, with an edging of C. pygmcea, is

always of interest. C. v. tomentosa is a bold-growing
sort, that mixes well with C. v. Alportii. All these

are varieties of our common Heather, or Ling, as it is

sometimes called. There are many others, interesting

as curiosities, which should be grown by collectors.

Erica camea and herbacea are beautiful spring-flower-

ing pink and flesh-coloured kinds, and if any variety

is wanted to accompany them, the dwarf Irish form of

E. mediterranea, wdiich is whitish, will associate well

with them. The E. arborea, E. mediterranea, and E.

stricta, with whitish and pink flowers, make a beautiful

tall group. E. vagans and E. alba, white and pale

pink, with E. multiflora, perhaps a variety of vagans,

being of similar growth, and of a deep rose colour,

ought to be largely encouraged. Erica cinerea, blue-

purple, when mixed with E. Tetralix, which has pink

flowers, is very attractive ; and here Nature and Art
meet, for miles of these two are to be met with both in

Holland and this country. There are pretty varieties

of E. cinerea, as alba, coccinea, and pallida, but they

are not met with in nurseries so plentifully as the other

sorts above enumerated. These are the chief kinds of

Heath adapted for groups on lawns or shrubberies,

but what is called Irish Heath or Menziesia must not

be omitted, for the flowers are bold and effective, of a

pure white or purplish colour, and they have the

advantage of blooming from June often till Christmas.

Occasionally the long wiry stems, if not prevented,

grow out to great length, and I have seen them seek

support from the stems of bushes, and surprise the

beholder with bunches of their flowers 5 or 6 feet high.

Such was the case at tlie late Archdeacon Croft's, at

Saltwood, near Hythe, some few years ago. The best

time to plant Heaths is when the autumnal rains have
well set in. They may be kept within bounds by the

use of the knife or shears. In some cases the year

after pruning the removal of the plants will be found

advisable, which will much tend to keep them within

limits adapted to their situation. William Masters,

Exotic Nursery, Cantcrlmrv.

Melon Growing at Heckfield.—Under the above
heading I quote the following from R. Gilbert :

— ** Mr.
Wildsmith is perfectly right in all that he writes about

Melon gi"owing." Now on what grounds does he
speak with so much authority on another's behalf?

Simply, it appears, because he has himself been in the

habit of taking three crops ; but is that a reason why
the system should be advocated as a good one ? Sup-

pose Mr. Gilbert to be placed in a similar situa-

tion to the one I fill, where a good Melon is

prized above all other dessert fruits, and where the

employer and other members of his family not

only know but expect to be well supplied with first-

class fruit, both as to size and quality combined ;

can he stiU say he w'ould be able to give satisfaction

with the produce of either the third or fourth crop ? If

he really thinks he could, allow me to tell him, can-

didly, that in my opinion it is beyond the skill of

any man to do it. Where there is only sufficient con-

venience for one plantation in a season, then the system

might be adopted to prolong the supply—for out of in-

adequate means an employer cannot look for extra-

ordinaiy returns ; but where means and facilities are

provided to keep up a succession of young fruiting

plants, both system and practice alike are bad and un-

satisfactory. T. C.

I quite endorse Mr. A. Wildsmith's views

on this matter. All that is needed to cut a second, or

even a third good crop of any ordinary variety of

Melon, is to keep the leaves free of thrip and spider,

and the roots healthy. My second crops have often

been better, and generally heavier than the first, and

there is no difficulty in cutting a third. But a second

was my constant practice for years. And more fmit

can be cut from a given space, by successional crops on

the same plants, than by renewing the plants. If the

old plants are healthy and strong, they show and swell

directly the growth is made, the roots in full activity,

and the fruit swell at an extraordinary rate. "T. C."

has made a mistake. The practice of the successional

cropping of the same Melon plants is common, and

generally successful. Quercus.

Preserving Golden Drop Plums. — I beg to

inform your correspondent, "A. B.," as to how Coe's

Golden Drop Plum may be kept for two or three
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momhs. Gather them carefully when dry and sound,

and hang them up by the stalk in a dry, cool and airy

room. A line stretched across the room and the fniit

tied to it, answers the purpose very well. The fruit

should he gathered before it begins to shrivel. A. S.

Kemp, BaKghtnn, Shifnall.

The Transplantation of Bracken.—I observe a

neighbour asks about this. Permit me to supplement

your answer as follows :—It may be done in your way,

but all difficulty vanishes by the following method :

Go with a horse and cart and a sharp spade into a

thicket of Bracken ; proceed to cut out a cart load in

large spadefuls, say a foot square and as much deep ;

cart it to the place you wish it to grow in, empty it

out, and spread it about as if the pieces were laj'ge

clods of earth, turning any of the largest inverted

pieces the right way up, and spreading the new material

about 6 inches thick, without any ])articular care of

root or stem, and next year you will have a crop of

Bracken that will speedily become a thicket. Singular

though it seems, this rough mode has been far more
successful with me than the most careful digging up
and replanting of the roots and stems. If '*T. R. IC"
can spread the roots and soil a foot thick in their new
home, the ground will be covered the sooner ; but

6 inches will insure a crop, which spreads with great

rapidity in its own earth. The latter advantage con-

stitutes the merit and the success of this rough and
ready method of transplanting Bracken. D, T. F.

Muscari armeniacum, &c.—Can any of your
readers tell me where I can procure bulbs of Muscari
armeniacum and ambrosiacum, two most beautiful

things, which some nurserymen used to keep, and which
no nurseryman ought to have lost ? No garden should

be without them, but, alas ! no one seems to know
where they can be had. Can any one put me in the

way of getting again the Double Primrose which used
to go by the name of the Double Scotch—a deep
brownish purple variety edged with yellow? This hot

summer has killed my last surviving plant, and I do
not like to be without it—it is so beautiful. H, Harpur-
Creioe^ Rectory^ Drayton-Beauchavip^ TrUig.

Fruit in Yorkshire,—Some of your correspondents
will be surprised to hear of the large quantities of fruit,

and the prices realised, sold at Thirsk, a small market
town in North "S'orkshire. It is chiefly grown by
small farmers and cottagers, who convey it to market
in all kinds of conveyances, hampers, boxes, trunks,

tubs, &c. It was computed that there were sent into

Thirsk last Monday week upwards of 30 tons of
Plums, which were sold at the following prices—I give

you the highest in all cases—(fruit is sold at 18 lb. per
stone) :—Damsons, %d. per stone ; Green Gages, \s. ;

Kirk's Plum, is. ; Orleans, ^d. ; Pond's Seedling and
Victorias (Denyer's), a great favourite in this neigh-

bourhood, %d. a score. Pond's Seedling is sold for

Victorias, the countiy people not knowing the differ-

ence. Winesours, one of the very best preser\-ing

Plums, are sold for 8(/. per stone, the Wheat Plum
fetched \d. and i\d. per stone, and the Chermes Pears
zd. per stone. I believe there are hundreds of stones

of Plums that will never be gathered, but lie on the
ground to rot, from the price being so low. y. C.

Nicholson, Mount St. John, Thirsk.

The Gardeners' Benevolent Institution.—Mr.
McArdell calls attention to what seems a hardship and
an evil—namely, that in the election of pensioners
subscribers have no advantage over non-subscribers ;

they have, however, this undoubted privilege, that after

subscribing for 14 years they are placed upon the funds,

should they unfortunately need the pension, without
an election at all. This is certainly a gieat advantage.
Whether it is a sufficient inducement to gardeners to

subscribe, is a different question, but it certainly ought
to be. Fourteen guineas, and then a pension of ^20
per annum for life, if deserving of it and qualified to

receive it—this is not a bad uivestment. The other
matter of giving a gi'eater preference to subscribers in the
ordinary elections, rests with the members. I confess
hitherto the mere fact of an applicant being a sub-
scriber for a few years has not gone for much with me.
Perhaps he subscribed with the express object of be-
coming a pensioner. Were the Society more popular, it

would be needful to be particular in choosing the mem-
bers, or it might soon become bankrupt from an excess of

pensioners. The man who may have subscribed with
the express object of getting his guineaback overand over
again, may not be such a fit object of charity as another
who may never have had the opportunity of subscribing,
and yet has been overtaken by sudden affliction or loss.

I have generally been guided in voting by the apparent
need of the object of charity, and occasionally by
the importunity of the ajjplicant or his friends. I am
thankful to say that hitherto none of the applicants
have been known to me, so that my votes have been
quite impartial. It is, perhaps, well that Mr.
McArdell has called attention to the subject, although
I do not see how the evil (?) he complains of is to be
remedied, unless each year's subscription is to be
counted as so many votes. It would Jiardly be worth
while for them to count one ; but if the members
thought proper to allow each year's subscription to
count four, then the men who had subscribed say 12
years would start with nearly 50 votes ahead of those
who had not subscribed at all, and so on in propor-

tion. This might be an inducement to some to be-

come subscribers, and could hardly be thought un-

just to any. Still, my hope and wish for all the

members is, that we may never have to take back
our guineas ; while every one who has one that can
possibly be spared for this charity ought to hasten

to give it, and thus enjoy tlie greater blessed-

ness of giving than receiving. I have only one regret

as the urgent cases come before me, that I have been
able to do so little for the Institution. Every applicant

seems deserving of election, and had all gardeners sup-

ported this benevolent institution as they ought to have
done, none of the needful ought to be turned heart-

breaking«away. Why, if our guinea can but comfort

one suffering brother of the spade, or cheer the

struggling widow of one true gardener, we can have no
richer reward. While taking care to be just to sub-

scribers, let us be also, so far as is in our power, be
very pitiful to non-subscribers, and help all who are

overwhelmed in common misfortune to the utmost of

our ability. We must take care that our charity is not

strained by our selfishness or our pnidence, but rather

let it fall, like the gentle dew from heaven, an unex-

pected and it may be undeserved blessing upon the

earth beneath. A Suhsa-ibcr,

In your paper of the 17th inst. there appeared
a letter from Mr. J. C, McArdell, which I think

ought not to pass unnoticed. In the first place it is

well to remind him and your readers generally that the

committee have no power to make such bye-laws as he

suggests, even if they desired to do so. As long as

the present rules are in existence the committee can

only do their duty in the way they have done. Every
one who has received a voting paper, however, must
have noted how carefully, in large type, is printed the

number of years a candidate has subscribed to the

funds ; there has been manifest care taken that no
one's claim on that score should escape notice. What
more can be done ? The votes of those who give their

money must determine how the money shall be dis-

tributed, and I doubt if any one subscriber is justified

in rebuking others for the • way in which they

give their votes. Such strong language as "an ex-

hibition of dishonesty and cruel perversion of

rights " is sadly out of place. If every one has

not a right to exercise his own judgment in the

matter, it is a farce to issue polling papers at all. Had
your coiTespondent simply said, "The candidate who
has shown a wish to help others is best entitled to

sympathy," I should not have disputed the correctness

of his remarks. Supposing the other claims were
equal, no doubt the subscriber is entitled to preference

;

but that any wrong is done, because a candidate who
has subscribed £\o or £\i does not get £\6 a-year

for life on the first application for assistance, I must
deny. Admitting what I have said in his favour,

there may be otlier circumstances which must always
influence the voter—the past career and character of

the applicant (avc all know there are gardeners and
" gardeners ") ; and I for one confess that I voted for

one who I knew thirty years ago struggling with ill-

health, and never in a position to give, yet a man
whom I hold to be a real gardener, and a credit to his

profession. Old friendships are sure to influence in

these matters :
*' if he has not been able to subscribe, I

have, and I think I have a right to give him
my votes." Then, again, the peculiar circumstances

of each case, and the age, influence many. I

notice the two names your correspondent gives, and
I see the successful candidate, who had 600 votes,

was 78 years of age. Mrs. Shuard, whose case is no
doubt a very good one, and who I tnist will be safe

next time, is only 65. Some have the advantage of

very energetic friends, who solicit for them ; but, on
the whole, I do not think the friends of subscribing

candidates have much to complain of. All over

15 years have got on the list easily, and a glance at the

list before last election shows only two names of non-
subscribers put on since 1857. Now there are four

more, aged 84, 78, 75, and 71, Had we lOO more
yearly subscribers (and there are more than loo men I

know who ought to give but do not), all who asked
help might have had it at last election. Past success

makes us hopeful for the future. When I joined there

were 13 pensioners, now there are nearly 60. We have
about ^8000 invested, and as doubtless for the future

outsiders will not have the excuse of being old men
before they heard of the Institution, I think it is bad
policy for any gardener to withhold his help. If he
never needs aid, so much the better ; it will be a
pleasant thing to remember that in his prosperity he
did not forget the weaker brethren. W. A.

Depth of Soil for Bedding Calceolarias.—

I

have much pleasure in answering Mr. Simpson's
(]uestion. The depth of our soil is about 2 feet. The
deeper, for such plants as these, that need a cool and
damp bottom, the better. There is no storing tank
equal to a deep tilth for holding water. The water
supply of this country might be doubled by deepening
the tilth one-half. The best manure, if one could get

it, for Calceolarias, is half rotten cowdung ; 4 inches

of this, mixed with a strong loam, will carry these

splendidly through most seasons. Last season burned
several of our Pelargoniums, killed thousands of Viola

cornuta outright, and likewise stunted into fiowerless-

ness a good many of our Calceolarias. But this was
an exceptional occurrence

j
generally they go on wear-

ing their bright golden crowns throughout the summer.
Nay, there is nothing to equal them. I find that, even
with the addition of manure, ground gets Calceolaria

sick. The exigencies of colouring in a large geo-

metrical flower-garden compel us to have the same
colour in the same spot, at times, for several years

rumiing. I observe a great difference after the second

crop of Calceolarias on the same ground. They are

not so strong, as they seem in danger of losing the

art—so useful as to be well nigh indispensable, espe-

iu geometrical designs or ribbon borders,—that of

continuous blooming. If it can be avoided, never

let Calceolarias foUow Calceolarias. If it must

be so, manure well and deeply ; or, better

still, transfer the earth to another bed, and
give the Calceolaria the Pelargonium or Ageratum
soil close by, adding, if needful, a little burnt earth or

clay to it with the manure. Where the same plants

have to succeed each other for several seasons, it is well

thus to transfer the earth in the autumn or during the

winter ; each plant may thus appear in the old place,

and yet the roots be provided with fresh food. By such

simple expedients we reap all the benefits of a rotation

of crops, while the surface hues of beauty are repeated

from year to year. This is an object with those who
love repose in gardens, and have reached through years

of patient labour, and many failures possibly, to a high

state of grouping perfection, and therefore delight in

repeating it season after season. Those who prefer a

change each year will rotate their crops of flowers in

the usual manner, without the exchanging of the soil

between beds. But soils deep and moderately rich,

and certainly moist, are indispensable for the successful

growth of Calceolarias throughout the parching climate

of East Anglia. D. T. Fish.

The Outdoor Cultivation of Palms.—Some
months ago I suggested in your Journal the advisa-

bility of allowing some of the smaller hardy Palms at

Kew to remain in the gardens during the summer
months. In making this suggestion I was guided by
what I see every winter on the south coast of France,

at Hyeres, Cannes, Nice, and Mentone, as also on the

western and eastern Rivieras. In these localities the

Palms in question, planted and gi'owing in the open
air, remain exposed all winter to a temperature which
every year, once or oitener, falls to the freezing point,

sometimes to two or three degrees below. For weeks
at a time, also, the night temperature does not rise

above 45° or 46"^. Since then I have tried the ex-

periment in my own garden at Weybridge, Surrey,

with entire success. On June 12 I planted out 32
young Palms, received from Algiers the previous

summer in their pots. The latter were plunged to the rim

in the sandy soil, but under each pot I placed a large

saucer. Recollecting that Palms, whilst growing, cannot

have too much water, I wished by this means to secure a

plentiful supply of moisture to their roots. They were

watered every second day in sunny weather. The
locality was a border exposed in full to the south, and
protected from the north by a dense Portugal Laurel

hedge, lO feet high. In this sunny, rather sheltered

situation, the Palms have done admirably, and have

made a very healthy and vigorous growth. I left them
in the border until September 12, when I thought it

time to take them in, as the thermometer had gone

dowm repeatedly to 36° at night, and once to 32"*.

Although I knew that they would stand such a tempe-

rature for a few nights, I was not sure that its long-

continued repetition might not injure them. I found

every leaf in good order, and the roots were coming

out of the apertures of the pots, healthy and 'vigorous.

Some I repotted, and found the roots in perfect order.

Always finding the roots of Palms that require re-

potting curled up at the bottom of the pot, like those of

a Hyacinth, and having seen at Mentone, on taking

down a terrace wall, 5 feet high, the roots of young

Palms (four years old), down 5 feet deep, I have come

to the conclusion that the pots and tubs usually

employed are not deep enough for the natural root

action of Palms. I have therefore had pots made by
Messrs. Bousey, Brox Potteries, Chertsey— 12's,

26 inches deep. In these pots the Palms will be able

to strike downwards, as is no doubt their habit in the

sandy soils they affect. In such regions the white,

ivory roots, no doubt, go do\TO in search of moisture.

The Palms look veiy well in these rather quaint pots—
rather like flower-pots placed on columns. One
advantage is, that they take less than one half the

room that an ordinary pot containing the same quantity

of earth would take. Thus they can be stowed away
in less than half the space. When thus stowed away
in winter, during their doimant state, I have no doubt

that they would not be in the least injured by having

all their leaves tied together by a string, which would

still further help their being stowed in a limited state.

I presume as much from what takes place at Bordighera,

between Mentone and St. Remo, where there are

groves of Date Palms. They are cultivated to supply

Italy with Palm branches for Palm Sunday. These

Palm branches are quite white, and are thus blanched

by being tied together, swathed, during the winter

months, so as to entirely exclude light from_ their

tissues. This process does not injure the leaves in the

least, although it does the appearance of the Palm tree.

When unswathed, if left on the tree, the branches

soon recover their natural colour; if loosely_ tied

up in a consei-vatory, when at rest in winter,
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in order to occupy less space, the interference

with their natural functions would not by any means
he so great. The Palms thus treated have been
Lat:inia borbonica, Corypha australis, Raphis flabelli-

formis, Phcenix dactylifera, P. tomentosa, Cham.xrops
humilis, C. excelsa, and Curculigo recurvata. [The
latter an Amaryllid, not a Palm. Eds.] These
Palms have been, during the summer, a very orna-

mental feature in my garden, and will be more so when
they become larger. They are now consigned to a cool

house, from which we only purpose to keep out the

frost, as we did last winter. My impression, from
what I see every winter in the South, and from ex-

perience during this last year, is, that the more hardy
Palms may be grown with ease, and without anything
more than protection from frost, for outdoor decoration ;

indeed, with as little trouble and expense as Pelargo-

niums or Fuchsias. Henry Bennct, M.D.^ Gi'osz'enor

Street, Sept. 24.

Acacia Riceana.—I send you with this a sprig of
this graceful Acacia as it is at this season of the year.

Unlike the rest of the family, it is useful at nearly all

seasons. In mixing with flowers, whether for vase or

hand, it is equally effective. It will last for more than
a week in any arrangement. For ladies' hair it has
been used effectively. It remains in its present state

till the month of April ; it then opens its flowers, and
soon fades away, as all Acacias do ; but from the
month of Augu'it till April it remains in this state.

Some of the finest shoots on our tree are 6 feet long,

covered with its embryo straw-coloured flowers.

H. K. , Floorsy Sept. 26. [A very elegant plant, that
should be more grown. Eds.]

A Plague of Flies.—During the past ten days we
have been visited with a fearful plague of small flies ;

indeed, so numerous have they become, that the ground
in places is literally covered with them, and the air

appears to be full. At times, especially when the sun
is bright, it is almost impossible to walk or drive for

them without a slight screen over the face. The
havoc they are committing is terrible ; healthy young
Peach trees are so infested with them that the weight
actually breaksoff the leaves ; trees that were healthy and
clean a few days since are now covered with green-fly,

and are in a dreadful state ; the green crops are also

suffering badly from their ravages ; and if rain does not
sliortly come, things will be very serious indeed.
The Turnip fields adjoining my two kitchen gardens
are in a most wretched condition. Has this plague of
flies been general? If so, I fear we shall hear some
very sad accounts. I remember a similar occurrence
some few years since, when at Osberton, but the
plague only lasted a ^t\y hours. Edward Bennett,
Enviiic Hall Gardens, Stonrbrht^^e.

Picea Nordmanniana.—There is growing here a
fine healthy specimen of Picea Nordmanniana, which
has been planted about 20 years, but has never borne
a cone till this season. It is a very handsome tree,

and the soil here—a heavy loam—seems to suit it

remarkably well, it having made an average growth
of from 15 to iS inches every year. The branches
are very dense, and regularly disposed from the top to

the ground. There are several plants of this Pine
planted in the woods here, and, from its healthy con-
stitution and quick growth, it bids fair in time to quite

outdo tlic common Silver Fir. It well deserves to be
much more extensively planted than it is. I should be
glad to know if it is common for this variety to bear
cones in these islands? [No.] Robert Afoulton, Str.uard
and Gr. to the Lord Athlumney, Somerv'dle, Navan.

Fruit Gathering.—A monthly horticultural perio-
dical has lately put forward two opinions, the fact or
fallacy of which is of such serious import to all fruit

gardeners, that I am most anxious to have the question
settled in your next impression. The one is, that it is

not essential to gather fruit (Apples and Pears) dry.

[We should say that it is.] The other, that the process
of rubbing after the sweating of the fruit (this, of
course, as applied to Apples, as Pears do not sweat to
speak of) is unnecessary, and, indeed, objectionable.
[Quite right.] In addition to the above queries, which
are of essential consequence to all gardeners, may I

add another? Should stone fruit be gathered at any
particular time of the day? [At any time when dry.]
Is it injurious to take it when warm from the sun ?

[We have never heard so.] A Constant Reader,
Cardigan. [We should Hke to have the opinions, //v
and con, of correspondents on these subjects. Eds.]

Potatos Grown from Transplanted Shoots.—
I beg to inform your coixespondent '* A. E. Barrett"
(p. 12S2), that his method of giowing Potatos from
transplanted shoots is not a new idea. The same
thing was practised by me as far back as 1S54, also by
the late Mr, Gould, nurseryman, of Redditch, who
grew a very large crop of Alstones the year after he
witnessed my crop at Perdiswell Hall. I have always
practised the one-stem system, and have recommended
it several times in this Journal. The method of propa-
gating by shoots was also recommended by me, early
in the spring of this year, in these pages, in my com-
ments on the Fifty Dollar Potato. By the above method
I made 132 sets from four tubers of the American
Rose. This spring I adopted rather a novel, if not
original, plan of increasing Potatos by shoots. The
Countess of Stamford and Warrington had some half-

dozen Potatos sent her, which were forgotten at plant-

ing time, and were not thought of until the beginning
of June ; the shoots were then drawn up a foot or
more in length, and quite bleached. These I exposed
a few days to harden, and then cut them in lengths
about an inch long, or sufficient to just obtain one eye.

These I planted in pans just as I would the eyes of a
Vine ; in a few days nearly the whole of them started

into growth, and within a fortnight from the time the

Potato shoots or eyes were planted, I called the atten-

tion of the Earl of Stamford to the method I had
employed to increase the half-dozen tubers entrusted to

my care. The shoots were all planted in the open
ground, and, notwithstanding the late season *of plant-

ing, and the hot, dry summer, they have yielded above
my expectations. We are told there is nothing new
under the sun, therefore I cannot claim the method I

adopted as original. Edzuard Bennett, Enville Hall
Gardens, Stourbridge.

Echeveria secunda glauca.—Mr. Simpson has
called timely attention to this singular and most useful

bedding plant. I am indebted to him for a pinch of

seed, which I sowed about a year ago, and I am now
tlie fortunate possessor of 400 of this very desirable

succulent. At present they form the groundwork of a

square, in which are dotted over the surface a dozen
fine plants of Echeveria metallica, edged with the

Sempervivum californicum, and though only yearlings,

they are covered with its uncommon-coloured flowers,

and which, no doubt, as Mr. Simpson says, would look

well mixed with blue Lobelia, although I prefer all

these singular-looking plants in a bed or border by
themselves—anyway it is a plant that commands
attention from all visitors to the gardens, and hence it

deserves to be encouraged by gardeners. //. Knight,
Eloojs.

Foreign Correspondence.
Crops in South Australia.— Ills Excellency the

Governor of South Australia directs the publication of

the following paper, read by Dr. Schomburgk before the

Chamber of Manufactures, for general information:

—

The efforts of our agriculturists have now to a con-

siderable extent to be directed to other objects than
that of Wheat growing, which has reached its utmost
limits—a contingency that cannot surprise, and that no
one has ever doubted must sooner or later arrive. To
Wheat, which has hitherto engrossed almost exclusive

attention, other paying products must be added from
which our agriculturists may derive an income ; the

time having passed when Wheat growing alone was the

safest and most profitable occupation. The fertility of

large tracts of our soil has been already exhausted for

want of attention to the warnings of science. Warnings
such as these, constantly repeated, were less heeded
than they ought to have been. The vital question with

us is. What shall we do—which are the plants practical

and useful to add to the ordinary occupation of our
agriculturists? I am sorry to say they are not so very

numerous. The peculiarity of our climate, especially

the continuous droughts, are not favourable to many
useful commercial plants ; they are decidedly averse to

tropical and subtropical agriculture. But for such we
have now an extensive, fertile, and promising field at

Port Darwin, of which I will speak hereafter. The
task of introducing any new industrial plant is not an
easy one. We may know all about the structure of

such a plant, its life, its distribution, its culture, its use

—we do not know it completely, because for our par-

ticular purpose we must know also its natural enemies.

Another question—and I think a very important one

—

Will the new industrial plant pay, when we have to

compete with other countries where wages range lower?
and how long will it be before we can derive a profit

from its culture? Many will shrink back from the

experiment, rather than wait for years to elapse before

a profit can be returned. We are too much used to cereal

growing, which no doubt gives the quickest return, and
which till now has retarded the introduction of such
plants as require the lapse of years before such can be
obtained. But we must not blame the South Australian
agriculturists for such alone. No ; such an antipathy
for new industry plants is evinced over the whole
civilised world, until a successful pioneer has found its

paying qualities. I will mention only one instance.

The introduction of the Potato in Prussia met with
great impediments. The Government distributed a

certain number of Potatos in every district ; many of

these were tasted raw by the people and thrown away,
until they were forced by law to plant and account for

them. The question has been very often brought
before the public. Are there are no localities in the

colony where we could grow sugar. Coffee, Tea, and
Cotton ? Such an attempt would only lead to a total

failure, the plants above-mentioned belonging exclu-
sively to tropical agriculture, for which our southern
climate is not at all adapted. I may say there
is no doubt that Sugar-cane will grow in several

localities in the colony, but if with profit is the problem.
Our southern climate is not adapted for sugar culti-

vation by the cane. The cultivation of Cofl'ee also is

not worth the thought. I think there is not a more
delicate plant, especially when in bloom, than the
Coffee. In British Guiana, where I resided five years,

which is situated under 7° latitude, the Coffee planta-

tions are sheltered by large trees to protect the plants,

especially during the flowering season, against cold
winds. What would become of them here with our
cold southern wind ? In some favourable places in our
gulHes Tea might grow. Generally where the Ca-
mellias are growing the Tea plant will ; but if with
profit is another very doubtful question. Cotton grow-
ing was several times attempted, and always a failure,

as the crop dtpends entirely on favourable wet
summers, with which we are not often blessed. It is

no criterion if we see or hear of a few plants giowing
luxuriantly, and producing a few fine pods under
extraordinary circumstances. That Cotton could be
cultivated extensively as a staple with profit in South
Australia is a chimera. It is my firm belief that

tropical agiiculture in South Australia would be a

total failure—capital and time would only be lost.

Why venture such, while we have the most promising
and unfailing field for such at Port Darwin?

Sei'icultiire.—The importance of introducing seri-

culture into South Australia is undeniable, as we
have clear evidence of the adaptability of our climate

to the production of an excellent quality of silk, for

which the demand is now unlimited, in consequence of

the disease amongst the silkworms prevailing in the

silk-producing countries in Europe, and unknown
here. Considering how the silk manufacture increased

for centuries, and still continues to do so, the demand
can never fail. To facilitate the scheme, I made in-

quiries in Europe as to what kind of Mulberry was now
considered the best for feeding the silkworm, and intro-

duced the seeds, and offered for distribution the young
plants of the most approved kinds; but I am sorry to say

the demand for these was very limited, and I hailed with
delight the judicious act of the Government to provide
the means for laying out the first Mulberry plantation

in South Australia at the Magill Orphanage, where my
surplus stock could be used. There is no doubt that

the production of silk will become one of our future

and most important industries, which will at the same
time be a practical and useful aid to the ordinary occu-

pation of our farmers. As the silk manufacturers now
prefer the cocoons to the reeled silk, this will save a
good deal of tedious work of sericulture. In regard to

the growth of the Mulberry throughout the colony,

we may say they gi'ow everywhere. We find the trees

growing at Glenelg and Brighton close to the beach in

sand, so luxuriant, even as in the hills or elsewhere.

In Italy, as I understand, sericulture is divided

into three different branches, namely, the growing
and selling of the Mulberry leaves, the rearing

of the cocoons, and the reeling of the silk ; and
in comparison with the work spent, one pays as well

as the other. I will also not go into the dry details

of figures as to the enormous amount of money
which is spent in producing silk ; but will only call

your attention to the extraordinary fact that the sum
paid for silkworm eggs from China and Japan is yearly

about ;i{^ioo,ooo. I am expecting by every mail a

quantity of Mulberry seeds, and probably next season

will be prepared to distribute a number of Mulberry
plants. This I find is a good plan to lay the basis of

new industries. There are many people who shrink

back from the trouble to procure seed and raise the

plants, but if they can get trees they will plant them.

I may also mention here, that after many trials of

different kinds of Mulberries for the food of the silk-

worm in the silk-producing countries have been made,
the white Mulberry (Morus alba) is considered now the

best ; but a variety (Morus multicaulis) is used for the

young worms, beginning to leaf four weeks earlier than

Morus alba, and this kind should not be omitted in any
Mulberry plantation. Before closing the chapter on
sericulture, I cannot omit to mention the names of

Mrs. S. Davenport and Mr. G. Francis. Both have
been indefatigable in promoting sericulture.

Flax and Hemp.—We may say, and with grati-

fication, that the energetic and enterprising far-

mers in the South have laid the basis of a new and
probably remunerative industry—that of Flax growing.

Many years elapsed before an attempt was made, and
the country has to thank the Rev. T. J. Smyth, of
Kapunda, who in an able and persevering way recom-
mended the culture of the Flax in this colony, for the

result. If we consider the unfavourable season the
Flax-growers had to contend with, the first result is in

every way most encouraging, and I hope for the well-

doing of the colony that other districts will follow the

example, as there is no doubt that Flax will grow in

most of our districts, and yield a fair return. I would
also call the attention of the farmers to the growth uf

the Hemp plant, another saleable article, much sought

after in the home markets both for its fibre and its

seed ; the latter is noted in the last price current at

44J. to 48/. per cwt., and, considering the heaviness of

tlie seed, it yields a remunerative price. The Hemp
plant will grow in any kind of soil, and could probably
be grown throughout the colony with profit ; and to

show wliat an important plant Hemp is, which pro-

duces one of the best cordages, that the last three

quarters 1050 tons of cordage and ropes have been
imported.

Beetroot.—I come now to another industry, of which
it is pleasing to notice the basis will be also laid this

season by the same enterprising men in the South. I

cannot speak from experience, but I am confinned

that the soil and climate, especially in the neighbour-

hood of Mount Gambler, is most admirably adapted

for the growth of the Beetroot, for the manufacture 'of
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sugar and other purposes. According to the latest

statistical news from home, there are at present 1184

beet-sugar works on the Continent in Europe, and the

total produce of these is about 44 million cwt.

of sugar annually ; upon an average about 4000 lb. is

obtained from 500 cwt. of Beet, and this quantity is the

yield of about 2^ acres. The refuse after the sugar is

extracted forms an excellent article of food for cattle,

and is even considered better than any specially culti-

vated for the purpose ; a good quality of paper is also

made from it. The molasses is also used up for fodder,

not being fit for sweetening on account of the mineral salts

it contains. As before mentioned, there is no doubt
that the Beet will grow in many districts of the colony,

and if we can produce the beet-sugar for the same price

as imported cane-sugar, it will become a flourishing

industry ; and then we must consider the fact that with

a beet-sugar manufactory the fattening of cattle must
be connected, which also will produce a fair return.

But this is not all : the farmers, by Beet growing,

will have the advantage of a rotation crop, as the want
of such is severely felt in South Australia. In Prussia,

wliere beet-sugar manufactories are established, no
cereal fields are obser\'able for miles around—the eye
only meets Beet fields, such paying the farmer far

better than cereals.

Hops.—Of this very important plant we have already

proof of successful growth in the samples of Hops
shown by Mr. T. Kleinschmidt, of Lobethal, and Mr.
Bell, in Encounter Bay. It is true wc have not many
favourable districts in the colony for the profitable

growth of this so valuable plant, but there is no doubt
that in other districts besides the above-named suitable

spots will be found. I am sorry to mention that I tried

several years to introduce the male Hop plant, such
being considered in a Hop plantation valuable for the

production of seed, which, it is said, improves the

flavour of the Hop materially.

Tobacco.—There is no doubt that many districts of

the colony are well adapted to the culture of Tobacco.
Much attention was given to its cultivation in the early

days of the colony, and superior Tobacco was made,
but its culture became entirely neglected when the high
prices of Wheat which have since ruled made that

culture more remunerative than that of Tobacco. I

remember in the year 1S50 seeing at Lyndoch Valley
a Tobacco field which attracted not only my attention,

but created my surprise and admiration, having scarcely

seen better plants during my travels on the Orinoco.
I will not maintain that the South Australian Tobacco
would, or ever will, surpass the South American or

West Indian in flavour, but no doubt we may produce
a fair sample, just as good as is produced on the

Continent.

Ziuite Currants. Sultana and other Jiaisi/ts.—Our
first sample of Zantc Currants sent to Melbourne
are considered by our neighbours as of excellent

quality, superior, cleaner, and of better quality than
that of the imported ones, and we in South Australia

till now have thought little of them. If we consider

that the annual import of dried fruits into the Austra-

lian colonies is generally more than ;^i 20,000, and as

we know that our climate is in every way favourable

to these productions, is it not surprising that no more
attention has been paid to these sources of profit ? I

would strongly recommend all the vignerons, especially

the smailler ones, having from i to 3 acres of vineyard,

to graft all the worthless kinds of Grapes, which abound
in our vineyards, and from which they never will

derive a great benefit by selling such Grapes at 30J. to

£2 a ton, with Zanle Currants, Sultana and other
Raisin Grapes, which will be found more profitable

than the unpalatable wine hitherto for the most part

produced. It is gratifying to me to have added some-
thing to this extensive branch of industry by the intro-

duction of the Sultana Grape, which is regarded by the

vignerons with extreme satisfaction. I may say that,

from information received, probably more than two-
thirds of the HOC grafts I distributed last year have
grown, and this valuable Raisin, which commands the

highest prices in the European markets, may be con-
sidered as established in the colony. Very little atten-

tion has also been paid to the drying of Apples,
Apricots, Plums, Figs, and some other fruits, from
which some profit could be derived, but which, unfor-

tunately, are frequently left to rot on the ground.
[To be Continued.)

Societies.
Bury Horticultural.—The autumn show of this

Society was held on Friday, September 16, in the Corn
Exchange, and although it had not the advantage of the
attractions offered at the summer sliow, the display of
fruit brought together a large number of visitors. The
show exhibited no falling off, and although flowers were
quite subordinate to fruit, the former were well worthy of
inspection. In the classes for stove and greenhouse plants
Mr. Fish, gr. to Lady Cullum, and Mr. Squibb, gr. to
the Marquis of Bristol, again had to fight a friendly

battle, and both were successful, one taking the prize for

a stove or greenhouse plant in bloom, and the other the
prize for four distinct varieties. For Fuchsias Mr. Fulcher
came first, with four very fair plants. Mr. Snelhng also
exhibited some nice small specimens. The Zonal Pelar-
goniums were very good, especially the six shown by Mr.
Fish ; Mr. Barrett had the double Pelargonium class all to
himself. There was a large and very good show of Coleus,
and being ranged down one side of the Com Exchange, their

dark and beautifully variegated foliage formed an effective

background to the flowers and fruit. Mr. Squibb showed
four very good Ferns, taking the ist prize, and Mr. Fish
also took rst prizes for hardy Ferns and Lycopodiums.
The single Petunias were good, but the double ones were
not equal to those of former years. The DahUas were
perfect, and the show of this flower was a very large and
good one. Mr. Southgate, gr. to R. J. Pettie Ward,
Esq., Finborough Hall, carried off the ist prize in three
of the classes, Mr. Raynham, gr. to Rev. T. Anderson,
Felsham, being ist for the best six fancy varieties.

E. Greene, Esq., M.P., offered three prizes for the best

36 Dahlias, distmct, and Mr. Raynham took the ist

prize, beating Mr. Pettitt, of the Botanic Gardens, who
run him close. Of Asters also there was a splendid display,

one that has never been surpassed at this show ; and here

again Mr. Southgate was first in the field. The Holly-
liocks were good, as also were the Marigolds, Mr. Clarke,

of Bury, taking the ist prize.

Of the fruit show we may say that it was one of the
finest to be found out of London, several of the classes

deserving especial attention. Mr. S. Barrett sent some
fine large kitchen Apples, and the dessert kinds were
also very good. Among the Pears there were no fewer
than seven dishes of Williams' Bon Chretien, proving that
the celebrity this variety has obtained is well deserved.
The Currants were well preserved, and so were the
Cherries. There was a large and very excellent show of
Filberts and Nuts, Mr. Grieve, gr. to Rev. E. R. Benyon.
sending a dish of Cob Nuts, and another of Filberts,

which called forth the admiration of every one. Amongst
the Plums Coe's Golden Drop was predominant, and
there were some nice dishes of Magnum Boniim. The
Nectarines and Peaches were also excellent. The black
Grapes shown by Mr. Squibb were very good. Mr. Fish
and Mr. Squibb sent baskets of fruit, most tastefully

arranged, and apparently pretty nearly equal in point of
merit, but Mr. Fish was adjudged ist. Greengages were
not so good as usual, the season being late for them. For
Mr. Clay's prize for the best six dishes of dessert fruit

there was a good competition, the dishes being tastefully

arranged at the bottom of the table. Mr. Squibb took
the prize, but Mr. Powell had a very fine dish of Victoria

Plums, and also some good Grapes.
The Ladies' 20-guinea Cup, not competed for at the

Royal Show at Bury, was offered as a challenge prize,

three years ago, to the exhibitor who could take the

greatest number of ist prizes for three years in succession.

For the first and second seasons it was taken by Mr. Fish

by a large majority. This year, owing to the alterations

in the schedule, an increase in the number of exhibitors,

the abolition of the May show, and other causes, Mr.
Fish's majority has not been so large. He, however,
again carried off the cup by a majority of eight above all

other competitors, and it now becomes his own property.

Florists' Flowers.
Chiswick has looked up this season, notwithstand-

ing the boding cloud of promised desolation that

hung over it at the early part of the year. It was
not to be expected that it would tamely yield up all of

that heritage of kindly attraction bequeathed to it by
its glorious past, and though something akin to an
appearance of general abandonment came down on that

particular spot where the two files of small circular

beds used to be filled with Pelargoniums—to the delight

of the eyes of some, to the bewilderment of those hap-

less cultivators who used to go there to make a

selection, and found how much alike many of the

reputed varieties were, and to the general mystification

of everybody else not afl^ected with the then prevail-

ing fioricultural epidemic, the Pelargonium fever,

now somewhat subsiding—yet brightness broke out

smiling elsewhere ; and, among other things, a batch

of Pentstemons were not only very attractive, but highly

interesting. Scarcely has any flower shown such a

marked advance in the way of improvement as this

during the past few years. Mr. Barron, who seems
determined to have something worth looking at, at Chis-

wick, let what will come, had not only a nice planta-

tion of Pentstemons, but one of herbaceous Phloxes

also, though it is only of the former that this paper will

treat.

With the march of improvement two things appear
to have gone hand in hand, viz., increased size and
finish in the flower, and so much of variation in point

of colour as to admit of there being classes in various

groups according to the prevailing hue. In noting the

collection of Pentstemons growing at Chiswick an attempt
was made to group them, and the start was made with

those flowers having the tubes of the deepest hue of

colour. These may be included under the head of

claret-crimson, having this shading predominant. The
group gave Black Prince, dark claret-crimson, with

pencillings of the same in the white throat, the darkest

of all; Castor and Pollux, not quite so dark, white throat

slightly stained with violet ; Mulberry Superb, deep
purplish crimson, the throat marked with the same;
Stanstead Surprise, purplish crimson, with a few faint

lines on the throat—a very fine flower ; and Dc St.

Paul, bright reddish claret, while throat, with heavy
purple pencillings—a very fine and showy flower.

Those showing on the lube a prevailing hue of purple

were represented by— Purple Perfection, clear violet

purple, with white throat marked with purple lines
;

Regalia, deep purple, marked on the interior of the

tube in the same way ; Georges .Sand, deep violet, white

throat, slightly pencilled with violet ; and Miss Car-

negie, pale purple, white throat much covered with thin

lines of i^urple. Violet-coloured flowers were seen in

Marie Held, deep violet, with white throat slightly

stained with violet, very dwarf and compact in growth,
yet freely branching, and wonderfully prolific of flowers

;

Mons. Albert Robert, violet, the insideof the tube stained
with dark maroon ; this and the foregoing were very
fine and distinct. Lovely, pale violet, pure while throat,

distinct, and very fine; and John McPherson, pale
violet, tinted with blue, white throat, pencilled with
violet lines ; very distinct and good. Regarding these

violet-coloured flowers, it may be stated that they are
very charming indeed, and among the most beautiful

and distinct of the improved varieties. Paler in colour,

but very pretty, and highly necessary in a collection,

were the lilac-tinted flowers. Of these there were Mrs.
McHardy, lilac tube, the white throat pencilled with
pale violet ; and Richard Lenoir, pale purplish-lilac,

pure white throat, dwarf and compact in habit, and
very beautiful. Crimson-coloured flowers were repre-

sented by Albert Tardieu, rich deep crimson, white
throat pencilled with the same, very fine ; Grande
Conde, rich crimson, not quite so deep in hue as the

foregoing, the throat not so heavily pencilled ; both
these are of very fine quality. Le Conqucrant,
crimson, tinged with claret, throat slightly pencilled
with dark red ; and James Rothschild, deep reddish-
crimson, the white throat slightly marked with fine

lines of the same. Of red or scarlet tubed flowers,

there were Alfred Pillen, deep red, the throat stained
with dark maroon, very fine and showy ; Bon
Villageois, bright red, white throat slightly pencilled
with the same, a very fine and striking variety ; Colin
Bell, shaded red, the throat pencilled with dark purple

;

and ApoUon, with slight lines of purple on the throat.

The presence of certain dwarf-growing varieties,

which have been obtained from France, will be
welcomed by those who cultivate in pots for exhibition

purposes. Such flowers as Marie Held and Richard
Lenoir represent a type admirably adapted for the

purpose. Conjoined with a free branching, yet com-
pact growth, is a smgular wealth of flowers, and that

is the very kind of thing recjuired for pot work.

Notwithstanding the dry season, and the fact that

Mr. Barron had not been able to give them much
attention, the Pentstemons at Chiswick bloomed remark-
ably well, and served to indicate what they might have
done had they been favoured with more moisture at the
roots, or some mulching. If not required for beds or

border purposes, a plantation of them should be grown
in every jflace requiring a constant supply of cut

flowers. As soon as the leading shoot is removed,
numbers of side branches appear, and the main of these

carry a spike of flowers also. They are most valuable

as decorative agents, planted in two or three lines in

the middle of large beds ; in mixed borders they are

so useful that the best manner in which to sing their

praises is to state that such a border ought not to be
without some of the fine varieties now in culuvation.

A'. V.

Garden Memoranda.
Wimbledon House, Surrey, the Seat of

H. W. Peek, Esq., M. P.—This establishment, so

historically interesting to horticulturists, is situated

about 10 miles from London, at the south-east

extremity of Wimbledon Common, and about one
mile from the Wimbledon Station on the South-
western Railway. The grounds consist of about

85 acres, and once belonged to Bond Hopkins, Esq.,

for whom it was laid out about the middle of the

last century. The place is, however, belter kno^vn
from having been the home of Mrs. Marryatt, and
of her son. Captain Marryatt, the great novelist.

In the palmy days of Chiswick, the names of Mrs.
Marryatt, and her gardener, Mr. Redding, were house-

hold words in all places where horticulture was
cherished. She was an enthusiastic admirer of flowers,

and especially of the hardier kinds of herbaceous plants

with which she used to adorn her flower garden

in the good old days when the "colour" mania was
undreamt of. The flower garden at that time was said

by Loudon to be perhaps unrivalled in the neighbour-

hood of London for the number of species and
varieties of herbaceous plants which it contained. In

addition to these, the collections of stove and green-

house plants were probably second to none ; and the

botanical works of 30 or 40 years ago prove that not

a few of those classes, as well as of more hardy plants,

were flowered in the gardens at Wimbledon House for

the first time in this country. Since the estate passed

into the hands of its present owner, the member for

Mid-Surrey, the gardens have been greatly altered and
improved from designs furnished and carried out by

R. Marnock, Esq., the late highly respected superin-

tendent of the Royal Botanic Society's Garden,

Regent's Park, Those who remember the place under

the old n'gime, will be better able to form an idea of

the extent and style of the improvements made than

we can tell ihem, our duty being to point out a few of

the principal features and characteristics of the place as

we had the pleasure of seeing it a few week:, since.

After being in the grounds a short time the complete-

ness of the estate as a suburban residence is remarked,

the whole lying compactly within a ring fence. On the

left-hand side of the mansion—a commodious and sub-

stantially built edifice—stands a large and elegant span-

roofed conservatory, which is in connection with the

household apartments. The roof of this structure is
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partly supported on iron pillars, to which are trainecl

such climbers as Mandevilla suaveolens, Lapa^ena

rosea, Passifloras, Tacsonias, Bignonias, Edwardsias,

&c. The walls are well covered with Acacias, Wis-

tarias, Pelargoniums, and other subjects, and the body

of the house is filled with fine-foliaged and flowering

plants, such as Coleus, Cannas, Fuchsias, Pelargonmms,

some remarkably well-gro«m specimens of Vinca rosea

Humea elegans, Balsams, and Lilium auratum, whilst

a small coUection of hardy and exotic Ferns forms no

mean portion of the display. Leavmg the consei-va-

tory we passed to the eastern front of the mansion,

noticing on the way two handsome tripod vases, made

m iron filled with bedding stuff, and which admirably

suited the positions they occupied. Most noticeable at

this spot were some fine clumps of vigorous growing

Rhododendrons, beautiful specimens of the deciduous

Cypress Taxodium distichum—a most effective tree

for planting singly on lawns where the pleasure-

grounds are extensive—and as handsome a specimen of

the Maidenhair tree, Salisburia adiantifolia, as can be

seen anywhere. It is veiy free m growth, and is well

furnished with foliage of a bright gi-een tint. To keep

the tree in health and beauty through the remarkably

dry period from which we have now happily emerged,

its roots had to be contmually supplied with mois-

ture, which had the desired effect, and amply repaid

the labour expended. In front of the mansion a new

terrace has been made of considerable length, which

slopes to the flower garden, some 3 or 4 feet below.

From this " coign of vantage " a beautiful view of the

distant country is obtained, through the natural falling

of the grounds in a gradual manner, the picture being

moreover heightened in beauty by several fine pieces of

water. Running along the ten-ace is a chain of flower

beds, very neatly planted, whilst in the garden below

a series of small beds are so aiTanged as to form in

outline a large square, in the centre of which stands a

noble vase. Here, as on the terrace above, the plant-

ing and arrangement of the colours used had been veiy

successfiilly accomplished. Amongst the plants used

were two which deserve a word of commendation

—

Ageratum Prince of Wales, a dwarf, compact growing

variety, studded with its bright blue flowers ; and the

common Houseleek, which had been planted round

alternate beds. They flowered very freely, and gave gieat

satisfaction. On the lawn are some excellent standard

specimens of Portugal Laurels in tubs ; also a fine pair

of variegated Aloes, several beautifully grown Wel-

lingtonias, with specimens of Cedras atlantica and

Picea Pinsapo to match ; whilst foiming the belt of

trees on the right are handsome Hollies, both green

and variegated, Araucarias, the Mulberiy tree, and

remarkably handsome evergreen Oaks ; indeed of the

latter there is here a fine collection, which is much

prized by its owner. Two large and remarkably fine

specimens of Quercus Fordii had recently been

transplanted with great success. On the opposite

side is a large old-fashioned orangery, and near it is

an old Cedar of Lebanon, bearing a crop of young

cones on its topmost branches, and a little further on

is a large specimen of the Snowdrop tree, Halesia

tetraptera, covered with its Beech-nut like fruit. This

is usually seen in the form of a bush, but here it has

grown to the dimensions of a good-sized tree.

From hence we proceed to the flower garden, the

entrance to which is through a fine piece of rustic arch

work, at the bottom of a beautiful avenue of Elms.

At either end of this avenue are pairs of statues, which

represent prominent characters in the works of S;

Walter Scott. The firet pair is the " Ivnight of

Buccleuch" and " Louis XL" the leading characters

in "Quentin Durward;" and the second, "Captain

Dugald Dalgety," who will be recognised by all who
have read the "Legend of Montrose," faced by the

celebrated Covenanter, " Balfour ofBmdey," celebrated

in Scott's " Old Mortality."

On the right of the avenue the eye is caught by a

fine expanse of water of about 7 acres, of an irregular

outline, and margined with trees and low-gi'owing

shi-ubs, whilst on the left is the mill field containing

some noble Elms, and a fair portion of an old mill,

which is now tenanted by a pair of large Australian

Emus (Dromaius Nova; Hollandice). Formerly the

road into the flower garden ran straight through the

rustic work before-mentioned, but a new road has been

made on the left, and the farther end of the archway is

now filled up with a choice collection of British Fems.

The new path nins parallel to the outer boundaiy,

from which it is divided by a border of moderate

width filled with Rhododendrons and the usual

description of border plants, and the paths in this

direction are all edged with very large shells, such as

cottager's are wont to prize for the decoration of their

mantelshelves. From the boundary the ground natu-

rally slopes gently to the centre, where there are two

fountains which are nearly always kept playing. On
the east side it is bounded by a magnificent range of

glass, erected some two or three years ago by Mr.

Gray, of Chelsea, and of which a fine view is

obtained at nearly all points. There is something

so natural and yet charming in the composition

of this garden, as to rivet the attention of the

visitor in a very marked manner. To describe it would

require the pencil of an artist, but when we say that

the choicest of shrabs and trees are planted judiciously,

and yet with studied ease, over its surface ; that there i;

no particular typical fomi of bed employed, that there

are no two of these planted alike, and that the balance

between foliage and colour is so evenly kept and

regularly fixed as to be in perfect unison one with the

other, then the reader will gather some idea of the

quiet but charming beauty of the place. Amongst the

shrubs and trees"'employed the most noticeable are

Irish Yews, Rhododendrons, Magiiolias conspicua and

glauca, Cryptomeria elegans, Salbc babylonica crispa,

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Taxodium distichum, Pyras

japonica, Andromeda floribunda and A. speciosa.

Almonds, Hollies, and Wellingtonias, of which latter

the place is rich in handsome specimens. Roses are

also [extensively used, and there is a very attractive

i-ustic Rose garden. The gi-eafest novelty amongst

the bedding plants was a dwarf-growing, white-

flowered Chiysanthemmn, which continues in bloom

all through the season, and is largely used for bed-

ding-out and pot-culture for the conservatory, for

which latter pui-pose it is extremely useful at this

season of the year, when such structures are generally

less gay with flowers than at any other time.

The noble range of glass alluded to above stands on

a tenace overlooking the flower garden, and is about

220 feet in length, divided off into several compart-

ments, having a small lobby at either end and a large

dome in the centre. Entering the range at the southern

end we commence with lobby No. i, which contains a

small collection of Ferns and other plants, with Coba;a

scandens growing away vigorously up the roof. The

next division contains a miscellaneous collection of

gi-eenhouse plants, Fems, Begonias, and a neat group of

Cotyledons and Crassulas, with Cobras and Passifloras

on the roof. After this comes an intermediate liouse,

with a portion divided off; so that such operations as

potting can be carried on in the same tempera-

ture as the houses, without subjecting the plants

a chill by carrying them through the open air

to a distant potting-shed. Then comes a collec-

tion of choice stove plants and Orchids, the lattei

nearly all recently imported plants, which are esta-

blishing themselves in their new home in a very satis-

factory manner. The collection of Orchids is not at

present a large one, but it is the intention of Mr. Peek

to increase it at convenience to a considerable extent.

The division in this house which conresponds with the

potting place in the former is constructed internally as

a femeiy, and fitted up in a very tasteful manner.

We next enter a spacious and delightfully cool corridor,

the walls around bemg covered with such ornamental

and useful climbers as Heliotropes, Passifloras, Abu-

tilons, and Clianthus magnificus, &c. Then comes the

central division, which is crowned with a noble dome,

ind has a fine specimen of Seaforthia elegans in the

centre, whilst around the sides are a collection

of large specimen plants, most notable amongst wliich

was a (^rand bush of Taberna:montana coronaria,

producing a profusion of its beautiful white flowers.

Passing through another corridor correspond-

ing with the former we enter the aquarium-house, in

the centre of which is a large tank, heated with hot-

water pipes, containing a collection of the choicer

and more interesting examples of tropical aquatics, as

well as Palms, Musas, and Pitcher-plants, &c. Stove

and greenhouse plants occupy the next compartment,

and the last contains a neat group of Azaleas.

Behind this range stands another of fruit houses, also

newly erected, on modem principles. No. I is the late

vinery, and is planted with such kinds as Gros Guillaume,

Trebbiano, Lady Downe's, Alicante, &c. ; these Vmes

are now three years old, and are making good progiess.

No. 2 is filled with Muscats, and No. 3 contains Black

Hamburghs, which are forced for the first crop.

No. 4 is the fruiting Pine-stove, containing the

second batch, principally of Queens, which has been

ripened this season. The plants, which are grown m
pots and plunged in cocoa-nut fibre, presented a very

clean and vigorous appearance, and were showing

well for fruit. No 5 is the eariy Peach-house ; the

next is also filled with the same, but a little later. The

trees were healthy and robust, and carried a good crop

of fine fruit. No. 7 is a vinery, containing old Vines,

which have been transplanted here from one of the old

houses, which has been levelled by the march of

improvement. These old Vines are favourites of Mr.

Peek, who spared their lives, and they appear to

appreciate their respite, if we may judge from the

progress they have since made. They cannot, how-

ever, talk ; but have finished off a very good crop

of fruit, which, in their case, is a better qualifi-

cation. During the winter and early spring months

this house is converted into an orchard -house, as

it is filled with a collection of fniit trees in pots,

which remain here until they can be removed with

safety from frost into the open air. The borders

are made inside and out of the whole of this range,

the outside portion of which is not yet completed,

a little being added to it every year, instead of follow-

ing the orthodox maimer of making the whole at

once. The whole are confined within the limits of a

brick wall, and are well drained, to caiTy off any

excess of moisture. The heating of the whole of the

houses above noticed is accomplished with one of

Gray's large upright tubular boilers, which does its

work well ; though another one of the same size is

fixed in close proximity, which can either be used con-

jointly, or remain as a reserve in case of accidents.

The kitchen garden, a large walled-in enclosure, lies

to the left-hand side of the gi'ounds, at the back of the

flower garden, and on the corresponding portion on the

right hand stands a block of model farm buildings, com-

plete in evei7 detail. In the kitchen garden, the

whole of the large old standard trees have been

removed, to let light and air on to the vegetable

quarters, which latter are well stocked with good

examples of Celery, French Beans, and such things as

are usually classed as " winter stuff'." We also noticed

a row of the Chinese Yam, Dioscorea Batatas, which

are annually grown for their roots. The tubers are

set in the open giound as soon as the spring frosts

are over, and stakes are inserted amongst them for the

tops to cling to instead of lying on the ground.

When they have completed then growth in the

autumn the roots are taken up and stored away for

winter use, like Carrots, Parsnips, &c. New Straw-

ben-y plantations are ^nade every year, the plants

which are forced in the spring being planted out to

produce the next season's supply. The varieties

most largely gi'own are Dr. Hogg, Echpse,

Oscar, Marguerite, Empress Eugenie, Keens' Seed-

ling, and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury for dessert,

and Grove End Scariet for preserving. Asparagus and

Cardoons are largely and veiy successfully grown, a

row of the latter showuig wonderful health and vigour,

notwithstanding the great want of moisture experienced

during the summer. We were also pleased to see a

vei7 neat border of herbs, well gi'own and neatly

labelled, a practice which might be adopted with advan-

tage in other establishments. The walls are planted

with Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums, &c., and

amongst other things a well-trained Mulberry tree,

which is grown and trained in a similar manner to the

Moorpark Apricot, the young spurs being retained for

fraiting. The training seems to have altered the

character of the leaves, as they are much more deeply

lobed than when grown in the tree form. Passing

from the kitchen garden we enter another enclosure,

containing a row of Melon pits of some 24 lights, and

several successional Pine-stoves and forcing-houses.

Most of the hard-wooded greenhouse plants are placed

out here in the summer, and along with them was a

lai-ge quantity of Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias, &c.

From here we proceeded, through an open yard, past

the young mens' rooms, of which we gave a figure at

p. 1215, to another kitchen garden, which has recently

been made, and in the left-hand corner of which stands

the gardener's cottage, a new, substantial, and very

convenient stracture, in the Gothic style of architec-

ture, and quite a palace in comparison to the ordinary

residences at the service of head-gardeners. The

principal path, and, indeed, most of the others, are

edged with curved tiles, and next to them is a row of

cordons some three or four years' old, and then a row

of Strawberries, with a line of beautifully-trained pyra-

midal Pears, about 12 inches in diameter of the

branches at the bottom, and well furnished all the

way up, and bearing a nice crop of fruit. Between

these are fruit-bearing plants of the autumn bearing

Raspbeny, caiTying a good crop of fine fruit. The

cross walks are lined with pyiamidal Cherries and

Plums, and dwarf, bushy Apple trees. A path leads

out of this garden through shrubberies and glens, and

past rockeries, ferneries, and plantations of choice

Conifera: all round the estate, and the scenery is very

pleasingly varied with ghmpses of the smTounding

country, and of the different sheets of water, whilst in

remote comers the interest is relieved with shell gi'ot-

toes, rastic summer-houses, &c. The whole of the

gardens and grounds are under the skilful manage-

ment of Mr. Henderson, a practical and enthusiastic

gardener of the modern school of practitioners.

Miscellaneous.
London Gardeners in the Olden Time.—The

following may be interesting, as illustrative of the

manners of the gardeners in the olden time. In 1345

(19 Edw. III.) "the gardeners of the earls, barons,

and bishops, and of the citizens of the City of London,"

petitioned the Mayor, John Hammond, that they

might "stand in peace in the same place where they

had been wont in times of old, in front of the church

of St. Austin, at the site of the gate of St. Paul's

Churchyard, there to sell the garden produce of their

said masters, and make their profit." But the Mayor,

finding that " the scurrility, clamour, and nuisance of

the gardeners and their servants there selling pods,

Chen-ies, vegetables, and other wares to their trade

pertaining daily, disturbed " the priests in the church

of St. Austin, as well the reputable inhabitants, ordered

that henceforth the gardeners "should have as their

place the space between the south gate of the church-

yard of the said church and the garden wall of the

Friars Preachers (Black Friars) at Baynard's Castle."

City Press.

(FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Now that the decrease of light is so perceptible, and

natural influences have so little that is conducive

to the growth of plants that require more warmth

than is naturally foimd in our climate, it becomes

important that we should make the most possible use
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of what sunshine we are favoured with, especially in

regard to HarJ-uwdcd Plants, the young growths of

which it is necessary should be well ripened for the

production of fine flowers, and plenty of them. For

this purpose a good maximum temperature, so far as

is practicable, should be mainlained, by means of the

sun's warmth, on every possible occasion. This, how-

ever, let it be well understood, should be used in con-

junction with a free admission of air, and a mode-

rately dry atmosphere, and without a too plentiful

supply of root moisture. Keep all Ericm as cool

35 possible during warm periods at this time,

so that Ihey may not be forced into a
^
weak and

imperfect growth. Expose the rarer kinds to all

the influences of sunlight .and air by setting them

up prominently in such structures as they are grown in,

and be particularly cautious as regards the watering,

so that the roots may receive no check through being

over-glutted with moisture at this time, and that the

soil in which they are gio%ving does not become sour.

There is a possibility that a frost of some few degrees

may occur during any night from this date ; hence.it will

be necessary to act with caution, so as not to expose the

plants too greatly by leaving too much air on during

bright nights, such as are at all likely to pi'ecede a frost.

I may also suggest that a gentle but certam decrease of

both warmth and moisture must be discontinued in

regard to Orchideous plants ; this in order not only to

gently check their growth, but also the better to harden

off such as is already made. Let no kind of green-

house plant remain exposed out-of-doors after this date

;

indeed it is possible that before these remarks are read

a sharp frost may have been experienced, acting as an

additional reminder to what I suggested a week or

Irwo ago.

FORCING HOUSES.

Lose no more time in pruning such Vines as are

intended for early forcing, in all instances where the

operation has been delayed. It may be almost need-

less to add that some progress in the matter of pre-

liminary preparations may be made by giving the

structures containing them the necessary thorough

cleansing, painting, white-washing, &c. These remarks

apply equally to such Piach and N'ectarine haiises as

are intended to be forced early. It is a very

judicious procedure to apply Thompson's Styptic

to all those wounds made in pruning very strong

branches, for whilst this preparation stops tlie wounds
from bleeding, it is but reasonable to suppose

that it also prevents the too free ingress of air into

the vessels of the wood,—the admission of which, it

is needless to remark, is opposed to the natural order

of things. Some kind of protection might be given to

the earliest vinery if heavy rains shoidd fall, or it is

surmised that too much moisture has been, or is likely

to be, afforded. In regard to Pines, which are being

fruited in pits, it will be necessary to lower the mean
temperature as the light decreases, the more so during

dull weather, for this reason—an excess of heat caused

by fermentation is generally accompanied by excessive

atmospheric humidity, the two acting together being

conducive to too great activity in the subjects

referred to.

HARDY FRUIT AND FLOWER GARDEN.

Under this combined heading I may state in general

terms, that with the advent of October the planting

season may be said to have fairly commenced in regard

to both deciduous Fruit-bearing and Flowering trees,

and, indeed, I may add Evergreen trees as well. For
whilst the natural elements around have less power to

excite growth, we help to ripen the wood made more
quickly and better by checking the upward supply

from the roots. The injurious tendency of this is

neutralised by the fact, tliat the condensation of aqueous

vapour is so great at night as to absolutely envelope

every part of the trees in moisture. The temperature

of the air becomes gradually colder and colder, whilst

the soil below—the subsoil which the roots approach

more particularly — retains a genial latent warmth
conducive to fresh root formation when replanted, and

as a consequence fresh rootlets are formed before the

sharper frosts set in. Thus the trees will have taken

a hold of the fresh soil preliminary to a return to

activity in the spring. This will also be found a good
time in which to plant out Crinmt Impenals, Lilies,

Irises, and other kindred subjects that have been

taken up and somewhat dried. Others which remain

constantly in the borders may also be divided. Imme-
diately the summer bedding-plants in borders cease to

be interesting, let them be removed, and the borders

prepared by a good coating of manure, and the

necessary digging over for such bulbs for

spring blooming as Hyacinths, Crocuses, Tulips,

&c., as well as for the usual annuals or perennials,

which should now be transplanted into permanent

blooming quarters for a like purpose. Keep the birch-

broom constantly at work, and the roller frequently

going upon walks and grass plots during fine days,

between intervals of moist rainy weather ; for as atten-

tion is given to these matters, so in like manner will

beauty and convenience be enhanced during the ensuing

spring and summer months. Give to Picotee and Carna-

tion pipings, which arc being potted up, all the air pos-

sible after the first week or so, when they should be shut

up in a close frame. Do not, however, endanger the

young leaves during this period by keeping the atmo-

sphere of such cold frames too damp, or by allowing

actual moisture to rest upon the leaves or in the

hearts of the plants. The beds should now be prepared

during bright fine weather for the future planting

out of Ranunculuses. Immediately the foliage of

Dahlias is so severely cut with frost as to become
unsightly, let the tops be cut off at about a foot or so

above the ground line. Give to all Lawns their final

mowing for the season about this time, choosing a fine

period for the operation, and so allow time for a slight

growth to form that the plant may withstand the winter

with the least possible injury.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Give to all Lferh beds a good dressing with a friable

kind of manure, not only as a protection against severe

weather but as an aid, in a fertilising point of view, to a

robust spring growth. Continue to transplant Lettuces

and Endives upon a sumiy southern aspect, and so thin

out the seedlings which are now up, that cloches (which

now must be brought into full use) or others of the

many kinds of protection useful for these and similar

purposes may be placed over them at the approach

of frosts, which injure or retard a useful and kindly

growth. Sow Lamb's Lettuce and other Lettuce seeds.

Take up some of the stronger Lettuce and Endive
plants, to store away in frames for immediate use

following the first severe weather, and give all the air

possible to seedlings of either w^hich are transplanted

in frames (being now small), for the purpose of afford-

ing a successional supply in the early spring months.

Make good all blanks that occur in autumn plantings

of Cabbages or Caulijlcrwers intended for the spring

supply
;
give the latter all the air possible. Earth-up

and so secure all Celery crops against the advent of

frost, and have some kind of material in readiness to

protect such early Walcheren or Snow's Broccoli as are

now forming flower for an early supply. W. £.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND F.1LL OF RAIN AT

TOWN GARDENING.
If it is intended to preserve any of the Pelargoniums

and Calceolarias that have flowered out in the borders

during the summer, they should be at once taken up,

and have the long straggling roots and the rank top

shoots taken off. Then pot them into 48-sized pots,

well water them, and shut them close down in a frame

for some days till they begin to recover, when they

should be placed in the greenhouse or window to

winter. All those young plants that have been struck

in the borders should be potted into 60-sized pots, so

that they can be moved into their winter quarters.

Calceolarias are easy to keep tlirough the winter,

and they do well in town. Cuttings should now
be jiut in ; those young shoots nearest the bottom that

have no tendency to flow'er make the best plants,

and to economise space put them in pots or pans

about an inch apart in a mixture of leaf-mould and
sand, when they can be removed to any place for pro-

tection during frosty weather. Grass plots and verges

should be well rolled preparatory to the last mowing,
the edgings should also be trimmed with the edging
iron, the walks well rolled, and the borders well

hoed and raked to give a neat appearance during the

autumn. The beds should now be cleared where it is

intended to plant ILyacinths and early Tulips, and a

good dressing of leaf-mould and sand should be dug in

and left rough to sweeten till the latter end of the

month, when they should be levelled do\vn, and the

bulbs planted. J. D.
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Names of Plants : C. F. Your plant, raised from seeds

received from New Zealand (?) is really nothing but the

Globe Artichoke. Cynara ^co\yn\\xs.—CorrL'5po>tdenf.

The Oncids were O. obryzatum (the yellower one), and
O. aurosum— usually considered a form of O. excavatum

Oak Spangles : J. D. df S., Chester. Your Oak leaves

are covered with Oak spangles, as shown in the follow-

ing cut. These spangles or galls, which are extremely

common, are attached to the underside of the Oak
leaves by a short pedicle, as represented in No, 5, and
the same is shown in the centre of No. 4, which is the

underside of one of the globular spangles magnified.

No. 3 being the upper side. The galls are formed by a

minute hymenopterous insect, which Curtis named
Cynips Quercus tiarae, from the resemblance of the gall

to a turbar.

"Sows " IN Mushroom Beds : S. S., Leicester. We do
not know what insect you refer to under the vague
term "sows." Piease give us a better definition.

Variegated Pelargoniums ; F. J. H. The wording,
"Geraniums, variegated foliage," does not include the
bicolors, as they are sometimes called, that is. the gold
and bronze varieties, which are no more variegated in

the horticultural sense than an ordinary zonal ; indeed
they are nothing but zonals, with a yellowish instead of
deep green ground colour. What are sometimes called
tricolors (that is. the Mrs. Pollock section) are decidedly
variegated, and hence they are most correctly classed
as "variegated zonals." We do not agree with you
that in the above wording there is " no guide for the
judges." On the contrary, we hold the expression,
" variegated foliage," to be quite explicit ; but it does
not bear the interpretation which, from your remarks,
appears to have been put upon it. The class would
fairly have included the groups respectively represented
by Mrs. Pollock, Italia Unita, Bijou, Golden Chain,
and L'Elegante.

Vines not Fruiting: A Subscriber. Your first and
present duty is to get the wood properly ripened ; for
this end keep a dry atmosphere in the house, with
abundance of air, and keep the borders dry until

Christmas, when you may then water them well. Prune
your Vines then, and treat them subsequently as will

be directed in our weekly Calendar of Operations. In-

deed, if you follow carefully the advice there given, you
cannot fail to have fruit. If you require more elaborate
instructions, procure "Thomson's Treatise on the
Vine." A mulching of good stable manure might be
apphed after the berries are set.

Communications Received:—H. Bennett, Stapleford (received
with many thanks).—E. M. O. (Fuchsia, with many thanks).—
J. L.—Joe,—H. Y.—R. G.—T. C. S.-J. McC—T. S. H.—
W. S. D.-C.-B. M.—Sir W. J.

Ilarhds*
COVENT GARDEN,—S^t. 30.

The supply has considerably outstripped the demand
during the past week, and a large quantity of goods, both
home grown and foreign, remains on hand, auction goods
especially. Pears now comprise, among leading varieties,

Marie Louise, Bonne Louise, Gansel's Bergamot, and
Duchesse d'Angouldme. Among Apples may be men-
tioned Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim,
and Kerry Pippin. Amongst flowers we have Pelargo-
niums, Asters, Fuchsias. Bouvardias. Pompon Chrj'san-
themums, Mignonette, and a few good Heaths.

Fruit.

Apples, p. 5 sieve ..

Figs, per doz
Grapes, per lb.

Melons, each
Necurines, per doz.

Artichoke 5,J

I

— round, per lb.

Beet, per doz.

Brus. SproutSji sieve

Cabtjages, p. doz, .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, red. p. bun.

,ch

,
do.

Cucumbers, each
French Beans, p. sic

etajl, p. lb.

Oranges, per 100 . . 8 o to:

Peaches, per doz. ..10 —
Pears, per doz. ..16 —
Pine-apples, per lb. 3 o —
Plums, p. half sieve 20 — 36

Garlic, per tb. . . o J

Herbs, per bunch . . o
HorseRadish.p.bun. 3 <

A;
X., Mc . Proihci [ Mo

, Uvt.

M^
Botanical Collector.

ESSRS. VEITCH and SONS are desirous of meet-
L energetic, well-informed Yoiint; Man, who wishes

Abroad as a COLLECTOR ofNEW PLANTS and other objects
tural History. Application, stating age, education, and refe-

'riting.—Royal Exotic

WANTED, in a very extensive private Establishment,
a thoroughly competent young Man as FORE.MAN, to tBke

'

of the Plant Department,
"

-

W^
I good cottage. Ma

. B,, Post Office, Ea.stcott, Middles

WANTED, as good WORKING GARDENER, a
Man not above 30 years of age, and his Wife for a small

I.^undry. Good character indispensable, — jC-, Messrs. Gilbert,
Stationers, Copthall Chambers, London. EC.

;ek,—S , Post Office, Wokir

Wi
Must be ma
^Addrc ngage
Mr.^Viniz

XntedTmm
knows someth.nj:

Garden.—Letters only,
:v, S.W.

I . .Tn active MAN, who
mil has worked in a Market

KLLV, Betchworth Gardens,

WANTED, by the Committee of Visitors of the
Moutsford Lunatic Asylum, near Wallingford, Berks, a Married

Man, as WORKING BAILIFF, and his Wife, to take charge of the
Dairy, and Churn if required. Wages, for the two, 21J. per week,
with a cottage, and an allowance of coals, milk and garden produce.
Applications, with testimonials, to be sent to the undersigned by
October 7—J T. MORLAND (Clerk to the Visitors). Abingdon, Berks.

W To Gardeners.
/"ANTED, a LAD, not over 20 years of age, to take

Charge of a small Garden and Conscr\'aton,', to clean
and Windows, and to live in the house.—Apply, by letter only,

> J. M., 33, Argyle Street, Regent Slrt

WANTED, a first-rate LAUNDRESS (married), to
undertake the Washing of a Family in the Country. A com-

fortable cottage, with laundrj-, &c. , is provided. If the Husband is a
good Farm Servant, employment would be found for him.—Miss
E CURRIE, Minley Manor, Farnborough Station.

WANT PLACES— Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen,—Further particulars eivcn on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nurserj', St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES C.'iRTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
ivill send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
forENi;RYin their FREE REGISTER. Only those »ho can send

lOnable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman rcqulrini; GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

• .on J. Carter & tc ' 'may rely upon J. Carter & Co, adoptinp the most stringent regu
lations m reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.
JAMES CARTER AND CO., m St 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Gardeners.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
• he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

the strictest integrity, thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties of
HEAD GARDENER, GARDENER and BAILIFF, or UNDER
G,\RDENER. Ladies or Gentlemen requiring such may rely upon
B. S W. recommending only those whose conduct and abilities are
worthy of their trust.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; has a good practical
knowledge of the profession in its several branches, incUiding

Forcing of Early Fruits, Flowers, and Ve.gctables: is well up in the
Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Can be highly recommended.
Five years' e-vcellcnt character—W, H., Post Office , Reading

.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentle-
man requiring a first-class Gardener—.^ge 35, married, no

„plo) r —J. O.. Post Office, Laughto, «-khu

G^ . .. _..._._

be had by applymg to Mr. Bessett, Cro.\teth Park, Liverpool,
' — C. W. COOK, The Gardens,

.\RDENER (Head).—Age <J3 ; thoroughly u
'—ids the professionJn all its branches, including PineGn

Early and Late Forcing, Plant Growing, kc rive years excellent
character. Liberal wages expected.—H. C, 13, Garden Cottages,
East Street. Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gemleman
requiring a thorough practical Man.—Understands the Manage-

ment of the Flower and Kitchen Garden. Stove, Greenhouse, Conser-
vator}-, and Orchard House, Early and Late Forcing of Grapes,
Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, and French Beans, &c. Can draw
Plans and Lay Out and Manage Stock and Woods, if required.

—

C. H. S,, 5. Fackenham Street, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, without fatnily ; has
lived for the last seven years in ver^- good establishments, and

can produce excellent testimonials as to character and general know-
ledge of Gardening, to the writers of which reference may be made.
Persons requiring a trustworthy Servant would find this an opportunity
worthy of their notice.—A., 6g, Thurston Terrace, Wellington Road,
Forest Gate, Essex.

G

Potatos, Regents, 60s. to Sos. ; Kidneys,

Mint, per bunch ..

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions.per bunch .

.

Parsley, p. bunch ..

Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel.

.

Tomatos, per doz. .

.

Turnips, yng. ,p. bun.

ARDENER (Head), married, nofainily.—F. Hill is
open to an engagement with any Lady or Gentleman requiring
rvices of a first-class Gardener ; has had good experience in the
t'ation of Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing, and
other branch of the profcssinn. Can give the highest tesli-

>\e IK W. Currie. Esq ) — F. HILL,
.Maiden Kingston-on-Tha: "

G
-̂H. S.,F Randall's Seed Establishm

No single-handed place accepted.—S. L , Post Office, Exeter.

(::j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; thorough knowledge
7 of the profession in all its branches. First-class reference.

—

J. B., Mr. Poynier's, County Seed Establishment, Taunton.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married; well
acquainted with Late and EaHy Forcing. Plants, Flower, Fruit,

and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Good character. — SCOREY, Royal
Nurser}', Slough.

GARDENER (Head), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Family.—Age 24, single; has a thorough practical know-

ledge of the profession in all its blanches. Six years' good character.

-J. J. W., M. Walker's. Stationer, Leyton. N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, single; thoroughly
understands the jjrofession in all its branches. Upwards of

three years' good character.—G. O., Mr. Hatton, Harrow Gate,
Dorking, S urrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; thoroughly
understands Forcing. Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, good Kitchen

and Flower Gardener. Eight years' good cfiaracter. Can be well
recommended—J. W. M., VVest Park, Salisbup'.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands all

kinds of Early and Late Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ;

also Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references.—B. C, Orton
Hali Gardens, near Peterborough. Hunts.

r^ ARDENER (Head), age 32. — William
VT Ratchelous, Head Gardener during the last five years to the

Hon. Colonel Duncombe, M.P., will shortly beat liberty to engage
with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough
practical Gardener,-Waresley Park. St. Neots . Hunts.

GA|RDENER (Head, or good Single-handed),
married.—a Gentleman wishes to recommend a thoroughly

steady industrious Man as above. Satislactor\' reasons given for

leaving.—gardener. Unburst, Edge Hill.

G ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Thfir.-..,-7iiU/ iinflfrstands the profession; Wife can undertake a

I 1 , :
,.] < ,,t be very highly recommended.—GARDENER,

,
Middlesex

.\ri ! "I 1:, ma Gentleman's Garden, where there
iM ^ r iM . inl.ners, oras FOREMAN in a smaller Garden.—

. or three years in Nur«ries.—C. C, Hamilton
Grove, Hamilton Road, Lower Norwood, :

GARDENER and ORCHID GROWER.—
F. Ne\vm.\n bees r,-.pcctfiillv to .iffer his services to any Noble-

,r GcntI, 111 in, .1 I
....

I i
.1 ii.;li!y practical ; can be highly

harge for the last three

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Garden,
where he will have a chance o_f improving himself.—Age 18.

To Gaxdeners.

f^ .-ARDENER (Under), in a good Garden, where he
vT can obtain a good knowledge of Housework (possesses a know-
ledge of Kitchen and p^lower Garden work).—Age_22, Respectable

Kno : Hil obhaii

s._F. W. DUKRANT,

N
To the Trade.

URSERY FOREMAN or MANAGER.
Middle-aged; an entrijetic Man ; many years; experi

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman s Garden.
—Has a practical knowledge of Vines, Pines, Fruit, &c., and

Early and Late Korcinir. Good reference.~A. B., Mr. Webb,
Stationer, York Town, Frimley, Surrey, ^

To the Trade.
FOREMAN (iNnooR), or GENERAL PROPA-

GATOR T ti-i-n ind prnvincial experience. Good references.

X. Y., Mr, 1 I 1: , . h^lit Place. Stock Bridge. Edinburgh.

ROPA( . \ I > )l; . ! < ! 1 man), in a Nursery.—Has had
long t\|FLi ^n^•^ and Propagating Stove and Green-

house Plaiilii, lii._Ll,„ L.i!uJlias. Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses,

Conifers, &c, C,i.n<i refcrcnct^s —G,Ga^v<fw^^n' Chronicle Office. \\f.C.

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FORE-
MAN.—Middle-aged; thoroughly experienced in Soft and Hard-

wooded Propagating and Grafting. Good references.—C. A.,

, Chancellor Road, We
To Landed Proprietors.

LAND STEWARD.-The Advertiser desires an
engagement in the above capacity. He has a thorough practical

knowledge of Agriculture, the Valuation and Management of Timber,

and all Estate matters. Satisfactory references.—J. M,, Messrs.

Gibbs & Co., Half-moon Street. Piccadilly, London, W.

QTEWARD or BAILIFF. — Age 40, married, one^
. It, ike the Management of a Farm of any extent.

ind Selling, also Steam Machinery, and the
Has had the best experience

Unexceptionable

GARDENER (Head), age 41. married.—A. Calder
is at liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring

1 —A. CALDER. Thai

i^:i ARDENER (Head.)-William Earley, Digswell
VJ Park Gardens, is at liberty to treat with any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener,
who has had great experience in every branch of modern Horticulture.
Thirteen years' excellent character from present employer, whom he is
leaving, through the expiration of lease, at Michaelmas. Reference is
kindly permitted to F. Pryor, Esq., 8. Cleveland Row, St James's

;

='"'^ •" '^^ i"^;-.-T Horticulturists. Fncnds are

Wholesale Seed Trade.

MANAGER, or TRAVELLER and CORRE-
SPONDENT. — The Advertiser is open for an immediate

engagement as above; has had 18 years' experience in the best houses.

HOPMAN(Head), MANAGER, or TRAVELLER;
age 35, married.—The Advertiser will he shortlyjapenjt " -

'- -

above; thoroughly acquainted with the Seed Trade, both

Wholesale and Retail ; also the Nursery Business. Ten years with

present employer.-W. B. C, Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn,

HOPMAN. WAREHOUSEMAN.—Age 29

S—W. B., Garden,

MPROVER, under Glass, in a first-class Garden.—
A young Man. practically acquainted with the general work of the

Fruit KtcKen, and Flower Gardens. References and personal

character— T. B.C. Drury Fortnum. Esq . Stanmore Hill. Middlesex.

To Nurserymen and Market Gardeners.

r
MPROVER.—A respectable Man. age 28; has had
fi..- ,.*.-.rcV-vnrrirnrcin ihr himin^is; with a vicw to Partnership.

Good from former mploye -T. E., , Castle Plai

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
HOUSE and ESTATE CARPENTER, or to under-

take the Management of any Erections that may be required,

—

Wanted, by a practical Man of many years' experience in all kinds of

Building operations, a situation as above. Has had good pracric* '-
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Planting Season.

IMPORTANT to NOIlLliMEN', GENTLEMEN, NURSERY-
MEN, BUILDERS. and OTHERS ENGAGED EX.
TENSTVELY in PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALE;S of NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBER 24 to 29 —Oi> the Premises, the EATON ROAD NUR.
SERIES, CHESTER: by order of the Executors of the late Mr.
Chivas, without reserve, the FIRST PORTION of the very
extensive NURSERY STOCK.

OCTOBER (latter end of the month), on the Premises, the CAMDEN
NURSERY, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, CAMBERWELL,
S.

I by order oF the Eserutors of the late Mr. Wm. Barnes, the
Mhole of the ihrivini; NURSERY STOCK, also the several
GREENHOUSES, PITS, FRAMES, and UTENSILS in

TKAfiE.
NOVEMBER 3 and 4, on the Premises, the WHITCHURCH

'EMBER 7 to 10, on the Premises, the LKIGHAM COURT
ROAD NURSERY (a branch establishment), STREATHAM
HILL, SURREY; by order of Mr. George Clarke, the land being
required for building purposes.
3VEMBER 21 to 25. on the Premises, the WANDSWORTH
COMMON NURSERIES, SURREY, S. ; by order of Mr R.

Valuei
of .Messrs. PROTIIEROE AND MORRIS, Auction.

, Essi

Chrlstcliurcli, Hants,
SHORT NOTICE of an IMPORTANT CLEARANCE S.'iLE of

NURSERY STOCK,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. G, Smith, to SELL by AUCTION, on the
Premises, Park Place, Belbins and Scot's Hill Nurseries, Christ,
church. Hants, on MONDAY NEXT, at 12 for i o'clock precisely,
the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprising a large,
varied, and choice assortment of Evergreen, Deciduous, and Conifera!
Shrubs ; Ornamental and Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, standard and
dwarf Roses, American Plants, &c.

and Catalogues had

month from the date of Sale,

Woking, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STUCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have

received instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. George
Jackman, Seni,)r. 10 SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the
Premises, the Woking Nursery, Woking. Surrey (about one mile from
the Railway Station), on THURSDAY, October 6. and four following
days, at tr for 12 o'clock precisely each day, a portion of the very
valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of upwards of 3000 Specimen
Coniferse, and Evergreen Shrubs, of matchless shape and beauty,
ranging from 3 to 15 feet, in capital condition for removal, the whole
having been carefully prepared, including choice Abies, Pinus, Piceas,
Taxus, Araucarias, Cupressus, Juniperus, Retinosporas and Thuias,of=""' '^hujopsis borealis, \\ ellingtonia gigantca, variegatetl and

6000 Portugal Laurels, 2 to 4 feet ; 600 English Yews, 4 to 5 feet •

IIOO Thuja Warreana and amcricana, 3 to 6 I'cet : 300 Picca Pinsapo,
^A to 2]i feet: 500 Irish and Chinese Junipers, 3 to 4 feel; 1000
hybrid and seedling Rhododendrons, r to 3 feet, &c. ; likewise a fine

"
'

'"
al Deciduous Trees, 8 to 15 feet, for Park and

(M. each,

N.B,— P. & M f I

,
, that all persons who contemplate

planting durint' th
;

.. . , 1, should inspect this Stock, in order
to form an adequate concetition r,i its beauty and excellence. P. & M.
would further mention, with a view of conveying an idea of its extent
that the borders on each side of the Centre Main Walk alone measure

adapted for effective plai

M
STOCK, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, HOT-WATER PIPING, BRICKWORK, i-t.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nursery

Grosvenor Park, Cambcrwell.S., on TUESDAY and WEDNESD.W,
llclober it and 12, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day, without
reserve, by order of Mr. John Dawson (the land being required by

Sn°i)?t!?J°U''^r.',::""?" -"'',? Church), the whole o? the valuabli

lty,^J^.^?-Y
STOCK, ^admirably adapted for the London Suburbs,~ " "

Eunnymus, o( sorts; 6(x>o .\ucubas,
I ^ariegatcd Hollies, 200 Common
' ,

of sorts; 4(Xi Chinese Arbor-vita:,
,"3 Ornamental and Forest Trees,
Mridard and Half-Standard Roses,

5^ v.u,,ri,iis, .-3 .
1 1,1 pots: 3000 choice Greenhouse

Plants, includini; ,., 1 1 ,n,Hlias and Azalea indica, &c., 1400Hardy Climbers, oj sorts- ,300 v—-'- "*" —— -
'"' -- -- --,

Greenhouses and Pits, Twilvi i an
water Piping, Tank, Brickwork, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had of

Mr. Dawson, 170, Camberwell Road, S. ; and of the Auctioneers.
Ley

including 5000 Grt

800 Junip

M
Crown Nursery, Beading.

SALE of CHOICE NURSEKV STOCK, Src.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
^I'l^-ri'i^v™"'

'"structions from Mr. James Holder to SELL byAUCTION, on the Premises, Crown Nursery, Reading, near the
Cemetery, on WEDNESDAY, October 12, at it for 12 oTIork
precisely, without reser\e, a large quantity of choi.
Deciduous Trees and Shrubs of
Dwarf Roses, choice Rhododendi
of fine Fruit Trees, con;
&&, fine Vines in pot:
Figures, Fancy Flowerpc.^,
May be viewed the cLiy prior to the Sale, Catalogues may be had

nd Valuers, Lcytonstonc, E,

uantity of cl

: usual kinds, fine Standard and
by name : a selected assortment

ting of Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
- - lity of ornamental \ases, and

1 the Premises, and of the

Tooting, S,'W.
IMPORTANT SALE of YOUNG and THRIVING EXTRA

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROEANDMORRISareinstructed

_ by Mr. R. Parker to SELL bv AUCTION, without reserve, on

V;,?.";'?,'^??'
^?°"'= Nu^ery, Tooting, S.W,, on THURSDAY andrRIDA\

,
October 13 and 14, at tt for 12 oClock precisely each d.ay.

Thousands of Valuable Extra NURSERY STOCK, remarkably well-
grown and in excellent condition for removal ; comprising 6000 choice
Evergreen Shrubs and Conifera: In specimen borders, including

Yews, 500 Arbor.v

best varieties; a large quantity of Boursaults, inei,,..^ , ^,
jVlanetti, and other kinds

; line Standard and Pyramidal Fruit Trees
in bearing condition; together with 50 lots of Choice ORCHIDS,
fine Azalea indica, Gynerium argenteum, Yuccas of sorts, &c.

;

Choice Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Bulbs, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale ; Catalogues may be had

on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American
Nurseries, Leytonstone, Essex.

Bagshot, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED

SALE of NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Sunningdale Nursery,
Bagshot, five minutes' walk from Sunningdale Station, South-Western
Railway, on MONDAY, October 17. and five following days, at 11 for
12 oClock precisely each day, a portion of the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, including an unlimited variety of choice Evergreen, Conifer-
ous, and Deciduous Shrubs, of remarkable growth^nd symmetrical
form and beauty, viz., 15,000 common Colchic and rortugal Laurels,
t to 5 feet ; 3000 Retinospora ericoides, ij^ to 2j^ feet; 200oCuprcssu

during the autumn and spring of i 3-70-

St. John's Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of a HIIIHLV I.MPORTANT and

\'ERY EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of FIRST CL.\SS
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re-
ceived instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. William

lackman, deceased, to SELL by AUCTION without reserve, on the

St. John's Nursery, Woking, Surrey, on MOND.W,
October 24, and s 1 follow ; days : for 12 o'clock precisely

pear in future advert 1.'

M Bulbs from Holland.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
" "^ Rooms, 38, King Street, CovenC Garden, W C. "

On ^thc lings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

EasthampStead Nursery, near Bracknell, Berks.
IMPORTANT V. N'HiI.KMI.N. GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS,

l'I..\N I IM. ft.r IMMEDIATE EFFECT

MR. W. Al'.R.MlAM has received instructions from
I'm I'i .

' Mlic above Nurserj, Mr. R. Saunders, to SELL
by Al' I I'

' *"
' " '

foll'-.w,'

Colin 1

chasers. They consist of A:
Cedrus Deodaia and Libar

. .

Abies, Picca, Pinus, Taxus, Common and Portugal Laurel, green
and variegated Holly, Arbutus : STANDARD RHODODEN-
DRONS and fine bushes of the same, 2 to 6 feet ; Kalmias, Azaleas,
Heaths; 10,000 handsome Spruce Firs. 2 to $ feet : 30.000 FOREST
TREES, including Scotch, Larch, and Austrian Fir; Birch, Beech,
Hazel, Alder, Oak, Hornbeam, &c. ; 1500 standard Perpetual Roses,

) strong Quick, 400 y idginn, Pampas Grass, &c

Sale, either at the Nurserj', the principal Inns in the neighbou
hood, or (post free) of the Auctioneer, Valuer, &c, GoldworlhNu
scries. Woking. Surrey, _^__

thel;
and Accommodat

important J South-Eastern Rail-

Frontages to the highroad from
Hrcnchlcy to Maidstone, having also a Registered Parliamentary
"" ' ' -' Title absolutely safe, and reducing the cost

way, and possess!
Hrenchlcy to M
Title, rendering
__ _. . The property
only 5 miles from Tunbridgc, 10 from Maidstone, and 35 from
London. Three-fourths of the purchase-money can remain on
mortgage at 5 per cent.

ESSRS. DEBENHAM. TEWSON. and FARMER
ill SELL the above (in 20 Lots, varying from half an Acre

to 10 Acres, and one of 35 Acres), at the Maidstone Road Inn, close
to Paddock Wood Station, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 5, at

4 o'clock punctually.
Particulars with Plans at the place of Sale ; at the Rose and Crown

Hotel, Tunbridge ; at the Star Hotel, Maidstone; and in London of
* " ULLEN, Esq., Solicitor, Barge Yard Chambers. Bucklersbury

:

M

nd ofthe Aucl
applic

Jo, Cheapside, E.C, who will forward them by

Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport,
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY STOCK.—To

NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and NURSERYMEN.

MR. KERRISON has been favoureti with instructions
from Mr. B. Whitham to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, at the above Nurseries, on WEDNESDAY' and THURS-
DAY, October 5 and 6, a portion of his most valuable NURSERY
STOCK, comprising many thousands of Hybrid Rhododendrons and
hardy Azaleas, well set with bud ; also a very extensive and valuable
collection of Forest and Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, in too great variety to enumerate in an advertisement. Sale
to commence each day at 12 o'clock at noon punctually.
Catalogues may be had (post free), and any further information

obtained of Mr. B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stock,
port : and of the Auctioneer. 290, Stamford Street, Ashton-undcr.Lync.

, Acre

t offer

i, near Rugeley.
I EN, and PARTIES
LUABLE NURSERY

Staffordshire i;ivritf;ii N
IMI'ORTAN 1 I" . !

I
'

PLANTING ...Vl.l. :., .1'. '„il

MR. C. GILL.4RD begs to
instructed by Mr. Whitehouse to Advertise for SALE by

AUCTION, at the above Nursery Grounds, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAYj^ October 11 and 12, a^ large quantity of truly

about too perfect specimens of the best Gclden Queen
Hollies, unto 4^ feet, transplanted in the Autumn of r869and spring
)f 1870: fine specimens of Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja gigantea.

ujopsis borealis, Wellir

Forest Trees ; strong and Seedling Quick. Fruit TrL_ ,

Particulars will appear in Catalogues, wliich will he published in due
time, to be obtained from the Auctioneer and at the place of Sale.

Hanover Nursery, Rye Lane, Peokham.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of S.\LE. — In

consequence of the expiration of the Lease, the whole of the
Valuable and well grown ST<3CK of the above celebrated N U RSERIT
will be offered for SALE, particulars of which will be giv

offered al a low price.
nbe

Sale of Leicester Sheep, at Stanwlck Park House,
near Darlington.

MM. THOM.\S Wl,'nii;kl--,1.L (commissioned by
J. Wood. F.M| 1. will SEl.I.l.v A I ;rr ION, on THURSDAY,

October 13, the following Purebred LEICESTER SHEEP, con-
sisting of 145 Elwesand Gimmers, and a few Tups and Tup Lambs,
which have been bred with the greatest care and judgment by Mr
Wood and his late father for o

- '^^ ^_,_ -r .c. fc.„,.

:ed froi

blood of Buckley,
e present day equal
ntfy with Mr. Wood
tendance of Breeders

passed by any other Leicest,. .

Catalogues to be had of Mr- WOOD ; or of Mr. T. WETHERELL,
32, Claypath, Durham.

Commissions faithfully executed by the /

Weston Park, Shlpston-on-Stour.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

R. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE b>;_ AUCTION, .without rt;serve. on

Geo. R.
Phillips. Bart., including some of the best and cboic'est families in the
Herd, many of w-hich are of Knightley descent, and by Bulls of that

M

Important Sale of Shorthorns.

MR. STR.-\FFORD has received instructions to SELL
by AUCTION, without reserve, on TUESDAY, October iS,

at Weston Park, SLX very Superior and well-bred YOUNG BULLS,
belonging to H. ). Sheltion, Esq., of Brailcs House, that are well
worthy the attenticn of purchasers of first.ratc blood.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had _of Mr^STRAFFORD,
13, Euston Square, London, N.W ' " . r..^., ^
House, near Shipston.on-Stour.

of Mr. SHELDON, Brailei

FIRST-CLASS SALES of SHORTHORNS,
SHEEP, PIGS, &c.

WEDNESDAY, October S-—Mr. W. Butler's ENTIRE HERD of
SHORTHORNS, at BADMINTON, CHIPPENHAM, of about
SEVENTY HEAD, including some of the very best D.irlingtons,

Minnies, Lavenders, and other choice families, crossed with bulls

, E.NHAftll'lOIN.
led with bulls of

S]itiii ' [ Lii.l 111. .Ill Mood. .\lsn Ills \cry famous stock of pure
lit :

I. M I
; I

li'.'.,

FRIl •

' \bout FORTY very choice and highly-bred
n I 11 tiom the celebrated herd belonging to Lady
I,, , 1 ,,,k, Newmarket. Also the FLOCK o!

Mli.'l -Mil I M.EEP, purebred white PIGS, HORSES,
IMPLEMEN I S, ,S;c., from two farms whose leases have expired.

Catalogues, with I'edigrees and full particulars, of JOHN
THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

THORNTON'S SHORTHORN CIRCULAR.—
The Tenth Number of this publication is now in hand. Par-

ticulars for insertion up to the end of September to be sent during the

week to JOHN THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, London, W.

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, AGRICULTUR.'^L
HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER 5 to 9.

IMPLEMENT nEPARTMEN'T.
The I 4-^T liW r,,r r,-,-.i vii, • A I ' I' 1 . 1

(
'AT IONS for SPACE for

IMI'llMl^l 1 M \' M r.ll ^ .
.'. .nilCTOBERi.

prill' I
. I : ind Regulations, may be

obt.Liiii I i'i I \ I I
'

1
I

I 1

' ^ I Liit.Secretary^ corner of
HallM ^ii.iili III

I .1 111 ii.w Ail communications shoultl

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 5, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors arc requested to apply for Certificate Forms by

the reference letters as under.

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. ForaCOWor IIKIKKU linanvClass).

„ C. ForaBEASl m I 1. ,
--. 1

SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of 111

„ I)D. For a Pen I I ' [Stock.

„ E. For a SIM. II >. 1 IIEEP in Extra
PIGS. „ F. Forapenof tliic^ 111... ,1.1 -111. Clais).

„ G. ForaSINGLE I'lG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prire Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant.Sccrc-

leld Club Show."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER i, 1S70.

It is impossible to obtain precise informa-

tion respecting the Prevalence of Infectious
Diseases among Animals on the Continent.
The accounts which reach us probably fall short

of the reality, although they contain sufficient

to indicate the very serious aspect of affairs. In

Eastern Europe cattle plague is rife. In Gal-

licia, Transylvania, Podolia, and Polish Russia

the malady is still progressing. On the Asiatic

shores of the Black Sea the plague is also

reported to be spreading rapidly.

From Berlin, along the main lines of cattle

transit up to the Baltic coast, the disease has

now extended, and we hear that Saxony has

prohibited the imports of cattle and other rumi-

nants, as well as of substances belonging to them,

from Berlin and Stralsund. Saxony is still suffer-
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ing from the ravages of the plague, but is natu-

rally desirous of avoiding any fresh introduction

of infected stock.
.

Cattle plague has broken out in Alsace and m
Mannheim, and in respect of Germany it can

only be said that the spread of the disease is

almost unprecedented in rapidity. It is admitted

by the authorities that the unusually successful

measure of the military cordon cannot now be,

to any sufficient extent, adopted, in consequence

of the necessitv which compels the attendance of

troops upon o'ther, and, for the moment, more

urgent duties.

We may gather from all the reports that have

reached this country during the last few days,

the rinderpest is doing its work without let or

hindrance ; and we know from experience how

effectually that work will be done. Some
epizootic and epidemic diseases seem to exhaust

themselves by the violence of their action. It is

common to hear it said of a malignant fever that

it is dying out. Cattle plague dies out only from

one cause— pure inanition,—the sheer want of

material on which to feed. So long as animals

are within the sphere of its deadly influence its

energy remains unimpaired ; and in the last

attack upon the last ox of the herd, the disease

is not less virulent than it was in its mid-career.

While the war lasts, it is idle to expect any

diminution in the number of attacks, except what

must necessarily be due to the thinning of the

herds by disease and slaughter ; but it may be

questioned if we should not run more risk of

infection after peace is restored than we do now.

At present there is something like a concentra-

tion of the herds and flocks, in the immediate

vicinity of the centres of the contagion, for

the supply of the troops ; and the operations

of the contractors, who literally scour the

country in search of animals for exportation

to England, are limited by the circumstance of

war. When the causes which lead to the massing

of animals together no longer exist, distribution

will be the order of the day, and enterprising

dealers will enjoy unrestricted freedom of selec-

tion. Animals of all sorts and sizes will be in

the market, and the previous scarcity, resulting

from restrictions upon the importation of cattle,

will give a new impetus to the trade.

Until the precautions which will be gradually

carried into ctTect upon the cessation of the war

have been effectual in arresting the spread of the

disease, it is not likely that any of the preventive

measures which have been enjoined by the

recent Acts of the Legislature will be relaxed.

It might perhaps occur to many well meaning

but uninformed people, that no one would

wish, for mere personal considerations, to

disturb, in the slightest degree, any of

the arrangements which are absolutely neces-

sary for the protection of home stock ; but

it is unfortunately the case that the commercial

spirit is not patriotic in its character, and rarely

exhibits the spectacle of self-sacrifice. Importers

of foreign stock have assured us, over and over

again, that they are quite as anxious as the

Government or the English farmer can be, to

keep disease out of the country ; and by way of

proving the sincerity of their constant protesta-

tions, after the last Order was passed, they used

all the means at command to get as large a

number as possible of German animals into the

metropolitan market last Monday, by shipping

them at North German ports in time to land

them in London in the eve of the day on which

the Order prohibiting the movement of such

animals from the landing-place set apart for

them came into operation.

The Order to which we referred last week was
passed on September 20, and the first clause

provided that " This Order shall take effect from

and immediately after the 23d day of September."

Under ordinary circumstances the majority of

the animals landed at the London wharves
come in on Saturday and Sunday, the

last day being, as a rule, the busiest day in the

week. Last week, however, the day was changed
to Friday, which was the last day of grace

allowed by the Order, and a considerable number
of German animals were landed in time to be

sent to the metropolitan market. The animals

which were in the market on Monday were in

good health and condition ; most of them were

North German beasts, which had been shipped

at Tonning, where at present there is no disease,

but no one can say with any good reason that

the place will remain free another week ; it is,

therefore, satisfactory to know that no more

part of Germany, to the metropolitan market for

some time to come.

Quoting from our note-book, we propose to

bring before the reader a few points on the

subject of root crops ; and first, on early Turnips

as a means of folding heavy land early in

autumn. We sowed the early white Pomeranians

on May 8 and iS ; on July 10 they covered the

ground and did very well, in spite of the drought,

which ended July i. They were folded off in

August and September. On May 13 and ]6,

1865, we sowed Pomeranians on 8 acres, and on

17 acres of heavy land, and had a very great

crop, which proved exceedingly valuable. The

cost of the respective fields per acre was :—

-

No. 1.—Eight Acres.

Rent and taxes . . .... . . . . . ^2 o o

One autumn ploughing with three horse.s three

roods a-day o 14 S

15 loads of dung at 3^ 250
Spreading ditto 014
Guano ••. • .. o 15 o

One ploughing with three horses m spring . . . . o 1 1 o

Two ditto with two horses .

.

.

. .

..0160
Ploughing out furrows, i.r. : harrowing, zs. 6ti. :

rolling, IS. ; drilling, is. ; seed, is. 6d. ..060
Hoeing • • • • ° ^^ "^

No. 2.—Seventeen Acres.

Steam-smashing in autunm .

Twice broadsharing in spnng .

Harowing, rolling, and seed .

Hoeing

The land was poor, and was greatly improved

by the fold. The Turnips maintained 300 lambs

(on corn) per acre, per week ; which, at 4(/. per

head, gives ^5 an acre. By growing white Turnips

and Cabbages, the heavy-land farmer can begin

feeding, in earnest, in July, and he has the advan-

tage of being early on the market to buy his stock,

and of getting his land manured in good time.

Rapf delights in fen land, or soft rich soils ; it

also grows freely on chalks and light soils gene-

rally, in years of average moisture, and is a

favourite crop on account of its inexpensive

cultivation and its value for sheep. On hard

clays it often becomes stunted and mildewed,

both in dry or in very wet seasons. The only

chance for Rape on such lands is to sow

it with a deep, well pulverised tilth ; it won't

grow in clods. The land must be cultivated

thoroughly and deeply. In the dry season

of 1865 we had to deal with a poor heavy

farm that needed both cleaning and feeding.

Bare fallow is starvation on such land. As

an alterative we tried three fields of Rape.

The first was a Wheat stubble well folded in

winter, by fatting sheep fed on roots and corn,

ploughed once in spring, cultivated and drilled

without manure on June 6. The crop was much
mildewed, and only maintained 62 fatting ewes

per acre per week. Another field, cultivated as

for Turnips, did much better ; and a 25-acre

field, deeply ploughed in winter, and well moved

by the steam cultivator in spring without further

ploughing, produced a crop higher than the

hurdles. Both of these fields had 3 cvA. of guano

per acre.

Rape is usually ready to fold eight weeks after

sowing it. On June 12, 1865, the Rape having

been drilled on May 1 3, 4 quarts per acre, 1 2 inches

apart, with 3 cwt. of guano per acre, had just been

hoed, and looked promising. The rows would

have closed up after the first shower, but on

July 10 the drought had punished the crop.

July 29, the Rape was stunted and had grown

less. This was partly owing to thick seeding.

Two quarts of seed would have been sufficient,

and I S inches from row to row would have been

better than 12 inches. A thick crop runs to

stalks, which become stunted and tough, and

instead of being eaten are trampled under foot,

making litter enough to drive a timid man into

bare fellow for the rest of his days. Our best

crop (4 quarts per acre, sown broadcast, on

July 12, 15, and 17, and the seed not all covered)

did much better, but was much too thick. It

o-rew fast, and was eaten while young ; but the

stalks, though succulent, were drawn up, long,

and w^eak. To avoid waste, by treading under

foot, we gave the sheep a small fold twice a day,

mowed part of the crop, and gave it in cages.

On heavy land Rape should be sown early, and

in small quantities for succession, and folded

when young. On warm, fast land, the early fold

is sometimes ploughed, and resown with Rape

or Turnips,

therefore, satisfactory to know that no more The Swedish Turnip dots not needapromi-

stock will be brought from Tonning, or any other I nent place in these notes. In the southern and

eastern counties it is esteemed in the autumn

months before Mangel has arrived at perfection.

It yields considerably less weight to the acre, on

clays especially. The weight of the Mangel

crop diminishes, however, while that of Swedes

increases in the districts further north. Swedes

are invaluable on all land that bears folding in

winter. They are more liable to mildew when
sown early than white Turnips, especially in

wann climates on early soils. The season for

sowing is from the middle of May to the middle,

or even the end, of June. Early-fed Swedes are

generally " waxy " and inferior ; they are not in

proper season till October. They stand a mode-

rate amount of frost without injury, but are

much deteriorated by successive frosts and

thaws, therefore they should be heaped and pro-

tected when intended to remain in the field after

the middle of November.
Kohl Rcihi is comparatively little known, and

has special merits which require notice. It is

even hardier than the Swede, and is better able

to stand dry weather. In 1S64, a year of extreme

drought, we were much struck with its appear-

ance on very light land in Cambridgeshire,

where it proved superior to the other root crops.

The late Mr. Frere (Editor of the " Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society"), who grew it

very successfully, gave us the following account :—

"An early sowing of Kohl Rabi took place on April 8 ;

they were transplanted, and gave 21 tons 2 cwt. 6 stones per

acre. The main crop is drilled at the same time and in the

same way as Swedes, those drilled the third week in June

do not arrive at full maturity, and therefore stand the

severest frost. They do not produce sprouts, but the

leaves are retained. For transplanting after Tares, about

July 10 to 17, the seed is sown about May 12, and the

quantity of food produced is more and better than the

general crop of white Turnips, and double that produced

by sowing white Turnips after Tares with the same treat-

ment. With the same cultivation as Swedes, they yield

on our light land one and a-half times as much food. They

are wholesome food for sheep ; milch cows do well on

them, and no flavour is imparted to the butter."

At Mark Lane, on Monday, a small supply of

English Wheat sold readily at the extreme prices of

the previous Monday. At Wednesday's market, though

the supply continued limited, there was no advance on

Monday's rates. At the Metropolitan Cattle Market

the eflects of the recent restrictive Order were palp-

able. At Monday's market choice qualities were

scarce, and advanced in price ; the average rates for

sheep were lower. Wednesdity's trade was dull, at

lower rates.

Mr. Mechi has addressed another letter to the

Times on The Uses of London Sewage, iu which

there is at least one statement which may mislead. The

assertion that " the average annual produce ofeach of the

107 acres under sewage at the Lodge Farm, near Bark-

ing, is from ^^30 to ^70," is, we imagine, mtended to

convey only the fact that there are many acres under

sewage management there of which this is true.

Strawberries have been grown on the farm, yielding

more than the largest of these suras per acre, and

this year it is announced that upwards of ^^50 an acre

has been realised for Onions; but, as Mr. MECHI

says :

—

"As the farm is so liberally thrown open to public

inspection, all doubt can be very speedily removed. The

crops consist of Cabbages (ordinary and pickling), Carrots,

Parsnips, Potatos, Beetroot, Mangel Wurzel, Onions,

Kohl I^abi, Broccoli, Turnips, Strawbemes, with some

Italian Rye-grass, and Clover, Oats, and Wlieat. Crops

are orown in rapid succession. Their appearance is one

of succulent luxuriance, contrasting most favourably with

those of the surrounding market gardens, although the

latter receive as much as so tons P':''
''^"'^ °^ London

solid manure for each crop, at an enormous cost. Little

live stock is kept on the farm to make manure, the

farm depends entirely on London sew.age. In fact tlie crops

(TO to London, and come back in a few days m the form of

tewage. The crop of Onions was sold for /ss per acre,

the purchaser to gather and remove it. The Cabbage

crop would probably realise more than that. Two
crops per annum are taken on most of the land. The

land is of a porous, gravelly nature, the sewage flowing on

to it by gravitation, and, after passing through, it comes

away like pure water. The rent of the land was 45^. per

acre but it has been taken at 551. per acre by the present

occupiers. The total annual quantity used is estimated

at i-:i6sth of the London sewage, or about one day's

supply This confirms the estimate I made in my last

letter to you, that at least 30,000 acres would be required

tor the London sewage. Several floodings or dressings

are Wven to e.ach crop. I estimated much of the Mangel

crop at fully 40 tons per acre. The sewage is pumped

from the tn-eat reservoir at Barking by a 25-horse power

en<^ne. consuming about 20s. worth of fuel per day, to

wWch must be added the engine-driver's wages of +(. 61/.

per day Making all allow.ances for expenses, the

crops must, and I beUeve do, prove unmistakably re-

munerative."

Mr. WiLLOUGHEY WooD thus refers to the

origin.al purity of the Shropshire breed of sheep, in

the columns of Bell's PVed-fy Messenger :—
" At the end of the catalogue of Mr. Robinson's Short-

horns, to be sold by Mr. Thornton. I find the follomng

paragraph prefixed to the list of Southdown and half-bred
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Shropshire and Southdown rams, which are to be offered

on that occasion :—
" ' Mr. Robinson has for the last 29 years bred South-

downs from the flocks of Mr. John Ellman, Mr. Jona:
Webb, and other eminent breeders, and lately from the

celebrated flock of Lord Walsingham, at Merton. During

this period he has sold many of his rams to cross Shrop-

shire sheep, and tlieir descendants have been most suc-

cessfully exhibited at the Royal and local shows.'
" Some two or three years ago a paper, signed by the

best known breeders of Shropshires, denying an allegation

that they were in the habit of using Southdown rams,

brought to me, and received mysignature. As it is import-
ant that the facts of this case should be properly known,
will Mr. Robinson specify the breeders of Shropshires to

whom he has sold Southdown rams ?"

The French agricultural societies have put off

all their meetuigs, as the whole force of the countiy is

required for its defence. The Paris Society of Carpen-
ters has decided that the sum of looof., destined for

its annual Jlte^ shall be applied in aid of the families of

agricultural labourers of the neighbourhood serving in

the army. It is the same all over the countiy. The
vintage has commenced in the South of France.

OUR LIVE STOCK,
The brilliant result of the Nunwick Hall sale, on

Friday, the 23d ult., ranks among the most remarkable
events in the recent history of Shorthorns. Last May
we were electrified by Mr. Murton Tracey's wonderful
average of ^^86 2s. 6d. over 44 animals, the highest

that had been obtained since the Siddington sale in

1S69, when 39 animals made an average of £']2'^s.

Mr. Saunders has, however, far excelled either of his

south country brethren ; 61 animals have been sold at

an average of £<)(>, while 45 females realised the

almost unprecedented sum of £106 los. ^f. each.

The first 1 1 lots were comparatively old. ]\Ir. Thorn
gave 84 gs. for Clara Gu'ynni\ and 55 gs. were given
for Waterloo Dtuhcss by 9TH Grand Duke. Wild
Eyes Duchess^ also by 9TH Grand Duke, was put
up at 100 gs., and finally knocked down at the
sum of 250 gs. to Mr. Cochrane, after a severe compe-
tition, in which Lords Dunmore, Skelmersdale, and
Kenlis, took part. F/eda's Farnvell was sold to Lord
Dunmore for 150 gs., and FareiuelVs IVJiite Rose \\2&

pmrchased by Lord Skelmersdale for 100 gs. A great

sensation was caused when, after a sharp contest with
Captain Oliver and Mr. Cochrane, Lord Kenlis secured
Waterloo 2>^th for the enormous price of 475 gs.

Waterloo y]th exceeded this figure, becoming Mr.
Cochrane's at 500 gs. Mr. Cochrane also secured
Waterloo ^St/i for 300 gs., and Waterloo y^th became
Lord Skelmersdale's properly at i5ogs. Waterloo Apth
was bought for 300 gs, by the Rev. Peter Graham, of
Turnscroft, Lancashire, and Wild Eyes Duchess was
secured by Lord Dunmore for 120 gs. Among the

bulls, ElfGAK, the Oxford winner, brought no gs. from
Mr. Thompson, of Maiden Hill, and Lord Nunwick,
a son of the bull just named, was purchased by Mr.
Wilson, of Woodhorn, for 205 gs. We must defer our
complete list of prices until next week.

Mr. Strafford has issued a sale catalogue of the
WesLon Park herd, the property of Sir George Phillips,

Bart. The list comprises 40 females and 9 bull:

Although the whole herd will not be offered, great

judgment has been shown in selecting three entire

families for sale, namely, the " ICnightleys," the
"Welcomes,'* and the "Gwyneths.'' In glancing at

the origin and breeding of these families, we find the
" Knightleys " deserve their name, eight being descended
from Rosy by Rob Roy (557). The immediate pro-
genitors of this section of a well-known tribe are still in

the herd, and will be sold at the forthcoming sale,

namely, Polytint by Earl of Dublin (10,178), and
Lactea by Saraavak {15,238), both being out of the
famous old cow Corjihhid by Janizary (Si 75). There
are also two cows and a 2-year-old bull of the well-
known "Sweetheart" tribe, namely. Sweetheart 2dy now
19 years old, by Earl of Dublin, and So7'ceress by
Mocassin (18,406). The pedigree of the first-named
animal is very perfect, as may be shown by the follow-
ing Table :

—

Cow by HoTsi-UR (1117) SiK Walter {2637).

Sylph Caliph {1774).

Graceful Little John {4232).

Charmer Accordion (570S),

Szveetiwart Earl of Dublin (10,178}.

to the Duke of Kent, a handsome roan bull, bred
by the Messrs. Leney & Son, of Wateringbury, by
Lord Oxford 2d (20,215), ^^id of the Milcote
"Charmer" family. On the same day six first-class

Shorthorn bulls, bred by and l)elonging to Mr. H. J.

Sheldon, of Brailes, will he sold. Three of these

animals are of Fawsley origin ; one is a Dart
ton by 3D DuKE OF Wharfdale (21,619), one is a
*' Foggathorpe," and one is a well bred descendant of
Blauehe by Bela'EDERE (1706). The sale is adver-
tised to take place on Tuesday, the iSth inst.

Sweetheart 2d.

Lastly, among the descendants of Fawsley stock
may be named two descendants of Sir Charles Knigh-
ley's Fillet by Fawsley (6004), the first by Earl of
Dublin, and the second by 3D Duke of Thorn-
dale (17,749). Nine cows and heifers and two young
bulls are descended from Weleome by The Squire
(12,217), purchased at the Messrs. Dudding's sale in
i860. The "Gwyneths" came from Sarsden, where
they were much thought of by the late Mr. Langston,
and are seven in number. Besides these, there are a
few animals of shorter, although good, pedigree,
descended from Bluomsbury (3171) and Weston
(5635)- Most of the young stock are by the Cherry
Duchess bull, 30 Duke of Genoa, the sire now
in service. Some of the younger heifers have been put

On Wednesday, the 12th inst., Mr. Strafford

is instructed to sell the entire herd of ShorthornSj
belonging to Mr, Caless, of Bodicote House, Banbuiy.
There are in all 49 head, 33 of which are cows anc
heifers. The greater part of them are excellently

bred, 12 being directly descended from Mr. Coates'

Celia by 3D DuKE of Northumberland (3647),
andyV(3. 6 Chilton Sale, by Dr. Syntax (220). There
are also a few descendants oi Portia by Cato (119), a
favourite strain with Mr. Mason, of Chilton. Six of
the lots trace from Amelia, bred by Mr. Adkins, of
Milcote ; whilst nine spring from Bracelet, bred by
Mr. Harvey Combe, of Cobham Park ; the remainder
will be found to combine some good old sorts. Hunts-
man (21,963), a Royal winner, is the sire of most of
the young stock ; he was from Annie (bred by Mr. W,
Smith, of West Rasen), the dam of Whipper-in
(I9>i39). a- 1st prize bull at Battersea in 1862 : Lady
Franklin was also from W^est Rasen, and by the sire

of Annie—CAPTAIN Shaftoe, a Royal prize bull.

Great activity at present prevails in the Short-
horn world. The next two weeks will -witness many

portant sales, among which, in addition to what have
already been noticed, we may mention Mr. Thornton's
three impending Gloucestershire engagements. Mr.
Game's sale is fixed for next Tuesday, at Chipping
Norton, but having previously drawn attention to this

tock, we pass on to briefly notice two other important
auctions. Mr. W. Butler's herd will be sold at Bad-
minton on Wednesday, October 5, and on the follow-
ing day the late Mr. Hewer's herd comes to the hammer
at Sevenhampton. "We had last week," says an
excellent authority, "an opportunity of inspecting
both stocks. At Badminton we found a number of
cows in excellent condition and in calf, grazing on the
short bite that has been freshened by the late rains.

Old Darlington 1st, bred by Mr. Sainsburyat Corsham,
is a grand specimen of bovine creation ; fresh looking
at 14 years old, witli a docile expression of counte-
nance, rich quality of flesh, and abundant hair, she is

the type of a fattening beast, as the cushions on her
rumps testify. Her descendants are all of one
character, with long straight backs and quarters, wide
loins, and round ribs, and the same docile but rather
masculine-looking heads. Darliw^on I'Jth, a yearling,

was a picture, with a coat of long hair, beautifully

variegated white and roan. The ' Minnies ' seemed
to be the next best lot, all of the same roan colour, and
full of heavy flesh. Some of the * Lavenders ' looked
rather small in comparison with the rest. The calves
were nearly all of the same hue and very fat, being
reared on skim-milk made warm with water in which
Linseed had been boiled. Count Bickerstaffe 2D,
the bull, was level and true made, with short legs, a
broad head, and fine muzzle ; the bull calves had not
thriven so well, but were of much promise."

The Sevenhampton sale will afford an excellent

opportunity to any person who wishes to lay in a good
breeding stock of Berkshire pigs. We mean no dis-

respect to the cattle in thus giving precedence to their

porcine companions. On the contrary, we consider
that the SS head of very superior cattle well deserve a
good sale and good prices. The cows are large and
massive, and when dry feed rapidly. The herd was
originally started from well-selected cows with great
milking properties, upon which bulls from Earl Ducie';

and Mr. Game's stocks were used ; cows of good
pedigree and fine quality were afterwards introduced
into the stock, among which were some of Earl
Spencer's celebrated "No. 25" family, which will be
found in the catalogue under the name of the
" Epitaphs ; " also several cows bred from Mr. Smith's
old stock of Drax Abbey, York, and others tracing

directly back to Mr, Charles CoUing's Windsor, and
also to Denton, a son of the 1000 gs. Comet. Bulls
inheritmg largely Mr. Booth's prize blood have for the
last 20 years been employed. Borrowby Lad
(12,486) and Lord Lennox (29,189) were sons of the

Warlaby sires, MoNK and Sir James. Viscount
Killerby (19,081), of the " Mantalini " tribe, was
purchased of Mr. Carr, and the cows and heifers are

principally in calf to Mr. Torr's Bothwell
(25,661), a son of Lord Blithe, and from the
Anna " tribe.

REFLECTIONS ON BRITISH AGRICUL-
TURE.

What changes are coming slowly, but surely, over
the agricultural mind. The man who 20 years ago
chaffed Mechi for recommending straw as food for

cattle, is now found chaffing his own straw for his own
cattle ; so that we have, in reality, a great increase of

agricultural chaff. While the steam-engine hum of our
threshing-machine was in full play to-day, into the

pulper went Cabbages, Mangel, with tlieir tops, Kohl
Rabi, ditto ; said I to my cattle feeder, " George, hand-
power wouldn't do for this." "No," said he, "nor
horse-power neither." So that we came to the con-
clusion that every arable farm of 150 to 200 acres
should have a fixed steam-engine, with its accompani-
ment of pulpers, crushers, chaff-cutters, pumps, sack-

elevators, millstones, threshing-machine, cake-breaker
and grindstone—a circular saw would be of no use to

us, as our timber departed some 25 years ago. How
can agriculture progress without steam-power? and yet
its use is partial and very limited.

By-the-by, has your engine-driver, during the
slack time, taken to pieces the various machines,
cleaned their parts, oiled them, sharpened the teeth

of your pulper, examined and levelled the brasses,

cleaned the engine, flues, mud from boiler, &c. ? I

have seen so much neglect of these important matters
that I wonder whether farmers care for profit or
prefer loss. Machinery is like a watch : when I
carried my watch-key in my waistcoat pocket, dust
worked into it, and as I wound up the watch the dust
found its way into the works, and it never kept time,
and often the chain or spring broke ; but now that I
keep the watch-key in a clean piece of wash leather,

and enclose the watch at night in a wash leather bag
to keep it warm, it keeps excellent time, although
I have wom it constantly since 1826, when it was
presented to me with a testimonial engraved on it by
my first and only employer. My engine has been
driven for 22 years by one of my agricultural

labourers, who has gradually become blacksmith,
carpenter, or anything else required ; this is the
sort of man that should be bred and broke
in on every farm. The yoimgsters who group
around the engine-fire in wet and cold weather,
at their meal times, get inoculated with a conviction
that steam-power is a farm necessity ; and I hope and
believe that the rising generation of farmers will grow
up \vith a similar sentiment, and not, like their fathers,

looR upon it doubtfully as an experiment.
It is not desirable to quarrel with your labourers

;

several of mine have been with me for more than 27
years. We almost bred them on the estate. And this

reminds me that a certain estate owner from a back-
ard and neglected district visited a greatly improved

property in the eastern counties, where he was struck

th the intelligent and prosperous condition of the
tenantry. When they assembled at the festive board
the visitor, in his after-dinner speech, expressed his

rprise, and wondered how the landowner found
such a superior class of tenantry. One of the tenants
present shouted, "Why, his lordship breeds them on
the estate, to be sure." No doubt this is true enough,
and that, both as regards tenants and landowners, the
initiative by means, mind, and progress must have an
immense influence on the welfare and progression of
agriculture.

Amongst many such instances may be mentioned the
late Mr. Coke, of Norfolk, as a striking example. An
applicant for a farm too large for his available means
would be told, "No, this farm is too big for your
capital; I will find you one more suitable," And no
doubt he knew quite well that capital was only one
item towards success, and that brains were a necessary

and indispensable accessory. In choice of tenants, as

in other matters, it is not easy to find the right man
for the right place ; and happy is the landowner who,
by himself or his steward, is a sound judge of human
nature, and takes trouble in rearing such on his estate

by example and encouragement.

When I began farming here 27 years ago, guano
was unknown, steam was a myth, iron sheep hurdles

were condemned as an extravagance, and even to this

day nine fanners out of ten do not deepen their culti-

vation by following the first plough by another drawn
in the same track.

Deep draining in strong non-calcareous soils is the
exception and not the rule, the argument being that

there is a good surface fall for the water to pass away ;

of course, they do not reflect that water will not run
off the surface until the soil is super-saturated, and
they would condemn such a practice as folly in the

case of their flower-pots, having a plug in them to

stop the drainage.

Altogether, Britain is not half manured or half

farmed, and our landowTiers and farmers conjointly must
accept this as a true proposition, and conclude that

there is an immense field open and awaiting the joint

action of increased intelligence and capital to produce
more abundantly and more profitably food for the

British people.

I know that I have in my time shocked many pre-

judices and excited much anger, but has not every man
done so who attacks antiquated customs, and advo-
cates changes and improvements ? The supporters of

he old spinning-wheel, distaff and flail destroyed

the newly invented cotton machinery and threshing-

machines. It was natural, though a mistake ; the

conservative sentiment in favour of old institutions is

an honest and not undesirable one up to a certain point,

but it is the fight for progress and improvement which

introduces us to a new state of things more suitable to

our welfare.

I like a good honest stand-up fight, all m good

humour, and for a good cause; and I readily forgive my
opponents of the old school when they let their temper

get the better of their judgment. J.J.Mechi, Sept., 1870.
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WHEAT RUST AND BERBERRY RUST.

ndebtedi

from the columns of our contem-
hich we have also to ackuowledge,

for the blocks by which it is

[The following

porary, "I^
with thanki
illustrated.]

The theory has long been prevalent among practical

agriculturists, that tlie proximity of Berberry trees

parasitic, he failed altogether to reproduce the same I of the subject which has been urged upon them, calling
plant ; and this alternation of generation may serve to
account for the fact, which has often been noticed, that

rust is apt to appear, not in successive, but in alternate

years on the same crop.

It is unfortunate to find that in a work bearing a
considerable amount of scientific authority among
agriculturists, and published in the same year, 1S65

—

produces rust in Wheat. Men of science, unable to 1
Professor Buckman's " Science and Practice of Farm

trace herein the sequence of cause and effect, long
j

Cultivation,"—the theory which thus appears to have
derided the idea, and placed it among the preju-

j

been proved on the Continent was scouted in the
;
Cote d'Or, a Berberry hedge was not long since

dices of the agricultural mind. The facts of planted on one of the railway embankments ;

the farmer have, however, been too strong for
...... _

the science of the botanist, and experience has
won the day over theory. Let us trace for

a moment the history of the inquiry. The
first reference to the injurious influence of the
Berberry on corn, appears in Krunitz's " En-
cyclop.-edia," published in 1774. Marshall, in

17S1, speaks of the Berberry having been
extirpated in Norfolk for this reason, and
.Schopf, in 1788, mentions the same itiea as
prevalent in New England. Other writers of
the same period give similar testimony ; and,
in 1S06, Sir Joseph Banks writes thus in the
*' Annals of Botany :

"

—

" It has long been admitted by farmers,
though scarcely credited by botanists, that

Wheat in the neighbourhood of a Berberry
bush seldom escapes the blight. The village
of Rollesby, in Norfolk, where Berberries
abound, and Wheat seldom succeeds, is

called by the opprobrious appellation of
'Mildew-RoUesby.' Some observing men

.^ Hk ^ ©f^^\ IT**" In considering the question of the influence
have lately attributed tliis very perplexing -^'^'^^s. ^=C^ ^Z °f •''^ Berberry on the production of rust in
effi:ct to the farina (pollen) of the flowers of S^^\ /^T^'^ i

Wheat, assuming that De Bary's observations
the Berberry, which is, in truth, yellow, resem- ^^'«ll C^T/// ^ are perfectly correct, it is necessary to consider
bling, in some degree, the appearance of the '^ W / \^ / '^^ nature of what is commonly called rust in
rust, or what is presumed to be the blight in *"

/t'Mm^ »: x-- /^^^ cereals. Presuming that his views are strongly
its early state. It is, however, notorious to all \ "im}ff i^/'^ ^

\i \m
^ confirmed by the analogous connection of

botanical observers that the leaves of the Ber- * ^"H^T '=;=^y'
|j ji) Rcestelia cancellata, the Pear blight, with the

berry are very subject to the attacks of a ^
// d.

(|( //(
gelatinous parasite of Juniperus sabina, it is

yellow parasitic Fungus, larger, but otherwise -^ \>^J well to attend to the following facts :—Pro-
much resembling the rust in corn. It is not Fn;. j^,. fessor Henslow, in an article on the diseases
more than possible that the parasitic Fungus

"

of Wheat, in the "Journal of the Royal
of the Berberry and that of Wheat are of Puccinia graminis Pers i Leaf of grass with mildew, natural si^c. Agricultural Society," proved distinctly that
the same species, and that the seed is trans- ^f .t'iiaf ; < LsweU•ntt^e'lf.. c. ou.eHayer ^rcejls^of ?he"eTf: «hat is commonly called rust is merely a con-
lerrea Irom the Jjerberiy to tlie corn. on which the parasite rests ; t/. d, mycelium ; c, e, young and old dition of the common mildew, and this, at a
Theacutesuggestion thrown out by Sir Joseph spores of Caeoma linearc : /,/ stalks from which the spores have time when comparalively little was known

Banks, at a time when so little was accurately f^"*" '?f V^V^'P?''"
""^ '^'^ Puccinia. 3. 4. Spores. 5- Section of ^ ^ j parasites, and when many were

1 .,^...« ^f ^u . » f T- r ^ the wall of the lower sporc-cell. 6, Lnneitudinal section of the . ,. ,
^ ,' <- tt 1 ^known of the structure of Fungi, was nut fol- upper .pore-cell with the sporc-nuclcus. (2-6 magnified, inclined to accept the views of Unger that

lo\\ed out for half a century ; it was reserved they were mere abnormal developments of
for tlie German fungologist, De Bary, within tissue or spontaneous growths. Tlie observa-
thc last few years, to establish the truth of tions of Tulasne and others confirmed to a
his theory, and to prove the existence of the pheno- following terms:— ** .Ecidium berberidis is here re- : certain extent Professor Henslow's view, but threw
nienon of Alteration of Generation among Fungi. The ferrcd to, from an opinion prevailing that it is the further light upon the matter, by showing that many
researches

_
of Steenstrup and others have made us

j

cause of rust or mildew in Wheat. We can no more so-called Uredos were merely a subsidiary form of
familiar with this remarkable phenomenon among the believe that the Berberry rust would produce rust in

j

so many species of Puccinia. Meanwhile, _^though
lower forms of ?nimal life, but had hardly prepared us

I
Wheat, than the rust of any other plant would do so.

"" " "

"

to meet with it in the vege-

in the assistance of experienced men and the most able

fungologists of the day. This is not the way to

command the confidence of practical farmers.

We commend to the consideration of the Royal
Agricultural Society the conduct of a railway company
in the south of France, described in the Bulletin de la

SocUte Botanique de France for January of this year, to

which we have already alluded {see "Nature," vol. i.,p.

516). In the commune of Genlis, Department of

when immediately the crops of Wheat, Rye,
and Barley in the neighbourhood became in-

fested with rust. The complaints of the farmers

caused the appointment, by the company, of
a commission to investigate the subject, who
reported, after a full inquiry, that wherever
the Berberry was planted, the cereals were
more or less attacked by rust : where they

were absent, the crops were free from disease

;

and that the planting of a single Berberry
bush was sufficient to produce the rust where
it had never appeared before. The railway

company's own commission held that com-
pensation was due from the company to the

farmers.

Our illustration of the yEcidium berberidis

is taken (in part) from Grevill's " Scotch

Crytogamic Flora
;

" that of the Puccinia

graminis from Corda's ** Icones Fungorum."
Alfred IV. Bennett.

table kingdom, it appears
probable, however, that

the phenomenon is by no
means uncommon here
also—affording another in-

stance of the law that it is

in their lowest forms that

the animal and vegetable
kingdoms approach one
another most nearly—and
that whole tribes of Fungi
hitherto considered distinct

are but different phases of
one another. This remark
applies especially to the
two genera of minute para-
sitic Fungi, .Ecidium and
Puccinia, to which the
rusts in question belong,
both belonging to the
family Uredinei^. The
well -known orange - red
spots so common on the
leaves of the Berberi-y are
produced by the /Kcidium
berberidis, while the rust

of Wheat and other cereal

crops, but found equally on
some other species of grass,

as the common Couch-
grass or Triticum repens,
is the Puccinia graminis.
In the volume for 1S65 of
the " Monatsberichte der
kon. preuss. Akademic der Wissenschaften zu Berlin,"
is a paper by Dr. De Baiy, giving an elaborate
account of his experiments on the propagation of
tiiese two Fungi, in which, if his experiments are
reliable, he clearly proves the correctness of Sir
Joseph Bank's suggestion, that they are one and the
same species. The experiment was tried, with due
precautions, of inoculating the leaves of the Ber-
berry with the spores of the Puccinia, the result

being the production, not of the same Fungus, but of
the j^cidium, while the sowing of the spores of this

latter Fungus on the leaves of Couch or Wheat, pro-
duced conversely the Puccinia. By sowing the spores
of either Fungus on the plant on which it was itself

Uredo rubigo vera was the subsiduary form of Puccinia

graminis, it was recognised

1 berberidis, Gnii

of Per

that Uredo linearis

thing more than the early

stage of the Puccinia.

Though there is some re-

semblance between the

Uredinoid form of the

Puccinia and the rust of

the Berbeny, there is none
between the perfect con-

dition of the parasite. Our
readers will have noticed,

that at the meeting of the

French Academy on August
I, M. Roze contributed

some further illustrations of

this interesting subject.

The great difficulty has

always been that mildew is

most prevalent in countries

where not a Berberry bush
is to be found ; and the

same remark applies to the

Pear rust, which abounds
where not a single plant

of Savine is to be seen, the

parasite of the Savine being

comparatively of rare occur-

rence. I think, always
assuming the fact of the

connection between two
parasites, that it may be
easily accounted for. It

may be true that the Ber-

berry plant produces mil-

Still, that Wheat growing under a Berberry hedge may ,
dew ; but how is this? Not probably from the spores of

be more blighted than the rest of the field is quite true, the present year, but from those which fell to the ground
and so it is with Wheat growing under any kind ; the previous season. There is no doubt that these

of hedge." Mr. Buckman fails entirely to grasp the parasites penetrate into the tissues of the young

Fig. 243.

I. Bi-.TJich of Berberry with spots of rust, natural size.

I with their orifices dentaied. 4. Sporidia. (2, 3, and 4,

A group

jument, which is, not that Wheat "growing under a

Berberry hedge" is attacked by rust, but when growing
in the proximity of a Berberry tree, say at the distance
of a field's breadth. Nothing is more certain to weaken
the hold of science over practical men, than when men
of science, in order to support their own theories, set

themselves systematically to deny well-known facts.

We therefore greatly regret the decision at which it is

understood the Council of our Royal Agricultural
Society has arrived, to refuse a thorough investigation

germinating plants, by means, not of the original spores,

but of minute secondary spores which are produced on
them, a circumstance which is fully proved in the case

of Bunt. This, then, will account for the cereal being

mildewed in the neighbourhood of the Berberry. But
another consideration is necessary to explain the pre-

valence of mildew where the Berberiy does not exist,

or where it is confined to gardens. The subsidiary

spores have, no doubt, equally with the Puccinia itself,

the property of reproducing the mildew, and there are
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ahrays enough of these blown about, either from

previous crops or from the neighbouring grasses, espe-

cially in the fens, where every ditch is filled with reeds

affected more or less with mildew ; and thus the

parasite may be propagated, season after season, with-

out the ^Ecidioid form intervening, a circumstance

which is not without analogy in other branches of tli£

vegetable kingdom. I may be allowed, perhaps, to

recall attention to an article on the development of

Bunt in the second volume of the "Journal of the

Horticultural Society of London," which seems entirely

to have escaped notice on the Continent, where it is

stated, in a paper communicated by me on January 18,

1S47, with reference to the phenomena described, that

"it is quite possible that in plants, as well as in the

lower animals, there may be an alteration of

generations." M. J. Berkeley.

CONVEYANCE OF STOCK BY
RAILWAY.

[The subjoined remarks on the transit of fat animals are

extracted from the Report of the Chief Inspector of Stocit in the

Colony of New South Wales, Mr. Alexander Bruce, V.S.]

It is a well ascertained fact that at home a fat

beast crawling along a good road at a snail's pace,

and rested, and well fed day and night, loses S lb.

a-day during the journey ; and surely here, with bad

mountainous roads, little or no feed, and that little

exceedingly inferior, and the cattle comparatively

wild, we are justified in putting the loss at the same

amount in the summer and one-half more in the

winter. It maybe that stall-fed cattle when taken on the

road would fall off very much, but they cannot possibly

do so to the same extent as our cattle on the last 120 or

140 miles of their journey to Sydney by either of the

principal droving roads.

If then our stock travelled by the road waste even to

the extent that they do at home—and I believe stock

owners themselves, when they consider how the cattle

die on the station and in Sydney, will allow that I am
rather under than over the mark—there cannot be a

doubt but it would pay the owner much better to send

his stock by railway from any distance over So miles

than by the road. The question stands thus on cattle

from Goulburn :

—

By Kail.

Railway charge ^o 8 f

Loss of weight, say i day's waste, at 8 1b.,

at sirf. per lb o i 8

£o lO 2

By Road.
Droving . . . . . . . . . . . . ;^o 3 t

Waste of condition, say jo days, at 81b. per

day, = 8olb. at iW. o i6 S

General deterioration of quality of meat, say

id. per lb. on65oIb o 6 c

That is a clear gain of \(>s. qd. per head, exclusive

of the advantage of a far quicker return (a matter of

very material importance to all, but especially to the

dealer), and also that of far less risk of damage or loss

than if the flock are sent by the road. The price put

on the quantity deficient is not too high, considering

that it is the best of the fat that is wasted, and the

rate fixed for the general deterioration is considerably

under than over the mark.
1 believe a good many sheep are now sent by rail to

Sydney, and there can be little doubt but all ought to

be so when the distance is over 30 to 40 miles. It is

comparatively little trouble to put them on and off the

trucks, even with the present convenience, which might

be increased ; and they waste as much as cattle on the

road in fine weather, and a great deal more in bad. I

have it on the very best authority that sheep sent by
rail from Goulburn in ordinary weathers are worth at

least \s. 6if. a head more than those travelled by the

road. This would bring the saving to be effected by
sending cattle by rail to about the same amount as that

already estimated.

I am aware that the comparative wildness of our

cattle stock, and the difficulty of trucking them will be
brought forward as objections to sending them by rail

;

but the fact that cattle are now frequently sent from
Sutton Forest to Sydney by train is a sufficient answer
to these objections. 'The arrangements for trucking

cattle could, however, be improved, and I will now
endeavour to point out how this might be effected.

The present close covers, which frighten the cattle

and stop them from going into the trucks, should be
removed. The cattle are of course wholly unaccustomed
to anything of the sort, and the covers have to account

for a great deal of the punishment and bruising to

which the cattle sent by rail are now subjected. As
they will almost always be carried at night they require

no shade from the sun, and they are too closely packed
to suffer from cold or wet even in winter. .Should,

however, exceptional hot or cold weather occur, iron

stays could be thrown across the trucks, and tarpaulins

tied over the stays. Besides the side-doors in the truck

(which would be required for loading goods for the up-
country trip), there should be one at each end, the

whole width of it, but divided into two halves, so that

when they opened and swung back on the sides they
would fill up the gap between the trucks caused by the
buffers.

The yards and line should be constructed as to place
the trucks wheit loading on the yards. The proper

number of trucks, according to the size of the mob of

cattle to be dispatched, could then be drawn up to the

s in a continuous line and firmly chained up to

each other, while a piece of flooring, made for the

purpose, could be placed between each truck over the

buffers, and so secured by bolts or otherwise to the

two carriages and to the buffers as to carry the cattle

steadily over them. On this being done, the half-

doors could be thrown back at each side and fastened

by strong chains or iron bolts on the side to secure

them against the pressure of the cattle. The trucks

would thus form an unbroken line from end to end
;

and if the engine were kept at a distance, and the

wheels of the truck as much as possible out of sight,

there is no doubt but, with a few quiet workers or

milkers to lead them on, the cattle would take the

trucks nearly as readily as they would a line in a stock-

yard, and more readily than they crossed some of the

bridges on their road to the station, for at the station

the forcing yard would of course assist in making the

cattle go into the truck. As the cattle went on the

trucks they could be kept from going either backward

or forward by putting round rails through here and

there, where required, between the rails of the trucks

or through openings made in the sides for the purpose,

till each of the trucks could be filled with the proper

complement of cattle, and the doors closed and fastened.

In this way I think it will be seen that the whole

number of trucks would be more easily loaded than

one would now be with the cover on it, and by the

small door in the side ; and the cattle need not be

knocked about or bruised more than they would be

in putting them into a drafting-yard or lane. The sides

of the trucks should be closely and smoothly boarded

all round, from the height of, say, 4i or 5 feet down to

a level with the animal's knees, to prevent bruising

through the one beast crushing the other, and the

inside of the fore and hind doors should be padded

to save the cattle from the effects of the jolting

occasioned by the train stopping and starting.

With these precautions, well-planned forcing yards,

and quiet, careful management in putting on and taking

off the cattle, they ought to have fewer bruises upon

them than if they had come through some of the double

lines of fences between which they would have had to

travel if they came by the road ; and the saving in con-

dition by the rail has been already pointed out.

RELATION OF LANDLORD AND
TENANT.

The Laws of Hypothec, Entail, and Primo-
geniture.

With your permission I purpose to direct your

attention to some of the effects of the noxious land laws

—Entail, Primogeniture, and Hypothec—as seen by

me in practice. I do not think it will be difficult to

show that these three laws are monstrously unjust to

the general body of farmers, most hurtful to the land-

lords and aristocracy, and inimical to the public weal.

The subject has many points of view ; and there are

certain dark corners as hideously deformed as the front

or first face is. I shall, therefore, first treat of the law

with reference to the public interest.

Apart from the inherent right of the public to inter-

fere with any system that threatens limitation of the

necessaries of life, they have an undoubted right to be

on even terms with the landlord in the making of their

contracts. They are not so at present. The law of

hypothec, by the preference which it gives to landlords

over other creditors, renders him independent of the

general solvency of the tenant. He is thus rendered

safe in accepting offers from adventurers which he

could not otherwise have got or taken. The liom} fide

solvent farmer is obliged to offer the same terms or

consent to be driven out of the field. The same
pressure obliges him to submit to any terms the land-

lord chooses to dictate as to game preserving and the

like. Free competition, or freedom of contract, in

such circumstances, is impossible. Indeed, if there is

to be a preference, it should be given to those general

creditors who probably never would have come in

contact with the tenants, had these tenants not been

planted in their respective farms by the proprietor, and

who certainly never would otherwise have been led to

trust them to the same extent. There should be no

preferences to any. Every individual member of the

public, I hold, is entitled to demand, as even-handed

Justice, the same open field of competition in taking a

farm, and the same right of recovery from his debtor's

estate, as a landlord has, whether his claim arises from

services, without the return for which he cannot live,

or from furnishings to the farm, which are as neces-

sary to the raising of the crop as is the land

itself. The accounts for manure furnishings are now
very often equal to the rent, and is it justice that a

landlord should be preferred for his rent before a

creditor for those furnishings ? In the one case, the

landlord only loses his yearly profit ; in the other, the

creditor losses both subject and profit.

The due proper cultivation of land is essential to our

existence, and the extent of land is, in this country, in

proportion to the population, supposed to be limited.

The general public must look to the ineans of subsis-

tence being provided, and so they are, at least, entitled

to have all laws that limit such means of subsistence

abrogated. But nothing can be more prejudicial to

the proper cultivation of the soil than a law which
prevents the landlord from having any interest in the

selection of his tenant. Come what may, he can, with

the assistance of his law agent, easily secure a pre-

ference for two years' rent. Let anyone take a plain,

common-sense view of this question, and apply this law

to his own business, and see what would be the effect

of the absence of a direct interest in selection ; and

land being of limited quantity, there is, as a matter of

course, a natural over-competition for it, which aggra-

vates the evil. Well, as there is no interest on the

part of the landlord to select, and little room on the

part of an intending offerer for choice, what must be

the result, but that, in many cases, the worst, or, at

least, the most unscrupulous, men become the tenants

;

and that better men must give the same terms or want?

What is the ultimate effect of this? The result is,

that good cultivation is restrained ; building, enclosing,

draining, and manuring, are all put under difiiculties

;

that the land does not produce what it might ; and

that the tenant, in many cases demoralised, embar-

rassed, and pauperised, leaves perhaps just enough of

crop and stock as may be sufficient to pay the rent—
and no more. The landlords get paid, while the

general creditors get, in too many cases, not a sixpence.

Nor is this all, for by the time the tenant gives up, the

land is so exhausted from neglect, that several years of

the very highest cultivation will not do more than

restore it to order. There is yet another evil. Just

look at the moral degradation of those connected with

the tilling of the soil. Our illegitimate returns are sad

in the extreme, but these afford but little index of the

unchastity, and even abandonment, that exists. It is

not difficult to see that much of this is due to the want

of the surveillance and active sympathy of their

superiors.

Nor is this all. We have a pauperism that threatens

to devour us. It is every day getting more alarming,

and I have no difficulty in tracing it to the baneful

influence of those restrictive laws which limit labour.

That limitation prevents a demand beyond the best of

our labourers. For example, in this small and compara-

tively well cultivated county, there could be profitably

employed for years twenty times our surplus agricultura

population, while at the same time no investment can be

got for money lying in hundreds of thousands in our

banks. This would absorb all our present supply of

able-bodied labour, and more, even as regards persons

at present receiving parochial relief, on the ground

that they are not able-bodied. I recently made a full

inquiry into the state and capabilities of the poor on

our Elgin rates, and I found that at least 50 per cent,

of them could be utilised. I am convinced that if our

proprietors made a provision, by the erection of

suitable houses, there is not a farmer of more than 100

acres of land but would gladly aliment a pauper who
has simply the ability to see that the cattle were com-

fortable, and of attending to any little odds and ends,

such as replacing a broken paling-bar, which are con-

stantly occurring about a farm. Besides this, if labour

were more plentiful, the roll would be relieved of a

considerable percentage by the disposal of the able

members of the family. Nor would the effect stop there,

for it would permeate every interest, from the meanest

subject to the Queen.

Just let us look at the other side. Suppose that

laws which are even, just, and fair, take the place of

these odious and barbarous enactments. It is not too

much to assume that the same spirit which pervades

the mercantile community would animate the agricul-

turist. What would be the effect of that in our

country? Contrast the clay bogs on undrained lands

of the neighbouring estate of Westfield 30 years ago

with the present finished fields. Nay, we need not go

so far back. You, who only a few years ago beheld

the sour pasture, the spindly corn, and the iliiii nowt,

on that property, will now see carpets of Clover,

boulders of Turnips, and mountains of fat. Do you

remember the old steading? What do you now see?

Majesty might dine in any of the brute beasts' stalls.

And why all this? Why, because the spirited owner

is also occupier, and is beyond the influence of these

enervating laws.

If those connected with the soil were animated with

but a tithe of the spirit displayed in the instance to which

we have just referred, and if we had a system that

would bring in capital, the change might not, indeed,

equal Westfield, but it would astonish the most

sanguine.

As to improvements, besides the acknowledged advan-

tages of draining, and additional manuring, there is not

a field in our county that might not be stone-fenced.

There is plenty of material. Look at that hill of free-

stone in Quarrywood, almost bursting from its bed,

and, as were, imploring to be taken and used up.

Yet, for dyking or fencing purposes it lies almost

untouched. It is calculated that good dyke fencing

enhances the value of land from 2s. dd. to 5^. an acre.

This alone would add to our rental more than 20 per

cent. ; but that return would be only one of the many

good things.

In regard to the tenants, I think I have shown that

these laws are most unjust, and that the tenant is not

in a position to protect himself No ship can sail well

without an evenly-balanced keel. She may do in good

weather, but sooner or later she will come to grief. I

never was ashamed of my countrymen until the present

stir in the Game Laws began. Think of a Scotsman
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asking Parliament to give him the very worst of pro-

tection, and openly pleading that he can't tal^e care of

himself It is not a whit more ludicrous than the

boast of the bully schoolboy, "Hold me, or I'll fight
!"

What a state of degradation must our farmers have

been reduced to when they make this miserable appeal 1

It is easy to see that if these fundamental laws of

entail, primogeniture, and hypothec are removed,

this excrescence of game will speedily disappear. Put

the tenants on an even position with the landlords, and

they will be able to take care of themselves ; and in

regard to game, make it property. If, then, a tenant

chose to rear so many head of game for his landlord,

why should he not be permitted to do so in the same

way as he now, by agreement, grows so many quarters

of corn, or feeds so many head of cattle for him ? Put

them on an equal footing, and so long as they don't

seriously interfere with the pubUc wants, let them

arrange their own affairs.

I shall now show that these laws have a most per-

nicious effect upon the interests and prestige of the

landlords ; and first, as to their interests. At the

outset there would necessarily be in new occupancies

less rent under fair laws than under the present protec-

tive system ; but in process of time the landlord would

be far more than recompensed. Assume that a man of

intelligence and capital (they generally go together)

goes into one farm, having been attracted to it by the

impression that he can invest his money profitably, and

that another of ordinary or inferior intelligence and

limited capital (they also are generally found in com-

pany) gets possession of another farm, having got it

from being the highest offerer, and from there being no

interest in the landlord to make a seclection, what will

be the ultimate result ? The first man will reclaim,

and drain, and fence, "and generally will not only put

the farm in good order, but will permanently improve
the soil, and at the end of his lease the land will yield

such a rent as will give far more than compensation for

the previous loss of rent. The other man will make
none of these improvements. At the end of his lease

there will be the same "tumble-down" houses, open

ditches, and bogs ; while the land itself is so thoroughly

scourged, that it is worth even less rent than it was at

the beginning of the lease. Now a landlord must look

at the produce of the soil for his rent ; and the more it

produces, the more rent he will ultimately get. Let us

take a case for illustration, and see the difference in

value between good farming and bad farming on a 106

acre fai"m, conducted under the five-course shift :

—

i grass, at 40*. per a

>gr.iss, atj£3 loi. pe
i corn, 4 qr. per acre

s Turnips, 20 tons pe

;C62(

However shortsighted a landlord may be, he must
see, from the figures, if the present system did not tend

to divorce him from contact with business men and
with proper bushiess affairs, what is ultimately for his

benefit.

It is notorious that a considerable percentage of our

farmers are insolvent at this moment, and are in a

mucli worse state than they were when they entered

their farms. What must be the ultimate fate of these

men ? If they have, without misfortune, reduced
themselves from solvency to insolvency, is tliere any
chance, by pursuing the same course of conduct, of

their redeeming their position ? These men, who are

probably two or three years in aiTear, struggle on till

tliey fall from exhaustion, and the landlords and the

lawyers consume the carcase ; while other good farmers,

who, from sympathy, had lent a helping hand in

propping up their falling fortunes by a cash credit bond
or some other similar obligation, get themselves
crippled in the pecuniary catastrophe. The effect of

this cannot but be disastrous. It reminds me of what
a gi'eat brewer once told me—" When a barley com
does not malt, it moulds, and infects its neighbours,

and taints the ale." All these evil effects ultimately

fall on the landlords. In the meantime the landlord is

appealed to for delay in the payment of his rent, and,

having the security of hypothec, he can scarcely refuse ;

but if he had no such security, he would probably never
be asked for delay, and the tenant would give in

before the matter assumed such grave proportions as to

Involve the safety of others, and itself become a total

wreck.
It is said that this law of hypothec enables landlords

to raise up deserving tenants, but this must have been
said as a joke. A deserving tenant cannot raise him-
self, and if he cannot, let him remain wliere he is, as

he is inore useful as a servant than he would l^e as a

*'hard up" farmer. Besides, why foster more farmers,

when we have already a too plentiful crop ? If, how-
ever, notwithstanding of this, landlords wish to raise

up servants, let them do so at their own risk, and not

at the expense of the public. If they want to get credit

for generosity, let them deserve it. It is more than

absurd for a landlord to take credit for this, when the

effect is to raise a still more undue competition for

land, while he sits secure for his rent. The public will

liave no objection to run an equal risk with landlords,

but they will decline taking ail the risk and foregoing

all the profit.

Then, let us look at the prestige of the landlords.

At this moment, the tenants do not feel a healthy

respect for the landlords, and when vote by ballot

comes, the landlord will find that out. It is almost
impossible to conceive two interests which should

naturally be more in unison than those of landlord and
tenaiit. There is no enactment of any kind affecting

the one that does not almost equally affect the other.

If the landlords were only wise enough to trust to the

proper operation of the laws of political economy,
instead of to unjust and odious privileges, they might
have a moral power ten times stronger than the power,

the reverse of moral or just, which these privileges at

present enable them to wield. If landlords would not

be eternally thinking of their political power and their

dignity, and would direct their attention to the material,

and social, and moral advancement of those whose
destinies are in their hands, they would command a

power worthy of the highest ambition ; they would
ennoble nobility ; they would preserve a respected

aristocracy, without which a country is never safe ; and
they would be reverenced, and allowed and welcomed
by the general public to take their fair share in the

government of our country, which they have hitherto

too much abused for the undue and near-sighted benefit

of their own order.

I have already been so lengthy that I can't ask you
for more space, but you will perhaps allow me to state,

in regard to the law of entail, that it is no reason for its

existence that a comparatively few families wish their

descendants to be "great folks;" but it is a good
reason for its non-existence that it retards agricultural

progress, and demoralises the very class tliat it is meant

to perpetuate. It is a sufficient argument for the ex-

tinction of this privilege, that its possessors have Httle

or no interest, but the reverse, in improving the land.

In nine cases out of ten, an entail proprietor can't reap

what he sows, and it would be a waste of time to argue

about the result.

It may, also, be remarked that this is the most
unconservative law in our Statute Book. What can

have a greater tendency to revolution than that 999
out of every 1000 of our people are, by an Act of

Parliament, insultingly excluded from becoming owners

of what every man so much desires to possess. Does
the safety of a land he in land being in few hands?
Is there anything that inspires patriotism more than

the possession of a piece of land ? I have great faith

in institutions which further the material interests of

the majority. I do not believe in the institutions which
have a contrary effect.

As to primogeniture, its existence seems doomed,
and it is high time. I know nothing that has a more
destructive influence than this law, particularly among
the humbler classes. In my practice, cases are of

common occun-ence where the effects must last for

generations. Take the case of many of our fishermen,

who rarely make settlements. An industrious man,
with the assistance of maybe seven of a family, builds

or acquires heritable property say of the value of ;^700,

being all his means {and they have all an ambition to

be proprietors), and dies intestate. What is the con-

sequence ? The eldest son succeeds to the whole, and

never will work afterwards ; for few will work, if they

can help it ; while the other sons have to start in the

world without a sbcpence. If, instead of this, we had

a law that, in the absence of a settlement, provided for

an equal division, we should have ;^ioo given to each

member, and probably a new fleet of seven boats

launched upon the waters. The same results are seen

in different ways in other vocations.

If there is to be a preference, it should be to the

youngest child, who gets the least nurture from its

parents ; but I cannot see a reason why the State

should encourage fathers in giving an undue preference

to the eldest son, at the expense of the younger

children ; and this law has that undue influence, for at

this moment it is a general belief in this country, that

a father can't will past the eldest son property to which
he has acceded.

I believe that the abolition of primogeniture would
have a tendency more accumulative than dispersive, as,

in the majority of successions the property would be

sold and bought up by capitalists ; but this is the only

evil that could spring from it.

I am not advocating a compulsoiy division of pro-

perty. I only go Mr. Bright's length, that, in the

absence of settlements, the natural accumulative and
dispersive laws should have full and free force. I must
here specially guard myself from being understood as

having any personal reference to the landlords of this

county. It is the system that I direct my remarks

against. Our large landlords here are, notwithstanding

the evil influence of these obnoxious laws, individually

most fair and liberal. I have never heard of one of

them doing an unkind action ; while I have witnessed

deeds of beneficence that will never lose their influence.

What, besides, is of great importance to the jiublic as

well as to the tenants is, that they are carefi.il in the

selections of factors, whose conduct and judgment will

vie with any of their class. In spite of those mischievous

laws, our large proprietors and their factors in this

county have generally displayed personal worth of

character, which, while but a coincidence, has gone far

to blind the eyes of the public to the abstract bearing

and tendency of laws whose natural maligiiancy is thus

accidentally modified. As Blackstone says, liberty

should be a matter not merely of "gracious behaviour,"

but of settled law. David Forsyth (somczvhat shortened

from the '' Elgiii Courant").

ECONOMY OF WATER.
We have experienced a dry and hot summer, almost

beyond precedent, and often have I grieved at the

suffering of poor sheep and cattle from want of water,

so much so that I cannot resist writing a line to you
upon the subject, in the hope of inducing landowners

and farmers to husband for those hot months the rain-

fall of the preceding half-year, so as to ensure an
adequate supply all the year round. Heaven gives us

water enough, which I am sorry to say we do not

economise, but waste and abuse.

If water be the first necessaiy of life, the want of it

must be a very serious and deplorable circumstance. It

is well kno^vn that water is a large constituent of

organic bodies, whether vegetable or animal. For
instance, beef strongly pressed yields nearly four-fifths

of its weight of water ; and a man weighing, say

160 lb., if squeezed under an hydraulic press, would
give 120 lb. of water, and only 40 lb. of dry residue.

Potatos contain 75 per cent, of water by weight, and

Turnips no less than 90 per cent. Thus, the living

organism may be regarded as a mass diffused in water.

It is generally believed that sheep drink but little,

and that pasturage, however arid, will suffice for them.

This is altogether a fallacy. A sheep on dry food will

consume at least a gallon of water per day, if freely

within its reach. Moreover, experiments recently made
in France have proved that a sheep cannot live beyond

14 days without water, that a horse may live for 25
days without solid food, merely drinking water, and

that he can live only five days when consuming solid

food without drinking. After using solid aliment for

10 days, with an insufficient quantity of water, the

stomach becomes absolutely worn out. A horse which

had been deprived of water for three days has been

known to have dnmk II gallons in three minutes.

Such facts show, I think, the importance of water in

the sustenance of animals. I must, however, proceed

to say a word or two on the economy of this precious

fluid.

I am often laughed at when I assert that drainage

prevents drought. It may seem startling, yet it is tme.

The better drained the land, the more loose and friable

it becomes, and the more moisture it will hold. It has

been proved over and over again that more water is

held by a pulverised and open soil than by a compact

and close one. Therefore, the increased capacity of

the soil to contain moisture is the .greatest security

against the withering effects of drought. Wateiy vapour

is constantly rising from the surface of the earth in dry

weather, and Sir Humphrey Davy found by experience

that 1000 lb. of soil, perfectly dried, upon exposure,

gained by absorption from the atmosphere in a single

hour from 3 to iS lb. of water, the best soil gaining

the most and the worst the least. It is, I may add,

most essential for agriculturists, in the frugal manage-

ment of water, that they lay out a system of drainage

that shall fall in with Nature and not oppose

her. In many cases water is not far to seek if

a little mechanical skill were used. If care were

taken when draining fanns to have a drinking place

in every enclosure supplied from the main channels,

connected, where practicable, with perennial springs,

there would be an abundance of water at all times of

the year for every description of stock. How lament-

able, therefore, that so little attention is paid to what

is so necessary to the health and comfort of the

animals of the farm. I have often seen the poor

creatures compelled to drink out of abominable puddles

when the outlay of a very insignificant sum would

place within their reach a constant supply of pure

running water.

In Scotland numerous small lakes and dams are

kept up for the use of cattle in time of drought, and

reservoirs for detaining and storing water are common
on most farms. It were surely well that the agricul-

turists of England followed the good example of their

more northern neighbours and at once set about con-

structing dams, tanks, and reservoirs for a like purpose.

The clouds shower down abundance. It certainly,

therefore, is the fault of man that there is any scarcity

of water at any season of the year for any purpose of

husbandry. Farmers and others have to blame them-

selves, therefore, for the deficiency.

Owing to the persistent drought this year, the earth

became so parched, bronzed, and fissured, that nine out

often of the common constructed ponds became literally

dry, to the great consternation and discomfort of herds

and flocks. Now, the chief cause of this is the absence

of shade. I have often noticed that while there was

abundance of water in one pond, there was none in the

other, although the soil was alike. The reason is

simple—one was shaded, and the other not ; conse-

quently the latter was soon evaporated to diyness.

Probably it may be unnecessary to remark that in

constructing ponds it is of great moment to make them
sufficiently deep, and to line them substantially and

carefully with clay puddle. Whatever be the surface

area there should at least be a minimum depth of 8 feet

or so at the shaded side. Moreover, a much larger

quantity of water is economically stored up by every
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foot of additional depth. Depth, too, has the great

advantage over width or surface extent, of losing less

in proportion by evaporation, and the water also keeps

sweeter and more palatable and wholesome.

The loss by evaporation in hot seasons is quite

astonishing. A calculation was made a short time ago,

which showed that, in 40 days, the evaporation of an

unprotected pond, containing about 14,000 gallons of

water, was 9000 gallons ; and as much, in fact, as

would have supplied a flock of hundreds of sheep for

the time. This remarkable result is, I regret to say,

discredited by many practical and scientific men who
ought to know better ; and pained, indeed, have I been

to see farmers and others cutting away eveiy branch,

twig, and tree on the banks of ponds, thus causing

gi-eat miseiy to the poor sheep and cattle during periods

of excessive aridity.

I would suggest to agiculturists and graziers to have

the mouth or entrance to the pond, where practicable,

on the north side, and protected from the sun on the

south by Fir trees, evergreen shrubs, or other equally

effective shelter ; and where water is scarce, to use any

contrivance in their power for raising it to the surface

for conservation in time to meet the requirements of next

year, and so spare poor dumb animals of the field the

horrors of extreme thirst. Mr. D. Macdonald in the
*' Times:'

THE UTILISATION OF SEWAGE.
[The following is the report, from the Liverpool Daily Post, of the

discussion on this subject, which took place before the Chemical
Section of the British Association at Liverpool.] ,

A REPORT of a committee, appointed at the last meet-

ing at Exeter, to inquire into the treatment and utili-

sation of sewage throughout the kingdom, was read.

The committee originatetl from the Mechanical,

Statistical, and Chemical Sections, and the report had
been previously read in the former Section. An
appendix was added by Mr. Hope, giving an interesting

account of the irrigating processes on the Brittain's

Farm, nearRumford, the ultimate success of which the

results already arrived at would seem to indicate.

Although the works have only been in operation about

a twelvemonth, a comparison between the crops grown
on the irrigated ground and those growti on adjoining

ground not irrigated shows results highly favourable to

the former. Professor Corfield then gave a synopsis

of a publication he had prepared, and which is to be
published shortly by order of the Association, giving a

digest of the present state of knowledge on sewage
matters. In this digest he stated that he had given a

sort of natural history of the methods taking in the

treatment of refuse matter from human habitations.

One of the methods treated of was that of precipita-

tion, and he had come to the conclusion that it was
impossible to solve the difficulty by that method, for the

simple reason that the matter which they wanted to remove
piir e-xcclleuce—ammonia—could not be precipitated.

There was then the systemof the treatment of the sewage
by filtration and irrigation, and a chapter was devoted to

the public health question of irrigation. It was, he

said, perfectly well shown that sewage farms could be

made a nuisance, but it was also very clearly shown
that no nuisance need exist, especially if the sewage
was filtrated. With regard to its effect on public

health, it was found that, where sewage farming had
been carried on, where the ground was really a water

meadow, intermittent fever was caused ; but it was
also shown that intermittent fever was caused in the

vicinity of farms where the water did not contain any
sewage. This was the case in Milan and other places,

but in this country there was no evidence whatever
that intermittent fever had been produced, even where
the ground was covered with water like a marsh ; and
the conclusion he came to was that sewage farms, if

they were not actually marshes or badly farmed, had
no chance of producing intermittent fever. With
regard to cholera, the evidence from Milan was that on
several occasions, whilst there had been cholera

Milan itself, there had not been a single case on the

sewage farms ; and, as to typhoid fever, it was perfectly

well known that sewage farms had not the smallest

influence with the spread of that class of disease. He
then read the report of an analysis, made by Dr. Russell,

of sewer gases as bearing upon the public health. The
experiments upon which tlie report was based found

the quantity of oxygen veiy little diminished, whilst the

carbonic acid was not increased to any extraordinai'y

extent, there being plenty of rooms the air of which
contained much more than was found in the samples of

gas exhibited. The report concluded by stating that

the experiments, as a whole, must be taken to indicate

purer air than might have been anticipated, notwith
standing the samples were taken during the hottest part

of the summer.

A report as to the probability of eittozoic diseases

being propagated by sewage irrigation was next read
by Professor Corfield, The report stated that, with
the view of carrying out the experiments wlncli it

was thought desirable should be instituted, three

families of Guinea pigs, of four members each, were
purchased. One member of each family was examined
but no sign of any entozoic disease was found either ii

the viscera or the muscles. The three survivors of one
family were now being fed on sewaged produce only,

and those of the other two families on unsewaged pro-

duce only. It was proposed, however, to feed the

last with an occasional meal containing the larva or

ova found on the sewage vegetables, or, failing that,

taken from the sewage itself. The animals would be
killed and examined, and it was hoped that some
result might be obtained even from preliminary

periments upon so small a scale. They intended,

however, institutmg experiments on a much larger

scale.

Mr. Grantham said these experiments were being
made to allay any apprehension that might arise of any
danger from the products of the sewage farms. In
addition to what Professor Corfield had told them, he
should mention that the roots and gi'asses grown on
the farm were also submitted to microscopical ob-

ser\-ation, and nothing was found which was at all

injurious.

The President said he might congi'atulate the

Association, and the Section in particular, on receiving

these reports. They had had, he believed for the first

time, a committee fonned of engineers and chemists to

work out the subject really scientifically, and he thought

the results they had in a few months obtained were
most interesting. They might look forward next year

to some further enumeration of these most important

results.

Dr. Paul (London) said he wished to make a personal

statement. He understood the report which had been
placed before them pui-ported to be a report of the British

Association Committee appointed at Exeter. That
committee consisted of six members, but of these three,

or at least two, had taken no part in its production.

For his o\vn part he desired to disclaim any participa-

tion or responsibility, and in doing so he believed he

represented the opinions and feelings of one-half of the

committee. He complained of the action of the com-
mittee in asking from sources outside of the Association

for money to enable them to can-y out the inquiry, as

tending to deprive the action of the committee of that

independent and authoritative air which should exist

in an inquiry of this nature, which interested so many
people throughout the country. He entirely disap-

proved of the course taken by the committee, because

he considered it inconsistent with the engagement and
pledges into which they voluntarily entered.

The President read the names of the committee,

but no discussion arose on Dr. Paul's objection, and
the business of the Section was proceeded with.

Mr. David Forbes, F.R.S. (London), being then

called upon to read his paper on "The Utilisation of

Sewage," with special reference to the phosphate pro-

cess, he said that since the adoption in this country of

water as a means for carrying off the excreta in tow
the difficulties of dealing with the sewage question had
increased. As all the water, except what was can'ied

off by evaporation, must by its own gravitation find its

way ultimately to the sea or sink into the gi'ound to

pollute the wells and springs around, and since there

was no likelihood of the employment of water being

discontinued, there remained no remedy but to look

the difficulty in the face and attempt to overcome it by
devising some methods—for he had confidence that no
one system would be found api>licable to all local cir-

cumstances—by which the sewage might be prevented

from being, as it was at present, not only a nuisance,

but a source of danger to the inhabitants around. It

was, he thought, generally acknowledged that the

required purification of the effluent ^vater could not

be effected by a purely mechanical system ; and
sewage in'igation, which was classed as one of the me-

chanical systems, left nothing to be desired, provided

only that the local circumstances were favourable. It

had, however, its drawbacks ; and there were numer-

ous places where it did not appear either to be applic-

able or advantageous. Sewage water could not but
taint the surrounding air, especially with a stiff soil, the

smell in some cases being so offensive that the inhabit-

ants in the neighbourhood would not submit to it.

was also stated that sewage irrigation was not suitable

for all crops ; and, as far as experience went, to con-

tinue the sewage over the same land ultimately tended

to produce a weakened vegetation, and proved that the

limit was soon reached beyond which the application

might be even positively injurious. Then the expense
of machinery and land was enormous, and for the sew
age of London alone no less than 60,000 acres of land

would be required. They would agree with him there

fore as to the importance of finding out a process which
would at once deodorise and purify the sewage to such

an extent that the liquid might nm into the rivei"s with-

out danger to health and animal life, and this without

the necessity of erecting costly works for the trans-

mission of the sewage to localities miles distant,

where it was likely to taint the surrounding

atmosphere on being distributed. There were seve-

ral processes by which this was attempted, but these

were admitted failures, chemically and commercially ;

and he wished to call attention to the entirely novel

process in which phosphoric acid and lime water caused

the solid parts to precipitate rapidly and leave a per-

fectly transparent water with so little perceptible taste

that any persons might drink it provided they could
banish from their minds the filthy source from which it

came. Mr. Forbes then proceeded to show the action

of the phosphate on a quantity of sewage, and said

that in this process it was only attempted to take so

much of the solid matter from the sewage as to leave

the water in a condition sufficiently pure to be in-

noxious to health. This, he submitted, was the case

under his proposed system of purification ; and he
believed it would eventually prove most valuable in

uch localities as were found unsuitable for sewage
irrigation.

Mr. Hope (Brittain's Farm) rose to defend the ap-
plication of liquid manure. He said the misfortune

had been from the earliest times that the engineers had
disregarded the chemical side of the question, and the

chemists that of the engineers, and it was only by
keeping both in view that any satisfactoiy results could

be obtained. Mr. Forbes' idea about smell had no
foundation in fact, and if a nuisance arose from irriga-

tion in this respect it was owing to mismanagement.

Professor Voelcker said his opinion was, that the

land was the only proper medium which would effec-

tually complete the deodorisation of sewage ; but the

land, he added, should be in a condition fit to receive

the sewage. Unfortunately, there were comparatively

few soils in a condition to absorb the liquid. In some
places gi'eat inconvenience was felt in consequence of

the stiffness of the soil ; and so great was this sonie-

times felt, that he believed means would have to be
adopted before the sewage was put on the land, to

remove, at any rale, the suspended matters, which
were the gi"eat source of inconvenience, and which
caused disagi'eeable smells and bad gases.

Professor Gilbert said he quite agreed with what
Dr. Williamson said the other day, that no process was
known to chemists which would enable them to

remove the useful matters by precipitation, and give

them a material commensurate with the cost of its

production. He had heard that morning that the pro-

cess of precipitation had been abandoned in the two

towns where it had been in operation—Leamington and
Hastings ; and the result of ten years' close experience

on the subject led him more and more to the conclusion

that where they had large populations water was the

only mode of cleansing. If they had water, irrigation

was the only mode of deodorising and purification.

Dr. Holland denied that irrigation had proved a

nuisance, or polluted springs any more than solid

manure. If it turned out a nuisance in any particular

place, that was owing to bad management. He also

denied the allegation that entozoic diseases were spread

by means of its influence. The manure, he said, went
to the roots of the crops, and not to that part above

the ground ; and he pointed to Scotland, where the

process in some places was carried on, as a proof that

these diseases were not propagated by irrigation, as it

was not likely that the Scotch, known as "canny"
people, would continue the process if it was found to

injure the cattle that fed upon the sewage products.

Professor Huxley, who entered the room during

the discussion, was requested by the President to afford

to the section an expression of his opinion on the sub-

ject. He said he had flattered himself that he could

make sure of having nothing to do but listen, but the

interesting discussion that had been going on had drifted

veiy oddly into a province of which it was his business

to know something; and, without wishing for a moment
to deny the accuracy of what the last speaker said, he
ventured to suggest the necessity of a little caution

about one's conclusions upon the matter. Notliing

could seem more entirely plausible than the arguments

put before them so well, for it would certainly be a

very remarkable circumstance if eggs of any sort could

creep from the roots of plants to their foliage ; but

he thought the speaker did not reckon upon that won-
derful series of changes of form which those animals

living in cattle and causing their destruction were

capable of undergoing. They must recollect that the

alternative they had to deal with here was not the egg

of a parasitical worm, but a greater or less number of

intei-mediate conditions in which the animal was
capable of living, totally different from those in which

the parasite existed. Dr. Holland would be perfectly

familiar with one of the most fatal entozoic diseases

among cattle—the staggers in sheep. These were

caused by the presence of a large entozoic which was
developed in the brain of the sheep. If they took the

brain of the sheep which had died of this disease, and

fed a dog with it the bladder-worm which

caused the apoplexy in the sheep suddenly

became metamorphosed into a kind of tapeworm,

which developed with great rapidity in the interior

of the dog. This eventually passed through the dog
upon the pasture upon which the sheep were feeding

;

and if there be one of these infinitesimally small ova

raised by the dust and cairied upon the leaves, certain

it was that by one or other of these channels the ova

got back into the sheep, and gave rise to the staggers.

Therefore, although no doubt many of the arguments

used by Dr. Holland were largely applicable, they

must look at the history of each of these cattle parasites

with the same care and knowledge as they now had of

the staggers worm before they could be so sure as he

seemed to be that parasites could not be transmitted in

this way. He merely put for^vard this as a caution.

Some further discussion followed, in the course of

which several speakers advocated the ash-pit system in

preference to the water-closet system of removing the

refuse, Mr. Alderman Rumney expressing the opinion

that the committee had in their researches been biased

to the wet system. There had not, he said, been the

slightest reference made to Manchester or Hull, where

the dry system had been carried out most beneficially.

an Hull the death-rate had decreased from 32 to 23,

and this was attributed to the dry system.
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ALLEGED DECLINE IN NORFOLK
HUSBANDRY.

If we may accept the statements made at a recent

agricultural dinner at Harle^ton, a serious check to, if

not a decline in, the husbandry of Norfolk has occurred,

and is likely to continue and increase. The causes

alleged are such as our readers will find to be the old old

story. Game preserving, insecurity of tenures, defec-

tive management of the estates by landowners ; in

short, all those obstacles to advancement in husbandry

and to success in farming business which justify the

common saying amongst farmers, *'that the great

encumbrance on land is the landlord." And this by

no means implies any desire to avoid payment of rent
;

on the contraiy, farmers are only too ready (impelled

by competition for farms) to give more rent than farms

are really worth. But the obstacles complained of

arise from mismanagement of landed property, from

the prejudices, the passion for game, or the relative

poverty of the owners.

The J/rtr/t Lane Express says "that some 15,000

acres in one certain district " (of Norfolk) threaten to

become unoccupied. " On the lighter soils, ranging

away from Brandon to Walton, many of the tenants

find it quite impossible to go on any longer." That

the occupiers of such light soils have experienced at

least two out of the last three years of much disaster

from want of moisture is certain. Yet that does not

account for the evils which have come upon so many of

the Norfolk farmers. Mr. Charles Howard, speaking

at Harlestone, said :
— '* I never in my life was in a

county where I saw so much useless timber. I am quite

certain of one thing—that the farmers of Norfolk do

all they can to meet the exigencies of the times ; it

now rests with the landlords to help them. The first

thing they should do would be to allow them the

privilege of cutting down this beastly rubbish—pieces

of timber which, if they stand 50 years, will never be

worth a sovereign ; to cut down many of the hedge-

rows ; and to destroy the great pest of the farmers

—

the tenants of these wild hedgerows—the rabbits."

Mr. Overman said:—*'They were living in critical

times, and unless the landlords went ahead as fast as

the tenants, good-bye to their having any tenants at

of three of the gentlemen from whom I received the

accounts about the ancient Tiptree Hall and the farm
attached to it, which I have sent to the Press ; and the

Editor will see that each of the three possesses a con-

siderable amount of landed property, and each of two
of them cultivates a larger farm than is Tiptree Hall

farm. I write this in no disparagement of Mr. Mechi
nor his estate, but merely to show that the information

I have given may be relied upon ; indeed, two of the

gentlemen are well known agriculturists, and the other

has the opportunity of knowing as much about Tiptree

as any man in Essex ; I myself, therefore, implicitly

rely upon his testimony, as I do upon tiiat of the

others. Now, as I am writing for the information of the

general public, rather than for that of the West Indian,

I admit that the methods I have adopted for the four

last years of satisfying myself about Mr. Mechi's crops,

and his farming in general, is not in ordinary cases

what I should adopt, or approve of ; but this is not an

ordinary case, but an extraordinary one. Mr. Mechi,
whenever doubts are expressed on the correctness of his

publications about his enormous crops, appeals always

for a confirmation of his statements, not to men in

respectable positions, or to his brother farmers, but

to his own labourers. Such being the case, I think

no gentleman will accuse me of dishonourable conduct

in my having in a quiet way obtained a correct history

of Tiptree Hall, and the estate attached to it, and
which proves that it was not a portion of a barren

heath when Mr. Mechi became the proprietor of it ;

but that it was one of the first enclosed estates in all

that part of the county of Essex. All this I obtained

from oral and documentary evidence of the best kind.

With reference to Mr. Mechi's farming, I would say

there are some things to praise, but much, 1 think, to be

censured. Mr. Mechi has doubtless increased the pro-

ductiveness of his farm, but not in proportion to the

enormous outlay lavished upon it ; nor has he per-

formed a single operation that I should recommend a

tenant to copy from ; nor do I think that any person

who attended any of his annual and expensive gather-

ings saw a single thing that he considered an

improvement. Each of the persons in the crowds that

wandered about the farm, saw crops about as good
sometimes as he himself had at home

the Almighty ruler of the universe sees that a great

work is required to be done in the world. He invariably

raises up a great man—one of giant intellect, to do it,

who passes away when his mission is ended. His son

does not emerge, intellectually, from the mediocrity of

the general mass of mankind around liim ; he does not

become the great man No, 2, because, as such, he is

not wanted. Cler, Sept. 24.

Number of Oats in an Ear.—I was shown the

other day a stalk of Oats on which there was a very
great number of grains. Being in a hurry I had no
time to count them, but I have no doubt there were
considerably over 200, as seen in the head, and if all

the small corns were reckoned there would have been
over 300. I therefore freely admit (what I have never

seen before) this large number on one head. Whether
this was a picked head or an average I know not, but

if an acre of land were covered with such heads as

thickly as Oats grow in my part of the country, I am
satisfied the produce would be from 20 to 25 qr. to

the acre. Whether such a produce is possible or not I

do not pretend to say. This head was, however, in

three divisions, having main or lop head, and two
branches below ; but the branches were so close it was
fairly called a single head. I have often seen three

heads striking from one stem, but then they branched

off very much lower down, and formed three distinct

heads. G. A. H.

The Farringdon Agricultural Society's

Ploughing Match took place last week, on the farm

of Mr. Peacock, in the parish of Hinton, about six

miles from Faningdon. Tliere were only 19 teams in

the field, but quality truly made up for quantity. Mr,

H. Newman's ploughman, John Neil, had twice won
the champion prize against James Barker, of Ipswich,

and had ploughed himself out of the Society for two
successive periods of three years, on the conclusion

of which he again appeared among the selected first-

class ploughmen of the district ; but his beautifully

straight and even work with a Kansome's plough

was superseded by the more firmly packed

and better work of William Cornley, ploughman to

Mr. N. Hobbs, of Pewsey, with a Howard's plough.

The 3d prize was awarded to Thos. Grinaway, plough-

man to Lord Radnor. The 2d class of ploughmen
all." And he said, "in reference to game, that *' if the

|

Then, having ended their wanderings, all retired to ....
x^ , ^c ,1,^ „,, ^r ,1,^ fi„u n„ri tl.^ .=»

, J, , - . J - . r „ *i ^„„«,-,r..,c font r,n tii(» l-Tnll inw-n onrl ^(^'\'^\pf\ nnilip.ifell far short of the fest of the held, and the 1st
landlords persisted m over-preservation of game they enormous tent on tne tiaii lawn, ana leastea on me

, , ^i^„„i,iL..,. „«,i^^ ifi- ^ - . .
H. . ^¥ . ^

most expensive viands and drank the most expensive 'P"2e was not awarded. Iheploughboys under 16

wines, of which a considerable portion of the crowds years of age (3d class) did their work exceedmgly
- well, and there was an extremely close run betwixt

the two best. Both Messrs. Ransomes and J. &
F. Howard exhibited their new double-fuiTow

ploughs at work in the same field, ploughing an

acre of Clover stubble land with their horses in the

same time that the competing two and three-horse

teams did half an acre. Both ploughs finished their

work as quickly, and in quite as good style, as the

single ploughs, some interest being stirred up by the

secretary, who, with the stewards, had one of Howard's
single-furrow ploughs tested against Howard's double-

furrow plough, with the dynanometer working at the

same— viz., 5 inches in depth, ami 8^ inches in

width ; the single-furrow drew a little less than

4 cwt., and the double-furrow less than 6 cwt.,

showing that the three horses in the latter were not

harder drawn than the two in the former, whilst a

horse and a man were saved in the ploughing of two

acres of land. Z. P. B.

would have to farm the land themselves. The
of this might first of all fall on the tenants, but it

would afterwards come upon the landlords, and per-

haps many of them would be able to find neither the

capital nor the ability."

Want of fair play from the owners of farms is the

main complaint of the occupiers of farms in Norfolk.

And no small part of this game evil is the result of

fashion, founded to a great extent upon bad examples
from high persons and great proprietors, who ought to

do better and to act very differently. Thus complaint

is made that since the Prince of Wales has bought land

and preserved game in Norfolk there is double the

game-preserving in Norfolk to that which previously

'sted. The desire of inviting the Prince to a day's

neither knew the names, nor could distinguish

kind of wine from another. The motley company then

heard a profusion of congratulatory speeches in praise

of the generous host, and of all that was seen ; and then,

all being ended, all took their departure, some to. one

part of the world and some to another, but not one to

carry into practice any suggestion that had been made,

nor even to make 3 trial of anything seen. I myself,

from a kind invitation, attended one of those enormous
meetings, and during the whole time I spent at it, and

even afterwards, I thought I had never spent a less

profitable day ; and such is my opinion even now. I

learned nothing that I could turn to account, and I

battue shooting among the squirearchy is said to be the forgot nothing that I wished to forget ; and hence the

immediate cause of the extension of game-preserving day I spent in wandering about Tiptree Hall farm, and

in Norfolk. This is, for many reasons, greatly to be
\

feasting in the tent, and listening to speeches, was -

lamented. The following passage from a paper lately
i

blank, ^and nothing but a blank, to "- ^-' *- -

read at the Monmouthshire Chamber of Agricult ' ^" .

t i_._ _._ „.

strongly illustrates the views expressed in Norfolk :

—

*' There is no denying the fact that agriculture prospers

in proportion to the desire and power of those possess-

ing land to perform improvements. There are exten-

sive estates but partially developed by reason of the

want of funds to open them out, and on these

very estates reside tenants willing to undertake
the cost and responsibility of works of improvement,
whose efforts are drowned by the powerless position of

the tenant for life ; he cannot charge the property with

an outlay for improvement by himself, and the occu-

pier's lease is not long enough to allow him to com-
mence the work with his own capital. It is a matter
of regret that proprietors do not avail themselves more
generally of the Act of Parliament which permits the

employment of capital, from whatever source, towards
benefitting the freehold, securing the outlay by the

ordinary mode of rent-charge. Tracts of poverty-
stricken land might be redeemed by granting leases ;

tenants would be forthcoming who would pay the inte-

rest on the money expended, in addition to the old

rent ; but these are matters hardly connected with our
subject.

"

Game-preserving and want of means or will to make
the requisite improvements by landowners constitute

the cold shadows under which English husbandry is

now carried on. If the farmers as a body will insist

upon the county members pledging themselves to repeal

the Game Laws, the stone of the arch of wrong will

have dropped out, and English agriculture will soon
make a new spring forward. The Ecouomist.

Jcrne Corrtsponbcntc.
Tiptree Hall and its Neighbourhood.—In re-

plying to the West Indian gentleman, who has crossed

the Atlantic to defend Mr. Mechi, and teach English-

men how to farm their lands and grow miraculous

crops, I in the first place inform him that I will intrust

the Editor of the Agrkitltural Gazette with the names

But to return

to the West Indian, who wishes me "to give him some
idea of the agricultural value of lands immediately

around Mr. Mechi's farm." In reply to this, I inform

him that I am not in the habit of valuing land for

gricultural or other purposes gratuitously, and then

not unless each field is pointed out to me ; and even

then I should want to know whether the lands were to

be mapped or not ; and again, to learn to whom I was

to look for the payment of my account. But as the

West Indian adds, that *'the gipsies and players of

Aunt Sally, and suchlike can, he is sure, give an

opinion of it," and as they probably would do so

gratuitously, I am rather surprised that he does not

employ them, and not come to me. But if the West
Indian is anxious to make a purchase of an estate,

"in immediate proximity to Mr. Mechi's," and if he

will take my advice for once, I should say to him, be

not deterred from doing so on account of its being near

to a common, or a heath, for some of the most produc-

tive lands I know there have between them and a heath

or common, similar to that alluded to, nothing but

quickset hedges. But I further add—more, however,

for general information than for the West Indian's—that

the first time I made my survey on the other sides

of Mr. Mechi's farm, 1 saw both Wheat and Bean
crops equal to any I saw on the Hall farm, though I

wish not to disparage what I have seen there. Perhaps

I have seen crops of Wheat on the Hall farm amount-
ing to nearly 6 qr. an acre, but of a red and coarse

quality. But as for crops of white Wheat of 8 qr.

an acre, or even 7, which Mr. Mechi writes he had
grown, I hope it is not a sin to say that I never saw
such crops at Tiptree Hall, and my belief is that

no one else ever did,— neither Mr. Mechi nor his

labourer's T. B. S.

Exhaustion by Stimulation.—An agricultural

newspaper is not the proper place to discuss questions

in metaphysical science, and, therefore, I shall ask to

be allowed to make but one remark, in reference to the

quotation which forms the concluding portion of the

article headed " Exhaustion by Stimulation," When

Societies.
lCl/£SH/j;£.

At the recent annual meeting of this Society, Lord
De Tabley, in giving "Success to the Cheshire Agri-

cultural Society," said their meeting had been a most
harmonious and creditable one, they had been favoured

with a bright sun and a good assemblage of Clieshire

farmers and their wives and dairymaids. It was out of

his power to discuss eloquently and learnedly the merits

of the show, but he might say that the horses appeared

to him exceedingly good, and the exhibition of cheese,

which was perhaps the most important to this county,

seemed excellent. He could not sit down without

alluding to two or three facts which Mr. ToUemache
would have more ably brought under their notice had
he been present. It was only right that Cheshire

farmers should know the exact position in which they

stood, in order not to discourage them but to stimulate

their exertions. Mr. Tollemache had sent him a state-

ment of the importation of American cheese, which
showed that from 1865 to 1S69 there had been an
increase in the importation of nearly a 100,000 cwt.

of cheese. In 1S65 the total foreign cheese imported

was 853,277 cwt. and last year it was 979,189 cwt.

Still he thought there was no cause for discouragement:

for with a lai^e increase of population in this country

there were additional ways of disposing of farm pro-

duce ; while as to quality, he did not think foreign

cheese would ever beat a good Cheshire. Poor cheese

might find a difficulty of sale, but good Cheshire would
never be beaten. Improve the make of your cheese,

then, he would say, and beat the foreign out of the field.

Mr. R. DuTTON, in replying said—Taking into

account the area, the subscription list of the Manchester

and Liverpool was not larger than theirs, and therefore

what he strongly urged upon them was to offer prizes,

open to the competition of the whole of the kingdom,
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Let them have the best bull, whether it be Lady Pigot's,

Mr. Brierley's, or any other ; let their Cheshire fiinners

see them, and see if Ihey could not take a leaf out of the

books of others. Not only so, but he would liave a

champion prize for cheese, open to the whole of the

kingdom, so that they could get makers to send from

Somerset and Scotland, amd let them try to find out

how the cheese was made there, with a view to adopting

the methods. There were other points, too, which
required a little ventilation. He would have premiums,
as now, limited to the sphere of the Society's opera-

tions, but, in addition to all-comers' prizes, he would
make a distinction between those who made a living by
agriculture and those who did not. He did not like to

see Lord Crewe competing with dairy farmers, and
though his lordship was fairly beaten, and it was his

(Mr. Button's) honest opinion that a better pair of

cows was in the possession of a dairy farmer than those

belonging to the Right Hon. Lord Crewe, still he
thought a large landowner like his lordship should not

compete with tenant-farmers. However, such was the

case, and he thought that the parties competing for a

specific purpose in this direction sliould be tho^e making
a living mainly by farming. Then he would press it

upon their judges that in giving the prizes for the best

dairy cow or best pair of dairy cows, they should not

give them to those with a tendency to lay on fat. It did

not follow that the cow in the best condition was the

best dairy cow. It might produce excellent stock, and
yet not be a good milker. Therefore he would instruct

their judges to give their attention to the qualities the

cow possessed for the dairy, and if they liked to give

prizes to the best cow irrespective of that, they could

do so. The other day a cow, which was unquestion-

ably the best animal, was shown against other dairy

dows ; but after considerable hesitation the judges, he
being one, decided that they could not give the prize

to that cow, and made a note in their book that though
they considered it the best in the yard, not being the

best dairy cow they did not consider it was entitled to

the premium. There was one more question which
everybody seemed inclined to shirk, but upon which
he had spoken out more than once, this was in regard
to the stallions and brood mares. He considered that,

whatever their merits in other respects, if they were
not perfectly sound they should not be allowed to take
prizes. They would laugh at a judge who gave a prize

to an unsound cow or an unsound bull. And he must
say that to give a premium to an entire horse which
was unsound—he did not say this with any specific

reference to what had been done—was to do a posi-

tive injury, and to hold out an encouragement to the

horse to travel throughout the length and breadth
of the country, propagating unsound horses. As
to mares, he knew the common notion was that

when a mare was unfit for sale the best thing to do
with her was to make a breeder of her ; but he held
tliat no man, be he farmer or gentleman, would act

wisely in putting an unsound brood, marc to the horse
when the probability was that in five cases out of
seven she would propagate her own unsoundness ; and
therefore he thought there should be a foot note inserted

under the premium of horses, requesting the judges to

withhold premiums from entire brood horses which,
in their opinion, were unsound. Proceeding to com-
ment upon the farm premiums, Mr. Dutton told them
candidly that sometimes when money was expended
upon a farm it was not taken into consideration whether
that money would be wisely and profitably expended.
He did not think it was good policy to expend 2.0s.

in one direction with a prospect of getting no more than
iSj. back. Many a man spent money on unnecessary
improvements, for unless money expended gave a return
of five per cent, a man was not a good farmer, although
his land might be clean, free from Thistles, and nothing
wrong in the fences. There was a saying that a man
who caused two blades of grass to grow where only
one grew before was a benefactor to his race ; but a
man ought not to expend capital without a fair and
reasonable prospect of getting interest for it.

Mr. James Daplin responded for the judges. The
last of their shows which he attended was held at

Congleton, and he was sorry to say that they had gone
backward rather than improved since then ; but it

might be, as he had been in Yorkshire recently, lie

fancied he had seen better stock there. The horses he
had inspected that day were generally sound, clean in

appearance, and well shod—a point which they ought
still to look to, for he believed there were more horses
lamed through bad shoeing than hard work. He men-
tioned that, because there were two brood mares which
were lame in the feet, but of good constitution and
I'oom in them for breeding good horses. He did not
believe in breeding from old mares, but would rather
breed from young ones. In breeding, many farmers
lost time. They were all well aware that from three
to four years horses were very unsaleable, owing to

casting their teeth, being bad in their coats and out of
condition. Therefore this was the time he would put
a young sound marc to the horse. The fourth year it

would have a colt, and at the back end of the year they
would have a colt worth from ^10 to £\2, and the
mare better in appearance by ;^io or ^^15. This plan
would not preclude the young mare with a colt at her
foot doing the work of an old horse. If they put old
mares to the horse they need not be a.->tonished to see
colts with lop-ears, bad necks, bad hocks, their tails

turned, with ring bones, side bones, and one foot over

the other. Hut if they would take the line he had
directed they would see the advantages of it. As to

the stallions exhibited he was sorry there was not

another class or two, as there was only one class for

entire horses, which included some waggon horses as

fine as could be seen in England.

Farmers' Clubs.
A THV.

The Exhaustion of the So!V.—\Wc continue the publi-

cation of Mr. Lawes' lecture from ji. 129S :

—

So far, I have endeavoured by means of some actual

experimental results to illustrate "cgndition" of soil;

and it is obvious that when it results from the expen-

diture of capital in the purchase of cattle food or

direct manures, it should be reckoned as the pro-

perty of the tenant. I now propose to consider

certain other characters of soil which are not in-

cluded under the term "condition"—standard fer-

tility, for instance, and the character of soil. When
a tenant takes a farm, what is it he agrees to pay

rent for? Partly for the use of a residence and farm

buildings ; but the greater portion of the rent is

paid for permission to gi"ow crops on the land. The
course of cropping is either expressly stipulated in the

lease or agreement, or the tenant is bound by the

"custom of the country." As he is subject to penal-

ties if he deviate from the course so prescribed, it must

be assumed that that course is the very best he could

follow for his own interest and profit, or that by fol-

lowing any other, with a view to increase profit to

himself, the interest of the owner would be sacrificed,

by a reduction of the natural or standard fertility, or

rent value, of the land. Admitting that the recognised

rotation of any district may be, upon the whole, the

most suitable to follow in it, it nevertheless will not

be denied that the farmer of intelligence and capital

would, if he were permitted to do so, occasionally

deviate from it, with profit to himself at any rate. It

will be well, therefore, to direct attention to some
results illustrative of the extent and limit of the pro-

ductive capability of a soil of a certain class or

character, with a view of forming some judgment of

the probability of injury to the land by a deviation

from the ordinary course of cropping. I have, in the

course of my various experiments, sought to gauge the

capability of my soil to yield crops for many years in

succession without manure, and even under more
exhausting conditions still, and some of the results

obtained are recorded in Table 5. It should be stated,

however, that in no case has any attempt been made
to increase the productiveness by either subsoiling or

deeper ploughing than usual, though great care has been

taken to keep the land as free from weeds as possible,

without injury to the crop by treading.

Table 5. —Illustkations of Natural Fertility.

Experiments with IVlieat, Barley, and lileadow Hay.

Plot 3.

Unmanured
every year

;

26 years,

[844-1869.

Bushels.

Plot lOA.

Ammonia
Salts, alone

1845-1869.

Barley.

Bushels.

35

i5j
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existence of man that the elements of fertility should

be so locked up and distributed throughout the soil

as to be capable of being taken up by crops

extremely gradually, and so to last for an immense
period of time. If needy landlords or indigent tenants

could have drawn upon the locked-up elements upon
which the maintenance of the natural or standard

fertility of the soil depends, how little fertile soil

would still remain in England. It has sometimes

been argued that the soil is to be looked upon as

little else than a support for plants, to which the

cultivator must add all the constituents necessary for

the growth of the crops he removes ; just as the manu-
facturer who hires a mill has to supply the cotton

or other material for the manufacture. I think, how-
ever, it would be difficult to account for the differ-

ence of rent paid for land, except on the assumption

that it yields, from its own resources, a gi-eater or

less surplus, in the forms of corn and meat, beyond the

amounts required to pay the cost of cultivation, to

return interest on capital employed, and to afford a

profit to the tenant. I think further observation will

show that, excepting in the case of the lighter soils

under modern management, the rent value of different

descriptions of land has generally borne a closer pro-

portion to their relative natural fertility than to any

other circumstance. Let us suppose, for example,

three descriptions of soil—one that would yield 5,

anotlier 15, and another 25 bush, of Wheat per acre

from their own unaided resources ; that is, without the

use of any- purchased cattle food or manure. A soil

which would yield only 5 bush, of Wheat would pro-

bably bear no rent at all, the whole value of the produce
being required to meet the costs of cultivation. The
soil yielding 15 bush, would doubtless pay a rent, and
the one yielding 25 bush, a considerably higher rent.

But now let us assume that all three cultivators were
able to go into the market and purchase cattle food

and manure ; the three soils would be veiy dif-

ferently affected by this importation of elements

of fertility from without. An amount of money
expended in food and manure that would raise

the produce on the poorest soil from 5 bush, to 25
would not raise that on the medium soil from 15 to

35 bush., and still less would it increase the yield on
the best soil from 25 to 45 bush, of Wheat. It is

obvious, therefore, that the surplus available for rent,

dependent on such a use of elements of fertility from
without, would be proportionally the greatest on the

poorest soil, and the least upon the naturally most pro-

ductive soil. It is chiefly in the fact here illustrated

that is to be found an explanation of the rapid rise in

the rent of light soils of late years. Compared with
heavy land, they are cultivated at a less cost, they are

much better adapted to carry stock, and with the aid

of purchased food and manures, they can now rival in

productiveness the natural fertility of clays and loams. I

So long as the farmer depended almost exclusively

upon the natural fertility of the soil, the surplus to 1

pay rent was much less on those light soils which could

supply from their own resources but little of the consti-

tuents required for the growth of crops ; but since he
has been able to go into the market and purchase, in the

fjrm of cattle food and direct manures, those elements

of which his soil was deficient, the increase of pro-

ductiveness which has followed has, as a matter of fact,

been found to be proportionally much the gi'eater in

the case of the lighter and naturally less fertile, than

in that of the heavier and more fertile soils. Thus the

productiveness of light soils is in a greater degree
dependent on the amount of capital expended on food
and manure than is that of the heavier soils. More-
over, the increased fertility and the increased vent of

the lighter soils of late years are partly due to the

accumulations from the past expenditure of the tenant.

This increased productiveness is, however, of the

character of improved "condition;" and hence it

is that the productiveness of such soils may be com-
paratively easily and rapidly reduced. That except-

ing in the case of light soils under the conditions

above referred to, the amount of rent paid is, in prac-

tice, chiefly dependent on the natural fertility of the

soil, and not on the amount of capital employed by the
tenant, is evident from the fact that there are, on
many estates, highly cultivated farms with abundance
of capital invested, adjoining others in a very opposite
condition ; the poor farmer being able to set apart from
the produce of the land as large a sui-plus in the form
of rent as his higher farming neighbour ; whilst any
demand for an increase of rent on account of increased
capital employed would be met with the remonstrance
that the benefits arising from the increased expendi
lure of capital by the tenant should justly accrue to

himself.

From the facts and arguments which have been
adduced in regard to the natural fertility of the heavier
soils, and to the essential conditions of productiveness
of the lighter soils, the question naturally suggest itself

—Whether, or under what circumstances, the more
frequent growth of com than accords with the recog-

nised rotation of a district might be permitted without
risk of deteriorating the property of the landlord?
Although any such repetition of corn crops is

strongly objected to, as tending to exhaust the soil,

it is remarkable that many operations which affect the

soil in an exactly similar way are not only allowed,

but approved. A fallow, for example, is an econo-

mical means of obtaining the produce of two

in one year ; certain costs of cultivation, seed, and
harvesting, are saved ; but so far as the removal of
constituents from the soil is concerned, it is immaterial
whether two crops of Wheat of 16 bush, or one of

32 bush, be taken from the land. By liming, again,

certain constituents which are locked up in tlie soil

are set free and rendered available much more rapidly,
and so are removed in larger quantity within a limited
period of time than they otherwise would be. The
same result—namely, the export from the farm of
larger crops within a limited period of time—follows
in like manner from the use of the subsoil-plough,

the steam-smasher, and a great variety of imple-
ments of modem application. In fact, all these pro-

cesses, which aipe regai'ded with favour rather than
otherwise, have the one object and result of causing
the soil to yield up its elements of fertility more
rapidly. I believe that whilst a greater freedom from
the adoption of a fixed rotation would often be
beneficial to the tenant, it would not, if accompanied
with proper conditions, result in any injury to the

landlord. In saying this I trust it will not for a

moment be supposed that I would recommend the

abandonment of a rotation of crops, and the continuous
gi'owth of corn. To be more specific, what I do think

is, that where fallow, or liming, or subsoiUng, or

steam-smashing, and allied processes, are admissible

and advantageous, or where root crops cannot be con-

sumed on the land during wet weather without injury to

the succeeding crops—that is to say, on the heavier

and deeper soils—Barley may often be gro\\Ti both in

larger quantity and better in quality after Wheat than

after a root crop. Again, where Mangels are manured,
as they often are, with 20 or even 30 tons of dung per

acre, I see no objection, either from a scientific or

practical point of view, in taking out of the land the

large quantity of mineral constituents still remaining

available after the removal of the Mangels, by
growing two or even three com crops in succes-

sion, with the application of artificial manure for

each extra crop. Very generally, indeed, two com
crops might be taken in succession from medium and
heavy land, provided it be kept free from weeds, and
artificial manures be applied for the second crop. Nor
do I think that real injury would be done by the

occasional growth of Peas, or even an extra corn crop,

on light soils, when the seeds have failed, as occurred

after the dry summer of 1S6S ; indeed, as much of

some fertilising matters might be washed out of the soil

by drainage as would be exported from the land in the

extra crop.

So far, then, I have endeavoured to illustrate

what is called "condition," and to point out the

distinction between it and what may be called the

natural fertility of a soil. I have maintained that

"condition" is a quality dependent on the expendi-

ture of the tenant, and that it should be considered

as a part of his capital. I have also shown tliat

" condition " may be withdrawn, or reduced, by crop-

ping, within a very limited period of lime. "Natural
fertility," on the other hand, is the property of the

landlord ; and although it is not absolutely inexhaus-

tible it is very little liable to injury from any system

of agriculture which, so far as present appearances

enable us to judge, has any prospect of prevailing in

this country. It remains to offer some suggestions of

a practical kind, with a view to the protection of the

landlord, or succeeding tenant, from injury, in case

of any considerable modification, or the entire removal,

of the usual restrictions in regard to cropping ; and
also as to tlie best, or simplest, method of estimating

the value of the unexhausted capital of the outgoing

tenant, with a view to compensation from the landlord

or the incoming tenant. It will be admitted on all

hands that if the tenant were unconditionally free as to

his course of cropping, and he were to leave his farm

wholly under com, the landlord would not so readily

obtain a tenant for the farm. I would propose, there-

fore : I. That all land should be given up with a fixed

proportion under fallow, root crops, seeds, and com
crops ; the proportions to be settled according to the

custom of the' locality ; and that the outgoing tenant

should pay a compensation, to be assessed by com-
petent valuers, for any excess of land under com over

the so fixed amount. 2. That, excepting under special

arrangement, and with the purchase of stable dung or

similar town manures, no straw or root crops shall be

sold off the farm. 3. That the tenant should be
required to keep the land free from weeds ; and, in

default, to pay compensation to the landlord or incoming
tenant for the cost of cleaning ; such cost to be assessed

by competent persons.

The cost of cleaning foul land which is in high con-

dition is much greater than that of putting iand which
is poor in condition, but free from weeds, into good
condition. Moreover, the state of the land as to weeds
should be one important element in deciding whether
an extra com crop should or should not be taken.

If, therefore, the tenant be allowed greater lati-

tude in regard to cropping, more stringent clauses

should be inserted in agi'eements against foul land.

However highly a tenant may farm during the early

or middle years of his occupation, he, as a mle,

endeavours as far as possible to withdraw his capital

out of the land, by reducing its condition, towards the

end of this terra, lest neither the landlord nor the in-

coming tenant should adequately compensate him
for his unexhausted manures. It must be admitted

that there is great difficulty in laying down any
rules whicli shall be generally applicable for the esti-

mation of the productive, and consequently the money,
value of the residue of manures which have previously
been applied to the soil, and have already yielded
a crop. It has been shown by reference to direct

results that some important constituents of manure
either leave little or no unexhausted residue in the land,
or leave it so combined within the soil, or so distributed

throughout it, that it produces little or no appreciable
effect on succeeding crops. Some manures, on the
other hand, have been shown to produce marked
effects for several years after their application. It is

obvious, therefore, that it would require a very com-
plicated sliding scale to enable us to estimate the value
of unexliausted manures under the many varying con-
ditions that would arise—as to the description and
amount employed, the soil, the season, and the crop
grown—were it attempted to take as a basis the valua-
tion of constituents already underground. In Lincoln-
shire and adjoining counties half-inch bones are valued
to the incoming tenant the second year after applica-
tion, and in some instances guano is valued after it has
grown a crop. It would, I think, be much more satis-

factory that all valuation should, if possible, relate only
to what is aboveground. Nor do I see any difficulty in

doing full justice to the outgoing tenant without taking
into account the value of the unexliausted residue of
manures which have already yielded a crop. The three

items upon which I would rely as the basis of a valua-

tion in favour of the outgoing tenant are— the farmyard
manure made during the last year of the occupancy ;

the manure from purchased food which has not grown
a crop ; and the straw of the com crops of the last

harvest.

Table 7.

Estimated Value of tlte Manure obtained by the Consumption
of different Articles of Food, each supposed to be of good
ijitality of its kind.

1. Cotton-seed cake, decorticated .

.

2. Rape cake ..

3. Liuseed cake
4. Cotton-seed cake, not tlecnrticatcd

5. Lentils

\. Linseed W '.' '.'.
'.'.

10.' Indian meal
'.'. '.'. '.'. '.!

11. Locust Beans

12. Malt dust

14. Coarse Pollard

15. Fine Pollard
:6. Oats
17. Wheat
18. Malt
19. Barley

20. Clover hay
21. Meadow hay

23. Pea straw

24. Oat straw
25. Wheat straw
26. Barley straw

27. Potatos

28. Parsnips

29. Mangel Wurzel
30. Swedish Turnips

31. Common Turnips
32. Carrots

The quantity of straw grown is a pretty sure in-

dication of the condition of the land in regard to re-

cent manuring. To take an extreme case by way of

illustration : the continuously unmanured Wheat plot,

which has been already referred to, gave an average of

only about 14 cwt. of straw per acre, whilst plot 16

gave, over the 13 years of heavy manuring, 464 cwt.,

or 3^ times as much. Now, if I had entered upon
a farm with the straw of the com crops given over to

me not exceeding 14 cwt. per acre, and left it with

straw averaging 3^ times as much, I might surely

in justice claim, of the landlord or my successor, com-
pensation for such an increase in the tjuantity of straw,

indicating as it would the increased condition of the

land. In reference to this point, it may further be
remarked, in passing, that not more than about 5 per
cent, of the weight, of the straw is derived from the con-

stituents of the soil itself, by far the greater part being

derived from the atmosphere, through the agency of the

manures applied, and directly due, therefore, to the ex-

penditure of the tenant'scapital. I propose, then, as apart

of the compensation to the improving outgoing tenant,

that he shall be paid the consuming value of the

straw which he leaves in excess of that which he
entered upon. The next point to consider is, the

valuation of the manure which has been obtained by the

consumption of purchased cattle food within 12 months
from the termination of the occupation, and which has

not yet yielded a crop. Some years ago I published a

Table showing the calculated value of the manure
resulting from the consumption of i ton of each of the

chief standard articles of cattle food. Those estimates

were, at the time, considered by some to be somewhat
too high. They have lately been carefully recon-

sidered ; and, taking into account the higher money
value of some of the chief constituents at the present
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time, it has been decided to make but little further

alteration than to add a few articles to the list that

were not previously included in it. The results are

given in Table 7, on the previous page.

It will be observed how very widely different is the

estimated money value of the manure obtained by the

consumption of i ton of different articles of cattle food

in common use. It is obvious, therefore, that, in

settling the amount of compensation to be paid to the

outgoing tenant for the value of the manure produced

by the consumption of purchased food, it would not

sutUce to take a fixed proportion of the purchased food

bili, but the value of the manure constituents of the

particular description of food actually employed must

be estimated. It would no more be fair to make the

valuation irrespectively of the value of the constituents

obtained from the different descriptions of food than it

would be to charge the same price for the inferior

descriptions of guano as for the best Peruvian. As the

value of the constituents obtained as manure from

I ton of the various foods has been estimated at their

market price, if sold in a concentrated, diT', and easily

portable state, some reduction from the amounts
given in the Table should be made in the valuation

supposed, on account of the risk of loss by decom
position and drainage, and for the extra cost of carriage

and application to the field, all of which will be

greater in the case of the cattle manure than in that

of the dry purchased manure. For these reasons I

would propose that one-third or one-fourth less than

the amount shown in the Table should be allowed for

all purchased cattle food used within 12 months
of the termination of the occupation, provided the

manure obtained from it has not yet grown a crop,

Tt is, I believe, the custom in Norfolk, and in some
other counties, for the tenant going out at Michaelmas
to apply the dung made during the previous winter to

the root crop, the incoming tenant taking the crop at

a valuation. The objections to this plan are, that the

root crop is a very uncertain one, and may, in a bad
season, be very much less than the amount of manur
.should produce, and that if the outgoing tenant has

fed his stock upon purchased food, the value of the

manure cannot be recovered in the root crop alone,

even if the season be favourable. For example, u

one of the courses of experimental rotation to which
I have referred, after a liberal manuring of rape-cake,

salts of ammonia, and mineral manure, less than 44
tons of roots were removed ; and the result was, that

the succeeding crops amounted, without any further

manure, to 60.^ bush, of* Barley, 43^ bush,

Beans, and 46 bush, of Wheat. It is obvious that,

under the system referred to, these heavy crops of

Barley, Beans, and Wheat would become the property

of the incoming tenant, whilst he would only have to

pay for the manure which had largely contributed to

])roduce them the small value of 4A tons of roots. I

would submit that it would be a much fairer a

ment to value the manure made during the winter by
the load, or ton, and that the incoming tenant should

also pay two-thirds or three-fourths the estimated money
value of the manure from the purchased food consumed
in its production. If, in addition to this, the outgoing
tenant were paid the consuming value of the straw of

the corn crops of the last harvest, he would receiv

fair compensation for the capital which he had invested

in "condition," whilst the incoming tenant would
only have to pay for that which possessed an actual

money value.

The conclusions arrived at in the course of the

foregoing discussion may be briefly summarised as

follows :

—

1. "Condition" is a quality quite distinct from
natural fertility of soil ; it is mainly dependent on the
amount of capital expended by the tenant in the pur-
chase of cattle food or manure, and is, therefore, his

property ; it may be easily and rapidly reduced.

2. The natural fertility of a soil, whether high or

low in degree, is, comparatively speaking, a permanent
quality ; it can only be injuriously aiiTected by the con-
tinuance of an exhaustive system of cropping for a
long period of time ; it is the property of the landlord

;

and, excepting in the case of very light soils, it is

the chief element in determining the rent-value of the
land.

3. In the case at any rate of the heavier soils, it

would generally be beneficial to the tenant ofcapitnl
and intelligence if he were allowed much more freedom
as to cropping than present customs permit.

4. No mjury is likely to result to the landlord from
granting the tenant permission to crop as he pleases,

provided he is bound to keep the land free from weeds,
and leave a fixed proportion under fallow and green
crops at the termination of his occupation.

5. No simple rules, applicable to various descrip-

tions of soil, season, crop, and manure can be laid

down for the valuation of the unexhausted residue of
previously applied manures which have already yielded
a crop.

6. By the valuation of so much of the farmyard
manure, and of so much of the manure constituents
derived from purchased cattle food as have not yet
yielded a crop, and also of the straw of the last

harvest, fair compensation may be made to the out-
going tenant, whilst the incoming tenant will only be
required to pay for that which has a fixed and easily
ascertainable money value. I

Motias d Icnks*(5^'

Hand-book of Small Farm Management. By
Thomas Baldwin, Su]>erintendent of the Agricul-

tural Department of National Education, Dublin.

Browne & Nolan, Nassau Street.

Mr. Baldwin's little books, adapted especially for the

small farmers of Ireland, but containing in every page
information agriculturally serviceable everywhere, are

happily achieving an immense circulation.

In the present volume, including successive sections

on soils and manures, on fami implements, on crops,

on live stock, and on permanent improvements of the

land, the whole field of agriculture is surveyed.

Woodcuts are introduced, illustrative of farm ma-
chines, plants, and live slock ; and the book concludes

with an account of the Glasnevin model farm, which

is used as a laboratory for the agricultural school

there, fi'om which we shall hereafter make an extract.

The little book is to be had for very little money, and

may be heartily commended as a well packed store-

room of agricultural facts.

Farm Memoranda.
Til.LVFOUR.—In no other county of Scotland is the

breeding and fattening of cattle so successfully carried

out as in Aberdeenshire. Without cattle the present

rents could not be paid, as the return obtained for fat

cattle is the main source of agricultural wealth. The
county at large is therefore deeply interested in stock

management. What applies to the county of Aberdeen
applies within certain limits to nearly every county of

the United Kingdom.
Our attention has been frequently called within the

last two or three months to the difficulties which the

owners of stock have experienced to keep their cattle

in a progressing state. The difficulties of the present

season are not, however, exceptional, as farmers have

often had to contend with the perplexing problem, how
to keep cattle which are being prepared for the fat

market in a progressing state from the end of July to

the beginning of October. Having this summer fre-

quently seen the scarcity of food in pastures, and the

almost entire absence of forage crops which could be

used as a substitute for, and an auxiliary to, the scanty

and withered herbage in the pasture fields, we resolved

to visit Aberdeenshire, in the expectation that we
would see instances of how the problem has been satis-

factorily solved—viz., the autumn keeping of cattle

which were being prepared for the lat market ; and
knowing the practical skill and energy displayed at

Tillyfour in the management of cattle by Mr. William
M'Combie, M.P., we visited him last week.
Taking train from Edinburgh, and proceeding by

Stirling and Perth to Aberdeen, we observed almost
everywhere that the pastures were bare, affording little

keep for cattle beyond the withered stalks of the

grasses which had formed seed. Between Perth and
Aberdeen were seen well-stocked pastures, with cattle

in a. condition from lean to half fat, but in no instance

did the herbage appear to be so abundant or so

succulent as to advance condition. In many instances

it appeared to us that the cattle must be getting older

without advancing in condition—or, speaking more
correctly, they are losing condition acquired in the

beginning of the grass season. It was after we had
reached the station of Whitehouse, in the Vale of

Alford, that we observed that, although the herbage

was comparatively browned by the summer drought,

there was sufficient for the animals to eat, but the

gi-ass was not of a description calculated to fatten

them.
It was only after we inspected the stock on the

three farms occupied by Mr. M'Combie—viz., Tilly-

four, Bridgend, and Dorsel, amounting to between
1 100 and 1200 acres arable—that we found the problem
satisfactorily solved, how feeding cattle could be kept

with a profit during the latter part of summer and the

greater part of autumn without reducing their numbers
until the Turnip crop was matured. At Tillyfour we
found 41 polled cattle, aged from three to four years,

comfortably housed, 20 being in strawyards, and 21

tied up in byres. The cattle in the sheds are fed three

times a day on a mixture of Oats, Peas, and Tares.

The forage is nearly ripe, and the cattle receive as

much as they can eat without waste. In addition to

the forage (Oats, Barley, and Tares), they have a feed

of good Clover hay, that is, four feeds a day of forage.

The cattle tied up also receive forage three times a day
along with Turnips, but get no cake at the present

time. Water is introduced into all the sheds. The
cattle in the sheds receive from 2 to 3 lb. of the best

linseed cake a day. The cattle confined in byres are

llowed as many Turnips, with the shaws attached, as

they can eat ; the variety is the Aberdeen Yellow : tlie

bulbs are already well grown, and promise to be a very
full crop by October. The seed was sown in the latter

part of May. The cattle in the sheds are expected to

be ready for the London market in a month or six

weeks from the present date, while the largest sized

cattle confined in the byres are not to be despatched
for London until the Christmas market. They will

be allowed cake about the end of October until the

time they leave for London, "to give them the last

dip."

In a somewhat high and exposed field were grazing
about 30 cattle, purchased in spring at from ;^20 to

;^24 per head. The pasture, second crop Clover, was
very good, but the cattle seemed as if they would have
been the better of shelter. There is a shed in the field.

On inquiry we learned that these animals will be
removed in ten days to the feeding stalls. In another

field, consisting of upwards of 100 acres of old pasture,

a large number of cattle were grazing. The field had
been at one time under the plough, but at a distant

date. Observing some draining operations proceeding,

we inferred that the field is to be broken up and put

through a course of cropping. Judging from the

herbage, we assumed that the land was superior, but

the altitude is high, being between 700 and Soo feet

above the level of the sea. The cattle in this field

were neither so uniform nor so good as those we had
previously seen. A few of the cattle had been worked
in the plough, but all were about three-parts fat, i.e.f

testing them by the Tillyfour standard of fatness.

We also observed two or three coloured cattle in this

lot.

Adjoining this field were 36 acres of Swedish Tur-
nips : the field was without a blank, and so luxuriant

were the leaves that the rows could not be distinguished.

Surprised at the appearance of the field, we learned

that it had been for a long period in grass. Broken up
in 1S67, it had produced two extraordinary crops of
Oats. The land received about eight cartloads of

farmyard dung, and from 5 to 7 cwt. of dissolved bones
per acre, previous to sowing the Swede seed. We have
seldom seen in any season such a promising crop, and
nowhere this autumn have we observed a field at all

approaching this one on the farm of Tillyfour, the result

mainly, we believe, of the number of years the field has
been grazed.

In a field near the house, where a part of the breed-

ing stock was kept, we found about' 30 cows in milk,

generally with calves at their feet. The cows are

large, handsome, and generally in very high condition.

Among theni was the ist prize cow at the Great
International Exhibition at Paris in 1S56. She is now
iS yeai"s old, and although fat she shows the effects of

advancing years. We learn that this year she lost her

calf, but, with this exception, she has bred regularly

since she was two years old. This cow, when in

bloom, was one of the most perfect specimens of the

Polled Angus that ever was exhibited, and has never

been beaten in any competition, except by her

daughter, "The Pride of Aberdeen," who was in the

same field with a splendid heifer calf at her foot.

Several other 1st prize cows of the Highland Society

were also in the field.

In one of byres was a 3-year-old bull of the Polled

Angus. In open sheds were three yearling bulls ; one
of these is a remarkable animal for his size, and shows
prominently the characteristics of the breed.

On the farm of Dorsel we learned from the farm
manager that he had 100 cattle on the farm—part

under cover, and part in the field. A number of these

cattle, however, were grazing on the adjoining farm of

Astown. Of the 46 cattle under cover, 24 were in

open sheds, and the remainder tied up in byres. The
cattle which are in open courts are expected to be
despatched to London within the next six weeks. We
learned they were purchased in spring at ;^22 io.r.,

and that the price expected in London is from £^0 to

^35. The cattle tied up are not so finished, but are of

larger sizes, and are intended for the Christmas

market. They are not all pure Polled Angus ; some
of the best have a strain of the Shorthorn. The feed-

ing at Dorsel is the same as at Tillyfour. In a well-

sheltered grass field below the steading we found

nearly 30 very good cattle, which, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, would have been considered fit enough for

the market ; but we learned that they are to be tied

up within the next ten days to be thoroughly finished

for London. In a field adjoining were a number of

heifer calves, and in a high-lying field were about

from 15 to 20 yearling heifers, which Mr. M'Combie
had bred.

The Turnips—yellow and Swedish—on this farm

are very superior to anything in the district. The
extent under Turnips is fi^om 65 to 70 acres.

On the farm of Bridgend we were shown a number
of cattle, some of which were superior to anything we
had seen housed at Tillyfour or Dorsel. The first lot

we examined, numbering about 20, had been eight

weeks in the house ; they were prime fat, although

they had only been receiving from 2 lb. to 3 lb. of cake

daily for the last six or seven weeks ; but they were

also receiving forage, a mixture of Tares, Oats, and

Peas, all of which were nearly ripe. These cattle

were purchased in April at ;^22 15^, per head, and

should now be worth about ;^33 in the market. In a

byre we examined a number of animals ; the aged

cattle were of large sizes, and in great condition, but

they will not be shown in London until the season is

farther advanced. In the byre there are three black

steers, aged iwo years, bred at Tillyfour, and should

they continue to improve as they have done they may
be entered for competition for the great prizes offered

for fat stock when they are matured. Standing next

to these were four Shorthorned Angiis cross-breds
;

two of these are already in a condition suitable for

competition, yet we learned that they have not received

any cake or corn. In another part of the byre were

two cows and one heifer, victims to the pernicious
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system of over-feeding for the showyard, and this over-

feeding had been perpetrated to gain prizes ofiered for

breeding animals. The two cows, aged four and five

years, competed successfully at the Highland Society's

Show at Aberdeen in 1S6S. The heifer was first at

the show of the Great Northern Agricultural Society

the same year, and the first in Edinburgh at the High-

land Society's Show (1S69) as a 2-year-old. These

animals having been rendered unproductive, are being

tramed for competition for prizes offered for fat animals.

We were also shown an ox and a heifer, intended for

exhibition at the forthcoming shows of fat stock at

Birmingham and London. The heifer obtained the

1st prize at the Highland Society's Show in Aberdeen

in 1S6S (in the class for 2-year-old heifers). Since

llien she has not been exhibited, and having proved

unfruitful, she is now being prepared for the fat shows.

After many years Mr. M'Combie appears to have at

last discovered that the training of animals of his

favourite breed—the Polled Angus—is ultimately pro-

ductive of disappointment, and this year he has not

been an exhibitor.

In the adjoining field to this farm were about 40 or

50 cattle grazing, which in a few days are to be under

cover, to be prepared for the Islington market, where

they will probably be shown in the month of Decem-
ber.

On the farm of Bridgend the Turnips are splendid,

and there appears to be a good prospect on all the

farms that there will be no want of Turnips, whatever

there may be of fodder, to prepare the cattle for the

fat market.

Mr. M'Combie expects that in th& course of the

next seven or eight months he will despatch to the

London market between 300 to 400 fat cattle. The
last two years the average price obtained has been from

;^35 to £z6 a head.

It will be apparent to the reader that Mr. M'Combie
has successfully solved the problem how cattle for the

fat market can be successfully kept on until the Turnip

crop is ready to be used for fattening. -It is apparent

that great care, founded on experience, is required to

carry out the system followed on the farms occupied by
Mr. M'Combie. As regards the general management,
we may state that the cattle are turned out to graze on
goung grass from the loth to the 15th of May, and a

portion of that young grass is cleared of stock, by the

loth to the 15th of June, to be reserved for cutting.

When the Clover plants are abundant a very succulent

cutting is available for feeding stock kept under cover.

This second crop of Clover, with tlie forage crop of

Tares, Oats, and Peas, and a few acres of yellow early-

sown Turnips, with a small allowance of cake, solves

the problem how cattle are to be kept during summer
and autumn in any year. During Mr. M'Combie's
long experience as a feeder of cattle, the present year

has been, he stated, one of the most difficult to carry

on his stock during the trying period from the month
of July to the time when the Turnips will be available.

We may state further that Mr. M'Combie believes that

profitable feeding depends in a great measure upon the

proper selection of the animals to be fattened, and that

cattle should not be parted with until they are fully

matured for the shambles ; and to secure this, early

housing, with proper feeding and proper care taken, is

essential to secure that ripeness which obtains tli

highest prices in the Islington market. Mr. M'Combi
does not believe in an indiscriminate use of cake or

meal. He has found by experience that cake supplied

beyond six or eight weeks will seldom pay the feeder of

cattle in Aberdeenshire.

We may add further that the period of grazing cattle

is being gradually shortened in Aberdeenshire, and
that house-feeding is becoming more popular every

day ; that at the present time, on Mr. M'Combie's
farms, house-feeding extends to nearly nine months of

the year. We believe that the time is not distant

when house-feeding will be much more generally

practised, and that grazing on arable farms will be
greatly curtailed.

Those desirous of information on the management of

stock will find much useful information in " Cattle and
Cattle Breeders," written by W. M'Combie, M.P.
North British Agriculturist.

root under vei-y favourable circumstances ; but the

important question is. What was the produce per

acre ? Were 900 bushels reaped for i bushel sown ?]

Miscellaneous.
Extraordinary Crop of Barley.—One of the

most extraordinary specimens of the productive powers
of the cereal crops that has been giown in East
Lothian, or perhaps anywhere else, this season, has
been produced on the farm of Auldhame, occupied by
Mr. Dale. The specimen consisted of 23 stalks,

averaging about 5 feet 4 inches in length, and several

of them nearly an inch in circumference, all growing
from a single root. Several of the heads had as many
as 38 pickles, and others 36, making the enormous
number of nearly 900 pickles from the single seed.

The field on which the Barley grew had been first

sown with Wheat, but as the Wheat crop was thin

and somewhat indifferent looking, the Barley was
afterwards put in. In such a dry season as the present

has been, it says not a little for the system of high

farming practised at Auldhame, that the enterprising

tenant has succeeded in making his cereal crop produce
nine hundred fold. Haddingtonshire Courier. [The
above might have been the case as regards a single

October i : Corn Haii>est is seldom finished in

late districts of the North, and in elevated and late

districts of Wales, before the beginning of the month,
and in late seasons much corn is often abroad towards

its close. The current season has been favourable to

most late backlying places, so that com harvest is now
concluded with very few exceptions.

Michaelmas Entries.—Changes of tenants are not

frequent in England, but when they do take place

entries to farms at this season is favourable for carry-

ing out improvements of a permanent character, as

drainage, breaking up poor pasture land to aeration,

and such like. And even when no change takes place,

but where the yearly tenancy runs from Michaelmas to

Michaelmas, it is a favourable period for giving up old

plans of farmering and entering upon new. The
farmer's year, too, very generally begins with October,

which involves the settling of accounts and the balance

of the books. Where old-fashioned tenants give up, it

is not so easy selling the dead and live stock

to the incoming tenant, as it was in the olden

time, the interest of the latter being to avoid pur-

chasing what is out of date unless at a price suffi-

ciently low as to enable him to sell without loss. It

may, therefore, be advisable for the outgoing tenant to

sell by auction, but in many cases, if not the majority,

the old plan of "creeping in at little money" is still

the rule, the incoming tenant taking the stock of his

predecessor at a lump sum. There are, however,

more objections to this plan than formerly, for tenants

who enter with limited capital have it in their power in

most places to hire contractors to do both field and

barn work, and to let their Turnips and strawyards to

graziers. On the contrary, nothing is more expensive

than teams and implements out of date, or more profit-

less than stock that will not pay for their keep. It

is seldom advisable, however, to start with the most

expensive live stock and implements, such being in too

many instances the reverse of profitable. When changes

are determined on, it requires the exercise of the

highest skill to purchase what will prove most pro-

fitable under the peculiar management of the purchaser.

Much depends upon the state the kind is in.

Farm Sfn'ants in England very frequently change

places at this term, and those who do not change

renew their terms. Much has recently been said rela-

tive to the management of this class, more perhaps

than is consistent with the liberties they enjoy and

exercise. There is not a worse plan than to treat

servants with a morbid philanthropy, as if they were

continually at the mercy of their employers, for the first

fluty of the latter is to teach the former to stand upon

their own feet, which all good servants never fail to do,

That there are bad masters and bad servants is a totally

different affair, andfor eithermost philanthropic remedies

are about the worst that can be prescribed ; and yet the

man who has neither head nor hands must live, but

certainly not on the same terms as the others ; and tlie

farther we progress in improvement the more difficult

11 it be to reconcile the two extremes to the satisfac-

tion of political economists. Our own plan has always

been to have nothing to do with bad servants, employ-

ing only good hands, who can take care of themselves

and families. They cost more wages, it is true, but

they are cheaper in the end, more ways than one.

IVlieat So7C'ing continue as root crops are removed

and the land got ready. Pickle and drill as directed

last month, using rather more seed. October was
once counted Wheat seed time, but thorough drainage,

and the growth of root crops, Beans, and Peas on land

that used to be bare fallowed, is extending the sowing

over a greater length of time. Thus far the season has

been favourable for getting Clover, Bean, and Pea
stubble ready for early seeding, but it may be other-

wise in many places with the harvesting of root crops in

the South, should the weather continue favourable

and growing ; but the threatening approach of an early

winter may induce the early harvesting of root

crops also. The season has been exceptional in

many respects, so that the prudent course is to watch

the weather, and store the Potatos, Carrots, Mangels,

Kohl Rabi, and Swedes in time, no less for their safety

than for the getting of the land ploughed and the

Wheat sown with a favourable season. Avoid work-

ing in wet weather, as poaching land after roots does

immense harm. In fine weather the best plan is

to keep the harrows and seed-drill close u[) to

the plough. In Ireland, where a great breadth of

Potatos is gi'own in lazy-beds, the tops

pulled by the hand and removed, when the Wheat
is sown broadcast, and covered by tlie operation of

digging the Potatos. A good braird is generally

obtained, but at the expense of a considerable sacrifice

of seed, t. e., the land requires to be thickly seeded, as

much of it is buried too deep. The more economical

plan would be to harrow the land after digging the

Potatos, and then either dibble or drill in the seed.

Live Stock.—A very serious loss attends the keepi

of stock too long at grass, more especially our i

proved breeds. Even in fine seasons in the South

cattle of every kind should have a dry bed

hovel to go to when the pastures become wet, for

when caught lying on a wet bed by a frosty night

or morning, the consequences, in the form of inflamma-

tory attacks, black leg, braxy, and so on, are often fatal.

Even the hardy Kylo looks out for shelter in his native

glen, with a dry bed of long heath ; but our lowland
herds have no such choice. Sheep folding on Rape,

Coleseed or Turnips, attend to ; if the green tops of

the latter are consumed more chaff and ground corn

will be required than when the roots only are eaten in

troughs. In Sussex, Hants, Dorset, and Devon this is

early lambing season, and if Italian Rye-grass and
Clover seeds are insufficient for ewes, as will be the

case in too many instances this year, Belgian Carrot is

preferable to Turnips. Put the rams to breeding ewes
for lambing the latter week in February or beginning of

March. In our highland sheepwalks flocks begin mov-
ing down towards their winter quarters in the low-

lands. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
*,* We regret to say that a parcel of letters and manu-

scripts, forwarded to the Editor last Saturday, has
miscarried.

Gas-Lime: William H. It is a mixture of caustic hme
and carbonate of lime, with lime containing combined
with it sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., which has been
taken by it out of the coal gas which is passed over it

for purification. In so far as it is combined with this

sulphuretted hydrogen, it will, by exposure to air, be-

come gypsum. A waggon load, or as much sometimes
as two waggon loads per acre, is used. It is generally

made into a compost ^vith earth, and turned over several

times, before putting it over the land. It is more com-
monly applied to clay land than light soil. Coal ashes

may be useful to put on coarse grass land where there is

no Clover.

German Salts. Mr. Wolff desires to correct a few in-

accuracies (not of our creation, however) in last week's

Paper, on this subject :

— "In p. 1294, col. 3, line 10,

for 'universal' read 'mineral.' In fine 42, for 'pro-

perties' read 'proportion.' In p. 1295, col. i, line 4,

for "flour" read 'flax.' In col. 2, line 10, for 'valuable'

read ' reliable.' And in the same column, last line but

one, for ' Grape disease ' read ' grass disease."
"'

Guano : R. H. T. It is rarely adulterated except with

things which add to its weight. A bushel of good
guano, filled in without pressure, should not exceed

73 lb. in weight : it mav vary from 69 to 73 lb., and the

lighter the better, provided, on throwing it into water,

none of it floats, for that would show an admixture of

sawdust. If heavier tliijin 731b. per bushel, it has been
adulterated with earth.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Sept. 26.

There was only a small supply of Wheat from Essex

and Kent to this morning's market, which sold readily

at the extreme prices of this day se'nnight. The
attendance was fair, but only a retail business was done

in foreign, at our previous quotations. Barley, Beans,

and Peas were without change in value. Oats, owing to

large receipts of foreign, were bd. per qr. lower. In

Flour no alteration.

Pbk
VVhe ,^ Essex, Kent, Suffolk.

— fine selected r

Tal.T

White 44—SI Red
..do. 48 -55 Red

49—58
Red..Norfolk

Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist-.a^rto 33J. .Chev.
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and"Suffolk '24 -26
— Scotch and Lincolnshire .. Potato 26—28 Feed
_. Irish Potato'25—27'Feed ....

— Foreign Poland and Brewl24—26, Feed
Rye 32—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
|

Beans, Ma^agaa 43J. t0 47J.-.Tick 49-50 Harrow .

— Pigeon 5ii. to 591. . .Winds.
I

— [Longpod.
— Foreign Smalll45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .

— Maple, 40J. to 445. Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize I

— IForeign.

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sackjsg—47— additto ditto
1

32 -44 Country.
— Forei^ perbarrel: 7 Per sack.

40—42
36—40
3=—34

32—44
35—61

Wednesday, Sept. 28.

At the opening of the corn market this morning the

grain trade exhibited a steady feeling, but later in the

day it entirely lost its recovery, notwithstanding no
quotable alteration took place in prices. Although the

supply of new English Wheat was limited, and that of

foreign far from being extensive, yet sales in all descrip-

tions were effected cautiously, at the rates current on

Monday. Barley was in fair supply and demand for both

malting and grinding qualities, at previous values. Malt

ruled quiet, but unchanged in prices. Oats, the supply of

which was large, experienced a limited demand, at about

late rates. Beans and Peas met with a moderate

inquiry, at the extreme prices of Monday. The Flour

trade ruled quiet, but without any change in price.

Arrivals
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Liverpool, Sept. 27.—Wo have had a fair attendance

at our market to-day, but with only a moderate con-

sumptive demand for Wheat, prices in some cases

receding id. to 2d. per cental from Tuesdays rates.

Flour met a limited request, at a decline of about 6d.

since Tuesday. Corn in good request, at an advance of

61/. to 9(/. per qr. Peas very firm, and dearer. Others
quiet and unchanged.

Averages.

Aug.

Sept.

— 24 ..

Average

Wheat. Oats.

HA K

—

-per Load0/ -^6 Trusses.

Prime Meadow Hayi;

New Hay' '.'.

\\i

Inferior do n

I, Thursday, Sept. ag.

Clover, old . . . . 130J. to 1405.

Inferior do 115 125
New 2d cut do. . . 120 130
Inferior do 110 11=;

Charles James Easton.34

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept. 29.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 26.

The number of Beasts is rather larger than last week
;

choice qualities are, however, scarce, and consequently

still dearer ; the trade for other kinds is worse, there

being a large supply of foreign cattle landed at Deptford

and other places that are not allowed to come here, but

must be sold and slaughtered at the place of landing.

We have not quite so many Sheep as last week, yet trade

is very dull, and on the average prices are lower. Good
Calves are scarce and dear. Our foreign supply consists

of 1750 Beasts, 6800 Sheep, and 159 Calves ; from Scot-

land there are 84 Beasts; from Ireland, 360; and 50
from Norfolk and Suffolk.

Sto6
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c.
Best Shorthorns.,
2d quality Beasts 3 10—4 6
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 8-6 o

Do. Shorn .. .. — .

.

Beasts, 3860 ; Sheep and Lambs

Best Long-wools 5 4105 8

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Ewe-S & 2d quality 4 4—5 o
Do. Shorn .

.

. . — .

.

Calves .

.

• • 4 o—6 2

Pigs .. ..38-58
19,850 ; Calves, 162 ; Pigs, 190.

Thursday, Sept. 29.

The number of Beasts on offer here to-day is not nearly

as large as on Thursday last, but we must take into

account that importations from certain districts must be
sold at place of landing ; trade is excessively dull, the

small amount of business transacted is at lower rates,

and a large proportion remains unsold. The supply of

Sheep considerably exceeds the demand : indeed, there is

scarcely any business doing, and our quotations are

almost nominal. Calves are lower, yet they are disposed
of. Our foreign supply consists of 600 Beasts, 4450
Sheep, 300 Calves, and 220 Pigs.

CoUam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

ad quality Beasts
Best

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

Beasts, 1340 ; Sheep and Lambs, 838o ; Cab

Best Long-wools.

.

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Ccilves

5 2t05 6

335 : Pigs,2j5.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.Scpt. 29.

Best Fresh Butter 19J, per dozen lb.

Second do. do 175, ,,

Small Pork, 55. zd. to 5^. 6rf. ; Large Pork, 4^. Q>d, to
5J. od. per 8 lb.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Sept. 28,

A somcwJiat less active inquiry for the new growth ha;

been noticed in our market, the arrivals being too exten-
sive to allow sales to be effected quickly. Olds have con-
tinued neglected. The quotations are :—Weald of Kent,

j^3 S-f- to £a 10^- ; Mid and East Rents, £^^ to £;j ;

Sussex, j^3 to /'3 15.^. ; Famham and country, ^4 los. to

£fi 6j-.
; olds, ^ i to £2. xos. per cwt.

SEED MARKET.
The seed trade continues in the quiet state noted in our

last. For Trifolium seed there is now scarcely any
demand. Winter Tares are in fair request, at declining
values. White Mustard seed is also easier. New Dutch
Hemp seed is now offering. There is but little English
Canary seed on offer. In Clovers and Trefoils there is

scarcely anything passing. Linseed is steady. Foreign
Italian is without change. We have a fair trade for
Windsor and Longpod Beans. Winter Barley, Oats, and
Rye are in moderate request.

John Shaw & Sons, i6, Water Lane, London, E.G.

COALS.—Sept. 28.

Holywell Main, 17J. 3(/.; Walls End Thrislington, i8.r.;

Walls End Haswell, 195. ; Walls End Hartlepool, i8j. (id.;

Walls End Heugh Hall, i8j. ^d. ; Walls End South
Kelloe, i8j. 6*/.—Ships at market, 14 ; sold, 13 ; unsold,
t \ at sea, 40.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
maniier, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM AND CO., Iron
Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

pl". 1 artilions to impede \'entiIation or breed
^tr sed with as unnecessarj, increased width
and ^hs. Water Cistern, and Patent Drop C vtr
to

I
t einl) , durable, and impervious to intection,

beinf, tII fir n Ire if FittinRS per Cow, 55J
Irospcuuses tree oi COT 1AM and CO , Iron Works, 2, Win-^ley

Street (opposite the Pantheon) Oxford Street, London, W , where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittingsjust secured bj 1 atent.

GREENS' PATENT SI LENS MESSORS,
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLKCTING MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS* PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant-
apes of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running
one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the
sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation
can DC done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapta-
tion of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

HAND MACHINE

GRFENS PVITNl 1

best and ha\e carr td off
of Competition
Every Machine 1^ warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if

npprved of can be returned at once without an> cost whatever to

C*^ illustrated Price Lists of Greens' Patent Rollers • Hot-w;
isuilcrs, Galvanised Wire Netting, Garden Scats and Chairs, Founta
Vases, &c., free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfnars Road, London, S.E

rpHE MULTUM IN PARVO PATENT EXHN
r^c-,^.'^''"'V^/',''''.',''^^^'^^"^'^'"'^

''' '-LOWER PACKING
ASI-:, nnd M FAMILIES', and

The above Cases
Transmission of Cut Fit

be displaced r spilled, if placed in any poi

and

required for conveying flowers, they tif upside down. When i__. ._^ ._. ^...^ , ^

be used forord'narj packng purposes It has been pronounced l>y

the Comm ttee of the Kojal Hort cultural Soc ety as the best case now
in use, and C J Perrv Esq II exh b t h s flowers in them at ilic*

next Crystal Palace I- lower bhow
Manuf ctu d W M 1 V SIF and CO. (LlMlxrD),

nd I ceson application.

MO u'l^ s
PATENT EARTH

S\STEM
From Mr W. Gilbert,

Lawford Street, Rugby.
I am perfectly satisfied

h the Closets, and find
t I had imagined would
1 great ditiiculty—the

b> a few bags of earth

', be obta ned at 29, Bedford

HOT WATER PIPEb BOILERS
supe or qua t\ 2 n h

HOT-WAlEl PIIES Nos 6 and 7—peri s d

ELBOWS No 12

T-PIPES No 33
SYPHCNS
VALVES
The abo e nett cash pr c

iq^ui alent
i del vered at London L verpool, Bristol,

^m ^^-^-.^
OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GKrrNHonSFS, TuhnlarBmlfr

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espali

Trainers for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit pronf;
Trellis Wire Work, for

Gardens and Conser-
vatories; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose

&c. ; Wire Work Vase

iition, on the lawn,
1 onposite windows, or
where ; Suspending
kets for Conserva
-s; Wire Work
ver Stands lor Con

made to order.

R. HOLLIDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, London, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of the above on application.

Wheat Sowing.

Slle pr ;. 1 II . r li

Sjph iiis, in I ».\(.ij other coi

kept in stock
ROUGH 1 am

^ >HCAL, SVDLx... a....

IMPROVED CONICAL,
JoElliptic, Boilers, from 245 each '

Improved and extra strong CASl IRON TUBULAR HHLEKb
K iih or without Water Bars, from 521, bd. each.
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

or use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

PortabU Boiler. ..Patent THROTTLE other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description and size

INDIA RUBBER RINt S for Pipe Jo
Sockets . „,

and are perfectly water tigtit

Goods, of the very best

other packing, EUipii B ilifi

LYNCH \\ [ I

Old Bar^e Ir

ound Street I

Blackfr ars I I

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A gd. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.

largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
great power and efllicacy, may be had of

who arc appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

Caution.—To guard against fraudulent

the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland,

that the signature of HENRY DOWN is c

Portable and Fixed Hot water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c..

TRUSS'S PATENT UM\ ERS VL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

'Tl S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
* of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly light joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

:, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus, is put up

in a day; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

GonsUlting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E,
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Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, Higli Street, and 12 and

13. Blosson Street, Shoreditch. London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, k^c,

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

s
Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you asK for

AYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get th(

:rvc the mark SAYNOR. also the Corporate Ma " ^

S, & C. regret having i Gardeners and others, bu'

J been sold for the
]

the cheapest in the

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

rtark, Obtain I

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

BY HEE MAJESTY'S EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.

10 MEET .^ W,\N'T WHICH H.\S BEEN LONG FELT BY THE HORTICULTUR.\L PUBLIC.

& CO.'S PATENT IMPERISHABLE TERRA-COTTA PLANT MARKER!
Are offcrc.l as a clicap and permanent sulistilutc C.r WOuOICN and ZIXL' T.\LLIi:s for the Labelling of I'Lanls in Pols and in the Open Bonier, and for suspending

to Roses, Orchids, Ferns, Fniit Trees, &c. Tliese Labels, unlike Wood and Zinc, combine perfect durability with a lasting legible inscription, and form an elegant adjunct

to the Garden and Consen'atory for the naming of Horticultural and Botanical Collections. They are also invaluable for the labelling of Wine Cellars and for general use
in situations where other materiab are perishable by damp.

33 by \ inch. 3I by 3 inch.

No.

Commended by the Editors of the dirdeners' Chront^k. and the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. (Sec Gariieu

Can be procured from the Manufactory, or through any Nurseryman, Seedsman, or Ironmonger.

Specimens sent Post Free on application.

I

No. 6 8 by I inch. I No. ir ..

No. 2 4* „ i „ No. 7 2I ,, 2 ,,
J,,

No. 3 si .. I ,, No. 8 ij inch diam. '
••

No. 4 6 ,, ' ,1
' No. 9 3I by zi inch.

N"- 5 7 .. I „
' No. 10 2i „ 2i „

Can be seen in use nt the Royal Gardens, Kew ; the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural and Royal Bota
Edinburgh ; and Botanic Gardens, Glasne\'!n, near Dublin, &c.

Dircilionsfor writing on the Labels with Bfach-Iead Pencil.—Apply a little white-lead paint thinly over the part to be written upon, and whilst wcf, write with a hard fine-

pointed black-lead pencil. The writing will be perfectly indelible aiid unaffected by wet immediately the paint Is set.

Bhzck Enamel Wi-itingon the LaMs.—All the above sizes can be supplied in several colours, ready written upon, witli black enamel,' having- the appearance of jet black
ink, but perfectly permanent. On receipt of Lists of Names, Estimates of Cost will be sent for any quantities of Pot or Border Labels, Suspending Labels for Orchids, Roses,
Ferns, Fruit Trees, &c. Consecutive Sets of Numerals printed on the Labels, and Labels for Wine Bins, ready written with Enamel, kept in stock.

: Societies, Battersea Park, the Royal Botanic Garden at

MAW k CO.'S ENCAUSTIC TILE and GEOMETRiCAL MOSAIC PAVEMENTS and WALL LININGS
FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, ENTRANCE HALLS, VERANDAHS, DAIRIES, &c.

Printed Patterns of various Designs suitable for the above will be forwarded on application, and Drawings, free of charge, of any of the Designs adapted to the given
dimensions of spaces proposed to be Paved, will be supplied, accompanied by estimates of cost, including the expense of laying or otherwise. Applications for Estimates should
be accompanied by an .exact plan of the space drawn to scale, with all the dimensions marked iti figures, and care should be taken that the size and position of atl door-entrances
and recesses that have to be paved are correctly represented ; and when the walls are not exactlv parallel, the measurements between the opposiU angles, as well as along each
wall, should be given. WHITE GLAZED TILES for DAIRIES, &c.

Address—MAW and CO., BENTHALL WORKS, BROSELEY, SALOP,
The Telegraph and Railway Station at Ironbridge, on the Severn Valley (Great Western) line is within three minutes' walk of the Worlts.
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LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J.,cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Qu.-iy, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most
durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
fonvarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.~*~
Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

ARCHANGEL MATS, under present value;
PETERSBURG MATS at old prices. Samples and prices at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5. Wormwood Street. London, EC.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in cvcrj-

Agricultural County in England.
Tor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Comhill,

London. E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

PARKER'S PATENT DRY EARTH CLOSETS,
for the House or the Garden; an important improvement on all

other systems. All Self-Acting, stronely made, effective in operation,

and low in price. Cottage apparatus verj' t;heap.

Patentee and Manufacturer, JOHN PARKER, Upholsterer,
Woodstock.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Aletropolitan
Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King Wi lliam Street, London Bridge. London, E.C.

AMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Piaster, preseri'ed from decay.
39A. King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

HOT-WA'IKR APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.
Plans and Estimates on applicatioru

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.
Manufactory. 6. Bankside. Southwark. S.E.

Smokeless Stoves.—No Flues.—Portable.
NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for

CONSERVATORIES and all other places, from
r-|jy,*j I2S. 6d. to Six Guineas. PATENT FUEL, i8s. per
I
wSI^ laolb.; in bafjsand sacks of 3olb. and 6olb. at 4S.6rf. &9J,

AMERICAN CHARCOAL BOX-IRONS, always

•n - bright for use, without cleaning. The Iron is a miniature

g/ portable stove. Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price

Mm 51., 6j., and 7s.

WWI Masticating, Mincing, and Sausage- Filling Machines
of the best makers, loi. 6d,
The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANERS give to

Kni- - T !.- '!i iTit p-li'^h and keen edge with little labour,

i'
: , i

, . I'TR BATH, with Medical Testi-
IV. :. . : ,

:<.:. Cloak, £iiu.6d.
SWAN NASH. I hii,

; 1, .SI, Oxford Street; and JOYCE'S
STOVE DEPol, 11.J, .N..w!;;!ic .-trcct.

J A M E"S PHIL LIPS An"d CoT
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated

Squares 20 by iz, 20 by n, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz- to the foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality . , . . iM. od igj. 6d.
Third quality .. ., 10s. od 221. 6rf.

Seconds i8s. 6d 261. od.
English 20J. od 27s. od.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, 16-07., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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Monro's Cannon BoUer.

J TONES AND SONS deliver HOT WATER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS with BOILERS, of every make free

to anj sut on in England for cash with order , or the> allow a liberal

discount for cash at their wharf in London Lists on appl

Apparatus for Heating Churches. M,i

By Royal Letters Patent.
HREWSBURVS GAS CONSERVATORY

BOILER, Registered Gas O
PROVED REGISTERED
Testimonials on application.

G. SHREWSBURY, Lower Norwood, S.E.

BEARD'S PATENT NON-CONDUCTING and
VENTILATING METALLIC GLASS HOUSES will prove

cheaper than wood

/^-f^m'g|^^7-:

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights. 2 in. thick, unplaied. . £0 5

Sheet

rainted .

.nd Glazed v

portable Box,

6 ft. by 8 ft, Double Lights, do.

Painted
Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Kaitway van .

.

led and Glazed with 16 o
Delivered, and Fixed with Ii

Painted foui

Sheet

.

iwork

.

^insbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.'C.

.^

P G MEbbENGER will be hippy to prepare PWns
-L • and Estimates from instructions sent him or if preferred \sill

I personally on any Ladies or Centlemen at their residences
T G M does not confine himself to his litented mode of construe

ion but will carry out the des gns of Architects according to their

r he will apply his pr nciples of construction to their designs
factory completion of all work undertaken is guaranteed
« solicits Pubic attenton to hs lAlENlED BOILER,
xceedingly powerful and economical in fuel His Patented

Heating by Hot Water.
> r and PRIVATE

.1>IN<;S, !\I,'\NUFAC-
.(INSF.RVATOKIES, &c.,

proved system,
lb n d ith perfect ventilation.

BOILERS are adapted for
n Brickwork, or as shown in

LL\RD. JEPHSON, and CO.
lojohn R. Pcill),

M n facturcrs of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

general use, and which

ntcd.

Park Street,

14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT, LONDON, W.

ILLIONSir J. Paxtons Hothouses for the
Have been proved by lo years' experience to be the simplest and cheapest made—

AS LEAN-TO ROOFS FOR COVERING PEACH WALLS OR FOR EARLY VINERIES, AND AS SPAN-ROOFS

FOR ORCHARD-HOUSES, VINERIES, GREENHOUSES, FORCING PITS, &c.

Prices given for covering anv extent of Wall or Ground, on receipt of particuUtrs as to height, length, and width required,

ventilation adopted if preferred ; but these are usually more expensne and not so readily erected by local carpenters

Other systems of construction and

' Nothing can be more easy than to build them nothing more simple than to r them —Dai/y \cilS Maj

MANUFACTORIES— LONDON, GLOUCESTER, COVFXTRY, ULVERSTONE, PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN o>,fy.

to Designs, Sketches, or Specifications ; also for HEATING

REFERENCES c

A PAMPHLET,

1 for ORNAMENTAL CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
nplete anywhere in the LJnited Kingdom.

I be given to works executed in every county of England, and many in Scotland and Ireland.

ith views of various styles of Glasshouses and Conseriatories, and PRICE LIST of Patent Roofs, Post Free for 3 stamps.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT, W.
(Removed from Pall Mall East.)

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

t the Ofticc, No. 41, Wellington Street Parish of St Paul':!, Covent Garden, In the said County.

-

sher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
;cfriar3, City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said WILLIAM
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE—

cid and Coffee

Fungus show, the
Hardy trees and shrubs .

.

Mcchi, Mr, and the Essex

Grinding hay a

Lilies

Sewage qucslic

T
Dutcli Flower Roots.

HOMAS KKNNEDY AND CO.'S CATALOGUE
ol" HVACIN'TIIS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS
iw readj', and will bi: forwarded gratis on application.

Standard Apncuts 1347
Thin soivinf 1359

FOREIGN CORRES —
Crops in South Australia.. 134S

SOCIETIES—
Ixworth Farmers' Club . . 1360
Lavcnhai

isl.ir<

wickshirc Agricultural 1359

NOTICES OF BOOKS-
The Science of Manure
the Food of Hants ...

FARM MEMORANDA—
Ash Grove Farm
Braydon Ma
Greystone, near Alford

I GARDEN MEMORANDA-
Stoke Park 1350

J3S9 i CALENDAR OFOPERATIONS
,3^0 Farm work of thcweel.... 1365

Garden operations 1350

UTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE

BUTTONS' FLOWER ROOTS, for Open Ground
Cultivation, carriage free.

Collections .

.

For particulars Si

SUTTONS'"
Collections .

.

ek's GiGardnur^ Chn

For
"sVi'TTON /

The Successful Cultivation of Hyacintlis.—See

t<UTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870,
k3 which mav be had gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AXD SONS, Reading, Berks

w Hyacintlis, Tulips, and other Bulbs.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the

above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

he average quality, for which they have been noted for many
CVTALOGUES post free.

PI ighg.ite Nurseries, London, N.

Bulbs tor the Present Planting.
/CHARLES TUR.NER has an extra fine Stock of

E'V E R Y GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & Z38, High Holbom, London

Notice to the Seed Trade.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

5, Aldgate, London, E., begs to announce that his SPECIAL
LIST of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for the present
season is now ready, and can be had upon application. Samples anil

stocks are very line, and prices very low.

Samples and pnci

]SfEW
FREDK.

WINTER
prices, which r

GEE, Seed Me

samples at low

WINTER VETCHES, Tme.—Extra fine samples at
lowest market prices. Samples and prices on application to

JOHN BENNET LAWES, Seed Warehouse, Market Street,

Shrewsbury'.

New WMte Mustard Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine sa,mples of the above,
• which they can offer to the Trade at low figures. Samples

and prices on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

' DUTCH and other BULBS this

.sually line condition. Tai

: CATALOGUE on applic

The Roval Nun

i3-(7 I

Extra Picked Dutcli Flower Roots.

T
SCOTT'S rriced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the

• above, &c., may be had free on application.

J. SCOTT'S WASl' DESTROYER.—Certain and immediate
destruction. Testimonials on application. See previous Advertise-

ments. Trice ii. 6d. and as. 6d. per bottle.

J. SCOTT. The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

October i, 1870.

THE GARDENERS-
INSTITUTION.—Notice

10 the LIST of PENSIONERS-
All Persons desirous of bccomii
their applications, with their C
Committee, on or before Noveml
received. Preference will be given
subscribers for 15 years and ui

ROYAL BENEVOLENT
: hereby siven.lhat an ADDITION
ill be made in JANUARY NEXT.
; Candidates arc required to send in

pplicants who have bee
ards. Printed Forms may be had upo

E. R. CUTLER, Secretary.
, October 6, i

Veltcli Memorial.

A GENERAL MEETING of SUBSCRIBERS to the
VEITCH MEMORIAL will take place on FRIDAY,

October 21, in the Council Room of the Royal Horticultural Society,
South Kensington. The Chair will be taken at 3 I'M.

THOMAS MOC'RE, Hon. Secretary.

Fruit Trees.
PURCHASERS of FRUIT TREES are respectfully

invited to inspect the Stock in the Waltham Cross Nurseries,
adjoining Waltham Station, Great Eastern Railway, which the Pro-
prietor believes to be unequalled in quality. Prices moderate.
CATALOGUE free by post.
WILLIAM PAUL, Paul's Nu

, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, true
• to name and in ^ood condition; fine fruit-bearing Trees, on

French Paradise Stock, trained as Cordons. FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES of every descripiion. Priced LIST on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

Pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on appli

RICHARD SMI
riptive Pri
ITH, Nun nd Seetl Merchant, Worceste

c COLLECTIONS of BULBS,
door nlantin?. lor. 6d.. 2ts., 42J., 635., and S^j..

is week s Gardeners

ARTER'S
for indoor and outdoor planting, tor. 6rf., 2rs.

iatre and packing free. See page 1340 of th:

Dutch Flower Boots.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first

large importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that

the Bulbs are large, sound, and well ripened. Early orders respectfully

solicited. Descriptive Triced CATALtJGUE post free on application.

The " Old" Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Easlgate Street, and
the " Upton" Nurseries. Chester

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Plants SultaWe for
BEDDING and DECt>RATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

P>
OBERT P.J^RKER begs to announce that his NEW

\l CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and
PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
,..^. ....... » ._ . published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.VV.
VIOLETS. &c., it

T HOMAS PESTRIDGE can supply the following
TRICOLOR GERANIUMS at 4s. per dozen, for cash :—

:ng Bride I Glen Eyre Beauty
:urium I

Sophia Cusack
way Nursery, Uxbridge^

Lady Cul

Carnations, Flcotees, and Finks.

J BOOTH, FLtjRlST, Pole Lane, Failsworth, ;

• Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named
show varieties. Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now ready.

Cahbase Seeds.
AND F. SHARPE will be glad to quote special
prices to the Trade of all the best sorts of Cabbage Seeds

grown last season from the finest- selected stocks. Prices very

Seed-growing Establishment, Wisbech^

H.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at Si. per 1000 ; also Drumheail

le supplied by
nficld i

r Cattle Cabbage Plants at 3s. ftd. per i

1 SON, Wonersh Nur!W.VIRGO I

Cabbage Flants.

WMEADMORE can supply strong plants of East
• Ham, Early York, Improved Fulham, Wheeler's Imperial.

'
,r, sPontefract, Sugarloaf, &c. , at 4s. per i

, Romford, E.C.

LONGPOD and
ADVANCER PEAS. A few quarters of each for SALE. Stocks

W. EASLEA, Stamford.

DICKSONS' IMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—New Spawn, of finest equality, ni

JAMES DICKSON .

CIRCULAR, V

^s, Cheslei

G. WALKLING, Nurseryman, High Road and College Parle,

purchasers on applic
) SONS, Reading Nur!

Beautiful Columbine.

JOHN GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,
olTcr fresh Seeds of their AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA.witf

specimen blossom, post free, for 18 postage stamps, per packet.
" This is perhaps the handsomest barely perennial in cultivation. "-

Adlantum Faxleyense.
T. VEITCH, The Nurseries, Exeter, having sonic-

hundreds of the above magnilicent FERN, is now prepared to

offer good strong healthy plants at jifi 6s. per dozen.
R.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

B
Vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application,

ctoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Vlnea, Vines.

T THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all
• the leading varieties of well-grown VINES, from eyes, grown

and ripened without firc-hcat.

Heathcrside Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey,

VINES, from Eyes, Fruiting next season, ys. 6d. each
strong planting, 51. ; ditto, 3s. 6rf., of the following varieties :-

Black Hamburgh, Bucktand Sweetwater, Lady Downe's. and Whit.
Lady Downe's, Black Alicante, West's St. PctetH, Mrs. Pince, Goldei
Champion, and Muscat Alexandra.

J, PEED, Effra Nursery. Brixton, London.

Madres&eld Court Black Muscat Vine.—£6 Prize.
MESSRS. J. AND C. LEE beg to remind their Friend-

that they have offered a PRIZE of FIVE POUNDS for th.

bpst THREE BUNCHES of the above GRAPE, to be awarded (if

deserving) by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

nd Seed £stablishmcnt| Hammersmith,

VINES and STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Strong,
well.ripened Fruiting and Planting Vines, and well-rootec

Strawberry Plants of all the leading kinds. NUl
Lot: ITE now ready.
EWING.CHILI), AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nu

Auljrietia grseca."
Tavern Street,

I offer good Plants of the above invaluable
. per dozen, or 205. per 100.

Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
DOBERT SIM will send, post free for six postagf

Foot's Cray Nur!
nd EXtJTIC FERNS, No. 7.

To the Trade.

STRONG PLANTS of CYCLAMEN PERSICUM,
and varieties, in large 60 and 48- '

'
"^

' " ""

bloom, at 50s. and 60s. pei
""

Apply to CHARLES BARNARD, Bury Farm, Harlow, Essex.

TjlOR SALE, a handsome ORANCJE TREE ;
height

JDELAMERE, Nurseryman and Florist, Oxton,
• Birkenhead, has REMOVED to Irlam Lane, Bootlc, near

Liverpool^

Buttons' Fresli Imported Flower Seeds, Carriage Free.
BUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870O is now readv, and may be had gratis and post free.

SUTTON At(D SONS. Importers, Reading, Berks.

For Present Sowing.
HUNT'S SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM,

25 choice varieties, at zr. 6rf. per packet, post free.

JAMES HOLDER, Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

Gladiolus Brenchleyensls.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE beg to
announce that tha- have 150,000 Flowering Bulbs of GLADIO-

LUS BRENCHI.EYENSIS for Sale. Price per 1000 upon application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C,

Boses.
MITCHELL'S renowned ROSES are NOW i

FINE BLOOM. The largest stock and the best plants i

England. I'ilt Down Nurseries, Uckfield, Sussex.

SOLANUMS ditto, full of scarlet

berries, fofdccorative purposes, 4s. per dozen, 25J. per 1

and package, 31. extra. Terms cash v '
'

A. GODWIN AND SON'S Nurseri
London, N. ; and Ashbourne. Derbyshir

pectfuUy invited to
: stock of FOREST TREES and SHRUBS
;s, all of which are in fine condition, and can

A
D̂. GALBRAITH, 7. Margaret Street, Lai

POTATOS
)n, Glasgow.

PVRETHRUM GOLDEN FE.'VTHER. State price per

THOMAS S. WARE is offering e.\tra fine Standard,
Half-standard, and Dwarf ROSES, by the hundred or thousand.

Hale Farm Nursery. Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD and
DWARF ROSESi superb plants. Descriptive CATALOGUES

n appli

JOHN CRANSTON, Nun , Kir 5 Acre, Hereford.

Roses.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

200,000 DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
50,000 TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

A magnificent stock to select from. CATALOGUES c

WM, WOOD AND SON, Woodlands
Uckfield, Sussex.

Marcsfield,

Paul's Rose Catalogue.
'• A very complete and able Catalogue."—.f/ora/ tVarld.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUEof ROSES is now ready, and will be forwardcil

post free on application. The stock of plants is large and excellent.

PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.
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Establislied 1785.
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, NEAR HEREFORD,

JOHN CRANSTON, Proprietor
The following Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES arc now ready

and will be forwarded on application :

—

The NEW ROSE CATALOGUE for 1870. ^.^^^.-c-
The CONIFER. SHRUB, and FRUIT TREE CATALOC,UE.
The FOREST TREE CATALOGUE, including Plants for Coverts

Under\vood, &c. ^ _-^_
Twenty-one First and Ten Second Prizes for Roses.

JOHN CRANSTON obtained during the past season

the larce number of 21 First and Ten Second Prizes for ROSES,
exhibited at the principal Rose Shows throughout the kingdom.

_
It is

thus proved that his Nurseries stand unrivalled for the cultivation ol

The°^NEW ROSE CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be

for\varded on application. ,. , . tt r j
Nurseries. King s Acre, near Hereford.

Standard and Dwarf Roses.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs respectfully to call

the particular attention of those about to plant to his immense

stock of ROSES, which, from their great superiority, both m quality

and varieties, cannot fail to give every satisfaction.

STAND'VRDS, very superior, selected, 155. per dozen ; £,$ per loa

HAI F ST.\N HARDS, very superior, iss. per doz. ; £,4, toi. per 100.

DWARFS, .iTi Minetti, strong, Zs. per dozen ; £,2 10s. per 100.

ill l>'ty. very supcriorj 81. per dozen; £:i io5. per 100.

Descriptive CA TALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Roses, Fruit

&c., free upon appl

Dwarf & Standard Roses.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

an immense Stock of extra strong well grown plants of all the

best ROSES in cultivation (including all the new varieties) for Autumn
and Spring planting. Also a large stock of strong Plants in not s which

can be be planted out now, at once. Priced Descriptive CAT ALOL.UE
sent free by post. Their Roses arc unusually fine this season.

Insnection respectfully invited. Visitors will please ask for

FRANCIS ^ ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Chester. _.„^^_
Vines. Extra Strong Fruiting, fie.

FRAN^lN ;- M' 1)11 l< DICKSON & SONS have
this SI-

I

' r VINES, grown from eyes, without

boltom-hcit, 'iMrtjointed Fruiting Canes ; also fine

Canes for plm' - M ;;'.n hi.Ji.h.K's nil inc New and icading

varieties and the pimi i : I :
'

Tr ici-lion respectfully

invited. If this is iiu.":i .

,
,

ci he sent.

Priced li. - I
.

..
I

'
I post.

Vines a.nd Strawberries.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN begs to ofter very superior

VINES, grown from Eyes, without bottom-heat, comprising all

the leading ^orts. Fine strong Canes, 31. 6rf.
''' —>

STRAWBERRIES,
kinds, in 6o-sized pots, _- ^

Sheen Nurserj-, Richmond, Surrey.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST can be
had on application. The following are particularly recommended :

BOXNE nOUCHE j
FROGMORE LATE I PRESIDENT

liK IIOGG PINE SIR C. NAPIER
ECLIPSE I

MR. RADCLYFFE | SIR J. P.WTON
Stronj; plants from the ground, or in small pots, at an extra charge,

The Fairy Apple.

JOHN TENNINGS begs to inform his Friends and
^-'. 1- .. _. .L_ .1 A 1.. ,..:ii \.^ cTTMT nitT in

'destined and worthy to take its plat- _. ._

DWARF MAIDEN TREES, 71. W. eacTi ; DWARF TRAINED,
[Qj hd. A remittance or reference from unknown correspondence.

Nurseries : Shipston-on-Stour, September. 1870.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co., Exeter Nursery,
Exeter.

All kinds ofORNAMENTAL and USEFUL PLANTS.
FOREST TREES of ever^' description.

Fine specimen plants of CONIFERyE, all the choice kinds.

VINES, in pots.—Large stock of well ripened Canes of all leading

ROSES, in pots.—All the new sorts just out, and a careful selection

from those of former years.

PEACHES, in pots; NECTARINES, APRICOTS, FIGS, and
other FRUITS, selected for the Orcliard-house.

STRAWBERRIES.—All the best sorts.

Priced LISTS on application.

Fruit Trees.

MAGNIFICENT Dwarf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES,
APRICOTS, PEARS, PLUMS. APPLES, ard CHERRIES.

Standard-trained PLUMS. Fruiting Trees,

Dwarf-trained FRUITING TREKSof .\PPLES, PEARS, & PLUMS.
Pyramidal APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES.

WM. WOOD AND SON'S Nurseries have long been
celebrated for the growth and careful trairj^ngjsfF^uil Trees.

The plants now offered
*

' "

appli

urpassed. CATALOGUES (

"Woodl;inds Nursery, Marcslield, near Uckficid, Sussex.

Winter Flowering Plants.

FREDERICK PERKINS has a fine healthy Stock of

the undermentioned Plants, especially prepared for winter decora-

tions, which he begs to offer at the undermentioned prices :—

AZALEAS, all the best varieties, with buds, i&s. to 305. per dozen.

B0UVARDIA5, in 48-pots, full of buds, 18s. to 24s. per dozen.

CAMELLIAS, best varieties, with 10 to 20 buds, 601. per dozen.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, mixed varieties, fowering bulbs, 6*. to

lar. per dozen.
CARNATION, TREE, with buds. 24J. per dozen.

DRAC.^LNA TERMINALIS, STRICTA, and COOPERII, fiom
30J. per dozen.

DEUTZIA GRACILIS, 12s. per dozen.

ERICAS, in six winter-flowcnng varieties. 18s. to 245. per dozen.

EPACRIS, best varieties, i8j. to 24J. per do;

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA, 3s. 6rf. each ; 30^. per dozen.

ECHEVERIA AGAVEOIDES, very scarce, 21s. each.

EPIP.HYLLUM TRUNCATUM, in variety, g-inch st

:. per dozen.
FERNS, good mixed Stove and Greenhouse varieties, i^s. to iSs. per

GENISTA CANARIENSIS, 12s. per dozen.
GERANIUMS. Double, in 72 varieties, i8j. per dozen.

LASIANDRA MACRANTHA, very large puiple fiowcrg, 25. 6./. each.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, imported clumps, i8s. per doren.
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, 15s. per dczen.

AXBA, 21. 6rf. each.

PICOTeE prince OF ORANGE, beautiful yellow, lake eflgc,

flowering plants. 5s. to los. 6<f. each-

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA. in g varieties. 9^. per dozen.

„ „ FLORE-PLENO ALHA, 185. perdozeri

„ „ „ RUBRA, 181. per do«n."
„ „. DELIC.\TA.3oj. perdoz.

PRUNUS SINKS^IS FLORE-PLENO, one of the -best forcing
plants, "

,

ROGER I \ •' per dozen.

ROSES, 1- 1 Perpciuals, ly. per dozen.
iSy. per dozen.

I magenta, 3J. dd. cnch.
ly in .^8-size

'

„_ _ . r flowering. Single pU ._,

be had of each variety, at the above prices, to sun
.„..,.,._ small Growers.

F. P.'s Priced CATALOGUE of Hyacinths, Crocus, Tulips, anc

Trade discount.

FRED. PERKINS, Seed Warehouse.si, Regent Street, Leamingtoi

Araucarla imbricata.—Perfect Specimens,
WELL GIi(_lWN and very HANDSOME.

WOODLANIJS NURSERV, MaRESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

WM. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of the
above. Price, per plant :—

B

.£p 5 o| 8 feet

. I I o 10 feet 3
Larger, up lo 30 feet.

3 3

w Special Offer of large Evergreens, &c.
M. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of fine specimens of

the following :-
LAURUSTINUS, 5 to 6 feet I PHILLYRE.VS, 6 to 8 feet

PORTUGAL LAURELS,^to7ft. 1
COMMON LAURELS.u to 9 ft-

Variegated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet

RHODODENDRONS, 3 to 5 feet, thickly set wit

The above have recently been transplanted, arc very
iome plants, and (juite safe, Price per dozen or hundred

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex,
1 applic

Planting Season.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nurserv. Hailsham, Sussex,
begs to call the attention of the Nobility and Gentry and Trade

in general to his extensive and matchless stock, consisting of an
immense quantity of Standard and Dwarf and Pyramidal Trained
APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECTARINES. CHERRIES, PEARS,
PLUMS, and APPLES, also Standard, Dwarf, and Pot ROSES,
CONIFEJi-F:, RHODODENDRONS, EVERGREENS, ORNA-
MENTAL and FOREST TREES, &c., and respectfully solicits inspec-

tion of all intending Planters. Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES Iree.

The Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the Hailsham
Station, Brighton and South-Coast Railway.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.
PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.

RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white— it cannot fail to be
grown in preference to the other vanety ; the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the

Public as something very superior, when they are no better than
existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence
of all others. It has been exhibited at (our of the principal shows this

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

March 30, 1870.

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
z8, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October, at 2s. 6d. ^r packet, and

:s, Keymer, Hurst pieipoint ; and of theat Hassocks' Gate Nu
following Agents :—

ENGLAND.
Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Jlolbom.

„ Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton, E.

„ Hurst & Sons, Lcadenall Street, London.
Mr. George Tredgctt, Cambridge.
Messrs. Wood &lngram. Huniin|cdon,
Mr. L. S. Woodthorpe, Sible Hedinghatn, Essex.
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.*"

Davics &. Co., Liverpool.
, F.areham.

[1, London,

I, King's Road, Chelsi

„ E. Huinies, VVhittington Nursery, near Lichfield.
Messrs. S. Nairn & Sons. Ncwcastlc-on-Tync.

„ Hooper & Co., Covcnt Garden, London.
Mr. W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea.
Messrs. Butler, McCulIoch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
Mr. F,. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.
Messrs- G. Gibbs&Co., Piccadilly, London.

Rutlcy & Silverlock, London.

SCOTLAND.
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing. Dundee.

„ P. Lawson & Son, Edinourgh.
„ Stuart & Meior Kelso.

„ W. Druramond & Sons, Stiriing,

IRELAND.
Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Daws

BELGIUM.
Mons. Louis Van Houttc, Ghent.

PRUSSIA.
Messrs. Platz & Son, Erfurt.

AMERICA.
Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons. New York.

ENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

lins Lists ..f ( >ichids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
., ll,(i:l\ 1 I 1 1,-., I'ilmy Ferns, &c.; Drac^nas. Agaves, Yuccas,

, I
'

I i.>ns, &c. ; Azaleas and Camellias, Capft Heaths,
II I

,
ind Amaryllis, &c.

^ \\ ,: i ; H spectfully invites inspection of his numerous
LLl 1

Balls

•s. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

A' AXTi'M CUNEATUM. ASPLENIUM
I ill !

11 M. ASPLENIUM COLENSOL a dwarf form of
iiid compact habit, very suitable for Wardian

111 ' II 1 1 A I'LEMETIS, a rare and interesting Bromelia-

Florists, 52. George Street. Edinburgh.
Nur<

Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.
Woodlands Nursetjv, Maresfield, near Uckpield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees :

—

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, 6 and 8 feet.

ASH, WEEPING,..-Mr.i fint-, 7 to g feet s

, 6 feet.

3 feet

n, English, Cornish, and
12 feet.

nnd Scarlet, extra fine plai
V.TV line Specimens.
; W II.LOWS, 7to8feet.
"'^ "" application.

I

w
Planting Season.

To PLANTERS ,1 11 i;l M' lAKKS. CEMETERIES,
\i;iiENS.

M. SK.IRVIN' ; s,,lKit. in^p.jction of his unrivalled
k-frli-mr I\I 1m;i:i r\ IIAKDVSHRUBS, FOREST

specimens of
nse Stock

"

icntal Tn

hl; purposes.

2 Stock of

t large s

Old Pleasure

NEWTON ' NURSERIES, CHESTER.-
These extensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes' time from the Chester
Railway Station. The new short route is to pass {by the steps)
over Flookersbrook Bridge, entering James Dickson bi Sons' new
road, close by the "Ermine" Inn.

Intending PLinlers are specially solicited to inspect the Stock,
which, for qunlitv. \ .irici\', :uui extent, is unsurpassed in Britain.

CAlAl I".
I l-.s .-in>! all particulars on application.

JAMES Dli Ksi.N am, SONS. " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

The Royal BerksMre Root Show.

READING, NOVEMBER, 1870.

THE ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW,
Open to all Root Growers in the United Kingdom, will be held

on SATURDAY, November 26, when SILVER CUPS and other
PRIZES 10 the Value of FIFTY POUNDS will be awarded lor the

specimens of MANGEL, SWEDES, TURNIPS, KOHL
RABI,&c.—For full part apply t

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed , Reading, Berks.

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
' e the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
ovemment Guano; it contains 21 per cent of Soluble I'hosphatcs.
to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
oelcfcer. Dr. Antlcrson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

32, King William Street, London, E.C.

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, ii.Salisbury Square, FIeetStrect,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

find the results of a careful analysis of a
_ , d Peruvian Guano. These resi:"

for themselves. 1 need therefore hardly add anything in

dation of the- high fertilising character of this valuable
manure. The sample examined by me contained only lo pe
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phoa-
ph.ites which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
" The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Itiphosphated Peruvian

Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.G."

' ^o£

NEW BEDDING VIOLET.

E. G. Henderson & Son
RESPECTFULLY OFFER

VIOLA "IMPERIAL BLUE PERFECTION."
Of the various kinds tried in groups and beds during tlie present trying season, tlie " lAlPERIAL BLUE

PERFECTION " has proved itself the most vigorous and the most prolific in bloom, retaining its fine glossy

verdure, free from spider, and keeping a dwarf and compact healthy growth throughout the most sultry weather. It

forms an invaluable bed throughout the spring, early summer, and late autumn months. In colour and effect it far

surpasses the V. comuta Perfection— a companion bed of this last-named variety having proved a complete failure.

The intense upper Tyrian purple and rich co;ntlean-blue under-petals are much finer for effective contrasts with the

white and golden yellow of the same group than any of the slate or mauve-blue in other varieties yet offered. As a

centre group, the " IMPERIAL BLUE PERFECTION " is in admirable keeping and effect when surrounded

with a well-proportioned belt of the elegant pearl-white tint of Achyrocline Sandersoni or the pure silvery sheen of

Gnaphalium tomentosum. This fine variety is adapted to all ordinary garden soils
;

its continuous growth yielding a

succession of bloom until the latest season of display in the flower garden.

9s. dozen ; 50 Plants, S8s. ; 100 Plants, 50s.

li^ For Notices of the New Plants. PLEROMA MACRANTHA FLORIBUNDA, brilliant spring-flowering

PRINCE of PELARGONIUMS, and THYMUS CITRIODORUS AUREA (the Golden Thyme), see Gardeners

Chronicle, October I, p. 1308.

THE NEW AUTUMN BULB CATALOGUE,
In circulation, will be forwarded free on application. It includes an extensive Herbaccou-i and Alpine Plant

List of between 2000 and 3000 species, also selections of tuberous and bulbous rooted species, including the finest

Gesneria, Achimenes, Glo.xinias, Caladiums, Cyclamens, Delphiniums, Aquatic and Marsh Plants, Shrubs lor Rock-

work, Spring-flowering Bedding Plants, Hardy Climbers, Roses, &c., &c.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.
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M
A Boon for Grape Growers.

EREDIlirs VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT
MANt'KK, M be had in seak-d baps

JOSEPH MEREOITH, l'l)e Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

ONDON MANUKE COMPANY (Established 1840)
ti.-ivc iiMW r. '.U I T .

I. -In i-n'. in fine dry condition

—

ended for Autumn Sowing.WHE.\T M
DISSOLVKI
PREPAKKI lirnUANO, for Corn and Koots

1 known valueand every olliti Al.V.N L'Kh ul km
Also PERUVIAN r.UANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE

e( AMMONIA, ex Dock or Warehouse.
116, FenchuTx:h Street, KG EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

T AWES' WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN
-^ SOWING now Ready for Deliveri'.

All other MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied on

the lowest tcnng.

Apply foe prices, &&, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark

Lane, London, E.G., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and Cardiff.

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATK or BLOOD MANURE.
OI)AMS'S DISSOLVED H(.>\ES.
ODAMS*S SUPER-PIIOSFHATE of LIME.

>ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

Charles Dorr ,23, Essex b ;t, Stirand, W.C.
:bb, Hiuiersham, Cambn

Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smitbficld. EC.
Managing Director—J^mes Odams.

i/unirtT—Messrs, Kamells, lioares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.
Solicitors—HcssTS. Kingsford & iJorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C,

Auditor— L Carter Jona£, Cambridge.

This Company was oriRinally formed by, and isunder thedirectionof
Agriculturists, circumstances that have earned for it anotbcrtille,viE,'

"THE TENANT-FARMERS* MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures nj.-inu-

factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee tor tbc clftcaey of the Manures.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of ll>e local Agents. C. T. MACADAM. Secretary.

Chief onices— loq, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

f^ ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality.
V-T for Fumitiatinj:^ purposes, is. per lb., 841. per cwt. Superior
TOBACCO JUICE, for Sheep Washine. ^:c., los. per gallon.
SILVER SAND, nf the I)[kM ,|.i ilitv , f t Horticultural purposes,

atzos. per ton: sm:.ll<T lut-^ai ?^- '-•' |'.^.^^l

WM. RUSHFoU 1 H, Sr, >l M< ., ImuI .in.

The Clieapest and Best Insecticide.
DUl V-FKKf-; tu};acco.

! MAjES-n-'S Royal Lki ri liS 1',\tfnt, and by PERMISSION

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is., 2i. 6rf., and gs.

Powder Distributors, as. 6ii. and y. 6rf. each.
" I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."

—

Geo. Evles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens. South Kensington. May 7, 1868.^ -" Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

MO U L E S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
From Mr. W. Gilbert,

Law/ord Street, Rugby
perfectly

be no obstacle; i

I have used the
. . myRosel>ees(a

tuple of spadesful put into
bucketful of water), and

'Prospectuses and fuU information may be obtained at zg, Bedford
;trect Cu\ent Garden W C

C ONhERVATQRY

G S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,'

1 Hy, and other Blight

BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c. ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof

;

TrellirAVire Work, for

Gardens and Conser-

bours, Summer Houses,
&c. : Wire Work Vase

^ Baskets, with stem and
prongs for placing iu any
position, ott the lawn,

y,a and opposite windows, or

j>. elsewhere ; Suspending
.,'r: Baskets for Conserva-
'^S- tories j Wire Work

Flower Stands lor Con.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

^1"^
Conservatories, Pheasan-

Conservatories fitted up

&c.

Minton's Ornamental
Tilt Flower Boxes.

All Jtinds of Wire Work
made to order.

. .
Porto-

bello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues of the above on application.

R, HOLLIDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works,

JONES'S PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE BOILER,

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler, witli the following improvements, viz. :—
The water-space at back and over top of Saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent that a Patent

Double I4 ^ddle Boiler will do about twice the amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of

setting is also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occui>ied ; at the same time these Boilers are simple

in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are not Uable to crack.

They are made of the following Sizes :—
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D
Dutch Rower Roots.

OWNIE, LAIRD. AN'D L.^ING, lia\

second importation of FLOWER H(
lONIJUII.S

DOUBLE NARCISSUS,
CROCUS,

Ranunculus,
anemones.
snowdrops,

TULii's,'
;

which have all been carefully selected from the most celebrated
Establishments in Holland.
The Bulbs have arrived in splendid condition, being unusually well

ripened, very large, and exceedmffly heavy.
D., L. & Co. cin supply fine BiSbs of the PRIZE HYACINTHS at

Kensington, Regent's Park, Crystal Palace, and Royal Caledoni

Stanstead Park Nu . Forest Hill, S.E.

;

Dutoli Flower Roots.

A-^
HENDERSON
nounce thai he has

received a large Consignment of
Dutch and other Roots, careruUy
selected from the most celeb
j:;rowcrs.

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGUES are now ready, c(

taining practical directions for thi

successful cultivation on all the
various systems now adopted.

AIsoaCHOICEandSELECT LIST
of VEGETABLE and HARDY
FLOWER SEEDS for Aui
Sowing. Catalogues gratis and post
free upon application.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath
Surrey, and at the East Surrey Seed
Warenouse, North End, Croydon,

Spring Flowering Bulbs.
BUTLER. Mcculloch, and co.'s

COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for Greenhouse c

Flower Garden Decoration, sent carriage paid. No charge for package!

I
105^-

I 52^' ^'
I

43^-
I

3IJ,
I

15s.
I

JOS. Qd.
I

CATALOGUE, containing details, post free.

5 per cent, allowed for cash.
BUTLER, McCUIlOCH, AND CO., 27, South Row, Covent

Dutch Flowering Bulbs and Autumn Seeds.
"ILLIAM SK1R\'!\(J announces the arrival of his
Annual St.ick <•{ UirvCH FL"WERING BULBS, compris-

ing Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus, Anemones, Ranunculus, Narcissus,
i.-c.. .lit carefully selected, CATALOGUES of which can be had free
m application.

^\

for Green Food.
Early orders are respectfully solicited, and can be executed eithei

the Seed Warehouse, Queen Square; or at his Nurserj' and Seed

Succulents—Surplus Stock.
THOMAS S. WARE begs to offer as follows.

pumila or gracilis.

form, larger than the abovcl.

T. S. W. has .-ilsn a Inru'c < !
SUl.AS, ECHEVFKI.\S,SKMri
I'HVTUMS. SEDUMS, ,'\I,('I ~,

Cacalia repens.

Sempervivum barbatuir

„ bracteosum.

„ JIaworthii.

. I.EDONS. CRAS-

B. S. W I L L I A
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packets
Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed 2j. 6a., 31. W-.and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's extra choice train, 3J. dd., y. 6,f., and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, is, M., 3». «.,&
CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Priiestiain .. Ij. M, It. 6<i., and

ECIIEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding phnt

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS ij. M. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers ij. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .

.

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. M. and

„ „ var. PERFECTION ij. M, ss W., and

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

nd Parac : Nu ITpper Holloway, I.n

L
Violets and other Spring-floverlng Plants.

EWIS WOODTHORPE offers the following, now
being the best time to plant, to insure agood show in the spring:

VIOLA ODORATA PENDULA, the new Weeping Violet of New
York.—The largest Violet in cultivation. Dowers of enormous size,
vcr>' double, beautiful pale mauve-blue, with large white centre,
very' sweetly scented, and free flowering. Is. 6rf. each ; iss. per doz.

VIOLETS.-Tbe King, the Queen, the l?cuble Red, Double White,
Con]pacta. the Czar (the largest Singlcl. is. per dozen.

The Double White Tree and Double Blue T-ee VIOLET, is. <ach.
HEPATICAS.—The Double Red and Singlt Blue, 4s. per dozen.
AURICULAS, ALPINES.-An exceedingly fine strain, 4s. and 6s.

PRIMULA CORTUSOIDES.-A pretty link, and free flcwering,
4S. per dozen.

DAISY AUCUE/EFOLIA.—The golden olotched, very pretty, 4s.

DAISIES, in 5 choice named
POLYANTHUS —The best
HELIANTHEMUM, the Dwarf Rock Cistus, in 20 name5

4s. per dozen.
100 choice named HERBACEOUS, ROCK, md ALPINE PLANTS,

two of a sort, in pots, SOS. per 100.
A CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Sprirg-blooming

Roses, Fruit Trees, with 3 general and wcll-grofn Nursery

>fiirseiy, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

^jgj^ "The Royal Seedsmen."

"°"
CARTER'S

SEEDS, BULBS, &c.,

CARRIAGE FREE.
*,' Five per cent, diseoiint allowed for

cash payments.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR PLANTING.

COLLECTION No. I, complete, price 84J.

COLLECTION No. 2, reduced qu.-tntities, price 63J.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 425.

Collection No. 4, price 21 j., comprises

—

Hyacinths, 12 in 12 extra fine Tulips, Tournesol, 6
named sorts Rex rubrorum, 3

Polyanthus Narcissus, 6 in 6 „ La Candeur, 3
„ Royal Standard, 3
„ Yellow Prince, 6
„ Rosa Mundi, 3
„ Due Van Thol, 6

Amaryllis formosissimus, i

Ixias, finest mixed, 6
Snowdrops, extra large selected,

i
Sparaxis, finest mixed, 6

24 ' Triteleia uniflora, 6

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price loj. dd.

Packing and carriage free.

. COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. 6, complete, price S+r.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price by.
Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 9, price 305., comprises

—

Ilya
ned sorts forpotsorgia
in 3 colours for beddir

urnesol, 6
lixed, 36

Due Van thol, 6
Royal Standard, 3
La Candeur, 3
Yellow Prince, 3

xed.Scilla Bclgii

Crocus, blue, 75
„ striped, 75
„ large yellow, 75

Anem^^l;'e's%?trafin,
Gladiolus Brenchley

xed English,

extra fine mixed Spanish, \^
Ills, Campcrnctle, 12
nculus, extra fine mixed,

ivdrops, 50

Collection No. io, reduced quantities, price \%s.

Packing and carriage free.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING ONLY.

CoLLKCTiON No, II, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 635.

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No. 14, price 2ii., comprises

—

Hyacinths, 12 in 3 colours

", large yellow, 50

Anemones, extra fine mixed, 24
Gladiolus Brcnchlcyensis, b
Iris, extra choice mixed English,

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12
Lilium candidum, 3
„ tigrinum,3

Ranunculus, extra fine mixed, 24
Snowdrops, co
Winter Xconltes. -4

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price loj. td.

Packing and carriage free.

Double Daffodil
.

Tulips, extra finemixed, double, i:

„ extra fine mixed, single, la

„ extra fine mixed, late, la

,. Due Van Thol, 12
Polyanthus Narcissus^ fini

5-tooth Violets, 6

JAMES CAHTEE & CO.'S
CATALOGUE

Containing full particulars of the above Collections

will be forwarded Gratis and Post Free on application.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
For the convenience of those Customers who do not

wisli the trouble of selecting for themselves, is oftered the
undermentioned Collections of Hyacinths, the selection of
rollick being left to theirjudgment and experience, will be
found perfectly adapted for the purposes stated.

Doubi
Sing I'.

. 85, 6rf.

12 ver^' fine

12 ", Double Hyacinths, for glasses,
12

,,
Single Hyacinths, for glasses, i

12 best vaneties Double Hyacinths, for pots, 12;.

12 „ Single Hyacinths, for pots, lis.

12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, i2j.

12 „ Single Hyacinths, for glasses, 12*.

100 Hyacinths, jn 100 best varieties, ^^6 &.
100 Hyacinths, in 50 best varieties, ^^ 45.

50 Hyacinths, in 50 very fine varieties, £,2 101,

50 Hyacinths, in 25 very fine varieties, £,i. 171. 6i.

All Seeds and Bulbs carriagefree, and 5 per cent,

allowedfor cash payments.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH
HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
CARRI.\GE FREE.

SUTTONS'

IMPORTED FLOWER ROOTS.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

READING, BERKS,
HAVING RECEIVED their FIRST CONSIGNMENT of

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers in

Holland, are now prepared to receive Orders for their
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or
indoor cultivation.

SUTTONS^ SUPERB DUTCH HYACINTHS
For CULTIVATION in l^OTS or GLASSES.

The best 12 Hyacinths for 12s.

Messrs. SUTTONS' Collection of Hyacinths consists
of more than 200 varieties, a Priced and Descriptive
LIST of which may be had on application.

Suttons' Collections of Named Hyacinths.
100 HYACINTHS in loo very choice sorts .. l^ 4 o
100 ,, 50 very choice sorts .. 3 10 o
50 ,, 50 very choice sorts ..220
50 ,, 25 very choice sorts .. i 15 o
25 ,( 25 very choice sorts .. i i o

12 „ 12 good sorts .. ..060
The order should specify whether they are intended to be grown in

water or earth, as all kinds are not equally suited to both purposes.
It should also be stated whether single or double blossomed Kinds arc
preferred; olhcr\vise we usually supply about two-thirds double, and
one-third single. The single varieties generally thrive best in water, but
their merits are never apparent until the flowers are fully expanded.

SUTTONS" MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or
Open Borders.—Double, Single, and various colours, 25. dd. per dozen,

SUTTONS' HYACINTHS, in distinct colours for
Massing, IJedding. Ribbon Gardening,&c.—Double and Single, various
shades, separate, 4s. per dozen, 305. per 100,

SUTTON.S'

COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS,
Suttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Open Ground,

Carriage Free, contains

—

I fine mixed Border Hyacinths
i ,, Polyanthus Narcissus
! Pheasant"s-eye Narcissus
• Double White Narcissus
\
Double Daffodils

I large Camperncllc Jonquils

6 fine mixed Gladiolus
12 Due Van Thol Tulij^
6 mixed Single Early Tulips
6 fine mixed Double Tulips
6 ,, Parrot Tulips
6 Gesneriana Tulips
25 fme mixed Tulips

ISO Cr.

50 Snowarops
25 Winter Aconites

Buttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

12 fine Hyacinths, by name
j

3 Peacock Iris

6 Miniature Hyacinths, by name 50 fine Crocus, by name
6 Polyanthus Narcissus, do.

-

6 Single Sweet Jonquils
6 Scilla precox
6 Single Due Van Thol Tulips
6 Double Tournesol Tulips
25 Early Tulips, 5 sorts

3 Persian Iris

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS of TULIPS.
L^rge Double Tulips.

For Descriptive List of 100 choice kinds.

Autumn Catalog^ue.

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS of CROCUS.
For Open Ground. New Crocus, for

For further particulars, with complete Cultural

Instructions, see

BUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds Carriage Free, e.\cept

very small parcels.

1^" Five per cent, allowed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.
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V A R I E G A T E D PELARGONIUMS.
sir Robert Napier I

Mabel Mon
St. JoKn's Wood Star

requ

.Irs. r)ix
I
Prince Silverwings I

I?, in stronfj plants, for 2ir., package i

:cd from unknown Correspondents
LFRE1> FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridecsbir

ARIEGATED and other GERANIUMS.
TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, 3s. to 6s. per dozen.

GOLD and BRONZE, !s. 6d. to y. per dozen.

PCIUBLES, 2!. hi. to 91. per dozen.
ZONAL .ind NOSEGAY, 25. to 45. per dozen.

NEW ZONALS of 1S70, I2r. per dozen.
All .stronp: plants, in 3-inch pots, package free.

A Priced LIST of the new and leading sorts of the present season

post free on application to

WM. POTTEN, Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Cheap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash :—
GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Lady CuUum.jS; M. ; Mrs. Pollock, 35.

Sophia Dumaresquc,
----

Longheld, 6j. ; Italia I

Ladv

N^

-dy _

SILVER TRICOLORS.—Caroli

a, 25. (}d. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS,
t>patra, 55. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 41. ; E. G.
>Iajesty, 31. 6*f. ; Lui ' ' '- "-

, Chatteris, Catnbridgcshir

. 7 6 Ml I. n.!.'l ' .HIS

>N1UMS of 1870, including Coleshill.S

<ieorgc, Claudus, Sunshine, Lady Haw

lie Season, 2s. 6d. ; Lady Edith, is.

I.I. each.
JN, Nursery and Seed Establishm

GOLD and BRONZE PELARGONIUM (1870),
" MRS. JOHN LEE."—This beautiful bedding rclarfionium

has fine circular leaves^ smooth, and of great substance ; rich golden
9round with broad cnmson bronze zone: the colours are bright and
arable. A plant lifted from the open ground ' ' "

Establishment, Hai

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1S70.

The promoters and well-wishers of the

Fungus Show at the Royal Horticultural

Society on Wednesday last must have been well

pleased at the large attendance and great

interest manifested in the display. The Fungi
exhibited were not so numerous as on former
occasions, a circumstance that may in part be
accounted for by the circumstance that the dry
season we have lately experienced has not been
favourable to the development of these plants,

though the common iMushroom near London has

been very abundant ; and in part to the circum-
stance that the Fungus foray and feast was held

on the day following at Hereford. Of this meeting
we hope to give some account in our next issue.

Some details relating to the exhibition at

Kensington will be found in another column,
but here we may advert to the abominably
slovenly way in which these curious plants arc

shown. Mr. Engllsh's collection formed a
marked exception, and was set up with much
taste. Mr. S.mith'.s collection was enlivened by
the facetious labels by which species of botanical,

culinary, or poisonous interest were designated
No attempt was made on this occasion, as was
done last year, to put any of the edible

species to a practical test, probably owing to the

absence of a c/ief qualified to do justice to the

savory morsels. One of the best of the edible

species, and the safest of all because the most
readily recognised, the Giant Puff Ball, Lycoper-
don giganteum, which has a particularly delicate

flavour, was not shown. Several of the most
approved kinds, however, were exhibited, as will

be seen from our report. Mycologists tell us,

and we implicitly believe them, that tons of valu-

able Fungi waste their nutritious qualities in the
untrodden woods from want of sufficient know-
ledge on the part of those to whom a substantial

meal of any kind would be a boon. No doubt
this is much to be lamented, but we must own
ourselves sceptical as to any alteration in this

state of things being effected till gardeners have
found out what to cultivate and how to grow
them. We appreciate the delicacy of the Giant
Puff Ball, we relish the Vegetable Beefsteak,

we delight in Champignons, Morels (when we
can get them). Truffles, and some others ; but
we have no faith in their ever being anything but
casual delicacies, very good on emergencies, but
useless, so far as food is concerned, till they can be
brought as much under the dominion of the gar-

dener's art as the common Mushroom is. Another
circumstance, which in our opinion must tend to

render the really good species unappreciated, is the

extravagant terms in which the enthusiasts speak
of their pets. Pati's dc foic gras, Ortolans, the

choicest crus of Burgundy or Bordeaux, or the

most luscious Peaches are not described by
connoisseurs in more glowing terms than are
certain of the edible Fungi. Now this, to our
thinking, is mistaken zeal, calculated to hinder
rather than promote the cause. Other circum-
stances that tell against the adoption of these
plants as articles of diet are the capriciousness
and uncertainty of their production, the fact that

species wonderfully like each other, at least to

unlearned eyes—and cooks are not likely to be
over discriminative in such matters—are, some
poisonous, others edible, nay, even the same
species is considered poisonous by some while

it is freely partaken of by others without ill-

effects. Some illustrations of this occun-ed at

Kensington : Agaricus melleus was pLaced in the

edible section by some of the exhibitors, in the

poisonous series by others. In such a case we
should adopt Mr. Berkeley's ruling, and
keep clear of acquaintances of such uncertain

tempers. Boletus luridus, too, was shown
among the poisonous kinds, yet we are assured

by a valued correspondent that he eats it

as freely as he would the very closely allied

B. edulis ; and Mr. Berkeley alluded to the

case of a gentleman, well-known in geological

circles, who partook of Boleti of all and any
kind he could get, without ill consequences.
We think the inference to be drawn from all this

is, not to eat any kind of whose properties we are

ignorant, and not to experiment, except in the

most tentative manner, on unknown species.

First catch your hare ; next be sure it is a hare ;

then eat it, if you are further sure it won't dis-

agree with you. In any case such exhibitions as

those at Kensington and Hereford cannot fail to

be of much service ; and now that the authorities

of the Royal Horticultural Society have practical

proof of the great interest shown in the subject

by the public, we hope they will, in their own
interest as well as that of their visitors, take pains

in future to secure a more satisfactory display of

the objects brought for exhibition, and specially

encourage experiments, with a view to bringing

these guerilla food -stuffs under the orderly

management of the food-producers, the gardeners.

The following communication, from our

esteemed correspondent, I. O. W., will be read
with interest at this juncture :

—

Smother Flies, Cholera Flies, Winged
Aphides. — The swarms of flies with which
we are now tormented—flying into our mouths,
flying and settling upon every thing,—are the last

autumnal and winged brood of the aphides,

chiefly of the Cabbage and Turnip crops. The
suddenness of their appearance in the winged
state is no new phenomenon. .Several weeks ago
complaints were made to us of black grubs which
were found by thousands at the bottom of the

stems of vegetables, which proved to be larva; of

lady-birds or Coccinella; which had been feeding

upon the plant lice which had already attacked

the plants in vast quantities. The wonder at

the present time is the immense number of the

winged flies, but this is easily explained, first by
the long-continued dry and hot weather, and
secondly by the prevailing east wind, which
although not of itself producing the flight of

flies, has evidently a peculiar atmospheric eff'ect

in promoting their extra-development. The sin-

gular but well-known history of the aphides is

sufficient to account for even a more extensive

visitation of these creatures. The males are

only produced in the autumn. They are winged,

as is also the case with the brood of females

simultaneously produced. After a single pairing

the female commences to lay eggs, and in the

following spring to bring forth living young.

These wingless young, without further impregna-
tion, also bring forth wingless progeny ; and this

state of things goes on through the spring,

summer, and early autumn months, until males
are again produced, to repeat the cycle of exis-

tence. Now it has been ascertained that there are

as many as from twelve to twenty generations in a

single year, and, according to Kyber, a female

aphis has been known to continue breeding for

four years under very peculiar circumstances.

We may, therefore, place full confidence in

Reaumur's statement, that a single female

aphis may be the progenitor of 5,904,900,000
descendants during the year of its ordinary life !

Correspondents who complain of the state of

the Turnip crop should put their shoulders to

the wheel. If children were employed to pick

off the under leaves of the Turnips covered with

aphides, to put them in baskets and burn
them without delay, much good would result.

Any fluid application for the destruction of the
nsects seems hopeless, as they invariably fix

themselves on the underside of the leaves.

/. 0. W. __________
We learn from an official document, signed

by the Secretary to the Government of India, that

that Government, after communication with various

agricultural and horticultural societies in India, and
with persons interested in the subject, have arrived at

the conclusion that the only real obstacle to the develop-

ment of an extensive trade in the fibre of Rheea or

China Grass is the want of suitable machinery for

separating the fibre and bark from the stem and the

fibre from the bark, the cost of effecting such separation

by manual labour being great. The demand for the

fibre is already large, and no doubt might be extended
with reduced prices, and there is a practically unlimited

extent of country in India where the plant could be
grown. The requirements of the case appear to be
some machinery or process capable of producing, with
the aid of animal, water, or steam-power, a ton of fibre

of a quality which shall average in value not less than

£y> per ton in the English market, at a total cost, all

processes of manufacture and allowance for wear and
tear included, of not more than £\Zy per ton. The said

processes are to be understood to include all the opera-
tions performed, after the cutting and transport of the
plant to the place of manufacture, to the completion of
the manufacture of fibre of the quality above described.

The machinery must be simple, strong, dur.able, and
cheap ; and should be suited for erection at or near the
plantations, as the refuse is very useful as manure for

continued cultivation. To stimulate the invention or
adaptation of such machinery or process, the Govern-
ment of India hereby offer a prize of .^5000 for the

machine and process that best fulfils all the require-

ments named above. Rewards of moderate amount
will be given for really meritorious inventions, even
though failing to meet entirely aH the conditions named.
Arrangements will be made by the Government of
India for the supply of carefully dried stems, and
specimens of fibre separated from the bai-k, but subject

to no other process, to mechanical firms and others

desirous of competing, on application to the Secretary

to the Government of India in the home department.
AH machinery, &c., must be brought by the competi-
tors at their own charge to a locality which will be
notified hereafter, probably in the North-Wcst Pro-

vinces or the Punjab, and there worked under the

supervision of their own representatives for a sufficient

time to enable the judges appointed by Government to

determine whether all the conditions named have been
complied with. The prize machine is to be transferred,

if required, to Government, at 5 per cent, above cost

price ; the patent right in any such machine to be also

tr.ansferred, if required, to Government, on the latter

.securing to the patentee a royalty of 5 per cent, on the
cost price of all machines manufactured under the

patent during its currency. One year from the date of

this notice will be allowed for the preparation of the

machines, and their transport to the locality named for

the competition ; and the trials will then be made and
the decision of the judges announced. If no invention

of sufficient merit is received in the abovenamed period

to obtain the prize offered, the Government will con-

tinue to allow machines to be tendered for trial till the

end of two years from the same date, after which, or

on the award of the prize, the offers herein made will

be withdrawn.

Two more parts of Mr. S.\unders' useful

Rf.fugium Botanicum are before us. They contain

a large number of illustrations, with descriptions of

bulbous'plants, Scillas, Drimias, Ledebourias, and the

like, ancl of some of which Mr. B.-vker. furnishes a

monographic enumeration. As these plants are pre-

served with difficulty, it is the more desirable that

good figures of the cultivated species should be pub-

lished. It is remarkable, also, how many of the

species now described are .absolutely new, and unmen-
tioned in botanical books. We shall have occasion to

refer to these l^lales at another time, but we may now
specially call attention to the Kniphofia pra^cox, a

form of the "Red-hot-poker " plant, which flowers as

early as May. Hydrocotyle asiatica is an interesting

plant, from the great virtues assigned to it in cases of

leprosy, &c. , and on botanical grounds, from lire aestiva-

tion of the petals, which is sufficiently different, in Dr.

Seemann's opinion, from that of Umbellifercc, to war-

rant the exclusion of this genus from that order, and to

necessitate its transference to Hederacece. Neither of

these points, however, are alluded to in the text. We
have only to repeat our frequently expressed gratitude

to Mr. Saunders and his coadjutor for the valuable

services they are rendering to horticulture and botany.

We have been favoured by Messrs. Otto-
lander h Son, of Boskoop, with samples of a few

Hardy Trees and Shrubs which are deserving of

special notice for their highly ornamental qualities. One
of them is named Dintorphantlms mandchuricus. This

is a noble Arali.aceous plant, with something of the

aspect of Alalia canescens (the falsely-called A. japonica

of gardens), and, like it, having very large bipinnate

leaves, but insteatl of the nearly smooth leaves of the

Aralia, which produce interpetiolar prickles at the
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base of the leaflets, and only here and there small ones

on the rachis, in the Dlmorphanthus both the primary

and secondary rachides bear stronj^ly developed spines,

and the veins of the leaflets bristle with smaller spines

on both surfaces. The leaves are said to be 5 feet in

length and as much in breadth, and are of a bright

green above and glaucous beneath. It will foim a

noble erect-growing woody plant, of Palm-like habit,

for the ornamentation of lawns and shmbberies. Some
cultivators, it appears, have stated that this is the same
as Aralia canescens, but it is certainly quite distinct.

Another fine thing, described as '* a noble tree and per-

fectly hardy," is the Idesia polygama^ a Flacourtiaceous

plant, which bears the name of Polycarpa jNIaximo-

wiczii in the French gardens. It forms a large deciduous

tree, with alternate cordiform-acuminate serrated leaves,

of a shining green colour, \Vith red veins above, and
glaucous beneath, the petioles red, S inches to a foot

long, and the blade S inches to I2 inches across.

The flowers come in very long and compound
racemes, at the tips and in the upper leaf axils,

and are succeeded by very numerous orange-colonred

berries, which are reported to be edible. Being, as is

said, perfectly hardy, it must form a magnificent tree, on
account of its large size and the breadth of its foliage.

In Jiiglans ailantifoUa we have a grand pinnate-leaved

tree, producing many pairs of oblong elliptic leaflets

on a downy rachis. The leaves are nearly 2 feet loni^

and the tree must be a very effective one if perfectly

hardy, on which point our information is deficient,

Finally, Messrs. Ottolander send ns a Qucrcii.

«£7(5///j-, a seedling Oak, "coming from Quercus Robur
nigra, crossed with the Quercus americana. The growth
is much like that of Quercus alba, but it is more robust,

and very hardy, the leaves larger, and the young ones

of a fine deep red." It is certainly a very fine Oak,
with large, coriaceous, glossy leaves, 9 inches long and

5 inches broad, wider towards the blunt apex, where
they are slightly and bluntly sinuate-lobate.

—— Wc leam that a fine show of Vegetable
Marrows may be seen at the Chippenham Hotel

Harrow Road, Paddington. There are, we are told

17 specimens of different sorts, consisting of the Long
striped Green-ribbed, one weighing 20 lb., and measur-

ing 2 feet 6 inches long ; the Gold-ribbed, one we:

ing 18^ lb. ; the White-ribbed, weighing lyj lb. ; the

Turk's Head, and a very curious specimen called the

Dial-faced, equally fine ; besides two large Pumpkins,
one weighing 14 lb. The whole of these were grown
within 200 yards of the Chippenham Hotel by the

workmen engaged upon the various buildings, and upon
tlic waste grounds about to be built upon.

The following is an extract from a letter of

Messrs. Calvert & Co., of Manchester, to the Agi-i-

Horticultural Society of Madras, as to the mode of

applying Carbolic Acid to Coffee Trees, to pre-

vent the attacks of the Borer. The plan recommended
is very simple, and if the carbolised limewash be
applied at the time when the beetles are on the wing,

and the females depositing eggs, there can be no doubt

that it will prove a most effectual preventive. Of
course if the eggs have hatched and the larva com-
menced to burrow, it can be of little or no use :

—

"The stems of the plants to be washed, and the soil

round them to be sprinkled with a whitewash of ordinary'

consistence (made with quickhme) in every 3 gallons of

which I oz. of carbohc acid has been well mixed.

' If this strength be found not quite sufficient to destroy

tlie insects, an experiment can readily be made with

larger proportions of carbolic acid in the lime, till it is

ascertained wliat strength the Coffee plant can act-ually

bear without being injured."

The most notable facts in connection with the

Meteorology of the Week ending October i, are

the high day temperatures and the nearly total absence

of rain throughout the British Isles. <See Mr. Glai-
sHEu's Tables in our present issue.) The Maximum
Temperatures of the air in England ranged from
75*. I at Pottsmouth (the extreme South station) to

64* at Newcastle (the most northern station), with a

mean for all stations of 71°. 3. In Scotland it varied

from 69°. 8 at Leith to 62° at Dundee. "\i'ith a mean fur

all stations of 66*.3. The MiNiMb*M Tempera-
tures in England ranged fi'om 33* at Hull to

44".8 at Livei-pool, with a mean for all stations

of 38°. 9. In Scotland it varied from 38°. 5 at

Glasgow to 47" at Greenock, with a mean for all

stations of 42^9. The Mean Temper-vilire of the

week in England varied from 56°.6 at Norwich to

49'^.4 at Hull, with a mean for all stations of 54°. 5.

In Scotland it varied fi'om 54". S at Edinburgh to $1".^

at Dundee, with a mean for all stations of 53*.4. The
Rainfall was very small, the only stations at which
any fall was recorded being at Wolverhampt'on, in

Itngland ; and at Dundee, Aberdeen, ^and Leith, in

Scotland.

Mr. Robinson contributes, to the last number
of the Fields the first of a series of articles on Tuans-
ATLANTIC Horticulture, with which he does not

seem to be much impressed, barring the Blackberries.

Dr. David Moore has lately published in the
"Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy," a paper
on the Morphology of Sexes in some Dkeckhs
Plants, in which, after alluding to cases of herma-
phroditism in usually unisexual flowers, such as the

Papaw, he describes a similar instance in Nepenthes

distillatoria, in which male and female flowers were
produced together on the same raceme. The plant

was raised from seeds in the Glasnevin Gardens, and
flowered for the first time last jjpar :

—

"I had been observing," says Dr. Moore, "the in-

florescence closely, hoping the plant would be female,

and was glad to find my expectation realised on the open-
ing of the first flower, which had a well-developed ovary

;

but at the base of the ovary a number of abortive

stamens were produced, which gave to the flower the
appearance of being hermaphrodite. The succeeding
flowers continued to expand centripetally from the base
towards the apex of the raceme, in a regular manner,
each of which had an ovary surrounded by abortive
stamens. The valves of the capsule did not adhere
firmly together, as they usually do until the seeds are

nearly ripe ; they were partly free, similarly as they
appear after dehiscence.

" They were imperfect; but on examining them with
the microscope, the young seeds were well formed, adher-
ing in great numbers to the placentas of the separate
valves of the capsule, and had the appearance of being
perfect. I tried to impregnate the pistils with pollen from
stameniferous flowers, and also with the imperfect

stamens which were in the pseudo-hermaphrodite flowers

;

but in neither case did perfect seeds follow.
" The pistilliferous flowers continued to be developed

until fully one-third up the raceme was reached, after

which all the remainmg flowers to the apex were male or

stameniferous. This well-authenticated case favours the

theory that vigour in the plant is productive of the female
hne of vital force. Here we have a young and healthy
specimen flowering for the first time from seed, and only
the earhest expanded flowers were pistilliferous. A con-

verse case to this is stated by Dr. Masters in his work on
'Vegetable Teratology,' where the male force predo-
minated, and the female succumbed, perfect stamens
with anthers being produced in the ovaries of a
Myrtaceous plant, Btcckca diosmaefolia, instead of
ovules.

" The morphological change which has so curiously

taken place in our Nepenthes appears to be of a very

simple nature. The axes of the pseudo-hermaphrodite
flo\\'ers, in place of tenninating in normal stameniferous
bodies, have become lengthened beyond their usual

boundaries, and formed themselves into four-valved

ovaries.

"

Amongst the little discomforts of life is one
which is particularly obnoxious to those who cannot

leave London during August and September, and
particularly the unfortunate bachelors who are obliged

to make their daily meal in an eating-house or

restaurant. It is the nuisance of Flies, to which some
people are so sensitive, that to dine becomes a positive

trial instead of a pleasure. In Belgium the butchers

use Laurel oil on their doorposts and window frameSj

to such good eflect that the flics will nut enter the

shops. ^\\G. Food yournal 7^^% Is not this hint really

worth taking? But what is Laurel oil?

not only prepared a most curious and useful herbarium,
but also the nicest and truest and most elegant draw-
ings. Wagener collected moderate quantities, thinking,

as a man of good sense and of honesty, that it was
well to leave a portion of the plants in their place,

since it was a sin to destroy the lovely creatures, and
since others would like to gather the same things at a
later date. Some modem collectors, however, appear
to think *' aprcs nous le d&tuge.''^ They collect by
thousands all they find, and. thus the plants will be
destroyed in their native habitats and we none the

better. We hear that the gorgeous Masdevallia ele-

phanticeps is nearly destroyed at Ocana, and we should
wonder if there are ten specimens alive in Europe, we
having seen but one. And if the thousand had arrived

alive, Ave believe that 50 good healthy plants would
have given the same gain if not a greater than a
thousand. A\Tiere are the (we believe) 500 specimens of
Cattleya superba, which were to be had for \s. or (^d.^

at Mr. Stevens' ? Gone ! If a small lot in good condi-

tion had been sold, the plants would now be doing weli.

Cultivators would have taken much more care of the

precious plants, which would have arrived healthy, not
with death in their shoots. If we had the acquaintance

of some magistrates in Ocaiia we would induce them
to adopt the Yorkshire system, where the peasants are

told to prevent the extirpation of Cypripedium
Calceolus in a not very civil, but very successful

manner. If such steps are not taken, and if the

nigger system of collecting thousands is kept up, then

we have no doubt that the neighbourhood of Ocaiia,

once an Orchidaceous paradise, vidll lose its Orchid-

aceous gloi-y, and those expeditions to Ocaiia, pre-

pared by some of our highly valued corrcsiX)ndentSj

will have the effect of making very painful blanks in

their caches. H. G. Rchh. fil.

DO PLANTS ABSORB WATER
THROUGH THEIR LEAVES?

New Garden Plants.
OdONTOOLOSSUM BLANOUM, 11. sp.

Euodoncoglossum, atline O. nievio, Lindl. Sepalis petalisqu-

cuneato-Ianceis acuminatis : labclli unguc bilamcllato, lamcllis

oblongis antice obtusangulis, lamina ab iinguc cunc^to velutino

ampliato ovata acuminata crispula, comubus brevibus geminis
ante lamcllas, antcpositis falcibus geminis, turaore parvo inter-

jecto ; cirrhis columnar ba^i angulata: bifidis sctaccis.

Quite in the way of Odontoglossum nievium, perhaps
even handsomer, since the ovate-acuminate blade of the

lip is much more expanded. We have to thank Mr.
Stuart Low for a dried flow-er he obtained long since,

and recently we have received flowers from Mr. Ortgies,

of Zurich, collected byM. Roezl. Whether Mr. Low's
plants live we do not know, those from M. Roezl are

all dead. A third collector has done his best to

destroy the Orchids of the district of Ocaiia, by sending

thousand of dead MasdevalHas and thousands of putrid

Odontoglossums. Except some Epidendrum atropur-

pureum (macrochilum), and a most wonderful Peris-

DUs plant, we know of nothing which arrived in

this consignment in a living state. There was a time

when niggers used to be packed like herrings to be
sent from Africa to America, now Orchids are wasted

the same manner to be sent from America to Europe.
The worst is that the modem collectors have so little

confidence in their ovra. talent for investigation that

they all fall do\vn, as wandermg locusts, to waste the

one place, Ocaiia, without even trying to discover new
areas of Orchids. In lieu of making experiments how
plants may be best sent alive, of collecting in favour-

able seasons, and at the la.test time before there is

opportunity to send them to Europe, they work like

the late Warscewicz, only intent on accumulating
masses, and sending in a careless manner, even in the

ainy period, the unhappy plants which are unfortunate

inough to fall into their destructive hands. In former
limes more care was exercised, and it was beheved
that a nice bargain could be made with 30 to 50
healthy specimens of a good species. We remember

most wonderful collection made by our friend

Wagener in New Grenada for Mr. Linden, and which
arrived, nearly every specimen, in a good state,—^it was

}e bonne affaire. If Wagener had overfilled his cases

th thousands, the plants would have perished ; if

Wagener had collected in the rainy season, his plants

Id have perished too ; and if Wagener had amused
himself in lieu of himself taldng care to see his boxes
on board ship in due lime, there would have been no

' result. Let us add that Wagener, when collecting.

This is a subject of such great practical importance
that I feel extremely grateful to you for returning to it,

and to Mr. A. Thompson for his interesting letter

(p. 1251). His explanation is an amplification of your
first leader, that the upper portion of branches are re-

furnished at the expense of the under, and that the sap
flows upward in the detached branches in accordance

with the same law that made it ascend before they were
severed from the roots. The chief objection to this

theory seems to be the limited amount of sap husbanded
a detached branch, and the considerable quantity of

fluid needed to fill flaccid leaves.

If we cut asunder a growing shoot at an early period

of its growth, we observe, with astonishment, the volume
of the ascending sap, and the rapidity with which it

flows. Estimated by these criteria the leaves require a
large quantity of fluid to fill them and to keep them full.

But sever a branch of a Vine, for instance, from its

root, let its large leaves fade and flag, and place

them in a saturated atmosphere, and they are

not only filled, but kept full for days or weeks,

probably. Now, if all this sap flows from the growing
stem, one must believe that it was wonderfully well

filled to start with. Of course I am well aware that the

amount of sap sent to the front is largely dependent

upon the quantity utilised and expended there, and
that the activity of evaporation may control the ratio

of absorption and regulate the rate of circulation ; but

even giving due weight to these facts, so well put by
Mr. Thompson, and in your second leader, I hesitate

to accept the theory that the flaccid leaves regain their

turgidity wholly and alone by the aid of the sap from

below.

A false canon in ethics was long promulgated

in this form :
" Of two evils choose the least." In

the absence of direct proof, it may perhaps be admitted

within the domain of science thus: "Of two dif-

ficulties choose the least." It certainly seems more

difticult to account for all the facts upon what may be

called the robbing Peter to pay Paul theory, than on

the commonly received one, that leaves possess and

exercise the power of absorbing aqueous vapour or

water fiom the atmosphere. As the whole matter

turns upon the loss of weight of plants, or portions of

plants that have passed from a flaccid to a turgid state,

and as Mr. Thompson seems to have misunderstood

my remarks in illustration of the mode of weighing, I

again refer to it.

The analogy to the boat in water was to this effect

—

that it would weigh lighter in the water than out of it,

and lighter, again, as a boat, than as timber huddled
together in a lump and thrown into the water. The
distended surface of the boat would buoy it up
in the water and reduce its gross weight. May
it not also be so with a flaccid leaf, whose
cells are huddled together? It could not lay any

hold on the air in the process of weighing, but would
fall down in a lump, a dead weight instead of a
living one. But this view of the matter is further

strengthened thus. Supposing it possible—and I do
not suppose any naturalist nill deny that it is so—that

the turgid leaf is partially distended with air ; would
not this still further reduce its gross weight by giving

it greater buoyancy, the air partly carrying the solid

matter during the process of weighing ? Further still, if

the leaf during the process of filling absorbs any fluid,

such as aqueous vapour, weighing little more than

half as much as air, this would likev\'isc still further
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lessen its weiglit, and make the turgid leaf or branch

seem much lighter than the flaccid one.

Here, then, are three vaUd reasons for the facts so

carefully noted by so many scientific men. Tui-gid

leaves may weigh lighter than flaccid ones, because of

the mechanical change they have undergone, because

they contain more air, and they may have ab-

sorbed aqueous vapour from the atmosphere, which

is much lighter than air. I offer them in all humility

for what they are worth, but I think they all will require

explanation before practical men generally will receive

the hard dogma of science, that leaves cannot absorb

moist vapour directly from the atmosphere.

To my practical mind the philosophers have begun

their experiments in this matter at the wrong end, and

at best they have only half done their work. The test

of the balance alone is not suffitient, neither does your

theory of a transference of sap from one portion of the

flaccid branch to another meet the case ; for, however

this may have been, the whole branch would weigh the

same as before,—any displacement of matter from one

part to another could not affect the gross weight of the

whole. If the branches and leaves lose weight during

their transition from flaccidity to turgidity the vital

question remains, what has become of this loss ? Under
the conditions specified it seems quite possible for the

plants to have absorbed water and yet to have lost

weight by the activity of oxygen in a limited and

stationary atmosphere. I have already put the question,

whether the aqueous vapour in the air was carefully

measured before and after these experiments. Vou
answered, **you believed this had been done, and it

had suffered no diminution." It would be well, how-
ever, to be furnished with particulars of such measure-

ments. These experiments on flaccid leaves andbranches

are by no means new, and it is no reflection on scientific

men to assert that it is only quite recently that instruments

of sufficient accuracy for such nice experiments on

aqueous vapour have been placed at their seiTice.

Could not the amount of aqueous vapour before and
after the revival of the drooping leaves be measured by
Professor Tyndall? His verdict would be at once
accepted by all scientific and practical men. If

more aqueous vapour was present after the leaves

became turgid, then Mr. Thompson's statement would
be confirmed, "that the cause of the loss of weight in

the branches was the perspiration ;" though it does

seem crediting the branch with enormous store of fluid

to assume, as he does, that it contains enough to fill

up all the flaccid leaves, and to throw off waste into

the bargain. Still, if exact scientific instniments

revealed an increase of aqueous vapour, the fact must
and would be accepted. It will hardly, how-
ever, be believed upon doubtful or no evidence.

But the air would require testing for gases as well as

water. It is likewise important to know under what
conditions as to light and heat the experiments on
the flaccid leaves were made. If in the semi-darkness

of a study or a common living room, nothing would
be more likely than that the oxygen of the atmosphere
would prey upon the carbon of the leaves, and a loss

of substance, and consequently of weight, would
inevitably follow. If it be granted that the air is one
of the chief sources of the food of plants, it follows,

from the small percentage of that food in the

atmosphere, that it must be kept moving in order to

bring the food within reach. Isolate and fix a portion

of the air, as in the case of these experiments, and the

carbonic acid gas and ammonia would speedily dis-

appear, while the oxygen would probably work with
increased energy as an extractor of carbon. The leaves

would thus be starved and robbed simultaneously, and
a loss of weight become inevitable.

As to the mechanical inability of plants to absorb
water in a state of aqueous vapour, it is not so easy to

see how either hairs or bloom can hinder such a subtle

fluid from entering. That these should be able to

roll off such agglomerated masses of water as dew or

raindrops is intelligible, but the barrier must be fine and
close indeed that aqueous vapour cannot penetrate.

But if it be admitted that leaves absorb water wlien
in contact with them as water, this is the point of most
practical importance. Until you added your note to

my first letter I was under the impression that this

power was questioned or denied, and even now it is by
no means clear why the greater bulk and grossness of
the water should facilitate its absorption. You advert
to the presence of minerals in Epiphytes, in proof that

they cannot be supported by aqueous vapour, but by
rain and dew. But were not the latter raised from the
earth in the form of aqueous vapour ? The conden-
sation of the latter into their grosser form of common
water, represented by dew or rain, can hardly have
added potash, soda, alumina, lime, silica, &c. And
unless what I contended for at the Oxford Congress, that

such matters are collected from the dust of the world,
be admitted, it seems as if they must be lifted in

infinitesimal doses into the air on the light and all but
invisible wings of aqueous vapour. The twin questions
of how minerals get into Epiphytes, and from whence
the minerals come, has not yet received a very satis-

factory answei". To tell us, as we were told at Oxford,
that they exist in rain water, only suggests the further

question of how do they get into it? If their dusty
origin is ignored—and in this phrase I would include
the products of combustion, respiration, and decom-
position—arid their aqueous elevation is denied, it

seems difficult to account' for their presence in the

atmosphere. In the case of the rootless Tillandsia you
refer to, the difficulty of the absorption of such matters

is almost equally gi*eat whether it takes place through
the leaves or through the stem, for I presume the latter

is covered with a cuticle, and its natural position is not

immersed in water but suspended in the air.

If the power of leaves to absorb moist vapour from the

atmosphere is denied, I do not see how the theory that

a moist atmosphere checks perspiration is to be upheld.

The amount of sap forwarded to the front, that is, sent

into the leaves, is not wholly or primarily dependent
upon the state of the atmosphere, but upon the vital

force and growing energy of the plant ; a moist, genial

air strengthens the one and quickens the other to little

purpose if it arrests the throwing off of water, which
seems essential to the deposition of the solid matter

that it holds in solution. It will be admitted that the

rate of growth, the addition of new parts, the enlarge-

ment and consolidation of structure, is largely dependent

upon the amount of sap elaborated in and thrown offby
the leaves. Experience likewise demonstrates beyond all

controversy that plants grow faster in a moist climate.

This seems incomprehensible, on the theory that such

a climate checks perspiration merely and only. The
nett results of the twin assertions that plants neither

give up water to, nor take moisture in from, a moist

atmosphere is that they would almost cease to

grow. Universal experience proclaims the contrary,

and on this broad basis of fact I am to rest

my faith that plants not only give out of their abund-

ance to replenish the air with moisture, but drink

their purest draughts of the finest distilled water

from out of its vasty depths. The air is not simply a

storehouse filled with suitable plant food, but a cistern

of living water from which they may drink for ever-

more without draining it dry. Upon this hypothesis,

a moist atmosphere would check perspiration by
establishing a counter current. The leaves thus filled

from the sources would be fuller than before from the

two currents, the one flowing from the roots the other

from the leaves ; morejmoisture might be perspired,

and consequently more growth made. For neither of

the supplies would be water only. From both sources

the chief constituents of plants would be poured in.

It would be like filling a vessel from the two opposite

extremities at once. With two inlets and one outlet it

would soon be filled to repletion. It is so, I believe,

with plants growing in a moist atmosphere. They
absorb both food and drink at top and bottom, and
their rapid growth is the natural product of this double

supply. The loss of weight in a confined atmosphere

may arise from one of the feeders, the root, and its

representative, the stem, being wholly cut off. From
the absence of plant food in the enclosed space, from
the change of mechanical condition in the leaves or

branch, the excei^tional mode of filling wholly from the

air, the abnormal activity of oxygen, and the extraor-

dinary stimulus to elongation, caused by the saturated

atmosphere, while light and moving air, those primary

requisites to a consolidated healthy growth, were either

wholly wanting, or but partially present.

While so many other explanations are possible, I

hope I shall be excused for adhering to the old theory.

Of course I hold it subject to that great tragedy of

science, so eloquently adverted to by Professor Huxley
the other day at Liverpool,—the slaying of a beautiful

hypothesis by an ugly fact. But we have a right to

demand, in the interest of science and practice alike,

that the fact is a fact and not a fallacy under a false

name, and further, that it is strong enough to slay the

theory. Now in this case I deny no fact, I accept the

record of the balance. But I venture to doubt the

inference, that is, the theory built upon it. I accept

your transposition of fluids theoiy, but there ought to

be no loss of weight, which there was in all cases. I

believe in the power of moist air to arrest perspiration,

but Mr. Thompson's explanation that the loss ofweight

is so caused cannot be accepted. I advise practical men
to hold on to the old theory, and the succosfu! |)inrhce

based upon it, until the new one is l)uiirrs^i_'l w illi

stronger facts and more irrefragable cviiicuLL- than has

yet appeared in its support. D. T. Fish. [The two
physiologists who have of late years taken up this

question are, we fear, but littlp able to follow up their

interesting experiments. Both M. Duchartre and
M. Prillieux are Parisians. May they soon be enabled

to pursue their peaceful researches without let or

hindrance. Eds.]

LILIES.
{Coyttinnedfnmtp. 1246.)

To give an idea of the additions made to the list of

newly-discovered Lilies since the beginning of the cen-

tury, it will be convenient to group the species accord-

ing to the country from which they have been derived.

Europe.—This continent has but few native Lilies, and
those which are indigenous to it were early recognised.

It was therefore unlikely that modem botanists would
materially augment the number of species ; neverthe-

less the exploration of the remoter, less frequented

countries, has resulted in the discoveiy of some few
species. Grisebach found in Albania a yellow-flowered

Lily, the anthers of which are also yellow. The seg-

ments of the perianth are revolute, and the whole
flower is much like that of L. pyrenaicum. To this Grise-

bach applied the name L. albanicum (*'Spicileg Flor,

Rumel," ii., p. 385, 1844). This species grows in the

higher mountains of that country, but is rare, and,
moreover, has not Iiitherto been introduced into gardens.
Bernhardi raised to the rank of a species, under the name
of L. carniolicum{Mert. et Koch, "Deutschl. Flor." ii.

536), a Lily which he discovered growing in the sub-
alpine districts of Carniola and Istria. The flower is

pendulous, its segments revolute, of a rich minium-red
or fauvecolour, and marked near the base with numerous
projecting brownish purple lines. This species, accord-

ing to Koch, is more nearly allied to L. pomponium
than to L. chalcedonicum. Lastly, Ebel observed on
the mountains of Montenegi'o a plant about 18 inches

high, or rather more, of very slender habit, and which
accordingly he named L. gracile, but of which he only

saw fruiting specimens. This species was described

and figured in Ebel's *'Zwa?lf Tage auf Montenegi'o"

(1842), p. S—9, fol. i., fig. I, (7, b, c, d. This plant has
not been detected by any other botanist. These are, if I

mistake not, the only discoveries of European Lilies since

the time of Persoon ; but I have already mentioned
that Chaix has made a distinct species of the Orange
Lily (L. croceum, Chaix, in *'Vill. Dauph." i., p. 322),
which Persoon considered to be merely a variety of

L. bulbiferum. The reasons for the separation are,

that the Orange Lily does not produce bulbils in the
axils of its leaves, that its large and beautiful erect

bell-shaped flowers—solitary in the wild plant, more or

less numerous in garden specimens—are of a rich

orange colour, studded over with small blackish spots,

and that moreover it produces a capsule with six pro-
minent angles that might be called wings, and which is

umbilicate at its extremity ; while the L. bulbiferum
has its fruit marked with six obtuse angles,

which do not extend into wing-like projections.

On the other hand, Gouan, in his *' Illustrations,"

p. 25, as far back as 1773, distinguished the L. pyre-

naicum Gouani, as a separate species. This had been
regarded by some, as by Lamarck {*'Encycl." iii.

536), Persoon ("Enchir." i. 359), Gawler (" Eot,

Mag." 7S9), as a variety of L. pomponium ; by others,

especially by Gmelin (" Syst." 544) as a variety of

L. chalcedonicum. It is certain that the plant has
marked analogies with the two species just named, and
specially with the first. Nevertheless, it differs from
them in its robust habit, its very numerous ciliated

lanceolate leaves, which sometimes become broader,

especially towards the base of the stem ; its reflexed

perianth, of a greenish yellow, marked internally with
reddish black spots, exhaling a goat-like odour as strong

as it is unpleasant ; its style scarcely so long as the ovary,

thick throughout its length ; and m the circumstance

that the segments of the perianth are invested with
down at their extremities. It may, moreover, be added
that the flowers, three or four in number, in the wild
state, and borne in clustei-s, are each separately sup-

ported on a long stalk, which is curved at its upper
end into the form of a semicircle, so as to render the

flowers pendulous, or even slightly bent inwards ; this

stalk springs from the axil of a bract relatively broader
than the upper leaves.

M. Max Leichtlin has in his collection two Lilies

which he received from Montenegro, and which consti-

tute two varieties of the Martagon Lily, as distinct as

they are curious in their flowers, ofvery thick substance,

of so deep a purple colour as to appear almost black.

These are the plants called, in M. Max Leichtlin's list,

L. Martagon dalmaticum, and L. M. Catanii, Vis.

Perhaps the L. peregrinum of Miller, which Linnaeus

considered merely as a variety of the white Lily,

should be added to the list of European species. It is

especially distinguished from the white Lily, L. candi-

dum, in the circumstance that the segments of the

perianth are markedly narrow at the base, but some
authors say the plant was originally derived from
Constantinople ; others say it came from the East, that

is to say, from Western Asia ; or, again, that it originated

in gardens, like the L. pubescens, Bernh., which has
reddish orange-colonred flowers, and which is a seed-

ling of L. bulbiferum, specially characterised by its

flower-stalks and flower-buds being covered with down.
Asiatic /Russia. -^The immense possessions of Russia

in Asia have been explored during the last 50 years by
numerous botanist^, who have discovered many species

of Lily describejd in works relating to the flora of that

empire,—Fischer has made us acquainted with four:

—

1. L. avenaceum (Fisch.), a native of Kamtschatka,
Mantchuria, the l^irilc islands, Sachalin, and Japan,
and which has flowers of medium size, of a scarlet

[rouge-pojicmu] sometimes orange colour, studded

with dark spots, nnd whose segments are revolute.

The stem bears only a solitary verticil of lanceolate

dark leaves. This v^iccics was named but not described

by Fischer. Maximowicz described and figured it in

the "Gartenflora,"iS65 (p. 290—292, pi. 485).

2. L. pulchellum, Fisch. ('*Hort. Berol." 1834, et

"Animadv. Botan.,^' Decemb. 1839, p. 14), a charming
little Siberian plant with (in the wild state) a solitary

flower of a fine mbium-red colour, beset with dark

spots on the inner surface, and remarkable, moreover,

for the shortness of the style.

3. L tenuifoliumj Fisch. ("Ind. PI. Hort. Gorenk.,"

1812, p. 8), a fiWe species, distributed throughout

almost the whole d southern Siberia, in the basin of

the river Amoor, aild which owes its name to its linear

leaves ptessed up against the centre of the stem. It

bears numerous recurved flowers of a fine red colour

without spots. M. Leichtlin considers, and I think

with justice, that 'a Lily introduced from Japan by
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Siebokl under the name of L. puniceiim, Sieb. et Vr.,

is only a variety of this species with a more robust and

more floriferous habit.

4. L. Szovitzianum, Fisch. et Ave Lallem. ("Am-
madv. Bot.," Decemb. 1839, p. 16). This plant is

indigenous to the Caucasus. Its stem, 3 feet high and

upwards, is terminated by a cluster of recurved

pendulous flowers of a fine yellow colour, studded with

red spots in the interior, and nearly as large as those

of the white Lily. It is also known under the name

of L. colchicum, Steven. M. Karl Koch affirms

("Wochenschr." 1S66, p. 100) that this is only a

simple form of L. monadelphum, Bieb., owing its

peculiarities to diversities of age and soil, and that the

plant with smaller revolute flowers, of a colour at first

greenish and afterwards ochre-coloured, described and

figured under the same name of .Szovitzianum in 1864

by Kegel, in the "Gartenflora" (xii., p. 161—162,

pi. 436), is only L. ponticum.

L. monadelphum, Marsch. Bieb. ("Centur. Plant.

Rar. Ross. Merid.," pars i, tab. 4, 1810) is a beautiful

Caucasian plant, which attains a height of 3 feet and

upwards. The leaves are numerous, lanceolate, and

covered with stiff hairs on the under surface along the

nerves. The flowers are in clusters of 5—6, nodding

or pendulous, of a fine yellow colour, and studded,

L. tenuifolium, its flowers smaller and the perianth

segments destitute of nectariferous furrow. Redoute
cites Dahuria as the native country of this Lily, which
has been confirmed by M. R. Mack, who found the

plant on the confines of Dahuria, in the Amoor valley.

Link has described, under the name L. spectabile

(" Enum. Hort. Berol."i. 321), a very beautiful species

dispersed throughout Southern .Siberia, and which pro-

duces solitary flowers in the wild state, but is many-
flowered under cultivation. These flowers are large

and beautiful, erect, nearly bell-shaped, of a fine

minium-red colour, and woolly externally. It is

evidently the same plant as that named in the
" Botanical Magazine," t. 1210, L. davuricum, though

Reichenbach (*'Icon. Botan. Exot." i.,cent. i., p. 68)

has questioned this determination. The same species

has been distributed by M. Van Houtte as L. umbella-

tum, a name belonging really to a plant of the United

States. MM. Asa Gray, Miquel, and others consider

L. spectabile as a variety of L. bulbiferum ; but M.
Glehn ("Suppl. ad Ind. Sem. anni 1868, H. Petrop.,"

p. 19, 1870) denies the accuracy of this determination,

especially calling attention to the different characters of

the fruits of the two plants, as noted by Fischer, Meyer,

and Lallemant. Lastly, Loddige has figured in his

" Botanical Cabinet, " n. 162S, under the nameL. Buschi-

and it is probably more to the increased number
and variety of the subjects at his disposal than to any

amelioration in taste that the present relatively

improved state of our flower-beds is due. Spring

gardening, too, has had its share in producing a better

state of things. The softer tints, the exquisite blend-

ing of colours, that we meet with in good examples of

spring bedding must have had some influence in refining

the utter vulgarity of the general run of summer bedding

as practised only a short time since. Lately another

style of bedding has sprung into existence, and one

which bids fair to take the public taste. It has its

advantages in that it permits of a greater variety of

interesting plants being made use of, and in the hands

of a master of the art it is unquestionable that exceed-

ingly good effects may be produced. Even under

ordinary circumstances a striking effect may readily be

obtained, even though it be not such as to satisfy the

severe canons of cultivated taste. This system of

carpet bedding seems likely, from the amount of public

favour it receives, to assume large proportions, and it

is therefore more than probable that in the future we
shall see more satisfactory examples than we do at

present. Most of the instances met with now are too

much frittered, boldness and breadth of effect are

sacrificed to pettiness of detail, while formalism is ram-

especially towards the base, with red points ; these

flowers have the form and dimensions of those of the

white Lily. Their stamens are un.ted together at the

base. The perianth before fertilisation is but slightly

revolute, but afterwards it becomes very much so, and

then constitutes what Schultes, father and son, called

L. Loddigesianum (Roem. et Schult. "Syst." vii.,

p. 416, in adnot.) In proximity to these yellow-

flowered Lilies must be placed L. ponticum, C. Koch,

in "Linnfea," xxii., 1849, p. 234, which Prof. Koch
discovered in 1843 in the mountains of Transcaucasia

in the pachalik of Trebisonde, and which, with a habit

analogous to that of the L. monadelphum, is distin-

guished from that plant by its lesser dimensions, its

smaller flowers of a less clear yellow, greenish at

first, and finally ochreous, their segments much more
markedly revolute, and hence shorter ; by its stamens

entirely free, and separate one from the other. This

species seems limited to the we^^ern portions of the

Transcaucasian regions, and to the north of Asia Minor.

In Redoute's splendid work on the Liliacece, a

plant is figured under the name of L. pumihun, with

small reflexed flowers, with perianth-segments slightly

revolute, of a fine scarlet coloir, rivalling that of

L. tenuifolium, Fisch., and which is so nearly allied to

that species that M. Koch affirms their identity

("Wochenschr." 1S66, p. 61). Nevertheless, M.
Regel ("Gartenflora," 1865, p. 6;—66, pi. 463, f i)

keeps it up as a distinct species, the difference consist-

ing in the leaves being broader and stiffer thin those of

anum, a Siberian Lilywhich he received from Jos. Busch,

of St. Petersburgh, the stem of which, about 2 feet in

height, bears at its extremity one or more erect per-

fumed flowers, the segments of which are not revolute,

and are of a fine scarlet colour, beset internally with

blackish purple spots. M. Karl Koch considers this

species ("Wochensc." 1^68, p. 149) as allied to L. pul-

chellum. In a one-flowered specimen which I received

from M. Leichtlin in June, 1870, the three sepals were

strongly recurved, while the three petals were straight
;

both were remarkable for their median nerve, prominent

on the outer surface, and covered with long white hairs.

(7"o be Cotitinntd.)

BEDDING OUT AT KEW.
In the time of our forefathers. Yew trees clipped

into the shape of dragons or of dumb-waiters, accord-

ing to the skill or patience of the practitioners, were
considered as the height of good taste, so far as the

gardener's art was concerned. A few such maimed
and tortured shnibs may yet be seen even in the

vicinity of London, and excite our curiosity more than

our pity. Another vagary of fashion was the planting

belts of glaring colour side by side in the so-called

ribbon borders. Here and there an artist revealed

himself by the skilful way in which lie combined his

colours, or by the judiciousness of his arrangements in

toning down the offensive outburst of cmde colour ;

but such instances were few and far between,

pant to an extreme degree. Instead of taking

the material for what it is, and making the best

of it, the idea seems to be, or rather the result

is, to make the plants look as little like plants as

possible. The beds might as well be made in coloured

paper, or cut from Turnips or Beetroot. It is much
easier to criticise than to suggest improvement—we
merely throw out these hints in the hope of preventing

the majority, who are not likely to be successful,

from attempting to follow in the track of the few who
do succeed in this—the latest system of bedding-out.

Our illustration (fig. 244) shows the large round bed
at the end of the broad walk in the Royal Gardens,

Kew. The engraving by no means does justice to the

bed in question or to its sun'oundings, it is not

wholly accurate, and, indeed, merely serves to give

a general idea of the mode of planting. The general

effect, especially as seen from a little distance, is ex-

cellent, but the bed is not wholly free from some of

the defects we have mentioned, and errs especially in

being too elaborate—a simpler design would have been

even more effective. Some of the plants are, indeed,

wholly ineffective from being completely overshadowed
by their more vigorous neighbours. The annexed plan

(fig. 24s) will illustrate the mode of planting. The
central vase ( i ), of much more elegant design than w^uld
appear from the figure, is filled with Pelargoniums ; it

had an over-tall Humea elegans in the centre, whijch is

now, fortunately, removed. Around the base of the* vase

is a circle of Perilla (2) ; this is enclosed withfn an
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octagonal-shaped mass of Pelargonium Waltham Seed-

ling (3), the facets of the octagon being vandykcd and
bounded by a double belt of Centaurea Candida inside

(4), and of Coleus Verschaffeltii outside (5). The con-

cave sides of the octagon are filled with semicircular

beds (6) of Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, encircling a

smnll patch of Iresine Lindeni (7) ; a circle of blue

Lobelia (8) comes next, and runs round the whole
bed—broken, opposite to the centre of the semicircles,

by plants of Sempervivum canariense and S. arboreum
atropurpureum (9), which are too large for their

position. Outside this circular belt (8) are a series of

concentric semicircles, with their convexities directed

outward ; the centre of those semicircles (10) con-

sists of Echeveria metallica, and an under-

growth—quite ineffective—of Altemanthera amabilis

and Sempervivum urbicum. This is surrounded

by a belt of Golden Feather Pyrethnim (ii),

which in its turn is encircled by a belt of Echeveria

secunda glauca (12), next to which comes a brilliant

and effective zone of Altemanthera paronychioides

(13). The sides of the triangidar recesses (14, 15) left

between the contiguous semicircles are composed of

Golden Feather Pyrethmm, while the base of the

triangle is formed by
the edging (16) of

Echeveria secunda

glauca, which runs

round the entire bed
inside the moulding.

In the centre of the

triangles so formed are

plants of Echeveria
metallica, Sempervi-
vum califomicum,

Senecio pyramidalis,

Sempervivum arach-

noideum, Alteman-
thera versicolor. In

alternate beds Pachy-
phytum roseum is

substituted for the

Senecio. These tri-

angular spaces lose

in effect from the

multiplicity of their

contents ; one or a

triad of plants in each
would suffice.

There are three other agencies which can be set into
activity with nearly as little trouble and difficulty as the
simple apparatus of which i h.ave just been speaking, and
which will, hke it, secure as a necessary preliminary
discipline "propudeutik" for their rational comprehension
of Biology. These are local museums, local field clubs,
and local natural histories. Local authorities, persons of
local influence, should engage and interest themselves in
the starting into life of the two former of these agencies,
and if some such person as Gilbert White could be found
in each county to write the natural history of its Sel-
bome. I know not at what cost it could not be well to
retain his ser\-ices. As the world is governed upon each
particular area of its surface, there is to be found a certain
percentage of the population occupying it who have
special calls for particular lines of study. It is the interest

of each county to have such means and such institiitions

in being as will render it possible to detect the existence
of persons gifted with such special vocations, to give the
talent thus entrusted to them fair scope for development,
and to render smaller the risk of their dying mute and
inglorious. A young man who is possessed of a talent for

natural science and physical inquiry generally, may have
the knowledge of this predisposition made known to him-
self and to others, for the first time, by his introduction
to a well-arranged local museum. In such an institution,

BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.
We borrow from

the pages of "Na-
ture " some further

extracts from the ad-

dress of Professor

RoLLESTON to Sec-

tion D., one of the

most noteworthy ad-

dresses of the kind it

has ever been our
fortune to read. EPS.

I have been speak-
ing of the microscope
as an instrument of
education, and I wish
before leaving the sub-
ject to utter one cau-
tion as to its use when
this particular object
ofeducation is in view.
If a subject is to act
educationally, it must
be understood tho-
roughly; and if a sub- ^

ject is to be under-
stood thoroughly, it

mustfomionesegment
or stretch in a contin-
uous chain of known
facts. "kpKriov anh tuv yvccpi/iuv, said one of the

greatest of educators
;
you must start from some pre-

viously existing basis of knowledge, and keep your com-
munications with it uninterrupted if your knowledge is

not to be unreal. And my concrete application of these
generalities is contained in the advice that no sudden
jump be made from observations carried on with the
naked eye to observations carried on with the highest
powers of the microscope. I am speaking of the course
to be pursued by beginners, and beginners we all were
once, and if our places are to be filled, and filled they will

be, by better men as we hope than ourselves, they will

have to be filled, we also hope, by men who have yet to
become beginners. It is in their interest I have been
speaking, and I say that a beginner does not ordinarily
get an intelligent conception of the revelations of the
microscope except in Bacon's words, Asce7ideTido coTiti-

iienicr et gradatim, by progressing gradually from
observations with the naked eye through observations
dependent upon dissecting lenses, doublets and triplets,

and the lower powers of the compound microscope, up to
observations to be made with the higher and highest mag-
nifying powers.

Unless he ascend by gradations from organs and sys-
tems, stmctures and tissues and cells, his wonder and
admiration at the results of the ultimate microscopic
analysis, of what he had but a moment before knowledge
of only in the concrete and by the naked eye, is likely to be
but unintelligent.

|

either all at once, or gradually, the conviction may spring
up within him that this investigation of physical emblems
is the line of investigations to which he should be content
to devote himself, reUnquishing the pursuit of other things

;

and then, if the museum in question [is really a well-

arranged one, a recmit may be thereby won for the first

and growing army of physical investigators, and one more
man saved irom the misery of finding, when he has been
taken into some other career, that he has somehow or
other mistaken his profession, and made of his career one
life-long mistake. Here conies the question. What is a
well-arranged museum ? The answer is, a well-arranged
museum for the particular purpose of which we are speak-
ing, is one in which the natural objects which belong to
the locality, and which have already struck upon the eye
of such a person as the one contemplated, are clearly

explained in a well-arranged catalogue. The curiosity

which is the mother of science is not awakened for the
first time in the museum, but out-of-doors, in the wood,
by the side of the brook, on the hillside, by scarped cliff

and quarried stone ; it is the function of the museum, by
rendering possible the intellectual pleasure, which grows
out of the surprise with which a novice first notes the
working of his faculty of inspiration, to prevent this

curiosity from degenerating into the mere woodman's
craft of gamekeeper, or the rough empiricism of the
farmer. The first step to be taken in a course of natural

instruction, is the providing of means whereby the faculties

of observation and of verification may be called into

activity
; and the first exercise the student should be set

down to is that of recognising in the actual thing itself,

the various properties and peculiarities which some good
book, or some good catalogue, tells him are observable in
it. This is the first step, and, as in some other matters,
ce nest que k premier pas qui eoutc. And it need not
cost much. There is a name familiar to Section D., and,
indeed, not likely for a long while to be forgotten by
members of the British Association generally, extrinsic
means as well as the intrinsic merits of the well-loved
man conspiring to keep his memory fresh among us, and
the bearer of that name, Edward Forbes, has left it as his
opinion that " U is to the development of the provincial
m-useums that, I believe, we must look in future for the
extension of intellectual pursuits throughout the land."
(Lecture "On the Educational Uses of Museums," de-
livered at the Museum of Practical Geology, and published
in 1853. Cited by Toynbee, " Hints on tlie Formation of
Local Museums,"' 1863, p. 46.) With the words of
Edward Forbes I might do well to end what I have to say,
but I should like to say a word as to the policy of confining
the contents of a local museum to the natural history
specimens of the particular locality. No doubt the first

thing to be done is the collection of the local specimens,
and this alike in the history of the potential Cuviers and
Hugh Millers, who may be bom in the district, and in the

interest of the man of
science who may visit

the place when on his

travels. But so long
as a specimen from
the antipodes or from
whatever corner of our
world be really valu-

able, and be duly
catalogued before it is

admitted into the mu-
seum, so that the les-

son it has to teach
may be learnable, I

do not see my way
towards advising that

foreign specimens be
excluded. It is to my
mind more important
that all specimens
should be catalogued
as soon as received,

than that any should
be rejected when
offered.

I must not occupy
your time further with
this portion of my ad-
dress. Let me first

say that a person who
wishes to know what
a field club can do for

its members, and not
for them only, but for

the world at large, will

do well to purchase
one, or any number
more than one, of the
" Transactions of the
Tyneside Naturalist's

Field Club;" and that

if there be any per-
son who thinks that

White's "Selborne"
relates to a time and
place so far off that

there can be no tmth
in the book, and who
yet would like to try

upon himself the work-
ing of the fourth dis-

ciplinary agencies of
which I have spoken
— that, namely, of
studying some local

natural history on the
spot of which it treats,

^^ and comparing it with
the things themselves
in situ,— let him re-

pair to Weymouth,
and work and walk up
and down its cliffs and

valleys with Mr. Darwin's book in his hands.

I shall not be suspected in this place and upon this

occasion, nor. as I hope, upon any other, of a wish to

depreciate the value of scientific instmction as an engine

for training the mind. But neither, on the other hand,

should I wish to depreciate the value of literary culture,

my view of the relations of these two gymnastics of the

mind being the very simple, obvious, and natiu-al one that

they should be harmoniously combined

—

Alterius sic

Altera sic poscit opem vis, et conjuvat amice.

I know it may be said that there are difficulties in the
way, and especially practical difficulties, but I have always
observed that people who are good at finding out diffi-

culties, and especially practical difficulties, are like

people who are good at finding out excuses,— good
at finding out very little else. The various ways
of getting over these difficulties are obvious enough, and
have been hinted at, or fully expressed by several writers

of greater or less authority on many occasions. It is,

however, of some consequence that 1 should here say what
I believe has not been said before, viz., that a purely and
exclusively literary education, imperfect and one-sided as

still a better thing than a system of scientific

instmction (to abuse the use of the word for a moment) in

which there should be no courses of practical familiarising

with natural objects, verification, and experimentation,

A purely literary training, say in dialectics, or what we
are pleased to call logic, to take a flagrant and glaring
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instance first, does confer certain lower advantages upon
the person who goes through it, without any discipline in

the practical investigation of actual problems. By going

through such a training attentively, a man with a good
memory, and a little freedom from over-scrupulousness,

can convert his mind into an arsenal of quips, quirks,

retorts, and epigrams, out of which he can, at his own
pleasm-e, discharge a mitraille of chopped straw and
chaff-like arguments, against wliich no man of ordinary

fairness of mind can. for the moment, make head. It is

true that such sophists gain this dexterity at the cost of

losing, in every case, the power of fairly and fully appre-

ciating or investigating truth ; of losing, in many cases,

the faculty of sustaining and maintaining serious attention

to any subject ; and of losing, in some cases, even the

power of writing. A well-known character in an age

happily, though only recently, gone by, who may be

talien as a Csesar worthy of such Antonies, used to speal-:

of a pen as his torpedo. Still, they have their reward,

they succeed now and then in convincing juries, and they

are formidable at dinner-tables. It would not be fair,

however, not to say that a purely literary training can do
much better things than this. By a purely classical

education a man, from being forced into seeing and
feeling that other men could look upon the world, moral,

social and physical, with other {even if not with larger)

eyes than ours, attains a certain flexibility of mind which
enables him to enter into the thoughts of other and living

men, and this is a very desirable attainment. And,
finally, though I should be sorry to hold with a French
writer, that the style makes the man, the benefit of being
early familiarised with writings which the peculiar social

condition of the classical times, so well pointed out by
De Tocque\ille(jDe laDemocratie en Amtrique), conspired

and contributed not a little to make models of style, is not

to be despised. Such a familiarity may not confer the power
of imitating or rivalling such compositions, but it may
confer the power of appreciating their excellences, the one
power appearing to us to be analogous to the power of

the experimenter, and the other to that of the pure
obser\-er in natural science ; and we should undervalue
neither.

Masters of science, it must be confessed, are not always
masters of style ; let not the single instance of last night

tempt you to generalise, it was but a single instance. The
WTitings of the man whom we in this section are most
of us likely to look upon as our master in science have
been spoken of by our President in his recently pub-
lished volume as " intellectual pemmican ; " and if

scientific reading and teaching is to be divorced

from scientific obsenation of natural objects and
processes, it is better that a man, young or old, should
have in bis memory something which is perfect of its

kind, entire and unmutilated, such as the opening of
sentences of the Brutus of Cicero, which Tacitus, I think,

must have had in his memory when he WTote his obituary

of Agricola, or as the opening sentences of the Republic
of Plato, or the conclusion of the Ajax or Sophocles, than
that he should have his memory laden with a consign-

ment of scientific phrases which ex hypoihcsi have for him
no \'irtual reality. I have already said that I am strongly

of opinion that literary should always be combined with
scientific instruction in a perfect educational course; these

somewhat lengthy remarks refer therefore onlyto systems in

which it is proposed that we should have not onlya bifurca-

tion, but a radical separation of studies and students, and
the moral of this maybe summed up by saying that a purely
scientific education must be a thoroughly practical one,

familiarising the student with actual things as well as with
words and symbols. It was upon the solid ground that

Anlajus learnt the art of WTestling ; it was only when he
allowed himself to be lifted from it that he was strangled

by Hercules.
Coming now to the second part of my address, I beg to

say that the word Biology is at present used in two senses,

one wider, the other more restricted. In this latter sense
the word becomes equivalent to the older, and till recently

more currently used word, Physiology ; it is in the wider
sense that the word is used when we speak of this as

being the section of Biology ; and this wider sense is a
very v^de one, for it comprehends animal and vegetable
Physiology and Anatomy, firstly ; Ethnology and Anthro-
pology, secondly; and thirdly, Scientific Zoology and Clas-

sificatory Botany, inclusively of the Distribution of Species.
It may have been possible in former times for a single

individual of great powers of assimilation to keep himself
abreast of, and on a level with, the advance of knowledge
along all these various lines of investigation ; but in those
times knowledge was not, and could not, owing to diffi-

culties of intercommunication, the deamess of books, the
costliness or the non-existence of instruments, have been
increased at the rate at which it is now being, year by
year, increased ; and the entire mass of actually existing
and acquired knowledge was of course much smaller,

though man's power of mastering it was no smaller than
at present. It would now be an indication of very great
ignorance in anybody who should pretend that his own
stock of information could furnish him with something in

each one of the several departments of knowledge I have
just mentioned, which should be worthy of being laid

before such an assembly as this. As will have been
expected, I shall not presume to do more than glance at the
vegetable kingdom, large as is the space in the landscape of
hfe which it makes. What I propose to do is merely to
draw your attention to a very few of the topics of leading
interest, which are at the present moment being, or rather
will shortly begin to be, discussed by experts in the
Department of Physiology and Anatomy ; in the Depart-
ment of Ethnology and Anthropology

; and, thirdly, in

the Department of Scientific Zoology.
Under the head, and in the Department of Physiology

Proper and Anatomy, our hst of papers and, I am happy
to add, the circle of faces around us, suggests to us the
following subjects as being the topics of main interest for

the present year : the question of spontaneous genera-
tion

; that of the influence of organised particles in tlie

production of disease ; that of the influence of particular

nervous and chemical agencies upon functions ; that of
the localisation of the cerebral functions ; that of

the production, and indeed of the entire rale in the
economy of creation of such substances as fat and
albumen ; and finally, that of the cost at which the
work of the animal machine is carried on.

Professor Rolleston then alluded to tlie question of

spontaneous generation, in a passage already quoted

by us (see p. 1280), and then proceeded as follows :

—

To come now to the kind of considerations whicii are

the proper business of Section D., let me say that for the

discussion of the question of spontaneous generation very

refined means of observation, and besides these, very

refined means of experimentation, are necessary. And I

shall act in the spirit of the advice I have already alluded

to as given to the world by one of her greatest teachers, if

I put before you a simple but a yet undecided question,

for the solution of which analogous means of a far less

delicate character would appear to be, but as yet have not

proved themselves to be, sufficient. Thus shall we come
to see very plainly some of the bearings, and a few of the

difficulties, of the more difficult of the two questions.

What an uneducated person might acquiesce in he£}.ring

spoken of as spontaneous generation, takes place very

constantly under our very eyes, when a plot of ground
which has for many years, or even generations, been
devoted to carrying some particular vegetable growth,

whether grass or trees, has that particular growth removed
from it. When such a clearing is effected, we often see a

rich or even a rank vegetation of a kind previously not

growing on the spot spring up upon it. The hke
phenomenon is often to be noted on other surfaces newly

exposed, as in railway cuttings and other escarpments,

and along the beds of canals or streams, which are laid

bare by the turning of the water out of its channel.

Fumitory, Rocket, Knot-grass, Cow-grass, Polygonum
aviculare, and other such weeds, must often have been

noted by every one of us here in England as coming into

and occupying such recently disturbed territories in force
;

whilst in America the destruction of a forest of one kind

of wood, such as the Oak or the Chestnut, has often

been observed to be followed by an upgrowth of young
forest trees of quite another kind, such as the White Pine,

albeit no such tree had been seen for generations growing

near enough to the spot to make the transport of its

seeds to the spot seem a likely thing. In one case re-

ferred to by Mr. Marsh, the Hickory, Carya porcina, a

kind of Walnut, was remarked as succeeding a displaced

and destroyed plantation of the White Pine. Now the

advocates of spontaneous generation must not suspect me
of hinting that there is any question, except in the minds
of the grossly ignorant, of the operation of any such

agency as spontaneous generation here ; no one would
suggest that the seeds of the Polygonum aviculare, to say

nothing of those of the Hickory, were produced sponta-

neously ; but what I do say is, that the question of how
those seeds came there is just the very analogue of

the one which they and their opponents have to deal witli.

And it is not definitely settled at this very moment. Let

us glance at the instructive historical parallel it offers.

For the very gross and palpable facts of which I have

just spoken there are two explanations offered in works of

considerable authority. The one which has, perhaps, the

greatest currency, and commands the largest amount of

acceptance, is the one which, in the words of De Candolle,

regards la couche de icrrc vcgctale d'un pays comme un
magazin de graines, and supposes that in hot summers
and autumns, such as the present, the fissures in the

ground, which have proved so fatal this year to the young
partridges, swallow up a multitude of seeds, which are

restored again to life when the deep strata into which

they are thus introduced, and in which they are sealed up
as the chasms close up, come in any way to be laid open
to the unimpeded action of the sun and moisture.

Squirrels, again, and some birds resembling herein the

rodent mammaha, bury seeds and forget to dig them up
again ; and it is supposed that they may bury them so

deep as to be protected from the two physical agencies

just mentioned. Now germination cannot take place in

the absence of oxygen, and I would add that well-sinkers

know to their cost how often the superficial strata of the

earth are surcharged with carbonic acid. The rival ex-

planation, and the less popular— I do not say the less

scientific—looks to the agency of transportation as occur-

ring constantly, and sufficing to explain the facts. By
accepting this explanation, we save ourselves from running

counter to certain experiments, some of which were carried

out, if I mistake not, under the auspices of this Section

{see British Assoc. Reports), and which appear to curtail

considerably the time during which seeds retain their

\itality, and to multiply considerably the number of con-

ditions which must be in force to allow of such retention

for periods far shorter than those which have to be
accounted for. A better instance of the expediency of

checking the interpretations based merely upon obsen'a-

tions however accurately made by putting into action

ex-periments, cannot be furnished than by recording the

fact put on record by Mr, Bentham, when discussing

this question in his last year's address to the Linncean

Society.
*' Hitherto direct obser\'ation has, as far as I am aware,

only produced negative results, of which a strong instance

has been communicated to me by Dr. Hooker. In deep-

ening the lake in Kew Gardens, they uncovered the bed
of an old piece of water, upon w^hich there came up a

plentiful crop of Typha, a plant not observed in the

immediate vicinity j and it was therefore concluded that

the seed must have been in the soil. To try the question.

Dr. Hooker had six of Ward's cases filled with some of

the soil remaining vmcovered close to that which had pro-

duced the Typha, and carefully watched ; but not a single

Typha came up in any one of them." (Note in President's

address. May 24, 1869, p. 73 of Linnsean Society's Pro-

ceedings. )

To this I would add that ex-periments with a positive

result, and that positive result in favour of the second

hypothesis, if hypothesis it can be called, are being con-

stantly tried in our colonies for us, and on a large scale.

I had taken and written here of the Polygonum aviculare,

the Knot or Cow-grass—having learnt on the authority of

Dr. Hooker and Mr. Travers (see "Natural History
Review," January, 1864, p. 124; October 1864, p. 619),
that it abounds in New Zealand, along the roadside, just

as it does in England—as a glaring instance, and
one which would illustrate the real value of the second
explanation even to an unscientific man and to an un-
assisted eye. But on Saturday last I received by post one
of those evidences which make an Englishman proud in

thinking that whithersoever ships can float, thither shall

the English language, English manners, and English
science be carried, in the shape of the second volume of
the "Transactions of the New Zealand Institute," full

like the first, from the beginning to the last page, with
thoroughly good matter. In that volume, ha\'ing looked
at its table of contents, I turned to a paper by Mr. T.
Kirk, on "The Naturalised Plants of New Zealand," and
in this, at p. 142, I find that Mr. T. Kirk prefers to

regard the Polygonum aviculare of New Zealand as

indigenous in New Zealand. Hence that illustration,

which would have been a good one, falls from my hands.
And I must in fairness add, that because one agency is

proved to be a vera causa, it is not thereby proved that

no other can by any possibility be competent simultaneously

to produce the same effect, whatever the schoolmen, with
the law of parsimony ringing in their ears, may have said

to the contrary. I have dwelt upon this subject at this

length with the purpose of showing how much difficulty

may beset the settlement of even a comparatively simple

question which involves only the use of the unassisted eye,

or at most of a simple lens. The « fortiori argument I

leave you to draw for yourselves, with the simple remark,

that the question of spontaneous generation is now at

least one to be decided by the microscope, aiid by the

employment of its highest powers in alliance with other

apparatus of all but equal complexity.

We come, in the second place, to say a word as to

the extent of the influence which organic and Uving
particles, of microscopic minuteness, but solid for all that,

have been supposed, and in some instances at least have
been proved, to exercise upon the genesis and genesiology

of disease, and so upon the fortunes of our race, and our
means for bettering our condition, and that of our fellows.

I need not refer to Dr. Sanderson's valuable report (just

published in the " Pri\'y Council's Medical Officer's Blue
Book, "Twelfth Report, 1870, p. 229) upon those contagion

particles which he proposes to call by the convenient

name, slightly modified from one invented by Professor

Bechamp, of microzymes ; for Dr. Sanderson is here to

refer to the matter for himself and for us ; and when this

meeting is over, we shall all do well to lay to heart what
he may tell us here and now, and besides this, to study

his already printed views upon the matter. It may be
perhaps my business to remind you that these views, so

far as they are identical with Professor HaUier's as to the

importance of those most minute of living organisms, the

micrococcus of his nomenclature, the microzymes of

Mr. Simon's "Blue Book." were passed in review as to

their botanical correctness by a predecessor of mine in

this honourable office—namely, by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, at the meeting held two years ago at Norwich ;

and that some of the bearings of the theory and of the

facts, howsoever interpreted, upon the theory of evolution,

were touched upon by Dr. Child in his interesting volume
of "Physiological Essays," p. 148, published last year. . . .

There exists, as is well known, a tendency to involve all

physiological into physico-chemical phenomena ; un-

doubtedly many have been, and some more may still

remain to be, so ordered, but the public may rest assured

that in the kingdom of biology no desire for a rectification

of frontiers will ever be called out by any such attempts

at, or successes in the way of, encroachment ; and that

where physics and chemistry can show that physico-

chemical agencies are sufficient to account for the

phenomena, there their claim upon the territory will be
acceded to, as in the cases we have been glancing at ; and
where such claims cannot be established, and fail to come
up to the quantitative requirements of strict science, as in

the cases of continuous and discontinuous development or

self-multiplication of a contagious germ, and in some
others, they will be disallowed.

(To be Coitinucd.)

Jome ODorrcspnbfiite.

The Teachings of Galls.—The reading of Pro-

fessor Huxley's presidential address to the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, delivered

at Liverpool, has brought to my recollection a remark-

able instance of the development of active organs

foreign to the normal plant, and springing from a

growth of pathological origin, viz. , a gall produced by the

ovipositor of a Cynips. In Germar's " Zeitschrift fUr

die Entomologie," 1843, ™1- '^-i V- 4°5> Professor

Hartig describes the gall of Cynips lucida, Kollar, at

the ape.x of yoimg shoots of Q. pubescens as follows :

—

"The gall, like those of Teras terminaUs, Rhodites

Rosa?, and Cynips radicis, consists of an agglomerated

cellulose mass, in wliich from three to thirty and more
larval cells are imbedded. This many-chambered gall

is in its whole circumference closely beset with thin

stalks, each about 2 or 3 lines in length. Each
stalk ends in a club-shaped open vesicle or

gland ' Druese) in which a sticky sap is

secreted, which probably serves for nothmg else

than a protection from parasitic hymenoptera."

Professor Hartig then proceeds :
—" Here organs are

produced by the sting of an insect ; functions appear

in the organs thus fonned, although the latter are quite

foreign to the Oak itself! It is a foreign organism

which causes these formations ! The rich indications

this insect gives us concerning the degree of mastery

on the plant are perhaps reserved for coming centuries to

interpret, when we shall possess a more intimate acquain-

tance with the nature of the vegetable organism and
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of the forces influencing it." I have but little to add to

these significant -words ; the practical importance of tfiis

pbservation for the gardener is evident. The pricking of

Figs and other fruits is not onlydone bynatural caprifica-

tion, but also by impatient man ; his hand supersedes the

insect in fertilisation ; his knife grafts the choice

variety on the wild stock ; his influence on shape,

colour, habit, and quality of vegetable growths is yearly

becoming more extensive ; and who will deny that a

class of pathological forms, which has given us writing

and dyeing fluids, various oils, the Elm-balm and Elm-

,

water, and even eatable galls of different kinds, will not

some day reveal yet greater benefits ? It is much easier

to disregard ancient medical lore, as for instance that of

the Bedeguar, than to disprove it altogether ; and

worthless as they may be now, it is nevertheless true

that the qualifications attributed to sundry galls by the

older pharmaceutic chemists first directed attention to

a field of inquiry, in which our present observers

gather a gradually increasing and daily more valuable

crop of practical results. Albert Muller.

Standard Apricots.—WTien a boy, visiting a rela-

tive a few miles north of London, seeing a standard

Apricot in fruit, I detemiined that if the chance pre-

sented, I would try whether the climate of the county

of Durham would ripen the Apricot upon a standard

tree. After 20 yeai^' lapse my tree (the Breda) was
planted, and now, with 19 years' growth, I have my
first good crop, the size of a large Walnut, thoroughly

ripe—a really pretty sight, and yielding say 5 or 6

pecks of very useful fruit. The tree lias considerable

shelter from a wall, and forest trees beyond. I shall

be much interested in hearing the experience of other

gardeners in the North of England as to the growth of

the Apricot as a standard. A Constant Reader, Dar-
lington, October i.

. Haricot Beans as Esculents.—At p. 1313 I find

a long article by "J. B.," on the Haricot Bean as an

esculent. Every one has heard of the English baronet

who wished to benefit his country by introducing the

grinder's ban^ow—an ingenious contrivance, which, he
thought, no one in his native land had ever seen because

he had not. I am afraid that the Haricot speculation

would tuni out much after the same fashion. The
word Bean is unfortunate, and should not have been
used, as it is applied in "J. B.'s" letter to two very

different plants, for the garden Bean and the field Bean
belong to the genus Faba ; but the Haricot, French
Bean or Kidney Bean, belongs to Phaseolus ; and the

writer confounds the two when he says that the Bean
analysed was perhaps the Mazagan Bean, a well known
garden variety, but adds that we are assured the Haricot

Bean is of much the same composition. The following

plain statement of facts may be of some service to those

who, like '*
J- B.," contemplate gi\nng Haricot rations

to poor people. An eminent English nurseryman
once related to me his experience in this little matter

as follows :—His father was a seafaring man, and late

in life settled down at the water's edge to deal in

provender. He had a corn-mill on the Severn, turned

by the tide of that river. His avocations in early life

called him to the ports of France and Germany, and
being a shrewd practical man he turned his knowledge
of the language and of the produce of those countries

to account ; and when he saw that Haricots were
cheap there, he conceived the idea of benefiting his

countrymen as well as himself, by introducing them, in

rather a humble way at first, simply as food for pigs.

Accordingly he bought a ship-load of them, and in

due lime ground them into fine meal, and gave
the mess of Haricot porridge to the pigs ; but

judge of his disappointment, vexation, and loss when
he found that the pigs turned up their noses at the

mkture—the very swine would not eat it ! This was,

indeed, dearly bought experience of Haricot Beans as

esculents. The fleshy roots of the Scarlet Runner are

decidedly poisonous, as is well knouTi ; and although

the unripe pods or gi^een husks of the French Bean are

eaten as a vegetable after being boiled, that has nothing

to do with the nature and properties of the dried seeds.

If I were asked for examples of this kind, I could

point to the wholesome Poppy seed as a luxury, and to

its poisonous capsule, containing the deadly opium in

dangerous abundance. The Potato itself is a famihar

example of food at one end of the plant underground,
and nauseous, not to say poisonous, fruit at the other,

in the form of the Potato-apple. When the late

Mr. Dickens praised the pods of the Sugar-
Pea, which he ate on the Continent as a boiled

vegetable, he thought any kind of garden Pea
would peld the same quality of pods, and hinted that

English matrons should boil their Pea husks and eat

them ; on which the late pr. Lindley raised his voice

in favour of the pig, and said that we ought certainly

to eat, as Mr. Dickens had done, the green pods of

sugar Peas, but that we ought not to 10b the pig of his

perquisites. The husks of Peas had been given to

swine from time immemorial, and they are so still,

but the celebrated novelist had not been ** posted up "

in plant lore sufficiently to distinguish the Sugar Pea
from the Marro\vfats, &:c., of garden notoriety. The
German diet for the troops in the face of the enemy at

the present crisis, as related by good authority, is little

better than Pea porridge ; 'and there are, moreover,
other German dishes, as saur-kraut, that would
hardly pay for the trouble of getting them in-

troduced.
** J. B." confounds fasting with absti.

nence ; but if he will note passing events, the

Geirnans with their Pea porridge will give him an excel-

lent idea of an army abstaining, and Pea porridge is a

splendid example of the French soitp viaigre, which,
translated into the vernacular of my native country,

would be bare-foot broth—vegetables ad lib. ^ boiled in

salt and water. But be it what it may, if the Uhlan
fills his belly with it his abstinence may be compulsory,
but he has no right to say that he is fasting. Fasting
at the present day consists of only one full meal a-day,

and that not before mid-day, with collations con-
sisting of about 2 oz. of bread for breakfast, and
the same for supper. "J. B." tliinks that there

is no great mortification in fasting, and that the

soul is not greatly afflicted in fasting from
meat where Haricot Beans are allowed and duly
appreciated. If *'J. B." will give fasting a fair

trial,—and the injunction is just as binding upon him
as it is now, or ever has been, upon any other

man,—he will no doubt find the 40 days of Lent no
slight mortification; and whether his soul be afflicted by
it or not, I warrant his body will look fonvard with

anxiety for Easter. I fear this flight of fancy about
fasting is treading on dangerous ground, for when

*' J. B." casts it up in derision of his fellow Christians

professing diflTerent religious doctrines from his own, he
may find, with very little research in the sacred Scrip-

tures, that he is casting the aspersion right in the face

of the Saviour himself, who not only fasted 40 days,

and felt the pangs of hunger, but gave instructions to

his followers how they were to fast, and has therefore

left eveiy man not only his precept, but his blessed

example as well. Alex. Forsyth.

Fruit Harvesting.—During some years' experience

in fruit growing, gathering, and harvesting, I have
from time to time dotted down certain rules for my
guidance, and with respect to gathering I find Rule
No. I to be: ** Avoid gathering in wet weather.''

Rule 2 : "Never gather until the dew is off." And
these rules I strictly adhere to. Many reasons might
be given to show the soundness of them if it were
necessar)', and I very much doubt if one good reason

can be given for gathering fruit wet. B. S. i?. Adam,
The Manor House, Staines.

How to Destroy Ants.—Happening to hear the

other day in conversation that Guinea fowls were very

fond of ants, it struck me that perhaps with using some
precautions a few of them may be introduced into the

Peach-houses of your con'espondents, or perhaps, as

they are not very commonly kept, some other kinds of

poultiy may have the same liking for ants. /f. G.,

Hereford.

The best way to get rid of ants is, I believe,

to allow them the company of three or four good toads.

These creatures have a particular liking to tlie little

busybodies, and will clear off a large number in a short

time. Ben. Matthews.
Allow me to state, that if your correspondent,

Arch. Orr, Ewing (p. 1282), will have a few dinner

plates smeared over with syrup made from common
sugar, and placed in his houses, they will soon be
covered with the ants, which may after\vards be killed

with boiling water. In a Peach-house here, where
ants literally swarmed, I used the above plan, and in

a few days scarcely one could be seen, yames Belly

The Gardens, Sirathjieldsaye.

The Plague of Black Flies is general. My
Peach, Nectarine, Plum, and CheiTy trees have been
blackened by them. "Whilst my servant was syringing

the trees, the Rev. Mr. Miles, who lives near l3or-

chester, called to see the gardens, and he said his trees

were also blackened with them. I obser\-e on the

leaves of the above trees a great number of small,

green insects, and also some with a red tinge. Has
Mr. Bennett observed any on the leaves of his trees. If

he has observed them, can he inform me what they

are ? W. F. Radclyffe.

The extraordinary plague of small flies first

visited here about three weeks since, but not thick

enough to cause any alarm. They have now increased

to a fearful extent, so much so, that the atmosphere
is thoroughly charged with them, and vegetation is

suffering terribly; indeed some of my Peach trees,

which have been remarkably clear and healthy
all the summer, and promised to carry their foliage

late in the autumn, have been so attacked by
this formidable enemy, that their leaves are now
prematurely falling. The Cabbage tribes are also

literally infected with them. I fear the plague is

general in this district, as I hear great complaints of
the Swede crop being nearly destroyed by them in

places. They have also committed sad havoc upon the

Hops in this neighbourhood where late in picking.

Thomas Young, Standford Court Gaj'dens, Worcester.

I have sent for your inspection some leaves

of Broccoli and Savoy, on which you will find a

numerous colony of aphides, which at this time are

committing t^ad havoc on all the cultivated varieties

of the Brassica family. I think I may safely say

that hundreds of acres of Swedes and other Turnips
are going do\\'n before it in this county. The
foliage curls up, turns yellow, and falls off. In many
places where a month ago fine gi"een fields of Turnips
were to be seen, they now have a very brown or

patchy appearance. In kitchen gardens matters are no
better. Stalks of Brussels Sprouts, 2 feet high, are

losing all their foliage and dropping down; and Savoys,

Cabbages, &c., are sharing the same fate. To the

market gardeners the loss must be very great, as I have
seen large Drumhead Cabbages and Savoys rotting off

before the insect, as though we had intense frost. At
present I have not seen or heard of any remedy. Quick-
lime, soot, tobacco-water, and soft soap and quassia

liquor, have been tried, but do not seem to have any
effect in clearing the plants of the pests. Perhaps some
of your correspondents might know of an effectual

remedy, which I should be glad to have. R. Maber, Sun-

derland. [See **I. O. "W.'s" remarksat p. 1341. Eds.]

Single Petunias for Bedding.—I am pleased to

obser\'e that a little stir is being made in other quarters

in favour of these fine old, but now rather neglected

bedding plants. Some years ago they were very popular

for that purpose, but since the imgainly double kinds

came into the field {these, however, proving utterly

unfitted for bedding) the single ones have come into dis-

repute. I should much like to see gardeners reverting

to their old love again, and although they would find it

clothed in a somewhat different garb, yet it would be

found none the less beautiful or acceptable for bedding

pui^poses. The striped, ribbed, and blotched single

Petunias rank amongst the prettiest and most effectual

bedding plants that we have. They are most persistent

bloomers, grow and flower freely alike in drought and

moisture, but especially under the former are they to be
commended. I have been astonished this past summer
to note how determinedly a large bed of them
grew, and continuously flowered, in spite of having

been planted out in soil that was literally as dry as

ashes, and getting no water after being first put out.

For large beds, and especially in public parks and gar-

dens, they would prove at once cheap and effective.

As pot plants they deserve to be more largely grown,

and would as neat bush plants, about 24 inches over,

prove objects of great attraction at our flower shows.

They are very easily cultivated, needing but to be

started early, and receive plenty of pinching, to make
capital specimens, with flowers that command the

admiration of all beholders. A. D. [There are few-

more attractive bedding plants than the old Petunia

phcenicea, one of the original types, from which the

garden varieties have sprung. Its freely branched

habit, slender gi-owth, funnel-shaped not flabby flowers,

and fine bright amaranth rosy colour, make it a model

bedding plant. Eds.]

Harvesting Walnuts and Filberts.—I have for

many years adopted the following plan, and with

great success :—I procure an old beer barrel, knock

in one end, and then sink the banel in some dry and

convenient place in the garden, leaving nothing but

the mouth visible ; into this I put my Walnuts, first

ha^ing them shucked. I then cover the ban-el with

boards or any other material which will prevent the

earth falling in, and cover the whole with about

3 or 4 inches of mould. The Walnuts are taken out as

they are wanted, and the barrel covered in as before.

I adopt the same plan with Filberts, only that I put

them in husk and all, as gathered from the tree. In

this way I have both Walnuts and Filberts in excellent

condition until tlie following sprhig is far advanced,

B, S. R. Adam, The Manor House, Staines.

Sandall's Plum.—This Plum was raised some 60

or 70 years since by the late Mr. Sandall, a market

gardener, then living at Crabtree, Fulham. The
original tree is now dead. I can vouch for the above,

having lived in the neighbourhood for the last 40 years,

and I have seen the old tree scores of times. It is, as you

say, a good late Plum, but it is not a sure bearer,

being surpassed in this respect by Prince of Wales,

Victoria, and Mitchelson's {the last especially) ; and

another thing against it (in these fast times), it is at

least eight or nine years before it begins to bear. After

that time it is a prodigious cropper, about once in

three years. Any one having half-a-dozen sorts or so

cannot do wrong in addmg Sandall's, but for a small

garden, where there is only room for one Plum, I

would say, plant Mitchelson's. Market Gardener.

Is Bougainvillea glabra a Greenhouse Plant ?

—At p. 12S2, Mr. Bennett, of Enville Gardens, states

that this is not a greenliouse plant. I must differ in

this instance from that gentleman, as for several years

past I have seen it not only growing but flowering pro-

fusely after it had been planted out in the ordinary ^yay

of climbers. Only a few weeks since I saw it growing

in this manner in the conservatory at Tyntsfield Hall,

near Bristol, the residence of W. Gibb, Esq. It had

already reached the height of 10 or 13 feet, and was a

perfect mass of flower. The decision I came to then

was that the plant is certainly the finest greenhouse

climber we have, and may be fairly termed a green-

house plant for exhibition or other purpose. Should

any one require further information, I have no doubt

Mr. Harrison, the gardener at Tyntsfield, will answer

any questions with pleasure. William Burton, Victoria

and Paradise A'ursety, Upper Holloway.

Successional Cropping of Melon Plants.—

Allow me to say a few words in reply to '* Quercus.

He says, "I quite endorse Mr. Wildsmith's views on

this matter A second crop was my constant

practice for years." But if he is in the habit of readmg

the Gardeners Chronicle, he will remember the discus-

sion first commenced with a fourth and fifth crop.

Again, he tells us his second crops have often been
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belter and heavier than the first
;

perhaps tlie first

(lid not deserve the name of a crop, as is often the

case under mismanagement, while the plants are in

bloom and at the same time in full vigour. Further,

he asserts, " ' T. C has made a mistake." In what ?

If in my not being aware that the system

practice, I again refer him to the Gardmer'

of September 10, p. 1218. T. C.

As " T. C." still seems to have some lingenng

doubts as to the possibility of obtaining more than one

crop of good Melons from the same plant, will he

permit me to assure him that I have had the pleasure,

in company with other horticulturists, of both seeing

and tasting fruit of the third and fourth crops of Mere-

dith's Hybrid Cashmere, as grown by Mr. Wildsmith

at Heckfield ; and, as far as our judgment went, both were

pronounced to be in size, handsomeness, and flavour

first-rate. Mr. Wildsmith has recently informed me
that ho has a fifth crop, also of fine fruit, and would

have been pleased to have afforded " T. C." ocular

demonstration of their quality, as he proposed.

Ahx. Dean.

Garden Peg.—I herewith submit to your notice a

specimen of a new garden pin for pegging down Ver-

benas, &c. , and more especially for layering Carnations,

Picotees, &c. They are well japanned, and will not

rust or con-ode, and they are as cheap as any other pin

used. The gi'eat advantage is the bow at the top,

which enables one to draw the pin without disturbing

the plant,—a matter of much importance in taking off

layers. I have used them, and find they answer

capitally. They are of my own design, and I purpose

offering them to the trade and others. Henry Yoiiell,

95, Ladvwooil Road, Birmingham. [A capital peg for

the purpose. The wire is bent so as to form a little

loop at the top, above the hook, and this serves as a

handle. Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Crops in South Australia. — {Continued from

p. x-^i-j.)—01 Almonds till now very little has been

thought, and in consequence these trees have been

utterly neglected, because, as the phrase goes, "they

won't pay ;" but I am of a different opinion, since I

have seen that the Almonds will form a profitable

export. In the last London Prices Current the Jordan

Almonds are quoted at 85J. to laps, per cwt., and in

their shells, 60^. to 7cw. Is this not an encouragement

to pay more attention to this, till now, neglected tree ?

which will glow in every locality—a tree which is

satisfied with every soil, and will produce every year a

bountiful return. We see hundreds, 1 may say

thousands, of Almond trees scattered over the colony ;

we see trees nearly in every garden ; but their fruits

are worthless. I think two-thirds of the trees grown

here are only seedling plants ; naturally such never

will produce a marketable fmit. The grafting kniff

should be used, and I would recommend the Jordan

and Brandis varieties, which are much sought by the

trade. I hope horticulturists as well as agiiculturists

will take this into their consideration, and it must be

plain to them that Almonds will pay for export for the

little trouble bestowed on them. There may be many
nooks and comers on their property where almost

nothing will grow. I can assure them the Almond
tree will be satisfied with such spots ; only they must

not neglect trenching the ground first.

Ricinus or Castor-Oil Plant.—This tree, considered

as worthless as the Almond, we see thrive in every

locality, in every soil, poor or rich. We see it grow
close to the coast in almost pure sand, covered with

seed, and generally regarded as a nuisance. But

the hundredweight of seed of this nuisance is noted,

according to the last prices current, as being worth 10/.

to 12s. The Ricinus, as I remarked, will grow where

scarcely any other vegetation will grow, and such spots

are generally found on farms. Why not plant them
with Ricinus? After planting there is little or no

trouble except gathering of the seeds, which can be
accomplished by children ; and if a tree brings only ^s.

to 4.r. a year, it is worth the little attention bestowed
on it.

Mustard furnishes, I may say, a very important, and,

I believe, a paying article of commerce, and I am
satisfied it would thrive with us in all our districts, if it

was not for the pest of the colony—the aphis. The
Mustard plant belongs to the same natural order as the

Cabbage plant, the Cnicifera?, whose representatives are,

without exception, so unmercifully attacked by this

scourge, and I fear the Mustard plant would not escape

its ravages ; but as Australia is the land of anomalies,

my fear may be premature, and the aphis may, after

all, not do so much harm to the plant as I fear. The
northern plains would probably be well adapted for the

growth of the Mustard, as the plants, in too rich a soil,

would grow too luxuriant in their stalks and leaves. If

we consider the great quantity of Mustard imported
into this colony, there is no doubt the cultivation of the

plant would pay.

Rnfe.—If I did not fear the ravages of the aphis, as

this plant belongs to the same natural order as the

Mustai-d, I would strongly recommend the culture

of this most valuable oil-producing plant, as its oil

maintains high prices in the European markets, in con-

sequence of the crops on the Continent not being with

surety depended on, as they are often destroyed by

frost or snow, which calamity we have not to fear in

South Australia.

Sunflenner.—The extensive culture of the Sunflower,

especially in Russia and Germany, is a fact. The
most profit from this plant is gained from the seed,

which contains 40 per cent, of a sweet oil, only second

in value to olive oil. It is now more than 200 years

since this valuable plant, a native of Peru and

Mexico, was introduced to Europe, and, strange to say,

until now its valuable qualities were never brought to

account. The Russian husbandmen were the first who
bestowed their attention on the useful oil which the

seeds contain. They commenced the cultivation of the

Sunflower first on a small scale, planting the seeds in

nooks and comers, on the sides of walks, &c. The
value of the oil soon became known, and was more and

more appreciated, so that at the present time the culti-

vation of the Sunflower in Russia is carried on to such

an extent that already, in the year 1866, more than

100,000 cwt. of Sunflower oil was manufactured, the

value of which was one and a-half million roubles.

The third part of this oil was exported to the Prussian

port of Stettin, where it was rapidly sold with rising

prices. This export from Russia, and the steady

increase of the culture of the Sunflower there, opened

the eyes of the German farmers, and they began the

cultivation of the Sunflower with the same profitable

result. The oil, as I already mentioned, is only

second to the Olive oil, and is not only used in house-

keeping as the former, but mostly as a lubricator for

the delicate machinery of textile fabrics which increase

throughout Europe, and which in consequence

have increased the demand for the expensive

Olive oil. From the stalks of the plant the

Russians manufacture a valuable potash, the resid

is used as oilcake for fattening cattle, and the leaves of

the plant for manure. Should not this profitable culture

of the Sunflower in Russia and Germ.any also be an

inducement to our farmers to introduce this paying

branch of industry to our colony? Climatic difficulties

to the growth of the Sunflower do not exist in South

Australia. We see the Sunflower, with its smiling

face, in our gardens, thrive most luxuriantly in every

kind of soil ; the only fault that could be found with it

is, that'it exhausts the soil ; yet this could be remedied

by manure. Would it not be desirable that experi-

mental trials should be made this season? Let us

begin, like the Russians, and plant the seeds first in

nooks and cornel's ; and should it succeed, cultivate it

more extensively. It may become in the future as

profitable to South Australia as it is at the present time

to Russia and Germany, and it is to be hoped that the

farmers will give their earnest attention to this so im-

portant branch of industry.

Oli7'es.—I think there is scarcely any country where

the Olive thrives better than in South Australia ; also

in regard to the quality of the oil produced. Very

little care has been hitherto taken in regard to the manu-

facture of the oil, because it was considered that it would

not pay. I hope better days will dawn for our Olives.

Considering the great number in the colony, they

should be turned to a better account, as a profit would

be obtainable from them.

Canary Seed.—This is another plant whose culture

till now has been entirely overlooked by our farmers,

and which I am sure will thrive all over the colony.

It is a fact which is to be wondered at, if we consider

the enormous prices often paid for it in the colony, and

which not seldom have risen to 2s. and 2s. 6d. per lb.

I think the generally niling price—3r/. to ^d. per lb.

—

would leave the grower a fair margin for the little

trouble in cultivating it, and it is a plant which would

be satisfied with any soil and situation.

Gram, Fetches, Ycllcnv Lupin, and Maize.—\i\\\\

the exception of Oats and Barley veiy little attempt

has been made by our farmers to grow other grain for

cattle. I am most sanguine of the profitable growth

of grain in this colony ; and we have to thank his Excel-

lency, who takes so great an interest in our agricultural

pursuits, for the introduction of this important plant.

" Gram (says the Inglewood Advertiser) bids fair to be

ranked among our profitable products ere long. Its

value as horse feed has long been acknowledged, and

the possibility of growing it is now beyond a doubt.

Some time ago Mr. J. Roberts, who cultivates one of

those little patches of ground that dot the clearings

made from the scrub here and there, planted a few

rows of the valuable East India Pea, and now he has

a capital crop nearly ripe. The plants look strong

and healthy, the drought notwithstanding, and are

covered with filled pods. On one plant, covering not

over 4 inches of ground, no less than 139 full-grown

pods were counted. The successful cultivation of this

plant would be a great good, and the attention of

farmers can be very fairly directed towards it. The

yellow Lupin has some years gained on the Continent

a high fame with the fanners ; in fact, it has supplanted

the Oats, Vetches, and other horse feed, as a plentiful

and wholesome fodder, in its green state as well as the

seeds. The cultivation of Maize is also overlooked,

which I am sure will thrive in the South profitably."

Lentils. —This is a plant, I believe, very little known

as food in England, but thought much of on the

Continent, where it is cultivated to a great extent as

one of the most profitable crops, as it thrives well

even on stony and banen soils, and may be admirably

adapted for certain districts in our colony. The Lentil

has a traditional history, not alone on the Continent,

but also in Arabia, where it is gi-own still more exten-

sively, being considerably used in the preparation of

the dish for which Esau sold his birthright to Jacob,

as stated in the 25th chapter of Genesis.

Capers.—There is no doubt we could produce this

so-much-sought-after luxury equally well as in the

southern part of Europe. In the neighbourhood of

Toulon it is cultivated in orchards in the inter\'als

between Figs and Olive trees. As a pickle the flower-

buds of the Caper are in gi-eat esteem, and form a

great article of commerce throughout Europe. In the

Mediterranean the flower-buds of the Caper are

gathered just before they begin to expand, which forms

a daily occupation for children during six months,

when the plants are in a flowering state. As the

buds are gathered they are thrown into a cask, among
as much salt and vinegar as is sufficient to cover them,

and, as the supply of Capers is increased, more vinegar

is added. When the Caper season closes the casks are

emptied, and the buds sorted according to their size

and colour, the smallest and gi-eenest being reckoned

the best, and put in smaller casks of fresh vinegar for

commerce, and in this state they will keep for five or

six years. Considering the little work the gi'owing of

this important commercial article involves, it would

be worth while for our horticulturists, especially

in the gullies, where this plant will grow most
luxuriantly, to make the attempt to cultivate the

troe Caper (Capparis spinosa).

Cochineal.—I am sure every one of us is acquainted

with the cochineal insect, which produces the splendid,

valuable, and much-used dye called "carmine," and of

which Mexico and the West India Islands export large

quantities every year. The trade is likewise supplied

with the same article from Brazil and East India, but

Mexico furnishes the largest quantity, and at the same
time the finest quality. Till the year 1725 the breeding

of the cochineal insect was entirely confined to Mexico

;

and the Government, with the strictest care, kept it a

secret ; and till then it was generally believed in Europe

that the cochineal was not an insect, but a kind of seed.

In the year i7S5Theine de Menonville, a Frenchman,

with the gieatest danger of his life, brought a few living

insects to French Domingo, where they soon were

acclimatised. During 1S27 the insect wa-s, byBertholet,

introduced to the Canary Islands, and lately with the

best results into Corsica and Spain. If the insect thrives

well in Spain and Corsica, why should it not do the

same in Australia ? Both kinds of the cochineal plant,

Opuntia Tuna and Opuntia cochinillifera, which I intro-

duced by raising from seed, grow luxuriantly in the

borders at the Garden, without having the slightest

care bestowed upon them ; this gives the fact that the

plant will thrive in South Australia. The second and

most important question is how to introduce the insect.

This could be done only on living plants, in so-called

Wardian cases. I understood that Sir George Grey,

when Governor in New Zealand, introduced the

cochineal insect there, but what became of them I have

no information. I was also informed that his Excel-

lency sent some insects to the Melbourne Botanic

Garden, but they were lost. This is not the place to give

a description of the treatment of the cochineal insect

and the preparation of the carmine ; but to give you

only one instance of the greatness of the cochineal

trade, I will only mention that the export of cochineal

alone from the Mexican province of Oaxaca amounts to

three-fourths of a million dollars annually. Now,
assuming that I lb. of cochineal is worth 10 dols.,

and that 70,000 insects make a pound, they must rear

an immense quantity of insects. Not that I am san-

guine of its success in this colony, but we should try it.

It is true the discovery of the splendid aniline colours

has done the carmine trade some harm ; notwith-

standing, it is still a most flourishing trade.

{To be Cmtiniied.)

Societies.

Royal Horticultural
Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Oct. 5.—W. W. Saunders,

^ __ _ _ The usual preliminary busi-

of the meeting being concluded, the Chairman called

upon the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley to address the meeting (a very

crowded-and somewhat noisy one), first stating that, with

respect "to the Fungi, such exhibitions were of great

importance, because the eye must be educated to distin-

guish the edible from the poisonous species, and it was

further necessary to state that the names given to the

specimens exhibited were conect ; but the eye must be

made well acquainted with the forms and characters of

the different species before it could be hoped that they

would come more generally into public use.

Mr. Berkeley, before noticing the Fungi, called atten-

tion to Lord Londesborough's beautiful new variety of

Dendrobium chrvsotis. a plant which attracted consider-

able notice at the last meeting, and stated that it was

undoubtedly a distinct variety, and totally different from

D. fimbriatum, with which the plant first shown was

at one time thought to be identical. Several diminu-

tive but very pretty Orchids, shown by the Chairman,

were next commented upon, especially Trichoceras

parvifloras, the flowers of which were so much like an

insect as to be a good model for making artificial flies,

and he (Mr. Berkeley) had no doubt they would be "very

killing." The beautiful group of Retinosporas, shown by

Messrs. Standish & Co., were then referred to as being

most valuable Conifers, from their being nearly, if

not quite hardy. A polished specimen of Cocacula

wood, a new product from Panama, was then shown

to the meeting as being very handsome for cabinet
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work, but though the wood was highly coloured it afforded

no dye. Mr. Berkeley then, referring to the Fungi, re-

marked that a specimen of the rare Hydnum coralloides

was shown, as well as a tine specimen of the dry-rot

Fungus (Merulius lacrymans) which was by far too

common, and should be immediately burnt when found.

As a remedyagainst this Fungus, it was mentioned that an
application of a saturated solution of corrosive sublimate

would prevent its appearance for a number of years,

but that creosote was found to be far more efficient.

After alluding to several other rare or doubtful species,

the speaker said that it was absolutely necessary that

every one should have some knowledge of them before

eating them, though the same remark applied equally

well to such plants as Watercress and Horse Radish, for

which Cicuta and Aconite had been mistaken. Some
coloured diagrams of edible and poisonous species, made
by Mr. W. G. Smith, who has done much to increase the

knowledge of these plants, were then shown. They are

published by Mr. Hardwicke, of Piccadilly, and were
recommended to be used in schools, as they could be
obtained at a reasonable cost. Mr. Berkeley then con-
cluded by adverting to some points in the address of Pro-

fessor Hu.xley at the meeting of the British Association at

Liverpool.

The Chairman, having proposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. Berkeley, which was carried unanimously, called on
Mr. William Paul for some remarks on the Roses exhi-

bited by him.

Mr. Paul said : The Roses now before you are part of

a collection which is intended to bloom from the present

time to Christmas. They are all Tea-scented Roses, and
this is the third time this year that they have been covered
with flowers—first in May, again in July, and now in

October. The flowers now out are but the beginning of

the third series ; the later buds on the plants will continue

to unfold for a period of two or three months. The
plants have been kept constantly under glass, although
I do not hold this to be an indispensable condition

of success. I have flowered Tea-scented Roses equally well

out-of-doors up to this period, but from October onwards
it is best to place them under glass, or the frost and rain

may mar the beauty of the flowers, if they do not destroy

them. Of all Roses, the Tea-scented varieties flower the

most continuously and abundantly in the autumn and
winter. The plants now exhibited were kept in a cold

greenhouse during last winter, the frost barely excluded.
They were pruned in January ; and after the first flower-

ing, which took place in May, was over, the fiower-spikes

were cut off, and the plants were rested by withholding
water. A new growth shortly followed, producing the

second flowering in July. The flower-spikes were again cut

off, and the plants again rested by the agency of drought.
The third growth took place in August, and the com-
mencement of the third flowering is now before you.
These flowers are not so large as those previously pro-
duced, but they are valuable, and will become more so as
the flowers out-of-doors grow fewer and ultimately dis-

appear. In future a little heat will be employed occa-
sionally to mitigate the effect of the superabundant
moisture of autumn and winter.

Floral Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair.

This was another very successful autumn meeting, beau-
tiful from the fact that Mr. William Paul. Waltham
Cross, exhibited a fine group of Tea Roses, which are

now blooming with him for the third time this season, and
interesting on account of the varied objects shown by other

exhibitors. In the group of Roses shown by Mr. Paul,

the following varieties especially were in fine condition :

—

Monsieur Plaisir, Madame Maurin, Marechal Niel, Mon-
sieur Furtado, Madame Falcot, Madame Villermoz,

Souvenir d'un Ami, Alba rosea, and Madame Margottin
;

with these came a collection of cut blooms, to both of
which Special Certificates were awarded. From Messrs.
Veitch & Sons came a miscellaneous group of plants,

including the beautiful Cattleya hybrida, C. Domi-
niana lutea, C. devoniensis, and Rodriguesia se-

cunda, and the following, to which First-class Cer-
tificates were awarded :— Platycerium alcicorne majus,
a large bold-foliaged and free-growing form of the Stag's-
hom Fern ; Adiantum Capillus-V'eneris maximum, a very
fine seedling form ; and Corypha Martiana, a handsome
Palm, with large, erect-growing foliage. A Special Cer-
tificate was also awarded to the collection, as well as to a
group of the handsome, close-growing, golden Retino-
spora obtusa aurea nana, from the same firm, and which
the late Mr. John Veitch always noted as the best of all

the varieties he had seen in Japan. Mr. Green,
gr. 'to W. W. Saunders, Esq., had a small group of
pretty little Orchids, comprising the whitish, purple-
flowered Paphinia cristata, Macradenia triandia, small,

white and green ; Restrepia antennifcra, Trichoceras
parviflorus, with flowers wonderfully like a large
hairy fly ; Spiranthes margaritifcra, with one spike
of spirally arranged pinkish flowers ; Epidendrum
nocturnum, white ; and an exceedingly fine form of
Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana, with flowers measuring
5 inches by 4 inches. A special award was
voted to the latter plant, and also to the collection.

From Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York, came a dwarf
silvery-leaved Pyrenean Senecio named argenteus, with
deeply lacerated leaves, which was deemed worthy of a
First-class Certificate

; whilst to a dwarfish round-headed
densely-flowered species of the Michaelmas Daisy, Aster
longifolius van, pinky lilac, a fine border plant, sent by the
same firm, a Certificate of the second class was awarded.
Mr. W. Moore, gr. to C. Leach, Esq., Clapham Park,
had a Special Certificate for a beautiful collection of
Nennes, comprising N. Fothergillii, N. Fothergillii major;
N. flexuosa, N. coruscans. N. coruscans major, and N.
rosea, with several fine seedlings, raised between the
above, all well-grown and extremely handsome as
autumn decorative plants. Messrs. Standish & Co.
were also awarded a Special Certificate for a col-
lection of 24 species and varieties of Retinospora,
all more or less beautiful subjects for planting in pleasure
grounds, and, moreover, considered to be perfectly hardy.
Messrs. Cripps & Son, Tunbridge Wells, exhibited a

golden form of Cupressus Lawsoniana named lutea, taken
as a sport in 1867 ; and a collection of cut flowers of a
new race of late-blooming Clematises. To Mr. Denning,
gr. to Lord Londesborough, a Special Certificate was
given for a very fine broad-petaled variety of the new
Dendrobium chrysotis, exhibited at the last meeting.
In the flowers on the present plant the petals are not only
broader but thinner in texture, which latter may be due
to age ; and the colour, a bright orange-yellow, is more
evenly distributed ; while the plant is totally different in

habit from D. fimbriatuni, of which the plant first shown
was supposed to be a form. It had eight well-grown
spikes, and was certainly a most beautiful object.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson had a First-class Certificate for
Wigandia imperialis, a large deep green foliage plant for
subtropical gardening, and for a new, very pretty, richly
coloured tricolor Pelargonium, named Miss Goring.
With the above came a group of Nerine samiensis, a
collection of winter-floweringCarnations ; Sedum Fabarium
purpureum, a purplish-flowered variety of S. spectabile

;

Aster amelloides (Bess.), a veryattractive border plant ; and
Pleroma macrantha floribunda, very fine deep purple, and a
free bloomer, to which a special award was voted. Mr. J.
Parker, Victoria Nursery, Rugby, had a Second-class
Certificate for the golden-edged Ivy-leaved Pelargonium,
named Golden Queen ; and to Mr. C. J. Perry a similar
award was made for Dahlia Prince Imperial, dull orange,
with rosy centre ; and Certificates of the first class were
voted to Mr. Rawlings, Romford, for Dahlia Monarch, a
fine '.arge flower, of a rich deep velvety maroon colour ; and
to Mr. G. Parker, Maiden's Green, Winkfield, to Dahlia
Yellow Standard, a large flower, but coarse, and not well
finished.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in

the chair. At this meeting, which was probably the best
of the year, prizes were offered by the Society for

collections and single dishes of Black and White Grapes
;

and by the Rev. George Kemp, a member of the com-
mittee, for a dish of Grapes, consisting of 6 bunches of
any variety, grown in the open air against a wall without
any protection whatever ; and the result was a better dis-

play of Grapes, and consequently a stronger competition,
than has been called forth for some time. Especially was
this the case in regard to the open air Grapes, no less than
15 dishes being shown, a number greatly in excess of
former years ; and the thanks of the Society, as well as
of all interested in horticulture, are due to the rev.

gentleman for his liberal encouragement of this branch
of Vine culture. Several varieties of Black Grapes
were shown, for the most part well grown and clean,

but not nearly so good in flavour as the White Sweet-
water and Royal Muscadine ; indeed, in all cases
the White Grapes were decidedly the best—a hint well

worthy the attention of intending cultivators. The
ist prize was taken by Mr. Heppcr, gr. to C. P. Millard,

Esq., The Elms, Acton, with small, neat bunches, but
well ripened, of White Sweetwater ; and Mr. J. Morris,
Francis Court, Broad Clyst, Devon, who had good
bunches of Royal Muscadine, came in 2d. The best col-

lection of Black Grapes came from Mr. Bannerman, gr.

to Lord Bagot, Blithfield, who exhibited fine examples of
Barbarossa, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, Lady Downe's
Seedling, and BHthfield SeedUng, a variety with immense
round berries, resembling Plums, and moreover possess-
ing an excellent flavour of the Hamburgh character. This
appears to be a very promising novelty. Messrs. Lane &
Son came in 2d, Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourne, Esq.,

and Mr. Laytham, gr. to Messrs. Bertram & Roberts, Rock-
hills, Sydenham, also competing. For the collection of
White Grapes, Messrs. Lane & Son and Mr. Douglas
were adjudged equal 2d awards. Mr. Wattam, gr. to C.
Longman, Esq., Shendish, Hemel Hempstead, had the
best bunch of Black Grapes, a very fine one of Black
Alicante, weighing 4§ lb. ; and Mr. Laytham was 2d
with a good example of the same variety. A remarkably
well finished bunch of Muscat of Alexandria, shown by
Mr. Turner, was placed ist in the class for White Grapes;
Mr. Wattam coming in 2d with a bunch of the same
variety weighing over 5 lb., but not so well ripened.

Mr. Paul again contributed specimens of several varieties of
seedling Grapes, and Mr. Wells, Southend, had several

dishes of Black Hamburgh and Muscat Hamburgh,
grown in "Well's Patent Ground Vineries," to which
latter a Special Certificate was given. A similar award
was also made to Messrs. Rivers & Son for a collection of
small Apple trees on the Nonesuch Paradise stock ; to

Mr. A. Colbourn, gr. to J.
Blyth, Esq., Woolhampton,

for a dish of exceedingly fine Salway Peaches, from a tree

planted in an ordinary house in 1858, which this season
has produced over 700 fruit nearly as fine as those shown

;

to Mr. Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne, for a collec-

tion of 140 varieties of Pears, nearly all new ; to Mr. R.
C. Halse, Addison Road, Kensington, for two dishes of
Apples; to Mr. Comford, gr. to H. Streatfield, Esq.,

Chudingstone, for a dish of fine Walburton Admirable
Peaches, and a collection of Apples ; and to Messrs.
Carter & Co., for a large collection of Beet, Mangels.
Potatos, and Carrots, &c. Mr. J. Garland, gr. to Sir T,
D. Acland, Bart., Killerton, Devon, showed a specimen
of Doyenne du Comice Pear, one of the very best winter
dessert kinds, which weighed i lb. 4 oz.

The display of edible and poisonous Fungi exhibited in

competition for the prizes offered by W. W. Saunders,
Esq., was not so extensive as on former occasions, which
may perhaps be accounted for by the circumstance that

the Fungus foray at Hereford took place on the following
day, and some of the exhibitors no doubt reserved their

forces for that occasion. The arrangement of the speci-

mens exhibited was as bad as bad could be, with the
exception of those staged by Mr. English, which
were not only fine, well-selected examples, but were
set up with considerable taste, the brilliant colouring of

some, and the quaint forms of others, being set off

by Moss and other garniture, which not only lent the
charm of beauty, but imparted an appearance of reality

and naturalness to the group highly to be commended.
Among Mr. English's specimens of edible varieties were
Agaricus (Psalliota) ar\ensis, the Horse Mushroom

Marasmius oreades, the Champignon, Agaricus (Lepiota)
rachodes and procerus. Boletus scaber, Hydnum
repandum, and others. Of poisonous kinds Mr. English
exhibited Boletus luridus, Cantharellus aurantiacus,
Lentinus cochleatus, a curious species, with a fluted
stalk, and a spirally twisted pileus or cap, resembling a
snail's shell, and having a powerful smell of aniseed

;

the gorgeous but very poisonous Amanita muscarius, and
others. Mr. W. G. Smith's collection was illustrated by
some grimly humorous labels, indicative of the untoward
results likely to accrue from the partaking of those
labelled " poisonous." The edible kinds, in like manner,
were symbolised by a legend, the letters of which were
made to resemble sirloin of beef, knives, forks, and other
appurtenances of the dinner-table. Among Mr. Smith's
collection were Peziza aurantiaca, Agaricus rutilans ; and
among the poisonous species Agaricus melleus, A. squar-
rosus, Russula rubra, A. (Amanita) muscarius, Lactarius
vellereus, L. controversus, A. fascicularis, A. phalloides,
Russula rubra, &c. Mr. Smith's edible kinds included
Ag. procerus, the Parasol Agaric, Lactarius deliciosus,
Ag. erubescens. Boletus scaber and edulis ; the Beefsteak
Fungus, Fistulina hepatica, Agaricus pantherinus, A.
prunulus, A. grammopodius, &c. Messrs. Hoyle and Aus-
ten, of Reading, showed among edible kinds, A. nebularis,
Russula heterophylla, Agaricus arvensis, A. melleus (shown
in other collections among the poisonous kinds}, Cantha-
rellus aurantiacus, Helvetia esculenta, Morchellaesculenta,
Lactarius deliciosus, and others. His collection of other
species of botanical interest was very extensive. Messrs.
Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells, sent a large specimen of the
dry-rot Fungus," Merulius lacrymans, in fruit ; and Mr.
Orchard, gr. to T. Harris, Esq., The Priory, Wimbledon,
a beautiful specimen of Hydnum coralloides. Mr.
English and Mr. Worthington G. Smith were awarded
ec|ual ist prizes, and Messrs. Hoyle and Austen weve
placed 2d.

Florists' Flowers.
It is a very unusual sight, indeed, to see Verbenas

done well in pots. Occasionally they turn up at

flower shows, and when seen, are generally among the

worst grown things there. Some such an impression
as this was left on the minds of those who saw the

Verbenas in pots at the Great Show of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Oxford. It was not for want
of size in the pots that the plants did not look better,

as they were of a type introduced by Mr. Albert
Deane, of Colchester, some 12 years ago, and in

appearance resembled a hybrid between a wash-hand-
basin and a flower-pot. This pot has a wide saucer-

like mouth, furnishing a large surface of soil, and the

design originated in a desire to afford space for pegging
down the plants to the soil, as if grown in a bed. It

was also thought that the width of the pot at the top

would enable the plant to exhibit, to a greater degree

than it could do in an ordinary flower-pot, its natural

habit ; and further, the inventor thought, that as the

plant was made so much smaller below, this arrange-

ment would considerably lessen the weight, and by
thus curtailing the amount of soil, prevent the plant

from making too great a top.

The plants exhibited in these pots at Oxford did not

appear in a condition to lead one to suppose the ends
sought to be so gained were actually secured ; and
while the pots had a very ungainly, awkward, and even
ugly appearance, the plants looked particularly un-

happy. It seemed that the effect of the wide basin-

like mouth was to furnish a large mass of soddened
soil about the stalk of the plants to their manifest dis-

comfort. Thus at Oxford was there illustrated one

method of cultivating the Verbena in pots.

Six weeks later, the exhibition of the Banbury
Horticultural Society furnished another illustration of

the Oxfordshire mode of growing the Verbena in pots,

and one so satisfactory that it well deserves a record,

because of its suggestive value. The exhibitor was
Mr. William Finlay, gr. to Colonel North, Wroxton
Abbey, near Banbury. These showed what the

Verbena could be made to become as an exhibition

plant when well grown. The pots were 8 inches in

diameter ; the foliage clean (a rare occurrence with

Verbenas on the exhibition table), robust, and plenty

of it, and the flowers plentiful and fine. The varieties

were Wroxtonii, a seedling raised at Wroxton Abbey
Gardens by Mr. Finlay ; Blondin, Blue King, White
Lady, Caroline Smith, and Princess of Wales, all good,

sturdy, close growing kinds, and well adapted for

culture in pots. The plant of Wroxtonii had 64 trusses

ofbloom ; Blue King, 60 ; Blondin, 55 ; White Lady and
Caroline Smith, each, 47 ; and Princess of Wales, 30.

The mode of culture adopted by Mr. Finlay is a very

simple one. Yearly the plants are raised from cuttings

put in in the month of March, and when rooted, potted

into 4-inch pots. These make sufficient growth, both

of root and branches, to be potted into the blooming

(8-inch) pots about May i ; and as soon as the roots

get a good hold on the soil, they are placed in a frame

having a slight bottom heat, till thoroughly rooted in

the soil. They are then placed in a cold frame, air is

given, and the plants are protected from the sun when

the flowers are open. After the plants are well estab-

lished in tlie blooming pots, a little weak manure is

given them. The compost used by Mr. Finlay is made

up of loam and leaf-mould, with which is mixed as

much sand as will make it sharp. As a matter of

course, there is a certain amount of pinching and tying-

out proceedings, in regard to the performance of which

definite rules can scarcely be laid down. H. D.
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^yljc JpmriT.
Having brought our summary of bee life to an end,

and given our readers an account of a hive which we

know is constmcted on right principles, besides having

the commendation of tlie advanced bee-masters in

America, Germany, and France, we must proceed to

caution the novice not to make or purchase hives

which are built longer than deep, because tJie combs may

be constructed by the bees out of the Hne of each frame

when made 13 inches long at the top. Besides, these

frames are apt to allow the combs tofall out, when loaded

with honey and brood, and they are not completely filled

up with the sheets of comb. This the bees seldom can

do in the first year of their swarming and taking posses-

sion of a bar liive, with nine or ten frames, but the

shorter frames, having only the 9 inches within the

bars, generally have the combs built by the bees

immediately, in a direct line, on the waxed bar

above, and within the frames, the combs being

always attached to the sides. Thus three sides

of the combs arc fastened and secured, and the

new wax will bear the weight when handled, as the

combs must be, if raised daily for examination.

But I must mention that, if old combs be fixed

between the frames in which brood has been raised,

of course the cocoons within the cells have made the

wax sides stronger, so as to endure some amount of

moving even in the long frames. The bees will build

down to the veiy bottom bar in the second season in

each frame, when each comb will be thus shown as set

in a frame, 9 by 12 inches deep, the top rows of cells

being elongated for honey-cells, the secondary or tran

sition cells for pollen, or the kept-open cells for daily

food, and all the true hexagonal cells for breeding

purposes are built in the centre of each comb, the two

outermost last combs generally having the drone

cells. These breeding cells are always at one constant

distance apart, and therefore draw out upwards very

well, as the top deep combs are first out,—the one

great distinctive mark of the bar-frame hive being,

that no necessity exists for separating the sides of

the combs from the sides of the hives, to which

the bees invariably attach the combs for security, and

which, in the Grecian bar alone, must be cut with a

knife before each examination of a comb, and lifting

out from the box or hive ; whereas the bar-frame,

with the combs within the frame, is never attached

to the sides of the outer box or hive, as there is an inch

space all round the bar-frames, and the combs are

fixed within their respective frames. We have been

thus explicit to prevent the novice being misled by

the recommendation of new inventions or improve-

ments, as the American bee-world seems to have gone

mad with patents and diamond hives, Sec. ; but let bee-

keepers rest assured none but those hives that approach

nearest to the natural habitat of the honey-bee will

give results satisfactory to the naturalist and bee-keeper,

whilst each comb must be made to swing like the

prophet Mahomet's coffin— separate, and in tlie

air ; whilst the bees can follow their natural instincts,

and touch each comb's sides, without the power of

sealing down the frame to the outer box or case.

This outer case always being strong and weather-proof,

gives at once an apiary in each bar-frame hive, requiring

neither bee-house nor shed, but a few bricks to stand the

box off the ground free from dirt and damp, with an

open space in front.

.

We must conclude with the mode of filling this

hive with bees this autumn. Now is the best time to

operate upon the cottager's bees, and to transfer them
to the bar-frames. The novice should guard himself

with a veil, and a pair of worsted gloves drawn over

an old pair of dog-skin gloves. Thus equipped, and
having two empty straw hives, and an old cloth, long

enough to wrap around the bottoms of the hives,

gently raise the cottager's filled hive, containing the

combs and bees, reverse it on an old tea chest or

box (without a lid), and fix one of the empty hives over
it, binding around the cloth, so that the bees cannot
escape : then place the other hive on the stand from
whence the stock was removed ; into this all the

stray bees will crawl ; tap the chest or box with a

stick, or rather drum upon the sides of the hives,

but with care, in case you should detach the

new combs from the sides of the hive : in

about three minutes a grand rush of bees into the

empty hive above the cottager's will be heard. When
the bulk of the bees have thus escaped from the combs
upwards, remove the hive on to the stand (where the

first empty hive had been placed to receive the return-

ing stragglers), and place this over where the bees had
been driven from ; close again and drum a short time,

and if necessaiy give the bees some puffs of burnt rag
or brown paper : this smoke will alarm them, and many
more will ascend from the filled hive. After about
three minutes reverse the hives in the box, and at

once, removing the filled hive with the combs, insert a
knife and cut the edges of the combs one by one, and,
lifting them out—beginning at one of the short pieces

—

bmsh off with a duck's wing the bees into the reversed

hive, and put away the combs in dishes. Some of the

unsealed cells will let out the honey, which may besmear
the bees to their injury, therefore have some water to wash
the wing in from time to time. When all the combs have
been cut out and removed indoors—for the attacks of the

neigbouring stocks of bees will be immediate, and the

removal of honey very great if not quickly done, —the
discomforted and swept-off bees should be added to

those already In the hive on the stand. To do this,

merely spread the cloth removed from the hives, so as

to reach the mouth of the hive on the stand ; and then

shake the bees out of the hive on to the spread part of

the cloth, when they will all gradually ascend into the

hive containing their companions. Thus half-a-dozen

stocks may be operated upon, as not more than

20 minutes need be consumed in this work upon each.

The hives may then be left until next day, when after

mid-day, they can have a coarse cloth put under, and

be tied around the sides—first having shaken three

stocks into one hive, thus making two families of

the six driven out of their full hives the day before.

These may be transported to be put into the bar-

frames, wherever the apiary may be arranged to become
their pennanent home. The combs which had been

cut out having been carefully examined, the pure

honeycombs should be separated fi'om the pollen and

brood cells, if any be found in the combs ; and if so,

these combs should be fixed at once with gi*eat care

within the bar-frames, which operation we will explain

m our next article. A/. D.

Garden Memoranda.
Stoke Park, Slough {continued from /. 1223).

—In the kitchen garden I had only time to take a

hasty glance over the vegetable and out-of-door fmit

departments, but I saw enough to satisfy me that

there was abundance of everything, and that a proper

rotation system of cropping had been carried out ; and

the gardens and walks were every^vhere scmpulously

clean and free from weeds.

Entering the glass department from the road on the

north-east side of the mansion, I came upon a very

compact group of glass structures, consisting of three

ranges of pits, two span-roof fruit and plant houses,

and behind these a lean-to Pine stove. The pits

are about lOO feet long by 7 feet wide, and are princi-

pally used for bedding plants, forcing early vegetables.

Cucumbers, Melons, &c. The two span-roof houses are

about the same length as these pits, and 14 or 15 feet

wide. The first of these, a Peach-house, has a walk

through the centre, and a border on each side, about

24 feet wide and perhaps 3 feet deep ; and this is all

the trees had to grow in. It was evident there had
been fine crops gathered from them, and I never saw
trees in better condition. This shows that a wide

border is by no means necessary for large Peach and

Nectarine trees, especially, where they are forced early,

the gi-eat advantage of inside borders being that tlic

roots are perfectly under control, and can be fed with

stimulants freely without causing the soil in the borders

to become soddened or sour. The trees were trained

on a neat half circular wire trellis overhead, from the

surface of the border on each side. The hot-water

pipes were also very judiciously placed just below the

wall-plate of the house. Every part of each tree could

be easily reached. Tliese are u^^doubtedIy the best

constructed Peach-houses for early forcing 1 have ever

seen. Two other divisions in this range are used for

forcing early Cucumbers, Melons, Strawbennes, &c.

The next range of houses is of about the same size

as that just noticed, and parallel with it, and the pits

in front. It is filled with a general collection of stove

plants, Orchids, &c. The Pine stove is about 210

by 20 feet, and is one of the best Pine stoves in the

coimtry, filled from end to end i\dth a clean stock of

fine plants in various stages of development. Any
man may well be proud of having had charge of

such a lot of plants. They fully confirm the opinion

so often expressed, that Mr. Richards is one of our best

Pine growers. The range is in three divisions, and

there is a good broad walk, both back and front, so

that one may pass comfortably round the pit either to

inspect or work amongst the plants. The first division

is filled with fruiting plants, on some of which I noticed

noble fruit in various stages of growth—Queens,
smooth-leaved Cayennes, Charlotte Rothschilds—many
of which will weigh, when ripe, from 5 to 9 lb. ; all

were in pots, about 10 inches in diameter. The back
wall of this division was covered with a large

plant of Bougainvillea glabra, which had been

completely covered with its beautiful bright flowers.

The second division contained a very fine stock of

succession plants, put in last March. The third

division contained a fine lot of healthy suckers just put

in. In the fruiting house I noticed a fmit of Charlotte

Rothschild coming up, which I should think will weigh
not less than 10 lb. when ripe ; the stem a little below
the base of the fruit was nearly as thick as a man's wrist.

I observed the same stoutness in the fnait-stalk in many
other instances—a sure indication that the fruit will be

large if properly finished. On leaving this fine range

of pineries, Mr. Richards expressed his regret (and

well he might) at leaving them to the care of other

hands, after having brought them to such a high state

of perfection ; not that he feared they would fall into

less skilful hands, but because he would be deprived

of personally seeing his own expectations realised.

Near the north end of the Pine stoves is another

large walled-in garden, in which are the vineries, late

Peach-houses, plant-houses, potting-sheds. Mushroom-
houses, &c. Most conspicuous amongst this gi-oup of

houses is a span-roofed one, lately built, of large

dimensions, called the Azalea-house. In this building

are to be seen one of the best lots of Azaleas in this

countiy. This bemg a plant Mr. Coleman is particu-

larly fond of, he has spared no expense in procuring

all the best varieties that could be had, and Mr.
Richards has used his utmost skill in cultivating these

handsome plants, for not a single specimen (and there

were a large quantity of various sizes) could be seen

but was perfectly healthy, and in the best possible

condition. These fine plants when in bloom are taken

up to the mansion, and must imdoubtedly produce a

magnificent effect in the large conseiTatory. This fine

house is about 90 by 24 feet, and some 15 or 18 feet

high in the centre.

The vineries, which are about 170 by 16 feet, the

end house facing the west, contain a fine crop of Mus-
cats, the bunches and berries good, and the crop

regular. In an adjoining house was the remainder of

what had been an excellent crop of Black Hamburghs,
which could not be surpassed for finish. Passing through
two more vineries, from which the fruit had been cut,

I came to the large Peach-house, which has a double
set of trees, on which was a large crop of fine fruit

;

the trees, though old, were in veiy good condition

;

this house is about 145 feet long and iS wide. We
next pass through a fine span-roofed plant-house, which
contained a good collection of soft-wooded plants, and
beyond this, a little further up the garden, is a con-

servatory containing Camellias, hybrid Rhododen-
drons, and various other plants. This brings me to

the end of my notes on this most beautiful place, which
I found replete with evidences of horticultural skill and
in perfect order.—At p. 1223, for "Giant Azaleas"

read "Ghent Azaleas." J. W.

Miscellaneous,
Town Gardening.— In the centre of London,

amongst smoke and dirt, occupying the upper part of

a house, with a broad staircase lighted from above, I

have, at about 10 feet from the skylight, arranged

around the walls the undermentioned plants, which
live and flourish luxuriantly :—Scarlet Rumier Bean,
Heliotropium peruvianum, Scolopendrium vulgare

(Hart's-tongue Fern), Blechnum Spicant (Hard
Fern), Athyrium Filix-fcemina (Lady Fern), Osmunda
regalis (Flowering Fern), Eccremocai'pus scaber,

Nasturtium (varieties), Mimulus moschatus, Cobsea
scandens, Pelargoniums selected for foliage rather

than flower. Fuchsias various, Isolepis gracilis. Con-
vohnilus major, Lysimachia nummularia (Moneywort),
Saxifraga sarmentosa (Mother of Thousands), Vinca
major (Periwinkle), Tradescantia zebrina, Lycopodium
formosum, L. apodum, and L. denticulatum, under
bell-glasses. These plants cost in the streets and
markets from id. to is. each. The compost I use is

vegetable mould mixed with one-fourth part of fine

white sand, pots well drained by potsherds and bits

of charcoal. They are well supplied with water, in

which eveiy fourth day is dissolved \ oz. of sulphate of

ammonia to each gallon. The pots stand in porous

red stands, from which the surplus water is drawn off by
a siphon. When any dirt appears on the leaves the

plants are carefully sponged. Such a utilization of a
staircase might perhaps afford to others the same
pleasure it gives to An Attic Worker^ in ''''English

Mechanic aiid Mirror of Science."

The Hanging Gardens of Babylon.—These
have always been a mystery to all unacquainted with
classical literature. It is generally supposed that these

hanging gardens were either large floating islands, full of

verdure and bloom, or else some specimens of elevated

gardening on the top of public buildings in some
special quarter of the great city. The real facts are

these :—The great Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar,
among other works to signalise his reign and promote
peace, made hanging gardens. This work was under-

taken to gratify his wife, Amyitis, a Median princess.

Having passed her younger days in a momitainous
region, she disliked the uniform level of the country

about Babylon, and pined for the woods and hills of

Media, The lofty rocks and various trees of this won-
derful paradise were an attempt to imitate Median
sceneiy. These gardens were high enough to overlook
the walls of the city, and occupied a square 400 feet

on a side. It has been a question how these gardens
were supported at this great height, as it was, until

lately, taken for granted that the Babylonians did not

understand the principle of the arch. But it is now
known that veiy perfect arches were built in Egypt,
in Assyria, and in Babylonia centuries before Nebu-
chadnezzar's time, and so the question is simplified.

The ancient Romans, when they had to cany a stone

aqueduct across a deep ravine, sometimes built three

or four tiers of arches, one above another, till the
required level to which the water was to be carried

was reached. In the same manner, only on a larger

scale, were the hanging gardens raised. They built

one storey of arches, covering the required space ; on
this was placed a second storey : and thus was storey

after storey raised. A gi-eat mass of earth covered the

top, and water was supplied from the Euphrates through

pipes. Not only flowers and shrubs grew there, but

trees of the largest size ; some of them so large that

their trunks, according to Quintus Curtius, were 12

feet (?) in diameter. The ascent to the gardens was by
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steps, and on the way up, among the arches, were

stately apartments, whose pleasant coolness the heat

of the climate could little affect. American Hortiad-

(urist.

Failure of the Peach and Apricot in

Australia. — It has been noticed that, of late years,

the Peach and the Apricot have become almost a

failure, in contradistinction to former times ofsuperabun-

dance ; the scarcity is to be traced to the want of rain,

and so dry has been the cycle just closed—and we hope

for a long time—that the wells, even in the hilly dis

tricts, have failed. During the last week heavy rains

have fallen, and swamps and floods are the order of the

day ; creeks are *' bank high," roads impassable,

drains broken up. Oferland Telegraph.

(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Cultivators of tender plants should use great

caution in regulating tlie mean temperature of their

warmer houses, according to the decrease of natural

light, so as not to permit a frost of more than ordinary

severity to reduce the temperature so much as to risk

checking the growth of any plants in such a manner
as to injure them. As an illustration of what I allude

to, I may refer to the tender Phahvnopsids, on whiclr

are sometimes to be seen leaves vaiying materially in their

dimensions the one from the other ; the smaller ones,

it is needless to remark, being the result of infelicitous

treatment. Now, what is readily observed upon the face

of the more tender exotic may have equal influence upon
plants of much hardier constitution, even though these

may not exhibit the proof so readily to the eye ; therefore

everygrowingplantwhichatthis season requires artificial

aid should have such an amount of direct and immediate
attention as will enable these last leaf-growths of the

season to become as perfect examples of their kind as

possible—and this, it must be borne in mind, without

in any way exciting any other plant undergoing its

season of rest to make fresh shoots or leaves. Heat,

however bright the sun may be, if an equivalent of air

be afforded, will in no wise influence these require-

ments. It is injudicious air-giving, and keeping too

close an atmosphere, that deranges the natural order of

things. Mignonette sown a month or six weeks ago,

and which has been properly thinned out, will now,
if growing freely, need some slight support by being

tied to small, neat sticks—not exactly to keep the

young plants from breaking, but to prevent them
from being blown about by the wind or otherwise

loosened near the ground line, a matter of more im-

portance than is generally supposed in connection with

its successful pot culture. Reseda odorata eximia

should be grown by evei^ one who wishes to excel in

pot culture ; too much cannot be said in its favour

for such a purpose, so veiy far is it in advance of the

favourite old variety. Finish pruning all pot-grown

Roses intended for early forcing, selecting good, robust

eyes, but do not use the knife too severely. Give the

final cutting-back or pruning-in to all stove or green-

house Climbing Plairts in all instances where light is an
important consideration on behalf of the other more
lowly inmates. This operation must, however, be
performed very judiciously, as some subjects, such as

KennedyaSy bloom in the ensuing spring upon such
wood as is already formed, and should not therefore be
cut-back more than is absolutely necessary. Have all

kinds of protecting materials prepared so as to afford

shelter to C/nysant/ieniums^ which are now advancing
to the blooming period.

FORCING HOUSES.
Now that we are fairly into the month of October,

it may not be amiss to give a detailed account of the

average mean temperature which should be kept up.

The highest maximum during bright sunshine, aided

by its direct heat, should not exceed from 80° to 81°,

with a decrease of 7° to S° during dull days, and when
the heating medium has to be called more directly

into requisition. The night temperature should not at

*'any time average more than 61** or 62°, Use every
possible precaution not to allow the bottom-heat in

Fine sto^'es to exceed a safe mean. This will be all

the more necessary at this time in proportion as new
tan has been added lately, and this, with the accus-

tomed turning over, will not fail to create a fresh

warmth. It may be well to add here that fruiting

plants whicli have just finished swelling their fruits or
are ripening may safely enjoy a temperature higher

than tlie above by some 5° or 6°.

HARDY FLOll'ER GARDEN.
The arrangements should now be complete in regard

to the winter housing of every kind of half-hardy plant.

To leave things to further risk will be very injudicious,

however mild and open the weather may continue.

Make the necessary preparation of a cold frame for

Shrubby Calceolarias. This can be protected from the

severest weather by placing in it a moderate thickness of
good yellowloam and well sifted leaf-mould. The plants

should be dibbled into rows 2 or 3 inches apart as soon
as convenient after this date. All that is really needed,
if Ihey are to form robust plants, is so to plant them at

this time as to ensure their rooting readily at or about
the advent of the new year, which will be far better

than inducing an earlier root formation, which only
tends to induce autumnal growth at the expense of a
free robust growth in the early spring. Such things as

Carnations^ Auriculas^ Pansies, &c., grown in pots,

and which have hitherto remained in an exposed
position, should be placed permanently into cold pits,

or other similar structures, there to be wintered.
Give them air with the utmost freedom on all proper
occasions. The earliest batch oiRoman Hyacinths may
be removed from under the cinder-ashes or other
material, and receive a good soaking of strong manure-
water, keepmg them subsequently in a cool pit or so

for a few weeks.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Those kinds of pot-grown Strazaberries which have

been properly prepared for very early forcing should
now be removed under the cover of a cold frame, or
similar structure, the more readily to ripen off their

crowns. Do not withhold the necessary supply of root

moisture, and afford an abundance of air. Most kinds
of both Apples and Pears may now be gathered with
perfect immunity from anything like shrivelling, so

beneficial has the past fine weatlier been to them. If

there are instances where more caution is required, it

is to be met with amongst such varieties as Beurre
Ranee, Court-pendu Plat, &c. I have very recently

adverted to the fact that fruit trees may now be trans-

planted with impunity. Choice should, therefore, be
made without delay, and the necessary planting be
done before a less propitious season arrives.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
I can add little to my former suggestions in this

department. Following the past more than usually

bright drying autumnal weather, much progress should
have been made with the eradication of autumn weeds.
When the wind is in the right quarter let rubbish-heaps

be collected and burnt, for generally the combined
aggregate of a summer's tidying finds expression in

large heaps of refuse at this time. Cut away the old

growth upon Asparagus plants at the ground line,

clearing it away and well hoeing the ground subse-

(luenlly. VV, E.

TOWN GARDENING.
One of the vei^ best bedding plants for iovnx gar-

dens is the Pyrethrum- Golden Feather, and plants of
this which have been growing out in the borders
should be taken up, and be potted or planted in a cold

frame ; though they are tolerably hardy they still

require a little protection during sharp weather.
These make excellent plants to propagate from in the
spring, and will be far in advance of seedlings.

The Echcz'cria secunda and secunda glauca—the

best kinds for towm— should now be taken up
and potted in sandy soil, at the same time
taking off all the offsetts and planting them
round the edge of small pots, to be wintered in a
cold frame. Place more Hyacinths in glasses, as
directed last month, to follow up in succession.

Chrysanthemums should now be placed in their bloom-
ing position, so that they can be easily protected from
frost, for if the buds are once touched with it they
never swell after. They should, however, have all the
air possible, and be supplied with liquid manure twice
a week. J, D.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHBATH, LONDON,
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P. C. Aniarvllis lutea, L., the " Autumne or Winter
Daffodill " of Parkinson. "The Dutch florists export
it under the title of Yellow Colchicum :" Bot. Mag.,
p. 290. As you say, it "is to be prized." and deserves
to be more generally known.

—

J. J. The Wig plant.

Rhus Cotinus.—_7t?t*. i. Litobrochia(Doryopteris}sagit-
tata ; 2, Pteris umbrosa

; 3, Athynum Filix-faemjna
;

4. Polystichum angulare ; 5, Lastrea spinulosa ; 6,

Blechnum Spicant
; 7, Asplenium Trichomanes. — J'. C.

Quamoclit vulgaris.

Rose-pink Bedding Pelargoniums. Nitpb. It is quite

an indeterminate point which is the best. Some growers
still hold to the old Christine for bedding purposes,
and there is much allowance to be made for differences

of soil and climate. Perhaps some of our readers, who
may have formed conclusions on this subject, will give

our querist the benefit of their obsen'ations.

Sandall Plum : Mary, and others. Apply to your
nurseryman, who will procure it for you.

Strawberries : J. H., Old Heath. One of the most
useful of all Strawberries is Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury. Sir C. Napier is recommendable as a large
cropper and of large size. We would also recommend
Dr. Hogg, President, La Constante, Sir Harry, the
Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, Lucas, and Elton Pine.

Winter-blooming Stove Climbers; D. B. Bignonia
venusta, Combretum purpureum, Ipomcea Horsfallije,

Passifiora Lemicheziana.
WooDLiCE : S. S., Leicester. Various remedies have been
recommended for getting rid of these. A slight sprink-
ling of gas-lime will expel them from their haunts. You
may also get rid of them by pressing the soil down
round your beds, and pouring boiling-water on the
pressed soil. A good trap is made by placing two
boards, kept one-eighth of an incli apart, near the beds.

Received : S. L. M., Thanet (yes).—L. \\.

WANTED, a single Man as GARDEN LABOURER.
ThorouKh knowledge of the work nccessan-. Refer

Head Gardener. Wages i6j. 6d. per week ; is. alli
Work,_W. P. ROBERTS, Holwood Park, Kcston. Bcckcnh^

illowed for Sunday

WANTED, an experienced MAN, who thoroughly
understands the Management and Rearing of Shorthorns, also

preparing them for Show. Wages ^^i a week, and a cottage—
W. A., Mr. W. Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; W.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT CLERK. -Must have
good knowledge of the Names of Plants, and be qualified to

Correspond.—Apply.
THOS. S. WARE, Hale Fa

Seed Trade.
a London House, a SHOPMAN,

id of steady habits.

—

WANTED,
experienced in Counter-work,

Apply, by letter only, to B., G^rdcnrrs' Chrmiclr Office, W.'C.

_ Seed Trade.
^^ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, of good
V V Address. One who has had some experience in the Flower

Trade preferred.—DKUMMOND UROTHEKS, 5a, George Street,

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

B

Earhtts.
COVENT GARDEN.—Oct. 7.

Trade continues exceedingly dull, with scarcely any
variation in prices. Peaches and Nectarines have much
fallen offin supply, some good late sorts being the only ones
now offered. Pears now comprise, among leading varieties.
Marie Louise, Bonne Louise, Gan-sel's Bergamot, and
Duchesse d'.Angouleme. Among Apples may be men-
tioned Ribston Pippin, Coxs Orange Pippin, Blenheim,
and Kerry Pippin. Amongst flowers wc have Asters.
Fuchsias, Bouvardias, Pompon Chrysanthemums, Mig-
nonette, Valota purpurea, and a few good Heaths.

Fruit.
s.d.

•36

Apples, p. \ sieve
Figs, purdoz. ..

Grape:;, per lb.

Lemons, per loo
Melons, each ,. 10— 30
Nectarines, per doz. 30 — 6 o

I

Vegetables.

(Jranges, per 100 ..So toi2 o
Peaches, per doz. . . 40 — 80
Pears, per doz. . . 16 — 30
Pine-apples, per lb. 30 — 60
Plums, p. half sieve 20—36

Artichoke;

— Jenisalem.p. lb. o 2 — 04
Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 30
Brus.Sprouts,^ sieve 30 — 36
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch . . 04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, red, p. bun. 16 — 20— white, do. . . 10—16
Cucumbers, each . . 06 — 10
FreuchEeans,p.sicve2 o— 30
Do., reUil, p. lb. ..04—06
Garlic, per lb. ..08 — .

.

Potatos, Regents, 6cvr. to 80J.
;

HerJ
Hon
Lelti

Mint, per bunch .. 03— 06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10—16
Onions,per bunch . . 04 — 09
Parsley, p. bunch . . 02 — 04
Salsafy, per bundle, 13 — 16
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8_ ..

Spinach, p. bushel
Tomatos, per doz.
Turnips, yng.,p.bun. 04 — o
Veg.Marrows,p.doz. 20—3

>— 3 '

Kidneys, Soj.

•TJOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description.XX fixed complete in any pari of the country, for Warming Greea*
houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pus, &c

Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E C
Manufactory, 6. Bankside, Southwaric, S. E.

P
Simplicity and Cheapness.

LUMB'S HEATLNG APPARATUS.—The only
effectual invention for Heating Nurseries, Con scn.-ai cries

Offices, Greenhouses. &c. No fumes or smell. Particulars lo be had of
,

C. PLUMB, 21, Commercial Road. Limbeth.

A WEEKS' UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER for
SALE with Tubular Bars, Sc, largest siic, lo heat lo.ooo feet

ipe. Was only in use one month, house beiny pulled down.
Price ^25 : price from maker, jiba.

Apply at 37, Marlborough Hill, St. John's Wood, London. N.W.

A NURSERYMAN, in the Provinces, is tiesiroi.s of
mccliuK wilh an ACTIVE TARTNER, with moderate capital.

A., Messrs. Trothcroc & Morris. Leytonstone, N.E.NTo Gardeners.
URSER'y, &c.—A Gentleman, having a quantity of
Glass and large Garden at the Seaside, well adapted for aWurservman, &c.. is desirous of meeting with a Gardener who will

worjc the same and pay himself—For further particul '

Mr. RICHARDSON.'ofece, St. Faufs Road, Cam7e n To
TS/-ANTEb, a GARDENE¥, for the^iciniuT^f
™„- '^»'"S'="". "i""^

'h= ,I.a»n, Orchard, and Kitchen Gardencomprise an Acre.—He must thoroughlv understand his business and

Sre's's" f",-"
'""""'7 '"-<!'""> »briety. a"d clpabi^i,r-

&c
expected,

alar:

w
Al.lx.i.NUFi; l;i

Te cvpcri
.Millport

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, TWO ACTIVE• G MEN, in a l.itje Forcing Establishment, near Lon-
'

'
' ,' '

-. I I Ti III', I l.inis, and Flowers are cxtcn-

lilging on the premises free.

A\. ....,,, „„......,„.„....„,.
superintend the general Management of a Country Place, Bu
Kcpau-s, &C.-C. W., care of Miss Prince, Post Office, Bridport.

.^A.\Il-:i), "a WORKLXG BAILIFF, BAILIFF
GARDENER, or BAILIFF and CARPENTER to

of a Country Place, Building

Gardeners.
S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

rictest integrity, thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties
D GARDENER, GARDENER and BAILIFF, or UNDI
DENER. Ladies or Gentlemen requiring such may rely up
W. recommending only those whose conduct and abilities i

y of their trust,
ctoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER, married, two children.—A Clergyman,
leaving his home, wishes most highly to recommend his

Gardener Thoroughly understands his work. Character quite uncx-
iptionablc —Rev. E, CAMPBELL COLQUHOUN, Crockham

Vicarage. Eden Bridge, Kei

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.—William
Harrison, Gardener (Head) for the last four years to the Hon.

Admiral Duncombe, now offers his services to anyone requiring a
thoroughly experienced practical GARDENER, well up in Plant,
Fruit, and Vegetable Culture, for which he has taken about Seventy
Prizes at York and Pocklington. Age 33. married. Can be highly
recommended by several Gentlemen, and oy his present employer.

—

WM. HARRISON. Radmere Wood, Abbots Bromley, Rugeley,
Staffordshire.

GARDENER and ORCHID GROWER, age 30,
married.— F. Newman begs to offer his services to any Noblc-
ir Gentleman, as above. Thoroughly practical ; can be highly
- nded by the Messrs. T. Veitch & f

'
"

'

-'"'
^ ' entiVelyunde

i fn.mMr I...,.^ , „..

i^ : also from Mr. J. R. Fetch,
Winchester, having been Forc-

i".\,irds of two years.—Royal

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended

Gentlemen.—Further narticulnr<: oivf
HENDERSON .

London, N.W.

T'
Seedsmen, wishes to add to his other business a COMMISSION fo7
the SALEofSEEDStothe TRADE. Can givethehigh.

urity.—W. P. M., Illogan, Post Office, Redruth.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance
;

thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches.
Good char.ik ;< ; \ 1 '

,
i^ <-)iire's, 14, Grove Road, Holloway, N.

XARl M \l I' III \;>).—Age 36. no family; has a
Irdgc of the Cultivation of Vines, Pines.

!
' ; ' --.^r Plants, and the routine of the Kitchen

Icn. Lan be well recommended.—T. M., Post Office,

G^;

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no family;
thoroughly understands all kinds of Early and Late Forcing,
ind Greenhouse PI
referc

nith, \V.

.ARDENER (Hk.vd).—Married, no family; has i

fiuiil pr (.-'1, tI L ii.i" l^di^e of the profession in all its branches
!'

I .1 I II K and Late Fruits, Vegetables, and thi

I
,

I ,r
, : ..use Plants. Three years" character.-

!
I I

,
Mayrick Road, Clapham Junction.

East Street, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 43; has a thorough
practical knowledge of the profe.ssion in all its branches. Has

lived in first-class establishments in England and Scotland. Will be
open for an engagement early in November. Satisiactory references
can be given as to character and ability—THOMAS McDONALD,
Gardener, Pinmorc, Girvan, Ayrshire, N.B.

GARDENER (Head).—John White, late Gardener
(for a8 years) at Norman Court, near Stockbridge, Hants (to
IS Harinn. Esq., M.P., and his predecessor, the late C. B, Wall.
''I r '. 1

''' if. ms of engaging himself lo any Lady or Gentleman
'

' . of a Gardener, &c., of long and large experience.
ihout family or anv incumbrance.—J. WHITE,

" *' "
:., Church Street, Romsey.

/ _lAi;IjL.\Lk (4iEAD), to any Lady or Gentleman
V^' requiring a thorough practical Man.—Understands the Manage-
ment of the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Stove, Greenhouse, Conscr-
vatorj', and Orchard House, Early and Late Forcing of Grapes,
Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, and French Beans, &c Can draw
Plans and Lay Out and Manage Stock and Woods, if required.

—

C. H. S..5, Packenham Street, Gray's Inn Road, London.'W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33. married, no family;
has held a situation at a Nobleman's summer residence, and

taken entire charge of House, &c., when vacated : a similar situation,
otherwise, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's family is desired. Has

ledge of the profession, training of Early and Lpractical kni

., &c., including Flower anil Kitchen Gardei
ars in last situation. Both characters will bear 5
W., East Farleigh, Maidstoi

ing. Fiv

GARDENER (Head, Working).—A respectable
Couple would be thankful to meet with a place by the 23d inst.

;

the Man as above, with 28 years' good practice. An offer preferred
where first-class Early and Late Forcing and display are desired. The
Wife could, if required, undertake the charge of Poultry or Laundry-.
A good previous character, with nine years one from present place
—JOHN ALVEY. Gedling House, Notts.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three or more
are employed —Age 35, married; thoroughly practical in all

branches of the profession. Seventeen years' experience. Good
character—H. C, Mr. Norris, Kose Cottage, Sarisbury Green,

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
^Age 31. married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands Early

:ing, including Vird Lat<
Flowers, and Stove and Greenhoi
Gardens, Sudbury, near Harrow.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
FORESTER.—Mr. PiNCE can confidently recommend the above

any Nobleman or Gentleman desirous to enEajje a proficient

(V nad many years practicaJ experience m
first-class establishments; thoroughly understands the Cultivation of
Pines, Vines, Melons, Fruits, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Man-

GARDENER.—A Gentleman, making alterations in
his establishment, wishes to recommend his Gardener as a

thorough practical Man ; can take the Management of Land and Stock,
if required. Has lived in his present situation three years.—G. B.,
Neville Lodge, Fricrn Park, Whetstone, N.

G ARDENER.—Age 35. married ; thoroughly practical
n the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Stove and Grccn-

; Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. High t

'"iracter and ah''""" • - " 1 ^

, London, W.
for character and ability.—A. A., 130, Clarendon Street, Wcstbournc

G^
, .Sloane Street, Chels(

GARDENER (Under), to work in the Houses under
the Foreman, in a Rood establishment. — Age i8. Good

character—GARDENER, Colney House, St. Alban's, Herts.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Has a practical knowledge of Vines, Pines, Fruits, &c., Early

FOREMAN.—A steady, active young Man ; under-
stands Forcing in its various branches, Flower Gardening, &c.,

' " -class Propagator. Good reference W. H. B., 171, Maiden
Road, Ha t Hill. N.W.

To Nurserymen.
GROUND FOREMAN and SALESMAN.—

Thoroughly experienced, with a good practical knowledge of
Nursery Stock ; successful Buddcr and Grafter. First-class reference.
—A. B., Mr. John Stevens. The Nurseries. Coventry.

Nursery and Seed Trade.
FOREMAN, SALESMAN, or to take the entire

Management of a small concern.—Age 31, married.—B. A.,
Gardctun' ChnyticU Office, W.C.

.__ , Heaths. Camellias, Azaleas, Rlioaodendrc
Conifcrs,&c. Good rcfcTcnccs.—G., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

TO NU RSERYMEN, &c.—A sober, industrious,

trustworthy Man (married, no family), wants immediate employ-
ment in a respectable Nursery. A good Salesman, careful Packer,

and thoroughly practical in every department. Terms moderate.

—

NURSERYMAN, Jones's Family Hotel, Frcshfield, Formby, near

Liverpool.

>ACKER.— Thoroughly understands Seed and Nursery
Packing, Twelve years" exi>eriencc. The highe; "

'
'-'-

SEED TRADE.—A yoimg Man. having a considerable
experience in the Seed Business, will shortly be disengaged.

Could undertake the Management of cither Shop or Warehouse, has
also a knowledge of the Grain and Manure Trade. Would not

object to Travel. Highe:
former employers.—J. D

,

FMPROVER. in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Esta-
L blishmcnt. for two years ; would give a Premium of £10. Age 21,

nexceptionable character— M- M., Post Office, Richmond, Surrey.

To Nursersrmeu and Market Gardeners.
IMPROVER, with a view to Partnership.—Age 28

respectable ; has had five years' experience in the business. Good
references from former employers-—T. E., 6, Castle Place, Worcester.

fM PR OVER, in the Nursery Business ; age 18, willing

lake himself
]

I good gardei

To Head Gardeners
IMPROVER.—Wanted to place an active intelligent

Youth under a first-class Gardener, where he would have every
facility for acquiring a knowledge of the business. An adequate
Premium will be paid.—Address, with particulars, E. HOBDAY,
Gardener, Ramsey Abbey, Huntingdonshire.

FARM BAILIFF. —Middle-aged; well acquainted
with all kinds of Agriculture, also Rearing and Breeding of

Stock. First-class reference.—R. H. ADAMS, Cwmbwrla Post Office,

Swansea, Wales.

; desirous

months. Remuneration no object. Had three

been out beforc.-T. B. C, Victoria Lodge,

F
board for thi

MiilbrooK, Soulhampi

ESTATE AGENCY, with or without the Management
of a Home Farm, Wanted by a Gentleman of great experience

in every description of Agriculture as practised in Scotland and the
North of Engmnd. The Advertiser is a good Accountant and a
thorough man of business; and also has some knowledge of the

Management of WofHs Highesi
Icby, We

M To the Wholesale Seed Trade.
AN.4GER, "r I M kR and TRAVELLER.
Arc 32.—A iii i

i
i

js to obtain a situation

r^LERK
To the Retail Seed Trade.
BOUk-KJibl'Lk.— Five years' e.xperientie

class business house. Highest references.—J. T.,

A SSISTANT.—Mr. ScoTT can with great pleasure
ngMan, age Ji—Apply cither to Mr. SCOTT,
vl\; or to G., 28, Richmond Road, Dalston,

SH O P M A N.—Thomas B. Thomson, Seedsman,
Birmingham, has a youne Man whom he c

above, who has been in his employ for nearly five yi

honest, and has a good knowledge of the busi

To the Seed Trade,
SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT.—Good references from

first-class London and Provincial Houses.—P. Q. R., Cardenir^
CkrcnicU Office, W.C.

Seed Trade.
'HOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—.-^ young Man; has
5 had eight years' experience in the Seed Trade. Can be well
:ommended.—Messrs. WM. DRUMMOND AND SONS. Stirling^

GROO^T, could take charge of a small Kitchen
Garden, &c. — Can be well recommended — WALTER

DUMPER, Stroudwood, Upham, Bishop Waltham ; or THOMAS
HARDISTY, Castle Gardens, Bishop Auckland, Durham.
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Landscape Gardening, Groundwork, the Making of

NEW Ki»AI>S, I'l.AN I iN(; 1 1 ARIiKNS, I'AKKS and I'LEASL'KE
GRUUNDb, DRAiMNt; LAND, K:c

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work a!i above to any extent, cither by contract

or otherwise. Estimates, Plans, and Specifications supplied on tlio

shortest notice.
ParkFen,:i[i. ii,-:. n .l':> t. > .u-v extent.

N.B. Plans and Dcsi.r. " '

:
I Huildinijs, &c., &C.

Woodlands Nursn,, i
i rckhcld. Sussex.

M. ABRAHAM, ll-ii
Valuer, &c., Goldwonh

Wokinc, Surrey.
SALES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conducted.

M R. JAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of

1. & I. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road), undertakes HOKTICUL-
-

-
. SALES by

M!

ANTED to RENT, a few ACRES of good
LAND, adapted for a Nursery.

Y, Z,, Strontian Lodge. Cotham, Bristol.

mo BE LET, at St. John's Wood, a FORCING
J- HOUSE and GREENHOUSE. 35 feet lone, 17 feet wide, and
16 feet high, newly erected on best principles, with Hot-water Pipes

ut Flower Trade. Rent Uo a year, on certain conditions.
Apply at 37, Marlborough Hill, St. John's Wood, London, N,W.

Sewage Farm to Let.

THE ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH LOCAL BOARD
of HEALTH arc prepared to receive TENDERS for the

OCCUPATION of 27'^ ACRES of LAND, upon which the Sewage
of the Town, with a population of upwards of 4000, has been brought.

A portion of the lana has been under-drained, and the remaining
portion will be drained before Lady-day next.

There is a good Residence, together with Garden and Outbuildings,
well situated on the land, and the whole is within one mile distance of
a station on the Leicester and Ilurton-on-Trcnt Railway.
The Board will grant a Lease for a period of 16 years from March 23

next, and the Tender will be for the wnolc of this period. The Sewage
will be required to be all consumed.
Tenders to be sent by SATURDAY, October 29, directed to the

Clerk to the Board, marked " Tender for Sewage Farm." The Board
3 themselves the power to reject all orany of the Tenders, at

Ho;ird Office, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.-Octobcr,

SALES BY AUCTION.

M
I'L..VNTING.

R. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
the Proprietor of these extensive and old-established Nurseries"" ' TUESDAY,

letry and

(Mr. Georue Wheeler), to SELL by AUCTION,

>»hich will be e

The stock may b(

the Sale, on applic
Valuer, Gold«

ved, and Catalof^ucs obtained, to days priol

Flantlsg Season.
IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERY-

MEN, BUILDERS. and OTHERS ENGAGED EX.
TENSIVELY in PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALES of NURSERY STOCK.

END of OCTOBER.—On the Premises, the WHITTINGTON
NURSERY, HIGHGATE HILL; by order of Messrs. McGregor

NOVEMBER 5.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, PHILIP
L-\NE, TOTTENHAM, N. ; by order of Mr. Alex. Johnstone.

NOVEMBER 7 to 10, on the Premises, the LEIGHAM COURT
ROAD NURSERY (a branch establishment), STREATHAM
HILL, SURREY: by order of Mr. George Clarke, the land being
required for building purposes.

NOVEMBER (Second Week).—On the Premises, tlie KIRKDALE
NURSERY, SYDENHAM; by order of Mr. George Scllcy.

NOVEMBER 21 to 25, on the Premises, the WANDSWORTH
COMMON NURSERIES, SURREY; by order of Mr. Robert
Neale, a portion of the land being required for building purposes.

Catalogues, when ready, inay be had on the respective Premises,
and of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND iMORRIS, Auctioneers and
Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Woking, Surrey.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
respectfully inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserj-mcn, and

others, that the important SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, now taking place on the Premises, the Nurseries, Woking,
Surrey, will continue on MONDAY and TUESDAY NEXT, by order
of the Executors of the late Mr. George Jackman, without reserve.

Now on view, and Catalogues had.

M
Camberwell, S.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, HOT-
WATER PIPING. BRICKWORK, &c.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nursery,

Park, Camberwell, S. , on TU ESDAY and WEDN ESDAY,
'Clock precisely each day, without

including 5000 Green Box, gooo Euonymus, of s

800 Junipcrus, . _ _ ___

including 1000 Limes, &c., 400 Standard and Half-Standard Roses,

fm Currants. 250 Fruiting Vines, in pots; 3000 choice Greenhouse
lants, including 400 choice Camellias and Azalea indica, &c., 1400

Hardy Climbers, of sorts; 300 Yuccas, of sorts; likewise several
Greenhouses and Pits, Twelve i and 2-Light boxes, Handlights, Hot-
water Piping, Tank, Brickwork, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had of

Mr. Dawson, 170, Cai ' .. - - .....
ell Road, S. ; and of the Auctic

Crown Nursery, Reading.
SALE of CHOICE NURSERY STOCK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. James Holder to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Crown Nursery, Reading, near the
Cemetery, on WEDNESDAY, October la, at 11 for 12 o'Clock
Sccisely, without reserve, a large quantity of choice Evergreen and
eciduous Trees and Shrubs of the usual kinds, fine Standard and

Dwarf Roses, choice Rhododendrons by name ; a selected

Figures, Fancy Flowerpots, &c.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of YOUNG and THRIVING EXTRA

NURSERY STOCK,

MESSRS. PROTHEROEANDMORRISareinstructed
by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on

the Premises, Exotic Nur5cr>', Tooling, S.W., on THURSDAY and

sing 6000 choice
ders, including

I for rtmf.vat

:

Nordmanniana, P. Pinsapo, nn.l V nob
Thujas of sorts, Pinuscs of sorts, Wrllin^;i.,[

Portugal La
;; loooGreei

buds, bushy Box, Cotoneasttr Stmni'ii ,
I . .! iiwo

Spruce Firs, 2 to 4 feel, bcautifullv im -h :,
I ,

...
I
: << -v.ili-

folium, &c. ; a large quantity of Orn.inuiu,il and Forust Ires, con-

sisting of Black Italian and Lombardy Poplars, Acer Negundo vane-
eata. Acacia inermis. &c, ; Choice Standard and Dwarf Roses of the

best varieties: a large quantity of Boursaults, inermis and Amadis,
Manetti. and other kmds ; fine Standard and Pyramidal Fruit Trees,

in bearing condition; together with 50 lots of Choice ORCHIDS,
fine Aialea indica, Gyncrium argenleum. Yuccas of sorts, &c.

;

Choice Hardy Herbaceous Plants. Bulbs. Ac.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale ; Catalogues may be had

on lh« Premises: and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American
Nurseries, Leytonstone, Essex^

Bagshot, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED

SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises. Sunningdale Nursery,

Bagshot, five minutes' walk from Sunningdale Station, South-Weslern
Railway, on MONDAY, October 17, and five following days, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely each day, a portion of the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, including an unlimited variety of choice Evergreen, Conifer-

ous, and Deciduous Shrubs, of remarkable growth and symmetrical

form and beauty, viz., 15,000 common Colchic and Portugal Laurels,

I to 5 feet ; 3000 Retinospora ericoidcs, ij^ to 2% feet ; aoooCupressus

Lawsoniana, 3 to 10 feet ; 2000 Retinospora squarrosa, obtusa, and

pisifera, i to 5 feet ; 1000 Thujopsis borealis, 400 T. dolabrata,

3000 fine Picca Nordmanniana, 2 to 6 feet ; 1000 Thuja Lobbi

- specimen Coniferoc, 5 -

fl.-pl., I to 5 feet ; 5000 Spira-as, 2 to 5 feet ; 3000 Berli<i

leda lloribunda. 25,000 Rhododendrons, comprising 15,000 li\l.i

4 feet : 5000 choice named varirh'

IKZ

acres of the ground being

required for building purposes. The whole of the specimens bear

evidence of very skilful pruning, and were all prepared for removal
during the autumn and spring of 186Q-70,

M Bulbs from Holland.
R. T. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, .-it

" - " " " " " Garden. W.C, r-

Hanover Nursery, Rye Lane, Peokham.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of SALE.— In

consequence of the expiration of thi- Lease, the whole of the

Valuable and well grown STOCK of Ihi- ..li-.vc ci-lcljrated NURSERY
will be offered for SALE, panic, iln .

i !. 'i ill be Riven in

,vhich c ibe
offered at a low pric

Staffordshire.—Brereton Nurseries, near Eugeley.
IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and PARTIES
PLANTING—SALE by AUCTION of VALU.iBLE NURSERY
STOCK,

MR- C. GILLARD begs to announce that he has been
instructed by Mr. Whitchouse to Advertise for SALE by

AUCTIIiN. at the al«.v,; Nursery Grounds, on TUESDAY

VAI
large quantity of

M
I.Eof VAI.UAltLE NURSERY STOCK.

yrssRS PKf )'I"I n'ROE AND MORRIS have
,,.,,,. .1 , I -..in the Executors of the late Mr. Wm..11; '

I I
'
i\, without reserve, on the Premises,

I r r \ (about one mile from the Woking
MONDAY, October 24,

Rhododendron Pontica. 9 in. to 3 ft. ; 3,500 do., hybrid, scariet, and

,%-hitc varieties, i to 2 ft.
; 5.000 Kalmia latifolia, i to 2 ft., well set

A'ith bloom-buds; 13,000 Green Hollies, i to 4 ft, ; 5,000 Green and
' - --^Mollies, I to 3 ft. ; 2.«W)

f others; 10,000 choice

35 ft.: 1,000 Juniperus.

I to 2 '4 ft I ." 1
f t ;,< 1 .iwsomana, 1 to 6ft., &c. ; large

quantities of \V, P r 1
' psis, Thujas of sorts. Red Cedars,

Piceas, &c. ; nl . 1
I

1 ni Trees of clean growth, consisting

of 30,000 Stall! II ! 1 I I, 1.1 Feathered Apples, Pears, Plums,

antf Damsons; ./-o !' ii n mird Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots.

Cherries. Plums, and Apples; 2,o?o Cherries, 2-yr. feathered; 5,000

Standard and Dwarf Roses, consisting of the best varieties m cultiva-

tion ; also thousands of transplanted Forest Trees, viz., 40,000 Spanish

Chestnuts, " "' . . ., . ^- .,--. »
.

.

. 3 ft.
;

»ft.

lustriaca ; English Oak
, , large quantity of handsome Specimen

Plants in the border, and a large stock of Deciduous and Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs, Vines in pots, &c-, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues {6d. each,

returnable to purch;
... .. „

Auctioneers and Valui . Leyt.

r be had on the Premises, and of th(

ic, E.

Chester.
VERY EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of FIRST-CLASS

NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by the Executors of the late Mr. George Chivas. to

SELL by AlfCTION.on the Premises, the Eaton Road Nurseries,

Chester, on MONDAY, October 24, and five followingdays, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve, the first portion of the

valuable NURSERY STOCK, extending over 100 Acres, and in the

highest slate of cultivation, including many handsome specimens : the

whole in excellent condition for removal. The Stock includes 33.000

Common Laurels, 11,000 fine Green Hollies, 5000 bushy Portugal

many thousands of other Evergreens and Conifers. Al;

quantity of transplanted Forest Trees, comprising 650,000 Larch, li to

2i feet; 100.000 Scotch Firs, 750,000 White Thorn (Quick), 300,000

English Oaks, 80,000 Ash, 50,000 Beech, 20,000 Spanish and li

„ . .
lean-grow

large assortment of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, i .. ,

Purple Beech, 4 to 10 feet ; 3000 Limes, &c. ; and a rich collection of

Border Plants, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

lable to purchasers) on the V """ ^
''

[6d. each, nd of the

aluers, £.ey

N.B.— P. & M. having visited these extensive Nurseries, especially

urge the Trade and all large consumers to inspect them, as it rarely

occurs that so valuable a stock is offered unreservedly in such large

quantities and in such excellent condition.

Camberwell, Surrey, S.E.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Executors of the late Mr. Wm. Barnes, to

SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Camden
Nursery, Southampton Street, Camberwell, S.E., on WEDNESDAY,
November 2, and following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each
day (unless previously disposed of by private contract), the whole of

the valuable NURSERY STOCK, including a choice assortment of

Evergreen and Coniferae Shrubs, a large quantity of clean grown
Fruit Trees, together with 20 Greenhouses and Pits, 2000 feet of Hot-
water Piping, two powerful Boilers, about 60,000 Bricks, and numerous
other effects.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues when ready
may be had on ihc Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

M-^
;5, Bristol, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, withoui

serve, on WEDNESDAY, October 19, and following days, in

nsequence of the land beinp required for the Port and Pier Railway

. Fyrami,
,

SHRUBS, FOREST TREES, &c.

iSfK) and spring
liuia cicailtea,
.:,lrusLeo.lar.i:

.._., „' and Seedling Quick, Fruit Trees, &c.
culars will appear in Catalogues, which will he published in due
) be obtained from the Auuiioncer and at the place of Sale.

:\['^

Bodlcote House, Banbury.
IMI'i'iriAN r SM K ,,f SIIIIRTHORNS

Broad Street, Bristol, October 8.

/ith the introduction of other good
blood. Most of the young Stock are by Huntsman (21,963), winner of

a Prize at the Royal Agricultural Society's Mcetmg at Leicester

in 1S68. .

Catalogues with Pedigrees may be had on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, ij, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or ofMr.CALESS,
Bodicote House, Banbury. ^_ ^

Stroxton, near- Grantham.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions fro

Mr. lohn Lvnn, 1., SKI.I. l,v AUCTION, withoui rccrvc.

THURSDAY, "1. 1 , -. .1 Mm- i.n. ar t V'>KI'\' IM-Ml

M
First Poultry Sale of the Season,
UC.1SS REPOSITORY, LIVERPOOL), by

ESSRS. LUCAS and CO., on FRIDAY,

:,OSES MONDAY, October 17. No more than 300 Lots offered.

,1 Birds to be at the Repository Thursday Evening, or before Q o Lloclc

I Friday. N.B.—Three Birds in each pen, except of great merit.

Pigeoi

First Berksliire Pigs.

GEO. GRIGGS, Winner of the First Prize in the Class

for Boars of any age. at the Royal Agricultural Show, Oxford,

1870, has a few YOUNG BOARS and SOWS for SALE.
See AsrUoltural Gasillt. July 23, 1870.—^' A most extraordinary

Pig." Oaklands, near Romford, Essex.

T HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
^ SHOW, 1S70.—The TWENTY-SECOND GREAT ANNUAL
EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS will be held m
BINGLEY HALL, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, November 26, 28, 20, and 30, and

December r, when PRIZES to the amount of TWO THOUS,' »

ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be awarded.

Priie Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every

btained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on TUESDAY, November i

I 30, and
LISAND

CMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
O The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,
will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on

MONDAY afternoon, December 5, and Four following Days
Intending Exhibit e requested to apply for Certificate Forms by

the reference letters as under.

CATTLE.-Form A. For an O.X or s I KI'.U lii, anv Class).

„ li. For a COW ..i 111 111 1 11. my class).

„ C. ForaBEAs 1 ,., 1 .
1

i-

SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen ,,. . \' 1 1 1
li i: x

„ DD. ForaPco "l •!" 1 1
1 [Slock.

II
E.ForaSIMlll ,111111 , 1

lEEP in Extra

PIGS. „ F. Forapen,,! 11 ! 11' n I'l.-iss).

„ G. ForaSINiil 1 M'
. 1 '

Meek.

ENTRIES for LIVE STi" 1. , IMIiERi.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certifu .ii'
.

"1 H iil nii.ition may he

obtained on Application to Mr. DAV I li PUI.I.EN. Assistant-Secre-

tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon

Street, Picadilly, London, W.
. , „. ^ ,j ,

N B All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant-Secretary, as above, and should bear outside the

words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER?., 1S70.

The effect of the last Order of Council in

reference to the importation of animals from

German and French ports has certainly not been

deterrent ; on the contrary, in the port of London,

it has been found impossible to make arrange-

ments with sufficient promptness to meet the

demand for lairagc and slaughter-house accom-

modation, although at Plaistow Wharf, which

has been selected for the landing and slaughter

of French and German cattle and sheep, every
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effort has been put forth to render the lairs and
slaughter-houses as complete as possible. Be-

side the premises which were already in working
condition, and capable of hanging a considerable

number of carcases, live new slaughter-houses

have been erected, each of them large enough to

hang about 40 or 50 bullocks. It is calculated

that, with the present available means, nearly

500 beasts may be slaughtered every day, and
this without interfering with the slaughter of

sheep, which will be carried on almost without

intermission. New lairs have been rapidly

extemporised out of sheds which were previously

used for storing petroleum, and these places,

added to those which were arranged for lairs,

afford accommodation for about 1 300 oxen under
cover.

Notwithstanding the energy which has been
displayed in the endeavour to keep pace with the

increased rate of importation, the inspectors

still complain of insufficient space ; and under
the exceptional circumstances of the case it was
scarcely to be expected that the precise extent

of the demand upon the resources of the selected

landing place should have been by anticipation

known and provided for. Very little time was
given for calculation, for almost as soon as the

Order of September 20 come into operation,

animals were crowded into London and .South-

ampton, and naturally enough some difficulty

was experienced in disposing of them.

Since the 24th of last month nearly 2000 cattle

and above 2000 sheep have been landed in

London from Schleswig alone, France has sent

upwards of a thousand beasts, and it is said that

there are no less than 5000 more ready to be
shipped from France as soon as arrangements
can be made for conveying them across.

The owners of stock in F"rance are determined
to keep as many of their animals as they can
from falling into the hands of the enemy

;

obviously the most satisfactory method of dis-

posing of cattle so precariously situated is to

send them out of the country to the most con-
venient market, but if the reports which we
have received are correct, the intention to

deprive the Prussians of the chance of capturing
the cattle overrules all economical considera-
tions, and even prompts the owner of stock to

drive the animals into the sea, if no other means
of getting them out of the way present
themselves.

It is easy to understand that foreign breeders
and feeders of stock, both in France and Germany,
will be disposed to convert the living animal,
now menaced by two dangers, w-ar and pestilence,

into the more portable and less destructible coin
of the realm, w ith as little delay as possible.

Over a large area in Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony,
and P'rance, the rinderpest is destroying the
cattle. Adjoining countries are doing their best,
to protect their stock against the infection, but
the means which have been employed in the
infected countries to arrest the spread of the
disease have hitherto proved singularly ineffectual,

and owners of stock in the vicinity of the many
centres of contagion must be painfully aware of
the risk which they run, and may therefore be
expected to reduce the risk as much as they can
by lessening the number of their animals. For
some distance around the infected districts, the
ordinary cattle trade is paralysed, in consecjuence
cither of the presence of an invading army or of
legal prohibition on account of the spreading of
the plague. Great Britain is the only country
which has an unlimited capacity for absorbing
all sorts of foreign productions, and to our shores
all the animals which can be shipped will be
sent. Our position is a dangerous one, and the
excessive precautions which have been adopted
at the ports on our coasts are evidence that
the danger is known, and its extent appreciated.
English stockowners will, it may be presumed,
take all the means within their reach to protect
themselves. The precautions which have been
taken by the Legislature are all based on the
assumption that imported animals, such at least
as are sent to us from scheduled countries,
are intended for immediate consumption

;

in respect of the countries which are now
infected with the disease, further steps have been
taken to insure that all the cattle and sheep
landed in England shall be slaughtered ; but
sheep imported from scheduled countries in
which cattle plague docs not exist, are to a
certain extent free. We do not apprehend that
in the dearth of keep from which most stock
feeders have suffered, there is any great proba-
bility of sheep from Belgium or the Netherlands I

being bought for stores ; but no harm will be
done by the utterance of a caution to all who
might perchance feel disposed to take advantage
of a favourable opportunity. In the present
sanitary or unsanitary condition of foreign stock,
no foreign animal should, on any pretence, be
introduced to the farm ; and the farmer who is

wise will for some time to come leave even the
home markets, where foreign and English ani
mals are exhibited together, as much as possible
to the butcher.

We continue extracts from our Note Book :

—

In these days of dear mutton, cheap corn, and
costly labour, even the heavy-land farmer is glad
to lighten his labour bill, and to rest and manure
his land by means of artificial grasses. Grazing
mixtures are no doubt best adapted for light

land and for " tender " friable clays. On hard
cold soils the grasses are less productive, and
even less nutritious, and the period during which
they can be grazed is shorter by a month in

spring and six weeks in autumn. On heavy
land the crop starts late in spring, and an early

bite is injurious to the subsequent crop ; and as
the following crop of Wheat or Beans should be
got in by times on heavy land, early ploughing
in autumn is necessary. There remains only a
brief period for grazing, and only a short interval

between the first and the second bite ; conse-
quently it sometimes happens that the second
growth proves tainted and unwholesome for

stock, especially for young lambs.

An objection to Trefoil and ^Uied plants is

that they indispose the land for red Clover, which
is a desirable crop for a heavy-land farmer to

cultivate. And the grasses interfere in the same
manner with Wheat, so that the grazing mixtures
on clays are frequently not worth the cost of seed
and cultivation, and it is safer to farm such soils

for red Clover, which, with the after crop, is

valuable for hay and for soiling, and is a good
step towards a good crop of Wheat.

In suitable localities no green crop can com-
pare in value with the Mangel, which may be
used nine months in the year, and may to some
extent supplant forage crops in spring and early

summer. On clays and in a dry climate we have
found Mangel cheaper, Aveight for weight, and
better food than any of them, except in the case
of young lambs and cows which require succulent
greens of some kind.

The following notes show the order of succes-
sion of several of the " artificial grasses :

"

—

'

' 1864. Italian Rye-grass gave a good bite the first week
in April ; Trifolium was cut the second week in May

;

Lucerne the first week, and Tares the third week in May
;

red Clover for horses the first week in June, on good,
early land, and 10 days later elsewhere. Trefoil followed
Italian Rye-grass, and preceded Tares and Trifolium.

" May 25, 1858. The Sainfoin may now be mown for

horses ; red Clover will follow in a week.
"July 10, 1861. Red Clover grazed until June i, and

then laid up for seed, is in full blossom. That which was
laid up later is coming on. White Clover and Alsike are
losing their latest blossom, and the heads are getting hard
with seed.

" July ir, i86r. The sheep at Hinxton (fine light feed-
ing land) are on white Clover, sown with Trefoil. This is

the .second time of feeding. The great fields of the
l-'ambridgeshire sheep farms are divided into four folds of
lo, 20, or 30 acres each, for the purpose of changing the
pasture. The fatting sheep and lambs go first, the stores
and ewes follow."

The usual mixture of seed on suitable soils is

a peck of Trefoil, and a peck of white Clover
per acre. The Trefoil comes for early feeding,

and the white Clover follows during the summer.
On light weak soils this mixture can hardly be
depended on, and perennial Rye-grass is

introduced.

"May I, 1865. We are cutting Lucerne a foot high. It

is luxuriant, though no rain has fallen for five weeks, and
the hot, dry weather has brought the Tares to a stand-
still, at 3 or 4 inches high.

"June 10. We are cutting the second crop, which is

equally good, though the pastures are scorched by con-
tinued dry weather.

"July 29. There has been plenty of rain, wnth hot
weather. The third crop of Lucerne is equal to the last.

We finished cutting the third crop for horses on Aug. 22,

and are getting a fourth crop from the land that was
cleared first,"

Sainfoin is a valuable forage plant for chalks
and poor marly clays. The common sort pro-
duces a crop of hay and a heavy aftermath,
which is excellent food for sheep, at the end of
summer, before the early Turnips are ready. It

stands seven years on clean land. Three bushels
of rough seed are drilled in spring corn, 9 inches
apart.

The Giant Sainfoin is frequently laid down,
instead of Clover mixtures, for one year only.

and it seldom stands more than four years. The
hay is not so good as that of common Sainfoin.

After the first cut a crop of seed may be taken
as an after crop.

The Anthyllis vulneraria, or Kidney Vetch, is

an inferior forage plant, grown on chalks and
light calcareous sands. It is a native chalk
plant, thickly sown over the Kentish hills and
elsewhere in the chalk districts ; and, like the
wild Vetches found in the same localities, is not
succulent. It is, however, wholesome sheep feed,

and useful on poor soils.

At Mark Lane, though tnule ruled quiet,

previous rates have been maintained. At the
Metropolitan Cattle Market, both on Monday and
Wednesday, choice sorts were scarce, at previous high
rates—other kinds lower. The supply was smalU

From Paris we have, at intervals, scraps of
inform.ation concerning the provisioning of the be-
leagured city, and the prices of necessaries. Last week
we were informed that the supply of milk had almost
ceased ; this week we learn from a contemporary that

the price of necessaries was beginning to tell upon the
means of an immense population, which finds itself un-
able to earn wages. Eggs were selling at ictd. each, and
butter at 2s. 6d. per lb., wdiile caf6 an hiit had become
impossible. Forage for cattle was getting scarce, and
horses—under the difficulty of feeding them—sold at

prices ranging from loj. to 25J". each. As regards the
supply of meat, the Minister of Agriculture has ap-
pointed 500 oxen and 5000 sheep to be slaughtered

every day for the supply of public wants ; and it

appears that a rigid account is to be rendered, from
every source of supply within the city, of all provisions

in store, as probably they would have to be "centra-
lised " for public use.

It was but scant civility that was dealt out to

Mr. Mechi at the annual meeting of the Great Braxted
Labourers' Friend Society the other day, but his genial

and imperturbable good humour carried him victoriously

through the evening ; and most people wiU, we think,

admit Urat the better argument, as well as the better

temper, w.as on his side. We quite agree with our
contemporary, the Ess^x Herald, in thinking that the

remarks of his many opponents should be printed

alongside of his owm ; and in the following abridged

report, accordingly, the attitude of both sides of the

controversy is fairly represented :—
Mr. Mechi, in returning thanks for the toast of his

health, spoke of the benefits to labourers resulting from
benefit societies. He then came to the important ques-
tion, how could they increase their profits by farming.
(Laughter.) The interests of landlord and tenant were
concomitant and concurrent (hear, hear), and it was to
their advantage to abolish open farmyards, as being a
source of loss, and to substitute covered and enclosed
yards for their cattle, which would increase their profits.

Mr. W, Fairhead.—Certainly not ; I don't agree with
you.

Mr. Mechi did not expect his friend Fairhead would
agree with him. (Laughter. ) He maintained, neverthe-

less, that covered yards increased their profits, by pre-

serving the manure with all its virtues, and that it also

preserved the health of their cattle.

Mr. Wakeling.—Enclose them and it will give them
disease.

Mr. Mechi wished to know how it was that while
there was always so much cry about disease among cattle,

it never affected his cattle fed under covered yards.

There had been no disease in his covered yard for the last

20 years, and the same could be said of many other farms
where the same plan was adopted. He had reason to

believe that many of the diseases that were prevalent pro-

ceeded from the variation in the temperature, from the

insects and various things found in the grass, and from
the various conditions in which the food in the open field

was eaten. Nobody objected to folding sheep on the

land—every one approved of it because the land then got
the benefit of all that resulted from the food, but it was
not so in the open farmyard, where the virtue of the

manure was wasted. If they wanted to increase their

profits by obtaining larger crops at a diminished cost, let

them have covered yards for their cattle. (Dissent. ) This
was a lesson which Essex had yet to learn, but he was
certain she would learn it. Another point in which he
thought Essex was rather deficient was in the unfortunate

belief that those strong clay soils called loam were not fit

lands to be drained.

Mr. GwvNNE.—You have gone into that drainage ques-

tion so often, Mr. Mechi, 1 think ,ve shall be better

without it to-night. (Hear, hear—Go on !)

Mr. Mechi could only say that the belief that drainage

IS of no use to such soils w.as a very fatal deduction

from the profits of the farmer.

Mr. Wakeling.—We can't listen any longer ; we have

heard enough of your gab already.

The Chairman hoped they would give Mr. Mechi a
fair hearing. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Mechi then further urged the importance of drain-

ing, and said that one of his strongest opponents on this

question had been converted to his way of thinking, and
was now only sorry he had not commenced the system

years before.

Mr. Wakeling.— I should like to see it in his own

Mr. Mechi said they w-ere here to speak the truth, and
ight not to meet facts by prejudices. He suggested that

the farmers should form small committees, and experi-

mentalise on a few acres of land.

Mr. GwYNNE.—That h.as been done ; we have plenty

of fields in this neighbourhood.
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Mr. Mkchi said let farmers try a piece, and not on
mere supposition or prejudice condemn that which they

really know nothing about. Amidst occasional inter-

ruptions, which he treated in his usual genial manner,
Mr. Mechi advocated deep cultivation, and then con-

cluded by once more thanking them for having drunk bis

health. (Applause.)
Mr. GwvNNE said he could bring forward two neigh-

bours of Mr. Mechi who had drained parts of their land,

and were prepared to state an opposite opinion as to its

influence upon their com growing quaUties.

We should like to hear any of our Essex or Kentish
readers on the underdrainage of the stiff, London clay

soils of those counties. Meanwhile we venture the

opmion, that both covered yards, of the kind to which,

we presume, Mr. Mecht refers, and clay land subsoil

drainage, are means, as he expresses it, of increasing

the profits of the farmer ; and, we add, in reference to

Mr. Wakeling's rough remark, that a man who has

so pleasantly the gift of "the gab," as Mr. Mechi has

it, will certainly continue welcome at agricultural

meetings in spite of the "dissent" and "interrup-

tion" with which his speeches are sometimes received.

- - The second part of the annual volume of the
Royal English Agricultural Society's Journal has just

appeared, containing the official account of the Oxford-
shire Prize Farm Competition. An extract from
Mr. Keary's report of the several competing farms

is given in another page. Mrs. Millington's
management of Ashgrove Fann, which received the

principal honours of the competition, is there described.

Potatos that have been dug up too early, or show
doubtful symptoms as to keeping, are preserved in

France by sprinkling them plentifully with charcoal

dust or wood, or charcoal ashes from the baker's or

limebumer's ; they should be moved from time to time,

to change, as is said, the direction of the sap, and
thus retard the gennination ! Another mode is to

bury them in earth mixed with a large proportion of

plaster, lime, wood ashes, or even coal dust, taking
the precaution to bury them as soon as possible, to

cover them well up to the depth of 20 inches at the

very least, and, lastly, to stamp the earth well down
upon them. The slightest amount of light is considered
highly prejudicial to them. For seed, on the contrary,

those which have turned green in the daylight are con-
sidered better than any others.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The result of the sale of the late Mr. D. P.
Walesby's Shorthorns, at Ranby, was an average of

^25 Sj. 2d. over 70 head of cattle. There was a large

company, and although the stock had suffered from the

droughty season, they were in nice condition, very well

haired, and fleshy, althoughatriflecoarseandlargeboned.

The last three bad seasons have also told upon farmers'

pockets, and no doubt partly accounted for a lower
range of prices than might otherwise have been looked
for. The calves, of which there were a large number,
sold well; thus, whWc: ML's EasthyT\i^V>^x\j {12,1^2)
made 20 gs., her calf by Duke of Morny (23,714),
only eight months old, made the same sum. Flozver
Premium by The Beau made 32, and her six months'
calf made 18^ gs. /'(?rt'«y«/;£' by Inkerman (20,008)
was sold for 20 gs., and her roan calf, five months old,

brought 22 gs. ; Youiig Millicent by Welford
(23,196) was disposed of at 24 gs., and her yearling

bull by Cock of the Walk (15,782) for 28 gs.

Among the highest prices may be mentioned Grey Jum
by Cock of the Walk, sold to Mr. R. Wyles for

40 gs. ; Mr. R. H. Wrightson bought You7ig Roan
Juno for a similar sum ; Sufiskhie by Welford, also

the sire of the preceding cow, became Mr. Kilhani's
property for 35 gs. : Yotmg Snoivdrop by the same
bull was sold to Mr. J. R. King for 40 gs., as was also

Primula (lot 47), by Young Cock of the Walk
;

'2cafX Sop/iia by Ravenshope (22,681), a yearling, was
purchased by Mr. P, Brown for 35 gs. In the bull

sale Mr. R. Wyles gave 28 gs. for Young Cock of
the Walk by Welford. Mr. Chatterton secured
Woodman by Ravenshope (22,681) for 44 gs., and
Mr. M'Vicar became the owner of Prince Royal by
Welford at 40 gs.

The following quotation from the "Practical
Farmer," U.S., which reappeared in the columns of
the "Cultivator and Countiy Gentleman," U.S., of
September 28, is a fair specimen of appropriated credit,

and may serve to amuse those of our readers interested

in the Bates Duchesses :

—

" Mr. Sheldon is the present o^vncr of this famous family
of Shorthorns. Mr. Samuel Thorn, of Dutchess County,
New York, was the originator and breeder of this celebrated
Dutchess stock ; tlie bulls he called Duke and Duke of
Geneva, &c., and the cows he named Dutchess ist, 2d,
3d, 4th, and so on, until they have a noted name among
stock breeders as the Dutchess strain, that adds notoriety
to the gi'eat Dutchess County of New York, so celebrated
before for its fine stock of every sort, dairy cheeses,
butter, and other things."

As everyone in this country knows, Mr. Sheldon's
Dukes of Geneva and '* Dutchesses" all but the " t,"

were imported from this country, and are descended
from Duchess list by Duke of Glos'ter, and possibly
other Bates Duchesses. Mr. Thome's Dukes of
Thorndale and Duchesses of Tkorndale also trace
back to the same source. However the American

'

" Practical Farmer" could fall into so gross an error,

it is difficult to imagine ; but we, on the other hand,
may ask if the English Duchess family of Shorthorns
have actually had ail American county named after

them ?

The following is a complete list of the prices

and purchasers at the recent Nunwick Hall sale of
Shorthorns, which was reported on last week :

—

Name of Animal.
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organic matters rich in nitrogen and containing some

sulphur, altered more or less completely, are to be

found in the wells. None of these intruders may

be actually dangerous, but their presence indicates

danger. What if the purification so generally

effected by a soil or a gravel were to fail ? What if,

by long use, the natural filter were to become hope-

lessly polluted? Some trace of active putrescent

matter, some germ, it may be, of typhoid or choleraic

disease, escapes o.xidation and destruction, and then

some desolating or subtle scourge appears. Can we

chemists fi.M upon a certain substance in a deadly water

and say, "that is the typhoid fever poison?" No,

but we can find out whether a water is suspicious or not.

We can ascertain whether a water has been affected by

an inllow of sewage or not, and therefore we can affirm

a water to be secure or otherwise, from the only source

of danger yet known to e.\ist. A word or two as to

how this opinion may be arrived at.

If we take a gallon of rain water and dry it up, or

evaporate it, a very trifling residue remains, usually

not one grain in weight. If we take a gallon of the

best well water Cirencester can produce we shall find

nearly 22 grains left. This residue should be chiefly

compounds of lime, especially carbonate of lime. But

this residue often contains matters which can only have

h.-iil an animal origin, and it often amounts to twice or

thrice the number of grains I have mentioned. It is

of little importance that this increase of the dissolved

matters in a water causes it to be much harder, to

require the use of more soap in washing, and to pre-

vent tea fronr drawing well. It is of great importance,

on the other hand, that this extra dissolved matter

means so much animal substance turned into nitrates,

nitrites, ammonia, and othersimilar compounds, together,

perhaps, with some deadly nitrogenous ferment ; that it

means so much bone, so much putrescence—to be plain,

so much excrement, added to a liquid naturally pure

but artificially corrupted. We test, then, the quality of

a water by seeing how much more dissolved matter

it has than it naturally, in our district, ought to have;

how much salt from human excreta it has taken up,

how much nitrate and nitrite it has got from decaying

muscle, how much phosphate from decaying bone,

how much organic matter from putrescent flesh. To
come to really trustworthy conclusions on any of these

points, and on many others nearly as important,

demands the most precise and critical processes, the

most careful manipulation, and the most perfect

apparatus. The experienced chemist recognises in

the dried residue of a portion of water certain

appearances which he has learned to interpret ; he

observes the changes which ensue when this residue

is heated more and more strongly, such as blackening,

deflagration, and sublimates. He estimates with

scrupulous precision those ingredients of a water

which are only suspicious when the quantities

present exceed a certain natural and normal amount.

Nor does he omit a microscopic study of the water

and to note its colour, as seen through a depth of

2 feet against a surface of white enamel, nor the taste

and odour of the water at various temperatures. It is

a mistake to suppose that a single test applied to a

water can lead to a satisfactory result. A popular but

very untrustworthy test of this kind is known as the

permanganate test : the substance called permanganate

of potash is contained in an impure state in Condy's

])urple fluid. With reference to this test, I have stated

in my chapter on Water Analysis, in the new edition

of my "Laboratory Guide" (1S70), that its indications

as to the presence of organic matter are not safe,

adding, "whether this organic matter is likely to

be injurious to health or not is a problem

which can only be answered with tolerable certainty

when a large number of the indications aff'orded

by analysis are favourable or the reverse. The
decolourisation of permanganate solution by a water

may arise from the presence not only of oxidis-

able organic matter, but of ferrous carbonate and

several other substances." No chemists now depend
upon the permanganate test. Frankland and Arm-
strong, Wanklyn and Chapman, and water-analysts,

unite in condemning it. In the hands of a professional

analytical chemist it may be of some service, but if it

be employed alone, and by some of those persons

whom country people persist in calling chemists, it

lead to erroneous results. When will Englishmen

learn that dealers in drugs are not chemists, and that

medical men are not chemists and analysts? Do
chemists, I mean real chemists, pretend to be medical

men?
I must defer what else I have to say to another occa-

sion. Next week, if my time and your space permit, I

will send you details concerning the wafers of Ciren-

cester and its neighbourhood, and then a few words as

to the purification of sewage and of drinking water.

A' H. Churchy Royal Agriculiiiral College, Cireneester.

prietors, and let to tenants on leases of si.x and nine

years. The remaining third is in the hands of small

owners, who farm it themselves. Good grass land

will fetch as high as £^0, and arable land £^0 an acre.

Ploughmen are paid £16 to ;^20, ordinary labourers

from ^10 to ;^I2 (women the same) per annum, and
are found in food, lodging, and washing. The farm

hands have the same food, and eat together with their

masters—the small tenants or proprietors. Those hired

by the year live, the women in the farm houses, the

men in the stables. The population are an orderly,

contented class, of fair morality. Education is pretty

well attended to, and schools for girls and boys are

established and supported by Government in every

commune. Those parents who have the means, pay

about I f. 50 c. (\s. 3./,) a month, while' the

very poor receive instruction gratis. The rate of wages,

and the material prosperity of both the farmers and

their labourers, have greatly increased since the treaty

of commerce with England, which has given tenfold

activity to a very large trade in every description of

agricultural produce. The average yield of the land

may be taken as—Wheat, 19 bush. ; Oats, 24 bush.
;

Rye, 18 bush. ; Barley, 17 bush. ; Rape, 30 bush. ;

Clover, 44 tons ; ordinary hay, 5 tons per acre.

CONSULAR REPORTS.
Agricultural Gleanings.

Havre, Frajice.—The average size of farms about

here may be taken as from 10 to 20 hectares {25 to

50 acres). A few run as high as 50 hectares, and

there is one in the neighbourhood of lionfleur of

750 acres. These farms are generally one-third grass

(planted with Apple trees), and two-thirds arable land.

About two-thirds of the land is held by large pro-

St. MkhaeCs, Azores.—The higher mountain ranges

are covered with luxuriant turf, the verdancy of which

is due to the constant humidity of the atmosphere, and

these slopes afford excellent pasturage for sheep and

cattle. The science of farming is at a low standing,

all agricultural implements and operations are of the

most primitive nature, and the few wealthy proprietors

who have endeavoured to introduce modem inventions

and improvements have met with no encouragement

from the rest of the rural population. The strict

entails which existed until very recently did, no doubt,

cramp and retard agricultural progress, and it is to be

hoped that the abolition of the law, in releasing the

land from certain burdens, and increasing the number
of farmers, may induce more energy and develope more

skill in this direction. It appears, however, that much
of the backwardness in agriculture is attributable to the

gregarious habits of the people, who herd and crowd

themselves together in the villages and towns, so that

isolated houses and cottages are nowhere to be

seen ; consequently the peasants are, in most

cases, compelled to sleep at long distances from

the scene of their daily labour : they cannot be said

to live a rural life, nor to take an adequate interest in

the soil they cultivate. The same cause operates to

deprive the land of the effectual supervision of resident

proprietors. Moreover, although many of the latter

are men of considerable wealth, by far the larger

number have no capital to devote to the improvement

of the land ; they are compelled to borrow money, and

this, as there are no banks, they must do from private

capitalists at a ruinous rate of interest. With respect

to cereal productions, the greater part of the arable

land of the island is devoted to the cultivation of the

"Milho," or Indian Corn, upon which the labouring

clashes chiefly depend for sustenance. The greater

portion of the grain raised is consumed in the island,

there being comparatively a small margin for exporta-

tion. During the past year an undue amount was

exported, leaving an insufficient quantity for home
consumption. The market price rose considerably in

the summer months, and scarcity caused much suflering

and discontent. The civil governor was compelled to

take measures for the relief of the poor by obtaining

supplies of grain from abroad, and amongst other

places from Great Britain. A good deal of the grain

produced in the island of Terciera is annually exported

to Portugal, but the Terciera Wheat, which was for-

merly the highest priced and most sought after in the

market, has fallen off in credit of late years, and is said

to be excelled by that exported from the neighbouring

island of Graciosa.

Berdiansk, Russia.—The cost at which Wheat can

be produced in this part of the Empire, and the price

at which it can be brought to the sea-board from the

interior under the present primitive methods of cultiva

tion and transport, make it impossible for merchants to

compete with any hope of success with America, when

even prices in England fall below ;f2 6s. per quarter. The

science of farming seems to be quite unknown to the

Russians, or, if it be at all understood, is not practised,

The soil undergoes a certain amount of scratching up

at a certain time of the year, and that is all the pre-

paration made for the reception of seed, which, when

sown, is left quite to chance. Rotation of crops is

never practised. Land is not fattened with manure.

Indeed, the only use to which manure, when not thrown

away, is put, is to make crossings over the mud of the

streets in the towns and villages. Weeding is never

thought of. The plough in use is a roughly made
instrument, which just breaks through the surface crust.

Threshing is performed as in olden times, on a hardened

floor in the open air, by means of horses or oxen,

which, while treading out the grain, drag a small stone

roller, which likewise assists the operation, and win-

nowing is effected by throwing up the grain with

shovels,—the current of air carries away the chaff, and

thus separates it from the grain.

Attempts have been made by an Englishman to

troduce improved farming implements and machinery.

adopt them, and whatever he brought out remained on
his hands.

It would be natural to suppose that the introduction

of the German element into the country would have
brought with it a better system of farming, and this

seems to have been one of the objects aimed at by
the Government when immigration from Prussia was
invited and encouraged ; and no doubt this would have
been effected had the allotment of land to immigrants
not been weighted with conditions which check im-
provement, and keep farmers stationary. Each farmer
coming to this country receives from the Government
a certain quantity of land, which is amply sufficient

for him to begin with, and often even too extensive ;

but as his means increase, he cannot enlarge his pos-

sessions by purchase. His neighbours, \\Tio may be
disposed to sell, are precluded by the law from doing

so ; the land was given to cultivate, not to sell, and if

they wish to get rid of any, it relapses to the state.

Thus the thrifty, diligent farmer can only increase his

operations by hiring Government lands, which are let

out for terms of five and six years. On such a short

lease, no farmer will lay out capital in improvements ;

and, consequently, those wdio hire these lands, just

try to get out of them as much as they can at

the lowest possible cost, and thus large tracts of country

are annually scratched up and rapidly impoverished.

This system did well enough so long as labour was
cheap and prices were proportionately light ; but now
that manual labour has become expensive, and America
exports so largely, a change must be made, or this

country will be beaten out of the corn trade. The
short lease system must be altered if it is desired that

the productiveness of this country be fully developed,

and the state lands given on longer terms, so that

farmers may have an interest in laying out capital and
improving the soil, and making it yield largely. At
present the average yield per acre on good land is only

S.^ bush. The general opinion seems to be that the

leases should be extended to at least 1 2 years, instead

of the present five years. Holders could then afford to

enter into outlays, with a certain hope of getting a fair

return.

Anatolian Prciiuces, Turkey.—Every fomi of vege-

tation known in Lombardy and Central Italy flourishes

here—cereals, vegetables, fruit trees, and timber ; but

the forests are, to all economic purposes, unprotected.

The fruit trees are never pruned, the fields are either

insufticiently manned or not at all ; the ploughs,

harrows, and other agricultural implements are rude

and wooden ; hence the actual produce of the land

cannot be justly taken as a measure of its productive-

ness, but rather as an indication of what, under

better care, their productiveness might be. Horticul-

tural science in particular cannot properly be said to

exist, the dead wood is never removed from the fruit

trees, or the soil turned up and aired about its trunk.

Cattle breeding is left to chance, though better

pasture lands than the gigantic mountain ranges, from

5000 to 9000 feet, afford, would be hard to find.

Stabling is at its rudest and worst ; the science of

crossing is unknown. Hence all selection is natural,

though that, too, is thwarted by the reckless stupidity

of the drovers, who more often slaughter a fine speci-

men for the sake of the meat and the hide, or kill it by
over-work, than reserve it fur breeding. Cattle plague

of a typhoid character has latterly become in a manner
endemic. Preventive regulations have indeed been

issued, but the-e regulations are, and, as matters stand,

will long remain, merely illusive.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.
[In the Health Dep.irtment of the Social Science A;

Newcastle, Robert Rawlinson, Esq., C.B., C.E., Presitlent, in

the chair, Mr. James T. Blaclibiirn, of AltJershot, read the

following paper on the special question, " What is the best

method of disposing of sewage and excreta ? "1

In considering the best method of disposing of

sewage and excreta, I will not detain you by dwelling

on the old ashpit system of collection, which necessitated

the removal of the same by horse and cart. This plan

has been condemned long since on sanitary grounds,

and has been found practically to involve a great waste

of manure. There are, however, a few plans based on

the dry system of collection, of which Moule's earth-

closet has attracted the most attention ; that also known
as Goux's is similar in principle, inasmuch as both use

a dry material for absorbing the refuse which is

afterwards used as manure ; but these do not deal

with other waste liquid matters, for which a system

of sewers would have to be provided, and their con-

tents treated some way or other at the outfall. I

think it may be presumed that water has long been

decided on by sanitarians as providing the best

means of bearing away all the refuse of our towns,

which will have to be taken on to the land in some

form or other. Filtration, chemical treatment, and

irrigation have been tried with a view of accomplishing

this. By filtration the solid and suspended matters are

easily separated ; the same is done more perfectly by

chemical treatment, lime or alum forming the chief

ingredients by which precipitation of the suspended

matters is brought about. That known as the lime

process has been used at Leicester, Tottenham, Alder-

shot Camp, c&c, but has been abandoned. Compounds

but with signal ill-succesl The farmers would not I containing alum have been tried at Northampton
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Stroud, and other places, also by the "A. B. C."

Company at Leamington and Hastings ; but it has been

found, on careful investigation by the Rivers Commis-

sion, that they fail in removing the matters in solution,

while the dry manure is of very inferior quality. Irri-

gation, which implies taking the sewage straight from

the outfall to the land, liolds out great hopes of

success, both as regards utilising the manure

and preventing the pollution of our rivers ; to

do this with the least waste and offensive-

ness, the sewage should be delivered on to,

and absorbed by, the soil in a fresh state

before decomposition has commenced. The waste

of this manure has been enormous, and must

have correspondingly lessened the food-producing

power of the country, and it really appears, if we
could have gone on for ever pouring everything into our

rivers with impunity, we should have done so, but

this evil may now be said to be gradually working its

own cure. There is only one outlet for the world's

refuse, and that is vegetable production. No filter,

nor chemical or mechanical contrivance can compete

with the soil as a medium for purification ; it abstracts

not only the suspended matters, but also those in

solution, then retaining them until appropriated by the

plant, and this cleansing power is ever being renewed

by the plants, which are constantly withdrawing the

deposited impurities and rebuilding them into vegetable

structures.

Water, besides having a value of its own, is an

economical carrier, and efficient distributor of manure

which in sewage is in a very fine state of di-

vision ; it insures such a complete admixture with the

soil as cannot be arrived at by any other means,

and the efficacy of all ^manure depends to a

great extent on its uniform diffusion. The water

supply of towns varies from 50 to 15 gallons per

head per day, and in many instances the sewers

receive a large addition of subsoil drainage ; this is

a serious drawback on heavy soils, and also in those

cases where pumping has to be resorted to. My
agricultural experience in the use of sewage leads

me to prefer a supply of 25 gallons a head as the

best measure of dilution, bearing in mind that it has

to be applied through all seasons of the year ; the

less storm water that finds its way into the sewers

the better, as the matters it may bring down are

comparatively worthless.

The amount of sewage that can be advant-

ageously used on land depends a good deal on

how near it approaches in texture to a sand or

a clay, the former through the season requir-

ing more than the latter, but taking an average

medium soil, from 60 to 70 head of population per

acre per annum may be necessaiy, so that a farm of

from 100 to 120 acres will profitably consume the

sewage of a town of 6000 or 7000 inhabitants,

amounting to 700 or 800 tons a-day ; but in sew-

age farming more even than in ordinary agriculture

a maximum return from a given area is what

should be aimed at, as the great means of reducing

the heavy fixed charges, many of which remain

constant, irrespective of the produce. The land,

unless resting on a porous strata, will have to

be deeply drained, and all irregularities in the sur-

face, which may interfere with the conducting of the

sewage, removed. Deep ploughing and subsoiling

are then necessary, moving and aerating the ground to

a depth of from iS to 12 inches. The better the quality

of the land the less sewage it will require. The differ-

ence between good and bad land is never adequately

represented by the difference in rent, especially in the

case of sewage farming, where the quality of the soil

tells not only on one crop in the year, but on four or

five in the same time. The sewage at the delivery on

the farm must be rid of its solid matter, and as much of

that in suspension as possible, as the clearer it can be
applied, especially to grass, the better. The solid

matter thus separated 1 have found to be a very poor

manure. In this state it can be conveyed over the

farm by open or covered main carriers, and further

distributed on the land from small open channels,

which, according to the configuration of the ground,

will either be arranged on tiie catchwater system, or,

when very flat, an artificial slope must be obtained by
ploughing into ridge and furrow. The cost of levelling

and laying out the land will vaiy from /"lO to ;i^20 an

acre. Italian Rye-grass and green crops of all descrip-

tions are the most successful to cultivate ; the former is

first-rate food for cows, and also for horses, at a later

period of its gi'owth when cut and consumed in the

house. From 50 to 70 tons may be raised per acre

through the season. Rhubarb, Onions, French Beans,

and Lettuces thrive luxuriantly under proper treatment.

In winter the deeply ploughed land and the grass will

take the sewage and retain its manurial matter until

the season of growth commences. I think the

addition of one or two mineral manures for certain

crops will be found economical and productive

of good results. Sewage cannot be used advan-

tageously on old grass land, or for growing
corn, and the scarcity of green crops in this

country renders their cultivation the most remune-
rative, either as food for man or for conversion into

milk, butter, or meat. On a farm of 100 or 120 acres,

there would be 60 acres under Italian Rye-grass,

which, with a small amount of extraneous food, will

keep 300 cows during the growing season, but in many

places it is found profitable to sell the grass on the

ground.

As to the money value of sewage, chemists

have estimated it at Ss. 4(/. per head per annum, but

in practice we have not yet ajiproached this ; the gross

return has not been more than from 4^. to 5^. a head,

but it must be remembered the whole system is com-
pletely in its infancy, and further experience will bring

with it considerable amendment.
As examples of what is being done in England,

I may mention the farms at Barking, Croydon,
Norwood, Bedford, as furnishing instances, out of

some twenty or thirty, of what is being done
;

also Mr. Hope's farm, near Rumford, which from

present appearances promises to be a most impor-

tant example. My own farm on the Government
land at Aldershot is an instance of reclaiming land

by sewage, and which is about the most barren soil in

Great Britain ; fair crops of grass, Potatos, and Cab-

bages are grown on part of it, but its natural poverty

makes extraordinary demands on the sewage. Looking

at these farms as means of purification, they may be

considered a success, as shown in the analysis of the

effluent waters made by the Rivers Commission ; their

inquiry as to the effect of these farms on the health

of a neighbourhood was equally satisfactory. The
economic use of sewage is really a national question,

bearing very materially on the food-producing power

of the country, not merely from the utilising of the

sewage itself, but also indirectly by manure produced

from the consumption of so large an addition of green

food, where its application to the land becomes general.

Milk and butter will be produced at one-third less than

their present price, and it will be found that when
effectually fulfilling the agricultural conditions, it will

of necessity accomplish the sanitary object also.

Instead of compulsion being needed for its adoption,

we shall have active competition.

Discussion.

Mr. Goodwin thought Mr. Blackburn's communication
was an excessively valuable contribution, more especially

so as it was not from hearsay that his conclusions were
derived, but from his own practical experience. He was
afraid that in slating that 20J. per head of the population

was obtainable for the sewage was a fallacious argument,

but was at the same time a side of the question which
excited too much attention. The people should rather

be content to get rid of the sewage at the smallest possible

cost, and most certainly if it could be managed at the

smallest possible profit, and not to consider the question

of percentage, because it would simply create disappoint-

ment and inconvenience, and would most probably prevent

a most satisfactory result being arrived at. He thought

that it must be admitted that at all those places where
irrigation had been tried it had been successful to a certain

extent. It was, however, so serious a matter that every

part of the question must be discussed and calmly reviewed.

Mr. Arthur Trevei.van said he heard nine papers

read at the British Association meeting on this subject of

sewage. A discussion followed at some length, and the

ultimate result seemed to be that the wet sewage system

was a failure as a general rule.

Mr. Rawltnson, the President, stated, in reply to

Mr. Bevan. that the Government in 1848 passed the

Public Health Act ; in 1858 it passed the Local Govern-

ment Act; and in 1858 or 1859 it appointed a Royal
Commission to inquire into the best means of utilising

sewage. This latter Commission consisted of a member
of the House of Lords, a member of the House ofCommons,
engineers, chemists, and medical men ; and the inquiry

then instituted extended over a great length of time, and
the result was embodied in three different reports, which

^Je^e obtainable. Upon the water supply there had been

a Commission sitting in London, but the report was not

yet concluded. Then, with regard to the pollution of

rivers, the Government" also appointed a Royal Com-
mission, and that inquiry had been concluded with respect

to the Thames, the Lee. the Ayre, and the Caider. He
quite agreed with Mr. Godwin, the previous speaker, who
stated that money should in this matter be considered as

a secondary question, the first question being as to how
they could promote the public health.

Dr. Fairgus said he had studied this question most
closely, and had come to the conclusion that the system

of carrying excreta by water was a great mistake. The
refuse was carried away and poured into the rivers, and,

taking the Thames as an example, the result was utter

pollution. Four and a half millions had been spent on a

scheme of sewage, and the river just named had been
almost choked up, the depth being reduced from 20 feet

to 10 feet, while at the same time the people were literally

poisoned.

Mr. Rawltnson, interrupting Dr. Fairgus. stated that

he was appointed upon this very subject some little time

ago, and took evidence on the question. He could there-

fore state that, as to the pollution of the river, it was quite

true, but the statement as to the decrease in depth and
the injury to health was quite erroneous.

Dr. Fairgus reiterated his statement that disease had
been created by the pollution, and he would also suggest

that the best plan was to keep the excreta out of the

sewers altogether. It only decomposed in them, and
made them a gigantic storehouse for the most noxious

gases. Taking Croydon as a good specimen of the

places where irrigation was carried on, he maintained that

the result was a failure.

Mr. Hirst said that great advances had been made at

Bedford in the disposition of sewage by irrigation, the

experiments there having been crowned by perfect suc-

cess. He regretted, however, that the system had not

been in operation sufficiently long to enable him to give

statistical proof of that success. The produce of the land

under sewage iirigation was abundant in quantity and
excellent in quality. The Rye-grasS produced on sewaged

)il a ted to something like ^21 per acre. The
Cabbages had surpassed anything he had ever seen ; their
size led to tlieir being sold in quarters ; and he had par-
taken of a Lettuce from the sewage ground weighing
51b., and excellent in taste. As regards the smell, he
considered it as insignificant, and not at all detrimental
to health ; and the fluid, after draining through the land,

became clear and fit to drink. The dry-earth system
would answer very well in the case of small communities
and isolated houses, but would be found impracticable on
a large scale. One form of it was tried at Leicester some
years ago, but great difficulty was found in disposing of

the soil ; the farmers would not buy it, and are only
anxious to get it for nothing. Of course, the farmers

were deceiving themselves as to the value of the manure,
but still the fact was so.

Dr. Stevenson Macadam contended that unquestion-
ably every project yet advanced for the utilisation of

sewage was more or less unsatisfactory, and that the

perfect solution of the problem was still in the future.

The filtration method did not really attain the ends in

view. The chemical method was of no practical value,

because no available chemical had been discovered to

precipitate the fertilising ingredients, and free the liquid

from impurity ; and the irrigation process had not, as far

as he was aware, been tried with success in any large

town. In the often-quoted case of Edinburgh, just so
much sewage was taken up as the piece of land under
sewage irrigation needed, and no more ; the rest of the
sewage ran waste to the sea. The experiments made by
Dr. Elliot, at Carlisle, were designed only for the benefit

of a small piece of land ; they were not conceived with a
view to the disposal of the whole of the city's sewage.
His opinion was that the chief aim of a town should be to

get rid of the sewage in the most expeditious way. If the

town were near the sea, let it run into the sea by all

means, for sewage could not be regarded as an article

saleable with profit. Its variable character was against

its sale. The fertilising properties of Edinburgh sewage,

for instance, varied every hour ;
at one time it gave him

188 grains of organic matter to the gallon; at another
period, earlier in the morning, half-past one, it yielded

only 27 grains ; at half-past three it yielded but 23 grains
;

and at half-past five it yielded only 8 or 9. His experi-

ments with the earth-closet system supported this view

also. An experimental dry earth-closet was set up in a
Scotch town, and used by 40 or 50 people during twelve

months. The earth was prepared so that it might be
very fine, and during the year it was passed through the

closet four times. The cost of the experiment, including

interest upon the cost of the building, and the prepara-

tion of the earth, j^62, and the wages of an attendant,

estimated at 3J. per week, amounted to ;^2i, and the

value of the manure produced did not exceed £6, or £1
per ton on the spot. He had inspected in Liverpool, in

the lower part of the town, a novel system of water-

closet, suitable for poor districts. The closet was half

filled with water, and each morning the scavenger, by
opening a little door, sends the excrement into the drain,

swabs down the closet, and again half fills it with water.

This worked well and overcame the difficulty attending

all systems in their adaptation to poor classes ; they were
perfectly healthy, and the daily visits of the scavenger

prevented their becoming a nuisance.

Dr. Farr did not think the water system by any means
free from faults. Unquestionably a nuisance was created

by employing sewage to carry off" the excrement, and he
could not agree that the sewage did not smell when cast

upon the land. Sometimes gentlemen had noses and did

not smell, just as some had eyes and did not see. No
doubt good management would reduce the smell to insig-

nificance, and prevent injury to health, but as managed
in Edinburgh the system was deleterious to health. He
was inclined to think that further investigation would
prove that no uniform system could be adopted for the

whole country, but they had attained one thing by dis-

cussion so far, and that was an acknowledgment of the

fact that if the sewage were not returned to the earth the

country would gradually become impoverished.

Mr. Michael reminded the section that sewage com-
prised not only feculent matter, but house slops, and
generally a quantity of liquid which could not be got rid

of by drying. The process sought for must therefore be
a process for carrying this fluid ; and after 12 years of

laborious investigation, the highest scientific and engineer-

ing authorities, appointed by Parliament because of their

eminence and impartiality, uniformly reported in favour

of utilisation of sewage by irrigation of land. In the

course of his dealing with the question professionally, he

had been concerned in three investigations of the utmost

importance ; the case of Blackburn, when it was proposed

to use a thousand acres of land in the experiment ; the

case of Reading, where the same number of acres would
be experimented on. and the case of Merthyr Tydvil,

where they proposed to take 600 acres. The evidence

given by the witnesses in these cases was diametrically

opposite upon the same set of facts. Some doctors said

irrigation in a certain case produced fever, and others

said irrigation had nothing to do with it. The Com-
missioners had uniformly reported that, beginning with

Edinburgh and going throughout the land, they were
absolutely without evidence of a single case of disease

produced by the irrigation of land from sewage ; and it

came out in cross-examination that one of the strongest

alleged cases ot fever having been produced by utilisation

of sewage arose from the milkman having adulterated the

milk he supplied to the orphanage, where the fever broke

out. with impure water, and a tadpole was found in the

milk, proving the adulteration. In another case opponents

of sewage irrigation visited Mr. Blackwood's farm, and
declaimed against the drainings from the sewage as black

and stinking, but it was found they had sampled the

sewage itself before it was applied to the land. Weighing

the system by the evidence, it was found to be the very

best possible system, but it must be carried out under

three conditions to be harmless ;
the storm water must be

kept out of the drains ; the sewage must be delivered

fresh ; and it must be filtered, that the solid portions may
not be passed on to the land. Under these conditions
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the system will be innocuous and health secure. The
public seemeci to think that a sewage farm was a stinking

quagmire ; but as a matter of fact the land was put under

sewage only eight times a year, and the effect was de-

cernible only in the character of the crops. The Com-
missioners had decided against the "A. B. C. " and the hme

methods, and Parliament now seemed wilhng to grant

compulsory powers to local authorities to get rid of their

sewage by land irrigation,—the only method which fulfilled

the conditions of Nature without deleterious effect.

Mr. Holland pointed out that if sewage was talien to

the land in a dry state it must be welted before it could

be appropriated by the land, and argued from this that

the land might as well have it wet at first as at last
;

sewage in that case would do naturally what farmers now

do artificially at great expense. As regards the smell, he

had gone about with a good nose deUberately to see

whether the air bore any taint from the sewage cast on a

field, and could discover no taint whatever ;
the land

absorbed it utterly.

Mr. IKIN, of Leeds, remarked that in the West Riding

they were placed in very peculiar circumstances. Parlia-

ment had forbidden them to pollute the rivers with the

refuse dye ; and the creation of cesspools was the only

course at present left open to them, the "A. B. C." method

having proved a dead failure. He therefore asked the

pr.actical philosophers of the Social Science Congress to

tell him what the people of Leeds must do to overcome

their difficulty—to be content with cesspools, or to take

their conduits 30 or 40 miles into the country.

Mr. Alle-NDALE condemned the water system as a

gigantic mistake. It was an accepted principle that 3 lb.

of foul matter covered by 20 gallons of water would in-

crease the nuisance, and the conclusion was irresistible

that excrement should be removed in as solid a form as

possible,

Mr. Headlam, M.P., very much sympathised with

Mr. Ikin in his description of the difficulties of manu-
facturers when threatened with injunctions on the one

hand and Acts of Parliament on the other. But members
of Parliament were often very similarly situated by the

conflicting evidence brought before them. But whatever

was the best system in the abstract, it would be necessary,

under the circumstances, to deal with the subject very

much as it was found. It would, for instance, be absurd

to attempt to upset the water-closet system of London or

Manchester. The simplest plan was to get the sewage

on the land as soon as possible. He had not the very

highest opinion of the value of the sewage. The first

thing was to get quit of it, and if farmers would pay for

it, so much the better. But, although alive to the

necessity of dealing with the sewage in towns where the

water system was established, he would strongly advise

the compulsory establishment of the dry-earth system in

new- villages.

On the motion of Mr. Micn.\EL, seconded by Dr. Farr,
it was unanimously resolved to recommend the Council to

consider the desirabihty of appointing a committee to in-

vestigate the question, " What is the best method of dis-

posing of fluid excreta?"

STEAAI CULTIVATION AND
RECLAMATION.

Some of the landowners of Northumberland have

done a gi'eat and patriotic act in giving a good start to

Ihe system of steam cultivation. Among these we may
mention Lord Vernon, who bought the set of trial

engines and taclde in Newcastle during tlie Royal
Society's show in 1S64, and his Grace the Duke of

Northumberland, who has purchased a pair of engines

and a complete set of apparatus. It is to the work of

the latter that we have now to give special attention.

We may incidentally remark, however, that nearly all

the shares of the Northumberland Steam Cultivation

Company were taken up, we believe, by noblemen and
gentlemen in the county without a single prospectus

being issued. The capital of this company has been
recently doubled, and now amounts to the good round
sum of ^40,000, while, during the five months or so of

Us existence, 14 double sets of engines and tackle have
been applied for, and '* placed" or set to w'ork in

adapted districts. Nearly double this number of sets

are now wanted by this company, but the impetus
^vhich has been thus given to this system has so over-

taxed Messrs. Fowler & Company that, notwithstand-
ing the enormous resources at their commaud, they
have long been behindhand in the execution of the

orders on their books.

The starting point of this gi'eat and valuable under-
taking consisted in his Grace the Duke of Northum-
berland purchasing a pair of 12-horse engines and a

complete set of tackle and implements with a two-fold

object, (i) for giving his tenantry in and around Ack-
lington the opportunity of testmg the advantages of

steam cultivation, as compared w-ith horse-power for

the same purpose, and (2) for trying experiments in

reclaiming some moor land, which was of the nominal
value of 2j. to is. 6(/. per acre as a sheep run. The
first part of this practice is carried out by his Grace's
commissioner, Mr. Snowball, upon a plan which just

allows the ordinary interest on capital invested in

real property to accnie. The charges are—for plough-
ing lOJ., and for cultivating only 5s. per acre. But it

is the second part of his Grace's object that we have
now more particularly to relate, viz., the experiments

which have been begun on Chevley Moor, near the

Acklington Station of the North-Eastern Railway.

Tliese we shall describe from the beginning of the

reclamation to the gathering of the present surpris-

ingly fine crop of Oats.

In the spring of last year 40 acres of this moor were
enclosed, and the Whin, or Gorse, and Heather were

bui-ned off, while, simultaneously, open ditches w-ere

filled in and drains cut. The cost of this was—for the

burning and levelling, £\ 15J. per acre ; and for the

draining, which was done 10 yards apart, and 3 feet

deep, ^5 5^. per acre. The next process was the one

in which the steam-power became an important agent

in the work to be done. The plough was put to work
so as to go just the depth required to cut or tear up

the larger roots of the Whin, raise the stumps where
they existed, and the turf of the clearer places. The
depth this had to be done at was 5 or 6 inches. The
next process was to work the turf and roots to the top

by the means of the cultivator, which had to be used

with three tines only, as the roots were so numerous at

places and the turf so spongy, that more tines would
have caused the implement to choke and drive the

surface into heaps. This done, the harrows and clod-

crusher (Crosskill's) were brought into use, and when
the roots were well separated and brought to the

surface, they, and as much turf as would help to

burn them, were heaped in small lots and set fire to,

the ashes being subsequently spread over the sur-

face. Other similar workings were then gone through

with, but more tines could be used the second

time, and the remaining roots and more turf were
heaped, burned, and the ashes spread as before. The
later cultivatings were done at from 12 to 15 inches in

depth, whereby a good deep seed-bed was iormed,

and a judicious quantity of the subsoil brought to the

surface for aeration and mixing with the remaining

sods and turf.

Lime was next applied, at the rate of a little over

73 tons to the acre. This was obtained of Mr.

Barkas, of Little Mill, and delivered at the Acklington

Station at 9.1 dd. per ton. The method of applying it

was as follows :—A ton w-as divided into 25 small

heaps, which were placed 5 yards apart, the rows being

the same distance. Thus a ton extended 125 lineal

yards, and of the 7j tons there were on an average

194 heaps to the acre. These were covered up im-

mediately on being dropped from the carts, that

the full benefit of the causticity of the lime

might be exerted on the crude soil and turf to

which it was applied. Thus a double advantage

was gained by the care displayed in this regu-

larity of application, for (l) enough of the crude

humus and roots w-ere converted into a soluble state,

or a condition of assimilatable plant food, as the lime

slaked by absorbing moisture from the atmosphere or

from rain falling ; and (2) this compost, so deposited

and developed, was spread with ease and exact uni-

formity, by which means no patches of in'egular

growth resulted in the after crop. WHien this spread-

ing was done, after a few days, the surface was again

well harrowed and rolled, whereby any lime which had

not had its causticity neutralised by combination with

carbonaceous roots or vegetable acids while it was

heaped, was finely divided and placed in immediate

contact with the crude substances which were scattered

over the whole surfaces of the "break." This being

done, the soil was again lightly ploughed, and the

surface left as rough as possible for the action of the

frosts and atmospheric changes of the autumn and

winter.

The above costs we may tabulate as follows :

—

{. s. d.

Cutting Indigenous plants and levelling gutters . . 70 o o
Braining : .... 209 5 o
Ploughing twice at lor. per acre . . . . . . 40 o o
Cultivating four times at 55 40 o o

Rolled and harrowed 15 times at 2X. C</. .. .. 75 o o

Lime—312 tons i8 cwt. at 95. 6^. 148 o o

„_ cartage .
._

23 12 o
Cultivating in spring .. .. 500
Seed (sandy Oats) 25 11 o

of water arising from the organic circulation through

the living plants while they feed, grow, elaborate juices,

and mature the seed of reproduction.

But we must return to the present crop. From
off these 40 acres there are iS stacks of 10 i-horse cart-

loads each, or 45 loads to the acre. The yield was
estimated off-hand at about 44 bush, to the acre ; but

close inspection during the process of maturing and
the work of cutting, 4 bush, more were added to the

first estimate. We have no doubt the latter reckoning

is nearer the mark. This is a gi-eat crop for the soil

and the season. The Oats were sown broadcast by
hand on April 4, and the quantity of seed used was

34 bush, per acre. Here another noteworthy feature

presents itself ; although the sowing was not early, the

crop was ready for cutting and cari7ing before some
neighbouring crops that were put in sooner by some
days.

In conclusion, we may say this experiment is to

be continued, and the area extended at the rate of

about 40 acres per annum. The next plot of 40 acres

is in a far advanced stage of preparation. There are

some excellent points of management to be seen from
the railway, to which it lies close up. Indeed, the

process of preparing this soil for cropping is worth a
considerable journey to make such an inspection as we
did, and we commend it to the study of other land-

lords who may be equally interested in increasing the

value of poor soils. North of England Fartiicr.

i,6i6 8 o

Thus, it is perceived, the cost for everything will be

an average oi £1$ iSj. per acre.

Having worked up to this point, all we need further

do is to describe the first crop, which, as we have said,

was Oats. This has certainly been an object of wonder

to the agricultural travellers on this part of the North-

Eastern Railway. We have expressed our astonishment

.and satisfaction on several occasions during the spring

and summer, and when the crops on old cultivated land

of a similar quality are compared with the Oats on

these 40 acres, the difference is marvellous. The
manner in which these Oats stood the long and severe

drought was almost unaccountable. Theoretically one

would scarcely have concluded that a difference between

12 to 15 inches and 6 inches of stirred soil would have

given such a marked result. But if the crust of light

soil be broken, and the passages which have been made
by generations of worms and insects be disturbed, the

soil becomes more compact, and therefore the evapora-

tion less rapid. If, for example, a hole be dug for a

post, and a fair sized butt-end be inserted, there will

not be enough soil to fill the hole again if a slight

compression be exercised on the moulds. If, too, a

piece of lump-sugar be cut the size of a cup or other

utensil, and it be tlien crushed to powder, it will not

fill the cup. These data illustrate the effect of deep

cultivation on this kind of soil. There is no fear of an

excess of water in the clay subsoil after the drains have

been inserted. But the point to be gained is to retain

enough moisture during an ordinary season. This

ensues under this treatment, for that which would fly

off by evaporation, if only shallow cultivation is done,

is retained to sustain the growing crop, the main loss

GRINDING HAY AND STRAW FOR
FEED.

This matter is beginning to be seriously debated in

the system of advanced agriculture. Like other new
things, it makes but slow progress in the agricultural

mind at first, but the advance of the age In using

steam-power on farms, points out the possibility, and
indeed likelihood, of as great an advance in this as in

any other direction.

Advocates of the system of grinding hay and straw

for feed naturally argue in this way :—-The nourish-

ment in the fibre of hay and straw is only attainable by
the breaking down of the fibre of the material, and
thus opening to the action of the stomach of the animal

the ceils of the plant, which contain the starch, the

sugar, and the oily particles which have been earned

into the stem of tlie dried plant by its natural

growth. These broken cells are then acted on

by the juices and liquids of the mouth and
stomach, are dissolved and assimilated into the

system of the animal. Hence, tlie more perfect the

crushing and comminution of the stem, the more easily

do the animal's digestive organs take hold of the

nourishment which tlie stem of hay and straw con-

tains, and therefore, the more the fibres are so crushed

and divided, the more nourishment is obtained from

them. Then, again, in proof of this theory, they show
that grass (which is only undried hay) is much more
congenial to the animal than hay, that he lives better

on it, and fattens quicker, and that therefore the con-

sumption of grass is riiore profitable than that of hay.

This, they affirm, is because the grass, being softer and

more easily crushed, is more thoroughly broken down
by the mastication of the animal than can be the case

with the dried vegetable, and being altogether in a

softer state, nearly, if not quite the whole of the

nourishment it contains is at once available, wliich is

not the case with hay.

To prove tliis, examine the excrement from a grass-

feeding animal. Wash it in a fine sieve, until all the

colouring matter and the animal additions which it has

received in the stomach of the beast are removed, and

you will find it to have been giound infinitely finer

and more completely than excrement from a liay or

straw-eating animal treated in a similar manner. The
fibre from the grass-fed animal is nearly as fine as the

stuff from which they manufacture brown and coarse

paper, while the fibre from the hay-eating animal is

quite as coarse as the material which the paper-makers

use to make what is called straw-board. These are

facts demonstrable any day by every farmer who
chooses to try them, and they consequently cannot be

denied.

Admitting, therefore, for argument's sake, that the

finer the particles to which hay and straw can be

reduced before it is placed in the stomach of the

animal, the more nourishment is derived from it, and
consequently, the more profitable it becomes, we come
to the consideration of the question : Can this be more
easily attained by the natural giinding and mastication

of the animal, or by artificial means ?

Many will argue that mastication of cattle food is

most natural, and therefore best. In reply to this, the

answer is : True in many cases, but not in the fattening

of cattle. In this operation we want to avail ourselves

of eveiy particle of fattening matter in the food in the

shortest possible time. Animals can assimilate more

than they do in a natural state, and the farmer's object

is to make them do so. He wants to reduce his

operations to certainty, not leaving them in any way to

chance. Young animals grind their food quicker and

more perfectly than old ones. Some animals, from

gieediness of disposition or other natural causes, swal-

low their food before it is thoroughly masticated ;

and although in the case of ruminants it is all brought

to the mouth a second time, and even oftener, and re-

masticated, after having been softened in the stomach
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or paunch, yet it is of necessity only masticated in

sufficiently fine particles to pass to the second stomach

and other digestive organs, and it by no means follows

that even the ruminants grind the food as fine as the

profits of the farmer require. His object is to make
all feed alike. He pays as much for a beast which

does not grind his food well, as for one which does

—

for the lazy chewer as for the more active and indus-

trious one. He wants all the beasts in his byre

finished off at one time, and that each and all shall

have taken from the hay the last attainable particle

of fattening matter. And to make this certain, he

applies the help of science in the construction of a

machine, to break down and comminute the fibre of

the dried plant, having recourse to steam for the power
necessary to effect that object.

If this is the case with hay, how much more must it

be with Straw, whose fibre is harder and more intrac-

table, and whose fattening matters are more sparse and
difficult to get at ? And if it be true with respect to

ruminants, it is of ten times more force with horses,

the object in feeding which is to spare the animal all

the labour possible, and give him the greatest amount
of time in which to rest and recruit his faculties, and
where before anything it is necessary that he should be

furnished with the least cumbersome and the most
easily digested food which is attainable.

It is a well-known fact that hay cut too short in the

chaff-cutter gives Iiorses indigestion, and therefore

nowadays inch and half-inch chaff is preferred ; but as

the chaff-cutter, though cutting the substances, does

not abrade and tear them, it cannot act in the settmg

free of the hidden nourishment which the hay and
straw contain.

Having arrived at the point that grinding hay and
straw may be advisable, the next thing to be seen is

how it is to be done, and here we must call in the

assistance of tlie farm machine maker. The operation

ought to be effected at one movement—that is, the

material should be reduced at once to the necessary

fineness. It should be taken from the stack and fed

without change to the machine, as a straw-cutter is fed.

It ought not to be necessary first to cut it and then to

giind it.

The value of boiling hay and straw has been long
known : but besides the labour of this course, there is

an objection to the constant feeding of animals with
hot slops of any kind, for if you begin you must go on
to the end of tliet beast's term of fattening, or he will

go back Instead of improving.
Steamed straw is now a staple upon old-countiy

farms, and when beasts are purchased for fattening they
are at once fed with steamed straw, and are found to do
infinitely better than they will do on straw that is given
either dry and whole, or chaffed. The steam-engines
now used on all farms of any consequence in Britain

afford by their waste steam the means of steaming straw

without extra expense, except the carrying it to the

steaming trough and the removal of it from thence to

the cattle-byi-e, VcctiSj in the " Canada Farmer."

gome Cflntsponkntf.
The Abingdon Annual Ploughing Match

took place on the 27lh ult., on the farm of Mr. Graham,
near to the town of Abingdon, \\ here 6t, ploughs came
in competition out of the 70 which had been entered.

Great interest was taken in the three champion classes,

both as to the ability displayed by the ploughmen and
the manner in which the ploughs of the different

makers did their work. Perhaps the prejudice existing

against the double-furrow ploughs helped to raise the
excitement. In the single-furrow class Mr. W.Graham's
man, Thomas James, carried off the prize, with one of

Howard's ploughs, from a number of other makers.
The performance in this class was exceedingly good,
demonstrating both the abilities of the men and the

excellency of the ploughs. In the double-furrow
plough All England Champion Class, Ransome's,
Murray's, ofBanff ; Fowler's, and Howard's all competed.
The men using Fowler's and MuiTay's ploughs had no
chance against those which happened to be using Ran-
some's and Howard's ploughs, between which the com-
petition was close and exciting ; in fact, their work
was but little inferior to that of the other champion
single-plough class—indeed, the finishing up was quite

as good. The question of weight is really after all the

great point in connection with these ploughs, for except
there is a great saving of both manual and horse labour
double-furrow ploughs are a delusion ; therefore we
would urge upon the stewards of all societies to take
prompt measures to test the draught of these ploughs
against the single-fun-ow plough at the same depth
and width,'—then it would soon be found in what locali-

ties they can economise labour. William Broden,
ploughman to J. W. Kimber, Esq., of Tubney Warren,
Berks, carried off the prize, with Howard's new double-
furrow plough, from all comers, although he had only
two hours' practice with it the day before. In the
Members' Champion Class there were only three com-
petitors. Colonel Loyd-Lind say's man, William
Welsh, carried off the prize, with a Howard's plough,
with a fine piece of work, considering the state of
the soil.

Class I. Members' men, with two horses.—1st prize to

J. Miles, ploughman to Colonel Loyd-Llndsay, with a
Kansome's plough

; 2d prize, to W. Radbume, plough-

man to Mr. Graham, of Abingdon, with a Howard's
plough.

Class 2. Members' men, with three horses.— lat prize,

to W. Newport, ploughman to Mr. Bullock, with a
Ransome's plough ; 2d prize, to Jas. Stimson, plough-
man to T. W. Dewe, of Attcrwick, with a Howard's
plough.

The ploughing in all these classes was well done, con-

sidering the hard di-y state of the soil. The ploughing

in the two boys' classes was very inferior, they evidently

not having strength to hold against the hard dry
giound. Much credit is due to the ofiicers of this

Society for their harmoniously systematic an'ange-

ments, which brought everything to a satisfactory issue.

Z. P. B.

Corn Averages: Michaelmas Rents.—I beg to

send, for the information of your readers, and especially

those who may have adopted the system of corn rents,

a statement of the average prices of British corn,

founded on the returns published weekly in the

London Gazette, for the year ending Michaelmas, 1870 :

—Wheat, 45J-. i id. per imperial qr. ; Barley,

34J-. ii\d. ; Oats, 22s. ii\d. The fluctuations in price

during the same time are as follows :

—

Highest Price. Lowest Price. Difference.

s. d. s. d. s, d.

Wheat, Aug. 6, 187^

Barley, Nov. 13, i8(

Oats, Aug. 6, 1870 .. 28 8 .. ^^°-
J^;

J^^o | ,g ,„ .. g ^^

The nett imports during the year (the exports having

been subtracted) have been :—Wheat, 8,678, 414 qr.
;

Wheat flour, 5,277,846 cwt. The nett imports for

the year ending Michaelmas, 1869, were—Wheat,

6,976,427 qr., Wheat flour, 4,277. 1S3 cwt. Montague
Marriott, Editor of " Wiliic/is Tithe Commutation
Tables,'' 26, Montpelier Sipmre, S. W., Sept. 27, 1S70.

Leases and Agreements.—You kindly permitted

me to ask your correspondent *' G. A. H.," one or two
questions on this subject, and he gave me the informa-

tion required as to the quantity and cost of lime. Of
the other questions I put he writes: " 'Worthing' asks

me questions common sense should have prevented."

True, I may be deficient in "common sense," at the

same time I shall be glad to hear from him "in what
condition the tenant received the land from his hands

—

was it like a sucked Orange? and why "the last eight

years" are chosen for the application of lime? Worth-

ing, Sussex.

Thin Sowing.—I continued my experiment this

year by drilling, last October, I peck of Wheat on half

an acre, and my usual quantity of i bush, per acre on
the rest of the field. The two half acres were care-

fully kept separate, and the produce of the thinner

sown was at the rate of 49 bush, per acre, while

that of the thicker sown was at the rate of

52 bush, per acre ; showing an advantage of 3 bush,

per acre in favour of the thicker sown. About
the same result took place last year, proving that

the I bush, per acre drilled is the right quantity

for my heavy land. During two years I peck dibbled

beat all the Wheat on the farm, producing 7 qr.

2 bush., and 7 qr. I bush, per acre. But a good deal

depends upon season, and nature and condition of the

soil. This season has been particularly favourable to the

thick sower, for the Wheat did very little branching

or tillering in the spring. Consequently, owing to this

and the dry season, which prevented the foimation of

lieavy flag and much straw, the crops were generally

standing and unlaid. It is because they were standing

and the sap fully elaborated that we hear of very heavy
yields—say 7 to S qr. of Wheat per acre on heavy and
rich land. Last year, under different circumstances,

the thick-sown crops were laid prematmely, and pro-

duced wretched results. The conclusion we must draw
is, that seasons influence results as regards thick or

thin sowing, but, as a i"ule, great mischief arises from
sowing too much seed. The previous crops of the

field on which my experiments were tried had been,

in 1S67, a heavy crop of Wheat, followed, in

1869, by more than 6 qr. per acre of winter Beans.

With covered yards, unwashed cake manure, and
deep and clean cultivation, we can grow plenty of

Wheat on poor heavy land. In fact, on such land I

always, after Clover, take first a white Wheat crop,

followed by a crop of bearded Rivett Wheat (Barley

does not answer so well on such stiff soils) ; and then,

following the two crops of Wheat, 30 to 40 tons of

Mangel ; and then again Wheat, Beans, and Wheat.
On this plan I grew on one field 8 qr. of white Wheat
per acre in 1S68, 7^ qr. of Rivetts in 1869, and now
(in 1870) I have a very heavy crop of fine Mangel.
The rotation stands thus :—1st year, red Clover ;

2d, white Wheat
;
3d, Rivett Wheat ; 4th, Mangels

;

5th, red Wheat ; 6th, Beans
;

7th, Wheat ; Sth, Iialf

Beans, half winter Tares—the winter Tares followed in

the same year by Cabbage planted in July ;
9th, Wheat

after the Beans, Oats after the Tares and Cabbage : so

that out of the nine years we take four and a-half crops

of Wheat, one Clover, one and a-half Beans, one
Mangel, half Oats, half Tares followed by Cabbage.
The Clover is mowed for hay, then manured, and
afterwards folded by sheep, consuming cake, malt-

combs, bran, &c. First crop of Wheat after Clover

not manured. Second crop of Wheat (Rivett) manured
with 2 cwt. of Peruvian guano and I cwt. of salt.

Mangel crop heavily manured with 20 tons of rich shed

manure, deeply trench-ploughed before winter, and
3 cwt. of guano and salt scarified in in the spring.

Wheat after Mangel, 2 cwt. of guano and salt ploughed
in in October. Beans after Wheat, manured with
12 loads of shed manure. Wheat after Beans, manured
with 2 cwt. of Pemvian guano and some salt. Winter
Tares after Wheat (not manured), folded, or made into

hay ; the ground manured with 24 loads of shed
manure, and deeply trench-ploughed for the Cabbage
planted after Tares in July. 7. J. A/echi, Sept., 1S70.

The Best Grain for Seed.—On reading your
remarks at p. 1294, on using the primest sample of

seed Wheat, a circumstance was brought to mind which
occurred a few years ago. A garden labourer, whom
I occasionally employed, made the following observa-

tion to me:—"Master, shall I tell you sum'at ?"

"Yes, Joe, what is it?" "Why, do you remember
telling me to take that Parsley seed home to dry it and
take care for you ? Well, yo' see, I thought I 'd beg a

bit a noist for mysen, so cut big top seed off and sown
it, and there isn't a bit o' cu'lled Parsley i ' t' lot, an'

yores is fust-rate." A Fact I

" G. A. H." and Smith's Tackle.—" G. A. H.,"
at p. 1296, writes, *' Let us see what I have ridiculed.

Mr. Smith stated he had made a seed-bed for Wheat,
with his steam-smasher, for 6^. %d. per acre. I took
his own figures and proved he had done nothing of the

sort." Let your readers refer back to pp. 542 and 748,
and they will find the relative cost of the two systems,

Smith V. Fisken (" G. A. H." throws Fowler's, or any
other double tackle, out of court on the score of

expense). He told us at p. 2SS, that "the round-

about and the flying-rope system would give pretty

nearly the same result," yet at the same time, at p. 780,
he places Smith's, or the roundabout, to disadvantage,

by allowing 8 acres for Smith's, but 13 acres to

Fiskin's. * As the matter rests on the amount of work
each set can get through in one day, " G. A. H." was
asked, at p. 810, "where Fisken's system, using a

lO-horse engine, can be found (maybe the owners of
such tackle will inform us) averaging 13 acres per

day?" He does not reply to this inquiry; but at

p. 842 denies that a set of Fowler's roundabout can be
set to work for ;i^525. At p. 906 the cost of Fowler's,

also Howard's roundabout tackle was given, and at

p. 1236 we find a Smith's lo-horse engine tackle cost-

ing ;^446. The cost of tackle of lo-horse power stands

thus, viz. :—Fowler, ^480, complete ; Howard, £,^10,
complete ; Smith, ;^446, complete ; Fisken, /"600,

complete—p. 2S8. Will "G. A. H." inform your
readers where tackle of any maker of lo-horse power,

can be found that will get through 13 acres per day?
West Indian.

;/ 'AR II 7CKS/IIK E.

At the annual meeting of this Society, at Leaming-
ton, the other day, Mr. T. HORLEY said :—We must
feel that we are exceedingly fortunate in liaving for

Lord-Lieutenant of the countysuch a nobleman as Lord
Leigh. He is always foremost in eveiy charitable

movement which is started, and he has always shown
himself ready and willing to alleviate the sufferings and
better the condition of the working classes. As a
landlord he is a noble example. Since the last meet-
ing of the Society his lordship has given his tenants the

privilege of killing gi-ound game on his estate. I am
quite certain that neither his lordship nor his friends

will ever find legitimate sport interfered with by reason

of the concession he has made. But Lord Leigh has

done yet more for his tenants : he has promised com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements carried out on
his estate ; and if that act should lead to the establish-

ment of a good practical system of tenant-right in the

county, it will be a great thing for Warwickshire. I

must also speak of the liberality of another landed
proprietor of the county—Mr. Mark Philips—who has

intimated his intention to return to his tenants the

whole of the rent of land upon which they

had grown Wheat, which would amount to about

25 per cent, of the aggregate payment. That is a

noble and generous act, and one showing that Mr.

Philips takes a deep interest in the welfare of his

tenantry. It has been mentioned in connection with

the pinze offered by the High Sheriff of Oxfordshire

for the best cultivated farm at the last meeting of the

Royal Society, that in Lincolnshire they have a tenant-

right which was attended with the best effects. It has

tended to create entei-prise among farmers, and if the

same thing were adopted throughout the countiy, then

the whole country would participate in the good which

has unmistakably resulted in Lincolnshire. It will be

a red-letter day for Warwickshire when we have a

practical tenant-right in vogue. Referring to the con-

dition of the agricultural labourers, I must say I believe

no system of education will do good unless the labour-

ing classes have good dwellings to live in. Nothing

will do more good to the fanners or their servants than

providing on the farms suitable dwellings for the latter

class, with good gardens, and all near to their work.

I also hold that the landlords should not cany on the

practice of having large presei*ves of game. It would

be productive of much good if they would remove a

large quantity of the hedgerow timber from their fields.

If a few of these things were brought about, we should
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no longer henr of the farms in Lincolnshire and

Northumberland being in a better state tlian those

in Warwickshire and Other counties, but there

would be a better state of things throughout the whole

countiy.

Mr. C. N. Newdeoate, M.P. : I was glad that

Mr. Horley congratulated the meeting upon the deci-

sion of the Lord-Lieutenant that he would upon his

estate allow compensation for unexhausted miprove-

ments. I am a half-bred Lincolnshire man, and for

more than 15 years, in all my agreements with my
tenants, there has been a clause that binds my estate to

give them compensation. That system of agreement

has been the foundation of the success of agriculture in

Lincolnshire which now surprises even Scotland itself.

I will not touch on all the obsei-vations that have been

made with respect to agriculture ; but when Mr.

Horley says "Fell more of the hedgerow timber," I

must call to his attention the admitted fact that in the

counties where there is the least hedgerow timber they

have suffered most from the drought, and that it is an

ascertained fact that in Egypt there were no showers

about Cairo till they planted rows of Poplars. As we

have experienced a period of unexampled drought, I

doubt the policy of felling the hedgerow timber round

grass land. I have in this drought watched the state

of things in the park at Arbury, and I have found that

where there have been trees and shelter there has been

more natural pasture this season than I have seen any-

where else. I think, therefore, that what Mr. Horley

recommended should be restricted to the felling of

hedgerow timber where it stands between arable fields;

anil this even may require further qualification, for I

am convinced a great mistake has been made in Leices-

tershire, where the hedgerow timber in the fences

which separate pasture land has been cut down. I

think the recommendation of Mr. Horley needs the

qualification I have mentioned. I am an old member

for the county, but I am a young farmer ; yet this year

I have tried an experiment I would like to mention. I

was the first to propose and give a prize for draining,

as a member of the Rugby Agricultural, Society, and I

do not repent it ; but, happening this year to have

a level meadow with a spring in it, I stopped up my
drain, and 1 think I had more pasture there than all

my neighbours. I admit that that is an experiment to

be tried with caution, but if it done wisely where there

are springs you will be able to withstand the drought

of such a season as this.

Mr. C. M. Caloecott : If I had the fortune of our

noble Lord-Lieutenant, and possessed the quantity of

land which he possesses, I think I should also be

inclined to give my tenants the privilege of shooting

liarcs and rabbits on the farms they occupy. I have

a small farm at home, with about 300 acres, occupied

by one tenant, and on that farm I have shot 1 1 hares

in three years. I have been out three days this year,

and saw one hare on the farm. I do not take par-

ticular credit to myself for not being a strong pre-

server of hares against my tenants. As to Mr. Mark

riiilips, a better man never lived ; and if I, like him,

had /'3o,0OO a year, and saw my tenants in difhculties,

should I not help them ? Mr. Horley has lifted up

these two landowners as if there were no others like

them in the county. I object to this, and I will not

have it. I quite agree with him that a landlord ought

to think of his tenants, and what is best for them in the

way of helping himself by helping them, and by giving

good houses to the labourers, and all that ; but it is

not to be a one-sided arrangement, it must be worked

all through ; everybody must have the same feeling

the inferior towards the superior, and the equal towards

the equal. There must not be one man set on high,

and people say *' There's none like him !"

Mr. Smith, of Bibury, Oxon, said hedgerow timber

was a source of great injury to tenants. At a time like

the present, when such great demands were made on

the land, the soil should be made the most of. One of

the greatest drawbacks to the tenant was the over-pre-

servation of ground game. In whatever district he

lived, if the farmer was much over-run by ground

game, he could not make the best of his land. He
hoped to see the day when, like Lord Leigh, landlords

would give up ground game to their tenants. Land-

lords would then have as good sport as at present, and

that without the expense of so many gamekeepers.

Every tenant-farmer would be a keeper of his landlord.

If, on the contrary, they had no share of the sport,

when they saw men lurking about their fields they

might be inclined to look another way, saying, " They

are not going to rob me, but to take the robbers off

my land." While, on the other hand, if they had a

share in the sport, they might seek assistance and

arrest the suspected characters. liabbits were the

worst of vermin, and their over-preservation was

unnatural. He had had an intendew with Sir Michael

Beach, who asked him, " What do you require us to

do ?" He replied, " All we wish you to do is to set a

good example. We wish you to legislate as you

please, but we are now come to ask you to allow your

tenants to destroy rabbits and course hares." He had

given that permission for the last two years. It was

said that every pheasant cost a guinea, wlijle its

market value was only 3^. dd.

Lord Warwick, the President, said : I hope you

will excuse me for saying one or two words with

respect to the discussions which have been held during

the speeches this evening. I do so in good part, and

with the best feeling. It is my earnest wish to hear

from all practical men their practical opinions on farm-

ing, on stock, and on what may advance the interests

of agriculture. I think, as President of this Associa-

tion, it becomes me to say that we have a little too

much wandered into points which are likely to create

differences of opinion and discussions which are hardly

fitting for a meeting like the present (" Hear, hear,"

from Lord Leigh). If there were no other places

where they could be discussed, I should say let us dis-

cuss them with all that good feeling evinced by my
friend Mr. Caldecott. But you must remember that

there is a Chamber of Agriculture, to which these

matters more especially belong. I hope you will nearly

all agree with me that if we introduce these matters,

which are somewhat personal, and which almost

require a reply, or if we get into the discussion of

such questions there may be certain disagreements

which we should wish to avoid, and which no

one who looked forward for a moment would wish

to encourage.

Lord Leigh : I may be permitted to say a few words

in reference to the matters alluded to by the noble

President. I must say that I most entirely and

completely agree with what has fallen from my noble

friend. I regret that my name has been more than

once mentioned by my friend Mr. Horley and others in

reference to the game question. I must say that I

perfectly agree with my noble friend the Earl of

Warwick, that it is far better to avoid the introduction

of such questions as the excessive preservation of

ground game, referring them to the Chamber of Agri

culture, which is the medium for their consideration

My private feelings led me to see that it would be

better for me to give up ground game to my
tenants, and I did so for that reason. But

I never expected it would pass beyond my owr

tenantry. It got into the newspapers, and it hai

been to me a source of annoyance, as it appeared as if

I wished to dictate to my neighbours. I am satisfied

that the good feeling of every landlord in Vvarwick-

shire would, if he could, induce him not to have an

excess of game. I am equally convinced that if my
ble friend the President thought game was doing

any injury to his tenants, he would use his discretion

as to the manner in which it should be remedied. It

is a question between landlord and tenant, and one

which should not be introduced at these assemblies. If

the tenant has anything of which to complain, let him

state his grievances to his landlord ; but do not let him

come here and quote Mr. A. or Mr. B. as examples of

giving up their ground game. It has been to me a

source of great annoyance to hear my name frequently

mentioned in connection with this subject. I hope

tenants will speak out to their landlords, and not

introduce such discussions at festive gatherings like the

present.

Farmers' Clubs.
I.Xn'ORT}!.

Modificalwu of tin Four-coiirsc Systcm.~\^ the first

meeting of this Club for the season, Mr. MaTHEW
opened a discussion on the " Growth of Beetroot and

Sainfoin in connection with the Four-course System of

Farming." He observed that, after the dry summer

which they had had, and their consequent experience

thereupon, it would be well for them to consider what

was best to be done to meet their wants in such seasons

as they had experienced, and to try and hit on some

plan to render them less dependent in future upon their

artificial grasses, Clovere, &c., and to secure a good

crop of Beetroot, as upon these two crops for spring

and summer feed those who farmed light land were

now very dependent. He continued :—Another reason

I might give is, I think, we as farmers require a system

that will render our farms more self-supporting, or in

other words lessen some of those heavy items of expen-

diture for cake, artificial manure, labour, &c. ; more

particularly as the sources from which we draw these

supplies are beginning to fail ; for instance, guano is

£^ per ton more than it was at one time ; cake from

£^ to /'3 per ton more than we used to get it at, and

I the quality of neither any the better for the extra

price. Another reason I could give is that we should

do well to ask ourselves—Is there no plan by which

we can increase the quantity of our stock upon our

farms, and this without materially diminishing the

quantity of com ? I will divide my subject into three

heads :

—

I . //.TO to Med a Droiight.~T\vt first difficultywe had

to encounter in the spring of 1S68 was the difficulty of

obtaining a plant of Beetroot, the months of April,

May, and June, being so hot and dry that none of us

could get a plant but those who were fortunate to have

their land cultivated in the autumn, and the seed

drilled by the middle of April. The next difficulty of

that year was what we were to give our stock, and how
to fill our stackyards ; from the want of rain the crop

of Clover was very short, also the mixed gi-asses. The

only fields that did well were those planted with Sain-

foin. Then the season ended by our discovering im-

mediately after harvest that all our young layers were

dead, and that we must either go without sheep the

next summer, or be at the expense of drilling them

over again. I will now describe what I tried myself,

and the results. Uponone field of 40 acres, I drilled

2 pecks per acre of common Rye-grass, 2 pecks per

acre of Italian Rye-grass, \ peck of Trefoil, \ peck

of white Clover, and \ peck of Rib-grass. The
result of this was, it came up well iust after the first

shower, but the drought and sun again set in. The
Trefoil and Suckling all died olT, but the Rye-grass and

Rib-grass kept alive, and although it produced but

little feed in the early part of the following spring, it

made good feed in the summer, and my sheep and

lambs settled upon it better than on any other field. I

also tried a mixture of Italian grass, Rib-grass, and

Tares— I bush, of winter Tares per acre, 3 pecks of

Italian grass per acre, and a quarter of a peck of Rib-

gi'ass. This mixture did well, and produced a capital

piece of early feed with the Tares and Grass, and the

Rib-grass and Rye-grass made some after feed, and

produced a good flag for the succeeding crop of Wheat.

I cannot say I prefer Rye-grass as a preparation for

Wheat, but upon our light lands it is better than

nothing at all. Upon this field I had not sufficient

Rye-grass to finish the field by 3 acres, and I therefore

drilled it with the Tares without the Rye-grass, and

the Wheat crop was this year at least i coomb per acre

more where the Rye-gi-ass was than where there was

nothing at all. On another field I sowed i peck per

acre of Trifolium ; this I mowed for hay, had a fair crop,

and my horses were very fond of the stover, but the

Wheat this year was very light after it. The best crop,

again, on my farm was the Sainfoin, indeed the

only crop that did not suffer from the drought. Look-

ing back to the year 1869, the plant of Clover and

young seeds after harvest was so good that we all

thought this summer there would be no lack of feed,

but what has been the case ? the drought and sun were

again too severe for our layers of one year's growth,

and keep for stock has not been so abundant as it was

last year, with only the half plant of layers that was

left us. Tares also were a partial crop, and we have

again had the same difficulty in obtaining a plant of

Beetroot, and only on those fields that had the autumn

tillage is there a plant. But the Sainfoins of two and

three years old have again done well, therefore proving

that plant able to stand the severest drought ; and now
we have again lost our young layers, all but the Sain-

foin. I have again drilled over 60 acres as follows :

—

Half bushel of Schrceder's Broine-gr.ass per acre,

5 bush, of Italian grass per acre, J peck of Rib-grass

per acre, 3 lb. of red Suckling. I have not used any

Trefoil or white Clover, my previous experience being

that it was useless. I also intend drilling this week
one field with Tares, 1 bush, per acre, J bush.

Italian grass ; and as I have now 70 acres of Sainfoin

of a very good plant, I feel less dependent upon the

success of this late seeding than I should otherivise

have done.

And I will now ask you to follow me as I describe

my system of growing Beetroot and Sainfoin upon my
farm, and I hope you will give me your opinion of its

merits, and offer such remarks as may strike you as to

its general adaptation to this neighbourhood. I will

suppose, then, in the first place, I have 500 acres of

arable land in my occupation, and I think it right to

grow 20 acres of Beetroot in each year. The plan

I pursue is :—I take Beetroot after Barley, i. e.,

not laying down 20 acres of the Barley shift with small

seeds. As soon as Wheat sowing is completed I

plough in the Barley stubble, a good deep earth, say

9 inches ; then as soon as tlie land has been acted

upon by the weather, I harrow and ridge up, about

the new year, or earlier if I can ; then in March or

April, as the weather permits, I manure with, say,

14 loads per acre of farmyard muck, a quarter of a

ton per acre of rape cake, and 2 cwt. of salt, drilling

the seed not later than the middle of April. This

Beetroot will be followed by Wheat ; in the suc-

ceeding spring I drill in the Wheat Sainfoin, rather

over 1 coomb per acre. This Sainfoin I intend to lay

three years, to be succeeded by Wheat in course with

the remainder of that shift, thus making the Beetroot

and Sainfoin fit in with the four-course system. Perhaps

some will say I am losing sight of one of the heads of

my subject in making use of such a heavy dressing of

manure for Beetroot, but I would go further, if rape

cake could be bought at ^5 per ton, and would use half

a ton per acre ; and taking into consideration this field

is to have no more manure for four years, I think you

will say the dressing is not excessive. The course would

be :— 1st, Beetroot after Barley instead of layer ; 2d,

Wheat after Beetroot, in course
;
3d, Sainfoin after

Wheat, instead of Turnips ; 4th, Sainfoin instead of

Barley ; 5th, Sainfoin instead of Clover, &c. ; 6th,

Wheat after Sainfoin, in course. I should, therefore,

have 20 acres in each year to lay down with Sainfoin,

and 20 acres of 3-year-old Sainfoin to come up for

Wheat in each year, and if I succeeded in getting a

plant of Sainfoin I should always have 60 acres of

it of three dilTerent ages growing on my farm.

Again, taking Beetroot after Barley, you save the

autumn tillage of the land ; the land after

Barley is in a very different state, and does not

require so much labour to bring it into a good tilth

as after Wheat, the preparation for Wheat being to get

the land together as much as you can, the preparation

for Barley being to leave the land as light as you can.

Again, taking Beetroot after Barley enables you to

clean the land well before laying it doivnwith Sainfoin,

which is to lay three years, and upon this will your

success mainly depend ; and as practice is better than
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theory I have succeeded in obtaining a full plant of

Beetroot during the last three years, grown in this way.

I have heard some say **a penny saved is as good as

a penny earned," but I am inclined to think the penny
saved is better, inasmucli as the saving a penny incurs

no risk, while the earning a penny must ; and when the

labour and seed question is tested in connection with

this plan of growing Beetroot and Sainfoin with the

ordinary four-course, you will find a great saving will

. be effected. What will then be the value of these crops

upon this 120 acres of land so treated, against 120 acres

under the four-course ?

2. Our Various Manures.—1st comes the manure
from stock ; 2d, rest is equivalent to manure ; 3d, shade
is ditto

; 4th, tillage to heavy land is ditto
;
5th, suc-

cession of crops is ditto. We all of us know that

stock can be kept upon our farms without limit if we
put our hands in our pockets for purchased food, but

will it pay? Yes, half way, or one-half from the

pocket and one-half from the green crops of the farm
;

therefore if we want to increase our manure supply
from this source, we must increase our green crops to

make it profitable. Rest to land is equivalent to

manure when land is laid down to herbage, the future

vegetation which it produces tending, by its decomposi-
tion, to renovate the productive powers of the soil.

Land in this state is said to be in rest. Therefore will

not the three years Sainfoin be a source of manure ?

Shade is also equivalent to manure; we are all of us

aware that a crop of Clover mown for hay is a better

preparation for Wheat than if the land is fed by sheep
bare during tlie summer months, more particularly upon
light land ; also upon heavy land a stout crop of Beans
is considered a better preparation for Wheat than a
poor crop of Beans ; also a good thick plant of Mustard
is better than a light one as a preparatory crop ; also

upon our lands when we feed our Clovers with sheep, we
find it better as a rule to apply the dressing of farmyard
manure that we intend for the Wheat crop before

harvest : does not this prove that the land shaded
from the sun is better than if exposed to its influence.

Therefore may we not safely infer that shade is equiva-

lent to manure. Tillage to heavy land is equivalent to

manure. We all know that a well cultivated field of
heavy land, without manure, would produce a better
crop than a field of ill cultivated land, with manure.
Succession of crops is also a source of manure. All
plants grown and carried off the ground must neces-

sarily tend to exhaust the soil, but plants which are

grown and suffered to decay, or consumed by animals
upon the land, do not exhaust the soil ; some crops
prepare the land for crops of a different kind, taking
out the soil certain properties and leaving certain

deposits behind, thereby rendering the field more kind
for a succeeding crop of some other species : for

instance, we all of us know in practice that a crop of
Clover witliout manure is a better preparation for

Wheat, than a Pea stubble with any fair amount of
manure. The purchase of artificial manure to restore

the fertility of our soil is a very easy way of getting

over the difficulty ; but it is not very desirable that we
should ask ourselves whether we have not some un-
developed sources of manure at home, that it would be
worth our while to look up and bring out ; and would
it not well repay us to give this question of succession

of crops our best attention ?

3. T^e Keeping more Stock.—To keep in view profit,

as I before mentioned, we must find one-half of the
keep from the green crops of the farm, and will not the
having 60 acres of Sainfoin increase my food for stock,
whether it is cut for hay, cut for soiling during the
summer in the yards, or fed upon the land by sheep ?

I have found Sainfoin for horses and cattle in the yards
during the summer months surpass any other green
food, and for chaff during the winter for horses, cattle,

and sheep, there is nothing equal to it—it is both food
and physic. Will not having the Sainfoin from 60 acres
of land, all taken off this 60 acres, and consumed upon
the rest of the farm, enable me to keep more stock,

and adding the other half of cake or corn, make the
rest of the land grow more corn? Will not the
60 acres of land requiring no manure for the time it is

in Sainfoin enable me to manure more heavily the
other arable land of the farm ? Will not these 20-acre
pieces of land that have been treated in this way,
when they come to be laid down with Clover, be more
kind for a plant, cut more hay, or carry more stock, and
therefore, grow more Wheat? Will not growing the

Beetroot in the way I have mentioned enable us to cul-

tivate better the fallow-shift? I have mostly found this

portion of the fallow the worst cultivated of any part of
the arable land. Will it not also enable us to grow more
Swedes upon our light lands, increasing the quantity of
food for grazing stock ? Will not the putting these

things fairly together compensate for the loss of 20 acres
of Barley ? and will not the having this 60 acres in

Sainfoin of three different ages be the best means of
providing against such dry summers as we have been
having, and also prove no loss in a season when we
have plenty of rain ? To arrive at a proper conclusion
as to the value of Sainfoin, I will name what a field of
16 acres produced these last three consecutive years :

—

l868. 1st crop of hay, 33 waggon-loads; 2d crop, fed
by lambs. 1869. ist crop of hay, 35 waggon-loads

;

2d crop, 80 sacks of seed. 1S70. 1st crop of hay,

33 waggon-Ioads ; 2d crop of seed, estimated at

56 coombs ; and here I may add I have now the

option of taking it up for Wheat or letting it lay

another year, which I intend to do, in consequence of

my young seeds having failed. I have not attempted
to show how to make farming a paying occupation or

a profitable investment for money, as that will depend
entirely upon the businesslike habits and judgment of

the man ; but I trust I have introduced such a subject

for this evening's discussion as will bring out your
practical suggestions, and such will, I fear not, prove of

mutual benefit to us all.

Discussion.

Mr. Peto said as to growing Sainfoin on heavy land,

he visited a farm in Sussex some time ago, and on a very

tenacious clay there with a chalk subsoil he found as nice

a plant of Sainfoin as he should wish to see on his own
farm. He thought it was no use trying to grow it on
heavy land unless there were a chalk subsoil. Mr.
Mathew's land was in his opinion just the soil fitted for

the growth of Sainfoin. It was of the greatest use in

affording feed for their sheep. He broke up a piece of

Sainfoin two years old last year, and he got a very good
crop of Wheat after it. He had since regretted plough-
ing the Sainfoin up very much, but the appearance of the
layers last year deceived him very much. In 1868 he
broke up his layers, and put in Coleworts and Mustard,
and then put on manure for Wheat. He met with a
tolerable success, but not such as he would have had if

he had had a good layer to plough in. To produce a
good crop of Wheat, it was thoroughly important to

plough in as good a layer as they could get.

The Chairman said a friend of his tried Sainfoin on
some very heavy land with a clay subsoil, not like they
liad round there with chalk stones in it, and last year he
had a fair crop, and this year better. Sainfoin would not
grow on heavy land, however, in his opinion, unless there

were chalk in it. In Essex he was told that they had
grown Sainfoin very well indeed on heavy land, but there

was some amount of chalk there. But there was one
thing which Mr. Mathew had mentioned—the four-course

system, and if growing a green crop in succession three

years were the system, it must be a new version of it, and
one which he was not aware of before.

Mr. Sturgeon said in growing Beet he always culti-

vated by steam. By doing this a twelvemonth ago he
had a very good crop, which many others had not. and
he intended to follow the same plan again. In another
place, where he used no steam tillage, he did not get half

a plant. He used about \ ton of Prentice's Mangel
manure and about 10 loads of farmyard manure. Some
land, however, would not grow Beet any season, nor
would it grow Sainfoin. In answer to a question, Mr.
Sturgeon said he always did his steam ploughing twice,

breakmg the land up and then across, and he paid 25.?.

an acre for it, for both ploughings, the people finding
everything.

Mr. Dkiscoll tried farmyard manure against artificial.

He put seven loads of hog manure on one part of a field,

and on the other 3 cwt. of Barber's manure, and he could
see the difference between the two. The artificial was
the best.

Mr. Gates said Mr, Mathew's system seemed to be the
best way, and growing Wheat at 225. per coomb was not
so profitable as Sainfoin. He preferred Sainfoin on light

land to a Wheat crop. For his Beet he skimmed the land
in the autumn, and then put on from 12 to 16 loads of

farm manure. He then put in the Beet seed. He did
not ridge his land, but planted on the flat. He did not
belive that Sainfoin would answer on heavy land. He had
a very good piece of land, and put some Sainfoin on it.

He got a good plant, but this year he only got eight small
loads off 10 acres, and therefore did not think it a pay-
ing crop.

Mr. Peto thought when a man had the capital the
wisest tiling he could do was to break his land up to 12
inches deep. He believed autumn cultivation with steam
power was right for all kinds of land, but he did not think
it was right to apply any kind of manure on very light

land before Christmas, as if it were wet a great deal of the
value of the manure ran away. It was his experience,
too, that they got very httle benefit from putting their

sheep on the light lands early in the autumn. On a good
mixed soil, however, they might put their manure on
when they pleased.

Mr. Goi-DSMiTH said when he began business he took
to growing Sainfoin, and was very successful. He got so
far as to ask his landlord to let him farm 100 acres on the
five-course system, and it took him five years to get into

shift, but Jie was glad to get back again, for the land got
so foul. He then went back to his old system of growing
Sainfoin and Clover, but every year his crops decreased.
He used to grow three loads per acre, but he did not
now grow much more than half He got the best white
Wheats, however, after his Sainfoin that he ever grew.
He thought, however, if he had grown Sainfom with Seet
he would have done better than growing it after Barley.

He was afraid Mr. Mathew's land would not be clean
after three years' Sainfoin. Sainfoin, however, was the
best preparation for Wheat that they could have. For
Beet he thought autumn cultivation was the best. He
always got the best crop that way.

The Ch-MRMAN said it should be their aim to grow as
manyroots as possible on the smallest quantity of ground,
as it was a very exhaustive and expensive crop. As to

Sainfoin he thought it cost too much to have only one
crop of. He should put roots, followed by Barley, then
Sainfoin two years, then Wheat and Barley. As to

Ryegrass he did not know liow it was on light land,

but on heavy land it would be the last he should ever

try. He thought they were veiy much obliged to

IVIr. Mathew for his excellent paper, and he would call

upon him to reply.

Mr. Mathew said if they took Beetroot after Barley

instead of layer or Reans, they would have a better crop
of Beet and also of Wheat, and yet would be able to keep
their land perfectly clean and free from Twitch. As to

Beet, he did not muck the crop to get Beet, but for the
Sainfoin tliat followed

; for the better crops they got the
first years tlie better would be the crop afterwards.

LA VENHAM.
Ho^v to Draw the Largest Value from the Land at the

Least Expense.—Mr. ViNCE opened the discussion on
this subject at a recent meeting of this Club. He said

there is no class who rely more on their own skill than

the farmer, and we must admit there are many of us

who have not acquired a thorough knowledge of our

business. We must always be acquiring fresh know-
ledge, for it cannot be said that the cultivation of our

soils has yet been brought to that degree of perfection

which it is capable of reaching. In a business point of

view, the intention is to obtain the greatest possible

amount of produce from the soil, and the farmer's

object is to raise it at the least cost, in order to afford

him the greatest profit. In this a tenant may be
assisted materially by his landlord allowing useless

pollard trees and fences to be removed, and suitable

buildings and yards arranged for all gi^azing purposes.

Half the rent of a fann may be lost for the want of

proper accommodation. Good farmyard manure, well

prepared, is the farmer's best friend, and I am fully

convinced, whatever may be said to the contrary, that

really good farming cannot be maintained without good
grazing. Our forefathers' chief wealth consisted in

cattle, and our dependence must be in ^ great measure
upon cattle also. How can we enrich the soil better

than witli good substantial manure, and this cannot be
procured without cattle ; the manure manufacturers

and their agents may dispute this, but sound practical

farmers will not, I am convinced. The more cattle we
can keep, the better it will be for us, directly or

indirectly ; of course discretion and judgment in buying
and selling at the proper time is required. The
English nation are a large meat consuming community.
For some years past, in spite of all the imports of

foreign cattle, meat has realised a fair remunerative

price. I am not one of those who would say sheep

pay best or beasts pay best. I would say keep all you
can fairly of each ; keep them well, and should they, at

the year's end, not show so favourably upon your
balance-sheet as you could wish, you will have the

consolation of hoping for some better results from the

manure heaps they have manufactured, 1 have not

recommended a small expenditure per acre as the best

way to produce the largest amount of value from the

soil. Farming, under the most economical principle

possible, is expensive, and requires close application

and good management. I think steam-power has in

some measure cheapened our labour, and also relieved

the labourer from some of his most laborious work.
Steam-ploughing, I ani convinced, will become more
general, and witli much better results than were by
many anticipated. Reaping and mowing machines,

too, with their improvements, are more in favour, and
have this year more than realised the anticipations of

those who employed them, and I believe they will ulti-

mately become as necessary an implement on a farm as

the corn-drill. I was very pleased this harvest in seeing

one of Burgess & Key's two-horse reapers with one
man only to drive it, laying a whole field in even

sheaves in workmanlike manner ready for tying.

When we can reconcile ourselves to the general use of

these appliances, I believe they will cheapen labour,

and assist to increase the value of our produce. You
have already heard able papers from some of our most
intelligent and practical members, upon the waste of

force in farming operations, economy in the keep of

farm horses, deep and fleet draining, &c. I shall not

enter upon these matters, the chief object of my paper

being to enforce the necessity of breeding stock and
good grazing in connection with our modern cultivation.

As far as my own experience goes, it has been satisfac-

tory, and I think there are many of our members who
expend a large sum for stock and feeding stuff, who
M'ill admit they have received a fair return for their

outlay. We have heard £,\o per acre mentioned as a

fair outlay upon our occupations, and many no doubt
think they manage very well with that sum. I would
not go so far as our friend Mechi, and say £20 would
be much better, but I would urge upon our young
members the necessity of breeding stock and grazing as

a means of increasing their profits and improving the

land, always bearing in mind that the producing man
is the man for his country, and the man who will

ultimately receive the best return upon his capital

The Chairman said Mr. Vince had briefly alluded

to steam -ploughing, and for the good of those who
believed that deep cultivation was of great benefit, he
had brought some roots, gi-own by Mr. Campbell, of

Buscot Park, Berkshire. Two were taken from the

lower part of a field, where the land was richer, but the

two smaller ones from another part of the field were

grown in the most hungry clay. He had also brought

some of the clay that they might see what it was like ;

and it was only through deep cultivation that the gen-

tleman he had mentioned was able to grow such splendid

roots. On this farm there were two 30-horse power
engines, which to*e up the soil to the depth of 2 feet,

and he could assure them that there was no gammon
about this, for he saw it himself. The same mode of

cultivation was not employed as they had seen used in

that neighbourhootl, the cultivator being simply a strong

knife, which cut into the ground and tore it up. The
object of the gentleman he had mentioned was not^to
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grow coin or sugar, but to giow spirit, everything on

the farm being saciificedto the distilleiy. As to keep-,

ing cattle, last week when he (Mr. Hitchcock) visited

it, there were 1540 bullocks and 5000 sheep on it.

Fifty fat bullocks, and from 400 to 500 sheep, were

sold every three weeks by auction. He thought the

result they might draw from looking at those roots was

that deep cultivation was the principal thing.

NOnFOLK.
Meeting at Wayhntd.—lslx. MayHew said: Besides

the difficulties of feeding his stock, the fanner had had

other difficulties to contend with, and he w^as afraid

there were yet more in store for him. During the last

few years they had experienced very adverse seasons.

There was a time when the light-land farmer by
well and judiciously applying his money could meet

with some encouragement ; but now, however much
skill and energy be brought to bear in the farm-

ing of light soils, the result was not that which he,

might reasonably expect. Possibly these adverse cir-

cumstances in the long run might be attended with

benefit. It might, perhaps, put them on a sounder

basis. In the first place no doubt it had a strong ten-

dency to do away, in the successful cropping of the

soil, with ground game, or, more properly speaking, 1

vermin, lie was sure they would all agree with him

in thanking the noble President for having taken the

initiative in flestroying these pests to the farmer. It

was tnie that in the course of time Parliament might

enforce the suppression of them, but their noble Presi-

dent had anticipated this, and had acted wisely in

taking the initiative. He thought they would also

concur with him that the rents of the light lands were

not exactly genuine. They had been put up to an

extreme degree by what he might term outside men,

men who were not brought up in practical farming,

and who imagined that if they could get hold of a light

land farm it would be nice to gallop a hoi-se across the

farm, so that they had been induced to come and giye

more for that land than it was absolutely worth. This

put a practical man in a very difficult position,

especially when the seasons favoured that description

of land, but he believed the last few seasons had shown
that the practical men who were willing to give a fair

rent, and to give no more, were the men in whom alone

they could trust.

Lord Walsingham : With respect to ground game,

that was always a difficult and moot question, and he

had never heard it discussed without its being qualified

by the statement that it was veiy wrong, and people

ought not to be allowed to have too much ground

game. But who was to decide between too much and

too little ? A man when he took his farm inquired

and ascertained from his neighbours what amount of

ground game the landlord was in the habit of keeping,

and if he was dissatisfied, he need not take up the

lease, and had better go .to where there was no game.

It was a question which rested entirely with the land-

lord and the tenant, and one with which the law could

not deal. As to theoretical men paying more rent

than practical men, the landlord tried to get as prac-

tical tenants as possible, and if men turned out

not to be practical, it was no fault of the landlord.

There might be non-practical men get hold of

farms ; but, as a mle, he believed the farmen;

of Norfolk were practical men, and knew the

value of land just as much as the landlord,

and would never give more than it was worth, unless,

indeed, he happened to be a man not of strong mind
and unable to judge for himself If they had a horse

to sell, they tried to make as much of him as they

could ; and if they asked a price they could not obtain,

it was proof positive that the value put upon the horse

was more than it was worth. It was a matter of agree-

ment between landlord and tenant, between buyer aiid

seller. Referring again to the question of gi^ouud

game, the noble lord said that the tenant would have a

right to complain of his landlord if he kept up
game than he had been in the habit of keeping up
before he let the farm ; but if the conditions and
cumstances under which he took it remained the sanie,

he could not see on what ground any complaint could

be made.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Meeting at HaUnn.—Mr. Heanley, in responcjing

for " Success to Farming and Grazing," said it took a

clever man to farm at a profit, much more to graze at a

profit. Under the present n'^inie, with a Euro]f)ean.

war, they were not to have Wheat above 47^. pei; qr.,

and cake was costing ^13 per ten. As a practical

man his advice was " farai as well as you can."' He
recommended the use of artificial manures, the necessity

of having sheep on a farm ; and with a European war,

Wheat instead of being at 4 guineas had comedown
below 50J-., which they must try to make up for by
growing a greater quantity. The next thing htf could

recommend was consideration for t'le labourer, ahd that

he should be paid in proportion to his labour. )

Mr. Tnos. Dring (Claxby) thought that tq ensure
prosperity it needed the united efforts of the owner,
occupier, and labourer. There wcs a gieat dijal to do
which it would require those three interested Ito carry

out to the greatest advantage, b;U when lie looked
back he admitted there had been z veiy great deal of

prosperity in the country. Not only farms, .iDut whole
parishes now grew more than double the (Quantity of

eveiy description of crop that they did 40 years ago
;

yet, whilst there bad been that prosperity in agricul-

ture, the farmers may not have made much by it.

There were three things that had been vei'y valu-

able to occupiers—namely, steam threshing-machines,

reaping-machines, and artificial manures. All these

had been productive of great be'nefits. Artificial

manures produced great Tumip crops. If it had not

been for the use of reaping-machines they M-ould almost

have been beaten, but with them they got in the

harvest just when they ought to do. A reaping-

machine, in fact, was one of the best things a farmer

could have. There was another thing or two that had
also tended to the prosperity of agriculture. Land-
owner or their representatives had not only been con-

siderate for their tenants by building them warm sheds,

)icc., but liad built good cottages for the labourers in

the neighbourhood oi their work, and copied the best

s]>ecimens of dwelling that could be found ; but he

could not See the use of allowing a tree to grow on a

space worth say 2s. a, year, \\'hich at the end of a

century produced 30J, He 'thought there might be

a great advantage gained by improving fences and

grubbing up trees. There were also a great many other

things he could name that would be a benefit to agn-

culture. They should have sheep from the best flocks,

and cattle from the best herds, and get the most they

could out of the soil by endeavoui-ing to grow more
than their neighbours. Another thing was, that on

these occasions of ram shows, he should be glad if the

breeder could vouch that there were no sheep amongst
them fed on anything but green food fof the last six

months. If ke])t on grass food they would be leaner,

fewer sheep woiUd fall lame when they got them at

work, and there would be more work in them. Mr.
Vessey's slieep were this year in better condition for

work than he had ever seen them. They were fat

enough, but not tdo fat, and those who had hired

them would be better satisfied than if they were so

ery fat.

The Science of Manure as the Food of Plants.

By the Rev. Henry Moule, A.M., Vicar of Fording-

ton. Cassell, Petter & Galpin.

Tliis is not the whole of the title of this pamphlet :

the words, "Twelve quarters of Barley maybe growTi per

acre," appear as an integral part of it upon the title-page.

Tlic author's view of the science of manure, not by any
means a new one, is that tlic feeding of a plant is

effected pretty much as the feeding of an animal, only

the processes of mastication and digestion are in the

former case done outside—the soil being in fact the

stomach of the plant. And he argues further that if

manures were properly reduced, and, so to speak,

digested before their application to tlie soil, the eflect

would be very much the same as that which the stock-

feeder realises from the processes of chaft'-cutting, grind-

ing, cooking, &c., to which he subjects his food

before administering it to the animal. But the process

of reductive ma^cation, cooking of manure, can be

nohow done so well as by the soil itself, and the step

from this is a very short one which leads the urgent

advocate of the earth-closet system to point out the

great advantage, agriculturally as well as economically

and sanitarily, of the use of earlh for dealing with

e.-ccrementitious matter, whether from the human or

any other animal. The following extract illustrates

his position here :— '

" 1 once convinced a far.mer, who out ol 300 acres

manured 100 each year u-ith 10 waggon-loads of stable

manure per acre {three loads of wliieh he received from
cavalry barracks in return for every load of straw supplied

to those barracks for litter), that, taking the money value

of each load of straw at 30J. . and reckoning nothing for

wages nor for wear and tear of horses and waggons,
this manure cost him ^^5 per acre, or ^^500 per annum, '

More than this, he opened his eyes to the fact that, from
his fields being widely scattered, and from the barracks

being situated a mile from his stables, his horses with

those heavy loads travelled during the year^more than
2000 miles ! This, although perhaps an extreme case,

will ser\'e to prepare the minds of many to perceive that,

,

if the processes which I have likened to those of mastica-

tion, swallowing, digestion, and assimilation can be greatly

quickened, still more, if they can be completed previous

to the apphcation of the manure to the soil, and if,

'

instead of an luicertain and perhaps a too late application

'

to each plant in a field, we can render that application

certain, and at the right time, then (to say the least)

there will be a great diminution both of cost and carriage.

But beyond this there will be a very, strong probability of,

more certain and more abundant crops. 1

"Well, this may now be done, and by several modes, i

though all grounded on the same principle or principles.

The problem to be solved is this : 'Since the actually

nutritive portion of any manure must be very small

indeed, how is this to be introduced into a medium of the

narrowest compass and yet be in a tangible or manage-
able form? The compass must be so narrow, that, as a
vehicle of transmission, it shall, in proportion to the matter

conveyed, be small ; and yet it must be sufficiently large to

render the application of the nutriment to all portions of

the crop certain and uniform.'
'

' Now it is no rash assertion of an enthusiast, that the

dr)'-earth system of dealing with excrementitious matter

and other offensive refuse of our houses and premises,

will, in the full and fair working out of its principles, exactly

accompUsh this. Let it be observed that the deodorisin;

power of dry and sifted earth ahd clay is only one of Those

principles.
' Besides this, there is, when after use it 'is

dried, the capability of repeated action. Then tlie

matter to be deodorised must be dealt with at once, and
before putrefaction sets in. It must also, so far as is

practicable, be taken in detail. So much dry sifted earth

must in each detailed application be employed as will

deodorise and absorb the whole of that to which it. is

applied—.and no more. No other liquid than that f6r

which such quantity of earth is calculated, must ffe

admitted into the chamber or receptacle, into which both
excrement and earth are received. Such receptaoTe,

therefore, must be waterproof Either in it, or in a dry

shed to which its contents are removed, those contents

should he, until, whether by time or by some mechanical

means, a thorough interpenetration of the solid substances

is effected, and until the whole, whether by natural or

artificial heat, is thoroughly dried. After which it may be
either used again for deodorising purposes, or (which

relates more immediately to my present subject) it may
with confidence be applied to the soil as manure. The
nutritive particles wili have been brought into that state

and condition in which the roots of the plants, on their

being brought into contact, can take hold of them and
take them up into the sap vessels."

We now come to the second part of the title-page—
" Twelve quarters of Barley may be grown per acre ;"

but as this is really too good to be true, we must be

satisfied with the following statement, which is given as

the proof ;

—

" In proof of the advantage of applying manure in

the right place and in the right time, that is, in the place

and time which w ill allow of the roots of the plant acting

upon it throughout its giowth. 1 wiU give two experi-

ments. The first 1 made some eight or nine years ago
With liquid manure—the sink-water and Slops of the

house, mentioned above in connection with a tank.

These were freely diluted also with the surplus rainfall of

my liouse. Beneath two square yards of ground at a
depth of to inches, 1 placed a horizontal 2|-inch drain

pipe, leaving the joints open. With this pipe there was
communication at each end through an upright pipe of

the same bore. Through these two upright pipes, after

the plants began to grow, I poured, twice a week, about

4 gallons of the liquid sewage. In the month of Decem-
ber I found by the roadside a very fine plant of the

Tartarian O.at. It was so fine that I divided it into four

parts, and planted these in my bed of 2 square yards.

One was killed by frost, the remaining three grew so

luxuriantly, that when in blossom the stalks measured

ij inch in circumference | the leaves were i inch broad ;

and many of the ears measured 26 inches in length. In

this stage of their growth they were seen by Professor

Owen and Lord Inniskillen.
•

' Out of one ear I rubbed 800 grains ; and the produce

of this single plant, so divided, w.as J lb. of very good

seed. At the suggestion of an eminent agricuUurist, to

whom I showed this seed, I sowed 12 gr.ains in the same

ground, treated them in the same manner, e.xcepting tliat

there was no division of the plants, and no transplanting.

And from those 12 grains I, in the following July,

gathered i^- lb. of equally good -seed. Had I sown i8

instead of 12 grains I doubt not that the produce would

have been at least alb., or i lb. the square yard, which

would give a yield of 20 sacl<s of 12 score each, or 30 sacks

of S score to the acre.

"Such a mode of cultivation, with liquid manure, so

applied, must to any large extent be impracticable. If,

however, dry and solid manure, compressed in the way
above described, can only be conveyed, if not in the same

quantity, yet to the same close proximity to the roots of

the plant, then the mode is practicable to any extent for

which the requisite labour can be provided. In proof of

this I give the following experiment.

"At the commencement of 1869. just as I had fully

satisfied myself of the digestive capability of dry earlh, I

received by post, I believe from Captain Hallett's office,

57 grains of his Pedigree Barley. These grains I sow'ed

(January 6) in a pot of common earth standing m my
garden i and (February 13) 1 transplanted the 57 plants,

produced bv them, into a patch of ground rather less

than one-fifth of a rod or perch. Into each hole (10 inches

deep) I poured i ounce of the earth, which had passed

through the closet four times, the strength of which I con-

sider not more than equal to that which may be formed

in an ordinary vault or chamber during three months.

Of the 57 plants the sparrows destroyed 15. But by the

subsequent division of some of the stronger plants I raised

*he whole number on this one-fifth of a rod or perch to

,0 plants. The smallest of these produced 15 stalks ;

and the larger had each from 40 to 45 stalks, with ears

measurmg 6 inches and some 7 inches in length ;
and in

some ol them there were counted 40 or even 44 grains.

The produce from those 50 plants on one-fifth of a perch

of ground is 4 peck of grain. Now this gives a yield

of no less theii 25 sacks per acre ! And as the \ peck

weighed 5J lb. this would make the weight of each sack

8| score.

"The inquiry of almost every one of the many farmers

and others who saw these beautiful plants in their growth

was ' Can this be done on a larg:e scale?' And my reply

was, ' Yes, on any scale for which you can find, and are

willing and able to employ, labour ; and by it the door is

opened to a remunerative employment of a larger amount

of labour during all the open weather of winter."

Yes .' no doubt this was Mr. Moule's reply, but it is

clearly a mere assertion, without the necessary demon-

stration. The " rule of three," on which this assertion

apparently is based, does not apply at all. The things

compared in it must be of "the same denomination ;

whereas it is clear that the plants gi-own in a garden

one by one are of a very different "denomination

from plants grown broadcast in lo-acre fields. Mean-

while, we may commend to our coiTespomlcnt,

"G. A. H." the assertion that Soo grains have been

grown upon a single ear of Oats.
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Farm Memoranda.
Ash Grove Farm, near Bicester : The Oxford

First Prhe Farm.—^[We take the foUowing extract

from the official report in the nuniber just issued of the
" Royal Agricultural Society's Journal."]

Before entering upon a description of the several

farms which will form the subject of this report,

it may be well to give a short account of the origin

of the competition. Mr. Mason, of Eynsham Hall,

near Witney, late High Sheriff of Oxfordohire,

with a most laudable desire to promote the im-

provement of agriculture, and also, if possible, to

obtain fi-om judges appointed by the Royal Agri-

ciUtural Society a definition of that which constitutes

good farming, oftered a most handsome prize, of a

hundred-guinea cup, for the best-managed farm com-
prised within a district, the bnmidnry Hue of which
runs through the towns of 1' ' '':', \\ mUige, Lech-
lade, Slow-on-the-Wold, BanI :,\, I; 1

I
: liam, Ayles-

bury, Great Marlow, and ba. I; \" l:.,..lnig. Having
-communicated his wishes and intentions to the Council
of the Royal Agricultural .Society, they at once under-

took to nominate the judges and to settle the condi-

tions of competition, and also agreed to offer a second
prize of ;^5o for tlie second best managed farm among
those which should compete. These preliminaries

having been arranged, my colleagues, ]\Ir. W. Torr,

^of Aylesl)y Mnnor. near Great Grimsby, Lincolnshire,

^nd Mr. i'. t.iihhons, of Burnfoot-on-Esk, Longtown,
CumlK-rland, and myself were requested by the Council
to undertake tlie inspection of the 21 competing farms,

and to award the prizes under the following conditions:

i, general management with a view to profit ; 2, pro-

<iuctivenes3 of crops
; 3, goodness and suitability of

livestock; 4, management of grass land
; 5, state of

gates, fences, roads, and general neatness. We com-
menced our first inspection on May 9, and coii-

cluded our second survey on July 14. The spring

oflSyohas been a peculiarly trying one—cold, dry,

and ungenial throughout April and May— followed
by eJctreme drought and heat in June and July ; and
this has had much influence upon many of tile farms in

the inter\'al between our two visits. The reports from
the North of England, and from some parts of tlie

eastern counties, speak of abundant rain during the
month of June, and, although this occurred too late in

many cases to produce a good hay crop, it has im-
mensely improved all the late-sown Baidey, and all

but secured a full plant of Swedes and' Turnips.

Within the disti'ict, however, in which the competing
farms are situated, little or no rain fell for many \\'eeks,

and it was quite lamentable to see on many of the
fefms ho* crops, which proniised well in May, were
completely burnt up and almost ruined for want of
moisture in July. I feel it necessary to lay some stress

upon this peculiarity of the season, inasmuch as it will

be seen from the description of some of the farms

noticed below, that high farming and high condition

have told this year in a remarkable degree. I have
observed in almost eveiy instance in wliich high
farming has prevailed for a series of years, and thus
good condition of the land been obtained, that the

effect of adverse seasons has beeu to a great extent

counteracted.

I will now proceed to describe the First Prize Fann,
ocaipied by Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Millington, and to

which the judges awarded Mr. Mason's prize. It is

known as the Ash Grove Farm, and is situated at

Ardley, about 5 miles south-east of Bicester, and about
14 miles north of 0.>cford. Its extent is S90 acres, of
which there are about 820 acres of arable land and
70 acres of pasture. The farm is held under a 21 yeai^s'

lease from the Duke of Marlborough, six years of which
are unexpired. The arable land is chiefly a light thin

brown loam resting on the stone or corn brash ; and
the depth of the surface soil, all of which is of poor
quality, sometimes does not exceed 6 inches. The
pasture land consists of a narrow strip of meadow
nearly in the centre of the farm, on a peaty soil of the
woi-st description. A glance at the map which accom-
panies this report will show the surface-geology of the
district, it is therefore unnecessary to trouble our
readers with a geological description. The highroad
from Oxford to Erackley i-uns through the farm, but
does not divide it quite equally. The house and
premises are situated near the road, and on the north-
"west side of it. The arable land is well laid out in

good square fields, and is farmed strictly upon the four-

course rotation, although the only covenant in the lease

as to cropping provides that the land shall be farmed
under a four-course shift during the last four years,

leaving it entirely to the discretion of the tenant how to

fann it during the first seventeen.

Bmldings.—The house and buildings are of stone
and slate, very substantially built, and in good repair.

The buildings, however, are somewhat old-fashioned,

and do not contain such good arrangements for the
accommodation of cattle as they .should do. The yards
are insufficiently provided with shelter-sheds, and alto-

gether behind the age ; but these defects are clearly not
the fault of the tenant.

Roots.—The 200 acres of Wheat and ISarley stubble
land, intended for roots, are ploughed up as deeply as
the thin stony land will allow early in the autumn,

and the roots are all drilled on the fiat 24 inches apart.

About 20 acres of Mangel Wurzel are usually sown,
and are manured with 5 cwt. of superphosphate,

applied by the w^ater-drill. The plants are horse-hoed

three or four times as occasion may require, and hand'

hoed, picked, and finished off for 7^. per acre. The
roots are taken up when ripe towards the end of

October, and stored in the usual way. Swedes are

between the middle ofMayand the lothof June, and then

the So acres of green and wdiite Turnips usually grown,

the whole of Turnip sowing being generally completed
by the longest day. Swedes are drilled on the flat, 24in.

apart, 4 cwt. ofsuperphosphatebeingapplied by the water-
drill. The Turnips are also sown at the same dis-

tance, with, however, only 3 cwt. of superphosphate.

These arc all horse-hoed as often as necessary '(never

less than three times), and then hand-hoed, picked,

and finished— the Swedes for ds. dd., and the green

and wdiite Turnips for i>s. per acre. Nearly all the

white Turnips, and generally about three-fourths of the

Swedes are fed off. In addition to the above large

quantity of roots, 50 acres of the seeds are broken up
about Midsummer, and sown with white Mustarcl,

which is fed off by the ewes when they are put to the

ram, from the middle of September to the end of

October. About 2 cwt. of superphosphate is applied

by the water-drdl for the Mustard. When the land is

clear it is sown with Wheat in the usual course.

Barley.—Barley follows the whole of the root crop ;

and as only about 120 acres of Wlieat are sown
annually. So acres of the seeds are also sown with

Barley, the rule being only to sow Wheat on so much
of the seed-shift as has been manured with well-made
farmyard dung, at the rate of 10 or 12 loads per

acre. Chevalier is the sort usually gi-own, and
sowing commences early in Mai'ch ; about 10 pecks

of seeds are drilled per acre ; early sowing is

held to be of great importance, and nearly all the

Barley is sown by the end of March. Barley is cut

by reapers, and is all sheafed ajid shocked at 4J. per

acre.

Seeds.—Small seeds are sown in the Barley in the

usual way, being rolled do\\ai by a Cambridge roll

immediately after sowing. Red Clover is sown only

once in eight years ; Trefoil aud white Dutch, with a

little Italian Rye-grass for early sheep-fed, being sown
in the alternate four-course. About one-half of the

seeds are usually mown for hay, and the remainder are

fed off by the ewes and lambs, which are liberally sup-

plied with cake or corn. As soon as the lambs are

weaned they are di\aded into lots, and placed upon the

Clover eddishes, and after harvest upon young seeds

and stubbles until they go to Turnips. When the

Iambs have left the grazed seeds, the dung-cart is imme-
diately set to work, and the whole of the farmyard

manure is spread over the fields intended for Wheat.
This operation goes on at intervals (regulated by the

amount of time during which the horses can be spared

from their other work) until all the manure is spread

on the land.

Wheat.—The treatment of the seed-shift, already

described, is the first preparation for the Wheat crop.

The Clover ley is ploughed up as soon as the weather

permits, then rolled with the Cambridge roll ; and about

lopecks ofseed are drilled in during the month ofOctober.

The usual varieties sown arc the Scotch While Chaff

Red and the Improved Lincolnshire White. In the

spring the Wheat is hoed where it is thought neces-

sary, but not otherwise. Somewhat later, Thistles,

Docks, and weeds of all sorts are carefully taken out.

No kind of top-dressing is applied to the Wheat crop,

but I venture to give an opinion that small dressings of

nitrate of soda mixed with salt, judiciously applied

several times in the spring, would yield a good return

for the outlay. The effect would be to bring up all

the small ears, and to produce a more even, and there-

fore a more productive crop. Wheat is cut with a

reaper, and is tied and shocked by men and
4f. bd. per acre. Two reapers are employed, and two
pairs of horses are allotted to each, with frequent

changes ; by this means 36 acres are usually cut in the

day. The pitching and unloading are done by the

acre, usually at a price of from is. lod. to 2s. The
slacking is performed by the foreman-labourer, assisted

by cartel's and boys. Thatching costs 4//. per square

of too feet. No beer is given, and the whole cost of

the Wheat and Barley harvest amounts to about \ls.

per acre.

Cattle.—No cattle are bred, and only a few young
steers are kept in the summer : about 70 head oi cattle

are wintered in the strawyards. They have a very

small allowance of roots, but a liberal allowance of

linseed cake. They are sold in the spring, and are

never fattened out. If they pay the cost of the cake

consumed, it is all that is expected of them. Para-

doxical as this may appear to the uninitiated, the prac-

tical farmer will understand that, on light, poor land,

the more Turnips that can be fed on the land by sheep,

the better ; and therefore to attempt to fatten o.xen to

any extent would necessitate more Turnip carting

—

increased expense with little or no extra profit ; the

only object of keeping cattle on a light land arable

farm being the conversion of the straw into good
manui'e.

Sheep.—A flock of 400 Lincoln ewes is kept, and

the produce does not generally exceed a lamb to

and steam-cultivated in the following spring. The After weaning, the ewes are kept on seeds and stubbles

land is afterwards worked with Coleman's cultivator, ' until the white Mustard is ready, towards the middle of

September, when they arc put to Lincoln rams, which
remain with them five or six weeks. During the
remainder of the autumn and winter they are moved
about the farm, and, for a month or two befoi-e lambing,
are allowed \ lb. of cotton cake per day. This allow-

ance is increased, some linseed cake is added as soon as

the lambs begin to drop, and continued until weaning
takes place ; 150 theaves are annually introduced into

the flock, and the draft ewes are all m.ade off as fat

sheep. The lambs are weaned upon Clover eddishes,

run lightly over the young seeds and stubbles, and
then go to white Turnips early in the autumn. They
become accustomed to the cake-troughs before weaning,

and are supplied with the best linseed cake afterwards,

the quantity being carefully and gradually increased

during tire autumn and wHnter. The hoggets are all

clipped and sent fat to marlcet when 12 or 13 montlis

old. In good Turnip seasons about 200 sheep are

bought, and are added to those bred on the farm ; thus,

1000 sheep are wintered annually upon Turnips and
cake. The ewes are good of their kind, but it is

questionable whether the Oxford Downi sheep is not

better suited to the district.

Pigs.—From 80 to 100 pigs of different ages are

generally kept, all being bred on the farm, A small

number are fattened annually on the refuse com, &c.

,

but they do not receive much attention, and do not

form any great feature in the manageinent of the

famj.

Horses.—Eighteen horses are kept, and are always
worked in pairs. They are fed highly on corn all the

year round, having Vetches in the yard in summer, and
Clover hay in the stable during winter. They are

strong useful animals, but do not deserve any special

notice.

Fences.—The fences are for the most part of thriving

Hawthorn ; weeds are not allowed to grow upon the

banks or in the hedgerows, and there is not the least

waste of land, for the fences are closely trimmed, so

that the corn grows almost on to the banks.

Grass Laud.—The pastures are very inferior ; they

have been drained but not otherwise improved ; and
they ought certainly in future to share in the same
liberal treatment which has been so judiciously prac-

tised in regard to the arable land.

Lahom-crs.—The labourer's at Ardley are well looked

after', and well paid ; at the time of oar last visit the

able-bodied men were earning nearly \%s. per week at

task work. All the work that can be done by the

piece is put out at Ardley, and the men are made to

work as much as possible by themselves, and not in

gangs. No beer is given, and everything is reduced to

a money value.

Getia-al Remarhs. — The foregoing description of

Mrs. Millington's system of farming may, perhaps, dis-

appoint those who expected to hear of something new,
or of some departure from the old four- course routine,

the propriety of which has of late years been much
questioned, not only in West Norfolk, where it first

originated, or at all events is very generally adopted,

but also in many other parts of the kingdom. I by no
means think it desirable that the system of farming, or

the exact rotation of crops, should be set forth in the

lease or agieement ; and I am decidedly of opinion that

every farmer wdio has capital and brains, should be
allowed to make use of both in any way that will give

him the highest return for his money, provided that

he fulfils the one important condition, wdiicli must
never be disregarded, of good crops and perfectly

clean cultivation. The advocates of the four-course

rotation will find at Ardley that system carried

cut strictly, and in the best manner. The results

speak for themselves. In a peculiar season, which has

tried to the utmost the thin dry and arid soils upon the

stone-brash foniration, this farm shows us, on the

whole, better crdps of corn and roots, according to the

land, than any o( the competing farms. It is worthy
o;" note that, although the lease of the Ardley Farm
allows the utmost license as regards cropping during

the firet 17 years of the term, no departure has been
hitlierto made froiii the four-course rotation, the tenant

believing it to b^ the best adapted for the soil and
district. Mrs. Mi|lington's cl'ops clearly prove the fact

to which I have pieviously alluded, viz. , that land in

hijh condition is niore capable of resisting the efTect of

bad seasons than when it is impoverished by over-

cropping, or out of condition for want of that fertilising

sysiem which can alone restore the elements of produc-

iveliess. This statfe, however, cannot be attained by
sudden or spasmodic efforts ; and nothing but a series

of years of high fiirming can produce such crops as

those which Mrs. Rfillington's farm this year exhibits.

Mr. Mason's prize has not been obtained by hasty

preparation, but the well-deserved honour wdiich

has been awarded !to the tenant of the Ash Grove
Farm has been woni by years of clean cultivation and
high f:eding. The tmnual amount of Mrs. Millington's

cake till, ;^I200, isjthc great secret of her success. I

believe high feeedlng of the stock to be the best

and ssfest expenditire that a farmer can make at all

times, md in all se

the land is em
judges were -

nearly fulfils I

Ihe besi p(,ss
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managed iarm
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cannot say more. It may be, and probably is, the

best system which could be adopted for the land to

which it is applied ; but to say that the four-course

system is the one that ought to be generally adopted

would be the height of folly. First say where you are

to farm before you can say how you are to farm ; for

although the four-course rotation succeeds remarkably

well at Ardley, different soils and dilTerent circum-

stances may require an essentially different system.

Graystone, near Alford.—The farm of Gray-

stone is situated within a mile of the Alford Railway

Station. Besides Graystone, another farm in the

parish of Tullynessle, one of the best in the Vale of

Alford, is in the occupation of Mr. Reid. We were

desirous of examining the animals he has in training for

the forthcoming fat stock e.\hibitions. In a distant

pendicle of the farm of Graystone, we first examined a

pure Polled heifer, rising four years old. She is a

very large size, handsome, and will not bring discredit

to the exhibitor. We next examined a 3-year-old

cross-bred heifer—a wonderful specimen of the Shom-
Aberdeen. We were then shown a West Highland

heifer, and afterwards a polled 4-year-old Angus or

Aberdeen ox, besides other animals. The West High-

land heifer is very handsome and in good showing con-

dition. We learned that this heifer occupied a high

position in last year's competitions. The Polled Aber-

deen bullock is most perfect in all his points, and good

judges believe that no other ox to be exhibited this

year will bring a higher price per stone. W^e were also

shown a considerable number of other first-class Short-

horn, Angus, and cross-bred animals, which we expect

will be afterwards heard of whenj brought forward in

competition for prizes probably in 1S71 and 1872.

The pastures were good, particularly the second crop

Clover on a field from which a hay crop had been

removed.
The system of stock management followed by Mr.

Reid is nearly in accordance with that adopted at

Tillyfour. In the growing of a mixture of Oats, Tares,

and Peas, for the autumn feeding of stock, Mr. Reid

prefers the grey Pea, while Mr. M'Combie prefers a

white Pea. Mr. Reid does not allow cake to cattle

while grazing. When cake is given it is to animals

under cover, or in an open shed. Mr. Reid, like Mr.
M'Combie, does not consider it advisable to give cake

for any lengthened period to other than cattle intended

for exhibition. We had much pleasure in inspecting

Mr. Reid's stock, the more so, as he has pure Short-

horns, pure Polled, Angus, and animals first crosses of

these breeds.

Mr. Reid's practice closely coincides with that

adopted by Mr. M'Combie. Both are most successful

feeders, obtaining the highest prices in the I^ondon

market for fat cattle, and, at the same time, securing

a good return for the food grown for stock on their

respective farms. Neither give oleaginous cakes to

what they tenn "commercial cattle" for a period

exceeding six to ten weeks. The cattle intended for

the London markets are generally confined early in

the season in covered courts or byres ; they are fed

regularly, but not too frequently, so as to admit of the

animals lying and ruminating during the greater part

of the day. Mr. Reid agrees with Mr. Jl'Combie tliat

the fattening of cattle is becoming more and more a

question of house-Ieeding, the time for this having

gradually increased until it is now close upon eight

or nine months of the year. Cake is not given tp

cattle when grazing, from the belief that it does not

pay the feeder.

An objection has been raised to the growing of a

mixture of Oats, Tares, and Peas as a forage crop for

the feeding of cattle. The objector states that it is ai

expensive method of fattening. This objection should

however, vanish upon a little reflection. The mixed
crop is not more expensive to grow than Oats, and
when consumed by feeding stock will usually give a

higher acreable return than when the Oats are sold.

The cattle kept upon the mixed forage will not eat

more than 100 lb. daily of the green forage, and wlien

the ears of the Oats and the pods of the Tares and Peas

are full, the daily consumption of an average-sized ox
or steer will be so materially reduced that he will

rarely eat 50 lb. of the mixed forage, while the p:Q-

gress made by the animal will be greater than one kept

on the best pasture. An average crop of the miKed
forage generally weighs from 12 to 15 tons per acre,

and in favourable seasons will sometimes exceed tfiese

weights ; consequently an acre will maintain a con-

siderable number of cattle for several days.

The rapid fattening of cattle is only one of the

benefits resulting from the growing of forage crops
for the autumn feeding of cattle. The cattle can
be kept during the latter part of July and the whole of

August and September in an improving state, when
cattle grazing are seldom progressing much, particularly

when the season is dry and the herbage is short and
arid, as it was in the season just passed through. By
means of autumn feeding upon green forage, the

cattle, when placed on Turnips and straw in October,

improve more rapidly than cattle removed from/pasture

fields at the same time to be fattened on Turnips.

Autumn feeding under cover has besides a Very de-

cided influence on the maintaining of the Inanurial

condition of a farm, as by it the amount of, farmyard
manure produced is considerably increased. What is

found to be so beneficial in practice in the fattening of

cattle by the skilful farmers in Aberdeenshire, should

prove not less so in those districts where the fattening

of stock is considered the sheet anchor of profitable

occupancy of arable farms.

Br.avdon Manor, Charlhams, and Castle
Hill.—We had a beautiful autumn day, and our first

start was to see the Braydon Manor Farm, consisting of

about 300 acres of one of the most stubborn soils we
have met with. This farm is described by Messrs.

Voelcker and Coleman, in the second volume of the

second series of the Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal, showing the vast improvement that had then

taken place, but from the description there given we
must conclude the improvement to be continuous, and

to any gentleman interested in the improvement of poor

clay land, we would recommend a personal inspection

of this farm.

We were wonderfully stnick with the vast improve-

ment taking place both in the gi-ass and tillage, the

former by contrasting this land in its improved state

with the adjoining lands, and also the samples of hay,

the present produce being a capital sample of good
hay, in strange contrast to that of the original produce

called by the same name. The tillage was in a

beautiful state, and the contrast more striking still with

the original, and this is principally due to steam

cultivation, which was going on in force, on Fowler's

system. Of the 300 acres, rather more than 150 acres

der steam cultivation for Wheat crops, which

Mr. Ruck believes the land capable of producing in good
quality and quantity continuously, the crops after

Clover, Beet, or Beans, not having been so good as

Wheat after Wheat. At the time of our visit, Messrs.

Blatter & Porter's lo-horse double engine was at work
on the land, having been there iS days, during

which time it had ploughed the 150 acres nearly

twice over, doing its work in a capital manner, and

much to the satisfaction of both Mr. Ruck and his

friends.

It was interesting to witness the contrast between

Mr. Ruck's farms and the lands adjoining, which are

under the old-fashioned treatment ; the visitors

dorsing Mr. Ruck's opinion that all the poor land now
" ~ Forest, and let at from ys. (xt per

farm, the gentlemen again entered the break, and were

driven through about a dozen miles of beautiful country

to Mr. Ruck's farm at Charlhams, a light land farm,

but with the impression that even the worst land, by

the application of energy and management, may be

brought to a state approaching perfection. We passed

through a very variable country, agriculturally speaking,

diversified with pleasant jokes of our host, and on our

arrival our doubts as to his assertion of farming a light

land farm and keeping it up to perfection without using

any of the straw (the latter being continually sold off

for paper making and other purposes), were at once

dispersed to the winds.

This farm consists of about 300 acres of very light

land, but originally very wet. The water level was
lowered by sinking and straightening the brook, so

that by this means the gravelly subsoil was dr.ained at

little expense. Steam cultivation is here principally

used to stir the soil to a depth, while it is more
especially worked by horses.

The system generally followed in cropping is to

plant Wheat, then Oats, followed by half Mangel and

half Rape. The Wheat is drilled on the alternate drill

system, being 12 inches and then 4 inches apart, to

admit of hoeing—cultivation being the great idea

Mr. Ruck carries out ; the Oats and Wheat being

hoed six times, and the crops obtained are astonishing.

The Mangels are also planted in rows 6 inches apart,

and the next two rows 26, and so on alternately, and

these are kept continually horse-hoed, and his intention

is to consume them on the land with sheep, running a

double-furrow plough between the wide drills just

against winter, to protect them from the frost until

they are required for use, and so save the expense of

earthing in heaps. The only manure he uses is 3 cwt.

of dissolved Spanish stone coprolite and 40 lb. of

guano to the acre, and the crops he raises by this

means on a farm not of even medium quality naturally

(as may be judged by the rent, viz., 2is. 6ii. per acre),

are wonderful. We should also add that he uses 3 cwt.

of salt every year on every acre for both com and

roots.

Another innovation on antiquated ideas of farming

we were here much pleased with, viz., Pirie's double-

furrow plough. Two of these ploughs were at worklying in Braydo
acre, may, by means of the steam cultivator, and capital I with a pair of horses to each, and they had done 100

combined with skill, be made in a few years worth £2 acres in 18 days, or the four horses had ploughed on an

or £i per acre, and that some of the finest crops may average 54 acres per day.

be grown there. As we had still Castle Hill to inspect, we were

Both Mr. Edmund Ruck and his brother Henry reluctantly compelled to be on the move, without

repeatedly expressed their conviction, based on thei

experience at Braydon, which used to be a by-word

for bad farming as well as bad land— (it was a local

proverb that "nothing good came out of Braydon ")

—

that all such similarly situated tracts of land, of which
there are many in the countiy, could be improved so

that 100 per cent, may be made on the outl.ay. This

would not only prove a paying speculation, but it

would be doing a great service to the country at large,

for as Messrs. Ruck observed, we could almost, if

not quite, grow sufficient corn for our population,

without being under the necessity of buying of the

foreigner.

By his mode of cultivation, Mr. Ruck is enabled to

grow 40 bush, per acre, besides growing wheat-straw

in equally increased proportion. We were also pleased

with his system of management in his buildings, and

even to poultry and bees, the former having a wcU-
an-anged house, which is taken from place to place

about the fields, where threshing and other operations

are going on, and there is food for them. We also

noticed several pairs of neat and comfortable cottages,

which had been erected by Mr. Ruck on the estate, at

a cost of ;^ioi 5^-. per pair, and which contnasted most

favourably with the cottages of the olden time. A
small but pretty church had also recently been built

near to the farm, at which Mr. Ruck's brother-in-law,

the Rev. D. O. Cotes, of Purton, officiates, no other

church being within many miles of it in either direc-

tion.

When Mr. Ruck took this farm in hand in 1862, the

rent was £16$ per annum for the '300 acres (lu. per

acre) ; and he bought it for ^£'4000, or ^13 6s. gd. an

acre. He sold off .^600 worth of timber, got rid of

the rough Gorse and wide-spreading hedges, levelled

the ditches, and properly drained the land ; and he has

lately been offered iJ^6oo per annum, or £2 per acre,

so that these figures by themselves will give a very

good idea of the improvements that have been taking

place.

After visiting the Wheat ricks, &c., and examining

the com produced upon the land this harvest, the

company were then invited to luncheon at the home-
stead, where a very interesting conversation on the

merits of the different systems of steam cultivation took

place, Mr, Ruck and Mr. Smith agreeing as to steam

cultivation being infinitely superior to any other, but

differing as to whether Fowler's or Smith's is the best.

Mr. Ruck, as being the first to introduce Fowler's

steam-plough on the Cotswold Hills, 16 or 17 years

ago, when a large party met at Down Ampney on Mr.

Bryan's farming, and having had practical experience

of Fowler's system ever since, was of course enthusias-

tic in its praise ; while Mr. Smith, as may naturally be

expected, was no less eloquent in favour of the system

with which his name has been for so many years

honourably associated

After a short walk on the pasture portion of the

being able to go through a field of Rape, which we
could see over the tops of the hurdles, showing that

Rape also appreciated Mr. Ruck's system of farming.

Having a drive of some two miles to Castle Hill, we
passed through Down Ampney, one of the seats of the

Earl of St. Germans, and were particularly pleased

with the neat and well-arranged cottages erected -on

the estate. On our arrival at Castle Hill, which

consists of 700 acres, 600 being arable and 100 grass

(300 of the former being very heavy land), we pro-

ceeded to inspect the Sugar-Beet. Our astonishment

was great to see innnense fields, comprising upwards of

100 acres, all well covered with a capital crop, rivalling

Mangels for size. These are also planted on the

alternate-drill system, 26 inches and 6 inches, and are

intended for the manufacture of sugar. They will be

taken by the new wire tramway system to the canal,

and thence to the distillery at Buscot Park, and will

yield a great profit on their growth. No farmyard

manure is applied, or, in fact, anything besides the 3
cwt. of Spanish stone coprolite dissolved, and 40 lb. of

guano per acre, if perhaps we except that great deside-

ratum of all good farmers, but the especial hobby of

Mr. Ruck, continual cultivation ; and his intention is to

plant the same land again with Beet. He grew 240

acres of Wheat, and the straw will be sold off; in fact,

our friend does not believe in meat (if perhaps we
except at dinner), and in our various discussions con-

tended it did not pay to produce it.

We next went to see his steam cultivators at work,

and on our way came across a kind of "fossil" field,

which, on inquiry, proved to be a field left on purpose

ts natural state, nothing being taken off it, and at

the same time it received nothing in the way of im-

provement, and we would recommend any of our

friends, who doubt the benefits of steam cultivation,

to go and see the contrast. The steam cultivators

consist of two of Fowler's 14-horse power traction

engines, one on each headland, driving a cultivator

backwards and forwards between them, 12 feet wide,

and smashing the stiff clay up in a magnificent manner.

We shall never forget the ecstacy of our friend, Mr.

Smith, of Woolston, to see the system he so advocated

at Chelmsford in 1S56, and which was then condemned,

here in full operation, and no doubt he may well be

pleased when he considers that he has even converted

Messrs. Fowler.

Had any doubt as to the benefit of steam cultivation

existed in our minds, we must here have been converted,

for the simplicity of the working, combmed with the

beautiful work, astonished even ourselves. The one

engine was driven by the father, and the other by a

lad, his son ; another lad drove or rather guided the

cultivator, which although being such an immense

width he seemed to have perfectly under command,

and to guide wherever he wished. These were all the

hands required, if we except another boy to haul water,

and they had that morning done 20 acres, and had 9
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more to finish by night, which they would easily do.

Powerful as these engines are, the extent of land under

culture by Mr. Ruci< at Charlhams and Castle Hill

leaves no time for their employment elsewhere ; hence

the land at Braydon is being cultivated this year by
Messrs. Porter & Slatter's tackle.

The farm buildings and other points of interest

having been visited, not forgetting a magnificent

hunter, "Steam Plough," which was greatly admired,

the party were then most hospitably and sumptuously

entertained at dinner by Mr. Ruck, at Castle Hill,

when they were joined by Mr. John Plumbe and other

gentlemen.

A most pleasant evening was spent in discussing the

merits of Mr. Ruck's ideas, one or two of which we
cannot forbear to mention. The first we had the pro-

mise of during the day, viz., for the farmer to make a

farm pay 100 per cent, on the capital employed, and
enjoy himself nine months in the year at Brighton or

elsewhere. We admit we were very sceptical as to

this, but he, not content with theory, showed us facts

and figures not only to prove that it could be done,

but that it had been done on a large scale. As there

is some probability of his taking out a patent for the

idea, we must refer our readers to him personally as to

the method to be adopted, and only fear he will have
^ no time for anything else, so numerous will be the

inquiries. We can only state that it is a practicable

idea. Another of Mr. Ruck's views is that a farmer

cannot rob the land. All you have to do is to just put

on with the crop sufficient mineral phosphate for that

crop, and you can go on growing whatever crops you
like to the end of the chapter, of course supplemented

with abundant cultivation. Wilis ana Gloucester

Statidard,

Miscellaneous.
The Preserv.\tion of Grain.—The following is

a translation from the Echo Agricole. It is taken from
a volume on the "Preservation of Cereals," prepared

by Dr. Louvel, at the instigation of the Society of

French Agriculturiststs :
—" The preservation of Wheat

in pits, still practised in the present day, goes back to

a very high antiquity ; and Dr. Louvel has written at

great length on the process. He has brought forward
a work of Doyere, who, it is well known, has suggested
a rational system of pitting grain ; and, after having
done full justice to all his predecessors, he compels his

readers to acknowledge the insufficiency of these

processes, and the necessity of doing better than they.

Thanks to the application of the vacuum, he has solved
this problem in the most satisfactory manner, and he
may say with Archimedes, * I have found it !

'

A sheet-iron cistern, occupying little space, and
which will contain 100 hectolitres (upwards of 275
bushels), an air-pump that may be worked either by hand
or steam, and a manometer (pressure guage), to indicate

the degree of vacuum, comprise the whole apparatus

of preservation of Dr. Louvel, and of which he has
made proofs. Our chief Editor, M. Victor Borie, has

already, some years since, given an account of some
very curious and conclusive experiments which had
been made at Vincennes, and at which he was present

as a Member of the Committee of Examination, in

company with Messrs. Boussingault, of the Institute
;

Senard, physician-in-chief of the marine ; Tisserand,

chief of the division of the crown establishments
;

Doisneau, former syndic of the Paris bakery ; and
Lecouteaux, member of the Imperial and Central
Agricultural Society, and now chief Editor of the

jfournal of Practical Agriculture. After a detention

of seven months, the Wheat, the flour, and the

biscuit enclosed in the apparatus of M. Louvel were
withdrawn in a state of perfect preservation. Bread
has been made of that flour, and, having eaten of it, we
can affirm that it was excellent; the cost price per year
and per bushel, including interest on the apparatus and
hand labour, was less than e^. ; and it is certain that

it will be still lower when the system is fully developed,
and the manufacturer can purchase his materials at a

better market. The question is therefore settled. The
following is the opinion of a competent judge amongst
us, M. Touaillon, who thus expresses himself in the book
that he has published after the Exhibition of 1S57 :

—

' Dr. Louvel has invented a means of preservation
(of grain) which completes that of M. Doyere,
and has none of the inconveniences that I have pointed
out. His apparatus consists of a sheet-iron cylinder,

supported by a tripod, either wrought or cast-iron,

or wood, painted or tarred. When the cylinder has
received its charge (of Wheat, flour, &c.), the vacuum
is made, not complete, which would be useless, but by
a rarefaction of the air to a sufticient decree, indicated
by the manometer fixed to the air-pump. Thus, the
cylinders of M. Louvel are also as impermeable as the
pits of M. Doyere, require no masonry, can be placed
anywhere ; the Wheat, &c., is safe from fermentation,
insects, and cryptogamic vegetations. One very im-
portant effect, and which results from the numerous
and continuous experiments made, as well by the
honourable inventor as by a committee appointed by
the minister of the Emperor's house, is, that the
vacuum not only kills the parasitic insects and prevents
fermentation, but it dries the grain at the same time.
The hermetic apparatus of M. Louvel is calculated to
render great services to agriculture, to commerce,

domestic and foreign, to the departments of civil and
military depots of provisions, to all consumers, in short,

since they allow of laying in a stock at any time, and
of establishing, at little expense, store room in the
open air to any extent, and without the erection of any
building. M. Louvel has proved the price of preser-

vation by his system will cost only from 34</. to i^.

per bushel per year, according to the capacity of the
cylinder,—a very trifling cost compared with that of an
ordinary gi'anary-room, which costs, independent of the
shovelling, turning over, sacks, &c., more than two
francs per hectolitre per year. I shall not again enter
upon the question of large reserves, and general depots
with warrants, which would only be possible upon
Dr. Louvel's system ; but I am convinced that the

farmers ought to adopt it, if they wish to preserve their

crops from the numerous causes of damage and
destruction, and thus have a security which would
allow them to borrow on their reserves. ' Journal of the
Society of Arts.

Necessity for a Minister of Agriculture.
—In England, it would have hurt no agricultural show
or farmers' club, if we had had a Minister of Agricul-
ture, who could have urged on his colleagues and the
legislature the removal of any injurious impediment
and obstruction—who could have favoured exhibitions,

colleges, professorships and experiments, by legislative

measures, or by a small and judicious expenditure.
Had there been such a Minister, even to reward and
encourage the deserving, progress could not have been
impeded, but might have been much stimulated. Food
Journal.

October 8 : Potato Ilat-vsting continue as directed

last month, until the whole crop, North and South, is

secured. Where the haulm or tops remain green the

tubers should be examined, as this peculiar season has
been very liable to produce premature ripening, so to

speak, followed by a second growth. Numerous
instances of this have been reported, and whenever
such occurs in one place the operation of the same
cause may reasonably be suspected in another. The
Potato, too, is a plant which has evidently degene-
rated. Whether this has arisen from an improper
mode of cultivation, or from the plant never having
been properly acclimatised, we shall not say — the

former is the more probable cause of degeneracy,
and therefore in harvesting the crop the greatest atten-

tion requires to be paid to the selection of sound, well-

matured tubers for seed Potatos next year, in order to

avoid further degeneracy. And apart altogether from
the peculiarity of the past summer, and the question
whether degeneracy is due to cultivation or acclimati-

sation, the selection of proper seed at the time of
digging is no secondary question.

Carrots can sometimes be pulled by the hand in

deep, soft, friable soils ; but they generally require a
spade, and if the spade is properly put in two or three
roots may be raised at a time. If the roots aie very
long it may be necessai-y to lay hold of the tops with
one hand, while the spade handle is being pressed
down with the other. The spade should not touch
the Carrot, and in the soils where the crop is generally
grown an active man will dig and loosen as fast as a
woman or boy can top the roots into a basket, the
tops being left on the land. The baskets are emptied
into a cart, and the Carrots stored in pits or barns as
Potatos. They keep best in fine cool sand, and when
there is a command of such they should be stored in it.

Chicory, when grown as a substitute for coffee, is

harvested in the same way as Potatos. .Some manu-
facturers prefer buying the roots fresh from the field,

as there is considerable art in cleaning and kiln-drying,
so as to retain the aromatic and bitter principles unim-
paired ; and this is generally the best plan for the
grower, as it enables him to turn the crop at once into

cash. Chicory, when giown as a forage plant, yieldf,

under good management, four or five cuttings for soiling,

the last*about this time. It is better adapted for mixing
with other forage crops, as sewage grass. Globe Tur-
nips, Vetches, than to be given alone. For this pur-
pose it is peculiarly well adapted for all kinds of stock
at this season, to prevent that low state of health
generally experienced.

Steam Culture should be prosecuted this month
without interruption, weather permitting. Those who
have engines and tackle of their own, experience no
difficulty in keeping close up to the season, field after

field, as fast as corn and root crops are harvested ; but
those who have to hire must wait their turn, and
therefore should contract in time. The drier the land
is ploughed or smashed up by steam, the more bene-
ficial the result, so that a week's delay in getting the
work done may tell heavily against the farmer. So
long as cattle are out at grass on farms where there is

no natural meadow or pasture, such grass land cannot
be ploughed until the cattle are housed for the winter

;

but the moment the cattle are removed the steam-
plough should enter, unless in exceptional wet
weather,

Sezuage Panning continues in full force throughout
the month, but as the weather gets colder the growth of
Italian Rye-grass is slower. A fresh break of Italian
Rye-grass may yet be laid down in our southern
counties, and the old worn-out break broken up. The

land from which com and root crops has been
removed may be ploughed and scwaged, Cabbages
planted, and so on.

Water Meado7os should now be ready, as the first

floods are the richest.

Sundries.—Harvest and other implements as they
are done with for the season should, if out of order, be
repaired and painted before they are put past in the
tool-house. Rake the stackyard once a week, and
otherwise keep it clean and neat. Finish cutting and
plashing fences ; farm roads repair ; clean ditches,
and as the leaves fall from trees collect for manure.
Brew " October ale " from the best malt only. Catch
moles, and destroy vermin of every kind.

Ncivly housed Live Stock require special attention
during the change from summer to winter food, as
many of the maladies experienced by lambs, calves,
and older slock at this season are chiefly due to an
oversight of their natural requirements. It should
ahyays be borne in mind that as agriculture advances
in improvement the more artificial the condition of live

stock becomes, consequently if stock management is

allowed to fall behind cattle must suffer seriously at
this season of the year, when their health and physical
energies are naturally in a low state. Steam culture,
where properly carried out, is relieving the teams of
much heavy field work, but the reduction in the
number of horses that is taking place is increasing the
weight of carting ; and no greater mistake can be made
than to let farm-horses lose flesh in October. Stable
economy is very diversified. The old rule to keep the
bowels right is not more than sufficiently well under-
stood, for a laxative diet to a hard-working horse at
this season too often makes " a soft horse softer :" more
than a lax diet is needed. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ant Hills : A Correspondent asks :—Will any reader

kindly inform me, in your next number, the best plan to
pursue to get rid of the ant-hills on my grass land?
[Tlic ordinary method of cutting ant-hills open and
spreading them abroad before winter is generally
etfectual.]

Sow : Jatnes R. The destruction of her young, which
the sow will sometimes eat, is a phenomenon connected
with temper rather than with food. She has been
excited or disturbed ; it is not owing to any deficiency
of food.

ENGLISH WOOL.
During the last week we have had a somewhat quiet

market, any prospect of immediate peace having vanished.
The exception is in skin wools, especially of the lower
grades, which are eagerly sought after, and have risen \<i,

to \d. per lb.

Prir

HA v.—per Loadof-^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Oct. 6.

MendowHayi26.r.toi35J. i Clover, old ..

Infei

New Hay .. ..115

Straw 30

CUMBI

I
Inferio

i
New 2d cut do. ..120

I Inferior do no
Charles James Ej

Market, Thursday, Oct. 6.

140 147 Joshua Baker.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Oct. 3.

The number of Beasts is smaller than on Monday
last, but trade is very dull. Choicest descriptions are
very scarce, and they consequently are not cheaper, but
other kinds are lower. The supply of Swiss is good ; we
have a fair demand for them, and there is very little

i-lteration in prices. We have a larger supply of Calves,
;.nd prices on the average are tower. Our foreign supply
consists of 1210 Beasts, 6620 Sheep, 280 Calves, and r6o
Pigs

; from Scotland there are 120 Beasts; from Ireland,

370 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 30 ; and 1645 from the
Midland and Home Counties.

Eest Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

B;st Shorthorns.

.

2c quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .

.

Do She

J. d. i. d.

S 8to6 o

3 4-5 8

3 6-4 6

i 8-6 o

Best Long-wools 5 4to5 8
Do. Shorn .. ,. — ..

Ewes & 2d quality 4 o—4 8
Do. Shorn .. . . — ..

Lambs ,. .. . . — .

.

Calves
Pigs

3 a-5

;, ^375 ; Sheep and Lambs, 19,130 ; CaJves, 345 ; Pigs, 200,

Thursday, Oct. 6.

Tlie supply of Beasts is small, especially of choice
qualities

;
purchasers are readily found for the best de-

scriptions, at fully Monday's quotations. The number of
Sheep is also small, but quite equal to the demand.
Thuisday's markets, as usual at this time of year, are not
now veil supplied either with stock or buyers. Monday's
prices are pretty generally realised in all departments.
Our breign supply consists of 510 Beasts, 650 Sheep,
and 256 Calves.

Best Shorthorns .

.

_
2d quality Beasts 3 6—

4

Best Downs and
Half-bieds .. 3 8—6

Do. Shon ,. .. — ..

s. d s. d.

Best Long-wools. . 5 4105 8
Do, Shorn .. .. — ..

Ewes & 2d quality 4 o—4 S
Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Calves .. ..3 8—5 S
Pigs .. ..3 8-5 8

Boasts, n79; Sheep and Lambs, 47SO! Calves, 350; Pies,8<
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METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Oct. 6.

Best Fresh Butter loj. per dozen lb.

Second do. do 17*. •>

Small Pork, 51. 4<i to 5i. 8rf. : Large Pork, 41. orf. to

4r. e,d. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Oct. 3.

The supply of Wlieat from Esse.v and Kent to this

morning's market was moderate, but sales proceeded

with difficullv at last Monday's quotations. There was a

poor attendance, and the inquiry for foreign very limited,

the turn in prices being against sellers. Barley. Beans,

and Peas were unaltered. Oats were in better demand,

and 6d. per qr. dearer. Flour was unchanged.

Price per imperial Quarter.
'

s. s.\

Wheat, Essex. Kent, Suffolk. White 44—51 Red
— — fine selected runs., do. 48-55 Red
— — Talavera 49—58I— — Norfolk \ — (Red
— — Foreign 41—62'

Barlev, grind. &disL,29J to 33r._.Chev.
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato
— Irish Potato 25—27, Feed ...

— Foreign Poland and Brew|24—26 Feed ...

Rye 132—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
j

\

Beans, Mazagan....43J. to 47s. ..Tick 49—50 Harrow .

— Pigeon ... .51J. to 59r. .-Winds. — ,Longpod.
— Foreign Sm.all 45—47 Eg^-ptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 3S—40 Suffolk .

— Maple, 405. to 44^ .Grey 36—40 Foreign

42—45 Malting .

.

25—33 Malting ...

26—zS' Feed

42—44
4tt-42

36—40
32—34Maize i —

;
Foreign

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—47— 2d ditto ditto 32 -44 Country ._— Foreign per barrel 24—27 Per sack.. 35—61

Wednesday, Oct. 5.

There were moderate supplies of both English and
foreign Wheat on sale here to-day, while the attendance

of millers was a fair average for a Wednesday's market.

Trade ruled quiet for all descriptions, but there was con-

siderable firmness in prices, which were fully equal to

those current on Monday last. Barley was steady : new
malting changed hands freely, while full rates were paid

for both grinding and distilling sorts. Malt was quiet,

and unchanged in value. Good sound Oats were in fair

request, on former terms. Beans and Peas were quite as

dear as on last market day. Maize was unchanged in

value. The Flour trade was inactive, the chief feature

being the continued demand for choice American barrels.

All qualities remained without alteration in price.

Arrivals
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Caution to Gardeneri-Wieji you asK tor

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNIMG juid BUDDINC KNIVES, see that you get ihem.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also tbe Corporate Utark, OOTAlU

Wmjkanted, without which none aregenume.

S Si C regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

compelled to do so, in consequence of aii imitation, of common
oTialitv li.iMDi; bc(]. .jld r,.r the genuine one, and which has caused

SSivo.nipl il^l-' '•• !»• m:>de to" tliem of Knives which were not of

Ihtir n, ikr I'l 1! \\ In. h aif watTanted liolK bv Sellers and Makers.

I. icMKI'MN'^Aiid BUPPINGi KNIVES are the best and

- yaxt'on VVorks, Bheifield. EstaWjsked upwards of «s years.

G \I DC\ r\RP\ULINs 2+ per do en 6 ft

w
C\PF

3 feet deep 4, 6/
h I P^LfCEMrVS

W I! A app diS

DOWN'S F.VRMER'S FRIEN'D, for Preventing the

Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Crub, and Wire-

worm To!! pnckct is sum, ici.t f.jr Six Dushels of Seed Wheat,

wTilch CM bc'di-clstd anrl li! -- "i - -- ".-r nf an hour.

Testimonials friim th- !

'
vs in the Kingdom,

bearing testimony 1- its -icy, may be had of

'

full dire, linns r,'r 'i cnch packet.

Prepared at the M.uiula. I^iry. \\ ohum, Beds.

Caution—To guard against traudulcnt inm.rtion and consequent

diKippoinlmem, see that the sij^ature of HENRY DOWN Is on

Atrents in ever^' Town throughout Eiifjland, ScotlaDd, and Ireland

T^

;6, St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M. P., 85, EatoD Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N, B.

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i, Kind's Bench Walk, Temple, E,C.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq. (Manacing Director), 2, I'rmces Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.

. Q. C, 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

E.G.
Charles Watkln Williams Wynn, Esq., M,P. (Chairman), % Lower

Berkeley Street, fortman Squacc, W.» aoti Cocd-y-4laen»
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agriculturarimproi , iiictud^i? Uve erection of Cottages and
ram Buildings, to* the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.

The whole outlay and expenses are
up n the land, redeeming principal and i

No investigation of title is_ required.

For Forms and further information
r\L>ER, Esq., Managing Directot, I"

Sto cy's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

T
Utilization of Sewage.

HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPAXY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.
Th nas Chapman, Esq.. F.R.S.

|
TheRt. Hon. Viscount Combermere

George Thomas Clark, Esq. Henr>' Wm. Currie, Esq.
John Chevalier Cobbold, Esq. | Edward John Hutchins, Esq.

Principsi E;igineer-;AIr. J. BaiJey DeotoA-

Works of Sewage Irrigation are executed by the Company.

Arrangements will be made with Landowners, Boards of Health,
Sewer Authorities, arid others, for undertaking such works, and all

works incidental thereto.

The outlay may be repaid by a sum in gross or by a terminable
yearly payment, discharging in a, fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.

Applications to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

£,:c/i half-yearly Volume iompkU in itself, with Title-page and Index,

THE ATHENAEUM:
TOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

RE'VI^WS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Reamed Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyages.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relating to til

ture, Science and Art.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAM.i.
IlIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely to interest

THE ATHENAEUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an etiualily

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis,

Siihseription for Tmetve l^onths, 13J. ,• Six Months, ds. 6J.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

' Learned, chatty, useful.'

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d,

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTOR'y, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, incltiding unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGR.\PHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies,

B.\LLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application,

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets,

GENEALOGY and HER.ALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

^^SCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fme
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

N OTICE.—ROYAL SCHOOL of WINES Termyn
Street, London.—The SESSION will BEGIN on MOMDAY,
beria The Laboratories Re-opened on Oclcber-i ProsDccluses
be had on application. TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES. Jermyn Street.—
' FRANKLAND, F.R.S., will COMMENCE a COURSE

of KOIMA' I.I.i ; I'KKS on INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, on
iMC)Nl>v. I

I 'ir 10, at lo A.M., to. be conlinucd on each
sticc'

'

" sday, Thursday, and Monday at the same
iiour I

, /J(, These Lectures will be delivered at the
Koy.il I

' iiv. 0,\ford Street.
Pruk. . !il..l..i, LL.D., F.R.S., will COMMENCE a

COUKsr. nf KICHiV LECTURES on NATURAL HISTORY on
MONDAY NEXT, October lo, at 2 o'Clock, to bt; continued on every
,uccecdi,ng w;cck-day but S^tuj0ay. at the same hour. Fee for the
Coursfij £\. TRENHAM REEK.S. Regis!

LECTURES on MINERALOGY, applied to
GEOLOGY aud the ARTS, are given by Professor TENNANT,

F,G.S..at Kin-'s College, London, on WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY
MORNINGS, from g to lo o'Clock, and on THURSDAY
EVENING.S, fromS to 9, from October 7 to Christmas, to which the

tied on paying the College Fees, namely, £fi 2
ling Course, and ii is. to the Evening.

The Studentsatcaccompanied by the Professor to the >rusi

, and other public instinPractical Geology, the British Must

Geology at his Residence, 149, Strand, London, W.C.
n Mineralogy and

Tp Parties Contemplating tlie Planting of Fruit Trees,

THE ORCHARDIST and its COMPANION; in
which over 2500 sorts of Fruit are described and their treatment

given. The collection is one of the finest in England. Price aj , in
stamps. J. SCOTT, The NuEseries, Marriott, Somerset.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in^lhe Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

the "Journal of Horticult
D the Author.

Office,

c
Now Ready. Third Edition, revised,

ULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE,
by John Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

CoNTFNTS :—Part I.

, ArrAi ;;cmci'.t of Classes — Crossing, Hybridising, and Raising
^cedHriL.s—(Jrowing Roses for Exhibition—Forcing and Greenhouse
-'uliure— Situation, Soil, Manure; Planting, Pruning, Protecting, &c.
The Rosarium and its arrangements. Rose Conservatories, Labels,

[iisects, Disease, Stocks, &c., &c .

Part II.
^A selection of all the finest Roses, with full dcBcriptiona—Select List

_j
.

, -.
situations, soils, ami

Fungi ; Edible, Poisonous, and Microscopic.

^jusin OOMSaiuI TOADSTOOLS: How to Dis-
:i r ;

:; il Poisonous Fungi; two
; !

i -i . it^^s, drawn the natural
,

i i;v W. G. Smith, F.L.S.
,

.11 tiath case, for pocket,
- .

.'-.iilI i-i
!
lI, lorhanging up, ios. 6t/.

THE BRITISH FUNGI {a Plain and Easy Account
of)- With especial reference to the Esculent and other Economic

Species. By M. C. CooKE. New and Revised Edition, with Coloured
Plates of 40 Species. Fcap^ , price 6s.

\
*' A very readable volume upon the lowest and least generally under-

stood race of plants. For popular purposes the book could not have
been better done."

—

Athetugtim.

MICROSCOPIC FUNGI : a Plain and Easy Guide- " - Study of Rust, Smut, Mildew, and Mould. By M. C.
30Q Coloured Figures. Second Edition, price oj., now

ic, this prettily illustrated book ia
" To all possessors o^ a microscoi

pecially to be 'commended."—^w/ii!
London : ROPERT HARDWICKE, 192, Piccadilly, W.

This day is published,- Second Edition, price is. 6d.,

rpHE INSECT HUNTERS COMPANION, beini;
for Collecting and Prcseri-inf; ^lUTTERFHES ana

essay on Pupa DigEing, by R^v. JosephMtlTHS
CuUENE, M..\. \«ith i

MAN-, F.L.S., &c.

JOHN VAN VOORST, %, Paten ((law. E.&

Tlio following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to prc5cr>-e their

incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:—
Hepworth Di.xon, Esq.

P. Cunningham, Esq.

E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatly
Henry Hallam, Esq.
I. O. Halliwell, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Eiq,
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Rev. J Hunter
George Vere Irving, Esq.
Rev. John Jebb
Douglas Terrold, Esq.
Thomas Keighley, Esq.
Rev. Dr. KeSnecfy
Rev, L. B. Larking
Rt. Hon. SirG. C. Lewis

M. A. Lower, Esq.
Lord Lytteiton
W. E. MacCabe, Esq.

.!._£. li. Mayo

!, Esn.,M,P.
, Esq.

Offor, Esq.

Lord M.
R. IM. Mill

J. G. Nichols; Esq.

S. F. Kii
Rev. Dr. Rock
S, W. Singer, T?;sq.

E. Smirke, E:

t, Esq.
George Stephens, ^*1.

_./!. E Tc
Professor Thompson
W. J. Thorns. Esq.
B. Thorpe, Esq.
Rev. J. H. Todd, D.D.
Sir \V. C. Trevelyan, Bart.
T. H. Turner Esq.
Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.
Benjamin B. VVilTen, Esq
W. Varrcll, Esq.

J. Yeowel], Esq. , &c

alsoNOTES .\ND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price ^d., or stamped to go by Post, si/,

isaued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Inde.x, price los. 6d. cloth boards.
The Subscription for Stamped Copies few Si-i Months, forwarded direct from the Publisher (including the

Half-Yearly Index), is lu. 4^., which may be paicj t)y Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, to
WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may he procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W-C

BED.STEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.—
HEDSTEADS, IRON and BRASS, and CHILDREN'S COTS,

a verj' lart^e assortmoiYt of; 150 patterns on show, from Irs. to i^4S-

BEDDING Manufactured on the Premises, and
warranled by WILLIAM S. BURTON.

For Bedste.iis. Width : 3 ft. 4 ft. 6 in. g It.

Bist Alva under Mattil;sse» .. iij. M. .. i6j. o.i. .. lb. nd.
Good Coloured Wool . . . . 17s. od. .. Ks. cd. . . 28j. 6tf.

B«st Brown Wool sis. M. . . \u. 6d. .. %6S. 6d.
Good White do Os.Gd... 435.0,;. :. 471. orf.

Btst do goi. od. . . 735. od. . . Sir. orf.

G(od Horse Hair 40s. oi^. .. g^r. otf. .. 66j. od.
Beit do 54J. od. . . 78s. od. . . 90J. od.
German Spring Hair Stuffing .. 655.0*;. .. 875. 6rf. .. 951. orf.

Best do. Elastic Sides .. ios. od. .. nos. od. ., iios. od.
Feather Beds, from 31s, to i8os. : Bolsters, 6s. to 29s. 6d. ; do.

Piiows, 3s, 6,/. to 13s. ; Down Pillows, los. 6rf. to 17s.

FURNITURE for Bed-rooms and Dining-rooms.

—

Complete suites il Mahogany, Fancy Woods, Polished and
Jajtanned Deal, always on show. Catalogues post free.

' VILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-
moiil, to H.R-H. the Priice of Wales, sends a Catalogue, containing
upwards of 850 Illustrations of his ijnriv.alled Stock, with List of Prices
and Plans of the 20 largeShow Rooms, post free.—39, Oxford Street,
W. ; I, lA, 3,%, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place : and
I, Newman Yard. The cost of Delivering Goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom by Railw.iy Is trilling. WILLIAM S.
BURTON will always unilert.lke delivery at a small fixed rate.

Sauce.—Lea & Perrins".THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
p^onounceti by connilisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digesiion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.
jVskfor LE(V AND PERKINS' SAUCE.

Beware of imitations, an# see the names of Lea & Perrins on all
bottles iQd labels.
Agents-CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London ; and sold by all

Dealersin Sauces throughdut the Worlil.

DINNEFORDS FLUID MAGNESIA.—
Tie best remedy fbr Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild aperient
for delicite constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,
and Infai.ts.

DIv'NEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

A CLEAR CQMPLE^vIOiN. — GODFREY'S
EXIRACTof ELDER FLOWERS has lopK been know;n fir
irprisug effect ia softeninf;, improving, and prcservine the Skin,
in rendering the Conplcxion clear and beautiful. It removes

Tarj, Sunbyrp^ Sec, and all disfigurements produced by sudden
changes m \Se weather; cjrcg Pimples, Jlumours, and other Erup-
tions, and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes delicately soft,

clear, and snoolh. (ioafr^y's E.\iract of Eider KloweJ's possesses a
de^igotfut fra^raBce, and isan indispensable adjunct to the Toilet and
N»fsery. ScJt in ^(HtlesT^frisp w. ii—Jl}y allCheHusiaandPerfumers.
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserj'men, Gardeners, &c,, to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page ^jS.

" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form given to Mr. Grav's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more 'completely within range of the

preferable in consequence of its bringing the lubes in closer contact burning fuel; and this being
with the (ire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelo^Tam

I
is no doubt an improvement."

(^^ Tiiey are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may he had on application,

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Everlastings, Hyaclntli Glasses, &c.

JAMES CAIiTEk, DUN'NETT, and BE.ALE'S
Wholesale LIST (Illustrated) of EVEKL.-VSTINGS, DRIED

NATURAL FLOWERS. HYACINTH GLASSES and GARDEN
REQUISITES is now ready, and will be fo^^va^ded post free on

'"TaMEs'caRTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

PORTABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Dealer Plates, and all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL RIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

C AND S. are prepared to supplv Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade in any quantity ; and ihcv would caution purchasers ajjainst

spurious imitations in Cast-steel, wliich, from their bnttlcncss, are exceedingly dangerous to use. CAUTION.—Infringers of this Patent,
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

POLLARD, TEPHSON, and C O.'S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOTAVATER,

Pineries, Greenhouses, Consen-atories, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &c Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
Belper, &c. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being ao years ia

se. Apply at

Garden. New Park Street, Southwark. London. SE.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarJiers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4J. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35*., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,
Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engmecrs,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C-

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.

39A, King William Street. London Bridge. London, E.C.

PARKER'S PATENT DRY EARTH CLOSETS,
for the House or the Garden; an important improvement on all

other systems. All Self-Acting, strongly made, effective in operation.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71. Comhai,
London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds

TIFFANY.
RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

AN DERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most
urable. Price List, which gives the siie of every class of Mat,

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
'

^
<

. I L MATS, under present value;
:

1^ .MATS at old prices. Samples and f
, Mat and Sack Warehouse,

' FRIGI DOMO.'"— Patronised-
md Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

:t non-conductor of heat or cold where

ifi T. ARCHER'S
LJ. and used for Frogmore

of prepared wool, and a perfi

it is applied.

PROTFXTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, a yards wide and 11, dd, per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO "CANVAS
Two yards wide 15. oif . per yard.

Three yards wide is.^d. per yard.

Four yards wide 3J. W. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 J-ards long. sJ^ii. to 8?4d. p. yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches widc,6Ji.i. and ^Y^S.

per yard,

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nurserymen.

S. Owens c^^ Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFKI.\R,S STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
This useful Self-icting Appiratus h) ich uorks dny and n ght without need ng attention will raise water

to n\ height or distmce without cost for Hbour or motne power w here t few feet fall can be obtained and is

suited for supplying Public or Pn\ ate Estabhshments Farm Buildings Railway Stations &c

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 34*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Kiglit Hon. Ihe Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, bteam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Doulle or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

No. 46<j. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 493. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 541;. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Stiction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erffit every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions. Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, 1 URBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c,, &o. Particulars taken in any pari of tlie Country. Plans a,td Estimatesfurnished,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Richards, at the Oltice, No. 41, Wellington Street, Farisl oif St. Paul':*, Covent harden, in the said County.—Saturcav, October S, 187a.
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including postage, instead of £,i 61., as heretofore.
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Published byW. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
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THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—Notice is hereby ffiven, that an ADDITION

to the LIST of PENSIONERS vill be mMc in JANUARY NEXT.
All Persons desirous of h< n ' m..!i : m-.-s are required to send in

their applications, with tl 1 -i.i Testimonials, to the

Committee, on or before N. . :. .
,

.
. Ii;..Il time they will not be

received. Preference will I.- l ,:ijilicants who have been
subscribers for 15 years an'l ui. .iid-, I't m! ! I'lirms may be had upon
application. By Order. K R, CUTLER, Secretar>'.

14, Tavistock Row, W.C. Uctober 6, 1870.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London

To the Trade.
CARTER'S LIST of FLORAL and VEGETABLE

NOVELTIES for 1871 is now in the Press, and may be had on
application early next week—October 14, 1870.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237, High Holborn,
London. W.C.

JDELAMERE, Nukseryman and Florist, Oxton,
• Birkenhead, has REMOVED to Irlam Lane, Bootle, neat

Liverpool.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.,
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

Forwarders to all parts of the World.
N.B.—Mr. BLACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Firm ol

BETHAM AND BLACKITH.

Notice to the Seed Trade.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

5, Aldgate. London, E., begs to announce that his SPECIAL
LIST of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for the present

V ready, and can be had upon application. Samples and
:nd prices

NEW WINTER TARES.—Fine samples at low
prices, which may be had on application to

, Biggleswade, Beds.

DICKSONS' IMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—New Spawn, of finest quality, now ready. CIRCULAR, with

price and testimonials, on application.
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at 51. per 1000; also Drumhead

or Cattle Cabbage Plants at 31. 6rf. per 1000, can now be supplied by
W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford.

Cabbage Plants.WMEADMORE can supply strong plants of East
• Ham, Early York, Improved Fulham, Wheeler's Imperial,

Pontcfract, Sugarloaf, &c,, at jj. per 1000, including package.
Nursery, Romford. EC.

s
Tlie Largest and Best Early Fea
MARKET GARDENING PURPOSES is

UTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.-
Only four days later than Ringleader (the earliest known), and ;

:ek earlier than Dai

M
Wants 10,000 ISuycrs I

FEEDER, the heaviest cropping Potato in the nation.
Price LISTS ofpurc seed of PATERSON'S SEEDLING POTATOS.

Apply to Mrs. PATERSON, Widow of the Raiser.

QUTTGNS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE
^^ is now rc.^dy, ^'r.-ilis and jtost free on application.

The Successful Cultivation of HyaolntlisT^ce
SUTTO.N'S' AUIUNLM CATALOGUE for 1870,

which may be hnd gratis and pi

SUTTON ANn SONS, Rci Berks

Hyacintlis, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SOiN'S importations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of beinf;

above the avcrai^e quality, for which they have been noted for many
i. CATALOGUES post free.

Ilighgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch Flower Roots.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first

large importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that

The " Old" Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street, and
' Upti Nu . Chestci

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEEP

VIOLETS, ilc.

P>
OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

\l CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and
PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable
for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET-
VIOLETS, &c., is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic "Nurseris Tooting, Surrey, S-W.

C^

G\
! and packing free. Sec p.ti;e r37i of this week's Gardeners'

Dutch Flower Roots.
IHOMAS KENNEDY AND CO.'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS

lOW ready, and will be forwarded gratis on application.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumlries, Aug. 3t.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Pinks.
BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth,
Manchester, is now otTering the above, in all the best
varieties. Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now ready.

H
For Present Sowing.

UNT'S SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM, in
25 choice varieties, at 2j. f)d. per packet, post free.

lAMES HOLDER, Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

Suttons' Fresh Imported Flower Roots, Carriage Free.

S UPTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Importers, Reading, Berks.

S^

11H0MAS PESTRIDGE can supply the following
. TRICOLOR GERANIUMS at 41. per dozen, for cash:—

Charming Bride I Glen Eyre Beauty

w Dr. Denny's Geraniums.
M. PAUL begs to announce that he has received
from_Dr. Dcnn^, the entire stock of the magnificent ZONAL

of
nd NOSEGAY GERANIUMS which he recently exhibited

South Kensington, and which will be offered for sale in the
1871. PAUL'S Nurseries, Wallliam Cross, London, N

To the Trade. -Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SH.ARPE are now prepared to make
• special offer of the above Seeds, comprising TURNIP,

CABBAGE, CARROT, MANGEL WURZEL, GARDEN PEAS
nd BEANS, &c., grown from the finest selected stocks, and fn

Seed Gri , Wisbech.

xi. 1

i^s. each : stronger plai

Burndge), Lexden Road,

Aubrietia graeca.W THOMPSON, .Seedsman, Tavern Street,
• Ipswich, begs to offer good Plants of the above invaluable

spring bedder, at ^. per dozen, or 20j. per loo.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and E.XOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hil., Kent.

T NTENDING PLANTERS are respectfully invited to
X inspect the extensive stock of FOREST TREES and SHRUBS
grown m these Nurseries, all of which are in fine condition, and can
be highly recommended.

TIIOS. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.
T. T. would be happy to receive Notice from intending Visitors,

as he would be in a position to offer every facility for their doing so.

New Rhododendron, the Crown Prince.

JOHN WATERER and SONS have great pleasure
in introducing this really magnificent variety. In colour it is a

very clear bright rose, having an immense yellow blotch, of great sub-
stance, immense flower, and of most excellent habit. Good plants
2ir. each. The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

wANTED, RHODODENDRON STOCK.S.
Send sample and price to

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

WANTED, 12 Standard PORTUGAL LAURELS;
stems 2 feet 6 inches, heads as much through. Must be good.

EDMUND BLAND, The Gardens, Gooden House, Isleworth, S.W.

B
V

Vines.
S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application,

ctoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holtow.iy, London, N.

INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

Vines, Vines.

r THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all

• the leading varieties of well-grown VINES, from eyes, grown
nd ripened without fire-heat.

Ilcathcrsidc Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey-

V'

VINES and STRAWBERRY PLANTS,—Strong,
well-ripened Fruiting and Planting Vines, and well-rooted

Strawberry Plants of all the leading kinds. NURSERY CAPA-

i. Norwich.

Vines and Strawberries.
FR.4NCIS R. KINGHORN begs to ofter very superior

VINES, gr..uii fiuin I^^s, without bottom-heat, comprising all

the leading sons 1 inc -.tTiu ; lanes, 3s. dd. to tor. bd. each.
STRAVyPEKKII s, Mn.ii.:, «cll m.atured plants, of all the best

kinds, in 60-s n. (id. I

. Kit ey.

c H.\RLES TURNER can still' supply strong Plants
from the ground, and in small pots, to insure a crop of fruit next

To the Trade.
STRAWBERRIES.—Sixty best kinds, in strongplants,

los. per 1000: such as Dr. Hogg, Mr. Kadclyffe, \'icomtesS3
Hericart dc Tliury, &c. All true 10 name.

W. TACKSON, lilakedown Nursery. Kidderminster.

One Hundred Succession Fines.

TO BE SOLD, cheap, the above lot of the Tnie
RIPLEY QUEEN, w.arranted clean, excellent stuff; a few

Fruiting ditto, 'i'he room being required, cause of disposal.

J IlEPPER, Gr, The Elms. Acton, W.

Fruit Trees.
PURCHASERS of FRUIT TREES are respectfully

invited to inspect the Stock in the Waltham Cross Nurseries,
adjoining VValtham Station, Great Eastern Railway^ which the Pr

;ATAL0GUE free by
WILLIAM PAUL, Pa

B
Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

S. WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, tru

French Paradise Stock
MENIAL rREESofe

Victoria and Paradis

ORCHARD HOl'M I

Peaches. Nectarines, Plu
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserym

RICHAR
Descriptive P

D SMIT^H, Nu
Priced LIST 1 i^api

ryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive and Priced
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready.

It also contains full LISTS of FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
CONIFER.-E, &c., and may be had post free on application.

The Royal Nu , Slough.

Francis ft Co.'s Catalogue of Roses.

EP. FRANCIS AND CO.'S New Edition of the
• above is published, and will be sent gratis on application.

Their stock, both of STANDARDS and DWARFS, is very superior.

'The Nurseries, Hertford, Herts.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

200,000 DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL KOSES.
50,000 TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

A magnificent stock to select from. CATALOGUES on apiilicallon.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresficld, near
Uckfield, Sussex.

Paul's Rose Catalogue.
" A very complete and able Catalogue."—.F/omi WoyLl.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his NEW
CATAI,OC;UE of ROSES is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on application. The stock of plants is large andjixccllcnt.

PAUL'S Nun iS, London, N.

To the Trade.
QTANDARD ROSES, £2, i°^- P" 100; DWARFS,O per 100. Best plants and kinds. CARNATIONS and
PICOTEES. of best sorts, £3 per too pairs.

W. JACKSON, Blakedown Nursery, Kidderminster.

the Trade. CATALOGUES

J. C. PADMAN, Nurseryman, Boston Spa, Yorkshire.

New Roses, Gladioli, &c.
EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aini*, Horticulteur,

3, Rue Dunois, Gare d'lvry, Paris, begs to stale that his

CATALOGUE of the above can be had on application to his Agent-s,

C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street,

OSIERS for SALE, chiefly of the Black Holland
kind, about 5 Acres, now growing ; and also the produce of last

year, on the same ground. .,

Apply to CHARLES BARNARD, Bury Farm, llariow, Essex.
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Tlie most Desirable Plant of tlie Season.

PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite ; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white— it cannot fail to be
grown in preference to the other variety ; the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
Public as something very superior, when ihey are no better than
existing varieties; but ¥. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-
of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows th-,
year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be
awarded, viz. :—

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

March 30, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
28, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October,
may be had wholesale and retail of F. PARSONS, Nurscr\-]
Seedsman to Her Majesty, 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and
at Hassocks' Gate Nui " " '

'
^ -'

following Agents :

—

. 6d. per packet,

, keymer, Hurslpierpoint ; and of the

w Planting Season.
M. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex,
begs to call the attention of the Nobility and Gentry and Trade

111 general to his extensive and matchless stock, consisting of an
immense quantity of Standard and Dwarf and Pyramidal Trained
APRICOfs, PEACHES, NECTARINES, CHERRIES, PEARS,
^J^H^l^rl,,^!^^ ^^r^^S- ^'^o Standard, Dwarf, and Pot ROSES,
CONIFER.^, RHODODENDRONS, EVERGREENS, ORNA-MENTALand FOREST TREES,&c..and respectfully solicits inspec-
tion ofall intending Planters. Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES free.

The Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the Hailsham
Station, Brighton and South-Coast Railway.

^lue'i Low & Co., Upper Claptoii, t«
Hurst & Sons, Leadenall Street, London,

Mr. George Tredgett, Cambridge.

Messrs. A. Henderson & Son, London.
1 & Son, Reading.

IV^essrs, S. Nairn & Sons, Newcastle-on-Tyn,.
„ Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, London.

Mr W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea.
Messrs. Butler, McCulloch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
Mr. E. Taylor Malton, Yorkshire.
Messrs. G. Gibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

„ W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, London, N.
„ Osborn & Sons, Fulham Nursery, London.
„ Downie, Laird & Laing, London and Edinburgh.

Mr B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway, London.

!. P. Lawson & Son, 20, Budge Row, London.
Riitley & Silvcrlock, London.

SCOTLAND.
!. Smith & Simons, Howard Street, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.
P. Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.

IRELAND.
Messrs. W. Druramond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin.

BELGIUM.
Mens. Louis Van Houlte, Ghent.

The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.—Autumn, 1870.

_yEAN VERSCHAFFELT begs to intimate that he
Catalogue^ this season ; and

e prices as those of other respectable Fi

>! VERSCHAFFELT bcgs to offer the following new and interesting

thes

plants at the annexed low prices, viz. :

—

AZALEA LINEARIFOLIA (Hooker), from Japan; figured and
fully described in the "Botanical Magazine," for May, i86q,
Vol. XXX., No. 293, plate, No. 5769; now offered for the first
time at 145. each, stronger plants, 21s. each,

ILEX LAWSONIANA, fol. var., Bs. each.
„ CRENATA, fol. var., 2s. 6d. each.
„ SERRATA, fol. eleg. marg., ij.

EUPHORBIA MONTEIRI, tos. each.
NIDULARIUM MEYENDORFFI, one of the finest Bromeliaceous

' reduced 1

TILLANlSsiA ARGENTEA, young plants, 215. each.

YUCCA SPECIES CALIFORNIA (Har^y). SsLOMAEIA CVCAD^FOLIA.fine spring imported sterna, thorouRhlv
established, 15 to 20 inches high, very strong, ios to 60s eachLOMARIA GIBBA CRISPA, gooS p\anS, 15"

EALANTIUM SELLOWlAVTuM.-Ncwly imported stems of this
very rare species

: fine strong stems, 4 to 8 inches high, jos. each.

J CATTLE\A MOSSI^; last spring imported plants, tiioroUHhly
estsbhshed, /:310s. ; 25do.,i;6; loodo, /jo

! SELAGINELEa DENTICUXaTA, tol.vir., as
,, MARTENSII, fol. var., 8s.

I LATANIA BOREOXICA, in single pots, s-yr. seedlings, two
to three leaves, 43s. ; coodo., /S.

CHAM.EROPS ARBOKEA,^!.
CHAM.EROPS E.XCEl.SA (true), I-yr. seedhngs, in store pots,
containing 80 10 100 plants per pot, 30s.

> COCOS M.\.\1MILI.\N,\: about i2ins high- three leaves 30sPILOCEREUSSEMI.I5 -line Iwo-ycarsMniported plants', per.
fcctiv cstablisheil, Tr 1

- , , L

! SAN'C'HEZIA .N'IJ1;II
:

• '
! I 1 \ 10sAPHELANDRA Hm |

; , , ,

,'

! I'ANDANUS UTII I
-

,

," ,,5

) PANDANUS L'TIl l~, ;
- ,. ; v.r

'

DRAC,EN.A. INDUISA (Curd) line superbicns), Veitchii.-A
good stock of extra line strong plants of this very elegant
ornamental species, with numerous leaves, now at hand • t2 fine
strong^plants, 30 inches high, 50s. ; 12 ditto, 36 to 40 inclics high,

I inches high, 24s. ; 100 do.

'

''Hm™ii'omh?J^'''^"'^°''""* """"'"S throughout the

! TREE'cARNATfoN ATIM ; flowering all through the winter.
Strong plants, 205.

"^ *

'
•'^fin^^S.^nti'is ?6^1nd"8

''^'^'"^ '°"'' ^'*"" ''•"'" Aowering.

; CA\}vi\ l^f^'^& ^.Tj^!?^? °y PRINCE ALBERT, £6.

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS, CEMETERIES,

or PRIVATE GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
Stock ofchoice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST

and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of at very
moderate prices, in order to clear the land for building purposes.
Among the Evergreens are many thousands of fine specimens of

variegated and broad-leaved Green Hollies, and an immense Stock "

all other Hardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Trei
generally cultivated in Britain, many of which are of large sizes, wc
adapted forgiving immediate effect.

To Gentlemen wishing to make New or improve Old Pleasu
Grounds this is an excellent opportunity, for such an extensive ar
well-grown Stock of Trees and Shrubs is seldom to be met with.

Nursery and Seed Stores—Walton -on -the- Hill.
Seed Warehouse—15, Queen Square,

Liverpool, September, 1870.

VARIEG.^TED PELARGONIUMS.
Sir Robert Napier I Mabel Morris I Dragon
Sunbeam Mrs. John Clutton St. John's Wood Star
Florence Italian Beauty ' t>_:„_ t\

in strong pla
..- s,^ I

Yellow Christine
, package included. Reinitt£

, Chatteris, Cambridgcshir

Cheap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash :—
GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Lady CuJIum.w.W.; Mrs. Pollock,V •

Sophia Dumaresque, 2s. 6d. SILVER TRICOLORS.—Caroline
Longfield, 6s. ; Italia Unita, 2S. 6d. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS
—Black Knight, 6j. ; Cleopatra, 51. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 45. ; E. G.
Henderson, 35. td. • Her Majesty, 3s. 6d. \ Luminator, 6s. ; Painted
Lady,^. 6rf. ; Princess of Wales, 4J. ; Stanstead Beauty, 6j. DOUBLE-
FLOWERED.-Capilaine L'Hermite, 3s. 6d.: Madame Lemoine,
3s. 6d. • Madame Rose Charmeau.\, 3s. 6J. ; Triomphe, 31.6^^. A Priced
LIST of 200 varieties post free.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

B. S. WILLIAMS
NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Post Free.

Per packet.—

Williams' Superb Strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or
Mixed 2S. 6</,,3s. M.,and

CALCEOLARIA, Neill's estia choice train, 2s. 6d., 3s. 6,(., and

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, 2S. &i.,3S. 6ii.,&

CARNATION, from Prize flowers

CYCLAMEN, Wiggins' Prize strain .. ij. (M , 2S. M., and

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, new bedding plant

Williams' New Hybrid SOLANUMS 2S. M. and

PYRETHRUM (Golden Feather) is. and

PANSY, from Prize Flowers is. and

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, Purple and Yellow each

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain .. .. Is. and

PINK, finest double fringed

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA is. 6i and

„ „ var. PERFECTION IS. M, 2J &*., and

WALLFLOWER, Saunders' fine dark variety

Victoria and Paradis
I
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

GOLD and BRONZE PELARGOi\IUM (1870),
" MRS. JOHN LEE."-This beautiful bedding Pelargonium

has fine circular leaves, smooth, and of great substance ; rich golden

f
round with broad crimson bronze zone ; the colours are bright and
arable. A plant lifted from the open ground was awarded a First-

class Certificate by the Floral Commiltee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, on September 21. Plants now ready, price 7s. 6d. each.
The usual discount to the Trade, and 4 sent for 3 ordered.
JOHN .^ND CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed

Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

G ED. LIGHTBODY, Falkirk, being unable, from
'

' the cultivation of TULIPS, will dispose_Tinfi .__ _

of his stock at the following low prii

100 varieties, fine show sorts, with names
100 varieties, offsets, with names

Best bed of 8i rows, comprising many valuable
and fine seedlings, £ao.
CATALOGUES oTthe stock may be V

AURICULA CATALOGUES are now ready

„^^ver=

; had on applic

The Fairy Apple.
HN lEXNINGS begs to inform his Friends and
!: I '

;. :lnt the above Apple will be SENT OUT in
:m the same rotation as the orders are received.

I I, inda description by Dr. Hogg, is given in the
;

i
.

..-isl" for March, 1870, in which he says that it is

,i.^>i ...:.[ ...iLln to take its place among the worthiest of its kind."
,\KF M.\ll>liN TREES, 75. &i. eacTi ; DWARF TRAINED,
'. A remittance or reference from unknown correspondence.

Nurseries : Shipston-on-Stour, September. 1870.

w
MagnlScent Trees for Avenue Planting.
LANDS Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Susse.x

M. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
took of the following remarkably well-grown Trees :

—

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, 6 and S feet
ASH, WEEPING, extra fine, 7 to 9 feet stems.
CATALPA SYRING/EFOHA, S to 10 feet.
AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6feet.
ELMS, extra fine, consisting of American, English, Cornish, and

other varieties, 6 to 8 feet, 8 to 10 feet, and 10 to 12 feet.
LABURNUMS, 6 to 8 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, Common and Scarict, extra fine plants, 7 to

CATALOGUES gratis on applic

PAUL'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
"Mr. W. Paul's Hyacinths * * *

any season."—Jo//«;<;/ 0/Hmlicultute.
" A remarkably fine display of Hyacinths."

with grand solid spikes, such as

^dcneys Ckron'ute,

rarely seen at any show and i

) LILIUM LANCIKOHUm'ALBUM; very larg. M-
I large bulbs, jC3

large, Ifi I

100 RHODODENDRONS, hardy hybrid varieties, named, . and
2-yr. grafts, ^s; soo do., for ^Cso.

'

All orders to be sent direct to JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Nursery-man, 134, Faubourg de Bruxclles, Ghent, Belgium.
Agents in London

: Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, S, HarpLane, Great Power Street, London, E. C.
*^

William Paul
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
Have arrived in excellent condition, and he respectfully solicits early Orders for the same.

In proof of the quahty of Bulbs imported by him, he begs to refer to his .Annual Exhibition in the Royal
Horticultural Gardens in March and April, which has been visited by Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, Her
Royal Highness the Princess of Wales, and several other Members of the Royal Family.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

R08E8, FRUIT TREES, AND HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR PRESENT PLANTING SEASON.

Paul & Son,
THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Beg respectfully to invite attention to the following special stocks, which, liolding as they do in quantity, they
feel are well worth the inspection of intending purchasers or planters. The Nurseries are one mile from the Cheshunt
Station of the Great Eastern Railway. CATALOGUES or Special Prices will be sent free on application.

{

For these our House holds, as heretofore, an unrivalled place during
the past year. Forty ist Prizes at the leading Shows have been taken
bj' our collections. The stock has never, in our long experience, been
equal to our stock of this season. Orders will be executed from 120,000
'ndividually carefully cultivated plants.

STANDARDS, from i8f. 10301. per dozen, £(y \<3S. to £10 per 100.

DWARFS, good, los. to iSj. per dozen, 75s. to £S> per 100.

NEW ROSES of 1870, strong, very fine dwarfs, 365. per dozen.
SPECIMEN POT ROSES, as exhibited at the various exhibitions,

42J. to ;£io xos. per dozen.

FRTJIT TREES.
FORTY THOUSAND STANDARD TREES,

For Orchards, our special trade stock, all straight, healthy, and vigorous.
Prices for Market Garden or Orchard Planting, /6 to £<) per 100,
\Zs. to 24s. per dozen.

Dwarf-trained APPLES and PEARS, carefully trained as Palmetts,
'

2 to 3 tiers of branches, 42*. per dozen.
Fan-trained PLUMS and CHERRIES, clean, well cut trees, 4W. doz.
" rained PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRICOTS, 6m. doi.
Ryder-trained STANDARDS of above, 55. to los. dd. each.
PYRAMIDS, 3 to 5-yr. pruned trees, iSs. to 421. per dozen.
CORDONS, 181. per dozen. Maiden for Cordons, lis. per dozen.
All the Small Fruits, fine and well grown, at ordinary prices.
VINES, unsurpassed In the Trade, 31. M. to 10*. 6ii each.

ORNAMENTAL TREES
OF DIVERSE AND VARIEGATED FOLIAGE.

The "Gardener," the leading monthly periodical, speaking of our
stock of these, says :

—" This useful class of trees, with variegated and
ornamental foliage, is largely looked after, and almost complete collec-

tions have been gathered together."

For description and varieties see Catalogues.

Selections of VARIEGATED TREES, or of ORNAMENTAL-
LEAVED TREES and SHRUBS, or these together, gj. to

34J. per dozen, 75s. to 150J. per 100.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS, AMERICAN
PLANTS.

Now largely grown here and at our High Beech Nurseries.
Special Price Lists of these are now ready. All plants in these series

are moved here every other season, or if necessary each year.

Collections of 100 CONIFERS, as lists, given on application, £\o.

Collections of 100 EVERGREENS, including Hollies, varieties, £%

Collections of choice named RHODODENDRONS, from £io to

£r% per 100, according to size.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, COMMON LAURKL,

All Goods Carriage Paid to London,
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"The Royal Seedsmen."

CARTER'S
SEEDS, BULBS, &C.,

CARRIAGE FREE.
*,* Five per cent, discount allowed for

cash payments.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. i, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 2, reduced quantities, price 63^'.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 425.

Collection No. 4, price 21 j., comprises^

6 Tulips, Tournesol12 Hyacinths, in 12 extra
named sorts

5 Polj^anthus Narcissus,

13 Jonquils, sweet scented
50 Crocus, finest named
1 Dielytra spectabilis

1 „ Koyal btandara
. „ Yellow Prince
; ,, Rosa Mundi
. „ Due Van Thol
Amaryllis formosissir

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price 10;. 6d.

Packing and caiTiage free.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 8+f.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 423-.

Collection No. g, price 30^., comprises

—

12 Hyacinths, in 12 extra fine 12 Scilla Eelf;ica, mixed
named sorts for pots or glasses

(
75 Crocus, blue

in 3 colours for bedding " '
'

I choice mixed Eng-

36 Tulips, extra fine mixed,
5 ,, Tournesol
6 „ Due Van Thol
3 „ Royal Standard
3 ,, La Candeur
3 „ Yellow Prince
3 ,, Rex rubrorum
12 Double Daffodils
12 Star of Bethlehem 50 Snowdrops

Collection No. io. reduced quantities, price 15J.

Packing and carriage free.

large yellow

nones, extra fi

8 Gladiolus Brenchleyei

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING ONLY.

Collection No. 11, complete, price 84^.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 635.

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No, 14, price 21^., comprises

—

Ilya. inths, in 3 colours
SSU5. double white

Phcasant's-eye2 „ Pocti
2 Double Daffodils
2 Tulips.extrafine mixed, double '4 Anemones, extra fine mixc<

6 Glaoiolus Brenchleyensis,
12 Iris, extra choice mixed Eng

lish

12
J,

extra fine mixed Spanish
3 Lilium candidum

6 Campernelle Jonquil
12 Star of Bethlehem
6 Trileleia uniflora ^
6 Dog's-tooth Violets ' 24 Winter Aconites

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price \os. 6d.

Packing and carriage free.

25 Crocus, blue

SO „ large yellow

?4 Anemones, extra fine mixed

JAMES CAETER & CO.'S
CATALOGUE

Containing full particulars of the above Collections

.ill be forwarded Gratis and Post Free on application.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
For the convenience of tliose Customers who do not

wish the trouble of selecting for themselves, is offered the
tmdermentioned Collections of Hyacinths, the selection of
which being left to theirjudgment and experience, will be
found perfectly adapted for the purposes stated.

A. 12 good varieties Double Hyacinths, for pots, 7s. 6rf.

iS- 12
I, Single Hyacinths, for pots, 7s. 6ii.

C. 12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, 8s. dd.
D. 12 „ Single Hyacinths, for grasses, 8j. 6rf.

E. 12 very fine varieties Double Hyacinths, for pots, gs. hd.
V- 12 ,, Single Hyacinths, for pots, 9s. dd.
G. 12 ,, Double Hyacinths, for glasses, ids. dd.
H. 12

J,
Single Hyacinths, for glasses, los. fid.

I^ 12 best varieties Double Hyacmths, for pots, 12s.
K. 12 ,, Single Hyacinths, for pots, I2J.
L. 12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, 125.
M. 12 „ Single Hyacinths, for glasses, 12s.
N. 100 Hyacinths, in ioo%est varieties, £6 I&.
O. ,00 Hyacinths, in 50 best varieties, U ^.
P. 50 Hyacinths, in 50 ver>. fine varieties, Iz lor.
(j. 50 Hyacinths, \n 25 very fine varieties, ^i 17^. (d.

All Seeds and Bulbs carriagefree, and Spcr cent.

allowedfor cash payments.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN. 237 and 338, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTONS'

IMPORTED

FLOWER ROOTS.
rON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the <

\, Berks, having received their first consigni

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers in

Holland, are now prepared to receive Orders for their

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or

indoor cultivation.

BUTTONS'
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS.

Suttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Open Ground,

fine mixed Border Hyacinth:
1 „ Polyanthus Narcissi
' Phcasanfs-eye Narcissus

Carriage Free, contains
6 fine mixed Gladiolus

Thol Tulips
6 mixed Single Early Tulips
6 fine mixed Double Tulips
6 ,,

Parrot Tulips
6 Gesneriana Tulips
•5 fine mixed Tulips
3 ,, English Iris

Spanish Iris.xed Double Anemones
12 „ Single Anemones 3 Lilies, of s.

150 Crocus, 3 sorts 3 Fcrraria Pavonia
50 Snowdrops
2$ Winter Aconite

Suttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

6 Single Due Van Thol Tulips
6 Double Tournesol Tulips
25 Early Tulips, S sorts

3 choice Sparaxis
3 choice Oxalis
I Tropaeolum tricolor

SUTTONS' SUPERB DUTCH HYACINTHS

For CULTIVATION in POTS or GLASSES.
The best 12 Hyacinths for 12s.

Messrs. SUTTONS' Collection of Hyacinths consists

of more than 200 varieties, a I'riced and Descripti'

LIST of wliich may be Iiad on application.

Suttons' Collections of Named Hyacinths
100 HYACINTHS in 100 very choice sorts . . £j^ 4 o

100 ,, 50 very choice sorts .. 3 lo o
50 ,, 50 very choice sorts ..220
50 ,, 25 very choice sorts .. i 15 o

?5 „ 25 very choice sorts ..110

12 ,, 12 good ^oils .. ..060
The order should specify whether they are intended to be grown

water or earth, as all kinds are not equally suited to both purpose

It should also be stated whether single or double blossomed kinds a

preferred; otherwise we usually supply about two-thirds double, ai

one-third single. The single varieties generally thrive best in water, b
their merits are never apparent until the flowers are fully expanded.

SUTTONS' MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or
Open Borders.—Double, Single, and various colours, as. 6d, per dozen,

SUTTONS' HYACINTHS, in distinct colours for
Massing, Bedding, Ribbon Gardening, &c.—Double and Single, va
shades, separate, 4s. per dozen, 305. per 100.

For further particulars, with complete Cultural Instruction!

SUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds Carriage Free, except

very small parcels.

llgr Five per cent, allowed for cash faymcnts.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.

Spring Flowering Bultes.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'S
COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for Greenhouse or

riowcr Garden Decoration, seiu carriage paid. No charge for packages.

FOR CONSERVATORY.
I
No. I.

I

No. 1.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No. ;. I No. 6. |

SOS. JSs. 15s. ..U.

FOR GREENHOUSE and FLOWER GARDEN.
15. I No. 16.

I

No. 17.
[

No. 18.

lining details, post free.

nn, W,C. Established upwards of 3

Dutch Flowering Bulbs and Autumn Seeds.

WILLIAM SKIRVING announces the arrival of his

Annual Slock of DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS, compris-

nff Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Ancjiones, Ranunculus,^ Narcissus,

VETCHES, RYE, and a general
iig Down Permanent Pasture, (

for'Grcen Food.
Early orders are respectfully solic

the Seed Warehouse, Queen Squa
Establishment, Walton-onthe-Hill.

<.|ueen Square, Liverpool.—Sept.,

WINTER
t of GRASS SEEDS for

: for One or Two Years' Mowing

r^ R.^PES FIRST YE.AR.—Rods 10 feet long and
^JT upwards, will carry from 12 to 18 bunches, from 5s. to lor. Qd.

each, prepared without heat, and acknowledged to be the finest

Canes in tne kingdom.
RANSLEY TANTON, F.E.HS., The Nurseries, Epsom.

ALOCASIA LOWII.—An importation of this srrand
plant having been received in fine condition, can be offered very

;heap. Sizes and pnces '

The

r Rhododendrons.
h.'tve the pleasure of

t7 announcing that ltn:i ' \\ \ I

' '
. 1 1 of the above plants, as

exhibited at the Royal B.:.taii)c 1 lanltiK. Regent's Park, is now pub-
lished, and will be for\varded to applicants. It faithfully describes the
^..ini.rs of the Rhododendrons, and also contains selections of the

approved CONIFERS, with heights and prices, as well as the

leading EVERGREENS and ROSES.
The Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CAT-i^LOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns, Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracajnas, Agaves, Yuccas,
Beaucarneas. Dasylirions, &c. ; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,
New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S. Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or

Dinner.table Decoration.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1870.

What has become of the Silk Supply Asso-
Cl.^TlON ? It has suddenly dropped out of

public view, after a brief but rather prominent
existence, and we began to fear that it had not

received adequate support, and had come to a
standstill for want of funds. When we last

heard of it, it was rather urgently appealing to

those interested for more support. For the last

two months its "Journal" has ceased to appear;
wc learn nothing of the experiments or im-

provements in reeling which were promised to

be shown—an inquiry as to the " Journal," which
we addressed to the Secretaiy, has produced no
response, and generally the Association has
ceased virum volitare per ora."

When the Association was started we gave it

our good word, but we did so discriminatively,

and events have justified our discrimination.

It started with three objects. One of them we
could not speak of with any anticipation of suc-

cess. The other two, which aimed at increasing

and improving the supply from abroad, and
improving the processes of manufacture, seemed
to us not only deserving of support, but to be
attended with fair prospects of success. The one
which we could not endorse was the idea of

establishing silk culture as a new industry in

Britain. Mulberiy trees were to be planted in

quantity, and a new and profitable source of

employment was to be conjured up. We knew
that it was a dream, and said so in as gentle

terms as we could. The uncertainty of our
climate rendered it mere gambling, with almost

certainty of loss, unless in regularly heated apart-

ments constructed for the purpose. We pointed

out, too, that it had been found, by one of the

most successful of former experimenters, that the

home-grown cocoons were greatly inferior in

weight of silk to those of Italy and the South of

France, and that with these disadvantages,

added to higher wages, wc could never compete
with the culture in more favoured climates.

The Association, however, would only be taught

by experience. They resolved to confute the

wiseacres who shook their heads, and to show

« We are happy to hear that this is not the case. T
"Journal" is to appear quarterly instead of monthly, and

trust its career will be long and prosperous.
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the world how easy it was to make a fortune out

of silk ; and that their light might not be hid

under a bushel, but flame like a beacon over all

the land, they obtained from the authorities of

the Science and Art Department a suitable apart-

ment at South Kensington Museum, where all

the world might see them at the work, so that

no doubts or fears might taint the fair condition

of their hour of triumph ; and that all who chose

might follow in their footsteps.

Although an old story, the experiment was by

no means as tedious as a thrice told tale. They
wore their Mulberry leaves with a difference.

Everything was done in first-rate style. The best

eggSj'and eggs of the best kinds of silkworms

were obtained. The most approved trays, fit-

tings, and other apparatus for conducting the

experiment were provided after a
fashion that would have thrown
Count Dandolo into ecstacies.

Every one who had a Mulberry
tree within ten miles of London
was laid under contribution to

provide food for the worms. A
staff was set to work to clip the

leaves into shreds, to clean and
shift them, and generally to take
charge of the experiment. At
first all went a merveille. As
usually happens in this country,

the young caterpillars would have
been out before the Mulberry
leaves, and the experiment ren-

dered abortive, unless the hatch-
ing of the eggs were artificially

retarded by keeping them in a

low temperature. This was suc-

cessfully done, and the worms
and the Mulberries started fair.

They grew and prospered, and
the magnanerie became a most
interesting sight. The difference

between some of the breeds was
veiy striking. As most of our
readers know, the ordinary silk-

worm-caterpillar is of a strange,

unnatural-looking white colour,

as if it had fallen into a dish of
milk, or into a pot of whitewash
or white paint ; but among those
tried by the Association were
some (the Ka-hing breed) of a
velvety texture, and grey colour,

beautifully striped, and with fine

ocular markings. We had the
pleasure of seeing these, and we
proposed to ourselves to employ
our pencil in making coloured
drawings of the different kinds.
We thought they would be in per-

fection a week later, but when w-e

returned their place knew them no
more. The Association was clear-

ing out, bag and baggage. A
serious mortality had set in, in

the beginning of July, and in a
couple of days brought the ex-
periment to an untimely close.

A cold night or two then occurred,
not that they could properly
be termed cold, for the tempera-
ture had never fallen below 58°

Fahr., but it was enough. It was
8° lower than they could bear,
and 15° lower than what they
liked. During rearing the tem-
perature should never be allowed
to fall below from 70^ to So°

;

they became paralysed, ceased
eating, and died before they could form their
cocoons.
In the nextnumber of the " Journal"the calamity

was frankly announced, and a full report wms
promised in the following number- as well as
an exhibition of the process of reeling, but neither
"Journal" nor exhibition has appeared. As there
must be much in the process of the experiment
with so many different breeds that it would be
interesting to know, we look for the report with
interest. Even the record of the sources of
supply of Mulberry leaves would be interesting,
and as some of the worms had spun up before
this mortality set in we should be able to get
fresh information on the important point of the
weight of the cocoons, as compared with those
from warmer climates.

Although, as we predicted, this experiment has
not been successful, the labours of the Association
in other respects have been so satisfactory that any
interruption of their labours will be very much to

be regretted. The " Journal" has been a success

—

well conducted and interesting—and from time to

time has contained valuable information. Chiefly
owing to their intervention, the Khedive of Egypt
has undertaken to try silk culture in Egypt ; and
other new localities for its culture, abroad or in

the colonies, are about to be tried on their

recommendation.
The attempts made by the Association, with

the best intentions, to introduce some improve-
ments in the home trade, have not been so pros-

perous. The managers were not looked upon
with favour by that very powerful body of indi-

viduals, the silk brokers. No man likes to have
all his arrangements and mode of conducting
business gratuitously altered. It might possibly

put him to a great deal of trouble, and though it

unchristian warfare, it now must be felt by the

trade to be ten times more necessary and
deserving of encouragement.

might benefit the nation in the end it would not
profit him one penny ; therefore the reply of one
of them, which we find quoted in the "Journal,"—" we do not want the present system interfered

with "—was quite natural, and being natural will

not easily be got the better of.

Events are taking place, however, which may
release them from much of the difficulties they
have experienced in this respect, without any
effort or interference of their own. The present
calamitous position of France renders it but too
probable that the supply of silk from that
country next year will be almost as seriously
interfered with as the supply of cotton from the
Southern States was by the American war. To
supplement that the needs of the manufacturers
may compel the brokers to encourage the import
of cocoons for reeling. In any view the appear-
ance of the Association has been singularly well

timed, and if its usefulness was felt and acknow-
ledged before the breaking out of this most

In these days, when so many valuable plants

are sent across the seas, either in the form of
new introductions or in meeting the ordinary
demands of trade, any improvements which it

may be possible to effect in the cases in which
they are packed for their journey become
matters of public interest .tnd importance. When
the rough and clumsy contrivances of former
times were put aside by the happy idea which
occurred to our late friend Mr. Ward, and which
led to the construction of the Wardian Case
for Sea-going Purposes, a great step in

advance was made, and for many years these
Wardian cases have been the

means of bearing to our shores
such novelties as have been intro-

duced, and of again distributing

these and other choice plants to

the various quarters of the globe.

Ward's cases were not, how-
ever, perfect, and these importa-

tions and transmissions were not
effected without many losses and
drawbacks, cases full of plants

made up with every possible care

not unfrequently arriving at their

destination with few or none of

their contents alive. Such losses,

often to be computed, in the case

of very choice novelties, at many
hundreds of pounds, naturally put
those who were principally in-

terested in the matter on the

track of investigation, and one
result is Mr. W. Bull's " Im-
proved Case for the Conveyance
of Plants," which he has patented,

and of which we now give two
figures, showing the external and
internal arrangements.
What the causes were which

chiefly conduced to bring .about

the losses referred to, and what
the remedies applied, may be
gleaned from the following pas-

sages of Mr. Bull's specifica-

tion :

—

" It is well known that when plants
have to be transported for long dis-

tances, and have, consequently, to

remain packed up for a consideriible

length of time, they require to be packed
in cases with glass covers, so tliat the

requisite amount of light may be enabled
to reach them. They also require to

be more or less moist, to withstand a
journey of three or four months (more
or less) in a closed case ; and it is.

moreover, necessary to protect them
from the action of sea air and salt

water during transit. Heretofore great

loss has been sustained in the transmis-

sion of valuable plants, owing to the

direct action of the rays of the sun upon
the glass covers of the cases containing
the plants, the result of which has been
the creation of what may be termed a
' steaming * heat within the case, so that

the plants have been literally boiled.

Great danger results also from the

breaking of the glass on board vessels,

which at present frequently happens,

thus exposing the plants to the action

of the sea air,

"Various devices have been resorted

to for the purpose of obviating these

serious evils, such as the nailing across

the case strips of wood. Bamboo canes,

canvas, and other plans ; but all the

means hitherto used, so far as I know,
have more or less failed to accomplish the object in

view, as they either make the interior of the case too

dark, or do not prevent the sun's rays from penetrating

directly into the case.
'

' Now, in order to remedy the evils above referred to,

and also to protect the plants from injury by the dripping

on to them of the condensed vapour from the glass, I

cover the glass with a frame or frames formed with louvre

pieces, so arranged as to permit the necessary light to

enter the case, but to protect the glass from the direct

rays of the sun, and from breakage ; and in order to pro-

tect the plants from the dripping of condensed vapour, I

arrange the glass covers and interior of the case so that

the condensed vapour shall pass down the surface of the

glass into small channels or chambers provided within the

case to receive it, which chambers are tilled with Sphag-
num Moss to absorb the moisture. I furthermore guard

the plants against injury from sea water entering the case

during the washing of the decks, by constructing the case

with projecting parts or legs in such manner that its

bottom shall be raised some distance from the surface of

the deck, thus allowing water to flow underneath without

soaking it up."

In this form BULL'S Patent Case, the registra-
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tion of which dates from June last, seems to be a

real and substantial improvement upon those in

ordinary use ; but as the proof of its merits lies

in the use, it may be added that the most
satisfactory reports have been received respect-

ing the performances of cases made accord-

ing to this plan. Thus the President of the

Agri-Horticultural Society, Bombay, writes :

—

" The plants have all arrived in good order,

having been carefully packed. I cannot
tell you what satisfaction everything has given

me. I think your new cases admirable. So
much do I think of them, that I am going to

send one or two to Australia for plants.'' The
Hon. Sec. of the Mysore Agri-Horticultural

Society writes :
—

" Your grand case of plants

arrived here ten days ago in excellent order."

The Hon. Sec. of the Victoria Botanic Gardens,
India, writes :

—
" I am glad to say that the three

cases forwarded by you arrived here in sound
condition, and that the contents were found very
satisfactory." The " Chargd d'Affaires de Guate-
mala," writes :—" Your admirable packing has
been much appreciated, and very successful."

These statements are in the highest degree
satisfactory. We believe Mr. Bull proposes to

delegate the right of manufacture to any persons
who may be desirous of using the Improved
Case, on payment of a moderate royalty.

We are requested to mention that Friday, the

2ist inst., has been fixed for holding a general meeting
of subscribers to the Veitch Memorial, in the

meeting room of the Royal Horticultural Society, the

chair to be taken at 3 P.M. An admirable full-length

portrait of the late Mr. Veitch has been most liberally

presented to the Committee by RoHERT Crawshay,
Esq., and is now suspended in the room in question,

and this, we presume, will leave the Committee free to

propose that the whole of the subscriptions should be
devoted to the Veitch Prizes—the portrait and prizes

being the special forms which the former meeting
determined the Memorial should assume.

The Japanese Hydrangeas have long been
famihar in gardens as ornamental shrubs, the old-

fashioned H. Hortensia being one of the most popular
of decorative plants, H. japonica, too, is a handsome
species, but the comparative paucity of its neuter
flowers renders it less ornamental than H. Hortensia.
We had before us a few weeks since specimens of two
others of recent introduction, which are subjects of great
beauty, namely. Hydrangea Otaksa and Hydrangea
paniculata grandifiora. The former is admirably
figured in Siebold and Zuccarini's Icones et Descrip-

tiones Hydrangcarnm^ forming a portion of the Flora:

yaponiccc. It is a bold shrub, with obovate serrated

leaves, cuneate at the base and shortly cuspidate at the

apex, and bears great globose cymes of pale or sky-blue
flowers, which are all, or nearly all, radiant with five

(or sometimes four) roundish, obovate, entire sepals.

In the work just noted the cymes are said to measure
8 to 12 inches across, and iuthe sample referred to—the

ramified termination of a natural shoot—the compound
flower-head measured just 42 inclies in circumference.
It is a grand ornamental plant, very nearly related to

H. Hortensia, and, like it, having the whole head
composed of radiant or neuter flowers. The flowers
themselves are somewhat smaller than those of the com-
mon Hydrangea, being about \\ inch in diameter, but
they are more numerous, and of a more elegant form,
and more pleasing colour, tlie fine pale blue, which,
moreover, pervades all the ramifications of the panicle,

being, it would seem, natural to them, since they
are so described by Siebold, and the specimens sent

us entirely confirm his statement. Otaksa is the native

Japanese name. It is a plant of great beauty, and
will prove to be one of marked utility, about equalling
the other Japanese Hydrangeas in respect to hardiness.
The Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora is another re-

markably ornamental plant, but of a totally different

character, approaching in its inflorescence nearer to the
H. quercifolia of North America. H. paniculata itself

is a branching shrub, with ovate, or ovate-oblong acute
leaves, and the flowers in small cymes, disposed so as

to form a pyramidal panicle, but mostly fertile and in-

conspicuous, with a few large, white, sterile, or radiant
flowers on the outer part of the panicle. H. paniculata
grandiflora differs in having a much larger proportion
of radiant flowers, the whole of the small, colourless,

fertile flowers of the type becoming enlarged and con-
verted into wliite petaloid blossoms, so that instead of
bearing a sparse inflorescence, each branch produces a

dense panicle of white flowers of about a foot in depth
and 2 feet in circumference. As a hardy, deciduous
flowering shrub, blooming in August, it has few equals,

while it entirely supplants the old H. paniculata.
For the opportunity of noticing these choice novelties
we arc indebted to Mr. Anthony Waterer, of the
Knap Hill Nurseries.

Since the Fungus show last week we have
received from Miss Susan Broadwood a magni-
ficent specimen of Si'Arassis crispa, which arrived
in such excellent order, that we put to the test Professor
Fries' dictum that it is most deligious. Care was

taken that only the best parts should be used, and
nothing could exceed the excellence of the preparation.
Opinions, however, were rather divided as to its

quality, but making allowance for the prejudices

against it, which were considerable, the verdict was
certainly in its favour. The specimen came from
Lyne, in Hampshire, and was of considerable size,

though not perhaps quite so large as that which was
figured after a drawing by Mrs. Berkeley, in Hogg
and Johnson's selection of Eatable Funguses of Great
Britain. The stem was naich more developed, being
many inches in length, and the lobes very large. The
following is the description in the above-mentioned
work:—"The laminii; are rounded and leaf-like,

though curled and folded and variously lobed and
laciniate with a crestlike margin, thick rooting stem,
the greater part of which is sunk in the soil. The
hymenium is more or less uneven, and rather wrinkled,
or rough with wartlike elevations. In decay the
margin becomes soft, acquiring first a yellow then a

brownish tinge, and finally the whole plant becomes a
loathsome mass. Like all other esculent Fungi those
specimens only are fit for use in which there is not the

slightest tendency to decay." It throws down an
immense number of white spores. M. y. B.

Another sale of Specimen Conifers com-
mences on Monday next at the Sunningdale Nursery.
It would appear from our advertising columns that

some choice examples will be offered.

We have had our attention drawn by Mr.
Thomson, of the Penge Nursery, to the great value of

Mesembryanthemums as late autumn and early

winter flowering plants. They flower most profusely

even in 60 pots, and the brilliant colours of most, and
the odd leaf-forms of others, make them exceedingly
attractive plants, though now so seldom seen. They
require full sunshine to expand their flowers fully, but
even when unexpanded their buds are brilliant in

colour. One species, M. inclaudens, opens its flowers

and keeps them open, even in dull ungenial weather.
M. conspicuum produces abundance of charming pink
flowers ; M. aurantiacum, flowers of brilhant orange

;

M. curviflorum has pure white flowers. They are so

beautiful and so easy to grow, to say nothing of the

interest attaching to tliem, that we should be pleased to

see them come once more into fashion. Some of them
will even bear a few degrees of frost with impunity.
For rockeries or balconies with a southern aspect, with
slight protection from frost, they are admirably suited.

A fine collection of these plants may now be seen at

Kew, and, thanks to the excellent plan adopted in

that establishment of grouping plants as far as may
be according to the countries from which they come,
or to their botanical affinities, a vei-y fair idea of the

peculiarities of the South African flora may be
obtained. The Oxford Botanic Garden has also a
choice collection of these favourites of our fathers, but
now too much neglected plants.

We arc requested to state that the next
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society's Floral
and Fruit Committees, will be held on November 2,

and December 7—not on November 16 and Decem-
ber 21, as announced in some early issues of the

Society's Schedule and Almanac.

The painters and decorators are completing
their work in the Fine Art Galleries for the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1871. We understand
that it is the intention of Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners to invite artists and exhibitors of all Fine Art
works to inspect these galleries shortly.

In the last number of our Journal, attention

was called to the absence of Rain throughout the

British Isles during the week ending October I. This
drought continued until the Friday of the following
week {ending October 8), when a change took place,

and rain commenced falling over the different districts

of England, but principally between the parallels of
52" and 55° North latitude. The following are some
of the notes recorded by the observers at the different

stations :—At Leicester, the observer remarks, on
Friday, "a rainy night." At Manchester, on the 7th
and 8th, " excessively heavy rain," At Bradford, on
the 7th, the note is "raining nearly all day ;" and on
the Sth, ''barometer reading 1.304 inch lower than
on the 5th, at gh. a.m." At Leeds, the observer
records—"The rain commenced on Friday at noon,
and it is still falling (gh. a.m., Sunday), the total rain-

fall up to the present hour being 3.13 inches." At
Hull over \\ inch of rain fell on each of
the two days, and at Sheffield the fall on the Sth
amounted to 1.90 inch. The mean fall for the eight

southern stations was 0.72 inch, and for the eight

northern was nearly 2 inches (1.93 inch). In Scotland
but little rainfall took place, the mean for the different

stations being 0.15 inch. The Maxlmum Tempera-
ture of the Air in England ranged from 76*.2 at

Portsmouth (the extreme south station) to 60" at New-
castle (the most northern station), with a mean for all

stations of 67^.2. In Scotland it varied from 67''.
5 (?)

at Paisley to 55° at Dundee, with a mean for all stations

of 57'^- 3) or nearly 10° below the mean for the English
places. The Minimum Temperatures in England
ranged from 32° at Hull to 43°.8 at Bradford, with a

mean for all slalions of 39°. 8. In Scotland it ranged
from 34°. 6 at Glasgow to 44° at Greenock, with a mean
for all stations of 38''.g. The Mean Temperature

of the week in England varied from 54*. 3 at Nottingham
to 47^8 at Newcastle, with a mean for the eight
southern stations of 53°. 3, and of the eight northern of
So^.e. In Scotland the mean for all stations was 47^2.

New Garden Plants.
X Cyprifedium vexillarium, n. hyb.

C. Fairrieano-barbatum : foliis ligulatis acutis apice bideiitatls

pallidis parce ac hicroglyphico tesselalis : pedunculo velutino
unifloro ; sepalo dorsali latissimo ovali acuto tantum extus
glandipiH, utrinque septem-nervi ; sepalo inferiori ovato acuto
utrinque septem-ncrvi ; petalis oblono^o-ligulatis undulatis re-
flcxis, non arcuatis : limbi ciliati, circa limbum superiorem
parce vernicosi, sacci ungue impiicato, sacco ipso antice ostio
reliiso, utrinque juxta basin lacinula una; staminodio traus-

vcrso antice rctuso medio apiculato, utroque limbo introrsum
semi fore ipato, disco retoso.

The pallid leaves look nearly like those of Cypripe-
dium Fairrieanum, with few and thin dark hierogly-

phic reticulations. The leaf comes very near that of
the mysterious Hamburghian, " Cypripedium javani-
cum, the never-flowering variety," a plant that lias,

indeed, this undesirable quality. The peduncle and
bract are like those of old Cypripedium Fairrieanum.
The flower is as large as a very large flower of the
same species. The upper sepal is whitish with port-
wine coloured nerves, washed with purple, a little green
on its base, with some transverse ascending nervules

;

outer surface beset with glandular hairs, inner surface

naked, shining ; the scape is broad, ovate acute ; the
inferior sepal is much shorter, narrower, of the same
colour only on the outside, more pallid inside ; the
petals deflexed, ligulate, bluntly acute, undulate at (lie

superior limb, with hairs around the limb and with
some warts ; the inner veins green, the outer veins
purplish; the lip nearly as in Cypripedium Fairrieanum,
with a broad, hollowed claw, and with the little acute
side lacinulce on both sides of the anterior retuse mouth ;

the transverse staminodium has reticulate nervules, and
both anterior sides are bent in like the mandibles of an
insect, enclosing on the retuse middle part a single

projected tooth. The flower is intermediate between
the two. The slaminode would be that of Fairrie-

anum if it were n©t much broader and shorter, just like

that of barbatum. The upper sepal is as in harbatum,
wanting the undulation, and the hairs of the inner sur-

face of that of Fairrieanum. The petals would be those
of Fairrieanum, except that they have fewer undula-
tions, and if they were not bent down in lieu of being
arcuately ascending. They have also some of the fleshy

callous warts of barbatum, which are not found in

Fairrieanum. The leafwould come extremely near that

of Fairrieanum if there were not green reticulations.

This is one of the surprises which Mr. Dominy
prepares for the Messrs. Veitch, who kindly favoured
the writer with specimens of the highly interesting

novelty. //. G. Rchb.fil.

Stelis Endresii, n. sp.

^Equiflora ; dense caespitosa, majuscula, cauHbus secundariis
elongatis ; foliis cuneato oblongo-ligulatis obtusis, apice emar-
ginatis cum apiculo, crassis ; racemo disticho ; ovariis pedicel-
latis medio genuflexis ; bracteis vaginalis acuminatis uvariis
pediceilatis bene brevioribus ; sepalis ima basi coalitis, omnibus
intus {lapulis filiformibus barbeltatis ; sepalo dorsali ovali acuto
trinervi ; sepalis latcralibus ovalis apiculatis paulo minoribus ;

petalis transversa oblongis apice inflexo cucullatis cum apiculo ;

limbo erecto ciliatulo, trinerviis ; labello carnoso transverso
subrhombeo excavato ; columna gracili ; androclioio postice
cucullato; rostcUo ligulato erecto; limbo sub fovea bicruri,
cruribus ovatis cum apiculo.

Near Stelis leucopogon, but with 3-nerved sepals.

The whitish or greenish leaves are very curious on
account of the short villosity of the inside of the
sepals. An amateur of Stelids would regard it a
beauty. It was discovered in Costa Rica by M.
Endres, and flowered in the Hamburgh Botanic Garden
in December, i86g, and July, 1S70. H. G. Rchb.fil.

Stelis glossula, ;/. sp.

Bilabiata, dense csespitosa ; cauUbus secundariis brevissimis ; foliisj

cimeato oblongo-ligulatis apice minute bilobis cum denticulo ;

racemo longe distiche florido ; bracteis triangulis ovaria longa
non a:quantibus ; sepalo dorsal! oblongo obtuse acuto quingue-
nervi elongato ; sepalis lateralibus oblongo ovatis apiculatis

apicem versus connatis subtrinerviis muko minoribus ; petalis

obtuse rhombeis uninerviis ; labello carnoso papuUformi supra-
dorsum bilamellato columna subxquali.

A cciespitose little Stelis, with spatulato-ligulate

leaves, and a very curious inflorescence. The brownish
flowers stand in two transverse rows, the upper sepal

having a much longer extent than the whole of the

other organs of the flower together.

This little species was imported by Messrs. Veitch

from Costa Rica. //. G. Rchb. fil,

Cattleya velutina, Rchb. fit.

Gardener^ Chronicle, supra, 1870, p. 140,

Till recently we had seen only one flower of this

plant, from the collection of J. Broome, Esq. The
plant has just appeared in the stoves of the late Consul

Schiller, in a much finer variety. It is a magnificent

thing. The grand flower is very crisp and wavy, in the

way of that of a Miltonia cuneata or some Schom-
burgkia. The sepals and petals are light orange, with

many purplish spots and streaks. The lip has an

orange base and a very wide white blade with violet

veins, these covered with velvel. The smell is most

powerful. The plant itself is in appearance quite like

Cattleya bicolor, so that if a mule it may be descended

from that, and from such a one as Schilleriana or

Gardneriana. We would advise all the possessors of
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Cattleya bicolor, and especially of recently iiitroducid

plants, not to dispose of their specimens before they

Sower, since it would be very tantalising to ascertain

at a later period that a plant supposed to be one ot

that old species had proved to belong to such a hrst-rate

beauty as the present. H. G. Rchb. Jil.

LiLIUM Thunbergianum flore-pleno.

This is a remarkably ornamental liardy bulb, which

has been obtained along with many °ther forms of the

5ime soecies from Tapan. Our sketch (lig. 247) was

Sken from a plant ihieh bloomed in June last u> Mr.

W Buirs collection, but the same form, or one closely

resembling it, had been flowered so long smce as 1S62

byIfc Standish, from bulbs sent from Japan by Mr.

^
The'plant grows, in the specimen we have seen to

about a foot or somewhat more in height. The stem

was furnished with lanee-shaped leaves 3 or 4 mches

lonir and was surmoimted by two flowers which

latter have the perianth segments recurved and spread

out, so as to measure 6 inches across. In p ace ot

the usual sLx stamens, there are six erect, obovate,

spathulate, petaloid filaments, which are deeply bifid

with the anther seated in the cleft. The colour of

the flower is a deep fiery red, partially dotted with

black The petaloid filaments have a stain of crim-

son, and are paler at the edge, and slightly dotted.

This Lily is quite different in struc-

ture from the double-flowered L. tigri-

num exhibited last summer by G. F.

Wilson, Esq., and in which the

perianth segments were duplicated so

as to form several overlying layers, all

of the same shape and colour. T. M.

THE RANUNCULUS
ORDER.

(Concludedfrom t. 1186.)

Ddphiniuvt.—^ genus sufficiently

characterised by the spur-like projec-

tion from the calyx, which is the

ori.fin of the common name Larkspur,

or Lark's-heel, as it used to be called.

The form and number of the petals

differ in the different species, but they

never present the singular form of

those of the Aconite. The stamens

are arranged as in Nigella, and the

carpels as those of Aquilegia. Many

of the species and garden varieties

rank among the most beautiful of our

garden plants. They may be grouped

into two main divisions, according as

they are annual or perennial. Under

the first heading come the very nu-

merous varieties of D. Ajacis, with

tall stems and dwarf stems, single or

double flowers of all hues, but always

with the same finely-cut foliage. 1 he

petals in the wild flower, and m
many of the cultivated varieties, are

marked with pecuUar spots, in which

imaginative people of old saw, or

feigned to see, the letters A I, the

mark by which the ancients recognised

some plant which they called Hya-

cinth, but which no modern scholar

has been able satisfactorily to identify. V:

D Consolida, a plant found in corn-

fields on the Continent, and occa-

sionally in similar situations in this

country, is also the parent of numerous

garden varieties, for the most part of

taller stature than those belonging
^

to the former species. D. eardiopetalum is also an

annual species, while D. cardinale and nudicaule are

peculiar in having bright scarlet flowers ; both the

latter are short-lived perennials.

Amon<J the other perennial kinds are some magnifi-

cent sort! for filling up the rear of a mixed border, or

for planting in the front of a shrubbery. Such is U.

formosum, a supposed native of the Caucasus, the flowers

of which are large, and of an intense blue colour

the plant seems to succeed in any soil, and in any

aspect, no garden should be without it. D. elatum,

grandiflorum, &e., are also grand species, of which

numerous varieties, differing in the colour and duplica-

ture of the flowers, exist.

Aconitum.—The singular hooded sepal, which gives

the common name "Monkshood," is in general suf-

ficient to enable one to recognise this genus, though

the hood is apt to taper off into a spur sometimes, as

in A. Lycoctonum, when it is difficult to distinguish the

genus atfirst sightfrom the Larkspurs. The curious petals

concealed within the hood, which look like hammers,

are however, excellent marks whereby to distinguish

between the two. More imaginative folk have compared

these hammer-like petals to a pair of turtle doves !

harnessed to a chariot—the latter represented by the

concave sepal—hence the Aconites have been called by

the name of Venus' Car. So far as the stamens, pistils,

and seed-vessels are concerned, there is nothing to dis-

tinmiish Aconites from Larkspurs. The acrid, poisonous

principle which, in greater or smaller quantity, pervades

the whole order exists in its maximum degree in certain

species of Aconite, such as A. Napellus, A. Storckia-

num, A. ferox, &c. Aconitin, as the poisonous prin

ciple is named, is perhaps the most powerful vegetable

poison known. But it is much more abundant in

some species than in others, and its amount depends

in all cases on locality and season. The most frightful

accidents have occurred from the mistaking the roots

of Aconite for Horse Radish,—a mistake which, had

it not occurred repeatedly and with fatal results, would

be deemed incredible. The finest species for garden

purposes are A. Napellus, dark blue ; A. paniculatum,

very similar, but larger, with more branched flower-

stalks and brighter coloured flowers ; A. variegatum,

an exceedingly pretty species, the flowers being clear

blue variegated with white; A. sinense, a fine

late-flowering sort. A. Lycoctonum, "the Wolf

Killer "
is a common plant in mid Europe ; it has

the palmately cut leaves of the other Aconites, but

its flowers are yellow, and in shape more like those of

the Larkspur. A. Anthora, a species rarely seen in

gardens, is like the preceding, but of shorter stature ;

it is said to be destitute of poisonous properties. All

the Aconites are well suited for the herbaceous border,

but should be sedulously kept out of the way of the

cook. r ,,

Actim.—\-ci how very few gardens not professedly

botanic is this very pretty plant to be found. We say

plant because the genus is represented by two species

only, one of which alone is known to us in gardens.

It is an herbaceous plant, about 18 inches high, with

elegantly triply-cut leaves (pinnatisect), the ultimate

semients of which are more or less ovate and toothed

at the margin. The individual flowers are small,

white, and grouped into close spikes. There are lour

or five sepals, as many petals, stamens so numerous

that they constitute the most attractive part of the

flower, and only a single carpel, which as it ripens

becomes a succulent berry-like fniit, and thus furnishes

a characteristic mark to distinguish the genus from its

neighbours. The flowers are very like those of Ihalic-

trum, but are distinguishable by the seed-vessel or

fruit, and by the presence of many, not a solitaiy seed

Cimicifuga, on botanical grounds, seems hardly worth

separating from Actffia, the only difference consisting

in the seed-vessel, which is here foUicuIar, like that of

the Aconites or Larkspurs.

Xaiithorhiza.—li any cruel examiner wanted to

puzzle an unfortunate candidate at an examination

here is a plant for him. The only representative of

the genus is a low gi-owing North American shrub, as

different in outward aspect from the rest of the Ranun-

culus family as it is possible to conceive. Its shrubby

habit is unlike any other of the group, unless it be the

Clematis, which is known by its climbing habit.

Roots and wood are alike of a deep yellow coloui-,

whence the name of the plant. The leaves are much

more Ranunculaceons-looking ; they are alternate,

with stalks sheathing at the base, and blades deeply

pinnately cut. The flowers are small, purplish

grouped in long slender clusters ; the sepals and

petals are regular in form, and the remaining organs

of the flower adhere pretty strictly to their family

type. ,.

/>«(?«;«.—The PKonies really offer a greater diver-

gence from the Ranunculus type of structure than does

the yellow root just alluded to, and yet their general

aspect i; quite Ranunculaceous. The divergence con-

sists in this, that the floral receptacle or thalamus—

that part from which the several parts of the Hower

spriniT-instead of being convex, as it is in the Butter-

cup, or length'ened, as in the Pheasant's-eye (Adonis),

orflattish, as in the Aconites, &c., is in the Paeonies

concave ; the consequence of which is, that the stamens

which, in all other Ranunculacete spring obviously from

beneath the pistil (hypogynous), here come off from

the receptacle not below the level of the pistil, but at

a little higher elevation. They emerge from around

the pistils ; technically speaking, they are perigynous.

The sepals, gorgeously-coloured petals, the stamens

(except in so far as their emergence is concerned), and

the pistil are all in conformity with the usual Ranun-

culaceous structures, but in P. Moutan there is an

additional organ, also serviceable as a puzzle for dis-

tressed candidates. This consists in a fleshy tube,

which encircles more or less completely the pistil in

some cases, merely leaving an aperture at the top,

through which the styles protrude. This is called the

disc, what its exact purport may be, nobody seems to

know. It does not appear in the very early stages of

the flower, but is developed subse-

quently to the formation of the other

organs ; on which account some people

are disposed to think it an organ of

little consequence or importance to the

economy of the flower. We don't quite

see the validity of this mode of rea-

soning ; and though we cannot say

what function it now serves, if any, or

whether it be a vestige of an organ

which in former times was serviceable

to pre-Adamite Pteonies, but which

has now dropped out of use, we yet

venture to thmk it was not made for

nothing.' Possibly it may serve as a

real nectary ; that is to say, it may act

as a factory or store for honey.

The ripe fruit—follicles—of Pceo-

nics, with their shining black and

scarlet seeds, are almost as handsome

as the flowers. Every one loiows the

general appearance of Paionies, so

That any further description of them

is uncalled for. There are numerous

species and varieties in cultivation, all

with gorgeous flowers, the single ones

almost as handsome as the double

varieties. P. tenuifolia has its leaves

very finely cut, almost as much so as

those of Fennel. P. Witlmanniana

li.as yellow flowers. The so-called

Chinese Pa;onies constitute a distinct

race, the flowers of which are generally

white shaded with rose, but infinitely

varied by cultivation, and have all a

rose-like perfume. The Tree PKonies,

P Moutan, belong to a distinct sec-

lion, characterised by their shrubby

habit, and by the gi'eat development of

the disc already referred to. 'Iheir

beauty needs no comment. If they

were but as high priced as Phatenop-

sids or Vandas, and as difficult to grow,

how much they would be prized.

A word, in conclusion, as to the

root-stocks of RanunculaccK. Differ-

ing considerably in diff'erent species in

outward form, in essential characters

they remain alike—that is to say, in the perennial species

or in those plants which are generally classed under the

name of herbaceous perennials. Such plants throw tip

a leafy stem, terminated by a group of flowers. At ttie

end of the season this stem dies down, leaving at its

base in the ground a thickened root-stock of varied

form in diflerent genera. This root-stock serves as a

store-house of nourishment for the secondary buds

which are developed from it, and are destined to lorm

new flowering stems in following seasons. In this way

the base of the stem and its branches become store-

houses. In the garden Ranunculus, a number of

adventitious roots answer the same purpose. In trie

common Buttercup, R. bulbosus, the so-called bulbs,

though acrid, are filled with starchy matters, and have

been greedily eaten by sheep during the past summer.

The Rambler.

ONION GROWING AT BANBURY.

Perhaps a better exhibition of Onions cannot be

witnessed anywhere than that seen at Banbury at the

end of the month of August. It is a show far

cxcdhncc, and it goes to prove two things— 1st, tnat

the Onion can be growni to an enormous size without

any sacrifice of those qualities so necessary to tins

esculent ; 2d, that this extraordinary gi'owth can be

reached in a comparatively short space of tune.

Those who exhibit Onions at Banbury are as proud 01

them as the successful cultivator of the best stand ot

24 Dahlias ever raised. They pet them as many an

enthusiastic florist does his Auriculas, Pansies, Car-
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nations, &c. ; mid the finer the development, the greater

is the zest with which ihcy are staged on the exhi-

bition table. Banbury, which does a great many

things horticultural exceedingly well, does Onions

particularly so, and some of the townspeople raise a

fund annually in the form of a sweepstakes, and give

something lilic 14 prizes for the best dish or tray of

12 Onions ; and as there are generally 18 to 24 com-

petitors, all of whom can grow Onions amazingly well,

the task of judging them is almost as irksome as being

mayor of the borough. The judges generally consume

from half to three-quarters of an hour in giving their

decisions; and in discharging this function they deserve,

and receive, sincere pity, Size, shape, solidity, smooth-

ness, size of the neck—all have to be regarded

in the discharge of the censorship ; and, it must be

recorded to the credit ofBanbury, that thedecisions of the

judges appear to be quietly concurred in on all occa-

sions of this annual competition. Ropes of Onions at

Banbury are another feature. Some of these are three

and four yards in length ; and, as the largest Onions

are used, these ropes are somewhat prodigious in

character, and rather unwieldy. Still, they are ropes

of Onions.

It was said that the show of Onions this year at

Banbury was much inferior as compared with the last

and preceding years ; and yet the best 12 exhibited by

Mr. William Finlay, gr. to Col. North, M.P., Wrox-
ton Abbey, weighed just I2lb. 15 oz., two of the bulbs

averaging 20 oz. each, the two smallest 14 oz. each.

These enormous Onions are the produce of spring sown

seed, and the result goes to show how the weight of

vegetables taken from a given piece of gi'ound can be

augmented, when some extra care is bestowed on their

cultivation.

Mr. Finlay is a very good representative man among
the Onion cultivators about Banbury ; and the seed of

his fine Onions were sown on Februaiy 26, and the

roots lifted on August 24. About Banbury there

appears to be a fine deep rich yellow loam, in some places

much darker than in others ; and when this is well

enriched, as it must be to produce fine Onions, their

development into size is only a question of time.

The work of preparation commences in the

previous autumn ; then the spots on which the bulbs

are to grow being selected—and this is generally one

of the most open spaces in the garden—it is what is

termed *' double-dug," and trenched as roughly as

possible. It is not considered at all necessary to

change the ground annually ; one successful cultivator

stated that he had grown his Onions on the same spot

for five years in succession. The advantages of the

open spaces are these—that plenty of air and sun is

necessary, not only to secure the finest development of

the bulbs, but also for their absolute well-being, as the

plant is very susceptible of blight, mildew. Sec, at

particular periods of the season. In trenching the

ground all the rough stones are removed, as they are

apt to come in the way of the swelling of the bulbs,

and interfere with their symmetry and proportions. In

some instances the ground is trenched about Christmas

time, or a little later, to the depth of 2 feet

6 inches of strong manure are put at the bottom of the

trench, and some 3 or 4 inches placed on the surface of

the ground ; it is then well dug in, and the gi-ound

levelled preparatory to sowing the seed. One grower
always trenches in the autumn, and at Christmas,

when a moderate amount of frost sets in, begins

to manure the ground with the following propor-

tions of manure laid in a heap and well rotted :

three-sixths pig, one-sixth cow, one-sixth horse manure,
and one-sixth road dirt, adding to the whole about 20 lb.

of common salt ; they are mixed well together, and
spread 5 or 6 inches thick over the ground. On cold,

stiff soil, the road dirt is dispensed with, and the same
quantity of horse-manure is used instead. This is

allowed to lie to the end of January, at which lime
the ground is well dug again, and any stones that may
come uppermost cleared away.

F'rom the middle of January to the middle of

February is the usual time for sowing the seed, this

being regulated by the state of the weather ; and a

somewhat drying day is considered essential. Mr.
Finlay levels the ground, and sows the seed in rows,
I foot apart, and at every sixth row there is an alley.

Ultimately the Onions are thinned out in the rows to

I foot apart, and in diy weather the bulbs are well
watered, occasional doses of liquid manure being given.

One grower, who produces Onions of very fine sym-
metry and quality, informed me that, in finally

preparing the ground for seed, he places on it a thin

layer of a mixture formed of burnt garden ashes, a quan-
tity of guano, and some dry rotten manure, the whole of

which is passed through a sieve. The seed is then sown in

drill lines about three quarters of an inch deep, and
covered in with the back of a rake, and in a few days
the surface is trodden hard, and beaten with the back
of a spade. Then come the various details of thinning

out, hand-weeding, watering, top-dressing with a mix-
ture similar in character to that used at the time of

sowing the seed, with occasional refreshment in the

form of manure-water ; and thus are formed the fine

Onions seen at the Banbuiy shows. A continuous
pinching-in of the neck, just above the bulbs, imparts
that fineness of appearance so much prized by exhibitors

of the Onion.
From South Wales I received some time since 12 of

the most perfect specimens of Onions I ever saw. They

were grown in the neighbourhood of Cardiff, and were

taken from ground that has borne Onions for six years

in succession. In this instance the ground was
heavily manured in the autumn, the seed sown
the last week in Februaiy, and the after treat-

ment similar to that employed at Banbury. These
Onions, sent to me as Danver's Yellow, were

exhibited as such before the Fruit Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and declared by the Com-
mittee to be incorrectly named. Subsequently I was
informed by the grower they were not Danver's Yellow,

but Nuneham Park, grown from seed as supplied by
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son. Singidar to state, the

Onion authority in the Fruit Committee, who declared

they were not Danver's Y'ellow, was also of opinion

they were not Nuneham Park ; and since then I have

been endeavouring to discover what variety these

Onions really represent, but no one cares to take upon
himself the responsibility of identifying them, excepting

Mr. James Cutbush, who thinks them excellent

examples of Nuneham Park. For myself, with some
12 years' experience at my back, I think them capital

illustrations of that fine keeping Onion answering to

the type of Danver's Yellow. JH. D.

AUTUMN CULTIVATION.
Amid the many subjects which require the gardener's

particular attention, one stands specially prominent, i.e.,

the tliorough mechanical and manurial condition of

soils for the production of superior vegetables. In

gardens even in the same district, the nature of the

different soils is so various, that what in one garden

would be a necessary outlay would perhaps in the

adjoining one be labour thrown away. I have in mind

those gardens in which sand abounds, and where at

very short intervals after rain the ground can be easily

worked ; and although in this case the soil may naturally

be termed hungiy, yet it has the advantage, in earliness

at least, over the stiffer cold ground, containing a large

proportion of clay. There are also gardens in which

the soil, although slow in recovering from the abuse of

over-cropping or bad tillage, still retains its powers of

production for a length of time proportionate to that

expended for its reclamation and improvement, always

provided that the means adopted are consistent with

sound practice. It is however to the latter description

of soils that I wish more particularly to allude,

because they are the most generally found, and for

ordinary purposes are of the greatest service. It cannot

be denied that in many instances the gi'ound is insuf-

ficiently worked, and even what is done is of the meanest

description. Those only who succeed in reclaiming

such soils can fully realise the great amount of labour

and patience which is requisite to bring the once

exhausted and badly tilled ground into a slate of

thoroughly good working order, a condition which is

at once a pleasure to the worker and a substantial

recompense to the master.

The best time to take such land in hand, with a

view to improving it, is in the autumn, as soon as the

summer crops have been removed. Too often the

ground is merely cleaned over and left in its com-

pressed state until the period arrives for cropping it

again, perhaps because time could not be found in the

autumn for properly cultivating it then ; but this is a

sad loss of time, as well as of atmospheric agency—

a

grand helper in the cause of soil improvements.

Simple manuring is not the only requisite, the mechani-

cal condition must also be in good order to bring

about the end in view, and for the latter purpose the

atmosphere must play an important part. Ground

which has been cropped during the summer becomes

compressed through treading about while gathering the

crops, and more in wet weather than in dry, and if it is

left in this state throughout the autumn months and far

into winter, when frost only seems capable of pene-

trating its surface, it cannot but fail in its productive-

ness in comparison to that cultivated in the autumn, and

which allows the rains to pass freely through, and gives

the air free ingress to promote a healthy decay of the

vegetable and mineral substances, and to convert them

into wholesome food for plants. Even the operation

of trenching is in my opinion often but rudely accom-

plished, for the top spit of the soil, still compressed, is

thrown headlong into the trench ; though the subsoil

by being thrown uppermost certainlygetswell pulverized,

and in spring gives a good tilth for cropping ; but what

of the compressed top spits below? Why, these are

situated just where the roots will shortly be in action,

and it must be apparent to eveiyone that those hard

lumps are very detrimental to the free and early act'

of the roots of tender vegetables. For root crops

particular, I contend that every opportunity should be

taken to aijrate the soil. The surface, before trenching or

even digging, should be split up, without turning it,

and be left in same position, but shattered, so as to

allow of the free action of the air. The pressure of

one season's traffic will seldom be found to have

penetrated beyond 3 or 4 inches, and this depth can

easily be reached with the Canterbury hoe, which is

the best tool for the purpose. When this surface is

found to be thoroughly aerated, the ground may be

dug with the spade, and be so left until it, in its turn,

is benefited by the united action of air and frost.

Then the operation of double-digging or trenching may
be proceeded with—the sooner the better, and if the

subsoil is good it may remain ridged until it is

forked down in the spring for cropping ; but if in an

unfavourable condition, it is well, when frosted so that

a sharp spade can just cut through it, that the whole
surface should be turned over, allowing the clods to

remain, as they will split up. These masses of earth,

being exposed on all sides to the frost, will become
frozen through : and when the frost disappears, they

crumple down into that generous tilth so necessary for

healthy seeding in spring.

The manurial condition of the soil usually obtains

more consideration from the cultivator than the

mechanical, though there are but very few instances

where the gardener is well satisfied with the supply of

manure at his command, and for this reason the most

economical means of using it should be adopted. We
are accustomed to see the gicat loss of the best

chemical qualities of manure which many farmers

experience, owing to the slovenly carelessness in which

it is treated. Gardeners are also not altogether devoid

of blame in this respect ; for do we not often see,

when looking at their manure heaps, the litter from

the stables left just as it was tipped from the

stable barrow, some heaps dry, others wet and

fermenting, and often after rains the best con-

stituents of the manure running away to the drains or

into some ditch, notwithstanding that it is froin this

same store that they draw their material for replenishing

the soil ? The gardener takes pains with the litter for his

hotbeds ; and I would ask, does not the soil require

that he should take the same care with his manure for

the garden ? The best way to use the dung is (where

possible) to lay it at once over the ground to be

manured, thoroughly shaking and incorporating the

whole bulk, and moistening with liquid manure those

parts which are dry. When the whole bulk is found

thoroughly moistened, spread it over the surface, there

letting it remain awdiile for the rains to wash the

fertilising materials into the ground. The litter, when
presenting a bleached appearance, may be double-

dug or trenched in. The best time to spread the

manure is when the soil, having been rough-dug, is

thoroughly pulverized, and in spreading it planks

should be laid on the ground, and the manure be

tipped right and left of them. This will occasion a

little additional labour in shifting the planks, but will

amply repay the extra care taken. Ground manured

and trenched or double-dug in the autumn, is greatly

superior to that done in spring, when the crop-

ping follows quickly after the manipulation of

the soil. The thorough absorption of the manure

by the soil during the winter months makes the ground

ready at once for the delicate roots of the plants, and

gives such an impetus to the crops that they are

established, and retain their position better than those

planted directly after trenching in spring. The fact

cannot be too strongly impressed upon cultivators, that

to obtain sterling crops, the manipulation
^
of the

ground must be thoroughly executed during the

autumn and winter months. J. C. Sage.

NEW ZEALAND VEGETATION.
The. country between the Waikawa and Kawae-

ranga Creeks consists, for the most part, of steep hills

and narrow gullies, and presents but few variations in

those features which influence the character of its

vegetation. From the Kawacranga northward to

Kurunui, a gradually-narrowing strip of alluvial land,

much of which is now occupied by Shortland and

Grahamstown, still exhibits dense thickets of Olearia

Solandri, Hook. f. ; Plagianthus divaricatus, Forst. ;

Muhlenbeckia adpressa, Lab. ; M. compressa, Mein. ;

Coprosma sps., Dodonsa viscosa, Forst., with a close

undergrowth of sedges and other uliginal plants, the

most conspicuous of which is Cladium junceum, Br.,

often found covering large spaces, to the exclusion of

other plants. The mud-flats and margins of the creeks

are occupied by the Mangrove, Avicennia officinali.s,

L., which is here abundant and attains a large size ;

Chenopodium ambiguum, Br. ; Leptocarpus simplex,

A. Rich ; Selliera radicans, Cav. ; Samolus repens,

Pers. ; Scirpus maritimus, L. ; and rarely S. tri-

queter, L.

At various points along the coast small patches of

sand admit of a sparse growth of arenarian plants, the

most common being Convolvulus Soldanella, L., and

Carex pumila, Thunb. ; the Pingao (Desmochoenus

spiralis. Hook.), a plant which, in the north, at least,

is common on shifting sand, usually within the influence

of the sea-spray, is here found only in small quantity

and apparently confined to a single locality. Occasion-

ally, as in the neiglibouriiood of the Tararu, the

Waionau, and other creeks, alluvial flats of suflicient

extent to have been used as cultivations by the Maoris,

are now more or less clothed with a dense growth of

Tauhinu (Pomaderris phylicifolia, Lodd.), Manuka
(Leptospermum scoparium, Forst.), Koromiko (Vero-

nica salicifolia, Forst.), and Fern (Pteris csculentn,

Forst.), with an abundance of naturalised plants, waifs

of cultivation, grasses, and other stragglers, which are

again mixed with a few coarse-growing native plants of

herbaceous habit.

In the neighbourhood of Shortland and Grahams-

town the hills are usually much broken and precipitous,

and attain their greatest height, 2300 feet, near the

head of the Kawacranga Creek : the beds of the differ-

ent creeks are frequently mere ravines, the sides of

which are thickly clothed with Mosses, various species
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of Gottschea and Plagiochila : P. Stepliensoniana,

Mitten, attaining unusual luxuriance ; in less moist

places a rare Moss, Mielichoferia tenuiseta, Mitten,

covers the surface and forms a suitable medium for the

growth of various species of Corysanthes, especially

C. rivularis, Hook, f., and rocks and trees alike are

clothed with a rich covering of various Ferns, more

especially Hymenophyllum dilatatum, Swartz. ; H.

scabrum, A. Rich. ; H. .-eraginosum, Carm. ;
and

Trichomanes reniforme, Menz. The slopes of the hills

are usually covered with a dense forest of timber trees

and undergrowth, the forms being chiefly the Hinau

(Eteocarpus dentatus, Hook.), Toro (Persoonia Toro,

A. Cunn.), Tawa (Nesodaphne Tavva, Hook, f.),

Beech, or Black Birch (Fagus fusca. Hook, f.). Kauri

(Dammara australis, Lamb.), Miro (Podocarpus ferru-

ginea, Don.), Totara (Podocarpus Totara, A. Cunn.),

Rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum, Soland.), &c., w;ith

Alseuosmia macrophylla, A. Cunn. ; Schefflera digi-

tata, Forst. ; Coprosma grandifolia. Hook. f. ; Senecio

glastifolius. Hook, f, and immense tussocks of an

undescribed Astelia, and cutting grasses (Gahnia lacera,

Steud. ; G. arenaria, Hook, f.) : the Supplejack

(Rhipogonum scandens, Forst.), and Mange-Mange
(Lygodium articulatum, Swartz.), are so mixed with

the undergrowth as to render all progress tedious and

laborious in the extreme.

A remarkable feature, in some parts of the district,

is the social character of the arborescent Fems, more

especiallyof theMamaku(Cyatheamedullaris, Swartz.),

and the Weki (Dicksonia squarrosa, Swartz.), which

occasionally form groves of small extent ; the Ponga

Flat, a comparatively level piece of land at an altitude

of about 1650 feet, owes its name to the large grove of

black Tree Ferns with which it was formerly covered.

A few specimens have been spared, and are carefully

protected by the miners.

North of the Taram Creek, the hills next the sea are

of lower elevation and more rounded in outline, their

slopes being chiefly covered with a varying growth of

Pteris esculenta, Forst. ; Leptospermum scoparium,

Forst. ; PomadeiTis phylicifolia, Lodd. ; Dracophyllum

squanosum, Hook. f. ; Coriaria ruscifolia, L. ; Epa-

cris pauciflora, A. Rich. ; and a few straggling grasses,

varied by occasional patches of forest. The tributary

streams are choked with a close growth of Typha,

Schcenus, Cladium, Carex, and other marsh-lovinc

plants. But a few miles inland these ericetal and

uliginal plants disappear, the streams become narrowed

and impetuous, the hills steeper and higher, clothed

everywhere with a dense bush, often nearly impassable

from the abundance of Mange-Mange, which binds trees

and undergrowth together in an almost impenetrable

mass. The highest peaks of Mount Wynyard, 2690 feet,

are approached by connecting wall-like ridges, often

not sufficiently wide to admit of two persons walking

abreast, and covered with tussocks of Astelia, Gahnia,

and various shrubs.
*

About the height of iSoo feet a change is usually

observable in the character of the vegetation ; in broken

rocky places tliere is a profusion of Mosses and Lichens,

chiefly belonging to genera Racomitrium, Dicranum,

and Cladonia, with a varying shrubby growth of Wein-
mannia, Leptospermum, Pittosporum, Coprosma, Phe-

balium, Quintinia, and many Ferns. On more even

ground Weinmannia silvicola. Banks and Sol., and
Metrosideros lucida, attain a large size, associated with

Ixerba brexioides, A. Cunn., and Phyllocladus glauca,

buth of wdiich attain their maximum of growth at about

2000 feet, although found in abundance at a greater

elevation ; in fact they occur on the highest peaks,

together with Dracophyllum Traversii, Hook. f.
;

Archeria racemosa. Hook. f. ; Griseliuia littoral:

Raoul. ; Daciydium Colensoi, Hook. f. ; Panax
Colensoi, Hook. f. ; and many others of gi'eatcr verti

cal range. Although from the steep character and
ridge-like form of these ranges, water cannot, in some
places, be obtained at an altitude of more than

1200 feet, yet the abundance and luxuriance of the

Mosses and Hepatica;, which clothe the summits, attest

an atmosphere continually charged with moisture.

The trees and shrubs that have been utilised either

as timber for house or ship-building, or for fencing, are

the Kauri, Rimu, Totara, Miro, Beech or Black Birch,

Manuka, Rawiri, Puriri, Pohutukawa, Rata (Metrosi-

deros robusta, A. Cunn.), Tawa, and, more rarely, the

Tanekaha, Tawari (Ixerba brexioides, A. Cunn.), and
Toro. The utilisation of the Beech affords a marked
extension of the economical range of the genus to which
it belongs, as, although largely used in the South, its

timber is usually neglected in this part of the colony,

although its bark is occasionally sent to the lanyards.

It is now being largely used in the construction of the

ISIoanataiari tramway, which will afford a good oppor-
tunity of testing its durability.

While on this subject, I may remark, the waste of

timber on some parts of the field has been excessive,

and will be severely felt by the miners at no distant

period. The Kauri has been preserved to a great

extent, as the sum of 2$s. is required for each tree cut

down. The Pohutukawa, which, from its value to the

ship-builder, has contributed largely to the i-rogress of

this part of the colony, is without the benefit of protec-

tion, and has been in some cases recklessly cut down
for firewood, a proceeding which is said to have been

commented upon by the Maoris. Although confessedly

diflicult, it would seen not impracticable to prevent

this wanton destruction of valuable timber by legisla-

tive enactment ; it is certainly desirable, in the interest

of the miners themselves, no less than in that of the

colony at large.

Naturalised plants are to be found in great abund-
ance in all situations, except on the highest ranges.

The most common forms are identical with those found

to the north of the Waitemata, and occur in nearly the

same proportion, as will be seen from the following

list, which is arranged in the order of their relative

abundance over the entire district :—Erigeron cana-

densis, L. ; Hypochceris radicata, L. ; Anagallts arven-

sis, L. ; Medicago denticulata, Willd. ; Lolium
perenne, L. ; Euphorbia Peplus, L. ; Rumex obtusi-

iblius, L. ; Plantago major, L. ; Helminthia echioides,

Gaert. ; Briza minor, L.

The most notable exception in the above list is the

Milk-weed (Euphorbia Peplus, L.), which in many
northern districts would rank second or third on the

list, instead of sixth ; the position of one or two species

in the list might possibly be altered by an examination

of the district in December, instead of April. The
former extent of native cultivations is attested by the

common occurrence of the Tara (Colocasia esculenta,

.Schott), and several of the cultivated fmits of Europe,

the Peach, Cherry, Fig, Vine, Raspberry, Strawberry,

all of which are propagating themselves without the

assistance of man, and are probably deteriorating in

quality even more rapidly than they are increasing in

number. A close analysis of the indigenous species

found in the district, shows that fully four-fifths of the

entire number are common to both the North and

South Islands, the remaining fifth being peculiar to the

North. Transactions of NcM Zealand Inslitiiti.

pot all those from which the flowers have not been cut.

If taken up with care, potted in g-inch or lo-inch pots,

without breaking their roots or earth-balls, and duly

watered and shaded, they should open every flower.

Those which do not then show flower-stems will come
up after, so as to keep up a succession of flowers until

Christmas, and probably later, if they are kept in a

temperature of from 60° to 70°. A bottom-heat, some
5° to 10° higher than this, is of service. One caution

—they take lots of water, and if the roots get dry, the

buds shrivel up without opening. A better and less

troublesome plan even than potting, is to plant them in

a stove or Melon bed, in rich soil, and treat them, as to

heat, &c., like winter Cucumbers.
I saw during the last winter a house, 300 feet long,

filled with Tuberoses planted out. We have had 47
flowers on a stem, and one of our customers informed

me that he had as many as 69 on one. It would not

interest your readers to hear how we grow them by
tens of thousands for the trade, but if they should cross

the Atlantic they might see for themselves. I may
add that the bulbs, when dry, should be kept warm

—

the temperature not less than 50°—or the flower germs
decay. A place where Caladiums keep well is first-

rate for Tuberose bulbs. James Tapltn, South Amboy,
J Jersey, U.S.A., in " Florist and Pomologist."

* One of these ridges is completely blocked by an immense
Rata, Metrosideros robusta, A. Cunn.. the trunk of which over-

hangs both edges of the mural precipice, and can only be passed

by the aid of the friendly climbers, and the tussocks of .\stclia

wt)ich partially cover its base.

THE TUBEROSE AS GROIVX IN
AMERICA.

I OBSERVE, by an article in the "Florist" for

January last, and also from inquiries and remarks on
culture in other gardening periodicals, that the Tuberose

is beginning to attract attention in England ; and I

have been led to conclude that in a few years' time

vill probably be grown in about one garden

too, if those who have grown it, and those

who have not, favour us with a series of articles

on the way to do it. Had it been the case of a seed-

ling Variegated Zonal Pelargonium, to be sent out

for the first time at a guinea or upwards per plant,

warranted small, the florist world would have

gone mad to obtain it ; but as it is only one of the

sweetest, purest of white flowers grown—obtainable, too,

in flower all the year, and only costing 5 cents, com-

paratively few persons in England think it worth

troubling themselves about.

I never heard of any great success attending the

efforts of the few growers of the Tuberose in England.

This may, in a great measure, be owing to the

miserable roots usually offered for sale ; but I have no

doubt that if there was a demand for good roots, the

supply would be forthcoming, if not from Europe, at

le.ast from this country. Peter Henderson states that

there are a million of roots grown in the New Vork
neighbourhood, and as that is about the northern limit

of successful cultivation, except for the flowers, we can

imagine that there is also a large quantity grown

further south.

As regards the flowers, they are used at all seasons

for making up wedding bouquets and funeral wreaths,

as well as for decorating churches and perfuming

restaurants. They may be obtained from a single

flower in a scented Geranium leaf or a sprig of Lycopod
for the button-hole, to a dish, 2 feet in diameter, filled

with the blossoms set in sand, and can be purchased

from the flower-girls in Broadway, New York, all the

year round. No one expects to grow the roots as a

trade speculation in England, the summers are not hot

enough ; but it would be easy to have abundance of

Tuberose flowers, say from September i to Christmas,

in gardens of any pretension. What would give to

most ladies more pleasure in the way of flowers, than

an abund.ant supply of Tuberose blossoms during the

shooting season, when, as a rule, if flowers are abundant,

there is little variety? Mr. Gibson, of B.attersea P.ark,

has shown the public how to grow stove plants success-

fully in the open ground. The same preparation of

ground, to husband heat, would also grow Tuberoses,

and a light rich south border would suit admirably,

though they should not be planted close to the wall,

on account of the troublesome red spider.

The details of treatment are as follows :—Pot the

bulbs early in May, in 4-inch pots, in rich soil ; bury

but a small part of the base, not so much to avoid the

danger of rotting as to prevent having all the roots at

the bottom of the pot ; place them in a warm house,

give but little water until they are well rooted, and

then abundance ; harden off, and plant out when the

ground has become thoroughly warmed, placing the

top of the bulb at least 3 inches below the surface.

Nothing more is required but keeping the border

thinned and clean. If they are good roots, and the

position is sheltered, the flower-stems should not want
tying. They should commence to flower early in

September. When the nights get cold, take up and

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
We resume, from p. 1346, our extracts from Prof.

RoUeston's address to Section D :

—

The antiquary is a little prone, if he will allow me to

say so, when left alone, to make himself but a con-

noisseur : the historian, whilst striving to avoid the Scylla

of judicial dulness, slides into the Charybdis of political

partizanship ;
and the biologist not rarely shows himself a

little cold to matters of moral and social interest, whilst

absorbed in the enthusiasm of speciality. The combina-

tion of minds varying in bent is found efficacious in

correcting these aberrations, and by this combination we
obtain that white and dry light which is so comforting to

the eye of the truth-loving student, to say nothing as to

its being so much stronger than the coloured rays which

the work of one isolated student has sometimes cast upon
it from the work of another. It would be invidious to

speculate, and I have forborne from suggesting whether

the literary contingent in the conquering though com-
posite army has learnt more from observation of the

methods and evolutions of the scientific contingent, or

the scientific man from the obsersation of the literary ;
it

is, however, neither invidious nor superfluous to con-

gratulate the general public upon the necessity which

these, like other allies, have been reduced to, of adopting

one common code of signals, and discarding the exclusive

use of their several and distinctive technicalities. Subjects

of an universal interest have thus come to be treated, and
that by persons now atnongst us, in a language universally

understanded of the people. I have been careful to include

the palaeontologist amongst the scientific specialists, whose
peculiar researches have cast a helpful and indeed an

idispensable light upon the history of the fates and
fortunes of our species. But it is not organic science

hich anthropology impresses into its service, and it

woiild be the sheerest ingratitude to forget the help which

the mineralogist gives us in assigning the source whence
the jade celt has come, or could come, or to omit an
acknowledgment of the toil of the analytical chemist, who
has given the percentage of the tin in the bronze celt, or

in the so-called "leaden" and therefore Roman coffin. . .

.

I must not trespass into the province of the botanist,

but I should be glad to say that no easier method of

learning how the natural history sciences can be made to

bear upon the history of man, as a whole, can be devised

than that furnished by the perusal of such memoirs as those

of LInger's upon the plants used for food by man. The
very heading and title of the paper I am specially referring

to appears to me to have an ambiguity about it which, in

itself, is not a little instructive. In that title, " Botanische

StreifzUge auf dem Gebiete der Cultur-Geschichte, " the

latter word may be taken, I imagine, etymologically at

least, to refer either to culture proper or to agriculture.

At any rate, the paper itself may be read in the Sitzungs-

berichte of the Vienna .'\cademy for 1857 ; it has, I sup-

pose, superseded the interesting chapters in Link's

Urivelt und Alterthum," of date 1821 ;
and it is not

unlikely, I apprehend, to be itself, in its turn, superseded

also.

Coming, in the third place, to zoology, I suppose I

shall be justified in saying that the largest issue which

has been raised in the current year, an issue for the

examination of the data for deciding which the two

months of July and -August which are just past may have

furnished persons now present with opportunities, is the

question of the kinship of the Ascidians to the Verte-

brata. There is or was nothing better established till the

appearance of Kowalewsky's paper, now about four years

ago, than the e.xistence of a wide gulph between the two

great divisions of the animal kingdom, the Vertebrata

and the Invertebrata ; nothing could be more revolu-

tionary than the views which would obviously rise out of

his facts, and within the present year these facts have

been abundantly confirmed by Prof. Kupfer, whose very

clearly written and beautifully illustrated paper has just

appeared in the current number of Schultze"s " Archiv

fur Microscopische Anatomic. " Kupfer's researches have

been carried on upon Ascidia canina, but they more than

confirm the accuracy of what Kowalewsky had stated to

take place in Ascidia mammillatta, and which maybe
summed up briefly thus : In the larval Ascidian we have

in its caudal appendages an axis skeleton clearly

analogous, if not essentially homologous, to the chorda

dorsalis of the vertebrate embryo, as consisting like it of

rows of internally-placed cells, and giving insertion by its

sheath to muscles. We have further the ner\'ous system

and the digestive taking up in such embryos much th?
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same positions relatively to each other, and to this mol-
liiscan chorda dorsalis, that are taken up by the con-
fessedly homologous system in the Vertebrata ; we have
the nervous system originating in the same fashion, and
closing up like the vertebrate myelen cephalon out of the

early form of a lamellar furrow into that of a closed tube
;

we have finally the respiratory and digestive inlets holding
the vertebrate relationship of continuity with, instead of

the invertebrate of dislocation and separation from, each
other. Such are the facts ; but I am not convinced that

they will bear the interpretation that has been put upon
them ; though I must say the possession of this chorda
dorsalis by the active locomotor larva of the Ascidian
which one day settles down into such immobility, lends
not a little probability to Mr. Herbert Spencer's view of
the genesis of the segmented vertebral column in animals
undoubtedly vertebrate. But on this view I should not
be inconsistent with myself, inasmuch as, to waive other
considerations, the chorda dorsalis in each case would be
considered as an adaptive or teleological modification,
not a sign of morphological kinship. Much perplexity
niay or must arise here, and whilst entertaining these
views, I felt myself bound to examine myself strictly to
find whether in not taking them up, I might not be giving
way to that reactionary reluctance to accept new ideas
which advancing years so frequently bring with them

;

but a recent paper, by Lacaze Duthiers, published in the
" Comptes Rendus " for May 30, 1870, and translated in

the "Annals and Magazine of Natural History " for July,
1870, would justify me, I think, in calhng that reluctance
by another name. For in that paper the renowned mala-
cologist just mentioned has brought to light the fact that
there is another sessile and solitary Ascidian, the Molgula
tubulosa, which goes through no such tadpole-like stage,

as had been supposed to be gone through by all Ascidians
except the Salpte, which is never active, and never puts
out the activity which is so remarkable in the other Asci-
dians, but settles down and remains sedentary imme-
diately after it is set free from the egg capsule, neither
enjoying a Wanderjahr nor possessing a chorda dorsalis.

We are not surprised after this that M. Lacaze Duthiers
observes that, " although embryology may and must
furnish valuable information by itself, it may also, in
some cases, lead us into the gravest errors." Mr. Han-
cock, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, has sent us a paper upon
this subject, which will be ready duly, and duly noted by

The subject of the geographical distribution of the
various forms of vegetable and animal life over the sur-
face of the globe, and in the various media, air, earth,
water, fresh and salt, whether deep or shallow, has always
been, and will always remain, one of the most interesting
subsections of biology. It was the contemplation of a
simple case of geographical distribution in the Galapagos
Archipelago which brought the author of the " Origin of
Species" face to face with the problem which the title of
his work embodies ; and it is impossible that sets of analo-
gous and of more complicated facts,—many of which, be
it recollected, such as the combination now being effected
between our own fauna and flora and those of Australia
and New Zealand, are patent to the observations of the
least observing,—should not, since the appearance of that
book, force the serious consideration of the explanation it

offers upon the thoughts of all who think at all. The
wonders of the deep sea fauna will. I apprehend, form
one, the commensalism of Professor Van Beneden another,
subject of discussion, and furnish an opportunity for
receiving instruction to all of us. The one set of obsena-
tions is a striking exemplification of the way in which
organisms have become suited to inorganic environments,
the other is an all but equally striking exemplification of
the way in which organisms can fit and adapt themselves
to each other. The current journals have,* as was their
duty, made us acquainted with what has been done in
bothof these directions, and I am happy to say that in
the case of the deep sea explorations as in that of
parthenogenesis and spontaneous generation, a new
work, giving a connected and general view of the entire
subject, is announced for publication.
One instance of the large proportions of the questions

which the facts of geographical distribution bear upon, is

furnished to us in the address recently delivered before the
Geological Society by its president, who is also our presi-
dent, and who may have forgotten to refer to his own
work (see "Nature," No. 24, 1870). Another may be
found in the demonstration which Dr. Giinther. contrary
to our ordinarily taught doctrines, has given us (" Zool.
Soc. Trans." vol. vi., part 7, 1868, p. 307) of the partial
identity of the fish-faunas of the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts of Central America ; a third is furnished to us by
Mr. Wallace's works, passim.

It would be superfluous, after introducing even thus
hurriedly to your notice so large a series of interesting and
important subjects as being subjects with which we shall
forthwhh begin to deal in this section, to say anything at
length as to the advantages to be expected reasonably
from the study of biology. I may put its claims before
you in a rough way by saying that I should be rejoiced
indeed if when money comes to be granted by the Asso-
ciation for the following up the various lines of biological
research upon which certain of its members are engaged,
we could hope to obtain a one-hundredth, or I might say
a thousandth part of the amount of money which has in
the past year been lost to the State and to individuals
through ignorance or disregard of biological laws now
well established. I need say nothing of the suffering or
death which anti-sanitary conditions entail, as surely as,
though less palpably and rapidly than, a fire or a battle

;

and I might, if there were time for it, take my stand
simply upon what is measurable by money. This I will
not do, as it is less pleasant to speak of what has been
lost than of that which has been or may be gained. . .

I pass on now to say a word on the working of natural
science studies upon the faculty of attention, the faculty
which has very often and very truly been spoken of as

" See Nature,' No. 39, for July 28, 1870, and "Royal Society'!
l^roceedings.

' August, 1870, for Deep Sea Expk '

Academy," September 10, 1870, for Commensalism

forming the connecting link between the intellectual and
the moral elements of our immaterial nature. I am able
to illustrate their beneficial working in producing careful-
ness and in enforcing perseverance, by a strong turning
upon the use of, or rather upon the need for. a word,
Von Baer, now the Nestor of biologists, after a long argu-
mentation ("Mem. Acad. Imp. Sc." St. Petersburg,
^^59, p. 340) of the value which characterises his argu-
mentations as to the affinities of certain Oceanic races,
proceeds to consider how it is that certain of his predeces-
sors in that sphere, or rather, in that hemisphere, as Mr.
Wallace has taught us Oceania is very nearly, had so
lamentably failed in attaining or coming anywhere near to
the truth. This failure is ascribed to something which he
calls " Ungenirtheit," a word which you will not find in a
German dictionary, the thing itself not being, Von Baer
says, German either. I am happy not to be able to find

an exact equivalent for this word in any single English
vocable, the opposite quality shows itself in facing con-
scientiously "the drudgery of details, without which
drudgery," Dr. Temple tells us (" Nine Schools Commis-
sion Report," vol. ii., p. 311), " nothing worth doing was
ever yet done." Mr. Mill, I would add, speaks to the same
effect, and even more appositely, as far as our purpose and
our vocations are concerned, in his wise Inaugural Address
at St. Andrews, p. 50. For the utter incompatibility of an
<i<ra:?.o(iV(wp«s ^iiT»)ffis,—thosc two words give a Thucydidean
rendering of "Ungenirtheit,"—with the successful inves-
tigation of natural problems, I would refer any man of
thought, even though he be not a biologist, to a con-
sideration of the way in which problems, as simple at first

sight as the question of the feeding or non-feeding of the
salmon in fresh water (see Dr. NIcIntosh, " Linn. Soc.
Proc." vii., p. 148), or that of the agencies whereby
certain molluscs and annelids bore their way into wood,
clay, or rocks, must be investigated. It is easy to gather
from such a consideration how severe are the requirements
made by natural science investigations upon the liveliness

and continuousness of our faculty of attention,

I shall speak of but one of the many purely moral bene-
fits which may be reasonably regarded either as the fruit

of a devotion to, or as a preliminary to, success in natural
science. Of this I will speak in the words of Helmholtz,
taking those words from a report of them as spoken at

the meeting of the German Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, which was held last year at Innsbruck.
There Professor Helmholtz, in speaking of those dis-

tinctive characteristics of German scientific men, and of
their truthfulness in particular, is reported to have used
words to the effect that the characteristics in ques-
tion are in reality to be ascribed to the severe
simplicity of manners and to the absence of a
spirit of self-seeking, which form the guiding and in-

spiring principles of their men of science, and prevent
them from giving themselves up to the pursuit of mere
worldly advantages, and from paying undue homage to
the prejudices of society. I think Sitttnstrenge may be
considered as more or less adequately rendered by the
words severe simplicity of manners ; at any rate, as things
are known by their opposites, let me say that it is the
exact contradictory of that "profound idleness and luxu-
riousness" which, we are told by an excellent authority
(the Rev. Mark Pattison, "Suggestions on Academic
Organisation," p. 241),—for whose accuracy I would
vouch in this matter were there any need so to do,

—

"have corrupted the nature" of a large class of young
men amongst ourselves, whilst the absence of a spirit

of self-seeking is, in its turn, the contradictory of
a certain character which Mr. Mill (/. c. p. go), has
said to be one of the commonest amongst us adults, and
to which Mr. Matthew Arnold has assigned the very con-
venient epithet of "Philistine." Investigation as to whether
these imdesirable tendencies are really becoming more
rife amongst us, might be carried on with advantage in a
place such as this, in the way of inquiries addressed to
colonists returning home after a successful sojourn abroad.
Such persons are able to note differences without preju-
dice, and, ex hypothesi, with unjaundiced eyes, which we
are apt to overlook, as they may have grown up gradually
and slowly. But, perhaps, researches ot this kind are not
quite precisely the particular kind of investigation with
which we should busy ourselves ; neither would the
leaders of fashion, the persons with whom all the respon-
sibility for this illimitable mischief rests, be very likely to

listen to any statistics of ours, their ears being filled with
very different sounds from any that, as I hope, will ever
come from Section D. Whether men of science in
England are more or less amenable to blame in this

matter than the rest of their countrymen, it does not
become us to say ; but it does become and concern us to
recollect that we have particular and special reasons, and
those not far to seek, nor dependent on authority alone,
for believnng and acting upon the belief that real success
in our course of life is incompatible with a spirit of self-

seeking and with habits of even refined self-indulgence.

Mr. J. W. Cooper read a paper on "The Use of
Solutions of Soluble Chlorides for Laying Dust in

Thoroughfares."

He stated that in Liverpool, in 1869, Bold Street,
Church Street, and Lord Street were watered with salts

during the month of July ; the report of the results was
very favourable, and the experiments had been continued
this year. It is difficult to prove the economy resultmg
from the use of chloride over a limited area ; and the
Westminster Board of Works, after observing the effect

produced at Whitehall and Knightsbridge, resolved to
extend the experiment throughout their entire district,

comprising an area of 250.000 square yards. As soon as
the area was extended, the economy in labour and water
was at once made evident. An effective method of
remedying the evils arising from organic matter deposited
on public thoroughfares is becoming daily a serious
matter for consideration with sanitary authorites, as much
sickness is believed to arise from the malaria emanating
from this source. The deliquescent chloride of aluminum,
recently introduced to public notice by Professor Gamgee.
seems to meet all the requirements needed in the antiseptic

of tlie future. It is non-poisonous and free from any
odour ; it prevents decomposition, and arrests it when
commenced. It absorbs obnoxious gases resulting from
putrefaction, and destroys parasites and germs. It is also
not to be surpassed as a precipitant and deodoriser of
sewage, and is only one-third the cost of carbolic acid.
Mr. Cooper proposes to use this chloride for street water-
ing, and thereby afford a means of thoroughly and effectu-

ally purifying public thoroughfares without additional
cost to the ratepayers, the value of the water and labour
saved being more than sufficent to pay for the necessary
quantity of the chlorides.

Jaine Contspnbcii«.
Late Plums.—Your notice of Sandall's Plum has

brought to my mind its lack of history, and that of its

congener the Late Black Orleans ; the latter is men-
tioned in the Horticultural Society's Catalogue of Fruits

for 1831, but no description is given of it, neither do I

remember the origin of either that or Sandall's Plum
being given. The Late Black Orleans, now ripe, is

much like Sandall's in shape, colour, and size ; it is,

however, I think, superior in flavour. This may be
described as a garden Plum, as it bears well when
quite young on pyramids, and submits to summer
pruning very well. Sandall's is an orchard Plum, and
forms itself into large vigorous trees, not submitting to

garden culture like the Late Black Orleans ; they are
both culinary Plums, and I apprehend were raised
from seed in the Fulham fruit gardens. Sandall's is a
shy bearer till the trees are aged. I saw in 1S68 large
trees of this sort in Mr. Varden's fruit garden
near Pershore, with five or six Plums on trees capable
by their size and vigour of bearing as many bushels.

For late dessert Plums we have none to compare with
Coe's Golden Drop, particularly from this season, and
ripening after this we have the Blue Imperatrice and
the Ickworth Imperatrice, both requiring a wall,

and both excellent, supplying the table through the
month of October. A rather new dessert Plum, quite

hardy, and in season during October, is Bonnet
d'Eveque, an oval, medium-sized purple Plum, with a
dense bloom ; this is quite hardy, and bears freely on
young pyramids. The Mirabelle Tardive is also a nice
yellowish Plum, which bears abundantly, and is in

season all this month. We may safely add to late

culinary Plums the Wyedalc Plum, which is oval,

purple, and larger than our largest Damsons. This
sort 1 received frona Yorkshire ; it is most hardy and
prolific, trees only iS inches high and two years old
being loaded with fruit, which would be in use during
the whole of this month. Coe's Late Red is also a
very late culinary Plum, good even in November, and
from trees on a south wall it is not at all inferior for

the dessert. Tardive de Chalons, the latest of all the
Plums, is round, below medium size, and of a pale red.

This is a November Plum, but is, like our BuUace,
harsh and rough in flavour. In the above notice of
late Plums, I find that I have forgotten the sorts

which here are in use from the middle to the end of
September, not very late, but very good. One of
these is Reine Claude de Bavay, a very hardy, free-

bearing late Green Gage. It is some 20 years since

that, when on a visit to the late M. De Bavay, of

Vilvorde, near Brussels, I found this grand Plum. I

at once ordered lOO trees, which have now formed
fine pyramids, and generally bear well. Last year the
crop was most abundant, and the fruit fine. They
made in Covent Garden 20J-. per bushel ; this year the
frost of May 3 nearly destroyed the crop, or it is just

possible that the trees were fatigued with the large

quantity of fruit they bore in 1869, and were not able

to resist the frost. It is very large, covered with a
whitish bloom, and when ripe is equal to the old
Green Gage in flavour. Young pyramidal trees, only

3 feet high, growing in a diy, exposed part of our
nurseries, exposed to all the " winds of heaven," bore
a most abundant crop this season. The other kind
referred to is the Belle de Septembre, a culinary Plum
of great excellence. Its colour is bright red, and its

fruit so large that on the trees they look like Sops-in-

Wine Apples. It has a most agreeable acidity, and
preserves well. The habit of the tree is so compact,
that pyramids under summer pinching may be grown,

for many years 3 and 4 feet apart, quite Cypress-like

in character, Thos. Rivers.

Seaside Planting.—I am informed that Pinus

austriaca is a good subject for planting near the coast,

for the purpose of affording shelter. Can any of your
readers give any confirmation of this statement from
their own experience, or recommend anything better?

I should also be glad to learn what ornamental trees

there are suitable for decorative planting in such
localities. D.

Is Bougainvillea glabra a Greenhouse Plant ?

—Since reading Mr. Burton's remarks at p. 1347, I

have looked through no less than 16 plant catalogues

and, with the exception of one, all (including Mr.
Williams') describe it as a stove climber. I have
always grown it as such, and I believe Mr. Burton has

done the same, at least I have seen it so treated at the

Paradise Nurseries, and in other plant-growing establish-

ments. 1 do not dispute that it cannot be well grown
in a conservatoiy, for as a rule such places are kept

during the winter months much warmer than a green-

house, but because the plant may succeed very well in
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lower temperature than an ordinary stove I cannot I in li

recognise it as a greenhouse plant, and I believe many flow

conservatoiy, in which this plant thrives and
The term conservatory admits of

who have tried it as such have had to mourn over the

loss of their plants. We do at times meet with pbnts

and other things doing remarkably well in seemingly

very unsuitable places and temperatures—for instance,

1 once had a large Stephanotis out-of-doors from the

end of July until the middle of November, and it with-

stood some veiy severe frosts. The plant in question

was infested with the mealy-bug, and I cared but little

whether it lived or died. The plant was eventually

removed into the back of the Azalea-house,

and there remained all the winter. The foliage all

dropped off, but this was the only injury it received,

for in the spring it began to break very strongly. I then

removed it into the stove, and it flowered with remark-

able freedom. Now although this plant lived and giew

in a greenhouse, and would no doubt have flowered well

there, I could not recognise it as a greenhouse plant,

for quite possibly it would not have survived a second

winter in a greenhouse temperature. At times we
meet with almost hardy plants, growing in a stove

temperature and doing well, but they are not to he

recognised as stove plants because we perchance meet

with them growing in a high temperature, for without

a dovibt, if subjected to the same kind of treatment for

any length of time, death would be the result. I feel

convinced that Bougainvillea glabra can be more suc-

cessfully grown in a stove than a greenhouse, although

it may succeed well in a warm conservatory, yet it

cannot be, strictly speaking, a greenhouse plant. I

once heard a gardener declare that the Rondeletia was
a greenhouse plant, and that he had grown it as such,

but I fear many of us would not succeed veiy well with

its culture in such a place. Etkvanl Bainctty EnvUU
Hall Gardens, Stoui-bridge.

Your correspondent, Mr. Burton, nnist have

been ruminating in the neighbourhood of Tyntesfield

for a new idea, when he concluded the Bougainvillea

glabra to be a greenhouse plant, merely because he

saw it flowering in a greenhouse a few weeks ago under

such solar light and heat as is analogous lo its own
country, and such as is seldom experienced in this

northern clime. What we have seen in the way of

acclimatisation this season is no guarantee whatever

of the permanent habit of many plants. The
country from whence the above plant was introduced

certainly entitles it to rank in the stove division,

whether in nurserymen's lists or in the cultivator's

care. The excessively dry, arid temperature of the

past season has been favourable to many strictly

tropical forms displaying in the open air their foliaceous

beauty and floriferous splendours to an extent that we
cannot reasonably expect to see again for years ; and
your correspondent must not confound the habitat of a

plant upon the strength of seeing it under such favour-

able climatic influences as pervaded Tyntesfield at

the time he soliloquised upon the transmutative powers
of plants. J^afishy Tantoft, The Niirscyies, Epsom.

How to Destroy Ants.—Most of us at times have
been prepared to give a certain answer to these queries.

In all places where the remedy can be safely used

boiling water is an effective cure for the pest of ants.

But among roots of plants they seem at times to set

all our so-called specifics at defiance. At one lime

and in several places I found guano-paste a sure means
of making their quarters intolerable to them ; but that

has failed. Strong soapsuds have done the same. I

have not tried "S. M. O.'s" prescription of soap-

paste. Water, clean and foul, persistently applied

until the home of the ants is converted into a

quagmire, combined with a few toads to eat

up the ants, I have found the best remedies for

this most provoking pest. As to the ants eating green-

fly, I don't believe it. Or if they do, they produce a

dozen for every one they eat. I have carefully observed
them ; they carry the flies to new quarters, and seem
to assist them in the doing of greater mischief. One
thing I have invariably noticed,—the more ants the

more fly. And I never knew of any case of fly

cured by the ministry of ants. Their presence among
plants is evil and only evil, and that continually.

And the best remedy is to destroy the first drove seen,

and the second, and never allow a colony to be esta-

blished. Lynx Eye.
Last spring the ants were very numerous in a

house where Vines are planted inside, without any
extenial border. I squeezed a large Lemon in a jui^

with a pint of water, and left the peel in it for two
days. I then poured a little of the lemonade on the
ants' run two or three times, and they disappeared.
In August a larger nest of ants formed under a paving
stone laid on the Vine border. I lifted the stone,
dusted them well with ground tobacco, put down the
tone, and the next day poured lemonade on the few
remaining, and I have not seen them since. Syringing
with strong Gishurst Compound water will kill those it

wets. Butter and preserves are kept free from ants at

Sierra Leone by putting the vessel containing them in

another vessel with water in it, with a few drops of
lime-juice squeezed into the water; and I have seen
ants try to cross the lemonade and die in the attempt.

Water without lemon-juice will not save edibles from
their attacks. Heitiy Rogers, Hartley, Plvmouth.

Passiflora quadrangularis as a Conservatory
Climber.—Will Mr. Blandford kindly state the average

winter temperature and the lowest temperature observed

range of temperature ; many such houses average 45°

or 50°, while others sink as low as 35° or 40°. Does
your correspondent think this Passion-flower would
endure the latter degree of cold ? As to the former, I

have no doubt about it, though it is mostly treated,

and flowers and fruits splendidly, too, as a stove

plant. In a cool stove, at 55° to 60° in winter

and 65" to 90° in summer, I have cut hundreds

of blossoms for dinner-table decoration, &c. It

is a noble plant, and if it will live and blossom in

an ordinary conservatory it will be a rich addition,

alike of beauty and perfume, to that department. It

would be well also lo state if the conservatory is span-

roofed, and if formed of wood or iron, where the air

is admitted, and the aspect of the house. All such

points are needful, to ascertain whether the plant is

likely to do well in the general run of conservatories,

or whether there is anything exceptional in the form,

management, or temperature of the house in this

particular case. Eiu/uirer.

The Plague of Black Flies appears, indeed, to

have been almost universal during the prevalence of

the dry weather and east winds we have lately ex-

perienced. Your correspondent, the Rev. Mr. Rad-
clyfie {who has enlightened us through your columns
upon so many interesting subjects), asks a question

which I am enabled to answer positively. There were

some questions connected with this subject I could by

no means satisfactorily clear up, and with a hope of

throwing some light upon it I examined tiiose flies

closely upon their arrival. They had not been long

upon the leaves before they were surrounded with a

number of green lice (as described by Mr. Radclyfie) :

upon watching carefully it was evident that these lice

were produced (and as I thought alive) by the black

flies—a further examination with a strong glass con-

firmed this supposition immistakably ; not only did the

young travel about as soon as deposited, but were alive

and kicking during the process of parturition, which
occupied some minutes. To confirm this fact still

further, I held some of the black flies between the

finger and thumb of the left hand, and squeezed them
gently whilst watching wdth the glass held in the right

hand. The result was, first the green aphis quite

alive ; secondly, ditto in an imperfect state ; and

thirdly, a lump of green matter in the embryo state.

I do not think each fly brought forth above a dozen

young ones, but of this I will not speak positively.

After they had, however, completed their quantity,

they appeared to shrivel up and die. Last spring I

began to congratulate myself that we should be free

from green-fly, which is generally a gi'eat pest with us,

but was rather premature in my exultation j for when
the blossoms began to expand many lacked a petal, or

were wrinkled or«otherwise defective. The trees were
in such perfect health that I was at a loss to account

for this, till I found in every case where it occurred

(and they were very many) that the blossoms were full

of very small green aphides, which (as soon as it

expanded) crawled on to the leaves and curled them
up as usual ; but not, however, till they had first

spoiled the blossoms, for in every instance those

affected with green-fly dropped without setting.

As further examination found these small lice

in the interior of the blossom long before expansion,

I was led lo the supposition that they must by some
means have been insei'ted as eggs in the autumn. This
hypothesis not being forgotten caused an immediate

attack to be made upon the black invaders with a

syringe charged with quassia water and soft soap, which
soon routed the enemy, and as fresh hordes poured
down they were similarly attacked, with similar results.

But there is a truck of Plum trees on which some
fruit is still remaining, not fit, therefore, to be syringed

just yet ; this offers an opportunity for further observa-

tion. After the death of the parent black flies their

green offspring appear to move slowly about the leaf for

some days, to gather size and strength, after which they

extend their travels to the stalk, and there deposit all

round the buds what appear to be little sacks of eggs

of an oval shape, some green, but most of them nearly

black ; indeed, I thought they got darker by exposure

to the air. When brought under the glass, with the

sun shining upon them, they look as if covered
minute crystals ; they are laid at the bottom of the

crack, between the bud and the branch. Though I tried

a good many of the lice with the point of a needle, I

only succeeded in pressing an egg-sack decidedly out of

one of them, but they were so much smaller than the

flies as to render the operation difficult. That one wa:

dark though, not red, as mentioned by your corre-

spondent. There were, however, red ones amongst
them, but they did not seem to turn to that colour until

exposed to the weather, to which (perhaps wrongly) I

attribute the change. Query : are the blue aphides on
the Plum identical with the green-fly on the Peach, only
varying in appearance on account of the different

food ? I could discover no difference in the black fly

which produced the lice upon the Plum and upon the

Peach. The young, too, were green and similar at

first, only afterwards assuming the powdered appear-
ance peculiar to the Plum aphis. I ought to state that

I did not discover any egg-bags on the Peaches, though
the insects clustered round the buds in the same way,
but it is possible the early syringing and subsequent

very heavy rain interfered with them before they were
ripe for reproduction, yo/tn Foitiitaine, Southacre

Rectory, Brandon.
The plague of flies, described by Mr. Bennett,

as seen about Stourbridge, is, I should suppose, equally

troublesome here at Gordon Castle, and through-

out Morayshire. For the last 10 d.ays or more the

temperature has ranged in the shade from 65° to 70*,

which has proved favourable for the increase of these

small insects. They are not uncommon here in dry
autumns, although by no means to the same nume-
rical extent as they are at present. They are com-
monly known in this quarter by the name of the harvest

midge. The Peach seems a favourite tree for repro-

ducing the species. In a few days after settling upon
the leaves an increased number of brown aphides will

be seen, especially along the main rib of the leaf,

which veiy soon exhausts its strength in its ripening

stage, and causes it to droop while it is yet quite green,

much corresponding to the effects of Physalia Pyrea,

which we have more or less every season upon some
of the wall Pear trees. I think if Mr. Bennett

will examine those leaves of his which have dropped
prematurely off, he will find them in the same
condition, and that he will agree with me in his

verdict, that the weight of the flies on the leaf was
not the only cause of premature falling. A number of

years ago I sent a leaf to Dr. Lindley, on which were
specimens of the fly and its young progeny, and got for

a reply : •' Aphis persica : easily destroyed by tobacco

juice. " Ever since I have been on the look-out for it

in dry autumns, and as soon as any are obsei-\-ed on the

Peach leaves they are syringed over with Gishurst

Compound, at 2 oz. to the gallon, which helps lo taint

the leaves, and prevents these pests from having a

resting place. .Several of the trees, having fruit upon
them this season when the fly was first seen, could not

be so easily washed over, and have in consequence lost

a large portion of their leaves ; but all those which were
taken in time have suffered but little. I deem it of the

utmost importance to keep the leaves on until they

drop by natural ripeneness, which will generally

ensure a strong healthy blossom in spring. J. Webster.

Hot-water Pipes, in order lo convey heat to the

air of plant-houses in a satisfactory manner, must

possess a large external radiating or conducting surface.

Upon this sound principle Mr. Grix advocates plenty

of piping. This is, of course, good advice if the

present foiTn of pipes is adhered to. A large surface

may be obtained from narrow breadths by increasing the

length in proportion. I would venture to suggest,

notwithstanding the sanction given by long use to

the present form of hot-water pipes, that as distri-

butors of heat they are very faulty ; and I therefore

invite attention lo the question, whether forms of

piping presenting a far greater surface should not

be adopted. My objection lo the round pipe is,

that it contains the largest possible quantity of fluid

within the least possible amount of surface boun-

dary, in other words, it contains the largest store of

heat with the smallest means of distributing it. One
inch in length of a pipe, the interior diameter of which

is 4 inches, will hold about 12 cubic inches of water

with about 12 square inches of heat distributing surface.

Now a channel I inch deep must be 12 inches wide, in

order that it may hold the same quantity of water, and

if only half an inch deep it must be 24 inches wide. In

the former case it would possess more than twice, and

in the latter more than four times, the heat distributing

surface of the round pipe. Mr. Ormson's ventilating

hot-water pipe, bemg double, presents a very large

heating surface, which must be a very great merit in a

heat conductor. The space between an 8-inch

exterior and 7-inch interior pipe would hold the

same quantity of water as the 4-inch round pipe,

but it would present a surface of 42 inches to

the action of the air instead of 12 inches. A pipe

with deep curved corrugations or flutings might prove

vei-y suitable as a heat distributor. Stout galvanised

coiTUgated iron is cheap, easily procurable, liglit of

carriage, and admirable for experiment. My objec-

tions to the common round pipe will appear more

plainly from the following considerations. If I wanted

to pass a quantity of hot fluid through a room to a

more distant chamber by means of a pipe, and with the

object of retaining the heat as much as possible through

that intervening space, what sort of a pipe should I

choose ? Surely that which would convey the largest

quantity of the hot fluid with the smallest heat dispersing

surface. In other words I should choose a round pipe.

On the contrary, if I desired to disperse the heat of the

hot water as much as possible during its passage, I

should avoid the round pipe as the least advantageous

for the purpose. Let the reader also bear in mind

that in conveying the heat of the fire to the water, the

engineer exhausts ingenuity in contriving to interpose

the most extended surfaces. Why, then, does he depart

from this principle in his provision for conveying the

heat of the water to the air of the house ? The water

should return to the boiler cold. The circulating

channels, then, should be contrived as though they

were intended to act as refrigerators of the water. I

presume that in a short time pipes or channels on the

more coirect principle could be made as cheaply in

proportion as the common forms, and thus that the

more direct and simple means of distributing the heat

would also become the more economical. There would
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be far fewer cases of failure in heating plant-houses

were the form of the piping so correct that a moderate

length would be sufticient to disperse the heat. Where
the seller advocates plenty of piping (as pipes are now
made), his advice, though good, does not seem reason-

able to a half-informed purchaser. He is disposed to

economise in a point where economy means failure.

This could not happen were tlie means of distributing

the heat of the water as perfect as those for producing

it. G. M. Taylor, Seer Great Parsonage.

Fruits of the Earth in Due Season.—I have

at this time a crop of Grapes perfectly ripened on

stakes in the open gi-ound. The sort is the Claret

Grape, and when ripe the juice is of a brilliant claret

colour, the only sort I ever saw where the juice is

coloured without the aid of the expressed skin or of

some adventitious aid. The leaves of this variety are

most brilliantly tinted, dying ofif of a rich orange-

crimson and deep claret colour. This has been an

extraordinaiy Fig year. I have fruited 14 sorts out of

16 on bushes in the open ground. I had two kinds

that, place them where I might, would never produce

fruit worth eating. One sort I rooted out years ago,

the other, as it proved fniitless after all the bright and
continuous sunshine we have had, must experience the

same fate [Name]. Anent the fruiting of Figs I have

proved in my experience that such trees as have very

hard ground to grow in are more productive than the

same sorts planted in looser earth. When the trees or

bushes become stricken in years, their roots often pene-

trate so deeply that they are not affected by the

severest frosts; but we must not be misled by that

circumstance, as the trunks and branches will all perish

if not protected from such weather, though the roots

are unhurt. I see many of your correspondents notice

the large crops of Apricots obtained from standards

this summer, and even were the fruits not edible they

would deserve a place in any garden for their beauty.

I have had in my nursery this year two large trees

—

a Peach and a Nectarine—like good-sized Apple trees.

The Peach was so overladen with fruit that they could

not obtain their usual size, and we were compelled to

prop up the br.anches with stakes. The flavour was
no so piquant as when the crop is less abundant. The
Peach ripened so perfectly that one might suck the

juice and flesh through a quill ; not so the Nectarine,

for that was a clingstone, and it produced a smaller

quantity of fruit, of large size and exquisite flavour.

An American gentleman who saw them, said it re-

minded him of his orchard at home. William Masters,

Exotle Nursery, Caillerhuty.

Grape Growing at Wortley Hall.—Accom-
panying this I send you a sample bunch, weighing a

little over 2 lb., of a crop of Black Hamburghs here
;

also a sample of the soil, with roots in it, in which the

Vines are growing. The vinery in question is ridge-

roofed, and the training surface for the Vines is 26 feet

by 9 feet. The number of bunches on tliat space was

95, of which between 70 and So are hanging now. I

believe I estimate within bounds when I say the crop

before we commenced cutting would weigh, in the

aggregate, 150 lb. The Vines were planted 14 or 15

years ago, and I have had charge of them for six

years. I am informed that no particular pains were
taken in forming the original border, which was very

narrow, and out of which the roots of the Vines have
long since rambled, and are now giowing in a deep,

stiff loam, which becomes almost a clay 2 or 3 feet down,
terminating at a depth of from 4 to 5 feet in a yellowish

loose gritstone. The best part of the roots are under
•what was until last winter an asphalte walk, the crust

of which was then removed without disturbing the soil,

which was completely permeated with Vine roots, and
as hard as a board. A drain was also cut at the same
time round the border, to keep back the roots from
the vegetable quarter beyond, and this is all the drain-

age the border has. We also put about a spade's depth
of common garden soil and manure on the space that

had been occupied by the walk, that we might crop

the border its whole breadth with vegetables (as we had
regularly done before) without disturbing the Vine
roots. Further than this, and manuring annually for

the crop of early Potatos, succeeded by French
Beans or Cauliflowers, with which the border has
always been planted, we have done nothing, preferring

to let well alone. For the last six years, however,
we have been careful to train no more wood and
foliage than could be fully exposed to a good light.

Formerly there were about ten Vines in the house, all

of which we have been getting rid of but two, which
have been gradually extended to occupy the place of

the others. The house adjoining this is the same in

every respect, but is started a month earlier, and gene-
rally bears a heavier crop of fruit. From this house
came the three bunches which I exhibited in my
collections of fniit at Oxford for the prize offered by
the proprietors of the Gardetiei's^ Chronicle, though the

bunches were not quite ripe, and had not the colour

which the crop afterwards attained. I am induced to

pen these remarks in consequence of what has been
written about Vine borders of late. I am certainly not

one who despises proi^er precautions in forming a Vine
border, but here are Vines growing under what would
be considered the most unfavourable conditions as

regards a border, and which have borne a crop every
year for the last five years, which for weight and finish

I have rarely seen equalled, and which promise all that

can be desired for the future, y. Simpson, Worthy
Hall. [A very good sample. Eds.]

The Pine Beetle.—A belt of Scotch Fir, which
reaches for a considerable distance along the Sunning-
dale Nursery at Bagshot, shows at the present moment
how severely the Pine beetle is attacking the trees.

At the present time they look as if a severe frost had
blighted the young growth of the summer and com-
pletely killed it. I captured one of the marauders, and
found it to be a small shining-black insect, well adapted
to pierce through to the centre of the young shoots,

and when there it tunnels or bores along the centre

towards the point, apparently consuming the pith as it

advances. Mr. Noble stated that these destructive

insects settle on the trees in shoals about once in eveiy

two or three years, and effectually destroy the young
growth. He finds that it attacks all the trae Pines,

such as P. austriaca, P. sylvestris, the Weymouth
Pine, &c., but not Picea, Abies, or Wellingtonia. It

was noticeable that only certain spots on the band of

trees were affected ; in some places the trees bore a

scorched appearance, in others they were scarcely

touched. I placed one of the beetles, which I found

devouring the pith of a young shoot, in a quill for

security, but the ruling passion was not quenched, as

in two days it had pushed its way through about half-

an-inch at one end of it, though it did not succeed in

escaping, /u £>.

Wistaria sinensis bearing Seed. —When at

Mr. Charles Noble's, Sunningdale Nurseiy, a few

days ago, Mr. Noble called my attention to the pods of

seed hanging on a Wistaria trained across one of the

walks of the nursery. In appearance they much
resembled the pods of a Scarlet Runner, except that

they had a contracted appearance between the seeds.

One pod contained three seeds, the other two, and
they had sprang from the same raceme of flowers.

The plant on which they were hanging was itself a

seedling plant, and was the product of one of five

seeds brought home by Mr. Robert Fortune on his

return from his second journey to China. This plant

had produced a pod of seed once before. Near it, and
trained against the walls of a cottage h.ard by, was a

plant of the white variety, which had bloomed very

freely this season. This was one of the original im-

ported plants, as brought home by Mr. Fortune, and
it would appear that a dry season is conducive to the

production of flowers, j?. D.

Melon Growing at Heckfield.—I had intended,

after the offer I made your correspondent, "T. C," to

have allowed his remarks (p. 1 281) to pass unnoticed,

but after reading his reply to Mr. Gilbert (p. 13 14) I

feel constrained to have another say, and again assert

that for the last two seasons I have taken three crops of

fruit from my Melons, all of which have been equal to

my first crop ; and this, the third season, I have already

taken a fourth, and have at present 14 Melons hanging

as a fifth, nor do I yet despair of having a sixth.

Several brother gardeners have suggested to me the

desirability of giving my mode of treatment, so here it

is—simple in the extreme. They are grown in the best

stiff loam we can procure, and allowed but little of it,

viz., 14 inches depth and 18 inches width. A bottom-

heat of 65° (hot-water tank) suits them well. The
vines are allowed to reach the top of the trellis before

being stopped, after which they at once throw out

laterals and show fruit ; then they receive a soaking of

water, which will serve them a week or ten days,

according to the weather. No water whatever, other

than as vapour, is given them for at least a fortnight

previous to ripening, but the syringe is used very freely

all the growing season, which I find the best preven-

tive for red-spider and thrips, for if these pests get the

mastery it will be at the expense of flavour in the fruit.

After the whole of the frait is cut, the vines receive a
slight pruning, regulating, &c., then a good watering,

when they again soon show for fruit ; and thus the

process goes on, and will continue, if the plants are

kept clean, to the very end of November. Thus much
from my own experience. W. WildsmitJi, Heekfield.

As Mr. Alex. Dean has again taken up this

subject, on Mr. Wildsmith's behalf, allow me to im-

press upon him that an assertion is one thing and proof

another. Now, as I cannot possibly see for myself

these extraordinary plants (for such they must be), will

he, also, on Mr. Wildsmith's behalf, answer the ques-

tions I proposed to that gentleman, in the Gardeners^

C/«w;/<r/.- of September 24, p. 1281? T. C.

Early Rose Potatos.—On April 7, last, I planted

I lb. of this Potato in land newly trenched—part of a

green pasture field which had lain for 20 or 25 years

—

the soil being boulder clay, or, as it is commonly
termed in this district, "cold till." The pick had to

be used in breaking it up 6 inches beneath the surface

—

the only manure used was stable and cow dung, with

lime. I cut the pound of Potatos into 20 sets, and
planted them 15 inches apart in the row, and 3 feet

from any other crop. I lifted them about 10 days ago,

and found the produce to be 72 lb. good of Potatos,

several weighing I lb. and upwards, all free from

disease, and of good quality. I prepared the ground

by digging the trench fully 12 inches deep, and stirring

the subsoil 3 or 4 inches deep with the pick. I put in

a good quantity of dung in the bottom, and turned the

green turf on the .subsoil in squares of 4 inches ; then

came 3 inches of soil—then another spreading of dung,

with about 6 inches of till on the top. Before planting

a good quantity of quicklime was spread on, mixing it

thoroughly into the soil, and at the same time taking

out the larger stones ; after which I opened a row with

the spade 4 inches deep, putting in a dusting of hot

lime—I planted the sets and covered them level,

drawing the earth round the stems as they grew into a

good high ridge. The past was an extremely dry and
hot season here, and most crops suffered from that

cause, yet though the situation was high, with a north-

east exposure, none of the crops on any of the ground

siiuilarly prepared seemed in the least to flag during

the hottest time, although they got no water from the

hand at any time ; the reason being, I believe, that the

roots found their way through the turf into the subsoil,

as in digging do^vn I found a network of fibre round

the large stones. S. Al'Clellan, Gr. to y. Mo^at, Esq.,

Castle'Doiiglas, N.B.

Fruit Gathering.—All fmit ought to be gathered

dry. Fntit should not be sweated ; therefore, no rub-

bing afterwards, to dry them, can be indulged in. All

such rubbings are most injurious. The less fruit is

handled after it is gathered, or in the gathering, the

better. An even temperature in Irait-rooms is the best

antidote to fruit sweating. Sweating by design and on

purpose is one of the barbarities that has passed away.

In answer to the question, should stone fruit be gathered

at any particular time of the day? I should answer

—

yes ; in the cool of the evening or morning. Is it in-

jurious to gather it when warm with the sun ? I think

that this is the very worst condition in which to gather

fruit. It seems softer, and, if so, would be easier

bruised ; and, as it ought never to be eaten warm,
there is no good, and may be much harm, in gather-

ing stone fruit warm. So important do I consider it

to have stone fruit perfectly cool before it is eaten,

that my practice is to keep Peaches, Plums, Apricots,

and Nectarines, on a slate—marble would be still

better—for a day or two in hot weather, before they are

eaten. Grapes for the night's dessert should likewise

be cut in the cool of the morning, and Melons a day or

two before. Perfect coolness seems to bring out the

peculiar aroma of fruit ; if eaten warm, we seem to be

eating a sort of stirabout of fruit juice and stale sun-

beams. Quereiis.

Foreign Correspondence.
Crops in South Australia.—(Concludedfrom p.

1348.)—Since the introduction of Chicory into the

colony it has become in some places so prolific as to be

considered a nuisance, and of this we import yearly

great quantities, as shown in our import returns, viz. :

—

Total for the last three quarters, 54,960 lb., say, at

23J. ifd. per cwt. , ^^629 \^s. The manufacture of

Chicory is so simple and inexpensive, that we might

easily produce sufficient not alone for our hoine con-

sumption, but also that of the neighbouring colonies.

Osier.—Not alone because this veiy useful shrub

keeps the embankments of rivers froin falling in, but

would give also a profit to the grower, having the

advantage of giving employment to the basketmakers.

I need only mention the great number of baskets and

various other Osierwork yearly imported into this

colony from Europe and America. As for favourable

places for the cultivation of the Osier, I mention only

the banks of the Onkaparinga, the Murray Flats, and

Inman Valley, but many other localities undoubtedly

would be found.

Opium.—South Austr.alia, as far as climate and soil

are concerned, offers no difficulty to the cultivation of

the Poppy, as we see it thriving in any part of the

colony, and probably we could produce a good sample

of the drug. Mr. G. Francis exhibited, not long since,

at the agricultural show, opium prepared by him, which

was considered as fair a sample as could be derived from

the first experiment. If we consider the enormous sum
which is yearly expended in opium, and as the cultiva-

tion and manufacture can be undertaken by young

people, this renders it highly desirable that an attempt

should be made for the cultivation of the Poppy.

Perfumes.—An abler pen than mine has already

drawn the attention of the public to this, I may say,

one of the great industries. Mr. S. Davenport, in his

able pamphlet on this subject, has spoken already of

the great benefit to be derived from this source ; and

I have much pleasure in commending its perusal to you

all. If we consider that British India and Europe

consume about 150,000 gals, of handkerchief perfume

yearly, and that the English revenue from eau de cologne

alone is about ^8000 a year, and that the total revenue

from imported perfumes is estimated at about ^40,000,

and that one great perfume distillery at Cannes, in

France, uses yearly about 140,000 lb. of Orange blos-

soms, 20,000 lb. of Acacia flowers (Acacia Famesiana),

140,000 lb. of Rose flower leaves, 32,000 lb. of Jasinin

blossoms, 20,000 lb. of Tuberoses, together with a great

many other sweet herbs, we may judge of the immense

quantity of material used for perfumes. Most of the

flowers which provide the material for perfumes grow

luxuriantly with us, namely. Mignonette, Verbena,

Jasmin, Rose, Lavender, Acacia Farnesiana, Helio-

trope, Rosemaiy, Pepper Mint, Violets, Wallflowers,

Laurel, and Oranges, from which alone three diflerent

scents are produced. I may say these plants thrive

probably in greater perfection here than in any part of

the world. No doubt South Australia should be a
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peifume-producing countvy. We see flouvishing here

some of the most valuable scent plants. We have the

Wattle, Myall-wooJ, and other native plants, yielding

valuable scents. But two things are needed to en-

courage the enterprise. First—freedom of the still, so

as to license distilling in vessels of less than 25 gals,

capacity ; and, 2dly, the bonA fide advertisement of a

capitalist manufacturer, that he will buy any quantity

of specified flowers, leaves, roots, or plants at a

marketable price. Then some farmers might be

tempted to plant a few acres of Lavender or Mmt,

another Geraniums or Rosemary, another Aniseed,

whilst plantations in hedgerows or otherwise of Roses,

Cassia, together with contribution of gardens, would

lay the foundation for an export trade. Then it must

be also noted that whatever the value which the plants

yield in flower, frait, leaves, and stems, it is increased

threefold under manufacture, and this manufacture

again consumes other local produce, called into

existence by it, such as Olive and other oils, fats,

alkalies, wheaten flour, colouring matter, pottery,

and glassware, which combine to make the farmers

and the manufacturers contribute largely to the

maintenance of population and the wealth of the

perfume countries. To advance this highly remunera-

tive industry, as I have already mentioned, a modifi-

cation in the law of licensing stills should be made to

bond fide perfume distillers, as the present law restricts

stills to a range of capacity between 25 and 50 gallons.

Terfume stills for the finer perfumes are best at about

8 to 10 gallons. It is, therefore, hoped that our

legislators would take this into their earnest considera-

tion. To encourage the development of new industries

every facility, with respect to distillation for perfumes,

should be given, even at the sacrifice of a small

amount of revenue. To show you the value of per-

fumes to the countries adapted for their production, the

following Table, compiled from the publications of

Piesse and Brande and the "CornhiU Magazine,"

October, 1864, may show why it is so :

—

.ncre of Jasmin plants

flowers, value li.

acre of Rose trees, lo,<

value <^.

80,000, will produ

o, will produce 2oo(

olil,

e 5000 lb. of

lb. of flowerf

'

' lb. of

iTsso

302, at 3 yc

; of Orange trees, 100,

flowers, value kd.

I acre of Violets, 1600 lb. of fli

I acre of Cassia trees (Acacia

900 lb. of flowers, value 2^.

I acre of Geranium plants, 16,000—40,000 lb. leaves, pro-

ducing 2 oz. of distilled attar per cwt., at 5J. per oz. . . 200
I acre of Lavender, 3547, giving flowers for distillation,

value 30

Further, without knowing the produce per acre, I add

the attar per cwt. wdiich the following plants are said

to yield:—Rosemary, per cwt., will yield 24 oz. of

attar oil ; Aniseed, 35 oz. ; Caraways, from 3 lb. to

4 lb. 12 oz. ; Fennel seed, 2 lb. ; Patchouli, 28 oz.

especially mentioned my groups of Agaricus porrigens,

sent from the grounds of his Grace the Duke of Argyll at

Inverary, and Agaricus circinatus ; Polyporus intybaceus

and P. frondosus, sent by Dr. Bull, of Hereford, the

latter clearly different from each other, and P. giganteus,

.Agaricus corticatus, Lactarius controversus, recent addi-

tions to the British flora ; and Polyporus Schweinitzii

and Hydnum coralloides, plants of rare occurrence in

Britain.

Animadversions on the "abominably slovenly way" in

which the Fungi have been exhibited, have been made
from time to time in these columns ; but it must

be borne in mind that Fungi and flowers are very

different things. A Rose stuck in a pot, tied and
pinned to shape, and "set off by Moss and other

garniture," may be pleasing to some and under-

stood by all, but a Fungus in the same predicament

is worthless, and can be understood by none. Nearly

every essential character of an Agaric resides in its

under surface, the colour of the gills and their attachnient

to the stem being the principal things. Next to this is

the stem itself, which, if hidden or absent, would often

prevent the recognition of an Agaric. My specimens have

not been exhibited "properly staged" because I was
incapable of setting them up with pins and sticks, and

stuffing Moss round them, and because I knew they would

be utterly worthless to students in such a conditioii.

Several of my specimens were shown cut down longitudi-

nally, but this was not because my knife slipped clumsily

in gathering the Agarics, but because I wished to show
the specific characters of the plants. Towards the end of

the exhibition I know my Fungi got a little broken,

but this is owing (I am glad to say) to gentlemen, book

in hand, comparing my specimens with the plates in

Berkeley's "Outlines," Badham's " Esculent Fungi," or

my own "Mushrooms and Toadstools." These gentlemen

take the plants up and examine them all over, pileus,

gills, and stem ; no Fungus can stand such treatment

J, but this makes all the difference between real work

and mere show. As an instance in point, I asked Mr
English, in the presence of Mr. Currey, to show me one

of his specimens of Agaricus sulfureus, of which uncom
mon species he exhibited several specimens (so named)

on receiving one from him I immediately saw that instead

of the white-spored A. sulfureus, he had got a batch of

the utterly different and worthless purple-spored A. sub-

latcritus, which had passed muster with others, owing to

his "garniture" of Moss, S:c. WorthiiigUm G. Smith.

Societies.
[We owe to ihe kindness of Ifr. G. Worthington Smith the

following reports on the exhibition of Fungi at Kensmgton and

Hereford respectively. They are the more valuable as being

from the pen of one so competent as a mycologist and myco-

phagist. Science and gastronomy alike owe a debt of gratitude

to Mr. Smith.]

The Fungus Exhibition at South Kensington
(see p. 1349).—Abouttwo years ago there arosein London a

staunch supporter of Donkeyophagy : this gentleman not

only advised his friends to eat their donkeys, but he actually

slew his own "quadniped," and ate it up. He declared

in public that the flesh of the donkey was better than

goose, and many proselytes gathered around the new
prophet. Great things were expected of the donkey-

ophagists, and the donkeys of London trembled in their

trucks. Suddenly, however, it was announced that the

prophet had succumbed,—in fact, that he was dead, and
had died suddenly—whether of a surfeit of donkey no

one ever knew. Some said it served him right, for flying

in the face of Nature ; others that horse eating was bad
enough, and that any one who could eat a donkey must
needs ere long "give up." Since then, donkeyophagists

have been in the descendant, and we may safely say that

the science has never taken root in London.
It is altogether different with the Fungus eaters, who go

on and prosper
;
year after year their numbers increase,

they have an annual exhibition in the rooms of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and they have an annual carnival

at Hereford. Their ranks are recruited from all classes of

society.

.Sucli bad weather for the production of Fungi as that

experienced for many weeks previous to the exhibition

had not been known for years. The sun had continually

shone with depressing brightness and warmth, the air had
been free from delightful and exhilarating fogs, there had
been no drenching rains, no slush, no mud, no nothing.

Spores were down, and mycehum paralysed. The enemies
of Fungus-eating prophesied a failure, they said "vegetable

beefsteaks" would be as rare at South Kensington a;

vine steaks at Strasburg, and it would be no good seeking

for Hydnums. But the prophets were altogether off the

scent ; Fungi in the woods and fields were certainly scarce

enough, but the various species shown at South Ken-
sington were many and good. Fungologists scented the

game afar off, for besides the exhibitors and the Rev. M.

j . Berkeley, Mr. Currey, Mr. W. W. Saunders, and the

Rev. G. H. Sawyer were early in the field,—old soldiers

and young recruits were all there. The exhibition was
advertised as one of Grapes and Fungi, or, as I read it,

of Grape (shot) and Ball (Puff), and the latter had the

day.

Most of the edible species were displayed at the show,

a good number of the poisonous, and a few of consider-

able interest and rarity. Amongst the latter may be

The Fungus E.xhibition and Foray at Here-
ford.—This meeting was, as heretofore, a great success.

No less than 60 gentlemen met at Hereford to take part

in the day's proceedings, which consisted ofa Fungv.s exhi-

bition, a Fungus "for.ay" or excursion, and a Fungus

feast.

The exhibition of Fungi was all that could be desired,

and w.as perhaps better than that held on the

previous day in the rooms of the Royal Horticultural

Society. Several species of Fungi of great rarity were

exhibited. Amongst the foremost was Polyporus fron-

dosus, brought by more than one of the members, and

which attracted considerable attention on account of its

recent discovery as a member of our flora, and on

account of its clearing up the dubious points of identity

between itself and P. intybaceus and P. giganteus. The
Rev. W. Houghton brought a beautiful specimen of the

edible Sparassis crispa, as large as a small Cauliflower.

This is one of the most beautiful of all Fungi, .and as

delicious to the palate as lovely to the sight. It has an

exquisite and somewhat aromatic odour, not unlike that

of some sweet confection. There were two noble speci-

mens of Agaricus corticatus, a recent addition to our

flora, several specimens of the gorgeous Cortinarius ful-

gens, and the equally fine coloured and edible Russula

lepid'a. Lactarius controversus was of course well repre-

sented, as was Boletus badius, and many other species of

great botanical interest. A remarkable group of bright

sulphur-coloured Agarics was brought by Mr. Houghton
from a stump in the Wrekin, regarding which no definite

conclusion was at the time arrived at ; it will

probably either prove to be the rare Agaricus (Flam-

mula) inopus, figured by Bolton, or the ne.arly allied

A. hybridus ; Mr. Houghton also exhibited Peziza

badia. There was a specimen of Polyporus applan-

tus shown, of enormous size, and an equally gigantic

mass of P. hispidus, sent by Dr. M'Cullough, of

Abergavenny ; this is a most uncouth-looki
'^

fleshy, covered with rough hairs, and abound:

One of the members declared, to the am.azement of the

others, that he had been eating it in mistake for the
' • vegetable beefsteak "—Fistulina hepatica. Other Wool-
hopians had tested Gomphidius glutinosus and Paxillus

involutus, but though eatable they were not highly

approved.
"The members and visitors mustered in force when the

carriages drove up to the door—Dr. Bull, of course, was

to the fore, seconded by C. Edmund Broome. Esq. , of

Batheaston ; Dr. Trimen, of the British Museum ;
the

Rev. J. D. LaTouche, the Rev. Wm. Houghton, the

Rev. E. D. Carr, the Rev. H. Sandford, the Rev. James
Davies, Dr. A. Chapman, of Hereford ; W. ]. Neville,

Esq., F.G.S., F.Z.S., of London; Edwin Lees, Esq., of

Worcester; and many others. It was a delightful morn-

ing, the air a little moist and foggy, so that the members
drove off in high spirits to Hagley Park. An abundance
of Fungi was not expected, owing to the many weeks of

unfortunately fine, sunny weather preceding the "foray
;^|

the excursion was therefore partly made a "geological"

one, and the first stoppage took plack in Hagley Park,

where the Silurian rocks crop to the surface. Dr. Bull here

briefly addressed the meeting, and many of the members
dispersed to search for Fungi. Agaricus gallinaceus,

A. pudicus, and a few common species rewarded the

ordinary members, but Dr. Bull, always first and most

fortunate, luckily lighted on a fine batch of Scleroderma

geaster, a species new to Britain. Undoubtedly this was
the best find of the day : this Fungus grew in a Barley-

stubble field under the drip of an "Oak." Close by, two

of the finest Poplars it is possible to imagine greatly

Fung

enlisted the admiration of the members : at 5 feet

from the ground one measured 14 feet 11 inches,

the other 12 feet 10 inches in circumference ; the

highest was 130 feet by shadow measure. .\ truly

noble Elm was next visited, and which gave ample

proof of the goodness of the soil, elevated as it

At s feet from the ground the tree measured

feet 10 inches in circumference, and at the ground

level 31 feet, full and fair, that is, not increased by any of

those excrescences to which the Elm is so liable. It is

more or less hollow, and has evidently seen its best days ;

some of its branches are gone, and its top is broken off

about 60 feet from the ground. The air in places was
full of aphides, and here half a fine Turnip field was seen

destroyed by this pest, the field stinking horribly as the

members passed.
The Trap Dyke at Barlestree and Dormington were

next visited, and an ascent was made of
'

' .Adam's

Rocks ;" this was a terrible pull, but when the heights

were once gained the prospect over the Woolhope "Valley

was magnificent. Here the Rev. P. B. Brodie delivered a
highly interesting address on the geology of the district,

and the Rev. F. Merewether read an address on the
" Drifts " of the neighbourhood. A descent of the hills

was then made to Old Sutton, where the carriages were in

waiting for the return. Hydnum auriscalpium, H. udum,

a quantity of common Fungi, and a few of botanical

interest were found, but none worth printing after the

grand find made by Dr. Bull. Soon after 3 o'clock the

carriages arrived at the Green Dragon Hotel, when the

Fungi were examined till 4, the hour appointed for dinner.

More than 50 gentlemen sat down to this dinner. The
edible Fungi consumed were Fistulina hepatica, Lactarius

deliciosus, Agaricus rubescens, and Agaricus procerus.

The Fungi were cooked according to the recipes printed

in the '

' Transactions of the Woolhope Club, " and as repro-

duced in Mr. Robinson's book on "Mushroom Culture."

It is needless to state that the dinner was thoroughly

enjoyed by all ; the Fungi soon disappeared from the

dishes, and though more were called for, it was found

impossible, owing to the previous untoward dry weather,

to supply the wants of the fungophagists.

The members of the Woolhope Club not only know
how to dine and play, they know how to work too, and

work well. When the cloth was removed, Dr, Bull at

once read a letter, recently received from Professor Fries,

of Upsala. This letter was a critical review of the " Clavis

Agaricinonim, " published in the last volume of the
" Woolhope Transactions." and as it gives Fries' own
views respecting the modification of the arrangement of

the Agaricini as proposed in the "CLavis"we intend to

print it in our next number, with some remarks by the

author of the " Clavis."— Mr. Lees then followed with a

paper on Algae only apparent in times of drought,

followed by a few brief but excellent remarks from Dr.

Trimen of the British Museum. The introductory part

of a paper was next read on the Fungi which affect forest

trees, to which we shall shortly revert. Some notes on

Fairy Rings were read by Dr. Bull from the MS. of Mr.

James Bucknian, and the meeting was brought to a con-

clusion by Dr. Bull offering a few excellent remarks

regarding Boletus edulis, Lycoperdon giganteum, and

some other edible Fungi.

With this dinner the Fungus meeting was virtually

brought to a close, but Dr. Bull, ever solicitous for the

enjoyment of his guests, had provided a dehghtful excur-

sion for eight gentlemen the next day to Hampton Court

Estate, the seat of Mr. Arkwright. ^t the Castle a

sumptuous luncheon was hospitably provided, to which

the visitors, after an invigorating walk, did amjile justice.

In front of the Castle there is a magnificent stretch of level

lawn covering several square miles, and said to be the

finest lawn in Great Britain. Here is a truly grand Cedar,

measuring 17 feet in circumference about 6 inches from

the ground, when the trunk immediately becomes divided ;

after giving off five large branches, it still measures 14 feet

8 inches in circumference. Another Cedar, which was in

the perfection of \-igour, measures 13 feet 3 inches in

circumference at 3 feet from the ground ; two 'Walnut

trees measured 15 feet 11 inches and 14 feet 10 inches

respectively ; and a Horse Chestnut tree 15 feet 7 inches.

There was besides the foregoing a Tulip tree of very large

size, and peculiarly graceful growth ; and two very large

specimens of the Oriental Plane.

The party now made for the petrifying springs on the

adjoining hills. Meantime the sky had become overcast

and lead-coloured, and the rain, so dear to fungologists,

began to fall pretty smartly on the party. Two mycolo-

gists took refuge in the cave of the petrifying spring, but

soon again left the refuge, probably in fear of the nature

of the lime-charged droppings : a petrified fungologist

would be too awful ! As it was, a decided change had

come over them both ; whether it was the effects of the

spring, or the incessant and pitiless downpour of the rain,

the rest of the party did not know, but their manner was

cold and stony all the rest of the day. After picking up a

few Fungi, the band of brothers prepared for the return

journey. The precipitous hillside had to be descended,

umbrellas were of no use now, and the rain came

down in one continuous drenching downpour. How
the party got down, slipping, jumping, tumbling,

and grasping wet branches of trees and bushes, may be

imagined but not described. Suffice it to say that,

under the able leadership of Dr. Bull, the party at last

emerged from the raking thicket, and alighted in safety in

the road not far from the station. This was a small vil-

lage railway station, where gas was unknown, and the

party of fungologists took refuge in a waiting-room (?).

where the darkness was made visible by two porters

bull's-eye lanterns and a candle in the ticket-office ;
here

the wet but happy botanists whfled away three-quarters of

an hour in recoimting their former exploits, and examining

their Fungi by the light of a bull's-eye lantern. How-
ever, at last the train arrived, a consumptive and puny little

oil lamp was lighted outside, and the party gaily stepped

into a carriage, and were off to Hereford in a twinkling.

No one was the worse for the wetting, and next day

one went north, another south, a third east, a forth west,

and the Hereford Fungus foray was over for the year.
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All who touk part in it will retain a lively remembrance
of the geniality and kindness, the hospitality and bon-

homie oiViv. Bull, of Hereford. Worthiughn G. Smith.

Edinburgh Botanical: 7k/v 14.—Sir Walter Elliot,

President, in the chair. Donations to the library, her-

barium, and museum were laid on the table. Professor

Balfour noticed the death of Professor Syme, who joined

the Society in 1858. The following communications were
read :

—

I. On Kashmir Morels. By Mr. M. C. Cooke, India

Museum, London. The author remarked, that it has long

been known that Truffles and Morels are found in N.W,
India and Kashmir, but no attempt has hitherto been
made to determine the species. Some years ago, applica-

tion was made to the Agricultural and Horticultural So-
ciety of the Punjab, and to other sources, for specimens,

but without any result. He had, however, lately re-

ceived, through Dr. J. L. Stewart, a string of dried

Morels, said to be the Morels of Kashmir, and sent by
Mr. Baden Powell of Lahore. This string contains two
distinct species, both of them small, and neither of them
the Morchella esculenta of European markets. The
author gave some account of the history of Morels as far

as known, and concluded by giving scientific descriptions

of the supposed two new species from Kashmir.
II. Oft the Characters ofthe Flowers ofSilene maritima

and Silene inflata, as regards their Stamens and Pistils.

By Dr. F. Buchanan White. III. Notes of a Botanical
Excursion to the Neighbourhood ofPerth. By Mr. John
Sadler.

IV. J^csnlts obtainedfront the Cutting and Transplant-
ing of a Plaited Hornbeam Hedge. By Mr. M'Nab. A
Hornbeam hedge, planted many years ago, had been
plaited, and the stems became naturally grafted to each
other. The hedge having to be removed, Mr. M'Nab
had it cut into flakes, which were planted in various parts
of the Botanic Garden, and are now in a thriving condi-
tion, and presenting some curious forms. Mr. M'Nab's
remarks were illustrated by a series of drawings and
specimens of the hedge.

V. On the Guachamacan, a Poisonous Plant growing
in the Llanos (plains) of Venezuela. By M. A. Ernst,
Caracas. Before entering on a botanical description
of the Guachamacan, I beg leave to quote the following
statements from a Venezuelan author,* which will be, I

trust, a sufficient reason for drawing the attention of the
Botanical Society to this remarkable plant :

—

"It belongs to the extensive family of Apocyneas or
Dogbanes, whose poisonous qualities are known all over
the world. So virulent is this poison, that meat roasted
on spits made from the Guachamacan, absorbs sufficient

poison to destroy all who partake of it. The lazy Indians
make use of it to kill, without trouble, the cranes and
herons on the borders of lagoons. For this they procure
a number of sardines, besmear them with the juice of the
plant, and spread them along the places frequented by
those birds. The moment one of them seizes the fish,

and before it is fairly swallowed, the bird drops dead
;

then the indolent hunter, issuing from his hiding place,
cuts off the parts affected by the poison, usually the head
and neck, and feels no scruple in eating the remainder.
A dreadful case of poisoning, by means of this plant,
occurred once at Nustrias (a small town in the Venezulan
state of Zamora, formerly province of Barinas). which
created for a time great excitement, even amidst that
scattered population. A woman, who lived with a man
in the vicinity ot that town, became jealous of the atten-
tions he bestowed upon a charming neighbour of theirs,

and determined to avenge herself, but in some manner
that would not excite suspicions. In those remote regions,
where coroners and chemists are unknown, it is impossible
to detect murder except where marks of external violence
are visible. Accordingly, she prepared for her lover a
bowl of mosato, a favourite beverage of the country,
made of Indian Corn boiled, mashed in water, and fer-

mented
; in this she soaked chips of the poisonous plant,

and offered it to him with smiling grace. Delighted at
the sight of the tempting bowl, the unsuspectfng lover
invited several of his neighbours—among them the hated
rival-to share it with him. The woman, not intending
to destroy any but her perfidious lover, during his absence
prepared another bowl, omitting this time the poison.
Llanero politeness, however, obliged the host to mix this
portion with the other, which having done, he invited
the company to dip their calabash cups into the bowl.
Out of eleven persons there assembled, among them
several children, not one escaped except the wicked per-
petrator of this wholesale murder ; not even the donkeys
and fowl of the household, as the attentive master had
thrown them the remains of the deadly mixture. Such
is the dread in which the Llaneros (inhabitants of
the plains) hold this plant, that I was not even per-
mitted to preserve the specimens of fruit and flowers I had
collected, with the object of ascertaining the botanical
characters of the species. They almost threatened to
desert if I insisted upon carrying them among the baggage.
The propagation of this plant throughout the Apure,
appears to be of recent origin, none of the oldest in-
habitants recollecting to have met with it until within
comparatively a short period."
Thus far Senor Ramon Paez. Many other cases

of poisoning by Guachamacan are reported, which
prove beyond any doubt that it must be an exceed-
ingly poisonous, and, for the same reason, highly in-
teresting plant, it is, however, not yet fully known to
botanists, and not even mentioned in botanical works.
Humboldt does not speak of it. He mentions the name
Guaricamo, which is said to be a synonym of Guacha-
macan, but refers it to Patrisia afftnis ("Nova gen. etspec.
Plant." V. 357), a plant now placed among Bixinese,
among which no poisonous properties are known. In his
•Personal Narrative" (Bohn's Engl. edit. ii. 224), the
Guaricamo Is called Ryania coccinea (not Hyanai coccidea,
as iirintcd in the quoted place), and a poisonous root is

ascribed to it. This plant, however, did not attract the

attention of the great traveller in such a degree as the true

Guachamacan would undoubtedly have done ; and it is

also altogether impossible that the Guachamacan should
belong to Ryania, as it has opposite leaves. If Ramon
Paez should be right in saying that the plant was
formerly unknown in the Apure, Humboldt's silence

with respect to it would be sufficiently explained. The
plant contains no milky juice. It appears, neverthe-
less to belong to Apocyneas, and there is apparently
some affinity to Rauwolfia, Grossourdy mentioning a
hypogynous disk. But his description of the floral parts

is very deficient ; he says nothing about the aestivation

of the corolla, nor about the internal structure of the
ovarium. I notice in the specimen before me, at the base
of the leaf-stalks, some small fragments of a dilacerated

membrane, which perhaps united the two opposite petioles.

The thick rhizonia, and the numerous rather slender
stems, are perhaps no character of the species. In those

regions the grass is every year set on fire, and the flames
destroy nearly all the over-ground vegetation. The root

remains fresh and alive, and new stems spring up from it.

I may add, that the vulgar name of the plant has pro-

duced even a new verb—"guachamacar," /.^., to poison
by Guachamacan. I shall be glad to forward specimens
of this interesting plant as soon as I shall be fortunate

enough to obtain any.
VI. Aliscellaneous Coinmunications. — i. Mandragora

vernalis and Dorema sp. Professor Balfour stated that

the juice of Mandragora vernalis, grown in the Botanic
Garden, had been proved to produce marked dilatation of

the pupil similar to that caused by Belladona. He also

noticed a species of Dorema at present flowering in the

Botanic Garden. The plant is large and showy, somewhat
resembling the true Asafcetida plant, and was sent by Mr.
Loftus from Persia.

|^0tias of §00hs.
Les Promenades de Paris, &c. Par A. Alphand.

Imperial folio. Paris : J. Rothschild, 43, Rue Saint

Andre-des-Arts. (Present London address : 1 1, Port-

land Terrace, St. John's Wood.)

Some months since (see 1S69, 716) we noticed with

general commendation the earlier portions of this

magnificent publication. Since then it has contimied

to make its appearance regularly, so that the publisher

is now able to announce as complete those portions

relating to the Bois de Boulogne and the Bois de Vin-

cennes—spots which, recently pleasant gardens, are

now, alas ! dismantled and trodden under foot. These
portions of the book thus claim a melancholy historical

interest as representing features which existed under the

splendid regime of the Second Empire, but w-hich may
never be seen again—at least for many many years,

since trees cut down and rooted out are not to be
replaced without lapse of time, even by the French
gardeners, who have done so much in this direction to

enhance the beauty of their fair city, now lying under
the ban of war.

In regard to the later portions of the work, we find

no falling off in quality, but rather the reverse. The
typography, the fine woodcuts representing now
scenery, now plants, now buildings, now apparatus,

and the plates representing plans of parks, squares,

boulevards, &c., or details of the buildings erected on
the various sites, are all carried out in the very first

style of art. The whole, when completed, will form a

truly grand book, addressing itself to professional men,
as architects, engineers, landscape gardeners, and prac-

tical gardeners, all of whom are furnished with minute
information on the subjects which respectively fall

under their cognisance ; and also commending itself to

country residents and the owners of estates, as being
full of suggestions, from some one or other of w-hich

they can scarcely fail to derive benefit in carrying out

their own improvements. Estimates of the cost at

which the different works described were carried out,

form a very useful feature of the publication. Some
idea of its scope, and the manner in which the subject

is treated, may be gathered from the fact that the

account of the Bois de Vincennes occupies 40 pages of

this folio letterpress, and is illustrated by 94 woodcuts
by the first French artists.

We understand that some 15 parts remain to be pub-
lished to finish the work, the cost of which complete
will be about ^12—rather a high price, but certainly

not an extravagant one when the number and nature of

the illustrations and the general style of the w-ork is

taken into account. The book is especially full of

interest at the present moment, when all eyes are

turned to see the result of the disastrous war which has
imprinted 1 870 on the annals of time in figures of blood

;

and when the general desire is that the city of cities

may be spared from devastation. In it at least will be
preserved a faithful record of the glories of the pro-

lades and parks of Paris, and on this account, if for

this only, it should find a place in every public and
garden library, as well as in the libraries of country
gentlemen and professional men.

Florists' Flowers.
I FRANKLY confess not only to a belief in the adap-

tability of the Tropa:olum as a bedding plant, but to a

great liking fur it also, and therefore I grow it. At
the present time, and, in fact, all through the summer
months, the pleasantest and the brightest thing in my
garden has been some plants of the new dwarf
Tropceolum, Beauty of Malvern. The frost of the

morning of October 10 just scathed it, but that of the
following morning effectually destroyed the plants

;

still, it was the best and most attractive bedding
plant I have had this season. It belongs to the com-
pactum breed, and while it is close and compact in
growth, blooms not only most profusely, but every
flower (unlike those of King of Tom Thumbs, and
others of the ordinary Tom Thumb section) is thrown
well above the foliage. Not the least of its attractions

is its continuity of bloom (again imlike the varieties of
the ordinary Tom Thumb section) ; and if I were
to suggest an arrangement of a flower-bed that
would, I believe, give universal satisfaction, it would
be Trop^eolum Beauty of Malvern, edged with the
best of all the dwarf blue bedding Lobelias, Blue Tom
Thumb. At the Promenade Gardens, Great Malvern,
Mr. R. H. Vertegans has had it in glorious perfection

during the summer ; at the Bangholm Nurseries of
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Sons, at Edinburgh, a line of
dwarf Lobelia, nearly 100 yards in length, has been a
line of beautiful clear blue all the summer through,
and at this late period of the year shows no signs of
giving out.

Mr. Vertegans claims Beauty of Malvern as a seed-
ling. As compared with Advancer, Scarlet Perfection,
and others of the same type, it gains much in vigour of
habit, and it also comes true from seed, though it seeds
but sparely. For bedding purposes it should be pro-
pagated by cuttings ; and the plants should be in fair-

sized pots, so that at bedding-out time they will

have made some growth, and possess an abundance of
fibrous roots. There is nothing like getting Tropa^o-
lums planted out early, in a nice light soil, not rich ; if

they can begin to make some giowth ere dry weather
sets in, the branches cover the ground about the roots
sufficiently to keep them cool, and a check is then of
rare occurrence. Unfortunately for the Trop^eolum, in

some places during the recent very dry summer, the
Turnip fly (I suppose for want of its usual food) fell on
Ihein, a:id riddled the leaves with small holes, and
devoured the flowers as if each was a nice morsel.
Such a \i5itati0n as that, however, does not often come
to flower gardeners.

But as progress in matters horticultural seems to be
unbounded and illimitable, it is not surprising that the
Tropa^ohm forms an exception to this universal rule.

I have recently seen some TropKolums that have since

passed into the hands of Mr. Thomas Thornton, of
Heatherside, Farnborough, for distribution, that appear
to me to possess unusually good and striking features of
excellence. They came from a batch of seedlings, of
which some of the compactum varieties were the
parents on the one hand, and on the other hand the
trailing forms among them appear to have come from
Mr. Treadwell, as something akin to that in colour and
habit. Tropa^olums that will bloom as abundantly at
the end of September as they do in June and July,
appear to me to be model bedding plants, and the very
things wanted in the flower garden. Altogether there
were five varieties ; the following three belong to the
compactum type : — Lustrous, having bright rosy
crimson flowers thrown up well above a dark foliage,

like King of Tom Thumbs ; very compact habit, and
a free and continuous bloomer. This should drive
King of Tom Thumbs from the field, having the same
character of foliage, with something of the flowers also,

but very much superior to it in every respect. Cocci-
neum major, having rich orange-scarlet flowers, very
bright, and of unusually large size, compact habit, very
free, and always in bloom. In this instance there is

conjoined to tlie dwarf compactum habit, the size

of flowers found on the well-known T. Lobbianum
Brilliant. The last of the trio is Yellow Dwarf, a
yellow flowering variety, that is also a dense and con-
jnuous bloomer—something like T. compactum luteum
mproved in charr.cler, without the spots.

The two trailing varieties are Etna, which in habit
of growth may be termed a half-trailer, and appearing
I0 be a true cross between the compactum and Lobbi-
anum sections, as it certainly resulted from seed
fertilised in this way. It is one of those trailing kinds
hat push their shoots along close to the ground, and
lias a compact tufty style of growth, produces extremely
showy vivid crimson flowers, and is also a free and
continuous blooma\ The other has been named
Vesuvius, and is brighter in hue, bearing rich bright

oiange-crimson flowers, that are thrown up well above
tlie dark foliage of the plants. For bedding purposes

ths is a great and decided improvement on Mrs. Tread-
well, and while that will scarcely flower in the open
graind, Vesuvius is singularly fertile of bloom, and con-
stant in its effective floral service. Mr. Porter, of Isle-

woith, has demonsh-ated how u.seful the Lobbianum
sect on can be made during the winter months by placing

them in pots, and training them up to the rafters of
a low span-roof. In this way an abundance of cut

flowers can be obtained. Similarly, the use of the

compactum kinds need not be abandoned at the

termination of the season's work in the flower garden.

By taking cuttings in August, growing them on in store

pots, and finally potting them singly in 60-pots, nice

little blooming bushes can be obtained for flowering

during the winter ; and those who have to provide cut

flowen at the dull season of the year can appreciate

how tlioroughly useful they are for the purpose.

During the dull autumn days, and amid the changing

vicissitudes of frost, snow, and rain, with their alterna.

tions of sunshincj we want bright, cheery, sparkling
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blossoms for our little domestic decorations, and what

can be more welcome than the gay coloured flowers of

the free-blooming dwarf Tropreolums. /". D.

Garden Memoranda.
The Grape Room at Heckfield.—The mode of

preserving cut bunches of Grapes now in operation at

Heckfield is not of Mr. Wildsmith's own originating,

as he acknowledges that for the idea he is indebted to

Mr. Robinson's valuable exposition of French hor-

ticulture. Mr. Wildsmith has endeavoured to im-

prove upon it, and believes that he has been most

successful.

His first e.xperiment was tried in the autumn of last

year, when some of the shelves of his apple-room had

fixed to their front edges deal boards, about 6 inches

in depth, and which had in the upper edge of each a

number of scollops, cut out just large enough to take

the neck of a bottle, the mouth of which projected

shghtly over. A lot of champagne bottles were

nearly filled with water, and into each was also put

two or three small pieces of charcoal. The bottles

were then put into position, and on October 26

an entire house of Black Hamburgh Grapes was cut,

each bunch having about 6 inches of wood belov/ the

stem, and an inch above it. The long portion of the

wood was inserted into the bottle, and the bunches

consequently hung in their respective positions with

ease and safety. These Black Hamburghs were con-

sumed by the end of February, 1870, and during that

time none had shrivelled, and but few bad berries had

to be taken out. To utilise the vacant bottles, part

of a house of Lady Dovvne's Seedling was cut on

January 12, and these bunches kept perfectly plump
until exhausted on May 5, when the Vines from

which they were cut were again in bloom Lord
Eversley, writing from London just then, expressed

his gratification at the rich flavour and quality which

the old Grapes possessed. Some Muscats cut on

November 10 kept pretty well until March, when
the berries began to drop off, but did no: shrivel.

The cause of this Mr. Wildsmith believes to be the

lack of a little heat to warm and dry the air in the

room.
It must also be mentioned as another drawback, that

there was a considerable quantity of Apples in the

room during most of the winter, and that these neces-

sarily helped to produce a moistened atmosphere. A
small room that was formerly Mr. Wildsmi.h's office

has recently been converted into a Grape-room. I am
unable to give its dimensions, but when I looked in

upon it on August 25 I found it fitted up with three

tiers of shelves, constructed as previously described,

and which ran round three sides of the room. On these

shelves were 150 bottles, and hanging from each a good
bimcli of Black Hamburgh Grapes, excepting just a

few tliat had fine bunches of the White Grape
Marchioness of Hastings. These had been cut on

August 12, and all of them were in fine condition.

One reason why these Grapes were cut thus early was,

that the produce of the house from which they

were taken developes the undesirable peculiarity

of going back to red after having once gained

their proper colour ; another reason -was, that spider

had shown itself, and this pest could not be eradicated

whilst the Grapeswerehanging. Thenewroomhasasmall
stove, with flue in the centre, to mainlain an equable

temperature in winter if necessary ; it is also ventilated

through the ceiling, and on warm days the door is left

open, but the doorway is covered by fine netting, to

exclude insects.

After all, the real uses of the Grape-room will be
most severely tested after Christmas, as from thai

period of the year until new Grapes are ready foi

cutting the most critical time is presented through

which to safely and effectively keep a cut crop o,"

Grapes. If Mr. Wildsmith is enabled, with the

resources he has now at command, to successfully solve

that problem {supposing it to be one), he will have

done Grape growers some useful sei-vice and certainly

relieve late Vines of a considerable incubus. It is a

kind of horticultural pudding, the proof of which lies

in the eating ; and as the judgment of practical mei
upon its qualities is to be desired, I tmst Mr. Wile-
smith will by-and-by send the Editors a slice, other-

wise a bunch, that we may hear their opinion. A. D.

Miscellaneous.
JOHN CUCUMBER.

There came four cooks out of the West,
Four cooks both strong and high,

And they have sworn, though prone to ris

John Cucumber should lie.

They took a frame and caged him down
Upon the forcing-bed,

Wherein, by artificial growth,

John Cucumber they bred.

When cheerful spring brought salmon in,

At price per pound no small,

John Cucumber rash people then

Consumed their fish withal.

The ripening suns of summer came,
And he grew large and long,

And some did then express their fears

That he had done them wrong.

At sober autumn's entrance mild,

Distempers did prevail,

Of such a sort that now they said

They knew he made them ail.

Abounding daily more and more,
Those cases did so rage,

Those four cooks tried their cleverest plan
His crudeness to assuage.

They took a weapon thin and sharp,

And shced him, sore to see.

Then dressed him with their highest art

And skill in cookerie.

They seasoned him with salt, no lack,

They peppered him all o'er.

They \inegared his mangled form,

And oil thereon did pour.

They steeped him, on a china plate,

In liquor to the brim
;

The way they served John Cucumber
Drew down big tears from him.

They stirred and tossed him o'er and o'er,

Regardless of the woe
From his much weeping which appeared :

They turned him to and fro.

John Cucumber was a rebel bold
;

For all their enterprise

To render him quiescent food,

They saw he still would rise.

Him, therefore, not to work men woe,

Though losing pains thereby.

They lastly, as a worthless thing,

Did out of window shy.

So much for cold John Cucumber,
Whom few insides can stand,

Of all Cucurbitace32

The worst in merrie England. Punch.

Stony Ground Plants.—Under, this heading I

would call attention to a highly interesting class of

plants which I have successfully cultivated, and my
experience with which may be of some service to

younger men when they have to clothe with beauty

banks high and dry, where the little pinch of fine soil,

like the mortar in a building, bears but a small pro-

portion indeed to the bulk of shapeless stones, great

and small, that give the land its appropriate name of

stony giound. It is always instructive when the culti-

vator can come at a plant in its native habitat, before

man has tampered with its top in the way of praning,

&c., or meddled with its root in the way of changing

its locality by transplanting ; for as long as a native

plant is to be seen in situ, you can make notes of what

"hath set it up," and may see in some measure where

its affections lie, for truly it may be said of plants as of

man, that "some affect the sun, and some the shade."

The Cistus, or Rock Rose, the Helianthemum, or Sun

Rose, and the whole of the Stonecrop family, are pre-

eminently the furniture for the stony places ; but in

the whole circle of cultivated plants we shall not find

one better calculated for this kind of seiwice than the

double-flowered Gorse, for it exposes no spread of

foliage to the stormy winds, and, moreover, cairies

itself so close to the ground as seldom to rise higher

than the radius of its base, thus forming half a globe of

the most glorious golden flowers that ever adorned a

garden, the little that is seen of green enhancing the

brightness of the gold, like the artistic dots that shade

some famous picture. I would therefore direct

attention to this plant in the first instance, and

I may as well inform the reader that I was

rather peculiarly situated when I had to grow this

plant on the top of a stone wall, and hundreds

could testify that it was there grown to perfection.

The grounds were intersected by the main turnpike

road, and in order to secure privacy both sides were

bounded by a stone wall about the height of a man, and

the double-flowering Gorse fonued the coping, and

overhung the top of the wall, so as not to give

stragglers any encouragement to climb over. I need

scarcely remark that ordinary planting would not have

answered my purpose in this case, neither will it

answer generally with stony gi'ound, where plants have

to establish themselves against steep slopes, or on

hillocks, whether natural or artificial. The plant

must be put in with a quantity of rich food, sufficient

for it to feed upon until it can forage among the

stones ; and this food, for various reasons, must be

supplied in the first instance in the form of mud, and

with such an amount of clay and manure in

its composition as shall make it cling to the bed,

and so thoroughly enclose the roots of the plant and the

ball of earth that no air can get at the feeders ; while

besides the mud, as many stones as can conveniently

be got to cover it should be laid on, not only to shade

and weight the soil, but to act as a cooler and

moistener to the ball ; for we always find the under

side of a stone moist and cool, even in the sunshine,

when it is partially imbedded in the earth, and when
we are dealing with land where stones predominate we
must accommodate our views to suit circumstances

which it is above our power to alter. If I recollect

aright we got plants of the double-flowered Gorse in

pots at 40J. per 100, or at something under bd. per

plant ; and when we consider the area that this plant

will cover in three years, forming a bush 6 feet in

diameter, I do not recollect any instance where so much
real ornament can be got for so small an outlay from a

ligneous perennial. When the plant is not in flower it

is no straggler, but always looks trim and neat, for it

'

' buries its dead ;
" and it is not until the plant is finally

chopped to pieces that you see the dead leaves and
twigs that did its work before it attained the adult

state. Although this plant will grow very well on level

ground, it is preferable to plant a specimen on an arti-

ficial knoll or hillock, so that the centre of the plant

may thereby stand high, and the branches droop
gracefully down the sides of the slope. The great

fault of the plant is its dwarf habit, and this method of

planting just brings it up to the level of the eye. It

falls to the lot of very few to have it, as in my case

above referred to, where it formed an avenue, and
stood 9 feet high, so that a lady on horseback could

enjoy the fragrance and the beauty of its flowers. How
many dull slopes and shapeless mounds of earth

throughout the country might be made gay with this

plant at little cost !—ay, even the "cairns" (heaps) of

stone, with the help of a little rich mud, might thus be
made to "blossom like the Rose." Alex. Forsyth^

Saiford, in ^^ Florist and Poinologist."

Colossal Asparagus.—Mr. Peter Henderson, an
American citizen of New Jersey, claims to having at

last found a distinct variety of Asparagus. Previously

he had repeatedly contended that all the so-called

varieties were merely differences produced by culture,

soil, and climate. The new variety was grown with

the ordinary kind, both having been planted in the

spring of 1 868, each being then one year from the seed,

and both grown to a large extent in a market garden in

Long Island. The soil was examined, and found to be
as nearly the same as it could well be, yet the two beds

of Asparagus showed a difference that left no longer a

shadow of a doubt of their being entirely distinct

varieties. In the old variety he found no shoot

thicker than one inch in diameter, and averaging 20

shoots to a hill, while in the colossal many shoots were
found 14 inch in diameter, and averaging 35 shoots

to a hill—an enormous growth when it is remembered
that the plant was only three years from the seed.

The mode of cultivation is very like the French one

—

the rows being 6 feet apart, and the plants 4 feet apart

in the row. The average clear profit annually on the

old sort is estimated to be over ^56 per acre, and over

,1^87 per acre on the new ; but some growers m the

same region estimate their profits on Asparagus at

nearly double these rates ; and it is expected that it

will soon prove a very valuable crop to be raised in the

Southern States for the early supply of the northern

markets. Press.

GiNGiLiE Oil.—The Gingilie (Sesamum indicum)

is said to be an African plant, and is supposed to have

been introduced to the West Indies by the negros. It

is now pretty generally distributed, and in this country

it thrives admirably in the Newera Kalawyia district.

The plant is cultivated for the seed, which yields a

fixed oil. The method adopted in Ceylon of express-

ing the oil is rather primitive, and consequently it

possesses an unpleasant flavour, and a brown, muddy
colour. If properly prepared, the oil would form a

very good substitute for sweet oil. The best method
of preparing the oil is as follows :—First, steep the

seeds repeatedly in cold water, or boil tfiem for a short

time, till they are divested of the reddish brown
colouring matter contained in the epidermis of the

seeds ; then, when the seeds have become perfectly

white, dry them in the sun, and express the oil in the

ordinary way. The seed yields from 40 to 44 per cent,

of a pale, straw-coloured oil. When thus prepared,

the oil is perfectly devoid of smell, and may be used

for extracting the perfume of the Jasmin, Tuberose,

Camomile, and Yellow Rose. To effect this, one

weight of the flowers should be added to three weights

of the oil in a bottle, which should be corked and left

in the sun for 40 days, when the oil will be im-

pregnated with the perfume of the flowers. The
Gingilie oil is soluble in alcohol, saponifies with alkalies,

solidifies by nitric acid, and combines with the oxide of

lead. The Gingilie oil is highly esteemed by Egyptian

belles for its properties of cleansing the skin, and of

imparting to it a bloom and lustre, and also of pre-

serving the beauty and gloss of the hair. In Ceylon, it

is used for similar purposes. The negros also use the

seeds for making a sort of beverage something like

coffee, by roasting the seeds and infusing them in

water. The commercial value of the oil, in England,

is ^^40 per ton. Jaffna Neius.

(inrtrcit #|3crati0iTS.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Greenhouses and conservatories will now require

daily supervision , in the matter of removing decaying

leaves and dead flowers, &c. From this time water

must be given with great caution, not only because the

phants are better without too much of it, but also to

prevent the air from becoming too moist—a state of

things anything but favourable at this season of the

year. Fricas and Fpaa iscs should now be neatly

arranged for the winter. Great care should be taken

not to overcrowd them, and v\ith attention to air

giving they may safely be carried through the wmter.

If the pots containing them are of moderate size and

stand upon smooth slate benches, see that the base of

the pot does not stand so evenly as to impede the free

circulation of water, which if permitted would irre-
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trievably damage the roots. If any of the pots have

become so uncleanly as to show an unwholesome
amount of greenness, let them be immediately washed.

The moisture given to each ball quickly finds its way
through the sides of clean pots, a beneficial pro-

cedure which prevents the accumulation of latent or

stagnant moisture, and so affords a wholesome impetus

to a healthy root formation. Though these simple

facts seem to possess but little importance, they amount
to a great deal in the sum total of successful plant

culture. Place the earliest bulbs for forcing into strong

heat, so that they may be induced to flower at the dullest

season, when there are few other plants in flower.

Give specimen plants of Salvias gi-own on in pots for

early flowering good soakings of liquid manure alter-

nately with clear water, for the next few months.

These will come in well to afford an early display, and
will enliven with their scarlet flowers the ordinarily

duller blooms of the Chiysanthemums. Cutting-pots

of bedding Pelargoniums and similar other plants

should be occasionally turned round, 'so that all sides

alike may enjoy the hght, and to prevent them from

becoming drawn.

FORCING HOUSES.
If the lateral growths upon Vines canying late crops

are at all thick, or densely clothed with foliage in such

a manner as to shade the bunches too much, let them
be somewhat thinned out by the removal of the oldest

leaves, which are now ripening off. 'Be careful to

protect outdoor Vine borders from too heavy falls of

rain, especially such as are intended for early forcing,

as it is more than probable that we shall experience a

very heavy rainfall during the next few months. Out-

door borders connected with Vines carrying ripened or

late ripening crops should be scrupulously screened

from heavy rainfalls. Keep a nice latent warmth
in the heating media in the structures containing

such crops ; not, however, to such an extent as

greatly to influence the internal warmth, but to

keep the air as dry and buoyant as possible,

so that there may be no possibility of any
amount of internal condensation taking place. Look
through all the bunches of fruit occasionally, and care-

fully remove any berries which are decaying, and are

likely to prove injurious to the others. If any dead
leaves fall, or have ceased to perform their functions

upon any such Vines, let them be instantly removed, so

that there may be no impediment to the freest possible

circulation of both air and light. Be particular not to

unduly excite the growing capabilities of successional

Pine plautSy by means of excessive heat, either top

or bottom. Indeed, bottom-heat whether applied

by means of hot-water chambers or fermenting mate-
rials, will require more than ordinary attention just

no\v-, as it becomes so readily influenced on the

maximum side after having been so recently renovated,

turned over, and otherwise prepared for the winter

season.
HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

It seems premature to speak of aiding the leaves in

their natural effort to free themselves from such trees as

Peaches, A^eelarines, and Apricots, so securely do they

seem to hold on. As soon as they will loosen freely,

they should be assisted by just brushing the trees

upwards with a new birch-broom in a light easy

manner, so as not to injure the branches. By
so doing the wood will be induced to ripen

off more freely by being better exposed. I have
already referred to the advisability of planting

Fnilt Trees early in the season, where practicable.

Let me now add, that in planting such trees thoroughly
good drainage is of the utmost importance in all in-

stances where a good natural drainage does not exist.

Could I not procure better drainage, through limited

space, or from any other cause, I would resort to the

readiest method of furnishing a dry base, /. f., by
throwing two or three wheelbarrow loads of brick

rubbish, or similar other materials, upon which to

place upside down fresh turves from a maiden loam
pasturage. If any progress is being made in planting,

always place great importance on giving each tree a

good root-soaking as soon as possible after the opera-

tion has been performed ; this, not only to insure the
best natural conditions for the roots to reinstate them-
selves, but in order that the soil may settle down
around them more firmly for a like purpose, and to

prevent the too free access of the outer air to the roots.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Take up and clamp in the open ground or store for

more immediate uses the main crop of Carrots. I have
always advised that Parsnips should be left in the

ground until wanted for use, which very greatly en-

hances their flavour and good cooking properties, and
does away with the dryness and stringy or fibrous

properties which they become possessed of when taken

up and stored away. Where Garlic and Shallots are in

great demand it may be judicious to plant a few out

now. Further transplantings oi Salad plants should be
made, as the autumn keeps so remarkably open. Do
not delay to fonvard to the necessary extent the earth-

ing up of Cardoons, Celery ^ &c., and otherwise make
preparation for frosts, which may be here soon, in

spite of the fact that things look so flourishingly

to-day. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
Bedding plants by this time will require clearing

off, which will make the garden appear rather desolate ;

and if bulbs are not to be planted in their place, the

beds should be filled with Evergreens, which will

produce a very cheerful appearance during the winter
months. Plants of the following kinds can be pur-

chased from 9 inches to 6 feet high, in various colours,

at a trifling expense ; and they can be so arranged as

to form various designs. The following will be found
well adapted for this purpose :

—

Ancuba japonica, Ber-
beris Aquifolium, the American, China, and golden
Arbor-vitce,^ and the Dutch Box. These can all be re-

moved again to the country in the spring, when they
will soon recover their natural colour. They are

likewise gi-own in pots for the decoration of halls,

balconies, &c. For this purpose they should have
been gi'own in the pots since last spring, as thus they
will have a better constitution to bear confine-

ment. In planting them in the beds they should
have the mould let in well amongst the roots, be
trodden firmly round, and afterwards have 2 or 3 inches

of rotten dung placed over the roots. Carnations,

Stocks, Pyrethrums, and Double Rockets that were potted

off to stand the winter should now be placed in their

winter quarters—a cold frame, or any other place,

where they can be readily protected from frost, and get

plenty of air in fine weather. Always be particular to

place them on cinder-ashes or other materials, to

prevent the worms from entering the pots. y. D.
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W'oodthorpe, Catalogue of Gieenliouse Plants, Sec—

J.
Whitehead, Catalogue of Carnations, iS:c.

;nMMlNlCATIONS RECEIVED :—J. L.—W. W.—W. P. A.-
Harden.—A. Y.-J. A. P.-J. A.-P. L.-M. D.-J. S.-
Tyro.-G. F. W.—W. S. G.—T, S. M.—H. C—A. W.

COVENT GARDEN.— Oct. 7.

Trade continues exceedingly dull, with scarcely any

variation in prices. Pears now comprise, among leading

varieties, Marie Louise, Bonne Louise, Gansel's Ber-

gamot, and Duchesse d'Angouleme. Among Apples

may be mentioned Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Blenheim, and Kerry Pippin. Hamburgh Grapes are

arriving in large quantities; quahty unusually fine, and

low prices being realised. Oranges (new) have just shown
themselves. Kent Cob Nuts and Filberts are almost a

failure in crop : they are realising from 160J. to 120J. per

100 lb. New (Chestnuts have commenced : an unusually

fine season for them. Amongst flowers we have Asters,

Fuchsias, Bouvardias, Pompon Chrysanthemums, Mig-

nonette, Vallota purpurea, and a few good Heaths.

Apples, p. J siev

Figs, per doz. .

.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per loo
Melons, each

Artichokes, gieen,
each 10

- Jerusalem.p. lb. o =

Beet, per doz. ..20
Brus. Sprouts,* sieve 3 o
Cabbages, p. doz. ..10
Carrots, p. bunch ..04
Cauliflowers, p. doz. i 6

Celery, red, p. bun. i 6

Cucumbers, each ..06
French Beans, p. sieve 2 o
Do., retail, p. lb. .. 04
Garlic, per lb. . . o S

Polatos, Regents, 6oj.

Oranges, per 100 . . . . to .

Peaches, per doz. . . 40 — St
Pears, per doz. . . 16 — 3 <

Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o — S <

Herbs, per bunch .

.

HorseRadish,p.bun.
Lettuces, p. score ..

Mint, per bunch .. >

Mushrooms, p. pott,

Onions.per bunch .. <

Parsley, p. bunch . .

Salsafy, per bundle,
Shallots, per lb. .. 1

Spinach, p. bushel..

Tomatos, per doz. .

.

Turnips, yng.,p. bun. 1

Veg.Marrows,p.doz.

I S0.1. ; Kidneys, So5.

Standard and Dwarf Roses.
LEWIS ^\OODTHORPE begs respectfully to call

I hi
I

r [ : I ' iiiioii of those about to plant to his immense
Houk ' I I , liMin their great superiority, both in quality
indv.tii iM give every satisfaction.

SI A.N \' w 11.' -uperior, selected, 15s. per dozen ; £g per loa
HALl .. I AM '.VI, 1j.-j, very superior, I2S. per doz, ; {^t, lOf. per 100.

DWARFS, <.n Maneui, strongf 8s. per dozen
; {/^ los. per 100.

,, hi pots, very superior, 8j. per dozen ; j£2 10s. per loa
Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Roses, Fruit

rrecs, &c., free upon application.

Special prices for large quantities and to the Trade.
Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Dwarf & Standard Roses.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

an immense Stock of extra strong well grown plant* of all the

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE
unusually fine this season.

specifully invited. Visitors will please ask for

F'RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

can be be planted 01

sent free by post.

F
Vines, Extra Strong Fruiting, &c.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SON.S have
this season a splendid lot of VINES, grown from eyes, witliout

strong short-jointed Fruiting Canes; al)

Fiiut Trees.
. i,..,„tj PEACHES, NECTARINES,
I'LC.MS. APPLES, and CHERRIES.

Slandard-lrained PLUMS, Fruiting Trees.
Dwarf.trained FRUITING TREESofAPPLES,rEARS,& PLUMS.
Pyramid.^1 APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES.

WM. WOOD AND SON'S Nurseries have long been
celebrated (or the growth and careful trainiig of Fruit Trees.

The plants now olTcred are quite unsurpassed. CATALOGUES on
application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfitld, Sussex.

w
Araucana Imbrlcata.—Perfect Specimens,

WELL GROWN and very HANDSOME.
DL.\NDs Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Susse.v.

M. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of the
Price, per plant :

—

:>AYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
V DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

COKN, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed ftlarket, Nlark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Prize Medals, 1851,jid prices 1

; 1862. for " 1 nd Seeds.

W
N^

TAMt DICKSON

NURSERIES, CHESTER.-
and old established Nurseries can now

t witliin 10 minutes' time from the Chester
V short route is to pass (by the steps)
entering James DiCKSON & Sons" new

specially solicited to inspect the Stock,
and extent, is unsurpassed in Britain.

I fc-S and all parti
>()NS ' Nur; rs. Chc!

The Noted Prencli Cold Grafting Wax
(M\STIC LHOMME LEFORT),

For Grafting Budding Healing, &c-, may be obtained of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C.. Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurscrj-nian.

Everlastings, Hyacinth Glasses, &c.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237 and 238, High
olborn, London, W.C,

M 1 M i O N AND
:g to inform the Public that they kcco a Stock of their

ENAMELLED and MAJOLICA TILES
At the China and Earthenware Manufactory,

Stoke-
28, Walbrook, Mansion House, London.

They have no connection with any other House of the s

A NURSERYMAN, in the Provinces, is desirous of
meeting with an ACTIVE PARTNER, with moderate capital.

X., Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, Leytonstonc, N.E.

WANTED, an active GARDENER.'to PURCHASE
HALF SHARE in a small Nursery-, Florist, and Jobbing

Business in Islington. Long Lease. ;C5o cash.—G. R., 32, Rotherfield
Street, Islington, N.

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—Two Partners
in an old-established Manufacturing Business desire to meet

with ayoung Man to come in as JUNIOR PARTNER, and to take
an active part in the Management as fast as he acquires knowledge of
the details. Share ofjjrofit in proportion to amount of Capital brought

' angcd, with
; percentage 01

during which year (oi

:vcrv opportunity afforded for ascertaining both the social and
mtile standing of the Partners. Ayoung unmarried Man pre-

uld reside with one of the Partners,—Apply to Messrs.
) ATKINS, Solicitors, Bir

TO TRAVELLERS in the NURSERY and SEED
TRADE.—The Advertiser wishes to communicate with some

one who can TAKE a COMMISSION.—W. F., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

W^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; well versed
in the profession. Eight years' good character from present

employer.—S. T., Messrs Wood & Co., Nurserymen, W
GARDENER (Head;

has a good practical k

branches. Good character 1

X. Y. Z., Mr. Metcalfe, East Retford, Ni

Age 31, married, one child

;

r-ledgc of the profession in all its

ity, sobriety, and industry.

—

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; thoroughly under-
stands the Management of Pines, Vines, Early and Late

Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening, &c. Good character.—T. S,, 9, Vorley Road, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, no incum-
brance; understands Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening,

Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Two
and a half years' good character.—GARDENER, Hermand, West
Caidcr, N.B.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30. married, one child
thorough practical knowledge of the profession, also a good

Plantsman. Can be highly recommended by present and previous
employer for honesty, sobriety, industry, and ability. State wages
given and duties to be undertaken.—W. H., Mr. Jones, Brook Street
Post Office. Upper Clapton. London. E.

GARDENER (Head), age 40, married, no family.

—

J. C. Padman, Nurseryman, Boston Spa, Yorkshire, can
highly recommend a Mari who has a thorough practical of Gardening

changing hands.

aARDENER (Head).—John White, late Gardener
(for 28 years) at Norman Court, near Stockbridge, Hants (to

Thomas Baring, Esq., M.P., and his predecessor, the laie C. B. Wall,
Esq.. M.P.), is desirous of engaging himself to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring the scr\-ices of a Gardener, &c., of long and large experience.

J. W. is married, without family or any incumbrance.-J. WHITE,
ftlessrs. Elcombe & Son, Nurserymen, &c.. Church Street, Romscy.

GARDENER (Head). — A Gentleman wishes to
recommend his Gardener, a married man, with one child, who

has been in his service for several years. He is a very able and intel-

ligent man, and has a first-class Knowledge ol Flower and Kitchen
Gardening, as well as of general Plant Culture. Irreproachable
testimonials can be given by the Gentleman and Lady he is now
serving.— P. P., 2, Alfred Place, Roman Road, Barnsbury Park, N.

/Ji ARDENER (Head Working, or good Singlk-
V X Handed).—Age 35, married ; successful with Vines and
Exotics. Highest moral character. Total abstainer. Late employer
inserts this. Mrs. W, G., Kingscote, Wotton-under-Edge.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 35, married.-
William Henderson, for the last three years Gardener

Thos. Marrian, Fsq
,
Thurcroft Hall. Mallby, Rolherham, is

liberty to treat with any Lady or i^'-n:
1 >

„ ical Gardenei
.

Forcing of all kinds of Fruits, Floi\'_

ment of Fruit, Flower, and Kit
family, is qualified to undertake

K.iriy and Late

GARDENER.—Middle-aged, married, noincumbrance;
understands the profession in all its branches. Good character.

—

A. R.,Mr King's, Hailey's Buildings, Queen St.,Stoncy Stratford, Bucks.

GARDENER.— Married, steady, respectable ; under-
stands the profession. Good recommendation from present and
.us em^loycr.-GARDENER, Ivyhurst, Edge Hill, Wimbledon,

GARDENER (Foreman, or Second), in a Noble-
man's or Gentleman's Establishment-Age 24, single ; has had

good experience in various Establishments and London Nurseries.

WANTED, a WORKING B.^ILIFF, BAILIFF
and GARDENER, or BAILIFF and CARPENTER, to

superintend the general Management of a Country Place, Building
Repairs, gic—C. W., care of Miss Prince, Post Office, Bridport.

„_,- /"< .\RDENER (Single-handed).—Age 27, married,
thcinJ^ one child; has a good knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.

vV'ould have no objection to make himself useful. Good references

—

W. L. H,, 4, Bridge Row, Cross Roads, Croydon, Surrey.

Suburban Seed Shop. Must be a good Salesman, ha
knowledge of Plants, and quick at Bouauct makmg. Also WANTED.
a GENERAL FOREMAN and SAlSSMAN, in a small Nursery
near London. Unexceptionable references will be required.—Applj-,
in own handwriting, to N. S., Messrs. Ponsford & Son, Nurserymen,

W.ANTED, in a Provincial Town in the South of
Ireland, a YOUNG MAN for the Seed Trade. One with a

knowledge of Book-keeping preferred.—.^pply, stating age and salary
expected, to B. B..' Messrs "' " "-"'^ r ,. - -.-

Street. Dublin,
B.,' Messrs. \V. H. Smith & Son, Ss, Mid Abbey

W^
the Seed Trade indispensable.—Addre
Box 63, Post OlSce, Bristol.

WANTED, a SHOP.MAN. -.Xpply, slating age and
experience, with references and salary required, to JAMES

DICKSON AND SONS, 32, Hanover Street, Edinburgh.

<£o 5
Dfeet

Larger, up to 30 feel
3 3

w Special Offer of large Evergreens, &c.
M. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of fine specimens o(

the following :

—

LAURUSTINUS, 5 to 6 feet I PH1LLYEEAS.6 to 8 feet
PORTUGAL LAUliELS.sto7rt.

|
COMMON LAURELS,6 to Q ft.

Variegated HOLLIES. 4 to 7 feet
RHODODENDRONS. 3 to 5 feet, thickly set with buds.

The above have recently been transplanted, are very bushy hand-
some plants, and quite safe. Price per dozen or hundred on applicalinn

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

B

TMPORTANT NOTICE.—To secure a ?ood Crop dX MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS for 1871 the 'land should be
prepared between now and Christmas, and the Seed secured from
KING'S unrivalled PRIZE STOCKS, harvested in fine condition, at
very moderate pnces. All orders received no'v to be delivered next
sprinfi. None but Seed from the best selected Roots kept. Carriage

.,nr,t r.^ '^'ders above 20s.

'.G, Seed Grower, C
Established 1793,

PETER LAWSON and SON have just received from
Australia a few Tons of BROMUS SCHR^DERI. This Stcd

i perfectly hardy, and thrives well during th; winter in almost all

isumption : while it is invaluable on dry soils for grazing du:
winter, when there is a scarcity of Rye-grasses.

It should be drilled say from 40 to 50 lb. per acre, if sown aone.
Price of above on application.

P. L. Si S. have also on hand a superior stock of PERENNIAL
and ITALIAN RYE-GRASSES, NATURAL GRASSES, SEED
WHEATS. WHITE and RED, OATS, BARLEY, &c.-sampl<s and
prices of which they will be most happy to forward on apilicatioi.

20, Budge Row, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

Gardeners.
S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

me strictest integrity, thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties of
HEAD GARDENER, GARDENER and BAILIFF, or UNDER
GARDENER. Ladies or Gentlemen requiring such may rely upon
B. S W. recommending only those whose conduct and abilities are
worthy of their trust.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, ajid COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

._.. T-j__ -^ ^ _., _ GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
.dopting the most stringent regu-

i..:,v....v.,.a.^ aS to ability, honesty, &c.
) CO., 237 & 238, High Holborn. London, W.C.

rO WHOLESALE SEED MERCHANTS.—
A Gentleman, having a good connection in Cornwall among

;cdsmen, wishes to add to his other business a COMMISSION for
le SALEofSEEDS to the TRADE. Can give the highest references
id security.—W. P. M.. Illogan, Post Office. Redruth, Cornwall.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 38, single ; well acquainted
with all kinds of Early Forcing, and can take charge of Land

Good reference from the gentleman he has justid Stock if r
A,_B., I. « N

GARDEN)
requiring ,1 1G any Lady or Gentleman

Man.—Understands the Manage-
irden, Stove, Greenhouse, Conser-

Forcing of Grapi

C. H. S., 5, Packenham Street, Gray's Inn Road, London, \V.C

GARDENER (Second).
Gentleman's Garden, where th

any Nobleman or
: three or more arc kept.—Age 22.

.' character.—W. W., Kennel Ride, Ascot, Berks.

GARDENER (Under),
Age 23, a ForciEncr; has Dei_

near London preferred.—NEUMAN. Royal Nurser>-, Slough.

GARDENER (Under, and Improver).—Age i8

;

has some knowledge of Gardening, having been for three years

in the profession. The Lady who inserts this Advertisement can
thoroughly recommend him.— F. J., 2, Chiswell Street, Picton Street,

To NurserjTnen.
GROUND FOREMAN and SALESMAN.-

Thoroughly experienced, with a good practical knov
y Stock; successful IJudder and Grafter.

1 good practical knowledge of the

-A B.. Mr- John^S

To Nurserjmien.
FOREMAN,

PROPAGATOR, and SALESMAN.—Mr. Locke, who has
pleted an engagement with Mr. Charles Young, as above,

London or Provincial Firm. Having
of Propagation from Buds, Grafts,

Layers, Inarching, Cuttings, Roots, ^- -- ^ >--
acquired the general

of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Deciduous Flowering Shrubs,
Evergicens, Roses, and Conifers, especially variegated Hollies, Mag-

'*
, Purple and Weeping Beech, Weeping Ash, Elms, Kilmarnock
. .^___ >.-____- »i/:.i "-binia incrmis, OaJcs, and Acer

:xtensive practice he has sur-

n quantity Hardy Variegated
1 Foliage Plants', and can successfully produi "^ " " "

by the hundred or thousand. Is thoroughly
the aboi

„._. ._ ithWork-
n, the Management and Cropping of Land, the Value of Nursery

Stock, and quick in the execution and dispatch of Orders. With his

former employers ; with Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester ; and the

late Mr. lames Veitch, as General Ground Foreman, Propagator, &c.
:., will bear the strictest investigation.—for abiliti

IT' STATE AGENCY, with or without the Management
2J of a Home Farm, Wanted by a Gentleman of great experience

in everj' description of Agriculture as practised in Scotland and the

North of England. The Advertiser is a good Accountant and a
thorough man of business; and also has some knowledge of the

Management of Woods and Plantations. Highest references and
first-rate security —BETA, Post Office. Appleby, Westmoreland.

I the
nt of

To Nursennnen and Market Gardeners.
TMPROVER. with a view to PARTNERSHIP.—
X Age 28, respectable ; has had five years' experience in the business.

Good references from former employers.—T. E,, 6, Castle Place,

To the Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN.—A Young Man, who has had five years'

experience in the Retail Seed Trade,—JON. S., Post Office,

SHOPMAN (Assistant), also will make himself
generally useful in the Warehouse.—A youngMan ; has had

years' experienci
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WM. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Auctioneer,
\'AI.IEK, &c., Coldworlh Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

Wokinc Surrey.

SALES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conducted.

MR. JAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of

T. & T. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road), undertakes HORTICUL-
TUR.VL VALUATIONS of every description, SALES by
AUCTION, &c,—Maylands Farm, Romford, Essex, E.

M!
out thr(

Landscape Gardening. Groundwork, the Making of
NEW ROADS, PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any extent, either by contract

or otherwise. Estimates, Plans, and Specifications supplied on the
shortest notice.

Park Fencing undertaken to any extent.
N.B. Plans and Designs for Horticultural Buildings, &c., &c.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckficld, Sussex.

TO BE SOLD, the desirable LEASE and BUSINESS
of an old-established and well-known NURSERY, situate in a

leading thoroughfare, 4 miles Irom Covent Garden Market ; is about
1 acre in extent, and nearly all covered with glass; there is also a
spacious Seed Shop, with commanding front, Counting-house, Stable,

&c. Lease about 30 years unexpired. This offers an excellent
opportunity to an energetic person with some capital, or to a country
firm desirous of extending their business to London, Present owner
retiring from the business.

Full particulars ma)' be had of F. W. SEARLE, Agentj 6, Bishop-
gate Street Without, E.G.

SALES BY AUCTION.

M
Bulbs from Holland.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W C. , on
DAY and \VEDNESDA\, October 17 and ig, at half past

II o'clock precisely each day, choice Double and Single HYACI NTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, LILIUMS, IRIS
GLADIOLI, and other BULBS, just arrived from Holland, and
Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Plants from Ghent, and Bulbs from Hollajid.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, October 23, half past 12 o'clock precisely, choice
CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, hardy RHODODENDRONS, FERNS.
DRAC.'ENAS. and other plants, from one of the oldest established
nurseries in Ghent. Also a hrst-class
TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
Ilulbs, just arrived from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Cataloi

M
Higligate Hill, N.

IMPORTANT SALE of CHOICE EVERGREENS and other
NURSERY STOCK.

R. JAMES FRASER has received instractions from

and Valuer, Maylands

Notice.—Postponement of Sale.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

MR. H. NASH besjs to announce that the S.-\LE of
the very valuable and choice NURSERY STOCK, advertised

to he SOLD by AUCTION, at the Salvington Nurseries, near
Worthing, Sussex, on the 4th and following days, is POSTPONED
until MONDAY, October 24, and following days, at 12 o'clock pre-
cisely each day, when the whole, as per Catalogue previously adver-
tised, must most positively be SOLD, without the slightest reserve
whatever, in order to meet a Deed ot Composition.
N.B.—Every reasonable accommodation will be allowed to pur-

chasers for clearing their Lots.

The Lots may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues to

fl- be obtained at the place of Sale, or of the Auctioneer, CambridgeW House, Worthing.

MEN, BUILDERS, and OTHERS ENGAGED E.\.
TENSIVELY in PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALES of NURSERY STOCK.

NOVEMBER 5.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, PHILIP
LANE, TOTTENHAM, N. ; by order of Mr. Ale.\. Johnstone.

NOVEMBER II and 12.—On the Premises, the KIRKDALE
NURSERY, SYDENHAM, S. ; by order of Mr. George Selley,

NOVEMBER 21 to 26,—On the Premises, the WANDSWORTH
COMMON NURSERIES, SURRE'y; by order of Mr. Robert
Neal, a portion of the land being required for building purposes.

Catalogues, when ready, may be had on the respective Premises,

Bagshot, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED

SALE of NURSERY STOCK.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

from Mr. Charles Noble to SELL byM
AUCTION, without r I the Premises, Sunningdalc Nursery',
JtfaKshot, tivc mmutcs' walk from Sunningdalc Station, South-West'
Railway, on MONDAY, October 17, and five following days, at ir for""

ich day, a portion of the valuable NURSERY2 o'clock precisely <

form and beauty, viz

3000 fii

gigantc

the best

' 5 t"^ i

n andColchic» uiiu ui.au ij, -.li-.j ^3,uuu>..ui>,iiiui< aiiu'-.uii.o,^ and Portugal Laufcls,
3 5 feet ; 3000 Rctmospora ericoides, t]4 to 3% feet ; aoooCupressn^
wsoniana. 1 to 10 feet: 2000 Retinospora squarrosa, obtusa, ami

Thujopsis borealis, 400 T. dolabr.it i,

ana. z to 6 feet; 1000 Thuja Lobbii .iii-:

rias, Wcllingtonias, 4 to 7 feet ; a quaiini ,

of handsome specimen Coiiiferae, 5 to iz feet; also 5000 Deutzi.i
crcnata fl.-pl., i to 5 feet ; 5000 Spiraeas, 2 to 5 feet

; 3000 Berberis,
Andromeda floribuntfa, 25,000 Rhododendrons, comprising 15.000 hybrid
seedlings and 10,000 pontica, i to 4 feet ; 5000 choice named varieties,
full of flower-buds ; Poplars, of sorts ; Crimean Ash, Gynerium,
500 TritomaSj clean-grown Fruit Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses of
'

' "':s^ and thousands of other Trees and Shrubs too

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues (6rf. each,
returnable to purchasers) may be had on the Premises, ajid of the
Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstone, E.

N.B, The Sale is imperative, about 4 acres of the ground being
required for building purposes. The whole of the specimens bear
evidence of very skilful pruning, and were all prepared for removal
during the autumn and spring of i8(ig-70,

St. John's Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORT.'VNi ami VERY KXI ENSIVE CLEARANCE

SALE of VALUABLE NLKSERV S 1 UCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. Wm.

Jackman, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
St. John's Nursery, Woking, Surrey (about one mile from the Woking
Station, South-Wcstern Railway), on MONDAY, October 24, and
seven following days, at 11 for T2 o'Clock precisely each day, the
whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCK, which extends over
60 acres, is in excellent condition for removal, and comprises 80,000

fine Evergreens, viz.;— 20.000 Common Laurels,mmon Laurels, t to 3 ft.; 7,000
ft. i 3,500 do., hybrid, scarlet, and

Aucuba japonica, 1 to 2 fc, and thousands of others ;

Conifera;, mcluding 1,000 English Yews, ij^tosft.; 1,000 Junipcrus,
I to 2'-; ft ; 1,000 Cupressus Lawsoniana, i to 6 ft., &c. ; large
quantities of Wcllingtonias, Thujopsis, Thujas of sorts. Red Cedars,
i'iccas, &c. ; also about 40,000 Fruit Trees of clean growth, consisting

of 30.000 Standard, Pyramid, and Feathered Apples, Pears, Plums,
and Damsons ; 2,000 Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Cherries, Plums, and Apples ; 2,000 Cherries, 2-yr. feathered
; 5,000

Standard and Dwarf Roses, consisting of the best varieties m cultiva-

- — _, ... , ._,_,_ Spruce Firs, i to 4 ft- ; 50,000 Larch, ,.

15,000 Scotch Firs, i to 2 ft. ; 18,000 Pinus austriaca ; English Oaks,
Keech, Hazel, &c. ; likewise a large quantity of handsome Specimen
Plants in the border, and a large stock of Deciduous and Ornamental

I purchasers) may be had on the Premises, and of the
aluei

Chester,
VERY EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of FIRST-CLASS

NURSERY STOCK.
k/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in
Vl_ struct.-,! bv the Executors of the lite Mr. Ccorge Chivas, t

Kn:id Nu

Common Lau: s, 5000 bushy Portugal

I'Lii-.h and Horse
Chestnuts, 13,000 Austrian Pfne, 23,01x1 Aiutr, and tcumi^cinds of others,

various; likewise a large quantity of clean ^jrown Fruit Trees, a
large assortment of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, including 6700 fine

Purple Beech, 4 to lo feet ; 3000 Limes, &c. ; and a rich collection of
Border Plants, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

'cdly in such large

Camberwell, Surrey, S.E.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Executrix of the la'e Mr. Wm. Barnes, to

SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Camden
Nursery, Southampton Street, Camberwell, S.E., on WEDNESDAY,
November 2, and following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each
day (unless previously disposed of by private contract), the whole of

0, ,er effects.

Alay be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues when ready
may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
Lcytonstone, E.

Edffware, N.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK and

CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Whitchurch Reclnrj-,

Edgware, 10 minutes' walk from Edgw '~ '
"

-
— ->

I for

c, a portion of the valuable NURSERY
ConiferfE and Eve

Forest Trees, Choice Fruit Trees,
together with some choice Greenhous

'lay be viewed two days pric

1 the Prem nd of the Auci
s may be had

Streatham HUl. S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. George Clarke tn SELL bv AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Leigham Court K.m'I Xni-.^-iv ' , [.i..[k.1i EM.-tblisli-

ment), Streatham Hill, Surrey, un M^'Mi\'., N ' '-i ;. .ind thn,-

fol lowing days, at 11 for 12 o'clock jm . . \: ' .,',.! In nu rcscrM.-,

efuUy prepared for removal;

,nd of the Auctio

: Standard Roses, selected
icimen Azalea indica, &c,
: Sale. Catalogues may be had

, Leytoi

Warminster, Wilts.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN,

and others PLANTING.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instnictions from
the Proprietor of these extensive and old-established Nurseries

(Mr. George Wheeler), to SELL by AUCTION, on TUESDAY,
November I, and three foHowing days, a splendid collection of specimen
Conifera;, and other Trees and Shrubs, of remarkable symmetry and
beauty, all in excellent health and condition for immediate removal

Rhododendrons', Standard Roses, and thousands of other Trees and
Shrubs, which will be enumerated in future advertisements.

may be viewed, and Catalogues obtained, 10 days prior to

Buscot Park, near Farlngdon, Berks.
IMPORTANT NOTICE to NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, and

the TRADE, of an EXTENSIVE and UNRESERVED SALE
of NURSERY STOCK.

MR. \V. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
thr- PrnpHctor(VV.«. Campbell, Esq.), to SELL by AUCTION,

:> ill I'i. ii.i,.'s, at the Home Nursery, one mile from the Faringdon
I ( iiuigton and Farringdon branch on the Great Western

1 I'ESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 8 and o, at

1
I 'I i. ill -lunlly rach day, large quantities of healthy, well-rnnicd

io:,llLk-l,, EVERGREEN, DECIDUOUS, and FOREST
TREES and SHRUBS, these not being required to plant upon the

estate this season. They consist of 300.000 Ash, i to 4 feet ; 70,000

Common and Colchic Laurel, i to 2J4 feet ; 30,000 strong Quick

;

30,000 two-years seedling Oak ; 5000 Berberis aquifolia ; 12,000 Spanish
Chestnut: ro,oc» Horse Chestnut; 100,000 seedling Quick; 15,000

Spruce; 1000 Thujopsis; 800 Retinospora; 300 Thuja Lobbii ; 10,000

Chinese Arhor-vilse; qooo Scotch Fir; 15,000 Austrian Pme; 2oooLaurus-
tinus; 2000 Box ; 100 Wcllingtonia, i to 2 feet

; 500 Ccdrus HcckIium,

2 feet ; 300 Standard Roses ; 1000 Pinus insi^nis, 1 fnit, in pois ; S> ca-

morc, Cupressus ; 1500 Euonymus, of sorts, in pots ; Aucuba, See ; also

4 sacks of Sanfister's No. i Peas.
Full particulars in Catalogues, to be obtained 10 days pri

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others
Engaged m Planting.

Extensive SALE of really VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, now
Growing at the STAPLEFORD NURSERY, NOTTINGHAM.
MESSRS. POTT AND NEALE are favoured with

instructions from Mr. John Frettincrb.im. to SELL by AUC-
TION, without the slightest reserve, n,, WKDNFsr .,\ Y, o, tr,hfr26,
at I o'clock precisely (Refreshments iimIm i;i..:.ii.;, ,[ r'..i l-"[.i. at
StaplefordNurscries.near Sandiacrc -(1

, I ; i : ! he
STOCK consists chiefly of hne sui;;!' .'.''ll-i .1 ll.N,
SILVER QUEEN, and upright S1L\ i-,l. 11' H I i I' -.. ' irM,,;; ,,. I,,.ii;ht

from 3 to 6 to 10 feet; over jooo bl.V>«lJ,VUb Al'J'Ll..... I'L.VRS,
PLUMS, &c., from five to six years old, in be.iring condnJon ; also a
splendid lot of GREEN HOLLIES, PURPLE BEECH, THUJA

Periodical Sale.—Pure-bred Hereford Cattle.

MR. DUCKHAM has been favoured with instruc-
tions to SELL by AUCTION, at his next PERIODICAL

SALE, to be held in the Showyard, at Hereford, on WEDNESDAY,
: precisely, beinjj the Second Day of the ShowOctobei

of the Herefo
about ONE
HEIFERS.an

Society and great October Fa

M
Weston Parli, Sliipston-on-Stour.

.^IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
R. "STRAFFORD has received instructions to
SELL by AUCIKIN, willinul reserve, on TUESDAY,

October i8,

lot of Shorthorn-
SUPERIOR ail
H.J. Sheldon. I

I'LLS, ihe property of
well worthy the atten-

d as they are from the

MR.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
without reser\'e, on THURSDAY, October 20, at Scaleby

Castle. Carlisle, a valuable selection of pure-bred SHORTHORNS
from the tirst-ctass Herd belonging to Tames Fawcett, Esq. This
stock has been bred from the Pnncess blood for fully half a century,
and the greatest attention has been given to the milking qualities. Of
late years some very fine and high-priced aninrals have been added to
the Herd from the best and most fashionable stocks in the kingdom.
The sires in use during the last five years have been 14th Duke of
Oxford (21,605) from Holker Hall, and Royal Cambridge Rose, alias

Royal Cumberland (27,358), by Grand Duke 4th, from the celebrateti

Cow Moss Rose.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had at Scaleby Castle, Carlisle

j

or ofJOHN THORNION, rs, Langham Place, London, W.

HIGHLAND antl AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
CERTIFICATES in FORESTRY.

The EXAMINATION of CANDIDATES for the SOCIETY'S
CERTIFICATES in FORESTRY will take place in the HALL,
No 3. GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, Edinburgh, on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY, November 3 and 4." "' ' ' " in or before 31st current, with the

'

"f. N. MENZIES, Secretary.

3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, October ir. r87o

Tie Royal BerksMre Boot SHow,

NOVEMBER, 1870.

T
ŜATURDAY, November 26, when SILVER CUPS and other

EXHIBITi6n ot FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS will be held in

BINGLEY HALl, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESD.\Y,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, November 26, 28, 20, and 30, and
December I, when PRIZES to the amount of TWO THOUSAND
ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be awarded.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every information may be
obtained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE

Oflices—39, New Street, Birminghai

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
k ' The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,
nil be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
Ml iN DAY afternoon, IJecember 5, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms by

E. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

DD. For a Pen of three EWES.
E. For a SINGLE WETHER SHEEP in Extra

PICS. „ F. Fcr a pen of three PIGS (in any Class).

„ G. ForaSINGLE PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be
obaincd on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant-Secrc--« r .u. ii._ i:—...,_. „[ Half-Moon

Aorls " Smithllcld Club Sho

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1870.

Not one of the English Agricultural Society's

Jourrals of late years has had so good a chance

of being read as the very excellent number which

has just been issued by its accomplished Editor,

Mr. H. M. Jenkins. The opening pages con-

tain tlie report by which the Oxfordshire prize

farm Lward is justified ; and a competition of

such general interest, with a result in many
respects so startling, will ensure a wider agri-

cultural publication for this essay, by Mr. HALL
Keary, the reporter, than anything of a strictly

professional character addressed to English
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farmers has probably ever hitherto received. A
volume of which the first 25 pages are filled with

so interesting a statement, will probably be read

throughout ; and its other contents are so

various, so useful, and so good, that we doubt

not the Editor has thus secured a large perma-
nent addition to the body of regular readers of

his periodical.

Mr. Keary'S report gives a simple and prac-

tical, but rather scanty account of the three prize

farms, and shorter notices of those which have

been commended. In this way six out of the 21

competitors are referred to. Of the others, 13

are unnoticed ; Mr. Latham is named as espe-

cially praiseworthy for the summer management
of his flock, and one other is signahsed by an

elaborate description and condemnation of the

system which he has followed. Of course the

force of the lesson taught us by the bepraised

success is strengthened by the contrast oft'ered in

the case condemned ; and Mr. H.all Keary,
who is dispassionate throughout, has not hesi-

tated to express the opinion that the " patient

continuance in well doing" under the old-

fashioned rules of alternate husbandry, of which
the ist prize farm at Ash Grove has been for

many years the scene, has stood the test of a

difficult season better than the smarter style,

harder cropping, and generally more artificial

methods of what may be called, by way of

contrast, " modern farming." He says :

—

" I doubt whether upon light thin soils the alternation

of green and white crops can profitably be departed from.

The inspection of the 21 competing farms has impressed

me strongly with the opinion that it cannot. For not at

Kirtlington alone, but on several other occupations where
the history of light and inferior com crops could be
traced, it was invariably found that an exhausting system
had prenously been pursued. On more than one farm
which we examined, deep and excellent steam-cultivation

had been rehed upon to grow repeated crops without

manure, and, although on good strong soils this may
answer for a time, I believe tliat in the long rua the true

system is to endeavoiu- to keep as much stock as possible,

and not to grow com upon too many acres. S^ock must
and ^viIl pay in this meat-consuming country, and the

more stock a farmer keeps, the more he will have of that

fertilising matter wherewith to produce his cereal crops in

the greatest perfection."

Wc are not by any means certain that the test

of an extremely difficult season is so safe as the

test of an average season, by which to determine
with certainty the relative merits in the long
ruir of different styles of farm management. No
doubt, however, it is instructive to observe how
varying modes of inanaging light and shallow

soils answer in a drought ; and a fuller state-

ment than Mr. Keary' has been able to give us

of this year's results at Ashgrove and at Kirt-

lington respectively would be inost instructive.

It is perhaps too much to assume, from the

official report, that these two farms stand respec-

tively the first and last in the opinion of the

judges upon the scale of merit covered by the

several competitors ; but the latter is the only

one, the guiding principle of whose management
is tlistinctly condemned by the reporter ; and,

having lately walked over both :he Kirtlington

and the Ashgrove farms, w-e may do some service

by coinparing them in some of those particulars

on which the justification of the award regarding
them must depend, and by which the character
of farm management generally is determined.

Ashgrove and Kirtlington farms are within a
few miles of each other. Situated under the
same sky, and resting on very much the same
subsoil, consisting of A'ery similar soil as regards
both depth and quality, extending over ver\'

nearly the same number of acres, and held on
very similar terms from their respective land-
owners,—they are especially adapted for com-
parison. Most of the land is in both cases held
under a 21 years' lease, of which in each case six

years are unexpired ; and in both cases perfect
freedom of cultivation is permitted up till within
four years of the end of the lease, after which
time the four-field course of cropping is directed.

In the one case the tenant has used this liberty,

in the other he has farmed throughout upon the
four-course system

; and this is the poiit to
which our remarks must to-day be confined.
A detailed report of each will be given here-

after, mean%\'hile just consider what the two
farms do to feed the countrj'—the one holding
on confidently and with great success to the old-
fashioned style, the other regardless of rotation
and using whatever means seem best adapted
for a profitable 21 years' holding.

At Kirtlington, out of 923 acres, no fewer than
660 acres are in grain crops, only 116 acres in
Clover and Sainfoin, and 147 in roots. At Ash-
grove, out of 820 acres of arable land, about

400 acres are in Wheat and Barley, 200 are in
roots, and 200 are in seeds. In both cases the
land is clean and the crops are good. At
Kirtlington we saw 40 acres of magnificent
Mangel Wurzel crop. So acres of a very even
plant of Swedes, some already ripe and some
still growing, everywhere a fair crop. The grain
was all in rick ; 17S acres of a satisfactory
Wheat crop had been taken after Clover, Rape,
and Peas

; 330 acres of Barley had been taken,
half after roots and half after Wheat or Oats

;

So acres of Oats were after Mangels, Swedes,
and Wheat

; 30 acres of Beans after Barley,
42 acres of Peas after Sainfoin and Barley.

At Ashgrove there was a noble row of ricks,

containing what had been a capital crop of
Wheat and a fair crop of Barley. There were
200 acres of Swedes and Turnips, well covered
with what was everywhere a clean and satisfac-

tory, and in most fields a still growing, crop
;

there were a few acres of good Mangel Wurzel
;

and the seeds were being manured and ploughed
up for Wheat.

In order to maintain the crops at Kirthngton,
upwards of ^2000 worth of cake and other food
for stock is every year consumed upon the farm,
and ;£8oo worth of artificial manures is applied.
The consequences are, (i), that fair crops for the
soil (3^ qr. Wheat, 8 qr. Oats, and 5 qr. Barley
per acre) are commonly obtained

; (2), that from
20 to 30 tons of bacon are made every year
upon the farm

; 90 beasts bought in at ^14
a-piece are sold out fat at prices between ^24
and ^30 a head, and upwards of 600 fat sheep
are sold off every year ; and (3), that a sum,
upwards of ,^2000, is paid annually as w-ages.

This is all done on 1000 acres of the compara-
tively poor, shallow soil of the Oxfordshire
Oolit, on farms admirably equipped in respect
of buildings and cottages, and roads and fences

;

and the judges state that on their first visit they
were much struck with the general appearance
of the land, its large fields, its clean cultivation,

its straight drilling, and the business-like system
of management which pervaded the whole
concern.

Nevertheless, this is the farm whose manage-
ment is condemned. " We were not prepared,"
says Mr. Kearv, "to see so many acres of very
light and inferior corn in the month of July.''

Refusing the explanation afiorded by the excefv
tional drought—putting the whole down to an
alleged exhaustion of the land owing to its

severe cropping, and in spite of its liberal feed-

ing, the judges hold up Kirtlington for con-
demnation. We are inclined to believe, never-
theless, that its system of farming w^hich in-

volves so large an expenditure on cattle food
and manures, combined with a large propor-
tionate area of corn cropping, and the liberal

cultivation of a comparatively small extent of
root crops, will survive the blow thus given to it

;

and that agricultural improvement will follow the
line of Kirtlington rather than that of Ashgrove.

Let us not, however, be supposed to cast a
slight on the excellent farming of which Ash-
grove is so good an example. The Soo or 900
acres here in hand have this year yielded 120
acres of good Wheat, 2S0 acres of Barley, 185
acres of capital Swedes and Turnips, 16 acres of
good Mangels, 200 acres of seeds—mixed grass
and Clover—and So acres of old grass land.

For the meat produced you have the produce of

400 ewes, with occasionally a purchased winter
flock—some 400 fat sheep being sold every year,

yielding ,;/^8oo worth of mutton we were told.

There is also the produce of 1 5 breeding sows
sold as stores, and some 25 beasts bred up upon
the farm are also sold every year in store con-
dition. There is every' year a purchase of ^1000
to ^1200 worth of cake and corn, and about 40
tons of superphosphate. The labour bill is

^ 1 200 a-year, or 30^-. an acre. The farm build-

ings, like the farm throughout in good order, are

yet incomplete and ill designed— the accommo-
dation for labourers is in neighbouring villages.

We do not care to consider or decide,
between the tenants of these farms, who may
have the greater claim for praise on the score of

clean, industrious, business-like, or money-
making management ; but there can be no
doubt whate\-er that it is cultivation on the
former of these plans that alone has any chance
of providing sufficient food for England. And
we very- much regret that, while an award has
been made by which a very good and pro-

fitable style of farming has been singled out
tor commendation, Kirtlington, which in almost
every particular represents far more accurately

than Ash Grove, not only the direction in which
agricultural progress is certainly advancing, but
the advances which it has actually achieved,

should alone, of all the competing farms, have
been named by Mr. Keary as deserving condem-
nation.

The appearance of smallpox among sheep
landed at Plaistow Wharf from Hamburgh last

week, is evidence of the facility with which
infectious diseases of animals may extend from
those centres of infection which exist in various
parts of the Continent. The present circum-
stances render the carrying out the necessary
precautions almost impossible.

In reference to sheep-pox, it may be remarked
that vague reports have been current for some
time past, respecting the existence of the disease
among sheep in Fricsland, and the terms in

which the statements have been made have been
generally calculated to convey the impression
that the disease was widely prevalent in the
district. It appears, however, that sheep-pox has
only one centre in Friesland,—in fact, so far

as the information extends, the disease would
seem to be confined to one flock ; there is no
rc])ort of its ha-ving extended beyond the place of

its origin, and as the usual means have been em-
ployed to prevent the propagation of the malady,
it will probably remain confined to that locality.

Nothing has been ascertained respecting the
cause of the outbreak ; but the sudden ap-
pearance of the disease in a place where it has
not been known to exist for years, justifies a
suspicion at least that the owner of the flock may
have been induced to adopt the system of inocu-
lation which is practised in Saxony. Be this as

it may, it is not to Friesland sheep that we owe
the last introduction of Variola ovina. The
infected cargo was shipped at Hamburgh, and
consisted of a mixed lot of 24S German sheep,
which had doubtless been collected from various

parts of the country. To what extent sheep-pox
prevails among the flocks which are following the

Prussian army it is quite impossible to say

;

most probably the disease excites but little atten-

tion. It is not, like cattle plague, a deadly
malady which arouses apprehension on account
of its ravages ; sheep-pox among foreign

sheep is often very mild in its attack,

and animals which are covered from head
to foot with papular eruption may be seen

grazing with apparent unconcern, while the dis-

ease passes through its several stages. English
sheep, when brought in contact with foreign

animals aftected with the mild form of smallpox,

do not experience the disease in a mitigated

form ; on the contrary it has been remarked that

the most virulent attacks are sometimes due to

transmission of infection from animals which
have only suffered slightly from the disease.

Sheep-pox has beenknownto prevail for sometime
past in the neighbourhood of Stettin, and lately

it has manifested a tendency to spread. It is

not, therefore, difficult to account for the presence
of infected animals as far west of the centre of

infection as Hamburgh, nor would it be a matter

for astonishment if the disease should reach Hol-
land and Belgium. At present, however, those

countries arc free.

Cattle plague prevails extensively in various

parts of Germany. In Hanover, at Schwerin,

and the surrounding districts, the disease has
spread to an extraordinary extent. Pomerania,
especially the districts of Stettin and Stralsund,

has experienced the disease in its utmost viru-

lence. Dresden is reported to be nearly free, at

least it may be allowed that the disease has con-

siderably decreased, but in many districts around
the town it continues to commit serious havoc
among the herds.

All the measures of sanitary police which can

be applied, with the present comiriand of means,
appear to have been adopted, but our own early

experience of the cattle plague was sufficient to

prove the utter uselessness of partial restrictions.

Slaughtering the diseased cattle, and leaving the

infected, although it may be apparently healthy

animals alone, is at best air unsatisfactory method
of dealing with the affection and a very imper-

fect form of the stamping - out process, yet

under the present circumstances it is scarcely

possible to carry out more energetic measures ; so

long as cattle are capable of following the course

of the marching armies, it is not likely that they

will be destroyed merely on sanitary grounds.

In Thursday's Times a telegram from Saarbruck
announced that cattle were then dying of the

plague faster than they could be buried.
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The great success which Prussia has ahvays had

in stamping out the disease whenever it has

crossed her eastern frontier was mainly due to

the estabhshment of the mihtary cordon. Now
that tliis precaution cannot be adopted for

obvious reasons, there is practically no effectual

remedy against the extension of the disease.

Importation of German and French animals

into the port of London has not yet received any

check, in fact the importers seem determined to

test the arrangements which have been made at

Plaistow Wharf by every means in their power.

There are many complaints ofwant of accommo-
dation, but we have not heard that any sugges-

tion for improving the lairs and slaughter-houses

has been made by those who are concerned. If

the object of the importers is to obtain a relaxa-

tion of the restrictions, which are doubtless pro-

ductive of some inconvenience, they are taking a

great deal of trouble to little purpose ; with cattle

plague more extensively spread on the Continent

than has been known in this generation, no
reasonable case can be made out for the removal

of prohibitions on which alone we now depend
for our own security against another invasion of

the pest.

There was a short supply of Wheat on Monday
in Mark Lane, and it sold readily at the full prices of

the previous week. On Wednesday there was no

alteration of prices. In the Metropolitan Cattle

Market, on Monday, there was a ready sale for all

descriptions of stock, at rather higher rates. On
Thursday, also, notwithstanding an abundant supply

of cattle, an early clearance was effected at fully

Monday's prices for beef. In the sheep market the

demand hardly sufficed. Prices were somewhat lower,

and a considerable stock was left unsold. In the

seed market inactivity characterises the agricultural

trade, the consumptive demand having ended.

Concerning English Wool, it is reported that
'

' during

the week the market was well sustained for good

wools ; inferior grades, and most descriptions of skin

wool, much sought after ; medium grades in limited

request.

"

In reference to a paragraph in this place last

week on the second growth of the Potato crop, Mr.

Tiio.MAS Scott, of Knaphill, Surrey, has sent us

samples in which young Potatos have clustered close

around the tuber, of this year's growth—poor them-

selves, and impoverishing those from wliich they

have sprouted. They are Scotch Regents, planted in

April, and are now being harvested, yielding S tons per

acre. Dalmahoy Regents planted so late as May are

not nearly so bad with second growths as those planted

a mouth earlier, and they are yielding 9 tons an acre.

The Uses of Agricultur.\l Societies
were well illustrated by the Earl of Derby at a late

meeting of the Royal North Lancashire Agricultural

Society :

—

" As long 35 there are two ways of doing anything, a

right way and a wrong way ; as long as weeds and Rushes
grow in English fields—and as I looked out of the win-

dows of the railway carriage I saw a good few of them,
even in Lancashire ; as long as the earth which we want
to have properly dug into and ploughed, and the whole-
some light and air let into it, is in some places—and I

have myself seen such places—just scratched on the sur-

face, as if the people wlio had to do with it were afraid of

hinging it ; as long as all the dirt and refuse of the towns,
which even the Chinese know how to put back upon the
soil, is turned into our rivers to poison them, and then
allowed to drift out to sea in order to show the very fish

what fools we are ; as long as we have waste land growing
nothing but Gorse and Thistles, and waste labour, or
what might be and ought to be labour, waste— hands that

ought to be labourers' hands running into idleness, and
through idleness into mischief ; as long as all these things
last, and they will last our time—because bad ways take a
deal of mending— so long, I say, there will be a need for,

and a use in, shows and gatherings, and meetings and
exhibitions of this kind. I don't speak of the pleasure
they give in a social way, because that we can all realise

;

but we can very well understand that if a man does not go
from his home more than once in six weeks or a couple of
months, except to church or to market, he is apt to think
— all people do it who have not the opportunity of com-
paring themselves with their neighbours—that there are
no cows like his cows, and no crops like his crops, and no
pigs hke his pigs, and that his farm is a model farm
generally, and that all his geese are swans. It is no use
to tell a man when he is in that way that other people do
a great deal better than he does : in the first place he
don't like it ; and in the second place he don't believe

you. But seeing is believing ; and a man of the kind I

liave been mentioning goes home from a show of this sort

with some of the conceit knocked out of him ; and instead
of tliat, some of those uncomfortable but useful things

—

new ideas, inserted into his brain. What an exhibition of
this kind is meant for, what it has got to say to all or any
of us who have anything to do with farming, is just this :—'My good friend, you think you are doing very well
with that bit of a holding of yours, and perhaps you are

;

but just look here, and here, and here
;
just look at that

pig, and that cow, and that labour-saving machine, and
that bunch of Turnips, and that lot of Potatos, and you
will see that, clever as you think yourself, you might
manage a great deal better.' Well, that is the plain
English of h,"

The Rev. C. F. W.\tkins, of Brixworth,

thus writes to the Times on the use of Acorns and

Horse Chestnuts for feetling cattle :

—

" They are equally valuable for pigs and sheep. The
scarcity of grass and hay and the mildew among the

Turnips render the .abundant crop of Acorns a valuable

substitute in part in the present scarcity of their more
accustomed food. The Horse Chestnut, though little

known as such, is a most agreeable food for cattle, and
increases the milk in cows ; they greedily devour them."

To this we append a memorandum on the experience

of 186S on Acorn feeding, extracted from the "Journal

of the English Agricultural Society : "

—

" Acorns, crushed or ground, and given with other

food, have helped to eke out the more costly supplies of

meal in mixturns with roots and fodder. Mr. J. J.
Rowley, referring to the practice of Mr. John Woods, the

Duke of Portland's agent, says, that after being passed

through a close linseed cake mill, they were given to

sheep with advantage, at the rate of a quarter of a pound
a-piece daily, along with cut hay and chaff, and other dry

food. And ' A SlSfolk Farmer,' writing to the Times, in

October last, said that he was then giving 42 score of

sheep one pint of .\corns a-piece daily, with half a pound
of cake, chaff, and a few "rumips ; and, paying women
.and children 61/. per bushel for collecting them, he expected

them to collect more than 200 sacks, besides sending

25 score of ewes round the outside of the farm to help

themselves. "These were folded at night on a field of

Beet-tops, and were doing well. He considered one pint

of .Scorns equal to a quarter of a pound of cake. On the

other hand, whether from Acorns or Horse Chestnuts

—

almost certainly from one or other—there was last autumn
a great deal of fatal illness among cattle grazing in the

fields, especially in the county of Kent, but also in the

Hertfordshire, Warkwickshire, and other wooded dis-

tricts. And this the veterinary authorities attributed to

the consumption of excessive quantities of so indigestible

a food."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Churchill Heath sale on the 4th inst. was not

rendered remarkable by high bidding, although tlie

fair average of £^6 3J-. ^d. was realised over 58 head

of cattle. This was a draft sale, and no very young
animals were offered. After lunch Mr. Strafford com-
menced his duties by offering j?Kiiy by Duke Valorous
(15,951), and in calf to Royal Butterfly 20th,

which was sold for 27 gs. to Mr. Parker, of Banbury.

Panacea (lot 2) was sold for 25 gs., and lot 3 for 27 gs.

Pink by Royal Oak (16,870), a fine, deep, well-

ribbed cow, was sold for 37 gs. to Mr. Majoribanks.

Rose of Springhy Lord Elgin (18,230), was bought by
Mr, Cutler for the same sum. Precedent by Cynric
(19,542) became Mr. Mace's property at 46 gs., and

the same purchaser secured Paradox by Cvnric, and

of the " Pye by Newnham " family, for 39 gs. ; and

Pandora, similarly bred, for 38 gs. These moderate

but respectable figuires were not excelled until Pride of

the Heath by Cynric, the 1st prize at Taunton, and the

reserve number at the recent Oxford meeting, made
her appearance ; she is a deep, massive, broad-loined

cow, with good shoulders and a nice head, just in her

prime, and six months gone in calf to Royal But-
terfly 20TII ; Mr. Savidge became her owner

for 77 gs. Garland, by DuKE OF Towneley
(21,615), was bought by Colonel Lindsay for

50 gs. Bessy was knocked down to Mr. Curtler

for 44 gs., although on the eve of calving to the Butter-

fly bull before-named. Next came Duchess of
Tcrwnehy, by |the Duke of the same name, and from

Donna Inez by Gondomar (17,985), a nice-headed

and very good cow, which succeeded in making the

highest price of the day, namely, 85 gs., given by Mr.

B. Baxter. The sale of two more young cows at 35 gs.

each, made room for Lady Laviniu by Duke of

Towneley, the ist prize cow at the Royal meeting at

Oxford. Mr. Savage purchased her for 75 gs. Among
other good prices may be named 50 gs. for Posa
NilileU, from Mr. Curtler ; Lady Godiva brought 40 gs.

from Mr. Edwards ; Genevieve, 50 gs. (Mr. Majori-

banks) ; Bertha, 40 gs. (Mr. Curtler) ; and Pattern,

40 gs. (Mr. Majoribanks). Royal Butterfly 20tii

was reserved at 150 gs., and Ringleader by Duke
OF TowNELEv's Aide-de-Camp (23,797) was sold to

Mr. R. Game for 50 gs. The animals were selected

from the well-known herds of Messrs. Game & Son, of

Broadmoor, and Mr. George Game, of Churchill

Pleath.

Last week was remarkable in the Shorthorn

annals of Gloucestershire—Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday each being occupied with the sale of some
favourite and widely-known herd. It yet remains for

us to notice the dispersion of the Sevenhampton cattle

and pigs, so long associated with the late Mr. Wm.
Hewer's name. The sale, which was conducted by
Mr. Thornton, of London, commenced with the pigs,

a famous and old-established race, the parent stock of

some well-known herds of the purest Berkshire sort.

The pigs were indeed the great attraction of the day,

and drew long prices both from home and colonial

breeders. The young sows were especially admired,

as is shown by the following account of prices. Four
hilts, farrowed January 2, made on an average

13 gs., the highest price being 15 gs., given by
Mr. Beattie, of Canada. Three sow pigs, farrowed

March 18, averaged nearly 13 gs., the highest figure,

154 gs. , being given by Mr. Leney, of Kent.
Seven hilts, farrowed May iS, realised 12.^ gs. each,

Mr. Watts giving 15 gs. for one of them; and four
hilts, farrowed July 15, made 7 gs. each. Mr. Clarke,

of Maidenhead, bought an excellent 9 months old boar
for 21 gs., and Mr. R. Chaloner secured another of the
same litter at 18,5 gs. Mr. Looker bought a six months'
old boar for 16 gs., and Mr. Beattie secured another for

12 gs. ".Sennington Lad 5th," the sire of much of the

highest priced young stock, was sold for 9 gs. to Mr. Bur-

bidge. Next followed the lunch, after which the com-
pany assembled around the cattle ring. No remarkable
prices were elicited, and in the first seven lots only one
brought 25 gs. ; 31 gs. for jVetl by Viscount
Killerey (19,081), brought by Mr. G. Hewer, con-

tinued to head the list of prices until Nanny (lot 21),

by Lord Lenno.x, was sold at one guinea more, and
this was the highest price given for females. In the

bull sale 71 gs. was given for Bothwell (25,661),

bred by Mr. Torr, by Lord Blithe, and from Blink
Bonny by Booth Royal (15,673). He became the

property of Mr. Beattie, who purchased him for

Canada; 36 gs. was a good price for Jupiter by
E.X.AMINER (26,114), as a seven months' old calf,

as was also 32 gs. for Jeweller, by the same bull,

and out oi ye:uel(\oi 12) by Viscount Killerby. No
otlier noteworthy prices were given for bulls. The 70
cows and heifers disposed of made an average of

^21 "js. 6d., and a total of ;^I496 5J., and 17 bulls

averaged ^'24 1 5^. c^d. each. The entire proceeds of

the cattle sale were ;^I9I7 6j., and the general average
per head ;^22 os. <jd.

—— On Friday of last week a very large company
assembled at Branches Park, near Newmarket, to

witness the sale, by Mr. John Thornton, of a portion

of Ltidy Pigot's celebrated herd of Shorthorns. In all,

21 females and 9 males of all ages were thus disposed

of, owing to the diminished extent of the land in Lady
Pigot's occupation. The following is a summary of

the prices realised :

—

Average. Total.

Jicowsat ,£4612 0= j!;97S 12 o
gbuUsat 21 14 o ~ 195 6 o

30 Head of cattle at .. iy;, 27 = f,i.iiz 18 o

Among the principal prices given were ;^Io5 for

La Belle Heline, and ^^^168 for Mantalini 2D, both

of them now the property of W. J. N. Angerstein, Esq.

An error unfortunately crept into our report of

the B.adminton sale last week. It is there wrongly stated

that the four members of the "Darlington" tribe were

purchased at high prices for Mr. D. R. Davies. They
were purchased for Mr. R. P. Davies.

SHEEP.

In reference to a notice of the sale of Shropshire

sheep at Shrewsbury the other day, we quote the

following paragraph from the Midland Counties Herald:—" As a misapprehension might arise as to the value of

the ram 'Mainstay,' quoted front the Herald of

September 30 to have been sold at a low figure at

Shrewsbury on the 27th ult., we append a short state-

ment of his career. Bred by Mr. Masfen, at Pendeford,

in 1S64, he was let in 1S65 to the late Mr. H. Osborn,

at logs; in 1866 to Captain Berkeley, at 16 gs. ; in

1867 he went at 30 gs. to W. O. Foster, Esq., M.P.,

at Kinver l-lill, where he remained till the spring of

1S70, when Mr. Nock, of Sutton Maddock, became
the possessor of him. We are informed that ' Mainstay

'

has now been slaughtered."

HOWARD'S TURNOVER PLOUGH, 1870.

The Bedford one-way plough, which gained the

Ist prize at the Peterborough Agricultural Society's

trial last week, is a great improvement upon the original,

both as to field performance and principle of con-

struction. In the field it makes equally good work in

comparison with their common ploughs, which have

gained prizes at the Leicester and Newcastle trials

of the Royal Agidcultural Society of England in

1S68 and 1864 ; the work of the old plough was, on the

contrary, inferior. The new principle of fixing each

body rigidly to the beam and the mode of tuming the

right-hand body and left-hand body at the land's end,

are free from the shortcomings of the old plans of fixing

the bodies and tuming from right to left.

The annexed illustration, fig. 248, shows a furrow

iide view of the new plough, and the improvements

made involve two new principles of mechanism and

sction, viz. (l), the fixing of the two bodies and two

coulters to opposite sides of a double rotating beam,

vith two centres, one in the fork of the handles and

tiie other in the framing of the wheel carriage ; and

(:), the changing from right to left and left to right

a: the headlands by the pull of the team in tuming will

readily be understood. The fixing of the bodies and

coulters are so plainly shown in the engraving as to

require no explanation, and the same may be said of the

acjustment of the wheel-carriage and wheels for

diferent depths and for right and left hand work. The
chinge at the hands' end is effected by the ploughman

pulling back the handle, by which a rod, seen on the

furrow side, relieves a catch immediately behind the

wheel carriage, when the onward movement of the

horsci in tuming right or left, as the case may be,

turns over the beam, thus bringing into working position
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tlie opposite body and coulter. This is effected by the

point to which the team is attached by the sliort chain,

shown hanging in front, this point being below the

two centres of rotation, the distance below forming

sufficient leverage for this purpose.

In the old plough, first shown for steam-ploughing

in 1856, the opposite bodies rotated on a fixed beam,

and at the headlands it was difficult to change from

right to left, and vice versd, without the assistance of a

second person ; whilst in the field, whether hauled by

steam or horses, the implement never approached

equality of work with the common Howard prize

ploughs even when new from the manufactory, and

with the tear and wear in the centres of rotation the

work of course got worse and worse.

It is thus as easy to account for the defects of the old

plough in mechanism and performance as it is to show

the improvements effected, now that we see the new
implement successful in the trial field. Thus the

horses haul at an angle w^ith the sole of the plough, sc

to speak ; the breast forms another angle laterally,

this being necessary to turn the furrow-slice. There

are, therefore, three forces involved,—the tractive force

of the horses in hauling, and the two resistant forces of

raising and turning the furrow-slice. Now as these

three forces meet where the body is fixed to the beam,

the improvements effected by having the body rigialy

fixed at the point where the three forces meet vill

readily be understood, as will also the shortcomings of

the plan of rotation at this point. In other words, the

body must be rigidly fixed to the beam to meet the

adverse forces of ploughing ; and with regard to the

change at the land's end, the new plough, instead of

requiring somebody to assist the ploughman, may,

practically speaking, be said to be self-acting, as the

back pull of the ploughman is chiefly effected by

stopping an inch or so before his team ; the manual

labour required

being thus nil or

next to nil.

We confine our

remarks chiefly to

the above two prin-

ciples, the minor
details of mecha-
nism in working
them out being
subject to various

modifications, as

soil and circum-

stance may re-

quire. The en-

graving {fig. 248) is

from a photograph
of the prize plough,

which appears to

suit the land about
Peterborough, and
which may be seen

any day success-

fully at work. It

is, however, made
withdifferent forms
of breasts, &c., so

that those who wish to become practically interested

in one-way ploughing have only to ask the manufac-
turers for an ocidar demonstration, so to speak, of

what best suits them, just as with other ploughs.

With regard to one-way ploughing, much may be
said in its favour. We have often heird farmers in

Kent express much surprise at questions being raised

to the contrai-y, and the fact that the clumsy turnwrist

plough remains in the field to this day, is not the least

potent argument in its favour. Tiiat much of the

turnwrist ploughing in Kent is out of date, although
a common argmnent, is beside the question, for

such may be balanced by an unequal if not
gi'eater amount of bad work done by more than old-

fashioned farmers with the common right-hand furrow-
plough. And the argument of a kindred character to

the above may here be likewise disposed of, viz., *'that

the numerous one-way ploughs recertly made prove a
growing opinion in favour of one-way ploughing."
On the other hand, the advantage of a level surface

for mowing and reaping machines is almost a too

common-place argument to admit of more than a
passing observation. The progress of the movement
in favour of one-way ploughing has a deeper founda-
tion than this^—for open furrows are attended with
shallow, and often unmoved crowns of ridges, and the

deeper we plough the moreobjectiorable both become.
Both, too, involve extra labour to man and beast ; and
as thorough drainage and the use of artificial manure^
with deep tillage and economy of labour, are found
necessary to make the most of the land, it is easy tD

understand the stimulus which such facts are giving t3

one-way ploughing.

The importance of the subject, some no doubt m^
say, demands a closer examination of both practices

than is given above. There is much truth in this. Let
us take the old first. The open furrows and shallow
ploughings at the crown of the ridges, from unequal
exposure to the weather and depth of staple, generally

produce corn and straw of different quality, conse-

quently when broken down by heavy storms of nind
and rain the crop is laid in different directions, which
is tenfold more against the reaping-machine in harvest

than the crossing of the furrows. And when the loss

sustained in harvesting is added to the deterioration in

the quality of the corn and straw and the reduction of

quantity, the sum total amounts to far more than many
imagine. To reduce the number of open furrows and
shallow ploughed crowns, the breadth of the ridge is in-

creased, but this mode ofreducing one objection increases

another, viz., the empty travelling and trampling of

teams, sledging of the ploughs, and waste of time on
the headland ; and besides this extra trampling on the

headlands there is much trampling of the ploughed
land in ridge-and-furrow practice.

Compared with ridge-and-furrow woi'k the advan-
tages of one-way ploughing may be told in few words.

The furrows are all ploughed to a unifonn depth and
breadth. There is no empty travelling or sledging of

the plough on the headland, comparatively speaking,

and no trampling on the ploughed land whatever.

Should the season or circumstances so require, the

seeding of the ploughed land may be kept close up to the

ploughs, and the manuring in advance of them. The
growth of straw is uniform in quality on land of

uniform staple, yielding a greater produce of corn of a

finer sample. The crop is stronger and less liable to

be broken do%vn in bad weather, and when laid it is

generally in one direction, when equally exposed to the

weather in large open fields, and consequently more
easily cut in harvest. And more than all this, for the

straw stands up better in the stook, is sooner ready for

the stackyard, and is more easily threshed, whilst the

stubbles are in a better condition for autumn fallowing.

Such advantages, when summed up, are greatly in

favour of one-way ploughing.

This conclusion in favour of one-way ploughing,

with its per contra of ridge-and-furrow shortcomings,

naturally brings us back to the Peterborough Society's

trials, and the propriety of extending them to other

counties. If we visit Kent, where one-way ploughing

Fig. 24

is appreciated at its practical value, the dynamometer
will indicate a saving of some 50 per cent, of horse-

power in favour of the implement illustrated in compe-
tition with the old turnwrist ploughs in use. The
Bedford plough is also more easily adjusted at the

land's end, and makes far better w'ork ; so that when
such odds are summed up, the total gain is something

considerable. W. B.

EXHAUSTION BY OVER STIMULA^
TION.

I CANNOT agree with your correspondent " Cler,"

p. 1328, that this is a metaphysical subject, imfit for dis-

cussion in the pages of an agricultural journal. On
:he contrary, it is a subject of the highest practical im-

portance, and affects the practice and influences the

returns of the farmer at all points. Probably, indeed,
*' Cler" only referred to one illustration of your corre-

spondent "P.," viz., that great men had often de-

generate sons ; and it was this point, the assumed in-

ability of great men to transmit their mental pre-

eminence to their offspring, that he thinks unfit for

your pages.

Be that as it may, I am grateful to "P." for chal-

lenging my opinions, for I can conceive of no subject

more likely to be more useful to your readers than one
that advises them how to grow the weightiest grain

and roots, and breed the best stock. Such mighty
issues are involved in the question—whether or not

over-stimulation, as Mr. Ross puts it, leads to ex-

haustion.

An apology is also due to "P.," Mr. Ross, and
your readers, for the time that elapsed between the

reading of his paper and my commenting upon it. My
remarks were written directly it appeared, and when
the subject was fresh to your readers. I invite, how-
ever, those who are interested in the subject to re-read

Mr. Ross's excellent paper, and the discussion thereon,

at the W^est Cumberland Farmers' Club, as given at

pp. 1074, 1075 (1869).

Those who have not the number by them, may
safely accept *' F.'s" version of the matter. There were

many points of interest in Mr. Ross's paper. The
points I took exception to were such as this—that

our "root crops and cereals are cultivated beyond
their natural powers of production" {p. 1074, col. b^

1 869). On sowing seeds from those over-stimulated root?,

the next year's produce are blanky—finger-and-toed,

with some tiny worms along with them (p. 1074, col. c),

Mr. Ross then proceeded to ask, whence this degeneracy ?

The answer is decisive. "How or why," it is asked

{p. 1074, col. Cy 1869), " have we got so soon from a
crop of giants to one of dwarfs ? " " The first crop is the

result of forcing the plant beyond its natural limits, and
the second is the result of the waste of that force by so

much as was overdrawn by the first." From these

statements, the inference I draw at p. 1200 seems
irresistible—that size is held by Mr. Ross to paralyse

the reproductive powers. The plant itself may be
strong, but its progeny will be weak (p. 1200—see my
first letter). "P." has, therefore, carefully interpreted

and pithily expressed what I took to be the plain

meaning of Mr. Ross—viz., that when vegetable pro-

ductions attained perfection in any one year, if you
tried the next year to make them more perfect than the

parent you failed ; and instead of the advance or

improvement you expected, your forcing system revolted

and begot degeneracy and want of vigour, otherwise

exhaustion, in the plants forming the crop, whatever
that might be (" P.," p. 1294, col. a). This is the

doctrine which " P." upholds as true, though not new,
and he cites some very pertinent remarks from the

"British Farmers' Magazine" of 1833, in support of

his view.

The pui'port of the extracts is that a limit is set

by climate, cultivation, and situation to the quality

of the produce of the soil ; that our best samples have
reached that limit, and have arrived at the utmost

perfection which they are capable of attaining ; that if

any attempt is

made to push them
further a recoil is

induced, and a de-

giee of degeneracy
and inferiority in

the produce ap-

pears to be una-

voidable; and that,

in a word, all cul-

tivated vegetables

have a tendency
to degenerate" (p.

1294, col. a). The
writer proceeds :

—

" If this {rather

these) doctrines be
true, it follows that

to raise a first-rate

article as produce,

\ve must use an
article of lower
quality as seed."

Exactly so. But
are the so-called

doctrines true?

Let us see. Even
the first postulate is doubtfi.d. It cannot be cer-

tainly affirmed whether an absolute limit is set to

the weight or quality of any plant we cultivate.

Marking the improvements of late years in nearly all

farm produce, he would be a bold man that would

afiirm that limit was set to the size of a Turnip, a

Mangel, or a Potato. The second statement, that our

best samples have reached perfection, cannot be sus-

tained for a moment. When or where have Peas,

Beans, Potatos, Cabbages, cereals reached the utniost

bounds of perfection? Is not each plant being im-

proved year by year? We see its progress on the

express in our root crops ; our grain advances by par-

liamentary train, and stops long at every station along

the whole line of civilisation. The probability is,

however, that men at first ate Wheat but little larger

than grass seed ; and it is certain that the Wheat
found in the lake habitations of Switzerland, which was

possibly planted with flint spades, was a peculiar kind,

with remarkably small ears and grains. It was the same

with Barley. The ears were small, and the grains

smaller, shorter, and closer to each other. (See Dar-

win's "Plants and Animals under Domestication,"

vol i., ch. ix., p. 319.) Taking the cereals at long

ranges of time, great changes and improvements are

seen in their weight and quality. What should we
now think had the denizens of the age of stone as-

sured us that their grain and root crops had reached

perfection, and that to push them further would have

caused degeneracy? And yet they had as good

grounds for making the assertion as we liave. Nay,

they had better ; for within the range of their observa-

tion all such things had continued of the same size and

quality from the beginning. Now improvement is

more rapid. We can see it in actual progress, and

experience and observation alike upset the theory that

any of our plants have reached the utmost limits of

their possible size or quality. Denying this premiss,

the conclusion with its recoil towards degeneracy

perishes with it. It is simply the "baseless fabric of a

vision." It has no foundation in the history of the

past, no place amid the daily improvements of the

present. CuUivators have no need to adopt the truly

Hibernian method of going backwards in order to
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advance forwards. At every summit gained real pro-

gress has been made ; they do not need to hie back

again in order to reach higher. The improvement of

plants is not liice the flow of the tide with its necessaiy

obverse, the ebbing back again ; rather is it sym-

bolised by the dawn of a day which knows no

night,—slowly but surely the light gathers and

grows in volume and brilliancy, till the deepest,

darkest valleys are filled with its glory. So in a

measure has it been with the improvement of

plants : unless with the ebbs and flows of civilisation,

their progress has known no inteiTuption nor decline.

It is altogether a mistake to assert that cultivated

plants have a tendency to degenerate. Certainly not

while the culture continues. Leave them to Nature,

and the law of the mastery to the strongest will have

free course. But under cultivation the tendency is

wholly in the direction of improvement ; the testimony

of history is complete upon this point. The plants

now grown on our farms and in our gardens are not

worse but better than they used to be, and the law of im-

provement all along has been the selection of the best.

"P." takes us back nearly 40 years for a different

rule, that of growing the largest from the smallest or

medium-sized plants. The ancients were wiser in their

generation. Virgil recommends the yearly culling the

largest seed, and Celsus advises to pick out the best

ears of corn, and of them lay up our seed separately by

itself. In Cliina, imperial edicts order the choice of

seed of remarkable size, and it is reported that the

Imperial Rice, long noted as one of the finest varieties,

was selected and grown by one of the emperors in

his garden. Rushing down the stream of time and
coming nearer home, we find Sir John Hanmer writing

in 1660 that in choosing seed the best seed is the most
weighty, and is had from the lustiest and most vigorous

stems ; and Sir John goes on to give instmctions for

saving such fine seeds, so good and wise that they are

not superseded by the lapse of two centuries, viz., to

leave only a few flowers on the plants left for seed, so

as to concentrate the force of the whole plant into the

few seeds left. Sir John evidently had no fear of a
loss of force by over-stimulation before his eyes.

But why quote from such ancient authorities while

the modern history of horticulture and agriculture,

with all its brilliant achievements in the improvements
of plants and animals, is but a record of seeding from
the heaviest and the best ? " P." appeals to my expe-

rience. The answer is emphatic. If you want weight,

seed from the heaviest plants. It is thus that our Pears

have been rendered so sweet and juicy. Cauliflowers

have sprung up from no one hardly knows what or

where. Swinish ditch Celery has become white as

crystal, brittle as flax, and sweet as a nut ; and flowers

have been so enlarged in size, improved in form, and
changed in colour, that one could hardly know their

most recent progenitors. And yet all this glorious

gallery of portraits, the living representatives of a

school of artists whose creative genius equals that of

poets or painters, is to be ignored because a writer 30
years ago wrote down these words:— "Agricultural
societies offer premiums for the best samples of Wheat.
Many competitors come forward with splendid samples,
bright, heavy, plump, and beautiful. The superlative

best, if I may so speak, are selected for the prizes. It

is however resolved, before awardmg the prizes, to test

the productiveness of the selected sorts ; and for this

purpose several agriculturists receive a portion of the

seed to sow on their respective farms. It is sown, har-

vested, and threshed, and by-and-by out comes the
judges' report in something like the terms follow-

ing:—*\Ve find the quantity and quality so inferior that

we cannot recommend the Wheats for the Society's
premium.'" Just what was to have been expected, sagely
adds the writer in the " Farmers' Magazine."

A very pretty illustration of supposing a supposition
and finding it, as supposed, in harmony with a fore-

gone conclusion. Had such results ever happened on
actual trial, of which the writer gives no proof, they
would by no means have sustained such a sweeping
inference. The quality of the seed is but one factor,

albeit a most important one, in determining the yield
;

changed conditions, amount of food, depth and quality
of the soil, character of seasons, and the skill of the
cultivator, all operate with powerful effect in the
making or marring of harvests.

Even the finest seed saved from the best samples is

not alike ; our selected stocks need selection. This,

too, was well understood by the ancients. Virgil

says ;—
"I've seen the largest seeds, though resened with care,
Degenerate, unless the industrious hand
Did yearly cull the largest."

The modern practice of reeing has the same object in

view—the rejection of all but the best. Not only do
different ears of the same varieties vary, but different

grains on the same ears. Such facts have been care-
fully noted and acted upon by Le Couteur, Professor
Henslow, and others. Mr. Sherriff, again, by noting
ears or single grains of extraordinary size or quality,
has introduced six or eight improved varieties to our
farms. In all these cases there has been no hieing back
to seeds of lesser weight, for fear of degeneracy from
over-stimulation. From good to better, from better to
best, is the law of cultivated plants under skilful culti-
vation.

The same rule holds good in the breeding of stock.

From the earliest ages men have selected the points of

excellence they wislicd to developc, until now, by care

and skill, meat, bone, milk, muscle, form, size, almost
come at their bidding. What are pedigree books but

trutliful commentaries on the great law of Nature, that

under like circumstances like produces like, and that

further, in the multiplication of likenesses, improvements
on the originals are possible. It is doubtful whether
in any direction these improvements have reached their

limits. Though some contend that we are never
likely to put more sugar into Beet, less bone in our
mutton, greater strength into our teams, or swiftness

into our racehorses, the probability is that all these

may yet be done. But in some of these cases this

question is more complicated than with regard to plants.

The bones of the sheep, for instance, must have
sufficient strength to carry the load of mutton with its

covering of wool. But there is no such check to

development of size or quality among plants. The
entire plant advances in a more or less proportionate

ratio. The heavy ear produces a strong stem and
furnishes a large root, and so with root crops. These
statements, however, must be slightly modified, but

scarcely sufficiently so to aiifect my argument, thus

—

that the tendency of improvement is most strikingly

manifested in the direction of vitality. The ears of

corn, the bulbs of Mangels, the tubers of Potatos

have received more attention than their stems and
leaves.

As to the law of inferiority, following and conse-

quent on perfection extending through all extent up to

and including man himself, as "P." affirms (p. 1294,
col. a), neither history nor experience reveal any such

law. Intellectual power is not conveyed to us by
ordinary generation, and hence "P.'s" appeal to the

taunt of dulness attaching to the sons of great men

—

admitting it to be generally true, which I do not— is

neither apposite nor conclusive. The children of wise

men will prove fools unless they strive after knowledge
as their fathers did before them, instead of indolently

gazing up into heaven for a ready-made mantle of

wisdom that will never fall ; or, worse still, meanly
attempting to strut about in the borrowed robes of their

father's fame. From such worthless seedings what can

be expected but a reaping time of dulness and inca-

pacity ? £>. T. Fish.

STEAM CULTIVATION IN
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

A MONTH ago Mr. E. Ruck, of Cricklade, Wilts,

having read two of my last letters on steam cultivation,

wi'ote and asked me to visit him and inspect his steam
cultivating doings. As he was an old hand at it,

having started in 1859, his occupation then being 1500
acres, and he was working two sets of Fowler's tackle

in 1862, I accepted the invitation, and went, arriving

at Minety station on Friday, September 23, where Mr.
E. Ruck, with the following friends of his, met me :

—

Mr. H. Ruck, a considerable farmer of Cricklade,

working mainly by horse culture ; Mr. Peacey, Ched-
glow, near Tetbury, Gloucestershire, who occupies 650
acres of land, 420 acres of it arable, and who has
worked a set of Howard's tackle for some years ; Mr.
Porter, a farmer, who occupies 600 acres of land, nearly

all arable, who, with Mr. Slatter, a neighbour of his,

occupies 700 acres, 600 of which are arable. The two
together possess two sets of double engine tackle, and
do their own work as well as the work of their neigh-

bours by contract. Mr. Dowdeswell, who in 1S61

occupied Oxlease Farm, in Lechlade, and who then

started and worked a set of Smith's tackle, occu-

pied this farm for some years, and fetched it into

condition by tlie aid of steam-power, and then shifted

to the farm he now occupies at Castle Eaton, consist-

ing of 100 acres in grass and 300 acres of ploughed
land. This last farm he is now fetching into condition

with this same set of tackle. Mr. Cadle, a land agent

of Gloucester ; Mr. Wheelec, a well-known seedsman
from Gloucester ; and Mr. Peacey, of Chelworth, who
occupies 400 acres under the plough and 200 acres of

grass land, and who works by horse-power, yet spoke
in the highest terms of steam-power upon heavy
lands. With this staff of practical and other aid at my
elbow we proceeded at once on my trip of inspection,

going about five miles on to Mr. E. Ruck's farm at

iJraydon, Purton. Here I found 150 acres of grass

land and 150 acres of arable land, all clay, and what
farmers generally would call poor clay ; and by way of

proof this very farm years ago let at only I4J-. per acre,

tithe and all included, yet the tenant failed to make it

pay him for his labour and interest of money. Upon
that rent Mr. Ruck bought this farm and set to work
by steam-power to improve it—that is, 150 acres of it

which is now under the cultivator (not the plough).

This 150 acres under horse culture was divided into

10 or 12 fields, but now the hedges are all cleared

away a heavy clay mark may be seen along the line of

every one of them. A hard road has been made
through the centre of this land, to give an easy and
substantial communication to the whole of it. The
whole of this land in 1869 was cropped with Wheat,
and the long rick of threshed straw standing at the

roadside proves that it must have been a good one.

This year's cropping stood thus :—Clover, 34 acres

;

Beet, 18 acres ; Beans, 11 acres ; fallow, 7 acres ; and
Wheat, 80 acres. The crop of Wheat this year is

estimated at 30 bush, per acre. The rest of the crop-
ping was not so good as the Wheat was.

'i'iie whole of the 150 acres is now being prepared
for Wheat next year. Mr. Ruck has hired Mr. Porter's

set of double lo-horse power engine to work it. The
two engines were at work pulling to and fro an ii-tined

cultivator, clearing a width of 8 feet, and had nearly

completed the whole a second time over. The culti-

vator is not of the balance principle, but turns at land's

end, and therefore is in reality a thoroughbred
"Smith," upon the very principle that Smith showed
his at Chelmsford in 1S56, when working the land over
the first time ; it had narrow shares upon it, grooving
the land 4 or 5 inches deep. The second time over it

had wide shares on, clearing the whole to a depth of

about 5 inches. The whole will need a cross culti-

vating by horses to make a good seed-bed of it for

Wheat ; therefore the cost will stand thus.

Neither Mr. Ruck nor Mr. Porter would tell me
what hiring cost per acre, therefore I must supply the

data. Contracting men generally would charge £,\

per acre for such work done twice over, but to make
matters show as lightly as I can for Mr. Ruck I will

fix it at i^s. per acre for the twice over ; to this must
be added coal and water at 4J'. per acre, the once over
vi'ith hores at 2.s. per acre ; this brings the total up to

2IJ-. per acre. The 150 acres twice over gave iS days
emplayment to the engine. Mr. Ruck sells all his

straw off, and will use 3 cwt. of superphosphate and
40 lb. of nitrate of soda per acre for his Wheat. This
experiment will be worth watching, for it is meant to

prove that we can grow extensively on heavy clay

Wheat after Wheat with the aid of artificial manures.

Some grass land on this farm had been vastly im-
proved by the aid of artificial manure. I saw un-

improved land and improved land side by side, the

former worth three times the latter. I was shown
some hay cut from the improved land last year, and
some cut from it before the improvement. The former

looked worthless, whereas the latter showed excellent

in quality, and its strength proved that the quantity

must have been more than doubled.

From Purton we drove 1 1 miles on to Charlhams,

Ampney, where Mr. E. Ruck occupies another farm,

300 acres of good land, fen land in character, nearly

all arable. His cropping here is one-third roots and
Rape, one-third Oats, and one-third Wheat. He sells

all his straw off here, and uses artificial manure, the

same as at Purton, and his mode of culture is thus :—

•

Take his Wheat stubble for roots first. This he skims

or ploughs to a depth of not over 3 inches with horses,

a pair of horses doing 24 acres per day, therefore the

cost per acre will be 3j". This turning over or skim-

ming is to be done again and again this autumn, there-

fore these two additional operations will bring the cost

up to 9J-. per acre. In the spring this land is worked
by steam-power a foot deep, at a cost of about i^s. per

acre ; this brings the total cost of seed-bed up to 24?.

per acre. After the roots are either fed on or carted

off, the land is worked by horses for either Wheat or

Oats, at a cost of about 6^. per acre, and the land after

the Oats are worked three times by a skim or plough

to a depth of 3 inches, at a cost of gj. per acre, for the

next crop, after which roots follow again. The average

cost of seed-bed for the three years is about 13^'. per acre.

From Ampney we drove three or four miles on to

Castle Hill Farm, Cricklade, where Mr. Ruck resides.

Here we found 600 acres arable and 100 acres of grass

land. Here there are two kinds of arable land—viz.,

300 acres of very good land, deep and cool, resting

upon gravel, and 300 acres of heavy clay.

On all this farm there is no regular system of

cropping. For instance, loo acres of Sugar-Beet is to

be grown on the same land year after year, using

artificial manui-e only for their growth. On the heavy
land last year there were 100 acres of Beans. This

100 acres has been smashed and crossed by steam-

power, and is now being crossed again by steam-power,

and Mr. Ruck intends dragging it again either by
steam or horse-power ; therefore the cost of seed-bed

for Wheat will stand thus, but before giving it I must
tell you that a 14-horse power double engine set of

Mr. Ruck's is worked here that has done this year

500 acres of the Wheat stubbles with the Bean stubbles.

He contracts with his men at %d. per acre, including

water. To this must be added coal, at is. 6it per

acre, and as the tackle, costing £1^00, is exclusively

for cultivating purposes, I must fix the intei^est of

money, repairs, &c., at /\s. per acre. Now for the

cost of seed-bed :

—

One smashing and two crossing?, at 8</. each time 2S. od.

Coal, at IS. (}ti. each time .

.

.

.

.

.

..46
Interest, &c., each time, at 4J. 12 o
Oil, at Z(/. each time 06
One dragging 20

Per ac

The implement that I saw workmg here was, like

the one at Purton, a thoroughbred " Smith," turning

at land's end, clearing a width of 12 feet.

The land on all the three farms appeared in a cleanly

state. To keep it so under horse culture no end of

additional horses would be needed ; therefore steam-

power must have effected a vast saving in Mr. Rucks
case, as well as a great gain in the shape of increased

produce. But I must call Mr. Ruck's attention to the

fact that his seed-beds by steam-power are not made at

the lowest possible cost. I shall very soon have done
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my year's work for next year's cropping, and witli your

permission I will publish in detail all the operations

and costs.

One thing more I will notice, and I have done. On
my road by rail from Didcot, two miles from that

place, I saw another set of tackle at work. It was a

two-engine set, working a thoroughbred " .Smith

"

cultivator. Therefore the evidence is dead against the

Royal Agricultural Society's judgment at Chelmsford

and Chester. At tlie former place I was the only cul-

tivating man there, and at Chester the .Society would

have the old balance-plougli. At Chelmsford and

Chester I turned all my implements at land's end.

The Society patronised the balance implements at

Chester if it would not at Chelmsford. Now Fowler,

and evei7body else, can and do sell the cultivator, if

it turns at land's end. The balance one is set down as

worthless. William Smith, Wochton, BletchUy Station.

Bucks, Sept. 26.

THE CULTIVATION OF CABBAGE.
I PERCEIVE by your publication of the 17th ult.,

that Mr. Penny, Bartlehill, has been reading a paper

before the members of the Border Union Agricultural

Society, on the "Cultivation of Cabbage as Food for

Sheep." Judging, however, fronr Mr. Penny's re-

marks, it does not appear as if he was veiy well posted

in the knowledge of how to gi'ow this excellent crop.

As a grower of Cabbage for years, perhaps you will

allow me to detail my experience upon the subject.

I may premise by saying that from my observations,

can-ied over several seasons, I have come to the con-

clusion that the most stimulating of all vegetable food

for sheep or lambs is Rape ; that next to it comes
Cabbage ; then follow Tares, next in order are Swedes,
and, lastly, come the yellows and other soft varieties of

Turnips.

In providing Rape, Cabbage, and Tares for young
sheep, perhaps the right way is to set aside a field

specially for the purpose, the size of course to be in

proportion to the amount of stock for which feeding is

required. This field should be divided equally into

three parts, and the rotation followed of Cabbage,
Rape, and, third, Tares.

The way in which I follow out the system is this:

—

Cabbage plants have first to be provided, and with
this end in view I have a piece of headland lightly

ploughed, haiTowed, and rolled firm, about from the ist

to the 15th of August. Before harrowing, either a fair

share of Peruvian guano or superphosphate of lime, or a

mixture of both, is sown. After rolling, divisions like

Onion beds are marked off, the seed sown, raked,

rolled, and finally covered over with light bushes to

prevent the ravages of birds. Several varieties of Cab-
bage seed of course can be thus sown, but I have only

cultivated two sorts,* namely, what are called Drum-
head and Flat Dutch. In spring a portion of the land

for the crop is drilled, and manured with about half as

much more farmyard manure as is usually allotted to

Potatos or Turnips. Before covering this is supple-

mented with a good dressing of guano and superphos-
phate of lime. The drills are then covered in and
rolled. The first plants may be put down about the

middle or end of April. The drills may be from 27 to

30 inches apart, vailing with the allowance of manures
given, and the high or low condition of the soil. In
like manner the plants may be put in from iS to 24
inches apart in the drill. The best way is to put
the plants in by spade; In effecting this a man and
boy, or woman and boy, may be employed to each
drill. The spade is inserted in the centre of the drill

with rather of a slope, it is then raised so as to make
a free opening for the insertion of the root of the plant.

The boy inserts and holds the plant in tliis position by
hand until the spade is withdrawn, and then he finishes

by trampling the plant down firmly with the foot. The
planting process is followed by what is known as

threading the portion of land planted with white
cotton thread extended on twigs of trees stuck all over
the ground, to prevent crows from pulling out the
plants before they have commenced to grow. The
after cultivation merely consists in keeping the land
free from weeds, and moulding the Cabbage up once
or twice to force their growth. Successive plantings
may be made up to the middle of June, and Cabbages
so planted will, as a rule, be ready for use from Sep-
tember onwards, and will be eaten with relish, and the
most favourable results, by every kind of stock, com-
prising sheep, pigs, cattle, and horses. The crop has
the very reverse tendency of purging when given to any
kind of stock. For lambs especially it is a safe and
highly nutritive food, and by liberal manuring, careful
cultivation, and, above all things, sowing the right
kinds of seed, a much larger weight per acre than
Turnips usually are can be given.

The above is the first part of the rotation. The
Cabbages all removed, the land should be lightly

ploughed, and as near to the middle of April as the
weather will permit. Rape seed and Italian Rye-grass
seed should be sown. The usual quantity of Rye-grass
seed may be given, and from 12 to 16 lb. broad-leaved
Dutch Rape seed sown per statute acre. These may
be sown mixed, and after a preparation of the soil

similar to that usually made for the depositing of grass

seeds and Clover. After seeding the land with Rye-
grass and Rape, it should be lightly harrowed and
rolled. It should be ready for lambs about July i

—

about weaning time—and will, if there has been a good
hit of Rape, and the land is in good manurial condition,

keep from 12 to 16 lambs per statute acre for a goodly
part of the remainder of the season. If the Rape is

luxuriant some care and watchfulness are necessary in

the commencement, for fear of the lambs swelling,

especially if they are rather thin in condition, but after

24 hours generally the danger has passed, and from
thenceforth the stock will fatten, grow, and thrive

beyond all previous conception. They will be in prime
condition, in short, for going on to Cabbage in

September and October, which in turn will make them
strong and put them into the best possible condition
for going on to Turnips in December.
The next part of the rotation is Tares. These would

be, for the most part, the winter variety. So soon as

the stock is removed from the Rape and Italian Rye-
gi-ass, towards the end of September or beginning of
October (but in September if at all possible) the land
should be ploughed up, a good dressing of guano or

superphosphate, or both given, and winter Tares either

sowTi broadcast or drilled in. In England, where Tare
growing and folding has extended of late years, two or
three sowings are made in autumn, but in my practice

I have always sown what I intended gi^owing at once,

and in spring supplemented this with a sowing of the

spring variety. Winter-sown Vetches should be ready
for folding from the middle to the end of May, and,

generally speaking, in this country, stand more eating

than those sown in spring. Immediately a sufficient

extent of Tare gi'ound is cleared, it may be lightly

ploughed, harrowed, and rolled, and from 12 to 151b.

Rape seed sown per statute acre. This will come in

for use in April following, and serve until the Tare
crop is ready to feed with. The portion of the land
thus sown with Rape seed for spring use, will be
cleared quite in time for the planting of the later

Cabbages.
By the above system, there will be a constant supply

of green vegetable food for sheep throughout the year,

always, of course, supposing that on another part of

the farm Turnips are grown for use during the months
of January, February, March, and to the middle of

April. There is no doubt some trouble involved in

the cultivation of these successive gi^een crops, but
against this must be put the consideration, that by such
management a gi'eat deal of young stock can be
kept in the best condition for producing health

and early maturity. Add to this that the system is

one of high farming, and there is besides the very

material circumstance to be kept in view, that much
less com and cake will be required to be given to

young sheep thus funiishcd with a regular succession of

green food stimulating and fattening as are Rape,
Cabbage, and Tares. I have only to say further that

it will well repay the grower of these crops, if in

addition to folding them, or eating them, with stock on
the land where they had been grown, he practises the

giving to each crop a liberal allowance of best artificial

manure. Thomas Robertson^ Narraghtnore^ Atky.
P.S. Mr. Penny, in his remarks, talks of there being

5000 or 6000 Cabbages to the acre, but on the suppo-
sition that the drills are 2S inches apart, a distance I

have always found quite sufficient, and each plant put
down at 18 inches apart in the drill, the number per
statute acre would be something over 12,000, and if

planted 21 inches apart in the drill the number of

Cabbages in that case would be over 10,000. 7". R.

MEMORANDUM ON SEWAGE.
My house at this place is provided w^ith very perfect

wers of the best masonry ; the main sewer 6 feet

high, egg-shaped ; the subsidiary sewers the same, but

3 feet high. They receive everything from the water-
closets and from the scuUeiy of the kitchen, and a large

quantity of water which falls on the roof of the house,
which washes them out ; and there has recently been
added all the liquid from the stables and a large

quantity of soapsuds from the washhouse. All this is

conveyed by the main sewer to a tank about 150 yards
from the house, at a point about 60 feet lower than the
house, the tank overflowing into a ditch, and the
surplus sewage finding its way into the river, polluting
the air more or less on its way. This objectionable
state of things had often attracted my attention, and
the remedy was somewhat difficult ; but when about to

make a new kitchen garden a few years ago I con-
ceived a scheme which should remedy the evil to a
certain extent, and at the same time make a good use
of the sewage.

The level of the new garden was about So feet

higher than the level of the tank in which the sewage
accumulates. I put up a small steam engine {said to

be i-horse power) close to the tank, to drive a forcing-

pump by which the sewage might be sent up to the
new garden in a 2-inch iron pipe, at a distance of
about 400 yards, the iron pipe being continued along

upper terrace in the garden, the greater part of the
den sloping down on one side. At moderate dis-

stances in the garden hydrants were placed in the pipe,

at each of which a hose could be attached and sewage
could be given off, under pressure of the pumping, and
thus distributed at any part of the garden. Thus I

was enabled to distribute sewage at any time by pump-
ing over any part of the garden, so as to enrich the
soil more or less as might be desired, the garden having
been good ordinary pasture land, and perfectly dry.

I was much pleased with the success of the arrange-
ment so far, but when the first summer came and the
ground was covered with crops, I began to see (what
I ought to have thought of sooner) that while such
surface application of sewage was an excellent thing,

it could only be used during a portion of the year

—

say four or five months—when there were no crops on
the land, and consequently that the use of the sewage
was stopped during half of the year at least, and the
evils of accumulation in the tank had no abatement.

I bethought myself of a scheme by which the
sewage might be applied at all seasons of the year,

and at the time when crops most require nourishment.
This was a plan of underground irrigation, by a

system of earthen pipes. This I proceeded to execute,

laying along the upper ten-ace of the garden a 4-inch,

earthen pipe, divided into sections, so that each
section should lie on a perfect level, the 4-inch pipe
having an upright connection and aperture on the
surface in each section, to receive the sewage from the
hose, and on the side, at regular distances of 6 feet, a
nipple formed on the pipe, to which should be fitted a
2-inch bell-shaped drain pipe, the 2-inch pipes being
prolonged in parallel lines, and at a depth of iS inches
under the surface of the soil, down the slope as far as
it was desirable to convey the irrigation. I decided
that I S inches was the proper depth at which tq lay

the pipes and to distribute the iiTigation, as it was a
good depth for spade culture, and because I considered
it to be the depth of the upper and active soil and the
top of the subsoil, and at each joint of the pipe
I reasoned that a portion of the sewage would issue

into the soil, downwards and laterally—and that

upwards there would be a capillary attraction of the
liquid, and a gaseous emanation of the very vapours
which constitute the nuisance of the sewage to the

senses above ground, and the nourishment of plants

underground.
At the extreme ends of the pipes they were securely

stopped, and I calculated that when the supply of
sewage was rapid and abundant the pipes would fill

upwards and distribute under pressure. In laying a
part of the pipes I made an experiment in reference to

their action, by letting on the sewage before the earth

was filled in over the pipes, and found that the liquid

issued from the joints of the pipes all along the line,

veiy much as I expected, and I do not doubt that when
they were covered in the issue would be even more
regular under the pressure of the incumbent earth.

This system has been in action for the last two years
when it has been convenient to pump, and it can be
said that in no instance of pumping the sewage into the

4-inch pipe has it failed to disappear, and never to be
more heard of—which is a proof that it must have
been absorbed under ground more or less regularly,

and have gone where it was wanted more or less

rapidly, and where it was intended that it should go.

At a depth of 18 inches, it cannot be expected that

the action of the sewage, as a manure, should be very
rapid, and visible, and marked ; all that can be
expected is, that it shall gradually enrich the soil, and
feed existing plants from that increasing richness.

The gieat mass of garden plants are annual, and
carried away at the end of the season, having received

nutriment which has gone into them. On one crop of
a permanent character, I think a marked effect has
been perceptible—viz.. Asparagus, which strikes its

roots deep into the soil. I am satisfied that numerous
pumpings which have been given to the soil under the

Asparagus has produced a much more vigorous gi'owth,

which is especially manifested in the autumn, thus
leading to a stronger growth in the subsequent season

of cutting, six or seven months after.

This proposition it is difficult to prove in words, but

from inspection I can come to no other conclusion.

The Asparagus plants were cut over unsparingly in the

season, and have at the ist of August grown in a
remarkable manner—many of them 8 feet high, the

beds quite a forest. Strawberry plants seem to show
a similar action of the liquid underneath ; green Peas
and Carrots some effect, but they are temporary occu-

pants of the soil, and are not there to show effect in a

second year.

Thus far I speak of a kitchen garden, and each
succeeding year will show how far I am justified in

what I have said in favour of underground irrigation.

I propose to discontinue the use of all solid manure in

the garden, as already it is proved that sewage on the

surface—when there are no underground pipes—applied

in the winter and early spring, raises admirable crops ;

and I do not doubt that for years a garden may go o'n

without solid manure, using perhaps, at intervals, a

small dressing of lime, and perhaps some common salt.

It has been stated to me by a competent judge that if

there were no sewage, and solid manure alone had to

be used for the area to which sewage has been applied,

the cost of manure and cartage would be ^30 per

annum, so that even if the cost of the steam-engine and
other expenditure were charged against the garden

alone, and nothing for the abatement of nuisance, ;^30
per annum saved would be an ample return for an
outlay Qi£\QO.

But I have been tempted to think of the application

of the system to the more extended pui-poses of agri-

culture ; and one must always recollect tliat surface

irrigation, at all events of impure water, can be applied

only when crops are not upon the ground ; and if so,

what is to become of sewage during the largest portion
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of the year, when it cannot be applied to the surface?

This consideration first suggested to me the idea of

underground irrigation as an alternative disposal of

sewage.

I have ilmcicd that it might be applied to meadow
lands, and that, even although expensive in the con-

structive arrangements for its application, the good

results might be so considerable as amply to repay the

cost. If on permanent meadow land, where grass was
to be annually made into hay, the value of under-

ground irrigation were only to be as much as the

cost of a top-dressing of guano and nitrate of soda,

or of farmyard manure, the problem of cost would be

solved, inasmuch as the annual application of solid

substances is an annual expense, while the cost of the

sewage would be little, and the only real cost the

charge for its application, as against the capital ex-

pended for the means of distribution. If the produce

of an acre in its normal state were only i^ ton of hay,

and if underground irrigation were to add only £$
to its value per acre, the capital expended on

mechanical arrangements would speedily be repaid.

I estimate the cost of such an arrangement at ^20
per acre, so that £$ per acre would at once be

25 per cent, on that outlay. My impression is,

that if pipes were laid at 14, 12, or even

10 inches only under the surface, and the parallel lines

of pipes only 6 feet apart, each pipe would send out

the sewage 3 feet on each side ; and by keeping up the

supply of sewage, the quantity given to the roots of

the grasses would be very large. The process would
be a veiy clean process, and could be carried on at all

seasons of the year, to whatever extent practice might
prove it to be beneficial. The soil and subsoil of a

meadow might in this way be brought into an extra-

ordinary state of fertility, and if it was once done it

would take less to sustain that fertility ; but it must be

borne in mind that the subject of sewage implies that

one great object is to dispose of it. Of course a period

of dryness should be allowed in each year, but during

that time the gaseous emanations from the sewage
underground would have the best effects, and while

empty the pipes would act as conductors of air with the

best effect, and as drains, if at all wanted, and the rain
!

from heaven would keep the roots and stalks of the

grass, so far as above ground, in a state of perfect

'

purity.

Another view has occurred to me, in addition to the

production of vast crops of perpetual hay. I have a

strong impression that on this system good grass land

well stocked with good grass seeds might be made to

yield permanently and annually a very large produce,

cut gieen for the feeding of cattle, and that establish-

ments might be made for the rearing and feeding of,

cattle to gieat advantage, and on a very small area of

land compared to the results attained. The grass

would be of the finest quality, pure and succulent, a
great contrast to the soft and spongy produce of the

Lochend and Craigentinny meadows. The manures
would be admitted to the roots of the plants— 12 inches

under the surface, the roots going down in search of

nutritious food, and the manure ascending through the

soil (by capillary attraction), which would purify it as

it went—very different from the grass flooded with an
excess of filthy liquid which it cannot absorb.

My belief is that, on a verj' cautious estimate of

produce, there might be three cuttings of grass 18 inches
high, ready for cutting say on May 20, July 20, and
September 20—the first and second crops say only of

the value of £6 per acre each, the third say only ^"3

per acre—in all ^15 ; and this on land worth ;^3 per
acre for ordinary purposes, or perhaps of a much lower
value. Thus an annual value of £12 per acre would
be created in the land as a return for an expenditure
of ;^20 per acre in making the mechanical arrange-
ments, which would be self-acting, in the same sense
as surface irrigation. Such grass, with a suitable

supply of bruised Oats or bean meal or linseed cake,
would rear or fatten cattle during the summer to the
utmost perfection, and at the same time manufacture
an immense supply of the finest manure.

I have long laad an idea that sewage ought to travel

by rail, that it ought to go out of town by railway,
having thereby all the facilities of embankments,
tunnels, and bridges of railways, an iron pipe being
laid in the bed of the railway and a " tap" established

at any number of places along the line of railway, at

each stage required, by attaching a branch pipe to the
main line of pipes, where a disposition might arise or
exist to take a quantity of sewage for local agriculture.

At such places reservoirs, covered or uncovered,
miglit be placed. Near railway stations, at all towns,
a covered reservoir might be constructed, and a stand-
pipe erected, 50, 80, or 100 feet high, with a pumping
engine, the action of which would be to raise a column
of water 50, So, or 100 feet, as the case might be, in a
pipe, say, of 16 inches diameter. As soon as the
sewage was raised to the top of the stand-pipe, the
action of the steam-power would cease, and the action
of gravity would commence in the second limb of the
stand-pipe downwards, the force of gravity propelling
the sewage in the horizontal pipe laid in the railway,
carrying it to any point on the line, where it might be
taken off for use.

No doubt such a system would necessitate an-ange-
ments on the land where the sewage was to be applied,
a receiving resei-voir to be made, into which it should
be delivered by the branch pipe from the main pipe,

and probably a steam engine to effect its distribution
;

or in some cases, perhaps, the sewage itself might be
converted into a water-power of some kind for the dis-

tribution of a portion of the quantity, it being borne in

mind that the sewage would tmvcl under gi-eat pressure

coming from the top of a lofty stand-pipe. These ideas

are merely stated in the hope that they may be worked
out by more skilful persons.

In thinking over the subject, my mind has been
(oTc'ihly called to the recollection of the meadows around
London, the meadows of the greater part of Middlesex,
and the miserable and unprofitable management to

which they have been subjected during the longer

period than 60 years of my recollection—constantly

cut in hay, most of them undrained and poorly ma-
nured, by no means regidarly, rarely with anything
but the dung caiTied by the return carts from London

;

never by the substances now so well known to he
beneficial to grass lands, in alternation with farmyard
manure ; never with sewage, which would have such
marvellous effects, because it has never been applied.

Take the undulating surface of Middlesex and Hert-

fordshire. Think of the quantities of sewage created

within these areas, and the quantities which might be
sent out of the towns within them by pipes laid in the

beds of the railways which pass them, and so from
other towns on other railways all over the country.

I cannot but dream of such possibilites and such

facilities contrasted with the filthy, although profitable,

system near Edinburgh, which, after all, is very

limited in extent, and which I cannot say I should

like to see generally introduced and spread over the

country.

To revert to my own small operations, I may state

that I have recently carried the overflow of the tank

into an adjacent meadow, down a gentle slope, in an
air-tight pipe, and that when it enters the meadow it

goes into a line of earthen drain pipes (the same as in

the garden). By this arrangement two objects are

attained— ist, an abatement of a nuisance by the dis-

posal of surplus sewage, when the tank is full, which
it will not contain ; 2d, the whole of the surplus is let

into a single and double line of pipes, from which it

escapes into the soil of the meadow, so that it will

gradually be seen what the actual effect is of this mode
of the application of sewage to the roots of the grasses.

The extent of the line of pipes, part single and a part

double, is limited, and it is probable that it may be
desirable to extend them ; but, in the meantime, care

must be taken that the supply of sewage shall be suffi-

cient, and therefore not to extend the pipes beyond the

power of supply, and to remember that the whole is

a very small affair, connected with one residence only

in the country.

But I do look on this as a very interesting experi-

ment in reference to the speculative ideas which I have
ventured to state in this paper. My expectation is,

that in due time a dark green ribbon of grass will be

visible in the meadow, along the line of pipes, in the

early winter, still more in the spring, and in the

summer a very luxuriant crop of grass or heavy crop of

hay. These effects ought to go on increasing from
one year to another—a succession of years and con-

tinued supply of sewage raising the amount of produce
to a very high rate.

I am so sanguine as to entertain the belief that grass

lands managed upon this system, the supply of sewage
being abundant, might be raised to the value of ^^20
per acre—perhaps a larger sum—so that an expend'

tme of ;^20 or even ^30 per acre might be amply
repaid. The disposal of sewage is the great domestic

question of the day, and if all that comes out of the

land can be returned to it, it is difficult to predict how
much might be added to the produce and wealth of the

country, to say nothing of the degree to which health

might be promoted and disease avoided.

Dome ODoiTcspnkiice.
Manners.—When a man's parents grudge the extra

penny a-week which is the modest charge for which
manners are usually taught at the class of schools at

which a recent correspondent of yours must have been
educated, I certainly think that the victim of the

parsimony has a most legitimate cause of complaint
against the parental economist. He gives an account
in a recent impression of a most hospitable "feast,'

consisting of the *'most expensive viands," and com-
prising wines of every variety, the names of most of

which were new and unknown to the guests. The
generous host who invited him to this feast also showed
him over his farm, and supplied him g}-atis with all the

food for the mind that he was able to furnish ; and
whatever may have been the quality of the latter, and
whatever its intrinsic value, it had at least cost the

owner much labour and thought, and no small amount
of money. This was good old-fashioned English hospi-

tality, and, according to old-fashioned "manners,'
should have been met with civility. Mr. Mechi states

that he grows certain quantities of Wheat to the acre,

and he publishes accounts of the disposal of the produce
to prove it. Can any one say that these are, as your
correspondent insinuates, systematically falsified by M
Mechi? Dare " T. B. S." look in his broad, honest

face, and say so ? Clearly not ; as if so, he would
have signed his name in full. Mr. Mechi may deceive

himself in some of his figures, but he cannot deceive

himself as to his produce ; and I for one am not pre-
pared to believe an anonymous assertion) unsubstan-
tiated by one single bit of proof. IV, If.

The Probabilities of the Corn Market.—The
Chamber of Agiiculture " Journal recently summed

up the "really painful intelligence received from all

parts of the kingdom " with respect to the com hai-vest,

in these words, "Corn markets must rise." I have
scarcely come to the same conclusion as your contem-
porary as to the general character of the crops, but
admitting the difficulty of sifting the evidence in such a
season as this, and of striking a probable average when
reports are unusually conflicting ; and assuming that

your contemporary's judgment is correct, it seems to

me that if merchants and importers make a note of his

opinion, they may possibly increase their orders abroad
I the Black Sea, on the American seaboai'd, and at

Trieste and St. Petersburg,—and the result may be a
glut on our markets ; and then com markets will not
rise but fall. Anticipated dearness seldom arrives.

Some of your readers may remember what happened in

1S47. An extremely dry, cold, and backward spring

alai-med the countiy ; late in May the Wheat did not
even hide a pair of partridges. When was it to show an
ear? It becamevery dear, and merchantsswept the interior
provinces of South Russia, the banks of the Volga, and
other far off corners of the earth, for supplies which
were to arrive before the backward harvest could be
reaped. We expected to be pinched, but not to be
starved after all. But I think it was on the third

Thursday in May that genial weather set in ; the sun
shone and the rain fell—and Wheat fell too, for we
had an early harvest after all, instead of a late one. It

came on without a check, rushing on amidst sunbeams
and showers, as it does in that fastest of countries (and
climates), the United States, where both Wheat and
Maize are sometimes sown and reaped within 90 days.

Mark Lane has not yet forgotten the ruin that fell on
her forestalling merchants. Vour contemporary's pre-

diction of dearer markets, therefore, tends to defeat

itself, and would certainly do so if it were widely
believed. I think, however, he has wrongly estimated

the value of the advices which may seem to justify his

alarming announcement as to the corn crops. I have
seen much poor corn on light land, and in some
cases the crops are the worst that are remembered ; but
the complaints are not universal, even on light land

|

and Wheat is yielding well on well-farmed, sound

,

light lands, in many instances within my knowledge
As to the heavier soils, which form by far the larger

portion of our arable farming, there seems no reason

to doubt, on the whole, that the usual result will follow

a dry, hot season, viz., a good Wheat crop. I have
seen much heavy Wheat on such soils, and I have
received letters from those who have threshed, con-
firming my observation. And this refers, in some cases,

even to poor clay soils. By the way, I have not met
with any instances of the devastations of those "yellow
maggots," which your contemporary makes so promi-
nent, nor have 1 been alarmed by the prevalence of

smut ! Let me add, that if this meets the eye of

merchants who buy Wheat abroad, I would, on the

whole, advise them to be cautious in their operations,

for their own sake, if not for that of An English IV/ieat

Grt/ioer.

Pneumatic Sewage Cart.—In none of the recent

discussions on the sewage question have I observed

any mention of the pneumatic system, which I have
heard is in successful operation at the Hague and
Vienna. If any of your correspondents who have
lately been on the Continent could say how the system

is found to work, it would interest your readers, and it

might throw further light on the subject that would be
of great utility. R. Biiuis^ Ulverston.

** Westlndian''and Smith's Tackle.—At p.i3S9
"West Indian's" closing sentence, and one before it,

require an answer: "Will 'G. A. H.' inform your
readers where tackle of any maker can be found that

will get through 13 acres per day?" and again, "where
Fisken's system, using a lo-horse engine, can be found
averaging 13 acres a day?" One answer will settle

both questions. At the Royal Agricultural Society's

Manchester show, l86g, Fisken exhibited his system

at work ; the engine was a lo-horse Fowler, the

plough an S-furrow Fowler balance-plough, which
turns over 6 feet width of furrow as it passes along the

field. At p. 802 of the AgriatUnral Gazette for July 24,

1869, "West Indian" will find the following words :

—

"It (a lo-horse engine) hauled during the trials an
8-furrow balance-plough, going from 7 to 8 inches deep
at a speed of 3 miles per hour." Now 3 miles are

52S0 yards, and as the 8-furrow plough cuts up
2 yards wide as it passes along, it was, according to

the above account, ploughing 52S0 x 2 = 10,560
square yards per hour. If we reckon the day's work at

12 hours, and allow I^ hour for breakfast and dinner,

during which the plough would stand still, it would
leave 10^ hours of actual work ; and if we allow l\

hour for turning at the headlands and for stoppages,

it would leave nine hours, during which the plough

would be actually running at the rate of three miles

per hour, and turning over 10,560 square yards, 7 to 8

inches deep,—therefore 10,560 x 9 = 95.040 square

yards, is a day's work. But an acre is 4S40 square

yards, therefore 95,040 -^ 4840 = 19.61 acres. So
that, on the authority of the Ag}-iailtnral Gazettey

Fiskin's system was actually working at Manchester at
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nearly 20 acres per day. If ** West Indian " wants to

buy a set, I have no doubt Fowler & Co., of Leeds,

will supply Jiim, or Mr, Fiskin, also of Leeds, will do
the same, I have little doubt ; and I have also as little

doubt that either of them will guarantee to plough

13 acres ia a working day of 12 hours, allowing i|

hour for meals. Let '* West Indian" oiifer them an

order on these terms, and see if they will refuse it.

G. A. H.

Science of Manure.—I thank you for your notice

of " The Science of IVIanure," &c. Perhaps you will

allow me to remark that in my statement of the analogy

between the manuring of a vegetable and the feeding

of an animal there is indeed, as you say, "nothing by
any means new." My only claim to originality is in

the advantage which I have taken of that analogy.

And my "science" amounts to very little if it does

not show that not only " the process of reductive

mastication, cooking of manure," but those also of

digestion and assimilation, are effected by the proper
application of the principles of the dry-earth system ;

that this is done more effectively and more speedily

than it can be clone by " the soil itself" in any ordinary

mode of manuring ; and that, whetlierby transplanting

on a small scale or drilling deep on a large scale, there

is almost a certainty of the nutritive portion of the

manure being at the right place at the proper time.

In your observation on my reply to the inquiry—" Can
this be done on a large scale?" you have laid too great

stress on my affirmative " Yes," and too little on the

conditions on which it was given. I had no idea that

this mode of applying manure could ever be adopted on
plants sown broadcast over a " lo-acre fieid." The
reference to labour implied that, whether on a large

or a small farm, transplant must be very limited.

Whenever the question was put to me, it invariably

brought up the idea that such a practice, adopted
partially, and to a very limited extent on many
farms, would originate a source of relief of the suffer-

ings and privations which the class of occasional

labourers'— a class too much overlooked — endure
through want of work in the winter. I hope to

send you shortly two other of my pamphlets, and
addressed to the cottage gardeners of England

—

" Manure for the Million," and " Land for the Million
to Rent, addressed to the Working Men of England."
Have you seen Dr. Buchanan's report on the "Dry-
earth System of dealing with Sewage and Excreta,"
contained in the appendix to the I2th report of
Public Health? Henry Moult; Fordington Vicarage,
Dort-hcsta:

The Coccinella septempunctata, or Lady-
bird, is the well-known enemy of aphides. Its services

to Hop growers have long been recognised, and during
the present season it has been observed in large

numbers upon the exhaustless feeding grounds pro-
vided by our aphis-stricken Turnip fields. A walk
over such a field on the College Farm revealed the
existence of Coccinella in its perfect form, in its

larval condition in all stages of growth, as well as the
pupa adhering head downwards to the numerous
stones which in this brashy district cover the ground.
The following observations upon the metamorphoses of
this insect this autumn may be of interest to readers at

the present time. The larva, before passing into the
pupa form, attaches itself by its tail to a fragment of
stone, and there hangs in a torpid condition for, in two
cases which were watched, from 40 to 50 hours.
Towards the completion of this period, the suspended
larva becomes exceedingly energetic. Using its tail,

now firmly attached to the rocky fragment, as a ful-

crum, the rest of the body is in turn elevated and
depressed with varying rapidity, trembling meanwhile
.as though stricken with palsy. This jerking action
is kept up until the skin splits along the
dorsal line of the thorax, and as the vigorous move-
ments of the creature are continued, the rent enlarges
towards the head, which finally emerges, and by
repeated efforts the old skin is gradually pushed down
to the posterior extremity, and forms a closely adherent
ring around the tail and upon the stony fragment
before mentioned. The operation of casting the skin
does not occupy many minutes. The newly emerged
pupa is of a bright lemon-yellow, but in the course of
two hours has gradually darkened in colour, until it

may be described as slate-blue, inclined to black, with
three yellow bands, one on the centre of the back and
two on the sides. The activity now ceases, the larval
condition has been passed and the pupal state entered
npon. This stage occupies seven days. Two cases
supplied the following data :—Larva on September 23,
passed into pupa; at about 2 p.m. September 24 ; one
emerged between 9 and 12 a.m. October i, and the
otlier between 2 and 3 p.m. of the same day. I was
not fortunate enough to witness the emergence of the
perfect insect. Having, however, on several occasions
seen it immediately after its struggle to break the pupa
case, when its wings were not yet dry, and the
insect still lingered close to its former prison, I am
able to affirm that on its first appearance the wing
cases are of a pure and beautiful lemon-yellow, with-
out a vestige of the spots which afterwards decorate
them. After a very short period, however, say one
hour after " birth," faint dusky marks are visible, indi-
cating the future spots, and further, about three hours
after birth, the insect lias assumed its characteristic rich

colour and seven black spots. The dehiscence of the

pupa case is different from that of the larval skin when
the animal passes into the pupal form. In the final

transformation the pupa case splits down the centre of
the " face," and two gill-like openings appear on either
side between the thorax and abdomen. These join on
the ventral side of the thorax, and this split is con-
tinued until it joins the opening at the face just

mentioned. The larval skin, therefore, splits dorsally,

but the pupa case splits ventrally. During these
observations I kept a considerable number of these
creatures in confinement, feeding them with aphides
upon fragments of Turnip leaves, and both larva and
imago are equally voracious in appetite for their prey.
A hungry young Coccinella, after drying and hardening
his soft gummy wings and wing cases in the sun, will

turn his attention with much zest to the soft green
little insects that afforded him so much profitable

enjoyment at an earlier period of his career. He
seizes the aphides as a cat would a mouse, draws it

towards him with two of his six legs, and devours it

with enjoyable "munching" movements, eating the

whole, skin and all, but in the case of the winged
flies, leaving those membranous and uninviting portions
of the body neatly clipped off. The voracity of both
larv.x and beetles was very remarkable, and a supply
of crowding aphides upon the underside of a Turnip
leaf soon disappeared under a well sustained attack.

Jolm Wrightson, Royal Agricultural College, Ciren-
cester, October 10.

Maximum Crops—It is not well to disbelieve the
possibility of growing great crops, because our general
average of Wheat is under 30 bush, per acre, and other
cereals and crops in proportion, exhibiting a melan-
choly shortcoming in agricultural production. I am
quite inclined to believe in the Rev. Mr. Moule's
statement, that he produced Harlcy at the rate of
12 qr. per acre,* because I know that 10 qr. per acre
have been grown on a whole field by a practical

farmer in Essex—a friend of mine. Of course seasons
and other circumstances affect production. For
instance, a field in Norfolk produced 1 1 qr. of Wheat
per acre in the ordinary 4-course rotation, and without
any extraordinary preparation. Four years afterwards
I saw this field, and in that year it produced only
i,\ qr. per acre under the same treatment. I think
that the circumstance was noted and verified in the
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal. Nine quarters
of "^Vlieat per acre are often grown in parts of Lincoln-
shire and other well farmed districts. I have grown
S qr. of white Wheat per acre at Tiptree on poor
stilt clay, well manured and deeply cultivated. No
doubt, as a rule, such crops cannot be grown by thick
sowing, except in peculiar seasons, such as the last,

which, owing to drought and heat, was particularly

favourable to the thick sowers. Whenever a farmer
has a new and costly sample of Wheat, he places one
kernel in a hole, at wide intervals in his garden,
or on a rich piece of ground, and gets an enor-
mous increase. Of course he allows no weeds to

interfere with it. Let him pursue a like practice
with his general crop, and we .should cease to be sur-

prised at a greatly increased average of production.
We .should never forget Baron Liebig's truthful

warning, that the greatest enemy to a Wheat plant is

another Wheat plant, for they both require the same
me.il, and if the guests are too numerous for the repast
some must come away hungry and out of condition.
Every one knows that two trees of the same species
planted too close to each other suffer much from
the competition, not only of terrestrial but celestial

food, for they turn their backs to, and make few
or no branches towards, each other. The absurdly
small increase numerically of our grain is a practical

proof of our maltreatment of the plant ; about nine
for one is the average of this kingdom (accord-
ing to Mr. Caird), abroad it is only five for

one. Compare this with the production of from
400 to 2000 from a single kernel, what a wide gap
to try to fill up with any intermediate number !

When we garden our land (and we shall come to that

by-and-by, when our population is 100,000,000, and
land three times its present price) our yield of cereals,

and other agricultural produce, will ^contrast strangely
and most favourably with our present minimum and
insufficient produce. I am a believer in the Rev. Mr.
Moule, in sewage wet or dry, in friend Wilkins, in

tlie Rev. and lamented Mr. Smith of Loisweedon, and
in Mr. Chadwick, our great social reformer. A Wheat
or cereal plant is like a bullock

; give him plenty of
fresh air, a dry, clean, comfortable bed, plenty of the
right sort of food, no hungry competitors, and plenty
of time to grow, and you will make him good in quality,

ample in quantity, and agreeable to the eye and palate
of Mr. John Bull. The next generation will adopt
these hints, and work out practical and profitable
results. At present we certainly do not, as a nation,
half farm our land. A neighbour of mine once grew
10 qr. of Rivett Wheat per acre over the whole field.

J. 7. Meclii, Tiptree, October 8.

" One Hundred per Cent."—On taking up your
valuable paper on Saturday evening last, after the
labours of the day, I came across an article on " Our

" Mr. Meclii here entirely misses the point
Mr. Moule says he produced Barley at the i

acre, and we entirely i^^//tiv him. But our cot.^.-..^.^.. ^^ w..>
the actual "12 qr. an acre" on the title-page of his pamphle
and ' the rate of" 12 qr. per acre in the garden are two entireli
different things. Ed.

ONvn Resources," calling the reader's attention to the
account given in another part of the paper of a visit to
Mr. Ruck's farm at Castle Hill, &c. With a certain
amount of curiosity I turned to it, and read it carefully
through. It would be impossible to analyse my
feelings while so doing, but when I came to the part
where Mr. Ruck states that farming can be made to
pay cent, per cent, per annum, I could contain my
feelings no longer, and, with a loud hurrah for Mr.
Ruck and his too per cent, farming, I rushed forward,
to the no small astonishment of my good lady, to
embrace her and the little ones, at the good fortune
that had overtaken the farmers at last. But my wife,
instead of entering into my enthusLism for Mr. Ruck
and his fanning, put this question—How was it, if

farming was so profitable, I should make such a fuss
when money was wanted to buy the little ones shoes,

—

and why I could not go and do likewise? Now this was a
home thmst, as I had prided myself on being a good
farmer, and leaving a mark to be seen. This called
me from the dreams I was indulging in, of what I should
do with my 100 per cent, profit, to hard facts. What
profit, if any, had I made the two last years? I find
they are nil, and that this year in many cases there
must be a great loss to farmers. Not that I mean to
say that this year's Wheat does not yield well accord-
ing to the straw, but how few farmers, in this neigh-
bourhood at least, are there who have not sustained a
considerable loss of plant, therefore a corresponding loss
of yield ? Sir, I have nothing to say against steam-
ploughing, on the contrary I consider it very requisite
at times ; but when it is advocated as the cheapest, and
I suppose the only way of making the profit described,
and that the ploughing can be done at a mere nominal
sum, I ask how it is that those parties who let out the
tackle tell us they cannot afford to plough under I4J'.

per acre and upwards. As regards Mr. Ruck not
believing in meat, and that it did not pay to grow it, I
would ask my brother farmers what would have become
of us at rent-day had it not been for the said meat ?

Supposing Mr. Ruck's theory to be right (it certainly
cannot be practice), would it be either social or political

economy to grow all Wheat and no meat ? How about
the labourers and their families ; while the farmers
were away from home would they participate in the
general advantages offered, and join their masters at the
seaside ? I should like to know what Wheats are best to
plant continuously. I have been given to understand that
Mr. Ruck plants principally Rivett's Cone, and that on
Monday last a local corn-dealer bid him the extraordinary
remunerative price (making, I suppose, the cent, per cent,
profit) of 4r. 6</. per bushel. I think the steam-plough
and manure merchants ought to present Mr. Ruck with a
handsome testimonial, for by such statements as the
present he must be the best means of advertising at com-
mand. From Mr. Ruck's well-known liberality and
hospitality, I thought your reporter must have de-
scribed the proceedings through a spiritualistic medium,
but when he goes on to say,

'

' We admit we were very
sceptical as to this, but he (Mr. Ruck), not content
with theory, showed us facts and figures not only to
prove that it could be done, but that it had been done
on a large scale, and that there is some probability of
his taking out a patent for the idea," I was bound to
believe that it must be a true statement. It is to be
hoped that, not only for the good of the tenant-farmers,
but for that of the whole country, Mr. Ruck's state-

ments of profits are not ideas but facts. I for one
doubt it, and challenge Mr. Ruck to prove it. I hope
I may be allowed to express my opinion that it was a
great pity such a statement should have appeared, more
particularly at a time when the present profits of farm-
ing are well known to be at a discount. Statements
when put forward should by their moderation and just-

ness command the respect of the public. A Cotnuold
Farmer in " Wills Standard;' Oct. 5, 1870. P.S. If
Mr. Ruck would not think me presuming, I would
advise him after taking out the said patent to give up
farming, and take one of the most noble and command-
ing offices in the City of London, and I dare guarantee
him such custom as would make him the greatest

millionnaire England ever possessed, and the greatest
benefactor.

btietbs.
PETERBOROUGH.

This spirited little Society organised for their meet-
ing this year a public contest of two-furrow ploughs, in
addition to the usually large number of implements for

working with two horses. Within the last two years
two-furrow ploughs have become very fashionable, and
this Society has therefore done a gi-eat service in bring-
ing all the principal makers together for public trial

and exhibition. The revival of these implements was
began at Leicester during the Royal Agricidtural
Society's meeting there, when Mr. Pirie appeared with
an extraordinary-looking machine, which was carried

on three diagonal wheels. From some cause this plough
did not create a favourable impression at Leicester,

but Messrs. Fowler & Co., of Leeds, were elsewhere
impressed with its mechanical merits, and they took up
the manufacture of these ploughs with the energy which
they usually display. During the latter part of 1868
and last year, a good many of these ploughs were sold,

and the manual labour that could be saved by using
them induced many farmers to give them a trial, and
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the result has been so far favourable that a great

demand for them has arisen. Hence the leading agii-

cuUural implement makers have turned their attention

to tlieir manufacture, and hence also the public trials at

Peterborough on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week.

The work done was certainly of a most excellent

character, and the draught for three ordinary horses

did not appear to be excessive at 6 inches deep. Some
tests were made with the dynamometer, but owing to

the variation in the quality of the ground, and some
derangement of the instrument, these tests were not

conclusive. The exhibitors who sent plougiis were,

Messrs. Murray & Co., Banff; Messrs. Underbill &
Co., Newport, Salop; Messrs. Cooke & Co., Lin-

coln ; Messrs. Vickers, Snowden & Morris, Doncas-

ter ; Messrs. Fowler & Co., Leeds ; Messrs. Howard,
Bedford ; Mr. T. Corbett, Shrewsbury ; and Messrs.

Ransome, Sims Sc Head, Ipswich. The chief interest

lay in the implements and work of the makers from

Banff, Leeds, Ipswich, Bedford, and Lincohi.

Messrs. Murray & Co. worked two ploughs, but

one was more adapted for small thin furrows

than for the work that w-as required of it in this

match. The full-sized plough, however, did some
most excellent work. The man and horses were from

a farmer in the neighbourhood, and they had not

long been used to this work ; but, with the exception

of a little want of straightness in the first part of the

work done on the first day, the furrows were admirably

laid. These ploughs were both carried on three

diagonal wheels, somewhat after the manner of Pirie's,

and with the small attention they require they are more
of a ploughing machine than a hand plough.

Messrs. Fowler's plough, as we have intimated, was
one of Pirie's, as improved by themselves, and with a

great additional improvement
j^
that has been made

by Mr. Perkins, of Hitchin. This consists in a

leverage which acts on the two foremost wheels,

whereby the shares are raised completely off the

ground, as required when turning at the ends or

travelling. Another improvement has been made by
Mr. Perkins, which consists in the manner in which
the stems of the front wheel and hind wheel are con-

nected by a crossed chain, with a view to increase the

power of steerage ; thus a double steerage is obtained,

for while one wheel works to the right the other goes

to the left, or 7'ice rcrsti, and the implement can
thereby be made to turn in its own length. With these

improvements—the lever for raising the machine and
the improved steerage— this implement did some most
efficient work, the headlands being perfectly clean, and
the taking out and setting in as true and short as they
could be made by a single-furrow plough.

Messrs. Ransome, Sims &: Head had a plough which
is most efiiciently raised from the giound by a wheel
that is carried when the implement is at work, and let

down when the ends are reached, or it is required to

be removed to another place. This wheel is in the

centre of the plough when it is down, so that the

plough itself is easily balanced, and made to travel

conveniently. This plough was fitted with a long

convex mouldboard, and the work done with it by
George Barker was certainly not inferior to any we
ever saw. It was straight, cleanly cut, and firmly

packed, while all the Clover roots were well covered ;

indeed, scarcely a patch of green Lould be seen on the

whole piece immediately after it was done. This
plough was drawn by two of the fine dark chestnut

horses belonging to this firm, but it was very hard
work at the depth of 6 inches, both on the Clover lea

and on the Oat stubble, where the ploughing was done
on the second day.

Messrs. Howard sent a plough similar to Messrs.
Ransomes', so far as the two bodies were carried on
parallel iron beams. In the details, however, there
was much difference, for Messrs. Howard raise their

plough up and down by a leverage which takes its

bearing on the landside front wheel, while the two
foremost wheels are acted upon simultaneously by the

steerage. This gives the double advantage of having
a wheel on the land and a wheel in tlie fun'ow to take
the action of the steerage. The work done by this

plough was good, although the packing and covering
of the Clover and grass was not perfection. This,
however, arose from matters of detail, and had no
detrimental effect as regards the principle of the
plough.

Messrs. Cooke & Co. did some most excellent work
with a plough which carried two bodies on one beam.
This beam was made after the patent of this firm,

which consists in a layer of angle iron on the top and
left side of a wood beam. We have never seen better
work done than this plough turned off.

Some subsoiling and ploughing combined was done
on each day by Messrs. Murray & Co. The chief
merit of this implement consists in its adaptability for

effectually stiiTing the subsoil at the same time that a
furrow is turned, and in this being done in a way
which allows a firm footing for the furrow horses, without
the soil which has been stirred being again trodden upon.
This is accomplished by the subsoiler tine and share
being placed on the beam of the plough in front of the
plough body, whereby the subsoil that is stirred is

instantly covered with a furrow, and a clean, firm foot-
ing is left behind for the horses to take during the next
drag. With four horses yoked to this implement some
excellent work was done, a 6-inch furrow being placed
pn the top of 5 or 6 inches of broken subsoil. For tl>?

purpose of aeration and the percolation of water during
the winter months, or for a seed-bed, where an in

creased depth of mould is wanted, and the raising of

cmde earth to the surface would be objectionable, this

operation was as fine an example of efficient work n

could be desired.

In tlie general ploughing field there were several

classes, and the work was most admirably done. One
remarkable feature of this work was the fact that Mr.
Neal, a farmer's son, again won the plough given by
tlie Messrs. Ball & Son, of Rothwell, for the best w
in the whole field. This may account for the excellent

ploughing which is generally done in this part of the

country.

In the draining field there was a small entry, but the
work done was of the usual extraordinary character, the

1st prize winner cutting 3^ feet deep with a width of

only 5 inches.

The following is the prize list :

—

Judges.—J. Helmsley, Esq., Shelton, Newark, Notts; Major
Grantham, East Keal Hall, SpUsby : Joseph Martin, Esq.,
Litlleport, Ely, Consulting Engineer ; C. E. Amos, Esq.,
London.
Class 1. For the double plough which shall produce the best

and most highly finished work, due regard being had to light-

ness of draught, strength, and simplicity of construction.

—

£,6,

Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, double-furrow plough, with
patent centre wheel, lifting apparatus, hind friction wheel, and
adjustable beams to plough from 7 inches to 12 inches in width;
£^1 J. & F. Howard, Bedford, double-furrow plough, with three
wheels and steel breast.

Class 2. For the best general purpose double plough : due
regard being had to lightness of draught, ease, and economy
of management, strength and simplicity of construction.—^6,

J. & F. Howard, Bedford, double-furrow plough with three
wheels, expanding beams, leverage, and steerage ; £-^, John
Fowler & Co., Leeds, double-furrow plough with Perkin's
provement ; £2, Messrs. Ransome, Sims & Head.
Class 3. The sum of £$ was also placed at the disposal of

the judges for the class of turnwrist ploughs.

—

£^, Messrs. J. &
F. Howard, Bedford, turnwrist plough with steel plate ; £2,
Messrs. Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, turnwrist plough
with steel plate.

DERBYSHIRE.
At a recent meeting of this Society, Lord E.

Cavendish, the Chairman, said :—We have just

passed through one of the finest summers ever known
in this countiy, but it has been accompanied by a
drought of such unusual length that, pleasant as it has
been to many of us, it cannot be regarded as having
been a favourable season for agriculture. Should a

very severe winter follow, I fear that the shortness of

the hay crop and the failure of the Turnip crop will

make the winter a very trying one. Very dry summers,
like that of this year, are amongst the greatest difficul-

ties farmers have to contend with. In the case of very
wet summers, we can take what precautions are in our
power ; but very dry summers come at such rare

intervals that we are not prepared to meet them. It

seems to me well worthy the consideration of a Society
like this, whether it would not be practicable to store

some of the superfluous water of one part of the year
for use at those times when only a small quantity of
rain falls. I cannot but think that that would be a
most useful thing, and that it might be done without a
very great outlay. There is one other subject on
which, with your permission, I should like to say a few
words. I refer to the manufacturing of cheese. You
will remember that this time last year Mr. Crompton
communicated the results of numerous and careful

inquiries which he had made on the subject of the

manufacture of American cheese. It occurred to him
that a similar system might be adopted in Derbyshire,
and he brought two facts prominently under your
notice ; one was, that the make of cheese was diminish-
ing in this country to a considerable extent, and the

other was—and it was a still more lamentable fact

—

that the Americans were competing with u> in our own
markets. The object which we ought to have in view
in reference to this subject appears to me a very plain

and simple one. If it is found, after a fair trial, that

the general average of cheese throughout the district

can be improved by the factory system, that the

improvement can be effected at a diminished and not
at an increased cost, and that a better price than
formerly can be obtained, then Mr. Coke and Mr.
Crompton might safely advocate the adoption of the
system. With reference to these points I have made
some inquiries, and although my remarks will not have
the weight which they might have, if communicated by
some one personally and practically familiar with the
subject, I may tell you that Mr. Coleman, who has
always taken a deep interest in this subject, has kindly
placed some facts before me which I think will interest

you. I infer from what he says of the results of the
concentration of labour, so far as those results are at

present known, that the cost of production is very con-
siderably reduced. Mr. Coleman estimates that, taking
the yield of 500 cows, a saving of £i\QO a-year is effected
by turning their milk into cheese on the factory system
as compared with the old farmhouse system. With
regard to the quahty of the cheese made on the factory
system, so far as I can learn the tests applied have been
sound ones, and the result has been satisfactoiy,
namely, that the price obtained for the factory cheese
is better than that hitherto obtained for the produce of
almost any dairy in the county. It may be replied to
all this that there are some very considerable objections
to the factory system. I mention these alleged disad-
vantages with some hesitation, because 1 have no
practical knowledge on the subject, but it is said that

if you take away the manufacture of cheese from the

dairies you will take away the occupation of the wives
and daughters of the farmers. 1 do not know whether
that will be considered a disadvantage or not ; but for
my own part I have never been in the habit of looking
upon the wives and daughters of farmers in other parts
of England, where cheese is not manufactured, as an
idle and unoccupied class. There is plenty of useful

work in the house for them to do. The comfort of the
house depends, of course, very greatly upon them, and
I cannot help thinking that both wives and daughters
would be a great deal happier if they were relieved

from the drudgery of making cheese. I do not give

you my own opinion on this subject, but I have no
doubt this view will have its influence with farmers in

determining whether or not they shall support the

factory system. There is another objection to that

system which is put in this form. The farmers say
they have done very well up to the present time, and
they would rather things remained as they were. That
may be all very well at the present time ; but I must
say from my personal knowledge of many Americans
that they are a stirring and active people, and if they
find they can compete successfully with us they will not
rest until they have driven us out of the market. It

will not do for us to stand still, but we must push on
and do the best that can be done.

Mr. NuTTALL said, referring to the cheese factory,

that the price given for the milk was equivalent to

77^. 6d. per cwt., which he thought in an average
season was a very fair price, and if they could get
above the average price the first season he thought they
might infer that they could do still better another
season. There had been a considerable amount of

prejudice against the cheese, and the complaint against

it was that it was not old enough. They certainly

could not make old cheese, but there was no doubt
that every day it was kept would improve its taste.

He, however, thouglit that the general favour with
which the cheese had been received augured well for

the ultimate success of the Derby Cheese Factory, and
the statement which would at a future time be laid

before them would be both satisfactory to the gurantors
and to the public.

Mr. Henrv Corbet (for the judges) said : Only last

week he had acted in a similar capacity in an adjoining

county, where one of the management who proposed
"The Judges" did so in a very feeling and almost
affecting manner. That gentleman said the judges had
very onerous duties to perform, but he was sorry to add
from his own experience, that these duties were fre-

quently followed by some very unkind and unpleasant

criticism, which he strongly deprecated. Now, he
(Mr. Corbet) could not altogether agree with this.

Honest, straightforward criticism did a deal of good in

many ways, and he could not help thinking that the pro-

gress of these societies had done something to improve
the breed of judges as well as the breeds of stock.

Besides, the great fun of the fair after all was judging
the judges ; and he could imagine nothing more insipid

than that when the visitor took his entrance-ticket he
should be bound down, as it were, by a sort of moral
obligation not to whisper a syllable against the correct-

ness of the awards. Such a course would not only
threaten to become insipid, but impolitic and unwhole-
some. "To err was human," although he had once
heard a clerical-looking gentleman, who had been
acting as a judge of poultry, declare that he had never

made a mistake in his life, and never before or since

had he (the speaker) looked with so much reverence at

any man in a white neckcloth. But putting poultry

out of the question—those elegant Cochin Chinas,

those beautiful Bramah Pootras, or those still more
wonderful varieties, the aim with some of which
seemed to be to breed them without any tails, and with

others all heads and chignons—and admitting that a

parson must, from some inscrutable cause, be an infal-

lible judge of cocks and hens, there were other judges,

from the highest downwards, who were merely mortal.

Brougham was said to be a bundle of crotchets, and
Eldon full of prejudice and port wine ; and he really

believed half the judges of stock were like those judges

on the bench. One hated Bates, and the other did not

quite fancy Booth ; but they were none the worse for a

little prejudice or port either. Still, whatever the public

said about the awards, the less the judges themselves said

the better. He did not know, when the work was over,

but that an active steward should caution each of them,

just as a policeman was bound to do any other unfor-

tunate man who had got himself into trouble :
*' Now

look here, any thing you say will be used against you,

so perhaps you had better hold your tongue until some
of your friends have been to see you." Were he
discreet he (Mr. Corbet) might stop here, but he should

like to say a little about his owm business on the ground.

He could remember, and not so many years since,

when the riding horse classes were almost the laughing

stock of these meetings—such failures indeed, that the

Royal Agricultural Society had occasionally struck the

premiums out of the list. Since then '* the nags " had
become far away the most popular feature of these

occasions. There was no mistake about it, although

there was one element in such a popularity with which

he could not quite go. No doubt the jumping business

"drew" in the way of shillings and half-crowns, but it

was no test as to the actual merit of a hunter, as many
of the best or best-looking horses he found declined to

take part in these exhibitions, and he should prefer to

judge the hunters as they did the other horses, and
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then let the public judge the jumping and the judges.

It was ditficult at these times to touch any topic that

could not be brought to bear on the war, and he saw

that a friend of his had been writing to the papers on

the way in which our cavali7 is mounted. The light

troops were the most useful for modern warfare, but

the men were not so well horsed as they might be, and

it was proposed to remedy this in the usual way—that

was by starting a company. Let them call it the Light

Dragoon Horse Company (Limited), for breeding

troopers, to be sold to the Government, at three or

four years old, at regulation prices. Would anybody

in the room like to take any shares? Or, if that would

not do, the letter went on to recommend the establish-

ment of Government studs for the purpose. But by

the time they had secured an efficient manager, a staff,

farm, mares, and so forth, he feared the cost of growing

a troop horse would open the eyes of political econo-

mists when they came to pass the accounts. Of course

he had a notion of his own on the subject, and one that

would tend, he thought, to make these societies still

more useful, as a little countenance from Royalty or

Government would not be out of place. Some three or

four thousand a year was given in Queen's Plates,

which had outlived their use, as they did little good

now either in providing sport or improving the breed

of horses. He was not going so far as to say these

should be done away with ; but if we could afford to

spend so much in one direction, we might surely offer

a few Royal Prizes at the leading agricultural shows

for the best thoroughbred horses ; and by such patron-

age or encouragement at a small outlay some benefit

might follow in increasing the supply of well bred

stock.

Dr. HiTCHMAN said the pursuits of agriculture can

never be satisfactorily and successfully canied on on a

mere cold, calculating, commercial basis, on the broad

principle of an abstract political economy ; for they

differ from ordinary trade in many essential particulars,

and mainly in this, that one man is working upon

another man's property, and every day of his life he is

either exhausting or improving that property ; and this

exhaustion or improvement is such that cannot be

accurately measured by a foot nile, and here moral

sentiments and feelings are necessarily brought into

play. Again, the nature of the farmer's pursuits is

such that he cannot make the supply to be always com-

mensurate with the demand he cannot obtain more than

one crop of Wheat in an entire year, and therefore the

cardinal principle of energetic trade cannot be realised

of " Small profits and quick returns," for, however

small the "profits," the "returns" cannot be quick;

and every practised farmer will bear me out in this, that

there are circumstances which happen to the highest

skill and the most abundant capital, and that seasons

influence the result of crops to a greater extent than

either or both combined ; and superadded to these

special peculiarities is the tcnible one, developed by

the importation of foreign cattle, of contagious diseases

by which hundreds, nay, thousands of cows are de-

stroyed, the labours of years of breeding skill an-

nihilated, and capital to an incredible amount, ay, to

an amount exceeding the vast sums lost by the cotton

famine, sacrificed and gone ; and therefore, if the

pursuit of agriculture as a livelihood, removed wholly

from the sympathy of the public, be brought in its

social relations to the simple condition of an ordinary

trade, and be carried on between landlord and tenant

with none of the chivalrous feelings of the olden time,

but solely, absolutely, and exclusively as a pound, shil-

lings, and pence spirit, the days of English agriculture

are numbered. Vast factories would crowd all our

hills and all our valleys. We should become the manu-
facturers, the colliers, the carriers for the world ! One
vast canopy of cloud and smoke would hang like a bird

of darkness over the land. Brightness and beauty

would be gone. Flowers and grass, trees and waving
corn, the sunlit landscape, and the gorgeous clouds

would pass away. The bright eye, the rosy cheek, the

jocund laugh of niddy health, would be displaced by
sallowness and grime, and the beautiful England of our

forefathers would be no more ! Happily it is not so ;

the public honour the pursuit, and Ihe innate love of

the English for well-formed animals, and for the culti-

vated products of the field, will, I trust, cause them to

continue to honour it for evermore. They now honour
it in a manner that they honour no other, as our

presence here at this moment testifies, and as other

facts testify. Tens of thousands of persons from our
crowded cities crowd to see the mere fat stock of the

Smithfield Cattle Show ; hundreds of thousands throng
the showyards of the Royal Agi'icultural Society ; and
even in this our provincial show, we have been glad-

dened and honoured by the visits of many thousands.

It surpasses all other pursuits in its importance to

mankind, and therefore I earnestly hope it may con-
tinue to receive the sympathy and respect of the public,

and that English agriculture may for ever hold tlie first

rank among the cultivators of the earth, I would say

something on the game question. It is far, very far

from faultless, is the Game Law, but it is not so debased
or debasing as some of the men who have denounced
it for their own sinister ends. Few large landlords at

the present day withhold from their tenants the right of

destroying rabbits—those foes to all profitable agri-

culture,—and I hope the day is not distant when none
will do so ; and I am glad to say there are few indeed

in this county who preserve an undue quantity of

ground game. But in addition to this good quality I

hope yet to see the landlords ignoring all mere petty

politics, and aiding theh tenants in the great work of

regulating the local taxation of this kingdom, which is

annually increasing in variety and amount, and widen-

ing the area from which it is gathered, and pressing

equally equitable on all classes the burden of providing

for such national purposes as vaccination, registration,

the police forces and the mamtenance of the paupers

and lunatics of this great country.

been very carefully gone over, and although some of them
will not be taken off the land for two or three months, the

value set down against them is that which has been
already offered for them as they now stand,

"The result is that from 184a, or. 23P, in cultivation a
return of ;^5,423 9^, 9^/, has been obtained, and, in an
exceptional year of drought, upon hot, porous soil,

500.871 tons ofsewage have been applied to 112a. 3r, 23P."

These totals, representing so large an average pro-

duce per acre, include a number of very various

experiences. The Italian Rye-grass has, during the

past dry summer, been comparatively a failure ; and

whereas in ordinary summers 100 tons of sewage will

produce I ton of grass, this year in many plots 290,

343, and even 450 tons of sewage have been expended

in the production of that quantity. On the other

hand many succulent and some seed crops have

done remarkably well. Thus on plot C, containing

13a. 3r. and I2p.

—

*' There h.is been grown this year perhaps a finer piece

of Onions than the most propitious season has ever pro-

duced by ordinary cultivation, conclusively establishing

the great value of sewage for this crop. The success also

was enhanced by the partial failure of Onions throughout

the neighbourhood, owing to the great drought. The
difficulty experienced on previous occasions to produce by
means of the sewage alone the growth of the Onion plant,

made us decide upon using a small amount of dung over

a portion of the land, and the result proves that we were

justified in so doing. Of 8i acres sown in Onions, a small

part was treated with dung'only, in the ordinary manner,

about 20 tons an acre having been applied. This was
done in order to contrast the result with the other beds

under sewage, which were partially dressed with farmyard

manure or left without any such top-dressing. From the

first, the strength of the plant was evidently the greatest

where the dung extended, the crop in the other part of the

land appearing as comparatively we.ak. Even up to the

last the iufluence of the dung made itself apparent,

although a fine strong vigorous plant covered all the beds;

that one to which no sewage was applied being the sole

exception, I regret very much that owing to the very

great amount of work which, at the end of July and the

beginning of August, was thrown upon our horses by the

necessity of speedily preparing the stubble and Potato

fields for the reception of sewage, we were not able to

market these Onions ourselves, and I am thus unable to

give a true return of their value. I sotd them on the

ground on July 28 at what was then thought to be a very

long price, viz. , about £43 per acre ; but from their

having continued to grow through the month of August

quite as much as they did during the two preceding

months, they h.ave become worth a very much larger sum.
" Upon this plot we have a small bit of Kohl Rabi,

which promises to be a good crop, and in this, as in most

other crops under sewage, the top is much more luxuriant

than is elsewhere to be seen,"

Again, on plot A (9 a, 2r. lip.) the grass being very

indifferent

—

The beds were ploughed as the succeeding crops

required to be sown. Mangel was dibbled in in April,

and the remainder, after being laid out for sewage, was

planted with Collards in June, Mangel seed was also put

in between the rows of Cabbage on the adjoining beds,

and Sugar-Beet occupied three-quarters of an acre close

by. Although the first sown Mangel is a very heavy crop,

likely to average over 40 tons an acre, and the Sugar-

Beet also is equally strong and regular, the Collards

planted in June take the first place in this plot, for when

only eight or nine weeks old /30 an acre was bid for them

on the ground."*

On plot II in Wheat (12a. 3r. 36p.)—
" Wlieat has now been grown for the fourth time in

succession, and notwithstanding the unfavourable descrip-

tion of the land, we have, with the aid of sewage, obtained

a better result this year than had been hitherto reached.

As the ^Vheat has not been threshed out I am unable to

give accurately the yield per acre, but I believe it will be

CUIIBERLAND.
At Brampton, Mr. W. Torr, of Aylesby, said :

—

" The piping times of peace " had not lately been very

prosperous ones to farmers ; they had suffered some-

what during the last three years : and no one perhaps

could speak more feelingly on that point than himself,

for he believed he had lost as much money as, if not

more than, most farmers in England. And he was not

himself responsible for that. He had done his best,

rising up early and late taking rest ; he had not exactly,

perhaps, "eaten the bread of carefulness," but he had

made no money, and he had lost a lot of money. He
believed this, that the farming of the present d.ay was a

very slow way of getting rich. He did not know of

any farmer of his acquaintance who had managed his

farm so that another man could farm after him, and

paid a good rent, who had saved a great deal at it.

But a farmer took a great deal of breaking. They
might trespass on him a good long while before he

would break, and he thought that in paying 20s. in the

pound he was more honest than his neighbours. How-
ever, be that as it might, they must now rouse them-

selves, and keep their heads wide awake, and maintain

that improved position which the farmers of England

had, to his certain knowledge, attained within the last

quarter of a century. They must take advantage of

science and everything they could, but they must mind

not to spend thirteenpence for a shilling's worth of

labour, but rather to spend a shilling for thirteenpence

worth. He believed that in steam cultivation they

had an opportunity now of doing work which their

forefathers never had, but he looked upon it rather as

an addition to good cultivation than a cheapening of

ordinary cultivation. It w.as simply that they could do

by steam that which they never could do by horses.

But they would never find that steam would do away

with horses. If they adopted steam cultiv.ation, he

ventured to say they would not save one pair of horses

in ten ; they would do the work much better and more

effectually by steam, but they would always have a

thoroughly good lot of cart horses (as they had in

Cumberiand) to cultivate their land. He had lately

had a long journey with his friend Mr, Gibbons—than
whom he found there were few men more respected in

Cumberland — through the counties of Bucks and

Oxfordshire, to find a finely cultivated fami for a prize

of lOO gs. It was a compliment to Cumberland and

Lincolnshire that the task w,as left in the hands of men
belonging to those counties, and, putting them together,

he thought they would take a good deal of beating.

At all events they found a farm answering the necessary

requirements, and as there were some ladies present he

would willingly tell them it was a farm belonging to a

widow. He ventured to think that a Cumberl.and

farmer if he went down to Oxfordshire would find

something to learn in the management of sheep.

Travelling from home always learned people some-

thing. As Shakespeare said, " Home-keeping youths

have ever homely wits," and this was as true as any-

thing he could tell them. With regard to steam culti-

vation he held a little crotchet of his own. He thought

if they introduced it into the county on a broad scale of

hiring, they were more likely to do good to their county

than if they spent a lot of their own money in purchas

ing machines. If the system obtained, a small farmer

would hire for a 20-acre field, when he would not em-

ploy steam if he had to buy his own implements. He
, „^^^^ (^ ^ p^jt of it. Had rain come on m any quamu/

hired very largely himself, and the more he hired the ^j q^,, period of its growth, a great portion of it would

better he liked it. An engine was all the better for'
"•'

-
- ' "- J—-— "f

being worked, and the man who attended to it constantly

was more likely to work it well than a casual hand.

Uofucs 0f |i00hs.
Report on the Cultivation, by Means of Sewage

Irrigation, of the Lodge Farm, Burking, for the

] 'car ending August 31, 1 870.

We have not seen the Sewage Farm, near Barking, for

many months ; and during that time a great change

has, we understand, been effected in the mode which

had been adopted for distributing the sewage over the

land :

—

"The Large earthen main carriers have given place to

wooden troughs, which, at a moderate cost, etficiently

serve the purpose ; and all ditches of communication
between the plots, which had previously been used for the

purpose of conveying water which escaped from one set of

the irrigated beds for redistribution over land at a lower

level, were filled in for the purpose of isolating each

division, and restricting the amount of sewage applied to

that which the land could absorb,"

Mr. Morgan, the energetic secretary of the Metropolis

Sewage Company, under whose directions all these

alterations have been made, here reports to the com-

pany the result of his year's proceedings.

" The valuation of the crops saved or in the ground has

quite safe to estimate it at 5 qr., with from 2S to 3 loads

of straw. The description of Wlieat is that known as

' long straw, ' and 7 pecks per acre were sown. The crop

was sew.aged three times over all, and a fourth dressing was
'

part of it. Had rain come on in any quantity
" growth, a great portion of it would

probably have been laid. The dates of the dressings of

sewage are — March 8 and 9, 1870 ;
April i and 4

;

.\pril 25 to 27, and a partial dressing was given June

7 and 8,

" A small plot of Clover, adjoining the Wheat, grew in

a marvellous manner. From oa. rr, 28p, of an acre,

4 tons 5 cwt, of Clover were cut at the first cutting, and

carted to be made into hay. When dry the hay weighed

I ton 2 cwt. A second good cutting though not of equal

weight followed, and at the present moment there is a nice

show of blossom and a promise of a good third crop. On
the removal of the Wlieat the land was sown in Turnips,

which will come off in time to enable the whole ol this

division to be sown down in Wlieat."

These extracts represent the kind of information

which Mr. Morgan furnishes. The management and

crop of each plot are described in succession ; and the

pamphlet concludes with reference to the quantity of

sewage which in the several instances has been employed

to produce the several money results. Thus 23,000

tons of sewage produced ^'258 worth of Cabbages—

30,000 tons of sewage produced only ;^90 worth of

grass, 20,000 tons of sewage produced ^118 worth of

Mangel Wurzel, 580 tons of sewage produced ^20
worth of Sugar-Beet, and so on.

Elaborate Tables are appended to the pamphlet, and

» Since the above was written, less than a moiely of this crop,

upon 3a. gr 30 p., has been marketed — 2793 doz™ "f '""'

Cabbages, weighing upwards of S3 'ons, have produced a gross

return of ^£153 125.
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from these the reader can leam the extent, weight, and

vahie of tlie several crops, and the quantity and date of

the several dressings with sewage, and a balance-sheet

of the year's proceedings completes the work. We add

that it would have been more perfectly satisfactory if a

map had been added, enabling the reader to understand

the arrangement of the several plots and crops,

among wliich at present he feels somewhat mystified.

Mr. Morgan's plan of isolating each plot, so that each

result can be confidently attributed to the use of

a definite quantity of sewage, will give the annual

reports of Lodge Farm still gi-eater value hereafter as

the source (the only source hitherto) of exact informa-

tion on the agricultural value of town drainage. It is

obvious, from the plain and dispassionate style of the

present report, that the statements of fact which it con-

tains may be relied on ; and the thanks both of country

men and towns men are due to Mr. Morgan for his

additions to our knowledge of a subject so interesting

to both.

Farm Memoranda.
Banffshire (Boyn'e District).—A short and

excellent harvest is now all finished up and the plough

at work again. On many farms the crop has filled

the stackyard better than was expected at one period of

"the season,—the crop after lea being in most cases

deficient, while after Turnips it was good ; and the

Barley crop was mostly good everywhere, and is thresh-

ing out well, of great weight, and fine quality, some of

it weighing as high as 59 lb. per bushel. A great

quantity of it has been threshed out within the last

week. The steam threshing-machine is in more favour

here for the Barley than Oats, but very few have water

for their own mills. The rains we had in the begin-

ning of the month did an immense good to the

pastures and Turnips, but the waters and burns are

as low as they were in July. Swedes promise to

be an excellent crop in most places, and the

late yellows, but the early yellows are gumming fast, and
are in great want of more rain. The pastures are

greener by far than they were in July, though short, but

tlie cattle intended for feeding are mostly housed now
and getting TBrnips, and only store beasts are on the

fields. Cattle in this district have been all veiy healthy,

and where . an abundance of water was within their

reach have thriven better than could have been
expected, considering the dryness of the season.

Top-dressing leas intended for cropping and prepar-

ing for sowing Wheat, is the principal work on most
farms at present. Potato lifting has now begun, but

we can as yet say little about the crop ; what we have
used as yet is of excellent quality, and no appearance
of disease, but some second growth here and there ;

there is not a great breadth of them planted in this

district. Work for labourers is plentiful ; a great deal

of drainage is being executed in this quarter, a great

many new leases being granted lately. So with a fair

crop, and good prices for cattle and fair prices for

gi-ain, the farmer ought to be thankful ; and while the

labouring class can get plenty of work at fair wages
with provisions at a reasonable figure, there ought to be

contentment in our land. W. J.

Upper Winchenden, Aylesbury.—The follow-

ing is Mr. Hall Keary's account of the Second Prize

Farm :

—

I will next describe the farm of Mr. Treadwell, of
Upper Winchenden, near Aylesbury, Bucks, to which
the judges awarded the second prize of ^^50, given by
the Royal Agi-icultural Society. This famr contains

420 acres, iSo of which are arable land and 240 pas-

ture. The map which accompanies this report shows
that Kimmeridge clay, with a thin band of alluvium
running through it, extends from Aylesbury to Thame,
and thus embraces the whole district in which Upper
Winchenden is situated. The road from Thame to

Aylesbury runs in a north-easterly direction through
the farm, leaving the greater portion, with the home-
stead, on the east side of it. The farm is undulating,

almost hilly, and the whole of the arable land is on the

high ground, intersected by the road, or on the slopes

which run down to the meadows and pastures of the

valley. The soil of the arable portion may be described

as rather a strong clay loam of good quality, but vary-

ing very much in deptli, being very thin on some of the

brows of the hills. The pasture land is of that kind
known as good dairy land, but not strong enough to

fatten cattle. The farm is held under a yearly agree-

ment from the Duke of Marlborough, and there are

compensating clauses for manures on leaving. Mr.
Treadwell has only occupied it for five years from
Michaelmas last. The house and buildings are nearly

new, and are substantially built of brick and slate.

Besides the home buildings there are some detached
old premises, which are very useful for young cattle and
sheep. The arable land is farmed upon a six-course

rotation as follows :

—

1. Roots.— 12 acres: Mangel Wurzel, heavily ma-
nured. 4 acres : Rye, eaten off, manured, and sown
with Mangels. 8 acres : Winter Tares, eaten off,

manured, and sown with Swedes. 6 acres : Spring
Tares, fed off, manured, and sown with Turnips
Total, 30 acres.

2. Barley or Oats, half sown with Italian Rye-gi'ass
or Dutch Clover, the other half, with the exception of

4 acres, sown"with broad Clover.

3. Seeds.—The Italian Rye-grass is fed off by sheep,

and is mown over once in the summer to sweeten it.

The broad Clover is mown off or fed as it is wanted.

Four acres are heavily manured and planted with

Cabbages.

4. Oats or Barley after the Italian Rye-grass. Wheat
after Clover or Cabbages.

5. Winter Beans, spring Beans, Peas, and about 5
acres of Mangel Wiu'zel and Swedes, to draw off for

the beasts. Yellow Tankard Turnips are drilled be-

tween the rows of Beans and Peas.

6. Wheat, where Turnips are eaten off soon enough,

otherwise Barley.

The above six-course system may be almost described

as a four-course rotation extended. Although the roots

and seeds are diminished, and Pulse substituted, still

the land only produces white corn every other year,

and as Turnips are sown between the rows of Beans

and Peas after the last horse-hoeing, which in favour-

able seasons produce a large amount of sheep-feed, the

system appears to be very profitable without being

exhausting. The amount of sheep-feed raised is con-

siderable, and as the green crops, as well as the roots,

are all fed off by cake-eating sheep, high condition of

the soil cannot fail to be produced. Mr. Treadwell

does not adopt steam cultivation, but he ploughs all

the land intended for roots vei-y deeply, and frequently

sabsoils it also. The Mangel Wurzel appeared to be

drilled rather close in the rows, iS inches apart, on the

fiat ; but Mr. Treadwell always uses Gibbs' Selected

Golden Globe, which grows a very small top, and

which he thinks admits of being grown in closer drills

than other varieties. The crop we saw was very per-

fect in plant, and in spite of the extreme drought of

the season, looked healthy and vigorous. The crops

of Wheat, Barley, and Oats, except a very few patches

upon the thinnest soil, were remarkably clean, heavy,

and good ; plenty of straw, and large well-filled ears.

The Wheats usually grown are Red Browick and
Rivett ; none is sown till the beginning of November,
when 2 bush. I gall, per acre are drilled, and the

quantity of seed is increased as the season advances

to 2 bush. 3 gall. It is all hand-hoed twice in

the spring, at a cost of 3.C. dd. per acre each time.

It is cut with a fagging-hook, at an average cost of

IIJ-. 6./. to I2.f. per acre, which includes tying and

shocking. Chevalier Barley is always grown, and 3
bushels of seed per acre are sown as early in spring as

the land will work well.

CattU.—A dairy of 50 cows is generally kept. The
milk is made into butter, which is sent to the metro-

politan market. In summer the cows are kept on

the pastures, in winter they are tied up in stalls, and

fed well with roots, hay, and straw-chaff and cake.

Twenty calves are reared annually, and 12 heifers are

annually added to the dairy. The draft cows are

fatted off, as also are all steer-calves and heifers (not

required for the dairy) at three years old. This gives

an average stock of no cattle both in summer and

winter. All the young stock are supplied with cake

and chaff in the winter as well as with roots. The
cows are all Shorthorns, of a very useful description,

and appeared to be in excellent condition. The young
stock, according to their different ages, were grazing in

the pasture fields, and were in that healthy and satis-

factory state in which young animals ought to be kept,

—that is, neither too lean nor too fat.

Sheep.—A flock of 220 Oxford Down ewes is kept,

and they generally produce about 270 lambs. About

50 theaves are put into the flock every year, and 50 or

60 yearling rams are sold annually in the month of

August. All the draft ewes are fatted before they are

sold, as also are all the hoggets not kept as rams or

put into the flock. About So sheep are bought in the

autumn in addition to those bred, so that there is

generally a winter stock of nearly 600 sheep. In

summer, as well as in winter, all the green crops are

hurdled off. No sheep ran at large except on the

pastures. In early spring the ewes and lambs take the

Rye, having M.angels thrown to them with chaff and

cake. The lambs run forward and take the fresh feed,

and soon learn to share the cake with their dams.
Vetches succeed Rye, which are hurdled and fed off in

exactly the same way. As Mr. Treadwell's sheep

arrangements are carried out in a very superior way, I

think I cannot do better than give a detailed descrip-

tion of it in his own words :
—" On the 1st of Sep-

tember, or a little earlier, according to circumstances,

I draft my ewes into small lots in different pastures,

using about five rams ; of course the ewes are drawn to

suit the different rams ; about the middle of October

the ewes are put all together again with two rams
(probably different sheep, to catch those that turn

again), and brought on to the seed, and to clear up
any food we can spare on the arable land, such as

Mangel-tops, &c. The rams are taken away in the

middle of November, and the ewes drafted out all over

the pastures, where they are kept until we can spare

some Turnips, or Rye, or Vetches, or seeds for them
in the spring. The ewes, after lambing, get on the

pastures about \\ pint of Oats each, and later on a

few Mangels. When on the Rye or Vetches, the

lambs run forward and learn to eat a little cake and
corn, the ewes getting I lb. of cotton cake. The
lamljs are weaned soon after shear-day, about the

middle of June, and are put on the pastures and seeds.

The tup-lambs get \ pint of corn and cake, and some
Cabbage as soon as we can spare them any, until the

rams are sold—the first Wednesday in August. The
ewes, as soon as the lambs are weaned, have rather a
hard time of it until September ; they are run thick in

a pasture, or they clean up seeds after the other sheep,

or run anywhere where we can keep them cheapest.

The rams, as you are aware, during the summer are

kept on Vetches, and have Cabbage taken to them,
always having a plentiful supply of water by them,

and movable shades to protect them from the sun,

getting about a pint of split peas, and a little linseed

and cotton cake."

Pigs,—Seven breeding sows of the Berkshire sort

are Icept, and all the produce is fatted off at about

10 score weight. The sows are remarkably good
specimens of the Berlishire breed, and the feeding pigs

combine great aptitude to fatten with sufficient size.

Horses.—Mr. Treadwell keeps nine working horses,

which are strong useful animals, but not specially

deserving of notice. They are yoked at length, three

in a plough, for deep winter ploughing, and they work
abreast for the lighter operations of spring cultivation.

Grass Laud.—The pastures are a very important

feature in Mr. Treadwell's farm. A very small pro-

portion of them are mown for hay, and none are mown
two years in succession without an application of good,

well-made, farmyard manure, at the rate of nine or ten

loads per acre. The fields are divided into convenient

enclosures, and are nearly all well watered. Although
depastured almost entirely by dairy cattle and young
animals, they do not show any symptoms of deteriora-

tion ; and although breeding animals must eventually,

under ordinary management, impoverish the pastures

they gi-aze upon, Mr. Treadwell's high farming and
liberal use of linseed cake and com no doubt correct as

much as possible a system of stock farming which, in

too many instances, has impoverished much of the

gr.ass land of the kingdom. Mr. Treadwell buys
annually ;^6oo worth of linseed and cotton cake, £200
worth of corn, and besides this generally consumes
Beans and Peas gi-own upon the farm to the value

of^6oo.
Feiiees.—The fences are, generally speaking, not

good, and are evidently suffering from many yeai-s'

neglect of former tenants. In many cases they are past

repair, and can only be improved by grabbing up the

old ones and planting new ones, where practicable, on

a fresh site. A work of this sort can only be managed
by the joint efforts of landlord and tenant, and in this

case it is very desirable that some equitable aiTange-

ment should be made for the improvement of the fences.

English AgrieuUural Society's Jotirnnl.

October 15.— Threshing and Dressing Seed for

autumn sowing, including Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye,

Vetches, Beans, Peas, and grass seeds, is a question

which has this year been easily solved, owing to the

fine harvest. Newly threshed com out of the stook is

an old rule which requires to be observed in late, wet
seasons, as more or less injury is sustained when the

sheaves are slacked damp. But this year we have

heard of very little heating in the stackyard. There

has been, however, much smut and premature ripening

in some places, so that seed will require to be

thoroughly dressed to as uniform a sample as possible.

It may also be advisable not only to wash and pickle

Wheat, but the other kinds of seed corn, for the two-

fold purpose of removing light prematurely ripened

grain and destroying smut and the like. In other

words, lay more stress upon dressing and washing than

usual. There is not half that attention paid to the

selection and cleansing of seed which the importance of

the subject requires ; and for this neglect of duty there

is now no excuse, as dressing machines and washing

apparatus are at the command of every farmer. On
the other hand, very fine samples of seed may be

obtained from other places, more especially of Wheat
and winter Beans, so that the season is unusually

favourable for a change by districts subject naturally to

degeneracy.

Ne^a Varieties of Seed.—Much has evidently been

done to introduce new varieties of Wheat, Barley, and

Oats, by hybridisation and otherwise, and the season

now drawing to a close has afforded a singiUar oppor-

tunity of judging how far they have stood the climatic

test of 1870, unusually diversified in different counties.

Fickleness, for example, is the familiar characteristic of

an English climate ; but this hardly applied to some
English counties last summer, during which the drought

and forcing heat were remarkably uniform throughout.

How has this affected the normal acclimatisation of

new varieties of Wheat, &c. ? Has the quality im-

proved or degenerated, and how do these counties

differ from others where the weather has been different?

And so on. As threshing now progi-esses, both for

seed and market, such questions merit a practical

solution, for the twofold purpose of determining pro-

gress made and further improvement needed.

Winter Beans.—\! not sown, get in without delay, as

directed at the close of last month. The plant is a

large consumer of lime. Where lime is naturally

deficient, the land should be limed previously to sow-

ing. From 50 to 100 bush, of unslacked lime from the

kiln is a common dose for applying to a clean Wheat

or Oat stubble per acre. When slacked and spread it

should be well harrowed into the surface with a heavy
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harrow, before manure is applied. Wood ashes, or

specific artificial manures, supply potash, of which the

plant is also a large consumer. But a good specific

manure for Beans, suitable for being drilled in along
with the seed, is much needed, for unless the land is in

good heart, and the crop forced forward in the early

stage of growth to maturity, it seldom comes to much,
i. f., pods well ; and specific manures are favourable

to early maturity of seed.

Btran I/cvz'^st of spring-sown crops is seldom over in

the North before the middle of the month ; and when
the crop is followed by Wheat, as is generally the case,

it is common to remove the sheaves and stock them on

pasture, or Wheat, or Oat stubble adjoining, in order

to get the land ploughed and the Wheat sown. The
value of steam is incalculable in such cases, as the land

can be ploughed and sown with Wheat as fast as the

Bean crop is removed. If the land has been saturated

with rain to the maximum, it is sometimes difficult to

get a proper seed-bed, while the horses' feet do
immense harm in drilling and harrowing. To avoid

this latter, the seed is sown broadcast by hand, and the

horses walk in the out-casting furrows, hauling the

harrows between them, by means of a long pole or

draught-bar the breadth of the ridge, the work of sow-
ing keeping close up to the ploughing.

T/w Antunni Top-dressing of meadows finish, in

order to get the dressing well washed in with the rains

of this and the ensuing month, and a green sward before

the frost sets in. Rich composts are made by saturating

peat-earth, scourings of ditches, vegetable mould of

any kind, with the liquid from the homestead, or town
sewage ; or the earth hills may be mixed with farm-
yard manure, with lime, if the land requires it, with
the refuse of fisheries or gasworks : or a rich compost
may be made by mixing 12 or 15 bush, of ashes with

5 or 6 cwt. of artificial manure. Such composts, if

properly made, may be applied by a manure distributor,

and well harrowed in by a chain-harrow.
Live Stock as last week. The familiar old rules,

*' Only fatten animals that are ripe for the shambles,"
and " Get rid of an ill-doer at any price," are still in

force, as they were prior to the modem theory of early

maturity. Much of the complaint now so general, that

fattening stock do not pay for their keep, arises from
the want of due attention being paid to the drafting out
of animals that have not attained the ripe age for

fattening, for, when the whole herd of the same age is

tied up promiscuously, the ripe ones pay but the green
ones do not. The latter are generally sent to the

fat stock market in spring only half fat, where numbers
of the more promising are bought by gi-aziers for

fattening out on the grass, which they pay well for.

No doubt an extra allowance of cake and corn will do
much to force forward unripe beasts prematurely, as it

were, to the shambles ; but even in such cases the

inferior quality of the carcase, which seldom fetches

more than two-thirds, and generally only half, the

price of the primest ripe animals, does not repay the
extra com and cake. To the low dead meat value of
animals thus prematurely forced forward must be added
their greater liability to disease and loss thereby.

Much also of the so-called early maturity is due to an
obese type, the dead meat of which sells at a very low
price. W. B.

larl\£ts.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Oct. lo.

There was a short supply of Wheat from Essex and
Kent to this morning's market, which sold readily at
the full prices of Monday last. The attendance was
moderate, and only a limited business done in foreign, at
that day's rates. Barley, Beans, and Peas w-ere unaltered.
Oats must be quoted \s. per qr. higher than on this day
week. Flour in fair demand, without change.

Wheat, Essex, Kent. Suffolk. White 44—51 Red ,— — fine selected runs.. do. 148-55 Red— — Talavera
1 49—58— — Norfolk
I

— Red— — Foreign 40—62!
Baklev, grind. &dist ,ai)sto 3M. . Chev. 42—45' Malting .

Foreign . . grinding and distilling 25—33 Malting .

nd Suffolk '24

19—24
33-36

49—50

36-

Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato'26—28 Feed . .

.

— Irish Potato'25—27 Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—26 Feed ...

I^^E •, 32—36 Foreign .

KvE-MEAL, Foreign
|

I

Beans, Mazagan. .. . 43^. to 471. . .Tick 49 -50'Harrow .— Pigeon 51^. to 59^. ..Winds. — |Longpod.— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .— Maple, 40J. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize
1
_ |Foreign... ,,

Vlour, bestmarksdelivered..per sack 39-47 I— additto ditto 32-44 Country.. '32—4.— Foreign per barrel 24—27 Per sack. . 35—

6

Wednesday, Oct. 12.

The grain trade at Mark Lane to-day ruled quiet,
owing to the extensi\'eness of the arrivals from abroad
and although no positive reduction m prices took place, yet
in some exceptional instances less money was accepted.
The supply of English 'Wheat on offer was limited ; the
demand was not quite so animated, on former terms.
Foreign 'Wheat, being in abundant supply, met with slow
sale, at Monday's quotations. Malt was in more active
request, at late rates. The market was largely supplied
with Oats, consequently the trade was restricted, and on
some occasions it was rather easier to effect purchases.
Beans and Peas experienced a ragderale demand, at about

late rates. Sales in Flour were eftected quietly, at Mon-
day's currencies. Barley was in good supply ; the inquiry
for malting descriptions was fairly active, but grinding
qualities were purchased cautiously, at Monday's
quotations.

Aehivals
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A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE. PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of H cwt., lOi. '-*

« cwt , an. ; and i cwt., 42J., with full directions for use. For fu:

bartictilars, see Dcscriplive Circulars, to be had post free on applica

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY (Established 1840)
have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—

WHEAT MANURE, strongly recommended for Autumn Sowing.
DISSOLVED DONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands.
PREPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Corn and Roots,

andevervother MANURE of known value.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO. NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE

X AWES' WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN
-*-' SOWING now Ready for Deliveri-.

All other MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied on

Apply for prices, &c, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark

Lane, London, E.C., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and Cardiff.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be ine best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sib;Voelcfet

long as the seals remain unbrokei
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphatcd Peniv

32. King William Street, London, E.C.
o Company (Limited],

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

" Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, Fleet Sueet, E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed vou will find the results of a careful analysis of a

sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. 1 need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, ol

moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

Signtd) "Augustus Voelckeb.
" The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C."

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES,
ODAMS'S SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME.

>ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Oflices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Edward Bell, 48. Ma)

Charles Dormaii, "~
I

Thomas Webb. Hi
Jonas Webb, M-li
C. J. Lacy, 60, \V, .1 -.n,'

Managitig Diirclo
Bankers—Messrs. Barnetts, Hoa

5c/iVtV(?«—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23,' Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—]. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction of
Agriculturists, circumstances that have earned for it another title, viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the Manures.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may

guarantee for the efficacy of the Manur
Particulars will be forwarded on appli _ _ „

behadof thelocal^Agents. _ C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, i,.6.

T.
:spectablc Manufacturer of SUPERIOR and GENUINE .4.K1 I

FICIAL MANURES. Connection large amongst the most influcnii.il
Farmers in Lancashire. None but a really substantial article will be

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
for Fumigating purposes. \s per l)> , 841. per cwt. Super

TOBACCO ILflCE, for Shr n y/ .1,; , :, , loj per eallon
SILVER SAND, of th.^ t - V , ] lurlTculTural purposes,

at 2or. per ton ; smaller lot .1 1

W\f. RUSHFORTH, s-
,

1 , , 1 Nurseryman, Leeds.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FKLE TOliACCO.

By Her Majestv^s Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission
"—, Hon. Board of Customs,

Gardens, South Kei

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is., 21. M., and 51.

Powder Distributors, 2*. 6d. and y. 6d. each.
killing the Aphides on Roses and

Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
UM. May?, 1868.

, A. POOLEY, Bonded Warehouse, Sussex

G

Red
Spidc

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1850, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

^

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, II., 3j., and los. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that vou get them,
Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain

d others, but are

j and which has caused

Warranted, without which r

S. & C. regret having to caut
impelled to do so, in conscqui

ty, having been sold for tli

many complaints to be made to tliiem of Knives which w
heir make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

&C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

MO U L E .S

PATENT EARTH
SYSTEM.
FromMr.W. Gilbert,

Laivford Street Ri gby
" I am perfectly sat si ed

vith the Closets and t nd

supply of Dried Earth—

the I hi

any trouble of ar
drying. I have used
Manure to my Rose Irt
couple of spadesful put
a bucketful of water) and

had the finest blooms
this r had

"W. GILBERT
" January, 1870

may be obtained at 29 Bedford

Cottam's Iron Huraies, Fencing, and Gates

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM and CO., Iron
VV. rks, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London. W.

being all of Ir
Prospectusf
reel (opposii

Ic and impervious to mfection.
Cow. 55*
' CO , Iron Works, 2, Wmsley
Street London W , where the
al important Impro\

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles

ny olhci 1 M 1LK\^
Ware, Terra-Colla Stoneware and Redw
of great durability The _plaine]

quently being much cheajpei

rpHE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

Ta P'"''"^''"^ Ihc rouK^.s, work. I\,;.l ,„ ,l,e Cryslal Palace,
Sydenham, bj; the Irn,,!. H , ,.

,
il,. I:, ,_;,,., ,, „„,i iie.ropolilan

"
' -". Engineers,Railways, and very ni i

D AMP WALLh lkl.\ 1,.\ ILL) \,, ll.e use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA CUIUOSITION, and Poruus Bricks

H OT- WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

CONbFI \ ATJRIES,
rin RriiFs

PI ) I ir I I II I IN q s
H 1 W VII k I Hi at

Inp d and e

u th or thout \\ ate
CAST and \\ ROU

for use w thout br ck
Portabtt Boiler „ P^

nd CAST IRON
\I I LP and

I I I VITAL

M TULULAR BOILERS,

LE BOILERS, on Stand,

L and other VALVES,
B\RS, and FURNACE

\\ harf n Lond

LYVCH WHITE m,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upixi it

rjiHL MLITIM IN' FXRVO PATENT E\lTl-
--

,1
ITU I r TLOWrk PA( kING

\M\<i1 ' "''• fAMILILb, and

The above Cases arc si,e

Transmission of Cut Elowcr
cannot be displaced or the water spilled, if placed in any position, ^^^^„
if upside down. When not required for conveying flowers, they can
be used for ordinary packing purposes. It has been pronounced by
the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society as the best case now
in use, and C. J. Perrj-, Esq., will exhibit his flowers in them at the
next Crj'Stal Palace Flower Show.
Manufactured solely by WM. EASSIE AND CO. (Limited),

'^'"'""•"'". who will forward Lists of Agents and Prices on appli.:

c ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wir

Trainers for all kinds t

Fruit Trees, &c. ; Garden
Rabbit proof;

lUusI

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridors^ Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, rea. and bun colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sneets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, (or Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATK), at the^bove addresses—
14J. per Ton, 11. 3d. per Bushel; 2J. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Kailwav or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser graineti Sand 4s. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vesselpromptly executed by

Trade.

D OWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire

1. A ad. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
h can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
stimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
ng testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of
ts, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

'

'P."sZ

1 every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant-
ages of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running
one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the
sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operati

1 be done by any the peculiar adapta-

_.. __ __ Patent Rollers, Hot-watt
Galvanised WireNetting, Garden Seats and Chairs, Fountain;

vases, Aic. , free on application.
THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithficid Iron Works, Lccd:

54 and 53, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.
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s
By Royal Letters Patent.

HREWSRURY'S GAS CONSERVATORY
IJiiILER, Registered Gas Oven, no gas inside.

IMPROVED REGISTERED GAS BATH, i,io.

Testimonials on application. Enclose stamp.
G. SHREWSBURY, Lower Nor^vood, S.E^

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft. Lijihts, 2 in. thick, unclazed

6 ft. by 8 ft, Double Lights, do.

. Lights. 2 m. thick, unglaz
Pnmed and Glazed with i

Sheet
with stout portable Bo.x,

Painted
Painted four coats, t

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered

Finsbury S

d and Glazed with i6 oz. Sheet .

.

;red, and Fixed with Ironwork .

.

Painted four coats, two sides, ready for

, Works, I!I, Bunhill Row. E.G.

Heatuig by Hot Water.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, M.4NUFAC.

TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,
heated on the most improved system,
combined with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for

sketch they require ]

POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.
(Successors to John R. Peill),

Sole Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
. and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

in England, for cash with order ; or they allow a liberal

Midland Horticultural and Hot-Water Engineering
Works, Loughborough.

|^_„.,.,^*J«.^

T G. MESSEX'

,

» and Estimates Ir

personally on any Lm

; his principles of _ ,

1 of all work undertaken is guaranteed.
their designs.

y tompieiion oi aii worK unacnaKen is guaranteed.
T. G. M. solicits Public attention to his PATENTED BOILER,

which is exceedingly powerful and economical in fuel. His Patenteti
Valve gives complete satisfaction in every case. Many thousands are
at work. Prices on application. A richly Illustrated Catalofjue for-
warded post free for 33 postage stamps.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number'

' of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiawick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes orJoints ; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary siie apparatus is put up

in a day ; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

r COUNTRY.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates for\vardcd on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-%valer

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

H^
houses, Conservatoi :s, Forcing Pit

D SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, Lon<
nufactory, 6, Bankside, Southwark, S.E.

Greenliouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

106, Mare Street, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixing, 42 feel long by 13 wide, price £,so',

21 feet by 13 feet, ^£28; 12^^ feet by 10 feet, £i<^. A handsome
conservatory in stock, 36 feet long 18 feet wide, ;£iio.

Estimates given for any branch in the above hne, in AVood or Iron.

nch.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, &c., &c., of
^superior quality. I

' '

HOT-W.4TER PIPES, Nos. 6 and 7—per

e£i!OWs','No. ia '.'.
'.'. '.'. each

SYPHONS , I

VALVES I g o I 10 o I li o
The above, nett cash prices, delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristol,

or equivalent.
GEORGE ROBINSON, i6. South Wharf, Paddinjton Basin ; and

at Dial Iron Works, Stourbridge.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INVENTED and PATENTED by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
MANUFACTORIES: -LONDON; COVENTRY; GLOUCESTER; NEAR ULVERSTONE

;

PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN, only.

' Nothing can be more easy than to build them, nothing more sim'^ le than ihcm "—Daily A'rM, May 22, 1862.

COMBINE

SIMPLICITY,

CHEAPNESS,

AND

DURABILITY.

FULFIL

ALL THE

REQUIREMENTS

HORTICULTURE.

Detailed PRICE LISTS Free. A PAMPHLET, with several Designs of these .and other Roofs, Conservatories,

, sent for two stamps. Estimates given for Heating. iS:c.

HEREMAN and MORTON, Horticultural Engineers,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT, LONDON, W. (formerly at 7, Pall Mall East).

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, with 28 Illustrations of Glass Houses, &c.,
ts for Heatintr, carefully selected Lists of Fruits and Vegetables for Orchard-house Culture (by S. Hereman, of Chatsworth), Post
:, 13d. Third'Edition.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

JG700 A YEAR SAVED
HY

ORMSON'S
P.VTENT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS
AND

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
IN THE

EOyAL GAEDENS,
KEW.

See Official Report in Gardener^ Chronicle ii^x

July 2, 1870.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly estabUshed.

Many of them Iiave been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy vastly superior.

Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces,

Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and breakdowns*
Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler,

List of Prices on application ; also,
" Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER to the COMMISSIONERS of HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and to the ROY.\L HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.-Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

lone, 4>. per tooo, or lo,ooo for 35' , cash on delivery. Sample Label

sent on receipt of a postafe'e stamp. Orders delivered free in London

by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the princi pal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Oxford First Prize Churn,
SUITED FOR SMALL OCCUPATIONS.

BRADFORD'S PATENT COUNTER CURRENT.
_S.v Fifcrt.—Wt. EK,\nFOED's Counter Current Churn doing

excellent work, and the ease with which the Butler was got topether

and completely freed Irom the buttermilk without bcinR touched by

hand, as also the facility us construction affords for perfectly cleansing

the inside of the Chum, combined with the superior quality of Butter

it nroduccd, dearly entitled it to the First Prize,iiprouu
, THOMAS BRADFORD AND CO.,

03, Fleet Street,
|

Cathedral Steps,
London.

|
Manchester.

Smokeless Stoves.—No Rues.—Portable.
, —(^ TVJASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for
' p/lim IN CtlN^ll;^ .1'' 1:11 - iiid all other places, from

,2s (,.(. 1" - < MENT FUEL, iSj. per
i"olb-inl., ;li, and6olb. at 4S. 6,^ &9r.
VMlKli \ . < ,; u,' 1 1, BOX-IRONS, alwiiys

i™, l,.„.|.( I.., ir,., v..i!.-.Il!_ji,^i.4 The Iron is a miniature
1:14/ L-. I-ioht, chcip, clean, and durable. Price

l;. Mincing, and Sausage-Filling Machines
. linkers, los. 6d.

I:.. - 'ITAGE KNIFE CLEANERS give to

K ni\ cs .T brilliant polish and keen edge with little labour,

V- (id., IS. dd., 10s. 6d.

PORTABLE VAPOUR B.1TH, with Medical Testi-

monials,—Bath and large Cloak, £1 lis. id.

SWAN NASH, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street ; and JOYCE'S
STOVE DEPOT, no, Newgate Street.

Hoiticnitural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES M I L E S, 6, High Street, and 12 and

,3, llli-.mr.n Sin.t, Sliorcditch, London, E.

CONSEKX A I •n:\ ,,,,,1 "RCHARU-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine li ''
•

', ' ''', Colours, Brushes, ifc.

GARDEN I.:.' : I .1 . , SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBEER
HOSE, TAPS, I 1 >:. M .^, &c.

Prices upon application.

JAMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Roj'al Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by n, 20 by 14, so by \%.

16 oz- to the foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality . . . . iw. orf 19s. 6.i.

Third quality .. .. l6j. Oii Z2J. 6rf.

Seconds i8s. 6rf 26J. orf.

English 20S. orf. 27s. od.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

"These prices only apply to the sizes stated.
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BY H. M. ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

J. Vv^EEKS & CO.'S CONSERVATORIES
Are unequalled in Design and Workmanship.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S VINEEIES, IN lEON AND WOOD,
Require no Brick Foundations.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S IMPROVED PEACH HOUSES
Can be Erected from 20 feet to 1000 feet in length without any Brickwork.

J. AVEEKS & CO.'S IMPEOVED FOECING HOUSES
Meet every modern requirement of the Practical Horticulturist.

y. WEEKS & CO. arc enabled, by means of their Improved Steam Power Machinery, to execute

Orders of any magiiitude on the shortest notice.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER,
WITH COMPENS.\TING ARRANGEMENTS, HAS BEEN PRONOUNCED BY SCIENTIFIC JUDGES TO FILL THE

DESIDERATA REQUIRED FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

1st. It is Indestructible.

2d. Being in two halves, either portion can be worked separately from the other.

3d. The arrangement for removal of sediment is both simple and perfect.

4th. Is conditionally guaranteed for 10 years, or may be insured for 15 years.

5th. The Boiler may be periodically cleaned out by any ordinary labourer without withdrawing the

water from the apparatus or disturbing the furnace.

6th. Being in sections it can be passed through any doorway 18 inches wide.

^= y. WEEKS & CO.'S PATENT DUPLEX BOILER zms the only one that obtained a First-class

Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition, Regent's Park, June, 1870.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S "ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE" (12TH EDITION),
AND LITHOGRAPH PLAN OF MANLEY HALL HOT-WATER APPARATUS

(the largest in the world), sent Post Free on application.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

t the Office, No. 41, Wellingtoo Street, PzLrish of Sl Paul's, Covent GarUcn, in the said Count/.—Saturday, October 15, 1870.
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I
Registered at the General ) Price 5d.

!
Post Office as a Newspaper. ( PoST FREE. 5|i/.

LEADING ARTICLES, &V.—
Agaricus sulfureus I40(

Cattle plague, the 141'

berry (with cut)
Pattern post, ihe Mt

jX"^ Royal Agricultural Society 141
'^ Strasburg Botanic Garden . I4(

NEW GARDEN PLANTS—
Cyrtopera flava 14c

ORIGINAL ARTICLES—

of (with cut) I4(

. Autumn sou ing of Wheat. 14^

Cattle litter 14:

English Local Floras, III. 1407

fall 1422
On cooking 1423

Saving horr

Sewage utilisation 1

Vanda Cathcarti (with

OUR LIVE STOCK—
Caltic

Cooking Pot.itos .

Doy's-tooth Violet, the.

.

Drought and trees

Palerson's Bovinia Potato

.

Royal Horticultural So-

Thin seeding of Wheat
Tomatos in pots

SOCIETIES—
Cirencester 1425
Devon 142D

NOTICES OF BOOKS—
Manure for the Million .. 1427
Quarterly Journal of
Science 1427

The Greenhouse as a Win-
ter Garden 1414

GARDEN MEMORANDA -

CALENDAR OFOPBRA TIONS
Farm work of the.wcek.... 1429
Garden operations

-On and after this dat.

the SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be j£i 31. \od. for 12 months,
including postage, instead of ^i 61., as heretofore.

CARTERS BULBS and SEEDS, carriage free.

See page 1404 of this week's GardtHeis' Chronide.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS
for indoor ;ind outdoor planting, los. W., 2ii.,

carriajje and packing free. See page 1404 of this

J., 63s

BULBS,
, and 84J-,

Gardemrs'

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the

above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many
years. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

YACINTHS, Ss. per 100, bloomed in pots last

season, sound and in good condition. Would do well for borders

shrubberies. CATALOGUES of BULBS free by post on application.

W F BOFF, Florist. &a, HoUoway Road, Islington, London, N.

H
S^'

CATALOGUE

The Successfxxl Cultivation of Hyacinths.—See
SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870,

which may be had gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks

Dutch Flower Roots.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first

targe imponation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that

the Bulbs are large, sound, and well ripened. Early orders respectfully

solicited. Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE post free on application.

The " Old" Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street, and
Ihe "Upton" Nurseries. Chester. __^

JOSEPH ItlEREDITH, The Vi

Vines, Vines.

T THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all

• the leading varieties of well-grown VINES, from eyes, Krown
and ripened without f

Heatherside Nu !S, Eagshot, Surrey.

B
Vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application.

ctoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

VINES, from Eyes, Fruiting next season, 75. 6rf. each ;

strong planting, 5s.; ditto, 3s. bd., of the following varieties:

—

Black Hamburgh, Buckland Sweetwater, Lady Downe's. and White
Lady Downe's. Black Alicante. West's St. Peters, Mrs. Pince, Golden
Champion, ana Muscat Alexandra.

J. PEED, EfTra Nursery-, Brixton, London.

One Himdred Succession Fines.

TO BE SOLD, cheap, the above lot of the True
RIPLEY QUEEN, warranted clean, excellent stuff; a few

Fruiting ditto. The room being required, cause of disposal.

J HEPPER, Gr,. The Elms, Acton, W.

of ^ood ripe

Tokay. The vendor t.

irefully"and send same carriage paid, and the empties to be n
carriage paid by the purchaser.
HENRY JAMES, Gardener, Prospect House, Darlingtoi

Whitehaven.

E.
Tulips.

KRELAGE and SON, Haariem, Holland,
to announce that their special CATALOGUE of TULIPS

,
containing 1752 varieties, is now ready, and wilt be sent on
Discount to the Trade,

c. Berk^,
CATALOG I-

THE RAN

H
For Present Sowing.

UNTS SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM,
25 choice varieties, at 21. tj,^. per packet, post free,

JAMES HOLDER, Crown Nurser)-, Reading, Berks.

Suttons' Fresh Imported Flower Roots, Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free,

SUTTt.iN AND SONS. Importers, Reading, Berks.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Finks.
BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth, near
Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named

Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now reads%

SUTTONS' GUINEA COLLECTION of FLOWER
ROOTS, for Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, forwarded carriage

free by rail. In ordering, please say whether for indoors or outdoors.
SUTTON AND SONS, Importers. Reading, Berks.

A
Notice to the Seed Trade.

LFRED LEGERTON. Seed Merchant.
Aldgate. London, E., begs to announce that his SPECIAL
f GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for the present

s now ready, antl can be had upon application. Samples and

To the Trade.
CARTER'S LIST of FLORAL and VEGETABLE

NOVELTIES for 1871 is now in the Press, and may be had on
application early next week.
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237, High Holbom,

London. W.C.

N WINTER TARES.-
prices, which may be had (

FREDK. GEE, Seed Merchant and C

e samples at low

. Biggleswade, Beds.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at 51. per 1000 : also Drumhead

r Cattle Cabbage Plants at y. 6d. per looo, can now be supplied by
W. VIRGO and son. Wo sh Nur.

Cabbage Plants.
WMEADMORE can supply strong plants of East

• Ham. Early York, Improved Fulham, Wheeler's Imperial,
Pontefract, Sugarloaf, &c., at 41. jier 1000, including package.

Nursery, Romford, EC.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Plnlcs.

CHARLES TURNER can supply, from his extensive
Collection, strong plants of alt the claj

CATALOGUES on application.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough

of the above

PLANTING SE.^SON.—The PRICED LIST of
Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, and EVER-

GREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS, is now ready, and to be had

°" ^'''"'^WILLIAM URQUHART and SONS. Dundee.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom. London.

To the Trade.—Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to make
. special offer of the above Seeds, comprising TURNIP.

CABBAtiE. CARROT, MANGEL WURZEL. GARDEN PEAS
and BEANS, &c.. grown from Ihe finest selected stocks, and free

from adulteration of any kind. Thcv are all harvested in splendid

condition. Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties. 36 nag*

including prices of Hardy Exolic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRI
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foofs Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hil.. Kent.

CHARLES TURNER can still 'supply strong Plants
from the ground, and in small pots, to insure a crop of fruit next

season, of the leading kinds.

E. . KRELAGE and SON, Haarlem, Holland,
: preparing a new ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ot

vailed collection of STRAWBERRIES, in which all the

KJ Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Fig!

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wo

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,

China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

Pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.
S. WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, true

to name and in good condition ; fine fruit-bearing Trees, on
ncli Paradise Stock, trained as Cordons. FOREST and ORNA-

MENTAL TREES of every description. PricedLISTc
iiseNurseri "

B.
victoria and Paradis ;s. Upper Holloway, Lonji

Fruit Trees, Roses, &o.

WILLIAM KING can supply extra fine 3-yr. old
PYRAMID APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES and PLUMS,

^f 8j. per dozen, "toj. per 100. Standard ROSES, 12s. per dozen : Dwarf
All the best show sorts, CATALOGUES free on
High Street Nurseries. Lincoln.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive ancl Priced
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready.

It also contains full LISTS of FRUIT TREES. SHRUBS,
CONIFERS, &c., and may be had post free on application.

The Rny.ll Nurseries. Slough.

E
Francis & Co.'s Catalogue of Roses.

P. FR.ANCIS AND CO.'S New Edition of the
above is published, and will be sent gratis on application,

stock, both of STANDARDS and DWARFS, is very superior.

The Nurseries. Hertford. Herts.

To the Trade.

LOMAR IA GIBBA. by the dozen or 100.
per ioQin48's. snlfudid plants; DRACtNAS, in

the dozen or 100; POINSETTIAS, with two and three head:
,

beautiful plants, just showing colour: DRAC/ENA AUSTRALIS,
pecimen plants: ARDftlA CRENULATA, splendid pla"

S; or ^S
s. 48's,T>y

in larj cKeap. FERNS, all the Icading'sorts, from <is.

HAWKINS, Oaklands Nursery, Shepherd's Bush, VV.

G. WALKLING, Nu
nd Rei

Road, and College Park,

D ICKSONS' IMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.
Spawn, of finest quality, now ready. CIRCULAR, with

W. HARDIE. The Hal

The Largest and Best Early Pea
For MARKET GARDENING PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.-
Only four days later than Ringleader (the earliest known), and i

uarter on application.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
FORCING SEAKALE, js. 6d. to loc. per 100;

strongest in England. ASPARAGUS^ jyr. old, -tt per 100:
2-yr.. 3S. : cheaper per 1000. CABBACiE PLAN'I'S—Enfield
Market, East Ham, Imperial Drumhead, and many others; splcntlid

s. 31, 6rf. per 1000 : Red Dutch. 6j. per 1000. Cash prices.
ICHARD yv " — -RICHARD 'WALKER, Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

INTENDING PLANTERS are respectfully invited to

inspect the extensive stock of FOREST TREES and SHRUBS
grown m these Nurseries, ail of which are in fine condition, and can

be highly recommended.
THOS. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Si

T. T. would be happy to receive Notice from intend!

as he would be in a position to offer every facility for their

;'^isi

TRlTOMA UVARIA, strong plants, 12s. 6d. per 100.

TRITOMA GRANDIFLORA, 12s. 6d. per too.

,, several varieties. 45. per dozen.
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM and ROSEUM, very strong,

6j. to OJ. per dozen.
TRITON!A AUREA, fine roots, 8«. per 100.

SCILLA SIBIRICA. fine, 7«&i. per 100.

GLADIOLUS IiRENCHLEYENSIS.4J. per too, 351._per 1000.

I. 2, 3 and 4-vr. (;IANT ASPARAGUS and SEAKALE ROOTS.
EinVARl) TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Matlon, Yorkshire.

'HOMAS PESTRIDGE can supply the following
TRICOLOR GERANIUMS at 41. per dozen, for cash :—

Charming Bride I Glen Eyre Beauty
LadyCuVlum

I
Soph' "

The Greenway Nurserj-. Uxbridge.

WANTED, a few good stock GERANiUM PLANTS
of MRS CULLUM. LOUISA SMITH, or any of the Tricolor

sorts. State price and size of plants to

t;EORGE WARD. Lynn Road, 'Walsoker

WANTED, RHODODENDRON S'
Send sample and price to

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

WANTED. HOLLY STOCKS; HOLLIES, :

2 feet; LABURNUMS, 6 to 9 feet : ANDROMEDA FLORI-
BUNDA, strong. On SALE, line AL.DER, i to i^ foot,ioi- per 1000.

R. THORNHILL, Nutseryman, Bowdon, Cheshire.

riTWENTY THOUSAND STANDARD ROSES.—
-L The finest plants in the Trade. Also pot VINES, strong, in the

leading kinds. Special offers to the Trade. CATALOGUES on

J. C. FADMAN. Nurseryman. Boston Spa, Yorkshire

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES, f^ ^os. per loo ; DWARFS,

£^ per too. finest plants and kinds; STRAWBERRIES,
60 finest kinds. lor. per 1000.

W. JACKSON. Blakedown Nursery, Kiddentimstcr.

To the Trade.
superior lot of
undred or thousand.

„ .--_ _. _..d other Yellows, very strong. A fine

stock of all FRUIT TREES, &c. CATALOGUES and prices (which
low) free upon appli

Standard Marfechal Nie

L. WOODl HORPE, Mu V, Sible Hedingham. Essex.

O' HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

J.ooo DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
SO.OOO TEA-SCENTED ROSES,

gnificent stock to select from. CATALOGUES on application.

A. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfietd, near

Mr. Lazton's New Roses.
HP. PRINCESS LOUISE and PRINCE of WALES.

)AUL AND SON have the pleasure to annotince that
the above have passed into their hands, and they hope to have

of Wales received First-cta

Louise First-class Certificate

Old Nurseries. CheshuSt, N,

CertiScat'J at Eirmir
Crystal Palace Show.

pAUI
of the no\

Post free.

ND SON
Notes on ^
cs of previous ye

The Old Nu

ROSE CA'l ALOGUE for 1870-r
Ro^c^ of 1870, and re-written dcscriplion;

I Amateurs should apply for it

Cheshunt, N.

New Roses, Gladioli. &c.

EUGENE VERDIER Fils Ain6, Horticulteur,
1, Rue Dunois, Gare d'lvry, Paris, begs to state that his

CATALOGUE of the above can be had on application to his Agents,

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street,

London, S.E. „ ,_ ^ ^
N.B.—Orders will be received conditionally, to be executed and

orwarded as soon as the state of affairs in France will permit.
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B ENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT ''ATM '""-''K far_ 1870, post free on appli'-^*'""

: V/nleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

Nov Hollaixl I'l !.. ., iii'i -ii^nill.s.&c.

B. S. Williams rcbpL^iiuiiy invites inspection of his numerous

COLLECTION of PLAN IS, which at all limes well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or

Dinner-table Decoration.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Cheap Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash :—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Lady Cullum, v. 6rf. ; Mrs. Pollock,3S.

;

SoDto Dumaresque, 25. M. SILVER fRICOLOKS.-Caroline
Lonefield 6? -Italia Unila, 2s. 6d. GOLD and BRONZE ZON ALS.

-Bllck knight, &. ; Cleopatra, 5s. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 41. ;
E. G

Henderson V dd : Her ftlajesty, 31. orf. ; Lummator, 6r. ; Painted

Lady, V. M ; Princess of Wales, 4s. : Stanstead Beauty, fa- DOU BLE-
FLOWERED.—Capiiaine L'Hermite, 3s. M- i Madame l^moiti':.

3s 6.(. ; Madame Rose Charmcaux, 3s. id. ; Tnomphe, 31 M. A Priced

LIST of 200 varieties post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

NEW AND CHOICE TRICOLOR
UONIUMS.—Terms Cash.

i. Headley . . ..76
K. Napi - "

I Rcgir
I (Tui
(Smith's)

Coronet (Smith's)
Flamingo (Smith's) ,

Countess of Ashburnham .

Mrs. Dui
Miss Burdett Coutts

New ZONAL PELARGONIUMS of 1870, including Coleshill, Stan-

stead Rival, Soleil, Harry George, Claudus, Sunshine, Lady Hawley,
&c., IS. &i- each ; 12s. per dozen.

New Ivy-leaf, Gem of the Season, 2S. 6d. ; Lady Edith, is. 6a.

Alice Lee, is. 6d. ; Willsii, is- each.
VIOLA BLUE PERFECTION, 4s. per dozen.

VERONICA BLUE GEM, 9s. per dozen.
The usual Trade discount.

J. ELCOMBE AND SON, Nurserymen and Florists, Ronisey, Hants.

The most Desirable Plant of tlie Season.

PARSONS NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE,
RESEDA <iD'-'K.\TA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite ; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearlypure white— it cannot fail to be
grown in preference to the other variety ; the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the

Public as something very superior, when they are no better than

existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a p:real acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence

of all others. It has been exhibited at (our of the principal shows this

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be
awarded, viz. ;

—

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

March 30, 1870.

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

May 4 "

The

The Brighton"' Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, Ju
s8, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October, at 2s. 6d. per packet, and
may be had wholesale and retail of F. PARSONS, Nurser>Tnan and
Seedsman to Her Majesty, 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and
at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries, Keymer, Hurstpierpoint ; and of the
following Agents :

—

ENGLAND.
Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom.

„ Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton, E.

„ Hurst & Sons, Leadenall Street, London.

„ I
I

'
'

, Liverpool.

„ -V I, London.

"
I.L. ., King's Road, Chelsea.

„ b, LNii.rii ,v --Miis, .Mcwcastle-on-Tyne.

,, liuupt,! ^ Co , Lovent Garden, London.
„ Butter, McCulloch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
,, G. Gibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London.
„ W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, London, N
„ Osbom & Sons, Fulhara Nursery, London.
J, Downie, Laird & Laing, XxndoQ and Edinburgh.
,, P. Lawson & Son, 20, Budge Row, London.
,, Rutley & Silvcrlock, London.

Mr. George Trcdgctt, Cambridge.
„ L. S. VVoodthorpe, Sible Hedingham, Essex.
11 G. Hinxman, Fareham.
„ B. Eracher, Halifax, Yorkshire.
„ W. Knight, Hailsham, Sussex.
„ Timothy Brigden, South-Eastern Railway Station;

„ AV, Paul, London.
„ E. Holmcsj Whiiiington Nursery, near Lichfield.

,, \V. Hull, King's Road, Chelsea.

„ E. Tavlur, Malton, Yorkshire.
,. E. S.^ Williams, Upper Holloway, London.
„ E, Cooling, Derby.
„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.

SCOTLAND.
Messrs,ISmith & Simons, Howard Street, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgo'

„ P. Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.
,, Stuart Si Mein, Kelso.

W. Diumraond & Sons, Stirling.

IRELAND.
Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin,

BELGIUM.
Mods. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent.

PRUSSIA.
Messrs. Plalz & Son, Erfurt.

AMERICA.
Messrs.SB.JK. Bliss & Sons, New York.

Araucaria Imbricata.—Perfect Specimens,
WELL GROWN and very HANDSOME.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of the
above. Price, per plant :

—

2 feet ;(;o 5 o
I

8 feet ;£« 2 o

5 feet 1 I o 10 feet 3 3°
6 feet I II 6

I
Larger, up to 30 feel.

Price on application. __^_^_^.
Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.

Woodlands Nursery, Mabesfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees :—

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, 6 and 8 feet.

ASH, WEEPING, extra fine, 7 to q feet stems.
CATALPA SYRING^FOLIA, 8 to 10 feet.

AILATSTUS GLANDUL0SA,6feet.
ELMS, extra fine, consisting of American, English, Cornish, and

other varieties, 6 to 8 feet, 8 to 10 feet, and 10 to 12 feet.

LABURNUMS. 6 to 8 feeL
HORSE CHESTNUTS, Common and Scarlet, extra fine plants, 7 to

8 feet, 8 to 10 fcei, 10 to 12 feet, very fin

PAUL'SNURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, N.

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN—One of the grandest Roses in

cultivation. The best Rose of the present year. The great Rose
of the Show. Standards and Dwarf Standards, 10s, 6rf. each
Dwarfs, 7J. 6d. each.

Standard ROSES, 15s. per dozen, and upwards.

,
prepared for forcing, 24s. per

^ozen, and upwards.
Climbing ROSES, strong plants, gs. per dozen and upwards.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c
Choice named HYACINTHS, 6s. per dozen, and upwards.
Bedding HYACINTHS, i8s. per 100, and upwards.

,, TULIPS, 3S. per 100, and upwards.
Choice named TULIPb, 11. per dozen, and upwards.
CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. per 100, and upwards.

All other Bulbs equally moderate in price.

NEW GERANIUMS.
WALTHAM BRIDE.—A profuse blooming pure white flower, leaves

green, finely edged with pure white. 7s. od. each.

AVALANCHE, do., do., 7s. 6d. each.

MARCHIONESS—The finest Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and the

WAI /niAM 1;R' >.NZE.—The deepest and richest in colour of all the
|.r.-n 'I -. I !! !!, 7.C 6(/, e.ich.

lu IN ! ir I
,

(li<
I
iu ^i scarlet for bedding, is. 6d. each.

AMI- 1 tn^l, IM.VDICEA, CARACtACUS, DARIUS, and
MAGNUM LUX UM, 2S. &<. each.

prices for frequently I

FRUIT TREES.
APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

and APRICOTS, Standards and Dwarfs, trained and untrained.

Pyramids and Cordons, in the finest possible health, worked on the best

many trees in a fruiting stale. In addition, GRAPE VINES,
RTS,

BERRIES and STRAWBERRIES.
FILBERTS, FIGS, GOOSfeBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-

PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post.

E.
New and Interesting Lilium.

H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have a fine

stock to oflTer of the following extra fine sorts of LILIUM :—

LILIUM TIGRINUM, flore-plcno, splendid novelty (figured in

RcKcl's " Gartenflora," April, 1870), fine bulbs, £t each ; small
bulbs, los. each.

LILIUM THUNBERGIANUM,flore-pleno,verj' fine (sec Curdmers'
- - "s, lai. each.

lifomia, 5 feet high, golden
Howers qi'"' '

' ; ',
(,1 cacn.

LILIUM \\ i.i - 1 I \.NUM, from CaliforBia, large, lilac-

white, s^' '
'-. £i each.

LILIUM IM II 1: 1 I I M, il.vvcrs yellow, with purple and black
spof^, from '-aiilornia, 7s- Ul each.

LILIUM Si'ECIUSUM Uancifolium) CANDIDISSIMUM, new
introduction from Japan, with pare white flowers, and a dwarf

LILIUM S^CIOSUM (lane i folium) RUBRUM MULTIFLO-
RUM, splendid variety, one of the best in cultivation, 8*. per

dozen : ^ per loa
LILIUM SPECIOSUM (Uncifolium) PUNCTATUM, loi. per

doien ; £i per 100.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM (lancifolium) ALBUM, p. per dozen;

LILiVm' ?I'ECl"0SUM (lancifolium) RUBRUM, 45. per dozen;

LILTU?i ^SPECIOSUM (lancifolium) RUBRUM EXTRA, the
darkest of all rubrums, /,i 55. per dozen ; £8 per 100.

LILIUM BROWNII, 6i. each; £3 loy. per dozen.

LILIUM SZOVITZIANUM (Colchicum) 5*. and 7s. 6d. each, accord-

Every other sort of Lilium in the trade, as well as the greatest
variety of Dutch Bulbs, Bulbous and Tuberculous Plants. All Liliums
are supplied in fine strong bulbs, Special offers to the Trade on appU-
cation. All orders or letters to be sent direct to

E. H. KREL.\GE AND SON, Haarlem, Holland.

w Special Offer of large Evergreens, &o.
M. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Kobility and Gentry to a few thousands of line speciraena of

. ,
PHILLYREAS.6to8feet

PORTUGAL LAURELS.5t07ft. | COMMON LAURELS, 6l(
VarieRated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet

•! Sails

FIELD BROTHERS T.ni^iii Road Nursery, Chester,
beg to offer the following ;—StronK Dwarf MOSS ROSES, i8i per

100; WHITE CEDAR, = feet, handsome plants, 7J. per dozen, gos.
per 100; AUCUBAS, i to iH foot, 45. per dozen, 255. per loo-
Gold-edijed TREE BOX, 2 to 2',i feet, 41. per dozen, 255. per 100;
LAURUSTINUS, I foot, 3s. per dozen, 20s. per 100; HEPATICAS;
mixed colours, 45. per dozen, 25s. 1

WM.\ULE AND SONS beg to inform their Friends
• who usually require RHODODENDRONS and other

AMERICAN PLANTS for Winter and Spring forcing, that their
slock is beautifully set with liower-buds this season, and early orders

PONTTCUM and
KALMIAS, 185, to 241. per dozen.

STANDARDS, and PLANTS for planting out, in fine spedn

n.
O 1- H K 1 HUE'S Special Offer for Cash.—

ith. berries, 6s. to 12s. per dozen;

Jl-^1H

i5r. per dozen

;

M i^yins jiraiii;, oj, 10 I2J. per dozen;
1:. I2S. per dozen: POMPONES, in

b varieties, 45. aiui or per dozen. All the above are good plants,
showing well lor bluoiu, in aS-sized pots. Also splendid specimens of
STEPUANOTIS FLORIllUNDA, in ll-inch pots; prices on appli-
cation. Also Cyclamen persicum in 60-sized pots ; price per 100 on

ch Walt: > , Stoke Newington, Londoi

M
Planting Season.—Knowfield Nurseries, Carlisle.
'ESSKS. LrriLlLANDBALLANTYNE, Nursery-

>TEN and Skldsmen, Carlisle, beg leave to request the a

Dwarf^ROSES, will be found to include all the best v

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS, CEMETERIES,

or PRIVATE GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
Stock of choice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST

and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of at very
moderate prices, in order to clear the land for building purposes.
Among the Evergreens are many thousands of fine specimens of

variegated and broad-leaved Green Hollies, and an immense Stock of
all oiner Hardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Trees
generaJly cultivated in Britain, many of which are of large sizes, well

Grounds this is an excellent opportunity, for :

well-grown Stock of Trees and Snrubs is seldom to be met with.

Nursery and Seed Stores—Walton-on-lhe-Hill.
Seed Warehouse—IS, Queen Square.

Liverpool, September, 1870.

NEWTON " NURSERIES, CHESTER.—
These extensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes' time from the Chester
Raih^ay Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps)
over Flookersbrook Bridge, entering James Dickson Sc Sons' new
road, rlose by the " Ermine ' Inn.
Intending Planters are specially solicited to inspect the Stockt

which, for quahty, variety, a urpassed in Britain.

, Chester.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.—
The Subscribers are pleased to be able to state that they have

received very favourable accounts of the above excellent new variety
of Rhubarb, of which they sent out several thousand roots last season,

Eictract from "Gardeners' Magazine" of October 13, 1870:—"!
have a very high opinion of Johnstone's St. Martin's, havmg planted it

late m the season. I am as yet unable to say anythmg about its earli-
ness or size, but both colour and Savour are first-rate. I intend
grubbing up some of the old stools, to allow of its being planted iQore

Dundee, N.B.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE. PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of '4 cwt., loy. 6d.;
% cwt, 21J. ; and 1 avt,, 42s., with full directions for use. For further
particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY (Established 1840)
have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition^

WHEAT MANURE, strongly recommended (or Autumn Sowing.
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands.
rUEPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Com and Roots,

and every other MANURE of known value.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE
of AMMONIA, ex Dock or Warehouse.

116, Fenchorch Street, E.C. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

Peter Lawson & Son
HAVE JUST RECEIVED FROM AUSTRALIA A FEW TONS OF

BROMUS SCHR^DERI.
This Seed is perfectly hardy, and thrives well during the winter in almost all situations.

On wet lands, where it is sometimes difficult to get good Crops of Grass, Bromus Schrasderi flourishes, and can be repeatedly mowed for consumption ; while it is invaluable

on dry soils for grazing durmg winter, when there is a scarcity of Rye-grasses. It should be drilled say from 40 to 50 lb, per acre, if sown alone. Price of above on application.

P. L. & S. have aUo on hand a superior Stock of

PERENNIAL AND ITALIAN RYE-GRASSES, NATURAL GRASSES, SEED
WHEATS, WHITE AND RED OATS, BARLEY, ETC.,

Samples and prices of which they will be most happy to forward on application.

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G. ; and EDINBURGH.
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WHEAT
SOWING no

AJl other MANURES and CAKES
the lowest terms.

MANURE for AUTUMN
Ready for Deliverj'-

per Price List, supplied on

rices, &.C, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark

, E.G., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and Cardiff.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,
5 to 7per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash, See reports of Dr.
VoelcKer. Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr, Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt, bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.

REES AND CO.'S Eiphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),
3g, King William Street, London, E.C.

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory', 11, Salisbury Square, FleetStreet.E.C.
'London, January 15,

forThemscTi
dation of the high fertil

d therefore hardly add anything ;

"''"'
racter of this valuab

la luiiy tne percentages of «;nliihlp and in^i

h I understand you guarante<
.lly this mam

Known 10 agncuiiunsis, ine more, 1 am convinced,
Ctated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully,

Signed) " AUGUSTi
The Secretary, REES and CU.'S Eiphosphated Peruvian
Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C"

Autumn So-ffing.
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME.

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY [Limited).

Chief Offices—lOQ, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—John Clayden, Littlebury, Essex.

DePtiiy Chairtnan—John Collins, 255, Camden Road.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas, Crishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildcrsham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithficid, E.C.

Managing Director—James Odams.
Bankers—Messrs. Bametts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

Sclicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction of
Agriculturists, circumstances that have earned for it another title, viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the Manures.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Offices— log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, of the finest quality,
for Fumigating purposes. 11, per lb., 84J. per cwt. Superior

TOBACCO JUICE, for Sheep Washing, &c-, loi. per gallon.

SILVER SAND, of the finest quality, for Horticultural purposes,

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her MAjEsrv's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission
"" ~

, Hon. Board of Customs.

iOOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at is,, as, 6rf. , and Jj.

Powder Distributors, ss. dd. and -^s. 6d. each.
[ find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

Superintendent, Royal Horticulturalother plants,"

—

Geo,
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7,

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. P€>OLEY, Bonded Warehouse. Si

Wharf, Wapping, E.

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

preparations intended ._ ^.

sold Retail by Seedsmen,
boxes, ij.,3i.,and i !.&!.

Red
Spider,

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Maeni- candle company
fied.

(-'"'"=<"•

Battersea. London, S.W.

Wheat Sowing.

"TVOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
J--' Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-worm A pi. packet is sufficient fcr Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest: Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,

beanng testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of
Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet
Prepared at the Manufactory, Wobum, Beds

CAUTION.—To guard against fraudulent imitation and consequent

tfT^T™'"'" ^"^ """ ""^ '''S"^"'": of HENRY DOWN is on

Agents in every Tgwn throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

^m 3P
H OT-WATER APPARATUS

erected Complete, or the Materi.i]s supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BoiUr.

WROUGHT and CAST.IRON
CONICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL,

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 24s. each

ng CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
„-... ^. .... t Water Bars, from 525. (xi. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork, from (3oj. each.

WORK of every descriptii

Improved and (

SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other
Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, Tichbornc Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, W.

HOT-WATER PIPES,
superior quality.

HOP-WATER PIPES, Nos. 6 a

E^iIoWs/No. ii '.'.
'.'.

IPES, No. 33

BOILERS,

SYPHONS
VALVES
The above, nclt cash prices, delivered a

2-inch.
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New Catalogue of Dutcli Bulbs. Plants Suitable for

BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET
VIOLETS, Sic.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that bis NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, JLANTS smtabk

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c., is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nurserj', Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Dutch Flowering Bulbs and Autumn Seeds.

ILLI\M SKIRVING announces the arrival of his

Annu.-il Stock of HUTCH FLOWERING BULBS, coinpr.s-

&c., aliSi'luliy selicKd, CATALOGUES 'of which can 'be had free

w
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING

Best sorts of WHEAT, grown on his own Farms; WINTER
VETCHES, RYE, and a general assortment of GRASS SEEDS for

Laying Down Permanent Pasture, or for One or Two Years' Mowing
for Green Food.

,. . . . ,. . j -.i, ^ „.
Early orders are respectfully solicited, and can be executed either at

the Seed Warehouse, Queen Square; or at his Nursery and Seed

Dutci Flower Roots.

Ct^OYDOv. A RCHD. HENDERSON
Xi- begs to announce that he has
received a large Consignment of

and other Roots, carefully

lectcd from the most celebrated

DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUES are

raining practical dir

,ful

lor their

all the
adopted.

AlsoaCHOICEandSELECT LIST
of VEGETABLE and HARDY
FLOWER SEEDS for Autumn
Sowing. Catalogues gratis and post

B
Spring Flowering Bulbs.

UTLER, Mcculloch, and go.':
COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for Greenhouse o

cr Garden Decoration, sent carriage paid. Nochargc for package;

FOR CONSERVATORY.
I
No. r.

I

No. 2. I No. 3.
I

No. 4. No. 5. I No. 6. I

105s. SOS- J5S. . M.

CATALOGUE, containing details, post free.

5 per cent, allowed for cash.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., sj. South Row, Covent
Garden, London, W.C. Established upwards of a century.

N E W LILIES. — Thunbergianum bicolor.

T. flore-pleno, T. marmoratum, T. punctatum, Tigrinum flore-

Dleno T splenden"!, Leichllinii. The above, wiih others, are described

and priced in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S BULB CATALOGUE.
LILIUM AURATUM (English grown roots) can be supplied by

the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W

C"^
EO. LIGHTBODY, Falkirk, being unable, from

T infirmity, to continue the cultivation of TULIPS, will dispose

of his stock at the following low price :—

WINTER AN D SPRING FLOWERS.

M^ CARTER'S ^*
ia^ltS>v<A COLLECTIONS OF SlS©

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, &c.,

Include only the best kinds, and being made up in a

most liberal manner, these Collections offer the most

desirable medium to ensure an effective display in the

Drawing Room or Garden.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR CULTURE.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. i, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 2, reduced quantities, price 63^-.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 421.

Collection No. 4, price 21 j., comprises

—

yacinths, in 12 extra fine 6 Tulips, Toumesol

6 Scilla

s, finest named
ra spectabilis

lected
large

Royal Standard

3 ,, RosaMundi
6 „ DucVanThol
1 Amarj'Uis formosissir

6 Ixias, finest

6 Sparaxis, fim

6 Trileleia unifloi

xed

Collection No. $, reduced quantities, price lor. 6d.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From C. H. Hawkins, Esq., ColchtsUr, Ncvrmbir 15,

" The bulbs arrived quite safely, and I have the pleasure

a cheque for them. I sent a like order to another houie ;

time, and I think it only right to say that while theirs

numerous, yours were the finer, firmer, and heavier,"

nd yo

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 841.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63^.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No. 9, price 30^., comprises

—

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTONS'

IMPORTED

FLOWER ROOTS.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen,

Reading, Berks, having received their first consignment of

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers in

Holland, are now prepared to receive Orders for their

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or

indoor cultivation.

SUTTONS'

COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS.
Suttons' £1 Is. CoUection, for Open Ground

Carriage Free, contains

—

12 fine mixed Border Hyacinths
6 „ Polyanthus Narcissu;

12 Phcasant's-eye Narcissus
12 Double White Narcissus
25 Double Daffodils

large Campernelle Jonquils

50 fine mixed Double Kanuncului
50 Scarlet Turban Ranunculu

i Tulips
English 1

Spanish I

12 ,, rociicusorPheasant's-eye
36 Tulips, extra fine mixed

i
Crocus, bfue

i „ striped

; „ large yellow

Rex
f Prim 12 Jonquils, Camperi

36 "kanunculus, cxt

lixed Spanish

12 Double Daffodils

t2 Star of Bethlehem 50 Snowdrops

Collection No. lo, reduced quantities, price x$s,

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
Frow W. E. Martin, Esq., Hereford, June 6, 1870.

" The bulbs supplied by you last autumn, made a glorious si

through the spring. They were a splendid collection of 500 plants, and
eadfT cd by everybody who saw thci

V and fine seedhngs, £v3.
: 'lot the stock may be
AURICULA CATALOGUES i

CATALOGUES

o

Standard and Dwarf Roses.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs respectfully to call

the particular attention of those about to plant to his immense
stock of itUSES, which, from their great superiority, both in quality

and varieties, cannot fail to give every satisfaction.

STANDARDS, very superior, selected, 151. per dozen : £s per loa
HALF STANDARDS, very superior, 12s. per doi, ; £4 los. per 100.

DWARFS, on Manetti, strong, Ss. per dozen ; £2 10s, per 100.

,, in pots, very superior, Bs. per doien.

Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Roses, Fruit

Dwarf & Standard Roses.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
an immense Stock of extra strong well grown plants of all the

best ROSES in cultivation (including all the new varieties) for Autumn
and Spring planting. Also a large slock of strong Plants in pots, which
can be be p^ted out now, at once. Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE
sent free by post. Their Roses are unusually fine this season.
Inspection respectfully invited. Visitors will please ask for

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,
Chester.

Vines, Extra Strong Fruiting, &c.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
this season a splendid lot of VINES, grown from eyes, without

bottom-heat, in extra strong short-jointed Fruiting Canes; also fine
Canes for planting. Their Collection includes all the New and leading
varieties, and the plants are really First-class, Inspection respectfully
invited. If this is inconvenient, specimen plants can be sent.

Priced Descriptive LIST sent free by posL
The " Uptc "Nu

The Fairy Apple.
JOHN JENNINGS begs to inform his Friends and

the Public that the above Apple will be SENT OUT in
NOVEMBER next, in the same rotation as the orders are rece
An illustration of it, and a description by Dr. Hogg, is given in the
" Florist and Pomoiogist" for March, 1870, in which he says that it is
•' destined and worthy to take its place among the worthiest of its kind "

DWARF MAIDEN TREES, 75, ul each ; DWARF TRAINED,
lOi. 6d. A remittance or reference from unknown correspondence.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. ir, complete, price 84-f.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 631.

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 14, price 21s.. comprises

—

Hyacinths, in 3 colours 25 Crocus, bh
Narcissus, double white 50 „ stript

„ PoeticusorPbeasant's-cyc 50 „ large yelli

Double Daffodils 25 .. white
Tulips, extra fine mixed, double 24 Anemones,

- '" ' d, singl.

fine mixed
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis

choice mixed Eng-
lish

12 ,. extra fine I

3 Lilium candidui
lixed Spanish

, extra fine mixed

12 ,, extra fine mixed, late

12 „ DucVanThol
6 Polyanthus Narcissus, f

6 Campernelle Jonquils
12 Star of Bethlehem
6 Triteleia uniflora
6 Dog's-tooth Violets

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price ioj. 6d.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From D. Mather, Esq., Chipping Xorton, July ir, 1870.

" I was much pleased with the whole collection of bulbs, they havi
been a great success."

JAMES CARTER AND CO.'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and other Bulbs, Roses, Fru:'
Trees, &c.. containing full particulars of the above Collections, wi
be forwarded Gratis and Post Free on application.

cd Double Anemones
12 ,, Single Anemones

150 Crocus, 3 sorts

50 Snowdrops

Buttons' £X Is. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
Carriage Free, contains

—

6 Polyanthu:
6 Single Sweet Jonquils
6 Scilla praecox
6 Single Due Van Thol Tulips
6 Double Tournesol Tulips

25 Early Tulips, 5 sorts

; TropiEolum tricolor

1 Lilium lancifolium al

SUTTONS' SUPERB DUTCH HYACINTHS

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
For the convenience of tliose Customers who do not

wish the trouble of selecting for themselves, is offered the

undermentioned Collections of Hyacinths, the selection of
which being left to theirjudgment and experience, will be
found perfectly adapted for the purposes stated.

Double Hyacinths, for pots, 71. <id.

Single Hyacinths, for pots, ys. 6d.

Double Hyacinths, for glasses, 8j. 6d.
Single Hvacinths, for glasses, Ss. 6d.

Double Hyacinths, for pots, 9s. td.

APRICOTS, PEARS, PLUMS. APPLES, and CHERRIES.
Standard-trained PLUMS, Fruiting Trees.
Dwarf-traincd FRUITING TREES ofAPPLES, PEARS,& PLUMS.
Pyramidal APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES.

WM. WOOD AND SON'S Nurseries have long been
celebrated for the growth and careful training of Fruit Trees.

The plants now offered are quite unsurpassed. CATALOGUES on

Woodlands Nursery, Marcsficld, near Uckficid, Sussex.

2 best \

:. W.

K. 12 „ Smgle Hyacmths. for pots, 12s.

L, 12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, i2f.

M. 12 „ Single Hyacinths, for glasses, 12s,

N. 100 Hyacinths, in 100 best varieties, £b ts.

O. 100 Hyacinths, in 50 best varieties, £^ 45.

P. 50 Hyacinths, in 50 very fine varieties, £2 loi.

Q. 50 Hyacinths, in 25 very fine varieties, £1 ijs. 6d.

All Seeds and Bulbs carriagefree, and 5 per cent,
allowedfor cash payments.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN. 237 and 238. HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

For CULTIVATION m roT^ M I \^M s

The best 12 Hyacmths foi 12s.

Messrs. SUTTONS' Collection of Hyacinths consists

of more than 200 varieties, a Priced and Descriptive

LIST of which may be had on application.

Suttons' Collections of Named Hyacmths.
100 HYACINTHS in loo very choic

lOQ „ 50 very choic

50 ,, 50 very choic

50 „ 23 very choic

The order should specify whether they arc intended to be grown in

water or earth, as all kinds are not equally suited to both purposes,

It should also be stated whether s' '

preferred ; otherwise we usually o-thirds double, and
^._ . Ily thrive best in water, but

*r apparent until tne flowers are fully expanded.
" SUTTONS' MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or

open Borders.—Double, Single, and various colours, 25. 6d. per dozen,

SUTTONS" HYACINTHS, in distinct colours for

Massing. Bcc'ding, Ribbon Gardening,&c—Double and Single, various

shades, sepa.-ate, 4*. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

;-third single.

For further particulars, with complete Cultural

BUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds Carriage Free, except

very small parcels.

Ij^ Five per cent. allMoed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.
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Fruit Trees Grown for Sale by

JSCOTF, Merriott, Somerset.- Before ordering send
. 2S. m stamps 10 J. S. K.r a Lopy of his UKCil ARDIST and its

COMPANION, a Catalogue of the finest Collection of Fruits in

Eneland, in which is given the name, the quality, the country where
raised, the year they first fruited in, the raiser, their bearing quahty,

their size, and general cultivation. The Trees have been very much
admired by all who have seen them, not being cramped, stunted, and
spoilt by repeated pinching, a system that is quite retrograde to all

the laws of physiolog>'. Let your trees make wood and leaves, and
Regulate your branches in w'-'— —'

"
this sF

such a

tadv

c AMELLIA BLOOMS and CUT FLOWERS,
orders for which can now be executed,

e Specimen Standard PORTUGAL LAURELS and IRISH
YEWS, in or out of tubs.

FRUIT tAeES, in pots, for Orchard Houses.
VINES—a fine stock.

PINE PLANTS, RHODODENDBONS, AUCUEAS, well

SEAKALE. and ASPARAGUS, for forcing.

CONIFERS in great variety, and of all sizes.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, AND CO., Exeter Nurser)', Exel.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1870.

The Report on the Cotton Department of

India for 1868-9, drawn up by the Cotton Com-
missioner for the Central Provinces and the

Berars, Mr. Harry Rivett Carnac, contains

much matter of interest to the horticulturist, and,

indeed, to any one interested in the material

progress of our own great industry, and in the

welfare and prosperity of India. A few extracts,

condensed from the somewhat diffuse publica-

tion above-mentioned, may serve to show the mag-
nitude of the interests involved. Thus we learn

that in the year 1868 the actual consumption of

Cotton in the principal manufacturing centres of

the world amounted to over si.x millions of bales, of

400 lb. to the bale. Great Britain alone took
nearly two and a half millions of bales, and could
well have taken another half million could she
have procured them at remunerative prices.

Owing to the superiority of the staple, the

cheaper transit, and other causes, British manu-
facturers have given the preference to American
Cotton over that derived from other sources, and
the fearful results of the Cotton famine in our
manufacturing districts are too fresh in our
memories to make it necessary to dilate upon the

immensity of the trade between this country and
the United States. But the very extent of the

traffic is apt to induce forgetfulness of the cir-

cumstance that, after all, England only takes

some 40 per cent, of the raw Cotton available in

the markets of the world, and if of that amount,
the bulk is of American origin, yet that in other

markets India has a fair chance of supplying

the greater portion of the remaining 5o per cent.

The Continental manufacturers, to whom the low
price is an inducement, and whose machinery is

not unsuited to the short staple, are likely to

purchase largely of Indian-grown Cotton ; and
even China finds the quantities she raises at

home insufficient, and seeks to make up the

deficiency by purchases in the Indian market.
In 1849, we are told, 84 per cent, of the Cotton
imported into England was of American origin,

a quantity reduced in 1862, 1863, and 1864, to

7, 9, and 10 per cent, respectively ; a diminution
so great as to appear almost incredible. India,

which had been furnishing some 12 per cent,

only, was suddenly called on to supply 71 per
cent., and though the reopening of the American
markets has reduced this amount, she still,

according to the figures before us, supplies an
amount equal to that transmitted from America,
that is to say, about 41 per cent. No other
Cotton producing country comes anywhere near
India in the amount of staple exported. The
sudden rise in the demand for Indian Cotton,
and the consequent enhanced prices, had their

intoxicating effect on the native cultivator, just

as the discovery of gold in Australia, or of

diamonds at the Cape, has had.
'

' All sorts of absurdities, " says the author of the Cotton
report,

'

' were committed. Silver ploughshares and tires

of solid silver for cartwheels made their appearance here

and there. Fancy prices were paid for bullocks of a
favourite colour, or possessing some peculiarity of tail.

* * * Still, after having looked at the worst side of

the picture, a very large balance of substantial benefit

remains. The cultivators who, rendered enthusiastic by
rich harvests, thought to gratify the bountiful Mother
Earth by scratching her back with a plough of silver were
the exception, and many had the good sense to feel that

the cooling shade of Mango groves and other trees planted
in hundreds throughout the country, and newly-dug wells

with a plentiful supply of water to refresh the soil during
the hot months, would be more highly appreciated by the
parched and overworked earth than any arrangement
which gratitude for plentiful harvests and high prices

could suggest. Thus the number of trees planted greatly

increased, the irrigated area was extended, and much
land lying waste was brought under cultivation. The
people indulged in better food and richer clothes, and the

demand for the rich ' dhotees ' and ' sarees ' of Nagpore
(the loin cloths and plaids, the chief costume of the men
and women respectively) increased ; and, as an old con-
servative Deshpandia. when dilating to me on the objec-

tionable turn matters had taken, expressed it, every coolie

or labourer took to dressing himself like a Brahmin.
Earthen vessels disappeared before pots and pans of

brass .and copper, or of even richer metal ; sturdy plough
cattle were imported in considerable quantities from all

parts of India ; the dwelling-houses of the people were
proved, and, in many cases, mud and thatch gave way

before substantial buildings of brick and stone."

But while much money was thus put in circu-

lation, a large quantity was also hoarded and
concealed. In other cases large purchases of

gold were made. Rupees were exchanged for

bar-gold, which was shaped into bangles and
welded on the arm of the proprietor.

"The number and thickness of these bracelets varied

with the circumstances of the season. A good crop and
continued high prices would be represented by a second
bangle ; the death of a plough bullock or so from disease

or by a tiger would necessitate one of the bangles going
to the melting pot, or a piece would be cut off from one
end of the bracelet * * * and the once massive bangle is

hammered out into a lighter circlet."

The marriage festivities observed by the

several castes, with their attendant ceremonies

and observances, all regulated by precedent and
etiquette, also underwent a change in conse-

quence of the influx of wealth. In connection

with this part of his subject the writer of the

report tells an amusing tale to the effect that one
of the castes, the Chumars, very low in the scale

of social precedence, according to Indian notions,

but enriched by the high price of Cotton, came
to the " Mallees," a caste the members of which
are famous as gardeners, and begged them to

supply chaplets and garlands for a marriage fes-

tivity. But the aforesaid Chumars are held in

such low esteem that social custom forbade them
from using real flowers at marriage festivals, and
compelled them to employ paper chaplets, as

substitutes. Great, then, was the indignation of

the orthodox gardeners at being required to

supply real flowers to so low a caste. There was
no lack of monej', the Chumars offered to pay
almost any price, but the Mallees indignantly

refused to part with a single flower. It was not

the price, it was the principle that would be in-

volved in thus encouraging outcasts. So the

Chumars went away discomfited. But they

awaited their opportunity, and when the gar-

deners required repairs to their shoes, or to the

leathern buckets used for purposes of irrigation,

the Chumars in their turn refused, unless the gar-

deners furnished them with the requisite flowers.

After a struggle of some duration the Mallee

gardeners had to pocket their dignity, the

Chumar bride was decked with real, not paper
flowers, and the gardeners got their buckets

mended.
Enough has been said to show the importance

of the Cotton crop of India, and the urgent

necessity there is, if India is to hold her own, of

cultivating the best varieties in the best manner.
In the report which furnishes us with our text,

one section is devoted to the measures adopted
to improve the cultivation of Cotton. These are

ranged under three heads ;— i, the selection of

indigenous seed ; 2, the introduction of exotic

seed
; 3, improved methods of cultivation.

But little is said about insect enemies or Fungus
pests, and the way to obviate their ill-effects.

Judging from the evidence before us, and bear-

ing in mind the peculiar climatal conditions and
the state of the labour market, we should be
disposed to lay greater stress upon systematic

selection and careful breeding from approved
Indian varieties than upon the introduction of

American varieties less suited to the climate.

Experimental gardens, on a small scale, should

first be instituted and managed by competent
persons, and then trials on a larger scale, based
on the experience so obtained, might be carried

out. Mr. Carnac indeed seems to have suc-

ceeded in inducing the Government to establish

seed farms in the Cotton district with this special

object, but it seems to us questionable whether
in the preliminary stage it would not have been
better to have tried the experiment on a smaller

scale, with more precision and with a greater

amount of scientific accuracy and scrutiny than is

possible in farms of 100 acres or so.

The model farms might more appropriately be
made to follow the restricted trials in the garden.

The necessary experiments in selection, and
specially in hybridising, can be better carried

out in a small establishment under the care of a
scientific superintendent than in a larger one
where the manager is likely to be too over-
weighted by the general duties of superintend-
ence to be able to give the necessary attention
to the experiments. In perusing the report we
find, as is most just, full credit paid to Major
Trevor Clarke, and we are strengthened in

our advocacy of careful selection by reading the
remark of this zealous hybridist. " I have a
strong conviction," writes Major Clarke, " of

the great improvability of the Asiatic plants, and
to an extent not dreamed of by those who have
not been initiated in select seed-growing, done
well." The Americans themselves, since the War,
have devoted infinitely more care than before,

both to the selection of the seed and the
cultivation of the plant.

We close our remarks on this subject by
endorsing to the full Mr. Carnac'S remarks on
the necessity of securing the assistance of trained

gardeners who have made the selection of seed
and other agricultural operations a study, and in

so doing, we feel once again our sense of the im-
portance of instituting in this country a thorough
training school for gardeners and foresters,—

a

school in which the pupils shall not be forced, as
now, to pick up information anyhow, but in

which they shall be systematically trained and
put into a position to do good service to the

State, not only in our own gardens and woods, but
in the Cinchona or the Tea plantations, in the
Cotton fields and in the Indian forests. It is

almost impossible to over-estimate the import-

ance of this matter, but year after year passes,

and nothing is done. By-and-by, when the

steed has run away or been stolen, we may think
of the stable door.

We give insertion to the following announce-
ment of a proposal to place a portrait of the

veteran Pomologist and Rose grower of Saw-
bridgeworth, Thomas Rivers, in the Lindley
Library, with the more satisfaction in that few
have laboured more earnestly to advance horti-

cultural science in this country, and to contribute

to the profit and pleasure of his fellow creatures,

than he who bears the honoured name above
mentioned. In these days of testimonials people
have justly become tired and, in some instances,

disgusted at the proportions the system has
assumed. Again, there is a feeling abroad that

it is somewhat of a farce to honour in this

way a merchant who finds the reward he seeks

in the success of his business. But there

are many things which outweigh such con-

siderations as these in the case of men who,
while doubtless looking after their own inte-

rests, do not forget the interests of their

fellows, but freely communicate of their ex-

perience in order to promote the general

good. No one has done more to advance
the knowledge of physiology in its practical

aspect than Mr. Rivers, and no one has done
more to increase the pleasure and add to the

profits of amateur horticulturists, whether rosa-

rians, pomologists, or amateurs of trees, than he
who, from his labours as a rosarian, has been
dubbed by Mr. REYNOLDS HOLE as Field-

Marshal Rivers.

It will be seen that the proposal is to place a
portrait of Mr. Rivers in the Lindley library,

by the side of that of the late Dr. LiNDLEY and
of Mr. Veitch ; and that no special or direct

application is to be made to any one to subscribe

to the fund. Gardeners, and others, without the

means or the will to contribute, will thus in no
way feel themselves obliged by any consideration

of self-interest, or a desire to curry favour with

the powers that be, to act otherwise than as best

suits their inclinations. The compliment must
be as spontaneous as it is hearty. To allow any

feeling to have weight except one of independent

respect and gratitude to the man who has done

so much for horticulture, would be to cast insult

rather than to pay a debt of acknowledg-

ment :

—

"Some friends of Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth,

being desirous of expressing their appreciation of the valu-

able services he has rendered during a long life to the

cause of horticulture by his numerous writings and dis-

coveries, have united in a subscription to procure a por-

trait as a suitable memorial of one who has contributed

so much to the pleasure and enjoyment of his fellows.

The portrait has already been commissioned, and it is

intended when completed to offer it to the Trustees of the

Lindley Library, to be hung at South Kensington.

" As Mr. Rivers' consent to the memorial has been

obtained on the express understanding that no special

application will be made to the general public, but that it

I shall be a spontaneous movement on the part of those
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contributing, no application of any kind will be issued

asking anyone to assist ; but all who have that feeling of

regard and admiration for Mr. Rivers, by whicli the

promoters ol the movement are actuated, are invited to

forward their subscriptions to Dr. HoGG, 99, St. George's

Road, London, S.W.
"As an illustration of the feeling of many amateur

horticulturists, who have derived so much healthful

recreation and unalloyed pleasure from the pursuit of

horticulture, as it has 'been popularised by Mr. Rivers,

we give the following extract from a letter received by

Dr. Hogg, from one of the early promoters of this

memorial :—
" '

I am decidedly opposed to testimonials ^fter a man
is dead. The dead must depend on their own works for

their fame, but the living are capable of receiving pleasure

from finding that their exertions for the public good have

been gratefully received. If ever there was a man who
has diffused pleasure to mankind, or. to use Virgil's

expression, ^ qui sni vteinores alios fccere merendo,' it is

Mr. Rivers. We now associate Mr. Rivers so entirely

with orchard-houses, that we are apt to forget his earlier

but not less useful services in the introduction and cultiva-

tion of Roses and Pears, and, above all, root-pnming

[and double grafting]. He has managed to blend in a

most unusual manner commercial advantages to himself

with liberality and instruction to the public'
" The following have already intimated their desire to

unite in the movement, and have for^va^ded their

subscriptions :

—

Tournal of Horticulture, Proprietors of . . ;^5 o o

Speed, Mr. Thos., Chatsworth Gardens .. i i o
Pearson, Mr. John, Chilwell i i o
Hole, Rev. S. R., Caunton Manor .. ..500
Kingsley, Rev. W., South Kilvington ..220
Roden/Dr., Kidderminster .. .. ..220
Paul, Mr. William, Waltham Cross .

.

. . i i o
Radclyffe, Rev. W. F., Okeford Fitzpaine ..

Wilson, G. F., Esq., F.R.S.
Sparkes, George, Esq., Bromley .. ..tie
Masters. Maxwell T., M.D.,F.R.S 110
Moore, Thos., Esq., F.L.S 110

*
' Whatever amount of money may be received in excess

of the price of the portrait will be appropriated to some
horticultural object of which Mr. Rivers may appro\e
but Mr. Rivers will regret any proposition that raa\

assume the form of a testimonial being presented to hmi

WEhavealetter from Mr. English with respect

to Mr. WoRTiiiNCTON G. Smith's observations on the

species he had marked Ag.a.ricus sulfureus (see p
1380). Mr. Smith referred the species to A. sublaten

tius, but it appears from specimens just received that it

is not that species, but A. conissans, of whichwe have an

excellent drawing from FRIES, while the decidedlyfeini

ginous spores set the matter beyond doubt. The whole
group is so difficult, that Mr. Smith may well be par

doned for a mistake which he could not have corrected

without handling the specimens. One of the most
interesting Fungi in the exhibition was Lycopcrdon
echinatus, Pers., in Mr. Hoyle'-S collection. The spores

are of a beautiful lilac, very different from anything in

L. gemmatum, tn wliich it is referred by Fries. We
have since heard that Mr. Saaxter brought several

specimens with him, which were not, however, placed

on the table. A. porrigens, exhibited by Mr. Smith,
exactly accords with a drawing in our possession of

Swedish specimens. Polyporus Schweinitzii, though
not exactly a novelty, ought also to be noticed. We
had never seen young fresh specimens before. M. y. B.

W^ith reference to the International
Exhibition of next year we are informed that the

exhibition buildings are making rapid and satisfactory

progress. The painters and decorators are already at

work ; indeed, in the fine art galleries they are com-
pleting their labours, and it is contemplated by the

Commission to invite artists and proposed exhibitors of

fine art works to pay a visit of inspection to this

portion of the building, in which they are more imme-
diately interested. The exhibition of machinery in

1 87 1 promises to be an exceedingly fine one, especially

in such as are employed in the manufacture of woollen
and worsted goods ; with the brick and tile-making

machines, these will all be in motion, so that their

most interesting features will be freely shown. The
Commissioners, by a recent circular, have given notice

that, being desirous of affording the manufacturers of

steam-engines an opportunity of bringing their latest

improvements before the notice of the public, they
are prepared to receive applications from those
manufacturers whose steam-engines possess featin-es of
novelty, and who are willing to allow the gratuitous

use of them in supplying the motive power required
for the purposes of the exhibition. Any manufacturer
being disposed to exhibit on these conditions, should
send a short description of the engine they propose to
exhibit to Lieut. -Colonel Scott, R.E. Only a limited
number of engines will, of course, be required. The
French supplemental^ gallery, notwithstanding the
war, is being rapidly proceeded with by the French
Commission. These supplementary galleries are to
be erected solely with the object of giving additional
space to the exhibitors selected for admission into the
Annual International Exhibitions, and are only to be
used for the display of objects corresponding with those
prescribed for each particular year. Tlie Commis-
sioners request that manufacturers of brick and tile-

making machines intended to be shown in motion at

the ensuing Exhibition of 1871, will, in forwarding
their applications for admission, specify the weight,
dimensions, and requisite horse-power of each machine
to be exhibited. The authorities of schools, &c.,

of taking part in the first exhibition of the

series, which will be held in 1 871, are requested to fill

up a form of preliminary application, and to forward

it without delay to Lieut. -Colonel ScoTT, R.E.,
secretaiy, offices of Her Majesty's Commissioners,

5, Upper Kensington Gore, London, W. The infor-

mation required is the name and address of the appli-

cant and of the institution which he represents ; the

number of scholars attending the school ; the nature of

the specimens proposed to be submitted, distinguishing

the sub-sections to which they belong. The following

are the sub-sections :

—

[a.) Writing, plain and ornamental. Examination
papers and other works showing the results of general,

scientific, and artistic instruction.

(b.) Drawing and design.

\c.) Modelling in clay, plaster, cement, wax, and for

terra-colta, caning in wood, &c.

{d.) Models of machinery, building construction, &c.

\c.) Needlework, plain and ornamental, lace, knitting,

plaiting, &c.

{f.) Miscellaneous work by pupils in schools for the

blind, reformatories, &c.

We learn that Mrs. F. A. Dickson, wife of

the Mayor of Chester, a prominent nurseryman and
seedsman of that city, has been presented with a

silver cradle, she having given birth to a boy during the

mayoralty of her husband. It was subscribed for by
the citizens, and it was presented to Mrs. DlCKSON, on

behalf of the donors, by the Marquis of Westminster,
at a large public meeting held in the Town Hall on
Thursday week. The testimonial consisted of a silver

centrepiece, with two side stands, on a plateau of

silver-gilt. The cost of the plate was £2.^:^. The
cradle, which is no larger than a Walnut, is suspended

from the centrepiece, and is after the fashion of a

nautilus-shell.

At a meeting of the Fi-uit Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, held on August 17, 1869,

Mr. McLaren exhibited a

seedling Raspberry, under
the name of McLaren's
Prolific, for the following

representation of which
(fig. 249) we are indebted

to Messrs. Carter & Co.,

who hold the stock of this

fine Raspberry. Tlie ber-

ries are of immense size,

and in colour red ; the plant

is of vigorous growth,

and a prolific bearer. It

was awarded a First-class

Certificate, as a good
autumn-bearing sort, and
the expectations then
formed of it have this

season been fully realised.

Among forthcoming Auction Sales of im-

portance, from the magnitude and value of the stock to

be disposed of, we note the announcement of the sale,

by Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, of the extensive

stock of Messrs. Chivas & AVeaver, of Chester, on
Monday next, and the five following days. Also by

the same firm, at the same date, of the stock of the

late Mr. William Jackman, of St. John's Nursery,

Woking. Both these sales take place in consequence

of the death of the proprietors of the stock.

In a recent number of the Illustrated London
NeivSy amid other forcible reminders of the horrors of

war, is one which appeals with unusual force to the

sympathies of gardeners :

—

" The Botanic Garden of Strasburg," says our

contemporary, "used during the siege as a place of burial,

is the subject of one of our artist's sketches, concerning

which he writes:
— 'As the cemeteries of Strasburg

seem to have been all without the fortifications, the only

place within that could be used was the Botanic Gardens.

At first, judging from the crosses erected, regular graves

were formed, and a single cross of unpainted wood, with

the name of the person, indicates that one body was
placed in one grave. But as the siege went^ on, more
than one had to be put into the same hole, till at last the

large pit became an extended trench, which was length-

ened at the one end as it was filled up at the other. My
sketch will show one of these trenches as it is left at the

end of the siege. The cofiins are placed three or four

deep, and seem Uke wooden steps leading down lo the

bottom of the trench. To the left of this trench, extend-

ing under the trees, there had been a similar place of

burial before this one was opened. Friends have placed

crosses along each side, over the spot where their rela-

tive or comrade was interred; and the number of inter-

ments is shown by these crosses being two, three, and
even four deep in the row. In some cases there is

only a small square board, with the name of the person
;

in others this bit of wood is heart-shaped ; but the general

rule is to erect a cross, with two pieces of wood forming a
gate-formed covering over it ; many have flowers ar.d

immortelles, placed l3y friends, upon them. There are
many small black boards, with white Hebrew letters on
them, telling that Jew and Gentile have alike suffered.

In fact, ' Equality and Fraternity' is wonderfully exempli-
fied in this sad spot—officer and private. Frenchman and
German, as indicated by the names, Hebrew and Pro-
testant and Roman Catholic, rich and poor, old and
young, here find rest and safety. The mortality which
took place among the old and young during the siege is

noticeable in the ages painted on the crosses. I could not
help remarking how the labels bearing the botanic names
of the plants were placed on one side to make way for the

new arrivals in the garden. The burial place of Joseph
of Arimathea was in a garden, so the place Is not
inappropriate.'

"

It will be remembered that Strasburg is, or, sad to
say, was, famous for the excellence of its natural

history museum, enriched by numerous specimens for-

warded by Buckland and others of our geologists.

Amongst botanists connected with Strasburg there is the

veteran Fee, learned in Ferns; Schimper, cunning in

Mosses, and in fossil botany ; K.IRSCHLEGER, known
from his researches in Teratology, and from his
'* Flora of Alsace."

From an article in a recent number of Land
and Water, we learn that Mr. Frank Buckland has

been very successful in taking a cast of the monster

Seventy-Pound Salmon captured in the month of

June last in the Tay, by Mr. Speedie, tacksman, of

Perth. This cast has been subsequently painted by Mr.
ROLFE, and the success of the two artists has been
such that it must be admitted that the art of casting

and painting fish to life has now been brought almost

to perfection. It is intended, as time goes on, lo paint

to life the cast of every native fish of Great Britain. It

is also intended that when the 70 lb. salmon is put in

its glass case, at the Museum of Economic Fish-Culture

at South Kensington, to place a single salmon egg with

it, in order to show that an insignificant and fragile

globule of albumen not larger than one of its own
scales, an ordinary sweet Pea, or the pupil of a human
eye, can, if cared for, develope itself into a monster fish,

tlie value of more than two fat sheep, and this without

costing anybody a single farthing.

We cordially endorse the following remarks,

extracted from the Field, on the new arrangements

regarding the Pattern Post :

—

" With the present month the public have come into

the enjoyment of certain additional postal facilities—news-
papers are transmitted more cheaply than before, book
packets of 2 oz. are carried for a halfpenny, and for the

same modest sum a post-card is sold, which dispenses

alike with paper, envelope, stamp, and secrecy. But,

while the chiefs of the Post Office thus give with one

hand, they take with another. For some time past the

pri\'ilege of sending little parcels by means of the
' pattern and sample post ' has been allowed, although

the articles may not have actually been patterns or

samples. For instance, an angler in a remote part of

Scotland, Ireland, or Wales could write to London or

elsewhere for lines or baits, and, in the course of a
post or two, receive a httle packet costing only a few
pence for postage ; whereas the charge would have been
prohibitory as a letter, and conveyance by any other

means would be out of the question. But all such things

are now to be stopped ; the new postal regulation declares

that henceforth ' the pattern and sample post is restricted

to bond fide trade patterns or samples of merchandise.

Goods sent for sale, or in the execution of an order {how-

ever small the quantity may be), or any articles sent by
one private individual to another, which may not actually

be patterns or samples, are not admissible.' But we
really cannot understand why one man who wants to sow
TOO acres of land should have 4 oz. of seed sent to him for

a xd. stamp, while another who wishes to purchase i^.

worth of vegetable seeds for his garden can only have it

forwarded at the rate of 2rf. an ounce, or eight times as

much as the other. Nor can we see why two gardeners,

hving far apart, should be precluded from making a gift or

interchange of seeds without being mulcted to the same ex-

tent. And similar circumstances arise in other trades, where
a manufacturer can send a specimen to obtain an order of

^50 or ;^5oo, but a retail dealer may not send the same
article in exchange for a dozen postage stamps, nor a
parent send it as a present to a child at school. More-
over, we fail to see, when a seedsman sends out a number
of packets, how the Post Office authorities are to know
which are bond fide samples, and which are sent in execu-

tion of small orders. It seems to us thai the new regu-

lation offers a premium to dishonesty, and that if it could

be carried out strictly it would not only place a very

undesirable check on intercommunication between widely-

separated districts, but would have a tendency adverse to

the revenues of the Tost Office. All these packets require

the despatch of one letter ; very frequently a reply is

necessary ; and often there is further correspondence—all

of which would be cut off with the stoppage of the cause

for writing. The alteration we think a mistake, and the

sooner it is rescinded the better."- Here is a curious fact for those who speculate

on the possible origin of species. We take it second-

hand fiom the ''Popular Science Review":—"The
Mole is Blind. Not so the fcetal mole * * which at

the time of birth is endowed with organs of vision of con-

siderable perfection, while in mature age it is deprived

of the means of sight in consequence of certain changes

which take place in the base of the skull, terminating in

the destruction of the most important structures on

which the enjoyment of the sense of sight depends."

Coupling this with the statements of the German
anatomist alluded to by Prof Rolleston {p. 1377),

that in the embryonic condition the ascidian polyps

have an axis skeleton corresponding to that of the

vertebrate animals, we have facts more startling even

than the hypothetical case of the bear and the whale.

Heavy falls of Rain were prevalent at the

different districts of the British Isles, during the week
ending October 15 (see Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our

present issue) — that part of the country situated

between 53° and 55" North latitude being the most

favoured. In England the amounts ranged from 2.49

inches at Bradford to 0.14 inch at Blackheath, with
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a mean for all stations of 1.27 inch. In Scotland the

maximum fall was i.So inch at Dundee, and tlie

minimum 0.47 inch at Leith, \vith a mean for

all stations of 1.03 inch. The Maximum Tem-
perature of the air in England ranged from 65"

at Portsmouth to 52° at Newcastle, with a mean
for all stations of 59° ; and in Scotland from 55°'9

at Leith to 51° at Aberdeen, with a mean for all

stations of 54". I. The Minimum Temperatures in

England ranged from 28°.4 at Portsmouth to 36". 2 at

Liverpool, with a mean for all stations of 32°. S ; and
in Scotland from 30" at Perth to 39" at Greenock, with

a mean for all stations of $;i°. 7. The Mean Tempera-
ture nf the week in England ranged from 48*. 7 at

Portsmouth to 42°. 7 at Newcastle, with a mean for the

eight southern stations of 46°. 4, and for the eight

northern of 44°. 9. The mean for the several stations

in Scotland was 43°. 2.

A recent number of the " Pharmaceutical

Journal" contains the following Report on Opium
Production inWuRTEMBERG for the present year :

—

"Though large quantities of Poppies were sown last

spring, the crop rarely did well, in consequence of the
continued dry weather. This alone put an end to any
prospect of considerable development in opium culti-

vation for the present year, and the scarcity of labourers
at the time of gathering was for a time afurther hindrance.
Subsequently, when the influence of the war had driven

many to this work, the best time for collection was past,

and the Poppies ripened too quickly, owing to the great

heat. On the contrary, the price of the new Asiatic
opium admitted of the best Wurtemberg opium fetching

as much as 341. per pound. At this price the earnings of

a labourer would amount to 2s. 6c/. a day. which is good,
considering that old men, women and children could be
employed for the purpose. The opium of this year is

much superior to that previously grown. The amount of
moiphia it contains is 12 per cent., even in samples that
are somewhat moist.

We extract from the columns of the Builder
the following directions for laying Tar Pavements,
which have been found completely successful :

—

"For Carnagc-way.—A layer of good dry brick
rubbish, 8 inches thick, well rammed (if a gravel foundii

iion this need not be used), : Kentish ragstone, or the
chippings from granite, are the best material. For thi

tar pavement the stone for the lower bed should be broken
to pass through a sieve of a 3-incli mesh, to be well
coated with hot Stockholm tar, to be laid 6 inches thick,

and well rolled. The next bed is to be broken to pass a
i\ inch mesh, to be laid 2\ inches thick, and well

rolled. When nearly dry, broken gypsum to be
scattered over it, and well rolled : this gives a bright look
to the pavement. For Foot-ways.—'^inck rubbish, 5 inches
thick ; lower bed, 4 inches thick ; next bed, 2 inches thick

;

and gypsum as before. This pavement may be seen at

the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich."

Among Recently Issued Publications, to

some of which we shall have further occasion to refer,

are the BtiUdin du Congrh International dc Botanique
ct d' Horticulture de St. Pkersbourg, containing the

papers read at the Botanical Congress at St. Peters-

burg in May last.

—

Les Bonnes Fraiscs, par Ferdinand
Gloede, 2d edition (Williams & Norg.'^te).— T/ie

Food, Usi\ ana Beauty of British Birds, by C. O.
Groom Napier, 2d edition (Groombridge).— Trans-
actions of the Scottish Arboriciiltnrai Society,—Notes sur
les Quinquinas, par H. A. Weddell, containing,

inter alia, a complete list of the species and varieties

of the genus Cinchona.

—

Catalogue of Plants cultivated

in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad, by Henry
Prestoe, Government Botanist—a list which, in more
tvays than one, reflects credit on its compiler.— The
Forces of the Universe, by George Berwick, M.D.
(Longmans, 1870).

petals of as deep a lemon colour as that of the flowers

of Cattleya citrina. The lip, nearly quite emerging
out of the sepals, is pallid yellow, except the darker
anterior part, and there are some beautiful brown dots

on the interior of the basilar pouch. The anther has
an erect ligidate retuse orcmarginate plate on its apex.

Though amateurs' taste is as difficult to judge of before-

hand as Coptic inscriptions, yet we believe the plant

will be well regarded. Only think of a great basket

bearing six to eight of these magnificent peduncles !

Tt would be something new. We obtained excellent

fresh flowers from Messrs. Veitch, who wrote that

their spikes were about 2 feet long. H. G. Rchb. fil.

New Garden Plants.
Cyrtopera flava, Lindl., Wall. Cat. 7364 ; Gen.

Sp. Orch. iSg ; Boyley Illustr. 88.—Cyrtopera
Culleni, IVight, Icon. 1754.

Flos bene nbli([uus ; sepala ciineata oblonga acuta, per nervos
medios obtus.icarinatn

; ptUila obovata obtusa acuta ; ISbelliim
extra-sepalLim in nedc columnar angulatum saccatum, antice
trifidum, lacinia; laterales obtusangiilse, lacinia media a lata,

basi dilatata subrcniformi antica medio emarginata, linex tres
papularum acutarum per discum ; columna trigona utrinque
sub apice angulata ; antbera depressa semirotunda antice
ligula retiisa producta, vcrtice papula semitcreti obtusa ; pol-
linia depresso-sphjcrica postice nssa ; caudicula ligulata

; glan-
duljc transversissimEe utrinque crurie scmifalcato-lineari, medio
antice obtusata.—Sepala ct petala intense citrina ; labellum
pallidiusmaculis brunneis parvulis in sacco baseos.

Terrestrial Orchids are now becoming looked for by
amateurs, with the view of making a selection of the
most useful. We had long since received some dried
wild flowers of this plant sent by Messrs. Henderson,
of St. John's Wood, who wished for its name. Such
dried specimens being unsatisfactoiy without indication

of habitat and collector, we asked for these, but had
to learn, however, that the original possessor, another
nurseiyman, wanted to guard the grand secret as if it

had been the locality of the unicorn. Now it is well
known that this showy Orchid grows abundantly in the
valleys of the Himalaya, e. g., Surbunda, Mussooree,
Shalma, near Morang, as well as at Travancore.
The late Dr. Lindley had no doubt good reasons to
write to us on one occasion, that it was a very common
Indian Orchid. After all, it is a splendid thing, bearing
peduncles 2 or 3 feet long, with numerous flowers as
large as those of Bifrenaria inodora, both sepals and

ENGLISH LOCAL FLORAS.—IIL
We have already referred to Thomas Martyn's

" Planta; Cantabrigienses," published in 1763, and
mention it again in order to notice the county lists

which it contains. These lists are chiefly compilations

from Ray and Blackstone, with such additions as the

author was able to make from his own observations
;

and include the counties of Cornwall (from Borlase's

"History of Cornwall," 1754), Derbyshire, Essex,

Hants, Kent, Lancashire, Leicestershire (from Pul-

teney), Lincolnshire, Middlesex (from Blackstone),

Norfolk, Northamptonshire (from Morton's "Natural
History of Northamptonshire," 1 712), Northumber-
land, Notts (from Deering), 0,xon, Somerset, Suffolk,

Surrey, Sussex, Westmoreland, and Yorkshire. A
^tv^' Welsh plants are added ; but none are given for

Scotland or Ireland, the author's collections being ** too

small to be worth inserting." In these lists the

Linnean names are used throughout.

In 1774 William Curtis published anonymously
"A Catalogue of Plants growing Wild in the Environs
of London." Of this we have not seen a copy, but

from the " Flora of Middlesex" we learn that it con-

tained 632 Phanerogams and 21 1 Crj'ptogams ; and
that "no localities, not even the county," are given,

"nor any indication of whether or not Curtis had him-
self observed all of" the plants enumerated.

In 1776 appeared the first edition, in two volumes,
of Dr. Withering's "Botanical Arrangement of British

Plants." Although not partaking of the nature of a

local flora, we may fitly refer to it as a work which
gave a great stimulus to British botany, and was exten-

sively used for a large number of years ; this is evident

from the fact that, of the work in its entirety, seven

editions have appeared, three of which were published

during the lifetime of the author ; and a modified form
of it, edited by MacgilUvray, and terminating with the

Ferns, is still in use by those who yet follow the

Linnean system. Copies of the first and second
editions are, we believe, rare ; the third, which is more
frequently to be met with, is in four volumes, and,

according to the author, " may be rather regarded as a

new work than as a re-publication of an old one.'"

Localities for the rarer species are given, especially in

the seventh edition (1830), in which those from the

"Botanist's Guide," and other then recent works,
were added to those which had previously appeared.

In 1777, Edward Jacob published " Plantx Faver-
shamienses," on the plan of the " Plantce Woodfordi-
enses," "without the aid of which it would never have
been undertaken." There is nothing which calls for

especial notice, unless it be the author's account of hi

reasons for publication. "The principal Inducement
for the Publication was to rectify the account given in

Mr. Blackston's 'Specimen Botanicum,' taken from Mr.
Bateman's M.S. Catalogue of near Two Hundred
Plants growing about this town, because many of the

rare ones at this time are not be found in the Places

therein refenred to, which have of late been often

diligently searched in hope of retrieving them, as they

would have added much to this work, but in vain."

"The industrious hand of improving husbandry" is

considered by Jacob as mainly responsible for these

losses. The Cyperacere, Juncacese, and Graminece, are

omitted from the catalogue, which contains 528 species.

The only works cited are Ray's "Synopsis," ed. iii.,

and the " Flora Anglica ;" Ray's name stands first in

the body of the work, but the index is of the Linnean
names. There is a figure of a double-flowered variety

of Orchis Morio, found "in a meadow near Cades in

Ospringe ;
" and a portrait of the author.

Curtis' "Flora Londinensis" (the first volume of

which appeared in 1777), having been originally

"intended to include only the plants found within

ten miles of London," may fairly be considered as

coming within the scope of the present notice. The
following brief summaiy of its contents we extract from

the "Flora of Middlesex," which contains much in-

formation on our older botanical authors:— " Tliis

cellent book, of which Sir J. E. Smith remarks that

it * ranks next to Ray's Synopsis in original merit and
authority upon English plants,' was published in

numbers, each of which contained six plates, with

descriptions in folio, the price, 2s. 6d. uncoloured, and
5J-. coloured. Twelve numbers formed a fasciculus,

of which six ( = 72) numbers were issued, each with

an index. The book is generally bound in two volumes
and the whole number of plates is 435." Three
hundred copies of each number were printed. No
pains were spared in its production ; the figures are

life-size, full-coloured, and almost always very accurate.

The descriptions show a critical acquaintance with

plants, and many species were first well defined and

separated from their congeners in these pages. The
same author in 1782 published a catalogue of Settle
plants, which was reprinted in the " Phytologist" for

1855, pp. 36, 84, 108, &c.

Cambridgeshire plants again come before us in

Richard Relhan's "Flora Cantabrigiensis." "The
first edition of this book appeared in 1785, and was
quickly followed by three supplements, published in

1786, 1788, and 1793 respectively. The second edition

of the 'Flora' issued from the press in 1802, and the

third and last in 1820" (" Flora of Cambridgeshire ").

There are good figures of Thesium linophyllum,

Cineraria campestris, Anemone Pulsatilla, and Seseli

Libanotis ; and a valuable account of the Mosses,

Alg^, and Fungi is added. The example of Cambridge
seems to have aroused in the sister University a kindred

desire to publish some record of the flora of its county

;

and in 1794 we have the "Flora Oxoniensis," by Dr.

John Sibthorp, Professor of Botany in the University,

and author of the "Flora Grceca." Localities, how-
ever, are given only for the rarer plants, and those

chiefly in the immediate neighbourhood of Oxford ;

there are no plates. Of flowering plants, 729 species

are enumerated, and of Cryptogams 471. This is the

first English work in which any of the foi'ms of Ranun-
culus aquatilis are raised to the rank of species. Dr.
Sibthorp gives R. heterophyllus, R. aquatilis (in a
restricted sense), R. fluviatilis, and R. circinatus; the

three first names being taken from a work by Wiggers,
published in 17S0, and the last, by which the plant is

still known, being bestowed by himself. The four

forms had been distinguished in the "Synopsis" as

varieties of R. aquatihs.

The last local flora of the 18th century is the
Rev. Charles Abbot's " Flora Bedfordiensis," which
appeared in 1798. In this the arrangement was much
that of the foregoing: 719 flowering plants are

recorded for the county, and by the addition of Ferns
and lower Ciyptogams the total number of species is

made up to 1225. There are good figures of Alche-
milla vulgaris (which the author says is " the most
elegant plant of all our natives"), Convallaria majalis,

and Viola palustvis, with one or two Fungi. A refer-

ence to some published figure of each species is given,

as well as a brief technical description ; and original

obser^^ations are added to some, which show the

author to have been a man of cai^eful observation, even
if not a profound botanist. In his preface he tells us

that he has cultivated many of the plants in his garden

;

and also that his "amiable and interesting partner"

has prepared "an herbarium, the admiration of all

who have knowledge and judgment to discern its

superior beauty and excellence." The assistance of

Professor T. Martyn is also acknowledged. He gives

two Water Crowfoots, R. heterophyllus and R. fluvia-

tilis ; but says he is "obliged to relinquish the other

two varieties, which the late celebrated Dr. Sibthorp

has called aquatilis and circinatus," because he has

"not yet determined them by cultivation."

In 1805 appeared the "Botanist's Guide through
England and Wales," by Dawson Turner and Lewis
Weston Dillwyn ; a work of about 800 pages, which
was published in two volumes. This may be looked
upon as a development of the appendix to Martyn's
" Plantx Cantabrigienses," which we have already

noticed. The idea of the work, we are told in the

preface, originated with Dillwyn, "^^ho, like many
other botanists, accustoming himself as often as he left

home to select the places of growth of those plants

which were likely to occur to his notice, was induced

to extract whatever referred to the most uncommon
species from Kay, Withering, &c., and reduced it to

the following airangement." The counties are ar-

ranged in alphabetical order, and a list of the rarer

plants of each is given ; the localities being selected

from published works, and a large number contributed

by the authors, as well as by other British botanists,

such as the Rev. Hugh Davies, Mr. Joseph Woods,
Messrs. E. and T. F, Forster, Mr. Borrer, &c.

_
In

spite of many deficiencies and some errors (especially

in the placing of localities under their respective

counties), the work is a very valuable one, as contain-

ing a summary of the knowledge of the period, of the

distribution of British plants. Critical notes upon a

few of the plants, chiefly by Tui-ner, are added ; and
the origin of some introductions, such as Sisymbrium
polyceratium at Bury, is stated ; while errors of pre-

vious writers (such as Ray's locality, near Whitehaven,

for Lathyms latifolius, L. sylvestris being the species

which grows there) are corrected. It must be admitted,

however, that certain plants are inserted—such as

Epimedium alpinum, Corydalis solida, Asplenium
fontanum, Gentiana acaulis, and others—which subse-

quent investigation has shown to have been undesei-ving

of a place in our lists. A few works are cited which
we have not noticed in these papers, either because we
had no opportunity of referring to them, or because they

were not of sufficient importance to demand especial

notice ; these arc principally the lists which different

botanists had contributed to county histories and

similar works. The aiTangement of the work is that

f Dr. (afterwards Sir) J. E. Smith's "Flora Britan-

nica, " then lately published ; Mosses, Lichens, Alg£e,

and Fungi are included.

We have now arrived at a period when the study of

botany became in a measure both popular and fashion-

able ; and when, as a consequence, botanical works,

both of local and general interest, became more
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abundant. As the aim of these papers is to show the

various clianges which have taken phice in the plan

and arrangement of our local floras, we shall not pause

to refer to all that have appeared, but shall select for

special notice only such as bear upon these points.

yames Bniteii, F.L.S.

HMRNITH.

THE SPECIFIC CHARACTERS OF
AGARICS.

I
We are indebted to Mr. Worthington G. Smith for the following

translation of the interesting letter received from Profestor

Fries, of Upsala, referred to at p. 1380, as havmg been read by

Dr Bull at the meeting of the Woolhopc Club, at Herelord, on

October 6, with some remarks thereon by Mr. Smlth.J

"I HAVE received with singular pleasure the ' Clavis

Agaricinorum,' and on account of this present I give my
most sincere thanks. I am much
pleased with the list of British

species, in comparison with those of

Sweden. I cannot doubt, however,

that many species still lie hid in

Britain, chiefly in the Pine woods of

Scotland ; but many of the very

handsome species peculiar to our

woods, as Lactarius scrobiculatus

and the larger Cortinarii, appear to

be almost absent from Britain. In

addition, there are various species

omitted by my friend Berkeley

which are certainly members of the

British Flora, as Agaricus clavipes

(to which, .without doubt, belongs

the Agaricus mollis of Bolton), and
Agaricus compressus. Sow., alto-

gether distinct from Agaricus buty-

raceus and Hygrophorus ovinus, but

very near to Agaricus metrachrous,

&c.
"Here it is lawful to add some

observations respecting plate 6 of

the work. The vacant space of the

series Leucospori, between 2 and 3,

analogous with Pluteus and Tilosace,

is very weU filled by the subgenus
Hiatula, described by me in * Nov.
Sym. Myc' of which there are

numerous tropical species, and two
with us borne on the stems of

Orchids. They were collected in a

similar situation at Amsterdam.
The resupinate species in subgenus

6 (Pleurotus) should be excluded.

Agaricus xanthogrammus is chiefly

remarkable to me, as I know of no
species with a partial veil amongst
the Hyporhodii.

'

' I am not able to refer Agaricus
echinatus to the Hyporhodii, as the

spores are not rosy, but subfuscous,

and more like those of Agaricus

cretaceus and campestris ; also A.
hceniatospermus (has its spores)

subfuscous not rosy. This species

has been recently found in Sweden,
and I suspect A. montanum var.

cervarium. Alb. and Schw., and A.

Hookeri, Kl., to belong to it, for

the ring easily disappears. Agaricus

aureus occupies the space between
Lepiota and Psalliota in the series

Dermini, and it will stand for the

type of a subgenus (Togaria), but I

am unwilling to found a subgenus
on a single species. Hypholoma
answers in part to Entoloma, but in

part (section ' Fasciculares") to

Flamiuula. Flammula and the
' Fasciculares ' group of Hj-pholoma
are often confused. The Panceoli

should not be in the second group,
but the third, as I consider them
as analogues of Naucoria and
Psilocybe, for the stem is sub-carti-

laginous, and the veil is present in

some and absent in others. Agari-
cus foenisecii and A. papilionaceus

are most manifest analogues.
" I know not whether my new

work, ' Icones Hymenomycetum,'
is known to you. I have communi-
cated to my dearest friend Berkeley
many figures of new species. Fare-

well, &c. * * * E. Fries, Up-
sala, Aug. 10, 1870. What Nylander
and Hoffmann call a trama, to me
is not a trama but the base of the hymenium. In my
opinion the trama is the substance of the pileus entering

between the gills."

As the author of the work in question, perhaps I

may be permitted to offer a few observations on
Professor Fries' letter. I will do so in connection with
the review which lately appeared in your columns,
which, it is no secret, came from the pen of a botanist

only second in his knowledge of Fungi to Fries himself.

(See p. 1221, ante.)

I make no claim to originality in the work, for the

scheme is more or less foreshadowed in Fries' works.
The genera, subgenera, and species of the Agaricini

may be compared with the pieces of a huge and in.

tricate puzzle ; of these pieces half are lost or unknown,
the rest are almost inextricably disarranged and mixed
up together. Now the problem is, how to set up
these confused and imperfect pieces in such

order as to show one continuous and perfect

design. Fries has done this with some success,

and all I claim is, to have made out one or two miss-

ing pieces, and to have arranged, with some trifling

modifications, one or two others. These modifications,

I consider, make the pattern clearer than heretofore,

and it will be observed that neither Prof. Fries nor

your reviewer dissent from my general idea.

I will now briefly remark on the observations of

Prof Fries, and on those printed in your columns in

detail. First, as to the new subgenus Hiatula. The
publication of this I overlooked, but I foresaw its

position, and the only blank space on plate i, to quote

Fries' own words, " is well filled by it. " Moreover, at

p. 5 of my work there is a note respecting an Agaric

which exactly fills this position. It is remarkable to

me that this subgenus, its analogue Pilosace and

Chamfeota, are all foreign. It is my conviction, when

LEUCOSPORI.-SPORES WHITE,

cnophorum distinct from the fleshy Stem.

2 .U€PIOTH.

Hymenophorum confluent and homogeneous with the fleshy Stc

Hyn ophornn

7. COLLYBIH.

nt with, but heterogeneous from the

3 . MYCeNK .

SUBGENERA OF AGARICUS.

foreign countries have been well searched, that every

position of my scheme will be filled in. As it is,

Fries suggests the filling of three additional positions.

Fries next says that the resupinate species should be

excluded from Pleurotus. As he has invariably included

them himself, he can only be understood to suggest the

formation of a new subgenus for their reception. To
this I can see no objection, neither does it affect my
arrangement in the slightest degree. Your reviewer

says, under Pleurotus, that A. euosmus has no aftinity

with A. variabilis ; this I grant, but neither has it any

affinity with A. mitis or A. acerosus amongst the

Leucospori, where it was formerly placed. A. popinalis

is associated with the Hyporhodii, but its spores are

whiter than those of A. euosmus.

Fries says he is not able to refer A. echinatus to the

Hyporhodii ; your reviewer says he approves of keep-

ing it distinct, as it connects Lepiota with Psalliota ;

this latter was my reason for removing it, /. *f. , not so

much on account of the spores not being purple-brown,

but because the plant was exactly intermediate in posi-

tion between Lepiota and Psalliota. It is true that

the spores in Lepiota change colour in the dried plant,

as stated by your review'er, but this is only because the

spores become tinged with the juices of the plant, and

not because they change in themselves. I have spores

of most of the Lepiotre preserved (and yet exposed to

the air), that have retained their perfectly white colour

for 10 years or more.

The subgenus Togaria, mentioned by Fries, fills up
another blank space on plate 3 of my "Clavis;"

it occupies the middle position of the top three spaces.

It is again curious that the typical plant should not be

British.

Fries next refers to Hypholoma and its analogy with

Entoloma and Flammula, and says that the '

' Fascicu-

lares
'

' group of Entoloma is airalo-

gous with Flammula ; this is un-

doubtedly true ; but Flammula
is at present badly constituted,

and some of the plants have no
affinity with each other. It

follows, therefore, that the follow-

ing British species, viz., A.
sublateritius, A. capnoides, A.
epixanthus, A. fascicularis, and

A. dispersus, instead of being

placed at the head of Hypholoma,
as heretofore, by Fries, jjerkeley,

and others, must come in at the

end, and fill the blank position

on plate 4, which is analogous

with Flammula on plate 3.

Before leaving the Dermini and
PratelL-e, I will briefly touch upon
your reviewer's remarks on my
subgenera, Tubaria and Deconica ;

they are not, as he states, founded
upon the slight characters of de-

current gills, but decurrent gills

accompanied by other characters,

as the depressed pileus and the

nature of the margin. The diffi-

culty respecting such species as

A. vulgaris, quoted by him as

being still left in Mycena and not

removed to Omphalia, I have
referred to at p. 14, under the
" Mycenaria;" of Omphalia ; the

reference to A. camptophyllus

being left in Mycena, and not

removed to Omphalia, is espe-

cially unfortunate, as I have

placed it in Omphalia, and not in

Mycena.
The PanKoli are mentioned in

conclusion by Fries as more analo-

gous with Naucoria and Psilocybe

than with Hypholoma. The hol-

low stem and appendiculate veil,

however, of A. fimiputris and its

allies appears to me to bear a

manifest analogy with the '* Ap-
pendiculati" group of Hypholoma.
The subgenus Pan^eolus will on
proper study probably bear subdi-

vision. I am of opinion that the

colour of the spores is by no
means a character of the first

importance amongst Agarics, and
at page 3 of my work I clearly

say that the alliance of the species

would be closer if the points of

structure were followed. There-

fore I certainly do not consider

the colour of the spores to be

"all in all." As to the genus

Hygrophorus that could not be

cut up, as all the species have

white spores. I imagine Fries

would not have founded the

different subgenera of Agaricus

on such a character as spore

colour, if he had had such salient

points of distinction as we find in

Lactarius and Russula under
" Piperates," "Dapetes," "Lima-
cini, "Rigidce," " Fragiles,"

trama" in the gills of Agarics, and

9 .OMPHHLIR

&c. As to the „ _

its value as a character, the subject still wants working

up. Fries, however, is clearly right in asserting its

absence in Paxillus involutus, and Nylander and HoflT-

mann are mistaken.

The accompanying plate (fig. 250) shows at a glance

my modification of the arrangement of Agancs

with white spores. Those with coloured spores are

analogous. It differs from that of Fries in the removal

of Pleurotus from the bottom right-hand corner posi-

tion to the one above it ; and in the transposition of

Omphalia and Mycena (see " Monographia Hymeiio-

mycetum," pp. 177, '95)! of course I suggest a similar

transposition of those subgenera of Agarics which have

coloured spores.

The position of Fries' new subgenus, Hiatula (which

was unknown to me when my pamphlet was printed),

but which I had provided a space for, is shown by the

blank position at the top right-hand corner. Worth-

ington G. Smith, North Croz<e IVtsI, Mildmay Park.
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VANDA CATHCARTL
It will interest all cultivators of Orchids to leani that

this rarity (fig. 25 1) has lately flowered in the collection

of C. Stead, Esq., Baiklon, near Leeds. The plant

itself—a fine specimen nearly 6 feet high—very much
resembles in habit Renanthera coccinea, but is more

robust. The flowers are large and of great substance,

3—5 being borne on a drooping spike. Sepals and

petals oblong, pale reddish green behind, and of a

chocolate-red, barred with yellow within. Lip three-

lobed, lateral lobes wedge-shaped, central lobe cordate,

with a peculiar thick, crenelled margin of a clear

yellow colour. Crest two-Iobed, pale yellow streaked

with lake. The unguis of the lip is comparatively

slender, and the lip itself has an oscillatory motion,

similar to that of some Sarcopodiums, on the plant being

touched or shaken—this movement being in all

probability due to the weight

of the fleshy lip being more
than the unguis can support

firmly in its place. At first

sight the lip would appear to

have two holes punched
through it, one on either side

the two-Iobed crest, but on
closer examination this appear-

ance is found to be caused by

the lobes lying over each

other, as in the figure. I

should like to hear whether
this species has bloomed be-

fore in this country in any
other collection, as it is not at

all commonly met with in

collections. Last year this

plant produced several spikes,

which I am informed were
much finer than those pro-

duced this year. F. VV. B.

tlie violence and intolerance of the time, for we see

him in high dudgeon holding forth in a tirade against

the Church, but ostensibly on the Passion-flower, throw-
ing dust in the eyes of his readers who in those days
would never be able to see a living Passion-flower to

judge for themselves, and all the while, according to
*' AL T. M.," his opponent had figured one species of

Passion-flower and he another ; but Parkinson was too

angry to be able to see that he was bearing false

witness against his neighbour. The statistics of the

case, however, are now altered, and we have the first

instalment of a botanist's labours, calmly and dispas-

sionately collating materials to illustrate faithfully the

character of Passion-flowers ; we have, moreover, now
a host of witnesses who have all seen many distinct

species and varieties of Passion-flowers alive, with all

their rays of glory unshorn. Whilst I write this letter

four species of this charming climber are before me,

THE PASSION-
FLOWER.

At p. 1 2 14 of the Car'

deners^ Chrovidc for Septem-
ber 10, we read that the " Pas-

siflora incamata is the one in

whicli the semblance of the

parts of the flower to the

instruments of our Lord's pas-

sion was first observed. The
cross, the scourge, the ham-
mer, the nails, the crown of

thorns, even ten of the Apostles
•—^Judas who betrayed, and
Peter who denied, being .ab-

sent—all may be seen by the

imaginative in these flowers.

Monardes (1593) was the first

to call attention to this pecu-

liarity." All Christendom

seems to have endorsed the

views of Monardes, and it is

the flower of the Passion to

this day, and likely to remain

so until the end of time, not-

withstanding Parkinson's in-

vective " contrarying " it,

which occupies about half a

column of the Gardeners^

Ckronidt\ with as genuine a

sample of Billingsate as could

be found. I was indeed sur-

prised to see it in our valuable

paper, not only sowing dis-

cord, but manuring it. I need
only quote what " M. T. M "

politely calls his " some-
what uncharitableness," where
he calls his opponent liar,

superstitious, cum imdtis aliis.

In the preface to Lindley's
" Introduction to Botany,"

the Doctor states that, about

300 years ago tiie knowledge of plants was very

limited, and he mentions the issue of an "Introduc-

tion to Botany," by Fuchs, of four pages, as an

example of the literature of the time in that line. A
little over 300 years ago the monasteries had been

suppressed, and the inmates, who had cultivated lite-

rature and a knowledge of plants, were dispersed, and
with the violent spirit of persecution still raging

between the new proprietors who had come in for the

Church lands, and the properties of the monastic

establishments, colleges, and hospitals, and those who
had been driven out, and were fortunate enough, accord-

ing to Cobbett, to get "licenses to beg," there

existed just such a state of feeling as we occa-

sionally see displayed in the closing of the gates of

Derry, or during a "free fight" and "ruction" at

Belfast, where they wreck the residences of the reli-

gious body opposed to their interest—for it is interest

and ascendancy that is the bone of contention. Religion,

ever humble and holy, if true, never had any share in

the quarrels on either side.

Parkinson bears me out in all that I have said about

with all their reputed emblems thick upon them.

I became acquainted with Passion-flowers about 1S26,

and at that time read with awe that Papists made a

great handle of this flower. Parkinson hints that they

adore it, and labours—good man that he is—to give

them better knowledge, hints that God will judge, and

relies upon the devil to do his duty.

When painters delineate the figures of the Holy
Family they put a radiance round the head ; thus we
have the rays of glory round the head of St. John ;

and in the plant, St. John's Wort (Hypericum, which
means the glory on the figure), we have the same idea.

There is no fault to be found with Cypripedium
Calceolus for representing Our Lady's Slipper—not

Lady's Slipper—nor with Oncidium Papilio represent-

ing a butterfly, nor with Peristeria in the form of a

dove—the Holy Ghost plant. In what the poet calls

the God-like face of man we have an image of the

highest order, the heir of heaven, the child of immor-
tality ; but wonder not if a celebrated traveller intro-

duces to your notice a brute, a perfect brute, yet

bearing such an intimate resemblance to man in stature

and anatomy as to make some doubt if he had not been
the "origin of ourspecies." However, as the most gentle-

manly of apes do not possess reason, the gulf is great

enough between them and us. But let us go one step

further, and you will see in the small box which I have
enclosed a Nut [of Anacardium] a perfect model of a
monkey's head—eyes, mouth, and expression all accu-

rately put in by Nature; this third round of the ladder

has landed us in the vegetable kingdom with a veritable

image of a monkey's head, ugly enough, but with the

slack skin of the face as in the monkey, puckered

together as if tied with a thong, the sunken eyes, flat

nose, and cow mouth, so that no one could fail to find

the resemblance.

When Dryden spoke of martyrs he said they were
" Heroes make half human half divine." The halo

round the head of our Saviour has but one signification

to the Christian, and that is divine ; it is therefore from

the standpoint of the glory on
the figure that we can best

appreciate the Passion-flower.

The instmments of the Passion

are numerous, and might well

puzzle an obsen-er to see them
all in a single flower of only
a hand's breadth ; but as the

Passion-flowers hang upon the

plant they generally face the

observer, like the face of a

clock, and in this position the

three stigmas at the top of the

column form three arms of the

cross, and the supporting

column, when seen under the

centre one, certainly gives the

cross. The rays of glory in

this plant have nothing like

them in the world of flowers

with which we are acquanted.

I counted the filaments of a

purple Passion-flower, and it

had more than a hundred
spear points, and each fila-

ment was parti-coloured of at

least three different hues; these

filaments from all appearance
form no part of the sexual or

working part of the flower,

but seem gratuitous embellish-

ments : there are moreover
other parts superadded, such

as a low inner crown with an
elegant fringe of coloured dots

round the base of the column,

just such as the loops of a

worsted knitted frock would
be. There are three bracteal

leaves at the base of the

flower on the footstalk. The
ovary is certainly a part of the

ball and cross, and from its

unit springs the three stigmas,

and as the Passion-flower in-

doors opens and remains so for

three days only, and then

closes for ever, parties will

draw their own conclusions

from such premises. The five

stamens have a conspicuous

place in the flower, and as

there are said to have been
only four nails and five

wounds, the stamens would
stand for the wounds and not

for the nails. In one of the

Passion-flowers now before

me, the column, stamens, and
stigmas, are all spotted with

irregular red blotches, those

at the base of the column'

being on a white ground are

most conspicuous. There are

only five petals to the corolla,

and only five segments to the

calyx, so that the number 10,

so deftly put in by an
enemy to make the ten Apostles, is nowhere to be seen:

[5x2 = 10] but well did Scott say

—

" O ! many a shaft, at random sent,

Finds mark the archer little meant ;**

and I was amused to see the version of the ten Apostles,

with Judas and Peter absent. Judas's presence is put

beyond doubt, he certainly was there, and St. Peter's

sword was not only drawn in defence of his divine

Master, but drew blood ; but whoever was the author

of these views his opinions are clearly seen, for on one

side of this religious question St. Peter would be an

old offender, and it was better to leave out the " Prince

of the Apostles," as Parkinson has said, "the occasion

being thus offered." It is no wonder if observers differ

in the details in this matter, when we find that eye-

witnesses of the Passion itself give us diftevent versions

of that momentous event, and were two orators of
" different schools of thought" to take up the subject

now, who would expect them to give us the same ideas?

Suppose Mr. Spurgeon were one, he would no doubt

astonish us with the new light he would be able to
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throw upon this grand picture, whilst some of the old

school, Bourdalone, for example, would borrow fire

from heaven and burn the event as with a brand into

the very bones of his hearers, never to be forgotten—
but the two pictures would certainly not be alike.

Alex. Forsyth.

Jonie Coras}ioiikitce.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Country
Mission.—Whether this is to be a matter of success

or disappointment depends entirely upon how it is

carried out. As the first to moot the visit to Notting-

ham a year ago, I must, now that it has been decided

upon, say I feel annoyed and grievously disappointed,

inasmuch as in the site selected I feel convinced—and

I do not speak as a theorist in such matters—the

Council has made the first step towards a failure.

When I wrote and named several sites here as being

suitable for the exhibition I never named Wollaton,
from the simple fact that I knew that all the attempts

made in the same direction at High Fields had resulted

in failure ; and I doubt whether all the prestige of the

Royal Horticultural Society will be able to preserve

this attempt from a similar result ; at least of this I am
quite certain, where it may make a profit of ^lo at

Wollaton, it would make ;!^ioo in the Arboretum,
as well as conduce to the comfort of every person who
mayattend the show. But you say tlie Arboretum cannot
be had. I have reason to believe to the contrary,

and say it. can be had, not legally—at present— cer-

tainly, but just as legally as under the same Act of

Parliament hundreds of pounds are taken from the

public annually for entrance to the race-course and the

*' betting ring," and for other purposes. So sti'ongly

do the people of Nottingham feel the injustice that is

being done them in taking the show from their midst,

tliat had I the leisure I would in a week get a

requisition signed by 20,000 people for the exhibition

to be held in the Arboretum, and the foremost

among the signatures should be those of the practical

men upon the local committee. A fact like this should
be worth something, and it is worth something—for

instead of raising a special prize fund of ;i^500 in a
few days, which we might have done had the exhi-

bition been held in the town, I doubt if near that

sum will be raised by the domiciliary solicitations

which are now being inaugurated by the com-
mittee. The half-guineas, guineas, five guineas, and
smaller sums which had been promised me to the

amount of ^"50, and which, with a little exertion, I

could have raised into ;^loo, will now result in small
change which I sliall not trouble to collect. Indeed,
to put the question plainly, why should tradespeople
and working men subscribe funds to an exhibition

which is to be made as inaccessible to them as possible,

and which will bring no profit to the town ? This is

the wet blanket upon the whole affair. As fore-

shadowed in my former articles, from the central posi-

tion of our tilting-gi'ound (the Arboretum), I looked
forward to the meeting as a genuine holiday, splendid
spectacle, intellectual treat, and social reunion, because
every one would be near to places of entertainment
where the necessaries of life, and the luxuries too, could
be procured at a reasonable rate. Now visitors will be
driven into the Robin Hood country, where they must
either depend upon pot-house accommodation, or sub-
mit to the extortion of itinerant refreshment contractors.

I had thought of day trains at reasonable rates, by
which the gardens of the Dukerles, Chatsworth, Bel-
voir, Newstead, &c., could be visited ; I had thought
of obtaming the permission of our leading merchants
and manufacturers, by which their warehouses and
manufactories should be seen ; but this is gone,—the
Society has taken away our centre, and compelled us
to be wanderers on an inhospitable circumference of
the town. The Arboretum is within a 20 minutes'
walk, upon paved streets, of every part of the town,
and you are at home. The railway station is a 20 to

30 minutes' walk from the best parts of the town ; you
have then to ride to Lenton, and to walk a mile over
loose gi-avel afterwards. Can this be an element of
success? It is all very well to speak of Leicester and
Manchester. The former narrowly escaped being a
failure, and I know the walk of two miles was most
irksome ; as for Manchester, its splendid system
of cheap omnibuses puts it out of comparison
with ordinary places, and yet for all that I
have more than once paid a 5^. cab fare to get back
to the town from the Botanic Garden. As a mere
pecuniary speculation I have no doubt Mr. Findley
would not be sorry if the Botanic Garden for the
Whitsun week could be shifted two or three miles
nearer the centre of population. What was it that
caused the abandonment of the Chiswick shows but the
distance from town ? And what was it that gave the
Royal Botanic exhibitions the lead but the facility of
access ? Yet with this dearly bought experience
before them, the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society insist upon canying the mountain to the
exhibition rather than place it in the centre of the
mountain, lend their aid to fatten a railway company
rather than accommodate the working classes and put
a large profit into their own coffers. Walking through
our Arboretum only yesterday with a London exhibitor
intimately connected with the metropolitan exhibitions
of the last 20 years, he stopped at one of the principal

points of observation, and exclaimed " What can
the Society want? Here is a splendid garden,
equal to Chiswick in its best days, whicli seems
to say, ' Here is a home for you ; come and take
shelter upon my spacious lawns, and the place

will swarm with visitors. But practically the

Society says, ' No ; we have no connection with gar-

dening or dressed scenery, and therefore we go to the

open field.'" At our artisans' annual Rose show in

July last the receipts were £,11^ some few shillings ;

of that amount all but £^y:> was taken in threepences
after 6 p. m. Four years ago, at the floral ftte in con-
nection with the meeting of the British Association,

the two first days at an admission of ^s. and Zs. dd.

respectively, resulted in a loss of £^0 ; the third day,

at 6i/., with little more than 24 hours' notice, cleared

the debt, paid the exhibitors for their extra day, and
left a handsome profit. The evidence of the exliibitors

in the manufacturing districts goes to show that, the

lower the price of admission the greater the amount
of money to be taken ; and as that money must come
from the million, the nearer you place your exhi-

bition to your visitors the more certain your
success must become. The selection of site was,

to say the best of it, premature, ill-judged, and
sadly wanting in the element of courtesy. If

a provincial town undertakes to guarantee a Society

against loss, and provides special prizes, and if the chte

of the district, with the Mayor at their head, form
themselves into a committee, and undertake the local

business of the gathering, surely the least the Council
of the Society could do would be to confer with the

committee before making final arrangements. Had the

Council done so they would have found the evidence of

success against their selection, and distasteful to an
immense majority of their supporters. Some, of course

—those who keep their carriages—may say, " I would
as soon drive to Wollaton as to the Arboretum ;

" but
where a merchant or manufacturer would spend lOi'. or

a sovereign on the first day of the show, their work-
people would spend £\o to j^20 every night during
the exhibition. In a word, it is the "nimble 6;/."

which pays ; and until the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society learns to appreciate and act upon
that fact, they will never make profit by their pro-

vincial exhibitions. I agree with every word which
you have said relative to the want of a radical change
in the arrangement of these exhibitions, but that is a

matter which I cannot enter into to-day. I am sick of

the dreary waste of long tents and formal tables, they

look as if the Society had but one idea, and that bound
up in a parallelogram, to be used for all time. IV. P.

AyreSy Nottbigham. [The fact remains, that the local

authorities—so we are told—say they have no power,
without an Act of Parliament, to exclude any one
from the Arboretum, which practically means that the

site is not available. Till that difficulty is removed

—

and that must be by the Nottingham folk—we do not
see how the Society can go there. The Council and
the local committee are, we believe, agreed on this

point. Eds.]

Late Peaches.— I have at the present time a

Peach tree loaded with fine fruit, which are quite hard
and firm, and likely to hang some time yet before they
are ripe, if protected from frost. The tree in question

is situate on a wall with a south aspect, in an enclosed
garden, which inclines very much towards the south,

consequently getting the full action of the sun's rays.

Under such circumstances, and in such a season as the

past, I am inclined to think that this Peach is rarely

to be met with. Such varieties as Walburton
Admirable, Late Admirable, and the Salway, we must
admit are amongst our latest ; but when trees of these

sorts are planted side by side, and in exactly the same
situation with the one in question, and ripen their

fruit so much earlier, I think it worthy of calling the

attention of your correspondents to the fact, which
appears more obvious under the conditions stated

above. The tree was planted in 1S63 by my predecessor,

for the Royal George. E. Morgan^ The Butts, Harroio-
on-thc'HilL [Please send us a fruit, when they are

ripe, with some of the leaves. Eds.]

Bougainvillea glabra. — Your correspondents
need have no fear in treating the above as a greenhc
plant, as it will live in any place where frost is

excluded, if kept dry at the roots. It may safely be
stowed away with the Fuchsias to winter, and requires

much the same treatment in the spring and summer to

bloom it successfully, except that it should have less

shade than is necessary for Fuchsias. All our pot
plants of the Bougainvillea have for several years past
been wintered in our Fig-house, where the frost has
at times been barely excluded. Treated in this way
they lose every leaf, but start vigorously into growth
when we commence forcing in the spring. Planted out
in a cool house it is most valuable, as it affords an
abundant supply of its lovely mauve-coloured leaves
for cutting till quite late in the autumn. Our plant
here has been literally loaded with bloom ; so much so,

that we are frequently compelled to sacrifice a quantity
to give light to the Ferns beneath. I would strongly
advise all who have a greenhouse, and require creepers,
to plant Bougainvillea glabra and Tacsonia Van
Volxemi. J. Sheppard, Woolversione Park.

I have a plant of the above, which is gi'O^ving

in a 15-inch pot, and has not been shifted for the las

two years and a-half. For the above period it ha^

been growing in a glass potting-shed, trained under
the roof, the door of which has been constantly open
by day throughout the summer. I should mention
that a flow and return pipe runs through the shed,

which excludes frost ; still, under the above treatment,

Bougainvillea glabra has been all the summer, and is

now, one mass of blossom. I may add that a rich top-

dressing and a good supply of manure-water have been
afforded. I have also a second plant, which was for

two years grown in a stove, trained on a trellis, but
finding that it flowered sparingly, I removed it to a

greenhouse, where it has grown and flowered most
profusely ; which leads me to believe that Bougain-
villea glabra would thrive quite as satisfactorily in a

warm greenhouse as in a stove. T. Lockie^ Court
Gardens, Great Marloio, Bueks.

Clematis Jackmani and Acer Negundo
variegatum.—As a fervent lover of hardy plants, I

think of all the floral decorations with which a garden
can be adorned, there is no more beautiful plant than
that of Clematis Jackmani, especially when grown on
parasol-shaped trainers 5 feet high, and planted alter-

nately with standard plants of Acer Negundo variegatum
of the same height, and in line, at a distance of their

own height from each other, in front of an Ivy wall.

What with the never-ending thousands of blue-mauve
flowers of Clematis Jackmani, and the leafy splendour
of Acer Negundo variegatum, associated with the Ivy
background, a combination is formed of flower and
leaf the beauty of which no writing can convey, but
has been witnessed here this season by several of the
leading horticulturists in England and Scotland with
great admiration. James NeUsoriy Rose Hall, Falkirk,

Iris susiana.—Your correspondent, A. Watkins,
inquires, at p. 1218, as to the management of the

above and Iris Pavonia. I was in hopes some one of
experience would have replied to him. Of the first-

named, my small experience teaches me that it requires

to be left alone at least a year after planting ; that is,

suppose he procures his tubers this autumn, let him
plant them in an open situation, and where it will not

be too dry in summer. The crown should be placed
about 2 inches below the surface, and there let it

remain until the following June twelvemonth, when
most likely he will be rewarded with one of the

grandest flowers, either ancient or modem. Like many
other Iridaceous and Liliaceous plants, it begins to

form its new roots before the sap has disappeared from
the leaves. I find the "grass" of these plants often dies

down in hot dry summers like the last, but they are now
making vigorous growth. With respect to Vieusseuxia
glaucopis, I cannot speak so positively, but I should
recommend the same treatment as for Ixia—loam, peat,

leaf-mould, and silver sand—place and keep them in a
cold frame, and always re-pot early, jfokit E. Daniel,
The Ter'ract% Epsom.

Cooking Potatos.—I recently read in a gardening
contemporary a recommendation that Potatos should
be at all times boiled in their skins. This is decidedly
wrong, and the advice so given is improper. If it

were simply a question of saving, perhaps to follow it

would be right, but we usually judge of the goodness
of a Potato by its flavour and presentability at table,

and nothing tends so much to destroy both as cooking
it in its skin. The coating of the Potato is not only
indigestible, but also contains properties that are exceed-
ingly obnoxious to the palate, and when not previously
removed, it invariably imparts to the tuber a taste of
bitterness that is to those who are accustomed to the
eating of peeled Potatos exceedingly objectionable

;

besides which there is at all times an absence of that

white floury appearance externally when dished up
that is such a strong recommendation for all good
Potatos. I am sure were two dishes of cooked Potatos
of the sort, one peeled before boiling and the other

after, to be submitted to the opinion of impartial

judges, their judgment would unanimously be in favour
of the former mode of preparation. Potatos to be
cooked well should be boiled quickly. When I wish to

test the quality of my respective trial sorts I have them
thinly peeled and put into a small saucepan, in which
there is barely sufficient water to cover them—the softer

the water the better,—a small knob of salt is added, and
the pan is then placed over a quick fire ; by the time
the tubers are ready for straining, nearly one-half of the
water will have evaporated. If after a good drying off

the Potatos are not sweet, well -flavoured, and mealy,
it will be the fault of the sort, and not of the cooking,
Alex. Dean.

Melon Growing at Heckfield—Perhaps there is

no county in which more Melons are grown than this

(Lancashire), and this has been without exception the

best season I remember for the last 20 years. I never
saw so many good, strong, clean, healthy, fruitfu,

plants as have been produced this season, which may
account in some measure for the fine crop at Heck-
field. It is all very well for Mr. Wildsmith, assisted

by his friends, to tell us about the wonders of a
fourth and fifth crop ; but we know too well that,

after the second crop, the fruit is impaired in flavour,

and it is better to plant again, to keep up a succession

of good flavoured fruit. What we want to know is,

when did Mr. Wildsmith begin to cut his first crop
how many fruit each crop contained, the average
weight of fruit which each plant produced, as well as
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the number of square feet allowed for each plant, also

the kind of pit used to grow them in. It is no uncom-

mon occurrence for the first crop to consist of one or

two fruits, which I consider no crop at all ; therefore

nothing but a plain statement will satisfy us Lancashire

lads. The best flavoured Melon I ever met with was

the old Green-fleshed Egyptian ; but I am sorry to say

I do not know where it is now to be found true. For

my early crop I gi-ow a hybrid Persian variety which I

have growir for many years, and have found nothing

equal to tlie Duke of Cornwall, my first fruit of which

is now fit for the table, and the plant will, I expect,

give me a supply till the middle of January. Very

early Melons are not worth the trouble and expense of

growing. T. H.

Protecting Alpine Plants in Winter.—What
is the best way of keeping alpine and other plants in

pots in cold frames during the winter ? I have always

considered it best to plunge the pot entirely in coal

ashes, even covering the surface with ashes where pos-

sible. But I have lately been taught by a very good
authority that in winter it is better simply to stand the

pots on the ashes, without sinking them, and that this

plan more effectually preserves them from damping.
In summer there is no doubt the pots should be sunk
to keep them cool and moist. I should be glad if

some of your readers would communicate their experi-

ences on this matter. I have hitherto been very fairly

successful with plunging, but I have not tried the other

plan. Henry JV. EllacotJibe^ BHton Vicarage.

Passiflora incarnata and edulis.—You say, at

p. 1213, "P. incarnata, a native of Florida and Central

America, extending southwards, at least if P. edulis be

considered a form of it, as far as S. Brazil. The true

incarnata is now hardly to be met with in gardens."

You make no mention of the leading habitat of

Linnxus, Virginia, which is confirmed by all American
authorities ; or of Kentucky, Gray, Man., p. 1S6,

which is equally far north and more interior. I have
no evidence of its passing the limits of the United
States. I have it now in cultivation here ; it should be
perfectly hardy with you, for it stands the winter of

Philadelphia, although our seedlings left out in our
garden have perished. But older plants with deep
roots may probably survive. Linnxus evidently con-
founded P. edulis with incarnata, but the species is

founded on the North American plant, as witness

"Herb. Linn.," the reference to Gronovius, and the

remark in the "Amcen. Acad." i. p. 265 :
—" Caul is

quotannis (etiam in hybernaculo) perit." This would
not be true of P. edulis. But the plant of " Hort.

Cliffort.," the earliest reference of all, may have been
P. edulis—must have been, if the " Crescit in Brasilia

"

is to be trusted. The *' Herb. Hort. Clift"." at British

Museum might settle that. Finally, it is not likely,

nor indeed credible, without much evidence, that the

tropical and tender P. edulis, with its large woody
stems and perfectly glabrous [not always] bright green

and shining leaves, is the same as P. incarnata, with
herbaceous stems and dull somewhat pubescent foliage,

the leaves also more deeply cleft and serratures finer.

At least the two plants look very differently, and I

suppose inhabit widely separated regions of very dif-

ferent climate. A. Gray, Cambridge, Mass., U. S. A.
[We shall have more to say on this anon. Eds.]

Orchid Cultivation.—AVhen I wrote you upon
October 23 last year, in reply to Mr. Gammie, I said

that it was our intention during this year to try on a
more extended scale the advantage of sunlight upon the

growth of our Dendrobiums. I now propose to give

you the result of that trial, which has fully satisfied us
as to the soundness of the conclusions Mr. Gammie
had arrived at, based upon his experience in the

Himalayas. Since then we have also had Lieut. -Col.

Benson's very graphic description of the climate of
Moulmein, which perhaps during the growing season
is nearer to the treatment my Dendrobiums have
experienced than what Mr. Gammie advised ; yet

I cannot say that we have taken great pains to

follow any, but what we thought was a true tropical

treatment for our Pines. In my first letter I said that

this was my key to Orchid growing made easy—to grow
them in my Pine-stove ; therefore all the change we
had to make was to dispense with what thin shading
we had previously indulged in. As most, if not all

our Orchids come from tropical latitudes, I think, to

glow them well, we should first ascertain what is a
tropical climate, and then to consider what changes
altitude produces upon those conditions. With this

view, I will give a few extracts from " The Naturalist

on the Amazon," by Henry Walter Bates—I like to

give authorities whenever it is possible. At p. 30 he
says :

—

"The reader who has visited Kew may form some
notion by conceiving a vegetation like that in the great
Palm-house, spread over a large tract of swampy ground

;

but he must fancy it mingled with large exogenous trees
covered with creepers and parasites, and figure to himself
the ground encumbered with fallen and rotting trunks,
branches, and leaves, the whole illuminated by a glowing
vertical sun, and reeking with moisture." Again (p. 33)

:

—

"We used to rise at early dawn, at that early period
of the day the sky was invariably cloudless (the thermo-
meter marking 72 ' or 73" Fahr. ) ; the hea\7 dew, or the pre-
vious night's rain, which lay on the moist foliage, becoming
quickly dissipated by the glowing sun, which, rising

straight out of the east, mounted rapidly towards the

zenith. The heat increased towards 2 o'clock (92'

to 93^ Fahr.). The leaves, which were so moist and
fresh in early morning, now become lax and drooping

;

the flowers shed their petals ; towards evening hfe

re\ives again. The days are more or less like this

throughout the year in this country. A little differ-

ence exists between the wet and the dry season ; but
generally the dry season, which lasts from June to

December, is varied with showers, and the wet, from
January to June, with sunny days : the result is there

is no hybernation, plants do not flower or shed their

leaves, nor do birds moult, pair, or breed simultaneously
—in the equatorial forest day and night are always of
equal length — budding, flowering, fruiting, and leaf-

shedding, are always going on in one species or another."

At p. 68 he speaks of the " Moju, a stream little inferior

to the Thames in size, having a temperature of 77° Fahr."

We cannot in our Pine-stoves give the equal light, any
more than the equal length of days, nor would it be
wise that we should continue in our short, dark days
as high a range of temperature as during summer ; but

we may all recognise in this account of ceaseless

hybernation the reason why our Pines can rest for a

season as easily as the Eucharis amazonica, even when
we, in our vain imagination, are forcing them all we
can. Is there any other reason why our Cattleyas

choose their own season of flowering, regardless of the

temperature they gi-ow in, than that here given?—that

they are like the plants and flowers of their native

clime, which have no one time or season for their

budding, flowering, leaf-shedding, and fruiting? These
are the reasons that dictate our Pine-stove climate,

and the Dendrobiums being the visitors, and not

the residents, have no claim to set up why a change
should be made for them. No single plant that we
have tried has failed, and we have as a result, better,

riper, larger bulbs than we were able to grow in any
previous year : they have stood the full blaze of the

sun, our only care being that they had ventilation in

proportion to the power of the sun. I may be an easy
convert, as I never did believe in the cool treatment

doctrine, applied either to animal or vegetable tropical

life ; and I think it is a fatal mistake to think Orchids
found in high altitudes in tropical latitudes can stand

cool treatment with us. The old treatment was too

hot for the moisture and food contained in the atmo-
sphere ; now we get the moisture without the heat, and
lender Cattleyas, like Dowiana, damp off. Good
Pines can only be gi^own on liberal principles as regards
their comforts'; with them time is money, the longer it

takes to grow a fruit the more it costs ; and this is

true, also, of Dendrobiums, for there is no making up
for lost time if a growth unfortunately gets checked.
We have grown in this manner so many of the Den-
drobiums that for the future there are few we shall

care to shade ; but, to be exact, I had better give the
names of those that have done the best :—albo-san-

guineum, aggregatiim, Bensoni, chrysanthum, crystal-

linum, Dalhousianum, densiflorum, Farmeri, fimbri-

atum, heterocarpum, moniliforme, nobile, Parishii,

Pierardi, tortile rosea, and transparens. With Catt-

leyas I can hardly say we have an experience ; but I

regret very much so many should have no more exact

locality put down to them than Brazil, for I find at

p. 290, while contrasting the climates of the Amazon,
Mr. Bates says :

—

"With such a soil and chmate, the liLxuriance of
vegetation, and the abundance and beauty of animal
forms, which are already so great in the region near the
Atlantic, increase on the upper river. The fruits, both
wild and cultivated, common to the two sections of the
country, reach a progressively large size in advancing
westward, and some trees which blossom only once a year
at Pari and Santarem, yield flower and fruit all the year
round at Ega. The cUmate is healthy, although one
lives here as in a permanent vapour bath."

From this we should certainly expect two growths
a-year from some of our Cattleyas. I have thought a
great deal about the dry season as described by Lieut.

-

Col. Benson, and from it I do not gather that Dendro-
biums require cold to rest them ; and as it would be a

great point for us to induce some of them to flower

in tlie late summer and autumn months, I have
had a number mossed up again, and put into

the fruiting Pine-houses, where they are now com-
mencing a fresh growth ; these we must do our best to

rest in the hot sun, (t la Moulmein. **Dendrobes
during the hot season are leafless, standing like dried
sticks on the trees. Their cylindrical form offers but a
small surface to the rays of the sun in comparison to

Saccolabium giganteum" (p. 311, March 5). Can
you tell me where I can find a good account of the

climate where our Odontoglossums come from—the

Andes of Ecuador and Granada ? I am giving you such
a long letter this time that I begin to think I must
find an extra excuse ; what will you say if I find it

after this manner? You do not often get a letter upon
Orchid cultivation ; is it that as a class they are, of all

plants cultivated, of the least importance? for It cannot
be that the cultivators love them the least. Has the

science culminated, or can it ? I cannot even hint such
a thing. G. H. [We will endeavour to answer some
of your questions shortly ; in the meantime accept our
thanks for your communication. Eds.]

The Fruit Crop.—Having just finished storing our
fruits here, I thought a few observations on the crops

we have had this season would not be out of place.

Apples of all kinds are in gieat abundance ; the cider

orchards are literally teeming with fine, well-ripened
fruit, and the price is very low— ij-. per 120 lb. Our
local Bag Pears are in great abundance, and fine in

flavour, but less in size, excepting on the Quince stocks,

which seem to improve, both in size and quality, in dry,

warm seasons. Doyenne du Comice, from the Quince,
has been this season magnificent, as have many others,

especially new Duchesse d'Angouleme, and the old

Duchesse, too. General Todtleben has been, and is,

superb, one of the finest Pears we have. Duchesse de
Brabant, also an A I, deserves general cultivation.

Many others of the new sorts have proved of high

excellence, especially two fine early kinds, Hebe and
Beurre de I'Assomption—good, large, and handsome ;

in fact, the finest of large early kinds. I do
not think much of British Queen this season

;

it has proved here watery and insipid. Marechal de
la Cour, from the Quince, has been all that can be
desired ; from the Pear stock watery and insipid.

Marechal Dillon has been fine, as has also Marechal
Vaillant—two splendid fruits, the first raised by Van
Mons about 1818, the other by M. Boisbunel, of

Rouen, in 1864. There is another Pear under the

same name, raised some years before M. Boisbunel's.

It is mentioned in the "Journal of the Horticul-

tural Society of Paris," and must be guarded against

as being quite distinct from the above. Our collection

now in the fruit-room consists of about 600 sorts ; it

has been a fine year for verifying the kinds. Cherries

were a heavy crop, and all the sorts (about 120) bore
fruit, and the trees have made wonderful growth, as it

has been a season entirely devoid of insect pests—at

least here. Plums are, or have been, so abundant that

they have been selling at Zs. per bushel ; Pears the

same price. The early Plums are, however, now all

gone, and we have only left the late sorts, which are

become valuable, as extending the Plum-pie season.

The sorts now in use, and still upon the trees, are

Belle de Septembre, a fine, large, first-class preserving

sort, with high-coloured syrup ; Bonnet d'Eveque, a
good new French sort that forms a nice sweetmeat
when left to shrivel on the tree ; Bricette, a pretty

little yellow sort with a brisk vinous juice, very like

Mirabelle Grosse ; Coe's Golden Drop, the finest of all

late Plums ; Coe's Late Red, just now rather sour, but
when kept till November it is better than Tardive de
Chalons, our very latest sort ; Dunmore, a fine, richly

flavoured Plum, just passing away ; Frost's Gage, a

small but great bearer, and finely flavoured fruit at this

season ; Imperial de Milan, a beautiful late preserving

sort, with a fine delicious flavour ; Late Green Gage,
rich and sugary, but nearly past ; Nelson's Victory,

same as Late Orleans, a middling sort, but nearly past

its best ; Norbert, a beautiful little very late hanging
Plum, when it shrivels it is delicious ; Nouvelle de
Dorelle, a fine new rich and juicy sort ; Roe's Autumn
Gage, a fine yellow dessert sort, with rich juicy flesh ;

St. Martin Quetche, a fine late kind when well

ripened, not much inferior to Coe's Golden Drop,
which it is very like ; Snipe, a good late dark sort,

with rich flesh and flavour ; Tardive de Chalons

—

to those who like a little acidity this is a gem for that.

Gooseberries and Currants were heavy crops. Straw-
berries, 7iiL J. Scott, Crcivkcnic.

Picea Nordmanniana and P. Webbiana coned
here abundantly last year, but there are none upon
either this year. H. E. S., Hafodunos, near Llanrwst^

The Dog's-tooth Violet.—I have not seen this

early spring favourite growing in any quantity since I

lived with the late Mr. Gaines, at Battersea, who
used to grow it extensively for Covent Garden Market

;

and a more useful and pretty thing when nicely

bunched up, is very difficult to meet with at the early

season of the year when this little gem comes into

flower. The foliage is beautifully marbled, spotted

or variegated with brown, black, or purple, all over
the surface, which adds greatly to its value for spring

bedding. The root is fleshy and white, and tooth-

shaped. From this tooth-shaped root arise two
leaves ; in some varieties they are oval, in others

narrow and spear-shaped, which enclose the flower; at

first they embrace each other, and afterwards fall

opposite on the ground. The flower-stalk rises with
the leaves, or at times before them ; it is naked, round,
tender, and will grow to about 4 or 5 inches high ; the

flower is placed similar to that of a Cyclamen, at

the top of the stalk, in a drooping manner, and it is

one of those interesting little plants that will stand a
close inspection, for the more closely you inspect it the

greater favourite will it become. This little plant is

not met with $0 often in gardens, or so extensively

cultivated, as it deserves to be. No doubt this is owing
in a great measure to its not making offsets freely,

which is the method employed of increasing the differ-

ent varieties, which may be done any time in summer
after the leaves die down. To cultivate the Erythroni-

um successfully, the bulbs should be planted in patches

in light loamysoil in a shadysituation, and should be very

seldom disturbed. They may also be propagated byseeds
sown in August in a warm shady border, covering the

seeds slightly with leaf-mould and sand. In the

following spring the plants will appear, when all the

care that will be required is careful weeding, watering,

and protection from slugs, until the leaves die down,
when a little fine earth should be sifted over the bed.

In the spring following, when the plants appear, follow

up the same instructions j and this must be done year
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by year until they flower, when the best colours should

be selected, and planted as previously recommended.

This is a little plant I would strongly recommend to

all lovers of spring flowers. Ed-ward Bennett^ Enville

Hall Gardens, Stourbridge.

Tomatos in Pots.—These are well worthy of a

more extended cultivation than they at present obtain
;

for if the open crops are entirely relied upon, the

cultivator often experiences a disappointment and

sometimes a total failure, when a cheerless autumn

retards the ripening of the fruit. The safer plan is to

pot a batch of sturdy plants in spring in la-inch pots,

potting them firmly in strong loam, giving them an

airy place in a frame, or on the front stage of an orchard-

house, or greenhouse. There is generally some such

place at liberty where the sun can play full upon them,

wiien the bedding plants are outside. When they

bloom the point of each shoot should be nipped out

two leaves beyond the flowers, and when the fruit is

set they should be thinned out to about nine on each

plant ; all young growths should be closely stopped, so

as to throw the whole strength of the plant into the

fruit. They should then have a top-dressing of cow-

dung and charcoal-dust, and be watered with liquid

manure in abundance, giving them a good syringing

in the afternoons of very hot days. These will ripen

to a certainty, and coming in before those grown out-

of-doors gives a much longer season of gathering, which
is very desirous where Tomatos are in request.

T. C. Sage.

On the Kidney Bean for Winter Use.~It is

pretty well known that in our climate a variety of

vegetables for winter use can hardly be kept in a grow-

ing state : thus, though Broccoli and Cabbage will

stand the winter, they seldom grow, and certainly do

not come to that heart which renders them welcome at

table ; while Beans of various sorts, and especially

Kidney Beans, have their herbage killed at the first

approach of frost. Hence it is sometimes extremely

difficult to get beyond roots, some of which can fortu-

nately be stored. This, however, has been a want in

all northern climates, but nowhere has less attempt

been made to preserve green vegetables for winter use

than in England, whilst on the Continent Peas, Cab-
bage, and especially Kidney Beans, are well preserved

in various ways, and form no unimportant addition to

the frugal meal of the poor man, as well as of his more
fortunate neighbour. Now, as I have often partaken

of Kidney Beans in German families, I was anxious to

ascertain how they were preserved, under which circum-

stances I applied to my kind friend. Professor Voelcker,

for information upon the subject, and it is to him that I

are indebted for the substance of the following descrip-

tion of a German Bean-feast, whicli I recommend for

general pemsal, as I can assure my readers that, if

they should try the system, and its results are as good
as those which have come before me, they will find that

preserved Kidney Beans for winter use are not at all to

be despised ; and it will be found that if these esculents

are gathered for this purpose just before an apprehen-

sion of frost, a great deal of useful food may be spared

from destmction :

—

"The Beans are sliced just as they are for the table,

and then salted and pressed into either a small wooden
barrel or large stone jar. In every family of any extent

in Germany we preserve large quantities of Kidney Beans
in this way. In our household we were about 14 or 15
people, and every summer we presen-ed for winter use
some 5 or 6 cwt. of Kidney Beans. When they are
abundant and cheap, the lady of the house buys them
wholesale, and invites her lady friends, young and old, to

help her to slice the Beans ; and towards evening the
young men coming from business join the party, resharpen
the knives, make themselves generally useful, and, after a
good deal of flirtation, the day terminates with a dance.
I remember with much pleasure the pleasant Kidney Bean
parties. The work is all done in one afternoon, by some
times as many as 18 or 24 young ladies, and directly a lo'

is ready, the cook is busy in salting the sliced Beans, and
she proceeds as follows :—In the first place she puts
layer of salt on the bottom of the barrel or stone jar, and
upon this a layer of about 5 inches of sliced Kidney
Beans ; upon this she sprinkles salt, presses down the
Beans as much as she can, then places a fresh layer of
Beans and some more salt ; and in this way the barrel or
jar is filled. In salting down the Beans a heavy stone or
weight— say a 2 stones weight, or i cwt. — is beneficially

placed upon two or three layers of sliced Beans and salt

for a little time, say a quarter of an hour, before some
more Beans are packed into the barrel or jar. Proceed-
ing in this way, a large quantity of Beans will go into a
comparatively small space, and the tighter the sliced

Beans are packed the better they w\\\ keep. When all the
Beans have been sliced, and served in this manner, a clean
linen cloth, or a piece of board, is put upon them, and
kept pressed down by a hea\7 stone or iron weight. The
Beans and salt in the course of a day or two draw water,
so that the whole becomes covered with brine. The jar

or barrel should be kept in a cellar or cold pantry. When
the Beans are wanted for the table, the surface layer,

which generally gets a little mouldy after several months'
keeping, is wiped uith a clean towel, and the Beans
soaked in cold water to remove the excess of salt, and they
are finally cooked like fresh Kidney Beans. The only
care necessary to be taken with the Beans is to keep
always a good weight upon them in the barrel or jar in

which they are preserved, so that always a little brine

—

say a quarter of an inch in depth, or more—stands upon
them, to the total exclusion of the air. We have in this

way kept Beans for more than a year. This is essentially

the same plan as that for making saur-kraut, the only

diff^erence being that in preserving sliced Cabbages, and
making it into saur-kraut, less salt than for Kidney Beans

is used ; in consequence of which more lactic acid is pro-

duced in the case of sliced Cabbages than in that of

sliced Beans."

It only remains to notice that the Beans used for the

purpose are the varieties of Scarlet Runner, Phaseolus

multiflorus, though the dwarf Beans, and especially

the green pods of the Haricot Bean, answer very well

for the purpose, y. B.

The Grape-room at Heckfield.—I should feel

gi-eatly obliged if Mr. Dean would supplement his

remarks at p. 1382, on the method of keeping Grapes

at Heckfield, by stating at what date the "entire

house of Black Hamburgh Grapes, which was cut and

bottled on October 26," was ripe. Was it an early or

a late house ? Thos. Simpson, BrcomJieU, Chelmsford.

Foreign Correspondence.
Gardeners in America. — No doubt many

among the least fortunate gardeners in England look

over here with curious eyes, and may perhaps be in-

terested in a few remarks on the prospects of gar-

deners in this country. Of course I cannot pretend to

know as much about their chances here as persons

who have been much longer in tlie country, but I have

perhaps seen as much of the gardening of the country

since coming here as many who have been for years

rooted in the spot. Of the capacities of the country

for gardening I have no manner of doubt, notwith-

standing the complaints of many who have to do with

it. To find a country or climate without drawbacks is

not given to gardening men. In England we often

complain of our cloudy skies, but here a brighter

climate brings a murderous host of insects, and the

gardener finds a new source of grief and grumbling.

But when I reflect that in this country most things can

be grown that we grow in England, and that, on the

other hand, not a few important products that with us

require a high artificial heat (Melons, for example) may
be grown to perfection by merely sowing them in the

open air like common annuals, I have no hesi-

tation in saying that eventually this country will

be found much more favourable for gardening than

our own. But to the professional gardener other things

are of vital importance. Of what avail to him are fertile

Is and fine and varied climates if employers are not

to be had ? Now, in America tliere is a very large

class who make money freely—make it sometimes so

rapidly as to astonish even ^lanchester—but it is a fact

that a very small proportion of these take anything like

the interest in gardens that corresponding classes do in

England. Sundry reasons might be given for this.

Perhaps a good many of the new-rich are not suffi-

ciently refined
;
perhaps all the money which they can

devote to cesthetic purposes goes for the absurdly large

rings which decorate the fingers of themselves and their

wives ;
perhaps the amount of Nicotiana virginiana

smoked and chewed may remove the necessity for any

other joys which the vegetable kingdom can afford

—

but there is little need to inquire. There are in

America numbers of persons of highly-refined taste,

who delight in country and suburban life, and among
these some have good gardens, and are most agreeable

masters ; but let it not be supposed that even with

these the life of a gardener is anything like what it is in

England. There is probably not a place in the country

where a gardener has the same standing or the same
comforts which fall to the lot of the first-class gardener

in England. Labour is so very expensive that no man
can afford to keep a bevy of workmen ; so manual
labour from the head gardener is indispensable. Thus
places for what are called first-class gardeners in

England may be said not to exist ? I have met young
men who had been foremen in good places in England,

and who had got as good places as could be obtained

here, who considered they had made a mistake in leav-

ing the old country. The rule here is, a small place with

one man or two to help, and the master is usually master

of the situation in the garden as well as in other depart-

ments, which we know is not always the case in England.

Here he generally orders his own seeds and plants, which
will at once suggest a difference. Then, again, the pay,

even in the best places, does not leave a gardener

better, if so well off as he would be in England. But

healthy, hardy young gardeners ought to be able to

adapt themselves to the wants of a new counti*y, and,

if so, they will find sundry openings not obtainable in

the old country. There is not by any means so great

an improvement in the pay of the gardener as of the

labourer. Men satisfied with second or third-class

places, or single-handed ones, may find their expecta-

tions answered—others not. If, however, there is less

high gardening here there are more chances in other

ways. The nursery business is fairly profitable,

nurseries young men may find good places from time

to time ; and the cut-flower business—that is to say,

the growing of plants for the flowers they yield in

winter—is still more so. The best course of all for

young gardener is, after he has succeeded in saving

few hundred dollars, to ti-y and secure some ground
his own—not difficult in this country—and establish

himself as a nurseryman, grower of cut flowers, or

market gardener. The two first may be, and often

are, combined. The difficulty is, of course, to get the

the large cities came without a dozen dollars, and the

coming men can win with the same weight. But all

should understand that success must be preceded by
years of patient labour. Therefore it should be
attempted by no man who is not young. Unless
engaged for good situations previously, it is folly for

gardeners past their youthful prime to come here.

Botanic gardens can hardly be said to exist in this

country, so there are but few chances for the budding
curator. The finest gardens in the country are the

great public parks, such as the Central Park,

at New York, and Fairmount Park, at Phila-

delphia, vast and beautifully diversified pieces

of ground, happily not yet overdone with flower-

beds. But parks of this kind are of necessity so

few that they are scarcely worth alluding to in this con-

nection. In distant parts of this country, as most
people know, grants of land are to be had for the
asking, or for a very low price ; but it need hardly be
added that to commence life on such, some little

capital is required, but not more than could be accumu-
lated after a few years' work here. But the hardships,

loneliness, and inconvenience of out-settlement life are

not such as should be willingly encountered by any but
the hardy, vigorous, and young. Life in tlie back-
woods or back prairies may seem very nice in books,

but it means hard work and scant reward for a good
many years. It is the second generation that reap the

benefit of it. Yet with all its difficulties numbers of

young men from the long settled and populous New
England States go out west and say they like their

lot there very well. Sometimes, too, town-bred men
go forth to break the virgin sod, and the young gar-

deners of England and Scotland ought to be able to

compete with any of these. The one charm among all

the difficulties encountered here is that they lead to

independence at last ; but that life may not be thrown
away in the attempt, it is necessaiy to begin young.
Briefly, then, the advice to gardeners thinking of

coming here should be—If you have a good or even a
middling place at home, or even a good prospect, be
content, and make the most of things as you find them
around you. But if you are young and strong and poor
and friendless, come and fear not, for, no matter what
you turn your hand to here, you are almost certain to

arrive at a better end than the many poor gardeners at

home, who are as dependent for their precarious living

at the end of a long life of hard work as at its com-
mencement. }V. Robinson, in ^'^N'otlingham Guardian*^

Societies.
Philosophicai- of Adelaide.—At the meeting

of this Society, held on August 9, his Excellency the

Governor presiding, the following interesting paper on
"The Influence of Forests upon Climate," was read by
Dr. Schomburgk. The President observed that the

subject to come before them was one of the greatest im-

portance, and one, he believed, which had been too much
neglected. The population of new countries was too apt

to think that the timber would last for ever, and not follow

the wholesome principle which was incumbent upon heirs

of entail, that where one tree was cut down another should

be planted. They found that through shortsightedness

the country was being denuded of its timber, and he was
afraid in many places they would be soon punished by the

want of wood for fuel, to say nothing of other results.^

Dr. Schomburgk then read the following paper :

—

Whether or not forests are of importance to climate is

a question pretty freely ventilated of late by science ; but

important they are in the household of Nature, and
how closely connected with them in civiUzation, I shall

endeavour to prove. Several of my remarks were gathered

out of a work of Professor Schacht, a German botanist,

who, having distinguished himself by his works on botany,

died in the prime of manhood, and too soon for science,

which lost in him one of its talented disciples.

Wlierever we look we find tlie produce of the forest ;

wherever we go we come in contact with it. Our dwell-

ings, furniture, ships, railroads, tools, ike, could not

exist without it, nor could we protect ouselves from the

cold of the winter, could not prepare our food, could not

use the power of steam to fly across land and sea, if there

were not or had not been forests. The climate, sheltered

situation, humidity, and fertility of soil depend on them.

In Nature we behold a constant circulation of matter.

The plants and trees absorb the carbonic acid generated

by breathing or liberated by decomposition, and exhale

instead oxygen, and this oxygen is necessary to the

breathing of the living creation. The green leaves and
young branches of trees derive a great deal from the

atmosphere by binding the carbon of the carbonic acid for

the purpose of producing woody substance, starch, fibre,

&c. Likewise the soil gets the benefit by the dropping of

the leaves, which, decomposing, return to it partially the

materials taken out of the ground by the roots. But,

what is equally important, the leaves also cover the

surface when decaying with a rich layer of humus, the

shadows of the trees keep the ground moist, and so a
constant decomposition takes place.

Now, we know that water is necessary for the existence

of plants, for without water there is no diff'usion ; without

diff^usion, no vitality. If on one side the forests absorb a
great deal of water out of the atmosphere, they also, on the

other side, exhale humidity on a large scale. As a nile,

humidity surrounds them, rain falls, and dew also. In

the same manner as the lightning conductor attracts the

electric fluid, the forests attract and draw down the rain

clouds, which benefit themselves, and likewise the neigh-

bouring agriciJtural land. We find, therefore, as a conse-

quence, always good agricultural land near forests,
"""

• jji acquainted with the fact thatti,!.., vwii.u....t,^i. iiiv ^iiii^.L..i.;. .3, ^,1 ._v-«,..o.-, Lu j^^v i..>. Without doubt you ».- »-. ..v..i- —
means to start with, but the well-to-do florists round I plants are not alone nourished by their roots, but also
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nourished by their leaves, which are the lungs, and by their

inhahng and exhaling purify the air in a great measure.

It is perfectly well understood that dew is nothing else

than a deposit of mist or vapour on the surface of the

earth, which only can be generated by having been ex-

haled or evaporated from that surface ; but the dry

sand and naked rock cannot exhale any humidity, there-

fore dew very seldom falls on them, and only in conse-

quence of attraction by a neighbouring forest. The forest

itself, presenting a very large surface for evaporation,

retards the loss of the soil in the shape of a refreshing

dew, which falls on it in abundance. If we find that very

little dew falls on the soil of a very dense forest, the reason

is, the rays of ihe sun cannot penetrate deep enough and
convey heat thither, consequently very Uttle evaporation

can take place and produce radiation of heat.

It is perfectly well known that most of the rivers spring

from wooded mountains. The forests conserve the water
of a country, and thus nourish the rivers and springs. In

a desert the rivers generally dry up. All those magnificent

and powerful rivers of North America spring from primitive

mountainous forests ; but I doubt if they will continue

to discharge the same quantities of water into the sea in

the future when their mother forests are gone. Already
we hear that the Mississippi is perceptibly getting lower
since the last decennium. We know also that when,
during the winter, snow and ice are melting, great bodies
of water suddenly gather in the mountains, and come
rushing down with disastrous effects. But even here we
perceive a great difference in the manner the waters are

drained off. For instance, if such a stream springs from
a dense forest, a great deal of ice, snow, and water are

retained by the layer of humus acting like a sponge,

and consequently the water is drained off gently and with

much less danger. But when once the forests of a country

are gone there is nothing to check the wild impulse of

the waters, and very destructive inundations take place.

With reference to this, I wish to point out as one instance

only, the fearful inundations caused every year by the

Rhone in France.
A mountain range, a wall, a forest protects us against

the winds, and we have no business to undervalue this

protecting power of the forests ; for it favours the growing
up of young plantations, keeps the neighbouring agri-

culture in good condition, stops the progress of sand,

keeps swamp fevers and ague away, and counteracts the

drj-iiig effects of some winds, besides affording cooling

shade. We note the astonishing fertility of tropical

forests. Looking at this, I fancy nobody could reason-

ably doubt the beneficial influence of forests. We have

good reasons for presuming that a great many mountains,
at present naked and denuded of trees, were formerly
closely limbered. But when they were cut down the layer

of humus left behind was protected no longer, the springs
dried up, every violent rain washed some of the good land
away, the soil became poor, and the vegetation died away.
A Government, or public body assuming the direction

of a newly-established colony, ought always to make the
preservation of forests a first consideration, and to esta-

blish protective laws, whereby the forests could be pre-

served, and be made to yield a handsome revenue to the
State at the same time.

Some countries no doubt at the present time, bearing
the character of a hopeless desert, were always so—for

instance, the Sahara ; but other countries now in a
similar plight were formerly in a different condition.

All those vast and almost endless savannahs or plains, and
prairies of South Asia, were once heavily timbered.

Diodorus of Sicily at least mentions the existence of im-
mense forests destroyed by fire. According to Csesar and
other Latin authors Germany was covered with immense
forests, and according to Herodotus and Thucydides the
same was the case with Greece, Italy, Spain, France, and
England. If we believe in the testimony of Diodorus, the
ft reits of Spain were devastated to a large extent. We
know that this country when subjugated by the Romans
was covered with large forests, especially its southern
provinces. But, at the present time only her coasts retain

their forests, and the interior presents the aspect of a vast

plain covered with Heath, Lavender, and Rosemary. The
forests of the Peloponnesus were burnt down by Ali

Pasha, and in consequence there came famine and
drought. Likewise a Russian General in modem time
rendered his name infamous for ever by burning and de-
stroying wholesale the forests of the Caucasus for the
purpose of routing out and starving the brave Tsherkes-
sians. The name of this man is Dibitsh Balkansky.
Since the destruction of these forests the climate has
changed entirely, the country has become barren, droughts
and famine set in, and, in consequence, thousands of
these brave people emigrated to seek a new home in

Turkey. P>om Denmark, Sweden, and Russia, Germany,
North America— in fact, from almost every direction, we
hear acconnts how forests disappear, how fuel becomes
dearer e\'ery year, and the re-establishment of forests

becomes a question of a very grave aspect, and immediately
connected with the welfare of a country.

A gentleman and scholar knowing his Homer and
Horace by heart, and travelling through modem Greece,
could never find out the meaning of the famous wine of

Morestis, for its vineyards a long time ago ceased to

exist. He nowhere could behold the sacred Pine grove
of Poseidon. Where are now the pastures around the

sacred ca=tle of Dardanos, on which 3000 mares used to

browse? Let us hope that the times are past for ever

when the progress of civilization was equal to wasting and
desolating the surrounding nature. One thing is certain

— a broad strip of waste land follows in the wake of

culture, and noxious weeds like Henbane, S(

Thistles, Nettles, &c., serve to mark the footsteps of

men. Before him Nature in all her beauty, behind him
desolation and hopeless waste. Looking at this picture,

we have no cause at all to be proud of being called the

Lords of Creation ; but let us hope that the future genera-
tions will be wiser than those of the past.

If any one still feels inclined to doubt the influence of
forests on the climate of a country, I beg to give several

instances in modem times. Egypt, well known for its

dry cUmate after the destruction of its forests, Olive and

other plantations, had about six rainy days every year on
an average ; but since so many millions of useful trees

have again been planted, there are now about 24 rainy

days per year recorded. There is one man who deserves the

greatest esteem from all civilized nations. Napoleon III.,

with all his faults, has given the world an example, which
at least in France will render his name for ever immortal.
[This was WTitten before the outbreak of the present war.
Eds.] Convinced of the great benefit the barren and
swampy districts of France would derive if planted with
trees, by his command many millions of trees have been
planted in such districts of his empire. By his command
thousands of acres of the desert in Algiers have been
transformed into forests, with trees suitable to the climate,

and with surprising results. The Government of Victoria

provided him alone for this purpose with h cwt. of seeds
of the Acacia mollissima, 2 cwt. of Acacia lophantha,
20 lb. of Gum, and 20 lb. of Sheaoak seed, and Messrs.
Law and Somner, seedsmen in Melbourne, with about
2 cwt. more of the above seeds. By the last accounts,
these plantations, especially of Australian species, have
already reached the height of 9 to 12 feet, and with their

rapid growth a great change of the climate is observable,

and twice more rain and dew has fallen in the neigh-

bourhood ol these young forests than before. By his

command, more than 16 geographical square miles of

the swampy and unhealthy country along the coast of

the Bay of Biscay, in the department of Landes, where
swamp fever was prevaiHng, have been planted with
millions of trees, especially the cork Oak and swamp Pine
(Pinus maritima), with a surprising beneficial result.

Not only have that these trees drained the land, but

they have changed it into a healthy country and fine forests.

I think there is not a more stanch advocate for the

liberty of nations than I am ; but I am also convinced
that despotism is, in such respects, highly conducive to

the welfare of a nation. In Japan a law exists that who-
ever cuts down a tree is obliged to plant another instead.

In Biscay every proprietor plants two for one which he
cuts down, and the law compelling them is severely

executed. Now, if I had the power, I would e

further, and would compel them to plant three instead of

one or two. By an ancient law of some nations, he
forfeited his hand who cut down a tree without permission
of the owner. The motion of one of our legislators—

I

think Mr Wentzel—to lay out in every new hundred
reser\'es for tree plantations, and to lake steps to protect

them, is entitled to the support of the community, and
1 hope this motion will receive such support from the
House as it deser\-es.

Our neighbours in Victoria, convinced of the necessity

of such a measure for the well being of the country, have
already begun to carry out this scheme ; and in order to

promote it in regard to forests, have not only called

to life a Board of Forests, but have also appointed an
Inspector of Forests, and under his direction the preserva-

tion of forests and young plantations will be secured.

Truly the desolation, the waste, and destruction of our
forests have been so general that it now renders it im-
peratively necessary to take some effectual remedy against

the repetition. It is more than probable that very little

timber will be left, and the rising generation will feel this

calamity, and it cannot but occasion some uneasiness in the

mind of those who wish well for their country. It is a fact

that very few persons have turned their attention to the
planting of forest trees on their land. Nothing is more
neglected in husbandry than this branch, notwithstanding
that on every property will be found some vacant and
useless land for other agricultural purposes. Why not

plant such spots with forest trees ? Most people will

shrink back because they will not enjoy the fruits of their

labour ; but they forget that their children will.

I cannot omit to mention here an anecdote which I read
the other day in an old book on the same subject :

—

" When Ulysses, after a ten years' absence, was returning

from Troy, on coming home he found his aged father

m the field planting trees. He asked him why. being now
so far advanced in years, he would put himself to the

fatigue and labour of planting that of which he was never

likely to enjoy the fmits. The good old man taking his

son for a stranger, gently replied, ' I plant for my son,

Ulysses, when he comes home.'
"

Mr. Hare, in an able paper read before the Philoso-

phical Society the other day, advocated the planting of

trees. A gentleman in the Register, under the name of
" Buffalo Row," published a very sensible letter on this

subject (I am astonished that this gentleman did not come
before the public with his real name). The Editor of the

Comet pleaded for the same cause. And I have com-
mented on the same subject in all my annual reports—the
advisability of planting trees on the vacant land beside

our railways and public roads. In the early days of

the colony, a great oversight was made by the

Government in not laying out in every hundred reserves

containing, say about one or two square miles, for the

purpose of forest plantation. The omission of this, I con-
sider one of the greatest mistakes made.

I am sure some of you who have visited France and
Germany must have been stmck by the pleasing effect in

seeing the railroads and public roads lined with orna-

mental and useful trees. It would be unreasonable to

expect that in our young colony this should already have
been carried out ; but I may say the time has arrived

when our earnest attention should be directed to the

planting of trees in all suitable public places. I fear we
have let slip a very favourable opportunity this season to

begin this scheme, and I can only regret that half of the

unemployed, at the New Lunatic Asylum and Orphanage
at Magill, have not been set to work, say at the Port

line, to trench the vacant land, and plant it with useful

timber trees—such a belt of trees may be utilised in the

future as sleepers for the railways.

I am sorry to say our peculiar climate, especially that of

the plains, is not very favourable for the growth of the noble

forest trees of Europe and North America ; but I am
convinced there are a good many kinds of Pines, especi-

ally the Californian ones, which would grow most luxu-

riantly with us. There are a good many kinds of Gum
trees from Western Australia, as the famous Jarrah or

Mahogany (Eucalyptus marginata) 'and the splendid red
Gum (Eucalyptus calophyna), whose luxuriant growth

th us is undeniable, and their timber is the miost valuable
Australia. As a proof also of the beauty of those trees, I

call the attention of the visitors to the Botanic Garden to
such a one. It is about seven years old, and stands in

untrenched ground. I was so fortunate as to raise thou-
sands of such noble trees from seeds, and shall be able to

give numbers away for the above laudable purpose. But
not alone these ; but also the red Cedar of New South
Wales, whose valuable timberwe import in large quantities,

could be raised for the purpose. Naturally the present

generation would not derive a benefit from such a scheme.
We should only have the pleasure ofwatching their growth,

and the pleasing sight of the green belts traversing our
plains, denuded at present of all trees ; but I am sure

the next generation would bless us for such an important
undertaking.

Mr. C. S. Hare, in proposing a cordial vote of thanks
for this paper, said this was one of those practical subjects

which he loved the Society to go into. As one of the

pioneers, he wished to give the result of some experiments.

Some time ago the Government were paying ;^8oo a year

as compensation for land a chain wide on each side of the

Port line of railway for the prevention of fire. He pro-

posed to buy that land and plant it ; but the Government
looked at it, turned it over, and pooh-poohed it. He
stated that ten years would not elapse before they had
some sleepers and some firewood from the trees. Soon
afterwards he fenced a piece of land and planted some
Gums himself, and last year when he cut them down the
majority of them would have yielded two sleepers. At the

same time he planted two or three Willows, which had
already reached 2 feet in diameter. That was in ten

years. If a private individual could do that, what could
the nation do ? What he recommended to plant were the

blue Gum of Van Dieman's Land and the Cypress
alternately. If that was done extensively he felt sure the

character of the climate would change, and that we should
have abundance of rain, and not be cursed with the barren-

ness which had prevailed.—Mr. T. Magarey, in seconding,

said he should be glad to see two or three square miles

in each hundred preserved for forests, and some check
put upon the very rapid destmction which was going on.

In the South-East, especially around Narracoorte, there

was very little forest. The Eucal>'ptus tree was so scarce

in that part of the colony, and they were dying so rapidly,

that unless the Government took the matter into consi-

deration they would soon be banished, as the Sheaoak
had been. If the Government would take into con-
sideration such matters as those, it would be much better

for the permanent interests of the colony than even the

rapid extension of the telegraph. One might have an
immediate eflect, but the other would tend to increase the

welfare of the people for ages to come. He knew from
experience on the Adelaide Plains that already the

country was becoming so dry that it was necessary to

plant year after year before trees could be got to

grow. The Peppermint and native Pine were most
easily grown, and though not the most useful, acted as

pioneers for others. They would grow upon limestone

ridges, where other trees would not. He tmsted
Dr. Schomburgk would not cease in his endeavours to

press this important subject upon the Government and
the people.—Mr. B. H. Babbage mentioned that in the

Apennines the monks, under the Grand Duke of Tuscany,

were compelled, for every mile of forest they cut down, to

plant a mile of fresh trees. He planted about 1000 trees

every year, and found about 900 of them live. The blue

Gum of Tasmania grew well, and large numbers of them
could readily be had from Melbourne. He noticed in the

South-East the squatters were systematically burning the

scmbfrom year to year, in order toobtain increased pasturage

for their sheep. It did them good, but the country would
suffer injury, and the Government would do well to

require the lessee, if he cleared away the scrub, to plant

a certain proportion of trees, so as to give a permanent
amount of foliage.— Mr. G. Hamilton drew attention to

the circumstance that a whole forest of Gum trees between

Port MacDonnell and Mount Gambler had died during

the last ten years, and that the whole country was be-

coming barren through the overgrowth of Fern.

—

Mr. R. Ingleby quite agreed with Dr. Schomburgk as

as to the effect of trees upon the moisture in the imme-
diate neighbourhood, but wished to guard against the

idea that they could alter the climate of the country as a
whole. With regard to the dead forest in the South-East,

he was told when there some years ago that the result

was occasioned by some coleopterous insect, which had
eaten all the leaves away. There was another matter

germane to the paper which he should like to mention

—

that was, as to the amount of rain. He observed that

this winter nearly all the rain had come from an unusual

quarter— the North—though the condensation was fre-

quently caused by an upper current of air from the South.

They had had little or no rain from the South-West. He
remarked that, from the gardening papers which he read,

he found that for some years the whole of Europe had
suffered from a deficiency of rain, and if his observation

did not fail him it would be found that was generally the

the case. It was a mistake to calculate upon the rainfalls

of the whole year. It was that which fell in the winter

season that did the benefit. Any rain that fell after

September, except as to some few crops, was of very little

use. He thought it would be found we had had, reckon-

ing upon that basis, a series of about eight dry seasons,

and if his reasoning was correct we should now be com-
mencing a wet cycle. The aggregate quantity of rain

over Australia would not be increased by planting, but

the rain would be condensed where the trees were.

—

Mr. Hare was afraid the observations of Mr. Ingleby

would prevent planting. In the Southern Ocean there

were 106 inches, and in the Bay of Bengal 600 inches in a

year. They wanted some of that moisture to come to

South Australia, and that could be brought about by

planting.

Dr. Schomburgk did not mean to say that planting

would have any influence on the rainfall of the whole

country, but only in the neighbourhood of the forests,
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He mentioned that the Gum trees planted in Government
domain were all dying, as the roots came upon the lime-

stone, though trees could not have been more healthy than

they were when young.

Itotrrcs 0f fiMhs.
The Greenhouse as a Winter Garden : a

Manualfor the Amateur. By F. E. Field. With a

Preface by W. C. Biyant. New York : Putnam &
Jones. London : S. Low, Son & Co.

This little book of 92 pages is addressed principally to

amateurs managing their own greenhouses ; and though

published in New York, is the result of experience

gained in this country, where the author had a little

greenhouse, which he tended, so says Mr. Bryant, with

great ingenuity and success. By a greenhouse the

author understands a house devoted to the culture of

flowering plants which require the smallest degree of

artificial heat ; and his subject is limited to the green-

house as a winter garden. As to form, Mr. Field

prefers a house with front lights, and a short slope at

the back, and if to this is added a projecting frame in

front, he thinks the, most efficient working house is

obtained. The hints on soils, potting, watering, &c.,

though brief, are eminently practical. Thus, as

to watering : "It will be asked when does a

plant require water? I answer, when the ball is diy ;

and it should on no account be left di7 till the plant

droops." Again, *' Plants in peat, or even in a large

proportion of fibrous vegetable soil, will, if they have

become thoroughly dry, at first reject the water like a

dry sponge ; this state is indicated by the water running

through almost as soon as it is given at top—none, in

fact, being absorbed ; in such case, either plunge the

pot in a bucket of water, or let it stand with a pan-

ful of water under it 24 hours. I believe this little

difficulty to be the reason why it is commonly thought

that Heaths, Epacris, and such plants, are difficult to

cultivate : but this being mastered, I consider no class

of plants more desirable for the amateur's winter house.

"

Finally, the amateur with limited appliances is warned
against being tempted to cultivate for exhibition.

The materials for furnishing this winter garden are,

first, the Chrysanthemum, then the Primula, Cineraria,

Epacris, Cytisus, Azalea, Camellia, and others (for which

cultural hints are given), which suffice to keep up a

succession till June. The plants noted, and we give

them as a selection for winter culture, are :—Acacia

—

armata, Cunninghamii, prostrata ; Azalea indica

—

Gledstanesii, Danielsiana, variegata, alba lutescens, and

the old alba for its scent ; Cactus—speciosissimus,

Akermani, crenatus ; Calceolaria ; Camellia—double

white and red. Lady Hume's, ccelestina, Eclipse

;

Chorozema—varium, ilicifolium, rhombeum, nanum ;

Chrysanthemum ; Cineraria ; Diosma — umbellata,

fragrans, ericoides ; Epacris—Wilmoreana, variabilis,

impressa, miniata, grandiflora, campanulata rubra ;

Geraniums ; Heath—hiemalis, gracilis, fiammea, Wil-

moreana, and others ; Jasmine—grandiflorum, hirsu-

tum ; Kennedya—inophylla, monophylla, eximia

;

Magnolia—fuscata, conspicua, Soulangeana ; Migno-
nette ; Myrtle—single, double, narrow -leaved, broad-

leaved ; Orange ; Otaheite Orange ; Pimelea—inter-

media, linifolia, rosea, spectabilis ; Polygala—oppositi-

foha, grandiflora, gracilis ; Primula—sinensis, cortu-

soides, nivalis, verticillata, farinosa, &c. ; Rose

;

SoUya—heterophylla, angustifolia ; Veronica—Ander-
soni, speciosa, odora, salicifolia ; Amaryllis—formo-

sissima, amabilis, ignescens, spectabilis ; Cyclamen

—

persicura ; Oxalis—tricolor, Bowiei, speciosa ; Hya-
cinth, Tulip, Lily of the Valley.

The author, it will be seen, has commenced his work
with a settled purpose, that of instructing the amateur
of small means, and it appears to us that he has carried

it out in a very satisfactory manner. The whole range

of practical cultivation is gone through, briefly, but
with sufficient clearness to keep the amateur, for whose
use alone the book is written, from going far astray in his

attempts to cultivate the class of plants above alluded to.

Florists' Flowers,
Perhaps no bedding Pelargonium ever stood its

ground against all comers, friends or enemies, as King-
horn's Christine has done. Some will regret, and
many would be glad to see this variety totally beaten
out of the garden, but, like Purple King Verbena,
and Calceolaria aurea floribunda, this old bedding
favourite has for many years bravely bid the world
defiance. I think, however, there can be no doubt it

must now give way to its superiors. Christine has two
very bad qualities—its long, ugly seed-vessels are too

freely produced, and its colour is washy. I have
paid much attention to the raising of improved forms
of this greatly needed colour for the flower-garden,

and found it necessary to collect and thoroughly prove
as to their bedding qualities all the existing varieties in

this colour ; the following, which is the result of

my experience, is at the service of your correspondent,

*'Napb."{p. 1352):—Magenta Christine (Henderson)
is a miniature form of the old Christine in foliage and
growth, with bright pink-magenta blooms, and exceed-

ingly free habit ; it requires good soil, and in dry seasons

a liberal watering, and for small beds, or a front row, it

is a fine addition in its class—indeed, the best amongst

those of moderate growth. Advancer (Bull) is a

stronger grower, almost as much so as Christine, but

much thicker and denser in habit, producing an
abundance of small trusses just above the foliage ; its

blooms are almost self-coloured, that is, without any
white in the centre ; it produces but little seed, and is

a promising kind for all situations. Beauty of Lee
(Keeler) is a stronger growing variety, a decided im-

provement on Maid of Kent, Madame Barre, &c.
For large beds, or the centres of small ones, this is a

fine variety, as it produces very large round trusses,

each of which continues a long time in perfection.

It has the strongest footstalk of any variety that I

know, and its colour is the brightest pink of any ; its

petals are short and very stout, so that it stands

the weather better than any other amongst those

that I have bedded this season. Moreover, it

seeds but little, and never drops its petals,

like most of the varieties of this colour. The
two last-mentioned were awarded First-class Certifi-

cates last year by the Floral Committee, when bedded
out at Chiswick side by side with all the best in culti-

vation. Mrs. C. Custans (Lee) is also an improve-
ment on the old favourite, Christine, and when a bed
of each is seen from a short distance, shows the advan-
tages of being freer in bloom, standing the weather
better, and having a slightly higher tinge of pink ; its

footstalks are rather longer, but it does not shed its

petals half so much, and seeds but little, in fact the

least of any in this class. Its growth is not quite so

close, but it deserves a trial in all situations. Blue
Bell (W. Paul) has a tinge of purple mingled in the

pink, which makes it distinct ; and although it has not

S3 good a habit as some, being rather taller both in

plant and footstalk, it has the broadest petal and
best shaped bloom in this colour, which gives

it a telling effect as a bedder. Its peculiar purple-

tinged pink has a striking effect on a summer evening,

more so than at any other time. Queen Victoria is

the variety that generally looks so well at Kew
Gardens, but nevers appears to have got into commerce

;

at least, I have made inquiries about it, but could not

find it beyond the limit of those gardens. It is of the

same colour as Christine, a rather freer bloomer, and
about 2 or 3 inches dwarfer ; it is evidently a favourite

at Kew. Surpass Christine (Chater) is the very

ounterpart of the old Christine in colour and appear-

ance of the plant, but it has much larger blossoms,

and is rather stronger in growth, so that for large

designs in bedding it is certainly more showy than the

old variety. I believe Mr. Chater was so greatly dis-

appointed at its not gaining a certificate at Chiswick

two years ago, that he has never let it out. There are

several other varieties in this class, but the above are

the best as yet in commerce that I am acquainted with.

There are, however, two varieties that have been
exhibited before the Floral Committee during the

present season, which certainly threaten to drive all the

above from the bedding garden. I have had the fol-

lowing sorts bedded out this season, namely, Countess

of Rosslyn, Rose Stella, Lilacinum, Emmeline, Surpasse
Beaute de Suresnes (beautiful as a pot plant), M.
Eugene Buenzod, Alexander, Forget-me-Not (the best

zone with a pink flower). Rose Rendatler, Mrs.

Keeler {the best shaped flower in this colour), and
Mrs. W. Paul. All these are good as pot plants, but

of little value as bedders. H. Cannell. Woolwich.

Garden Memoranda.
The Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne, which

have been in existence for more than 150 years, are

situate near to the little village of Merriott, and about

three miles from Crewkeme, in a rich, fertile vale

watered by the rivers Panett and Axe. The town of

Crewkeme lies near the south border of the county of

Somerset, and is chiefly remarkable for its manu-
factories of sail-cloth and stockings, and for the

splendid scenery which the district affords. The
Merriott Nurseries originally belonged to the Whitby
family, and passed into the hands of their present pro-

prietor, Mr. John Scott, many years ago. Mr. Scott is

a thorough enthusiast in all matters relating to

hardy fruits, more especially Pears, and has con-
tributed in his time a vast amount of useful informa-

tion to our knowledge of hardy fruit tree culture, and
to the simplification of descriptive details, an assertion

which our own columns amply bear out. He is,

moreover, the author of *' The Orchardist," a most
useful cultural and descriptive catalogue of fi-uit trees,

in which over 2500 sorts of fruits are systematically

arranged. In it will be found the result of many years'

careful study on the rearing, training, planting, and
general management of fruit trees, from Apples to

Walnuts, including plain descriptive details of all the
best varieties of each kind.

For the greater part of last winter Mr. Scott was
confined to his house through illness, to relieve the
monotony of which he set to work to produce a com-
panion to "The Orchardist," in the shape of "A
Selected List of all the best Pears," which is now
before us. The varieties selected for a place in this

work are all those "designated as 'first quality' by
most pomologists," and are arranged by him in three
classes—good, better, and best, all Pears of a secondary
quality being ignored. They are also arranged in the
order of ripening, from July to May, and where practic- ^

able the names of the raisers and the country in which
they were produced is given, as well as the date of the
year when they first fruited—information of a valuable
character which we should like to see supplied in other
works, and especially with new varieties.

Before reaching the nursery quarters the visitor has
to pass through the flower-garden sun-ounding Mr,
Scott's house. Here we noticed several plants, suffi-

ciently interesting to claim a passing word. The first is

a Tricolor Pelargonium, named Mrs. Scott, a good
bedder, much resembling Louisa Smith, but more
vigorous in growth, and propagating more freely ; next
comes Lantana delicatissima, a variety much appre-
ciated here for its admirable quality of withstanding
drought, and consequently a useful plant for growing
under trees and in very dry places ; then comes a capital

subject for subtropical gardening, Onopordon arabicum,
a spinous herbaceous plant, with fine silvery leaves
and purple flowers, with a bearing as stately as the
Scotch Thistle, but much more picturesque. Near
the above were some handsome examples of Arundo
conspicua ; and probably the finest specimen of Thuja
pendula to be seen in this country. The quarters

devoted to Coniferse, of which a large quantity are

growTi, are ne.xt entered. The greater portion of

these were transplanted very successfully in May and
June ; they are nearly all grouped in their various

classes, and presented a robust and vigorous appear-
ance. The most remarkable amongst them was a
large handsome specimen of Thuja japonica, from
which a quantity of seedlings have been raised ; these

have nearly all come like Thuja aurea, which was a
seedling sent out by Mr. Waterer from Knaphill, and
which probably originated in a similar manner. Forest

trees also occupy a considerable space, notably Pinus
austriaca, of which an enormous quantity is produced
here, as well as in other large establishments for plant-

ing near the sea coast, for which purpose no other tree

of a similar character is equal to it, for it defies alike

the south-westerly gales of the Devonshire and Cornish

coast, and the bitterly cold winters experienced on
the hills round Holyhead. Another plant largely

cultivated for a special purpose is Box, which makes
fine cover on the chalk hills of the neighbourhood,

Roses, of course, Mr. Scott cultivates largely and well,

which is as much as need be said of that branch.

The department of hardy fruits is that which hasgained
such a notoriety for the Merriott Nurseries. The soil is a

moderately rich sandy loam, and naturally fertile ; of a
good depth, and moderately moist, and with the

exception of rain, there is no other water supply than
that which is derived from the chalk hills overlooking
the Dorsetshire pastures. Of the Pear, upwards of a
million plants are planted out in various stages of
growth, from the one-year-old maidens to the pyramidal
trees 6 feet high, and planted 6 feet apart, the latter

well furnished, very healthy, and bearing heavy crops

of fruit. Even the little two-year-old trees worked on
tlie Quince were carrying a fine crop of good fruit.

Most varieties of Pears thrive well on this stock in a
moist soil, but it should never be planted in a position

where the ground is dry, and should be placed low in

the ground when it is used. Such kinds as Marie
Louise and Louise Bonne of Jersey thrive well

here on the Thorn, but not nearly so well on
the Quince. Huyshe's Prince Consort and Victoria

are much finer double worked, they grow much more
freely and bear well treated in this manner ; whilst that

fine autumn Pear, Beurre Superfin, does well on either

the Pear or Quince, but here it is better on the former

than the latter. Amongst the many kinds m fruit

(over 600), we noticed particularly Conseiller a la

Cour, very fine on the Quince, partly due to the deep
moist loam, as on dry gravelly soil it is scarcely eat-

able ; new Duchesse d'Angoulcme worked on Zdph^rine

Gregoire ; Colmar de Johne, a beautiful medium-sized
pyriform Pear of excellent quality; and Brown Stroud,

a small midwinter Pear of good flavour, having much
the appearance of Jean de Witte, and which we believe

was sent out by Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

Apricots, Cherries, and Peaches form by no means a

small contingent, whilst Apples are grown almost as

largely as Pears, and for the most part were carrying

an immense crop of fruit. A remarlcable feature in

the whole of the trees grown here is the total absence

of the American blight, which Mr. Scott informed us

was very rarely seen in the nursery, and he attributed

this to the action of the soft saline vapours from
the sea, which is only 14 miles distant.

Any notice, however meagre, of the Merriott Nur-
series would not be complete without some reference

to Mr. Scott's Pommier de Paradis stock, which that

gentleman considers one of the best, if not the best,

of its kind. He grows a large quantity, and from its

remarkably hardy and vigorous constitution, and
the easy manner in which it can be propagated,

there is no doubt but that it is distinct from

the variety generally imported into this country from

France under the same name. It was raised in

this nursery as a seedling, and the original bush
or tree may be seen there now. Of other stocks, that

known as Nain Vert is much used for working on the

Quince, Pears in their turn being grafted on that,—

a

process which increases their fertility. The Portugal

Quince is recommended by Mr. Scott as being the

finest ; but the Anglers variety is not so much regarded

at Merriott, not being such a free grower, nor so easy

of propagation.
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(for the ensuing week.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Early in the dull month of November, now so

rapidly approaching, we anticipate that the bloom-
buds upon Chrysanihcniuins will be swelling rapidly,

preliminary to an early display, so that it becomes
necessary to assist them at this season as much as we
can. Those who habitually thin out the bloom-buds
should commence at once with the earlier varieties.

The operation should be done in such a manner that no
sliortening of their period of flowering may take place

;

hence, the first and latest blooms should be left to the

extent required. When, however, it is desirable that each
shoot should bear one large bloom, of course the most
promising one should be selected. I advised a few
weeks since tlie discontinuance of the practice of con-
stantly giving them liquid manure, and suggested the

desirability of leaving the plants during the cool,

damp nights, to establish a strong and permanent
growth upon a natural basis, without the aid of artificial

stimulants, for the simple reason that, with such a
gr^owth established, more assistance can be afforded

with such stimulants when the flower-buds are formed,
the roots being healtliy and not over-glutted with rich

food. As soon, therefore, as the bloom-buds are

singled out, commence supplying them with highly
stimulating materials ; this without any consideration

as to the wellbeing of the plants after flowering.

Those suckers which emanate from around the base of
the current season's shoots should be entirely removed,
and, if convenient, it will be as well to give the plants

a rich mulching, pressing it firmly on to the old ball.

Allow the temperature of stoves and intermediate
houses steadily to decline, particularly during dull

weather, and afford as much air as possible when the
weather is favourable. Look over all kinds of summer
bedding plants which have been potted up, removing
all decaying or unsightly leaves, and keep aU around
them as fresh and as sweet as possible. In regard to
all such subjects as these, should a dull, damp period
ensue, do not hesitate to afford more buoyancy to the
air by giving a little artificial warmth. Where a good
stock of the showy winter-blooming Epiphylbwi
iruncaliim exists, it is possible to extend their flowering
period by placing a part of the stock in a warmer posi-
tion than is necessary for the remainder. Give to Cape
Pelargoniums an abundance of air at proper times, and
water them more sparingly than heretofore, so as not
to excite them into growth more than is necessary.

FORCING HOUSES.
Immediately the crop of Grapes is removed from

any Vinery, give air freely and abundantly. It is taken
for granted that the wood is sufUciently ripened, hence
no injury will accrue even if the temperature falls to a
moderate degree. Air, the all-powerful perfecter of
wood and of fruitful buds, should be admitted as an
essential finishing agent which cannot bring its subtle
properties to act unless it be allowed free and direct

access to the wood. Where any delay has occurred
in regard to placing a good thick layer of dry material
on the surface of outside Vine holders, the Vines from
which are intended for forcing, this covering should be
immediately put on. This is to be done, not so much
to afford protection thus early, as to retain the warmth
acquired during the past summer. Do not delay for
one day the finishing of all pruning operations in regard
to those Vines which are intended to be forced early.

The subject of early pruning deserves our utmost con-
sideration and attention in more ways than one,
especially so in regard to Vines which are undergoing
the necessary preparation for hard forcing. In
instances where Pines grow under Vines carrying late

crops, it will be necessary to aim at keeping up an
intermediate temperature, somewhat in keeping with
the requirements of both, and this in conjunction with
the admission of a little air at the back at all times if

possible. The temperature in such instances should
not exceed 58° by night, with an increase by day, if

obtained by artificial heat only, of about 5°. Continue
to collect materials for successional Mushroom beds,

placing all under cover in a dry open shed, and where
the steam arising therefrom can have free egress, so
as to dry the materials as quickly as possible.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
This will be found a good time to take up and root-

prune all kinds of dwarf, pyramidal, and suchlike
Pridl Trees. Though the main roots which have sought
sustenance low down in the subsoil may be cut back
somewhat severely, it will be necessary to use great
caution, so as not to injure the smaller or more fibrous

ones. With the root-praning it is also wise to shorten
all the grosser shoots formed during the past summer.
Help such fruit trees as Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs
to shed their old leaves by occasionally brushing them
lightly upwards with a new light birch-broom, until

they are all removed.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
In consequence of the recent frosts, which have

injured Dahlias and other summer bedding plants,
it has become advisable to remove all such unsightly
objects at the earliest possible moment. When the
tops are cut away from the former at about I foot from

the base, the tuberous roots may be immediately taken
up and placed in a position where they will dry
readily and become ripened off by the influence of the
air. When it is intended to remove and transplant
Crocuses or other similar bulbs, which have been per-
mitted to remain in the ground, no further delay should
occur in so doing, as tliese already grow apace. If any
growers have hitherto neglecteil to pot up their Car-
nations or Picotee layers, they should see to the matter
without an hour's delay. Collect Fern or Bracken
during di-y days, for use in severe weather to protect
things from frost. See that drip is not too prevalent
under old lights which shelter Auriculas or rare Poly-
anthuses during wet weather, such as may now be
frequently experienced.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
It will now be advisable to make a sowing of

Broad Beans. The Early Mazagan is a good sort for

this purpose, where it can be obtained true ; otherwise
any of the ordinary long-podded varieties will do.
Tliese like a firm ground, and are likely to do better
so pkanted than in soil that has been only recently dug
up. The time is also at hand to have to resort to the
customary way of securing vegetables from too severe
onslaughts of frost. This is done by forming a trench
across the piece east and west, and so bringing
the heads of Broccoli down that they lie in an
almost horizontal position towards tlie north. When
pressed down into position (it should be understood
that it is better to press them down without uprooting
them entirely) soil should be thrown upon the stalks
along their whole length, as an additional protection.
Hand-weed autumn-sown Onions, continue to fill up
vacancies in Cabbage beds as they occur, and, even
amidst the many calls on your time, turn up all vacant
ground, whether into ridge-and-furrow, or roughly, in

process of digging, that the air may act to its utmost
capability. This should be done in all instances
where trenching is not in contemplation. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
All the superfluous shoots of h'ies and Virginian

Creepers should now be cut back ; those selected to
remain being carefully nailed, or tied in, as the case
may be. Be particular to see that the tops of the
shoots are securely fastened, to prevent the snow and
wind from breaking them down. This is a good time
for planting pjy, the best variety for town gardening
being that known as the Irish Ivy, Hedera canariensis,

which is very hardy and a free grower, and the best of
all the varieties for covering walls, forming baskets,
hedges, pyramids, and various other designs in wire-
work, besides being well adapted for making bold,
broad, flat edgings. To insure it starting well, plant it

in fresh soil, 12 inches deep, mixed with a little rotten
manure ; after it has taken hold of this it will grow in

brick rubbish freely. As soon as Dahlias, and the
Marvel of Peru, are injured by frost, they should be
cut down to within about 6 inches of the ground, and
in a few days after the roots may be dug up, placed
in the sun to dry, and afterwards stored away in a
cellar, or any other place that is secure from frost. If
the Grass Lawns require another mowing, do it at

once, so that the grass may recover before sharp
weather sets in. y. D.

STATE OF THE
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M orecan ; 3, Passe Colmar
; 4, Vicar ofWinkfield

5, Hacon's Incomparable
; 7, Beurre Diel ; 8, Beurri

Hardy.— IV. S. G. 1, Beurre Clairgeau ; 2, a scrubby
Uvedale's St. Germain

; 3, smashed
; 4, we cannot call

to recollection, although familiar to us
; 5, Beurre de

Wetteren.
Names of Plants : //. T. AT. We cannot waste time

in examining specimens, each of which is sent rolled up
like a wisp of hay, and faggoted with a band of wire.

Send better specimens, and send them flat, and we will

try to name them for you. 6 is Sedum japonicum
;

7, Fittonia argentea ;

'

8, F. Verschaffeltii. — Fred.

I. Adiantum Cunninghami ; 2, Nephrodium molle

;

3, Polypodium Dryopteris ; 4, Asplenium Trichomanes
;

5, Lastrea dilatata ; 6. Polypodium \-ulgare.—y. D.
I, 2, 3, all forms of Selaginella Martensii; 4, Selaginella

caulescens. The unnumbered specimens are Enonymus
japonicus aureo-variegatus, and a Calceolaria, appa-
rently angiistifolia.— W. \V. juniperusprostrata. A.M.

New Hardy Trees: C. F. P. Messrs. Ottolander
& Son are well-known nurserymen of Boskoop, in

Holland—a district rather famous for tree culture. We
can vouch for the descriptions published at p. T341,

since they were our own, drawn up with the specimens
before us. The latter came to us through the agency
of Mr. A. Waterer, of Knaphill, who may perhaps be
able to tell you more about some or all of the plants.

Pine Leaves Falling Off : J Smith. From the
description you give of your Pines, we should say that

you are giving them too much bottom-heat. Such
symptoms are readily produced by the destruction of
their roots by bottom-heat in exxess, which paralyses
the plants. If you will strip off a few of the bottom
leaves, top-dress with some fresh loam, and regulate
the bottom-heat at 85\ all other things being equal,

your Pines should recover to a certain extent, but you
must not expect your fruit to be so fine as if nothing
wrong had occurred.

Promenades of Paris. We are requested to state,

reference to M. Alphand's magnificent book, which was
noticed in our last number, that amateurs, landscapi
gardeners, architects, engineers, and others, who may
wish to see the portions already published, should
address themselves to Mr.

J. Rothschild, at 12, Warwick
Lane, Paternoster Row. A prospectus, with extracts
from the list of subscribers—already including some
1200 names—will be forwarded gratis.

Scale : A. Y. Turpentine is not a safe remedy for

killing scale ; it may, indeed, kill the scale, but the
chances are it will kill the plants. Spirits of wine is

better. Paraffin oil is said to be effectual, and not to
injure the plants. Syringing with water as hot as it

can possibly be used will also free a plant from scale,

and will not harm the woody parts, nor, indeed, the
leaves of many subjects, if they are in a mature state,

Soft hairy leaves suffer most.
Selection of Fruits : J. L. For your district we
would recommend the following. Apples : Early Har-
vest, Irish Peach, Kerry Pippin, Whorle Pippin, Lord
Sufficld, Wormsley Pippin, Cellini, Small's Admirable.
Bess Pool, Northern Greening. Pears: Doyennci d'Etc,
Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Jersey
Gratioli, Suffolk Thorn, Beurre Bosc, Hacon's Incom-
parable, Flemish Beauty, Knight's Monarch, Ne Plus
Meuris. 2. Straivberries : Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury, President, Elton Pine. 3. Gas is certainly
injurious to plants in sitting-rooms, by making the
atmosphere too dry, to say nothing of sulphureous
vapours.

Vegetable Marrow : W. M. There is a whole race
of Cucurbita Pepo, called Bush Squash {non courant oi
the French), which accords with your description. The
internodes were peculiarly short this year, though the
plants, in spite of the dry weather, were unusually
luxuriant, with a superfluity of male flowers. Our
Gourds never did so badly as this year. They ran almost
entirely to leaf. M. J. B.

White-fruited Egg Plant : H. C. Undoubtedly the
white-fruited Egg-plant is as wholesome as the Br'injal.

English grown specimens are seldom sufficiently ripened
to be good. M. J. B.

WANTED, a PARTNER, to take the Landscape
Gardening Branch in a Provincial Nursen' Business of many

years' standing, and very profitable. Must be atile to command at
least £500, and furnish good references.—W. H., Post Office,

kith a young Man t

-Two Partners
ss desire to meet

JUNIOR PARTNER, and to take
the Management as fast as he acquires knowledge of

the details. Share of profit in proportion to amount of Capital brouf^ht
(i;2ooo to £4000) ; or if preferred a year's salary may be arranged, "-

definite percentage on capital before Partnership is entered u
during which year (or more) every facility will be riven for learning
the business. The Mills are in a country village in a Midland County,

unity afforded for ascertaining both the social and

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married ; well under-
stands the profession in all its branches. Highly recommended,

with excellent character and testimonials.—A. B. C, Mr. Lowci
Nurseryman. &c.. Queen Square, Wolverhampton-

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30. married, one child;
thorough practical knowledge of the profession, also a good

Plantsman. Can be highly recommended by present and previous
employer for honesty, sobriety, industry, and ability. State wages

. ill be
ntry village in a Midland County,

r\' opportunity atlorded for r
' <--.t- - -

lie standing of the Partners.
ferred, who would reside with one of thi

SNOW AND ATKINS, Solicitors, Eirmi

M ESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
The Royal Exotic^Nurser;;, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W., ar,,^^ . ^ T ,-A I friTicm- .XI ._ ._! harge ofWANT of a DEPARTMENTAL FOREMAN

their Collection of Hothouse Foliage Plants, Palms, Nepc
Application, stating age, references, and wages required

WANTED,
r» cncrgclic, ti

: he

uraKcmcnt will be g

Landscape Gardener.
for a Nursery in the Country, an

jstworlhy MAN, who can furnish Plans (not
d carry them out both in Ground-
be required to take charge of Jobbing

WANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly under-
stands the Cultivation of Vegetables and Fruit, and the

Management of Fruit Plantations. No one need apply whose know-
ledge of the business, ajid character for industry and morality will

iear the fullest investigation.—Applications to be sent to A. B.,
ce's. Stationer, Charles Street, St. James's, S.W.

CoMMUNicATloxs RECEIVED :—R. D.—T. S. (for
received.)—Hendon—G. J. W. (fruit not yet con
J. J.-J. T.—A. Z. (not receivedl.-J. F.—J.
G. N.-A T.-J. N.-A. B.-H. C. —A. F.

r letter also

-J. m'.—

[arhets.
CO VENT GARDEN.— Oct. 21.

Large arrivals are to hand, both of foreign and home-
grown produce, but prices have not materially altered.
New Oranges from Lisbon are among the latest arrivals
Amongst flowers we have Fuchsias, Bouvardias, Pompon
'"''""^nihemums, Mignonette, and a few good Heaths.

Fruit.

Chrj's

Apples, p. } sie
Figs, per doz. .

.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 10c

Melons, each

. 1 o to 2 o Oranges, per 100 ..100 t02o o
06 — 10 Peaches, per doz. ..60 — 12 o
10 — 36 Pears, per doz. . . i 6 — 30
9 o —14 o Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o — 8 o
1 o- 3 o I Plums, p. half sieve 20—36

Vegetables.

each
n,p. lb.

Beet, per doz,

Brus. Sprouts,J sieve
Cabbages, p. doz, .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.
Celery, red, p. bun.— white, do. ..

Cucumbers, each .

.

French Beans, p. sieve

Do., retail, p. lb. ..

Garlic, per lb.

Potatos, Regents, per

o 6-

Herbs, per bunch . . o 2 to o 4
HorseRadish.p.bun. 30 — 50
Lettuces, p. score ..16 — 30
Mint, per bunch .

.

03 — 06
Miishrooms, p. pott. 10 — 16
Onjons.per bunch .

.

04 — 09
Parsley, p. bunch .

.

02—04
Salsafy, per bundle, 1 ^ _ j fi

Shallots, per lb. .. 08 ..

Spinach, p. bushel.. 20 — 30
Tomatos, per doz. .

.

i o - - i 6
Turnips, yng., p. bun. 04 — 06
Veg. Marrows,p.doz. 20 — 30

60s. to 80J. : Kidneys,
Rock:^, 50J. to 60J.

WANTED, an energetic, sober, trustworthy YOUNG
MAN, in a smallGencral Nursery: a good Buddcr and Grafter

preferred, with a good knowledge of Plants and Growing of the same;
Unexceptionable references will be required.—Apply, in own hand-
writing, stating age and salary expected, to Mr. EDWARD THOMAS,
Nursery-man, &c., Sittingbournc, Kent.

WANTED, a MANAGER, to take charge of a Farm
of 600 Acres, in Essex, from January next. Salary ;£i23 per

annum, house, &c—Apply by letter only, written by the applicant,
stating age and all particulars. Copies of testimonials (but not the
originals) to be forwarded to X. Z., Post Office, Lancaster Street,
Hyde Park, W.

I TAKE a COMMISSION.—W. P., Cardmtrz' Chronicle

:ls and Office. Salarj-, j£8o to /loo
ntial that he be a member of a Chr
-ed, if othcr^^•ise suitable. To save

according 1

stian Chun
correspondence. Candidates

3 be obtained free
» PEAMIsH, Printers, Coventry.

Seed Trade.
WANTED, a young Man a:

Apply, in own handwriting, statin
CHARLES H. DICKSON, 23, Nla

-W. H., Mr. Jo pok Street

/^ARDENER (Head Working), age 35, married.—
V^' William HENDERsaN, fur tlu' Ia=.t three years Gardener to
Th<^s. M.urian, Ksq , ThurcrnCt Hall, Mallby, Rotherham, is at
libcriy In irtai with any Lad)' or Ueruk'man requiring the services of
a ihtTimi:;!! practical Gardener ; wr.-ll understands the Early and Late
Forcing of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the Manage-*"

, and Kitchen Gardens. Wife, having no
undertake the duties of Laundress, or take

Characters will bear investigating.

family, is qualified

—WM. HENDERSON. Coni 1 Cold, Kell Busk, Leeds.

GARDENER.—Age 20, respectable; to take charge
of Horse and Trap and Small Garden. Good reference.—

A. MACQUEEN, Compton Beauchamp, Faringdon, Berks.

GARDENER, in a smaU family.—Middle-aged, no
family; thoroughly understands the profession. Willing to

make himself generally useful in any capacity. Wifeagood Laundress,
or witling to assist in the House if required. Good character,

—

G. GRACE, Knox Field, Tunbridge, Kent.

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or GARDENER and
STEWARD.—Middle-aged

; great experience in Management of
Woodland. Highest testimonials from present situation, which he
has filled many years.-G. R.,Mr. W. Paul's, The Nurseries, Waltham

GARDENER and STEWARD, or GARDENER.—
A thoroughly competent, practical, and respectable Man, who

has had unusually favourable opportunities of forming an extensive
acquaintance with the most approved methods of Gardening, the
most select varieties of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables ; Ornamental
Planting, &c., and the cheapest and best Markets to purchase from.
Credentials unexceptionable.—I. X. L., 30, Staniiorcl Road, King's

GARDENER (Under).—A
in House Work. Two years'

(

Park, Guildford, Surrey.

-W. P., Longparish, near W^hitchurch, Hants.

GARDENING.—A respectable weU-educated Youth
wishes to engage himself to thoroughly learn the business of a

Address,

GARDENER, or GROOM and GARDENER.—
Has a good knowledge of the Management of Poultry. Good

character.—J. COX, Holmcr Green, Penn Street, near Amersham,

PROPAGATOR (Foremai
long experience in Growing and Propagating Stove

house Plants, Heaths, Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses,
Conifers, &c. Good rcicrenccs.—G., Gardeners' ChronicU Office. W.C.

Place, Manchester,

WANT PLACES.- Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pi.

« he has upon his G.\RD ~

rity, thoroughl
HEAD GARDENER, CARD
GARDENER. Ladies or Gentl.
B. S W. recommending only those

nd Paradise Nun

ualified

ER and BAILIFF, or UNDER
n requiring such may rely upon
whose conduct and abilities are

, Upper HoIIoway, London, N.

To Gardeners and BaUlffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can senj
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon J. Carter & Co. adopting the most stringent regu-
lations m reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c-
JAMES CARTER AND CO., gj? & 238, High Holbom. London. W.C.

Gentlemen.— Further parti

HENDERSON
London, N.W.

qualitications, recommended to

.. en on application to Messrs. E. G.
SON, Wellington Nurserj-, St. John's Wood,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 39, married ;

experience ; 8}4 years in last place. Highest rcferen
1. Lewis Terrace, Chapel Road, Stamford Hill, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married ; thoroughly
understands Gardening in all its branches. Two years and

GARDENER (Head), where the Employer takes an
interest in the Garden.—Age 25. Eleven years' practice in

Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Establishments. Good references.

—

T. R., The Gardens, Pymmes Park, Edmonton, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married ; zo years'
first-class practical expencnce in everj- branch of the profession.erj' branch of the profe

n.also understands^Land, Stock, &c. Sixyears
;,Winkfield, Berks.eferences.—A. B. , Post Offic<

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; has a good practical
knowledge of the profession in its several branches, including

Forcing of Early Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables: is well up '
'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, married, no children
;

first-rate' testimonials from' present and previous employer
Thoroughly understands Stove and Greenhouse Management, Early
and Late Forcing, and Fruit, Vci;etable, and Flower Gardening.—Apply

1 Mr. J. H. LEY, Nurserj-,

Married; thoroughly practical
. I'lnes. Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,

Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Highest testimonials to character and abilitv.—K T ." '" " -^ ^---—ipion ^ '

GARDENER (Head), age 40, married, one child,
aged 16 years.—James May, Head Gardener for seven years

to\\^P. Eult,Esq,, Arle Court. Cheltenham, and since then fifteen
months m charge of Messrs. Veitch & Son's collection of Hard-wooded
Plants, IS open to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring
the services of a thorough practical Gardener. Good experience in
Forcing, the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also the
general routine of Kitchen Gardening, Unexceptionable references
can be given.—Address, care of Messrs. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic
Nurserj', Chelsea, S.W.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.

—Understands the Cultivation of Hard and Soft Stuff, also a good
Ituddcr and Grafter. Good references.—T. S., 7, Thicket Grove,
Ancrley Road, Norwood, S.E

Good characie , Post Office, Richmond Road, Twi<
of^IC

To Nurserymen and Market Gardeners.
IMPROVER (with a view to Partnership).—Age 28,

rc5pcclablc ; five years' experience in the business. Good refer-

ences from former employers —T, E., 6, Castle Place, Worcester.

To Gardeners.
TMPROVER, where he could obtain an

. FULLER, Brt
-Age strong.—State

akeficld.

iight into

FARM BAILIFF.— Middle-aged, respectable ;

thoroughly understands the Farming: business in all its branches.
Draining, Breeding, Rearing, Buying, and Selling Stock. Wife under-
stands Poultry, and could undertake the Management of Dairj^.

Highest references from previous employers as to ability, trustworthi-
ness, &c.—H. G , Race Farm. Panteg, Monmouthshire,

ESTATE AGENCY, with or without the Management
of a Home Farm, Wanted by a Gentleman of great expcrici

erj' description of Agriculture as practised j
"

North of England. The Advertiser
thorough man of business; and als

Management of Woods and Plantat
first-rate security.—BETA, Post Offic.

1 Scotland and the

knowledge of the

To tlie Wholesale or Retail Seed Trade.
MANAGER, or TRAVELLER and CORRE-

SPONDENT.—The Advertiser, who has had 18 years' active

experience in leading London and Provincial Houses, and, until lately,

held a superior position in a leading Dublin House, is open for an
immediate engagement. — BETA, 38, Lordship Road, Stoke

Seed Trade.

. Hurst & Son, Leadenhail Street, EC.

CLERK, SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER.—Many
years in the Trade. Good references.—A. M. Z., Post Office,

Chorfey, Lancashire. ___^
To Seedsmen.

-Wanted an immediate engagement as
ass references from former employers.—A. B. C,

To the Seed Trade.
years' experience in a

Post Office, Easlcheap, E.C
Unexceptionable references.-P. B,,

London and Provincial Houst

To Seedsmen.
SHOPMAN (Assistant), or Otherwise.—Age 21

;

four years' reference from a first-class retail warehouse.—T. F.,

Mr. George Winfield, Gloucestershire Seed Warehouse. Gloucester.

To the Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Under), or in a WAREHOUSE.-

A young Man, respectable, steady ; writes a good hand, wj!

experience of the Seed Trade. Moderate wages.—J. W., 3, Essi

Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

To the Seed Trade.
JUNIOR ASSISTANT.—A respectable young Man,

with 12 months' good character, Satisfactor\' reasons given for

leaving. Town preferred.—V. Z., 13, Palmcrston Place, Southsca.
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MR. JAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of

J. & J. I'laser. Lea Bridge Koad), undertakes HORTICUL-
TURAL VALUATIONS
AUCTION. &c—Maviands Fan

Landscape Gardening, Groundwork, the Making of

NEW ROADS, PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE
GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any extent, either hy contract

or otherwise. Estimates, Plans, and Specilications supplied on the

shortest notice.
Park Fencing^ undertal^en to any

WM. ABRAHAM, HORTICULTURAL Auctioneer,
Valuer, &c, Goldworth Nurseries (late K. Donald's),

Woking, Surrey.

SALES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conducted.

T
To Florists.

O BE LET, a convenient RESIDENCE, wilh large
GREENHOUSES, on the main Road.

Dovecote Farm, Green Lanes, Wood Green, near Alexandra Park.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.
^0 BE LET or SOLD, about TEN ACRES of

ARABLE LAND, near Sunbury Railway Station.

Apply to Mr. HENRY MEYERS, Brentford, Middlesex.

TO BE SOLD, the desirable LEASE and BUSINESS
of an old-established and well-known NURSERY, situate in a

leading thoroughfare, 4 miles from Covent Garden Market ; is aboui

spacious Seed Shop, with landing front. Counting-house, Stable,

nexpired. This offers an excellent

rgetic person with some capital, or to a country
nding their business to London. Present owner

tianding positicSeed Shop and Pre: .

the town, fitted up expressly for the trade, and where a very large

business has been done for several years. Immediate possession can
be had, or at a period to be agreed upon ; and any portion of the

purchase money can remain on satisfactory security at a moderate

NURSERYMAN, Gardeners' Chrtmicte Office, London, W.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Plants from Ghent, and Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY. October 22, hairpast 12 o'clock precisely, choice
CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, hardy RHODODENDRONS, FERNS,
DRAC.^NAS. and other plants, from one of the oldest established

TULIPS,
Bulbs,Jusl

Cattleya Dowlana.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESD.W. October 25, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, an importa-
tion of CATTLEYA DOWIANA, and TRICHOPILIAS, from Costa
Rica; also Established ORCHIDS, including the new vvhite-Howered
Cypripcdium niveum, &c.

(Jn view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Notice.—Postponement of Sale.
To NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN. NURSERYMEN, and Othci

MR. H. NASH begs to announce that the SALE of
the very valuable and choice NURSERY STOCK, advertised

to be SOLD by AUCTION, at the Salvington Nurseries, near
Worthing. Sussex, on the 4th and following days, is POSTPONED
until MONDAY, October 24, and following days, at 12 o'clock pre-

cisely each day, when the whole, as per Catalogue previously adver-
tised, must most positively be SOLD, without the slightest reserve
whatever, in order to meet a Deed o( Composition.
N.B.—Every reasonable accommodation will be allowed to pur-

chasers for clearing their Lots.
The Lots may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues to

be obtained at the place of Sale, or of the .\uctioncer, Cambridge
House, Worthing.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Otbers
ENGAGED in PLANTING.

EXTENSIVE SALE of really valuable NURSERY STOCK, now
growing at the STAPLEFORD NURSERY, near Nottingham,

M
LOBBII, PORTUGAL LAUREL, WALNUTS, &c,

ESSRS. POTT AND NEALE are favoured with
instructions from Mr, John Freltingham, to OFFER by

AUCTION, without the slightest reserve, the above realty valuable
COLLECTION of TREES and SHRUBS, on WEDNESDAY,
October 26, at the Staplcford Nursery, at i o'Clock precisely (refresh-

jnds at 12 o'clock).
nth splendid balls of
't Trees arc all t

'

/ill be provided c

The specimen Hollies are an nne plants, ^

:anh, and were recently transplanted, The Fn
ind true to name, and of best possible kinds.

eave Nottingham and Derby for Sandiacre Station, which i

:s' walk from the Nursery, as follows;—Derby, 6.5OA.M
;
Nottingham, 7.5 A.M., g.40 A.M., 12.50 p.m. A Cor

l;!^.

Market, Derby ; the .

go, Cockspur Street, London, W.

Westminster.
To MARKET GARDENERS, FLORISTS. FURNITURE

DEALERS, PACKERS, and OTHERS.

MR. HENRY A. COX has been favoured with
instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without rcsen,-c, at

Messrs. Schofield's Auction Room, Vincent Square, Westminster, on
THURSDAY, October 27, at i o'clock precisely, about 12,000
RUSSIAN MATS.
May be viewed one day previous and morning of Sale. Catalogues

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer, 10, Parker's Row,
Bermondsey, S.E. _^_____

M
Warminster, Wilts.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN,
nd Others PLANTING.

R. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
the Proprietor of these extensive and old-established Nurseries
jeorge Wheeler), to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve.

TUESDAY, November 1, and three following days, a fine colleci

Planting Season.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING

SALES of NURSERY STOCK.
NOVEMBER 11,—On the Premises, the KIRKDALE NURSERY,

SYDENHAM ; by order of Mr. George Selley, without reser\x,
the Term having expired.

NOVEMBER 14 and following days.—On the Premises, the HAN-
OVER NURSERY, RYE LANE, PECKHAM ; by order of
Mrs. Ivery, without reser\'e, the Lease having expired.

NOVEMBER 21 to 26.—On the Premises, the WANDSWORTH
COMMON NURSERIES, SURREY; by order of Mr. Robert
Neal, a portion of the land being required for building purposes.

Catalogues, when ready, may be had on the respective Premises,
and of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers and
Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

SALE THIS DAY AT HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Sale of First-Class Dutch Bulbs, Standard Roses, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, on SATURDAY,

rteties, Hardy RHODODENDRONS, and other American

Jn \\c\v the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms
above, and of the Auctioneer.

CMvas & Weaver's Nurseries, Chester.
VERY EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of FIRST-CLASS

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions from the Executors of the late Mr.
George Chivas, to SELL by AUCTION,
------- '-e Eaton -

•

"
lowing d;. . ^ -

first portion of the valuable NURSERY StOCK, extending
100 Acres, in the highest state of cultivation, including many hand-
some specimens ; the whole in excellent condition for removal. The
stock includes 23,000 Common Laurels. iH to 3J4 ft. ; ii^ooo fine Green
Hollies, 2!4 to 7 feet, a great portion 01 which are beautifully furnished
plants, 4!i to 7 feet ; 1800 variegated and worked Hollies, i J^ to 7 feet

;

5000 bushy Portugal Laurels. 2 to 3^2 feet ; 1000 Standard do. ; 15,000
Privet ; 10,000 thriving English Yews, 1% to 2l4 feet ; 2000 Irish do.,

3 to 6 feet ; 4000 Cupressus Lawsoniana, isooAucubas, a large quan-
tity of unrivalled specimen Araucaria, 5 to 10 feet; fine specimen
Cedrus Dcodara and others ; Pinus and Piceas, of sorts ; Wcllingtonias,
Thujas; i2],ooa Rhododendron pontica, very bushy, well set with
bloom buds ; 500 choice named and hybrid kinds, and many thousands
of other Evergreens and Conifcrae. Also the largest and cleanest stock
probably ever offered of transplanted Forest Trees, comprising 650,000
Larch, 1 % to ^'A feet, particularly good ; 100,000 Scotch Firs ; 750,000
White Thorn (Quick), strong and healthy, 2% to 4 feet

; 390,000 English
Oaks, 80.000 Ash, 50,000 Beech, 20,000 Spanish and Horse Chestnuts,
13,000 Austrian Pine, 23,000 Alder, and thousands of others. A large
quantity of Fruit Trees, including 13,000 Standard Apples ; a capital
assortment of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, including 6700 clean-
grown Purple Beech, 4 to 10 feet ; 3000 Limes, and others; together
with a quantity of Deciduous Shrubs, and a rich assortment uf Border
Shrubs, &c.
Now on view, and Catalogues had.
N.B.—P. & M. having visited these extensive Nurseries, especially

urge the Trade and all large consumers to inspect them, as it rarely

occurs that so valuable a stock is offered unreservedly in such large
quantities and in such excellent condition.

St. John's Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and VERY EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE

SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. Wm.

Jackman, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
St. John's Nursery-, Woking, Surrey (about one mile from the Woking
Station, South-Westem Railway), on MONDAY, October 24, and
seven following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the
whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCK, which extends over
60 acres, is in excellent condition for removal, and comprises So,ooo

Evergreens, viz.:— 20,000 Common Laurels, i to 3 ft.: 7,000
' — Ti Pontica, o in. to 3 ft. ; 3,500 do., hybrid, scarlet, and

:s, I to 2 ft.; 5,000 Kalmia latifolia, i to 2 ft., well set

with bloom-buds; 13,000 Green Hollies, i to 4 ft. ; 5,000 Green and
Variegated Box, i to 3 ft, ; 3.«» Variegated Hollies, i to 3 ft. ; 2,000

Aucuba japonica, t to 2 ft., and thousands of others ; 10,000 choice
Conifcras, including 1,000 English Yews, ij^tosft. : 1,000 Juniperus,
I to 2j^ ft. ; r,ooo Cupressus Lawsoniana, i to 6 ft., 8ic ; large

Rhododendn

1 of Wellingtonias, Thujopsis, Thujas of s

. 3 ft. : 18,000 'Birch,

joo Larch, i'^ to 2 ft.
:

English Oaks,

Camberwell, Surrey, S.E.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, TWENTY GREENHOUSES and PITS, HOT-
WATER PIPING, BOILERS, BRICKS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. Wm. Barnes, to

SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Camden
Nursery, Southampton Street, Camberwell, S.E., on WEDNESDAY.
November 2, and two following days, at ii for 120'Clock precisely each
day (unless previously disposed of by private contract), the whole of
the valuable NURSERY STOCK, including a choice assortment of
Evergreen and Conifcra: Shrubs, comprising many handsome speci-

mens adapted for immediate effect, viz., Wcllingtonias, Araucarias,
Cedrus Deodara, Irish Yews, Cupressus Lawsoniana. Thujopsis
borealis. Thujas of sorts, Cedrus Libani, &c. ; choice haray American
Plants, including 1000 choice Rhododendrons by name, &c. ; a large

quantity of fine Fruit Trees, comprising 1000 Standard Apples, Pears,
Plums, and Cherries ; 1500 fine Standard and Dwarf-trained Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots; Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries; also 4000 Gooseberries and Currants. 500 Ornamental and
Forest Trees, Deciduous Shrubs. Hardy Climbers of sorts, choice
Standard and Dwarf Roses, Greenhouse Plants, Vines in pots, a large

quantity of Garden Edging Tiles, Box Edging, &c. ; together with
20 Greenhouses and Pits in capital condition, 57,000 Bricks, 2000 feet of
Hot-water Piping, two powerful Boilers, York Paving, Slate and Wood
Shelving, Garden Pots, and numerous other effects.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
1 the Premises, and of the Auci . Leyt.

Edgware, N.W,
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK and

CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Whitchurch Rector^-,

Edgware, 10 minutes" walk from Edj^varc Station, Great Notthe

.for

ery fine Weeping Trees, viz.. Beech,
) kinds ; Elm, Lime, Ash, Thotn, Holly, &c.

. fine Pavia and Chestnut in variety. Ford's and Purple Elm
;

Cupressus. Biota, Pir

Valuer, Goldworth Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, November 3 and 4Branch Lir . „ .

II for 12 o'clock precisely each day, by order of the Proprietor, a portion

of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting largely of choice
Coniferac, including 500 Thujopsis borealis, 500 Thuja Lobbii, 2000

Cupressus Lawsoniana stricta, 3 to 4 feet ; quantities of Araucarias,
Cedrus Deodara, Rctinospora of sorts, handsome specimen Abies in

choice variety, Sec. ; also 5000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best

varieties. Standard Rhododendrons, 4 to 6 feet ; and Dwarf do. by
name; 2000 Portugal Laurels, 3 feet; a large quantity of Golden
Queen and other Hollies, Acer Negundo variegata, Purple Beech, &c ;

about 1000 clean grown Fruit Trees, Standard and Pyramidal, in bear-

ing condition ; likewise a quantity of well-grown specimen Greenhouse
Plants, comprising Azalea indica, double Camellias, choice Tree
Ferns, 1500 Cyclamen pcrsicum, &c., &c.

May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auclioneers and Va! '

"

M
Tottenliam, N.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Alexander Johnstone to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, The Nursery, Philip Lane, Tottenham, Middlesex,
10 minutes' walk from Park Station, Great Eastern Railway, on
SATURDAY, November 5, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, without
reser\-e (the term having expired, and the land being required for

tuildinj; purposes), the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK,
consistmg of a varied and choice assortment of r2,ooo Eycrcreens.
nging all sizes, and including manjr fine specii

Cupressus, English Ye
. , . ., „'reen Hollies, Portugal an

Laurels. Aucubas. Rhododendrons, fine standard Roses, clean gri
, Euonymus, variegated and green Hollies, Portugal and L

Streatham Hill, S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, &e.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRISM^ ted by Mr. George Clarke to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, the Leigham Court Road Nursery (a branch Establish-

ment), Streatham Hill, Surrey, on MONDAY. November 7, and three

following days, at 11 for i2 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve,

the lease having expired and the land being required for building

purposes, the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprising
a large quantity of unusually eflective specimen and other Conifcra;

and Evergreen Shrubs in great variety, the whole of which have been
carefully prepared for removal; also fine Standard Roses, selected

Fruit Trees, together with 2000 fine specimen Aialea indica, ike.

May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

M
Stroxton, near Grantham.

IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
R. STRAFFORD has received instructions froin

Mr. John Lynn, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on
itlUKSDAY, October 27, at Stro.xton, about FORTY HEAD of
very superior and well-bred SHORTHORNS, being the chief portion

of his Herd, that has long maintained a high position at the National,

County, and Local Shows, Great care has been taken in rearing the

same to combine size, substance and quality, along with good dairy

properties ; they are m a fine, healthy and regular breeding state of
condition. Bulls of first-class character have been used, latterly

Cambridge Duke 4th (25,706), who is the Sire of most of the Young
Stock : and his produce will be found, on inspection, to do justice to

this unrivalled blood.- The Cows and Heifers are served by this very

Also will be SOLD, THREE BOARS and SIX GILTS of the far-

famed Stroxton breed of WHITE PIGS.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees and other particulars, may be h.ad e

application to Mr. STRAFFORDj^i3, Eusl " -
. — ...

rof Mr. LYNN, Strc
, London, N.W.

NOTICE.—The S.'\LE of the ENTIRE HERD of
purebred SHORTHORNS, belonging to W. Cox. Esq., is li-sed

to take place on WEDNESDAY, November 9, at BRAILSFURD
HALL, DERBY.
JOHN THORNTON. r5, Langham Place, London, Auctioneer.

f^ LOUCESTERSHIRE ROOT, FRUIT, and
VT GRAIN SOCIETY'S SHOW will be held in Gloucester on
NOVEMBER 9, when PRIZES in SILVER CUPS and MONEY
will be awarded to the amount of /;i3I 4!. M.

ENTRIES CLOSE r,n OCTOBER 29.

Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may be had on application.

A. C. WHEELER, Hon. Sec.

Gloucester, Oct. 23. PETER DREW, Assist.^ec.

The Eoyal Berkshire Boot Show.

RE.^DING, i^J'iSt^ NOVEMBER, 1870.

HE ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW,
Open to all Root Growers in the United Kingdom, will be held

_.. SATURDAY, November 26, when SILVER CUPS and other

PRIZES to the Value of FIFTY POUNDS will be awarded lor the

best specimens of MANGEL, SWEDES, TURNIPS, KOHL

T
RABI. &c,—For full particulars apply t

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed G , Reading, Berks.

rjTHE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
X SHOW. 1870,-The TWENTY.SECOND CHEAT ANNUAL
EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEl.r, IK

,
1"'MI^TIC

POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLFM I , id in

BINGLEY HALL, on SATURDAY, Mi
!

,

I'
'
HAY,

WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, Noveml™ 1 ,,,..!>., and
December t, when PRIZES to the amount 4 I A ' ' IH<" ,AND
ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be awarded.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every information may be
obtained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on TUESDAY, November r.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

Ofiices—39, New Street, Bir ' '

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—O The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,
will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December s, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms by

the reference letters as under.

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock.

SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of three WETHERS.
.. DD. For a Pen of three EWES. [Stock.

E. For a SINGLE WETHER SHEEP in Extra
PIGS. .. F. For a pen of three PIGS (in any Class).

. G. For a SINGLE PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assjstant-Secre.

tary, at the ODice of the Honorary Secretary,

respecting the Show must be adilressetl
Street, Picadilly, London, W.

SA TURDA V, OCTOBER 22, 1S70.

It is a matter for surprise as well as for

congratulation that, notwithstanding the extra-

ordinary extent of prevalence of Cattle Plague
in Germany and France, no animals affected with

the disease have yet been landed at the parts of

ports which have been selected for the reception

and slaughter of stock from those countries. At

Plaistow Wharf, which has already been dignified

by the title of the New Foreign Market, large

numbers of cattle and sheep from Germany and

France have been landed, and with very few

exceptions they have been found on inspection

to be in sound health, or in official phrase, " free

from contagious or infectious diseases." This is
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To complete the list, the fatal affection known
as splenic apoplexy is on the increase in many
grazing districts. The malady is not infectious
or contagious, at least not in the same way that
foot-and-mouth disease is, but we have, never-
theless, met with instances where it has extended
to all the animals on the farm. In fine, the
farther we look the more reason we find to be
dissatisfied with the results of all the efforts that
have been made of late years to ward off the
attacks of disease upon our flocks and herds.

so far satisfactory, but with the knowledge
before us, that rinderpest is still extending,

almost without a check, in Prussia and France,

wc have a right to speculate on the probability

of diseased animals being landed on some parts

of our coasts, and to inquire what amount of

danger of the spread of the affection to our own
herds is involved in the probability.

There is, however, no exact precedent to guide

us, for we can now count upon the efficacy of a

separate foreign cattle market as a protection

against the extension of infectious diseases of

animals. The security thus obtained will not in-

deed be complete, but in the absence of evidence

to the contrary, it may be allowed that the risk of

infection will be reduced to a minimum. The
present arrangements for the landing and
slaughter of animals from Germany and France
in the port of London are more protective than
the proposed foreign market will be, because
they are associated with the maintenance of the
cordon round the metropolis, which, on the com-
pletion of the market, will be removed. If, there-

fore, it should happen that diseased animals be
landed at Plaistow, we do not apprehend that,

with proper care, which would doubtless be
taken, the plague would extend beyond the limits

of the defined part of the landing place.

Cattle plague on the Continent is absolutely
rioting in unlimited licence. The measures
which are so successful in times of peace in

stamping out the disease are no longer possible,

because the troops, which should be occu-
pied in the peaceful duty of guarding the
boundaries of infected districts against the
incursions of infectious diseases, have been
withdrawn to aid in spreading desolation
of another kind. We hear of cattle lying
dead on all sides, and no provision being made
to bury or otherwise get rid of the carcases. In
many districts, which a short time ago seemed
to have passed through their share of the inflic-

tion, the plague has reappeared. .Sheep are
becoming victims to the malady, as might be
expected from constant exposure to the infec-
tion ; and although these animals are not so
susceptible as cattle are to the influence of the
virus, they nevertheless are capable of infecting
cattle, and under favourable conditions the
plague spreads among the members of a flock
with terrible effect.

Cattle plague has not abated in the Duchy of
Mecklenburg, and in consequence of the presence
of the disease, fairs and markets have been pro-
hibited. Hamburgh has refused to allow animals
to cross the frontier unless accompanied with a
certificate of health. In .Sa.xony the disease is

still rife, and also in the Grand Duchy of Baden.
The plague also exists at Cologne, at Potsdam in
several districts, at Coblentz it has appeared in
many places, and it has also extended along the
banks of the Moselle to Treves. Recent reports
refer to the existence of plague in the depart-
ments of Seine and Marne near Provins, and in
other countries which are occupied by the Prus-
sians. Eastern Europe has not experienced any
abatement of the prevalence of cattle plague.
In the governments of Lublin and Warsaw
the disease also prevails, and in Gallicia and
Transylvania.

Rinderpest is even said to have broken out
in countries bordering on the River Plate. The
truth of this last report, however, may be reason-
ably questioned ; for any fatal disease among
cattle is in danger of being called the plague.
The report, however, is important enough to
justify the adoption of stringent precautions in
the event of another cargo of cattle from the
Pampas being landed in this country ; an event
which is possible, but scarcely probable after the
total failure, in a commercial point of view, of the
previous importations.

Infectious and contagious diseases among
animals are rife in this country. Foot-and-
mouth disease is spreading widely among cattle,
sheep, and pigs, and many fatal cases have been
reported. Pleuro-pneumonia is also common,
and numerous outbreaks of this disease, and like-
wise of foot-and-mouth complaint, have been
traced to the importation of animals from Ire-
land. No restriction of any kind is imposed
upon the importation of infected stock from that
counti-y, there is no inspection at Irish ports, and
none at English ports except Liverpool, where
the anim.ils are landed. Scab in sheep is very
prevalent, and is likely to remain so v/hile dis-
eased animals are turned into common pastures,
and sent to fairs and markets in utter contempt
of law and reason.

Having recently laid before our readers
certain facts relating to various Forage and
Root Crops, we now propose to give from our
note-book a few practical details in regard to
their value.

An experienced farmer can estimate pretty
accurately the weight of a particular crop by its

appearance on the ground. His eye tells him
that he may expect 50 much hay. Turnips, grass,
&c. ; and by practice, and perhaps occasional
measurement, he learns how long they will main-
tain his flock. With regard to some of the forage
crops our notes do not supply precise data, and
we can only estimate their value, by comparison,
in the manner described :

—

" One acre of sound white Turnips in full leaf, the
bulbs of which weighed 16 tons, maintained 300 large
half-bred lambs one week, in September. The roots
were uncut. Later in the season, when the Turnips were
'pithy,' and the leaf had fallen, the lambs got o\er the
ground much faster. On September 4, 1865, we put
180 large lambs, and 220 fatting Hampshire ewes on
early white Turnips. The crop measured 960 bush, of
50 lb. per acre, or about 21 tons. The Turnips were
drilled at wide intervals, 30 inches apart, for the sake of
cleaning the land, and they grew too large—smaller bulbs
would have been sounder, and would have kept better.

"At the end of September the leaf was off; the bulbs
were then pithy, and only weighed 47 lb. per bush. The
'ewes with i lb. of cake a-day, and the lambs with | lb.,

ate 34 lb., and 2r lb. of Turnips a-day apiece. An acre
maintained 298 lambs, or r88 ^W\-^^, a week.

" On December 29, 1865, 300 large lambs, in a warm
yard, ate 12 lb. of Mangels a-day, with i lb. of straw-
chaff and \ lb. of meal. On January 30, 1866, a flock of
297 tegs, folded on old Clover ley, were eating 13 lb. of
mi.\ed Swedesand Mangels daily, with | lb. of cake and J lb.

of straw-chaff. At this rate an acre, or 16 tons of Swedes,
would have maintained 317 tegs a week, but under
ordinary circumstances of folding in the field during the
winter, the Swedes would hardly go so far, as there
would be some w.aste and extra consumption in severe
weather.
"Four acres of Kohl Rabi, rather exceeding 21 tons

per .acre, maintained irS wether lambs, and 119 ewe
lambs, without corn, from September 19 till November 4 ;

they were large, growing, black-faced Norfolk lambs
;

the weight of vegetable eaten was 12 lb. per head daily.

The3i7 lambs, therefore, ate five-eighths of an acre a-week.
This is an example of a m.aximum crop.

"An acre of mixed Trefoil and Rye-grass maintained
150 fatting tegs a week in May ; 150 ewes with their
lambs (without corn), in the same month, required 4 acres
of the same food. On poor, hard clay, which does not
produce much of this sort of forage, the same flock of
' couples ' ate an acre a-day, and the aftercrop was slight.

On such lands these crops are hardly worth the seed. One
hundred tegs folded on pasture ate an acre a-week in

May. Two and a-half acres of Lucerne kept ri horses
seven and a-half weeks. The value of the crop at 41.

a-week for each horse was £6 i2j. per acre. This was
on well-drained clay of medium quality. On rich, warm,
dry loams. Lucerne is twice as productive. It should be
dunged every winter, and kept perfectly clean by forking
between the rows in spring.

" An acre of good Beans maintained 200 fatting tegs a
week. We had our fatting ewes on Beans in a hot season
from July 3, when they were in pod, until July 29, 1865,
when they were no longer relished. A man and boy did
all the work of the fold, cutting the Beans with a chaff-
cutter. The cost of attendance, i8i. a week, was less

than the cost of har\'esting. threshing, and marketing,
leaving a margin for the wear and tear of hurdles. The
value of the fold was more than equal to the ' fodder

'

value of the haulm. Two hundred sheep, at bd. a-week
each, amounts to ^f5 per acre, from which, ifwe deduct r8j.

for attendance, 2cw. for seed and hoeing, i2j. for plough-
ing, &c., and 40J. for rent, rates, and taxes, there is a
profit of loj. an acre, and the land is left in good heart,
and can be ploughed early for Wheat. This is better
than bare fallow.

"One acre of a very heavy crop of Rape, higher than
the hurdles, maintained for a week in September 225 fatting
tegs, getting J lb. of cake a-day. If the com costs %\d.
a-week (id. a lb. ), and the tegs improve at the rate of jd.
per week, the gross value of the Rape is 321. 9W., a
result which the practical farmer, who knows the"v.alue
of manure, will be able to appreciate. But so heavy a
crop, costing usually 401-. an acre for manure, may be
eaten by ewes or sheep without corn, which will perhaps
pay 3^. or 411'. a-week each for their food, bringing the
gross value of the Rape to £2. i6j. ^d. or ^3 15J. an acre.
Fancy estimates, however, are of no value except to throw
light on the general economy of feeding. We began to
fold 160 breeding ewes on a light crop of Rape, 18 inches
high, on July 10, 1865. They had J lb. of rape cake a
day. and only half rations of Rape, and were maintained
in store order on i acre a-week. In the next fold 95
fatting ewes, getting i lb. of linseed cake, and full

rations of Rape, ate an acre a-week. A field of Rape.

much mildewed on heavy land, was entered by the fatting
ewes on .'Vugust 15, and only maintained 62 a week.

" A ewe in store condition eats half as much again as a
teg ; and a three-parts fat sheep eats rather more than a
fatting teg.

These notes may perhaps assist our readers to
make a mental valuation of their forage and root
crops when completing the purchase of stock.
The best practical advice we can add is, to buy
nothing but well-bred stock, take care not to

overstock, and feed liberally. Satisfactory crops
are obtained on ordinary land, at such a heavy
cost of manure, and artificial manures are now so
dear, that it is more than ever desirable to lay out
our money on cake and corn rather than on light

manures, so as to have something to place on
the per contra side of the account. .Some suc-
cessful farmers on heavy land, and of the old
school, tell us that by the time roots get to

market in the shape of beef and mutton, all the
profit is " sifted out " of them. Circumstances
change, however, with the rising price of meat,
and we believe that the most thriving farmers
are those who best understand the management
of live stock. It is the most difficult as well as

the most important branch of farming, requiring

the most unremitting personal attention. We
might almost add that if the farmer lookswell after

his live stock, his crops will take care of them-
selves ! At all events manure has not inappro-
priately been called " the soul of agriculture."

But although the value of the manure is an
important item in the profit and loss account of
forage crops, it is a safe plan in making out the
account for one's information not to place too
high a value on it, and to look to the stock for a
return of the costs of cultivation. It is quite
possible " to pay too much for your whistle " in

the matter of growing forage crops, and to keep
the balance on the right side requires great skill

and tact, both in the cultivation of the crops on
various soils and in turning them to the best

account.

Wheat on Monday advanced i.f. to is. a
quarter in Mark Lane on the prices of last week, and
the advance was maintained on Wednesday. In the

Metropolitan Cattle Market, both on Monday and
Thursday, trade was dull, and prices oil the average fell

below those of the previous week.

Our readers should bear in mind that Novem-
ber I is the latest day for making entries of live stock
for the ensuing show of the Smithfield Club. All
communications on the business of the show should
be addressed :

— " Smithfield Club"—Mr. D.-\VID

PuLLEN, Assistant Secretary, comer of Half Moon
Street, Piccadilly, W.

. We have received from Mr. H. M. Jenkins,
the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, the following copy of a letter received from
the Veterinary Dep.artment of the Privy Council :

—

" To the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England.

" Pri\'>* Council Office, Veterinary Deparment,
Princes Street, Westminster, S.W., Oct. rg.

" Sir,— I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of yesterday's date, inquiring on behalf of
the President of your Society as to the progress of cattle

plague on the Continent, and as to what steps are being
taken to prevent the introduction of rinderpest into Great
Britain by cattle or sheep which are themselves diseased,

or which may have been in contact with either diseased or

infected animals.
' * In reply, I have the honour to state that information

has been received at this office that cattle plague is raging
in many parts of Germany and France, and that, in con-
sequence of the war on the Continent, all efforts to check
it in the various provinces of Germany appear to have
failed, whilst in France it is reported to h,ave accompanied
the German army from the vicinity of Metz to Paris

itself
*

' The Orders of Council, copies of which I have the
honour to enclose, have been in consequence issued

by the Lords of the Council, adding France to the list of

suspected countries, and subjecting sheep and goats from
Germany and France to the same restrictions as cattle

coming from those countries ; and further directing that all

such cattle, sheep, and goats coming to the port of

London shall not be allowed, as hitherto, to be brought
to the Metropolitan Market, but shall be slaughtered at

the place of landing. It has also been ascertained, on
inquiry of the Govemments of Belgium and the Nether-

lands, that their frontiers and seaboard are strictly

guarded against the introduction of animals from

Germany and France.
" I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

" E. Eaedley Wilmot, for Secretary."

Our readers will find in another column the

report of a visit paid last .Saturday to Mr. Hope's
sewage farm, below Romford. Mr. Hope has here

become the tenant of a farm of 120 acres, which had
been purchased by the Romford Local Board, on

which the sewage of that town is delivered—paying for

it, and for the sewage pumped upon it, a rent of ;^900
a-year. It has been in his hands only during the past

summer, and the crops which have been, so to speak.
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achieved under the circumstances, are extremely credit-

able to his management. No one, however, in this

country probably has studied the sewage subject more
thoroughly—believed in its importance more con-
fidently—or done more to awaken public opinion to

the value of the interests it involves, than Mr. Hope.
And we need not, therefore, be surprised at find-

ing Briton's Farm becoming in his hands one
of the leading examples in this country of the
possibilities of sewage irrigation. The produce derived
from market gardening is well known to be enormous
under favourable circumstances. And there can be no
doubt that the ordinary experience of garden returns
will be far exceeded under a system which will ensure
favourable circumstances even during a dry season,
which is the great difficulty of market garden cultiva-

tion. There are already proofs, both on Briton's
Farm and on Lodge Farm, that this is so in the case of
both Cabbages and Onions. Meanwhile the Romford
people may be congratulated on the entire abatement
of their sewage nuisance, with a profitable result to
themselves.

The Hereford Agricultural Society's show on
Tuesday and Wednesday was held on the site of the
*' once great" October fair. Neither show nor fair has
been a great success this year. The classes in the
showyard were not well filled, and the number of
beasts and sheep in the fair was much less than usual.

How TO Feed for Show! Here is an
amusing correspondence ;

—

1. A Northumberland Farmer to Mr. Mcchi .• " I have
some Border Leicester shearling rams that I am feeding
for showing purposes. At present I am giving them cut
Cabbages, green Tares, and Rape. They get alsogrouni
white Peas and Linseed, three of the former to one of th'

latter, and as much of the mixture as they will eat. They
have a shed to go into from the sun, and they get, from a
bottle, about three pints of strong ale per day. Can you
suggest any mode likely to feed them faster than the
above ? If you could, I would take it as a favour if you
would kindly inform me."

2. Mr. Meehi to Northumberland Farmer : "I know
of an instance where a very fat sheep intended for exhibi-
tion could not be carried on any further. At last they
tried new milk, which she drank profusely, and made her-
self up in grand style. Perhaps this hint may be useful to
you

; but how about milk and beer agreeing?"

sale in 1S6S
; and Gifsey Givynrie, whose name is

almost sufficient guarantee of purity of breeding,
but which we may add is from Goody Gwynne by
5TH Grand Duke. After this brief but satisfactory
glance at the pedigrees of the cows, it only remains for
us to notice the bulls recently used. These are Gari-
baldi (17,919) by 3D Grand Duke (16,182), and of
the "Cambridge Rose" tribe; W,\verley 4TH
(21,084) by Sir James (16,980), and of the " Water
IVitch by Marmaduke" family; Prizeman by
Waverley 4TH, and of the "Priscilla" sort; and
lastly, Thorndale Grand Duke (25,310) by 4TH
Duke of Thorndale, and from Queen of Hearts by
May Duke (25,310). Most of the young stock are by
Cambridge Duke 4TH (25,706), a son of 4TH Duke
OF Thorndale.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Willoughby Wood, in noticing a bull bred
by Mr. Bell, of Brockton House, and a winner at the
recent Staffordshire show, says :

—" His dam being an
e.xcellent milker, I trust his progeny will bear out the
truth of your remarks with regard to the milking powers
of pure-bred Shorthorns. I am more and more firmly
convinced well-bred cows are, as you assert, equally
capable of yielding milk as mongi-els ; and that when-
ever they fail in so doing the fault is to be ascribed to
early over feeding, as well as to want of proper care in
breeding from a milking stram." This is an interesting
point, both to the farmer and naturalist, and we should
be glad of the opinions of our practical readers as to
relative milking properties of pure-bred and half, not
to say mongrel, bred animals. In connection with the
doctrine, that crossing is a cause of reversion to an
original and more natural type, it has been stated that
cross-bred cows are inferior as milkers to those more
thoroughly or purely bred. Thus, according to Mr.
Darwin, '

' there is some reason to believe that cross-
bred animals between two kinds, both of which are
good milkers, such as Aldemeys and Shorthorns, often
turn out worthless in this respect."

Next Thursday is fixed for the Stroxton sale,
when Mr. Strafford will dispose of 40 Shorthorn cattle
and some well-bred pigs of the small white breed, so
long carefully bred by Mr. Lynn. In briefly noticing
the contents of the catalogue, we may mention that
Clematis by Sir JoHiN (12,084) heads the list ; and, as
the ancestress of four females and a bull now in the
herd, her origin is important. She is a grand-daughter
of Mr. R. Booth's Fare-well, the dam of Fame and
Faith, which last cow became the g.g.-dam, of the
celebrated bull Crown Prince (10,087). fame bred
Fanchette, the dam of Mr. Sanday's Faith, Fairy, and
others, which were sold in 1861 for an average of
£lZT, ITS. 6d. Next follow Ama, by Maruqis of
Exeter (14,906), a well-known prize winner, and Pom-
fans by Great Comet (16,192), also a prize taker
at many important local meetings, comes third. This
last cow is a descendant of Priscilla by Belvoir
('70S), purchased in 1844 from Earl Brownlow, and
tracing back to the stock of Mr. Wilkinson, of Linton.
She is the first of a group of 12 females and two bulls,
all descendants of the same well-bred cow. No. 4 is

Cheerful by Mystic (20,391), and of the celebrated
'Charmer" branch of the Milcote ."Sylph by Sir
Walter (2637) sort. Her daughter. Cheerful Rose by
Cambridge Duke 4Th (25,706), will be likely to
attract attention on the sale day. May Dew by Clax-
TON (21,432), and her daughter, Wiseton Rose, a six
months' old calf, are of the familiar " Telluria by
Orontes" (4623), and "Zw^ by Guardian" tribe.
There are also two " Seraphinas :" Blanchette la
by Costa (21,487), from Brilliant by May Duke
V 13.320) the highest priced cow at the Littlebury

The progeny of a 500 gs. bull has an interest
suiTounding it which scarcely pertains to that of
ordinary cattle. Shorthorn breeders will be interested
to learn that 2D Duke of Tregunter, purchased for
the above-named sum by Mr. Bowly from Major
Gunter above two years ago, has become a sire. The
calf, which is from Gayell nth, arrived on Wednes-
day, 5th inst., and is, says Mr. Bowly, "a Duchess all

over, with fine quality, beautifully mossy coat, grand
back and loins, fine springing ribs, and a head dis-
tinguished by aristocratic character." Bravo 2D DuKE
of Tregunter !

SHEEP.
Messrs. Swan & Son, of Edinburgh, have for-

warded a priced catalogue of Shropshire rams, recently
sold for the Earl of Strathmore. It is always interest-
ing to trace the extension of a new breed of any of our
domestic animals, and a better case than that supplied
by the Shropshire sheep it would be difficult to meet
with. It is only 1 1 years since they were recognised
as a distinct breed, worthy of a separate class, by the
Royal Agi-icultural Society, and although they were
carefully cultivated by many flockmasters for years
previously, yet they were not brought under general
public notice until the Shrewsbury meeting of the
Royal Agricultural Society (1845). "The breed
sprang from the Morfe Common sheep, de-
scribed as a native breed, with black or brown
or spotted face, and horned ; the wethers weighing
about II to 14 lb. per quarter, and the ewes from
9 to II lb. per quarter, after being fed with Clover
and Turnips, and clipping nearly 2 lb. per fleece,

exclusive of the breeding, which may be taken at one-
seventh or one-eighth of the whole. These sheep were
subsequently crossed with other breeds, but more
particularly with the Long-woolled Leicesters and
Cotswolds, or the Short-woolled Southdowns. The
admixture of such different blood has produced a
corresponding variation in the characters of the present
breed of Shropshire Downs, and has tended materially
to sustain the hesitation which still exists to allow
them a place as a distinct breed." So \vrote Professor
Wilson in 1855, and so far as the origin of the breed is

concerned, he substantiallyagrees with Tanner and W. C.
Spooner.bothofwhomhavewrittenuponthesubject. The
want of fixity of character, although still to some extent
observable, is quickly disappearing, Ad the Shropshire
is rising quickly and steadily in public estimation.
Ground which Cotswolds, Leicesters, or Down sheep
have occupied is being invaded by the substantial
forms, combing wool, and mutton of the Shropshire.
His extension was given to us as one reason of the
flatness of the Cotswold ram sales of the present year,
and there is abundant evidence in his presence from
Cornwall to North Britain that the "tenant-farmer's
sheep," as he has been termed, is making his way.
The sale of Lord Strathmore's sheep to flockmasters
north of the Tweed has given rise to these remarks.
The sheep offered to the Scotch farmers were bred by
the Messrs. Crane, of Shrawardine, and Mr. Mansell,
of Adcott Hall. The highest price, 15 gs., was given
for one of Mr. Mansell's sheep, and the remainder,
21 in all, were disposed of for from 6 to 8 gs. per
head.

Mr. Wood's sale at Stanwick Park was, on the
whole, satisfactory, in spite of a wet morning. The
sheep, although in good condition, were not fully made
up. The principal purchaser was Mr. Tate, agent to
Rowland Burdon, Esq., of Castle Eden, Durham, a
gentleman who has lately retired from the duties of
Chairman of Quarter Sessions for that county, and is

now devoting his time to the breeding of Shorthorns
and Leicester sheep. The next largest purchaser was
Mr. Johnson, of Stillington, in the county of Durham.
The two next, of 15 each, were Mr. Monkhouse, agent
to — Hutchinson, Esq., of Egglestone, near Barnard
Castle ; and Mr. Robinson, agent to John York, Esq.

,

Bewdley Hall, Pately Bridge, Yorkshire. Mr. Pollard,
of Trafford Hill, Darlington, took two very good pens.
Mr. Edward Gerard, of Pecknell, near Hardcastle,
purchased a pen of very good ewes, and Mr. Stables,
of Kirkbank, a pen of gimmers ; Mr. Tweedy, of the
Forest Farm, Kipling, Darlington, taking the highest
priced gimmers to try them against the Border
Leicesters. One of the rams goes into Cumberland,
and two (No. 528) to Mr. Burdon, the remainder being
bought by local purchasers. Had the weather been
more favourable, it is probable the sheep would
have made a trifle higher average. The highest
prices given were as follows :— For ewes : No. i

pen of five, ^3 los. each (Monkhouse) ; No. 2,
^3 6.r. (Tate) ; No. 3, £t, ibs. (York) ; No. 6, £i is.
(Monlchouse) ; No. 13, £4, 6s. (Tate). No ewes were
sold lower than £2 I4f. each, and by far the greater
number made above ^3. Gimmers sold very uniformly
at from £2 los. to £2 iSj-. each, and one pen was
secured by Mr. Tweedy at £1 bs. Rams brought from
£2, IOJ-. to £^ i^s., and ram lambs from £2 to £2 lOs.
each.

THE PETERBOROUGH PLOUGH
TRIALS.

[The following report has been addressed to the President, Vice-
Presidents, and Committee of the Peterborough Agricultural
Society, by Mr. C. E. Amos, C.E., who superintended the
dynamometrical trials at Peterborough the other day.]

Gentlemen,— I beg to lay before you a report on
the dynamometrical testing of the ploughs at the
Thorney meeting, on the 4th and 5th inst., and to give
you the results with the information gained by the
tests.

Yourjudges commenced their duties on Mr. Whitting's
farm on the 4th inst., and after having seen the work
performed by several ploughs, they selected some and
haiided them over for the dynamometrical experiments
which were afterwards made by Major Grantham, Mr.
Edward Mawer, and myself. The fii-st experiments
were made upon two "turnwrest ploughs," and the
result is shown in Table No. i. The trial of " double-
furrow ploughs " then followed, and extended to the
following morning, but were carried out on the same
" piece of work ;

" the results are recorded in Table
No. 2. The land upon which the dynamometrical
experiments were made was a strong fen land, with
clay subsoil, which clay the ploughs frequently
entered and brought up to the surface, and this caused
some of the weaker ploughs to enter more deeply, and
increased their draught.
We then removed to Mr. Goodman's farm, and

commenced in a field of loamy soil, tending rather
more to a sandy than a clayey nature, which at
6 inches, the depth we ploughed, might be considered
a fair work for two horses, when working an ordinary
ploiigh ; this soil was not nearly so strong as on Mr.
Wliitting's farm, where we made experiments on the
preceding day. We commenced our operations with
the double-plough in class 2 ; the results are re-
corded in Table 3. Having now ascertained the
draught or force required to work the said double-
ploughs, it was suggested that we should ascertain the
draught required to work a single-furrow plough in the
same " piece of work," when cutting a furrow at the
same width and depth as had been cut by the double
ploughs ; for that purpose Mr. Goodman lent us a new
plough (R.N.F.) made by Ransome & Co. of the
ordinary construction, the experiment was made and
the residt recorded in Table 4. All these experiments
were made with a dynamometer lent to the Society by
Messrs. Howard, and although some amount of dif-
ficulty was caused through the loss of a small but im-
portant part of its machinery, yet an expedient was

ted to, to repair the loss, and patience and
perseverance enabled us to record the results we
obtained with correctness.

Experiments were then made on two " turmvrest
ploughs," which performed vei7 well, and the results
are shown in Table 5. These last experiments were
made and recorded by a dynamometer belonging to
Messrs. Ransome & Co., but, although the results
obtained were fair as between the two ploughs, yet I
fear the springs were rather too weak, which may
account for the lightness of the draught recorded.
An inspection of these Tables [see next page] will show

the degree of excellence of each implement so far as
draught is concerned, but the judges have many other
points to take into consideration, and it does not neces-
sarily follow that the implement which works the
lightest is at all times the most entitled to the prize.
The column 4 in the Tables shows the number on the
counter of the dynamometer, taken at the end of each
experiment; from the contents of column 4 the
columns 5 and 6 are calculated, and column 6 divided
by column 7 (the number of horses required to work
the plough), gives column 8, the constant draught
or force in pounds each horse has to exert during
the whole time the plough is moving. An analysis of
the columns 8 in Tables 3 and 4 will give us the com-
parison between the single and double-fun'ow ploughs,
for if the five numbers in that column in Table 3 be
added together, the sum then divided by five, the
average will be 177,59 lb. for the draught of each
horse, as against 178,48 lb., the draught for each horse
in Table 4. This shows the horse's work is rather
lighter with the double than the single plough. Again,
add together the counter numbers in column 4, Table 3,
then divide their sum by 5 (their number), the quotient,

702,5 equals the average number the counter would
record for the two furrows cut by the "double
plough." Then if we refer to Table 4, in column 4 of
that Table we find that the " counter number " is 470
for cutting one furrow, therefore for two furrows that

number must be multiplied by 2, which equals 940,
the number the counter would record for cutting two
furrows by the single plough.
The cost of power for working the ploughs would

stand thus, the work done being equal in quantity :

—

single plough, 940 ; double ditto, 702, 5 ; which
numbers may represent anything one pleases, in value
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either in weiglit or in money, and the least number

shows the liigher degree of excellence.

The percentage of saving may be found tlrus :—As

940 : 702,5 :: 100 ; 74,73; and 100 — 74.73 =

25,27 per cent, the saving in power by using the

double-furrow plough.

two little fatrms down to now has been six horses out of

II, and you all know what their keeping would

come to.

Since harvest I have smashed by steam-power

Nos. 4 and 3, heavy land, Bean and Pea stubbles, con-

taining together 53 acres, in six and three-quarters days,

Depth
of

Furrow.

9i

Number
on Counter of

Number
of

Ransome & Co.

Murray
Cook
Snowdon & Co.

HowaJd .'.

Experiments r

soiled a foot deep ; that No. 5, light land, has

been worked entirely by horses at a cost of 2s.

per acre for Wheat next year ; that No. 3, light land,

is in seeds, needing no operation for next year's crop ;

that No. 3, light land, will need a little horsework to

complete its seed-bed for next year's crop ; and that

No. I, light land, will need working by horses in the

spring for Barley, and that is all they will have to do

then, excepting the harrowing and drilling of No. 6

for Barley and No. 4 for roots. Then upon this

evidence I may sell another horse off now, for "good
culture," without any "addition," may be seen all over

my farm, and deep work, which is a substantial

"addition," I have got. Then what is the good of

Mr. Torr telling the Cumberland men and the world

that by the adoption of steam-power we cannot reduce

the number of horses needed under "good culture," as

he calls it. I can tell him plainly that he will never

know what cheap farming by steam-power is until he

knows how to farm his land clean, and thus get
'

' good

culture," as well as how to reduce the number of horses

needed to keep land in "good culture," by making,

according to his view, a fallow of some kind every few

years to keep it clean. The scratching plan by steam-

power upon the contract plan, that he and all the

Royal Agricultural Society are driving at, will never

help him, and his evidence is dead against them.

miliam SmM, Woolstoii, BkUhley Station, Bucks,

October 15. ^__
SEWAGE UTILIZATION.

By J. Bailey Denton, M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S.

[The following are remarks on the extent to which existing works

and practice militate against the profitable utilization of sewage,

read before the British Association at Liverpool.]

The inability of chemists to extract from the liquid

sewage of towns an appreciable proportion of its

dissolved obnoxious and fertilising elements, and of

manure manufacturers to convert the solid suspended

matter into a compost that can be sold at a price

,dc by Ransome & Co.'s dynamometer. I profitable to the maker and the consumer, is bringing

„, ^ 1 -1 J all persons interested in the removal and treatment of
and in

i

at an average cost of 4J. %\d. an acre—men, coal, oil, and
^g^^,^„^ ^^ ^-^^ conclusion that the refuse of towns must

9 by 5

9 by a

gby s

9 by 3

9 by 5

9 by a

9.07-1

= 5-73-1

088.5s
8.3.84
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are very few, and middens nearly universal, than in

the midland and southern towns, where water-closets

are comparatively numerous, though privies with cess-

pools still predominate. At Manchester, Wigan,

Blackburn, and Crewe, for instance, where the night-

soil from the middens is removed by paid contractors,

or by the sewer authorities, at considerable cost to the

ratepayers, tiie liquid sewage is discharged by under-

ground conduits systematically devised ; while at Staf-

ford, Ipswich, Stamford, and Winchester, where the

ordinary privies and cesspools are emptied by their

o\N'ners, no systematic sewerage whatever exists.

To appreciate the difficulties which stand in the way
of a profitable utilisation of sewage in towns already

sewered, it should be remembered that the first, if not

the only object aimed at when the sewers were made,

was to get rid of the liquid refuse in the readiest

possible way, irrespective of any effect the sewers

might have on the soil through which they passed, or

the sewage might have upon the river or shore receiving

it. Veiy little thought was given to the best provision

for storm waters, or to the influx of subsoil water ; and

the difficulties consequent upon sudden or constant

dilutions, or on the possibility of polluting the soil in

which the sewers were laid by the leakage of the

sewage out of them, were in a like manner disregarded.

Though the sewers were not designe<ily made leaky,

they were not constructed of a material and in a manner

to secure their being water-tight, while in many cases

the subsoil water was intentionally admitted. By
general consent it has been ruled that, although towns

may take their water supply out of rivers, they shall

not discharge their foul refuse into them, and it there-

fore becomes a matter of very great importance to

consider how far the works designed for one purpose

can continue to be used without modification for

another ; how far, in point of fact, the sewage originally

destined for the sea can be conveyed to the land in a

profitable condition by sewerage works, designed

without regard to the application of the sewage, and

consisting o( channels which lose what they should

retain and admit what is not only not wanted but what

adds to the cost of utilisation. It should be here

stated that the original *' General Board of Health"
recommended that all sewers should be water-tight,

and that there should be a separate system of pervious

channels for the removal of subsoil water which, of

course, could be readily made to discharge their con-

tents into the sewers when required for flushing or

dilution. The consideration of these very important

points may be of little avail in those numerous towns

where a complete system of sewerage works have been

earned out, as the difficulty and expense of altering

them would negative any such proposition ; but it will

be of great value in influencing the character of works

yet to be performed in small towns where no systematic

provision exists, and in places where an alteration of

existing sewers is practicable at a moderate cost.

To show to what extent existing leaky sewers,

admitting subsoil water, will allow of the passage of

sewage out of them into the surrounding soil is most

difficult ; but the fact must commend itself to the minds

of all persons that, under certain conditions, a fluid

existing inside a sewer may pass as rapidly out of it

into the sun-ounding ground as the subsoil water may
pass from that ground into the sewer. This effect will

be conceded when the height and pressure of the one

exceeds the height and pressure of the other. Though
the difficulty of ascertaining the quantity of sewage
which escapes is great, and the facts will only become
apparent when disease becomes localised in the neigh-

bourhood of leaky sewers, there exists no difficulty in

determining the extent to which the influx of subsoil

water takes place. Very many instances exist in which
the quantity admitted has been already approximately

ascertained. The greatest increase from the infiltration

of subsoil water with which I am acquainted is at Tring

and Hertford. In the first case, although the sewers

are only connected with 30 houses, and the whole
influx of sewage does not amount to looo gall, per

diem, the dry weather discharge from the main sewer
amounts to upwards of 1,000,000 gall, per diem. The
effect of this abstraction of water from the subsoil has

been to lower all the springs in the neighbourhood,

and to lay nearly dry the head of the silk mill in the

town, from whence the Grand Junction Canal Com-
pany obtained a supply of water at a summit level. In
the case of Hertford, the discharge from the sewers is

more than nine times the water supply. But I will

take, as a better illustration of the points I desire to

raise, certain typical towns where the sewage is retained

in the sewers for certain periods of the day. It will

,

then be made manifest that the evils of infiltration and
'

escape must each occur, for when the sewers are full the

sewage will pass out of them with the same freedom as

the subsoil water will have passed into them, when the

sewage was reduced within them to its minimum flow.

At Blackpool, for instance, with a standing population

of 7000, the water supply is about a quarter of a

million gallons daily, and the discharge from the sewers
about 1,000,000 gall. There is, therefore, an infiltra-

tion of water from some source of three-quarters of a

million gallons, and no effort is made to keep the sewage
on the flow when the tides rise above the sewers. In
the town of Dover, with a standing population of about
25,000, where the water supply is upwards of 1,000,000
gall, daily, the ordinary dry weather discharge from

the sewers amounts to nearly 3,500,000. Here, in

order to keep the sewage " on the flow," pumping is

resorted to for two hours before and two hours after

each high tide, and it is possible that by such means
the escape of sewage is in some measure reduced by
avoiding the extreme pressure of maximum accumula-
tion. Under any circumstances it will be observed
that the expense of pumping is increased by the influx

of subterranean water in the proportion of i to 3 J, and,

as a natural consequence, that ^350 is spent when
about ^100 would suffice if the sewage alone was dealt

with. If the returns of mortality in these places could

be brought to bear, it would doubtless be found that

certain epidemics are localised in the low parts of the

town, while other diseases prevail in the higher parts,

caused by the pent-up gases generated by detention

finding their way upwards. But this periodical condi-

tion of surcharged sewers is not confined to seaboard

towns. In cases where the sewage is lifted, the sewer
authorities may allow the sewage to accumulate in the

sewers in order to avoid the expense of pumping at

night, when precisely the same effect is produced as in

seaboard towns under tidal influence. For instance, at

the recently-sewered town of Bedford, with a popula-

tion of 16,000, and a water supply of 250,000 gall.

a-day, the ordinary dry-weather flow of the sewage has
been variously stated to be from 500,000 to 800,000
gall, per diem, although at the present moment the

quantity pumped on to the sewage farm during 12 out

of the 24 hours barely exceeds the water supply, show-
ing that the addition due to subsoil water is counter-

balanced by an escape from the sewers during the

period of rest. That there is a consi<ferable influx of

water to dilute the sewage, nevertheless, is shown by
analyses made of the sewage taken at different times of

the day. Thus Bedford, with its sanitary works, well

devised in most respects, illustrates very aptly, by its

expedients to avoid some of the expense of lifting, one
phase of the evil arising from the infiltration of subsoil

water, though the quantity to be lifted is trifling com-
pared with that discharged from other towns. In
many of the Lancashire towns, such as Bolton,

Liverpool, Oldham, and Warrington, the aggregate

daily excess due to subsoil water in these four towns
alone reaches, I have reason to believe, something
between 20 and 25 millions of gallons, which, if lifted

100 feet, would cost, at 20s. per million gallons,

upwards of /"Sooo a-year. At Cardiff, in South
Wales, the increase is 1,500,000, without any advantage
in the way of flushing and cleansing—which it has
been stated alway accompanies the influx of water—for

there the inflowing subsoil water brings in with it a share

of the sand, which deposits itself in the sewers, and is

likely to become an increasing source of impediment
and difficulty. In many instances of both seaboard
and inland towns the sewage has been more than
doubled ; and wherever it becomes necessary, on the

ground of health and economy, to lift the sewage by
mechanical power—as we may safely assume will be
the case in all towns, without exception, where the

sewers have not a free flow—the difficulty and cost of

dealing with such an increased quantity will become
proportionately greater. It will not be in the cost of

lifting only that the disadvantage of excess will be felt

;

it will be extended to all the incidents of distribution

when sewage is applied either by way of irrigation or

by natural filtration to land. The arrangements must
provide for the increased quantity to be dealt with,

rendered, in the case of irrigation, more difficult still

by the circumstance that the temperature of the liquid

is lowered in proportion to the amount of dilution, a

point of much importance in times of frost, and during

certain stages of vegetable gi-owth. These observations

are made with a full recognition of the difficulty,

almost amounting to an impossibility, of making ordinary

sewers completely water-tight, and of the truth that

water finding its way into sewers sometimes acts bene-

ficially in flushing them, and that at certain seasons the

dilution of sewage applied to irrigation is advantageous.

It is to the evil of indiscriminately admitting a largely

disproportionate quantity of water, without any power
to regulate the time and extent of dilution, to which
attention should be called with a view to determine

future proceedings.

Turning from sewage works to the utilisation of

sewage by irrigation, which the Rivers Pollution

Commissioners have recommended as the only plan of

dealing with the sewage difficulty at present known, a

very strong opinion has prevailed, and has been acted

upon up to the present time, that it is only necessaiy

to run the sewage over a surface of land covered with

growing vegetation to extract from it all that is fertilis-

ing, and to render the effluent liquid perfectly

harmless. It has not been considered necessary that

sewage should pass through, as well as over, the soil.

In fact, in some cases pains have been taken to stop

existing drains, and, by raising the water in the soil,

oblige the sewage to flow over the saturated ground
;

and it was not until the issue of the first report of the

present Rivers Pollution Commissioners on the Mersey
and Ribble Basins that public attention was generally

directed to filtration as a means of purification. The
Commissioners themselves appear to have considered

filtration, both downward and upward, separately from

irrigation, and to have reported upon each as distinct

operations, for, after advising a trial of intermittent

downard filtration on a large scale, they add that in all

practicable cases they would strongly recommend *'the
adoption of irrigation in preference to filtration,"

evidently considering that irrigation can be properly
adopted without filtration."* It is to this very im-
portant recommendation, as one likely to mislead if

not at once set right, that I would call attention, for

by those who have made agriculture a study, and have
traced the effects of irrigation in England, Lombardy,
and elsewhere, it is considered that no irrigation is

perfect unless it be accompanied by filtration, and that

if purification of the sewage is to accompany its profit-

able application to land, it is absolutely necessary that

no liquid whatever should pass off" the surface, but that

the whole should go through the soil as well as over it.

To accomplish this, and at the same time to effect all

the advantages the Commissioners would secure by
downward filtration solely, it is only necessary to form
the surface of the land with slopes so graduated in

relation to its porosity that the whole of each slope
shall receive and eventually absorb its proportion of
sewage ; and that, in all instances where a natural
drainage does not exist, a system of under drainage
should be so arranged as to secure the discharge of the
sewage after it has passed through the drained soil and
been completely filtered. Where the sewage has not
been purified by passing through the soil between the
surface and drains, it has been owing to the drains

being too shallow, or to the work being so imperfectly

done that the sewage lias found its way into the drains
without any filtration at all, or with only partial effect.

In no case where the sewage has uniformly filtered

through a sufficient depth of soil has failure occurred.

In one case (Walton Convalescent Hospital) within
my own practice the effluent water from a small area
of land receiving the sewage of upwards of 300 people,

having been subjected last year to a properly devised

mode of natural filtration, in conjunction with irri-

gation, was analysed by Dr. Odling, and declared to

be "unexceptionable potable water."f In this case

the soil is free and porous, though it was excessively

wet before it was drained. The sewage having
satisfied the growing vegetation is absorbed by the soil,

and passing downwards by filtration (naturally incident

to under-drainage) is mixed with a constant and
copious flow of subsoil water, the level of which is

maintained by the under drains. At Briton's Farm,
near Romford, Mr. William Hope, V.C, has dealt

with a somewhat different description of land, though
of similar porosity. He has had the whole drained at

a minimum depth of 5 feet, and the effluent water from
the under drains, though not equal in purity to that

just referred to, shows very distinctly the superiority of
irrigation in connection with filtration over irrigation

simply. At Briton's (as at Walton) not a drop of

water passes off the land. Taking the average daily

quantity of sewage distributed over the land in the

months of June, July, and August, as rather better

than 330,000 gall., it has been ascertained that about
one-third, ;>., nearly 110,000 gall., is discharged by
the under drains, only a small portion being subsoil

water. The quantity of ammonia contained in the sewage
as it is applied to the land is 3.194 parts in 100,000,

while the proportion in the effluent water is .065 in

100,000 parts. The difference between these two cases is

doubtless owing to the fact that at Walton there is a
much greater dilution by subsoil water than at Briton's.

At Walton the drains were designed and so laid as to

avoid being directly under any land that is sewaged,
while at Briton's the drains were somewhat more
numerous for a given space, and, being laid out at

equal distances, necessarily passed under the sewaged
land. The work was doubtless carefully done, but the

sewage may therefore reach the drains in a less filtered

condition than at Walton.
Though the instances are few in which irrigation

and natural filtration have been associated in executed

works of sewage utilisation, they are sufficient to

support the conclusion that no irrigation should be
adopted in which filtration does not form a part of the

system. At Penrith, Carlisle, and Bedford, the whole

* This interpretation of their views is based on the following

words from the general summary to their first report already

quoted (see page 128} :
—

" The drainage of more than 100 people

can be purified sufficiently by application to one acre of land, but

it is certain that much valuable though non-polluting matter is

still left in the sewage when it leaves the land, and that such
effluent sewage might be applied again to crops in a similar

manner with very great advantage, and with additional benefit to

thewater itself." But it is possible that the Commissioners in this

remark had reference to the water of under-drainage from sewage
irrigated lands, and not to the effluent sewage running off them,

35 at page 60 of their report they say that "it is precisely in

those cases in which the sewage is absorbed and disappears in

porous land that we have observed, in the effluent water from
drains, the most complete purifying effect."

t Dr. Odiing's analyses of the effluent waters before the sewage
was put on the land (col. A), during its application (col. B), and
five hours after the application (col. C), were as follows :—
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of the sewage is absorbed at the surface and discharged

in difterent ways from the subsoil, and the amount of

nitrogen and ammonia existing in the efHuent water is

stated in the report of the Rivers Pollution Commission

to be as follows :

—

Penrith

Bedford

In Parts of 100,000.

Organic nitrogen.

In the two first cases there appears to be no nitrogen

as nitrates and nitrites, but in the last they are repre-

sented as .505. If these figures, with those relating to

Walton and Briton's, are compared with the analysis

of effluent water from irrigation only, as practised at

Croydon, Rugby, Barking, Norwood, Worthing,

Aldershot, Banbuiy, Warwick, and Edinburgh, the

superiority of the combined treatment will be fully

confirmed, and there is no limit to the land which may
be devoted to it ; for drainage, properly devised and
executed, and attended by deep surface cultivation,

will render the stiffe^t clays as suitable as free soils.

With complete pulverisation of soil sewage farms may
be established with security in any part of the country,

inasmuch as natural downward filtration, which is only

another term for subsoil drainage, is not only a sure

means of purifying liquid sewage, as shown by the

Rivers Pollution Commissioners, but it is equally sure

to free the atmosphere of those noxious gases which
several high medical authorities have feared may be
evolved from the surfaces irrigated with sewage matter.

With a sewage farm naturally or artificially drained,

and the surface sloped and prepared by deep cultivation

so as to make the absorption and filtration of sewage
certain, intermittent filtration may be practised by
itself at any time when it is desirable to resort to it

independently of irrigation. Thus the principle of

"downward filtration" would be carried out in the
most practical form, for at seasons when the sewage may
be applied profitably to vegetation of coiu'se the two
processes will proceed together.

It is not too much to say that it will only be by
operations admitting alike of this combined or separate

action that purification and profit may be secured free

from all chance of malaria, and with the prospect of

applying the sewage of towns extensively to land by
way of irrigation, it is most desirable that the proper
preparation of land to receive it should be indisputably
understood and acted upon.

INFLUENCE OF MOON ON
RAINFALL.

That the moon is vei-y influential in, or at least

closely connected with, all changes of the weather, is

a belief at once widely spread and deeply rooted. Our
satellite can neither be full, nor new, nor *'fill her
homs," without, as is popularly believed, causing or
indicating some alteration in the state of the weather.

If she is caught "lying on her back," or, in other
words, if, when she is less than a semicircle, her cusps

are pointed upwards, so that the straight line joining

them is more or less approximately parallel to the

horizontal plane, the fact is supposed to be an indica-

tion if not the cause of rain. If she submits to be
"towed by one star and chased by another," that is,

if she is between and near two conspicuous stars, so

that the three bodies are at least nearly in a straight

line, the fishermen expect a stonn.
Though meteorologists show no favour to these and

many similar beliefs, some of them admit that it is

neither unphilosophical nor contrary to fact to regard
the moon as a meteorological agent. Thus, Sir John
Herschel, from his own observations, regards it as a
meteorological fact that the clouds have a tendency to

disappear under the full moon, and adds that a slight

preponderance in respect of quantity of rain near the
new moon over that which falls near the full, would
be a natural and necessaiy consequence of a preponder-
ance of a cloudless sky about the full.* M. Arago,
who concurs in this opinion, states that the expression
"the moon eats the clouds," is common in France
among country people, and especially among sailors, t
The latter philosopher adds that the results obtained
from meteorological observations in Germany and in

Paris, were that the maximum number of rainy days
occurred between the first quarter and full moon, and
the minimum between the last quarter and new moon

;

the ratios being 100 : 121. 4 in Germany, and 100 : 126
in Paris ; but that in the south of France the minimum
number of rainy days occurred between the full moon
and the last quarter. He concludes with the remark
that " the question requires to be examined afresh."t

Having by me an unbroken series of carefully-made
rainfall observations from the beginning of 1864 to the
present time, I have tabulated the results below, so as
to show the amount of rain, the mumber of wet days,
and the wet-day rate of rain in each of the four quarters
of the 74 complete lunations, beginning with the new
moon on January 9, 1S64, and ending with January i

J 870—a period of 2185 days.

The word "quarter," as used here, maybe defined

* " Outlines of Astronomy," par. 432, and note, p.
5th edit. 1858.

t "Popular Astronomy," Smyth's Translation, vol. ii., ch. s

pp. 3iVr3i3- 1858.

X
" Popular Astronomy," Smyth's Translation, vol,

ch. XXXV., pp. 317, 318.

thus :—The first quarter begins with the day of the

new moon, and ends with the day immediately preced-

ing that on which, according to the almanac, the

moon reaches the first quarter, and so on for the

others :

—

Actual rainfall in inches .

.

Relative Ttiinfall ..

Number of times rainfall "1

was more than 25 per >

cent. .. .. J

Number of times rainfall ">

was less than 25 per V

Number of dry days
Number of wet days
Relativenumber of dry days
Relative number ofwet day;

wet-day 1

ToUls.

228.73

From the foregoing Table, it is obvious that with

regard to the three pluvial elements, in South Devon,
during the six years ending with Januai-y i, 1S70, the

four quarters of the 74 moons may be arranged, in

descending order, as below :

—

Rabfall.
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after tlie tender germ has burst—subjected alternately

to keen frosts and drenching rains without apparently
suffering any injury, and unlike many other plants it

seems to grow and thrive equally well in hot climates

as in cold. This peculiar adaptation leads us to con-
clude that it was intended by an All-wise Providence to

fomr the staple food of man.
7. Black Ball and Wire-worm.—The Wheat plant,

like all others, is subject to the attacks of many enemies.
Perhaps the worst of all is, amongst vegetable parasites,

what is commonly called black ball, and amongst
insects the most destructive is wire-worm. With re-

spect to the former of these, a very old and common
practice obtains, as a preventative, of steeping the seed
in chamber ley, and afterwards of dusting it over with
caustic lime. I have tried the plan for some years,
and I must confess that I have ng gi'eat faith in its

efficacy. Some recommend a solution of sulphate of
copper as being efficacious, but a friend told me the
other day that he has tried this solution, and he is now
having recourse to the old practice as being the better
of the two. With respect to wire-worm, the grub of
the May beetle, I believe the best application that can
be made to check its ravages is about 4 cwt. of salt to
the^ acre. In conclusion I will just refer to some ex-
periments that were made a few years back by Pro-
fessor Buckman, taken from the Royal Agricultural
Society's Journal. They are instructive. He says

—

" I planted four plots of Wheat in the following
order, i, much diseased Wheat without pickle; 2,

much diseased, treated with sulphate of copper
; 3,

perfect picked seed without pickle ; 4, perfect picked
seed, with sulphate of copper. The results were as
follows :—Plot I, much of the seed germinated, but
the crop was much blighted both in straw and gi-ain,

in fact scarcely a perfect ear of the latter ; plot 2, a
very small quantity of the seed germinated, the few
resulting ears were free from blight

; plot 3, germinated,
with a good and clean crop ; plot 4, the same result as
plot 3. " From this it appears that the produce of the
perfect picked seed without pickle was equal to the
produce of the perfect picked seed which was piclded.
At the same time the result shows the efficacy of
sulphate of copper in destroying the germs of the
disease, for in plot 2, which was diseased seed pickled,
the few resulting ears were free from blight.

CIRENCESTER WATER.
[Professor Church, of the Royal Agricultural College, h.

api>lies some of _the truths conveyed in his letter '' On a
of the neighbouring

In continuation of last week's letter I now proceed
to give a condensed account of the results of the
analysis, chemical and microscopical, of some of our
town waters. That my meaning may be quite clear,
such details as are not necessary for the present purpose
will be omitted, but at the same time I must introduce
for comparison a few analyses of the waters of our
immediate neighbourhood.

In order that my remarks may illustrate the present
condition of our wells, I collected samples, last Wed-
nesday week, September 28, from three of our chief
sources of water. One of these, from the steam pump
at Thames Head, was obtained to serve as a standard
of comparison, the other two were from the town pump
in Cirencester Market-place, and Bowly's pump in
Watermoor Road, respectively. From previous ana-
lyses, as well as from observations at the locality, I
consider that the Thames Head water is free from
objectionable contamination : it is moreover a type of
the deep-well waters of the district in their natural
condition. The temperature of the air when the town
waters were collected was 64° Fahrenheit, when the
Thames Head sample was obtained, 62°. The tempe-
rature of the Thames Head water itself was 59°, that
of both the town waters 55°. All the waters were
perfectly clear, free from suspended matter or micro-
scopic organisms, and when viewed through a depth of
2 feet undistinguishable in colour from the pale bluish
tint of pure distilled water. But on the more e.\act
e.xamination which chemistry suggests, differences in
the three samples came out. We now proceed to com-
pare the waters in a few particulars :

—

contamination, but not revealing on its examination
conspicuous evidence of danger in its use as a drinking
water. The case is otherwise with Bowly's pump.
Here the suspicions caused by the nearness of a grave-
yard are confirmed by the marked increase in nearly
every item in the above analysis, indicating distinct
pollution. It is unnecessary to go over these items in
detail; last -week we stated how chemists interpret
these indications, we now content ourselves with point-
ing out that any wide departure from the standard of
water No. i, especially so far as regards the items
marked iii., iv., and v., involves something more than
a suspicion of impurity.

Before we turn to the consideration of some of the
other water supplies of Cirencester, let us examine a
few wells in the neighbourhood. Here are, first of all,

some waters which are entirely or nearly free from
organic contamination ; the solid residue m grains per
gallon (of 70,000 grains) is given together with tire loss
sufTered by this residue on being strongly heated, and,
ill two cases, the amount of common salt.
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The Grecian heroes were wont to praise the

" tough bull hide," of which their war shields were

made, but our concern now-a-days is with the fiesh

of both bull and cow, tough, indeed ; for the

coiv, with all her motherly associations of happy

homes, &c., must come to the shambles at last ;
and

woe betide the hapless wight who hopes to make a

good Sunday dinner from any joint of her carcase.

And the same may be said of the tough ewe mutton,

where the venerable mother ewe has been got into

marketable condition on soft food. The offspring of

the said cow and ewe are the high-class beef and

mutton for which John Bull is famed, but as the

breeding stock must sooner or later leave the farm for

the shambles, disguised it may be as fat beasts, but still

by no means tender, it will be well if the resources of

the scientific cook can be made available to make lean

meat fat at the last moment, and tought meat tender.

The art ofcookery seems to lag behind other branches

of domestic economy ; the very washerwoman has her

wringing and washing-machines, which not onlydoes the

work better now than formerly, but has quite altered

the nature of the work, so that washing is not now the

drudgery it used to be. Hogarth has immortalised the

table cookery of his time, by sketching the struggles with

a tough bird to get it carved and eaten, and things do

not seem to have improved much since he caricatured

them ; indeed, the difficulty must annually be repeated,

for if we take the case of an old pheasant cock brought

to the spit in the first week of .September, we have no

means, short of roasting to a cinder, to bring the flesh

of such a bird to a state fit to be eaten ; whereas, by

the process of cooking in fatty oil, in an oval pan little

larger than the bird, I have seen the old cock made
tender enough to satisfy the epicure. The toughness of

the flesh of domestic poultry is notorious, and the

number of cases under that head is not to be calcu-

lated ; even the fair flesh of the delicious Turkey has

a drawback in the hard brown legs, that require to be

"devilled " before they are made tender.

No subject is likely to give greater offence than this

in the very quarter where it is most needed ; I will

therefore conclude by clearing myself of all blame in

the affair. I have given the author's name, and

can only be blamed for "telling the tale as it was
told to me." Alex. Forsyth, 9, Islington Square,

Sal/ord.

CATTLE UTTER.
The scarcity of hay forces us upon the use of straw,

and the increased value of the latter article leads one to

ask, where is the bedding to come from ? and in the

absence of the bedding, we may say—what about the

manure? In time of scarcity like this, it is certain

every ounce of straw ought to pass through the stomach
of the animals, and in agreements where it is cove-

nanted that straw shall be consumed upon the pre-

mises, it is a question whether that nde might not be

relaxed upon condition that if straw were sold an

equivalent in artificial manure should be brought upon
the premises. Scores of com land farmers have more
than they can consume in the manner proposed, and
possibly they may neither have the capital, convenience,

nor inclination to buy in stock and artificial food so as

to consume the straw. Profitable feeding requires care-

ful housing, and cattle-sheds cannot be extem-
porised by a tenant-farmer for one season's use, nor

would they be profitable if they could. Of subst

tutes for bedding, or rather for straw, we have in

some parts of the country Fern, and tree leaves as soon
as they being to fall. The former is excellent so

long as the cattle do not eat too much of it, as if

so they are liable to become lousy ; and as to leaves,

they are quite unexceptional, as they form the finest

manure that can be had. Then a friend who has
resided in Italy for many years points out Twitch as a

capital substitute for straw, either as food or litter, and
he assures us that, washed and dried, it forms a food

that animals are especially partial to. For years past

we have used Twitch tea as a diuretic, and we know
that an infusion of it simmered for an hour or two in

water, is scarcely less soothing or grateful than barley-

water. We have, therefore, good reason to believe

that clean Twitch would be found a grateful article, if

dried, to most herbiferous animals, and from the

saccharine matter which it contains we believe that

chopped or steamed, or boiled, it would form a steep

for coarser food that most animals would gloat over.

In these remarks, we are, of course, speaking of the
roots of Twitch, not of the grass or hay made from
it. So confident was our informant, an experienced
horticulturist, upon the use of Twitch for feeding
purposes, that passing some fields where the crop
was unusually abundant, he expressed it as his

conviction that it would pay to take up, clean, and
house for the purposes we have mentioned. An expe-
riment upon a small scale would not be difficult, and if

anyone will take a handful and make it into tea the

truth of our remarks will soon be made manifest.

Kiln-dried, or malted. Twitch is sold by most druggists,

and used as a remedy for lumbago and other urinal

ailments. As bedding there can be no objection to

Twitch, as the fermentation on the dungheap will

quickly destroy its vegetative power. As we have
mentioned many times before in these columns, Mr.
Harold Littledale, of Liskeard Ilall, who keeps a

dairy of about 100 cows for the supply of the Liverpool

Ik market, never uses any bedding, nor do the

animals even leave the stall. They lie upon a paved

floor, which is washed perfectly clean every morning,

and then sprinkled with sawdust. No cows can be

more clean and healthy than those are. Mr. Mechi
keeps all his stock upon sparred floors, using little or

no bedding at all, and the same practice is followed by
many of the Aberdeenshire farmers.

Another article in which we have great faith at all

times, but especially in those of scarcity, may be men-
tioned, and that is Gorse. Chopped and bruised, the

cattle eat it most greedily. At one time we had a cart-

mare who was so found of Gorse, especially in the

winter season, that she would take it in preference to

her corn, grinding up pieces of woody matter as thick

as a finger with the greatest avidity, the blood running

from her mouth all the time. Taken when not of more
than Uvo seasons' growth, chopped, crushed, and mixed
with other food, we believe Gorse to be as good a food

as can be given to animals, and especially healthy for

them in the spring season. For many years we used

it chopped with Vetches, Clover, and Lucerne,

with the most satisfactory results. Northamptonshire

Guardian. [See also Lord Clinton's letter at p. 1227.]

I^onie Coms|jonbeiice.

" Worthing " and Agreements. — Who told
" Worthing " I confined the hme to the last eight years

of the lease ? Ifhe had learnt his lesson before he began
to ask questions, he would have known that the farm he

refers to had, during the three years previous to its pro-

posed letting, received several thousand pounds' worthof
lime and other artificial manure. If " Worthing " wants

to discuss the question, suppose he turns back to

p. 903 of your paper for July 2, 1 870, and after reading

my remarks there on farm agreements, let him put on
the gloves, and ask n\e any questions he plea.ses.

When a man begins to argue and ask questions about

an article he has never read, he only injures his own
reputation in the minds of his readers, leading them to

suppose him a man of no understanding, when he may
very probably be a man of sense, education, and
intellect. G. A. H.

Utilisation of Sewage.—Permit me to record in

your columns, for the information of towns and cities

which have not yet utilised their sewage, the most
successful and perfect instance I have hitherto seen.

The farm of Mr. W. Hope, at Homchurch, about

34 miles from Romford, in Essex, receives the whole
of the available sewage of that town, containing about

SoGO inhabitants, which is conveyed to the farm by an

iron underground pipe iS inches in diameter, and is

there raised 20 feet high, 700 gallons per minute, by a

centrifugal pump worked by an 8-horse power engine,

having two boilers and consuming 15 cwt. of coal per

day. The town of Romford pays the cost of pumping.
Mr. Hope pays to the town ^3 per acre rent for the

land and, in ?ddition, 2.s. per head for each of the

inhabitants using the sewer, which adds £(i per acre to

the rent. The farm is of 121 acres of light and poor
gravellysoil, which had previously ruined several tenants.

Last year 600 trees and an immense length of great

fences were removed, ditches and nine ponds were filled

up, the land thoroughly under-drained, at a cost of

^4 per acre, each drain at an intei'\'al of 150 feet ; the

land levelled and formed, by aid of theodolite, into recti-

linear beds of uniform width, each bed or stetch 30 feet

wide, slightly inclining from its centre, along which the

sewage is applied, and the supplying troughs so

regulated by scientific levelling that, while the flow of

sewage is sufficiently supplied, there shall be no scour-

ing, but an easy and gi-adual distribution over every

portion of the land. Roads are so arranged that free

access may be had by horse and cart, or by steam
plough, to every bed and crop. The whole arrange-

ments appear to me to be most perfect, uniform, and
business-like. Steam cultivation is contemplated. All

the sewage is absorbed by the soil, and passes

through it to the drains, issuing from them as clear

as any pump water. I tasted some, and found

it pleasant and drinkable. In summer and dry
weather the drainage water is allowed to pass

into the pump well, to dilute the sewage, and is

again spread on the land. The sewage passes to the

pumps through half-inch gratings, and flows inoffen-

sively along the open troughings, having the same
appearance as London sewage. It makes one
wonder what all the hubbub has been about as to

the dread of town sewage, for it is infinitely less

offensive than the ordinary farmyard or town manure,
which is abundantly used on the adjoining lands

worked as market-gardens. Some idea of the

fears of Parliament on this subject is given by tlie

fact that the Metropolitan Sewage Company were
forbidden to put any sewage on the land within two
miles of the river Lea, while its very banks might be
covered with an unlimited quantity of London dung,
or any number of sheep or cattle. It is only when
town sewage is allowed to stagnate for a long period
in tanks that it becomes so offensive. In this

case it only remains in the tank during night, or

from Saturday night until Monday morning. But
let us compare the condition of this farm now and
formerly. Theo three men and two boys were em-

ployed ; now from 35 to 40 persons are regularly

employed, with 16 horses. The crops are enormous
and frequent. Each crop receives from five to seven

floodings of sewage. The minimum value of each

crop is £zo per acre, and, as many are perfected in

from two to three months, the total value is very con-

siderable. While the surrounding farms and market
gardens have proved disastrous, owing to the excessive

drought, here the crops have been and are now most
abundant and luxuriant, consisting of Cauliflowers,

Cabbages, Potatos, Onions, Parsnips, CaiTOts, red and
Sllesian Beet, Long Red and Globe Mangel, and other

vegetables. A crop of Barley sown in July after

Lettuce is in full ear ; Italian Rye-gi'ass already cut

five and six times ; but the most remarkable is a crop

of Maize or Indian Com 8 feet high, as thick

in the stem as a mop-stick, with gigantic ears

formed and about piercing the sheath. Mr. Hope
expects to ripen them, but this I doubt.

In the meantime as cattle food the crop is worth £,zo

per acre, for horses and cattle are greedily fond of it.

It seems difficult to realise the fact that great crops of

various kinds should be gathered within 10 to 12 weeks
after sowing or planting, while those in the neighbour-

hood are languishing or perishing for want of moisture.

With sewage, sowing and transplanting become a cer-

tainty in result. Mangels transplanted in July were a

fine crop. I weighed Cabbage 20 lb. each, and
Mangel would considerably exceed that. It is a
remarkable fact that not a single Mangel in many acres

had run to seed. Specimens of these crops will be
exhibited by Mr. Hope at the Smithfield Show. On
these sewage farms the weeds grow three times as fast

and as large as on the unsewaged. The moment a crop

Is removed, the land is scarified, the weeds removed, the

land double or trench ploughed, flooded with sewage,

and immediately planted with a new crop. We thus see

within 12 months a wretchedly poor farm converted

into a most luxuriant garden, its fertility ever increas-

ing, multiplying food and the employment of labour

concurrently, and extracting a money value from that

which is now, in too many cases, poisoning our

streams. I could not avoid being struck by the

healthy appearance of the engine-driver, who may be
said to live 10 hours daily in a sewage atmosphere ; so

It was with the engine-driver at the outfall works which
I recently visited. The laying-out and general arrange-

ments of this sewage fann must afford a most profitable

example for those who have not had experience in such

matters, and the public are indebted to Mr. Hope for

the liberal permission to inspect this farm (after proper

application to Mm), thus giving the benefit of his great

experience in this sewage question. I send you a

specimen of the Indian Com. J, J. Mechi^ Tiptree

Hail, near Kelvedon^ Essex, Oct. 7.

Drought and Trees.—I observe that at the

annual meeting of the Society at Leamington, Mr. C.

N. Newdegate, M.P., amongst other remarks made
the following statement:—"But when Mr. Horley

says, 'Fell more of the hedgerow timber,' I must call

to his attention the admitted fact that in the counties

where there is the least hedgerow timber they have
suffered most firom the drcuglu, and that it is an ascer-

tained fact that in Egypt there were no showers about

Cairo till they planted rows of Poplars." Some six

weeks past I received a letter from a friend in the

neighbourhood of Windsor, complaining of the exces-

sive drought, and I think he stated the deer in the

forest were being fed on boughs of trees, &c. , and
owing to the drought the hay crops were a failure

;

everything, in fact, suffering from rain. Having lived

in that neighbourhood for some years, from personal

knowledge I believe few places can boast of such an

extent of wood and hedgerow timber. Small fields

are, or were, the rule from Windsor to Wokingham.
It would appear that wooded parts of the country have

suffered equally with the open fields. Tazatton.

Thin Seedings of Wheat.—We have so many
disciples of the advocates of thin seeding in these days

of agi'icultural inquiry, as to make it desirable, if not

necessary, to put our farming friends upon their guard.

Thin seeding can only be ''permissible" upon lands

under the highest order of culture and good farming, or

under some especial order of management, free from

insects and vermin. To adopt universally the thin seed-

ing of some of our farming empirics would entail very

heavy losses upon the farmmg community and the

country. To profess to seed many of our poorer soils

and lands subject to loss of plant, at the rate of i peck

of Wheat per acre, is to me a gross absurdity—an

unreasonable fallacy. Farmers, good common-sense

farmers, will not be thus led away ; but still the idea

will suggest itself—"If others can obtain surprising

crops from I peck of seed per acre, it is unnecessary for

me to sow my usual quantity :" hence the necessity of

caution; "Let well alone" is a trite and applicable

proverb here. It is, however, a subject worthy of the

gravest consideration. "Thick seeding" is seldom

requisite—close observation, good judgment, and

matured experience are the best guides. Very much
depends upon the state and condition of the soil, its

site, its climate, and the mode of its preparation for the

Wheat crop ; good mild loams, if properly ploughed,

require very little further preparation than the requisite

haiTOwings. The seeding on these lands need not be

excessive ; from 6 to 9 pecks per acre is amply suffi-
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cient. Heavy loams and clays require more working
;

they should be broken up immediately after harvest,

and a succession of scarifyings and harrowings should

be given, not only to aid in fertilising, but in the

destruction of the slug and the insect and grub tribes,

which infest these soils after the spring cropping, parti-

cularly of Beans and Peas. It is customary in many
districts to proceed with the drilling after these scarify-

ings and other workings, but this is doubtful economy
;

ploughing is, in the majority of cases, to be preferred,

—by it the land is all rendered more agreeable for the

reception of the seed, and many seeds of weeds are

effectually buried, besides, on many lands, the tramp-

ling of horses must be prevented in a wet season,

which is done by ploughing into "lands" to fit the

drill at a round, the horses walking in the fun^ows both
in the harrowing and drilling. The harrowings are

regulated by being attached to a pole across the ' * land.

"

There is a very important point to be taken into con-

sideration in the seeding of Wheat, i. e., the variety to

be sown. If the variety to be sown is of veiy free

tillering properties, then certainly a thin seeding might
sufiice. The Golden Drop Wheat, for instance, is

remarkable for the many tillers it will throw off in the

spring. The Velvet Chaffed White will throw out many
tillers. As a rule, the slow-growing varieties are the

most prolific in tillers. Another important point is the

size of the grain. Of course, the smaller the grain the

more seeds in a peck ; hence such varieties may be
more thinly sown as to measure than the larger grained

varieties. After all, the farmer's judgment must
decide. If tlie land works kindly, and the season is

suitable, put in the smaller seeding ; if difficulties occur
in the working, and the season is untoward, by all

means give a thicker seeding. 0, F.

Paterson's Bovinia Potato.—I received 10 lb. of

these Potatos last spring, and planted them in the

usual way on a piece of ground 22 feet by 6 feet. I

took up and weighed the produce the other day

—

17S lb. ; some of the tubers were very fine, weighing
from 31b. each downwards. If the result of 10 lb.

producing 178 lb. is anything out of the common way
pray publish it. John Marshall^ Gr. to A. lVor(/iitig-

ton^ Esq.y The MoK/ii Gardens^ Whitchttrch^ Salop,

October 13,

Good Butter.— Good butter greatly depends upon
being washed in several waters till all the butter-milk

is taken, out of it. The other necessity is salt. I have
eaten butter, thus made, sweet and good ten days, or

more, after it has been made. I have eaten as good
butter from cows fed in winter on Swede Turnips as

from grass-fed cows. The recipe to remove the Turnip
taste is a spoonful of nitre to a pint of hot water, which
is to be added to every gallon of milk at milking time.

A little oilcake should be given to cows in milk in

winter time. W. F. Kadclyffe. [It is better to remove
the milk by patient hand kneading with a cloth than
by washing. Turnip or other aroma is best removed by
heating the cream before churning. Let it float in a
tin vessel for half-an-hour in a boiler of hot water,
stimng it frequently.]

CIRENCES T E R.

The Ctdtivatmi of Sugar-Beet.—At the last meeting
of this Chamber, Professor Church, of the Royal
Agricultural College, introduced this subject, saying :

—

In 1869 there were 300,000 tons of beet-sugar

manufactured in France, at ^25 per ton. This repre-

sented in that country alone about 7.^ millions sterling.

Then it must be remembered that in the manufacture
of beet-sugar we have a certain amount of molasses

—

of sugar which cannot be got into a crystalline state,

but remains as a rough kind of treacle, which may be
made into spirit by fermentation. This molasses may
also be made use of for feeding cattle, a plan already

adopted where distilleries have not been established.

These molasses, although not very pleasant to the

human palate, are acceptable to the palates of many
animals, and produce remarkable results in fattening.

The value of molasses, which would correspond with
the 300,000 tons of beet-sugar produced last year in

France, would be about half a million sterling, as it

would be about 100,000 tons, valued at about 2.5 per
ton. Beet-sugar is now grown from the Caspian to

tlie Atlantic, and from Austria to Sweden, but there

is an objection urged against it. Economists urge
that its cultivation would interfere with the amount of
land devoted to grain and grass. The production of
sugar is considered by many persons to iiave injured

the people of Jamaica, where it is largely cultivated.

It is found there are drawbacks where the sugar is

turned into spirit, and not crystallised. In England
there would be a counterbalancing advantage, namely,
that some portions of our rural population, who are
not regularly occupied during the whole year, will

have a means of steady employment during the winter
months, during which at present they often lack
work. It will also favour the development of many
mgenious contrivances, facilitate enterprise, advance
science, and offer, in fact, a new field for inclustiT' and
capital. The increase abroad has been enormous. In
France in 1827 there were 29 factories, in i860 there
were 336, and I cannot say how many there are now,

but it is stated that there are more than 600. It is

well known there are 500 distilleries of bcct-sugar.

The produce of 1S69 was more than 611,000 tons

of sugar. To show that beet-sugar has arrived in

England as an ordinary commercical article, I may
state that in 1867 it cost this country ^1,600,000. We
import what we could make better ourselves, and so

displace less favourable crops, both as regards the

capital and labour now employed. Distilleries in

England have been established, but I have only heard
of seven, four being in the neighbourhood of London,
one at Mr. Campbell's, at Buscot, and two others. I

am speaking now of distilleries.

The next point I wish to draw your attention to is

the different sorts of Beet. Without going into the

botany of the subject, I may say that there are a great

many varieties even of the kind known as Sugar-Beet.
These varieties go under various names, and many are

slightly distinguished one from another. There is a
kind called Silesian, and that is one of the earliest

places where it was cultivated, but of that there are a

great many sub-varieties. Then we have the Imperial
Beet, which was a great favourite in France, and I

suppose it will now be called the Republican ; besides

several other sorts. However, it is necessary, before

we settle on any kind, to try a few experiments with
the various sorts of Beet—to make comparative experi-

ments for several years.

The question of the soil is one of which I shall speak
presently, but there is no doubt but that it must be in

a fine state of division. It must be free from stones.

Mr. Church here produced an illustration of the effect

of a stone found in the upper layer of the soil, which,
by being under the root, had considerably diverted its

growth, and said that the presence of such small stones

exercised a most prejudicial effect on the amount of

sugar in the root. The shape of the root is another
point of some importance. The root should not be
necky, neither should it be forked ; and although the

forked root exhibited contained a fair amount of sugar,

the forks would be in the way, and you would lose a
certain amount of sugar by bleeding in such a root ;

therefore it was important that the root should be a

shapely one, and have no such branches. Another
thing is the proportion of leaf to the root. The smaller

the leaf in comparison to the root the greater

the proportion of sugar, that is supposing your root

attains a fair size. The proportion of root to leaf in

some he had tried was 100 to 180, 190, and 202—say
on an average 100 of root to 200 of leaf. The root

produced was very small in proportion to its leaves,

and it only contained 84 per cent, of sugar, while
another, in which the proportion of leaf was not so

great, contained 12. The mode in which the leaves

are wrinkled is also to be noticed, as when producing
sugar the leaves seem stunted in their growth. The
flat green part is developed, but not the stems and
midribs. If in the centre, instead of the leaves being
thrown up they are in a compact mass, and if they
are found to be rumpled, I believe those who watch
the Sugar-Beet will agree with me in considering tliat

there is a good quantity of sugar present, of course

supposing other circumstances to be favourable.

Another thing is as to the weight of the root which
contains most sugar, and is also most profitable to

work. Two pounds is a fair weight, but 5-lb. Beets have
been grown which have produced a good amount of

sugar. You can gi-ow as small a weight as I to 1 4 lb.,

but it is usual to have them from 2 to z\ lb. as an
average, and some consider even higher weights than
that suitable for an average. These roots should sink

in water. Many other roots do not sink wholly in

water, but tlie specific gravity of these roots is very

high. In Austria the average is only 10 tons per acre
;

in Prussia, 14; in France, 12; but in 1805 it was
only 8. Chaptal succeeded in growing S tons per acre,

Dubrunfaut grew 10 tons, while Dr. Sace grew 16 tons,

and he gives it as his opinion that 16 was about the

average in his time ; while last year in the department
of the Seine, an agriculturist succeeded in getting

38 tons as an average, and that also was the average of

the several farms in the commune in which his farm
was situated. Another succeeded in obtaining 38 tons

in Germany, where the methods of cultivation he
advocated were carried out. In the experiment re-

ported on by Sir R. Kane, in Ireland, the quantity was
from 16 to 40 tons. It was also found that the amount
of sugar was in many cases about 16 per cent., whereas
that of the Sugar-cane amounts to only about 17. It

is said, however, that it costs 22j-. more per acre to

grow Beet than to grow Wheat.
We have next to turn to the facts about its cultivation

in England, or rather to the points which we ought to

consider in speaking of its cultivation in this country.

As to the suitability of the climate, it may be said that

nearly tlie whole of Ireland is capable of growing
Beet, only the season of sowing and harvesting must
be carefully adapted according to temperature and the

other conditions of the place ; you should know what
time to put it in, what sort to sow, and all other

things, such as manuring and the manner of cultiva-

tion ; and if you take special pains there is hardly a
doubt but that Beetroot may be profitably grown. A
moist climate and a moderate amount of sun, both of

which conditions our English climate usually fulfils,

although in two or three seasons we have had a very

high temperature and a serious deficiency of rain

—

such a climate, in fact, as we possess is very suitable

for the growth of Beet. An amount of sun, too, not
very continuous and powerful, will suit better than a
brilliant powerful sun and hot air. It must not, either,

be submitted to severe cold or serious drought. Still

it has been grown nearly at the Arctic Circle—from the
Atlantic to the Caspian Sea, so the range of this root

is considerable. It does not rot if submitted to freezing

point for a short time, but if allowed to remain for a
considerable time at a temperature below freezing, it

will, on thawing, become rotten. England is a better

Beet climate than the greater part of Belgium, and I

know that part of the difference may be due to the

fact that the agriculture of Belgium is not of that

thorough character which is becoming general in

England.

There can be no doubt that the higher kind of agri-

culture required for Beet will tend to raise agriculture

generally. The necessity for a fine tilth of soil will

have an ameliorating kind of effect, and force farmers

to do more than they have hitherto done. There is

another point I want to speak upon, and it is, not the

variety of root, but how you can tell if the root is

going on well. Roots must not appear above the soil

;

they must not be exposed to the air and light. It

depends in gieat part on the variety you grow, but if

the Beetroot experiences great resistance, if it cannot
be developed regularly, it is raised out of the soil, and
if you get a root parched and disfigured the less sugar

you get. If you cut off the top layer of a root exposed
to the air, you find only 5 per cent, of sugar ; the

next inch will contain 64 per cent., and so go on
perhaps up to 18 per cent., the average of which wiU
be only 10. With reference to the soil, pure chalk

does not answer ; nor chalk mixed with a little

marl, clay, or sand. It must not be poor or

sandy. A mixed soil, not too easily dried, answers
best ; and a heavy soil which is finely worked
is better than one which has too much gravelly matter

in it. It is also essential that there should not be a

large quantity of alkaline matter in the soil. This is

found in marine localities, so such are not fit for the

growth of them, for m extracting the sugar you get

a bad quality; but if only for manufacturing spirit the

presence of a little salt is not important. It is found
that on many soils, liming, marling, or the application

of burnt lime confer great benefit, and cause a larger

quantity of sugar to be obtained. I may say that deep
ploughing is considered a sine qud non in most soils,

and that the manure, if you intend to cultivate for

sugar, should not be put upon the land immediately
before the land be sown. If you intend to get spirit

we need not consider this difficulty. All, however,
must be ready by about the middle of April. The
French directions are to plough in before winter about
16 or 20 tons of farmyard manure, and in the spring

use 16 cwt. of rape cake. If the tops are used as

manure, as they should be—used as food and then

returned to the land—they will be worth about 33J.

per acre. A 20-ton crop of roots will have about

15 tons of leaves ; it may only be 9, but anyhow I think

we may say 12. The following figures show what most
important mineral matters 20 tons of Sugar-Beet roots

remove from an acre :—Potash, iSo lb.
;
phosphoric

acid, 50 lb. ; magnesia, 32 lb. ; lime, 22 lb. ; sul-

phuric acid, 18 lb, ; and of nitrogen, 67 lb. Fifteen

tons of Sugar-Beet leaves remove from an acre 840 lb.

of mineral matters ; while 20 tons of their roots remove
368 lb. Now these constituents, with the exception of

tlie nitrogen, are solid mineral earthy matters, which
the plants get from the soil. They could not be got

from water nor from the atmosphere. Now a Wheat
crop of 35 bush., at 62 lb. per bush., will take away
from the land, not 180 lb. of potash, but only 12 lb.,

and only 18 lb. of phosphoric acid, so that altogether a
Wheat crop of 35 bush, only takes from the field

39 lb. of mineral matter, if the straw, &c., be re-

turned. Beetroot has been cultivated four or more
years in succession, and the result is that the price of

potash has gone up. If you take iSo lb. of it every

year, you will of course want to put something more in

the soil, consequently the effect is that the sulphate of

potash is dearer ; and it is found that without some
kainite the desired crops cannot be obtained, therefore

there must be a great loss some day if the potash is not

restored. If you make sugar from Sugar-Beet, you get

bone black for purifying the sugar. This contains lots

of phosphates, and after a time it will not purify the

sugar, and you are obliged to put it on the land. The
worn out sacks, also, which become thoroughly rotten

after a time, may, by suitable treatment, be converted into

a brown powder, and this is applied to the land, being rich

in nitrogen. Then there are the ashes from the furnace,

and the scrapings of the roots, which are returned, and

the distilled liquor waste, which contains three-fourths

of the 180 lb. of potash, so that you get back nearly

all the potash you have taken from the land. There is

again the manure from the animals which have been fed

upon the leaves and pulp ; return that, and you return

all. Therefore, you may send out any quantity of

sugar or spirit, for so long as you return the mineral

matters through the bodies of your farm animals, you

have your potash and phosphoric acid returned. The
sugar and the spirit are made from atmospheric food

alone, though by the agency of the soil ; and if you

send out these alone, you do not send away the rich-

ness of your land. Saline matters and many other
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manures are bad only if you want to make sugar and

not spirits. During the last six months 8 lb. of salt

have come on eveiy acre in the Cotswold from the

Bristol Channel ; we find from the rain-water which

falls 8 lb. per acre of common salt. During the winter

we shall possibly find we have 70 or So lb. per acre more.

With reference to the seed, I may say that we should

have a good strain, and a large mimber of moderate-

sized plants. Seed may be sown from April i to early

in May, being soaked in water, previous to sowing, for 24

hours, and then rolled in fine bone black ; and i acre

should have 21,500 Beets at least. Some recommend

12 inches between the drills, and 12 between the rows,

others from 12 to iS inches ; but according to the seed,

climate, purpose and soil, the distances between the

roots must be regulated, as enormous differences do

arise from the contiguity of plants one to the other.

Plants, 12 inches apart in the rows and 9 between them,

would probably yield about 30 tons. The soil of the

College experimental plots is not very deep, and has

not been manured for four years, and has gi'own roots

which as to size are not to be despised. The follow-

ing calculation may be interesting, as it shows what

100 lb. of Beetroot (crop of 1870) contained of sugar at

successive periods :—August 10, 8.70 lb. ; August 24,

9.20 lb. ; September 7, 9.77 lb. ; September 21,

1048 lb. ; October 5, 12 lb. And we shall doubt-

less have at the lapse of another fortnight 13

or 14 lb. of sugar from the same quantity. After

the frost has been, I intend to see what change has

taken place in the roots. In France and abroad

generally there have been beautiful instruments made
for the special purposes of Beetroot raising, one of

which is attached to a horse-hoe, and enables one to

earth up the roots if there is any sign of their being

exposed to the deteriorating influence of the air.

To show the importance of selecting good seed,

need only say that the sugar yield in various roots

ranges from 3.6 to 13.5 in 100 parts. In the year

1S69 I did not get the same strain of seed, and did not

in consequence obtain such a large amount of sugar.

There is some difliculty in knowing how the plants

progress when growing, but as the leaves ripen we may
consider the sugar is formed. If they throw out new-

shoots and become very vigorous, there is a quantity of

sugar appropriated to this use, but it is difficult to know
what changes are going on in the root. The easiest

method is to take up a few roots and test by rasp-

ing them and taking the specific gravity of the

juice thus obtained after straining, which ranges

generally from 1.07 to I.07S. An unripe root

blackens when a knife has passed through it.

A mature root, however, under such circum-

stances becomes slightly pink, and does not

blacken. On August 15 I selected a root of

white Sugar-Beet at Buscot Park which had

not bolted, and it contained 7.9 per cent, of sugar,

while one growing by its side which had bolted con-

tained only 6. 68 of sugar. Some red Beets were also

taken, one of which weighed 2 lb. and another ij lb.,

the one in this case which did not bolt contained 8 per

cent. , and the other which had bolted contained only

5.6 per cent, of sugar, thus 2 per cent, was used in

throwing up the stem. Sometimes it is the practice to

cut off the stems. The preservation of roots is a matter

of considerable difficulty. They should be placed in

well-aired and well-drained trenches, or fermentation

will set in. Avoid injury to the roots, and allow all

exceptional moisture to escape, also see that the roots

are not injured or scraped in any way. There are

many rotations adapted to Beet cultivation, and some-

times two or three Beet crops have been taken in

succession, but in such cases all refuse from the

manufacture as well as deep culture are required for

keeping up the fertility of the soil. The pulp of the

Beet has very valuable qualities, and when mixed

with other substances fonns an admirable food. It is

used for dairy cows with great success, and when kept

for some time it seems to be easily digested, the rather

rough flovour of it when new disappearing. It is

recommended to use 50 lb. of pulp, 12 lb. of hay, and

3 lb. of oilcake as food for fatting oxen in France ;

I ton of pulp is equal to from ij to i4 ton of the

roots from which it is made, and this is in consequence

of the removal of a considerable portion of water

preventing the value of the root from being diminished.

Dr. Voelcker agreed with this statement, which has

also been made by many Continental authorities. In
whatever way the manufacture is conducted we shall

have ^\-aste liquor, containing much potash, phosphoric

acid, and nitrogen, and this must be returned to the

land. The tops must be returned as well as the pulp.

The sugar and spirit being entirely derived from the

air may be sold off the farm without any loss ; and the

potash and salts are by this treatment returned to

the soil.

Discussion.

Mr. Little, jun., said that he could give them a few
observations of facts which came under his notice in

France. One ton of Beet roots would cost 20 fr. , and
would produce about 165 lb. of sugar, which would sell at

6d. per lb., making in the French market ^4 2s. 6(i. The
labour for working a ton of roots came to gr. 4^/., the

duly to ^i S)-. 4(7'., or at the rate of about id. per lb,,

and allowing ^s. for wear and tear, the whole amounted
to £2 2j. id. The pulp which came from the ton was
valued at 31. , and s per cent, of molasses, which went to

the distiller's and realised about 6s. ; which, added to the

^4 2J. 6d., made ^4 ii.t. 6d. Allowing the cost of the

roots, together with the other sums spent in the manufac-

ture, to amount to ^^3, they had then a balance of

£1 lis. 6d. on every ton of Beet used. He also visited a

distillery, but it was being worked on a different system

to that of Buscot. They produced from i ton of Beet

about 14! gall, of spirit, which realised at their market

from i2S. 6d. to 21. gd. per gallon. They also had a larger

quantity of pulp, which was in a different state to that of

the sugar manufactory, .as it was not pressed so dry, and

was, of course, more valuable on account of its feeding

properties. He could say that it was a very profitable

investment in France, and they made about £70 worth of

sugar from an acre of Beets.

Mr. Edmund Ruck said they were all indebted to

Professor Church for his lecture, and as he had had a

little experience he could endorse a great deal that Mr.

Church had said. In the last week in March, 1869, a

letter was published in the Times newspaper pointing out

the great advantages to be gained by growing Beet in

England, and in consequence he went to Lavenham, in

Suffolk, in the first week in April, to see some works

erected by Mr. Duncan for the purpose of manufacturing

beet-sugar. He found there a very expensive and exten-

sive set of buildings and machinery. Mr. Duncan had

been giving the farmers in that district £1 per ton for

Beet delivered to the manufactory, and the farmers took

back the pulp at 13J. per ton. The crops raised ran from

r6 to 24 tons per acre. In the third week in April he

went to France with the object of examining their mode
of manufacturing and inquiring as to the profits derived

from it. He found that a ton of Beet would yield

20 gallons of spirit, and that the pulp would pay for the

manufacture and the interest of the money employed. This

spirit would sell in England at 12s. per gallon, and the

duty here being los. per gallon there is a margin

of 2.t. per gallon, or £2 per ton. In most esta-

blishments on a large scale in France they make
both sugar and spirit, and Douai is the great sugar market

of France. He was surprised to find that good land was

sold generally at /'roo per acre in France, but if within

5 miles of a manufactory then the price rose to from ;^r35

to jf 140 per acre. It was not unusual to cart Beet 7 miles

to a manufactory, and if sent by boat on canals it was
sometimes taken not less than 30 miles. He found that

Beet had in some cases been grown for 15 years in succes-

sion, and a vield of 30 tons per acre would give, at £1
per ton, ,,^30 'per acre to the farmer and an equal amount
to the manufacturer. The Chamber must bear in mind

that the pulp will pay all expenses, as well .as interest on

the capital emploved in manufacturing. There are two

kinds of Beet principally planted, the Colet Rose, a red

Beet, but not the one usually planted in gardens for

salad, and the White Silesian, the last-named yielding the

greatest percentage of sugar but only about two-thirds

the weight per acre of the former. Great attention was

equired not to allow their Beet to grow coarse, and the

only safe way to prevent this is to have the plants very

thick on the ground, say in drills 16 inches wide with the

plants cut out 8 inches apart. The three principal systems

ofmanufacture are the Champonois, Le F\i, and the CoUette.

The last much resembles cider-making here on a very

large scale, and in the Le P\i system you take out the

saccharine matter by applications of hot water. The
extraction of the sugar and spirit from the syrup was too

elabor.ate a process for him to enter into. The value of

the pulp per ton varies very little in the two systems, but

that from the CoUette will keep any number of years if

properly stored, and the pulp, or cossetts, as they

called, from the Le Pie system, will keep for a year or

two. The cost of a sugar manufactory with spirit manu-

factory combined, and machinery complete, would amount

to about ^20,000, which would enable them to work up
10,000 tons of Beet per annum. But a distillery, on Le
Pie's system, to manufacture 3000 tons into spirit, can be

erected, with machinery, for ^1600. There is one point

in particular to which he would draw their attention : in

England we pay our Government a duty of los. per

gallon, so that if you grow 20 tons per acre, and make
20 gallons of spirit per ton, wliich is equal to 400 gallons

per acre, you will pay a tax of ^^200 per acre. In con-

clusion, Mr, Ruck obser\ed, it had been proved to his

satisfaction from the analysis of Beet grown abroad, and

those grown in England, that no country had a better

soil or climate than we have for growing them profitably.

The idea that a succession of crops of Beet being taken

off the hand is injurious to it was, in his opinion, a com-

plete delusion.

Mr. Snowsell thought if they received £1 per ton and
bought back the refuse at 13^. that it could not pay
them.

Mr. Smith said they had been told their country was
the best for the cultivation of the Beetroot, and superior

to France ; but be that as it may, it appeared to him that

it had been preWously tried in England, and was now
being tried at Mr. Campbell's, and he believed that the

latter experiment would also fail like the rest of them
they only waited a little while.

Professor Wrightson said they should not go on mere

opinions such as had been expressed by the last speaker

in discussing this question. They should only consider

facts, and base their judgment upon them alone. The
relative character of soil and climate in France and
England was not the point at issue. The question

(which he thought had already been answered by the

figures put before them in the lecture) was, can we grow
good crops of Sugar Beet? and secondly. Is the quality of

the produce good ? It appeared to him that both ques-

tions might be answered affirmatively, and he therefore

deprecated expressions of mere opinion unsupported by
facts as to the ultimate success of sugar manufacture in

England, or yet of the success or failure of any private

enterprise.

Mr. Constable said that, with regard to the value of

the pulp, he thought it would cleiir the minds of many if

the Professor stated whether it answered in France for the

farmers to purchase back their pulp, and whether the

pulp did not return to the soil the mineral food of the

plant in its most available condition.

Professor ClluliCH said that the value of the pulp must

be taken into account both as a food and also as a manure
for future crojis, and it was generally allowed that it paid

the growers of Beetroot to give 12s. per ton for the pulp

derived from the roots they had sold, not at 20^. but at

i6s. per ton. Numerous opinions had been gathered

together, but he could only say that one of their best

authorities. Dr. Voelcker, gave it as his opinion that pulp

was a cheap and valuable food, and a good substitute for

roots. At that price, and even at a higher figure, he (the

speaker) had no doubt that the refuse of the manufactories

would command a ready sale in England. As to other

points, he was convinced that .all former failures had been

owing to financial mistakes, or to mistakes in the pro-

cesses adopted, and not to defects of climate or soil. He
was certain that they had as good soil and climate as any

other part of Europe. He had not in his remarks entered

upon the monetary aspects of the case, and his chief

reason for not doing so was because the farmers could

answer for themselves : for if they can grow 20 to 30 tons

on an acre, and sell them at j6s. per ton, and buy back

five or six tons of pulp at 12s. for feeding purposes, they

secured not only food for their cattle, but manure for the

soil, and a fair profit as well. The greater part of the

potash, too, was in the farmer's own hands, if they

returned the waste products of the sugar or spirit manu-
facture. The whole subject, being new, demanded great

consideration, and he had left unnoticed many matters

connected with it, for had he even attempted to discuss

them he would have occupied the Chamber six or seven

hours instead of one.

DEVON CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.

Small v. Large Farms.—At a recent meeting of

this Chamber, the Rev. W. H. Thornton, of North

Bovey, read a paper on this subject. He said :
—

He had had many opportunities of observing the

practical working of different systems of agi'iculture,

and had farmed upon a sinall scale upwards of 14 years,

but acknowledged that many present were probably

his masters in the art. The point he proposed to dis-

cuss was— "Looking to the interests of the general

English community, is it more desirable that holdings

should be large or small?" The questions must be

kept separate from that of the " peasant proprietor,"

or spade husbandry, productive in certain small areas

—apparently unfitted for large ones. There were

localities which must be cultivated by these poor

people, after this fashion. He referred to the system

called "la petite culture" which prevails veiy exten-

sively in Belgium, where the hand is very poor, con-

sisting actually ofabout 997-ioooths of mere sand ; and

where a farm of 20 acres was accounted a large

one. Dr. Voelcker says that this land lets for from

48j-. to bos. the English acre. In the neighbouring

district of Campain, where the soil is veiy similar, the

rent is from 10s. to 30.t. , the farms being larger. The
general condition of the small Belgian farmer was not

so good as that of a well-to-do agricultural labourer in

the better paid districts of England. One great evil of

this small farming was that it reduced the women of

the community to a very low level, making them

almost beasts of burden. The poor labourers were

very badly paid, about -Js. a week on the average, the

whole system tending to reduce man, woman, and

children to a condition of the hardest drudgery. Such

was the testimony from Belgium, and he appealed to the

meeting with reference to the wretched condition of

the English—to cur country farmer, who he described

as the poorest man in the parish. This applied to the

country farmer, and not those living in the neighbour-

hood of large towns, where the small farmer might do

very well. Coming to the main question, he alluded

to a gentleman in America in the occupation of 45,000

acres of land, a great part arable, and to a farm let in

Northumberland some time ago, at a yearly rental of

£2000. Practically they could not consider these

extreme cases, and he was sure, on the other hand, they

did not desire to see the 20-acre farm. To narrow

the subject he woidd assume that an ordinaiy farm

ought not to be less than 100 acres or more than 1500.

Which, he would ask, of these sizes is the most

desirable ? This was a difiicult question to answer, and

depended upon many circumstances. They must of

necessity strike an average, which would vary vei7

much in different countries at different periods. In

England, at the present day, the average would un-

doubtedly be high. It was not difficult in this country

to find an energetic man, with an education and

knoweldge, coupled with plenty of capital, willing to

farm a large estate and farm it well. Was it good for

the people of England that he should be allowed to

swallow up two or three smaller men, who in years

gone by reared their families and raised their crops

upon the same area which he henceforth would alone

occupy ? Fully aware that there was much to be said

on the other side, he (the speaker) answered in the affir-

mative, and thought it was well, as the large farmer

could farm cheaper, more economically, and therefore

more profitably, than the small one, and turn out a

greater quantity of food, both cereal and animal, per

acre, besides being able to buy much more advanta-

geously, and use machinery of every kind. The ten-

dency, too, will be with the large farmer to increase

the size of the fields, and thus to Uirow more land mto

cultivation, by getting rid of great hedges and banks.

It followed that as the wealth and education of the

farming classes increased the size of the holdings will
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increase in like ratio also. Bui there were exceptions

to this general rule, and in many instances in central

Devon he doubted \\'hclher small men were

better tJian large, and in every county nurseries were
wanted for young beginners, as a young man could not

always be put into as large a farm as that occupied

by his father. The overplus of small farmers must,

if they would still be farmers, make up their minds
to gather together their capital, and seek a fresli

home in some English-speaking country beyond the

seas, where they would be welcomed as the most

acceptable of immigrants, and rapidly expand into sub-

stantial men. He would say, with the gi'owth of

education and of wealth, large farmers would, and, in

the public interest, ought, gradually to absorb many
smaller ones ; but these would be preserved in certain

particular and definite districts, and in the immediate
neighbourhood of large towns, where dairy and garden
produce commands a high price, and the great rent of

land and nearness of manure give special stimulus to

the practice of spade husbandry.

MUTFORD AND LOTHINGLAND.
At the late annual meeting of this Agricultural

Association, Mr. T. B. Cowell read an able paper
on the Game Laws in regard to the true interests of

agriculture. The Game Laws, he contended, had
signally failed to secure the object for which they had
been established, viz., tlie gi'eater security of property

in game and the prevention of poaching. This was
shown by the increase in game convictions from 2424
in 1839 to 4529 in 1843, and 10,345 last year. The
essayist contended that those who argued that it was a
question entirely between landlord and tenant, argued
very wide of the truth. To the landlord it might be a

small matter whether his farm be let or farmed by him-

self, but to the tenant a year's dispossession might be
of no light consequence. The essayist held that there

were obstructions to a tenant making his own terms
with regard to game. The matter as regards the right

of property and the proper cultivation of land was then
discussed, as were the arguments that the damage
done by game was far less than the worth of the game,
which was therefore valuable property which ought to be
preserved ; and that the preservation of game benefited

the trade of the district. All these arguments, he con
tended, were insufficient. He supported this conten-

tion by examining the effect of game presen'ation on
the system of cultivation of land which, by competition

and the increased wealth of the country, was let at

rentals which left but the smallest modicum of profit.

It was, he held, admitted to be injurious to production,

and it was so also by the interference througli the

gamekeeper with the self-adjusting balance of Nature.
The most mischief, however, was the effect the in-

terference and moving of his crops had on the

farmer himself—mentally and morally. The effect

of the Game Laws on the peasantry he held to be de-

moralising. The essayist then discussed the mode of

administering the Game Laws, and its effect on the

offenders and on the rural population generally ; the

influence of the Game Laws on the taxation of the

country. He examined the several modes that had been
suggested to remedy the mischief complained of, and
urged on the members to obtain an unequivocal pledge

to support a measure by which hares and rabbits should
be struck out of the game list, declaring them vermin,

and making their preservation illegal ; and by which,
if the shooting were preserved, the landlord should be
required twice every year, through the medium of the

stamp distributor of the district, to invite the tenant, if

he considered special damage had been done to his

crops, to name a valuer, who, in conjunction with one
named by the landlord, should fix the damages. The
essayist concluded by asserting as a certainty that the

total abolition of the Game Laws would be determined
on ultimately, but in the meantime the farmers should
endeavour to secure a remedy by instalments.

Mr. James Colman, without wishing to hurt any-
body's feelings, would say he thought the pledge that

Mr. Cowell intimated should be required of parlia-

mentary candidates in future, was not the right kind of

pledge. In his opinion they ought to be pledged to

endeavour to pass a law that no man should take up
the business of a farmer until he had had a fit and
proper education.

Mr. T. R. Woods hoped the day was not far dis-

tant when hares and rabbits would be stmck out of the

game list, and treated as vermin.

Mr. P. Cowell disclaimed on the part of himself
and his brother that the paper read had been written
or dictated by any party spirit. He wished also to say
that they had nothing to complain of on the part of
Sir Francis Crossley. If every landlord was like Sir

Francis no farmer would have any complaint to make
concerning the Game Laws.

i0tttcs 0f §ff0hs.
The Quarterly Journal of Science. Conducted
by J. Samuelson, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-

at-law. October, 1S70. Longmans, Green & Co.

This number, closing the seventh annual volume, is

the last of the first series of the work. Mr. W. Crookes,
F.R.S., is hereafter to edit it, the journal having, we
understand, passed wholly into his hands. Mr.

Samuelson may be congratulated on having, during a
week of ])ast years, established a character for the

periodical for interest and utility which will, we doubt
not, continue to grow and bear serviceable fruit—for

agi-iculturists as well as those of other occupations and
professions. We have not ceased to urge the work on
the attention of educated men engaged as agriculturists

;

for, besides the many facts and discussions of direct

agi-icultural interest which its pages continually pre-
sent, there is the indirect advantage it confers of
opening to the reader's mind the fresh and growing
character of extending knowledge everywhere j and
this is a consideration of wholesome influence, especi-

ally on those whose lives are so secluded and so

sedentai-y as those of tenant-farmers generally. The
current number contains papers on the late and coming
Sun Eclipses—on the Rainfall in England—on Spon-
taneous Generation—Surveys in India and elsewhere

—

tlie Devonshire Association for the Advancement of
Science—with notices of books, and chronicles of
various branches of science. The following is an
extract from the quarterly paragraph on agriculture :

—

"Among the leading agricultural events of the past
quarter are the great annual meetings of the Royal
Agricultural Societies of the three kingdoms. The
English Agricultural Society at Oxford and the Highland
Society at Dumfries have had capital meetings. The
Irish Agricultural Society was less successful. One of the
most interestmg circumstances of the Oxford meeting was
the award of a valuable prize to the best-managed farm of
the district. It has been somewhat of a surprise and
perhaps a disappointment to the agricultural optimists of
the day, that the very competent jury appointed by the
Society to examine the competing farms should have
placed highest upon the list one which owes but little to

the improved stock and implements whose use and intro-

duction the Society has fostered. It is a somewhat
old-fashioned style of management which has been thus
decorated. The four-course rotation of Wheat, Turnips,
Barley, and Clover in succession, is the cropping of the
farm ; the live stock is inferior, and comparatively few
modem implements are in use. The Wsitor who in the
morning left the showyard of the Society full of the best
specimens of the finest breeds of all kinds of farm stock
and every new agricultural machine, saw nothing of either
on the ' best-managed farm ' which he walked over in the
afternoon. He saw, however, magnificent crops of grain,

and roots, and grass, obtained without their aid, and he
might conclude that what was wanted for the impro\ement
of English agriculture was not a Society stimulatmg the
production of the best machines and live stock, but an
agency for making farmers more energetic and laborious
in the use of the common means already everywhere at

their command.
"This agency, it is plain, exists in an improved relation-

ship between the landlord and the tenant. The nature of
the best farm agreement has been the subject latterly of
frequent discussion in the agricultural journals. The
lease for a term of years, with freedom to cultivate the
land as the tenant choses up till within a few years of the
close of the term, is certainly the system which gives
freest scope to the intelligence and energy of the tenant,
and most likely therefore to result in industrious and
successful cultivation.

"An interesting paper 'On Wlieat Flies' appears in
the Agricultural Gazette, from which we learn that
Cecidomyia tritici, to which Professor Henslow drew
attention 30 years ago as the most destructive Wheat
midge of his time, is no longer prevalent ; and that the
complaints now common of injury from the Wheat midge
are due to Lasiopteryx obfuscata. The former is a yellow
fly, the latter black. The insect is not easily bred, neither
Mr. Kirby, Mr. Curtis, nor Professor Henslow having
succeeded. The successes of Miss Eleanor Ormerod, of
Sedbury Park, Chepstow, which are recorded in the
Agricultural Gazette, seem to have been wholesale,
notwithstanding her failures in detail. She placed or
earth in different flower-pots, grubs and pupee, with the
ears and stalks to which they respectively adhered, as well
from Wheat as Barley, protecting each with a covering of
gauze or muslin. These were kept in the most natural
conditions, and carefully watched and tended all through
the winter and spring, without producing anything ; but a
small heap of Wheat rubbish, which had been ascertained
to be well supplied with grubs and pupte, was left in an
out-of-the-way corner by itself, and early in June was
found to be swarming with a cloud of these small Cecido-
myia-looking midges, viz., Lasiopteryx. 'Numbers of
these, 'says the writer whom we are quoting, 'were also
obtained, and sent to us from the Wheat fields at different

dates, but not a single specimen of the Cecidomyia tritici

reached us. Now, is this abundance of Lasiopteryx, and
scarcity of Cecidomyia, confined to the neighbourhood of
Chepstow, or is it general over the whole country ? If so,

another question, which, however, we can scarcely hope
to fathom, is—when Cecidomyia ceased to be prevalent,
and Lasiopteryx took its place. It may even be a question
whether Cecidomyia ever was generally prevalent—it

may have been so only in Kirby's time and the London
district.'

"The Rivers Pollution Commissioners have issued a
report upon the so-called ' A. B. C process for defecating
sewage. They pronounce it a failure. The sewage
treated on this plan is not defecated, and the manure
produced is extremely poor. The only advantage derived
from its adoption is a somewhat quickened subsidence of
the suspended matters which town sewage carries with it,

but as every 10 cwt, of these are rattled through the
sewers of a town, borne along in the case of a town with
ordinary water supply in a thousand tons of water, it is

not likely that these suspended matters can retain much
that is soluble or valuable on their exit from the sewer
system of a town. And in point of fact the solid matters
of town sewage are of very little agricultural value indeed.
It is the liquid portion that contains the elements of the
food of plants ; and it is this, therefore, in which these

substances are present in too dilute a form to be preci-
pitated, that must be carried to the land, if either a
nuisance is to be abated or a valuable property to be
tiu"ned to good account. The Commissioners pronounce
sewage irrigation to be the only method known to them by
which both these results can be attained.

" There has been an unusual prevalence of cattle
disease during the past quarter. During the severely
restrictive system under which alone cattle traffic was
permitted during the prevalence of the cattle plague, the
more common diseases, the foot-and-mouth affection and
pleuro-pncumonia, almost disappeared. They have re-

sumed their frequency and virulence with the relaxation of
the rules affecting cattle markets."

Manure for the Million. By the Rev. Henry
Moule. Cassell, Fetter & Galpin,

This ''Manure for the million" is to be derived directly

from the million. And why not? It is nothing less than a
monstrous agricultural scandal that the 20 millions of the
best bred animals in the country should be virtually

good for nothing as farm stock. Mr. Moule would cor-

rect this, in the case of all cottagers, to whom this little

pamphlet is addressed, by making every one take care
of the fertility of his own garden. And we entirely agree
with him in the adaptability of his dry-earth closet to

this purpose in the case of cottages with gardens,
whether isolated in country places or gathered together
in country villages, Mr. Moule is the energetic and
praiseworthy clergyman of a Dorsetshire parish, and
knowing intimately, by long experience, the direct con-
nection between the material circumstances of a labour-
ing population and their capability of benefiting by his

more directly professional ministrations among them, he
has laboured long and earnestly in both directions for

their good. His tract concludes as follows :

—

"My heart's desire and prayer to God, for my fellow
countrymen, is, the salvation of their souls. But next to
that, my earnest desire is to see a real improvement in
tlie temporal condition—so closely connected as it is with
the spiritual condition—of you of the working classes.

Thankful, therefore, shall I be, if this little tract shall

give any help towards such improvement."

The following are the opening paragraphs :—
"You want manure for your gardens. If you could

get it, they would produce four or five fold more than
they produce now. I have found out a way by which,
with little trouble, and hardly any expense, you can have
as much manure as almost any of you can want. And by
this same slight trouble and expense, you will prevent
many bad smells and much sickness.

"Observe,—this is not just a fancy of mine: I have
practised it more or less for several years, and very many,
who have seen what I have done by it, are now doing
the same,

" In God's providence there is no waste. And it was
never meant that even the privy-soil, or the sink-water, or
the water of the slop-bucket, should be wasted. Still less

was it meant that they should poison fresh air, and pol-
lute wells and streams, and produce sickness and death.
And yet they are now almost entirely wasted, and the
privy docs poison the air, and pollute the water, and the
little hole dug near the house, or the ditch close by, is the
cause of many a sickness.

'

' Now my discovery is this :—The earth of your garden,
if dried—or dried and powdered clay—will suck up the
liquid part of the privy-soil ; and, if applied at once after
each use, and carefully mixed, will destroy all bad smell
and all nasty appearance in the solid part, and will keep
all the value of the manure. Three half pints of earth, or
even one pint, will be enough for each time. And earth
thus mixed, even once, is very good manure. But if,

after mixing, or after it has lain some time, you throw it

into a shed and dry it, you may use it again and again ;

and the oftener you use it, the stronger the manure will

be. I have used some seven, and even eight times,

others have used it 20 times ; and yet, e\'en after being so
often mixed, there is no bad smell with the substance

;

and no one, if not told, would know what it is."

Farm Memoranda.
Briton's Farm, Hornchurch, near Rom-

ford.— The Utilisation of Sewage.—A party, including
several men of eminence in the world of science, such
as Mr. Rawlinson, C.E., Dr. Voelcker, the Chemist of

the Royal Agricultural Society, Mr. James Caird, C.B.,
Mr. E. Chadwick, as well as several members of the

Romford Local Board, and several neighbouring

farmers, had been invited to meet a deputation from
the Metropolitan Board of Works, who paid a visit to

the farm on Saturday last, and inspected the an-ange-

ments of the farm, under the guidance of Mr. Hope
and his principal assistants, who afforded to the visitors

every information as to the methods, and, so far as they

have at present been ascertained, the results of

the cultivation adopted.

Briton's Farm consists of 121 acres of light and poor
gravelly soil, and it now receives the whole available

sewage of the town of Romford—that is, of about 7000
persons. Tliis is conveyed to the land by an iron pipe

of 18 inches in diameter, which is laid underground,

and discharges its contents into an open tank.

From this tank the sewage is pumped to a height of

20 feet, and is then distributed over the land by iron or

concrete trougiis, or "carriers," fitted with sluices and

taps, so that the amount of sewage applied to any

given portion of the field can be regulated with the

greatest facility and nicety. To ensure the regular

and even flow of the sewage when discharged from the

carriers it was necessary to lay out the land with accu-
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racy, and it has been levelled and formed by the aid of the

theodolite into rectilinear beds of an iniiform width of

30 feet, slightly inclining from the centre, along which

tile sewage is applied. The carriers, or open troughs,

by which the sewage is conveyed, run along the top of

each series of these beds or strikes, and at the bottom

there is in every case a good road, by means of which

free access is provided for a horse and cart, or for the

steam -plough—the use of which is in contempla-

tion—to every bed and crop. These ai-range-

ments, the carrying out of which involved the

removal of 600 trees and a great length of

heavy fences, the filling up of a number of ditches

and no less than nine ponds, as well as the complete

under-draining of the whole farm, were mainly carried

out last year ; but it was not until the middle of April,

1S70, that Mr. Hope received any of the sewage from

the town of Romford, and not until the following month

that he obtained both the day and night supply.

Satisfactory, therefore, as have been the results of the

present season's operations, they have been obtained

under disadvantageous circumstances, and cannot be

regarded as affording complete evidence of the bene-

fits which may be derived from the application of

sewage to even a poor and thin soil, which had already

ruined more than one of those who had attempted to

cultivate it.

To mention only one drawback which arose from

the lateness of the period at which the sewage was first

received, Mr. Hope had not the advantage of being

able to apply it to his seed-beds ; and thus many, if not

all his plants, were not ready for setting out as early as

they will be in a future year, and some of the crops have

suffered in consequence—that is to say, have suffered in a

comparative sense. .Speaking positively, they have in

all instances been much larger, not only than any that

could have been grown upon the same land without

the use of sewage, but than any which have been

raised from much superior land in the immediate neigh-

bourhood. The crops which have been, or are being

raised on different parts of the farm, are of diverse

character, but with all the method of cultivation

adopted has been attended with almost equal success.

Italian Rye-grass, Beans, Peas, Mangels, Carrots,

Broccoli, Cabbages, Savoys, Beetroot, Batavia Yams,
Jersey Cabbages, and Indian Corn, have all grown
with wonderful rapidity, and yielded abundant har-

vests under the stimulating and nourishing influence

of tlie Romford sewage. The visitors of Saturday

last, as they tramped over the farm under the guidance

of its energetic proprietor, had an opportunity of

witnessing the abundance and excellence of many of

these crops. Even where the Mangels, from being

planted late, had not attained any extraordinary

size, it was noticeable that the plants were espe-

cially vigorous, and that there was not a vacant

space in any of the rows. All the plants which had
been placed in the ground had thriven, and would give

a good return. Where this crop had been specially

treated with a view to forthcoming shows, the roots

had attained an enormous size, and, like some of the

Cabbages, had assumed almost gigantic proportions.

The Carrots were very fine and well-grown, and the

heads of the Walcheren Broccoli were as white, and
firm, and crisp as the finest Cauliflowers ; while the

Savoys, of unusual size and weight, were as round and
hard as cannon balls, and some of the Drumhead
Cabbages, although equally distinguished for close-

ness and firmness, were large enough in the heart to

hold a good-sized child, and might, as was suggested

upon the ground, very well be introduced into some
pantomimic scene representing the kingdom of Brob-
dingnag. The Indian corn had reached the respectable

height of some S feet, and with few exceptions each
stalk carried a good-sized and well-filled cob or ear.

These, unless we should have another spell of exception-

ally hot weather, will not ripen ; but in their green state

they are readily eaten by horses and cattle, and prove
excellent fodder.

In the course of their peregrinations Mr. Hope's
guests of course paid a visit to the tank in which
the sewage is received before it is pumped on to the

land. We need hardly say that the appearance of

this miniature lake of nastinesswas anything but agree-

able ; but its odour was by no means overpowering,
or, indeed, vei-y offensive. The rill of bright clear water
which flowed in at one comer, and some of which was
handed about in tumblers, looking as pure as the limpid
stream which flows from the most effective filters that

are to be seen in the windows of London dealers, had
only a short time before flowed out of this hideous
reservoir in a very different state. We had met it in

the "carriers" flowing along in a dark inky stream,
not smelling much, but covered with an ugly grey
froth which reminded one of some of the most dis-

agreeable details in the manufacture of sugar and
rum, or suggested the idea that it had been used for

a very foul wash indeed. With these reminiscences
fresh in one's memory, it required some courage to

comply with the pressing invitations to taste this
" efiiuent water." There were, however, many of the

party who braved the attempt, and by all who tasted it

the water was pronounced to be destitute of any except

a slightly mineral flavour. In dry weather this effluent

water, which has passed through the land and been
collected by the drains, after mixing with the sewage,
is again pumped over the fields ; in wet weather it can

be turned into the brook which is dignified with the

name of the River Rom. When the inspection of the

farm had been completed to the satisfaction of .-ill con-

cerned, Mr. Hope entertained his visitors at luncheon

in a fine old barn, but the severe virtue of the members
of the Metropolitan Board prevented their accepting

the cold fowls and sheny which had been provided for

them as for others. After lunch the health of Mr.

Hope, which was proposed by Mr. Chadwick in

highly eulogistic terms, was cordially drunk by the

visitors, and was followed by one or two other toasts.

We have omitted to mention that tlie rent paid by Mr.

Hope is jCS ycr acre, and the cost of the sewage at 2s.

per head £6 more. Z>ai/y News.

Herkimer County, New York : Summer
Management of Daiiy Cmus.—In one of the best

dairy districts in this country a dairy farmer, who
kept 25 cows for the manufacture of cheese, making in

one year nearly 700 lb. per cow, states his mode of

feeding as follows:—"When the ground is settled, and

grass is grown so that the cows can get their fill with-

out too much toil, they are allowed to graze an hour

only, the first day ; the second day a little longer ; and

so on, till they get accustomed to the change of feed,

before they are allowed to have full range of pasture.

Shift of pasture is frequently made to keep feed fresh

and give a good bite. About one acre per cow affords

plenty of feed till August i. If enough land was

turned to pasture to feed the cows through the season,

it would get a start of them about this time, and be

hard and dry the remainder of the season. To avoid

turning on my meadows in the fall, I take I acre to

every 10 cows, plough and prepare it the fore part of

June for sowing. I commence sowing corn broadcast,

about half-an-acre at a time (for 25 cows) so that it

may grow 80 or 90 days before it is cut and fed. I

have found, by experiment, that it then contains the

most saccharine juice, and will produce the most milk.

If the ground is strong, I sow 2 bushels per acre

—

more if the ground is not manured. The common
yield is from 15 to 20 tons of green food per acre.

About August I, when heat and flies are too oppressive

for cows to feed quietly in the daytime, I commence
feeding them with what corn they will eat in the

morning, daily, which is cut up with a grass scythe,

and drawn on a sled or waggon to the milk-barn, and

fed to them in the stalls, which is one hour's work for

man at each feeding. When thus plentifully fed,

my cows have their ' knitting-work ' on hand for the

day, which they can do up by lying quietly under

artificial shades, erected in such places as need

manuring most, and are most airy, by setting posts

and putting poles and bushes on top, the sides being

left open. These shades may be made and removed

annually, to enrich other portions of soil, it desired, at

the small expense I dol. for each 10 cows. At even-

ing, my cows are fed on whey only, because they can

feed more quietly, with less rambling, and will give

more milk by feeding most when tlie dew is on the

grass. The capacity of cows for giving milk is varied

much by habit. In fall, after the season of feeding is

past, I give 4 quarts of wheat-bran or shorts made into

slop with whey, or a peck of roots to each cow, till

milking seasons closes, about December I. When
confined in stables and fed on hay and milked, they are

given each one pailful of thin slop at morning before

foddering, and also at evening, to render their food

more succulent, and they will not drink so much cold

water when let out in the middle of the day. In cold

weather cows are kept well attended to in warm
stables. No foddering is done on the ground. Thus
a supply of milk is kept up, and the cows get in good

flesh, while their blood and bags are left in a healthy

condition when dried off. This flesh they hold till

milk season in spring, without other feed than good

hay. They will not get fleshy bags, but come into

milk at once. About April I they are carded daily,

till they are turned to grass. Wheat-bran in milk or

whey, slops, or roots are daily feed, as they are found

best adapted to the nature of different cows, and most

likely to establish a regular flow of milk till grass

comes." American Stock Journal.

Miscellaneous.
The War and Our Food Supplies.—We have

not far to seek the nature of changes in the cattle

traffic which must accompany Continental wars. We
now have France needing all the animal food that can

be spared for her, reduced by the failure of the grass

crops, which has compelled her farmers to slaughter

lean and immature cattle, as well as to refuse any

longer to feed the horses en reserz'e^ billeted on them by
the War Department from motives of economy, and to

be in readiness for the urgent demand of any moment.
On the other hand, Prussia, with Poland and the

Russian steppes in her rear, only fears the cattle plague

as a drawback to the thronging of cattle droves on its

railways and highroads. The lean and foot-sore

herds of Muscovite merchants and Polish Jews will be

welcomed ; and, in the heat of battle, none will care

for the stray oxen dead by the roadside, and none will

think of the devastating plague which steals right and

left, springing from the fcetid effluvia of pestilent

droves, and ramifying wherever the sleek cow or steer

of the thrifty Prussian proves susceptible to the disease.

It is not our intention at so serious a crisis to favour

the exaggerated theories of alarmists, or to run any
danger of eiTor on the side of those who consider that

for roast beef England still reigns supreme. We seek

the truth ; and whilst we assert ourselves, as rational

men, out-and-out free traders, we believe that the expe-

rience of the next few months—only weeks, let us hope
—of suffering and suspense will demonstrate that free

trade in live stock is by no means synonymous with

free trade in meat. Taking the British Isles as a

whole, the supply of foreign stock for consumption
does not amount to more than 4 per cent. The metro-

polis, it is ti-ue, recei\'es over 20 per cent, of its total

meat supply from abroad ; but a fifth of the consump-
tion of London amounts to only 2| per cent, of the

consumption of the United Kingdom ; and trustworthy

cattle disease statistics indicate a certain means whereby
we could at least rely on a speedy addition to our home
supplies of 2 or 3 per cent. ; indeed, of quite as much
as the Continent has given us during the years of our

largest importations. We do not believe that we shall

starve ; and, if the Continental imports are restricted

to the steers which we derive from Spain, the complete
prevention of the foot-and-mouth disease will rather

tend to give us an advantage over days of a thriving

and open traffic, vid Hamburg, Holland, and Belgium.

We may secure some cattle from Jutland ; but all

depends on the nature of alliances, offensive and
defensive, and on the duration of the war. It would
clearly suggest itself that our Canadian provinces might

reap the benefit by exportmg to us their surplus stock.

We shall receive some salt beef in tierces, but the desi-

deratum would undoubtedly be a steady supply of

fresh beef. The Canadian steer and sheep are well

suited to the English markets. The first is a Shorthorn

cross, and the second a long-woolled half-breed, with

Lincolnshire, Leicester, and Cotswold blood in varying

proportions. The only objection to the sheep is their

excessive fatness. We have seen at Christmas time

Canadian wethers in quantities averaging nearly 200 lb.

dressed, and exceptional ones far exceeding this weight.

Canada can, therefore, help us out of a difficulty, if we
are compelled to seek for animal food in the New
World. The approaching curing season promises to

be an active one. Stocks are low in the States and in

Liverpool ; and, on the declaration of war, prices

advanced 10 per cent. They will go higher, and

should the war last to the end of the year, the supply

of salt provisions cannot equal the demand. Abridged

from the '' Food Journal."

Churn more Milk or Skim Deeper.— From
observation, I believe too many butter makers do not

skim as deep, or chum so much milk, as they ought.

I hear them say often that they don't like to get so

much milk, or sour cream, in with the cream. It is a
common practice for most butter makers to have a

skimmer that is perforated with holes, that the milk

may pass through into the pan from which the milk is

being taken. If any one has a better reason for not

skimming deeper, I shall be pleased to hear it, and

herewith give my reason why I think we ought to skim

deeper and chum more milk with the cream. First,

there are but few dairy houses so far removed from the

odours of the kitchen, swill-pail or banels, or some
decaying vegetable matter, as to keep the cream from

absorbing odours that injure the flavour of the butter

;

and the cream must first receive, or have these odours

pass through it, before they can reach the milk, as it is

most exposed. The milk must therefore be most pure,

and, if churned with the cream, will aid in taking up

the odours from the butter. By churning only the

cream, the dash of the chum must, as we think, injure

the butter globules, and make the butter salvy, as the

friction is more directly applied to them than would be

the case if milk was mixed with the cream. There are

times when the milk sours before all the cream is up ;

yet the milk must be nearly, if not quite as good, from

the same cow that is being fed the same feed, in a

warm morning as it is in a cool moming. But we often

get twice the amount of cream in the cool days that we
do in warm days, and the quality is better. Take, for

instance, the 24th of August, a hot, sultry day, the

cream hardly paid for the labour. Now, take the 26th

of the same month, 1869, a good cool d.iy, that gave a

nice yield of cream. Is it to be supposed that there is

that difference in the milk produced from the same

cows on those days, when the cows were fed in the

same pasture, that there was in the amount of butter

made from their milk by skimming the cream only? I

have thought that when the milk is brought in in a

heated condition, and placed in a warm room, that

oerhaps many of the butter globules were exploded by

the heat, and that they mingle with the milk, like

alcohol with water, but to chum all the milk would be

to get more butter. I have been using Dr. A. F.

Jennings' Patent Milk Pans this season, and find them

an excellent thing for cooUng milk and saving labour.

C. L. Smith, Chatatique Co., N. Y.

Rules to Keep a Farmer Poor.— i. Not tak-

ing a good agricultural paper. 2. Keeping no account

of home operations. Paying no attention to the

maxim, ".A stitch in time saves nine," in regard to

the sowing of grain and planting of seed at the proper

season. 3. Leaving the reapers, ploughs, cultivators,

&c., uncovered from the rain and heat of the sun.

More money is lost in this way than most people are

willing to believe. 4. Permitting broken implements

to be scattered over the farm until they are ineparable.
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One of the seven wise men of Greece said only tliis to

prove his sense :
—" Tlie time to mend the plougli is

when tlie plougli breaks." 5. Attending auction sales

and purchasing all kinds of trumpery, because, in the

words of tlie vendor, the articles are " very cheap."

6. Allowing fences to remain unrepaired until strange

cattle are found grazing in your fields, and bruising the

fruit trees. 7. Planting fruit trees with the expectation

of having fruit, without giving the tree half the atten-

tion required to make them produce. Caiman's Rural
World."

October 22.

—

AFangd Wurzel is generally har-

vested about this time, but if the weather is fine and

open, and the bulbs growing, the work may be

deferred to November. The crop, more practically

speaking, should be secured before frost sets in, other-

wise it is liable to rot in the pits, or barn, or yard in

which it is stored. In tailing, only the small rootlets

and earth should be removed, including the branch

rootlets of the tap-root, but the tap-root itself should

not be cut, as the bleeding or exudation of sap is

liable to produce rot, mouldiness, and infusorial

action. For a similar reason the tops should not be

cut so close as to bleed the bulb. To avoid this some
twist off the leaves, but the process is too dilatory for

the requirements of practice, and if hurriedly and

rudely done, twisting is worse than the knife. The
bulbs are stored in pits and barns like Potatos and

Carrots, but in some cases in narrow lines between

hurdles stuffed with straw. The bulbs in the bins

above the hurdles are raised in the form of a roof, and

thickly thatched with straw, and the bins are placed

alongside each other in a yard, sufficiently close to

keep out frost, but not so close as to prevent the escape

of steam from the bulbs. Dry settled weather should

be selected for the work of harvesting.

Autumn Fallmving and Maymring for spring crops

should now be finished with as little delay as possible.

Manuring for Spring Beans is done either on the

flat or in narrow ridges, as for winter Beans, but the

land may be left more cloddy, open, and exposed to

the winter frost. In dry seasons farmyard manure may
be carted on to the land without doing comparatively

any harm, and even in wet seasons the harm done is

greatly rectified by the winter frost, especially when
the ploughing, smashing, and ridging is done by steam.

Whether the land is thus manured on the flat or in

drills, it is in a better and more forward state to receive

the seed in early spring, the fine winter-made mould
forming a fine seed-bed either for dibbling or drilling,

and staple for the after operations of horse and hand
hoeing. The reverse of all this is the case when the

work of manuring is deferred to spring, while the work
itself is much more heavy to the horses as compared

with autumn. True, under the old practice, the

manure in January and February was carted out in

frosty weather, but this was only relieving the teams

at the expense of the manure and land.

Parsnips are partial to a diy but rich friable sandy
loam, deeply cultivated, and in a high state of fertility.

Farmyard manure should be applied at this season, as

it requires to be thoroughly incorporated with the land

before the seed is sown, and the seed should be sown
in a fine seed-bed. Nothing is more injurious to this

crop than rank manure and working the land in a

bad season at the time of sowing. The land, there-

fore, should be deeply fallowed 18 to 20 inches.

For drilling on the fiat the manure should be ploughed
in 4 to 6 inches deep, and for drilling in ridges it

should be finely broken in the open furrows, and in

covering the drills should be well ridged up against

the winter frost.

Carrots.—The land requires to be fallowed and
manured at this season for Belgian and common
field Carrots as for Parsnips. The Belgian varieties

are grown on a greater diversity of soil than the

common sorts, and is proving a more valuable crop,

both as to weight per acre and feeding properties. It

is, therefore, fast superseding the other; but the

common Carrot is still largely grown on sandy soils.

Potato land is fallowed and manured at this season

in the same way as land for Parsnips and Carrots. True,

opinion is somewhat divided on the manuring of the

main crop,—some saying that the more economical plan

is to manure at the time of planting, doctoring farm-

yard manure with artificial fertilisers, so as to insure

its immediate incorporation with the land, as by this

plan it yields a more abundant supply of food for

young plants ; much may be said in favour of both
plans for late spring planting. Autumn manuring
\vith farmyard dung does not do away with the

economy of artificial fertilisers at the time of planting.

For early Potatos the balance is wholly in favour of

autumn manuring ; and the fact that autumn manuring
obviates much of the waste farm dung sustains in the

strawyard, while it renders the farmer independent of

wet and bad weather in spring, is also in favour of
autumn manuring.

Mangel IVurzcl, Kohl Rabi^ and Swede.—The prac-
tice is becoming more common of applying farmyard
dung at this season to land intended for the growth of
these crops next year, artificial manures being used at

the time of sowing by means of seed and manure drills.

One thing is greatly in its favour, viz., the relief which
it affords to spring cultivation.

Steam Culture. — In all the above examples of
autumn fallowing and manuring, the ploughing,
smashing, ridging, and covering of the manure is best

done by steam ; and where land requires subsoiling, it

may be done at the same time. Thus in opening the

drills for the manure, the ground or open furrows into

which the manure is spread is subsoiled in opening,
and in covering the manure by splitting the drills the

open furrows left are subsoiled in the same way by a

pendent subsoiler under the double- mouldboard
plough, thereby leaving the land under the manure,
and in the open furrows between the drills, in the best

possible state for successful winter drainage.

Brood Mares now require a twofold attention, one
for themselves and the other for their fcetal offspring,

so to speak, which now begin to draw heavily upon
their physical resources. Foals also require special

care, otherwise their growth will be checked, and their

symmetry, beauty, health, and future usefulness

impaired. "What they gather in the pastures is no
longer fit to support them, and although outdoor exer-

cise is needed, the essentials of the dietaiy must now
be supplied indoors. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Alderney Cow : J. S. Your best plan is to advertise

your cow in the local paper, and employ a local sales-

BoviNiA Potato : Me Blaine &= Co. We have not had
any opportunity of forming an opinion. A correspon-
dent in another column gives a good account of it.

KiANiTE : J. Mackcy & Co. Potash salts are more likely

to be serviceable for root crops and Potatos than for

grain crops and Wheat.
Milk Fever : Edoebaston , Parturient apoplexy, mis-

called milk fever, is much more prevalent among cows
in some districts than it is in others ; a great deal

depends upon the system of feeding which is pursued,
and also upon the head of cattle kept in this district.

Shorthorn and Channel Island cows appear to be more
liable than other herds to the disease.

Sorghum -. J. P. &> C. Sorghum is a good food for all

sorts of farm stock. We are not aware of any experi-

ment by which its value has been tested in comparison
with Indian Corn. We should suppose it would prove
inferior to Maize.

MARK LANS.
MONDAV, Oct. 17.

There was a fair supply of Wheat from Essex and
Kent to this mornings market, which met a good
demand at an advance of is. to 2s. per qr. from this day
se'nnight. The attendance was good, but only a mode-
rate business was transacted in foreign, at previous prices.

Barley, Beans, and Peas were unaltered. Oats sold
slowly, at a decline of is. to is. 6d. per qr. on the week.
Flour in steady demand, without change in value.

,
Essex. Kent, Suffolk. White 45—52 Red....

fine selected runs.. do. I49 —56 Red...
50—59

Red

42—45 Malting .

,

25—33 Malting ..

26—28 Feed ....

42—-
40—42
36-.

— ~ Tal:— — Norfolk— — Foreign
Barley, grind. & dist,2i5f to 3V. .Che— Foreign . . grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato— Irish Potato 25—27 Feed
— Foreign Poland and Brew 23—25 Feed ....

RvE [32—36 Foreign .

.

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
|

I

Beans, Mazagan....43J. t0 47J...Tick 49 —50 Harrow ..— Pigeon . . . .51^. to 59J, . .Winds.
|
—

j Longpod.

.

— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian .

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 38—40 Suffolk ..— Maple, 40J, to 44^ Grey 36—40 Foreign .

.

Maize I — [Foreign ..

Flouk, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—47)— 2d ditto ditto 32 —44' Country ..— Forei^ per barrell24—27' Per sack..

Wednesday, Oct. 19.

There was a fair attendance of millers here to-day, and
trade ruled moderately active. The show of new English
Wheat was good, while the arrivals of foreign have been
fully up to the average. In all kinds sales progressed
freely, at the full quotations current on Monday last.

Barley was steady in value, though the transactions were
not extensive. Malt was dull, at nominal currencies.
There was a large supply of Oats, and sound com
changed hands at the late reductions. Maize brought
recent values, with a steady inquiry. Beans and Peas
were scarce, and commanded late rates. The Flour trade
was quiet, but no alteration took place in the value of any
description.

Arrivals
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Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best

manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.
Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM AND CO . Iron

Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

^.
and Patent Drop Co\ _

,
'gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to infection,

bemg all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55$.
Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, z, WMnsley

SLreet (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W,, where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in
Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.
From Mr. W. Gilbert,

Lawford Strett, Rugby.
perfectly ' '' '

Closets,

great difficufty—thi

supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle ; as, by lay-

ing by a few bags of earth

any trouble of artificial

drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a

couple of spadesful put into
a bucketful of water), and
have had the finest blooms

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 187a"

i and full information may be obtained at zg, Bedford
, Covent Garden, W.C.

s
By Royal Letters Patent.

HREWSBURY'S GAS CONSERVATORY
BOILER, Registered Gas Oven, no gas inside.

IMPROVED REGISTERED GAS BATH, ^Cio.
Testimonials on application. Enclose stamp.

G. SHREWSBURY, Lower Norwood, S.E.

POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.'S
CONICAL BOILERS for HEATING, by HOT-WATER,

Pineries, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Halls, Warehouses, &c. Fixed at seats of Duke of Newcastle, Lord
"elper, &c. At Viscount Sydney's replaced, after being 20 years in* se. Applvat

Ijarden, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.Be;

Greenhouses.H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-Watrr Apparatus Manufacturers,

106, Marc Street, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixing, ^2 feet long by 13 wide, price j£5o;
21 feet by 13 feet, £26; 12% feet by 10 feet, £15. A handsome
CONSERVATORY in stock, 36 feet long 18 Tect wide, /no
Estimates given for any brnnch in the above line, in Wood or Iron.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

T"' S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
* of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and perfcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

, ,

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

,, .X^onsi^ling Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder)

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj"

A;;ricuULiral County in England
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espali

Trainers for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c. ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;

&c. : Wire Work Vase
Baskets^ with stem and
pronjjs (or placing in any

Baskets for Cons<
tones ; Wire Work
Flower Stands lor Con-

. Aviaries for
Conservatories, Pheasan-

les, &c.

Conservatories fitted up
ith Trellis Work, Flower

btands, Baskets, Wires,

Ornamental
Tile Flower Boxes.

All kinds of Wire Work
made to order.

R nOLLID^'i Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Torto-
bcllo Terrace Nottinff Hill Gate London, W

Illustrated Catalogues of theabo\eon application.

GREENS PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
or NOISELESS LIWN MOWING ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant-
ages of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running
one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bnnging the
shall) edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation
can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapta-
tion of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

HAND MACHINE.

GREENS' P.ITENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the
best, and have carried off ever>' Prize that has been given in all cases
of Competition.
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not

approved of can be returned at once without any cost whatever to the

Horticultural and Window Glass Wareliouses.
'AMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuitte White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, &=c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as folloivs :—

PROP.IGATING

nches in diameter

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches in diameter . . oj. 6<i. I 9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER

24 inches long

_- -„- - for HARTLEY-'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS,

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.

SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sires,

BRITISH PLATE, PATENTPLATE, ROLLED PLATE.CROWN,
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
and every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

J AS. PHILLIPS AND CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

MR. CHANDLER, HORTICULTURAL AGENT
and VALUER, Underbill Road, Dulwich, S. (late of Forest

Hill.)

N.B. A small NURSERY toLET,inagoods'

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
and Specimens sent post free on applic

Patterns of C

Halls, &c.
, Entr

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4S. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

r CASE, BULL'S PATENT.-
led and described in last week's Gardcnei-i" Chronict
Proceedings at Law will be taken against any 01

mall royalty.
: the Right of Making Patent Cases on pay-

id Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Everlastings, Hyaclntli Glasses, &o.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE'S
Wholesale LIST (Illuslratedl of EVERLASTINGS, DRIED

N.4TURAL FLOWERS, HYACINTH GL.'iSSES, and GARDEN
REQUISITES is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
application.

JAMES CARTER. DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Ilolborn, London, W.C.

New Leaf Rake.
ASHBY, JEFFERY, and LUKE, of Stamford, have

just brouKht out a new WHEEL HAND RAKE for RAKING
LE.W'ES : it IS lilted with movable steel teeth placed very close

hemselves to the inequalities of the ground.

1 slight
uch : the ordinary Rake. They

M
= ;£3.

of the hand, and \ha

Stoke-upon-Trent, and a

28, Walbrook, Mansion House, London.
They have no connection with any other House of the s

HAW'S TIFFANY.
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGAN ROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which ^ives the size of every class of Mat,

cial Strt , Shoreditch, London.

Arcbangel and Petersburg Mats.
ARCHANGEL MATS, under present value;

PETERSBURG MATS at old prices. Samples and prices at

J, ItLACKBURN and SONS. Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide and 15. 6rf. per yard.

Three yards wide . ad. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., S4 and 72 inches wide,6f;<2. and S^rf.

Cannon Street. City, E.C, and of all Nurserytr

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

3tjA, King William Street, London Bridge, London. E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
39A, King William Street, London Bridge. London, EC.

Caution to Gardeners.—Wlien you asH for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.
Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, tn consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
heir make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
S. & C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and

the cheapest in the market
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

Koslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made i

Terra-Metallic Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneuare, and Redware, ar

of great durability.

J
especially s

'-•''-"

VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c.,J

F. & G. ROSHEB, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars.S.E.

Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, KingsIand.N.B.
Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, rea, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-

ment, with prices, forwarded for selection

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks

of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,
" ' "nnfwar^ Tlrain Pines. Slates. Cements, &C,

premises as above.
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slai

To be obtained of F. & G. Roshe

SILVER SAND (REIGATK), at the above addresses—
145. per Ton, 11. id. per Bushel; as. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities

of 4 Tons, ij. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 45. per Ton more.

Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp. „.Tm
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vcssel.

A liberal discount to toe Trade.
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.

John Glutton, Esq., g, Whitehall Place, S.W.
-' ---—' . - ,--.. Park, Oxford.

„., ^.^., .„. „.. J- A, S.W.
M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,Lord Garl;

Wigt.
John rfoi
" anville iv. i\.juti,

Hyde Park, S.W.
t, Esq. ,

Q. C. , 6, Park Stre

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Chairman), 2, Lower
Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W., and Coed-y-Maen,
Welshpool.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, mcluding the erection of Cotiages and
* Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.

'

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information apply

S.W.
No

Utilization of Sewage.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.

Thomas Chapman, Esq.. F.R.S. I The Rt. Hon. Viscount Corabcrmere
George Thomas Clark, Esq. Henry Wm. Currie. Esq.

John Chevalier Cobbold, Esq. | Edward John Hutchms, Esq.

Principal Engineer—Mr. J. Bailey Denton.

Works of Sewage Irrigation are executed by the Company.

Arrangements will be made with Landowners, Boards of Health,

Sewer Authorities, and others, for undertaking such works, and all

works incidental thereto.

The outlay may be repaid by a sum in gross or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.

Applications to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq
,

the

Secreiai t the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, Londoi

NOTICE.—HOGG'S GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK
and ALMANAC for 1871 will he published on December 1

next. Price One Shilling. Gardeners having changed their situations
since March of the present year, are solicited to send notice of such
change, for correction, to the Editor.— 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

IHE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. Jo

Brandon), _.. _ _

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal H
Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.
Joun

ultural Society at Chiswick.

Alpine Flowers.
Now publishing in Monthly Parts, price is,, super-royal 8vo, each

Part containing Tlirec accurately coloured Plates,

ALPINE PLANTS ; Fii^res and Descriptions of the
most striking and beautiful of the Alpine Flowers. Edited by

David Wooster, Joint-Editor of the latest editions of Loudon's
Encyclopedias of Gardening aitd Plants, i:c. Parts I. and II. now
ready, ppice is. each.

London : BELL and DALDY.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chrmticle and Ag^riadtural Gazette,
th Addit
Price 3ii. each, 01

Cottage Tenantrj'.

Delivered anywhert

55. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst.

London on receipt of a Post Office order,
payable to Wm. Richards, at the King Street Office, Covcnt Garden.

Vuh\\s\ieA^t Ihz OKiCC o( \he Gardeiurs' ChrtmicUatid A griculttiral
Cast

,
4T, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

JEMMETT'S NEW and SIMPLE SYSTEM of
KEEPING FARM ACCOUNTS and RECORDS,—This

Eopular work is rapidly becoming known throughout England, has
cen universally recommended by the Press, and will be found

invaluable to Agriculturists generally.

Mr. JEMMETT RECEIVES PUPILS for instruction in Practical
Farming, Agricultural Chemistry-, and all other matters necessary for
the successful Management of Farms and Estates.

Applications should be addressed to Mr. JEMMETT, Murrel Hil'

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

£ac/t half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Title-page and Index,

THE ATHENiEUM :

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE
FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS ot every important New
REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scie

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE c

lure, Science and Art,

I

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAMA.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POE.MS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.

1 MISCELLANEA, including all that is liltcly to intcrcs

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of tlie Metropolis.

Sithcriptiou for Twelve Months, 13J. ,• Six Alonths, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON,

" Learned, chatty, vs^vvi^."—Atlienceuin.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5di

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :—
ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them,

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare antl unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets,

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve their
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:—

Hepworth Dixon, Esq.A- Ashpitel, Esq.
Lord Braybrookc
Rev. Thomas Boya
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.
J. Bum, Esq.
W, D. Christie, Esq.
J P. Collier, Esq.W D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.
I'- Cunningham, Esq.

T. Crossley, Esq,
I>r Dalton
Professor Dc Morp;an

E. Fobs, Esq.
Rev. A. Catty
Henrj' Hallam, Esq.
J. O. Halliweli Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter
George Vere Irving, Esq.
Rev. John Jebb
Douglas Jerrold, Esq.
Thomas Keighley, Esq. .

M. A_ Lower, Esq.
Lord Lyttelton
W. B. MacCabe, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir F. Madden
J. H. Markland, Esq.
Rev. J. E. B. Mayor
Lord Monson
R. M. Milnes, Esq.,M.P.

George Ormerod, Esq.
William Pinkerton, Est
J, R. Plancht, Esq.
E. F. Rimbault, Esq.

E. Smirke, Esq.
A. Steinmct!, Esq.
George Stephens, Esq.
H. E. Strickland, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir J. E. Tcnnent
Professor Thompson
W.

J.
Thorns, Esq.

B. Thorpe, Esq.

J. H. Todd. D.D.
revefyan, Bart.

Rev. J.
Sir W.
T. H. Tu
Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, "

enjamin B,

ell, Esq.
injamin B. Wifien, Esq.

... Yarrell, Esq.
Rt. Hon. Sir G. C. Lewis S W. Singer, Esq. J. Yeowell, Esq., &c.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price 4//., or stamped to go by Post, td. It is also
issued in Monthly Parts

; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Inde.\, price zos. 6d. cloth boards.
The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Si.\ Months, forwarded direct from the Publisher (including the

Half-Yearly Index), is 11 J. 4^., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office to

D

Works on Botany, by Dr. LinOley.

Lately Published,

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or. The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Seli

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR. The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 55. 6rf.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic Giconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. I3s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEV, of which ".School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

and other Stucfents who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price gs.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR, The
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36*., with

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C

cful species employed

believed that the c

, may furnish th(

A small select!

utd havt

purchasers ; and \

: Author's

nee of youoficr students would be consulted
r trusts that this selection will be found to
way that all teachers who possess reasonably
lislratinsj their lectures, and all Botanic
larger part of the species which are men-

sn was indispensable ; firstly, because a
been beyond the reach of the majority of

J CO., , Bouvcrie Street, E.G.

Now Ready, price 2s.,

REPORT on the CULTIVATION, by means of
SEWAGE IRRIGATION, ol the LODGE FARM, BARKING

for the year ending August 31, 1870.

METCHIM AND SON, 20, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

A GROSS of PRINTS for 3J-. 6d.—A Job Lot of
i~i- 144 various Engravings, Chromes, and Lithographs, 100 of them
11 colours. Useful for Screens, Scrap Books, ike. Post free by
cturn for 3s. 6d. stamps.

J. REYNOLDS, 174, Strand, W.C.

GARDEN TARPAULINS, 24^. per dozen ; 6 ft.

by 4 ft., and 8 ft. by 4 ft,, 32J. per dozen, with eyelet holes ; 50
laree second-hand TARPAULINS, 12 ft. by 13 ft., 17s. ; 16 ft. by
I2'ft., 2IS. ; 15 ft. by 15 ft., 25J. , redressed and in good order, and
various other sites. New TARPAULINS, best quality, 2s. per
SQuare yard ; second, is. 6rf. ; and third quality, is. TRANSPARENT
SHEETING, for garden frames, 2 yards wioe, is, 2rf, per yard r

WATERPROOF CAPES, 3 feet deep, 4s. 6,1. ;

POLICEMEN'S CAPES, lengthened, 41 ; POLICEMEN'S
CAPES for Farm Servants and Labourers, i8j. and 22s. per dozen;
HORSE LOIN CLOTHS, lined with Woollen and Strapped, 5s. ;

unlined, 3!.: DRIVING APRONS, lined with Woollen, 7s. 6i. 1

LEGGINGS, 21. per pair; WATERPROOF COATS, 7!. 6d.

R, RICHARDSON, 99, Euslon Road, London, N.W.

DISH COVERS and HOT \\ \TER DISHES
c\^ri \arel\ and of the n I r I | tai

are on sh « at W ILLI \M S I I I M I i

MS 6f thcct
Bn

i.6 8j the

,iilhc

elei.trn plate i block

I metal, full size, £5 5s
;

dishes ^Mlh wells for
1

[^ toSos electro nlated, on Bi

ditto on Nickel, full size, £10

LAMPS of ALL SORTS and PATTERNS.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON invites inspection of this season's

show of lamps. The collection of French Moderateur Lamps, care-

fully selected at Paris, defies competition. The prices vary frc

£7
PP

Bl R N
d K

P per

M

Sauce.—Lea & Pemns .THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

Ask for LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perkins on all

bottles and labels.

Deafe

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.-
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartbun

Headache, Gout, and IndiRestion ; and the best mild apericr

for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Childrei

and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

T N FROSTY and FOGGY WEATHER SPENCER'S
J- PULMONIC ELIXIR will be found a great source of comfort
by persons sufferinf; from Asthma and Disorders of the Chest and

A CLEAR (

EXTRACT of EM
rprising effect in ^

N. — GODFREY'S
,is long been known for

" preseri'ing the Skin,
1 beautiful, ft

Inurements produced by sudden
pies, Humours, and other Erup-

,nd by persevering in its use the Skin becomes delicately softj

clear! and smooth. Godfrey's E.xtract of Elder Flowers possesses 3
delightful fragrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet and
Nursery. Sold in bottles—Price 2s. Qd.—hy all Chemists and Perfumers

ANOTHER CURE of DISEASE of the LUNGS of
TEN YEARS' STANDING, by Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC

WAFERS.—From Mr. D. Verrent, Coast Guard, MountcharleSj

Donegal :—" They are all they are represented 1 'be. Ihaveachila
who was affected 'in the lungs (for 10 years), and they are the only

thing that have do
Asthma, Consumption, v-uugns, "-uma, anu an uiauiu^is ui II

and Lungs, Price is. i^Ad. per box. Sold by all Druggisis.
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^:%j mREFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

^700 A YEAR SAVED £^^rj?J^:.
HY

ORMSON'S
PATENT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
IN THE

EOYiAL GAEDENS
KEW.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green*

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.
Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.
Manufactory, 6, Bankside, Southwark, S.E.

See Official Report in Gardeners' Chronicle for

July 2, 1870.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy vastly supci or

Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.

Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and breakdowns.
Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and mn no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also, *' Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder TO Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER 10 the COMMISSIONERS of HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, aiid to the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

ST. PANCRAS IRON-WORK COMPANY.

c [ \Nsl \6 PATEN"! 1 11 N ur
HORTICULTURE, Parkficld, Pershorc Road, Birmingham.

Descriptive Book, fully illustrated with Wood Engravings by the
late Orlando Jewilt, from existing houses in various parts of the
kingdom. Post free for ^o stamps.

SPECIAL NOTICE.-NEW PATENT.
The "GARDENERS' GREENHOUSE," including Conservatory

and 12 Pits and Frames, with floor and stages in one structure, all

complete, made to stand upon any level space, and
The; , oft
kept in stock ready to send off at th:

' Perfect ventilatio

24 by 18 feet, and :

for inspectic

; by 16 feet,

,- also be seen by per-

rain or moving any of the

out the use of putty."

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGMS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, CLASS IX., No. 2119.

Mk. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBXJLAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler vet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel doin^ its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

°

Extract from Report in GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page ^j6.

I,,,'! Th„° „"'"'i''}''™°™
°^''°,;1'"^ is '"V^"*' '!'»"'' o"-!" fireular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the ovalbut the oval form given to Mr. Grays variety of it is said to be plan should bring liie tubes more completelv within ranire of the

S,Tth'"Si°iS?e""Tir?,".?,';i1„™'j"^'"f''
"=

'"k''"
'" =>°«rc™>»« Burning fuel: .ani this being so, the ch'kSgef though L Slight one,with the lire. 1 he usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram

|
is no doubt an improvement."

1^" They aye made of all sizes, which, with prices, may te had on application,

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

)PLE, cheapei
ity. Apply to

. RICHARDSON / ) Co., Horticultural I , Darlington.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;*
Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, VV.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs, Bradbury,
Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of
London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said
William Richards, at the Office. No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish
of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, m the said County.—SaturdaYj
October 22, 1870.

i
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Notice.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE—FuLl. PmcE will be Eiven

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—On and after this date
Ihe SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be £i 31. loi. for ij months,
including postage, instead of £1 61., as heretofore.

May be had of all Booksellers.

Published by W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellineton Street, Strand, W.C.
October 1, 187a

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.-FLOWER SHOW.-MEETING of FRUIT and
FLORAL COMMITTEE, on WEDNESDAY NE.XT, Novembers,

o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of ttie Roy£i
Horse Guards a Adrr r. M.

SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of

the SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY will he held in

the CRAIGIE HALL, St. Andrew Square, EDINBURGH, on
WEDNESDAY, November a, at i o'clock p M. Robert Hi,'tchison,
Esq., of Carlowrie, F.R.S.E., President, in the Chair.

lOHN SADLER, Secretary-.

CamationB, Flcotees, and Finks.
BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth, near
Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named
varieties. Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now ready.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Flnlis.

CHARLES TURNER can supply, from his extensive
Collection, strong plants of all the classes of the above.

CATALOGUES on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

TOHN J.
H.^SLAM, Son-in-law of the late John

f) Hollands, olfers strong well-rooled CARNATIONS and
PICOTEES from his immense slock, also PINKS, PANSIES,
Lancashire Prize GOOSEBERRY (true), APPLES, &c. CATA.
LOGUES now ready.

Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.

w Show Pinks.
OOD AND INGRAM beg to offer SHOW PINKS,

named, extra fine plants. One pair ol

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries. E.,
begs to announce that he can now offer unusually fine healthy

Plants of TREE CARNATIONS, and many varieties of Winter-
flowering HEATHS, in large quantities. It may be remarked that
Heaths arc well adapted for the decoration of the dinner-table.

cALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of very choice strain;
healthy plants, pricked over out of pans, free by post,

as for 4f., 50 for 7 1 for 14*. Trade prici

•JD R STIRZAKER.Ske
, Lancastei

Felargoulums for the Million.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,

Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low
prices:— 100 plants, distinct sorts, for 50s.; ^o plants for 301.; or
25 plants, distinct sorts, for 20s. , hamper and package included." *'

""'Cry, Reading.

New Rhododendron, the Crown Prince.
JOHN WATERER and SONS have great pleasure

in introducing this really magnificent variety. In colour it is a
very clear bright rose, having an immense yellow blotch, of great sub-
stance, ^mroen^se flower, and ^of most exceUcnt habit. Good plants

PAUL AND SON'S ROSE CATALOGUE for 1870
contains Notes on New Roses of 1870, and re-written descriptii

of the novelties of previous year. All Amateurs should apply for

R
British Fern Catalo^e.

OBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
stamps, Part I, (Itrilish Ferns and their varietie9, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRiP-
TIVE CATALOGUEofBRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No 7

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hili, Kent.

c HARLES TURNER'S Descriptive and Priced
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready.

WENTY THOUSAND STANDARD ROSES.^
The finest plants in the Trade. Also pot VINES, strong, in the
ng kinds. Special olfers to the Trade. CATALOGUES on

J. C. PAIIMAN, Nur! , Boston Spa, Yorkshir

E
Francis fc Co.'s Catalogue of Roses.

P. FRANCIS AND CO.'S New Edition of the
above is published, and will be sent gratis on application.

stock, both of STANDARDS and DWARFS, is very superior.
The Nurseries, Hertford, Herts.

The Clulstmas Rose.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE has received his Annual

Importation from the far east of Europe: price 30i. per roo.

HELLEBORUS ABSTRATICUS ALBUS. H. KAMSCHATICUS,
H. OLYMPICUS and ORIENTALIS. at «. yi. per dozen.

Royal Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

-Li STANDARDand DWARF ROSES, by the hundred or thousand.
Standard Marfichal Nicl. and other Yellows, very strong. A tine

stock of all FRUIT TREES, Sic. CATALOGUES and prices (which
are low) free upon application.

L WOODTHORI'E. Munro Nurser}'. Sible Hedingham. Essex.

o
Roses.

NE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES,

aoo.ooo DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES,
w.ooo TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

stock to select from. CATALOGUES on appl!

CI

Vy Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Fig:
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, \Vc

Fruit Trees, Eoses, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, true
• to name and in good condition ; fine fruit-bearing Trees, on

French Paradise Slock, trained as Cordons. FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES of every description. Priced LIST on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

w Fruit Trees, Roses, Sec.

ILLIAM KING can supply extra fine 3-yr. old
PYRAMID APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES and PLUMS,

c. per dozen, 50*. per too. Standard ROSES, I2j. per dozen : Dwarf
6s. per dozen. All the best show sorts. CATALOGUES free on
ication. High Street Nurseries, Lincoln.

B
vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of .ill the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application.

Cloriaand Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

VINES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston. Liverpool.

Vines, Vines.

T THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all

• the leading varieties of well.grown VINES, from eyes, grown
and ripened without fire-heat.

Healherside Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey-

VINES, from Eyes, Fruiting next season, ys. 6d. each
;

strong planting, 51. : ditto, 31. tj<f., of the following varieties :

—

Black Hamburgh, Buckland Sweetwater, Lady Downe'i, and White
Lady Downc's Tilack Alicante, West's St. Peters, Mrs. Pince, Golden

Strawberries.
CHARLES TURNER can still supply strong Plants

from the ground, and in small pols, to insure a crop of fruit next

Tbornless Gooseberry.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to direct attention to

this new sort, of which he has a few for sale, at 2j. dd. each.
The WEEPING FILBERT, according to size, from as. 6.

6s. M. each ; &c- Royal Nurseiy, Ghent, Belgium.

Mulberries, Mulberries.
"pONSFORD AND SON offer MULBERRIES by the

ILoughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, S.W.

Seedlings.
WITTY AND SON have to offer fine i-yr. Seedling

MOUNTAIN ASH, at 3s. 6<f. per 1000; r.yr. BERBERIS
DARWINII,at6i. per 1000.

The Nurseries, Cottingham, near Hulk

A'CORNS.—For SALE, the true SCARLET OAK
(QUERCUS COCCINEA) SEED, in most splendid condition
'car. Apply to
Mr. HASTIER, 6, Water Street, B lackfriars, London, S E.

Botanic Gardens.

A^
shoulc , ^

LOLMS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nurseri", Ghent, Belgium.

ip NGLISH PINES, of good size.—Wanted, present

GEORGE BUTT, Fruiterer, '^?Newland Place. Kensington. W.

EVERGREENS. —WANTED to PURCHASE,
RHODODENDRONS and other Shrubs, at per dozen or hun-

dred : delivered at Hereford Station, or Great Western Railway,
London. Also a few quick growing TREES, for a bleak, cold situation.

I. G. P.. Mr. Barker, 19. Throgmorton Street, City. E.C.

Q UTTONS- GUINEA COLLECTION of FLOWER
10 ROOTS, for Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, forwarded carriage
free by rail. In ordering, please say whether for indoors or outdoors.

SUTTON AND SONS, Importers, Reading, Berks.

Tbe Successful CultlTation of Hyacmths.—See
lUTTONS- AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870,
* w hich may be had gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading. Berlcs.

Suttons' Fresh Imported Flower Roots, Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Importers. Reading, Berks.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S import.ations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of beln^

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many

F INK HYACINTHS, first-rate named varieties and
mixed sorts ; EaHy and Late TULIPS, and all the best kinds of
lES, are to be had now from
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nurserj', Ghent, Belgium.

The CATALOGUE, No. Ij6 M , can be had from"
I<S, H. R. SILBERRAD & SON, 5, Harp Lane, London, EC.

E
Tulips.

H. KRELAGE AND SON, Haarlem. Holland,
beg to announce that their special CAT.4LOGUE of TULIPS

p. 36), containing 1752 varieties, is now ready, and will be sent on

F OR SALE, about 1000 Yards of DWARF DUTCH
BOX EDGING. One yard warranted to plant three.

For price, samples, &c. , apply to W. F. , Post Ofiice, Stourport.

PLANTING SEASON.—The PRICED. LIST of
Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, and EVER-

GREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS, is now ready, and to be had
pi

^^'[YuAM URQUHART AND SONS, Dundee.

To the Trade.
LARCH, fine. 9 to 18 inches, 10s. per 1000 ; SCOTCH

FIR, I to 2 feet, loi. per looo; QUICKS, bushy, i8 inches to

W° J AC KSON , Blakedown Nurser}', Kidderminster.

ri-IHE GENUS H'VDRANGEA.—The leading varieties
-JL mentioned at p. 1373 of the Gardeners^ ChnmicU, Oct. re and
especially large quantities of the extra fine HYDRANGEA OTAKSA.
See FLORE, xvii, p. 35(in double pl.ate). and CATALOGUE.No- 136M.

LOUIS VAN ffOUTTE, Roy.-il Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

AN HOUTTE'S CATALOGUE.—Nos. 132,
» '34 K.. 13s 1. 1 136 M., arc t(

SILBERRAD AND SCiN, 5, Harp
be had in London of Mei

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

To the Trade.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 537 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

THOMAS BUNYARD and SONS TR.\DE
CATALOGUE may now be had on application. It contains low

priced offers ofFruit 'Trees, Roses, Arbutus, Junipcrus sinensis,
elegantissima, Chichester Elms, Ccanolhus^

Climbers, &c.. &c.
The Old Established Nu , Maidstone.

Transit Agency tor Plants, Seeds, ecc.

CJ. B L A C K I T H AND CO.,
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

Forwarders to all parts of the World.
N.B.-Mr. ELACKITH is sole Survivor of the late Finn ol

BETHAM AND BLACKITH.

o SIERS for SALE, chiefl); of the Black Holland kind.
—About five acres, now growing, and also the produce of last
on the same ground, or any less quantity.

CHARI.KS BARNAKn, Hury Farm, Harlow, Essex.

N EW WINTER TARES.
prices, which may be had

, (V,... .'. ....FREDK. GEE, Seed Mci

pies at low

and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at 5s. per tooo; also I>rumlicad

or Cattle Cabbage Plants at 31. 6d. per 1000, can now be supplied by
W. VIRGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nurser>', near Guildford-

r^UCUMBER and STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
V J Wholesale and Retail, of all the leading kinds.
G. WALKLING, Nurseryman, High Road, and College Park,

s
Fresh Musliroom Spawn.

UTTON AND SONS can supply the above, very
fresh and good, at 51 6d. per bushel.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

D'
JAMES DICKSON .

s
To the Trade.

EED POTATOS.—GRYFFE CASTLE and
PATERSON'S VICTORIA, fine (true) sample, about 8 tons of

PRIZETAKER PEA on SALE.—About
>f the above Pea, sound and good. Ft

W. HARDIE, The Hall, Norwell,

The Largest and Best Early Pea
For MARKET GARDENING PURPOSES is

BUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.—
Only four days later than Ringleader (the earliest known), and 3

week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke.
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Cheap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash

Sophia Dumarcsaue
Longfield, 6s. ; Italia
—Biack Knight, 6s.

;

Henderson, y. 6d. ;

GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS.
Cleopatra, 5s. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 4^.^ E. G.
Her Slajesty, y. 6d. ' ' ' ' T,-r.-.^j

FLoWeRED.—Capitaine L'^ermite, 3s. 6d.; Madame Lernoiii>i,

35. 6d. ; Madame Rose Charmeaux, 3s. 6d. ; Triomphe, 3*- 6d. A Priced
LIST of 200 varieties post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

N'
Mrs. Headley
Sir R. Napier
Victoria Rcgin;

Coronet (Smith's)
FlaminffO (Smith's]

Countess of Ashburnham .

lith's)

. Dunnett (Cartel
Miss BurdettCoutts

New ZONAL PELARGONIUMS of 1870, including Colcshill, Stan-

stead Rival, Solcil, Harry George, Claudus, Sunshine, Lady Hawlcy,
&c , IJ. 6rf. each ; I2S. per dozen.

Ivy-leaf, Gem of the Season, ss. 6d. : Lady Edith, ts, 6d.

VERONICA BLUE GEM, 5s. per dozen.

Spring Flowering Bulbs.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTION of CHOICE ROOTS for Greenhouse or

Flower Garden Decoration, sent carriage paid. No charge for packages.

FOR CONSERVATORY.
I

No. I.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No.s. I No. 6. I

SOI. 15s. r. 6d.

FOR FLOWER GARDEN.

{ I05r. I 525. 6if.
I

42r.
I

21s. \ 151. | lor. 6d.
|

CATALOGUE, conlainlng details, post free.

5 per cent, allowed for cash.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, AND CO., 27, South Row, Com
, W.C. Established upwards of a

Dutch Flowering Bullis and Autumn Seeds.

WILLIAM SKIRVING announces the arrival of h
Annual Stock of DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS, compns

ing Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Anemones, Ranunculus, Narcissus
&c., all carcluliy selected, CATALOGUES of which can be had fr

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING.
Best sorts of WHEA

VETCHES, RYE, and :

Laying Down I

the Seed Warehouse, Quci
Establishment, Walton-on-the-Hi'll.
Queen Square, Liverpool.—Sept.,

Farms; WIN I

isortmenl of GRASS SEED-,
r for One or Two Years' Mov

Planting Season.—Knowfield Nurseries, Carlisle

MESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Nursery-
men and Skedsmen, Carlisle, beg leave to request the attention

of the Nobility and Gentry to their verve.vtensive STOCK of FOREST
and ORNA.MENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c. ; and Gentlemen in-

tending to Plant this Autumn are respectfully invited to inspect the
Plants at their Nurseries, which they will find well grown and very
suitable for exposed situations.

' " "
: prepared to undertake the Laying-out and Planting ol

Dwarf ROSES, will be found to include all the best v

Standard and Dwarf Roses.
T EWIS WOODTHORPE begs respectfully to

' " '
"'" of those about to pla

HALF STANDARDS,
DWARFS, on Manetti, strong, Ss. per dozen ; C^ 1

„ in pots, very superior, lis. per dozen.
Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Roses,

Trees, &c., free upon applic

;ery, Sible Hedinghai
s and to the Trade.

New Roses, Gladioli, Sue.

EUGENE VERDIER Fils Ainii, Horticulteur,
S, Rue Dunois, Gare d'lvry, Paris, begs to state that his

Londoi
.

N.B.—Orders will be received conditionally, tc

orwarded as soon as the state of affairs in France \

icuted and

TO PLANTERS and OTHERS.—Six acres of very
superior transplanted EVERGREEN and other TREES and

SHRUBS on the Kemplon Park Estate, one mile from Hampton and
Sunbury Stations, on the Thames Valley Railway, consisting of—
Araucaria imbricata I Pinus Ccmbra I Pinus Pinsapo
Pinus Douglasii Thuja gigantea Thuja aurea
Cuprcssus Lawson- Thujopsis borealis ,, compacta
iana Picea Nordmanniana Retinospora

Pinus cxcelsa ' „ nobilis ' Wcllingtonia gigantea
And a great variety of others, including some magnificent specimens.

JOHN MARTIN, Bailiff on the Premises, will attend to al'

purchasers.

Now Ready, Free by Post,

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S Illustrated
Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of Standard, Pyramid,

Dwarf, and Trained FRUIT TREES of the leading kinds; Standard
and Dwarf ROSES of select and choicest varieties; a fine hardy
collection of AMERICAN PLANTS, rare and hardy CONIFERS,
CLEMATIS. EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES,
SHRUBS, and FOREST TREES, &c.

This Catalogue will contain a set of five large Engrivings ofClematis
for MhicJvth s Litablibl) ne t lo fami.d) tak en from Photographs

REDtCED FOPM No 3

Hardy and Permanent Hants, awarded Twenty First-olass Certi-
ficates and Two Specials.

Engraving No. r. For Conservatories, Terraces, &c.

„ No, 2. For Lawn, Flower Garden, &c.

„ No. 3. For Hardy and Permanent Bedding, &c.
„ No. 4 For Festoons, Verandahs, &c.

„ No. 5. For Rootery, Rockwork, Ruins, &c.

This Establishment, long favourably known for its fine coUcclii
likely I orld-wide fame for the

Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.
Woodlands Nubslry, Makespield, near Uckkield, Sussex.

WiM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees :—

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, 6 and 8 feet.
4SH, WEEPING, extra fine, 7 to 9 feet stems.
CATALPA SYRING.^^FOLIA, 8 ._ .,

AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6feet.

CATALOGUES gratiij

English, Cornish,

N E W
T. floi

1, T. splendens, Leichtlini

LILIES. — Thunbergjanum bic

, T. punctatum, Tigrinum

ind priced in Mr WILLIAM BULL'S BULB CATALOGUE.
LILIUM AURATUM (English grown roots) can be supplied by

nd Rare Plai , King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

PAUL'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, N.

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.-One of the grandest Roses in

cultivation. The best Rose of the present year. The great Rose
of the Show. Standards and Dwarf Standards, loj. 6d. each.
Dwarfs, 7s. 6d. each.

Standard ROSES, 15s. per dozen, and upwards.
Dwarf Standard ROSES, 12s. per dozen, and upwards.
Dwarf ROSES, 9s. per dozen, and upwards.

prepared for forcing, 24s. per

Climbing ROSES, strong pi
, and upwards.

:,gs.i n and upwards.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
Choice named HYACINTHS, 61. per dozen, and upwards.
Bedding HY.^CINTHS, iSr. per too, and upwards.

,
TL LIPS 3s per 100, and upwards.

Cho ce named TULIPS ij per dozen, and upwards.
CROCUS of sorts js per too, and upwards.
LILILM AURATU^f English anj Dutch grown roots, b

NEW GERANIUMS.
W 4LTII \\I BrlI)E — \profuse blooming pure whit

e I 1 ith pure wliite. 71. 6d. each.

1 lest Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and the

—T! e deepest and richest in colour of all the

BONI U L tl

\METHYST Ui)\DICEA
MAGNUM DONUM 2S 6d each.

CARACTACUS, DARIUS

The 6nest and
PICTORIAL TREES and SHRUBS.

E\ERCRELNS, CONIFERS, Sic.

The choice sorts singly or b> the dozen, the common sorts by the
100 or joQo at the lowest remunerative prices for frequently trans-
planted specimens

FRUIT TREES.
APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

and APRICOTS, Standards and Dwarfs, trained and untrainetl,
Pyramids and Cordons, in the hnest possible health, worked on the best
stocks, many trees in a fruiting state. In addition, GRAPE VINES.
FILBERTS, FIGS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS. RASP-
BERRIES and STRAWBERRIES.

PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post.

IMPORTANT.—Address WILLIAM PAUL (the Christian name
in full), Paul's Nurs , Waltham Cross, London, N.

EASTES' KENT INVICTA PEA.

Messrs. Jas. S. Eastes & Co.
T/\KE LEAVE TO ANNOUNCE

THAT THEY ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER THE ABOVE IMPORTANT PEA TO THE PUBLIC.

The "KENTISH INVICTA PEA" \v.is raised by a well-known Kentish raiser of new Peas, in the year 1867, and passt>d into Messrs. EASTES' hands in the

spring of i863 ; and knowing the importance of thoroughly testing the properties of a new Pea before submitting it to the public, they have carefully grown it each year in their

trial grounds, and have also had it tested in the trial grounds of some of the leading Seed Merchants, and the result in every instance has been tlie same, proving the
" KENTISH INVICTA " to be the quickest and earliest B/?ie Pea ever introduced.

EASTES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA is a round Blue Pea, about "two feet" in height, with straight, handsome, well filled pods; is earlier than the best stocks of

Daniel O'Rourke, and Dicksons' First and Best, ^¥hilst the fact of its beinga " Blue " Pea proclaims it to be infinitely superior in flavour to any White Pea in cultivation.

ASHFORD, KENT.—Oct. 29, 1870.

Peter Lawson & Son
H.WE JUST RECEIVED FROM AUSTRALIA A FEW TONS OF

BROMUS SCHR.(?EDERI.
This Seed is perfectly hardy, and thrives well during the winter hi almost all situations.

On wet lands, where it is sometimes difficult to get good Crops of Grass, Broraus Schrtederi flourishes, and can be repeatedly mowed for consumption ;
while it is invaltiable

on dry soils for grazing diurmg winter, when there is a scarcity of Kye-grasses. It should be drilled say from 40 to 50 lb. per acre, if sown alone. Price of above on apphcation.

P. L. & S. h.tve also on hand a superior Stock of

PERENNIAL AND ITALIAN RYE-GRASSES, NATURAL GRASSES, SEED
WHEATS, WHITE AND RED OATS, BARLEY, ETC.,

Samples and prices of which they will be most happy to forward on application.

20, BUDGE ROW, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G.; and EDINBURGH.
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H
New Soft Wooded and Bedding Plant3.i

CANNELL " .... ---

CATALOGUE
begs to state that his AUTUMN
is now ready. It contains all of the above

also all the best older i

pnce consistent with quality i

\ flower and Florist's Flower Seed Mcrchai

HLANE AND SON'S Descriptive CATALOGUE
• can be had free Jjy

post on applicat;
-

lt,„ , - - - -

e collection of CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA-
WnTAL TR'eES ind SHRUBS, AZALEAS, &c

The Nurseries, Great Berkham sted, Herts.

New Catalogue orbutch BiilbsTPiants Suitable for

BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable

for Beddinr and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c., is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooti ng, Surrey, S.W,

STRONG Standard APPLES, PEARS, and
WALNUTS: fine Standard and Dwarf trained APRICOTS,

PEACHES, and NECTARINES; bushy LAURUSTINUS and
PORTUGAL LAURELS:
Perpetual ROSES of '

SHRUBS; ASH. 3 t

a select collection of Standard a

? sorts : strong Deciduous nowei
LARCH, SPRUCE. SCOTCH

AUSTRIAN FIRS', and all kinds of FOREST TREES,
above have been regularly transplanted and are well rooted

on applic

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nur , London Road, Cheltcnhai

TJENTAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
Jj PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse

Ferns, Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracanas, Agaves, ) uccas,

Beaucarneas, Dasylirions, &c ; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,

New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S. Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or

Dinner-table Decoration.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway .

London, N.

Choice Hardy Scarlet and other Rhodoaendrong.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS have the pleasure c

announcing that their CATALOGUE of the above plants, !

exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, 1

lished, and will be forwarded to applicants, u faithfully d

colours of the Rhododendrons, and also contains sefec

most approved CONIFERS, with heights and prices, a

leading EVERGREENS and ROSES.

ft faithfully describes the

The Nun , Eagshot. Sun

C"1
EG. LIGHTBODY. Falkirk, being unable, from

TT infirmity, to continue the cultivation of TULIPS, will dispose

of his stock at the following low price :—

100 varieties, fine show sorts, with names . . . . Soi.

100 varieties, offsets, with names 25s.

Best bed of 81 rows, comprising many valuable varieties, and several

new and fine seedlings, iy3.
CATALOGUES of the stock may be had on application.

AURICULA CATALOGUES s ady.

EDWARD TAYLOR, FLORIST, Malton, Yorkshire,
offers, as under :—

TRITOMA UVARIA, strong, las. fid. per 100.

GRANDIFLORA, I2S. 6J. perioo.
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.4S. per too; 35s. per tooo.

SCILLASIBIRICA.7s.61i. per 100; 65s. per 1000.

YUCCA FILAMEN'TOSA, strong, 6s. per dozen ; 35s. per too.

PHLOX FRONDOSA, in pots, strong. 4s per dozen ; 255. per 100.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, 4s. per dozen : 25s. per 100.

PAMPAS GRASS. 4s. to 6s. per dozen ; 251. to 355. per 100.

CATALOGUES gratis on application.

Strawberries.
H. KRELAGE and SON. Haarlem, Holland,
are preparing a new ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ol

nrivalled collection of STliAWBERRIES, in which .all the

novelties of the last years will be found, and besides, 18 new Russian

obtained by Professor Rcgel at St. Petersburg, and now offered

E.

for the first t 1 applic iDis

INTENDING PLANTERS are respectfully invited to

inspect the extensive stock of FOREST TREES and SHRUBS

, Bagshot, 5u
. „ ,

Surrey,
from intending Visitors,

3 otfer every facility for their doing so.

MAGNIFICENT Dwarf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES
APRICOTS, PEARS, PLUMS, APPLES, and CHERRIES.

Standard-trained PLUMS, Fruiting Trees.
Dwarf-trained FRUITING TREES ofAPPLES,PEARS,& PLUMS.
Pyramidal APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES.
"X/^rM. WOOD AND SON'S Nurseries have long been
VV celebrated for the growth and careful training of Fruit Trees.

The plants now offered are quite unsurpassed. CATALOGUES on

app
"^^^l^J^jj^^^^ Nursery-, Maresfield. near Uckfield, Susr—
The Belgian and Other First-rate Fruit Trees.

ORNAMENTAL TRl.i-- i; : Ml
and GESNERIACEOUS I'LAM^,
rate, in dry roots, sent prepaid by

]

unforeseen unexpected Novelties thei

important value that they will in all n
those prudent enough to prepare in

enjoyable view of this novel tribe of pla

; the CONIFERS, the

wering from March t

-October 39.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

TREES and SHRUBS ___

Dn to the finest and the grandest of all the LILAC TRIBE,
the DR. LINDLEY, grown in standards, &c.

Royal Nursery, Ghent. Belgium.

WMAULE AND SONS beg to inform their Friends
• who usually require RHODODENDRONS and other

AMERICAN PLANTS for Winter and Spring forcing, that their

stock is beautifully set with flower-buds this season, and early orders
ivill obli

Choice sorts. I

PONTICUM
KALMIAS, i&i_ 10245. per dozer

STANDARDS, and PLANTS for pi;

for potting, 30J. to 42s. per dozen.

The Nu

th AZALEAS

Araucaiia imbricata.—Perfect Specimens,
WELL GROWN and ver>' HANDSOME.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

M. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of th(

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS.—Selection of the
finest varieties, may be had from November to April. CAT.\-

LOGUE, containing detailed descriptions, will be published at the

end of November next.
AMARYLLIS (Hardy Hybrids).—The culture of the Amaryllis li

been for a number of y<
features of this Establishmi
been spared to bring to greater perf(

Froi
3 be, one of the leading

To effect this, the choic

_ r class of well-formed flowers has been obtained. I am now
of!ering strong bulbs of my newest varieties, which, for general
excellence, are not to be surpa-^sed, if equalled.

At the International Exhibition of 1868, held in Ghent, the First

Prizes were awarded to the Collections exhibited by this Establishment.
The author of the excellent " Trait 6 ThCorique et Pratique de la

Culture des Plantcs de Serre Froide," M. P. E. De Puydt, in the

April Number, p. 300, of the 58th Volume of the " Revue Trimes-
tnelle," published in Brussels, speaks as follows with reference to the

Collections shown on this occasion :

—

" One genus of plants, by the splendour and infinite variety of its

flowers, struck all connoisseurs with astonishment. The Amaryllis, far

frorabeingof recent introduction, has, however, become under the clever

hands of Mr. Van Houtte completely transformed, and carried to such
a degree of perfection as to be almost incredible. In one of the salons
of the Exhibition
with large flowers, , .

colour, from the purest while to the richest

which had been crowned approached even violet. Mr, Van Houttc's
selection was at once irreproachable, and surpassed all expectation."
At the International Exhibition held at Brussels in the month of

April last year, Five First Prizes, including Two Gold Medals, were
awarded to my Collcctic

Collections of Amar
comprise only those
richest colt " '

blooming s

: of Amaryllis have been made up for convenience, and
^ _ y those sorts producing finely-formed flowers of the

richest colours, all of which were specially selected during the past

Collection
A 6 fin

H

W
feet

I feet

above. Pric
.^o 5

t .-3
Larger, up to 30 feet.

FOREST PLANTING.—We beg to offer an extensive

and well-grown stock for above purpose. Our LARCH, FIR.
HIGHLAND PINE, &c., is of unusually hne quality. Prices and

^^^^jToSEPH TREMBLE and SONS, Nurserymen, Sec, Penrith.

Special Offer of large Evergreens, ficc.

~"

WM. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the

Nobility and Gentry' to a few thousands of fine specimens ot

the following :—
LAURUSTINUS, 5 to 6 feet I

PH1LLYRE.\S,G to 8 feet

PORTUGAL LA(j1iELS,qt07ft. I
COMMON LAURELS,6to 9 ft.

Variegated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet .,_,_,
RHODODENDRONS, 3 to 5 feet, thickly set with buds.

The above have recently been transplanted, are very bushy hand

ome plants, and quit
Floral :

r fiundred on application.

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS of ITIMJC r.\KKS, CEMETERIES,

or PRIVATE GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled

stock of choice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of at very

moderate prices, in order to clear the land for building purposes.

Among the Evergreens are many thousands of fine specimens ot

variegated and broad-leaved Green Hollies, and an immense Stock ot

all other Hardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Tn
generally cultivated in Britain, many of which z

adapted for giving immediate effect.

To Gentlemen wishing to make New
Grounds this is an excellent opportunity, for sucn an ext

well-grown Stock of Trees and Shrubs is seldom to be met %

Nursery and Seed Stores—Walton-on-the-Hill.
Seed Warehouse—15, Queen Square.

Liverpool, Scptei

improve Old Pleasurt

Northampton Nurseries.

TOHN PERKINS, Sen
'

to call the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged ir

extensive stock of the following, the whole of which
unusual low prices :

—

Whitethorn or Quick, extra fir

3 years transplanted.

Spruce Fir, M to 4 feet.

Scotch Fir, 1*4 to 2 feet.

Larch Fir, i'^t0 2feet, and aj^

3 feet.

planting I

vill be offei

Pinu:
Birch,
Beech,
Hazel,

3 4 feet.

o 3 feet, and 3 t

o 3 feet.

? feet.

i feet.

Berberis aquifolia, i to i% foot.

Green Box, ij^ to 2 feet, and
2 to 3 feet.

Portugal Laurel, iJ4 to 2 feet,

and 2 to 3 feet.

Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feet.

Black Italian Poplar, 4 to 6 feet.

Blackthorn, ij^ to 2 feet.

lock of nil kinds of ROSES, FRUIT^ FOREST, and
OilNAMENT \T 'iKF.KS, ^r., K:c.. is verv extensive and in the best

possible condiii. ;i 1. -. t. . .1, ' :,
,

l. 1. (f. \.-- ,ily iranspianled.

ripti\

5^. Ma.
applic

Roses, Fruiting and Ornamental Trees, Araucarias,
and Other Conifers.

SPECIAL STOCKS for PRESENT SEASON.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,
recently drew attention to their general Stocks of the above, of

which they invited an inspection. The following SPECIAL STOCKS
are especially worth the attention of intending planters.

CATALOGUES or SPECIAL PRICES post free on application.

ROSES, i2o,oooindividually carefully cultivated Standards and Dwarfs.

New Hardy Fruiting Ornamental Tree—The IMPERIAL CRAB
(Laing).—A supposed hybrid between the Red Astrachan and

' -yr. pyramids, 51. each ; dwarfs, 31. 6rf.Siberian. Standards a

ards, 2^5. per dozen, dwarfs, 155. per dozen.

MAPLES, ASH, ELMS, 8 to 10 varieties of each, variegated, purple,
and cut-leaved^ u. 6d. to 2i. bd. each.

We would specially remark the completeness of our collection of
this our specialty—"HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES."

New Hardy Conifer—CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ALBA PEN-
DULA (Paul & Son) : First-class Certificates, Royal Horti-
cultural Society, Crystal Palace, Birmingham, Enfield. &c.

'
'

'^

station in May next. lor. 6rf. to

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, grown
uninjured by the frosts of past ye
offer perfect specir

"

?eet''

. each; 3 feet, 5*. ; 3J4 feet.

it our High Beech Nursct
s, and moved June last,

sizes and prices :—2 103 f

IS DEVONIANA, MACROPHVLLA, HART-
( unpotted plants, 3 to 4 feet, 35, (yd to 51. each,
ion of 100 varieties, as lists, given on applica-

O 25 160 30J. to 60J. per dozen.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nursery. Ghent, Belgium.

British Orders.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, having made advantage
arrangements with the various Steamboat Companies for the

transmission of goods, matted Baskets or Hampers of an ordinary
size can now be sent direct from Ghent to any of the following Ports
for the sum appended, which sum will be charged in Invoice :—Goole,
Harwich. London, and Middlesbro'-on-Tecs. for 5?. each; Newcastle-
on-Tync and Liverpool, for 71. (>d. each ; ana to Belfast, Cork, Dublin,
Glasgow and Leith, for \os. 6d. each.

Special Rate fob Freight to London Only;—
I package weighing i to 4 lb. 2s. od.
I „ n 5 to lolb 20
i II ,) II to 251b 30
I It » 26 to 30 lb 36
» ,t n 31 to 50 lb 40
I „ „ 51 to 100 lb 50
Matted Baskets, each 50

It must be distinctly understood that the above rates do not include
the cost of the materials used in packing; these arc, however, in all

cases, charged as low as possible.
From the above named towns to the final destinations the re-

expedition is made by special agents, at the cheapest rate and by the
shortest route.

It was formerly customarj- to charge the uniform rate of Si. per
package to London; this method proved naturally unsatisfactory, as
small packages were thereby overcharged.
The advantage of the present system for the Buyer will readily be

perceived. For example, a party ordering 50 Hyacinths, weighing
nearly lolb.. can now receive these Bulbs, free in London, for 2s. 6d.

;

100 Hyacinths, weighing 20 lb., for v. ; 200 Hyacinths, weighing 40 lb.,

for 4$., and so on. Another exampfe :—A basket containing 50 Camel-
lias, with buds, or the same number of Indian AzaJcas, ol the usual
size, will be delivered free in London, or any of the hrst four ports
enumerated above, for 5s.

U. S. A. Payments on LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S account maybe
made to Messrs. AUSTIN, BALDWIN and CO., 72, Broadway, New
York, to whom, also, all Orders from unknown parties or from those
with whom L. V. H. has had no previous transactions, must be sent.

Royal Nursery, Ghtnt, ii«Ie»unj.—October, 1870.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, AUCUBA, COMMON
LAUREL, SPRUCE FIR, and other EVERGREENS foi

Wood Planting, cheap and in quantity

: large and

I belter than

The most Desirable Plant ol the Season.

PARSON'S NliW WHllE MIGNONETTE,
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite ; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white—it cannot fail *" f*^

grown in preference to the other variety : the spikes ;

beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole

There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and :

Public as something very superior, when they are no belter l

existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this

Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-emim

of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this

, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be

Vhe Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

March 30, 1870, ,„ , ^ .,- .

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

The' Grand International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-

ficate, May 21, 1870.
. , « -c X

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
28, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October, at as. 6d. per packet, and

may be had wholesale and retail of F. PARSONS, Nurseryman and
Seedsman to Her Majesty, 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and

at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries, Keymer, Hurstpierpoint ; and of the

following Agents

£ Sons, Leadenall Street, London.
Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
Thomas Davies & Co., Liverpool.

A. Henderson & Son, London.
Sutton & Son, Reading.

i^
Veitch & Son, King's Road, Chelsea,

... m & Sons, Newcastle -on-Tyne.
Hooper & Co.. Covent Garden, London.

All goods : paid to London.

New and Interesting LUliun.
KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,

Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have a fine

itock to offer of the following extra fine sorts of LILIUM :—
LILIUM TIGRINUM, flore-pleno, splendid novelty (figured in" .... ^ - - 1 -...-.•.". <• ... ^j each ; small

EH.
• Seed

Regel's " Gartenflora," April, W70), fine bulbs,

5 feet high, golden

UM, from California, large, lilac-

bulbs, lOf. each.
LILIUM THUNBERGIANUM,flore-pl

Chronicle, No^42, ^±^74), fine bulbS;
Gardenen

LILIUM HUMBOLbtiL ' from Cali'forni,

flowers spotted with purple, £1 each.
LILIUM WASHINGTONIANUM, l.

white, sweet-scented flowers, ^i each,
LILIUM PUBERULUM, flowers yellow, with purple and black

from California, 71. 6rf. each.
ifolium) CANDIDISSIMUM, new
th pure white flowers, and a dwarf

LILIUAi SPECIOSUM (li

introduction from Japan,
habit, ;£i each.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM (I;

RUM, splendid variety,
dozen; /sper loa

LILIUM SPECIOSUM (U
dozen ; £4 per 100.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM (lancifolium) ALBUM, 7s, per dozen;

cifolium) PUNCTATUM,

LILIUM SPECIOSUM (lancifoli

/i SI. Dcr 100.

LILIUM

n) RUBRUM, 4s. per dozen;

M SPECIOSUM (lancifolium) RUBRUM EXTRA, the
aarkest of all ru brums, £1 y. per dozen ; £% per 100.

LILIUM BROWN1I,6j. each; £-
LILIUM SZOVITZIANUM [Col(

Every other sort of Lilium in the trade, a;

ricty of Dutch Bulbs, Bulbous and Tubercuk
e supplied in fine strong bulbs. Special offers

well as the greatest

js Plants. All Liliums
to the Trade on appli

I SON, Haarlem, Holland.

Butler, McCulloch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
G. Gibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London.
W. Cutbush & Son, Higheale Nurseries, London, N,

„ Osborn & Sons, Fulham Nursery, London.

„ Downic, Laird & Laing, Lond
„ P. Lawson & Son, 20, Budge I

Rutley & Silverlock, London.
Dick Radclyffe & Co., 120, High Holbom, London, W.C.
Fisher, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield.

„ Woodroffe & Son, The Westbourne Nursery, Harrow
Road, London, W. „

. George Tredgett, Cambridge.
L. S. Woodthorpe, Sible Hedingham, Essex,

G. Hinxman, Farehara.

B. Bracher, Halifax, Yorkshire.
W. Knight, Hailsham, Sussex.

Timothy Brigden, South-Eastem Railway Station,'

\V. Paul, London.
E Holmes. Whitiington Nursery, near Lichfield.

W, Bull, King's Road, Chelsea.
" — Lvlor, Malton, "

Williams, Up]
„ K, Cooling, Derby.

„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.
SCOTLAND.

Messrs. Smith & Simons, Howard Street, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.
P. Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.

„ Stuart & Mein, Kelso.

„ W. Drummond & Sons, Stiriing.

J. & R. Thyne, 60, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.
IRELAND.

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin.

BELGIUM.
Mons. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent.

PRUSSIA.
Messrs. PlalJ & Son, Erfurt.

„ Ferdinand Juhlke's Successors, Erfurt.

AMERICA.
B. K, Bliss & Messrs. Sons. New York.

To Landscape Gardeners.
rpHE EPSOM BURIAL BOARD are desirous to

of"a
chapels andsoft

^. „„. ^^-..„.. .- mpanied
umber and Quality of Trees and Shri

of the total expen -- >-- -

CEMETERY. The block pla

be incurred.

of Five Guineas to the author of the design

derthe best and niost appropriate,;

themselves
opinion that

L.=i....^....^.».v, - — .-, Office, under scEued covers. and marked
' Cemetery Designs," on or before THURSDAYj^Novembei

right to withhold the Pre
. design of sufficient merit has been

The Designs, Specil

hould they be of

isign of suffic

/planorcstir

GEORGE WHITE, Epsom, Clerk to the Board
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MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA.

B. S. Williams
Has much pleasure in offering good Seedling Plants, in quantity, of the above superb New Spring Bedder.

It blossoms three weeks earlier than M. sylvatica, far more profusely, of a bright azure-blue colour, and is

quite as hardy.
Extracts from Gardeners Chronicle.

"For beauty M. dissitiflora carries all before it, captive at its sweet will, and reigns supreme without a rival

over all the Forget-me-Nots. " " For earliness, compactness, and general effect, it is far in advance of M. sylvatica,

and the individual blooms are nearly twice as large. We say, emphatically, that no arrangement of Spring

Decorative Gardening can be complete that excludes Myosotis dissitiflora."

Price—per dozen, 6s. ; per 100, 40s.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

PLANTING SEASON, 1870.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Anthony Waterer
RESrECTFULLY SOLICITS THE NOTICE OF INTENDING PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND LIST OF PLANTS.

The articles referred to have all been recently transplanted, have had ample space, and are in every particular

certain to give the highest satisfaction ; the Knap Hill Nursery is more than 200 acres in e.\tent, and contains at the

present moment the most extensive and import.ant stock of HARDY EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFERS, and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, FLOWERING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c., in

Great Britain. The Nursery is readily reached by Train from Waterloo to Woking. " Through Trucks " can be

sent without the expense of package to any Railway Station in the Kingdom ; and when quantities of two tons and

upwards are sent in a truck, a considerable reduction will be made in the cost of the plants, and a special rate quoted

for the carriage.

AMERICAN PLANTS. — The Annual E,\hibition of Rhododendrons, in the large Tent in the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, is supplied by ANTHONY W.^TERER.

AZ.1LE.\S.-

„ cSif^,
,, Common
„ Van Hoi

: bloomingeclions of the verj' finest hardy kind-
be supplied at 301. per doz., or £,\o p.

kinds, i;5 to /71CU. per 100.

xed colours, £2 iw. per 100.

i n.-pleno, strong bushy flowenng plai

ifls. to 120J. per dozen and upwards. This is 1

beautiful of tne Double Azaleas.
Large AZALEAS, of the finest varieties, i, 4, 5. 6, 7, and 8 feet high,

' '
'

r-buds,and objects of wonderful beauty when in

: of the
5 3 feet,

covered with fio\

3301. pelANDROMEDA FLOI ,. , __ ^__^
RHODODENDRONS.—We invite the special attention of^Rhodo-

dendron buyers to this part of our stock. We have miles oi border
which the plants vary from 2 to 8 feet high. Every plant a speci

; all sorts excepting the c

Named RHODODENDRONS.—Low busTiv sturdy plai

sisting of the best hardy kinds, jC5 to i,\^ per 100.

/ill be s
'

npte photographed, which i

; the largest

Seedline RHODODENDRONS, 1

plants, yx. t

ling a great variety of colour,
peri

„ Larger and very bushy plants, £10 to £zo per 1

f5^ Wc have grown for some years past
Rhododendrons from layers, and wc now have a
100,000 plants of named varieties, which wc
unequalled, being without exceptic

1 applie
isl-

and beautiful
ic, including Menziesias, ei

of VULGARIS, &c., 30J. per roo

sample, the only guide, will

HARDY HEATHS—The 1

spring varieties, by i

specimen ; 61. per doa

„ The free growmg vai

,, MEDITERRANEA ALBA and RUBRA.—Two very desirable
spring blooming kinds, and having the scent of new-mown hay,
A per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, from 50J. to loai. per 100.

„ Nice blooming plants, 1$ to £10 per 100.

,, Larger, joj. to 605. per dozen and upwards.
„ MYKTIFOLIA, 425. to 60s. per dozen.

All other American Plants are grown to a large extent.
HOLLIES.—The stock of Hollies at this Nursery is of the most

extensive and varied description, and occupies many acres of
land. Every plant that wc shall sell has been transplanted since
August, i86q.

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Stout, 2 to 2j^ feet, ^is. to 631. per
100 ; 3 to 3M feet, £5 to d iw. per 100 ; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet,

30;. to i20i. per dozen and upwards.
Thousands of beautifully grown Pyramidal plants.

We have a number of very large Green Hollies, 12 and ig feet high.
WATERER'S HOLLY. 1 We have these in large numbers and of
GOLDEN QUEEN. /all sizes, as Pyramids, Globes, and

Standards, and, taken altogether, they arc undoubtedly the most
beautiful plants to be found in any Nursery in England. Our
Catalogue contains a Photograph of Waterer's and Golden Queen
Holly, ; fair examples

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY STANDARDS.—A large number.NEW GOLDEN WEEPING HOLLY.—Nice Standards.
The COMMON WEEPING HOLLY.-6, 7, 9, and 10 feet high,

magnificent plants.
VARIEGATED HOLLIES of the best kinds, and the following

varieties of GREEN HOLLIES—Hodgins, Scoiiica, laurifolia,
rayrtifolia, angustifolia, yellow berried. Purchasers may select

8 to 14 feet. These are invaluable as blinds.

IRISH YEWS, of all sizes, up to 10 feet.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA—We have these by

Pyramidal plants, 5, 6, 7, andBOX, GREEN. \
„ VARIEGATED. ;8 feet high. An
grown bushy plants, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high.

AUCUBA JAPONICA.—Thousandsof sturdy bushy plants, 2, 3, and

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, 3, 4, and 5 feet high, as bushes and Pyra-
mids, all removed since August, i86g.

LAURUSTINUS and BAYS.—Fine Standards, in tubs.

Of all other ordinary EVERGREENS wc have an immense stock.

CONIFERS may be relied on as being handsomely

... . 7 to 8 feet, 6w-
1 hese are beautiful plants, transplanted 187a

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 4 to 6 feet. 5s. to 7s. dd. each; 7 to 8 feet,

lOJ. i>d. and upwards,
PINUS CEMBRA, splendid trees, 7, 8, and 10 feet high.
PINUS PINSAPO, 2 to 2;^ feet, 301. to 421. per dozen ; 3j^ to 4 feet,

js. 6d. to los. 6d. each ; larger, 5 to 6 feet, 2if. each and upwards.
PINUS NOBILIS, 1% foot, very stout, 18s. per dozen, £5 per 100;

2 to 3 feet, 60J. per dozen ; 4, 5. 6, 7, to 10 feet, splendid specimens,
from lOi. W. to 42s. each and upwards.

indsome plants, frort. ___J,
.,^ .^j.^.., :,-. .0 7*. 6rf.

cacn : larger specimens, 4, 5, 0. 8, and 10 feet.

PICEA MAGNIFICA or NOBILIS ROBUSTA, hundreds of plants,

all from seed. 3, 4, and 5 feet high, los. bd. each and upwards.
PICEA LASIOCARPA, 3 feet, handsome plants, 15J. each, £,(> 61.

per dozen; 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, 211. each and upwards;
tsplanted withii

D3feet,30f. pel

r dozen ; 8, 10, and 13 feet big

nths.

1 ; s to 7 feel, 6or. to

per dozen ; 8, 10, and 12 teet high, movea since September
Hundreds of splendid trees, from loi, dd. each and upwards.

CUPRfeSSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, most perfectly
grown plants, 2. 3, 4, and 5 feet high,

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS 1 3 to 4 feet, 421. to

„ „ ARGENTEA i 841. per dozen.
JUNIPER. CHINESE. 4 to 5 feet, 301. per dozen: 6 to 7 feet, 841.

per dozen ; beautifully furnished plants, 8 feet high, ioj. bd. each
and upwards.

THUJA AUREA, 2 feet and 3 and 4 feet round, 421. per do^en : a
large number of very fine specimens, 4 to 5 feet high, 10 and 15 feet

in circumference.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3.4.5.6, and 8 feet high; hundreds of

most beautiful plants, 30s, to 841. per dozen.
THUJA LOBBII, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet, moved in spring, 24*. per dozen

and upwards.
WELUNGTONIA GIGANTEA, 3, 4, 5,and 6feet, recently removed.

The following TREES for avenues can be supplied in quantities. All

are straight, handsome, well balanced trees, with stout stems and
finely rooted :—

ACER PLATANOIDES, NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 12 feet high.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, standards. i8s. to 301. per dozen.
.^SCULUS ROSEA, SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8 and

10 feet high.
^ESCULUS, COMMON HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

The scarlet and common Horse Chestnuts have fine heads and
stout stems, girting 5 to 6 inches 4 feet from the ground.

BEECH, PURPLE, 6 to 8 feet ; 10 to 12 feet, fine trees.

BEECH, COMMON, 8 to 10 feet.

BIRCH, WEEPING, 8 to to feet.

CHESTNUT, SPANISH, 8

ELMS, 10 to 15 feet.

LIMES, 10 to 12 feet ; splendid trees, 5 to 6 inches
4 feet from the ground.

MAPLES. NORWAY, 8 to 14 feet.

OAKS, ENGLISH, 8 to 10 feet.

SCARLET AMERICAN OAKS, 10 to 12 feet.

PLANES, ORIENTAL and OCCIDENTAL, 10, 12,;
The Planes on the Thames Embankment were sui

POPLARS, LOMBARDY, lo to 15 feet.
SYCAMORE, 10 to 16 feet.

WALNUTS, about 10 feet.

AILANTUS, 8 to 10 feet.

CATALPAS, 6 to 8 feet,

MOUNTAIN ASH, 8 to 10 feet.

The majority of these Trees have been planted will

Samples, the only puide as to their true value, 1;

und the ;

KNAP HILL, near WOKING, SURREY.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERS.

^» CARTER'S ^p
HYACINTHSr TULIPS,

CROCUS, &c.,

Include only the best kinds, and being made up in a
most liberal manner, these Collections offer the most
desirable medium to ensure an effective display in the

Drawing Room or Garden.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR CULTURE.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. i. complete, price 84-r.

COLLECTION No. 2, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 42J'.

Collection No. 4, price 21 j., comprises

—

It Hyacinths, in la extra fine 6 Tulips, Tournesol
„ Rex rubrorum
„ La Candeur

12 Jonquils, sweet scented
50 Crocus, finest named
I Dielytra spectabilis
T Lilium speciosum

lecled
large i, finest

I unilloi

xed

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price 10s. 6d.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From C. H. Hawkins, Esq., Colckesttr, November ig, 1869.

" The bulbs arrived quite safely, and I have the pleasure tn send you
a cheque for them. I sent a like order to another house at the same
time, and I think it only right to say that while theirs

,
your; 5 the fin.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 84;.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63/.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42J.

Collection No. 9, price 301., comprises

—

12 Hyacinths, in 12 extra fine 12 Scilla Bclgi"

named sorts for pots or glasses

12 ,, in 3 colours for bedding

' 75 Crocus, blue
I 75 „ striped

I 75 „ large yellow

lixed

12 „ extra fine mixed Spanish
12 Jonquils, Campemelle
36 "Ranunculus, extra fine.

double, whi
12 „ PoeticusorPheasant's-ey

36 Tulips, extra fine mixed
6 ,, Tournesol
6 „ Due Van Thol

3 „ Royal Standard

3 ,, La Candeur
3 „ Yellow Prince

3 „ Rex rubrorum
12 Double Daffodils

12 Star of Bethlehem 50 Snowdrops

Collection No. io, reduced quantities, price 15X.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From W. E. M.\RTtN. Esq., Hereford, June 6. 1870.

" The bulbs supplied by you last autumn, made a glorious show all

through the spring. They were a splendid collection of 500 plants, and
were admired by everybody who saw them."

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. n, complete, price 845.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 63.;.

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42.1.

Collection No. 14, price 21s., comprises

—

'
">'^

( „ Poeti
[ Double Daffodil:

I Tulips.extrafine

Pheasant's-eye

ed, double

6 Polyanthus Narci;

6 Campemelle Jonqai
12 Star of Bethlehem
6 Triteieiauniilora
6 Dog's-tooth Violets

Collection No.

25 Cn ,S,blU.

large yellow

24 Ranunculus, extra fine mixed
50 Snowdrops

'rVinter Aconites

reduced quantities, price lar. 6if.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
Frvm D. Mather, Esq., Chipping Norton, July ir, 1870.

" I was much pleased with the whole collection of bulbs, they have

been a great success."

TAMES CARTER and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and other Bulbs, Roses, Fruit

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
For the convenience of those Customers who do not

wish the trouble of selecting for themselves, is offered the

undermentioned Collections of Hyacinths, the selection of

which being left to theirjudgment and experience, will be

found perfectly adapted for the purposes stated.

A. 12 good varieties Double Hyacinths, for pots, 71. td.

2 \CTy fine

ngleHyac ^ ,

s Double Hyacinths, for pots, gs. 6d,

Single Hyacinths, for pots, gs. 6d.

I ,
Double Hyacinths, for glasses, 10*.

s Single Hyacinths, for glasses, km. 6

I best vaneties Double Hyacinths, for pois, 12s.

1/ 12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, 121.

M. 13 „ Single Hyacinths, for glasses, 12s.

N. 100 Hyacinths, in too best varieties, £6 6s.

U. 100 Hyacinths, in 50 best varieties, £4 41.

P. 50 Hyacinths, in 50 very fine varieties, £2 lor.

(j. 50 Hyacinths, in 25 very fine varieties, £t 17s bd,

A II Seeds and Bulbs carriagefree, and 5 per cent,

allowedfor cash payments.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 2^7 and 238, HIGH
HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTONS'

IMPORTED

FLOWER ROOTS.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen,

Reading, Berks, having received their first consignment of

CHOICEST DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by themselves from the leading Growers in

Holland, are now prepared to receive Orders for their

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for WINTER and
SPRING BLOOMING, either for open ground or

indoor cultivation.

SUTTONS'
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS.

Buttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Open Ground
Carriage Free, contains—

t Pheasant's-cye Narcissus
! Double White Narcissus
j Double Daffodils
) large Campcrnelle Jonquils
) fine mixed Double Ranunculus
) Scarlet Turban Ranunculus
I fine mixed Double Anemones
[ ,, Single Anemones

; Fcrraria Pavi

Suttons' £1 Is. Collection, for Indoor Culti-
vation, Carriage Free, contains

—

:inths, by n

i Miniature Hyacinths, by n;

i Polyanthus Narcissus, do.

1 Thol Tulips
6 Double Tournesol Tulips
25 Early Tulips, 5 sorts

3 choice Sparaxis

Lilium lancifolium albun-

SUTTONS' SUPERB DUTCH HYACINTHS

For CULTIVATION in TOTS or GLASSES.
The best 12 Hyacinths for 12s.

Messrs. SUTTONS' Collection of Hyacinths consists

of more than 200 varieties, a Priced and Descriptive

LIST of which may be had on application.

Buttons' Collections of Named Hyacinths.
100 HYACINTHS in too very choice sort!

100 ,, 50 very choice sort;

50 ,, 50 very choice sort;

50 ,, ag very choice sort;

25 ,, 25 very choice sort;

preferred; otherwise we usually supply about two-thirds double, and
one-third single. The single varieties generally thrive best in water, but
their merits are never apparent until the flowers are fully expanded.

SUTTONS' MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or
Open Borders.—Double, Single, and various colours, 2J. 6d. per dozen,

SUTTONS' HYACINTHS, in distinct colours for

Massing, Bedding, Ribbon Gardcning.&c—Double and Single, various
shades, separate, 41. per do

For further particulars, with complete Cultural Instructions, see

BUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE FOR 1870,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Flower Roots and Seeds Carriage Free, e.vcept

very small parcels.

Ig^ Five per cent, allowed for cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

READING.

Mr. Laxton'B New Kosea.
HP. PRINCESS I.ciriSF arol PRINCE of WALES.

>.'\UL AND SON line 111.- iilcasure to announce that

the above have pnss. .!
,

,. il; . [, ,i,.ls, and they hope to have
m ready for distribiiti ; I' nine summer,
Yiiice of Wales rr, . i I

1 'I ' . rtmcatc at Birmingham
nccss Louise iMrst-cl.i , .

i
i n^ n i rystal Palacc Stiow.

QTANDARD ROSES, /"a \os. per lOO ; Dwarf, onO Manettif-r^ per ,00.*^

STRAWBERRIES, 60 best sorts, true to name. StroiiR plants,

W, JACKSON, Illakedown Nursery, Kidderminster.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE, No. 135 L., contains a great choice of the best

HERBACEOUS HARDY PLANTS, and amongst Ihcm the Varic.

Kated-leaved POLEMONIUM, DODECATHEON JEFFKEYI, the

best DELPHINIUM, SPIR/EA JAPONICA, Sic.

Royal Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.—Bearing Trees, in

pots, of PEACHES, (NECTARINES, APRICOTS, APPLES,
PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, FIGS, MULBERRIES. ALMONDS,

THOS. RIVERS ( :s, Sawbridgeworth.

Si(jc^arkners'C|r0mcIc
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1870.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Wednesday, Nov.

( Dit
Thursday, — 3—Lin

Among the many mysteries of plant life yet to

be solved, is that relating to the Opening and
Closing of Flowers. Why should some have
a fixed hour for awakening, and an equally

definite period for going to sleep, while others

—

so far as any closing process is concerned

—

seem never to sleep ? and what is the immediate
inducing cause of the movements in question ?

Is it light, or heat, or electricity, or are the

motions in cjuestion due to the alternate turges-

cence and emptying of certain cells ? We fear

that no definite answer can yet be given to these

questions. Such evidence as we have seems rather

to tend to the inference that the inducing causes

are different in different cases ; thus, if the Shep-
herd's Weather-glass or Pimpernel be obviously

affected by light, opening its flowers in sunny
weather, and closing them when the sky is over-

cast, the night-blooming Cereus cannot be affected

in the same way. In the latter case it can hardly

be light that induces the expansion of the flowers.

Take the case of the Crocus—a sunny spring

day will make these flowers ope their golden
eyes to their very widest ; but here it seems to

be heat rather than light which produces the

phenomenon. Put some Crocuses on the chim-
ney-piece of a living-room, in which there is a

fire, covering the flowers with a shade so as to

exclude the light, and in a short time the flowers

will expand. This again points to the agency of

heat rather than of light. That these movements
have also some connection with the fertilisation

of the flowers seems highly probable, and this

inference is strengthened by the case of Mesem-
bryanthemum inclaudens, a very pretty autumn-
flowering species, for the opportunity of examin-
ing which we are indebted to Mr. THOMPSON, of

the Penge Nurseries.

In the plants just referred to the fertile stamens
are very short and wholly concealed by a series

of petals or petal-like stamens, which occupy the

throat of the flower-tube. In most other species

of Mesembryanthemum the stamens are long and
exposed, and the petals of thinner substance than
those of M. inclaudens. Are these circumstances
mere coincidences, or do they stand to one
another in the relation of cause and effect ? It

would almost seem as if M. inclaudens were self-

fertilised, though cross fertilisation is certainly

not impossible.

We do not know whether, in other species of

Mesembryanthemum in which the flowers remain
open, the stamens have the same short stature

;

perhaps Mr. THOMPSON, Mr. Croucher, of

Kew, or some other grower may be able to

enlighten us on this point.

The genus Mesembryanthemum aftbrds several

instances illustrative of the different " habits " of

closely allied species : for instance, there is a
whole group which open at night, such as

M. dolabriformc, M. noctiflorum, and others.

M. caninum, a species not known to us, is said

by Haworth to open in the afternoon. The
same observer also says of M. versicolor, " rubi-

cund in the morning, pale silvery in the meridian
sun, and rubicund again in the evening." This
brings to mind the curious little Selaginella

mutabilis, in which the leaves are pale milky

white in the evening or in cloudy weather, bright
green in the sunshine. The cause of this change
may readily be seen under a comparatively low
power of the microscope to be due to the
contraction of the green contents of the cells

into a ball, and to their subsequent diffusion

under other conditions. We believe that either

Dr. Hooker, or our most valued correspondent,
" M. J. B.," was the first to explain the cause of

the change of colour in the Selaginella ; but it

is clear that the change of colour in the Mesem-
bryanthemum must be due to some other cause.

While writing of Mcsembryanthemums, so

quaint and so beautiful, we may remind those of

our readers interested in the doctrines of vege-

table morphology, that Mesembryanthemum
barbatum was one of the plants selected by
LiNN.tus to show the identity between calyx-

leaves and the ordinary leaves. Moreover, the

sepals of some of the species, like those of the

Roses, show the quincuncial mode of formation

exceedingly well. The five sepals in the embryo
bud appear one after the other, while the petals

appear simultaneously. In most flowers in the

adult stage all trace of the priinitive inequality of

the sepals is lost ; but in the Mesembryanthe.
mum, especially in M. conspicuum, this mode of

formation is well seen even in the adult state'

Again, it is easy to see that in the sepals of

Mesembryanthemum it is the sheath rather than
the blade of the leaf that is represented.

When the subject of Potato Grafting was
first mooted, the changes alleged to have taken

place after that operation were by many abso-

lutely denied. This denial came from those

who had probably never tried the operation

themselves nor seen the results obtained by
others. Then, as the evidence became stronger,

it was objected that such changes as have now
repeatedly been witnessed after the performance
of the operation in question, were not neces-

sarily brought about by the grafting process, and
that they were not the direct consequence of any
commingling of the qualities and properties of

the scion and of the stock respectively.

The Potato is notoriously variable ; it has
been crossed and recrossed ad infinitum, and
hence " sports " or reversions are common
enough. An occasional disentanglement of the

mingled elements takes place, and produces
changes as great or greater than any that have
been observed after the grafting process has been
effected. This criticism is perfectly fair as far as

it goes, it is based upon facts that arc beyond
dispute, and any one who leans to the opinion
that grafting may and docs produce changes
must be prepared to weigh these objections and
meet them as best he may. An instance is now
before us which affords an excellent illustration

of the tendency of the Potato to sport. On the

same haulm were developed, at a little distance

one from the other, two tubers, both of a rounded
form, with smooth skins and depressed eyes.

The one Potato is perfectly self-coloured, the

other is pretty regularly blotched with purple

blotches. Moreover, each tuber has grown out

—

supertuberated, as the phrase is, so that

it is now the centre of a mass of small Potatos,

which are veritable chips of the old block, in

that they reproduce the characters of the parents

from which they immediately spring. Here,
then, we have a case strictly parallel to the for-

mation of Peaches and Nectarines on the same
bough of which this season has furnished us with

sundry examples, or of black and white Grapes
on the same rod. Here, too, we have a case, of

which those who dispute the alleged tendency of

grafting to produce variation in Potatos wouW be
sure to avail themselves. They would say, " See
here ; changes have taken place as gieat, or

greater, than any alleged to be the result of graft

ing, and yet no grafting has been performed."

Nevertheless, it does not follow that, be-

cause variation occurs where no grafting

has taken place, that therefore the changes
witnessed after grafting are not in any way the

result of that operation. It may be so, or it may
not. Such an illustration as that now before us,

does not in reality confirm or confute the Potato

grafting theory. It is simply an evidence of

that "dimorphism" which the Potato, like all

highly cultivated plants, manifests at times, we
know not why nor wherefore. It may be, as Mr.

Moggridge in a recent communication (p. 1314)

suggested, that the grafting process, the mere
surgical operation, is the inducing cause of the

changes seen, that the injury inflicted on the

tuber has brought about that separation of

previously mixed qualities manifested in what
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gardeners term sports, and botanists cite as

illustrations of dimorphism. From this point of

view, the misshapen tubers obtained by Mr.

Fenn would be the result of an attempt to get

back to an ancestral form, and would not be the

consecjuence of the intermingling of the proper-

ties of two varieties. The difference between

these two explanations is great, and we do not

think we are yet in a position to say dogmatically

which is the correct one. Nevertheless, we lean

rather to the opinion that the variations observed

by Mr. Fenn, and other experimenters, are

really instances of hybridisation, and we arrive

at this conclusion mainly from the mixed
character of the produce, which, as it seems to

us, exhibits evidence of a commingling of pro-

perties of the two varieties used in the experi-

ment, rather than of a divergence of characters.

If, however, Mr. MogGRIDGE's suggestion turn

out to be the true one, it will be an important

fact gained, as the explanation of the production

of sports, at present so mysterious, would then
be materially facilitated.

The subscribers to the Veitch Memorial,
in public meeting assembled, have decided, as

we think ver)' wisely, that a Portrait of the

late Mr. Veitch having been secured through
the liberality of Robert Crawshay, Esq., the

fund which has been raised shall be devoted to

Veitch Memorial Prizes.

We repeat that we think the meeting acted

wisely in so doing, and we say this without seek-

ing in the least degree to detract from the im-

portance of certain other propositions which
from time to time have been made by indi-

vidual subscribers, and which included such
memorials as a ^'EITCH Almshouse, a Veitch
Pensioner, a Veitch Plantation, a Veitch
Fund for Disabled Collectors, &c. Ne.xt to

the Prize scheme, which was decidedly pre-

ferred at the first public meeting, and definitely

adopted at the last, the scheme of adding a

Veitch Pensioner to the Royal Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution was, as far as we are able

to judge, that most in favour, but without a much
larger sum at command, both objects could not
have been worked out with sufficient complete-
ness ; and hence we conclude, as those who were
present seem also to have done, that it was better

to carry out well the one object indicated by the
former meeting, and which it was known had the

entire approval of Mr. Veitch'S family, than to

split up the available funds in order to give a
more feeble support to a variety of propositions.

As between making the Prize scheme and the

Pension scheme the Memorial of Mr. Veitch,
we have, on our own part, no hesitation in giving
a decided preference to the former. We were to

honour the memory of our deceased friend, by
keeping it prominently before the gardening
world as an incentive to the same energetic

persevering efforts for the advancement of horti-

culture which we had so often witnessed and so

much admired in him ; and if we now regard
the Memorial as inclusive, and intended to per-

petuate the memory of iDoth father and son,

—the zealous horticulturist, and the successful

traveller,—the same sentiments will equally
apply. Surely this will be more effectually

secured by spurring on the active man in

the fidl possession of his powers, and in the
full practice of his profession, than by pensioning
the effete though wBrthy man whose day of
action is past, and who must, in the ordinary
course of things, soon pass away from the scene.
There can be no question about it ; it must be so.

The stimulus to action must be more effectual

than the sop to repose, in keeping up the memory
of a horticultural leader, and we hence conclude
that the right thing has been done. It now
only remains that these good intentions
should be honestly and honourably carried out,
which we can have no doubt they will be.

We have received a chromolith of the veiy
pretty Wellingtonia giganteaaureo-variegata,
noticed in our volume for 1868 (p. 948), from its

possessor, Mr. Hartland, of Cork, accompanied by
twigs of the parent plant, showing how well it retains

its variegation. The parent tree is now i5 feet high,
and with its golden-blotched spray, tlie variegation

showing here in large bunches, tliere in smaller twigs,

must be a very handsome object. Mr. Hartland states

that " the variegated character is so thoroughly con-
firmed that thousands of green tops which had been
grafted have, without exception, broken out into a
richly marked variegation."

If we are to judge from the curious specimen
of a Gourd or Cucumber plant (more probably the

former) lately forwarded to us from Frome by the kind-
ness of Mr. MoGGRIDGE, we ai'e in a fair way of
seeing some strange monstrosities this autumn. The
specimen in question, of which we give a woodcut
showing the external appearance (fig. 252), and the

disposition of its component parts in a section (fig. 253),
was unfortunately somewhat injured in its trans-

mission by post, but it was in a sufficiently perfect

state to enable us to secure a tolerably satisfactory

drawing. The case is one just analogous to what
occurs not unfrequently in Zonal Pelargoniums, and of

wliich an illustration appeared in this Journal some
years since (p. 725, 1855). I" 'hat case, however,
only a portion of the plant assumed the contracted
form, but here the whole plant is reduced to an
almost amorphous mass, showing here and there traces

Fk;. ra;.

of foliage, the disc of the leaves a.s well as the other
portions studded with fleshy warts. We have observed
this season, in plants of the Bush Squash—which though
they have not received a drop of water since they were

planted, are peculiarly luxuriant—that tlic laterals,

"nstead of developing perfect flowers as they ought, are

nclined to send out an enormous quantity of flower-
buds, so crowded that they cannot come to perfection.

The cause of such malformations is very obscure ; they
a to depend rather on an excitement of the cellu-

lar tissue, which deranges the normal polarity of the
cells, than on any check to vegetation, which rather
nduces stunted and shortlived individuals. A/. J. B.

We learn from Natuye that Dr. Schimper,
historian of the Mosses of Europe, and distinguished
for his researches in fossil botany, escaped from .Stras-

burg the day before the final closing of the gales at the
commencement of the siege. Fears are entertained as
to the safety of his fine collection.

We understand that the fine collection of
Tulips, grown by Mr. G. Lightbody, of Falkirk, is

to be disposed of, in consequence of the bodily infir-

mity of the proprietor, which entirely prevents him
from engaging in their cultivation. The collection

contains many fine seedlings. Here is a rare oppor-
tunity for a beginner to make up a good bed or two of

these gaudy flowers.

Subjoined is the result of Gardeners' Exa-
minations, held under the auspices of the Royal
Horticultural Society, July 12, 1870 :

—

Name,
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Manchester, 2.50 inches at Salford, and 2.25 inches at

Perth. The mean fall for the different stations in

England was I.5S incli, and for the several stations in

Scotland was 1.72 inch. The Maximum Tempera-
tURE of the Air in England ranged from62°.Sat
Portsmouth to 53° at Newcastle, with a mean for all

stations of 59". 5. In Scotland the highest recorded was

59°. 7, at Edinburgh, and the lowest, 54°, at Dundee, with

a mean for the different stations of 57°. The Mini-
mum Temperature in England ranged from 3i°.3 at

Portsmouth, to 41° at Liverpool and Leeds, with a

mean for all stations of 37°.3 ; and in Scotland from

36", at Glasgow and Paisley, to 42"* at Greenocl*

with a mean for the several stations of 37". 9. The
Mean Temperature of the week in England va

from 49°. 7 at Blackheath to 46^2at Newcastle, with a

mean for all stations of 47^.9. The mean for the

different stations in Scotland was 47°. (See Mr,

Glaisher's Tables in our present issue.) On Monday,
October 24, there was a magnificent display of the

Northern lights, which was also continued on Tuesday.

We liave received from Messrs. Hurst & Son
a sample of the new Pea, '*Laxton's Alpha," grown
from new seed sown this year. The grower procured

the seed in the spring, which he ripened, sowed again,

and is now able to pick a good crop. Considering the

circumstances, which are certainly noteworthy, the

sample was very good.

The following letter, extracted from Land
and Wate}\ and relating to the American Water-
weed {Anacharis canadensis, alias A. Alsinastrum of

Babington, alias Babingtonia damnosa of Frank
Buckland), will be read with interest by those who
are plagued with this pest :

—

" In reply to the inquiry, if any use can be made as a
manure of the Babingtonia damnosa, or River Weed, I

can inform him that, for three years past, Mr. Ramsay,
the head gardener to Viscount Ranelagh, at his seat,

Mulgrave House, Fulliam, has used nothing else but the

weed as a manure for Peas, and finds his crops have
been the earliest and finest in the vicinity of London

;

and in flavour I don't ever remember eating any so good.
So good, large, and early have they proved, that people
who have purchased their seed Peas from the same bag,
and from the same nurseryman, have complained that

they have been supplied with a different kind, and even
now cannot believe that the old method of culture can be
so effete when compared with that with the weed used as

manure. The way of cultivating these Peas is as follows :

—A trench of 2 feet wide and 15 inches deep is dug,
without moving any ground between the rows ; into

this 7 inches of the weed is put, and covered with
6 inches of earth, and is left to decay (now is just the
time of year to doit), and in the spring the earth above
the weed is loosened without moving it, and filled up to

within 3 inches of the surface ; on this bed of earth the

Peas are sown, and the trench filled lightly with earth to

the surrounding level, the result being such as before

stated. Having watchedthis plan forthree years past, lean
safely, from my own knowledge, give the above as correct.

The weed is obtained from a lake in the grounds, which
is filled by the tide from the Thames, and retained by
sluice gates. The growth of this noxious plant is so

rapid in the summer, that about three weeks after the

lake of 6 feet in depth has been run out and cleared of
every vestige of vegetation, the mass of weed is so great

that I can hardly get my cane through it. The soil in

which the Peas are grown is very poor, mixed with gravel
;

for, though in the valley of the Thames, it is decidedly
not good alluvium. Several experiments are now being
tried with this weed as a manure, by Lord Ran'ELAGh's
direction, the result of which I shall at some future time
send you, as I am watching anxiously what other plants
may like this new manure. Lambton Young."

LILIES.
[Continuedfrom p. 1343.)

China.—In spite of its great extent, China has not
contributed many species of Lily ; indeed, excepting
some Siberian species, which extend into its northern
provinces, and some others which belong to it in common
with Japan, there are, so far as I know, only the

following species peculiar to the Chinese Empire.
Salisbury gave the name of L. concolor to a species

said to have been imported from China into England
by Greville in 1S06. It is still very rare in gardens,
although it should be grown more extensively on
account of its large flowers, which are about 3 inches

across, and grouped in threes or fours in a terminal

umbel. At the base of the inflorescence is a verticil of
three or four floral leaves, which are erect, not revolute,

and coloured of a fine minium-red colour. The plant
is about 18 inches in height, its slender rounded stem
is glabrous. In a fine cultivated specimen which I

have in my herbarium, the stem bears 10 alternate

leaves uniformly distributed throughout its length.

These leaves are of an oblong-lanceolate acute form,
narrowed at the base, 5 to 7 centimetres long (2—24
inches), glabrous, slightly ciliated, paler beneath ; the
upper leaves rather wider than the lower ones. The
pistil is shorter than the stamens, and the style is of
the same length as the ovary. There is a variety with
a soHtaiy flower, which Link (*' Enum." i. 321) con-
isdered as the type of the species.

In 1S24 a charming little Lily was introduced from
China to the garden of the Horticultural Society of
London. The stem of this plant did not exceed 25 to

30 centimetres (8—10 inches) in height, and was ter-

minated by two or three flowers of medium size of a

fine scarlet colour. Lindley called this plant Lilium

sinicum, and gave a woodcut of it {*' Flow. Gard." ii.,

1851-1S52 ; "Misc.," p. 115, c. ic, xylog. 193). The
plant flowered the same year it was introduced, but it

seems to have been soon lost, and it is to Mr. Fortune
that we owe its re-introduction. It has, nevertheless,

remained veiy rare in gardens up to this time. The
stem of this Lily is downy, almost cottony :

leaves are alternate linear-oblong, covered with a

slight down, and the three upper ones are gathered

together in a whorl at the base of the inflorescence,

The segments of the perianth are revolute, smooth on
the inner surface, and slightly downy along thei

median furrow. As in the preceding species, the

stamens are shorter than the perianth, and longer th;

the pistil. The obovate ovary is at most as long as the

style. In 1857 a description and coloured plate of the

same Lily were given in the "Flore des Serres

"

(second series, vol. ii., p. 19, pi. 1206), but, as

M. Planchon, the author of the description just cited,

remarks, there were some slight differences between
the specimen there figured and the type characterised

by Lindley.

A magnificent Lily is frequently found in gardens

under the name of Lilium Brownii, the origin of which
is very obscure. Its specific name presents certain

difficulties, for it is not easy to determine who
was the author of it. Spae, in his memoir on

the Lilies presented to the Academy of Sciences a

Brussels (July 5, 1S45), attributes it to F. E. Bro\™,

nurseryman, of Slough, near Windsor, in whose
catalogue it was inserted about 1S38 or 1839. Accord-
ing to Spae, the name was reproduced by Miellez ir

the catalogue of the exhibition held by the Plorticul-

tural Society of Lille, in June, 1S41, and in the

catalogue of the Royal Agricultural and Botanical

Society of Ghent in June, 1843. The same autho:

gave a description and a coloured figure of it in the

first volume of the " Annales de la Soc. Roy. d'Agric.

et de Botan. de Gand " (i., 1S45, p. 437—438, pi. 41)
Priority then belongs to the name Lilium Brownii, of

Brown; although in the same year (1S45) M. Charles

Lemaire also described this plant in the "Flore des

Serres" {i., 1845, p. no), and illustrated it by an
unnumbered coloured plate.

As to the native country of this fine species, M.
Lemaire says in his article, "origin and specific name
doubtful," and Spae writes, " country unknown,

"

Siebold thinks it a native of Nepaul, and also of China
and Japan, M. Max Leichtlin wrote to me recently,

stating that the plant was of Chinese origin, and on his

authority I have admitted this Lily as a native of China

—veiy probably also ofJapan, but not of India. What
ever be its origin, Lilium Brownii is a magnificent

plant, which has often been considered to be the proble-

matical Lilium japonicum veiy badly characterised by
Thunberg. Siebold's catalogue for 1S70-71, p. 51,

mentions it under the name of L. japonicum, Thunb,,
var. Brownii ; nevertheless, as I have had several speci-

mens derived from different sources, and which have all

presented the same characteristics, I am disposed to

think that it should be admitted as a distinct and well-

marked species. Its stem is between 2 and 3 feet high,

thick, rounded, and glabrous. It is brown at the base

in consequence of the great number of small reddish

brown lines scattered over its green surface, its upper
portion is unspotted. The numerous leaves are alter-

nate, and scattered equally over the stem, linear-

lanceolate in outline, acute at the point, narrowed
at the base, with 5 or 7 nerves prominent on the

lower surface, slightly channeled above ; they spread

widely, and offer at their extreme base a transverse

callosity. They are very small at the base of the stem,

where they soon dry up, and gradually increase in size

upwards ; the tluee or four uppermost form a kind of

false verticil at the base of the flower-stalk : these

attain a length of 20 centimetres (about 8 inches). The
flower is solitary, and very large and beautiful. It is

of pure white in the interior, and even on the exterior

of the three petals, which have only their prominent

median nerve coloured of a purplish brown colour.

This same tint is spread over the outer face of the

sepals, which are margined with white. I have al\\'ays

found an agreeable and rather strong perfume in the

flower, though according to M. Lemaire it is completely

scentless, and in the opinion of M. Planchon nearly so.

The flower is tubular, bell-shaped, with a spreading

revolute limb ; the petals are much wider than the

sepals, the stamens are bent downwards and have
greenish awl-shaped filaments, supporting large

brown anthers filled with reddish brown pollen.

The stamens are as long as the tube of the flower, and
are greatly exceeded in length by the style, which is

much bent downwards and terminated by a deeply

3-lobed orange-yellow stigma.

The small number of species, which may with more
or less probability be regarded as of Chinese extrac-

tion, is increased, at least according to the information

which I possess, by a very beautiful plant which M.
Carriere described and figured in 1S67, under the name
of Lilium pseudo-tigrinum ("Rev. Hort." November i,

867, p, 411—412, with coloured plate). In his

article on this new species, M. Carriere states that it

was sent from China to the Jardin des Plantes. M.
Carriere's statement on this subject is so precise that

there seems no reason to doubt the Chinese origin of this

Lily. 1 may, however, remark that M. Max Leicht-

lin, in One of his letters stated, I know not on what

authority, that it was a native of the Liu-Kiu Islands,

which are to the south of Japan, between 24° and 28'

of North latitude. Lilium pseudo-tigrimmi attains a
height of more than 3 feet. It resembles in general

aspect, and in many of its characters L. tigiinum, a
fine species common in Japan, and of which I shall

have to speak further on.

L. pseudo-tigrinum differs from L, tigrinum in

several particulars ; its rounded stem is clothed,

especially in the young state, with white appressed
hairs ; the leaves are numerous, alternate, crowded,
linear, 10 to 12 centimetres (4 inches) long, 6 milli-

metres to 12 centimetres (4 inch to over 4 inches)

wide, narrowed to a point almost immediately
above the base, channeled on the upper surface,

which is glossy, and with the midrib very pro-

minent on the glabrous lower surface. Its flowers,

at first obliquely ascending, become afterwards hori-

zontal, somewhat distant one from the other ; they
are of a fine red colour, marked internally with
deep brown points and spots, and in the centre are

provided with rather prominent tubercles. The seg-

ments of the perianth are widely spreading and revolute.

The style is red, and greatly exceeds the stamens in

length, and is terminated by a thick stigma with three

unequal lobes. M. Carriere says this species may be
easily distinguished from the nearly allied L. tigrinum

by its rounded stem, which is not brown but green,

and slightly mottled. It produces no bulbils in the

axils of its leaves, and these latter have only a single

rib, while each leaf of the Tiger Lily has five to seven.

The plant is veiy hardy ; it is still but little known,
and is not mentioned by M, de Cannart d'Hamale in

his monograph of the Lilies, recently alluded to in

these pages.
[To be CoJttiiiufd.)

THE VEITCH MEMORIAL.
The meeting of subscribers to the Veitch Memorial

took place on the 21st inst,, as advertised, in the
Royal Horticviltural Society's meeting room, at South
Kensington, James Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the

chair. Amongst those present were Messrs. G, F.

Wilson, Gibson, Hogg, Moore, Wooster, J, Eraser,

Rust, Lamb, J. Wilson, Goad, Richards, Rutland,

Budd, Monro, &c. After the Chairman had briefly

explained the object of the meeting, the hon, secre-

tary, Mr. Thomas Moore, read the report of the

central committee to the general meeting as

follows :

—

Report to General Meeting.

It is with much satisfaction that the central committee
are able to report that the subscriptions to the Veitch
Memorial Fund have reached the sum of_^ioi2 i-zs. gd.

This total has to be reduced by /^isi 14J. c^d., expended
in the necessary postages, advertising, and printing,

leaving a nett amount of /8qo iSs. ^d. to beexpendedon
the special object for which the fund was raised.

Various proposals as to the form which the memorial
should take were discussed at the preliminary meeting, on
which occasion, subject to the amount raised, a decided
preference was expressed for that of securing a well-

executed portrait of the late Mr. Veitch, combined with
the establishment of an annual prize or prizes bearing his

name. Some further suggestions have subsequently been
made to the committee, but none which they feel war-
ranted in recommending for adoption in preference to

those which received the sanction of the former meeting,

and on the faith of which the money has been collected.

One of the suggestions referred to embodied an emigration
scheme for gardeners in conjunction with the establish-

ment of a joint-stock nursery in Canada or the United
States

; a second suggested the building of almshouses
;

while a third proposed t j obtain an acre of land in one of
the parks, and to plant on a raised mound therein the

finest of the choice Japanese trees which Mr. Veitch was
the means of introducing—all of which objects the com-
mittee feel to be sufficiently praiseworthy in themselves, but
less manageable, and otherwise presenting no special

advantages over the proposals which have already been
approved.
The committee would therefdte recommend to this

meeting of subscribers, duly convened by public advertise-

ment, that the proposals to obtain a portrait of Mr,
Veitch, and to establish certain Veitch Prizes, which have
the concurrence of Mr. Veitch's family, should be
definitely adopted.

In respect to the portrait, the committee report with

much pleasure that a very excellent likeness now hanging
in this meeting room, and painted expressly to meet the

object of the present movement, has been offered to them
by Robert Crawshay, Esq., of Cyfarthfa Castle, and
they propose that this most liberal offer be accepted, and
that the best thanks of the subscribers be conveyed to

Crawshay for his liberal gift. Mr. Crawshay's wish
is that the portrait, while remaining the property of the

trustees to be appointed for the prize fund, should, with

the permission of the Council, find a resting place on
the walls of the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting
room.
The portrait thus being provided, the committee

ecommend that the whole amount of the subscriptions,

which, as before stated, after payment of expenses, reaches

the sum of ,,^890 i8s. 4*/., should be invested in tlie n.imes

of trustees, to be appointed by the present meeting, and
the annual interest thereof devoted to prizes for the

advancement of horticulture, to be offered at such exhi-

bitions of the leading metropolitan horticultural societies

in the three kingdoms as the trustees may judge most

conducive to this object, the culture of both flowers and
fruits being considered. The details of working out

arrangement must be left to the discretion of
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the tnistees, as, from change of circumstances, the same
arrangements may not be always desirable, but it is sug-
gested that for the guidance of the trustees it be an
instruction to them that the prizes are to be of consider-

able value, so as to be worthy of the object they are

intended to commemorate ; that they may be varied in

number and amount each year according to the funds to

be disposed of; and that, as being most useful to the

recipients, a considerable proportion of their value be
given in money, the money prize being however accom
panied by an inexpensive commemorative medal bearing
the name or a portrait of the late Mr. Veitch. In order
to obtain a die for the latter purpose without lessening the

capital amount, it is further suggested that the trustees be
authorised to devote the interest first accruing to them to

lliis object.

The committee recommend to the meeting to select the

following gentlemen as trustees of the Veitch Memorial,
namely, the treasurer and the secretary to the fund, Mr,
George F. Wilson and Mr. Thomas' Moore, with the

addition of five others representing the amateur and
practical gardeners of the United Kingdom, namely, Mr.
Harry James Veitch, Dr. Robert Hogg, and Mr. Zadok
Stevens, representing England

; Mr. William Thomson
representing Scotland ; and Dr. David Moore represent-

j Ireland.

The committee desire to oflfer their hearty thanks to
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society for having
afforded every facility for holding their meetings ; to the
proprietors of the " Irish Farmers' Gazette," and those of
the "Gardeners' Record," for inserting the advertise-
ments of the Insh committee free of charge ; and to the
members of the general committee for having so effec-

tually worked with them in bringing the proposed
memorial to a successful issue.

It was then moved by Mr. John Fraser, seconded by
Mr. D. Wooster, and agreed to nemine dissenticJite—

" That the report of the central committee be adopted,
and lliat the said committee be hereby empowered to carry
out the recommendations of the said report."

It was further proposed by Dr. Hogg, and seconded
by Mr. J. Gibson, and also adopted unanimously

—

'

' That the thanks of this meeting be conveyed to Robert
Crawshay, Esq., for his gift of a portrait of the late Mr.

1

James Veitch, in furtherance of the Veitch Memorial."

Mr. J. Monro proposed that a carle de visite ^Qxix^\\.

of Mr. Veitch should be sent to every subscriber, but
the feeling being general that this would be a mis-
appropriation of tlie funds, the proposal was with-
drawn. On the motion of G. F. "Wilson, Esq.,
seconded by Mr. Lamb, it was then agreed that* a
cordial vote of thanks be given to the Chairman for his

kindness in presiding on the occasion.
The annexed balance-sheet of receipts and expendi-

ture, was laid upon the table :

—

1870. Dr. To StibscHptions.
Oct. 21. Paid to Treasurer ^%x-j 3 3

Paid to Secretary ,, igi 16 6
From Lord Mayor of Dublin ("Irish" ^ izette " advertising account) 260

; Edmondson ("Gardeners'
vertising account) .. .. o 13 6
McDonald (Edmondson's

8. From Thom
Record "

,

8. From Charl
printing a

Cr. By Ex
vertising :—
" Gardeners' Chronicle"
" Gardeners' Magazine"
"Journal of Horticulture

"

" Irish Farmers' Gazette"
" Gardeners' Record "

nting :—

Collectors' expenses :

—

Treasurer's list

Secretary's list

Secretary's expenses :

—

Envelopes, post.ige and receipt stamps, &c.
Treasurer's expenses :

—

^ Postage and receipt stamps .

.

" riagc of portrait per raila'sy ..

Balance

;«.<

IRISH GARDENING.
Among all our public parks the Phcenix Park,

Dublin, is the grandest. Covering an area of over
1700 acres, it offers unusual facilities for all kinds of
enjoyment. In fact, so far as I can judge, it is too
big for purposes of metropolitan recreation, even
although we deduct the 350 acres enclosed in respec-
tive detachments, and occupied by the Lord Lieu-
tenant, the chief and under .Secretaries for the time
being. Even then, Hyde Park or the Bois de Bou-
logne .are little else than large cricket grounds by
comparison. Trae, it is tenanted by 1200 head of
deer, and no end of cattle browse upon its surface,
but these are only so many helps in the ranger or
bailiff's department to keep the surface in good order •

and the principal army are invited guests, and are,'

therefore, entitled to the free run of the larder. In a
locality swarming with military of course it presents an
admirable parade ground, its space adapted for field

evolutions, and for great gala displays being all that
the most ambitious could desire.

Its vastness of size, however, exposes certain weak -

nesses of detail which cannot b? overlooked. As a

park it is not only far from being complete, but it

is really ill-furnished. Speaking of Scotch parishes
and Scotch livings, a worthy D.D., whose contribu-
tions have adorned these pages, remarked, that some
were too large for comprehension, and some too small

;

and so it is evidently with the Phcenix Park. First
enclosed as a deer park by the Duke of Ormonde, and
later on gifted as a royal park, its dimensions were
beyond the " comprehension " or the will of those that
have the responsibility of doling out the funds ; and
hence much that goes not only to adorn but to charac-
terise a park, as a park, has remained unprovided for.

There are the wood, the water, the roads, the scope of
grass, and the deer, but there is far too little of tlie

two former elements of beauty and furnishing, wliilc
some expensive operations that stare one in the face
are conspicuous by their defects.

The "Dublin gate," that separates the park from
the city, is certainly not of the Louis Quatorze
style, nor is it necessary that it should be, looking to
the backdoor-like sunoundings citywards. Once
admitted, you may traverse a magnificent drive
straight ahead nearly 3 miles in length, and of breadth
in proportion.

On one side of the drive may be seen in passing
what looks somewhat like a forlorn cemetery decorated
with flowers. This celebrated enclosure I after-

wards learned is called the people's garden. It has
been laid out at considerable expense, and is nearly the
ugliest thing in modern gardening I ever saw. The
first objects that meet the eye are quantities of dirty-
white blocks of sandstone set up on end at considerable
pains upon unnatural beds, and which look like so many
rude tombstones, more suggestive without inscriptions
than with them. To be sure they are within sight of a
milestone-like monument, erected in memory of the
"Iron Duke," and arc not the only objects of derision
to every tourist. That is certainly an imitation of rock
as it ought not to be, and as if to aggravate its hideous-
ness, it is placed on high table-land in formally cut out
beds decorated with foliage and flowers ; and yet in
the same people's garden winds a running brook,
widening out into a lake, from which beautiful undula-
tions and slopes recede, and where rockwork in its

greatness ought to be. I may be severe in my
criticism, but it is absolutely necessary to dissociate
ourselves from absurdities, if we are not to make the
art of gardening embellishment a laughing-stock.

It is with a certain relief that I p.ass on to look at
the arboricultural features of the park, and there,
although baldness prevails to a marked degree, there
is one very fine feature of ancient planting that must
command admiration. It is a very prominent avenue
of the old English Elm (Ulmus campestris). Now
this is not planted in rows after the formal style of some
of our best English avenues in parks—Windsornotably,
for instance—but in groups of from three to five plants.
Moreover while the avenue feature is retained in the
Phcenix, it is retained without that characteristic
formality which affects the eye of a lover of Nature
much in the same way as those everlasting lines of
yellow and scarlet, conspicuously formal from the leaf
upwards, that so much predominate in summer bed-
ding-out. There are appropriate little groups of
trees planted avenue-like, and yet coming out so well
upon the park landscape as to please both painter
and gardener. Then the groups are not in pairs like

statuary and vases, but are placed alternately. That
avenue was planted 120 years ago, and is a sample of
what Burke calls " the best taste differing from the
worst," showing the rare faculty of foreknowing effects,

and laying a suitable groundwork for time to operate
upon.

Another style of planting was introduced, I believe
by Decimus Burton, about 181 1. It consists in the
introduction of a variety of trees in acre plots with a
basin of earth thrown up, to form a sort of circular

entrenchment. The taste of this is very questionable.
The less formality in an acre group anywhere so much
the better, for trees in general—round-headed trees not
excepted. Far better to have an undulating outline,
increase the acreage, and lessen the groups. As now
seen I prefer the indiscriminate dotting of indigenous
Hawthorns, that one would say, but for the beauty
and fragrance of the " May " in spring and the pro-
fusion of glossy red berries in autumn, were almost a
pest upon the face of the park. But the acre groups
have another fault, they offer no seclusion. The pro-
menader from any point can see through them as easily

as through an open balustrade fence, and while the
latter serves some purpose the former is quite objectless.

It is an aping at extent to no purpose. It does not
even compel the curious and investigating eye to a
moment's cursory examination. It must therefore not
be in very good taste, unless it had the redeeming point
of forming a screen for some choice central specimen
which was eventually to form a prominent object in the
park decoration. But it is not doing duty in that way
at all. It is simply an indiscriminate mixture of Elms,
Beech, Chestnut, and Lime, without a single evergreen
to stop the eye in its line of observation. Some
improvement both in outline and in extent, together
with some evergreen auxilliaries, is undoubtedly wanted
in this direction. Clothing of that kind costs only one
tithe of what has been misspent in what might be called
the modernising decorations of the park. All might be
done in a way with proper genius at the helm, and
although genius cannot work without means, yet we

are disposed to think it can make
them

—

adequate use of

" Ce noble emploi demande un artiste qui pense,
Prodigue de genie, mais non pas de depense."

Yet another sample of planting has been introduced
quite recently. Along either side of the principal drive
are little circular groups of Limes. They are planted
at regular distances and opposite one another, quite as
formal as partners in a dance. Now this is a reversion
to what has been considered by modern planters as not a
good system. All the characters of an avenue can be
preserved without resorting to the mathematical rule of
absolute precision. Standing at one end you can have
the same vista, the same idea of an avenue by irregular
planting as to distances, as if the trees or groups were
planted to an inch in the matter of intervening space.
And then what an advantage it is in all large parks to
have openings of irregular extent, to give scope to the
eye in resting upon delightful undulations in the more
immediate foreground, or sweeping in the distance the
grand mountainous scenery, which here particularly is

everywhere to be seen from salient spots. The
Lime is not a first-rate park tree ; Elms, or Oaks, or
Spanish Chestnuts are evidently the trees to plant in

the Phoenix Park for future effect. Oaks are only
limited in number throughout the park, but there can
be no question of their adaptability, for in the enclosed
grounds of the Vice-Regal Lodge they are giants in

rudeness of health, and Elms and Chestnuts rival them
in luxuriance, and only require a fair start to go along
to be objects of beauty for posterity to look upon.

Hawthorns, as we noticed above, are growing indi-

genous to the spot, and in great quantity, so that in
spring they must fill the whole atmosphere for miles
with fragrance. But why, we would ask, are these
groves and expanses covered with the British species, C.
Oxyacantha, alone, with so many other beautiful hardy
sorts to pick and choose from? Is it because the climate
or the soil is unsuited to them ? This cannot be ; for at
Glasnevin the Persian four-leaved variety (C. flabellata,

theNorth American Cockspur Thorn, C. Crus-galli, and
the scarlct-fmited species, C. coccinea, with its long-
spined variety, and the Mexican species, with fruit like

a Medlar, and many other species form splendid tree-

like bushes, which would heighten the effect, and offer

a variety of food for observation and comment.
There is a decided want of trees and underwood to

clump in upon the boundary lines—the formal sepa-
ration wall shining out much too often as you prome-
nade along the drives. One emerges from a survey of
this kind with a feeling of relief to see the silvery stream
in its winding undulations deep down in the dell as a
natural boundary, and the irregular knolls quite as
irregularly covered with Furze and Brambles growing
lovingly together, and forming a sort of impenetra-
ble cover. Thanks to Nature, this is a bit of grand
scenery, checquered only by the serpentine paths,
which the foot of man has lined out, and offers the
landscape planter a lesson as to form and feature and
congniity which many in their zeal for some of their

own conjured-up creations quite lose sight of
As a whole, the character of the Phcenix Park trees

have, in time past, been too much overrated. Blots,

evidently, have been glossed over which are quite
transparent to any disinterested observer and chronicler
of facts. In extent, it quite justifies the character of
being the "finest national playground in Europe." Its

arboricultural features outside of the official domains
are not what they ought to be. It is inferior in that

respect to any of our London parks, and in the matter
of tree planting, tree protection, and tree culture we
were, before this lamentable siege, which threatens to

undo the work of half a century, considerably behind
our Parisian compeers. The present bailiff, Mr. C.
McDonald, has the rare opportunity of winning himself
a name and fame, if he brings energy and genius to bear
upon the duties of his office. A.

NEW ZEALAND VEGETATION.
Vegetation of Christchurch, New Zealand.

—The vegetation of the province of Canterbury, as

formerly constituted, may be divided into five main
groups or zones, which again can be formed into many
sub-divisions. The five main zones are :

—

1. The Littoral zone, in which grow, generally, only
plants which are peculiar to the sea shore, from high-
water mark to 25 feet above it.

2. Lowland zone. This comprises the lower portion
of the Canterbury Plains, of Banks' Peninsula, and of
Westland. I propose for this group the name of Pine
zone. Altitude above sea level, 25 to 800 feet ; on
Banks' Peninsula, to 1200 feet.

3. Mountain zone, formed by the vegetation, mostly
Beech or Fagus, which uniformly covers, where still

existing, the sides of the mountains bordering the
Canterbury Plains, and the foot of the central ranges,

both on the east and west sides. It may appropriately
be called the Beech zone. Altitude from 800 to 4000
feet. In the interior of the Alps, it rises only to

2500 feet.

4. Siibalpine zone, formed by a great variety of
shrubs, and a few stunted trees. It ranges from 2500
to 4500 feet, and includes the lower portion of the
interior of the province, and the highest summits of
Banks' Peninsula. I propose to call it the Draco-
phyllum zone, as this genus, belonging to the Ericeaj
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ov Heaths, is always well lepresented, and most con-

spicuous in the regions lefened to.

5. Alpine zone, on tlie summits of the mountains

bordering the Canterbury Plains, and on the sides of

the alpine ranges, growing to the line of perpetual

snow, from 4000 to 7000 feet. It consists of herbace-

ous plants, often growing in dense, carpet-like swards.

I venture to call it the Raoulia zone, from that genus

assuming such conspicuous forms in those regions.

There are, of course, many gradations from the one

into the other, as all depends upon the aspect, orogra-

phical features, mean altitude, and many other

secondary causes.

Banks' Peninsula has, in many respects, a peculiar

botanical character, as some of the zones are here, as it

were, blended with each other in a very striking

mamier. Moreover, several species of plants growing

here are not to be met with elsewhere.

The sand hills near Christchurch are very good

examples of the first, or Littoral zone, which consists

mostly of creeping succulent plants, fond of saline

matter, and of sedges, grasses, and a few small shrubs.

The second, or Pine zone, is well represented in our

neighbourhood by the Riccarton Bush, and still better

by the forests on Banks' Peninsula. It contains, from

its low position, the most luxuriant portion of the

New Zealand vegetation, high, straight trees, grow-

ing closely together, interwoven by numerous Lianas,

their stems covered with Mosses and Ferns, and

with a dense undergrowth of shrubs and Fern trees.

This second, or Pine zone, is very rich in species,

whilst the third, or Beech zone, is remarkably uniform,

except on the edges of the forest, or along the water-

courses, where shrubs and some smaller trees are

mixed with it. But once fairly entered into the Fagus

(or Beech) forests, we find very little undergrowth, and

the stems of the trees are remarkably clean.

The Riccarton Bush, as the following list will show,

is remarkably rich in species. In fact we have there a

small remnant of the large forest formerly, without

doubt, covering the Canterbury Plains, giving us an

insight into the luxuriant forest vegetation which, in a

bygone age, flourished here.

The principal portion of the forest consists of the

noble coniferous trees, Podocarpus Totara, P. ferruginea

(Black Pure), P. spicata, and P. dacrydioides (White
Pine) ; Eteocarpus dentatus (Hinau), 50 feet high, with

pendulous racemes of white flowers (the bark of this

tree yields a permanent dye, used by the Maoris for

colouring mats and baskets) ; E. Hookerianus, similar

to dentatus, but smaller ; Plagianthus betulinus

(Ribbon Wood), the wood of which is worthless; Pitto-

sporum eugenioides, a small, beautiful tree, with

yellow, sweet-scented flowers, bark resinous, wood
white, useful for cabinet work ; Carpodetus serratus,

flowers white, profusely produced, thewood tough, useful

for axe handles ; Panax crassifolium, the Ivy tree, &c.

S/iruds, &^c.—Drimys axillaris, a large evergreen

shnib, aromatic and pungent, used by the Maoris for

various diseases, the " Winter's bark " of New Zealand,

Pepper tree of the settlers ; wood used for veneers.

Melicytus ramiflorus, a large shrub, with soft white

wood, useful for cabinet work ; leaves eaten by cattle.

Pittosporum tenuifolium, a large evergreen pyramidal
shrub, with purple flowers ; wood hard, yellowish,

useful for cabinet work. P. Colensoi, similar to the

last, but larger ; wood useless. Hoheria populnea, a

large shnib, with abundantly-produced white flowers
;

the bark affords a demulcent drink, and is also used
for cordage. Aristotelia racemosa, a very handsome
shrub, with large racemes of reddish, nodding flowers ;

wood very light, said to be good for veneers. Pen-
nantia corymbosa, a large, very beautiful shrub, covered

profusely with very fragrant white flowers ; the wood
was formerly used by the Maoris for kindling fires, by
friction. Coriaria ruscifolia, a small shi-ub, foliage

poisonous to cattle, &c. ; the seeds are said to produce
delirium and death ; a beverage, like Elderberry wine,
is made from the juice. Urtica ferox, the Stinging

Nettle, stings most violently ; the pain lasts three or

four days. Rhipogonum scandens. Supplejack ; the

long underground stems have been used as sarsaparilla

by the settlers ; the stems as cordage, by the Maoris.
Phormium tenax. New Zealand Flax, the fibres of

which are very strong ; its roots, also, have been used
as a substitute for sarsaparilla.

Another interesting locality, in the neighbourhood
of this city, and visible from our streets, is the so-called

Dry Bush, which, from numerous fires having passed
through it, has a scorched appearance. Although there

are some large coniferous trees in this small forest, it

has more the characteristics of that portion of our bush
vegetation which invariably edges our larger forests, of
which the Mount Pleasant bush is a still more charac-

teristic representative.

The only conifers are Podocarpus Totara, and P.

ferniginea. The other principal forest trees are Alec-
tryon excelsum (Titoki), a beautiful tree, with large

panicles of reddish flowers ; the oil of the seeds was
formerly used by the Maoris for anointing the person

;

wood hard and durable. Sophora tetraptera, var.

grandiflora, a beautiful tree, with large pendulous
yellow flowers ; wood red, valuable for fencing and
cabinet work. Fuchsia excorticata, wood wliite, soft,

probably worthless.

There are in this small bush about 28 species of
shrubs, some of them are very beautiful and worthy of
cultivation, while others may prove useful for their

medicinal properties. The most remarkable among
these are Carmicha;lia australis and C. juncca, with

beautiful Pea-like flowers. Discaria Toumatou, the

spines of which were used in tattooing. Myrtus
obcordata. Piper excelsum (Kava Kava), the New
Zealand Pepper tree : a beverage, called kava, was
formerly made from the roots and leaves by the

Maoris ; an infusion of the leaves is used to cure tooth-

ache. Clematis, n. sp., a curious leafless climber, with

verticillate, yellow, sweet-scented flowers.*

r/ii' Siiiid jnils.—U is evident from the shifting

nature of the ground in the Littoral zone, that no large

or continuous vegetation can occur ; at the same time,

from its diversified appearance, it is peculiarly interest-

ing to the botanist. There we meet with a few shrubs,

such as Cassinia, Carmichaelia, Discaria, Pimelea

arenaria, with its peculiar baccate fruit ; and a con-

siderable variety of herbaceous plants, principally

consisting of coarse grasses, Carex, Clematis, Ranun-
culus, Scleranthus, superior to the Kew-grass for

lawns, verges, &c., Tetragoni, Pratia, six species of

Orchidere ; among Ferns, Pteris aquilina, Botrychium

virginicuni, Ophioglossum vulgatum ; and Drosera.

As new plants are discovered every year, we are

forced to the conclusion, that the flora of this neigh-

bourhood is imperfectly known.
The flora of the district contains about 290

species, including 230 flowering plants. As the total

number in New Zealand is imder 900 species, we may
conclude that the collection is tolerably complete.

The number of Ferns is 38 species ; I believe there is

no probability of future additions being made to this

number. Of Mosses, Lichens, &c., only 26 species

have been collected, but in this class there still remains

an ample field for future discovery. Although I con-

sider that the greater part of the flowering plants in

the district have now been collected, much remains to

be done in tracing the distribution of species ; for,

although the area is small, it contains several assem-

blages of species. There are five plants in the district

which have not been found elsewhere ; they are

Clematis (new species), Carmichjelia (new species),

Aquilaria Novs Zelandire (new species), Senecio

saxifragoides, and Fuchsia Colensoi.

Riccarton Bush contains—Forest trees 13 species,

shrubs 27, climbers 10, herbaceous 34, Ferns 14,

Mosses and Lichens 20. Total, iiS.

Dry Bush.—Forest trees 15, shrubs 32, parasites 3,

climbers 11, herbs 24, Ferns 13, Mosses 17. Total,

II5-

Mount Pleasant.—Forest trees 8, shrubs 20, climbers

II, herbaceous 18, parasites 2, Ferns 27, Mosses, &c.,

14. Total, 100.

Port Hills.—Shrubs 18, herbaceous 88, Ferns 15,

Mosses 10. Total, 131.

Sand Hills.—Shrubs II, herbaceous 59, Ferns 4,

Mosses 2. Total, 76.

Swamps.—Shrubs 14, herbaceous 85, Fems, &c.,

9, Mosses, &c., 7. Total, 116.

[Extracted from the second volume of the ** Trans-

actions of the New Zealand Institute," a publication

in all ways creditable to the colony. Eds.]

Jflme Comspnkirce.
Plant Cases.— In a letter from an Englishman

in a foreign land, he expresses himself as follows ;

—

"It is four and a-half years since I left Britain ; during

that time I have never seen an English catalogue or

horticultural periodical till three days ago, and my joy

knew no bounds." No doubt all such information as

that you have given respecting Mr. Bull's plant cases

would be of great value to such persons fond of garden-

ing, and who are obliged to reside beyond the seas, as

it will give those in distant countries an idea how easily,

and with what perfect safety they can transmit plants to

almost any part of the globe ; but I was somewhat sur-

prised to see from your remarks on Mr. Bull's plant

cases, that they were considered new in design, as, with

the exception of myown improvements, they are identical

in shape with those I have long used successfully. I

have been using similar cases to those of Mr. Bull since

1866, the year of our great International Horticultural

Show, and so well have they answered their purpose

that Captain Shepherd, of the ship " George Thomp-
son " (which is by this nearly at its destination), has

got four cases filled with the most delicate plants of

the soft-wooded type, and I have no doubt that even

Verbenas, which are most difficult to travel (since only

Foxhunter has ever yet been imported), will arrive

safely. If Mr. Bull will add the following improve-

ments to his case, he will find them of great service.

First, one of the glass sides should be made movable
by means of thumb-screws, so that all the plants may
be readily examined. The caps should also be fastened

down by the same means ; but I have a stout, flat bit

of india-rubber nailed tightly at each end, and fastened

to the case ; this keeps it in its place when the screws

are loosened, and thus, by the simple means of a wooden
wedge suspended in the centre of the box, ventilation

can be readily given in fine weather. In fact, this case is

worked like our Cucumber-frames, with a thermometer
fastened inside, and the required temperature stated

outside, so that any interested passengers (and there

are always plenty such) may do a bit of garden-

ing if they are allowed, and plain directions

are given to keep the temperature at a cer-

tain height. There seems to be no difficulty in

getting the captains of vessels to take a pride in these

interesting cases. I find a short sharp iron peg
fastened in the centre of each foot of the case enters

the wood on which it stands, and prevents it from

moving when the ship rolls. Again, I find iron handles

very objectionable. A strong rope handle, extending

just above the cap, so that a round ash pole 2 feet longer

than the case may be used, is much more convenient

for shipping and unshipping. Two persons can then

walk off with the case, in the same way as the brewer's

draymen with their barrels. The following are the

directions I give to the captains, and if they are of any

practical use let them be printed for the world's benefit :

— " Please to give air, that is to say, take the side off

in all favourable weather, and give as much light as pos-

sible. Should the plants become dry and look flagging,

please water them, with half a gallon to each box,

which I think will be sufficient, but this depends on

whether the weather is hot or cold,— if the latter, they

will not require much, particularly the Geraniums,

which will do better for being kept rather dry, but the

Verbenas will require more if the weather is hot and
dry. Should they, or even any of them, make much
growth, so that they crowd and smother each other,

please pinch off several of the leaves and leaders, so

that each one may have an equal share of light and air :

that is one of the main things. Towards the end of the

journey they want to be attended to, and one who is an
inexperienced person would hardly dare to think of

doing it, but if they grow much pray attend to this, as

the smaller plants are often of the most value. The next

thing to guard against is damp or mouldiness. Should

they show any signs of this (the Verbenas are most
likely to do so), please unscrew the movable sides en
each, and expose them to a moderate amount of sun

and air at all favourable opportunities. Very likely

some of the Verbenas may show signs of a kind of

white blotch, called mildew ; if so please dust them all

over with the sulphur, in the dredger attached to one

of the boxes. It is possible they might become infested

with green-fly, although with the means I have taken

to kill every one it would seem doubtful; but if they do
appear, please fill the boxes full of tobacco smoke, by
putting the tube-end of the pipe through one of the

holes. If this is not easy and convenient, dredge them
all over, in the same way as with the sulphur, with the

tobacco powder, which you will also find attached, like

the sulphur." H. Canndl, Florist, Woohinch.

The gi'eat enterprise manifested at the present

time by private and public horticultural establishments

in obtaining new plants renders every improved means

for their safe transmission to and from foreign climes to

oui gardens a matter of special interest, and the know-
ledge of such improvements will doubtlessly be appre-

ciated by all lovers of plants as one certain means tending

to a quicker dissemination of them wherever the means
of their cultivation exists. Having read the remarks

accompanying the sections of a Wardian case as given

at p. 1372, and there represented as an improved

one, we were surprised to find that the modi-

fications therein delineated, so far as shown, should

be considered worth a patent, since what is

shown as different from other cases is not really so

important, nor of such an improved character as that

which has been adopted in our own cases for a con-

siderable time, and in the construction of which is found

the greatest desideratum required in plant cases,

namely, an efficient mode of conveying away the exces-

sive vapour from the glass, to which, until recently,

plant cases were liable during long voyages. That all

plants subject to close treatment in cases require a

modified degree of moisture for their sustenance, is

well known to all cultivators acquainted with the

conditions of plant life ; but as plants sent on long

voyages are, in ordinary cases, subject to an ex-

cessive amount of condensed moisture, some simple yet

efficient self-operating means is required to prevent the

condensed vapour from injuring, and to effect this

we attach a zinc gutter along the inner front edge

of the case, communicating with a tube at the end,

through which the water is conveyed to the under

strata or drainage. By this expedient, the injury done

to the front row of plants, as the one most exposed to

the saturated soil, is effectually prevented. In re-

ferring to this means of preventing the greatest

injui7 to which plants in Wardian cases are subject,

we further beg to remark—and this is important

—that, as it is admitted that the best method of

ensuring the vitality of plants in close cases during a

voyage is to have them previously well established in

pots and then plunged, we are of opinion that, when
the case is properly drained, and the bulk of soil is

duly prepared to that consistence and mean degree of

moisture which will not give out excessive evapora-

tion when the case is closed, plants will not materially

suffer from the aver.age amount of exhalation during

the usual periods of travel. We do not, therefore,

perceive any real advantage in confining the residuum

moisture in chambers or gutters filled with Sphag-

num, after it has been efficiently conveyed from the

glass and prevented from saturating any portion of

the surface soil. Mr. Bull also names a second-hand

feature as an improvement, namely, that of the case

resting upon front and back feet, so as to prevent level
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coBtact with water on deck, and to admit of its ready

escape in case of flooding on board ; this simple

contrivance has been adopted for many years,

and is one which no mechanic of common sense,

knowing the object of his work, would omit, nor any

intelligent nurseryman or director of botanic gardens

disallow. In referring to what we deem objectionable

features in the majority of plant cases—and from which

we observe Mr. Bidl's pattern is not free, much less

can we recognise them as improvements—we may
remark that our experience is unfavourable to cases

with a front and back glass roof, which, while it does

not give a proportionately greater space inwardly, not

only adds a veiy important item to the expense, but in-

volves a risk of double breakage, and moreover gives

fully twice the extent of surface for accumulation of con-

densed vapour, thus doubly aggravating the evil sought

to be removed, without giving the relative advantage

of inner space. One other disadvantage attending such

a case is the gi'eater inconvenience for stowing on board,

with attendant risk in allowmg one front for exposure on

which to place other goods as convenience may require.

Our case simply represents a miniature lean-to port-

able liouse, with a firm wooden back and glazed

front, having a flat top protecting board of 9 inches in

width ; the ends are formed of two boards each (the

two-sided case having three), which are firmly

clinched by the strong screwed wooden block handles.

The front glazed sash or light is butted under

the top protecting board, and also over the front

upright ; the bars are wholly upright, glazed with

single sheet glass squares to match (no lapping). The
external screen over the glass, for protection and

partial shade, is formed of wooden strips placed on a

bevelled outline, each equal to the sash in length, of a

medium breadth, for admitting a due admission of

light. We object to wire or similar material, for

reasons well known. Iron handles also appear to be

equally objectionable, and inferior to firm wooden
block ones, with cords, which, beside bracing the

case ends outwardly, admit of gieater power with pro-

portionately less risk in lifting from the ship's deck by

machinery, or by hand. The simjile front case now
described appears to be most advantageously adapted

for its object, and admits of an equal or greater pack-

ing room, with considerably less surface exposure; is of

plainer build, economises expense, and occupies less

space under all the attendant risks of travel by sea

or land. AVe seek no patent, nor claim any originality

in thus offering our meed of information to cultivators

of plants, to whom it may prove suggestive and useful.

[E.-G. Henderson &' Son, Wellington Nursery. [This

matter is so important, that we trust Mr. Bull,

Messrs. Henderson, and others, will publicly exhibit

samples of their cases, that horticulturists may have an

opportunity of comparing them, and forming an opinion

as to their relative merits. We believe, indeed, that

some of these cases will be exhibited at the meeting of

the Floral Committee on Wednesday next. Eds.]

Lindley Library.—I notice in the last Gardeners

C/ironiele tliat it is proposed to place a portrait of Mr.

Rivers in the Lindley Library. Can you give any
information about this library, in what condition it now
is, and when and in what way its treasures are to be

made available ? It is now nearly two years since a

catalogue was made of the books purchased with the

surplus funds of the International Horticultural Exliibi-

tion or otherwise obtained, and a list of some important

desiderata circulated, by way of a reminder to the

generous-minded. Since that time it appears to have

retreated altogether into obscurity. An old Pupil of
Professor Lindley. [Rome was not built in a day, nor

the new CoL-iseum either. When the latter edifice is

finished, we believe arrangements will be made for the

housing of the library in that establishment. The
sooner tlie better, say we. Eds.]

Bedding-out at Kew.—I have read with great

interest the article with the above heading, as I

had made some notes on the spot, and had intended to

call your attention to the subject. The bedding-out,

in what I may call Mr. W. A. Nesfield's garden there,

appeared neatly got up, with the stereotyped plants

fitted for the occasion, and like ''Yarrow Unvisited,"
'

' there are an hundred such elsewhere as worthy of your
wonder." I needed not to have gone to the expense

of a jouniey to London to see high-class bedding, for

the Lancashire gardens abounded with excellent

examples of what could be done in this way, with
quite an exotic summer to second their endeavours

;

but I could not resist the temptation of looking in at

Kew, and the centre of attraction at the end of the

broad walk was the bed in question. Every curve in

the bed was true to its centre, and it was a remarkable
feature in the bed that every line was sti-uck off by a

single stroke of the compasses, so that a person with
with two pointed sticks and a string could strike off

every line of its eight hearts, thus securing the accuracy

of all the crooks and bends. It will be readily granted

that there ought to be a dominant or ruling idea in a

work of this kind, and a certain congraity of all the

parts composing it, but Pelargoniums, Pyrethnmis and
Lobelias belong to a class of plants that ill assort with

such succulents as Echeverias and Senipervivii

The outer edging of Echeveria secunda glauca was
quite a gem, and any one taking the trouble to examine
the splendid collection of succulent plants in Kew
Gardens would soon be able to select such a bed of

rare exotics as would set all ordinary gardeners at

.lefiance. I have bedded-out in Devon Mesembryan-
themums that during sunshine would have made the

best flower-bed in Kew Gardens look pale, and I was
amazed to see only two or three succulents represented

out of such a rich collection. It is folly to talk of

propagating such plants for bedding purposes wlien

single leaves will root and make plants, with no more
attention than laying them rather dry on a pan of silver

sand in heat ; but nobody seems to know of such floral

treasures, and it is only when you can refer a man to

sucli collections as those Kew Gardens, that he

will believe in the existence of such beauty and

variety as the succulent greenhouse plants can show.

Here and there a nurseryman advertises Mesembry-
anthemums, and speaks of their beauty to encourage

folks to buy ; but it is beating up against the

wind, and some crotchety collector gets together a

house full of succulents, and young gardeners go miles

to feast their eyes on such. I can recollect going

many weary miles to get to Claremont to see such

a collection, and to see the enthusiastic collector and

guardian of the whole, but there is no need of such

self denial now, for if one gets to London, a few pence

will whirl him underground, and over the water of the

Thames. There is now a special Kew Gardens Station,

where we are set down only a couple of furlongs from the

garden gates ; and when the visitor has got thoroughly

ersed in the collection of succulents there to be seen,

he will no doubt feel, as I did, that there could be no

need for the dull Nettle-leaved Coleus to have any

place where Sempervivum arachnoideum was a partner

in the concern. It is the total want of congruity that

I complain of. The same fault was conspicuous in

Nesfield's beds in the Horticultural Society's Gardens,

where the pattern was filled in with coloured glass

broken fine. The painter might be pleased when
the colour was right, but not so the gardener,

whose garden was for plants, and not for ground glass.

Had all the succulents been left out in the Kew bed

their places could have been filled with flowers of all

hues from the greenhouse stages. I cannot help enter-

ing my humble protest against the blackish foliage of

Coleus, Beet, and Kale being used as a foil in flower-

gardens to set off the adjoining bright colours ; they

are always the black sheep of the flock. It is very

difficult to get a good place for a dead white flower in

a garden, or a dark brown leaf; the one reminds you

of the coffin black, and the other of the white rosette

on the shroud. The gi'een leaf, composed of blue and

yellow, will always harmonise with its blue and yellow

originals, and the rainbow dyes give all the parts of

white without its glare, and sweetly shade the picture

by painting it on the darkish face of the summer cloud.

The style of planting of the Kew bed is taken from the

mosaic style of an inlaid table. Tunbridge ware,

Torquay marble ware, and Matlock ware all abound in

excellent examples of this kind of design ; and should

the public taste turn in this direction we shall have no

need to go from home for models. Alex. Forsyth.

Potatos for Keeping.—Please give me the names
of three best Potatos for winter use, and for keeping.

J. E. //. [We sent your question to the Rev. Mr.

Radclyffe, who kindly replies as follows :
—" The

three best Potatos for winter use and for keeping are

the Lapstone, the Yorkshire Hero, and Taylor's

Yorkshire Hybrid. The two last ripen early, August

7, and keep till June 4., or later : they are of Lapstone

origin, and may be had of Mr. Thomas Almond, of Little

Fencote, Bedale, Yorkshire. They are admirable, and

have never gone astray for eight years. Hero has

short haulm and white blossom ; Taylor's Hybrid has

blue flowers and longer haulm. They are both good

croppers. As the Lapstone is apt to grow out early I

name a fourth—Pebble White, a first-class Potato, and

good keeper ; it ripens earlier than the Lapstone, which

is a great point. The above four kinds are my finishers.

I have not had a bad dish of Potatos for eight years. I

add, the best to begin with are the Royal Ashleaf

(June 4), or Myatt's Prolific. Royal Ashleaf, and

either Hero or Taylor's Hybrid will supply 'J. E. H.'

through a whole season with a' dish of first-class

Potatos. All my Potatos this year were planted

January 24, and clug up ripe August 5." Eds.]

A Plea for Vegetables.— I am a well wisher to

the Royal Horticultural Society, and I believe the

Council of the Society are exerting themselves in the

right direction to make their forthcoming exhibition at

Nottingham a complete success, and I think that we,

as gardeners, would only be doing our duty to horticul-

ture, if we resolved to put our shoulders to the wheel,

and assist them as much as possible in their great un-

dertaking. As tending to operate in that direction, I

may be allowed to suggest that we should raise the

sum of ^20 amongst us, to be called "The Gardeners'

Prize." This ought to be forthcoming without any

difficulty, as So subscibers at 5j. each would furnish the

required amount. Then as to the manner of dealing with

it : I would suggest that three prizes be given for the best

collections of vegetables, including salads, to be com-
peted for by gardeners only ; or, if desirable, the com-
petition may be hmited to those only who subscribe to

the fund. The 1st prize should be a gold watch of the

value of ;^io ; and for the 2d and 3d prizes, silver

watches of the value of ^5 and £s, respectively. I

name these articles as being more suitable to a gar-

' dener's requirements, as, however beautiful a cup may

be as a work of art, it is not so useful to the winner, who
could wear his watch, with honour to himself, and find

in it a very useful companion. Your readers will perhaps

say, why vegetables ? My answer is, simply, that I never

yet saw vegetables shown as they ought to be. Single

dishes of, say, Potatos, Onions, or anything else, look

ough and untidy ; but picture to yourselves a neat

shallow box, well filled with a good collection of vege-

tables, artistically arranged, on a garniture of green
' 'oss, or, better still, good curled Parsley ; and you

11 see that the cook's favourites will occupy their

place amongst Flora and Pomona's offerings with dis-

tinction. If gardeners are made of the stuff I take

them to be, they will take up these suggestions in the

spirit which I am sure they deserve ; at all events, I

should be glad to have the opinion of some of your

numerous correspondents upon the subject. R. Gilbert,

Biirg/iUy. [A capital notion. Eds.].

Do Plants Absorb Water through their

Leaves ?—Allow me to make a few further observa-

tions on this question, suggested by Mr. Fish's article

(p. 1342). I am glad that he has been interested by
my letter (p. 1251). The right solution of this question

is, as Mr. Fish remarks, of great practical importance.

The generally received theory is, 1 believe, that plants

in their normal growing condition receive their food

through the stomata of their leaves in a gaseous state,

and through the spongioles of their roots in the liquid

form of sap, which is the product of the digestion

which has taken place in the soil, Avhich supplies the

place of a stomach. This sap, which is incapable in the

crude state in which it enters the roots of nourishing

plants, is can-ied forward up the stem and branches, as

is supposed, by the powei'ful action which by Dutrochet

(its discoverer) was named endosmose, and by the still

more powerful action of vitality. It mounts upwards

chiefly by the vessels near the central parts of the

wood surrounding the pith. When it has reached

the leaves (the lungs of plants) it combines, by the

stimulus of light, heat, and vitality, with the gases

absorbed by them, and is decomposed, throwing off

into the atmosphere its superfluous water, which is in

such abundance that the leaves have no need to absorb

any water from the atmosphere in order to enable them

to perform their proper functions. Were water to be so

absorbed it would be hurtful, and not beneficial to the

plants. When the sap has been duly elaborated, it has

undergone a great change, having been converted into

cambium, or the "proper juice " peculiar to the plant in

which it may be found ; and in its descent along the

alburnum down the branches and stem, it adds sub-

stance to the plant. If the theory thus concisely

stated is correct, it follows that plants in their normal

growing state do not absorb water through their

leaves ; and that where plants do so, it can only be

under abnormal conditions. The practical deduction

from the above, is that the natural mode of watering

plants is through their roots, and not their leaves. It

would be as unnatural to give food to a man through

his lungs, as to a plant through its leaves. It is neces-

sary, however, to keep the leaves of plants clean by

washing, so as to pi-eserve their pores open for the

admission of their aerial food ; of which kind of food a

man also requires a regular supply to his lungs, which •

must, therefore, also be kept in good order. When a •

drooping plant is watered at the roots, it is surprising

how quickly it revives, and its flaccid leaves become

turgid and healthy looking, which shows how powerful

and quick in operation is that action, whatever it may
be, which propels or draws up the sap from the roots

to the leaves. To apply water to leaves to nourish

a plant would be to reverse Nature's process,

and to obstruct the natural current of sap. This mode
of feeding could not long be persevered in with im-

punity. That Nature abhors such a mode is shown

by the care which she takes to prevent water from

entering externally the pores of the leaves of plants ;

for she defends the upper surface of the leaves with

smooth coatings of vaniish over which the drops

of rain and dew run like quicksilver, in the same

manner as they do over the back of a duck ; and at

the under surface, the pores of which are more open

than the upper. Nature provides for many plants a

downy or hairy respirator. The chilling and destmc-

tive influence of moisture, resting upon the leaves of

plants and checking their respiration, gardeners have

too frequently to deplore. Nature more especially

provides Evergreens, which have to repel the cold

rains and snows of winter, with smooth aird glossy

leaves. The deprivation of the roots of plants of

water, so as to empty the sap vessels of the leaves,

would probably cause them to absorb water placed

in close contact with them ; but this would be diseased

action, partaking more of the nature of physical than

vital action. Another outward manifestation of a

plant's dislike to drink water through its lungs, is that

the mouths of the stomata of its leaves contract in

moist weather, and expand only in sunshine and

dry weather, when it takes in more abundantly

its gaseous food. I believe that plants grow quicker

in sunshine if their roots have sufficient water than in

moist weather. The stimulus of sunshine causes the

elaboration of sap in their leaves to proceed with

greater activity, whereas moisture tends to cause this

elaboration to be carried on more sluggishly. Moist

weather may cause plants to grow quicker than dry

I weather, by supplymg to their roots, through the
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interstices of the soil, the moisture that is deficient in

dry weather, and without which they cannot grow in

sunshine. There are supposed to be some plants that

are exceptions to the above stated theory of growth,

such as Epiphytes, Cacti, and the Hke. But if so,

as there are exceptional cases, I need not further refer

to them than to apply to them the axiom of De Can-

doUe, that when a particular function is not sufficiently

carried into effect by the organ ordinarily appropriated

to it, it is performed wholly or in part by another.

May not some of these supposed exceptional plants,

when they have the opportunity, drink through the

usual organ, like camels of the desert, a large supply

of water at one time, and store it for future use in

their succulent leaves or stems, as the camels do in

their capacious stomachs? Referring again to the

experiments of the French physiologists ; as IMr.

Fish still doubts the accuracy of these experiments, I

shall again briefly allude to them. Mr. Fish suggests

that "portions of a plant that have passed from a

flaccid to a turgid state" may weigh lighter in the

turgid than in the flaccid state, and further explains his

former illustrations. He is correct in stating that a

boat would rest lighter on the water than the timber of

which the boat was constructed would do in a lump.

But this, I think, does not bear any analogy to a leaf

crumpled up into a lump, and suspended in the air,

because the leaf is surrounded by only one medium,
and that homogeneous, whereas the boat upon the

water is resting between two different media of

unequal density, A piece of iron in the fomi of a

solid cube would weigh in the air exactly the same as

if it were hammered out into a thin plate, because the

pressure of the atmosphere would bear equally on
every side, and because the force of gi-avitation depends,

not upon form, but mass. But suppose this cube of

iron to be laid upon the surface of the water, it would
sink, and suppose the plate of iron to be laid upon the

surface of the water, or constructed into a boat, it would
swim ; because in the case of the plate the density of

the water would resist the pressure of the atmosphere
and the attraction of the earth, as the plate would rest

on a more extensive surface of water than the cube, but
in the case of the cube it would not resist these forces,

as it would rest on too limited a surface. Now, the

case of the leaf \vould be analogous to that of the iron

in the air, and not to that of the iron laid upon the

water. Upon the same principle, a leaf in its flaccid

state, with '* its cells huddled together," would weigh
exactly the same in the air as it would do when turgid

with air. But suppose this leaf to be " partially dis-

tended with air," and partially with water, or aqueous
vapour of the same temperature as the external air, it

would weigh heavier than the flaccid leaf, or the leaf

distended with air only, inasmuch as water is heavier

than air ; but were the aqueous vapour with which the

leaf was distended of a higher temperature than the

external air in which the leaf was weighed, it would in

some measure buoy it up and render it lighter; the

case then bearing some analogy to the boat on the water,

there being two different media, the interior one
tending to bear up the leaf and the external one
to depress it. But in the experiments, I apprehend,
the rarity of the aqueous vapour would very slightly

affect the result of the weighing. Mr. Fish further

suggests that tlie plants may have lost weight by the

activity of the oxygen in a limited and stationary

atmosphere. I conceive that so long as the vital

principle retained the mastery over the chemical (which
would, doubtless, be longer than the time occupied by
the experiments), the oxygen would be kept in sub-

ordination, and no loss would occur from this cause ;

but rather, the plants would add to their substance
and weight by the action of the gases ; for the leaves

by their vitality would decompose the carbonic acid

they would absorb, retain the carbon, and transpire

the surplus oxygen. And this action would go on
even in ** semi-darkness," although more slowly. I do
not believe that plants, when in good health, exhale
carbonic acid, either by night or day ; for they know
better how to retain their chief food when in possession
of it. Mr. Pepys was unable to find that any carbonic
acid was produced so long as the plants remained in

health. Mr, Fish doubts that a detached branch
would contain sufficient sap to restore the turgidity of
the leaves after their being allowed to become flaccid.

This restoration would of course depend upon the
length of time that the leaves remained flaccid ; if only
for a short time, there seems no difficulty to believe

that when the transpiration was stopped, or nearly so,

there would be sufficient sap remaining in the branch
to restore the leaves by flowing up to them and being
retained there ; but if for a longer time, it may be
easily believed that the upper leaves would be restored.

Mr. Fish also doubts if aqueous vapour can be pre-
vented from entering the pores of the leaves. Possibly
this cannot be entirely prevented ; but probably, if in

small quantity, it does no more harm or good to a
plant than to an animal that inhales it. But if this

aqueous vapour is applied to the skin of an animal, or
to the surface of the leaves of a plant, it obstructs
perspiration, and if too long continued may bring on
disease in both cases. A. Thompson, The Cross,
Whitehaven.

Habits of Cuckoos. — Among the interesting
accounts of the habits of cuckoos there seems to be no
notice of their ever feeding their young. Lately, how-

ever, a friend told me that he had repeatedly seen two
cuckoos feeding a young one, which was bred in a pied

wagtail's nest, among some planks close to his work-
shop. After the young one left the nest the old ones

fed it for several days, and used during that time to

utter their well-known notes ; but after that left them
off. I doubt the correctness of his story, though
confirmed, as he alleged, by a repetition of the same
occurrence in the following season. I likewise dis-

believe what some writers have said respecting

cuckoos being found in nests ofhedge-sparrows, because

their food is not suitable for cuckoos. Besides,

the hedge-sparrow is one of the earliest birds

to lay eggs, even before the arrival of the cuckoo,

while the wagtail is one of the latest to make its nest.

During this season I found a cuckoo in a pied wagtail's

nest at the end of August, when one selclom hears the

cuckoo's welcome notes. Like most boys, I was
always fond of '* bird-nesting," but I never found a

cuckoo in any other nest than a wagtail's, nor observed

any other kinds of birds being made a "gowk" by
feeding a cuckoo on the wing. I am well aw^are of

what has been said respecting other kinds of birds

fostering cuckoos, some of which feed their young with

food more suitable for cuckoos than that of the hedge-

sparrow. If I were asked why writers generally men-
tion that harmless bird as bringing up cuckoos, I can

only suppose the assertion to have been copiedfrom some
writers at first without due consideration, y. VVighton,

Cosscy Park. [We should be glad to receive further

evidence on the points raised in this letter. Eds.]

The Grape-room at Heckfiield.—I have much
pleasure in infonning Mr. Simpson (p. 1412) that the

house of Grapes in question was a late house, and was
quite ripe about the middle of September. They were

cut and bottled because the house was required for

bedding stuff. This year one half of the same house

has again been cut, and the whole would have been

but for the limited accommodation afforded in the

Grape-room. Alex. DmUy Old Sh'wley, Southampton.

Tomatos in Pots and in the Borders.—Having
grown quantities of Tomatos in pots this year, I find

the dwarf Orangefield variety one of the best for that

purpose. It is likewise the earliest in setting its fruit,

and with a little forcing may be got ripe when gi'own

in pots early in July. This year I had about four

dozen plants of it transplanted out on a south border,

and they rijiened a good crop in September. Of course,

in this exceptionally warm and dry summer, Tomatos
had a good chance of ripening in the open air, but I

am convinced that the Orangefield variety may be
depended upon for ripening its fruit in ordinaiy

summers on a warm south border. If sown early in

heat, and kept growing in pots of a good size, and then
transplanted out of them in the middle of May on a

warm south border, this variety will be sure to fruit

and ripen well. AVhen planted out at first, should there

be any appearance of the slight frosts that sometimes
occur even till the end of May, a few Fir or other

evergreen branches placed round the plants will pro-

tect them efficiently. The Orangefield is a sturdy

dwarf-growing sort, and requires little support when
planted out if pinched in above every cluster of fruit.

There is a growing taste in this country for using the

Tomato for making sauces and for other purposes,

and any mode to make their cultivation more extended
will be a boon to many growers, especially to those

who have no south walls to grow them on. Owing to

our climate, Tomatos will never be so plentiful nor so

generally used as they are in America, where they

furnish a special and wholesome food for the Yankees,
who eat them ripe and unripe, as well as in sauces and
salads. William Tillery.

I fully appreciate Mr. Sage*s remarks on this

subject at p. 1412, for until this year the thought of the

cultivation of pot Tomatos never struck me forcibly

enough to give them a trial ; but so satisfactory has
been the result with me that I shall in future endeav
to ensure a good supply. Although the present year has
proved an exception towards the maturity of outdoor
fruit, my season of gathering was prolonged fully six

weeks, as those in pots were that time in advance of
my outdoor crops. I potted a batch of sturdy plants

in 12-inch pots, in maiden loam, adding a little rotten

dung, and placed them as near to the glass as possible

in a gieenhouse when they had set their fruit. I gave
them a top-dressing of thoroughly rotted manure, with
the addition of copious supplies of manure water two
or three times a week, keeping them well pinched back
to the fruit, and a good supply of early Tomatos was
secured with comparatively little trouble. E. Morgan,
Harrcnvon-the-HilL

Preserving Grapes.—The mode of preserving cut

bunches of Grapes now in operation at Heckfield, as

described by your correspondent "A. D." (p. 13S2),

was tried most successfully last winter by Mr. Clarke,

gardener to Colonel Long, Bromley Hill. His plan
was exactly the same as that adopted by Mr. Wild-
smith, and the circumstances precisely similar.

Muscats and Black Hamburghs were the kinds tried,

and when the supply was exhausted in March they
were quite plump, and the flavour unexceptionable.

W. Rust, Castle Hill, Sough Molton, Dei>on.

The Mesembryanthemum.—I hail with pleasure I

your editorial remarks on the above interesting class

of plants at p. 1373- Since my remarks in these pages I

last autumn, I feel convinced, by the tone and in-

quiries which several letters I have received contained,

and the great interest many of the visitors have taken
in the small collection I have here, that they will, ere

long, become a very popular class of plants. Indeed,

as I before stated, a more pretty and interesting tribe

of plants are not to be met with. There can be no
doubt a large collection of these, well grown and suit-

ably placed, and planted for effect, as I once had the

pleasure of beholding, is not to be excelled by any
other class of plants, Orchids excepted. In them we
have freedom of growth, profusion of flowers, the most

charming colours, and, without a doubt, in some
respects the most remarkable plants in the world.

Their leaves have some of the most singular shapes

which are known in the vegetable kingdom ; the cap-

sules have somewhat the appearance of little Figs ; the

papillae or warts, of the largest subgenus, in some
instances look like pimples full of moisture, and
glitter in the sunshine like bubbles of ice. The dif-

ferent varieties bloom at different seasons—spring,

summer, autumn, and winter. As you stated, few
plants are better adapted for rockeries, balconies,

baskets, &c., and are of so easy culture that they may
be tenned everybody's flower, but, like many other

good old-fashioned flowers of our forefathers, have of

late years been sadly neglected. I hope to give them
a good trial out-of-doors next season, by planting tliem

in two new panel gardens, now in course of formation.

I am pleased to say that the Earl of Stamford and War-
rington has suggested and sanctioned several important

alterations and improvements in his extensive pleasure-

grounds, &c, ; by so doing the bedding will be more
varied, which could not be well done on the very large

circular beds, so well known at Enville for many years,

and which will still remain. Edward Bennett, Eniille

Gardens, Stourbridge.

The Service Tree.—Accompanying this I send
you two small branches of Service trees. No, i was
taken from a large tree, which bears annually great

quantities of fruit, and at the time I write has from
8 to 10 bushels on it, notwithstanding that a great

many were blown down by the late winds. I find

them very useful to make an extra dish. If carefully

gathered and stored away, like Pears, they will keep
till Christmas. By many they are preferred to Medlars,

as they are not so dry, and are more refreshing. The
size of the trunk of the above tree, at I foot from the

gi-ound, is 7 feet 9 inches, and at S feet high, 6 feet

3 inches ; it then throws out large spreading branches

35 or 40 feet high. No. 2 was taken from a much
smaller tree, which is not so prolific as No. i. Please

say which is the true Pyrus domestica. [Both.]

T. Foster, Gr., West End Lodge, Esher, Surrey.

Smilacina bifoHa.—Since reading your article on
this plant (p. 794), I have waited for further informa-

tion from some of your able correspondents ; in the

meantime, until this is alTorded, I send a few notes of

my own limited observations. Noticing the plant in

Mr. Salter's catalogue (which will in future be missed),

I obtained a good pot of it from him in March last,

and turned it out on a cool border near a flourishing

bed of Lily of the Valley, supposing it to have a
similar habit, which proved correct—in growing,
flowering, and fading, the \\\o plants kept equal pace.

The Smilacina is a miniature of our old garden
favourite, Convallaria majalis, but without the fra-

grance and graceful bend which give this such a charm

;

the spike, too, is relatively shorter. The foliage is

slightly revolute, shining, acutely heart-shaped, rising

about 2 inches above the soil ; the spike of small

white flowers half an inch higher. So humble a flower

cannot be suitable for English nosegays, unless for the

button-hole ; the neat, bright leaf, and small rounded
spike of flowers, with the addition of a double Violet,

would be just the thing for that. The plant is too

small for the border, but would well fill a nook on the

shady side of a rockery, which, while it affords a

setting for such little gems, is surely not altogether *' a

delusion and a snare." The authors of ** The Flora of

Middlesex " state that a very large patch of Smilacina

bifolia is growing at Ken Wood, where it can be proved
to have been for more than 90 years past. It bears

fruit there, and one would like to know whether the

berry is scarlet, like that of the Convallaria, Like this,

it is a shy bearer. As two other habitats in England
are known, it has been claimed as, possibly, a native

plant. S. S.

Onion Growing,— '*R. D." (p. 1375) recommends
frequent pinching in of the neck. If this pinching is

to be severe enough to injure the vessels of the neck,

and impede the free motion of the sap, will it not
injure the development of the already scanty foliage of

the Onion, and thereby injure the bulb also ? If the

pinching is not to proceed to such an extent as to

impede the sap, of what use can it be? Perhaps
" R. D." will favour your readers with some further

infonnation as to the practice which, it seems, is adopted

at Banbury so successfully. .5". B. [See an article in

our columns, 1866, p. 193. Ens.]

Trees Suitable for Seaside Planting.—At

P- I377> *'D." asks if Pinus austriaca is a good tree

for planting in such a situation for shelter. I think
" D." cannot be wrong in choosing it as the most
suitable Pinus for that purpose ; but maritima is nearly

as good. There are gi'owing here, within 150 yards
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of high-water mark, in one of the most exposed

situations in the South of England, many of the first

named Pinus, from i to 12 feet high, pictures of health.

P. insignis is also well adapted for the purpose, and

besides is one of the handsomest of the whole tribe,

and a very fast grower. Abies Douglasii seems also

likely to do well in such a position, as there are some

young plants here thriving very well. Unless "D."
particularly wishes to have all evergreens for his

purpose I should strongly advise him to use a greater

portion of deciduous trees. Among the most suitable

are the Black Italian and Balsam Poplars, English

Elm, and TurkeyOak ; these all do well on the coast, and

as soon as they are established they require no more

tying, their strong I'oots holding them fast against

wind storms. One other tree, which must be placed

first on the evergreen list, is the Evergreen Oak, the

best of all for seaside planting. It, however, requires

careful planting, and attention for the first year, or a

great percentage of them are almost sure to die ; but once

get them etsablished and they soon repay any extra care

bestowed on them. [Certainly.] Amongst evergreen

shrubs the first which must be named is the Phillyrea,

as no amount of wind seems to affect it ; the next in

point of merit is Euonymus japonica : though only

dwarf and slow growing, it is invaluable for seaside

planting. The Sweet Bay, Laurustinus, and Portugal

Laurel, also do well where they can get a little shelter

from the sea spray. Of deciduous shrubs, the Tamarix,

Persian Lilac, Red Dogwood, Gueldres Rose, and

Venetian Sumach, are the best growers in the

cold stiff clay of this place. Of trees suitable

for ornamental puq^oses on the sea-coast, there

is not a great variety to select from. The Retino-

sporas appear likely to do well. The worst of

all here is the Wellingtonia gigantea, about 130 plants

of which have been planted at various times, not one

of which is doing well. I attribute this more to the

heavy soil and bad drainage than to anything else, as

during about four months of the winter we generally

have the water standing within from 20 to 30 inches of

the surface, and have no means of getting rid of it, the

ground being nearly level \vith the sea. "John May,
The Gardens, WcslficU, Hayihig Island, Hants.

In answer to " D.," whose letter appears at

p. 1377, we can say that the Austrian Pine does

succeed well at the seaside, and that the following,

among other trees, are also suitable for such situations :

—

Pinus insignis, Sea Buckthorn, Turkey Oak, Minorca
Holly, Hydrangea, Tamarix gallica, Acer platanoides,

Norway Maple, and other varieties ; Arbutus Unedo,
Evergreen Oak, Abele Poplar, Pinus Pinaster, Broom
of sorts, Lycium, Myricaria germanica, Colutea arbor-

escens, Eleagnus argentea, Launistinus. yantes Dick-

son &^ Sons, " N'eivton " Nurseries, Chester.

Permit me to inform your correspondent " D."
(p- ^377) that I planted, upwards of 20 years ago, some
hundreds of the Pinus austriaca, for the Honourable

E. Herbert, at Street, in the parish of Blackawton,

near Dartmouth. They were planted on the high cliffs,

against which the sea is constantly beating, and are

exposed to cutting winds from every quarter. I visited

the place a few years since, and found that the trees

had made good use of their time and withstood the

storms unhurt. I also find that the Ilex, Arbutus,

Aristotelia, Holly, Hydrangea, Cornus, Cistus, iS:c.,

withstand the sea blast there and grow remarkably
well. 7. Mitchell, Truro.

Bougainvillea glabra.—-The vast extent of the

country of Mexico, where B. spectabilis is a native, is,

we know, on the north side of the isthmus which
connects North and South America, forming the

north part of Central America, and from the singularity

of its construction the coasts alone possess a warm
climate, whilst the temperature of the interior ranges
from extreme heat to extreme cold, according to the

elevations of the various points above the level of the

sea. Both Mr. Bennett and his controvertists are,

unquestionably, right in their assertions with regard to

the temperature suited for the thriving and flowering
of this plant ; and I may also add that my own ex-

perience tends to confirm the fact, for when I lived

at Dangstein as under-gardener a large plant was in

bloom there for some considerable time, being literally

covered with its lovely floral bracts. Now this plant

was glowing in a low-roofed stove, where the main
bulk of Orchidaceous subjects were growing ; it was
planted in a box, and this was placed immediately over
the hot-water pipes ; the branches were judiciously
trained, and tied out thinly to a wire trelHs, nearly close

to the roof oi the south side of the house, to receive all

the light possible, which seems particularly essential

for the propsr culture of the Bougainvillea. Since
that time I have had opportunities of seeing it growing
elsewhere, and in an equally exuberant condition, but I

must admit that it has been on every occasion in stoves,

where either Pines or regular stove plants were grow-
ing. I have myself, however, this year grown a

number of young plants in pots in a house intermediate
between greenhouse and stove. The greater portion of
these young plants are now showing for bloom, though,
as might be expected from their size, this cannot be
very profuse this year. The chief points for the
successful growing of the Bougainvilleas are, no doubt,

allowing them to make an abundance of growth during
the growing season, for which proper soil, extra heat

and moisture are required, and well exposing the wood

to the action of sunlight. Geoj-ge N'rwlyn, Tie Royal
Knrseries, Slough.

I have no doubt the above plant may be groum
in a warm greenhouse or heated potting-shed, but the

question at issue is, not where it may be grown, but

vhether it is a gi-eenhouse plant. I do not recognise

t as such ; if so, Hoya carnosa, that will stand more
hardships and a greenhouse temperature, should cer-

tainly be termed a gi'eenhouse plant also. Perhaps

some of your correspondents will tell us it is such.

EdK>. Bennett, Enville.

Pears Affected with Sunstroke.—I send you
an illustration of the powerful effect of the sun during

the past season in the case of some Pears, which, as

you will perceive, has received seven sunstrokes. The
sort sent is Beurre d'Aremberg. Williams' Bon
Chretien was very bad, as well as several others on the

same wall—aspect S.W. James Silver. [An extreme

case. Eds.]

Oncidium Papilio var. Krameri.—This is a very

distinct variety of the old and well-known "Butterfly

Orchid," from which it may be readily distinguished by
its shorter flower-stems being cylindrical, with thick-

ened nodes or joints (not compressed or ancipitate, as

are those of its congener) ; the lip is serrulate, and
beautifully crisped or frilled round the margin of the

central lobe ; the whole flower is richer in colour than

in the old species ; again, the brown markings of

the broad lateral sepals are disposed in the form of

spots or irregular blotches, instead of bars. This

splendid variety is of comparatively recent introduction,

its habitat being Central America, but it will un-

doubtedly become a general favourite ; and as it has

lately been imported in considerable quantities, we
may hope to see it pretty generally distributed ere

long. It flowers freely, and, like its congeners, has

the advantage of blooming for a very lengthened

period from the apex of the old flower-stems, in a

manner analogous to that of the old "Wax Plant"

(Hoya carnosa), or its relative, Centrostemma acumi-

nata (Cyrtoceras reflexum). Such being the case, of

course they must not be cut if future flowers are

desired, but should a plant throw up several flower-

stems, as frequently is the case, it will be found that

its growth becomes considerably checked, as they

will keep on blooming for months without making
fresh bulbs, consequently it will sometimes be found

necessary to remove them in order to promote a

vigorous gi'owth. The parent species, O. Papilio, is a

native of Trinidad and Venezula, and has besides two
other well-marked varieties. O. Papilio var. majus

has larger, brighter-coloured flowers, and O. Papilio

var. pictum has dark-coloured flowers, the central lobe

of the lip being beautifully spotted round its margin,

and the whole flower has a very pleasing appearance.

They grow freely on blocks with fresh Sphagnum,
but require an abundant supply of moisture whilst

making their growth. F. IV. B.

Vine Roots.—Those who prefer inside borders for

Vines or Peaches should rely upon the inside entirely,

and take precautions against the roots getting outside

at all, otherwise they will defeat their object, for, plant

as they may, the best part of the roots will find their

way outside if it is possible, and eventually the trees

will come to rely almost entirely on these. The roots,

like the branches, seem to turn towards the sun, and I

know some eminent gardenei^s who maintain that they

prefer to run in the opposite direction to the branches.

Be this as it may, it is, I think, an undeniable fact that

they prefer to go outside. I know more than one

instance of an inside border being made with the greatest

care, tlie roots of the Vines being all turned carefully

inwards at planting, and at the end of two or three

years they have been found in far greater number and

activity in the common garden soil outside, 10 or 12

feet from tlie house—a space which had eventually to be

treated as the border, and the Vines bore amazing
crops. Four years ago I planted a vinery in a well

prepared inside border, 16 feet wide, with an addi-

tional 6 feet outside, confined with a brick wall

all round. The Vines were planted inside, and
the roots trained inwards. I now find that they

are ramifying in crowds against the brick wall outside,

and, as they are doing well, I see nothing for it but

removing the garden walk farther back, and giving the

Vines additional space. In lifting some Peach trees

lately, which had been planted inside some years ago,

I found two-thirds of the roots outside, though the

inside border had always received the most attention.

Indeed, I may say that I never knew an exception to

this rule. This instinct of the roots is very suggestive,

and I should like to hear the opinion of your readers

upon it. 7- ^

How to Destroy Ants.—It was said of old that
" in the multitude of counsel there is wisdom." W^hile
disavowing any pretensions to be considered a wiseacre,

or any wish to disparage the methods suggested by
other correspondents for destroying these pests, permit
me to recommend to any one so troubled to lightly dust

their haunts with the best Peruvian guano, dried, and
finely powdered—they seem to shun it as they would a

pestilence. I have repeatedly adopted this method,
and have recommended it to others, always with
satisfactory results. Geo. N'ti-ille, Gr., Leighain Court,

Streatham Hill, S. W.

Foreign Correspondence.
A Flower Show in New England.—A flower

show in New England differs little from one in Old
England, for New England is, in many respects, more
English than England itself; and Boston, Mass., is

simply a first-rate and improved English city on
another shore, and, being the most English of English
cities here, one naturally expects its horticulture to be
the most developed—and this is the case. With a fine

summer and autumnal climate Boston does not hold,

her flower shows in tents, as occasionally her fine blue
sky is diversified by storms of wind and rain which
make short work of tents, &c. So the Bostonians
have built a large structure for their meetings ; and the
Horticultural Hall—"a beautiful edifice of dressed
granite, much admired for its classic style and elegant

proportions," to use the words of "Appleton's Guide,"
—is situated in one of the principal streets, and em-
bellished externally with statues of Flora, Pomona, and
Ceres, furnished with an extensive and excellent collec-

tion of horticultural books—perhaps the best collection

I have yet seen put together, and with very good
arrangements for its various exhibitions. It is probable
that a horticultural hall will become a feature in each
large city in the Union. There is one at Philadelphia

considerably larger than the one at Boston, but not so

fine architecturally ; both of the buildings, however,
are much superior to anything of the kind in Britain.

The show held in Boston on September 20 offered a
good opportunity of studying the capabilities of the
country, and was a very interesting display. Stove,
greenhouse, and various other potted plants were there,

but we may pass them by, as they are merely expensive
luxuries, possible in almost any climate ; they teach us
nothing of the country, and have no influence on the

happiness or well-being of its inhabitants. The marked
feature of the show was its fruit. The hall had more the

appearance of what is a special fruit show in France
or England than an ordinary miscellaneous exhibition.

The display of Apples was remarkably fine, long and
wide tables being densely covered with large and hand-
some fruit. Many of the kinds were, however, in a
green and imperfect state, inasmuch as the date was too
early to see Apples in perfection, as a class. At later

shows they are said to be much finer. The Pear show
was also very fine, I think a few degi^ees better than
we could display in England. It is the custom here to

cultivate particular varieties to a much greater extent

than in England ; thus the Pear known to us as

Williams' Bon Chretien, and here as the Bartlett, is

cultivated everywhere, both for use when ripe and for

preserving abundantly for use throughout the year. It

attains a higher character here than in England,
generally has not the somewhat disagreeable musky
flavour it has at home, and is often seen of a fine clear

lemon-yellow; one dish of 12 Bartletts at this show
weighed together S lb. 6 oz. Flemish Beauty Pear
seemed as large as what we should at home call large

Easter Beurre. New England is considered the best

part of the Union for Apple and Pear culture ; Cali-

fomian fmits are praised as something wonderful, but
some Eastern fruit growers dispute this, and say they
have grown quite as large. Perhaps I shall be able to

judge when I reach San Francisco. Of Grapes the
display here was very fine—both native and European
kinds covering a large space. The European kinds,

which in all cases here must be grown under glass,

inasmuch as out-of-doors they are destroyed by
mildew, were as fine as at an average English show
but not so well coloured, and the native Grapes, though
smaller, looked excellent ; however, they are very
objectionable to the European palate, though two or

three varieties are good and distinct in flavour,

and it is not unlikely that in time to come they

may originate a good and very distinct race of Grapes.

Americans say that once the palate is used to these

Grapes they become very agreeable. Most of the

autumnal productions of our English gardens were
seen here in fair condition—Cabbages, Turnips, Beets,

Potatos, &c., though the last seem more sappy and
less desirable than with us, and I must say I have
not tasted anything like such good Potatos in this

country as in Britain. Tomatos are of course a feature,

they are of more importance here than the Potato
itself; I wish our climate would permit them to become
generally popular in England. Gourds are also seen

in considerable numbers, not the kind we have in

England, but large and rough-looking sorts, none of

which seem so desirable as the Vegetable Marrow.
Melons, both water and musk, as our common Melon
is here called, are very fine—this is the country for

Melons. Heads of Indian Corn, so much eaten here

in the green state, form an item in the prize lists, and
are very large and handsome. But strangest of all to

the English eye are the enoiTnous Egg-plants—the eggs

of Egg-plants I mean. Imagine a dark violet -coloured

fruit, S inches through and 10 inches high, weighing

about half-a-dozen pounds, and you may have some
notion of tlieni. It has been the driest season here

that people have experienced for many years, so they

say—" the Egg-plants are small this dry season !" An
official of the show told me they sometimes weighed
as much as 12 pounds, which seems prodigious, con-

sidering the size and stature of the plant. Wild
flowers were shown here pretty much as in England

—

only instead of Meadow Sweets and Forget-me-Not, we
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have Golden Rods and Micliaelmas Daisies, and the

fringed Gentian, with a garnishing of red autumn
leaves, li^. Jiobinson, in "Nottingham Guarjiait."

<^' ices 0f l00l\s.
Choice Stove and Greenhouse Ornamental-
leaved Plants, containing Descriptions of ujnvanis

o/Soo Spct^cs and Varieties^ accompanied by Instruc-

tions for their Cultivation. With Illustrations. By
B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S. London; Sold by the

Author.

This is a sequel to the volume on '* Flowering
Stove and Greenhouse
Plants," published in

1S69 by Mr. Wil-
liams, and is on the

same plan. First,

there are chapters de-

voted to general mat-
ters, such as the con-
struction of hothouses,

glazing, heating, cis-

terns, shading, soil,

potting, watering, in-

sects, iS:c., followed

by others on Palms
\

and their uses, succu-

lent plants, with select

list ; subtropical gar-

dening, w^ith lists

;

window plants, with
various lists ; and hor-
ticultural exhibitions.

We take as a speci-

men of this part of

the work the article

on exhibitions, in

much of which we
agree, though it is

probably written un-
der a misconception
of the extent and
meaning of the reduc-
tions which are con-

templated, and to

which allusion is

made :

—

"We have been con-
nected withthesepublic
exhibitions for many
years, and we are fully

impressed with their

utility and beneficial

influence upon liorti-

culture generally. A
difference of opinion
in this respect has
sprung up recently,

and a few visionary
articles have been
written, which prove
nothing but want of
knowledge and bad
taste on the part of
the writers. It is a
fact beyond dispute,

that horticultural so-

cieties throughout the
three kingdoms have
been the means of pro-
moting the science of
horticulture, and to

their influence, foster-

encouragement for the production of them ; and by theii

silence respecting them— by their not asking for plants
remarkable for the beauty of their foliage to grace their exhi-
bitions, they seem to ignore the existence ofgrand specimen
plants, whether ornamental in foliage or flowers. How
such a state of things has originated it is difficult to say.

but of this we are fully assured, that the exhibitions
without these fine ornamental-leaved plants will be
miserable in the extreme. What lent the great charm to

the great London and Paris International flower shows
but the elegant Tree Ferns, and those of humbler growth,
the noble Palms and Musas, besides the vast quantities of
other ornamental-leaved plants there brought together?
The various shades of green and variegated leaves formed
an agreeable contrast with, and served to enhance the
beauty of, the masses of bloom staged with and around

ing and
due theragement, i:

introduction of the
many plants which now
ornament our stoves
and greenhouses, as
well as the open air

—

both of those yielding
fine flowers and orna-
mental foliage. Such
subjects as these, when
brought together at an
exhibition, and made
to form the basis of
a gorgeous display,

impress the enthusiastic
beholders with a love
for plants, and many
of our leading amateurs have assured us, that these floral

displays were the means of first instigating them to

become horticulturists.
" Having for many years been constant visitors at

these shows, and takmg an active part in these displays,
both at home and abroad, we have been able to judge
practically of the progress these have been the means of
producing in plant cultivation, and in the effective

grouping of plants, also in regard to the great variety of
objects brought for public competition. Being fully alive

to all this, it has necessarily caused us extreme regret to
see the backward tendency displayed by our metropolitan
horticultural societies during the present season ; for just
at the time when we have become fully aware of our
error in devoting our whole energies to produce flowers
only, to the utter neglect of plants of elegant forms and
beautiful leaves, and are earnestly endeavouring to
retrieve this error, and when, too, we are introducing
these plants largely for the decoration of our gardens
in the open air, the societies have totally withdrawn their

them, and what would these exhibitions have been
without such plants? Again, what is it that causes all

visitors to plant exhibitions upon the Continent to pro-

nounce them finer than our own? It certainly is not

their grand Heaths or New Holland plants, f^or such
things are not well grown by Continental cultivators

;

neither is it their magnificent stove flowering plants and
Azaleas, for with these we are infinitely their superiors

;

but it is through the quantity of Ferns, Palms, and orna-
mental leafage generally introduced, and which is judi-

ciously ananged with their somewhat inferior flowering

subjects. These materials being grouped for effect, the

appearance produced is most enchanting, such as we have
never yet equalled. This is the only reason that all

reporters receive a more favourable impression abroad
than at home. Yet such as these are the very plants that

are to be banished as specmiens from our flower shows in

the metropolis ! Let us fain hope that those who
perpetrate such barbarisms — who thus try. as it

were, to hurl horticulture back into its dark ages,

may speedily see the error of their ways. They manage
these things far better in the provinces, and the authori-
ties of such centres of horticulture as Manchester, Leeds,
and York, are too well aware, and appreciate too well,

the effect large ornamental-leaved plants produce, to ever
think of discarding them from their exhibitions. At the
same time they are fully as well aware that the mill opera-
tives and mechanics are great admirers of beautiful-leaved
plants as well as of flowers, and to banish either section
from their great Whit-week display would not only cause
wide-spread dissatisfaction, but would tend materially to
diminish their exchequer ; for it must be borne in mind
that at the provincial flower shows the working classes

constitute a great portion of the visitors. Many of them
are enthusiastic botanists and amateur horticulturists, and
it is a rich treat to which they anxiously look forward,

and one that enables
them to refresh their

memories and gladden
their sight with the
beautiful works of Na-
ture, of which to a
great extent their daily

occupation deprives

them. We say, long
may such societies

flourish— and flourish

they must and will,

whilst their efforts and
all tend towards the
education and elevation

of the masses, which is

the noblest aim of life."

The remaining and
larger proportion of

the book is devoted
to chapters, in alpha-

betical order, on such
genera of plants re-

markable for the

beauty of their leaves,

as Mr. Williams
selects for commen-
dation. An example
will show better than
any description the

manner in which this

section of the volume
is worked up, and we
take as samples the

remarks on Beaucar-
nea, with which we
are able to give,

through the courtesy

of Mr. Williams, one
of the illustrations to

the volume (fig. 254),
that of Beaucarnea
recurvata, a fine deco-

rative subject for a
cool conservatory.

''Beaucarnea, A
small and exceedingly
curious genus of Mexi-
can Bromeliaceous
plants. They form
slender woody stems,

with a remarkably
swollen or napiform
base. The general
opinion is that they
are of extremely slow
growth, and unless

treated in a liberal

manner as to soil and
watering, they pro-
bably would be so, but
under favourable treat-

ment good specimens
may be obtained in the

course of a few years.

Beaucarneas are both
grotesque and graceful

in habit, and form
striking objects in the

conservatory, or in the

open air during sum-
mer. They should be
potted in rich fibrous

loam and sand, with
ample drainage, and,
during the growing
season, must be sup-
plied liberally with
water. They may be

increasedlby cuttings when these can be obtained, but

chiefly by seeds, which hitherto have been imported from

their native country, no specimen, as far as we are

aware, having flowered in European gardens. They have

been sometimes cultivated under the barbarous name,

Pincenectitia.
" B. glauca. In this species the stem is slender, while

the swollen base becomes woody and hard with age. It

bears a crown of long, pendent, glaucous leaves, which

are from 2 to 3 feet in length, and present the appearance

of a beautiful fountain. Native of Mexico.
" B. glauca latifolia. In general appearance this

resembles the preceding, and, indeed, differs from it only

in its stouter and more robust stem and broader leaves.

Native of Mexico.
" B. lon^ifolia. This is the most distinct and beautiful

species of*^the genus. The stem is stout; leaves from

6 to 10 feet in length, narrow, pendent, forming a beau-

tiful vase-like centre, and dark green in colour. Native

of Mexico.
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•
' B. reairrata. This species is sometimes to be met

with under the name of B. tuberculata. Our woodcut

illustration [Fig. 254] gives a good idea of its general ap-

pearance, and our readers may judge that such a plant,

with its bright green pendulous leaves, must form a beau-

tiful object, either in the openair during summer, in thecon-

servatory, or, indeed, in any position. It is a native of

Mexico.
" B. stricta. Stem stout, with a swollen base, as m all

the other species. The leaves are some 3 feet or more in

length, less than an inch broad, and very glaucous. Native

of Mexico."

It will thus be seen that this volume, like its pre-

decessor, will be very useful to those engaged in the

cultivation of plants, and who are in need of instmc-

tion, both as relates to the selection of plants and their

subsequent management. The descriptions are simply

popular memoranda, intended to give some idea of the

character and the leading features of the plants, and

are in no way of the nature of botanical descriptions
;

while the remarks on cultivation are the reflex of the

author's own practical experience. Possibly in the

genera, where selection has been necessary, we might

not in all cases have chosen exactly the same species or

varieties, but those who in this respect submit to be

guided by Mr. Williams, will not go far astray. One
feature in particular will render this work very useful

to gardeners, viz., that it contains a popular account of

most of the introduced Palms, a class of plants, con-

cerning which information is much needed amongst

cultivators, and which we have ourselves done some-

thing to supply by the series of papers from Dr.

Seemann's pen, which we have recently published.

Altogether we heartily commend the book.

Florists' Flowers.
Perhaps of all flowers the Violet is as much prized

as any other that commends itself to the regard of

mankind. The little single London Violet, as it is

termed, a bunch of which can now be obtained in the

streets of London for a penny, is all the more accept-

able because fragrant flowers of outdoor growth are

very rapidly passing away. Of the common kinds

there are, in addition to the one already named, the

single Russian, and a larger foiTn of it known as the

Russian Superb ; the Giant, the Neapolitan, so much
used for forcing, and the single White, all of which are

more or less cultivated in gardens, and included under

the general head of Sweet Violets. How the common
field liinds light up our woods and beautify shady

nooks in the spring time, is well known to all

frequenters of the country ; in some spots they can be

seen by thousands, about the roots of pollard trees,

and along the shady sides of the watercourses.

" When Beechen buds begin to swell,

.\nd woods the blue-bird's warble know,"

then Violets can be seen peeping forth from amid the

half-decayed leaves shed last year, obedient to the law

that unfolds their tiny blossoms, and diffusing their

pleasant fragrance.

The Violet is fond of a rich loam to grow in, and

prefers a spot shaded to some extent, and tolerably

moist. To see them in perfection, and enjoy the rich

exhalation of their exquisite perfume, one needs" to

visit places like Belvoir Castle in the early spring

months, where they are very largely grown, because

so well adapted to such places. Beds of the large

Russian and Czar Violets meet one at many points
;

their perfume sweetens the air, and you linger

among them even when the keen wind stirs the long

dark boughs of the leafless trees. Violets are a prime
feature at Belvoir, and they occupy the van of the

floral procession that makes spring gardening there

such a happy festival. A moderately heavy soil is

provided for them here, overlaid with decayed leaves.

The beds are placed under the shade of trees, and
when in April the plants are lifted, divided, and
planted away to make growth for another year,

similar conditions of soil and aspect are provided ; and
though some years ago it was difficult to grow Violets

at Belvoir, now they are common, and thrive as well

as can be desired. Shade during the morning, mid-
day, or early part of the afternoon seems indis-

pensable ; hence their summer quarters are found
near trees with spreading boughs. Those who say

that Violets should be suffered to remain in the ground
undisturbed should go to Belvoir to see how their

theory wears when the converse of it is practically

applied. Cultivators are now generally advocating
the practice of lifting and dividing the plants annually,
'

' cutting away all old and weak crowns and runners,

and trimming the roots, trenching and manuring the
ground, and replanting them. The best time for doing
this is immediately after the flowers are over— .about

the middle or end of April, or the beginning of May,"
according to the locality. As in woods it is nearly
always seen that Violets flourish under trees, and on
banks where the leaves congregate in autumn, so does
it suggest that leaf-soil mingled with the soil in which
they are to grow, and applied as a top-dressing, is an
important ingredient, highly conducive to their well-

being. Mr. Ingram asserts that the secret of his

success with the Violet at Belvoir consists in that he
simply applies to it, when under cultivation, something
of the conditions under which it is found gi-owing wild.

Violets are readily increased by using the runners as

cuttings. It is simply necessary to plant them in

light, rich, sandy soil, on a warm, shady border, or in

a cold frame ; the latter is the best, when it can be

appropriated to the purpose. Here they should be

wintered, and planted out in the following April, and

pushed on into vigorous growth.

Some of the bettermost kinds consist of Arborea, a

distinct and fine variety, flowers blue, large, and very

double, and an abundant bloomer ; Brandyana, a

distinct and fine variety, flowers large, very double,

dark purple, striped with white and pink ; Devoniensis,

bearing large dark blue single flowers, which are very

fragrant, a distinct and fine variety, blooming pro-

fusely ; King of Violets, dark indigo-blue, flowers

large and double, a very fine variety ; Marie Louise, a

distinct, novel, and beautiful variety, flowers double,

colour lavender-blue, with white centres, a continuous

bloomer throughthewinter months ; Reine desViolettes,

flowers white, slightly shaded with blush, very large

and double, and extremely free blooming ; Rubro-

plena, flowers double, and of a pale reddish brown
hue, novel and fragrant ; Scotch, a distinct and very

fine variety, flowers dark purple, very large and double,

free and continuous bloomer, and of vigorous growth
;

Suavis, flowers single, large, and of a pale lavender

hue, very fragrant, free, and distinct in character ; and

the Czar, a large and beautiful variety, producing

enormous single dark purple flowers, which are freely

produced, and very fragrant. V. odorata pendula,

known as the Sweet Violet of New York, is highly

spoken off; the flowers are large, double, of an azure-

blue colour, and highly fragrant.

Of the scentless American species, V. obliqua striata

deserves to be grown for its pretty striped flowers,

which are very attractive when the plant is well grown.

Others are pretty, but the fact that they are void of

fragrance tells against them. Perhaps, of the two, they

are more showy than the scented varieties, as they have

a better habit of throwing up their blossoms above the

foliage, and in addition to being perfectly hardy they

are also of free growth. V. pedata is a charming thing

for spring flowering, but should be grown in pots,

unless in a sheltered locality, and where the soil is light

and well drained. This pretty species wants to be seen

as Mr. Ingram grows it at Belvoir, in order to fully

appreciate its chaste beauty ; there, peeping out from

under neighbouring plants that give it shelter without

smothering it. R. D.

Garden Memoranda.
Cricket St. Tiiom.as, the Se.it oi- Lord

Bridport, stands very secludedly in a beautifully

timbered and undulated part of the southern division

of the county of Somersetshire, three and a-half miles

from Chard, and about five from Crewkeme. From
the latter town. Cricket St. Thomas is approached

by the A.xminster Road, from which at various points

during the route some of the grandest pieces of

scenery for which the country is remarkable may be

seen, particularly a splendid view of the much-admired
Vale of Taunton, and which is gained from a rising

eminence near the entrance gates to Lord Brid-

port's Park. After entering at the lodge gates,

the carriage road winds circuitously on the side of

a hill for more than a mile before the kitchen garden,

and the mansion, come in view. From the kitchen

garden we proceed through a door in the boundai-y

wall on to a terrace leading to the flower garden, this

side of the wall alluded to being completely covered

with fine Magnolias, several of w-hich were in bloom at

the time of our visit. On the other hand, the

ground slopes down to a continuous sheet of water

in a small valley, which is retained by damming a

small stream which empties itself into the River

Axe. The op])osite side is thickly planted with

trees, with an undergrowth of Rhododendrons, which

have a very pleasing effect when in bloom, and seen

from the garden side. At the end of the Magnolia

wall, encircled \vith thriving groups of Hollies, Laurels,

and other evergreen shrubs, stands a small but pic-

turesque church. Cricket St.Thomas being a parish of

itself. The village bearing that name formerly stood

where the flower garden now is, but was rebuilt in

another situation by the late Lord Bridport.

Passing the church, down a flight of stone steps, the

mansion is approached by a broad walk, and here

is a feature in effective flower gardening which w-e

never before saw so well can-ied out. *' What are those

dense bushes of scarlet that are placed along the

walk—not Ixoras, surely ? " we asked, as we saw
them in the distance, with something akin to delight.

" Oh, no," said Mr. Davis, his lordship's obliging

and acomplished gardener ;
" they are single bushes of

scarlet Pelargoniums : " and so we found them, single

plants, 4 feet high and the same through, as neatly

trained as the large bushes of Ixoras which we occa-

sionally see from the collection of Mr. Micholls at the

metropolitan exhibitions, and covered with grand

tmsses of scarlet flowers. These plants were about

four years old, and all that is done to them is simply to

take them up in the autumn, cut them well back, and
plant them as thickly as possible in square boxes, after

which they are placed in a cold vinery until spring,

when they are taken up, fresh potted, and pushed

along gently until bedding-out time. When planted

out they require to be regularly pinched and tied

out, a work well and quickly done by a practised

hand, and of course they require to be well watered in

dry seasons. At the end of the walk stands the man-
sion, on either side of this front of which is a small

conservatory ; whilst on the sloping lawn opposite are

splendid specimens of standard Portugal Laurels, as

well as several handsome specimens of coniferous trees.

On the south-east side of the mansion the conservatory

is continued, and in front of it there is a very neat

geometrical garden. The flower garden proper lies to

the left, at the end of the lawn, and is reached

by a series of terraces. On this spot, which is not

yet quite finished, the old village stood, the ground
has been partly filled in and laid out on a gentle slope,

and in addition a good sheet of water has been made
by the means before mentioned. Nothing now remains

to indicate what the place once was, with the exception

of a piece of old rustic work, which formed one of the

old cottages, and a similar building the other side of

the water, which does duty as a Swiss cottage. From
this garden fine views of the valley on the right, and
of the mansion on the left, are obtained. At the far

end of the wood on the opposite hill, through
which there is a series of carriage drives, there

is an enclosure of about 2 acres, where the rougher

kinds of vegetables are grown.
Along the stonework of the terraces a great many

vases are placed, all neatly filled with bedding plants ;

and the lawTis are studded with Golden Thujas and
other Conifers, whilst on the left is a continuous belt of

very handsome trees, including fine specimens of Elms
and Beech, Pinus insignis, Picea Nordmanniana, and
P. Pinsapo, which have been planted about 15 years.

Conifers make a very perfect growth here, but not

quickly.

In the conservatories adjoining the mansion we
noticed some fine healthy Camellias and Azaleas, &c.,

and also, growing on the walls, the very interesting

Physianthus albens (fig. 255—see opposite) in fniit

Acacia dealbata, one of the most useful plants for

producing cut flowers ; Maurandya Barclayana,

covered with bluish white flowers; Habrothamnus
elegans, Brugmansia sanguinea, a very large specimen

with a profusion of flowers ; the showy Fuchsia

fulgen ; Luculia gratissima, a fine plant from which
many seedlings have been raised, varying very much
in character. We were informed that one so raised

was exceedingly fine. The pretty, sweet, white-

flowered Gomphocarpus fruticosus, Erythrina crista

galli, and Cassia corymbosa, were also all in flower,

helping to make the houses gay and attractive.

Adjoining the conservatories, at the southern end,

there is a Citron-house, in which there are three fine

old trees planted against the wall, and from these a
large quantity of Lemons are regularly obtained for

preserving.

From this place we retraced our steps to the kitchen

garden, noticing en route several handsome Conifers,

particularly a specimen of Wellingtonia gigantea grow-

ing on a gentle slope, and which measures 36 feet 6 inches

in height ; and also a fine bold piece of rockwork,

covered with hardy trailing plants, from the top of

which a partial view of Forde Abbey, the seat of

W. H. Evans, Esq., is seen, as well as the hills of

Lyme Regis.

Cricket has a good reputation for its Pines, and

justly so, for Mr. Davis does them w'ell. There are

three lean-to houses devoted to their culture, and the

system followed is to. grow and fruit them altogethe'r.

When a plant has done its duty, and has to be

removed, a sucker is put in its place, and there it

remains until its fruit is cut, which generally takes about

12 months. The plants are grown in pots in poor sandy

peat, plunged in leaves, under which there is a hot.

water tank, which supplies the bottom-heat ; and, in

addition to the water supplied to them, liquid

manure is afforded about twice a week. Amongst
the plants, which were particularly strong and

clean, were many large fniits in various stages of

development. The varieties principally grown are the

Providence, Queens, Prickly and Smooth-leaved

Cayennes, Black Jamaica, and Charlotte Rothschild

;

and with these and the system of culture adopted, Mr.

Davis has generally a supply of fruit for his employer's

table all the year round. There are in all about

160 plants, and the following statement of the weight

of some of the best fniits will speak for itself as regards

quality :—Charlotte Rothschild has produced fruit

weighing 9! lb. ; Smooth Cayenne, i\\ lb., and from

7 to 8 lb. at Christmas ; and a Providence which

weighed 14 lb. 11 oz. Frequently there are

plants which produce two or more good-sized

fruit at the ^ame time ; one such was exhibited

by Mr. Davis at one of the meetings of the

Horticultural Society when they were held in Regent,

Street, which called forth a great amount of praise

from the late Dr. Lindley ; and we may be sure the

specimen was worth it, for the Doctor seldom gave

much praise undeserved. Peaches, Nectarines, and

Cherries, were also well done under glass, the Cricket

Nectarine—a seedling raised here—is much esteemed,

as also the Black Circassian, amongst Cherries. There

are several vineries, in the earliest of which the fruit

was cut ; but in those coming on the sample of

Grapes was very good, notwithstanding that some
of the borders had been renewed, in consequence of

the Vines having shown a decline in vigour and

fruitfulness. In addition to the above houses there

are others which contain excellent collections of stove
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and greenhouse plants, and Orchids. In the open quar-

ters, the vegetables had a very fresh and healthy appear-

ance, notwithstanding the drought. We also noticed a

splendid batch of StrawbeiTies in pots for forcing.

These are layered in ordinary 3 and 4 inch draining

tiles, cut into short lengths, with remai-kably success-

ful results, as, being sunk a little into the ground, the

soil retains moisture better, and the task of watering

is consequently much lessened. When ready they are

potted off into 32-sized pots, and grow into dwarf

stocky plants, with such broad thick crowns as the

forcing gardener delights to see. Should there be any

over the quantity required for potting they are lelt in

the tiles, and are simply placed on the shelves in the

spring, where they do well, and come in useful for

lengthening the supply. Chrysanthemums are mostly

treated in a similar manner, and Mr. Davis finds that

he can command a good stock of dwarf bushy plants,

with foliage right down to the bottom, and which

come in exceedingly useful for decorating the conser-

vatories with very little trouble.

Died, at Wobiirn, Bedfordshire, on October 20,

James Loudon, Esq., late of Wilga, near Warsaw,
Poland, only brother of the late John Claudius
Loudon. We shall make further allusion to the

career of this gentleman in our next number.

Miscellaneous.
Habrothamnus Fasciculatus. — When well

grown, this grand old Mexican plant stands second to

none as a decorative plant for the conservatory. It is

of vigorous growth, and a profuse

bloomer, even in midwinter. It

is particularly well adapted for

growing as a single specimen, or

for covering a wall or pillar in

lofty structures, as well as those

of moderate proportions. When
grown on pillars perhaps it is

seen to greatest advantage. There
is one in the conservatory at this

place that I planted from a small

pot two years since ; it is now
15 feet high, and well-propor-

tioned, and was covered with
bloom from top to bottom from
the middle of October till Febru-
ary ; it is growing on a pillar be-

tween an Acacia grandis of the

same height on one side, and a
Passiflora on the other, and its

appearance is strikingly beautiful.

It is planted in a well-drained

soil, composed of one-half rather

heavy but rich turfy loam, and
the remainder leaf-mould and
road-drift in equal proportions.

It blooms on the last year's

growth, and should not be pruned
until it has done blooming, and
the wood is thoroughly ripened ;

even then it must be done care-

fully by spurring the weakest
shoots, and shortening others in

proportion to their strength, while some may be laid-in

their full length to increase the size of the plant if

required. This mode of treatment will ensure a good
winter bloom, but by a judicious pruning and thinning

of the branches at different times in the year, the plant

can be made almost a perpetual flowerer. It should
have abundance of water when growing, and manure-
water once a-week. Thomas Record^ in ^^ Florist and
Pomologist.

"

where plants of greater value, such as Orchids,

and all kinds of exotics, are removed to such

structures simply for the display of their blooms, a

temperature must be kept up in harmony with that

from which they arc removed. In connection with

this subject the fact should be borne in mind that,

with a dry atmosphere, a much lower temperature

is quite safe where no young growths are actually

being made. One other great enemy, cold draughts,

must be carefully guarded against in any and every form.

Old bulbs of Cyclamens, which are now showing pro-

minently for bloom, and especially if they are growing
in small sized pots, may be materially benefited by
receiving occasional applications of wholesome liquid

manure. Water should be given with great care to all

valuable plants after this date, particularly to such

subjects as Indian Azaleas, £ricas, Epacrises, &c.

Keep Cinerarias perfectly free from such pests as green-

fly ; and in the case of any of these that are pushing up
the bloom-shoots, give manure water freely. To the

uninitiated I would say, do not pot Cinerarias after the

crown has made a start for flowering.

FORCING HOUSES.
Look carefully over every bunch of Grapes, and if

any decaying berries are found, carefully remove them,

for at this season they quickly injure those in close proxi-

mity to them. Keep some of the foliage moderately

green as long as there are many bunches of Grapes

hanging upon Vines, as there is little doubt but that

these aid in keeping the berries fresh for a longer

period. Those who have not yet acted upon my
previous suggestions regarding heavy rains, and have

not covered over such Vine borders as are intended

to be started at an early date, will now find that

the soil has probably become drenched or soaked

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Many subjects, comprising what are usually termed

New Holland plants, or such as require similar treat-

ment, will now afford a valuable and cheerful display

in conservatories and greenhouses. To meet their

requirements, however, a specially adapted temperature
must be maintained in all instances where large

numbers of such plants are cultivated, and indeed,

where a few only are grown, if the health or longevity

of the plants is a matter of consideration. Referring

more immediately to the kind of plants which are in

bloom now, or are coming into bloom, I would instance

Crmvcasy Ericas (such as hiemalis), LcschenauUias
(intermedia especially), the showy Heath-leaved Lepto-

dactvion californicum, and another Californian e\'er-

green, Diplacus puniceus. On the other hand, where
a display is kept up with plants requiring far less care

or cultural skill, such as Zonal Pelargoniums, Chiy-
santhemums, Lobelias, and the like, a warmer tem-
perature, with an equal amount of fresh air during
the finest parts of the day, may be needful, in order
to render the atmosphere as dry as possible, so that

the flowers may not in any way succumb to damp,
which they do very quickly if not cared for in this

way. It may be well to intimate, that in instances

through. The necessary covering should not be delayed

a moment longer, unless a fine drying morning is likely

to occur, when the air should be allowed to have free

action on the whole border, in order to dry the battered

surface before the covering is placed on it. A little

warmth should now be kept in the heating media by
day in all houses where the Vines are carrying a crop

in conjunction with an abundance of fresh air. During
dull weather use great moderation in regard to the

internal heat supply of Pine stoves. Afford water very

sparingly to all the younger batches of successionals
;

indeed, if a circumspect watering be given to them
about once in 16 days, or every three weeks, it will

suffice in the majority of instances, as the. latest

moisture existent in the fermenting materials will

help to carry them along well for the next month
or two. Collect and place together a quantity of fer-

menting materials, to be ready for use in any emer-

gency. The time of year is now so far advanced that

nothing should be left to chance. In instances where
any Peach or Nectarine trees are badly infested with

red-spider, and the leaves are now past being of mate-

rial use to the trees, it may be advisable, with a view

to destroy the pests—no other plants being in the stmc-

ture—to wisp the ripest leaves off with a few besom
twigs held tightly in the hand, and subsequently to

burn a little sulphur in the house. Bear in mind, how-
ever, the quantity of sulphur used must be very small,

as it is possible the young wood may receive more or

less injury by an immoderate use of it.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Push forward the alterations contemplated in flower

gardens with the utmost despatch, as we may antici-

pate ungenial weather at a very early date. Those
flower-beds now emptied of their summer occupants,

should be finally planted with spring-flowering plants

by this date. Where this is not yet done let the opera-

tion be performed at once, so that the freshly trans-

planted subjects may gain root-hold before severe

weather sets in. Dwarf Box trees. Hollies, Aucnbas
Laurels, Mahonias, Rhododendrons, Arbutus, and
Arhor-vitiS, all prove useful in filling these beds for

producing a bushy winter garniture in company with
spring flowering plants.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

A row or two of early Peas may now be sown to

stand the chance of an early spring supply, though in

the generality of instances those 's,Q\\n\ later do equally

well. Earth-up all autumn plantations of Cabbages,

Coleii'orts, and the like, and still give attention to the

plantations in order to make up all further vacancies

caused by injurious insect agency, &c. Take up the

remaining stock of autumn Caulitloioers, and either lay

them in a frame or hang them up where sufficient pro-

tection is afforded against frosts. Push all trenching

and digging operations forward with despatch, IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
The beds and borders intended for Bulbs should be

at once forked over, levelled, and have the roots

planted out, choosing a dry day for this operation.

Tidips and Hyacinths should be planted diagonally

about 6 inches apart, and about 3 inches deep from
the upper side of the root. Each hole should be made
with a trowel, and a little silver sand should be put in

before the bulb is put in position, when it should be
covered with a little more sand and have the earth,

levelled over it, and gently patted down with a spade.

The following varieties are veiy distinct, and flower well

in town either in beds, boxes, or pots for the windows :

—

Double Tulips—Tournesol, yellow and red ; Gloria solis,

brown and yellow ; Rex Rubrorum, scarlet ; Due Van
Thol, red and yellow. Single Tulips—Pottebakker,

white ; ditto, yellow. Single Hyacinths—Belle Afri-

caine, dark blue ; Chas. Dickens,

blue ; Grand Vainqueur, white.

Polyanthus Narcissus — Grand
Monarque, white ; Grand Soldi
d'Or, yellow. These two I con-

sider the best, but any of the

varieties are of easy culture, and
very useful for outdoor decora-

tion ; these and Jonquils require

precisely the same treatment in

the borders as the Hyacinths.

The following varieties of Crocus

are all fine flowers and free

bloomers, and make a nice

edging round the margin of beds,

planted 2 inches apart and 2
deep ; or in patches of 5, 2 inches

apart, in separate colours :
—

Large y.-Z/^c—Sir Walter Scott,

lilac and purple, very fine j David
Rizzio, deep purple ; Ne Plus

Ultra, light blue ; Queen Vic-

toria, pure white. The above
can all be successfully grown in

boxes and pots for the windows,
if treated after the following man-
ner :—The boxes should not be
less than 7 inches deep, and the

same in width, with holes bored
m. the bottom, and broken pots

placed over them for drainage.

Fill them with fresh mould and
two rows of Hyacmths, or one

of Hyacinths and one of Tulips may be planted

alternately, 2 inches deep, in silver sand, as directed

for the beds ; and Crocus planted round the edge.

These may then be stood in an airy place, where
they can have a mat thrown over them in sharp

weather ; and when they begin to make their appear-

ance in the spring they should be removed to the

windows, f. D.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AND FALL OF RAIN AT
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STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
FoK THE Week ending Wednesday, October 26, 187a

Month

Day.

28.79
28. 74
28.95

29-34

Hygromelrical Deduci

Temperature (

Deg. Deg.

20. Thurs. .

21. Friday . 56-6 \ 45.5
23. Satur. ., 59.9 :

47.1

23. Sunday. 58.8 46.0

24. Monday 56,1 45.0

25. Tues. . 53.0 : 455
26. Wednes -47.9 42-°

WSW

:

WNW
I

N.W.

20.—Generally cloudy. Occasional heavy rain. Heavy gale.

21,—Variable, but fine. Haze.
22.—Generally overcasu Rain fell more or less heavily from

23.—Very variable. Occasional heavy showers of rain.

Strong wind. Lightning at nighl.

24.—Generally cloudy till ni^ht, then cloudless. A little thin

rain fell in the morning. Most niagniiiccnt Aurora
at night.

25,_Gcnerally cloudy till night, then variable. Continua-
tion of the Auroral display.

26.—Ctoudv. Foggy. Rain fell at 6h. Frequci
of lightning al night.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Notices to Correspondents.

Books : Youitg Gardener. Kemp's " How to Lay Out a

Garden," and Repton's " Landscape Gardening."

Climbers: S. C. The best evergreen climbers for a north
wall are the Ivies, of which more or less may be selected

accoiding to taste. We should recommend you to

include in your selection Hedera colchica (Rcegne-
riana), canariensis, algeriensis, a very fast grower

;

palmata, rhombea variegata, latifoha maculata, digj-

tata. To these add, of other plants suitable for

covering walls, Garrya elliptica. Magnolia grandiflora

ferruginea, Jasminum nudiflorum (evergreen twigs),

Cotoneaster Simonsii, Crataegus Pyracantlia, and Ber-
beris Darwinii ; and of deciduous plants, Bignonia
radicans major, Pyrus japonica, Ampclopsis Veitchii,

ClematisJackmanii and rubella, and Aristolochia Sipho.

Heating Apparatus: A Correspondent recommends
Plumb's Patent Gas Boiler for heating small green-
houses, and describes it to be of simple construction,

heated by gas, provided with a double action burner, so
that if wanted it can be heated in a very short time, and
the double action burner then turned out, leaving
sufficient heat to keep it working. There is no danger,
it is said, of the gas fumes destroying the plants, the
apparatus being supplied with an escape tube. We
know nothing more of it. The maker should adver-
tise it.

Names of Fruits; R. W. R., Staffs. Apples: i,

Reinette du Canada ; 2, Rhode Island Greening

;

3, Rymer's ; 8, Royal Codlin
; 9, Golden Noble ; 14,

Bedfordshire Foundling. Pears : 16, Passe Colmar

:

17, Glou Morceau ; 15, Althorpe Crassane ; 19, Louise
Bonne of Jersey ; 20, Crassane. We cannot under-
take to name so many.

—

J. Pristo. Apples : i, Ribston
Pippin

; 2, Reinette du Canada
; 3, Blenheim Orange.

Pear: 5, Beurre Diel.—y. //. Fears: 2, Napoleon
;

3. 5, 7, we believe Beurre Diel
; 4, Fondante

d'Automne
; 6, Knight's Monarch.—^. W. 8, Vicar of

Winkfield
; 9, 11, Chaumontelie ; 10, Marie Louise;

13. Glou Morceau ; 14, Passe Colmar. — Hendon.
Your Grape is the trueV^Tiite Muscat of Alexandria.
—John Yoitng. Pears: i, 5, Beurr^ Diel ; 2, Rondelet,
we think, but are not quite sure

; 3, Urbaniste
; 4,

Beurre Bosc ; 6, Napolf'on
; 7. Glou Morceau

; 9,
Thompson's

; 10, Beurre Superfin ; 12, Vicar of Wink-
field.— 7. T. Apple: Winter Strawberry. We must
again request those sending fruit to be named not to
send more than half-a-dozen sorts at a time. It is a
most unreasonable tax on our time and good-nature to
do otherwise.

Names of Plants : W. C. R. D. Tric>Ttis hirta.

New Hebrides Petticoat : Sir W. C. T. We think
your suggestion is likely to be correct, especially from
the fragrance of the specimen.

Oaks: D. II'. P. Apply to yournurseryman, or consult
our advertising columns.

SCLERODERiL\ VL'LGARE : Sir W. C. T., in reference
to the statement that S. \'ulgare is probably poisonous,
says that he has partaken, without ill-effect, of S. Cepai
and that he is inclined to believe that, like their
congeners the Lycoperdons and "Bovista, they are
harmless. Our experience, however, of S. vulgare is
such that we earnestly caution experimenters not to
trv it.

Communications Received :—J. A.
forwarded to R. D.—A. Fairall (n
W. F.—D. G.—S. J. -J. C—J. M.

r. (your letter has been
xt week).— E. G. H.—
-A Sub.—Olitor.—D. W.

Iliirluts*
COVENT GARDEN,—Oct. 28.

Notwithstanding we have reached so far on in the
season, there are still abundant supplies, and Continental
goods show a large increase again this week, especially in
the case of Grapes from Spain and Portugal, which
realise from 6d. to is. per lb. ; Dutch Hamburgh Grapes,
the same

;
the quahty of the latter is better than usual.

Amongst flowers we have Pelargoniums, Bouvardias,
Orchids, Pompon Chrysanthemums, Mignonette, Heaths,
and dwarf evergreens.

Fruit.

Apples, p. 5 sie

Figs, per doz, .

.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per loc

Melons, each

s.d.

Oranges, per 100
Peaches, per doz, ..60 — 12 (

Pears, per doz. . . 16 — 3 <

Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o — 8 (

3 6

.4—1

Artichokes, Jerusa-
lem, p. lb

Brus. Sprouts, J sieve

Cabbages, p. doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, red, p. bun.— white, do. ..

Cucumbers, each .

.

Do , retail, p. lb. .

.

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch .

.

PoUtos, Regents, per ton. 60s. to %os. ; Kidneys, 8oj.

Rocks, 505. to 60s.

HorseRadish, p. bun.
Lettuces, p. score .

.

Mint, per bunch ..

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch .

.

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Salsafy, per bundle,
Shallots, per lb. ..

Spinach, p. bushel..

Tomatos, per doz. ,

.

Turnips, yng. ,p, bun.
Veg. Marrows,p.doz.

oto 5 o
6- 30
3-06

WANT PLACES.-Lettersto be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gent emen— Further panicul.irs Riven on application to Messrs. E. G,
HENDKKSCiN and SON, Weliinyton Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W. ' .

To GardeEcrs and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).TAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications
tJ for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
forENlRYin their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
"""""'^•'oiiable references need apply.

-ady or Gentleman requiring
' upon J. Carter & Co. ado

Vi'w^A" reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.
JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 & 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
• he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

l.^.^.'i^*^'^^'^
integrity, thoroughly qualified to undertake the duties ofHEAD GARDENER, GARDENER and BAILIFF, or UNDER

dA^^P.F^^^ L^'^'^s or Gentlemen requiring such may rely upon
B. S \\. recommendmg only those whose conduct and abilities are
worthy of their trusL

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26 ; thoroughly under-
stands the duties,—Mr. WII.KIE, Oak Lodge, Kensington. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married ; well under-
- r

stands the profession in all its branches. Highly recommended,
with excellent character and testimonials—A. B. C, Mr. Lowe,
Nurser>-man,&c., Queen Square, Wolverhampton.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28.
understands the profession. Good recommen

and previous employers—H. B. S., Mr. Randall's
:estcr Street, HaJ

Dutch Flower Roots.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

received from the most celebrated growers in Holland their first

n to say that
s respectfully
1 application.
: Street, and

solicited. Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE post free
The " Old" Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Easig;

the " Upton" Nurseries. Chester.

FIELD BROTHERS Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester,
beg to offer the following —Strong Dwarf MOSS ROSES, i&. per
WHITE CEDAR, 2 feet, handsome plants, 7J. per dozen, 50s....^..^.^

ij^ foot, 4s. per dozen, 251. per 100;
o 2J4 feet, 4s. per dozen, 25s. per 100

;

riNU.S, I foot, 35. per dozen, 20s. per 100; HEPATICAS,
ijrs, 4s. per dozen, 255. per 100. The above can be confidently

To the Trade.
LOMARIA GIBBA, i2j. per dozen, or ^5 per 100,

Beautiful plants. DRAC.^iNAS, all the leading sorts, in 60 and
48 pots, i8j. 10 42J. per dozen. DRAC--ENA AUSTRALIS, fine
specimens, from 7J. 6i. to 21J. ARDISIA CRENULATA, fine stuff,

in large 6o's, ^05. per 100. Fine young AZALEAS, from 6j. to os. per
dozen. FERNS, all the leading sorts, cheap. AC.\CIA ARMATA at
6s. and OS. perdozen. POINSETTIAS, fineplants ; single heads,(>j. per
do/en, from two to three heads, 12*. per dozen, or £; per 100.
T. HAWKINS, Bishop's Road, Bay swater, W. ; Uaklands Nursery,

Shepherd's Bush. W.

Fruit Trees Grown for Sale by

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset.— Before ordering send
• 2s. in stamps to J. S. for a copy of his ORCHARDIST and its

COMPANION, a Catalogue of the finest Collection of Fruits in
England, in which is given the name, the quality, the country where
raised, the year they first fruited in, the raiser, ttieir bearing quality,
their size, and general cultivation. The Trees have been very much
admired by all who have seen them, not being cramped, stunted, and
spoilt by repeated pinching, a system that is quite retrograde to all

the laws of physiology. Let your trees make wood and leaves, and
manage their roots well. Regulate your branches
this short advice lies all the art of grc
such as j. S. offers.

ting healthy and fruitful t

Notice to the Seed Trade.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

5, Aldgate, London, E., begs to announce that his SPECIAL
LIST of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for the present
season is now ready, and can be had upon application. Samples and
stocks are very fine, and prices very low.

Asparagus Plants.—To the Trade.
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE. hold

a splendid stock of i, ^, and 3-yr. old Plants. Lowest price on

AMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High
!born, London. WC. J

'
s

w Rollisson's Telegraph Cucumber.
OOD AND INGRAM offer this, the best ALL
THE YEAR ROUND CUCUMBER out, in packets of six

: seeds for

Tiis was the only variety grown where this seed
I feet by 14 feet, produced during the

R
Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ICHARD WALKER can supply the foUoH-ing-,

- - , . w J yr. old, 2j. p. 100, cheaper p. looo.
CABBAGE PLANTS, ijNFIELC MARKET, EAST HAM,

IMPERIAL, 3s. M. per lOoo; RED DUTCH, 5s. per 1000.

WANTED, an active GARDENER, to PURCHASE
HALF-SHARE in a small Nurserj-. Florist, and Tobbing

business in Islington. Long Lease, /so cash.— G. R,, 32, Roiherficld
Street, Islington, N

WANTED, a FLORIST, to Manage a Business ; his
Wife to take charge of Shop.—Apply by letter, stating salary

and all particulars, to B. P., 260, MaryleboneRoad. N.W.

WANTED, a WORKING MARKET GARDEN
FOREMAN, in a new ground near London. One who has a

)UKh knowledge of Cropping, and who has had the control of a
number of iMen. Iviust produce certificates of competency and good
references.—Address, stating wages required, to H, A. Z,, Post Office,
Heston, Hounslow, W.

WANTED, in South W ales, an active and competent
WOODMAN, to Plant. Thin, and otherwise attend to Woods

., partly hard wood, but principally Larch. Wages,

WANTED, a NURSERY PACKER.—Apply, stating
ace, wages, &c., to EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington

Seed Trade.
WANTED, an experienced SHOPMAN.—An active,

general hand, who can keep his department in first-class
order. _A knpwI«dge^ofNurscn^Sares_necessar>'.—Apply,

GARDENER (Head), a^e 36, married, one child.—
William Earley is now at liberty to engage with any Noble-

ng the services of a first-class practical

^. ^.^ ..„s 13 years' excellent character
late employer, who is anxious to procure him a permanent
-W. EARLEY, Gardeners- Chrcmde Office, W.C.

G

fha^

ARDENER (Head), married, no family.—F. Hill
" '' of engaging with any Lady or Gentleman requiring

Gardener. Has had good e

ng^loyer, also pre'

GARDENER (Head), age 41, married.—A. Calder
is at liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring

the services of a thoroughly practical Gardener, having lived i8 years
as Head Gardener in last situation ; well versed in Forcing of all
kmds of Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables : understands the Management
or Greenhouses, Stove Plants, and Kitchen and Flower Gardening
No objection to look after Meadow Land. Character will bear the

i nvestigation—A, CALDER, Thames Ditton, Kingston, S.

GARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF or
FORESTER. — Age 40, marrlel

;

.,1 , piicncc.
Thoroughly understands Early and Late Ft ti. "'

1
' limits,

Flowers, and Vegetables, Kitchen and Flo
ment of Woods, Arable and Pasture Lam I,

Sellini,', Keeping Accounts, &c. Wife a got.il I
'

^^ii' '- I I' !.i !M investigation.—ALPHA, ridt;t Villas,

G-i
Fern Bank Road, Ascot, Berlcs.

i; (Single).— Tliorouglily
-A E, Davis's, Stationer.Harlesd,

GARDENER (Under, and Improver).—Age 20; has
i—' some general ..

I
, u, I ,,, Houses, Vineries, &c. Well

ded by his lap ,
' ^\ , Mell's Rectory, Froine.

GARDENER ai

A thoroughly con
has had unusually favourable u])i)ortuiiilies of forming an extensive
acquaintance with the most approved methods of Gardening, the
most select varieties of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables : Ornamental

GGARDENER, or GROOM and GARDENER.—
good^knowledge of the Management of Poultry. Good^^ir ,, , ^ -,,

Street, near Amersham,character.—J. COX, Holmer Grt

To Nurserymen.
Tj^OREMAN (Under), in tlie Ground Department of a
-L large Nursery.—Age 25, respectable ; has had experience in
Budding . Grafting. &c—H. B-, Spring Grove Nurserj', Isleworlh.

ESTATE AGENCY, with or without the Management
of a Home Farm, Wanted by a Gentleman of great experience

in every description of Agriculture as practised in Scotland and the
North of England. The Advertiser is a good Accountant and a
thorough man of business; and also has some knowledge of the
Management of Woods and Plantations. Highest references and
first-rate security —BETA, Post Office, Appleby, Westmoreland.

GENERAL ESTATE MANAGER.—An acti)

of great experience; has had the Superintendence of 1

Works in Drainage, Road Making, Fencing, Planting. &c.
;

undertake the entire Manager ' ^ "' >- "

small Farm if necessary, mi
ences.—G. E. M., Gardmtn' CkronuU Office, W.C.

GENERAL MANAGER, or TRAVELLER and
SALESMAN, for a large Nurserj'.—An active Man, well

qualified, is open to an engagement as above. The most satisfactory
" T^onials and references.—X. K., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W. C.

DACKER(Assistant).—Nearly three years' experience.
Highest testimonials to character from present employers.—

. B., 42, Mordaunl Street, Brixton. S.

SHOPMAN or WAREHOUSEMAN.—A young Man,
possessing a good knowledge of the above business, will shortly

be open for an engagement. Is also acquainted with the Gram and

ell

len Street, Ne'
in Plants, &c.-\V. J. G.,

SHOPMAN, or in the Office.-^A young Man, with
six years' experience, wishes to engage himself as above. Can

keep a Set of Books, either Double or Single entry.—A. H ,6, Mayfield
Loan, Ncwington, Edinburgh,

To the Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN.—Age 24; thoroughly understands the

business in all its branches. Good e
sale and Retail London Houses ; has also ;

First-class reference from late and pi . ,

9, St. John's Wood Terrace, London, N.W-

SHOPMAN (Assistant), or in the Warehouse.-7
Age ai.—Seven years' experience in the Wholesale and Retail

Seed Trade. Good references.—A. B., Post Office, Leicester.
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RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

CoKN, StED, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market. Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and pnccs post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat : 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

H
To the Trade.—Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

AND F. SHARPE are now prepared to make
special offer of the above Seeds, comprisinc TURNIP,

w
NEWTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.-

These extensive and old established Nurseries can now
readily be reached on foot within lo minutes' time from the Chester
Railway Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps)
over Fiookcrsbrook Bridge, entering James Dickso.n k So.S'S' new
road, close by the " Ermine" Inn.
Intending Planters are specially solicited to inspect the Stock,

which, for quality, variety, and extent, is unsurpassed in Britain.
CATALOGUES and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

landscape Gjirdening, Groundwork, the Making of
NEW ROADS. PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

"VX^M. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake

otherwise. Es
shortest notice.

Park Fencinc un.
N.B. Plans and Designs for

Woodlands Nursery, Ma rsficld,near Uckfield,'Su
Itural Buildings, &c.,&c.

W^

MR. J.AMES ERASER (of the late Firm of
J. & I. Fraser. Lea Bridge Road), undertakes HORTICUL-

TURAL VALUATIONS of every description, SALES by
\UCTION,&c—Maylands Farm, Romford, Essex, E.

rpc

leading thornughfare, 4 miles (rom Covcnt Garden Market ; is about
1 acre in extent, and nearly all covered with glass ; there is also a
spacious Seed Shop, with commanding front, Counting-house, Stable,
&c. Lease about 30 years unexpired. This offers an excellent
opportunity to an energetic person with some capital, or lo a country
firm desirous of extending their business to London. Present owner
retiring from the business.
Full particulars may be had ol F. W. SEARLE, Agent, 6, Bishop-

gate Street Without, E.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Bedfont, Middlesex.

CLEARANCE SALE r.f VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. WATER ER and SONS have been

instructed to SELL by AUCTION, upon the Premises, late in
the occupation of Mr. Holland, and land adjoining, Bedfonl
MiH.II.;s, X. on TUESDAY, November i, at it o'clock precisely,
qu.™iiiy of NURSERY STOCK ' '

.

"^ - '

Fir^. .s,..x, Bcrbcris. jooo Rhndu
Hnl!,,., l',,ri!r.n! nr.d C, n.mrr, I -,uu\^, Aucubas, H
I ' I I' III ". \ rhiir. vita;, and other Shrubs
al^"

' !
1

I
I Ill ,md other Pears, Wellingtoi

Ml' I I.' 'I ! . ; . .
;i

I

I,
.iiiil morning of Sale. Cata

lo,;.; - - -

Camberwell, Surrey, S.E.
IMPORTANT CLEAKAMJE .SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, TVVEMV tiKEENHOUSES and PITS, HOT-
WATER PIPING, BOILERS, BRICKS, Slc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. Wm, Barnes, to

SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Camden
Nursery, Southampton Street, Camberwell. S.E., on WEDNESDAY,
November 2, and two following days, at ii for 120'Clock precisely each
day {unless previously disposed of by private contract), the whole of
the valuable NURSERY STOCK, including a choice assortment of

Lav
1 I

I Milts, Cedrus Libani, &c. : choice hardy AmcrK.ui
I'.'i iJ choice Rhododendrons by name, &c. : .1 l.irKc
ipi III I; II

I t lilt Trees, comprising 1000 Standard Apples, Pears,
Plums, .ind Clierries; 1500 fine Standard and Dwarf-trained Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots; Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries ; also 4000 Gooseberries and Currants, 500 Ornamental and
Forest Trees, Deciduous Shrubs, Hardy Climbers of sorts, choice
Standard and Dwarf Roses, (jrecnho^se Plants, Vines in pots, a large

tity of Garden Edging Tiles, Box Etlging, &c. : togcthei

Hot.%

t the Premises, and of the Auctic .Ley

Edgware, N.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK and

CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Whitchurch Rectory,
i" walk from Edgware Station, Great Northern

I for
1 THURSDAY and FRIDAY,_ November 3 and 4, ;

Cupressus Lawsoniana stricta, 3 to 4 feet ; quantities of Araui
Ccdrus Deodara, Retinospora of sorts, handsome specimen Abies in
choice variety, &c ; also 5000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best
varieties, Standard Rhododendrons, 4 to 6 feet ; and D\varf do. by

Portugal Laurels, 3 feel ; a large quantity of Golden

XIT

nd of the Auci s and Valu , Leytoi

M
Tottenham, N.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE
NURSERY' STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructedbyMr. Alexander Johnstone to SELL by AUCTION,
! Premises, The Nursery, Philip Lane, Tottenham, Middlesex,

Ik from Park Station, Great Eastern Railway,

building purposes), the whole of the valuable NURsIrY STOCK,
consisting of a varied and choice assortment of 12,000 Evergreens,
ranging all sires, and including many fine specimens, admirably
adapted for effective planting. Tne stock comprises fine Chinese and
other Arbor-vita:, Wellingtonias, Cupressus, English Yews, Arau-
carias, Euonymus, variegated and green Hollies, Portugal and Common
Laurels, Aucubas, Rhododendrons, fine standard Roses, clean grown
Fruit Trees, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

of Mr. A. JOHNSTONE, Nurseryman, Tanner's End, Edmonton ; and
of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Warminster, Wilts.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN,

and Others PLANTING.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
the Proprietor of these extensive and old-established Nurseries

(Mr. George Wheeler), lo SELL by AUCTION, without reseri-e,
on TUESDAY', November t, and three following days, a fine collection
of Conifera:, and other Trees and Shrubs, in good condition for
immediate removal; they consist of Piccas, Abies. Taxus, "Thujas,
Cupressus, Biota, Pinus, &c. : very fine Weeping Trees, viz.. Beech,
of two kinds ; Elm, Lime, Ash, Thom, Holly, Sic.
Extra fine Pavia and (:hestnut in variety. Ford's and Purple Elm

;

Beech, Purple, Cutleaved, Macrophylla. &c. ; Maple, fine American
sorts ; Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hollies, Box, Laurels, Sweet Bays,
&-c, ; Standard Pears in a bearing state, and a large quantity of other
'Trees and Shrubs, enumerated in the Catalogue.
The stock may be viewed, and Catalogues obtained, 10 days prior to

the S le, on .-qiplir.itii.n ,11 llie Nurs. ry, or of the Auctioneer and

Buscot Park, nejtr Faringdon, Berks.
IMPORTANT NOTICE to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN,

M
the TRADE, of an EXTENSIVE and UNRESERVED SALE
oif NURSERY STOCK.
^. W, ABRAHAM has received instructions from
the Proprietor (W. H. Campbell, Esq.), to SELL by AUCTICtN,

tile from the Faringdoi;heHi
Station (via Uffington and Farringdon" branch on the Gi^„. ..^..,^.,.
Railway), on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 8 and 9, at

°>f-J?,Sl'..P"-"*^^"^l',^Lr5S.M.?ll'J,^rgej^antJ^;ies of healthy, welhrooted- , .Jay, k
C0NIFER.1-;, EVERGREEN
TREES and SHRUBS, the;
estate this season. They ci

DECIDUOUS.
: being required tt

aBerberisaquifilia
Medline

I IS.O

inputs; Aucuba,&c. ; alsi

Sale,
Goldworth Nun

the Nursery,
, Woking, Sui

St. John's Nursery, 'Woking.
IX/T ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS respectfully
±^X inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and others, that
the important S.\LE of valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a
large quantity of strong transplanted Forest Trees of clean growth

;

fine Dwarf-trained, Maiden, and Standard Fruit Trees, &c., &c, now
taking place on the Premises, St. lohn's Nursery, Woking, Surrey,
willcontinue on MONDAY andTUESDAY NEXT,at 11 for iso'Clock
precisely each day, by order of the Executors of the late Mr. Wm.
Jackman, without reserve.
N B. The slock includes many thousands of fine Larch, Ash, Birch,

Spanish Chestnuts. Green Hollies, Spruce Firs, &c
Now on view, and Catalogues had

Sale of First-Olass Dutch Bulbs, Standard Eoses, &o.
IVT ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
-IV-L by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, on TUESDAY,
November I, at halfpast 12 o'clock precisely, a first-class COLLEC-TION of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, &c
a choice assortment of joo Standard and Dwarf ROSES, of the best

Hardy RHODODENDRONS, and other American
Plants, &c.
On^' nher

s above, antl of the Aucti
,ng of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Eo

Streatham HUl, S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of EVERGREEN and DE.

CIDUOUS SHRUBS, SPLENDID SPECIMEN CONIFER.E,
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.

MESSRS. I'ROTHEKOIi and MORRIS arc

SALE THIS day AT HALF.PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Bulbs from Holland, Roses and Plants from Surrey.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SM I, K. \l N, .,t

his Great Rooms, 38, King Stnt, '
'

, n

SATURDAY. October 20. at hairpasl 1..
; s

Stand.ird ROSES, Hardy TREES, Spc. Ill I. i . 1 iinlm.
DENDRONS, and other plants fr.iiii -ji;t,, ., li;.v\'. liLKKY
plants. ,ind a Collection of choice Double and Single HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, I R fs, LILIUMS,
GLADIOLI, and other BULBS, just arrived from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

I\I

Bulbs from Holland.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

M Perlodic.T
R. J. I'. SI

'ijultry and Pigeons.
-, lii .M;LL by AUCTION, at
ig Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

half.past 12 o'clock precisely, severalTUESDAY, Novembei ., _. .._.._ ,
valuable PENS of choice POULTRY and PIGEONS, fr<

n Breeders and Exhibitors. Detailed particulars in Catalogi
/ the r

Important Sale of Plants,
At the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS at CHISWICK.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
been favoured with instructions from the Council of the Roj'al" ultural Society to SELL by AUCTION, at the Gardens i

'

rick, during the month of NOVEMBER, a large number ijf

M
Sale of au Eutue Herd of Pure-bred Shorthorns,

At LRAILSFORD HALL, near DERBY.
R.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
willioul i-cs':rve. on WEDNESDAY, November g, at i o'clock,

^, |!r.n-.r,.nl H.ill. br-i.,-,',.,-,1 T"'-rbv nnd Ashbourne, the ENTIRE
III r I ' i

I Iri .1 M h M: I II 1 'I: \s, numbering about Fifty Head,
tl

;

'

I

'.'
, .

I
'

. ,
I I In -.c animals have been gathered

[ .
.

'
.

. fn im some of the best Herds,
1..1 i;i.- ;..,:|. ..',-' I'l MM,.,.,', ^u, M.i -!..,. k in the district. They will be
KkukI W.I 1 ii jviul l.iuIl, ul Iviiifilitlsy, Kirklevington, and Other eood
bk"jd, dni] are well worth the nutice of Dairy Farmers. Most of them
are excellent Milkers, combining therewith fine quality, substance,
and heavy flesh. Mr. Torr's Grand Marshal (21.865), and Lord
Penrhyn's Jupiter (24,228}, Mr. Blackwell's noted Prize Bull, have

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON
15, Langham Place, London, W., or at the place of Sale.

/^ LOUCESTERSHIRE ROOT, FRUIT, antl
V_T GRAIN SOCIETY'S SHOW will be held in Gloucester on
NOVEMBER 9, when PRIZES in SILVER CUBS and MONEY
will be awarded to the amount of £ii^ 4r. 6J.

ENTRIES CLOSE on OCTOBER 29.

Schedules of Prires and all particulars may be had on applic

Gloucc

The Royal BerksMre Root Show.

READING, SS^&^V^ NOVEMBER, 1870.

FECIAL PRIZES for BUTTONS' CHAMPION
SWEDES, at the ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW,

, 3 Cupressus Law
thousands of othei

gated and Green iToll

1000 Rhododendrons,
whole of which will remove safely; also 3500 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, 20CW fine Fruit Trees, together with 2000 fine Azalea indica,
includmg some fine specimens for exhibition, &c.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

Pren: , and of the Ai s and Valuers, Leytoi

Sydenliam, S.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Kirkdale Nursery,

Sydenham, Kent. S.E. (two minutes' walk from Sydenham Railway
Station!, on FRIDAY, November II, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely,
by order of Mr. George Selley, without reserve (the lease having ex-
pired and the ground being immediately required forbuildingpurposes),
the whole of the valuable NU RSERY STOCK, consisting of a choice
assortment of Evergreen and Coniferae Shrubs, Hardy Climbers in pots,
together with some Standard and Dwarf Roses, and numerous other
effects. Further particulars next week.

Edmonton, N.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Mr. C. Woolven, to SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Langhcdge Nursery, Edmonton,
Middlesex, N. (to minutes' walk from Park Station on the Great
Eastern Railway), on FRIDAY, November 11, at II for r2 o'clock
precisely, without reserve (in consequence of the Great Eastern
Railway Company taking possession of the remaining portion of the
nursery ground), the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, con.
sisting of 20,<xx) fine Evergreen and Conilerse Shrubs, clean.grown
Fruit Trees, 1200 Ornamental and Forest Trees, 6000 fine Standard
Roses of the best varieties, together with 500 2-yr. old Cyclamen
persicum, in pots ; a nearly new Cylinder Boiler, and numerous other
effects. Further particulars next week.

Feckbam, S.

CLEARANCE SALE of ^ALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
CHOICE GREENHOUSE PL-A.NTS, &C.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. W.

Ivery to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Hanover
Nursery, Rye Lane, Peckham, on MONDAY', November r4, and
following days, at II for 12 o'clock precisely each day, without

Coniferic Shrub
Full

M
Wandsworth Common, S.

CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Wandsworth Common

iNurseries, Surrey, S., on MONDAY, November 21, and following
days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, by order of Mr. Robert
Ncal (a part of the ground being required for building purposes), a
portion of the valuable NURSERY .STOCK, consisting of many
thousands of Evergreen and Coniferae Shrubs, Ornamental and Forest
Trees, clean-grown Fruit Trees, Hardy Climbing Plants of sorts, in
pots ; choice Standard and Dwarf Roses, &c.

Further particulars will appear next week

following val

\i III -
I t ilie best MANGEL, TURNIPS, KOHL RABI,

CARRi 'IS. Ji-r No charge for entry.—For full particulars apply to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

T HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE antl POULTRY
-^ SHOW, 1870.—The TWENTY-SECOND GREAT ANNUAL
EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS will be held in

BINGLEY HALL, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, November 26, 28, 29, and 30,
December i, when PRIZES
ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be awa

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and
obtained from the Secretary.
The ENTRIES CLOSE o

Offices—39, New Street, Birmiiighai

of TWO THOUSAND
id.

'cry information may be

S^
MITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS,

II be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on

the reference letters as under.

CATTLE.—Form A. For a

„ B. For;
„ C. Fora III'.

SHEEP. „ D. Fora I

„ DD. For.i r.

„ E. For a .si:, i.l
i

l'

PIGS. „ F. Foraptii .i iIk.

„ G. ForaSINGI.E 1 i

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CI
Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates. 1

obtained on application to Mr. DAVIIi

-lEEP in E.«ra

the the Honorary Sei

rspecting the Show must be addressed
H above, and should bear outside the

C|c|igriailternl(in^ctte.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1870.

There is no such agricultural genius as Mr.
Loudon, and no book so charming to young
farmers, and to some old ones, as his stout
" Encyclopaedia," in one volume. The farming
may be a little old— it begins about the time of

the Flood ! and it docs not begin a day too

early, nor does Loudon write a page too many !

—

but his able, sanguine, rapid, and most entertain-

ing pen fell from its master's hand ; he died,

staniding and dictating, 27 years ago.*

You will find in Loudon the agriculture of

every age and of every country. We shall never
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forget the pithy narratives, the vivid descriptions,

and the curious woodcuts, which map the earth,

so far as rural affairs are concerned, and leave

hardly a corner of it unexplored. What a

condenser he was !—he gives wonderful lists of

authors, men, books, and things, besides abstracts

that always contain the pith of the whole

matter, leaving really nothing in the originals but

waste words. And he was a great explorer both

of English and foreign literature connected with

his subject. Who but Loudon would have

hunted up those two quarto volumes on the agri-

culture of Surinam, published in the last century

by Captain Sted.man ? Probably no one but

Loudon ever read the ponderous tomes, but

they contain some curious pictures, so they were

duly condensed. The author is depicted reclin-

ing in a hammock suspended in a tree, with a

bark hat and a fragrant weed, surrounded by
tropical vegetation, at once the most beautiful in

form and the most lavish in fruit. The agricul-

ture of Surinam is briefly described, and the

doings of the adventurous Captain Stedman,
and how he kept a wife, pigs, bees, sheep, and
cattle, and had children and slaves, &c.

We could not notice an error of Mr. LOU-
DON'S, which others have adopted till this day,

without a prefix recalling his merits. In his

"Encyclopaedia" Mr. LouDON remarks that in

the North of Europe irrigation is limited entirely

to grass land, and it is applied for the purpose

of increasing or maintaining heat, and of stimulat-

ing by manure held in solution by the water
;

and great care is requisite to prevent the water

from proving more injurious than useful. In hot

countries water is valuable by moderating the

temperature of the soil ; and putrescent manures,
though not altogether neglected, " are much less

necessary than in cold countries, and can be
done without where there is abundance of water

;

there water, intense heat and light, a conse-

quently moist atmosphere, and a soil well pul-

verised by art, supply everything necessary for

luxuriant vegetation. Hence it is that agricul-

ture admits of two grand divisions ; that of the

cold climates, which may be called agriculture

by draining and manures, and that of the hot

climates, which may be called agriculture by
irrigation."

Intermediate agriculture, or mixed culture by
watering and manuring, prevails in the South of

France, Spain, and Italy. "These leading divi-

sions are by no means so absolute as to be
determinable by degrees of latitude, so much
depending on physical circumstances, as eleva-

tion, soil, &c. ;" but as an approximation which
may suggest some general ideas in the mind of

the agriculturist, he submits the following

divisions :

—

"The agriculture of irrigation may be considered as
extending 35 degrees on each side of the equator.

"The agriculture of manures and irrigation from the

35th to the 45th degrees north and south of the equator.
'

' The agriculture of draining and manures from the

45th degrees north and south of the equator to the 67th
degree, or polar circle.

" The arts of fishing and hunting, as the only means of

subsistence, from the 67th degree, or polar circle, to the
pole."

No one possessed more ample materials for

generalising and bringing before the mind of his

readers bold and striking conclusions, and no
one used them more skilfully than LouDON, but
in this instance he was a little too bold and
broad to be accurate, and others have construed
him too literally. It was not remarkable, perhaps,
that Dr. Schleiden should have repeated
these fallacies more arbitrarily in his " Prin-
ciples of Scientific Botany," building upon
them a large hypothesis, though probably
he would not have done so except in controver-
sial discussion of the "humus theory;" but it

shows the defects of English university educa-
tion that a wrangler and don of Cambridge
should have written a book recently, repeating
the superstition that water per .w, heat and light,

may render the use of manure unnecessary.

Sir H. Davy and Liebig, the great ex-
pounders of the chemistry of the soil and the
nutrition of plants, were not of yesterday. Some
of our readers may remember the excitement of
the early days of agricultural chemistry. It is

30 years since a great flood of agricultural

chemists and teachers passed over the land ; and
when, at length, the flood abated, it left many of us
in a slough ofdespond and ignorance.—Wc know
all about the meat and drink of man and animals,
because we have a large experience ; and when
we are told that a Chinaman lives on Rice, slugs,

and swallows' nests, we believe it to be possible.

We rejoice to learn that there is no Malt-tax in

the East ; and, on the other hand, we regret

that millions of mankind get no better beverage
than tea. But the food of plants ! It used to be
thought they lived on earth ; but then there were
the Orchids that grow on bits of wood, and may
be suspended in the air, and the parasites that

fasten themselves to Thorn trees or Clover. Yet
all plants live on organic and inorganic elements,

which they obtain respectively from the air and
the soil ; some indirectly from the soil, as when
Orchids feed on wood, or water-plants find their

inorganic food dissolved in the stagnant pool in

which they float. Plants, therefore, are inter-

mediate between the soil and animals or man
himself, and all the races» whether tropical or

northern, live on the same kind of food. Dis-

missing from our notice all the lower forms
of plants, and all, in fact, but the crops

we grow, it may safely be asserted that

when these are removed from the soil for our use
and are not allowed to decay, as in Nature, on
the spot where they grew, they exhaust it rapidly.

The soil may be restored in various ways, viz.,

by means of minerals applied in the shape of

superphosphate, bones, guano, &c., or by return-

ing to earth the dcatf body of the plants them-
selves, as in dung. By these, or other methods
of manuring, the soil is restored in all parts of

the world, and nowhere by a more complete and
painstaking system than in certain countries

within 35° of latitude from the equator. The
fertility ot some tropical and subtropical regions

is very great, but it is not due to heat, light, or

magic, but to manure, in the case of the culti-

\ated land, and to the decay of vegetation in

other cases.

However favourable the climate, the soil of hot

countries becomes exhausted as rapidly as our
own, if treated badly. We have often introduced
foreign agriculture to the notice of our readers

;

we have reviewed the productive farming of

China, Mysore, Japan, and other countries,

where the magic of manuring is understood as

well as in this country ; and we have noticed the

rapid exhaustion of corn and cotton soils in the

Southern States of America, where most of the

produce is exported. It might be said that the

laws of exhaustion and fertility are exceedingly
stringent. Every plant that grows, and yields

its fruit for man or animals, is subject to these
laws. Even on the fertile plains of the Amazon
and the Oronoco, and in the Caraccas, an ali

mentary tree, which has for centuries afforded

the chief sustenance of millions of the human race

— the Cocoa tree—has failed where the plantations

have at length exhausted the soil. But a tree

which grows comparatively slowly, and has a

peculiar power of extracting nutriment, besides

feeding at a considerable depth, only exhausts

slowly.

Let usnowhowevergivethe originof those errors

about tropical vegetation which have spread so

far. There are two or three rivers—notably the

Nile and the Ganges—which periodically over-

flow, and fertilise the plains of Egypt and Ben-
gal by becoming—let us say for the sake of

brevity—the manure-carriers of those countries.

We will only add, with regard to the general

law of the exhaustion of soils and the means of

its prevention, that these exceptions prove the

rule.

Recent intelligence respecting the Progress
of C.\ttle Plague on the Continent does not

add much to our previous information, nor is it a

matter of much consequence that one or two
districts are added to the list of infected places

;

we know that the plague prevails in Germany
and France to an extent that is without prece-

dent in the present century, and we can fully

understand that the few precautions which can
be enforced exert but a very partial action in

preventing the extension of the malady. In
Prussia, Saxony, Wurtemburg, and Baden, as

reported in our last article, the disease exists.

France does not furnish us just now with much
detailed news, andthe people who write havequite
other matters than the health of cattle to engage
their attention ; but there can be no doubt that

the disease is spreading as rapidly in that country
as in Germany, whenever there are animals to

be attacked. We have previously reported the
disease as being present in Lorraine, Alsace, in

the department of Seine and Marne, at Grave-
lotte, and at Bar-le-Duc. Rumour now adds
Paris to the list, but there is no positive evidence
of the cattle plague having actually entered the

city ; the report, however, comes to us with a

fair amount of probability in its favour. Round
Metz the disease is very virulent, both among
cattle and sheep ; it still prevails also in Rou-
mania, Transylvania, and Gallicia, in Poland, in

several Russian provinces, and along the shores

of the Black Sea.

German cattle and sheep continue to be
imported to this country, and up to this time no
case of cattle plague has been detected. The
majority of the animals are landed at Plaistow,

and are slaughtered there, to the manifest and
outspoken discontent of the importers, who draw
up petitions and arrange deputations for the

attainment of some object which no one seems
clearly to understand. One satisfactory result

seems likely to arise out of the state of things

which has been brought about by the extensive

prevalence of the cattle plague in Europe : the

City authorities, to whose propensity to slow

motioir the Lancet recently paid a tribute, seem
to be aroused. It has probably dawned upon
them, at least those of them who are interested

in the water-side market, that cattle and sheep
will be sent to a place of slaughter upon
the banks of the Thames ; and that a space of

three or four acres does not adeciuately represent

the extent of ground required for the accom-
modation of three or four thousand animals per

week. It is not, perhaps, pleasant for the com-
mittee to reflect that, if the principle had been
fully admitted at first, a properly arranged

market might have been already in active

operation.

Smallpox and scab among sheep are prevalent

in several districts round Stettin ; but no further

report of the sheep-pox in Friesland has been
received.

In various parts of England, foot-and-mouth

disease, pleuro-pneumonia among cattle, scab in

sheep, are doing much damage. Local autho-

rities, in some counties, are in favour of the

extreme measure of stopping all traffic in animals

for a time, and in this idea they are backed by
some farmers. Taking the general opinion,

however, we apprehend that such restriction

would meet with strong opposition. And of the

efficacy of the measure we entertain decided

doubts. Unless fairs and markets and move-
ment of cattle could be stopped all over the

kingdom—and this, as we have before shown, is

quite out of the question,—very little advantage
would be gained.

Prohibitions affecting the trade of one or two
counties might be partially successful in arrest-

ing the spread of foot-and-mouth disease parti-

cularly, and of pleuro-pneumonia in a less

degree, the latter disease having a longer period

of incubation ; but it is reasonable to imagine

that as soon as the restrictions were removed,

the disease would enter the country again, and
spread as rapidly as before. Fairs and markets

are doubtless points to which many infected

animals converge ; dealers, we know, are not

over scrupulous, and if the animals are not sold

in one market no apprehension of infection will

prevent them from sending them to another at a

distance, and this in spite of the risk of infecting

railway cattle trucks and cattle pens on the

route.

If the Orders of Council had been scrupu-

lously observed, which provide for the proper

disinfection of pens and trucks and other places

in which diseased animals have been kept,

this source of danger would be lessened, but as

far as we can learn the law is in these matters a

dead letter. We find all sorts of open channels

for the conveyance of infection, but we seldom

have an opportunity of observing the application

of any well directed and consistent means of

prevention.

There was a small supply of English Wheat
at Mark Lane on Monday last, and prices rose Is. and

2s. a quarter on those of the previous week. Oats

also were is. and i.f. 6a'. dearer. On Wednesday these

advanced prices were fully maintained for all kinds of

giain. At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the

best qualities of meat commanded ratlier higher prices,

but for the average and inferior kinds there was a dull

sale. On Thursday the quality of stock was inferior,

but a ready clearance was obtained for all kinds.

In the wool market there is an active demand for all

qualities, especially the inferior kinds suitable for army

goods.

Mr. James Allen Ransome, the senior

partner of the Orwell Works, Ipswich, having this

summer completed his fiftieth year of connection with

the works, the wish was expressed by some of the old

hands that a suitable testimonial could be presented to

him in this year of jubilee, as an expression of the
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affectionate regard in -which he is held by all. Accor-

dingly a meeting of foremen and representives from

the offices was held, and it was determined that a

voluntary subscription should be raised for the

purposes indicated. That the contributions should

be spontaneous and free, a box, on the principle

of the ballot, was placed in every shop, and into

these the men could put whatever contributions

they pleased. The result was that /70 was thus (

tributed, and with this sum a very handsome timepiece

and set of bronzes were purchased. The massiv

timepiece is mounted on black and green marble. On
a gold plate let into the base is the inscription

—

" Presented to

"James Allen Ransome, Esq.,

By the officers and workmen of the Orwell Works and
Waterside Works, on the completion of his fiftieth year

of business connection with these establishments, as a
voluntary tribute of the esteem in which he is held by the

subscribers.— Ipswich, September, 1870."

A letter of Mr. Arthur Cole, the secretary of the

Testimonial Committee, accompanied the gift, and the

following is Mr. Ransome's reply :

—

"Tlie Old House, Carr Street, Ipswich,
September 27, 1870.

" Dear Arthur Cole,—On my return from the seaside I

find your kind address, accompanied by the magnificent

testimonial, with which the officers and workmen have

been pleased to present me on the occasion of my hav-

ing completed the fiftieth year in connection with our
establishment.

" I am deeply touched by this manifestation of the

kindly feelings of those who have been associated witl

you in arranging this welcome and altogether unanti

cipated surprise, and greatly does it add to my
estimate of its value to feel the thoughtful and
kindly consideration that has dictated the mode
and manner in which your munificent gift should

reach my hands, and I trust to you to convey to your
associates in this matter my appreciative acknowledg-
ment. Much as I have reason to value this testimonial

for its intrinsic beauty and value, you who have so long
known me will scarcely need the assurance that in the

affectionate regard of which your testimonial is the out-

ward symbol, I have a deeper and far higher gratifi-

cation, in the recognition it conveys to me of the h.

mony that has hallowed our mutual relations for

many years, and which during half a century has ne^

been brolcen, nor, I believe, even disturbed. I :

sensible that this acknowledgment is but a very feeble

expression of my gratef'il feeling or of my personal

gratification, but I trust to its acceptance by you in the

ftilness of the spirit of mutual regard.
" I remain, dear Arthur, yours very sincerely,

"J. Allen Ransome.
" To A. T. Cole, for the ofBcers and workmen of the

Old Foundry and Waterside Iron Works."

We learn that the Rev. J. C. Cluttereuck,
of Long Wittenham, near Abingdon, who has acted on

the Thames Conservancy Board since its reconstitution

under the Act of 1S67, vacates his seat (in rotation)

this autumn. Apart altogether from his fitness as the

representative of any special class or locality interested

in the proceedings of the Board, there is in his personal

fitness for the duties of the ofifice ample reason why his

re-election is most desirable. To exact knowledge of

the river and its basin, both topographical and
geological, acquired during long residence on its

banks, and particular acquaintance (the result of long
study) with the whole question of the rainfall and
water distribution within the basin of the Thames, Mr.
Clutterbuck adds just the personal qualifications

which fit him for dealing with whatever angry differ-

ences may arise out of the questions of expenditure,

taxation, and responsibility with which the Con-
servancy Board have to deal. It will be a public

loss if his experience, knowledge, temper, and popu-
larity, should cease to be of service.

Mr. H. J. Morgan, secretary of the Metro-
polis Sewage Company, writing from their Lodge
Farm, Barking, of which he has the management, thus

comments on Mr. Bailey Denton's paper on Sewage
Utilisation, published last week :

—

" My attention has been called to a paper which Mr.
Bailey Denton presented to the British Association at

Liverpool on the subject of irrigation. As he seems to

have been misinformed as to the system pursued upon this

farm, I desire to explain that the object which has influ-

enced our proceedings for upwards of four years has been
to obtain a knowledge of the practical and profitable use
of sewage, so as to ascertain its exact value to the farmer.

The land upon which it has been chiefly used is of such a
porous nature that, even without any subsoil drainage,
filtration would have followed its application, but inasmuch
as the land destined to receive it was drained by 5 feet and
7 feet drains when in preparation, the whole of the sewage-
water has passed through the soil into them, and been
carried into the neighbouring stream in a perfectly filtered

state. It is true that preparation was at first made for

using the sewage which escaped from one set of beds by
distributing it a second and a third time over Jand at a
low^er level ; but as the quantity of sewage which was
necessary to a dressing was so readily absorbed by the
beds to which it wa^ in the first instance applied, little or

no water was available for redistribution ; and as the
experiments required that a record of the exact quanti-
ties of sewage supplied to each crop should be kept, all

communication between the beds has for some time been
cutoff. Had Mr. Bailey Denton been acquainted with
these particulars he would, in place of quoting this farm
as one of the many instances of irrigation only, have

alluded to it as hitherto the largest experiment of irriga-

tion coupled with filtration."

The first case heard under the New Land
Act came before Mr. Rolleston Spanner, Q.C, the

Chairman of the county Tipperary, on Wednesday of

last week, at the Quarter Sessions of Clonmel. An
ejectment was brought by the Irish Land Company to

recover possession of a farm in the occupation of a man
named M'Grath, who had bought its goodwill for

j^40 from a tenant, but was never recognised by the

plaintiffs. Notwithstanding this fact, he claimed com-
pensation for disturbance. The Chairman decided,

that in consequence of the subletting the defendant had
no claim or /oats standi. The agent of the property,

however, consented to allow him seven years' compen-
sation, deducting, of course, a year's rent which was in

arrear. It was explained to him that it was entirely

owing to the liberality of the company that he received

any compensation.

Mr. Amos writes to correct an error in the

printed report of the trials of double-furrow ploughs at

Peterborough, given last week. The Ipswich plough is

shown as drawing 7 cwt. 7 lb., instead of 6 cwt. I qr.

I lb.—an important difference—as the double ploughs of

Messrs. Ransomes, in both classes, registered a lower
draught than any to which prizes were awarded.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Scaleby Castle sale, which was postponed on
account of the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease,

took place on the 20th inst. Notwithstanding Mr.

Fawcett's high reputation as a breeder, the sale was
not characterised by high bidding, and the modest
average of ^25 i5j-, ^d. over 53 head of cattle disposed

of was the general result. Although healthy, the

cattle were many of them still tender in their feet

;

and this, added to the discomfort of a wet day, mili-

tated against the success of the auction. Elvira \2ih

by Richard {16,834) was bought by Mr. Dalton for

41 gs ; Archduchess by Imperial Oxford (18,084),

and from Chilton stock, became Mr. J. A. Mumford's,

at 34 gs. ; and Royal Paulina by Royal Duke
{25,015), was sold to Mr. Brocklebank for 46 gs. In

the bull section Royal Duke was reserved ; Emperor
Maximilian was purchased by Mr. R. Burden for

47 gs. ; and Valiant Oxford, a six months' old

calf, bred by Lord Kenlis, got by Baron Oxford 3D,

from Violantc Bitttcrfy by Royal Butterfly, and

previously combining the best Towneley blood through

Frederick (11,489) with that of the Bates bulls

2D Cleveland Lad and Duke of Northumber-
land, brought the highest price of the day, 67 gs.,

becoming the property of Mr. Fair.

A large company assembled on Tuesday, the

iSth inst., to witness the sale, by Mr. Strafford, of a

selection of Shorthorns from the herd of Sir George
Philips, of Weston Park, Shipston-on-Stour. Gentle-

men interested in Shorthorns came from all the principal

breeding counties, and fortunately, and somewhat ex-

ceptionally, the day was fine. About 300 gentlemen sat

down to lunch, presided over by Mr. Clayden, of

Littlebury, supported by Mr. Hardy, M.P., and
Messrs. J. K. Fowler, of Aylesbury ; G. and T.

Graham, Birmingham
; J. C. Adkins, of Milcote,

Henry Adkins, of Birmingham ; H. J. Sheldon, of

Brailes House ; J. G. Curtler, Worcester ; G. Game,
of Churchill Heath, &c. The animals were brought

out in good trim, or, as stated by the chairman,

"neither too fat nor too lean." They may be

described as a useful, rent-paying lot, apart from
their pedigree attractions, and full of "character."

The Knightleys enjoyed the greatest share of atten-

tion, and eight of the " Rosy" tribe averaged the high

figure of £\i\ 8^. 'j\d. The sale opened with

S-weetheart 2d, by Earl of Dublin (10, 1 78),

a grand cow in her time, but oppressed with the weight

of 19 years. She became the property of Mr. Walton
for 20 gs. Polytint, by Earl of Dublin {10,178),

another fine old specimen of Knightley breeding, and
just entering her 15th year, became Captain Win-
neU's at 42 gs. This was the oldest representative

of the "Rosy" family, and as such we may mention
that her dam was CV;-«<^///i/ by Janizary (S175), and
that she traces back through Florence by LITTLE
John, and Cathhen by Caliph {1774), to the original

Rosy by RoB RoY (557). Lactea, by Sarawak
(15,238), another daughter oi Cornbind by Janizary,
was knocked down at 45 gs. to Mr. J. C. Adkins.

The first sensational price was given by Messrs.

F. Leney & Son, who secured Lactea Oxonensis, a

daughter of the cow last mentioned, and by Imperial
Oxford (18,084), for 200 gs. Polycherry^ by 3D Duke
OF Geneva {21,592), and a grand-daughter of Polytint^

made the highest price of the day, the glass running

out at 205 gs. in favour of Mr. H. J. Sheldon, of

Brailes. Lactinc and Polygcnei'a^ respectively the

daughters of Lactea and Polytint, and both by 3D
Duke of Geneva, were both secured by Lord Faver-

sham, the first for 175 gs. and the second for liogs.

The general results of the sale were as follows :

—

Forty-seven animals realised ;^2o8o loj-., or an
average of £,6^ ^s. each ; 38 cows made an aver-

age of ;i^4S 2J-. 4(/., and the nine bulls made ^28
each. Dividing the females into groups, according to

their families, the 13 Fawsleys and Sweethearts, despite

the small prices of the older representatives, made on an
average ^88 i6j-. 91/. each; the 10 Welcomes made
_;i^33 4J. dfd. each ; the six Gwyneths made ^29 \s.

eacli ; and 18 animals with shorter pedigrees made
;,^24 i6j. ^d. each.

At the conclusion of Sir George Philip's sale

six young bulls, bred by Mr. Sheldon, of Brailes

House, were offered, and sold for an average of

£a^ IS. each, and a total of ;!^264 I2s. The highest

price was given by Mr. G. Game, for Earl of War-
wickshire 3D by Duke of Brailes (23,724), and
from Lady Emily by 7TH DuKE OF York, for 67 gs.

Mr. C. Hobbs, of Maisey Hampton, Gloucestershire,

secured Lord Hastings, by Earl of Warwickshire
(26,079), ^""^ ^ descendant of Foggathorpe by ^Lvrl-

BRo', for 48 gs. The following is a list of prices and
purchasers :—

Name of Animal.

CoTos and Heifer
S-iveetfteart 2(/ ..

Fawslcy Garland ..

Polytini

Dew ..

Willow
Fair One

Furicsa
BIantyre
Tasmania

Polyckerry

Lacti/ie

Polygencva
Rosebud
\Vin,tin^

Wall Fruit
Willow Twig
Genoese

Bulls.

RIerrimac
Grand Duke of Water-

1S67
1863

Feb., i8(

May, iS(

July, 18.

July, 18.

Sept., 181

Feb.. i86g
Mar.,
Mar.,
April, 1S69
Dec, "'

Dec,
Jan.,

Jan.,
Feb.,

April, 1870
April, 1871

May, 1871

May, i87<

Mr. H. y. Sheldon's Bulls,
\

Wharfdale Darlington Sept.,

Puck 'Sept.,

Lord Hastings

Mr. Walton.
Mr. Bliss.

Captain Winnell.
Mr. J. C. Adkins.
Mr. J. Hardy, M.P.
Mr, J. J. Stone.
Mr. J. J. Stone.

Mr. T. G. Curtler.

Mr. Walton.
Mr. Blundell.

Mr. J. J. Stone.
Captain Barclay.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Messrs. F. Leney &

Son.
Captain Barclay.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. Walton.
Mr. J. J. Stone.

Mr. Walton.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Not offered.

Mr. Taylor.
Captain Barclay.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. H. J. Sheldon.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Lord Faversham.
Lord Faversham.
Mr. T. G. Curtler.

Mr. J. J. Stone.
Not offered.

Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. J. J. Stone.

Mr. T. G. Curtler.

Mr. C. W. Brierley.

Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. Blundell.

Mr. J. J. Stone.

33lMr. Hutt.
32jMr. Canning.

29 Mr. Wheeler.
23iMr. Moore.
25! Mr. Arkell.

40' Sir R. Bulkeley.
^n'Mr. Hutt.

Ja

q'Mr. Hu...

3 Mr. Tayle
S Mr. Jarret

67 Mr. G. Game.
48 Mr. C. Hobbs.

1870' z6 Mr. Latham.

We learn from Siddington that a second calf,

this time a bull, has been dropped to 2D DUKE OF
Tregunter. The dam is Gazelle ^th by 7th Duke
of York.

The following cattle were shipped per "Euro-
pean" for Canada on the 24111 inst. :

—

IVild Eyes,

Duchess, and Waterloo Z^th, from Nimwick Hall sale ;

Lady Worcester, from Mr. Harward's herd ; and Star

Queen, from Mr. Brewer's stock. Also two very good
yearling bulls from Mr. Torr's, and one from Mr.

Aylmer's. These were consigned to Mr. Cochrane.

Accompanying these animals were Innocent, an im-

mense cow, bred by Mr. Charles Barnard; Bothwell,
bought at Mr. Hewer's sale ; and Lord York, bred

by Mr. Harward, of Winterfold. These last are the

property of Mr. S. Beattie, whose name has recently

so often appeared in connection with Shorthorn sales.

POULTRY.
When exposed to the air an egg soon loses its

original freshness, in consequence of the escape of part

of its moisture, and the consequent entrance of air.

This evil may be prevented in several ways. One of

the least troublesome is to grease the surface of fresh

eggs intended for cooking, and so close the pores. It

is not very material what grease is used, provided it is

fresh and sweet. Butter is perhaps the least desirable,

as it contains curdy matter, which becomes tainted

after long exposure to the air. Lard, or melted

suet, is better, and in France bees-wax and oil is

sometimes employed, and answers remarkably well.

Another method of preventing the access of air is to

plunge the eggs into a thin creamy mixture of freshly

slaked lime and water, in wliich they will keep good
for pastry purposes for months. Eggs intended for

hatching should be kept in a situation where evapora-
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tion of moisture through the pores of the shell is

prevented as much as possible. Placing them with

the larger end upwards in a box, with bran, is a

very common mode of keeping eggs intended for

hatchiniz.

HOWARD'S NEW DOUBLE FURROW
PLOUGH.

The improvements which the Messrs. J. & F.

Howard have recently made upon their douljle furrow

plough will readily be understood from the annexed

illustration (fig. 256). At the trials of the Peter-

borough Agricultural Society this new implement

proved itself a complete success, both as to the

quality of the work done and the lightness of draught,

carrying off the first prize in its class as a general

purpose double plough. The trials have been re-

ported, and the dynamometrical experiments of C. E.

Amos, Esq., will be found in our last week's paper.

We confine our notice to the improvements effected in

the mechanism of this new implement as compared
with the old ones of this form.

The engraving is from a photograph of the furrow

side of the implement. We have seldom seen a

mechanical likeness taken with greater distinctness, the

several parts being shown with a clearness which almost
renders description unnecessary. The plough consists

expanding beams, eacli of which carries a
and body. The coulter-share and breast are

to those of their 1st prize general purpose

, but the frame is different, and instead of a

slade the two ploughs have an oblique friction wheel
common to both, running in the furrow of the last

plough. That part of the left hand beam to which the

of tw

coult

ploughs

grand thing is to make the implement go on its own
tripod anti-friction bearings, with as little work at the
handles as possible. And with regard to the quality of
the work, the working parts of the two ploughs being
those, so to speak, of the 1st prize Leicester general
purpose ploughs, they make equally good ivork ; and
the probability is that in the hands of ploughmen
generally better work will be made with double ploughs
than is now being made with single ones.

Experience and the dynamometer represent the

saving of horses at one horse in four. In other words,
one ploughman with a team of three horses will do as

much work in a day W'ith a double-furrow plough as

two ploughmen with four horses and two single

ploughs—the amount of individual labour to man and
horse being in favour of the double-furrow plough.
The results of some experiments may be on the one
side of this general rale, whilst the results of others

may be on the opposite side, so that the general truth

may, in the present initiating experience with double
ploughs, be said to lie halfway between. As we
improved single-furrow ploughs we reduced the draught
of the horses, and as our ploughmen improved in hold-

ing them a further reduction of draught was gained.

From such data it is but reasonable to conclude that

as we improve in the construction and working of
double-furrow ploughs the gain will increase in their

favour.

The cause of such a difference in horse-pow-er and
resistance in ploughing, forms an interesting question.

That the reduced resistance of the double
plough is due to a reduction in friction, may
be granted. But this general solution of the

question is far from satisfactory when its details are

gone into ; for friction wheels have long been used on

" how best to yoke the horses so as to reduce draught
and resistance to a minimum," we must reserve to

some future day.

Another improvement in the double plough illus-

trated merits special notice at this season, when
bottom-bound land should be subsoiled. Thus by
removing the leading plough body and attaching a
subsoil body by the two bolts shown on the side of the
right-hand beam, the implement is converted into a
single-furrow subsoiling plough, hauled by three horses
instead of four horses, on the old single-furrow plough
plan, avoiding at the same time the trampling of the
newly subsoiled bottom by the feet of the horses. Thus
the subsoiler follows the furrow horse immediately
before the furrow-slice of the left-hand plough being
turned over the loosened subsoil, so that both subsoil
and staple are left in the best possible state for aeration
and drainage, and at a corresponding reduction of
draught and resistance, as in double-furrow ploughing.

STEAM IN ITS RELATIONS TO
AGRICULTURE.

PKOE.A.BLY the indirect effects of steam upon our
social life has done as much or more to improve agri-

culture than its direct application to the land. Even
the horses step quicker in the plough at sight of their

great rival— steam. And the colossal giant that has
quickened the march of cart-horses has stirred the
thoughts and quickened the energies of men. The
stagnant quagmires of dull routine havebeen drained dry,

the hard grain of stolid ignorance has been broken up
by steam, and now it stands panting to do us other

service. You tantalise the giant because it cannot

ROW pioucH;^s|!t|iiii^iat^|^lI^i^^

Fig. 2t;6.

—

new dovble-i-l'rkow i'lough.

frame is attached by two bolts, extends back on a Una
with the part to which the coulter is fixed, the two
screw nuts being seen immediately under the right
handle, and to this extended portion of the beam the
standard of the sole friction wheel is fixed. The
expanding mechanism consists of two pairs of expand-
ing slide bars, each pair in a box—the one a little

behind the last coulter, and the other in advance of the
front coulter, with a rod and double nut-screw, half-

way between, for screwing in or out the beams to any
desired breadth of furrow slice required. The two
front wheels are not opposite each other, as in the
common ploughs, and in the old double - furrow
ploughs, the land-wheel being considerably in the
rear of the furrow-wheel. This unequal oblique-
angled tripod position of the three bearing wheels
involves not only special mechanism, but greater stability

to the implement, increases the means of adjust-
ing the depth of the furrow-slice, and of steer-
ing when at work, and of turning out and in at the
land's end. The furrow-wheel is steered by horizontal
working levers, the land-wheel is adjusted by vertical
action levers, both extend back to the handles, and
the special mechanism of each of the two lever systems
and mode of working them by the ploughman will
readily be understood from the engraving.

It will thus be seen that, with the exception of the
coulter-share and breast, the new double plough,
compared with the old, is one entire piece of novelty.
Into the details of the old mechanism we need not
go, as the more recent of them appear as different
stages in the details, so to speak, of the new
implement.
Our next head is the performance of the new imple-

ment in the field. It is easily turned out and in at the
headlands, and when once entered it goes almost of
itself to the opposite headland. In the United States
of America the ploughman rides upon his "jemy
plough," steerage lever in hand, as we do on steam-
ploughs, attention to the steerage wheel being all that
is required. No doubt a short apprenticeship has to be
served in learning to work double ploughs as in learn-
ing to work single ploughs, but good ploughmen with
the latter will soon become good ploughmen with the
former. The handles are essentially useful, but the

single-furrow ploughs without materially reducing
draught. True, a friction wheel itself incurs less or

more resistance, and as there are three wheels on a

single -furrow plough and no more on a double plough,

there is a saving of one friction wheel behind and two
in front. But will this difference in the mechanism
and wheel friction account for the difference of draught?
Proof in the affirmative is certainly wanting. If we
examine closely the difference in the application of the

forces in hauling and holding single and double ploughs,
and the leverage and fulcrage involved in the construc-

tion of the former plough as compared with that of the

latter, to which the two forces are thus applied, we
shall find other reasons to account for difference of

draught than a reduction of wheel friction and sole

friction. The handles of a common plough form a

lever of considerable power ; and when it is borne in

mind that the pressure on the fulcrum is equal to the

two opposing forces in the balance, it is easy account-
ing for the heavydraught of a common swing plough. By
applying wheels in front the character of the leverage

is changed, and draught reduced, but the force applied

to the handles greatly increases friction and resistance.

Good ploughmen have long been familiar with the

fact that the less force they apply to the handles the

freer and easier the team goes. By double ploughs
we are getting rid of this lever friction behind. In
front, again, horses pull at different angles, and hence
against each other, and against the resistance which
these two or three forces overcome ; and as there is

a difference in the economy of force between a two-
horse team in a single-furrow plough and a three-

horse team in a double-furrow plough, the practical

question arises, what that difference is. In each case

much depends upon how the horses are yoked and
driven, and in both there is not only a sacrifice of
motive power, but also an increase of resistance from
the adverse or cross-purpose manner the available force

is applied. In illustration of this, we may observe
that steam-power by means of a wire rope hauls the
implement with a greater economy of force applied
than does horse-power, and with comparatively no in-

crease of resistance to the implement. The difference

between steam and horses in this respect is far greater
than is generally credited, but the old knotty problem,

fill the land with manure, or the farmer's brain with
skill. Such treatment is hardly just or logical.

Steam can do many things for farming, but it cannot
do all, therefore run down steam ! Rather let us

set it to all kinds of work that it can do better than
any other force. Farming, as you very tmly remark,
is a big job, but so is steam a big power. It is our
mightiest controllable embodiment of sheer force. No
weight is too great for it to lift, no load too hea\'y

for it to carry, no resistance too fomiidable for it to

overcome. It can drain, trench, plough, roll, han'ow,
drill, sow, mow, cut, reap, can^y, thresh, clean, stack,

and sack, and do all these with a swiftness and cheap-
ness that defies competition. The work is better done, and
in less time, by steam, than by any other power. Steam
can form more and better tilth in a day than a plough
can in a week.

Perhaps this saving of time in our fickle climate is

the most valuable service rendered by steam to farming.

Is time money in agriculture, or is it not ? [How often,

in passing through fields of uniform quality, we observe
differences of yield amount to several quarters per acre.

Whence these disparities? One portion was got in

before the rains, and the other after. The despatch
begotten of steam would have enabled it to be all sown
together, and probably returned a difference in the

yield. In this sense, then, time is money); and the

employment of steam-power, by enabling the farmer to

be "aye ready," would give him the option of choos-

ing the best possible seed-time and harvest.

But time is money in another season. In the early

days of husbandry the husbandman was necessarily his

own drudge ; all the heavy labour was done by him-
self. Progress in those days was slow or impossible,

the entire powers of men were expended on physical

labour. As capital accumulated other men were hired

to do the heavy work, and the minds of the agricul-

turists grew and progress was made. One more step^

and the lower animals were pressed into the heavy
work ; and agricultural progress can now be pretty

well measured by the number of horses employed in

given countries. But . the day of the redemption of

the horse from the dreary drudgery of walking slowly

up and slowly down the weary furrow, from dawn to

dark, seems at hand. Brute force will give up the lazy
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work of fanning to stenm-power. Already the stolid

tread of hovse, and the weary steps of men, are

giving way before the shrill shriek of the whistle, and

the puff, puff, puff of the steam-engine on our head-

lands. Every horse, therefore, will be replaced by a

fat bullock. More beef, as well as more corn, will thus

be gi-Qwn. The strain upon horseflesh will likewise be

loosened, and more of it will be available for necessary

but neglected purposes. There are few farms, for in-

stance, of any pretence upon which a scavengering man
and horse could not And profitable employment.

"Waste in the wrong place means loss, disease, and
death ; in the right place it stands for money,
wealth, happiness, and life. The place for all sweep-

ings of roads, scourings of ditches, bottoms of

ponds, coarse herbage, and droppings by the wayside,

is the foldyard ; but much of all this is now
wasted, owing to the necessary strain upon horseflesh.

Remove this strain, by making steam our drudge, and

horse labour can not only be reduced, but much of it

more profitably employed. The backbone of farming

lies in the muckyard ; let but the dunghill be bulky

and good, and the returns will be satisfactory.

But the despatch born of steam will not only set

free horse-power, but give the farmer leisure for

thought and time for improvement. The art of agri-

culture is not yet perfect. Much has yet to be learned

on the raising and fattening of stock, the chemistry of

manures, the mechanism of good tilths, the improve-

ment of plants by selection, hybridisation and cross-

breeding ; the procuring of larger, heavier, finer cereals

and roots, and improved modes of replenishing the

earth with greater plenty and subduing it to greater

usefulness. Steam would liberate the time now
absorbed in daily routine, the constant supervision

of mere mechanical drudgery, and provide leisure for

these and many other equally pleasing and profitable

pursuits.

True, we cannot expel Nature by steam-po\\'er, but

we can do far better, we can subdue her. Mechanics
cannot do all, but they can do very much for agricul-

ture. It is much to chain steam to the hand of labour,

to bring it in fact upon wheels to wait upon our worl<

in the field, and to pull or drive all our implements of

husbandry tlirough or over the earth with the same
precision and certainty as it drives the spinning or

weaving machines in our factories. In fact we, too,

are spinning and weaving,— the earth, the air, the

water, the heat, life itself, are our raw materials ; and
beef, bread, and coveringour finished products. During
the entire progress of farming, motion of various kinds

is made. Much of this, such as the motion of fluids in

living tissue, the diurnal and annual motion of the

earth, the movement of the air and the perpetual upward
and downward motion of the water, are effected for us,

and beyond our control. But independent of all these

material forces that work for us, we have many
weights to be lifted, furrows to be turned, trans-

positions of matter to be effected, before earth, air,

heat, and water can be moulded by the vital principle

into the finished products of meat and bread. And all

these secondary forces steam is ready to set and
keep in motion on our behalf. And yet with
the most perfect consciousness of its power and
ability to propel, dig, crush, rend, lift, or carry any-
thing, there are those who tell steam to its hot, hissing

face, that agriculture is too big a job for it. This is as

much as to say that the power that has ploughed every
ocean cannot plough our little fields—that the might that

can crush bars of iron as if they were so much blanc-

mange, cannot break a clod, and that the great carrier

of the world cannot carry our harvest home. Well, it

may be so. But at present I am sceptical, and believe
that the future jirosperity of agriculture is largely
dependent upon the amount of steam-power employed
upon it. The more steam the greater prosperity, and
vkeversA. D. T. Fish, F.R.ILS.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
The following is the speech by Mr. C. S. Read, M. P.

,

lately delivered at Norwich, on the occasion of present-
ing prizes and certificates to the successful candidates
in the Cambridge Local Examinations :

—

He assured them that he appeared before them that day
with considerable reluctance and the greatest diffidence.
In the first speech he made in the House of Commons,
he said he hoped he should not speak in Parliament on
any subject that he did not understand ; but he was over
persuaded on this occasion to say a few words on a subject
he did not pretend to comprehend in all its details, and
with some of the operations of the scheme he was entirely
unfamiliar. Indeed, he felt something like a real agri-
cultural bull in a literary china shop—but ahhough he
had no doubt his presence would create a certain amount
of consternation among them, if he did transgress, he
hoped they would attribute it to his ignorance, and to no
desire to hurt the susceptible feelings of any who might
be among them. When he considered tlie number of
learned men who had addressed them on these occasions,—he remembered Lord Fortescue, Mr. Thomas Dyke
Acland, Mr. Charles Buxton, and other distinguished
men—and when lie came to think of their late respected
chairman. Sir John Eoileau, who, although dead, still

spoke to them m the liberal donation that day presented
to the senior candidate,—a man who was a learned and
accomplished scholar, who was thoroughly versed in the
arts and sciences, and whose literary and antiquarian re-
searches were known throughout the country—when he
(Mr. Read) thought how many highly educated University

men had addressed them, he felt his own incompetency
the more, he having had no such advantages. But Mr.
Hinds Howell was good enough to say that, after so much
learning, some plain, practical remarks from a middle-
class man might be acceptable. He could only hope they
would be. In order to show them how practical he was,
he would begin by advancing a theory. His theory about
the Universities was, not only that they should be seats of
religion and learning, but he wanted them to be great
educational suns, round which all the schools in the
kingdom should, as planets, revolve. In former days tlie

Universities had partaken more of the properties of the
moon ; they had absorbed from the upper ten thousand a
large portion of the intelligence of the country and had
reflected it back in rather dull, cold, and uncertain rays.

He wished, on the other hand, that there should be a
symmetrical diffusion of these beams of knowledge through-
out the whole kingdom, through every class of the com-
munity, and by this means he felt confident these great
national institutions of religion and learning would be-
come a vast deal more popular and more appreciated
than they were now. And he believed nothing had done
so much to increase the interest of the middle class in the
great Universities of the kingdom than these examinations.
From what he know of their scheme, it seemed to him to

be thoroughly practical and useful, and he was sure the
smallest certificate of superiority of culture and of merit
was a badge of the highest honour, and one which in his

day he should have been very proud indeed to have
received.

Then, as to the objections taken to this scheme,
tlie first one he had heard advanced was that masters
devoted too much of their time to the clever boys. Of
course it was much easier and more pleasant to teach
a willing lad than some stupid boy who wouldn't learn.

If a boy was dull he could not help that, but if he was
idle into the bargain he must remember that not only
would his schoolmaster not take much interest in him,
but no one else in the world would care much for him.
But if they looked at the results he thought they would
find the objection removed. If there were only one or
two candidates from a great school then it might be that

those boys were " crammed "' for the examination, but
when they saw that the best schools sent a great and
continuous supply of scholars to these examinations, it

proved that the whole of the tuition of the school was
good. Then, as to the boys being "crammed." From
the papers he had seen, and tlie way in which the exami-
nations were conducted, he believed it impossible for a boy
to answer like a parrot, but he must have a thorough
radical knowledge of the subject in which he was examined.
Middle-class education was much better now than it was
when he was a boy. The children in our workhouses at

the present day received a much better education than
our fathers,—that he was perfectly convinced of,—but he
thought middle-class education in some districts was still

bad in quality and deficient in quantity, and somewhat
over-dear. He had said that the high and low classes had
received the greatest educational advantages ; it was the
agricultural and commercial classes, and especially the
farmers and small traders that had, till within a period
of very recent date, been most neglected in education.
And it was difficult to know what to advise a small farmer
and little trader in the country to do. He did not like to

send his lad to the National School, but this he (Mr. Read)
thought was a mistake, as the National Schools in the

future would be better rather than worse in the quality of
secular education ; and if a proper fee was paid, he could
not see why the small trader should not share the same
benefits with the labourer and artizan. Ihen,
middle-class schoolmasters. Elementary teachers had
all to be certified, and the masters of grammar schools
who had taken their degrees and passed sundry examina-
tions gave an assurance that they were men of distinguished
learning ; but with regard to middle-class schoolmasters,
they had no special training whatever. If a trade failed

it was no uncommon thing for the individual to set up
as a schoolmaster, to "teach young gentlemen, gi

them the best education at the least possible cost." No
doubt, under such circumstances, education was a failure

;

but as other men had to take a degree and pass an
examination, such as a lawyer, a doctor, or a chemist,
he said that it would belter also to require that middle-
class schoolmasters should give some assurance to the
public that they were qualified, and had the capacity for

teaching. He hoped he should not be supposed to cast

reflection upon those who had proved by their success
that they were excellent schoolmasters and could impart
the best knowledge. They knew that some people, if

ever so clever, could not by any possibility impart
that knowledge to others ; and then there were the
other duties of moral and religious training, which
he would certainly not look over, but he said that

some examination or some certificate ought to be in-

sisted upon, now that education had become so general,

from all schoolmasters, of whatever degree and whatever
position.

There was a good deal of active, and still some
latent, educational power in the endowed schools of
England. The Act which was passed last year, the

Endowed Schools Act, would, he hoped, if used with
moderation, produce a certain amount of good ; but he
thought the original style of education, which was m
fashion two or three centuries ago, when grammar schools
were established, had been adhered to too rigidly. By

means the chief benefits of the schools had been
given to the professional men rather than to the most

edy of the middle class, and he thought that new
hemes had done good, and he believed would do more

good. He referred particularly to the Commercial School
at Nonvich, which had been so great a success. What

vanted was, not a few grand schools, with distinguished

masters to preside over them for a time, but he believed

the requirement of tire country was that our grammar
schools, wherever they were, should be all useful and
serviceable in the locality ; and he wished very much that

some scheme could be devised by which all the endowed
schools should be a connecting link between the Univer-

sities and the elementary schools, by which a really clever

boy, however poor he might be, would be able to obtain
the Iiighest and best education.
There was some good and well-meaning men who were

always afraid of hurting the susceptibilities of people who
who were beneath them in position, and who objected
very much to the name of "middle class." Now, he
gloried in that name. Extremes were bad, and they knew
that the wisest and richest manof his day said:— "Give me
neither poverty nor riches ; feed me with food convenient
forme." He believed the middle classes were the hap-
piest, because they were the least tempted and most
contented. In referring to classes, he would say that no
country had flourished long without a good middle class,

and he believed the middle class of England were the
backbone of the country. Speaking roughly, but practi-

cally, there were three classes in the country ; they could
not define them to a nicety, as they blended one into the
other ; they might subdivide them if they pleased, but
there was no reason why anybody in this land should not
rise in his class, and also, if he had superior abilities, and
a sufficient amount of perseverance, why he should not in

the end rise from one class to another. He did not think
that, in dealing with education, they could overlook
these classes. Some people said, "Oh! give all the same
start in life and a similar education." This was a grand
idea, but impossible in practice. How could they give
the boy who was a labourer, and had to leave school at
10 or II, or the farmer or tradesmen, who had to leave
school at 15 or i6—how was it possible to give him the
same education as the man going to college, and who
would not probably take his degree till 21 ? If a builder
had to rear totally different structures, he would lay
different foundations both in quality and extent.
If a man was going to finish his education at
college, they might make the foundation so broad,
so solid, so general, as to be able to build anything
upon it, whether a church, a law court, or a
baronial hall

; but if they had nothing to rear upon it but
a cottage, a farm-house, or a shop, they must not spend
all their time and materials in the foundation, because by
the time the man wanted the roof to cover him he would
find that he had completed nothing. Therefore, he said,

after the first great elements of knowledge were instilled,

the education of the middle classes should have distinct

reference to the line of life to be pursued. He hoped he
should not be supposed to detract in any way trom the
great advantages of the highest education. If there was
time and scope for the higher branches of study they must
be an immense advantage, and no one could appreciate
them more than he did. And then it was necessary to
expand the boy's mind by classics and mathematics, by
which they might be sure, whatever his line of life,

whether in politics, literature, or any of the learned pro-
fessions, all these grand subjects would be useful. But if

a boy was intended for agriculture or trade, there were so
many industrial arts and applied sciences which must
come into his everyday occupation, that he (Mr. Reed)
contended it was better for him to have a good
elementary training in this respect than to have only a
smattering of the dead languages, which, he thought, was
all a boy could possibly obtain if he left school at 15,

before the active duties of life began. The middle-class
examinations, he found, embraced subjects useful in busi-

ness. He might be told there were not many candidates,
and few passed. Perhaps there were few teachers ; all

those subjects were new. They had had the old standard
classics for years ; but, probably, as arts and sciences
became more popular, boys would take a greater interest

in them, and there would be more candidates.

He was going to tread on further dangerous ground,
and in the presence of so many preceptors he feared he
should be considered pedantic, but he hoped he should
have the boys on his side. W'hen they taught a child

they made him learn his letters, and tried to knock
English grammar into small boys long before they under-
stood the greater portion of it. The only argument they
could advance in these days of dull teaching was that the
boys must master these hard dry things before pleasanter

could be taught ; but he said tliat as soon as they could
reason with a lad, and enlist his sympathies or self-

interest, the more readily would he take hold of and
appreciate his duties. He had to differ from that high
authority. Mr. I'homas Dyke Acland, who some seven
years ago, in delwering a most excellent address in that
room, said something which at the time struck him (Mr.
Read) as cold and hard. It was this. Speaking to boys
like those present, and not to children, he said— "Boys
must learn things because they were told to learn them,
and because they were hard, because they found them
very difficult and troublesome, and because they could
not learn them easily ; and when they were 25 and had
boys of their own they would find the use of them." This
argument reminded him very much of the master who,
before he flogged a boy. told him his school days would
certainly be the happiest of his life. He, fortunately, had
no son, but unhappily he was much nearer 45 than 25,
and he could truly say that those studies that seemed to

be the most interesting and comprehendable had been
most useful to him. Mr. Acland, they must remember,
was an exceptionally good and clever boy ; he told them
how he worked when other boys played, and he (Mr.
Read) was sure that some of what he called his recrea-

tions would be regarded by them now as very hard work.
It was necessary for boys of Mr. Acland's stamp "to
grasp principles in order to master details ; " but he
contended that the great majority of middle-class boys
had not the time or ability to grasp all these great prin-

ciples, and he had generally seen that the attempt to

learn the theory of everything ended in knowing the

practical part of nothing. He contended that it would
be better if the master could point out, and the scholar

appreciate, the special advantages of a peculiar line of

study. Surely a young farmer would take more interest

the elements of chemistry than in Latin grammar ; a
trader would, perhaps, like to know more about our
colonies than the history of Greece or Rome ; and the

merchant's clerk would more fully appreciate book-keeping
than solving a problem in Euclid. He had no idea about

technical education being taught in school. School was
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the place of preparation, not of business ; that must be
taught in the farm, the shop, or the counting-house ; but,

he said, that in the limited time a schoolmaster had at

his disposal to train a boy he should try not only to make
him an intellectual lad, but also try to prepare him after-

wards to become an intelligent, successful man of business.

He had no wish to find fault ; but he might give them a

few illustrations of what he meant. He remembered
when he was at school that boys were constming Latin

who could not do a lesson in English parsing ;
that others

were at Latin verse who could not write a good and
hardly a correct letter. Boys he had heard of who had
been reading Homer, and who, although they had been
intended for the Church, could not read a chapter in the

Bible better than a head-boy in a National School. He
believed that in this day there was a special defect in

spelling. He remembered once that a sharp boy said

that he thought it was the sign of an extremely narrow
intellect if they could not spell words in more ways than

one. He was a bad hand himself at orthography, and he
knew the pain and trouble and loss of time it had been to

him. This defect was not confined to the middle class,

but he liad found that candidates he had recommended
for the civil ser\-ice had almost all of them been *

' plucked
''

for bad spelling. He was told that they could not expect
such elementary studies as reading and spelling to be
taught in the great public schools, that boys ought to

learn them before going there. But it was a defect, and
a defect he trusted which would soon be remedied. ISfow,

the great schools of this country were sometimes said to

turn out a great number of very stupid men. His answer
to this was, " Yes, because there are so many idle boys."
He happened to be at a party the other day of eight or
ten gentlemen, all of whom had had the advantage of
going to public schools and the Universities except him-
self. They were lamenting, one and all, that they had
not made more use of these advantages, and he asked
them if they could point out to him what was the
chief hindrance ? They were all men of good stand-
ing and ample fortunes, and they one and all said

that the greatest hindrance they had to making the
most of their educational advantages was the know-
ledge that they would not be required to work for

their living. Therefore, when they, middle-class boys,
thought that it would be hard for them to struggle in life

in order to get a competency, let them remember that
they had one temptation less. There are some fond
parents who do not like large schools. Well, he thought
that, except for very little boys and exceptionally stupid
ones, moderately large schools are the best. First of all,

they were the cheapest ; and he very much regretted that
Norfolk had not the advantage of a good middle-class
college such as their Suffolk neighbours had at Framling-
ham. When they had a good large school they were sure
to attract boys from a distance, and this was essential,

because it made the world wider in the school and brought
new ideas and enlarged views. In these days of postal
telegrams and express trains—in Norfolk, however, there
was no express trains except in name,—in these days of
cheap travelling it was astonishing to him to find that
farmers generally sent their boys to school at the
nearest market town, whereas, if they would send them
to the best schools they would find their provincial
accent and country manners so improved that they would
not think for one moment of the extra expense of a few
shillings for the train.

There was one difficulty in education which he thought
would not affect middle-class education, and that was
what was known as the religious difficulty. He had
never yet met with a man who was so thoroughly foolish
—he was almost going to say so wicked—as to wish to
have a boy at boarding-school without some definite
religious teaching ; and he must also say, with their per-
mission, that he thought the religious difficulty they had
heard so much of in Parliament, if it was not created was
at least intensified very much for political purposes. He
grounded this upon the following :— He had the honour
to present to the Lord President of the Council a memorial
signed by the masters of National Schools in this county,
praying that there might be some fund set apart for aged
and disabled schoolmasters. He went with a very large
deputation of National schoolmasters, of Britisli and
Foreign schools, and of schools belonging to different Dis-
senting denominations. All these men taught where there
was a conscience clause, and in summing up the number
of pupils who took advantage of this conscience clause it

was astonishing to him to find the percentage so homceo-
pathic. He was afraid to say what it was, for it was so
ridiculous, but he was told that it was only one in 5000.
He himself was educated partly at a Dissenting school.
During that period of his school days he attended
regularly to all the religious instructions given him by his
very excellent master ; and he could truly say, as far as he
could remember, that he heard there nothing in faith and
doctrine which was repugnant to the Church of England

;

and he had always since lamented that such small dif-

ferences as existed should cause such great schisms in the
Church of Christ. Now, if there had been a conscience
clause at that time, and he,had been told he might play
marbles instead of reading 'the Bible, and if his parents
had been foolish enough to allow him to take advantage of
that conscience clause, he was sure of this—that he should
have made a more indifferent Churchman than he was now,
and he was quite certain he should have been a worse man

.

But, perhaps, they would allow him to add that he had no
sort of faith in those wandering Christians who roam about
from fold to fold, and find no rest for their unstable feet

;

nor had he any sympathy whatever, but a pious dread of
that increasing number of scientific men who tell us that
they could worship God better in a field than in a church,
and hold more exalted communion with their Maker in the
contemplation of the works of Nature, than they could in
those sacraments God himself had ordained for their
edification and comfort.

Mr. Read concluded as follows :

—

Now, let me tell you how very pleased I am to have
distributed these prizes to-day. Although we have been
told that there have not been so many candidates for

examination, let me assure yon that you cannot have

three such bad years as the last three

been to the agriculture of Norfolk, without its telling

upon all the middle class. I hope when the pre-
sent depression has ended we shall recover our
proper proportion in these examinations, and I am glad
to think that though the quantity has been somewhat
poor, the quality has been super-excellent. I dare say
some of you boys will think, you that are now entering
upon life, that you have a great and difficult task before
you, but you have begun so well—those I see before me
—that there is no reason why some of you should not be
eminently successful, and there is every reason why each
one of you should have a career of useful and prosperous
industry. As the lower orders become more educated it

is more than ever necessary that we of the middle class
should become more enlightened. We have happily no
great war to clear off our middle classes, which has been
the case in Germany within the last few weeks, but our
population increases and multiplies, and, therefore, a
great number of the middle class must make up their
minds to emigrate. Happily for us, the British

empire extends to every quarter of the globe, and
we find our colonies in every cHme, and some of
you will have the privilege of taking the blessings of
education and civilisation to remote comers of the earth.

Let me give a few w'ords of friendly advice to those of you
now entering life. Whatever may be yom' position, how-
ever much you may be mixed up in the mass with other
human beings, or however isolated be your lot, I hope
that all of you will remember your individual responsi-
bilities and duties. When you leave school still strive

after knowledge as if the diffusion of learning depended
on your attaining it. As future men of England act as if

the dignity of the Crown and the welfare of the country
depended on your own patriotism. In all your business
transactions let them be as scrupulously honest as if the
good name of every Englishman depended on your truth-
fulness. And before all, and above all, bring your
Christianity into everyday life, so that men " may see your
good works and glorify your Father, which is in heaven."

tions of ten, five will suffice, first premising that the
occupiers of looo acres should possess a capital of at
least ;(^Sooo, equivalent to ^8 per acre ; those of 500
acres and below, not less than ;i£"io of capital to the
acre. Findlater, in his *' Agi-icultural Survey of
Peebles-shire," some years ago, stated that it was neces-
sary for the tenant to make three rents, since which,
with the increase of rents, tithes, rates, taxes, wages,
and our less frugal mode of living, it will perhaps be
conceded that four rents must be made of the produce.
Thus :

—

LARGE OR SMALL FARMS,
[The following is a paper on this subject, read by Mr. Botley, at

the recent meeting of the British Association in Liverpool.]

After reading a paper at our meeting at Exeter,
last year, it was suggested by an agriculturist from
Yorkshire that it would be serviceable were I to give
them a paper on small farms, and, if so, he and his

friends would go to the meeting of the British Associa-
tion, at Liverpool, in September, 1870 ; consequently,
I now appear before you, and will be as brief as
possible. 1st, Are small farms profitable to the owner
or landed proprietor ? 2d, Are they so to the tenant
or occupier ? 3d, Are they advantageous to the
labourer ? 4d, Are they advantageous, nationally,

as compared or in contradistinction to large? We will

first take a proprietor, say, of 4000 acres : he lets the
whole out variously ; it is all arable, and the average
20J'. per acre, without buildings : he divides it, by the
advice of his agent, or of his o\vn inclination, into

various sized farms, thus :—

No.
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which might be sold off in various sized farms, and
produce ^50,000 per annum : in doing which tliere

Blight be a stipulation, after the foresters were com-
pensated, that every purchaser should be compelled to

erect cottages, ^vith allotments of land to each,

sufficient for the labourers required in cultivat-

ing the said farms. I will observe that in

small farms, such as conacre, there cannot be that

division of labour necessaiy to economic pro-

duction, the mechanical power which lessens cost in

manufactured articles bringing Ihem within the reach

of all, are not available, viz., i, the lever; 2, the

wheel and axle ; 3, the pulley
; 4, the inclined plane

;

5, the wedge j 6, the screw ; but which machinery,
including the steam-plough, is now getting into use on
large farms. H. G. Hind, in his work on Nova
Scotia, says " one cause of mining operations failing to

pay is a want of steam and other powerful machinery."

In the report by Dr. Augustus Voelcker and H. M.
Jenkins, F.G.S., on the agriculture of Belgium, pub-
lished in the "Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society," pp. 31 to 3S, part l, v. 6, it is shown that in

that country, the beau ideal of small farming, the

lo-acre farmer lias no larger income than an English
labourer ; but, heavy as the Government and notary's

fees are, he manages to buy a small piece of land at

40 years' purchase by his great thriftiness. (Read,

if time, two pages "Belgium Farm," p. S2.) Farm-
ing and the minute subdivision of land in France show
results unfavourable to small farms. France by soil and
climate might be a gieat exporter of com, yet of

13,843,124 cwt. of corn imported up to June 30, 1S70,

—50 per cent, from Europe—not one came from France,
and only I per cent, in 1869, and none in the previous
year, 1S6S. People entitled to credit for disinterested

motives agree that in Ireland the very small holdings

are injurious to all. In a recent lengthy tour in that

beautiful country, amongst others N. F,, Esq., J. P.,

owning a large estate {farms 150 acres, amateurly, as

a landlord and a master is a pattern of liberality, and
as such justly esteemed by all parties), gave me as his

decided opinion that small holdings were a great evil,

At the banquet of the Royal Agricultural Society of
Ireland, August 3, 1S70, Earl Spencer, the Lord-Lieu-
tenant, who on agricultural affairs is a great authority,

made some observations on large and small farms,

expressing a wish " to see a variety of farms spread over
the country suitable to the peculiarities of different dis-

tricts." By the third report of the Commissioners the
condition of the agricultural labourer in Wales has vastly

improved since the completion of railways, openingup as

they have the mineral wealth, and facilitating the loco-

motion of the workpeople in that delightful principality.

You hear nothing of the land question. Scotland has
taken the lead in agriculture, and is quite able to keep it :

her sons, being educated and thrifty, are capable and will-

ing to migrate, instead of remaining at home clamouring
and pining after small, trifling holdings of land. It would
be well if more of the sons this side the border were
like them. I must withhold the exact returns of some
various sized farms, but I can state with confidence

that the profits are below that to which they are

assessed under schedule D to the Income-tax,* espe-

cially in light land districts, for the past three years in

particular. Where tenants are men of skill, capital,

and enterprise, occupying 300 or 400 acres, with sub-
stantial and good homesteads, there is an error in

throwing two or three of such farms into one, some-
times done to suit the wliims of a steward, though
the owner borrow the money to erect the buildings,

and men of respectability, after very many years*

tenancy, get notice to quit.

In conclusion, in laying out a large estate, I would
by no means set out farms of one uniform size,

though I think it is shown that the large are most
advantageous to the proprietor. If there is a saving
of manual labour, with so decided an economy of
horse labour as from 25 to 50 per cent., a larger

amount of sheep and cattle reared for the market,
production of cereals, &c., increased with a propor-
tionate less capital, then large farms are more bene-
ficial to the tenant than the smaller, always bearing
in mind that no farm can be occupied with advan-
tage to the occupier, proprietor, labourer, or the

country, unless the tenant has ample capital ; to

which I will add skill, enterprise, and security of
tenure. As regards the labourer, the work done on
small farms is often slovenly, on the larger more
piece-work is done ; the labourer earns more wages,
and this by giving a better description of, labour:
he is better housed, and has that gieat desidera-

tum, an allotment of ground, raising vegetables for,

and training his family early to weed, hoe, &c., as well
as keeping him from the beer-house, with its deplor-
able concomitants. Increased production at less cost,

especially as regards the prime necessaries of Hfe, is of
first importance, whether by knowledge of chemistry
as applied to land in manures and management, or extent
of operations on a large scale, the improvement of

* I have heard that near Newbur>% Berks, a profit of ^58 has
teen obtained off an acre of land ; that the pasture land which
has had the Ednburgh sewage applied to it yielded £,a,o per acre ;

again near Lewisham, in Kent, where there has been an enormous
outlay in cultivation and in the erection of hothouses, glass sheds,
and the like, the produce has been ;^3ooo and even as high as
;C4ooo froni one acre. But these are exceptional, and in no way of
general or even frequent adaptation. We must bear in mind,
science does not rest on isolated instances, but on an ^ccumula-

stock with the capabilities of fatting, and the like it,

must, by leaving more capital for other objects,

increase trade and commerce, and thus to an indefinite

extent advance the national weal ; consequently, large

farms, rather than small, are advantageous to the

proprietor, tenant, labourer, and nation at large.

Note.—Since writing this paper I have seen a letter on
" The Climate of Ireland," by " W. D. C," published
in the "Journal of the Society of Agi-iculture," August
19. He says, "The improvement of Ireland is onlyto be
effected by a system of large farms." "The popular
wish, however, is for small holdings." "It is thought
that the country, when divided into Potato gardens,

and all covered with cottages, will be a paradise.

But this poor man's paradise, beginning with a few
years of felicity, will assuredly lead to the pauperism of
ages."

COMPOSTS.
Few things are so little imderstood as composts in

which to grow plants, yet if we take up any treatise on
plant culture, such as Loudon's "Arboretum Britanni-

cum " or Sweet's " Propagator," after stating the name
of the plant and the country it came from, we find the
soil in which it grows, or rather the compost or mixture
of soils most suitable to grow it in, set down as of the

highest importance ; thus the genus Epacris would be
marked as a New Holland plant, and requiring to be
grown in sandy peat. The Heaths from the Cape of

Good Plope, and the Rhododendron and other hair-

rooted plants from America, would all be set down as

requiring a compost of peat and sand, and their cuttings

can hardly be struck in any medium so freely as in one
of silver sand without a particle of earth of any kind.
When we read of some new manure with a
name compounded of ancient Greek and dead
Latin, we might readdy suppose that a remedy
had at last been found for all the shortcomings that

poor farmers and gardeners have suffered from
since man began to multiply upon the face of the earth.

The extreme dryness of guano and the extreme wateri-

ness of town sewage will help us a good deal in the

way of sober reasoning on this matter of composts
;

for, notwithstandmg the condemnation with which
both were met at their advent, they can now hold their

own against all comers
; yet nothing will gi'ow in the

best guano as imported, neither will any plant, save the

coarsest aquatics, grow in the ordinary sewage of a
large town. One is too dry and concentrated, and the
other, having no body, would run away ; for the water
in sewage is just as much a caiTier of manure w'ithout

truck or barge as the Bridgwater Trust are carriers by
water ; and when the soil has unloaded the water of its

goods in the same way as the workers in a beehive
unload their can'iers, the surplus water must be got
rid of by drains, for the composts in which all plants

not aquatics are to be grown must not be
in the character of a slough or gutter,—indeed, the

water will right itself, if the means be given, for we see

it rise upwards of its own accord from the saucer when
the earth in the flowerpot is dry ; and, again, we see it

nm downwards into the saucer when the flowerpot has
been over watered, but in both cases it leaves the soil

or compost, just as it ought to be, neither dust-dry nor
miry wet, and the communication between all the parts

of the compost is kept up, principally by the agency of
water ; and the sacred penman must have known well

in those early days the sterility of dry compost, when
bespoke of a "garden without water." Few things

deceive the farmer more than that of the value he sets

upon wet straw as a compost, for it is by no means of
a spongy nature, like sawdust or peat, to absorb urine
or other moisture in cow-houses or stables, but it is a
bulky product of the farm, and litters everything.

It is easy enough to get straw trodden under foot in

the farmyard and well wetted and dirtied, but the value
of such wet dirty straw as manure or compost in which
to grow plants would hardly pay for its being carted to

the field. When leaves of trees, straw, and the like

get rotted down to leaf-mould, they lose in bulk but
not in value, for they have to come to that pass before
they can be taken up into the new vegetable, and
therefore they are only advanced a stage, and that in

the right direction, by being reduced to powder.
In horticulture an ordinary compost for the potter's

bench would be made up of equal parts by measure of
loam, peat, leaf-mould and sand ; and no one would
question for a moment that such a compost or soil

extending over acres of a farm would grow fine

crops of all ordinary agricultural productions. In
ordinary cases loam would be the staple soil, and
compost for such a soil would consist of the
proper application of small quantities of the other
ingredients, as peat, leaf-mould, and sand. I have
merely put this case- in order that I may be clearly

understood, as no rule could be laid down to supply
the wants of any soil unless those wants were made
manifest. Our hills and moors are mostly covered
with sandy peat in various depths, and from this soil

there frequently rises the finest forests of Fir trees ; and
although this example is patent to everybody, I have
seen plants of the Pine and Fir tribe mulched with
farmyard manure containing plenty of ammonia, and
they died,—the manure was good, but in this case mis-
applied. Sand is nowhere respected as a soil to grow
any profitable crop in, yet what gardener is there that

does not use it heavily in composts for most plants, from

thePine-apple downwards. But for all that, has any man
ever seen a farmer sanding his soil, unless it be in the case
of sea sand containing shells, which is sometimes carted
to do the work of lime along the seaboard ? Lime is

important for most cereals in corning them, and for

agriculture generally ; it is useful in composts, but not
mixed with other manures, but applied directly to the
soil ; but when this practical idea has been imported
into horticulture by inexperienced parties, and the
Cape Heaths and American plants have got a taste of
it they have died by inches. Salt applied to a green
field usually deepens the green of the grass, and kills

the Moss in old pastures, but for want of knowing the

proper dose to apply I have seen a field salted

"liberally," but instead of its producing grass for

milch cows it produced Mushrooms, and the Moss and
grass came off like a shorn fleece. It will readily

be seen that it is easy to give a compost heap a lick

of salt, soda, or the like whilst under handling by itself,

whereas it could not be distributed over acres without
extra care and cost. Maiden loam, marl, and the
like, will make what cooks would call stock for com-
post, the following ingredients or seasonings to come
from more costly quarters, where a pinch of this or
that may be added to suit the circumstances of the

case. I am well aware that all this is already done for

the farmer by the manufacturers of manure, as Turnip
manure, corn manure, "Sic. ; but what is aimed at here
is the application of composts in bulk, composts which
no dealer could supply, by means of which such as

guano, salt, soot, soda, &c., would have a body, and
be no more an essence only, and liable to be washed
out too easily. But this is not all, for the quality of the

produce is affected by the kind of manure or com-
post in which it has been grown. I could instance
crops of Turnips that were deficient in keeping qualities

and also in feeding qualities, and the Potato crop is a
notorious example of quality injured or improved by
compost.

I once had an experiment with goat's dung, and the
Cabbages grown with this manure had when boiled the
rank smell of the goat. The compost, being the store-

house or stomach whence the plant draws its supplies,

must be looked to that it be in a healthy state, for

although many plants are foul feeders, yet some of
them have constitutions that can digest crude materials
better than others, and however dirty this department
may be it must not be overlooked. All gardeners
are aware of the process of hotbed making, in

which the dung has to be "sweetened" before
using, and when this has been accomplished
the atmosphere of the Melon frame is certainly

the very best that ever plants were gi'own in, and rare

Orchids and the like have been put into a dung-frame to

get them to make a start. Jerusalem Artichokes, grown
in loam on one side of the river Churnet, were as good
and as white as the best Cauliflower for table use,

whereas those grown on black soil on the other side of
the river, only a mile apart, were only fit for game to

peck at, having ugly streaks of a bluish black through
ihem when boiled.

All these examples clearly point in one direction

—

that the manure, whether guano, or the like, should not
be used as a simple, but compounded with other bulky
ingredients, in which it should be buried, and that for

reasons which will be best understood by practical men,
when I remind them that many crops do best when the

manure has been first partially exhausted upon a
previous crop. In speaking of maiden loam,
that is, good earth,—not subsoil that has
never borne a crop,—its value in horticulture

is thoroughly understood and duly appreciated, for if

we sow Mignonette in maiden loam we may reckon
upon a fine crop and highly fragrant flowers, but only
for once, the second year it usually falls off, the cream
of the loam is gone. And yet this case of loam is like

that of the sand above staled ; it would seem folly to

cast maiden loam upon the top of a clay field, but it is

far otherwise in real practice. The late Mr. F. Dick-
son, the eminent nurseryman of Chester, told me of a
neighbour of his who marled a clay field for Wheat,
and a part of the field was not so marled, and when
the harvest time came Mr. Dickson was anxious to see

the effect of what he considered a very unreasonable
experiment ; but the ears of Wheat were nearly an
inch longer where the ground was marled than where
it was not, and Mr. Dickson's opinion was practical as

well as honest. Fuller's earth has been found to sur-

pass any loam, clay, or marl as a compost for the

choicest kinds of Roses ; and any one seeing this earth

could tell at a glance that no root of any plant had ever
penetrated into it, so that its treasures, whatever they
might be, have been locked up from use for ages past,

and yet it falls freely in water into very fine particles ;

and this, too, like the maiden loam with the Migno-
nette, casts up its cream with the first crop of Roses,

and needs renewal annually.

In the archives of horticulture there are to be found
many well established facts which seem to illustrate

certain principles which have to be kept in view by all

cultivators, whether they be foresters, fanners, or gar-

deners ; and although the day may be gone by for

dogmatising, there is still a craving for truth ; and
experience is charging, as usual, a high figure for her

teaching, holding up to view the errors of others as

beacons to warn the unwary, and chronicling cases of

successful issue to cause emulation. In many cases the

selection of the compost to grow a plant in is all that
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we can do for it ; the issue of all beside has to be left

in abler hands. Alex. Forsyth, 9, Islington Sijuare,

Salfonl.

Jome Correspiibfitce.

Ransome's Double Plough.—In the report of

implements at the Oxford meeting of the Royal Agn-

cultural Society, July 23, 1870, an illustrated notice

is given (p. 1009, fig. 187) of the double plough of the

Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Head, which gained the

1st prize in the first class at the trials of the Peter-

borough Agricultural Society reported in your columns,

the plough trials October 15, and dynamometrical last

week, October 22. In your report of the Smithfield

Christmas Club Show, December 11, 1869, p. 1294,

an illustrated notice is given of the double plough

exhibited by the Ransomes in the Agricultural

Hall, and on comparing it with fig. 1S7 it

will be seen that the improvements recently

made consist in the means of adjusting the breadth

of the furrow-slice, the lifting apparatus for throw-

ing the implement out of work by the pull of the

team, and the central wheel and carriage for turning

the plough at the land's-end. This principle of lifting

and turning the implement at the land's-end is that of

an expired patent of William Smith, Esq., of Wool-

ston—the father of steam-culture, the fruits of whose

inventive talents are now being reaped abundantly all

the world over. IV. B.

Mustard Growers and Mustard Buyers.—Some
of your readers may not be aware that the condiment

which they eat with their roast beef is nearly all grown

within a circle of 30 miles radius, taking Wisbech as its

centre. In this district several thousand acres are

generally devoted to the growth of Mustard seed, and

it is at this season of the year that it is brought to

market and sold to the manufacturers, who come down
to Wisbech for five or six Saturdays in October and

early part of November. The number of buyers is,

however, confined to about half-a-dozen, and these

gentlemen before coming into the market arrange

among themselves the highest price they intend to

give for the finest samples of seed, and offer the grower

a sum in proportion to the condition of the seed, always,

however, keeping within the pre-arranged maximum.
This year, the area devoted to the growth of Brown
Mustard seed has been unusually large, and the manu-
facturers being aware of this, have fixed the highest

price at such a low figure, that many of the farmers

who have annually grown a considerable quantity,

have declared that they intend to discontinue culti-

vating it altogether ; and, indeed, the merchants of

late years have always lowered the price each succeed-

ing season, so that even if the farmer could always

insure securing his crop in good dry condition, the

price offered him by the buyers is so low, that it is not

worth growing. As a mere shower of rain falling

upon the crop as it lies in the field cut, but uncarried,

is sutficient to turn the seed grey, no one can rely upon
producing a brown sample of seed with any degree of

certainty ; in fact, in ordinary seasons there are

more grey samples shown than brown, and this

greyness lowers the market value of the seed

in many cases to the extent of 50 per cent. Unfortu-

nately, too, for the farmers the early part of the spring

was unfavourable for the growth of the plant, and the

crop on some of the old lands has been very light, the

yield in many instances not exceeding 16 bush, per

acre, and I h.ave heard of several cases in which the

produce has been under 1 2 bush. ; but owing to the

greatly extended area which is now yearly so\\'n with
Mustard, from the fact that some landlords have with-

drawn the restrictions with regard to the growth of

this crop, which in many of the old leases, and in some
at the present time, is classed among the "pernicious

seeds," the supply is always amply sufficient for the

requirements of the manufacturers. As the seed itself

is of no value to the farmer for feeding purposes, he must
sell at whatever price he can, or if speculative he may
keep it until next year, with the pleasing prospect ofhaving
to take a lower sum still, for now the Mustard makers
find that there is always enough grown for their

demands, they lower their price to such an extent that

it is a certain losing game for the fanner to grow it.

But this state of affairs will ere long be remedied, for

as the farmers generally cease to cultivate it, the buyers,

finding that the supply is not equal to their wants, will

outbid each other, and the growers then will have the

advantage. Some 30 years ago the growth of this

crop was much more limited than at present, for no one
thought of growing Mustard, except on land newly
broken up from grass, and it was usual to take three

four crops of this seed in succession. In those days the

manufacturers gave more than double the price that

they now offer, to induce the farmers to grow it, and
now that its culivation is extended, they refuse to give

more than about I2J. per bushel for the finest sampler

;

but though the price of the raw material is cent, per
cent, lower than it was years ago, the manufactured
article is still the same as ever, so that the trade, if a

good one then, must now be enormously profitable.

It is an established fact that farmers are given to

grumbling, but if the manufacturers could only have
heard one-half of what was said of them by some of the

Mustard seed growers last Saturday, they would have

been more surprised than gratified. So long as the

present monopoly exists in the crushing trade, the

poor farmer may sigh in vain for a high price, for the

buyers have it all their own way, and the grower

must grin and bear it. Still, there is one thing left for

the farmer, which will next year be carried out to a

great extent, and that is—to grow some other crop.

Nemesis, October 19.

Paterson's Bovinia Potato (see p. 1245).—

I

planted 3 lb. of this Potato cut into sets, which

planted two rows, — paces long and 4 feet wide ; the

produce was "half a bag" (80 lb.), equalling 266 1b.

per 10 lb. of sets, of good sizable Potatos, none

enormously large. I have not tested their quality for

table, they were not fully ripe ;
judges here much

approve their appearance. I am hopeful for it ; the

economy of seed will be great. I think it should not

be planted thicker than at least double the distance

apart of such as Rocks (and cut sets used), and

mayhap the greater the distance apart the greater the

crop, it is such a strong giower, looking to me like

the ideal of a Devonshire sort I have "heerd

tell o'
;
yet so long as ee keep round hoeing (moulding)

'um, so long wool thay drow out fresh taters at every

moor" (root). R. H. Poynter, Taunton.

On Drying Roots.—Some year or so ago I was

permitted by your courtesy to address myself, through

the medium of your journal, to the agricultural interest

on the subject of concentrated root food. It is not on

this subject (though on one nearly allied to it) that I

now wish to address lyou. I may say, however, in

passing, that careful experiments made last year by

Mr. Colman, of Norwich, the celebrated starch and

mustard manufacturer, completely corroborate and

establish the value I attached to the concentrated root

by my trials ; and that I look forward to the manu-

facture of Mangel cake in connection with sewage

farming as opening up a new source of manufacture to

this country. I believe, also, at the same time, that

its manufacture will not be resorted to by the farmers,

as 1 once thought it would. There is, however, one

other portion of my patented process to which I think

the attention of the farmers has not been sufficiently

turned— I mean the partial drying of roots in the

clamp. I have invented a simple process by which the

roots may be partially dried in the clamp, without

any extra labour whatever, and at the cost of a

few pounds per clamp— about £^ or £i> for a

clamp of 240 tons, exclusive of the cost of appa-

ratus. What advantage is there in this process ? asks

a farmer. Simply this : that the value of the root

for feeding purposes is just doubled in value. Mangel

is calculated by farmers to be worth about 6.t. per ton

for feeding—/. <?., I ton of Mangel will make 6j-. worth

of beef or mutton ; by my process it will make \zs.

A clamp of Mangel, therefore, of say 240 tons, would,

by the old process, make ^72 worth of meat ; by my
process, £\IIA, less £'^ or £(>, the cost of fuel. It is all

very well to tell us this, says the farmer, but how can

you prove it? Prove it yourself, my dear sir ; you can

do so most easily. There are few farmhouses which do

not contain a brick bread oven. Take a barrowful or

two of fresh Mangel from the field, and put them into

the oven to bake until they are reduced to about half

their weight and half their bulk ; if burnt or blackened

no matter, the sheep will not like them the less.

When cold, cut them up, and give them, after having

just tasted them yourself, to see how good they are, to

your stock. See with what eagerness they devour them

in preference to any other food. Look at the result in

four weeks' time. In this particular season, when hay

is so scarce and dear, this system will be most valuable,

as I believe, with a little chopped straw mixed with it,

stock will require no hay whatever. All I say is, let

the farmer try the simple plan I recommend of baking

in the oven ; his own experience will tell him in a

minute I am right. Hugh Smith, 21, Westbourne Ter-

race Road, London, IF.

Town of Linlithgow and its Sewage.—My
attention was painfully arrested by some evidence given

on September 23 before the Commission on the

Pollution of Rivers, respecting the town of Linlithgow.

This town is very pleasantly situated, and seems to

have considerable attractions, with its interesting ruins

(the birthplace of Queen Mary) and its beautiful lake.

But it seems that the town is the abode of much
disease, and that the lake, instead of being pure water,

is pestilential. It seems that the sewerage of the town

is execrable, and that its contents, to a large extent,

are deposited in the lake. It is painful to think that

the inhabitants seem to be helpless and unable to

devise a remedy—which seems to be very simple—but

perhaps they are not to be blamed (while they are

deeply interested in the matter), at least, if they are, the

same blame seems to attach to almost every town in the

kingdom. It so happens that I have some know-
ledge of the localities of Linlithgow, at least enough to

enable me to state, in general terms, what I think

ought to be done—leaving details to be taken up
when a disposition to provide a remedy may manifest

itself. In as few words as may be, I would suggest

what might be done. 1st. That the sewerage of the

town should be put into a good state by relaying it

with large glazed earthen pipes, the sewers on the

south side of the railway being carried through the

railway, so as to be conjoined with those on the north

side. 2d, That the whole sewers should be carried

westwards, and down towards—but not too close to^
the edge of the lake, and an intercepting sewer of

sufficient size to be constructed round the south-west

curve of the lake, into which larger sewer the whole
smaller sewers should be conveyed. The large sewer
to be carried to a point somewhat below the sluice,

where the outfall from the lake issues. 3d. That
at this point a covered reservoir should be con-

structed, and a steam engine be erected (probably

of 20-horse power, perhaps less, would be suf-

ficient) and connected with an iron pipe, through
which the sewage should be sent to its ultimate

destination. 4th. That an agreement should be
entered into with an owner of land as near

to the reservoir as can be found, who shall agree to

take the whole sewage for application to his land,

either for the purpose of market gardening or general

agi'iculture, or a combination of both, from which
would arise such benefits as would well enable him to

pay a price for the whole sewage of the town. 5th. It

is a rough estimate ; but, assuming a population of

5000, it is believed that .(^1500 or ;2^20oo might cover

the cost of the necessary works, and that it would be a

good bargain for a landowner to pay 5 per cent,

annually for the valuable manure which he could

obtain ; to which might be added a small assessment

on the town—the combined amounts to enable the

town slowly to pay off the capital expended. No
doubt these ideas may be improved upon, but they are

at least suggestions for more minute consideration, and
they embody principles which may be very beneficially

reduced to practice. JV.

Mr. Mechi's Reflections on British Agricul.
ture.—[The following letter was addressed to Mr.
Mechi by an old and esteemed agricultural improver

well known in Manchester :—

]

" Esteemed Sir.—Being alone this evening doubtless,

in some degree, imparted a more rettective thoughtfulness

to my feelings, which were in much sympathy with your-
self, as I perused and reviewed the report of the Essex
meeting, (detailed on p. xo in Monday's Mark Lane, and
compared that account with what I find on p. 3 of the

same paper, under 'Reflections on British Agriculture,'

which, permit me to say, is one of your happiest addresses.

I say the contrast of the way in which the speaker is

listened to, in the one place opposed by stolid prejudice,

ignorance, and brawl— I know not what else to designate

the opposition you met with—and then read the ' reflec-

tions ' by the same individual, the conclusion I come to

is that agriculture owes you much ; that we farmers are

greatly indebted to you for your indomitable energy, zeal,

and singleness of purpose in developing sound progress in

husbandry pursuits, and in everything— be it science,

mechanical, or in associating chemistry with our farming
pursuits : to sum up altogether, you have largely

contributed to the advancement of agriculture. Your
name will live in history, and often be quoted
as an authority in many matters pertaining to

farming. I seem prompted to write these few lines ex-

pressive of a kindred spirit's sentiments with your own,
though in a more limited sphere, perhaps ; but I know by
experience what it is to contend with ignorance and pre-

judice amongst too many farmers, when, with honesty of

purpose and purity of motive, you seek to raise them in

the social scale, and to rouse them to see things as they

are and must be by the inevitable changes of the progress

of the times we are living in. I can imagine you wrote

the ' Renections ' after the Essex meeting, and again my
spirit ventures to associate in sympathy of real feeling

with you. Doubtless many scores of men do so also, and
if only a few make free to convey an expression of like

sentiments as I presume to do, it may serve—as I intend

and hope for- somewhat as an antidote to the one and an
encouragement to the other ; for be assured your labour

has not "been in vain, but much that you speak and more
that you write will prove as

—

' Bread cast on the waters.'

"Farewell!—it is now midnight. May health, with

prolonged life and much happiness, be meted out to you
by the Great Husbandman of all on the earth and all in

heaven, is the sincere desire of " Yours faithfully,
"

, near Manchester, Oct. 13."
'
J. J. Mechi, Esq., Tiftree."

Foreign Correspondence.
ZsciroPAU, Saxe, October 19 : Pneumatic .'ie'diage

Carts.— In answer to the inquiry of your correspond-

ent, R. Binns, Ulverston, in the Agricultural Gazette

of the 15th inst., I beg to state that not only at the

Hague and Vienna, but almost every large town in

Germany, the pneumatic sewage cart is used with

perfect success.

Four years ago a company was formed at Berlin,

under the name "Ceres," and it has extended its

branches to nearly all the large towns, for the purpose

of emptying cesspools, drains, &c., without smell, and

at one-fourth the labour and cost. Not eight miles

from where I live is the large manufacturing town of

Chemnitz, with So,ooo inhabitants. No other carts

are used but these. By the aid of a small pump the

contents of the drains, cesspools, &c., are passed

through a 5-inch vulcanised indiarubber tube direct

into the cart, which is perfectly air-tight. These tubes

are joined together as required any reasonable distance,

and the passers-by do not perceive the slightest

effluvia. I have often seen them at work in thorough-

fares in the day time, and can testify to their thorough

efliciency.

I I shall be happy to procure any information that
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may be required on this subject, being personally

acquainted with the patentee. George Pa^ton (of Chats-

u'orth)y Zscho/'cJUy Sa.xoiy.

Farmers' Clubs.
BLANDFORD.

The Pnnciplcs involved in the Breeding of Stock.—
Mr. SrooNER, of Ealing, Southampton, lately delivered

the following address on this subject :-

—

Thoughout the whole range of creation there is

nothing perhaps which strikes the mind of the student

of Nature with greater force than the wonderful pro-

vision made for the preservation and sustentation of
animal life. There is no spot so barren but what some
vegetation appears, and whenever this is the case,

animal life in some form corresponds with the
supply of food. Provision is made for maintaining
and augmenting the species far beyond the supply
of food, and thus the stniggle for life goes on

;

the weakest goes to the wall, and the strongest

propagate their kind. This phenomenon has been
termed by Mr. Darwin "natural selection," which
term, however, does not carry with it its own solu-

tion, but demands some little explanation. Not only
is the surface of the earth instinct with animal exist-

ence, but even the very air we breathe is full of the

germs of animal or vegetable life, ever ready and ever
seeking the proper niches to enable it to increase and
multiply. The theory of spontaneous generation
which has been so long and so vigorously main-
tained, and which from time to time appeared to be
supported by phenomena which could scarcely be dis-

puted, and could not well be otherwise explained, has
at length received its quietus, and has yielded to the
facts developed by modern research ; and the old
doctrine, '* Omneex oz'o^" has been proved to be sound.
Decaying substances are soon peopled with animal life,

but this does not take place provided all contact with
external air is prevented ; nor does it result if the air to

which it is exposed has been first deprived of all its

germs by means of fire. It would appear as if

the same scientific tmths which modern discoveries
had brought to light were believed in with such
absolute proof years ago; for Hudibras wrote:

—

" Great fleas have little fleas

Upon their backs to bite them
;

And little fleas have lesser ones,
So on, ad infinitum,^'

" Like begets like" is an axiom that cannot be dis-

puted, and examples are continually met with showing
how types are handed down from father to son, and
from generation to generation ; and yet, as propaga-
tion is effected by parents very dissimilar from each
other, there are causes in operation which result quite
as much in diversifying the race as in handing down
the types from one age to another ; so that we may be
probably correct in saying that no single individual is

the precise counterpart of one gone before. What,
then, is this vital union, or rather, what is it not ? It

is not a merely mechanical union, like the combination
of spirit and water, or the composition of the atmo-
spheric air. It is not chemical union which, by the
combination of two substances, produces a body totally

different from either of the elementary bodies, such,
for example, as water—the product of the combination
of t^vo gases, oxygen and hydrogen. Vital union is

probably partly mechanical, and slightly analogous to

chemical union, but, differing materially from either,

undoubtedly, sui generis. Each parent possesses
certain peculiarities, but by no means in equal pro-
portions, and there are no fixed rules enabling us to

judge precisely what the effect will be of certain com-
binations, but yet there are certain truths, or rules,

although abounding with exceptions, which careful
observation has detected and recorded. Of these
the first in importance is the influence exercised
by either parent on the offspring. When the influence
of one is greater than the other, the term prepotency
is used to denote the superior influence. And although
this prepotency may belong to either parent, yet in the
majority of instances, so far as external form goes, it

belongs to the male. This is partly owing to the fact

that the vital functions, the internal frame, and the
central and nervous systems, which are unseen, more
frequently follow the female, whilst the more visible

features, such as the external form, the skin, the back,
and hind quarters, the size and general shape, is gene-
rally influenced by the male parent. Sometimes the
very opposite is the case, and then the female is said to

be prepotent. (Illustrations of the truth of the above
remarks were then given by the lecturer, in cases ^\-here

the male animal was superior in size and weight to the
female, in horses and sheep of different breeds, in

cattle, and the Manx cat.) In the human race a tall

family was often the progeny of a tall husband and
short wife. Sometimes the opposite alliance produced
the same result, and sometimes part of the family were
tall and the other part short ; but it is scarcely ever
the case that a mean or average size resulted from the
union of parents of opposite statures. That the consti-

tution, temper, and mental condition more frequently
follows the female parent, is generally acknowledged

;

and it is considered as essential to the production of a
clever family that the mother should be distinguished
by mental gifts. It is well worthy of notice, the asto-

!
to disease is propagated, although such predisposition

may not manifest itself till a good portion of a life-

time is passed away. An hereditary disease or pecu-
liarity appears perhaps at about the age of 50, and not
before, and yet the germ of predisposition inherited

from the parent must have existed all this period.

{The lecturer then proceeded to speak on Reversion, a
term which, he remarked, was given to that well-

known phenomena of certain peculiarities disappearing
in one generation and re-appearing in the next, or

subsequently.) It was this fact that, with animals
when the first cross had proved eminently successful, a
continuation of the cross-bred animals has by means of

reversion caused all sorts of incongmous results to crop
out, so as greatly to disgust the would-be improver.
So strongly his this been felt by many breeders, that

they have condemned crossing altogether except for

purposes of the butcher, or confined to the first cross.

Indeed, at one time this was the leading doctrine of

the most prominent men belonging to our agricultural

societies, who clung with superstitious tenacity to the

doctrine of purity of blood, believing it to be the ark
in which alone true safety was to be found. Time was
when prizes were only given to three breeds of sheep
supposed to be pure.

Cross Breeding.—Now what do we see ? Improved
Hampshire Downs, Shropshires, New Oxfordshires,
and others, all from cross-bred parentage, but non-
recognised as distinct breeds, and all considered worthy
of prizes and of encouragement. These breeds may be
considered as the successful results of crossing, scienti-

fically and practically carried out, and although, no
doubt, contemporaneously with these successful

examples, many others have been made which have
ended in failure, yet we cannot shut our eyes to the
fact that new and distinct breeds have been thus
created, and have been so perfected by rigorous weed-
ing that they require no further crossing, but only
careful selection, and may now justly take rank as

distinct breeds. Although there was no reason to

doubt but that the Southdown is a pure breed, greatly
improved by selection, yet the Leicester breed was
raised by crossing in the first place. It was as essential

to have the best and purest parentage on the one side

as the other. The Hampshire and Wiltshire Downs
originally were large, bony, uncouth sheep, with horns,
which latter were got rid of by means of Sussex rams,
but still remained a very useful though coarse sheep,
till Mr. Humphrey commenced his improvement
some 30 years ago by means of two of Mr. Jonas
Webb's prize Southdown rams, from which were
descended all the rams he afterwards used or let,

although he replenished his flock and maintained his

size by occasional purchases of ewes. This improve-
ment has been carried out with the greatest success by
Mr. James Rawlence and others. The Oxfordshire
breed is the result of the cross of the Cotswold ram
wilh the Hampshire Down ewe. The Shropshire
is indebted to both Southdown and Leicester for the
improved breed of sheep recognised under this name.
Thus, without disparaging the effects of those who
have devoted their attention to the improvement of
pure breeds, some of whom he was glad to see present
this evening, whose exertions were worthy of the
highest praise, yet all must acknowledge the great
success that has attended the establishment of the
breeds he had mentioned. Indeed, he considered that

more skill and more science had been shown by the
breeders of sheep than by the breeders of any other
kind of animals. A certain want had been felt, and
breeders set about to supply the want, whether it was
greater size, earlier maturity, or larger or finer wool ;

and when the want was supplied and the breed estab-
lished, further crossing had, for the most part, been
discontinued. The Royal Agricultural Society, not
leading, but falling in with the improvement, greatly
aided and extended the movement. But whilst this

was the case with sheep, it was far otherwise with
horses. With the exception of cart-horses, the breed
of which had certainly been greatly improved by the
encouragement given by the Royal and other societies,

he considered that other useful breeds would have been
better if these societies had never existed ; but to this

he would refer again before he concluded. Crossing
had been adopted with great success with pigs, for,

although certain distinct breeds had long been known,
such as the Berkshire, Yorkshire, and Sussex, yet it

would be somewhat difficult to give a correct nomen-
clature to all the different breeds. The Royal Society
have long since fallen back on the distinction of " large

and small," " white and black " pigs. It would almost
appear that the rule with regard to pigs must have been
derived from Shakespeare, who in "Macbeth," in the
incantation of the witches, says :

—

" Bubble, bubble, toil and trouble
;

Fire burn and cauldron bubble.
Black spirits and white,
Blue spirits and grey,

Mingle, mingle, mingle.
Ye that mmgle may."

So with pigs it may be said to have been

—

Black pigs and white
Blue pigs and grey,

Mingle, mingle, mingl
Ye that mingle may,

In-and-in Breeding.—In-and-in breeding had been
nifihing manner in which peculiarities and predisposition 1 more successful with horned cattle than with any other

animals, and with the Shorthorns it appeared to have
been followed out without those objectionable results

which were often considered to attend the practice.

These obiections were a disposition to barrenness, and
want of vigour, and the increase of those diseases to

which the parents are most liable. In the human
subject it was considered—and with good reason—that

the alliance of near relations was conducive to scrofula,

insanity, and barrenness. The truth appeared to be
that certain diseases and peculiarities were hereditary

in particular families, which by alliance with relations

became two-fold increased, whilst by alliance with
other families not liable to such diseases there was a fair

chance of the defectsin question being crossed out. With
cattle, and with Shorthorn cattle more particularly, by
employing healthy parents, possessing great excellency

and few if any defects, the benefits of the latter have
been kept up without the evils which have so frequently

followed the practice, and thus we have the celebrated

Duchess and other families handed down in unrivalled

perfection. In no breed of animals have the females

been so highly estimated, which is shown by the

remarkable sums given for the best cows at the leading
sales. One interesting fact is well illustrated in the

breeding of cattle, viz., the power of transmitting the

milking, or female qualities, by means of the male,
which must therefore have possessed the germs of
those qualities belonging to the opposite sex. This
was well shown by the Aldemey bull, which was as

important as the cow in transmitting rich milking
qualities. Mr. Spooner thought, however, it was
rather to be regretted that in giving premiums for

cattle more attention had not been paid to the milking
qualifications, but the purposes of the butcher had
alone been regarded. Thus while some of the old.

milking breeds have almost died out, their places

have been supplied by cross-bred and mongrel animals
to a very large extent, it being considered in many
instances that for dairy purposes pure-bred animals

were not so profitable, more particularly on mode-
rate pastures. With regard to horses, all must agree

that the difficulty of suitably mounting a welter

weight is greater than ever, and it is also an acknow-
ledged fact that it is more difficult than ever to provide

remounts for the cavalry and artillery. Why should

this be the case, when it is well known that a good
animal costs no more to keep or to rear than a bad
one, and that such vast sums have been expended in

breeding from thorough-bred horses? He well remem-
bered the horses that used to be cast and sold out of

the cavalry and artillery some 30 years ago, and how
immeasurably inferior were the cast horses of the

present day. He had occasion to look over a lot of

horses thus cast a very few years since, and there was
not one in twenty but what was faulty in structure, or had
some hereditary defects. Why was this the case, but

because it had become at first the convenience, and
then the custom, to use broken-down race horses alone

for stallions for getting saddle horses, which fashion

the Royal and other Agricultural Societies, instead of

opposing, had done their utmost to encourage. A
certain few had set themselves up as law makers in

this respect, and in total abnegation of the principles

of science and physiology, except such as were derived

from the training stable, and they have ventured to

proclaim certain dogmas which others have been weak
enough to regard like the laws of the Medes and
Persians. These dogmas were that pure blood must
be had on one side, and that side the male, and that

thorough-bred horses alone possessed it. But to this

he replied, ist. That by using thorough-bred horses

for successive years, in the course of ten generations

they would have only about one-thousandth part of the

original breed left, from which they derived their bone
and substance, their constitution and digestive organs.

2d, That the female was as important as the male in

breeding. 3d, That principles that had proved so

successful with sheep and other animals would prove
equally successful with horses. Thus after trying to

get superior horses, in a few generations the animals

became weedy and degenerated, and we were obliged

to begin again, starting, perhaps, from the plough tail.

He had no wish to underrate the good qualities of blood
horses, but freely acknowledged that no other in the

universe possessed so much speed and endurance, or

could make such extraordinary muscular efforts, or

whose nervous and vital systems were more wonderfully

developed, or could better transmit their good qualities;

but at the same time they were bad doers, were narrow
and small in the carcase, and deficient in bone, requir-

ing large quantities of the most nutritious food, and
were, from their thin skin, very susceptible of cold,

and incapable of standing the rough treatment and
rigours of a campaign. The original parents. Barbs
and Arabs, first introduced in the reigns of James and
Charles, were small animals, about 14 hands, and the

size of their descendants has been obtained by high

feeding from their earliest. There is thus a perpetual

tendency to reversion, particularlywhen excessivefeeding

is not adopted.

Conclusion.—He would, therefore, in conclusion,

with a view to remedy these evils, suggest the following

plans : As in consequence of the discouragement

hitherto given by the leading Societies, it would not

pay private individuals or companies to establish any
scheme for the improvement of ordinary saddle horses,

it must be done by the Government, or the aid of the
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State ; and first he recommended the doing away with

Queen's plates, which, however useful in past days for

improving the breed of horses, were no longer of any

utility. The Turf, he thought, could take care of

itself, and the money might be devoted to a national

purpose, viz., the encouragement of the breeding of

cavaliy and other useful horses. Secondly, Govern-

ment stud farms should be established, not so much for

the breeding of weight-carrying hunters and cavalry

horses as for the breeding of horses and mares calculated

lo produce them. Hampton Court might well lead the

way in this respect. It would be far better than

keeping it up to play second fiddle to Mr. Blenkiron.

There might also be half-a-dozen other Government

studs in suitable parts, and the loss on these farms

would be but little, and would soon be repaid by the

better supply and cheaper cost of good, sound, and

valuable horses, many of which would make first-class

hunters, and others valuable horses for cavalry,

artillery, and harness purposes. All faulty animals

sliould of course be weeded out annually. The greater

part of the mares might be sold in foal, and the best of

the young horses as stallions. He verily believed that

if some such plan were adopted, in a few years they

would be able to moiuit tlie cavalry as they ought to

be mounted, and supply the country with valuable

horses for all purposes, and in place of the worthless

weeds that now abounded.

The stud farms in different parts of the country, to

accomplish the ends in view, should be furnished with

at least :—
.

1st. One thoroughbred stallion, the most calculated

to get weight-canning hunters and saddle horses, with

suitable mares.

2d. One seven-eighths-bred stallion ditto.

3d. One or more three-fourths-bred stallion.

4d. One or more half-bred ditto.

i'hese stallions to be available for the neighbouring

farmers as well as for the stud fanii,

5th. Mares, young and fresh, with size, substance,

shape, and action {a few of which can still be obtained),

but without pedigree, for alliance with stallions Nos,
I and 2.

6th. Mares with the above qualities, but possessing

one-fourth blood, that is, descended from a thorough-

bied s're, and fit for alliance with stallions of Classes i,

2, and 3.

7th. Mares with above qualities, and possessing one-
half blood, suited for stallions I, 2, and 3,

Sth. Mares possessing three-fourths and seven-eighths

blood, of proved excellence, and suited for stallions 3
and 4,

Discussion.

Mr. H. FoOKES said as regarded sheep he had more
practice than many present. There were many breeds of
sheep which always did best in certain localities that

suited the particular breed. Mr. Spooner had alluded

more particularly to the Hampshire Down. There was
no breed of sheep that had exhibited more improvement
thnn they had during the last 20 years, especially in the

Salisbury district. The late Mr. Humphreys told him at

the cattle show at Islington some few years since, that all

his best shearlings were descended from one of his ewes.

The late Mr. Roper, of Clenston, bought a ram at Wilton
fair some years ago. Mr. Rawlence, of Bulbridge, and
himself sent ten ewes each to him ; when the produce
were shearlings. Mr. Rawlence exhibited Down ewes at

the Bury St. Edmund's meeting of the Royal, and he
(Mr. Fookes) exhibited shearlings for the cup at Dorchester,
as Southdowns. They both took the prizes, and in each
pen of ewes were descendants from Mr. Roper's sheep.
This proves what may and can be done by judicious
crossing. As regards the Shropshire, every breeder has a
peculiar breed of his own, and if they would only look at

the report of judges at the late Oxford meeting they
would find in the conclusion of their report that they laid

down stringent rules to guide ihe Shropshire breeders as
to wliat a Shropshire sheep ought to be. He had acted
as a judge of Shropshires at the Royal on two occasions.
At the Battersea meeting there was a wonderful show,
and at the present time he believed Lord Chesham's were
as good as any. Every one must be very careful how they
begin crossing ; the first cross invariably did well, but he
should advise all parties to keep the animals that were
most suitable to his farm and his district. He had always
stood by the Southdowns, and tried to keep them as well

as he could, combining size, quality, and plenty of good
wool.

Mr. J. Ford quite agreed in regard to Southdowns
being the purest breed of sheep, but it was impossible to

maintain a pure breed in Dorset without occasionally
going into Sussex, and getting some from there. He had
done so for 30 years. The late Mr. Jonas Webb had, he
beheved, had some of the best Southdowns possible to be
obtained, but he could not get on ^vithout occasionally
obtaining some of the original breed. He (Mr. Ford)
was also a believer in pure breeds of cattle, but as with
sheep so with Herefords or Devons. To keep up the
purity of the breed, and prevent deterioration of stock, it

was necessary to go into North Devon or Herefordshire.
People could not be too careful in crossing, but certainly

great improvement in herds had arisen by judicious cross-

ing. He also quite agreed with Mr. Spooner in his

remarks about the old Hampshire Downs, as being the
most ugly sheep ever bred, but the improved Hampshires
were very different. As regarded the Shropshires he was
of opinion that they were almost .all cross-bred. Mr.
Newman, who had some of tlie best, had a Southdown
ram from Mr. Webb's flock, and he noticed in Lord
Chesham's show of them that there was more of the

Southdown than anything—some of them had very fine

wool, and others had wool as coarse as hair. He (Mr.
Ford) said that a farmer should study to get such animals

as were suitable for his farm, and having procured a good
and suitable breed not to chop and change about too
much.

KELSO.
Farmyard Matmre.—Mr. Usher of Stodrig opened

the evening discussion—the subject being, '* Is it pos-
sible to farm arable land profitably without the appli-

cation of farmyard manure ?" He said he had brought
forward the subject entirely for the sake of getting

information, because on a little farm like his there was
no difftculty in getting over it with farmyard manure.
In making Turnips he always put the whole dung of
the farm over his fallow break, giving it perhaps 12

tons per acre and so having tons of extra manure. All
that he could say on the subject was theoretical, but he
thought that if he was farming without farmyard
manure he would be always inclined to top-dress grass

land with Peruvian guano before sowing Oats, and
after that he would make the Turnips with a consider-

able quantity of extra manure, and eat the Turnips on
the ground with sheep, so as to get a little manure in

that way, and to farm very high in every respect. He
would also use a great deal of oilcake upon grass,

which he did at present ; but he thought that in farming
land without farmyard manure there would be more
need to do that.

Mr. Scott, Spylaw, thought the subject required

very little discussion, because it was already proved,
and must be patent to all of them, that land could be
farmed without farmyard manure, and farmed profitably

and well ; and the improvements that had taken place

on their steep hillsides and high-lying places where
farmyard manure had never yet gone, were ample
proofs of that. Farming, at one time, could not have
been either well or profitably carried on without
farmyard manure ; but since they had got such an
abundant supply of manures and feeding stuffs, he
thought there was not the slightest difficulty.

Mr. RoBERTON, Whitehill, thought that the straw
on a farm would pay nobody better than the farmer
in putting it on his land. He believed there was no
manure better than farmyard manure.

Mr. Burn, Ednam, thought a good deal depended
on the locality. If it was in the neighbourhood of a

town they w^ould be able to sell the straw readily, and
he was of opinion that they could farm land very

profitably in certain localities by selling all their

straw and buying artificial manures. He did not put

the dung over his whole farm, but generally near the

farm steading, so as to save labour. By putting bone
manure on the land, the succeeding crops were equally

as good as with farmyard manure.
Mr. Thomson, Belville, thought that land could be

farmed more profitably without farmyard manure than
with it. If they sowed Turnips with a sufficient

quantity of artificial manure, and raised a good crop,

he had no doubt that they would be paid by sheep-

eating those Turnips, and not only be paid with that,

but that they would have a first-class crop of Wheat,
or other white crop afterwards.

Mr. Howie, Haddon, agreed with the plan of

applying all the farmyard manure near the steading,

and thus saving cartage ; and about the growing of

white crops after Turnips where there had been no
farmyard manure, he thought that if the land was
allowed to lie a year in gi-ass, that it grew these crops

as well afterwards as if faniiyard manure had been
applied.

Mr. Penny, Bartlehill, was of opinion, not that

arable land, for he thought that was too wide, but

Turnip land could not be farmed to advantage without
farmyard manure. It might be done very well on
strong clay land, but they would find that it was a

very great want on light soils.

The Chairman said, that on his farm he had some
very steep land—nearly the steepest, he believed, in

the county of Roxburgh,—and he had cultivated for

above 50 years some 30-acre fields that had never got

a particle of farmyard manure, and the land was in as

good condition as the field which had received dung
every season. He found that 6 cwt. of bones or 4 cwt.

of Peruvian guano were very nearly equal, and that

either of them was as good as from 16 to 20 cart-loads

of farmyard manure. He held, therefore, that it was
quite possible to keep land in a good state of cultiva-

tion without farmyard manure, and to grow as good
crops as with it of Turnips, com, or grass. The great

object was to get good grass, so as to keep a consider-

able number of cattle or sheep upon it, as the drop-

pings kept the land in good heart.

|^0ttWS 0f §0oI\S.
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England. Second Series. Vol. VI., Part 2.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

The Agricultural Gazette was confident and energetic

in its condemnation of the appointment of Mr. Jenkins
to the editorship of the English Agricultural Society's

Journal. If there were any need of professional know-
ledge for such an office the appointment was indefen-

sible ; if the Society itself derived any of its power or

efiiciency from the professional knowledge and position

of its leaders, these were especially necessary in its

oftice-bearers ; in fact, the logic of the case, inevitable

and unquestionable, was dead against the resolution at

which the committee of appointment had arrived.
We are now very glad to confess— *' so much
the worse for the logic !

" The appointment has
been a great success. The Journal is better

edited than it has been since the earlier vol-

umes of it appeared, and we do not hesitate to say
that the 600 pages of the number, whose second part
has just appeared, contain more of the useful, the
interesting, and the new in agriculture than any cor-

responding number of pages we have ever elsewhere
seen. The completeness of the work, as an agricultural

picture of the current year, is also satisfactory. The
reports of the Oxford showyard appeared soon after the
meeting, and are well done—the implements especially

being described in full and satisfactory detail. The va-
rious classes interested in agricultural progress and
success — the various departments of agriciUtural

practice and science—the various pictures of farm
practices afforded by different localities in our own
and other countries, are all represented in this

volume. Mr. Stratton on the farm labourer and Mr.
Bailey Denton on village sanitary economy furnish

admirable essays in which the labourer is concerned^
the prize farm competition at home, Belgian, American,
and Swedish management abroad, furnish matter of
interest to the English farmer—Dr. Voelcker keeps us
up the mark of advancing knowledge along the line

connecting agriculture and chemistry : in particular

there is a good report on the last attempt to extract a
manure from sewage by the so-called ** A. B. C."
plan— the Scilly Islands, Monmouthshire, and Che-
shire, furnish local agricultural pictures—the Veterinary
College report on the health of the live stock of the

farm—Hops, Potatos, Mangel, Wheat, Barley, and
Swedes, are the subjects of special agricultural essays

—

a good deal of special attention is given to the dairy ;—there is, in fact, hardly any one, either in the ordinary
rank and file of the English farmer, or especially inte-

rested in any of the directions in which his business is

developing, but will acknowledge that Mr. Jenkins
has been a most successful caterer.

Of the current part we have hitherto referred in

particular only to the report on the Oxfordshire prize

farms. We shall hereafter give extracts from other of

its contents. Meanwhile we take from a paper by
Professor Wrightson, the following account of experi-

ments in wide drilling and tillage of Wheat, which may
perhaps be turned to account this year :

—

"The usual width of drilling Wheat being about

9 inches, it was resolved— (i) to omit every alternate row,

leaving a space of 18 inches between the rows
; (2) to

omit two drills, and leave two, making a space of 27 inches
between double rows 9 inches apart

; {3) to omit two drills

and leave two, forking the interspaces diu-ing the summer

;

(4) to attempt the cultivation of Carrots or Potatos
between Wlieat rows arranged as just described ; {5) to

try the effect of firmly pressing land with the foot in

winter and spring.
" In carrying out these experiments the Wlieat was in

some cases sown with the drill in the usual manner, and
the surplus rows were obliterated by the hand-hoe soon
after the blades of corn appeared above ground. In

other cases the drill was set so as to deposit the seed at

the required width.
" The objects of these experiments were as follows :

—

To show (i) how far a free admission of air and light

influences the growth of the Wheat plant
; (2) how far

interculture is beneficial or the reverse
; {3) the effect of

thin seeding.

"Similar experiments upon Barley were also undertaken,

with interesting results. The following is a list of the

plots required for carrying out these trials :

—

2 plots in which 2 rows were alternately omitted and
left.

2 ,, in which 2 rows were alternately omitted and
left, the interspaces being forked twice

through the summer.
2 ,, the same as the last, but with Carrots or

Potatos planted in the interspaces.

2 ,, firmly pressed with the foot.

2 ,, untouched for comparison.

" Wide Drilling and Interculture.— 'In wide inter-

vals,' says TuU, 'we can raise a good crop with less

labour, less seed, no dung, no fallow ; but not without a
competent quantity of earth, which is the least expensive
of anything given to corn.' TuU has had a few ardent
followers, among whom the late Mr. Smith, of Lois
Weedon, may be mentioned as a faithful disciple. Some
encouraging results, obtained by Mr. J. A. Clarke from a
field cultivated upon modified Tullian principles, were
published in vol. xxv, of the Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal, and were the immediate cause of a series of
wide-drilled plots upon the College Ex-perimental Farm in

1865. A piece of winter-drilled Wheat was selected, and
alternate rows were cut out with the hoe, leaving the
Wheat rows 18 inches apart. In like manner three rows
were removed and three left, forming triple rows with
40-inch interspaces. Of these plots some were forked,

and others merely hand-hoed. As the experiment was
only commenced on April 18. the result, as might have
been expected, was not favourable to wide intervals. It

was, however, worthy of notice that although half the

Wlieat was removed, the produce from the wide-spaced
plots was, in spite of the unfavourable conditions of the

experiment, equal to 27 bush, per acre, while the ordinary

untouched Wheat yielded 32 bush, per acre.
" These experiments were repeated on a more extended

scale in 1868, a season in which wide drilling and forking

could hardly be thought advantageous. Both Wheat and
Barley were subjected to the trial, care being taken that

the superfluous rows should be removed before they could
interfere with the future prospects of the remaining rows.

Some of the ^\ide-spaced plots were twice forked during
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the summer, \\ bile other

means of the hand-hoe.
following Table :

—

were kept free from weeds by

The results are embodied in the

Experiments.

.AJternate rows obliterated : space:

forked
Alternate rows obliterated ; re

maining rows singled into tuft;

Ordinary Wheat for comparison .

Three rows left and three hoed
out ; spaces forked

Alternate rows obliterated ; spacci

not forked.

.

Alternate rows obliterated ; re-

maining rows ' tufted' as in 2 .

.

Three rows left and three oblite-

rated ; not forked
Iternate rows obliterated ; spaces

not forked
bree rows left and three hoed
out: spaces forked

Ordinary Wheat
Three rows left and three hoed

out : spaces forked
Alternate rows obliterated ; spaces

forked . •

Head
Corn

ler Plot.

40.5

Weight

Bushel.

64-75

64

26.8
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cultivating once over with horses, at a cost of 2s.

per acre, was all that was needed this autumn for

Wheat next year. The Wheat was drilled four days

back.

This gives the particulars of my seed-beds on the

whole of my 166 acres of arable land. Now, I will

compare notes with Mr. Ruck, as I promised in my
last letter t at I would do so, by calling his attention

to the fact that he did not make his seed-beds by steam-

power at the lowest possible cost. Look to his Purton

work done by contract, for Wheat after Wheat, done

not over 5 inches deep. A fair estimate came out at a

cost of 2is. per acre. This land was not clean,

although Mr. Ruck has been a cultivating man by steam-

power for 1 1 years. I credited it with the other farms

with the word "cleanly," for that was the least I could

.say for them. Now I will tell him that it never will

be clean so long as he continues his present practice of

scratching his land over by steam-power, as shown to

me on September 23. Here is his practice :—Two 10-

horse power engines are set to work to pull an 8-foot

cultivator to and fro across the field. All they could

do the first time over was to work it with narrow shares,

and thus groove the land 4 or 5 inches deep, tearing the

little patches of Twitch to bits. The second time over

we put wide shares upon the implement, to chip up
the humps that formed the grooves and thus scattered

the Twitch. The long pieces were seen upon the

surface, while the short bits were buried in the soil,

and thus planted for the next year's crop. Now, com-
pare this with my land worked for the fifth white crop

in succession. The seed-bed worked a foot deep for

next year's crops stands at 6s. 3^. an acre, and the land

is clean after its fourth white-strawed crop in succession.

You see, I win upon the point of cleanliness, for my
land is clean and his is not ; then my depth stands at a

foot, and his at 5 inches, and my cost stands at 6s. 3^/.,

while his stands at a guinea an acre.

The Ampney Farm is not clean. Cleanly is all that

I can say for it ; and as there is no steam cultivation

going on there I shall go on to Caslte Hill for my next

comparison, where I saw two 14-horse power engines

jiulling to and fro a cultivator 12 feet in width the

third time over a Bean stubble, and thus scattering and
burying the Twitch to grow again, as I did at Purton.

Mr. Ruck's cost per acre stood at 2is. Of this sum
I2s. stood for interest, wear and tear, and depreciation,

and when I found that ;{^I400 of tackle was mainly

used upon the Castle Hill Farm, I could not make it

come to a less sum. His depth of working was about

5 inches. Now, as this was a Bean stubble worked
for Wheat, let us compare it with my 53 acres of Bean
stubble worked for Wheat. The cost of seed-bed

stands at 5j. i i i^/. per acre ; depth of work, 5 inches
;

and the land, although worked as by steam-power for

the second time only, is quite as clean as Mr. Ruck's

Bean stubble is. Thus I beas him, for I win with

5j. 114'?'. P^r acre against his 21s. an acre, leaving

depth and cleanliness to stand equal.

Now, let us look to his Wheat and other stubbles,

being prepared for something, I cannot tell you what.

Some 1 50 acres of them had been smashed and crossed

by steam-power to a depth of 5 inches, for cleanliness

they would stand the same as the other farms did. The
cost of this smashing and crossing, according to the

cost of work on the Bean stubble, would stand at

I2s. 8(/. What else they would need to complete the

seed-beds I cannot tell you. Now compare with this

my 39 acres of heavy land W^heat stubble worked for

Beans next year. The depth of work is 10 inches

;

the cost for ridging and subsoiling, completing the

seed-bed at once, is 6s. 3//. per acre, and the land is

clean. Thus I win in depth by 10 inches against 5
in cost by 6s. yf. against 12s. Sd., to start with ; what
else I cannot tell you ; and in cleanliness, for my land

is clean and his is not.

I thank Mr. Ruck for having given me the chance
to see for myself, which has thus enabled me to show
to the public the cost of seed-beds made by the big

costly tackle worked privately and by contract against

little tackle worked privately ; but, in conclusion, I

will bring a bit of contract work with little tackle

against the work done with his big tackle.

On September 20 I lent my engine and cultivator to

Mr. Whiting to work 32 acres for Mr. Lines, of W^ool-
ston(Mr. Whiting, of Castlethorpe, has workedbysteam-
power for 14 years two sets of Smith's tackle, doing
his own work and contract work as well ; his occupa-
tion is nearly 700 acres). The engine and cultivator,

after completing the 32 acres, was brought back on the
24th, therefore I will charge it with five days' work,
according to my own expenses/, then I will allow Is.

per acre for the removal of tackle to and fro, is. per
acre for extra pay and lodging of men ; and I will
give Nfr. Whiting 5^. per acre profit. The cost stands
thus :

—

brought up unbroken to the surface (Mr. Ruck will

never know what cheap farming by steam-power is

until he has learnt how to farm clean). Then this

contract work, with little tackle, wins by lis. 6d. an

against Mr. Ruck's big tackle work done at a cost

Is. per acre, and the land is in a better state for

cleaning ; and it is conclusive that the contract plan is

extravagant plan of applying steam-power to the

cultivation of the soil, and, besides all that, every

man's work needed doing when mine was done.

William Smilh, lVoolslo>:, BlctchUy Station, Bucks.

Willow Hall, Thorney, ne.\r Peterborough.
The farm on which the final trials of the two-furrow

ploughs, at Peterborough, and the annual match with

single furrow implements took place, is remarkable for

the condition in which it is kept. The name of the

farm is Willow Hall, Thomey, and Mr. A. Goodman
has long been known for his enterprise, and the

perfect manner in which he carries out every detail of

the farm. We never saw a farm in better condition.

Such a weed as a Dock, Thistle, or bit of Twitch or

Couch-grass can scarcely be found, and if a patch of

the latter should appear at the end of a course, from

seed having been sown unwittingly, it is forked out

before the plough or cultivator is set to work. By this

plan every stray root or patch is taken bodily out, and

not broken to be spread and transplanted about other

parts of the field. As for Docks, they are easily

exterminated if the requisite cost and trouble of taking

them out be incuned. A Dock is an easily assaulted

enemy to cultivated crops, but Thistles are more diffi-

It. Mr. Goodman, however, has exterminated these

plants, which are such pests in many places, and were

in a case of his own, till his perseverance for

three years mastered them. This was on a new farm

he took some years since. Mr. Goodman's plan is to

spud them as soon as they fairly make their appearance

an inch or two aboveground. We never saw pastures

in better condition than are the Willow Hall grass

fields. In spudding Thistles, it is considered belter in

this part of Lincolnshire not to spud or cut them too

deeply below the surface. If you insert the instrument

as low down as possible, so as to get below the hollow

part of the stem, the sound part heals up at once, and

vigorous lateral shoots are subsequently made by the

pl.ant. By cutting the stem, however, a cup-like

hollow is exposed, and moisture then accumulates and

hangs, to the increased injury of the plant. By doing

this, weak plants are soon killed, and strong ones are

made weaker and weaker till they in time, by the end

of two or three years, succumb to the use of the

pruning-hook or spud.

Another point of Mr. Goodman's farming we must

not omit to mention. About five years ago a set of

Messrs. Fowler and Co. 's traction engines and steam-

ploughing apparatus were bought for Willow Hall.

Mr. Goodman met Mr. John Fowler at a market

dinner, and some conversation took place on the sub-

ject of steam-ploughing, in the course of which Mr.

Fowler made some statements as regards the cost of

the system. To this Mr. Goodman replied that if he

(Mr. Fowler) could prove by figures what he had
urged he would have a set at once. A meeting for

this purpose took place, and the result was, as we have

said, Mr. Goodman had a set. Mr. Goodman has two
farms, amounting to about I ICO acres. To work the

arable land of them there were, five years ago,

18 horses. One of Mr. Fowler's statements was that

these might be reduced to 10 at once. This condition

Mr. Goodman accepted as tenable, and he simul-

taneously sold eight horses and bought a steam plough,

since doing which, 10 horses have done all the draught

work of these two farms. Further than these relations

we cannot go to-day, except it be to say that Mr.

Goodman prefers digging stubbles for fallowing to

either ploughing or cultivating them. North of England
Fanner.

milk is as follows :—Sect. I. "Whoever shall know-
ingly sell, supply, or bring to be manufactured to any

cheese factory in this State, any milk diluted with

water, or in any way adulterated, or milk from which

any cream has been taken, or milk commonly known
as skimmed milk; or whoever shall keep back any

part of the milk known as ' strippings ;
' or whoever

shall knowingly bring or supply milk to any cheese

manufactory that is tainted or partly sour for want of

proper care in keeping pails, strainers, or any vessel in

which said milk is kept, clean and sweet, after being

notified of such taint or carelessness ; or any cheese

manufacturer who shall knowingly use, or direct any of

his employes to use, for his or their individual benefit,

any cream from the milk brought to said cheese manufac-

turer, without the consent of all the owners thereof,

shall, for each and every offence, forfeit and pay a sum
not less than 25 dols., nor more than 100 dols., with

costs of suit, to be sued for in any court of competent

jurisdiction, for the benefit of the person or persons,

firm, association, or corporation, or their assigns, upon
whom such fraud be committed."

Men at l6j. per day for five days
Ditto for lodging at is. per acre,

.

Conveyance of tackle
Profit to contractor

t (^. per day .

.

;£i8 6 3

This work done once over for Mr. Lines was done
deeper and better than Mr. Ruck's was at three times,

and as the land was about the same for cleanHness as

Mr. Ruck's was, it could be made clean at much less

cost than Mr. Ruck's could, as the bits of Twitch are

Miscellaneous.
Artificial Butter.—Apparently astonishing as

the idea is, the manufacture of artificial butter {bmrre

artifich'l) is seriously contemplated in France. A
Parisian contemporary states that M. Meye, of Paris,

has taken out a patent for the manufacture of artificial

butler, which, according to the journal in question, is

to be used as a substitute for that ordinarily exported

to England and Russia. The description of the

process is, that animal fat is subjected to great pressure,

by which the stearine is extracted for making candles,

or bougies ; an oily material being at the same time

obtained, the composition of which is identical with

that of butter. The question then arises, how is the

taste of this "composition" to be rendered similar to

that of butter? M. Meye is quite equal to the occasion

;

he says that he subjects the animal oil to a succession

of scientific processes and manipulations, the nature of

which he explains at great length, and with marvellous

ingenuity. He traces the relations of unsophisticated

grease to sophisticated fat, and crowns the edifice in

rare style, by showing the precise identity of each with

what he calls
'

' butter, " and indulges in the most
sanguine anticipations about the success of his "in-

vention." Food JournaL

Adulteration of Milk in New York.—The
law of the State of New York in regard to adulterating

October 29 : Turnip Falhnos extend over a very

large area of the cultivated land of the kingdom. Over

the whole of Scotland, and a great part of the north of

England, with most of the sister country, for example,

about a fifth part of the arable land is under Turnips.

Such an extent of land shows the importance of the

crop, and all who have any successful experience in its

growth are familiar with the advantage of a thorough

deep tillage at this season, subsoiling when the bottom

is unsound, so as to increase the depth of the staple

when the noxious matter is either neutralised or washed
out by drainage.

Drai7tiitg should commence immediately after har-

vest, and be prosecuted with vigour so long as there is

a wet furrow of land on the farin. It is generally

advisable to do so much yearly, and the break under

fallow or lea is the portion usually set apart for drain-

age, the ploughing after being followed by subsoiling,

which greatly promotes the work of drainage and

aeration.

Top-dressing leas for cropping may be done as lale

as the beginning of November, the ploughing being

deferred until the top-dressing has produced the

desired effect on vegetation and any effete organic

matter on the surface, which is known by the green

sward produced,—in other words, the top-dressing

should be well worked into the roots of the grass with

a chain-harrow ; and as soon as the more soluble and

fertilising portion is washed into the land, and the

grass up, so as to prevent the compost on the surface

falling to the bottom of the furrow when the land is

ploughed, the ploughing may be done. In examples

where the land lies two years in grass—the first year

hay and the second pasture,—some prefer top-dressing

after the hay crop, the compost being applied as soon

as the cattle are housed, or sooner, if the stock can be

removed to other pastures, or soiled indoors. Clay

may also be applied to the hay stubble in frosty wea-

ther ; but of this more afterwards, when the frosty

weather comes ; so may chalk to a different class of

soils, but lime compost may be applied in autumn.

Lea Ploughing for Oats or spring Wheat usually

followed the ploughing of Wheat and Oat stubble

for Turnips, according to the old practice ; but steam

culture is turning topsy-turvy many old tillage rules,

for those who smash only plough their leas with their

teams while they are smashing up their stubbles by

steam, so that where the latter has to be hired the

former may take precedence as to time ; but the more
advanced plan is to do both the smashing and plough-

ing by steam, the advantage on the one being as great

as on the other.

Threshing proceeds the moment cattle are housed

for the winter, a regular supply of straw for provender

and litter being daily required. Straw may be cut into

chaflr and salted in bins, but the more newly-threshed

it is the more valuable for cattle food, for the small

allowance of salt is insufficient to preserve it from

waste, more especially when the straw has suffered

deterioriation either from lodging, bad harvest weather,

or dampness in stacking. Any coarse straw of inferior

quality may be threshed out and stacked for litter.

Highland Sheepiualks present a very different prac-

tice from those of the southern counties of England at

this season. From the more elevated and exposed

districts the flocks are removed to the lowlands ; on

the more sheltered, shepherds have to contend with

the heavy snowfalls which now become common.

Rams are got into condition for being turned to the

ewes about the middle of November. Towards the

close of October sheep-bathing commences. Various

baths are used, as "the turpentine bath," or the more

common one—a decoction of tobacco, to which is added

spirit of tar and soap. To cure scab some add " sul-

phur-vivum," but bad cases of scab require sheep-

ointments, as preparations of carbolic acid and mercury

;

others smear with a compound of tar and butter—

a

gallon of tar poured into from 6 to 8 lb. of melted

butter, being a common salve calculated to smear a

score of blackfaced or Cheviot wethers. Smearing

kills tick and defends the skin from cold and rain, but
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it less or more injures the wool. Old wedders are

sold for fattening in tlie lowlands on Turnips, and

drafl ewes not sold last month are disposed of as early

in this as sales can be effected, and served with Leicester

rams as soon as they arrive at their new quarters.

Milch Cmi'S should now be " taken" with their

winter dietary. In this there are two extreme

exceptions—the one where a regular supply of sewage

grass is yet obtained, and the other the old practice of

not housing before the fires are lighted in November.

It would make a long story to tell how much milch

cows suffer under this latter practice, for the cold

nights skim their milk, consume their butter, and eat

the very flesh off their bones. The counter practice

is to keep up animal heat, by artificially warming and

ventilating the cowhouse, along with a nourishing diet

of steamed food ; milch cows thus housed and fed

yielding as rich milk as in the summer time.

The Dairy now requires artificial heat to keep it

dry, thoroughly ventilated, and at the proper tempe-

rature (60°) ; and if this is done, and the cows properly

attended to as above, a rich supply of butter may be

made for market, good cheese may also be made, but

at more expense for fire.

Swiiit:—Dairy porkers and bacon hogs now thrive

amazingly. Full-grown hogs can be forced forward

very fast on steamed Potatos mashed with barley meal

or Indian Corn meal, seasoned with a handful of acorn

meal, and a little sour wash to swill it down with.

Such food makes first-rate bacon. fK B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ml.xTURE OF MANl'liKs WITH SolL : S. A'. The efficacy

of a manure is E^reatly infiuenced by the mechanical

condition of the land, by the composition of the soil,

and by the mode and time of the application. Guano
is superior when in a finely powdered condition. Super-

phosphate is better when applied to land with a liquid

manure drill. By these means the manure is finely

divided and more uniformly distributed with the soil

than when carelessly applied.

IJarkts.
HOPS.

Borough Market, Oct. 27.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a continued steady

demand for consumption for all descriptions, the present

low rates inducing buyers to operate somewhat more
freely than is usually the case at this period of the season.

The supply of choice samples is exceedingly limited.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Oct. 24.

There was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was sold at an improvement

of ij'. to 2J. per qr. The attendance was fair, and, with

a moderate demand for foreign, a like advance was
obtained. Barley sold at the extreme prices of this day
se'nnight. There was no change in the value of Beans or

Peas. Oats were is. to u. i^d. per qr. dearer. Flour

was in fair demand, at \s. per barrel, and u. to is. per

sack more money.

— — fine selected r

Tala
.do. 49-57 Red

50—60'

— iRed

42—45'Malhng ..

25—33, Maiting..

— — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barlev, grind. & dist ,291 to 37J. . Chev,
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 27—29' Feed
— Irish Potato 26—28, Feed ..,.24—27— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—26 : Feed .... 19—24

Rye ' 32—36 Foreign . . 33—36
Rye-meal, Foreign I

Beans, Mazagan....43J-. to 47^.. -Tick 49—50 Harrow ..— Pigeon .... 5if. to 59^. . .Winds.
|
—

| Longpod.

.

— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian .

Peas, "White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 38—40 Suffolk ..— Maple, 401. to 44,r Grey 36—40 Foreign .

.

Maize
I
— [Foreign ..

Flour, best marks delivered., per sack 39—47 f— 2d ditto ditto 32 —44 Country..
— Foreign per barrel [25—28 Per sack..

Wednesday, Oct. 26.

Trade ruled quiet here to-day, but values were firmly

supported for all kinds of grain. The show of English
Wheat was small, but of foreign large ; the demand was
moderately active, at Monday's advance. Barley met a
steady sale, at firm currencies. Malt was unchanged in

price, but the inquiry was very limited. There was a
good show of Oats, but values were well sustained.

Maize sold on former terms ; and no alteration took place
in the quotations for Beans or Peas. The Flotu: trade was
quiet, at stationary currencies.

Arrivai-s
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A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of K cwt, loi. 6d. ;

14 cwt., 2iy, ; and i cwt., 42J., with full directions for use. For further
particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

H
The Noted French Cold Grafting Wax

(MASTIC LHOMME LEEORT),
For Grafting, Buddinjj, Healing, &c,, may be obtained of

OOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C, Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom ; also through any

London or Provincial Seedsi nd Nun

/^ 1 S H U R S T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1850, against
Red Snider, Mildew, I'hrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces ay a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many

:. W.

Red
Spid.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

MaoTli CANDLE COMPANY
fie°d.

fLi-"-'"".

Battersea. London. S.W.

D OWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravaecs of the Slug, Grub, and Wi-~

* od. packf '- ---'^--— - ^_ f T,
. ,

which can be dressed and fit

Testii
aqua

: Bushels of Seed Wheat
r of an hour

ials from the largest Wheat Growers in the K ngdc
citiuin icbtimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had ot
gents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each pa ket
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds

Caution.—To guard against fraudulent imitation an i con enu n
isapnointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN
»e label.

Agents in ever>' Town throughout England, Scotland, ind I ela I

XTOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description
J- J- fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-
houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King Street, Cheapside, London, E C
Manufactory, 6. Bankside, Southwark, S.E.

Greenhouses.
TT FREEMAN axd SONS, Horticultural
-L-L* Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
'^,\j}lVi rf"V ^^^H^^'r^^: *^"^o^ substantial-made GREEN-HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixmg, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price /w
Vf^K<vl\'l^k^%^^^'- "^ ^^.".^i' '" f"'- H A'LndsoSeCONSERVATORY in stock, 36 feet long 18 feet wide /no
Estimates given for any branch in the above line, in Wood or Iron.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS. &c.. &c.. of
superior quality. 12-inch I ^-inch j.inrhHOT-WATER PI?ES, Kos. 6 and 7-per s d ! •

"

ELUOWs'.'No. ii '.'.
'.'. " each i 'o J

T-PIPES, No. 33 .. lollSYPHONS .. .. . i t A \ i
VALVES ;; "

I 9 3
I
10 .

The above, nclt cash prices, delivered at London, Liverpool^ ErisUil,

GEORGE ROBINSON, ,6, South Wharf, Paddinglon Basin; and
at Dial Iron Works, Stourbn dge.

H. LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each

6 ft. by 4 ft Lights a in. thick, unflaied. . ;£o J
,. „ Primed and Glazed with 10 oz.

Painted four coats, ;

Handles on
Packed and Delivered

, Double Lights, do
GREENHOUSES

only Prepared and Fitted
ed and Gjazed with 16 oz. Sheet .

nd Fi.\ed\vilh In
It

ran
Finsbury Sle;

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA.
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c„

TRUSS'S P.\TENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
ot APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-
ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 25 per cent on cost of

apparatu erected compared with other systems; facility for extent

sions, alterations or removals without injuryto Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up
in a day ; and petfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN 1

The Trade supplied.

COUNTRY.

Price Lists, Plans, attd Estimates forwarded on appllcatioi

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-^

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HLRE.M.-VN AND MORTON,
4, Tichbome Street, Regent's Quadrant, London, W.

I'.NHGUSES,

,, JOHN KulU'Lins, 164,0,-11

Heating by Hot Water.
PUBLIC and PRIV.'^TE

BUILDINGS, MANUFAC-
TORIES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,
heated on the most improved system,

1 with perfect ventilation.

These BOILERS are adapted for
setting in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.
(Successors to John R. Peill),

'.: Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS,

H OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the ivratcrials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, TubulaT- BcUr

CHURCHES,
PUPLIC BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT WATER PIPESati

Elbows, T - 1'

and every other
kept n stock.

V k L GHT and CAST-IRON
MCVL, SADDLE, and
IMPr >VED CONICAL,

1 and e at on^ CAST-IRON TUBULVR UMLERS,
houi \\ ater Ears, Irom 52.S. 6d. each.

d WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
lou I brickwork, from 60J. each.

PorlabU Boiler Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
1 . puRNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE

WORK of ever>' description and siic.

INDI.VRUBEER RINGS for Pipe Joints;
Sockets require no other packing, Elliptic Boiler.

and are perfectly watcr-tignt.
Goods, of the very best mai

facture, delivered at Railway
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Ear^e Iron Wharf, Uppci

et. London. S.E, (Sur

^i \<jCR will be happy to prepare Plans
Ir m instructions sent him or, if preferred, will

d > Ladies or Gentlemen at their residences.

, but -will carry (

sguj
> their designs.

nteed.
T. G. M. solicits Public attention to his PATENTED BOILER,

which is exceedingly powerful and economical in fuel. His Patented
Valve gives complete satisfaction in every case. Many thousands are

at work. Prices on application. A richly Illustrated Catalogue for-

warded post free for 33 postage stamps-

Blonro'B Caunoa Boiler.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
• and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

3 any station in England, for cash with order; or they allow a liberal

Smokeless Stoves.—No Flues.—Portable.
NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for

CONSERVATORIES and all other places, from
izi, (>d. to Six Guineas. PATENT FUEL, i8r. per
2olb. ; in bags and sacks of 30 lb. and 60 lb, at 4s. 6rf. &qj.
AMERICAN CHARCOAL BOX-IRONS, always

^ bright for use, without cleaning. The Iron is a miniature
portable stove. Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price

51. ,6s-, and 7s.

Masticating, Mii
I
and Sausage-Filling Machir

of the best makers,
The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANERS give to

Knives a brilliant polish and keen edge with httle labour,
35. 6a., js. 6d., los. 6d.
PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, with Medical Tcsti-

momals,—Bath and large Cloak, ^i iij. 6d.
SV\(AN NASH, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street ; and JOYCE'S

STOVE DEPOT, 119, Newgate Street.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS. —The best cure is the
PATENT .ALBERT CHIMNEY CAP. Three hundred on

Buckingham Palace ; and hundreds also on the halls and man
the nobility, public buildings, &c. Price, painted wrought-i;
each; galvanised ditto. 30s. each.

JAMES BARTON, Iron Works. 370. Oxford Sirect.W

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.G.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay,
39A. King William Street, London Bridge, London , E. C.

S
Caution to Garaeners.—Wlien you asl£ for

AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that vou get them,

the Corporate Riark, Obtain

Gardeners and others, but are
e of an imitation, of c

le^ and which has

Observe the mark SAVNOR, als<

the cheapest in the market"
\\ orks bheffield Established upwards of 125 years.

_ „__..^_____
PATENT EARTH

TEM.
It Mr. W. Gilbert,
Law/ord Street, Rugby.

" I am perfectly satisfied
with the Closets, and find
what I had imagined would

a great difficulty—the
pply of Dried Earth—10

_ _ no obstacle ; as, by lay-
ing by a few bags of earth

ketful of water), and
had the finest blooms

"W. GILBERT.
"January, 187a"

may be obtained at 29, Bedford

Gottam s Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM AND CO, Iron
Works, 2, Wiiisley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

UNITED

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, £

to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and 11

being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow.sf
Prospectu; "" " '^"'^^ " ""

not fixtures, removable
impede Ventilation or br
necessary.

Drop Cover

no Woodwork or Pani
Hay Rick d^pensed

" " "" " and'Pati
mpervious

_ free ofCOTTAM AND'c6*,^!r_.. , _, _,
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, \V., where the-L exhibited, together with several important Improvement'

'

3 irifectionj

1 Works, 2, Winsley

;cured by Patent.

Koslier's Garden Edging TUes.

«, S.'W. : Kingsland Road' Kingsland.NiE!
s free by posL The Traoe supplied.

PATTERNS arc made in
I Metallic Ware, Tcrra-Cotta. Stone^^a^c, and KdHware, and

of great durability. The plainer sorts are
especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

ut down incur no further labour
do "grown" Edgings, conse*

GAINDENT VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in
Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F.&G. RosHER.Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Elackfriars, S.E.
Queen's Road West, Chel " "' "" '"

Illustrated Price Li

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors^ Balconies, &c, as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls o( Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c

To be obtained of F. & G, Rosmer, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
i4i. per Ton, is. sd. per Bushel; 2S. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf, Quantities
of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grainea Sand 45. per Ton more.
Saniples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.„v

.
-.^*^„ f /„L.„„i—r—^r Ferneries. KENT

F. & G. KOSHER,—Addr<
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Everlastings, Hyacintli Glasses, Sec.

TAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE'S
f) Wholesale LIST (Illustrated) of EVERLASTINGS, DRIED
NATURAL FLOWERS, HYACINTH GLASSES, and GARDEN
REQUISITES is now ready, and will be fonvarded post free on
application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237 and 538, High
, London, W.C.

M
Stoke-upon-Trent,

;

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW AND CO., Eenthall Works, Eroseley.

-PARCHMENT or CLOTH
: Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches
35J.,cash on delivery. Sample Label

t of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in Londoi

LABELS.-
-Tree or Plar

J for 35s.,

by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works,:

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and

Eetai

CHARLES J. BLACKITH ;

rox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
,il of tlie

Cox'
cipal Seedsi

ASHBY, JEFFERY, and LUKE, of Stamford, have
just brought out a new WHEEL HAND RAKE for RAKING

LEAVES ; it is fitted with movable steel teeth placed very close
together, which adapt themselves to the inequalities of the ground,
and gather six or seven times as much as the ordinary' Rake. They
discharge their load by a slight movement of the hand, and can be
easily worked by a woman or a boy. Price £j.

1463

s W • S T I F F A 1

For Samples and Prices apply to
VV AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

PLANT CASE, BULL'S PATENT.-
-L Illustrated and described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, October K,
ytde p.. 1372;. Proceedings at Law will be taken against any one
infringmg this Patent.

Mr. BULL will delegate the Right of Making Patent Cases on pay-

1 Rare Plants, King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.

O X̂FORD PRIZE CHU RN,FIRST
ted for small ^

BRADFORD'S PATENT COUNTER CURRENT. {See Report.)
T>„.^^ ../-•.

.
._ ^ ' as also the facility its construction

affords for perfectly cleansing the

Bradford's Coun
ent Churn doing excellent work
nd the ease with which th<

T,
, „ Notice.HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and

atthe^0^ffieTb^c^3^^rL?A?^.™.TF.-^^^ be give-

Notes on Tra
of Pijeoi

. ___.. ,.. _.._ .„,. „„^^^ ^
Coursing, Yachting, and all Sporting Events, &c., interestinc I

Country Gentlemen. See

THE FIELD, the Country Gentleman's Newspaper,
for OCTOBER sj. Specimen Copy free for Six Stamps

London : 346, Strand, W.C.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST, a Pictorial
Monthly Magazine of Flowers, Fruits, and general Horticulture.

The NOVEMUER NUMBER,
, and general Horticuitu

ready, c

with a fine Coloured Plate—Rosesa
, ,.

The Pillar Rose, by Mr. W. Paul—Veitch's Autumn Cauli-

t produced, clearly <
:tely freed from the butte .. ,^.„„
^hout being^^ouch^d by hand, I the Fi;~"~

CO., 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

EVENING LECTURES.—ROYAL SCHOOL of
MINES. -Professor FRANKLAND, LL D., FRS, willCOMMENCE a COURSE of EIGHT LECTURES on the FIRSTPRINCIPLES of CHEMISTRY, onWEDNESDAY NEXT,

each succeeding8 o'clock,
vening at the sai £ for the whole Coun

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.-
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and m<

durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of M;
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

A
Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

RCHANGEL MATS, under present value
old prices. Samples and prices

, London, E.C.
. Mat and Sack Wareho

E. T. ARCHER'S "FRIG! DOMO."—Patronised
and used for Frogmorc and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

ofprepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where

Three yard;
Four yards wiae

SCRIM CANVAS, Tainch.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54

2S. (>d, per yard.
70 yards long, slid. lo%%d. p. yard.
nd 73 inches wide,6?4<?. and Q%d.

F

per yard.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane=-—
, City, E.C, and of all Nurseri'men.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
d CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

CO.,71, Comhill,

lultural County in England
particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER A

on, EC. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS
Genuine While Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, Sfe.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUEEER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c-

Prices upon application.

AMES PHILLIPS and Ca
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom,
Eacn Box contains lOO feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.
16 oz. to the foot. 21 oz

Fourth quality . . . . 151. orf. tgs. 6rf.

Agrlcultiiral Laud Improvements, Drainage.
TFAKM BUILDINGS, LABOURERS' COTTAGEST&cHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Act of Pariiament in 1843.

Directors.
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere
Tohn C Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.Henry W. Cume, Esq^

| Sir William Tite, MP
T BAILEY DENTON, Principal Engineer.

of anyl^'id are exe'cuted by the Cora-
. -. ---^^ -— --..aid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements
The outlay, with all official

Estate, and paid offby a rent-charge of about 6 pel
at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term
No investigation of title necessary', and no legal' expenses incurred,

rtake the Erection of Cottages fq

F. Barron—Pitcher Plants (w
—Yellow-leaved Bedding Pla;
the Editor-Adiantum decon
—The Garden Mentor, by Mi
Mr. A. F. Br - ' ^
gramma tan
the Rose, by the Ed.

Cordon Fruit
by Mr.

den. by the Ed
Garden Gossip, ^

May be ordered througli

Publishing Office

by I

Early Peas,
Illustration "

'

Novelties,

Mr, E. S. Williams

Flower Shows, by R. D.—

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Hrandr,nV a<: n«,v r^rr,«H ^.,* jn a New Housc erected for the pu:
. ...jval Horticultural ^ - -

"•i^^^heGardens^of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

"Journal of Horticulture" Office,
'I, Fleet Street

:

Alpine Flowers.
Now publishing in Monthly Parts, price 15,,

Part containing Three accurately coloured Plat..,

ALPINE PLANTS
; Figures and Descriptions of the

most striking and beautiful of the Alpine Flowers. Edited bv
David Wooster, Joint Editor of the latest edit^""- "f ^ ' '

Encyclopaedias of Gardening and Plants, &c. Pa
ready, price is. each.

____^__^^^ London : BELL and DALDY.

uper-royal Svo, each

of Loudo!
,nd IL

ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the Secre-
--, Whitehall Place,

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

John Clutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
l-redenck L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry^Farquharj Esq^, 16^ St. James Street, S.W.

" "^ " ' " S.W., and Galloway House,

• iviiiy i-diijuudr, esq., ID, ar. james
Lord Garlies, M.P., 85, Eaton Squai

Third quality ..od. . 6d.

The above prices include the boxes, which are n
HORTICULTURAL GLASS.

Stock sizes, i6-oi. , in 100 feel boxes, boxes included.
These prices only apply to the s

uby g
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,

M CO.,NTON, HOLLINS, and
PATENT TILE WORKS,

STOKE-ON-TRENT.
This is tlie OLD FIRM, and they continue to Manufacture every

class of ORNAMENTAL and PLAIN TILES by the most improved
processes, aftei

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

dG700 A YEAR SAVED
nv

ORMSON'S
P.VTKNT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS
AND

HOT WATER APPARATUS,

EOYAL GARDENS,
KEW.

Sec Official Report in Gardener^ Chronicle for

July 2, 1870.

Tile Flower Bo:

AH kinds of Wire Work
made to order.

Works, 2A, Porto-

REENS' PATENT SILENS MESSORS.
or NdlsF.I.KSS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

I o| l.llCTING MACHINES for 1870.

I" LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant
hen the cutters become blunt by r

jrscd again and again, bringir„
against the bottom blade, which operatio

:pcrienced person, owing to the peculiar adapts-

ORMSON'S PATENT CONVOLUTED
BOILER.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy vastly superior.

Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.

Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and breakdowns.
Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also,
'*
Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, HoRxrcuLTURAL Builder TO Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER lo the COMMISSIONERS of HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and lo the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, SAV.

Boilers, Galvanised Wii

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC BAM
This useful 6tlf i tin, \]_] ii Uu win h « il il ij md ni„ht without m iing -ittention will raise water

to any height or tlistancc, without cost for labour or moti\e power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barreb for Horse or
Sleam Power.

No. 4617. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARRCW for Watering
Cirdcns, &c.

No. 49^. GALVANIZED SWING W.'^TER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54,;. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.\ible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPAR.'iTUS. BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any-part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Communicalions should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements aiid Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WelllnKIc

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London,
[llCHARDS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covcnt Garden, io the said County.—Saturday, October 29, 1870.
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BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM. CUT FLOWER
and FRUIT SHOW.-The SEVENTH GRAND SHOW will

be held at the Rifle Drill Hall, Queen's Road, on THURSDAY,
November 10. Schedules, &c., may be had on application to

G. WEBLEY, 1 „ o
F. G. HARRIS,! "°"- *^^'-

Adir Friday till 6 P u., t$. ; after 6
34, New Road, Woolwich, S.E,

the Town Hall,

r.™., U.I Friday, W-
F. T. DAVIS, Hon. Sec.

THE STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY will hold iti TWENTY'-FOURTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION in the Assembly Rooms, Defoe Road. Church Street,
Stoke Ncwington, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November
15 and 16. Admission, 5rst day, is. ; second day, 6d.

t Downs Perk Road, ShacklewctI, E.
W. T. HOWE, Hon. Sec

CliryBantliemuins. _ __ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform his Friends and
the Public generally that his GREAT COLLECTION of

SPECIMEN and other CHRYSANTHEMUMS are NOW in
FLOWER, and may be seen every day, Sundays excepted.

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

THE GENUS HYDRANGEA.—The leading varieties
mentioned at p. 1373 of the Gardtnin' Ckroniclt, Oct. 15, and

especially large quantities of the extra fine HYDRANGEA OTAKSA.
SeeFLORE,xvii..p.i5(indoubleplate), and CATALOGUE, No. 13611.

LOUIS VAhl HOUTTE. Royal Nursery, Ghent. Belgium.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLOR A.—
Strong, 3/. per dozen ; aof. per 100.

CZAR VIOLETS.—Strong, 35 per do.en : aoi. per loa
WINDEBANK AND KINUSBUrV, Beyois Mourn Nurs«y,

Southampton.

ACORNS.—For SALE, the trae SCARLET OAK
(gUERCUS COCCINEA) SEED, in mo.t iplendid condition

this year. Apply to
Mr. HASTIER, 6, Water Street, Blackfriari, London, S.E.

__ To the Trade.T ARCH, fine. 9 to 18 inches, lu. per 1000 ; SCOTCH
-Li FIR, I to J feet, 12!. per 1000; QUICKS, bushy, I to 3 feet,
121. per 1000.

W. JACKSON, Blakcdown NurselT, Kidderminster.

w Seedlings.
ITTY AND SON have to offer fine :-yr. Seedling
MOUNTAIN ASH, at 3<. 6d. per 1000; i-yr. BERBERIS

per 1000.

Nurseries, Cottingh:

DAR\VINII.al6«.
r Hull.

PLANTING SEASON.—The PRICED " LIST^of
Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, and EVF.R.

CREENaiid FLOWERING SHRUBS, is now ready, iind 10 bo had

I'li.LIAM URQUHART and SONS, Dundee.
» applic

iustpubhshed an English Edition of his CATALOGUE, which may
be obtained nost free on application to bis Acents Mc«arB K
SILBEKRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lan.. Creat Tow.r Stretii E.C.

c
strawberries.

HARLES TURNER can siill supply strong Plants
from the ground, and in small pots, to insure a crop of fruit next

STRAWBERRY PLANTS for SALE.—Good Plants,
ready for Forcing, in 33 and 48 pots ; about 100a The sorts are,

Keen's Seedling and Charles Napier. i5<. per 100.

G. SIBLEY, Colney House, St. Alban's, Herts.

Tbornless Gooseberry.
OUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to direct attention to

i this new ion, of which he has a fe» for sale, at ». t>d. each.
Royal Nurseiy, Ghent, Belgium.

F',
WHITE DUTCli do., and CHAMPAGNE,

' ""h'eNRY may, The Hope N Bcdale, Yorkshir

VI N E S.—All the best sorts, both Fruiting and
Succession, in hue condition.

M. ROCHFORD, Market Gardener, I'.ige Green, Tottenham, N.

B
vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application,

cloriaand Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, P4^

V INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
Descriptive CATALOGUES po5t free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vi ncyard. Garaton. Liverpool.

Vines, Vines.

T THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all

• the leading varieties of well-f;rywn \'INES, from eyes, grown
and ripened without fire-heat.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots,
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, and Figs.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wor
"I HOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,

id other Roses to select froir., all strong and healthy, in

Priced LIST on application to
rseryman and Seea Merchant, Worcester.

c
Pots. Descriptife Pri
RICHARD SMITH, Nur<

PAUL AND SON'S ROSE CATALOGUE for 1870-i
contains Notes on New Roses of 1870, and re-written descriptiot

of the novelties of previous year. AH Amateurs should apply I

The Old Nun —, Cheshunt, N.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive and Priced
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready.

It also contains full LISTS of FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
CONIFERS, &c., and may be had post free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

ithe
leading kinds. Special offers to the Trade. CATALOGUES .

J. C- PADMAN, Nurseryman, Iloston Spa, Yor

E.
Francis a Co.'b Catalogue of Roses.
FRANCIS AND CO.S New Edition of the

3ve is published, and will be sent gratis on application,
k, both of STANDARDS and DWARFS, is very superior.

The Nurseries, Hertford, Herts.

HALF SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED ROSES,
established in 6-inch pots, for forcing, exhibition, or greenhouse

culture. Extra fine plants, 241. to 301. per dozen, in large quantities.
WM. WOOD A»D SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near

Uckheld, Sussex.

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES. ^3 10s. per 100 ; Dwarf,

Manetti, £a per loo.

STRAWBERRIES, 60 best sorts, true to namo. Strong plai

tor, per
^j^,,,^;,,^^ Blakedown Nursery, Kidderminster.

Tbe CliristmaB Rose.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE has received his Annual

Importation from the far east of Europe: price aoi. per 100.

HELLEBORUS A. B. SIIATICUS ALBUS, H. KAMSCHAT-

VAN HOUTTES CATALOGUE.—Nos. 132
134 K., 135 L , 136 M., are to be had in London of Messrs. R

SILBERRAD AND SON. 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, E.C.

If VERGREEN OAKS.-A large quantity of Hn
^ transplanted Eveixrecn Oaks, from z to 2ji feet, for SALE, oic

healthy slufT, well rooted, and will move well.
Apply to the GARDENER. Surrender!, FlacHey, Kent.

ALDER, Th6rNS, PRIVET, and BEECH. We have s

stock of the above. Gentlemen requiring will be liberally treated.
JOSEPH TREMBLE AND SONS. Penrith.

Botanic Gardens.
ANY CURATOR wishing to EXCHANGE HIMA-

LAYAN, or other foreign species of RHODODENDRON,
should apply to

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nurser)', Ghent. Belgium.

E NGLISH PINES, of good size, WANTED to
BUY. at present price.

GEORGE BUTT, Fru iterer, 3, Newland Pl ace, Kensington, W.

Ivies Wanted.
WANTED, 1000 WELSH IVIES, for Verges.

Send sample and state lowest price for cash to
E. WHITE, Nurseryman, Bournemouth, Hants.

Extra Large Limes.
WANTED, extra large LIMES, suitable for forming

an Avenue: red twigged preferred. State quantity, aire.

JAMES VEITCH , ; Nurseri'.'Chelsea, S.W.

W^
HOLLIES, about 5 feet high, good stuff, and warranted t

•11. Statfl sije and orica per dozen or 100 to

J. HOUSE, Eastgata Narsary, Petarbarough.

Hyadnths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of bein^

above the average quality, for which they have been noted foe many
CATALOGUES post free.

Highgale Nurseries, London, N.

w
SUTTONS' GUINEA COLLECTION of FLOWER
_ ROOTS, for Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, forwarded carriage

free by rail. In ordering, please say whether for indoors or outdoors.
SUTTON AND SONS, Importers, Reading, Berks. '

The Successful Cultivation of Hyacinths.—See
BUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870,

which may be had gratis and post free on application.
SUTTON AND SONS. Reading, Berks.

Suttons' Fresh Imported Flower Roots, Carriage Free.
SUTTONS' AUTUMN C.VrALOGUE for 1870

is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Importers. Reading, Berks.

W Show Pinks.
OOD AND INGRAM beg to offer SHOW PINKS,

e varieties, named, extra fine plants. Ooe pair ol
kage included

Carnations, Flcotees, and Finks.
BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth, near
Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named
varieties. Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now re.idy.

c
Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.

HARLES TURNER can supply, from his extensive
trong plants of all the classes of the above.

CATALOGUES

(

JOHN J. HASLAM, Son-in-law of the late JoHK
f) Holland, offers stronc well-rooted CARNATIONS and

Uradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.

JOHN FR.^SER, of the Lea Bridge RoadNurseries, E.,
bees to announce that he can now offer unusually fine healthy

Plants of TREE CARNATIONS, and many varieties of Winter-
flowering HEATHS, in large quantities. It may be remarked that
Heaths arc well adapted for the decoration of the dinner-table.

CALCEOLARLAS, Herbaceous, of very choice strain;
nice healthy plants, pricked over out of pans, free by post,

35 for 45,, 50 for 7». 6if., loo for 141. Trade price on application per

H. ) R STIRZAKER,

Pelareoniuma for the Million.

JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

prices :— 100 plants, distinct sorts, for 505. ; ^o plants fur 301. ; or

35 plants, distinct sorts, for xa., hamper and package included.
Crown Nursery, Reading. ______^

A COLLECTION of ORCHIDS to be SOLD, very
cheap, all different. A List of Names and pi ice can be had

ipplic

R. tJREEN. Bedford Co , Covent Garden Market, W.C.

RHODODENDRONS, fine hardy hybrids. 3 to 5 buds,
It. 6d. each ; do.

, 5 to 15 buds, 45. each ; do., 3 feet across, plenty

of buds, 8j. each. These can be furnished in a doicn fine varieties.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nursery. Ghent, HclKJum

New Rhododendron, the Crown Prince.

JOHN WATERER and SONS have great pleasure
in introducing this really magnificent variety. Incoluurit is a

Tcry clear bright rose, having an immense yellowblotch, of great sub-

c
To the Trade.

ARTER'S LIST of FLORAL and VEGETABLE
NOVELTIES for 1871 is now ready, and may be had on

BEALE, a37 and 338, High

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 338. High Holborn, London.

rpO BE SOLD, cheap, ALBERT RHUBARD,
X I and 2-yr. planted. For price per 100 or rooo. apply to

HENRY PAGE, Gardener, VValham Green. Fulham, S.W.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at 51. per 1000; also Drumhcaii

or Cattle Cabbage Plants at 3*. 6J, per 1000, can now be supplied by
W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford.

/CUCUMBER and STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
V J Wholesale and Retail, of all the leadinc kinds.

G. WALKLING, Nurseryman, llifh Road, and College Parle,

Lewisham, S.K,

D ICKSONS' IMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—New Spawn, of finest (juality, now ready. CIRCULAR, with

SONS, " Newton " Nurseries. Chester.JAMES DICK.SON .

MYATTS DWARF-TOP PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
and other SEED POTATOS. Prices on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

To the Trade.
SEED POTATOS. ~GRYFFE CASTLE and

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, fine (true) sample, about 8 torn of

each to offer, price £k per ton.

W. JACKSJiN, Blakedown Nurser)', Kidderminster.

ABparagus Plants.—To the Trade.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, hold
a .plendid stock of i, 2, and 3.yr. old IMants. Lowest price on

''''f'A'MEs'cARTKR, DUNNKTT, AND BEALE, 337 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.
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British and American Orders.

OUIS VAN HOUTTE, having made advantageous
J arrangements ^^lIh the \'arious Steamboat Companies f..r the

nsmission of goods, matted b.T,kft^ or llamptrs of :iii ordinary

Glasgow and Leith, for ic

Special Rate i

I package weighing

• JiLllasi, lA-rk, Dublin,

• 251b.
. 30 lb.

. 50 lb.

Matted Baskets, each .. .... ••,••, 5 P
It must be distinctly understood that the above rates do not mclude

the cost of the materials used in packing; these are, however, m all

c^ses, charged as low as possible. ^ , . - ^- »t.

From the above named towns to the final destinations the re-

cxpedition is made by special agents, at the cheapest rate and by the

It \v.is iormerly customary' to charge the uniform rate of 5s. per

packaLie to London; this method proved naturally unsatisfactory, as

small packages were thereby overcharged.

The advantage of the present system for the Buyer will readily be

nerceivcd For example, a party orderine 50 Hyacmlhs, weighing
r___i lu """i-e these Bulbs, free in London^ for25.6d.;

•arly 10 lb can now receive these Bulbs, free in London^ for 25. 6d.

;

J> Hyacinths, weighing 20 lb., for 35. ; 200 Hyacinths, weighing 40 lb.,

. for 4J., and so on. Another exampfe :-A basket containing 50 Camel-

Has, with buds, or the same number of Indian Azaleas, of the usual

size, will be delivered free in London, or any of the first four ports

enumerated above, for <s.

U. S. A. Payments on LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S account maybe
made to Messrs, AUSTIN, BALDWIN AND CO., 72, Broadway, New
York, to whom, also, all Orders from unknown parties or from those

with whom L, V. H. has had no previous transactions, must be sent.

Royal Nur5er>-. Ghent. Belgium—October -°-~

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.

PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

MigTionette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

cjdour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white—it cannot fail to be

frown in preference to the other variety ; the spikes are large and

cautifully shaped, and one I'ot of it will perfume a whole House.

There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the

Public as something very superior, when they arc no better than

existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is agreat acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-

of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the pri:

r, for which it obtained the highest honoui

irded,viz. :—

pal sho- sthis
uld be

Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

e ko'j al Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

4, 1870- -, .

e Grand International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi-

class Certificate, JuneThe Brighton Horticultural Show,

Seedsman to Her Majesty,
at Hassocks' Gale Nurser;
following Agents ;

—

ut in October, at 2s. 6d. per packet, and
etail of F. PARSONS, Nurseryman and
27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and
:s, Keymer, Hurstpierpoint ; and of the

ENGLAND.
. Hugh Low & Co., Upper Claptori, E.

Hurst & Sons, Leadenall Street, London.
Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
Thomas Davies & Co., Liverpool.

A, Henderson & Son, London.
Sutton & Son, Reading,
lames Veitch& Son, Kii
j>. Nairn & Sons, Newca _j.._.

Hooper & Co.. Covent Garden, London.
Butler, McCuiloch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
G. Gibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London.
W. Cutbush & Son, Highgale Nurseries, Londoi '

,^-u— c. c-__ ^-''lam Nu
ing, Loi
., Budge Row, Londo

rRadclyffe &"Co,, 129, High Holborn, London, W.C.
risiier, Holmes & Cq^ Handsworth "' '" ''-.«;.

u

Woodroffe & Son, The Westbour
ndon, W.
, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Road, London, W.

. Sheffield.

)rge Tredgctt, Cambridge.

», Timothy Brigden, South-Eastcm Railway Station,

„ W. Paul, London.
„ E- Holmes. Whittington Nurser>', near Lichfield.

,, W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea.

„ E, Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.

^ B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway, London.
„ E. Cooling, Derby.

„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.
SCOTLAND,

Messrs. Smith & Simons, Howard Street, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.
,, P. Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.
,, Stuart Si. Mein. Kelso.

,, W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

,, J. & R. Thyne, 60, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.
IRELAND.

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin.
BELGIUM.

Mons. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent.
PRUSSIA.

Messrs. Platz & Son, Erfurt.
Ferdinand Juhlke's Successors, Erfurt.

. Ernst Benarj-, Erfurt.

AMERICA,
ssrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons, New York.

MYOSOT IS DISSITIFLORA.

B. S. Williams
Has much pleasure in offering good Seedling Plants, in quantity, of the above superb New Spring Bedder.

It blossoms three weeks earlier than M. sylvatica, far more profusely, of a bright azure-blue colour, and is

quite as hardy.

Extracts from Gardener^ Chronicle.

"For beauty M. dissitiflora carries all before it, captive at its sweet will, and reigns supreme without a rival

over all the Forget -me-Nots." " For earliness, compactness, and general effect, it is far in advance of M. sylvatica,

and the individual blooms are nearly twice as large. We say, emphatically, that no arrangement of Spring

Decorative Gardening can be complete that excludes Myosotis dissitiflora."

Price—per dozen, 6s.
;

per 100, 40s.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

AZALEA INDICA.

Louis Van Houtte
?EGS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES, HIS OWN SEEDLINGS:—

r..icii,

..6.. &i., 1

.. 6s. M., ;

(a. 6d., iss., :

MDME. AIME VAN LANGENHOVE .. ..61.M., i

ALEX. HARDY 6j. &f., 12!., :

ALEX. VAN LANGENHOVE .. 6s. M., 12s., !

CAMILLE VAN LANGENHOVE 6s. 6i., 12s., :

ALEXANDRE DUMAS
HIl'POLYTE VAN DE WOESTYVE
JULES VAN LANGENHOVE

493. MDME. GUSTAVE GUILMOT 6s. 6i.,

487. „ IRIS LE FEBVRE 6s. 6^.,

484. MDLLE. JULIE VAN LANGENHOVE .. 65. 6<i., 12s.,

513. „ LEONIE VAN HOUTTE .. .. 6s, 6rf., 121.,

498. „ MARIE LE FEBVRE 6s. 6.f., 12s.,

4S6. „ MARIE VAN HOUTTE .. .. 6s. 6i., 12s.,

494. MARECHAL MAC MAHON .. .. 6s. 61/., I2S.,

1^ The Plaiils are beautiful, and fit for Exhibition.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to offer also, by the dozen, first-rate, large plants, AZ.\LEA INDICA, in the way
of Bernhard Andreas, Duke of Nassau, Hcrmine, magnificens, punctulata, Roi Lf^opold, Souvenir du Prince

Albert, a plant of each amongst the dozen, plants a foot across, full of buds, for 42J. per dozen.

QUITE NEW HARDY JAPAN AZALEAS.
The three next Numbers (in one) of Vol. XIX. of the FLORE

DES SERRES will contain these extraordinary fine kinds, bearing 40 first,

flowers as large as large Rhododendron flowers, and as hardy as Oaks. ,c

Very strong plants, each bush full of flower-buds, 8s.

;

s varieties, strong,

AZALEAS.
ite Hardy.)
.ith buds.

iixed> s for 80s.

The three first Numbersof Vol. XIX. of the FLORE DES SERRES
will be ready in beginning of n nth.

VAN HOUTTE'S FLORE-PLElVo, do. do. each, 3!. yi.

small, do. „ is. 8

BOUQUET DE FLORE, small, do. „ is. 3

HABBY BHODODENBBONS.
,PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN ( Flore," X., p. 241), fine plants, for early forcing, furnished with from 3 to s

flower-buds, each zi,, per dozen 2oj. ; 8 to 15 flower-buds, each 4^., per dozen 40J. ; 18 to 25 flower-buds,

each %s., per dozen Boi.

NEIGE ET CERISE ("Flore," XIII., p. 185), fine plants for slowly forcing, with from 8 to 25 flower-buds, each 8f.,

per dozen 8ar.

PRINCESS of WALES ("Flore," XVIII., p. 55), very hardy, fine plants, 8 to 15 flower-buds, 12.1.

ROYAL NURSERIES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

EASTES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA

Messrs. Jas. S. Eastes & Co.
TAKE LEAVE TO ANNOUNCE

THAT THEY ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER THE ABOVE IMPORTANT PEA TO THE PUBLIC.

The "KENTISH INVICTA PEA" was raised by a well-knovra Kentish raiser of new Peas, in the year 1867, and passed into Messrs. EASTES' hands in the

spring of 1868 ; and knowing the importance of thoroughly testing the properties of anew Pea before submitting it to the pubhe, they have carefully grown it each year in their

trial grounds, and have also had it tested in the trial giounds of some of the leading Seed Merchants, and tbf? result in every instance has been the same, proving the

" KENTISH INVICT.A " to be the quickest and earliest Blue Pea ever introduced.

EASTES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA is a round BUue Pea, about " two feet " in height, with straight, handsome, well filled pods; is earlier than the best stocks of

Daniel O'Rourke, and Dicksons' First and Best, whilst the fbct of its being a "Blue " Pea proclaims it to be infinitely superior in flavour to any White Pea in cultivation.

AbHFORD, KENT.—Oct. 29, 1870.
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Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Shrubs.

PETER LAWbON and SON have to intimate that

CATALOG LIES for the present season may be had upon
opphcat^on^^

of Seedling and Transplanted LARCHES, SCOTS
FIRS, and other FOREST TREES is both unusually extensive and
superior in quality. Wlien personal inspect!

SEEDLING FOREST TREES, CONIFERS,
FRUIT TRF.E STOCKS. TREE SEEDS, &c.—The Admi-

nistration of the Pomological Institute, Ringelheim, Hanover,
Germany, bee to inform the Trade generally, that they have just

published their CATALOGUE of the above (all at greatly reduced
prices), and that it maybe had post free on appli~'-- '~ •'-- -

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Har
Street, E.C.

Special Offer to the Trade.
LAURU.STINUS, fine bushy plants, well set with

flower-buds, in 2 sizes, 3 feet and 3 feet, 201. per roo.

TREE BOX, very tine bushy stufT, 2 to 3 feet, some variegated,

The above will remove with splendid root, and can be put either on
Midland or Great Western Rail.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMROSES, t3S. 6d. per 100.

TRITOMA UV.ARIA, best variety, fine strong plants. 55?. per too.

JOHN MORSE, Nurseryman, Dursley, tjloucestershire.

The Belgian and Other First-rate Fruit Trees.
LOUIS V,\N IIOUTTE begs to announce that the

Hnclish issue nf his CATALOGUE, No 136 M,, has been sent to
his Customers Ihis Catalogue also contains the CONIFERS, the
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, ROSES of all kinds,
and GESNERIACEOUS PLANTS, to be had at a very cheap
rate, in dry roots, sent prepaid by post in small tin boxes. The
unforeseen unexpected Novelties therein adverti.sed are of such an
important value that they will in all manners attract the attention of
those prudent enough to prepare in the autumn, so as to have an
enjoyable view of this novel tribe of plants, (lowering from March until

Royal Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.— October 29.

Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.
" ISERV, MADESFIELn, Nb.AR UcKFlELD, SUSSE.t.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees :—

ROBINIA PSEUD.ACACIA, 6and8fcet.
ASH, WEEPING, extra line, 7 to o feet stems.
CATALPA SYRING.«FOLIA, 8 10 10 feet.

AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6feet.
ELMS, extra tine, consisting of American, English, Cornish, and

other varieties. 6 to 8 feel, 8 to 10 feet, and 10 to 12 feet.
LABURNUMS, 6 to 8 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, Common and Scarlet, extra line plants, J to
8 feet, 8 to 10 feet, 10 to 12 feet, very fine specimens.

AMERICAN WEEPING WILLOWS, 7 to 8 feet.

CATALOGUES gratis on application.

PLANTING SEASON, 1870.
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Anthony Waterer
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS THE NOTICE OF INTENDING PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND LIST OF PLANTS.

The articles referred to have all been recently transplanted, have had ample space, and are in every particular

certain to give the highest satisfaction ; the Knap Hill Nursery is more than 200 acres in extent, and contains at the

present moment the most extensive and important stock of HARDY EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS
CONIFERS, and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, FLOWERING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c.. in

Great Britain. The Nursery is readily reached by Train from Waterloo to Woking. " Through Trucks " can be

sent without the expense of package to any Railway Station in the Kingdom ; and when quantities of two tons and

upwards are sent in a truck, a considerable reduction will be made in the cost of the plants, and a special rate quoted

for the carriage.

AMERICAN PLANTS. —The Annual Exhibition of Rhododendrons, in the large Tent in the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, is supplied by ANTHONY WATERER.

AZALEAS.—Selections of the very finest hardy kinds, nice blooming
plants, will be supplied at 301. per doz., or £10 p. loa

,, Good named kinds. £$ to /? los. per 100.

„ Common mixed colours, £2 loj, per 100.

„ Van Houttei fl.-pleno, strong bushy flowering plants, ij^ to sfcet,
42f. to 120s. per dozen and upwards. This is one of the most
beautiful of the Double Azaleas,

Large AZALEAS, of the finest varieties, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, and 8 feet high,
covered with flower-buds, and objects of wonderful beauty when in
flower. Hundreds of splendid specimens.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.—Good plants, 18s. to 301. per doi,
RHODODENDRONS.—We invite the special attention of^Rhodo-

dendron buyers to this part of our stock. We have miles ol borders
in which the plants vary from 2 to 8 feet hish. Every plant a speci-
men, and comprising all sorts excepting the common Ponticum.

Named RHODODENDRONS.—Low bushy sturdy plants, and con-
ting of the best hardy kinds, ^^S to £'5 pcr lOO- A sample of

Ibcs sppii^
the largest

nptic
adequate idea of these pi;. . _ __

example photographed, which is given in our Catalogue
Sublishcd.
ODENDRON PONTICUM, for Cover, Z;? 10s. tOjC'Spe

- ' ' • ,50s. to

plai

lining a great variety of colour.—Nice bushy

Rhododendrons from layers, and we now have a siock'of i

100,000 plants of named varieties, which wc believe are quite
unequalled, being without exception the best plants we have ever
seen. We supply them, all layers, at from 505. to 200*. per 100. A
sample, the only guide, will be sent on application.

HARDY HEATHS,-The most distinct and beautiful winter and
spring varieties, by name, including Menziesias, every plant a
specimen ; 6s. per dozen, 40s. per too.

„ The free growing varieties of VULGARIS, &c., 301. per 100,
£10 per 1000.

„ MEDITEKRANEA ALBA and RUBRA,—Two very desirable
spring blooming kinds, and having the scent of new-mown hay,A per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, from 50^. to loor. per 100.

„ Nice blooming plants, £s to £topCT too.

„ Larger, 301. to 60s. per dozen and upwards.
,, MYKTIKOLIA, 421. to 601. per dozen.

All other American Plants are grown to a large extent.
HOLLlES,-Thc stock of HoUies at this Nurser? is of the most

lany

August, il

1MUN GGREEN HOLLIES.—Stout,

We have a number of very large Green Hollies, 12 and 15 feet high.

perry's weeping holly STANDARDS—a large number."""' "OLDEN " "" " '

llMON 1

„ tificent pi;

VARlfGATED HOLLIES of the best kinds, and the following
varieties of GREEN HOLLIES— Hodgins, Scottica, launfolia,
myrtifolia, angustifolia, yellow berried. Purchasers may select
from a stock of more than 20,000 handsomely grown Pyramidal
plants, 3, 4, s, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

YEWS, ENGLISH.—We fiavc many thousands, well furnished and
finely rooted plants, 3, 4, 5, and b feet high, and larger sizes from
8 to 14 feet. 'I'hese are invaluable as blinds.

IRISH YEWS, ofall sizes, up to 10 feet.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these by
hundreds, "^ ". . ., . . - .

. .

We bcliev

BOX, GREEN. \ Handsome Pyramidal plants, 5, 6, 7, and
„ VARIEGATED, ja feet high. An enormous quantity of well-
grown bushy plants, 3, 4, 5, an(| 6 feet high.

AUCUBA JAPONICA.—Thousands of sturdy bushy plants, a, 3, and
4 feet high.

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, 3.4, and 5 feet high, as bushes and Pyra-

"' standards, in tubs.

being handsomely

lids, all removed s

The following CONIFERS may be relied
grown and finely rooted :

—

ABIES ALBERTUS. 5 to 6 feet, 42s. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet, 605.
These are beautiful plants, transplanted 1870.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 4 to 6 feet, 51. to 7s. 6d. each; 7 to 8 feet,
los. 6d. and upwards.

PINUS CEMBRA, splendid trees. 7, 8, and 10 feet high.
PINUS PINSAPO, ztosM feet. 305. 10421. per dozen : 3^^ to 4 feet,

7s. 6d, to los. 6d. each ; larger, 5 to 6 feet, 211. each and upwards.
PINUS NOBILIS, ij^foot, very stout. iSs. per dozen, £$ per 100;

2 to 3 feet, 601. per dozen ; 4, 5, 6. 7, to 10 feet, splendid specimens,
from lot. bd. to 435. each and upwards.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, very handsome plants, from seed.
2 feet high and wide, 425. per dozen ; 2}$ to 3 feet, 5s. to 7*. 6d.
each ; larger specimens, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 feet.

PICEA MAGNIFICA or NOBILIS ROBUSTA, hundreds of plants,
all from seed, 3, 4, and 5 feet high, loj. 6d. each and upwards.

PICEA LASIOCARFA, 3 feet, handsome plants, 15^. each, £661.
per dozen; 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, 2if. each and upwards;
and all have been transplanted within 12 months.

CEDRUS DEODARA, a to 3 feet, 3or, per dozen
; 5 to 7 feet, 6oj. to

to 841. per dozen ; 8, 10, and 12 feet high, moved since September
1869, Hundreds of splendid trees, from lor. 6d. each and upwards.

CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, most perfectly
grown plants, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS I3 to 4 feet, 421. to

„ ,, ARGENTEA; 845. per dozen.
JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 feet, 30J. per dozen; 6 to 7 feet, 84s.

per dozen ; beautifully furnished plants, 8 feet high, los. 6d. each
and upwards.

THUJA AUREA, » feet and 3 and 4 f<-'et round, 421. per dozen; a
large number of very tine specimens, 4 to 5 feet high, 10 and 15 feet

THUJOPSI5 BOREALIS, 3.4.5,6, and 8 feet high; hundreds of
most beautiful plants, 305. to 845. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet, moved in spring, 24J. per dozen
and upwards.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 3,4, s,and6feet,recently removed.

The following TREES for avenues can be supplied in quantities. All
are straight, handsome, well balanced trees, with stout stems and
finely rooted :-

ACER PLATANOIDES, NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 12 feet high.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, standards. i8j. to 30s. per dozen.
^SCULUS ROSEA, SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8 and

10 feet high.
^SCULUS, COMMON HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8,

The scarlet :

3 feet.

2 feet, fini

BIRCH, WEEPING, 8

CHESTNUT, SPANISH, 8 to 10 feet
ELMS, 10 to 15 feet.

LIMES, 10 to 13 feet; splendid trees, 5 to Cinches round the stem
4 feet from the ground.

MAPLES, NORWAY, 8 to 14 feet.

OAKS, ENGLISH, 8 to to feet.

SCARLET AMERICAN OAKS, 10 to 12 feet.

PLANES, ORIENTAL and OCCIDENTAL, 10, 12, and 14 feet high.
The Planes on the Thames Embankment were supplied by A. W.

POPLARS, LOMBARDY, 10 to 15 feet.

SYCAMORE, 10 to 16 feet.

WALNUTS, about 10 feet.

AILANTUS, 8 to 10 feet.

The majority of these Trees have been planted within two years.

Samples, the only guide as to their true value, will be forwarded i

application. We, however, feel confident that any one engagi
in planting operations will not regret a visit to our Nursery.

KNAP HILL, near WOKING, SURREY.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his
CATALOGUE, No i-,6 M., contains a targe quantity of the

finest TREES and SMRUfeS in cultivation. I?c directs especial
attention to the finest and the grandest of all the LILAC TRIBE,
the DR. LINDLEY ("Flore," xiv., p, 237), and the GLOIRE D^
MOULINS (see Catalogue, No. 136 M., p. 41).

Amongst many fine hardy Trees and iihrubs, the following are to be

triloba); Aucubas, all the be!

marginatis ; Cerasus hortensis roseo flore pleno, Mahaleb fol, arg,
marg. , sinensis pendula flore roseo ; Cornus mascula fol. arg.

...:. _:l'_.'_-^
j-jjI gjjjQ marginatis; Corylopsis spicata; Corylus

xviii.. p. too; at this p.i^<- i^ u i--\\<-v. ui the genus Hydrangea
founa in tne trade); llc.x aquifolium fol. arg. var,, pendula (on
6 feet stems), ciliata fol. var., and all the best sorts,—large plants,
2s. 6d. and 5;. ; Juglans ailantifolia (from Japan, bearing (

leaves), monophylla, &c. ; Kolreuteria inponica ; Liric

,d half stems); Sali^

ing Willow, a great deal superior i.i li hi

vigorous; Ulmus campestris aurea, Hci.uili . .1 ^
and amongst them the hybrids named carminca,
sina, Lavallei, Lemoinea, Lowii, &c.

Royal Nursery-. Ghent, Belgiui

11..1I many Weigelas,
f fendcrsoni, Kermc-

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, and AMARYLLIS.
—Selection of the finest varieties, may he had from November to

April. CATALOGUE, containing detailed descriptions, will be

efforts have
! of plants.

excellence, are not to be surpassed, if equalled.
At the International E.\hibition of 1S6S, held in Ghent, the First

Prizes were awarded to the Collections exhibited by this Establishment.
The author of the excullcnt " Traite Theorique ct Pratique de la

Culture des Plantes de Serre Froide," M. P. E. De Puydt, in the
April Number, p. 300, of the 58th Volume of the "Revue Trimes-
tnelle," published in Brussels, speaks as follows with reference to the
Collections shown on this occasion :

—

" One genus of plants, by the splendour and infinite variety of its
' " - :.!_ __.- ._i . j-jjg AraarylP"

''"

hands of Mr. Van
a degree of perfect t incredible,

r observed some hundreds of these fine plan
»riped, flaked, and edged with every shade

" white to the richest crimson, A new varii

;d approached even violet. Mr. Van Houtt
Teproachable. and surpassed allexpectation.'

At the International Exhibition held at 13russels in the month
\pril last year, Five First Prizes, including Two Gol Medals, wt
iwarded to my Collections.
Collections of Amaryllis have been made up for (

k',l

LOUIS VAN IIOUTTK, Koyal Nun

Everlastings, Hyacinth Glasses, &c
JAMES CAR'IEK, DUNNETT, AND BEALE'S

Wholesale LIST llllustratcd) of EVERLASTINGS, DRIED
- - , HYACINTH GLASSES and GARDE"

eadv, and will be forwaraed post free i

application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 537 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

/-(ISTERNS.-One or Ninety CIRCULAR IRON
V,^ CISTERNS, 32 indies diameter, 28 inches deep, Jith of an inch
thiclc ; will hold 80 gallons. Price, painted, 28s. each ; Galvanised,
38J. each.

M
Stoke upon-Trent,

28, Walbrook, Mansion House, London.
They have no connection with any other House of the s

Mew Garden Peg.
HYOUELL has much pleasure in stating that he is

• now sending out his NE PLUS ULTRA PIN, for pegging
down all kinds of plants or layers, &c.
The Gardeners' Chronicle of October 8, says ;—"A capital peg for

The\ . bent . form

, and this serves as a handle. Pric

to the Trade.
H. YOUELL, Ladywood Road, Kn

loop at the top abo'
per . liberal

Caution to Qaxdeners.—Wlien you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain

pel led

many complaints to be made to them of Knives which ^

their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
S. &C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES :

the cheapest in the
! the best and

, Shefiicid, Established upwards of 125 years.

Irrigation.—To Gardeners, Agriculturists, &c.

FOR SALE, a Bargain, in Cases only of 555 feet
(185 feet of each size), about Two Miles length of best GALVA-

NISED IRON PIPING, light and strong~2d W gauge—2>^ inches,

3 inches, and 3I4 inches in diameter. Price 4a., 5a., and 6d. per foot

respectively. Have borne a pressure of above 40 lb. to square inch,
or go feet head. Sample lengths of the three sizes, nested, will be
sent on receipt of Post-oflici; order for 20s , crossed to bankers. If not
approved of can be returned less carriage both ways. Address

IRRIGATOR, H On ; Age.

By Appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

BAkI UN'S PAIENT STABLE and HARNESS-
K( loM Ml 1 I.NC.S, &c , in great variety. Patronised also by

the Km- ^>r iht llflni, UL-., the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by
ihe principal Nubility of the Kingdom, and adopted by the first

Architects and Builders of England and the Continent.

For alterations of Stables a competent person can be sent to any
part to inspect and give Estimates.

_

Iron Mangers from los. 6d. each; Harness Brackets, m sets, from
gs. td. ; and Stable requisites in general.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue sent on receipt of six stamps

JAMES BARTON Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, W.
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Britlsli Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamp,, Part .I,
(BrU.sh.Ferns,nd^ .J..ir_varie.ie,^|6^jap^«,

Foot's Cray Nur

; Fems) of his PRICED DESC
I and EXOTIC FER
, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

H,
New Soft-Wooded and Bedding Plants.

CANNELL begs to state that his AUTUMN
CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains all of the above

sent out this season, also ail the best older varieties in cultivation, at

the very lowest price consistent with quality and correctness, ace

^Niw"FFo7ilt"s' ?-|owe"°and Florist's Flower Seed Merchant, Wool-

wich; __^
BENJAMIN S. -WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW

PL-ANT CATALOGUE for i8/>. post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree "— '•""-

Fern.s, Hardy Fems, Filmy Ferns, &c.

;

Dasylirions, &c. I Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths

New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B S Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerou!

COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls oi

Dinne
eNur ;, Upper Holloway, London, N.

ftro'

PINUS LARICIO.—
ich handsomer and finer tree.

wood is more weighty and
compact, sironKcr and flexible, It

the highest mountains in Corsica, and

ccceds well in Scotland, even in the Highlands. As an ornamental

be planted extensively for its very - -

THE CORSICAN PINE.
Allied to the Scotch Pine, but a i

Equally hardy with P. sylvcstri;

,nd consequently i

; form, and the intensely dark grt i abundant foliage.

,^ ^.^^ ^^^ ,-.- b "-. -1 large scale as a useful tree, on account

of the great rapidity of its growth.

—

Loudon's Encyclopadia, p. 802;

Arboretum, iw., p. 220^
Price 51, per lb., seed fresh and true species, in scaled packets.

Messrs. R, SILEERRAD & SON 5, Harp Lane, London, EC.
LfU'IS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nurserj', Ghent, JJelgium.

Cheap Conifers.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• has much pleasure in offering the following CONIFERS at

reduced prices, of which the carriage will be paid to London or

Goole , charging 5s. per package :—

ABIES NORDMANNIANA, fine stuff, 1 foot high, ;C5 per 100.

„ PINSAPO, strong plants, i) to 2 feet, £$ per 100.

CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS, in small pots, 421. per 100.

PINUS MASSONIANA, in small pots, 6 inches high, Iso per 100

THUIOPSIS DOLOBRATA, in pots. 63s. per 100,

"VVIDbRINGTONIA ERICOIDES, fine plants, 255. per 10a
GINGKO BILOBA, fine, 30s. per 100.

BIOTA AUREA, i foot, fine plants. 631. per too.

.. ELEGANTISSIMA, in small pots, 42s. per 100.

THUJA ELLWANGERIANA (Tom Thumb), fine plants, I foot higl

RETINosPORA PISIFERA AUREA. in small pots, 35*- pcr 100

s
: foot by 4 feet, 3*. dd

, MENZlESlI,6to8feet,SJ. 1

lAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 4t
5 75. 6d. each,

''ffeet'l''"

New Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Plants Suitable for

BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c., is now published^and will be forwarded to applic

—

*'

Dutcli Flower Roots.

CpOYDOv. A RCHD HENDERSON
.0 announce that he has
large Consignment

IF.SCRIPTIVE and PRICED
TALOGUES are now ready, con-

practical directions for their
• cultivation on all the

various systems now adopted.

AlsoaCHOICEandSELECT LIST
of VEGETABLE and HARDY
FLOWER SEEDS for Autumn
Sowing. Catalogues gratis and post

free upon application.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath

Dutch Flowering Bulbs and Autumn Seeds.

WILLIAM SKIRVING announces the arrival of his

Annual Stock of DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS, compris-

ing Hyacinths, Tulips,

&c., all

on appli

:luliy selected, CATALOGUES of which c

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for PRESENT SOWING
Best sorts of WHEAT, grown

VETCHES, RYE, and a general
Laying Down Permanent Pasty for On
for Green Food.
Early orders are respectfully solicited, and

the Seed Warehouse, Queen Square; or al

Establishment, Walton. onthe-Hill.
Queen Square, Liverpool.—Sept., 1870.

WINTER
of GRASS SEEDS for

or Two Years' Mowing

Now Ready, Free by Post,

EORGE JACKMAN and SOI'
'

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S llhistrated

Descriptive Priced CAT.\I.OGUE of Standard, Pyramid,

Dwarf, and Trained FRUIT TREES of the leading kinds; Standard

and Dwarf ROSES of select and choicest varieties; a fine hardy

collection of AMERICAN PLANTS, rare and hardy CONIFERS,
CIFMATIS evergreen and DECIDUOUS TREES,
SHRUBS and FOREST TREES &c
Th Ca alogue w I con a n a set of five lirge Engra ngs ofClemat s

for h ch th s Es abl I men s famed taken f o n Pho ographs

12&S. each.

„ PINSAPO, a 10 3 feet, 3!, 6d. to
lot. td. each : handsome plants,

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 6 to 7 feet, ^s. 6d.

to igr.

TAXUS HACCATA FASTIGIATA (Irish Yew), s
to 2s, ; 4 to ^ feet, 2j. 6d. to 35. W. each.

„ BACCATA VARIEGATA, iJ4 to 2 feet, ij. 6d. to 2J. 6d. each.

THUJA GIGANTEA, 10 to 12 feel, 42s. to 63J. each.

„ I.oilllll, 6 to 10 feet, SJ., yi. 6d., and loj. id. each.

„ WARICANA, s to 8 feet, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

,, OKIENTALIS, 4 to 6 feet, 3S. 6<f. to 5s. ; 6 to 8 feet, 7J. 6<i. t

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 8 to to feet, handsome plants, 42!. t

63J, each.
WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 6 feet, 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. ; 6 I

WINTER AN D SPRING FLOWERS,

'M^ CARTER'S
e3S3>%^ COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, &c.,

Include only the best kinds, and being made up in a
most liberal manner, these Collections offer the most
desirable medium to ensure an effective display in the
Drawing Room or Garden.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR CULTURE.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No.
Collection No.
Collection No.
Collection No.
12 Hyacinths, in 12

named sorts
6 Polyanthus Narci:

Dielytra spectabilis

nplete, price 84s.

reduced quantities, price 63j'.

reduced quantities, price 42^.

price 21^., comprises

—

Ktra fine 6 Tulips, Tournesol

! 3 „ Rex rubrorum
js." in 6 1 „ La Oendeur

t „ Royal Standard
I „ Yellow Prince

I ,, Rosa Mundi
) „ Due Van Thol
: Amaryllis formosis

xed

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price loj. 6cf.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
Front C. H. Hawkins, Esq, , Colchester, Ninxmber 15, i86g.

_ ndiha'
.sent a like order to another house a

only right to say that while theirs 1

; the finer, firmer, and heavier."

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

COLLECTIOV No. 6, complete, price S+r.

Collection No. 7. reduced quantities, price 63^.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No. 9, price 301., comprises

—

1 H>ac n hs in 12 extra fine 12 Scilla BclRi

named so s for pots or classes ' 75 <

2 n 3 CO ours for beading
I 75

I u ps_^ >

r Pheasani's-eye

aclpica, mixi

lartjc yellow

7S. td.

LAUREL (Portugal),

LI ME (Weeping), 8

(>d., and isj. -

I 8 feet, fine specimens,

I specimens, 3 to 5 feet, 3*. (td, to s<. each.
feet, 31. 6rf. to iw. 6d. each.

'

nrnameniai trees, in great variety.

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby.

PAUL'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, N.

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.-One of the grandest Roses in

t year. The great RoseThe best Rose of the pres<
of the Show. Standards and Dwarf Standards,
Dwarfs, ys. 6rf. each.

, 6rf.

Standard ROSES, 15J, per dozen, and upwards.
'' "

""" ^ "^-'--
. per doien, and upwards.
, and upwards.

'

;e, prepared for forcing, 341. per

Bedding HYACINTHS, iSi.

,, TULIPS, 31. per
Choice named TULIPS, i,

CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. per 100, and U|

and upwards.
..wards.

per doztfn, and upwards.

Hardy and Permanent Plants, awarded Twenty Fir

ficates and Two Specials,

Engraving No, i. For Conservatories, Terraces, ^

For Festoons, Verandahs, &c.

W No. 5. For Rootery, Rockwork, Ruins, &c
"This Establishment, long favourably known for its fine collection

of hardy plants, 'is now likely to attain a world-wide fame for the

magnificent new race of hybrid Clematises."

—

Gardentri" Chronicle.
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

INTENDING PLANTERS are respectfully invited to

inspect the extensive stock of FOREST TREES and SHRUBS

would be i; offer

irsenes, Bagshot, Surrey.
'Jotice from intending Visi

ery facility for their doing s

Araucarla imbrlcata.- Perfect Specimens,
WELL GROWN and very HANDSOME.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

M. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of the
above. Price, per plant :—w

2 feet 8 feet

3 feet

Larger, up to 30 feet.
3 3

(JKUUUS, oi sorts, 2s. per 100, and upwards
LILIUM AURATUNI. English and Dutch £

All other Bulbs equally modei

edged with pu
AVALANCHE, do, do, 7J. 6d. each.

t Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and theMARCmOM':^

WALT
bronze ^cciion, 71, 6d. each.

BONFIRE, the finest scarlet for bedding

MAGNUM bONUM,

-The deepest and richest in colour of all the

PICTORIAL TREES
,

planted specimens.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS, &c.
3rts singly or by the dozen, the common 5orts by the
the lowest remunerative prices for Irequcntly trans-

FRUIT TREES.
APPLES,^ PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

id strAwberries,
PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post.

IMPORTANT.—Address AVILLIAM PAUL (ihe Ghri
, Waliham Cross, London, N.

SHRUbs on the Kempton Park Estate, one mite from Hampton and
Sunbury Stations, on the Thames Valley Railway, consisting of—
Araucaria imbricata I Pinus Cembra I Pinus Pinsapo
Pinus Douglasii Thuja gigantea Thuja aurea
'uprcssus Lawson- Thujopsis borealis ,, compacta
iana Picea Nordmanniana Retmospora

?inus excelsa ' „ nobilis ' Wcllingtonia gigantea

And a great variety of others, including some magnificent specimens,

JOHN MARTIN, Bailiff on the Premises, will attend to all

purchasers.

Special Offer of large Evergreens, &c.

WM, KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of fine specimens ot

the following :

—

LAURUSTINUS, 5to6feet 1 PHILLYREAS,6 to 8 feet

PORTUGAL LAUltELS,5t07ft,
| COMMON LAURELS,6to 9 ft.

Variegated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet
RHODODENDRONS, 3 to 5 feet, thickly set with buds.

The above have recently been tratispjanted, are very bushy h;

some plants, and quite safe. Price per dozen or hundred '

Floral Nurser>', Hailsham, Sussex.
1 applic

PRIVATE GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
Stock of choice EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST

: specimens ot

and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which he is disposing of
moderate prices, in order to clear the land for building purposes.
Among the Evergreens are many thousands of fine specim'

variegated and broad-leaved Green Hollies, and an immense Stock of
all other Hardy Evergreen Flowering Shrubs Emd Ornamental Trees
generally cultivated in Britain, many of which are of large sizes, well
adapted for giving immediate effect.

To Genth
Grounds thi

well-grown Stock of T; ,nd Shrubs
Nursery and Seed Stores—Waltoi

Seed Warehouse—IS, Queen Squ

r uc \ an Thol
Ro al Standard
La Candeur
Ye ow Prince
Re ubrorum

ble Daffodils

of Be hehem
Collection No. r

36 Ranuni
.yed

Is, Campernelle

reduced quantities, price ]

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
W. E. Martin, Esq., Hereford, Jmte6. 1870,

e admired by everybody who s Mhei
lollecl

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No,
Collection No. i

Collection No. i;

Collection No. i.

nths, in 3 colou:

nplete, price 84^.

reduced quantities, price 63J',

reduced quantities, price 42^.

6 Campernelle Jonquils
13 Star of Bethlehem
6 Triteleia uniflora

6 Dog's-tooth Violei

> Gladiolus ilrcnchleyen

3 Lilii

24 Rai

lixed En^

lixed Spanish

50
I
Wii Iter Aconites

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price 10s. 6d.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From D, Mather, Esq., Chipping, Norton, July ii, 1870.

" I was much pleased with Ihe whole collection of bulbs, tney havO
been a great success."'

JAMES CARTER AND CO.'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and other Bulbs, Roses, Fruit

Trees, &c., containing full particulars of the above Collections, will

be forwarded Gratis and Post Free on application.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
For the convenience of those Customers who do not

wish the trouble of selecting for themselves, is offered the

undermentioned Collections of Hyacinths, the selection of
which being left to theirjudgment and experience, will be

found perfectly adapted for the purposes stated.

A. 12 good varieties Double Hyacinths, for pots, 71. hd.

B 12 ,,
Single Hyacinths, for pots, ^s. bd,

C. 12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, 81, 6i.

D. 12 „ Single Hyacinths, for glasses, 8j. bd.

E. 12 very fine varieties Double Hyacinths, for pots, ^r. td,

F 12 „ Single Hyacinths, for pots, 91, 6<f.

G 12 „ Double Hyacinths, for glasses, loi

H. 12 ,. Single Hjacinths, for glasses, loi. 1

Double Hyacinths, for pots, 121.

Single Hyacinths, for pots,

iro Hyac
100 Hv-ac
50 Hyac
SO Hyac
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SUTTONS'

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIES,

ANEMONES, &c., &c.,

For Indoor or Outdoor Cultivation, to produce a good

display during the Winter and Spring.

COLLECTIONS for OPEN GROUND,
No, I, £2 2s. od.

I

No. 2, £i \s. od.
I

No, 3, loj. M.
Carriage free. | Carriage free.

\

COLLECTIONS for POTS and GLASSES.
No. 4, £2 2s. od.

I

No. 5, £1 IS. od. I No. 6, 10s. 6d.
Carriage free. 1 Carriage free, j

THE BEST TWELVE HYACINTHS FOR 12,1.

For further particulars of Flower Roots, and complete
Cultural Instructions, see SUTTONS' AUTUMN
CATALOGUE, Gratis and Post Free on application.

HEAVIEST CROPPING POTATO
and the best cooking Potato in cultivation is

SUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL
This extraordinary Potato, sent out last season by us,

has given the most complete satisfaction. It has the

peculiar merit of producing tubers all of uniform size,

which are very large. While most other red varieties boil

yellow, this is white, of particularly fine fla\'our, and is

most correctly described as "Flourball" For supplying

the London dining rooms especially, we feel confident it

will supersede every other kind when sufficiently known.

In a field where many other sorts were all more or less

diseased, our " Red-skinned Flourball " was entirely free,

which we can only attribute to its remarkably vigorous

growth.

"The Red-skinned Flourball ^t
ordinary kind, producing tubers varying from ij^ to 2 lb. weight.
Certainly the largest Potato I have ever seen."

From Mr. Wm. Jackson, Blakedown Nursery.
"We have lifted the ' Rcd-skinned Flourball' Potato we had from

you. The crop was enormous, exceeding many of the American kinds,
and the quality when cooked is so good that without ihc least hesita-
tion I must say it is the best Red Potato I have ever seen."

croppers, and quite free from dist

From Mr. C. Bealby, Donnington.
inncd Flourball Pot
3crs weighing as mu<

very large size and good in form."

Front Colonel J. Le Coliteur, Belle Vue.
"Halfapeckof Red-skin Flourball Potatos produced 18.5 lb. weight;

they are fine sized, excellent and mealy, floury, no sign of disease.

We are now prepared to book Orders for the above

splendid Potato. The retail price last year was js. 6d. per

peck, and we had sold out before the season was half over.

Oiu: Retail Price this year is 5s. per Peck.

Trade Price may be had on applicaiion.

L
Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

OUIS VAN HOUTTF begs to announce that his
CATALOGTriC, No n^ i.,, ront.-iins a great choice of the b.

HERBACEOUS HARDY PLAN IS. and amongst them the Var
gated-leavcd POLEMOMI'M. I n )[ jK( aTIIP:ON TEFFREYI
best DELPHINIUM, sn r i \ |\'- -' ^- ^

SPIRAEA JAPUNIi \,

PALMATA, loj, cach;.n, .

, &c.

Cheap Geraiilums.
A LFRED FRYER otters the following beautiful

------ - per dozen, for cash :

—

r^
Sophia Du
Longheld, 6j. : II . _ . „ „^. ,

—Black Knight, bs. ; Cleopatra, 55. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 4s. ; E.
6'

Henderson. 31. M. : Her Majesty, 3*. 6rf. ; Luminator, 6j, : Painted
Lady, :is. 6rf. : Princess of Wales, 45. ; Stajistead Beauty, 61. DOUBLE-
FLOWERED.-Capit.ninc L'Hermite, 3!. f>d.: Madame Lemoine,
v. 6rf. : Madame Rose Charmeaux, y. 6d. ; Triomphc, 3s. 6d. A Priced

s post free.

. Chal is, Cambridgcshir

Notice.HLANE AND SON'S Descriptive CATALOGUE
• can be had free by post on application. It contains a Lisi

of 500 varieties of ROSES (including the new ones, all at the same
price), a choice collection of RHODODENDRONS, all the new and
popular FRUITS, a fine collection of CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA
JIENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, AZALEAS, &c

The Nurseries , Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

Choice Hardy Scarlet and otlierRlioaodendroiis.
JOHN W.^TERER AND .SONS have the pi

lished, and will be forwarded to appiic- .r It faithfully desci.„^^ ...^
colours of the Rhododendrons, and also contains selections of the

approved CONIFERS, with heights and prices, as well as the

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

3;|c(iarknco'C|rmncle
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1870.

We own to a feeling of disappointment at the
present state of Education among Young
Gardeners. It is clear, from the official reports,
that the numbers of young men who present
themselves for examination by the officials of the
Royal Horticultural Society and the Society of
Arts, always small, are falling off, and falling off

not in numbers only but in quality. That there
should be a lack of emulation in country districts

where the means of self-improvement are scanty
or difficult of attainment, and where the numbers
are small and w-idely scattered, is not so much
a matter of surprise as it is to find the apathy,
lack of interest, and downright ignorance, which
characterise so many of the coming generation
of gardeners who are learning their vocation in

the environs of large towns where the means
for improvement abound. Too often conceit
keeps pace with ignorance. Those who have
much to do with large bodies of young gardeners
complain that while comparatively slight efforts

are made by the young men to attain a thorough
knowledge of their business, their self-esteem
is "becoming more and more offensive.

We fear there is much truth in these state-

ments. We cannot honestly say that the young
gardeners, as a class, are likely to be improve-
ments on their predecessors. On the contrary,
the general lack of interest in all but a few
specialities, such as bedding-out plants and the
like, seems to us likely to result in the formation
of a race of gardeners who—always allowing for

exceptions—will be considerably inferior to their

predecessors in general knowledge of their

business.

Gardening is an art and it is a science. In
so far as it is an art the pupil can hardly
hope to excel his master. So far as practical
skill is concerned, there are limits beyond which
the craftsman can hardly hope to pass. In so
far as gardening is a science— and we use the
word science here in its most comprehensive
sense — every one of us, little or great, on
whom beneficent Providence has bestowed ordi-
nary intelligence, has the power if he have but
the will to add to the general stock of knowledge,
to raise himself above the level of his predeces-
sors, to cast honour on his instructors by better-

ing their tuition. If gardeners are to hold their

own they must early prepare themselves for the
task, or assuredly they will sink in public estima-
tion, they will lower themselves to the grade of
brainless labourers when they might command
the position and the profits of skilled arti-

sans. Nor are the inducements to exertion
few—there is a greater demand for gardeners
than ever. Nor is it to the point to lament the
insufficient remuneration awarded to gardeners

;

for as a general rule a man's work earns what it

is fairly worth, and if it does not, the means of
restoring the balance in this country are happily
not far to seek.

If complaint be made that there is no demand
for a superior cl.ass of gardeners, that the market
is already overstocked, there are other lands in

which a gardener's skill is valued. We are not

alluding now to ordinary emigrants, with sturdy
arms, willing minds, and cheerful temper— they
are wanted in all our colonies ; but we have in
view the Cotton fields, the Tea plantations, the
Cinchona nurseries of India, the vineyards of
the Cape and of Australia ; the forests to clear,
to manage, to create ; the fibre plants to be
utilised ; all occupations demanding for their
successful performance the skill of a well-trained
gardener, and the intelligence of a man suffi-

ciently educated to rise above the benumbing,
paralysing influence of the rule of thumb.
Here is scope for a large number of superior gar-
deners. Here are means open to the aspirant to
push his own fortunes while he does good service
to his employers, and lays the foundation of the
prosperity of the succeeding generation. To a
large extent this defective condition of the
younger race of gardeners is due to a want of
sufficient education in childhood and youth ; and
we press on the attention of those on whom rests
the heavy responsibilities of educating the chil-

dren of the working classes the following remarks
on the subject of education lately made public by
Dr. LvoN Playfair :—

" Under our present system of elementary teaching, no
knowledge whatever bearing on the life-work of the peo;.i)e

reaches them by our system of State education. The air
Ihcy breathe, the water they drink, the tools they use, the
plants they grow, the mines they excavate, might all be
made subjects of surpassing interest and importance to
tliem during their whole life ; and yet of these they learn
not one fact. Yet we are surprised at the consequences of
their ignorance. A thousand men perish yearly in our
coal-mines, but no schoolmaster tells the poor miner the
nature of the explosive gas which scorches him, or of the
after-damp which chokes him. Boilers of steam-engines
blow up so continually that a committee of the Hoiise of
Commons is now engaged in trying to diminish their
alarming frequency ; but the poor stokers who are scalded
to death or blown to pieces, were never instructed in the
nature and properties of steam. In Great Britain alone
more than 100,000 people perish annually, and at least
five times as m<any sicken grievously, out of pure ignorance
of the laws of health, which are never imparted to them
at school; they h.ave no chance of learning them after-
wards, as they possess no secondary schools. The mere
tools of education are put into the hands of children
during their school time without any effort being made to
teach them how to use tlie tools for any profitable pur-
pose whatever ; so they get rusty or are thrown away
altogether, ."^nd we fancy that we have educated the
people ! Our pauperism, our crime, and the misery which
liovers on the brink of both, increase terribly, and our
panacea for their cure is teaching the three R's up to
Standard III. The age of miracles has passed by, and
our large faith in our little doings will not remove moun-
tains. It is best to be frank. Our low quality of education
is impoverishing the land. It is disgracefully behind the
age in which we live, and of the civilisation of which we
boast ; and until we are convinced of that we cannot be
roused to the exertions required for its amendment. In
censuring the low condition of knowledge in our primary
schools, as represented by the results of the Revised Code,
I do not aim to restore them to the position which many
of them had before it. That code was, in fact, rendered
necessary because their aggregate teaching was not
sufficiently large and diffused to justify the increasing
expenditure. In imitationof our classical schools, verbalism
and memory-cramming had grown up as Tares and
choked the growth of the Wheat. Words had taken the
place of conceptions. A child could tell you about the
geography of tlie wanderings of the children of Israel, but
had no conception whatever of the ordinary phenomena
around it. It was hopeless to put to them the commonest
scientific questions. Whence comes the water that fills

the Thames? What is the origin of hail, snow, rain, or
dew? Why does the sun rise in the e.ast, or set in the
west ? What produces night and day, summer and
winter? In history they could rattle out to you the names
and dates of kings and queens, perhaps even the names
and ages of all Queen .'\nne's children as they died in
childhood : but, as a true historical conception, apart
from memory-cramming of words and dry facts, to be
)mited forth upon the examiner, it required a very good
hool under the old system to find it. Words, instead of
eas, were worshipped. Inspection, under the old

system, did something to correct this tentlency to verbalism
ind cram ; under the new system they had no time, and,
f they had, would find fewer of the higher subjects taught
n any way. The teaching of science, if properly done, is

he reverse of all this, and .vill go far to remedy its defects.

Books in this case ought only to be accessories, not prin-

:ipals. The pupil must be brought in face of the facts

hrough experiment and demonstration. He should pull

the plant to pieces and see how it is constructed.

He must vex the electric cylinder till it yields him its

sparks. He must apply with his own hand the magnet to

the needle. He must see water broken up into its consti-

tuent parts, and witness the violence with which its

elements unite. Unless he is brought into actual contact

with the facts, and taught to observe and bring them into

relation with the science evolved from them, it were better

th<at instruction in science should be left alone. For one
of the first lessons he must learn from science is not to

trust in authority, but to demand proof for each assevera-

tion. All this is true education, for it draws out faculties

of observation, connects observed facts with the concep-

tions deduced from them in the course of ages, gives

pline and courage to thought, and teaches a know-
ledge of scientific method which will serve a lifetime.

Nor can such education be begun too early. The whole
yearnings of a child are for the natural phenomena around.
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Until they are smothered by the ignorance of the parent.

He is a young Linnseus roaming over the fields in search

bf flowers. He is a young conchologist or mineralogist

gathering shells or pebbles on the sea shore. He is an

ornithologist and goes bird-nesting ; an ichthyologist and

catches fish. Glorious education in Nature, all this, if

the teacher knew how to direct and utilise it. But as

soon as the child comes into the school-room, all natural

God-bom instincts are to be crushed out of him ;
he is to

be trained out of all natural sympathies and affections.

You prune and trim, cramp and bind the young intellect,

as gardeners in olden times did trees and shrubs, till they

assumed monstrous and grotesque forms, altogether

different from the wide-spreading foliage and clustering

buds which God himself gave to them, and which man is

Idiot enough to think he can improve. Do not suppose

that I wish the primary school to be a lecture theatre for

all or any of the " olog'ies." All the science which would

be necessary to give a boy a taste of the principles in-

volved in his calling, and an incitement to pursue them in

his future life, might be given in illustration of other

subjects. Instead of mere descriptive geography, drearily

taught and drearily learned, you might make it illustra-

tive of history, and illustrated by physical geography,

which, in the hands of a real master, might be made to

"embrace most of what we desire to teach. The proper-

ties of air and water, illustrations of natural history,

varieties of the human race, the properties of the atmo-

sphere as a whole—its life-giving virtues when pure, and
its death dealings when fouled by man's impurities—the

natural products of different climes, these and such like

teachings are what you could introduce with telling and
useful etfect. Far better this than overlading geography
with dry details of sources and mouths of rivers, of

isothermal Unes, latitudes and longitudes, tracks of ocean
currents, and other tendencies towards the old verbalism

and memory-cramming. If I have explained myself with

clearness, you will see that while I advocate the introduc-

tion of higher subjects into our schools, I wish them to be

of immediate interest and applicability to the working
classes. The main difficulty in education is getting them
to stay long enough at school. Teach them, while you
have them, subjects of interest and utility. The short

time will thus be made productive, and inducement will

be offered for its extension. Six months spent in teach-

ing future labourers the geography of the wanderings of

the children of Israel, is sheer waste of time, either for

their eternal or temporal interests. Think of the few
precious hours as the training for a whole lifetime, and
let us use them by gi\-ing hving and intelligent learning,

not obsolete and parrot instruction. Those who are

believers in the teaching of the great secondary schools of

this country will deem my aspirations for the improvement
of primary education low and utilitarian. Frankly I

admit the latter. Such a style of education will never

realise Lord Brougham's hope that the time may come
when every working man in England could read Bacon ;

but it might contribute to the lulfilment of Cobbett's

desire, that the time might come when every man in

England could eat bacon. I deny, however, that the

utilitarian view of primary education is ignoble. The
present system is truly ignoble, for it sends the working
man into the world in gross ignorance of everything that

he is to do in it. The utilitarian system is r.oble, in so

far as it treats him as an intelligent being, who ought to

understand the nature of his occupation, and the prin-

ciples involved in it. The great advantage of directing

education towards the pursuits and occupations of the

people, instead of wasting it on dismal verbalism, is that,

while it elevates the individual, it at the same time gives

security for the future prosperity of the nation. In the

industrial battles of peoples, we are content to leave our
working classes armed with the old Brown Bess of war-
fare, while men of other countries are arming themselves
with modern weapons of precision. In the competition of

nations, the two factors of industry—raw material and
intellect, applied to its conversion into utilities—are alter-

ing their values. The first is rapidly decreasing, the
second qmckly augmenting in value. We anchor our
hopes on the sand, which the advancing tide of knowledge
is washing away, white other nations throw out their

anchors on firm ground accumulating around, and enab-
ling their vessels to ride in safety. There are instances
of nations, rich in the natural resources of industry, yet

poor from want of knowledge how to apply them ; and
there are opposite examples of nations utterly devoid of
industrial advantages, but constituted of an educ;
people, who use their science as a compensation for their

lack of raw material. Spain is an example of the first

class, and Holland of the second.

''Last July," writes M. Naudin, "I planted
a Flower of Opuntia Ficus indica to ascertain if

the ovary would produce roots and shoots. The
experiment succeeded perfectly. From the upper edge
of the ovary where the petals are inserted sprang three
vigorous shoots, suitable for propagating the plant.

A similar experiment tried on a species of Opuntia
naturalised in the ravines here {CoUioure, Eastern
Pyrenees) was attended with like results. Hence the
inference that the inferior ovary of Cactaceas is a
branch, as is indeed admitted by the majority of
botanists of the present day." With reference to this

point we may cite a passage from Dr. Masters'
*' Vegetable Teratology," p. 178. omitting the refer-

ences to other publications there given :
—**The fruits

of Opuntia Salmiana, fragilis, monacantha, and of
some species of Echinocactus, have been observed
to form small fniit - like branches around their

summits. M. NAPOLfeoN DouMET describes the

fmit as ripening as usual, but as being destitute of seeds
in the interior ; after a little while the fruit begins
to witlier, and then a circle of small buds like those of

the stem may be seen at the top of the fruit, each bud
springing from the axil of a little tuft of wool and
spines found on the fruit. These little buds elongate

into long shoots, produce flowers the followmg year,

which flowers exliibit the same peculiarity. Gasparini
andTENORE are said to have recorded the same fact as

long since as 1832." Still more to the point is the

record given, in the same volume, ofan experiment tried

by Von Martius with the unripe fruits of Lecythis,

which were found to produce buds when placed in the

earth, and of another trial in which Baillon succeeded

in causing the development of buds on the inferior

ovary of Jussiaea.

Mr. Meehan, whose observations on plant

life we have often had occasion to refer to, states that

in the case of the Petunia, which produces in

America abundance of seed, he had always observed

the humble-bees taking a short cut to get at the honey

in the flower by making a slit in the base of the tube

instead of inserting their proboscis down through the

flower. In adopting this surreptitious mode of rifling

the flower, the bees do n<5t return good for evil by

"setting" the flowers, as they would do if they entered

the flower in the ordinary way. How, then, are the

seeds produced? At length, says Mr. Meehan, the

mystery was explained : though no insect but the humble-

bee visited the flowers by day they were thronged by

Sphinx moths at night. These were the insects through

whose agency the fertilisation of these flowers is

carried on.

The following is the list of the subscriptions

already received, or promised, towards the Rivers'

Portrait Fund :

—

Allsopp, H.. Esq.. Hindlip Hall, Worcester . . li 5 o

Barnard, Wm., Lsq., Sawbridgeworth .. .. i i o

Blackmorc. R. D., Esq., Tcddington .. .. i i o

Bottomer, Fredk.. Markree Castle, Collooney .. o 10 o

Darwin, C. Esq., F R.S., Down, Beckenham ..220
Dombrain, Rev. H. H., Westwcll Vicarage, Kent o 10 6

Fitzgerald, Mrs., Shalstone, Buckingham .. ..110
Harrison. John, Rose Nur^orv. Darlington ., o lo 6
Hole, Rev. S. Reyn.-.li ,'" ,i:r,-i Minor .. ..500
Hooker, Dr. J. Dah .: > 1 I I ~ Kcu- ..220
Hopkyns, D. D,, K :

W Idford ..500
JoumalofHorticuhiu.. 1 : 1

M I I -t" .. ..500
Kvngsley, Rev. W., houih Kilvnigmn .. ..220
Masters, M. T., M.D., F.K-S., Kaling .. ..110
Moffat, Mr. A., The Gardens, Hindlip Hall .. o 10 6
Moore, T., Esq.. F.L.S., Chelsea 110
Morris, Mr. John. Wethersfield i i o
NdA-ington, Dr., Ticehurst ..330
Paul. Mr. William, Waltham Cross 110
Peach, Rev. C. P., Appleton-le-Street .. .. 220
Pearson, Mr. John, Chilwell i i o
Radclyffc. Rev. W. F., Okeford Fitzpainc ..500
Rendle, Mr. W. E.. Welbeck Street .

.

. . i i o
Roden, Dr., Kidderminster 220
Sparkes, George, Esq., Bromley 330
Speed, Mr. Thos., Chatsworth Gardens .

.

. . i i o
Taylor, Mr. T. (Webber 4: Co.), Covent Garden ..110
Turner, Mr. C, Slough .. .. .. , , o 10 6
Warner, Mr. J. H., The Abbey. Leicester .. 1 i o
Wilson, Edward, Esq.. Hayes. Bromley .. ..220
Wilson, G. F., Esq., F.R.S., Heatherbank ..320

Subscriptions addressed to Dr. Hogg, 99, St. George's

Road, London, S.W., will be promptly acknowledged

We learn from the daily papers that th(

Albert Embankment is shortly to be planted witl

Planes, like its fellow quay on the north bank of the

Thames. There is now no doubt that the Plane

well suited for a town tree, and is perhaps the very

best for London, still there are many other trees nearly

as good, and which should for variety sake be tried

such as the Sycamore, certain of the Poplars, Sir

Charles Wacher's Maple, the Ailantus, and some of

the American Oaks. The Naples Alder, A. cordata, is

a good town tree, but could hardly be procured in suf-

ficient quantities ; Planera crenata is also employed in

Paris, in the vicinity of the New Opera House, but the

trees were too young when we saw them for us to

be able to express any opinion as to its merits. A walk
through St. James's Park would furnish valuable hints

to town planters.

Under the name of Abies pectinata
Massonii, M. Andre describes, in the last number of

the " Illusti-ation Horticole," a curious variety of the

Silver Fir, in which the leaves, in place of being

disposed in two ranks (distichous), are arranged in a

spiral manner, as in A. Pinsapo.

Some of our French contemporaries were
beginning to lament, before the outbreak of the war,

that a number of the Plane Trees planted in Paris

were perishing, owing to having been planted in too

shallow a soil, so that the roots speedily came into

contact with the hard limestone rock, which they could

neither penetrate nor utilise. We have heard mmours
of similar shallow planting in the case of the Planes

on the Thames Embankment, but learnt, on good
authority, that this is not true. If it had been so, in

a few years' time, when the soil became exhausted,

the trees would have gradually died, and we should

be told that Plane trees will not grow in London.

The Report of the Royal Botanic Garden,
Mauritius, to which we have elsewhere alluded, con-

tains a descriptive account of some sixty varieties of

Sugar Cane. It is understood that the majority of

these varieties originate, not from seed, but from sports,

so that permanence of character cannot always be
secured by the use of buds. Of the Ribbon Cane,
indeed, we read as follows in the above cited Report :

—

" Ribbon Cane, New Caledonia, forwarded from Queens-
land. This is a very fine cane, striped green and pale

red. spreading in habit, and of ordinary size, hardy, souches
abundantly, grows rapidly, flowers freely and early. On
examining the plants of this cane at ' Mon Plaisir,' a
plant was noticed producing green instead of striped

canes. On further examination two other plants were
found, one of which was producing striped canes from one
eye, and green canes from another eye, both of which
eyes belonged to the same piece of cane, while the other

plant was producing both striped and green canes from

one and the same eye."

The President elect for the next meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement
of Science is Professor Asa Gray ; the place of

meeting, Indianapolis. In 1872 this association will

probably hold its Court at San Francisco, on the

invitation of the California Academy of Sciences.

We learn from the American Entomologist

and Botanist that the Botanists of New York have

formed themselves into a club, named after one of the

most distinguished botanists of America, the ToRREY
Clue. The Club publishes a monthly Bulletin, the

object of which is " to form a medium of communica-
tion for all those interested in the flora of this vicinity,

and thus to bring together and fan into a flame the

sparks of botanical enthusiasm at present too much
isolated.'' It is many years since a similar botanical

club or society has existed in London.

The new arrangements in regard to the Sample
Post press somewhat heavily on the leading retail

seed houses, as they are debarred from sending parcels

of seeds by post at sample-post rates without incurring

heavy risks. A meeting of representatives of the

nursery and seed trade was held at Anderton's Hotel,

Fleet Street, on Wednesday last, Mr. Alfred
Sutton, of Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,

presiding, to take the matter into consideration.

From a statement made by the Chairman, it would
appear that the subject of the new ariangements is

now under the consideration of the Postmaster-General,

and there was reason to believe that there would be a

return to the old plan. It was thought advisable,

however, to prepare for an adverse decision, and a

subscription was entered into, and a basis of operations

decided on, with a view to future action. Mr. Richard
Dean, Ealing, W., is the Hon. Sec. fro Um., and to

him any communications can be addressed.

We are requested to state that Mr. T. J. Bold,
of Long Benton, Newcastle-on-Tyne, will thank those

of our correspondents who are troubled with Ants, to

send specimens to him for identification. They may be

enclosed in quills, plugged with coik or wood, and for-

warded through the post with little trouble. We
understand that Mr. Bold has in the hands of the

printers a list of beetles, in which 1520 species are

enumerated : a pretty good number for the northern

counties.

The Rainfall during the week ending Octo-

ber 29, was large in some parts of England and Scotland.

In England the amounts at the different places varied

from 1.96 inch at Salford, to 0.12 inch at New-
castle, with a mean for all stations of 1. 01 inch, and
in Scotland from 2. 11 inches at Greenock, to 0.20

inch at Dundee, with a mean for all stations of 0.85

inch. The Maximum Temperature of the Air
in England ranged from 60*. 2 at Portsmouth, to

53" at Newcastle, with a mean for all stations of

57°, and in Scotland from 62^.4 at Glasgow, to 52**

at Dundee, Aberdeen, and Greenock ; the mean for

the different stations was 55°. 3. The Minimum
Temperature of the week in England—the lowest

was recorded at Portsmouth, viz., 34°. 2, and the highest

at Liverpool, viz., 43*, whilst the mean for all sta-

tions was 39". 2. In Scotland the lowest was recorded

at Aberdeen, viz., 33°. 9, and the highest at Greenock,

viz., 43* ; the mean for the several stations was 37". 3.

The Mean Temperatures of the different stations in

England were very uniform, the range between the

highest and lowest being only 3^6; the mean was

47". 4. In Scotland, the mean for all stations was

45°.S. On Monday evening (24th), the heavens were

illuminated by a brilliant display of Aurora Borealis,

and, on Tuesday evening (25th), Aurora Borealis and

Aurora Australis.

We regret to find that the publication of the

American Entomologist and Botanist is to be

suspended until 1872, owing to the ill-health of the

Editor. This periodical was so well carried on that

we can but receive this intimation with apprehension.

New Garden Plants.

Oncidium crista galli, Rchb.fil.

(PentapetaL-i macropetala pusillum, pseudobulbiferum.) Foliis

cuneato - ligulatLs acutis acuminatisve ; pedunculis folia vix

excedentibus apice raccmosis : bracteis ochreatis spathaceis

elongatis ; sepalis oblongis acutis, lateralibus nunc basi

connaCis, nunc liberis ; petalis oblong obtusatis nunc apicu-

latis : labelli laciniis lateralibus posticis cuneato-hastato ovatis ;

iacinia antica lato unguiculata sequilata triloba : lobis lateralibus

semiovatis, lobo antico bifido lacinulis antrorsis porrectis

obtusis ; callo baseos depresso apice acute utrinque bi-tncrenato;

arets carinis circumscriptis geminis utrinque, lamellis gcminis

ante apicem acutum, alis columnx hnmillimx semiovatis

denticulatis seu integris ; rostello minute omithorrhyncho.

—

(?) Oncidium iridifolinm, Lind.. Bot. Reg. xxii. (ix.), 1836,

iQii ! Oncidiitvt crista galli, Rchb. fil. in Mohl et

Schlechtendal BoL Zcit. 1852, p. 697 ; Lmdl. Folia, Oncidium,

nr. 96 ; Walp. Ann. vi, 746 ; Rchb. Beitrg. Cent. Am. 71.—

(?) OfiC'dium decipiens, Lindl. Folia, i., Oncidium, n. 68 ;

Walp. Ann. vi. 747,
Planta clegans valde tenellas ut mirum situm in Anglia triginta

anni, abninc jam floruisse. Folia pseudobulbi sttpantia qua-

terna, imo sena, septena, basi vaginae loco dilatata, sed nunquam
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articulata, raro latiuscula, vulgo bene angusta ; radices adven-
titiae filiformes valde tenues ;

pseudobulbus anceps bene
rugosus, in uno tanlum specimine, quod est prassto folium

unum evolutum fert foliis retiquis duplo brevius, in Qmnibus
. reliquis speciminibus presto est aptculus rudimentum iolii

;

pedunculi sat numerosi, nunc quatuor in una planta.

We feel doubtful whether the Oncidium iridifohum

of the Bot. Reg. is the same as the plant alhided to.

\Vc found out tliat in 1836 the late Dr. Lindley had
given the representation of a flat-leaved Oncidium under

the name of the sword-leaved O. iridifohum, saying,
" folia nunc equitantia, nunc explanata " (see Bot. Zeit.

/.(-.). These characters could by no means apply to

the same plant. Now Dr. Lindley combined with

it our Oncidium crista galli, since he quoted Galeotti's

number, 5289, quite as we did, yet taking our Oncidium
crista galH apart, and calling the plant of Bot. Reg.
andof Galeotti O. decipiens. Looking once more to the

plate in the Bot. Reg. we feel more doubtful than ever.

The plant represented by Miss Drake has no pseudo-
bulbs at all, and if the callus is well represented it

must be very different. It looks, however, much like

crista galli, and there is no living authority as

to whether the plant is represented carehilly

from the oiii^inal, or from a cut leaf and a
peduncle. There is not much of phyllotaxis

to be seen in the representation, and seven

flower-stalks (two 2-flowered ones) are a large

number for 13 leaves.

Nevertheless, it was a great success to flower

in 1835 such a tender, tiny plant as this, at

Wentworth, in Lord Fitzwilliam's garden.

The collectors may at that time have valued
their plants, more and taken better care of

them, than is the case now-a-days, when heca-

tombs are killed for the sake of a few.

We were highly pleased to obtain a living

specimen of the true O. crista galli from
Messrs. Veitch, who imported it last year from
Costa Rica. It is a small thing, no doubt, and
yet the comparatively large flower is interesting.

Mr. Wendland had also previously found it

m Costa Rica. His plant bore a self-coloured

lemon-colour flower; that of Messrs. Veitch
has a few pink blotches, both on the petals

and on the lip. The great majority of our
specimens came from Oaxaca in Mexico,
most probably distributed only by Galeotti, but
collected by Jurgensen. It is a very interest-

ing fact that the single leaf at the top of the
small glaucous pseudobulb is a mere abor-
tion, we having seen only one specimen {in

our possession) with a fully developed leaf

there. The pseudobulb sent by Messrs. Veitch
has the small abortion of that leaf. H. G.

Rchb. fit.

Strophanthus Bullenianus, Mast.i

sp, nov
{fig. 257).

Ramis, petiolis, pedunculis. sepalisque hispidis ( foliis

elliptico-oblongis, basi rotundatis, nonnunquam inse-

quilateris longmscule acuminatis, supra ^labriusculis
subtus viilosis ; petiolis 3—4 lin. longis, spinulas
axillares minimas per paria dispositis obtegcntibus ;

cymis ramosis laxis plurifloris, bracteatia ; bracteis
linearibiis deciduis

; calyce eglanduloso campanulato
vix scmi-poUicari, profundc 5-partito, laciniis lincari

oblongis ; corollx nypocraterimorpha: tube basi dila-

tato erubescente, limbo patente 5-partito, segmentis
flavidis purpureo - maculatis ovalis patentibus su-
pcrne concavis longiuscule acuminatis, asstivatione

contorte imbricatis ; staminodiis 10, oblongis sub-
camosis per paria e fauce tubi, inter petab, emer-
gentibus ; staminibus 5 exsertis, filamentis crassis,

. breyibus subulatis; antheris conniventibus synge-
nesiis, ad apicem trocbleariformem stylt aggluti-
natis ; connectivo crassoconico, intus lociilos quatuor
ferente quorum cxteriores steriles longiores, inte-

. riores dimidio breviores polliniferi ; ovario ut in conge-
neribus ; folliciiUs (ex specimlnibus exsiccatis de-
scriptis) binis erectis parallelis 20—24 poll, longis
lineari-oblongis coriacco-lignosis apice longissime

intus flavidis nitidis ; seminibtis fusiformibus 14—15
lin. longis lano gossypino albido obtcctis.

—

Hob.
Afric. trap. Occident, ad Old Calabar ubi legerunt

. Mann, n.n. 1444 ! 2247 ! Rev. W. C. Thomson, 22 !

In ins. Fernando Po, ftlann, 1444 !

Some months since we were favoured by
Mr. Bullen, the curator of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Glasgow, with specimens of the above described
Strophanthus, which proved, on examination, to be
identical \vith native specimens in the Kew Herbaria,
gathered by Mann and by the Rev. W. C. Thomson,
and for the opportunity of examining which we are
indebted to the unvarying courtesy of the officials of
that establishment. The plant is a climbing shrub,
whose technical description, so far as essentials are

concerned, is above given, and whose general aspect the
accompanying sketch (fig. 257), from the pencil of
Mr. P'itch, sufficiently pourtrays. The flowers are by
no means devoid of beauty. In colour the tube is pinkish,

the limb yellow, with purplish spots, while the
curious tails to the petals are of a purple hue. From
a structural point of view the flowers are very curious
in their long-tailed petals (not so long, however, as in

some other species), the glands in the mouth of the
corolla, which probably represent abortive stamens,
the anthers with two half-lobes sterile and elongated,
and two shorter ones pollen-bearing, the whole firmly
connected together, and adherent to the pulley-shaped
end of the style in such a manner that it would seem as
if the pollen must fall on its associate stigma, and self-

fertilisation result. The immensely long follicles

(20 to 24 inches), termmating in long tail-like projec-

tions, as in Martynia, are also noteworthy. We have
only seen them in the dried specimens, but as some
interest pertains to them, we have added a figure of
them.

Very probably this plant, like its congeners, has a
poisonous milky juice. One species, S. hispidus,

closely allied to the one now described, supplies, it is

said, a poison with which the West African natives

anoint their arrows. We believe that this latter species

will shortly be figured in the " Icones Plantai^um."

Perhaps it is the same as that alluded to in Mr.
Bullen's nole, which we subjoin on account of the
valuable hints it contains as to the cultivation of these
plants. M. T. M.

THE ART OF GARDENING.
From this title, it must not be supposed that I am

going to enter upon the merits and demerits of the
various systems of gardening at present in vogue, or

that I intend to advocate any particular arrangement

as par excellence "the Art of Gardening." But a
curious little work, the name of which forms the heading

of this paper, having recently been put into my hands,

I believe that a few remarks upon some of the inte-

resting points, which it undoubtedly presents, will prove

acceptable.

This book—the 3d edition of which was published in

168S—was written by J. Woolridge, Gent., and treats

not only of the plants to be cultivated, but of every-

thing connected with a garden ;
giving directions for

the making of "arbours and banquetting-houses," for

derable ' ^'^^ placing of grottos and statues, and many other

" I have forwarded a small box containing leaves and
flowers of a species of Strophanthus, the first I have
succeeded in flowering, although from the reputed beauty
and form of the flowers, I have devoted considerable '

. _ _
attention to them, in a cultural point of view, both as matters. The first thing that strikes one is the con-

regards soils and cliniatical conditions ; and have so far
[

trast between the plants which were then popularly
succeeded in growing specimens very successfully, but ' cultivated, and those which find most favour at the

present day. A great difference we should

of course expect : but until one actually

considers the matter, by running over the

names of our modern favourites, one can
scarcely realise how great it is. Geraniums,

Lobelias, Calceolarias, Ageratums, Verbenas,

Petunias, Heliotropes—these, and the more
recently introduced " foliage plants" were
unknown, not only as outdoor plants, but

even in greenhouses ; and that for very many
years after the date of this book. We hear

much now-a-days from the opponents of the
" bedding-out" system of " old-fashioned gar-

dening ;" and it may be worth while consider-

ing what this really was. We must not sup-

pose, for instance, that the greater number of

the herbaceous plants, which are now coming
into fashion, have any claim to the title of

"old-fashioned;" some of the most popular
of these are of more recent introduction than
those above enumerated which they are

intended to replace. And while deprecating

the vulgar and gaudy blaze of colour which,

in too many places, is the result of the "bed-
ding-out " arrangement, I can scarcely picture

to myself our gardens if deprived, say, only

of their Pelargoniums, not to merition the

many other brilliant flowers which share their

popularity.

Our author gives us a very good idea of

the plants which were most common in

gardens at the date of his work, when he
speaks "of some more vulgar flowers."

"There are many Flowers," he says, "that
either for scent or shew are raised in the

more ordinary Country Gardens, that several

Florists have taken a great deal of pains and
care exactly to describe, and the manner and
method of propagating them, which here

shall only be named, as the Aconites or Wolf-
bane, Pilewort, Crowfoot, Batchelor's-Button,

Marsh-Marigold, Hollow-root, Monks-hood,
CiTines-bill, Bellflowers, Champions, Nonsuch
or Flower of Bristol, Princes-feather or Com-
mon Amaranthus, Dames Violet or Queen's
Gilliflowers, Rockets, Double-Pellilory,

Double-Featherfew, Double Camomil, Double
Dog-Fennil, Double Lady-smocks, Double
Daisies, Toadflax, Fox-gloves, Grove-
Thistles, Scabious, Blewbottles, Moth-Mul-
lens, Nigella or Fennel-Flower, Thorny-
Apple, Balsame Apple, Apple of Love,

Candy Tufts, Snail-flowers, Satten-flo\rer,

and Flower of the Sun. These every Colona
knoweth how to plant, sow, or progagate."

Such were, then, the commonest garden
flowers of this period, the very names of

which will be strange to many of our readers.

Fig. 257. I may note, as among the more strange-

sounding of them, the Hollow-root, a trans-

lation of Radix cava, the old name forCorydalis

solida, and an allied species ; Nonsuch or Flower

never flowering them,* which I attributed to planting in of Bristol, which is now popularly known as the Scarlet

soils always too rich. The same plant was grown under Lychnis (L. chalcedonica) ; Double Pellitory, that form
similar treatment last year, soil excepted. The year i of Achillea Ptarmica which is now cultivated as "Fair
previous I grew an unnamed species of Strophanthus,

\
Maids of France" [? Ranunculus aconitifolius] ; Double

probably not the same as that just described, in a Cucum-
; Dog-Fennel—Matricaria Chamomilla, or M. inodora,

ber-house, planted out and trained on the w^res^under^pre-
j

^^,^^ ^^^ disk-florets converted into ray-florets ; Grove-
r, rrr.^ crr^r^ r,

'pj^j^.jjgg—probably Onopordum Acanthium ; Snail-
cisely the same conditions which secured a good crop of

Cucumbers, but to my great annoyance I got no flowers for

my pains. Having used a variety of strong soils, I deter-

mined, while I had the opportunity, to try what the

opposite extreme would do, and accordingly beat out the

soil from the ball of a very old Erica, which had to all

appearance occupied the same pot for a goodly number of

years, and had died from the natural consequences of

exhaustion and old age. And into this poor, light, sandy
peat the plant was potted in March of this year. The
growth is not strong, but healthy

; many of the young
shoots, most of which are flowering in clusters at the

extremities, vary from 2 to 10 inches in length. They
require a hot stove and frequent use of the syringe to

keep down red-spider. 1 think It one of the most
beautiful flowers I have seen, and well worth making
better known. Robert Bullen."

^ The old Strophanthus dichotomus, an Indian plant, is not

difficult to grow or flower. We have always grown it in peaty
soil, and in an ordinary stove, associated with other shrubby
stove plants, and under these conditions it flowered annually. Eds.

flower—Medicago orbicularis, which is still found

some old gardens, and is so called from the curious

appearance of its spirally twisted legumes ; and Satin-

flower—the "Honesty" (Lunaria biennis).

These being the " more vulgar flowers," it maybe
worth while to glance at some of the more "select"

ones. After enumerating ' * flower-bearing trees,

"

" Bolbous-rooted Flowers," which include Tulips,

Hyacmths, Daftbdils, Lilies, Saff"ron Flowers, Iris, &c.,

and "Tuberose Rooted Flowers," which are confined

to Anemones and " Peonyes," our author comes to

"divers other Select Flowers." First among these,

not only numerically, but in Mr. Woolridge's estima-

tion, comes the Gilliflower : not the Gilliflower of

modem writers, but that of Chaucer and Spenser—the

Dianthu-s. Caryophyllus, "vulgarly termed Carnations

fron^ those ajicient English Flowers that were usually

of a Flesh Colour." Our author is loud in its praises.
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" Notwithstanding the Flower-bearing Trees are com-

pleat Ornaments with little trouble ; the Bolbous-

rooted Flowers so illustrious that they merit great

esteem from the most curious, being less subject to

casualties than most others, and the Tuberose Roots

yield such incomparable Beauties in the spring ;
yet

must they concede to the Gilliflower, the pride of the

summer, that hath its scent as pleasing as its variega-

tions beautiful.

' Lovely Carnations then their Flowers dilate,

The worth of them is, as their Beauty, great.

The smell is excellent.'—RAPINUS."

Here, parenthetically, I may ask, who was

Rapinus? or Rapin ? for, as we g.ather that he was a

French writer, the latter is probably the correct form

of his name. He appears to have sung the "art of

gardening" in verse, as fully as Mr. Woolridge

detailed it in prose, for here are quotations from his

poems on every branch of the science, translated, pro-

bably, by his admiring friend, the author. The verses

are certainly not elegant, and in the original would

probably be very quaint ; can any reader tell us more

about him or his book?

Minute instructions for the cultivation and propaga-

tion of the Gilliflower are given ; and " Sweet

Williams, Sweet Johns, and London Pride," are

referred to as "pretty Fancies, near of kin to the old

English GiUiflowers." By the last of these names is

meant, not Saxifraga umbrosa, which at present goes

by ihe name, but a Dianthus, probably a variety or

ally of the Sweet William, which was the " London

Pride " of the older writers. Threlkeld, in 1 727, was, so

far as I know, the first to publish the name in connec-

tion with the plant which now so generally bears it.

Next we come to the " Stock-Gilliflowers and

Wall-Flowers." Of the former, nowusually abbreviated

into Stocks, we have full particulars as to the mode of

obtaining double-flowered forms. " If there be five

Leaves in a Blossom, the seed tlience produced will

bring double Flowers." This seed " must be sown at

the full of the Moon, or in two or three days after ; and

when come up 4 or 5 inches high, take them up and

plant them out, which prevents their running up to

stalk, which labour you may reiterate twice before

Winter." But this is only the commencement of your

labours. Whether the dogma relative to the five-

petaled flowers producing a double-blossomed race is,

after all, not to be relied on, I cannot say ; but that

many other means are essential to the desired end is

obvious : lor "If you remove, water, and shade them

every time to preserve them (it being a Summer work),

and do it the first time three days after the Full, and

twice more before the next Change, and again three

days after the next Full, and once more before the

succeeding change (all these removes to be in barren

Ground) : then at the third Full Moon, eight days

after, remove them again into rich Ground, wherein

they are to stand : it is said that it will make them

bring forth double Flowers
;

" to which I would

only add, that if there be any truth in the proverb,

that "patience and perseverance shall be re-

warded," very double flowers indeed ought to be

the reward of the gardener who displays such an

amount of both as the above directions would demand.

The " influence of the moon over plants hath long been

obsTved," continues the author, "and if it hath any

such influence, then surely it is in the doubling of

Flowers." Like many another dogmatic teacher, M
Woolridge seems often to doubt the truth of the dogmas
which he himself proclaims ; as in this and the pre-

ceding instance, with many more which we could cite

did space permit. The Wallflowers are briefly dis-

missed ; they are "so termed for that the single kind

naturally affect to grow on old Walls, and that the

double need the assistance of some Wall or other

support." The latter fact is somewhat startling, but

whether on the meaning of names or the growth of

plants, Mr. Woolridge gives us many ideas " that were

never made publick before. " The succeeding sections

are devoted to " Auriculas, Cowslips, and Primroses,"

the " Windsor Auricula " being " the most splendid of

all the rest"—is it still known?—the "Hellebore,

Ladies-slipper, and Lilly of the Valley," which is " wild

in some places northward, as many fine Plants are in

one place or other" (!)—the " Hepatica, Gentianella,

and Dittany"—and then we come to " Flowers raised

only from seed." Yes, the foregoing are all the

perennials which our author enumerates ; not only

were bedding plants unknown to him, but our hardy
Phloxes, our Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, and
many more such, were yet to come.

And now I must glance at the annuals—Lark-
spurs, Poppies, Hollyhocks, Snapdragons, Musk
Scabious (Amberboa moschata), "called the Sultan's

Flower, because the Grand Seignior afi'ected to wear it

in his Turbant ;
" Amaranthus, African Marigold ("a

fair large Yellow Flower, but of a very naughty
smell") ; Greater Convolvulus, Marvailof Peru ("to be
raised in a hot Bed"), Lupins, and "a sort of Kidney
Bean that yields a fine scarlet Blossom "—these, with

the exception of Columbines and the Everlasting Pea,

both of which our author places in this group,

are the only representatives of the class of hardy

annuals. Where were the Mignonette, Eschscholtzia,

Nemophila, Clarkia, Gilia, Sweet Pea, Virginian

Stock, CoUinsia, and the hundred and one annuals

that we can procure, almost for nothing, and grow

with little or no trouble, and which we arc conse-

quently too prone to neglect ? In their native coun-

tries probably, for, so far as Mr. Woolridge's know-
ledge is concerned, they do not appear to have reached

this.

Trees are by no means omitted in the work, but we
cannot dwell upon them, although much interesting

matter is given. Thus, of the Horse Chestnut we read

that it "is very lately made English, being brought in

its seed or nuts from Constantinople ;" and it would

appear that it had not become thoroughly acclimatised,

as but "a few of the blossoms are succeeded by nuts,"

and that only " in some years." Although the number
of fruits in proportion to the flowers is still small, they

are produced every year in greater or less quantity. It

is a curious fact that the native country of the Horse

Chestnut, as of many other common trees and plants,

is not definitely known. Professor Oliver, speaking of

this tree and the Walnut, says :
—" Persia and the

Central Asiatic plateau generally are credited with

these trees, and probably the guess is in the right

direction, though no wild specimens exist of either

species in our herbaria." But although we may not

linger with the ordinary trees and shrubs, our readers,

especially those who have devoted any attention to

" foliage plants," will be interested in a reference to

the chapter which treats of such as are " variegated or

gilded-leafed." "There is no new thing under the

sun," and therefore it is by no means surprising to find

that, nearly two hundred years ago, people were just

as fond of these varieties as they are at present ; and

we shall do well to remember that in this, as in other

cases, we are but following in the steps of our fore-

runners, although more favourable circumstances enable

us to achieve greater results. " For what can be more
pleasant than to have Groves or Walks (when the

Flowers that are but for a day are retired) apparrelled

with gilded party-colour Garments, some with yellow

and green, others with white and green, emulating

the two Royal Metals that by the gilder's hand adorn

the Palaces of Princes. The most excellent of all

which gilded Plants is the Holly, whose Bark as well

as Leaf is variegated with a bright yellow ; the more

yellow the Leaf is, the more beautiful is the Plant ;

some are strip'd throughout the Barks and Berries." Is

this Holly with striped berries known to exist ? The
other gilded plants mentioned by our author are " Phy-

lirea and Alalcrnus," Rosemary, Periwinkle, and Lily,

with a marginal reference to a variegated Woodbine ;

and we have the following on " gilded weeds:"— " It is

known to all Naturalists that the best Garden Ground is

most prone to Weeds, which are its spontaneous pro-

ductions, and seeing that Weeds are expected in our

Grove, as well as in our Garden, it were better that it

were in part supplied for want of gilded-leaved Flowers

with gilded Weeds, whereof the Nightshade, otherwise

a noisome Weed, but with its variegated Leaves, and

here and there thinly dispersed, and gilded Mugwort,
another Weed of the like nature, would make a good

mixture with the other richer Dyes, like the ordinary

Colours in a Picture, which serve to illustrate the more
excellent. Some other sorts of Gilded Plants there may
prob.ably be, but these are all I have hitherto ob-

served." The selection, therefore, was not very

extensive, but we have here the germ of the taste for

variegated foliage which has lately become rampant.

Apropos of the "gilded Mugivort," we may observe

that we met with it two or three months since in an

old-fashioned Cheshire garden, and thought it quite as

ornamental as the variegated Chrysanthemums which
have been in favour. As to weeds, Mr. Woolridge

would " give you Caution, not to use Malt dust in your

Garden, for there are many Seeds of pernicious Weeds
in it that have passed all the imbibitions, fermenta-

tations, and exsiccations of the Malt, and yet retain

their vegetating nature, and will furnish you with new
species of Weeds out of the Fields, that your Garden
was not before acquainted withal."

So much, then, for the " ornamental garden " of two

centuries back. I cannot now speak of the " tender

exotick Trees," of the "Perennial Greens," or of "such
plants that cannot endure cold," far less of the
" Kitchin Garden," and the many matters connected

with it, to which I may return on some future

occasion. From what has been already said, we
may obtain some idea of the limited resources

enjoyed by those who have gone before us, and may
gain as well a feeling of thankfulness for the greater

opportunities which have fallen to our share. Jamis
Britten, F.I..S.

HARD-WOODED STOVE PLANTS.
Their Insect Enemies.

Hard-wooded stove plants have few equals,

either as to their adaptability for the decoration of

plant-houses or in furnishing a long succession of cut

flowers. The different varieties of Ixora, especially

I. coccinea, if well done, will produce their glorious

heads all the pear round, which, even in winter, will

keep fresh in water for a week in the temperature of an
ordinary sitting-room. I. aurantiaca stands next, even a

freer flowerer than I. coccinea, but it has smaller trusses.

Then come I. javanica, amboinensis, and others, to

which I must add the magnificent new white one,

which I understand is to be sent out next year, and
which, from what I have seen of it, will stand at the

head of white stove flowers. Next to the I;(Dras we have

Dipladenias, Francisceas, &c. A single plant of Dip-
ladenia amabilis, crassinoda, or magnifica, will

furnish flowers every day for seven months out of the

twelve. How often do we hear both gardeners and
amateurs speaking in the highest terms of praise respect-

ing these plants, and yet objecting to their culture on
account of the serious amount of labour involved in

keeping them free from the ravages of the different

insect pests, which have a particular liking for them
—in particular, mealy-bug and brown scale.

I grow here about a score of specimens of these

plants, varying from 3 feet by 3, to 5 feet by 5, and
the labour required in keeping down brown scale alone

by sponging and brushing was a serious affair ; taking

one man two days a week during the growing season.

To reduce the amount of labour I had tried washing
with several compositions, which were only partially

efficacious. I was recommended to try the " Abys-
sinian Mixture," but, having tried several others said

to be infallible, and which ended in disappointment,

I was sceptical as to anything killing insects without

injuring the plants. In the summer of 1S68 I had in

a few small stove plants, which were submitted to the

usual examination, but only a little brown scale

being noticed, they were put upon a shelf in the

stove near the specimen plants. Some time after I

found they were covered with mealy-bug, and,

still worse, it had spread over a number of

Ihe specimen plants, amongst others a large Ixora

javanica, 5 feet by 5. This is one of the worst plants

in existence to clean, the scales which it forms over all

the joints of its young wood, and the bark on the old

being full of cracks, presenting innumerable places for

the deposit of eggs. Therefore I at once determined

to try the " Abyssinian Mixture." I procured a dozen
bottles, and commenced by using it at the prescribed

strength, 4 oz. to the gallon. This killed some of the

bugs, but left many alive. I next tried it at 5 oz. to

the gallon, and used no water to wash it off', leaving

the solution to dry on the plant. This left very few

alive. I then applied it sj and 6 oz. to the gallon,

and from that day to the present I have not seen a single

bug about the place. Brown scale is also reduced to a

minimum, so far as that in the present season there has

not been a single hour's labour expended with sponge

or brush upon our stove plants. We simply well

washed them with the mixture, in the winter 6 oz. to

the gallon, before active growth commenced, and once

during the summer, at 5 oz. per gallon, on account of

their young leaves being more tender than those of

mature growth.
The directions for use on the label of the bottle are

all right so far as the destruction of green-fly, thrips,

or red spider is concerned. In fact, I find it will kill

these insects at 24 or 3 oz. to the gallon ; but for bug
or scale it requires to be used at the greater strength

above stated, in all cases leaving the solution to dry on
the plants. I am acquainted with many who have

tried the mixture- Some succeed, others fail—often, I

am convinced, through careless application, or from

the want of studying the habits of the various insects.

When we consider how infinitesimally small the eggs

of those insects are, and the wonderful instinct dis-

played in depositing them in the most secure places, it

becomes obvious that nothing but the most thorough ap-

plication can succeed ; and suppose that all the mature

insects on a plant are killed, still sufficient time ought

not to elapse between the dressings to allow of any

eggs that might escape coming to maturity and breed,

ing, otherwise it is obvious that all has to be begun

over again. I use a galvanised iron trough 6 feet by
6 feet, and 6 inches deep ; over this the plants are

laid and syringed, keeping the plants turned, so as to

get the solution in every crevice of the plants.

When dressing for the bugs, the largest plants were

syringed by two men for an hour each, so as to insure

wetting every part. With care there is little loss

beyond as much as dries on the plant. Feeling the

necessity of getting right down to the collar of the

plants, and consequently of some getting to the roots,

I thought I would try its effects absolutely on the roots.

I selected small specimens of the following plants :

—

Ixora, Azalea, Fuchsia, Cineraria, Pelargonium, Aloca-

sia metallica, A. macrorhiza, and others ; and watered

them at the roots until it came through the pots, 4 oz.

to the gallon. I could not see that it had any effect

upon the roots, and the plants grew in no way differently

to others of their respective kinds to which the solution

was not applied, but which were treated in all other

respects the same. It is by far the most cleanly

of all things that I have seen tried upon plants,

leaving the foliage and wood as clean as if they

had been polished, and it will not affect the most

delicate flower. I have used it upon white Camel-

lias, at 5 oz. to the gallon, buds of which were

half open, and the same flowers when open were

worn in a lady's hair—the solution being allowed

to dry on. [We hope it did not rub off. Eds.]

In the case of plants infested with mealy-bug,

I should recommend three or four washings at

intervals of 10 or 12 days. For scale, two or

three dressings will suffice. In regard to the latter

insect I find a gieat diff'erence in its vitality, the

insect on some species of plants being much easier to

kill than upon others. The autumn and winter months

are the best for using it, as then the growths are

matured, and consequently will stand stronger dress-

ings. When we consider the great saving of labour,
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and the health and appearance of clean plants over

those which are often met with literally scrubbed and

sponged out of existence, I look upon the mixture as

one of the greatest boons which plant-growers have

had placed before them. T. Baines, The Gardms,

Southgatc House, Soiithgate, N.

bodies one of these, and seems that most fitted for

accomplishing the object for which it is intended, since

it possesses the following qualities, viz., reliability,

power, accuracy, and extreme sensitiveness, and,

moreover, it is not liable to get out of order.

To show more clearly \\-hat is the power and sen

sitiveness of this instrument, let us see what it

_ _„_,_,-^ _^^_,j_,^„ effect. Take I* of heat ; this, even to the most ov.,.-

THE VICTORIA ELECTRIC IHEKMU- ^^^-^^^^ person, would be imperceptible; aided by a
METER. common thermometer we might just perceive it.

This invention consists in the adaptation of a Applied to a long glass-tube, filled with quicksilver, it

peculiar form of balance thermometer, designed by I will only expand the metal in that tube i -9990th part

—

the patentee, Mr. G. Rothnie, to the purpose of ! or, in other words, a tube filled with quicksilver, 52 feet

connecting together separate wires, in connection with
j

high, for 1° of additional heat will expand upwards

a galvanic battery. By the electric current thus set I-l6lh of an inch. Taking one of the most expansive

up a bell is caused to ring, or otherwise notice is given
;

of fluids—air—a tube 5 feet high, filled with air,

to those charged with the regulation of the tempera-
j

will expand i-Sth of an inch in height, since air

ture of a greenhouse or apartment that their attention I expands at the rate of i -490th for one degree of heat,

is required. Now, the eflfect of one degree of heat on the Victoria

The following description will, we trust, show its
|

Thermometer will be to cause it to ring a large bell

principle of action. From the accompanying engraving
,

upwards of 100 miles off. At the same time an index

(fig. 25S) it will be seen that the thermometer is sus- may be made to show whether it rings for one degree

pended between two upright pieces of brass, and
;
of heat or of cold ; while at night it can be made to

nicely poised on pivots. These upright supports are ' indicate the same in letters of fire. It may be made to

securely fastened to an alabaster stand, on each side of open or shut a ventilator, to draw or shut a damper,

which is fixed a small brass pillar, having another piece to open or shut a valve in a hot-water pipe. Thus,

of metal, either platinum or aluminum, screwed on to I to thegardener,or themaltster,ortoanyonewhorequires

its top.
'

This screw also answers the purpose of fixing an even temperature in a building or apartment of any

the wires (shown at the side of each). Beneath the tube
[

kind, it will give notice when the temperature therein

another platinum point is fastened at each end, so that
,

is either too hot or too cold, and that whatever the

on whichever side the tube may descend, it will bring in distance at which it may be placed. In large buildings

contact these two points, namely, that on the pillar and it might be of the greatest service in case of fire, by

that on the thermometer. It will be seen that the two ' ringing an alarm bell on the top of the building.

brass pillars are insulated, being fastened into the To this description, for which we have to thank

alabaster stand. Hence the electricity can only form a - Mr. Rothnie, we need only add that the instrument

circuit when the thermometer is

out of balance, and the platinum

point at one end or the other

touches the top of one of the pil-

lars. In this case the wires

inserted in their sides, being in

connection with the "positive"

end of a battery, conduct the

electricity from thence through

the platinum points and along the

metal plate under the scale of the

thermometer, and allowing it to

escape by the pivots into the two
supporting pieces of brass, it is

conducted thence into the pillar

seen in front, to which a wire is

fastened leading into the earth, or

negative end of the battery.

The wires (represented on each

side of the instrument) are led from

the hothouse, where the thermo-

meter is placed, to the gardener's

room. Each of these wires is

connected with an electric bell,

the one being of distinct sound

from the other, so that the gar-

dener may know by sound whether
^^

the house in question be hot or ^^^^^^
''

||]j;)

cold. Moreover, by means of the '''^

electric current, the words hot,

cold, &c., may be made to ap- p,_ ^^j

pear in letters of fire, or an index

may be made to point out the

same facts. Where the gardener's

house is situated at a considerable distance from the gar- I appears to work in a ver)' easy, regular, and simple

den, in order to save expense one wire may be made to
,

manner,
that case being that onlyanswer, the difl'erence

bell will be rung. In houses or establishments where
electric bells are already in use, the thermometer can
easily be connected with them at very little expense.

The tube of the thermometer is coiled round a

EFFECT OF WIND ON TREES.

When one watches the limbs and trunk -of a large

tree blown about by the wind, how little one thinks of

central piece of wood on which the degrees are marked, ' the powerful influences at work, affecting slowly and

and on this is placed a sliding weight and index, so as surely the well-being of the tree. As we notice the

to slide along the top of the graduated scale, and great strain to which it is subjected, we little think that

thereby permit of its being balanced at any temperature every movement tends to render the tree more capable

which may be required. If the temperature of the I of resisting the force. What, then, is the eflfect of

house be equal to that at which the index is set, the : wind on trees ? We all know that, in every plant,

tube will be evenly balanced, but if either too hot
:
nutriment and water are absorbed by the roots, and

or too cold, the bell will ring until such time as the conveyed upwards through the stem to the leaves,

heat is regulated to meet the required standard. It 1 There the watery fluid is given off or exhaled, and the

has been found that in ordinary cases this instrument ' sap, which is thus supposed to be elaborated, descends

would prove too sensitive or exact, to obviate which
!
through the outer partsofthestem to beusedbytheplant

the centre of gravity is made to rise or fall, thus
!
in various ways, such as the formation of new wood,

making the action slow or sensitive, as may be required.
;
and numerous other purposes essential to the life of the

This, it will be seen, is effected by means of a screw plant. .Such is, then, the ordinarily described course

fastened to the pendent beneath the tube.

The action of the instrument is the result of the

expansion of spirit, which occupies the upper part of

the tube, and rests on quicksilver in the lower part.

This latter, by the expansion or contraction of the

spirit, is displaced at one end of the tube and driven

over to the other, as the heat or cold may predominate,
and thus overbalancing the tube makes it descend so as

to come into contact with the pillars on either side of

the stand, as the case may be. The tube being formed
of one length of thin glass, exposing a great surface to

the air, is easily affected by heat or cold, which is of
great importance.
Many other methods might be adopted to accomplish

a purpose similar to that here described. The inven-
tor, Mr. Rothnie, is, we are told, able to effect this in

eight distinct methods, or rather applications of well-
known principles. The Victoria Thermometer em-

of the sap. Fluid entering by the root, mixed
various materials, ascends through the tissues of the

stem as crude sap. This is conveyed to the leaves,

where it is elaborated by exposure to the action of the

air, and deprived of a large amount of water. The
elaborated sap next descends through the outer tissues

of the stem and bark, and ultimately reaches the roots.

It is evident that a very great amount of force is

requisite to raise the sap through such a length of

tissue as the trunk of an ordinary tree. Then, again,

the quantity of sap required is very large, because the

amount of evaporation of fluid from the I

great. Many forces, exerting a very great amount of

power, must therefore be constantly at work raising

this large quantity of fluid necessary for the use of the

plant.

In the first place, we must remember that the sap is

not always in motion, and that the work of raising the

fluid in the plant is not always going on. During the

coldest part of the year, the sap is at rest [?], and no
upward current will be detected in the plant. But
when the warm spring weather commences, then we
have the juices of the plant beginning to move. As
the temperature rises, and the buds begin to swell,

11
I

then the sap begins its upward course. The bleeding

of trees in spring is a very familiar example of this

beginning of the upward movement of the sap. When
a tree, as a Maple or Bir»-h, has been injured, as soon

as the warm spring weather sets in, then large quantities

of sap pour from the injured surface. The flow of sap

from the wounds is not constant ; it varies greatly with

the temperature. The higher the temperature, the

more sap exudes. Why is this? The elevation of the

temperature causes the fluids and air contained in the

tissues of the stem to expand, and hence the overflow.

But there is still another very powerful cause. The
roots seem to have the power of attracting fluid,

and of absorbmg it. This is conveyed through the

tissues, and is forced up the stem, the attracting

power of the root acting as a powerful agent

in raising the sap. But after a time, we notice that

the bleeding has ceased. The season has advanced,
and the leaves begin to grow. Evaporation is now
going on from the surface of the leaves, and a power-
ful attractive force is at work drawing the sap up to

the leaves. The power thus brought into action tends

to stop the bleeding, and as the leaves form, a new
layer of wood begins to be developed, and the wound
from which the bleeding took place is healed over by a

layer of cork cells, which act as a protecting coating to

the wounded surface. The tree is now actively grow-
ing, new cells are being rapidly formed, old ones are

enlarging and taking up large quantities of water.

The minute vessels or tubes,

through which the sap has to flow,

act on account of their capillarity

in arresting the flow, which goes

on now with great force. But
there is still another force at work,
and one of great power. The
stem is made up of cells and
vessels. The sap is moving
through the vessels in the outer

layers of wood, called sap-wood,
on account of its conveying the

sap. These vessels have delicate

—

_

walls, and can easily be com-
~"

1 pressed. What, then, is the action
-*^^ ' of the wind on these delicate

vessels ? As the trunk or branches^
are swayed to and fro by the

I

action of the wind, the strain

^ causes the vessels to be compressed
\;' laterally. They are full of fluid,

\ and this fluid will also be com-
'

pressed. The fluid cannot move
i backwards down the stem, be-

^ "'
cause it is powerfully opposed by

%^ the force excited by the roots

•^—

V

pressing the fluid up. The course

3 of least resistance is upwards, the
^ attracting power of the leaves is

at work, and this assists the rise

of the sap. As the tree bends,

and the delicate sap-bearing tubes

are compressed, an upward move-
ment is given to the sap, and one

acting with very considerable power. But the walls of

the tubes are, to a certain extent, pervious to fluid. If

the wall be examined by means of the microscope, mi-

nute pits or depressions will be noticed. These are

caused by the hard matter which is deposited inside

these tubes being irregular, and small rounded parts left

uncovered by the thickening matter. From this porous

or pitted vessel, small quantities of sap will be exuded,

pressed out by tlie mechanical strain caused by the wind.

Cell growth will be encouraged, and thus parts sub-

jected to strains will be rendered stronger and more

able to bear them. The course of the ascending sap

can be very easily seen and demonstrated. Suppose

we take a piece of the common Bay Laurel, so

common in all our gardens. Cut a small branch, say

with three or four leaves on it ; place the cut end in a

bottle containing a dilute solution of magenta—one

drop to about half-a-wine-glassful of water. The
branch and bottle are now to be exposed to the lull

action of the sun for a couple of hours, care being

taken that the sun freely strikes the leaves, and that

they are in no way shaded. When removed, a small

piece, about a quarter of an inch, is to be cut ofT with

a sharp knife, and the newly cut section examined.

It will be found that there is a circle of magenta in the

stem, between the pith and the outer layers. If a fine

section be now made, ana placed under the microscope,

it will be seen that the young layer of wood cells has

become coloured in certain parts. The cells are mostly

small, but numerous larger openings are easily dis-

tinguished. These have become brightly coloured

.... with magenta ; and a small quantity having escaped

ry through the walls of the tube, the smaller cells in the

neighbourhood hfli^e become coloured.

Let us try -i.nother experiment. Take a small branch

of the Bav Laurel, the same as in the precediiig

experiment': but instead of plrcing the thick end in

the coloured solution, let us reverse it, and, cutting off"

the end o'' the stem above the second youngest leaf,
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place the branch upside down in the coloured solution.

After exposure to the sun, in the same way as the first

one, it will be found, on microscopic examination, that

precisely the same parts ai"e stained. These experi-

ments we have frequently repeated, using different

materials, but with the same result. We are indebted

to Mr. Herbert Spencer for pointing out the action of

mechanical strains on the ascent of the sap. He also

considers that the sap, instead of descending through

the bark and outer parts of the stem, as the camipiuni,

descends by the same channels as those by which it

ascends. This is borne out by the experiments just

mentioned. The simple experiment of putting a cut

branch into a coloured solution, demonstrates con-

clusively the effect of leaves in attracting fluid through

the tissues of the stem, when evaporation is made to

take place rapidly from the surface of the leaf by
exposure to the full rays of the sun. The influence of

the high winds in spring and autumn on the sap con-

tained in the tree, must be very powerful. How
marvellous it is that the wind, which helps to evaporate

fluid from the leaves, should also influence powerfully

the ascent of fluid in the stem by its direct mechanical

action ; and also by submitting the part to the action

of a powerful strain, actually tends, by exciting the

action of the neighbouring cells, to render the stem
stronger and more able to resist the violence of the

storm. IV. 7?. M'lVab, M.D,, Cirencester, in *' Villa

Ga?-dcncr.'^

GRAPE GROWING AT WOODSTOCK.
No record of Grape growing at Woodstock would be

complete without some account of what Mr. Robert
Fenn is doing at the Old Rectory House at the upper
end of the town, and close by one of the entrances to

Blenheim. The Vine-clad front, as well as the house
itself, is quite hidden from the view of any one coming
up the town through the principal street ; and few
would dream such a pleasant sight lay hidden close by.

AH that need be stated regarding these outdoor Vines
is, that they cover the whole of that part of the house,

and they have crept up on to the roof, and encircled in

their many arms one of the principal chimneys, and on
this some of the finest Grapes are produced. The
crop averages about 6 cwt. annually (not 16 cwt., as

stated on p. 1247), and the cool roomy cellars of the

Rectory show to what purposes the Grapes are turned.

Probably the visitor might travel a long way ere another
such a wall met his gaze.

On a much less restricted scale than his pupil, Mr.
Morris, Mr. Fenn has his vineries at the back of the

rectoiy. The two conjoined would scarcely afford

space enough to dine half-a-dozen persons capable of

being crowded closely together, and yet they are a

monument of economy in the utilisation of space.

First there is a small lean-to vinery and orchard-house
in one, veiy simple and cheap in construction, and put
together after Mr. Fenn's own design. The house
would be about 18 feet long by 5 feet in width, and
the height at the back about 8 feet. The house is

formed of woodwork and glass, the former screwed
together in such a way that it could be taken to

pieces at any time, and easily removed. Against the

back wall were thickly planted Black Hamburgh,
White Muscat, and Muscadine Grapes ; and a small

early White Tunisian Grape, received from Mr. Rivers,

of Sawbridgeworth, some time ago, under the name of

Muscat St. Lambert, and obtained by him from Tunis.

It produces somewhat long tapering bunches of small
white berries, oval, round, luscious, and with a
decidedly brisk Muscat flavour. These Vines were
loaded with bunches, and all were doing well, except-

ing the White Muscat, which requires more heat than
Mr. Fenn can give it. Along the front of the house
were a few fruit trees in pots, among them Mr.
Standish's two new Peaches, Early Ascot and Marquis
of Downshire, the former true, and showing a delicious

luscious bright golden-yellow fruit, to all appearance
like an early Salway, the flesh partly clinging to the

stone. This, in the presence of a competent fruit judge,
was tested against one or two well-known Peaches, and
voted first-rate ; very early, a good cropper, and a
strong grower. The plant of Marquis of Downshire
proved to be not true to name, as it should be as early
as the Early Ascot. The plant growing under this

name was evidently Royal George. By very simple
means air can be given to this house, and the arrange-
ment appeared every way satisfactory.

Next to this, and divided from it by a partition
wall whicli forms the back of a small lean-to vinery, is

another Grape-growing structure, formed out of two
walls, about 4 feet apart, with a span-roof on the top,
about 9 feet in height, and of the same length as the
vinery. It was originally a henhouse, and by the
removal of the roof, and the substitution of a slight

span of glass, it has become a veritable vinery. Thus
a building that proved too hot and close for the accom-
modation of ordinary barndoor fowls, is changed into

a vinery, and proves its fitness by growing excellent

Grapes. In this house are growing White Muscadine
and Black Hamburgh Grapes, with a rod or two of the
Black Esperione among them ; the crops were plenti-

ful, the bunches good, and the berries well coloured.

The mode in which this house is heated is as novel
and curious as it appears to be satisfactory. Next door
to it is a brewhouse. By inserting in the partition wall
an old ironing stove, a furnace was obtained. Above

this is an air chamber, and from this the hot air passes

into the vinery. But as it is necessary to temper this

heated air, Mr. Fenn has constructed passages on either

side of the stove, having communication with the air

chamber, and the fresh air passing upwards through
these into the chamber mingles with the heated atmo-
sphere there, and passes onward into the house. The
contrivance answers well, and many dozens of bedding
plants are preserved here during winter. The moral
of this vinery points to the matter of economising space,

and shows how, under apparently antagonistic circum-

stances, crops of fruit can be produced of a character

not to be despised.

This interesting rectory garden shows several con-

trivances of a like economical and interesting character.

When, more than 20 years ago, Mr. Fenn first com-
menced gardening, this garden was low, damp, and
unfruitful. Many cart-loads of new soil have been
added, and it is constantly being fertilised by utilising

all the sewage, &c., from the rectory house. Nothing
in this way is wasted. In the garden tanks have been
constructed immediately below the surface of the soil.

Into one of these is carried all the accumulations from
the domestic offices above stairs, into the second flows

the same yielded by the kitchen, scullery, and the

offices on the ground and basement floors. The con-

tents of these tanks are raised by means of a portable

pump, and used for the purpose of irrigating the soil

of the garden, and Mr. Fenn speaks in the highest

terms of their value when so employed.
Into a third tank, so constructed and placed that

nothing else can find its way into it, runs all the rain-

water that can be obtained from the dwelling-house,

outbuildings, &c. This, filtered through charcoal

filters within the house, and obtained by means of a

force pump, supplies all the water required for drinking

and other purposes. Woodstock has suff"ered from a

comparative scarcity of water during the drought, but

here at the Rectory the rainfall of the previous winter

sufficed to carry the inmates through the season, with

some to spare for less favoured neighbours. I tasted a

glass of the water so gathered and filtered, and had
it been obtained from a clear spring welling up its

precious contribution fresh from the bowels of the

earth, it could not have been cooler or more palatable.

In common with many other houses built during

the last, or the early part of the present century, the

water-closets are external to the house. These Mr.
Fenn has converted into earth closets, the receptacles

for the deposits being bricked and cemented ; and such,

being removed once a year, places at his service for

mixing with other manures an invaluable agent for

replenishing the soil of his garden. The conversion of

these closets is a work of several years' standing. Long
before their utility, and the value of the principle from a

sanitary point of view, was urged on the attention of

the country as an important ramification of social

science, the idea had been suggested to Mr. Fenn's
observant mind, wlien a lad, residing in a densely-

populated district of London. A workman whom he
had to call on occasionally on business matters, occu-

pying a small room on the first floor of a house, kept
a favourite cat. As the arrangements of the building

did not allow of the animal retiring to any outdoor
place, a box of soil was kept in a corner of the room,
and with the fine instinct natural to it, the animal
sedulously covered all its deposits with a portion of

the soil. The lad saw in this the operation of a

simple principle which, in time, he developed
into the system of earth-closets he so successfully

works. R. D.

PLANTING IN SAND HILLS.
Betwixt the arable lands of Moy and the southern

shore of the Moray Firth, lie the extensive ranges of

sand hills usually known as the sand hills of Culbin,

forming a desert, and sterile to a degree, from the

constant sand drift. In the year 1864 a measurement
of this vast district was made, and the extent ascertained

to be 3,466 acres. Some of the sand hills, chiefly

those nearest to the sea coast, rise to the height of

100 feet, gradually undulating, in lower knolls, towards
the arable land. The small estate of Kincorth is nearly

surrounded on three sides by the sand hills, a portion

of that property, next to the sand hills, being equally

sterile. About the year 1S31 or 1S32 the proprietor of

Kincorth planted with Scotch Fir (as an experiment,

and with the view of protection) a portion of this

sterile subject, and the planting soon began to assume
a thriving state.

Encouraged by his example, and by the appearance
of a considereble number of natural trees taking root

through the hills, Mr. Grant, the proprietor of Moy,
in the year 1S40 began to plant within the district of
the sand, commencing next to the arable land, and on
the flatter portion, consisting partly of exhausted peat
moss, and partly of pure sand drift. This experiment
having also succeeded, other and larger portions were
planted in 1841, and again in 1S43. In the year 1S53
about 160 acres more were planted, advancing further
northwards, and nearer to the large sand hills, and this

planting is now in a very thriving state, having, when
planted, partial shelter from natural trees of some size.

In 1S62-3 another large portion was planted, but in

about a month afterwards a heavy gale of wind from
the westward covered up nearly two-thirds of the,

plants with sand-drift, and the remainder, which were

'

rendered weak and sickly, were destroyed by rabbits,

which by this time had got into the cover, so that this

planting was a failure.

The several plantings, up to 1843, consisted of three-

fourths of native Scotch Fir, and one-fourth of Larch,
and the progress of the plants was remarkable. At
intervals prior to 1S57, I repeatedly measured the

annual growths, and found very few under an average
of 18 inches, and many upwards of 2 feet. By this

time the wood had become so thick that it was quite im-
penetrable. Parallel and transverse paths or avenues
were then cut through the whole for access. In 1S57,

I commenced to thin out the thickest portions, and this

I did by cutting down the inferior plants and leaving

them to rot on the ground, thus admitting the air more
freely. The wood immediately afterwards made very
rapid improvement. In the year 1S59, I commenced
cutting for pit props, and in that year realised upwards
of ;^200, less expenses. Betwixt that time and 1865,
a continued pit prop cutting has been carried out by
a gradual process of thinning, the ground being in

most cases gone over twice, and in some parts three

times.

The whole expenses betwixt 1840 and 1865 of plant-

ing, dyking, draining, cutting out, and making roads,

thinning, cutting props, S:c., amount to the aggregate
sum of ^^731 5-f. lO(/., and this includes ;^5o for the

planting of 1853, from which no return has yet been
obtained, and may be deducted, ^^50—^681 5j-. lod.

The aggregate sum obtained for pit props up to the

end of 1865, amounts to ;i^988 'js. \id., thus leaving

an overplus of ;i^307 2J. id., to pay for interest on the

original outlay, and without making any allowance for

rent, the ground being nearly, if not altogether

worthless. As a practical matter, it is proper to

mention that while the Scotch Firplantsgi-ow vigorously

in the pure sand, the Larch plants die out, except in

favoured spots ; and in these I ascertained, by digging,

that the tap-roots had found their way through the sand
into moss or soil below. In these favoured spots, the

Larches quite outstripped the Scotch Fir in their

growth.
The sui*vey, as before mentioned, shows the content

of the whole sand hills to be 3,466 acres; of this

there are 819 acres marked as under wood. This last,

however, contains a considerable extent of natural

wood, which does not fully cover the ground, partly

planted upon 1S59, and partly still in a natural state.

But after making allowance for the extent under such
natural wood, and also for the planting of 1853, I

calculate that there are now at least 400 acres of 23
and 25 years' growth, in a highly thriving condition,

and after another propping, probably two years hence,

destined to form a most valuable plantation ; and this,

beside the 160 acres planted in 1853, not yet fit for

propping. IV. Sclanders, in *^ Land and Water.
^^

Jontt Comsponkitte.
Plant Cases.— ''Patented, 'an improved case for

the conveyance of plants ; ' why it is only of wood I

we have used wood for many years past." Such an
exclamation would be almost as much to the point as

the letters of your correspondents last week, for they

entirely lose sight of, or ignore, the main principle for

which my case is patented. The general shape or

design of the case is not new, nor is there anything
new in its being constructed with legs, so that it

may stand free from the deck ; but there is something
new in the frame of louvre boarding when applied to

shading plant cases, as set out in my specification. For
some years my losses have been so great in importing

new plants, that it has led me to consider the causes,

and anxiously to examine the plants and cases on their

arrival ; and from noticing that in some instances the

tops only were dead, in other words the plants

had died downwards, I came to the conclusion

embodied in my specification submitted to the Solicitor-

General. It reads :
—" Heretofore great loss has been

sustained in the transmission of valuable plants, owing
to the direct action of the rays of the sun upon the

glass covets of the cases containing the plants, the

result of w'hich has been the creation of what may be

termed a ' steaming ' heat within the case, so that the

plants have been literally boiled. Great danger results

also from the breaking of the glass on board vessels,

which at present frequently happens, thus exposing the

plants to the action of the sea air. Various devices

have been resorted to for the purpose of obviating

these serious evils, such as nailing across the case

strips of wood. Bamboo canes, canvas, and other plans

;

but all the means hitherto used, so far as I know, have

more or less failed to accomplish the object in view, as

they either make the interior of the case too dark, or

do not prevent the sun's rays from penetrating directly

into the case. Now, in order to remedy the evils above

referred to, and also to protect the plants from injury

by the dripping on to them of the condensed vapour

from the glass, I cover the glass with a frame or frames

formed with louvre pieces, so arranged as to permit

the necessary light to enter the case, but to protect

the glass from the direct rays of the sun, and
from breakage." This application, then, of louvre

shading is the important principle of my patent. Ven-

tilation is another, which, however, was not alluded

to in the Gardeners' Chronicle, when the sketches of

the cases were given. These sketches were made some
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time ago ; since whicli, in completing the patent, I

added the feature of ventilation, arranged in a novel

way, so as to entirely obviate any excessive amount of

condensed vapour. Without having seen my new
patent case, it is easy to understand how your corre-

spondents recognised the features that were not new,

and overlooked those that were. But I may explair

that it was obligatory in the first case to set out a

case, and deposit plans of its structure, in order to

show the application and purpose of the louvre

shading, &c. It is not, therefore, very surprising that

the case should be set out with the " second-hand

feature " of legs. As regards shape, light being

so essential to the welfare of plants, I think a span-

roofed case must be the best, as a span-roofed green

house is better than a lean-to. However, the louvre

shading and ventilation is applicable to any form of

case, although, in order to secure it, it was neces-

sary to set out some particular form. Most practical

men will, I think, agree with me that many of the

suggestions in your last week's issue may be summed
up in one word—impracticable. My cases will have

to make way by their merits, and I. am glad to say

that orders are coming in from abroad, simply from the

fact that it has been already found that plants reach

their destination in better condition than in other cases.

William Bull, Chelsea.

Saxifraga gibraltarica.—Having grown this plant

for some years, I can confirm the account given by Mr.
Maw (see p. 895) as to its behaviour during the mid-
summer months. After flowering, the embrowned
foliage closes over the terminal buds, which become for

the time being so many hybernacula. About the end
of August these buds expand, and the plant resumes its

livery of green. No amount of rain will induce expan-

sion before that time. W. 7^, Ipsivich.

Smilacina bifolia (p. 1443).—Authors of British

Floras will be found to differ greatly as to the colour

of the berry of this plant. Bentham says it is
*' red ;"

Babington (with marks of quotation), "yellow with
brown spots ;" Boswell Syme describes it as "waxy-
white, dotted with brownish red ;" and Hooker as

*'white, dotted." Nor are Continental authors more
in harmony, for Grenier and Godron, describe it as

*'a la fin rouge;" whilst in Reichenbach's plate

(vol. X. t. 436) it is coloured a pui-plish- black. In 1866,
as stated in the " Flora of Middlesex" (p. 278), some
nearly ripe berries were sent me from the Kenwood
locality ; on each raceme {bearing about 20 flowers)

only one or two berries were produced, and in a

note accompanying the specimens it was stated

that "the fruit was very scarce, birds or some-
t ing eating it before fully formed." The berries are

pale green, and spotted with numerous small dark
claret -coloured irregular markings ; probably when
quite ripe they would have presented the colouration

described by Boswell Syme. The fruit is 2-celled, but
in those I examined one cell was abortive, whilst the

other contained a single hard globose seed. I may
add that I was anxious to see whether it fruited in its

alleged native habitat near Hackness, in Yorkshire
(certainly a very wild-looking station), and when in the

neighbourhood this autumn (1870) I examined the spot,

but was unsuccessful in detecting the plant. Henry
Irimen, British Museum.

Melon Growing at Heckfield.—I always feel a

peculiar satisfaction, either in seeing or reading of a

good feat in practical gardening, and am always more
disposed to emulate than to carp at such. It is in this

spirit, and with a view to future v/ork, that I have
lately been analysing the possible means of taking five

crops of Melons off the same plants during the season,

as Mr. Wildsmith says he does, and here is the result.

There are few Melons possessing vigorous constitu-

tions, of which Queen Emma is an example, that have
the rather rare property of bearing continuously. This
season, since what I may call the first crop was cut,

our Melon-house here, 36 feet long, was occupied until

very recently with but four plants, that have borne
well all along, and were showing well for fi-uit when
removed there, but I could not really tell when one
crop was ended and another begim. According to

Mr. Wildsmith's statement (p. 1379), he cuts one crop
of fruit, prunes, waters thoroughly, and crops again,

and soon till the end of November. Now, with these
data, and assuming that he cuts his first crop as early
as the end of May, let us see what comes within the
limits of possibility. Queen Emma is an early Melon,
and when the vines become woody it will ripen its fruit

in five weeks from the time of setting, but it often
takes from six to seven weeks. Meredith's Hybrid
Cashmere, the variety grown by Mr. Wildsmith, ripens
ten days or a fortnight later than Queen Emma. We
will say, however {allowing but one week to elapse
between the cutting of one crop and the setting of the
next), that a distinct crop is cut every seven weeks
after his first crop, or four crops in 28 weeks. From
the end of May till the end of November there are
only 26 weeks ; it therefore follows, even at this very
rapid rate, with a second early Melon, and allowing
everything to have gone on without a hitch,
that such a feat is impossible. A crop every six

weeks may be an extreme possibility, but I hardly
think it is, with Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere, or,

indeed, any other variety. This, however, it appears,
is what Mr, Wildsmith claims to have done, and some-

thing more, for it seems his fifth crop was well

advanced some time ago, with a prospect of a sixth.

To accomplish such a feat, the plants would have to be
sustained in the highest vigour for the long period of

10 months at least, from the time of planting, and this

against a high and hurrying temperature. Mr. Wild-
smith will, therefore, excuse your readers, I am sure,

for being curious in the matter, and keep good faith

with ihem by furnishing further particulars. In this

expectation, therefore, I beg to ask him— 1st, When he
planted his Melons? 2d, When he finished cutting the

first crops? 3d, How many fruit he has cut, not on the

average, but at each crop? and lastly, is not 65°,

which he says is a suitable bottom-heat temperature, a

misprint? At this rate, he ought to take three crops

otf out-doors, but Melons starve here at such a tem-

perature, and at most other places as well. J. S. IV.

This interesting question seems to take the

fancy of a few of your readers, and unbelief, or

something akin to it, seems to peep out now and
then. 1 think, if it is not too plain speaking, that

this is simply on account of tlieir not having accom-
plished such a feat as that recorded of Mr. Wildsmith.
I have not the least doubt about it, having myself pro-

duced three crops from the same plants, and then might
have had a fourth if I had had courage enough to have
allowed the plants to remain, for they were green and
healthy, being free from red- spider when I pulled them
up ; and they were crops and fruit which I should not

have been ashamed to have shown to any gardener in

Lancashire. Allow me ask " T. H." how he is

going to get one plant to supply him with fruit

till the middle of January. Surely his demand must
be of the most limited character, or, if otherwise, a

little information on the subject will, I have no doubt,

enlighten a few of us ; and on the other hand, how does

he make it out that early Melons are not worth the

trouble and expense of growing ; as I am strongly of

opinion that he will find a great many of a very different

opinion on the subject. James Stezuart, The Gardefts,

Bellsfield House, Boxoness, Windermere.

A Modern Ice-house. —Although not strictly a

horticultural question, yet anything that relates to the

storing of ice has of necessity some amount of interest

for gardeners, as the maintenance of a continuous

supply of ice all the summer through forms, in most
large establishments, no imimportant part of a gardener's

duties. Assuming that ice is abundant in the winter,

and that the houses at command are fully stored, the

chances of maintaining a good supply will necessarily

depend upon the capacity of the respective houses to

withstand the action of the external atmosphere in

m weather, as, however constructed, it is impossible

to prevent the admission of the external air at such times

portions of the store are required for use. Independ-
tly of this, there is also a continuous external action

going on that very materially affects and lessens the bulk
within, and is constantly producing waste. Here lies

the most important point for consideration in the

designing of ice-stores, as that mode of construction

that promotes the least waste must of necessity be the

most successful and worthy of general adoption. A
year or two since this topic evoked considerable discus-

sion in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and
various were the opinions expressed, but beyond a

partial advocacy by some of the building of ice-stacks

:ones, and covering them with straw, I have no
recollection that any novel suggestions were offered, or

that any special proposition was made to adopt any
other kind of structure for the ice-store than that

which so generally prevails, viz., the ice-well or

derground house. Within a short distance from

^ dwelling stands, close to the edge of a
large sheet of water, an ice-house, built a few
years since, upon modern principles, by a London
architect, and although I am unable to give the exact

dimensions, I may fairly liken it in appearance to a

large chapel minus the windows. It is built of red

brick, having walls of great thickness, and is roofed

with slate, beneath which is felting, and under this,

and held up by a ceiling of boards, is a layer of

sawdust about 12 inches thick. The floor of the house
is of gi-avel concrete, and has drains of glazed pipes

running through it, into which pass all soakage as well

as the waste water produced from the ice. At the

outfall of the drain there is a valve, so that no external

air can pass in that way. Over the concrete is laid

a false floor of stout planks, and upon these the ice is

placed. The house is divided into two compartments,
each division holding, when full, about 600 tons ; and
even this large quantity has proved insufficient to meet
the demand during the past summer, and the stock
being nearly exhausted, the company to whom it belongs

I just been placing within it a large portion of a

cargo of some 200 tons of block ice from Norway,
brought by a vessel to Southampton, and thence carted

to the ice-house at Old Shirley, about 3 miles distant,

from whence it will be taken as required, until Jack
Frost shall once more hold our waters in his iron

grip. Perhaps some curiosity will be expressed as to

the purposes to which all this large quantity of ice is

oted. I will satisfy it. Visitors to the port of
Southampton are pretty familiar with the magnificent

steamships that constitute the fleet of the Royal Mail
Steampacket Company, two of which are despatched
every month to the West Indian Islands, running right

down to Colon, and one starts every month for the

Brazils and portions of South America. The most
important part of their freightage is passengers, and, as

these demand at the hands of the company not merely
necessaries, but luxuries also, a constant supply of ice

on board of each of these ships has become a matter

of almost absolute necessity. At all events the anxiety

thus displayed by this great shipping corporation to

cater thus fully for the comfort of its passengers in the

matter of ice only, speaks volumes for its care in other

directions. The amount of ice taken by each ship

varies according to the dimensions of the ice chests on
board, but the average quantity is about 30 tons each

voyage ; and this is all got out of the store at night and

carted into the ship a day or two before sailing. It

will give some idea as to the value of this ice to the

company, when I state that prior to the ships being

enabled to carry as large a quantity as they do now, it

was no uncommon thing for them to purchase a few

tons out at Rio, at the rate of ;,^30 per ton. Into one

of the ice chests several cartloads of fresh meat is placed

to keep the saloon table well supplied with this neces-

sary for the greater portion of the run out, the contents

of the other chest being applied to more delicate uses.

Of course where a large supply of ice is so essen-

tial, it is incumbent upon the directors of the

company to obtain it at the cheapest possible rate,

and this they think they do by the building they have
erected, and filling it themselves. Now the point of

interest to gardeners will be as to the percentage of

waste that takes place during the year in this modem
house, and that I can inform them to be about 30 per

cent., although that is materially affected by the degree

of heat during the summer. As a means of resisting

the action of the sun's rays, I have advised that a good
coating or two of whitewash should be given all over

the outside of the building, but the eflicacy of this recipe

seems to be doubted by those who constructed the

building. It is just now a most appropriate period

of the year to raise a discussion as to the merits of

various modes of ice storing. My object in writing

this has been to submit to others interested in it points

that may or may not possess novelty. Perhaps other

correspondents can give some accurate figures as to the

percentage of waste in ice-houses under their control,

and any observations cannot fail to be of interest that

shall tend to establish the most efficient mode of ice-

storing. A. D.

Onion Growing at Banbury.—The system of

culture of the Onion in this district certainly includes

pinching at the neck ; but I imagine it is not per-

formed till the neck has reached its proper dimensions.

That it is performed was frankly confessed to me by
cultivators ; that it does not injure the bulbs can be
seen from their splendid development ; that the act of

pinching judiciously and seasonably performed produces

a most desired fineness about the neck, is effectually

demonstrated in the same way. I should think the

pinching process commences just sufficiently long

before the Onion exhibition takes place to admit of the

neck withering by the time the Onions are required for

show ; but as to the exact time when the process is

commenced, I cannot pronounce an opinion. I have

not got by me the article on p. 195 of the Gardenci-i

Chronicle for 1866 ; but to the best of my recollection

that was silent in regard to the pinching process.

Perhaps competing cultivators find it to be to their

advantage to say as little about it as possible. It is

perhaps related to the " floricultural millinery" it is

the fashion of some to attack in these days, though

dealings in the millinery line are by no means confined

to florists. R. D.

Vine Borders.—At p. 1379, Mr. Simpson, in

describing a Vine border at Wortley Hall, says it

is composed of a stiff loam, almost clay, at 2 or 3 feet

down, terminating at a depth of from 4 to 5 feet in

a yellowish, loose gritstone. I doubt if Mr. Simpson
will convince gardeners generally that the above de-

scription of Vine border is not favourable for the

production of first-class Grapes ; on the contrary,

it is as nearly as possible of the same formation as

much of the valley of the Thames, and where, as

all who have ever lived on the borders of that

favoured stream can testify, first-class Grapes are

in many places produced with but very little trouble

as regards border making. Take, for instance, the

soil and its formation at Cumberland Lodge, Windsor,

and compare it with that at Wortley, and I think a

great resemblance will be found. The favourable

condition of the soil (or the production of Grapes at

Cumberland Lodge has long been demonstrated by
the splendid Vine which is such an ornament to the

country. I could instance many other places in

that district where the same comparisons could be

drawn with regard to soil, and where first-class

Grapes are grown
;
yet the same men who produced

such Grapes there, have failed to do so in other

places where the soil was of a different charac-

ter. While on the subject of Grapes, I may
mention an instance regarding shanking, which goes

far to prove the value of the water cure for that pest.

On the 3d of August last I had occasion to go to

Twyford, Berks, and while there had the pleasure of

looking through the gardens of T. Garth, Esq., at

Haines Hill, where there is a small half-span-roofed

pit, about 20 feet long by 9 in width, and in this pit

was the heaviest crop of Muscats I have ever seen,

considering the small amount of soil they had to grow
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in, there being a walk and partition wall taken out of

the snriall space inside. The border was only about

5 feet in width and 2 feet in depth, the roots being

confined to the inside of the house. It was perfectly

astonishing how sucli an immense crop could find sus-

tenance, yet Mr. "Williams, the gardener, assured me
that they had borne similar crops for the last seven

years. On observing a few shanked berries on the

point of one of the branches I inquired if they usually

shanked much ; when Mr. Williams replied, that

soon as he saw the first symptoms he followed the

advice he had seen advocated a short time previous in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, and had thoroughly saturated

the roots with water, which was about three weeks

before I saw them, and it certainly had stopped it, for

not another berry had shown any indication of shrivel

ling, but were ripening off beautifully. This is the

toughest argument I have yet come across in favour of

water as a cure for shanking, and my own practice with

the Muscats here quite coincides with that above
noticed. This season I have given nearly three times

the usual amount of water to the inside borders, and
have had scarcely a shanked berry, while some seasons

before a good many have gone off just as they were
colouring. For the information of those who do not

know Twyfor d, I may state that it is only seven miles

from Reading, and but a very short distance from the

Thames ; and to the peculiar properties of the

soil of that locality Mr. Williams justly attributes the

splendid crops of fruit, not only of Grapes, but of
Peaches, Plums, &c., which he obtains under glass.

John May.

Preserving Grapes.—One would imagine from
so much recent writing respecting the keeping of

Grapes in bottles that the idea was new. Within my
recollection it has been in practice since 1S54, but until

about eight years since I must confess that I never saw
a room fitted up, heated, and arranged expressly for

keeping Grapes in bottles. Such, however, I met
with at Kelham Hall, near Newark, the scat of

G. H. M. Sutton, Esq. ; and Mr. Cousins, the gar-

dener there, informed me that he had practised this

method for years with the best results ; indeed, owing
to the limited quantity of glass he was compelled to

use the vineries for bedding plants—a practice, I am
sorry to say, we are nearly all compelled to follow :

reform is certainly needed in this respect, for go where
you may, every nook and comer is crammed with
bedding plants. Surely a few cheap structures for the

occupants of the flower garden would be better and
more in character than stuffing up the vineries and
other fruit structures with Verbenas, Pelargoniums,

&c., by the thousand. The demand for these plants being
great at Kelham, Mr. Cousins had to adopt the above
method of preserving Grapes, which, when I saw
them, were in fine condition. Tliis being just before

Christmas, you will perhaps say it was too early in the

season to pass judgment ; but Sir. Cousins assured me
that they would keep fresh and plump for months.
I believe my friend, Mr. J. Miller, of Worksop Manor,
has a plan of keeping Grapes for some length of time
when cut, without the aid of bottles, and of which lie may
perhaps some day let us into the secret. No doubt
where vineries have to be used for bedding plants

during winter it is best to cut the Grapes early, but
when the vineries are not required for storing of plants,

let them hang on the Vines. I arrive at this con-
clusion from having seen the fine plump berries and
splendid bunches at Welbeck at the end of March.
After the season the bottles would be of great service.

Perhaps Mr. Tillery would kindly tell us how long
these Grapes keep plump after the time mentioned,
that is, if he preserves them after that late season
in bottles or otherwise. By the great quantity of
West's St. Peter, Alicante, &c., that I witnessed
the end of last March, the supply appeared as if it

would last for some considerable time. In speaking
of Kelham I am reminded of a good idea which I saw
carried out there, viz., that of covering the approach to

the mansion with glass ; the whole of the circular part of
the drive, and a large portion of the ground, is entirely

enclosed with glass. The eentre portion, instead of

being a large plot of grass, as usually seen in front of the
house, with a carriage drive round it, is a large raised

mound, tastefully planted with dwarf shrubs and
flowers ; indeed, the whole of the enclosure was nicely
arranged, and had the appearance of a large winter
garden ; the idea I consider worthy of imitation,

not only for its beauty as a grand promenade, but for

the great comfort and convenience it affords. Neither
wind, wet, frost, or snow can either trouble or inter-

fere with the entrance or exit of the occupants

:

whether the heads of the family or the domestics, all

are alike cared for and sheltered under the crystal roof.

Eihvard Bennett, Enville Hall Gardens, Stourbridge.

A few years ago I had under my charge some
old vineries which were not free from drip ; and
having also to keep large quantities of bedding plants,

I found it impossible to keep the Grapes hanging with-
out rotting after the middle of October. I therefore
had boards about 6 inches wide fixed with brackets to

the back wall of a fruit-room, on which I tied Beet or
Mangel Wurzel roots. I then cut the Grapes with
about 6 inches of wood below the bunch, and stuck the
ends of them into the roots ; letting the bunch hang
below the board. Thuse Grapes served the dessert

daily up to Christmas, and were quite good to the last.

The sorts were Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alex-
andria. I usually cut them from the Vines about the

first week in October. The room was quite dry,

and no other fruit was kept in, it This course I

have pursued for a long time with the same success.

J. Middleton.

A Plea for Vegetables.—I for one would gladly
give 5^. towards the sum which Mr. Gilbert proposes
to raise and appropriate to vegetables at the forth'

coming proWncial exhibition of the Royal HorticuL
tural Society ; but I think it would give more satis'

faction if the sum, or such amount as may be raised,

had a wider distribution than that which Mr. Gilbert
suggests. The value of 10 gs. is a goodly prize

for a tray of vegetables, and no doubt would cause a
keen competition ; but no greater contest need be
required than that which took place at Old Trafford in

1869, when the highest prize for the best collection of
vegetables did not exceed 5 guineas. At that meeting
the liberal sum of ;i;^33 los. was awarded in prizes for

the best collections of 12, 10, 8, 6, and 4 varieties

of vegetables, and three prizes were allotted to each
class. No exhibitor could lake more than one prize

in a class, yet he could enter and take a prize in all the
classes, which may seem fair enough, yet such a system
has a direct tendency to bring the prizes into fewer hands;
and when that is the case, less satisfaction must pre-

vail. As a remedy, I would propose that collections

of vegetables be divided into two classes, namely, trays

of 12 and of 6 varieties, exhibitors being confined to

one class and one prize. If such a sum as £y:> could

be raised from amongst gardeners or others, I would
give ;!^20 to the former, and £10 to the latter class, and
divide these sums respectively into 10 prizes, ranging
from £^ to IOjt. for the best 12 varieties, and from
4ZJ. to \os. for the best 6. Some may object to this

plan, and would rather see the prize money restricted

to two or three good prizes, as suggested by Mr,
Gilbert. A gold watch of the value of 10 gs., as I

have remarked, would cause keen competition, but,

for myself, I would rather Iiave a serviceable silver

watch of less value than a gold one at that price ; and
more, I would rather have money than cither. The
majority of gardeners have very seldom an opportunity
of sitting on velvet ; and if the Royal Horticultural

Society can, by adopting this distributive system in the

prize list, give a greater number a chance of winning
at their Nottingham Exhibition, I shall willingly

subscribe my mite towards that purpose. Andrcio
Meikle, Read Hall, Whallcv.

Passiflora quadrangularis as a Conservatory
Climber.—In answer to your correspondent "En-
quirer" (p. 137S), I may state that the temperature
in the conservatory is, on the average, 45* till the

month of Febniary, when it is allowed a little increase,

say from 45° to 50°. But during the early winter
months the house is to all intents and purposes a cool

one. The lowest temperature observed was 30*, and
this occurred on the morning of October 20, 1S69, but
this was through a mistake. The fire had been
started rather late in the day, and was made up for the

night before it had made much progress, and instead

of burning, it went out. The only harm which befell

the Passion-flower was, that every leaf which touched
the glass was frozen to it. Some plants of Colcus
were frozen through. This may appear strange, but it

is none the less true. I have no doubt whatever but
that Passiflora <juadrangularis would both grow and
flower in an ordinary consen-atory, or at least in one
anything like that which I shall now describe. This
conservatory is constructed of wood and glass, and
adjoining the mansion at the south-west end. It is

iS feet in length and 26 feet in width, corresponding
with the drawing-room, a door from which opens into

it. The sides of the house and the end are 8 feet high,

2 feet 3 inches of which is a brick wall cased inside

and outside with cement. The remaining 5 feet 9 inches

is glass and wood, in the form of sashes, one above
the other, and made to slide, by which means the

house is ventilated. The roof is constructed on the

ridge-and-furrow principle, there being three spans,

each 8 feet 6 inches in width, and rising 3 feet above
the end plate : it is a fixed roof. There is at the gable
end of each of the spans a small window for ventilation

if required, but I seldom use tlicm, and there are two
doors, one at each side of the house. The house is

heated by hot water, a flow and return pipe being
carried along the sides and one end. There are some
high trees nearly close to it, which shade it somewhat
in summer, but also exclude the sun in winter, yet tlie

house is exposed on the south-east side to the full force

of the east and south-east wind, for being on a hill we
have an uninterrupted view of some 25 miles in an
easterly direction. I may add that there are now
hundreds of buds and several fully expanded blossopjs

on the plant, and I have only used fire once this

autumn; I do not, however, think that all the hundreds
that are now on the plant will expand in the conserva-
tory as they would do in a warmer house. N'.Bland/ord.

Storing Fruit.—Your correspondent *'Quercus"
recommends slate or marble for laying stone fruit on.
I knew an old gentleman that kept all his best dessert
Apples and Pears laid out singly on slates, that is, the
bottom of his fruit-room benches was lined with slate.

I have great faith in a slate bottom myself, and as we

-.^ «.. ^w.v.v^uo to preserve our choice fruit in the best

manner, this subject is very interesting. Charles Lee,

Gr., Bocosinoc^ Cornzuall.

Mushrooms.—As I have no recollection of Mush-
rooms growing so late in the season, and in such great
quantities, as at the present time, perhaps to report the
same may not be uninteresting. In this neighbourhood
(Tawstock, North Devon) the harvest of Mushrooms
commenced about the middle of August, and has not
yet ended ; although a lull took place in their produc-
tion through a part of our second summer—a veiy diy
and hot time during the three last weeks of September;
and the crop also received a check from the t^\o sharp
frosts of the 9th and loth insts., combined with some
heavysoaking rain. The subsequent recurrenceof warm,
humid, or sultry weather, had the desired effect of re-

producing this esculent with increased vigour, since
which great quantities have been gathered daily ; and
a good supply found its way to the Barnstaple Alarket
on Friday last, the 21st inst. This neighbourhood is

celebrated for its productiveness in natural Mushrooms,
and in my youthful days I have often roamed over
fields gathering them for food, to be delighted with the
sumptuous meals they would produce. After an interval

of some years I now find myself over the same ground
again, and may say to myself most truly

—

" To thee, sweet memory, these delights we o\st',

When o'er the walks of happiness below
We stray, once more, to mark the sunny scene
Where childhood danced, and rapture smiled belwr- 11."

Olitor, October 24.

Prolific Potatos.—Some of the largest roots of
Potatos I have ever seen have been dug up from my
garden this morning. One root (named the Rock) weighed
26 lb., single Potatos of which, in one or two instances,

reached U lb. Of the other, a Fluke Potato, the root

weighed 141b. Is not this an vmusually large yield?

A Subscriber.

Beet for Ornamental Purposes.—I don't mean
to say that Beet ought not to be planted in the flower,

garden, but when wc have, as at present, such an endless

variety of colours both in flowers and foliage, I incline

to expel it from the flower garden, and let it suffice to

ensure us a good supply in its proper place. A^ there

are differences of opinion respecting the palate, so

there also be witli regard to Beet as a be<lding

plant. But I cannot admit the utility of it as such,

when we have other things better adapted for the
purpose—take for instance that charming plant,

Iresine Lindeni, quite equal in colour to any of I^ell's

Beet, and which can be regulated to any height by
simply pinching it in, an operation difficult to perform
on the Beet. Another fine plant is Amaranthus melan-
cholicus ruber, and then there is the Coleus and Perilla.

With all these at our disposal, what need is there of

growing vegetables in the flower garden? What next,

1 wonder? Variegated Kale has taken its place as a
bedder. Beetroot is coming out with all its effulgent

powers ; what next shall I say ?—why. Red Cabbage :

it would make a glorious bed ; and if not content with
tliem, the Cauliflower stands out unrivalled as a free

bloomer, a good quality appertaining to bedding
plants ! My advice to those intending to grow Beet in

their flower gardens, is to use every precaution in their

selection, or their expectations will result in a season of

utter disappointment and regret. E. Morgan, Harro^i*'

QH-the-Hill.

Habits of Cuckoos.—Some four years ago I took a

young cuckoo from a nest of the hedge-sparrow, put it

into a cage, led it with small pieces of meat, sopped
bread, ^:c., and closely watched its manners. I kept

it about two or three weeks, got it nicely strong, then

took it back to the hedge at the bottom of my nursery-

grounds, and left it to take care of itself. Last year

my attention on several occasions was arrested by the

unceasing energy of one of my little favourites, the

hedge-sparrow (Accentor modularis) chirping its little

note, backwards and forwards on the grass in front of

my window, and when at dinner or breakfast we (my
little hoy and girls, for they became fully acquainted and
eagerly watched the untiring and tender care of thisfoster

parent) soon discovered, about 4 feet from the ground,

in a Whitethorn hedge close by, its nest, containing a
young unfledged cuckoo. I one day looked in its throat

to find out what it could have been fed with, just aflerits

mother had left it, and to my surprise, there appeared to

be some hundreds of green aphides. It had not gorged

them. Young cuckoos have large mouths and dis-

tended throats, of a bright saffron colour, and when
being fed its voice is exactly like the hedge-sparrow's,

only more shrill, being so much stronger. My little

friend the hedge-span-ow, or some of its family, have

for some years located themselves in this hedge, and 1

think it remarkable (although not a solitary instance)

that the cuckoo female parent (I hesitate to call it a

mother) should deposit its eggs ( I understand it lays

two eggs, but I have not heard or ever seen two cuckoos

in one nest) in so public a place—on the side of the

public road, and near about 4 yards from the gate and

12 from my house window. Vv hen the cuckoo became
fledged, my children took it from the nest and fed it

;

it, however, flew away, and would not keep to the

nest. It was quite plucky before leaving ; even very

young cuckoos possess the art of self-defence, will turn

their heads towards one, and assume little airs and
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sprightliness ; when feathered they draw themselves

up ready for attack, and assume the offensive, pecking at

you like little sparrowhawks or kestrels. I think both

male and female sound the well-known note, and the

male often gives a shrill guttural warble, flies swifter,

and generally lower. I have repeatedly watched them,

but cannot attest it, and it may be the reverse. Jabcz

Jay Chater, Gonville Nitrseries^ Cambridge.

When a lad about ten years of age I well

remember my brothers and myself finding in a bush of

Rhododendron ponticum, near which we passed daily

on our way to school, a hedge-sparrow's nest, con-

taining four eggs, and a strange ^^g larger in size and
of an altogether different colour. My father informed

us this was a cuckoo's egg. We watched with much
interest the result of the hatching process, and at the

expiration of the proper period of incubation found
that the nest contained three young sparrows, and a

fourth occupant of the nest much larger in size. A
few days after, imagine our surprise when we found

the young sparrows lying on the ground beneath the

nest, from which, it would seem, they had been
forcibly ejected by the young cuckoo, who was now
" monarch of all he surveyed." A daily visitation to

the nest enabled us to mark the rapidity with which
the usurper increased in bulk, till it soon exceeded
that of the poor sparrow, whose resources appeared to

be taxed to the utmost to supply the foundling with
food. Anxious to preserve the cuckoo, we placed a

net over the nest, and later placed the cuckoo in a

cage, and still the sparrow brought it food ; but there

was no indication of the aid of the parent cuckoos, who
had in this singular manner shelved their parental

duties. In due time our young cuckoo was borne
home, and kept in the cage till nearly Christmas, when,
hard frost setting in, we found it one morning lying at

the bottom of its cage, cold and stiff. So ended its

eventful history. I give the results of my own expe-
rience, probably one which has not altogether passed
from the recollection of my brothers. Richard Dean^
Ealing, W.

Many years ago, when I was a youngster at

work in a kitchen garden, I observed for some time a
loud noise on the east side of the garden, as if an
aviary of young parrots were being fed. In a few days
from my first observation, as the noise became stronger
and more frequent, my curiosity was raised to the
hunting pitch to find out the source of this peculiar
noise. Taking my stand as near as possible to

where the noise proceeded from, I calmly waited in

the shelter of a standard Autumn Bcrgamot Pear tree.

While I stood there, ruminating in my own mind
about the foreign noise, all at once up started the old

tune from a Pear tree on a wall opposite my hiding-
place, and on walking carefully up to the tree I saw at

a glance the source of the unusual noise—a bird

something like a young grey chicken, perched on the

top of a chaffmch's nest, and being fed by the female
chaftinch. I fancy I can now see the green maggot
going down the gaping throat of the noisy bird. The
difference between the two birds was very much as if a
little King Charles spaniel was feeding a great blood-
hound. I ob^icrved that mother chaffmch required to

be very nimble on her legs in advancing and retiring,

to prevent herself from tumbling into the monster's
yellow gullet. After conveying the intelligence of my
wonderful find to the gardener, he pronounced the
bird a very fine cuckoo. I at once felt disposed to
rear it, and to make it secure I adopted my goldfinch
rcaring-cage, which is simply a box with a wire front,

putting in the cuckoo and fastening the box against the
wall among the branches of the Pear tree. I had the
pleasure for two or three days of assisting mother
chaffinch in feeding the cuckoo, which was getting
more shipshape, but one morning, to my great surprise,
my cage was forcibly opened, and to my great grief,

my cuckoo was stolen. This was the only young
cuckoo that I ever had the pleasure of seeing. J,
Miller, Worksop Manor.

Foreign Correspondence.
TuF. following passages arc extracted from the

Report of the Royal Botanic Garden at Mauritius for

1S69 :—The visitors to the gardens during the year
numbered 46,133, the largest number yet recorded for

one year, against 29,708 for the previous year, being
an increase of 16,325. The largest number in a month
(643 1 ) was in November ; the smallest in a month
(1875) in March. The largest number in a week
(2754) for the week ending November 7, and the
smallest for the week ending March 28. The largest
number in one day (1329) on November 2, and the
smallest (4) on March 13. The number of plants
supplied for planting on Government land was 1 1,415,
and that sold was 1,279. The number of plants and
packets of seeds sent abroad amounted to 723 ; and
those received to 1330. Among the latter there
are several worthy of note for their utility, viz. :

—

/Escliynomene aspera, received from the Conservator
of Forests, Madras, through the kindness of II.E. Sir
II. Barkly; the plant Irom which are made the
"topees " or pith hats of India, Terminalia tomen-
tosa, a very large tree, sometimes attaining the height
of from 70 to 80 feet to the first branch ; its timber is

valuable for several useful purposes, and its bark for
tanning. Melia Azadirachta, a valuable tree for its

timber, of easy cultivation, growing in almost any soil.

Its bark is used as a substitute for quinine. The leaves

when beaten into a pulp are applied externally with
healing efficacy to bruises, ulcerous sores, sprains, &c.,

and when dry they are used to keep boring worms from
books. Its fruit yields an acrid oil of some value,

which is used by the natives of India as a remedy for

leprosy ; Mammea americana, said to be an excellent

fruit. Musa texlilis, the Banana which yields the

well-known "Manilla Hemp." Erj'throxylon Coca, a

plant, the leaves of which are chewed by miners and
others in Peru, to stimulate the nervous system,—

a

practice, the immoderate indulgence in which is said

to be as injurious as that of eating opium. Anona
Cherimolia, an excellent fruit re-introduced, the plant

that was previously in the Gardens having been
destroyed by the hurricane of March, 1S6S.

The plants noticed in the last report are doing well,

especially the Durian and Mahogany trees. The
former is now 9 feet in height, and some of the latter

are about 12 feet. Dr. Hooker lately forwarded a
further supply of the seeds of the Mahogany tree,

which will be valuable, as the climate and soil of
Mauritius seem to suit it.

The rainfall at the Gardens during the year was
65 inches, against 81 inches for 1S68, and 56 inches

for 1S67.

Notwithstanding a decrease of 16 inches in the rain-

fall of 1869, as compared with the preceding year, the

season was nevertheless a favourable one for the colony,

the rains having fallen in the months they were most
wanted. And while the protracted drought which pre-

vailed during the closing months of the year was in-

jurious to the young canes, it was highly favourable at

the moment for sugar making.
About the beginning of this year a few of the most

useful fibres, from plants that are common in Mauritius,

were kindly forwarded by Messrs. Blyth, Brothers &
Co., and Messrs. Currie, Fraser&Co., to their re-

spective houses in London. These fibres were sub-

mitted to competent authorities for valuation. Reports
on each kind were obligingly obtained. Some of

the plants that produce these fibres require to be
cultivated, but most of them are abundant, and
grow everywhere in Mauritius, apparently without
any care. The cultivation of these plants in the

drier parts of the island, where there are thousands
of acres at present lying waste, might not only be
remunerative to the proprietor but also, in some
degree, beneficial to the colony. The want of a

proper machine for the extraction of the fibre is not

likely to be long a desideratum,—a reward of j^5000
having been offered by the Indian Government for the

machine found to be best suited for that purpose. A
similar remark niay also be made regarding the large

(juantities of waste forest lands in the higher parts of

the island, where, either from too much cold or too

much rain, the cultivation of the sugar cane is unprofit-

able. That land, however, is well adapted for the

cultivation of coffee ; and the greater part of it is

capable of yielding an average of about 900 lb. the acre,

per annum. The neccssar)* buildings and machinery
for pulping retiuired on a coffee estate, of about 300
to 400 acres, can be put up at a cost of from 50 to 60
per cent, less than the macliinery required on a sugar
estate of the same size.

The expenses of the propagation, &c., of the new
varieties of Sugar-cane in Mauritius, up to the end of

July, amount to ;^449 4^. oi(/. ; and the receipts to

date are ;!^926 4r. In clear mornings preceded by
clear nights in the cool season, the leaves of the canes

are loaded with dew In bright globular drops, covering

the leaves and hanging from the points and margins.

From the rapid condensation of moisture, and the

radiation of heat, during such nights, the leaves become
tender, and if one touches them in the early morning,
while the drops of dew arc still on them, tliey feel

nearly as cold as icicles. In the bright mornings which
generally succeed these calm, clear, and cold nights,

the first rays of the sun strike the dew drops, convert-

ing them into lenses which bum the leaves of some
varieties in spots, and causing always the greatest

injury to the tendcrest kinds.

The 920 plants of Cinchona succirubra mentioned in

the report (dated March i) for 1868, were planted as

stock plants from which to propagate. These have
since been increased to a total of 2491.
With the propagating and hardening pits the present

rate of increase will be nearly doubled ; and instead of

cuttings requiring from seven weeks to two months to

root as they have done hitherto, they will be rooted
and transferred from the propagating to the hardening
pits in four or five weeks. Mr. Mackintosh reports

favourably on the plants of Cinchona succirubra planted
on Cluny estate in 1868, but some of those purchased
this year, and planted on the same estate have died.

Several plants of this species undisturbed at the nurseries

have attained a height of from 4 to 6 feet since they
were planted, in October, 186S. They are healthy and
hardy plants. Further experience with Cinchona
officinalis has proved it to be a worthless species for

Mauritius; and it is to be feared that the Ciiichtma
succirubra is the only quinine-yielding Cinchona that

will succeed here. Several plants of Cinchona Cali-

saya, that were raised from seeds, have been planted in

the open ground. Hitherto they have done well, but
evidently they will not bear much cutting ; and what
may be termed the parent plants have been severely

injured by bemg too often drawn upon for cuttings and
layers.

An experiment on a small scale has been tried with
the China Grass, which so far proves that the plant is

hardy and will grow freely at Curepipe. It is also
doing well on Cluny estate.

Societies.

Royal Horticultural Society : Nov. a.—Sigis-

mund Riicker, Esq., F. L.S., in the chair. The announce-
ment of the awards of the Fruit and Floral Committees
being completed. Major Trevor Clarke, in the absence of
the Rev. M.

J.
Berkeley, said that though some fine

Orchids were exhibited, there was a great dearth of
species having any scientific interest. He exhibited speci-

mens of the pretty purple Crocus longiflorus, a variety

of autumn Crocus, not seen very often; then directed
attention to the beauties of the Fairy Apple, a variety

raised from seed of the scarlet-fruited Siberian Crab, pro-
bably fertihsed by the pollen from some such variety as
the Golden Pippin ; and concluded by remarking that the
rate of improvement attained by crossing a wild with a
cultivated species, was most noticeable, and worthy the
attention of all fond of hybridising.

Mr. Marshall, in reference to the specimens of winter
flowering Carnations exhibited, said that to those who
cherished a display of flowers during the winter months,
these plants were invaluable, and that he could highly
recommend them for that purpose.

Scientific Committee.—A. Murray, Esq., in the
chair. But little business was transacted at this the first

meeting of the committee since the recess. The Rev. M.

J .JBerkeley exhibited some Grapes the ovaries ofwhich had
not been impregnated, and wherein, as if by compensa-
tion, the receptacle of the flower had become succulent
and fleshy, as in Anacardium. The specimens were
interesting, as showing the manner in which the ovary
becomes in certain cases "inferior."—Mr. Laxton showed
some miniature Walnuts, gathered from a tree which
usually produces fruit of the ordinary size. Some of these

Walnuts had three, others four, carpels, but all were very
diminutive.— Mr. Murray laid on the table specimens of
the Barley-fly, Chlorops lineata, which had attacked the

ears of the Barley, much as an allied species attacks the

internodes of the Wheat, giving rise to what is called

gouty W^heat.—A conversation then took place as to the

re-appearance of sports, the question raised being, whether
the same " sport " reappears in plants of the same variety.

Tlie general opinion was, that this does take place,

instances being cited of the reappearance of the same
sport in various Pelargoniums, especially in the variety

known under the name of Stella.— It was asked whether
Mrs. Pollock, which was stated to have originated from
a sport, had ever been reproduced. We believe that

sports of this kind do reappear, but as to Mrs. Pollock we
believe that to have been a seedling, whose parentage has
been given in our columns by Mr. Grieve.—Mr. Home
presented to the library a communication on Economic
Entomology.— Mr. Rothschild's magnificent publication,
" Les Promenades dc Paris," was laid on the table for the

mspeciionof the members.

Floral Com,mittee.— W. B. Booth, Esq., in the

chair.—A bright and cheerful little show, the Council
room being well filled for the most part with Chrysar.-

themums. Orchids, Cyclamens, &c. Of Orchids. Lord
Londesborough again sent an exceedingly fine group,
which called forth much warm praise. In it were a speci-

men of the rich lilac-flowered Vanda ccerulea, with four

good spikes ; Oncidium macranthum, a plant with one
spike, on which were six of its lovely flowers ; O. crispum,

with three spikes of its large rich copper-coloured flowers ;

and the bright yellow-flowered O. Rogersii ; the extremely

pretty Plcione Wallichii, and P. lagenaria ; a two-spiked

specimen of Zygopetalum crinitum ; the ever attracting^

Odonloglossum Alexandne ; a splendid specimen of

Cattleya Harrisonii, with eight spikes of rosy coloured

flowers ; C. maxima, a magnificent species, with five

richly-coloured flowers ; and the charming Phalaenopsis

Lowii, with one spike, on which were seven of its

beautiful rose and mauve coloured flowers. Special

Certificates were awarded to the two latter plants, to the

Vanda, and also to the collection. Messrs. Veitch had
a special award for a grand specimen of Zygopetalum
maxillare ; and First-class Certificates for Dracaena
porphyrophylla, a vigorous -growing species, with long

liroad leaves of a deep bronzy colour ; and Cattleya

Dominiana lutea, a yellowish-lipped flower with faint pur-

plish markings. With the above came a very fine example
of Cattleya labiata, C. marginata, Angrsecum bilobum, and
the beautiful scarlet-flowered Aphelandra auranfiaca

Roezhi, &c. Mr. Bull had a large collection of Orchids,

Palms, &c., including Oncidiums, Vandas, Odontoglos-

sums, Pleiones, BurHngtonias, &c. ; also a specimen of

Zaiacca Wagneri, an East Indian spiny species, with

irregularly pinnate leaves ; Curculigo recurvata striata, a
fine form, with a band of white along the midrib ; and
Licuala horrida, a species with fan-shaped leaves divided

into five or more segments ; and armed with strong spines

at the edges of the petioles ; to each of which Fust-class

Certificates were awarded. From Mr. E. Culley, gr. to

E. Salt, Esq., Femiehurst, came a fine specimen of an
unspottedOdontoglossum Alexandrce; from Mr. Parker, of

Tooting, flowering examples of Ixora amabilis ; irom Major
Trevor Clarke, Begonia Craigii, a species with dark

bron/.y-purple leaves ; from Messrs. Backhouse & Son,

York, Begonia geranioides, a dwarf free-flowering species,

with small green densely hirsute leaves and white flowers
;

from Messrs. Cutbush & Son, examples of Aucuba japo-

nica foemina var. aurea maculata, a compact-growing,

boldly variegated variety, quite an acquisition, which

received a First-class Certificate ; from Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son, a collection of winter-flowering Car-

nations, one of which, named Vulcan, orange-scarlet, was
selected for a First-class award ; and Mohria ^hurifraga
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var. achilleae folia, a beautiful greenhouse Fern, to which a
similar award was voted. Special Certificates were
awarded to Mr. Clarke, market gardener, Twickenham,
Mr. C. Edmonds, Hayes, and Mr. Bull, gr. to J.

Mont-
gomery, Esq.. Pole Hill, Hillingdon, for excellent collec-

tions of Cyclamens. Of Chrysanthemums, considering

the earliness of the show for this flower, there was a very

fair display. We sadly want a change in the method of

training these plants for exhibition ; true, the present

plan of torturing the branches into all conceivable shapes,

for the sake of getting extremely formal heads of bloom,
answers very well for saving trouble and skill, but the

upright-growing plants, as shown by Mr. James, have a far

more pleasing and more natural appearance. This
style should be encouraged as much as possibi'

when the schedules are drawn up, and not be left a

open question, as is usually the case, and indeed was tl

case here, as the ist and 3d prizes were awarded to plants

tied to excess, Mr. James's naturally-grown specimens
being placed 2d. In the 1st prize group of 6 large-flowered

kinds, which was furnished by Mr. Rowe, gr. to Mrs.
Lewis, The Rookery, Roehampton, the varieties shown
were Lady Talfourd, Mrs. G. Rundle, Dr. Sharpe,
Marshal Duroc, Prince of Wales, and Lady Hardinge.
Mr. James had excellent specimens of Prince Alfred, Mrs.
Haliburton, and Golden Queen of England, &c. ; Mr.
Forsyth, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, being
placed 3d, his plants being scarcely fully enough in

bloom. The best 6 Pompon varieties also came from
Mr. Rowe, and consisted of golden and white Cede
Null], Queen of Anemones, Calliope, and Antonius

;

Mr. James again being placed 2d. Mr. Rowe came
ist and Mr. Forsyth 2d for 24 cut blooms, and
in the class for 12 Mr. Rowe was ist, Mr. Berry,

Roehampton, coming in 2d, and Mr. James 3d. Amongst
the blooms shown were excellent representatives of
Empress of India, White Globe, Novelty, Queen of
England, Jardin des Plantes, Lady Slade, Prince Alfred,

and Mrs. G. Rundle. Prizes were also offered for 9 deco-
rative berried plants in pots, but only one collection was
shown, and that of a very poor description. Mr. Eckford,
gr. to Earl Radnor, ColoshiU, had a Second-class Certi-

ficate for a large scarlet-flowered Pelargonium, named
King of Trumps; and Mr. Morris, Deptford, a special

award for a group of Tricolor 1 elargoniums. cuttings from
seedlings raised in 1869. To Mr. Bull First-class Certi-

ficates were awarded for a remarkably showy Japanese
Chrysanthemum, named Jane Salter, with flowers of a
white and pinkish colour, measuring 7 inches across, a
grand acquisition for the conservatory ; and for Renown,
a large brownish orange and well incun*ed flower.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson also exhibited two Japanese
varieties— Bismarck, uniform tawny-orange, with broad
florets ; and Erecta superba, rosy crimson, with stout spear-
shaped florets, both of which gained First-class awards.
Mr. Bull and Messrs. E. G. Henderson exhibited speci-

mens of their respective plant cases, but as these have al-

ready been described in our columns, we need only say that
much interest was manifested in their respective merits.

mens of his pretty little Fairy Apple, recently figured

in the "Florist and Pomologist." but as yet too
acid for use ; and from Mr. Small, Colesbrook,
came a seedling Apple named Queen Victoria,

which, however, was recognised as Golden Noble.
Special Certificates were awarded to P. N. Laurie,
Esq., Paschall Park, Hayward's Heath, and to Mr.
M'Kenzie, Alexandra Palace, for fine collections of
.Apples grown on cordons ; and to Mr. Gardiner, gr.

.

Eatington Park, for a collection of culinary and dessert
kinds. Mr. A. Dean, Old Shirley, Southampton, sent,

under the name of Beauty of Hants, a remarkably fine

Apple, which was thought to bear too near a resemblance
to Blenheim Orange to be recognised as distinct. The
ist prize for a collection of Potatos was awarded to Mr.
Frisby, gr., Blankney Hall, Sleaford, the 2d being taken
by Mr. S. Ford, with a collection of 55 varieties, certainly
of finer quality than the large, coarse tubers shown in the
ist prize lot. The Chairman sent a beautiful dish of
Reurr^ d'Anjou Pears ; and from Mr. W. Ellis, gr. to

R. Lewis, Esq., Greenford Hall, Middlesex, three bunches
of Black Prince Grapes, the produce of Vines which had
been cut back and lifted, in consequence of having been
infested with mildew, two rods of which produced
60 bunches.

gcrtias 0f l00lvS.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.. in
the chair. This was another very satisfactory meeting,
large numbers of Apples and Pears being shown. Messrs.

J. & C. Lee offered a prize of _^5 for the best three
bunches of Madresfield Court Black Muscat Grape, but
imperfect justice was done to the offer, for only two com-
petitors appeared, and one of these was sadly below the
mark, the prize being awarded by the committee to Mr.
Stevens, gr. to His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, Trent-
ham. Prizes were also oiifered by the Society for the best

6 dishes of dessert Pears, and for the best collection of
Potatos. In the former class there was a very strong
competition, some very excellent fruit being shown. The
1st prize was taken by Mr. Stephenson, gr. to F. C.
Barker. Esq., Leigh Hall, Essex, with Duchesse
d'Angoul^me, Glou Morceau, Passe Colmar, M.irie

Louise, Grand Soleil, and Beurr^ Diel ; Mr. Miles,

gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, being 2d
with Huyshe's Victoria, Van Mons Leon le Clerc,

Beurre Bosc, Althorpe Crassane, Beurre Diel, and Marie
Louise ; and Mr. S. Ford, gr. to H. E. Hubbard, Esq.,
Leonards Lee, Horsham, 3d. Capital collections were
also shown by Mr. Garland, gr. to Sir. T. Dyke-.\cland,
Bart., Killerton ; Mr. Curtis, gr. to J. Ridgway, Esq.,
Fairlawn Park, Tonbridge ; Mr. Gilbert, gr., Burghley

;

Mr. Gardiner, gr., Eatington Park; Mr. Tillery, gr,,

Welbeck ; Mr. Parsons, gr., Danesbury ; Mr. Frisby,
gr., Blankney Hall, Sleaford, &a Messrs. Veitch & Co.
exhibited fine specimens of their Giant Autumn Cauli-
flower, which was sown on April 16 at the same time as
Walcheren and other varieties, has had the same treat-
ment since, and is just coming into use when the others
are over. It is undoubtedly a good late autumn Cauli-
flower, but it is too large. What is most wanted is a
medium sized variety, that covers in well. A good late
kind of this character would be a real acquisition
to gardeners. A First-class Certificate was awarded to
it. Mr. Wells, South End. Essex, had a Special
Certificate for a fine collection of Black Alicante Grapes,
grown in his patent ground vineries without artificial heat.
From Messrs. J. & C. Lee came a dish of the white
fruited ^'ineyard Autumn Surprise Raspberry ; from Mr.
Challis, Wiiton House Gardens, Salisbury, a seedling
Pine, not considered of any great merit ; from Mr. Lamb,
gr. to G. F. Davey. Esq., Colston Basset, Bingham, a
seedling green-flesh Melon, of good appearance, but it

was too late in the season to be judged correctly ; from
Mr. Turner, Slough, two excellent dishes of Cox's Orange
Pippin Apple ; from Mr. Gilbert, a seedling Cucumber,
black-spined, the result of a cross between Telegraph
and Wonderful, and named Knight of St. Patrick

;

from Mr. C. B. Saunders, St. Saviour's, Jersey, a
large collection of Jersey grown Apples and Pears,

of a large size ; from Mr. Gunn, gr. to J. W. Larkin,
Esq., The Furze, Lee, Kent, some veTy large Toma-
tos -in fact, too large and very coarse ; from Messrs.
Carter & Co. , a collection of one dozen kinds of
Celery, and large specimens of a Red-skinned Flourball

Potato. Mr. Jennings, Shipston-on-Stour, sent speci-

Handbook of British Fungi; 7C'it/i fuU Description

of all the Spt-cies, and lUusfrafions of the Genera.
By ls\. C. Cooke, M. A. First Part. Printed and pub-
lished for the Author, 1S70. Small 8vo, pp. 376.

The part before us of this very useful work carries

the subject as far as the Puftballs, and those subterra-
neous Fungi which are most nearly related to them.
The remaining part is in a considerable state of forward-
ness, and the whole will then give such a collective

view of British Mycology as is not to be found in

any other publication. Mr. Berkeley's "Outlines
of British Mycology" give only the character of the
larger Fungi, the names of the smaller and microscopic
species being merely enumerated. The mycological
student will, therefore, gladly hail the appearance of
this work, not only for the reason just stated, but
also because many species have been added to the
British list since the publication of Mr. Berkeley's
volume. Mr. Cooke has lollowed very closely Mr. Worth-
ington Smith's arrangement of the Agaricini. We have
already given our criticism of that arrangement, and
further notes have just been published in this Journal
from the pen of Professor Fries, so that we are not
inclined to go again over the same ground, and the
more especially because we would not .seem to depre-

ciate what has been so carefully and conscientiously

done, though we do not agree in every point with
Mr. Smith. Neither can we speak favourably of the
separation of such species as Agaricus personatus and
Agaricus nudus as a distinct genus (not subgenus)
from Agaricus, however much it may be sanctioned
by Fries. It is very desirable that the heavy outlay
which the publication of the volume before us has
involved should be met by an ample number of sub-
scribers. The author has wisely for the present kept
the book entirely in his own hands, and application
should be made to him by letter* by those who wish to

have this and the subsequent part. Mr. Cooke has
reserved everything in the shape of preface and ex-
planation of his views for the succeedijig part, and it

is very possible that when the whole is before us, we
may feel inclined to advert to it again. Meanwhile we
recommend the work to the notice of our readers,

earnestly and conscientiously.

©fiituavg.
We greatly regret to have to record the death of

Dr. Thomas Anderson, F.L.S., Superintendent of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, and an occa
sional contributor to our columns. The following
obituary notice is extracted from tbe "Journal of
Botany ;

"—
"He was a devoted student of Natural History at

Edinburgh, and selected the East India Company's
service as likely to afford him opportunities for the prose-
cution of those studies, as it had done to many others.
On the occasion of Dr. Thomson's leaving Calcutta, Dr.
Anderson was appointed to the temporary charge of the
Gardens, and afterwards succeeded Dr. Thomson when
he retired from his office. Nearly two years ago he was
compelled to return to England on account of dangerous
illness, though his friends feared lest his strength should
prove insufficient to bear the journey. Hs reached his

native land in a very weak state, but soon recovered
sufficiently to enable him to prosecute his botanical work.
He began in earnest at the ' Flora of India,' and there was
good reason to hope that this greatly desiderated ' Flora

'

would ere long have been published. About three months
ago, however, he suffered a relapse, which compelled him
to interrupt his labours, and to seek in quiet and rest the
restoration of his health. He never rallied, and on
October 26 died at Edinburgh. He laboured successfully
in establishing the Cinchona plantations in the North of
India, and published several interesting reports on the
subject, abstracts of which have been printed at different

times in this Journal. Our pages also contain an interest-

ing account of the terrible cyclone which, in 1865, brought
desolation to the Gardens under his care. Besides these
official communications. Dr. Anderson has published the
following papers on systematic botany : — ' Florula

* Mr. Cooke's address is 2, Grosvenor Villas, Ju I Road, N.

Adenensis ;
' supplement to vol. v. 'Linn. Soc. Joum.'

(i860). ' On Sphosrocoma, a new genus of Caryophylleae,'
' Linn. Soc. Journ.' vol. v. p. 15 (i86i). 'An Enumera-
tion of the Species of Acanthaceje from the Continent of
Africa,' 'Linn. Soc. Joum.' vol. vii. p. 13 (1864). 'On
a Presumed Case of Parthenogenesis in a Species of
Aberia,' /. c. p. 67. 'On the Identification of the
Acanthaceoe of the Linnean Herbarium,' /. c. p. iir.
' An Enumeration of the Species of Ceylon Acanthaceae,'
in ' Thwaites" Enum. Plant. Zeyl." p. 223 (1864). ' Aphe-
landra ornata from Brazil,' Seemann's "Journ. Bot.'
vol. ii. p. 289(1864). 'On Two Species of Guttiferte,'
' Linn. Soc. Joum.' vol. ix. p. 261 (1867). 'An Enume-
ration of the Indian Species of Acanthaceas, ' /. c.

p. 425-"

We regret to hear of the death, on August 4
last, of M. RUPRECHT, of St. Petersburg. The
deceased botanist was born, in 1814, at Prague, where
also he studied medicine. He was appointed con-
servator of the Botanical Museum of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg in 1S39, and
in the interests of the Academy he undertook several

journeys, notably in the Caucasian provinces, where he
made large collections. For a short period he was
assistant director of the Imperial Botanic Garden
at St, Petersburg. Ruprecht did good service to

science also in his publications on the Bamboos, on
the floras of Samoiede, of the Ural, of Kamschatka, and
of various portions of the Russian dominions. Of late

years, also, he had turned his attention to agricultural

subjects.

Miscellaneous.
THE ALARM BELL OF ATRI.

At Atri, in Abruzzo, a small town
Of ancient Roman date, but scant renown,
One of those little places that have run
Half up the hill, beneath a blazing sun,

And then sat down to rest, as if to say,
" I climb no further upward, come what may,"
The Re Giovanni, now unknown to fame.
So many monarchs since have borne the name,
Had a great bell hung in the market place
Beneath a roof, projecting some small space,

By way of shelter from the sun and rain.

Then rode he through the streets with all his train,

And, with the blast of trumpets loud and long.

Made proclamation, that whenever wrong
Was done to any man, he should but ring
The great bell in the square, and he, the king,

Would cause the Syndic to decide thereon.

Such was the proclamation of King John.

How happily the days in Atri sped,
What wrongs were righted, need not here be said.

Suffice it that, as all things must decay,
The hempen rope at length was worn away.
Unravelled at the end, and strand by strand,

Loosened and wasted in the ringer's hand.
Till one, who noted this in passing by,

Mended the rope with braids of Briony,

So that the leaves and tendrils of the vine

Hung like a votive garland at a shrine.

By chance it happened that in Atri dwelt
A knight, with spur on heel and sword in belt,

Who loved to hunt the wild boar in the woods.
Who loved his falcons with their crimson hoods.
Who loved his hounds and horses, and all sports
And prodigalities of camps and courts

;

Loved, or had loved them ; for, at last grown old,

His only passion was the love of gold.

He sold his horses, sold his hawks and hounds.
Rented his \'ineyards and his garden grounds,
Kept but one steed, his favourite steed of all,

To starve and shiver in a naked stall,

And, day by day, sat brooding in his chair,

De\'ising plans how best to hoard and spare.

At length he said : "What is the use or need
To keep at my own cost this lazy steed.

Eating his head off in my stables here,

When rents are low and provender is dear?
Let him go feed upon the public ways

;

I want him only for the holidays."

So the old steed was turned into the heat,

Of the long, lonely, silent, shadowless street

;

And wandered in suburban lanes forlorn,

Barked at by dogs, and torn by Brier and Thorn.

One afternoon, as in that sultry clime
It is the custom in the summer-time,
With bolted doors, and window-shutters closed,

The inhabitants of Atri slept or dosed
;

When suddenly upon their senses fell

The loud alarm of the accusing bell !

The Syndic started from his sweet repose.

Turned on his couch, and listened, and then rose
And donned his robes, and with reluctant pace.

Went panting forth into the market-place,
Where the great bell upon its cross-beam swung.
Reiterating with persistent tongue,
In half-aniculate jargon, the old song

:

' Some one hath done a wrong, hath done a wrong
!

'

But ere he reached the belfrey's light arcade,
He saw, or thought he saw, beneath its shade,
No shape of human form, of woman born.
But a poor steed dejected and iorlorn,

Who with uplifted head and eager eye
Was tugging at the vines of Briony.
* Demeneddio !

" cried the Syndic straight,

"This is the Knight of Atri's steed of state !

He calls for justice, being sore distressed,

And pleads his cause as loudly as the best."

Meanwhile from street and lane a noisy crowd
Had rolled together, like a summer cloud,
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And toM the story of tlic wretched beast

In five-and-twenty different ways at least,

With much gesticulation and appeal

To heathen gods, in their excessive zeal.

The Knight was called and questioned ; in reply

Did not confess the fact, did not deny ;

Treated the matter as a pleasant jest,

And set at naught the Syndic and the rest.

Maintaining, in an angry undertone.

That he should do what pleased him with his own.

And thereupon the Syndic gra\'ely read

The proclamation of the King ; then said :

" Pride goeth forth on horseback grand and gay,

But Cometh back on foot, and begs its way
;

Fame is the perfume of heroic deeds,

Of flowers of chivalry and not of weeds !

These are familiar proverbs ; but I fear

They never yet have reached your knightly ear.

What fair renown, what honour, what repute

Can come to you from starving this poor brute?
He who serves well and speaks not merits more
Than they who clamour loudest at the door.

Therefore the law decrees, that as this steed

Served you in youth, henceforth you shall take heed
To comfort his old age, and to provide
Shelter in stall, and food and field beside."

The Knight withdrew abashed ; the people all

Led home the steed in triumph to his stall.

The King heard and approved, and laughed in glee,

And cried aloud, '* Right well it pleaseth me !

Church bells at best but ring us to the door,

But go not in to mass ; my bell dotli more
;

It cometh into court and pleads the cause
Of creatures dumb and unknown to the laws

;

And this shall make, in every Christian clime,

The Bell of Atri famous for all time."

—H. IV. Longfellow, in the "Atlanik:'

Note.—The poet does not tell us whether it was the

white, or the black Briony. Brionia dioica has long

held a high position in the estimation of children, prize-

fighters, and others liable to bruises, from the circum-

stance that a slice from its fleshy root, laid upon the

part that has been struck, prevents its turning black.

I therefore claim for Tamus communis the honour of

having been the means of justice being done. W. T.

[Was it a Briony at all ? Perhaps a Convolvulus, or a
Bellfewer. Eds.]

^artrtit #peratioiTS.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Gesnerias, Poiiisettias, and any large bulbs of

Amaryllids^ which are not showing a favourable dispo-

sition to bloom, should, in company with such sub-

jects as Ga7-Jenias, be pushed along freely in a good
brisk moist temperature, if they are wanted in flower

at an early date, and the means for so treating them
are available. Look carefully over all kinds ol Heaths
which form very dense foliage, so as to detect any
symptoms of mildew, which, when found, should as

early as possible be dusted over with flowers of sulphur.

The minute leaves which have decayed amongst the

lower parts of the branches should be removed, and
the plants as well as the pots should be kept scrupu-

lously clean. Finish pruning the Roses intended for

early forcing, and keep the soil about their roots

moderately dry for a time. Do not omit to

gradually reduce the temperature as well as the

moisture in Orchid-houses to the lowest admissible
point ; and in regard to the cooler section of
Orchidaceous plants, let the air freely into those
structures containing them, in a careful and judi-

cious manner. Keep a dry atmosphere around all

kinds of bedding stuff, and admit air freely and as

constantly as possible.

FORCING HOUSES.
Push forward the usual and necessary preparations

for the early forcing of Vines, Peaches^ Nectarines^ &c.

This consists in dressing such plants as have not yet

been gone over, and other routine matters of the kind.

Bywithholding water altogether from Pot P'ines, induce
the wood to ripen readily. Lay the pots on their sides

and secure the canes to a fully exposed wall, so that the

limited amount of sun which we may yet be favoured
with may exert its beneficial influences to attain that end.
Immediately the foliage upon stools of Seakale and
Rhubarb is ripened sufficiently for forcing, let some
roots of the latter be taken up and placed into good
strong heat in a Mushroom-house, or similar structure,

where no light and but veiy little air is admitted.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
The weather being still favourable for the prosecu-

tion of alterations, these should now be pushed forward
with all reasonable despatch. Those who make it a
rule to procure their own Briars for budding, should
now get in the stock required. It is, however,
almost as cheap to procure the Rose trees ready
worked ; besides, in so doing there is a chance of pro-
curing newer and better varieties than the collection

may contain. Push forward the planting of Hyacinths,
Narcissus, Tuiipsy and other similar b7tlbs in the open
borders during fine intervals. Especially is this neces-

sary in regard to such as I have named, as it will give
them more time to establish themselves in the ground
than when placed in later during the colder winter
months. Where a sufficiency of fermenting materials

is not at hand for the formatioii of a good bottom-heat,

it will be well to proceed with the collection of

material, placing it in a large lieap in any convenient

place until required for use. Watch Auricuias to see

that no form of decayed foliage, or drip, which are

injurious to them, exists. Be very careful, moreover, not

to overwater them at the root during this season, nor
to keep too humid an atmosphere around them. They
require all the air possible in conjunction with protection

from rains, therefore the lights should be removed
wholly by day and during fine weather. Prune and
nail wall Climbers during spare intervals, and so make
all things neat, preparatory for the winter. Keep
Cat nations, Picotees, and Pinks which have been
potted up and placed in frames, sufficiently moist to

insure as much root formation as possible ; but do not,

as I have before suggested, let water settle amongst
the younger leaves in the heart of the plants.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
All kind of Currants and Gooseberries may now be

planted, whether for the purpose of making fresh

plantations, or for filling up any vacancies which have
occurred. Prune all the larger kinds of hardy fruits,

such as Pears, Apples, and Plums, as opportunity
offers ; bearing the fact in mind that all the light and
air possible should be admitted into every part alike,

and that material aid in this wise is afforded by thinning

out the branches of young specimens somewhat decid-

edly in the centre of the trees at their apex.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Endive, Lettuce, and late CauliJlo%i)trs should still be

taken up where they exist, to fill up the vacancies

formed by use in any pits or frames. This is possible

through the extreme mildness of this autumn season,

which will afford to gardeners excellent aid in the pro-

duction of a plentiful supply of such things, even up to

midwinter. Earth-up all Cabbages when sufficiently

large preparatory for an ear\y frost, and as Celery grows
so rapidly it will be necessary to place a little more
earth, where the opportunity of procuring Bracken,
Fern, or other suitable covering in readiness to cover it

with when sharp frosts arrive does not exist. Make a

sowing oi Radishes upon a slight hotbed, where these

are in demand, and keep up the regular sowings of

small Salading at proper intervals. W. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
I SHOULD now recommend all intending cultivators

of the Chrysanthemum to make their selection, as now
is the best season, they being in full bloom, if they are

required for border cultivation without being covered
when in flower. Do not select from those in flower

under glass, for there are many splendid flowers to be
seen under glass which are of no use for growing out-

of-doors without protection while in bloom. The
suckers that come up from the root should be taken off"

and potted singly in a mixture of light loam and silver

sand, and wintered in a cold frame, at the same time
each plant should be correctly labelled, making the labels

of white deal, painting with white lead and writing on
the same while wet, when they will become indelible.

Plants in frames will be much benefited by taking off all

dead leaves, and by gently stirring the soil, taking off"

the frames in fine weather, and by covering them up in

wet and frost. Clear the borders of all annuals, dead
leaves, and rubbish, &c. y. D.

STA TB OF THB
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I'tr^amotte d'Esperen, Winter Nelis, and Josephine

de Alalincs.

Pelargoniums, &c. : 5.7., Huddcrsfidd. Pelargoniums

have irregular flowers in the wild state, though in the

case of such as the Zonals, Tricolors, &c., the petals

have been made regular by constant selection. Pelar-

goniums, also, have a spur or nectarj- adherent to the

stalk of the flower. Geraniums, to which our wild

Cranesbills belong, have always regular flowers, desti-

tute of spur, but provided with five glands between the

petals which are not found m Pelargoniums. The
flowers of the Vine are produced from flower-buds

placed, at first, on the ends of the shoots, but after-

wards opposite to a leaf, owing to a change in the

position of the inflorescence, which bends downwards.

The tendril is reallv an abortive flower-stalk, on which

flowers are not as a rule formed, though, as an excep-

tional thing, you may sometimes see them so placed.

Pelargonium : J. C, Aberdeen. There are much finer

flowers to be sent out than your Lady Derby—which,

however, appears to be one of good qualities, though it

did not reach us in a ver>' perfect state.

Scottish .Akeokicultural Society : A Suiscriber.

Apply to Mr. Sadler, Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

Vine Diseases: J. IV. Your Vine leaves are infested

with the insect which is doing such injury in France

and in many establishments at home. You must bum
every leaf, remove the soil, and wash the roots of your

Vines, or not a tree will, in all probability, escape.

,1/. y. B.

Fnilt Trees, Eoaes, &o.
T> S. WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, true

French Paradise Stock, trained :

mental trees of every desc
Victoria and Paradise Nurseri

. fine fruit-bearinc Ti
Cordons. FOREST and ORNA-
)tion. Priced LIST on application.

, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Fruit Trees, Roses, &c
WILLIAM KING can supply extra fii

pyramid apples, pears, cherries
at Si. per dozen, 505, per 100. Standard ROSES,
do. ,6s. per dozen, Alt the best sho'

applicaiion. High Street Nur

3-yr. old
d PLUMS,
32en ; Dv.

CATALOGUES fret

_ pots, of PEACHES. NECTARINES, APRICOTS, APPLE
PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, FIGS, MULBERRIES, ALMONDS
VINES, and DESSERT ORANGES.

'

t free c

THOB. RIVERS AND SON, Nur

A Priced CATALOGUE of

Sawbridgeworth.

Fruit Trees.
MAGNIFICENT Dwarf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES,

APRICOTS, PEARS, PLUMS, .APPLES, and CHERRIES.
Standard-trained PLUMS, Fruitinj; Trees.
Dwarf-trained FRUITING TREES of APPLES, PEARS, Si PLUMS.
Pyramid il APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES.

WM. WOOD AND SONS Nurseries have long been
celebrated for the Erowth and careful training of Fruit Trees.

The plants now offered are quite unsurpassed. CATALOGUES on
apphc

Woodlands Nursep', Maresfield, near Uckffield, Susi

Co.MMtJNlCATIONS RECEH
J. J.-H. M. (next we.

I. S. E.—C. R.-W.
Subscriber.—J. I- H.-
J. L. D.—Prof Kcch.-

;—J. M.—J. N.—C. E.—A. M.—
— R. D.—D- T. F.—R. L. B.—
A-—T. C. S.—W. G-—T. C—
ter Pot.—G. K-—H. F.—W. M.—
H. G. (thanks for your suggestion).

DIED.—On October 28, at Nonsuch Park, Cheam,
Surrey, ISABELLA C. CARSON, in the 53d year of

her age.

ffiarhds.
COVENT GARDEN.—Ncv. 28.

We have nothing fic&h to report ; prices are nearly

stationary, although the imports are somewhat reduced.

Good English Grapes are in fair request, and prices have

shghtly improved. Amongst flowers we have Pelar-

goniums, Bouvardias. Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Migno-
nette, Heaths, and dwarf evergreens.

Apples, p. isic
Grapes, per lb.

Mclon^^' each

Artichokes Jerusa-
lem, p. lb 02

Beei, per doz. ..20
Brus.Sprouts.i sieve 3 o
Cabbages, p. doz. ..10
Carrots, p. bunch ..04
Cauliflowers, p. doz. i 6
Celery, red, p. bun. 1 6
— white, do. .. 10

Cucumbers, each ..06
Do.,reUil. p. lb. .. o 4
Garlic, per lb. ..08

Potatos, Regents, per t

I

Oranges, per 100 ..10 i

Peachos, per doz. ..6c
Pears, per doz. . . 1 (

Pine-apples, per lb. 6 c

Lettu(

Mint,
Mush:

Rocks, 50.1. to 60J.

per bunch . . o 3 — t

rooms, p. pott. 10 — ]

Unions.per bunch .. 04 — t

Parsley, p. bunch . . 07 — t

Salsafy, per bundle, 13 — i

Scakalc, p. pun. .. 40— -

Shallots, per lb. ,.08—,
Spinach, p. bushe!.. 20—

;

Tomatos, per doz. . . 10--;
Kidneys, 8oj. to laoi

Fruit Trees Grown for Sale by
SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset.— Before ordering send
2r. in stamps to J. S for a copy of his ORCHARDIST and its

COMPANION, a Catalogue of the finest Collection of Fruits in

England, in which is given the name, the quality, the country whci

ed, the year they first fruited in, the raiser, their t '

ir siie, and general cultivation. The Ti

lircd by all who have seen them, not be
spoilt by repeated pinching, a system that __ ,_ .

' ' ' - |(ogy_ Let your trees make wood and leav

_ _.. __. swell. Regulate your branches
"

rl advice Hcs all the art of growing healthy

J. S. offers.

the laws of phys

bearing quality,

amped, stunted, and

,nd fruitful t

WANT PLACES- Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).

JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications
for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS

will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
may rely upon J. Carter & Co, adopting the most stringent regu-
lations in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.
JAMES CARTER and CO-, 237 & 238. High Holborn, London, WC.

Gardeners.
"D S. WILLIAMS has much pleastarem stating that

,nd Paradise Nur;

whose conduct ;

:s. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E, G.
HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Has a practical knowledge of
Gardening in all branches. Six years' good character from last

situation; good reason for leaving.—P. M., Post Office, Bracknell, Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; well experienced m
the Management of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing

of Fruits. Vegetables, &c, and can undertake the Management of a
large Establishment. Unexceptionable 1

« .

Tyn , Seed.st t George Stn

ARRISON'S NEW APPLE, ANNIE
ELIZABETH.—This valuable Apple, which was awarded a

First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, i868 (and

figured in the " Florist and Pomologist," November, i86q), and is one
nf the best Apples ever offered ; for culinair purposes it is unsur-

' nd after Christmas becomes a good fruit for dessert. It is of

;, deep colour on sunny side, white flesh, very solid and juicy,

agreeable acid. A most remarkable keeper, having been m
-*---- '—Ivp months after patherine.

beautiful py

H

iit

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a first-class Oardcner.—Age 40, married; one child,

age 10. A thoroughly practical and respectable Man, who has had the

Management of a Gentleman's Gardens and Plantations for the last

eight years. Recommendations first-class —M. B., Post Office,

Langley Road, Watford, Herts.

, „.jrdy upright growth, forming i

lense Icax'es, some measijfing 4J4 inches a

Trade price
"'

with i

HT^R iSON AN d" soN"S,~S.'oyarMidland Seed Warehouse, Leic

BUNYARD AND SON'S TRADE
X CATALOGUE may now be had on application. It contains low

priced offers of Fruit Trees, Roses, Arbutus, Juniperus sinensis,

Thuia aurea, Biota elcgantissima, Chichester Elms, Ccanothus,

Climbers, &c..&c.
The Old Established Nurseries, Maidstone.

THE beautiful PURPLE DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS.
See article in Gardefurs' ChrvnicU for October 22. Strong roots,

dozen,

—

sd. per doien extra for pos
"SVs

JOHN STEVENS, The Nur-

To the Seed Trade.—New Callfomian Annuals.W THOMPSON, Sf,edsman, Tavern Street.

• Ipswich, begs to announce that his descriptive Wholesale

LIST of NOVELTIES, including the splendid Leptosiphon roseus,

Godctia Whitne>n, Collinsia heterophylla. Coreopsis aristosa, Hclc'

nium grandiflorum, and other choice seeds, is now ready, and may be

h.id on applic

T. LINDEN (Establishment Ambroese Vekschaf-
felt). Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer to the Trade :—

Fine C.A.MELI.IAS, covered with flower-buds, including all the best

known varietiej, ,;C6 per 100.
, ., a , j - j- 11- - ---".-.

t[, flower-buds, including all

rmg Ghent for London and Goole every week, theN.B. Steamers le;

lely easy and cheap.

FOR S.^
CHAND

O^ HUNDRED THOUS.\ND
ROSES,

STANDARD
. DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

50,000 TEA-SCENTEU ROSES,
na-nificent stock to select from. CATALOGUES on application.

VNl. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Marcshcid, near
klield, SiisscN.

Mr. Laxton's New Roses.
HP. PRINCESS LOUISE and PRINCE of WALES.

)AUL AND SON have the pleasure to announce that
the above have passed into their hands, and they hope to have

;itdy for distributi

Prir of Waler
i Louise Fi

ed Fir

Old Nun Cheshu , N.

New Roses, Gladioli, &c.

EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aint^, HORTICULTEUR,
t, Rue Dunois, Gate d'lvry, Paris, bees to state that his

vill be I

as the s

CO., Cox's Quay, Lo\

lived conditionally,
e of affairs in France

LEWIS WOODTHORPE offers a superior
STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, by the hundred or Ih

Standard Mar&chal Niel, and other Yellows, very stronjj.

stock of all FRUIT TREES, S;c, CATALOGUES and price!

; low) free upon a

L WOODTHORPE. Mun . Nuri
,
Sible Hedlnghnti

Standard and Bwaxf Roses.
LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs respectfully to call

the particular attention of those about to plant to his immense
stock of ROSES, which, from their great superiority, both in quality
and varieties, cannot fail to give every satisfaction.

STANDARDS, verj' superior, selected, t5s. per doien ; £5 per too,

HALF STANDARDS, very superior, I2S. per doj. : l^ IW, pcrioo.
DWARFS, on Maneiti, siro

ALE
DEER'S ELEG

hr,ilth.

EXETER, in line health
stem 3 feet from pot

CAMELLIA
I ESS o

pric apply to H. BOVCE, Clapham Road Nursery, S.

The Largest and Best Esirly Pea
For MARKET GARDENING PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.-
Only four days later than Ringleader (the earliest known), and

week earlier than Daniel O'Rourkc,
Lowest price per bushel and per quarter on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed IJrowers, Reading.

GANDJ. RUMLEY h;

. following, at moderate
MONA'S PRIDE, ERII'

~

KIDNEY, ALMOND'S
GLOBE, COLDSTREAM, S:c

Seed Fotatos.
to offer a fine stock of the

ROYAL ASH LEAF,

1 applic
Ik-dale, i orkshir

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head), age 30, married.—William

Marcham, for three and a half years Head Gardener at Bagshot
Park, Surrey, who is leaving in consequence of the death of his

employer, the late Sir James Clark, Bart., is now open for an eiigagc-
' ' - the Early and Late *•'

Gardening.—Addn
Plants, and Howe .nd Kitchen

G.\RDENER (Head), age 41,
is at liberty to treat with any Noblen

narried.—A. Calder
liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring

'
. thoroughly practical Gardener, havingjived i8 years

uit, and Vegetables : under;
n Forcing of all

„ thcM
Stove Plants^ and Kitchen and Flower '

;tion to' look after Meadow Land. Character will bear tl

investigation.—A. CALDER, Thames Ditton. Kmgston, S.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
B.A.ILIFF.—Well up in Plant, Fruit, and Vegetable culture.

Landscape Gardening, and every br; ' '

has had much cxperiei
"'

G'
table decorati<

of new Farm or Gardei
Highly recommended. I

ham's, Chislehurst, Kent.

s a goo(
Buildii

character.—ALPHA, Mr. Bar-

GARDENER {Head WoKK
William Henderson, for the

Hall, Maltby, 1-

^ ^ Gentleman requiring thi

a thorough practical Gardener ; well understands the Early

F'orcing of all kinds of Fruits, Flo'

ING), age 35, married.

-

last three years Gardener t

ft Hall, Maltby, Koihcrham. is J

family, is qualihed to undertake the duti

charge of gentleman's residence. Character
-AVM. HENDERSON, ConJston Cold. Bell Busk, Leeds.

;ctablcs, and tlie Managci
Wife, having 1

GARDENER.—Age 44. married, no in(

experienced. No single-handed place accepted,

reference.—W. W., Post Office, FarJngdon. Berks.

GARDENER.—R. T. Craggs is open to engage with
any Lady or Gentleman requiring a good practical Man in Early

and Late Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Mower and
Kitchen Gardening; is also well up in the Cultivation of Hot and Cool
Orchids.— 16, Friars Walk, Exeter. _^^_____
GARDENER (Single-handed, orJobbing Foreman

inaCountryNursery).—Age 21 ; thoroughly understands Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Strict Abstainer. Good references as to

honesty, capability , &c—W. J. M., 5, Albe rt Gardens, Kilburn Park^

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Married ; thorough practical knowledge of Fruit, Flower, and

Kitchen Gardening, and Forcing in all its branches, also Land and
Stock. Wife could attend to Poultry, or live in a lodge. Four years'

good character.-A. B., Rose Cottages. Balham, S-W.

GARDENER, where assistance
ried, t children; practical

giv. I.—Age 32.

—SIGMA,' Sciiool Lane, Bransford Road, St. John's

GARDENER (Under).- Age 21 ; has had seven
ycar^' experience. Has a good character.-G. BLATCHER,

\V;r. ' . I.-. -1-1 I rr-.,;. nrnr .\^hh~A. Kr-nl.

Rollisson's Telegraph Cucumber.
WOOD AND INGRAM otter this, the best ALL

THE YEAR ROUND CLCL MEER out, in packets of six

fine seeds for is., or 12 for 11. 6d.

This was the only variety grown where this seed was raised, and a

small house, 21 feet by 14 feet, produced during the season 924 first-

class fruit —N.B. Postage stamps with orders.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

of Rhubarb, of which they 5

; of the above excellent r

veral thousand
inc'* of Octobe:
s St. Martin'Sj hav

5' »;
planted

bp.

reCATALOGLEof Ne
free upon anjilicatiun.

Mu dNu ! Hcdinghain. I'.s

Planting Season.—Knowfleld Nurseries, Carlisle.M ESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYN^, NuRSERY-
j and Seedsmen, Carlisle, beg leave to request the attention
iliiv and Gentry to their ver\' extensive STOCK of FOREST

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHUUBS, &c. ; and Gentlemen in-

ng to Plant this .Vutumn are respectfully invited to inspect the
Is at their Nurseries, which they will find well grown and very
ble for exposed situations

prepared to_^undcrlake the Lapng-out and Planting
undsti

Dwarf ROSES, will be found to include all the best
also Standard and

_ _. __ unable to say anylhmg about
ness or siie, but both colour and flavour are first-rate. I inten

grubbing up some of the old stools, to allow of its being planted moi

Strong roots, is. each ; usual discount to the Trade.
W P LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymenand Seed Merchant;

Dundee, N.B

Clioice Seeds—Now Ready.
DIMMICK S VICTORIA WHITE COS

LETTUCE.—The largest and best self-folding Lettuce ever

offered: will keep longer than any other without runnmg to seed. No
garden should be

have tried ihem.
i have proved themselves indispensable to all who

NONPAREIL RED BEET.—The finest Red Beet in cultivation

(with dwarf green topi. Its splendid crimson colour and perfect shape
render it most desirable where first-class quality is required.

Orders should be forwarded early, as the stock is limited.

Sole Agents, HURST and SON, Seed Merchants, 6, Lcadenhall
Street, London, E.C.

Applytothe HEAD GARDENE R, Fulwell Lodge,

WANTED, an
to live with ei

salary, addressed ,T. B,

ASSISTANT JUNIOR SHOPMAN,
nployer on the premises.—State reference, '

THOMf"" — -
- -

•o. High Street, Bir

/ * ENEkAL NURSERY FOREMAN and PROFA-
VJT GATOR.-

FRUIT TREE GROWER and general NURSERY
FOREMAN.—The Advertiser wishes to meet with a situation

as above. Has been for 30 years among Fruits, and has a good know-
ledge oi the Culture of Vines and Orchard House Trees, and is also a

successful Grafter of Rhododendrons and Camellias.—A. B., Mr.
Cooling, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

BAILIFF, age 40, married.—A Gentleman can highly

recommend, as above, a Man who has been in his service 614

years ; is a very clever, industrious, and trustworthy ^erson,^and quite

capable of Managir '^
'' " "" """

&:c.-A. B., Post

generally useful, Excell t refer.

—Age 24, smgle ; well
Willing to make himself

s.—H. H,, Post Office, Ipswich.

AGENT or LAND STEWARD.—Has for the last

16 years had the Superintendence of an Estate and Home Farm
in Scotland, combining considerable practice in the Erection and

Repairs of Farm Buildings and Cottages, the Drainage of Land,

Management of Woods, Plantations, Buying and Selling of Stock. &c,
is desirous of a similar engagement. The highest testimonial from

his present employer. Most respectable references can aJso be given.

-P. P., Messrs. P. Law5( " "
' '

'"
'"

'

. Edinburgh and London.

SALESMAN.—Great experience in Market, Town, and
General Nursery work. Thoroughly understands Furnishing,

Table Decorations, fi:c Highest testimonials.—A. Z., 67, Boston

Place, Blandtord Square. W.

SHOPMAN (WHOLESALE or Retail).— H,
general knowledge of the Seed Trade -'" "' *"

years' experience. Good referc;

a good
_ of Plants. Eight

S T. , Gardenen' Chronide Office.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Age 25 ;
nine years' e.vperience in a

London Wholesale House. I'nexccptionablc references—P. B.,

Vo%K Ofi^rc, Eastcheap, EC.
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To tlie Trade.—Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

J" AND F. SHARPE are now prepared to make

J
Swede Turnip Seed.

DIXON, Farmer and Seedsman, Hutton Roof
Hall, Hurton, Westmoreland, has orders to Dispose of 62 bush.

l(d.
"fliTke rOT.^TOS for

Market Gardenr, Biggleswade, Beds.
RICH.A.RD WALKliR can supply the following,

for cash :

—

Fine forcrne SEAKALE, loj. per 100 : 2d size, 51. per 100 : 3d size, 3J.

ASPARAGUS, 3-yr. old, 31. p. 100 : 2-yr. old, 2S. p. too, cheaper p. 1000
CABI'.AGE PI,ANTS, ENFIELt) MARKET, E.«T HAM,

I.MI'ERIAL, 31. M. per 1000; RED DUTCH, 5^. per tooo.

/"•.ABBAGE PLANTS.— Enfield Market, 3/. penooo,
V_^' 25.*. per 10.000: Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage, 25, 6rf. per looo,

20S. per 10,00a Free on rail. Larger quantities and wholesale prices
on application. Remittances to accompany all orders.
CHRISl'MAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c.. Market Place,

Peterborough.

Sale of First-Clasa Dutch Bulbs, Standard Eoses, &o.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, on TUESDAY,

Novembers, at half past 12 o'clock precisely, a first-class COLLEC-
TION of HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS. NARCISSUS, &c. :

above, and of the Aucti
f Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Ro'

w
RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,

DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),
Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
;ss, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basine:stoke.
i and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
t : 1862. for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

NEWTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.-
Thcse e.ttensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes' time from the Chester
Railway Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps)—„_ 17 — I 1.—1. D.:j_. entering James Dickson & Sons' new

allparticu:
DNS, " Ne ^fK!S

wM. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Auctioneer,
"

;., Goldwonh Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

MR. JAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of
J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road), undertakes HORTICUL-

TURAL valuations of every description, SALES by
AUCTION, &c.—Maylands Farm, Romford, Essex, E.

Landscape Gardening, Groundwork, the Making of
NEW ROADS, PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any extent, either by contract

or otherwise. Estimates, Plans, and Specifications supplied on the
shortest notice.

Park Fencing undertaken to any extent.
N.B. Plans and Designs for Horticultural Buildings, &c., &c.

^Voodlands Nursery, Marestield, near Uckfield, Sussex.w ANTED to RENT, a small NURSERY,
FLORIST, and SEED BUSINP:SS.

\. Z,,Jtrontian Lodge, Colham, IJristoI.

Within 10 miles of London, near Railway Station,
rpo [',E SOLD (with possession), a very eligible piece
J- of FREEHOLD liVILDING LAND, havint- valuable frontage
to highroad, with substantial Detached Brick-built Residence; also
the erection of eight Greenhouses, Pits of modern construction, Seed
Shop and Sheds, and every appliance for carrjingon a Florist and
Landscape Gardener's Business. An annual Salt of Bedding Plants
would prove a great success in the neighbourhood. Price for the
whole, including stock in trade, £1800. Apply to

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers, &c.. Leytonstone, E.

rjiO BE SOLD, the desirable LEASE and BUSINESS
J- of an old-established and well-known NURSERY, situate in a
leading thoroughfare, 4 miles from Covent Garden Market : is about
I acre in extent, and nearly all covered with glass; there is also a
spacious Seed Shop, with commanding front. Counting-house, Stable,
&c. Lcisc about 30 years unexpired. This offers an excellent
opportijiinv In an cnprfr.-!ic person with some capital, or to a country

their bu 5 London. Present o

had ol F. W. SEARLE, Agent, 6, Bishop-

Nursery and Seed Business to be Disposed of.

A N excellent and old established NURSERYMAN
-CX. and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS is to be DISPOSED OF, in
consequence of the death of the late Proprie"
The Stock will be f—-- - -^'- ^-

ments of the Business.
about jC6ooo) ; and the terms of payment can be arranged
convenience of the purchaser.
The Nursery Grounds are situated within an easy distance from a

flourishing and increasing Market Town, and the business is capable

Apply by letter to B., Gat^eiurs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

M

SALES BY AUCTION.
;.\LF. THIS DAX, at it for 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY,

Tottenlam, N.
CLE.\RANCE S.A.LE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
"ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. A. Johnstone to SELL by AUCTION, on the
.The Nursery, Philip Lane, Tottenham, Middlesex, THIS

having expired, and the land being

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE ANli MORRIS will SELL

t Laurels, Variegated

Thujopsis borealis, some very fine specimen Conife
Ccdrus, Wellingtonias. Pinus of sorts, also a quantity 01

Climbers in pots, in variety ; Standard and Dwarf Roses, &c.
May be viewed until the Sale. Catalogues may be had

Premises, and of the Auci s and Valu
. E.

the

Streatbam HiU, S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of EVERGREEN and DE.

CIDUOUS SHRUBS, SPLENDID SPECIMEN CONIFERyE,
ROSES, FRUIT TREES. Sic.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. George Clarke to SELL by AUCTION , on

the Premises, the Lcigham Court Road Nursery (a br,inch Establish,
mcnt). Strcatham Hill, Surrey, on MONDAY, November 7, and three
following days, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve
{the lease having expired and the ground Deing immediately required
for building purposes), the whole ofthc valuable NURSERY STOCK,
comprising a large quantity of unusually effective specimen Evergreen
and CcnifcreC Shrubs, including 3000 Portugal laurels, 3 to 8 feet;
rooo Aucubas, 3000 Chinese Arbor.vita:, 3 to 20 feet ; 1000 Golden
Arbor.vit.Ti, i to 5 feet high, by 1 to 4 feet through : 1000 Ccdrus
Dcodara. including some splendid specimens 20 feet high : 4000 Varie.
gated and Green Hollies, 1000 Araucarias, 500 Cupressus Lawsoniana,
tooo Rhododendrons, 8000 Tree Box, and thousands of others, the
whole of which will remove safely: also 3500 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, 2000 fine Fruit Trees, together with 2000 fine Azalea indica,
including some fine specimens for exhibition, &c.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

', and of the Aucl , Ley

Edmonton, N.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

have received instructions from Mr. C. Woolven. to SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Langhedge Nursery, Edmonton,
Middlesex, N. (10 minutes' walk from Park Station on the Great
Eastern Railway), on FRIDAY, November 11, at II fori2 o'clock
precisely, without reser\-e (in consequence of the Great Eastern
Railway Company taking possession of the remaining portion of the
nursery ground), the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, con-
sisting of 20,000 Evergreen and Coniler^ Shrubs, including fine
Chinese Arbor-vitac, Red Cedars, Thujas of sorts, Irish Yews,
Cupressus of sorts. Green Box, &c., ranging from i to 6 feet: 500
Aucubas, Laurustinus, Bays, Portugal Lauiels, Thujas, Limes, &c :

Stools and Layers, Beds of Cuttings, in variety : clean-grown Fruit
Trees, viz.. Standard Apples, Pears, Piums, and Cherries; r2oo Orna-
mental and Forest Trees, also 6000 fine Standard Roses of the best
sorts : 200 Cyclamen persicum, in pots ; a nearly new Cylinder Boiler,
and numerous other effects.

Now on view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of the

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLF, NURSERY
STOCK. CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Hanover Nurser;.. Rvc

Lane, Peckham, adjoining Peckham Rye Station, on MONDAY,
November 14, and following days, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each
day (by order of the Executors of the late Mr. W. Iverj), without
reserve, the lease having expired, the whole of the valuable
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of choice Conifcric and Evergreen
Shrubs, including 2000 Aucubas, I to 4 feet : looo Green, Variegated,
and other Hollies ; 1000 Chinese Arbor.vita:, 3 to 9 ft. ; 4000 Euonymus,
I to 3 feet; 500 Laurustinus, 400 English and Irish Yews. 1300 Lygus-
trum, of sorts; 200 fine Yucca glonosa, in flower; fine Fruit Trees;
4000 hardy Climbers, in pots; 1000 Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing
Roses, together with 1500 choice Double Camellias and Azalea indica,
very line : 150 Ericas and Epacris, 6000 Pelargoniums and Geraniums,
in all the leading varieties ; 2000 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, &c.

Now on view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of
the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, onMONDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 7 and 0, at half-past

t2 o'clock precisely each day, an importation of choice HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, IRIS, LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, and other
Bulbs, just arrived from Holland, and lotted to suit the Trade and
private buyers.

On view the mornings of S.-ile, and Catalogues had

.

Establistied and Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY. November 8, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely, choice
established ORCHIDS, many of them good specimens, in fine condi-

Hlun

Schillei

I'the ; of Sale, and Cat.ilogi

Stc.

shad.

Consignment of Plants from Ghent, and Bulbs from
Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, November 9, at half.past 12 o'clock precisely,
CAMELLIAS. INDIAN AZALEAS, CORYPHA AUS'TRALIS,
CHAM.IiROPS HUMILIS. THUIA AUREA, EUONYMUS,
ORANGE TREES, RHODODENDRONS, Y'UCCAS. Variegated
HOLLIES, DRAC.-EN AS. TREE CARNATIONS, &c., from Ghent J

and an importation of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, IRIS,
LILIUMS, NARCISSUS, GLADIOLI, and of other Bulbs, just
arrived from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported OrcUds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden. onTHURS-

DAY. November 17. at balf-p.ist 12 o'clock precisely, an Importation,
just arrived fr. in ". Hi ; , :

,,', insisting of choice CAT'rLEYAS,
ODONl'OGl" I

•- ! -MKVALLIAS. EPIDENDRUMS,
WARSCEWIi ill.

, , 1 IromMoulmcin, CYPRIPEDIUM
PARISHII. .11! ! ; I! ,1 I

Important Sale of Plants,
At the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS at CHISWICK.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
been favoured with instructions from the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society to SELL by AUCTION, at the Gardens at
Chiswick, during the month of NOVEMBER, a large number of
Specimen CONIFERS, AUCUBAS, HOLLIES, LAURELS,
LAURUSTINUS, RHODODENDRONS, Hardy AZALEAS,
splendid Pyramid and Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES, FIGS in pots,
and a great variety of other Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

More detailed particulars in
'

. .
•

Auction Rooms and Offices, 38, Kii , Covent Garden, W.C.

Sunnlngdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.
CLEARANCE SALE of SEVERAL ACRES of NURSERY STOCK,

the land being required for building purposes by the Sunningdale
Estate Company.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Charles Noble to SP:LL by AUCTION, on

the I'rcmises, Sunningdale Nursery, Dagshot, Surrey (within five

, the remaimng NURSERY STOCK, not disposed of
last great Sale, in consequence of the unpropitious weather, and which

give up possession in M;t be cleared under

:uch as Blandyanum, Lady E. Cathcart, Mrs. and Mr. John Waterer

:

together with a large quantity' of clean-grown Standard and Pyramid
Fruit Trees, viz.. Apples, Plums, Cherries, Dwarl-bred Peaches.
Nectarines, best Lancashire Gooseberries, Currants, &c ; Standard
and Dwarf Roses of the best varieties in cultivation.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may beny day pri

the Premises, ancl of the Auci

Luncheon, by ticket, will be in readir

: and Valuers, Lcylc

M
Wandsworth Commozi, S.

IMPORTANT and F:XTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. Robert Neal, to SELL by

for building purposes), the following valuable NURSERY STOCf
,

comprising 20,000 Common Laurels, 2 to 6 feel; 5000 Portugal do,,
2 to 6 feet; 15,000 Green and Variegated Hollies, a to 6 feet; 1000
English and Irish Yews, 15,000 Aucubas, 50,000 Lygustrum ovaiifolium

;

13,000 Berberis, ol sorts; 10,000 Euonymus, aooo Cedrus Deodara,
10,000 Spruce Firs, a to 6 feet; 20,000 Rhododendrons, of sorts;
10,000 Box-leaved Privet; 3000 Arbor-vita;, 2 to 9 feet; 5000 Arbutus,
Laurustinus, Says, 1000 Skimmia japonica, 1000 Cotoncastcr, zo,ooo
Deciduous Shrubs, various, and thousands of others ; a large quantity
of Ornamental and Forest Trees; 10.000 Fruit Trees, various; 5000
Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best varieties; 10,000 Climbing
Plants, in pots, &c.

May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
; Pre IT ndofthe Aui nd Value; , Leyl

Buscot Park, near Farlngdon, Berks.
IMPORTANT NOTICE to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and

the TRADE, of an EXTENSIVE and UNRESERVED SALE
of NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received in.^tnictinns from
theProprietor(W.H. Campbell, Esq ). I.. 1 I : W- lU'S,

on the Premises, at the Home Nursery, one mil' I .,;.|..n

Station (ziiLi Utfington and Farringdon branch .. 1

'

'. .icju

Railway), on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, .'. tn,,,,,, , ,,,.1 ,,, at
12 o'clock punctually rach day, large quantities t.l li>.akliv, v.lII Hiutfi]
CONIFERS, EVERGREEN, DECIDUOUS, and FOREST
TREES and SHRUBS, these not being required to plant upon the

They consist of 300,000 Ash, i to 4 feet ; 70,
U feet;

:cdling Quick ; 15,01

No. I Peas.
Catalogues, to be obtained 10 days prior to the

Sale, on application at the Nurserj-
Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Sur

if Sang!
Full particul; „ _ _ . .

Sale, on application at the Nurserj-, or of the Auct

Second Poultry Sale of the Season.
LUCAS'S REPOSITORY, LIVERPOOL,

MESSRS. LUCAS and CO. wiU SELL by
AUCTION, on FRIDAY, November 25, at ir o'clock prompt,

at their Repository, Liverpool, THREE HUNDRED LOTS ofChoice
Domestic POULTRY and PIGEONS. No Entrance Fee for
Pigeons; Poultry, is. per Pen. Entrance CLOSES on MONDAY.
November 21. No more than 300 Lots offered. All Birds to be at the
Repository on the Thursday evening, or before 9 o'Clock on Frida;

—Three Birds in each Pen, c.\cept of great ii

Sale of an Entire Herd of Pure-hred Shorthorns,
At URAILSFiiKD MALL, near DERBY.

MR, jOIIX IIIOKN TON will SELL by AUCTION,
I'li .1 r ,,.,,...,,, \\

I MM .1. \V, November g, at i o'Clock,
at lir ,:: :. 1: I, ! \shbourne, the ENTIRE
HKi: I i

: ; : . i
;

.
,

,1, tiering about Fifty Head,
the |ii

I

I

, I

I

I . iii;mals have been gathered
togcili- ... : 1. : 1.

. .^ '
. .1 , !f m lome of the best Herds,

for the purpose oi iinpmvint,' the M.-ck in the district. They will be
found very useful Cattle, of Knightlcy, Kirklevington, and other good
blood, and are well wortn the notice of Dair>' Farmers. Most of them
are excellent Milkers, combining therewith tine quality, substance,
and heavy flesh. Mr. Tort's Grand Marshal (21.865), and Lord
Penrhyn's Jupiter {24,228), Mr. Blackwell's noted Pnie Bull, have

15, Langham Place, Londi t the place of Sale.

The Royal Berkshire Root Show.

NOVEMUER, 1870.

SPECIAL PRIZES for SUTTONS' CHAMPION
SWEDES, at the ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW,

to be held at READING on SATURDAY, November 26. The
following valuable Prizes for SurroNS' Champion Swede will be
awarded ;

—

£ s. d.

For the best 2J, a Silver Cup, value .. .. ,. 10 10 o
For the second best 24, money or plate, value . . . . 5 5°

r the third best 24
For the fourth best 24 ,, „ .... 200
Also Prizes for the best MANGEL, TURNIPS, KOHL RABI,

CARROTS, &c. No charge for entry.—For full particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

Clje ligriailtanil §i\idit
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1870.

t the Salisbury Hotel—6 p

V o f Central Chamber of Agriculture (Fire Insurance—Cattl
r.o\. ti|

Tratlc Regulations), at the Salisbury Hotel— II A.M.

"The owners of the Clay Lands of this

country are to be congratulated. Their turn has
come at last, and whereas the lighter soils, by marl-
ing, sheep feeding, and artificial manuring, have
hitherto been foremost in the march of agricul-

tural improvement—thus contributing more than

any other to that increased productiveness of

food which English fields have of late exhibited

—we may now expect that by drainage and
effective tillage the stiffer lands will take their

turn in front—making the most rapid progress,

yielding largest produce, most profit, and most
rent."

—" It is the clay farm that henceforth will

be in the greatest demand. In hiring it you take

not only the groundwork of a manufactory, but

you have access to a mine. You take not only a
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given surface, whose natural fertility is indi-

cated by the sedge and rush and grass of

untouched meadow land, and from which, by

dint of air and rain and sunshine, you mow or

reap a certain annual crop—but you have

a depth of soil beneath that surface which the

chemist tells you is full of valuable matter-
much fuller than the sand soil is— which only

needs skill for its extraction and utilisation."

—These words were written in the Agrkiillural

Gazette in 1862, and in the previous year an

estate in Hertfordshire had been purchased,

which was destined to illustrate their truth and

force in a very remarkable degree.

Blount's Farm (450 acres), near Sawbridge-

worth, was purchased nine years ago by Mr. John
Prout, who had previously had practical ac-

quaintance with agriculture in both England and
the colonies. It is described in the report to the

English Agricultural Society (1861) as a strong

and clayey loam, lying upon a subsoil of drift

clay and chalk gravel, divided by meander-
ing watercourses and straggling fences into

no fewer than 51 inclosures, averaging about 9
acres each. By grubbing up all the rough
fence and hedgerow timber, by straightening

watercourses and deepening outfalls, execut-

ing drainage, exchanging awkward corners with

neighbouring proprietors, and making roads, the

estate was soon brought into the best possible

condition for profitable tillage. Cultivated by
horse and steam power during the prosecution of

these improvements, it is, now that they are

completed, cultivated virtually by steam-power
alone ; ancl the result of nine years' occupation has
been to entirely alter the character of the pro-

perty, not only as the daylight shows it to the

eye, but as examination of its depth, texture, and
even apparent composition, reveals it to both
sight and touch.

Having been lately over this farm, spade in

hand, looking beneath the soil as well as testing

the quality of the upper surface, we can point

to it as a capital example of that strong treasure-

box to which we referred eight years ago, to

whose stores access has been at length eflcctually

attained ; so that whereas the land was formerly

an inferior sample of a poor, wet, comparatively
unfertile district, whose value, determined by
the ordinary method of attacking it, was indi-

cated by its purchase money—^35 an acre

—

it is now yielding produce worth, during a series

of years, more than £\o per acre over its whole
surface. How many square miles of poor, appa-
rently unfertile clay, are there not in this

country, whose owners, like the former proprietor

of Blount's Farm, receive no more than zos. an
acre, really pocketing a full rent, and whose
tenants laboriously extract not more than
three or four times as much, believing they
extract all the soil has to give them—ignorant
that they have in possession or 'in occupation a
mine of wealth already there, and only needing
skilful working to display its stores upon the
surface.

We do not, however, point out Mr. Prout's
management as one which can be adopted
everywhere ; nor are we sure that it can be fol-

lowed constantly even on this one estate. Barring
a quantity of Clover and Sainfoin hay, amount-
ing to about 60 or 70 acres in the whole, he has
for many years had nearly the whole of his land
in grain crops. The root crop, which was 60 acres
in extent in 1862, was 25, and 30, and 20 acres in

1863, and 1864, and 1865 ; and since then it has
been only 4, 8, 4, i and 2 acres—^just enough for

the provision of a cow or two for the house.
The Wheat crop, this year 20S acres in ex-
tent, has varied from 130 to 223 acres during
all these years ; the Barley crop, this year

57 acres, has been from 30 to 120 acres annually
in extent ; Oats, of which there is this year none,
has been generally 50 or 60 acres in extent ; of
Beans and Peas there have been from 50 to 100
acres. Of ba..^ fallow there were 140, 182, 130,
and 130 acres in the first four years, and 14, 5;,
and none in the last three years. In 1870 the
cropping of 430 acres was—Wheat 209, and
Barley 57 ; Beans 102, Hay 60, and Roots 2.

No live stock is kept ; and, except a mere
scavenging heap, on which waste chaff and odds
and ends are collected, no dung heap exists. The
whole produce of the land—straw and grain and
hay, is sold off the farm ! An auction is held
every year before harvest, and the sales have
been, in 1867, ^3330 5^-. i)d. ; in 1S68, ^4726 ;

in 1869, ^3742 ; in 1870, ^5330. Sundrj- ricks
of straw and hay remained on the land last

week, yet to be removed ; but otherwise, the

whole produce of the year had gone. Not a
head of cattle, sheep, or pigs, was to be seen

;

the Wheat is all in, the winter Beans are all

up ; stubbles are all ploughed ; the work of the
year, in fact, is already done—the four horses
kept for hoeing, rolling, harrowing, and occa-
sional carting are on the point of being turned
into the strawyard ; the old 14-horse power
steam-engine, with clip-drum, travelling disc

anchor, and all the old style arrangements,
bought nine years ago, and still nearly as good
as new, has now to be cleaned and set aside till

the spring of 1S71.

What about the labourers of the district ?—The
wages paid on this farm in 186S had been
^509 I4J-. 6d. ; in i86g, /551 I4J-. 6d.; in 1870,
up till the end of September, ^520. Taken
monthly during the past year the wages paid
have been—January, ^8 lis. id.; February,
^11 I3i'.; March, ^22 ys.—besides ^43 13^-. paid
as piecework (drainage, &c.) during these three

months ; in April, £^l gs. ; in May, ^27 3^-. as

daywork and ^32 as piecework ; in June, respec-

tively, ^36 js. and ^20 9.?. ; in July, ^17 gs. and
^20 18^-. ; in August, ;!{^6o and ^22 2s. ^d. ; in

September, ^53 3^-. and £1^ Ss. The wages
paid have been this year exceptionally large in

summer, because of the early harvest forestalling

the date on which the sale was announced, and
thus putting some of the harvest work upon
the tenant, which is generally done wholly
by the purchaser. The labour of the farm,
excluding harvest work, which may add another
JOS. an acre, is thus rather more than 20^. an
acre. This 20^. or more includes a certain

quantity of winter drainage, of spring hoeing,
all the haymaking, a small quantity of summer
harvest work, all the horsemen's wages, and the

whole of the manual labour connected with
steam cultivation. The horse-power of the farm
is four or five horses kept throughout the year,

turned into strawyard with empty barn during
winter, and two or three extra horses bought in

summer and sold before winter every year. The
wages paid upon Blount's Farm thus, probably,
do not materially differ from those earned on an
equal area of arable land around it.

The farm contributes nothing to the beef and
mutton department of the national commissariat.
It is as a grain producing plot of once poor clay

—and as an illustration of the power of land
drainage and steam cultivation to evoke an
unsuspected fertility—that it is chiefly remark-
able. Whether its powers in this respect, under
Mr. Prout's management, which includes one
yet unmentioned feature, shall be permanently
maintained, we can hardly yet pronounce—but
there has been no sign of failure yet.

This year one of the large fields of standing
Wheat sold at ;^i8 an acre, and the purchaser,
timid over his venture, gave up his bid to Mr.
Prout for a bonus of .£25. This plot, since

threshed, has yielded, we were told, 8 qr. an
acre, and its stubble is now full of a very fair and
promising plant of Clover. The increasing

sales of the last four years, moreover, show no
sign of decreasing fertility. This is, however, no
doubt to some extent due to large dressings of

artificial manure. No cattle are kept, and no
sheepfold exists, and there is no farmyard dung
to apply ; but large dressings of mixed coprolite-

supcrphosphate and bone dust, are every year
applied to all the crops. These purchases amount
to more than ^1000 a year—an enormous sum
for 450 acres of land ; and to this, together with
the natural stores originally in the land, and the
efficiency given by thorough tillage to the natural

fertilising agencies, the extraordinary results

which Mr. Prout has hitherto achieved must
be attributed.

Blount's Farm is a capital example of what
steam cultivation can do, after, by drainage,

clearance, and road-making, iS:c., clay soil has
been prepared for it. A 14-horse power engine,

bought nine years ago,'and still almost as good as

the day it was bought, has cost about £^0 a-year in

coals, and less than ^80 a-year in all for ropes

and repairs (including new firebox) ; and this, with

less than 25^. an acre per annum for wages, has
enabled the growth of from 330 to 380 acres every
year of first-rate grain crops out of a total area
of 450 acres of originally unkind land—wet,

clayey, and unprofitable.

The land now is clean—deeply cultivated—diy
—the work for the year is finished, and, except

a certain quantity of rolling and harrowing and
spring sowing and hoeing, the work up till harvest
time next year is finished.

We state the case, in part as it appeared to us

in part as it was related to us. » Blount's Farm
is not, perhaps, an example which may every-
where be followed with the like success, even by
owners of clay land ; it may not be able per-

manently to maintain, upon the system which is

practised on it, the increasing fertility which it

has hitherto exhibited ; but, both for landowners
and for tenants of clay soils, it may confidently

be taken as an illustration of the extraordinary
scope which such soils present for an indefinite

increase of productiveness, when, by the aid of

land drainage and steam-power applied to culti-

vation, the natural stores of food for plants

which they contain are made accessible.

Poisoning of Cattle byAcorns has undoubt-
edly happened recently in several places, just as it

happened in the autumn of 1868, and for the same
reason there is an abundant crop of acorns with

a scarcity of pasture. Farmers who have lost

valuable animals from this cause express some
surprise at the occurrence, and now and then we
hear a note of complaint that some timely
warning was not given. The only strange part

of the matter is, however, that any warning should
be needed.

In the latter months of 1868 the subject of

acorn poisoning was thoroughly discussed in

our own and other agricultural journals. It

is true that no very definite conclusion was
arrived at respecting the exact operation of

the cause of the fatality, among young stock

particularly, but it was clearly established that

the consumption of acorns by young cattle led

to very disastrous results ; and, as far as the

owners of stock were concerned, this fact, one
would have thought, was worth recollecting.

Hundreds of animals were affected during the

time that the acorns lasted, and no treatment
was found to be of much use ; even the removal
of cattle from the pastures where acorns

abounded did not always prevent the disease
;

in fact, in many cases no serious symptoms
appeared until a week or ten days after the

acorns had been eaten. On reference to our

notes of the cases which occurred two years

ago, we find that the disease was first

reported from Beckenham in Kent, where
a number of young animals died soon
after being placed in a pasture, which at

the time was noticed to be covered with acorns.

Similar cases were investigated in succession in

other parts of Kent, and also in Hertfordshire,

Lincolnshire, Buckinghamshire, Warwickshire,
Berkshire, and Middlesex ; and, subsequently,

while making inquiries respecting outbreaks of

various diseases among stock, we ascertained

that acorn poisoning happened on many other

parts besides those above named, although the

cases were not reported at the time.

The symptoms which were shown by the

diseased animals varied in accordance with

the quantity of the food which they had con-

sumed. Sometimes the animals were dull and
dispirited, but gave no evidence of suffering.

Constipation was usually present in the first

stage, but very often diarrhoea succeeded and
proved obstinate. The discharge of urine was
generally profuse, but a remarkable symptom
in all cases was the absence of colour in

the fluid, which had the appearance of clear

water. In some instances the animals suffered

from abdominal pain, and some of them were

affected in the brain, and were unable to walk
without staggering about. After death the

digestive organs were obser\'ed to be deranged,

in some cases to an extraordinary extent ; many
of the morbid appearances were so like those

which belong to cattle plague that some appre-

hension was felt at the time of the disease

having again broken out. This suspicion was
entertained in the cases especially of the

animals which died in Kent at the commence-
ment of the outbreak. Treatment was carried

out in various parts of the country with but little

success. In the first stage of the disease purga-

tion seemed to do good, but very few animals

recovered from the second stage, when diarrhoea

had set in before any remedies were used. The
great difficulty in selecting an antidote is due to

ignorance of the nature of the poisonous agent.

An analysis of acorns shows that they contain

a considerable proportion of starch, with a small

quantity of albuminous matter, about 40 per

cent, of water, and a trace of mineral matter.

Tannic acid also exists, as may be demon-
strated by merely putting a drop of perchloride

of iron on the cut surface of an acorn—the black

colour which immediately results is indicative
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of the action of tannin on iron ; but in what
way tannin or gallic acid acts upon the organism
to cause death has not yet been ascertained.

The practical conclusion to be drawn from the

facts which we have before us is evident enough
;

cattle, especially young stock, should be kept
from feeding grounds where acorns are plentiful.

Sheep and pigs do not appear to suffer from the

consumption of acorns as cattle do, the abundant
crop may therefore be readily utilised ; but if it is

considered necessary to give acorns to cattle,

they should be either boiled or dried before being
used. Already many animals have died in

Gloucestershire, Buckinghamshire, Shropshire,

and also in Middlesex, and unless great care is

taken young stock are likely to suffer as severely

as they did two years ago. [A paragraph in

these columns, a few weeks ago, pointed out both
the advantages and the danger attending the use
of acorns in feeding.]

Prices in Mark Lane on Monday were rather

weaker than those of last week, and anything of inferior

quality had to submit to a decline. On Wednesday
they were, if anything, rather firmer. At the Metro-
politan Meat Market on Monday there was a large

supply and a dull sale ; on Thursday trade was very
dull, and prices had a downward tendency.

We sincerely regret to record the death of Mr.
G. P. TuXFORD, of the Strand. As proprietor of the

Mark Lane Expi-ess and the Farmers' A/a^az/fit% on
which he had for many years left the impress of his own
sound judgment and integrity, he had long rendered
invaluable services to the interests and progress of
English agriculture ; and there are many in the agricul-

tural world who will unite personal gratitude with
their sense of public loss in the sorrow with which they
hear of his decease.

The Committee on Education of the Council
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England have
made application for a renewal of the ;^200 Educa-
tional Grant for the ensuing year. It will be seen
in another page that this has been gi-anted, and the

next examination will take place at the Society's House
in Hanover Square, commencing on Tuesday, April i8,

1871. No candidate will be eligible for the Society's

prizes who has completed his 2lst year previous to

March i, but any candidate, irrespective of age, may
compete for ihe Society's certificates.

We are requested to state that a slight in-

accuracy occurs in the paragraph in last Monday's
issue of Belts Weekly Messenger, referring to a visit

said to have been made to the Metropolitan Cattle

Market by Lord Berners and several members of

the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England. The explanation is, that Lord Vernon
and Mr. H. M. Jenkins paid an unofficial visit to the

Cattle Market on Monday last for their own private

information. They had previously, in company with
Lord Lichfield, visited the wharves where foreign

cattle are landed ; but they have hitherto expressed no
opinion on any question connected with the home or

foreign cattle trade, beyond their belief that the

officials at the several places visited do their utmost to

carry out the existing regulations.

spondence has ensued upon
about the sewage farm at

Barking, which we gave last week :

—

(i). In the Times, Oct. 31.—" It is most satisfactory

to observe in the letter of Mr. Morgan, of the Metropolis
Sewage and Essex"Reclamation Company, an acknowledg-
ment of the principle advanced by me at the recent meeting
of the British Association at Liverpool—viz., that th'

charge from sewage-irrigated land should invariably be
from ' out' of the subsoil, and not from ' off" the surface.

After some years' experience on the Barking farm, Mr.
Morgan concludes that all sewage used for irrigation

which IS not absorbed byvegetation on the surface should
imdergo natural downward filtration, which is only
another term for thorough drainage. There is no point
connected with the sewage question more important than
this, for if irrigation and filtration be together carried out

- 'intermittently,' as it must necessarily be in 'the cultiva-

tion of sewage land, both the chemical and mechanical
effect which Dr. Frankland has found to be produced
by artificial filtration will be secured. The effluent

water from the subsoil will not only leave behind it those
elements which will be afterwards serviceable to deep-
rooted crops like Mangel, Parsnips, Carrots, and Wheat,
but all fear of noxious gases being evolved from the surface
will be removed by the complete disappearance of sewage
after it has carried its food to the growing plant. If it be
authoritatively declared and clearly understood that no
sewage shall pass from the surface of land into rivers and
streams we shall have gained one great point, and the
paper read by me for this practical purpose will have been
successful. With respect to the particular case of Bark-
ing, I cannot admit that I was guilty of any misstatement.
I took for my data, not my own observations, but the
words of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners, who in

their report of February 16 in this year, say that the
sewage either sinks into the land or flows finally off the
surface at the foot of the farm, which latter is just that
condition of things which I have ventured to say should
not exist, and which Mr. Morgan himself admits to be
wrong, and I presume has now seen reason to alter, y.
Bailev Denton, 22, Whitehall Place."

(2). In the Times, Nov. 2.—"I see from Mr, Bailey I

— The following (

Morgan's letter

Denton's letter on this subject in the Times of this morn-
ing that he cannot admit having been 'guilty of any mis-
statement' in classing the Barking sewage farm among the
examples of what he calls ' irrigation only.' Such a classi-

fication is a misstatement, nevertheless, as Mr. Morgan
has pointed out ; and Mr. Denton would not have been
' guilty ' of it if he had read with any care what is said of
the farm in question in the report of the Rivers" Pollution
Commissioners, to which he refers as his justification. He
would then have known that sewage does not flow more
than 50 or 60 yards over the surface of so porous and hol-
low a soil as they have at the Lodge Farm. All the efi^uent

water there, except, possibly, that from the surface of the
last 50 yards immediately above and around the point of
exit, thus necessarily is, and has always been, true
drainage water—making its escape solely through the two
main drains expressly provided for it when the land was
laid out for the Metropolis Sewage Company five years
ago. I may add that the point referred to by
Mr. Denton, or, as he puts it, ' the principle advanced

'

by him, in his paper on this subject before the British

Association had been already, not only thus perfectly
illustrated by the Lodge Farm experience, but fully dis-

cussed in the report of the Rivers' Pollution Commis-
sioners. The efficiency of a frequently aerated filter as a
cleanser of water containing organic impurities is one of
the points most urgently dealt with in that report ; and
the parallel which it draws between filtration and irriga-

tion under each of the several particulars on which their

efficacy depends is drawn with especial care and precision
when this one feature in the comparison is reviewed. ' A
filter,' it is said, 'is not a mere mechanical contrivance.
It is a machine for oxidising, and thus altogether trans-
forming as well as merely separating, the filth of dirty
water. And in this respect especially irrigation includes
filtration. Sewage traversing the soil undergoes a process
to some extent analogous to that experienced by blood
passing through the lungs in the act of breathing,
field of porous soil, irrigated intermittently, virtually

performs an act of respiration, copying, on an enormous
scale, the lung action of a breathing animal, for it is

alternately receiving and expiring air, and thus dealing
as an oxidising agent with the filthy fluid which is trick-

ling through it. And a whole acre of soil. 3 or 4 feet

deep, presenting within it such an enormous lung
surface, must be far superior, as an oxidising agent, for

dealing with the drainage of 100 people, to any filter that
could be practically worked for this purpose.* It is thus
clearly pomted out that the depth of the soil, with its air-

filled pores and passages, as well as its mere surface,
covered with hungry plants, must be made to act in the
work of defecation ; and how is the depth of 3 or 4 feet

of air-filled soil and subsoil to which the Commissioners
refer to be obtained where it does not naturally exist,

except by means of just such 4-feet drainage as
Mr. Denton recommends, on the principle 'advanced'
by him at Liverpool ? It must not, however, be inferred
that the most porous soil, though especially good for
sewage defecation, is necessarily the best for sewage
irrigation. It is, on the contrary, one of the misfortunes
of Lodge Farm that the land there is so hollow, and
drains so easily. The consequence of this is that the
valuable fertilising matters which sewage brings to it are
to a great extent carried away {oxidised, no doubt, and
rendered harmless, but not the less lost) in the drains.
The samples of effluent water taken at Lodge Farm, of
which analyses are given in the report of the Rivers'

Pollution Commissioners, showed that more than half of
the combined nitrogen of the original sewage remained
unused, whereas at Warwick and at Rugby, both of
which are quoted by Mr. Denton as examples of ' irri-

gation only,' the dirty water, flowing over a very much
larger surface, and therefore feeding a very much larger
number of plants, had given up in the one case nearly
three-quarters, and in other is-sixtecnths, of its combined
nitrogen before it left the land. The attention of tlie

Commissioners was of course directed especially to the
problem of sewage defecation ; but there are those who
are interested rather in sewage utilisation, and an ex-
perience of some years on the Lodge Farm, Barking, as
well as large opportunity for observation elsewhere, leads
me to recommend for them rather a soil on which, ir

spite of drainage, whether natural or artificial, sewage car

be put to successive surface uses betbre it finally escapes,
than a soil where it must at once sink beneath the spot to

which it is conveyed, y. Chalmers Morton, Harroiv-on-
the-Hill.

A correspondence with the Inland Revenue
Office, Edinburgh, on the subject of horse hire, has
been published, from which we make an extract :—

•

(i). " Up to the present year a farmer friend of mine
was in the habit of doing a little work with his horses for

the neighbouring cottars, such as ploughing and working
their bits of land, driving home their peats or coals, and
cartmg any grass they may have bought at public sales,

receiving payment—in some instances in money, and in

some instances in work. I shall be glad to know if he
can still follow out this practice without taking out a
license to let horses for hire. If he must take out a
license, will it be necessary that he take out a license for

every horse he has ? He will not have more than a pair
of horses working as above described, though he has
always four and sometimes more horses on the farm.
Another point is this. You are no doubt aware that in

the leases of many, if not the greater part of farms in

Scotland, it is stipulated that the tenant shall perform a
certain amount of carriage for his landlord, such as
driving bark, coal, hme, &c. Is a farmer employing his

horses doing this for his own farm, bound to take out a
license ? Is it not in amannerplying for hire?"

(2). " I am to acquaint you that horses othenvise
exempt from license duty would become liable to duty by
being let to other persons to be used in the manner stated
which could not be considered 'solely for the purposes of
husbandry.* A license should be taken out for every
horse so used. I am to acquaint you, further, that the
Board will not insist upon the payment of license duty for

a horse kept solely for husbandry purposes which may

occasionally be employed in drawing coals, bricks, &c., to
its owners house, or to the house of the owner's landlord,
in conformity with any provision in that behalf contained
in the lease under which the farm is held."

Mr. G. Hope, of Fenton Barns, has published
the following letter on the Ball or Smut in
Wheat :

—

" I have long been of opinion that ball smut is a Fun-
gus propagated by adhering to the seed, and unless this

Fungus is destroyed before being sown, all the grains
infected by it are sure to produce diseased ears. I must
remark here that smut is of two kinds. In one of them
the smut or black powder flies or wastes away before the

sound Wheat becomes ripe, while in the other the powder
is enclosed in a skin frequently strong enough to remain
unbroken when passing through the threshing-machine.
The larger number of balls, however, do get broken, the

powder discolouring the sample, giving it a disagreeable
smell, and a peculiar oily feeling, which judges know at
once. It is this variety which is destroyed by pickling.

The other appears to be propagated in some other way,
at least as yet no remedy has been found for checking it.

Many years ago, I rubbed smut balls amongst clean
Wheat, then pickled part, and sowed both. The
result was, the pickled seed produced a healthy
crop, while of the unpickled portion there was hardly one
sound ear. I have again and again seen the sowing of
fields finished with unpickled seed tell to the spot where
the dressed and undressed seed met. Old Wheat should
not be pickled, as its vitality is sometimes totally destroyed
by it, and the Fungus itself seems incapable of growth
when upwards of twelvemonths old. I am far from saying
that ball invariably follows when undressed Wheat is used
for seed, as by a careful selection of seed this may be
avoided for years. But the little trouble and expense
saved by not pickling seed is trifling indeed in comparison
to the security given. I have tried pickling Barley for
blackheads, where the powder blows off before the grain
is ripe, but, as in Wheat, without success. Still, I think
it is worthy of further trial, as it has appeared to me, for

the last two or tliree years, that many of the blackheads
in both Oats and Barley are more nearly allied than
formerly to the true ball in Wheat. I should like to see
experiments made by steeping grain different lengths of
time in sea water, or in water salted to the strength of
swimming an egg. This is said to be a remedy against
mildew and rust in warm climates, and possibly it may
prove equally efficacious here."

We take the following paragraph from the

columns of the Pall AMI Gazette:—
'

' .\nother uncomfortable as well as somewhat sickening
disclosure relative to the spread of scarlet fever is made in

the columns of the Lancet by Dr. Bell, Professor of Medi-
cine in the University of St. Andrews. It illustrates one
of the many exceptional ways in which the disease is pro-
pagated, and affords additional evidence, if any were
needed, of the urgent necessity which exists for enforcing
stringent measures against the present free intermingling
which is permitted to take place between the infected and
the healthy members of the community. Dr. Bell details

the circumstances attending an outbreak of scarlet fever

which was clearly traceable to the use of milk poisoned
by the desquamating cuticle given off from the hands of
infected persons who were employed to milk the cows of
a particultir dairy. The facts are shortly these :—Between
May 9 and the end of July several cases of scarlet fever

occurred among the servants and students of a certain

educational institution healthily situated, well built, airy,

and isolated in position. At the end of July the students
dispersed. No fresh case occurred in the place (St,

Andrews) till August 8, when the servant in a family
ting the place, and who had only been there

week, was seized with the disease. On the
9th, a nurse in another family of visitors sickened,

and she and five others in the same house were attacked.
Having accidentally heard that_ the boy who brought
milk to the college where the disease first appeared had
'peeled off the skin,' according to his own statement,
at the time of the outbreak, Dr. Bell set to work and
ascertained the following facts :—That on May i the wife
of the farmer who supplied the milk returned from a visit

to a place where two deaths from scarlet fever had
occurred, and fell ill within a few days. She milked the
cows. After awhile the boy whose occupation it was also

to milk the cows and to take the milk to town had the
disease lightly, and in due time 'peeled.' He continued
all the time at his work. But now comes the interest of
the case. On malting out a list of the houses in which
scarlet fever had showed itself in St. Andrews, and asking
the dairy-woman for a list of the houses which she supplied
with milk, with one exception there was a perfect agree-

ment in the lists. In every house to which milk had been
sent, scarlet fever had occurred. The cases were 26 in all.

The attack of the members of the two families of visitors

is accounted for by the fact that when the college broke
up at the end of July the milk thus made available for the

use of other customers was sent to the very houses in

which the visitors resided."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Thirty-nine well-bred Shorthorns, the property of

Mr. John Lynn, of Stroxton, near Grantham, were
sold by Mr. Strafford, on Thursday, tlie 27th idt.

The sale may well rank among the most successful of

the season, some of the animals fetching above £100
each, and the entire number averaging £i\C>- Pompous
(lot 3) by Great Comet (16, 192), the first of the

descendants ol Priscilla by The Bonus (10,922), bred

by Earl Bro\vnlow, and tracing back to Mr. Wilkin-

son's Lenton stock, and a very good animal, was pur-

chased by Mr. Burtt for 44 gs. Next came Cheerful,

a plain 8-year-old cow, by Mystic (20,391), and a

daughter of Coquette by Mameluke 1(13,289). Col.
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Towneley, although usually identified %nth Booh

blood, purchased this representative of the famed Mil-

cote Charmers for 60 gs. P.tdina by Waverley 4™
(21 0S4), another descendant of Pnsclla by 1 HE

BONUS(IO,922), anda very good X™"? f°"'',^^^,fjl',= ^^^
Wilkinson's property at 75 g=- .5^^"/^', I'J' *J'i^f,f

"

Duke (19,876). and of the " Seraphina ^mily, a

fiiir good cow, but roughish in her
q"i,f"' ,)7"'

at ICX) es to Mr. T. Snodin ; Pride of Thorndale, a

veiTgood 3-year-old heifer, was knocked down at

7i^gs, to Mr. N. Catchpole; G.pscy Q-.oynne h^

Grand Duke of Lightburne
(f

.=9°), ^vent into

Lord Non-ey's hands, at 100 gs ; and ««•;/»/ ^«^ by

Cambridge DUKE 4TH (2S,7o6), calved "I April of

theoresent year, was sold to Mr. Graham for 62 gs

cirK.DCE'^DuKE 4TH (25,7o6), the sire of most of

the young stock, although unquestionably well bied,

being by 4TH Duke ok Thorndale and of the

celebrated "Cambridge Rose" tribe, did not exhibit,

either in skin or coat, much of that quality which his

lineage should have conferred. He was bought in

^reserve of 200 gs "—'
T ,vr-n, ^, bv

roan bull calf to Grand Duke of Kent (26,289)

;

and that Oxford Faicshy 2d has also dropped a very

superior white cow calf to the same bull. This herd

has also recently been enriched by two heifer calves by

Lord Oxford 2D, respectively from Primess Alice and

Maidenhair, and two heifer calves by 15TH Grand

Duke from Twin Diiches: 2 / and Kenlish Gwyniie.

IWe gi

STEAM CULTIVATION.
1 the following columns the substance of a capita]

paper 0,1 this subject, by Mr. Isaac Robinson, Is'telV '"'jjd

Ecfore the Wisbeach Chamber "f .AgT'CuI'"":,.
'V" .',hS^,h

history and results of steam cultivation are described "ith both

justice and completeness. We have been forced to conden

Mr. Robinson's remarks, 1

I\ 1841 the first portable engine was exhibited at

Liverpool as a great curiosity. We have now about

14000 threshing engines in daily use amongst us.

Such vast advantages have been gained by steam, as a

motive power in other branches of industry, it is no

1 He was bougnt in wonder that attempts were made from time to time by

Prince Lincoln by energetic and persevering men to adopt the new power
1 Ri.NLE i.1. ^ / fa

„„u;„.,,r„n „f th»ir land. I will mention a few
¥horndaT; GRANrD^UKE^';5;3ro),"anr-of the|tothecultivation of their land

^^r.saUa by The Bonus " f-'V. b-gM 63 gs^ '^'^^^.^'^1
from Mr T- Upson; Cantab by Cambridge Grand

DU^E 4TH, and of the '^ Fareioell by Young

Matcham " tribe, was secured by Mr. Garfit at 55 gs. ;

and Grandee 2d, by the same bull, was bought tor

:o cs. by Colonel Reeve. „ , . ,_ ,

There were also some pigs of the small white breed

disposed of.
'

' Young Lord," bred by the late Earl of

Radnor, was sold to Mr. Foster for 12 gs and a son of

the boar just named was secured by Mr. Palethorpe

for 10 gs Mr. Barber bought a young boar, farrowed

in August, for %\ gs., and six hilts were sold at

from 5 to 6 gs. each. The following is a list of the

prices given for cattle :

—

Name of Animal.

Pompous
dictrful .

.

Carry
Princess of Walci
Fair UlaiJ . .

Purchaser.

'1 32 Mr. T. J. S.

ibe.

Pr. I Doi
Lady Julia ..

Juliette
May Dew ..

Paielina
Seraph
Charm
C/tarmiiig .

.

Pritie 0/ Thorndale
Peep o' Ni^ht

Lady Grey
Gipsey &ivyn
Lady .

.

1865

,

,„...'. H. Burt.

1 60 Col. Towneley.
30! Mr. Blankney
56lMr. Garfit.

, ^4 Mr. Kirk.

40! Mr. J. H. Cass^

37 1 Mr. T. Adwick.
I 30| Mr. Blankney.

Primrose
CIteerful Ko.
Ch

75! Mr. Wilkinson.
100 Mr. J. Snodin.
36!Mr. Garfit.

40 Mr. J. H. Casswe
7. Mr. N. Catchpole,
40'Mr. E, Wortley.

42 [Mr. W. Holland.

45 Mr. Johnstone.
47'Mr. Wilkinson.
28 Captain Aveling.
-.-Mr. Wyles.

^ Lord Norrey.

Sept., 1869 25'Mr. R. Burchnall

Sept., 1869' iS Mr. Hall.

Dec, 1869 45 Mr. J. Frudd.

Dec, i86g 36 Mr. Foljambc

J.an.. 1870 40'Mr. Marriori.

April, 1870 62 Mr. Graham

July, 1869 I

April,

July,

j'Mr. Foljambe
1870 34|

V 200 (Reser^•ed^

1869 63 Mr. J. Upson.

1869 40 Mr. S. Burchnall

1869 55 Mr. Garfit.

1870 50 Colonel Reeve.

1870 48 Mr. Mackinder.

Cockswain.. .'. ..I April, 1870 32 Mr. Hack.

Chakley [Sept., 1870 17 Mr. Hack.

32 cows and heifers l

7 bulls at .

.

39 animals at .£45 19 2 = .£1792 7

We are favoured with a copy of the Brailsford Hall

sale catalogue. The sale of the entire herd, which is

the property of Willk^m Cox, Esq., takes place under

the management of Mr. Thornton next Wednesday.

The list contains the names of 40 pedigreed animals,

besides some superior dairy stock. There are repre-

sentatives of no fewer than 16 families, the largest

me early uiuuccis.

In 1832, Mr. Heathcoat, of Tiverton, patented a set

of steam cultivating machinery, which, I believe,

be.'an to work in 1834. This consisted of an engine

windlass, rope and anchor. The engine moved itsell

along one headland, and the anchor pulley along the

opposite one, hauling the plough backwards and

forwards between them. This did not prove a success,

the cause being, I believe, the want of a better medium

for transmitting power ; hemp rope being too soon

worn out, and chain being too heavy. In i»30, a

Mr M'Crae patented a system similar to Mr. ileatn-

coat's but, being intended for the low level lands ol

British Guiana, where many fields are bounded by

parallel canals, the engine and pulleys were placed m
punts at opposite ends of the field, which were moved

on as the work progressed. With these he worked a

balance-plough, three ploughs pointing each way, sup-—
ported on a high pair of wheels, as in our present

Fol- system. In 1S46 Mr. Osbom, of Demerara, ploughed

with two engines ; one at each end of the held. In

1849 Mr. Hannam used iron wire rope for steam

culture. . , .

In iSu Mr. Wren Hoskyns, in his amusing

Chronicles of a Clay Farm," brought forward the

theory of making a seed-bed in one operation, and thus

dispensing with the successive processes of ploughing

harrowing and rolling, &c. He shows that as manual

labour is principally vertical, as in digging, horse

labour is horizontal, as in drawing a plough ; so steam

is rotatory in its action, as the fly-wheel of an engine.

Takiu", then, his idea from the claws of a mole, he

I
proposed that a traction-engine should drag behind it a

set of discs armed with revolving claws, which should

rasp up the soil and leave the land behind it in the

' comminuted state of a mole-hill—a perfect seed-bed

ready made. The fruit of this book was a perfect crop

of patents, and many ingenious machines were made to

cari-y out the theory—such as Romame's cultivator—

but the inventors did not take two facts sufticiently into

consideration. First, that you cannot hurry Dame

Nature. To make a good seed-bed soil requires, not

,

only comminution into small particles, but also the

beneficial effects of sun, air, rain, and frost—in two

words, freedom from weeds and atmospheric influences

Second : To move a heavy traction-engine over rough

ground takes up so much of its power that it has little

fo spare in dragging an effective cultivating implement

behind it. I submit this last fact to the considera-

tion of those wlo are inclined to believe that the

traction-engine with india-rubber tires can drag a

plough more economically than it can be hauled with

wire rope.
.

But to return to our inventions, I must pass over

the experiments of Sir John Lillie, Lord XViUoughby

d'Eresby, the Marquis of Tweeddale, and others, who,

by their exertions, have paved the way of steam culti-

vation, and done much that has proved useful to sub-

sequent inventions. As to later inventions and

improvements their name is legion. Time would fail

to give you even a slight sketch of the labours of Mr.

T A Williams, Mr. Collinson Hall, Mr. Fisken, Mr.

Boydell, Mr. Hall, Halkett, and others—not under-

aluing their good service in the cause, but wishing

sentatives of no fewer than 16 families, the largest l^jj^^^.
^^ ^,^^1^^ jj^f^^^ you the names of the founders of

group numbering ten individuals, being descended from
^j^^ ^^^^ systems of cultivation now in practical use

stock bred by Mr. Richardson, of Hart. In this
^^long us—those of Fowler and Howard. The late

family the Kirklevington blood is traceable through ,^^ Fowler was one of those remarkable men pos-

Harmony, a fine white cow, produce of Lord
| ^^^^i^p all the qualities of a great inventor ; skill, inge-

Hardinge (10,449), and Harmless, both bred by the

Messrs. Bell. The other animals are from well-known

tribes, two being bred by Mr. Clayden, at Littlebury ;

and a few are of the same tribe as that from which the

noted Osberton prize animals are descended. Several

go back to Messrs. Booth, Rose, and Fisher's old herds

in Nottinghamshire and to Mr. Smyth Owen's and

other noted breeders' stocl

sessingall the quahties of a great inventor ; skill, inge

nuity, indomitable energy and perseverance, a resolution

never daunted by obstacles or failure, nor satisfied

with any success short of completeness, and the rare

ability of being able to learn by other people's failures,

and profit by other people's experience, and of being

able to call to his assistance a number of clever men

'ho assisted him in his toils. I think I have heardlaiiisii..^ ....>* -.^ ^... .^...j„. ^
I

who assisted i.ui. ... ...^ —.- - -

1 breeders' stocks. Many of the younger . ^^^ j,^^. ^ ^^^ ^^^^^ fortunes in perfecting his great

liinals are by Mr. Torr's Grand Marshal (21,865), ^^^tion, and he died in the prime of life, leaving his

a very fine bull, with several crosses of Booth blood
|
^^jpresgntatives to reap the fruits of his active and pe-

upon the favourite Aylesby "G" tribe, whilst some of' ^^^^jj^^g^
--->--:

—

upon luc lavwuiiLt .fc/.,.j.j/ " -, —
the cows and heifers are in calf by Mr. Blackwell _

prize bull JuriTER (24,228), bred by Lord Penrhyn,

with two crosses of Bates blood upon the "J " tribe.

We hear from Wateringbury that Mr. Leney's

Countess of IVnteringhiry 2d produced a splendid rich

exertions in a large and ever increasing business.

In 1S54, Mr. Fowler exhibited at Lincoln a drain-

ing plough worked by steam. In 1856 he

showed at Chelmsford his well-kno\vn balance-plough,

worked by a stationary engine on the roundabout

.system. Next year at Salisbury, Mr. Fowler began the

direct system ; he mounted a portable engine on a

windlass-frame, which moved along the headland by

an anchor fastened a-head. An improved anchorage

pulley moved along the opposite headland as the work

proceeded. In the same year the Highland Society

awarded him the .^200 prize, as liavuig found an

economical substitute for horse-power. In ibp the

Judges of the Royal Agricultural Society at Chester,

awarded the ;{:5oo prize to Mr. Fowler, saying in their

report- "It is beyond question that Mr. Fowlers

machine is able to turn over the soil m an efficient

manner, at a saving, as compared with horse-labour,

of, on light land, 20 to 25 per cent. ;
on heavy land,

25 to 30 per cent., and in trenching (deep cultivation),

80 to 85 per cent. ; while the soil is left in a far more

desirable condition, and better adapted for all the

purposes of husbandry." It was on this occasion that

steel-wire rope was first used, and from this dates the

economical commencement of steam cultivation. Since

i8s8 Fowler's tackle has received upwards of A3000

worth of prizes at the diff-erent shows where it has

competed ; each year showing an improvement in some

detail. 1200 hands are now employed at the Leeds

factory, in a trade which, I believe, is now only in its

infancy. . ,,

After John Fowler, I would mention to you the

name of Mr. William Smith, one of the fathers of

modern steam cultivation. He is a farmer at A\ oolston,

Bucks, and his occupation is 200 acres of heavy land,

or less Having become convinced of the superiority

of cultivating over ploughing, by reasons I propose to

mention presently, he invented his cultivator (which

was made under the superintendence of Mr. howler),

and in December, 1S55, he began steam-cultivating,

with a 7-horse portable engine, and smashed up Oat,

Pea, and Wheat stubbles with satisfactory results.

Mr Smith's system has not been greatly altered since

its introduction, and is in common use on hundreds ot

farms The engine and windlass are fixed in one

corner of the field, round which field the rope runs,

carried on rope porters, and the cultivator is hau ed

between the shifting pulleys at each headland. At the

Chelmsford show in 1S56, Mr. Smith competed for he

prize : but, although the work was fairly clone, the

judges did not consider it more economical than horse

labour. Mr. Smith did not e.xhibit at Salisbury but

made his appearance again at Chester in 1S58, by

his manufacturers, Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, who

have since conducted the manufacture on their own

account in the spirited and energetic manner that dis-

tinguishes that eminent firm. Messrs. Hoxyard culti-

vated the land assigned to them in good style, and the

iudges awarded to them the large gold medal of the

Society. The same day the award was published Mr.

Smith's neighbours and friends presented him with a

tea service worth 100 gs., as a testimony of their sense

of the mechanical skill, talent, and perseverance

evinced by him in bringing to a practical result the

application of steam-power to the cultivation of the

soil Mr. Smith since this time has shown no inclina-

tion to hide his light under a bushel ; he has published

pamphlets and letters, and delivered speeches innu-

merable : but if he has viewed his own inventions and

practice with somewhat too favourable an eye, and

Those of other inventors with some amount of pre-

iudice and distrust, we must remember that he has used

steam cultivation for nearly 15 years, that all this time

his farm has been open to the inspection of all the world,

and that he has been able to give the plainest practical

evidence of the profitableness of steam tillage, and thus

fairly earned the gratitude of his brother farmers and of

the community at large. Since 1858 Messrs. Howard

have gained many prizes for their stearn cultivating

machinery, and have made many hundred sets of

tackle principally on the roundabout system advocated

by Mr. Smith. I am glad to notice, however, that

they now adopt also the direct system of Fowler cul-

tivating with a traction engine on each head and

certainly the most economical method of applying

power, where it can be adopted. It is noticeable also,

Uiat since 185S Messrs. Fowler & Co. have manu-

factured many more cultivators than the ploughs

with which they won the Chester pnze.

After this sketch of the introduction of steam culti-

vation, let me call your attention to some of the

practical questions of my sub|ect. First, the advant-

ages of cultivating over ploughing. At certain times

of the year every farmer is glad to employ a cultivator,

erubber, or scarifier, and acknowledges the benefit of

doing so ; but the obstacle to their more extended use

is to be fiund in the fnct that every effective irapll-n^nt

of the kind is more or lessof a horse killer Mr Smith

was I believe, the first to demonstrate that the culti-

vator, when drawn by steam-power, is not only an

auxilhary but a vastly superior substitute for he plough

I will read you an extract from his letter to Mr.

Greaves, 1S56 :

—

•„„i„
• The most approved of our common ploughs simply

.,nd absolutely tirn over the soil, placing the former

surface Trom 4 .0 6 inches below, and brining up the

smooth surface of the under soil .0 the top. By this pro-

cess all the seeds, weeds, and roots are deposited below

'he surface; whence the weeds which are propagated

from roots or lavers-such as Couch-grass Water-grass

Crowfoot. Coltsfoot, and others-being divided by the

plough are indefinitely multiplied, and do >" 'act after

four or five years, become increased to so great an extent

as to render it absolutely necessary for the farmer to leave

his land practically barren for the purpose of removing
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these obnoxious weeds ; to do which the plough entirely

fails him, and he is driven to the scuffler. cultivator, or

other implement which he has invented for the purpose.

Roots also of the Thistle kind spread horizontally just

beneath the pan which is trodden down by horses, and

unless recourse be had to subsoiling, can scarcely be

eradicated at all."

Air. Smith tlien goes on to contrast ploughing with

spade husbandry 10 to 12 inches deep, and questions

whether it would be generally advantageous to cultivate

more than 6 or S inches deep, if the subsoil were to

be laid upon the top, as is commonly the case in

ploughing. Following out these thouglits, and endea-

vouring to find an economical substitute for the spade,

Mr. Smith not only invented an efficient cultivator but

he made it take the place of the plough for all opera-

tions, except ploughing Clover layers. Ever since 1856

he has stuck to his text, with these results : his farm is

as free from weeds as a garden, his crops have increased,

and his land is cultivated at much less expense than

before. Wherever steam culture is used, ploughing

is used less and cultivating more than before ; for we
find by experience that by cultivating you can destroy

weeds better, work your land deeper, and leave it in a

more productive state. There is some land, however,

where inversion of the soil is desirable, and the plough

is the best implement. What is called *' digging " also

is very popular in some places ; it is done by substi-

tuting digging breasts for the ordinary mouldboards.

The land is worked lo or 11 inches deep, and is par-

tially inverted, as when done by the spade.

Let us now consider some of the advantages of steam

cultivation.

1st, it deepens the soil. There are thousands of

acres of good land in this and nearly every other county

of England that have never been ploughed more than

4 or 5 inches deep. Year after year the plough-slade

has ridden over the subsoil and the hoofs of the horses

have trampled it, until it has become a solid pan,

effectually preventing the roots from penetrating or

even the water from passing through it—in fact the

subsoil has become ''puddled clay," like the bottom of

an artificially-made pond. Now modem farming con-

demns this ; and many good farmers make a practice of

subsoiling their land, two furrows deep, once in every

rotation, in spite of the expense ; but steam does this

more eftectually and much cheaper. I could point out

to you land in this neighbourhood which had grown
nothing for years, until it was steam cultivated, and it

then, and since, has produced most luxuriant crops of

Wheat and Oats. Mind, we do not want the raw clay

brought to the top, and the good soil and manure
buried 5 inches below it—as a gentleman near St. Ives

told me he had ser\'ed some land six years ago, the

effect of which was five years' bad crops—but we want
to keep the good soil at the top, freshened with a slight

mixture of subsoil, and we want to smash up the solid

pan, letting the surface water down by the drain, and
exposing the heavy subsoil to the combined influences

of sun, air, rain, and frost, so as eventually to make it

good soil, fertile and productive. What becomes of

those large lumps of clay left on the surface where
draining has been going on? Atmospheric influences

pulverise them, they mix with the neighbouring soil,

and so far from injuring they actually improve it—so is

it with the portions of the subsoil brought up by the

cultivator. To get the full benefit of steam cultivation,

it is, however, necessary that clay land should be

broken up when dry, or it soon consolidates again,

nearly as hard as before. The Beetroot growers of

France and Germany have become converts to deep
cultivation ; for chemists have shown them that more
sugar and spirit can be obtained from a ton of roots

grown on deep soils than from the same weight grown
elsewhere, for it is that part of the Beet underground
that is richest in sugar. Consequently they are now
largely buying steam tackle (or were, before this un-

happy war broke out) and working their land 18 to

24 inches deep. Mr. Campbell, of Buscot Park, who
grows Sugar-Beet on a very extensive scale, loosens

his land 24 to 27 inches deep, and finds a great

advantage in doing so. I confidently look forward to

the time when deep cultivation will be the rule, and
not the exception, in this country.

The second advantage I claim for steam cultivation

is expedition. You can break up your land more quickly

than by horses, at a time of the year when time is

money. I have often seen a good crop on a field

which could never have been cleaned and sown that

season had it not been for steam-power. But steam
not only thus helps the backward farmer, but it

prevents a man thus ever getting behind. Look at the

advantages of steam cultivation, are they, even now,
estimated as they ought to be ? I say, fearlessly, they

are not, or we should not see such a quantity of

stubble land unbroken in October. It is directly after

harvest, when the sun is hottest, when the land

is driest, when the weeds are most easily destroyed,

when you can give a half-fallow to your land,

when one day's work is worth a week's labour

in the spring, it is then that the land wants break-

ing up. I believe that a farmer who buys extra horses

for this work does wisely. But, by the steam-cultivator,
you can smash up 10 to 30 acres a day. The steam-horse
wants no rest, you can work him from sunrise to sun-

set, you can even work by night if you have hands
enough to manage him, as Mr. Campbell has done by

the use of the magnesium light. People speak of the

great expense of steam cultivation, the question is, can

we properly estimate the value of work done at such a

time ? A reaping-machine costs a great deal of

money, but if you can cut 12 acres a day with it, when
your Wheat is all ripe together ; how trifling in com-
parison is the outlay ! On many farms whole fallows

have been done away with by the use of autumnal

steam cultivation, and the land nevertheless kept quite

free from weeds.

The third advantage of steam cultivation is that it

improves drainage. On ill-drained land, especially

where the subsoil is a horse-trampled pan, the rainfall

runs off the surface by grips and water-furrows, into

the ditches, and thus its valuable chemical constituents

are lost to the soil : nor is this all, the water which is

retained and cannot get away, stagnates and keeps the

land wet, cold, and sterile, while on well-drained land,

when the pan has been broken up and horses kept off

it, water-furrows are unnecessary, the rain filters

through the thirsty soil to the drains, leaving most

precious manure behind it. By doing away with grips

and water-furrows you not only utilise the land thus

wasted, but the reaping-machine and every other imple-

ment is worked with greater ease and economy. I

could also give you examples of farms where by steam

tillage they have been able to grow Turnips and feed

them off the land, which was before impossible.

The fourth advantage of steam cultivation is, that on

heavy land you save those 350,000 hoof-marks they

tell us horses leave in every acre of land ploughed.

When your clay land is dry, it is too hard to plough,

when wet, the weight of the plough and the trampling

of the horses poach the subsoil into the pan we have

spoken of. But the steam-hauled implement leaves no

mark behind it, and in unfavourable seasons, when you

cannot get horses on the land at all, you can still use

steam.

The fifth advantage in using steam is that you are

able to work a farm with less horses, and spare the

horses you keep for the hardest work. Horse labour

is the great expense of the farm. Look at the first

cost of a horse, take the annual depreciation of his

value, cost of his keep, blacksmith's, saddler's, farrier's,

and implement makers' bills, add cost of ploughmen
and horse-keepers' wages, and you will find the expense

to be from ^40 to £$0 a-year. Mr. J. Chalmers

Morton, in a paper read before the Society of Arts,

gives the statistics of the horses kept on 21 different

farms, and the average cost of each of the 2S2 horses

was £46. On a large farm there are always horses

kept, all the year round, for the sake of their work at

certain seasons of the year. Substitute steam labour

at such times, and you save, not only the difference of

their keep for the few weeks, but for the whole year.

Supposing that by the partial use of steam you can save

four horses' keep—at Mr. Morton's estimate that would
amount to jC^^4- Some people have saved much
more than that. If you look at the Royal Agricultural

Society of England's report on steam cultivation, 1867,

when its commissioners visited 140 farms under steam

tillage, you will see that nearly all these farmers have

largely reduced their Iiorse labour, some keeping ten

and some even 25 horses less than before.

The sbith advantage of steam cultivation is that, by
its use, the land requires less working, and fewer

operations, such as ploughing, harrowing, rolling,

clod-crushing, &c. Even when used occasionally,

steam-cultivated land is easier to work for years after-

wards ; but, if the full benefit of steam be obtained

—

the land broken up at the proper time, and not a horse-

hoof allowed to trample and poach the land afterwards

—if steam be used continually, and not occasionally,

for the light operations of the farm every year, as well

as for the .deep cultivation every four years, the saving

would be enormous. Mr. Smith asserts that the total

cost of preparing his seed-bed for Wheat is ys. dd.

an acre, including every expense ; but we must re-

member that this is after years of continuous steam

cultivation.

The seventh advantage of steam cultivation is that it

improves the position of the agricultural labourer ; it

enables a man to earn better wages for himself with

less toil, and to do a better day's work for his master

;

it quickens the pace, and makes a man more handy,

smart, active, and self-reliant. I do not think that it

will displace any manual labour, but it will rather turn

the labour to better account.

The eighth advantage of steam cultivation is, that

you can get better crops at less expense, and that the

fertility of the land is increased by it. By deep cultiva-

tion and good drainage the temperature of the land is

raised, the land dries quicker in a wet season, and in a

dry season like this year's summer it remains moist and
does not parch under the blazing heat of the sun. I

could give you facts from my own observation as to

the increase of crops from its use, but prefer to refer

you to the employers of steam labour round us, and
also lo the report of the Royal Agricultural Society,

mentioned above, where you will find an increase

of from 4 to 8 bush, of Wheat an acre obtained in many
places. How is it that a labourer can afford to give

double the agricultural price for his allotment? how
is it that a market gardener can raise such large crops

from land no better than that of his neighbours?

Liberal manure does something no doubt, but the

great secret is in spade cultivation, by which the land

is kept free from weeds and open to the rich fertilisers

contained in every breeze and in every shower of rain.

That it is not the manure, louk at the Lois-Weedon
system of growing Wheat. You know that by a strip

of fallow between every three rows of Wheat you may
grow a good crop of Wheat for 20 years in succession

if you will, without a spadeful of manure (as the

Rev. Samuel Smith has done), and then have the

land in as good a condition as ever. What is the

secret ? only that the land has been kept open to receive

Nature's bounty. I have not gone into the question of

the peculiar advantages of steam cultivation on light

land, because in this neighbourhood our land is princi-

pally heavy or else in small fields ; but I will say briefly

that where the enclosures are of good size, as in parts

of Lincolnshire and Noriolk, steam has won triumphs

as signal as any of those gained on heavy soil, and is

of equal value to the farmer.

To recapitulate in brief a few of the advantages of

steam cultivation :—It deepens the soil, and does it

more cheaply than horse labour, and much more
efficiently ; it enables the land to be worked at the

best time of the year more expeditiously, and thus

destroys weeds ; it improves the drainage, and thus

makes the land drier, warmer, and more open to

receive the blessings of the rain ; it saves expensive

horse labour; it prepares a seed-bed in fewer opera-

tions ; it improves the position of the labourer ; and
increases fertility. My subject is not exhausted, gentle-

men, but I fear that I have already trespassed too long

on your patience. Had I time, I should have been
glad to have given you a sketch of the various kinds

of steam cultivating machinery now in use, and
the latest improvements in practice ; to have dis-

cussed the best kind of tackle suitable for farms

of different kinds, and the expense of purchasing

and working them ; the cost of hiring them in different

counties, and the customs belonging to them ; when it

pays best to buy and when to hire ; the causes of

success, and the causes of failure, with illustrations from

modern practice ; but time fails. I will, therefore,

only notice some of the objections urged against steam-

cultivation, and some of the obstacles to its progress,

and then briefly consider how the objections may be

met and the obstacles removed. Objections against

buying tackle :—Want of capital, want of mechanical

skill, the example of those who have tried it and not

succeeded, the difficulty of getting men to manage the

machinery, the risk of breakages, and the cost of

repairs ; against buying tackle in partnership there is

the possibility of all the partners wanting it at the

same time, and the additional difficulty of managing
men who have to serve several masters. Objections

against hiring :—Farmers cannot sell part of their

horses, because they cannot be sure of getting tackle

when they want it ; and, having horses enough to do
their farm work, hiring steam is an extra expense

;

and then, you know, contractors charge such

high prices. General obstacles :— No leases, want
of Tenant Right, fear of disturbance or increased

rent, bad leases, compelling a certain rotation of

crops, or forbidding the use of the scythe or reaping

machine, timber in fields and hedges, bad roads, small

fields, crooked hedges and ditches, want of draining,

bad water, want of water. My answer to these

objections is this : That any energetic young farmer,

who will give his mind to it, may soon acquire enough
knowledge to drive an engine and to see that his men
keep the machinery in order. Such an one will have
little difficulty with either men or machinery ; and for

him ^700 to ;!^Soo laid out in steam tackle will be an

investment that will pay him tenfold, as it has done

hundreds of practical men. As to hiring, if you make
a bargain beforehand with a contractor, you are certain

of getting tackle when you want it, and can thus get

rid of the extra horses. As to the high prices charged,

the great point to be considered is, whether the value of

the work done is worth the money, all things con-

sidered. Competition brings all prices to a fair level.

If the trade be profitable, contractors will be multi-

plied ; if unremunerative, they will soon be starved out.

But it is evidently to the advantage of the steam-

employing community that the men who spent their

time and capital in order to bring steam cultivation

within the reach of the smallest occupier, should be

able to live by their business. Let farmers only prepare

their farms properly for steam cultivation, and offer a

good breadth of land ; and they will be surprised how
cheaply and eagerly contractors will work for them. How,
then, is a farm to be prepared for steam, to get its full

benefits? For this landlord and tenant must unite and
work together. In this district we suffer principally from

two great hindrances—brackish water, which destroys

an engine's fire-box in two seasons, and small and
irregidarly-shaped fields. In time, however, pits will

be dug, and tanks made to retain that valuable rain-

water which we now waste so carelessly. Mr. Torr, of

Aylesbury, and others, for example, have filled up
open ditches, laid pipes instead, and conducted these

mains into corner tanks, where two or three fields

meet. Fields of 30 to 100 acres will be the rule, not

the exception ; and their boundaries will be straight-

ened. New farm roads, straight and good, will be

made, on which engines can stand when at work.

Trees and other obstructions will be removed. A
knowledge of steam-cultivating machinery will be

deemed as essential a part of a young farmer's educa-

tion as the rearing of stock or the rotation of crops ;
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and the next generation of farmers' sons will compete

for silver cups at the local shows for steam cultivating,

instead of ploughing.

FOREIGN WAR AND ENGLISH
AGRICULTURE.

(At a recent meeting of the Hertfordshire Chamber of Agricul-

ture, the following discussion look place on " The Influence of

War and its Efliects on Agriculture."]

Mr. Lattimore said : In the good old times it was

the fashion to argue that the farmers of the country, of

all other classes, were most desirous of war, because

of its enhancing the prices of their produce ; and he

must say that, when we look back to the French war

at the commencement of this century, from65 to 67 years

ago, we must admit that there was some reason for the

accusation. Owing to a variety of causes the price of

bread rose to 2s. the quartern loaf. A general opinion

prevailed amongst agriculturists tliat their interests

were connected with what were called the warlike ten-

dencies of the age. He was anxious that at the present

time the public should not be misinformed as to the

general feeling of the agriculturists of this country.

They did not wish for war in order that it might

bring about a temporary advancement of prices,

because they knew by experience that the debt of the

country, and the consequent taxation arising from war,

falls ultimately upon them and their interests.

The increase of debt and taxation resulting from war
is a most difficult thing to get any relief from.

With respect to the enhancement of prices at the be-

ginning of the last centuiy, it presented a veiy sin-

gular contrast to the present war. Instead of an

advance, there has been a vei'y great decline in the

price of \Yheat, which has gone down from 6j. to S.f.

per quarter since the commencement of the war,

notwitlistanding the immense destruction of agri-

cultural produce which has been going on in the

provinces of France. As agriculturists they had
nothing to hope from war on our own shores, nor did

he think they had anything to hope from war at a

distance. There was a very great mistake in the jjublic

mind in regard to the agricultural views and feelings on

tills matter. This question leads to that of the de-

rangement of the currency of a country where war
has taken place. The measures taken to raise money
destroy trade, and the prices of articles of prime
necessity are forced down to an artificial standard.

Then there was the inevitable accompaniment of

loans, which would have the effect of crippling France
for many years, may be, for some generations to come.
The first grant of the war amounted, he believed, to

500,000,000 f A large sum w-as granted under
Palikao's Ministiy, and a third grant was voted under
the Republic. The provinces and all the large towns
were raising enormous sums by some means or other,

in order to assist in repulsing the enemy. And then

we must picture to ourselves the pestilence, the cattle

plague, and other plagues following in the train of

the contending armies.

He mentioned tliese things in order to strengthen his

position, that the interests of the English farmer are

always in favour of peace. Facts and common sense

must bring him to tlie right conclusion, that his interests

are inseparably bound up with the general prosperity

of the conmiunity at large. But how does the present

war affect England ? When the subject came before

Parliament at the close of the session the House of

Commons, with its usual liberality in expending the

public funds, voted a sum of two milUons to put
things right, and ensure the efficiency of our military

forces. They might depend upon it that these two
millions will be very soon considerably increased—it

may be, doubled ; nor should he like to pledge his

reputation that it will not be trebled. Everybody is

calling out for efficiency. We want protection ; and
we must be able to match our own resources against

those of any foreign Government.
He wished to call their attention to the present state

of English agriculture and its future prospects. We
have had two or three seasons which have been exceed-
ingly unfavourable, to our light lands especially, and
also to other uncertain lands. He wished them to bear
in mind that all these risks and uncertainties fall on
the occupier. He would ask them whether they had
gained a single point for wdiich they had agitated,

whetlier taxation has not increased, and whether local

burdens have not also increased ? Their rents and taxes

are fixed beyond their control, and their tithes, depend-
ing as they did on the rotatory wheel of a seven years'

average, were now advancing ; and he asserted that the
only item of expenditure over which they had any con-
trol was that of labour, and they would find, before
long, the labour question to be one of the most import-
ant of the day. He wanted them to be prepared to

meet it, because they would be charged again, as they
had been in the past, with being cruel and unrelenting
in their treatment of their labourers—especially because
at times they discharged some of their labourers and
reduced the wages of others.

He mentioned this because the prospect next winter
was likely to be a serious one, and because he had seen
in a local paper that morning a reference to the subject,

to which he begged leave to call their attention. At
tlie dinner that week of the West Herts Agi-icultural

Society, the Rev. Canon Gee was reported to have
said that as he was leaving the ploughing field after the

distribution of the prizes some man asked him to

"come down a little more heavily on the farmers and

induce them to do more for their laboiu-ers. " It was a

serious matter for reflection how they were going to

employ all their surplus labour next winter, so that

local distress might not be laid at their doors. War
had left them a load of debt and taxation, and they

had been unable to free their industry from any

burden. He wanted them to look the difficulty in the

face. He did not want the farmers to become justly

charged with being cruel and harsh to their labouiers.

Stem necessity might compel them to employ a

smaller number of labourers than they would other-

wise retain in their service.

He had spoken of the war as affecting the interests

of the agricultural community, but it was not easy to

separate the interests of the commercial classes from

those of agriculture, for if they do not immediately act

upon each other, they do so ultimately. There are the

effects of war on the great moneyed interest. Let

them consider the panic which took place at the com-

mencement of this war, both in regard to foreign and

English stocks—the consequent loss of many millions

sterling, and the veiy great min and rout amongst the

stockbrokers, and let them remember the feeling of

distrust which spread amongst the trading and com-

mercial interests. If they read the accounts of the

wool trade, in which they as farmers had a great

interest, they would find that it was paralysed in con-

sequence of the war, and that the cotton trade has

been exceedingly bad, although it has not perhaps been

affected so seriously as the wool trade. The immense
increase of the national debt of France must also affect

our own trade, and eventually that of Europe and

America, and the whole world. In the present state

of things evei-ything vibrates from the centre to the

poles. No country is cut off from communication with

the rest of the world a-s in former days, when Bona-

parte promulgated his decrees. The eflect of a war
between two great nations is felt throughout the

civilised world. All classes have regard to their own
interests, they all like prosperity better than depression.

He knew that the agricultural interest has often been

charged with selfishness, and with the desire to enhance

the prices of their produce, even at the cost of war.

He repudiated the idea altogether. If war gave them
a temporary advantage, it would inflict a tenfold

penalty on them afterwards ; but it is natural to all

classes to derive as much profit as they can from their

several occupations.

He now came to speak of what he regarded as

the true and permanent interests of agriculture. He
wanted freedom for their industry and security for

their capital. With respect to the burdens of

taxation, he claimed an equal interest for the agri-

culturists of this country in the public expenditure, and

the general economy and efficiency of the public service.

They might increase the public expenditure, and yet

the efficiency of the public service might not be advanced

at all. We have too many field-day displays, instead

of the settled, solid, industrious determination of every

man to learn his duty thoroughly, and perform it

effectively. If they could extend this determination to

the agricultural labourer, it would tend as much to his

interest as to that of the farmer. In war agriculture

was the first interest to suffer, and he believed it would

always feel the ultimate burden to the latest hour of its

existence. Their prosperity must always depend on

the power of consumption in the people. He would
not detain them longer, except to move the following

resolution :
— " Resolved that, in the opinion of this

meeting, the influence and effect of war is equally

disastrous to the prosperity of agriculture, and to that

of the community at large."

Mr. KiMPTON seconded the motion.

Mr. M'Geachy.—I do not know that the few words
that I shall venture to say will exactly be in support of

Mr. Lattimore's resolution, though I agree with much
that he has said. I think the resolution proceeded in

some degree upon the assumption that there is an

impression in the country that the agricultural classes

are particularly in favour of war. I do not think that

at present any one can legitimately say there is any

ground for such a charge—for a charge, and a very

serious charge, I conceive it to be. The state of this

room proves that the agricultural classes, at any rate

in this county, are not particularly anxious on the sub-

ject, or, I presume, they would be here to state their

opinion on one side or the other. But I agree entirely

with what Mr. Lattimore has said as to the great

importance of bringing the real grievances of the

agricultural and other classes before the Legislature

of this country at this particular period. If instead

of being satisfied with getting from members a general

opinion on the war, some decided steps were taken by

the agriculturists, either in their Chambers, or indivi-

dually, to impress on their county members what their

opinions are upon particular subjects— for example,

upon the subject of game—they would then bring

things to some practical conclusion. I believe that in-

calculable damage and injury is done to this country by
the attempt to keep up a show of perfect acquiescence

and contentment, when in reality very great discontent

prevails, and very great differences of opinion exist.

The state of the country is ostensibly and apparently

perfectly secure and flourishing, although in many parts

of it the condition of things is anything but satisfactory.

With regard to the agriculture of the great agricultural

county of Norfolk, for instance, instead of advancing

and improving, it is unquestionably retrograding. There

are at this moment about iS,ooo acres of land in that

county without tenants, and with no prospect of getting

any. I am informed, on excellent authority, that this

arises entirely from the extravagant extent to which

game has been not only maintained, but increased in

that county. A gentleman of late years has been a resi-

dent and a landed proprietor in that district—one who we
might suppose would carry good with him wherever he

goes, and one who, we believe, is at least desirous of

doing so. I see it stated by persons who speak from

experience that since the Prince of Wales has become
landowner, the game-ridden counties of Norfolk and

Suffolk are actually worse off in respect to game than

ever. That is a most dangerous state of things.

I do not know whether the members of the Chamber
are disposed to agree witli me, but I venture to move,

as an amendment to the resolution which has been

proposed, "That it is the opinion of this Chamber that

the frightful war which has broken out in Europe, and

the enormous amount of our present taxation in a state

of peace, makes it a matter of common sense and

sound policy to set our own house in order by removing

all the grievances of which the agricultural classes have

to complain, and that it is therefore expedient to

memorialise the Government to take means, without

delay, for effectually dealing with the crying grievance

of the Game Laws.
Mr. DiMSDALE said, considering that the subject of

discussion was the war and its inffuence upon agri-

culture, he was certainly not prepared for the intro-

duction of a discussion upon the Game Laws. He
entirely agreed widi Mr. M'Geachy that the Game
Laws is a question which ought to be discussed in a

meeting of that Chamber at the earliest possible op-

portunity, and that the county and borough members
should distinctly state what their opinions are.

He did not wish to be the only member to be shot at,

but if it was thought desirable to have a conference on

this subject, and the county members would attend, he

himself should be willing to take part in it. He neither

thought the Game Laws should remain in the condition

in which they now are, nor was he prepared to go in

for their total and immediate repeal. He therefore had

more reason to be glad of an opportunity of stating his

convictions on this subject. It was comparatively easy

to say " Aye," or "No ;
" but when you could neither

say one nor the other, you required a longer time for

expressing your real sentiments. He quite agreed with

what had been said in reference to the importance of

bringing all classes of the community together, of find-

ing out their grievances, and of endeavouring to remove
them. In former years the agriculturists had shown
themselves, if anything, rather too reticent in the

expression of their grievances. It was much better that

they should make them known in a clear, definite, and

distinct manner to those who had the power of remedy-

ing them, than to allow them to create a state of aliena-

tion and ill-feeling, which is very injurious to the

community.

DRAUGHT OF HORSES IN
PLOUGHING.

The old question, " how best to harness our team to

the plough," has been revived by the recent dynamo-
metrical experiments in favour of double-furrow ploughs

as against the draught of single-furrow ploughs. It

required an Act of Parliament to prohibit Irish farmers

from yoking their teams to the plough by the tail, and

when it is borne in mind that the ground under each of

the four feet of a horse forms a fulcrum to the system of

levers thus applied, something more has been said in

support of the old Hibernian line of draught than

some may imagine, for it has been argued that the

diagonal of the forces involved is the line of the tail

and backbone. But the forces thus indicated by the

fulcrage of the ground under the feet also represent

vertical angles, so that there are two forces for every

foot, eight for every horse in the team. And as the

horses pull horizontally and vertically at different angles

against each other, it will be seen that the application

of such a number of forces to the plough is far from a

simple question.

By various modes of equalising the draugt.i of

the horses, by the traces and whippletrees, the

different forces are in a great measure resolved

into a common diagonal, usually termed the line of

draught. Thus, if there are two horses in the plough,

of unequal strength, we give the weaker horse the long

end of the yoke. In like manner we equalise the

whippletrees for a 3-horse team pulling abreast, and

by the addition of a chain and pulley we equalise the

draught of a double team, whether t«o or three horses

abreast. The draught of a 3-horse team can also be

equalised—one horse, either in the furrow or on the

land, before two abreast.

There is much in the advance thus made that com-

mends it to a favourable notice, but more perhaps that

requires reconsideration with a view to further im-

provement. Those who have studied the matter prac-

tically In the field when holding the plough, will

readily perceive that the theory of a line of draught

assumes a centre of resistance never met with in

ploughing. They also know that "a bad going team

makes a worse going plough." Likewise when
the point of the share comes against a stone,
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that sucli is the point of resistance for the lime

being, nntl tliat the vertical angle of draught

is increased. If tlie Kind horse pulls at an angle

inwards to or outwards from the furrow horse, that

will shift the line of draught laterally, and hence the

centre of resistance. If the horses walk with unequal

step, that affects the line of draught laterally ; and how-
ever well matclied they may be, and however well

timed the step, there is less or more of a rise and fall at

every step—much greater in some horses than in others,

and this affects vertically the Ime of draught in a

corresponding degi'ee. Add to these the manner
ploughmen change the assumed centre of resistance by
unequal pressure on the handles, laterally and verti-

cally—puri^osely, no doubt, to keep the centre of resist-

ance where it should be, but practically proving its

tendency to shift by adverse forces—and it will readily

be seen that the line of draught on paper conveys but
a very general idea of what it is in practice.

This, although essentially necessary to notice, is

not exactly the peculiar view of the subject which we
propose discussing. The two questions we wish
specially to raise at this time are, (i), the difference, if

any, between the centre of resistance in single-furrow
plouglis and double-furrow ploughs ; and (2), the

economy of muscular power in the resolution of the

numerous forces involved into a common diagonal or

line of draught in hauling single-furrow ploughs and
double-furrow ploughs, and how this affects draught as

indicated by the dynamometer.
What has already been said applies to the centre

of resistance of single-furrow ploughs, and, therefoie,

this side of the first question may be considered
disposed of.

The centre of resistance of a double-furrow plough
will lie somewhere between the two ploughs. As-
suming, therefore, the two furrow slices are equal, as

they ought to be, the edge of the second furrow may
be taken to represent a bird's-eye view of the line of

draught. In the annexed printer's rule diagram (fig. 259)

horses require to be driven carefully, whicli is often

very difficult to do, owing to unequal step ; for if the
furrow-horse moves an inch in advance of the land or
weak horse, the latter will fall more than an inch behind,
owing to difference in the length of leverage. In other
respects y z must be shortened or lengthened, accord-
ing as the furrow-slice is made narrower or wider, to

avoid sacrifice of muscular power and applied force

as in the preceding example.
We now come to the problem of yoking another

horse, so as to make a 3-horse team. Three plans
merit notice, and these we shall examine separately.

I. From the data given under the last example of
the weaker force on the land, it will readily be seen
that three horses cannot be yoked abreast without
sacrificing muscular power and applied force, however
close they may be driven. This arises partly from the

distance x Y being limited to the breadth of one and
a-half furrow-slice, as the force n should be in the

middle of the open furrow, and partly from the imprac-
ticability of making the opposite end, X z, half the
length, as that would not afford sufficient space for the

two land horses to walk. Three horses working
abreast must not be confined, otherwise the middle one
will become overheated ; and, besides overheating,

when driven too close they knock against each other,

thus producing effects too obvious to mention.
According to this plan the point X would require to be
at z, immediately behind the middle horse, wdiich

would shift D, the line of draught. No doubt by
means of a land-hake or bridle the point X could be
shifted to z, the distance X z making, with the

beam of the plough, a bent lever. But although the
device is in common use in ploughing soft boggy land,

where all the horses have to walk on the land, the
theory is more apparent than real, for the line of

draught l>, although it would not be shifted to z, it

would be shifted to within a third or so of the distance

from it, so that considerably more draught would be
required to haul the ploughs. A similar increase of

Fig. 259.—DIAGRAM OF PLOUGH DRAUGHT.

let the angles A and B represent the bodies of the two
ploughs ; let the dot c be the centre of resistance j the

dotted line D the line of draught, e the edge
of the last furrow or unploughed land, Y z

the line of whippletrees connected to the line of
draught at X, and the double lines i and 2 the path of

the off and near feet of two horses, and the dotted lines

M N the two lines of draught. How and where to

yoke the third horse we s hall notice further on.

The distance between D and E is the breadth of the
furrow, and if we assume this to be 10 inches, x y and
X z will each be 15 inches, N being in the middle of

the open furrow, and the two forces M and N 30 inches

asuncler, the former (M) representing the land -horse and
N the furrow-horse. If we further assume that the

horses are equally matched, the force M equals the force

N. Now, as tlie tines M and N should always remain
parallel to each other and to D, it follows that the

distance X Y is arbitrary, and that the distance x z

must be equal to it when ploughing two lo-inch

furrow-slices. If we reduce the breadth of the furrow-
slice without reducing Y z, 7. e.^ the length of the

whipple-trees, the horses, if coupled proportionally

closer, would pull at an angle inwards to each other
less or more sideways, at a sacrifice of muscular
power and applied force. If the heads of the horses

are not coupled proportionally closer, but remain,

30 inches asunder, the position of the furrow-
horse N, which is arbitrary, 'would be worse, and
the sacrifice of muscular power and applied force

greater, and the land-horse M would pull as much
outwards as the furrow-horse pulls inwards. But were
the land-horse coupled so as to be enabled to pull

parallel to the open furrow, the sacrifice of muscular
power and applied force would fall wholly on the

furrow-horse. If the breadth of the furrows is in-

creased without increasing the length of the whipple-
trees or line Y Z, the horses, if coupled proportionally
wider, would pull outwards at an angle from each other,

"when similar sacrifices would be experienced.
If we next take an example of unequal forces, then

as the distance X y is arbitrary it follows that the long
end of the yoke, to which the weaker horse is applied,
must be the land's end. In examples of this kind the

draught would be the result were the ploughs con-

structed to work with two horses hauling on the land

abreast the furrow-horse.

2. The second plan of yoking a 3-horse team is

to put two horses in the furrow, the one before the

other, and to yoke the other horse on the land to the

long end of an equalising yoke. According to this

plan it is easy to lengthen x z so as to make the force

M balance twice the force N, and to make the forces

pull parallel to d as seen from a bird's-eye view. But
it is otherwise when we examine the vertical angles

which the several lines of draught make with the sur-

face of the ground. Thus the rear horse in the furrow
pulls at a greater angle than the leading horse in the

furrow, while the latter pulls at a greater distance from
the plough, or point of resistance c ; some difficulty,

therefore, is experienced not only in equalising the

draught of the two furrow-horses to each other, but
also the draught of the two furrow-horses to that of the

land-horse, the three forces applied being unequal
quantities when the three muscular powers are equal,

and to equalise the two ends of the yoke X Y and X z

to different breadths of furrow-slice.

3. The third plan of yoking a 3-horse team is

two abreast in the rear and one in front on the land,

yoked to point x by means of a long chain, and the

leading horse pulling in the line of draught d, as seen

from a bird's-eye view, or plan view, as in the annexed
diagram. Thus seen the draught of the leading horse

does not interfere with that of the other two, and it is

more easy to equalise the yoke for different breadths of

furrow, and although the leading horse is equally

distant from the point of resistance, as in the second
example, yet being in a line with it, it is less objection-

able : but it is more difficult to drive the leading horse
on the land than in the furrow, more especially when
ploughing narrow, as his two feet next the furrow are

apt to slip in ; and at the headland it is necessary to

turn in before the traces are allowed to slacken, to

prevent the feet of the rear horses getting over the long
chain by which the leading horse is yoked. If the

leading horse walks at a greater distance from the edge
of the furrow than the line of draught, D, the line of

draught will be shifted and the other two forces de-

ranged. In a practical light there are several objections,

therefore, to this plan of yoking a 3-horsc team.
As to the plough, when we examine the action of the

wheel in the furrow, behind the furrow-horse, with
that of the wheel on the land, and the action of the
two with that of the wheel behind in the last furrow,
we find more to interfere with the centre of resistance

and line of draught than the hauling of the team in,

fi'ont. It is just as necessary that the wheels move in

parallel lines as it is that the horses move in parallel

lines, and that the pressure upon them shall be reduced
to a minimum ; for when they move in different lines

from each other and from the lines of draught, and
press heavily and unequally on the ground, such facts

prove so many adverse forces.

The steering of the implement by the leading or
rear-wheel, for example, proves the effect which its

course has upon the direction of the ploughs, and
hence the centre of resistance c, and line of draught D ;

and when we further examine the manner, or oblique
force, or rather resolution of forces by which this is

done, we also perceive that any obliquity in the
running of the wheels must increase draught, as indi-

cated by the dynamometer. So in like manner, if we
see any oblique action of the ploughs on the land side

or furrow side, in squeezing up the furrow-slice to any
peculiar form, the conclusion is increase of draught

;

and as extra pressure on the wheel indicates pulling

at a higher vertical angle, we arrive at exactly the same
conclusion. W. B.

Jome Corrtsponbciirc.

Ransome's Double Plough. — Having noticed

the letter of your correspondent, " W. B.," under the

above head in your paper of last week, we feel it due
to ourselves to state that, though " W. B." may have
noticed some points in our plough which he considers

similar to those in an expired patent of William Smith,
Esq., of Woolston, our plough is manufactured under a

distinct and separate patent, which has not yet been
published by the Patent Office, and that when he has
an opportunity of examining the patent, he will find

that our invention is perfectly distinct from that to

which he refers. Jiausomcs, Sims <^ Head^ Ipswich.

The Sewage of the Town of Ayr.—I would pro-

pose, 1st, That the sewers of the whole of that part of the
town which lies on the south side of the river, shall be so

arranged and conducted as to concentrate at, and con-
verge to, a point, on the margin of the sea, to the

south of the County Buildings. That from this point

the whole of the sewage of this, the largest part of the

town, shall be conveyed in a sewer (one or two large

earthen pipes) along the margin of the sea, to a point

very near to the mouth of the River Doon, taking

advantage of the lowest ground, so as to secure a
gentle fall, at which point a covered reservoir of
moderate size shall be constructed, which shall receive

the whole contents of the sewer for a given number of
hours. 2d. That, at the proposed reservoir near the

mouth of the River Doon, a steam-engine should be
erected, probably of 25-liorse power, to drive a plunger

forcing pump, in order to propel the sewage in an
iron pipe to its ultimate destination. 3d. That a well-

considered and equitable agreement should be entered

into between the authorities at Ayr and the proprietor

and tenant of the farm of Greenan (the extent of which
farm is believed to be about 300 acres), under which
agreement the sewage should be taken for application

to the [lands of Greenan on terms to be agi*eed on.

4th. That a position should be fixed on, on the highest

ground in the farm of Greenan, where a large covered

reservoir should be constructed, into which the sewage
should be pumped as a storage, when not wanted for

immediate application to the land, such reservoir to

be constructed by the owner of tlie land ; but the

arrangements as regards pipes for distribution should

be such that the sewage should, if possible, go direct

to the land, the storage being resorted to only when
this could not take place. Let it be supposed that the

works to be executed by the authorities at Ayr should

cost ^"3000, ;i^4000, or even ;^50OO. In considera-

tion of receiving the whole sewage delivered on the

land, let the proprietor and tenant of Greenan under-

take (as they may agree) to pay 5 per cent, annually on

the sum expended, for five years, and after that time

74 per cent., and when the capital sum was repaid,

perhaps the payment might revert to 5 per cent. In

no event could the annual payment exceed 20j. or 2^s.

annually per acre, on the whole acreage of the farm ; a

very small sum for manure of such value, which could

not fail to add to the value of the farm to a far greater

amount than the payment. The working and main-

tenance of the steam engine would be a small annual

charge upon the town of Ayr, but for it there would
be purity and health to the whole inhabitants. As
regards the farm of Greenan, it is believed that such an

arrangement would raise its value indefinitely ; but

instead of entering on any statements here, as to the

advantages of using sewage in agriculture, reference

may be had to a letter from Mr. Mechi, published in

the 7/Wi-j newspaper, September 23, 1S70, on "The
Use of London Sewage." There can be no doubt

but the letter of Mr. Mechi is deserving of the mpst

careful attention. The same system could be applied

to the sewage of that part of the town which lies on
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the north side of the river, on a scale proportioned to

the population. It could be made to concentrate at a

suitable point, to be fixed, and conveyed by similar

means, adapted to the local circumstances, to the

Prestwick Sands, or other suitable land, on which it

would confer the like benefit. A''.

Sewage Utilisation: the "A. B. C." Process.

—From correspondence and remarks in your own and

other journals, it would appear an impression is gain-

ing ground that the "A. B. C." system of uti ismg

sewage has been extinguished. So far from this being

the case, the process is going on at Leamington and

will also shorily be at work, and visible "t Hastings

and other places. The cost has been reduced both by

cheaper chemical substitutes and mechanical improve-

ments, and the committee of the Leamington Local

Board (appointed specially to inspect and visit the

works) report on the freedom from nuisance, and bear

testimony to the absence of all cause of complaint from

the process, as now conducted. Our silence has been

caused by a determination to arm ourselves with such

chemical and other proofs in refutation of the unfair

arguments, and unjust insinuations of the Royal Rivers

Pollution Commissioners (in their recent report) as will

entirely overthrow their conclusions, founded as they

are on false premises. These proofs are being pre-

pared in the form of a protest addressed to the Home

Secretary, which will shortly be made public. Mean-

while, I would ask town authorities to suspend their

judgment, and not incur expenses which they would

hereafter regret if (as I feel confident of doing) we can

show the unsoundness and unfairness of the Comniis-

sioners' report, and can prove that the "A. B. C."

process really does abate a nuisance, does purify the

sewage, and render its eflluent water fit to enter run-

ning streams, and does produce a dry, inodorous

manure, and at such cost as yields a handsome profit,

while its great fertilising properties obtain for it a ready

sale ; in fact does solve the great sewage question. C.

Rawson, General Manager of the Native Guano Com-

pany {^Limited), I, St. SwMhi's Lane, London, Oct. 26.

Paterson's Bovinia Potato.—I recently saw in

your columns a statement given of the produce from

10 lb. of the above Potato. I also planted i lb. last

spring, and when taken up their weight was 66 lb.

exactly. If you think this worthy of notice, please to

insert it. Wm. Peachey, Gr. to Mr. Hole, Quorn

Lodge, Loughborough.

Ploughing Match at Market Drayton, Salop.

Here, on Friday last, we witnessed one of the most

spiritedly carried out ploughing matches of the season,

several very clever schemes being for the first time

introduced, greatly to the furtherance of the benefits

that accrue from these meetings. First, there were

prizes awarded for the best double-furrow ploughs

taking prizes for efficiency, simplicity, lightness, strength,

and durability of construction, with the most varied

powers of efficient performance of work in the field

with the least labour to man and horses. Then there

were prizes to the ploughmen who performed their

part the best, taking into consideration the efficiency of,

and labour required by, the implement used. Similar

prizes were given for single-furrow ploughs in the

champion class. There were also 26 pair-horse

teams competing on a field of Clover root, soil sandy

loam, which showed both the powers of the men and

excellence of the ploughs to great advantage. The
judges were :—Mr. J. Webb, New House, Chetwynd

;

Mr. J. Young, Keele ; and Mr. H. Denton, the

eminent engineer, Wolverhampton, mechanical judge.

These gentlemen did their duties under almost inces-

sant rain, with an amount of careful attention to the

various points and parts of their onerous duties, that

inspired the onlookers with confidence in the inquiry.

The competitors in the double-furrow champion plough
class—Ball & Son, Rowell ; Corbett & Son, Welling-

ton ; Corbett, Shrewsbury ; Fowler's, by Gouldbume
& Wilkesby, Chester ; Homsby & Sons, Grantham

;

Howards, Bedford ; Ransomes & Sims, Ipswich ; and
Underbill, Newport. The work done by the most of

them was satisfactory, although it was evidently gene-
rally hard work for both man and horse. The 1st prize

for the best plough was awarded to Messrs. Howards'
double-furrow plough, with steerage, and leverage for

raising it out at the ends and regulating the depth
while in progress ; 2d prize, to Corbett & Sons, of
Wellington. Messrs. Ransomes & Co. 'sand Messrs,
Ball & Son's ploughs were highly commended 01

account of the excellency of the work. The 1st prize
to the best double-furrow ploughman was awarded to
James Barker, champion ploughman to Ransomes &
Co. ; 2d prize, to Mr. Corbctt's (of Shrewsbury) champion
man, John Spencer. Highly commended : John
Clarke, Messrs. Ball & Son's champion. In the single-
furrow champion class the plough prize and ploughman
went together, Ransomes & Co.'s plough taking the
1st prize, and their celebrated man, Barker, 1st prize as
best man ; Stephen Blunt, Milton, Northampton, taking
the two 2d prizesasownerand holder of Howard'splough.
In the local class, the whole 26 teams did their work
exceedingly well, but that of the prize-takers was of
champion class style. 1st prize to Lord Combermere's
carter, J. Evanson, with a Howard's plough ; 2d to
Mrs. Ward's carter, Allen Jarvis, with Howard's
plough, 3d to Mr. Burgess's carter, W. Elson ; the
4th and 5th prizes were won by Homsby & Sons'

ploughs but we did not obtain the names or number

when read out. The Nnoport and Market Drayton

4dvertiser did very good service by publishing imme-

diately the lots were drawn the number of lot, owner

of team, ploughman's name, and ploughmaker in all

the classes, t.abulated in four columns upon a card ;

these were sold on the ground at twopence each, and

such accommodation to all visitors was well patro-

nised, and would have been at double the money.

L. P. B. _^^^^^_______

Foreign Correspondence.
Toronto: Insects Destructive to the Wheat Plant.—

A considerable portion of the following information

has already appeared at different times in the columns

of the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette;

but as the readers of a newspaper are constantly

changing and being added to, and as comparatively

few people file and bind any kind of newspaper for

future reference, repetition is more admissible in the

transient literature of the day or week, than in

other class of publication. Those who already k

the maggot has attained its full strength and growth,

then it either crawls up the sheath and falls from the

top of it to the giound, or it remains in the sheath and
falls into the chrysalis state there (most of them, how-
ever, leave the sheath and fall to the ground) ; there it

works its way into the soil, turns into a chrysalis within

its yellow skin, and remains till the following summer,
when it comes forth from the soil again as a fly to renew
its ravages. When the Wheat is badly attacked, every

space where a grain should be is occupied by these

little yellow worms, until the entire crop is destroyed,

and it will not pay the cost of threshing. The insect

commences at the lowest grain of the ear, and then

continues from chest to chest until the top is reached.

Sometimes the insect is not ready as soon as the

grain is, then the lower kernels of the ear will be full,

and fair Wheat, while the middle and upper are

destroyed. When the grain has become developed,

and has attained a certain stage of growth, although it

is still soft, the insect cannot injure it, but for a time

it grows with the grain, until it actually forms a

depression in the outside or bran of the grain, but

then the gi'ain is safe and comes to perfection. So
numerous are these worms, that if you take a small

all about it need not read the following observations, to ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
those who do not they may be mteresting.

^_^ ^ ^,^^^^ ^^ ^ j,^^

I observe that the agriculturists of Bntain ha^e
|
^^.^^

^t_^^
);^_^ hv hundreds, and can be col

lately suffi:red by the scourge of the Wheat midge, and

that considerable alarm has been felt in agricultural

circles in the advent and increase of that pest
;
and

well may they feel alarm when theyare informed, that the

insect in question has for the last 20 years so devastated

American and Canadian Wheat fields, as to reduce the

growth of the fine white Wheats which used to flow

into Britain in a continuous stream from this continent

to a minimum, and that it has reduced the entire

growth of fall or winter Wheat throughout the conti-

nent fully 50 if not 75 per percent.; whilst the quality of

all fall Wheat is so reduced that the high prize of ^25,

given by the Canada Company annually at our yearly

Provincial Agricultural Exhibition of Canada for the best

25 bush, of fall Wheat, does not now produce samples

(even when prepared in the most careful manner) equal

to the general crop of 20 years ago, and which, in the

Greatest beauty and evenness of size of grain and purity

of colour, used to fill our storehouses by hundreds of

thousands of bushels. Whole shiploads, as received in

detail from the farmers' waggons in those days, showed

an average sample better than is now produced as a

specialty.

The three great insect enemies to the Wheat crop

are the Hessian fly (Cecidomyia destructor), the

Wheat-stem fly (Chlorops purailionis), or an American

species of that insect as yet unnamed, the Wheat

midge (Cecidomyia Iritici) ; and there is another

which often does us great mischief, but of which

entomologists do not treat. It is an insect as small as

the Wheat midge, it pierces the grain whilst in a soft

state, deposits its egg in the body of the Wheat com,

in a similar manner to the Pea bug (Bruchus pisi), and

the worm or maggot of which remains imbedded in the

substance of the grain until it has destroyed it and is

ready to complete its transformation ; when it leaves the

grain, and doubtless retires to the earth in the same

manner as its congeners, and hybernates, so to speak,

in its chrysalis form until the following summer calls it

into activity.

The ravages of the Hessian fly have been dreadful,

and those of the Wheat-stem fly equally bad, so much
so th?t in a still day you could stand and look at the

crop in the right season on a still day, and see the

stems of Wheat fall right and left, weakened and

cut off in the tender portion of the stem and at the

joints by the worm of the Wheat-stem fly, until the

stems could not bear the weight of the heads of grain,

and so fell or broke down.
Happily, however, these are things of the past ; they

still exist, but only cause a small percentage of destruc-

tion ; and as one enemy is quite sufficient to deal with

at a time, I shall confine myself for the rest of this

article to the "Wheat midge."
The Wheat midge makes its first appearance for

destructive purposes just so soon as the ear of the fall

Wheat shoots forth from the sheath ; the flies flutter

about the plant day after day as it ages, and gather

strength for mischief, until the fly has attained its full

strength, the ovipositor is fully formed, and the

female of the fly is in a fertile condition. It then seizes

on the separate chests of the ear of Wheat, pierces

them with its ovipositor, and in the act of so doing
lodges, within the space which in future should hold the

"pickle" or grain of Wheat, a tiny yellow egg ; the

ovipositor is then withdrawn, and a second and third

egg deposited in the same way, but it only appears to

deposit one egg at one piercing. When I call it an egg
I am perhaps \\T:ong, and should perhaps call it a
maggot,—if it is a maggot it does not show signs of
life for some days,—and as in its after changes the

yellow skin in which it is enveloped is never parted
with, it may in this first st.age be called either egg
or maggot ; it is of a bright orange colour, and i

plainly discernible to the naked eye. As i

attains strength or life it works down to the
bottom of the grain-case, and establishes itself

at the side of the stem ol the future blossom of the
grain ; this it pierces, and as the juice which should
form the future grain exudes from the wound, it devours
it, and seems to keep the wound in a fresh state, until

out by hundreds, and can be collected into

quite a heap.

All those which do not escape from the ear and fall

on the ground are carried into the barn, and remain in

the ear until threshed, when quantities are separated

by the fanning mill, and go into the small seed drawers

of that mill, and are of course destroyed by the farmer.

Those which escape hatch out into the small flies as

soon as the spring is far enough advanced ; and the

manure in the farmyard, the straw which remains un-

consumed, and the surface of the stackyard and thresh-

ing floor, all in time yield their quota of insect life on

the arrival of the proper season.

Now if the maggots which fall on the ground were

always allowed to remain undisturbed in their winter

quarters, until the season naturally brought them forth,

we should have one season of fly and have done with

it. All the Wheat which was in a proper state would

be destroyed, whilst that which was either too early or

too late would escape ; for it has been ascertained

beyond question that the egg-depositing time of the

insect does not (individually) extend to a greater length

of time than from ten days to a fortnight, perhaps not

so much ; but with so tiny an insect it is very difficult

to ascertain exactly all the course of its life. The time

it comes forth for mischief is the evening, and it

continues its egg-depositing throughout the night,

whilst the dew renders the casing of the grain the

softest and the most easily pierced. Take a light into a

Wheat field at night, in still weather, and you will see

countless millions of these midges at their deadly work

;

but during windy weather, and during day time, they

lie hidden amongst the leaves of the Wheat.

When the Wheat stubbles are ploughed, and the

surface of the soil inverted, the insect, in its chrysalis

state, is buried with it, but after ploughings and culti-

vations again bring it to the surface, or so near to it

that it can wriggle itself through the soil to the sur-

face ; and then, as soon as the temperature is favour-

able, it comes out as a fly, and is off to the nearest

Wheat field.

In Canada, and a great portion of America, we
cannot be sure of our Clover crop, unless the Clover is

sown with the fall Wheat ; or at all events we can be

more sure of that crop wdien fall Wheat is seeded

down ; and it is, therefore, the custom to get the

Clover crop from the previous year's Wheat stubble,

hence the first crop of midge comes from the Clover

fields which were Wheat stubble. As soon as the

temperature allows they come forth among the Clover,

and the field seems alive with them ; these, as soon as

strong enough, attack the nearest V\'heat, and no

barrier can stop them.

The Wheat-midge always attacks the Wheat field

from the outside; the parts round the fence are always

the worst affected, while sometimes the centre of the

field will entirely escape. The enemy is not hatched in

the growing Wheat field, but always comes from

abroad.

When midge-infested ^V^leat stubbles are ploughctl in

the fall or early spring, and then reversed in the proper

season, the yellow chrysalids, now grown to their full

extent (for they certainly grow whilst in the chrysalis

form, and in this difter from other insects which

undergo similar changes), are seen by countless millions.

They cover the reversed furrow like yellow seed, and

as the surface of the tilled soil is reduced by the

harrow, they fall into the tracks of the harrow, and

rest at the bottom, and look like drilled seed, plainly

visible in the little furrows when looking lengthways

of them. Of course, these all come forth as soon as

they are ready, into the fly shape, and these only form

a portion of what are in the soil. As Wheat stubbles

are ploughed and worked at different times during the

spring and summer, the midge season is lengthened

out by successive crops of the insect, developed as

often as a new crop of them is exposed to the air.

Having thus traced this destructive insect from one

stage to another, we will now refer to the various

means which have been adopted to guard against its

ravages.
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As a matter of course, there has been any amount of

quackery and charlatanism brought forth by such a

visitation. Thousands of schemes have been adopted,

but the only ones really effective have been very early

sowing in the fall, on early ground, and the late sow-

ing of spring Wheat ; the first mentioned, in favourable

land, comes a few days before the midge ; the latter

mentioned comes into blossom after the midge season

has passed.

At first the fall Wheat only was affected, with us, by

midge, and spring Wheat (even when sown at the

earliest possible moment) escaped, and we all supposed

that the sowing of spring Wheat only, and the banish-

ment of fall Wheat, was the cure ; but we were soon

undeceived. When the midge had not fall Wheat to

attack it attacked spring Wlieat, while in a proper

state for it, until now early-sown spring Wheat is as

badly affected as fall Wheat. This reduced us to

further straits, and we tried every known kind of Wheat
sown very late in the fall ; some of the latest kinds of

these escaped the midge, but, unfortunately, late-sown

fall Wheat is in Canada peculiarly susceptible of rust,

and on a great scale this remedy proved worse than the

disease. It is a curious fact that no fall Wheat in

Canada sown later than the first week in September
can be depended on not to rust ; and our best far-

mers often finished their fall Wheat sowing by Sep-

tember I. Our early-sown fall Wheat ripens in the July
following.

It was soon observed that certain districts (unfor-

nately small in extent) missed the midge, and it was at

first supposed that the "ground" was midge proof,

but close observers soon discovered that it was a matter

of season only, and that so closely did failure follow

success, that the low moist spots in a field of Wheat
(otherwise free from midge) would be affected as badly

as any other land, and it was only the few days' differ-

ence in growth (that of the wet land being somewhat
later) that caused the difference.

It was also found that these same midge-proof lands,

if heavily manured for the Wheat crop, so as to defer

the stage of safety for a few days, were affected as

badly as any other, and therefore everything which
would retard the crop, even at the expense of an extra

fertility, had to be abandoned.
Most of our Canadian lands, however, are not of this

nature ; taken as a whole the country is very level,

and where the melting snow of winter and the spring

rains cannot run off with great rapidity the ripening of

the crop is delayed, and the produce is brought into

the season of danger and destruction from midge.

So things went on for some years, until a sample of

good white fall Wheat became a rarity in the market,

and the interest of the farmers was brought to the

lowest ebb. Spring Wheat, when sown early, was
destroyed by the midge, and when sown late all,

except one kind, ran the greatest risk of being destroyed

by the rust ; and indeed immense areas of spring

Wheat were so destroyed, until scarcely anything but

the *' Fife Wheat," the kind free from rust, was

frown. Just then our neighbours, the Americans,
iscovered a kind of Wheat which was stated to be

midge proof, and which experience has shown to be so,

—that grain, though vastly inferior to our old white
Wheat, is now very extensively grown. Several other

kinds, also] midge-proof, have been found, and we are

now proceeding with an annually increased growth of

fall Wheat, which, although not so good as it used to

be, meets the wants of the country, and makes up in a
great measure for the mischief of the midge.

Some kinds of spring Wheat also resist the insect,

more or less, and we hope for its ultimate extinction as

an agricultural plague.

Fortunately for Canada, just at this period a gi-eat

demand sprung up for Barley in the States. The price

of that grain rose to a great height, and the export

from Canada is now very large ; and this, and the

midge-proof kinds of Wheat has restored, in a great

measure, the prosperity of our farmers.

For some years the midge attacked the Barley, the

insect pierced the skin of the grain, and the worm
lived and thrived, and destroyed the grain so affected

;

but it never could emerge from the Barley, and thi

finally perished ; the Barley is but little affected in this

way now.

This slight sketch will show the British farmers what
they have to dread in case the midge becomes (so to

speak) an epidemic in the Wheat ; and it may convince

them of the importance of the question. Millions of
dollars annually, ever since it first attacked our
Canadian Wheat, would not compensate for the losses

sustained. Fortunately, ho\\'ever, the midge, like all

insects of that class, is affected by a parasite which
preys on and ultimately destroys it, and which seems
to come with it and attack it just as its depredations

become the greatest.

This parasite (indeed, we believe there are several,

but they all work alike) is also possessed of an ovi-

positor ; it also pierces the hulls or covering of the

grain, but instead of searching for the grain it searches

for the midge which is destroying it ; it deposits its

eggs in the body of the yellow worm, the eggs hatch
and became other worms, which consume the midge
alive, and so weaken it that it cannot undergo its

proper transformations, and so perishes ; whilst the
parasite, which is called an "ichneumon," comes forth

from the body of its victim, and finally becomes a

perfect fly, again to attack the midge in the following

season.

All our Canadian and all American experience has
shown that there is no cure for the midge, no means of

destroying it ; but we are a people the last to succumb
under such a misfortune, and the visitation has brought
forth a number of scientific writers who have made
that and similar insect plagues their study, and who
have discovered and revealed many interesting facts

relating to it, but none of which have been turned to

much practical use. Thus it was soon found that

burying the midge in the gi-ound at full plough-gauge
destroyed it : one of the naturalists got a quantity of

the maggots (or chrysalids), kept an exact account of

their number, and buried them at different depths in

earth, under bell-glasses. He kept the earth in a

natural state, and watched the result : those buried at

I inch all came forth, so did those at 2 inches ; at

3 inches but a few came out ; at 4 inches only one or

two, and at a greater depth all perished. This showed
that deep burying of the surface soil would be effectual,

and plouglis which took off the first 2 inches of the

soil, and threw it into the furrow, whilst the main
body of the plough followed and buried what was
first removed so deep that the midge could not come
to the surface, was clearly effectual ; but all farmers

could not be prevailed to use the implement, or to

cultivate shallowly afterwards, and thus the efforts of

those who did so were frustrated ; besides this we
could not lose our Clover crop, and we could only

raise it on the Wheat stubbles with any certainty—so

the plan failed, but the plough remained, and a most
excellent and useful implement it is. I have seen a

field of Wheat stubble so buried by this plough, that

no one could tell what had gro\^'Ti in the field from a

view of the surface—not a straw remained above the

ground, while the furrow-slice being divided in two
left the land in a most perfect state of tillage. This
plough is much used to plough under Clover and other

green crops, and buries them admirably.

Were 1 to go fully into the subject of our remedies,

I might fill a volume, and the information so given

would be curious, but of little practical use in England.
I will, in a few lines, describe how the midge came
upon us, and then close this somewhat lengthy

communication.

The advent of the midge took place in the United
States in 1S2S, it travelled northward and westward
until it met the great rivers and lakes which divide

Canada from the United States—there it paused for a

time, but it crossed the river St. LawTence, the river

Niagara, and the river St. Clair, at which places the

dividing waters are not greater than an insect could be
conveyed either by its own flight or by the assistance

of the wind ; from these three points it invaded Canada

:

its advance was about nine miles a year, and it seemed
to gather strength as it advanced, until the whole of the

provinces of Lower and Upper Canada have been
devastated. Now we have strong hope that its natural

enemies are at work to keep it under, and no doubt
when they once attain the power which their constantly

increasing numbers give, the ravages of the midge will

cease or become so trifling as to be borne without
complaint or notice.

The American entomologists long since advocated
the plan of " importing" the destructive parasite of the

midge from Europe, where it is known to exist in large

numbers, but the public generally (having already

suffered dreadfully from the imported plagues of the

Hessian fly and the midge,—for they all allege that the

latter came from Europe as well as the former) were
afraid of importing something worse than they already

had, and the scheme was frowned down. There are

several sorts of midge, but the general characteristics

are as follows :

—

"A small orange coloured fly (or flies, as there are

several species), with delicate transparent irridescent

wings and long slender legs. The length of the insect

is about one-tenth of an inch, rather less than more
;

the breadth of its expanded wings slightly exceeds the

tenth of an inch. One kind is clear winged, another
has spotted wings, and the male and female of each
variety are somewhat different, leading casual observers

to call them different sorts. The female only is supplied

,
with the ovipositor, which pierces the shell or husk of

the grain ; the species, however, are all alike in habit,

and all produce the orange-coloured egg, or maggot,
which is so destructive and apparent in the ears of the

grain." Of course a good magnifying glass is neces-

sary to observe them closely, as an entomologist would
do, but the unfortunate results are only too visible to

the farmer without glasses of any kind.

Of late years a belief has begun to spring up, that

the insect attacked the different kinds of grass seed
which are large enough to allow them to work, but

this wants confirmation.
,
So numerous were the insects

in the midge season a few years since, that in the city

of Toronto (though, perhaps, the nearest field of Wheat
was two miles off) a close observer would find one or

two of the orange-coloured flies in every pane of glass

in the windows of our dwelling-houses ; thus show-
ing that they either conveyed themselves, or were
wafted by the winds, for considerable distances.

The writer does not pretend to be a scientific ento-

mologist, but he has made a particular study of the

subject here treated on, and the information now
afforded may be relied on as thoroughly practical.

During the last 20 years he has most carefully studied

the subject ; he is greatly interested in agriculture, and
has continually been in communication with practical

and observant farmers from all parts of the provinces,

collating and comparing their information with his

own ; he has studied every work on the subject he could
obtain, and for many years has kept patches of as

many as ten kinds of Wheat growing in his garden, so

that the habits of the insects might be under observa-

tion night and day. There may doubtless be more
scientific treatises to be found, but there can be none
more practical and truthful than the foregoing. IW/isy

Toronto, Catiada, Oitober 18. [Many thanks.]

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : Wednesday^ Noi\ 2. —

Present—Lord Vernon, President, in the chair : the

Earl of Lichfield, Lord Chesham, Lord Tredegar,

Lord Walsingham, Sir Watkin Wynn, Bart., M.P.

;

Mr. Amos, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Booth, Mr. Bowly, Mr.
Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Clayden, Mr. Dent,
M.P. ; Mr. Druce, Mr. Edmonds, Mr. Brandreth
Gibbs, Mr. Holland, Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Wren Hos-
kyns, M.P. ; Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr. Leeds,

Mr. Milward, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ransome,
Mr. Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Rigden, Mr. Stone, Mr.
Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr. Welby, M.P. ; Mr. Wells,

M.P. ; Professor Simonds, and Dr. Voelcker.

Henry Chaplin, Esq., M.P., Blankney, Lincoln, was
elected a Governor of the Society.

The following new members were elected :—

Arnold, William, Lichfield Street, Tamworth.
Baxter, Benjamin, Elslack Hall, Skipton.

Beckett, Samuel, Eccleston, Chester.

Boucher, A. E., Wolverley, Kidderminster.
Clerk, Arthur, The Mead, Chepstow.
Davey,

J.
G. Ellis, Horningtoft, Letcham.

Dunlop, Alexander M., 1, Westminster Cambers, Vic-

toria Street, S.W.
Gilbey, Walter, Hargrave Park, Stanstead.

Hetherington, R. Bealy, Park Head, Silloth.

Holman, Stephen, Spring Lodge, Ealing.

Howells, J. Lewis, Blackwood, Monmouth.
Lovatt, Henry, Finchfield House, Wolverhampton.
Poole, Commander George. Llangynider, Crickhowell,

Shultleworth, Alfred, Heighlington, Lincoln.

Tangye, Richard, Cornwall Works, Birmingham.
Townshend, C. Uniacke, Hatley, Burlington Road,

Dublin,
Wall, T. Senior, 120, Maida Vale, London.
Ward, T. Johnson, New Leaze, Olveston, Bristol.

Waterer, Anthony, Knap Hill, Woking.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, M. P., presented

the report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's

receipts during the past three months had been duly

examined by the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter,

Ball & Co., the Society's accountants, and found
correct. The balance in the hands of the bankers on
October 31, was ^1406 loj. ^d. The quarterly state-

ment of subscriptions and arrears to September 30, and
the quarterly cash account, were laid on the table. The
arrears then amounted to ^1303. The committee
recommend that the ;^lSoo now at deposit be trans-

ferred to the current account.—This report was
adopted.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported

that it had been intimated to the committee as highly

probable that ;^200 will be offered to the Society by
gentlemen resident in Shropshire and Staffordshire for

two prizes of ji^ioo each to the best-managed arable

and dairy farms respectively, within a limited distance

of Wolverhampton; and that the committee, therefore,

requested the Council to decide whether, in case of

such offer being formally made, the committee shall be
at liberty to announce the willingness of the Society to

offer second prizes of £y:> each ; also whether the

committee, after ascertaining the views of the subscribers,

shall arrange the limits of the district to be included, and
the other conditions of competition. It was also reported

that the Society's publisher had received a lawyer's letter

on the subject of the reflections on Messrs. Bradbum &
Co. in the report of the Chemical Committee lately

published, and that the committee recommended that

they be authorised to support the course adopted by
the Chemical Committee.—This report was adopted.

After a conversation, in the course of which Mr,
Thompson stated that the expenses of the last

farm-prize competition amounted to about ;i^325,

including the 2d and 3d prizes given by the

Society ; notwithstanding this expenditure the Jour-

nal Committee had recommended that the scheme
be carried into other districts, on account of the interest

of the competition, and the value of the report to the

readers of the Journal ; and Mr. Thompson particularly

referred to Mr. Keary's report of the Oxford Prize

Farms, as showing clearly two points :— 1st, that the

1st prize had been awarded on tiie satisfactory ground

of profitable farming, and not to a model farm ; and,

2dly, that the profitable cultivation of poor land like

that of the stonebrash was to be done by a large

expenditure in cake and corn. He also remarked that

Mr. Keary had brought out the weak points in the

various farms in a clear but unobjectionable manner.

The Earl of Lichfield, in seconding the recommenda-

tion of the committee, expressed his conviction that

the ;{^200 would be raised by the landowners of the
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two counties, and his satisfaction with the report of the

Oxford competition. Mr. W. J. Edmonds gave notice

that in December he would move that the sum of ^10
be voted to the Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture,

for the purpose of assisting its committee to carry out,

in conjunction with the Professors of the Royal Agri-

cultural College, manurial and other experiments upon
corn and root crops.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell reported

that as Mr. Penny's contract expires after the Wolver-
hampton meeting, the committee recommended that a

general table of conditions and specifications, prepared

by the surveyor, should be printed under his direction,

and sent to the members of the committee for their

consideration before the December Council meeting
;

that the tenders be then advertised for, and that they

be sent in by Januaiy 20, to be opened and classed by
the surveyor and Mr. Randell, who will report on
them to tiae February meeting of the committee. It

was also recommended that the members' tent shall be
made available, with accommodation for writing, &c.,

during the whole period of the country meeting ; that

Messrs. Suttons' suggestion to keep separate the stands

occupied by manure-merchants be adopted ; and that

the surveyor be requested to proceed to Wolver-
hampton, and to set out the levelling required in the

showyard for the use of the local committee.—This
report was adopted.

Implement.—Mr. Thompson reported that several

letters had been received from implement makers,
containing suggestions of alterations in the conditions

of competition at Wolverhampton, which had been
sent them in accordance with the resolution of Council
in August last ; some slight alterations had been
adopted, and the conditions, as revised, were recom-
mended for adoption by the Council. The committee
also recommended the following addition to the prize

list, viz. :

—

For the best root or stone extractor ,, ,, _^io

The committee having received the instructions of
the Council to consider what prizes should be offered

for implements and machinery employed for the culti-

vation of Hops, they recommended the offer of the
four following prizes, viz. :

—

1. For the best machine for the cultivation of
Hop gardens, to supersede manual labour ^20

2. For the best machine for washing the Hop
plant to remove the aphis bhglit .

.

. . 10
3. For the best Hop-presser .

.

. . , . 10
4. For any other improved implement, or im-

plements, used in the cultivation or
management of Hops . . . . . , 10

It was recommended that all the implements entered
for trial shall be in the yard by the evening of Saturday,
June 24, and other articles by Tuesday evening, July 4.

With reference to the question of duplicates the com-
mittee recommended that no exhibitor be allowed to

enter duplicates of the same article, and that a maxi-
mum fine of 10 per cent, on the declared price, and a
minimum fine of £l, be imposed for each article

exhibited in breach of this rule. They also recom-
mended that if this rule be adopted the regulations

affecting miscellaneous articles and the space required
by exhibitors remain otherwise as heretofore. It was
also recommended that in future no medal be awarded
to any implement included in the quinquennial rotation

which is not placed in the classes tried at that meeting,
or to any miscellaneous article capable of trial,

until it has been subjected to such trial as the
stewards may direct ; also that no commendations
of miscellaneous articles be made by the judges. This
report having been adopted, a vote of thanks was
unanimously offered to Mr. John Medworth, on the
motion of Mr. Thompson, for the classified list of im-
plements exhibited at Oxford, prepared by him for the
use of the committee.

.
General, Wolverhampton.—Lord W^alsingham

reported the recommendation of the committee that
the showyard at Wolverhampton be open from the
morning of Monday, July 10, until Saturday evening,
July 15, at 6 o'clock inclusive, and that the implement
yard alone be open to members and the public on
Saturday, July S, during the usual hours. On the
question, "that this report be adopted," being put to
the Council, a discussion arose, in which Mr. Thomp-
son, Mr. Dent, Mr. Rigden, Mr. Ransome, Mr.
Amos, Mr. Booth, and Mr. Weils, followed by Lord
Walsingham, successively opposed the recommenda-
tion of the committee, on the giound that exhibitors
objected to their stock being so long away from home,
that the actual receipts, as proved by the experience
gained by trying the two plans at other large towns
(Manchester, Leeds, and Newcastle especially), were
not much increased by the extra day, while the expense
to the Society was considerably enhanced, and that to

the extension of the Society's show for so long a period
as even five days, is to be attributed the small show of
horses which characterised the Society's meetings. On
the other hand, it was urged by Lord Lichfield, who
had proposed the additional day in committee, as
well as by Mr. Torr and Mr. Randell, that Saturday
was the only day on which the working-classes could
visit the showyard. Ultimately, it was proposed by
Mr. Thompson, and seconded by Mr. Dent, "That
the showyard at Wolverhampton shall be open on tlie

same days as at Oxford." The amendment having
been put from the chair, it was carried by 22 votes

:
against 7 ; subject to which the report of the committee
was adopted.

Stock Prizes.—Lord Walsingham presented the
report of the committee, embodying the first draft of
the stock prize-sheet for the forthcoming Wolver-
hampton meeting. After some discussion, the report
was received, and referred back to the committee with
some suggestions for their consideration, and resolu-

tions for incorporation in the regulations of the prize-

sheet, namely :—It was moved by Mr. Booth,
seconded by Mr. Torr, supported by Mr. Bowly and
Lord Walsingham, and carried unanimously, "That
each animal entered in the Shorthorn classes shall be
certified by the exhibitor to have not less than four

crosses of Shorthorn blood, which are registered in the
Herd Book."
On the motion of Mr. Milward it was resolved that

in the pony classes the height should be altered from
14.2 to 14 hands, and that the classes immediately
above thera should range from 14 hands to 15.2.

It was moved by Mr. Dent, in conformity with the
resolution passed at the June Council, that prizes of

;^io and j^5 be offered for the best and second best

mule, irrespective of age or sex. This motion having
been seconded by Lord Chesham, and commented on
by Mr. Pau3, Mr. Randell, and other members of the
Council, was put to the vote, when there appeared
eight for it and the same number against it. The
President thereupon gave his casting vote against the
proposal.

Mr. Milward gave notice that at the next meeting of
the Council he would move, "That the resolution of

June I, respecting prizes for mules and asses, be
rescinded."

On the motion of Sir W. W. Wynn it was resolved

that the consideration of the Stock Prizes Committee
be directed to the question whether prizes may not be
given to Cheviot and other mountain sheep ; and at

the suggestion of Col. Kingscote, M.P., the Stock
Prizes Committee were requested to consider whether
it is not expedient that in the classes for " mare in

foal, or with foal at foot," the sire of the foal, as well

as the sire of the mare, should be given on the

certificate of entry.

A memorial from some breeders of Berkshire pigs

was also referred to the Stock Prizes Committee.
Education.—Mr. Holland (chairman) reported

that the committee made application for the renewal of
the education grant for the ensuing year, and in the
event of its being granted they recommended the

following alterations in the Society's previous regula-

tions :

—

1. That the next examination should commence on
Tuesday, April 18, 1871.

2. That the forms of entry, duly filled up, together with
a certificate of general education, must be forwarded
to the secretary by March i, 1871.

3. That no candidate shall be eligible for the Society's

prizes who has completed his 21st year previous to

the said March i ; but that any candidate, irre-

spective of age, may compete for the Society's

certificates.

4. That the prizes for aggregate merit, to be awarded
to successful candidates who are eligible and are
placed in the first class, shall be :—ist prize, £2$ ;

2d. ^10 ; 3d, £$.

This report having been adopted, the education
grant was renewed for the year 1S71.

A letter was read from Mr. Alfred Rogers on the
subject of inspection of shearing.

The Earl of Lichfield gave notice, that at the next
monthly Council he would move, "That in selecting

a town for the holding of the exhibition in 1872 the

plan of the Bath and West of England Society be
adopted."
The December general meeting was ordered to be

held on Thursday the 8th proximo, at 12 (noon).

7iA TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.
October 24,—At the usual meeting of the Council of

this Society it was resolved that the Guildford meet-
ing, 1871, shall commence on Whit Monday, May 29 ;

and having approved the stock and poultrj- prize sheets
ordered that they be forthwith printed and circulated.

The amount offered in prizes by the Society is much
greater than at any former meeting, in addition to

which there are liberal local prizes for Wheat, Hops,
and groups of Southdown ewes and lamds. Sussex
cattle are placed on the same footing in the prize sheet
as Devons, Herefords, and Shorthorns

; ;^20 and
£\o being offered in the old bull class

; £7.^^ and ^10
for 2-year-old bulls

; ^10 and £'^ for bull calves (an
entirely new class)

; ;^I5 and ;^io for cows
; _;i^i5 and

£\o for heifers not exceeding three years old ; and £\o
and j^5 for heifers not exceeding two years old. There
are also prizes of jt^^io and £^ for four classes of Chan-
nel Islands cattle. In the sheep classes several
additions have been made. Prizes are now
offered for Kent, Leicester, Cotswold, South-
down, Hampshire Down, Shropshire, Oxfordshire,
Somerst and Dorset Horn, Exmoor and other
mountain sheep. In the horse classes there are prizes of

^25 and ^15 for agricultural stallions foaled before
Sb9 ; ;^20 and ^10 for agricultural stallions foaled
1 1S69

; ;r^i5 and ^1^5 for mares and foals, or in foal

;

and £\^ and j^5 for fillies foaled in 1S69 ; in the
hunter classes ^25 and £\o for mares or geldings
foaled before January i, 1S67, ditto for those foaled in

1867 ; ^10 and £z^ for lillies or geldings foaled in 186S

;

^10 and ;^5 for colts or fillies foaled in 1S70 ; ^^15 and
^5 for hack mares or geldings foaled before January,
1867; ditto, ditto, foaled after 1867; and the usual
prizes for ponies not exceeding 13 and 14 hands high.

As a means of encouraging the horse show the Council
have resolved again to reduce the charge for horse
boxes in the showyard. In the pig classes the usual
prizes are offered for animals of the large and small
breeds, and there are separate classes for Berkshire
pigs, which will not be allowed to compete with
animals of the large or small breed. To encourage
proficieney in horse-shoeing Mr. Miles, of Exeter, again
offers three prizes ; it being stipulated that no man who
has won a 1st prize in this competition will be eligible

to enter. In the stock classes all entries must be made
on or before April 12; in the poultry classes on or
before May I.

Among the special conditions affecting the exhibition

of stock are (l) the apj>ointment of "two inspectors to

examine sheep on their admission to the sho\vyard, with
instructions to report to the stewards any cases in

which sheep have not been really and fairly shorn
bare," and {2) that "all cattle will be required to be
paraded in the ring at least once a-day at the discretion

of the stewards."

Members subscribing not less than £\ per annum,
elected on or before the last Tuesday m February next,

will be entitled to exhibit with special privileges.

The Implement Cotnmittee reported that they had
amended the regulations with a view to the exclusion

from the showyard of any frivolous objects, and any
articles thought unsuitable or foreign to the purposes of
an agricultural meeting. In other respects the regula-

tions are identical with those of last year.

T/ic Meeting oj 1S72.—Mr. H. Williams having
presented an invitation to the Council, from a public

meeting of the inhabitants of Dorchester and neigh-

bourhood, for the Society to hold its meeting there in

1872, a deputation was appointed to visit the town, to

inspect the ground offered for showyard and fields, and
to report to the Council at the next meeting.

NrM Members.~Ur. C. G. Robert, Shotter Mill,

Haslemere, Surrey ; Captain Long, Woodlands,
Congresbury ; Mr. W. Baker, Temple Street, Bristol

;

Mr. John Galpin, Dorchester.

Farmers' Clubs.
SMITHFIELD.

CotJNCiL Meeting : Nofembcr z.—Present: The
Earl of Powis (President) in the chair ; Lord Tredegar,
Lord Walsingham (Vice-Presidents) ; Mr. H. Aylmer,
Mr. Barnett, Mr. J. Beasley, Mr. J. N. Beasley, Mr.
Canning, Mr. Clayden, ftlr. Downing, Mr. Samuel
Druce, Mr. Joseph Druce, Mr. Duckham, Mr. Walter
Farthing, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs (honorary secretary),

Mr. Charles Howard, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Newlon, Mr.
Henry Overman, Mr. Rigden, Mr. Torr, Mr. J, S.

Turner, Mr. Henry Webb.
The honorary secretary was authorised to make the

usual application for a licence for holding the Show.
The same committee as last year was appointed to

make arrangements as to the disinfecting cattle con-

veyances as heretofore.

Mr. C. Stephenson, of Wobum, Beds, was elected

a member of Council in place of Mr. Twitchell,

deceased.

The Council prepared the house list of eight

members of the Club for election on the Council, to

succeed the eight who retire by rotation.

Mr. James Edward Ransome was elected a member
of the Implement Committee, in place of Mr. Head.

The offer of the Earl of Powis, the President, of a
prize for the best instrument which shall be an efficient

substitute for the poleaxe for slaughtering animals by
separating the spinal marrow was accepted, viz., ^^20.

The instruments to be delivered at the office of the

honorary secretary on or before October i, 1871, and
the exhibitors to show in practical operation at such
time and place as the judges appointed by the Club
shall determine.

It was determined not to have an annual dinner this

year.

It was decided to discontinue the report on the

animals exhibited at the show.
Authority was given for Messrs. Thomas, the Club

silversmiths, to prepare the pieces of plate and silver

cups to be awarded at the ensuing show. Several

letters were read, and instructions given, in reference

thereto.

The following were elected members of the Club :

—

Rev. G. Baily, The Vicarage, Swindon, Wills ; A.
Bengafield, Stalbridge, Dorset ; Jno. Byron, Kirkby
Green, Sleaford ; Grimwood Cooke, Horsehealh Park,
Cambridge

;
James Davy, Flitton Barton, North Mol-

ton, Devon ; F. H. Everett, The Grove, Bridgham,
Harling, Norfolk ; Richd. David Jenkins, Pantirion,

near Cardigan ; Geo. King, SafTron Walden, Essex ;

Richd. Pocock King, Southstoke, Wallingford ; Thos.
Kingsley, Boar's Croft, near Tring, Herts ; John A.
Mumford, Chilton Park Farm, Thame, O.xon ; Martin
Nockolds, Saffron Walden, Essex

; John Price, Court
House, Pembridge, Herefordshire ; Thos. Rush,
Chalk Farm, Babraham, Cambridgeshire ; Chas.
Southwell, Albion Foundry, Rugeley ; John Tazewell,
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Hay Grove, Bridgewater ; Hy. Wood, WooUey House,

Romsey, Hants.

The best thanks of the meeting were voted to the

Right Hon. the Earl of Powis, tlie President, for his

able conduct in the chair.

Hfltrrcs flf §00hs.
Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras : Fro-

ceedm^s of Meeting of Commitlee. July 6, 1870.

We have received a copy of the monthly Transactions of

this Society, which, if they may be taken as an average
publication, bears high testimony to the great public

value of the Institution. The following is an extract

from a capital report on the culture of Horse Gram
(Dolichos uniflonis) :

—

" Horse Gram [DoHchos miifiorus).—This plant belongs
to the order Legnminosas, the oixler which includes

Beans, Peas, Vetches, and Clover. It is a hardy plant,

and thrives on the poorest soils.

" 2. The soils of this district contain a very small pro-
portion of lime ; and this plant, like all leguminous plants,

requires a good deal of lime before it can mature its seed.

It has been ascerlained from experiment, that unless the
manure applied contains a considerable percentage of

lime, the tendency of the plant under better cultivation is

to produce leaf, rather than seed ; this tendency has been
utilised, and by deeper cultivation and the application of

a moderate dressing of manure we have succeeded in

growing good fodder, at a very moderate cost.

"3. Dunng the past eight months, on this farm, we
have cultivated nearly 20 acres of Gram, simply for green
fodder, and though the weather during the past six

months has been extremely dry, the results have consider-

ably exceeded our expectations. In proof that our
circumstances are not of a favourable character, I need
only mention that our soil contains 89 per cent, of sand

;

and that, with the exception of a shower on February 17,

we have not had a drop of rain during the past 16 weeks.
Our first crop was sown on August 3 ; we commenced
cutting this crop on October 13 ; the yield was 10,642 lb.,

or 4 tons 15 cwt. 8 lb. per acre. No manure was applied
in this instance, as the soil was in good condition. The
crop was ready for cutting at least two weeks before
was harvested ; the actual time required in coming to
maturity was, therefore, only two months. Du
showery weather the crop reached maturity in six or st

weeks ; from the results of my experiments during the
last eight months, I am convinced there is no difficulty, in

this district, in growing four crops between August i and
end of April.

"4. In preparing the soil for the Gram we proceeded
as follows :— Ploughed 5 or 6 inches deep, harrowed
across the line of the plough ; spread about 5 tons of
manure per acre broadcast over the land

;
ploughed

in the manure, and then levelled the plough furrows
with the chain-harrows. The seed was then sowr
in hnes, varymg from 18 inches to 24 inches apart
according to the season and quality of the soil ; if the

season was unfavourable, and the soil poor, we placed
the lines closer together ; if the season was favourable,

and the land in good condition, we placed the lines

further apart. We sowed the seed at the rate of
from 30 to 40 lb. per acre. After sowing, the chain-
harrows were passed over the surface and covered
the seed. One application of manure will suffice for the
four crops. U is necessary to hoe the crop during its

growth. We found two bullock-hoeings and one hand-
hoeing sufficient for each crop.

"5. The crop should be cut immediately the flower
appears, and removed from the ground at once ; the land
should then be ploughed and re-sown on the same day.
It is very necessary to sow immediately after ploughing,
for, if the moisture is allowed to escape, the Gram will

remain a long lime in the soil before germinating. Once
get the Gram aboveground, and the crop is com-
paratively safe.

"6. When cut before maturing its seed, the cultivation

of Gram improves rather than impoverishes the soil.

True, there will be a slight loss in the mineral constituents
of the soil ; still, as this plant appropriates such a large
amount of atmospheric food, and stores it away in its

roots, and as these roots, weighing from 800 to 1000 lb.

per acre, are left in the soil, its condition must be
improved.

" 7. The crops grown during the past three months did
not yield so much fodder as those grown during or imme-
diately after the rains ; however, they yielded :—7582 lb.

per acre, 6969 do., 4355 do., 6480 do., 5614 do., or
6200 lb. per acre. As I have previously stated, we have
grown crops that yielded 50 per cent, more fodder, and I

might fairly record the average for the whole season at

25 per cent, above this result, however, I prefer taking
the lower figure in my calculations, as the more certain.

"8. The cost of producing one ton of Gram fodder is

as follows :

—

"Thus four crops, each yielding 6200 lb., give a total

of 24,800 lb. of green fodder, at a cost of rupees 32-10-6,

making the cost of i ton. rupees 2-15-1.

"9. A crop of Gram may be obtained before the regular
cold season crop is sown ; thus, if sown in the early part
of August it will be ready for cutting in the first week of
October, or it may be grown after the removal of the
regular crop. Last season we liadjtwo crops of Gram
fodder, and one crop of Maize, off" one piece of land. The
Gram was sown in August and reaped in October ; the
Maize was sown in October and harvested in January ;

the second crop of Gram was sown in January and was
ready for cutting in April.

"10. The following experiments were made to ascer-
tain the feeding value of Gram fodder :

—

"(<z). On February 2, two bullocks were put up to
feed ; one was fed on grass, and the other on Gram
fodder ; each animal received besides, 2 lb. of Maize,
2 lb. of cake, and r lb. of Tour* daily.

"The animals were weighed at the end of every 10
days ; the following are the results :

—

Dates of Weighing.
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The com\is either ground into flour, or malted and

brewed into beer, or distilled into spirit, for both of

which there is an ample market at Warsaw. Butter

and cheese are made, for which there is also a great

demand. The great drawback to farming in Poland is

the want of moral principle in the labourers, who

require constant watching, both to keep them at work

and from stealing and drinking ; but as this has arisen

from the harsh treatment to which, as slaves, they have

been subject from their masters through many genera-

tions, it will, it is hoped, in time be dnnmished by

kindness to the adults, and by the general education of

the children. The soil and climate of Poland are

much more favourable for agriculture and gardening

than is generally supposed. Though the winters are

much more severe than in the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh, the summers are warmer, and corn and fruit

ripen much sooner and better. Since the peace of

1S14, several Scotch farmers have settled in different

parts of Poland within reach of Warsaw. D. W.

Miscellaneous.

cider itself at harvest time every year, and five

times that amount in subsequent poor-rates. We
hear a great deal about raising the condition of

the agricultural labourer, and very many of his

einployers are, we know, sincerely desirous to do so

;

but they will be his best friends, and contribute most

to bring about so desirable a result, who will have

the courage to break through this custom of giving

drink in lieu of wages. Let him have the value of

the drink by all means. If the labourer were better

fed the master's work would be better done, whilst the

man himself would have better health, and a happier

home,—he would escape the misery of limbs crippled

with rheumatism and back bent with prematurely

exhausted strength,—wdiilst one-tenth of the money
saved from useless and mischievous expenditure in

drink would, if invested in a good friendly society,

purchase him an annuity which would save him from

the degradation of the workhouse in his old age.

Wilts Standard.

H.\RVEST Beer.—Mr. Mundella gave us recently a

glowing description of the iniquities of the Truck sys-

tem in the North, which, in spite of the Truck Acts,

virtually compels the working man to take out his

wages in kind, and places a very strong temptation in

his way to spend some portion of it in drink ; and he

alluded to one member of the House of Commons
itself, an employer of labour on a large scale in the

iron-iields of Scotland, who holds no less than II

spirit licenses in respect of as many stores attached

to his works. It is diflicult to understand what

kind of a conscience this gentleman keeps, or how
he could take part in a debate on the Education

Bill, which has for its object the elevation of the

people, when he himself is so active an agent in

keeping down those who are in his employ, to

say nothing of his evasion 8f Acts which he pei

haps helped to pass, and which make payment in

kind illegal. A more demoralising and iniquitous

practice than that which Mr. Mundella so eloquently

denounced cannot exist. Not only is it a bad principle,

justly forbidden by our laws, to let payment in kind be

reckoned as part of wages, but all trade arrangements

which encourage men to drink, whether they wish to

do so or not, are injurious ; and for both these reasons

our most intelligent farmers are endeavouring to break

through the practice of allowing drink at harvest time.

It is better for both parties to pay the men a fair rate

per acre, leaving it to each man to spend what he

pleases in drink out of it ; and it is a great question

whether it was any benefit, or whether it was not

rather the reverse, that the agricultural labourer was
specially exempted from the operations of the Truck Act
of 1831. Some of the old school, who say they *'never

mow so well as when they are a kdle bit fresh," and
have faith in the strengthening properties of beer, would
of course stick to the drink, though even they would
not take so much as they do now ; but there are others

who have discovered the great truth that beef and
bread are the real source of strength, and these men
would much prefer to work upon water, or cold tea,

and spend some of the extra money on better food.

They might get a little "chaffed," but they would be
well content to take that good-humouredly ; they
would find themselves so much stronger, healthier, and
happier, with none of the depression after harvest that

the drinking men feel when the large allowance of beer
is taken off, and the extra money they had earned
would be a nice little help to clear off that bugbear of
a labouring man's life—the score at the shop ; whereas
it too frequently happens that the free drinking of the
harvest field has left behind it a craving for

drink which requires to be kept up, even when
harvest wages are over, so that the man is none the
better for his extra pay for which he has worked
so hard. But suppose that an intelligent employer of
labour sees all this, and wishes to alter his mode of
payment. His difficulty would be, that the opposition
would come from the men themselves. He would be
accused of that terrible offence, the desire to "rob a
poor man of his beer," even though he professed
himself willing to give the full value of the beer in
money. It is not easy to persuade labourers that the
heady feeling—"pot valiancy"—caused by drink is

not real strength, but merely a sensation of strength
due to fictitious excitement of the brain, which urges
them to greater exertion without supplying the
means for maintaining it, and has to be paid for after-
wards by corresponding reaction or depression, which
tells us, in unmistakeable language, that more has
been taken out of the system than the drink put in.
We are not amongst those who call every man who
takes a glass of beer with his dinner an incipient
drunkard

;
we believe that good home-brewed ale taken

in moderation is a very wholesome drink ; all we wish
to point out is that where a certain allowance of drink
is given as part of the wages for harvest work, a man
drinks it because it is there, and is part of "his rights,"
but it not only does him no good, in the way of giving
hiin strength, but it weakens his constitution by stimu-
lating him to work beyond his real power, and thus
lays the foundation of a premature decrepit old age.

%\t mn\x^
November 5.— Wheat Scnving conclude with the

least delay on fallows, Clover and Bean stubbles, and

also after root crops, as soon as they are removed from

the ground. Seeding the land should now be kept

close up to the ploughs even in dry seasons, for how-
ever settled the weather maybe at the close of the day,

it may be otherwise before morning. This precaution

is all the more necessaiy when the work of ploughing

or smashing is done by steam, owing to the rapidity

with which the instrument goes ahead ; so that if such

is used, the steam seed-drill and harrow should also be

used, and therefore the safest plan is for the steam-

engines to go back in time, and bring the seeding close

up to the ploughing. If rain falls over night, the

seed-bed is better before than after the rain; and if, on

the other hand, it continues dry and frosty, the seed-

bed will improve just as well after the Wheat is sown
as before, and in many cases better ; and when rain

falls immediately after seeding clayey land is not so

liable to run together when cultivated and drilled by
steam as when worked wholly by horses.

Maiigd lVu7-zt-L—Finish harvesting as directed last

month, however promising the weather may be for

the ensuing weeks. If frost has set in before they are

stored, so as in the slightest degree to affect the bulbs,

and if a frosty night is followed by a change, it is

generally advisable to give them a day or two of fresh

weather to recover, provided the risk is not greater

than the advantage likely to be gained. Sudden
changes have been the peculiar characteristics of the

season in some places, and if there is any prospect of a

return of frost, pull and store in small pits. If, in

very bad cases, a deep outcasting is made with a

plough, and three or four drills on each side thrown in

and covered with the fresh earth, many, if not the

whole of the bulbs, will recover, and be fit for storing

in a week or so. Pits should be examined before they

are finally earthed up for the winter, whether the bulbs

were touched with frost or not. Small pits may be

made sufficiently close to each other, that in turning

two or three may be stored in one, and this is the

safest plan when there exists any suspicion of frost-

bitten Mangels. The expense, compared with the

safetv of so valuable a crop, is comparatively nothing.

Select a fine drying day for turning, and throw aside

all bulbs in the slightest degree affected. By cutting

off the frost-bitten or rotten portion, what remains may
be given to store cattle, so that the loss actually sus-

tained may be trifling.

Swedes and Kohl Rahi are harvested in the same way
as Mangel Wurzel. They are less liable to be injured

by frost than Mangels ; but the difference, so far as

storing is concerned, is not so great as is generally

imagined ; so that an equal degree of precaution is

necessary to avoid rotting in the pits. Both crops

suffer much in the pits, where the bulbs are broken or

cut too close in topping and tailing so as to bleed, for

although they may not rot, yet mouldiness takes place,

thereby injuring their dietetic value to neat cattle and
sheep. It is always better to throw aside broken bulbs
for immediate use than to store them in pits, for,

whether they become mouldy or rot, they affect and
injure the whole pit.

Belgiaii ajid Cojjunon Carrots and Pai-suips, if not
already har\'ested, should now be secured in store for

immediate or winter use without delay. The same
precaution requires to be observed in storing them as

directed above for the other root crops. If any roots

are frost-bitten, they should, when intended to be
stored in barns, be spread out rather thinly over the
floor of some temporary store, or on the ground,
where they can be covered with straw until they are fit

for storing in the barn of the usual depth. Belgian
Carrots intended for ewes and lambs should be stored
near the place where they are to be used.

Turnips, Hybrid and Yellcnu, store as Swedes. If
intended to be consumed on the land by sheep, it is

better to store in long narrow pits than to collect large
quantities together. From 10 to 20 drills may be
stored in a deep plough outcasting, and covered with
the plough ; or if to be used immediately they may be
covered with the tops. And when stored this way th

up his fold or nets to another, until the whole field is

folded. Sometimes part of the crop is stored at the

estead, and the remainder in the field for folding ;

but the only difference which this involves in the

storing is a greater distance between the pits or out-

castings in which the bulbs are stored. Turnips are

sometimes "clamped," i.e., pulled and carted to some
spare ground, where they are set close two rows in

depth, with the tops and tails on, and lightly covered

with straw or horse-dung to defend them from frost.

EarlyLambsiorzQ forward for Christmas; and in doing

so it should be borne in mind that fineness of quality as

also weight depends much upon the quality of the food

of the ewes, and what the lambs themselves eat exclu-

sive of milk, and that rich milk is the natural and best

food for making fine rich lamb—that which will fetch

the top price in the shambles ; and it should farther be
borne in mind that quantity of milk in fattening lambs
will not make up for quality. In point of fact, a large

bellyful of thin milk, or washy food of any kind, is

injurious to both ewes and lambs ; so that when put

upon succulent green food of any kind the ewes should

have an extra allowance of ground corn and Clover

hay. Moreover, in cold or wet weather at this sea.son,

succulent, washy food is more objectionable than in

the warm dry weather of summer. Com is better for

making rich milk than cake. Clover hay than meadow
hay, other things being equal. Cabbages are better

than Turnips, and the yellow-fleshed varieties of

Turnips are to be preferred to the white-fleshed. But

of all our root crops grown the Belgian Carrot is

perhaps the best for milch ewes at this season.

Sheltered pastures are essential for ewes and lambs,

for nothing reduces the quantity and quality of milk

more than exposure to cold wet weather. As a rule,

the skins of ewes and lambs should be kept dry and

comparatively warm, and if this cannot be done out-of-

doors, house the flock at once in roomy pens, and feed

wholly on artificial food ; and this applies to ewes that

are lambing, or whose time is nearly up. In-lamb

ewes for lambing in January and February should also

have shelter, and where this cannot be had naturally,

stuffed hurdles or straw webbing should be used, one

row standing above the other, so as to form a semi-roof

for the ewes to go under in bad weather. W. B.

liirhtts.

HOPS,
Borough Market, Nov. 3.

There has been no alteration in the quotations of

English Hops since last Monday. The demand continues

good. Fine qualities of Bohemian Hops, ready for im-

mediate delivery, command an advance of 3J-. to 5^.

per cwt.

MARK LANE,
Monday, Oct. 31.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's

market was small ; good conditioned parcels brought

the full prices of this day sennight, but anything inferior

was cheaper. For foreign the demand was limited, but

on the business done last week's rates were paid. There
was no change in the value of Barley, Beans, or Peas.

The Oat trade was dull, at bd. to is. per qr. less money.
Flour was unaltered.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.
— — fine selected run
— — Talavera_ — Norfolk
— — Foreign

Barley, grind. & disL ,295 to 33J

— Foreign . . grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk I25-27— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 27—29 Feed . .

.

— Irish PoUto 26—a8|Feed ...

— Foreign Poland and Brew 1 24—26;Feed ...

Rye 132—36 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
j

Beans, Mazagan 43X. t047^---Tick 49—50'Harrow .

— Pigeon ....51J. to 59^. ..Winds.| — jLongpod.
— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk ,

— Maple, 4as. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize
j

—
;
Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered .. per sack 39—47!
~- 2d ditto ditto 32 —44 Country

.

— Foreign per barrel 25—28 Per sadc.

Wednesday, Nov. 2.

There was a small show of English Wheat on sale here

to-day, and no improvement was noticeable in the quality

of the samples. There was not much activity in the trade,

but prices ruled firm, and factors showed no inclination

to accept less money. Foreign Wheat met a quiet sale

on former terms. Barley was steady in value and demand,

for both malting and grinding descriptions. The malt

trade ruled dull, at late rates. There was a large supply

of Oats, and the quotations had a drooping tendency.

Beans and Peas changed hands on former terms. The
Flour trade ruled quiet, and country qualities were \s. per

sack lo^\er. Foreign Flour was unaltered in value.

White 1 45—54 'Red
..do. 49-57, Red

50—60]
— Red

41-63
, .Chev. 42—45 'Malting .

-33 Malting .

We beheve the value of
"
harvest drink is paid for ! shepherd folds close up"Vo^he"outcasting,'and"when

SIX times over: first m the cost of the beer or 1 bulbs stored in one otitcasting are finished he brings

Arrivals
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Hull, Nov. i.—At our market to-day there was a

small show of English Wheat, which sold very slowly at

last week's prices. In foreign Wheat very little business
done. English white was quoted at 545. to 56s. per qr.

;

red, 50J. to 52J-. ; Dantzic and Konigsberg white, 53.r.

to sjs. ; mixed, 501. to 53J. ; Baltic red, 49/. to 51/. ;

Danish and Hamburgh, 48^. to 50J-. Malting Barley
was quiet, but grinding quality was in fair request, at the
extreme rates ot last week. Beans, Peas, and Oats were
fully as dear, but not much business doing in any of
them.
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THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the Trinity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Railways, and very many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders,

3<JA, King William Street, London Bridge, London. E.C.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricl<s

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
39A, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

M I N T O N, H O L L I N S, and CO.,
PATENT TILE WORKS,

STOKE-ON-TRENT.
is is the OLD FIRM, and thcv continue to Manufacture every

of ORNAMENTAL and PLAIN TILES by the most improved

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Illustrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM and CO., Iron
Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

UNITED

FT ^- -^--^-^-^

pleasure, I \\ to impede \ cnlil ui n cr breed
Vermin, Ha\ ! It as unnecessary, increased width

t(_r Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
Jurable, and impervious to infection,

1 I i ^s per Cow, 55^,
Prospectuses free <t H>1 1AM and CO , Iron Works, 3, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittii

iin, Ha\
and depth of 1

to prevent o\ei

being all of Ir<.

:cured by Patent.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
ined Wire Espalier
ers for all kinds of
Trees, &c ; Garden

1 enc ne Rabbit proof;
I ell s W ire Work, for
( ardens and Conscr-
\ a ores Wire Work
Co ered Waj'S, for Gar-

,mer lifouses.

&c W re Work Vase
fiaskets with stem and
p on^s for placing in any

Stands tor Con-

C n ervatories fitted up
1 r II s Work, Flower

a d Baskets, Wires,

M nton s Ornamental
Tile Flower Boxes.

All kinds of Wire Work
made to order.

•R. HOLLIDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, London, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of the above on application.

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PAT lERXS at
Terra-Metallic Ware, Tcrra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Redware, and

of great durability. The plainer sorts are
pecialty suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
ey harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety of design.

F.&G, RosHER.Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, HIackfriars.S.E.

,ad West, Chelsea, S. W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.
Ilk itrated Price Lists free by post. The Traae supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c-, as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, red, and bull colours, and capable of forming a variety ol

designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
WHITE GI.AZLl" TILES, for Lining Walls ol Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, l!ai!is, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above add:
i+j. per Ton, is. stL per Bushel; 2s. per Ton extra for deliverj'

'
'

' ' D any London Railway ' -
led :

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. KOSHER.—Addresses see above.
'

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.

H ORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description.
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Wanning Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.
Plans and Estimates on ;

H Greenliouses.
FREEMAN and SONS, HORTICULTURAL
BfiLDERs and Hot-Water APPARATUS Manufacturers,

io6. Mare Street, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price £^0 ;

21 feet by 13 feet, £2^; 12% feet by 10 feet, ^£15. A handsome
CONSERVATORY in stock, 36 feet long 18 feet wide, ^110.
Estimates given for any branch in the above luie, in Wood or Iron.

Spring Grove Nurserj', Isleworth, W.

GREEN'S PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR
HOT WATER BOILERS.

They are specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conser\a-
tories, Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance
Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

The following are the advantages of these Buil.

. They require no setting in brickwork.

. They are complete in themselves, having perfect m

, They take up little

er boilers.

c great

i of I

neans of regu-

, and can be put in places inaccessible to

of fuel, owing to the large amount of

urns can be annexed to the boilers by

id-doors they can be readily cleaned out when

hich can either be taken7. The chimney is made of ca._ , _ . __
through a roof or turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of the
situation they may be lixed in.

8. They are fed from the top, so that the (ire can be banked up
last from 15 to 20 hours when required, without being attended to.

They are warranted to be the most effective and durable boiler ei

Price Lists, with full particulars, free on appli

THOMAS GREEN and SO.V, Smithfi

54 and 55, Blackfriars Roa
Works, Leeds; and

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c.,

\tlTH

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaciion, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saving of 35 per cent on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day; and perfectncss of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Fhar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S E.

Smokeless Stoves.—No Flues.—Portable.
NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for

CONSERVATORIES and all other places, from
las. (>d. to Six Guineas. PATENT FUEL, i8i. per
120 lb. ; in bags and sacks of 30 lb. and 60 lb. at 41. bd. &01.
AMERICAN CHARCOAL BOX-IRONS, always

1 1 bright for use, without cleaning. The Iron is a miniature
- portable stove. Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price

5*.,&., and jt.

Masticating, Minctng, and Sausage-Filling Machines
of the best makers. loj. (>d.

The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANERS give to
Knives a brilliant polish and keen edge with little labour,
HI. &i.,7s. 6.f., loi. td.

PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, with Medical Testi-
monials,—Bath and large Cloak, £1 iis. 6d.

SWAN NASH, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street ; and JOYCE'S
STOVE DEPOT, 119, Newgate Street

ASHBY. JEFFERY. and LUKE, of Stamford, have
just brought out a new WHEEL HAND RAKE for RAKING

LEAVES
; it is fitted with movable steel teeth placed very close

together, which adapt themselves to the inequalities of the ground,
and gather six or seven times as much as the ordinary Rake. They
discharge their load by a slight movement of the hand, and can be
easily worked by a woman or a boy. Price ^3.

JONES'S PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler, with the following improvements, viz. :—
The water-space at back and over top of Saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent that a Patent

Double Ij Saddle Boiler will do about twice the amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of

setting is also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied
;

at the same time these Boilers are simple

in construction, and being made of WTought-iron are not Uable to crack.

They are made of the following Sizes:—

Sizes.
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Orn.-imental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. jMAW An n CO., lienlhalJ Works, Eroseley.

ABELS, LABELS.—PARCH.MENT or CLOTH
LABELS—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 355., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a post.afje stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.SHAW'S TIFFANY.

For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO. , gQ, Oxford Street. Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which ^ives the si£e of every class of Mat,
ibrwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
ARCHANGEL M.^TS. under present value;

PETERSBURG MATS at old prices. Samples and prices at

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS. Rusiia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

E't!" ARCHER'S~''FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• and used for Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared 'wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where
it is applied.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide and is. 6<i. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS
Two yards wide is. q4. per yard.
Three yards wide as. Sd. per yard.
Four yards wide 3s. 6d. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long. sJ^<f. toS^cl. p. yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 7a inches v/ide.t^id. and S^id.
per yard.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane.
Cannon Street. City, E.G., and of all N urserymen.

_

F'^OWllER^S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everj-

Agricultural County in England
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London. E.C. : and Steam Plough Works. Leeds

GREENS' PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1870.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant-
ages of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running
one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the

sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation

can DC done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapta-

tion of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

HAND MACHINE.

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS have proved to be the
best, and have carried off every Pri^e that has been given in all cases
of Competition,
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not

approved of can be returned at once without any cost whatever to the

Galvanised Wire Netting, Garden Seatsand Chairs, Fountains,

iiN. Smithlield Iron Works, Leeds;
Vases. &c.,fi
THOMAS GRF.I

54 and 55, Blackfn.v.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MIEES. 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine Wkiie Lead, Oils, Colours, Brtishes, ^c.
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SVRIN3ES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNErTIONS, &c

CUass for Garden Purposes.AMES P H I L E I 1^ S AND CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows:—

PROPAGATING

inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER tl p;:^ .^ ^

'
"

'

' I -^. GLASSES.

54 inches long

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS

PAlNTSof various <:ulniirs ground ready for use.

SHKKT nnd KoV^OH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizes,

BRITISH I'l.ATE, rATKNTPLATE,ROLLEDPLATE,CROWN,
SHEET, lUiRTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
and every- description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture.at the lowest
terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

. JAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., i3o, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazelle, with Aciditions.

Price 30'. each, or 5J. for Twenty-five Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Ofiice order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the King
Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

OXFORD FIRST PRIZE CHURN,
suited for small occupations.

BRADFORD'S PATENT COUNTER CURRENT. (See Report.)

I

as also the facility its construction
afl^ords for perfectly cleansing the

I
inside of the churn, combined
i-ith the superior quality of butters got together, and c

it produced, clearly <pletcly freed from the bui
without being touched by hand
THOMAS BRADFORD and CO., 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C. ;

Cathedral Steps. Manchester.

MO U L E • S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.

great dimcully—the

ing by a few bags of earth
in the summer, I have a
plentiful supply, without
any trouble of artilicial

drying. I have used the
Manure to my Rose Trees (a

couple of spadesful put into
a bucketful of water), and
have had the fine: '

'

this !

bloon:

r had i

"W. GILBERT,

id full information may be obtained at 3g, Bedford

I^iVENTNG T.ErTURES for WORKING MEN.—
J I,'(.v A! '^r^.^ny. of MINES, Jermyn Street.—The FIRST

C(HK-l
1 !l, '

1 sslON, consisting of SIX LECTURES, by
WAil ,1 MVTH, M.A.. F.Tl.S.. on the APPLIANCES
USKl '

i i I
.1

I , KS, vHW be COMMENCED on MONDAY,
Novcrn .ill, III., j.r.imcd on cach Succeeding Saturday and Monday,
at 8 u'Ll^v.k 1 .\i i i^kuis may be obtained by Working Men only on
Monday cvfiiiiig, Ncvtmber 7, from 7 o'Clock, upon payment of Six-
pence for the whole Course.
N.B.—Only One Ticket can be issued to each applicant, who is

equested to bring I , addrt , and occupation '

Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq., Q. C. , 6, Park Street, Westmir
Henry W. West, Esq.,Q.C., M.P., -- - -

Welshpool
The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i. Great George Street,'"•''
S.W.Storey's Gate. ^<

Wheat 2''<?^^^^X Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A od. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit lo sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,

bearing testimony to its great power and el^cacy, may be had of
Agents, who arc appointed Tor every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

Caution.—To guard against fraudulent imitation and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is

—
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and ^URNITURE.—
BEDSTEADS, IRON and BRASS, and CHILDREN'S COTS,

a very large assortment of; 150 patterns on show, from irs. to ^^45.

I^EDDING Manufactured on the Premises, and
-> warranted by WILLIAM S. BURTON.

For Bedsteads. Width : 3 ft. 4 ft. 6 in, sit.
Best Alva under Mattresses .. lis. 6a. .. i6s. orf. ., 18s. orf.

Good Coloured Wool .. .. ijs. od. .. 25s. od. .. 281. W.
Best brown Wool 215. 6rf. .. 31J. W. .. 34s. W.
Good White do. 28s. 6d. .. 431, od. ,. ajs. od.

Best do 50s. od. .. yjs. od. .. bis. od.

Good Horse Hair 40s. od. .. ^is. od. ., 66s. od.

Best do 54^. od. .. jlis. od. ,, gas. od
German Spring Hair Stuffing .. 651. od. ,. 87s. 6d. ,. 951. od.

Best do. Elastic Sides .. ios. od. .. iios. od. .. 120s. od.

Feather Beds, from 31s. to 180J, ; Bolsters, 6r. to 2gs. 6d. ; do.
Pillows, 3J. 6d. to 135. ; Down Pillows, 10s. 6rf. to 17J.

FURNITURE for Bed-rooms and Dining-rooms.—
Complete suites in Mahogany, Fancy Woods, Polished and

Japanned Deal, always on show. Catalogues post free.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-
ment, to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue, containing
upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with List of Prices
and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms, post free.—39, Oxford Street,
W. ; r, lA, 2, 3. and 4, Newman Street

; 4. 5, and 6, Perry's Place : and
I, Newman Yard. The cost of Delivering Goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling. WILLIAM S.

BURTON will always undertake delivery at a sm^l fixed rate.

NOTICE.—KINAHAN'S LL. WHISKY
DEPOT.

KINAHAN AND CO. have REMOVED to their new and spacious
Premises. No. 6a, GREAT TITCHFIELD STREET, OXFORD
STREET, leading from Margaret Street, Regent Street, and Market
Street, Oxford Street.
KINAHAN'S LL. WHISKY.—This famous and most delicious

old mellow Spirit is the very
CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy.
Can be obtained all over the Kingdom, in the well-known sealed

and labelled bottles, or in bond for exportation at the London Docks,
Whok-sak- Apciits to Messrs, BASS, GUINNESS and YOUNGER,
and Dealers in Foreign Wines and Spirits.

Grateful—Comforting.EP P S ' S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

Each packet is labelled

J.'VMES EPPS AND CO., Homceopathic Chemists, London.
Also Makers of Epps's CacAoine. for Evening Use.

Sauce.—Lea & renins'.THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.
Ask for LEA and PERRINS' SAIJCE.

Bewareof imitations, and sec the names of LEA St PERRINS on all

bottles and labels.

Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London ; and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION. — GODFREY'S
EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS has long been known for

its surprising effect in soflc wnir.m , ,md preserving the Skin,
and in rendering the Coi,,;. .| 1,,'autiful. ft removes
Tan, Sunburn, &c., and ,1!. . 1. produced by sudden
changes in the weather ; tin ' I

1 ., i

,
iiniMnurs, and other Erup-

tions, and by persevering ill ]! I. . I'.' -1111 I ic-comes delicately soft,

clear, and smooth, Godfrey's I'^Mrai.! of Elder Flowers possesses a
delightful fragrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet and
Nursery. Sold in bottles—Price as. gd.—hy allCocmists and Perfumers.

Utilization of Sewage.
MiE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1845.)

Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.R.S. | The Rt. Hon. Viscount Combcrmere
George Thomas Clark, Esq. Henry Wm. Curric, Esq.
John Chevalier Cobbofd, Esq. | Edward John Hutchins, Esq.

Principal Engineer—Mr. J. Bailey Denton.
Works of Sewage Irrigation are executed by the Company.
Arrangements will be made with Landowners, Boards of Health.

Sewer Authorities, and others, for undertaking such works, and all

works incidental thereto,
rhc outlay may be repaid by a sum in gross or by a terminable

yearly pay
with in

AppI
Secretary, at the Offices of the Compaj

I fixed period the pnr

ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq.,

, Whitehall Place, Londoi

Notice.
IHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE ni

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.-FuLL Price will be g\\

In 8vo, price is. 6d., No. XXXL, November,

THE ALPINE JOURNAL; a Record of Mountain
Adventure and Scientific Observation, by Members of the Alpine

Club. Edited by Leslie Stephen, Esq.
Contents :—

Alpine Flowers. By Thomas W. Hinchliff.
The Ascent of the Cimon dela Pala. By E. R. WhiTWELL.
The Serra da Estrclla and its Records. By Charles Eden.
Dauphin6 in 1870. By W. A. B. Coolidce.
'J'he Lys Joch and Zumstein Spitze Fifty Years Ago.
Alpine Notes.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

To Seed Merchants and Nurserymen.
THE "ALLGEMKINE SAMEN und PFLANZEN

OFFERTE ' is published once or twice every month (2500 copies).

and Nurserymen, by the Publisher,
B. THALACKER, Erfurt, Prussia.

This MEDIUM for ADVERTISING is generally recommended in

Germany, and is acknowledged to be of excellent use.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-
pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.
Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Pubilslied by Slmpkin, London—Lovejoy, Reading.
JEMiMETT'S NEW and SIMPLE SYSTEM of

KEEPING FARM ACCOUNTS and RECORDS—This

letally.

I.IVES PUPILS for instruction in Practical
I lumistry, and all other matters necessary for

M
In one thick Vol., the Thirteenth Edition, price i6s.,

ODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Describing
the Symptoms, Causes, and Correct Treatment of Diseases,

jth a large Collection of approved Prescriptions, &c Forming a
Comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families. Emigrants,

&c. By T. J. Graham, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians of Edinburgh.
.

''Popular works have been published by several medical prac-

titioners—but none of them equal those by Dr. Graha-m."—Medical

"Far excelling every publication of its dass.''—British Siandard.

London: Published by SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO.
Sold by all Booksellers.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNES I A.

-

The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartbun
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion

and Infants. , t. . ^ t jDINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &o.

Thomas Millington & Co.,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed I\-ater Plates, ami all other recent Improvements.

PATENT ROLLED STEEL BIBBED BEATER PLATES (Gray's Patent).

and Manuf.!

; as the Mallcablt: I

ity : and th

CL.WrO.N AND SHUrri.i;\\'ORTH. Sole Li

1 hese I Ktcs have been llioruutl.ly teslcd, and arc lounj lo uear more than three nines as lon^-

;

C andS. are prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade in any quant.

1

spurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from their hrittlencss, are enceednigly dangerous to

whether iilakcrs or users, will be Immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free ty Post on appucation to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON EG

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS,
superior qu.alily. 2-inch

HOT-W.\TER PIPES, Nos. 6 and 7—pcrj s. d.

yard :\ ° "
ELBOWS, No. 13 each i o

T-PIPES, No. 33 „ ! » o
SYPHONS ..

I

I 4
VALVES .

.

The above. t cash prices, delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristol,

6 ft. by 4 ft Lights. 3 in. thick, unglazed.

„ „ Primed and Glazed with 10 or

6 ft. by 8 ft, Double Lights, do.

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Kailway van . . .

.

ndGlaicdwith 16

Delivered, and Fixed
Painted four coats, tM des, ready for use . c

11, Bonhill Row, E.C.

I they would cau n pu ha
CaOtION —Int nge s of tl

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119

Mr. GR.\Y begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserj-men, Garden rs &c to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler )et introduced

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other. -

l\n\T TERMIWLbVDDLE BOILER
1 d d f pi es n all pa ts of the count y

I dm rat on
o ta n ng Op n ons of the Press Test

kl I \M I-dwadStcctB ghton La e M n he t

the (

Extract from Report in GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of International Exliibition, May 24 J86 page 476

"The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circuUr Pl=n.
I 'f

h"
^•^^'•.VS"'^), 'V ^"'P' f'^'il-J' '!!?' t" J'°h''„ ^"f

ut the ov-alform given to Mr. Cray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more compl tely » " n mj,e

referable in co™equence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel ; anS this being so, the change though a si i.1

nth the tire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram
I
is no doubt an improvement

1^- They are made of all si:es, which, with prices, may be had on afpl cili n

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W,

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

£700 A YEAR SAVED
BY

ORMSON'S
P.\T1CN'T

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS
AMI

HOT WATER APPARATUS,

ElOYAL GARDENS,
KEW.

All 1 1 U U 1 I
.

• - ^
BEARDb PATENT IRON I R\MLD GLASS

o SLATE WALLS and GLASS ORCHARDS o GAPDENS
affording protection against cold

Full particulars of the abo\e in..j i... li.d lui a Stan

so Illustrated Catalogue, price is., of
, „

CHARLES BEARD, Patentee, Horticultural Engi

See Official Report in Gctnkners' Chronicle for

July 2, 1870.

ipcd envelope.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
d Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

UR\lSi>\S PATI-.Nr CONVOLUTED
BOILER.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and h.ave proved in point of economy vastly superior.

Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.
i 1 t j

Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and breakdowns,

Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also, " Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND IIOT.WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER to the COMMISSIONERS of HER MAJESTVS ROYAL PALACES
and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and to the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCILTV,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CONSERVATORIES,

IS, and every other

iM PROVED Co'nIcAL,
ilso Elliptic, Boilers, from 34*. e;

Ira strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
iter Bars, from 52.. 6if, each^

"CASTand WKOUGHT-IRON 1>ORT;
for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

1 52.. td. each.
J PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

"d I^'m 'cv;,',
'

Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
PsrUbU BcUr.

p^^'Jj^cE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
X WORK of every description arid size.

r . .

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppei

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor;

Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury,
Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City oC

London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said

the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish"--— '- the said County.—Saturdav,
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Ailantus (with cut) 1505
Apple, Beauty of Hants .. 150B

Tin Cauliflower 1504
Chir 1520
Desiccated grains as cattli

food 151Q
Eartlting-up 1300
French agriculture 1520
Grape, ihc Koyal Ascot . . 1507
Grapes, prcscrving,at Heck-

Peaches, &c, Early As<
Peas, trial of, at Seaham
Petunias out-of-doors .

Smith V. the " Chamber of

Wai nks. 1504

FOREIGN CORRES.—
Veeet.iblc products of Por-

tugal

SOCIETIES-
Bloficid and Walsham do. .

Highland and Agricultural 1520

tish Arboricultural.

.

1509

Central Pai

FLORISTS' FLOWERS—
Chrysanthemum, the 15

THE APIARY^
Driving bees (with cut) 15

FARM MEMORANDA—
Hampsliire 1524
We; r-Ro; 1523

T
Notice.

HE GARDENERS- CHRONICLE and
ACRICULTUR.AL GAZETTE—FOLL Price will be siven

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—On and after this date
iba SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be £i y. lod. for u months,
including postage, instead of £i 6s., as heretofore.

May be had of all Booksellers.

Published by W. RICHARDS, <i, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
October 1. 1870.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON. W.

FLOWER SHOW.—MEETING of FRUIT and FLORAL COM.
MITTEE, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 16, at 11 o'clock.
GENERAL JIEETING at 3. Band of the Royal, Horse Guards

: 6cl.

Carnations, Picotees, and Finks.
JOHN BESWICK, Florist, Chadderton, near

Manchester, can supply a fine Collection of the above in the best
named Show varieties. Fnces on application. The Trade supplied.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.

J BOOTH. Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth, near
• Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named

Show varieties. Tr^de supplied. CAT.\LOGUES now ready.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.
CHARLES TURNER can supply, from his extensive

Collection, strong plants of all the classes of the above.
CATALOGUES on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries. E.

,

begs to announce that he can now offer unusually fine healthy
Plants of TREE CARNATIONS, and many varieties of Winter-
flowering HEATHS, in large quantities. It may be remarked that
Heaths are well adapted for the decoration of the dinner-table.

Prices on application.

C.'^LCEOLARI.-\S, Herbaceous, of very clioice strain;
nice healthy plants, pricked over out of pans, free by post,

35 for +r., 50 for?^. 6d.,iao for 145. Trade price on application per

) R STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries. Lancaster.

A
Chrysanthemums.

DAM FORSYTH begs to inform his Friends and' Public generally that his GREAT COLLECTION of
N and other CHRYSANTHEMUMS are NOW in

, and may be seen every day, Sundays excepted.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

ILIUM SPECIOSUM.— Large Bulbs, 6s.. second
J si^e, Jr. per dozen, for ready money.

G. E- CARLILE. Fruiterer, Marten Street, Exeter.

F 48 pots, iust coming in For price and particulars apply
JAFFA AND to., Bury Nurser;-. Edmonton, ff.

40 and

EVERGREEN OAKS.- A large quantity of fin
transplanted Evergreen Oaks, from 2 to 2;^ feet, for SALE, nic

LARCH.—Very fine, 9 to 18 inches, los. per 1000.
SCOTCH FIR, r to 2 feet, fine, irs. per 1000. QUICK, i to 2

feet, bushy, iii. per 1000
JAtrKSON, Blakedown Nurser)', Kidderi

STRONG Transplanted LARCH, OAK, SPRUCE.
SYCAMORE BIRCH, ELM, ALDER, HORSE CHESTNUT

also large HOLLtES and YEWS, s to 7 feet, 3 to 5 feet through
several times removed. Prices on application to

J. HUDDART, Farrington Hall Nursery, Ribbleton, Preston.

PAUL AND SON'S ROSE CATALOGUE for 1870-!
contains Notes on New Roses of 1870. and re.written descrinlior

of the novelties of previous year. All Amateurs should apply for i

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES, extra fine, £3 los. per

Dwarf, on Manetti, fine. £2 per 100.

W. JACKSON, HIakedown Nursery, Kidderminster.

The Royal Nu rs. Slough.

Francis & Co.'s Catalogue of Roses.
P. FRANCIS AND CO.'S New Edition of the
above is published, and will be sent gratis on application,

stock, both of STANDARDS and DWARFS, is very superior.
The Nurseries, Hertford, Hens.

H.i^LF SPECIMEN TE.A-SCENTED ROSES,
established in 6-inch pots, for forcing, exhibition, or greenhouse

culture. Extra fine plants, 2as. to 30J. per dozen, in larpe au.intities.

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries
Ilckfield, Sussex.

BUTTONS' GUINEA COLLECTION of FLOWER
ROOTS, for Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, forwarded carriage

free by rail. In ordering, please say whether for indoors or outdoors.

The Successful Cultivation of Hyacintlis.—See
SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870,

which may be had gratis and post free on application.
SUTTON AND SONS, Reading. Berks.

Suttons' Fresh Imported Flower Roots, Carriage Free.
QUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870
k^ is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS. Importers. Reading. Berks.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SONS importations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

above the a\erage quality, for which they have been noted for many
years. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

Maresfield,

KJ 1

O'
nd Seed Mcrcha

Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, tn
• to name and in good condition; Tine fruit-bearing Trees,

FOREST and '~

.. --.ced LISTonappl
15, Upper Holloway, London

ARTERS BULBS and SEEDS, carriage free.
See page 150 of this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

Felarsoniums for the Million.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,

Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low
prices;— 100 plants, distinct sorts, for 50'.; :;o plants for 30s.; or
25 plants, distinct sorts, for 20.1. . hamper and package included.

Crown Nursery. Reading.

I New Rhododendron, the Crown Prince.
JOHN WATERER and SONS have great pleasure

in introducing lhi3 really magnificent variety. In colour it is a
verj- clear bright rose, having an immense yellow blotch, of great sub-

ise flower, and of most excellent habit. Good plants
The American Nursery, Bngshot, Surrey.

V I N ES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston. Liverpool.

B
Vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application

ctoriaand Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N-

Vines, Vines,

T THORNTON has much pleasure in offering all
• the leading varieties <

*" " .....—" >

and ripened without fire-heat
of well-grown VINES, from eyes, grown

Bagshrit. Surrey

Iri XTR A STRONG FRUITING VI N ES.—
-i Two Thousand close-jointed, thoroughly ripened Canes, can

be supplied, of the leading varieties, for fruiting in pots, and for
planting Descriptive CATALOGUE upon application.

JAMES DtCKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

J
Vines, from Eyes.

OHN BELL has a large stock of strong Planting
and Fruiting VINES of all the leading kinds, 3!. 6d., 51., and

Cx

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nur;

c H.'^RLES TURNER ran still'supply strong Plants
from the ground, and in small pots, to insure a crop of fruit next

, Slough.

FINE FRUITING BUSHE.S of RED GRAPE
CURRANTS. RED DUTCH do, WHITE GRAPE do.,

WHITE DUTCH do., and CHAMPAGNE, at jjj. per 100, or

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bcdale, Yorkshire.

17' OR SALE, a dozen large ORANGE TREES, fromi 8 to 10 feet high, in tubs, ready for removal. Can be removed
now, or in spring next. Inquire of

Mr. JARMAN, Gardener, Wherstead Park. Ipswich.

Mulberries, Mulberries.
JONSFORD AND SON ofter MULBERRIES by the

SI
ALDER, Th6rNS, PRIVET, and BEECH. We ha
stock of the above. Gentlemen requiring will be liberally t

JOSEPH TREMBLE AND SONS, Penrith.

TANDARD PORT6gaL LAURELS, magnificent
specimens, in or out of tubs.

VINES, from Eyes, a fine stock of well-ripened Canes, all the lead-
ing kinds. Prices on application to

LUCOMBK. PINCE, and CO., Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

W^
Seed \Varchous(

WANTED to PURCHASE, a quantity of good
Standard CHERRY TREES-Blackhearts, White Bigarreaus,

Black Bigarreaus, Waterloo. Elton, Clusters: also PEARS—Louise
Honneof Jersey, Williams' Bon ChrCtien.BeurrfdeCapiaumont. Write,
staling price, to Mr. EDWARD THOMAS, NursciTman and Seeds-

WANTED, a few Thousands of MANETTI
STOCKS for planting. State lowest price to

ROSE. Post Office. Warwick.

Asparagus for Forcing.
WANTED, e.xtra strong ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.

Stale quantity and price to
JAMES VEITCH AND SONS, Royal Exotic Nurscrj-, Chelsea, S.VV.

WANTED, extra strong" SEAKALE,^for Forcing.
Must be clean grown, with single crowns. State quantity to

offer, and lowest price per 1000 to
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SON.S, "Upton"

, Chester.

rrwo THOUSAND YARDS of BOX for SALE.
J- E. COOPER, Silver lliill Nur.wrv. Islewonh.

'I'URF, TURF.— The finest Downs Turf, trucked.
J- For pr^ke, &c., apply to

...... ....... Nurseryman, Epsom.Mr. R. TANTON, F.R.H.S.,

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warcho

To the Trade.
C.^RTER'S LIST of FLORAL and VEGETABLE

NOVELTIES for 1S71 is now ready, and may be had on

Tames CARTER, DVNNETT, and BEALE, 537 and 538, High
Holborn, London. W.C.

Notice to tlie Seed Trade.
ALFRED LEGERlOiN. Seed Merchant,

=,, Aldgate, London. E., begs to announce that his SPECIAL
'"ARDENi

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, ace
("1 J. BLACKITH AND CO..
Vy • Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London.

For^varders to all pans of the Worltl.
N.B.-Mr. BLACKITH is sole Sunivor of the late Firm at

BETHAM AND BLACKITH.

MR. ALEXIS DALLIERE, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to inform Amateurs and the Trade that he has

just published an English Edition of his CATALOGUE, which may
be obtained post free on application to his Agents, Massrs. K.
LBEKRAD and SON. ;, (lar|) Lane. Great Tower Street, E.C.

S^

FOR S.\LE, BOVINIA POTATO S.
Apply to

H. W. BRIDPORT, Market Gardener, Nursling, Hants.

SEED POTATOS for SALE.—About 10 tons Early
Shaws.—Apply to the Grower,

A. STYLES, Stone, near Greenhithe, Kent.

M^
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Ne'

, &c. , Peterborough.

Asparagus Plants for Forcing.
SANDY AND SON, Tlie Nurseries, Stafford, have

• some thousands extra strong roots, price 255. per 1000. Cash

A
To the Trade.

SPARAGUS ROOTS.— 100,000 3-vr. Asparagus
Roots ; also a quantity of old Roots for Forcing. To be Sold
- ; " having to give up possession of the land.

Asparagus Plants.—To the Trade.
rAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, hold

a splendid stock of r, 2, and 3-yr. old Plants. Lowest price on

MAGNIFICENT SEAKALE ROOTS, for Forcing,
.«. 6d. per too.

W. HOOPER. New Wandsworth. S.W.

c ABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Early Battersea and
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants at 5!. per rooo: also Drumhead

Cattle Cabbage Plants at ir 6rf. per rooo. can now be supplied by
W. VIRGO AND SON. Wonersh Nurseo', near Guildford.

The Largest and Best Early Pea
For MARKET GARDENING PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.—
Only four days later than Ringleader (the earliest known), and a

SUTTON AND SONS. Seed i

on applicat
-s. Feadmg,

Eastes' Kentish Invlcta Pea.
The EARLIEST ROUND BLUE PEA in CULTIVATION.

MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS beg to announce
that they have purchased a portion of the Stock of the above

Pea from Mr. Hastes. Lowest Trade Price may be had on application
to SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,
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PAUL'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, N.

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.—" One of ihc Rrandest Roses in

cullivalion." " The best Rose of the present year." " The great

Rose of the Show." Standards and Dwarf Standards, los, td.

each Dwarfs, js. i>d. each.

Standard ROSES, 155. per dozen, and upwards.

Dwarf Standard ROSES, i2j. per dozen, and upwards,

Dwarf ROSES, gs. per dozen, and upwards.

in pois of extra size, prepared for forcing, 245. per

dozen, and upwards.

Climbing ROSES, strong plants, ^. per dozen and upwards.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
*
Choice named HYACINTHS, fo. per dozen, and upwards

Bedding HYACINTHS, 18s. per 100, and upwards,

„ TULIPS, 3T. per 100, and upwards.

Choice named TULIPS, is. per dozen, and upwards.

CROCUS, of sorts, 21. per 100, and upwards.

LILIUM AURATUM, English and Dutch grown roots, by
ihe dozen, 100, or 1000.

All other Bulbs equally moderate in price.

NEW GERANIUMS.
WALTHAM BRIDE.—A profuse blooming pure white flower, leaves

green, finely edged with pure while, 7s. iid. each.

AVALANCHE, do., do,, 7?. 6J. each.

MARCHIONESS.—The finest Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and the

freest grower out, 15J. each.

WALTHAM BRONZE.—The deepest and richest in colour of all the

bronze section, 7s. 6d. each.

BONFIRE, the finest scarlet for bedding, 3s. 6d. each.

AMETHYST, BOADICEA, CARACTACUS, DARIUS, and

MAGNUM BONUM.ai. 6rf. each.

PICTORIAL TREES and SHRUBS.
The finest and most extensive collection in Europe, ij.

upwards.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS, &c.

The choice sorts singly or by the dozen, the common sorts by the

100 or looo, at the lowest rer

planted specimens.

; prices for frequently

FRUIT TREES,
APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

and APRICOTS, Standards and Dwarfs, trained and untrained.

Pyramids and Cordons, in the finest possible health, worked on the best

stocks, many trees in a fruiting state. In addition, GRAPE VINES.
FILBERTS, FIGS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-
BERRIES and STRAWBERRIES.

PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post.

Tlie mo3t Desirable Plant of the Season.

PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.
RESEDA ODORATA EXIME.A. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white— it cannot fail to be
crown in preference to the other variety ; the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There arc many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
Public as something very superior, when they are no belter than
existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
^lignonelte is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-

nal Show, Crj'stal Palace, Fii-st-class Certi-
icaie, inay zi, 1070.

The Brighton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June
iS, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October, at 2s. 6d. per packet, and
nay be had wholesale and retail of F. PARSONS, Nurserj-man and
Seedsman to Her Majestj', 37 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and

:s, Kcymer, HurstpierpoiHassocks' Gate N
following Agents :—

ENGLAND.
Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton, E.

. Na'
„ Hooper & Co.. Covent Garden, London.
„ Butler, McCuIloch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
„ G. Gibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London,
„ W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, London, N.
„ Osborn & Sons, Fulham Nursery, Londo,
„ Downie, Laird & Laing, Lond
„ P. Lawson fir Son, 20, Budge i

„ Ruiley & Silverlock, Ix>ndon.
„ Dick Radclyffe & Co., 120, Hii

Fisher, Holmes & Co., Hands
„ Woodroffe & Son, The Wcstbouri

Road, London, W.
„ CarterA Co., High Holborn, London, W.C-
„ Minier, Nash & Nash, 60, Strand, London, W.C.
„ Child & Lorimer, 49, Darlcy Street, Bradford.

Mr George Tredgctt, Cambridge.
,, L. S, VVoodthorpe, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

,, W. Bull, King's Road, Chclsf
E. Taylor, Malton,

, E. S. Williams, Up]
„ E. Cooling, Derby.
„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.

SCOTLAND
Messrs. Smith & Simons, Howard Street, St Enoch Sq., Glaseo-

„ P. Lawson & Son, Kdmbureh
„ Stuart &Mcin, Kelso.
„ W. Drummond 8c Sons, Stirling,

„ J. & R. Thyne, 60. Buchanan Street, CUasgow.
IRELAND.

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Daw^^on Street, Dublin,

BELGIUM.
Mons. Louis Van Houttc, Ghent.

Mr. Ernst Benarj, Erfurt.

AMERICA.
Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons, New York.

Violets.

NOW READY for PLANTING OUT, for the
coming season, a large quantity of all sorts ofVIOLET PLANTS,

ncluding the Giant, King, Queen, Neapolitan, Russian, Tree, &c,

THE beautiful PURPLE DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS.
Sec article in Gardeners' Chronicle for October 22. Strong roots,

5J. per 100, ij, per dozen,

—

sd. per dozen extra for postage.
Having nearly i acre of GLADIOLI, '

'
'

than any house in the Trade. Prices upoi
JOHN STEVENS, The Nun

ted fine strains. A LIS
obtained with addrc

Mr. ALEXANDER, 299, Goswcll Road, EC

w Fruit Trees, Roses, &c
ILLIAM KING can supply extra fine 3-yr. old

Shrubs, Evergreens, and Fruit Trees.

ROBERT CORNWELL and Co. have to offer
SPRUCE, SILVER, SCOTCH, and AUSTRIACA FIRS,

3 to 4 feet; AMERICAN and CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.-E, 3 to

6fect; PRIVET, 3 to 4 feet ; Variegated and Green BOX, 2 ro 4 liet ,

• egated and Green HOLLIES, s to 3 feet ; IRISH YEWS, 3

TIN US, 2 to 3 feet; handsome ones, 4 by 4 feet ; 50&
STANDARD "ROSES, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-
BERRIES, and STRAWBERRY Plants of sons ; 2, 3, and 4 year-old

the

^^

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS. CEMETERIES,

or PRIVATE GARDENS.
7"iM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled

I
I . ._- EVERGREEN HARDY SHRUBS, FOREST

1 I \I. TREES, which he is disposing of

iiany thousands of I

generally cultivated in Britain, many of which are of large s

'
"

' iniT immediate effect.

iprove Old Pleasun
ffcct

To Gentlemen wishing to make New or
Grounds this is an excellent opportunity, for

well-grown Stock of Trees and Shrubs is seldom to be
Nursery and Seed Stores—Walton on-the-Hill.

Seed Warehouse—15, Queen Square.
Liverpool, September, 1870,

Now Ready, Free by Post,

G<
EORGE jACKMAN and SON'S Illustrated

r Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of Standard, Pyramid.
Dwarf, and Trained FRUIT TREES of the leading kinds; Standar.

CLEMATIS EVERGREEN and DECIDl 6US TREES
SHRLBS and FOREST TREES &c
This Canlu^ <- c 1 ^rt f five large Engra\ings of Clemat s

for wh ch t f med) tiken from Photognphs

Bcates and Pwo Specials.

Engraving No. i. For Conservatories, Terraces, &c.
„ No, 2. For Lawn, Flower Garden, &c
,, No. 3. For Hardy and Permanent Bedding, &c.
„ No. 4 For Festoons, Verandahs, fitc.

of hardy plants, 'is now likely to attam a world-wide fame for the
magnificent new race of hybrid Clematises,"

—

Gardeners^ Chronicle.
Woking Nursery, Surrey,

Notice.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON beg respectfuUy to
inform the Public that they are in as good position to supply

general orders as heretofore. The Auction Sale (byorder of Executors),
was simply a portion of surplus specimen Trees, fitc., averaging
6 to 20 feet high.

Woking Nurserj', Surrej'.

&c.s
ABIES EXCELSA"cLAyERX4iLVAN'Ari''foot'b'y'4 feet, 3s. id. •

„ M ENZl ESI I, 6 to 8 /eel, 5s. to j(. id. each.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 4 to 5 feet, 15!. to sit. each

„ 6 to 10 feet, 63J. to 1051. each-
CEDRUS DEODARA, magnificent specimens, 12 10 16 feet, 301,

, 6d. each : handsome plants, 4 to 5 feet,

;

EXCELSA, 4 to 6 fcet,"3i, M. to'ios. 6d. each....^T.-.,,.- „. .
15. M. to 421, each,
. JS. 6d. to isj- each.
I ATA (Irish Yew), 2 to 3 feel, Is. M.

I'"' .' 1.1 (>./, to 3S. 6d. each.
., BACC.vl , ,: 11 i. ,l.\.i,'ito2feet,i..M. to2i. 6rf. each.

THUJA GIO.V.\ U.Aj .„i, i.:fcel,42i. to63!. each.
„ LOKBII, f, I.J 1,) fill, 5.1,, 7j, 6d., and 10s. 6d. each.
„ WAREANA, 5 to S feet, 3s. M. to tj.

„ PYKEN
TAXUS ll.\i

„ ORIENT.-VLIS 5*. ; 6 to 8 feet, JS. 6d. to

THUJOPSIs"boreALIS, 8 to 10 feet, handsome plants, 42s. to

WELUNGTo'ni'a GIGANTEA, 4 to 6 feet, js. td. 10 lor 6d. ; 6 to
8 feet, 13s. to 2IJ. : 8 to 10 feet, 21s. to 42s. each.

BOX (TREE), Green and Variegated, 6 to 8 feet, fine specimens,
7S. dd., 10s. 6d., and 15s. each. '

LAV REL (Portugal), extra fine specimens, gtocfeet.w.&Z. to<;$.each.
LI ME (Weeping), 8 to 10 feet, 3s. 6rf. to loi M. each.

"S'-eacn.

ELM, fine ornamental trees, in great variety.

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nurserj-, Rugbj-.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Near Sunningdale Station, South-Western Railway.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invite the attention of Gentlemen and

Planters to the undernamed selections from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, grand specimens, 4 to 6 to 8 to la feel,

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3t0 4 to6to 10 leet.

„ LAWSONIANA ARGENTEA [Joutt Waterer'S var.).-By far
the most desirable of all the glaucous varieties, 5s. to 71. 6d.

„ MACROCARPA, 4 to 6 feet, 421. per dozen.

TIIUIA AUREA.—Beautiful plants, about 2 feet, 42s. per dozen;
larger, 51. to 21s. each.

,, GIGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of Seedlings,
4 to 6 to 8 feet, 3i. 6rf. to 5J., ys. 6d., and upwards.
We would remark, that unless plants are on their owii roots

of this fine Thuja they arc quite worthless.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per dozen ; extra fine, 5 to
6 and 7 feet, 51. to los. 6d. each.

,, DOLABRATA.—Fine plants, 5s, to 7^. W. each.

„ „ VARIEGATA,5i. to7s. &f. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.—Good plants, 30s. per dozen;
2 to 3 feet, 43J. to 601. ; larger, up to 10 feet, ys. td. to 63^, each.

ABIES NOBILIS, handsome plants, from 55., 7s. 6J., and upwards.

„ NORDMANNIANA, 2 to 3 feet, 7j. 6rf. to los.td.; 3 to 4 feet,

211. ; 4 to 8 to 12 feet, 31s. (>d. and upwards, each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, los. bd. to 42s. each.

,, GRANDIS, 4tosto6andiofeet, los. 6rf. 10631. each.

,, PINSAPO, 2t0 3feet,5J. ; 3 to 5 to 8 feet, 7s. 6rf. to 63s.

,, D0UGLASII,3 to 4 feet, 305. per doien ; 5 to 6 and 10 feet,

3*. (>d. to 7i. w. and upwards.

„ MAGNIFICA, 3 to4rcet,3is. 6rf. to 421.

„ ORIENTALIS, 3 to 5 to 8 feet, verj- beautiful examples, 21s. and
upwards each.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 t03feet,30J. per dozen; larger up to 12 feet.

YEWS. COMMON.—Immense quantities, 2 to 3 to 4 to 6 feet, from
181. to 60s. per dozen.

„ IRISH—Perfect columns, up to la feet.

„ GOLDEN, as Standards on Irish stems, perfect globes, 31s. 6d.

HOLLIES, GREEN COMMON.-Many thousands, of allsiies, from
1 foot up to 10 feet.

„ the best GOLDEN, WATERERS', and SILVER varieties, in
any quantity, and of all sizes.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, 101. 6d. toaiJ. each.

, „ Watebers' variety, many hundreds of symmetrically grown
specimens, perfectly straight stems, 421. to 1051, per pair.

, WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER A^ARIEGATED, fine
plants, from 21*. each.

, PORTUGAL LAURELS.—Very close ^'own handsome plants,
tos. 6d. to 21J. each; very large imposing specimens, 42s to

I ANDARD ROSES, of the most approved kinds, l^ per 100.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Of this very popular tribe of plants we have the pleasure

1 obser\ing that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

lom our Establishment that nearly all the approved

1 mson \arieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.

The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, has

been for the past 20 years supplied from our Nursery.

„ CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, well-grown plants,
5w. to 7Sf. per 100.

,, better class [SEEDLINGS) and named varieties for extensive
planting, £,$ V" 'Oo.

,, of superior kinds, many on own roots, £,-j los. to £iq per 100.

,, very superior, leading, crimson, rose, whitCj £3 los. to ^1$ p. 100.

„ STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD, of the most imposing
varieties, of all shades of colour, from an. to 631. to 1051. each.

AZALEAS, common kinds, 501. to 75s. per 100.

,, very best, in fine plants, £,10 per 100.

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIUM, very handsome, 305. per dozen.

., L.A.TIFOLIA, i8j. to 30s. per dozen.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, fine plants, i8s. to 4«- per dozen.

Wc have likewise immense quantities of the leading kinds oi

EVERGBEENS OF ALL SIZES,
SUCH AS

AUCUBAS, BAY, BOX, LAURUSTINUS, COM-
MON and PORTUGAL LAURELS, ARBOR-
VIT^, PHILLYRiEA, &c.

From the immensity of our stock we are enabled io

treat on most liberal terms, and Purchasers are recom-
mended in every practicable case to visit and choose

for themselves, it being an impossibility to adequately

describe by advertisement.

We guarantee all plants sent out by us, in proof of

which we will replace all failures which may occur the

first season after planting.

CATALOGUES, describing faithfully the colours of

Rhododendrons, with height and prices, will be forwarded

on application.

A strong Tree-planting Machine can always be had
on hire.

Purchasers of large quantities are informed that Goods
can be forwarded from Sunningdale to all parts of

England in through truck, thereby causing a great saving

in transit as well as diminishing the cost of package.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT. SURREY.
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British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage
stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED bfesCRlP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7-

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hil.. Kent.

OX ~KD G 1 N G . —A large quantity of good
Box Edgiiifi, fit lor replanting, to be SOLD cheap, as the

ground must be cleared.

Apply to Mr. MOORE, Versailles_ Nursery, William Street,

Hammersmith, W, ; or, to V
Underhill Road. Dulwich, S.

in these Nurseries, all of which are in fine condition, and c

; highly recommended.
THOS. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

T. T, would be happy to receive Notice from intending Visito

. he would be in a position to offer every facility for their doing so.

T^

Climbers, &c..&c.
leganlissima, Chichester Elms, Ceanothus,

The Old Established Nurseries, Maidstone.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
COWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcvke Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, lilark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and pnces post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat : 1862. for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

_To tHe Trade. -Agricultural and Garden Seeds.
AND F. SHARPE are now prepared to make
special offer of the above Seeds, comprising^ JURNIP,

Seed Growing Establis

NEWTON ' NURSERIES. CHESTER.-
These extensive and old established Nurseries can no

readily be reached on foot within lominuLes" time from the Chest
Railway Station. Th
over Fiookersbrook I

road, close by the " E;
Intending Planters are specially solicited to inspect the Stock,

which, for quality, variety, and extent, is unsurpassed in Britain.

CATALOGUES and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

WRIGHTS GROVE WHITE CELERY.—One of
the largest and best flavoured bleaching varieties ever intro-

duced ; afier the same character as the Grove Red sent out by me. It

has been awarded the First Frizes at the two Celery Shows held at

Retford, the average size of the Sticks exhibited being 6 lb. each
! of the best Whi

t I have been able to

introduce it to the Trade, and as the slock of seed is limited, early

orders are requested. Price is. per packet, or gs. per dozen.

Celeries i

by myself, and will be found
"" ' the fir£

Choice Seeds—Now Ready.
DIM MICK'S VICTORIA WHITE COS

LETTUCE—The largest and best self-folding Lettuce ever
offered ; will keep longer than any other without running to seed. No
garden should be witnout it.

"AUX'S £

:Ilent and
ling to seed,

These Lettuces have proved themselves indispensable to all who
have tried them.
NONPAREIL RED BEET,—The finest Red Beet in cultivation

(with dwarf green top). Its splendid crimson colour and perfect shape
render it most desirable where first-class quality is required.

Orders should be forwarded early, as the stock is limited.

Sole Agents, HURST AND SON, Seed Merchants, 6, Leadcnhall
Street, London, E.C

BROCCOLI, ELLETSON'S NEW SURPRISE,
large late white protecting.—This variety is a great improvement

upon the Mammoth Cauliflower Broccoli sent out 20 years ago by

J.

& J. Elletson, of Thorngumbald. It has given universal satis-

action. and proved itself to be the best late white Broccoli extant.

Price IS. per packet.
CUCUMBER. FOSTER'S X.L..finc long Ridge.—This newvariety

is a remarkably fine, hardy, long, dark green Cucumber, and one that

can be recommended with the greatest confidence. It is very prolific,

and keeps its colour to the last. All who have seen it growing are
satisfied that it cannot be surpassed, and those who have tried its

flavour are convinced of its excellent quality. Length, 12 to 18 inches.
Price IS. per packet.
MELON, LORD NAPIER. New.—A handsome exhibition variety,

golden yellow, and beautifully netted ; green-flesh, melting, juicy,

and delicious in flavour; free setter, and hardy in constitution. Price
II. 6d. per packet.

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITHS VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in scaled bags of U cwt,, los. 6d.
;

^ cwt., 2is. ; and i cwt., 421., with full directions for use. For further
particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard. Garston, Liverpool,

T AWES' WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN
, SOWING now Ready for Delivery.

All other MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied on

the lowest terms.

Apply for prices, &c, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark
Lane, London. E.G., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and Cardiff.

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE

Manufactured 'i^^^^mS' by the

)ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublm.

Directors.
«~John Clayden, Littlebury, Essex,

, . maw-Jol " " *•

Edward Bell, 48. Ma ^...,
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wickcn House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas. Crishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hirdersham, Cambridgeshire,
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfieid, E.C.

Managing Director—James Odams.
Bankers—MessTs. Barnetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E,r,

Sf/ici7cri—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, y, Essex St., Strand, W C,
Auditor—]. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and 13 under the direction of
Agriculturists, circumstances that have e.irned for it another title, viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the Manures,
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may

be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY (Established 1840)
have now ready for deliver\', in fine dry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, strongly recommended for Autumn Sowing.
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands.
PREPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Corn and Roots,

and every other MANURE of known value.
Also PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE

of AMMONIA, ex Dock or Warehouse.
116, Fenchurch Street, E.C, EDWARD PURSER, Secretary

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUV AN
GUANO {Registered Tr.ide M.nrk, Flying Albatross) w

ready for delivcrj- in qu.intity and in fine condition. It is bei d
be the best ArtiTicial Manure yet produced. Us base is f an

Guano; it contains 21 per ctni, of Soluble I'ht

iL of Ammonia with Salts of I'otash. See report D
-, Anderson. Professor Way. Mr. Ogston, and Mr

t. bags, each of which is secured by a lead
,ny's Trade Mark. The analysis is guara

the seals remain unbroken.

REES AND CO, 'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (L m d
33, King William Street, London, E,C,

ring the Company';

REPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELC KER
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofE g d

"Analjtical Laboratory-, 11, Salisbury-Square, FleetStr E C
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful anal

sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These resul p k
for themselves. 1 need therefore hardly add anything in c mm
dation of the high fertilising character of this vali

_ The sample examined by me contained only 10 per

ture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insolub

es which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was
; of preparation. The more generally this

The Secretary, REES and CO. 'S Biphosphated Pen
d, 32, Kir ; Wfllia 1 Street, Londo E C

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES,—Will destroy Thrip. Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from pap;r or rags. Price 3^. 6<f. per lb. , carriage

free. A reduction in price tor large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112. St. John Street. Clerkenwell. E.C., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurser^-men.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

Bv Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission
'.-

- uq^ro of Customs.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Floi

InT; . . ..

Powder Distributors, 2s. 6d. and 3s, 6d. each.
"I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."—Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington, May 7, i368.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY, Bonded Warehouse, Sussex
Wharf, Wapping, E.

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of Ihe leading

I Fly, and other Blight, in

of from
for Vi

preparation3 intended to super-

Sold" Retail by Seedsmen, in

Winter Dressinj; for Vines
Fruit Trees. Has outlived r

box.
• 3'-,

Red
Spid

Magni-
fied.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea. London, S.W.

The Noted French Cold GraTting Wax
(MASTIC LHO.M.ME LEFORT),

For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &c., may be obtained of

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C, Sole
Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom : also through any

London or Provincial Seedsman and Nurscrjman.

Cotlam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made ii

manner, of superior Wrouglu Iron, by an improve
Iljuslrated Price Lists on application to COTTAM .

Works, s, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

the best
Tiethod.

D CO., Iron

mpede Ventilation or breed
inecessary, increased width

.nd depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
o prevent oycr-gor^iig. Cleanly, durabl^and impervious to infection.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.-Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4S. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s , cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt o( a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Worlts, Boston, Lincolnshire.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wir

Trainers for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c. : Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof:
Trellis Wire Wort, for
Gardens and Conser-

Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-

Pleasure Grounds,
Wire Work Rose

Rosaries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
iic- ; Wire Work Vase
Baskets, with stem and
prongs for placing in any

HOLLlDA\ , Horticultural and 1 loral Wire Works,
> Terrace, Notling Hill Gate, London, W.

Illustrated Catalogues of the above on application

G^
COLLECTING MACHINES for ]

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant-
aecs of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running
one way round, they can be reversed again and again, bringing the
sharp edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, which operation

can be done by any inexperienced person, owing to the peculiar adapla-

of Competition
Every Machine is warranti

approved of can be returned a

C^ Illustrated Price Lists of Greens' Patent Rollers, Hot-ua
Boilers, Galvanised Wire Netting, Garden Seatsand Chairs, FounLai
Vases, Stc, free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfieid I

54 and 55, Blnckfriars Road, London, S.E.
Works, Leeds ;

MO U L E ' S
PATENT EARTH

SYSTEM.

perfectly _ _ _

with the Closets, and find

what I had imagined would
be a great ditficulty—the
supply of Dried Earth—to
be no obstacle ; as, by lay-
ing by a few bags of earth

bic of artificial

I have used the
my Rose Trees {a

have had the finest blooms

"W. GILBERT,
*' January, 1870."

^s and full information may be obtained at 20, Bedford
t Garden. W,C.

KosHer's Garden Edging Tiles.

'"P HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
JL Terra Metallic Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Redware, and

of great durability. The jlai
especially s

' "' "'^'-'* ••

grown " Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability and superior
finish, and in much variety ot design.

F &G, RosHER.Manufacturers.UpperGround Street, blackfriars.S.E.
Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S,W, ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland.N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridors^ Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, red. and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety ot

designs, LiKewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES lor Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes. Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G, RoSHEB, at their premises as above.

<;;iILVER SAND (REIGATE). at the above addresses—
145. per Ton, is. 2d. per Bushel; 2S. per Ton extra for delivery

"les, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
"

' r ^'Minetf Sand 4s. per Ton more.
Saniples of Sand by p.,. _,.

FLINTS and BRICK IM
PEAT and LOAM suppli> -

F. & G. Rt.i^

N.B. Orders prom|i
A libcr,i
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MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA.

B. S. Williams
Has much pleasure in offering good Seedling Plants, in quantity, of the above superb New Spring Bedder.

It blossoms three weeks earlier than M. sylvatica, far more profusely, of a bright azure-blue colour, and is

quite as hardy. ^
Extracts from Lrardeners Chronicle.

"For beauty M dissitiflora carries all before it, captive at its sweet will, and reigns supreme without a rival

over all the Forget -me-Nots." "For earliness, compactness, and general effect, it is far in advance of M. sylvatica,

and the individual blooms are nearly twice as large. We say, emphatically, that no arrangement of Spring

Decorative Gardening can be complete that excludes Myosotis dissitiflora."

Price—per dozen, 6s.
;

per 100, 40s.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

PLANTING SEASON, 1870.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY

Anthony Waterer
KF.^PFrTFrLLV Sni.iriTS THR NOTICE OF INTF.NDIN

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND LIST OF PLANTS.

The articles referred to have all been recently transplanted, have had ample space, and are in every particular

certain to give the highest satisfaction ; the Knap Hill Nursery is more than 200 acres in e.\lent, and contains at the

present moment the most extensive and important stock of HARDY EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFERS, and STANDARD ORN.AMENTAL TREES, FLOWERING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c., in

Great Britain. The Nursery is readily reached by Train from Waterloo to Woking. " Through Trucks " can be

sent without the expense of package to any Railvv.ay Station in the Kingdom \ and when quantities of two tons and

upwards are sent in a truck, a considerable reduction will be made in the cost of the plants, and a special rate quoted

for the carriage.

AMERICAN PLANTS. — The Annual E.xhibition of Rhododendrons,

Horticultural Society's Gardens, is supplied by ANTHONY WATERER.
the large Tent in the Rojal

AZ.\1.EAS.—Seleclic
pLints, will be s

„ Good named kinds, j

,, Common mixed colo

„ Van Houttei fl.-plcn

ll^t^.

nd objects or wonderful beauty when i

flower. Hundreds ofsplcndld specimens.
ANDROMEDA FLOUIBL^NDA.—Good plants, i8s. to 30:. per doz.
RHODODENDRONS.—We invite the special attention of Rhodo-

dendron buyers lo iliis part of our stock. We have miles ot borders

edRHODODliNDRONS.—Low bushv sturdy plani
sistinp of the best hardy kinds, ;£$ to ;(^I5 per 100. A sample of
12 will be scut on application.

Standard RHODODENDRONS.—Of these we possess the largest
number of the finest specimens to be met with in any Nursery.
The large Standard Rhododendrons in Rotten Row were nearly
all of them supplied from Knap Hill. As no description on paper
can give an adequate idea of these plants, we have had a lair

example photographed, which is given in our Catalogue, just
gjblished.
ODENDRON PONTICUM, for Cover, ;^7 los. to jCiS per 1000.

,, ,, varieties, named, from layers, 10 varieties, 50s. to 1005. per 100.

,, Dwarf varieties, the best kinds and nice plants, jCs tOiC? >o* p, 100.

Seedling RHODODENDRONS, raised from the best hardy tiamed
kmds.
pL i,5(W.

"g a great variety of colour.

.P^"" ?

: bushy

,
Larger and very bushy plai

HARDY HEAT HS-The

5 £20 per 1

„ The free
i

^'ing

past a large number of

«. per 100.

, of VULGARIS, &c., 30s. per ]

^ Handsome Pyramidal planis, 5, 6, 7, and
'. J 8 feet high. An enormous quantity of well-

grown bushy jilants, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high.

AUCUBA JAPONICA.—Thousands of sturdy bushy plants, 2, 3, and
4 feet high.

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, 3. 4, and 5 feet high, as bushes and Pyra-
mids, all removed since August, 1860.

LAURUSTINUS and BAYS.—Fine Standards, in tubs.
lids, all r

..'RUSTir
Of all other ordinar>' EVERGREENS we have a

The followinc CONIFERS may be relied on as being handsomely

ABIES ORIENTALIS', .

6rf. and upwards.

3Kt 4 feet
I

IS. 6d. to JOS. 6d. each ; larger, 5 to 6 feet, an. each and upward:
PINCS NOBILIS, ij^foot, very stout. i&. per dozen. £5 per 100;

2 to 3 feet. 60s. per dozen
; 4. 5, 6. 7, to 10 feet, splendid specimens,

from los. 6d. to 421. each and upwards.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, very handsome plants, from seed.

2 feet high and wide, 421. per dozen ; 2"^ to 3 feet, 51. to js. 6d.

each ; larger specimens, 4, 5. 6. 8, and 10 feet.

PICEA MAGNIFICAor NOBILIS ROBUSTA. hundreds of plants,

all from seed, 3, 4. and 5 feet high, 10s. Od. each and upwards.
PICEA LASIOCARPA, 3 feet, handsome plants, 151. each, £6 6s.

per dozen; 4, 5, 6. 7, and 8 feet high, 21J. each and upwards;
and all have been transplanted within 12 months.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to3 fcet.joj. perdozen; 5 to 7 feet, 6oj,

ri?r. .high. ;d since Sept

^ 6d. each and upwards.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, most perfectly

4 feet, 435. to

ARGENTEAi 84J. per doicn.

5 feet. 305. per dozen; 6 to 7 feet, 845.JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4
beautifully furnished pi;

„ MEDITERRANEA alba and RUBRA.—Two \

spring blooming kinds, and having the scent of nc

is per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, from 501. to loos. per 100.

„ Nice blooming plants, £^ to ;£ioper loa
„ Larger, 301. to 60s. per dozen and upwards.
„ MYllTIFOLIA, 42J. to 60s. per dozen.

All other American Plants are grown to a large c

Every plant that we shall sell has I

, Nun

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Stout,
100; 3t0 3>^ feet, /s to ;(;7 IDS. per .._
30s. to 120S. per dozen and upwards.

nds of beautifully grown Pyramidal plants.

f large Green Hollies, 12 and K i

We have these in large numbi
" ''~

Pyramids, Globes, and
_ are undoubtedly thi

Nursery in England.
'

i and Golden Qi

beautiful plants, 30s. to 84s. per dozen
THUJA LOBBII, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet, moved in spring, 24s. per dozen

and upwards.
WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 3.4.5. and6fcct, recently removed.

The following TREES for avenues can be supplied in quantities. All

are straight, handsome, well balanced trees, with stout stems and
finely rooted :

—

ACER PLATANOIDES, NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 12 feet high.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, standards, i8s. to 30*. per dozen.

.liSCULUS ROSEA, SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8 and
10 feet high.

^SCULUS, COMMON HORSE CHESTNUTS. 8. 10, and 12 feet.

The scarlet and common Horse Chestnuts have fine heads and
6 inches 4 feet from the ground.

J feel

Standards, and, taken altogether, they are undoubtedly the r

I feet, fin.

FEl-n

Thc-

VAIUl i. vl 1
l. i'."\ LIES of the best kinds, and the following

v.LlMn.^ M i.KM'.NHOLLIES-Hodgms, Scottica, laurifolia."
liiji tiluii.i, tiiij,i.bUlo!ia, yellow berried. Purchasers may select
from a stock of more than 20,000 handsomely grown PjTamidal
plants, 3. 4. 5, 6. 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

YEWS. ENGLISH.—We have manv thousands, well furnished and
finely rooted plants, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high, and larger sizes from
8 to 14 feet. I'hese are invaluable as blinds.

IRISH YEWS, of all sizes, up to 10 feet.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these by
hundreds, as Cones, Globes, and Standards up to 10 feet high.
We believe no other Nursery affords such a variety of sizes and

BEECH, PURPLE, 6u
BEECH, COMMON. 8
BIRCH. WEEPING, 8 to 10 feet.

CHESTNUT, SPANISH, 8 to 10 feet.

ELMS, 10 to 15 feet.

LIMES. 10 to 12 feet; splendid trees, 5 to 6 in^

4 feet from ihe ground
MAPLES, NORW"-VY. 8 to 14 feet.

OAKS. ENGLISH, 8 to 10 feet.

SCARLET AMERICAN OAKS, 10 to 12 feet

PLANES, ORIENTAL and OCCIDENTAL, k
The Planes on the Thames Embankment wci

POPLARS. LOMBARDY, 10 to 15 feet.

SYCAMORE, 10 to 16 feet.

WALNUTS, about 10 feet.

AILANTUS, 8 to 10 feet.

CATALPAS, 6 to 8 feet.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 8 to

The majority of these Trees have been planted \

Samples, the only guide ;

applic"'— '*'" ^"

3 feet.

KNAP HILL, near WOKING, SURREY.

WINTER AN D SPRING FLOWERS.

^^ CARTER'S "^
HYACINTHs7 TULIPS,

CROCUS, &c.,

Include only the best kinds, and being made up in a
most liberal manner, these Collections offer the most
desirable medium to ensure an effective display in the
Drawing Room or Garden.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR CULTURE.

Pack
Collection No. i,

Collection No.
Collection No.
Collection No.

ng and carriage free,

complete, price 841.

reduced quantities, price 6y.
reduced quantities, price 42J.

id quantities, price :

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price lor. 6d.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AXD OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. 6. complete, price 845^.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63^'.

Collection No. 8. reduced quantities, price 42^.

Collection No. 9, reduced quantities, price 30X.,

Collection No. 10, reduced quantities, price 15^,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. n. complete, price 845.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 13. reduced quantities, price 425.

Collection No. 14, reduced quantities, price 21s.

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price loj. 6(f.

TAMES CARTER and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus, and other Hulbs. Roses. Fruit
Trees, &c., containing full particulars of the above Collcciic

be forwarded Gratis and Post Pre

Eaates' Kentish Invicta Pea.

Bed-skinned Flourball Potato.

J. C & Co. have purchased a stock of this fine Potato from the

original raiser. Too much cannot be said in its favour, ag it is the

heaviest cropping and best cookinjj late Potato in cultivation; espe-

cially valuable for late use and wmter storing, and producing tubers

all of uniform size, which are very large. While mos'

varieties boil yellow, this is while, of particularly fine fla

most correctly described as " Flourh^n " Th,. '' R^^H.^ki

ball "is entirely free from disease,

large quantities may be had on applic

i^ CARTER'S LIST of NOVELTIES for 1871

and may be had on application.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROY.A.L SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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SUTTONS'

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
CARRIAGE FREE.

srnijNs' ci.'MririE

HYACINTHS,- TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIES,

ANEMONES, &c., &c..

For Indoor or Outdoor Cultivation, to produce a good

display during the Winter and Spring.

COLLECTIONS for OPEN GROUND.
No. I, £2 2s. od. 1 No. 2, £1 IS. od. I No. 3, los. 6if.

Carriage free. | Carriage free. |

COLLECTIONS for POTS and GLASSES.
No. 4. £2 2s. od.

I

No. 5, £1 IS. od. I No. 6, los. 6d.

Carriage free. | Carriage free. |

THE BEST TWELVE HYACINTHS FOR 12s.

For further particulars of Flower Roots, and complete
Cultural Instniclions, see SUTTONS' AUTUMN
CATALOGUE, Gratis and Post Free on application.

THE

HEAVIEST CROPPING POTATO
and the best cooking Potato in cultivation is

SUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL.

This extraordinary Potato, sent out last season by us,

has given the most complete satisfaction. It has the

pecuhar merit of producing tubers all of uniform size,

which are very large. While most other red varieties boil

yellow, this is white, of particularly fine flavour, and is

most correctly described as " F'lourball." For supplying

the London dining rooms especially, we feel confident it

will supersede every other kind when sufficiently known-

In a field where many other sorts were all more or less

diseased, our " Red-skinned Flourball " was entirely free,

which we can only attribute to its remarkably vigorous

growth.

-These arc specially grown for early forcing. ;

dozt

English grown ; producing very large and iragrant flowers in t;rcal

SPIR^A JAPONICA, imported Clumps. 12s. to i8s. per dozcn-
For Conservatory or Greenhouse decoration in Spring nothing can be
finer, and for table decoration or for bouquets it is unsurpassed
It is admirably suited (or early forcing.

H
New Soft-Wooded and Bedding Flajits.
CANNELL begs to state that his AUTUMN
CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains all of the above

Flower and Florist's Flower Seed Merchant, Wool-

Scarce Liliums.

JOHN BELL has pleasure in being able to offer fine
flowering BULBS of COiNCOLOR and SINICUM, two very

scarce Lilies, full descriptions of which were Riven in the Gaydaim'
CkroiiicU, October 29, p. 1439.

CONCOLOR ., .. =s. &/. each ; 24$. per dozen.
SINICUM IS. M. each ; 15s. per doicn.

Price to the Trade on application.

The Xorwich Nursery Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, E.xchange
, No «ich.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post Iree on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns, Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracanas. Agaves, Yuccas,
Beaucameas, Dasylirions, &c. : Aralcas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,
New Holland Plants, and Aniarj'llis, &c.

B. S, Williams respectfully invites inspection of hi-: ni,m,»rn„«
COLLECTION of PLANTS, whichLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit,

ished, and Choice Plants supplietl lor Balls

:s, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1870.

Certainly the largest Potato I have

, BlakedtywH A'li

From Mr. W. F. Bennett, Steward lo Lord Norbury, Valrnci.
" The Red-skin Flourball Potatos are a first-class quality, great

croppers, and quite free from disease."

Frotn Mr. C. Bealby, DmtniHgtoi
nned Flourball Potatos arc veir . ...

1 of the tubers weighing as much as zib. each. Altogether they

' The Red-skinned Flourball Potatos arc very heavy croppe:
_.-_;..... :„..:..p__...jchas 2lb. each. ' '

•

ery large si^e and good in form

they arc fine sized, excellent and mealy, floury, no sign oft!

We are now prepared to receive Orders for the above

splendid Potato, The retail price last year was yj. 6d. per

peck, and we had sold out before the season was half over.

Our Retail Price this year is 5s. per Peck.

Trade Price may he had on applicalicn.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

Some people might think it a sign of weak
ness, or as evincing a low taste, to get enthu
siastic about VEGETABLES, to interest oneself
with Cabbages, and Potatos, and Onions, and
Carrots, and such like vulgar fare. Let such
people hold to their opinion, if it so pleases them.
In our opinion, a good plot or quarter of green
Colevvorts, for example, when thoroughly up to
the mark, is just as pleasing—more so indeed,
because less often seen, than a gaudy rainbow
ribbon border, a house of Grapes, all sensational
as it may be, or one of the most expensive Orchids.
Vegetables, when grov\n well, have such a rich
look about them, such a look of freshness and of
usefulness, that they are quite as pleasing as any
other crop of the garden, and, further, they show
the cultural skill of the gardener quite as much.
There is a tendency in the modern school of

gardening to look down upon the cultivation of
vegetables as a matter quite beneath their
notice. Any amount of attention is paid, it

may be, to bedding plants and Grapes,
but vegetables, although in such universal
request, are shunned and neglected. There
is no disguising the fact, that vegetables
are not in general so well cultivated as they
should be. This may arise partly from a want
of interest regarding them, but not unfrequently
from a lack of knowledge. It is, however, pleas-
ing and encouraging to be able to record that in

some of the first kitchen gardens, and notably at

Frogmorc, the very highest and finest garden in

the realm, the cultivation of vegetables is carried
out in excellent style, on which account, we
think, a slight record of the practice followed in

this and other establishments will be valued by
our readers. Mr. ROSE, although at the top
of the tree in gardening, as Her Majesty's
gardener, is nevertheless one of the most prac-
tical and skilled vegetable cultivators to be met
with. At Frogmore this talent is brought to bear
on the vegetable department, and with what
results may be seen by any one who visits the
royal garden.

To see the vegetables at Frogmore is of itself

well worth a long journey ; and to see and learn

how they are cultivated affords a lesson worthy
of serious attention. The extent of ground
occupied by vegetables here is very great, acres

of certain articles being grown which in ordinary
gardens are confined to a few rods. At the end
of October, the long borders of green Coleworts
were wonderfully fine. They were planted about
a foot apart each way on the inner border,

about 10 feet wide and several hundred
yards in length, and formed one dense mass
of beautiful little hearted Cabbages. What
an excellent vegetable this is for supply up
to Christmas, and how very seldom we see it in

perfection in gentlemen's private gardens, al

though in the market gardens it is much culti

vated. Coleworts are in some ways superior to

Cabbages ; they are not so rank and coarse, espe.

cially for autumn use. Then there was a quarter
of about half an acre, of Walcheren Cauli-

flowers, all heading in beautifully, just coming
into use, the heads of even moderate size, solid,

and no blanks. Carrots were just being taken up
at the time of our visit, and such crops—Short
Horns, Intennediates, and Altringhams, all good;
and Carrots just lately brairded. But Carrots as
well as Potatos are generally good this season.
Celery was to be seen by the tens of thousands in

single trenches, and was very fine. But one of the
most wonderful sights here at this season is un-
doubtedly the Endive—borderafter border planted
with curled Endive, some finely blanched and fit

to cut ; and still they plant bed upon bed of small
young stuff, for late spring supply. The Brussels

Sprouts, the Savoys, and the Cottager's Kale,
are apparently favourite vegetables, while the
fine lots of Spring Broccoli and Scotch Curlics

are all fresh and good. One large tract of land
is devoted to Asparagus, the stems as thick as

one's thumb ; another contains thousands of
roots or crowns of Seakale for forcing ; and
another again contains several thous.ind stools,

three years successions, of Horse Radish.
Let us also call attention to the kitchen

garden .it Burghley Park, Stamford, under the

charge of Mr. Gilbert. Here, again, the culti-

vation of vegetables is one of the features of the

place. .Mr. GILBERT has had much experience
in London market gardening, and at Burghley
he is now carrying out the system there followed
in good style, as is evidenced by the fine quality

of his produce, which has been from time to time
exhibited at South Kensington. During the hot
dry month of last July, when at Burghley, whilst

in most other places things were parched up
and withering— Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Peas,

&c., almost at a premium—they were to be seen
at Burghley in the greenest luxuriance. Peas,
also, were excellent ; the first had been gathered
in the beginning of June, and at Burghley they
are still gathering green Peas, and this is

November. Mr. GlLBERi' is, moreover, one of

the most successful cultivators of the Mushroom
in this country, and grows them in a very simple
manner—in great ridge beds in the open ground,
protected simply by long litter. Thus through-
out the whole winter abundance of Mushrooms
of the finest quality are produced. Now all this

is highly meritorious ; and yet, by numbers of our
kid-glove brethren, such proceedings are looked
upon as low, and derogatory to their high call-

ing ; and vegetables are voted common.
There is something more Ihan mere loving

interest in vegetable culture displayed by Mr.
Rose and Mr. Gilbert. There is something
also, besides the fine soil, &c., which some
say is accountable for the successful results we
have here chronicled. There is undoubted skill

and knowledge ; there is attention paid to the

preparation of the soil, to the manuring, digging,

hoeing, and stirring of the same, to the knowing
when to sow and how, when to plant and
how, when to water, and other matters. The
past season has been, as we all know, a very
trying one for vegetation generally ; and vege-

tables in particular, by reason of their greater

succulency, have suffered much. But neither at

Frogmore nor Burghley has there been, or is

there now, the least appearance of its effects,

and the secret of this success lies in deep-

digging, trenching, and manuring. Mr. Rose
trenches all his vegetable ground every other

season from two to three spits in depth. Mr.
Gilbert follows the same practice, and manures
heavily. This deep trenching of the land enables

the roots of the plants to extend more, to get

from the drought above to the cool moist soil

below, and thus makes them independent of

dry seasons ; while in wet seasons the ground
being more loose is also drier. The better the

soil is prepared the more quickly vegetables will

grow, and the quicker they grow the more tender

they are. The rock on which most of us fail in

respect to vegetable culture is in the preparation

of the soil, in particular in the mailer of deep
trenching. Let us trench our land deeply, turning

up the good fresh soil from the bottom (as far as

it is good), and thus we may secure good crops

of vegetables, and render ourselves independent

and prepared alike for either wet or dry seasons.

The alteration produced in the Cellular
Tissue of plants by Parasitic Fungi is often

very remarkable. The leaves ol the common
garden Anemone when attacked by an vlicidium

are so different from the ordinary leaves that they

cannot at once be recognised. But the change

in this case is nothing compared with that of a

species which attacks Elder in the United
States (j4i. sambuciatum), where the shoots are
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curled after the fashion of the stags-horn branches

of the Ash. Cystopus candidus, again, sometimes

swells the inflorescence of the Cabbage m the

most extraordinary way ; but the most remark-

able, perhaps, is the effect of Ustilago Mayiohs

on the stalks of the Indian Corn, of which our

figure (fig. 260), from specimens forwarded by

Mr HaNBURY, gives a faithful representation.

There is a very good illustration of the general

appearance of the plant when attacked by the

Fun-US in Bonafous' Monograph of Zea.but the

best analysis is that by CORDA, in " Oekonomische

Neuigkeiten," 1846, p. 656. The parasite attacks

many portions of the inflorescence, the bracts

beini equallv attacked with the other parts, nor

does°the stem itself escape. A vertical section

shows the globose granulated spores arranged in

radiating lines, with intermediate tissue. Some-

times only a portion of the spike is affected, the

remaining flowers escaping,

those at the top being gener-

ally less affected than those

at the base, though the

contrary is sometimes the

case. It is often extremely

destructive on the Continent.

We have seen specimens

before, from Canford, in Dor-

setshire, but it is not a com-

mon parasite in this country.

M. y.B^

Mr. Barron, in the last

number of the Florist and Pomo-

hs^ist, points out a SUBSTITUTE

for Grafting Wax, which he

tluis describes :

—" Not long ago,

the Mastic Lhomme Lefort, or

cold grafting wax, was first

brought under our notice, and this

we have found exceedingly handy

when grafting small things, on

account of its being ready for use

at all times. Latterly we have

been using another material,

which for certain purposes is

infinitely more handy, super-

seding indeed not only the gi-aft-

ing wax, but the very matting

or string by which we tie graft

and stock together. This ma-

terial is nothing more nor less

than sheet indianibber. It was

Major Clarke, than whom there

is no greater or more original

horticultural experimentalist,

who first called our attention to

it, and it is really very wonderful

how handy it is. Indianibber

may be purchased, in sheets of

about the thickness of brown
paper, from some of the London
shops which deal in articles of

that class, for very little

—

M. or

IS, the square foot. The un-

dressed sheets are the best. Be-

fore using it, wash it in clear

water, and dry it by dabbing it

with a handkerchief or cloth.

These sheets are cut as required

into pieces of about an inch ir.

length, and about an eighth of an

inch in width, according to the

space to be covered, and the

little band so formed is twisted

round in the same way as a piece

of matting would be, and of

course elongates considerably,

encompassing the stem two or

three limes. The end is simply,

yet securely fastened, by just

pressing it firmly into the other witli theTtluimh-nail.

This forms it into a simple elastic band, which keeps its

hold as long as required. For grafting choice little

subjects, and for delicate operations, the small strips

of sheet indianibber are extremely handy and useful,

and far more easily fitted than a piece of matting."

We are requested to state that Her Majesty's

Commissioners for tlie Exhibition of 1S51 notify

that an Act, intituled " The Protection of Inventions

Act, 1S70," 33 and 34 Vict. cap. 27, has been passed for

the protection, amongst other things, of the exhibitoi-s

at the Annual International Exhibitions, and contains

provisions similar in character to those which were

effectual for the protection of inventors at the Exhi-

bition of 1862, in pursuance of "The Protection of

Inventions and Designs Amendment Act, 1S62."

. Dr. F. Von Mueller calls our attention to cer-

tain plants meriting introduction into British and other

conservatories ; among them are- two, both in cultiva-

tion in the Melbourne Botanic Garden,^ and which

deserve particular praise. Boronia megastigtna.—It is

loaded for many weeks of the spring with its black

and yellow flowers, and exhales a most powerful

aromatic perfume ; so much so, that the presence of

the plant in any garden at flower-time is recognised at

long distances. It is easily multiplied from cuttings.

EucalyptusficifoUa.—A South-west Australian tree, so

called on account of the resemblance of its leaves to

Ficus rubiginosa. Indeed, its broad leaves, horizontally

pla:ed, render the tree very umbrageous, and in aspect

very different to most kinds of Eucalyptus. In many

respects the plant is allied to Eucalyptus calophylla,

but the panicles are crimson ; hence the tree when in

,

bloom is a splendid object to behold, the red trusses of

I

the copious flowers being visible at a long distance.

Dr. V7. R. M'Nab announces in the columns

of Nature that lithium citrate, a salt easily taken up

by plants, and detected with the greatest readiness by

the spectroscope, is an excellent agent to employ in

experiments undertaken for the purpose of Ascertain-

ing the Rate of Ascent of Fluids in Plants. In

podiums, specimen plants in bloom, variegated plants,

and a miscellaneous collection of twenty different

plants.

The following subscriptions have been received

towards the Rivers' Portrait Fund, in addition to

those announced at p. 1470 :

—

Fisher, Holmes & Co., Sheffield .. .. i.-i = o

Fish D.T ,
Hardwire Gardens. Bury ScEdmunds o lo 6

Ncw'ton. W., Esq., Hillside, Newark .. .. i i o

Press, W., Esq., 6. Crescent, Cambridge .. .. i i o

Smith, C. Roche, Esq., F.S.A, Strood, Kent .. i i o

Warner, Mr. Thomas, Leicester Abbey .
.

.
.

i i o

Chapman, Mr. John, Kingston Lacy .
.

..030

Under the designation of Chloralum, a

solution of hydrated chloride of aluminium has been

introduced, which bids fair to take up an important

position among antiseptics and disinfectants. Every

variety of foetid and offensive organic ammonia—and

it is substances of this class that produce the different
ING the Rate of Ascent of Fluids in flants. in it is suostances oi ims >.i4=» i.,at ^w^^>... ...>. - "-

one instance the fluid had risen 9 inches in 30 minutes,
;

varieties °fjfi"k arising from garbage-is, observes the

in another 54 inches in 10 minutes. This m^x\.oi,; British Medkal Journal mstantly absoibed by these
•'^

solutions, as it would be by so

much acid. Many bad smells

which carbolic acid might indeed

overpower in virtue of its own
strong odour, but which it can-

not destroy, are at once removable

by chloride of aluminium. Thus

the fcetid stench from cabbage-

water is at once removed by

chloralum, but not by carbolic

acid. In this respect, chloralum

has some advantages over even

permanganate solution, which

destroys foitor by ox-idising the

foetid substance, but which is

almost powerless against, or acts

very slowly upon, some varieties

of malodorous things that have

the property of not being very

easily oxidisabk. Even chloride

of lime is hardly so potent against

some kinds of fcetor as is chlor-

alum. The agent in general

use to which chloralum most

closely approximates is chloride

of zinc, which, like it, is specially

potent against offensive organic

ammonias. Suppose that chlo-

ride of zinc, instead of being

poisonous, were innocuous ; that,

instead of being corrosive, its

strong solution were incapable

of damaging textile fabrics ; and

suppose that its cost price were

diminished one-tenth, then it

might be an adequate represen-

tative of this new antiseptic and

disinfectant.

. In stating, says Nature,

that ive believe that the En-

glish Eclipse Expedition is

now finally arranged, it is due

to the Government to add, and

we do so with the greatest plea-

sure, that it is now quite clear

that only a small part of the

blame, which certainly attaches

to some one, can be laid at their

doors. In fact, explanations cer-

tainly are due from those who
have had the management of the

now famous joint committee. It

appears that a deputation was

named, and accepted the trust of

representing the requirements of

Science to the First Lord of the

Treasury, which trust they neither

fulfilled nor handed back to the

committee, in order that another

deputation might be appointed.

We next hear of a letter written

to the wrong Government de-

partment ; and last of all, we are informed that

the letters of the Government department—the last,

we believe, ^vritten not later than the beginning

of September— stating, among other things, that

an application should be made in October, when the

possibility of granting ships could be better discussed

—had not been, brought before the joint committee,

which was summoned by the secretary for November 4.

It is not for us to censure such conduct as this,

but it is our clear duty to point it out, and we

hope the matter will be taken up. In spite of

this mismanagement, however, we hear that the

Government are prepared to aid, both by money and

ships. There is still time to organise an expedi-

tion which shall do much good work, though per-

haps it is too late to send out and erect the largest

class of instruments. Large instruments, however,

will be in the hands of the members of the Amen-

can Government Expedition, so that this is the less

to be regretted.

The Maximum Temperature of the Air in

England during the week ending November 5, ranged

from6o°.2 at Portsmouth (extreme South), to 51 at

says Dr. M'Nab, is greatly superior to the use of

colouring matters, which segm to experience con-

siderable resistance in their passage through the

vessels. We are promised further details shortly : m
the meantime we heartily thank Dr. M'Nab for enter-

ing upon a line of research which British botanists

have so grievously neglected of late years. As the ba-sis

of successful culture, whether in the field or the

garden, must depend on an intimate knowledge of

plant life, and of the power of turning that knowledge

to practical use, so we hail Dr. M'Nab'', researches

mth the more fervour, and anxiously await the

details he promises.

We learn from the New Vork papers that Mr.

J. Taplin, who has now charge of the plant growing

! in the establishment of Mr. G. SUCH, of South Amboy,

N. J., is keeping up hi's credit as a skilful English gar-

dener. At a recent exhibition in New York he pro-

duced many new plants—amongst them Alocasia

Veitchii, Maranta Veitchii, Anthurium Scherzerianum,

&c. , in a condition such as they had never before been

seen in that country. Mr. Such's exhibition consisted

of Orchids, Ivies, Venus' Fly-traps, Ferns, and Lyco-
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Newcastle (extreme North), and the mean for all

stations was 54°. 6. In Scotland they ranged from 56°

at Paisley and Perth, to 50" at Aberdeen, with a mean
for the several stations of 53°.6. The Minimum
Temperatures in England were lower than those in

Scotland. In the southern country, Portsmouth was
distingtiished in having recorded the minimum ot 25°. 8,

and at several other stations temperatures below 30°

were registered. The mean for all stations was
30". 9. In the northern country the lowest tem-

perature was recorded at Paisley and Perth, viz.,

32** ; and it is remarkable that in both countries the

stations at which the maximum temperatures of the

week were registered are the same from which the

minimum temperatures are returned. The mean of all

lowest in Scotland was 32^.4. The Mean Tempera-
tures of the week in England ranged from 45^.9 at

Leeds to 42". 6 at Manchester, with a mean for all

stations of 44". In Scotland the mean for the several

stations was 0^.7 higher, viz., 44°. 7. The Rainfall
was not so great as in the precedmg week, the largest

amount which fell in England being only 1.07 inch,

whilst at Newcastle no rain was registered ; the mean
for all stations was 0.45 inch. In Scotland the falls

were less than in England, the largest fall being

0.44 inch, and the mean for the different stations was
0.17 inch only.

—— We learn that the renowned Collection of

Orchids lately belonging to Mr. Consul Schiller,
of Hamburgh, has become the property of M. Linden,
of Brussels and of Ghent.

Mr. F. N. Menzies, secretary, has authorised

us to state that the Highland and Agricultural
Society having recently resolved to grant First and
Second-class Certificates in Forestry, a meeting

of the Board of Examiners appointed by the Society

took place on November 4, when the following gentle-

men passed the necessary examinations :—For First-

class Certificate : C. F. Bligh, England : G. Y. Wall,

jun., Durham. For Second-class Certificate : William
Baillie, forester, Whittingham, East Lothian. The
examinations were conducted by Dr. Cleghorn, Stra-

vithy, St. Andrews, and Mr. John Macgregor, Lady-
weli, Dunkeld, for the Science of Forestry and Prac-

tical Management of Woods ; Prof. Balfour, Edinburgh,

for the Elements of Botany ; Prof. Wilson, Edinburgh,

for the Nature and Properties of Soils, Drainage, and
Effects of Climate ; Mr. A. W. Belfrage, C.E., Edin-

burgh, for Land and Timber Measuring and Surveying

;

Mechanics and Construction, as applied to Fencing,

Draining, Bridging, and Roadmaking ; Implements of

Forestry ; Mr. Kenneth Mackenzie, C.A., Edinburgh,

for Book-keeping and Accounts.

We have received from Mr. Eastes, of Asb-
ford, Kent, a sample of his new Invicta Pea, a small

smooth Pea, reputed to be as early as Ringleader.

When we have given it a trial we will report on its

merits.

New Garden Plants.
LUTSIA microptera, Rchb. /., n. sp.

Foliis teretibus subvalidis ; racemo paucliloio ; sepalis ligulatis

acutis petaiis longioribus ; labelli portione basiJari ovata
juxta basin utrinqiie iincinata, portione antica lato ovato
triangulo.

A little thing, with terete acute leaves and small

racemes of little flowers ; sepals and petals straw
colour; lip half-purplish half-yellow (viz., the anterior

parts) ; column purplish ; anther case purplish, with two
yellowish eyes in the centres of both halves. Sent by
Col. Benson from Assam to Messrs. Veitch, who
kindly forwarded the plant to me. H. G. Rchb. fil.

CUCUMIS Hookeri, Ndfi., n. sp.

Annuiis, multicaulis ; flaeellis bimetralibus, gracilibus, scaber-
rimis ; foliis profunde 5-Tobatis, lobis obtubis crenulato-denticu-
latisj sinubus inter lobos lotundatis ; floribus luteolis; fructibus
pollicem humanum crassitudine squantibus aut paulo super-
antibus, ovoideo-cylindricis, dense aculeatis, colorem purpureo-
fuscum quum adolaverunt induentibus, lineolis albi^ circiter

decern longitudinaliter fasciatis.

Ex Africa interiore (loco non indicato) oriundus. Semina a Clar.

jos. Hooker communicata in " Horto Cocollibero," quamvis
tarde sata (id est exeunte junio) mirum in modum creverunt.
Species cum nulla ejusdem generis confundenda, fructuum
colore, aculeisque robustis ct fere spinesccntibus peculiariter
insignis. Carolus Naudin,

ORIBATA GENICULATA'
(Lalreille).

A Mite injurious to Pinus sylvestris in

Scotland.

At the end of May last Mr. George Norman kindly

sent to us from Forres a considerable number of young
shoots of Pinus sylvestris, a few of which bore male
blossoms.

All these twigs were infested with brown, more or

less smooth, gall-like knots or swellings of about the

size of a large Pea or Bean, some even as large as

nuts, and many of them completely surrounded the

twig. Dissection proved these knots to consist of
incrassated bark, surrounding a cellular mass, which
was intermixed witii resin in small hollows, but no
trace of animated life could be at that time detected
in them. So we laid the knots by in a box, with
a loosely fitting cover to admit the air. In July the

G51 i Nolaspif;, Ht'r .Sarcopt«s, Hartig.

apartment in which the box was kept was invaded by a

horde of very minute Acari in countless numbers, upon
whose obnoxious presence we looked with feelings

akin to those with which the French nation must
by this time regard the appearance of the light horse

of their opponents—that is to say, we should have

liked to crush our unwelcome visitors, only they were

so numerous and so alert ! Sorely puzzled for a time

how to account for their coming, and decidedly adverse

to lean upon the "free and easy" crutch of sponta-

neous generation, we began to examine our boxes

;

when, on opening the one with the pine-knots, it

required not much penetration to see that they were

the breeding places of the mites, for they positively

swarmed with them in various stages of development.

We follow Hartig* in describing them. 1st stage :

Mite vermiform, very elongated, a jg^th Parisian line in

length. Only two pairs of legs at the thorax ; legs

six-jointed, ending in two bristles, one of which is

fringed and caiTies 'at its basis a wheel-shaped organ.

Head protruded into a snout, exactly like that of a pig.

Body thickly covered, from the thorax do^vnwards, with

regular rows of small protuberances. Two filaments

above the anus. Abdomen containing two vesicles.

2d stage : Body oviform, contracted in front and

behind, with two palpi curved downwards. Snout

transformed into a protruding, horn-like under-lip.

Four pairs of six-jointed legs, with double claws, and

a wheel-shaped organ at the basis of the tarsus
;

between, one bristle. Anal opening clearly visible.

3d stage : Body nearly disciform, with small thorax

and head, pear-shaped ; two short, deeply serrate

mandibles. Two four-jointed short palpi. Four pairs

of legs, with incrassate thighs and double claws.

Colour of the body and of its juices lobster-red (krebs-

roth). Interior containing pale green vesicles, which,

under pressure, protrude from the mouth. +
In the 2d and 3d stage here described, the mites

are very active, and leave the galls ; hence we draw
the practical inference, that foresters and gardeners who
desire to prevent their appearance on fresh and intact

branches, particularly on leaders, should remove and
immediately burn the attacked parts in spring, before

the mites make their appearance. So long as the

mites are in the egg stale, this will be successful, but

it is quite useless to wait until one sees the Acari move
about. We are perfectly aware that in extensive woods
this remedy cannot be carried out with much hope of

ultimate success, but in the case of isolated orna-

mental trees, or groups of such, on lawns, &c., the

trouble of removing the knots will be amply repaid by
the healthier and more symmetrical growth of the

branches, as the presence of the galls causes them to

assume all sorts of ungainly and distorted shapes,

besides rendering them resinous, peculiarly brittle, and
therefore liable to break, if shaken by gusts of wind
or weighed down by snow or icicles. Albert A/iiUer.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWER
SHOWS.

Returning to this subject, I think there cannot

be a doubt, except in the minds of those in which the

worship of the past has become chronic, that the

arrangements want thoroughly regenerating, and that

the best stepping-stone to such a consummation would

be to forget all that has been learned and begin again

from the beginning. Long lanes of canvas, contain-

ing long lanes of tables, spotted and spangled in hete-

rogeneous confusion, may have attractions for some, but

they must be a dissight to every person in whom the

organs of order and harmony are at all developed. I

could appreciate a long tent, in which the tallest

plants should be placed in the centre, and tail off to

each end, or I could put up with an arrangement

in which the tallest plants were placed at the ends, and
swept gracefully to the centre—in fact, any form in

which the line of beauty should have a place ; but

I cannot bring myself to look favourably upon the
" l^'gglc^y'P'gE^edy " arrangements of short here and
long there, which looks more like separate stalls in a

market than an exhibition turned out and appointed by

the first horticultural society in the world. The
Royal has never been great in matters of taste, but

there can scarcely be a question that the arrangements
of a quarter of a century ago were much more effective

than they have been of late years. It inay be that

there was more and better material, greater variety in

the collections, and more of them ; indeed, though my
old friend Mr. B. S. Williams insinuates that by cur-

tailing the foliaged plants we are perpetrating a

"barbarism," and going back into the " dark ages " of

horticulture, I willingly confess that sometimes, with

congenial friends, I take a retrospective glance at

those "dark ages," and should, I think, die happy if

I coiUd see a repetition of those splendid exhi-

bitions in the reality. I can look back with my mliid's

eye to those glorious banks of Orchids, when the names
of La\vrence, Rucker, Blandy, Holford, Warner,
Veitch, RoUisson, and others, stood in front of large

collections. I could look with rapture upon collec-

tions of 40 to 50 stove and greenhou.se plants, such as

Goode, Barnes, Hunt, Green, Fraser, Cole, May,

'Forstliches, &c. Conv.

738.

t Hartig here remarks that this circumfitance probably induced
Chabrinfi to suppose that some species of mites discharge their

esrgs throneb the mouth.

Speed, and Dods, used to show ; I could put up with the

Cacti of Green, Falconer, Lawrence, and Barnes, the
Heaths of May, Hunt, Barnes, Fairbairn, Rollisson,

Jackson, Lawrence, Veitch, Pince, Epps, Cole,

Quilter, and Rucker ; and I should not be annoyed
if I could raise—from the "tomb of all the Capu-
lets," I fear— the Leschenaultias of Kent and
Surrey, the Pimeleas of Ealing Park, the Boro-
nias of Fraser, the Gompholobiums of May, and,

above all, the bright blue Hoveas of Upright and
others. Yes, I could go back to those "dark times"

with the affection of a first love, and I would not care

if, with the command of such material, the foliage plants

were absent altogether. These names, and the produc-

tions which tliey represent, will not be strange to Mr.
Williams, and if he will reflect a little, he will, I think,

confess that it would be better to revert to those "dark
ages " than plunge headlong into a primaeval forest of

foliage plants, which we were fast doing. Still for all

that 1 have no objection to foliage plants in due pro-

portion ; but as the Apple pie all Quince was not eat-

able, so I think exhibitions all foliage plants would
soon cease to be attractive. Given space, heat, and
moisture, and all but the strictly herbaceous kinds of

foliage plants are ready for exhibition any day, and
every day in the year ;

given the same conditions with
flowering plants, and it requires great forethought and
consummate ability to stage 20 to 50 flowering plants

in perfect condition on the same day ; therefore, in

point of skill in cultivation, evidence of the ability of

the gardener, and his mastery over his business,

the cultivators of foliage plants must rank very much
below the cultivators of those which flower. I can
allow Mr. Williams to mount his new hobby, but I

cannot allow him to ride rough-shod over the friends of

my youth. The bright gems I have named, so long as

memory hold its domain, will ever be bright to me.
But to our tents, and if these long lanes of canvas

are still to be persisted in, which I am told they are,

is there no possibility of driving a curved or serpentine

line through them ? I know the bugbear of the tent

poles will be cited at once against such a scheme, but

in these engineering days I think that difficulty might
readily be got over, and if it could not, why then we
must convert them into pyramids of living plants, as

Mr. Ingram did four years back at this place. With a

serpentine wire, small plants would fit appropriately

into the narrow places, while the large ones would take

their proper and prominent positions. Then if Messrs.

Minton, Maw, Seeley, Doulton, and others would send

handsome vases or baskets, I should have no objection

to give them standing-room among the plants, and
place a handsome specimen in each. Such an arrange-

ment would, I think, be a little more sightly than the

long lines of tables which have prevailed for so many

We will now have a look at the large circtdar ten t.

As we saw it at Oxford it contained in the centre a

stage scarcely large enough to take the miscellaneous

collections of Mr. Baines and Messrs. Cole. These, for

the size of the tent, formed a mere knot, around which

was some 12 or 15 feet of grass walk, and then an

outer margin of plants principally of the foliage class.

Some of these were so tall, Mr. Williams' particularly,

that they had to be slanted at an angle of 40° to 50°

to get head-room. Now, I have no hesitation in saying,

that there had been no stage in the centre, but, on the

contrary, a circle at least halfthe diameter of the tent had
been devoted to the foliage plants, a much finer effect

would have been produced. Then I would have had

a walk of 10 or I2 feet wide, with an outer margin of

flowering plants, the bright gems to the setting of Mr.

Williams' pet foliage. Here also I would borrow from

the artist, or even the sculptor, furnishing their con-

tributions with the best plants that could be found.

Tents so arranged, I venture to say, would produce a

very different impression to the present worn-out plan

—would have more of the character of conservatory

decoration, while the introduction of vases, or even

statuary, in proper places could not be objected to.

Tables for plants I would dispense with almost

entirely, except for the very smallest ; and if they were

raised at all, it should be upon grass banks. A stage

may be a necessity in cultivation, but a well-grown

plant never looks so well as it does in a natural position,

and that is upon the ground.

So far I have dealt with plants in pots, but there are

plants which may be suspended in baskets, and those

also I should like to have a place. Those who have

seen the baskets of Achimenes at Chatsworth, spheres

4 to 6 feet in diameter, with thousands of flowers u])on

each, or the large baskets of Epiphyllums now coming

into bloom at the same place, or even the baskets of

Ferns and Lycopods, will know what I mean by

suspended baskets for exhibition. They might be

difficult to move, but, once exhibited, they would

create quite a sensation, as I think every person who
has seen them at Chatsworth will admit.

An arrangement such as here indicated might make
the long tents endurable, but for convenience of access,

facility of viewing, and comfort to visitors, commend
me to the medium-sized tent, where the plants

shall be classified as much as possible, and where I can

find the thing I want to see, without wading through a

lot of things which I do not care about. Finally, for

to-day, I may repeat that I am strongly impressed in

favour of separate tents for those large nurserymen who
would undertake to furnish them in a proper manner.
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I believe such tents would conduce very much to the

interests of those who undertook to furnish them, and
would make a distinct and splendid feature in the

exhibitions. I have before said that at Oxford the

groups of new or rare plants staged by Messrs. Veitch

and Mr. Williams were the most interesting things

there, but the plants were very much crowded

together, when they ought to have had ample

space to show themselves and each other. For

such tents, of a size to be agreed upon, I should

not object, considering the cost of removal, to give

prizes of ^50, £40, and ^30, and I would allow

the exhibitors to decorate the tents, either by statuary

or upholstery, in any way they thought proper. The
Rev. C. Padley, when, on the occasion of the meeting

of the British Association, he brought his collection of

Polystichums from Plymouth to Nottingham to exhibit,

had a tent to himself, and fitted it to his own taste. The
tables were covered with dark crimson cloth, and from

the roof of the tent were festoons of pink calico covered

with Nottingham lace. This had the effect of warming
the tent up, and bringing out in relief a collection of

plants which otherwise must have looked gieen and

cold. This may be a new feature in floral exhibitions,

but I am convinced the decorator and upholsterer may
yet be employed with advantage. [Yes—but with dis-

cretion.] The subject of fruit and cut flowers—adanger-
ous subject to interfere with—must stand over for a

future notice. VViniam P. Ayres, Nottiughaiu^ Koik i.

TABLE PLANTS.
The decoration of the dinner-table with fine and

beautiful plants is a subject requiring a good deal of

attention, and in order to produce a fair supply of them
for all the year round it requires considerable attention

on the part of the cultivator. I will mention some of

those I have found to give most satisfaction, with a few

notes about them that may be of interest.

Hydrangea japonica variegata. — Cuttings of this

inserted in spring and grown on during the summer
will produce some plants as suitable for decoration in

autumn as could be desired. They require to be grown
in a little heat to bring out the variegation well, other-

wise there is no more trouble required for them beyond
the common treatment of greenhouse plants. \Vhen
they can be obtained with six or eight fine leaves on
each plant, they are very handsome objects indeed,

although common, and they stand the injurious effects

of house decoration better than most plants.

Plica moschata I have found to be a very pretty and
interesting plant. It has a pleasing transparency of

stem and leaves when seen under artificial light, and
its numerous small leaves and reddish flower-buds,

which come on the upper side of its branches, makes it

an agreeable plant for a change. It is a stove plant of

the easiest culture, and can be increased rapidly.

Fitukia ovata z'ariegata.—Although this is not a

new plant it is one of the prettiest of all when its

foliage is in a young state. Its undulating and ovate

leaves, with much white blended irregularly in different

shades of light green round their edges, strikes down
the veins towards the midrib in stripes. It is a hardy
herbaceous perennial, growing about 9 inches high.

This is a plant that highly deserves to be more used.

Adiantian cimeatnin is still one of the best of all

plants for general house decorating purposes. Young
plants of it should be raised annually by sowing spores

in small pots and laying pieces of glass over them for

security, or they may be found self-sown on the surface

of the pots of other plants in the Fern-house. When
kept in a nice stove atmosphere they should be quite

serviceable when about nine months old. Pteris serru-

lata cristata is another easily gi'own and most useful

greenhouse Fern.

Caladiitms are veiy elegant and beautiful leaved

plants for the earlier part of the year. Such kinds as

Chantinii and Wightii, potted in light sandy soil and
small pots, produce more serviceable plants, with less

vigour of growth. The kinds named Belleymei and
arg}'rites are still great favourites, especially the latter,

which can hardly be encouraged to grow too much.
Croton vay-iegatiwi.—This stove plant, with its

golden variegation, reddish petioles, and young wood,
blending together, has a very rich appearance. It

roots freely in the usual cutting compost in a warm
propagating pit ; and strong cuttings put in the early

part of the year will become very useful plants when
nine months old. C. angustifolium is also a very
graceful form in large plants, with its beautiful droop-
ing foliage, but it does not show its character well
when young. There are several other fine and
beautiful species of this genus, but I have not seen any
of them yet used for table.

Bambiisa Forttinci rariegata is 3 hardy, nicely

striped-leaved plant, a good deal resembling the
common variegated garden grass, Phalaris arundinacea,

although much dwarfer. It does not grow more than

9 inches to a foot high. This will be found a very
serviceable plant for winter work ; and as it throws up
from its root plenty of young spray, it can easily be
propagated.

Euonymns Japonictis aurco-variegattis is a very
useful plant for winter. Its beautiful golden young
stems and central portion of dark green, oval leaves,

gives it a very prepossessing appearance. It is a hardy
evergreen, standintj freelv several degree*; of fro<;t.

Cuttings put in in a little heat soon become plants, and
the management required for it need only be of the

most ordinary description. It should be pinched two
or three times, in order to get the plants stocky.

AuctibaSy in some kinds, are worthy of fair credit for

table, especially the smaller green-leaved A. himalaica,

which produces berries, though smaller in size than those

of A. japonica, very plentifully on young plants. A. lati-

maculata is one of the best kinds yet for fine foliage.

Coronilla glauca variegata.—Its compact habit and
pleasing appearance make it a very useful plant for

table decoration. It can be struck from cuttings any
time in a little heat, and serviceable plants can very

soon be produced by pinching once or twice.

Selaginella caulesccns.—This is the prettiest of all

this tribe I have yet seen for table. It makes nice

plants about a foot across, its delicate leaves radiating

gracefully from its centre. It requires a moist stove

atmosphere, and is a kind that increases by division of

the plant, S. Martensii and its variegated form are

also most useful kinds.

IVeatheriirs hybrid Solanums cannot be too highly
praised for their beautiful berry-bearing properties

during winter. Seed sown in a little heat in spring,

and grown in cold frames during summer, make nice

plants the first season. Older ones succeed well planted

out all summer in the garden, and lifted again in

autumn when their berries are well set.

Coprosma Baueriayta variegata is perhaps the finest

of ail the variegated plants it resembles. It has a
clear, shining appearance, and a purer variegation

than Euonymus latifollus argenteus, which it is not

unlike. It is a beautiful plant. K. M.

TLMBER AND CONSTRUCTION.— ^o. I.

One architectural characteristic of the present day is

the substitution of iron for the various materials used

in constructiim down to the earlier portion of the

nineteenth century. The origin of the change was not

of an architectural nature. It was neither the destruc-

tion of forests, the loss of skill, the sudden discovery of

any new material or property of a material, or any
of those changes to which we are accustomed to attri-

bute the previous modifications in the form of Christian

architecture. But the seed and principle of the new
style is referrible to the fact that, some 60 years after

Watt had first learned how to derive motive power from
the expansion of water by heat, a colliery labourer
succeeded in applying that same power to the propul-
sion of carriages by land.

With the construction of the Liverpool and Man-
chester Railway, in 1828 and 1829, an entirely new
era was inaugurated. Structural requirements were
altered, and the effect of the alteration very soon
became evident in monumental form. With an in-

creased facility for the transmission of heavy weights
over lines of iron rail, a demand for an improved mode
of bridging over rivers, roads, «r other openings, sprang
up. The supply and the manufacture of iron thus

received a stimulus, and the iron trade, in its turn,

reacted upon the designs of the architect, and of the

naval constructor, by giving him a material which was
virtually a new one. Men of practical mechanical
genius first laboured to produce structures of wrought
iron of which the expense should be reduced to a

minimum. Thus Sir Charles Fox, then a subaltern of

Robert Stephenson, designed that simple, Inexpensive

shed roof, for the Euston Square passenger station,

which for some time was the normal type of similar

structures. The taste and lavish expenditure of
Isambard Kingdom Brunei next produced the Great
Western Station at Paddington. The need of bridging

the Menai Straits led to the construction of the hollow
box girder, and the piercing of London with railways

induced the execution of those effective, but hideous
bridges, the aspect of which so afflicts the man of taste.

Soon the displacement of architectural requisites by
structural combinations that took no heed of any laws
but those of strength spread from the floor to the roof,

—from the bridge to the station ; and men vied with
one another in the erection of the largest, the most
unnecessarily costly, and the most hideously unarchi*
tectural forms that the world has yet seen.

The use of iron for railway purposes has crept in, to

an extent constantly increasing, in civil buildings.

Vast shop and warehouse fronts of iron are filled with
plate glass. Permanent exhibition buildings are

erected, of that perishable combination of iron, glass,

and wood, which may answer, on a small scale, for a
conservatory, but which is the most costly style of

structure, as far as maintenance goes, of which we have
any experience. Connected with the same increased

energy in our workshops are the increase in the puwer
of artillery, the improvements in the manufacture of
shot, the launching of iron and of steel armoured
vessels, and the construction of shields for fortresses, as

to which, at the present moment, the art of defence is

somewhat ahead of the art of attack. The Builder.

{To he Continued.)

IJome Corrfspnbnrte.
Cotoneaster Simonsii.—Now that deciduous trees

have taken on the autumn colour of their leaves

before throwing them off, the wood landscape is at

pre"ient rich in all the colours of the rainbow, from the

Beech changing to orange, the Oak to red, the Maple
to yellow, the Ampelopsis Veitchii on the wall to

scarlet, and numerous other shades of colour, all indi-

cating that the deciduous tribe of plants are going to

rest. Thus is fulfilled the saying, that *' Coming
events cast their shadows before." And when these

have departed, the ornamentation of our gardens must
be kept up by evergreen, variegated, and berried

plants, and the foremost among the last mentioned
class should be Cotoneaster Simonsii. Grown as a stan-

dards it has, when lu.xuriantly covered with its rich

coral-like berries, a wonderful effect in brightening up
the front of a lawn or shrubbery. The foregoing may
also be well assisted with plants of Skimmia japonica,

whose scarlet berries are almost as plentiful as its

leaves, and which forms a grand undergrowth for

ornamenting the garden during the winter months of

the year. James Nitlson, Rose Hall, Falkirk.

Water-Tanks.—This last summer I (like many
others) have been short of water, and had to entirely

depend upon pump water, which, by-the-by, is always

our principal source of supply at all seasons. I have,

for many years, had one or two open tanks in the

garden for the water to be pumped into several hours

before using it ; alas ! I fear this is often done but a

short period before using, when the demand upon the

waterpot is great. The consequence is that, after a few

weeks watering, the surface of the soil, and the outside

of the flower-pots, are covered with a slimy (mossy)

green matter, that materially checks growth, and
has, besides, a general bad effect. The water being

hard and strongly impregnated with iron, is, in my
opinion, the cause. If possible, I am desirous of

remedying the evil. I have an idea that if I had built

a partition tank, two-thirds of this being filled with

gravel, so that the whole of the pump-water must first

pass through the bed of gravel previous to going into

the open tank whence the water is taken for water-

ing, it would considerably soften the water, and remove
this injurious effect. Before doing so, I should like to

have the opinion of some of your correspondents as to

cause and effect. IValerpot.

Habits of Cuckoos.—Some years ago I observed

a young cuckoo in a robin's nest in my garden. This

nest was built upcjn the steep sloping ground of a haw-
haw, so that it could be inspected perfectly well from

the gravel walk above it, and I may mention that many
people came to see it. The robins were occupied from

morning until dark, almost incessantly, in supplying

the voracious young cuckoo with food ; this appeared

to consist chiefly of green caterpillars, so far as I could

judge ; but as I collected some of these, and tiled to

feed it myself, without success, the young cuckoo
refusing to swallow those I gave it, perhaps I was mis-

taken respecting the particular kind of caterpillar.

Eventually, after the robins had exerted themselves

most laboriously for a long time in its behalf, the

young cuckoo quitted the nest, and I noticed that it

remained for several days in the garden near its former

habitation, but I could not ascertain whether the

robins continued to feed it then or not. I may add also,

that at the time this bird was first seen in the robin's

nest I could find no trace whatever of any eggs or

young robins having been displaced from the nest.

N. F., Royston.

Your correspondent at p. 1443, wishes to

know if any other bird, excepting the wagtail, will

rear young cuckoos. Allow me to inform him that I have

found them several times in the nests of robins, as well

as in those of wagtails, but I never saw the parent cuckoo

feed its young. 1 have seen the foster parents feed

them regularly, and have done so myself with raw meat.

I may also mention, that I have never heard the notes

of the cuckoo so late as August, though there is always

a great number of them in this neighbourhood during

the season. G. Harwitt, Caetland, Southampton.

Petunias Out-of-Doors have been very gay and

attractive this season, flowering from the end of Way
till tlie end of September, and very much admired

they have been by every one fond of this flower at that

season. Attention has before been called to this fact

by a correspondent as to their usefulness for outdoor

decoration, and I beg to bring them to notice as useful

indoor decoration also. 1 send you a few flowers, cut

from a bank of them growing in pots. A pinch of

seed was sown in June, and the plants potted on as

found necessary into 9-inch pots, in good loam without

any dung—for I find in this they flower more profusely

than in richer stuff. They are now a mass of variously-

coloured flowers, striped and spotted in all shades of

colour—on the same plant in many instances. I

venture to say that no flowering plant at this season is

more attractive. Seedlings, as in the Calceolarias, are

infinitely better for pot culture than cuttings. I fully

expect these plants to flower right on through the

winter. H. Knight, Floors.

Autumn Cauliflower.—Seeing by your report of

the proceedings of the Royal Horticultural Society, at

p. 147S, that Messrs. Veitch & Sons exhibited fine

specimens of a Giant Autumn Cauliflower, and reading

your comments thereon, I am induced to send for your

inspection a sample of autumn Cauliflower, which I

have in cultivation here. You will observe that it is

medium-sized, beautifully white, very close, and last,

hut not least, the leaves covw in well. The above
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Stock was sown this year on a slight hotbed made up
for Radishes in the middle of January. In due time

the plants were pricked out into a cold frame, and were
afterwards moved to their final quarters in May. One
very important feature is the fact that this one sowing

has supplied us for the last three months with heads

similar to that now forwarded, and will hold out yet

another fortnight. I intend next year to sow it about

the middle of March and the middle of April, when I

anticipate it will supply us with Cauliflowers till the

end of January. In conclusion, let me state that we
have a batch of Walcheren just coming into use, which
will carry our supply up to -Christmas, but the heads
are poor and loose compared with those now forwarded.

Thomas Simpson^ Broomfield. [The specimens sent

are perfectly in accordance with our correspondent's

observations. Eds.]

Larch Timber.—Is, or is not. Larch inflam-

mable ? I ask, because I have always read that it was
not, but I find no difficulty in burning Larch faggots,

or even half-rotten stems and stumps. I wish to build

with it. Is it (Scotch, of large scantling) more
obnoxious to the worm than seasoned deal ? An
answer will greatly oblige Somerset.

Ailantus. — Near to the fine tree of Ailantus

glandulosa, growing in the Master's garden at Uni-
versity College, Oxford, there is a young plant,

perhaps a seedling, that exhibits a totally different form
of foliage, &c., from any of the

numerous suckers in its vicinity, so

much so that I am, with Dr. Plump-
tre's permission, induced to send you
the accompanying sketch, which is

about one-fourth the size of the plant,

just to convey to you an idea of its

appearance. The cotyledons are not
traceable, therefore I cannot decide as

to its being a seedling or not ; but as

the plant, if a sucker, is entirely of this

year's giowth, the fact of its flowering

so young, to say nothing about the

variety of its foliage, is to me a sin-

gular novelty. I cannot attempt a

theoretical explanation, but have no
doubt the probable cause of its de-

parture from the general habit of
young Ailantuses will readily be
accounted for by you. IV. //. -Baxter^

Botanic Gardens, Oxford. [The sketch

(fig. 261) has certainly the appearance
of a seedling, judging from the lower
leaves, but we think it is more pro-

bably a sucker. We have been in-

formed that one species of Rhus has
been known to throw up a flowering

branch with leaves ditferir»g from those

of the ordinary kind, and we should
be glad if any reader can confirm this

statement, in any case the instance

is very curious. Eds.]

Aquilegia.—What is the deriva-

tion of the word '* Aquilegia?" Most
writers derive it from aqnila, an
eagle ; but I have somewhere seen it

derived from aqua and lego— i.e., the

"water carrier," in allusion to the
water-holding powers of the flower.

This has at the least the merit of

giving some account of the termina-
tion ** legia," which requires to be
explained in some way. Aquilejits is

a true Latin word, and if the deriva-

tion is from aquila, it is a curious

anomaly in a plant name that the

scientific name should be derived from the Latin
name of one bird, and the common English name
(Columbine) from the Latin name of another bird,

the most un like, columba, a dove. Parkinson says

it is sometimes called "Aquileia," or "Aquilina."
These are clearly from aquila; and it may be that
** Aquileia " was sometimes written " Aquileja,"
which was softened into '* Aquilegia." " Colum-
bine " is so old as an English name, that I should
not be surprised to find tliat there was a Latin
name for the plant (like Columbina, or Columbaria)
older than •' Aquilegia," but I have not yet met with
it. Can any of your readers refer me to an older
authority than Parkinson for " Aquilegia," or to an
older authority than Shakspeare for "Columbine?"
Henry N'. Ellacombe, Bitton Vicarage, Gloucestershire.

A Plea for Vegetables.—Yes, Mr. Gilbert, you
are quite right (see p. 1442)—vegetables are not shown
as they ought to be. Neither are they, I make bold to

observe, grown so well as they might be. The
vegetables, as a rule, at our exhibitions present but a
sorry appearance, and excite but little interest : Mr.
Gilbert does not tell us exactly why. There is a good
deal, nodoubt, in the ''setting of them up;" theywould
look all the better for being " artistically arranged,"
as Mr. Gilbert would have them—in shallow boxes, with
garnishing of Parsley and Moss, t&c, and I have seen
good vegetables look thoroughly bad, simply through
the slovenly manner in which they have been set on
the table. But that is only one point. Are vege-
tables sufficiently encouraged by the promoters and

,

managers of our exhibitions? I think not. There
are but few prizes offered for vegetables at any of

our great exhibitions. Vet, singular to say, for those

few that are, there is but little competition. Whose
fault is this then ? Wc must be careful how we find

fault. Vegetables—there is no use denying it—have
not a very attractive appearance at a gi-eat West End
flower show, and managers of these affairs must look to

that which gives the most general satisfaction. The
encouragement of horticulture is another thing ; where
that is taken as a motto, vegetables ought most assur-

edly to be fully represented. If there is any meaning
for the provincial meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society, it is for the encouragement and development
of the horticulture of that district. Take the majority

of gardens, then, in the country, and what are the

gardener's most important duties? The production of

vegetables, without a doubt. True, he may not take

so much delight amongst the Cabbages as amongst
fruits or flowers, but if not, his path is at least not

smooth. It is here where the shoe is continually

pinching. I quite approve of Mr. Gilbert's suggestion,

indeed I think very "muchly" of it—that "we gar-

deners, amongst ourselves, should raise a sum to be
awarded as prizes for vegetables." £,20 might easily

be raised in sums of 5^. or \os. each. Put down my
name, if you please, Mr. Editor, for the latter sum as a

commencement, and send the hat round. Watches as

prizes are very good, but the solid cash is better worth

the money ;
£\o in Bank of England notes would be

infinitely more valuable than a gold watch at that

price, to most gardeners. Let us try, then, what can

be done. It is to be hoped, however, in the forth-

coming schedule of prizes to be offered by the Royal
Horticultural Society, liberal, very liberal prizes will

be offered for vegetables of all sorts, so that gardeners

will have no excuse for want of encouragement. I

should have separate prizes for every vegetable in

season, and for collections as well, and sufficient of

each to make an imposing appearance. To show 50 pods

of Peas is most absurd. Of what use are 50 pods ?

and how very insignificant are plates of Potatos, six

in each. They give one very little idea of the true

quality of the produce. I should have at least i peck
of Peas and I peck of Potatos, 6 Cabbages, 6 Cauli-

flowers, 2 dozen Onions, and so on. Then that would
do away with that littery, weedy appearance which
vegetables put up in small quantities have ; and a far

better estimate of the general produce would be

obtained. 1 would have each collection or each

exhibition placed in a box or basket not exceeding a

few inches in depth. We should then have a show of

vegetables worthy of being looked at. Vegetables to

the front ! B.
I have read Mr. Gilbert's excellent suggestions

at p. 1442, and agree with him that vegetables do not

occupy the post of honour which they ought to do at

horticultural shows, and I for one, though a gardener

in a small way, will gladly subscribe my mite to

further his good intentions. Having invented some
very useful cases for the exhibition of flowers and fruits.

this suggestion set me thinking, and I fancy I can
contrive a respectable exhibition case that will not be
very costly, for the purpose of showing specimens of
vegetables, and setting them off to the best advantage.

If the Royal Horticultural Society will allow me, I

will give one of my vegetable exhibition cases for a
prize in any class for vegetables which they may think

proper to award it to. W. F. Chapman, 6, Hillfield

Parade, Gloucester.

The suggestion made by Mr. Gilbert is a

capital one, and, if carried out in a proper manner,
must result in a very interesting display of the pro-

ducts of the garden. I should, however, propose a

limited collection of 20 or 25 varieties, saladiiplants

included ; and these I would not crowd into a tray

or basket, but each variety should stand distinct,

and as far as possible in a natural manner. For this

purpose I would have a table, upon which should be

placed some light plunging material, 6 inches deep,

and in that I would plunge jars, to be filled with
water, in which the Brassicas, Lettuces, and the like,

should stand in a natural manner. The smaller vege-

tables. Peas, French Beans, &;c., should be placed in

shallow punnets, also plunged, and then the whole
surface should be covered with nice green Moss. In
this manner, something like artistic effect might
be produced, while from the vegetables standing in

water they might be kept fresh for a four days' show.
Nothing looks so bad as fading vegetables ; but, staged

as I have suggested, they might be
sprinkled over with water and covered
down with a sheet at the close c^ each

day's exhibition, and the following

morningtheywould open out quite fresh.

This is a prize to which every seeds-

man in the country ought to contribute,

as it will tend to bring new varieties of

vegetables into notice, and must result

iij benefit to the trade. I do not know
that the contributions need be confined

to 5.f., as the old story of many
pickles still holds good. As an earnest

of my feeling in the cause, I will

undertake to provide £% towards the

prizes, but that I shall obtain where
and how I can ; and if I cannot get

silver, copper will be accepted. For
such purposes, I have great faith in the

nimble sixpence. IV. P. Ayrcs.

I quite agree with Mr. Gil-

bert's suggestion that we ought to

have a vegetable exhibition, as a

means of stimulating to a higher

degree the cultivation of the most
useful of all garden products, and for

the exhibiting of such in a proper and
gardener-like manner. Unlike fine

fruit, they are not so easily damaged
in carriage, and will be conveyed a

much greater distance in safety, and
with more likelihood of being crowned
with success. To give the field as

wide a scope as possible, let the collec-

tion consist of nothing but vegetables

for "The Gardener's Prize," or such

vegetables as can be grown in a
kitchen garden ; or, if fruit is included

for the sake of variety, let it be out-

door fruit only. The question would
be respecting the given quantity

selected from so many sorts. I

further agree w^ith Mr. Gilbert's pro-

posed manner of raising the money,
and likewise with his plan of subdivid-

ing the prizes. J, Miller, Worksop
Manor. [We have received several

other communications on this subject, which entirely

coincide with the suggestions made by Mr. Gilbert.

It should, however, be mentioned that the Gardeners'

Chronicle \ir\z&% in the exhibitions for which vegetables

occupied a prominent place, did not lead to very keen

competition. Eds.]

Achapesnorricher, or Hardy Ridge Melon.

—

Allow me to bear testimony to the excellence of this

Melon. I purchased in April last a shilling packet,

containing eight seeds, from which I raised in a

Cucumber frame six plants. In the beginning of June

I planted them out on a small bed of rough dung,

covered with stiff mould, andover the plants I placed an

ordinary hand-glass. They soon began to grow, and in a

fortnight I left them free from any protection. I had six

very fine fruit, large, of good shape and excellent

quality, altogether much superior to anything I antici-

pated. My first fruit was cut on September I, and the

last on October i. I consider it a great acquisition.

M^. IV. D., Lordine, Ewhurst, Hawkhurst.

Preserving Grapes at Heckfield.—Allow me to

thank Mr. Dean for his supplementary remarks at

p. 1443 in reply to my question. We learn at p. 1382

that an "entire house of Grapes was cut and bottled

on October 26," and that they kept in good condition

till the end of the following Febniary— four months ;

and we are further told at p. 1443. that the house from

which these Grapes were cut was a late house, bemg

"quite ripe about the middle of September.
"_

One

important particular, too, in connection

circumstance is the fact,

'ith thij

that each bunch was
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cut with 6 inches of wood below it, or between
the bunch and the Vine. I have to-day (Novem-
ber i) examined my late vinery, where we have

a good crop still hanging, and where the foliage

Ts for tlie most part nearly green ; and I find if

I were to cut this crop with 6 inches of wood below
the bunch, I should have very little pruning to do in

tlie middle of January, as the major part of these

bunches are not more than 10 inches from home, some
few not more than 6 inches, and as five-sixths of my
spurs carry a bunch, I should thus denude the Vines

of such a vast quantity of wood and foliage xs would
cause a severe shock to the entire system of the V
which would ultimately end in disaster. Of this there

can be little doubt, as the office which such a

amount of wood and foliage performs in the proper

development of the organs of the Vine, accelerating

maturity, and tliereby laying the foundation of future

success, must be patent to all without demonstration

here. I am quite convinced, on the other hand,
that more mischief arises from allowing a heavy crop
of Grapes to hang on the Vine for three or four

months after being ripe, than a great many people are

aware of ; but whether the sudden denuding of the Vine
of tlie greater part of its nearly green foliage, as Mr.
Wildsnrith must have done, is not going to tlie other

extreme, and likely to end in the same disaster, time
will prove. Extremes generally meet. This idea of
preserving cut Grapes has been in operation for many
years in this country, though probably never on so

large a scale as at Heckfield. My own experience
proves that it will preserve the Grapes plump for a long
time, but it will greatly deteriorate their flavour, as

might be expected from the quantity of water
the bunch absorbs. I have proved, too, that the same
action of absorbing occurs if the wood above the

buncli is placed in the bottle, and this is rather

important, inasmucli as a greater amount of wood and
foliage may thereby remain on the Vine, while the cut
Grapes will keep equally plump. I trust such an
important matter as this will call forth the practical

opinions of other of your correspondents, that it may
be well ventilated ; because if it can be proved that an
entire house of late Grapes can be cut as early as

October 26 without injury to the Vines, and be kept in

good condition, it will be of the utmost service. T/ws.

Simpson, Broomfield.

Early Ascot and Marquis of Downshire
Peaches.— I was astonished to read the account given
by " R. D." (at p. 1474) of these Peaches. Mr.
Standish kindly presented me with one tree of each.

They were planted near together on a wall facing

South. My garden, being exposed, is late. The
Early Ascot was ripe August 26, the JNlarquis of

Downshire coming in a fortnight later. The habit and
appearance of the last-named tree is exactly like the
Royal George, but the Marquis has glands, and the
Royal George has none. The fruit of the former is an
elongated round, while that of the latter is a flattened

round. The Early Ascot is most distinct ; it has a
deep suture on one side, dividing the Peach into two
lobes. It has no pubescence, but is smooth as a
Nectarine. The colour is not golden, but deep blood-
red, almost as dark as the Violette Ilative and Belle-

garde Peaches. It is A i, and when I buy more trees

I shall add two more of it to my collection. Three of
the best novelties are Dr. Hogg, Early Ascot, and the
Nectarine Peach, which is also quite smooth as a
Nectarine, and of first-rate excellence as a late Peach.
It follows the excellent Barrington. I have just added
two more trees of it to my collection. I cannot think,

from the description given of the Early Ascot, that
Mr. Fenn can have got it true to sort. If my Marquis
of Downshire is correct, it is not as early as the Early
Ascot. I advise those who do not know them to buy
the three Peaches already named, and also two grand
Nectarines, namely, Pine-apple and Victoria. Mr.
Standish states that Marquis is superior to the Early
Ascot. At present I cannot agree with him : it is,

however, a very good Peach, and a great bearer.
W. F. Raddyffe.

Earthing-up.—In "Cuthill on Market Garden-
ing;" P- 3> i' is said, "there is no drawing up of the
mould to keep the Cabbages, as some suppose, from
being blown down. Drawing up the mould is never
practised by the best gardeners." At p. II, writing
of the Potato, he says, "the plants are never moulded
up, a plan which weakens the Potato more than any-
thing else." At p. 17, writing again of Cabbages, he
says, "the plants are never moulded up—a bad prac-
tice for almost any crop." I find instructions given
regularly in the GarJeiu-rs' Chiottidc, as season requires,
to mould up this and the other crop. When doctors
differ who shall agree ? Which plan is really the best ?

If not to be moulded up, ought the vegetables, &c., to
be planted or sown in rather deep trenches, and
earthed up to the level only of the ground. I, as well
as others, would be glad to have this point cleared up.
Amaleur. [Will some of our practical readers give us
their views on this subject ? Eds.]

Conservatory Shading.—Having recently erected
a conservatory, I found it impossible during the past
summer to shade the plants from the rays of the sun,

which scorched them. Inside blinds proved of no
use, and the house was too lofty and too exposed to

admit of outside blinds being used. In Paris the

houses are shaded with outside wooden blinds fixed

close to the glass, and having something the nature of
Venetian blinds fastened together with wire, but the
laths of wood are narrower, and there is a consider-

able space between each. They seemed to answer the
purpose admirably, and can be taken down in winter.

Can any of your readers tell me where in England I

can procure these blinds ? The French call them claies

A omln-ei; and sell them at 4 f le milre carre. I quote
from a paper before me of " L. Binet, serrarerie

arlistique. Avenue des Arts, Levallois-Perret, pies
Paris." John Mallaon.

Root Clubbing v. Pond Mud.—Will any of your
correspondents who may ha^-e had experience in the

emptying of old ponds, and the subsequent distribution

of the mud, kindly inform me whether any subsequent
crops grown more or less on such land were at all

affected with clubbing ?—I mean especially Coleworts,
smooth or rough-leaved. Turnips, &c. IVittiain EarUy,
Valentines, liford.

Trial of Peas at Seaham Hall Gardens,
Sunderland. — All the varieties were sown on
February 23, 1S70 :

—

tubers as well as the haulm, and which, so far as I can
judge, may be due to the assimilation of sap produced
from the union of the stock and gi'aft. Seeing, there-
fore, that a direct cross can be got from this process in

one season, not only may the shapes of Potatos be
thus inlpro^'ed, but certain early varieties which we
have at present that do not grow a large enough crop
for general cultivation and of medium quality, may be
grafted with a large cropper of fine quality, thereby
producing new varieties with both qualities combined ;

so that we may not be left entirely to the seed apple
for new sorts, as this requires a series of years of careful

selection to bring out anything new. In the experi-
ments which I made this year, and proceed to note
below, I give the results from both stock and graft,

which in the first four lots are very much alike, per-
haps owing to the stock and graft being both finely

shaped Potatos, but in the last two lots, Nos. 5 and 6,

where the stock and gi-aft are at the greatest extreme,
the result is very marked, the stock of the latter being
the most unshapely kidney in cultivation, and the gr.aft

perfectly round with a pure white rough skin, the pro-
duce of some throwing strongly to the graft—indeed,

there was not a full kidney-shaped Potato at the root.

Whcni
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Stove suits it ; this, and the rich silky appearance of

the foliage when seen fully in the sun, or under the

lights on the dinner-table, combine to gain for the

plants the admiration of all who see them. T. C. Sage.

Melon-growing at Heckfield. — Not having

anticipated such an amount of anonymous banter on

this subject, I have not fortified myself with as many
particulars, dates, &c., as I otherwise would have

done, but another season I must spare time to keep a

special journal for the benefit of '*T. C," "T. H.,"

*'J. S. W.," and others. At present, my only notes

are— ** Planted first Melons, January 19, 1S70," " Cut
first Melon, May 3." My next notes reach June 22

and 23 ; "Two dinner parties at Eaton Square : cut

four Melons of ' second crop ' for ditto." After this I

have no notes referring to the Melons in question, so

I can only say that the crops were good, very good

;

that I was just a little bit proud of them, and only too

pleased to show them to all callers, assuring them that

they might go and do likewise with that same kind,

and, in at least a dozen instances, I let them taste

the fruit and gave them seeds. I do not for a

moment think that it is any extraordinary skill which I

possess in Melon cultivation that has given me such a

good supply of fruit, but I attribute it rather to that one
particular kind, which in constitution is the hardiest,

the earliest, the handsomest, the most prolific, and best

in flavour I have ever met with. Now, as regards Queen
Emma, to which "J. S. W." alludes (p. 1475): I

thought I knew that kind, but was surprised to read

that it was an early one, which it certainly is not at

Heckfield. It was raised here by the late Mr. Dwer-
rihouse, from Heckfield Hybrid, crossed with Meredith's

Cashmere, and was grown by myself under his direc-

tions, and he, with myself, then thought it to be superior

to either of its parents ; it, however, turned out incon-

stant, or, in other words, it did not always come true, I

have, therefore, quite discarded both it and Heck-
field Hybrid in favour of Meredith's, and intend

to stick by my perpetual friend, notwithstanding
that it has got me into hot water. It is a real good
one, nor does it require more than 65" of bottom
heat, at all events I never let it have over 70",

or it might serve me out by only giving me one crop
instead of four or five. I should then be in as bad a

plight as "T. C," but, unlike him, I should then be
glad to accept a Melon from any friend. I have now
said all I intend to say on the subject ; and in conclu-

sion, my employer wishes me to add, "that he never
saw so many, or ate better, Melons in any one season
before," which few words are quite sufficient to repay
me for all the doubts and insinuations of others.

m Wildsmith.

Do Plants Absorb Water, &c.—Permit me to

thank Mr. Thompson for his admirable criticism and
most informing letter. There does not seem much
difference between us now. It is to be hoped that this

awful war may soon come to an end, and that the

French philosophers may be able to resume their

investigations, and repeat their experiments. Until this

is done by some one, I continue sceptical about the

inferences deduced from the test of the balance. Per-

haps Mr. Thompson might be able to give us some
fresh facts from actual experiment, and thus lay us
under fresh obligations. Already I feel indebted to
him as a model controversalist, whom it is alike a plea-
sure to agree with or an honour to contend against.

D. T. Fish.

Fruit Sunstruck.—To show that Mr. Silver's in-

stance of sunstruck Pears (p. 1444) is not an isolated

case, allow meto state that here, this season, the phenome-
non was veiy apparent on such Pears as Gansel's Berga-
mot, Glou Morceau, and Beurre de Capiaumont. Such
varieties, however, as Beurre Ranee, Beurre Diel,
Easter Beurre, Crassane, Ne Plus Meuris, and Brown
Beurre, were not in the least affected, doubtless owing
to the comparatively rough texture of their epidermis
which was better able to resist the influence of the sun's
rays. I may add, that Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
and notably Coe's Golden Drop and Magnum Bonum
Plums, were also more or less similarly affected, and
to a greater degree than I have ever witnessed
previously. Wm. Gardiner^ Gr.^ Loiver Eatington
Pari', Slratford-on-Avon.

Mr. Rivers' Portrait.—While firmly believing
that a man's character and work—what he is and what
he does—are his best memorials, still to those who may
not know the one, or may forget the parentage of the
other, such tangible memorials as statues or portraits

are of special use. And those who need no such help
to recall or perpetuate the memory and express apprecia-
tion of benefactors, find an outlet for their esteem
in embalming the good deeds of those they have
known and loved in the speaking canvas, breathing
marble, perpetual prize, or educational or other
foundation. By such modes of acknowledging merit,

we stimulate the best energies of the living, while
reverently laying our Laurel leaves upon the graves of
the dead. But why mostly the dead ? Nearly all our
testimonies to merit are tinged with this regret.
Those to whom they are offered are beyond the reach
of our praise. But in this case it is different ; the
gentleman whom we have the opportunity of honouring
is still in our midst. This ought to be enough for us
all. In his presence, and against his expressed wish,
I cannot use any language like persuasion. In >

honouring him we but do credit to ourselves.

Among living horticulturists I know none more
worthy to be placed beside a Lindley in the place of

honour than Mr. Thos. Rivers. Most unlike, and
yet the same, in an unconquerable energy that couki
not be baffled, and which nothing could turn from
its purpose, both lives, thougli in diverse ways, were
consecrated to the advancement of horticulture.

Frequently differing from each, I have always admired
both for their delermined opposition to prejudice, mis-

conception, and ignorance. Perhaps no two men were
ever more faithful to truth, as they have seen it, than
the late Dr. Lindley and our revered friend Thos.
Rivers. I am afraid some of our younger men hardly

know how much we are indebted to Mr. Rivers. You
refer to him as a vegetable physiologist. I have
long been familiar with his pursuits in this direction.

Those who have read—and all your readers should
read—Darwin's " Plants and Animals under Domesti-
cation," will see how largely we are indebted to Mr.
Rivers. But it is, after all, as a fruit grower that

Mr. Rivers is best know-n ; and it is in this field that

he has won his greatest reputation, and rendered the

most distinguished service to practical horticulture.

The Rev. Reynolds Hole facetiously calls Mr. Rivers
a Field-Marshal among Roses. No one will question

his right to rank as such. But if such is his rank in

Flora's glowing army, then he is a king over Pomona.
For years he has exercised sovereign authority amonj;
fiiiits, calling new and superior varieties forth at his

bidding, laying for them new and strange foun-

dations, giving them new constitutions, moulding
them into fresh shapes, reducing their size, giving

them portability, and making fruit trees fertile at plea-

sure. In one word, it is not too much to say, that

Mr. Rivers has revolutionised the whole theory and
practice of fruit growing, by raising new varieties, by
the careful selection of stocks, by double grafting, by
new modes of training and root pruning. Time, whicli

used to be the most important factor in the cultivation

of fruit, is now reduced to a minimum. As far as fruit

planting and eating is concerned, Mr. Rivers has vir-

tually lengthened our lives 1000 per cent. We can
now reap in two years what, before his labours, we
had often to wait twenty for. And then there is the

great boon that any one, mechanic or labourer, may
have a small tree, in a portable form, of the

best variety, at a cheap rate. This universality of fruit

cultivation, bringing it within reach of all, is another
of tlie great boons we owe to Mr. Rivers. By orchard-

houses, ground vineries, Rendle's protectors, glass-

covered walls, and Beard's glass walls—by every con-

trivance by which fruit cultivation could be extended,

improved, or cheapened, Mr. Rivers has striven to

show how easily and successfully fruit of the highest

quality can be grown. Any one of these services

entitles Mr. Rivers to a place beside, or between, a

Lindley or a Veitch. And the simple enumeration of

these will surely suflice to make us all share in render-

ing honour to wliom, emphatically, honour is due.

May I be allowed to suggest that the smallest contri-

butions may express as much or more esteem than the

largest ? I have the honour of knowing Mr. Rivers

personally, and I believe a penny or a shilling would
be as much appreciated from the stniggling or the

poor as a five-pound note from the more prosperous.

A guinea is a high subscription from a gardener, and I

send half-a-guinca. Of thi> I am sure, that twenty
guineas, if I could afford it, could neither measure nor
express my sense of the great and lasting benefits Mr.
Rivers has conferred upon horticulture. D. T. Fish.

The *' Flourball "
{}) Potato. — I am not a

little surprised to observe the reappearance of

this designation of a well-known Potato in your
columns. It is a most unpleasant duty to have

to make assertions of this description, but I have no hesi-

tation in saying that, in my opinion, the Red-skinned

Flourball Potato sent out last winter under that name
at the fancy price of 7j. 6d. per peck, and offered again

this season at something less, is nothing more nor less

than the " American Red " sent out by Mr. Walker
two years since, and which has already been exten-

sively grown under that name. I have tested them
under both names, and have seen them tried elsewhere

together, with the same result. I must freely

grant that it is a fine late market or cottager's Potato,

and one that I invariably recommend. A gentleman
in this locality purchased a peck of it last spring,

and grew it, but I am able to state that his satis-

faction was not great when he found that a market
gardener living close by was growing a large quantity

of the same, and had had the stock by him for two
or three years. I hear also that a dealer in Southamp-
ton had been purchasing it in large quantities from a

grower in the New Forest, at ;^5 per ton, the Potatos

in each case being identical with American Red and
Flourball. Those grown so largely in this neigh-

bourhood are from American importations, and this

tends to show that the name of American Red
is its most conect appellation. It may interest

market gardeners, and others who grow for sale,

to hear that when these Potatos were first offered to the

Southampton public they were so gieedily sought for

that the vendors soon withdrew their stocks from
sale, in order to giow more largely another season,

as the popularity of the sort was established with-

out question. Valuable, however, as they esteem it to

be, they have expressed not a little surprise on hearing
the price at which our trade has been offering it. The
intimation sought to be conveyed, that this Potato
enjoys a comparative immunity from disease, is rather

beside the question, as we have had scarcely the

slightest symptoms of disease this year, or even for two
or three years past, consequently the same might be said

of a hundred other kinds. I earnestly hope that our
Potato crops may never again be put to such a test.

That this sort produces exceptionally big tubers seems
also to be with many a great recommendation.

What use these big Potatos are when grown, except

to give to the pigs, I am at a loss to discover;

certainly no one who loves a good Potato wili ever

eat "big" ones, when nice moderate-sized ones are

to be had. I invariably advise the culture of these big

Potatos on moderately rich soil, so that a crop that is

at once abundant, medium-sized, and cheaply raised,

may result. A distinct Potato, that still in external

appearance most closely resembles the American Red,
alias Flourball, is the Red Regent, but it differs in

the colour of the flesh, which is yellow, and in the

haulm, which is more spreading, whilst that of the first

is very upright. That this latter Potato is of South
American origin I have reason to believe, as I first

obtained it through the medium of a commander of one
of our Brazil steam-packets, who brought some from
thence. On gi-owing it by the side of the Red Regent
I found them to be identical. A yellow kidney from
Burmah also proved to be the same as the Chalmore
Kidney. Alex. Dean.

Hov7 to Destroy Ants.—Some time ago our early

Peach-house became badly infested with ants, which were
introduced into the house with some fresh turf from a

dry old pasture. It is more than possible that they

came in the shape of eggs, as none were observed until

the trees were coming into flower. As the temperature

increased, and the buds began to develope their flowers,

the little busy ants began to lay siege to the stamens by
eating them over as soon as they appeared. I may
state that guano, Pooley's Powder, hot water, and
Gishurst Compound were used to eradicate them with

more or less success. Hot water, where it could be

used freely, was very effectual. Gishurst, in strong

doses, was likewise effectual where it could be applied

;

rotten Apples were used as traps with some effect, in

the way of first catching the ants and then killing

them. Cotton wool or sponge soaked in treacle proved

the best decoy, the soaked pieces of cotton wool being

placed in their principal runs, and watched with a

little careful attention ; and what between squeezing

and scalding them, the house was soon cleared of the

pests. 7. Miller, Worksop Manor.

The Royal Ascot Grape.— I take this to be in

all respects a Grape for general cultivation, and one
likely to be as universally grown as the Black Ham-
burgh. It is particularly an amateur's Giape, one
that can be relied on, that will grow and produce

good fruit under some of the many disadvantages

amateur Grape cultivators have to contend with.

The story of its origin has frequently been told ; the

question now is, Is the Grape worthy of cultivation?

On a few occasions this summer I had met with it, and
wheresoever or by whomsoever it was grown, its

praises were sung without a discordant note breaking

in upon the complete harmony of the hymn of praise.

Surely, thought I, this must indeed be a Grape worthy

of all commendation. Finding myself in the neigh-

bourhood of Ascot one day, about the middle of

September, I looked in upon Mr. Standish, and saw
his house of the Royal Ascot Grape, just in its prime,

when

—

" rich treasures of the bending Vine,

Black-black, in beaded clusters, added
Their glories to the store

"

of
" The teeming wealth of harvest yet unreaped"

which Pomona, this wonderfully fructiferous season bore,

as she moved onwards in her triumphal progress.

There was a commodious span-roofed house, contain-

ing 44 Vines, that were planted out in the month of

May, 1868, covered with capital bunches of full,

plump, fine-coloured berries, of a fine, brisk, rich acid

flavour—nectariferous globules, pregnant with exquisite

juices, as refreshing as they were wholesome. The best

rod had 10 nice bunches, and the weight of Grapes in

the house averaged about 4 cwt. Here is a Grape
that bears freely and constantly, that colours easily

and eats deliciously, and appears in nice compact
bunches, the which, if not over large, are at least

plentiful, and look well on the table. Its virtues

seemed so self-evident that I, who don't pretend to be

an authority in the matter of Grapes, and who am,
nevertheless, sceptical enough to think that, just

because a new Grape is brought into notice amid
a flourish of trumpets it is not necessarily something

that transcends all that has gone before, felt bound
to air my Latin, and exclaim

—

Esto perpetna.^ Mr.

Standish terms it a perpetual Grape, and to justify this

designation he asserts that it is so fertile in character

as to "throw out lateral branches in every direction

covered with bunches which never fail to set, notwith-

standing the Vines may be carrying a heavy crop."

He stated respecting the Vines in this particular house

that they were planted, as before stated, in May, 1868,

that they were stopped, and from the lateral shoots

fruit was produced and ripened. In April, 1869, the
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Vines started into growth, and bore a crop in October ;

and similarly in the present year : and so in about

24 years three crops of Grapes were obtained. Sum-

ming up the general qualities, it appears the Vine

possesses a hardy and vigorous constitution, crops freely,

sets well, and colours nicely, while the bunches are

handsome, the benies even and plump, and good eat-

ing. These are surely characteristics of a good, reliable,

everybody's Grape ; these being granted, then the

conclusion seems inevitable—the Royal Ascot Grape is

one that should be generally planted. So thinks one

who, not presuming to be a Grape authority, is

simply J?. D.

Apple, " Beauty of Hants."—That an apparent

seedling Apple from the Blenheim Orange should

possess some features similar to the parent, is not

remarkable, and might naturally lead such a body as

the Frait Committee to believe that it was in reality

that variety, inasmuch as it is characteristic of human

nature to discern defects more easily than improve-

ments. That the Apple in question does present

improvements upon the Blenheim Orange, I have no

hesitation in asserting, as in the same garden in which

the tree is growing—in the same description of soil,

and at a few yards' distance, are also growing two

strong, healthy, robust trees of the Blenheim Orange,

and in no case is the produce of the latter at any time

so fine, so conical in shape, or so highly coloured, as

is that of the Beauty of Hants. Those who fancied

the sample of it shown at South Kensington might

have been giown upon a wall, seemed more deter-

mined to pay the compliment of approval rather to an

exceptional situation than to the fineness of the variety.

The fruit was, however, not grown upon a wall, but

upon an ordinary free grown tree in the open

ground, and some 12 or 14 years old, having no special

culture whatever applied to it, but simply treated

as any other orchard tree. The secretaiy of the Fruit

Committee writes me that the committee were dubious

about it. Perhaps after reading what I have said here

their doubts may be removed ; but at least it is some-

thing gi-atifying to hear from so eminent an authority

as Mr. Barron, that if it was Blenheim Orange it was

"surpassingly well grown," and that he thought "he
had never seen any so beautiful." I thank the com-

mittee for its opinion, but I shall still remain perverse,

and out of regard to the county continue to call it the

Beauty of Hants. Alex. Dean.

Vine Roots.—In answer to your correspondent,

"J. S.," p. 1444, I may state that there is little doubt

but that the heat of the sun has the power of attracting

the roots of trees planted in forcing houses, and to a

very great extent, hence the cause of outside borders

being filled whilst that inside contains but few roots.

Still the difficulty complained of by "J. S." maybe
overcome, as I will proceed to show. The inside

borders here have been filled within the last twelve

months with the roots of Vines planted about six

years ago. Having taken charge of these gardens four-

teen months since, I examined the inside border of the

earliest vinery, and found but few roots. When I

commenced forcing this house, on November 20, I had

a bed made which covered the front part of the border,

including the stems of the Vines, with fresh horse-

drojipings, about 12 inches in thickness. This bed was

turned over at intervals, and a little fresh material was

added when necessary, to keep up a gentle heat until

the end of January, when it was removed. The stems

of the Vines had emitted roots all round, and for about

an inch under the surface of the soil. These roots were

encouraged by gentle waterings with warm water ; they

have continued to increase during the summer and

autumn, and are now a complete mass of healthy roots,

quite independent of any formed previous to last

autumn, and capable of supporting a heavy crop of

Grapes independent of the outside border. There are

many advantages in having an inside border well filled

with roots, more especially where Vines have to be

forced early, as we can keep the roots in a correspond-

ing temperature with the foliage, and have thorough con-

trol over the soil as regards moisture, &c. If "J. S."

will give my plan a trial, and report the result, it would
greatly oblige me, and probably many others in the

profession. IV. Clark, Gr. to H. Bentley, Esq.,

Woodlesford, Leeds.

At p. 1444 "
J. S." asks your readers if any

• suggestion can be given for the roots of Vines planted

in inside borders making towards the soil outside,

although all possible pains have been taken to keep
them within. Pennit me to record what I have noticed

with my Vines. In the first place, as a rule Vines

planted inside do not receive anything like the propor-

tion of water which they require when in active growth ;

in fact, it should be the rule to provide plenty of water

inside the house, and that as warm as the internal tem-

perature at least, before planting the Vines. I have totally

given up growing the Vine trained to the roof, as is the

usual custom ; mine are all trained to poles, like Hops,
and, to use a Hop gi-ower's phrase, four and sbc poles

to a hill, /. e., four or six poles to a Vine, according to

its vigour. This mode of growing allows the sun to

heat the inside border, which it cannot do when the roof

is shaded with the foliage of the Vine. In breaking up
my plantation of Vines last year at Mount Pisgah, I ob-

served that the roots of the Vines did not show any

desire to ramble outside (although not confined with

brickwork), or to work downwards towards the sub-

soil, by which I was led to the following conclusions :

First, plenty of moisture inside prevented the Vines

seeking it elsewhere ; secondly, the Vines being pole-

trained allowed the sun to heat the inside border, so

that they got more warmth inside than without, which

no doubt had some effect in keeping them at home. I

build my houses span-roofed, and have them glazed to

the gi'ound, to admit all the sun and light possible.

Each year I top-dress with a compost of nightsoil,

bone dust, lime, and fresh earth, which has been mixed

and turned over some time out-of-doors. This

"refresher," I think, also tends to keep the roots

where they should be, near the surface, and wdthin

bounds, as if they went farther they would altogether

fare worse ; it must also be taken into account that I

use only grafted Vines, with two, three, and four sorts

worked upon the same stock, and with various stocks

to suit different Grapes. At my new residence all the

Vine-houses will be planted inside with grafted Vines

in borders about 2 feet deep, 40 feet long, 20 feet

wide, the house 12 feet high to the ridge of the roof.

This is the size of my span-roofed house—an early

one, a late one, a house of Frontignans, another of

Muscats, with a house for pot Vines only, and a long

lean-to for hardy Grapes, with no fire-heat, to produce

some fruit for the table, but principally for wine

making. If desirable, any point gained by my gi'aft-

ing, pole training, and top-dressing, I shall be happy

to communicate to brother amateurs through this

journal. [Please do. Eds.] I may remark that some

Grapes of my growing were noticed in these columns

last year as " large, fine, and very clean Grapes and

foliage," although they were grown not more than

one mile from the dirty, smoky town of Sheffield.

R. M. W., F,r Vir.i.; near Sheffield.

Foreign Correspondence.
Vegetable Products of Portugal. — Melons

and Water-Melons, especially the latter, are objects of

field cultivation in the Portuguese provinces arounc

Oporto. The kinds mostly grown are the Cantelupes,

and the common green smooth-skinned sort, and mors

rarely the Musk Melon. The Melon is not grown with

other crops, but by itself, in land ridged up with .shallow

furrows 8 or 10 feet apart. A rich soil, a dry at

sphere, and water of irrigation in dry seasons, produce

very large crops. Water Melons are grown on the

same system, and give a less precarious and a larger

return than the Sweet Melon, and their abundance and

cheapness allow of their very common use by the

peasantry.

Oporto is the chief port of exportation for the large

variety of Onion which is known in trade as the

Spanish or Portugal Onion. Its cultivation is as

follows : In the month of October the seed is sown in

a sheltered spot, in very well manured seed-beds. In

about ten days the plants appear, and are watered in

dry weather, \veeded, and the surface occasionally

stirred with a sharp-pointed stick. The young plants,

not subjected to any severe frost (for the thermometer

seldom falls below 30° Fahr.), enjoy an uninterrupted

growth till spring-time. In March they are taken up,

being then some 5 to S inches in height, and planted

from 12 to 15 inches apart in furrows made by the hoe

in well-ploughed and harrowed land. The furrows

are filled to the depth of 3 or 4 inches with well-rotted

manure, with which the roots of the young plants are

placed in actual contact. A very essential condition of

the successful cultivation of the Onion is water. The

abundant and timely irrigation of the growing crop

requires great and constant care. After transplanting,

the crop has two to five lioeings and weedings. With

the last weeding are sown either white Turnips,

Maize, or, more rarely, grass seeds. The Onion crop

is off' the ground in August, and sometimes in July.

The pollarded Oak and Chestnut, the white and

black Poplar, are found encircling almost every field

of Maize, and in the Minho they are a distinctive

feature of the scenery. The pollards afford a cutting

of firewood every winter. The Poplar gives most

wood, but the Oak and Chestnut branches ha\'e nearly

double the heating power, and the Chestnut, in

addition, gives some fruit, even when pollarded. It is

therefore the most valuable, and would still be, as it

once was, the most abundant in the provmce of the

Minho but for a disease which was observed (or first

recorded) in 1838, and which is gradually extending

to and weakening the whole race, and will, no doubt,

eventually lead to their displacement as pollards by the

Oak and Poplar. The disease attacks also, but less

severely, the non-pollarded Chestnut trees. The Vine

in this Maize-growing district is grown on these

pollarded trees and on trellises. It is pruned when

the supporting tree is cut back in winter, and gets no

cultivation but wdiat it shares with the crop growing

beneath it. The Vine strikes its roots so far into the

soil that it probably does no harm beyond the slight

injury caused by the shade of its dense foliage in

summer. The Vines give a harsh dark-coloured

Grape, and the wine is of the kind known as "green

wine," and rarely keeps sound a whole twelvemonth.

It is a rough, harsh, acid wine, of powerful flavour,

and exceedingly disagreeable to those who are not

accustomed to its use. The process of wine-

making is as simple as that process can be.

The Grapes are gathered in the middle of

September, thrown into stone vats or into wooden

tubs, and trodden out by one or more men ; the

whole mass of skins, must, and stalks, is left together

to work out the process of fermentation ; and when it

has distinctly arrived at the vinous stage of that process,

the liquid is drawn into casks, to be left, loosely bunged,

till the cold weather of November checks the sub-

feiTnentation, which continues after the wine has left

the press. The wine then deposits some of the matter

held by it in solution, or in suspension, and becomes

clear. It is the custom to leave the wine on its lees.

It is fit to drink as soon as it is clear, but goes on

improving until the following autumn, beyond which

time its preservation is doubtful.

In the forest zone two species of Pines are found, the

Stone Pine (Pinus pinea) and the Maritime, or common
Pine (Pinus maritima). The latter is far the most

abundant, the quickest growing, and the hardiest

Although the Maritime Pine closely resembles the

Scotch Fir in appearance, its wood is far inferior in

quality ; in damp situations it rots quickly, and if used

for indoor work and kept dry, it is in a year or t\yo

bored into, and honeycombed by a small beetle. It is,

nevertheless, the wood used throughout the country for

general purposes and for shipbuilding, and it is not

unusual for the timber to be sawn into deals, planed, and

made up into doors, window-frames, panels, &c., in the

forest itself. The Stone Pine gives a more durable and

a more even wood, but the tree is too scarce in the

North to have any economical value. The Maritime

Pine yields a coarse turpentine, with the usual treat-

ment, but the tree is never put to that use in this

country. Besides the loss to which the dead wood is

subject by insects, the living tree is attacked very de-

structively by the caterpillar of a moth (Bombyx pro-

cessionis), which forms gregarious nests in, and devours,

the tender tops, and in some years commits great

ravages. The other products of the Pine foi'ests are

the cones and pine-needles for firing, and the cones of

the Stone Pine, whose kernels are edible.

The workers in the Pine forests, the wood-cutters

and collectors of forest products, to support the cattle

which they have to employ take a crop of Oats, of

Barley, or of Rye, here and there, in favourable spots

under the shade of the Pines, and let the ground they

have cropped remain fallow again for several years

afterwards ; and wherever water is to be got, the valleys

in the very thick of the forest region show all the

tillage of the Maize-giowing district, but such spots are

rare. It is on the southern part of the consular district,

where the forest zone is displaced by marsh land, and

where the waters of the Vouga and other slow-flowing

streams meet the sea, that a small area devoted to

Rice is found. The mode of cultivation has no great

difference from, and no superiority at all over, that

followed in other countries ; none is gi-own on the dry

system, as in India. The Rice is inferior in quality,

is consumed in the country, and in yield does not com-

pare with what is grown in hotter countries ;
but,

though the Rice fields are generally fitted for the pro-

duction of other cereals, their yield is so far greater

under Rice than under any other crop, as to make up

for the dearness of labour in the Rice fields. The essen-

tial conditions in Rice cultivation are, 1st, a constant

flow of water over the Rice fields ; 2d, that the ground

should have such a slope that the Rice fields may be

formed into beds, each at a lower level than the one

above it, whereby the water may be drained com-

pletely and successively from one to the other. In

tropical countries, where the moisture prevailing

through the rainy season is sufficient for the growth of

the plant, no great injury to health is caused by its

cultivation ; but in Europe, where the moisture must

be artificially produced. Rice-growing land is rendered

unhealthy, and in Portugal there has for some years

been a popular demand for the abolition of Rice

cultivation. ^ u ir •

Rice is usually sown broadcast, in the field itselt, m
March and April, but in some places the better system

prevails of sowing in beds and transplanting. In

spring the Rice beds are ploughed thrice, lightly

manured, the clay dykes surrounding them put in

order, and the young plants, or seeds, as the case may

be, are often planted in water ankle-deep. The

water is kept flowing constantly, if possible, till the

"rain is formed ; it is then shut off, and the water in

the Rice beds evaporates, or sinks into the ground, by

the time the plant is ready for the sickle. This pro-

cess it is, taking place under the hot suns of July and

August, which makes the cutivation of Rice so ex-

ceedingly unhealthy. The result of recent legislation,

embodying popular opinion on this subject, is to

limit the area of Rice cultivation. No fresh ground

can now be converted into Rice fields, unless that

ground is already a marsh, and therefore, presumably,

not to be made more pestilential by the cultivation of

The acorns of the Cork tree (Quercus Suber) are a

good food for pigs ; the wood is used for the wheels of

carts, but has no great value ; the bark of the smaller

branches is used for tanning, the leaves in hard winters

are given to sheep and cattle, which are said to thrive

on them, and the bark of the trunk in a wine-producing

country is, of course, in great demand. The cork is

likewise exported in considerable quantities, but is

inferior in value to Spanish cork.

The Cork tree will not thrive in poor land, and the

soil beneath the trees is often cultivated every year
;

or, if not, is ploughed up every three or four, manured
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and so\\n with artificial grasses, whereby at least some
pasturage is obtained for sheep, the productiveness of

the tree in bark and acorns much increased, and the

growth of Furze and Heather under the trees pre-

vented, and, consequently, the risk of fire, the prin-

cipal danger to be feared in a Cork grove, is duninished.

The cork is removed every seven years in March or

April, and the tree pruned in the following winter.

After the first removal of the cork, the annual pro-

duction of the acorns is diminished one-half.

The existence of Olive trees, in this northern half of

the kingdom, is almost always found to be coincident

with a bad system of farming. The trees, planted at

a distance of from 20 to 30 feet asunder, admit, while

they are young, of the cultivation of the usual dis-

trictal crops beneath them ; but as they grow up, their

evergreen foliage and encroaching roots render this

double utilisation of the soil impossible. The Olive

grove is usually set on a steep declivity, and being

seldom terraced (as is the custom of the Italians), the

best part of the soil is slowly washed away by the rains
;

and this loss of humus not being repaired by the scanty

leaf-fall of the tree, nor by any surface cultivation, the

trees degenerate and the crops diminish. Had the same
ground been planted with Cork trees (and the soil ih.at

suits the one is generally fitted for the other), the con-

stant growth of Furze beneath the trees, and the recur-

ring necessity for its removal, would, even if the ground
were not kept in constant cultivation, have supplied the

farmer with the means of producing manure, which, as

the proprietor of an Olive grove, he is without. There-
fore, it is almost always found that Olive groves and
poverty go hand-in-hand. These circumstances, and a

disease which some 50 years ago blighted the trees,

and whose effects have continued (perhaps from the

degeneracy of the tree), are probably the causes that

Olive trees in Portugal present so striking a contrast to

the vigour and vitality of trees in the Olive groves of

Lombardy and of the South of France. From the

Rifcrt of Mr. Consul CraiofunL

Societies.
Scottish Akdoricultliral.—The seventeenth annual

meeting of this Society was held on November 2. in

Craigie Hall, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh. There
was a very large attendance of members from all parts

of the kingdom. Mr. Robert Hutchison, of Carlowrie,
President of the Society, occupied the chair ; and among
those present were Professor Balfour, Dr. Cleghorn. of
Stravithy, Capt. Doveton. Mr. J. Ord Mackenzie, Mr.
Edward Loraine, of the Riding Mill, Northumberland

;

Mr. William M 'Corquodale, Scone ; Mr. Gorrie, Mr. J.
Sadler, Lecturer on Botany, Royal High School ; Mr.
Thomson, Chopwell Woods ; Mr. J. Grant Thomson,
Grantown.

Professor Balfour moved the re-election of Mr. Hutchi-
son as President. Mr. Hutchison had done a great deal
for the Society, in which he took so much interest, and in

fact they could hardly get on without him. Mr. William
Thomson, Chopwell, moved the re-election of Mr. Sadler,

as Secretary, to whom the Society was equally indebted
for its present flourishing condition.

These appointments were unanimously agreed to.

Professor Balfour, Dr. Cleghorn, Mr. Loraine, Mr.
William M "Corquodale, and Mr. Thomson, Grantown,
were elected Vice-Presidents for the year, and the other
office-bearers were re-appointed.

The President then delivered his inaugural address.
After returning thants for re-election, he congratulated
the Society on the progress it had made during the
past year, both in the accessions to its ranks, and in

the useful work performed. The two most noteworthy
and important events in their history had been, he said,
first, the royal favour graciously bestowed upon us in the
Queen having been pleased to become patron of the
Society, and the interest she had thereby evinced in the
advancement of Scottish forestiy

; and, secondly, our
recognition by the British Association as fellow-workers
with them in the great battle of knowledge against
ignorance, and in the form of a grant from them in
money to aid us in examining more accurately into
the great phenomena of Nature, which are constantly
passing under our observation. The importance we
have gained in becoming affiliated members of that
great scientific association cannot be overrated, and
it should be, as I hope and believe it will be, a
powerful incentive to us all to use our utmost endea-
vours to prove ourselves worthy of being thus enrolled
in the great army of science by each contributing his
quota of observed and ascertained facts. And here
you must allow me to impress upon you the \ast im-
portance of accuracy in all your observations ; of ne\er
taking anything for granted, or " reasoning by analogy,"
butof bringing everything to the stern test of experiment

—

not of one experiment merely, but of repeated and pains-
taking investigation. We must not be disappointed if

many a theory which looked beautiful, and appeared to
be founded upon a rock, melts away when exposed to the
touchstone of proof, and we must remember that he who
exposes and demolishes a false theory, and thereby clears
the field, does as necessary and useful a work as he who
constructs a true one to take the place of the pretender
who has been dethroned. The progress of the industrial
arts in the present day places within our reach many
advantages over our ancestors in the perfection of the
instruments we have to work with in our obser\ations and
experiments, and the proper application of these should
not be overlooked in scientifically and accurately examin-
ing any of the products of the vegetable world, or any of
those beautiful but mysterious processes of Nature in the
forest or the field, which in the daily hfe of every member
of this Society come under his notice. Amongst the most
useful of these is the microscope. The more powerful

lenses have an almost miraculous magnifying power, and
have already, in every field of science, proved of immense
use in investigating and ascertaining the more recondite

processes of Nature ; and in our own particular depart-

ment of research, even a small common portable micro-

scope will be found to shed much light on objects too

small to be carefully examined by the naked eye. An
intelligent and minute application of this medium would
prove invaluable to every forester in extending his know-
ledge of the nature and causes of disease in tree-life, and
of the ravages of many insects and parasites whose
history is yet but imperfectly known ; and might further

be useful to him in suggesting many purposes to which
the bark and fibres of the roots and leaves of plants might
be profitably applied. I believe that every object in

Nature is designed for use to man, as well as for beauty,

and that as our knowledge advances we shall find that

each is a necessary part of the whole, and that without
even the smallest and most insignificant stone the great

temple of Nature could not have been built up. But we
must ever bear in mind that the best tools are valueless in

the hands of an incompetent workman, and that the only

education which is worth anything is the education we
give ourselves by training our minds to habits of observa-

tion and accuracy. All that others can do for us is to

furnish us with the tools—we ourselves must use them.
There are one or two practical hints, gentlemen, I would

suggest as being likely to be helpful to us in this work of

self-education, especially in its bearing upon our own
special department of investigation as an Arbor icultural

Society ; and the first thing that seems to me likely to be
of material service to us is the formation of natural

history clubs, or field clubs as they are called—that is to

say. local groups of foresters associated together, who
might meet once a fortnight to communicate and criticise

observations made or experiments tried by its members.
I feel sure that the institution of such local centres of self-

help would prove of immense service to the cause of

arboriculture. We are so constituted that sympathy in

our pursuits or occupations is almost indispensable to us.

There are, it is true, minds so raised above the common
level that the receiving of sympathy is an impossibility.

These are the great pioneers of the vanguard of civilisation

—men who, like Galileo, are so far ahead of their genera-

tion that their discoveries draw down upon them only

ridicule or persecution. All honour to them when they

persevere in their thankless task— when, having borne the

burden and heat of the day alone, they die uncheered by
human sympathy or appreciation, supported only by the

feeling that they have done their duty, that they have not

hid their talent in the earth, but have endeavoured to use

it to good advantage. True, as years roll on, the truth

and value of their discoveries make themselves felt, and
men raise monuments to their memory, and their names
become household words, wherewith the new leaders of

the host are cheered and encouraged, but the ears are dull

to whom these praises would have been sweet, and the

heart is cold which would have beat higher for the sym-
pathy and encouragement of its fellows. Gentlemen,
such minds of self-reliant independence are rare ; and
there are many who, though they cannot lead the forlorn

hope, can yet do good service as one of a regiment fired

with a common enthusiasm, and fighting for a common
cause. There are also many in whose minds the fire of

genius lies latent, waiting only for the spark which is to

call it forth ; and therefore, I say, that the good resulting

from such local clubs or associations as I have mentioned
may be incalculable, and likely to prove one of the most
potent agencies in the advandement of scientific know-
ledge. .\nd in connection with these clubs, and growing
out of them. I strongly advocate the institution of local

museums, where specimens of all the animals and plants

indigenous to any district may be preserved, arranged,

and classified, with all their history and peculiarities

noted and described, so as to be a help and incentive to

the lovers of natural history in the neighbourhood, and to

assist in opening their eyes to the wonder and beauty that

everywliere surround our common life, and in raising their

daily tasks from mere drudgery into an intelligent co-

operation with Nature in benefiting and advancing the

welfare of our race.

On the motion of Mr. E. Loraine, a vote of thanks was
accorded to the President for his interesting address.

Nearly 80 new members were then admitted.

The Secretary (Mr. Sadler) read the report of the

committee appointed to represent the Society at the

meeting of the British Association at Liverpool. The
committee, consisting of the President, Professor Balfour,

and Dr. Cleghorn. had made application to, and suc-

ceeded in getting from the British Association a grant of

£20 for the purpose of making investigations into the

effect of the denudation of trees on the temperature and
the rainfall of Scotland. The committee recommended
that the Society should supplement that grant by £^, in

order to provide instruments, charts, &c., to observers.

The grant from the British Association, although small

for so important an investigation, was yet a recognition

that the senices of the Society to the science of forestry

in the kingdom were valuable.

Dr. Cleghorn moved the approval of the report, and
referring to the importance of the phenomena connected
with the effects of tree denudation on the temperature of

a country, expressed the hope that good obser\ers would
be got, and that they would be provided with good
instruments. He hoped the Society would go forward
earnestly and patiently in its great work. It was a good
sign of the progress of the times that 11 young men were
completing their education in Scotland as foresters for India.

The report was approved, and a vote of thanks
awarded to the deputation.

The Chairman, in acknowledging the compliment, ex-

pressed the hope that the grant from the British

Association would be continued, as the series of
obser\'ations needed would extend over several years.

He expected they would receive a grant for the same
purpose from the Highland Society of Scotland, double
that accorded by the British Association.

Mr. Methven. treasurer, read the financial statement
for the year, which showed a balance in Jiand of j^6o.

Prize Ess^iys on Arboriculture— 'Sir. Gorrie, chairman
of the Judges' Committee, then submitted the report on
the competitive essays on different subjects connected
with arboriculture, for which the Society offer prizes of
gold, silver, and bronze medals. On the present occasion,
the chief—indeed, the handsomest—prize that has ever
been offered under the auspices of the Society, was a
silver cup, value ten guineas, presented by Messrs.
Mitchell, Arnott & Co., seedsmen, Hanover Street, for
the best essay on practical arboriculture. Five essays
were sent in, and the judges awarded the cup to

Mr. William Gilchrist, forester, Ciuny Castle, Aberdeen.
The judges reported that they placed next in order of
merit the essays of Mr. William Thomson, Chopwell,
Durham ; and Mr. A. Gilchrist, forester, Ury, Stone-
haven ; and inasmuch as they considered these two essays
of equal merit, and scarcely inferior to the first prize, they
recommended that the Society should award a gol(* medal
to each, which was unanimously agreed to. The follow-

ing is a full list of the ordinary medal prizes awarded by
the Society :—^On trees and shrubs best adapted to resist

the attacks of rabbits—James Craig, forester, Erskine
House. T)n cutting large timber by axe or saw— ist,

James Milne, assistant forester, Cluny Castle ; 2d,

Thomas Hogg, assistant forester, Hampton Court. On
the rise and fall in the value of timber within the last ten
years—gold medal—Robert Hutchison of Carlowrie.
On preserving timber from decay — David Hamilton,
forester, Tillichewan. On extensive planting— James
Brown, jun., Craigmill, Stirling. On woods and railways
—William Brown, land valuator, Edinburgh. On prepa-
ration of plantation produce for sale -William Thomson,
Chopwell, Durham. On " Is grease injurious to the
health of trees?"—James Craig. Erskine House. On the
reclamation of neglected plantations—William Thomson,
Chopwell.
The President formally presented the silver cup to

Mr. Gilchrist, and expressed the hope that the example
shown by Messrs. Mitchell, Arnott & Co. would be
followed by other gentlemen in the trade. It was in-

timated that next year Messrs. Peter Lawson & Sons
would offer a prize of five guineas for the best essay by a
practical forester on a subject prescribed by the President

and Vice-Presidents, and Mr. Thomas Methven offered a
prize of five guineas for the best collection of cones pro-

duced in Britain.

The President exhibited a very simple but ingenious
instrument for ascertaining the altitude of trees ; but, as it

has not yet been patented, details of its construction

cannot be given. A table was set apart for the display of

cones. A fine collection of branches with cones, grown
in Hampshire, was contributed by Messrs. Mitchell,

Arnott & Co., amongst the specimens being beautiful

examples of Pinus Pinea, P. muricata. P. austriaca,

P. e.xcelsa, Cedrus atlantica, Cedrus Libani, Welling-
tonia gigantea ; Mr. Anderson, Oxenford Castle,

e.xhibited a remarkably fine specimen in cone of Pinus
excelsa. A beautiful section of the wood of the well-

known Araucaria imbricata was exhibited from Dupplin
Castle, Perthshire, from which also a specimen of the

silver variety of Abies Douglasii, with cones, was shown.
The annual dinner of the Society was held in the after-

noon, in the Albert Hotel. Hanover Street—Mr. Hutchison,
of Carlowrie, the President, in the chair ; and Professor

Balfour and Mr. Thomson, Chopwell, croupiers.

Thirteenth Annual Report of the Board of
Commissioners of the Central Park, New
Yot)!., for /he Year ending December n, 1S69.

This is a volume of much more interest than garden or

park reports usually are. It consists of 187 pp. of

well printed and well arranged matter, descriptive of

the progress made in the park during the year. At a

time when we are likely to hear a good deal about

American gardening from the fluent pen of Mr. Robin-

son, it may not be amiss to glance through this report,

and see how one at least of the American public parks

is conducted.

Every convenience and healthful recreation is pro-

vided for the visitor to the New York Central Park by
the Board of Commissioners ; and, judging from the

official return of the numbers who patronised it, it

seemed to be thoroughly appreciated, the pedestrians

alone who visited it in one month in 1869 amounted to

561,963 ; this, of course, was the largest monthly

attendance, the return for the year showing no less a

number than 3,265,541, and to this are to be added
equestrians, occupants of carriages, andeven velocipedes.

We cannot do better than let the report speak for

itself, and for that reason we will extract a few of the

most striking and important items. To commence
then with the planting operations ; we read that

"5954 evergreen trees and shrubs, and 656S her-

baceous and bulbous plants, have been planted during

the year ; of these, 3429, mostly good-sized trees, have

been taken from tire dense plantations of the park."

A Palaeozoic Museum has been established under

the direction of Professor Waterhouse Hawkins, and a

museum of Natural Histoiy, and a gallery for the

reception of works of art, are in course of construc-

tion. The need and utility of such an institution is

very well advocated in the following words :

—

" There exists in all civilised communities a strong

desire to rescue from destruction, and to preserve for

future ages, those works of art and skill that justly confer

on their authors a fame among men. Growing out of

this desire, not only among modern nations but among
those of ancient date, a great collection has been as-

sembled of statuary, paintings, and other art works that

command the admiration of succeeding ages, and compel

a respect for the enlightened sentiment that has been
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instramental in their preservation. So pervading is this

sentiment, and such hold has it upon educated men of all

nations, that the conqueror who, even amid the excite-

ments and passions of war, wastes these treasures of time,

or suffers them to be pillaged, is justly regarded as an

enemy to the best interests of our race, and is charac-

terised as such in the pages of history."
" Under a popular government in which the laws, in

effect, compel the distribution of individual accumulations

of property at brief periods, and in which the transmission

of great estates from generation to generation, by entail

or other artificial means, is prohibited, the tendency

and the disposition is to mass valuable works of art and

skill under the management of corporations, or bodies

having perpetuitv of existence, for the benefit and the use

of a wider or more restricted public, as the nature of the

collections may demand.
, . , ,

" In^ur country it is only by giving the whole people

an interest in these collections that they can be success-

fully gathered and preserved through long periods of

time. We have, in this country, no dynastic families or

laws of primogeniture, by means of which collections can,

as in Europe, be handed over unimpaired to succeeding

ages ; and many individuals whose wealth and taste, or

the necessities of whose studies and business have led

them to gather for their own use, or for the enjoyment of

their families and friends, galleries of choice and expensive

works of art, or valuable collections of books, are

actuated by a high public spirit, in search of some

agency through which they can pass over these treasures

for the perpetual use and enjoyment of their fellow men.

For these reasons, in no country will collections of this

character be so extensive, so valuable, and so rapidly

gathered as in this, if the proper means can be discovered

for their preservation and transmission. It is becoming

apparent also, that the more valuable and e.ttensive of

these collections should be located in large cities, the

centres of population and of business, where people

naturally tend, and where conveniences of residence and

travel admit of their examination and study. It is equally

certain that such collections will not be committed to any

custodian that is liable to be influenced and changed by

the exigencies of the frequent political conflicts that are

generated under our government. That agency only

that can give assurance of permanency, of integrity, and

intelligence, will be entrusted with the guardianship ol

things that all ages and aU cultivated men hold valuable."

The museum has already purchased " the entire col-

lection of the late Prince Maximilian, known as the

Weid Collection, comprising 4000 mounted birds, 600

mounted mammals, 2000 fishes and reptiles. Selec-

tions from the Verreaux Collection at Paris, 2S00

mounted birds, 230 mounted mammals, 400 skeletons.

The entire collection of American and foreign birds,

about 2500 in number, lately belonging to D. F.

Elliott, Esq. A series of 250 birds of Siberia, from

M. Vedray, of Paris." Carriages are provided in the

park for the accommodation of visitors. " They are

fitted up and kept with great neatness and care, and

provide for the comfort of passengers, both in sun-

shine and in rain. The drivers are careful men, in

uniform, and all are under the control of the park com-

missioners. The rate of fare for going round the

park is 25 cents." It was in contemplation this year to

provide other forms of carriages for one, two, or four

persons, all to be placed under the same management.

Boats are provided on the lake, a playground is set

apart for boys, another for girls, and the smaller chil-

dren are well cared for by the board, as they have

provided for them "their shelter and running stretch,

their playground and swings, and other paraphernalia

for amusement. Visitors have the opportunity of

witnessing the play of the children, and discreet park

keepers are detailed to prevent any improper intrusion

upon them."
'

' The children's department of the park has been

the subject of constant attention on the part of the

board, and their convenience, amusement, and comfort,

have been attended to in such wise as to lead to a

very general use of the park by them." "Small
carriages for children, drawn by goats, are hereafter

to be provided for park use ; one is already esta

blished and running about the walks, and is often lader

with a prattling freight."

Mineral waters are dispensed at tlie springs, and a

photographic house has been erected for the use of

visitors ; and last, but certainly not least among the

numerous amusements provided is music, which holds a

prominent place. From this report we learn officially to

what extent the authorities of New York provide health-

ful recreation and instruction for their fellow citizens.

The report itself is a good specimen of what such

reports might be made ; besides being printed in clear

type, and on good paper, it is illustrated by photo-

graphic and lithographic views in the park, meteoro-

logical tables, and a well-drawn up list of living birds

and animals.

bee to emerge from her cell. We find also that

swarms and casts have not been so certain and

abundant in Surrey and Kent. A common cottage

hive, which had constantly swarmed in June, and

generally sent out a cast, has thrown off its swarm,

but failed in the cast ; and we have to record the sad

fate of the colony, that it has terminated a case of a

trial cottage hive, which had been under strict

watching for nine years, during which period it had

never failed to swarm in June, and send forth its cast,

except in the present season, and five years ago

when no casts were raised. Also a box hive, which

had been in use 14 years, came to an untimely end.

The combs, however, were of great interest, proving

the fact of the queen cells being always raised at the

edges of the combs in a normal state, and that, after so

many years, the bees were able to obtain the wax from

the honey cells, and the non-breeding cells alone, as

the accumulation of cocoons made it necessary to break

away the sides of the combs to obtain the breeding

length for the workers. We found the accumulated

fasces under the cocoons more than an eighth of an inch,

including of course the three or four cocoons of each

year's raised larvae. The cottage hive had been well

painted and cared for, as well as the box, and the

combs and the whole of the interior were as pure and

sweet as a newly inhabited hive or box, smelling of

the propolis, and sweet balsamic scent of the Poplars,

not a chink or crack in the wood, or a fold of the

straw hive but was so sealed up that no wax moth
larvae could invade the interior. These hives were in

a most excellent locality for bee pasturage, and the

bees stored honey in caps as well for the benefit of the

owners—giving an example how bees will thrive even

in a limited space ; their old breeding combs were re-

turned, and although latterly reduced in numbers from

the combs being cleared away, yet the bees seemed to

have made up for it by early swarming, and only having

the one cast for the one young queen to lead off annually

;

but this year's want of new labourers, just after swarm-

ing, and the honey harvest failing after the first fort-

night, the open food cells were soon emptied and the

brood with the young queen or queens perished, though

the bees held on in hopes until nearly September, when
only 200 or 300 were left, and they disappeared in

October.

But to revert to the brood combs : these must be

most carefully handled or the brood will perish ; smoke,

or exposure to cold, and certainly any pressure on the

cells, will cause havoc among the larvre. The combs

should be kept on their ends, and held by the honey-cells

at the top. We allude, of course, to the combs taken out

of cottage hives, or even the bars of Grecian hives or

boxes, where the combs are merely attached to the

upper bars, and have been cut away from the sides of

the hives and boxes, just as in the usual cottage hives,

only there will be the great advantage of lifting and

holding the combs by the bar of wood instead of the

honeycombs. It will be necessary to cut away these bars

if they are to be introduced into the bar-frame hive ; or,

as we have selected to accept the "honey-trough hive"

as the practical hive of the day, all these combs, being
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reliable guide :—Chromatella, bright orange-yellow
;

James Salter, lilac or mauve, shaded towards the

centre ; Dr. Masters, very distinct, with sword-like

florets, opening with a large centre of bright yellow
;

Leopard, bright indian-red, with large yellow spots;

Meteor, bright golden yellow, changing to orange ;

G. F. Wilson, very large double flowers, of a dark

golden yellow colour ; Comtesse de Beauregard, dark

rose, very fine ; Prince Satsuma, also golden yellow,

and very double ; the Daimio, pink, changing to rosy

lilac, one of the showiest ; Yeddo, lilac, a curiously

incurved flower, rosy lilac in colour, with a lighter

shaded centre ; and Red Dragon, chestnut-red, tipped

with yellow, and frequently spotted with gold. Several

new flowers in this class have been exhibited this

season, but of these more anon. All who have the

opportunity should pay a visit to the Brunswick
Nursery at once, or a rich treat will be missed.

^jtrbciT #pcnitions.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
In order to forward the early flowering of Cyclamens

not yet in bloom, and to induce a finer quality in the

individual flowers, it is a good plan at this season

to give them a slight increase of temperature. They
should be placed in as light and fully exposed a situa-

tion as it is possible to get in the houses containing them.

Any plants that do not throw up their flowers as freely

as may be wished for, may be materially benefited by
plunging them into moderate bottom heat. This, in

connection with the treatment suggested above, and with
occasional applications of wholesome liquid manure,
will soon give them a vigorous start. Perhaps few plants

more thoroughly enjoy a perfectly clean condition

of foliage than these, though none can be happy
with the surface of their leaves covered over with any
matter likely to injure or limit the extent of their func-

tions. Tree and other kinds of perpetual Carnations^

which are so easily flowered during the winter months,
will now make a display in cool greenhouses, if properly

grown on for the occasion. It is needless to state that

these plants will not succeed in pots, unless good drain-

age is provided for them. Hence I need not qualify

the suggestion I am about to make, by saying that they
must not by any means be permitted to become sod-

den at the roots. When the buds are swelling, and
the drainage is perfect, water freely; this is the only

way to obtain fine blooms, and to prevent a large

percentage of the flowers from turning blind.

I do not allude to this as a modern practice, for the

older fanciers—Hogg, for instance—used to employ
these means freely, even for the purpose of assisting

the later winter blooms of varieties less adapted for

forcing than such as, happily, we now possess. Herba-
ceoits Calceolarias will now be making rapid progress
towards the formation of fine plants, as they delight in

a cool, somewhat damp, atm.osphere. The main point

to be attended to in then: culture at this season is to keep
them in as cool a place as possible, but not perfectly

protected from frost.

FORCING HOUSES.
Do not omit to see that Vinei-ies in which Grapes

are still hanging.are carefully looked through as often as

possible, to detect at the earliest time any decaying
berries which may exist in any of the bunches.
Remove at once every berry so affected. During
moderately fine intervals secure all the ventilation

possible by opening both the front and back lights a
little ; this, of course, when the external air is dry and
moderately soft. Do not lose a day in collecting the
necessary amount of leaves, ic, for Pine pits during
fine intervals, as they keep much better when col-

lected thus early and before they commence decaying.
Those who wish to cut ripe Grapes from Pot Vines in

April next should introduce them into heat without
further delay ; or rather, I should say, into a tempe-
rature commencing at temperate, and gradually rising

to Sa** or 85". Also prepare the required amount of
bottom heat, into which it will be necessary to plunge
the pots. Let />^/;Y('-f gradually go to rest, by with-
holding water altogether.

HARDY FLOIVER GARDEN.
Finish planting all kinds of plants intended for early

spring blooming, where this has not already been done
;

as even now there is some risk of being overtaken by
bad weather. Cut away all young flower-spikes push-
ing up from Hollyhock stools, and draw the soil up
to, and around the stools. Those who meditate lay-

ing down grass this season, should do so with as little

delay as possible. Conversing on this subject with one
of our most practical horticulturists, he said :

—
*' Novem-

ber is the month for this operation ; if this period be let

pass by, we may have following in its wake, frost, snow,
and other opposing elements, likely to last the winter
through until March or April arrives, and with it a dry
period and more powerful sun, which acting in con-
junction, will destroy the best plants in any turf." Those
who intend keeping their flower beds empty until next
May should now have them dug deeply, placing the
bottom spit on the surface, so that the frost may exert
its beneficial influence. In digging these over it is

better to giv« them a coating of good leaf-mould

—

partly decomposed only, than to do so in the spring

immediately before planting out, which often causes

the plants to run to leaf at the expense of flowers.

Tulips should have all been got in by this time, and a

better season for the operation could not well be wished
for. Clean the roots of Ranunculi from any soil or

litter attached, and put them in a dry place,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
It is customary—following a very antiquated rule

—

to bank over the crowns of Asparagus plants^ in such a

manner that frost cannot possibly reach them, to their

supposed injury. This, I have no doubt, is a useless

procedure, and one which, to say the least, is not in

keeping with any natural law whatever, I do not

advise any one to follow my suggestion entirely, but

the fact is worthy of consideration. By affording to

the elements an unimpeded course more gootl is

likely to accrue from their influences on the soil than
is the case when the crowns are buried at such a depth
that these cannot reach them. A trial should be
made with a row, or bed or two, regarding which a
future report would be of some interest. Give atten-

tion to the stock oi Potatos, now that the first "sweat-
ing " is past. Place stable Utter around stools of

Globe Artichokes at the first approach of severe frosty

weather. Make a sowing of some early kinds oi Peas
on a warm sheltered aspect ; also another sowing of

Broad Beans. Make all necessary preliminary arrange-

ments for the covering over of Parsley^ Endive^ &c.,

which are likely to afford a useful crop onwards. Keep
the soil free and open amongst beds of Spinach,
gathering the leaves singly and without injury to the

plants when a dish is wanted for use. Rake, sweep,
and clean up all tree leaves or other symptoms of

decay likely not only to maintain moisture, but to

impede a free circulation of air. IV. E.
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variety of form and character.—7- P. F. Probably

Cotoneaster affinis.

Painting Rails ; G. E. M. If there is any loose rusly

matter, by all means remove it before painting again
;

but if not, do not break the surface. The other

question is referred.

Scale, &c., on Peach Trees.— r. C. R. You must

persevere. It is to be got rid of. Give your trees a

good painting with Gishurst Compound, or soft-soap

and sulphur, thickened to the consistency of paint by

mixing it H-ith soil ; with this you will be able to give

them a good coat. Paint them with this as often as

you see any appearance of the pests.

Vine Disease : G. N. You will see on looking back

that we have already figured the insect, and it has been

repeatedly alluded to in our columns by Prof West-

wood, Mr. Berkeley, and others.—A'. M. Probably the

disease in question is the one to which so much atten-

tion has been called in our columns. For a remedy see

p. 1277 in our 39th number.

Catalogues Received:— C. Turner, Catalogue of

Roses, Fruit Trees, and ConiferEe.— T. Perkins, Whole-

sale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.— F. & A. Dickson

& Sons, Descriptive Catalogue of Roses and Holly-

hocks.—E. H. Krelage &. Son, Catalogue Special des

Tulipes.—Narcisse Gaujard, Ghent, Wholesale Cata-

logue of Nursery Stock. — John Stewart & Sons,

Catalo.gue of Nursery Stock.—W. Chater, Catalogue

of Hollyhocks, Roses, &c.—W. Drummond and Sons,

Catalogue of Forest, Ornamental, and Fruit trees.

—

Louis Van Houtte, Catalogue of Fruit Trees, Conifers,

Ornamental Trees, Roses, Gesneraceous Plants, &c.

—

William Paul, Catalogue of Roses.—George Prince,

Catologue of Flower Roots, Poses, and Strawberry

Plants. — Peter Lawson & Son, Catalogue of Forest

Trees, Shrubs, &c.^. Smith, Wholesale Catalogue ol

Trees, Shrubs, &c.

COMMUN'ICATIONS RECEIVED :—J. G. B.— G. N.-R. H.—
—R. M.—E. R.—J. B. T.—W. B.—R. L. M.—A. F. S.

— F. F.-R. G.—J. G. T.-Winton.—W. J.—H. G.—H. W. C.

—A. B.

ilarhds.
CO VENT GARDEN.—No

A thin attendance of buyers has son

, 28.

A-hat interfered

is towards im-
; well kept up.
Some good

ith business, but the general tendency
provement. The Continental supplies ar

but are not quite so regular as usual

American Newtown Pippins are to hand this week;
they realise from 2s. to y. per dozen. Amongst flowers

we hftve Orchids. Chrysanthemums, Mignonette, Heaths,
and dwarf evergreens.

Fkuit.

J.r/.

I
Oranges, per loo .

.

Pears, per doz. .

.

Pine-apples, per lb.

:.</.

Artichokes, Jams:
lem, p. lb o 2 to o 4

Beet, per doz, , , 20 — 30
Bru5.Sprouts,i sieve 30 — 36
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch ..04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16—30
Celery, red, p. bun. 16 — 20— white, do. .. 10—16
Cucumbers, each ..06 — 10
Garlic, per lb. ..08—..
Herbs, per bunch . . o 2 to o 4

PotatoSj Regents, per ton. 60s. to 80s. ; Kidneys, 5os. to 121

HorscRadish.p.bun. 30 — 50
Lettuces, p. score . , i 6 — 30
Mint, per bunch . . o 3 — 06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — 16
Onions,pcr bunch . . 04 — 09
Parsley, p. bunch . . 07 — 04
S.ilsafy, per bundle, 13 — 16
Seakale, p. pun. . . 40 — 46
Shallots, per lb. ..08—..
.Spinach, p. bushel. . 20 — 30
Tomatos, per dor. . . i o - - 1 6

Everlastings, Hyacinth Glasses, &c
TAMES CARTER, DUNNETT. and BEALE'S
ff Wholesale LIST (Tlluslralcd) ol KVERI-ASTINGS, DRIED
NATURAL FLOWERS, HYACINTH GLASSES, and GARDEN
REQUISITES is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on

^'jAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND EEALE, 237 and 238, HiRh
Holborn. London, W.C.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of
CHARLES J. ELACKITH AND CO..

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
rtail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on applicatii

HOT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green-
>, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.

,nd Estimates on applicatia

Greenhouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

106. Mare Steeet, Hackney, E. Good substantial-made GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for Fixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price £50;
21 feet bv 13 feet. jC^S ; 12!^ feel by 10 feel, £15. A handsome
CONSERVATORY in stock, 36 feet lonp 18 feet wide, jC"0-
Eslimatcs given for any branch in the above line, in Wood or Iron.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, &c.. &c.. of
superior quality.

HOT.WAThR PIPES, Nos. 6 and 7—per
yard

ELliOWS, No. IS each
T-PIPES, No. 33
SYPHONS
VALVES
The above, nctl cash prices, delivered at London, Liverpool, Bristol,

2-inch.
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MR. TAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of
I. & T. Fraser. Lea Eridee Koad), undertakes HOKTICUL-

Landscape Gardening, Groundwork, the Making of
NEW ROADS, PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any e^itent. either by contract

: other\vise. Estimates, Plans, and Specifications supplied on thc

Park Fencing undertaken to any c

._. . ._.is and Designs for Horticultural Et ., ,

Woodlands Nursery, iNIaresfield, near Uckfield, Sus:
N.E. Plans and Designs for Horticultural Euildings. &c., &c.

WM. ABRAHAM, HORTICULTURAL Auctioneer,
Valuer, &c., Goldworlh Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

Woking, Surrey.

SALES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conducted.

A
Nursery and Seed Business to be Disposed of.

\ excellent and old established NURSERYMAN
and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS is lo be DISPOSED OF, in

sequence of the death of thc late Proprieior.
" " ' cct for the rcquirc-

: of payment can be arranRcd lo suit theabout £6cx>o) ; and the
convenience of the purchaser.
The Nursery Grounds are situated within an easy distance from :

flourishinf; and increasing Market Town, and thc business is capablt

SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS vviU SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C., on

MONDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 14 and 16, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely each day, an importation of choice Double and
Sincle HYACINTHS, TULIPS, IRIS. CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
GLADIOLI, LILUMS. and other Bulbs, just arrived from Holland.

On view the mornings ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, November i^, at halfpast t2 o'Clock precisely, an
assortment of first-class POULTRY and PIGEONS, from thc yards

On \ .-the

Imported OrcMds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Kf.r„„s, ,s, Kmc- ~ir,-,.i, r„v;nt Garden, on THURS-

DAY, November ,-. ..t I. !;; , I. I
: precisely, an Irnnortation,

just arrived fron. f choice CATTLEYAS,
ODONTOGLii I !

,
I I I ; 1 AS, EPIDENDRUMS,

WARSCEWlC,:i : 1 \-, ..
. : n l ulmein, CYPRIPEDIUM

PARISHII, and 1 ll.VL.l.:.ul'il.v. LijW 11, tic.

On view the murnin;; of Sale, and Catalogues had

Important Sale of Plants,
At thc ROY.VI. HOKTICULTURAL GARDENS, CHISWICK.
TX/TR.J. ('. Sri.Vl X- l.rjs to announce that he has

Laurd . i , ;
,,.,•

, ,ik;

Irish V,«., , I .
'

.

' :.'.,II.S.

Pieonics Sl.-,i,r,M. .:.!:,
1 ,1 \ KS

Standard .ind In I 1
: M ; ; I .

i
; I

I : ! I
,

I
I .old

Black CURU.M. I ., < .. m
i i, I 1

I , I . 1 ,1 I I.; , , . 1 .,iics,

FIGS in pots..-uid .i-i.-ai -..11 Lli ..1 II.,:-.:, !::_._:, ..:,J iuu::... ni.uiy

of them suitable for Lawn specimens, and lolled lo suit both large
and small growers.

three days prior, and mornings of Sale, per Catalogues only,— ' -"
I Mr. RICHARDS, "

London. W.C.

Wandswortli Common, S.

IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE
NUKSEKV STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. Robert Neal, to SELL by

AUCTION, on thc Premises, the Nursery, Wandsworth Common,
Surrey, 5 minutes' walk from Wandsworth Common Station, on

2 to 6 feet : 13,000 Green and Variegated Hollies, 3 to 6 feet : 11

English and Irish Yews, 15,000 Aucubas, 50,000 Lygustrum ovalifoliu

13,000 Eerberis, ot sorts: 10,000 Euonymus, 2000 Cedrus Dcoda
10,000 Spruce Firs, 2 to 6 feet ; 20,000 Rhododendrons, of sor
lo.txxj Box-leaved Privet ; 3000 Arbor-vita, 2 to 9 feel : 5000 Arbut

Deciduous Shrubs, various, and ihousantjs of others ; a large quantity
Fruit Tr<il and Forest T .

Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best
Plants, in pots, &c.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Cataloj

ndoflhe ,nd Val rsTe"t"

Climbii

y be had

To Nurserymen and Others.
MESSRS. HOFMAN and SON will SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Albemarle Nursery Grounds,
Great North Road, Potters Bar, on MONDAY, November n. at

2 o'clock precisely, in ONE LOT, FOURTEEN nearly new GREEN-
HOUSES, Heated with Hot-water Pipes, Boilers, Furnaces and
Fittings. About 130 feet of PIT LIGHTS and thc wood ERECTION
ol POTTING HOUSE.
Maybe viewed two days prior to and day of Sale. Particulars and

, Castle Street, Leicester Squ; ,
W.C.

M
Second Poultry Sale of tbe Season.
I.Ul \SS KEriiMTORY, LIVERPOOL.

ESSRS, I.Ut .\S AND CO. will SELL by
11 1 1

i N . . .n f R 1
1

1 \ \'
. .N l,^c^lber 25, at 11 o'clock prompt,

;. I.
,

,
I . ; I I HM 1 lirNDRED LOTSofChoice

1
I

'

!
I I I

',
'

I :
: . 1

:
"•. - No Entrance Fee for

::
I

.- CLOSES on MOND.AY,
I i./d. All Birds to be al the

ill' !,.::
I !, I,. re q o'clock on Friday.

-1 hree lirrds 111 e.uh I'tii. e^.:epl of great merit. Pigeons in

Important Sale of Shortliorns.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he ha:
received instructions from Mr. B Wainman, of 'Whitley Manor

Newport. Salop, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, 01

MONDAY, November 28, at the Midland Counties' Repository
Birmingham (being thc week of the Show-1, a choice HERD of
superior SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 30 Head of Bull:

Cows, and Heifers, that are chiefly descended from thc old an
famed herds of Mr. Cooper, of Ox Close, and Mr. Peacock, i

Haddockstones, with the introduction of some good blood from Lord
Feversham's, Lord Pcnrhyn's, Captain Gunter's, Mr. Mcintosh's,
Mr. Maynard's, and other celebrated breeders. Thc sires latterly

used are of the Kirklevington sort.

Catalogues, with pedigrees, and other particulars, may be had on
application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London ; or of
Mr. WAINMAN, Whitley Manor, Newport, Salop.

The Royal Berkshire Root Show.

READING, 'Ss'JSrsS^' NOVEMBER, 1870.

PECIAL PRIZES for SUTTONS' CHAMPION
' SWEDES, at the ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW.
be held at READING on SATURDAY, November 26. The

ng valuable Prizes for SuTTONS" Champion Swede will b<

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

"lyTESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
:ckhani, adjoining Peel

. fcr

thc lease having expired, the \', !i 1 .lu.iblc

NURSERY STUCK, consisting of choice <,,,,,.
r . n I \ ..

: -T<:cn
Shrubs, including; 2000 Aucubas, i to 4 feet ; loaa iJrccn, \ aricgatcd,
and other Hollies ; 1000 Chinese Arbor-vila:, 3 lo 9 ft. ; 4000 Euonymus,
I to 3 feet ; 500 Laurustinus, 400 English and Irish Yews, 1300 Lygus-
trum, of sorts : 300 fine Yucca glonosa, in flower; fine Fruit Trees;
^000 hardy Climbers, in pots; 1000 Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing
Koses, together with 1500 choice Double Camellias and Azalea indica,
very fine ; 150 Ericas and Epacris, 6000 Pelargoniums and Geraniums,
in all the leading varieties ; 2000 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, &c

Catalogues may be had on thc Premises, and o
the Auctione< , Ley

Sunuljigdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.
CLEARANCE SALEof SEVERAL.tCRES of NURSERY STOCK,

the land being required for building purposes by thc Sunningdale
Estate Company.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Charles Noble to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, Sunningdale Nurserj-, Bagshot, Surrey (within five
minutes' walk of Sunningdale Railway Station), on W'EDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, November t6 and 17. at 12 o'clock, without

:, the remaining NURSERY STOCK, not disposed of at the

iands of Rhododendn

together with a large quantity of clean-grown Standard and Py
" " Apples, Plums, Cherries, Dwarl-bred Peaches,

' '~ '
'^ ants, &c. ; Standard

I r the best ss, a Silver Cup, value
1 .ir the second best 24, money or plate, value
Kor thc third best 24 „ „

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW, 1870.—The TWENTY-SECOND GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE. SHEEP. PIGS, DOMESTIC

liber 26, 28, 29, and 30, and
I of TWO THOLISAND

WEDNESDAY, and TIM :'
December I. when PRI/f
ONE HUNDRED Pul M- :

Thc Exhibitors and ihc ri.l.li.. »ii; b.^^ .idmittcd to Binglcy Hall to

witness thc Judging of the C.itllc, Sheep, Pigs, Roots, Corn, and
Poultry, on Saturday, November 26, at 9 o'Clock, A.M,, upon payment

i-Subscribers, until

I k, to Elect a President for the ensuing ye.

ling three years, and upon general business.
JOHN U. LYTHALL, Secretary.

Offices of the Society, 39, New Street, Bir

Nectarines, best Lancashire Gooseben

1 the Premises, and of thc Auctionce

Luncheon, by ticket, will be in readiness on
leaving Waterloo at 11 o'clock, which Train \

convey Purchasers to the Sale.

N " --•

be 1

Scotland, and Wales, without chanj

he railway communication is so complete that goods may
tted from Sunningdale Station to any part of England,

Sale of FirBt-ClasB Dutch Bulbs, Standard Roses, &c.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, on FRIDAY,
November 18, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a first-class COLLEC-
TION of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, &c. :

a choice assortment of 300 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, of the bc-it

Hardy RHODODENDRONS, and other American

1' the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at Ihc Rooms
Plants. &C.
Onv
5 above, and of the A

Cljc|igricHltuTHl(injctte,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1870.

The report of last week's Council meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England is full

of interesting matter.

We are very glad to learn from it that Mr.
Mason'.S liberal offer this year of a prize for the

best cultivated farm is to be repeated in the

Wolverhampton district ; and that the difficulty

anticipated for the judges, arising out of the dis-

similar characters of the farms which they would
have to compare, is at least halved for next year

by the offer of two such prizes—one for arable

and the other for dairy farmers. On the motion
of Mr. Thompson, the chairman of the Journal
Committee, it is resolved to offer second prizes

in the several cases, and to confer upon the

committee the power of arranging the details of

the competition. There is a considerable
expenditure connected with these farm com-
petitions—no less than ^325 has been spent in

this way this year,—but we are sure that the funds

of the .Society cannot be better laid out. We obtain

a handsome and therefore stimulating travelling

premium, which may be said to influence the
agriculture of all England once in about 12 or

14 years—and founded on this we have also an
instructive report upon the leading features of
good agriculture, which must exert a sensible
influence on the agriculture of all England once
in every year. No part of the Society's expendi-
ture can be named which more directly carries

out the objects for which the Society itself was
constituteij. It will no doubt be a part of the

committee's care to ensure efficient inspection,

comparison, and description of the occupations.

It is desirable that both adjudication and report

be not left too long in one set of hands. Mr. Hall
Keary and his colleagues deserve our thanks
for their careful and conscientious work ; but it

is not desirable that the modes of judgment or

canons of criticism, by which awards may be
determined, should be sterotypcd ; and we shall

be all the better for the application offresh minds
every year to the problem, which will, doubtless,

annually be put before the Judges of the Society.

In reference to Mr. THOMPSON'S remarks on
this year's award, we venture to say, (i) that
in no case this year could the prize have been
awarded to what we presume is meant by
"model" farming— in every instance, we believe,

the competing farms are held simply for the
profits of the business ; and (2) we are not
certain that the comparison of Kirtlington and
Ashgrove, which we lately made, does illustrate

the belief of the judges, that thc profitable culti-

vation of poor stone brash soils is to be done only

by a large expenditure in cake and corn. This,
however, is a point to which we must return.

One other capital point in last week's pro-

ceedings has yet to be named. The Council do
not abandon their educational scheme, and the
terms on which they receive agricultural students

in 1 87 1 are somewhat relaxed from those of the

past year. The experience hitherto of the Edu-
cation Committee has not been particularly

encouraging. In 186S they had candidates
enough, but not one passed ! This roused the

Cirencester authorities, and in 1869 the College

candidates had what may be pronounced an
excess of success, for in 1870 a maximum of

age was fixed, which looked as if intended
to debar the College competition altogether.

At any rate it h.ad that effect, and it debarred
almost all other competition into the bargain.

In 1871, competitors for s\\<i prizes must be—as

last year they were required to be—under 2 1 years

of age; but the Society's "certificates" may be tried

for irrespective of age. We do not see why, if a
certificate may be granted to a man of 25, or

even 30, if he shoulii deserve it, a prize should
not be accessible as well. It appears to us that

the Society had better seek candidates in the

first instance anyhow,—competition by young
students if possible, but, anyhow, COMPETITION
—only gradually introducing whatever restrictions

they may deem desirable. Let us hope, however,
that this last relaxation may be of some service,

and that at least a score of adult candidates and
a score of younger students may compete next
year for the certificates and prizes which the

Society offer.

One other paragraph in last week's report de-

serves a note. Mr. W. J. Edmonds, than whom
no one on the Council is characterised by more
dispassionate good sense, will move at the next
Council meeting, that a small grant be made
to the Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture, who,
with the aid of the Prolessors of the Royal
Agricultural College, arc conducting a series of

manure experiments on corn and roots. We
earnestly hope that this may be the commence-
ment and inauguration of a more active and
cordial relationship, for their mutual advantage,
and for the better promotion of their mutual
objects, between the chief central and the local

agricultural societies of the country. In no other
way, we are persuaded, can many of the objects of

the Society be more effectively promoted than by
the establishment of friendly relationship with

Farmers' Clubs. It ought to be considered an
additional motive in this direction, that in this

instance the Society will be availing itself of the

services of the Royal Agricultural College. Mr.
Edmonds will have done a very great agricul-

tural service if he shall succeed in establishing

friendly relations between the local agricultural

societies, whether Clubs or Chambers, and the

Royal Agricultural Society of England.

The usual crop of letters to the newspapers on

Acorns as food, and acorns as poison, which

follows every summer favourable to their abund-
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ance, has at length, we hope, been harvested in

full. There can be no doubt that cattle have

died, and that cattle, sheep, and pigs have lived,

on acorns. That they are good food when

properly administered, has long been matter

of common experience, and that young cattle,

pinched in withered pastures, may take them

to excess, and die of consequent inflammation,

is also sufficiently notorious. That they are

useful as cattle food appears, indeed, m the

records of our courts of law. At Hull, last year,

evidence was given that 297 tons of acorns had

been ground into meal—making very good

"buff'era" for cake !—" buff 'em" to cake bemg
much the same as " bunkum " is to speech.

Acorns were that year to be had for £1 a ton at

Smyrna. Prices here have varied between 6d.

and 14^. a bushel. Almost the whole truth on the

subject has been already given in our columns

(see p. 13S7) ; nevertheless, we give the following

recent correspondence on the same subject :

—

1. Sir G. Jenkinson writes to the Times stating that

several cattle had died on his land from eating acorns.

2. Lord Rosslyn corroborates SirG. jENKINSON's letter.

He had lost two Alderney cows, after a few hours' illness,

t\ie post mortem examination proving the cause of death

to be acute inflammation of the coats of the stomach,

produced by undigested acorns and Oak leaves.

3.
" T. S. B.," Hatherop, lost young Aldemey cattle, a

present from Hertfordshire. A past mortem at once

revealed the cause of death. In the passage where food,

having been once masticated, returns for the process of

npact lump of : ns, which had the farrummation,
evidently been only slightly crushed when eaten, and
which the stomach had been unable to prep.are and to

forward for the next operation. The cattle had come
from a pasture studded with Oak trees, and had been

observed, a day or two before their journey, to be devour-

ing the fallen acorns with much greediness. But this was
a case of choking rather than poisoning.

4. Tke Rev. C. F. Watkins, of Brixworth, who had
opened the correspondence with an urgent remonstrance

against wasting the valuable store of food falling around
us, writes to vindicate himself against the presumption

that he had recommended the use of acorns for cattle :

—

" I did no such thing. I recommended them only for

swine and sheep, and Horse Chestnuts for milch kine.

E.xperience justifies me so far ; and the unusual scarcity

of the hay and Turnip crops this year seemed to me to

render the information I possessed a national property,

which it would be almost criminal to withhold. At the

same time I took care to guard that information with

prudent directions for gathermg and securing the crop in

a dry and ripe state, and ministering it in due proportion.

Had these suggestions been followed. Sir G. Jenkinson's
cattle could not have suffered ; but when the acorns were
allowed to strew the parks and fields, and the cattle to

roam about and gorge themselves with the rough esculent

ad libitum, it is not to be wondered at that tlie clogged

and distended organs of digestion should lose their natural

powers, and injurious gases affect the stomach."

5. Mr. White, agent to Sir W. Carevv, of h^bridge.

says that he has employed persons to collect acorns at

IS. 3^. a bushel. "Sir W. C.IREW has had cattle grazing

in tire lawn of 40 acres and several other fields, where
there are many large Oak trees, and this year they have
bome immense quantities of acorns, which, together with

lots of small branches, have been blown down by the

severe gales ; yet the bullocks which have been depas-

tured there have been perfectly healthy."

6th, and lastly, " W. M." writes a very sensible letter

on acorn feeding to the Times. " I believe them to be
just as poisonous to cattle, and no more so, than turtle

and cold punch are to the traditional alderman. Cattl

show no more reason, especially after such a hungry
summer, than humans do when they come across rar<

and delicious food, and show as little respect for thi

coats of their stomach. If Dives would permit Laz.'\kus
to pick up his superfluous acorns (which jealous Dives
very rarely will), Lazarus would get a store of pig food
for the winter, and Dives u'ould not have to lament over
cattle dying through disgraceful gorging— eating till they
literally burst."

Prices in Mark Lane did not vary from those

of last week for all good samples. In the Metropo-
litan Meat Market there was a small supply, and
prices were higher.

At a Council meeting of the Central Chamber
ofAgriculture, held on Tuesday, Sir Massey Lopes,
Bart., JLP., the Vice-President, in the chair, the

report of the Local Taxation Committee was read and
adopted. It briefly recapitulated the progress made in

the discussion of the subject at a large number of

meetings of magistrates in different parts of the

It was also resolved, '"

appointed to confer with the various insurance offices

as to the most equitable terms for the insurance of

farming stock and produce.—The thanks of the Council

were voted to the Right Hon. W. E. FoRSTER,
M.P., for the prompt manner in which the powers

of the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act were

put in force upon the outbreak of cattle plague

on the Continent.—It was resolved that the inte-

rests of both producers and consumers demand that

effective regulations for waterside slaughter should

be applied, with the least possible delay, at every port

at which foreign animals are admitted, with quarantine

for store stock, and the hope was expressed, "that Her
M.ajesty's Government will not hesitate to adhere to

and support the provisions of the Contagious Diseases

(Animals) Act, with reference to the establishment of

a permanent Metropolitan Cattle Market, and that

when such a market has been opened, the present

restriction against the removal of cattle from the

metropolitan area will be rescinded."—Lastly, special

attention was called to the exorbitant charges of the

railway companies for the conveyance of dead meat.

"The Fen Country" was the subject, on

last Monday, of a paper by Mr. A. S. RusTON, of

Aylesby House, Chatteris, before the London Farmers'

Club, of which we give extracts in another page. It

was followed by a discussion, of which the following is

a summary :—Mr. Brown commenced the discussion

by giving his concurrence to the paper generally. Mr.

RusTON had treated the subject with so much ability

as to leave little room for remark, except, perhaps,

upon the diversity of opinion which existed amongst

of the different levels. They
only at variance on Fen farm practice, but opposed

still, as they had hitherto been, to further improvement.

— i\Ir. LiTTLEthought several things in Fen management
were open to criticism. Considering, for example,

how much Fen land suffered from drought in the

summer time, he thought the command they had of

fresh water flowing past in plentiful abundance to the

sea, at a higher level, might be turned to profitable

account. Under such favourable circumstances the

land could be watered at a small outlay of capital on

the part of the landlord, and less on that of the

tenant. He might quote the Bedford Level, to which

the paper specially alluded, as having suffered perhaps

more from drought than the other levels, and where

command of fresh water and corresponding gains were,

in his opinion, equally promising. The other two

topics to which he should refer, were the natural

increase of the value of land arising from the progress

of improvement and population, and the vast amount
of expense arising from Parliamentary and other extra-

vagances with which the Fen country was burdened.

In calculating the increase of value, he thought the

paper had not given sufficient credit to the farmer; and

he thought that, although further legislation was
needed, yet Fen farmers had ample reason to com-

plain of what they experienced relative to the latter.

—

Mr. G. Marti.n said that, with improved drainage,

the greater breadth of clayed land, and the increasing

use of phosphatic manures, strongly commended by
Mr. RusTON, he thought more food for sheep was
grown, and that more sheep per acre were kept than

was perhaps generally imagined. He differed from the

paper in its reference to the horses of the Fen country,

for he thought it could no longer boast of its breed,

as a good colt was with dififtculty to be found.—Mr.

Mechi agreed wuh Mr. Little as to the use of water,

but he thought sewage would suit the Fen country

better than pure river water.—Mr. Bell took excep-

tion to what was said against small occupations, which

in the South Level were becoming highly remunerative

as market gardens, and the like, the occupiers being

both prosperous and respectable. And he did not

see why the same degree of success should not apply to

the small occupations of the other levels. With this

exception he gave the paper his warmest approbation.

—Mr. Read, M.P., said the paper was an ex-

cellent one, and so ably handled as almost to exclude

discussion. He then pointed out some anomalies in

Fen farming and characteristics of Norfolk Fen land.

Drainage does not always pay, and steam engines were

only used to remove flood-water. Some soils become

so comminuted, light and loose, as to drift before the

slightest breeze. They wanted claying, and as that

lay 20 feet below the surface, it was expensive to bring

up and apply. He would remind Mr. RusTON, too,

that the windmill was in some places superseding

steam-engines (an announcement which excited a

general laugh). He next reviewed the gang system, the

want of proper cottages, with gardens, on farms, so as to
' ' practicable,

7 feet, and was very much infested with weeds.—
The CHAIR^L'VN, in his summary of the discussion,

drew special attention to what Mr. Little and Mr.

Read had said relative to the use of water and the

duty of the landlord in this and other respects.

— On Monday last the Court of Common Council

adopted the report of their Markets' Committee, re-

commending the purchase of the Deptford Dockyard
site for the New Foreign Cattle Market, to be

erected and managed by the Corporation in terms of the

Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act of 1S69. The site is

to cost ^^91,500, for an area of 22 acres, with a river

frontage of 1012 feet ; and the total cost of the

market is expected to reach the suiu of ;£'i6o,ooo.

The decision has evokedconsiderable variety of opinion

on the part of those interested in the meat trade of the

metropolis—the selection of a locality on the south

side of the river without railway communication being

condemned by many in the interest of consumers, who
are for the most part on the north side of the river.

There had been, of course, previous to the decision,

and no doubt will continue to be until the decision shall

be considered irreversible, great energy of personal

effort in this matter for the service of private interest

—

an energy which has, we think, rather injured the cause

which it professed to advocate. No doubt the risk

ofcontagion is reduced by the selection of the southern

site, and we presume that the Home Cattle Defence

Association are to be congratulated on the decision

w'hich has been arrived at ; but the site from which the

interests of consumers would be served is so clearly

among those which have been rejected that we cannot

but think that some prejudice against them must have

been excited in the minds of the Market Committee

—

how excited, it is impossible to say.

The following is a statement of the entries to

the forthcoming Midland Counties Show at Bir-

mingham, showing a large increase on last year: —
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top-dressed with Proctor & Ryland's wheat manure,
gave 42 bush., weight 64 lb. and 65 lb. per bush.—so

various, and in many cases so sadly deficient, are our two
main crops. Grass we have none, Turnips are filthy,

Mangels are pretty good. All our feeding cattle are in

the yards. Wheat sowing is progressing favourably, ' the

useful trouble of the rain ' having come. Farming pro-

spects are not very attractive. Puipers, chaff-cutters, and
hard cash will be in requisition this winter."

The Rev. H. N. Ellacombe, of Bitten,

Gloucestershire, writes as follows, on the subject of

Parochial Registers, with reference to a letter in

the Tunes from Mr. PoRTER :—
"Mr. Porter states that "it is illegal (Act 6 & 7

William IV., cap. 86) to bury any corpse without a certifi-

cate from the civil registrar.' This is not so. On the

contrary, it is illegal to refuse 'to bury any corpse that is

brought to the cliurch or churchyard, convenient notice

having been given thereof before ;
" and if any minister

shall refuse to bury, ' he shall be suspended by the Bishop
of the diocese from his ministry for the space of three

months " (68th Canon). The Registration Act in no way
altered this, but simply enacted that 'if any dead body
shall be buried for which no such certificate {i. c, by the
registrar or coroner) shall have been delivered, the person
who shall bury or perform any funeral shall forthwith give
notice thereof to the registrar within seven days,' under a
penalty of ^10. This is a very small burden to lay on a
clergyman ; and in my own parish I always advise the

poor not to go to the registrar, either in the case of a
birth or death, for it is the registrar's duty to go to them.
This gives me the very slight trouble of a short note to the

registrar, after the funeral, but it saves them a long walk
(sometimes from 5 to 10 miles in this district), and the
loss of a day's work."

Mr. Meyerstein, agent for the sale of " Genu-
ine Leopoldshall Kainit " in this country, referring to

recently published circulars on the subject of " Crude

immense collection of specimens is the result, from
which the stands at the Smithfield show will be sup-

plied. Messrs. Carter require all roots sent to them
for adjudication to reach them by November 30.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATIXE.

An inspection of the accompanying Table shows
at least one use of reporting upon farm management,
namely, the capabilities of land of various qualities to

maintain live slock. We would especially commend
to the attention of our readers the comparison between
the areas under roots and summer forage crops and the

winter and summer stock maintained. This, taken in

connection with the amount expended upon purchased
foods, should be an instructive lesson upon meat
manufacture in the case of well-managed farms. Mrs.

Millington, in good root years, is able to maintain 1000
sheep on 200 acres of roots, or 5 sheep per acre ; and
this with a liberal use of cake. Mr. Treadwell
maintains 570 sheep—some 50 or 60 of which are sold

as rams—upon a main crop of about 35 acres of roots,

supplemented with Turnips sown between Bean rows
after the last hoeing. This is, we consider, a remark-
able case of heavy stocking, and could only be carried

out by the large expenditure of _;^I400 per annum on
cake and corn. It is also noteworthy that upon this

farm a large head of cattle is kept, which must throw
the sheep almost exclusively upon the resources of the

arable land.

Mr. Z. Stilgoe's farm is scarcely less remarkable for

the large amount of live stock maintained. Thirty-six

acres of regular root crops, supplemented with late

sown Turnips after Beans, &c. (which never can amount
to more than a very moderate crop), supports 600

Fordyce, for 50 gs. Cupbearer, recently used in
the herd, was purchased by Mr. M'Combie for 38 gs.

Another excellent bull was secured by Lord Fife for

53 gs., and Lord Huntly gave the highest price of the
day, 67 gs., for Lively, a 2-year-old heifer,

On invitation I went to Mappowder to-day
(Nov. 3), to see my friend, Mr. James's, Hereford bull,

14 months old, bought of Mr. Philip Turner. It is a
most superior animal, of first-rate formation and
quality. It is the best bull I have ever yet seen at
Mappowder, being level all over, with perfect muzzle,
head, eyes, and horns. His name is Leopold, and
he won the 2d prize at Ludlow. His blood is good on
both sides. Leopold is by Bachelor (2941), a son
of the Adforton Douglas (2505), from a cow by Sir
Thomas, descended from Master Butterfly (1313),
King James (97S—a son of Walford), and Original
(216). The dam of Leopold, Kathleen, a Boling-
broke cow, bred also Minerva, the 2d prize heifer at
the Manchester Royal Agricultural Society's Show,
and which was there sold for exportation to New South
Wales. The pedigree of Kathleen is ancient and very
good. I also had the pleasure of reviewing Miss
IVren, who is in first-rate fettle for Islington. I hope
she will be ist prize in her class and gold medalist ; but
I remember Napoleon's words: "High in morning,
low at niglit." Exhibitors should remember that

"there are always as good fish in the sea as ever came
out of it." They should send good animals to the
show, and not be offended if others send better. I was
curate of Mappowder when the late Mr. James intro--

duced the first Plereford bull, bought of Mr. Turner, of
Noke. I must congratulate his son of the Leen upon
the much superior bull now sent to improve my friend's

herd. IV. F. Raiklyffe, Okeford Filzpaine.

Mrs. Millington, Ardley ..

Mr, Treadwell, Upper Winchendon

Mr. Craddock, Lyneham ..

Mr. N. Stilgoe, Addcrbury

Mr. Z. Stilgoe, Adderbury ., ,.

Mr. Denchfield

Capt. Dashwood, KirtHngton ._

Mr. Latham, Little Wittenham .,

General Features.

Description of Soil.

) Light thin loam, resting

) Rather strong clay, loam
j

of good quality

252 Good deep soil

I

072 Thin loara, of poor
quality

500 Strong, and mixed gra-

Expenditure

Dry Food. Summer. Winter.

Other Forage Crops.

I50 acres Mustard,
after seeds
acres Cabbages ;

Tankard Turnips
after winter Beans
4 acres Rye
and 6-course

I and forage crops for sheep as possible.

Including 44 acres of Sainfoin. f 10 fatting, and 10 in-calvers. { 225 lambs, 225 sold as fat lambs.

: fatted

: fatted

! fatted

PoT.vsH Salts " as Manure, has sent us a corre-

spondence between Dr. Voelcker and himself, from
which we extract Dr. Voelcker's statement that :

—

" I. Calcining does not increase the fertilising proper-
ties of the sulphate of potash contained in liainit.

"2. In the experiments, which he made solely with a
view of ascertaining for what crops, upon what soils, and
in what circumstances potash salts may be used with
advantage in agriculture, he employed various compounds
of potash, and not exclusively Dr. Frank's potash 'salts.

"3. The precise conditions in which potash may be
applied advantageously to the land are not as fully appre-
hended by many as they should be, and he therefore gave
Mr. Meyerstein authority to quote any of his published
experiments which are calculated to help the farmer to
make a right and profitable use of potash manures. On
the strength of these experiments, Mr. Meverstein was
justified to recommend native kainit as one of the forms
in which impure potash salts may now be purchased,
and potash applied to the land at a moderate cost."

Both Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, and Messrs.
Carter, of Holbom, adopt the best possible means of
securing a collection of the largest and best grown
roots of Mangel Wurzel, Swedes, common Turnips,
Carrots, Cabbages, and Kohl Rabi, by offering Prizes
to Cultivators all over England—sums varying from
;^I0 to as many shillings—for the best and largest

specimens of any of these farm crops. Messrs. Sutton
have thus for 20 years held an annual show at Reading.
The Royal Berks Root Show, which takes place on
Saturday, November 26, is really one of the best

annual exhibitions of root crops in the kingdom—and
has no doubt done a great deal both to promote com-
petition among root growers and to extend the business
of the enterprising firm under whose management it is

conducted.* At 237, Holborn, too, prizes under
no fewer than 22 classes are olTered for Swedes and
Mangels, and other roots, whether grown from the
seed supplied by Messrs. Carter or not : and an

* Messrs. Sutton require all specimens, sent to them in com-
petition for their prizes, to r«ach them not later than Thursday,
November 24.

sheep in the winter ; and although, as in other cases,

the 125 acres of pasture will carry a portion of the ewe
flock, yet, when we remember that 70 head of cattle

are also maintained, we have a striking case of heavy

stocking. Such a tabular statement as that appended
to these remarks also teaches the importance of a more
definite object in the inspection of farms. If, for

instance, more perfect information had been obtained

in all the cases visited, respecting the amounts of food

and hay expended, as well as exact data regarding the

root and forage crops, weight of beef, mutton, and
wool sold off in the year, &c. , the community might
have been put in possession of many most important

facts worthy of being worked out, and from which
important generalisations might have been drawn. It

is to be hoped that, in any inspection of farms here-

after to be made, the judges will be provided with a

certain number of propositions {and we here speak

more particularly of questions relating to live stock)

which would guide their questions so as to enable them
to obtain data for establishing important agricultural

truths.

Mr. William S. Marr, of Upper Mill, N.B.,

recently sold 20 young Shorthorn bulls and about 16

heifers, Mr. Mitchell, of St. John's Wells, performing

the duties of auctioneer. The total proceeds of the

sale were ;^I059 \os., or an average of ^25 14?. on

the bulls, and £,zii 13^. on the heifers, which, con-

sidering that 22 of the animals disposed of were calves,

must be looked upon as very satisfactory. Prices were

uniform, and, with few exceptions, ranged between 20

and 30 gs.

The Castle Fraser herd of pure polled Aber-
deen cattle was disposed of recently. The herd

comprised 25 head, and had long been known in

connection with the name of Colonel Fraser, its

.pirited owner. The entire number disposed of

ealised rather more than ^38 each. Sybil, a

6-year-old cow, became Mr. M'Pherson Grant's

property at 63 gs. Blanche was secured by Mr.
|

POULTRY.
At the tenth exhibition of the Southampton poultry

show, over 600 pens of poultry and pigeons were exhi-

bited. Dorkings were especially well represented, and

the competition among chickens of this breed was very

severe. Spanish, Cochins, game, French fowls, and

Bantams, were all well represented, and the light

Brahma chickens were considered a truly magnificent

collection. The judges were Mr. Hewitt for poultry,

and Mr. Esquelant for pigeons. The following is the

prize list :

—

Spanish.—Cup, H. Yardley : 2d, Nicholas & Howard.
Dorkings.—Cup, J. Martin ; 2d, T. Briden. Chickens : ist,

L. Patton ; 2d, J. Martin.

Cochins.— ist, H. Lingwood i 2d and 3d, J. Catteil.

Brahmas.—Daik : ist and 2d, H. Lmgwood. Light : Cup
and 2d, H. M. Maynard ; 3d, H. Dowsett. Chickens : Cup and
2d, Mrs. Williamson ; 3d, H. M. Maynard.
Game.—Black and other breeds : Cup, H. Gibson : 2d, J.

Laming. Chickens ; ist, J. Laming : 2d, E. Bell. Any variety :

ist, H. M. Julian (duckwing) ; 2d. J. Mason (duckwing).

Hamburghs.- Pencilled : ist, F. Pittis, jun. (silver) ; 2d, W.
K. Tickner (gold). Spangled ; ist, Mrs. Pattison : zd, N. Barter.

Polish.—Any v.aricty : 1st, A. Cruttenden (gold) ; 2d, J. Hintou
(silver).

French Fowls.—ist, Hon. C. Fitzwilliam ; 2d, H. S. Fraser.

Chickens : Cup, Hon. C. Fitzwilliam ; 2d, J. J. Maiden.

Any other variety.— ist, — Walker, jun. (black Hamburghs) ;

2d, I. Hinton (Malays).
Bantams.-Game : Cup, H. C. Rogers ; 2d, J. C. fc E.

Nesbitt. Any other variety : ist, M. Leno ; 2d, E. Cambridge.

Ducks.—Aylesbury ; ist and 2d, Mrs. M. Seamons. Any
other variety ; isl, C. N. Baker (Mandarin) ; 2d, G. Scutt

iRbuen).
Geese,- ist, J. K. Fowler ; 2d, Mrs. M. Seamons.

As in the case of Ktany other varieties of fowls,

^vrites Mr, Tegetmeier, Cochins are known popularly

by a name to which they have no claim. Mr.

Robert Fortune, who has passed many years in

various parts of China, says: "The man who first

gave these fowls the names of Cochin-Chinas has much

to answer for. I firmly believe that what are called

' Cochin-Chinas ' and ' Shanghaes ' are one and the

same. One thing is certain ; the breed you have in

this country as Cochin-China are plentiful about

Shanghae. They were discovered there after the war.
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and were frequently brought to this country, and taken

to India, by captains of trading vessels. Was not this

the date of their introduction to England ? And what

grounds has any one for supposing the fowls ever saw

Cochin-China ? " It may be thought that this variety

miglit have been earlier known, owing to our

long-continued commerce with Macao and Canton,

but Mr. Fortune says that is a breed but

little known in those warmer parts of China, and

that "in fact the Southern Chinese were as much

struck with the size of the breed as we were." He adds,

" the Shanghae breed seems to be more common about

Shanghae than anywhere else in the north ;
but I

found it over all the low country of that part of China.

The southern breeds have been long \ve\l known to

ship captains and English residents ; but there is

nothing very marked in their character."

ASHGROVE, KIRTLINGTON, AND
WOOLSTON.

\Vh.\t can we learn by the " Reports on Farm
Prize Competition," published in the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Journal, vol. vi., part 2 ? is a question

that may be fairly asked by eveiy farmer in England.

I can discuss the report if I cannot answer the question.

The " 1st prize farm," occupied by Mrs. Milling-

ton, of Ardley, contains 820 acres of arable land and

70 acres of pasture, all of poor quality—stone brash.

For 15 years it has been worked upon the well-known

four-course shift, viz., roots. Barley, seeds, and Wheat.

The roots and seeds having been consumed upon the

land, the average produce sold off has been 410 acres of

Wheat and Barley. The estimate or value of this w<

are not told. About 70 head of store cattle are win

tered and sold out in the spring. If they pay for the

cake they cat, that is all that is expected of them.

Four hundred Lincoln ewes are kept, 150 going out

every year, with the surplus produce of lambs at 12 or

13 months old, fat. In good Turnip years 200 sheep

are bought in the autumn and sent out fat in the

spring. Value or profit is not shown here. From So

to 100 pigs are generally kept, and for the most part

sold off as stores. Value or profit is not shown here.

To grow the roots about 40 tons of superphosphate

are used yearly, and the whole of the manure made
upon the farm goes yearly upon the seed land, and is

ploughed in for Wheat the ne.xt year.

The annual cake bill for feeding cattle and sheep has

been ;^I200.

We are told that the labourers get well paid, but

there are no particulars given.

Upon this evidence the judges Jump at the conclu-

sion that this farm has been worked "with a view to

profit." I say jump at the conclusion, for they must
have done so, as there is nothing in the report to show
that Mrs. Millington is farming at a " profit ;

" the

word "view" must have been drawn heavily upon.

The judges found Mrs. Millington's farm clean, and
they had a right to infer that her rent was paid, and as

she showed them "great kindness and hospitality"

they were bound to infer that she was earning her

bread, but as to profit they say nothing. Mrs. Mil-

lington ought to gel more than the bread she eats for

the interest of her money and work on an 890-acre

farm, and the judges ought to have proved the point

clearly out.

The evidence on the 2d and 3d prize farms is

quite as blind as it is upon the first prize farm ; there-

fore I shall not trouble you with it in detail, but
will go at once to the judges' comparison of Captain
Dashwood's farm with the prize farm {see p. 270 of the

Journal).

Captain Dashwood's farm at Kirtlington contains

927 acres of arable land, and 145 acres of meadow and
pasture, all of poor quality, stone brash, worked upon a

six-course shift, four-sixths in Wheat, Barley, and Oats,

the half of a si.\th in Pulse, and the other half in seeds,

and onc-si.\lh in roots.

For roots the land is manured with cart dung, guano,
and superphosphate.

Wheat is grown after Mangels, and Barley after

Swedes ; both are top-dressed with nitrate of soda in

the spring.

Seeds are sown after Mangels and Swedes, and seed
land is ploughed over and planted with Wheat, and
gets heavily top-dressed with nitrate of soda in the
spring.

Five hundred Oxford Down ewes are kept grazing,
and average produce of over 600 lambs, the surplus of
which, after filling up the flock, are fed off yearly, at

about 12 months old, with the draught ewes. Short
horned cattle are bought in the autumn, and are madi
fat upon roots and cake. We are told nothing about
the number of cattle thus kept. About 100 pigs are
kept and fed.

The labourers are well cared for.

Upon this slender evidence the judges tell us and
Captain Dashwood that at Ardley one-half only of the

arable land is annually under white grain crops ; that

much reliance is placed upon the fertilising power of
ake-and-corn-eating sheep. While at Kirtlington

four-si,\ths of the arable land is given up to cereal crops,

nitrate of soda being the great stimulant there to force

extra crops :

—

"In very favourable seasons the system is said to answer,
but this year it is certainly a failure. . . . The whole
blame Is laid upon the season, but we think that want of

condition is the real reason why light land at Kirtlington

has suffered so much more by drought than similar light

land at Ardley. The fact is, that the system of growing

corn by means of stimulating manure has been pushed too

far, and the elements of fertility have not been restored

to the soil in the same ratio as they have been abstracted.

A trying season has come and the crops have failed."

Upon the preceding evidence Kirtlington practice is

condemned. Why the judges should condemn it I

cannot understand, when they recommend somewhat

the same practice to be carried out at Ardley. Here

is what they say,
—" We venture to give an opinion

that small dressings of nitrate of soda, mixed with salt,

judiciously ajiplied several times in the spring, would

yield good return for the outlay (see p. 255 of the

Journal) for the Wheat crop." If the use of nitrate of

soda is bad at Kirtlington, I take it that it would be

bad also at Ardley, for the soils are the same in

character.

The judges do not clearly show Kirtlington practice,

for although they show that some cattle, sheep, and

pigs are fed, they do not show the extent. From
another quarter I learn that on that farm there is

upwards of ;{^20oo worth of cake and other food for

stock every year consumed upon the farm, and ;i8oo

worth of artificial manure is applied. Why, then,

here, as well as at Ardley, "much reliance is placed

upon the fertilising power of cake-and-corn-eating

sheep," as well as upon a top-dressing for Wheat, that

the judges recommend at Ardley and condemn at

Kirtlington.

The judges, after condemning the Kirtlington prac-

tice of growing four-sixths white grain crops, tell us

that Mr. Lawes contends that com may be grown year

after year by the use of artificial manure, yet doubts

whether, upon " light thin soils," the alternation of

green and white crops can profitably be departed from ;

and then, running away from their shield, " light thin

soils," set up by saying, " on more than one farm

which we examined, deep and excellent steam cultiva-

tion had been relied upon to grow repeated corn crops

without manure, and although on strong, good soils

this may answer for a time, we believe that, in the

long run, the true system is to endeavour to keep as

much stock as possible, and not to grow corn upon too

many acres." Then it is plain that this exception,

"light thin soils," is cut from under them. They
mean o'h all soils. Now, I will prove that they are

wrong by testing the value of their produce of meat

and com on their " 1st prize farm " against the value

of the corn produced on my heavy clay land. Their

farm has had 15 years of its present practice, and my
40 acres of heavy land have had 15 years' practice under

steam-power culture ; therefore, we start fair upon that

point.

The value of the Ardley farm produce of corn and

meal stands thus :

410 acres of ^Vhcat and Barley, at .£10 per acre . . /4100
Gainonplgs .. .. .. 200

Gain on slieep, mcluduig wool .. .- .. 1200

Gain on oxen 3°°

clay-land men in Oxfordshire, both tenant and landlord,

know that they are asleep to have allowed "stone

brash " to have beaten them, and, in addition to that,

save me the trouble of sending separate copies to the

leading agricultural papers, for I cannot afford the time

and labour to do it. IVilliam Smith, Woolston, BleUhUy
Station, Bucks, Nm. i.

FAT STOCK versus BEETROOT SUGAR.
In part I of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England's Journal for 1S70, Dr. Voelcker gives us a

a very interesting article upon "Beetroot Pulp," from
which, if you will allow me, I will deduce a few
results. Many a man reading this article hastily would
run away with the idea that it is possible to sell his

Sugar-Beet to a manufacturer at ^os. per ton, and get

them "all" back again at I2j. per ton, minus the

sugar, and that what he gets back is really invaluable

for cattle feeding, as the pure root would be. A little

consideration of the matter, however, and a few simple

calculations from Dr. Voelcker's analyses, will show
that his article will bear no such interpretation.

Dr. Voelcker gives the following as the composi-

tion of fair average Silesian Sugar-Beet grown in

England ;

—

Water 84.5
Sugar qs
Other matters .. .. 6.0

He also tells us that Beetroot pulp, after the root

has been grated and pressed in the manufactory to

extract its juice, contains :
—

Water .. . . .. . . 70-0

Sugar 1.5

Otiicr matters 28,5

Most men, when looking at these figures, will be

struck by the large quantity of water still left in the

pulp, and at first will think that the pressing has been
very ineffectually done, as so little of the water seems

to have been taken away. This, however, is not the

case, for if these figures be worked out it will be found

that 19 tons of raw Beet only produce 4 tons of pressed

pulp, 15 tons being removed by the action of the press.

This calculation is on the assumption that the press

removes nothing except sugar and water—an assump-
tion not strictly true, but still sufficiently near to illus-

trate what I desire to point out.

Now, 19 tons of Beet, worked out according to Dr.

Voelcker's analysis, ought to contain, pounds weight

—

Sugar
Wai
Other r

Deduct from this the artilicial and cake
/5800

bill

• /;43»

or an average on the 890 acres of not quite jCs per acre.

The value of the corn produce on my 40 acres of

heavy clay land that has been under steam culture for

15 years :

—

40 acres at ;Cio per acre £i\or^

Deduct from this the artificial manure bill . . . . 40

Total gain ;£36o

or an average on the 40 acres of Z9 per acre.

This land of mine has been under com crop 14 years

out of the 15, and there is no sign whatever of exhaus-

tion of fertility, and it can be kept clean under steam-

power for ever under com crops at much less cost than

the light land at Ardley can under an altemation of

green and white crops ; therefore, I must be the winner

in cost and produce. What others do under steam

culture, "without any manure," I have nothing to do

with. What I do on my own clay land can be done

on the vast track of clay land extending from Woolston

to Claydon on the "sketch-map" in the Royal Agri-

cultural Society's Journal, right on to Lechlade, shown

upon the said "sketch-map." What the occupiers on

those clay soils have been at I cannot understand, for

had they bestirred themselves they must have beaten

Mrs. Millington on her poor " stone brash."

I shall go on growing com on my heavy clay land

year after with the aid of /l worth of artificial manure

per acre yearly in addition to the straw grown upon

the land (with little or no cake) converted into manure.

Therefore the Royal Agricultural Society's judges and

all the world may see what may be done on our heavy

clay soils. It is of no use for the Royal Agricultiural

Society's judges to try to run Mr. Lawes' experiment:

and statements down, for the evidence at Woolston is

getting very heavy in support of them.

If the judges had tested Kirtlington against Ardley

upon an average of years according to a money value

per acre, there would not have been much difference,

yet it might have been in favour of Kirtlington. The
judges judged according to an exceptional dry year,

and Ardley won. Therefore, Mrs. Millington is quite

entitled to her prize.

I beg that you will publish this, and thereby let the

4043.2 1

35963-2 .

2553-6 ,

42560.0
,

But again, 4 tons of pressed pulp, worked out by Dr.

Voelcker's analysis, ought to contain, pounds weight

—

Sugar .. .. .. .. .. 134-4 lb.

Other matte: 2553-6 .

And the 15 tons taken away by the press would
contain, in pounds weight

—

Sugar 3908.8 lb.

Water 29691.2 „

33600-0 „

Now, let us look at the money, and see how much
money the farmer gets for parting with these 3909 lb.

of sugar. The Beet is sold, I believe, at 20s. per ton

delivered at the factory, and the farmer buys back the

refuse at I zs. per ton, put into his cart at the factory.

To cart away the refuse costs the farmer nothing,

because his carts are there, whether or not delivering

Beet, but to deliver the Beet from his farm at the

factory must cost a good deal. I do not think I over-

estimate if I assume that it will take S-v. per ton off the

price, leaving the nett price ly. per ton. Well then,

if a farmer sells 19 tons of Beet he receives 19 x 15 =
285.r. ; but he pays back 48J. for 4 tons of pulp, which

his Beet produces, leaving him just 237^., or/'ii l^s

as the nett sum he gets for 3909 lb. of sugar, or rather

less than 6.r. ^\d. per cwt., or £(i ly. lod. per ton.

Now, the question I desire to ask those practical

farmers, who are engaged in growing and selling this

Sugar-Beet, is this : If you could buy pure sugar, laid

down in your own farmyards, for jf6 ij-r. lOi/. per ton,

or less than three farthings per pound, do you not think

it would pay you to give it to your fatting stock at

that price ? If so, then why should you sell it to the

sugar manufacturers ? G. A. H.

THE LA \V OF HYPOTHEC.
I. What it Was.—The landlord had in security of his

rent not merely the tenant's personal obligation ex-

pressed in the lease, but a real and preferable right in

the fruits of the ground, and in the cattle and other

movable effects, such as furniture and implements

brought upon it by the tenant.

The corn and other fruits were hypothecated for the

rent of that year whereof they were the crop ; and it

might happen that several years' crops would stand

hypothecated for the rent of those years respectively of

which they were the crops, though the landlord might

not have attempted their recovery by an action for
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many years together. The cattle, household furniture,

and implements of husbandry, could not, like the

fruits, be hypothecated for the crop of a particular

year. They were subject generally to the landlord's

hypothec, which, to be effectual, required to be made

special by sequestration within three months after the

last conventional term of payment of the rent ;
which

three months being expired, the hypothec ceased for

the rent of that year.

2. IV/iiit il Is.—By the Hypothec Amendment (Scot-

land) Act, 1867, which applies to farms or land with

the buildings thereon, occupied for farming purposes

only, the landlord's hypothec is not to be available

beyond three months after the rent is payable, except

during leases current at the passing of the Act, unless

made real by sequestration duly registered. Agricul-

tural implements, furniture, and furnishing are by this

statute exempted from sequestration at the instance of

the landlord ; but the farm crops and stocking still

remain subject to it.

3. Its Advantages to the Landlord.—It is a good

guarantee of two years' rent. This is a very common
practical illustration. James Thomson is a tenant of

a farm for 19 years from Martinmas, 1S52 ; his lease

will expire at Martinmas, 1S71 ; he has not paid any

rent for crop 1870, which is due by the obligation in

his lease in equal halves at Whitsunday and Martinmas,

1870. He has just reaped the crop of 1870. As
Thomson has a good stock of cattle and horses, the

landlord has allowed him to sell off the com crop of

1870 ; but on February 10, 1S71, he makes his hypo-

thec special by sequestration of the cattle and horses

for payment of the rent of crop 1870 ; and he will

secure the rent for payment of crop 1871 by seques-

trating in security that year's crop when sown down.

Thomson will pay 4J. per pound to his ordinary

creditors ; but the landlord's claim for two years' rents

and crops, and the costs of sequestration, will be paid

in full. The following illustrations will show the

practical working of the hypothec in a more general

way :

—

(r.) Whitsunday entrj'.—Rent payable—Whitsunday after

sowing, and Martinmas thereafter.

(2.) Whitsunday entry.—Rent payable- Martinmas after

shearing, and Whitsunday thereafter.

(3) Whitsunday entry.—Rent payable—Lammas after

sowing, and Candlemas thereafter.

(4.) Martinmas entry.— Rent payable—Whitsunday after

sowing, and Martinmas thereafter.

(5.) Martinmas entry.—Rent payable—Martinmas after

shearing, and Whitsunday thereafter.

(6, ) Martinmas entry.—Rent payable—Lammas after sow
ing, and Candlemas thereafter.

Nos. (i) and (4).—The tenant has not paid his rent

for crop for 1S70 within the year. On February 10,

1871, a sequestration is used for payment. The land-

lord not only may do so, but after the crop of 1871 is

sown down, probably on May 16, 1871, he may use

his sequestration for the rent of crop 1871.

Nos. (2) and (5).—The tenant does not pay his rent

for crop 1870 before Whitsunday, 1S71. The landlord

in that case will sequestrate before August 15, 1871,

for payment of rent crop 1870, and in security of his

rent crop 1871.

Nos. (3) and (6).—The tenant does not pay his rent

for crop 1S70 before May I, 1871. The landlord will

at May i sequestrate for the rents of crop 1S70 and

1871, for payment and in security respectively.

In other words, the law of hypothec, taking a very

moderate view of its operation, secures the landlord in

a first and preferable charge of two full years' rents,

and the costs of the proceedings over the crop and
stocking ; and these must be paid in full before the

otirer creditors of the tenant receive a shilling from that

part of the tenant's estate—subject also to the claim of

the Crown for taxes and of servants' wages for the

current term. And should the tenant not become
utterly bankrupt within the currency of a 19 years'

lease, the same process may be repeated often enough
yearly thereafter by the landlord, if necessary, till the

tenant is exhausted and gives place to another; and
this is very often the result of private arrangement.
Now that household furniture and furnishing are

exempt from the operation of the right of hypothec,

these will be sold off", or at least reduced to the lowest

ebb, and the proceeds paid over to his landlord before

a farmer will submit to a sequestration being obtained

and registered against him in the Sheriff Court ; so that

practically the only part of the tenant's estate from

whicli the general creditors may derive an advantage
by the late Act will be the agricultural implements.

It enables a landlord to select a tenant without suf-

ficient means for a farm. There is a farm to be let.

Six farmers offer. Four offer rents not much different.

Two are far above the rest. On inquiry, it is found
that these two are scarce of capital for the farm. The
other ofierers have sufficient means. If the landlord is

in fair circumstances, and is in other respects a good
man, he will not take the highest offer, but accept the

highest offer of a man of capital. It is not so with a

needy landlord ; he will, in nine cases out of ten,

select the highest offerer for his tenant, and increase his

borrowing powers and his income with the increase of

his rent-roll. Thus it enables a bad landlord to rack-
rent his estate, and otherwise oppress a helpless

tenantry.

The poor or the bad landlord, in accepting the

higliest offer, knows quite well that if his new tenant

lias not sufficient means of his own to plenish, stock,

and sow the farm, he will get ample credit to enable

him to sow the first year's crop, and to put some

cattle and implements upon the farm, That, and the

offer of tlie higli rent together, answers the landlord's

purpose. The law of hypothec is at his call, and he is

secure of his rent, at least for a time.

It enables a sportsman to be a game preserver on

arable or grass and corn farms, as well as on mountain

and forest. Of late years more especially, hunting has

been so much in fashion among the rich classes, as to

have made the preservation of low country game a

source of considerable income to needy and greedy

landlords. The consequence is, that, not content with

the high rents drawn from the farms, many of them

raise rabbits and hares, and feed them on their farmer's

crops, without any abatement of rent, and either shoot

them down themselves for the market, or let them to

sporting tenants at high rents. But for the law of

hypothec, the fear of a small dividend, and the salutary

dread of having his farms left unlet in his own hands,

might help to moderate the rapacity of this the worst

species of game preserver ; but if, along with the aboli-

tion of the law of hypothec, there is given to tenants

an inalienable right of killing rabbits and hares jointly

with the landlord, it will be the farmers' own fault if

they do not protect their crops. Meanwhile—It en-

ables tlie landlord to draw two rents—one from the

tenant-farmer, who receives value in the use and occu-

pation of the land—another rent from the sporting

tenant or the game-dealer from animals fed on the

tenant-farmer's crops, at the' tenant-farmer's cost, from

which he derives no profit, but suffers much pecuniary

loss, and'receives no compensation.

4. Tlie Farmer's Losses by It.—It compels the tenant

to buy his labour and his land in the dearest, and to

sell the produce in the cheapest market. The converse

of this in regard to every other article of commerce,

except land and its service, is now not only the law of

the United Kingdom, but, next to tlie Bible, the glory

of this nation among all the nations of the earth. So
long as protection to native industry was maintained to

be sound political doctrine by the foremost statesmen

of the day, the landlords had something to say for the

law of hypothec as a quid pro quo for the protection

then afforded to the tenant-farmers against the market

of the world. But now that protection is removed,

and that free trade has been the acknowledged law

of trade for 22 years, it is unaccountable to find that iro

Conservative or Whig Government—no, not even a

Conservative or Whig Member of Parliament, has even

yet brought in a Bill to the British House of Commons
to abolish this remnant of class legislation—this relic of

feudalism—in the year 1S70. Upon this subject
" Whig and Tory all agree" to do nothing effectual at

least. The recent Act noticed above is a sham and an

insult to common sense ; and there is too much reason

to fear that the well-to-do landlords, irrespective of

their politics, are prepared to sacrifice the whole farmer

class to the necessities of their poor neighbour land-

lords, rather than come forward manfully and secure

for the Scottish tenantry the benefits of free trade, now
enjoyed by every other class of the community.

Since the representation of the people in Parliament

was amended in 1832, it has been very decidedly the

policy of landlords to do away with small holdings of

land. In doing so, there is little doubt that they were

more or less infiuenced by these considerations—viz.,

the extension of their political influence, and the putting

of their houses in order to prepare, by the removal of

the working classes to towns, or to the colonies, for a

real Poor-law, and not a sham one, such as we had in

Scotland then, and continued to have till 1S45.

As the Reform Act of 1S32 had fixed ;i'50ofrent

as the lowest qualification of Parliamentary voters for

occupiers of land in counties in Scotland, possessions

of less value than ;^50 of rent per annum had lost, in

the eyes of their owners, all political significance ; and,

partly for political purposes, and partly to try and shift

a prospective burden from the country to the town,

the owners of those small possessions added field to

field, their crofts ceased to exist as crofts, and their

occupants were removed to another sphere. In this

way—Its indirect operation for the last 35 years has

been to diminish the supply of the labour market, and
to increase, in fact nearly to double, the rate of money
wages.

The amount paid in servants' wages on an ordinary

farm is now about double of what it was 35 years

ago.

It has been already shown how it is an instrument

in the hands of a bad or poor landlord to raise rents to

an unnatural height. That cause, and the excessive

rise in wages, have together reduced the farmer's pro-

fits to a minimum, and in many instances to ;///.

In place of helping the saving and industrious farm-

servant to his thriff, by placing him in a possession

suitable to his savings, the existing system leaves him
no alternative but either to continue a farm-servant till

he is an old man, or to become farmer of a possession

far too large for his means. Human ambition is

tempted by the facilities now afforded forgetting credit,

and the desire to improve social position in the scale of

society ; the landlord, as has been seen, has a state

guarantee for his rent, and the farm-servant too often

becomes the farmer chiefly upon borrowed capital, at a

rent which no farmer with suitable means will give for

it, and in this way it deprives capital of its just

weight and consideration in competition ; it drives

capitalists from the tenancy of land, and retards the

application of scientific skill and capital to the material

improvement of the country, so much to be desired in

the present state of agriculture.

It is true there are still some small crofts to be had,

but they are so few in number, and the applicants are

so numerous, that they bring higher rents in proportion

than larger lots of land when the competition is not so

great. But if every occupier of land is now to have a

county vote, whose dwelling-house by itself is worth

£'i or £(i of yearly rent, there will be no longer any

reason why there should not be small holdings of the

value of /.'S, .^10,^15, £zo, ^25, ^30, ^35, ^40,
and ;^45. Such an arrangement would benefit all

classes. It is natural, just and moderate, fitted to

check undue speculation in landlord and tenant, to

improve the condition of the working classes, to regu-

late wages by a fair supply of labour, and improve the

internal strength of our country by encouraging a large

increase of the country population, which is far below

what it ought to be in agricultural counties, although

it may be still in excess in some highland and island

districts.

There is no doubt that every county in Scotland has

good landlords in it ; but is it right or reasonable that

the comfort and happiness of such an important class

as the farmers should depend upon the caprice of any

landlord for the time being—upon avarice or folly

—

upon poverty, speculation, or adventure—or upon
politics or headstrong passion ?

Yet that such is the condition of the Scottish farmer

is the honest open truth. There is no gainsaying it

;

and as regards politics, a tenant-farmer's vote, till two

years ago, was counted on by his landlord as surely as

his rent.

There is no such condition attached to the tenant's

vote in the Reform Act of 1832. It is not attempted

to be conditioned for in the written lease. The vote,

tlien, belongs to the occupier ; and it has been his

right for 35 years, and may be called the birthright of

this generation. The time has come when the Scottish

farmer must no longer sell or barter it with his land-

lord, like as did Esau of old to his own brother.

It is the duty of every Christian tenant-farmer, pos-

sessed of the qualification, to exercise his birthright

according to his conscientious convictions before his

God, to whom alone he is answerable for the trust

which his country has committed to his keeping.

Surely he cannot be accused of rashness in doing so,

as he has hitherto patiently lived a political childhood

and youth, and only claims manhood and freedom at

the ripe age of 35 years.

5. 77/1- Losses of the Community hy it.—It has been

already shown that one of the evil consequences of the

law of hypothec is to drive aw.ay skill and capital from

the occupancy of land. It has also been pointed out

how, in many cases, farms are tenanted by people

destitute of sufficient capital and skill to do justice to

the proper culture and cultivation of the soil. In these

cases it is not to be expected that the land will produce

such abundant crops as when it is well done to by high

farming. The yield per acre will of course be less in

every kind of crop when the land is stinted of manure,

and otherwise badly farmed. In this view the law of

hypothec limits the productive powers of the soil,

diminishes its fruits, and stints the home supply to the

public.

While it protects, by a preference of full payment,

the servants and the landlord, it leaves the rest of the

community at the mercy of circumstances. The tenant-

farmer depends much on the public for the means of

sowing, stocking, manuring, and labouring his farm,

and for his furniture and implements of husbandry.

These creditors are left, in cases of bankniptcy or

insolvency, to be paid with such small dividend as may
remain for division among the general body after the

servants and the landlord have been paid in full.

The classes thus injuriously affected are, among
others :— i, the banker ; 2, the manufacturer ; 3,

the farmer ; 4, the clothier ; 5, the grocer ; 6, the

ironmonger ; 7, the general merchant ; 8, the mason

;

9, the Wright or carpenter; 10, the blacksmith; and

II, the manure merchant ; and the other members of

the community who supply the local classes, and all

who buy from them. All these are obliged to be

satisfied with the remnant that remains after the claiins

of the servants and landlord are paid in full ; while

servants and landlord get 20 shillings per pourid, all

the rest get probably from one shilling to five shillings

per pound—seldom much more.

6. The Question of Credit.—li the law of hypothec

shall be abolished no one will have a right to complain

if the result brings with it forehand rents. No one

complains of the merchant who sells only for ready

money. Still eveiybody knows that one of the evils

of the present time is the too great facility of obt.aining

credit. Few farmers of character and suitable means

who propose to take farms will object to pay forehand

rent, and such as do object will find plenty of landlords

to deal with them on credit, but the question of ready

money and credit is one to be settled entirely betwixt

landlord and tenant in each individual transaction

;

and every landlord, in his dealings with his tenants,

who are his customers, will, under a new system, be
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put on an equality in that respect with other men of

business, with tlie same advantages and the same risks.

Such is the Lnndlords' Law of Hypothec in Scotland

in the year 1S6S—its advantages and its disadvantages.

COTTAGES.
The accompanying illustrations (fig. 263) were given

many years ago in the Agricultural Gazette, and are repro-

duced, as representing still the two systems of two

bed-roomed and three bed-roomed arrangements, with

as pleasant a cottage-like exterior as any that have

since appeared. They appeared originally m the

" Quarterly Review " {1S60), in an article which dis-

cussed the condition of our labouring population and

the subject of cottage architecture in a very practical

and instructive manner.

The condition of country cottages was thus de-

scribed :

—

"Off the high-
roads, or far away
from the landlord's

eye, and indeed

in whole villages

where moral and
physical stagnation
have settled side

by side, there are

dwellings to be
found which in the
WTetchedness of

their accommoda-
tion almost equal

the worst in our
town CQurts. It

may be feared that

the majority of

cottages have only

a single bedroom.
Hardly any but
modern ones have
three. * * * The
view taken by the

landlord class, till

of late years, has
unfortunately been
through the short-

sighted spectacles

of stewards and
agents, who could
urge any amount
of outlay on farm
buildings, except
for those on whose
inhabitants all the

work of the farm
depended. While
houses, extrava-

gant in size and
character, have
been built for the

tenants, and barns
and sheds for every
kind of stock, and
every conceivable

use connected with
them, have been
erected by their

side in portentous
ranges, thecottages
for the shepherd,

or the waggoner,
or the ploughman,
were not allowed
to enter into the
calculations offarm
improvement. Not
only were the horses

and oxen literally

far better hotised

than those who
looked after them,
but the true re-

munerative policy
was held to be, to
pull down every
labourer's dwelling
as it fell vacant

;

norwasthe vacancy
always waited for. In those which are called "close
parishes," where the whole belongs to one proprietor,
and where, therefore, it was possible to stop any demand,
however urgent, for the erection of new cottages when
old ones had been demolished, the work of destruction
was often systematically carried out, till only one or
two houses were left for private convenience, perhaps
for picturesqueness, or at a wife's entreaty. Nor was
this so much cnielty to the dispossessed as dishonesty
towards the neighbouring parishes, on whom the outcasts
were thrown."

The demand for agricultural labourers and the
greater value of labour, untaxed by a morning and
evening walk of three or four miles to the scene of it,

is now awakening men's minds to the importance of

more abundant accommodation of the right kind for

our farm labourers and their families. Agricultural

societies have offered prizes for plans on which ade-

quate accommodation may be best provided—and
the reviewer discussed their merits and demerits

in detail. The first prize plan (1849) of the

Royal Agricultural Society was condemned as

"full of errors." "A second prize, given by the

same Society in 1S56 to Mr. Isaac (Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Journal, No. xxxvii. ) is a considerable

advance on their first plan. The arrangement is com-
]

which is characterised as by far the best yet offered to

pact and good, but the fire-place in the corner of the

living room may be objected to, and there is space lost

in the construction of the staircase. The elevation

would be improved by making the windows broader

and lower, and the paneled front door and knocker

might be dispensed with. The plainer elevation is far

superior to the gabled or ornate one. The estimated

cost of the former is ;i^i70. These estimates are too

low for the work. The Duke of Bedford's design for

three cottages, two with three bedrooms and one with

two bedrooms, has many points to recommend it."

Its plans and elevations will be found in No. xxiii. of

the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal.

A plan of the "Cottager's Improvement Society" is

thus referred to :

—

" We prefer a plan of the Society's, where, by placing

one of the bed-rooms on the ground, two other sufficient

rooms are gained on the upper storey. It would seem an

Fig. 263.

—

labourers' cottages, designed by x[r. slater and by mr. Strickland,

improvement on this plan if the pantry or north end of
the lean-to were continued, so as to be flush with the back
wall, giving room for a porch at the south or front end,

with a side entrance into the living-room. The offices in

this design—which is Mr. Slaters, and of which the

details are here given—are rightly kept separate, and the

whole aspect is that of a thoroughly English cottage."

Nos. I, 2, and 3, give the elevation, ground floor,

and bed-room floor of Mr. Slater's cottage.

" In 1858 Mr. Bentley, of Rotherham, offered prizes of

£-20 for the best, and ^5 for the second best design for a
pairofcottages (which might also be built singly), iheexpense
not to exceed i^iio for the single cottage or ;^2oo for the
pair. The conditions were very well considered, except
perhaps the requirement that the plan should equally
apply to a single and a double tenement. Seventy-six plans
were sent in, and exhibited at the show of the Yorkshire
Agricultural Society at Northallerton. Mr.C. W.Strickland,
in the most practical pamphlet on ' Cottage Architecture'*

which we have seen, gives an account of the competition,
and ably analyses the respective merits of 15 selected
designs."

Nos. 4, 5, and 6, give the elevation, ground plan,

and bed-room floor of Mr. Strickland's own design,

the public :

" It is an acknowledged rule, that the nearer a building

approaches to a cube the greater will be the economy of

construction. All cottage designers have therefore en-

deavoured to avoid projections and recesses of any kind,

and to bring their ground plans within a square or a
parallelogram ; but Mr. Strickland rightly remarks that

this arrangement has been found almost universally

fatal to the obtaining three good bed-rooms above with-

out loss of space below. In his own plan he departs

from this rule, thereby entailing some extra com-
plication and, probably; expense in the construction

of the roof, but his whole arrangement is so excellent

that this slight increase of cost should not deter the pro-

prietor from adopting so perfect a model, especially as

much picturesqueness is gained to the building by the

break in the side-wall. We give the ground* and bed-

room plans of a pair, to which we would add nothing but

a small fire-place in the scullery. It will be observed that

this design has
every convenience
which has ever been
called for in this

class of building
;

an entrance giving

separate access to

the living-room.
the staircase, and
the pantry- ; the

scullery communi-
cating with the
living-room, and
having a back-door
of its own ; the

best room, above
and below, is to

the front, as is also

the entrance-door
;

of the three bed-
rooms two have
fire-places, and all

are of fair size, with

windows and bed-
site well placed.

The actual and
relative proportions

of the living-room,

scullery, and pan-
try are very good,
and, granting that

the cottage faces

south, the pantry
lias a north aspect.

The chimneys are

all in the centre of

the house, and
carried up into one
stack. "The dust-

bin, office, &c., are
supposed to be
detached. The
whole contrivance

is so good that, by
placing a kitchen-

range in the scul-

lery, and making
the scullery- door
open, as it might,

into the lobby, any
lady with one ser

vant might com-
fortably live in the

cottage and miss
no point in arrange-
ment which the

best class of houses
offer, while nothing
is sacrificed to take
away from the more
hand - to - mouth
conveniences and
homely comforts of

a working man's
large family. It is

equally good as 'a

cottage of genti-

lity,' and as a
labourer's dwell-

ing. No elevation

accompanies Mr.
Strickland's excellent plan ; but Mr. Slater, whose
attention has been for some time given to cottage-
building, has kindly supplied the annexed design,

which embodies the simplest, and, as we conceive,

the most pleasing type of an English cottage, real

and unpretentious, but well-proportioned, and linked to

the national associations of a labourer's life. It might,

perhaps, be still further improved by an angular porch
over the front door, or by a lean-to passage, closed or

open, its entrance ranging with the front wall of the

house.

"

Pla:
,
&c." By C. W. Strickland,

CATTLE SHOJVS AND PLOUGHING
MATCHES.

[At a late quarterly meeting of the Ayrshire Farmers' Club, Mr.
_ Caldwell, Knockshoggte, read a paper on this subject.]

Are cattle shows and ploughing, as at present con-

ducted, advantageous to agriculture? My answer is

in the affirmative.

I. Ploughing Matches are held for the purpose of

encouraging and rewarding by premiums those who
excel in the art of turning up the soil in the way best

; have shown the c r walls
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adapted for producing a good crop, and for most
effectually keeping down gi-ass and weeds. The
ploughing which practical judges approve of is that

which is straight, evenly held, well packed, the grass

well put in, the seams between the furrows close and
clean, the seed-bed as deep as possible at the given

width of furrow, the furrows so set that when measured
the face or socket of the furrow will measure about
half an inch more than the back or cutter-cut, the

finish neat and narrow, and the ridge so ploughed that

when you stoop and take an angle view over it every

furrow will meet your eye in i^ proper order. Many
of you have lieard that the pane of the furrow should

describe an angle of 45 degi-ees ; but this is a shape of

furrow I have never seen, and so acute an angle is

altogether impracticable. The slope of fuiTow-slice

that good judges approve of is, I find, about 60 degrees.

If cut much more acute the pane will be too thin, the

back weak, and the furrows will want that body and
substance necessary to give the ploughing the required

solidity. If cut much more rectangular or square we
lose that depth of seed-bed and twine of furrow so

much prized in first-class ploughing, and the nearer we
approach the square, brick-shaped furrow, the plough
gradually loses command, the grass is near the top, the

.furrows sit on their edge, and are generally badly
closed and shaky. The latter is, in my opinion, the

worse of the two extremes.

A new era has dawned by the introduction of the

double-furrow plough. The features that commend it

to our notice are speed and saving of man and horse

labour ; and, so far as I am able to form an opinion,

the double plough on even-surfaced land will, in a great

measure supersede the single one. Many people
thought that the double plough would not be suitable

for lea ploughing ; but the work performed by it at

the various matches has been so satisfactoiy as to

remove such prejudices from unbiassed minds ; and we
may now look upon it as an established, economical,

and labour saving implement. There is no doubt but
there is room for improvement in this implement. We
cannot expect perfection yet, any more than there was
with the reaping-machine when first introduced ; but I

confidently hope that ere long our energetic and per-

severing local implement makers and plough doctors,

when educated at the public seminary of competition,

will bring them to the same pitch of perfection to

which they have brought the single one. Allow me,
then, to close this part of my subject by stating that,

as everything that is worth doing is worth doing well,

so also is ploughing. I believe that we are indebted

in a great measure to ploughing matches for the
uniform good ploughing to be seen everywhere through-

out the country, and also for the almost unexceplionably
good working of the ploughs now-a-days. By these

matches weknow where to get good ploughmen and good
plough makers when wanted. Competition has placed
Ayrshire ploughmen at the top of the tree, for we find

on two occasions, where a number of them were pitted

against an equal number from Renfrewshire, Ayrshire
was the first, and on the next occasion sustained her
pre-eminence ; and on Tuesday week one of Ayrshire's

sons, who has been well trained in the school of

competitions, carried ofl^ first honours in the open
Derby ploughing at Johnstone against half a hundred
from other quarters. I now pass to the other division

of my subject.

2. Cattle Sh<nvs are, and have been, held for the
ostensible purpose of stimulating and in some measure
rewarding the owners and breeders of the different

animals whose properties and qualities are best adapted
to the objects for which they are required in agriculture.

For instance, the properties of a Clydesdale horse are

soundness of wind and limb, strength of body and bone,
with symmetry and action. The properties of the
sheep are quantity and quality of wool and mutton. As
the Ayrshire milch cows are the objects of the greatest

interest and attraction, and as time will not admit of
entering fully into the others, I propose to confine my
remarks to this class. The properties which our judges
approve of, and which, I beg to say, I endorse, are as

follows :—The head of the cow short, and w'ide at the
forehead ; the eyes prominent, clear, and expressive

;

the horns long, strong, high, and cur\'ed back ; the

neck long, and fine at its connection with the head, and
free from loose skin or dewlap ; the back straight

from the roots of the horns to the tail, the shoulder thin

at the top ; the forequarters light, the middle short and
deep, widening and deepening backwards, and well-
arched ribs, filling well up behind the shoulder blade

;

the hindquarters long, the hock bones wide apart and
somewhat prominent, with wide haunches, broad short

thighs, tapering to a small, clean, wiry bone under the
knee ; the skin moderately thin and elastic, the bran
close, soft and curly, with a silky feel ; the milk veins
well developed, the milk vessel long, wdde, and well-

attached to the body, the sole or under surface a plane
and running parallel to the swell of the belly ; the

vessel well rounded and firmly bound up behind with
four moderately-sized, cork-shaped, plumb-hanging
teats, so planted that when viewed from behind one-
half of the space is between the teats, and the other two
quarters outside ; and when viewed from the side one-
third is before, one-third between, and the remaining
third behind. I admit that some of these properties,
such as the size or shape of the head and horns, the
shape of vessel, or size and fonnation of teats, have

nothing to do with the milk-giving properties of the
animal. These go to constitute beauty, and when we
get the elements of beauty and usefulness combined, we
have a specimen of the prixe-taking, milk-giving,
money-bringing, pure-bred Ayrshire cow, not only
valuable to sell, but often more truly valuable to keep
as a breeder.

Some discussion has lately arisen as to the best size

of cows, some alleging that judges did not attach so
much importance to it as it deserved. Size has always
been regarded as a point of merit, but certainly not as a
leading one, by judges ; nor do I think it has any right

to be, for we find that size has little to do either with
the milk-giving or money-bringing properties of the
cow, and we find that diiTferent sizes are adapted to

different soils and climates—that the smaller-sized one
is best suited for bare clay soils and upland districts,

and the larger sized one for the fertile plain. The
greater number of farmers breed young cattle for filling

up their stock when the aged or those that fall out of

tid are withdrawn, hence it follows that from the

abundance of winter feeding and luxuriance of pasture,

or, on the other hand, from scarcity in winter and
indifferent pasture in summer, as the case may be,

Nature in this, as in many other things, beautifully

adapts the size of the cow to the requirements of
soil, climate, and quality of feeding. Those in favour
of the larger-sized cow say that as all come to the
shambles at last there is a loss in the smaller-sized one.

This objection is, I think, more imaginary than real,

for we find that a given quantity of feeding sufficient to

feed five of the former will do six of the latter, the

aggregate weight being nearly equal, the difference

being in number only. Some allege, that with all our
shows the cattle are deteriorating in size and quality.

To this doctrine I do not subscribe. I find that in

1S37 there were 38 entries for aged cows and 3-year-old

cows at the Ayrshire show, and in 186S there were 116
entries of the same age. I venture to say that in the

former year Ayrshire could not have turned out such a
number of beautiful well-bred cows as was shown in

186S and 1S69 ; and I likewise hazard the opinion that

those specimens \\hich carried away the premiums
have never previously been surpassed, for be it remem-
bered that in 1868 and 1869 Ayrshire competitors won
and retained first and second place in the open show
against all comers.

Allow me, in conclusion, to say that we will do well
to cultivate, to keep pure, and, if possible, to improve
this valuable breed of cattle named after our county

;

and we are quite safe to accept and endorse those
points of excellence to which judges give precedence,
for we find that judges are not fanciful theorists, but
selected from amongst the most interested, practical,

and experienced of the agricultural community.

Mr. Ckaig (Polquheys) was glad to hear the double-
furrow plough was taking so well amongst his low
country friends. He hoped they would soon be able to
bring it to the mountainous districts also. As to the exhi-
bitions of stock, he was perfectly convinced that Mr.
Caldwell had taken the right view. His description of
the Ayrshire cow might not please every one, but it was
the one generally adopted by the judges, and contributed
greatly to the beauty of Ayrshire animals. There were a
few points that might be criticised from the weight-
making point of view. For instance, he did not think
that short heads contributed so much as some breeders
imagined to the making of a useful animal. He thought
the head should be a little longer than the present fashion.
With a small head they were sure to have a small animal.
Otherwise he thought the description of the cow was par-
ticularly good. One of the chief benefits of shows in his

opinion had been to teach the public what to breed from,
and the form of animal that would be best for them to

rear. Where the judges were properiy selected, all who
came to the showyard had an opportunity of seeing the
animal that was considered the best by men of knowledge
and skill.

Express of November, 1856, and all subsequent
writings of mine, I show that I have on all occasions
fixed IJ-. 6*/. an acre as my estimate for interest and
wear and tear on all kinds of work. Just look at my
letter in the Times; you may see the mistake. 65
acres, at \s. bd. an acre, comes to £/^ ijs. 6d.j the
sum shown to have been charged, whereas is. ^d,
comes to only £^ (>s. Sd. That little point is corrected.
The paper goes on to say, '*at this rate the total wear
and tear, tic, or, in other words, repairs, depreciation
in value of the engine and apparatus, and interest upon
the prime cost, amounts to only 9^. $^d. per day, or

;^8 I7J-. for the year's operations." This gj. ^id. per
day, and ^8 lys. for the year, need a little correction

to make the is. 4/^. to is. 6d. right ; but as it is of so
little importance, I shall leave my reviewer to do that.

Then he goes on to say :
—" That this is egregiously

below the mark, appears from the following considera-
tion." " Mr. Smith says he keeps his tackle for his own
use only, but we suppose that the engine drives the
threshing-machine for knocking out all his produce on
his 166 acres of arable bearing the proportion of straw
cropping stated by himself; his threshing can hardly
occupy more than 28 days : and we will assume that
the engine works for 47 days in a year, and that the
cultivating tackle works for 19 days in a year. What
the actual repairs amount to in a course of years we do
not know, and what sum Mr. Smith paid for his
machinery we forget, but in stating the case as it would
be with anybody else employing such a set of appa-
ratus, we shall not be far wrong if we take the repairs,

depreciation, and interest upon capital at 124 per cent,
per annum upon ^240 for the lO-horse engine, and
upon ;£"220, the price of the simplest form of round-
about tackle, with the two Woolston implements."
This is a "false" basis, and likely to " produce a com-
pletely false impression upon unwary readers," and to
prove it I shall make extracts from a battle fought ofl

a year ago upon this point (see the Agricultural Gazette^

Nov. 13, 1S69, p. 1 193). Here is what I say ;

—

" I must, however, give my 'account of repairs" (for
the year) ;

—

One new share to ridging plough .

.

. . 2^^. od.
Eight new shares to smasher . . . . ..80

Total

Dome Corrcspiiknce.
Mr. Smith, of Woolston, v. the '* Chamber of

Agriculture Journal."—I have seen a copy of the
Chamber of Agriculture Journal^ of October 3 1, 1870,
in which it is said

—" When Mr. Smith publishes state-

ments which are calculated to foster a very erroneous
impression, he deserves to be contradicted." So says

Mr. Smith, but claims space to question the ** Journal's"
contradictions. I told the truth as to the depth of

work and cleanliness on Mr. Ruck's farms. Mr.
Ruck's land was not clean, "cleanly" was all that I

could say for it, and none of the work that he showed
to me exceeded in depth over 5 inches. Now, let us

look to evidence in support of the charge that my
" comparison of cost cannot but produce a completely
false impression upon unwary readers." The "Journal"
says :

—"Mr. Smith speaks of a seed-bed on his own
farm, worked a foot deep, for next year's crop, at (ys. "^d.

per acre;" that "it is grossly unfair to print these

sums as being the cost of tillage operations on his

method." And in support of this it states that I did
*' in i8| days 53 acres of smashing and 65 acres of
ridging and subsoiling," and in staling the cost it

says that " Mr. Smith puts wear and tear, &c. , at \s. 6d.

per acre for the smashing, and is. &^i. per acre

for the ridging and subsoiling." Here I will state at

once that the is. 4^'. an acre for ridging and subsoiling

was a mistake of the printer's, for from my start,

according to a letter published in the Mark Lane

Since writing the preceding it has occurred to me that I

ought to have gone into the interest of money and wear-
and-tear question, to show that in my case no extra capital
is needed to work my farm by steam. My old arable land
needed six horses to work it under horse culture ; rmder
steam culture I have never used but three, and they, as I

have heretofore shown, only work 118 days a year ; on the
farm that I have just bought four horses have always
been kept to work the heavy arable land, and I never knew
a profit made by a horse on it

;
yet I have known of

many a dead one. 1 have started off with five to do the
two farms, and this week will complete their work for the
year, excepting job work ; and that will be very light, for
nearly the whole of the tiles are already drawn, and laid
upon the new^ portion of my farm for draining. There-
fore I am a gainer of six horses. Let us put them, with
their tackle and implements to work with, at ^40 each. I

need less capital upon that point ^^240. Now fix their

keeping (less the value of their manure) at £-2'~, each, in
this way at the end of the year I save ^150. Now let us
put the case, taking the half of the engine and tackle,

as 'G. A. H.' says, at ^^375." ('G. A. H.' charged the
other half of the engine to threshing, and rightly so too.)
"Now for the other side :

—

Six horses, with their tackle and implements
[less needed) /240 o o

Keep for a year of six horses 150 o o

Total .

.

.

.

. . . , ^390 o o

This gives a gain tome at the end of the first year of

^^15, therefore no extra money is needed, and I am a
gainer every year afterwards of ^^150 for horse-keeping,"

That was my position last year, and so it is this year,

therefore it is of no use for my reviewer to try to stun
me with a lot of interest on tenant's capital, for in my
case, and many others using small tackle, little or no
extra tenant's capital is needed ; therefore his iz\ per
cent, may go to the dogs. People who will spend a

lot of money on large tackle must pay a lot of interest,

wear and tear, and depreciation upon it ; therefore I

have proved that my public statements are not calcu-

lated to foster erroneous impressions. I can prove that

in all valuations, &c., interest on horses is never
charged. If you want the evidence, I will give it.

When a man starts steam culture all you can charge
interest for is the extra capital needed over horses.

William Smithy Woolston^ Blctchley Station^ Bucksy
Ncn'ember 3.

Desiccated Grains as Cattle Food.—In 1S65
the devastation caused by the cattle plague in the

dairies of London and its vicinity cut off almost entirely

the means of disposing of brewers' and distillers'

grains—the refuse left in the mash tun after extracting

the wort. Where u. per qr. had been received is.

had to be paid to have them removed from the brewery,

for they turn sour in a few hours, and in a day or two
become putrid. In the summer of 1S65, two gentle-

men, connected with oneof the large London breweries,

conceived the idea of drying or desiccating them, so

that they might be kept without deterioration. After

series of experiments, they invented machines where-

by the object might be attained, at a slight cost, and
likewise purchased patents for effecting the same
purpose. The produce, when analysed by Dr. Voelcker,
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was found to contain singularly nutritious elements,

which, by the repeated " cooking" of the grains, were

all thoroughly digestible by the stomach of the animal.

And the desiccated grains gradually came into favour

with farmers, horse keepers, and others. The Inisiness

founded by these gentlemen became so extensive that

it was formed into a company, about two years ago,

and has now its chief manufactory in London, with

branches at Dublin, Liverpool, Norwich, Bristol

Burton-on-Trent, &c., the total production of which

amounts to 120 tons per week. The machine in which

the grains are desiccated is of peculiar construction, but

not complicated or liable to get out of order [see p. 79b,

1868]. The cattle food produced thereby sells readily

at two-thirds of the price of best linseed cake, from

which an estimate may be formed of its value.

Hitherto wet grains had been the food of cows only, to

which they were often given in a sour state, thereby

injuring the animal ; but after this process they are

relished by all descriptions of stock, and are particularly

suitable for sheep and Iambs. E. B.

Paterson's Bovinia Potato. — Your corre-

spondents are giving their experience of the productive

qualities of this popular cattle Potato. A result just

attained in my neighbourhood may not be uninteresting

to your readers. Last spring, Mr. A. Tegler, of May-

bush, near Southampton, planted 4 lb. weight of seed

of this variety in richly manured land, and lifted his

crop on November 2, when, to his surprise, he found

74 of our Hampshire bushels, and weighing 4 cwt.,

thus realising just I cwt. of produce to each i lb. of

seed planted, many of the tubers being 2 lb. to 2^ lb.

in weight. As to the number of sets into which the

seeds were cut, or the mode of planting and cultivation

adopted, I can give no information. I know that the

soil where they were grown is, in hot seasons, of the

very driest kind, and I should not be surprised to hear

that thi.s great crop was the result of supertuberation

At all events, it is worthy of recording, as being one of

the most extraordinary results I have yet heard of.

Alexander Dean, Old Shirley.

I see that Paterson's Bovinia Potato has

been noticed in the last two or three numbers of

the Gardeners' Chronicle. I planted 7 lb. of it last

April, and the produce is 6 cwt. 3 qr. Win. Wilktn,

Gr., Raynham Hall, Norfolk.

seed-bed even now. William Smith, Woolston, Bletehley

Station, Bucks, Noi: 5.

Chinese Sheep.—In your volume for i860, p. 126,

there is an interesting account of a very prolific breed

of Chinese sheep. Can you give any further informa-

tion about them, and can they now be obtained in

England? If this note should meet the eye of the

Editor of the new edition of Stephen's "Book of the

Farm," it may perhaps direct his attention to these

apparently very useful sheep. I have not seen the

old edition of the "Book of the Farm ;" I am there-

fore ignorant if there is any mention of the breed

already in the work. What is the Polder-Holstein

breed, mentioned towards the end of the above-named

article ? It appears to me that by judiciously crossing

these Chinese sheep with our improved breeds, we
should add to the prolificacy of the latter without

doing harm to their good qualities, and thus lessen the

necessity for importing sheep from the Continent, and

introducing small-pox and other diseases. Indeed, by

an increased use of the preserved Australian meat—at

least amongst the poorer classes—in addition to the in-

troduction of the Chinese sheep, we might do away

with the importation altogether. Charles Palmer,

Steiukley Grange, Leighton Buzzard, Bucks. [If we
remember aright, some of the Chinese sheep found their

way to the Prince Consort's Farm at Osborne. Perhaps

information may be had thence.]

Mixed Bone Dust and Coprolite Superphos-
phate.—I was much interested in the account you

gave last week of Mr. Prout's (of Blount's Farm)

system of farming, and astonished at the statements,

"No live stock kept," "no dungheap exists," that

the crops averaged over jf 10 per acre over a series

of years, that the Wheat crop this year yielded 8 qr.

per acre, and that these results are attributed to

steam cultivation, and the application of mixed copro-

lite superphosphate and bone dust, at a cost of about

£2 \os. per acre. As an amateur small clay-land

farmer, it would be to me, and to other occupiers of

clay land, most instinctive and interesting if you would

be kind enough to communicate the quantity of copro-

lite superphosphate and bone dust applied to each

crop, and the modus operandi. The time of applying

it would be, I presume, at the time of sowing, and not

as a top-dressing. I have always been led to believe

that bone dust had very little fertilising effect on clay

land, and that it was only suitable for light and porous

soils. With the increasing price of guano, and the

uncertainty as to its quality, it will be a great boon to

clay-land farmers if ground bones and superphosphate

Coventry.

[The bone dust is in part disintegrated by mixture with

the acid superphosphate. ]

Carrots.—In gathering our crop of Carrots at

Garthdee, near Aberdeen, we took up a large number
of roots, 21 inches long, by 9 4 in circumference at the

top. Some of these Carrots weighed as much as 4 lb.

each, 20 of them 56 lb. We should be glad to hear if

this is an unusual size. John A/orr &= Son, Garthdee.

French Agriculture.—"Well may M. de Lavergne

speak in terms of exultation of Normandy as the most

favoured portion of his native country !
" What, then,

of the rest of France? Is a capital of /400 to

125 acres (lo.ooof. to 50 hectares) sufficient for good
^ . , •? r 1, j r " -,1,

farming? Are ploughs sometimes without coulters and can be substituted for guano, for by dealing w th

with wooden mouldboards adapted to good tillage ?- respectable firms a genuine article of uniform value

yoked, too, at times with only one horse but little
|

can ahvays^ be obtained. Thos. Jenkins. Coventry.

heavier than an English cab-horse, and in front an ox,

perhaps intended to add weight by its low yoke
;
at

times going to the other extreme of four and five horses

at length. Is it economical to let the team stand at one

end of the newly-turned furrow whilst the ploughman

goes back and sows it ? Will Wheat grow to the best

advantage when the seed is dropped between the over-

turned slice of weeds cut off the surface and the bed of

roots divided scarce 3 inches deep? What kind of hand

labour can be expected with spades having long poles for

handles, and blades over one-eighth of an inch in thick-

ness ? Are Cabbages with stalks 6 feet high, sur-

mounted by a small crest of leaves, which are broken

off day by day, a paying sort ? Are razor-backed pigs

paying? Are cattle with their heads tied down to

their feet to prevent their straying, likely to thrive?

Are horses overladen, and quivering beneath the lash

of the peasant, who urges them on with infernal yells,

likely to do a full day's work ? Will crops be prolific

in half-acre fields, surrounded by hedgerows full of

misshapen pollards, and studded with fruit trees ?

Are homesteads (save the mark!) little better than

Irish cabins, and surrounded with filth and untidiness,

the abodes of intelligence ? What would our fanners

think of bundles of dried grass, mouldy by storage

barns, for hay ? Vet the favoured regions of Manche
and Calvados are the daily witnesses of these things.

Reflector.

Mr. Robinson on Steam Cultivation.— Mr.
Isaac Robinson, in his paper on steam cultivation, is

incorrect when he says, "After John Fowler I would
mention the name of Mr. William Smith, one of the

fathers of modem steam cultivation. . . . He invented

his cultivator {which was made under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Fowler)." My cultivator was made
by my own blacksmith, under my own superintendence,

therefore Mr. Robinson is wrong upon that point, and
this cultivator of mine was made before "John
Fowler" began anything upon steam cultivation;

therefore my start was ahead of him— I commenced
in 1855, and he began in 1S56. Mr. Robinson
is incorrect again when he says:—"Mr. Smith did

not exhibit at Salisbury, but made his appearance
again at Chester, in 1858, by his manufacturers,

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, who have since con-

ducted the manufacture on their own account." Now,
it was not until the spring of i86t that the Messrs.

Howard commenced making '

' on their own account.

"

It was in April, 1S61, when I left them. Mr. Robin-

son should keep dates better than he does, for I am
not "one of the fathers," but the father, of modern
steam cultivation ; and I stand A i as to the cost of

Grace's predecessors in the department, and his Grace is

satisfied that the conclusion arrived at was sound. As the

first set of these young men were sent to India only at the

close of last vear. there has been as yet no opportunity of

forming a judgment on their practical fitness for the duties

required of them ; but it is impossible to speak too highly

of the attention which is bestowed upon the young men
already sent for training in France and Germany, and of

the supervision which is exercised over them in all

respects. Judging, however, from the reports received

from the foreign establishments in which they are placed,

from the statements of the young men themselves, and

from the expression of their parents or guardians in

respect to their position %broad, the Duke of Arg^'ll has

every reason to expect that the system will prove success-

ful in supplying a body of well-trained and competent

gentlemen for service in the higher grades of the Forest

Department in India. A mere inspection of the Conti-

nental forests, as proposed in the memorial presented by

your lordship, would not answer the objects which the

Secretary of State in Council and the Government of India

have in view. I am to point out that how sufficient

soever the training in what may be called the auxiliary

sciences, mathematics, sun'eying, mechanical and natural

sciences, may be in this country, it cannot, in his Grace's

opinion, be doubted that the science of managing and

administering forests on a large scale, is not and cannot

be so fully developed here as it is in France or Germany,

where forestry is recognised as one of the scientific pro-

fessions, for which public forest schools are established,

and where the forest lands are of vast extent and managed
upon principles more nearly approaching those which are

most suited to forests in India than is the system pursued

in England and Scotland. His Grace is not prepared to

admit that the same results could be obtained in Great

Britain as are gained by the training in France and Ger-

many. He would therefore regard it as most unfortunate

should the present outbreak of war between France and

Germany lead to an intermption of the present system
;

but as Her Majestv remains at peace with the Sovereigns

of both these States, the Duke of Argyll does not antici-

pate that such an interruption will be necessary. I am to

add, that although the knowledge of the French or

German language is required of candidates only in order

to enable them to receive the teaching imparted to them

abroad, it is a knowledge, nevertheless, which cannot

fail to prove of the highest service to them in their sub-

sequent career, as the bert books on the science and

practice of forestry are undoubtedly written in those

languages. I am, &c.,

(Signed) "J. Cosmo Melvill.
" The President of the Highland and

Agricultural Society of Scotland."

The Secretary stated that the India Board have now
sent a number of students to St. Andrew's, to study

under the auspices of Dr. Cleghom, these students

having been ordered home from the forestry schools of

France and Germany in consequence of the war.

It was further reported that the next examination of

candidates for the Society's forestry certificates would

take place on the 3d and 4th current.

Societies.
HIGHL.AND .^.\D AGRICULTURAL.

At the first monthly meeting for the season, the

following report on the different specimens of horse-

shoes exhibited at the Dumfries show was read :

—

Tlic'Charlicr Shoe possesses the following advantages :

Lightness ; a true bearing on the crust ; frog pressure
;

avoids all suction, and cannot pick up a stone ; does away
entirely with the use of the drawing knife

;
is very easily

fitted, as the gauge knife can only cut the proper seat.

These shoes appear to be more adapted for light work
than for draught horses. In expressing this opinion, the

committee regret that they have had no opportunity of

seeing horses shod on this principle for a sufficiently long

time to give them a practical illustration of the system.

Gray's patent Grooved Steel-faced Horse-shoes.—Work-
manship good, and price reasonable. We think some
improvement might be made in the method of nailing,

especially in the lighter shoes.

Robertson's Snow Plates.-These are only adapted for

slow work.—There is some merit in the invention, and if

further improved upon might be found useful in cases of

sudden falls of snow. Portable Frosted Horse-Shoe ; not

so serviceable, and more complicated.

(Signed) William V.irley, V.S. (ist Class),

13th Hussars.

J. Anstruther Thomson.
Dumfries, July 29, 1870.

A silver medal was awarded to M. Charlier.

Forestry.—The Government reply to a memorial on

this subject from the Society was as follows :

—

" India Office, S.W., July 29, 1870.

"My Lord M.arquis,— 1 am directed by his Grace the

.Secretary of State for India in Council to acknowledge
the receipt of the memorial, dated June i, which was pre-

sented to him on the rsth inst., on behalf of the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, stating objections to

the present system of training young men for the forest

serv'ice of India in France and Germany. In reply, I am
desired to inform your Lordship that the present system

was adopted, after very ideliberate consideration of the

question, as well by the authorities best qualified to judge

of the requirements of the service in India as by his

Farmers' Clubs.
LOyDO.V.

The Fen Country: AW. 7.—Mr. C. Howard in the

chair. Mr. A. S. Ri'STON re.ad a paper on this sub-

ject, the greater portion of which was an elaborate and

very interesting historical essay. The following are

extracts from the more strictly agricultural part of the

lecture :

—

Drainage.—Cultivation and drainage have gone on

hand in hand, each improvement in the one leading to a

corresponding improvement in the other. During the

early drainage history most of the low-lying Fen lands

were kept in grass, as they could not be profitably

brought under cultivation in consequence of their

liability to inundations during every recurring flood.

Some farmers ventured to sow a few Oats on the

higher lands, but not until May was well in and

the winter rainfalls had passed away to sea. By-and-

by Oats were grown more largely, and Wheat was

cultivated to some extent. Then came the system

which prevailed very generally in the Fens for a good

number of years, and which was to let the land keep

in grass for two or three years, then pare and burn,

and sow with Coleseed to feed with sheep during

the winter months, to be followed by Oats, and then

Wheat ; and again sow down with seeds, to remain

two or three years—often three. This virgin soil,

under such management, produced Coleseed of most

extraordinary fattening qualities, and perhaps there has

never been any natural food that would compare with

it, or that would in so short a time produce so much
weight of mutton. It was otherwise with the seeds,

for after the first year they contained comparatively

little nutritive properties, and their long continuance on

the land made a fine refuge and breeding-ground for

the wireworm, to which the succeeding crops ofttimes

bore indubitable testimony ; and to this day they

remain the greatest foe to successful cultivation the

Fen farmer has, and it is a very occasional year when

his Oat crop is not more or less ravaged by them.

Probably the greatest improvement, next to drainage,

and consequent upon it, is the practice of claying Fen

lands. The value of clay, I believe, was first acci-

dentally discovered by some which had been thrown

from the ditches having been spread round the out-

sides of the field, and which produced most marvel-

lous effects upon the growing corn crops. Our fathers

were not slow to learn, and were very soon led to
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adopt a system of claying which still continues, some

lands having been gone over three or four times. The

plan is this : pits or trenches are made down the field,

from 2^ to 3 feet wide, and from 12 to i6 yards apart :

two spits of clay are taken therefrom, and spread upon

the intervening land, the peat or clunch subsoil being

thrown to the bottom of the trench ; and when all is

finished the pits are ploughed in, and the land being

loose, and easily moved, is soon levelled again. The
cost of claying is governed by the depth at which the

clay is found from the surface of the land ; but

improved drainage occasioning a continual subsidence,

as I have already observed, is bringing it within easy

reach, and thousands of acres can now be done at a

cost of 30/. per acre, and under ; and no money
expended upon a Fen farm yields so quick and so

bountiful a return. The application of clay to these

light soils not only gives solidity, but being possessed

of considerable fertilising properties, greatly enriches

them. Happily, the Fen lands very largely rest upon a

clay bed ; but the clay is not of a uniform quality.

That which is blue, and of a soft buttery nature, con-

tains the most lime and is thebestfertiliser. Some is silty,

and some stony and hard, and these do little more than

solidify.

Claying. — The next great improvement conse-

quent upon the drainage of Fen lands is their deep
cultivation, to which reference has already been made.
To talk of turning over a furrow slice 30 inches in

thickness must sound to a clay-land farmer something
like a piece of exaggerated nonsense, and may put his

credulity to the test as surely as some of the wonderful
statements he occasionally meets with now-a-days in

agricultural newspapers ; but you, sir, know it is no
exaggeration. Deep cultivation on Fen land is gener-

ally accomplished by horse-power, as the great under-

ground forest offers considerable obstacles to the appli-

cation of steam. A pair of horses in a common plough
go first, and take a furrow 4 or 5 inches thick, and are

followed by a huge implement made expressly for the

purpose, and which is pulled by six, eight, or ten

horses, as the case and required depth may be. This
plough buries the furrow turned over by the small
plough, and brings the subsoil well on to the top, that

its vegetables properties, by exposure to the atmosphere,
may become speedily decomposed, and made available

as food for plants. One object in putting the top
furrow down is to get it as far as possible beyond
the reach of atmospheric influence, with the idea that

under these circumstances the Twitch or Couch and weed
roots will die and decay. It certainly is a very clever

and ingenious way of cleaning land, if it can only be
done ; but my experience and observation lead me to

the conclusion that it far oftener fails than succeeds. 1

think land should be quite clean ere it is deep ploughed.
There can be no doubt but deep cultivation tends to

preserve moisture in the soil in dry seasons, and to

facilitate drainage in wet ones. It also unlocks those

hidden treasures in which are so many elements of

fertility, and consequently increases the producing
power of the land. Drainage, clay, and deep tillage,

to which should be added superphosphate of lime and
the water-drill, have completely metamorphosed the

country, and altogether changed its modes of husbandry

;

and perhaps at the present day there is no country
which is so utterly defiant of system. Every one sows
what he thinks he will, and by proportionately liberal

management labours under no apprehension that his

soil will become exhausted ; nor will it, if he treats it

generously, and cultivates it wisely.

Rotation of Crops.—Although there is no unifor-

mity of system in the cultivation of Fen lands,

there is, however, a five-course shift which has found
favour, and which prevails more largely than any
other, and to which several farmers pretty strictly

adhere. This is the order of it :—Mangels, Kohl
Kabi, Coleseed, or Cabbages, which are gradually
growing into favour ; Oats ; Wheat ; seeds ; Wheat.
The green crops and the Oats are sown with artificial

manure, the farmyard manure being reserved for the
Wheat crops. This rotation appears well suited to

the Fens, and has been pursued with considerable

success ; but, as I have intimated, Fen farmers are im-
patient of the restraints of system, and break away from
them to follow their own inclinations. A ride through
the Fen country at the proper season will afford

ample evidence of the truthfulness of this. In addition

to the crops ordinarily found on a farm will be seen
Coleseed, Turnip seed. Linseed, Mustard and Cress
growing as seed crops, and Potatos and Carrots

extensively cultivated for the London and other large

markets. Turnips are not at all suited to Fen soils.

They grow of a woody fibrous quality, coarse, and
long in the neck, and possessing scarcely any nutri-

ment ; they are, indeed, almost valueless as food for

stock, and are, consequently, not cultivated. Kohl
Rabi and Mangels are much better : but these, like

the hay, straw, and other products of Fen land
(Coleseed excepted), are very deficient in fattening

properties.

Manures.— I have referred to the water-drill and
superphosphate of lime, and their value in the successful

cultivation of Fen lands. Our Fen soils appear to yield

much larger supplies of ammonia than of phosphates,
hence the free application of phosphatic manures is

accompanied by much greater and more palpable

results than is the case w^here ammoniacal manures
are used. Probably there is no part of the kingdom
where the application of phosphates to the soil has

produced such startling results, and especially where
they have been applied with the water-drill. The Fens
have not been specially famed for the breeding of either

cattle or sheep, but from very early times they have

been noted for their good breed of cart-horses. The
decreased acreage of grass seeds, consequent upon the

increased acreage of corn and other crops, has largely

tended to diminish the number of animals bred ; but

the show of cart colts, both as regards number and
quality, on July I of every year at Thorney, is

pretty good evidence that Fen farmers have not

altogether lost their long-enjoyed and well-merited

reputation.

Social Circumstances.—The Great Level, even now,

under its more perfectdrainage and improved cultivation,

offers very few tempting residential inducements, and

formerly, under other and more unfavourable circum-

stances, it repelled rather than invited residence. Hence
it is no uncommon occurrence in many parts of the Fens

to find both farmer and labourer residing in the town
or village, rather than upon the farm. Another cause

has largely contributed to this. Throughout the Fens

there are a comparatively large number of small free-

holders-, and where those are found the farms generally

are small, and a person's occupation is not uncommonly
made up of three or four or more of these small holdings,

which he finds can be more satisfactorily managed by

residing in the town away from all, than by living upon
any one of them. To an assembly of practical agricul-

turists I need scarcely say that these occupations are

altogether bad ; they fearfully multiply the difficulties of

management, and tend to increase the cost and diminish

the profits of cultivation. Thesesmall ownerships, too,

operate prejudicially to the labourer. Were the lands,

as in some other districts of the counti^ we find them,

chiefly in the hands of a few large proprietors, these

might then be held responsible for the provision of

proper and adequate cottage accommodation for the

labourer ; but as it is, such responsibility appears to

rest on no one, and the poor man is driven to seek

such a home as the village can offer, and instead of

being on the farm ready for his work, has, morning

and evening, to walk to and fro, thereby increasing

his own toil, and with no corresponding gain, but an

actual loss to his employer. This is an unmitigated

evil, but where to find and how to apply the remedy is

a problem difficult of solution ; but time may eventually

solve it, and it is earnestly to be hoped it will, for the

cottage accommodation which these villages afford is

painfully insufficient. Families are oft-times crowded
into miserable wretched hovels, totally unfit for human
habitations, where, huddled together, regardless of age

or sex, they grow up insensible to those moral instincts

and refined susceptibilities to which modesty and virtue

give birth, and lamentably exhibit that boldness and

unblushing effrontery which are the natural outgrowths

of sensuality and lust ; and so long as their homes,

if homes they can be called, remain unimproved,

they must tend to foster every social evil, and con-

tinue hotbeds of immorality, bringing forth abundant

fruit in the future, as they have done in the past, and

to a great extent neutralising the efforts which religion

and education so zealously put forth, and which are

designed and calculated to improve the condition of

the labouring classes. Some fearful facts confirm-

ing the correctness of these statements might be

adduced.
Another feature peculiar to the cultivation of

Fen lands is the large employment of children.

Perhaps nowhere else do weeds grow so thickly and

luxuriantly as in the Fens, and it is a constant labour

to eradicate them ; and to accomplish this, resort has

been had to what are popularly known as agricultural

gangs. Already the gang system has been reported

upon by Government commissions, and has formed
the subject of legislative enactment. Much that

has been said has been more caricature than the

representation of facts. The very worst cases have

been hunted out, and when well-dressed and gar-

nished have been presented as truthful pictures of

the whole, and have elicited an amount of sympathy
which might well have been reserved for more needy
objects. That evils did exist, and required to be re-

medied, I readily admit. The licensing of gang-masters

and the separation of the sexes are steps in the right

direction ; but I cannot resist the conviction that much
of the immorality ascribed to the gang system might,

with far greater truthfulness, be attributed to the home
influences I have just attempted to describe. Here
lies the root of the evil, and here philanthropy and
legislation should seek to apply the remedy. The
sensational pictures of cruelty and slave-driving, and
the like, might, with equal propriety, be presented as

representations of the schoolmaster as of the gang-

master. Whether children are receiving school or

technical education, they alike require to be under
control and management ; and it would be as unwise

to send them into the fields to labour, as it would be

to send them to school to study, without the super-

intendence and direction of a master. The duty of

the gang-master is simply to teach them how to do
their work, and to see that they do it ; and I presume
the duty of the schoolmaster is very similar. This

does not necessarily imply cruelty or immorality.
Under right and judicious management, I conceive it

is to the advantage of the children that they should be
employed in suitable field labour during the summer
months. They are there learning that which will be a
practical benefit to them in subsequent years ; and the

labour, whatevermaybe saidtothecontrary, isnot exces-

sive, and tends to promote, and not to impair, health and
vigour of body ; and the earnings of these young
people form a most important item in the family

income, and can ill be spared. After a good deal of

reflection, I have arrived at the conclusion that children

of a suitable age should be permitted to engage in

field work, which is always plentiful during the

summer months ; and should be kept at school during

the winter months, when their services are not re-

quired on the farm. Where farms are sullficiently

large, I prefer a private gang. I have not employed
the public gangs ; but my plan has been to take my
own labourers' children, with a few others occasionally,

and to place them under the supervision of the best

man for the purpose I have in my employ, and I have

reason to be well satisfied with this arrangement.

One essential to successful farming is a good road.

Hitherto the subject ofgood roads has received compara-
tively little attention in the Fens ; Fen farmers are now
awaking to their importance. In a recent Act of Parlia-

ment some powers were given and some provisions made
for the gravelling and improving roads within the con-

fines of the Middle Level, from which considerable

good has resulted ; and a more wide and comprehen-
sive scheme has been projected and advocated by Mr.
Wm. Marshall, of Ely, to whom be all praise for his

able and untiring efforts. His scheme formed the

subject of discussion some few months ago at the Cam-
bridge Chamber of Agriculture, and will, I trust, ere

long receive the practical attention of the Legislature.

Bad roads add greatly to the cost of cultivation, and
are a constant nuisance to all who have to use them.

The value of Fen lands has increased or decreased,

just as the drainage has been efficient or otherwise.

In 1651 Lord Arundel, one of the Earl of Bedford's

associates in draining the Great Level, became so dis-

couraged by the reverses and losses sustained by the

adventurers that he sold his 5900 acres for 3^. 9</. per

acre, the same land now being worth probably from

£lf> tO;^50 per acre. Many farms have in former times

been sold at very little over their present annual rentals,

and some at even less. Through the kindness of Mr.

Richards, of Wimblington, I am able to present the

assessments to the poor rates of certain lands in the

parish of Doddington, made at different periods, show-

ing the influence which improved drainage has had
upon the value of Fen lands.
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you've got, and ask for more." Thus the driving power
•—capital, has been broken up into forceless fragments

by being too widely spread out. You know the difference

between a thick and a thin coat of manure. It is just

so with capital. Concentration is power in both cases

ahke. If you have capital enough keep the whole

of your land by all means ; but if your driving power
is not equal to working it well, give up half of it and

concentrate your force upon the other half. A man may
remain poor on 200 acres who would become rich on

100. By the reduction of acres you might save half

the rent and taxes and working expenses and double

your produce. But there is another cause—deeper-

rooted and more difficult to remedy than over-occupa-

tion, that aiTests and hinders the flow of capital to the

land. The investments are safe, the profits reasonable,

but the returns are somewhat slow. The commercial
codes for money-making, small profits and quick

returns, are hardly applicable to agriculture. A good
deal may be done, by catch crops, to reap two harvests

within the year ; but only one of them is likely to

prove very profitable. Slow and sure, however, is

some compensation to set up against the loss of speed.

But, supposing any doubt should arise about the

security, then the chief attraction that draws money
landwards vanishes. Now it so happens that probably
one-half of the land of England and Ireland is

let and held upon terms that seriously imperil

the safety of the occupiers' investments. True,
the farmer is free enough to put money into the

land, but is he equally free to take it out again?
One man sows capital, it may be plentifully, on the

land, and another is permitted to reap his har\-est.

Who can wonder that thin seeding is the rule while

such miscarriage of right and justice are either sanc-

tioned by law or pemiitted by custom. Can money
ever flow freely landwards while there is the barest

possibility of such a loss of tenants' property. None
have such a strong interest in the enrichment of the

land as the landlord ; by granting leases for 7, 14, or

21 years, capital will flow freely to it, and the tenant-

fanners' investments be made as safe as they are pro-
fitable.

2. Skill.—The second driving power of agricultural

production is skill. Much is needed to develope
the full force of capital invested in land. Men may sow
their fields with gold dust, and yet not reap bounti-

fully. In fact, the more money employed, the

greater the force used, the more need of skill to turn

it to profitable account. Any boy may drive a donkey,
but it needs a skilful rider to manage a full-bred racer,

or one of your splendid hunters. But perhaps the dif-

ference between these two is not equal to the distinc-

tion between old-fashioned farming and the farming of
to-day. The one was the old road waggon, the other
is the express train ; and yet the skill of the driver

has remained in many cases almost a constant quantity.

"As we were in the beginning, are now, and ever
shall be," is the theory and practice of too many agri-

culturists. Now what is the cause of our ircquent
failure ? Half-knowledge. We are sometimes told,

indeed, that learning and skill are of no use in farming,
and that practical men without education rear, buy,
and feed stock with greater success thaii the most
learned farmer. The fact is, gentlemen, such men are
highly educated in their special department. They
have acquired a technical education in their special

business. By carefully obser\-ing the habits and study-
ing the nature of animals, and noting the effects of
certain food, their rule of thumb becomes gradually
and imperceptibly converted into a law of science ; for

what after all is any science worthy of the name, but
simply the products of all the best experience of the
past classified and condensed into simple formula for

general use in the present or future. Though we are
not to live in the past, it is our duty and interest to
learn all we can from it. We hear much now-a-days
about the necessity for technical education. The
members of every trade are calling out for an education
for that trade. If this is needful in other trades and
manufactures it is much more needful in this great
national industry of farming. Other manufacturers
mostly concern themselves with one thing, the cotton-
spinner spins cotton, the silk-weaver weaves silk, the
iron-founder moulds iron, and so on ; but the farmer
touches, changes, and transforms all, from the sun
in the heavens to the mud in pond or ditch

;

from the solid earth to the invisible air ; from
the breath of life to the foul odour of death and corrup-
tion, all are utilised and transformed by the agricul-
turist. Nor has he to deal Avith matter only, but with
mind. Throughout his whole life it is his to bend force
to purpose, and to enlist the ser\'ices of both in the
economy of production. A want of skill and the loss of
force are convertible terms. The motive powers of pro-
duction are strong or weak, safe or dangerous, profitable
or unprofitable, in exact proportion to the skill with
which they are driven.

3. Labour.—Our last driving force is labour. It

should be good in quality, sufficient in quantity, and
skilfully used. Bad labour, whether of men, horses, or
steam, at any price is dear and a clear loss of force.

This is too obvious to need further illustration. But a
deficiency in labour is almost equally improvident. Set
a horse, a man, or a steam-engine to do work beyond
their strength, and you not only lose the force expended

but you strain and weaken the sources of your working
power. It is impossible to develope to the fullest

extent the resources of an under-powered farm. The
work is ever lagging behind like a terrible nightmare

the energies of all concerned, and no choice of
opportunity, one of the grand secrets of successful

farming, is offered. It is of vital importance that the

labour forces should be used at the right time and
place, and in the best manner. Time is a most import-

ant actor in the economy of agricultural production. A
week's difference in the start may make all the differ-

ence between success and failure at the end.

The right application of force is of still greater

importance. Force is developed to be utilised. What
should we think of a man who kept a steam-engine
going for the sake of the mere motion ? The driving-

heel of the steam engine moves that it may drive

something else. Even the force that moves it is so

much deducted from its working power. This is a

principle of immense importance to the full utilisation

of labour. The nett weight of all implements must be
deducted from their working capacity. Every ounce
on plough, cultivator, cart or waggon, beyond -what is

needed to impart the necessary strength, is so much
labour lost. Even the power expended in hauling a
ton of coal to the pit's mouth diminishes its working
power by that amount. You seem to lose sight of this

in many of your implements of husbandry. In many
of these one-third—in some perhaps one-half—of the

working force is expended upon moving their dead
weight. What about your carts and waggons, and the

practise of placing three horses in a waggon in single

file ? Have you ever thought how often in a

mile these draw altogether at the same instant

and in the best line of draught for urging the load

for\\ard ? And then, what do your tumbrils and
waggons weigh ? Is there no superfluous weight about
them? Have they only mass enough of timber and
iron to carry the loads, and no more ? And what about
the friction of four wheels on the ground, while two
only might sufHce? If you employ a waggon of I ton

weight to carry 2 tons more, one-third of the dragging

force is wasted on the waggon. The same rule holds

good in regard to all other implements ; the lighter

they are and the less friction they have the more actual

work may be got out of them. A maximum of work,
with the expenditure of a minimum of effective force,

IS the principle to aim at. The recognition of this law
would make you see to your farm roads as well as to

your wheels and the weight of your implements ; for

every large stone, every deep rut and steep hill, robs

your horses of force, and takes from the sum of their

productive labour.

I will not insult your common sense by dwelling
upon the enormous loss of force that is sustained by
under-feeding your animals ; as well try to reap a profit

by starving the fires of a steam-engine as to get paying
work from under-fed animals. The stomach is the

great centre of physical force, the only bank from which
animals can draw to replenish their expended energy.

The same law holds good with men. Of all labour that

of under-fed, badly-housed, half-clad labourers is the

most expensive and inefficient. ** A bold peasantry,

their country's pride," can never become a reality,

unless they have plenty to eat.

If spared to bring the remainder of this subject

before you next year I shall seek to show that vital

force may be converted into heat, size, or work, at

will. The first demand, however, upon vital force is

for the preservation of life. For this purpose an
immense amount of lifting, and circulating, building

up and pulling down, force is employed. The next

demand upon vital force is for heat; the temperature of

the human body must be kept up. It is always the

same in a state of health, whether the body be half

scorched under a tropical sun, or nearly frozen amid
dreary \\'astes of eternal ice and never-melting snow.
The under-fed and over-fed have to keep up the same
temperature. Now vitality, heat, and working force,

both feed at the same table, the stomach. The two
first come first, nay they never leave, and consequently

they are first served. Then size comes and finds little,

and labour, power, or strength comes and finds none,
consequently this labour power goes empty away.
Harsh words are often used, and men are called

lazy when they are merely hungry. As reasonably

expect to reap Wheat from Thistles, as to get a full

measure of work from a half or altogether empty
stomach. To the lassitude of hunger, is often

added the loss of force from cold. We have already

seen that heat and motion and work are very much
alike. This piinciple is a most important one in regard

to the clothing and feeding of our labour power. If

you want a full measure of work from a man, keep him
comfortably warm. The man who has had to fight

against the cold all night is weaker in the morning than

he who has been sufficiently covered in bed. The same
nUe holds good by day. Clothing husbands the heat
of the body, and hinders the caloric from devouring the

portion that ought to be reserved for the sustentation

of working power. Another great loss of force arises

from lodging the labourer at a distance from his work.
What would you think if it was proposed to you to

build your stables two or four miles away from your
farms ? Why, you would say no farmer could be so

foolish as to make his horses do one day's work on the

road, and another in his fields—and yet this is what is

expected from the labourer in many districts. Earlv
and late, on many of the roads around Bury, labourers

are seen wearily trudging to and from their daily work.
They go to their respective farms, their masters rise

from comfortable beds and well-spread breakfast tables,

and step out into their yards to give orders for the day.

The men are all there to time. Many know little

and care less where these men have slept, how
they have been covered in bed, where they have break-
fasted, or how or upon what they have dined, What is

that to them ?—it is everything to them ! The
labour power in man is a limited quantity. It is gene-
rated and sustained by food, and by that alone. If

food is good and abundant, strength and capacity for

work are sufficient. If otherwise, weakness must be
the result. These labour machines may look all right,

but, in fact, a large proportion of their labour power is

already gone. They were full of working force pro-
bably when they started from home, but they have left

a portion of it at each step of their long journey on the
road. There it lies uselessly wasted ; like water spilt

on the ground, it cannot be gathered up again. All
that labour, that strength, thus recklessly scattered

upon the road is lost to your fields. It is just as if you
sent your com to market in a cart or waggon with an
open bottom and a hole in each sack. At eveiyjolt
on the road the corn would 11m out, and when you
reached the station, every sack would be a bushel {less

or more short. The labourer who has to walk far to

and from his work is just such a sack. Half emptied
of his force before he reaches your farm, a full measure
of work from him is an impossibility. Agricultural

production can never be driven at full speed until the

labourer and his work are brought together, and he is

comfortably housed, warmly clad, and well fed.

Next, then, to the cry of more capital— if, indeed,

it is not but another form of the same cry—is that of

more and better cottages for and upon the land.

Then, and not till then, will human labour be fully

utilised, and the full measure of available force be put
on the land, instead of being recklessly squandered on
the journey to and from it. But the labourer himself
is far from being a perfect working machine. His
lack of intelligence is a serious loss of force. Ignor-

ance is not only the parent of wickedness, but of

weakness. True, the race is not always, but it gener-

ally is, to the swift, and the victory to the strong.

Knowledge is power. In agriculture, as in all other

productive enterprises, there is a best way of lifting and
carrying, draining and ploughing, reaping, sowing
and mowing, feeding and tending stock, making and
mending roads, or cleaning ditches even ; and the

intelligent will find it out and practise it. Besides,

though to many of you a horseman is only a horse-

man, and nothing more, all men are higher and better

than mere mechanical machines. Intelligence tells

for much in the mere work of the world ; but it is even
more valuable in moulding and enriching character,

and in reforming, ennobling, and strengthening the

domestic, social, and public Hfe of the nation. True,
one often hears, especially in these rural districts, that

a little learning is a dangerous thing. Exactly so, but
the danger comes from the littleness, and safety is

found, not in extinguishing this rushlight, but in pro-
viding a candle of sufficient illuminating power to

enable men to see things clearly as they are. Every
day's experience convinces me more strongly of this

truth,—that the more a man knows the better he will

do his work, and the more happy, contented, and useful

he will be in that sphere of life or of duty to which
God has been pleased to call him. If you wish to deve-
lope to the utmost the working force of your labourer,

boldly add to your other cries that of " Education !"

Such, gentlemen, are some of the most important
of your driving forces in the economy of produc-
tion,—capital, enough of it, freely invested, safely

kept, and certainly recovered ; skill, with eagle

eye applying and reaping the legitimate profits of

capital ; labour, plentiful, near at hand, full of force,

and of the highest quality.

BLOFIELD AND WALSHAM.
At the late annual meeting of this Society, Mr. C. "-;.

Read, M.P., said :

—

It was just 12 months since that he had the pleasure

of speaking to them upon what he thought would in

all probability be the main features of the Irish Land
Bill. The Bill brought in by the Government em-
bodied a great many of those ideas. He was very

happy indeed in being able to support the general

principle of the Bill ; but one thing which he could not

support, and which he opposed with all his might,

was that new property which had been acquired by an

occupier of land in Ireland—that was to say, apart

from all improvements, over and above any outlay that

had been made—that whenever the landlord had to

turn him out, he should be able to demand, if he was
a small tenant, seven years' rent from the landlord

simply because he had been evicted. Mr. Read thought
this would in the end mihtate against the tenant. He
did not believe it possible to do an injustice to one
class at the expense of another, but that in the end
the injustice would fall upon that class for whose
benefit it was wrought. Therefore, with the compe-
tition there was for land in Ireland, he had not the

shghtest doubt that if the landlord had to pay the fine,

he would make the incoming tenant repay it, either
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in the shape of what was called "Ulster tenant-right"

or in the shape of increased rent. Just contrast what

had been done in Ireland with what was done in

England. In that district of Norfolk, leases were not

the rule : he wished they were, and he affirmed that it

was not right that the whole of the improvements of

the tenants of this county should be at the mercy of the

landlords. If a landlord liked to evict a tenant—how-
ever enterprising and good that tenant might be—he

could confiscate his improvements without paying him
a single sixpence. Mr. Read maintained that this was

wrong ; but he was at the same time sure that few

landlords in this county ever did it. He had never

known any one to do it of late years—and all honour

to the landlord for not doing it. What Mr. Read con-

tended for was, that there should be a good custom

—

whether it be a custom of the country or a custom

established by the law of the land—by which, when a

man was ejected from his farm he should be paid for

the improvements he had made, just the same as he

was paid in Lincolnshire, where farming had ad-

vanced under that system better than it had
done in any other part of the country. Although
the landlords in Norfolk had not taken advan-

tage of the power they possessed, yet estates

might drange hands, and, as life was uncertain,

a good landlord might die, and be succeeded by
some one who either did not understand business or

did not care for his tenantry ; therefore, the tenant-

farmers of England ought to have some protection for

the improvements they had made.
Another point to which Mr. Read drew atten-

tion, as far as regarded the evils averted in Parlia-

ment from the agricultural interest, was that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer had not succeeded in

making them pay a tax for their farm-horses.

In that district farmers grew sometliing better

than stones ; therefore, they repaired their roads

principally with gravel, which was carted from a con-

siderable distance. On wet days they sent the whole
of their horses to the gravel pit to cart gi-avel to repair

the roads, and for that reason, if this exemption had
not been insisted on by the House of Commons, almost

every horse in that neighbourhood would, he believed,

have been liable to the duty on horses. It was only
by the kind assistance of the Speaker that they obtained
a small majority against the Government ; and although
the Prime Minister said at the time that he should
take time to consider the position of the Government,
Mr. Read was happy to say that the Ministry did not re-

sign, while agriculturists were exempt from the duty
on farm-horses. Mr. Read then expressed an opinion
that agriculturists ought to help their neighbours to

get rid of the tax now imposed upon the horses used in

trade. He could not understand why the butcher or
the baker should not be exempt as well as the farmer.

This tax upon horses was an impost upon trade and
industry, and, therefore, as farmers enjoyed an exemp-
tion from it, they ought to try all they possibly could
to get it extended to those engaged in mercantile
pursuits.

Mr. Read next referred to the discussion which
took place upon what was called Sir Baldwin Leigh-
ton's " Police Poaching Bill." On that occasion he
made a speech in the House of Commons which he
was afterwards told was most illogical. He admitted
that the Act had done a certain amount of good ; and
yet he voted against it. Now it was quite possible

that a very bad law, if judiciously administered, might
be productive of some good ; and he was sure that

the judicious management of the Act in the county
of Norfolk, and the certain amount of good which
had arisen out of it, were principally owing to

their excellent chief constable. But it did not
at all follow that the law itself was not bad, or
that the objections which he took to the Bill when
it was before the House did not now exist ; in fact,

those objections existed exactly as before. All the laws
relating to assessment and to game were exactly the
same now as they were then, and, therefore, as he out
of Parliament opposed the measure, so he thought it

his duty to follow the same course in the House. Mr.
Read, explaining why he opposed it, said he would not
dwell very long upon what was called the moral aspect
of the question. In Parliament one heard a great deal
said about the temptation it was to a poor man to

snare a hare. He did not very much believe that sort

of thing. A mair knew very well that he liad no more
right to snare a hare than he had to rob a hen-roost

;

and that he was breaking the law of his countiy.

Therefore there was not, he thought, very much
temptation one way or the other. Poultry might now
and then cause a little breeze between the farmer and
his wife—for the cocks and the hens would eat the cake
out of the manger from the fat bullocks, the turkeysburrow
in the Barley stacks, and the geese invade the standing
com—yet a man and his wife are one, or were one until

the "Married Women's Property Bill" was passed.

But for all that a man and his wife in the main were one
still, and it did not signify much into whose pocket the
price of the poultry, &c., went. But ground g.ame,

Mr. Read maintained, was generally fed at the expense
of other people—at the expense of one's neighbours or
tenants. He would go further, and say that game did
not pay for the protection it enjoyed. If a farmer had
the shooting it was immediately assessed to the poor
rates ; if the shooting were kept by the owner it was

he believed, but was assessed to the poor rate. In
that district plantations he knew paid a nominal sum
for the underwood which they contained ; but, gene-
rally speaking, throughout the country plantations were
exempt. But game was more than exempt. Where
game existed in very large quantities upon a farm, it

so deprecated its assessment that it threw a heavier
bm-den on the rest of the ratepayers. Again, under
this Act game had exceptionally unfair privileges. If
a policeman found a suspicious looking man on the
road at 5 in the morning with a bag in his pos-
session containing a hare, the latter could be imme-
diately confiscated, and the man without further
trouble would be liable to conviction and punishment.
But supposing it was a goose in the bag, that was all

the difference. A prosecutor must first of all come
forward and say he had lost the goose, and next that
the goose was his ; but nothing of that sort was
required in the case of the game. Therefore, he said
to the supporters of this measure, "If this be a good
principle—and I won't say it is not—you ought to

extend it to other kinds of property ; and all people
who at unreasonable hours of the night or early in the
morning are found in possession of what may be called
suspicious property, should be called upon to give an
account of how they became possessed of it. The
burden of proof that he came by it honestly should be
with him." He had been asked whether he was not
ashamed to go into the lobby as the only Conservative
amongst a whole lot of Radicals to vote against the
Bill. His reply was, that he was not exactly proud of
his company ; but he knew no party and he followed
no leader when he tliought that party and those leaders
were opposing the true interests and welfare of the
tenant-farmers of England.

Mr. I. B. COAKS, in proposing "The health of the
Judges," reminded the tenant-faraiers that there was
an important body, called landlords. He was led to
make that remark in consequence of what had fallen

from Mr. Read, the tenant-farmer /«; excdlcuct; and
the most able representative of a class in the House of
Commons, But that ability might sometimes be
stretched a point too far. While admiring as an
entirely independent man the tone and moderation
of Mr. Read's remarks, Mr. Coaks thought the hon.
member had not done bare justice to the landlord.
Mr. Read suggested that the landlord should keep a
good- bull for the use of his tenant. No doubt that
was an extremely popular proposition, and as it would
not involve a very great cost, probaljly it was a boon
which the landlord might confer with less inconveni-
ence to himself than many others expected of him.
But he demurred to the proposition that the hare had
the same right of protection as the hen on the roost, and
that policemen could and ought to stop a man who had
a hen in his pocket with as much reason as a poacher
who had a hare in his possession. The hon. member
for South Norfolk had, Mr. Coaks thought, been a
little illogical on this point. Mr. Read told them that
he voted against the Bill, but that he approved of a
great many things which the Bill had worked out.

Mr. Read remarked that he said it had done some
good.

Mr. Coaks added that Mr. Read said he opposed
the Bill because;Mt-did not embrace the right of a
policeman to stop a man with a goose. That was not
Mr. Coaks' logic. Because the Act did not go far

enough in that respect it was no reason why it was
not a good measure for enabling the administrators
of the law to stop the man with the hare. What he
would do was, extend the law rather than complain
of it. As one connected with the administration
of justice, he had not the slightest hesitation in

declaring his opinion that the Act had been one of the
wisest and most beneficial measures which had been
put upon the statute book. Many who had troubled
themselves to think at all on this question must
agree with him that poaching was the first step to
crime—it was the hare first and the goose afterwards.
A law that would help to stop the career of crime
by beginning with the hare was a beneficial one. It was
pleasant to hear Mr. Read talking upon the interest of
his class without putting it into collision with that of
the landlord. At the North Walsham Association
some remarks were made—to which he took entire

exception—to the effect " that the Legislature h,ad not
dealt out a fair measure of justice to the tenant as
distinguished from the landlord." That was a very
grave and serious charge. Where could the landlord
make many concessions ? He was told that he would
have to do so. That might be so. What rate of
interest did the landlord get at the present moment
upon the capital he had invested in land ? Was it not
almost property without income ? Did he get more
than 3, or at the most, 3J: per cent, for his money?
If, perchance, he had the misfortune to borrow, what
was his experience? While he was making only 3 or

3^ per cent, of his own money, he had to pay 4 per
cent, for what he borrowed.

Sir E. Lacon : Five per cent.

Mr. Coaks thought it was a great mistake that

tenant-farmers should be asked to believe that the
landlords had the power of relieving the depression
hich now existed in agriculture. If the landlords

were to surrender half their rents to the tenants, that

the landlord was to put his hand into his pocket to
meet all shortcomings arising from circumstances over
which he had no control. The proposition laid
down by the speaker (Mr. Howard Taylor) at
North Walsham was in effect that the Legislature
had protected the landlords at their tenants' expense.
That proposition he denied, and he challenged proof
of it. He was astonished that such a statement
should have been made without meeting with a
reproof. Independent of the point of game, there were
few points in which the tenant must allow himself to
rely for help upon his landlord. As to the protection
to tenants of which Mr. Read spoke, there was one
custom of the country here, another in Suffolk, and
another in Lincolnshire. Why had the Lincolnshire
custom, which Mr. Read suggested should be intro-

duced into Norfolk, not been adopted here ? Because
the lands of Lincolnshire were adapted to the custom
which there existed, and the lands of Norfolk were
suited to the custom which here prevails. In Suffolk,
where there was heavier land, there was a different

custom, for drainage and like things were preserved to
the tenant on his eviction. In that part of Norfolk
where drainage was not so necessary, and where im-
provements required to be renewed almost year by
year, the wisdom of those who had long farmed the
land had not set up a custom which preserved to them
the rights and customs which were adapted to other
districts. It was not, at all events, a complaint against
the landlords that no such custom existed ; and it was
manifest that if an allowance had to be made to the
outgoing tenant for unexhausted improvements, the
landlord would simply ask the incoming tenant to
repay him. It was, therefore, not a landlord's ques-
tion at all— it was a simple question of requiring more
capital. One of the greatest mistakes of the present
day was, that men sought farms of 300 acres when
they had only capital enough to cultivate a farm of
200 acres. Although he had not had much to do
with farming, yet ho had had much to do with
farmers—and much of the distress and disappointment
he had witnessed in the career of farming had arisen

from a want of capital at the outset. That surely was
a tenant-farmer's not a landlord's question. The Malt-
tax Mr. Coaks held to be quite as much a landlord's

question as a tenant's. So far as he had been able to
understand that question, he held it to be due to the
landed and to the farmer's interest that there should be
a repeal of the Malt-tax. When protection fell the
Malt-tax ought to have fallen also. Mr. Coaks con-
cluded by saying that the spirit of the Legislature did
not bear the interpretation put upon them by the
speaker at North Walsham, and he could not allow
this opportunity to pass without entering his protest
against it.

Farm Memoranda.
Wester Ross : Nm. 2.—Another dry summer,

and another short crop ; but as this is the third dry
summer in succession, we are getting accustomed to

short straw, and think less about it than we did the
first year. These dry years have been greatly more
favourable to farmers occupying Wheat-growing farms
than those whose farms are in the higher and later

districts, and where Oats are principally grown ; in-

deed, having been so dry, and with so much sunshine,
they have been admirably suited for growing and
maturing Wheat ; and this year, although the winter
and spring were so severe as to thin out very greatly

the young plants, our Wheat is threshing out pretty

satisfactorily. A very large breadth of Wheat is now
being sown after grass, Potatos, and Turnips. A few
years ago very little Wheat was sown after grass, but
now nothing is more common than to see grass

manured, seed-furrowed, and sown with Wheat. The
weather for field labour is now all that could be
desired. For some time the leas were too hard and
dry ; but of late we have had shower after shower so

continuously, and yet in such nroderation, that the soil

has become well saturated while the work has been
little interrupted. In the North we are doing what
we can to make up for the lack of Wheat-sowing in

France and Prussia, although the result of our labours
may be scarcely appreciable. It might be the wiser

rse for France, having now satisfied the world of

her manly endurance of a kicking when down, to

accept of such terms as she can get, to arise from the

dust, and set to securing her next year's crop. The
Barley crop with us is about an average in grain, with
a small supply of straw. The grain is not so fair as

we anticipated, but weighs well, and fetches over
30^. per qr. Oats are once again the lightest crop.

They are short, both in straw and in grain. In most
fields there was a large number of black ears, and
in some from a third to a fourth of the whole crop,

which must seriously interfere witli the yield. In all

the higher districts, where Oats are almost the only

cereal grown, these late years have told disastrously.

Potatos are very abundant, and of the finest quality,

but fetch a small price, and are in little demand. Never
did our Turnips come away better than this year. The
braird was quite regular, and after singling they started

off most promisingly, but by-and-by they were over-

taken by drought, and in the struggle became deadly

not assessed. There was not a hen-roost in the country, ' He held it to be

would not, he believed, be equal to the great losses the pale. With these showers they have recovered, and
agricultural interest had experienced in various ways, regained their natural colour, but must now remain an

mercial in spirit to expect that ' inferior crop. On some deep soils they are about an
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average, but on all the lighter soils and in some whole

districts they are not more than half a crop. The

earlier sowings of Wheat are coming aboveground, and

gi-ass is now fresher than it was some weeks ago. Stock

of all kinds are so dear that there is little prospect of

satisfactory remuneration for winter keep. T,

Hampshire: Ntyvembcr i.—l^^t sowing season for

Wheat having again arrived, it is satisfactory to know

that a finer season has never been known for the pre-

paration of the land for that crop, which, together

with the abundant showers that have lately fallen, has

rendered the seed-bed capable of producing a regular

plant of Wheat.
The work of the farm is at present unusually for-

ward, particularly where steam cultivation has been

resorted to. Upon many farms the land intended for

next year's root crop has been completely tilled,

leaving little or nothing to be done in the spring

months. The seeds of all kimls of fodder crops, such

as Rye, Trifolium, Vetches, &c., have been got in

well, and now exhibit an exceedingly even and pro-

mising appearance. Root crops, with the exception of

Mangel, everywhere are deficient in plant, except

some of the later sowings. All, however, are now
growing rapidly, and more winter provision for cattle

will be available than was expected : still, there can-

not be an average amount of provender, which will,

in consequence, require to be supplemented by oilcake,

Maize, and various other substitutes. The hay crop

was never known to be worse in this county, some

important farms having little or none for use. This,

will, no doubt, lead to and induce the severest economy
of dry food for cattle. The year 186S was a deficient

season for roots, but the hay crop of that year was
abundant and of good quality. The economy of feed-

ing during that and some previous seasons, as a matter

of policy, will this year have to be extended as a

matter of necessity, and may eventually be the means
of introducing into more general use the system of

commingling straw chaff with other feeding stuffs, and

prove tlie advantages of a plan whereby the straw may
be turned to better account than rotting in huge heaps

in the open fields.

The value of store sheep has gradually improved

during the autumn, although the root crop is deficient.

This is, however, to be accounted for by the short

stock in the country, for the statistical returns, if they

can be trusted, exhibit a decrease of over two millions

during the last two years. There is also a large

decrease in the number of pigs, but it is small in cow
cattle, although these are less than last year's return.

It is matter for serious complaint that we cannot

obtain these returns earlier ; at present we never get

them until all the principal stock fairs are over, there-

fore they are useless to either buyers or sellers for that

season. Foot-and-mouth disease still prevails in the

county, and proves a serious impediment to fairs and
auctions of horned cattle. The price of Wheat has

rather improved lately, probably owing to the demand
for seed, and the prospect of the future, in consequence

of the destruction of crops and desolation going on in

France, and it is likely that Wheat will pay
better than money for keeping for some time to

come. We still find the markets well supplied

with Wheat, and the crop is still reported large

and yielding well wherever there was a re-

gular plant at harvest. It is a noticeable feature

that most of the farms in high condition have
withstood the effect of drought much better than land

whereon the expenditure of oilcake and manu
been neglected. This view of the question

remarkable confirmation in the award of prizes for the

best cultivated farms at the Oxford meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society, a-s the farms which showed the

heaviest outlay in manures and feeding stuffs gave the

best appearance in crops both of roots and grain. The
last number of the "Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society'' gives the report of the chemical committee on
adulterated manures and feeding stuffs. This should
be read by every farmer in the country, as it exhibits the

inferior quality of both manures and cake sold to them
in many instances. The analysis also, as given by Dr.
Voelcker, the consulting chemist to the Society, is

especially interesting to the inhabitants of towns,
wherever they have sewage in large quantities to be
disposed of; and knowing that many of the farmers and
people in towns get no opportunity of perusing these
articles in the Journal, the newspapers would confer a
benefit by quoting from these reports, more particularly
those numbered xxii. and xxxiii. in the last number
just issued. Joseph BlundcU, SotitJiamptou.

must often fall to a couple through mere accident.

Providence has blessed them, say, with good health,

strong children, a good employer, and plenty of work,

while another couple have been obliged, through acci-

dent, sickness, want of work, or other cause beyond
their control, to procure assistance from the parish, and

are thus prevented from winning the prize, though they

have made efforts quite as praiseworthy as the other

couple, and stand in much greater need of the money.
Is this fair as between families dwelling in the same
neighbourhood ? We think not. To rew-ard a man,
again, who has subscribed for the longest period to a

benefit society, seems a very unkind thing to men who
have never had the money to subscribe, or who, having

subscribed, have had to withdraw it for some emer-

gency. We commend these observations to those who
have the management of Labourers' Friend Societies,

and appeal to them whether it would not be wise to do

what has been done at Roding—viz., abolish the
" moral prizes " altogether. Chelmsford Chronicle.

©tutuavg.
The death of Mr. Koiser r Holmes, of Moycashel,

Westmeath, is announced, of which the Illustrated

<s thus speaks :—Ireland has lost one of those

early pioneers to whom she, as well as many English

graziers, are greatly indebted for the goodness of their

tock. It was a habit to call inferior-looking cattle

' Irish bred," but the great improvement in the stock

that has of late years been sent across the Channel is

often the talk of the day. One of the earliest to foresee

the want of good herds in Ireland was the late Mr.

Robert Holmes, who has Just passed away in his 68th

year. Called to the Bar when a young man, he tra-

velled much in England, and become a clever judge and

breeder of racehorses, under Mr. John Scott's tuition.

In company with two other Irish gentlemen, he visited

the great Chilton sale of Shorthorns, in 1829, and pur-

chased the Victoria and Britannia families, which he after-

wards made famous. He also imported a large number
of pure-bred cattle to his estate at Moycashel, in the

county of Westmeath, and was the means of spreading

not only good stock in his country but of encouraging

young men to pay more attention to breeding. Nature

endowed him with finejudgment, a marvellous memory,
and an amiable disposition, and those who once knew
him or heard his "eloquent discourse" rarely forgot

him. One of his great stories was the purchase of

Brown's heifers at ^5 apiece after the Chilton sale, and
the refusal of an inferior white heifer by Matche.m,
which Mr. Bates afterwards purchased and founded the
" 0.\ford " tribe. In 1853 he gave up his herd, which
averaged 60 gs., and was considered at that time a

wonderful result. He married late in life, and, for the

education of a large family, resided at Sydenham,
where he died, beloved and respected by relatives and

old friends.

We regret to announce the death of Mr.
William Stanley Purdon, senior proprietor of the

Iriih Farmers' Gazette^ which took place at his resi-

dence at Windy Arbour House, Dundrum, early on

Saturday morning, the 29th ult.

Miscellaneous.
Moral Prizes to Agricultural Labourers,
—What we have to regret is that in four or five asso'

ciations features are retained against which the com
mon sense of the country has long been convinced.
At one meeting, we perceive, a prize is still given for
*' best attendance at church, and good conduct." Why
should a man be paid half-a-crown for looking after his

own salvation ? Surely if there be any pursuit which
should afford its own reward this is it. Another prize

which would be well abolished is that which is given
to married couples for "bringing up the largest family

November 12.—Martinmas is the winter term in

Scotland when farms are entered, servants engaged for

the winter half-year, and when the books are balanced.

Old style, however (November 22), is generally kept.

Formerly it was a quarterly term in England, but it

has long since given place to Michaelmas. In the

olden time the killing of oxen and salting of beef at this

season was universal, not only in England, but through-

out the whole of Northern Europe. The term "mart,"
or " mairt," a fat beeve, familiar in Scotland and the

North of England, is derived from the practice of

Martinmas slaughtering. Tusser alludes to it thus in

his " Husbandry :
"

—

'

' When Easter comes, who knows not than
That veal and bacon is the man

;

And Martinmas beef doth bear good tack,

When country folks do dainties lack."

Manure, Economy of

.

—The old plan, still common, is

to mix the daily cleanings from the stables, cow-houses,

and stalls for fatting bullocks and young stock, in the

strawyard, where the older store cattle are kept.

Under this system, the liquid which flowed from the

yards in wet weather, and the drainings from the

housed stock were conveyed either into a tank for

application to the land in a liquid form, or on to earth

in a pit for making compost. Most farmers have both a

liquid manure tank and a compost pit. The liquid

from cattle fed in boxes or sheds is wholly absorbed in

the manure. Under this mixed system there is a great

waste of manure both from the housed stock and the

yards, with the exception of the feeding boxes and
sheds ; and the two exceptions, more especially the

latter (sheds), are often attended with much waste
from being unequally trodden and mixed with the

droppings of the cattle, so that decomposition sets in

unequally. Where cattle have sheds to go under, for

example, they leave much of their droppings outside,

so that what is inside is often poor—fire-fanging taking
place less or more all round the walls, in the comers

with no, or the least, parochial relief." This prize I and under racks, &c. The same takes place in feeding-

boxes, where the mixing of the droppings and wetted

litter are neglected to be mixed equally all over the

box, and trampled hard at the sides and corners with

the foot, where the fatting bullock cannot tread it

down.
A Coi'cred Homestead is to be preferred to open

yards, under proper ventilation and management, there

being a threefold economy in favour of the former.

Thus there is (i) a saving of food, (2) stock thrive

better, and (3) there is no waste of manure. But the

mere covering of a homestead will not of itself effect

such results ; on the contrary, it requires increased

skill and labour under each of the above heads before

the threefold economy can be effected ; more attention

requires to be paid to the preparation of food, the

health of cattle, and the management of the manure,

so as to have it of uniform quality, and free from waste

and noxious gases. A sprinkling of dry earth, on the

principle of the earth-closet system, is the best deodor-

iser, but unless the manure in the feeding-boxes and

covered yards is properly mixed, the different kinds

together, and the wet with the dry, and all uniformly

consolidated, there will be a waste of both dry earth

and manure.
The Stable.—Farm-horses keep in healthy working

condition. Some begin about this time to reduce the

allowance of corn for the winter months, but the

practice is based upon old notions out of date ; for by

starting early and working late the horses can do
nearly as much work in winter as in summer, whether

ploughing or carting. Many farm-stables are dirty,

badly lighted and ventilated, and horses suffer much
during the long night's confinement in such places :

the smell when they are entered in the morning is

enough to kill a dog, so to speak.

North Country Flocks.— .As the weather becomes

colder flocks require more food and shelter, also in

stormy weather, if practicable—shelter being equivalent

to so much food. In the lowlands of Scotland, and

northern counties of England, the rams are taken

from the ewes from the middle to the latter end of the

month. But some defer putting the rams to Black-

faced ewes intended to Iamb in the more elevated

walks until the end of the month or beginning of

December. In the less elevated districts and moorland

walks of the lowlands of Scotland and England the

bathing or smearing of Blackfaced and Cheviot flocks,

which remain on them all the winter, is finished. In

such walks the heather, and some of the mountain

grasses, are now in their prime, supplying an abundance

of keep, not only relished by sheep, but also by the

small neat cattle of such districts ; so that in open

weather stock do well. But the change from sunshine

to storm is often rapid, so that what stock gain one

week they are apt to lose the next, unless the run

affords shelter, Gorse, &c.

Gorse comes into use when the grasses fail. When
properly bruised it makes an excellent diet for milch

cows, ewes, and lambs, and Gorse should be more
extensively grown for both these purposes. Sheep

also browse the plant greedily, and therefore it should

be grown more largely on mountain walks both for

shelter and food. If a man can cut as much in a day

as will supply 16 cows, and if an acre and a half will

yield this supply for a month, it is easy to calculate the

value of an acre in comparison with grass or any other

crop. The calculation thus made is at the rate of

3 bush, of bruised Gorse to each cow daily, with

2 bush., and roots of some kind, an acre would
serve the 16 cows six weeks, and so on.

Fatting Stock, as they take to their winter food, will

bear a little forcing. The expression will not perhaps

be relished by some, any more than the practice itself,

but successful experience has long ago proved to

farmers that unless their bullocks and sheep begin to

lay on carcase weight fast about this time, it will

not pay; hence the practical rule, "Start your beef

and mutton manufactories into full play in November."

To have animals in the full enjoyment of the highest

degree of health on winter food, is a totally different

thing from gross obesity. The latter should be care-

fully avoided. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

Australian Meat : C. P. Lb. for lb. we should

greatly prefer the bacon, but £ for £, probably, in

Australian meat you would find the most nourishment.

BoviNiA PoT.ATO : C. P. We understand it to be one

of Paterson's Seedlings.

Cecidomvia Tritici ; J Slater & Co. The Wheat-fly
(Cecidomyia Tritici) appears about Jime 21, when the

Wheat is beginning to show its young ears. The eggs
are laid— from two to ten—in the glumes of the florets

of the grain ; the grubs are hatched therefrom in about
seven days. The food of the young grub is the pollen

of the anthers. On this it feeds for three weeks or a
month. Then it burrows into the ground to the depth

of half an inch, and there remains in the pupa state till

the following year. The fly is small, like a gnat, of an
orange colour, the wings being rounded at the tip, and
fringed with hairs. The female is furnished with a
retractile ovipositor, four times as long as her body, and
as fine as a hair, for depositing her eggs, at the base of

the inner chaff-scales. The eggs are laid after sunset.

Grass L.ands : T. S. P. sent us last year a letter, in

which he said:
— "I have bought a small place of

9i acres round a house, half of which is covered with

Fiu-ze and Heather, having been common-land enclosed,

lying on the lower Bagshot sands, in Hampshire, there-
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fore poor, light, sandy, gravelly soil. I am desirous of

bringing some 3 acres of this' into grass (if possible),

and I am not quite satisfied that I am pursuing a right

course ; will you be good enough to advise me ? Part

I have trenched 2 feet deep, burying the surface that

depth, and taking out the roots of the large Furze

bushes ; the rest 1 am paring and burning, and intend

to collect the ashes into large heaps, and cover them

with earth for the winter, and then trench the re-

mainder ; and in April sow grass and Clover seeds

with these ashes." Will he be good enough to state

what his further experience has been ? Bone dust and
the sheep fold are the things to bring fertility to poor,

sandy soils.

Horse Keep: S. W. asks:—"Now that hay is so dear,

could any of your correspondents inform me what
would be the proper amount of food for a horse in

moderate work per day ? I propose to give my horses

(hacks and harness horses) a mixture of chopped hay
and straw, mi.ved with Oats and Indian Corn. And I

should be glad to know what would be considered a
sufficient quantity of this mixture for each of them per

day."
Trif'olium incarn.\tum : A.H.F. says :

—"I have sown
12 acres of Oat stubble mth it, about 351b. per acre,

on a thin soil of a hill, looking south. Will it make
hay ? Why not let it stand more than one season, since

the practice, I am told, is to break it up for Swedes or

Rape? (It has never been sown in this district before.)

What tonnage of hay per acre will it yield ? as it may
lose so in weight as to be more profitable as a green

food." [It will make a coarse hay—cut it before it is

full blown. A good crop should make 40 to 50 cwt. of

hay per acre. It is an annual, and will not yield a

second crop.]

litrhets.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Nov. io.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a steady retail

demand for consumption for all healthy grow-n samples,

prices being nominally unchanged. Inferior sorts com-
mand scarcely any attention.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Nov, 7.

There was a very short supply of Wheat from Essex

and Kent to this morning's market, much of which was
in poor condition

;
good dry parcels were sold at the

prices of this day se'nnight, but those out of condition

and inferior were ij'. per qr. cheaper. The market was
well attended, but few transactions took place in foreign,

at unaltered prices. Barley was very slow, and secondary

qualities of malting rather cheaper. Beans and Peas
were unchanged in value. The Oat trade was quiet, at

last Monday's rates. Flour rather easier.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. While 45—54 Red
— — fine selected runs. .do. 49 —57|Red
— — Talavera 50—60)
— — Norfolk — iRed
— — Foreign ut—

63J
Barley, grind. & dist , 21^ to 33J. . Chev. 42—45

j

Malting .

— Foreign .. grinding and distilUog 25—33 Malting „
Oats. Essex and Suffolk I25-27— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 27—29' Feed . .

.

— Irish Potato 26—28, Feed ...

— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—26 Feed ...

Rye ' 32—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
(

\

Beans, Ma2agan....43J-. to 47J. . .Tick 49 —50 Harrow .

— Pigeon ....51J. to sgj. ..Winds. 1 — ,Longpod.
— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .

— Maple, 40J. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize 1
—

,

Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack 39—47— 2d ditto ditto 32 —44 Country .

— Foreign per barrel 25—28 Per sack.

Wednesday, Nov. 9.

There was a small show of English Wheat on sale here
to-day, the fresh arrivals having been insignificant ; the
supply of foreign, however, \vas large. In all descriptions

sales progressed slowly, and only a moderate quantity of

produce changed hands ; nevertheless, Monday "s prices

were maintained for both English and foreign descrip-

tions. The Barley trade ruled firm ; choice malting sorts

were scarce, and fetched very full prices. Oats were dull,

but without quotable change in value ; the supplies were
large. Maize was unaltered in value. Beans and Peas
changed hands quietly on former terms. Town-made
Flour was unaltered in price, while foreign and country
marks supported late rates.

ARRIVAI.S OF Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

24—27
19—24
33—36

49—50

40—42

36'"
3*5 7

36 5

36 9
36 8

36 7

HA y.^per Loado/^^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Nov. 10.

kvHayi30J.toi40J. Clover, old .. .

..110 120
i

Inferior do. .. .

.. .. — ~ Prime 2d cut do.

.

. . — — Inferior do. . . .

.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Nov.

Sup. Meadow Hay 132^.10140^.
[
Infenor Clover ,.

..136 147 Baker.

Wheat. Barley. Oats.

8330 I 7190

Qrs.

36,270

Flour.

I
160,

Hull, Nov. 8.—At our market to-day there was a
short supply of English Wheat, which met a limited

demand at about is. per qr. below the prices of last week.
In foreign very little done, at a similar reduction.

English white, 53J. to 555. per qr. ; red, 50J. to $2s.
;

Dantzic and Konigsberg white, 525-. to 54J. ; mixed,
47J. to 49J. ; Danish and Hamburgh, 46j". to 48.?. ;

Baltic red, 451. to 47J. ; Grinding Barley met a fair

sale, at full prices. Oats in retail demand, at late rates.

Beans and Peas were each in active request, and fully as
dear as last week. In Linseed a fair business was done,
at a shght advance.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 7.

The number of Beasts is very small, and there are very

few choice qualities
;
prices are higher for all descriptions,

and an early clearance is effected. The supply of Sheep
is about the same as last Monday ; the demand has

increased, and prices have advanced a little. The very

few choice Calves on offer are dearer. Our foreign supply

consists of 1 165 Beasts, 7650 Sheep, 290 Calves, and 300
Pigs ; from Scotland there are 155 Beasts ; from Ireland,

400 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 20 ; and 1035 from the

Midland and Home Counties.

s, d. s. d. I
s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools 5 8to6 o

fords &c. . . 5 8to6 o Do. Shorn . . . .
— .

.

Best Shorthorns., s 6—5 8 Ewes & 2d quality 4 8—5 o

2d quality Beasts 3 8—4 4 Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Downs and I
Lambs — .

.

Half-breds -. 510—^ 4 I Calves .. ..4 0—6 4
Do. Shorn .. .. — .. Pigs .. ..4 0—6 o

Beasts, 2775 ; Sheep and Lambs, 16,640 ; Calves, 320 ; Pigs, 400.

Thursday, Nov. 10.

The supply of Beasts is not so large as last week, and
there is no improvement in quality

;
prices are not

altered, but several of the lowest descriptions remain un-

sold. There are a few more Sheep, but the average

quality is veo' inferior. There is very little business

doing ; we cannot, however, quote lower than Monday.
Trade is not so brisk for Calves, and prices are rather

lower. Our foreign supply consists of 460 Beasts, 3130
Sheep, 245 Calves, and 140 Pigs.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools. . 5 8to6 o

fords, &c. .

.

5 8to6 o Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Best Shorthorns .

.

5 6—5 8 Ewes & 2d quality 4 8-5 o

2d quality Beasts 3 8—4 4
' Do. Shorn .. .. — .

Best Downs and I
Lambs —

Half-breds .. i \o—6 4 Calves .. ..4 o~t 4

Do. Shorn .. .. — -. I Pigs .. .. 4 0-6 «

Beasts, 830 ; Sheep and Lambs, 6780: Calves, 335 ; Pigs, 150.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET.—Nov, :

Best Fresh Butter 20J. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. ,. .. • • i^s. ,,

Small Pork, 5^. id. to 5^. lod. ; Large Pork, 3s. 8d.

4S. Sd. per 8 lb.

COALS.—Nov. 9.

Holywell Main, ijs. sd. ; West Hartley, 16s. ^d.\

West Wylam, 17^. st/.; Walbotile Hartley, 15J. ; Walls

End Harton, i-js. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton,

17J. 9^. ; Walls End Hetton, 18/. gd. ; Walls End
Hawthorn. 16s. gd. ; Walls End South Hetton, 18s. 6d.

;

Walls End Hartlepool, i8s. ; Walls End Kelloe, 17s. 6d.
;

Walls End East Hartlepool, i8s. ^d.; Walls End South

Kelloe, i8j. ; Walls End Tees, i8j. 6(/.—Ships at market,

32 ; sold, 24 ; unsold, 8 ; at sea, 30.

SEED MAR-KET.
Clover seed now begins to attract increased attention

;

the stocks of old and yearling seed are without doubt

very light, and no great quantity of new seed is yet

offering. Some few parcels of new American red Clover

seed have recently arrived, and have been on sale at

moderate prices. As France and Germany will be out of

the market this season (neither country having any seed

to send us), it is probable that the United States will be

our chief source of supply. New home-grown reds being

in limited supply, command high rates. Trefoil is without

alteration. There has been some speculation in Alsike

and white Clover seeds
;
prices of these descriptions are

tending upwards. Very little new French Italian is now
offering from the other side, and values are consequently

hardening. Rye-grasses are exceedingly firm. In bird

seeds we have no change to report. White Mustard seed

continues steady. For Rape seed we have an improved

demand, at enhanced currencies. Feeding Linseed is in

better request. Windsor and Longpod Beans move olT

at last week's quotation. For Haricot Beans and boiling

Peas we have a ready sale. There is now scarcely any
inquiry for winter Tares.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,
16, Water Lane, London, E.G.

ENGLISH WOOL.
Notwithstanding the rupture of the negotiations for an

armistice, holders keep very firm ; and although this

state of affairs naturally restricts business, still there are

no signs of any probability of giving way, and the lower
grades, if anything, are rather more in demand.

G
T̂hey ;

Halls' Warehouse J, Workshops, &c.

1. They require no seuing in brickwork.
2. They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of regu-

ation.

3. They take up little room, and can be put in places inaccessible to

of T pipes.

6. By means of mud-doors they (

required.

7. The chimney is made of cast-i

I, owing to the large amount of

an be annexed to the boilers by

L be readily cleaned out when

n, which can either be taken
meet the convenience of the

They are warranted to be the most effective and durable boiler ever

Price Lists, with full particulars, free on application to

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds; and
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S. £.

H OT- WATER APPAR AT U S
erected ComplctCj or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular Boiler.

CHURCHES,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &>
HOT-WATER PIPESal«"

prices; Elbows, T - Pi

Improved

Syphons, and every other
tion kept in stock.
WRt5UGHTand CAST-IRON

CONICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL,

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 24s. each

xtra strone CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
„ „„. ..aler Bars, ?rom52J. W. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

PcrtabU Bailer Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,foriaou tioiter.
py^fj^cE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description ind size

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints;
Sockets require no other packmg, ElUplf. Botler.

and are perfectly water-tight
Goods, of the very best i

Iclivered at Railw
London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppe

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &c-.

TRUSS'3 PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLES3
PIPE-JOINTS.

rn s. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

o( APPARATUS annually DesiEncd and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and pcrfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Fnar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.
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PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and othi

ofs, for two stamps. - HEREMAN and MOF
rne Street, Regent's Quadrant, London. W.

iL^.j

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

LASCELLES' MACH INE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft- Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed,

6 ft. by 8 ft-, Double Lights, do.

Primed and Glazed v

Sheet
with stout portable Box,

Tainted
Painted four coats, :

Handles on ..

Packed and Delivered
Railway van .

.

T
TONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES

• and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make, free

o any station in England, for cash with order ; or they allow a liberal

liscounl for cash at their wharf in London. Lists on application.

(. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Eankside, Soulhwark,

G MESSENGER will be happy to prepare Plans
I and Estimates from instructions sent him or if preferred, will

personallj on anj Ladies or Gentlemen at their residenccr

PATENTED BOILER,
al in fuel. His Patented

Valve gives complete satisfaction in every case. Many thousands are
at work. Prices on application. A richly Illustrated Catalogue for-

warded post free for 33 postage stamps.

llRic 1 uildint.sareCHE^P loRl \Bt.E andL\-
Pfbfect Ventilation is obtained ^^llllst the mtenor of the house

has complete protection from rain, v. ind or a direct dow n driu^ht
Illustrated Price Lists containing prices of 240 different sued

Houses, free on application to the Makers, enclosing a stamp for

postage. Also the Improved PORTABLE HOTHOUSES for the

PEOPLE, cheapest ever offered. Guaranteed sound and good
quality. Apply to

AV. RICHARDSON AND Co,, Horticultural Builders, Darlington.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c,

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

^700 A YEAR SAVED

ORMSON'S
PATENT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS
A N L»

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
IN THE

EGYAL GAEDENS,
KEW.

See Official Report in Gardeners' Chronicle iar

July 2, 1870.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly estabhshed.
Many of them have been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and have' proved in point of economy vastly superio
Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.
Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.
Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.
Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and breakdowns.
Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application
; also, " Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER to the COMMISSIONERS of HER M.UESTY'S RC^YAL PALACES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and to the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Agricultural Land Improvements, Drainage,
FARM BUILDINGS, LABOURERS' COTTAGES, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1S4Q.

Directors,
Thomas Chapman, Esq, F.R.S. I The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Geo. Thomas Clark, Esq. bermere.
John C Cobbold, Esq. Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq.

I
Sir William Tite, M.P.

J. HAILEY DENTON, Principal Enffineer.
Agricultural Improvements of any kind are executed by the Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer executing
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement with their Landlords, procure

the execution of such improvements.
The outlay, with all othcial expenses, may be charged on the

Estate, and paid off by a rent-charge of about 6 per cent, in 31 years, or
at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

'"' "^ ' '^ ' of Cottages for
ion and on very

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
John Clutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Vrederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henry Karquhar, Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wigtonshire, N.B.
John Horatio Llovd, Esq., i, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Granville R. Ryaer, Esq. [Managing Director), 2, Princes Terrace,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq,

,
Q, C. , 6. Park Street, Westminster, S.W.

Henry W West, Esq,Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

\\ elslipool

The Company ad\

;

e money, unlimited ir

nicluding theof Agncultural In^_ „ __ .„ -

I- arm Buildmgs to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergj in respect of their Glebe Lands.

Tile ulirle outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge
u] n iIk I tnd rcdeemmg principal and interest, over 25 years,
N III (. iif,ation of title IS required.
1 r i ims and further informatio

^ "V DTK Esq , Managing Director, No.

rpHE LEC^L and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

10 rieet Street, Temple Bar (founded 1836),

Ha^ taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance Contracts

from all needless restrictions.

The " Proposal Form " is most aimplc in its terms.

The Policies arc " Indisputable," that is, free from future challenge.

The Invested Funds bear an unusually high proportion to the Liabi-

The Guarajitecing Share Capital of One Million (^160,000 paid up)

is fully subscribed by 300 Members ofthe Legal Profession.

Nine-tenths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail.

Unreserved information on all points, on application to

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

Notice.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.—Fun. Price will be given

at the Office for Clean Copies of No. 5, Januarj* 29, 1870.

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Seed Merciiants and NurBeryiueii.

THE "ALLGEMEINE SAMEN und PFLANZEN
OFFERTE " is published once or twice every month (2500 copies).

It contains oficrs and demands of all articles of Horticulture, and is

forwarded post free and gratis, on application, to all Seed Merchants
and Nurscr>'men, by the Publisher,

B. THALACKER, Erfurt, Prussia.

This MEDIUM for ADVERTISING is generally recommended in

s acknowledged to be of c lelleni

Thirty-first Year of Publication.
Now ready, price IS, sewed, or zs. bound, and interleaved as a Diary,

JOHNSON AND SHAW'S FARMER'S ALMANAC
and CALENDAR for 1871, containing all the latest Improve-

ments and Inventions in Agricultural Machinerj', a complete Farmer's
Calendar and Guide,a corrected List of Fairs and Markets throughout
[lie United Kingdom, and other articles of the greatest interest in the
Agricultural World.

WILLIAM RIDGWAY, 169, Piccadilly, W. ; and all Booksellers
and Railway Stations.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

[jose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture" Office,

171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Horticultural Works by B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

• Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is weU and widely known.'
—Journal oj HorticHiiuri.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 51., or free by post, 5^. 5ii.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of One

Thousand Species and Varieties, accompanied by full instructions for
_

their cultivation and general management.
" A book of this kind has been sadly wanted for yG&rs."—Gardentts'

Magazine

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNA-
MENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS, forming a sequel to the above,

and profusely Illustrated with Engravings on Wood; containing
descriptions of upwards of Eight Hundred Species and Varieties,

with full directions for their culture.

" We heartily commend the book."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Q'ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISHO and EXOTIC, copiously Illustrated with Engravings on Wood;
comprising Descriptions of Nine Hundred choice Species and Varie-

ties, accompanied by Directions for the Cultivation of Ferns in Pots,

Soil and Mode of Pottiing, Tree Fern Culture, Filmy Fern Culture,
Management of a Fernery under glass. Construction and Management
of a Fernery in the open air, Aquatics suitable for growing in small

lakes in Ferneries, hardy Exotic Ferns, Ferns best adapted for Hang-
ing Baskets, Cultivation of Ferns in glass cases, &c., with numerous
Illustrations.

*' This is the best work which has yet appeared on the growth of
tender and hardy Ferns."

—

T/u Field.

Published and sold by B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise
Nursery, Upper Holloway, N.
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THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Kepiinted from the Garderien' Chronicle and Agricullural Gazette, with Additions.

Price 3<f. each, or 51. for Twenty-five Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Dehvered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the King
Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

On December 1st will be Published, Price Is., or Free by Post for Is. lid.,

THE GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK,
AND ALMANAC FOR 1871.

By ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.L.S., Co-Editor of the "JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE."

The "Gardeners' Year Book" will contain, besides the information usually found in Almanacs, a great mass
of valuable information, and numerous useful Tables in connection with Horticulture

; a complete Garden Calendar
;

Notices of all Horticultural, Floricultural, and Pomological Novelties
; also a Directory of all the Principal Gardeners

of the Nobility and Gentry.

A limited number of suitable Advertisements will be inserted at the rate of 40J. for one page ; 355. one half
;

and \y. one quarter of a page. To ensure insertion, orders must be received by Thursday, November 17.

"JOURNAL of HORTICULTURE" OFFICE, 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Volun mplcU in itu-lf, -.ijith Titlc-p.tgc

THE ATHEN.^UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, CONTAINS:

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Sricntific Voyagel
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjecls r.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAM.\.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely lo interest

THE ATHEN/EUM
conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on ;

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

equality

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. / Six Months, 6j. 6d,

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON,

' Learned, chatty, vsEfX]L."—Athensum.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d,

NOTES AND QUERIES :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, S:c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects:—
ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpubhshed Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGR.-\PHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading reUcs of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL S.^YINGS, their origin, meaning, and apphcation.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

chosen to preserve their

M
enamelled a

At the China and Eai
Stokc-upi

28, Walbrook, Si

, other House of the

Smokeless Stoves.—No Flues.—PortableNASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for
CONSERVATORIES and all other places from

S2S 6d. to Si» Guineas. PATENT FUi£l, ,8s. per
.20lb.: inbagsand sacks of 3olb. andeolb. at 4J W 8tas

I
AMERICAN CHARCOAL BOX.IRONS, alwavs

I> bright for use, without cleaning. The Iron is a miniature
S. port.iblc stove Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price

^' '' 1.1111,', and Sausage-Filling Machines
..I i:

i
: , 1..I 6d.

i
'

'' I KNIFE CLEANERS give to
1^1" ' I ' Mill .Mr |.r,lish and keen edge with little labour,
^s. o.i

,
7s. o.i , los. bd.

fulil ABLE VAPOUR BATH, with Medical Testi.
monials,—Bath and large Cloak, £i tis. 6d.

cSWy^r.^-ASS' Ifonn-onger, 253. Oxford Street ; and JOYCE'SSTOVE DEPOT, 119, Newgate Street.

KITCHEN REQUISITES (incltiding Brushes and
Turneij;)—WILLIAM S, BURTON has every article for the

u rnishing of Kitchens, arranged in four sets, e.ich complete in itself :—

- - - U s.d.\/: ': rf.L I d.\£ i d.
..73 iS o 24 3 10 10 12 s|3 19 ot
..17 I 7 15 9 10 8 o 03 t 6

Total per set .

.

No, I. Suitable for any Mansi
No. 2. do. good class Houses.

|
ivo. 4.

Any single article may be had at the samt
different lists.

WILLI.tM S. BURTON, Furnr,!,, I.

to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sm 1

of 850 Illustrations of his unrivall. .!

plans of the 20 large show rooms, p. . ii

I, lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Slrccl, W .

and I, Newman Yard. The cost of delivering
parts of the LInitcd Kingdom by Railway iBURTON will always undertake delivery a

Perry's Plai

Notice.
jr INAHAN'S LL. WHISKY DEPOT—
J.V KINAHAN AND CO. have REMOVED 10 iheir new anc
5P.%'U9."s_''ie™l'l._No. 6a, great TITCHFIELD STREETOXFORD STREET, leading from Margaret Street, Regent Street!
and Market Street, O.xford Street.
KINAHAN'S LL. WHISKY.—This famous and most delicious

old mellow Spirit is the very
CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy.
Can be obtained all over the Kingdom, in the well-known sealed

and labelled bottles, or in bond for exportation at the London Docks.
•lessrs. BASS, GUINNESS AND YOUNGER,
Wines and Spirits.

E
Grateful—Comforting.

"the only good Sauce," improve
Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who ha\
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:

Hcpworth Dixon, Esq.A. Ashpitel, Esq.
Lord Braybrookc
Rev. Thomas Boys
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.

J.
Burtt. Esq.

W. D. Christie, Esq,

J. P. Collier, Esq.
\V. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Comey, Esq,
P. Cunningham, Esq.

E. Smirke, Esq.

Henry Hallam, Esq.

J, O, Hatliwell, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter
George Vcre Ii-vlne. Ei
Rev. John Jebb

T. Crossley, Esq.

Dr. Diamond

Douglas Jerrold, Esq.
Thomas Keighley, Esq,
Rev, Dr. Kennedy
Rev. L. E. Larking

Rev. Dr. Maitiand
Sir F. Madden
T. H. Markland, Esq.
^ev. J. E. B. Mayor
Lord Ml
R. M. M
J. G. Nicholi

.Esq., MP.

tJeorgc OfFor, Esq.

It, Esq,

W. T. Thorns, Esq,
B. Thorpe, Esq.
Rev. J. H. Todd, D.D.
Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart.

W. irarre

J. Yeowe

George Ormerod, Esq.
William Pinkerton, Esq,

J. R. Planch6, Esq,
K. F. Rimbault, Es
Rev. Dr. Rock
S W. Singer, Esq.

NOTES AND QUERIES is pubhshed every Saturday, price ^d., or stamped to goby Post, ^d. It is also
issued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Index, price \qs. td. cloth boards.

The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Six Months, for\varded direct from the Publisher (including the
Half-Yearly Index), is ws. 4d., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, to
WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

*- ^ t- j
. . . .

.'

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman
; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Beware of imitatio
bottles and labels.
Agents—CROSSE

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.
BLACKWELL, London; and sold by all

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion; and the best mild aperient
for delicate constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children,
and Infants.

DINNEFORD
andofallChei

INDIGESTI0N.-Berkeley,Sept.3, i86g.-Gentlemen,
—I feel it a duty I owe to you to express my gratitude for the great

benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.
For a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and

in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy -without

publicity for the benefit
to my t

of tho! ; who may thus be afflicted.— I s

i this

ot

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT,

In boxes, at is. i]^d., ar. f^d., ^s. 6d., and iis.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract
of the flowers of the Camomile, They will be found a most
efficacious remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and
for torpid action of the liver and bowels, which produce indiges*

tion and the several varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They
speedily remove the irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay

spasms, correct the morbid condition of the liver and organs subser-

vient to digestion, promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and
relieve the constitution of all gouty matter and other impurities,

which, by circulating in the blood, must injuriously affect the action

of the kidneys; thus, by removing the causes productive of so much
discomfort, they restore the energies both of body and mind. To those

wfio indulge in the luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly

useful, occasioning no pain in their action, unless they meet with an
unusual quantity of acrid bile, and acid matter in the stomach and
bowels. To Europeans on their arrival in India or China they are

recommended as a preservative against the fatal disorders peculiar to

tropical climates. Their occasional use, if combined with the strictest

diet, will be frequently found to remove at once, by their

ce over the secretions, that congestive and unhealthy condition

liver which is so often the earliest antecedent of severe febrile

institutional disturbance. It must be understood that these

re not recommended as containing any new or dangerously

ingredients ; on the contrary, they are characterised by a remark-

ble simplicity of combination, and whatever merit they may be lound

3 possess depends as much upon the selection of pure drugs, and the

nusual labour and attention bestowed upon their subsequent pre-

paration, as upon the acknowledged peculiarity of their composition.

They are not recommended as a panacea, nor are they adapted to all

laints ; but as a mild and efficacious aperient and tonic in the

js forms of indigestion it will not, perhaps, be an exaggeration to

that they have been resorted to under all systems of diet, changes

of climate, or atmospheric alternations, with an extraordinary degree

for upwards of 70 years. This celebrated Family Aperient

may be had throughout the United Kingdom, in boxes, at is. I'Ad.,

f)d,, 4s. 6d., and its., as well as in India, China, New Zealand, and

the Australian Colonies.

/"lOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
^^ the oldest Patent Medicine, in boxes, at is. i%d., 21. gd.,

45. 61^., and iir.

Pills :
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P
Mr. Laxtou'a New Hoses.

H.P. PRINCESS LOUISE and PRINCE of WALES,
•AUL AND SON have the pleasure to announce that
the above have passed into their hands, and they hope to have

them ready for distribu
Prince of Wales received First-class Certificate

t-class Certificate at Crj'stal Pali

Old Nur- , Cheshunt, N.
eSho'

o
Boses.

NE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

200,000 DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
50,000 TEA-JCENTED ROSES.

EWIS WOODTHORPE offers a superior lot of
1 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, by the hundred or thousand.

Standard Mar&chal Niel, and

L. WOODTHORPE. Munu . Sible Hedingham, Essex

Standard and Dwarf Roses.
LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs respectfully to call

the particular attention of those about to plant to his immense
stock of KOSES. which, from their great superiority, both in quality
and varieties, cannot fail to give every satisfaction,

STANDARDS, very superior, selected, 15J. per dozen ; fx per loa
HALF STANDARDS, very superior, lis. per doz, r

/a 10s. per 100.
DWARFS, on Manelti, strong, 8s, per dozen

; C' los, per too,

,, in pots, very superior, 8s. per dozen.

Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Roses, Fruit
Trees, &C-. free upon applic "

M'
New Pyrethrums CMnese Pseonles, &o.
SAI 1 1 R S n d Colle on of CHINESE

E k PHLO\ES. CHRVSAN-
. being SOLD,

OKEEN HOUSES,

LER nd h , DuKvich. S

H. CATALOGUE

LETS S.

ROBERT P \RRER begs o announ e that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS. PLANTS suitable
for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET

Choice Hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER and SONS have the pleasure of

announcing that their CATALOGUE of the above plants, as
exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens. Regent's Park, is now pub-
lished, and will be forwarded to applicants, ft faithfully describes the
colours of the Rhododendrons, and also contains selections of the

apjiroved CONIFERS, with heights and prices, as well as the

LINDEN (Estabhshment Ambeoise Verschaf-
,
Belgium, begs to offer to the Trade ;—
covered with flower-buds, including all the bestFineCAMKLI I

N.B. Ste:

carriage is 1

: AZALEA INDIC .ith flower-buds, including all

,nd Goole every week, the

Cheap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the follo\ving beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash ;—
GOLDEN TRICOLORS,_Lady Cullum, 3s, bd. ; Mrs, Pollock, v.

;

Sophia Dumaresque, is id. SILVER TRICOLORS.—Caroline
Longfield. 6s. r Italia Unita, 2s. 6rf. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS.
—Black Knight. 6s. ; Cleopatra. 5s. ; Duke of Edinburgh. 4s. ; E. G.

'ler ftlajes' - ', .

FLoWeRED.—Capits
3s. bd. ; Madame Rose Charmeaux. 3s. erf."*;ipT- ..- _.. .^ fo^l free.

Cheap Conifers.

A VAN GEERT. Nurseryman. Ghent. Belgiun
• has much pleasure in offering the following CONIFERS

reduced prices, of which the carriage will be paid to London i

Goole . charging 55. per package :—
ABIES NORDMANNIANA. fine stuff, i foot high, /e per too

,, PINSAPO, strong plants, li to 2 feel, £5 per too.CrVpTOMERIA ELEGANS, in small pots. S per too
PINUS MASSONIANA, in small pots, finches high, /so per too
THUJOPSIS DOLOBRATA, in pots. 63s per tooWIDDRINGTONIA ERICOIDES, fine plants, 25s periooGINGKO EILOBA, fine, 30s per toi
BIOTA AUREA. t foot, fine plants. 61s per 100

,, ELEGANTISSlMA. in small pots, 42s. per 100.THUJA ELLWANGERIANA (Tom fhumtl.fine plants, . foot hig
63s. per 100.

,. I- . 6

REriNoSPORA PISIFERA AUREA, in small pots, 35s. per 100

To the Trade.
JOHN BELL offers very fine Standard CHERRIES,

of leading sorts, tall, clean, and straight stems. 75s. per 100: some
extra large heads, two years worked, 12s. per dozen. Samples sent
if requested.
The Norwich Nursery Seed Warehouse, 10 and II, Exchange

Street, Norivich.

O R D

I

Plums—Green Gage. Kirk's. Coc'i
Cherries, May Duke. Morello.&c.

I
Goldei .

Also Copper, Purple (best variety). Cut-leaved, Fem-leaved,
Weeping BEECH, 4 to s feet and s to 6 feet. Prices and sample;
applit

EWING, CHILD, and CO.. The Royal Norfolk Nu IS, No lich.

STRONG Standard APPLES, PEARS, and
WALNUTS; fine Standard and Dwarftrained APRICOTS,

PEACHES, and NECTARINES; bushy LAURUSTINUS anil
PORTUGAL LAURELS; a select collection of Standard and Dwarf
Perpetual ROSES of the leading sorts; strong Deciduous flowering
SHRUBS; ASH, 3 to s feet; LARCH, SPRUCE. SCOTCH and
AUSTRIAN FIRS, and all kinds of FOREST TREES, All the
above have been regularly transplanted and are well rooted. Prices

CHARLES BURGESS. The Nun . London Road. Cheltenha:

HARRISON'S NEW APPLE, ANNIE
ELIZABETH,-This valuable Apple, which was awarded a

First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, 1868 (and
figured in the " Florist and Pomologist." November, l86g), is one
of the best Apples ever ofl'ered ; for culinary purposes it is unsur-
passed, and after Christmas becomes a good fruit for dessert. It is of
large size, deep colour on sunny side, white flesh, very solid and juicy,
with an agreeable acid. A most remarkable keeper, having been in
gt>od condition twelve months after gathering.
The Tree is of sturdy upright growth, forming a beautiful pyramid,

with immense leaves, some measuring 4^^ inches across, and is a good
cropper. Trade price on application.
HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Midland Seed Warehouse, Leicester.

Fruit Trees.

TAMES VEITCH and SONS beg respectfully to
f» announce that their NEW CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES,
including all the most recent Novelties, is now ready, and will be for-

Roya . Chel , S.W.

Fruit Tn
MAGNIFICENT 1'

APRICOTS. PF \i
1

Standard-trained PLI M I

Dwarf-trained FRUII I .
'

. I I I I

-

Pyramid il APPLES. PEARS, and CHERRIES.
WiM. WOOD AND SON'S Nurseries have long been

celebrated for the growth and careful training of Fruit Trees.
The plants now offered are quite unsurpassed. CATALOGUES on

NECTARINES,

1' PLF.S, PEARS, 8: PLUMS.

Woodlands Nursery, Mai sficld. r Uckfield, Susi

Fruit Trees Grown for Sale by

J SCOTT, Merriott. Somerset.— Before ordering send
• 2s. in stamps to.I. S. for a copy of his ORCHARDIST and its

COMPANION, a Catalogue of the finest Collection of Fruits in
England, in which is given the name, the quality, the country where

they first fruited in, the raiser, their bearing quality.
nd general cultix

; laws of physiology.

uch as J. S. offers.

The Trees hat. ...j
them, not being cramped, stunted, and
system that is auite retrograde to all

wood and leaves, and

t of growing healthy and fruitful trees.

well Regulate your branchei
s all th. " '

'

'

Planting Season.—Knowfield Nurseries, Carlisle.
lYfESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE. NURSERY-
-LTX .men and Seeds.men. Carlisle, beg leave tn request the attention
of the Nobility and Gcntrj' to their very extensive STOCK of FOREST
and ORNANIENTAL 'TREES, SHRUBS, Sc. ; and Gentlemen in-

ding to Plant _lhis Autumn arc respcctfuUy invited to inspect the
s, which they will find well grown and \their Nurseric

uitable for exposed siti

L. & B. are prepared to undertake the Laying-out and Planting ol
hardens. Parks, and P' "- - '- -

Thei
irf ROSES, will be found t udc all the best \

Araucarla Imbrlcata.- Perfect Specimens,
WELL GROWN and very HANDSOME.

WOODI.ANDS NUBSERV, MaRESFIELD. NEAR UCKEIELD, Si'Vy M. WOOD AND SON have a large -Stock of the

{.'> s

per plai

Bfeet
ofeet

1 applic

Larger, up to 30 fei
3 3

Wo
Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.

, Ma AR UC

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees —

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, 6 and 8 feet.
ASH, WEEPING, extra fine, 7 to o feel stems
CATALPA SYRING/EFOLIA, 8 to 10 feel.
AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6feel.

isting of American, English, Cornish, andELMS.

LABURNUMS. 6to 8 feel.

HORSE CHESTNUTS. Comi

8 feel, a t

1 and Scarlet.

2 feet.

fine plants, 7 t

, 8 to 10 feet 10 to 12 feet, very fine specimens
AMERICAN WEEPING WILLOWS, 7 to 8 feet

CATALOGUES gratis on application

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Shrubs.
PETER LAWSON and SON have to intimate that

CATALOGUES for the present season may be had upon
application.
The stock of Seedling and Transplanted LARCHES, SCOTS

FIRS, and other FOREST TREES is both unusually extensive and
superior in quality. When personal inspection is not convenient,
samples and special offers will be sent if required.

Edinburgh and London (20. Budge Row. Cannon Street, EC-)

G
To the Trade.

EORGE R. DAVIDSON, The Nurseries, Newry,
offers 500,000 LARCH, well grown, iq inches to 3 feet- also

f^... ^r.„„.^^ ^^^^^ .5.- --OMMON

QEEDLING FOREST TREES. CONIFERS.O FRUIT TREE STOCKS, TREE SEEDS, &c—The Admi.
nislration of the Pomological Institute. Ringelheim, Hanover,
Germany, beg to inform the Trade generally, that they have iust
published their CATALOGUE of the above (all at greatly reduced
prices), and that it may be had post free on application to their Agents,

ND SON, 5. Harp Lone, Great Tower

Planting Season.
STRONG transplanted LARCH. SPRUCE, and

PINUS AUSTRIACA; PRIVET. POPLAR. THORN.LAUREL, YEW, BERBERIS. ARB0R-VIT,1i, Si.andaraAMERICAN WEEPING WILLOW; GOOSEBERRY andCURRANT TREES; also Standard. Pyramid, and Dwarftrained
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES. Genllemen requiring

rottingham, near Hull.

EXTENSIVE SALE of Transplanted FOREST
TREES. SHRUBS, &c.

300,000 2-yr. Seedling 2-yr. transplanted SCOTCH FIR.
300.000 2-yr ,. 3-yr „ ,. 1 to 2 feet.
300000 NORWAY SPRUCE, in sizes, fromqm<;hest03fcei.

applic
DAVID DOW. Nu 1 and Seedsman. Falkirk

acres of very10 PLANTERS and OTHERS.-
isplanted EVERGREEN and other 'FrEES anil" mpton Park Estate, one mile from Hampton :

the Thames Valley Railway, consisting of—
I
PinusCembra

^

huja giganlea

xceisi

Thujopsis boreal
Nordmann

Thuja

And a great variety of others, includir

Special Offer of large Evergreens, &c.WM, KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of fine specimens ol

the following ;—
LAURUSTINUS. 5 10 6 feel I PHILLYREAS. 6 to S feet
PORTUGAL LAu1tELS.5t07ft. COMMON LA<JRELS,6to o ft.

Variegated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet
RHODODENDRONS, 3 to 5 feet, thickly set with buds.Ti,_ .,,.... ,.

,,„|y ij^j.,1 transplanted, arc very bushy hand
fc. Price per dozen or hundred on application.

Floral Nursery
perd
Hail

Northampton Nurseries.
_yOHN PERKINS. Sen., begs to call the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in pl.ai

ick of the following, the whole of which will
inting t

Whitethorn or Quick, extra fine

3 years transplanted.
Spruce Fir, alj to 4 feel.

Scotch Fir. ili 10 2 feet.

Larch Fir, li^ toafeet. and 2j^ ti

Beech, 2 to 3 feet, and 3 t

1 Berberis aquifolia,

i
Green Box, 1J2 ti

2 to 3 feet,

Portugaf Laurel,

I, P,'s stock of all kinds of ROSES, FRUIT. FOREST, andORNAMENTAL TREES, &c,, &c,, is very extensive and in the best
possible condition for^removal, having been frequently transplanted.

Planting Season.T ARCH, SCOTCH FIR, ENGLISH OAK, and
J-i all other Forest Trees,
(DUICK, and all other Hedge Plants,
CO\'ERT PLANTS, in great variety,
FRUIT TREES, including all the best varieties of Apples, Peaia,

IS, Sic, in Standards, Dwarfs, tPeaches, Plums, Nect;
and untrained, &c,

ROSES. Standards, Dwarfs, on own roo
VINES, all the leading varieties, in

fruiting in pots and lor planting out.
EVERGREENS, in great variety, including large qu;

JAMES DICKSON and SOfJS, " Newton "'Slurseries, Chester,
The • Newton" Nurseries are within 10 minutes' walk, by the ne

road over Flookersbrook Bridge, from the Railway Station,

EASTES' KENT INVICTA PEA

Messrs. Jas. S. Eastes & Co.
TAKE LEAVE TO ANNOUNCE

THAT THEY ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER THE ABOVE IMPORTANT PEA TO THE PUBLIC.

^nrinl'nf TSfi's^'^'?!!,.',;'!!^!?^'^
^^.^" "Js raised by a well-known Kentish raiser of new Peas, in the year 1867, and passed into Messrs. EASTES' liand,spring of i368

,
and knowing the importance of thoroughly testing the properties of

" •'.'...!".
Pea before submitting it to the public, they ha

the
carefully grown it each year in their

proving the
to be the quickest and earliest B/iie Pea ever introduced,

Dan^fo'R^^rk^^i^Jni^Hn'YFiTf' ^Jp 'f
a round Blue Pea, about "two feet" in height, with straight, handsome, well fiUed pods; is earlier than the best stocks ofDaniel O Rourke, and Dickson s First and Best, whilst the fact of its being a '• Blue " Pea proclaims it to be infinitely superior in flavour to any White Pea in cultivation.

ASHFORD, KENT.— Oct. 29, 1870.

"ThePubh5her,"atll _ ._,,.

.•the Ofi5ce. Na 41, waiinitin-Str-e-etVpVrrsTof sTra"u?,;Co;eM^^de"n,\';rih^
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-Rods 10 feet long and
B bunches, from y. to los. td.

knowlcdged to be the finest

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.
ARLES 'irRNllK tan supply, from his extensive

uiiij; iikinu uf .ill thL-' classes of the above.

CATALOGUES un .ifii.liL.ui.m The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

OHA
yj Coll,

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, E.,

begs to announce that he can now offer unusually fine healthy

Plants of TREE CARNATIONS, and many varieties of Winter-
flowering HEATHS, in large quantities. It may be remarked that

Heaths are well adapted for the decoration of the dinner-table.

Carnations. Picotees, and Finks.

JOHN BESWICK, Elorist, Chadderton, near
Manchester, can supply a fine Collection of the above in the best

named Show varieties. Prices on application. The Trade supplied.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.
BOOTH, Elorist, Pole Lane, Eailsworth,
Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best 1

r varieties. Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now ready.

CALCEOLARL\S, Herbaceous, of very choice strain;
nice healthy plants, pricked over out of pans, free by post,

25 for 4s., 50 for 71. 6J, , 100 for 14s. Trade price on application pet

H. AND R. STIRZAKER. Skcrlon Nurseries, Lancaster.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

prices:— too plants, distinct sorts, for 50?.; so plants for 30J. ; or

25 plants, distinct sorts, for zoj., hamper and package included.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

worth
Carse of Gowr
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Farm work of the week.... 1556
Garden operations 1543

Notice.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.—Full Price will be given

at the Oftjce for Clean Copies of No. 5, January zg, 1870.

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—On and after this date
the SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be £1 3s. laf. for 12 months,
including poslane, instead of /i 61., as heretofore.

May be had of all Booksellers.

Published by W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
October i, 1870.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

The dates of MEETINGS during 1871, are-

March I and 15.

April 5 and 19.

GREAT SHOW;
Schedules of Pr

WEDNESDAYS,

I

May 3 and 17.

July 5 and ig.

August 2 and t6,

t NOTTINGHAM, Jun

JAMES RICHARDS, Royal Ho;

September 6 and 20
October 4.

November r.

December 6,

had on application 1

iociety. South Kei

SPRING FLOWERS.
WEDNESDAYS and THURSDAYS-March 22, 23; April i

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, May 25, 26.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. Junt 14, 15,

To Nurserymen, Contractors, and Others,

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD of WORKS
hereby give notice that they arc prepared to RECEIVE

TENDERS for the Execution of the several Works connected with
the Planting and Laying-out of the open spaces on the Albert Embank-
ment, and the Planting of a Line of Trees along the Embankment, in

accordance with Plans and Specifications, which may be seen on
application to Mr,J, W. BAZALGETTE. Engineer of the Board, at

the Office, Spring Gardens, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4P,m. ;

or on Saturdays between the hours ofo a.m. and 2 p.m.

Tenders, sealed and endorsed "Tender for Planting the Albert
Embankment, &c." must be addressed to the Clerk and del

this Officer

Spring Gardens, S,W.-ring Gardens, S,W.—November 11, 1870.

VINES, VINES, now ready for planting o
Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool

Vines.

B.
Vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
f all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on ap

"

iria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hnlloway, Londi

Vines, Vines.
has much pleasure in offering all

the leading varieties of well-grown VINES, from eyes, g
and ripened without fire-heat.

Heathcrside Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

L ILIUM AURATUM (English-grown roots) can be
supplied by the dozen, hundred, or thousand, at

"'
. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

To tlie Seed Trade.

5, Tavistock Row, Covenl Garden, W.C,

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

C'

c
To tlie Trade.

.•\RTER'S LIST of FLORAL and VEGETABLE
NOVELTIES for 1871 is now ready, and may be had on

BEALE, 237 and 238, High

New Rbododendron, tbe Crown Frtnce.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS have great pleasure
in introducing this really magnificent variety. In colour it is a

;ry clear bright rose, having an immense yellow blotch, of great sub-
tince, immense flower, and of most excellent habit. Good plants
It each. The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

Brltlsb Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for six postage

stamps. Pan I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP.
TIVE CATALOGUE ofBKITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Crayfiursery, Sidcup HiU, Kent.

XT' VERGREEN OAKS.-A large quantity of tine

S',

, for SALE,

, Plackley, Kent.

l.ARCH, OAK, SPRUCE.
,
ALDER, HORSE CHESTNUT \

.,5 to 7 feel, 3 to 5 feet through.

J. HUDDART, Farrington Hall Nursery, Ribbleton, Preston.

QTRONG
k5 SPRUCE. --

ALDER, TIl'il:

stock of the ..I,.

1"

W^
of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different coloui

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with ever>- sort of Early
Spring Flowers- LIST on application.—W. WEBH. Calcot. Reading.

-jlantcd LARCH. SCOTCH,
; ^csTRI r'^ \, POPLAR, LIME, OAK,

1 1 i : III' 11 We have an imtnense
lil be liberally treated.

To Cultivators ol Kew Roses.

THE Admhusiraauii of Ihc Horticultural Establishment
of liingclhcim, Hanover, Germany, earnestly requests all Culti-

vators of NEW ROSES to send their CATALOGUES, or special

offers of Novelties, either direct to them, or to their Representatives,
Mssrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower

Street, London, EC.

S'

w?EBBS PRIZE COB J'lLBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

from Mr WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

F
To the Trade.

IT TREE STOC
CHERRY, CRAB, PEAR,

isplanled, and exira strong. Prices upon applic

To Landowners, Nnrserymen, and Seed Merchants.

FOR SALE, ACORNS, QUERCUS COCCINEA
(the true Scarlet Oak

a large income, and is a re;

land.
Mr. HASTIER, 6, Water Street. Nesv Bridge Stri , London, EC.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for

cash :—Fine Forcing SEAKALE, los. per too ; second sire, SJ. ;

third size, 31. ASPARAGUS, 3 years old, 3s. per too; s years, 2!.

;

RED DUTCFI PICKLING CABBAGE Plants, 5s
ST HAM and DWARF YORK plants, 3;. M. p. 1000.

cheaper per i

A
To the Trade.

SPARAGUS ROOTS.— 100,000 3-yr. Asparagus
Roots : also a quantity of old Roots for Forcing. To be Sold

* consequence of having to give up possession of the land.

GEORGE WINKIELD,! Seed Warehousi

Asparetgus Plants.—To the Trade,
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, hold

a splendid stock of I, 2, and 3-yr. old Plants. Lowest price on

I BEALE, 237 and 238, Hij

OI

The Successful Cultivation of Hyacinths.—See
BUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 18;

which mav be had gratis and post free on application.
SUTTON AND SONS. Reading. Berks.

Suttons' Fresh Imported Flower Roots, Carriage Free.

SUTTONS" AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Importers, Reading. Berks.

TAT"ANTED, about 10,000 MANETTI STOCKS,
uitable Tor spring working. Address, stating cash price, to
r..,.i »._ .-. _i

^ Centre Avenue, Covent Garden Market.

w To Plant Growers.
Autumn-si

CABBAGE PLANTS, true. Apply, stal

G. WILKINSON, Skirbeck, Boston, I
ing 1

E XTRA STRONG FRUITING VINES.—
Two Thousand close-jointed, ihorouehly ripened Canes, can

be supplied, of the leading varieties, for fruiting in pots, and for

planiinp. Descriptive CATAl.lHM'K ii[iun npplic.ition.

JAMES IJ1CKS()N AM. St iNW, Ncnmoo Nurseries, Chester.

Vines, from Eyes.

JOHN BELL has a large stock of strong Planting
and Fruiting VINES, of all the leading kinds. 35. bd., 5s., and

7s. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.—The Norwich Nursery-
Seed Warehouse, 10 and ir, Exchange Street, Norwich.

WANTED, One PICEA AMABILlS.
One PSEUDO-LARIX K/EMPFERI, One SCIADOriTYS

VERTICILLATA—specimen or half specimen plants, with decided
leads and in good order for removal. State price, height, &c. ; and
whether grafted or seedling, to

GARDENER, Pampcsford Hall, Cambridcc.

HAZEI
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Cbeap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash :—

GOLDEN TRICOLOKS—Lady Cullum, Is. 6d. ; Mrs. Pollock, y. ;

Sophia Dumaresque, ss 6d. SILVER TRICOLORS—Caroline

Longficld, 6s. ; Italia Unila, as. 6d. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS.
—Black Knight, 6s. ; Cleopatra, Js. : Euke of Edinburgh, 4s. : E. G.

Henderson, 3s. 6d. ; Her Majesty, 3s. 6d. ; Luminator, 6s. ; Painted

Ladv,3s. 6d. ; Princess of Wales, 4s. ; Stanstead Beauty, 6s. DOUBLE-
FLOWERED.—Capitaine L'Hermite, 3S^6rf. " ' '

3s. 6rf. : Madame Rose Charmeaux ' ' "^

LIST of 200 varieties post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurs ;s, Chatteris, Cambridgeshir

H,
New Soft Wooded and Bedding Plants.

CANNELL begs to state that his AUTUMN
CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains all of the above

; flower and Florist's Flower Seed Merchant, Wool-

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants.

FR.'VNCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
a magnificent stock of the above, in fine, strong, healthy plants,

including ACACIAS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, CARNATIONS
(Tree), CYCLAMEN, CYTISUS, EPACRIS, ERICAS, LILY of

the VALLEY (imported clumps), SPIR«A JAPONICA (ditto ditto),

VIOLETS, &c. Also a splendid Collection of Plants suitable for

Table Decoration, including Palms, &c. For prices and particulars.

A
Cbeap Conifers.

VAN GEERT, Nukservman, Ghent, Belgiuiti,

, . „ be paid '

Goole , charging 51. per package :

—

ABIES NORDMANNIANA, fine stulT, i foot high, £s per 100.

,, PINSAPO, strong plants, li to 2 feet, £s P" 'oo.

CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS, in small pots, 42s. per roo.

PINUS MASSONIANA, in small pots, 6 inches high, i;so per i

:,63S.
J

GINGKO BILOBA, fine, 301.
]

, =5'. per >

THUJA ELLWANGERIANA (Tom rhura&n"pl' foot high

REflNOSPORA PISIFERA AUREA, in small pots, 355. per 100

Notice.
LANE AND SON'S Descriptive CATALOGUE
can be had free by post on application. It contains a List

varieties of ROSES (Including the new ones, all at the same
a choice collection of RHODODENDRONS, all the ne and
FRUITS, a fine collection of CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA

H.

MEN

New Catalogue of Dutcti Bulbs, Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, &c.

P>
OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

t CATALOGUE, conl.-iininK SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and
RICED LISTS of DU T<_

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes,
VIOLETS, &c., is now published, '

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

KULBS. PLANTS su table
FRUIT TREES, S\\ EF I

be forwarded to appl cants

Cboice Hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons
JOHN WATERER and SONS have the pleasure of

announcing that their CATALOGUE of the above plants, as
exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now pub-

'
It faithfully describes thelishcd, and will be forwarded to applic illyd

Now Ready, Free by Post,

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S Illustrated
Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of their frequently Trans-

planted NURSERY STOCK, can be had on application. The Trees,
Shrubs, &c., are in splendid condition for removal, remarkably well
grown, and worthy the attention ofintending Planters, the Trade, and
Public Compani

™.. .,,„ . ^^ pjurserr" is easily reached bv South-Wt.,
Kb, if

The
Rail vay (main li

.

upwards of i ton, to all parts o? the kingdom, which
saving of package and carriage. An inspection of the Nursery wi
well repay Purchasers, but to those who cannot personally pay a visi

the following summary of the principal stock, averaging from i to;
q and 12 feet high, will give some idea of the resources of thl

Establishment, viz. :

—

125,000 Standard, Pyr;
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NEC
TARINES, APRICOTS, &c., of the leading well-known kind:

25,000 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, of select and choi(

hybrid Catawbiense and Pontic

000 CONIFERS, which embrace most of the fine hardy species
and varieties of the following genera :—Abies, Araucaria, Cedrus,
Cupressus, Juniperus, Picea, Pinus, Retinospora, Taxodium,
Taxus, Thuja, Thujopsis, Wellinglonia, &c.

000 EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS,
of the following: — Acacia, Ailantus, Alder, Almond (flowering),

Althxa frutex, Arbutus, Ash, Aucuba, Bay, Beech, Berbens;
Birch, Bladder Sena, Box, Broom, Calycanthus, Chestnut, Cherry
(flowering), Chimonanthus, Comptonia, Cornus, Cotoneaster,
Cytisus, Deutzia, Dogwood, Elceagnus, Elm, Escalonia, Euony-
mus. Fir, Forsythia, Gum Cistus, Guelder Rose, Holly, Hornbeam,
Hypericum, Kolreuteria, Laburnum, Laurel, Laurustinus, Lilac,

Magnolia, Maple, Oak. Pampas Grass, Peach (flowering), Phillyrea,

Philadelphus, Plane, Poplar. Privet, Pyrus, Ribes, Rhus, Spiraea,

Skimmia, Sycamore, Tamarix, Thorn, Tulip, Weigelia, &c.

Ojpoo FOREST TREES^^viz. :—Acacia, Alder, Ash, Beech, Birch,
"" "' ' azel, Hornbeam, Maple, Hak, Poplar,

, &C.
mbing Roses, Ivy, Ja:

for \^hlch this Establishr

: pally the 'Woking Hjbr ds
;t office large Engraving;
s famed, taken from Photographs

; large Engravings of Clemat s

well a

i of the

class Ccrti

Ternces &.c

„ No. 2. For Lawn, Flower Garden, &c.

„ No. 3. For Hardy and Permanent Bedding, &c.

„ Na 4. For Festoons, \'erandahs, &c.

„ No. 5. For Rootery, Rockwork, Ruins, &c.
s Establishment, long favourably known for its fine collection

y plants, 'is now likely to attain a world-wide fame for the
cent new race of hybrid Clematises."

—

Gardeaers' Chronicle.
Wolcing Nursery, Surrey.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, and

For Conservatory or Greenhouse decon
finer, and for table decoration or for bouqui
It is admirably suited for early forcing.

NECTARINES.
UOTS. PEARS. PLUMS. APPLES, ai

"

Standard-I
Dwarf-t;
Pyramidal APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES.

WM. WOOD AND SON'S Nurseries have long been
celebrated for the growth and careful training of Fruit Trees.

The plants now offered :

application.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

unsurpassed. CATALOGUES <

Uckfield.Sus;

Fruit Trees Grown for Sale by
SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset.— Before orderinj

stamps to J. S. for a copy of his ORCHARDIST
COMPANION.
England, in which ^ ._ . ._ __

raised, the year they first fruited in
their size, and general cultivation,
admired by all who have seen then-
spoilt by repeated pinching, a syst
the laws of physiolog>'. Let your
manage their roots well. Regulate
this shorta dvice lies all the art of •

such as J. S. offers.

Catalogue of the finest Collectio
le, the quality, the country where
the raiser, tneir bearing quality,
The Trees have been very much
not being cramped, stunted, and

i make wood and leaves, and

TO the TRADE.
Dwarf-trained (all extra fine Trees)

Moorpark Apricots I Plums—Green Gage, Kirk's, Coc's
Cherries, May Duke, Morello, &c. | Golden Drop, Victoria. &c.
Also Copper. Purple (best variety), Cut-leaved, Fem-leaved, and

Weep ng BEECH, 4 to 5 feet and 5 to 6 feet. Prices and samples on
appl cat on to

EWING CHILD, and CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

H VRRISON'S NEW APPLE, ANNIE
ELIZABETH—This valuable Apple, which was awarded a
,.„ f^...:^ v... ,u- t>„._. II ,..._3| Society. i868 (andclass Certificate by the RoyaJ Ho

fit,ured in the "Florist and Pomologis
~ercd ; for culinary pui.
becomes a good fruit for de<

-^t site utcj/ -.uiuui -jii aunny side, white flesh, very solid and juicy,
I an agreeable acid. A most remarkable keeper, having been in

the best Apple:
cd, and after Chris

deep colour

purpos*

I condition twelve months after gathei
I he Tree sof sturdy upright growth, forming a beautiful pyramid,
h immense leaves, some measuring 4}^ inches across, and is agood
1 per Trade price on application.

I \RKISON AND SONS, Royal Midland Seed Warehouse, Leicester

Nortliampton Nurseries.
TOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call the attention of
* Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in planting to his

\tensi\e stock of the following, the whole of which will be offered at

inusual low prices :

—

W h tethom or Quick, extra fine,
,
Hornbeam,

nsplanted.
Spruce Fir, 2U
Si.otch V r, ik to 2 feet

Larch Fir, ij^toafeet,

Pinus
3 feet

2 feet
feet.

Evergreen Privet, 1% to 7 frt

Bcrberis aquifolia, 1 to iJ-J tu

Green Box, 1% to 2 feet,

2 to 3 feet.

Portugal Laurel, 1% to ;

Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feet.
Black Italian Poplar, 4 to 6 feet.

Blackthorn, ij^ to 2 feet.

I. P.'s stock of all kinds of ROSES, FRUIT, FOREST, and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c, &c., is very extensive and in the best
possible condition for removal, having been frequently transplanted.
Descriptive Priced CATALOGUES, free by post, or on application to

52, Market Square, opposite the Corn Exchange, Northampton.

NEW POTATO, "HEADLErS NONPAREIL''
This UNRIVALLED POTATO was raised from seed in i860, by Richard Headley, Esq., of Stapleford. It has never produced a diseased

tuber, is a heavy cropper, very hardy, and superior in flavour to any kind hitherto in cultivation. Although a second-early variety, ripening by the
middle of July, it has the great merit of keeping perfectly sound and fit for use until August in the following year.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, says :
— "This has been gro\vn at Stoke Newington three years in succession, and has been most constant in character, and is really the best Potato of

its class we know—its class, moreover, is one of the best. It is a heavy cropper, the bulk of the crop medium-sized and handsome, and it ripens off completely immediately
after the first-early sorts. The tubers are handsome, very even ; the flesh yellowish, very dry, fine in texture, and of the finest flavour. It is so good a keeper that we can
depend upon it until lime."

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" R. Headley.—Your seedling Potatos were quite first-rate ; white, mealy, and excellent in flavoiu-."— Gardeners Chronicle, Oct. 30, 1869.
'

'
White Kidney, a very fine variety, a heavy cropper, uniform in size, ripening off all at once quickly and completely ; flesh yellowish, dry, mealy, and of the most delicate nutty

flavour; a heavy crop was harvested July 14."

—

Gardener^ Magazine, Jan. 30, i86g.

"Seedling Potato (R. Headley).—In shape the tubers resemble those of the Fluke. They are like them also in flavour, but are more mealy."

—

Jovrval ofHorticnltnre,
. Oct. 21, 1869.

The undersigned are enabled to offer the above valuable variety in quantity to the Trade.

PRICE ON APPLICATION.

HURST AND SON, 6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

'EASTES' KENT INVICTA PEA.

Messrs. Jas. S. Eastes & Co.

Messrs. CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BE.\LE, 238, High Holbom.
Messrs. HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street.

Take leave to announce that they Iiave DISPOSED of their STOCK of the above first-class new Pea to the undermentioned Seed Houses, and to whom they beg
respectively to refer the numerous members of the Country Trade who have written to them for price, &c, :

—

I
Messrs. MINIER, NASH, and NASH, 60, Strand.

I
Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS, Reading,

The "KENTISH INVICTA PEA" was raised by a well-known Kentish raiser of new Peas, in the year 1867, and passed into Messrs. EASTES' hands in the
sprmg of 1868

;
and knowing the importance of thoroughly testing the properties of a new Pea before submitting it to the public, they have carefully grown it e.ach year in their

trial grounds, and have also had it tested in the trial grounds of some of the leading Seed Merchants, and the result in every instance has been the same, proving the
" KENTISH INVICTA " to be the quickest and earliest Blue Pea ever introduced.

E-i^STES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA is a round Blue Pea, about " two feet" in height, with straight, handsome, well filled pods ; is earlier than the best stocks of
Daniel O'Rourke, and Dickson's First and Best, whilst the fact of its being a "Blue " Pea proclaims it to be infinitely superior in flavour to any 'White Pea in cultivation.

ASHFORD, KENT.—Oct. 29, 1870.
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Suttons' Red-skin nourbaU Potato,
ST CIIOKINC; and HEAVIEST LRHITMNG LATE

\AKIETY.
UTTON AND SONS are now prepared to receive

The BEST

O ordcrs7oVthe'above "splendid POTATO.'pronounced by all

have tried it to be the best late variety ever introduced

executed strictly in rotation. Price 5s. per peck. Trade

app ication^^^^^^
^^^ SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

SPRUCE FIR, very Strong, from i^ to 2 feet.

' to 3 feet, and 3.0 4 fe=. : SCOTCH FIR, :K .° = feet
;
ASH

i fpei-'O'MC ^fTto 1 fcL-t ; LIMES, 6, 7, and 9 feet, all fine

transplanted SUirfr^' II ! II VFWS, tORTUGAL LAURELSj
PRIVET, Sic ' "

"

with. Special nr

wool!

F

argely wiU be liberally treated

Jurscries, Worcester^ ^
OR SALli, i!.'. i'>llMuiiig Plants, delivered at the

FariiiKci'ori Statiim, f.reat Western Railway :—

50,000 ASH, 3 to 4 feet, twice transplanted, 15s. per 1000.

100,000 ASH, z to 3 feet, do. do., 121. per 1000.

12 000 COMMON LAUREL, iV- to 2% feel, 30J. per 1000.

500 COLCHIC LAUREL, 2 leet, 10s. per 100.

10,000 CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.E,2to3feei, 60s. per 1000.

500 PINUS INSIGNIS, in pots, i-s. per lOO.

70a THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. - to 3 feet, 70s. per 100.

500 RETINOSPORA ERICOIDES, i foot, &. per 100.

100 STANDARD ROSES, named sorts, 95. per doz.

Apply to W. H. CAMPBELL, Esq., Buscot Park, Lechdale,

Gloucestershire.

A NOBLE AVENUE for £20, consisting of 10.

WELLINGTON IA GIGANTEA, about 4 feet high. Thi<

the most noble of all trees, a native of California, where it attains

heiEht of4Jofeet, with a trunk 40 feet through, is of rapid growth

harfy, and noble in form. The bark of a Wellingtonia at the Cr>stJ

Palace, recently destroyed by fire, gave an idea of the grandeur of

the tr.

Or :

hardy.'prtKluces valuable timber, close, heavy, and free from knots, of

the colour of Yew wood. It is a native of California, where it grows

upwards of 300 feet high, with a trunk 10 feet through. The flag-staff

at Kew is of this tree, and was, when growing, 309 'eet high. There

is at Dropmore (Bucks) a specimen nearly joo feet highj a model of

beauty, and, as seed nported in 1826, it 1

'"R.Ic"ilARD SMITH, Nurser)'man and Seed-Merchant,

To tbe Trade.
SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES and

CONIFER,-E.

MESSRS. QUETTIER and SON. Ussy. France,

befj to say that their CATALOGUE of the above is now
*-ady, and maj' be had upon application to their representative.

PLANTING SEASON.—The PRICED LIST of

Seedlins and Transplanted FOREST TREES, and EVER.
GREEN arid FLOWERING SHRUBS, is now ready, and to be had

on app
"=^\1,9J'lliam URQUHART .\nd SONS. Dundee.

"\TEWTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.-
I'l These e.itenslve and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes' time from the Chestei
'

'ay Stat; I pass (by the steps)

Ffookersbrook Bridge, entering James Dickson k Sons'

road, close by the " Ermine" Inn.
Intending Planters are specially solicited to inspect the Stock,

which, for (luality, variety, and extent, is unsurpassed in Britain.

CATALOGUES and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS. " Newton " Nurseries,^Chester._

EDWARD TAYLOR. Nurseryman, Malton, York-
shire, offers as under :

—

TRITOMA UVARIA. strong, I2s. M. per 100,

„ GRANDIFLORA, I3S. 6i. perioo.

„ „ GLAUCESCENS,+!. per dozen.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, 555. per 100.

TRITONIA AUREA. fine bulbs. Ss, per too.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM and ROSEUM, very large

roots. 6s. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES, 150 choice sorts. 2j, per dozen, io.r. per 100.

TULIPS :—Fine English mixed Show, 3r. 6d. per 100, 30s. per 1000.

„ „ Double mixed, 4J. per :

„ ,, Manage de
„ Rosa Mundi, Single, 3*. 6rf.

]

DAFFODILS, 2t. per 100.

NARCISSUS. Double Roman. laj. 6d. per 100.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, of sorts, 8j. 10 I2s. per too.

ANEMONES Single Scarlet, 2s. 6d. per too.

Double Scarlet, 71. per 100.

Single, mixed, 2f. per too.

HYACINTHS, choice named, 4s. and 5s. per dozen, 30J. per I

CATALOGUES gratis, on application.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

2i»,ooo DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
50,000 TEASCENTED ROSES.

A magnificent slock to select from. CATALOGUES on application.
WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nurser)', Maresfield, near

Uckfield, Sussex.

THE beautiful PURPLE DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS.
Sec article in Gardeners' Chrmticle for October 22. Strong roots,

$s. per 100, ij. per dozen,

—

2d. per dozen extra for postage.
Having nearly 1 acre of GLADIOLI, I can supply them cheaper

than any house in the Trade. Prices upon application.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry-.

Dutch Flower Boots
^RCHo. HENDERSON

:o announce that he has

large Consignment of

DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUES are

practical dir

systems now adopted.

ICE and SELECT LIST
\BLE and HARDY

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many
years. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgatc Nurseries. London, N.

F
To the Trade.

INE Standard trained MOORPARK APRICOTS,
PEACHES, and NECTARINES.

Dwarf-trained do. do. do.

do. do. VICTORIA and other sorts of PLUMS.
The above arejafverj^superior quality.

POPLARS.
000 LAURELS, I to 2 feet, and 2103 feet, tim

000 STANDARD ROSES.

M":

I find well grown and very

prepared to undertake the Laying-out and Planting ot

New Gardens. Parks, and Pleasure Grounds to any extent.

Their large Collection of FRUIT TREES, also Standard and
Dwarf ROSES, will be found to include all the best varieties.

To Amateurs and the Trade.—Roses and Fruit Trees.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE offers a very superior lot

of carefully cultivated and well-grown ROSES —Standards
at I2S. and 151. per dozen ; Dwarfs at 6s. per dozen. A choice stock
of all FRUIT TREES, &c.
e-A Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Fruit
Trees, and Roses, sent free upon application. Trade Lists with
special Trade Prices free.

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham. Essex.

To the Trade.—Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to make
• special offer of the above Seeds, comprising TURNIP,

CABBAGE. CARROT, MANGEL WURZEL. GARDEN PEAS
and BEANS. &c., grown from the f

" "

from adulteration of any kind. The;
and BEANS. &c., grown from the finest selected stocks, and free

, icy
;

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.
: all harx'ested in splendid

Notice to the Seed Trade.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

5, Aldgate, London, E.. begs to announce that his SPECIAL
list' of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for the present
sea-son is now ready, and can be had upon application. Samples and
stocks are very fine, and prices very low.

Everlastings, Hyacinth Glasses, jsc.

JAMES CARTER. DUNNETT, AND BEALE'S
Wholesale LIST (Illustrated) of EVERLASTINGS, DRIED

NATURAL FLOWERS, HYACINTH GLASSES, and GARDEN
REIJUISITES is now ready, and will be fonvarded post free on
ipphc

BEALE, 237 and 238, High

T'

Araucarla Imbrlcata.—Perfect Specimens,
WELL GROWN and very HANDSOME.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Susse:

WM. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of the
above. Price, per plant :—

sfeet £0 5 o| 8 feet .. £2 -

5 feet 1 I olio feet .. 33
6 feet 1 1 1 6

I
Larger, up to 30 feet

Price on application.

Standard Pears.HLANE AND SON have a large Stock of all the
• leading varieties 'of the above to offer, strong and fine, by the

1°°°^
The Nurseries, Great Ecrkhamsted, Herts.

Cyclamens.—To the Trade.

R CLARKE, Market Garden er, Twickenham,
• has a large slock of good plants, in fine varieties, from own

saved seed, many of them in nne bloom ; same as exhibited at South
Kensington, November 2, and awarded Special Certificate. Price

E
M̂ACLEAN'S " BEST OF ALL," splendid large Wrinkled Marrow.
For illustrations see p. 1533 of this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

Trade prices and descriptions on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Readmg.

TTIRUIT TREES, very strong, and warranted free

Jj from Blight.—The Pomological Institute of Riiigelhci

Germany, can supply splendid specimens of Fruit Fr

prices, and which they guarantee
The Institute beg to call special :

at the present time to obtain Fn

cly free from Am

3 the I

1 SON, S, Harp Lane, Great Tower

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best

manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.
Illustrat,H Prir.. Lists

Works, 2

r^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

INTENDING PLANTERS are respectfully invited to

inspect the extensive stock of FOREST TREES and SHRUb'
I'n these Nurseries, all of which arc in fine conditic

s highly recommended.
THOS. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrej

T. T. would be happy to receive Notice from intendmg \ isi

J he would be in a position to offer every facility for their

The Fairy Apple.

JOHN JENNINGS begs to inform his Fnends .and the
Public that he is now sending out the above beautiful APPLE

An illustration of it, and a description by Dr. Hogg, is given in the

Florist and Pomologist " for March. 1870.
*" ' - — '-'(e its place at

7s. 6d. each.
:s, Shipston.on-Stour.

TO If --111 }> rheap (the property of a Gentleman
H, , ,;rr,wth), a quantityof PINE PLANTS, clean

and !i, ,1 ,1 ,,;; and Succession : also some fine specimen
ORAM, I 1111,1 \MELLIAS, AZALEAS, and other Stove and
Greenhouse I'l.Tiits, Lists and further particulars by applying to

Mr. FUWLER, Krupton, near Andover; or Mr. KEYNES,
Nurscr>'man. Salisbury.

AZALEA HYBRIDA ODORATA is the best and
most convenient plant for winter and early spring blooming,

the flowers being white and very fragrant; one truss, with a few other

flowers, will make a beautiful bouquet. Small plants bloom freely,

anti my large plants have from ^o to Qo flower-buds o

ISAAC DAVIS. Nurseryn . Ormskirk.

New Peas. — Notice to the Trade.
EASTES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA.

HURST AND SON have the pleasure to announce
that they are part Purchasers of the stock of the above New

Pea, and will be happy to quote price on application.

HUNTINGDONIAN PEA.
A new variety to be introduced this season, it is about ten days

earlier than Champion ol England, splendid flavour, and very heavy
cropper ; individual peas very large, of a beautiful dark green colour ;

nocls long and well filled from end to end. Height 4 feet.

Apply to HURST AND SON. 6. Leadenhall Street. London. E,C.

Shrubs, Evergreens, and Fruit Trees.

ROBERT CORNWELL AND Co. have to offer

SPRUCE, SILVER. SCOTCH, and AUSTRIACA FIRS.
•1 to 4 feet; AMERICAN and CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.€, 3 to

6 feet; PRIVET, 3 to 4 feet ; Variegated and Green BOX. 2 to 4 feet ;

Variegated and Green HOLLIES, 2 to 3 feet ; IRISH YEWS, 3 to

4 feet- PINUS EXCELSA. 6 to 8 feet; Bushy LAURELS, 3 to

8 feet; PORTUGAL LAURELS, I'A to 3 feet; Bushy LAURUS-
TINUS, 2 to 3 feet; some extra handsome ones, 4 by 4 feet; 500

STANDARD ROSES. GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-
BERRIES, and STRAVVEERRV Plants of sorts ; 2, 3. and 4.year-old

ASPARAGUS: 1000 yards of BOX EDGING, cheap, to clear the

ground. Aorr.—Opposite the Red Lion, Barnet.

Special Offer of large Evergreens, &o.

WM. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of fine specimens ot

the following ;

—

LAURUSTINUS, 5106 feet I PHILLYREAS, 6 to 8 feet

PORTUGAL LAUTlELS.^toyrt.
I
COMMON LAURELS,6to 9 ft.

Variegated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet

RHODODENDRONS, 3 to s feet, thickly set with buds.

The above have recently been transplanted, are very bushy hand

some plants, and quite safe. Price per dozen or hundred on application.

Floral Nurserj-, Hailsham, Sussex.

R
ror price, «c., appiy lo

Mr. R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., Nurseryman, Epsom.

AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Me
Address, 26, Seed Hiarket, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 185;
for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED FRUIT.
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES. CONIFERS, TREE

SEEDS, &c.—The Administration of the Pomological Society, Ringel-

heim, Hanover, Germany, beg to call attention to their new PRICE
LIST, in which they offer all the above at exceptionally low prices.

The Trade and all requiring large numbers of Roses, Seedling 3

Transplanted Conifers, Forest Trees, Fruit Trees. Stocks, such

Quinces, Pear Stocks, Paradise Apple, &c., will find the terms ra^

advantageous, and the quantity to be disposed of almost unlimited,

The List will be sent post free on application to the London Agei

Messrs.R. sIlbeRRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower
Street, London, E.C.

and depth c

gorging Cleanly, durable and impervious to mfet-tiooi

being all of Iron f rice of Iittings per Cow, S5^

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, s, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements in

Stable Fittings just secured by Patent. ^
OSLER'S CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS,

Table Glass of all kinds, CHANDELIERS in BRONZE and
ORMOLU, Moderator Lamps, and Lamps for India.

London : Show Rooms, 45, Oxford Street, W.
Birmingham ' Manufactory and Show Rooms, Broad Street.

lONSERVATORY

hours, Surr

BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers for all kinds of

i, &c ; Garden
, Rabbit proof;
Wire Work, for

._ „, _ Work
Covered' Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Rosaries,

fiouses.
Work Vase

ikets, with stem and
ngs for placing in any
lition, on the lawn,

and opposite windows, or
Suspending

for Coi
Wo

Conservatories fitted up

....... Ornamental
Tile Flower Boxes.

All kinds or Wire Work

R HOLLTDAY, Horticultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Porto-

- rrace. Netting Hill G,— ' —^— "'

Illustrated Catalogu

GEORGE HALL, late Manager to the late Saynors
Firm. He was for 30 years in their employ. . _,,„

GEORGE HALL AND SON'S celebrated PRUNING and BUD-
DING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Src, may be obtained from the most

respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in the kingdom, also

America, p'rance, Germany, Holland, Prussia, Russia, &c.

N B —We only make one quality, the best that can be manulac-

tured, the same as the late Saynors always made during their lifetime,

with all the latest improvements.
. „ nijr, ijjTT „xn

CAUTION.—None are genuine unless marked GEO. HALL anu

SON." Other marks would cause disaoDointment, as these Blades

are tempered by a pro.

Engravings of V
own only to the Makers,

.. _. . _ „. .nth Price Lists,

Horticultural Cutlery Works, Shcftield.

riURES of SEVERE COLDS and COUGHS by

KJ Dr. LOCOCK'S WAFERS.-From Mr Trattles, Tel Works,
Dr. LOCOCK'S WAFERS.-.. „^. ..-.. .j-

Slaithes, Yorkshire :-" I had been suffering for a considerable

with a most severe Cold and Cough, and being summoned c

iust before returning into court f had a most violent fit of c

I put a Wafer into my mouth, and,

ceased."—Sold by all Druggists, is. i'/.

I charm, the CouglUgil
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Planting Season.

L\RCH, SCOTCH FIR. ENGLISH OAK, and
all other forest Trees.

(H'lCK. and all other Hed(,'C I'lants.

COVERT PLANTS, in great variety.

FRUIT TREES, including all the best varieties of .\pples, Pears.

Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, Src, in Standards, Dwarfs, trained

and untrained, &c.
ROSES, Standards, Dwarfs, on own roots and Manetti stock, &c.

VINES, all the leading varieties, in 20OO well ripened Canes, for

fruiting in pots and K>r planting out, c ,, l
EVERGREENS, in great variety, including large quantities of all the

choicest Hollies, &c.
CON 1 FERS. including Picea nobilis, Nordmanniana, &c.

ORNAMENTAL TREES and Plants, of all sorts.

The whole in very great quantity and stout vigorous condition, with

fine roots, for safe removal.
Priced LISTS and all particulars on application to

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

The "Newton" Nurseries are within lo minutes' walk, by the new
roid over Flookersbrook Bridge, from the Railway Station.

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Slirubs.

PETER LAWSON AND SON have to intimate that

CATALOGUES for the present season may be had upon

Edinburgh and London (20, Budge Row, Cannon Street, EC.)

EXTENSIVE SALE of Transplanted FOREST
TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

300,000 3-yr. Seedling J-yr. transplanted SCOTCH FIR.
300,000 2.yr „ 3-yr. „ ,, I to 2 feet.

300000 NORWAY SPRUCE, in siies, from 9 inches to 3 feet

100,000 ENGLISH OAK. from i t0 3« feet, in sizes.

100,000 THORNS or QUICKS, from I to 2 feet.

S0,ooo LARCH, from 12 to 20 inches.

lyr. Seedling LARCH, fine, is. per 1000,

All the above are well grown, healthy, and well rooted. Inspection

invited. To be Sold cheap, by special offer. Samples and prices

DAVID DOW, Nu 1 and Seedsman, Falkirk.

Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.
WOODL.'VNDS .\CRSERY. MaRESFIELD, NI;AR UCKFIELD, SlJSSEX.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees ;—

ROBINIA PSEUD.ACACIA, 6and8feet.
ASH, WEEPING,
CATALPA SYRING-'EFOLIA, St,

D Q feet s

AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6feet,

ELMS, extra fine, consisting of American, English, Corn!
other varieties, 6 to 8 feet, 8 to to feet, and 10 to I2 feet,

LABURNUMS, 6 to 8 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, Common and Scarlet, extra fine pla

8 feet, 8 t.

PLANTING SEASON, 1870.
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY

Anthony Waterer
KESPECTFULLV SOLICITS THE NOTICE OF INTENDING PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND LIST OF PLANTS.

The articles referred to have all been recently transplanted, have had ample space, and are in every particular

certain to give the highest satisfaction ; the Knap Hill Nursery is more than 200 acres in extent, and contains at the

present moment the most extensive and important stock of HARDY EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS.

CONIFERS, and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, FLOWERING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c., in

Great Britain. The Nursery is readily reached by Train from Waterloo to Woking. "Through Trucks" can be

sent without the expense of package to any Railway Station in the Kingdom ; and when quantities of two tons and

upwards are sent in a truck, a considerable reduction will be made in the cost of the plants, and a special rate quoted

for the carriage.

AMERICAN PLANTS. ~ The Annual Exhibition of Rhododendrons, in the large Tent in the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, is supplied by ANTHONY WATERER.

"PAUL'S NURSERIES,^ WALTHAM CROSS, N.

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN —" One of the erandcst Ro5Ci. i.-i

cultivation" " The best Rose of the present year." "The great

Rose of the Show." Standards and Dwarf Standards, loi. W.

each Dwarfs, 7s. 6d. each.

Standard ROSES, 15s. per dozen, and upwards.

Dwarf Standard ROSES, 121- per dozen, and upwards.

Dwarf ROSES, gs. per dozen, and upwards.

„ in pots of e.\tra size, prepared for forcing, 24J. per

Climbing ROSES, strong plants, 9s. per doien and upwards.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

Choice named HYACINTHS, 6s. per dozen, and upwards

Bedding HYACINTHS. i8s. per 100, and upwards.

TULIPS, 3s, per 100, and upwards.

Choice named TULIPS, ir. per dozen, and upwards.

CROCUS, of sorts, 3s. per 100, and upwards.

LILIUM AURATUM. English and Dutch grown roots.

NEW GERANIUMS.
WALTHAM BRIDE.—A profuse blooming pure white flower, leaves

green, finely edged with pure white. 75. 6d. each.

AVALANCHE, do,, do., 7^- 6**- each.

MARCHIONESS.—The finest Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and the

freest grower out, 151. each.

WALTHAM BRONZE.—The deepest and richest in colour of all the

bronze section, ys. 6d. each.

BONFIRE, the finest scarlet for bedding, 31. 6d. each.

AMETHYST, BOADICEA, CARACTACUS, DARIUS, and

MAGNUM BONUM,25. &/. each.

PICTORIAL TREES and SHRUBS.
The finest and most extensive collection in Europe, is. each and

AZALEAS.—Selections of the very finest hardy kinds, nice blooming
plants, will be supplied at 30s. per doz., or ;J|io p. 100.

„ Good named kinds, ^5 to/? los. per 100.

„ Common mixed colours, £2 10s. per 100.

,, Van Houttei fl.-pleno, strong bushy flowering plants, 1% to 3 feet,

421. to 120S. per dozen and upwards. This is one ot the most
beautiful of tlie Double Azaleas.

Large AZALEAS, of the finest varieties, 3, 4, 5. 6. 7. a"d 8 feet high,

covered with flower-buds, and objects of wonderful beauty v'— --

flower. Hundreds c

ANDROMEDA FLOR

Standard RHODODENDRONS.—Of these we possess the largest

number of the finest specimens to be met with in any Nursery.
The large Standard Rhododendrons in Rotten Row were nearly

all ol them supplied from Knap Hill. As no descript

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, for Cover, jC? J

Seedling RHODODENDRONS, raised from the best hardy named
kinds, and containing a great variety of colour,—Nice bushy
plants, 50s.

, „_ and verj- bushy plani

J^^" We have grown for ;

jfisoper

_ , .rs past a large number of

Rhododendrons from layers, and wc now have a stock of more than
100,000 plants of named varieties, which wc believe arc quite
unequalled, being without exception the best plants we h.ive ever
seen. We supply them, all layers, at Irom 501. to zoos, per 100. A
sample, the only guide, will be sent on application.

HARDY HEATHS—The most distinct an '
' '

spring varieties, by name, including M'
specimen ; 6s. per dozen, 40s. per 100.

„ The free growing varieties of VULGARIS, &c., 30J. per 100,

„ MEDITERRANEA ALBA and RUBRA—Two very desirable

spring blooming kinds, and havmg the scent of new-mown hay,

KALMlA LATIFOLIA, from 50s. to loos. per 100.

„ Nice blooming plants, £5 to £10 per 100.

,, Larger, 301. to oos. per dozen and upwards.
„ MYRTIFOHA, 42s. to 60s. per dozen.

All other American Plants are grown to a large extent.
HOLLIES.-The stock of Hollies at this Nursery is of the most

extensive and varied description, and occupies many acres of
land, Every plant that we shall sell has been transplanted since
Au^st, i86g.

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Stout, z to 2^ feet, 42s. to 63s. per
loo; 3 to 3% feet, £$ to £7 lor. per 100; 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet,

30s. to I20S. per dozen and upwards.
Thousands of bcaulilully grown Pyramidal plants.

We have a number of very large Oreen Hollies, 13 and iq feet high.
WATERER'S HOLLY.-) We have these in large numbers and of
GOLDEN QUEEN. Jail sizes, as Pyramids, Globes, and

Standards, and, taken altogether, they are undoubtedly the most
beautiful plants to be found in any Nursery in England. Our
Catalogue contains a Photograph of VVatcrer's and Golden Queen
Holly, being fair examples of our stock.

perry's WEEPING HOLLY STANDARDS.-A large number.
x,T...r GOLDEN "'^^"'''"- ""---' " - P

DMMON '

gnificent dI:

VARIEGATED HOLLIES of the best kinds, and the following
varieties of GREEN HOLLIES—Hodgins. Scottica, laurifolia.
myrtifotia, angustifolia, yellow berried. Purchasers may select
from a stock of more than 20,000 handsomely grown Pyramidal
plants. 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

YEWS, ENGLISH.—We have many thousands, well furnished and
finclv rooted plants, 3, ^, 5, and 6 feet high, and larger .sizes from
8 to 14 feet. These are invaluable as blinds.

I RI SH YEWS, of all sizes, up to 10 feet.

YEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these by
hundreds, as Cones, Globes, and Standards up to 10 feet high.
We believe no other Nursery afl"ords such a variety of sizes and

BOX, GREEN. 1 Handsome Pyr?-midal plants, 5. 6. 7, and
,, VARIEGATED.; 8 feet high. An enormous quantity of well-

grown bushy plants, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high.

AUCUBA JAPONICA.—Thousandsof sturdy bushy plants, 2, 3, and
4 feet high.

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, 3, 4, and 5 feet high, as bushes and Pyra-

mids, all removed since August, 1869.

LAURUSTINUS and BAYS.—Fine Standards, in tubs.

Of all other ordinary EVERGREENS wc have an immense stock.

The following CONIFERS may be relied on as being handsomely
grown and finely rooted :

—

ABIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 6 feet. 42J. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet, 60J.

These are beautiful plants, transplanted 1870,

ABIES ORIENTALIS, 4 to 6 feet, 51. to 7s. td. each; 7 to 8 feet,

los td. and upwards.
PINUS CEMBRA. splendid trees. 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

PINUS PINSAPO, 2t0 2^^ feet. 30J. t0 42S. perdoien; 3?^ to 4 feet,

7s td. to los. f}d, each ; larger. 5 to 6 feet, 315. each and upwards.
PINUS NOBILIS, I'^foot, ver>' stout, i8s. per dozen. £s penoo;

2 to 3 feet, 60J- per dozen ; 4, 5. 6, 7, to 10 feet, splendid specimens,

from las. td. 10 43s. each and upwards.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, very handsome plants, from seed,

2 feet high and wide, 421. per dozen ; 2J4 to 3 feet, 51. to 7*. f>d.

each ; larger specimens, 4, 5. 6, 8, and 10 feet.

PICEA MAGNIFICAor NOBILIS ROBUSTA, hundreds of plants,

all from seed, 3, 4, and 5 feet high, lOs. (>d. each and upwards.
PICE.\ L.\SIOC.\RPA, 3 feet, handsome plants. 15s. each, £ft ts.

per dozen; 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, 21s. each and upwards;
and all have been transplanted within 12 months.

CEDRUS DEODAR.A, 2to3fcet,3os. per dozen; 5 to 7 feet, 60s. to

to 84J. per dozen ; 8, 10, and 12 feet high, moved since September
1860. Hundreds of splendid trees, from los. 6d. each and upwards.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, most perfectly

grown plants, 2, 3, 4. and ^ feet high.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA GRACILIS I3 to 4 feet, 42s. to

„ „ ARGENTE.AJ 84s. per dozen.

JUNIPER, CHINESE, 4 to 5 feet, 30J. per dozen: 6 to 7 feet, 841.

per dozen : beautifully furnished plants, 8 feet high, los. 6t/. each
and upwards,

THUJA AUREA, 2 feet and 3 and 4 feet round, a2S. per dozen ; a
large number of ver>- fine specimens, 4 to 5 feet high, 10 and 15 feet

in circumference.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3.4.5.6, and 8 feet high; hundreds of

most beautiful plants, 301. to 84s. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, 4. S.6, and 8feet, moved in spring, 24J. per dozen
and upwards.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 3, 4, 5, and 6feet, recently removed.

The following TREES for avenues can be supplied in quantities. All

are straight, handsome, well balanced trees, with stout stems and
finely rooted :

—

ACER PLATANOIDES, NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 12 feet high.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, standards, i8r. to 30s. per dozen.

^SCULUS ROSEA, SCARLET HORSE CHEST^UtS, 8 and

^SCULUS.'^COMMON HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8, 10, and is feet.

The scarlet and common Horse Chestnuts have line heads and

stout stems, girting 5 to 6 inches 4 feet from the ground.

BEECH, PURPLE, 6 to 8 feet ; 10 to 12 feet, fine trees.

BEECH, COMMON, 8 to lo feet.

BIRCH, WEEPING, 8 to 10 feet.

CHESTNUT, SPANISH, 8 to 10 feet.

ELMS, 10 to IS feet.
, , ,

LIMES, 10 to 12 feet; splendid trees, j to 6 inches round the stem

4 feet from the ground.
MAPLES, NORWAY, 8 to 14 feet.

0.\KS. ENGLISH, 8 to 10 feet.

SCARLET AMERICAN OAKS. 10 to 12 feet

PLANES. ORIENTAL and OCCIDENTAL, 10, 12, and 14 feet high.

The Planes on the Thames Embankment were supplied by A. W.
POPLARS, LOMBARDY, 10 to 15 feet.

SYCAMORE, 10 to 16 feet.

WALNUTS, about 10 feet.

ILANTUS, 8t

The majority of these Trees have been planted within two years.

Samples, the only guide as to their true value, will be forwarded on
application. We, however, feel confident that any one engaged
in planting operations will not regret a visit to our Nurser>'.

EVERGREENS. CONIFERS, &c.

The choice sorts singly or by the dozen, the common sorts by the

100 or 1000, at the lowest remunerative prices for frequently trans-

planted specimens.

FRUIT TREES,
APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

and APRICOTS, Standards and Dwarfs, trained and untrained.

Pyramids and Cordons, in the finest possible health, worked on the best

stocks many trees in a fruiting state. In addition, GRAPE VINES.

FILBERTS, FIGS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-

BERRIES and STRAWBERRIES.

PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post.

IMPORTANT.—Address WILLIAM PAUL (the Christian name

in full), Paul's Nurseries, Walth.im Cross. London, N.

KNAP HILL, near WOKING, SURREY.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.

PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite; ilisso much sunerior in

odour, habit, and colour—being ncariy pure white—it cannot fail to be

grown in preference to the other variety ; the spikes arc tar^c and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.

There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the

Public as something very superior, when they arc no better than

existing varieties; but F. PAKSONS assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence

ot all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal shows this

year, for which it obtained the highest honours that could be

awarded, viz. ;

—

The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, First-class Certificate,

The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, First-class Certificate,

T^he'CrSd Intcmaltonal Show, Crjstal Palace, First-class Certi-

*Thc B^ryghton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, June

38, 1870.

The above will be sent out in October, at 2J. 6^. per packet, and

may be had wholesale and retail of F. PARSONS, Nurseryman and

Seedsman to Her Majesty, 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and

at Hassocks' Gate Nurseries, Keymer, Hurstpicrpoint ; and of the

following Agents :-

i. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.

Downie, Laird & Laing, London and Edinburgh.

„ P. Lawson & Son, 20, Budge Row, London.

Rutley & Silveriock, London.
Dick Radclyffe & Co., 129, High Holbom. London, W.C.
Fisher Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield.

II
Woodroflfe & Son, The Westbourne Nursery, Harrow

Road, London, W.
Carter & Co.. High Holbom. London, W.C.

'*
Minicr, Nash & Nash. 60. Strand. London, W.C.

" Child & Lorimer. 40, Darley Street, Bradford.

Mr" George Tredgett, Cambridge.

I S Woodthorpe, Sible Hcdingham, Essex.

II G. Hinxman, Fareham.
E. Bracher, Halifax. Yorkshire.

„ W. Knight. Hailsham, Sussex.

Timothy Brigden, South-Eastern Railway Station.

II W. Paul, London. , . ^c .^
E Holmes, Whittington Nursery, near Lichfield.

*' W Bull, King's Road. Chelsca.
"

E, Taylor, Mallon. Yorkshire.

|. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, London.

I, E. Cooling. Derby.

„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.

SCOTLAND
Messrs Smith & Simons, Howard Street, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.

P Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.

I
Stuart & Mein, Kelso.

Sv Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

II J. & R. Thyne, 60, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

IRELAND.
Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street,'Dublin.

BELGIUM.
Mons. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent.

PRUSSIA.
Messrs. Platz & Son. Erfurt.

„ Ferdinand J uhlke's Successors, Erfurt.

Mr! Ernst Benar>-, Erfurt.

AMERICA.
Messrs, B. K. Bliss & Sons. New York.
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WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERS. TO THE TRADE

^^ CARTER'S
HYACINTHSr TULIPS,

CROCUS, &c.,

Include only the best kinds, and being made up in a
most liberal manner, these Collections offer the most
desirable medium to ensure an effective display in the

Drawing Room or Garden.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR CULTURE.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. i, complete, price B+t.

Collection No. 2, reduced quantities, price 63^.

Collection No. 3, reduced quantities, price 425.

Collection No. 4, reduced quantities, price 121s.

Collection No. 5, reduced quantities, price lot

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLANTING.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. 6, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 7, reduced quantities, price 63J.

Collection No. 8, reduced quantities, price 42s.

Collection No. 9, reduced quantities, price 30J.,

Collection No. 10, reduced quantities, price 155.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS
FOR OUTDOOR PLANTIXG.

Packing and carriage free.

Collection No. n, complete, price 84J.

Collection No. 12, reduced quantities, price 635.

Collection No. 13, reduced quantities, price 42s.

Collection No. 14, reduced quantities, price 21s.

Collection No. 15, reduced quantities, price los. 6if.

TAMES CARTER and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocus, and other Uulbs, Roses, Fruit
Trees, &c.,containiiiK'""ll particulars of the above Collections, will

be forwarded Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONS
OFFER THE FOLLOWING

NEW PEAS FOR 1871.

Laxton's Quality Pea.
A second-early wrinkled Pea, of great productiveness and fine

flavour; is a [jreat iinpruvemcnt on all the second-carlv wrinkled Peas
at present in culiivalion. Has been ffrown in the Trial Ground, and
highly recommended by the Royal Horticultural Society of London.
Lowest price to the Trade may be had on application.
LAXTON-S quantity pea.—a fine-flavoured variety, selected

from ' Laxton's Quality " for its robust habit and extreme productive-
is ; it also differs in the shape of its pods. Exhibited and highly
mmendcd by the Royal Horticultural Society of London. Lowest

price to the Trade may be had on application.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Descriptions and Trade Prices apply to

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEED GROWERS, READING,

Cover Planting.
T SANDY AND SON beg to offer MAHONIA
'f • AQUIFOLIA. 1 feet, three years transplanled, /li per looo
COMMO.V LAURELS, iji lo 3 feet, bushy, iwo years tt.inl;planted,
iSperiooo. The Nurseries. Stafford.

w

B^

C:*
EORGE FARNSWORTH, The Nurseries. Matlock,

\^ has to offer a large quantity of the undermcniioned, which he
can strongly recommend ;—
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the same time, everything approachmg luxuriant

<TOwth must be subdued. " Basket-rods could

Sot be tolerated at any price, and hence the

trees made slow but steady progress, so steady

that they might be considered to have been

dwarfed Lto premature old age while they were

yet in their infancy.

Now, if we look to trees planted anterior to

that period, to that grand old tree at Chatsworth

which produces its 1200 to 1500 matchless

Peaches^annually, to the P^^* "ees as we saw

them upwards of 30 years ago at the Vice-Regal

Lodge Carton, Drumcondra, and other places in

Ireland, we perceive that the rule of science had

not been observed in their early training, but, on

the contraiy, a sort of wild luxuriance had been

allowed to prevail-a luxuriance which had

resulted in constitutional vigour, and Iruitlul ana

mature old age.

What shall we say of that? Was a tree ever

dwarfed into constitutional vigour, or, seeking

animal analogy, can the lungs be taken away and

the body remain healthy .' Of course we know

we are treading upon tender ground in thus

throwing a doubt upon the learning of the recent

period of supposed progress, but truth must be

spoken, even though it militates against precon-

ceived prejudices ; and so examined, we suspect

much of what we considered progress will phy-

siologically examined, be found, like the High-

landman's march, an advance of 'two steps

backwards. In fact, we fear root-pruning, thumb-

screwing, or excessive pmning or dwarhng by

any process of that kind, can only be regarded

as stealing a march upon time, which march m
the end must be repaid with heav-y interest.

Where does the fruit that supplies our markets

come from ? We do not mean the dozens and

pounds, but the bushels and tons. Does this

come from thumb-pinched, root-pruned, or

criopled trees ? Not a bit of it ;
but from trees

which, after the first few years of their early

'rowth, have been independent of Natures

fourneyman, who know not his influence, and

now ignore his interference. Go to the vvestern

orchards of Devon, Somerset, Hereford and

Wiltshire : the midlands of Worcester, Stafford-

shire, Warwick, and Notts, and what do we

find .' Not orchards that are indebted to the cul-

tivator, beyond their first plantmg, for their

existence, but which, left alone, produce sacks or

tons of fruit. These are the real supplies of our

markets. And what do they teach us Not

that fruit trees can be profitably dwarfed into

fruitfulness, but that dwarfing is a process that

may anticipate time, but not result in prolonged

and ultimate profit. No person can travel

through the counties we have named— and

many [more which it would be easy to name—
and see two, three, four, or more waggons drawn

up under each tree, and the fruit being beaten

from them by the sheer force of strong sticks,

for cider purposes, without being convinced that

these trees are the real sources of our supplies,

and that cultivation adds comparatively but a

handful to meet the actual requirements of our

fruit eaters.

Look through the fruit gardens of the metro-

polis, or any of our large centres of population,

through orchards planted for profit, and do we

find any dwarfing there ? Not a bit of it. But

on the contrary, the trees are allowed to grow as

they please, the removal of a crowding branch or

two being all the pruning they receive. And is

not this a lesson worth studying and learning ?

Yes ; but since the facts ignore our fancies, and

militate against recent teaching, we seek to

ignore them. Looked steadfastly in the face,

tested by results and not by fancies, we conclude

the fruit markets of the worid are not much
indebted to the dwarfing processes for their

supplies ; but, on the contrary, these processes

have their resuUs more in anticipating time, and

providing a little fruit for the supply of indi-

viduals, than in supplying the markets of the

world. We shall return to this subject.

Few physiological subjects are at the present

moment of greater interest, and indeed import-

ance, than the agency of Org.\nic GERMS, what-

ever their nature may really be, in the production

and diftusion of disease. The speculations of

Dr. H.\LLIER excited so much attention in this

country, more indeed than they would have done

had the accuracy of his knowledge of the minuter

Fungi been more justly estimated, that our

Government very property sent out two very

promising young medical men to India to inves-

tigate the subject, but directing them to pay

especial attention to the nature and cause of

cholera. After personal communication with

De B.=iRY, Pettenkofer, and Dr. Hallier

himself, and the best authorities in the counto',

they proceeded to India ; and we have now before

us the first portion of the report of Mr. Lewis,

and which completely justifies the selection that

was made.
The subject is one that is surrounded by so

many difficulties, and requires such a length of

time before a complete series of trustworthy

observations can be made, that it was im-

possible to arrive at once at a sound conviction

on every point that arose ; still the matter is of

such present importance that it has been judged

fit to publish a preliminary account of a portion

of the observations which have been made.

The report now before us, printed at Calcutta

in the present year, consists of 96 pages of letter-

press, with 24 plates and three maps, all of

which are executed in a style which may safely

bear comparison with any illustrations of the

same nature which have hitherto been published.

That the full scope of the observations may the

more easily be apprehended, Mr. Lewis has

very wisely reproduced the more important

portions of Dr. Hallier's figures, and those of

Dr. Swayne and Mr. Brittan, from the Lancet

ATikMedical Gazette: and we cannot help remark-

ing that Mr. Lewis has shown throughout an

im°partiality and good feeling which are very

greatly to his credit. The number ot obser-

vations he has made is enormous, and we know

that he has for several consecutive hours w^atched

the same individual objects with a view to ascer-

tain the course of their development. So rapidly,

however, do changes take place, that he has

sometimes found, when his attention has been

diverted for a short time by some necessary

avocation, that the whole aspect has been

changed, and the very points which he wished

to have ascertained have eluded his observation.

The report is divided into two parts ; the first

concerning the theory of the Fungoid origin of

cholera and the microscopic objects found in

choleraic evacuations; the second containing

remarks regarding the soil of certain places in

relation to Pettenkofer's theory of the con-

nection of cholera with the variations in the level

of the subsoil water. Our remarks at present

must be confined to the first.

It is impossible in a journal like the Gardeners

Chronicle to detail all the different points which

have by degrees been elicited. Those who are

interested in the subject will be sure to apply to

the Report itself. Our best course will be to

give the result of the long series of experiments

as far as they at present throw light upon the

subject, which we will do in Mr. Lewis' own

words, remarking that, in our opinion, they are

fully confirmed by a close examination of the

facts :

—

1. That no cysts exist in choleraic discharges which are

not found under other conditions.

2. That cysts or sporangia of Fungi are but very rarely

found under any circumstances in alvine discharges.

3. That no special Fungus has been developed m
cholera evacuations, the Fungus described by Hallier

being certainly not confined to them.

4. That the still and active conditions of the observed

animalcute are not pecuhar to this disease, but may be

developed in nitrogenous material even outside the body.

:; That the flakes and corpuscles in rice-water evacua-

tions do not consist of epithelium, nor of its debris, but

that their formation appears to depend upon the effusion

of blood-plasma ; and that the peculiar bodies of Parkes

found therewith, correspond very closely in their micro-

scopic and chemical characters, as well as their manifesta-

tions of vitality, to the corpuscles which are known

form in such fluid ; these are generally, to a greater

less degree, associated with blood-ceUs, even when the

presence of such is not suspected, especially as the disease

tends towards a fatal termination, when the latter have

been seen to replace the former altogether.

6 That no sufficient evidence exists for considering

that vibriones, and such-like organisms, prevail to a

CTeater extent in the discharges from persons affected

with cholera, than they do in those from other persons

diseased or healthy ; but that the vibriones, bacteria,

and monads (micrococcus) may not be peculiar in their

nature—for these do vary,—may not be the product of a

peculiar combination of circumstances, and able to give

origin to peculiar phenomena in a predisposed person,

is "not proven."

Apart from the especial subject in view, Mr.

Lewis has given much information on iriany

points as regards the development of minute

organisms, and has drawn especial attention to

the fact of the formation of false cells in dift'erent

solutions, which resemble real cells so closely as

to be capable of deceiving any one n-ho has not

paid long attention to such matters. He is

inclined to believe that the true fructification of

Mucor and Penicillium may be produced on the

same thread, though he does not speak very con-

fidently ; but so strange are the multitudinous

forms of fructification in Fungi, especially when
we take into consideration the Saprolegnieas

which are most intimately connected with Mucor,

that we are prepared for almost any anomaly.

We may add, that the illustrations are pecu-

liarly useful, as they are all drawn to a scale ;

while the diameter of any object can be readily

ascertained by comparing them with the one-

thousandth of an inch scale placed at the foot of

each plate. M. J. B.

The following extracts from the Times will be

of interest to those who knew Paris in its "garden

days," or to those who are familiar with the descrip-

tions given in our own columns of the Parks and

Gardens of Paris:—
" The Champs Elysees are given up to the National

Guard, the garden of the Tuileries to the Artillery, that of

the Luxembourg to sheep and cattle, and the parks of

Monceaux and the Buttes-Chaumont to the storage of

petroleum. The Avenue de la Grande Armee, that wide,

handsome thoroughfare leading to the Arc de Triomphe,

has now a telegraph station on its summit, and is pro-

^^ded. moreover, with the electric light. The avenue

itself has been turned into an artillery camp. Adjoining

the railway station a stone barricade, some 5 feet high,

with apertures left for musketry, has been constructed

across the road, and a similar barricade has been erected

in the adjoining Avenue de Malakoff. Some little distance

behind the above barricade, in the Avenue de la Grande

Armee, is a second barricade of earth, while about

20 yards in advance of it one perceives that the gilt-tipped

iron railings, which indicate the limit of the octroi, have

been hned on the inside with stout timber, pierced with

loop-holes for musketry, in front of which is raised a

wooden stage for the marksmen to stand on, form-

ing altogether no less than three lines of defence behind

the ramparts. In advance are the drawbridges, clamped

with iron rods and bars, and raised with heavy chains,

and flanked with massive masonry, loopholed in 38 places.

The side towards the Avenue de Neuilly, together with

the massive posts of drawbridges, are tinted green to

resemble the turf of the ramparts, and render them un-

distinguishable from it at night-time. A couple of

24-pounders peep through the embrasures of the flanks of

the adjacent bastions, in lieu ot the 6-pounder field-

pieces formerly mounted there. In advance of the draw-

bridge an extensive angular-shaped earthwork has been

thrown out, stretching some distance into the Avenue de

Neuilly. and diverting the narrow roadway leading

thereto circuitously to the left. This earthwork is

strengthened behind with tall stockades, and has a second

row of stockades in the rear, converting it, as it were,

into a veritable redoubt. Other stockades are, more-

__ . carried across the fosse on both sides of the draw-

bridge, and one noticed that the large iron gas and water

pipes laid bare where the moat has been continued across

the road, were cased with timber covered over with long

iron spikes.

"On emerging from the narrow circuitous covered way,

a scene of utter desolation presents itself. For rather

more than 800 feet in advance, which is the distance the
' Zone des Servitudes,' as it is styled, extends, all the

beautiful trees that lined the avenue have been felled, all

the handsome houses on either side razed to the ground,

and all the charming gardens destroyed ; some little of the

debris alone remains, from among which women and

children .are picking out every morsel of firewood. On
one's left hand is the Bois de Boulogne, laid perfectly open

at this end to the road, with every tree that came within the

inexorable 800 feet felled, some 1 8 inches or so of the stems

being left standing above the ground, all of which are

sharply pointed for the benefit of those venraresome Prus-

sians who may chance to trip over them while attempting

a night surprise.
'

' .W the foot of the redoubt huge branches of trees,

sharpened into innumerable points that thrust themselves

menacingly forward, are interiaced together to form a kind

of natural and most formidable cticvaux-de-frise. The
slope of the embankment is, moreover, faced with stout

planks dotted .all over with long, sharp iron spikes, while

the top is studded with several rows of short posts, having

stout wire running from one to the other a few inches

above the ground, to trip up the too confident Prussian,

who, having run the gauntlet of the improvised cltevaux-

de-frise and the steep incline of spikes, is determined upon

carrying the redoubt.

"Not merely has a good third of the Bois de Boulogne

been sacrificed to the exigencies of the defence of Paris,

but the remainder has for the most part undergone

considerable transformation. The outskirts are covered

with felled trees, among which numerous wood-cutters

and clicirhonniers are at work, the latter burning charcoal

for the use of Parisian minages. which are beginning to

lack not merely food, but fuel to cook it with. More

towards the Seine one comes upon a regular intrenched

camp, in which soldiers of all arms are found-artillery,

chasseurs, gendarmerie, troops of the Line, and Gardes

Mobiles, many of whom have constructed cosy-looking

huts, well lined in the inside with dry leaves, and

affording far more efficient protection against the

increasing inclemency of the weather than the regu-

lation tent. The avenues of the wood are every here

and there barricaded ; its sham lakes have become mere

stagnant pools, and its sham cascade is dry. In advance

of it, however, some defensive works have been thrown

out, and as for its mimic rocks, these have been con-

verted into miniature forts. The tour du lac, th.at

brilliant reminiscence of the past regime, is now resen-ed

to the forcsticrs and militaires, who, at this epoch of

prospective famine, devote themselves to dragging the

lakes of their few remaining fish, which, sold by auction

at the kalles, realise incredible prices ; or to chasing some
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occasion;il deer, or shooting such tame and wild fowl as
ha\c chanced lo escape the shots of preWous marksmen.

" The Bois de Boulogne seems to have been con-
sidered as a source of danger of itself; and hence it is

that since the investment of Paris it has been sacrificed

with a bold hand. For upwards of a quarter of a mile in

advance of the ramparts, and along their entire extent.
the trees have been relentlessly felled ; only here and there
ha\e a few clusters of large trees been permitted to
remain. No doubt this has been done to guard against
.1 night surprise on the part of the enemy, whereas the new
\\ orks which have been constructed have been necessi-
tated bv the dangerous proximity of the Prussian positions
at St. Cloud, Sevres, Meudon, and Clamart, all within a
couple of miles of the enceinte.

"

Considering, says Natttre., the many uses to
which Indiarubber is now applied, one of the most
important being its recognised superiority over gutta-
percha for deep-sea telegraphs, and remembering the
fears entertained some time back of the probability of a
decrease in the supply, owing to the exhaustion of the
forests consequent upon the immense demand, it is

gratifying to learn that the quantity of rubber exported
from Para during the past year exceedt;d that of the
previous year by 22,731 arrobas (an arroba is equal to
about 254 lb.), and by ^^24 1,250 in market value. It

is true that the more accessible ntbber districts are
becoming exhausted, and give a smaller yield than in

former years, but the rubber-bearing country is so
extensive, and its rivers so incompletely explored, that

the newly-discovered sources will, no doubt, more than
make up any deficiency arising from the exhaustion of
the old. It is difficult, however, to obtain accurate or
reliable information from those engaged in the collect-

ing of the rubber. The continued demand for rubber,
which is collected with comparatively little labour, and
requires but little skill and experience, absorbs all the
attention of the natives over other products, and the
constant rise in its value so stimulates its production,
that it is more than probable there will be for some
years to come an annual increase in the quantity
imported of at least 10 per cent.

We have been favoured by Messrs. Perkins
& Sons, Coventry, with samples of a new Lyco-
pod, a variety of Selaginella Martensii divari-
CATA, which we propose to call aleo-lineata. It

has the pretty branching and somewhat arching habit
of its parent, but differs in this respect, that instead of
being everywhere green, the curving portions a little

below the palhd tips, and just where most exposed
by the curve to full light, have the stipular leaves
entirely, and the lateral ones partially, changed to white,
this colour being, as we learn, taken on in succession
by the young growth as it developes. The effect of
the variegation is that of a longitudinal white line

running along the green shoots ; and this effect is, wf
understand, equally brought out under artificial light.

so that neat little specimens would be admirable
decorative objects for the dinner-table. It is a style of
variegation we have not before observed in these
plants, the change of colour taking place principally in

the epidermis of the stem, and in the stipular leaves,

so that the flattened branches are green witli a central

median line. The variegation is similar throughout
the whole plant, being principally apparent just below
the tips, and is, we understand, perfectly constant. M.

There is one peculiarity about the treatment of
Cordon Apples noticed by Mr. Fish, in a communi-
cation to our contemporary, the Florist and Pomologist^
which he regards as of some importance. The
trees, he states, have neither been pinched nor cut
since they were planted. They were planted in good
loam in the spring of 1S69, maiden trees on the French
Paradise stock, and tied to their supporting wires full

length. During the summer they put forth leaves
along their whole leagth, but made no growth, while
most of the buds were plumped up into well-rounded
fruit-buds. Neither pinching-thumb nor slashing-knife
has yet touched them, and they are studded with
blossom-buds. This has determined our friend not to
cut back maiden or newly-planted cordons, but to
leave them at full length, when they immediately turn
their attention to fruit-bearing. If cut back at first

they make wood, and starting vigorously on this tack
he fears it might be found they would not know when to
stop,^ "Some have complained of cordons running
out into cart-ropes the first season. To all who have
complained of excessive growth, or to those who grow
much fruit in little space, 1 confidently recommend
the simple plan of pruning not at all. To this I would
add the short injunction,—Don't pinch should the fruit

not check growth sufficiently, but replant the cordon
in the autumn, and leave the top full length."

In a recent number of the Pharviacetttical

Journal a paper appears, by Mr. CooKE, on the
Guarana, the seeds of a tree named the PauUinia sor-

bills, belonging to the order Sapindacea?, and abundant
in the province of the Amazons. The fruit is scarcely
as large as a Walnut, and contains five or six seeds,
which are roasted, then mixed with water and moulded
into a cylindrical form resembling a large sausage, and
finally dried in an oven. Before being used it is grated
into a powder, very like powdered Cacao in appear-
ance. Two spoonfuls nf the powder are mixed in a
tumbler of water, and this drink is regarded as a stimu-
lant to the nerves, and, like strong tea or coffee, is said
to take away the disposition to sleep. The active

chemical principle is an alkaloid which Dr. Sten-
irousE has show^l to be identical with theine.

Guarana contains more than double as much of this

alkaloid as good black Tea, and five times as much as
Coffee, the proportion being 5.07 per cent, in Guarana.
It is rather a singular coincidence that the same alka-
loid should prevail in all the principal substances
employed in a similar manner as beverages in different

parts of the world, in the Tea of China and India, the

Coffee of Arabia, the Cacao of Central America, the

Mate of South America, and the Guarana of Brazil.

Guarana is a nervous stimulant and restorative.

In the State of Santander, Colombia, as we
learn from Nature^ one of the most important sources

of state revenue is the manufacture of so-called Straw
Hats. These hats are chiefly made in the Bucara-
manga district, and are of a very fine and white mate-
rial, but still not equal to the celebrated Panama hats,

as they soon become dirty, owing to the plait not being

drawn sufficiently tight. The weekly sale of hats in the

above district averages from 600 to Soo dozen, the

lowest quality of which fetch about ^\ 4J. the dozen,

and the finest quality often realising as much as

£,1 \os. to £\ i6j-. each. These latter are principally

made near Zapatoca, which also has a large trade, but
not to the same extent as Bucaramanga. They are for

the most part exported 10 Havana and the United
States, where there used to be a great demand for

them, but now the trade seems somewhat to have dimi
nished. In the first half of last year 250 cargoes were
exported, and as each cargo contains 1200 hats,

idea may be formed of the large quantities manufac-
tured. The above is gathered from a report on the

industrial resources of the State of Santander. The
hats referred to are described as being made of a white
kind of ** straw. " We have not seen any of the actual

material, but think, in all probability, the so-called

straw may be the split leaves of some Palm, perhaps
Thrinax argentea, which was imported in considerable

quantities some years ago, and manufactured at St.

Alban's into "chip" hats.

We have to announce the following subscrip-

tions to the Rivers Portrait Fund, in addition to

those already given :—
Anderson-Henry, I., Esq., Edinburgh .. .. £)\ x o
Anderson, T., Esq., 6, Marine Parade, Brighton . . 300
Binns, Richard, Esq., Ulverston i o o
Lane, Messrs. H. & Sons, Berkhampstead .

.

..230
Spivey, Mr. E., Hallingbury Gardens, Bishop

Stortford I I o
Young, Mr. G., Audley End Gardens .. ..050

An interesting Exhibition of Fruit has

been recently opened at Appenzell, Switzerland.

Eight communes have furnished 6S9 exhibits, com-
prising 80 sorts of Apples and 120 of Pears. The
fruits are arranged according to the height above the

sea of the localities where they are grown. Thus, in

the lowest zone are shown fruits which have been pro-

duced from 1300—2000 feet above the sea; in the

next, those grown at an elevation of 2000—2600 feet
;

in the third group, those gathered at a height of
2600—3000 feet ; and lastly are exhibited fruits pro-

duced above the last-mentioned elevation. Great care

has been taken to ensure the accurate nomenclature of

the fruits exhibited.

• The Rainfall during the week ending Nov. 12

was chiefly confined to the stations on the east coast,

both in England and Scotland. (See Mr. Glaisher's
Tables in our present issue.) In England the greatest

amount was recorded at Newcastle, viz., 1.60 inch, and
at one or two places no rain fell. The mean fall for all

stations was 0.29 inch. In Scotland the largest fall

was recorded at Aberdeen, viz., 0.96 inch, whilst at

some stations no rain fell : the mean for the several

stations was 0.19 inch. The Maximum Tempera-
tures in England ranged from 54*. S at Portsmouth
to 45" at Newcastle, with a mean for all stations of

49^5. In Scotland they ranged from 53",

Perth, to 47°. 7 ; at Aberdeen, with a mean for the

several stations of 50°.6. The Minimum Tempera-
tures in England ranged from 2i° at Hull, to 31°. 5 at

Norwich, with a mean for all stations of 28"
; whilst in

Scotland they ranged from 19° at Paisley, to 31** at

Dundee, Aberdeen, and Greenock, with a mean for all

stations of 27°.8. The Mean Temperatures of the

week in England were very low, ranging from 34" at

Hull, to 39°. 6 at Liverpool, with a mean for all

stations of 37°.6 ; and in .Scotland they ranged from

35^9 at Paisley, to 38^.5 at Greenock, with a mean
for the several stations of 37*.4,—the mean tempera-
ture of the two countries, as determined from the

observations taken at 22 stations, being nearly the

same.

Anthurium ornatum, Bot. Mag. t. 5848.

A handsome tropical perennial Orontiad, with ovate or
oblong-cordate green leaves, on slender terete petioles,
the green scapes also terete, and terminating in Unear
oblong white spathes, 5—6 inches long, and slender
cylindrical purple spadices of about the same length. It
is a native of Venezuela, and was flowered in April, 1869,
in Mr. Saunders' rich collection.

Bkodi>ea COCCINEA, Florist and Pom. 1870, 145 • Bot
Mag. X. 5857.

A charming Liliaceous hardy bulb, with lax Unear
fohage, and tall erect scapes, bearing an umbel of 5—15
drooping flowers, \\ inch long, tubular, 6-Iobed, rich
blood-red below, the apex of the tube and the segments
yellowish green. Professor Wood has made of this plant
a new genus, which he calls Brevoortia Ida-Maia ; but
though differing from the previously described species of
Brodieea in the length and cylindrical form of the
perianth, and in the great size of the scales at its mouth,
Dr. Gray thinks it should be retained in that genus, and
with this view Dr. Hooker coincides.

Cereus fulgidus, Bot. Mag. t. 5856.

A very handsome tall-growing stove succulent, with
elongate 3—4 angled stems, spiny at the nodes, and large
showy flowers, 6—7 inches across, of an orange-scarlet
colour, having the inner petals blood-red, and glossy, with
a metallic lustre. The habit is that of C. speciosissimus.
The history of this plant is quite unknown, but it has been
cultivated for many years at Kew, flowering annually.

Citrus triptera, Rev. Hart. 1869, 15, fig. 2.

A vigorous Aurantiaceous shrub, said to be hardy,
furnished with robust branches, often more or less

flattened, bearing stiff spines, and having subpersistent
trifoliolate leaves, with sessile elliptic-obtuse leaflets on
a winged petiole. The fruits are spherical, about \\ inch
in diameter, and of an orange-yellow when ripe. The
plants flower and fniit twice a year. It is also kno^vn as
Citrus califomica, and Citrus trifoliata, under which
latter name it is sometimes confounded with Triphasia
(Limonia) trifohata. A native of China and Japan.

Cotyledon agavoides, Refug. Bot. t. ^-j.

This elegant Mexican Crassulacece forms a stemless
greenhouse succulent, with rosulate, ovate, glaucous-
green, thick, fleshy leaves, which are narrowed to a rigid
spiny point

; it thus acquires a close resemblance to
a miniature Agave. The flower-stem is slender, 8

—

12 inches long, and bears a few dull orange flowers. It

is commonly called Echeveria agavoides, and was
introduced lo our gardens by M. Jean Verschaffelt, of
Ghent.

Cotyledon californica, Refug. Bot. t, 70.

This pretty, dwarf greenhouse succulent, the Echeveria
californica of gardens, bears a good deal of resemblance
to Cotyledon (Echeveria) farinosa. It forms rosettes of
ligulate lanceolate acute farinosely-glaucous leaves, and
developes lateral flowering stems, a foot long, bearing
short ovate amplexicaul leaves, and a bif^d or trifid

of pale yellow flowers. Native of California.

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS,
Abies Gordoniana pumila, Rev. Hort. 1869, 215,

fig- S2.

The Abies Gordoniana, of Carriere, is the Abies grandis
of Gordon, not of Douglas, and what is called in some
gardens Alaies sp. from Vancouver. Of this plant the

above variety is a miniature, forming a very compact
ramidal shrub, with numerous erect branches, clothed

with scattered and sometimes distichous leaves, which are
deep green above and are marked with two glaucous bands
beneath. It is more hardy than its parent, and the leaves

are said to be less liable to become scorclied, while it has
the property of producing all its branches erect. It has
been obtained in the French gardens, by M. Malet.

Cotyledon fulgens, Refug. Bot. t. 64.

A handsome greenhouse succulent, better known as
Echeveria fulgens. It has glabrous stems, 4 to 6 inches
high, furnished with obovate-spathulate pale glaucous-
green leaves, which are arranged in a thin rosette ; and
throws out leafy flowering branches. 12 to 18 inches long,
bearing an irregular panicle of nodding racemes of bright
coral-red flowers, yellow at the base. Introduced from
Mexico to the gardens of W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

Cotyledon gibbiflora metallica, Refug. Bot. t. 65.

This fine greenhouse succulent, the Echeveria metaUica
of gardens, is a beautiful conserv'atory plant, and also
useful for bedding-out in summer. It has broad obovate-
spathulate leaves, measuring nearly 6 inches across, and
rather more in length, of a beautiful purplish glaucous
metallic hue, and bears on a longish stem a loose thyrsoid
panicle of from 30 to 60 yellowish flowers, tipped with red.

1 The plant, which is a native of Mexico, is a most orna-
' mental introduction, but is regarded by Mr. Baker, in his

recent revision of the group, as a variety only of C.
gibbiflora.

Crat/Egus lobata serotina, Rev. Hort. 1869, 79,
fig. 20.

A vigorous growing, small spineless Rosaceous tree,

with large sub-persistent oboval leaves, entire or some-
times lobed near the apex, and large brown-dotted yellow
very ornamental fruits, ripening towards the end of the
winter. It is also known as C. olivasformis in the French
gardens.

Drac^na cylindrica, Bot. Mag. t. 5B46.

A stove Lihaceous shrub, with erect undivided stems,
clothed with linear-lanceolate or obovate-lanceolate bright
green spreading leaves, gradually larger upwards. The
stem terminates in a cylindrical sessile spike of small white
flowers. Native of the Old Calabar River, where it was
found first by Mr. Gustav Mann, and subsequently by the
Rev. W. C. Thomson, by whom it was introduced to the
Edinbiu-gh Botanic Garden.

Eritrichium nanum, Bot. Mag. t. 5853.

A dwarf, densely tufted alpine Boraginaceous peren-

nial, with short stems, linear-obovate or oblong leaves,

and brilliant azure-blue flowers with a yellowish eye. To
the skill and energy of Mr. Backhouse, of York, is due
the credit of being the first to rear to perfection "the
most brilliant of all those diminutive alpine gems which
inhabit the loftiest summits of the European mountains."

Mr. Backhouse's plants flowered in May.

Grevillea Eanicsii, Bof. Mag. t. 5870.

A robust tree-like greenhouse Proteaceous shrub, with

leaves 4—8 inches long, deeply pinnatifid into broadly

linear decurrent segments, whitish and silky beneath ; the
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stem. It measures about 25 feet in girth, and its age
the barren hills of Queensland. The plant figured '

js estimated at about looo years.
was raised and flowered in August last by Messrs. Osboi

& Sons, of Fulham.

TNE FOREST AND CHACE OF
MALVERN.

In a recently published part of the "Transactions of

the Naturalist's Field Club," is a most interesting

paper by Mr. Edwin Lees, F.L.S., on "The Forest

and Chace of Malvern," with notices of the most
remarkable old trees remaining within

its confines. The almost universal

admiration for, and interest in, forest

trees of great antiquity or of noble

growth, must be our excuse for reprint-

ing a few extracts from the paper in

question, which w-e doubt not will

be acceptable to many of our readers.

The paper commences with an his-

torical notice of the "Forest and
Chace," and proceeds to say that at

the present time but few extensive

commons or wastes are left within it,

and fewer still vestiges of real forest

ground. Little, if any, of the original

forest, as understood by the term, now
remains ; for the woods that have been

suffered to exist are composed either

of bushy undenvood that is felled

every seven years, or of trees that are

permitted to run up into thin lank

trunks for the supply of Hop poles.

Near a fish pool in the middle of

a pasture, that centuries ago formed
part of a park belonging to the Bishop

of Hereford, in the parish of Colwall,

are two of the oldest Oak trees any-

where about the Malvern hills, and ---^'

known as the Colwall Oaks. The
largest of these trees has been much
shattered, and has lost some of its

finest branches. The base of the trunk

is rather more than 60 feet in circumference, but it

diminishes so rapidly, that, at a yard from the ground,
it measures only 27 feet in circumference. The com-
panion tree to this measures 45 feet round its swollen
base. Mr. Lees considers it not at all improbable that

these trees are Soo or 900 years old. " Vet," he says,
*' 900 years will not carry us back into Druidical times,

and probably no tree now exists in the precincts of
Malvern Chace
that stood in its

leafy amplitude at

the invasion of

Julius Caesar."

A peculiar form

of pollard Oak, a

figure of which is

given, and from
which we have
made the accom-
panying sketch

(fig. 264), is men-
tiuiied as standing

in a field near the

Sevein, and is a
characteristic spe-

cimen of what is

called a Bur Oak.
These Oaks, it is

said, may be occa-

sionally seen in

old hedgerows.

Another tree,

called the "De-
vil's Oak" (fig.

265), shows a pe-

culiar swelling of
the lower parts

of the branches,

which, decaying,

produces some
grotesque appear-
ances. The name
of Devil's Oak.
however, is said to

have been de-
rived "from some
sweeps having
bien seen to

emerge in the mist of an autumnal morning from its
cavity, where they had been sheltering, and, as they
disappeared in the fog, looked very much like young
devils." Several other singular forms of Oaks are
mentioned, as, for instance, that shown at fig. 266. In
this case, after the tree has been frequently lopped, a
crowd of young branches have grown on the upper
parts.

A variegated Oak, having its leaves blotched with
white, now stands in Cowleigh Park. Many instances
of gigantic and spreading Yew trees are known to most
of us, but there is a singular looking one standing on
Conygree Hill, Bromsberrow—the most singular we
ever remember havin;:; seen. The base of the trunk is

With regard to the Lime, Mr. Lees says—" Some
difference of opinion has been expressed by botanists
and historians of forest trees as to the claims of the
Lime or Linden to nativity in Britain, but in the
shape of Tilia parvifolia it occurs in so many woods
and coppices in the Malvern country eastward of the
hills, that its claims as a native tree appear to be indis-

putable, though none of any great size can be noted

In a field on the Priory Farm, Little Malvern, are

several large trees of Tilia grandifolia, but these do not

belong exactly to forest times, having certainly been
planted either by one of the priors of Little Malvern,

or some of his lay successors to the priory lands. The
flowers of this species are larger and sweeter in scent

than the common kind, and the pallid bracts are more
evident. The leaves are not larger than those of

T. europaea, but they are downy beneath, and the

tree better deserves the trivial name of grandiflor;

'oods. But the Lime is there mostly cut down as i from its larger and more odorous flowers. A singular

coppice wood, and few trees of any great age are \ form of Maple (Acer campestre) is mentioned

as standing in a field at Powick,
"which exhibits a very old, decayed,

and hollow bole, from which a younger

one proceeds, itself of considerable

size, and spreading much beyond its

parent. The girth of the combined
boles near the base exceeds 14 feet,

which is greater than has been before

recorded of any English Maple. It is

estimated that the oldest portion of

this tree is about 700 years.

Some of the Service trees (Pyrus

torminalis) situated in the parish of

Powick have indications of such a

great age, that it is said they may not

unreasonably be referred to the period

of the reign of Edward I.

The Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) is a

very widely-distributed tree, and some
very fine specimens exist in the neigh-

bourhood of Malvern. One is men-
tioned which measured 36 feet round,

and at 3 feet from the base the bole

was 22 feet 2 inches in girth, the radius

of the longest arm was 36 feet, and its

height was 91 feet. In the churchyard

at Eldersfield, also, some very large

\
pollard Ashes exist.

Elms, Alders, Willows, Birches,

Hawthorns, and Mountain Ashes and
other species of Pyrus, all come in for

careful notice in Mr. Lees' paper, to

which, for want of space, we must refer those of our

readers who are specially interested in this branch of

dendrology. J. K.

suffered to stand. I have observed the Lime abundantly
in woods at the Berrow, in a wood at the eastern
base of the Herefordshire beacon, in High Grove,
Mathon, in a wood on the Little Storrage, at Rose-
berry Rock, &c. By the side of Leigh Brook it

forms bushes to some extent, and in woods and
coppices about Leigh the Lime appears with the cha-

%

Fju. 265.

ALOE FIBRE.
No tropical plant is better known to the gardener

racter of Tilia europxa. In the parish of Bromsberrow ' than the American Aloe (Agave americana), and no
indigenous plant

is perhaps more
important in Mex-
ico, supplying, as

it does, the fa-

vourite beverage

of the natives,

some particulars

about which will

be found in the

Gardeners Chro-

nicle, p. 1243,

1566, and p. 209,

1567. We now
wish to refer to it,

more especially as

a fibre-producing

plant.

The well known
thick leaves are

composed of firm

pulpy matter, In

which are em-
bedded numerous
strong fibres ; these

fibres, when ex-

tracted and clean,

form the " Mexi-
can fibre" of com-
merce, quantities

of which are regu-

larly imported into

this country for use

in the manufac-
ture of brushes.

There is no ques-

tion as to the
'°- '^^ strength and dura-

bility of this fibre ;

and the ease with

which it is bleached, and its whiteness after

bleaching, are strong recommendations for its use

for certain articles of trade. For ropes and brush-

making it is well adapted, and in its native country,

as well as in other countries where it has been

introduced, it has always found a use amongst the

natives, either for cords, ropes, fishing-nets, ham-
mocks, the rigging of ships, and even in the construc-

tion of bridges. It is said that the roots as well as

the leaves yield a strong fibre. The fibre is extracted

by steeping the leaves in water and afterwards

beating them, and scraping ofl' the fleshy matter,

washing the fibre, and finally bleaching. Numerous
varieties of the plant exist in Mexio, some of which are

they yield ; others for their

and

is a fine specimen of T. parvifolia, standing where
some roads meet near the Brownsend, and this is called

the Brownsend Lime, but it has been planted evidently.

Some very fine trees of Tilia europ.-va now stand in a
field abouthalf amile south ofBromsberrow Church, and
by the side of the road leading from Ledbury towards
Gloucester. Two of these, growing near each other,

have become conjoined, both by the amalgamation of
their arms and by a lateral junction at the root. The
largest of these trees is 27 feet in circumference at

3 feet from the ground, and is 36 feet round the base ;

the other is 1 1 feet 3 inches in girth at a yard from the
round, and 19 feet in circumference at the base. The

. _ whole mass, if measured as one tree (and the interval r
arled and twisted, and the branches are so numerous, between the boles where the connecting root joins

:

useful only for the j , ,
and thick that it is not easy to tell which is the main

: them is only 19 inches), is full 48 fept in circumference, i fibre ; while others yield neither fibre nor
j
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are used only for hedges. The fibre-yielding forms

of Agave are known in Mexico as "Henequin,"

or **Zenequin," to distinguish them from the maguey

or pulque yielding. The chief cultivation of the

test sorts is confined to the peninsula of Yucatan ;

^he inferior varieties are found in the valleys of

jMexico and Puebla, and especially upon the plains

of Apam, as well as upon the mountains in the

vicinity of the town of Tula, in the State of Tamau-
lipas. The leaves of the fibre-yielding .sorts are

narrower, more supple, and of a darker green than

those yielding juice, and their edges are com-
monly tinged with' pink. Of these fibre-yielders

four distinct kinds are known to the natives, namely,

the " Cheler '* and *' Cajeu," which grow entirely

wild, and the '* Yaxqui " and '* Sacqui," which

are cultivated on an extensive scale. The leaves of

the "Yaxqui" are of a more vivid green colour than

ihose of the wild varieties of the plant, and their fibre

is of a more elastic and finer quality, whilst that

of the " Sacqui " is of inferior quality, but more
abundant. The first named variety of the plant is

commonly known under the name of *' Henequin
Verde," or gi-een Henequin, whilst the latter is called
* Hcnequin bianco," or white Henequin, and consti-

tutes the great agricultural wealth of the two districts of

the peninsula of Yucatan. The plants are propagated by
transplanting them so soon as the offshoots or suckers

are two years old ; and at five years old they

begin producing fibre, the leaves being cut off at stated

periods. The plant can be cultivated in almost every

kind of soil, but flourishes most in arid stony places,

usually attaining an age of 14 or 15 years. Although
this particular form of the plant would appear to be an
exclusive production of the peninsula- of Yucatan, it has
still been found to thrive very well in the island of

Cuba, and in the higher districts of the State of

Orizaba.

Agave fibre, under the name of *' Ixtli," and known
in Yucatan by that of " Josquil," was turned to various

uses by the ancient inhabitants of the central provinces of

the Mexican empire, where it is still twisted into thread

for shoe-making purposes, twine, thin ropes, *'lazoes,"

"&c., and woven into sack cloth. The only part of the

Mexican empire, however, where this branch of industry

is pursued upon any very extensive scale is Yucatan,
producing very considerai^le commercial activity, and
especially since about the year 1840, when it was
discovered in the United States that Agave fibre

cables possessed the great advantage over those of
Hemp of being more flexible and more serviceable in

high latitudes j which discovery increased the demand
for Agave to such a degree as to cause it to rise in

value from about four or five reals per arroba (the

current price until then) to eleven reals, a price which
It commanded during several years ; the average price

being now from about seven to eight reals, and the

supply often not equalling the demand, owing to the

tedious nature of the process until then observed, of

separating the fibre from the rest of the leaf

by hand, a good workman not being able

to clear more than 100 leaves per day. Great efforts

were made to cause machinery applicable to the

purpose to be invented, rewards being offered, both by
private associations and by the State, for any machine
which would prove to be eilicacious, Agave leaves

being sent from Mexico to Great Britain and the

United States to be operated upon, since a
machine which had been invented and intro-

duced into Mexico, in 1833, by Mr. Perryne, an
American, had been found to be useless, owing to

neither the form of the combs, nor their motion, cor-

responding to the peculiar shape of the plant's leaves.

No better success attended a machine introduced by
another American, Mr. Hitchcock, in 1S47, nor
that subsequently introduced by Mr. Thomp-
son, of Boston ; until at last, Don Jose Maria
Millet, a native of Merida, the principal city of Yuca-
tan, obtained an exclusive privilege from the Minister
of Public Works for a machine of his invention, by
means of which he was able to clear about 6 arrobas of
fibre per 'day, the services of only two men and two
boys being necessary to work the levers, by means of
which the wheels and combs were set in motion. One
of these machines has been taken to the city of Mexico
to be applied to the extraction of the Agave fibre pro-

duced upon the plains of Apam, where so many of the
leaves of the Agave are now wasted, and left scattered
about the plantations.

Whilst the cultivation of the Agave fibre may be said

to extend throughout the whole of Yucatan, there are
near upon 40 estates upon which it is exclusively pro-
duced ; and it is affirmed that the annual commercial
movement, including the price of freight, transport,

&c., connected with the production of this article in

the peninsula of Yucatan, involves a circulation of from
400,000 to 450,000 dols. annually, yo/zn J^. Jackson,
Keiv.

IRISH GARDENING.
J DESCRIPTIONS of gardens, even to the veriest detail,

are not without value as furnishing instructive matter
to all wlio read and digest them, but unfortunately
they are too open to much the same rebuke as a per-
petual calendar of operations, or a packet of love
letters. They are too monotonous, sometimes too dull,

and with too much of repetition about them. If there is

point about them, its piquancy is lost from their coming
in frequent contact with the eye. Given the stock memo-
randa of half-a-dozen country seats, with their demesnes

or domains, and their belongings, and you have a full,

true, and particular account of the scenei"y, the wood
and the water, the flower gardens, the forcing and fruii

departments, with all the details, from Black Ham-
burgh Grapes to Telegi^aph Cucumbers, and from

Orchids and Ixoras to Heaths and Acrophyllums.

Of course a little repetition is unavoidable, but there

is no very good plea, considering theextent of the king-

dom of gardening, for hearing the same story twenty

times told. Selection of subjects that passed before

the eye, with such remarks as experience and judgment
prompt, shall form the order of procedure of this and

subsequent papers, although they are intended to be

somewhat of a rambling and discursive character.

The writer had for years longed to visit the beautiful

Emerald Isle, to see both its arboriculture and its

horticulture, and it was with feelings of giatification

such as animates all who step upon new gi'ound for the

first time that he began his little tour of inspection,

threading his way from the place of disembarcation by

the assistance of an Irish jaunting car to the

Royal Botank Garden, Belfast.— There is a good
deal interesting to be seen in this garden, and a good
deal uninteresting. Like most Botanic Gardens not

favoured with a Government subsidy, there is the mani-

fest want of what the Hieland Minister in search of a

wife demanded as a sine qua non— '* the wherewithal.''

Without the wherewithal, certainly, no garden can

keep pace with the onward march of these times.

There is so much demanded in the way of outdoor deco-

ration as to entail considerable expense, and then the

keeping up of an interesting botanical collection, both

outdoors and indooi-s, is a work ofmagnitude, involving

skill and pains and assiduity. There has not been
wanting a little of each of these laudable qualities em-
ployed in the past, judging by the landmarks left to

take observations from, but there is somewhat of a

baldness throughout of all we expect to see in visiting

a botanical garden, which the present curator, Mr.

Johnston, is endeavouring, to the utmost of his power
and within the limits of his means, to correct. The
masses delight in a great summer show ofgaudy flowers,

and this has been provided them copiously—possibly too

much so to please the eye of any one accustomed to

criticise gardenesque scenery. It would be all well

enough if there were ample means at disposal to carry

out elaborate plans of massing plants for contra^st, or

for shading out into agreeable lines of beauty, such as we
see at Battersea, and almost at Battersea alone—on a

scale of magnitude as to detail corresponding with the

magnitude of the groundwork decided upon to be clothed.

But where ambition leads one to clothe a large surface

with ill-conditioned ill-assorted plants, after no proper

design, but ranging one colour after another, it is

often, when full grown, little else than a mere daub,

about as confused as the colours on an artist's palette.

This is what often brings, and very properly too,

bedding-out into disrepute. Bedding-out is a capital

idea, if capitally done ; but the effects of it often are

about as conspicuous for glaringness sans taste as the

dress of a coquettish coxintry girl, or the shawl of a

collier's wife. The display in the garden in question

was a very good one for attracting the eye of the

masses, but to have carried it out upon the advanced
aesthetic, and yet not unnatural, plan of grouping and
designing with a variety of plants suitable for that kind

of decoration, would have involved help and means
far beyond the proper estimates. As gardening is not

often a payii5g concern, either in gardens public or

private, an excess upon estimated expenditure when
the balance for the year is struck, is an uncom-
fortable little difficulty to get over, as most of

the craft tied down to conditions and estimates

well know. The curator, wisely for his position,

takes* 'the bull by the horns," makes the most of a

display with the materials he has to work from, and
the labour employed ; and if the finished designs give

offence to the eye of those whom some might incline

to call hypercritical, it is a mat;.er of little moment.
** Satisfy our constituency, and let the tongues of other

people wag : when we make a little money by the six-

pences and shillings of admittance, we may do greater

things w^ilh the scope at our command. Remember
the apothegm, quoted till it is almost threadbare,

'first c.dch your hare,' and then you will see the

wisdom of catching the eye of the multitude." Just

so ; and it is a right and proper thing to use all honest

means for attracting public attention, for it not only

has the tendency of educating the'taste, but in com-
manding the suffrages of the multitude it eventually

repays the teacher, and that ought to be far more an

object of the Botanic Garden Company {" Limited '')

than it is now. See what Mr. Findlay has done, and
may do, at Manchester. It rs only a question of time ;

and a garden that was burdened with debt to the not

inconsiderable amount of /"Sooo, shall not only be in a

solvent, but a highly flourishing state. This turn in

the tide of affairs is entirely due to the giving up
Whitsun week for what is called "flower showing."
His pupil at Belfast is setting afloat a scheme of

something the same character, and his dcbtd, which
the writer witnessed, was a most praiseworthy one,

remunerative even, and yet only prolonged for two
days, and one of the days for storm and tempest such

as might not be unworthily placed in the category of

days reckoned up by the "oldest inhabitant." Given
a popular centre, and he is almost a dunce, in business

matters at least, who cannot bring the people out in

paying quantities to see flowers and fruit. Unstinted for

means and gardens, Belfast as well as Glasgow will

flourish {vide the city coat of arms) ; dole the funds out

with a sparing hand, and what availeth genius, even
•-upposing it was to be found (which many people

question) in the cranium of a gardener?

But to return to what is to be seen worthy of note

in the garden, we were glad to find some favourites

" in the wood" which might escape the observation of

some altogether. We ourselves, in the matter of trees,

are planting for posterity, and we are exceedingly glad

to find some valuable out-of-door heirlooms handed down
to us by our forefathers. Furnishing of that kind is

invaluable, simply because we cannot reproduce it in a

lifetime. Lots of money and time are spent upon the

Lilliputs—what Mr. Robinson calls the fugacious

tenderlings—while the giants that make up the back-

bone of our landscape are expected by many to live for

ever, for the question of succession and selection is

hardly thought over by many of our bran-new class of

modern gardeners. Here is to be seen a very fine

assortment of Oaks, and foremost among them for beauty

of foliage and vigour of constitution is the Quercus

pannonica. This Hungarian Oak is undoubtedly

hardy enough all over our climate, and it is a species

that ought to be planted by every one that is intro-

ducing trees for effect. Then there is the Italian

Q. Mirbeckii ; the beautiful pale green leaved Q. virens,

the Live Oak of the Southern States of America, a

capital tree for contrast among its compeers; the fine

cut leaved form of Q. Robur—heterophylla, a distinct

variety ; its equally beautiful fellow of the same
group, fastigiata. a proper characteristic name, look-

ing to the habit of the tree. For very pro-

minent leaved sorts we noted Q. Tunieri, a Levant

species, with great deeply-incised lobed leaves,

flat and shining like a piece of silk. This, along Mith

the Caucasian Q. castanea;folia, will form fine objects in

the landscape, the leaves of the latter being quite

Magnolia-like, and dying off as red and beautiful in

its way as Berberis canadensis.

Ireland is quite a home for Coniferce. Not a spot of

gardenesque scenery will you tread upon but some of

the family rise up in beauty before you. Here many
of them do well, those that did not look comfortable

in their quarters, singularly enough, being Abies (Picea)

Pinsapo, A. cephalonica, Picea Lowii, which does not

get along well in many places, and the Deodar (Cedrus

Deodara). About the two latter one is not so much
surpri>ed, as they generally thrive better in such marly

strata as abound in Yorkshire and Leicestershire, than

upon the chalky formation which generally margins our

coasts. The two former luxuriate witliin the influence

of the ocean breezes, provided they are accommodated
with shelter, so that there are hopes of improvement

in growth of the species in question in the Belfast

garden.

Among two-leaved Pines tlie Corsican {Pinus Laricio)

is growing away admirably. The Calabrian (P. Laricio

calabrica) is a prominent sort, distinct from either the

Ceraniean or the Corsican. It forms a far more
columnar tree than either, and is a capital sort for

planting. The Laricio itself is a fine-leaved species,

bearing darker cones than its varieties, distributed

geographically wide apart. The Scotch Pine, P.

sylvestris, is forming itself into a model tree in the

grounds, and is so dense in habit and so densely clothed

with leaves as almost to be mistaken for some new
introduction. Pallas's Crimean Pine (P. Pallasiana)

partakes somewhat of the character of P. austriaca, but

differs in the very important particular of having

hooked cones. The Aleppo Pine {P. halepensis) is not

a sturdy grower, but is a marked plant in a collection,

gi-owing low, somewhat like P. Pinea. The Pyrencan

hooked-cone Pine (P. uncinata) is a fine dark-leaved

sort, with great spreading branches, that layer them-

selves on the ground, and in a favourable locality

would continue to go on doing so to an indefinite

extent. Pinus Pinea has attained almost to its full

height, forming a spreadingjiabited tree of the mode-

rate height of 16 feet. Dr. Moore, who is full of

Coniferie lore, and who inspected the ground along

with the writer and some others, related the following

anecdote :—Tweedie, a well-known name among a host

of intrepid collectors,—who, by the way, sent home
Verbena Melindres in his travels in Patagonia,—was

reduced to the starvation point, and gladly availed

himself of the seeds of the Stone Pine to keep up life.

Some of these, which he collected and preserved, were

sent home to England, and arc now forming trees in the

Glasnevin garden.

Chief among three-leaved Pines worthy of notice in

the gardens is Pinus insignis, one of the very best, cer-

tainly, of Californian introductions where the climate

suits it. Sabine's North American species (P. Sabi-

niana), and Coulter's Californian species (P. Coulteri),

are both doing well, the former being singular in the

twist of its branches. These, along with P. ponderosa,

formed the chief of the three-leaved section.

The Weymouth Pine (Pinus Strobus), which is the

chief of the five-leaved section, was doing grandly,

and is quite distinct from the Californian Mountain

Pine (P. monticola), in having seed twice the size.

The Bhotan Pine (P. excelsa) can only be tolerated as

a species \ its ornamental features seldom, if ever,
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establish themselves in many portions of the island,

and that only in localities where they have shelter of

tlie most encompassing kind.

Douglas's Fir {Abies Douglasii) is not much at

home upon ground where chalybeate springs prevail.

It likes a very rich marly bed, or delights to wind its

roots among the chinks of red sandstone. Abies
Banksii is growing well, but the place to see this in

grand style is at Lord Elibank's, Garreiu Hall. Other
species of Spruce did not strike us as noteworthy ; the

more beautiful of them, as has already been commented
upon, not taking to the conditions presented for their

acceptance. .-/.

WITHERING. PANNING, AND FINAL
DRYING OF TEAS,

The great expense of charcoal has long caused it to

appear desirable to devise a means of finally drying

Teas, which. will be at once more economical, manage-
able, and cleanly, and yet less dangerous and prejudicial

to the quality of the Tea. The Tea pan liere represented

(fig. 267) is the ordinary Tea pan (a) with a double
casing (b), and connections (c) for joining the one to

the other. By giving the pan a square bottom, and i

casting a return connection therein, it may be made to
|

act as a boiler for a small apparatus, by which means .

there would be the greatest possible economy of heat-

ing material. For large establishments, however,
i

auxiliary boilers had best be used, to insure a more I

certain and rapid circulation. These boilers may
{

either be independent of, or act in conjunction with,
;

the Tea pans, as may be thought most desirable ; it is

quite practicable to connect the pan with the pipes by
other connections tiian those represented above, and to

render them suitable for fixing under special circum-
stances.

The pans should, if possible, be set over furnaces,

however, as it may sometimes be necessary to increase

the heating surface, in the event of a sudden demand
upon the apparatus, such as the bringing in of large
quantities of wet, green leaves, &c. It may
perhaps be necessary to remark here, for the

information of the non-practical reader, that

the hot-water system may be modified to suit

almost any circumstances, and may be applied
to a building of any size ; it may either be
applied to a temporary building or a substan-
tial one, as well to a building with wattle
sides as to a well-finished brick and tile

structure. By using vulcanised indiarubber
for joints, socket pipes may be taken to pieces

at will, or they may be permanently fixed

in their position. It is only necessary to

know the required amount of pipe, and the
maximum degi'ee of heat desirable, and then
to supply the requisite boiler surface is a
simple arithmetical question. The maximum
heat required in the manufacture of Tea is

200"* Fahr., an amount which may be safely

maintained on the surface of the Tea pan when
the green leaves are undergoing their so-

called "first roasting;" these green and suc-

culent leaves, under the ordinary pressure of the atmo-
sphere, have, like water, a limit to their capacity for

heat.

Water cannot be heated to more than 212*, nor can
the green leaves of Tea be heated to more than 160°,

so long as active evaporation is taking place. The
purpose of roasting the green leaves of Tea on a heated
iron vessel is to liberate and evaporate the acrid juices,

and at the same time to render the leaves sufficiently

pliable for the rolling process ; but so objectionable
has the primitive Tea pan, heated by a wood fire,

proved to many managers, that they have preferred to
trust to sun-heat rather than risk their leaves on a
vessel which is often dangerously overheated in the
hands of natives, who cannot be expected to under-
stand regulating fires for the preservation of volatile
oils, &c. The object of the inventor is not so much to
supersede the ordinary Tea pan, however, as to utilise

it as a boiler for the drying pipes (this by a very simple
arrangement may very readily be effected), which
drying pipes are to supersede charcoal fires. These
drying pipes will be laid in a parallel course round
the inside of the Tea-house, and immediately
above them will be placed wire-bottomed sieves
containing the Teas to be dried. It is important
to explain here that Tea is, to all intents and pur-
poses, manufactured before it receives this final drying
—that is, it has been roasted to evaporate the acrid
juices, and to render the leaves sufficiently pliable to
receive the twist and curl communicated by the rolling
process, it has also been fermented to convert a portion
of its sugar into acid, after which it is exposed to the
sun and air, or artificial heat, to still further evaporate
the juices, so that, when the Teas are placed over the
charcoal fires, more than three-fourths of the moisture
has been dispelled.

It will readily be understood what great danger
there is of these comparatively dry leaves being burnt
over open charcoal fires, and also the gieat attention
required to prevent the particles falling through the
sieves on to the fire, and thus creating a smoke, to the
great injury of the aroma and flavour. Indeed, this so
frequently happens, that a certain class of teas are
often depreciated in value from 4^/. to 6d. per lb. from
these causes alone. It is scarcely necessary to point

out the gieat danger from fire, and the anxiety

caused to a manager where these open fires are

used in buildings with wooden sides and thatched
roofs. In connection with this subject, it is highly
important to understand that too great a degree
of heat will destroy the aromatic and volatile oil to

which Tea owes so much of its taste and nearly all its

aroma. It is not one of the least recommendations of

the hot-water system to know that, while the boiling-

point of water will not entirely destroy the volatile oil,

140° Fahr. is sufficient to resinise and develope in the

highest degree this peculiar and veiy important prin-

ciple. The surface heat of a range of pipes of any
length may, if desirable, be maintained at 180" through-
out ; and, that this heat may be utilised in the greatest

possible degree, it is proposed to construct ranges of
shelves above the pipes, on which to spread the green
and wet leaves during the prevalence of the monsoon
rains, and thus to wither them independently of the

sun. A complete apparatus for an estate of 200 acres

might be put on board ship for £2<x>, and making the

liberal allowance of 50 per cent, for freight, cost of
erection, and repairs for 20 years, the cost on the

plantation would be, say, £2po, or £\ \os. per acre.

Against this cost must be set the price of charcoal,

which, for an estate of 200 acres yielding 3 maunds, or 1

2401b., of Tea per acre will cost quite \s. 4^/. per
j

maund of Tea, or 4J-. per acre per annum, or say ;^Soo,
;

or £^ per acre for 20 years. "James McPhersoti. '•

Joine Corresponbente.

Management of Plantations.—I wish to ask

about a hard-wood plantation which I have lately

felled. It consisted of Elm, Beech, Sycamore, &c.

These stumps are puttmg up many young growths,

which are now 4 or 5 feet high, and as much, or more,
in diameter, each forming a bush of some 40 or 50
straight shoots. These, with some Larch, Spruce,

&c., which I have planted among them, I look to for

the future wood. Now I want to know what to do
with these aforesaid shoots. Should they be thinned

out now to about two or three, some 4 feet apart, in

each clump, in order that they may not be drawn up
too weakly, or should they be left for shelter, &c.,

until they are taller and strong? I wish to do the

right thing, as I have seen the terrible effects

of bad management in these affairs. G. F. M.
[As " G. F. M." has allowed a large number of shoots

to spring from the stumps of his felled timber, the

sudden removal of all but three or four, which is about

the number which should permanently remain, would
be unadvisable this year. The best plan to pursue so

as to keep in action the whole of the roots, which the

trees have been induced by the abundant development
of shoots to form, is to thin progressively. Cut out

about half the shoots this season, leaving the most

promising for future selection. Next year the thinning

must be repeated, and by that time it will probably be

found that three or four vigorous shoots have taken the

lead—will have sufficient power to employ the roots

already formed. In regard to the time for pruning,

the present is as good as any, as the cuts would heal

before very severe weather sets in. ** G. F. M." does

not say for what purpose the timber he proposes to

grow is required. He must remember that it can never

equal that grown from maiden trees, nevertheless the

practice he proposes to adopt is one that is profitably

pursued by many 'foresters, particularly in the neigh-

bourhood of large manufacturing towns or mining

districts where poles and timber props are always in

request, and light wood for crates and other purposes

can readily be sold. Local considerations of demand
of course serve to affect the practice aud period of

cutting and thinning. IV. I, Belvoir.\

Plant Cases for Exportation.—Now that this

subject is being investigated, it should be gone into

thoroughly, so that we may get as much light as

possible thrown upon it. Vour correspondents seem to

think that the shape of the case is the chief ground
of success. Now my experience leads me to differ from
them on this point. I freely admit that, as in building

a greenhouse, the more perfect they are, and the better

they are adapted for the required purpose, the more

may success be calculated on ; but what good is a
greenhouse and plants unless some attention is paid
to them ? Who would expect to find a plant alive in

his Wardian case, even if at home, if it were left for

two or three months to itself? I am convinced it

is worse than useless to send out our best plants in such
a way for anything beyond a month's voyage. If Mr. Bull

has invented a system of ventilation that will work well

at the required time without any attention, he certainly

deserves a good royalty—not otherwise. It is my firm

belief that the louvre system of shading will exclude far

too much light for quick-growing plants in dull weather,
and that it only ought to be used during glaring sun-

light, or for bulbous plants, or plants that are dormant.
I have just sent off two cases to the Governor of
Gibraltar, one filled with choice bedding plants and
the other with 18 plants for immediate use on the

dinner-table. In packing these I have adopted some
recent improvements, and when I hear of their arrival

and condition I will send full particulars. What has
made me pay more attention to this subject

than I should otherwise have done is this :

—

About four years ago I happened to be in the

Wellington Road Nursery when a boat-basket, about
iS inches long, containing Verbenas, arrived from
New York : the plants were packed just as one would
pack them for a short journey, and had only a thin

material like tiffany over them. To the surprise of
every one, they came over in beautiful condition.

The next time I called I made inquiry concerning the

American Verbenas, and found they had lost only one
out of eighteen, and that one, no doubt, was not very

healthy when sent off. This convinced me that there

was much yet to be learned in respect to the exporting

and importing of plants, particularly when I was
shown the heavy lean-to cases, made of inch boards,

which are used for the purpose. Having at the time an
order from Mr. Branning, St. Kilda Nurserj', Melbourne,
I determined to imitate, as nearly as practicable,

the boat-basket already alluded to, and Mr. Branning
reports that *'a great percentage of the plants came

alive ; out of the entire number 28 survived

the voyage," and the success has resulted in

an increase of one case per year. I have
now shipped four on board the " George
Thompson," besides supplying other plants

for the decoration of the cabin. For the

latter, plants are now greatly in request in

the case of passenger ships, and both the

captains and their wives manifest a gi'eat

interest in them, and pride themselves on
whatever plants they have—more, indeed,

than many occupants of villas at home.
These plants get every attention paid to them,
so far as the knowledge of the seamen ex-

tends. When the ship returns, I will make
a minute report upon all the plants, and
send it to you. I was surprised, when I last

visited this ship, to see the nice bushy, healthy

plants of both Fuchsias and Pelargoniums,
some of which, I was told, had been to Mel-
bourne and back three times ; and I was also

surprised to see nearly all passenger ships

fitted up, in suitable parts, for plants. The wheel-house,
where there is a good share of light, is considered the

greenhouse, and plants are drafted from thence into the

principal cabins as required. Here are fitted shelves,

with holes in them to admit 5 or 6-inch pots.

The plants are looked upon as of more value

than when on land, and the captains assure me that

their plants always look best at the latter end of their

journey, simply because they get better attention.

This reveals the whole secret of success about the

Verbenas in the boat - basket. Those who export

plants should make friends with the captain or his

mate, or even with any one on board ; this is the main
point. I have never found any difficulty in getting

plants out to any part successfully by this means.
Hut if cases are put on board without any one to care

for them, and have the blinds always down, while

they get neither water nor air for two or three months,
there can only be one result in the majority of instances.

Plants will no more live on board ship than at home
without attention ; and under such circumstances I

am not at all surprised at the many failures recorded.

In regard to exporting plants successfully, I cannot do
better than repeat the truthful proverb,— ** Whatever
is worth doing is worth doing well." Henry Camiellj

F.R.H.S.y Woolioich. [We have received a long

letter on this subject from Messrs. Henderson, publi-

cation of which is unavoidably deferred. Eds.]

Pollarding Oaks, &c.—With access to various

books of reference I am unable to ascertain— (i), the

proper time of year for pollarding Oaks, and how to

cut the limbs as to length left ; (2), the best distance

at which to plant Chestnut, or Chestnut and Larch, for

the production of underwood for Hop poles, hoops, &c.

;

{3), how to treat Holly, as regards trimming, manur-
ing, &c., so as to obtain a good hedge in the least

time. I venture, therefore, to have recourse to you for

information on these points. Winton. [The best time

to pollard Oaks is from December to March ; in young
trees i foot, in older trees 3 to 4 feet may be left. The
distance to plant Chestnut and Larch for poles, &c,, is

4 feet, or 3422 per acre. To form Holly hedges in as

little time as possible select a sandy loam, if possible,

and well manure it when the fence is to be planted.
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Keep it free from weeds for two or three years, after

which trim it at tlie sides to the width you want your

fence, and if any of the plants want to form leaders cut

them (the central shoots) out, so that the fence may
thicken regularly and grow to one height. Jil. C]

Eucharis amazonica.— I have at this time two

18-inch pots of the lovely Eucharis amazonica in fine

condition ; there are on one l8 stems, and on the other

17, with from five to six flowers on each stem, each

flower 4^ inches in diameter ; the leaves are large and

green, and nearly hide the pots. The same plants

were in flower in January of the present year, and

again in July last. The flowers last a long time on

the plant, or cut and placed in water. Richd. Carr,

Taverham I/all, Noz'. 14.

Flowers for Decoration.—As well as the Petu-

nias mentioned by your correspondent, Mr. Knight

(p. 1504), for "in-and-out decoration," I beg also to

call attention to fine and distinct varieties of the

common Antirrhinum for the same purpose. Towards
the end of autumn and the earlier part of winter,

flowers of almost any kind are valuable, and it is of

great advantage, where there is anything like demand
for them, to find some in the borders fit for cutting

when most other tilings are destroyed by frost. I find

that distinct sorts of Antirrhinum come in well for

mixing among cut flowers and other decorative mate-

rial ; and even for the conservatory, where there is a

scarcity of flower, and want of variety, nice plants of

it do well if lifted from the open border, with good
balls, and carefully potted. R. M.

Habits of Cuckoos.—When a boy. and in search

of birds' nests in Northumberland, I found a young
cuckoo in a small nest similar to that of the white-

throat. The nest was in a Hazel bush, and when
it became too small for the cuckoo I took it out,

enlarged it, and placed the cuckoo in it at the bottom

of the bush. The next time I visited the spot both

were gone. I supposed it to have been taken away.

The next I found was on a grassy bank, in the nest of

the meadow-pipit ; but after a visit or two it also

disappeared. Some time after I found a meadow-
pipit's nest contaming six eggs, five of which were her

own, the other was much larger, rounded at both
ends, but of the same colour. Early one morning,

on going to the spot, I saw the mother with one of

her young in her bill, pinching and pecking it.

She afterwards dropped it on the edge of the nest, and
flew away, leaving it nearly dead. One lay outside

bleeding and quite dead, two were in the nest unhurt.

The fifth egg was chipped ready for hatching, and it

turned out a fine little cuckoo. The next time I

visited the place there was not a trace of anything to

be seen except the cuckoo and the foster parent. Many
years after this occuned I found a meadow-pipit's nest

on the grassy bank of a haw-haw, but I took little

notice of the eggs it contained. A few weeks after I

was cutting the grass off the bank, and a young cuckoo

flew out, not more than 2 feet from the nest. I was
surprised to see the quantity of insects which had been

carried to feed that single cuckoo. I may add that 1

never saw the meadow-pipit in the north of England

before March, nor later than September. During

23 years' residence in the south of England I have

never seen the meadow-pipit except in November, and
then only a pair at a time, yohn Broiun, Bentu/orth,

AltoJif Hants,

The Flourball Potato.—A coiTespondent in last

week's Gardencri Chronicle states that in his opinion a

certain American red Potato is identical with the

Red-skin Flourball, though, he adds, *'I must freely

grant that it is a fine late market Potato, which I

invariably recommend," as also that it is white, while

other red-skin Potatos are yellow, fleshed. Our Red-
skin Flourball was obtained from a most respectable

gardener near Reading, as a new and distinct variety
;

and though we had watched its growth during the

summer, and the crop at the time of lifting, we
certainly had never seen any red-skin Potato so white
and mealy, or so heavy a cropper. Mr. Wm. Jack-
son, of Blakedown Nursery, an experienced Potato

grower, has recently (quite unsolicited) given us his

opinion, saying,— '* We have lifted the Red-skin Flour-

ball Potato we had from you. The crop was enor-

mous, exceeding many of the American kinds; and the

quality when cooked is so good, that without the least

hesitation I must say it is the best red Potato I have
ever seen." Numerous American seedling Potatos

have been introduced into this country, some of which
we have bought under their respective names ; but
certainly we have never sold any of these, or any other

Potato, as "Red-skin Flourball." Sutton <^ Sons,

Reading,

Calceolarias.—Will you be good enough to inform

me if the Calceolarias named Ambassador and Sparkler
are both alike except in name? North. [To this

inquiry Mr. Cannell has kindly furnished the following

reply:—"The Calceolarias in question are certainly

different. I know them well. Ambassador was raised

about 14 years ago by Mr. Burley, of Limpsfield, near
Godalming, Surrey, who at that time used to exhibit

at the Regent's Park. His son raised Pelargonium
Lord Derby at Mann's. There was also another
Ambassador, which sprung up somewhere in Scotland,
about six years ago, as a new kind, but it proved to

be the same. These half-bred varieties between the

bedding and herbaceous kinds seem to grow and do
much better in the North than in the South. Sparkler

was sent out by Mr. W. Bull about eight years ago.

There was a bed of it *at Batlersea Park the same year

in which Pelargonium Stella made such an impression,

and both were greatly admired. The two Calceolarias

are very similar in appearance as regards the foliage,

though that of Sparkler is more sharply pointed, but

when they are in bloom they are very distinct.

Ambassador grows about 12 inches high, and the

blossoms are of a beautiful bright crimson-bronze : it is

a self-coloured flower. Sparkler is much taller-gi'owing,

and this is its greatest fault, as when planted out it

will grow quite 16 inches high, producing very slender

flower-stalks, not sufficiently strong to support the

flowers in rough weather ; the colour of the flowers is

similar to that of Ambassador, but perhaps not quite

so bright, but it has one most distinct peculiarity, that

of possessing a pure yellow cap. The variety called

Victor Emmanuel is most like Ambassador." Eds.]

Ccelogyne (Pleione) prascox var. Wallichiana.
—This mountain gem will now be flowering in most
collections, its rosy purple flowers reminding one very

forcibly of the "autumnal Crocus" (Colchicum au-

tumnale), being borne just after the leaves have fallen

off the quaint-looking warted pseudo bulbs. In many
collections the pretty C. lagenaria will bear it com-
pany. I saw a pan of the former in the rich collection

of E. Salt, Esq., Ferniehurst, a week or two ago,

which bore 36 flowers, nearly all fully expanded. It

was a sight not often to be enjoyed. These beautiful

little strangers grow well in decayed leaf-mould, with

the addition of a little coarse white sand, the whole
being covered with a layer of living Sphagnum.
When growing they require an abundant supply of

water, but the pan or pot must be well drained, in

order to allow all superfluous moisture to pass readily

away. After the leaves turn yellow and fall off, water

must be gradually withheld, or there is danger of the

bulbs rotting at the base. F. W. B.

Exhibiting Pears.—We country folks do not

understand upon what points of merit the judges award
prizes to this fruit at the London shows. If there

happen to be a few Pears on a tree, and those are of

extra size, will that, if they are sent, make a point of

merit? If well up in size but picked too soon (for the

purposes of exhibition) and likely be as tough as a

cricket ball a month hence, is that another point?

I think Pears should be ripe when exhibited, and
also fit to eat. Conut/y yan.

Late Peas.—Peas have been very plentiful here

this season, the last dish was gathered on November 8,

from plants on the open border. We could have had
them a fortnight later if they had been protected from

frost. R. L. M., Ringic'ood.

Earthing-up Vegetables. — " Amateur," at

p. 1506, asks for information on this subject, and refers

to the divergence of opinion existing amongst practical

men. I have never read the treatise published some
years ago by the late Mr. Cuthill, who was, beyond
question, a first-class grower for market in his day ;

but I consider the method of growing vegetables in a

garden for home consumption, and that for market
purposes only, as something widely different. The
Cabbage plants grown in kitchen gardens have to be

so cultivated as to produce fine Cabbages, and also a

subsequent supply of greens—a practice which I can

say but little in favour of, though that matters not.

The market gardener plants thickly— these plants,

as soon as they begin to "heart-in " a little,

being pulled up and sent to market in bunches
at once. Here, then, is a case where, whatever
may be advanced in favour of earthing-up, it would
not by any means pay. In regard to Potato growing
I distinctly differ with the statement that moulding-up

is unnecessary or that it weakens, in any degree, the

plants so treated. If "Amateur" has not dived into

these matters beyond what he professes, I can offer

him as my reasons for recommending the moulding-up
of Potatos a valuable suggestion, which will be of some
benefit to him in regard to his future practice. Simply
moulding-up Potatos, in a thoughtless, purposeless

manner, is of no use, or indeed, as Mr. Cuthill has

remarked, "worse than useless. To mould Potatos

up successfully the operation must be done at a certain

time in their growth. But how is this time to be judged?
Why, by simply arriving at a knowledge as to what

we shall gain by the performance. The Potato set, as

is well known, does little else than produce the young
shoots, the better tlie set the stronger these will be.

The young shoot issuing through the ground, as soon

as it begins to make a little show of leaf, begins a'.so to

form roots for its support, which emanate from its stem

above the set. Now, let "Amateur" observe, if at

this ]>articular time, when the young, tender stem is

capable of emitting roots freely, fresh mould or earth

is carefully drawn up around it, then finer and more
numerous roots are formed, and the plants go on pro-

gressing. Not alone are feeder roots thrown out scout-

like into this kindly feeding ground, but roots intended

for tuber formation come more plentifully, and finding

things so felicitous around imbibe strength and pro-

ducing power. Hence a good crop accrues. Then as

to the adverse side. By moulding-up the haulm when
some 5, 8, or 12 inches high and above, and when
the base has become hard by age and exposure, we

not only run the risk of destroying the points of the

roots already pushed out around, hut bury them to an
unnecessary depth. Indeed it is an injurious practice,

as it is not a natural one. One word in reference to

earthmg-up Cabbage plants. This 1 advise should be

done in part against wind waving, especially whilst

severe frosts prevail, as the lower leaves of each plant,

shrinking from their severity, collapse as it were,

and thus losing their natural supports, the plants are

dashed to and fro against the frost-bound ground. I

also advocate it to induce greater root formation,

knowing how freely the tribe will root in a multitude

of ways into soil within their reach. IViliiam Barley.

Brown Scale.—My Peach and Nectarine trees

were much infested and injured by scale last year.

I applied to Mr. Rivers, who recommended methylated

spirits {6s. per gallon) ; this I applied to the twigs in-

fested, and found it a complete remedy. This year I

have seen but few scale. IV. F. Radclyfie.

Blinds for Shading.—We notice to-day an inquiry

from Mr. John Malleson for some blinds, and from the

description given, conclude they are the same as the

sample herewith enclosed. We have successfully applied

them for conservatory and room blinds ; this year we find

they give universal satisfaction. Their advantages are as

follows :—They are easily fixed, as we send them com-

plete, according to size required, and can be fixed by any

one. They are made for both indoor and outdoor use,

They have the advantage over the Venetian, as they

are not so heavy, and, when rolled up, take up about

one-third the space. They effectually exclude the sun

without excluding the light, as is the case with Vene-

tians. They admit perfect ventilation without draught,

and exclude dust, an important advantage over Vene-

tians. As you will see, they are very light and

handsome in appearance. We can supply them in

width from 1 to 7 feet. The action used to draw them

up is very simple, and stops the blind at any height.

It is made as in the model sent, and another form to

fix to the side of any sash which can be fixed to any

blind. Dick Raddyp, \2% High Holbont. [We have

seen the blinds alluded to by our correspondents in use.

They are lighter than those that were in use at La
Muette, and closely resemble those used in India. We
think highly of their utility. But how about the cost?

Eds.]

Inarching Vines.—I have a house full of the Lady
Downes' Seedling Vines, three years old, a few of which

I intend to inarch. Will any of your correspondents

favour me with the names of the four best late keeping

Grapes for the purpose, and which will do well in the

same house as that variety? Also, will the inarching

succeed if performed at the end ofJanuary, and previous

to commencing forcing? A Cojistant Subscriber.

Salad and Vegetable Cases.— I am much obliged

for your kindness in giving my offer a corner in your

valuable journal. Since writing I have submitted my
salad and vegetable cases to Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley,

who highly approves of them, and I am making him
samples of them, which he intends using on the 7th. I

think I have met the difficulty, or rather suggestion, of

your correspondent, W. P. Ayres, if he will kindly

suspend his judgment until he has seen my cases, pre-

suming, of course, that vegetables should be shown on

an inclined plane, similar to flowers, and which in my
case is provided for, at the same time that provision is

made for the luxuriance of the exhibits during a four

days' sliow. W. F. Chapman.

Table Plants.~I was surprised to find nice little

plants of the Coleus, the Centradenia rosea, and the

fniit-bearing Skimmia japonica, omitted in " R. M.'s"

collection. The two first are among the best things

for the purpose, and much better, in my opinion, than

white variegated plants. But perhaps " R. M.'s" list

is not concluded ; if so, I beg his pardon. Gaiety.

Autumn Cauliflower.—Messrs. Veitch & Son are

reported to have shown a late variety named " Autumii

Giant," slated to have been sown on April 23, along

with Walcheren and others ; the latter being now
gone past, while the former was just coming to per-

fection. I may be allowed to state that my Walcheren

seed (supplied by Messrs. Barr & Sugden), sown on

April 10 and 25, is just now, and has been for three

weeks past, everything that could be wished for. I

may add that I cannot understand the words "too

large," as applied by your reporter. Surely the

committee know that small Broccoli or Cauliflowers

are far easier to grow than large ones. R. G,, Stam-

ford. [We quite agree with " R. G.," that it is much
easier to produce small than large heads of Cauliflower,

but we still retain our opinion, that the small, quickly

grown, and well covered in heads are the best for

table. Eds.]

A Plea for Vegetables.—I quite agree with Mr.

Gilbert's suggestions for getting up prizes for vege-

tables at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show at

Nottingham, but not in giving watches for prizes

instead of money, because the latter is acceptable to

everybody, and if the winner thought he should like to

have a watch, there would be no difliculty in his get-

ting one after. Neither do I approve of exhibiting

unlimited collections, and looking at the greatest

variety and the garniture as the principal point ; I

believe in limited quantities, let the number be what
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it win, and then every man stands square to begin with,

and the judges are better able to give satisfaction. 1

1

/20 or' ^30 ran be collected, I shall have greai

pIe.^s^re in adding my mite towards it. I think the

cnmmitiee cannot make much improvement on the

Manchester schedule for 1869. Mr. Mcikle's sug-

gestion of making only two classes, and 10 prizes in

each class, is merely to get quantity instead of quality.

Who would like to travel 100 miles to Nottingham

for the chance of one 1st prize, or return home with a

1 0th prize, if they are only allowed to exhibit in one

class? I believe in a liberal schedule, with limited

numbers in each class, and with not more than three

prizes to each, allowing exhibitors to compete in as

many classes as they choose, but not to take more than

one prize in each class. This, I think, would bring

together a first-class show of vegetables. James

Smith, Gi-., Wm. Blinklwrii, Esq., Waterdale Sutloii,

near St. HeleiCs, Lancashire.

I beg to thank Mr. Meikle for his considerate

reply to my former letter, nevertheless, I must beg

leave to differ with him on the question of money
veisiis gold watch. I think that even gardeners ought

if possible to hand down something to posterity. I

know of nothing inore suitable than a gold watch,

when in after years our sons may exclaim, with pride,

"This is the watch my father won at the great horticul-

tural show at Nottingham, the first time the Royal

Horticultural .Society took the bold, but certainly the

wise step, of going single-handed." With respect to the

sum of ;!^30 being raised, as suggested by Mr. Meikle,

I may say that this meets with my entire approval, but

let us obtain ;^20 first, after that we shall have a better

opportunity of judging of the desirability of going

further. Ji. Gilbert, Bur^Mey.

Fuel for Stoves.—I have one of Joyce's patent

stoves : will some of your readers kindly inform me
whether common charcoal will answer the same
purpose as the patent fuel for heating a conservatory,

or whether the fumes of the charcoal would be injninous

to vegetable life ? E. Morgan, Harro',u-on-tlu--Hill.

Aquilegia.—The derivation of this word, from aijua

and lego, is probably correct, for the last syllables could

not be formed from aqitila. In what way the Colum-
bine resembled an aquilegium, or ancient rain-gauge, is

not at all obvious. Mr. EUacombe will find Colum-
bine in a Herbal written by H. Lyte, and published in

1576, when Shakespeare was only twelve years old.

R. C. A. Prior.

Aquilegia may be from " aqua-lego," denoting

its being a water collector, or from "aquila-Iego,"

from its natural selection of the habitat of eagles, as the

varieties introduced into England have been mostly

from mountainous or veiy cold countries. There is no
doubt in my mind why it was called Columbine.

There is a colour called "columbine" (Latin, colum-
binus), " a kind of violet, or changeable dove colour."

W. F. Radclytfe.

Pleroma elegans.—Most gardeners who entered

on their apprenticeship about the middle of this

century, if they had anything to do with stove ])lants,

will remember the purplish flowers of Bentham's
Pleroma, often borne in those days at the tips of tall

dwindling shoots. The old variety is now seldom
seen, for like other, perhaps even more valuable

plants, when well grown, such for instance as Coin-

bretum paniculatum, with which I was pleased to make
a fresh acquaintance at the Lea Bridge Nurseries a itw
months since, many of the old favourites are grown out

of date. Nor is it to be regretted in regard to the old

Pleroma when we consider what a "gem of the

first water " we happily possess in the modern
introduction from the Organ Mountains— P. elegans.

Whether grou'n as a pot plant, or turned out into a

conservatory or intermediate house, this is really one
of Flora's brightest gems. But P. elegans has one
great drawback which will ever tend to keep it out

of the first rank of popular favourites, and that is, it

will only grow or thrive properly in an intermediate

house. It will, in fact, neither flourish in cool stoves

nor flower so freely as we might wish for in cold green-
houses, so that those only who possess conservatories

and really intermediate houses have any chance of
succeeding with it. To grow it into fine bushy speci-

mens and to flower it well in pots, it requires a porous,
fibrous mixture of peat, loam, silver sand, and pot-
sherds broken small, as well as thoroughly prepared
drainage. There should be about five parts of peat to

about four of yellow fibrous loam. As in the
case of many choice flowering greenhouse plants,

small shifts only should be afforded, and not
until the roots have attained fair possession of
the soil. Like all plants which produce flowers
most freely upon the points of last season's, or the
previous summer's shoots, it is very essential that each
current season's growth should be thoroughly well

ripened. To this end, an uniformly warm dryish comer,
with a tolerably free exposure to the air, must be
selected for it, after it has made its growth, in a tempe-
rature seldom falling below temperate ; but though a
good uniform supply of root moisture is necessary at

the active growing season, a very moderate supply only

must be afforded after the growth is completed.
During its resting period, with the atmosphere as dry as

it can well be around it, the temperature may be per-

mitted, as occasion may require, to fall as low as 45°,

but never lower ; indeed, if not so low by a few

degrees so much the better. In general terms, I may
-ay, do not shift any plant after July 1, nor pinch back

the young shoots. IVilliam EtfrUy.

Lycaste leucantha.—This old plant is but seldom
seen in flower. Its sepals are of a bright apple-

green, its petals pure white, its lip white, fimbriate, the

central lobe set with short white hairs. The flowers

are about 3 inches across, and have a very chaste

appearance. It appears nearly related to Lycaste

macrophylla (Lindley), which has brownish sepals,

white petals, and a whitish lip spotted with reddish

brown. Both species are now flowering in the collec-

tion of C. Stead, Esq., Baildon, Leeds. F. W. B.

Beet for Ornamental Gardening.—I am afraid

that Mr. Morgan (p. 1476) has himself been unfor-

tunate in the stock of Beet that he has hitherto grown
in his flower garden, or he would not speak of its uses

there in such disparaging terms, or give such ad miscre-

cordiam advice to his readers. The Beet most usually

recommended for the ornamental garden is generally

known as Dell's Crimson. Whether this is correct or

not I do not know. The sort I have grown for two
years past was obtained originally from a gardener in

this neighbourhood, who has grown and selected it so

carefully for several years that, if an acre of it were

grown, there would not be found a single imperfect

plant amongst the whole lot. The leaves reach to an

average height of 12 inches, are remarkably even, and

have a handsome reflexed habit. The colour is of a

rich, glossy, slatey crimson, and is not excelled by .any

other foliage plant of its colour. I do not understand

what Mr. Morgan means by saying, " that ' pinching
'

is an operation diflicult to perform on the Beet." I

should not have dreamt of doing it at all ; neither

would he, if he had a good variety. Neither Amaran-
thus, Perilla, or the Iresine Lindeni, are so manage-

able, so graceful, or so effective, as good Beet foliage,

whilst the labour of pinching in the former plants is

considerable. All that you have to do to treat Beet

fairly is to plant it out just where its full height will

make it in perfect conformity with its surroundings,

and it has no better contrastings than lines or margins

of Centaurea candidissima, or Golden Feather. As to

the attempt to ridicule the use of Beet in the flower

garden, I pass that by. What matters whether it is

tap-rooted or fibrous-rooted?—it is a splendid deco-

rative plant, nevertlieless. A. D.

Larch Timber.—For the information of your

correspondent, " Somerset," I beg to say that I live in

a house in which there are some floors laid down with

Larch, and also some screens of the same material.

These screens look remarkably well if well oiled and

not painted. "Somerset " will find all the Fir tribe

of trees more or less inflammable, owing to the turpen-

tine in them. Scotch Fir is used for rough work, but

is not considered equal to Larch for building purposes.

Henrv Mills.

Potato Grafting.—Asthis matter is still subjudice,

I beg to tender some further evidence and to make a

few remarks. With a view to ascertain at what
period the scion unites with the tuber or stock, early

last spring six w-hite Potatos were carefully grafted with

sections of a blue sort, furnished each with an eye, and

planted in separate pots. Four of these were placed

in the sunny window of a sitting-room to hasten their

growth, and the remaining two at the foot of a south

wall in the garden. When, after three or four weelcs,

green leaves appeared above the surface, tlrey were

turned out .and examined, with the same result in all

:

the rootlets had made growth and were in full

activity, but no union had taken place between

scion and tuber. The parts were healthy, and

at a later period would most likely h.ave united,

when granular substance had been thrown out from the

vegetating shoot, and, perhaps also, from the tuber.

This experiment, then, is adverse to the opinion that a

union is effected with the first growth, and leads to the

question why Potato grafting should be so much more
effective than other grafting. Rather, it would appear,

that the influence should be less, as the Potato scion

has so early an independent grow'th. Granting, what

cannot now well be doubted, that a union between the

scion and tuber of the grafted Potato does take place,

and that the young shoot does draw support and

nourishment from the tuber as well as from the soil,

through its own roots, why should all this differ so

widely in its effect from the common grafting of an

Apple scioir on an Apple stock, in which case we do not

find in the produce a blending of colours and of qualities?

A Potato, we are told, is an enlarged bud or congeries of

buds on an underground stem, and a bud is the com-

plex of a plant. Perhaps, after all, the varieties Mr.

Fenn has produced by grafting on the tuber may be

but analogous to those procured, veiy often, by graft-

ing, for example, the Apple on the Apple stock.

This success has been rather in producing ill-formed

tubers than in blending sorts. Now, the Apple is

considerably affected in size and solidity by the stock

on which it is grafted, as all gardeners know. I have

seen the Jenneting doubled in size by growing on the

free stock. Some Pears are stony when growing on

the Quince, but w^e do not find a blending of qualities

and flavours. The fruit is the same, though not quite

so good ; and so with Grape and other fruits, on which,

as on the Potato, grafting has sometimes a marked but

very limited effect. S. S. [It is something to have it

acknowledged that a change does take place in conse-

quence of grafting. We want to know now the why
and wherefore, and the extent of the changes. Eds.]

Unprofessional Horticultural Spelling. —
Horticultural readers are often furnished with consider-

able food for amusement when reading reports of

horticultural matters in their local papers. The Hants
Independent, in an account of a fancy dress ball given

at Southampton recently, tells us that there was a
variety of plants, "including archia seboldia, lomaria

gabbo, pandanus javalica variegata, dafen bachalata

maculata," t&c. Reporters for the general press would
find an occasional dip into the mysteries of horti-

cultural Latin not an unserviceable study, and would,

perchance, save themselves and the papers they repre-

sent from becoming the subjects of well- deserved ridi-

cule. A. D.

Keeping Late Grapes.—As your correspondent,

Mr. Bennett (p. 1476), mentions my name in connec-

tion with keeping late Grapes in bottles of water, I

have much pleasure in giving my experience in the

matter. The Black Alicante, Gros Guillaume, Treb-

biano, and West's St. Peter which he saw, were cut

from a late vinery in the middle of November, and
they kept plump and good for nearly four months.

The bottles were pint porter ones, with a piece of string

tied on their necks to fasten them to the wires of

another late vinery, where the Grapes were uncut.

When the bottles were fastened to the wires, and the

bunches placed in them, they balanced so far as to hang
down quite clear of the foliage ; but a few larger and

longer bottles w^ere used to balance the largest and
heaviest bunches. About 5 or 7 inches of the wood
was left below each bunch to put into the bottles, and

a few pieces of charcoal were put into the bottom of

each bottle to keep the water sweet, which it did until

all the Grapes were used. Some 3 or 4 dozen of these

bottled Grapes were likewise tied on the outside of

the shelves in a dark fruit room, and, with care iit

picking out any decaying berries, they kept as well

as those in the vinery. I believe that late Grapes keep

best, and are better flavoured when allowed to hangon the

Vines ; but in cases where the vineries want painting,

as in my case, or when bedding plants arc wanted to

be put into them, the keeping of Grapes in bottles of

water will be found very useful to many gardeners.

Another great object in keeping the very latest lot of

Grapes in water is to give the Vines a chance of being

pruned and dressed before they begin to break, in April

or the beginning of May. In the end of April in 1S69

the latest Vines of Lady Downe's Seedling here were

showing bunches with bursted berries from the flow of

sap, and the Vines were quite in leaf before all the

bunches were cut. Late Vines must suflfer by such

treatment year after year, and henceforth I intend

cutting all the Grapes in March, and bottling them.

When late Grapes are fully ripe and beginning to

shrivel they will not lose flavour by keeping them in

bottles of water, even if kept for many months. Your
correspondent, Mr. Simpson (p. 1505), will be per-

fectly safe in cutting his house of late Grapes, with

6 inches of wood below the bunches to put in the

bottles of water, if this is done in November. After

that period late Vines derive but little more benefit

from the sun or artificial heat in ripening the wood.

William Tillery.

Croton variegatum var. angustifolium.—

I

notice at p. 1504 that " R. M." does not think this

is a good subject for table decoration in a young state,

but I must say that I have invariably found it one of

the most beautiful plants that can be grown for the

purpose indicated, and much more graceful than any

of its numerous congeners. We have now young plants

varying from 18 inches to 2 feet high, clothed for

neariy their entire length with green and golden foliage.

These plants were struck in Febniary of the present

year, and have been grown in a hot, humid East

Indian house, with a mean temperature of 75°. Cer-

tainly these cannot be called old plants, and still they

have had their characteristic pendent habit for some

months. They have but one stem, and the recurved

foliage gives one an idea of a fountain playing in the

sunlight. F. W. B.

True Service Tree (Pyrus domestica).—Some
months ago there occurred several notices of this tree in

your columns (pp, 39, 76, 177, 313), and there seemed
.

some confusion amongst your correspondents as to

whether it was P. domestica or P. torminalis they were

speaking of, and especially as to the rarity of the

former in England. Your correspondent, T. Foster,

having again "revived the subject (p. 1443). I should

like to say, apropos of the true Service, that when

I was at Wiesbaden, in August, 1868, the fruit was

brought into the market there from the surrounding

villages by the poor people, who offered them for

sale at a veiy low price. Not having seen them before,

I was very curious to know what they were, and

although I could clearly see they belonged to a Pyrus

of some species, I asked the vendors wdiat they called

them, and was answered, either " Speiriing-bime," or

" Speirling-beeren," I could not precisely tell which ;

but your readers may know that " birne " is German
for Pear, and "beeren" for berries. On my return

home I satisfied myself that they were the True Service,

and on turning to old Gerarde (edition, 1597, p, 128S),
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I found him saying, that *' the berries or fruit of the

Service tree is called in high Dutch, *Speirling,"' and

Parkinson (edition, 1640, p. 1421), says, "the Service

is called by the Gemians * Sperwer-baum'—the tree,

and ' Sper-bieren '—the fruit." Parkinson's descrip-

tion of the two species is interesting, and is as

follows :

—

' The True Service Tree (Sorbus legitima) groweth in

time to be a great and a tall tree, spreading sundry great

branches covered with a rough greyish bark, wheron grow
large winged leaves, greater and longer than those of Ash,

and each of them broader, more blueish green, and
harder, and more greyish green underneath, and more
dented also about the edges ; the flowers grow in clusters,

at several places on the branches with the leaves, consist-

ing of four white leaves apiece, after which follow the

fruit as big as Walnuts shelled out of the green husks,

tending to yellow when they are ripe, with broad, brown
kernels within them ; in some round, which are accounted
the best ; in some oval, that is long and round ; and in

some almost Pear-fashion, which, Uke other Services, are

hard and harsh when they are ripe, and must be hung up
on strings in a warm room, or laid covered with straw,

chaff, or some clothes, to make them mellow fit to be
eaten, which then will be more pleasant than mellow-

Medlars ; the wood is very firm and close, and yellower

than the Ash,"
" Our common Sen'ice Tree (Sorbus torminalis, sive

vulgaris) riseth up to a reasonable height and bigness,

spreading largely, with a whitish coloured smooth bark
;

the leaves grow singly by themselves, which are not

winged, but broad, and cut into sundry divisions, and
broad at tlie bottom next to the stalk, of a sad-green

colour ; the flowers grow in clusters, of a whitish colour at

the end of the branches for the most part, which are suc-

ceeded with smaller round berries than the former, and
browner also, containing within them small, blackish,

hard kernels. These must likewise be mellowed to be
eaten, or else let hung on the branches until the frosts

mellow them on the trees, unless the birds devour them
being neglected ; the wood hereof is of a brownish yellow

colour and hard.
" The first is seen with us but in few places, and those

only planted for their rarity. The second is found in

many places of England.'"

The tree (No. i) mentioned by Mr. Foster must be a

fine specimen, and its locality is worthy of being
recorded in your columns. W. Marshall^ Ely, Not.', i.

P.S. While I am writing of Wiesbaden, let me add
that Sambucus racemosa, in the warm, moist garden
surrounding the Kursal, was covered with its beautiful

scarlet fruit, although one of your correspondent's

(p. 9) suggests that it would do best in high and dry
situations.

Education of Gardeners.—In your leader at

p. 1469, you acknowledge a feeling of disappointment
at the present state of education among gardeners.

The same thing has puzzled me for three or four years

at least. I do not wish to say anything disheartening

to the young gardeners, but would like to see them
take the hint, and be up and doing. I have often

doubted whether the wages movement has been at all

in their favour. I took part in that movement,
and did what I could to better their condition, but

ever since I have noticed a falling off. The young men
are more independent, they have more money to spend,

and are better able to join in with the stablemen and
the house sen-ants generally, or to frequent the
village alehouse. It is well known to us all that

they could not have worse company ; as the old

saying has it,
*' When a gardener is a big

man in the hall he is a little man in the garden." I

am pretty well acquainted in the counties of Aber-
deen, Kincardine, and Forfar, a hotbed for apprentice
gardeners, and I find that the business is easy to get at,

that numbers of uneducated youths lake to it ; they are
generally, with a few exceptions, the sons of the labour-

ing class who have large families. The parents get their

sons, when from 14 to 16, into the squire's garden for

perhaps seven, eight, or nine shillings a week, and have
no apprentice fee to pay ; they are off their hand at

once, an dmanage to shift for themselves. Before leav-

ing home they have perhaps been in the habit of fre-

quenting the ploughmen's bothy, after which, when
they are able to keep company and to splice their six-

pence with Mr. Flunky, they think they have got pro-
moted a step ; no need for self-improvement, they are
all right when they get into company with that gentle-

man, hence the depth of their ignorance when they
come to an examination. Much good advice has been
given from time to time in the columns of the
Gardeners^ Chronicle, and I think it would be a move-
ment in the right direction were a few words of advice
to be given them occasionally, and a few hints on sub-
jects most beneficial for them to learn. Peter Bell^ The
Insch.

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat Grape.—Notwith-
standing the high testimonials which were given this

Grape by many eminent horticulturists previous to its

being sent out, it has since fallen low in the estimation

of many, and even of some who were at first its

greatest admirers ; but whether this is caused by any
fault in the Grape, or by the treatment which it has
received from the hands of its cultivators, we have yet
to learn. It has, however, now become widely dis-

tributed, and many good growers have tested its merits,
so that their opinion as to its quality, favourable or
otherwise, if recorded in the pages of the Gardeners'
Chronicle^ would, I am sure, be read with interest.

The discussion would certainly allow those who are

halting between two opinions to arrive at definite con-

clusions. Many assert that to grow it to perfection it

must have a high temperature, whilst others advocate
the cool orchard-house treatment. Having fruited it

in the Muscat-house here, also in a house with com-
paratively cool treatment, I will briefly stale my
experience. The Vines in both instances were planted
out in the borders, which had previously been well

prepared, and received the same trealnienl as regards

pruning, &c. In the Muscat-house they show by far

the largest bunches, which set well, the berries swell

oft evenly, and to a large size. But the some-
what drier atmosphere, and the more light that is

admitted by lateral pruning, which gives a good finish

to the Muscat of Alexandria, fails to do the same with
Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat; and the colour of the

latter, as grown in the Muscat-house here, may be
described as dingy red, although in bunch and berry
they are in every respect all that can be desired.

Those grown in the cold house break freely and very
strongly ; they show an abundance of good-sized
bunches, which set well. The berries swell off to a

moderate size, but unfortunately many of them, after

attaining the size of Peas, will remain stationary,

which fault often destroys the appearance of the bunch
;

notwithstanding they finish off in the cold house a good-
sized bunch, with berries of a medium size, with adeep
bloom, and as blick as Sloes. The flavour and keep-
ing qualities of this Grape are too well known to

need any comments from me; they are points on which
I feel confident no one will disparage it; but when
grown as it should be fur late purposes, its flavour, like

that good variety. Lady Downe's Seedling, does not,

in my opinion, get to its best until after Christmas.
My experience with Mrs. Pince's Muscat leads me to

believe, that to grow it to perfection it requires a house
devoted to its culture, similar treatment to that gene-
rally given to Muscats until the ripening process com-
mences, when a cooler and moist atmosphere should be
maintained, with an abundance of air; if these points
are attended to, with the culture generally given
to the Grape Vine by skilful cultivators, I doubt not
that Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat will produce bunches
and berries of a size not to be surpassed, while at the
same time the colour will be as black as Sloes, with a
deep bloom, and a rich Muscat flavour, and w^ith

keeping qualities unsurpassed, if equalled, by any Grape
Vine we have in cultivation. Thos. Footc^ Haldon
Gardens

J
near Exeter.

Societies.
Bristol Chrysanthemum .-vnd Fruit Show :

Nov. 10.—This exhibition, the seventh of the Bristol and
Clifton Chrysanthemum shows, was held at the Rifle

Drill Hall, Queens Road, Bristol, and proved an
unqualified success. Last year the show was held under
difficulties, the present committee having only taken its

management upon themselves in the middle of the year.

This year, however, they were enabled to make their pre-
liminary arrangements sufficiently early, and the result

was pronounced by the judges to be as fine a display of
the subjects exhibited as could be produced out of London.
The long corridor by which the hall is approached was so
perfectly draped with evergreens that it formed quite an
arcade of foliage, from which clusters of golden Pompon
Chrysanthemums hung in bold relief, contrasting ad-
mirably with the dark leaves amidst which they were
interspersed. In the spacious hall itself the same taste

was displayed, and blending with the Chrysanthemum
and fruit were specimens of Zonal Pelargoniums, a
large collection of ornamental fohage plants and
Ferns, together with some artistic floral designs.
Glancing first at the Chrysanthemums ranged round three

sides of the hall a decided advance upon last year could
readily be noticed, notwithstanding that the present
has not been a remarkably good season for them, and is

also rather late. In the ist class, which was for nine
varieties, Mr. ]. Rugg won the ist prize against Mr. J. H.
Nash and Mr. G. H. Ames, the magnificent plants of
these competitors nearly filling one side of the room.
Mr. Rugg had a superb specimen of Mrs. G. Rundle.
His examples of Alma and Golden Queen were also

noticeable for their richness. Mr. Nash's beautifully
coloured Gloria Mundi and also Queen of England at-

tracted notice ; and amongst Mr. Ames* nine varieties

were a symmetrically grown specimen of Lady Godiva
and a richly coloured Alma. In the class for six varieties,

large-flowered, the competition lay between Mr. W^ H.
Wills and Mr. H. W. Green, the former taking ist prize

with Empress of India, Gloria Mundi, White Christine,

Mrs. Murray, &c., while the latter's collection included a
fine specimen of Mrs. G. Rundle, The Pompon and
Anemone flowered varieties, though not so pretentious as
their large-flowered rivals, presented a pleasing variety,

and were very numerously represented. Classes 12, 13,

and 14 (grown as pyramids) were also a special feature on
this side of the hall. The standards sho\vn at the bottom of
the room were very choice, especially specimens of Bronze
Jardin des Plantes, Miss Nightingale, and Mr. Astie. A
portion of the fruit, a capital collection of Zonal Pelar-

goniums, and the miscellaneous plants shown by Mr.
Joshua Saunders, Mr.

J.
Lucas, and Mr. W. H. Wilis,

completed the circuit of the room, the miscellaneous
plants including some very interesting exhibits, and near
them were the single specimens of new or rare plants.

This latter prize was talcen by Mr. Lewis Fry with Croton
irregulare, Mr.

J.
Lucas coming in 2d with Dracaena

Guilfoylei. Down the centre of the hall was a wide stage,

on which a grand display of stove and greenhouse and
ornamental foUage plants, towering high above the
luscious fruit and the rich flowers anged round its base,

formed a charming centre piece to the show. For the
12 ornamental foliage plants there were four compe-
titors, Mr. H. W. Green carrying off the ist prize.

Particularly noticeable amongst his plants were
Adiantum farleyense, Caladium Lowii, Croton varie-

gata, Alocasia variegata, &c. Mr. Lewis Fry came
2d, and conspicuous amongst his display were
Crotons and Palms. The contributions in the
six varieties, and the stove and greenhouse Ferns, were
also exceedingly good, Mr. S. Budgett showing some very-

choice Ferns. The cut blooms (Chrysanthemums) were
perfect, and it would be almost impossible to surpass
those with which Mr. Rowe, of Roehampton, Surrey,

carried off the prize. Near to these were staged bouquets
for the hand, and the vases of flowers for table decoration.

For the latter there was a very close competition, and the

ist prize was awarded to Mr. R. P. King, but Mrs. F.
Baskerville's contribution, which took the 2d prize, was
in the estimation of many equal, if not superior, to it in

skilful and delicate arrangement, and the taste displayed
by nearly all the competitors elicited repeated commenda-
tions. One of the great attractions was the splendid
collection of fruit. There were in all nearly 500 dishes of
Apples, Pears, and Grapes of superb quality, and
the competition was so keen that the judges had the
utmost difficulty in awarding the prizes. The Grapes"
from Mr. R. Cole, Mr. Crawshay (of Cyfarthfa). Mr.
W. Pethick, and Mr. E. Sampson were deserving of all

praise. Mr. Digby, of Sherborne Castle, Dorset, sent
upwards of a dozen Pine-apples, weighing from 6 to 7 lb,
each. The Walnuts shown were of a monstrous size, as

'

were also the Apples ; and the curious specimens of
Prickly Pears won as much attention as any of the
varieties amongst the fruit. Amongst the 13 special
prizes the committee offered a silver cup for the best
collection of tiuit to be exhibited by fruiterers of Bristol
and Clifton, which was won by Mr.

J. Saltford, of
Clifton.

Devon and Exeter Horticultural: Nov. n.—
The last exhibition of the season, in connection with this

Society, took place in the Victoria Hall, Exeter, down the
centre of which the stove and greenhouse plants and pot
Chrysanthemums were displayed ; the cut Chrysanthe-
mums being arranged across the space beneath the orches-
tra, and the other three sides laid out with fruits. It was
intended that the great feature of the show should be the
Chrysanthemums, but the fruit unmistakeably bore off the
palm. There were nearly 400 varieties of Pears and
Apples on view, and amongst them the newest kinds from
Flanders and France ; probably no county in England
could produce a finer show of hardy fruit, and Devonshire
has not made enough of its productive excellence in this

respect. Interesting to connoisseurs were the labelled

trays of Pears and Apples belonging to Mr. R. T.
Veitch, who very creditably sustained his rapute as
a cultivator of fruit trees. Prizes were not offered for

Grapes, but there was what may be called a scratch
collection, and very good proofs of the geniality of the
climate of Devon were furnished in the outdoor speci-

mens ; of greenhouse varieties, Mr. Cuthbertson fur-*

nished some capital long bunches. Sir T. D. Acland
and Mr. J. C. Bowring were the principal amateur con-
tributors of stove and greenhouse plants. Mr. R. T.
Veitch had also an extensive array, including some choice
Orchids, and in his collection of things notable was a
mammoth Gourd, weighing 186 lb. Mr. W. H. Morgan,
of Plymouth, surpassed all competitors in the Chiysan-
themum section, carrying off the ist and 2d prizes—open
to all England— for the collection of 12 and 18. His
blooms were remarkable for their roundness and compact-
ness, and for the perfect way in which they rose to a
point in the centre. Mr.

J.
Tolman, of Alphinglon, took

the 2d prize in eighteens, and Mr. J. Morgan, of Ply-

mouth, the 2d in twelves. Mr. Tolman's specimens main-
tained the credit of the neighbourhood of Exeter worthily.

To Mr. J. Daw's excellent 18 an extra prize was deservedly

awarded. A curious basket of wool flowers was sent for

inspeclionby Miss Thyrza Warren, of Wellington. Among
the fruit exhibited the following were conspicuous :

—

Pears, dessert, in dishes of 9 : Althorpe Crassane,
Baronne de Mello, Eeurr^ Bachelier, Beurr^ d'Aremberg,
Beurr^ Diel, Beurru Ranee, Bezi Mai, Calabasse Grosse,
Chapman's Passe Colmar, Chaumontel, Conseiller de la

Cour. Doyenne duComice, Dr. Trousseau, Duchesse d'An-
gouldme, Eliza d'Heyst, Eyewood, Gansel's Bergamotte,
General Todleben, Glou Morceau, Hacon's Incom-
parable, Huyshe's Prince of Wales, Huyshe's Prince

Consort, Huyshe's Victoria, Knight's Monarch, Le
Cure, Marie Louise, Ne Plus Meuris. Van Mons L^on
le Clerc, Winter Nelis. Kitchen Pears : BelHssime
d'Hiver, Bezi d'Heri, Catillac, Gilogil, Spanish Bon
Chretien, Uvedale's St. Germain, Verulam. Apples,

dessert, in dishes of 9 : Golden Reinette, Hereford-
shire Pearmain, Lamb Abbey Pearmain, Margil, Pear-

son's Plate, Ribston Pippin, Scotch Russet, Sturmer
Pippin, Adam's Pearmain, Aromatic Russet, Ash-
mead's Kernel, Goes Golden Drop, Cornish Gilh-

flower, Cox's Orange Pippin, Court of Wick, Golden
Harvey. Taunton Golden Pippin. Kitchen Apples :

Alfriston, Blenheim Orange, Devonshire Buckland, Dume-
low's Seedling, Maid of Wilts, Ford's Flat-eyed Pippin,

Hawthomden, Keswick Codlin, King of Pippins, Knott's

Seedling, Irish Red Streak, Monstrous Pippin, Pound
Pippin, Prince of Wales, Warner's King, Winter Greening,

One of the most interesting subjects shown consisted

of 12 sorts of Apples, in dishes of nine each, furnished

by Mr. Eveleigh, gr. to R. N. Thornton, Esq. These
beautiful Apples, grown by Mr. Eveleigh on the cordon
system, are the first, we believe, ever produced or exhibited

in the West grown on the cordon. The fruit was
very fine and clear, although the little trees had been only

planted a twelvemonth in March last. Mr. Thornton has

carried out very extensive improvements in his garden at

Knowle House, Sidmouth, such as making extensive new
pleasure grounds and flower-gardens, and erecting a large

"

extent of glass, iti the tbrm of pineries, vineries, Peach-

houses, conservatories, plant-houses, pits, &c. He has

also made a large new kitchen-garden, and as an edging
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to its extensive walks Mr. Thornton kindly allowed

his intelligent, persevering gardener to plant, to a large

extent, the little Cordon Apples, already so fruitful and

interesting, y. B.

Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum Show : Nov
1^ and 16. —This Society, one of the oldest of its kind nea"^

the metropolis, held its annual show on the above dates

in the New Assembly Rooms, Church Street, with quite

the average amount of success. The available space was
very well filled with specimen plants and cut blooms,

relieved with a few floral designs for the decoration of the

dinner-table, and a large collection of good but wretchedly

named fruits. The principal winners in the classes for

flowering plants were Mr. J. G. Drain, Mr. A. Forsyth,

Mr. Clark, Mr. Rowe, Mr. James, and the indefatigable

Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. T. Howe. Amongst the

best examples of the large flowered varieties the following

were most noticeable for their excellent development and
finish :—Annie Salter, Dr. Sharpe, Mrs. G. Rundle,

Christine, Prince .Albert, Guernsey Nugget, Empress of

India, Golden Eagle, Mr. Brunlees, John Salter, White
Globe, &c. In the Pompon classes. White, Lilac, Brown,
and Golden Cedo Nulli, Bob, Madame Marthe, Golden
.\urora, Mustapha, and Antonius, figured most conspicu-

ously. The classes for cut blooms were well represented, the

competition being in most cases very strong. On the

point of quality, this branch of the exhibition is deserving

of much praise, but as we noticed no particularly new
flowers amongst them, we must spare our readers the

infliction of a list of names.

The Wild Garden, or our Gnnrs and Shrubberies

made Beautiful by the Naturalisation of Hardy
Exotic Plants : with a Chapter on the Garden of
British Wild Flo7i'ers. By W. Robinson, author of
'

' Alpine Flowers for English Gardens, " ^c. London :

Murray. Pp. 236.

This useful little book consists of four parts. The
first ii explanatory, telling the author's object in

\VTiting it, and this in brief may be described as an
attempt to extend the cultivation, in suitable spots, of

our more interesting wild flowers, and such hardy
exotics as may fitly accompany them. The second is

a brief description of hardy exotics suitable for natural-

isation in our woods and shrubberies, explaining the

general character, height, colour, time of flowering,

and mode of propagating of each. The third is

devoted to selections of hardy exotic plants for natural-

isation in various positions. The fourth discourses

upon the garden of British wild flowers. The book
has our commendations, both on account of its object

and its execution, and we cannot better support these

commendations than by giving a sample of each of its

four divisions :

—

" My object,"' says the author in his introductory or
explanatory remarks, "is now to show how we may,
vyithout losing the better features of the mixed bedding or
any other system, follow one infinitely superior to any
now practised, yet supplementing both, and exhibiting

more of the varied beauty of hardy flowers than the most
ardent admirer of the old style of garden ever dreams of.

We may do this by naturalising or making wild innumer-
able beautiful natives of many regions of the earth in our
woods, wild and senii-witd places, rougher parts of plea-

sure grounds, &c., and in unoccupied places in almost
every kind of garden.

" My reasons for advocating this system, as I do, are
as follows :—First, because hundreds of the finest hardy
flowers will thrive much better in the places I recommend
for them than ever they did in the old-fashioned border.
Even comparatively small ones, like the Ivy-leaved
Cyclamen, a beautiful plant that we rarely find in perfec-
tion in gardens, I have seen perfectly naturalised and
spread all over the mossy surface of a thin wood.
Secondly, because they will look infinitely better than ever
they did in gardens, in consequence of fine-leaved plant.
Fern, and flower, and climber, ornamental grass and
dwarf trailing shrub, mutually relieving each other in ways
innumerable as delightful. Any one of a thousand com-
binations, which this book will suggest to the intelligent
reader, will prove as far superior to any aspect of the old
mixed border, or the ordinary type of modern flower
garden, as is a lovely mountain valley to a countrv' in
which the eye can see but canals and hedges. Thirdly,
because, arranged as I propose, no disagreeable effects
result from decay. The raggedness of the old mixed
border after the first flush of spring and early summer
bloom had passed was intolerable, bundles of decayed
stems tied to sticks making the place look like the parade-
ground of a number of crossing-sweepers with their
'arms piled.' When Lilies are sparsely dotted through
masses of Rhododendrons, as I recommend, their flowers
are admired more than if they were in isolated showy
masses

; when they pass out of bloom they are unnoticed
amidst the vegetation, and not eyesores, as when in rigid
unrelieved tufts in borders, &c. In a wild or semi-wild
state, the beauty of individual species will proclaim itself
when at its height

;
and when passed out of bloom, they

will be succeeded by other kinds, or lost among the
numerous objects around. Fourthly, because it will
enable us to grow hundreds of plants that have never yet
obtained a place in our 'trim gardens,' nor ever will be
admitted therein. I allude to the multitudes of plants
which, not being so showy as those usually considered
worthy of a place in gardens, are never seen there. The
flowers of many of these are of the highest order of
beauty, especially when seen in numbers. An isolated
tuft of one of these, seen in a formal border, may not be
considered worthy of a place at any time—in some wild
glade, in a wood, associated with other subjects, its effect
may be exquisite. We do not usually cultivate Gorse or
Buttercups, yet Mr. Wallace, the distinguished naturalist

and traveller, says— ' During 12 years spent amidst the

grandest tropical vegetation, I have seen nothing compar-
able to the effect produced on our landscapes by Gorse,

Broom, Heather, wild Hyacinths, Hawthorn, and
Buttercups ;

" and these are but a few conspicuous
members of our indigenous flora, which is by no means as

rich as those of many other cold countries ! In every

county in the British Isles there are numbers of country
seats in which one hundred types of vegetation, novel, yet

as beautiful as. or more beautiful than, those admired by
Mr. Wallace, may be established ; for there are in the

colder parts of Europe, Asia, and other countries. Heaths
handsomer than those usually grown, many ' wild Hya-
cinths beside the common English one. many finer
' Buttercups ' than those commonly seen, and numbers of

Hawthorns besides our common May ; not to speak of

many other families and plants equally beautiful. Among
the subjects that are usually considered unfit for garden
cultivation may be included a goodly number that, grown
in gardens, are little addition to them ; I mean subjects

like the American Asters, Golden Rods, and like plants,

which merely tend to hide the beauty of the choicer and
more beautiful border-flowers when planted amongst
them. These coarse subjects would be quite at home in

copses and woody places, where their blossoms might be
seen or gathered in due season, and their vigorous vegeta-

tion form a covert welcome to the game presen'er. To
these two groups might be added subjects like the winter

Heliotropes, the handsome British Epilobium angusti-

folium, and many other plants which, while attractive in

(he garden, are apt to spread about so rapidly as to

become a nuisance there. Clearly these should only be
planted in wild and semi-wild places. Fifthly, because we
may in this way also settle the question of spring flowers,

and the spring garden, as well as that of hardy flowers

generally. In the way I suggest, many parts of every

country garden, and many suburban ones, may be made
alive with spring flowers. The blue stars of the Apennine
Anemone will be seen to greater advantage 'wild,' in

shady or half-shady bare places, under trees, than in any
conceivable formal arrangement ; and it is but one of

hundreds of sweet spring flowers that will succeed per-

fectly in the way I propose. Sixthly, because there can
be few more agreeable phases of communion with Nature
than naturalising the natives of countries in which we are

infinitely more interested than in those of greenhouse or
stove plants. From the walls of the Coliseum, the prairies

of the New World, the woods and meadows of all the

great mountains of Europe ; from Greece and Italy and
Spain, from the sunny hills of Asia Mmor ; from the

arctic regions of the great continents—in a word, from
almost every region interesting to the travefler he may
bring seeds or plants and establish round his home
the pleasantest souvenirs of the various scenes he has
visited.

" Moreover, the great merit of permanence belongs to

tliis delightful phase of gardening. Select a wild rough
slope, and embellish it with the handsomest and hardiest

climbing plants.^say the noble mountain Clematis from
Nepal, the sweet C. Flammula from Southern Europe,
and the magnificent new hybrid C lematises (if the earth

be rich and there are rocks and banks on which they can
be so arranged that they will not be overrun by coarser

kinds, and that their masses of shoots may spread and
bask in the sun till they glow into sheets of purple of
various shades), ' Virginian creepers " in variety, Rubus
biflorus, with its whitewashed stems, and other kinds

;

various species of hardy Vines. Aristolochias, Jasmines,
Honeysuckles—British and European, wild Roses, &c.
Arranged with some judgment at first, such a colony
might be left to take care of itself : lime would but add
to its attractions, and the owner might go away for ten

years, and find it more beautiful than ever on his re-

turn."

As illustrating the style of the second division, we
take the few remarks referring to the interesting family

of Croci, and which are as follows :

—

" Naked-flowered Crocus. Crocus nudiflorus. South-
em Europe. Bulb ; 6 inches ; purple ; autumn ; division.

—In the grass in glades, by wood-walks. &c. This plant

is naturalised in several parts of England.
" Showy Crocus. Crocus speciosus. Hungary. Bulb;

3 inches
;
purple ; autumn ; division.—In similar positions

to preceding ; also on banks and bare spots near fringes

of shnbbenes, &c., in sunny spots.
" Susian Crocus. Crocus susianus. Turkey. Bulb

;

3 to 4 inches
;
yellow ; early spring ; division.—Sunny

banks, in short grass, in any soil.

" Imperati's Crocus. Crocus Imperatonius. Italy.

Hardy bulb; 4 to 6 inches; lilac-purple; very early

spring.— In short grass not mown till rather late in the

season, in warm, sunny spots, where its early-flowering

habit may be encouraged.
"The common yellow and blue Crocuses, C. aureus

and C. vernus, may be naturalised with facility in grassy

spots, as may the Scotch Crocus, C. biflorus, and indeed
most of the other species."

The scope of the third division, mainly devoted to

lists, will be manifest from the remarks, here quoted,

relating to the naturalising of plants beneath speci-

men trees on lawns, &c. On this topic our author
observes :

—

" Where, as is frequently the case, the branches of
trees, both evergreen and deciduous, sweep the turf—and
this, as a rule, they should be allowed to do in nearly all

cases where they are planted in purely ornamental grounds
—a great number of pretty spring flowers may be natural-
ised beneath the branches, where they thrive without
attention. It is chiefly in the case of deciduous trees that
this could be done ; but even in the case of conifers and
evergreens some graceful objects might be dotted beneath
the outermost points of their lower branches, However,
it is the specimen deciduous tree that offers us the best
opportunities in this way. We know that a great number

j

of our spring flowers and hardy bulbs mature their foliage
and go to rest early in the year. They require light and '

sun in spring, which they obtain abundantly under the
deciduous tree ; they have time to flower and develope
their leaves under it before the foliage of the tree appears

;

then, as the summer heats approach, they are gradually
overshadowed by a cool canopy, and go to rest undis-
turbed

; but the leaves of the trees once fallen, they soon
begin to appear again and cover the ground with beauty.
An example or two will perhaps explain the matter more
fully. Take the case of, say, a spreading old specimen
of the handsome Weeping Mountain Elm. Scatter a few
tufts of the Winter Aconite beneath it, and leave them
alone. In a very few years they will have covered the

ground ; every year afterwards they will spread a golden
carpet beneath the tree ; and when it fades there will be
no eyesore from decaying leaves as there would be on a
border—^no necessity for replacing the plants with others

;

the tree puts forth its leaves, covering the ground till

autumn, and in early spring we again see our little friend

in all the vigour of his glossy leaves. In this way this

pretty spring flower may be seen to much greater

advantage, in a much more pleasing position than in the

ordinary way of putting it in patches and rings in beds or

borders, and with a tithe of the trouble. There are many
other subjects of which the same is true. We have only

to imagine this done in a variety of cases to see to what
a beautiful and novel result it would lead. Given the

bright blue Apennine Anemone under one tree, the Snow-
flake under another, the delicately-toned Triteleia under
another, and so on, we should have a spring garden of

the most beautiful kind."

Then finally comes the garden of wild flowers, and

here the author asks :

—

" Need we grow weeds to have a fair representation of

beautiful British wild flowers? No such thing! It will

be my pleasant task to look over the whole British flora

with the reader, to tell him where to find and how to grow
the rarer kinds, and to enumerate all that are ornamental

;

and in doing so I shall have to name a great variety of

plants, but not one weedy subject I hope. In the season

of wild flowers, when many of us stray into the fields, or

on to the hills, to find many a gem which I advise should

be grown in the garden instead of being made a mummy
of, the more beautiful British flowers will prove much
more delightful in »vild and half-wild places near our

gardens, and scrambling over slopes and through hedge-

rows, alive and full of change, than ever they have done
in the best herbarium.

" So far as I am acquainted with the labours of British

botanists or horticulturists, none of them have ever

attempted a selection from our wild flowers as adapted for

garden use. The botanist, as a rule, deals with things in

a wild state only, and therefore the subject has never been

thought of by him ; the horticulturist generally deals only

w ith the useful or theconspicuouslyattractive, and has never

thought of culling the higher beauties of our flora. But

why should this be so? ' Botany.' says Emerson, ' is all

names, not powers ;
' and assuredly, if it does not lead us

to a real enjoyment of our wild flowers, it is barely worthy

of a better character. To flatten and dry a number of

wild plants and leave them in dust and darkness is

necessary for botanists, but it is not likely to cause any
wide-spread human interest in such things ; and therefore

I propose that we look through the list of British wild

flowers and endeavour to rescue the subject from its pre-

sent dry-as-dust character."

And to accomplish this he runs liis pen over the various

orders, culling and commenting upon those best suited

to furnish his wild garden.

We have now, we trust, brought forward evidence

sufficient to show that the commendation we have

bestowed on the volume is not undeserved. It is a

blow aimed at the vulgar craving for mere colour-effect

in flower gardening, and as such has our sympathy.

Garden Memoranda.
The Temple Gardens.—Regularly as cheerless,

foggy November comes round, these City gardens put

on their bright floral garb, and form an object of attrac-

tion for thousands upon thousands of pent-up Londoners

and sight-seeing provincials. This year there is no

falling off, either in the number of visitors or in the

number or quality of the Chrysanthemums. Mr. Dale's

collection, which is even larger than usual, is, for

the want of glass, placed under a canvas screen. His

flowers are remarkably good as a whole, whilst those

of Guernsey Nugget, General Slade, Gluck, Lady
Hardinge, Mrs. Haliburton, Jardin des Plantes,

Golden Eagle, Astrolabe, an old Chinese variety,

representations of which are nearly always found on old

firescreens ; Rev. J. Dix, Cherub, Prince of Ane-

mones, White Globe, Mrs. G. Rundle, Golden Queen
of England, and Nil Desperandum, are of rare excel-

lence. Owing to the extensive alterations which are

being made, consequent upon the completion of the

Thames Embankment, Mr. Dale has not so many
beds of Chrysanthemums as usual, but as something

like 2(X)0 loads of maiden loam have been carted here to

raise the level of the ground, we may expect to see

some surprising results another year. Mr. Broome's

successor, Mr. Newton, has provided a much neater

display than we have seen there for some time. His

show-house is more satisfactory than heretofore, and

there is an air of iiniformity and neatness about the place

which used to be wanting, when old mats were the

principal sheltering material. The number of varieties

here is much larger than Mr. Dale's, but for quality the

latter carries the day. The most noticeable flowers

were, Mrs. Huftington, Prince Alfred, Sanguineum,

General Slade, White Globe, Orlando, Mr. Sharpe,

Christine, Lady Talfourd, and Jardin des Plantes.
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Miscellaneous.
CHURNING SONG.

Katie : Pink-eyed Daisies, Asphodel,
Clover-balls, and Pimpernel,

Sweet wild flowers that check the mead
Where the milky mothers feed,

Listen, listen to our song
While the churn-rod drives along.

Fair to look at are our kine,

White as milk, or red as wine,

Black as Sloes, or Strawberry-pied,

Satin-skinned and gentle-eyed.

Go where'er ye will, I ween.
Better cows were never seen.

Naughty kine, why will ye roam
When our Marian calls ye home ?

When ye wander past the creek
Robin has to help her seek.

Rosy-red is Marian then
Ere she brings ye home again.

Mariajz : Little elves that alt the day
Rock amid the wild flowers spray.

Come and cluster on my arm.
Say the spell and work the charm

;

Hasten ! and I will not tell

Of your doings in the dell.

Oh ! the melody of birds !

Oh ! the lowing of the herds !

And the busy wild bees hum !

And the muffled partridge-drum t

And the blue skies spread above !

And the breeze's tale of love !

White as milk the Daisies be.

White the wood Anemone,
Red the scented Clover-ball.

Red the wild Rose over all.

Rosy red and milky white.

All love's colours blend in light.

So the loving ray comes down
Golden as a monarch's crown

;

So the loving light looks up
Golden from the Buttercup.

King and peasant, sun and flower,

All are golden in love's hour.

Splash and splutter ! Butter ! butter

!

How it heard the words I utter !

Cream, like maidens, gives its treasure

Only at love's long sought pleasure.

Katie, take it off to town,
Ralph is there to drive you down.

J. 7. P.. " i?i Public Opinion.-

Ammonia and Vegetable Dyes.—M. Vogel has

recently published the results of some experiments on
the changes produced by ammonia in some vegetable

colours, especially those of flowers, which he thinks

may be of practical importance in the manufacture of

vegetable colouring matters of a character similar to

aniline dyes. The colouring matter he states to be of

two kinds, united with a different degree of persistence

to the tissue of the flower itself, and requiring a shorter

or longer time to produce any alteration. The change
produced in the colour of some flowers, as the Rose and
Phlox, by the fumes of Tobacco, is entirely due to its

ammoniacal element. M. Vogel found that some
colours are altogether unchanged by lengthened expo-

sure to ammonia, as, for instance, yellows, all reds

(except in the case of the Zinnia, which is converted

into a brown-red), and dark Violets. Blue is some-
times unaltered, sometimes changed into a dirty green,

and then bleached. In some cases, not only the

colour, but the tissue of the flower is destroyed. The
changes are generally the same as those that take place

during the withering of the flower. Society of Arts
Journal.

Strawberries.—From amongst several hundred
seedling Strawberries which we have tasted and
examined this season, the following are selected as

those which have most struck our fancy, and seem
the most promising. The following four varieties may
indeed be looked upon as real acquisitions, which we
shall be glad to welcome when their owners think fit

to introduce them:— i. Waltham Seedling.—A hybrid
raised between Crimson Queen and Sir Charles Napier,
and partaking, to a certain extent, of the characteristics

of both parents, though in general outward appearance
more nearly resembling Sir C. Napier, but sweeter and
richer. The fruit is of about the same size, and pro-

duced in as great abundance. The colour is somewhat
darker, approaching a deep red ; the flesh firm, juicy,

rich, and very pleasant ; habit of the plant, robust and
vigorous ; leaves dark green and sturdy ; a most extra-

ordinary cropper, and a decided improvement upon Sir

Charles Napier as to quality of fruit and vigour of
plant. Raised by Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, and
selected out of several hundred seedlings, many of which
possessed points of great merit. 2. The Amateur.

—

The fruit of this is of large size, and of very handsome
appearance ; the colour of a deep dark crimson ; the

shape roundish-obovate and cockscombed ; flesh bright
red, somewhat soft, but of very pleasant flavour. This
extremely promising variety is a seedling raised by
Mr. Bradley, the raiser of Dr. Hogg, Sir J. Paxton,
and Oscar, whose name is thus an almost sufficient

guarantee of its merits. Mr. Bradley states that it

surpasses every other variety he has grown, both for

size of berry and productiveness. It is very sturdy
and robust in constitution, retaining the foliage well

throughout the winter. The fruit commences to ripen

about the same time as that of Sir J. Paxton, and the

plant continues long in bearing. Recommended as

being particularly suitable for amateurs who can only
cultivate one variety. 3. Duke of Edinburgh (Mofiat).

—This is a hybrid resulting from a cross between
Keens' Seedling and Elton Pine. The fruit is very
large, cone-shaped, and irregularly cockscombed ; the

colour deep dark crimson ; the flesh dark, moderately
firm, yet juicy and pleasant, but not particularly rich

in flavour. Its large size and fine colour give it a

noble appearance, which will make it a great favourite

for market purposes. It comes into use the same time

as Keens' Seedling, but keeps up a much better

succession, afllbrding fruit in a good state for four weeks.

The habit of the plant is robust, and it is a most ex-

traordinary cropper. Raised by Messrs. Moffat, fruit-

growers, near Edinburgh. Received a CdVtificate from
the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society. 4.

Royalty.—This is a seedling raised from a cross

between Black Prince and British Queen, both of

which it considerably resembles in outward appearance.

The fruit is of medium size, ovate in form, with a

well-defined neck, the colour bright shining red ; flesh

pale red, solid, rich, and vei'y pleasantly flavoured.

In general appearance this most nearly resembles

Myatt's Eliza, although quite distinct from that variety.

The plant is of vigorous growth, and an abundant
bearer. Raised by Mr. Trotman, Isleworth. Received
a First-Class Certificate from the Fruit Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society. A. F. B., in **Florist

and Pomologisty

^arb^ir (ipcratinirs,

(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Camellias, those gayest of all winter-blooming plants,

must have something more than ordinary attention at

this time, if they are expected to form fine large blooms
and to carry the buds to a successful successional issue.

All such plants will now be engaged very actively in

the development of their flower-buds. With a view

to aid each plant as much as possible, the foliage

should be kept scrupulously clean, a resort to actual

sponging being perhaps of most use ; and generally

there is time at this particularly dull period of the

year for the proper performance of this operation.

Equally important is a liberal supply of water at the

root, given with a proper attention to all the cir-

cumstances of the case. True though it be that

a scarcity of root moisture often causes the plants

to shed their buds, this disheartening effect is as

frequently attributable to an excess of moisture,

causing the soil they grow in to become clammy
through improper drainage, whence results ulterior

stagnation. Whilst, therefore, water may be advan-

tageously afforded at the root with judicious free-

dom at this season, it should only be given after a

due consideration of the kind of soil that the plants

are growing in, and of the condition of the drainage.

In any case pot plants will invariably need the most,

unless they have been very recently fresh potted.

The rule will not always hold good in the

case of plants which have long been turn-^d out

of pots into open borders, as these are often very

shallow, and filled to excess with roots. Remove
all decayed leaves from Indian Azaleas at the earliest

moment after they have ceased to be serviceable to

the plants. Specimen plants of these having ample
pot-room will need a more careful supervision in the

matter of watering than the above, as, though they

likewise are advancing slowly to the flowering

period, the strain is not yet 'so greatin regard to them,

from the fact that in a majority of instances they will

not bloom at so early a date, and by shedding

many of their older leaves the tax is not so great

on the roots. In the case of plants which are more or

less pot-bound, and intended for early and it may be

severe forcing, a plentiful supply should be given con-

stantly. Give room to the earlier batch of Cape
Pelargoniums, that each plant may enjoy a free unen-

cumbered circulation of air, and all the light possible.

Stop the grosser shoots, and, where practicable, tie

out into proper shape such as need it. Upon fine

days give air so freely as to assimilate the outer air

with that within the structure as much as possible.

During any spare moments, which may be met with at

this period of the year, attention may be given to

label-making and to the proper naming of all the plants.

Above all, see that the names are correctly spelt, as

few things deteriorate a gardener's prestige in his

employer's or any visitor's estimation as plants—to the

especial study of which his whole time is supposed to

be devoted—badly named. In my recent visits I have
seen the best-made labels, and a good bold hand-
writing, wasted from the inability to spell correctly

the names even of popular old stove climbers. Voung
gardeners have no excuse for this, as every kind of

useful dictionary is within their reach.

FORCING NOUSES.

Those who are starting their early J 'merles should

give proper consideration to the Vine borders. If these

are without-doors, the necessary thickness of ferment-

ing materials must be maintained not only to keep

the cold outer air from entering, but also to retain

whatever warmth may still be left within, and to

insure a temperature congenial to root formation upon
or near the surface, for in most thriving Vine borders
many roots exist at no great depth below the surface.

Be careful, however, not to let the heat rise to excess ;

if maintained between 50* and 60° at first it will suffice.

If no suitable materials have yet been placed on out-

door borders of later vineries as a protection from any
heavy falls of snow which may occur, these should be
placed on at once. Where the Vine borders are within-

doors, and entirely under command, as is "proper,"
they should first have a preliminai^y watering with soft

water, not too cold, and In a few days afterwards they

should have a thorough good soaking with a good whole-
some manure of moderate strength, which will no doubt
incite all semi-dormant spongioles to assume activity.

In regard to Pines, little can be added besides a

suggestion regarding the proper maintaining of all

necessary artificial warmth around such as are grown
or wintered in pits chiefly by these means. There are

instances when it is of some importance to retard fruit

which is ripening for a week or two. This may be
done by removing the pot containing it to the fruit

room, or some place having a minimum temperature
of not less than 50", and where the air is perfectly dry.

It is important to remove it when the soil within the

pot is moderately dry. The plants should be pulled

out of the tan-pit, and allowed a day or so to cool

somewhat before removal. Give to each successional

bed oi Mushrooms a soaking with tepid water after the

spawn has been placed therein some five weeks, and
immediately any buttons show, commence damping
down the floor, and syringe all surfaces frequently, to

maintain a moist atmosphere.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Place cinder-ashes or refuse Cocoa-nut fibre around

stools of Triiomas, Sec, removing under cover such
things as Herbaceous Lobelias of the fulgens type,

Mirabilis, &c. Cover up Myrtles which are intended

to remain in the open ground, and give to Pansies a

good dressing with finely sifted and decomposed leaf-

mould, placing it carefully in small mounds around
the base of each plant. Similar but coarser material

may be placed on to beds of Lily of the Valley. As
soon as the bulbs of Gladiolus, taken up previously,

and hung in a dry shed or so to ripen off, have their

leaves and stems decayed, cut them away, and store

the bulbs in a cool, not over-dry place, taking care to

label the different sorts.

HARDY FR UIT CARDEN.
Cover up Fig trees, by the customary method of

bundling the branches together in straw or by any other

method that may suggest itself. Place a coating of

manure at the base of all young trees supposed to have

roots near to the surface, and which are known to be
within the reach of frost. Finish releasing the young
branches of Peach and Nectarine trees from actual

contact with the wall, and so induce the wood to ripen

the better by allowing a freer contact with the air.

Be careful so to secure the young branches that they

do not snap off, or receive injury by rubbing against

the wall through wind-waving. Any walls which need

pointing should now have that operation performed,

before a frosty period sets in.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The first actual hard surface frost having been

experienced, it will be well now to be prepared for the

worst. Delay in regard to making the necessary pre-

parations for duly covering over the choicest vege-

tables, coming m for earlier use, will militate against

those who neglect the timely warning. Where Sorrel,

Mint, Tarragon, and such like herbs, are in great

request in the kitchen, it will be well to take up roots

and pot them firmly to commence forcing at once.

Make up a bed likewise for forcing early Asparagus,

A good bulk of fermenting material must be got

together, if there is to be no aid from hot water. Where
a beginning has not been made with Seakale or Phu'
barb forcing, a batch should now be placed in the

Mushroom-house for an early supply. Both air and

light must be scrupulously kept from the former. In

order to keep air away it is very advantageous to place

over the crowns after they are planted a layer, a few

inches thick, of dry leaves. Finish laying down and

earthing over the stems of Broccoli, as previously

advised. Look over the stock of "roots," and espe-

cially Onions, which will need sorting. Choose from

amongst these the soundest, and have them roped and

hung in a cool place to come in late in the spring for

use when the general crop is done. IV. E.

TOWN GARDENING.
I HAVEalready advised that intending cultivators of

the Chrysanthemum should make their selections, and

in case they have not had the opportunity of doing so

for themselves, I here append a list of those most

suited for outdoor culture. Whites: Beverley, Chris-

tine, Defiance, Mrs. Haliburton, Marchioness, (^ueen

of the Isles, and Vesta. Yellows : Annie Salter,

Aurea multifiora, Chevalier Domage, Gloria Mundl,

Beverley, Christine, Hermine, Guernsey Nugget,

Temple of Solomon, Golden Queen, Changeable

Yellow, and Golden Trilby. Feds: Antonelli, Nil

Desperanduip, Pio Nono, Sir Talford Carey, Julie.
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Lagravere, Dr. Sharp, and Dr. Rozas. Peach and Rose

:

Ariadne, Alfred Salter, Queen of England, Princess

Marie, Pilot, and Mrs. Sharpe. The above will all

do well out-of-doors, but will be much improved il

flowered under glass. By those who have the facility

of glass, the following beautiful varieties should also be

grown :—Princess of Teck, General Hardinge, John
Salter, Crimson Velvet, Bouquet des Fleurs, Two-
Coloured Incurved ; and the grotesque Japanese

varieties, which are remarkable for their great diver-

sity and novelty of colour. Of Pomfon kinds, the

following are hardy, and free bloomers, and well

adapted for massing :— Wliites : Cedo NuUi, Miss

Talfourd, Model, Madame Martha, and Trevenna,

Yellcrws : Cedo Nulli, Drin Drin, General Canrobert,

Berrol, and Aigle d'Or. Rose: Adonis, Duruflet,

Ranunculus, and Florence. Braii'n : Autumna, Bob,

La Lilliputienne, Mr. Campbell, Madame Pepin,

Aurora Borealis, and Miss Julia. Pink: Adele.

Madame Rousselon, Attila, and Trevenna. y. D.

STATE OFTH
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A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed ba-s of Ji cwt., lor. 6d.
;

li cwL, zis. ; and i cwt., a2s., with full directions for use. For further

particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

-f AWES' WHEAT MAiVURE for AUTUMN
"*~^ SOWING now Ready for Deliver)-.

All other MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied on

the lowest terms.

Apply for prices, &c, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, S9. Mf»rk

Lane, London, E.C., Dublin, Shrewsbury, and Cardifl.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME.

iATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Bnghtoi
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Thomas Webb, Hiuiersham, Cambridgeshire.
Tonas Webb. Melton Ross. Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy. 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Ma^iaging Dir^.-/or~}ame% Odams.
5flM*r»-j—Messrs, Bametts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

5c/iV(Vt»rs—Messrs. Kinfisrord & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Audifor—J, Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction of
Agriculturists, circumstances that have earned for it another title, viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by,thc Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the Manui

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

PREPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Com and R.
and everj' other MANURE of known value.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE
£ Dock or Warebo

EDWARD PURSER, Secretary-.

r>EES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
t GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be tnc best Artificial Manure yet produced, its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains 21 per cenL of Soluble Phosphates,
5 to 7 per cent of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports oi Dr.
Voelckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson
Delivered in 3 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis

'

long as the seals remain unbroken.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Li

32, King William Street, London, E.C.

KEPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory, ii,SalisburySquare,FIeeiStreet,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

*' Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results ofacareful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add an>'lhing in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial
manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of
moisture, and fully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-
phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a fine
state of preparation. The more generally thh manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-
ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully.

Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.
*' The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian

Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C."

Notice to Introducers or Cultivators of New Plants.
''J^HE HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT ofX KINGELHEIM, Hanover, Germany (reprcf,ented in England
v.. w ,. .. ,\D&SoN. 5. Harp Lane, Great Tov "

SILBERRAD ;

THE " UNIVERSAL NURSERYMAN and
HORTICULTURAL REVIEW."—The Administration of the

Pomological Institute, Ringclheim, Hanover, Germany, beg to
inform the British public that, in consequence of numerous appHca-

ubiish their Horticultural JouJ
they have determined . _ _ _

_, ,

* Universal Nurseryman," in the English Language, and that the Fi
Nilmbcr will positively appear on January i, .1871. In order to avc
delay, all persons who may wish to Subscribe are requested to apply
once to Messrs, R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harr. T^n,. Cr,.

Tower Street, London, E.C. (the Repi

IQ BE SOLD, very cheap, a VINERY, 37 feet long
by 13 feet wide. Heating apparatus complete. On view at

Eden Lodge. South Kensington.

Landscape Gardening, Groundwork, the Making of
NEW K< 'ADS, PLANTING GARDENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GROUNDS, DRAINING LAND, ^c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any extent, either by

:s, Plans, and Specifications supplied 1

Park Fencing undertaken to any extent.
.B. Plans and Desi^s for Horticultural Buildings, &c., &
Woodlands Nursery, Mareslicld, near Uckficld, Sussex.

I the

Tower Street, London, E.C. (the Representatives of the Institute in
England), who will be nappy to send Prospectus free on application.
The conditions remain the same as previously stated, but there will

be one important alteration in the work, viz., that each Number will
arly double the_ matter stated in the Prospectus already

not only in plants, bui

Numerous Coloured Plates, splendidly executed, togethi
highly finished and exact drawings, will illustrate articles
the best authors and other competent persons. The rapid

ICC its appearance is an undeniable proof
-r -rr- ..svalue,and of the satisfaction given by

the Numbers that have appeared up to this time.
Certificates of approbation and encouragement from the" MinistCrcs

Agricoles" of nearly all European countries, as well as from nearly
evcrj- Botanical Society, proves the utility, the great importance, and
the merit of this work, which is doubtlessly destined to become the

w
Tiplctc, and in good order : 28 feet long, 9 leet high at back, 12 feet

To Market Gardeners.
fpOLET, a COTTAGE, with about Two Acres of

. .
P^rden Ground, adjoining the grounds of the British Society's

WM. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Auctioneer,
V.'VLUER, &C., Goldwonh Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

Woking, Surrey.

S.\LES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conducted.

M^

Nursery and Seed Business to be Disposed of.

A N excellent and old established NURSERYMAN
-lT- and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS is to be DISPOSED OF, in

consequence of the death of the late Proprietor.
The Stock will be found suitable in every respect for the require-

ments of the Business, and may be taken at a valuation {estimated at

about ;^6ooo) ; and the terms of payment can be arranged to suit the
convenience of the purchaser.
The Nursery Grounds are situated within an easy distance from a

flourishing and increasing Market Town, and the business is capable
of ereat extension.

SONS, Seed "Ware-

TO BE LET. a FARM of 31 Acres. The whole has
been Gardened and well Manured, and is now well Cropped.

There are Five Cottages, small House, and suitable Buildings,
. _.— ti- _ :[gg from London. LEASE to

at once, or Christmas. Crops
id Stock at fair valuation. The owner has an abundant supply of

Manure. Apply by letter only,
F. C, 7, Canonbury Place, Canonbury Road, Islington, N.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Wandsworth Common, S.

IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. Robert Neal, to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Nursery, Wandsworth Common,
Surrey, 5 minutes' walk from Wandsworth Common Station, on
MOiNDAY, November 21, and five following days, at 11 for 12 o'CIock

Ereciscly each day, without reserve (a portion ofthe land being required
jr building purposes), the following valuable NURSERY STOCK,

comprising 20,000 Common Laurels, 2 to 6 feet; 5000 Portugal do.,

2 to 6 feet; 15,000 Green and Variegated Hollies, 2 to 6 feet; 1000

English and Irish Yews, 15,000 Aucubas, 50,000 Lygustrum ovalifolium
;

13,000 Berberis, oi sorts; 10,000 Euonymus, 2000 Cedrus Deodara,
10,000 Spruce Firs, 2 to 6 feet; 20,000 Rhododendrons, of sorts;

10,000 Eox-leaved Privet; 3000 Arbor-vitae, 2 to 9 feet; 5000 Arbutus,
Lauruslinus, Bays, 1000 Skimmia japonica, 1000 Cotoneaster, 20,000

Deciduous Shrubs, various, and thousands of others ; a large quantity
of Ornamentaland Forest Trees; 10,000 Fruit Trees, various; 5000

Srtle or rirst-Cl :>utch Bulbs, Standard

Plants, &c
On view 1

as above, and of the
ing of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the E o

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
been favoured with instructions from the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society, in consequence of their giving up a portion of
the ground, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, at the Gar-
dens, Chiswick, on THURSDAY, November 24, and following days,
at 12 o'clock precisely, each day, a large number of Specimen
CONIFERS, and HARDY TREES and SHRUBS, consisting of
WcUingtonias, Cupressus, Piceas, Cedars, Pinuses, Araucarias, very
fine Green Hollies, from 16 to 20 feet ; Lauruslinus, Rhododendrons,
Laurels, Bo.\, Berberis, Euonymus, Aucubas : Golden, English, and
Irish Yews ; Pampas Grass, Yuccas, Scarlet Chestnuts, Laburnums,
Paronies, Standard and Dwarf ROSES, splendid Pyramid PEARS,
Standard and Dwarf-trained APPLES and FILBERTS, Red and
Black CURRANTS, GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRY Canes,
FIGS in pots, and a great variety of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, many
of them suitable for Lawn specimens, and lotted to suit botn large

/ three days prior, and mornings of Sale, per Catalogues only,

London, W.C.

Important Sale of Shorthorns.

MR. STR.\FFORD begs i.^ ,;,,... mm,, tliat he has
received instructions from Ml I. '

: ; hitleyManor,
Newport, Salop, to SELL by .\l ' 1 1 iL->.ervc, on
MONDAY, November 28, at the .Mii ,. 1-, Repository,
Birmingham (being the week of the Shutw. ' •-It'.-i^.- liciJ of Superior
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 30 hcrtd of Bulls, Cows, and
Heifers, that are chiefly descended from the old and famed Herds of
Mr. Cooper of Ox Close, and Mr. Peacock, of Haddockstones. with
the introduction of some good blood from Lord Feversham's, Lord
Penrhyn's. Captain Gunter's, Mr. Mcintosh's, Mr. Maynard's, and
other celebrated breeders. The sires latterly used are of the Kirk-
Icvington

Mr. WAINMAN, Whitley Manor, Newport, Salop.

Rugby.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of SPECIMEN CONIFER^'E

and EVERGREENS in VARIETY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. W. Bryant (successor to the laic Mr. G.

Patley) to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
The Rugby Nursery, Rugby, Warwickshire, on TUESDAY,
December 6, at "for 12 o Clock precisely, a quantity of surplu

of magnif

__rpa'ssed. The plants range from 6 to 15 feet, and are all in _ __ _ ._

condition for removal, the whole of them having been carefully pre-

pared. The stock comprises many handsome specimen Wellingtonia
gigantea, 6 toSfcet ; beautifully furnished Picea lasiocarpa, 5 to 7 feet

;

line Cedrus Deodara, 8 to 15 feet ; some unusually fine examples of

Portugal Laurels, Hollies, Bo.x, I'hillyrcas, &c. ; Forest, Ornamentaf,
and Deciduous Trees, Roses, &c.
On view two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of ine Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.
N.B. Purchasers of specimen Conifersc are particularly invited to

the stock, as it seldom occurs that a collection of such magni-
; and value is offered for Saic by Auction.

The Royal Berksliire Root Show.

;DINC., 7^S I;^, NOVEMBER, 1870.

Q FECIAL PRIZES for' SUTTONS' CHAMPIONO SWEDES, .It the ROYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW,

awarded :

—
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rich in fertilising matter that it would even pay

to lift it for re-use. How much more, then,

would it not pay to let it distribute itself without

the cost of pumping over yet another surface, if

land available for such use of it could be had.

On the subject of sewage defection, to which

the second letter on p. 1549 refers, we do not see

that there is much difference between Mr. Den-
ton's views and those which he attacks. He,

too, is ready to defend the conclusion to which

the report of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners

points, that the thorough oxidation of sewage is

best effected by using it in irrigation over a

sufficient area, and through a sufficient depth of

soil. It is, however, much easier to assert a

principle with confidence than it is cither to

defend it by intelligent reference to the results of

chemical research, or to carry it into successful

practice.

Analyses of effluent sewage water cannot be
fairly compared in order to determine the rela-

tive merits of the processes to which they are

respectively due, except in cases where there has

been no dilution by the addition of subsoil

water, where the conditions as to season and
vigour of crop growth have been alike, and
above all, where the results themselves are the

results of one and the same method of analysis.

For these reasons Mr. Denton's comparison
of Carlisle, Bedford, and Penrith, and especially

of Briton's Farm, Romford, with Lodge Farm,
Barking, can really lead to nothing.

On the difficulty of carrying into successful

practice the principle of using both surface and
depth of soil in sewage irrigation, we may refer

to the field of stift" clay soil which now receives

the drainage of Harrow-on-the-Hill. All the
lower parts of that field are drained, in order that

the effluent sewage may at last sink into the

ground, as Mr. DENTON would have it do,

before finding its way into the natural water-

courses of the valley. We were lately

over the ground, and the foreman showed us

plots where ^40 worth of Potatos, of Cabbages,
and Mangel Wurzcl had been grown per acre.

These, however, were all on the comparatively
flat, undrained upland ; the lower slopes are

covered with Italian Rye-grass. We asked why
they had not grown more of the garden crop on
the drained land. " Oh," said the foreman,
" there would have been ne'er a bit of good in

trying that, for all last summer the sewage there

just ran down the nearest crack into the drains,

and straight out of the field "—thus giving both
utilisation and defecation the go-by, in spite

of the soundest possible theory to the contrary,

and a really well devised plan for carrying it

into operation.

It appears to us that there is some danger, in

our discussions of the sewage subject, of refining

too minutely over theories and methods. The
differences of result, which are due to mere
management and superintendence—to farming
and " drowning "^are very much greater than
those due to theoretical distinctions between irri-

gation proper and "irrigation only," or between
irrigation as Mr. Hope conducts it, and catch-
water irrigation, which he condemns.

— Prices in Mark Lane on Monday and Wednes-
day were firmer, or even in advance of last week.
At the Metropolitan Cattle Market, also, trade was
brisk, and both beef and mutton in demand fully up to

the supply.

Mr. Caird sends an interesting account to the
Times of the Progress of the English Beetroot-
Sugar Manufacture. He says that the sugar made
by Mr. Duncan this season at Lavenham, in Suffolk,
from Beet grown by the farmers in that neighbourhood,
has brought the highest price in the market for sugar in
crystals. Mr. Duncan is at present converting into
sugar about 400 tons of roots a week. This is now
the third year of the Lavenham factory, and of the
growth and manufacture of English beetroot-sugar on
a considerable scale—a scale equal in extent to that of
Continental sugar factories. Tlie anaylsis of the roots
in both previous years had shown the quality to be
satisfactory, but chemical and mechanical means foi

fully extracting it proved defective. There have been
many other difficulties inseparable from a new under-
taking, inexperienced hands not being the least, but per-
severance and the exercise of great intelligence have
triumphed, and the successful introduction of a new
and most profitable agricultural industry into Enf^land
has been accomplished. Mr. Duncan has now satis-

fied himself that the gi-owth and manufacture of beet-
sugar can be carried on in Suffolk with quite as much
success as in the North of France. The following are
the figures of last year's working. The total value of
the syrup produced is £^60. The expenditure, includ-
ing cost of roots, Government duty, and working

expenses, does not exceed ^660. So there is a hand-

some balance for interest of capital and profit, besides

the value of the refuse pulp sold, and thus returned to

the land for cattle food. The roots are, no doubt,

richer in sugar this year than usual, but, on the other

hand, sugar is very cheap. Broadly stated, the con-

version of the roots into sugar has more than doubled
their value, though bought from the farmer at a price

more remunerative to him than any other article he

produces. The land is not impoverished, as nearly all

the feeding properties of the Beet are returned to

it to fatten cattle. The whole available surplus

labour of an agricultural parish receives indoor

employment, in the sugar factory, during three or

four months of the slackest time of the year, and at

good wages. Capital is profitably employed, and
trade of all kinds in the neighbourhood benefited,

while the general supply of sugar is augmented.

—

This opens a large question. If, in the southern

and eastern counties, we can grow beet-sugar as

profitably as in the North of France, we can com-
pete— as France has successfully competed— with

Cane-sugar from any quarter. To what extent would
it be prudent, with our present limited experience,

to anticipate the successful application of this new
industry in England ? Mr. Camphf.LL, of Buscot Park,

in Berkshire, is conducting on a great scale a similar

experiment, so far as the growth of the Sugar-Beet is

concerned, but with the ultimate intention of being

able to convert the root either into sugar or spirit, as

may at the time be most profitable. The weight and
quality of the Sugar-Beet grown on his estate this

season cannot be surpassed. Thus, in Berkshire as in

Suffolk, the soil and climate have proved equally

suitable. There is no appreciable difference in the

climate of the counties adjoining these, and we may
therefore reasonably assume that, on all soils on which
Mangel is now advantageously grown in the counties

from the Wash to the English Channel, Sugar-

Beet maybe gradually introduced. Now it so happens

that two-thirds of the entire acreage of Mangel in

the United Kingdom are grown in these southern

and eastern counties. There is as yet no means of

judging how much further the limit may be ex-

tended. It is very likely that the south-eastern

counties of Ireland may be found suitable. And
here a very important consideration should not be

overlooked. The farmer will nni very little

risk by trying the experiment as a grower of Beet, for

Dr. VoELCKER has clearly shown by analysis that

I ton of English Sugar-Beet is equivalent in nutritive

qualities, as cattle food, to l~ ton of common Mangel.
Therefore, if the farmer cannot deal with the sugar

factor, he can use the Beet with the same advantage

for cattle food, as, though the crop is less bulky, his

20-ton crop of Beet will be as nutritive as the 30-ton

crop of Mangel. About 200,000 acres of Mangel are

grown annually within the area indicated. One-
fourth of this, if applied to Sugar-Beet, should yield

60,000 tons of sugar, or about one-tenth of the

present consumption of the kingdom. This would seem
a not very remote result of more extensive trials,

and, when attained, the further progress would be

rapid. While, however, Mr. Caird, whose words we
have been all along quoting, feels great confidence in

the future profitable extension of this industry, he

offers a word of warning. It did not pay Mr. Duncan
either the first or the second year, and he is no ordi-

nary man. He combines in a remarkable manner
business capacity with chemical and engineering know-
ledge. These, with further experience, carefully

sought on the Continent, and that within his own
factory at Lavenham, have led him to an entirely suc-

cessful issue in the third year. But the business is

quite new in this country, and men are not yet

educated to it. Enough, however, has been done to

show that success may be anticipated by those who can

bring to it a like command of capital, skill, and
perseverance.

In reference to our remarks last week on the

educational scheme of the Royal Agricultural Society,

and its connection with the Royal Agricultural College,

it may be well to reproduce here an extract from the

speech of the Principal of the College on the distribu-

tion of the prizes, &c., in December, 1S69 :

—

" He would make one remark with respect to the

Hanover Square examinations, and that was—whether
future students were prize-takers at them or not—the
College would always owe the system a debt for having

laid bare a weak place in its course of study. Until the

examinations were held in Hanover Squre, and our
diploma candidates subjected to the examination of a
London accountant, he (the Principal) had lived under

the conviction that the graduates at least were fair book-
keepers. Messrs. QuiLTER & Ball had removed the

delusion, and the result was an immediate, ;

trusted, a lasting gain to the College. The examinations
in London were valuable, not so much in rewarding
efficiency as in directing professional study by "

_
standard, and stimulating all engaged in agricultural

education to work up to it."

system ; and regarding the other, the introduction of

the Cheddar cheese manufacture into Galloway and Ayr-
shire, we quote the following from a recently pub-
lished account of the Ayrshire cheese show at Kil-

marnock : — Mr. Hewitt, of London, one of the

judges, said the cheese shown was fit to compete with
any cheese manulactured in the empire. It had been
well handled, well made, well manufactured, and the

quality was as good as could be expected from such a
season as last, for the weather had been unfavourable
for cheese-making, and had affected the flavour more
or less, and also the colour. There was nothing in

the show which should not give the association

encouragement. Mr. Osborne noticed the fact that

Galloway makers had carried off many of the best

prizes. The circumstance arose, he thought, from
their not having in Ayrshire such good houses to ripen

the cheese, and he believed landlords were somewhat
to blame in the matter. The cheeses were
only half made in the chessats, and unless they

were properly cared for in the houses they

could never be shown as first-class cheese.

—

Mr. Baird, the chairman, said : The Ayrshire Agri-

cultural Association had done a great deal of good to

property in Ayrshire. It has, no doubt, enhanced the

value of land, and he was surprised that all had been
done by the tenants, the proprietors doing compara-
tively nothing. Proprietors are now getting rents they
never would have had but for this and other societies.

Standing between the member for South Ayrshire and
the Provost of Kilmarnock, he ventured to express the

Radical sentiment, that property has its duties as well

as its privileges. The exhibition had shown that it

requires all the ability of Ayrshire farmers to keep
pace with those around them. They are excel-

lent makers of cheese, and show first-rate produce
;

but the first prizes always go away to Galloway. They
must call upon the proprietors to give them better

houses. *' Don't let the judge say the cheese is only

half made, or spoiled after they come out of the ches-

sats. If you have not houses, then you have not a

complete steading, and are not fit to manufacture

cheese."—The Hon. Mr. Vernon, with all deference to

the Chairman, thought the success of Galloway dair^'-

men was not altogether due to the want of cheese-

houses, as he knew of many farms where there were
excellent houses in Ayrshire. It was hardly possible

that the landlords could do all that was expected of

them, for farmers knew they had had bad harvests re-

cently, and rents were not always forthcoming. Cheese-

houses, besides, were very costly parts of farm build-

ings.—It is evident, nevertheless, that Ayrshire

dairying is in an improving and prosperous condition,

and that the Society is developing the improvement
due to the introduction of the Cheddar system of

manufacture.

There are several noteworthy Competitions
among Agricultural Labourers, fostered by par-

ticular associations, which ought to be more general

than they are. Among them is the annual competition

among field-drainers, before the Peterborough Society,

and the annual competition among engine-drivers,

before the Faversham Association, of which the follow-

ing account ha.s just been given :

—

" The engine used for these trials was an 8-horse power
portable, to which was attached a friction-brake canying
a load equal to a duty of S-horse power, fitted with a self-

acting counter to indicate the number of revolutions

obtained by each man. Messrs. Edwin Neame and
Arthur Curling, who officiated as judges, gave close

attention to all the details of the trials ; Mr. Aveling, of

Rochester, acting as consulting engineer.

" Each of the drivers was provided with 84 lb. of coal,

8 lb. of wood, and 4 oz. of oil {any oil left was accurately

measured) ; the difference of water-level in boiler at com-
mencement and conclusion of trial was calculated at the

rate of 500 revolutions per inch. The following were the

conditions :-- Before starting the fire-box of engine to be
cleared out, and the oil-cups filled by the driver who has
just concluded his trial ; 60 lb. of steam the highest pres-

sure allowed ; the driver to attend and oil all bearings ;

the trial to terminate as soon as the pressure of steam falls

below 45 lb. ; no person permitted to speak to the engine-

driver. The following Table shows the result of trials :

—

Nai

Thomas Turner
Wm. Easdown
Wm. Turk .

.

Ed. Pautoney
W. Holness..
A. Sampson
T Hadlon .

.

Jas. Payne .

.

Wm. BL-ick .

.

George Dalton
Jas. Philpolt

Chas. Stone .

.

Rd. Stickle .

Revolutions obtained.

8243
8374
6917
6733
7618

7553
7025

7346
7446
7534
8470
7717

We are fortunately able to give, along with

Mr. Caird's portrait on the adjoining page, extracts

from the newspapers of the day, giving favourable

accounts of two of the agricultural enterprizcs in the

production of which he had taken active interest. His
own letter to the Times on the beet-sugar manufacture

bears satisfactory testimony to the success of the

The ist prize, a silver medal and ^^3, was awarded to

Charles Stone ; the 2d, a silver medal and £2, to

William Turk ; and the 3d, divided, to William
Easpown i$s., and Thomas Turner 5^. (This prize

was divided in consequence of the excess of oil used by

Easdown.) A lad named William Illman, in the

employ of Mr. Aveling, obtained 8885 revolutions, using

\\ oz. of oil, for which performance he was presented by

the judges with ^^i. From the Tables given above the

advantages derived from these trials are evident ;
they

show that the best result obtained was 8885, equivalent to
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a consumption of 824 tons of coal in a year, calculated at

250 working days ; 'the worst result obtained was 6733
revolutions, equivalent to a consumption of 104 tons of

coal—showing a difference of 21^ tons. The smallest

quantity of oil used was i oz., or 17 gall, per annum
;
the

greatest was 3I oz., or 65 gall, per annum.

Saving of coals, 21J tons, at aof. =^21 10 o

,, oil, 48gall., atsj. 6rf.= 13 4 o

Showing a s.aving of .. ;£34 14 o per annum.

Besides this it must be noted that in ordinary work the

worst driver would show a much worse result in com-

parison with the best. The medals and prizes were pre-

sented at the dinner by the Chairman, Lord Sondes."

At a meeting of the committee of the Farmers'

Club, on Monday, November 7, Mr. James How.iiKD,

M.P., in the chair, it was resolved :—That the thanks

of this committee be offered to the Right Hon. W. E.

FORSTER for the energetic measures which have been

recently taken by the Privy Council to prevent any

importation of foreign

cattle diseases. At
the same time, the

committee beg to ex-

press a hope that

separate markets for

the sale and slaughter

of all foreign stock

will be enforced at

the ports of landing

throughout this king-

dom.

A "Mangel
WuRZEL Dinner"
was given at Tarpor-
ley the other day—not

that Beet itself figured

unduly in the bill of

fare, but that, as Mr.

J. Vernon, of Wil-
lington, the host, ex-

plained, in the spring

of this year his worthy
friend the Vice-Presi-

dent having thrown
down the challenge to

grow an acre of Man-
gels second to none in

the county, he had
accepted the chal-

lenge, and, having
been fairly beaten, he

was now proud to pay
the penalty in the

shape of providing

the present entertain-

ment. Though in one
sense a loser, never-

theless his crop was
so much larger than

usual that, after pay-

ing for the banquet,

he was still in pocket.

—The health of Mr.
Harlock, of Nant-
wich, the Vice-Presi-

dent, having been
duly honoured, he
attributed most of his

success in growing
heavy crops to a
liberal supply of town
manure. His father,

who had made his

fortune with farming,

used to say, " I am
master at home, but

muck is master in the

fields."—On the invi-

tation of M. Har-
LOCK, Mr. J. CORNES,
of Hurleston, ex-

plained his mode of

growing green crops.

He, in the first place, had some good and useful

land, he took the utmost pains in keeping it clean,

and always kept it up to the mark for any crop. In this

instance he had used 5 cwt. of Mr. Manock's prepared

bone manure, with 13 cwt. of guano to the statute

acre. With the same manure he had taken several of

Mr. Manock's prizes, and beaten his worthy friend,

Mr. Harlock, in Swede Turnips ; and if this was to

be carried out another year he would certainly enter

the list as a competitor, believing such rivalry would
do much good.—Upon this the Chairman could do
no less than propose the very good health of their

worthy friend, the bone and manure dealer, Mr. Ma-
nock, without whom they should come badly off. He
always praised the bridge that carried him safe over,

and Mr. Manock had always served him honestly and
well.—In returning thanks Mr. Manock sard he felt

highly honoured by such complimentary and flattering

remarks as had been made both by the Chairman and
all around that festive board. In confirmation of the

high opinion Mr. Harlock held as to sewage and
town manure, he would refer them to a paper read by
himself, on the "Gold Mmes of England, Town Sewage,
&c.," some six weeks ago, in this very room, and he

was glad to find that more attention was being directed

to this subject every day. Still they must not let their

worthy vice-president frighten them by saying that he

had got the best manure.—We entirely agree with Mr.
CoRNES in praising local rivalry.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Mr. James Cairo, C.B.

[We extract the following memoir and borrow its very successful

portrait from the new number of the Fanners' Almanac^ just

published by Cassell S: Co.]

Mr. Caird's agricultural career extends overa period

of more than 30 years. Educated at the High School

and University of Edinburgh, and having studied agri-

culture in Northumberland aud the border counties, he

undertook, in 1836, when barely of age, the manage-

ment of a large farm in Galloway ; and since that time

he has always held farms in Scotland or in England in

JAMES CAIRD, C.B.

his own occupation. One of the earliest to welcome

all the aids to energetic land man.agement, he had

already, in 1843, published the results of his experi-

ments with Peruvian guano in the growth of Potatos ;

and from that time he has been a frequent contributor

to the agricultural journals on whatever subjects were

of foremost agricultural interest. Experimenting on

land-drainage as well as on manure, he early disputed

the method recommended by Mr. Smith, of Deanston,

and in 1845, in the presence of that gentleman, called

in question, at the meeting of the Highland Society,

his practice of filling drains with stones to the bottom

of the plough-furrow, showing by the results of his

experience that this was not only costly, but injurious.

These were his earliest contributions to the progress of

English agriculture which the last 30 years have

witnessed.

After the reaction followed the abolition of the Corn-

laws, when vigorous efforts were being made to sub-

vert that policy, Mr. Caird published, in 1849, a

pamphlet on " High Farming as the best Substitute

for Protection," and a few months later a second

pamphlet, entitled " High Farming Vindicated," both

of which attracted great public attention. Subse-

([uently, on the invitation of Sir Robert Peel, he visited

llie distressed districts of Ireland, and suggested reme-

dial measures to the Government, publishing a volume
on the subject in 1849. In 1S50-1 he became Com-
missioner to the Tinit-s in an agricultural inquiry over

England, the results of which were published in that

paper from week to week, and afterwards collected

into a volume, entitled "English Agriculture," which,

besides obtaining a large circulation at home and in

America, has been translated and republished in

France, Germany, and Sweden.

At the general election in 1 85 2, Mr. Caird was
invited to represent his native county in Parliament,

but was defeated at the election by a majority of one.

He entered Parliament in 1857, where he was the

advocate of all measures bearing on the improvement

of land, successfully opposing the proposal to place a

new duty on certain descriptions of corn used for feed-

ing cattle, expounding the impolicy of discouraging the

growth of Barley by
an unmodified Malt-

tax, taking a promi-

nent part in com-
mittees and in the

House in inquiries

and discussions on
Irish land tenure, the

utilisation of sewage,

emigration, the Game
Laws, and from year

to year explaining the

prospects of the

country in regard to

its supplies of com.
Retaining his practi-

cal connection with

agriculture during his

Parliamentary career,

he took a leading

part at this time in

introducing the Ched-
dar system of cheese-

making into the south-

west of Scotland—

a

system which has

greatly contributed to

the prosperity of the

dairy districts of that

part of the country.

He visited the United
States in 185S, and
published a small

volume on the " Wes-
tern Prairies." In

i860 he carried a
motion to extend the

Census Inquiry in

Scotland to the cha-

racter of the house
accommodation of the

people, and thus, in

the census of 1S61,

^^-^Sj;^" ^ / laid bare the startling

.^^^> / fact that two-thirds

of the people were
found to be lodged

in houses of only one
and two rooms— a

condition of things

generally thought in-

adequate for decent

accommodation. In

1863 he carried a

motion which led to

the collection of agri-
'

cultural statistics in

Great Britain. In

1864 hewasappointed
chairman of the Sea
Fishery Commission,

with Professor Huxley
and Mr. Shaw.Lefevre,
M.P., for his col-

leagues. In 1865 he

was appointed one of the Inclosure Commissioners, the

acceptance of which office obliged him to resign his

seat in Parliament as member for Stirling. In 1869

he revisited Ireland, and published a pamphlet on the

Irish land question, soon after which he received the

Companionship of the Bath. He has latterly taken

an active interest in the introduction of Sugar-Beet

cultivation in this country, which he recommended in

1850. In 1868 and 1869 he published successive

papers on the "Food of the People," read before the

Statistical Society. Mr. Caird is a magistrate and

deputy-lieutenant of his native county, Wigton. No
one can better claim a place among the foremost in a

series of English agricultural portraits.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATl'LE.

Although no very high prices were given at Brails-

ford Hall, on the 9th inst., the result of the sale was

considered to be satisfactory to the owner and the

auctioneer, and we understand that the average of

£z(i 2j. 7</. was higher than had been anticipated.

There was a large company, and the stock was brought
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out in good condition, despite the late difficult season

and a recent visitation of foot-and-mouth disease. This

herd was the property of Wm. Cox, Esq., and its dis-

posal was entrusted to Mr. Thornton. Forty animals

were sold, and among the best prices given may be

mentioned 35 gs. for Daphne by Duke Humphrey
{15,910). This cow has been a local prize-taker,

and was secured by Capt. Aveling. Sarah Ann
by Victor (19,058), a direct descendant of Sera-

phina by Zenith, and previously from Chilton

stock, became Mr. Garfit's property for 30 gs. ;

Maria nth by M.\stermAN (20,311), was bought

for 33 gs. by the Rev. H. O. Wilson
;

Wedlock by 2D Graxd Duke of Oxford (17,996),

and descended on the female side from Lobelia by

Grey Friar (9172), I-alla Rookh by Little John
(4232), and Anv.a by Young Norman, was secured

for 50 gs. by Mr. Garfit ; Statira by JUPITER, with

ro "Herd liook " number, and descended from

Towneley stock, brouglit 39 gs. from Mr. J. Norwood;
Adeline by WHITE VELVET {19,146), was sold to Mr.

Williams for 45 gs. ; Harmony by Louis Blanc, also

an unnumbered bull, was purchased by Mr. J. Nor-

wood for 34 gs. ; and Young UOieedle by Gr.\nd
JL\RSHAL (21,865), ^"'' °f ''^^ same Knightley blood

as Wedlock, brought the highest price of the day,

S3 g5-j becoming the property of jlr. Curtler. Tlie

only two bulls wdiose sales need be mentioned are

Young Duke of Brailes, purchased by Mr. Sanday
for 33 gs., and Crown Prince by Gr.and Marshal,
sold to the Rev. H. Beckwith for 30 gs. The 26 cows

and heifers brought upon an average ^29 6,r. 4^/. each,

and 14 bulls realised ;t20 6^. 30'. each, the total pro-

ceeds of the sale being ^^^1045 51-. bd. A considerable

proportion of the young stock were by Gr.\nd M-AR-

SHAL, an excellent bull, with -famous ribs and loins,

and plenty of hair, not to be wondered at when we
remember that he comes from Aylesby, and traces from

Mr. Torr's "G.'' tribe, covered with several excellent

Booth crosses. .\t the conclusion of the Shorthorn

sale a few dairy cows, by good Shorthorn bulls, were

sold at prices varying from .^19 to .^28^; one by WiN-
TERBOURNF. (27,826), and in calf to Grand Mar-
shal 2D, fetching the high price of ^^43, for which
sum she became Mr. F. Wright's property.

The tenth number of Thornton's Circular

has appeared. As in other numbers, the awards of

prizes at our principal shows and the results of

sales occupy the first part, after which is an

unusually long and encouraging list of exportations,

filling more than eight pages, prices being in all cases

suppressed. The exportations have been consigned to

Australia, Canada, Chili, the Cape of Good Hope,
and New Zealand. Lastly, we notice a goodly list of

animals for private sale, containing a large number of

very excellent pedigrees. The heading, "forthcoming
sales," is entirely wanting, clearly showing that the

season for .Shorthorn auctions is over. We may, how-
ever, look forward to the sprmg, hoping that next year

may be as fruitful in good sales and long prices as the

present has been.

In the Table showing the amounts of stock

maintained on the various farms examined for Mr.
Mason's prizes, published last week, the heading " tups

and culls" ought to have been " tegs and culls."

The gaps in the Table, in which an attempt was made
to compare the amounts of live stock maintained on the

"prize farms," are in themselves instructive. Our
wonder is excited at the great differences in the

numbers of animals supported. As a consequence we
ask why one farm of 890 acres maintains at best only

1000 sheep in winter and 7ostore cattle, while another,

420 acres in extent, is populated with 570 sheep and
130 cattle?' Also, how it is that while one farm of

1072 acres winters 1 125 sheep and fats 90 Shorthorns,

another farm of 252 acres is stocked with 450 sheep
and 40 cattle ? The two large farms containing 1962
acres of land winter 2125 sheep and ifjo cattle, while
the two smaller farms, containing 672 acres, whiter
1020 sheep and 170 cattle. Bringing these figures

down to more comparable proportions, we find in

the case of the larger occupations each 100 acres

maintaining loS sheep and 8 cattle, while each
100 acres of the smaller occupations supports 151
sheep and 25 cattle. Again, we learn from the
Table that the proportion of arable to pasture land
is very much greater in the case of the larger

faniis—a somewhat strange commentaiy upon what
has been urged by certain agricultural teachers that

arable land will not only supply corn but a larger

proportional amount of "meat" than pasture land. We
are aware that the larger farms are described as poor
and somewhat thin soils, while the smaller farms are
evidently of better quality ; but we want more informa-
tion, and can scarcely attribute the whole of the dif-

ference to quality of soil. It would at least have been
satisfactory to have had a more accurate idea of such
differences, either by rent paid or yielding power of the
land, as well as of the amounts of food consumed.
Last week we urged the importance of a clearer

idea as to the objects to be kept in view in inspecting

farms. Here is one presented, which may be thus ex-

pressed. How is it that the smaller farms, with a less

proportion of arable land, are made more productive in

beef, mutton, and wool ? Is the difference in natural

fertility sufficient to account for these discrepancies?

Is the expense of production greater in the case of

small farms ? We ask these questions, but the late

report is quite inadequate to the answer. We desire

to know how a large head of stock is maintained, and
the information supplied to us is too meagre for our

purpose. To render such inspections more valuable,

the committee should be accompanied by a secretary

able to suggest questions and arrange results obtained

in reply. Without system the information is too apt

to be incomplete, shapeless, and difficult to compare
;

but with a scientific appreciation of what is really

wanted, the value of the knowledge that would be

obtained can hardly he overrated.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of the

Whitley Manor Shorthorn sale catalogue, just issued

by Mr. Strafford. It contains the name of twenty-one

females and seven bulls, all of which will be brought

to the hammer on the 28th inst. Amongst the most

attractive features of the catalogue are two well-bred
" Darlingtons "

—

Lady Wharfdale, by Royal Wharf-
dale (22,805), ^I'l f™"" ^^'' Tomlinson's, Miss Oxford,

by 6th Duke of Oxford (12,765) ; a large number
of representatives of Mr. Peacock's (of Haddockstones)

best families, and other well-bred cattle descended from

Mr. Cooper's herd, long kno\\'n in connection with Ox
Close. Bates bulls have been recently used.

THE BULLOCKFOLD.
There are several reasons why farmers prefer sheep

to bullocks as the more profitable animal : when
folded all their manure is at once applied to the soil

;

I3-I4ths of it is urine (by far more valuable than

the solid), and it sinks at once into the soil, where

its most useful portions are arrested and retained

for the food of plants. There is, in fact, no waste and

no expense in thus applying the manure, but with

bullocks in the ordinary farmyard there is waste of

manure by rain or the drippings from untroughed

buildings ; then there is carting to a dungheap, un-

loading, turning it over, refilling and recarting, and a

further waste by exposure and washing.

There is also a great waste of valuable straw,

which might more profitably be used as food. All

these evils and losses are caused by open farmyards,

the abolition of which I am endeavouring most strenu-

usly to enforce. I know the difficulty of overcoming

old attachments, I was going to say prejudices, but I

cannot believe that my brother agi-iculturists will, in

this enlightened age, sacrifice their pockets at the

shrine of their prejudice. I am, therefore, about to

prove in this paper that the bullockfold, or covered

yard, is almost as uncostly and beneficial to the farmer

as the .sheepfold, and that it has very great advantages

over the turning out and roaming-at-large system,—in

fact that, as regards the health and progress of the

animals, the quality of the manure and the cost of its

application, the bullockfold or covered and enclosed

yard has an immense advantage over the ordinary open

farmyards with sheds.

I don't expect everybody to believe this. I remember

the time when everybody did not believe in gas, steam,

railways, or telegraphy, so I shall not be surprised or

displeased at such a misbelief.

The health and progress of the animal, and the

quality of the manure in enclosed and covered yards,

depend upon certain arrangements, which I will

detail ; and it must be remembered that I am speaking

with the authority of a practical experience of 25 years.

At a recent agricultural meeting, when I recommended
covered and enclosed yards, there was a general

exclamation that animals there would be unhealthy,

and so they would under the following conditions.

One of the greatest curses of agriculture is want of

ventilation, and it is this which causes farmers to

believe in and prefer open air. The poisonous

exh.alations from our skins and from our lungs, as well

as those from animals, must prove injurious to health

unless permitted to escape and to be replaced by pure

air. Every public man and many private persons

must know by their feelings, and show it by their

gaping, that confinement in an unventilated room (shut

up in a close box, in fact) is discomforting, distressing,

and unhealthy. Fortunately for Britons, the open

fireplace and lofty chimney cause a draught, and come
in mitigation of evil consequences ; but there are no

chimneys in our bullock stalls and stables. Ninety-nine

out of a hundred ofeven our new farm sheds and stables

have no opening in the roof, consequently farmers,

from costly experience, prefer open yards and sheds for

their horses, because they know that their animals

would be unhealthy in those closed boxes or apartments.

Louvre boards in the roof are of little use, for the air

flows in at one side and out at the other, without

entering the body of the enclosure. Again, one large

circular or square opening in the roof will not permit

the hot air to escape ; but divide the opening into tw-o

parts, or have two circular openings, and you at once

get a circulation,—the hot and foul air going up one

opening, and cold fresh air coming down the other.

In the case of the louvre board, I use a de-

pendent board, about a yard deep ; and I can see

by the steam that the fresh air entering at one side of

the louvre boards drives the air or steam downwards,
and forces it up and out at the other side, thus

causing constant change and circulation of air.

I have also openings of about 9 inches by 3 under

the wall plate, and above the animals, which increases

circulation in hot weather. Candles go out where there

is no circulation of air for want of fresh oxygen, and we
are only living candles or fires on a larger scale. 1

some time since quoted an interesting instance of the

evil effects of want of circulation of air. A well-known
Yorkshire agriculturist had a long enclosed shed for his

calves, and very successful he was as regards their

health. The shed had a door at each end, and some-

how or other one of these doors would be frequently

left open, so, after some years, one doorway was built

up and closed. Once so lucky with his calves, now a

change took place, and many losses happened. No
one could account for this unfavourable change, but"

at last it was thought that the building up of the

door might have had some influence, so that

was reopened, and the calves again prospered. In

my place of business, in Regent Street, where we burn

50 gaslights, the heat and effluvia w^ere annoying and

injurious to our goods and health, until we adopted
Watson's ventilators, which at once put us all right.

They consist simply of a tube divided vertically, with a

dome to keep out rain ; we know in a few moments by
our feelings whether they are open or closed.

The diseases in our pigs are often caused by want of

circulating air, they huddle together and poison the

atmosphere, especially on soft barley-straw, which

permits no air to pass under them. On boarded floors

with openings, or sparred floors, no evil results can

occur, because the air circulates beneath and
among them, and the impure air is carried away.*

When I had 360 pigs closely packed on spaiTed floors,

with a deep space under them, I never had disease

among them, although many farmers thought there

would be ; shut up horses in a close stable, and some of

them will get farcy, or other complaints. A putrescent

unchanged air must prove injurious to both man and
beast. One fertile source of lung complaint, fever, and

disease in cattle, is variation of temperature. Woolly

animals are less subject to it than hairy ones, and one

of the great advantages of the enclosed and covered yard

system is equable temperature.

I remember dividing a lot of cattle, putting six of

them in a bam, the rest in the enclosed shed with sparred

floors. The barn door was opened once a month for

threshing, the animals got cold and lung complaint,

the others in the shed were perfectly healthy.

As autumn approaches, with its wet days, cold

nights, easterly winds,* and hoar frosts, there also

comes ill health among our cattle. This is not the

case in well ventilated, enclosed, and covered sheds.

At this season of the year, while animals are putting

on their winter greatcoats, they should be most care-

fully housed. The losses by turning out horses, as

well as cattle, is very considerable and alarming in its

total. In the shed with sparred floors I have not lost

an animal for 20 odd years, and scarcely any in the

others. During the cattle plague, with 70 cattle,

young and old, we escaped the disease, although our

neighbours suffered.

But while commending bullock houses, a word of

warning is necessary. If you litter heavily, as in the

open farmyard, you will have fermentation and dis-

ease. Straw should be used very sparingly, just

enough to keep the animal clean. He will tread it

down into a wet paste, and thus exclude air which

otherwise would, with loose heavy littering, produce

fermentation, fire-fanging, and disease. We seldom

remove the manure until it is 18 inches deep, short,

and fit to go at once on the land. I prefer a shed that

will hold a score of bullocks. Shorthorns soon agiee

together. In single boxes they cannot tread down the

litter close to the sides.

Drafted ewes fatten quickly in houses, the food pre-

pared and brought to them. At Tiptree it would be a

vain attempt to fatten them in the open field on the

roaming-at-large principle. This is contrary to the

general impression, but there is no mistake as to the

fact, and as to what is the more profitable mode. In

feeding stock we shoidd study Nature. K good

pasture contains a great variety of grasses, varying in

composition, time of ripening, &c. Let us take the

hint, and supply a variety to our shedded animals. Mr.

Horsfall's admirable practical and chemical practice in

the matter of stock feeding is recorded fully in

vols. xvii. and xviii. of the " Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal," and deserves, and will repay, a careful study.

For growing animals variety of food adapted to their

wants is indispensably necessary, for their frame must

be built up with all the requisite materials, or they will

never be perfect and profitable animals.

My animals, whether in the field or in the house, are

fed on cake, hay-chaff, straw-chaff, com (ground),

malt combs, bran, roots (pulped), or green food cut into

chaff, a little condiment, and rock-salt to lick. In

these we have matter for the formation of bone and

muscle, and other portions of the body.

Our ideas in regard to stock are still very pastoral.

When I say that I have only I-I2th of my land in

permanent pasture, I am asked, Then how can you

feed your stock? I reply, "with Beans, Oats, Clover,

Tares, Mangel, Turnips, and Kohl Rabi, supplemented

with the straw of all the crops cut into chaff, and

aided by cake."

It is worthy of notice and remembrance that the

Prize Oxford Farm, of 880 acres, had only So acres of

poor, ill-conditioned pasture, and that the praise and

1 prize were given for the well-managed and productive
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arable land. The live stock question is a vital one

for agriculture. Tlie hundred and odd candidates for

our Agricultural Benevolent Institution almost in-

variably preface the causes of their misfortune by

"Losses on live stock." Nor can I wonder at this

when I see and know how inefficient and improper

is, too often, its management. A sudden change of

wind to the North or East, hoar frost on the food, and

other causes of disease and death to which exposed

animals are liable, inflict immense loss on agriculturists,

and should warn our landowners to provide the means
for preventing such casualties ; and farmers should

learn to believe in the use of them.

I have named the buUockfold because it is the same
in eflect as though the bullocks were folded on the

land. Nothing is wasted, for all the manure, solid and
liquid, is applied to the soil, and at the smallest cost.

No artificial manure can compare in cost or effect with

this.

It appears to many remarkable that there should be

scarcely any smell from the manure. If there was, it

would be a sign of improper and .excessive littering.

The manure is so trodden and compressed that air is

excluded, and heat, fermentation, and smell prevented.

When, however, the manure is broken up by forking it

into the carts, its smell and power are unmistakeable.

7. J. Mechi, Tiptree, Noz'mliei:

SEWAGE IRRIGATION.
[Further correspondence has ensued on Mr. Morgan's letter

^p. 1455) : we take the following extracts from the Tina's.^

{No. I). I feel constrained to differ from the re-

commendation witli whicli my friend, Mr. Morton
[see p. 1483], closes his letter in your columns of this

morning ; and as I know well that he would be the

first to allow that no one has studied the imgation side

of the sewage question more attentively than myself, I

am sure that he will acquit me of presumption in

differing from him. He recommends the laying-out of

land for sewage irrigation in such manner that the

sewage can be passed over several "successive sur-

faces ;" in other words, on the "catch-water" system,

and he is led to this recommendation by the fact that

the effluent water at the Lodge Farm contains a con-
siderable amount of the original nitrogen transformed
from the condition of ammonia to the harmless one of

nitrates and nitrites. If the reasons were as he sup-

poses, the recommendation would be wise ; but there

is no part of the complicated sewage question more c

plex than the consideration of the different conditions
under which the whole of the nitrogen may be ex-

tracted, or the whole converted into harmless combina'
tions, or a part extracted and a part converted, or,

finally, a part extracted and a part passed away in ar

impure condition, all of which results may be obtained

by different processes of sewage irrigation. It is

difficult in the space of a letter fully to explain what
would supply matter foj' two or three lectures, but the

following short extract from a lecture which I de-

livered at Liverpool last night will give a rough out-

line of some of the objections to the "catch-water"
system ;

—

"Suppose, for instance, that the sewage has to flow
over three pieces of land, numbered respectively i, 2. and
3, it is manifest that the whole bulk of the sewage
delivered out of the carrier which discharges immediately
upon No. I flows on to that plot. But as part of the
liquid will be absorbed into the soil and crops of No. r,

the sewage will be diminished in quantity when it arrives

at No. 2, and again still further diminished in quantity
when it arrives at No. 3, but it will also in each case be
diminished in strength and fertilising power. Conse-
quently, if No. 3 gets enough, No. i will get too much,
and if No. r gets only enough, No. 3 will get too little.

To this it is answered, I know, that there are always
means of watering No. 3 and No. 2 without watering
No. T. If so, why not always foUow this system, and
what then becomes of the so-called catch-water system ?

But the supporters of the catch-water system defend it by
saying that as the sewage always flows over several suc-
cessive areas of land before it is finally discharged into the
surface, it must always be thoroughly purified. This, of
course, is a complete iio/z sequitur, but supposing that it

was not, what would become of this assertion when our
iriends proceed to irrigate No. 3 next the outfall, to the
exclusion of Nos. 2 and i ? Clearly as the land is especially
laid out to enable the water to flow off the surface of
No. 3, either into the actual outfall itself or into an open
ditch delivering into the outfall, there is absolutely no
means of securing the purification of the sewage under
such circumstances.' The fact that it flows off the surface
shows that there is more liquid applied than the land can
absorb, and the moment that this arises and the discharge
begins, that moment must the danger of imperfect
purification commence. In fact, if we are to believe that
that part of the crop on plot 3, in the case above sketched
out, which grows next to the side of the discharging ditch
or outfall, is as luxuriant as every other part of the crop,
it is manifest that the sewage in its normal state of im-
purity, that is fertility, must have been brought into direct
contact with these individual plants."

In short, what possible advantage is obtained by
pouring over any one area of land more sewage than
that particular area can absorb and utilise ?

My farm, near Romford, recently described in your
columns, is laid out in such a way that no sewage can
escape except through 6 feet of soil, to the drains, and
the arrangement is such that the individual dressings of
sewage are orJy enough to moisten the upper mould.
But the Lodge Farm was laid out by a Wiltshire

water-meadow surveyor, as if for the unlimited use of

water, instead of the economical use of a valuable

liquid manure, and the beds are so wide that when the

sewage is delivered sideways out of the carrier across

the slope of the bed, long before the lower portion of

the bed can be manured, sewage must have descended

far through the subsoil below the portion of tlie bed

nearer the carrier. Probably the great bulk of the

sewage at present wasted at Lodge Farm escapes in this

manner, and, unfortunately, against my remonstrances,

the secretary of the company has increased this evil in

the course of the past year. There are, however, other

chemical reasons which might partially account for the

facts adduced by iWr. Morton, but which I cannot now
go into. I only wish clearly to enunciate this one

proposition, that there can be no possible advantage in

pouring over any particular piece of land more sewage

than that piece of land, by itself, can utilise. W. Hope,

Parsloes, A^or. 2.

(No. 2). As the point or "principle" to which I

called the attention of the British Association at Liver-

pool is the same as that which for several years past

I have advocated in your columns and in various

published papers, it may appear to your readers a

matter to which it is unnecessary I should again recur
;

but, the fact is that, in spite of the emphatic way in

wliich Mr. JMorton supports the view that no sewage

should be applied to land, by way of irrigation, which

does not pass "through" as well as "over" it, an

opinion prevails in the country that sewage may be

more economically applied without infiltration than

with it, and that, therefore, drainage is not the com-
plement of irrigation as I have stated it to be. It is

quite true that the excellent and convincing report of

the present Rivers Pollution Commission of February

last establishes the value of intermittent downward
filtration as a certain means of purification, but the

public are not told that sewage after feeding vegeta-

tion by in-igation should necessarily pass through the

soil over which it is run ; on the contraiy, though the

Commissioners admit that it is precisely in those cases

in which sewage is absorbed and disappears that the

effluent water is most completely purified. They draw"

the attention of towns to the possibility of constnicting

artificial filters, or contriving natural ones of compara-

tively small extent, as a means of cleansing the refuse

of towns with large populations, without declaring it to

be a sine qud nou that no sewage should pass directly

off the surface of iiTigated land into the water-supply-

ing tributaries of the country. If, however, I have
misinterpreted their report, and it is really the intention

of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners to impress upon
the country the absolute necessity of filtration in all

cases, I am content to waive any claim I may have

incidentally raised of having previously called attention

to the point.

As to Barking, I submit to the correction of Mr.

Morton ; though, since the facts which misled me bear

so materially upon the important point just explained,

1 must ask your permission to add a few more words.

When I had tlie pleasure of accompanying Mr. Morton
and other gentlemen over the Lodge Farm it was par-

ticularly explained to me to be the intention of the

company—and I saw arrangements made for the pur-

pose—to carry the sewage from one slope on to another,

and to repeat the application even a third and fourtl

time. This system—which I am now informed has

been abandoned, though still recommended by Mr.

Morton, if I understand him rightly— is opposed to

the principle upon which so much stress has been laid,

and which is admirably carried into practice by Mr.

Hope, at Briton's Farm. It is opposed to it because

it is manifest that the quantity of sewage to be applied

to any given space cannot be economically regulated,

and that the quantity and strength of the sewage pass-

ing oft as the "tail" water ofone slope to become the

"head" water of another must depend upon several

conditions over which the irrigator has no control

;

while it is equally certain that if the sewage will

pass from one bed to another there is no reason

why it should not eventually pass off the last

slope into the river itself Tlie "catch-water"
system of irrigation, in fact, is only rightly applied

where none but hilly land can be obtained, though

[
it may be justified when from uncontrollable con-

ditions the sewage cannot be all absorbed. It was
the existence of the catch-water system at the Lodge
Farm, coupled with the words of the Commissioners in

describing the irrigation there—viz., that the sewage
"either sinks altogether into the land, or flows finally

off the surface at the foot of the farm,"— that led me to

suppose that the inferiority of the effluent water w.as

due to the mixture of surface sewage with under-drain-

age water. The quantity of ammonia contained in the

effluent water, which ultimately passes from the farm

into the stream, is stated by the Rivers Pollution Com-
mission to be .425 in 100,000 parts, which, compared
with that of the eflluent water discharged from the

under-drains at Briton's Farm (where Mr. Hope
takes care that every drop of sewage is absorbed on
the one slope to which it is applied), amounting to

.065, is so great as to reqitire some further explana-

tion. It will probably be found in the fact that some
sewage finds its way directly from the surface

into the under-drains without the requisite filtration,

and, it so, such action is not very different from that

of sewage passing off the surface into the stream.

That I am not assuming an improbabiUty is shown by
the fact set forth in the report I have quoted, that the

effluent sewage water taken from the surface at Rugby
contains precisely the same proportion of ammonia as

the drainage water at the Lodge Farm, while the propor-

tions of ammonia in the effluent water at Penrith,

Carlisle, and Bedford, where filtration is adopted, are

shown to be respectively .001, .025, and .095 in

100,000 parts. These remarks are not offered as any

criticism of the Barking works, but simply as explana-

tory of the principle I hope to see established.

The whole discussion cannot fail to satisfy those who
are interested in the subject that land may be too

porous for the purpose of irrigation if drained in such a

way as to militate against perfect filtration. The very

careful experiments made and published by me in 1855

and in 1856-7, when considered in conjunction with

the chemical experiments of Dr. Frankland on the

purifying effects of downward filtration, cannot fail to

prove that there is no soil, however stiff, so impene-

trable as to prevent its becoming a natural filter if dis-

integration of the surface soil is secured by deep culti-

vation and an effective discharge from the subsoil by

thorough drainage. J. Bailey Denfoit, 22, Whitehall

Place, Loudon, Nm. 4.

SMUT IN WHEAT.
At a recent meeting of the East Lothian Farmers'

Club, when the subject for discussion was "This
Year's Wheat Crop—the Ravages of Insects," one of

the speakers alleged that much nonsense had been

spoken in the course of the debate, and judging

from what has since been spoken and heard on the

subject, it is certain that such an opinion is not confined

to the individuals alluded to. The Club meets

monthly, on market days, the discussions taking place

after dinner in presence of a reporter, and the uttering

of nonsense upon such occasions is not likely either to

further the objects of the Club or do credit to the

farmers of East Lothian. In making a few remarks

on some of the subjects noticed at the meeting in

question, I shall first consider the preparation of the

seed and the soil for a Wheat crop, as being more par-

ticularly connected with the operations of the farm at

the present season of the year, and upon another

occasion recur to some of the insects injurious to the

Wheat plant.

Jt has long been the practice to prepare the seed,

previous to being sown, with compounds supposed to

prevent smut in the succeeding crop. One kind of

smut is found occupying the ear in place of grain, is

round, covered with a skin (and hence, perhaps, the

provincial name of "ball"), filled with blackish

powder, offensive to the smell, and is injurious to

all the products of which flour is a component part.

In separating the grain from the straw the smut balls

are often broken by the threshing-machine, and still

more frequently by the flail, and their black dust,

which is seed, may be seen adhering to the grain.

There' is no doubt of smut being a vegetable Ftmgus,

and that the vitality of its seeds can best be destroyed

when seen on the grain by the various specifics

used in preparing the seed. The accepted theory

of the propagation of smut is that the seeds or

spores are taken up by the roots of the Wheat,

and carried by its circulating fluids into the

ovary of the flower, where the Fungus is developed.

Whatever degree of truth there may be in this theory,

the experience of ages has proved that unless the seed

has been properly prepared by a preventative for smut,

the crop seldom escapes injuiy from this Fungus.

The various preventatives of smut used throughout

Britain are supposed to act either by washing off or

destroying the vitality of its seeds adhering to the

grain, and anything whatever which will affect this

object without injuring the germinating powers of the

Wheat may be used with safety. The "pinch of

snuff," Avhich may be called "The Durie Pickle,"

would undoubtedly prove an excellent preventative of

smut when used as a drier to wetted Wheat, but would

prove too expensive at the present time. The pro-

priety of taking precautions against smut was so

impressed upon me in early life that the dressing of

seed Wheat was never dispensed with except in

cases when a small quantity of imprepared seed

was wanted to finish the sowing of a field, and in

such instances only were the crops infested with smut.

Wherever Wheat is extensively grown, a few smutted

ears may occasionally be seen, but the farmer who
neglects to use one of the simple and inexpensive pre-

ventatives of smut may justly be considered to be fool-

hardy. In former times, when seed Wheat in this

country was dressed with liquids injuriotis to vegeta-

tion, such as stale urine and strong saline pickle, the

life germ of the seed was often weakened, if not

entirely destroyed, and more especially when the

Wheat was of a previous year's growth, arising, no

doubt, from the increased absorbent powers and

weakened vitality of the old seed. Ears of smut balls

and ears of perfect grain are often found on the sarne

plant, and occasionally smut balls and perfect grain in

tlie same ear, and more than once I have seen a grain

partly smutted and partly sound.

For more than a dozen of years past I have grown

experimentally, on a small scale, many new and old

varieties of Wheat without using any means to prevent

smut, and except in cases when a variety was first
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added to the collection no smut has been found. The
practice followed has been to winnow the chaff from

the grain with my own breath, and over a table to

separate the good seeds from the bad with my fingers.

No change of seed, soil, or of climate can be said to

have taken place, and at present no deterioration can

be traced in any variety.

There is another kind of smut where the grain and

chaff come forth from the sheath blackened and

destroyed, which is often plentiful amongst Barley and

Oat crops, but rare amongst growing Wheat, and is

generally blown off by wind, and in such cases the

grain is bat little injured. About half a century ago

this kind of smut was always present in crops of a

variety of Wheat then pretty extensively grown under

the name of Dudgeon's Wheat, and was characterised

by the flag leaf withering into a brown colour when the

ears appeared. More recently, a variety raised at

Castlemains, Dirleton, with a club-shaped ear, in-

herited this defect to a considerable degree. At the

present time, with careful inspection, this kind of smut
may be detected all over the county.

An opinion was brought forward in debate that land

which had carried a crop of Beans ought to be twice

ploughed with a view to benefit the following Wheat
crop. The ploughing of such land twice assists the

removal of Couch-grass and other root weeds, as well

as kills the slug, or brown snail ; but militates against

the crop. If the question is put in the shape of

whether the Wheat plant thrives best on a loose or a

compact soil, there will be little difference of opinion

amongst practical farmers. Patrick Shirreff^ Hadding-
ton^ Nlk: 7.

DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGH,
The farmers of Kildare, and more especially those of

the extensive district around Athy, have had, by means
of the Athy Farmers' Club, many interesting agricul-

tural exhibitions, and these of various kinds, brought

prominently under their notice during the last five

years ; but, perhaps, the trial of double-furrow ploughs
held at the farm of George Low, Esq., Grangenolvin,

on Monday last, was the most interesting of any.

The double-furrow plough is not by any means of

recent invention, but in its present almost perfect state,

that implement has not been long before the public.

There are about 20 manufacturers in the kingdom of as

many different double-furrow ploughs ; but this number
does not represent those actually in the market.

Only three makers, however, were represented—Grey,

of tJddingston ; Ransome &; Sims, and Mitchell, of

Peterhead. Grey's double-furrow plough was the

one recognised as the most excellent at the last Queen's
County ploughing match, but on the excellence of one
or other of the three ploughs we shall on this occasion

have no cause to pass an opinion, because we have
below that of six gentlemen, eminent for their expe-

rience in all matters belonging to agriculture. We
shall, therefore, only say tliat the field kindly given by
Mr. Low was one of 30 acres in extent, and laid down
about five or six years, consequently it was in capital

order to test the capabilities of each plough. There
were a large number of the local gentry and farmers,

who evinced the keenest interest in the proceedings.

Mr. Low, although the match was held a long distance

from his residence, had an abundant supply of refresh-

ments for those present. The trial lasted from
II o'clock till 5 in the evening, and the result, as given

by the judges, who were most painstaking, is as

follows :

—

" Of the ploughs entered for competition only three

were brought forward, viz., one by Messrs. Ransome &
Sims, of Ipswich ; one by Messrs. Mitchell, of Peterhead

;

and one by Messrs. Grey, of Uddingston.
'

' The judges were instructed to take into account
price, draught, and suitability and efficiency of each
plough for general purposes, in awarding the handsome
cup so liberally given by Mr. O'Neill, of Athy; and to

award the medal given by the Club to the best adaptation
of skim-coulters.
"The prices of the ploughs, defivered at Athy, were

stated by the exhibitors to be as follows :—

R--ii : & Sir -plough ;£g o o
Pair of skim-coulters, extra .. .. o lo o

Grey—plough 13 13 o
Pair of skim-coulters, extra .

.

. . o 10 o
Mitchell—plough ^no skim-coultor) . . 14 10 o

"The first trial took place in a lea field; the soil

light, even, and free from any large stones. Each plough
opened its work for itself, and in this operation Ran-
some's undoubtedly did best ; but that might, perhaps,
depend more on the skill of the ploughman than on any
inherent merit in the plough itself. The size of the sod
ploughed was fixed to be 6 x 9 inches ; and though the
work done by Ransome appeared the neatest, some of
the judges preferred that done by Mitchell, the latter
seeming to lay on and pack together the sods belter than
Ransome. -Ml the ploughs cut the furrow quite square.
"The draught, when tested by the dynamometer,

was very nearly equal for all, about 5^ to 5I cwt. ; and
was very little affected by the addition of the skim-
coulters.

"On testing a Scotch single plough of Mr. Low's,
which was doing very fine work in the same field,

with a skim-couUer on, the draught was found to be
about 4 cwt., with same sized sod, 6x9 inches,

showing that each horse in the single plough has quite
as much to do as each horse in the double plough.

"The ploughs were afterwards tried in a pretty hea\'y

piece of stubble land, which had been previously ribbed

and harrowed down. In this they ploughed from 6 to

9 inclies deep, and Grey and Ransome seemed equally

elhcient, and both superior to Mitchell, the mouldboards
of the latter carrying a great deal of clay along with them
and never appearing to clean.

" On considering the whole performance, and taking
price also into account, the judges were unanimous
awarding the cup to Ransome ; and as Mitchell had no
skim-coulter, nor any means of attaching them to his

plough, and as Gray only had one on, the medal also fell

to Ransome, whose skim-coulters worked very easih'.

Win. YouNo, J. B. M'Cnlhu'h, Patrick Lyons, IV.

Davidson, Jas. Harrington.' —Dublin Farmers Gazette,

Ifome Comsponbeitce.
Kainit Potash Salts.—Mr. Meyerstein's remarks

on kainit in your last number appear to require some
explanation, if they are to be of any use to farmers ;

for though their absolute correctness is unassailable,

they are likely to produce a false impression among
readers not intimately acquainted with the subject.

Mr. Meyerstein will, I trust, acquit me of any desire to

enter into personal controversy, or to cry down his

article, but, as an agriculturist, having made the agri-

cultural use of potash salts my study, both scientifically

and practically, by studying the works of our foremost

chemists, and by making experiments myself and
watching such as were made by others, from the time
almost of their first employment for agricultural pur-

poses, I consider it my duty to my brother farmers to

prevent any such false impression from gaining ground.

I am perfectly convinced that Mr. Meyerstein had not

the intention of producing them for selfish purposes.

The first question addressed to Dr. Voelcker was this :

—Does calcining increase the fertilising properties of

the sulphate of potash contained in kainit ? Dr.
Voelcker's answer was a plain "No." The question

is, no doubt, of some interest, but as it is answered in

the negative, and nobody has publicly asserted the

contrary, viz., that calcining does increase the fertilis-

ing properties of the one ingredient of kainit, it is

practically of very little value. What a farmer would
ask, is not—Does calcining increase the value of one
constituent ? but does it increase the value of the

whole stuff? Had Mr. Meyerstein put this ques-

tion to Dr. Voelcker, the **No" would have been
changed into emphatic "Yes." As Dr. Voelcker has
communicated his opinion on the subject to me in a

confidential manner, I do not consider myself at liberty

to quote it at large. But I think I may venture on
saying so much, especially as the question is one that,

to people acquainted with the matter, affords not the

slightest doubt. All chemists that have written on the

subject agree in this, and the general practice in Ger-
many, where kainit and other potash salts are best

known, fully bears out their opinions. Calcining does
very much increase the value of kainit, and it does so

in three respects— I, by reducing the proportion of

useless ballast, and raising that of potash ; 2, by re-

ducing the proportion of the injurious chloride of mag-
nesia

; 3, by thereby making the stuff less hygroscopic,

and therefore less likely to deteriorate by keeping.

The most important of these points is the first, espe-

cially to English consumers, living at a great distance

from the mines. An article, containing 26 or 27 per
cent., or el.se 2S or 30 per cent, of sulphate of potash,

has a higher value than one containing only 23 per

cent., not only from its gieater proportion of potash,

but on account of its reduced bulk, which lessens ma-
terially the cost of freight and carriage. At such great

distances as this the concentrated article is always com-
paratively the cheapest. Crude kainit, indeed, often

contains more than 23 per cent., but so does the cal-

cined exceed its guaranteed proportion, being the very

same stuff as the crude, from the very same mines,

minus so much moisture, and with so much chloride of

magnesia decomposed. More than 23 per cent, is not

guaranteed, and so farmers cannot count on buying
more. A practical proof for the soundness of the doc-

trine, that calcined is superior to crude, will be found in

the fact, that Gemian farmers have long since pro-

nounced in favour of the former, and use comparatively

very little of the crude. I am in a position to speak
with authority in this respect, as I have been for some
time settled in Germany as an agriculturist, and have
taken a great interest in the potash question. It stands

to reason that if calcining does not improve the

character of the stuff, the sixteen or twenty odd manu-
facturers at Leopoldshall and Stassfurt engaged in that

process would not go to the extra expense and trouble.

They could not have done so merely to evade the

restrictions imposed by the temporary monopoly of the

firm whom Mr. Meyerstein represents, for that

monopoly is only a few months old ; whereas kainit

has been discovered, calcined, and sold ever since

1S65, and other potash salts as much longer again.

Another point in danger of being misinterpreted, to the

prejudice of other firms, is Mr. Meyerstein's adver-

tising as "sole agent for the sale of genuine Leopolds-
hall kainit. " Mr. Meyerstein's friends have the

monopoly for exporting crude kainit, but the other

Stassfurt and Leopoldshall firms are free to export as

much calcined as they please, which is just as genuine,

and comes from the very same mines. There is,

moreover, very little fear of adulteration, as long as

the proportion of potash is guaranteed ; for the recom-
mendation of kainit is its comparative cheapness as a

sulphatic potash salt. Merchants are not in the habit
of substituting a more costly for a clieaper article ; and
if they did, in this case buyers would not be the losers,

as the adulterated stuff would probably contain less of
the injurious chloride of magnesia. I have offered

these remarks in the interest of farmers, and shall be
obliged to you for allowing them a place in your paper.
Henry W, Wolff, 18, Mecklenlmrgh Square.

Carrots.—I beg to inform Messrs. Moir & Son, of
Garthdee, that when gathering in our crop of Carrots
a fortnight ago, they turned out so very good that I

measured some 2 feet 3 inches in length, 1 3 and 1 4 inches
in circumference, and weighing 4 lb. 14 oz. each ; they
were Altringham Red and Belgian White. Seven of

each together weighed 54 lb. One root of James's
Intei-mediate weighed 4 lb. 2 oz., and measured 16 inches

in circumference ; it was the largest, but many ofJames's
weighed 35 lb. The ground they were grown upon is

a very strong clay resting on chalk, and in the winter pre-

vious to sowing had been deeply trenched, and at the bot-

tom of the trench a good quantity of stable manure, just

as it came out of tHe stable, was placed, to lay the soil as
light as possible, and caused the crop, which was a
very heavy one, to stand the drought very well, but

many seeds never germinated until we got some rain

in .August. J. PAnson, Ids^^uorth Park, Honideati,

Hants.

In answer to Messrs. John Moir & Son
(p. 1520), I may state that at the Banbury Root Show,
held on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 12 Red Altringham Carrots

were exhibited, weighing 41 lb. Two of them pulled

down S lb. 3 oz., were 295 inches long by 10 in circum-

ference ; 12 White Belgian were shown, weighing

42 lb. ; 12 Banbury Improved White Spanish Onions
weighing no less than 154 lU H. Deverill, 73, Hi^^h

Street, Banbury.

Acom "Poison."— .\s respects the acorn "poison,"

I see no difference between it and the poison which
Dr. Lancaster says is always produced by indigestion.

The matter seems very simple. Set a boy to eat a

quantity of nuts, shells and all, rather rapidly, and see

hether they are quickly digested ; and, doubtless,

gallic acid was not intended for food—nor are any
skins. I once nearly poisoned a large mastiff by
giving him a quantity of Potatos boiled with their own
water ; and I believe every skin has its peculiar

protecting fluid, which is unfit for food. y. S.

The Potato Crop in the Wisbech District.—
The taking up of the Potato crop is by this time

completed, and althougli I have to report an excep-

tionally large yield, I must also add that, "taking it

for all in all," it is anything but a good one, for in very
many cases the diseased tubers amount to one-tliird,

and in some even to half the entire produce. The
epidemic has this year attacked the round large-topped

arieties far more than the long or kidney-shaped sorts,

which grow with less leaf and haulm, and the crops on
the better class of Potato land seem in many cases to

have suffered considerably more than those on the

strong and unkind soils. I have this week been over

several farms in the south of Lincolnshire, near Long
Sutton, which, as your readers are doubtless aware,

comprises some of the most splendid land in the

country, and a large tract of which is annually devoted

to the cultivation of this crop, and it was on these farms

that I saw the immense quantity of diseased Potatos.

In one case, where the sorting of Rocks was taking

place, the number of "brown" ones was quite equal

to one-third of the whole ; but, as the crop had been

secured in a dry condition, the diseased tubers had not

become more affected than when first put in the grave,

and were being carted to the homestead to be consumed
by stock, on which, with cake and meal, they are

rapidly making meat. In another instance, however,

a grave of Regents was being examined, and was in a

shocking state of decomposition ; the weather having

been somewhat wet when the Potatos were taken up,

the diseased among them began to heat, and more than

half of them were quite rotten and useless, whilst

those that were untouched by the disease were almost

unsaleable, being so unsightly and offensive from con-

tact with the decayed ones. Another farmer in the

same parish has grown about 10 acres of Flukes, and

these are much better, being only a little diseased ;

although the yield, as usual with the Fluke, is much
less in weight than that of the Rock. In other parts

of the district, on the peaty soils, the disease has

attacked the crop extensively, in so much that some
of the glowers do not think it worth the trouble of

sorting out the few good ones, but are consuming the

whole of the crop as they are taken out of the graves.

I need hardly say that the cases referred to are excep-

tional, but it is a great rarity to hear of anyone having

a crop without a taint of the disease. On the farm

with which I am connected we have between 20 and 30

acres of Flukes, of which 10 acres were grown on land

broken up from grass, after four years' under brown
Mustard, and the soil rather strong for Potatos. In

this field there were scarcely any bad ones at all, but

on another piece of good loamy soil the diseased

Potatos will be equal to one-fifth of the produce. As
these two fields were planted at or about the same

time, with the same kind of seed, and taken up in the

same week, it is fair to presume that it is the difference

of soil which has caused the above results, thus upset-

ing the theory that the disease is entirely due to
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atmospheric influences. Any discovery for the preven-

tion of the disease would be the greatest possible

blessing to the public. iVemesis, November 2.

Relative Value of Clay Land.—In the year

1S36 1 happened to be living at ease in Surrey, and

remember reading at that time a book on the agri-

culture of the country, by Malcolm. I was particu-

larly struck by the account which Mr. Curtis (the

Editor of the ''Botanical Magazine"), gave of his work-
ing on a piece of clay at Walworth—because near the

village where I resided was a hamlet called Claygate,

and I had occasional disputes with a small farmer of

that place respecting the working of the land. It was
about the time when Sir Robert Peel was preaching up
the necessity for deep ploughing and effective draining

;

and I tried to persuade the small farmer, who always

croaked about the coldness and poverty of the soil,

that it only wanted labour—as I saw that Plum trees

bore abundantly. It is a curious illustration of the

slow progress which ideas make in England, that

30 years have passed, and this fact of the comparative

value of strong land is yet discussed. I remember
hearing at the same date {1S36) discussed, in a book-
seller's shop at Kingston, the expediency of equalising

the poor rates, which now seems likely to be done in

about ten more years. J. S.

Fox Hunting.—Among the grievances under which
farmers suffer, I think tlie injury to young Wheat and
seeds in the winter caused by hunting is a serious one.

This is particularly the case on stiff plough farms. Of
course the larger grazing fields of Leicestershire or

Northamptonshire may not suffer so much ; but on

clay plough land near covers, in wet weather, I am
sure the loss of plant must be great, for the footmarks

of the hunters remain all the summer after. The
hunters also break down rails and hedges, and leave

gates open, and disturb flocks, doing hurt to inlamb

ewes. All these annoyances are a loss in money to the

farmer. I do not object to the landowners or any
class amusing themselves, but I think their amuse-

ment should not be carried on to the injury of others.

I am afraid it is of no use as yet opposing fox-hunting

or game preserving at the expense of tenants, but I

hope the time will come when the farmer's property in

England, Scotland, and Wales, will be as well cared

for by Parliament as the farmer's property in Ireland

has been. I know that the House of Lords is com-
posed almost exclusively of landowners, who also have
a majority in the Commons inclined to support land-

owning interests. The best way, in my opinion, and
the quickest way of redressing farmers' grievances will

be to return more tenant-farmers to the House of

Commons. Surely every division of a county can

furnish at least one farmer who will make as good a

member as the present one—much better, if we look

to tenants' interests. If we had 50, or 100, or 200,

Reads, and M'Combies and Hoskynses in the House
of Commons, such things as turning a tenant out by a

six months' notice to quit, and seizing his improve-

ments, would soon be put an end to. It is this notice

to quit hanging over our heads that makes us dumb
when speaking of laws passed by landlord Parliaments.

If land-occupying were as fairly represented in

Parliament as land-owning is, many things which now
oppress the country would begot rid of. H. H. O.,

IVarzaicl's/iire, Nov. 14. [Does our correspondent

suppose that a Parliament of tenant-farmers would put

down foxhunting !J

Foreign Correspondence.
Cauan'a de LOS Alamos, IJuexos Avres : Aitg.^

l^-jo.— The Probkni of Wool Production under Given
Conditions.—What an infinity of mistakes could be
avoided, and to how much better advantage could men
work, had they but thorough knowledge ofthe natural laws
which govern the various industries which they practise.

What marvellous results have accrued to agriculture

and stock-farming economy during the past quarter oi

a century, through the lights which science has shed.

Let us cull a few of these lights, and apply them to an
industry which is here, in the River Plate, practised in

the rudest and most blind manner, viz., wool-growing.

The general practice assumes, that wool of any de-

scription can be grown equally well anywhere, and
under all conditions indiscriminately, and apparently too

on the assumption of sufficient or insufficient food,

health, or disease. There is no greater fallacy. We
can no more grow the true Saxon Negrette, or Lionese,

character of wool on the natural pasture of this country

than we can grow Cabbage in the moon.
Wool is affected in its every condition, quality,

length, character, and quantity, by the food on which
the sheep are fed, on the same principle that soil deter-

mines the class of herbage—its quantity and quality

—

that grows on it. All practical and experienced flock-

masters know, and professional writers proclaim that

sheep like and thrive on a variety of food, but few, if

any, state specifically what varieties of food are calcu-

lated to result definitely in producing different effects,

much less the reason why. Yet it is to the last degree
important that these things should be generally known
amongst farmers, as thereby thousands would be spared
comparative failure. We are told that high feeding
will give quantity and increased fibre, but we are not

told why feeding on Peas, Maize, Clover, or Alfalfa,

gieen or as hay. Turnips, Mangel, &c., will give rise

to a certain character of wool, and feeding on Oats,

Barley, meadow giass, green Rye, or Barley and
meadow hay, which, as well as tlie first enumerated,
constitute high feeding, will give rise to a totally

distinct character of wool. We are told that the sparse

short grasses of hill runs suit small sheep with small

fleeces of short fine wool, but not the reason why (or

only a loose and incomplete one) such a scant herbage
gives scant carcase and scant wool. I will endeavour
to supply this deficiency briefly but definitely.

The first step must be to state the inorganic con-

stituents of wool ; say, silica, 16.74 J phosphoric acid,

15.12; sulphuric acid, 12.94; lime, 15.06; potash,

4.12; soda, 2; common salt (chloride of sodium),

11.94; oxide of iron, 20; magnesia, 1.45. This
is the only analysis (it is by Nisbit) I can find, and is

made to do duty in the very few works on sheep that

give an inorganic analysis—proving how inconsiderable

has been the attention paid to this important matter.

It is not stated even what class of wool, nor where
grown, nor how the sheep had been fed, whereas the

relative proportions of the constituents would be ma-
terially different in different classes of wool off sheep
differently fed ; however, it is a fair assumption that

the sheep had fed over lime or chalk soil, otherwise

the relative proportions of lime and potash would
have been different.

The next step is to state the parts which these

inorganic substances play in the organism of the wool.

The phosphate and the sulphur appertain to, and bear

relation to, the nerve or nitrogenous substance ; the

silica (in combination with the alkalies) goes to form
the serrated or scaly crust ; the oxide of iron appertains

to the nerve and the crust; sulphur and phosphorus
may be stated to contribute to the peculiar lustre of the

wool ; but, as regards this, their function is not accu-

rately determined ; the common salt is, as in all animal
organisms, essential to the organisation of the whole.

That which may be called the external character of the

wool, the greater or less firmness and transparency of

the crust, the sharpness and more or less tenacity of

the points of the scales or serrations, depends entirely

on the relative proportions of silica, potash, lime, and
soda present in it, and this again depends on the rela-

tive proportions of these same present in the food on
which the sheep habitually feed. A deficiency of

silica, and a relative excess of lime in the food,

will give rise to dulness, brittleness, and very

inferior felting property in the wool. Lime and
potash replace each other to a great extent

carbon of food must always greatly exceed the
nitrogen) in greater force than the hydrocarbon or
starch, both being present in moderate or store stock

force, the wool fibre will be very fine but ner\'ous

(a fine felting wool), short in staple, in fleece small ;

and the sheep habitually so fed will be light in

carcase, and indisposed to fatten. Food comprising
a variety of which one part contains silica in

excess and phosphate in considerable proportion,

and the other part little silica but much potash,

is that which favours a large meat and fat pro-

duct, an abundant wool clip of bright, pliable,

tough, nervous, and long staple—a fine combing wool
with felting properties, in degree con'esponding to the

proportion of silicated substances in the mixed food.

It now only remains to examine carefully and compa-
ratively the inorganic analysis of the chief food sub-

stances which constitute the food of sheep, to arrive

at a certain knowledge of the character of wool
which can be obtained off the herbage which
Nature provides in different localities, or which the

farmer can produce on different soils. There is a
general resemblance in the composition of the straight-

leaved meadow grasses ; each variety, however—and
there are many—differs somewhat from the others,

and soils affect all in more or less the same way. I

have, therefore, struck an approximate average of the

analysis of several sorts made by Professor Way, and
give it in the first line. In the second line an analysis

of meadow hay, composed of many sorts, and evidently

cut off a rich lowland soil, viz., rich in phosphate : this

analysis is by Potter. I have also given two or three

analyses of Clovers, &c., grown on different qualities

of soil, and two of Alfalfa, one of the varieties of the

Trefoil order, by Way, Voelcker, and Anderson. The
composition of the various Trefoil families is so similar

that is only necessary to give the analysis of one sort

(red Clover), grown on three different soils, to answer
for the whole variety ; single analyses of grain and
straw by Way suffice. There is a plant which is not
elsewhere considered as a food, but which here con-

stitutes a very large proportion of the feed, viz., the

Cardo jasnal, soft Thistle. No analysis exists of this ;

but by taking into account the habits of the plant and
its effects as food we can, by analogy, arrive at a

tolerably correct estimate ; and I may put it down as

containing more water, more carbonic acid—from the

fact of very broad-leaved plants absorbing carbonic

acid in proportion to their surface—less phosphate and
potash, and silica perhaps in about same proportion as

in the Clover.

Meadow hay

Clover

Clover offa lime soil

Alfalfa do.

Do., off a vegetable I

Oats
Barley
Peas
Maize
By Wav : Oat-straw
By Bou^singalt: Do.,

ripe

Barlcvslraw
Wheat do
Pea do
Field do

35-79

45.94
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largely predominate, while, owing to continued over-

stocldng, the silicated narrow-leaved grasses (Grarni-

ner^), are in minimum— or where they are in quantity

on llie crude camps, they are in by far their greater

proportion so coarse as to be unsuited for sheep.

There are also many herb plants, broad-leaved, such

as Flor Morado, Alfilerilla, &c., non-silicates, but fat-

tenhig ; and in the case of stock sheep artificially led,

Alfalfa, green or as hav, and Maize, constitute the chief,

food, in both of which silica is in very limited quantity.

It becomes self-evident, on a careful examination of

the analysis of various food plants, and taking into con-

sideration the quality of the soil, that the conditions

present in the alluvial plains of Buenos Ayres are dia-

metrically opposed to the production of very fine wool

that would possess very high felting properties. The
herbage does not furnish the wherewithal to form that

indurated crust with the sharp serrations which are the

essentials of felting property in high degree ; also the

predominance of hydrocarbon elements is not favour-

able to the extremely fine fibre, all nerve and cnist,

which attains for the .Saxon and other wools their very

high value for tlie manufacture of superfine cloths.

On the other hand, the conditions of the herbage, if

fair play is given by not overstocking the camps,

clearly indicate length, substance, abundance, softness,

and pliableness ; and when the fine silicated grasses

(Graminacea?) are in full proportion to the Trefoil, &c.,

really good though not first-rate felting properties, but

still, and above all, essentially a fine combing Merino

type—the class which is, perhaps, the most rare, and,

at the same time, of most general application. Also,

these conditions are eminently favourable to the produc-

tion of a meat making sheep, provided they are care-

fully bred to good form and the land not overstocked.

It can easily be conceived by those who are conver-

sant with the science (for it is a science, and a very

difficult one) of breeding, what the eflect would be of

introducing types of sheep that had been created

under a treatment such as the .Saxon and other German
races of short felting wool sheep have for numerous
generations been subjected on to soil and herbage

such as the natural pastures of Buenos Ayres afford.

The essenti.al constituents of the bright indurated crust

and intensified nerve which characterises fine, short,

felting wools, could not be replaced or compensated

by the hydrocarbon elements which predominate in the

pastures of this country—the speciality of the race or

races would necessarily be utterly lost ; and slovenly

breeding, absence of care, and the prevalence of skin

disease (the chief features of sheep-farming in Buenos
Ayres), would effectually interfere to prevent the

assumption of a new type which would carry with

it any good quality whatsoever. This is precisely what

has taken place here through the extensive introduction

of the German families of Merino, and hence the

inferior value of the w^ool.

The question naturally arises. What is to be done

under the circumstances? The answer is perfectly

plain. Only by crossing the flocks with a race of

Merino sheep—and Merino is the only admissible

breed to yield wool of great length, strength, nerve,

substance, and bold character, and to weighty square

carcase of good feeding and fattening form—is there

any possibility of achieving a character of product and

type of sheep that will harmonise with the conditions

of soil and herbage, and the wool of which will take

higli standing and value in its class. This may
readily be comprehended on the consideration of the

fact that such a type of sheep, and such a character of

wool as I indicate must necessarily have been produced

under a long continued regimen analogous in its rela^

tive proportions of nutritive matters and inorganic con-

stituents to that which the natural pastures of the

La Plata plains will yield, if only fair play is given

them and judgment used in depasturing.

To convey more clearly to the minds of non-scientific

readers the nature of the functions which silica in com-
bination with alkalies performs, or is made to perform,

in the arts as in Nature, I subjoin the following

:

The bright crystals of felspar rock are composed of

silica and potash, and glass is composed of fused silica,

potash and soda, and in the inferior qualities a little

lime or chalk is added. The glossy indurated crust

with which frescoes are preserved, and which gives to

plaster work the gloss of polished marble, also the

crust that is deposited on the surface of soft stone in

buildings to save it from crumbling under atmo-
spheric action, is composed of fused silica and
potash. The bright indurated crust which coals

the straw of corn plants of the order Graminacere,
and the stems of the grasses of the same order,

consists of silica, potash, . soda and lime in rela-

tive proportions, according to the class of soil on
which grown. The bright indurated cnist of hnir and
wool is org.anised out of the same, and bears relation

to the respective quantities of these constituents in the

food which the animals consume—the fine short hair

of the shining coats of the English blood horses results

from their high breeding and high feeding on meadow
hay (and grass) and Oats, or their equivalents, contain-

ing much silica, exactly in the same w^y that the fine

short Saxon wool has been produced off feed of a

similar composition.

I may add that in the process of coating or cnisting

stone in buildings, the preparation of sihcate of potash

which is used (liquid glass as it is commonly called)

contains a large proportion of potash, which is one

cause of its soft or semi-liquid and soluble condition,

that immediately after the application of the silicate

preparation a wash of muriatic acid (or sulphuric acid)

is given. This combines with a certain portion of the

potash (or soda, for both, or either, are used in making
liquid glass), and separates it froin the silica,

bringing to the surface the excess of potash in the form

of loose powder, as muriate or sulphate of potash (or

soda), which is brushed or washed off, leaving the hard

silicate deposited firmly on the stone. From this

operation I infer that wool which is well coated with

indurated silicate suffers less from the operation of

removing the carretilia by means of sulphuric acid than

wool less protected against the action of the acid on

the animal tissues.

Touching the power of the grasses of the order (Gra-

minacere) to dominate Thistles, &c. , see a few remarks,

pp. 190— 195, second edition of " States of the River

Plate." In Baiiado ground, where neither the Trefoil

nor Thistle will grow, there are different agencies at

work, but this and numerous other points affecting

particular localities more properly belong to a detailed

consideration of the treatment of camps and the produc-

tion of special herbage affected by special local geolo-

gical conditions, &c. I may, however, state that

Bafiado herbage, also that of any low camps not per-

haps coming under the denomination of Baiiado, but

where certain Pajas and Puma grasses (Parto puna) are

present in quantity, is deficient in alkalies with an

excess of hydrated silicic acid,—conditions unfavourable

both to fat and wool production. IK L., Ahi/nos.

BANBURY ROOT SllOU:

This annual show—established in 1S69 by Mr.

Peter James PeiT)-—was held for the second time on

the Sth insl., and was remarkably well attended. The
judges on this occasion were Finlay Dun, Esq., of

Weston Park, and Charles Simmons, Esq., of Henley-

on-Thames. We give the weights of the 1st prize

roots :

—

12 Perry's Improved Bangholm Purple-top Swedish Turnip
(56 entries).— ist, .£2, A. H. Thursby, Esij., Wormleighton
House. Warvvickshirc ; weight. 169 lb.

IS White Globe Turnips ^4 entries).— 1st, isj., Mr. J. Tims,
Wroxton ; 1043 'b.

12 Greystone Turnips (22 entries;.—jst, 15X., Colonel North,
M.P., Wroxton Abbey ; 116I lb.

12 Green Globe Turnips (15 entries).— 1st, 15J. , Mr. J. Tims,
Wroxton ; (ji| lb.

12 Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzcl (41 entries).—1st, £1, A. H.
Thursby, Esq. , Wormleighton House ; 199I lb. Other [wo lots

weighed 2oot lb. and 202i lb.

12 Long Red Mangel Wurzel C18 entries'.—1st, jC^, A. H.
Thursby, Esq., Wormleighton House ; 291 lb.

12 Red Carrots ^2i entries;.— ist, loi., Lord Saye and Selc,

Brougluon t^stle ; 41 lb.

12 White Carrots (lo entries;.— 1st, ^s, 6d., Mr. Kliss, Great
Tew : 42 lb.

6 Kohl Rabi (14 entries .— ist, jos., Mr. Castleman Barton,

Bedford.
12 While Spanish Onions (3 entries).—1st, 251., Mr. J. Tims,

Wroxton ; 154 lb.

There was one important feature in the above show,

and that was, the marked improvement apparent in

the quality and weight of all the productions ex-

hibited in the various classes, which far surpassed

those of 1S69. Thus testifying that Mr. Perry's

num.erous friends accept and appreciate the good
purpose for which he instituted this annual exhibition

of roots.

MELPLAISH.
The Devon Breed.—At a late meeting of this Society

Mr. John Pitfield, of Symondsbury, read the follow-

ing paper ;

—

I will not pause to consider the locality from
whence this beautiful and symmetrical breed was
first derived, as I intend to confine my remarks

to what comes under my own obser%'alion. It is

probably tnie that at one time they were to be found

only in one part of Devonshire, though now it would
be absurd to imagine there are no good and pure
animals out of the county whence they take their name.
We have only to visit our agricultural shows to prove

there are many choice herds of Devons not only in

Dorsetshire but in several other distant counties. We
must not, on the other hand, believe that everything

that is called a Devon necessarily is one, for every

little animal in a market or fair is often, if not generally,

pointed out as one, because it is red and very small.

That there are small Devons I do not attempt to deny,

but that there are also fine weighty ones I think you
will all allow. The sire does not so much depend on
the breed as the management, as I hope to prove to

you by-and-by. I maintain that a good Devon can be,

and must be, a fine " proofy " cow, which gives a good
quantity of unusually rich milk ; and 1 maintain that

tlie oxen which earn money, and whilst at work grow
into money more certainly than any others, are Devon
oxen. I do not wish to make a bare assertion; we are

practical men considering a practical subject, and I

will endeavour to prove my statements. If there be no
truth in what I say, let me ask why buyers come, not

merely once, but" again and again, to obtain steer calves

in tins very neighbourhood ? They will soon be here

again for another supply, for which they are glad to

give a good price ; so if any gentleman doubts my
assertion I refer him to these annual purchasers. I

know there are many- -I dare say some now present

—

who will allow the hardy "proofy" Quality to which I
have alluded, but will add that the Devons are not the
dairyman's cows, and therefore I repeat that a Devon
need not be a little fat red cow which gives a very
little milk, nor yet a great one which gives little or no
milk. I believe the reason why Devons generally are
supposed to be so small and such indifferent milkers,
is that the principal breeders of the pure cattle have
confined their attention too much to quality and sym-
metry, to the neglect often of those more important
points, size and milk. They breed to sell or show, and
therefore cultivate only those qualities that are pleasing
to the eye. There are also some parts of Devonshire
where, in consequence of climate or soil, we could only
expect to meet with small animals of any breed ; but
that can be no reason why the owner of a herd, under
different circumstances, should not succeed in obtaining
a different class of animal. I do not intend to say any-
thing about show stock, wishing to speak only of
Devons as they are on the farm, paying as they do a
very important portion of the rent. The pocket is the
judge we have to encounter, and I hope to prove that
this breed is well worthy the attention of any farmers'
club. Therefore I will now proceed to say a few
words about the Devon bull.

Taking into consideration his important position, I
think we must reverse the usual order of things, and
give the gentleman the first place, for, with a choice
cow, we can with the best of luck only get one "ood
calf a-year, whereas with only one veiy good bull and
50 or 60 moderately good cows we may get 50 or 60
very good calves, which shows how particular we
should be in the selection of a male animal ; a few
pounds extra being well expended in the endeavour to
obtain a promising lot of young stock. My experience
leads me to say, avoid a very fat bull, aiid especially
an old one. If you trust to the former you will
probably go short of calves ; if to the latter you will
find your stock smaller than you would wish. I would
select, then, a bull not more than four years old ; if 3
yearling he must not be worked too hard, lest his

growth and natural good qualities should run the risk

of being checked, or of never becoming fully developed.
I am always very particular never to use a bull from a
bad milker, which I consider a most important matter;
however good in other respects, he would not be desir-

able for a dairy. Time will only allow me just to
touch on the more important points. He should be of
a rich colour, with a good coat and skin, a clear wliite

nose, a full bright eye, not too short a face, crowned
by a pair of nice white horns, not too heavy or coarse,
wide expanse of chest, great depth of girth, and a wide
straight back ; the tail well set on good hindquarters,
no ugly hollows behind the shoulders or slack behind
the ribs. I may mention that as with bipeds so with
bulls, a bad temper seems hereditary ; therefore it is

highly requisite to use a good-tempered animal. His
proper place, for various reasons, is a stall or loose
box, as then many accidents may be avoided, and a
great deal more be made of him than if he ran loose
with the herd, which, considering the difficulty of find-

ing and the price we have to pay for a really good
animal, is of great consequence. Though a great
believer in his wonderful " proofy " qualities and good
constitution, I do not expect him to thrive without
proper treatment. The food I recommend is hay,
with the addition of a few Beans. This I have found
to answer well, whereas oilcake, I am inclined to

believe, renders him to a great extent unsuitable for the
purpose for which he is intended. Whilst on this part
of my subject I may add that the services of a first-

class bull are worth, in my opinion, at least £1 2s.

The owner of such an animal honestly deserves that

sum, and the money will bring good interest to the

man who expends it. We are all aware that there are,

or rather were, several good herds of Herefords in this

county ; but of late years the number is certainly

decreasing, in some instances being replaced by Devons,
which fact bears out my view that they are more suited

to this locality ; and I think I may safely venture to

back my favourite breed, for dairy purposes, against

the choicest herd of the other sort that you can men-
tion. I will conclude this portion of my subject by
repeating what a farmer in the neighbourhood told me
only a short time since. He keeps a dairy of cross-

breds, and has tried both a Hereford and Devon bull

;

and he assures me the latter answers his purpose much
the best in every resjiect. So, gentlemen, with this

strong evidence I will leave well alone, and proceed to

speak of the Devon cow ; and as many of the remarks
already made on the selection of the bull will apply to

the cow, I will not repeat them, except to remind you
she should possess size and quality.

I insist on quality, as I find the better bred the cow
the richer the milk. We all know that the quantity is

no criterion of the quality, and, as the dairyman
requires butter and not "sky-blue," it is evident that

quality is of greater moment. As regards the colour

of the cow, of course she must be red. I have no
objection, however, to a little white before the udder.

Some persons do not dislike a kind of yellow tinge

with the red, but I am inclined to think that colour no
indication of strength of constitution. I will not dwell

on the points of the cow, but pass on to consider her

general management. I believe about the greatest

fault we commit is in the treatment of our in-calf cows
and heifers. Devons will stand poor living as well
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and I think better than any other breed—indeed, I

have invariably found that the best bred animals keep

in better condition on the same allowance than half-

bred, but no in-calf beasts should be kept entirely on

straw. I highly approve of good straw keep ; it is

healthy and necessary ; but I am fully convinced that

the outlay in the shape of a little cake is fully repaid to

the farmer, both by the animals and the manure ; and
even if the dairj-man himself paid half the cost he would
not be the loser, as it necessarily follows that when
beasts calve down poor it must take them some time to

get up their own strength and condition before they

can do justice to the dairyman. I like my cows to

get an early bite of grass, and, therefore, though I am
blessed with no water meadow, I always contrive to lay

up as much pasture land as I can spare for early use.

\Vith reference to barreners, I arrange to take my own
away from the dairy about October ll, and even then

I find that they are very good beef. Quality tells

again here. When offered for sale the superiority of

good beasts is immediately shq^vn, for we must all

have remarked how quickly the best animals are dis-

posed of for best prices at an auction. A great im-

provement is manifest in late years with regard to the

provision of shelter for cattle ; but there is room for

still more. Money expended in the erection of stalls

is not lost. Warmth economises food, and we must
all be aware how much hay is wasted by being thrown
down before cattle in the fields. Time will not admit

of my going into statistics ; but when I say that no
dairies in this neighbourhood are let at a higher rent

than my own and other good Devon herds, I hope I

bring forward a strong argument to prove the state-

ment that Devons can be, ought to be, and are, suit-

able and good for dairy purposes. As regards heifers,

I would say that, as a rule, they ought not to calve

under three years old. Though I adopt the common
practiceofselectingafew of the larger ones, and allowing

them to calve at two years, I often find that a heifer

of two years old gives more milk than when she is

three years old ; but at four years I frequently find

that she will answer the expectation formed when she

first calved. 1 need not say that in-calf heifers should

be placed where they are well under the eye of master

or man, and that they should be kept better than cows.

My dairyman usually takes them as cows. Two-year-
old barren Devon heifers of course will do well upon
straw, and, if the straw be good, will require no arti-

ficial help. Yearlings I like to see in loose boxes,

where they are to be had. I would give good hay,

water, and a little com. I find that a mixture of

crushed Beans, Oats, and Flaxseed answers well, and
by using it I save my roots. Young calves of course

require care and attention. I generally retain almost
all my calves, binding the dairyman not to sell any
without my sanction, and allowing him a quarter's

rent of a cow for each calf, finding the com myself,

which is generally cracked Beans, as I have dis-

covered nothing better. When the calves are turned

out I keep them well during the first year, and still con-

tinue the Beans in the proportion of about one pint toeach
calf. Those dropped after March I do not turn out at

all during their first year, and by thi^ treatment I find

that when spring comes round they have nearly over-

taken those summered out-of-doors. These, gentlemen,
are about all the remarks I can offer this evening ; and,
in conclusion, if in iSoS it could be said that the

Devons "are an important breed of animals, active at

work, and [their aptitude to fatten is unrivalled," I

feel quite satisfied that the statement can be repeated

in 1S70 : and, as a proof of the truth of a great deal
that I have said, I shall be very happy to show any of

you my own herd, and allow you to form your own
conclusions. In the meantime, if you will kindly pull

my paper to pieces as much as you like, I shall be
pleased, as I shall then have reason to think that some
of my remarks are worthy of notice, and that the only
object I had in view will be obtained, which was to

create a discussion which may tend to help us to pass

not merely a pleasing and convivial, but an improving
evening.

Discussion.

Mr. John Pope, the chairman, said Mr. Pitfield had
challenged them to prove that a mixed-bred animal would
give as good butter and milk as a Devon. He {the
chairman} considered there was no doubt Mr. Pit&eld
was wrong as regarded the quantity of milk : without
question the cross-bred gave more milk than the pure
Devon. .\ person who owned an excellent herd of Here-
fords would no doubt give a direct contradiction to any
assertion that Mr. Pitfield had a superior dairy. He
(the chairman) believed there was no dairy in the neigh-
bourhood to surpass Mr. Trask's at Mapperton Marsh.
He differed from the lecturer as to the treatment of
calves, and considered the harder they were bred the
harder they would be in after life, and a better cow would
be produced. The same rule applied to lambs. He did
not mean to say they should slop them, but by too high
treatment the cows were often deformed and weakly.
The best and hardest cows were those bred in the open
air. and which lived without much artificial food, such as
cake, com. and Beans. He thought if they were kept
upon hay and grass only, the cows would be better and
more useful than those which were kept in houses and fed
with com, cake, and other things. They might not
reach that perfection of symmetry which some persons
aimed to produce, but they would be more hardy. They
all knew that a man might be acclimatised to almost
anything ; and so with calves. They must approach this
question from a practical and not a' theoretical point of

view—as farmers keeping animals for profit, and not as

gentlemen amateurs who kept a few "fancy" beasts in

their parks. Where they as agriculturists had to keep
three or four cows, the amateur might only mn one, and
it was a different thing to keep beasts for profit instead of

pleasure.

Mr. Trask was happy to have heard Mr. Pope s com-
plimentary remarks respecting his dairy of Herefords.

With regard to the treatment of calves, he might say he
had never been in the habit of giving them com in houses
until last year, when keep was short, and even then he

had difficulty in getting them to eat from the troughs.

Last year he gave the later calves a little com. just as they

were about to be turned out. He believed with the chair-

man that the hardier calves were kept in their younger
days the stronger they would be when turned out. With
respect to the age at which to breed from heifers, it had
been his practice to commence at two years old ; and he
found as a mle the calves were larger than when the

heifer did not begin till the third year. Every year told

upon a cow : and he thought it advantageous to com-
mence breeding as early as possible. He understood Mr.
Pitfield to say, that after a person once bought Devon
calves they would not care to have anything else ; but he

(Mr. Trasic) had had people come to his farm and refuse

to purchase any except they had a white face.

Mr. A. J.
Pitfield could not quiet agree with Mr.

Trask as to keeping calves too hard. He liked to keep
them in growing condition and in good order ; but he
differed from the lecturer as to housing calves. It made
them tender, and, although they looked well in the warm
summer weather, they required to go into the box again
directly the cold was felt, and oftentimes the result was
that the fanner had a number of slipped calves. He advo-
cated that they should have a shed into which they could

go at will, and that they should be kept in growing condi-

tion. He considered that the great point in which farmers
were at fault was the selection of the bull from which to

breed. It was a singular fact, and no doubt Mr. Warren
and other Devon and Hereford breeders would confirm
the remark, that heifers would invariably take after the

sire, and the steers or bulls would take after the dam. The
same remark apphed to sheep—a good chilver always
resulted from a good sire.

Mr. Da\'Y agreed with every remark that had fallen

from Mr. Trask relative to the Hereford breed of cattle,

and none of the arguments which Mr. Pitfield had brought
forward would induce him to depart from his favourite

breed. The Herefords would live in any locality ; they
were hardy, and produced good milk and butter, and his

dair)'man would say none could surpass them. Their
value, of course, depended very much upon the manage-
ment of the owners. For his own part he generally

reared a few more calves than he required for the dairy,

and from these he selected the best milkers, so that if

any heifer did not produce sufficient good milk he had
her turned out. As regarded the sire, they should be
particular in the selection of a good animal from a well-

known superior cow. He had lately taken a trip in

Herefordshire, and had selected a bull from an 80-cow
dajry : this he intended to breed from for dairy purposes.

He was of opinion that they could not. as a rule, obtain

the greatest quantity of milk from the most fleshy beast.

He had a half-sister to the steer which won ist prize in

the Hereford class at the Christmas show in London, and
if any gentleman present was to see her he would say she

was not worth ;^io. but she was a splendid animal, and
had reared two admirable calves. He had 31 cows in

his dair>-. and could safely say that not one of them had
ever tasted com, cake, or artificial food of any kind

;

they were fed entirely on hay and grass, and very often they

could be grazed to over 50 score in weight. The Herefords
could be grazed to great weight, at little e.xpense, which
was, of course, an advantage to the farmer. Mr. Pitfield

had the advantage of him at the last Melplaish show, but

he did not think that gentleman could say his beasts were
fed only on hay and grass.

Mr. J.
Pitfield.—They had nothing more whatever.

Mr. D.wv.— But what was their condition when
heifers ?

Mr. J. Pitfield replied that his yearUngs kept indoors

thrived on half the amount of com that others did.

Mr. Davy said his heifers were fed on hay only, and he

could raise them well and make a good price for them
But he repeated that Mr. Pitfield had the advantage of

him at the Melplaish show, and as he had heard that that

gentleman intended to retire from competition this y
he hoped he would reconsider his determination and al!

him (Mr. Da\'y) to have yet another " shie " at him, at all

events.

Mr. J. PiTFiELDsaid what he had intended to do at the

next Melplaish show was to exhibit extra stock in all

classes for which prizes were offered by the society. He
was going to do this for the purpose of just " comparin
notes." But as it was Mr. Davy's particular wish to

compete with him, he would afford him the opportunity.

//ADm-\GTO.V.

The Wheat Crop atid Itisect Ravages.—Mr. D0UGL.\s,

of Athelstaneford, presiding, said the subject was s

very important one to farmers, as it entered largely

into the margin of profits. There had been consider-

able ravages in the Wheat crop this season caused by
the presence in the ears of the plant of a little grub,

the presence of which was plainly the effect of the

kind of weather which they had had. He believed

that the pickling of the WTieat was generally observed

in that county, and where it was so he thought it had
the effect of preventing the ravages of insects, and of

blights generally. He thought it was usually admitted

that the critical stage in the growth of Wheat was
when it was first coming into bloom ; and if they had
anything like violent winds before the bloom was
reasonably developed, it tended to injure the crop. It

had also been remarked by many practical men that a

murky sort of weather had a very injurious effect upon
the formarion of the ears. He had no doubt that good

fair weather, with a sufficient supply of sunshine, had
a very beneficent influence on the success of the Wheat
growing. Wheat was a plant which could stand more
drought than any other of the serials, as it struck its

roots very deep into the soil, and adapted itself very

much to the season, and therefore was not so depen-

dent upon the rainfalls as were other of the serial crops.

For the last three seasons they had not had very good
Wheat crops in comparison with former years, but,

even in the very dry season, in East Lothian the crop had
been as good generally as in past years. This year, in

fact, had been good in comparison. I have read that

this year the Wheat crop over the country was below

the average. In the county they had had several fine

crops, but he believed that this year's would not

compare with the Wheat crop of last year.

Mr. Scot Skirving held that there was no doubt

that in this very dry season they had been more subject

to blights and insects in the crops than they had been

for a long time past. They had heard a great deal

lately of scientific agriculture, but he thought that it

might be better if they were to study a little natural

history, as it would be a very great step towards

devising a remedy if they could only get to know what
the evil really was. It was well known that the flies

devoured the Wheat, and he thought they should

encourage the insectivorous birds, who were their

natural enemies. There were some blanks in the

WTieat crop this year, owing, he supposed, to the

ravages of an insect which had settled in the Wheat. It

was a very minute insect, about the t^velfth of an inch

long—all white, except in the head, which was black.

It did not attack the root of the Wheat, nor indeed all

the stems, but it got into one or two stems only and
left the rest. He did not know its natural history, but

it was not so dangerous as the grub. There were two

waj-s in which the grub might be encountered. The
one was by ploughing and exposing it to the atmosphere,

and the other by lea\'ing it to its natural enemies in

the air.

Mr. Hope, of Fentonbams, thought that this year's

crops in Wheat were full average crops, though there

was no doubt there had been considerable ravages

by insects. He recommended double ploughing for

counteracting these insect ravages. In the years from

1827 to 1831 the average produce of the Wheat crops

was only iS bushels per acre—that was after Beans.

Mr. DuRiE, of Barneymains, recommended late

sowing for the prevention of blights, and did not

believe in the efficacy of *' pickling" for preventing

*'ban." If they would now sow one-half of a sample

"pickled," and put a pinch of snufi on the other, he
woidd back the snuff. He thought that the best

preventive was dry sowing.
Several gentlemen made some further remarks, in

which dissent from Mr. Dune's opinion in regard to

"pickling" was expressed ; after which
The Chairman closed the discussion, giving it as

his opinion that the existence of insects and blights

was no doubt owing to the ill-regulation of the sea-

sons ; and that if a well-regulated succession of the

seasons could be secured, their work would be easy ;

and the best way to secure good crops was to work
the land well, and open it up by good ploughing and
harrowing to its full capacity of giving proper food to

the plants. [These proceedings are commented on in

another page by our correspondent, Mr. .Shirreff, of

Haddington.]

THE AGRICUL TURAL SHOIV A T SIDNEV.

August 30.—It is held in Prince Alfred's Park,

where a splendid pavilion has been erected by the

Corporation for the use of the Society from year to

year, at a cost of ^^23,000, this being filled mainly
with what is non-agricultural. The park, which con-

sists of 19 acres, is thickly strewn with sheds for horses

and cattle, for sheep and pigs, all being strikingly

pretty and impervious to the rain. The arrangements

in this respect very much excel those of the " Royal

"

at home. Altogether these sheds cover about 3 acres

of ground, the agricultural implements being abroad

—

that is to say, not under shelter. The stewards of the

non-agricultural sections got to work about ten days

before the opening, and immediately after a dinner

given by Mr. John Young, the contractor, to his

workpeople, their wives and families, and a host

of other people, including the notabilities of the

land. This gathering of about 5000 souls tested

the stability of the building, and proved its

aptitude as a dapcing hall, the presence of

Lord and Lady Belmore being agreed upon as

the sign for the formation of quadrille parties. The
live stock were admitted to the grotmd between
Saturday, the 27th, till 10 o'clock .\. M. on Monday,
the 29th, the judges commencing their labours at

II o'clock on the latter day. The horse-boxes are

arranged round a circus 120 yards in diameter, and the

cattle stalls round one of similar dimensions. The
judging was not exactly private, nor was it public, but

it was conducted with great care and despatch, and I

may say that I never say a finer lot of animals in any

show in England. Money has been freely expended

in the purchase of pedigree animals by our breeders

—

the best studs, herds, and flocks in the old country are

here fully represented, and young stock of remarkable

quality are rising up and selling well. The common
price for a yearling bull that can show a good strain is

about ;^ioo, and blood is rising in estimation. Some
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of your readers w-ill be glad to know the prices made

at the sale which concluded the first week of the

exhibition. Mr. W. J. Dangar, for instance, sold

seven of his Shorthorn exhibits, principally yearhngs

and 2-year-olds, which averaged /S3 10s. A 3-year-

old bull. Garibaldi, was sold for 350 gs. ;
Grk-NDOn

Oxford for 245 gs. ; Daisy Duke, a 2-year-old, for

200 gs. Out of eleven yearlings offered for sale six

went far above loogs., and out of eleven calves sold

none made less than £$0.

In consequence of the interference of rain the judg-

ing was not completed on Monday, but when the park

was thrown open to the public on Tuesday, the 5^.

visitors, in sauntering about in search of specmiens of

equine and bovine beauty, found the prize tickets

attached to nearly all the stalls. The parade of the

horses and cattle in their respective rings formed an

attractive feature of the show morning and afternoon.

The horses were 1 3S in number, the cattle 229. Of

sheep there were but 30 pens, in consequence of the

existence of the Scab Act, which subjects to quarantine

process all sheep that visit the port with the view of

returning. Of pigs there were 26 pens ; of poultry,

313 entries ; and of dogs there were 211. The prin-

cipal breeders of Shorthorns and the principal prize-

takers were Messrs. W. J. Dangar, A. A. Dangar,

R. L. Jenkins, Walter Lamb, Mrs. Clark Irving,

Messrs. Barns, Smith & Co., J. W. Chisholm, Thomas

Lee, and W. & C. Durham.

The chief competitors and prize winners in Hereford

classes were Messrs. J. Nowlan, G. H. Cox, Sloper

Cox, G. Loder, ]. White, Bams, Smith & Co., Charles

Reynolds. Lord Belmore's prize for the best male

animal in the yard went to Mr. R. L. Jenkins' bull

Theodore, an imported animal, two and a half years

old, ''sire Heir of York—and nearly perfect. His

lordship's prize for the best female went to Mr. Loder,

who exhibited a nameless yearling Hereford of singular

promise. The principal exhibitors of blood horse

stock were Messrs. A. Town, R. Bowman, A. A.

Dangar, Sir W. Macarthur, E. K. Cox, A. Cobcroft.

The agricultural machinery not yet removed is almost

wholly from Melbourne. Not one of our own makers

seems to have dared to put in an appearance, which is

not a circumstance most favourable for the interests of

those English makers whose agents they also are. The

ploughs and some other field implements were tried,

and all other things that were competing and could be

tried in the park were tried. Reapers and mowers

could have no trial, there being no crops to be cut. A
large shed was erected for machinery in motion and

was filled with specunens of gold washing, quartz

crushing, and pumping and sheep washing apparatus,

all very interesting.

The day of the opening was very fine, and the

attendance was large and fashionable. The opening

day and the day following were proclaimed public

holidays ; comparatively few of the population availed

themselves of the privilege of paying 5j-. on the first

day, and a large section of the remainder spent their

leisure looking at what was going on from the out-

side, the fence not being very high. The second holi-

day was a shilling day, and gave 30,000 visitors. The
Thursday was a half-crown day, and gave us 10,000 ;

and the remainder were shilling days. The affair

is now shorn of a large share of its interest, the live

stock having gone, but still there is much to see in the

non-agricultural sections, which are thrown open in

the evening as well as the day.

|[otrrcs ai §00hs.
Land for the Million to Rent ; addressed to the

Working Classes of England. W. Macintosh, 24,

Paternoster Row, E.C.

This little tract is an energetic, not to say enthusi-

astic, advocacy of the allotment system for mechanics

and town labourers. Landowners near towns should

let out land, even at £b to £% per acre, in quarter acre

or half acre plots, and these should be taken by the

labouring classes living in the streets. They can carry

in a wheelbarrow home-made manure enough to the

land for the maintenance of its fertility. They must
manure the plant rather than the land—they must ma-
nure every crop—they must apply the manure to every

plant. Let them not be alarmed. They may in this

way get three good crops every year out of the

ground, and the 4 tons of manftre which they will

annually provide from their own resources, together

with deep digging, shall keep the land in better condi-

tion than that in which the large occupier of land can
keep it by the ordinary mode of manuring. They
must read the tract ''Manure for the Million," as ti

the method in which the manure is to be provided
and for the cultivation of this plot, with the aid of this

manure, the foUomng instructions are given in these

pages. The mode of cultivation and cropping is given

for one acre, but will apply equally, or still better, to

any smaller area.

"Well, he enters on his tenancy in September. Let
him at once dig as deep as he well can strips or patches
throughout the acre, 12 inches in width, and let them lie

4 feet apart, that is, 4 feet from inner edge to inner edge.

If we consider the acre to be an e.xact oblong {220 yards

by 22 yards) this would give 132 of such patches, each
66 feet in length. Now, these as soon as ready (and it

will not take a long time to dig the fifth of an acre),

should be planted with Cabbage plants, which may com-

monly be had at this season for 2s. 6d. or 2s, per 1000.

In following years these may be raised from seed. These
plants should stand 2 feet apart in the row, one row being

I foot lower than the other, so as to give more room for

each plant. Into each hole before the plant is set there

should be thrown an ounce of dry-earth manure.
'

' As soon as the tenancy has commenced, there should

be sown on a perch or more of the land i peck or 1^ peck

of the best seed Wheat, and when Cabbages are planted,

then midway between the strips or patches dig 132 more,

only making these 2 feet wide. Into these, in open
weather during the months of December, Januarj', or

February, the Wheat sown in September is to be trans-

planted. It should be done thus :—A woman and cliild,

or two children, should stand on each side of the patch,

and as each space of r foot is dug, the one furnished with

a basket of earth-manure should, with a small shovel

holding a \ lb. weight, throw it into the trench, while the

other, furnished with a basket of Wheat plants, should

lay five of these plants along the trench, just 6 inches

apart. The manure required for this would be .about

1 ton.
'

' Then, as soon as these Wheat plants are in the

ground and well rooted (that is about the middle of

February), let the 12 inches remaining between the Cab-
bages aiid the Wheat be well worked with the German hoe,

which may be struck 8 or even 10 inches into the ground.

This tool is not so well known in this country as it ought

to be. The blade should, for stiff land, be 8 inches long,

2 inches wide, i inch in thickness at the eye into which

the handle (strong as that of a good pickaxe) is inserted,

and tapering to a rather sharp edge. The handle is in

general 4 feet in length, with something of a crook at the

end. The effect of this hoeing, both on the Cabbages

and the Wheat (especially from the depth to which the

tool may be made to descend), is very beneficial.
'

' Now the Cabbages may be expected to be fit to cut

long before the Wheat is high enough to injure them.

But some time before this I should recommend that,

having slightly hoed the ground between the Cabbages,

there should be placed midway between each of the two

rows of Cabbages, at intervals of 2 feet, reahy good
Potatos—the earlier kind the better. Each Potato should

have 4 oz. of dry-earth manure placed beneath, 'and it

should at once be covered 6 or 8 inches deep with earth

carefully drawn with a hoe from between the Wheat and
the Cabbages. Then, when the stalk or stalks have

grown to a sufficient length, instead of earthing-up,

fasten them down with a forked stick. They will soon

strike and produce Potatos. I have seen 30 good-sized

.\5hleaf Kidney Potatos thus produced from two Potatos

planted 3 feet apart.

"After this hoeing, and about the time when the

Wheat is in blossom, there should be scattered over the

space between the Potatos and the Wheat, and also

amongst the Wheat, the seed of the stubble Turnip. The
plants will not be hurt by the gathering of the Wheat,
and the crop may be very good."

The author further discusses what may be done with

the produce, and the upshot is, that the labourer living

up tin 60 years of age, and maintaining himself by the

wages of his ordinary employment, materially supple-

mented by his garden plot, cultivated during his own
odd hours, and by the help of his children, may then

be able to retire from the ordinary work of his life,

take 4 or 5 acres of land in the country, and get out of

it a comfortable support for his old age, while paymg
for the land and a good cottage ;£'20 or £2% in some
cases even ;£30 or £^0.

This is a picture drawn by a benevolent man, who
has long laboured in the service of the poor. We
used the word '

' enthusiastic " in the outset of this notice

;

it is not a bad word, nor does it necessarily signify a

distorting or misleading, or even a useless tendency.

The WTiter of these pages will never make his town

labourers tenant-farmers in their latter days ; but if he

shall induce any considerable number living in towns

or villages, by the aid of the neighbouring landowners,

to give their now wasted fragments of time to garden

work, he will have done them and their families an

inestimable benefit. The allotment system, properly

conducted, is the means of moral as well as of Intel

lectual improvement ; and we very much sympathise

with the concluding passage in this tract by the Rev.

Henry Moule, vicar of Fordington, Dorchester :

—

'

' With respect either to the dwellings, the employment,

or the education of the working classes,* let them
[owners of land] not content themselves with the reports

of inspectors ; let them look themselves into these

things ; let them observe the thousands of families of

those classes who, in towns no larger than this town of

Dorchester, are compelled to live either in lodgings, per-

haps, or in cottages without a foot of garden ground,

with one or more houses close at hand licensed to tempt

them to waste their time, to squander their earnings, and
to hurry themselves and their families to ruin and to sin.

Let them weigh well that which throughout this address

I have desired to keep before you—that a larger share in

the tenancy of the land around such a town would greatly

remedy these evils ; and then let them boldly and
honestly put to their conscience this question—Are not

the following passages of the Word of God as closely

applicable to the use of land under such circumstances as

to anything else ?
' '

' Whoso hath this world's good, and seeth his brother

have need—(such need as I have pointed to)—and
shutteth up his bow-els of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him ?

' (i John iii. 17.

)

'

'
' To him that knoweth (how he ought) to do good,

and doeth it not, to him it is sin.' " (James iv. 17.)

* We have in the county of Dorset some n.

care taken by landowners to provide the working-classes 1

estates with good cottages and gardens.

Farm Memoranda.
Blount's Farm, Saweridgeworth.—[The fol-

lowing report on this farm, to which we have referred

during the past two weeks, has since appeared in the

Times.\

We have to relate a nine years' experience of heavy

land husbandly, which is in many ways so extraordi.

nary as to merit a more than usual degree of public

attention. In the autumn of 1861 Mr. John Prout, a

gentleman practically conversant with farming in

Cornwall and in Canada, purchased two farms near

Sawbridgeworth, in Hertfordshire, comprising 450 acres

of clay and strong loam upon a subsoil of drift clay

and cretaceous gravel. The land w'as undrained,

except in parts by shallow thorn drains ; it had a

staple soil 5 inches deep, having been for years ploughed

at that depth by 3-horse teams ; it was foul with root

weeds, and in a very low condition of fertility. The
cost price, including every expense connected with the

purchase, amounted to £2,$ per acre. Drainage with

pipe tiles, laid 3^ feet deep, and at intervals of 10 or

11 yards, was the fundamental process in the improve-

ment ; but as the cost and remunerative character

of such an operation are thoroughly understood, it

is not necessary to enter into the details of the work.

The expense of providing new outfalls may, however,

be mentioned. Cutting 130 chains length of new
straight open ditches, filling up the old wandering

watercourses, and levelling in a few moats, ponds, and
waste places, cost £1$^ ; but as the area of ground to

the extent of 2^ acres was thus acquired, adding so

much to the estate at the price of ;^35 per acre, the

outlay really incurred in providing these improved

drainage outfalls was only £68. The two holdings in

one ring fence numbered no fewer than 5 1 enclosures,

averaging not quite 9 acres each ; and what with

meandering watercourses, straggling fences, brush-

wood, pollard trees, and other inferior timber, these

antique boundaries were waste.''ul of ground, harbourers

of weeds, birds, and vennin, obstructive of economical

tillage operations, and very expensive to keep in

repair. In the first four years IVIr. Prout grubbed up
nearly 64 miles length of bushy hedgerow, and filled

in the ditches alongside, the outlay being .^155. Aiid

as the abolished fences had averaged 7 yards in

breadth— measuring between the outside furrows

made by the plough—the estate gained 16 acres of

cultivable land, worth, at the same price as the

whole, no less than ^^560. The hedge roots were

given to the labourers, the brushwood was either

buried in drains or used for burning ; but the 920
trees, consisting of pollards and trees of little value,

came in for gates, gate-posts, and other stuff, valued

at about £i,2. The total cost of the clearance was
thus £2,11 in four years; the immediate return was

iSh acres of land at £},$, or .^^'647 lOr., making,

together with the wood, ^689 10s. What the per-

petual yearly gain in cheaper tillage operations,

cleaner fields, and better crops may amount to is a

matter for conjecture, but it must be veiy considerable.

By exchanges of plots with the neighbouring owners

the outside boundaries were made rectilinear, and the

farm was divided into seven spacious fields of a

generally quadrilateral figure. A main centre road of

gravel was made, together with four straight grass

roads of 10 feet breadth (formed by simple ploughing

and rolling, and partially coated with small stones

picked off the land), and from these roads or headland

paths Mr. Front's steam-ploughing engine cultivates

every field, water for the engine being supplied from

wells sunk at convenient points along the roads. The
outlay for this great faciUty of transport, and for the

means of keeping the heavy engine off the land, was

very little ; considering that, [for 62 chains length of

new grass road laid down, 74 chains length of old

road were ploughed up and added to the arable

surface. The work of reclamation was completed in

four years ; at the end of which period the farm

had been brought into the cleanly condition of a.

well-kept garden, aud the whole had been

ploughed and subsoded 14 to 16 inches deep. At
what expenditure of capital was this mechanical

result effected? It is remarkable that the steam

and horse power together cost no more than the

horse labour which would have been necessary to

carry on the whole system of management with a 5-inch

deep staple. Thus, the maintenance of the ten horses

which Mr. Prout employed may be put down at;^30

per horse, or ;^30O a-year. The outlay for the steam

work, as calculated in Mr. John Algernon Clarke's

report in 1S65, was also about ^300 a-year, including

allowance for wear and tear, depreciation in value,

and interest upon the prime cost of the machinery.

This total cost of the horse and steam-draught power,

namely, 2^6oo a-year, is just the sum that would have

maintained a force of 20 horses, at .,^30 per horse, as

required for the 450 acres arable under the old shallow-

ploughing system without steam. The manual labour

bill was a more serious matter, amounting to about

;^3Scio in the four years, or an average of £2 2s. per

acre per annum. But as this included all the work

connected with tile-draining the whole of the land

(which expensive improvement will not need repetition),

we have here no very formidable excess over and above

a scale of labour expenditure which is common in

high farming.
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Now, let us inquire wliat Mr. Prout had gained by

this re-modelling and clearing his farm, by drying and

aerating his subsoil, and trebling the cultivated depth

of his staple. If we said that, in place of a farm

worth 2']s. per acre (which was the former rent) he was
now in possession of a farm worth a rental of 40J. per

acre, we shoidd not be overstating the profit which per-

manently accrued to him for his four years' moderate

outlay in improvements. As actual evidence of the

high degree of productiveness developed in the soil by

the deep steam tillage, we have the extraordinary

system of farming which has been, and is still being,

pursued upon it.

.In 1S64, the third year of Mr. Prout's occupation,

the Wheat, Barley, and Oat crops off 250 acres were

sold by auction, as they stood upon the land, the pur-

chasers taking away both com and straw. Most part

of the roots on 30 acres were also disposed of at the

same time, together with about 300 tons of straw, the

produce of about half that number of acres in the pre-

ceding year, 1S63. When the Committee of the Royal

Agricultural Society visited the farm in the autumn of

1S66 they found that the whole of the land had been

under crop that year, including 223 acres of Wheat,

124 acres of Barley, 60 acres of Oats, 33 acres of Tare

and Sainfoin hay, and 4 acres of roots, and all had been

sold just before harvest, the purchaser reaping, carting,

threshing, and carrying away both grain and straw.

The same exhausting practice has been continued

every year since that time, so that all the com, all

the straw, and all the hay (with small reservations

toward feeding the few farm horses kept) have been

sold off the land in 1867, 1868, 1869, and 1870, and
in the present year every acre has borne produce.

The peculiarity of the business is that this successive

corn farming is conducted without any live stock. In

1S63 Mr. Prout fattened 5S oxen ; in iS64he kept only

a single cow ; in 1865 he fed 14 bullocks; and they

were the last that have been on the land or in the

premises. In 1868 a few pigs were fattened, but since

then the only animals kept have been one milch cow
and six working horses. Mr. Prout has no pigs, and
has never had a sheep on the farm during the whole of

his nine years' occupation. Thus it has not been by a

plentiful consumption of sheep and cattle food that the

fertility of the soil has been kept up ; and the Com-
mittee of the Royal Agricultural Society reported in

1S66 that "the course here pursued is exceptional,

and must soon come to an end. Manure will soon
be needed. W^hen this time comes Mr. Prout is

prepared to maintain a flock of sheep, to grow
plenty of roots for them, and to feed the roots off

upon the land, heavy as it is." But upon visiting

the place a few days ago, after Mr. Prout has
had four years' longer experience of his land, we
find all thought of the sheepfold or the yard of cattle,

or even of purchasing stable manure from London in

return for the straw sold off, to be as remote as ever.

Mr. Prout raises crops from every acre of his farm
solely by virtue of deep steam culture and the appli-

cation of artificial manures. His plan is to give a
dressing of about 50J. worth of bone dust and super-

phosphate per acre for every crop, a portion of the

mixture being guano, when one white straw crop
follows another. Look now at Mr. Prout's position.

His crops just before harvest in the present year, com-
prising 208 acres of Wheat, 57 acres of Barley, 102
acres of Beans, and the hay of 55 acres of Sainfoin

twice mown, were sold on the ground for ^"5330, the

Wheat averaging £1^ per acre, the Barley ;J 10 per
acre, and the Beans ;i^S 17^-. per acre ; and, though in

some cases the judgment of the buyers may have been
at fault, the fact that many of the purchasers have
bought cropping on the farm year after year, shows
that the prices realised at the auctions cannot be gene-
rally in excess of the true market value. The produce
of the year 1870 has made ;^5330. What is the expen-
diture ? So little manual labour is involved in pursuing
the com husbandry of this farm that the labour
account, including the wages of the steam-plough
men, and also £^0 worth of work upon permanent
improvements, comes to only ^520 for the year. Six
horses (there will be only four in future), for which
food is partly purchased and partly deducted from the
saleable produce of the farm, may be put at ^180
a year. So astonishing has been the saving in tillage

operations, consequent upon the cleanliness, the depth,
and the improved texture of the soil, that the only
steam work required for the year has been 530 acres of
ploughing and scarifying, all executed in the two
months between han-est and the middle of October,
and the cost of coal for the 14-horse power Fowler
engine has amounted to not more than ^42. We may
^dd £^ for oil, &c. Then the item of wear and tear

on the engine and machinery has averaged for the nine
years ^^77 per year, including a new firebox only just

put in, renewals of wire rope, shares, and all wearing
parts, and some rather expensive substitutions of im-
proved mechanism at various times, for Mr. Prout's
apparatus was procured before many important im-
provements had been introduced. The number of
days' work per year being only about half what it was
in the earlier part of Mr. Prout's undertaking, it is

not fair to saddle an average cost of wear and tear
upon the year 1870, but for the sake of being within
the mark in our statements we will do so. The engine
and machinery at the present lime appear little the
worse for their nine years of service ; but we must set

down for depreciation in value, say 5 per cent, upon
the prime cost of ;i^io65, or £^'i, and we must add
interest upon capital, also at 5 per cent., or;^53 more.
The cost of steam, horse, and manual labour, then,

amounts to ^6^930. Add for seed, say ^^250, and for

artificial manures about 50J". per acre, or ^1150, and
the main working expenses of the farm amount to

;!^2330. We may allow £2 per acre for rent, and loj.

per acre besides for rates, taxes, and other outgoings,

making together ^^1120, and we have a total yearly

outlay of 5^3450, procuring a return of ^5330, and
leaving ;i^i8So as tenant's profit. A rare season for

com farming must be credited with much of this grand

result ; but the deficient harvest of 1S69 yielded a pro-

duce which sold for ^3742, although 55 acres were
that year in fallow; and in the good year 1868 the

auction of gi'ain, straw, and hay realised £^']2(). So
that the average annual return for 1S68, 1869, and

1870 has been ^4600; and at the present rate of ex-

penditure—namely, ;rf3450, the tenant's yearly profit

has averaged ji^l 150.

Of course, the mere impossibility of finding a market
for an unlimited quantity of straw must prevent such an
export system of agriculture from becoming general

;

but if the straw were converted into manure and
returned to the soil in the usual order of husbandry, the

purchased fertihsers would not be required. Mr. Prout's

experience, however, proves what a wealth of fertility

is latent in the depths of a strong subsoil ; and there

are thousands of farms in England needing only the

same thorough cultivation and liberal manuring to

yield a similar enormous profit.

Carse of Cowrie.^[A writer, whose signature

was well known to agricultural readers a quarter of a

century ago, thus describes this celebrated Scottish

com-growing district in the North British Agri-

culturist.

\

ThefeedingbyresthroughouttheCarsebeingjust inthe

way of filling up, I shall in the meantime postpone my
observations on them, and proceed with my description

of the farming pursued on the two properties adjoining

to Lord Kinnaird's. These are Inchmartin and Ballen-

deen. The proprietor of this latter property is Captain

Trotter, who resides in Ballendeen House—a mansion
of great beauty and neatness. It is in close proximity

to the Braes of the Carse, in a line with Rossie Priory,

and nestling among woods and wilds of transcendant

beauty. The principal fann on the estate is Easter

Ballendeen. Mr. Comrie has adopted a high class of

farming, and carries it out with vigour, energy, and
effect. Pie occasionally gets the use of Lord Kinnaird's

steam-plough about this season of the year, and turns

over a field or two, which are left untouched until

spring. One was thus done last year, and the crop

was unquestionably greatly improved. We have
noticed the Turnip crop on this farm this year to be

very good, and some of the bulbs to be of immense
size. The soil for the greater part is a very stiff clay,

and in some seasons requires very great labour before

the seed can be committed to it.

Wester Ballendeen is much the same, and is occupied

by a tenant of great intelligence, and one who has

farmed it for a long time with great satisfaction. This

farm, extending higher on the Braes, has more of

black land, and, of course, muchmore easily wrought.

There is a third farm on the Braes, equally well

wrought as those mentioned. Here we have the fields

enclosed with hedges, as well as on the farm of South-

field, which brings us into the higher altitudes of the

Braes of the Carse, where the culture takes another

shape, and where Oats and Barley are of more im-

portance. The remainder of this highland district is

in the occupancy of the lairds of Pitkendy, Lockton,

and Whitehills, which extend as far back as the most
northern parallel of the Tedlow hills, which divide the

Carse from the plain of Strathmore. Mr. Playfair, of

Whitehills, has but recently taken possession. His
property is much improved by plantations, and the

fields are inclosed in the majority of cases by these

hedges. Inchmartin is one of the finest properties in

all the Carse, the annual rental being about ^5000 or

/"6000. The i?roperty has been for a long time in the

Allen family, and the late Colonel Allen, father of the

present proprietor, had greatly distinguished himself in

the wars against the first Napoleon.

It is these proprietors, when they take to farming,

furnished with abundance of capital, and determined to

lay it out according to their fancy, that make real

and permanent improvements. The farm was there-

fore thoroughly drained; the **pows," which in the

Carse are deep, wide ditches, deepened, and abundant
supplies of lime manure supplied. Mr. Allen did not

live to attain his majority, and the farm was let and
handed over to the present occupant at a valuation,

who undoubtedly will call forth all his energies in order

to maintain his character and reputation. The crack

farm on this estate is Middlebank, on which there are

II or 12 pairs of horses. There is also a steam-engine

for driving the threshing mill, a splendid and con-

venient steading, with a large and capacious house,

quite in keeping with the farm. There is also a bothy,

in which a number of young lads reside ; and there is

also kept an evening class for the use of the plough-

men, and at the expense of my Lord Kinnaird, albeit

not one of his own men attend it.

The soil of the farm is the very best—that to the

south of the turnpike being an excellent clay, whilst

the point to the north is mostly black land. The
farmer here has made an innovation which promises to

be very successful, and is already imitated by many of
the Carse farmers. We allude to the excellent plan
adopted by Mr. Anderson of allowing so many of his

fields to lie for two years under pasture. We believe

these fields are enclosed with palings, and advertised

and let to gi-azers for summer use, a plan which pays
very well, and which is found to be very beneficial to

the soil. It is no doubt attended with a little expense

for the railings, and some trouble is entailed on
carrying water to the beastials in seasons such as that

now passed. We have traversed the Carse east and
west, north and south, as well as diagonally, and are

forced to say that this is a paragon of a farm. It is

refreshing for a farmer at the present day, when
travelling along the public road, to see such magnificent

Turnips. Just now, a little below the road, and near
West-town, are white Turnips, the like of which for

size we have not seen for 10 years. The stackyards

are full of corn, and we believe the Potato crop is

equally promising. We believe the secret of Mr.
Anderson's success to be in keeping on his farm trust-

worthy men as servants. The present foreman or
gi'ieve has been on all along, we have been told, and is

a most excellent and intelligent man, knowing tho-

roughly his work, clearly understanding his situation ;

and having all the means and appliances to boot to

carry out his system, he does it, and does it com-
pletely.

The implements of husbandry employed on this farm
are always of the first class, and of the best possible

order. Every new and improved article is at once
procured. Contiguous to this farm is that of Charles-

ton, much smaller, and the soil much inferior, but
farmed and manipulated with consummate skill. The
clay is very stiff, requiring much exposure for pul-

verising it. It is also very expensive for manures

;

but the managers do not grudge this, and they reap
their reward in extra heavy crops. On this farm the

fallow Wheat was reported as being superior to any in

the Carse. The farm of Westmill ranks second to

Middlebank, and for exposure, land, and other conve-

niences, is not inferior to any in the district. Lying
at the foot of the Braes, it is somewhat low, and has

no great fall to carry off the water by a system of

draining. The leading drains, however, are being

deepened, and an improved system is likely to be
adopted by the tenant who has entered at Whitsunday,
and has commenced various improvements in a spirited

manner. There is water-power on this farm for

threshing—the steading very superior, but roofed

with reeds, and, what we should consider an in-

convenience, encroaching too much on the road.

It is a notorious fact, along the whole of this distant

road all the farmhouses and steadings are similarly

situated. The remainder of tliis valuable property is

occupied by one or two excellent farnis on the Braes,

and cultivated with great success. There is none of

the land allowed to lie in pasture, and the fields more
enclosed tlian they used to be. There is a considerable

range of hills under wood, in which all sorts of game,
capercailzies, grouse, roebuck, hares, and rabbits

abound, but are not overstocked. The lower

parts fumish partridges and pheasants in plenty.

From what we could make out, the proprietor himself

has not been trained as a farmer. He has been fortunate

in procuring a good factor, and there are great hopes
of his turning out an excellent and liberal landlord.

One who has Whistled at the Plough.

Miscellaneous.
How TO Manage a Parish.—The Rev. W. M.

Sherwood, rector of Broughton Hackett, near Worces-
ter, has embodied in a letter to the Women and
Children's Employment Commission the result of ^t^

years' experience in the management of a country

parish. When Mr. Sherwood came into the neigh-

bourhood his parishioners were constantly begging,

and used to make a parade of their poverty. They
were criminal also. " During the first three years, at

each recurring quarter sessions and assizes, there were
some of my parishioners for trial. My congi^egations

were small, there was no respect paid to the clergyman,

nor did the people appear to respect themselves. The
only schools were small dame schools, where little was
taught at a charge of 6/. weekly, but a few big boys

went to a school four miles off." Now for the present

state of things :
—"At the present time, I believe,

there is not a single poacher, and I can call to memory
only one prosecution for crime within a dozen years ;

we have few of the miserable begging class, my con-

gregations are doubled, every respect is paid to the

clergyman, and often respect of the most delicate and

gratifying character. We have a school for boys and

girls within a reasonable distance, at a low charge.

The population is rather less, though the houses have

increased about nine per cent., and there seems to be

rising up a feeling against female labour out-of-doors,

except at haymaking, harvest, and fruit-picking seasons.

The number of illegitimate children has diminished

considerably, and the people most decidedly value very

highly the opportunity of educating their children.

As an instance of this I heard of a man taking his two

boys from work at 2s. 6d. each weekly, in order to

send them to school, thereby resigning at least one
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quarter of his income." Mr. Sherwood adds :
—"The

squire is a Roman Catholic. His charities seldom

pass through my hands. There is no co-operation,

and therefore it cannot be said that I ^york under

favourable circumstances." In succeeding para-

graphs Mr. Sherwood explains how it is that he

has succeeded as he has:—"I will tell you now
my system. I have explained to the people in

and out of the pulpit that every man, however

poor, is entitled to respect in his own house from

the highest in the land. That as I would not allow a

duke to interfere in my affairs, so I have no right to

interfere in the affairs of the labourer. If his Grace

were to presume to meddle in my house, I must either

resent his interference, or plead my comparative

poverty and ask help. The labourer chooses the latter

course, and becomes a beggar. If he comes to me
begging, I then am at liberty to ask questions, and I

do ask ; but if he wants wine or other things medicin-

ally, which are, of course, beyond his reach, I do not

ask questions except as a doctor does ; I say, ' I give

as one friend to another, after the same fashion as the

squire gives me a brace of birds.' Money I seldom

give, but when 1 see it is really needed I prefer giving

the larger sum once to the smaller sum twice, because

I wound the man's pride less. I also give secretly,

and discourage too many thanks. .So far from treating

them as children I always treat them as if they pos-

sessed more judgment than in my own mind I give

them credit for, trying to the utmost not to wound
their feelings. It u.sed to be the custom for clergymen

to look up non-churchgoers and those who neglected

school. I have avoided this, aiming at making them
feel that church and school are for them to use if they

value them, and that I am aware that they are not

generally so stupid as not to value them ; that in fact

they know their own interests. It so happens that

between 1863 and 1867 I left my parishes in charge of

a curate, and I took charge, during that period, of

parishes in Leicestershire, Warwicksliire, Hereford-

shire, Shropshire, and Surrey, and I did not find any
better church attendence, school attendance, or better

morals, greater cleanliness, more independence, i.e.,

self-dependence, or anything to make me feel otherwise

than proud of my own labouring parishioners. I

attribute much of my success to the fact that I have no
rich people to give alms, nor any fund whatsoever to

draw on except a small amount of sacramental arms,

and the trifle which I, who am not rich, can afford.

I come to the conclusion that to check female labour

in the fields, to prevent pauperism, to encourage
education, to promote cleanliness, honesty, and general

good conduct, we must not meddle too much, but must
encourage self-respect and pride, and show respect

ourselves towards the cottagers. I deprecate most
earnestly any attempt to force education or to check
female labour by legislation. I am convinced, by long
experience and much thought, that almsgiving largely

is most mischievous, especially when given by trustees,

wliether of endowed charities or of funds collected

from living donors, the said trustees not distributing

their own money, but what belongs to other jieople.

I believe most firmly that the four millions annually
given in London is one great cause of London
pauperism. From these observations you will rightly

conclude that I consider the cottages generally a dis-

grace to the owners, and a great cause of the evils we
would remove. A family cannot respect itself if it is

forced to live like pigs. You may be assured that the
agricultural mind is not nearly so dull as is usually
supposed, but it is decidedly slow of utterance ; it feels

the difficulty of expression, just as an uneducated man,
however intelligent, would feel the difficulty of writing
down in clear language matters which he may
thoroughly understand. The reports of inspectors on
this head I consider contemptibly worthless." Pull
Mall Gazette.

A Contrast betwi.xt 1776 and 1S70. — Dr.
Franklin described the farmer's condition, in 1776, as
follows :

—

" Farmer at the plow,
Wife milking cow

:

Daughters spinning yarn,
Boys threshing in tlie barn

—

All happy to a charm."

Another gives the account of 1870 as follows :—
'

'
The farmer gone to see a show,
His daughter at the piano

;

Madam gaily dressed in satin

—

.\\\ the boys are learning Latin.
With a mortgage on the farm."

— T/ie Farmer.

November ig.~77wroug/i Drainage execute on all

wet lands requiring it, placing the drains sufficiently
near each other, and the pipes of a proper size, to
remove the heaviest shower of rain as fast as it falls.

Much clay land is only half drained, from the drains
being placed too far asunder. Thus, when placed
24 and 36 feet apart, it will often pay to put an addi-
tional drain between every two, and when 36 feet
apart we have opened two drains with advantage, the
distance being then 12 feet apart. At this season the
pipes or stones should be put in, and covered close up

to the digging, so as to obviate falling in of the sides

from the weather.

Subsoiling is subsidiary to drainage, whether the

land is drained naturally or artificially, and therefore

all lands ploughed this month should also be subsoiled,

if the bottom requires loosening, as all subsoils occa-

sionally do. Thus, the soleing of the plough, and

the treading of the horses in the bottom of the furrow,

together with the action of the roots of plants, produce

*' bottom-bound," ** heath-pan," or " moorband,"
which covers a much larger area of the country than is

generally imagined ; and now that ploughing and sub-

soiling can be done at one operation by steam or

double-furrow horse-ploughs, the work should be done

at this season. Calcareous limestone and clay soils

require subsoiling as well as fernjginous, sandy, and

gravelly soils, on which a hard pan of moor-band often

exists several inches deep, through which the roots of

plants cannot penetrate. And, besides being imper-

vious, it is generally poisonous also, so that in sub-

soiling it should be broken as fine as possible, and left

below until either changed by oxidation, or else washed
out by the rains. It has justly been said that to double

the depth of the staple by subsoiling and after deep

cultivation is equivalent to doubling the area of the

land subsoiled, /.(*., the roots of plants have twice the

area of land in which to obtain plant-food.

Straightening Watercourses^ if not already done in

cases where the new cuts could not be opened in the

summer time when the crops were on the land, should

now be finished without delay. Where there is much
carting in filling up the old channels, the \york may be

delayed until frosty weather. A drainpipe should be

placed in the bottom of the old cut before it is filled

and levelled.

Live Fences finish plashing and switching, grub up
crooked and superfluous ones, and plant new where
required, so as to lay out the land in the most profit-

able manner for steam culture. Where there is a

command of stone from quarries near at hand, walls

built with lime mortar make the best fences, and they

are cheaper in the end than either dry stone dykes or

live fences, as they occupy less ground, last longer,

afford better and healthier shelter for live stock, and are

free from the objection of nursing weeds and harbour-

ing vermin of various kinds.

Land-fast Stones, and other obstructions to steam
culture and subsoiling, remove. A great many stones

in the subsoil that cannot be brought to the surface by
horse-teams, can be loosened by steam ; others require

very little manual labour to enable steam to bring them
to the surface. Upwards of 100 tons of large stones

per acre are thus being removed by steam-trenching

implements, with a success almost incredible. There
are, however, large stones that require to be blasted

with blasting powder, and rock cropping out to the

surface that requires to be (piarried, and removed
before steam can be started. Few improvements pay
better than the removal of large stones and the deepen-

ing of shallow rocky giound, such soils being naturally

grateful for all they receive.

Trenching^ with pick and spade, when the land is

very full of large stones or rock, is generally to be pre-

ferred, and often absolutely neccssaiy, both in reclaiming

new lands and in deepening eld. If the land requires

to be drained, the stones may be broken and used in

filling the drains ; and the several works of draining,

trenching, removing the stones, and filling the drains,

may proceed together. Thus open and fill two or

three drains—let the draining proceed,—start a "gang"
or company of hands to trench each space between the

drains, the one gang keeping in advance of the other ;

start a third set of hands to gather the stones into

small boxes made for the purpose, and to carry them
the untrenched land to the drains. Let a fourth

company break the stones and fill in the drains. In

this way we have drained and trenched large areas of

old and new land by contract, at about ^lo per acre.

Any quantity of stones may be consumed in the

drains, but when the stones from the land do not fill

them, either tiles must be used, or a supply of stones

got from somewhere else to fill up deficiencies. In
each case the increase of produce redeemed the

expenses within two rotations. In two cases the first

crop paid off the whole, with a large margin over.

Snrfacc Drainage attend to everywhere, so as to

prevent pools of stagnant water after heavy rains, on
farm roads, grass lands, and in water furrows. Thorough
underdrainage should render open water furrows unne-
cessary, but such thorough drainage is more frequently

the exception than the rule, and therefore open water
furrows, in which water flows, should be gone along
after every heavy storm, and any clod that has fallen

in, or silting up that has taken place should be re-

moved, the clods and silt being spread thinly over the
land. Where land is being ploughed that requires

cross water furrows they should be opened with the

spade daily as the work advances, so as effectually to

remove any rainwater over night, or what may fall

during the day. The ditches should also be gone over,

and the mouths of the main drains, so as to detect in

time any stoppage that may have taken place. As a
general rule, half the expense will keep things right

that is required to put them to rights when once they
are allowed to go wrong, and it must be borne in mind
that this latter expense is but a fraction of the loss

sustained.

S-u'ine.—Bacon hogs fatten as the days shorten

Attend to the due proportion of sour food, otherwise

quality will be inferior, and weight short. This also

applies to small porkers, and indirectly to breeding

sows.

Seiuage Faj-ming continues with decreasing activity

as the weather grows colder and wetter. The yield of

Italian Rye-grass begins to fall off rapidly ; but in

our southern counties the average of the month
will not fall much under a half or third of the summer
cuttings. Owing to the decrease of solar light, the

grass is more liable to blanch towards the bottom, and
therefore should be cut shorter than in the summer
time ; and, with an extra handful of meal, the grass,

mixed with Clover hay or brown meadow hay chaff,

forms the best food for milch cows and young stock at

this season. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Acorns : Bradfield. The master of the Bradfield Union

says, the great yield of acorns which this year has so

usefully supplemented the scanty crops of cattle food,

has been keenly competed for in his neighbourhood

—

the price sometimes demanded, and paid, being 50 per

cent, more than what has been here the standard in

time gone by, viz., \s. per bushel, and opinion is much
divided as to their relative value. Will any of our
correspondents state the reliable quantitative analysis,

which would greatly aid in arriving at a satisfactory

conclusion on the subject?
Dried Grains: J. A'., Henley, asks where the dried

grains, referred to last week, may be purchased. We
can only say that Messrs. Milburn are the manufac-
turers. They should advertise them.

Wheat Plant: R. H., Lancaster. The plant sent is

a Wheat plant. Dissect it, and you will find and
recognise the young ear.

[arhcts.

The

MARK LANE.
Monday, Nov. 14.. •

pply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this

i market was small, and tlie prices of this day
se'nnight were well maintained. There was a fair attend-

ance, and a moderate business transacted in foreign at

last week's rates. The finest samples of malting and
grinding Barley were unchanged in value, but secondary
sorts were difhcult of sale, at \s. to 2j. per qr. decline.

Beans and Peas were unchanged in value. For Oats
there was a good demand, at extreme prices. Flour was
fully as dear.

Prick per imperial Quarter. |.r. j.i

Wheat, Essex. Kent, Suffolk. White|45—54 Red.— — fine selected rur
— — Talavera— — Norfolk— — Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist.,2Qy to 33J. -Chcv.
— Foreign . . grinding and distilling :

Oats, Essex and Suffolk :

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato :

— Irish Potato 5

— Foreign Poland and Bn

49-57 Red.,

Red.

16-55

24—27

33—36

40—42
36—40
29—31

29 Feed . .

.

26—28 Feed . .

.

24—26 Feed . .

.

32—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign I

[

Beans, Ma2agan....43J. to -i7J...Ticki49—50 Harrow .— Pigeon sif. to 591. ..Winds.
I

— [Longpod.— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . BoilerS|38—40 Suffolk .

— Maple, 40J. to 44J Grey, 36—40 Foreign .

Maize
|

— Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—47— 2d ditto ditto 32 —44 Country.— Foreign per barrel! 25—28 Per sack..

Wednesday. Nov. 16.

Influenced by the activity which was apparent at Liver-

pool yesterday, the tone of this market was firm, and an
increased amount of business was transacted, at the

extreme currencies of Monday last ; in fact, a slight ad-
vance was occasionally perceptible. There was a limited

supply of English Wheat on offer, and the arrivals from
abroad were very small. The demand for all descrip-

tions of both red and white was moderately animated,

and prices were well maintained. Barley was in good
supply and request for choice qualities, at firm quota-

tions. Malt was dull, but not lower in value. The
market was well supplied with Oats. The inquiry was
steady, at full currencies. Beans and Peas were pur-

chased to a fair extent, at prices quite as high. Flour

was in steady demand, and firm in value.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London dv Water Carriage.
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MINTON AND CO.
Bee to inform the Public tliat they keep a Stock of their

ENAMELLED and MAJOLICA TILES
At the China and Earthenware Manufactory,

Stoke-upon-Trent, and at
28, Walbrook, Mansion House, London.

They have no connection with any other House of the same name.
Please to note the address ,

ABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

lonK, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 fsr 355,, cash on deliver>'. Sample Label

sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO. , Benthall Works, Broseiey.SHAW'S TIFFANY.

For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO. , 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which ^ives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heal or cold where

PROTECTION from the .SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, ayards wide and is. 6d. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS
Two yards wide tj, Oif, per yard.
Three yards wide as. m. per yard.
Fouryards wide . . . . 31, 6rf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long. s*^rf.'to8i^rf. p yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 6%rf. and S^^rf.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane.
Cannon Street. City, EC. and of all Nursc-rimcn.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehousee.
JAMES MILES, 6. High Street, and 12 and

n, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Geftuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, fy>c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

Glass for Garden Purposes.JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows :—

PROPAGATING

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.

4 inches in diameter .. os. 6d. \ 9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER ^B^̂ ^'^^^x^Sm^
24 inches long . . . . 25. od. ' 16 inches long

18

18

HAND
GLASSES^

24

for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENTLondon Agents
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all si^es.

BRITISH PLATE,PATENTPLATE, ROLLED PLATE.CROWN
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORI^AMENTAL, CoLoURED,'
- ' - -erj' description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture.at the low

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made i

Terra-Metallic Ware, TerraCotta, Stoneware, and Redw
of great durability.

I especially s " '

""

they harboi

, of gre'at durability ana __^
finish, and in much variety of design.

F. & G. RosHF.R, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. E.
Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Traclc supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety ot
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability, Dutch ^and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

t their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14J. per Ton, u. 2d. per Bushel; 21. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. (Quantities
of 4 Tons, ts. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N. B. Orders promptly executed by Railway ox Vessel

A liberal aiscount to tho Trade;

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobihty, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with,

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page ^^6,
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should brinfj the tubes more completely within ranee of tho
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact ouming fuel ; and this being so, the change, though a slight one,
with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement."

They are made of all sizes, which, '. prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, SAV.

JONES'S PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler, with the following improvements, viz. :—

The water-space at back and over top of Saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent that a Patent

Double L Saddle Boiler will do about twice the amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of

setting is also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers are simple

n construction, and being made of wrought-iron are not Uable to crack.

They are made of the following Sizes:—
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Caution to Gardeners.—When you ast for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain

Warranted, without which none are pcnuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but arc

compelied to do so, in consequence of .™.,^..^.. «r .-nmmnn

quahty, having been sold for the et

many complaints to be made to tn<many complaints to be made to them of Kni'ves which wert

their make all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.by Sellei

iNIVES

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

T'
LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

, Princes Terrace,

John Glutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.

Henry Farquhar, Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.W.
lord Garlics, M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

Wiglonshire, N.B. „ „
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., i. King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.

Gianville R. Ryder. Esq. (Managing Director); - " '^

Hyde Park, S.W'.

Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.. Q.C,6,Park Street, Westmrasler, S.W,

Hennr W. West, Esq.,Q.C., M.P.,io, King's Bench Walk, Temple

Charles'VVatkin Williams Wynn, Esq., M.P. (Cht

t, for all purposes

,, I of Cottages and
; of settled and other Estates, and to

T HE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest

painting and the roughest work. Used in the Crystal Palace,

iniiani, by the 'Iriiiity House, the Brighton and Metropolitan

D
_3_9A,_Kins_\\'illi.im

AMP^WAi;r,S~PREVENTED by the use of the

, London Bridge, London, E.C.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in cverj-

Agricultural County in England
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,71, Comhill,

London, E.C, : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds

D ^fTr S T P R i Z E
suited for small occupations.o

k'ithout being touched by hand,

CHURN,
, (See Report.

affords for perfectly cleansing the
inside of the ciiurn, combined
with the superior quality of butter
it produced, clearly entitled it to

the Fii t Prize.

i,ui.i»'estiEationof title is required.
^^,,,-r, , t* d

For Forms and further information apply to GRANVJLLt- K.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Di
Storey's Gate, Westmi , S.W.

I
Great George Street,

Utilization of Sewage.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in iS4q.)

Directors.

Thomas Chapman, Esq.. F.R.S. I TheRt. Hon. Viscount Combermere
George Thomas Clark. Esq. Henry V^m. Currie, Esq.

John Chevalier Cobbold. Esq. | Edward John Hutchms, Esq.

Principal Engineer-Mr. J. Bailey Denton.

Works of Sewage Irrigation are executed by the Company.
Arrangements will be made w;ith Landowners, Boards of Health

Authorities, and others, for undertaking such works, ;

works incidental thereto.

ullay may be repaid by a^suin in foss^or by

nd all

yearly payment, discharging in' a fixed period the pri

with interest thereon.
Applications to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq, 1

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, Londi

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider^ Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,

and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. 6d. per lb., carnage
free. A reduction in price (or large qu;

To be had of Mi
^.-^^..--

turers, 112, St. Joh.. _ . .

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
Duty-free tobacco.

By Her Majesty's Royal LErrtRS Patent, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of BliKht and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

In Tins at is., 21. 6d., and 51.

Powder Distributors, zj. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each.
** I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."—Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, Koyal Horticultural

Gardens, South Kensingt<
, t. A. POiS&VT Bonded Warehouse, Sus;

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight
sol
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WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c. <f.

Thomas Millington & Co,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

je700 A YEAR SAVED i

ORMSON'S
PATENT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
IN THR

EOYAL GAEDENS,
KEW.

See Official Report in Gardeners' C/ironide for

July 2, 1870.

•Ihc- rullowint; arc the advantages these of Uuilers :

, Tliej' require no setting in brickwork.

They are complete in themselves, having perfect meana

' other boi!

They take up little r bletod can be put in plai

of fuel, owing to the large amount of

:urns can be annexed to the boilers by

be readily cleaned out when

, which can either be )

BOILER.

T)ie power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy vastly superior.

Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.
Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.
Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.

Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and brrakdowns.
M'^inter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and nm no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also, **Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTITRER to the COMMISSIONERS of HER MAIESTY'S ROYAL PALACES

and PUBLIC HUILDINGS, and to the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

4. They are great ecc
healing surface upon w

5. Any number of flows and return
moans of T pipes.

6. By means of mud-doors they

7. The chimney is made of cast-

through a roof or turned iiitca flue, to meet tnc convenience oi tm
situation they may be fixed in.

8. They arc fed from the top, so that the fire cin be banked up to

last from 15 to 20 hours when required, without being attended

They are warranted to be the most effective and durable boilci

Price Lists, with full particulars, free on appli

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds
54 and 55, Itlackfriars Road, London, S.E.

icr evi

Smokeless Stoves.- No Flues.—Portable.
NASH .\Nl. JOYCES PATENT, for

ClINSE • -' ' - 'KRV.MOKIIiS
. M. 10 bi.i Gi
3 lb. ; iji bags and

11(1 all other places, fi

PATKNT FUEL, l8<,

:ks or3olb. and 6olb. at 4s. ti4. &«<.
always

portable stove. Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price
5s., 6j., and 71.

Masticating, Mincing, and Sausage-Filling Machines
of the best makers, loj, dd.

The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANERS give
Knives a brilliant polish and keen edge with little laboultf':

V. 6rf., 7s. &<., los. M. '^.j

rORTAULE VAPOUR BATH, with Medical TeJttj

monials,-Bath and large Cloak, £1 us. 6d. \

SWAN NASH, Ironmonger, 553, Oxford Street; and JOYCK'S
'. STOVE DEPOT, 119, Newgale Street.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS

WHITF.FRIAR.S .STRI P I lOXDON EC

r^M*--

THE IMPBOVEB SELF-ACTING HYDBAtTLIC BAM.
Hb useful Stlf-tctng Apparatus which ^^orks day and night without needing attention, will raise water
height or distance without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

ted for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railw.ay Stations, &c.
No. 37. DEEP W ELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of aU sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 46.7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Waterin?
Gardens, &c.

No. 49ff. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for G.-irden use.

No. 50 and 54,7. FARM .ind MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

„,.S'.,'-'^^^^
AND CO. Manufacture .ind Erect every description of Hydraulic ,-md General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES.

Hv^^M^c u^i'i^ ^,^J*?^l^°„^PP^'^'rUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
Partic:il,irs taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

HYDRANTS. HOSE PIPES, &c., &c.

Editonal Communications should be addressed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
-..fL".!. -.*'.u 'iy*" S"^"*"?.?' .t?

">' "i*"^' of_Messrs^ Brapburv,_Evan5l& Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said W1I.LIAU"" '* " " " -
.

-_ ..
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Standard and Dwarf Roses.

GEORGE DAVISON'S stock is very fine, aud will

be Sold at any reasonable Price, as Ihey must be cleared.

Many Thousands of TEA ROSES in pots, 36 sorts of the best New
Roses of last year, 181. per dozen, strong plants. The Trade supplied.

White Cross Nur!

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

200,000 DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
50,000 TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

A magnificent stock to select from. CATALOGUES on application.

WM, WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Marcsheld, near
Ucklield, Sussex.

To Amateurs and the Trade.—Roses and Fruit Trees.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE offers a very superior lot

of carefully cultivated and well-grown ROSES — Standards
at 121. and 15S. per dozen ; Dwarfs at 6s. per dozen. A choice stock
of all FRUIT TREES, Sjc.

A Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants, Fruit
Trees, and Roses, sent free upon application. Trade Lists with
special Trade Prices free.

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, SIble Hedingham, Essex.

Scarce LUiums.

JOHN BELL has pleasure in being able to offer fine
flowering BULBS ol CONCOLOR and SINICUM, two very

scarce Lilies, full descriptions of which were given in the Gardeners'
Chrtmitle, October 29, p. r43g.

CONCOLOR, 21. 6d. each, 24s. doz. SINICUM, is. 6d. each, iss. doz.

Price to the Trade on application.—The NorAvich Nursery Seed
Warehouse, to and ir. E.xchange Street. NorAvich.

Araucaria imbricata.—Perfect Specimens,
WELL GROWN and very HANDSOME.

W00DI.ANDS Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have a large Stock of the
above. Price, per plant :

—

2 feet /;o 5 ol Sfeet £' ' o
5 feet I 1 o I 10 feet 330
o feet I It 6 I Larger, up to 30 feet.

Price on application.

HE beautiful PURPLE DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS".
See article in Gardeners' Chronicle for October 22. Strong roots,

Ss. per too, is. per dozen,

—

^d. per dozen extra for postage.
Having nearly i acre of GLADIOLI, I can supply them cheaper

than any house in the Trade. Prices upon application.
JOHN STEVENS. The Nurseries, Coventrj'.

Winter Flowers.

AZALEA HYBRIDA ODORATA is the best and
most convenient plant for winter and early spring bloominpj,

the flowers bcine while and very fragrant ; one truss, with a few other
flowers, will make a beautiful bouquet. Small plants bloom freely,
and my lar^je plants have from 40 to 00 flower-buds on.
RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORUM, a small-Ieavcd, bushy-

growing plant, producing thousands of while flowers.
Both of the above are hardy. Prices and other particulars of these

and other plants raised by me forwarded on application to
1S.\AC DAVIES, Nursery-man, Ormskirk.

Rhododendrons for Potting or Planting Out,
HARDY SCARLET, WHITE, and other CHOICE NAMED.

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.
• offers a larg^e and splendid assortment of the above, with

bloominEj buds, at 18^ , 24s. and 30J. per dozen.
Also KALMIA LATIFOLIA, ANDROMEDA FORMOSA, and

AZALE.-V AMCENA, at 6s., 12s., and i8i. per dojcn.

V NOBLE AVENUE for /20, consisting of loo
Ai- WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, about 4 feet high. This,
the most noble of ail trees, a native of California^ where it attains a
height of 440 feet, with a trunk 40 feet through, is of rapid growth,
hardy, and noble in form. The bark of a Wellingtonia at the Crjstai
Palace, recently destroyed by fire, gave an idea of the grandeur of
the tree

OranAVENUEofiooSUPERB ABIES DOUGLASII, about 10 feet
high, for ;£J2o. This, the most noble of evergreen Firs, is of rapid growth,
hardy, produces valuable timber, close, heavy, and free from knots, of
the colour of Yew wood. It is a native of California, where it grows
upwards of 300 feet high, with a trunk 10 feet through. The flag-siafT
at Kew is of this tree, and was, when growing, 309 feet high, There
is at Dropmore (Bucks) a specimen measuring at the present time
95 feet high, and 90 feet through the branches, with a trunk 9 feet in

circumference at 4 feet above the base. It was raised from seed sown
by Mr. Frost, the present gardener, in 1828, and is now a model of

RIciiARD SMITH. Nursery-man and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Special Offer of large Evergreens, &c.

WM. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of tine specimens ol

the following :

—

LAURUSTINUS, 5 to 6 feet I PHILLYREAS, 6 to 8 feet
PORTUGAL LAU'RELS,5to7ft. COMMON LAURELS,6 tog ft.

Variegated HOLLIES, 4 to 7 feet
RHODODENDRONS, 3 to 5 feet, thickly set with buds.

The above have recently been transplanted, are very bushy hand
some plants, and quite sate Price per dozen or nundred on application.

^_^ Floral Nurserj', Hailsham, Sussex.

Planting Season.—Knowfleld Nurseries, Carlisle.

MESSRS. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Nursery-
men and Seedsmen, Carlisle, beg leave to request the attention

of the Nobility and Gentry to their very extensive STOCK of FOREST
and ORNAAIENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c. : and Gentlemen in-
tending to Plant this Autumn are respectfully invited to inspect the
Plants at their Nurseries, which ihey will find well grown and very
suitable for exposed situations.

L. & B. are prepared to undertake the Laying-out and Planting of
New Gardens. Parks, and Pleasure Grounds to any extent.
Their large Collection of FRUIT TREES, also Standard and

Dwarf ROSES, will be found to include all the best varieties.

PLANTING SEASON, 1870.
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Anthony Waterer
Rn^PErTFULLV SOLICIT.S THE NOTICE OF INTENDING PL-.\NTEKS TO

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND LIST OF PLANTS.
The articles referred to have all been recently transplanted, have had ample space, and are in every particular

certain to give the highest satisfaction ; the Knap Hill Nursery is more than 200 acres in extent, and contains at the

present moment the most extensive and important stoc!< of HARDY EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFERS, and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, FLOWERING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. &c.. in

Great Britain. The Nursery is readily reached by Train from Waterloo to Woking. " Through Trucks " can be
sent without the expense of package to any Railway Station in the Kingdom ; and wheu quantities of two tons and
upwards are sent in a truck, a considerable reduction will be made in the cost of the plants, and a special rate quoted
for the carriage.

AMERICAN PLANTS. — The Annual Exhibition of Rhododendrons, in the large Tent in the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens, is supplied by ANTHONY WATERER.
AZALEAS
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Nortliampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in plantinc to his

the whole of which will be offered at
Noblemen, Gentlemen, and othci

extensive stock of the foUr - -^- -^

unusual low prices :

—

Whitethorn or Quick, e>

3 years transplanted.
Spn , . .

Scotch Fir, i!j( to 2 feet.

Larch Fir, ij^toafect, and 2j^

1 feet.

iKt 2 feet.

feet,

E'

2 feet.

Bcrberis aquifolia, i 'to I'A foot,

Green HoTt, i% to 2 feet, and

Portugal Laurel,
and 2 to 3 feet,

Common Laurel,
Black Italian Poplar. 4 to 6 feel.

Blackthorn, ij^ to 2 feet,

of ROSES, FRUIT, FOREST, and
-

,
,'l-c , is very extensive and in the best

i> i> int,' been frequently transplanted.
I

I "^i free by post, or on application to
ill. Corn Exchange, Northampton.

<

•(
' "transplanted F"0REST

, SHRUBS, &c.
ansplanted SCOTCH FIR

100,000 THORNS ( _

50,000 LARCH, from 12 to 20 inches.

i-yr. Seedling LARCH, fine, is. per 1000.

All the above arc well grown, healthy, and well re

nvitcd. To be Sold cheap, by special offer. Sai

)n appltc
. Falkirk.

2 feet.

DAVID DOW. Nurseryi

Magnificent Trees for Avenue Planting.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer a splendid
stock of the following remarkably well-grown Trees :

—

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, 6 and 8 feet.

ASH, WEEPING, extra fine, 7 to 9 feet

3 feet.

ELMS, . ting of .

other varieties, 6 to 8 feet, 8 t

LABURNUMS. 6 to 8 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, ( m-
Sfeet, 8 to 10 feet, 10 i <

n, English, Cornish, and

.-X?..VS,7 5 8 feet.

flautiug Season.
LARCH, SCOTCH FIR. ENGLISH OAK.

all other Forest Trees.
QUICK, and all other Hedge Plants.
COVERT PLANTS, in great varicty-
FRUIT TREES, including all the best varieties of Apples,

Peaches. Plums. Nectarines, &c., in Standards, Dwarfs, t

and untrained, &c.
ROSES, Standards, Dwarfs, on own roots and Manetti stock, &i
VINES, all the leadinj

fruiting in pots and t

EVERGREE^fs.ln
choicest Hollies,

CONIFERS, including Pi

Now Ready, Free by Post,

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S Illustrated

Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of their frequently Trans-
planted NURSERY STOCK, can be had on application. The Trees.
Shrubs, &c., arc in splendid condition for removal, remarkably well

grown, and worthy the attention of intending Planters, the Trade, and

le " Wokine; Nursery" is easily re;

.vay (main fine) to Woking, and good:
irds of I ton, to all parts of the kiiigdo

chcd by South-Wcslei

ng of package and carriage. An inspection of the Nursery will

i repay Purchasers, but to those who cannot personally pay a vi^it,

mmarj' of the principal stock, averaging from i^ to 5,

feet high, will give some idea of the resources of thi:

Establishment, viz, :—
125.000 Standard. Pyramid, Dwarf Maiden, cutback, and trained

APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NEC-
TARINES, APRICOTS, &c.. of the leading well-known kinds.

25,000 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, of select and choicest

200,000 AMERICAN PLANTS, including thousands of Rhododen-
drons, of choice scarlets and other fme hardy sorts, besides the
common hybrid Catawbiense and Ponticum.

750,000 CONIFER.^, which embrace most of the fine hardy species
and varieties of the following genera :—Abies, Araucaria. Cedrus,
Cupressus, Junipcrus, Picea. Pinus, Retinospora, Taxodium,
Taxus, Thuja, Thujopsis, Wellingtonia, &:c.

450,000 EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS,
of the following: — Acacia, Ailantus, Alder, Almond (flowering),

Althasa frutex, Arbutus, Ash, Aucuba. Bay, Beech, Berbens,
Birch, Bladder Sena, Box, Broom, Calycanthus, ChestnuU Cherry
{floweringt, Chimonanthus, Comptonia, '>'. ., i

. isier,

Cytisus, Deutzia, Dogwood, El^agnus, ! 1 l ,1 iuny-

mus.Fir, Forsylhia, Gum Cistus, Guelder I ii i Mi .i» ,m.
Hypericum. Kolreuteria, Laburnum, LaLit ., I , I il.ic,

Magnolia, Maple,Oak,PampasGrass,Pc.ii Ii . n, ,ll.ll\n_M,

Philadelphus. Plane, Poplar, Privet, Pyrus. Ribes. Rhus. Spfra^a,
Skimmia, Sycamore, Tamanx, Thorn, Tulip, Weigelia, &c.

2,000.000 FOREST TREES, viz. :—Acacia, Aider. Ash, Beech, Birch,
Fir, Hazel, Hornbeam, Maple, Oak, Poplar,

Syc , &c.

20,000 CLIMBERS, thus—Bignonia, Climbing Roses, Ivy, Jasr
Passionflower, Periploca, Vinca. Virginian Creeper, Wistaria

70,000 CLEMATIS, principally the " Woking Hybrids."

This Catalogue contains a set of five large Engravings of Clen
for \\ hich this Fstablishment is famed til en from Photographs

great variety. luding large quantities of all thi

nobilis, Nordmanniana, &c.

ine roots, for safe r

Priced LISTS and all partic
JAMES DICKSON and SONS,"

1 applicati

' S N U R S
WALTHAM CROSS, N.

E R I E S,

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.—" One of the grandest Roses in

cultivation." " The best Rose of the present year" " The great

Rose of the Show." Standards and Dwarf Standards, lor. W.
each Dwarfs, 7s, 6d. each.

Standard ROSES, 15s. per dozen, and upwards.

Dwarf Standard ROSES, 12s. per dozen, and upwards.

Dwarf ROSES, gs. per dozen, and upwards.

,, in pots of extra size, prepared for forcing, 241. per
dozen, and upwards.

Climbing ROSES, strong plants, gs. per dozen and upwards.

c Bridge, from the Railway Statit

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Slirubs.

PETER LAWSON and SON have to intimate that
CATALOGUES for the present season may be had upon

The stock of Seedling and Transplanted LARCHES, SCOTS
FIRS, and other FOREST TREES is both unusually
superior in quality. When personal inspecti

FOR SALE, the following Plants, delivered at the
Faringdon Station, Great Western Railway :

—

50,000 ASH, 3 to 4 feet, twice transplanted, 155. per 1000.

100,000 ASH, 2 to 3 feet, do. do., J2s. per looo.

12,000 COMMON LAUREL, i!,' 102!^ feet. 305. per 1000.

500 COLCHIC LAUREL, a leet, to*, per 100.

10,000 CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.i:, 2 to 3 feet. 6oj. per 1000.

500 PINUS INSIGNIS. in pots, 12s. per 100,

Park, Lechdale,

THOS. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.
T. would be happy to receive Notice from intending Vi'
would be in a position to offer every facility for their doing

NEWTON " NURSERIES. CHESTER.—
These extensive and old established Nurseries can now

readily be reached on foot within 10 minutes' time from the Chester
'ay Station. The new short route is to pass (by the steps)

over Fiookcrsbrook Bridge,
road, close by the "Ermine'' inn,

nding Planters are specially solicited

\TAI,'0GUES' and all particulars
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newtoi

ring James Dickson & Sons'

which, for quaht
inspect the Stock,

nappl:
rpassed in Britain.

FRUIT TREES, very strong, and warranted free
from Blight.—The Pomological Institute of Ringelhcim, Hanover,

Germany, can supply splendid specimens of Fruit Trees at very low

Street. London, E.G.
ND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS* GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns, Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracanas, Agaves, Yuccas,
Beaucameas, Dasyiirions, &c; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,
New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S. Williams respectfully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION of PLANTS, •

Din:

OLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants suppliea ior Balls <

table Decoration.
oria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES. CONIFERS, TREE

SEEDS, &c,—The Administration of the Pomological Society, Ringel-
heim. Hanover, Germany, beg to call attention to their new PRICE
LIST, in which they offer all the above at exceptionally low prices.

The Trade and all requiring large numbers of Roses, Seedling and
Transplanted Conifers. Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, Stocks, such as

. Pear Stocks. Paradise Apple, &c.,will find the

of the Inst

ND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower

The Fairy Apple.
JOHN JENNINGS beers to inform his Friends and the

.
Public that he is now sending out the above beautiful APPLE.

An illustration of it, and a description by Dr. Hogg, is given in the
" Florist and Pomologist " for March, 1870, in whicn he says that it is
" Destined and worthy to take its place amongst the worthiest of its
kind." Dwarl maiden trees, 71. 6d. each.

Nurseries, Shipston-oq-Stour.

„ No. 3. For Hardy and Permanent Bedding, &c.

,,
No. 4. For Festoons, Verandahs, &c.

,, No. s. For Rootery, Rockwork, Ruins, &c.
"This Establishment, long favourably known for its fine collcclior
hardy plants, 'is now likely to attain a world-wide fame for the
ignificent new race of hybrid Clematises."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

H
New Soft-Wooded and Bedding Plants.
CANNELL begs to state that his AUTUMN
CATALOGUE is now ready. It comains all of the above

t this season, also all the best older varieties in cultivation, at
y lowest price consistent with quality and correctness. See
id present q^uotations.

Florist's 1" lower and Florist's Flower Seed Merchant, Wool-

Cbeap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash ;

—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Lady Cullum, is. 6d. ; Mrs. Pollock.js.

;

Sophia Dumaresque, 2!, 6d. SILVER TRICOLORS Caroline
Longfield, 6s. : Italia Unita, 2S. 6d. GOLD and BRONZE ZONALS.
—Black Knight, 6s. ; Cleopatra, ss. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 4s. ; E. G.
Henderson, 3s 6d. ; Her Majesty, 3s. 6d. ; Luminator, 6s, ; Painted
Ladv,3s, &/, : Princess of Wales, 4S, : Stanstead Beauty, 6s, DOUBLE-
FLOWERED —Capitaine L'Hermite, 3s, 6d.; Madame Lemoine,

" '^'
,\, 3s, 6ii, ; Triomphe, 3s, 6if, A Priced

ALFRED FRYER. The , Cha , Cambridgeshir

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

a magnilicenl stock of the above, in hue. strong, healthy plants,
including ACACIAS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS. CARNATTONS
(Tree), CVCU\MEN, CYTISUS, EPACRIS, ERICAS, LILY of
the VALLEY (imported clumps), SPIR/F.A JAPONICA (ditto ditto),
VIOLETS, &c. Also a splendid Collection of Plants suitable for
Table Decoration, including Palms, &c. For prices and particulars,

General PLANT CATALOGUE,
applic

'ill be

' Uptoi ' Nun , Chester.

H.
Notice.

LANE AND SON'S Descriptive CATALOGUE
can be had free by post on application. It contains a

of 500 varieties of ROSES (i

price), a choice collection of ittltjuuDElNDKOlNS, ail the new anc
popular FRUITS, a fine collection of CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA
MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, AZALEAS, &c

The Nu t Berkhamsted, Herts,

New Catalogue of Dutcb Bulbs, Plants Suitable for
BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET

VIOLETS, Sic.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable
for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c,, is now published, and will be forwarded to applicants,

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W,

Cbolce Hardy Scarlet and otber Bbododendrons.
JOHN WATERER AND SONS have the pleasure of

announcing that their CATALOGUE of the above plants, as
hibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

lished, and will be forwarded I

of the Rhododendi
most approved CONIFERS, with he
leading EVERGREENS and ROSES,

'

Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

It faithfully describes the

id prices, as well as the

Planting Season.

TO BE SOLD, cheap, the ground being required for
other purposes, 6 acres of RHODODENDRONS from I to

T feet high, bushy hybrids, well set with bud, the finest lot in
England ; .\ZALEAS, strong and bushy, well set with bud : POP-
LARS, in variety. 2 to 12 feet high ; SPRUCE. I to 3 feet ; HORSE
CHESTNUTS SYCAMORE, NORWAY MAPLE, 2 to 8 feet;
COMMON LAUREL, i to 3 feet, bushy; and other Forest Trees,

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

Choice named HYACINTHS, 6s, per dozen, and upwards.

Bedding HYACINTHS, i8s, per too, and upwards.

„ TULIPS, 3s. per zoo, and upwards.

Choice named TULIPS, 11. per dozen, and upwards,

CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. per 100. and upwards.

LILIUM AURATUM, English and Dutch grown roots, b

NEW GERANIUMS,
WALTHAM BRIDE—A profuse blooming pure whit

green, finely edged with pure white, 7s. Od. each,

AVALANCHE, do., do,, 7s 6d. each,

MARCHIONESS,—The finest Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and the

freest grower out, z5s, each.

WALTHAM BRONZE,—The deepest and richest in colour of all the

bronze section, 7s, 64, each,

BONFIRE, the finest scarlet for bedding, 3s, 6d. each,

AMETHYST, BOADICEA, CARACTACUS, DARIUS, and
MAGNUM B0NUM,2S, 6i. each.

PICTORIAL TREES and SHRUBS,
it and most extensive collection in Europe, is, each and

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS. &c.

FRUIT TREES,
APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

and APRICOTS, Standards and Dwarfs, trained and untrained,

P>ramids and Cordons, in the finest possible health, worked on the best

stocks many trees in a fruiting state. In addition, GRAPE VINES.
FILBERTS, FIGS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-
BERRIES and STRAWBERRIES.

PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.

PARSON'S NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE,
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. — This new and lovely

Mignonette will be an universal favourite; it is so much superior in

odour, habit, and colour—being nearly pure white— it cannot (ail to be
Etown in preference to the other variety; ; the spikes are large and
beautifully shaped, and one Pot of it will perfume a whole House.
There are many Plants advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the
Public as something very superior, when they are no belter than
existing varieties; but F. Parsons assures the Public this new
Mignonette is a great acquisition, and cannot fail to take pre-eminence
of all others. It has been exhibited at four of the principal show
year, for which it obtained the highest horn uld be

; Certificate,t-clai

;t-class Certificate,

March 3(,
The Royal Horticultural Society, Kensingti

May 4, 1870.

The Grand International Show, Crystal Palace, First-class Certi
ficate. May 21, 1870.

The Enghton Horticultural Show, First-class Certificate, Jun.
aS, 1870.

The above will be ;

may be had wholesale e

Seedsman to Her Majt
at Hassocks" Gate Nui
following Agents :

—

Majesty, 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, and
;, Keymer, Hurslpierpoint ; and of the

A. Henderson & Son, London.
Sutton & Son, Reading.
James Veilch & Son, King's Road, Chelsea.
S. Nairn & Sons, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, London.
Butler, McCulloch & Co., Covent Garden, London.
G. GibbsA Co,, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.
W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, London, N
Osborn & Sons, Fulham Nurscrj-, London.
Downic, Laird & Laing, London and Edinburgh.
P. Lawson & Son, 20, Budge Row, London.
Rutlcy&S"

Woodroffe He Son, The Westbouri

L.S.'^

„ G. Hinxman, Fareham.
„ B. Bracher, Halifax, Yorkshire.
„ W. Knight, Hailsham, Sussex.

„ Timothy Brigden, South-Eastem Railway Station.

„ W. Paul, London.
„ E. Holmes, Whittington Nurserj', near Lichfield
„ W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea.

„ E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.
,. B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway, London.
„ E. Cooling, Derby.

„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.

SCOTLAND,
Messrs. Smith & Simons, Howard Street, St. Enoch Sq., Glaigcn

„ P, Lawson & Son. Edinburgh.
,^ . Stuart & Mein, Kelso.
„ W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

,, J. & R. Thyne, 60, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

IRELAND.
Messrs. W, Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin

BELGIUM.
Mons. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent.

PRUSSIA.
Messrs. Platz & Son, Erfurt.

„ Ferdinand J iihlke's Successors, Erfurt-
Mr. Ernst Benary, Erfurt.

AMERICA.
Messrs. B, K. Bliss & Sons, New York.
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WRIGHT'S GROVE WHITE CELERY.—One of
the largest and best flavoured bleaching varieties ever intro-

duced : after the same character as the Grove Red sent out by
has been awarded the First Frizes at the two Celery
Retford, the average ' ' " .-.-.. shcldat

.„_ . _ of the Sticks exhibited being 6 lb. each
;cd by myself, and will be found - . .

s the fir

I the Trade, and as the stock of seed v.

requested. Price is. per packet, orj)s. per do

; best Whit
1 able t

J &6n, 6, Leadenh'all Street. London. F.-C.

B' 'KING of the CUCUMBERS."—The best
Length 2^ to 30 inches. White spine, handsome

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryit !nd Seedsman, Downham Market.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

r>
ICH.'\RD WALKER ran supply the following for

t cash :—Fine Forcing SEAKALE, 10s. per 100 : second size, 5*.

;

third size, 3J. ASPARAGUS, 3 years old, 3s. per too: 2 years, 2s.

:

r per 1000. RED DUTCH PICKLING CABBAGE Plants,«.
o; and EAST HAM and DWARF YORK plants, 3s. W. p. 1000.

cheaper per 1

CHARLES TURNER can strongly recommend the
following New CUCUMBER and MELON, as possessing great

CUCUMBER, BLUE GOWN
Marlow, has been most !

two seasons, both in London and the provinces. It^has been
awarded Nine First Pnzes, and Three First-Class Certificates,
and most favourably spoken of in the various garden periodicals.

The Gardeners' Chronicle, for June, 1869, says:—"Mr. Turner, of
Slough, sent a box containing three remarkably handsome fruit of
Blue Gown Cucumber, each measuring upwards of 26 inches long, of
a uniform thickness throughout, covered with a beautiful bloom, and
small black spine. This is the same variety that was shown in such
fine condition on a former occasion, and proved to be of excellent
flavour, and was awarded a First-Class Certificate."

The same journal, for September 3, 1870, says:—"Mr. Turner's
Blue Gown is a black-tipped spine, very handsome, and has, as yet,
carried everything before It." Price per packet, 2s. 6d.

MELON. GREEN GEM, raised by Mr. Lawrence, Famham Castle.
This fine-flavoured and superior variety will become, and remain,
as great a favourite as Scarlet Gem, sent out by ChaHcs Turner.
The flesh is melting, rich, and refreshing, very pleasing to the
palate, and has a very thin skin. 21. 6d- per packet.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

paul & son's roses.

Paul & Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,
m SPFXTFUI.LV SOLICIT ORDF.RS FOR

STANDARD, HALF-STANDARD, and DWARF ROSES.
The Stock has never been equal to that now offered, either in quantity or in quality. The season is most

favourable for planting, and the almost universal failure of stocks from the dry spring will render Roses scarce and
dear next season.

The following are the very moderate Prices of this Season, and should be

taken advantage of :~
Fine FULL and IT.ALF-STANDARDS, good heads and roots, older kinds, i8.f. to 2i.y. per dozen, £j per 100.

,, ,, ,, newer kinds, 24J. to 30^'. per dozen, ^^9 to ^.^lo per 100.

DWARFS, strong, on Manetti or own roots, older kinds, 12.1. per dozen, £^ i^s. per 100.

,, ,, ,, newer kinds of 1868-9, iSj'. per dozen, J^6 per 100.

,. ,, ,, novelties of 1870, 36J. per dozen.

ROSES established in pots, for Forcing or Exhibition, 30^., 42J., and 60s. per dozen.

SPECIMEN ROSES, in pots, 155. to 42s. each.

The COLLECTION of FIFTY KINDS, as shown by us at National Rose Show—for varieties see Catalogue.

Tiie 50 fine STANDARDS, ^^3 15J. ; or the 50 DWARFS, 50J. ,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST, with special remarks on New Roses, Post Free on apphcation.

DARLINGTONIA CALIFORNICA.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Have just recei\ed in splendid condition, direct from California, a limited number of the above, which they offer

at the following low prices. Many of the larger plants have now pitchers measuring from 6 to 8 inches in length,

and all are fine healthy pieces.

Smallest Sized Plants, 21s. ; fine Plants, with good Pitchers, 42s. ; a few Specimen Plants at 63s.

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE ON APPLICA TION.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

VEITCHS' AUTUMN GIANT CAULIFLOWER.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons
DESIRE TO CALL ATTENTIOiN" TO THIS

NEW AND EXTREMELY VALUABLE LATE CAULIFLOWER.
It is perfectly distinct from any other sort, the leaves are long and tapering, and the habit of the plant iff

robust, but very upright and compact. The heads are magnificent, beautifully white, large, firm, and compact, and
being thoroughly protected by the foliage, remain longer fit for use than any other sort. If sown in April it will

succeed the Walcheren, and coming in between that variety and Snow's Winter Broccoli, is a great acquisition to all

gardens. It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, November 2, 1870, when
Messrs. V. & S. were generally congratulated on having brought such a fine variety before the public. Many letters,

speaking in the highest terms of this Cauliflower, have been received, and it cannot be too strongly recommended.

The following is an Extract from the Gardeners' Magazin
of November 5, 1B70:—

" Messrs. Veitch & Sons exhibited their New Giant Autumn Caul
flower, which from its gigantic size and fine appearance attracte
a considerable amouni of attention, and was deservedly awarded
First-class Certificate. Five or six heads were shown, the largcs
measuring upwards of 12 inches in diameter, and all w(
solid and of the purest white. It was stated that seed

s grown
mn did

Mr. Henry Chilman, Somerley Gardens, writing

in the Florist, says :

—

" This is certainly one of the best additions to the Brassica family

we have had for some years past, the heads produced by this line sort

being compact and of marble-like whiteness. From the high recom-

mendation given to this variety in the Catalogue whose name it bears,

I was induced to try it, and can fully endorse every word said there in

its favour. All who have not hitherto included this variety in their

Seed Lists would do well to do so; there is little doubt of those who
have once tried it neglecting to do so again The crop we are now
cutting gives promise of a supply for five or six weeks to come."

In Sealed Packets,^ 23. 6d. each.

,
and that

\ several others _

under exactly the same condi
not turn in until all the others were past. Its

important quality, and
'

'" '
t vegetables

The following Seedsmen have obtained a supply direct from us, viz.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Cove

Carter & Co., 23?. High Holborn.
Jas. Dickson & Sons,
E. G. Henderson & S^ n 'St.IoKn'

t & Son, 6, Leadenhall Slreel

J. & C, Lee, Hammersmith.

EastL-ate Street, Che:

, Nash & Nash, Co, Strand,
usbom £[ Sons, Fulham.
Smith & Simons, Glasgow.
Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Wood 4 Ingram, Huntingdon.

. R. Cooper, 153, Fleet Street.per, 153,
Veitch, Exetei

Prke to the Trade on application^ or of either of the London Wholesale Houses named abovi.

BARR & SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

THE GABDEN INDOORS-THE GARDEN
OUTDOORS.

ROYAL E.XOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.— Nov. 22, 1870.

INDOORS.
What is more delightful in winter than to be sur-

rounded with flowers—thereby conquering Nature, and
bringing out the blossoms of Spring in the period of

snow, and especially where the artificial appliances of

glass are either wanting or limited? The Hyacinth, the

Narcissus, the Tulip, the Crocus, the Snowdrop, the

charming SciUa, and others, with their accommodating
habits and easy culture, may be enjoyed in their full

bloom, fragrance, and beauty, as much in the cottage as

in the palace.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS,
SPECIALLY SUITED FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

100 named HYACINTHS I 300 SNOWDROPS
50 named POLYANTHUS 300 CROCUS

NARCISSUS soSCILLA SIBIRICA
200 named TULIPS 8 CYCLAMEN PERSICUM
50 sweet scented JONQUILS I 50 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

fA V- ; half the quantity, £1 2s.
; quarter the quantity,

eighth the quantity, io.t. 6(/.£^

Mil & SWBlH'i
AUTUMNAL

OESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

BULBS AND PLANTS

Winter, Sfrinc. AND Summer Fiowerihc.

t«>tTB2^of7^^

(SilD BtitB&ntitTWtRlHOliSD

OUTDOORS.
In spring how eagerly we look for the first signs of

returning life and beauty, in the wee, timid flowers that

seem bom of the snow, followed by the Primrose in the

copse, the Cowslip in the mead, and the Blue Bell by the

wayside. But what of our gardens ? Too frequently

empty beds, which might otherwise be clothed with

beauties, for delicacy of colour, chasteness of form,

richness and variety, not to be met with in the gaudy

flowering of a summer flower garden. Now is the time

to furnish the beds, and the following are part of the

materials, to turn the wilderness of our garden in spring

into a paradise of beauty,

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING GARDENING.

IS<J HYACINTHS 500 SNOWDROPS
SO POLYANTHUS NAR. s" SCILLA SIBIRICA

CISSUS 50 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA
aoo GARDEN NARCISSUS •

" "

.00 TULIPS
500 CROCUS

£^ 4f. ; half the quantity, £,2 2s.
;
quarter the quantity,

£1 li. ; eighth the quantity, 10/. 6d.

COLLECTIONS OF PLANTS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING GARDENING.

loPANSIESand VIOLETS | nm FORGET-ME-NOTS
hjDAISIES IzooSILENES
and 50 sundry plants, including Spring-flowering PHLOXES, &c,

£^ +1. ; half the quantity, £2 2s.
;
quarter the quantity

,,^1 IS. ; eighth the quantity, 10s. 6d.

B. & S.'s CATALOGUE contains all that is necessary

jn Bulb! and Plants for Winter and Spring Gardening,

and may be had free on application.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
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THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN.

^^ CARTER'S ^
NEW PEAS FOR 1871.

Stereotypes of this Block can be supplied by J. C. & Co.

LAXTON'S aUALITY PEA.
A second e:irly wrinkled Pea of great productiveness

and fine flavour ; it is a great improvement on all the

second early wrinkled Peas at present in cultivation.

Has been grown in the Trial Ground, and Highly
Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society of

London.

Price to the Trade on application.

EASTES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA.

J. C. & Co. having purchased part of the stock of this

fine early Pea, will be happy to quote special prices to

the Trade for large quantities.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

The most liberal assortments for in and outdoor cuitur

\QS. bd., 2is., 42J., and 63J. each.

1^^ As the season is now advancing, intending
Planters should secure their supplies at once.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

HEAVIEST CROPPING POTATO

CULTIVATION I^

SUTTONS' Zl^^

RED-SKIN FLOURBALL.

This extraordinary Potato, sent out last season

BY us, has given the most complete satisfaction. It has

the peculiar merit of producing tubers all of uniform size,

which are very large. While most other red varieties boil

yellow, this is white, of particularly fine flavour, and is

most correctly described as "Flourball." For supplying

the London dining rooms especially, we feel confident it

will supersede every other kind when sufficiently known.

In a field where many other sorts were all more or less

diseased, our "Red-skinned Flourball " was entirely free,

which we can only attribute to its remarkably vigorous

growth.

From Colonel J. Le Couteur, Btlle Vue.

•Half a peck of Redskin Flourball Pctaios produced 189 lb. weight;
xellent and mealy, floury, no sign of dis

Fnsm Mr. K. Babham, Gardener to the Right Honourable Lord
Ormathwaite, WarfieU Park.

" The Red-skinned Flourball Potato you sent me is a most extra-

ordinary kind, producing tubers varying from ili to alb. weight.

Certainly the largest Potato I have ever seen."

From Mr. W. F. Bennett, Steward to Lord Norbury, Valence.

"The Red-skin Flourball Potatos ate a first-class quality, great

croppers, and quite free from disease-"

From Mr. C. Bealby, Donnington.

' The Red-skinned Flourball Potatos arc very heavy croppers,
crs weighing as much as alb. each. Altogether they
c and good m form."

From F. CHAttLTON, Esq , OUn-ton House.

Oct. 22, 1870.—" I have fnrv- n rH r-H to ^^r address, by Great Northcn
Railway, a small baskt-i i .nr.iMinn' 1 . '

of Red-skinned Flourball V-

vvn from the peck

ticular kind of seed. My ^;aidtiici ii.luniii. me one of the samples sent

weighs 2 lb. good weight, and that the average of the lot sent to you is

nearly one pound and a half. The product he considers an exception-

ally fine one."

From Captain Heron, Mantey Hall.

Oct a6, 1870.— "I consider your Red-skinned Flourball Potato a

good cropper and good eating Potato, and so far riuite free from
disease. Ishall be glad of acouple measures more if you have them

From Mdjor Clarke, Willm Park.

.26, 1870.—"The Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball Potato!
ic, quite free from disease, vtrj' handsome, and bcaui

Ftotn R. P. Amptuill, Esq., Q.C. (M.P.), IVydibold Hall.

'. 5, 1870.—" I beg to inform you that your Red-skin Floi

3 produced this year an excellent crop, quite free from di;

From Mr. F. Thorne, Gardener to K. D. Hodgson, Esq., Ashgrcx<e.

Nov. 10, 1870.—*' I have lifted the Red-skinned Flourball Potato I

had from you ; they are extraordinary croppers, of great siie, and
quite free from disease—a first-class Potato.

admirable Potato ; prolific, and unequalled for baking."

From Mr. J. Bird, Gardener to R. D. Barclay, Esq., Easi-wick Park.

November 19.
—" From i peck of your Red-skinned Flourball

Potato I have grown 5 sacks and a peck, many of the Potatos weighing

We are now prepared to receive Orders for the above

splendid Potato, which will be executed strictly in rota-

tion. The retail price last year was js. 6d. per peck, and

we had sold out before the season was half over. Our

Retail Price this year is 5s. per Peck.

Trade Price may be had on application.

SUTTON AND SONS,

SEEDSMEN TO
READING,

THE
BERKS,

Everlastings, Hyacinth Glasses, &;c.

TAMES CARIER, DUNNETT. and BEALE'S
ff Wholesale LIST (Illustrated) of EVERLASTINGS, DRIED
NATURAL FLOWERS, HYACINTH GLASSES, am! GARDEN
REQUISITES is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
apphc

BEALE, 237 and 238, High

L ILIUM AURATUM, &c.—English-grown Roots of
LILIUM AURATUM, is. 6d., 7S.6d., 3s. 6<f., and 51, M, each,

.ind upwards: LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, ALBUM, RUBRUM,
and RUSEUM.andallolher LILIES.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, free on applic

, Cove ,
W.C.BAKR AND SUGDEN

,

To the Trade.
HYACINTHS, Tl-'LIl'S. POLYANTHUS,

NARCISSUS. CROCrS. SNOWDROPS, WINTER ACO-
NITES, &c. All first -cl.iss and of first importation, picked roots.

H\
, standards, 31. 6d., dwarfs, 25. 6</. each. Trade I

or 100, on applicanon.—HENRY BENNETT, Manor 1

Slapleford, near Wilton. Wills.

Vines from Eyes.

JOHN BUTCHER begs to offer the following VINES,
in good strong planting Canes, 6 to 9 feet long, short-jointed, and

JOHN BUTCHER, Nurserj'man, &c., Stratfordo

GRAPES FIRST YEAR
upwards, will carry from 12 tr

each, prepared without heal, and
Canes in tne kingdom.

RANSLEY TANTON, FR.H.S., The Nui

Rods 10 feet long
bunches, from 51. to m

inowlcdged to be th-j t

ies, Ep'inni.

To the Trade.
CARTER'S LIST of FLORAL and VEGETABLE

NOVELTIES for 1871 is now ready, and may be hid on

James" CARTER, DUNNETT, and EEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London. W.C,

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, Hich Holborn. London.

To Architects, Landscape Gardeners, and Others.
CITY of ROCHESTER.

ROCHESTER CASTLE RECREATION
GROUNDS and PUBLIC WALKS. -The Committee for

Laying-out the Grounds of Rochester Castle as Ornamental Recrea-
tion Grounds and Public Walks are desirous of being FURNISHED

tof i nail p

nd the r

ce of Ian ffor

A Copy of the Plan, showing the levels, may be obtained
' ' ' ;r November "

" -

to each Con
of the Committee wilt also

the Com-
be furnished
The Committee offer the following; Premii

pctilor whose Design shall be declared fi

Competitor ne.\t in order of merit; and C^q to the Competitor third

If the Design of the Competitor declared first in order of merit
carried out by the Committee, the person sending the same is to
employed at the usual Commission, of Cs pcr cent., to carry out 1

and second in merit to becor

) carry out the Design
think fit.

The Committee do not bind themselves 1

decided as first in order of mcnt. or any othei
All Designs to be sent to my Office not later than WEDNESDAY,

January 4, 1871.—By Order of the Committee,
RICHARD PRALL, Town Clerk.

Rochester, November, 1870.

Si|e^arbenfrs¥[]ri]nide
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1S70.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

That portion of Mr. Lewis' report, to which
we have already alluded, p. 1534, which relates

to Professor Max Von Pe'ITEnkofer's theory
as to the connection of Cholera with the
variation in the level of the subsoil water, is

very clearly expressed, as follows :

—

(i). There exists a specific cholera poison, which {2)

reaching the soil undergoes various stages of develop-

ment, providing (3) that a certain amount of moisture is

present
; (4). should the ground not possess the requisite

amount of moisture, and be either too dry or too wet when
the poison is placed therein, the latter will retain its

vigour until the requisite conditions return ; but (5) these

having returned, it does not follow that an epidemic will

forthwith break out, unless (6) certain meteorological

conditions are present (the precise nature of which is

unknown), and especially there must be (7) a predispo-

sition to the disease in persons coming within the area in

which the poison is found.

Both in Dr. Hallier'.S and Prof Petten-
KOFER's theory an organised germ is supposed

;

but while Dr. Hallier asserts that it is of a

fungoid nature, the latter leaves it doubtful

whether it is an animal or vegetable germ.

Mr. Lewis has taken great pains to examine

the nature of the subsoil in places which have

notoriously been most affected with cholera, and
has figured the bodies which have been deve-

loped in moistened soil from Meerut and
Peshawur. These belong mostly to low animal

forms, as Mouas lens, Amceba, Euglena, Pano-

phrys, &c. In one case he observed septate

spores, which might belong to individuals of

more than one class of Fungi, and on others the

doubtful bodies known under the name of

Vibriones. There was nothing, however, as far
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as his observations already go, to confirm Pro-

fessor Pettenkofer's views, which, however, as

regards the condition of subsoil water, without

reference to the question of organised germs,

undoubtedly require further investigation.

Dr. Buchanan, one of the distinguished

sanitary officers of the Medical Department of

the Privy Council, testifies to the matter-of-fact

portion of his statement, viz., the connection of

certain diseases with the level of the subsoil

water, though he explains it in a different way
;

and we may remark, that the place from which

we are writing was notoriously subject to fever,

though the subsoil is gravel, till the level of the

water was permanently altered by extensive

drainage.

We have given Mr. Lewis' remarks almost in

his own words. It is of course impossible for us

to go through the details of his observations,

which for the present are confessedly incomplete,

but the subject is too important in its physiolo-

gical, no less than its sanitary aspects, to pass it

by altogether. M. J. B.

We lately observed that some little discussion

had been going on in the pages of one of our

local contemporaries [Kensington News) about

the merits of the " Flower Walk '' in Ken-
sington Gardens. It appears that some heretic

had dared to doubt the surpassing excellence of

that triumph of horticultural genius, and he had

accordingly been denounced as heresy should be

by the orthodox.

The incident set us thinking how difficult it is

to judge matters of taste and effect upon any

fixed principles of art. As the West-End reader

may be aware, the " flower walk " is a fa\-ourite

promenade for the Kensingtonians, especially the

very young members of their body, and those to

whom the future rectitude of their backbones

and dispositions is entrusted. It is a long

walk running along the south boundary of the

Kensington Gardens, parallel to the railing

which separates it from what was the continua-

tion of Rotten Row. It is perfectly straight,

narrow in comparison to its length, and has on

each side a flower-border about twice its breadth,

backed with shrubs and low trees ; there is

nothing of the nature of a vista at either

end ; in reality, the ground is a little higher at

one end than the other, but it looks as if it were

level. The reader will see that the basis has

nothing in particular to recommend it ; it would

appear to have all the worst faults that the plan

of a flower-walk could have ; and yet, by a

judicious use and intermixture of shrubs and
trees, it has been made a charming walk, which

is very deservedly popular. A weeping Elm
has been most dexterously and happily treated

so as to throw a branch like an arch over the

walk ; and although there is nothing at the end

to form a picture for this frame, the frame is so

pretty that one never misses it, and the eye is

satisfied with the mixture of colour and foliage

which lines either side of the path.

The moral that we draw from this is, not that

the original plan in such matters is of little

moment, but that however bad a plan may by force

of circumstances be pressed upon a gardener,

he need never despair. The resources of Nature

are infinite, and a judicious use of handsome
trees and shrubs, well tended and healthily

grown, will enable him to turn defects into

beauties, and to introduce the charm of variety

and grace where sameness and stiffness might
seem to have marked a spot for their own.

• None of us fail to admire the gi-eat beauty of

the Horse Chestnut Tree when clothed with its

glorious racemes of white flowers. It is at once the

most striking, beautiful, and grandest of all our large

flowering trees ; whether simply as an ornamental tree,

as a single specimen on our lawns, or as an avenue
tree, it is the most noble. Its great massiveness of

character—its large, deep gi'een, and beautiful foliage,

its freeness of growth, and its hardiness, all combine tc

make it the most useful and generally adopted ; and
when in flower we all pause to admire it. Such is

the common Horse Chestnut (/Esculus Hippocasta-
num), the one which we most commonly meet with.

It is to see the great avenue of Horse Chestnuts when
in flower that the people of London flock year after

year in tens of thousands to Bushey Park in the month
of May. Those who have once seen this grand avenue
can never forget it, with its miles of Horse Chestnuts

in full flower. It is simply a glorious sight. In the

great beauty of all the varieties many may not have
observed that some are more handsome than others

;

some have larger and finer spikes uf flower than

others, and so present a more handsome appearance.

In the gardens of the Roya.1 Horticultural Society at

Chiswick, where the collection of ornamental trees is

most varied and extensive, in that portion of the

ground which will shortly be given up for building pur-

poses many varieties of the genus ^^sculus exist, which

are very distinct in appearance and character. There are

two trees in particular, which for some years past

have greatly attracted our attention. The flower-

spikes on these are almost twice the size, and twice as

beautiful as the ordinary one. The leaves of these

trees, too, are very distinct, being much larger in

every way, and of a paler and more delicate green

colour. Many visitors to the gardens have noticed the

exceeding beauty of these trees, as compared with the

common variety growing beside them. To further

satisfy ourselves on this point, we have compared
specimens of the flowers and leaves with those in

Bushey Park, Kew Gardens, &c., and can find none

to equal them ; and this, the most beautiful of all the

Horse Chestnuts, is called yEsculus ohioense, the

Ohio Horse Chestnut. Such is the name, at all events,

which it has borne and still bears at Chiswick ; and it

would be well for Fellows of the Society to secure

buds of these trees ere they become doomed by the

builder. In De Candolle's " Prodromus " we find

-Esculus ohioense noticed and described as having

the "flowers white, numerous, racemose," and the

"fruit about half the size of the common," which

scarcely agrees with the examples at Chiswick, the

flowers of which do not differ in appearance, only in

the spikes being larger and far finer ; the petals have

the same bright rosy tip. The leaves are larger and of

a paler green, and the seed is much about the same, or

of the average, size. In some other botanical works

.E. ohioense or ohiotense seems confused with

yE. pallida, and JE. glabra ; but from these it is veiy

distinct. We simply call attention to .Esculus ohioense

as it is grown at Chiswick.

We are delighted to find that our Government

are not the "Philistines" they have been represented

to be. Not only will a ship be furnished to convey

the observers of the approaching Eclipse to Spain,

but funds to defray the transit of the astronomers to

Naples will be forthcoming, and a ship to carry them on

to Messina. The various European Governments have

been requested to aid, and generally the influence is

being brought to bear in every way. The whole

blame for the delay, says jVa/nre, must fall on the

representatives of science—the joint committee. This

is rather a mortifying conclusion to arrive at ; but in

any case we are glad to find that satisfactory conclu-

sions are likely to be arrived at, and that our Govern-

ment is absolved from blame.

We have been favoured by Sir W. C. Tre-
velyan, Bart., with the following communication, in

reply to a question, whether, in the interests of science,

Botanic.\l Specimens, of no commercial value,

could be transmitted, as formerly, by Sample
Post :—

"General Post Office, London, Nov. 18, 1870.

"Sir,— In reply to yoiu- letter of the 9th instant, I

have to inform you that botanical specimens are not

transmissible by pattern post, as they cannot be regarded

as imii fide trade samples or patterns, to which the

pattern post is restricted. I have, &c,

"John Tillev."

This restriction is so vexatiously absurd that we think

a little pressure on the part of those interested would

ensure its removal. There can be no question, judging

from the experience we ourselves have had, that the

restriction in question entails a direct loss to the

revenue. Our Government is not insensible to the

considerations oi '£ s. d., and hence there are

grounds for hope that a return to the old system will,

sooner or later, be made.

We learn that, on November 14, our corre-

spondent, Mr. Alexander Dean, was presented

with a watch by the members and friends of the

Shirley, Millbrook, and Freemantle Horticultural

Society, on his leaving Old Shirley, for his new
residence at Bedfont, Middlesex. The chairman

of the Society, Mr. W. P". Mavoss, in presenting

the testimonial, said that, in looking back through the

past history of the Society, and watching its progress

from childhood to manhood, he did not forget how
much was owing to the persistent and strenuous eflforts

of Mr. Dean, both in its organisation and support

;

and that, not like those who would kick away the

ladder on which they had risen, they had wished to

present him with some small token of their regard, but

the true reward would be his consciousness of their

feelings.

We learn that a committee has been formed at

Stamford, under the Presidency of Thomas Laxton,
Esq., to take into consideration the proposed Gar-
deners' Prize scheme, suggested in these columns by

Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley, and to settle the prelimi-

nary matters in connection with the same. The
Marquis of EXETER has been pleased to head the sub-

scription list, with the sum of £%.

Among newly published books we may refer to

a second edition of Professor Bentley's Manual of
Botany (Churchill), long a favourite text-book with

medical students. The physiological portion, which
seems somewhat meagre, has been revised by Dr.

Trimen, and the whole work has been very carefully

revised, and in some parts re-arranged and rewritten,

so as to adapt it more than^ever lo the requirements

and convenience of students.—A second edition of Mr.

C. Groom Napier's capital little book on the FooJ,

Use, and Beauty 0} British Birds (Groombridge) has

also been issued. We had occasion to speak in terms

of commendation of the former edition, and can do so

now with even more reason. To the present edition is

prefixed, by way of preface, the Act, passed last year for

the preservation of sea-birds, an Act we are glad to

learn, that has already produced good results. A similar

Act for the protection of land birds would be even more
beneficial to gardeners and farmers, though, in the face

of some arrant depredators, they are not always willing

to admit the fact.—Messrs. Groombridge also publish

what appears to us to be a veiy sensible little treatise

on Home-made Wines ; hcau to Make and Keep Them,

appropriately written by G. Vine. It is too late in the

season to set to work with Grapes, Rhubarb, Cowslips,

or numerous fruits, but the reader will find in the pages of

the book we are referring to instructions for the manu-
facture of wine from Lemons, malt. Oranges, Raisins,

Parsnips, and Turnips, all of which may be proceeded

with now. The directions seem simple and clear, but

we have no experience of the result of the process.

Turnip wine is stated to be much recommended for

persons of gouty habit. We are disposed to wait till

gout comes before partaking the wine in question, at

least as a beverage.—A second part of the Farm,
Garden, Stable, and Aviary, devoted to "the garden,"

and edited by J. E. B. C. (Horace Cox, 346, Strand),

has just been published in a second edition. It appears

to be a mere reprint or reehanjfeoi articles published at

various times in the Field and other journals. As the

articles are arranged in alphabetical order the book
may be serviceable to the experienced gardener who
wants a hint, but it is not so well suited to the wants

of the amateur or inexperienced practitioner.—A second

volume of the Birds ofNorjolk, by HENRY Stevenson
(Van Voorst), has been issued, and sustains the high

reputation which the first volume gained from its won-

derful word-painting of scenery, and the accuracy of

its accounts of the appearances and habits of birds. At
third volume will complete the work.—Under the title

of the Best of Everything, Messrs. Kent & Co.

publish an oUa podrida on the plan of that very

popular book " Enquire Within," and indeed com-

piled by the same Editor. The title is somewhat
ambitious, and should rather have been " Something

of Everything "—good, bad, and indifferent, from the

treatment of sick parrots to the consideration of the

Married Women's Property Act.

A correspondent asks us to request nurserymen

to Label the Trees and Plants which they send out

in a more intelligible manner. He complains that the

names, as a mle, are so badly written, that in the case

of fruit trees, which bear common or " fancy " names,

they cannot be recognised as quickly as they should be

;

and suggests that printed labels should be used as freely

as in the seed trade.

The Maximum Temperatures of the Air
in England during the week ending November 19

ranged from 5I°.4 at Portsmouth (extreme South) to

41" at Newcastle (extreme North), showing a range of

10°.4 between these two stations ; the mean of all

highest for the several stations was 45°. 9 In Scotland

the maximum temperatures ranged from 45°. 2 at Leith

to 42°. 9 at Aberdeen, with a mean for all stations of

44''.3. The two extremes of the Minimum Tempe-
ratures in England were confined to the two northern

stations, Hull and Newcastle, 23° being recorded at the

former and 3 1
° at the latter station ; the mean for all

places was 27°. 7, which is 2°. 8 lower than the mean for

the several stations in Scotland, viz., 30°. 5. The Mean
Temperatures in England ranged from 40°. 2 at Ports-

mouth to 32°. 3 at Hull, with a mean for all stations

of 36°.7 ; whilst in Scotland they ranged from 39° at

Perth to 37°.2 at Glasgow, with a mean for the several

stations of 38° .3, being i°.6 higher than the mean tem-

perature of England. The Rainfall : More or less

rain was reported as having fallen throughout the two

countries, the heaviest falls, however, being confined to

Scotland. In England the largest amount registered at

any one station was at Liverpool, viz., 0.90 inch, and

the smallest at Hull, viz., 0.16 inch, with a mean for

all stations of o. 44 inch ; whilst in Scotland, at Greenock

and Perth, the falls amounted to 1.30 inch and 1.64

inch respectively : the mean for the several stations ex-

ceeded that of England by 0.34 inch. (See Mr.

Glaisher's Tables in our present issue.)

From America we learn that it is in contempla-

tion to make a collection of Oaks in Fairmount Park,

Philadelphia, in commemoration of the Michaux,

father and son. The Michaux Grove is to consist

of two Oaks of every kind that will endure the

climate. It will be remembered that the elder

Michaux was the author of the " Histoire des

Chenes de I'Amerique," while the son published the

valuable " Sylva Americana." The Grove is to be

maintained by the income of a legacy of 6000 dols.

bequeathed by the younger Michaux to the American

Philosophical Society in trust for arboricultural pur-

poses, which legacy is now devoted by the Society to

this use.

The medical papers record a case of supposed

Poisoning by the Berries of the Guelder Rose.

The whole case is built on assumptions, for it was not
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shown that the child whose death was the subject of

inquiry had eaten any berries at all, and no evidence

was brought forward to show that the berries of the

plant alluded to, even had they been eaten, would have
produced fatal effects. The stomach was perfectly

empty, and no poisonous substance and no signs of

poisoning were discovered, hence it was concluded that

death had been caused by the absorption of the active

principle of some narcotic poison ! We have not the

whole of the evidence before us
; perhaps if we had we

might not think, as we do now, that the conclusions

arrived at by the doctors and the jury were singularly

inconclusive. We may add that in Norway the berries

of the inculpated plant are commonly eaten.

The most extensive of the Colonial Floras
projected by the late Sir W. Hooker—that of

AusTRALL\—is, thanks to the untiring industry and
sagacity of its authors, Mr. Bentham and Dr. F. von
Mueller, approaching completion. The fifth volume,
containing the Froteacere and other orders, has recently

been published (Reeve & Co.). The materials for this

vast undertaking are collected in Australia, submitted to

a preliminary investigation by Dr. voN Mueller, and
then forwarded for comparison with European collections

and descriptions by Mr. Bentham. In this manner,
more than 50 large packing cases, containing nearly a

thousand bundles of dried plants, with notes, have been
forwarded from Melbourne to Kew, hitherto without
accident. As this work must form the basis of all future

researches in scientific or economic botany, so far as

Australia is concerned, it is impossible to over-rate its

importance.

The following additional subscriptions to the

Rivers Portrait Fund have been received ;

—

Bass. A., Esq., .Moat Bank, Burton-on-Trent .. £1 i o
Bromfield. Rev. R. O., Sprouslon, Kelso .. ,. i i o
Buniell, Mr. E., Chappel, near Halstead .. .. o 10 o
Moody, Mr. H., Bury, Lancashire o 10 6
Sahmarsh & Son, Messrs., Chelmsford . . .

.

i i o
Tweedale. Mr. W., Bury, Lancashire .. .

.

o 10 6
Wcsselhoeft, Mr. John, Hamburgh 200

The war, in the exercise of its remote influ-

ences is, according to the Times, giving at the present
time a twofold prominence to the Island of Madeir.'V.
Coincidently with the neglect of the vineyards of
France and Germany, an overflowing vintage has been
gathered in. A large increase of produce was naturally

expected from the progress of an extending Vine cul-

ture ; but a circumstance apparently trivial, a general

paucity of seeds in the Grape, was unforeseen, and has
caused the yield to overflow the provisions of the most
liberal calculations. There is a scarcity of casks to

store the new wines, the few coopers on the island not
being able to meet the demand on their labour. The
absence of seeds, however, is stated by Dr. Graham,
a Madeira authority, to be a constant result of a moist
winter and spring. As a health resort, also, Madeira
now obtains unwonted prominence by the defection of

the popular winter retreats of the South of France.

Notwithstanding the suggestions of circuitous routes to

avoid disturbed districts, many persons prefer facing a

sea voyage to the doubtful society of an excited and
revolutionary population.

In a paper lately read before the Royal
Society, Mr. Broughton gives the result of some
chemical and physiological experiments on living

Cinchona Plants gi-own in the Neilgherry Cinchona
plantations. From these experimeiits it would appear
that the alkaloids, quinine, cinchona, &c., exist in the

cellular tissue of the living bark in combination with
tannic acid. These " tannates " are supposed to be
formed in the cells in which they are found, and not

transferred from other portions of the plant. The effect

of the sun's rays falling on the bark, either while still

living and on the tree, or when separated, is shown to

be prejudicial to its contained alkaloids.

New Garden Plants.
Jacobinia cill\ta. Nets ab Esenb. in D.C. Prod.

xi. 331.

Caule qnadrisulcalo, juvenili puberulo ; foliis lanceolatis, acu-
minatis, brevipeliolatis, glabris ; floribus in apice ramorum
axillaribus, subsessilibus, oppositis ; bracteis bractcoUsque
iineari-setaceis, longe ciliatis, calyce longioribus ; coroHae tubo
labia squante.

A flowering specimen of the above Acanthad has
been kindly submitted to us by Messrs. Veitch. It is

not only interesting as a novelty to our gardens, and
as a free flowering stove shrub, but also from the

locality where it was discovered. The plant in question

was originally described from specimens collected by
Tweedie in Chile {St. Jago), but subsequently speci-

mens were collected in Central America (Panama),
by Seemann, Sutton-Hayes, &c. The present example
was discovered in Venezuela. The range, then, of this

heretofore little known species is very considerable.

The plant has much the appearance of the old Justicia

anisophylla, having the same general habit and form of

leaf, but in the flowers it more resembles an Eran-
themum. The flowers are densely packed in stalked

axillary clusters, and as they are very freely produced,
and open in succession, the plant has the desirable

quality of being what is termed a "continuous
bloomer," at any rate, in the dull season when flowers
are specially valuable. The leaves are lanceolate,
glabrous. The bracts and calyx-lobes are linear-lan-

ceolate and ciliate. The corolla-tube is cylindrical,

bent towards the apex, and longer than the calyx ; its

limb is distinctly two-lipped, ringent, and of a purplish

colour ; the upper lip consists of two linear-oblong
segments, the lower of three broadly ovate or rounded
lobes, of which the central one is rather the largest,

and marked with white streaks. The stamens, two in

number, spring from the upper part of the tube of
the corolla. The anthers are exserted, two-lobed,
the lobes divergent at the base, from the
great width and thickness of the connective. The
ovary is oblong, ciliated, girt at the base by a

fleshy, cup-like disk, and surmounted by a long,

slender style, ciliated at the base. The stigma is

somewhat dilated and divided into two appressed,
roundish lobes. The fruit is capsular, ovate-acute,

two-valved. The seeds are attached to thick, cup-
shaped processes or retinacula. The plant \vill prove a

desirable addition to our list of winter-flowering stove

shrubs, M. T. M.

PLANTS AS MANUFACTURERS.*
We have been accustomed to admire plants for their

beauty, to love them for their sweetness, and to prize

them for the value of their products. But few have
any clear notions concerning the arduousness of their

labours or the importance of the work which they

perform. The life of plants seems to us a life of ease,

a season of quiet repose, a waiting for all things to be
done for them. Such views are wholly mistaken.

No life is less selfish, none more fully occupied than

that of a plant. The fact is, we have treated our

plants very much as we have done our human flowers.

We too often ignore their real life work and sterling

merits, and then weave a sort of fairy veil of fiction

and romance wherewithal to adorn them, as we think
;

but such meretricious ornaments only disfigure or

conceal their beauty, tenderness, and love. It is with

plants as it is with Eve's fairest daughters. No one

can be insensible to the charms of a pretty face ; it

attracts like a magnet ; but when we come near to

confess our admiration or adore its beauty, and
find mind and heart, voice and character, all in

harmony with that face—then—well then we find

an angel, and can but wish to possess, and,

to use the language of the Prayer-book, worship
her. Now every plant is such an angel. Its

worth and its work exceed its beauty. What it is and
w'hat it does is of more importance to us than what it

looks. Not that I would decry beauty. It is a

heaven-sent boon. And I like to picture our great

Father filling the earth with all things needful for His
children, and then, just as a fond mother, after packing

her boy's kit or trunk wmU put her own likeness, wet
with tears of love, in his Bible, so the Almighty, in the

overflowing tenderness of His affection, dipped His
hand in glory and strewed beauty broadcast over the

earth and across the heavens, in order that we might

all see it together, and be glad.

But my theme is not the beauty of plants, but their

work. Of course it is impossible to ignore the fact that

the workers are beautiful, and like much of the work
appointed to our daughters of beauty, the work of plants

is mostly hidden from common eyes. We hear much
about the rights of w^oman, perhaps it is needful to

extend them. But no one can rob her of her highest

prerogative, that of smiling her sweetest smiles, and
doing her noblest work within the secret chamber of

her home. Silently as the dew she refreshes all ;

softly as the sunlight falls upon the leaves her

work is done, without noise or confusion. It

is very much thus with plants. They are manufac'

turers, it is true, but we never hear the cUnk, crashj

whirr, or deafening din of their machinery in motion,

They darken the heavens with no reeking clouds of

foul smoke, no hissing volumes of spent steam. They
both spin and weave, but no rush of spindles or

sound of shuttles is heard. They pack up millions of

tons of goods for transportation to the farthest ends of

the earth, without the aid of hydraulic pressure or huge
packing-boxes. They lift thousands of tons of water

and produce from the earth into the air, without the

help of cranes or lifting tackle of any kind. This

noiselessness is the more marvellous, when we remeni'

ber that there is no division of labour in those plant

factories. Each does all its own work for itself.

Finishing houses are unknown in these factories ; and
what perfection of finish we have in leaf and flower

and root and branch, timber and bark ! What artist

could meddle with but to mar the finish of that fi:

fruit and those glorious flowers we have seen here

to-day. You can do great things in the way of mc

facture. The raw material of the world comes into

your ports, and your exports are the admiration, envy,

and delight of all nations. But in design, in texture,

in skill, and in finish, plants are far in advance of all

human manufactures. No skill of man can create a

living Daisy ; but observe that humble plant, spreading

its few simple leaves on the ground,—it takes a few

atoms of earthy matter and compounds them with

some raindrops and a sheathful of sunbeams, and
forthwith the

" Wee, modest, crimson-tipped flower"

opens its eyes to gaze upon the sun.

* Read by Mr. D. T. Fish, at the Gardeners' Soiree held on
Tuesday evening last, in connection with the Liverpool Chrysan-

themum Rhow.

From these general remarks let us descend—shall we
not rather say, ascend ?—to particulars. The basis of
all manufacture is raw material. Without this nothing
can be made. Whence comes the raw material of

plants ? They are rooted to one spot, and have neither

carriers, railways, nor fleets of merchant vessels at

command. How, then, do they get the raw material to

keep their factoriesgoing ? In the olden times rocks were
ent, avalanches rolled, water dashed and leaped with
,vild and hurried steps, strata were denuded and up-

heaved, volcanos shot out flames of fire and showered
forth red-hot ashes, and myriads upon myriads of living

things lived and died and found graves in this great

globe—the earth—before the raw material for the base-

ment floor of this great plant manufactory was pro-

vided. And now plants draw their raw material from

the earth, from the waters above, upon, and under the

earth, and from the invisible air.

The wind is freighted with fresh supplies of raw
material for plants, the clouds are their water carriers,

the lightning their swift-winged messenger to announce
their wants in cloudland or across the earth or ocean,

and bring back tidings of coming cargoes. The four

so-called elements of the ancients, earth, air, fire, and
water, are laid under contribution by plants. They
absorb, utilise matter in all states and conditions—solid,

liquid, gaseous, visible and invisible, clean or foul,

comes equally welcome to plants. We hear of great

things being done by the use of waste. Old and
apparently useless matters are torn up and fined down,
and new products spring forth as if by magic. For-

tunes have been built up out of shoddy. Plants are

likewise distinguished in this line. Theirs is the largest

shoddy factory in the world. They are Nature's
universal scavengers, always sweeping up, utilising,

transforming, glorifying, dirt, shoddy, waste, and
converting it into products of the highest value.

Nothing escapes the keen, eager search of plants.

They question the winds in their hurried courses, and
ease them of their loads. They invite the dew to adorn
them with its necklace of pearls, that they may drink

in its nourishing sweetness. They tenderly, firmly hug
all kinds of earth, that they may take all they need for

themselves out of it. They run up into, and wave
themselves about in the air, that they may feed upon
its carbon and ammonia. In one word, their field for

the supply of raw material is the world ; and having
done their best to empty it, they turn their pleading

flowers and inviting leaves towards the sun, and pro-

ceed to do their utmost to absorb all its heat, to use up
its light, to exhaust its chemical forces, and empty it of

its energia, or life-giving powers. Such is the baldest

possible outline of some of the chief sources from which
plants draw their supplies of raw material.

No sooner are their factories furnished with these,

than forth\vith they hasten to convert them into finished

products. But to this end motive power is needed.

Rest is the grave of production, motion its life. Whence
this bustle and stir in these great centres of industry ?

You are all busy as bees, either in the act of manufac-
turing or in removing the things made, from where
they are not wanted to where they are. To alter the

form, character, place of matter, these are the founda-

tions of your industry, the basis of your commercial
greatness. It is these pursuits that block your railways

with traflic, crowd your river with shipping, fill your
shops and warehouses with the riches and wealth of the

globe. But the cause of all this is moving power
employed upon raw material. Steam, human strength,

and skill keep all the machinery in motion, and you
are rich and prosperous just in proportion to the time

and energy with which productive force moves. Plants

form no exception to these laws. They can manufac-
ture nothing without moving force, and that force is

never absent, unless it is bound in the iron fetters of

frost, or arrested by the colder grasp of death.

True we cannot hear the rash of the sap, tlie heat

that quickens falls softly on leaf and flower,

like the fond mother's kiss on the lips or cheek of her

sleeping infant. Chemical compositions or decora-

positions which are incessantly proceeding in plant

factories give forth no sound. The lightning plays

among leaves and flowers without scorching spot or

hissing noise. The energia of the sun stimulates the

life of the plant to the utmost, though the summons to

awake is unheard by mortal ear. But is there, there-

fore, no motion ? Nay, are not all the gi'eatest move-
ments in Nature silent ? We hear not the stars in their

hurried courses. The daily revolution of the globe

gives forth no crashing mtonation.

The motive powers used in plant factories are

various—heat, hght, chemical affinity, and life are

probably the chief. It is impossible to dwell upon either

of them. Life and heat are perhaps the most important,

and between them they do an amount of work that is

perfectly astounding. We know little of either ; pos-

sibly they are closely related, almost synonymous.

The sun in a secondary sense may be said to be the

source of both, but they work everywhere to produce

motion. Between them they set and keep all the fluids

of plants in perpetual movement, and these fluids are

the carriers of nearly all that is needed to build up
structure and manufacture produce. Independently of

the force expended on production, plants perform other

and highly important work. They pump a great pro-

portion of the water of the world, and thus enrich and

fructify, by watering the earth. The sun is the greatest,

strongest raiser of water. "" -'But the sun and the atmo-
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sphere draw their suppUes chiefly from the surface of

the earth, rivers, and oceans. The roots of trees go

deeper down for their water, and the leaves distribute

this water at a high elevation. What the force of steam

is to your factories, these and other forces are to plant

manufactories. They pervade, move, quicken, drive

the entire machinery of production. Every part of the

plant is set to work in extending, spinning, weaving,

transforming, finishing something. The designs are

most perfect, the products more varied than can be

enumerated or imagined. Do you ask what plants

make ? Rather inquire what they do not make. They
make fruit, flowers, corn, wine, oil, gum, resin, pitch,

timber, Cotton, Flax, fibre, Tea, Coffee, starch. Rice,

spices, acids, perfimies, and medicines. They have

mainly formed the tilth of our fields—they constitute

our coal measures. And all these things are made out

of the most unlikely elementary materials.

Consider the Lilies, the Roses, the Violets, in their

sweetness ; the Orchids in their gorgeous colouring

and marvellous beauty of structure, perfect mimics of

some of the most exquisitely and elaborately formed

insects. Look at the Oak tree in its strength, and the

tiniest Moss in its shrinking weakness ; then remember
that a few morsels of solid matter,—a few drops of

water,—some fleeting sunbeams with invisible food

searched out of the air, have formed them all. These
are brought in to those marvellous manufactories,

plants, and forthwith duly deHvered is all this beauty,

sweetness, and glory. The transforming powers of

plants are beyond comprehension. For what skill of

man could compound such a varied bouquet of sweet

odours from such crude elementary matters as these ?

Do you ask if over-production is ever known in these

plant factories? Well, sometimes, though it is not the

evil that it is among you. For the very act of produc-

tion is almost as serviceable to us as the products manu-
factured. Incidentally, as it were, the mere working of

])lants fills our rivers and purifies our air. Then there

is no waste in Nature :
" Gather up the fragments that

remain, that nothing be lost," is her constant practice.

What is not needed to-day will be wanted to-morrow.

There is a case in point. Ages ago the world seemed
in danger of being engulphed beneath the dibris of

plants. The strongest forms of plant life, stimulated

by a hot steaming atmosphere, mshed up as if by magic.

They decayed almost as rapidly*. Decomposition

added fuel to the energy of growth. The living fed

upon the dead. A great contest raged throughout

many ages between life and death. Production and
destruction, growth and decay, ran a neck and neck

race for the mastery of the world, and production won
the race. The earth groaned beneath its huge load of

carboniferous debris. At last its back bent and broke

with the sheer weight, possibly ; then there came a

subsidence or overflow—a hotpress fresh strata rolled over

—and the coal measures were fomed. And now, at the

present moment, we are warmed by the heat, lighted

l)y the light, and derive most of our working force

from the energy of primeval suns. Had we seen all

this we should have cried out what a shameful loss

;

but a greater than man said " Gather up the fragments
"

for the homes, the factories, the railways, the steam-

ships of my great family in the nineteenth century, and
all succeeding ages. And thus it came to pass that

we filled our coal cellars with the carbon of the old

world.

Many of your manufacturers excel in the art of pack-

ing, but never were goods so well or so closely packed
as the coal measures. Living plants are likewise most
skilful in this line. All their products are done up in

handy bundles for transportation or conveyance to the

end of the earth. Fancy the trouble it would have
been to us had Wheat grains been the size of quartern
loaves, Peas like dumplings, or Apples big as

Pumpkins. A philosopher is reported to have once
lain under an Oak ; he was struck by the strength of

its limbs, the size of its trunk, and the symbols of its

mighty power. At last his eyes rested upon an acorn
within its tiny cup. Beside grew a Gourd, with its

large golden fruit. "Aha!" he exclaimed, *' there is

no God, for if there is he is neither Almighty nor All-

wise. For here is a great mistake. Why was the
weak Gourd chained to the cold earth with this huge
fruit, while the Oak tree is only laden with the
acorn. Clearly there ought to be an exchange in the
produce. The Gourd for the Oak—the acorn for the
Gourd." Just at that moment an acorn fell on to the
presumptuous philosopher. So he leaped up, exclaim-
ing, " God is right. Had the Gourd been raised so
high and fallen so far it would have killed me."
The packages of plants are not only of the best size,

but the wrappers are mostly air or waterproof. You
all know the importance of this with perishable articles.
Hams, tongues, meats, and sweets, can only be pre-
served in airproof packages. There is another singular
peculiarity about the packing done by the plants. The
entire plant is often stowed away within a sinf^le

portion of it. Annuals are packed up within their
tiny seeds, and bulbous plants within their bulbs.
This is of immense importance for close stowage and
safe distribution. Tfiis arrangement brings as it were
the genial climes and bright suns of other countrie
cheer and enliven this. What would many of
winter drawing-rooms and conservatories be' without
the sweetness and the beauty of good Dutch bulbs ?

These let loose before our admiring eyes all the
grandeur and the fragrance bom of John Dutchman's

summer. In the same way Cape bulbs and Orchids
bring to us, ready for immediate use, the glories of the

tropical sunlight and the warm tints painted by the

heat of such climes.

Finally, plants are cleanly manufacturers. They
make little or no dirt. They touch decomposition at

all points, but it is to recompose it. They absorb foul

odours, but they are no longer foul, they convert them
into sweetness. No law is needed to make plants con-

sume their own smoke. They make none. No
stringent enactments need to be enforced about their

chemical processes : they are inoffensive. No scaven-
gers are required to gather up their rubbish— they are

their own scavengers. True, many of their working
hands (the leaves) only live one year and then seek a

grave upon or within the earth. But these speedily

disappear, and are, in fact, again taken into the

factory to strengthen and enlarge it.

The penalty exacted from most great centres of

manufacturing industry and commercial activity is an
excess of filth in the air you breathe, the water you
drink, and the earth you live on. It was recently

stated that Liverpool invites any disease that may be
in the air, and that its foundations are tainted with
disease. Your town is about the most dangerous to

live in of any in England, the rate of mortality being
alarmingly high. Doubtless your shipping, your
tramps, your emigrants, are all dangerous at times to

your health, and you seem to have other and special

centres of contamination and pollution in your chemical
works, and the immense numbers of bricks burnt in

clamps round your suburbs. I think I never smelt so

many or such curious odours as around Liverpool. It

seems as if King Sulphur had been shaking himself up,

and his fumes almost stifle the breath of strangers.

Add to all these the inevitable pollutions arising from
work, traffic, life combustion, respiration, decomposi-
tion, all fouling your great towns to the utmost of their

capacity. We ourselves die daily, and, were our eyes

set to a finer vision, w-e should see portions of every
one of us in the apparently pure air of this room.
Do you ask me what all this has to do with the

manufacturing powers of plants ? It has everything to

do with it. I have already remarked that plants are the

cleanliest of all manufacturers, but we have seen that

they are also shoddy merchants. Yea, more, they are

chiefly this—they deal in pollution, and it is only
through plants that the great problem of the day,
"What shall we do with our dirt ?" can be solved.

There is no other mode of extinguishing dead matter
but by its conversion into living substance, and plant

manufacturers are alone equal to this stupendous under-
taking. All other possible means have been tried and
failed. We have sent our waste up into the air, and it has
returned to us in fevers and pestilences. W^e have
turned our streams of reeking sewage into rivers and
seas until our great drinking cisterns have been
poisoned at their sources. Then the more sensible cry

arose, "To the land with your foul waste!" but the

earth is tolerably full of graves already, and if we turn

it into a great dry-earth closet or huge sewage-sponge,
there is great danger that by-and-by it may revolve

round the sun a fever-stricken world of pestilence and
death. The antidote to pollution is living plants

;

these absorb, transform, utilise, and annihilate it.

They weave these elements of disease and death up
into the very staff of life. You tell me that such
manufacturers do not thrive here. The few you have
refuse to grow. The remedy for this is, more of them.
Send 100 brave soldiers against 10,000, and no
courage or skill can save them from destruction. It

is just so here : pollutions abound in all directions, and
you send out against them a few ragged hosts of
weakly trees. The chief remedy j for your alarming
death-rate is more trees around your suburbs, all your
open spaces filled with sweet flowers in the centre of

your magnificent city. Fight fever with the sweet
incense of lovely flowers, annihilate it with the absorb-
ing force of fever-consuming leaves.

I think this city has the credit of being constitutional.

Its voice is often raised against any change that might
shake the stability of the British constitution. "The
constitution is in danger ;

" one more perfect, more
venerable than that you so much revere is in imminent
peril. Your life depends upon its being maintained in-

violate. The balance of parties, or rather forces, in

the atmosphere is in great danger of being upset. A
tremendous nm is made in these centres of life and
hives of industry for oxygen. You neither live nor
work without it. On the other hand, whole volumes
of dead carbon and other pollutions are thrown into

the atmosphere. An actual scarcity of the former,

and an excess of the latter, means suffering or death to

us all. How shall we rally to the defence of the

atmospheric constitution? We have no choice of
instruments, we have but one ; but that is all-sufficient.

Plants alone can drain the air of its excess of carbon,
and return to it a pure stream of oxygen. Every leaf,

stem, and flower is employed night and day in restoring

the atmospheric balance to an equilibrium. And, upon
the whole, they have done their work perfectly. Here
and there, and over such large towns as this, there are
certain changes—an excess of foreign matter, dust, &c.

,

in the air. But, as a whole, its constituent parts are

I

the same. To rectify these partial changes which are
so fatal to health, you must plant more extensively.

Girdle your city round with a wide band of grand trees
' and green parks. Sentinel your streets \vith officers

(sanitary trees) at regular distances, in green or golden
uniforms, that will rest not from their labours day or

night, nor leave for an instant their posts of danger and
of duty ; enwreathe your houses, homes, workshops,

warehouses, mills, and factories with garlands of leaves

and flowers ; crowd your house-tops, window-sills,

yards, and areas with objects of beauty and fragrance ;

let flowers wave down to you a joy from every giddy

garret, and send up a symbol of trustful hope from
every deep dank cellar, until they cover and gladden

the earth as the "waters cover the channels of the

sea.

"

Plants are the true patron saints of these hard-

working utilitarian times. Their perfume is the best

of all antidotes to all foul odours. Their life is a war-

fare with elements that would be death to us. They
gladden, purify, and ennoble the highways and byways
of life, providing for rich and poor, manufacturer and
mill hand, prince and peasant alike, those grandest

preservatives of health, a clean earth, pure air, and
clear water. The ministrations of plants to man are

constant. They never leave nor forsake us. They
meet us on the threshold of life, they abide with us to

the last. None are too poor to enjoy flowers, none so

rich as to be able to dipense with them. Through plants

we live, move, and have our being. They distil for us

the breath of our life. They raise our water ; they

make our food. They provide our clothing, our medi-

cine in sickness, our strength in manhood, our sweet in-

terpreters in love, our solace in suffering, our transfigu-

rators at death. For are they not all ministering spirits,

sent forth to minister to those who are the heirs of life ?

Through the agency of plants, the worlds of matter and

of life are linked together ; and the three kingdoms

—

the vegetable, animal, and the mineral—are united in

bonds closer than those of holy matrimony. They
clothe the invisible air, and the wondrous light, heat,

chemical force, and energia of the sun with bodies of

marvellous symmetry, beauty, sweetness, and glory.

The Poet Laureate has said or sung, that "Nature
slopes through darkness up to God." As we try reve

rently to look through the mist that hides the life ana
the work of plants from our eyes, the veil of darkness

is partially rent asunder, and we exclaim as we catch, a

glimpse of the wisdom that plans, the goodness that

guides, and the power that governs all, that Nature is

indeed, and in truth, the outer fringe of the glorious

garment of God.
[We heartily commend to the notice of town gar-

deners the eloquent—and no less true than eloquent

—

words of our correspondent, Mr. D. T. Fish. It must

not, however, be surmised that the Liverpool folk have

been idle in the matter, whatever opinions may be held

as to the management of the Sefton Park. Eds.]

HEATING AND VENTILATING GLASS
STRUCTURES.

Until the Crystal Palace was erected in Hyde Park
in 1S51 we had little idea, even in this country, what
extensive structures could be made by means of a skil-

ful combination of iron and glass. To show what
could be effected in that \\'ay seems to have been

reserved for Sir Joseph Paxton, who repeated his grand

glass experiment at Sydenham even more effectually

than at Hyde Park. Of this palace of glass, deservedly

considered one of the wonders of the age in which we
live, there have been since its appearance among us

many imitations, but as far as I know none of them
have as yet equalled the Sydenham erection, either

as regards form or extent. The last point is indeed

that to which the building owes its importance.

LT^nhappy France, even with her fine gardens, lakes,

and fountains, has no equal in the shape of a glass

building to that at Sydenham. America is equally

destitute as far as glass architecture is concerned, and so

are other countries ; but I understand that in Russia a
grand winter garden is to be formed for the Emperor,

which will doubtless be on a scale worthy of the country

for which it is designed.

Among the first of our large glass-houses is that at

Chiswick, the original plan of which was, I believe,

that of a cross with a dome in the centre, but only one
quarter of it was ever completed. Then we had the

grand conservatory at Chatsworth, covering about an

acre of ground, and still later one of the finest houses of

the kind in the country—the great Palm-house at Kew ;

a large winter garden in Regent's Park Botanic

Garden, and others ; but none of them by any means
so extensive as the Paxton house at Sydenham.
To Sir Joseph Paxton belongs the merit of bringing

prominently into practice glass-houses with ridge-and-

furrow roofs, by the adoption of which any amount of

ground may be easily covered with glass ; and what
renders them so valuable is, that they are equally

adapted for small and large areas.

The annexed woodcut (fig. 269) furnishes an illustra-

tion of an arrangement on this principle, designed by me
for the late Duke of Bedford. Connected with it is an

aviary and a pretty little flower garden with fountain;

the whole being well backed up with plantations, so as

to afford shelter. The buildings, it will be seen, fonn

a square, in which one long span-roofed house in three

divisions occupies the centre, and in which six shorter

ones of similar form, but somewhat lower, abut upon

it on either side, in front of which is a glass-covered

forecourt and field on the one side, and water on the

other, for the accommodation of aquatic birds. Where
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ornamental poultry, or other birds remarkable for their

fine plumage or other attractive properties, are kept,

few an-angements could be found to suit better than

this, and few could be worked with greater economy

—

a pipe led from the glass-houses being all that is

wanted in the way of furnishing artificial heaU Under
uch conditions not only rearing of young birds, but

he work of acclimatisation [?J, mig ht be carried on with

much advantage ; while in the glass-houses might be
produced everything necessary for the establishment

to which they belong,

The allusion just made to artificial heat induces me
to say a few words more on that important subject, as

well as in reference to its in eparable relative, venti-

lation. Neither plants nor animals can live without a
good supply of fresh air ; I am, therefore, always
anxious to have buildings of all kinds with which I am
concerned properly provided with a plan for warming
external air brought into them and circulating it through
them without draught or waste of heat. Even ordinary
fireplaces and chambers I feed with outside air brought
in under the floors and let into rooms, after being
warmed somewhere about or above the mantelpieces.
The following data have been furnished from a school-

house, in which I put tlie plan into operation. Both
class-room and school-room were of equal size, the

school-room only being ventilated with warm air on
my plan : the fires in both compartments \\crc as

' shows that, in connection with the hot-water apparatus
in glass-houses, there should always be a warm-air
reservoir, fed from the external atmosphere, but with

I
means of regulating the supply ; and that from this there

I

should be a tunnel led along the course of the hot-

I

water pipes, furnished with gratings, to be shut or

j

opened as wanted, to allow the warm air to escape into

the house.

To illustrate this matter better take an ordinary stoke-

hole, in which a boiler, heating hot-water pipes, is set in

brickwork, surrounded by a warm-air chamber, which
should open into a warm-air tunnel following the course

of the pipes—and the opening, or openings, through
which the warm air escapes into the tunnel from the cham-
ber should be furnished with slides, so as to allow of its

being admitted or shut off at the option of the operator.

As regards the hot-air chamber itself, it should be fed

from some large reservoir of cold air placed on a lower
level than that of the warm-air chamber, and the cold air

should be let into or shut off from the latter at will, by
means of sliding ventilators or valves,—the amount of

air required in summer being very much larger than

is necessary in winter. Whenever, therefore, the fire

is lit, the whole machinery, so to speak, will be
set in motion ; and in order to husband all the heat

possible to be procured from the fuel, the smoke,
just after entering the chimney, should be so impeded
m its course by iinn plates, or damper--., as to

as that of the external air. The same principle regu-

lates the laws of action as to any multiplication of
power in the way of using heat for purposes of venti-

lation. For instance, if we fit up a coil of 4-fnch

pipes, 10 in number, of 9 feet lengths, in a chamber,
the air in the chamber is increased in healing power
ten times more or less in proportion to the quantity of

water and piping used, and the temperature to which
we heat it. Let us suppose that we have with the

bends with which we form the coil of pipes 99 feet of

4-inch pipe : holdmg 1 1 feet cube of water or 66 gallons

:

if this is heated 1° it will take 28,500 feet of air to cool

the water to its original temperature. But if we heat

the water 10°, we shall also increase our warm and
ventilating force ten times, and ten times as much air

will be required to carry away our heat in order to

bring down the temperature as before. Suppose, again,

that we take the temperature of the external air to be
32° below freezing. If we wish to maintain indoors a
uniform temperature of 60°, we increase the heating

power, in reference to ventilation. This is a natural

law, which at all times is, and will be, the same.
Whatever may be the plan of our buildings, the power
multiplies uniformly. What takes place in the case of

the one 4-inch 9 feet length of hot-water pipe will also

happen if it is 100 or any other quantity. The power
of one foot of water for healing air being once found,

allowing for density of the exlcrnal air. we shall have

^^*l-«^lSf ,

"

Fig 269

nearly as possible equal in size, and the following is

the result :—

School
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improvers, have not escaped the attention of the

faculty, and that medical men in London some few

years ago contemplated getting up a company, to

be called the Crystal Palace Sanitarium Company,
having for its object the erection of places of this sort,

to which they might occasionally send their patients.

At Hayling Island, Isle of Wight, Bournemouth, and

other south-coast watering places, there should, I

think, be sanitariums having glass-covered winter

gardens in connection with them, the latter being made
sufficiently extensive to allow perfect freedom of action

in the way of promenading or other exercise in a

climate properly heated artificially with warm air,

kept in constant motion in connection with efficient

ventilation.

It is, however, as a neatly designed series of glass-

houses for a private establishment that those under

notice are brought before your readers, and for all

purposes of cultivation few better arrangements could be

found, combining, as they do, every requisite for the

successful production of fruits, flowers, and early forced

vegetables, while the aviary cannot fail to furnish

additional interest, y. Newton, Oxford Ta'race, Hyde
Park.

LILIES.
[Continuedfront p. 1439.)

yapan.—The islands which form the empire of

Japan are the headquarters of the genus, the portion

of the globe inhabited by the greatest number and the

most brilliant representatives of the group. It would
appear, however, that this marvellous wealth of Lilies

is not wholly indigenous, and that certain species of the

genus have been imported into Japan from China, and
particularly from the peninsula of Corea, a very inhos-

pitable country for Europeans. The Lilium speciosum
of Thunberg, for instance, is called by the Japanese
ICorai-juiri, or Corean Lily. Rigorously closed for a

long time against the visits of strangers, Japan had
been up to the last few yeai^s only superficially investi-

gated by a small number of botanists, who were enabled
to make a superficial study of the fiora, thanks to the

exceptional privileges accorded to them by a suspicious

Government. Thus at the end of the 17th century

Engelbert Krempfer owed to his profession as a

physician, and to the services he rendered in that

capacity, the exceptional permission to traverse a

portion of this country, and on his return to Europe
he published the results of his expedition in the five

parts of his " Amoenitates Exoticae. * He made drawings
on the spot of a number of Japanese plants, which, in

1791, long after his death, were published in 59 plates

by Banks. At pp. 870—872 of the fifth fascicle of his

curious work, JCsempfer indicates, under their Japanese
names, eight or nine Lilies which have been already

alluded to.

The Swedish botanist, Thunberg, serving as surgeon
in the Dutch-Japan Company, was enabled in 1775
and 1776 to explore different parts of this empire.

I have already enumerated the seven species of Lily
which he ultimately considered as new, although he
had at first thought them to be the same as certain

plants already described by Linnjcus. He found
also two others, one which he considered to be the

same as Lilium pomponium {the Lilium callosum of

Zuccarini), the other Lilium bulbiferum, but which
Rcemer and SchuUes described as L. Thunbergi-
anum ; but this was only the prelude to the discoveries,

and especially to the importations, of Japanese Lilies

which have been made during the 19th century. In
truth for the last 50 years the acquisitions of species

and varieties of this fine genus have been so great that

at the present day it may be said that Japan alone
equals in this respect all other countries put together.

It is well, however, to observe that if w^e were to tnist

to the specific names which have been published, we
should believe this Archipelago to be richer than it

really is, for various plants have been considered and
named as distinct species which will probably have to

be united, when a careful examination, based on suit-

able materials, is niade. Such a task would be difli-

cult at the present time, and it is more prudent to limit

oneself to the mere registration of the species that have
been published.

The traveller who, without doubt, has done the most
to extend our knowledge of Japanese Lilies, and has
shown the greatest perseverance in introducing these
plants into Europe, is Dr. Ph. F. von Siebold, of
Wurzburg. Utilising for the benefit of science the
relations which Holland alone, of the European states,

was enabled to maintain with Japan, this zealous
botanist, who was born on Febniary 17, 1796, began,
in 1S23, to study the flora of this empire, in his
capacity as physician to the Dutch Embassy. The
object that he had in view, and which he never lost

sight of till his death, was to form collections of living
plants ; these he subsequently despatched to Europe*^
either to the various botanic gardens of the Nether-
lands, or, more recently, to a horticultural establish-

ment founded by himself, at Leyden, in 1844. and
which was chiefly devoted to the introduction and
culture ol Japanese plants. Siebold established at Veddo,
in Japan, a garden in which he got together all the
interesting plants of the country, and from that nursery
he forwarded his supplies to Europe. Unfortunately
the importations of new Lilies were not always success-

fully accomplished. In some cases the lengl:h of the

voyage was fatal to them, and in other cases the right

method of cultivation was not hit upon, so that some
species of great interest have been lost to our gardens.
Nevertheless, his trials were conducted with so much
perseverance, that ultimately they were almost all suc-

cessful, and even his death has not arrested the realisa-

tion of his plans, as his garden still remains, and is

conducted on the same principles as w-hen its founder
was living. Siebold returned to Europe in the month
of October, 1830, having made arrangements that

during his absence Japan should continue to pay him
the tributes of its plant-wealth. In 1859, when he

was 63 years of age, he did not shrink from under-
taking a second voyage to this far distant country,

which had become to him as a second home.
The most important scientific result of the travels

of Dr. von Siebold in Japan, has been the collection of

the materials for a Flora of that empire. The editing

of this work, the plan of which was sketched out

on a grand scale, and in which fine coloured plates

illustrated as complete a text as possible, was confided

to Zuccarini, a German botanist of great merit, whose
premature death arrested the publication of this work
before the second volume was completed. The
" Flora Japonica" only contained a single new species

of Lily, that is to say, the Lilium callosum, Zucc.

(in Sieb. et Zucc. *' Flora Japon." i. 1835, p. 86,

tab. 41), the Santan of the Chinese, theFime-juri, that

is to say, the pretty Lily of the Japanese ; and of

Kfempfer's ** Amcen. Exot.," fasc. 5, p. S71, which
Thunberg had taken for the Lilium pomponium of

LinnKus. Siebold endeavoured to introduce this plant

in a living state into Europe, but M. de Cannart
d'Hamale says that, like the Lilium maculatum of

Thunberg, and the Lilium auratum of Lindley, it

perished during the transit. At the present time it is

doubtful whether it exists in Europe, and we have
already seen that M. Leichtlin himself is not sure of

the identity of the plant which he possesses under this

nanie. Nevertheless, in the catalogue of the late Von
Siebold's establishment, dated July, 1S69, this species is

noted as of recent introduction, and it is offered at the

price of 40 francs the bulb, and it is cited at the same
price in the general catalogue of the establishment for

1870-71. Nevertheless, we may ask whether this

is the L. callosum of Zuccarini, as in the last cata-

logue the flowers of this so-called Lilium callosum are

described as of a clear yellow colour, while in the

description given by Zuccarini himself, the flowers are

mentioned as of a fine minium-red colour, speckled

with dark spots. Lilium callosum, Zucc, grows natu-

rally in the mountainous and little wooded parts of

Japan, at elevations of 165 to 650 yards and upwards,

on which account it is often called "Joma-juri," or

Mountain Lily. It is also cultivated in gardens, where
it becomes larger and more vigorous than in the wild

state. Its cylindrical, erect, simple, glabrous stem

attains a height of from 2 to 3 feet, rarely more. At
its base, and above the bulb, it has a number of closely-

packed roots, and above this level it is marked
with numerous brownish lines. Its leaves are

nearly erect, narrow, and very acute, sessile,

glabrous, of a bright green colour, and traversed by
from 3—5 longitudinal nerves. The two or three

lower ones are widely separated, while those in the

centre and towards the upper extremity of the stem
are much more closely packed. The upper ones

become gradually shorter, and ultimately passing into

the bracts, form a kind of head. The flowers of this

Lily are, comparatively speaking, small, somewhat
pendulous, arranged in a terminal cluster of 6 or

10 flowers each, of a minium-red colour, dotted with

dark red spots, and supported on a slender stalk,

about an inch and a-half in length, which springs from
the axil of two linear bracts. These bracts are unequal
in length, shorter than the flower-stalk, and thickened

at the summit into a kind of blunt tubercle or callosity,

whence the specific name. The perianth of the flower

expands widely, and its segments are revolute, linear,

acute, channeled above, keeled below. The stamens
are shorter than the perianth and longer than the

pistil. The pollen is orange. The style is shorter

than the ovary.

The bulbs of Lilium callosum, as well as those of

L. tigrinum, are eaten as food by the Japanese, who
eat them boiled, roasted, or preserved.

(To be Contimted.)

IQomt Corrcsponbente.

Education of Gardeners.—Vou deserve the thanks
of the profession for your able and outspoken article

on this subject. I fear that your somewhat damaging
estimate of the rising race of gardeners is only true.

There are many noble exceptions, but in the main the

standard is sinking, not rising. To stand still in these

go-a-head times is virtually and relatively to retrograde.

But what shall we say of those who are actually going
backwards ? Neither are the causes of retrogression

shrouded in much mystery. Something may be put down
to the frivolous tendency of the age : it lacks depth and
solidity—two qualities indispensable to the making of

a first-class gardener. There is no denying that the

stream of knowledge has lost in depth what it has
gained by diffusion. As far as individual attain-

ment is concerned more has been lost in one direction

than has been recouped in the other. The luiowledge

made easy by books of the present day destroys the
taste and undermines the capacity for solid reading, or
hard, honest, persevering study. Hence, instead of
the solid, scientific, botanical, or horticultural works,
that used to be actually devoured by young gardeners,

you will find them now too often sighing over the adven-
tures of Miss Evangeline Felicia Freelove, or dying with
eagerness to see the end of some worthless adventurer.
Even good novels, such as Scott's, Dickens', or the

dramas of Shakspeare, not to name some of our best
living authors, are loo solid and sensible for some of
the lackadaisical young men that one meets with now-
a-days among the rank and file of rising gardeners.

Such light and frivolous reading vitiates the mental
appetite till it rejects wholesome food with something
akni to the nausea that a diseased and pampered
stomach loathes roast beef or plum pudding. Under
such circumstances the very plenitude of wholesome
food becomes a trouble. And so it is with
some of your young men ; they prate loudly about
the abundance of horticultural literature, find fault

with it all, and read none ; or, if they read at all, it is

so listlessly, that they neither ** mark, learn, nor in-

wardly digest " it. Put the question to some of them
that startled the solitary traveller of old— " Under-
standest thou what thou readest?" and the drawling
answer in many cases would be, '* How can we, unless

some one explains it to us ?" Explains ! Why, our
horticultural literature suffers from an excess of expla-

nation ; there is loo much milk for babes, and but
scant fare of strong meat for men. But, while the age
and its listless idiosyncracies are responsible to some
extent for the deterioration of our young men, there

are other and more powerful causes at work in the same
direction. Chief among them is insufficient reward. It

is all very well to urge young men to raise themselves

above the rank of brainless labourers,but the exhortation

will be vain while the reward of their skilled labour

does not exceed that of the unskilled workers. This is

one of the gi'eatest evils of gardening ; unless a man
really raises himself to the highest eminence above the

level of his predecessors, as you put it, his remunera-
tion is not better than a handy labourer. And if he
does thus raise himself, the master gardener's wages
does not exceed, it seldom equals, that of first-class

mechanics. These considerations are beginning to tell

with fearful force upon the supply of young gardeners.

The consequence is, most of our young men are drawn
from a lower grade now than formerly ; their education

has often been neglected, and such as it is, it is more
an affair of word cramming, such as Dr. Playfair so

forcibly describes, than that knowledge of things

which he advocates as the basis of all sound instruc-

tion. The first is jufit the knowing the letters

in the field of knowledge, the second is the ability to

read and comprehend facts. And it is only facts that

can nourish, strengthen, and expand the mind. Garden-
ing as a science is hardly appreciated—scarcely ever

rewarded. Those that grasp the handicraft tolerably

well by rule of thumb, and can secure by any means

—

and some of the means used are dirty and despicable

—the patronage of some one with power, succeed ; the

others, no matter what their ability, generally go to

the wall. No one but a practical gardener of many
years' experience can judge how little high attain-

ments are valued. For many situations, and some
of these the very highest, a reputation for scientific

knowledge, and especially the abihty to convey

that knowledge to others, would be held as a dis-

qualification. Writing gardeners are hardly more
unpopular with the craft than with the classes

above them. I have had many illustrations of this

in my own experience ; notably at the gi'eat show
of the Royal Horticultural Society at Bury. I

dragged myself from a sick bed to go down. Hardly

had I entered the tent when I heard my name bandied

about in a coterie of about half-a-dozen practicals. In

front of some exhibit of mine, I forget what, stood the

jeering jabberers: '*Oh! yes, he can use his pen

well, but did you ever," &c. But writing of

exhibitions, it must have struck every one that

it is only gardening as a handicraft that is rewarded.

Only show good plants and fruit, and you are rewarded.

But talk science, or explain to every one how they may
go and do likewise, and you are fortunate if you gain a

respectful hearing. We are told that virtue is its own
reward, and the same may be said of science, but such

rewards will neither feed nor clothe us or our children
;

and we find that in all other pursuits the rewards of know-

ledge, science, philosophy, are more substantial than

are those of scientific attainments among gardeners, [?]

in fact, the latter may be said to be nil [?] Years ago I

proposed, as one means of remedying this crying evil,

that our great societies should otTer a few prizes

annually for the ablest essays by practical men. This

was not listened to, and, if 1 mistake not, you

poured cold water upon it by saying you did not

like the prize essay system. I repeat the proposal

now, and would suggest that a portion of the Veitch

Memorial prize fund should be devoted to this pur-

pose. Doubtless, the spheres of labour and of honour

j
hat you have pointed out—the Cotton fields, the Tea
plantations, the Cinchona nurseries of India, and the

vineyards of the Cape and Australia—open out alluring

prospects of rewards for the young, the healthful, and

the aspiring ; but these, added to an efficient prize

essay system, and much more than both, will all_ be

needed to draw young men of talent and ambition,
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and such are needed, to a profession in which the duties
are so arduous, the prizes so few, and the blanks so
numerous, as they are in gardening. D. T. Fish.
[Our experience of prize essays by no means leads us to
uphold the system. Eds.]

As a young gardener, I have read the articles

in the Gardeners' C/tro)ucle (pp. 1469, 154I) on
the above subject, and feel very sorry to think thai
gentleman of experience, like our Editors and Mr.
Bell, should have formed so bad an opinion of our
intellectual abilities. I think the case is not quite
fairly stated. 1st. You appear to base your opinion
partly on the fact that the number of candidates for

educational honours is on the decrease, but, I would
ask, is that any criterion? Again, you say there is no
lack of stimulant to exertion, '* there is a greater
demand for gardeners than ever." True, but has not the
number of candidates, both for home and foreign
supply, multiplied in a far greater proportion than that
of places? Mr. Bell says we are more independent,
&x. I have had but eleven years' experience in the

to ventilation, but also that the recorded testimony of
the most extensive establishments is altogether unfavour-
able to the propriety of admitting, directly or indirectly,
a marine atmosphere to plants. Those cultivators
whose personal observations are drawn from constant
intercourse and experience with cases from evei-y lead-
ing establishment abroad, bear ample testimony to the
f.ict that every evil to which plant cases are exposed,
either from defective packing, impure atmosphere.

profession, but I can freely say that for every young
gardener given to drink or questionable company,
with whom I have lived, there have been six the very
reverse—some of whom came from the counties
mentioned by Mr. Bell, and who were most intelligent,
having their hours of study as regularly as those for

meals. I may mention that at the place from whence
I write,— where (thanks to the kindness of my
employer) every possible comfort in the bothy is

provided,—there are fifteen young journeymen who
spend their evenings, some in botanical and others in
mathematical studies, while others go into music and
literature, &c. ; and these young men, entirely out of
their wages, keep up a reading room well supplied
with horticultural and scientific periodicals, besides
gradually forming a library (now of about 50 volumes),
including the principal works of Loudon, Lindley,
Thompson, &c., and other good scientific and edu-
cational works, for the use of themselves and
those who may come after them. I have been here
upwards of two years, and during that time I can
afiinn that there has not been one young gardener
whose moral character would not bear the strictest
scrutiny. I think that just as head gardeners take more
interest in the comfort and acquirements of their
journeymen, and display less itching for "apprentice
fees," &c., so will they obtain a class of young men who
are more intelligent, more obliging, and of higher
moral character than at present. While agreeing with
Mr. Bell that a few hints on subjects most beneficial
would be acceptable, and that too close an intimacy
with the house servants is not desirable, I cannot
consider his remarks about "Mr. Flunky," &c., to be
otherwise than an insult to the whole body of young
gardeners. An English Journe}'

Plant Cases.—There is one consideration arising
from the reply (in so far as that is applicable to our
previous remarks) given by Mr. Bull at p. 1474, rela-
tive to the cases exhibited, and which excites in us
greater surprise than his claim to a patent, and that is,

his ready assumption that the majority of practical men
will agree with him 'that the reasons and suggestions
adduced//-o and con at p. 1441 may be summed up in
one word—"impracticable." This is, indeed, a sum-
mary way to dispose of opposite facts and reasons by one
easy stroke, and equally felicitous is the attempt to set

aside other men's judgments. Such conclusions seem
to verify a well-known fact, that the eye may be so long
fixed upon a single object that it may lose sight of it ; and

.
it is equally true of mental operations, inasmuch as a pre-
conceived notion or train of thought may so completely
absorb the mind as to shut out every other consideration.
Admitting that many of the remarks and suggestions
stated by one writer were both impracticable and
absurd in their import, it is not compatible with fair
argument and honest reasoning to pass over all that is

openly denionstrated in the statements of others.
We deem it an unwarrantable assumption thus to
ignore every legitimate inference and practical deduc-
tion based upon the experience of many years. In
our last remarks we adverted to all the features and
modifications recognised as improvements in the
sketches given at p. 1372, which, if a bojiA fide o\A-
line of the registered case—as we infer it to be by
the affixed stamp—does not appear to agree in all

features with the one exhibited. As Mr. Bull has
avowedly passed over every practical consideration in
favour of the lean-to design, we are, in fairness to
ourselves, justified in again adverting to its compara-
tive merits. Apart from other alleged improvements
in the span-roofed case, we can only admit that the
louvre frame front, or screen, is a modification of the
inclined shading strips in the lean-to, and which may
be narrowed or made broader so as to admit a
greater or less amount of light. Without giving
credence to the statement that, in the old form of cases,
plants have been "literally boiled," it would not be in
.the least strange that whole consignmenis of plants
from abroad should have been eventually sacrificed
by confinement in such barbarous structures as those
exhibited by Mr. Bull, probably of foreign make.
In adverting to the added feature of ventilation in the
registered span case, which the defective outline at p.
1372 does not exhibit, and which we infer is but an
expedient as yet unproved by experience, we further ^^
remark, that not only is our experience unfavourable 1 th

excess or deficiency of light, is aggravated exactly
proportion to the degree in which sea-air is admitted.
The adoption of chambers or cavities made of double
boards and filled with yphagnum to absorb excessive
moisture, looks very much like an added evil, and
seems in a measure to increase the baneful effect by thus
holding the moisture in solution to be again taken up
by the atmosphere. This expedient recalls to our
recollection the late Mr. Apsley Pellatt's suggested im-
provement for Heath-propagating glasses, by so
curving the base of each inwardly as to form an
interior gutter for holding the condensed moisture, thus
retaining the evil requiring to be removed ! It may be
remembered that, in the lean-to case exhibited by us,
the front gutter is so formed in connection with the
end tubes as eflectually to convey the moisture to the
under strata of soil or charcoal drainage, there to be
absorbed for the benefit of the root-fibres as required.
In estimating the relative advantages of shape, Mr.
Bull is of opinion that as light is .so essential for the
welfare of plants, the span-roof case should necessarily
be the best, from the assumed fact that a span-roof
house is better than a lean-to for the growth of plants

;

forgetting that the house-structure is formed expressly
for grow-th and bloom, in which a diffused and regu-
lated light is essential. The primai-y and principal
object of the plant case is different, and so far from
gi-owth being essential, it is a positive injury. A
degr-ee of temperature which is least favourable to
exciting growth, should be as nearly as possible the
condition of the plant case. Other conditions of life

being equal, the plants in a well-regulated case should
be nearly stationary. Relatively, the fixed house is the
nearest approximation to natural conditions of growth,
in art structures ; the portable plant case is the furthest
extreme from those conditions consistent with the
preservation of plant life, and light in each instance
is only essential or beneficial to plants in propor-
tion to their average vital force or vigour at any
given period, varying with their conditions of gi-owth
"n the scale of health or disease. Assuming the cor-
ectness of the foregoing remarks, we draw the
following general inferences in relation to the adapta-
tion of temperature in plant structures. The greater
the average vigour of growth in plants, the greater is

their power to endure exposure to intense light, and
vice yersd. The atmosphere of plant cases being
unsuitable for a continuous or healthy growth a
degree of temperature least favourable to an artificial

stimulus of their organs, by a suitably modified ex-
posure to light and heat, is most conducive to their
preservation in such structures for the usual periods of
travel. In estimating the relative merit of the two
cases, we submit the following practical considerations
in favour of the lean-to design, as contrasted with
the registered span-roofed one :— 1st, the side chambers
in the latter one, intended for retaining the moisture by
the absorbent material therein, reduce the space for
packing equal to one row of pots at least ; 2d, allow-
ing an equal base to each, the lean-to affords one-third
more cubic or packing space, with the advantage of
admitting a greater number of tall plants, with con-
venience for attaching them to the upright side

;
3d,

the lean-to affords threefold more space for attaching
Orchids and other allied plants to the back upright

;

4th, one of the most desirable features in all structures
being the minimum degree of risk in breakage, the
lean-to is greatly superior by presenting but one-half
the extent of surface exposure to the dangers and
exigencies attending a sea voyage. We have within
the last few days sent two cases abroad, at the risk
of the present unfavourable weather. We may also
add that wood, being a well-known non-conductor of
heat, the lean-to case is capable of maintaining, by its

diminished surface-exposure, a higher and more equable
temperature under the influence of extreme cold than
the span-roof can do. On referring again to Mr. Bull's
sketches of the registered case at p. 1372, we are at a
loss to conceive why the outline there given differs

f om that of the case one exhibited. The open case is

represented with a cross-barred light or sash, which
was not seen in the case exhibited, and we are sure all

parties interested in the subject would give credence
to the outlines as honcl fide representations of the
case exhibited

; even if the Solicitor-General's in-

junction by Royal Letters Patent allowed an accom-
modation clause for deviation in the case repre-
sented from the case intended, or for adding any
new feature, as it might occur, to the original design
at a later period. If the Whole length or glass
square of the lean-to pattern was only intended to
be added as an improvement, why give the published
outline with an inferior style of glazing unfitted to the
purpose, every cross section or bar being a direct
impediment to the removal of excessive moisture,
whether condensed or otherwise ? [The drawings
alluded to were in our possession several weeks
before they were published. Eds.] We trust that
' ese remarks on plant cases will ultimately lead to a

more practical knowledge of the necessary conditions of
conveyance to and from foreign climes, not only as to
the pattern of such structures, but also as to the
rnost approved method of packing as now prac-
tised for miscellaneous groups. It may seem para-
doxical thus attempting to achieve a complex object
(of^ten resulting in failure) by one uniform means,—in other words, by applying one condition of
plant life to a diversity of structure and constitu-
tion. A more enlightened experience may lead to
a higher application of portable plant cases, founded
upon a recognition of, and adaptation to, the
structural affinities and constitutional habits observed
in plants. Extensive experience has amply proved
that more of the present success attending the con-
veyance of plants in cases has been the result of
the selection of really suitable plants for the object,
and their due preparation previously to being de-
spatched, than to any single feature in the case,
other requisite conditions being equal. An error in
the initiatory process of packing plant cases admits of
no after remedy. We quite agi-ee with Mr. Cannell,
that, where influence can be secured with the cap-
tam of the ship, or, through him, with any lover
of plants on board, that much benefit might accrae
from one or two examinations of the plant case
during long voyages. But we think any directions
affecting properly packed cases, for giving water, or
administering any remedies for incipient plant mala-
dies, is a very hazardous risk, and in cargoes of
really valuable plants we can easily imagine the
reluctance of many intelligent commanders of ships
to undertake the responsibility of such attentions,
unless a tacit agreement is entered into for such. A
fit and healthy condition of growth in plants for pack-
ing to distant climes ought not to involve the risk of

y from mildew, and other adverse agencies. The
best preparation against all such plant enemies is pre-
mtion— not cure. E. G. Henderson &= Son. [We
e sure that our readers, like ourselves, would be

glad to have the opinions of the authorities of the
Royal Gardens at Kew, Gla.snevin, Edinburgh, or
similar establishments, on this most important
matter. Eds.]

French Marigolds.—Last spring I purchased a
packet of French Marigold seed, and gave it a trial, I
may say with some doubt, seeing that good French
Marigold seed is very difficult to obtain. About the
middle of March I sowed it in a seed-pan, which was
put into gentle heat. When the plants Avere fit to
handle, I pricked them into boxes, and placed them in
a cold frame, giving water as required, until the end of
May. The bed I selected for them was a circular one,
10 feet in diameter, near to a walk (French Mari-
golds are not suitable for a bed, to be seen in
the distance). I planted them, nothing more being
done until they commenced to flower, when all

selfs and singles were pulled up. I pegged the rest

down, not over close to the ground, and had a bed
from the middle of July, without either a singe or self
flower in it. Every bloom was distinctly striped up to
the last petal. When any of the plants showed an incli-

nation to run into a self, which they are very apt to do
in damp weather, I thrust a fork in the ground below
their roots and gave them a good shake up, lifting

them, as it were, half out of the ground. Through this

check the next blooms came all right again. For more
than three months the bed was a solid mass of beauti-
fully striped flowers, every petal being distinctly

marked. I may add that they were very much admired
by all who saw them. William Grey, Anchnaba House,
Lochgilphead, N.B.

Wellingtonias.—There is glowing at this place a
handsome specimen, which was given to Mr. Field by
Sir David .Salomon about 13 years ago, then being
only a seedling a few inches high. It now measures

33 feet 6 inches in height, 41 feet 10 inches in circum-
ference of branches at the ground, and 5 feet 10 inches
in circumference of stem i foot from the around. For
the last two or three years this plant has grown nearly

3 feet in height each year. It is growing on a stiff

clay, which has been moved, and where it seems just

at home. J. Allan, Ashursl Park, near Tnnbridge
Wells.

Over-cropping.—On the other side of your journal
thin-seeding has become a frequent expression. Too
often it has been wrapped about with some flimsy
ridicule, and, like a ball which has been flung against
a wall, this has been thrown against its persevering
advocate, Mr. Mechi, and, like a ball so thrown, it has
bounded back again to the thrower. It would require
a good thick skin to endure the pelting he has received.
But few will venture to become a "directing post,"
if they are to receive the spleen of every passer-by.
But other generations, because more wise, will venerate
his name. We, on this side of your paper, have
always been ahead of your "Agri." friends in matters
of thin seeding, deep cultivation, &c. (But, O how
they looked down upon us ! ) Nevertheless, as a rule,

we err on the question of cropping. The cultivator does
not know the number of evils which he has to attribute

to over-cropping until he proves it. Do the Grapes
shank ? Do they become poor coloured and flavourless ?

Try less fruit for a year or t\\'0 on the same amount of

foliage-bearing wood. Are the Pears or Apples small

or flavourless ? Try less fruit. In seasons when they are
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;ibundant, lake a third of the fi-uit away when small
leaving those only in situations where the strongest

growth is seen. Tliis will alter the "every other year
bearers " into every year bearers, as well as cure othe

matters. The abundant crop of Peaches and Necta
rines last season will probably, in those quarters wher
attention and thinning is not carried out fully, be followed

by little or no fruit, and perhaps sickly growth of wood
as well. O, what crops were to be seen last year ! Fruit

about one-third its natural size, yet considered a fine crop.

Over-cropping is not confined to fruits; plants grown
expressly for their flowers require equal consideration

in this respect. Plants are often extremely dealt with,

curtailing their growth and other matters, to bring them
into a flowering state ; they are afterwards allowed to

carry such a crop of flowers that the plants, if they
do not die in the attempt to expand them, are for

ever afterwards sickly. If half of the flowers were
picked off they would carry another crop for years suc-

cessively, but the plant is sacrificed to insure a grand
display. What a number of Camellias, Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, &c., owe their death to this ! Neither the ad-
vice which comes through the horticultural papers, nor
even the fine examples of fine fruit and flowers wdiich
are produced by those who practise thin cropping,
make the impression on the minds of many gardeners
(so-called) as would the sight of a gaudy-leaved
plant—a class of plants, by-the-by, which requires
.ns little skill to sustain their beauty as anything
connected with horticulture. I have heard it said this

assisting Nature is all " humbug," that she will-balance
herself If so, it is "humbug" to prune, and to place
trees against walls. If plants are placed in circum-
stances and situations which have been proved to have
the effect of laying on a burden of fruit and flowers, is

it not reasonable we should come to their assistance,
to regulate and ease that burden which we helped to
put on ? This one thing Nature will do if unreasonably
dealt with,—she will take her own time to regain her
])owers, or die in the attempt, and this to the annoy-
ance of those who illuse her. Proven.

Protecting Roses.—I should be glad if some of
your correspondents would give me a few hints as to
the best way of protecting some of the more delicate
sorts of Roses in winter, such as White Bath Moss,
Lamarque, Souvenir d'un Ami, Marechal Niel, &c. I

am trying them in the open air here (West of Scotland)
this winter, and fear they will require protection
against our climate. The Roses I refer to are
standards, about 3 feet 6 inches in height. A
protection that could be easily removed on a fine
day, and quickly replaced, I fancy would be the
best. I should also be glad to hear of any useful book
lor the assistance of amateurs in cultivating Roses. I

have already got Rev. Mr. Hole's interesting and
amusing work, but it does not go into the details of
praning, budding, &c., to a sufficient extent to guide
su.cli a tyro as J. M. M., Diimlmrtoushirc.

Erown Scale.—For the destmction of this pest on
Peach and Nectarine trees, Mr. Radclyffe says he
has been recommended by Mr. Rivers to use methy-
lated spirits ; will Mr. Radclyfle have the goodness to
inform me, through your columns, how, and at what
strength and time, he applies it? T. P.

Planting the Albert Embankment.—One of the
most glaring insults I ever noticed appears in the front
page of your paper of the 19th inst., under the heading
"To Nurserymen, Contractors, and Others. — The
Metropolitan Board of Works," &c. That advertise-
ment appeared for the first time on the 19th inst., and
the said nurserymen, &c., are very considerately told
they may tender for the execution of the works and
planting of the Albert Embankment, in accordance
with plans and specifications, which may be seen on
application to Mr. Bazalgette, between the hours of
9 -\.\x. and 4 r.M. ; but, mark ' Saturday, 9 A.M. and
2 r. ^r. The Gardeners' Chronicle is published on
Friday, at 2 P.M., and, if all goes well, we in the
country get it delivered on Saturday morning, but it is

just as likely we get it at the mid-day delivery. For
myself, I read the advertisement just about the time
i\Ir. Bazalgette's office was closing, so that I should
have stood a capital chance had I competed. I must
have left by our first train (S.40) on Monday morning
last

:
if no hitch occurred, I might have reached Spring

Gardens, say by 10 o'clock. At 1 1 o'clock I must have
been at Waterloo to return home, and go into
calculations, &c., and at 2.26 the tender must
have been duly sent off by rail to Waterloo
to be forwarded to the office, and unless that
was done by special messenger, I doubt if it would
reach Spring Gardens by 4 o'clock. The utter absur-
dity of such conduct on the part of the Board is
rstoinJing: why is this done? Would it not be
more in accordance with common sense to issue an
announcement that the Board, at the suggestion of
their surveyor, or in accordance with their own pre-
arrangements, have engaged the Messrs. Yetheroe &
Balson, the eminent nurserymen, Kamptulicon Nursery,
Heithlands, Palestine, to plant the whole of the land]
according to certain plans, &c., which plans probably
have had the benefit of the well-known taste of the
Messrs, Yetheroe & Batson, of course quite dis-
interested. The plants and trees there recommended
have no reference whatever to the large and well-
known stock grown in the Kamptulicon Nursery. But,

to be brief, if there had been no inspiration, wdiat an
overwhelming number of tenders must have been sent
in, because, according to my calculations, we nursery-
men had just 360 minutes to make our railway journeys,
examine plans and specifications, make calculations,
and write out and deposit the tender at the Office of
the Board of Works. Verily this is an age of wonders !

Charles Noble, Bagslwt, Noi: 22.

Late Grapes.—Since the introduction of the well-
known variety. Lady Downe's Seedling, several others
have been sent out, many of which are represented
to be great acquisitions, possessing not only the late-

keeping properties of Lady Downe's but in other
respects very superior to it in quality. This it is not
my intention to discuss pro or con, as that could be
much more satisfactorily settled by a tribunal of com-
petent judges, such as the Fruit Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society. If those who are
pecuniarily interested in the distribution of these new
varieties were to place in the hands of such Committee
a prize so that each variety must be separately contested
for, and the Horticultural Society were to add another
for the best collection of late Grapes, the decision of
the judges would be a valuable guide to those who
have unsettled opinions respecting them. In my
opinion the first step wdiich should be taken in
the matter is to affix to the word "late" a definite

meaning, so that it may be fairly understood in

what months in the year they are to be classed as such.
This is of great importance, as it is well known that
many of our good old sorts can be kept in good
condition until Christmas, and even beyond that time,
so that the season for late Grapes should not commence
before January at the earliest. Those Grapes only
which retain the best condition in any stated time from
then to April should be considered of the highest
merit. This would effectually prevent in the future

the awarding of prizes to late Grapes in Novem-
Richard Westcott, The Gardens, Raby Castle,

Darlington.

Management of Fruit Trees upon 'Walls. —
Allow me to thank you, Messrs. Editors, for introducing
the subject of "hard pruning" to the readers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle. There is much truth in the
statements you so ably put forth, for there can be
no doubt but that, in training our wall fruit

trees, we do waste valuable time, and really
lessen the fruit-producing capabilities of the trees.

It was the wont of most of our best old fruit

growers, men who grew for fruit only, and not for

ornament, to clothe their walls in the quickest man-
ner possible. They certainly had an eye for appear-
ances, but they made that (and I think wisely) a
matter of only secondary importance. Making use
of every inch of wall space was their chief and main
object ; and truly, when one paid them a visit during
the summer months, nothing could be seen which
denoted a want of skill. On the contrary, such a
medley of excellent fruit met one's eyes, enwrapped, as

it were, in such a luxuriance of foliage, as we do not
now often meet with. At the present day one tree

must hardly be allowed to meet or touch another, for

fear that it should occupy more than the allotted

space, or prevent the equilibrium of the specimens
grown, as you have said, " not for the fruits alone." I

was so struck with this fact some few years ago, that I

made it the special subject of a paper addressed to the
Botanical Congress attached to the ever-to-be remem-
bered International Horticultural Exhibition of i856.

In that paper I aimed more at the injurious tendencies
of the earlier course of restraint, and had not then
temerity enough to carry the subject farther, knowing
well that it takes a young man a long while to form
under his own hands a full-grown fruitful tree. I am
now more wedded to the " quick and fruitful " process

than ever, still having an eye to appearances, but in a
subsidiary view only to the former. The following is a
quotation from the paper above referred to. Speaking
of young trees :

—

' Whether, when they get into the fruiter's hands, the
knife be used sparingly or decisively, the past practice
will exhibit itself in the emission of a few strong shoots
only, from the apex of each shoot cut in. And only a
close, obsen'ant practitioner knows how these strong
woody shoots will elongate, even with the most deter-
mined pinching back of the young shoots .as they appear.
The more obvious consequence of giving this gross young
wood to a tree as its future basis, is seen in the circle of
non-fruiting wood formed around and over the base
of the worked part — 'a waste of valuable room."
Independently, however, of wasted space, the time
expended in reducing these trees into fruiting form is,

to a great extent, lost. The severing of these strong
growths with the knife causes the heart to die back
to a far greater extent than can be imagined bv those
who have not given their study to this subject. It

begins some 2 or 3 inches below where the bud and stock
form a junction, through what remains of the bud's first

growth, and even onward through the separating point of
the several shoots, as far as to where they were severed
the second season. Take a transverse section of these
parts, with the decayed lifeless medullary substance, and
does it appear strange that large sections of our wall trees
shrivel and die. the Apricot especially? These young
trees, though they lose none of their vigour for the lime
being, the wood they produce, however, is ill matured,
and devoid of flower-buds," &c.

Not only is the seed of a life of disease sown by this

unnaturally severe system of branch-lopping in the

infancy of the trees, but, as you justly observe, " by
hfe-long repetition is it possible ever to dwarf a tree
into constitutional vigour?" I look with much interest
for your continuation of this subject. William Earlev,
Ilfora, E.

Autumn Cauliflowers.—I sowed about the middle
of April, Walcheren, Grange's Autumn, and Veitch's
Giant Cauliflower at the same time, and have them all

growing together on a south-east border. They were
all planted at the same time, and treated in the same
way ; and I find that the latter variety is much superior
to either of the others in the four following points, viz.,

later, hardier, and better in colour, and more compact
in heads. I can candidly say that Veitch's Giant
Autumn Cauliflower is the best I have ever seen, and
would advise all who have not tried it to do so. 7.
Allan, .Ashnrst Park, near Tunbridge Wells.

Aquilegia.—I am glad to see that Dr. Prior gives
the weight of his authority to the derivation from aqua
and lego. But there is one fact in favour of its derivation
from aquila. The modern French name for the plant is

aucolie, which is clearly a con-uption of its older
French name, akolye, and that again seems clearly to be
a corruption from aquila. Further inquiries have led
me to the conclusion that the name of Columbina was
given by Mathiolus, .and at once Anglicised into
Columbine, and that veiy soon after the name of Aqui-
legia was given by Dodonajus ; and though accepted as
the scientific name, it could not thmst out the more
euphonious "Columbine." Reference to the works of
Mathiolus and Dodonreus would probably give their

own reasons for the names, but I have not access to

them. Mr. Radclyffe's derivation from aciuila-lego

will not, I think, bear minute criticism, but his deri-

vation of "Columbine" from the dove-colour seems
very probable. In my last " Aquilegus " was in error

printed "Aquilejus." Henry N. Ellacombe, Bitton
Vicarage, Gloucestershire.

Does Colour indicate Flavour amongst Peas ?

—Are Blue Peas better Flavoured than White
Ones ?—In some recent advertisements, announcing the
advent of another new Pea, " Eastes' Kentish Invicta,"

possessing all the usual wonderful qualifications of
earhness, &c., we are further told that "the fact of its

being a blue Pea proclaims it to be infinitely superior

in flavour to any white Pea in cultivation." Now, if

this is a fact, it is new to me. Will the introducers

of this wonderful Pea be kind enough to inform me
when this fact was discovered ? Eastes' Kentish
Invicta may be infinitely superior to all others, but that

is not enough to establish the superiority of blue over
white. We have at all events amongst the blues some
of the very worst flavoured Peas in cultivation. Take
the blue Prussian for an example, or the old Woodford
Marrow, or even the Scimetar, and what can we
say with regard to their superiority of flavour?

Instead of being superior in flavour, the blue Peas are

as a class decidedly inferior. Are not Essex Rival, the

Paradise Marrow, or Princess Royal, amongst the

whites, as good if not better flavoured than any of the

blues ? F'lavour is in no degree determined by colour

amongst Peas, no more than "go" amongst horses,

and it is simply a mere " puff" to say so. Flavour is,

however, given to the wrinkled Peas—that is a well-

known fact, but equally so to both the blue and white
varieties. Green Peas and blue Peas are fully more
appreciated at table, but on account of the colour only,

irrespective of flavour. The fact, then, of the

superiority in flavour of this Pea is a myth. May it

not be so as well with regard to its excessive earli-

.

ness ? The appearance of the dried seed resembling
that of the Scimetar makes me rather sceptical

on this point as well. However, we live in the age of

wonders, and this may be the coming prodigy amongst
Peas—who can tell? Can any one tell if Eastes'

Kentish Invicta Pea has any connection with another

Pea, sent out a it\f years ago, having a similar high-

sounding name, viz., the Invicta Marrow? It has the

dried seed of much the same appearance, as I find

from my notes taken of it when growing in the

Royal Horticultural Society's trial grounds at Chis-

wick. Querist.

A Plea for Vegetables.—Your correspondent,

Mr. Gilbert, deserves great credit for bringing this sub-

ject under the notice of your numerous readers. Some
of your correspondents seem to prefer money prizes to

watches, but as Mr. Gilbert was the first to bring this

subject under notice, I think his plan ought at least to

have a fair field and no favour. The way I should

propose to do this, would be for every subscriber to state,

when he forwards the money to the proper quarter,

whether he was in favour of the gold watch plan or

of money prizes. I feel confident that, to give the

prizes as the majority wish, would be most acceptable

to all concerned. If the Royal Horticultural Society

will consent to receive subscriptions for the above
object, I shall feel a pleasure in forwarding my mite,

and I have no doubt but that the gardeners of our

country will soon subscribe the required amount.

y. Smith, Exton Park, Rutland.

The present is a very suitable time for discus^S-

ing matters connected with horticultural exhibitior^s,

and exhibitors of plants, fruits, or vegetables, knowing
of any shortcomings in their respective departmejfits,

should now come forth and discuss those matters}, so
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that tliere may be a possibility of having them recti-

fied. The question of vegetables at our exhibitions,

started by Mr. Gilbert, may not have the same import-

ance as is attached to questions relating to plants or

fruit. The desire of tliose parties interested in this

matter is, not to see the Carrots and Turnips lifted

above their station, but to enhance their appearance by
displaying them to better advantage. Now I am of

opinion tliat a collection of vegetables, say 12 varieties,

look far better when placed on good sized dishes than

when huddled together on a tray, however nicely they

may be muffled up with a garnishing uf Parsley. But,

again, the appearance of those vegetables, with their

good-sized dishes, may be completely spoiled by the form
of the stage on which they have to stand. Those who
witnessed the splendid assortment of vegetables at Old
Trafford will remember how ridiculously high was the

stage on which they were exhibited, and, without any-

thing to break the monotony, the tent had a most unin-

I viting appearance. Surely if the plebeians of the

garden are worth a place at our exhibitions, they are

worthy of a little more attention in seeing that they are

placed to advantage. The following simple arrangement
of the stage would give a good effect to the vegetables.

Let the stage be erected in the form of four steps,

the first 3 feet from the ground, the others rising to

4 feet. On the first three steps might be placed the

vegetables, and on the fourth step, what I have never

seen at horticultural exhibitions, Tomatos and Capsi-

cums grown in pots. Well grown varieties of To-
matos and Capsicums, and some varieties of Solanums,
would give a very rich effect, and would be quite in

keeping with the objects staged in front. With regard

to the prizes, I still maintain that the distributive

system would give more satisfaction. The idea of

making money at our exhibitions ought to be lost

sight of ; and if I am an exhibitor at Nottingham, I shall

be proud to take even the loth prize. Andren.u Meikle^

Read Hall, VVhalhy.

Channel Island Cabbages.—Among the many
virtues of the Cabbage tribe there is one to which I wish
to direct attention. In the Channel Islands the cattle

5.re unusually tame, carrying their handsome heads ele-

gantly, like deer, and they are usually tethered out on
the pasture like so many yard-dogs, but their mainstay of

food consists, for the most part, of Cabbages and plants

of the Cabbage tribe, as Drumhead, Thousand-headed,
&c. The climate is peculiar, and so are the products. The
stems of the Cabbages grow more woody than usual and
frequently draw up to a great height; in short, there is

no place where the Cabbages assume so much conse-

quence as they do in these islands, where they are cer-

tainly at home. I recollect seeing a handsome speci-

men of the Cesarean Cow Cabbage exhibited at a shop-

door in Regent Street, London, where the seeds of that

rare kind were to be had, as advertised, at the "pay-
ing" price of 20 seeds for 20J., and they were said to

grow high enough to form avenues to shelter cattle and
sheep in the open fields. The late Mr. Fox, nursery-

man, of Wetley Rocks, near Leek, Staffordshire,

showed n;ie tall specimens of handsomely curled Kale,

several years old, that had not shown any signs of run-

ning to seed, with a hardened runt or castock not less

than 4 feet high—a flowerless perennial shrub—with
a tuft of leaves like a Tree Fern. Had such a plant been
cut down or plucked up by the roots, its stem might
iiave served some farmer as a stick :o drive his cattle to

the watering-place ; but better things seem to be in store

for Kail castocks, as they are called in North Britain,

for I had a handsome walking-stick presented to me
the other day, and when I saw its yellow knob and its

well varnished cane-like leg, shod with iron, I could
lot help admiring the stalk from which such a shoot

Had sprung up. It is of the usual length and thickness

of a stout walking-stick, very light, and the root end
woody and hard, taking a good polish. This was a

Cabbage stump from the Channel Islands! A, Forsyth.

[We had once a grand specimen, which we used as a
pointer to indicate diagrams in lectures ; our inge-

nious auditors broke it, and the only redress we got
was, " It was only a Cabbage stump." Eds.]

The Red-skin Flourball Potato.— I believe

this will be a first-class Potato for growing on mode-
rately rich soil. It is a hardy and robust grower,
requiring plenty of room. Last spring I purchased
I peck, and cut the tubers up into 20S sets, planted
them in rows 2 feet 6 inches apart, and 20 inches apart

in the rows. I lifted them three weeks ago, and the

produce was 15 bushels i peck. Many of the Potato;

weighed 2 lb., and in one instance 2\ lb. Is not this

a magnificent yield ? The sets were planted in shallow
drills, and covered with charred ashes, the ground
having been previously trenched 2 spits deep. To this

1 attribute the abundant yield. J. Bini, Easl-wick

!
Parky Surrei'y November 21.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The Egyptians are a
hieroglyphic nation, and instead of saying that a man
is incommunicative they represent him by a dark
lantern, as having light within and giving none out ! I

will try to avoid the hieroglyph ! The season is now
fully come for purchasing the above trees, so that the
following may be useful :— i. A good selection of old
sorts of Peach trees placed successionally : Early York,
Grosse Mignonne, Royal George, Noblesse, Violette

Hative, Bellegarde, Barrington. 2. New sorts placed
successionally : Dr. Hogg, Early .Alfred, F^arly Ascot,

Marquis of Downshire, Prince of Wales, Nectarine
Peach, and either the Princess of Wales or Lord
Palmerston,—both very fine. 3. Nectarines, old sorts,

placed successionally: EIruge or Violette Hative,

much alike ; Murray, White Nectarine, Newington.
The last is a clingstone, very rich when ripened to

shrivelling ; it is also called the Rough Roman. 4. New
sorts, placed successionally : Rivers' White, Rivers'

Orange, Rivers' Pine-apple, and Rivers' Victoria ; the

two last are the largest and most valuable, — the

last is the latest of all. If the reader wants a few
of the new sorts, I can specially recommend the two last

Nectarines, the Early Ascot Peach and the Nectarine
Peach ; they are both smooth as a Nectarine. The
Nectarine Peach is the finest flavoured of all the late

Peaches. If it is desired to extend the season into

October, either Lord Palmerston or the Princess of

Wales, both very large, handsome, and good for so late

a season, will give satisfaction. Peaches which come
in when ice is abouf, can hardly be expected to be as

good as earlier ones. Both the White Nectarines should

not be gathered till they are of a yellow colour. All

the Peach and Nectarine trees here (112 in all) have
borne capital crops, are hardy, excellent, and in first

rate condition for next year ; the wood is ruddy, the

skins hardened, and the fruit-buds plentiful. I have
just finished pruning them. I have 19 trees of the

Royal George, and it is impossible to speak too highly

of its excellence, both as to its cropping and its flavour,

and its habits. I have purchased two more trees of

the Peach Nectarine, and when I have room I shall

have two more trees of the Early Ascot (Standish'i

they are perfectly distinct and first-rate, and do the

raisers the greatest credit. W. F. Raddyffe.

Tree for the Seaside.—The deciduous Cypress,
Taxodium distichum, makes one of the most beautiful

of all trees for the seaside. In the neighbourhood of
Cowes, Isle of Wight, I lately saw several fine speci-

mens of it. Some of them were little over 50 yards
from the sea beach, and their tapering form, excepting
a few feet at the bottom, was fully furnished to the

tup. R. M.

Eucharis amazonica.—We have a specimen o(

this gem in flower in a 14-inch pot. It has twenty-six

stems, with five or six flowers on each. We have
other plants in 6-inch pots, which produced from four

to six flower-stems each in May last. We intend to

increase our stock, and flower each plant only once
a-year, so that with twelve plants we hope to have it

in flower all the year round. Our method of treatment
is as follows :—We grow them in a compost of two
parts of peat, one of loam, one of leaf-mould, and a

little dry cowdung. The plants are kept at first in a

stove temperature ; they receive plenty of water and
liquid manure three times a week until about three

months before we wish them to flower. They are

then removed to a greenhouse, and the supply of

moisture is slightly reduced ; they remain here until

the tips of the flower-stems are just discernible above
the bulbs, when they are taken back to the stove,

there to remain until a number of the flowers are fully

expanded. In summer, when the plants are at this

stage, we transfer them to a cooler house, as the

flowers last longer in such a position. During the

winter it is best to rest them in an intermediate house,

but at no time should the plant be allowed to droop
from the want of water. Scotia.

Table Plants.—There are many other things I

would like to briefly describe as being suitable for

table decoration. I had not forgot the Skimmias
mentioned by your correspondent " Gaiety,'* but as

beautiful berry-bearing plants they are not equal to the

Aucuba himalaica, which I noted. Coleus in some
kinds are most beautiful things, but I thought they

were too common. Regarding Centradenia rosea, does
not "Gaiety" find that, although the plant has :

beautiful habit, it is not distinct enough in the colou

of its leaves and flowers to be a good table plant

However in this matter we are again reminded that the

kind of other ornaments used on the dinner-table besides

plants have a good deal to do with the plants that

should be selected. Perhaps the finest table of plant

I ever saw was made up, as far as I can remember, of

pairs of well-flowered pots of Primula sinensis, red and
white fringed, Hydrangea japonica variegata, Iresine

Herbstii (this has a beautiful appearance at night), and
pots of Crocuses, purple and yellow, these latter open
ing their flowers full during the evening. In reference

to what *' F. W. B." states about the Crotons, I ha
little further to add, but can he tell us why it is that

they (Crotons) produce so much finer variegation

some places than in others ? I hope at a future time to

contribute further notes on table plants. R. M.

Earthing-up.— "Amateur" (p. 1506) shouldunde
stand that the practice of earthing-up vegetables can be
productive of no material benefit, except the vegetables

in question have a tendency to throw out roots up their

stems. That Cabbages, or, indeed, ai;y of the Brassica

Iribe, are so benefited I do not believe; but I think

the practice has been adopted in the case of those

vegetables more as affording a means of support to

them from rough winds when young than for any
other reason. The same might be said of earthing-up

Peas, Beans, &c. With Potatos it is very different, as

constant experiments have shown that the more

effectually they are earthed-up tlie larger is the produce.
This is especially exempUfied in what is known as the

"single-hill system," where the tubers are planted at

about 3 feet apart each way, and three or four earth-

ings with the spade are given in the growing season
;

enormous crops are thus obtained. The evil of the

common mode of earthing-up Potatos consists in the
removal of the soil from the roots by means of the

plough or hoe. This is a ruthless practice. If growers
would give more space between the rows they would
not fail to reap better crops. A. D.

I have frequently asked myself the question,

What good is derived from earthing-up such crops as

Cabbage, Cauliflowers, Peas, and Beans? To treat

the Potato so I thought might be beneficial, inasmuch
as it roots up the stem. Two years ago I gave this

a trial by earthing every alternate four rows, in two or

three different parts of the garden ; but in digging the

crops I found no difference. These, I must state,

were early varieties, and were planted 8.inches deep.

We have yet to learn why farmers spend so much lime

in this operation ; many of them would be at a loss to

tell us the reason why. We are often told that things

grow much more rapidly after having been earthed-up.

This is quite true ; but it is so, not because the earth

has been drawn up to them, but because it has been
disturbed between them. Where land is light, apply
the Dutch hoe vigorously amongst some of the rows,

leave some undone, and earth-up others. I have no
hesitation in saying that the first will be the best. Here
we cannot do much with the hoe, some of the giound
being so tenacious that I have seen the men compelled
to have a pail of water to dip the spade in, so as to

make it and the soil (or the clay) part company.
Instead of hoeing and earthing up, we move it with
the fork, generally by merely pushing the fork in a

few inches, according to circumstances, giving it a

shake once or twice, and then drawing it out, without

turning the soil over, as in the operation of digging.

W. F. R., Hohoood Park.

Passiflora quadrangularis as a Conservatory
Climber.—Permit me to thank "N., Blandford" for

his answers to my enquiries, which are most full and
conclusive. I shall now proceed to try it, and hope I

may be equally sticcessful. This noble plant will be a
rich acquisition to our conservatories, for which I shall

be most grateful to "N." and others who have given

corroborative evidence for the fitness of this grandest of

all the Passion-flowers for a temperate house. Iks
any one had any experience with P. racemosa as a con-

servatory climber? Enquirer.

The Royal Ascot Vine.—I quite agree with
" R. D.'s" statement concerning the merits of this

Grape, for I happened to be at the Ascot Nursery at

the time it first fruited. As to its bearing qualities, I

can vouch for it being all that can be desired, for on
every lateral there were produced two or three bunches,

which set most freely. I also think, with " R. D.,"

that when its merits become well known it will be as

universally grown as the Black Hamburgh ; and I am
convinced that no Grape will better repay the culti-

vator for the trouble bestowed on it than the Royal
Ascot Edward Hawthorn, Gr. to P. Kemp, Es(/.^

Goldwell House, Newbury, Berks.

A friend of mine has this Grape growing in

what was formerly a Cucumber-house. It is planted

inside, close up to the glass, the same as a Cucumber
or Melon would be, and is trained on the extension

system, having the whole range of the house and
border to itself, with bottom-heat if required, and
plenty of piping all round the house. I saw it in July,

and a finer and more promising crop I never saw.

There were about 50 good, equal-sized bunches, with

berries as large as pigeons' eggs, and this in a little

place with scarcely elbow-room. In September I went

to see them again, and was never more surprised in my
life. The greater part were cut, but in all the bunches

that were hanging there was not one sound berry ; in

fact, they were all rotten—the skeleton of the bunches

only hanging ; such berries as were left kept dropping

off whilst I was looking at them, and the floor was as

much stained as if somebody had been thrashing the

bunches with a stick, I understood my friend to say

that they shanked nearly altogether. I cannot give

the full account as to how this Vine was treated, but I

may mention that there was no drip, for he had no

rain until after my visit, and the house was well

glazed. Can any of your correspondents account for

this, or is this particular kind subject to shanking ?

This is the first season in which my friend has had any

experience of this Vine, as it was planted before he

took charge of the gardens. R. H.

Adiantum tinctum. —This delicate Maidenhair

is well adapted for table decoration. In growth it

somewhat resembles A. colpodes, but it has a more

compact habit than that species. Its young growth is

tinged with rosy purple, and its appearance under

artificial light is all that can be desired. It grows

freely in an ordinary stove. How seldom one sees

a plant of the deciduous A, lunulatum, one of the

most distinct and beautiful of all the Adiantiims !

F. W. B.

The Bovinia Potato. — About the middle of

last April I planted five small sets, with only one

eve each, of the above Potato. They were soon up
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and growing away vigorously, and by the middle of

August the tops measured over 8 feet across ; hence I

infer they should be planted something like that dis-

tance apart between the rows, if the ground is good.

The produce was taken up to October 20, and weighed

a little over 27 lb. Sk of the largest tubers weighed,

collectively, 81b., the largest one of all li lb. A~

regards quality, they may perhaps do for cattle, as theii

name implies, but for table I find them utterly worth-

less. I have tried them both baked and boiled, and in

either case they were as soft as a Turnip, and quite un-

eatable. 7. Brown, The Gardens, Rockingham Castle.

Societies.
Horticultural of Livekpool : Nov. 22, 23.—The

Liverpool autumn show of Chrysanthemums and fruit;

has, from small beginnings, grown to be one of the

principal floral events of the year. Liberal, courteous,

and active management, together with a hearty spirit of

good will between managers and cultivators, have jointly

contributed to bring about this very satisfactory state of

things, and the result is an exhibition which may fairly be

said to stand at the head of all autumn shows. The
Society is fortunate in having available for these gather-

ings, which take place at rather an inclement season, a

noble hall, in which, once entered, visitors are inde-

pendent of weather. The size and height of this hall

admits, moreover, of its being lighted up with gas, so that

the labouring and artizan population can be admitted

during the evening. On the present occasion the show
was an excellent one, though the weather was unfavour-

able in the extreme.

The main feature of this show was the Chrysanthemum,

and a very large number of excellent plants and most

admirable cut blooms were staged. The majority of

the plants were grown in the slightly convex or rquat

specimen style, about \\ foot above the pot, and hom
3 to 4 feet in diameter, with the blooms regularly dis-

posed over the whole surface, and standing from

3 to 6 inches above the foliage. The leading position was
taken by Mr. Wilson, gr. to ]. E. Reynolds, Esq., whose

specimens, in the class of 9 large-flowered varieties, were

admirably grown, symmetrical, and very finely bloomed.

The 2d prize lot, which »-ere also highly men orious,

came from Mr. Smith, gr. to J.
Bland, Esq. Mr. Wilson

carried off the ist honours in the class for 6 large-

flowered varieties, and in that for 9 Pompons. Some of the

Japanese sorts were grown in a much more natural style,

but being later bloomers they were scarcely sufficiently in

flower. The best 3 came from Mr. Biggs, gr. to S.J.
Arnold, Esq. ; and Mr. Dunbar, gr. to F. C. Braun, Esq.,

was 2d. As yet these varieties are less effective exhibition

plants than the ordinary Chinese sorts. A few pyramidal

plants were produced, and afforded a nice variety on
the stages ; but, like the great pyramid Azaleas, they were

somewhat loo closely and formally trained in. Another
form adopted here and there, and useful in grouping for

effect, was the standard, with a stem of about 3 feet high,

and an umbrella-shaped head of nearly as much diameter.

One standard of Christine, which had the head of a short

conical form, had a pretty effect. But there is a radical

vice about all these modes of training, namely, that the

plants are by far too much contorted. A more natural,

even if somewhat taller, style of training would in every

way be preferable. The worst example in the hall was a

wide and slightly convex plant, in which the individual

blooms were tied down quite flat on the foliage at regular

distances apart. The Pompon varieties were grown in

much the same style, but from the clustering character of

their blooms the plants were not so formal looking. The
varieties of Cedo Nulli—golden, white, and lilac—stood

out the most prominently, and amongst dark-coloured

sorts Bob was pre-eminent. The large-flowered sons were

too numerous to specify, but Mrs. Halibiu-ton, Florence

Nightingale, Empress of India. Hermine, Mrs. G. Rundle,

among the light-coloured sorts ; Lord Derby, Lady Har-
dinge, Hereward, and Lady Slade, among darker ones

;

and General Bainbrigg, among buffs, were among the

more conspicuous.

The cut blooms were numerous and remarkably fine.

Mr. McArdle. gr. to W. G. Bateson, Esq., took the 1st

prize for 18 ; Mr. Rowe, Roehainpton, the ist for 12 ; and
Mr. Rhodes, gr. to J. B. Morgan, Esq., the ist for

6 varieties. We have rarely seen a finer lot of flowers.

Ferns were used with very good effect to mark the

divisions between the classes of Chrysanthemums, and not

only was the division of the masses of colour in this way
eminently useful in breaking up the monotony of the

banks ot colour, but it became also serviceable to the

judges. This is a feature which might advantageously
receive more attention at our principal London shows
than it usually does. The plants thus shown were mostly
good e-\ainples of cultivation, not of large size, but fresh

and good. Mr. Turner, gr. to E. Bates, Esq., had
a plant of .\diantum cuneatum, in as perfect a condition
as can well be imagined. A beautiful plant of Adiantum
farleyense, 2 feet across and li foot high, was shown by
Mr. Simpson, gr. to C. W. Neumann, Esq. ; and there
was an extraordinary specimen of Goniophlebium sub-
auriculatum. Of other good Ferns we noted Gymno-
gramma peruviana argj'rophylla, and Pteris serrulata
major, the latter a bold drooping form with exactly the
habit of the ordinary serrulata, but with pendent fronds

3 feet long, and of exceedingly ornamental habit ; it

appears to be well appreciated in the midland and
northern districts, but is not much known in the south.

T here was a very good display of plants for dinner-table
decoration, shown in threes, and set iip in a moderately
elevated position down the centre of the frilt table ; they

were not only well displayed, but formed a useffiil division.

Small Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Papyrus, predoniinated.

Among decorative plants the pretty httle White Roman
Hyacinths made a display as chaste and agreeable to the

eye, as it was grateful to the smell. They were shown in

pans of a foot diameter, and the ist prize lot, showTi by
Mr. Smith, gr. to

J.
Bland, Esq., had each from 30 to

36 spikes of flowers, fair, fresh, and fragrant. A nearly

equally good lot came from Mr. Manderson, gr. to

B. H.Jones, Esq. Poinsettias and Salvia splendens were
invited in the schedule, but they were not particularly

well brought out.

The show of fruit was admimble—both appearance and
quality very much above the general average. The bulk,

naturally enough, consisted of Apples and Pears, for which
,ome 10 classes were provided, and there were no few

than 500 dishes exhibited, while for Grapes there we
six classes, all of which were well contested. In the

class for two bunches of Hamburghs nothing remarkable

was shown ; Mr. Woolley, gr. to Sir W. Jackson, Bart,,

being placed ist. The same exhibitor took the isl prize

in the class of single bunches of Hamburghs, with a large

but somewhat loose cluster of well swelled berries. The
ist prize for2 bunches of White was won by Mr. Jamieson.

gr. to R. C. Naylor, Esq., with good Muscat of Alex-

andria
i but in the single bunch competition Mr. Jamie-

son vvas beaten by Mr. Silcock, gr. to Sir C. Shackeriey,

Bart. The class of two bunches *f Black Grapes, not

Hamburghs, was led off by Mr. Potts, gr. to J. J.
Knowles,

Esq., who had very handsome, compact, well-swelled clus-

ters of Ahcante, beautifully grown and thoroughly well

finished. Some good Barbarossas were staged by Mr.
Woolley. gr. to Sir W. Jackson, Bart., and by Mr.

Spencer, gr. to E. Houlgrave, Esq. ; and Trebbianos, by

Mr. Silcock, gr. to Sir C. Shackeriey, Bart. Mr. Tyer-

man showed some remarkably fine clusters of Mrs.

Pince's Muscat Grape, grown in Cornwall, in a green-

house without fire-heat—large and handsome bunches.

and well-swelled berries, thoroughly well coloured, with a

fine bloom, but somewhat rubbed in travelling ; they

were scarcely ripe, but in every way a most promising

sample, as indicating that a strong heat is not necessary

for this variety, though some extra warmth, to assist in

the last stage of ripening, might be beneficial,

A nice group of Pine-apples were set up, among them
two very handsome fruit of the Smooth Cayenne ; the

ist, rather more plumped out than the other, from Mr,
Rarnel, gr. to Rev. N. B. Botfield ; and the 2d, weigh-

ing 8} lb., from Mr. Smith, gr. to H. Walker, Esq.

We noticed some of the hardy fruits set up in dishes

with a garniture of Vine leaves, taking on the finely

blotched and vivid colour which some varieties assume in

ly. The fruit thus displayed had a very good eflfect.

h to be preferred to that of those set up on the bare

crockeryware.

One of the curiosities of the show was a peculiar kind

f Gourd from old Calabar, shown by Rev. Dr. Thomson,
to whom we are indebted for Clerodendron Thomsonae,

id some other fine plants from Uiat country. This

Gourd was of considerable size, elongated, and deeply

fluted, with narrow projecting ribs. Its native name is

Ubong, and its leaves and seeds are much used and
highly esteemed by the natives.

In the evening, the exhibitors and members of the

Society were entertained at tea by the committee of

management, and several interesting papers were read,

re were about 130 persons present, and the even-

ing passed off most agreeably and instructively. Rarely is

such an assemblage of gardeners to be met with, and it

would be well if more meetings of this sort, free from the

poison of stimulating drinks, and of an intellectual rather

than a sensual character, were held throughout the

country, not omitting the metropolis. A very interesting

sketch of the progress of the Society, which we may pro-

bably allude to hereafter, was read by the secretary. Mr.
Ker : after which followed an address on the importance

of obserx'ing Nature, by Mr. Shiriey Hibberd ; a paper
Exhibitions, by Mr. Baines ; and a paper on Plants

Manufacturers, prefaced by some stirring preliminary

remarks on the value and importance of meetings of this

kind, by Mr. D. T. Fish. This will be found at p. 1567.

Ilotltts flf goohs.
Entomologie fur Gartner und Gartenfreunde :

von Dr. E. L. Taschenberg : mit 123 holzschnitten,

Leipzig, 1871. Williams 6^ Norgate. (Entomology

for Gardeners and Amateurs ; with 123 woodcuts.)

Gardeners, foresters, and agriculturists are becoming

more sensible of the importance of having a better

acquaintance with that class uf animals of whose power

to blast their most promising prospects they are too

often reminded by bitter experience. During the past

generation it was reserved for men of science to press

upon them the necessity of knowing something of the

creatures upon whose sufferance they carried on their

business, and to give them, if they chose to avail

themselves of it, the necessary information. But it is

an old saying, that one man may take a horse to the

water, but ten men will not make him drink. Learned

men expounded the mysteries of entomology to gar-

deners and cultivators with but little effect. Our outi

most shining lights, Curtis and Westwood, poured out

their stores of wisdom and observation in jia^ers, many
of which first appeared in the pages of this journal.

Boisduval in France, Kollar in Austria, and Ratzeburg

in Prussia, have each in their own countries laboured

in t^e same cause, besides many other scarcely less

eminent men ; but somehow, although the knowledge
of entomologists was largely increased by their labours,

the cultivators who had most need of it rested very

much where they were.

There are symptoms, however, that the desire for

such knowledge is spreading. In France a journal

devoted to the subject of economic entomology,

entitled " Insectologie Agricole," has for some two or

three years been carried on with apparent success. In

America, by far the most able and genuine work of the

kind which has been done since the days when Curtis

and Westwood were in their prime {Laus Deo, we
have Westwood as fresh as ever, but his subject has

been skimmed and the cream taken off it by himself

and others), has appeared in a popular journal, entitled

the American Enhmiologist—its editor Mr. Walsh,
an Englishman of uncommon talent, whose melan-
choly fate, in the full tide of his success, by a

lailway train running over him, will probably be
in the recollection of our readers. That woik,
although (perhaps because) its science was of tie

highest class, has been most popular, having upwards of

5000 subscribers after only a twelvemonths' duration.

On the Continent excellent entomological exhibitii. ns
have been held, a main feature in which has been
economic entomology. At home, the Horticultural

Society's collection in the South Kensington Museum
would not be such a constant attraction as it is, even in

its present embryo state, were not the subject one in

which general interest is felt. Indeed, the home
correspondence in our own pages is a better guage of

the interest taken in it than anything else we could

select. Our readers cannot fail to have observed the

increase in the number of applications we receive for

information regarding it, and in the space necessarily

occupied in satisfying them.

The work whose title we have placed at the head of

this notice is another symptom of the growing demand
for this class of information. Dr. Taschenberg is the

Inspector of the Zoological Museum of the united

Frederick Universities of Halle and Wittenburg, and
has already published a work on the Hymenoptera of

Germany. The present work is confined to the insects

injurious to horticulture. It does not include those

which more directly concern the agriculturist or the

forester. It takes every order of insects in succession

—beetles, bees, butterflies, flies, bugs, grasshoppers,

green-fly, scale insects, &c., and gives an account of the

hurtful species in each. He begins with a short descrip-

tion of the insect—its date of appearance—its larva ;

and ends with details regarding its habits, and other

particulars, and very often the description is accom*

panied with a figure. Many of the figures are exceed-

ingly well executed, although they are not all equal.

A few of the enemies of our enemies are similarly

described, although this branch of the work is compa-
ratively briefly dealt with. He also touches on worms
and snails on the one hand, and useful birds and
mammals on the other ; and he concludes by giving a

list of the principal garden plants, with references

to the kinds of insects which attack them respect-

ively. The work contains, in the compass of

one volume (price 8j-.), a great deal of information

which any one in want of it would have to search

through many volumes to obtain. It contains much
that is not to be found in Curtis's "Farm Insects,"

and we do not think it contrasts unfavourably with

Boisduval's "Entomologie Horticole," with which it

more nearly corresponds. We may add that, after

going over it with the view of spying out flaws and
defects, we have found very few omissions, perhaps the

most considerable being the Leopard Moth, which
does so much mischief to fruit trees here, and which is

surely not unknown in Dr. Taschenberg's district, and
the smaller Xylophages, whose title to being reckoned

hurtful may be open to question, as only attacking the

trees after they are already failing.

Florists' Flowers.
A coRRESPON'DENT asks for "A few hints on the

History and Cultivation of the Pompon Chry-
santhemum,"—the following remarks, from the pen of

one of our most noted growers of these plants, will

perhaps supply the iriformation required :—The intro-

duction of this little favourite took place about the year

1S46, when Mr. Fortune brought from China a small-

flowered variety known as the Chusan Daisy ; and well

do I remember first seeing it in bloom m a greenhouse

at the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick.

I must say that at that time I had but a poor opinion

of it, nor dreamed of its ever producing anything like a

florists' flower, for the flower-heads were small, and

with only one row of ragged petals, very similar to the

wild Chamomile. We heard no more of the plant for

some time, no one seeming disposed to cultivate such

a weed ; but to the surprise of all, about 1848 there

were sent out from Versailles, I believe by Mr. Salter,

of Chrysanthemum fame, some far superior flowers,

which received the name of Pompons from their com-

pact button-like form. La Lilliputienne, a very showy
bronzy red flower, still holds a place in most garden

collections, as also a pretty little sweet-scented variety

called Le Nain Hebe. These were the forerunners of

all the beautiful varieties we have now in cultivation,

and which, like the large-flowered kinds, take various

forms, such as incur\-ed, reflexed, and Anemone-
flowered, and they seem to be especially designed to

form a contrast to them.

Trained plants of these Pompons make beautiful

objects for the decoration of the conservatory for eight

or ten weeks during the dullest season of the year, and

for this purpose cuttings should be obtained in

November, choosing, as the most suitable, strong free

shoots, and extracting all the eyes from the part to be

placed below the surface of the soil. They should then

be potted into small pots, and be placed in a cold

frame, where, protected from frost, they .will root
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freely, and by January will require shifting into large]

pots. This being done, the young plants should he

pinched back to encourage them to throw out lateral

shoots, which, as they increase in length, should be

pegged down. As soon as the laterals are 6 inches

long stop them again, and continue the same process

until the end of June. At this time they should have
their final shift into lO-inch pots, in a compost of twO'

thirds of good loam and one of well- rotted dung, wit!

a good amount of broken oyster shells for drainage.

They should then be plunged in an open border, com-

paratively sheltered from strong winds, on a small pot

turned bottom upwards, and be kept well watered,

using liquid manure about twice a week. Keep them
in this position until the second week in October
when they should be removed to a place of shelter

safe from frost, and receive plenty of air in fine

weather.

To get nice little plants to flower in small pots,

cuttings should be put in about the last week in Ji

and be pinched back as before as soon as they are well

rooted. The Pompons also come in very useful for

planting in the front rows of borders, and make
splendid beds when planted to a design, care being
taken to harmonise the colours. For this purpose
offsets from the roots may be planted singly, in any
out-of-the-way border, to be removed to their flowering

quarters later in the season ; but I should recommend,
if they are wanted especially for beds, that they be

planted out, 9 inches apart, in May, and be pinched
back when about 6 inches high. This will stimulate

the growth of laterals, which should be tied across each
other as they progress in growth, so as to regulate

their height, and secure them in position without the

aid of sticks. If offsets of the Cedo NuUi varieties are

planted between the bedding plants in August, and
kept well watered, they will produce a good show of

bloom when the bedding plants are past, and will

well repay the trouble bestowed on them. "J. D.

©bttuarg.
At his residence, Tynemouth, Northumberland, on

the 19th inst., in his 64th year, Samuel Finney, of

the firm of Samuel Finney & Co., Nurserymen and
Seedsmen, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

(iarkit Operations.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Keep the temperature low in stoves and ^similar

houses, for to exceed a safe minimum at this season is

mistaken kindness. For if we cause such subjects as

the May or August-blooming Ixoras, and simil,

plants, to continue in flower ; or, in the case of
Ferns, which make their annual or bi-annual
growths, we cause them to throw up fresh fronds out

of season, we do not consult the future well-being of
either. Every effort should be made to rest all kinds
of plants not necessarily required to be active now

;

others, which are constant in their growth formation the

whole year through, should be brought as nearly to a
state of repose or quietude as their natural conditions
will admit of. Such subjects as the tender variegated

form of Aiocasia, which now requires to be kept in a
somewhat active state, need far more attention at our
hands to land them in spring in a thriving, healthy con-
dition than is apparent to casual observers ; for, if by
excess of heat a weak leaf-formation is made in the
winter, or if through oversight the fleshy roots become
sodden with moisture—both evils which aggregate
quickly if not closely observed—a languid state of

health ensues, which is followed, as a natural sequence,
by a certain amount of ill success in their cuhure.
Though I have referred to only one or two plants as an
illustration, I am anxious to enforce these suggestions
in their broadest sense and most general application,

on all young cultivators. With even more weight
would I enforce these and similar considerations on all

who possess the tenderer, rarer, and more delicate

forms of Orchidaccii:. Not only has the cultivator to

contend against an undue thrifty growth, in their case,

but it should be always borne in mind, that unseason-
able growths, and an immatured fibre-formation therein,

may, for all that has yet been adduced to the contrary,

be the primary cause of the too well known " spot
"

disease. Those who require Tulips or Hyacinths—
the Roman Hyacinths especially— in bloom about
Christmas should afford them occasional waterings with
moderately warmed liquid manure, and generally push
them along by gradually raising the temperature until

a good forcing atmosphere is attained. Those who are

desirous of growing fine large specimens of Chrysanthe-
mums should now put in cuttings of approved sorts,

and give them all the aid at command to enable them
to strike readily. It may be needless to remark that a
cool, close atmosphere is most suitable to them if the

pots containing them are placed into a nice moderately
warm bottom-heat, and they are kept well watered.
Let all plants intended for forcing, such as Lilacs,

JCalmias, Weigelas, Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrofis, Sec.
,

be potted up, if not previously done, and have the
pots plunged into suitable material, in a cold frame
or other structure, where moderate immunity from frost

exists.

FORCING HOUSES.
Those who have commenced to force Vines must pro-

ceed very cautiously at the first stage, and with the

utmost moderation and regularity. A good supply of

atmospheric humidity must be constantly maintained,

and if it is possible to engender a nice warm atmospheric
humidity by allowing steam to arise from a heap {of

moderate dimensions) of fermenting materials so much
the better. For not only does this gently rising steam
attach itself with uniform constancy to the rods and
slowly swelling buds, but we may infer that the more
subtle ammoniacal properties pervading the structure

afford nourishment to the young leaves as they are

formed. Attend well to the bottom-heat of all pits or

beds into which Pines are plunged, by testing the

temperature periodically. Be very careful not to over-

water any at the root, at this period, no matter in what
stage of growth the plants may be ; but rather afford

less moisture than give them an excess at this particu-

larly dull period. Give air as freely as possible at all

times, no matter how little at a time, but do not by
any means allow a cold draught to blow immediately
upon the plants. Those who wish to start early Peach
or Nectarine houses should commence by shutting up
close for a week or two at first, and so, by slow degrees,

increase the temperature regidarly. Make, where
necessary, another sowing of Dwarf French Beans, in

60-sized pots, to be thinned out and potted on when
they have formed the "rough leaves" after the

cotyledons. Those who force Tomatos as a permanent
winter vegetable, must give them plenty of air, and
force them along quickly in a somewhat dry heat when
they commence flowering.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Push forward such work as renewing Box edgings.,

and let all vases, rustic blocks, &c., which are denuded
of their summer garb, be emptied of the old soil which
they contain, and have them filled with a good rich

compost. If bulbs are intended to be growii in them,
this will not interfere with the arrangement. All

cold frames having the hardier kinds of plants in pots

stored in them should now have the lights closed

nightly, and mats placed over them if the least sign of

a frost occurs. Do not lose any chance of giving air to

Auriculas, Carnations, Picotecs, &c., as their well-

being depends greatly on studious attention, to this

matter at all times. Those who possess valuable Tulips,

which should now be planted out as previously sug-

gested, should place a covering of mats over the beds
on the approach of very severe frosts. This may not

seem necessary, but it is of much benefit to them at a

period when they are just engaged in fresh root forma-
tion. Those who possess a bad lawn sward, and wish
to renovate it at a little outlay, should choose a mild
period to sow over it a mixture of Meadow Poa,

Meadow Fescue, and Crested Dog's-tail, upon which a

thick sowing of finely sifted leaf-mould, wood-ashes,

and loam in admixture should then be made.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Not an hour should now be lost in pushing forward

all ground work, such as digging, ridging, trenching,

and the like, in this department. Preparing for all

possible contingencies, il will be well for those who con-

template making new Asparagus beds to prepare them
at the earliest time possible, to admit of their duly

settling down before planting time arrives. The essen-

tial conditions in the formation of a permanent prolific

bed, are deep trenching and afifording an abundant
supply of manure. The greener or stronger the dung
which is placed at the bottom or centre of the newly
worked ground the better, and there need be no fear of

using too much. Clean and manure Herb beds, if

delayed so long, and attend to the Box edgings in this

department, as advised should be done in the previous

one. IV. E.

TEMPERATURE OJfJliE^Am AND FALL OF RAIN AT
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jnlend to place the pipes above the floor, i foot of pipe

10 45 or even 50 feet of air will be sufficient. If you

put them below the level of the floor, and cover them

with all iron grating, add 3 inches more.

N.\MES OF Fruits: 5. Wells. Apples: all three speci-

mens proved to be Rosemary Russet. J. H. V. Pears :

Hacon's Incomparable.—7. J. Formes. Apple : not

the Golden Reinette, but the Lemon Pippm.— H^. j?.

Fryer: 1. Holland Pippin; 2. Old Pommeroy
; 3.

Hawick Golden Pippin ; s.
Pine Golden Pippm.; 7.

French Crab; 8. Scarlet Nonpareil ; 9, Court of Wick.

Names of Pl.^nts : J. // Howard. Panicum milia-

ceum a grass very generally cultivated in India, being

one of those which yield Millet.—5. H. One of our

prettiest winter-blooming Acanthaceo;. the Beloperone

violacea of Planchon ; native of New Grenada.—

R. Bruce. The Carob tree, Ceratonia Siliqua.

The Abyssinian Mixture : G. H. asks where this

commodity can be obtained, and at ^vhat price per

bottle.

ViNF, : W. Allen. Ciotat. The Alexandrian Ciotat,

Parsley-leaved, Chasselas 4 feuilles laciniees.

Catalogues Received.—Little & Ballantyne, Descrip-

tive Catalogue of Stove and Greenhouse .
Plants and

Florists' Flowers ; also Priced List of Seedling

and Transplanted Forest Trees, &c.—J. M. Thorburn

& Co ,
Wholesale List of American-grown Seeds for the

European Trade, &c.—W, Cutbush & Son, Catalogue

of Azalea.,, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees,

Roses, &c.—J. Tremble & Sons, Catalogue of Conifers,

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, and Herbaceous

Plants, &c.

Erratum : Last week, in answer to W. Bushel,

• Rostoken " should have been " Rostocker."

Communications Received :-J. P. C.-J. B.-W M.-JM
_t w— 1. H I—E. S. E.—Reason Why.—D. K.—G. F.—
B^V.-W. S.-f. M.-S.-W. P. A.-J. C.-J. B.-J. J

-
Sutton S: Sons.—T. W.

THE AMERICAN NURSERY,
BAGSHOT, SURREY,

Near Sunningdale Station, South-Western Railway.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
Respectfully invite the attention of (ientlemen and

Planters to the undernamed selections from their general

stock ; every plant may be depended upon as in the best

order possible for removal, having been transplanted

within the last season.

2 feet.

COVENT GARDEN.—Nov. 25.

A fair amount of business is doing among better articles,

the supply of common descriptions of Pears and Apples

being, however, very heavy, and difficult of disposal at

paying rates. Among the latest arrivals are Malta, Man-

tlarin, and Tangerine Oranges. Jersey arrivals have been

moderate. Amongst flowers we have Orchids, Chrysan-

themums, Heaths, and dwarf evergreens.

Fru

Kcct, per doz. ..

Brus. Sprouts,^ sieve

Cabbages, p. doz. ..

Carruls, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, red, p. bun.

Cucumbers, each ..

FrciichBcan-, p. 100

Garlic, per lb.

Potatos, Regents, per

I

Oranges, per 100 .

.

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch
HorseRadish.p.bun. 30 — 50
Lettuces, p. scon
Mint, per bunch . . 03—06
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10— 16
Onions.per bunch ..04 —
Parsley, p. bunch . . o ? —
Salsafy, per bundle, 13 —
Seakale, p. pun. ..30 —
Shallots, per lb. ..08—
Spinach, p. bushel.

Tomatos, per doz. .

.

Kidneys, 80^.

ARAUCAKIA IMBRICATA, grand specimens,

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 to 6 to 10 lect.

LAVVSONIANA ARGENTEA (John Waterer's var.).—By far

the most desirable of all the glaucous varieties, 55. to 7s bd.

each.

1 to 6 feet, 421. per dozen,

lutiful plants, about 2 feel, 421, per dijzcn;

larger, 51. to 2ii. each-

GIGANTEA.—An unequalled stock of hundreds of Secdhngs,

4 to 6 to 3 feet, 3s. bd. to 5^ . 1^- ^- and upwards

We would remark, that unless plants arc on llieir own roots

of this fine Thuja they arc quite worthless.

T?IUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 4 feet, 305. per dozen ; extra fine, 5 to

6 and 7 feet, 5J. to loj. f>d. each.

,, DOLABRATA.—Fine plants. 51- to 7s. dd. each.

„ ,. VARIEGATA, 5J. to?!. 6J. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.-Good plants, 301 per doren;

2 to 3 feet, 421. to 60s. ; larger, up to 10 feet, 71. M. to 63s. each.

ABIES NOBILIS, handsome plants, from 5s-.7s.6<i., and upwardf

„ NORDMANNIANA, z to 3 feet, 7^. W. to los. iW.
; 3 1

211. ; 4 to 8 to 12 feet, 311. 6rf. and upwards, each.

„ LASIOCARPA, 3 to 4 to 5 feet, 105. f>d. to 425. each.

,, GRANDIS, 4tos to 6 and 10 feet, i<w. dd. 10631. each.

,, PINSAPO, 2 to 3 feet. 5s. : 3 to 5 to 8 feet, 71, td. to 631.

„ DOUGLASII,3 to 4 feet, 301. per dozen ; 5 to 6 and

31. td. to 7J. td. and upwards,

,,
MAGNlFICA,3to4fcet,3iJ. 6if, 10421.

„ ORIENTALIS. 3 to 5 to 8 feet, very beautiful examples,

upwards each.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to3fcet, 30S per doien ; larger up

YEWS, COMMON—Immense quantities, 2 to

* feet,

j feet, from

Notice to Introducers or Cultivators of New Plants.

THE HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT of
RINGELHEIM, Hanover, Germany (represented in England

by Messrs R. SiLBERRAD & Son, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street,

London. E.C). undertakes the BRINGING OU f of ALL NOVEL-
TIES that appear in the way of Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, Vegetables,

&C-, and earnestly beg all Cultivators and Introducers to Inform them
of all Novelties that appear, especially in Roses, Peiargoniui

Cede the Right of Sali

I to be add
) SON, as a

d the conditit

THE HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT of
RINGELHEIM, Hanover, Germany (represented in London by

Messrs. R. SiLBERRAD and Son), offers the lollowinK articles at the

undermentioned greatly reduced prices :

—

ORNAMENTAL FOREST TREES.
QUERCUS AMERICANA RUBRA, fine seedlings, i-yr., 5s. per 100,

40J. per 1000; 2-yr.,8i. per 100, 72s. per looo.

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, fine seedlings, i-yr., per 100,000, ^£15 ;

2-yr., do., 1-2^ ; 3-yr., do., 1^%.
BETtJLA ALBA (Birch), fine young trees, 7or 8 feet high, per 10,000,

/8 ; per 50.000, ,^32 ; per loo^ooo, £48.
N.B. The above-named Seedhngs arc disposable, per 100.000, up to

Three or Four Millions. For other sorts, see CATALOGUE, which
Messrs. R. Silberrad and Son will send free on application.

SEEDLING AND TRANSPLANTED CONIFERS.
PINUS. ABIES EXCELSA, strong seedlings, 2-yr., 6s. td. per 1000,

£.2 8i. per 10,000, £20 per 100,000 ; transplanted, 3-yr. , I2J. per 1000,

£a I2J. per 10,000
; £44 per 100,000.

PINUS, ABIES PECTINATA, strong secdUngs, 2 yr., 121. per 1000,

iiS 4s. per 10,000, ^£48 per 100,000 ; transplanted, 3-yr., 141. hd. per

1000, £6 8j, per 10,000 ;
£;^b per 100.000 ; transplanted, 4-yr., £,\ per

1000; j£p4i. per 10.000; £80 per 100,000.

LARIX EUROP/EA, strong seedhngs, 2-yr., los. per 1000, A per
- '^ ' tsd. per 1000, ^6 per

'I>fu'

o, ^32 per ic

«, if48p,eri

;TI
.Z64

ansplanted, .

PINUS SYLVEStRIS, strong seedlings,

i8s. per

.
^s. yi. per i >o.i;i

dlings, 2-yr., 5s. per 1

°Vhe cc

e Seedlings

, 6s. 6<<. per
«, ;£3 i6s. per

u. 6d. per 1000, C<, i,s. per 10,000 ;

0, i;8 161. per 10,000.

11 grown, healthy, and well rooted

;

iab7e by millions,

all Seedlings when upwards of 100,000 arc

oft^ic

either in open ground 1

. upt J feet.

IS, perfect globes, 31J. bd.

-Many thousands, of all sizes, from

the best GOLDEN, WATERERS', and SILVER varieties, in

any quantity, and of all sires.

STANDARD HOLLIES, GREEN, los. 6rf. to 2is. each

, Waterers' variety, many hundreds of sym
'specimens, perfectly straight stems, 42^. to 105

„ WEEPING, GREEN, and SILVER VARIEGATED,
plants, from 211. each.

PORTUGAL LAURELS.—Very close grown handsome plants

loj. (id. to 21s. each ; very large imposing specimens, 42^- t'

63^. each.

STANDARD ROSES, of the most approved kinds, £,$ per 100.

cally grown

kRAD
, E.C.

ice or reference, if from ur

:diately to

SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

S'
standard APPLES, PEARS, and
fine standard and Dwarf-traintd APRICOTS,
NECTARINES; bushy LAURUSTINUS and

PORTUGAL LAURELS : a select collection of Standard and Dwarf
al ROSES of the Icadini; sorts: strong Deciduous flowermj

^
1. SPRUCE. SCOTCH and

TRONG
WALNUTS

PEACHES,

above have been reeularly transplanted and at

°ChR\r"eS burgess. The Nurseries. Londi

; well rooted. Prices

n Road, Cheltenham

Planttag Season.

DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
I, Waterloo Place, Edinburfih, beg to call the attention of those

= o— 3 <

Rocks, sew, to 60J.

POTATOS.—Southwark, Nov. 21.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

limited, but fair by rail and road. Trade has been

a little better for best samples, at the following

quotations ;—Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 70J. to 8at.
;

Lincolnshire do., 65J. to 70J.; Dunbar and East Lothian

do., 70s. to 80J. ; Perth, Foifar, and Fifeshiredo., 651. to

JOS. ; Kent and Essex do., 55^. to 65J. ; Do. Rocks, 50^.

to 60J.

AMEBICAN PLANTS.

Of this very popular tribe of plants we have the pleasure

of observing that our stock is unequalled, and that it is

from our Establishment that nearly all the approved

crimson varieties of Rhododendrons have emanated.

The Grand Exhibition of Rhododendrons annually dis-

played at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regents Park, has

been (or the past 20 years supphcd from our Nursery.

CATAWBIENSE and HYBRIDS, bushy, ncll-Browii

SOI. to 75s. per 100.
^ . . ,

better class (SEEDLINGS) and named varieties for ex

plantinK, Cs per too.

of superior kinds, many on own roots, £7 los. to £10 per j

very superior, leading,

) their very large and healthy Stock of FOREST
i'REEs; t'RUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
vhich are now in fine condition for Transplanting. They are growmg
in very exposed ground, are finely rooted, and their wood is thoroughly

in application. Special prices will

: taken, {Established 1770.)

WANTED, extra strong SEAKALE PLANTS, for

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Easlgate Street, and

the " Upton" Nurseries, Chester,

LILY of the VALLEY, imported Clumps, iSr, to 2V per dozen.

—These are specially grown for early forcing, and are much superior

to English grown ;
producing very large and fragrant flowers in great

, imported Clumps, 12s, 10 i8s. per dozen.—
decoration in Spring nothing c *•"

and for table decoratic

It is admirably suited for early forcing.

for bouquci urpasscd.

Asparagus Plants.—To tlie Trade.

AMES CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, hold
a splendid slock of i, 2, and Syr, old Plants, Lowest price on

lication.

AMES CARTER, DUNNETT, ,1ND BEALE, 137 and 23S. High
Iborn, London. W,C.

B ROCCOLT, ELLETSON'S

1 be the bes

i'USTER'SX.L., fine long Ridge.

1 years ago by

: Broccoli

and keeps i
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FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND extra fine Native
SCOTCH FI RS, at from ist. lo Jo.. per 1000 ; all other FOREST

TEEES, HEDGE PLAN IS, &c., clitap.

Messrs. TREMBLE will undertake the safe delivery. The Nur-
series. Penrith.

KAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. j or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat : 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

landscape Gardening, Groundworli, the Making of
NEW ROADS. PLANTING GAROENS, PARKS and PLEASURE

GRt)UNDS, DRAINING LAND, &c.

WM. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake
and execute Work as above to any extent, either by

olhei Plans, and Spe

Park Fencing undertaken to

upplicd ( I the

WM. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Auctioneer,
Valuer, Sic, Goldworth Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

Woking, Surrey.

SALES and VALUATIONS carefully and promptly conduetcd.

MR. JAMES FRASER (of the late Firm of
I. St I. Fraser. Lea Bridge Road), undertakes HORTICUL-

TURAL VALUATIONS of every description. SALES by
AUCTION, 6iC—Maylands Farm. Romford, Essex. E.

Nursery and Seed Business to be Disposed of.

A N excellent and old established NURSERYMAN
.r\. and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS is to be DISPOSED OF, in

consequence of the death of the late Proprii

The Nursery Grounds are situated within an easy distance from a
flourishing and increasing Market Town, and the business is capable

Apply by letter' to Messrs. NUTTING AND SONS, Seed Ware-
hou . Barbie

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE SOLD, a decided bargain, a newly-erected
SIX-ROOMED GOTHIC VILLA, with nearly 4 acres of

Ground, used as a Nurserj-, for ,£560. Hothouses, Sheds, and Stock,
may be had at valuation or by arrangement.

Apply 10 H. SIMMONDS. 61. High Street, Guildford, Surrey.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

TO BE SOLD, The PORTLAND NURSERY, at
Tonbridpe. Kent, conlaininK 614 acres, of which about 2 acres are

slocked with Shrubs, Conifers, and Forest Trees. &c.. and held on a
13 years' lease, with a House and Collage, &:c.. at ihc low rent of ^80
a year. Stock to be taken by valuation—from ;Ji2oo to £300.

For particulars apply to Messrs. STONEWALL AND SIMPSON,
Solicitors, Tunbridge Wells.

WANTED, an active GARDENER, to PURCHASE
HALF-SHARE in a small Nursery, Florist and Jobbing

Kusiness, in Islington. Long Lease. £5° cash required. — G. R.,

I ED.—An active, intelligent
1 s of aye, having a thorough know-

. .md Management of Light Land,
lilting, &c., and fully competent to

[ Estimates for, and to superintend,

-Full parlicujars^, stating age, family, salarj-, and references,

!v V
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are increasing or diminishing ; nor is it less

necessary to remind the agriculturist that they

are still there, and that he must not relax in

his precautions against them.
The little fly in question is called Chlorops

lineatus, and from several inquiries having

been made about it during the past month, we
are inclined to suppose that it has appeared in

unusual numbers this autumn ; although possibly

the circumstance may merely be the result of the

increased interest which has lately been taken

by the public in Economic Entomology. The
most noticeable feature in it and its aUies is that

the thorax or back is marked with three greenish

black stripes alternating with yellow. In fig. 270,

A is a magnified representation of the insect,

and B shows its natural size.

The first information we had of its appearance

in numbers this autumn was the receipt, from our

valued correspondent, " E. O.," of a small box

full of a perfect swann of living examples sent for

examination. They came from the vicinity of

Chepstow, and we may incidentally mention that

the soil there is very heavy, and to a great extent

remarkably stiff, has clay. Our correspondent

writes :

—

" I send you some specimens of a species of Chlorops.

which I found in great quantities in the northerly corner

of a stack of Barley, about the 24th of last month. I

noticed a few at the same part of the stack a few weeks
before, but they were not generally distributed in it, and
after taking the specimens I enclose, the creatures disap-

peared almost entirely. The numbers at the time I took

them were extraordinary ; they fell from the stack to the

sheet of paper, in which I caught them, in a shower of

scores and hundreds, as ripe seed falls from the head of a
plant, but only from one spot.

" I enclose some heads of IBarley from the same stack,

stunted and twisted, and scarcely half the size of the

undamaged part of the crop. There are only two Barley

fields in the neighbourhood of the stack. In one the crop
was remarkable for its patchy appearance in the early

part of its growth ; and in the other, the Barley towards
iiarvest time was most remarkable for its stunted appear-

ance, and uneven ripening and height."

It may be of use to some of our readers to see

the appearance of the Barley ears, which have
suftered from the attacks of this insect (why it

may be so we shall presently explain). We there-

fore give the accompanying woodcut from a
sketch kindly supplied by our correspondent,

(fig. 270). In another note, " E. O." mentions
that one of the fields close to the stack in ques-

tion was so perfectly like the state of affairs

described by Uagonet, and quoted by Curtis,
that It might have been the same, viz. :

—
" The

stalks attacked are scarcely more than half the

height of those which are healthy ; their matura-

tion is retarded considerably ; they are still very

green when the others have became yellow from
the effect of ripening ; the ears have not yet

emerged from between the leaves which sheathe

them ; they are short, small in bulk, and contain

few grains ; these, moreover, are starved, con-

cealed, and curved." He adds another par-

ticular, which, however, was not observed by our
correspondent,—" All the series or files of grain

situated on the side where one finds the longi-

tudinal channel hollowed out by the larva; are

entirely abortive, and contain no grains."

Although the insect itself is very well known,
its history rests upon very few observations.

Curtis studied and described one species,

Chlorops ta;niopus, and his observations were
limited to a fortnight in August, 1S41, and an
observation on Jtily 2, 1844. Not enough for

a life history, even although supplemented by a
knowledge of the dates when the perfect in-

sect had been observed. Dr. Dagonet at

Chalons sur Marne, in 1839, observed our species
in a more detailed manner, and for a longer
period ; and the result was that in the spring
he found its larva; causing a considerable swell-

ing of the young Wheat plant above the joint,

destroying the central leaves and the plant
itself Towards the end of April, or in May,
these larva; passed through their metamorphosis
and came out as the perfect Chlorops. The pair-

ing of the sexes takes place towards the end of
May or beginning of June, and the female is soon
occupied in laying her eggs upon the stem of the
Wheat, which then commences to show the ear ;

the egg is deposited towards the lower part of the
ear, at the bottom of the sheath of the leaves

;

about fifteen days afterwards the larva (yellow,

oblong, and without legs) issues from the egg,

and attaches itself to the stem of the corn imme-
diately under the ear. It nourishes itself by
nibbling a part of the surface of the straw,

making a longitudinal groove, which reaches
from the base of the ear to the first superior knot
or thereby, bttt never penetrating into the interior

canal of the straw. When it nearly reaches the
knot, it usually has attained its full growth, and
turns into a pupa in the furrow it has excavated.
" In the following September the Chlorops
hatches " (we presume he means emerges from
the chrysalis state), '^ and would live during
Diany iveeks, and then deposit her new eggs upon
the Rye and corn guile recently sown."
We have not met with any farther original

observations on this point, and shaU be very

thankful to any of our readers who can refer us

to any, or can supply any additional information
of their own ; but it seems to us that the last few
words in Dr. Dagonet'S description, which we
have printed in italics, leave something still to

be desired. We have seen that the perfect

-^
Fig. 270.

insects in May couple immediately after coming
out as perfect insects, that their period of

impregnation lasts only a few days, when the

eggs are laid, and that the larva; are hatched in

15 days after. Now, there must be a great

alteration in the economy of the autumn brood in

some respect or other. Do they couple together,

as is the case with other insects and at other

seasons, as soon as possible after emerging from
the chrysalis, or do they put it off until the

spring ? We imagine that entomologists will

say that they do not put off the marriage-day.

Well, is the period of gestation altered in winter

from what it was in summer—from six days to

six months ? If not, then where do they lay their

eggs, how long do they take to hatch, instead of

the 15 days of summer? No food is ready for

them for months ; therefore, the choice of dif-

ficulties seems to lie between retarding the

period of gestation and retarding the period of

hatching, and the former seems to be most in

accordance with other facts in other insects. It

is obvious, however, that this is a point of con-
siderable practical importance ; for, if the eggs
were laid at the beginning of winter, and
hatched in spring, in all probability they would
be laid on the ears of corn, out of which the

swarms came, and would only be hatched after

the plant begins to grow, when they might
ascend the young stem to commence their work.
It would obviously be suicidal on the part of the
farmer to sow such grain. He would then
eschew, for seed corn, not only any crop contain-

ing ears such as those we have above figured,

but he would have nothing to do with any grain
from any part of an infected stack. We have

examined the ears sent us by our correspondent,
without seeing any eggs ; but they have been
lying on our chimney-piece (not a favourable
condition for their conservation), and, besides,

must be so small as to be very difficult of obser-
vation. At the same time our own belief is, that
the gestation, rather than the hatching of the
eggs, is retarcled ; and we only state the difficulty

in order to profit by as extended an expression
of opinion as we can.
To sum up fairly, too, we should remind the

reader that there is a great difference of habit
between laying eggs on a pickle of dry grain in

a stalk, and on the stem of a growing plant

;

but, on the other hand, there is a scarcely less

remarkable difference between the habits of the
spring brood and the summer brood, which we
have above described, so much so as to have led
Dr. Dagonet to say, that " the stems of the
Wheat attacked by the larva; proceeding from
the second laying of the Chlorops, present some
differences so singular and so remarkable, that it

it surprising that no one up to the present time
has ascertained the cause."

The rapid rise in the price of Wheat last

week, owing to political considerations, though fully

maintained on Monday, was hardly kept up on
Wednesday in Mark Lane. Trade has been hardly
so active in the Metropolitan Meat Market, as the

supply has been somewhat in excess of the demand,
and prices have been rather below those of last week.

A circular has been issued from the Veterinaiy

Department of the Privy Council, calling attention to

the fact, that Rinderpest, the disease from which this

country suffered so much in 1865-6, now prevails ex-

tensively in France and North and South Germany.
Their Lordships have taken measures to guard against

its introduction by imported animals ; but as it is pos-

sible that the disease might be brought in by human
beings, or by any means capable of transporting very

minute particles of the contagious matter, it is especially

necessary at the present moment that the inspectors

of the local authorities should be on the alert. The detec-

tion of this disease requires special professional know-
ledge, and as it appears that some of the local authorities

have appointed the local police and other non-pro-

fessional persons as inspectors under the Contagious

Diseases (Animals) Act, 1869, the Lords of the

Council trust that such inspectors will not, in any

district, be left without professional assistance, but

that the local authorities will authorise them, in any
case where there is a doubt as to the nature of a

disease, forthwith to call in a professional inspector.

Their lordships feel that they cannot too strongly

impress upon the local authointies the urgent necessity

for the most careful attention to the above-mentioned

points : and they trust that, with regard to the returns

relating to foot-and-mouth disease, the inspectors will

be instructed to give increased attention to the other

contagious and infectious diseases of animals, and

more especially to those diseases which have any

resemblance to cattle plague, or concerning the nature

of which there appears to be any doubt.

The preparations for the approaching great

Exhibition in Bingley Hall are steadily progres-

sing, with every prospect ofa satisfactory result. A com-

plete statement of the entries in all departments shows
an aggregate of 3130 against 2823 in 1S69—an increase

of more than 300. The cattle classes are all well

filled, and some extraordinary animals, some of them
referred to below, are expected in those for Scotch

cattle. For the information of po^iltry fanciers, we
have to announce that numerous entries of American

varieties, including Dominique fowls and crested

turkeys, have been made, and that the birds are on

their way to Birmingham from the United States. The
root department is expected to be unusually interesting.

Besides the midland districts it will include specimens

grown in localities so wide apart as Wales, the New
Forest, and north of Aberdeen. The collection of

Potatos will be veiy extensive, and, in all probability,

exceedingly fine. The new American sorts will be well

represented ; as will also the Bovinia, the merits of

which for feeding stock has for some time been attract-

ing attention.

The Scotsman reports that Aberdeenshire and

the North will this^eason furnish fully the usual quota to

the great Christm.\s F.'iT Stock Shows at Islington,

Bmgley Hall, York, and Leeds. Mr. M'Combie, M.P.,

of Tillyfour, has a stock of over 200 4-year-old bullocks,

worth from 2^32 to ^48 a-head, and about 150 store

and breeding animals, many of them of rare merit.

Within tlie Last four weeks he has sent to the southern

markets 60 fine bullocks, realising over /40 a-head.

From Tillyfour will undoubtedly go the heaviest fat

polled bullock that will be shown at Bingley Hall and

Smithfield this year. This animal is a 5-year-old, and

a full brother to the famous Black Prince, that for three

years carried everything before him in these two exhibi-

tions, and went, by desire of Her Majesty, past Windsor

for the Queen's inspection. The Tillyfour ox of 1S70,

however, is not considered so fine an animal, but he is

quite as fat, and of exactly the samegirth—9 feet 10 inches.

For several years the most successful exhibitor of fat
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COWS and heifers at the English shows has been Mr.
Reid, Greystone, Alford. Besides these, he forwards

lieavy consignments to the metropohtan Christmas
market. Just now he lias over lOO heavy bullocks

preparing for tliis market, all of which are in fine con-

dition. To Birmingham and Smithfield shows Mr.
Reid is to send a pair of prime fat heifers, one is a3-year-
oid Shorthorn and the other a Highland heifer, four

years old, purchased at Leeds show last year. Mr.
Reid has also two fine polled cows and one Shorthorn
entered for York and Leeds shows. Mr. Stephen,
Couglass, Inverurie, is to send to Birmingham and
Smithfield his monster cross ox, which carried the fat

stock challenge cup at Aberdeen in July last ; and
Messrs. Martin, Aberdeen, have four remarkably
heavy bullocks also going to these exhibitions. The
most noted is the 4-year-old red cross, which ran the

Couglass ox so hard for the cup at Aberdeen. A
massive white 3-year-old bullock is a large animal for

his age, and the others are also very fat. Many other
cattle are also named as ready for their southern
destinations.

Mr. BoAVEN Jones, of Ensdon House, near
Shrewsbury, has published a letter, in which he points

out the great waste of time and money which is inflicted

on the towns which compete for the Annual Visit of
the Royal Agricultural Society, by the plan of
throwing the matter open to public competition, He is

glad, therefore, to see that the Earl of Lichfield has
given notice that at the next meeting of the Council of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England he will move,
"That in selecting a town for the holding of the exhi-

bition in 1872, the plan of the Bath and West of
England Society be adopted." The rule of that Society
is to select a town and stipulate for certain conditions

before agreeing to visit it. He trusts that his lordship

will meet with sufficient support to carry his resolution.

The following is his statement of personal experience on
the subject :

—

" From my experience as joint Hon, Secretary with Mr.
C. Peele, the town clerk of Shrewsbury, for promoting
the visit of the Royal Agricultural Society next year to
that town, I can testify to the present system being most
unsatisfactory ; and as a member of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society I shall hail with satisfaction a change, which
I believe will prove most beneficial to its interests.

Shropshire, between ^^5000 and j^6ooo was subscribed
to meet the estimated expenses for holding the show. In
the town of Shrewsbury and otherwise Mr. Peele devoted
a very considerable portion of valuable time in advancing
the object in view. In the country a sub-committee of
farmers spent several days exclusively in securing eligible

sites for the show ground, and for the trial of implements,
and making arrangements with the owners and occupiers
for the use of the same. In addition to ihis labour and a
considerable amount of anxiety to those who took an
active part in the matter, expenaes to the amount of j^i5o
were incurred. As three towns were put in competition
(and it is to be presumed that they each took the same
trouble in the matter), the result was, that this labour and
expense was thrown away in two instances, without, as far

as I can see, the Society deriving any advantage there-

from ; on the other hand, the unsuccessful localities, per-

haps, each think that they have made out the best case,

and that they deserve to have attained their ends, and
smarting under defeat, a feeling of antagonism against
the Society springs inio existence. This is certainly the
case in many parts of this country, and I believe that its

removal will be considerably aided by the proposed
alteration."

According to the Economist the Agricultural
Statistics of South Australia for the year 1S69-70
show that 63 out of every 100 acres harvested were
under Wheat, the total area being 532, 135 acres. The
average yield was unusually small—5 bush. 45 lb. in

all. The failure is traced to the deficient rainfall, the

gross returns of the guage for 1869 having been

14.7 inches, against an average of 22.2 inches. It is

mortifying to observe from the duodecennial statement
of land covered with Wheat, and the returns derived

therefrom, how often the average has fallen below
double figures. In no less than five out of twelve

years this has been the case, and the veiy highest yield

has been 14 bush. 20 lb. Three bad harvests have
followed one upon the heels of tlie other, giving an
individual average of 4I, 9|, and 5I bush., or a

general average of 6| bush. Mr. Boothby com-
putes that ;i^2,ooo,ooo sterling has been the money loss

to the community through this triple failure, and not

unreasonably uses that fact as an excuse for the depres-

sion among all classes, and more particularly among
agriculturists and landed proprietors. The deficiency

in hay was as marked, in a subordinate degree, as in

Wheat. The area cut was 141,899 acres, or 35,255 acres

more than in 1868-9, but the yield was 5060 tons less,

the average produce being only 15 cwt., as against

21 cwt. in the previous year. There were 20, 114 acres

sown with Barley, agamst 21,244 in the preceding

season, the gross produce being 180,107 bush,, or

130,355 less than in 1868-9; the average in the one
case being 8 bush. 49 lb., in the other I4 bush. 32 lb.

The acreage under Oats increased from 4210 to

4438 acres, and, contrary to the characteristic of the

season, there was a slight increase in yield. The
average in 1869-70 was 14 bush, -^t^ lb., and the aggre-

gate 65,777 bush. ; in 186S-9, 14 bush. 2 lb., and
59,213 bush. Potatos gave very encouraging returns,

the yield of 2856 acres being 65 cwt. to the acre, or

9293 tons_; in all ; while for the preceding year the

^gS'*eg^te of 2684 acres was 6335 tons, or 47 cwt. to the
acre. It only remains to deal with the live stock, and
under this heading the information is of an unfavour-
able description. Losses from drought, perseverance
in boiling down, and failure in the natural increase,

has reduced the number of sheep and lambs from
4,987.024 to 4,436,955, the deficiency amounting to

550,069. The number of cattle has decreased from
123,213 to 119,697, and horses from 75,409 to 73,828.
These figures are not very encouraging.

At last week's meeting of the Cirencester
Chamber ol Agriculture, Professor Church, of the Royal
Agricultural College, made some remarks on the subject
of Acorns, as to their Supposed Poisonous Effects
on animals, especially the animals of the farm. One
correspondent of the Times had given an amusing
reason for the indigestibility of acorns. He said " starch
was indigestible ; it required to be boiled before being
eaten." Fortunately this gentleman did not give his

name, but he said in his letter that if you boil it you
multiply its value by five, and that starch, in an
uncooked state, was injurious to animals. We use a

good deal of Barley and Oats for animals, and do not
find that starch, of which these substances contain
60 or 65 per cent., do them any harm, and we give it

to them in an uncooked state, therefore we must
abandon that notion. You might, however, as
well enclose a bread pill in a Willow chip box
as give an acorn in its closed husk to an animal.
It must be remembered also, that the acorn is a large
and dense seed, which contains, in addition to starch
and oil, a considerable amount of tannin, so it suffers

a disadvantage compared with those which do not
contain tannin. If acorns were simply converted into
flour, they would be rendered more digestible ; and if

in addition you destroy the tannin, you render the
food still more palatable. You also render the starch
more digestible by cooking, but not to the extent
stated by the writer above referred to. There is

another point in the case of animals poisoned ap-
parently by acorns. They eat too many, and gorge
themselves ; and as the acorns do not digest, they pro-
duce a stoppage as the result. In 1S65, there was

large crop of acorns, when several pheasants
were sent to me apparently poisoned. They were
killed by acorns having choked them ; it being found
that in the craw and other parts of the peculiar
structure of the digestive organs of the bird that one
more of the seeds had lodged, and had caused inflam-
mation. The horse chestnut lies under the same dis-

advantage, being enclosed in a similar indigestible case.

There is not only the tannin to a considerable extent,
but there is a quantity of a poisonous substance, which
is very dangerous. It is, however, a small quantity,
but it is quite possible that under some circumstances
it may be more largely produced than in others.

Acorns and chestnuts may be rendered still more
agreeable as food by getting rid of their hardness, their

large size, their indigestible exterior, and their tannin,

and they may be softened and rendered more digestible

by adding a small quantity of soda to the water in

which they are steamed. About 4 oz. of soda to i cwt.

of acorn meal will suffice to destroy the greater portion
of the tannin, and by pouring off the water you get rid

of the injurious matters.

after so unfavourable a season, and will be interested
to know that the 60 or 70 exhibitors of Turnips, with
four exceptions, came from the hills. This is a com-
paratively infertile district of thin brashy soil on cal-

careous rock. The disproportion between the number
of the competitors and the value of the prizes in these
different classes proves the genuine desire of the fanners
to excel for excelling's sake. Chief among the roots

exhibited were twelve splendid Mangels, each weigh-
ing 40 lb., and twelve Swedes, 2241b. each., con-
tributed by Lord SUDELEY.

We have received from Dalquharan, near
Maybole, a specimen Carrot, of a crop which was
grown on land irrigated by underground channels after

the fashion described in the '* Notes on Sewage," at

p. 1390. The general crop, we are informed, was very
fine, and the specimen sent is by no means the largest

that could have been taken. It exceeds 4 lb. in weight,
and is 30 inches long. The terminal fibrous root has
been to some extent preserved, and shows that the plant
had gone far in search of the peculiar nutriment with
which sewage thus applied had charged the subsoil.

We must however add, that very little is to be learned
from single instances in agriculture ; and we fear that,

however succes'sful underground imgation has proved
in the cases known to us, it is far from likely that the
method of surface irrigation, so simple, so effectual,

and so cheap, will be abandoned.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The following

condensed from
Chronicle:—

narks upon the Warlaby herd are
excellent article in the Richmond

At the opening meeting of the session in the

room of the Society of Arts, last week, it was
announced, that the scientific knowledge of our
chemists has hitherto failed to discover any means
by which meat could be brought in a raw state to this

country from our more distant colonies. This is the

more to be regretted, because, in many of our colonies

and other parts of the world, there exist large herds
of cattle and flocks of sheep, from which no addition

to the food of our people is at present derived; their

wool, tallow, and hides being all that reach this

country. While, however, science is still at fault in

providing a means of preserving meat in its raw state,

specimens of preserved meat in tins have been laid

before the Society, which show that great improvement
has been effected in this method, and that more
still may be expected in this direction. The efforts of
preservers have been directed especially towards im-
proving this method of treatment, so as to preserve the

meat without destroying its flavour and texture, and
thus to render it more palatable and nutritious. The
Food Committee of the Society will continue its valu-

able labours.

The results of the autumn RooT-CROP Com-
petitions are- now being published. At Banbury the

results in a fertile district appear, and were given at

p. 1552. At Gloucester the other day more than
600 single specimens or collections of roots, fruit, grain,

cider, and perry were shown, most of them sent

in competition for the ;^I3I offered as prizes in money
or cups. We extract the subjoined details from the

Gloucester Jottrnal : — "Mr. Mullin's 5 acres of

Swedes, which took the prize in the 1st class, bore the

heaviest roots which have yet been known in the

competition. The average weight was 24 tons to the

acre ; the average of Colonel Kingscote's, iS tons
;

of Mr. D. HoLBOROw's Turnips, 20 tons ; of

Mr. Lawrence's Mangels, 42 tons ; and of Mr.
R, F, Onslow's, 37 tons. The latter were grown
upon the bed of a pool. Farmers will reflect for them-
selves upon the remarkable extent of these weights

Wariaby may be called one of the original seats of the
renowned Shorthorn breed of cattle, and is at this time
the residence of Mr. Jchn Booth, a member of the
family which has brought this splendid breed to per-
fection. Warlaby stands about two miles from North-
allerton, in a rich, undulating, grazing country. This is

the chief seat of the "manufacture '"—for that is the term
to apply to the process—of the Shorthorn, the starting
point of a breed which may literally be said to be peopling
the "outer world," as well as the world of Europe.
In April, this year, the prize cow Patricia, one of the
celebrities of last year's Royal Agricultural Show at Man-
chester went, at 1000 gs,, with a beautiful roan heifer,
Minaret, 250 gs., to Messrs. Walcot & Campbell, New
York. The price of Minaret was 500 gs., but it was
reduced in consequence of the purchasers having a heavy
loss by a previous purchase. In July, Lady Grateful, one
of Mr. Booth's famous cows, was bought by Mr. Coch-
rane, of Canada, for 1500 gs., and she is now claimed by
our colonial brethren, let us hope, to be the mother of
future fruitful herds, and will, it is believed, do honour to
the original stock. She was accompanied by a beautiful
red heifer, Lady Booth, at 500 gs. , and Royal
Commander, a magnificent bull-cal-^ whose sire was
Commander-in-Chief, was also purchased for 600 gs.
by the same gentleman. Let us hope that in Canada he
will produce the glories of the Warlaby herd. The
United States were not successful in their importation, for

the splendid cow Patricia, for which 1000 gs. was paid,
died on landing at New York. It was one of the accidents
of transhipment, for she was landed when the weather
was hot enough to make the New Yorkers invent another
batch of cooling drinks, and, unfortunately, to prostrate
scores of them with sunstroke. Field-Makshal
Booth, quaintly named after the owner of Warlaby,
and a most promising bull-calf, was sent to Australia, an
enterprising colonist (Mr. M'Dougall, of Warlaby. Aus-

;
having paid 800 gs. for him, and Major, another

of the stock, was sold to the same colony for half that
amount. These are the colonial sales for the season, and
they sufticiently indicate the value which is placed on the
Booth "blood" in the British colonies and the United
States. It may be here mentioned that Commander-

Chief, for whose use Mr. Booth was offered

300 gs. for the season, died on August 29, He
was an animal beyond compare, and his death
from inflammation was a serious loss, though he has left

successors which, it is expected, will rival him in fame
and in all the qualities of a successful sire.

But now let us take the road to the Hall through this

row of cottages, and past the farmstead, and here we
find a group already examining the herd, and expatiating
on its beauties. An enthusiastic clergyman, evidently a
Shorthorn devotee, and a worshipper of the Booth
"blood," is pointing out Lady Fragrant to his friends,

and probably a better cicerone could not be found. " Has
she not a sweet head?" he asks ; and she certainly is a
most splendid animal, as the least professional of ama-
teurs cannot fail to admit. She is graceful, yet enormous
in bulk, and she has that modest and plaintive expression
which poets have often referred to as indicative of sweet-
ness in a higher class of animal. But we prefer to recite

Lady Fragrant's glories in another line. She is the
winner of 23 cups and prizes, and her owner has refused
2000 gs. for her from the purchaser of Lady Grateful. As
a 2-year-old heifer she took the 1st prize at the Royal
Agricultural Show at Plymouth, and twice in snccession she
won the prize at the " Royal ' as a cow. At the Yorkshire
Beverley Show she carried off two prizes^-one as the best

cow, and the other as the best female. At Wetherby she

carried off the same prize, and in the same order, and at

Doncaster she was the best 2-year-old, and won the

Champion Cup as best Shorthorn animal in the show.

She was the means by which the owner won the Durham
county 100 gs. Challenge Cup. which miast be won three

years in succession before it fs permanently retained.

Lady Fragrant carried it off one year as a 2-year-old, and
again as a cow, whilst Commander-in-Chief took it
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between the periods of her triumphs. It should be said,

howe\er. that there was an interregnum in the contests,

owini; to the cattle plague, though the result would in all

likelihood have been the same, as neither Lady Fragrant
nor COiMMANDer-in-Chikf were ever out of Mr. Booth's

possession. So much for Lady Fragrant. "She is

the finest cow in the world, sir." says the clerical

ciccfOHc, who, by the way, is never tired of lament-

ing the demise of Commander - in - Chief, who,

in like manner, was the finest bull ever seen.

But now away to the "pastures," where is a herd of

cattle quietly browsing, each one almost worth a prince's

ransom. They have had "no indulgence" as the civil

herdsman, T. White, says. They are just recovering

from foot-and-mouth disease, and are therefore not so

bloommg as usual. Tliey have been out all the winter, a

proof of their hardiness, and that prize cattle do not

mean effeminate cattle, if we may apply that term. But
they arc a wonderful lot. There is Lady Mirth, half-

sister to Lady Fragrant, and dam of Lady Jane, FlELD-
Marshal Booth, Lord Broughton, A/erry Pea/ {gone

to the United States), Lady Joyous, and Merry Mon-
arch. Here is Alfreda, mother oi Patricia (which died in

New York), Alberta, England's Glory {now at the Royal
Farm, Windsor), and Prince Christian (now in

Ireland). Here is Melissa, the mother of Minaret (in

the United States), Mihcent, and Marmion, sold to

Lord Bolton. Here also is Lady Beautiful, own sister to

Lady Fragrant, but not so grand a creature. She is the

dam of a beautiful white bull-calf, King James, by
Sir James, for which Mr. M'Dougall offered 1000 gs.

in vain ; Mabel, a handsome cow ; and Lady Jane by
Lord of the Valley, dam of Lady Booth, sold to

Canada, a truly magnificent cow. There are many other
animals here with all the grandest characteristics of the
Shorthorns, but now we must return to the foldyards,

where British Crown, a splendid 7-year bull, is

brought out for inspection. A most kingly head and
neck he possesses, and though he has never won the
crown at the " Royal," he took the 2d prize at the Royal
Show at Newcastle, as a calf, in 1864. the ist at the
Scarborough Show, and the ist also at Howden. He had
been in Ireland for three years and a-quarter. where he
earned for his owner 650 gs. The herdsman says, with a
sigh, that he is not like Commander-in-Chief, but he is

a grand animal, nevertheless— "short-legged and dew-
lapped," like the Thessalian bulls, whom Shakspeare
immortalises, and of great length. King Richard the
Second, ten months old, by Commander-in-Chief,
out of Lady Grateful, a rich roan, and very handsome,
promises to be a splendid animal. His mother was
sold for 1500 gs. A white calf, calved in March,
by Lady Fragrant, with Commander-in-Chief for its

sire, inherits the splendid "blood" from both sides
which our friend admires. It bears a strong resemblance
to its dam, and it is hoped will unite the qualities of its

grand predecessors. Soldier's Daughter, lialf-sister to
Commander-in-Chief, is in the lower pastures, and.
notwithstanding her recent suffering from foot-and-mouth
disease, it is easy to discover her grand qualities, and to
recognise at once the family merits she possesses. A
white heifer, out of the Soldier's Daughter, by Sir
James, is a very fine animal indeed, with a model of a
head, and a bulk conjoined with beauty which promises
to add further renown to the Wariaby herd. The
white colour so prominent in the herd, we are told, comes
fi-om Ladv Blyth, and certainly it has its attractions,
though the dappled roan of Lady Fragrant carries our
suffrages. A sister of Lady Perfume, out of Lady Fra-
grant, with her mother's eyes, has never been shown,
though she will bear a comparison with the best animals
around her. Lady Joyous, from Ladv Mirth, by Co.M-
mander-in-Chief. and full sister' to Merry Peal,
Field-Marshal Booth. &c., is in the low pastures,
as is also Milicent, out of Melissa, bv Commander-
in-Chief. The last is two years old, and is a splendid
creature. Blooming Bride, a first-class breeder, is here as
well, as is also a white heifer, not yet named, her produce
by Commander-in-Chief. She bears a strong resem-
blance to Bride Elect, whose grand-daughter she is, and
is altogether a most promismg animal. Christmas Pose,
by Lord of the Valley, has borne two calves, though
only three and a-half years old, and a more promisingly
fruitful mother of a good stock could hardly be seen. She
has a fine head and bosom, and looks the picture of
health and strength. Governor-General, two years
old. by Commander-in-Chief, also promises to trans-
mit the glories of his sire. He is a very handsome bull,

lengthy, and with a good head. Such are the chief
attractions at Wariaby, nor would it be easy to find any-
where others of the kind that outweigh them.

The Morayshire Farmers' Club has recently
discussed the following important question : "In the
breeding of farm-horses, what is the best time for mares
to fual, and is it more profitable for the Morayshire
farmer to breed the horses required for his farm, or to
buy them ?" In giving a condensed epitome of the
result*of this debate, the Chairman said :

—"It appeared
to be the general opinion that the proper time for foals
to come was in the month of May or beginning of
June, that they might have the advant?ge of an early
bite of grass, and cause the loss of as little of the
mother's work before foaling time as possible. Wh
farms were of a certain extent, and if they had peculiar
advantages in the way of outlying pasture or marshy
ground, it would be profitable for farmers to breed
their owm horses, but that the soil of the country was
not particularly well suited for the purpose. The land
was not heavy enough or good enough to give them
the requisite bone."

POULTRY.
At the recent Ipswich show some very excellent

birds were exhibited, although from the near approach
of our great winter shows, entries were not so numer-
ous as on former occasions. Mr. Hewitt was the

judge for poultry and pigeons, and the following awards
were made :

—

Game.— Eiack-breasted and other reds : 1st, S. Matthews
black red) ; 2d, W. Rayner (brown red). Very Highly Com-
mended : H. C. Martin. Any other variety : ist and Cup,
S. Matthews (duckwingl ; 2d, W. Boyes (duckwing).
Dorkings.— 1st. J. Alartin : 2d, O. E, Creswell (silver grey).

Very Highly Commended: Reid, F. Tearlc. F. Partlett, and
H. Ling^vood.

Spanish.—ist and Cup, Howard & Nichols ; 2d. F. James.
Brahmas.—Dark : 1st, H. Lingwood ; ad, Right Hon. Lady

Gwydyr. Light: ist and 2d, H. Dowsett.
Cochins —BufFr Cup, ist and 2d, Right Hon. Lady Gwydyr.

Any other variety : ist and 2d, H. Lingwood (partridge). Very
Highly Commended: H. H. Blelsoe and H. Dowsett.
Hamburghs.—Pencilled : ist and Cup, W. K. Tickner (gold) ;

2d, E. Clayton (gold). Spangled : 1st, W. K. Tickner (gold)

;

2d, J. Wright (silver).

French.— ist, C. H. Smith (Crevecceurs) ; 2d, A. Taylor
(La Flcche\

ASHGROVE FARM, NEAR BICESTER.
A VISIT to Asbgrove in September last enables me

to add the following notes to the many which have

been published on the Oxford Show Prize Farm.
They are given just as they were taken, without regard

to what has already appeared, whether in the

"Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society," or the

columns of the Agriciiltural Gazette ; and I publish

them with whatever errors may have befallen me or

my pen, believing, nevertheless, that they fairly repre-

sent the condition and the management of what was
evidently a very well-managed square mile (or rather

more) of poor, thin, brashy, arable land.

Walking across grass fields and by green lanes from

the ploughing match of the Bicester Agricultural

Society (where, by the way, a very small assemblage

of spectators were looking on at a very scanty com-
petition, to which, however, the Ashgrove Farm had
contributed a team), I soon came upon a large open
tract, dilTering from the lands behind me in the size of its

enclosures, and the straight, trim character of its fences.

Here was a set of 30 or 40-acre fields clustered around

a large and profit-like collection of well-built ricks,

beside a central homestead ; the whole evidently

in the hands of a good manager. Crossing one of these

fields, a Clover stubble full of close hard-cropped Rye-
grass, which had received a dressing of well-rotted

dung and was being ploughed for Wheat, I soon gained

the public road, which divides the farm into two nearly

equal parts ; and walking some 200 or 300 yards

further, reached a gateway away on the left, leading by
the rickyard and the homestead to a comfortable farm-

house. On the one side was a large open space, in

which, at regular intervals, stood a noble row of

rectangular well thatched corn-ricks ; and on the other

side, in a 30-acre field of Clover stubble, were several

large heaps of farmyard manure, covered with a top

layer of earth, and ready to be spread abroad z

dressing for next year's Wheat crop. The buildings

are chiefly arranged in two parallel rows, facing one

another, the interval being divided into yards, some of

them without sheds : and the farmhouse is at the lower

end of one of these rows. Beyond the house are two
or three fields of permanent grass land—which have
been drained, but still carry some of the original Thorn
and Bramble, unstubbed, with which the surface had
once been more thickly covered.

e are about 800 acres of plough land and
cres of this grass. The cropping fo"- 1S70 has

been 120 acres of Wheat, 280 of Barley, 60, 125,

and 16 respectively of common Turnips, Swedes, and
Mangel Wurzel, and about 200 acres of Clover and
seeds. This is the result of a strictly four-field rotation

—one-quarter being in roots, as much in Barley, one-

quarter in Clover after Barley, and then broken up
chiefly for Wheat, but some of the lighter and poorer

land for Barley again. Mrs. Millington, the tenant of

Ashgrove Farm, has still four years of a 21 years' lease

of the farm, and during these four years she is bound to

cultivate the land upon the four-field system ; she has,

however, been at liberty up till now to grow what
crops, and to take them in what order, she pleased.

The late Mr. Millington had adopted the four-

field course at the outset of his occupation, and acted

on it by choice; and his widow, assisted by her

brother, Mr. Ormond, has maintained his mode of

cultivation since. That which the landowner
had enjoined in his own interest upon the tenant

towards the end of the lease, had been adopted by the

tenant in his own interest throughout the 16 years of

the lease which have elapsed. This fact has just to be
recorded : it may be taken as a proof—not that there is

not a more excellent way—that the old Norfolk system
is still workable, and in good hands still answers on
light soils, both for landlord and for tenant. The
character of the Turnip crop, clean, even, and forward
in spite of the dry suummer, with lots of growth in it

still, and the large produce of com, evidenced by the

well filled rickyard, both declared that the land had
been well done, and was in good condition.

The following, stated somewhat abruptly, are some
notes of this Soo-acre patch of thin and rubbly calcare-

ous soil.—Laid out in large square fields it is cultivated

by 18 horses, worked by three carters and six younger
men. — The stock kept includes a flock of 400
Lincolnshire ewes, w^ith their produce up till 12 or

14 months old, to which, according to the charac-

ter of the Turnip crop, there is added a flock of
100 up to 200 sheep, bought every winter, and
kept while the Turnips la.st.— There are two or

three milch cows, and 20 to 25 calves are bought and
reared and kept till two or three years old, when they
are sold in store condition. — There are some 15
breeding sows, and there were a lot of 85 of all ages

on the stubbles and in the yards at the time I visited

the farm ; these are sold chiefly as stores.

The practice is to cart the dung from the yards, where
the straw is converted by the cattle and pigs during
winter, wholly on the Clover stubbles before ploughing
them for Wheat or Barley. The Turnips, Swedes, and
Mangel Wurzel receive only superphosphate as their

dressing. The com stubbles receive a 3-horse plough-
ing before winter, and are crossed by the steam-culti-

vator in the spring. They are then harrowed and
rolled, and, if necessary, crossed again with Coleman's
grubber, and ultimately drilled on the flat, receiving

4 cwt. of superphosphate per acre applied with the

water-drill;—8 to 10 pecks of Wheat, 3 bush, of

Barley, and, when Oats are grown, 4 bush, of Oats
are used as seed per acre. The (Tlovers— 10 lb. of

red and 10 lb. of white per acre — are sown
along with i bush, of evergreen Rye-grass ; or

2 bush, of Italian Rye-grass are sown along with

10 lb. of Trefoil. About one quarter of the Clover is

mown every year for hay.—The horses receive a stone

of Oats and Maize, mixed and crushed, daily, along with
Vetches and Clover in summer ; and along with a little

oilcake, Clover hay allowanced, and Wheat chaff" or

Oat-straw chaff ad libitum^ in w inter, when they also

got occasionally a Swede or Mangel Wurzel as
** green" food.

A large quantity of cake is consumed upon the farm
by sheep. About ;^I200 is the annual amount of the

cake bill. On this, and about ;i^250 worth of super-

phosphate, and good cultivation, the maintenance of

fertility depends.

The sales ofl" the farm, in average years, are 120

acres of Wheat, at about 4 qr. per acre; 2S0 acres

of Barley, at 5 qr. or less; upwards of^^Soo worth

of mutton, 900 fleeces (300 tod) of wool ; the pro-

duce, partly fat and partly stores, of 15 breeding

sows ; and some 20 or 25 two and three year old cattle

in store condition. The outgoings, not to speak of

cost of seed and rent, which latter may be 24.1-., or

thereabouts, per acre, are represented by ;^1200

for wages, £,\ioo for cake, and ^250 for

superphosphate. — The implements used "upon ihc

farm include wooden framed ploughs, Coleman's

grubber, Cambridge and common rollers, heavy, light,

and chain iron harrows, common and water-drills and
water-carts. Wood's and Samuelson's reaping-machines,

a set of heavy carts and waggons, good barn machinery,

including Tuxford's straw-lifter, Boby's screen, cake-

crushers, winnowing-machines and chaff-cutters, &c.

Of the ;^I200 representing the annual amount of the

labour, probably ;^Scx> is paid for piecework ; the

carters receive ^ iS, ;i^i6, and £\d, per annum respect-

ively, alon,' with food. Beer is not given, except to

labourers with the threshing-machines.—There is a

good show of poultry, apparently in profitable con-

dition—ducks, geese, turkeys, and Dorking and
Hamburgh fowls.

Any departure from the four-field course of cropping

is in the way of extending rather the restorative than

the exhausting half—to use the old phraseology. It is

not departed from by taking a second corn crop after

the gi-ain grown upon the sheepfold, but by ploughing

up any of the seeds that fall naturally to be succeeded

by Wheat, for Mustard and for Vetches. Some acres

of both are annually grown—in the former case in the

late summer and early autumn months, to be fed oft

and followed by Barley instead of Wheat ; in the latter

case, any piece of the Clover that might be fouler than

the rest is ploughed up for Vetches instead of Wheat,

and this is followed by Turnips in the year when it

should have been Wheat, coming in the following year

for Swedes or Mangel Wurzel, and so regaining its

place in the regular rotation, enriched and cleansed by
a double fallow crop.

There is, I believe, no Sainfoin grown on Ashgrove

Farm, which seems an odd omission of a most valu-

able crop, considering the special fitness of that class

of soils to which the farm belongs for ihe crop in

question.

Since transcribing my notes as above, I have again

read both your report on pp. icoi and Ico2, and Mr.

Hall Keary's in the "Journal of the Agricultural

Society." I think the reporter in the former case was

rather hard upon the implements and buildings which,

either caught or did not catch his eye. The buildings

are certainly aggregated without much apparent purpose

or design, and the yards in particular must be some-

what comfortless for winter stock; but they are in

good order, and above rather than below the ordinary

style of the country. Many capital farm implements

are in constant use—reaping-machines and water-drills

seen here are not yet universal as they ought to be

--the water-cart especially, named as absent, is in

constant use in summer time— the carts and waggons

are heavier than need be. I entirely agi-ee, however,

with the remarks of the reporter on the live stock

generally, and I think his whole statement a capital

specimen of almost impromptu agricultural criticism,

written, as it was, immediately on the announcement

of the award.

In Mr. Keary's hands the farm has lost nothing o(

all the praise that it deserves. I have no doubt that

he is right in recommending to the tenant the applica-
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tion of top-dressings of nitrate of soda to the young
Wheat crop wherever the dressing of farmyard dung to

the Clover may have been inadequate. How it is that

the practice recommended in this instance is reprobated

in a case where a much larger outlay has been made on

cattle food, I do not understand. Mrs. Millinglon

may be cordially congratulated on a success whicli is

due rather to patient continuance in common agricul-

tural well-doing, than to any striking advance beyond
the ordinary rules of good farming. J. C. M.

NITROGEN IN MANURES,
Mr. Alfred Sibson, F.C.S., consulting and ana-

lytical chemist, of 1 1, Eaton Terrace, St. John's Wood,
publishes in his annual report the following remarks
on the nitrogenous and ammoniacal element in

manures. He says :—

•

There is still in many districts a great want of know-
ledge on the subject of vegetable nutrition and what
constitutes money's-worth in the shape of artificial

manure. An instance of this is afforded by the efforts

made in several localities, in some cases at a large out-

lay, to prepare a so-called guano from sewage by
precipitation. Town authorities are of course anxious

to get rid of their sewage, and when led to believ^

they can do so at a profit by such processes, have been
induced to enter upon schemes altogether wanting in

sound principles. To the credit of farmers, however,
the sale of such products does not appear to have met
with the success anticipated by the promoters. It may
be accepted as a chemical impossibihty ever to prepare,
by precipitation from sewage, a manure which shall

repay its cost of production when its true commercial
value is found either by practical experience or trust-

worthy analysis. There is no question of the manure
value of human excrements, and it is quite possible to

prepare from them a remunerative artificial manure,
but this must be done before it has been mixed with
water, since, when this has once been done, owing to

the solubility of the valuable constituents, and to the

fact that there is no practicable means of precipitating

them again, such matter is practically worthless, except

for irrigation ; for which purpose, however, it is in my
opinion far too little prized.

1. One of the best forms of nitrogen Js undoubtedly
that furnished by the organic matter of bones after

having undergone a partial decomposition in the ordi-

nary dissolving process by acid, and it is to this fact

—

added to that of the superiority of the phosphate also

present—that the steadily increasing preference now
given to good *'dissolved bones " and ** bone manures"
is to be attributed. In the older plan of mixing the

bone dust with the superphosphate after it is made,
the nitrogenous matter is much less effective, from the

slowness with which it comes'into action, and still more
so in the case of bone dust employed alone ; the use of
which indeed—except in peculiar cases—being now
considered as almost a waste of bone material.

Assuming bones to contain nitrogen equal to 4^ per
cent, of ammonia, it will require about 8 cwt. in a
mixing of 40 cwt. to furnish .90 per cent, of ammonia
in the manure : with the concentration in weight on
mixing referred to in my last, and the small amount of
nitrogen always present from other sources, the actual
quality of ammonia in a manure so made will be about
li per cent. From this example the nitrogen to be
expected from more or less bone will be easily judged
of. Referring to the idea entertained in some quarters,

that bone manures should be made from nothing but
bone dust and acid, it is now pretty well understood
that it is not possible to produce such a manure at the
price, with the amount of soluble phosphate, and espe-

cially in the condition now demanded by buyers.
2. Peruvian guano, both for use alone or as a con-

stituent of compound manures, probably stands first as

a source of ammonia, and it is much to be regretted
that the fine deposits which have furnished the supplies

of late years of such uniform quality, and having
17— iSper cent, of ammonia, are pretty well exhausted,
as appears from the fact that samples of this quality are
now rare. During the past season the best qualities

have not averaged more than about 14 per cent., many
being as low as 10. It should be understood that these
remarks apply to samples "genuine as imported," the
lower quality proceeding from the larger and varying
percentage of sand naturally present in the inferior

deposits. Caution is therefore especially necessary at

present in the purchase of guano even when pure

—

while a large trade appears to flourish in adulterated
guano—to judge from the samples that have been
analysed during the past season : buyers should in all

cases test the bulk delivered to them, as an analysis of
some other portion is no protection. Assuming Peru-
vian guano to contain 14 per cent, of ammonia, 5 cwt.
in 20 (in using guano for compound manures it is best

to mix it with the other materials dry) will give 3j per
cent* in the mixture.

3. Ammoniacal salts afford the most concentrated
source of ammonia—the sulphate when ordinarily pure
having as nearly as possible one-fourth its weight of am-
monia—hence 5 cwt. in 20 will yield 6J per cent, of
ammonia, and as little as I cwt. in the ton, i\ per cent.
The chloride or muriate is sometimes met with, and
has as much as 36 per cent, when pure. Another salt

—the sulphocyanide—has as much as 41 per cent, of
ammonia, but is unfortunately detrimental to vegeta-
tion, and cannot be used with safety in manure : it has

been used to " bring up " inferior samples of sulphate,

and buyers of this article should be on their guard
against it.

4. Patent ammonia is a useful source of ammonia,
but is sometimes loo impure to admit of being used with
safety ; 2 cwt. in 20 (at 10 per cent., though often 15
per cent.) will give I per cent, in the mixture.

5. Nitrate of soda is of especial value as a constituent

of top-dressing manures, from the rapidity with which
it acts, and even in small quantity (say 5 per cent, of

the nitrate) will in favourable weather give a visible

effect in two or three days. As a source of nitrogen,

however, nitrate is much weaker than sulphate of am-
monia, as it contains only about 19 per cent, ammonia
(nitrogen equal to) in a good sample having about 95
per cent, of real nitrate, as against 25 in the sulphate.

141 lb. are therefore required to give as much nitrogen

as 112 lb. of the sulphate. It may not be generally

known that the nitrogen in nitrates is not obtained in the

ordinary estimation of nitrogen by the chemist, but

requires a separate special operation for its estimation,

and without which the analysis ofany manure containing

nitrate will not be fairly represented.

6. Dried blood is a valuable source of nitrogen, and
the most fertilising kind of animal matter obtainable,

being especially suitable as a constituent of the be^t

class of corn manures
; 5 cwt. in 20 (at 12 per cent.)

gives 3 per cent, in the mixture.

7. Shoddy or wool refuse is a useful and abundant
source of nitrogen, supplying 7—9 per cent, of ammonia
{nitrogen equal to), and when mixed in with the acid

in the ordinary dissolving process undergoes a partial

decomposition highly favourable to its assimilation by
the plant : it also imparts a rich smell to the manure.
Five cwt. in a mixing of 40 give about i per cent, of

ammonia in the manure.
S. Refuse materials, except those rich in nitrogen

—

such as flesh and offal, horn, &c.—are only of very

limited application as sources of ammonia, since they

impart too much bulk and weight to the mixture to

allow of the proportion of nitrogen reaching the desired

percentage : thus a material containing 2 per cent, of

ammonia, if used at the rale named for shoddy, will

yield to the manure only .25 per cent.

FARM LABOURERS.
[At the recent meeting of the Freshwell Labourers' Friend

Society, Colonel Brise, M.P., spoke thus of the condition of
the labourer.]

This, our annual dinner, is the time that we review

the condition of the Society. We examine, as far

as we can, what benefit it has been to the neigh-

bourhood, and whether it has exercised much in-

influence for good. And if it has exercised any
influence for good we endeavour, and we must en-

deavour as far as we can, to extend and enlarge that

influence. We also generally examine the condition of

the labouring classes in this district, and I think we
have every reason to be satisfied with the effect that

this Society has had upon that class. At the present

time, and during the past midsummer, the labouring

classes in these districts have, I am afraid, had rather

a hard time of it. Those who were not in constant

employment have had a very hard time of it. Owing
to the deficiency of the hay crop, to the hot summer,
and to the fact that the weeds have not grown so fast

as usual, and owing, I suppose, to the Turnip land

not being so difficult to keep clean as ordinarily, there

has not been that demand for labour that in other

seasons there has been, and consequently the labouring

classes have been very much put to it during the last

summer. But I hope sincerely,— I am sure we all

hope, for we are all of one heart and mind in this

matter,—I trust most sincerely that there won't be any
scarcity of work in the forthcoming winter. A very

early harvest, we know, is often productive of a bad
winter for the labourer, but to be forwarned is to be
forearmed, and therefore I hope, if there is a scarcity

of labour in this district, that means will be taken to

alleviate that distress which must inevitably ensue.

Well, I think myself a better feeling exists among
the labourers of this district than there was in former
times. They certainly seem to be improving in their

moral condition and in their general habits ; there is

less drunkenness seen and less bad language heard
among them. Now that is a decided improvement.
I am not going to say it is altogether owing to the ope-

rations of this Society, but I believe it is, in great

measure, owing to the general interest which is taken,

more than heretofore, in the welfare of the labourers by
other classes. I certainly can speak personally, from my
own experience, and say that I find among the labouring

classes there is not that distrust of their employers
which formerly existed. They have more confidence in

each other, and decidedly a much better feeling exists

on the part of the employers towards their men. The
labouring classes have their vices, no doubt, but 1

think, taking them as a class, the vices of the labour-

ing population would bear comparison with the vices

of any other class. But there is this to be said about

them, the vices and crimes and immorality of the

labouring class are more before our eyes, are more of

a nuisance to us and to the community at large, than

are the vices of the richer classes. The vice of the

labouring class is always exposed and punished by the

law, while the vices of other classes are looked over

—

fashion and the world condone them very often.

There is no doubt that if they were as great an injury

to us as the vices of the labouring classes we should
hear much more of them—but it is very common for

us to hear people speaking of the wealthier class, when
contemplating their vices, to say, *' Oh, but he's a
good-hearted fellow, and nobody's enemy but his own ;"

but when a labouring man is guilty of any immorality he
is somebody else's enemy besides his own.

If pauperism is a crime, then I am afraid we have
some crime in this district. But although the tendency

of the present Poor-law is to treat pauperism as a crime

—and there are many of our great legislators, and men
who have every sympathy for the poor, and who give

practical evidence of their kind feeling towards the

working classes ; many men also, whose experience is

in cities and in manufacturing districts, who do not

hesitate to say publicly and openly that pauperism is a

crime—still my experience (and yours probably is the

same as mine) is different from that. Although this

may be the case in large towns and cities (and I believe

there is a gi'eat deal of truth in the statement that

pauperism may always be traced to crime in those

large towns and cities), yet it is not so in agri-

cultural districts. The great tendency of the legis-

lature is to legislate for the whole country on ihe

feelings and wishes of the large towns and manu-
facturing districts ; and I should not wonder if some
further legislation comes before us in this way ere

long. The Poor-law has certainly not had the effect

of decreasing pauperism ; but it has rather had the

effect, if we may judge from statistics, of increasing it.

But then we must recollect that the object of the Poor-

law was not to diminish pauperism, but to relieve it,

and to prevent starvation. Now I believe our present

Poor-laws have a demoralising effect, I believe they

tend to make men improvident. They keep down
wages, and they break that spirit of independence
which ought to exist among the poorer people of this

country.

I believe the condition of the labouring classes

in this country has deteriorated during the last century.

From all we read and hear upon this subject we
cannot help thinking that the labouring class has

been retrogarding in its position since the year 1775- I

will not go further back than that, but the evidence we
have lately obtained from the report of the commission
appointed to inquire into the employment o( women
and children in agriculture fortifies that observation,

and you will find from that report that the posi-

tion of the labouring class generally throughout

the country is not considered to be so good
as it was previous to the year 1775. The reasons

assigned for this are three. First of all, it is

stated that one reason is the increase in the price of

provisions since that time, without a corresponding

increase in wages. Then another reason is the consoli-

dation of the large farms throughout the country gene-

rally. And the other reason is the increased amount
of land that has been inclosed throughout the country

generally, over which the labouring classes had rights

and privileges, of which they are now deprived. Vou
would not fancy it, I imagine, but if I am correct there

are 7,000,000 of acres of land which have been enclosed

in this country since that year. Well, that is a consoli-

dation of farms, a large inclosure of lands, which has

been of great benefit to the community at large. The
public have benefited by it, but they have detracted

considerably from the privileges of the labouring

classes.

I said that the Poor-law had the effect of keeping
down wages, and I believe it has ; for there is no doubt it

the Poor-law did not provide for people in their old age,

better wages would have to be paid, and they would have
to provide, by benefit societies, &c., for themselves in

their old age. Therefore I say the Poor-law has a

tendency to keep down wages, as well as to make men
improvident. I wish myself most sincerely that our

rale of wages in this district were higher than it is.

But we cannot regulate that, the law of supply and de-

mand must regulate that in a great measure. But
I believe if we paid higher wages it would be bene-

ficial to our interests rather than otherwise. I believe

with higher wages our expenses per acre would be less

than they are now. And I think I have very good
reason for saying so, for I find in the report of the

same commission to whicli I have previously alluded,

the commissioners compare the wages given in Bedford-

shire with those in Northumberland, and this compari-

son leads me to the conclusion I have just stated.

They take a 400-acre farm in each county ; the wages
in Bedfordshire are higher than the wages in Essex

and these parts of the eastern counties, and not so high

as the wages in Northumberland. The wages in

Northumberland are 15J. per week, on a 400-acre farm,

and the rate of labour per acre was 23^. In Beds the

expense per acre on a f400-acre farm was 30J. 3^/.

Well, now, we know that our rate per acre is consider-

ably higher than either of those sums I have men-
tioned. I am now speaking with some authority—

I

am not so good an authority as my friend on my right,

Mr. Clayden—but I have often heard some of our best

agricultural men, whom we all admit to be the best

farmers in this country, say they cannot farm their land

under 40J-. per acre, and that in a part of the country

where wages are very much lower than in Beds or

Northumberland. My own experience as a farmer

for the last 20 years conoborates that opinion. I

certainly think, as far as my experience goes, it would
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more often be over than under that mark. But,

perhaps, as an amateur farmer, making experiments,

I may not be an authority upon that subject at all

times.

The reasons why the Northumberland labourers

are so much superior to our labourers are these

—

(that is, in the opinion of the commissioners) in the

first place the Northumberland labourer is not a sub-

scriber to any club. It is not necessary that he should

be. He is taken by the year, and he is paid his

wages whether he is sick or well, whether

he is able to work from old age or not. Another

reason is this, that he drinks very little ale or beer,

and his children suck at the milk jug instead of at

the beer barrel. These are tlie two main reasons,

I think, for the superiority of the Northumberland
over the Beds labourer. Some time ago, in the year

1855 I think it was, a Mr. Grey, of Northumberland,
had some vei-y large drainage works in hand. He
wanted something like 2000 labourers, and could not

get hands enough. He said liis labourers were earning

23J. or 2$s. per week, and he advertised for labourers

in Beds, Herts, and these parts of the eastern coun-

ties. A great many went over, but these men, when
they were put side by side with the Northum-
brians, could not hold their own at all. Vei^y few of

them could earn over I2s. per week. They found the

ground so much harder than they had been accustomed
to, and they had so many difficulties to contend
with, that in a short time they nearly all left

and came home again. Only about 10 or 1

5

stayed. These happened to be working upon softer

ground than the average, and they earned about 15^,

per week. But large numbers from our part of the

country, and from the eastern counties generally, came
home, finding they were not able to earn the wages of

tlie Northumberland men. This shows the superior

stamina of the latter, and that their wages, after all, are

only in proportion totheamount of labour that is paid for.

I thank you very much for listening to the

observations I have made ; and I also thank you
again very much for the interest you still continue to

feel in the welfare of this Society. I do think that it

is a vei'y great satisfaction to feel that we all, employers
of labour—I believe nearly all the employers of labour
in this district—subscribe to and help this Society, if

they do not always all attend at our annual dinner. It

is a very great satisfaction and consolation to feel that

we one and all, by subscribing to, and by supporting

this Society, admit that some acknowledgment is due
to the labouring class beyond the weekly payment of

their wages. We show them, at any rate, that we have
some sympathy towards them, and I believe that

sympathy will not be bestowed in vain.

Jome CoiTcspnbciite.
Experimental Plots.— I am glad to find that the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
will be asked at their next meeting, "That a small

giant be made to the Cirencester Chamber of Agricul-

ture, who, with the aid of the Professors of the Royal
Agricultural College, are conducting a series of manure
experiments on com and roots." There are one or two
ideas that have from time to time crossed my untrained
mind on this subject, which, put into form, might
result in some such questions as the following ; and
Professor Voelcker's report on " Field Experiments on
Mangel," in "Journal of Royal Agricultural Society
of England," Part L, vol. vi., p. 152, would almost
give a negative reply to my first inquiry, viz.—Is the

soil on the several experimental plots analysed ? At
the page quoted we find :

—" Several points are likely

to arrest the reader's attention :— l. The land, although
light, appears to have been in good agricultural condi-

tion, for the unmanured plots yielded," &c. ; again, in

next page, we find, " The soil of the experimental field

was of a light, sandy character, and though naturally
poor, it was in good agricultural condition, as the pro-
duce from the unmanured plot showed." Thus we
see it is from the result grown or produced that the
state of the fields is noted, and not from any scientific

examination beforehand. If correct in drawing such an
inference from the words I have quoted, may it not
reasonably be asked, Why should we apply such and
such manure to the soil, when, for aught we know to
the contrary, the soil contains a sufficiency, as indeed
it may a superabundance, of this or that constituent
which we have a certain knowledge predominates in
the manure we are about to apply ? And even sup-
posing agiiculturists to be thoroughly up to their work,
with the intimate knowledge which a lengthened re-
sidence enables them to bring to bear, yet such an
acquaintance with the soil will be found but in a limited
degiee. And on a shifting from one district to another
few are able to distinguish, with a proximate correctness,
the manure most suited to their farms. Let it still be
borne in mind, these experiments are made for the
instruction of the youthful {whether in years or in
practice) members of the agricultural community. And
whilst testing the accuracy of the teachings of a science
which has pushed forward agiiculture with giant strides,

we also open up new sources of wealth to the nation at
large, not only in being able to draw more surely an
increased supply from the land, but in preventing an
incredible amount of waste of time, energy, and money,
which all who have given this subject a thought must

admit. On the other Iiand, let us take for granted

that the plots in question are scientifically examined,
would it not at least interest large numbers of the

readers of the Journal of the Society to leani on un-

doubted good authority that a soil containing a given

amount of constituents necessary for the growth of a

plant might be, I would almost say compelled, to yield

certain kinds and quantities of com, roots, or grass in

proportion to the liberality with which we supply those

constituents which chemistry has shown are requisite,

aided by atmospheric influence, which mortal man can-

not control, but which, having a knowledge of (limited

no doubt) he may enlist into his service—and the pro-

per and correct use we make of those appliances for the

thorough disintegration of the soil, the eradication of

weeds, tic, which the ingenuity of man, prompted
by years of practical working, has devised for us ?

Thus, at least, the mineral constituents requisite for

the profitable and successful cultivation of the plant

being added and mixed with the soil ; the mechanical

operations requisite carried out in proper time, and
thus efficiently ; good seed sown ; all that human fore-

thought and scientific research can devise, done—he

will now rest, trusting in Providence for an ample
supply of those atmospheric influences favourable to

vegetation, causing his field to produce well-filled

sheaves for his sustenance and comfort, and herbage for

the animal creation placed under his dominion and
I have mentioned, it would interest the readers

of the Journal if these matters were put before them
some shape from which they may be able to draw

their own deductions. At p. 361, a correspondent

signing himself " Scientific Training " has given

a form of account, which, to a certain extent, would
:er our purpose. The mechanical operations

necessary in the cultivation of a field having been

efficiently carried out—in other words, being properly

tilled and free of weeds—given the ash constituents

contained in the ground, bearing in mind that atmo-
spheric influences are constantly, though silently and

invisibly, in operation, converting into active fertilisers

substances that hitherto were dormant—and the very

manure we apply to the soil, whether from our stalls,

the manufactory, collected from the surface or ex-

tracted from the bo\vels of the earth each and every

one of them has, if I may so express my ideas, a

chemical function to perform, cari7ing out in the earth,

more correctly and effectively, what the chemist

can do in his laboratory— t: ^., the effect of lime

upon green vitriol, a substance beyond a certain degree

injurious, made beneficial to vegetation. I say, bearing

this in mind— this atmospheric influence and chemical

transformation, having within our grasp the condition

of our soil, knowing chemically and commercially the

value of our manures, and our desire to grow a success-

ful crop of com (say of Wheat 6 qr. per acre), the

question to be asked is, What quantity of tlie inorganic

constituents do I require to add to my soil in the

manurial agency I am about to apply, so as to,

humanly speaking, ensure the crop contemplated,

leaving my land inequally as good a condition as before?

It is to be hoped that those who are to be assisted by
the Royal Agricultural Society of England will put

into practical form the result of their investigations, so

that any one who has the true interest of English

agriculture at heart, as well as those who have studied

the matter, will find no difficulty in fulfilling to the

letter the excellent, but I fear much neglected motto
of England's Royal Agricultural Society, " Practice

with science." West Indian.

Fox-Hunting.—Under this heading I was soriy to

read such a grambling letter as that which appeared in

your last impression, signed " H. H. O., Warwick-
shire." I, too, am a farmer, and I was almost going

to say that I was glad I did not live in the same
county as "H. H. O." Although incapacitated from

hard riding nou', I have for many years been delighted

to follow that manliest of sports, and when, one day
last week, 'the hounds came across my farm, I hastened

to open the gate for them, and enjoyed the scene as

well as the best of them. Let me tell " H. H. O."
that mine is a heavy clay land farm, and when I have

had a couple of hundred horses across a piece of seeds

or Wheat, I could not admire the appearance of it,

but at harvest I never could see that I was a sufferer.

What, then, is a trifling eyesore to an individual to the

pleasure and advantages which the sport affords to hun-
dreds? Among the advantages attendant on this national

pastime is its healthfulness to its followers. It also draws
out their pluck and courage. A man who cares not

about risking life and limb at a rasping bullfinch would
not hesitate to risk them elsewhere if need be. The
finest cavalry in the world might be drawn from the

foxhuntei's of old England. It creates a demand for

good horses, and hence improves the breed, and raises

prices to a level which they would never otherwise
attain. The chief advantage of all, however, is it

being the means of causing the country gentry to spend
half of their time and incomes among their tenants and
neighbours in the country towns. As soon as tlie

season is over they are all off to London, the Continent,

or yachting, to Norway, or elsewhere ; and were it

not for field sports, what on earth is there for a gentle-

man to amuse himself with in the country ? On
the first meet of the season how^ jolly are the

recognitions as we see the old faces back again.

As an Englishman, I hope that ibx-hunting may

flourish for ever. I have made many valuable and last-

ing friendships in the hunting field. I have also leamt
to know almost every farmer and farm within a
radius of many miles ; I also know who cultivates his

land well, and who does not ; and I have, through
having kept my eyes open, picked up hints to improve
my own practice. When one fine morning during the
last summer I found my rickyard strewTi over with a
score of fine young fowls, the victims of Master Rey-
nard, I did not sit down and write a grumbling letter

to the papers, but I tried to take more care of what
remained; and I will venture to give, in conclusion, a
bit of sound advice to " H. H. O."—let him at once
purchase a very quiet steed (anything at all wilful
would evidently be at present beyond his calibre), and
twice a week for three or four hours ride after the
nearest pack of hounds ; it will give him a more
heaUhy liver ; it will strengthen his mmd, and improve
his temper ; and I should not be surprised if at the
end of the season he found himself on his legs re-

sponding to the toast of "Success to Fox-hunting."
F. IV. B., Buckinghamshire.

You were good enough last week to give me
space to complain of the annoyance and injury which
some farmers suffer through foxhunting. I do not
suppose that a Parliament of tenant-farmers would
put down that sport. I have no wish to see a Parlia-

ment elected composed of faraiers exclusively, but
I think their stake in the counti7 deserves to be better
represented than it is. Land-owning is overwhelmingly
represented in Parliament. Land-occupying is repre-
i^ented by only two or three members of the Commons.
The Lords is an exclusively landowners' house, and the
Peers subscribe largely to fill the Commons with
members, who will support lando\\'ning interests. In
this way such Acts as the Policeman-Gamekeeper
Act got passed ; in this way the landowners have
hitherto been able to keep off probate duty from land,
and were able to keep off succession duty up till a few
years ago. But the Parliaments of landowners mad.e
all other classes pay both those taxes. In the same
way, timber and game pay no rates. These are land-
lord's crops. All tenant's crops pay rates. I am quite

sure that Parliaments of landowners have done wrong,
and I do not wish to see any one class in so" great a
majority as to enable it to make selfish laws, ]ike those
I have pointed out. If tenant-farmers were adequately
represented in Parliament, neither foxhunting, nor
game preserving, nor seizure of tenant's iinproveraents

could be long continued by landlords, to the injury of
their tenants. H. 11. O., Watiuickshire^ Nov. 22.

Clay Cracking and Sewage.—The objection to

sewage on clays, because the ground is hilly and the

land cracks, and thus allows the sewage to pass

without filtering, is easily removed, ^^^ly does clay

crack ? Because it is allowed to become too dry. Why
permit it to become so, when you have at hand the

means of preventing it? I believe that on clays our
applications of sewage should be light but frequent^
just as gentle and frequent showers would act natu-

rally, especially on hilly ground properly under-

drained. J. y. Mechi, NiTc'. 21.

Carrots.—If the Carrots mentioned by Messrs. John
Moir & Son, of Garthdee, are of an unusual size, I

have some much larger. I grew half an acre this ye^r

for experiment on heavy land, steam-ploughed, well

drained, and manured at the rate of 15 cwt, of pollard

per acre, price £^ los. per ton. Most of them were
clamped when I received your paper on Saturday last,

but 1 had taken one of the largest out, weighing, after

being washed clean, 64 lb., about 17 indies in circum-

ference and 19 in length. Having sold a ton or so, I

told my lads to pick out a few of the largest, from
which I took five, weighing 25 lb. I oz., twelve

weighing 54 lb. 13 oz., from 12 to 14 inches in circum-

ference and 13 to 19 in length ; and I found twenty

weighed 83 lb. 5 oz., and I have plenty weighing from

3 to 4 lb. each. I believe, if I had told my men
when taking them up to pick out the largest, I could

have had ten weighing 56 lb. W. Savill, Clavcringy

Essex, Nov. 15.

Labourers' Cottages.—Allow me to make a few

remarks on the plans and specifications of cottage dwel-

lings that have lately been published in the Agricultural

Gazette. It appears to me that all, or nearly all, are of

too expensive a character to meet the real needs of the

case. What is required in the majority of cases is a

house that can be erected at such a cost to the owner,

including all outgoings, as may be repaid to him in the

shape of a moderate rent on the part of a tenant, say

£a, 01' £S per annum. Now, if j^i lo must be paid for

the structure, as seems to be assumed by the particulars

given, it needs at least an annual sum of £y to repay

interest, depreciation, repairs, and landlords' taxes; in

addition to this, there is the rental of site and garden,

fences, drains, walks, and outbuilding, for which a

return of at least £1 per annum more will be required.

This brings the rental to ;^S a-year, a sum beyond the

means of the gi'eat bulk of the labouring population.

Where, then, can an economy be exercised ? In the

first place, I do not think that we need insist on the

universal requirement of three bed-rooms, or even two,

for there are many cases of old couples, widows, and

children, or young married people, where the saving

of rent implied in the --occupation of a smaller house

is of the first importance. Secondly, \y\yQXQ the
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larger home is demanded, I think that ascullery 12 feet

by 6 feet is more than ample, for I have found by
experience that when so large a space as tliat is given
the whole family will crowd into it, reserving the best
room for a Sunday show-room, thus defeating the
object aimed at. Thirdly, I consider that a pantry is

a needless luxury, for, as I have heard it said, " What
is the u6e of building us pantries, if they give us
nothing to put in them?" The requirement may be
met by erecting in the scullery a large safe, with panels
to the door of pierced zinc, and a small opening into the
outer air by means of a drainpipe through the wall.

Fourthly, a further economy may be effected by
making the outer door to open directly into the
sitting-room ; and where the cottage is placed in a
sheltered situation with a good aspect, and a porch is

provided, I have not found this objected to. Fifthly,
where a third bedroom is given, it is considered in
this freestone district to be most cheaply obtained by
raising the side walls somewhat higher, and forming a
room in the roof. I believe that the cottages of our
district, built as they are of stone, with walls not less

than 18 inches thick, and stone-tiled roofs, are found
to be more comfortable than those with thin brick
walls and slates, being warmer in winter and cooler in
summer. C. P., Gloucestershire:

Local Experience as a Guide.—I send you two
extracts from my recent reading, which seem to me very
apposite illustrations of the way in which a sensible
man in untried circumstances may safely be guided by
his own farm labourers accustomed to the soil on
which they have been working all their lives. The
first is an extract from the Newcastle Northern Farmer,
and may be headed

—

Rolling an a naturally heavy Soil.—"The late M'-
William Hutley, one of the most intelligent farmers,
heavy or clay land farmer all his life, had recently taken a
large clay farm in the Mersy Island distnct— at Wig-
borough, if we rightly recollect the name of the parish—
in Essex, and when he went over to the farm the first
March of his occupation, on riding over the fields he
found that the se\ere frosts of the previous winter had
con\erted the surface into an ' ash-heap ' of loose soil.
These fine particles consisted of small granulated atoms
of clay that were light enough to allow Mr. Hutley 's

horse to sink in up to its fetlocks. Mr. Hutley 's con-
clusion was the same as he and 999 farmers of clay
would have come to, viz., that it wanted rolling down;
and he said in a delicate off-hand manner to his
baihff - not desiring to appear to be doubtful of the
man's judgment in a matter which was apparently so
common and simple— 'You will get the 2-horse roller
over this land as soon as it is dry enough. ' Any expres-
sion more common-place than this could not well have
bien made

;
but to Mr. Hutley's astonishment, his bailiff—a respectable horseman, who had been in the parish

from childhood upwards—pulled up short, as if astounded
at his master's ignorance of the soil with which he had to
deal. In further response the bailiff said, • It won't do to
roll th' Wheat, maister.' Here, it will be perceived, there
was a dead-lock between general and local or exceptional
experience. We need not follow up the subsequent con-
sultation through all the discussion which ensued, but the
end of it was, the bailiff said,— ' If you roll this land ever
so little, maister, you will roll away 2 qr. an acre, ' and he
would not yield a particle of his opinion. Upon this Mr.
Hutley bethought himself of other local conditions, and
he accepted his man's advice. ' But,' said Mr. Hutley, '

I

tell you what you shall do—you may have your way, biit I

will support my judgment too—you shall put the hea\'y
roller over 2 acres across the middle of this field, and we
shall then see the difference.' The result at harvest time
was, Mr. Hutley was bound to acknowledge, that the
part rolled was 2 qr. an acre less in yield."

The following is my second example, taken from a
lecture by Mr. Morton on Agricultural Education
before the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. I
will head it

—

Rolling a naturally Light Soil— •• A friend of mine
occupying a large extent of land in Gloucestershire took
(I farm m Sussex, on the edge of the chalk downs there—
the two districts not particularly differing in their climate
The labourers employed upon that farm had been resident
20 and 30 years upon it, and of course knew perfectly the
character of the land and the agricultural customs to which
it had given rise. On arriving there one April morning

ties, is granted ; but that the enormous produce may
be attributed to the inherent productiveness of th'

variety, is untenable. When the Potato could only be
had at a price of ij-. (>,/. per lb., it was not to be
expected that there would be purchasers of large
quantities

; and as people are generally careful of what
is costly, the Bovinia Potato received more attention
thaii its neighbours. The consequence was, that from
having more space allotted, and having gi-eater care in
after cultivation, the large crops which are now ex-
citing the wonder of readers of agricultural papers
have been produced. The cultivation of Potatos
generally, through this country, is not as well
understood as its importance merits. On most
farms there is a portion of land devoted to
Potato growing. The produce is either sold
in market or consumed at home. Now very large
Potatos are not generally as valuable in market as are
those of medium size ; but fortunately the Potato will,
in its own way, produce its large, medium-sized, and
small tubers, so that where Potatos are disposed of for
consumption in towns, the medium-sized might be sold,
and the very large and very small might be consumed
at home. This year, having grown a large quantity of
York Regents, owing to their cultivation there were a
large number of Potatos of enormous size, weighing
from 14 to 17 oz. each. Now these large tubers would
spoil the marketable Potatos ; but we shall be glad of
them for home consumption. Experience has taught
me that largely increased produce in Potatos will result
from the selecting of proper-sized "seed," and giving
more room to the plants. The "yard-apart system"
is correct in theory, but owing to the large amount of
manual labour required to carry it out it is not likely
to be generally adopted. It may be interesting to here
record a fact which came under my notice some time
ago. It bears out the views of botanists regarding
the formation of tubers and Potatos, and it has deter-
mined me as to my system of Potato gi-owing. Whilst
walking across a reclaimed field, upon part of which
Potatos were grown upon the "yard-apart system," I

noticed that some of the " hills," or mounds which had
been raised around the Potatos, were made chiefly of
the broken but undecompo.sed turf, so that the air had
a pretty free circulation amongst the roots, stems, &c.,
of the Potatos, which ought to have been covered with
soil ; and as the earthing-up of the Potatos had
been delayed a little too long, the consequence was,
that the stems of the Potatos which had formed leaves
were covered with earth. Now, as regards the
botanist's view, that tubers are merely buds metamor-
phosed, I found in the axils of the leaves, where
the soil covered the stem, a most beautiful merging of
the bud into tuber. Some were more developed than
others, but the tout ensemble proves the case for the
botanists. If the tubers of Potatos are metamorphosed
buds, which are so metamorphosed by being formed
underground, it points to the advisability of well
earthing-up the Potato stems.* My best crops are
produced by using large-sized Potatos, by giving the
sets more than the general allowance of space, and by
a timely and suflicient earthing-up. At some future
time I purpose going more into detail upon this
subject. T. C.

Foreign Correspondence.

tenant was frightened to find them at
trampling the young Wheat in with long teams of oxen
drawing heavy rollers twice to a place over the field
leaving the dry white chalky land behind them as hard as
a road, and with really little better promise of a Wheat
crop on it than the road itself presented. His opinion that
local experience ought to override all other guides induced
him to submit (for so he felt it at the time), and the result
justified a practice against which all his previously acquired
agricultural intelligence protested. The experience of the
district had already proved its propriety—had proved the

^C (he soil, for the accomplish-
' ntelligence' may find

need of that indurat
ment of which, however, no doubt
some more compendious and less laborious means' than
the driving of long teams of heavy cattle over it appears
to be. Skill, the result of local practice, as well as intelli-
gence to be acquired from books, is needed for the efficient
direction of the details of cultivation." M, S.

Potato Cultivation.— At the present time, the
subject which seems to engross a large share of the
attention of agriculturists and horticulturists is the
enormous produce of that variety of Potato called
Bovinia. It has occurred to me that, while looking at
effect in this case, we may gather some information
If we mvestigate cause. That the Bovinia Potato is
very productive, per se, compared with other varie-

New Ze.\l,\nd.—The country is very fertile, and
grows most kinds of crops to perfection, although,
on the whole, it seems best adapted to the raising of
horses, sheep and cattle. Our winter being mild
(the mean temperature in the coldest month being 52°),
vegetation never stops, so that we have grass all the
year round, although not so luxuriant in the winter
months as in the other parts of the year. Maize
Wheat, and Potatos do well, while Barley and Oat'
are considered a "risky" crop. The climate is rather
fine for them. I believe they do well in Otago and
Canterbury, where the mean temperature in the coldest
month falls to as low as 42°. 'Vegetables and fruits of
all kinds grow to perfection. The native Flax grows
in abundance all over the colony, and its manufacture
is becoming one of our chief industries.

As regards the class of people who should come
here, I would first say no doctors need come ; the
people are too healthy, and do not require much of
their services, and they are little use for anything else.
No lawyer need come ; they only breed mischief when
they get the chance, and when they have no chance
become " loafers." No engineers need come, unless
they can make drains, put up fences, and other farm
work. No carpenters need come, unless they can do
any sort of rough work as well as their trade. No
tailors nor shoemakers need come, unless they can put
a stop to English manufacturers sending out goods at
less than the price of material. No shopkeepers need
come, as anyone can do that here when everything else
fails him. No clerks need come, or, as sure as fate,
they will either starve, or perhaps worse. No people
should come unless they are able and willing to work
hard, and take everything, rough and smooth, as they
find it. Now for the class who should come. These
are farmers and farm labourers, who have a little
capital (not the gentleman farmers ; we want them in
the rough, and will make gentlemen of them after-
wards), and could land here with from £&o to /loo, or
more—good, honest, hard-working men, who want to

better their condition by buying for themselves and
their families a piece of good ground at less than one-
half of the rent they pay in a year to the lords of
creation at home—men, with or without a young
family, who could buy ico or more acres, at from
5,t. to lor. and I5.r. per acre, and settle down and
cultivate it at once. Such men would benefit them-
selves and the country too.

It takes very little to start farming here in a small
way, if a man goes properly about it. A cow can be
had at from ^e, to £12, and a horse from £%. I
bought one a short time ago for ;^3 los., which does
well all sorts of work. Sheep can be had at from -js.,

and pigs, say of 6 months old, at i^s. and £1.
Rearing and feeding pigs and poultry is a very profit-
able business. Their first cost is small, and they soon
multiply

; and where a man has too acres of a farm,
they need very little to keep them beyond the Fern roots
and worms they get in the ground. Pork is always
worth not less than 44 per lb. White ham and bacon
is worth from lod. to is. 2d. per lb. Eggs are worth
on an average is. bd. per dozen all the year through

;
and poultry brings ij-. 9,/. and 2s. each — some-
times 2s. 91/.

As regards the price of land,' 50, 60, loo-acre
blocks and upwards can be had at from 3^. up to 5j-.,

loj., 15J., and £1 per acre ; but strangers arriving here
should be very cautious in buying land, until they "et
a little acquainted with the districts around them,^^
there are any amount of land agents who would sell
them cheap land which would be of no u.se to them for
settling in. There are sales of land by auction, in
Auckland every other day, where it can be bought at
from bd. per acre, which, if the persons knew it

properly before buying, they would not have it .as a
compliment with £20 a year to live on it. I have
again to refer to the Government in regard to this. In
their surveys they blocked out parishes and their allot-
ments, often reserving to themselves the best patches

parish. Instance—an emigrant arrives, who is

entitled to 40, 60, So, or more acres for himself and
family; he goes to the Government oflices, is shown
the plan, and as all the land looks flat on paper, the
poor emigrant selects his land, and gets his name
entered for it. Af^ter he goes to see it, he finds that it

is almost inaccessible, and is composed of mountain
ranges and deep ravines, in place of undulating ground
and nice little creeks, as is marked on the Government
plan. Now, this is what I call downright swindling,
by the very parties who are supposed to protect people
from being swindled. In place of the emigrant settling
on his land he sells it by auction, to save himself from
being taxed for roads, which have never been made
within a distance of, perhaps, to or 20 miles of where
his land is ; and so on it goes, the same piece of land
being sometimes mortgaged, and sometimes sold year
after year, every purchaser getting swindled, and only
the lawyersand auctioneers making anything by it. What
a pity this fine countiy has been so wretchedly governed.
If it had been otherwise, I believe it would ere now
have been one of the best countries under the sun for a
poor man or even a rich man to come to. As it is, in
the meantime, no really poor man should come to it.

Thousands of poor men are almost starving in it, and
no work for them to do. In saying this, I refer to the
class of men called tradesmen, and not to agricultural
labourers, who, if good hands, can pretty often get
work, although even they are rather plentiful just now.

I would warn the people at home to be very cautious
in believing everything the emigration agents and other
interested persons may say to them. The reasons
they have for holding out fine prospects are obvious,
and require no comment. The country is good, but
poor—too poor for poor men to come to. I could say
a great deal more on this subject, but will resei-ve it

for a future occasion.

I shall now close my letter by saying to those who
may wish to come here (and they should only be farmers
who have money to start them, either in a large or
small way, the latter being preferable) that, in place of
great quantities of clothes and other articles many lake
with them, they should take cash only, in addition to
what they really require on board ship, as clothes of
all kinds are cheaper here than at home, besides being
more suitable for the country. A good plough might
be useful, although they can be had here at very little
over the cost at home, after adding carriage ; and if
any who may wish to come have no friends before
them, let me know before they do come. I shall be
glad to meet them, and give the best advice my ex-
perience enables me. And if they make up their
minds to rough it for a short time, they will, by leading
industrious lives, in a short time attain a life of comfort
and independence, which they never can do at home,
where the "laird takes all the cream.'
"Dublin Farmers' Gazette."

m\ti\t%.

- At a recent

Sir Michael

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
British and Foreign Agriculture. -

meeting in this county, at Higham,
Beach, M.P., said: The agricultural interest has
in this country to contend against many difficulties :

not the least of these is the difference in weather
and climate between this and other more favoured
countries of the world. I have travelled lately a
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fjood deal, and I have seen in Spain, for instance,

large tracts of land wliereon with the merest

scratching of the soil splendid crops of Wheat can be

produced year after year almost indefinitely, and this

simply because the heat of the sun and the climate

generally are so much more genial than in England
that the place may properly be called a Wheat-pro-
ducing country. Then, again, not long ago I visited a

still larger Wheat-producing country—those enormous
plains and prairies of America which enable the in-

habitants there to compete on such unequal terms with

us in England. Their soil is inexhaustible because the

extent of it is inexhaustible. When the farmer has used

up one piece of land, all he has to do is to change his

location and go to another : he has no trouble about

manure, and need go to very little expense. Then,
again, in California, I saw enormous tracts producing
perhaps the finest crops of Wheat in the world ; and
the farmers there had the extra advantage that they

had an ample length of fine weather, and no rain at the

time of harvest, so that they were put to no expense
either in gathering in crops or in providing halls or

granaries wherein to store them : they simply threshed

out the corn upon the ground and exported it at once.

I mention these matters to show that we in England
have rather a hard battle to fight against other coun-
tries in producing grain, though, fortunately, there are

a pluck and an energy in Englismen—and nowhere
more manifest than among our English farmers—which
go far to conquer these obstacles of climate, and some-
how or other enable us, by the application of skill and
capital to the task, to obtain nearly all that it is pos-

sible to produce. That is one of the advantages con-
nected with these societies, in encouraging the best

manner of cultivating soil as regards ploughing.
But there is another and not a less important advan-

tage, and that is the way in which they bring us
together for pleasant social meetings. I am sure, from
what we have read every day as to the horrors and
miseries of the present war,—I do not want to say any-
thing more than I can help about what is passing on
the Continent at present ; but just for a moment look
at the effect in France of the connection between the
agricultural interest and the State ; if you had in

France such a gathering as this, you would probably
have found it under the direct patronage of Govern-
ment, presided over probably by a Government prefect.

If there had been present an independent Liberal
member, such as my friend Mr. Price, he would have
been subject to very grave suspicion on the part of the
Government official, and would probably have had
every word he uttered taken down, not by the reporters
of the country papers, but by the police. The whole
system, indeed, is thoroughly and entirely under a
paternal Government. Well, now, we in England
manage these things in a better fashion, and have done
so for many years. We gather together on these occa-
sions ; we meet probably under a local landowner, who
is a nian^I don't refer to present company in par-
ticular—of considerable experience and ability in some
point or other ; we meet the principal farmers holding
varying extents of land ; and, in fact, such a gathering
everywhere embraces different classes collected together
for the expression and continuance of friendship and
kindliness. Now, to my mind, this is no unimportant
matter in what I hope will long continue a distin-

guishing principle in our English system : I mean the
principle of local self-government. You see what has
happened in France. Everything there was dependent
upon a central Government. That has fallen through in a
moment, and you have nothing left. There doesn't seem
to be any single set of persons in the different districts of
France who are recognised as the natural leaders of the
people, to whom everybody looks up, and in whose hands
in such a fearful crisis as this they are ready to place
themselves. I do not think that under any circumstances
such a state of things could possibly happen in England.
Owing to our principle of local self-government we are
used to act together in concert. People in that way
learn independent thought and action among them-
selves

; they learn also to whom they can safely trust
for guidance and control in times of difficulty and
danger ; and if sometimes those questions occur which
introduce a little dispute and unfortunate feeling among
men who meet at the Board of Guardians or elsewhere,
yet in gatherings like the present we meet together as
friends, hear what one another has to say, see one
another in our best and kindest moments, and I am quite
sure that the intercourse gives an element of friendship
to our connection in society generally, and of very great
importance in the social economy of the country.

Mr. W. P. Price, M.P., said : I have just returned
from a trip of the same character through the fertile
plains of the Danuhian Principalities and elsewhere, in
districts which I should imagine might produce corn
enough for all the world, hut anything more barbarous
than their system of cultivation I cannot conceive.
The great undulating plains are covered with Wheat
and grain and crops of difTerent kinds. The Tartar
natives once a year plough up the land with five pairs
of oxen drawing a little wooden plough, exactly the
same as that used in the Roman Republic, 2000 years
ago

; upon that, in the spring-time, they sow broad-
cast the Wheat or Maize or other grain. When
harvest comes they cut Wheat and filth together. As
soon as it is cut it is thrown into heaps, as we put hay
together, and made into ricks at once. When they
come to thresh it, it is thrown upon earthen floors, and

simply trodden into chaff by pairs of oxen driven over

it, and then it is exposed to the wind, so that the

lighter parts of it may pass away whilst the heavier

remain behind. What the produce of these countries

might be if only they had a different system of culti-

vation it is impossible to say, but I can't help sup-
posing that it might be at the least four or five

times what it is. In some parts of the country

the natives are no doubt alive to the evil of

this condition of things. I saw on the banks of

the Danube in many places steam-threshing machines
bearing, I think, the name of Clayton & Shuttleworth,

and in some places I saw ploughs which had evidently

been imported. But on the Turkish side of the river that

condition of things does not at all prevail. There they

seem to set their faces altogether against any possible

kind of improvement, and they seem also more bar-

barous in their method of cultivation ; for when the

corn is cut the farmer can't carry it away until the

Government has taken its tithe of it. He has to wait

until the Turkish functionary can come at his leisure,

and take out every tenth stook to add to the Govern-
ment revenue. The consequence of this state of matters

is that I have passed by many miles of Maize and
Barley and Wheat which have been reduced to an
absolutely worthless condition by the bad weather to

which it has been exposed while waiting for this process

of tithing. I have no doubt that our own methods of

cultivation were originally as barbarous as theirs. We
have been rescued from that condition of matters partly

by the instinctive enterprise of the country, partly by
good laws, and partly by our security of property. But
it cannot be doubted that within the last 20 years our
agricultural progress has been stimulated very much by
the action of such societies as these.

BOTLEV.

Cakes and Other Cattle Foods. — \^t extract the

following from a recent lecture here by Mr. A.
Spooner, of Southampton :

—

Linseed cake justly stands at the head of our feeding

stuffs, and, if good and genuine, will contain about

1

1

per cent, of oil, 2S per cent, albuminous or flesh-

forming matter, 30 per cent, of non-nitrogenous

matter, such as starch, sugar, and mucilage ;

12 per cent, of woody fibre, and 5 per cent, of mineral

matters. The oil must be regarded as the most valu-

able of the respiratory form, occurring in oilcake from
the fact that, having an abundance of other respiratory

matter, in the form of starchy substances, which are

sufficient alone to sustain the animal heat, the greater

portion of the oil is converted into fat in the animal
system. Ten parts of oil is usually estimated as equal

to 22 parts of starch. The proportion of nitrogenous

matter is, generally speaking, greater than that found

in any other natural produce used as food. Mucilage
is also very abundant* in this kind of cake, which is

considered a valuable constituent in food. This

mucilage is very characteristic upon mixing oilcake

with water, when it becomes at once very gelatinous,

and is employed amongst other tests of judging the

quality. The only objection to linseed cake is its high

price, which is governed not only by the demand and
the supply, but also by the price of the oil. When the

oil sells freely, and is in great demand, it stimulates

the manufacture, but when the market is slow it tends

to increase the cost of the cake. Linseed cakes are

often, at the present time, very much adulterated,

sometimes with bran, which, although perfectly harm-
less as a feeding ingredient, diminishes the value of the

cake. At other times starchy materials, such as rice

dust and damaged grain, are occasionally met with.

These inferior cakes are usually sold at a lower price

than the genuine ones, although " farmers " are some-
what loth to think them at all inferior in quality to

those of a higher price, but rather think you are

endeavouring to "sell" them should you ask a higher

price than they have before been offered.

Rape cake, although formerly almost entirely

devoted to the purposes of manure, is now extensively

used as a feeding stuff. It does not difTer very widely

in general composition from the linseed. The follow-

ing is its composition :— Oil, \\\ per cent. ; albumen,

30^ ; starch, &c., 2S, and 8 mineral matters. Thus it

contains a higher percentage of albuminous matters

than linseed cake. However, it has a certain bitter

taste, which somewhat lowers its merit as food. The
chief objection to rape cake is its liabiHty to contain

the poisonous seed of oil of mustard, the presence of

which can be detected by mixing a little with water,

and subjecting it to heat, when the smell of the

mustard is very easily recognised. It must be borne in

mind that mustard is present more or less in almost
every sample of rape cake. Practice is, therefore,

requisite in a certain degree to ascertain to what extent

the presence of mustard is injurious. Foreign rape
cake is the best, inasmuch as it is made from seed

grown in the North of Germany and France, which is

purer than the East Indian seed, from which English
cake is usually manufactured. As its cost is about
two-thirds that of linseed cake, and its manuring value
rather greater, it is valuable for growing stock.

Decorticated cotton cake is a valuable feeding sub-

stance. It is prepared almost exclusively in the

Southern States of America, where the thick husk can

be profitably stripped off. The taste and smell of this

cake are peculiar, and less pleasant than linseed cake.

It contains as much as 41 per cent of the flesh'

forming element, and 16 per cent, of oil, as well as a
considerable proportion of phosphates, and must there-

fore be regarded as a very valuable feeding stuff,

although the quantity of respiratory matter, is rather

low compared to other cakes. If the feeding value of
food were entirely proportionate to the amount of these
constituents they contained, we should bring the value
of decorticated cotton cake higher than that of linseed,

but as this holds good only to a certain extent, we must
take into consideration the taste and smell of the
article, as well as the amount of essential constituents,

before being able to decide upon its feeding value.

The manuring value of the decorticated cotton cake,
however, is fully equivalent to the high amount of
nitrogen and phosphates it contains. It usually contains
of starch, sugar, &c., about 31 per cent.; albumen,
23.7; oil, 6.2; mineral matters, 6.5. Common or
undecorticated cotton cake contains rather a large

amount of husk, and if given in very large quantities,

is rather hazardous on account of injury which may
happen to the animals fed upon an undue proportion
of that substance. Notwithstanding, it is a valuable
addition to our feeding stuffs if used with care.

Decorticated earth-nut cake is a sweet, palatable
cake, extremely rich in flesh-forming constituents, con-
taining as much as 40 per cent. ; consequently its

manuring value is high. It is produced from a nut
found in Africa, after the extraction of the greater por-
tion of its oil, which then leaves about 7 per cent, in

the cake. Palm-nut cake is a useful growing material,

particularly for pigs. It sometimes contains as much
as 13 per cent, of oil, but the proportion is rather

variable. Its flesh-making elements are rather low.

We will now take an analysis of Beans, which is the

next most concentrated form of food, and compare it

with that of linseed cake, and we find that instead of
having 12 per cent, of oil, it has only 2 ; 24 of albu-

minous compounds, 46 of starch, &c., and 3 of mineral

matters. Now, since oil is estimated at more than
double the value of the other carbonaceous matters,

and again Beans containing considerably less of the

flesh-forming elements than cake, it follows that the

latter must be a very superior article to the former
;

and with Beans we also include Peas and Lentils,

being both very similar in composition to Beans.

We will next endeavour to ascertain the value of
some of the articles used as food from an analysis of
them, but of course nothing like certainty can be
depended upon. Some may consider and assign a
great value to one constituent, and some to another.

From what X have already said with regard to the

parts each constituent of food performs in the animal
system, I should feel justified in valuing the oil at £,20
per ton, albumen or flesh-forming element at £zq per
ton, starchy matter, &c., £17. per ton, and the mineral
matters at ^5. Then, supposing linseed cake con-

tained 12 per cent, of oil, 29 of albumen, 30 of starchy

matters, and 6 per cent, of mineral, we should bring

the value of 100 tons to ^1214— that is a trifle over
;^i2perton, which is not far from the average cost.

It is an easy way of estimating an analysis to take parts

as representing so many tons, as I have done in the
preceding instance. Now, if we were to value Beans
in the same way, we should bring them to nearly £\ r

per ton. Nine sacks of Beans, at 24J-. per sack, would
amount to £\o i6j-. This, however, might be worked
out in a different manner, as there are some Beans
heavier than others, and some of higher price. Oats,

again, contain a larger proportion of fatty matter
than Beans, viz., as much as 5 percent., but only a

little more than half as much albuminous compounds,

57 per cent, of starch, &c., and 3 per cent, mineral

matters. By the same method we should value Oats at

£\o \os. per ton. Seven quarters and a half, 37 lb. to

the bushel, at 2Sj-. per qr., would just make that sum,
which very much tended to support the relative value

given to the different constituents of food. Barley,

valued in the same way, comes to about the same price

as Oats, taking the following percentages :—Fat, 2 ;

albuminous matters, II; starch, 66; and minerals, 3.

Eleven sacks of Barley, 51 lb. to the bushel, at 38j-.

per qr., amounts to £\o gj. If we value the consti-

tuents of rape cake in the same manner as we have
those of linseed cake, we should bring the value about

the same, whereas the former can be bought at a con-

siderably lower price than the latter ; but there is this

fact, that the animals did not like rape cake, owing to

its bitter taste, which I have before alluded to, and it

is necessary to study the animal taste as well as the

food. Then, again, the oil is of a thinner substance,

and consequently is considered to be less fattening

than linseed oil. If we, therefore, were to value the

oil the same as the starch, viz., ^^12 per ton, instead

of £2.0, we should bring the value of rape cake to

something like £\o per ton, showing that it

is still cheap food if animals would eat it. The
manuring value of rape cake, owing to its richness in

nitrogenous matter, is high, being estimated at

£^ OS. gt/. per ton. Decorticated cotton and earth-nut

cakes, being still richer in those compounds, are esti-

mated even higher in manuring value, viz., £^ 6s. dd.

and ;^4 iSj. per ton respectively, whilst linseed cake is

;^3 15J, 8(/. per ton. Some people think it is more
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profitable to buy Linseed than the cake. This miglit

have been some years ago, when the former could have

been bought at a comparatively cheaper rate than now,

but, although it contains three times the quantity of

oil, it has less of the flesh-forming and starchy matters.

Therefore the cake must be more profitable than the

seed for feeding purposes. If we take the analysis of

Swedes we should find that the greater portion of them
consists of water, viz., 89^ per cent., thus leaving a

very small margin for the really necessaiy constituents

of food, which consist of i^ per cent, of nitrogenous

matter, 84 of starchy matter, and 4 per cent, of

mineral substances. What a great difference in com-
position to linseed cake. It shows the superior advan-

tage of giving cake in combination with Turnips, inas-

much as it supplies those ingredients of which the

latter is deficient— that is mainly the flesh-forming

principles. By feeding alone on Turnips a much larger

quantity of water is given than is desirable. It shows,

likewise, that we were justified in placing a higher

value on the flesh-making matters, because they are

not found to a great extent in ordinary matters of food.

If we value Swedes in the same way as we have done
the various other articles, we should bring them above
their real value, and the manuring value about 4s.

per ton. The composition of Mangel is very similar

to that of Swedes. It, however, contains a larger

amount of sugar, and is consequently, on the whole,

considered of greater value than Swedes,

On account of the large amount of nitrogenous

matter present in, oilcakes, the most profitable way of

using it seems to be in combination with some article

of an opposite character that is rich in respiratory

matter, such as barley meal, Indian Com, or the Carob
or Locust Bean. Indian Com is, however, now largely

used alone for feeding purposes, the cost of this article

being comparatively low, and its feeding qualities in

proportion high. The Locust Bean, also known by
the term St. John's Bread, contains a large amount of

sugar, which affords a means of not only augment-
ing the respiratory elements in mixtures of food,

but, at the same time, imparts a sweet flavour,

making coarse or other food more palatable to

the animal fed. This property is rather a draw-
back than otherwise in one respect, inasmuch as

the Beans appear as nice to the boys on the farm as

they do beneficial to the cattle. In fatting animals a

food in which the respiratory matter predominates
would seem to be most suitable, since the muscles or

flesh are incapable of increase to anything like the

extent as fat. Respiratory matter, in the form of vege-

table oil, is most favourable for the formation of fat ;

hence the efficiency of oilcake, although the common
respiratory matter, such as starch, sugar, mucilage, are

also, though probably less easily, available for that

purpose. We can scarcely give the animal too much
nourishment, provided its health is maintained, as we
thereby shorten the lime of fattening, and thus save the

food that would be otherwise consumed in sustaining

the system during that period. But when the system
is undergoing development, as in young or growing
animals, we gain more the advantage of growth
than the formation of fat, for which, of course,

time to ' a certain extent is necessary, in which
case the mineral elements are particularly required,

as well as a due proportion of respiiatory and flesh-

making elements. Deficient food or, what amounts to

the same thing, food which docs not furnish the requi-

site quantity of the various nutritive elements required
by the animal to meet the wants of its system, is

always a loss to the owners of stock, from the fact that

the animals cease to make progress and fall back, and
thus it requires a much larger proportion of nutritive

food to regain flesh than it otherwise would to have
retained its former condition ; and, again, all that food
consumed, instead of yielding its proper return, was
expended in keeping the animal alive. Moreover, in all

the time consumed we might have been making pro-

gress. The quantity and quality of food required by an
animal will be just in proportion to this demand upon
its system. An animal has no power to produce any-

thing which Nature has ordained that it should, unless

the raw materials of the same are supplied in food. It

is by carrying out with care and judgment the prin-

ciples involved in the feeding of animals that we can
expect to dispose of the many kinds of food at our
command to the best advantage, and thereby to deve-
lope the resources of agriculture, and increase, it is

hoped, the profits of farming.

Discussion.

Mr. Blundell said he was sure they were all obliged
to Mr. Albert Spooner for giving them such an interesting

lecture. He considered his remarks very good indeed,

and at the same time he had deduced some very practical

observations connected with a subject with which all

agriculturists should be most intimately acquainted, and
in which their interests were largely at stake. In order to

know what was the nutritive value of the cake, the farmer
should know what were its real ingredients. With regard
to the two sorts of cake of which he had spoken, they
could only test tlieir value by analysis. Some men might
say they could not do that, but there was no difficulty

when they had the Royal Agncultural Society to fall back
upon, as members of it could have anything analysed.
By sending it to the Royal Agricultural chemist they
could ascertain what that with which they were supplied
was really composed of. It was important that agricul-
turists, seeing that cake was so dear, should ask the

question, "Which is the best for cattle, cake or com?"
If Ihey took into consideration the relative fattening pro-

perties of corn and cake, the same as Mr. A. Spooner
had introduced to their notice, they would find that

while corn stood pre-eminent and unassailable in fatten-

ing animals, that the residue left from corn was very

different to that left from cake. In his (Mr. BlundcU's)
experience he could tell them what was the difference in

the state of the land where ;^ioo had been spent in feed-

ing cattle with cake, and ;^ioo in giving them corn. He
considered whether the money might be laid out more
advantageously in corn or in cake, yet the residue of

cake on ploughed land on an after crop was superior to

anything else that had come under his experience. One
observation of Mr. Spooner's with regard to the value of

Swedes and Mangels he could not quite understand.
Probably the secretary would give them some observations
upon it. As far as his experience went he thought a
Mangel was of considerable more value for fattening pur-

poses than a Swede, and if he was about to fat a bullock
he would sooner have 60 lb. of Mangel than 75 lb. of
Swedes—that was to say. it was one-fifth superior as a
root food, — that was, that he would give one-fifth less of
Mangel than he would have to do of Swedes. The
precise value of these two thing by analysis had not been
shown, and he hoped Mr. Spooner would himself give

them some idea on that point.

Mr. Jamks Withers said: Respecting the value of

cake, he could say that there was a marked difference

in the land where he had fed sheep on it and where they
had had none. He fed 2co with it and 300 without it, and
where the sheep which were fed on cake had been the

Barley was one-third better. He could not see distinctly

every fold.

Mr. W. C. Spooner said : With regard to the value of
Swedes, it appeared to him his son had taken the
theoretical value as given by analysis, subject to all

drawbacks. If they could extract all the water from
Swedes and reduce them to cake, then the positive value
would be something like what he had given it, seeing that

for every 10 tons of nutritive matter nearly 100 per cent, had
to be taken off for waste, cleaning, the carriage to the

farm, &c., which reduced their value at least one-third,

and what Mr. A. Spooner had stated would be the prac-
tical value of the Swedes if they were not attended with
those circumstances. Mr. Blundell had asked a question
with regard to hay, which stood by analysis at something
like one-half of the value of many kinds of concentrated
food, but in hay there was a considerable and continual
waste. There were scarcely two blades of grass alike,

and where the animal would eat one it often refused the
other, and thus there was waste. Some was got together
much better and in a sweeter condition than other parts,

and that which was too dry was converted into woody
fibre. This was one of the drawbacks with regard to hay,

and he thought the best possible way of using it was by
cutting it into chaff. He considered there was a great
waste with it, and it was not worth the price at which it

was now selling, viz., £6 or £j per ton. It was made of
that value in consequence of its scarcity, and because
people in the town would have it for their highly fed hoi

A statement had been shown to him with regard to some
experiments tried a long time ago by Mr. McCulloch, in

which Turnips were shown to be superior when grown
with yard dung to those grown with guano. That was
tried in Scotland, but there had been many experiments
tried since, and, although they were in favour of what Mr.
McCulloch had stated, yet they were nothing like the
extent he had made out. In Scotland they found that thi

Swede Turnips were more productive than they were ii

England. There were not many people in England who
would like to give their cattle 150 lb. of Swedes per day,
but the practice showed their nutritive nature in Scotland.
Mangels were never a large crop in Scotland, and they
were not so nutritious. They found that Mangel Wurzel
was more nutritious than Swedes, but at the same time
they should not be given too largely. Mangels contained
a very large quantity of salt, and they would find that the

green leaves contained a much larger quantity than the

roots, and that accounted for the leaves causing purging
when given to cattle. He thought the great secret in all

cattle feeding was a variety of food. Great care
required to be taken, for if they gave too much of one
food, a large quantity passed away without being acted
upon. By mixing concentrated foods with other things

much greater advantage might be obtained. Greater
results have been obtained from giving a mixture of Beans
and cake together. It had been shown that two different

kinds of food given together caused an animal to do
better because of the variety it contained. For instance,

with too niuch cake the oil would be partly wasted,
and it would pass away as unproductive matter. There
was no doubt but that the practice of combining Maize
with other food was a very good one. The paper read
had shown that linseed and rape cake were three times
more flesh-making, and was more beneficial as a manure.
These were calculations made from analysis by Dr.
Voelcker and Mr. Lawes. Indian Com was put down at

fi
5^. per ton as manuring value ; linseed cake at

3 15J. ; and rape at ^^4. Decorticated cotton cake was
put down at £^ 6s., and decorticated earth-nut cake and
others at about the same. Much depended upon the way
in which the palate of the animal was suited. A gentle-

man, who was a successful exhibitor at Southampton, and
also at Smithfield, had just had some Locust Beans. He
had also a quantity last year, and he did not know what
he wanted them for, unless they were given to the

animals. No doubt one of his reasons was that they

might have a variety of food, and so their palates would
be tempted. He thought if people who relied upon the

different sorts of condiments were to mix a few Locust
Beans instead, they would find that their animals would
eat their food better, and that much good would result

from it. If any further explanations were wished he
should be happy to give it.

Mr. Leane quite agreed with Mr. Spooner with regard
to the feeding of cattle, but he was not aware there was
so much salt in Mangel. He had been giving his beasts

140 lb, of Mangel, 7 lb, of Unseed cake, 4 J lb. of cotton

cake, and 6\ lb. of bean, pea, and barley meal each per

day, but he never knew them so thirsty before. Since the

Mangel had been taken away tlioy had begun to refuse

the water, which they wanted so badly before, and thus
the cause was explained.

A VRSHIRE.

Farm Fences : their Erection and Management.—At
a recent general meeting of this Club, the following

paper on " Farm Fences—their Erection and Manage-

ment," was read by Mr. Murdoch of Ilolehouse :

—

Mr. Murdoch said : After making some investi-

gation lately into the state of farm fences in this district,

I am sorry to say I find they are in anything but a good

condition. The hedge fences, as a rule, are full of

gaps ; while dead and half dead Thorns are veiy

numerous. There are a great many good stone fences,

but the majority are in a kind of tumble-down con-

dition, and in much need of being rebuilt. They seem

indeed in many cases to have been left to take care of

themselves. Vet nothing is of more importance than

good fences, and nothing gives more trouble and

annoyance to the farmer than bad ones. The origin

of fencing is believed to be a very ancient one.

The general division of land into enclosures seems to

have been a recent one in this country. In Ayrshire,

probably, all the present fencing was erected within

the last 100 years. Indeed, I have spoken with old

people who remembered when a person could, and

did, ride miles and miles straight through the country

without coming in contact with more than one or two.

Not unlikely the first attempt at fencing was directed

towards keeping crummie out of the kailyard. There

are three kinds of fences in general use amongst us,

viz.. Thorn, stone, and wire ones. Paling and flakes

are also used, but only as temporary or movable ones.

As there is no kind of fences so common in our cul-

tivated districts as Thorn ones, so we shall consider

their erection and management first.

The Characteristics of a good Hedge.—A think they

are impenetrability, regularity, and occupancy of the

least possible space. How, then, best to attain these

ends are points for our consideration. We must,

of course, first plant a hedge, next nurse and train it

well, and then, if wo. have succeeded in erect-

ing a good fence, the last, but not least, important

matter is to keep it so permanently. But, again, how
these desirable ends can be easiest accomplished is

rather a subject of dispute, and one about which I

have no decided opinion. In the planting of hedges

two methods are pursued. One is to plant the young

Thorns, or quicks as they are commonly called, on the

brow of an open ditch, made for the purpose of keeping

the roots of the young plants dry, the earth taken

from the ditch being heaped up in a kind of bank

above the rest of the plants. From the depth of the

ditch, this covering is mostly fragments of subsoil

matter. A fence of this kind will take up a stretch

of land 6 or 7 feet broad. The other method is that

of planting on the surface, or flat, as it is called.

When this mode is adopted, the intended Thorn bed

should be deeply dug or trenched to a width of

30 inches, and also a little raised above the general

level by throwing some extra soil on it, six months or

so before the plants are put in. Either of these modes
may be adopted, according to pleasure or circum-

stance, and, if I may venture an opinion on their

relative merits, I would prefer the latter. On good

dry soils it seems to me to cause little difference which

way the work is done. Planting on the surface takes

up much less space, is the least expensive method,

and, with equal soil and attention, will produce a

fence equally good. In the old ditching system the

ditches were made so large that they appear to me
not only a waste of land, but a positive injury to the

hedge itself. By having a deep ditch on one side,

the roots are not only all forced to take one direction,

but they also soon get bare in consequence of the

earth falling down in winter when loosened by frosts

or rain. Again, from being planted so much above

the level of the soil, and covered with such a great

bank of poor, cold subsoil clay, the plants have a hard

struggle to live at all. The most favoured may indeed

succeed in throwing out a few new shoots annually,

but far more only leaves, while not a few annually

give up attempting either. Unless when running

water requires to be sent down the ditch I would

reduce the size of the ditch as much as possible. Any
surface water is much better carried off by drains,

one of which should always be quite close to the hedge.

In upland districts, with cold wet land, hedges should

never be attempted. I have never seen them succeed.

Hedges may be planted with various kinds of

plants, either singly or mixed, such as Whitethorn,

Crab tree. Privet, and Beech. Whitethorn is mostly

used alone, though I like a mixture better. In the

rearing and training of young hedges, it is indispensable

that they should be kept clean, and well defended by

guard fences of some kind. I would be in favour of

wire ones for this purpose. It is necessary, also, that

they should be trimmed occasionally, and brought into

form. I would not cut a young hedge before the

second or third year. I would then cut both the

breast and top^ shoots, and give it the wedge or ^
form—broad at the bottom and narrow at the top-
leaving it about 2 feet high. I think many of our

hedges are trimmed too narrow at the bottom to make
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secure fences. I would afterwards trim them every
second year for the next six or eight years, at each
cutting allowing them to rise in height 6 or 8 inches,

according to the progress they made. By this means,
at the end of eight or ten years I would have a

good fence, from 4 to 5 feet high, and be able to dis-

pense with the guard or temporary fencing altogether.

I am aware many treat their young hedges dif-

ferently, and that even a few never cut them at all.

Many are in favour of trimming every year, while
some prefer one shape and some another. In read-
ing a discussion on this subject that took place in

England some time ago, I observed one of the

speakers, a proprietor, contended that a hedge should
be trained till it was 6 feet broad at the bottom, and
he ended by showing what excellent protection such a
fence afforded to game. This seems rather an un-
necessary waste of land. Still, in looking at our best
trimmed hedges, I think we eiT the other way. Land,
no doubt, is valuable, but good fences more so.

The After-Management of Hedge Fences.—There are
various systems pursued. The first is to cut the fence
annually ; the second, to cut it occasionally ; and the
third, which can only through courtesy be called
a system, is to leave it alone altogether. The
first gives the fence a very neat and tidy appearance,
and those who practise the system consider the
hedge tlirives best under such treatment. This
may be called the advanced system. Tlie second,
though less in favour, has most admirers, and
is the one to which I belong, both in faith

and practice. In comparing these two methods,
I admit nothing gives a finer appearance to a farm than
good, well trimmed hedges, yet, generally speaking,
much depends on whether you have a purely cropping
or grazing farm, and whether you are in a high,
unsheltered situation or not. Besides, from all I can
see, these finely trimmed hedges are frequently more
open and bare at the bottom, however close tliey may
be at the top, and are also in a less healthy and thriv-

ing state than those only cut every second or third year.
Altogether there is more beauty than utility, more show
than substance, and more expense than benefit about
regularly trimmed fences. I will now leave the respec-
tive merits of these two methods to be more fully
brought out in the discussion, and would only remark
on the third, or let-well-alone system, and that with a
view of mitigating that wrath to which I may be
exposed for those who follow it, that such fences alone
produce that splendid show of milk-white blossom
which so much adorns the landscape, pleases the eye,
inspires the poet, and perfumes the passing breeze,
while they also provide a shady retreat for cattle from
the summer sun, and a cozy shelter from the wintry
blast. Hedges, however well or ill kept on a cropping
farm, generally overgrow themselves in a longer or
shorter period. There is, then, no other way of
renewing it but that of cutting it in or ribbing it, and
allowing it to make new wood all over. Either one
or both sides may be cut, according to circumstances.
When both sides are cut, the height may be brought
down to about 3 feet. Cutting of this kind ought
always to be done when the fields on each side of the
hedge are under crop. If crop should only be on one
side of the hedge, then I would only rib that side,
leaving the other till a similar opportunity occurred,
so as to prevent having it damaged by cattle. In rib-

bing a hedge, the cuts should all be carefully made
upwards, and the side branches cut pretty close to the
main standard. Cutting may be done any time between
November and April. This method will generally
restore an ordinary hedge, but something more is

needed to restore our really bad ones, the handiwork
of our predecessors, .spoken of before. As perhaps
nearly one-half of our hedges are of this character, the
task is a difficult and expensive one. With not a few,
I am convinced by far the best plan would be to root
out the old plants altogether, and plant new ones a
short distance from the old situation.

To Improve Old Hedges.—A very good method is to
cut them about 6 inches from the ground, clean out
all the old rubbish, dig along the back of the hedge,
and plant the gaps with good strong young plants.
I should prefer bush ones for this work. Another
plan, called plashing, sometimes succeeds very well

;

where there is plenty of wood, a branch is laid down
from each side of the gap when the fence is being cut,
so that the two shall meet in the centre. They are
then fastened to the ground by a peg. Wlien gaps
are very wide, however, there is no alternative but
to fill them with plants, and when the soil is poor a
little dung or rich earth may be applied to advantage.
I have got another, and an entirely new plan to
bring before your notice, and though a somewhat
novel one, and one which you may be at first disposed
to smile at, nevertheless I will state it. It is simply
this

: When you have an old hedge of the nature I
have been describing, allow a good quantity of old
grass and under-growth to collect about it. .Some
good March day set fire to it, and give the old half-
dead stems a good scorching. They will, though ap-
parently half burnt up, send out numerous fine stronn
healthy shoots—the basis of a new and better hedge"
I saw a rather extensive instance of this kind of
renovation lately. A neighbour of mine, who farms
his oivn lands, had two or three fields which had

neither been grazed nor cut for the last three years,
and which were accidently burnt do\vn last spring.
As the amount of combustible matter was consider-
able, the hedges were much burnt, and seemed all
but destroyed. Now, however, beautiful, long, healthy
sprouts may be seen growing from the roots of the old
plants ; and while some of the old plants are seem-
ingly dead in the tops, the greatest number are still

alive. If the old Thorns were now cut down, I believe
the hedges wouU be vastly improved. Whether
equally good results would follow every such method,
I don't pretend to say. Every one is at liberty to
think as he pleases about the matter. We have now
done with hedge fences.

In upland districts, or where the soil is cold, damp,
or poor, by far the best fence to use is a stone one. It
makes indeed a good fence on any farm, and for glazing
land or march boundary it is invaluable. In erecting
a dry stone fence, care should be taken to provide good
large stones for the founds. The larger the stones,
the stronger the fence will be. It is impossible to
obtain large stones to build all the fence single, but I
would have the butts or double parts short—not more
than 4 or 5 feet. I consider a dyke built solely with

,11 stones at the bottom a perfect waste of time and
money. Five feet is a very good height for a fence of
this sort, and if well built and limed on the top, it will
last a lifetime. As to the cost, much depends on the
distance the stones have to be driven. They are gene-
rally, however, driven by the farmer. The building
itself may be done at from (jd. to \s. per yard.
There is many of our old stone dykes in much
need of being rebuilt, and that operation can
be done for a similar sum, while only a few addi-
tional stones are needed. A stone dyke, when
erected, is a fence at once, gives good shelter,

and entails almost no expense on the farmer
afterwards for repairs, unless, indeed, it should
be favoured with a passing visit occasionally
from our hunting gentry ; and then, though there should
be a few gaps to build up, the honour of having to do
so is considered to be ample recompense for the
trouble. The farmer, besides, has the unspeakable
gratification of seeing how quickly some can dismount
and pull it down ; or, better still, the noble chance of
being offered \s. to do it himself ; or, still further,
being astonished at the style in which each, afterwards,
charges and clears the few remaining stones. In some
places gates have been wisely put up to prevent such
things taking place. On the estate with which I am
connected this has been partially done, and the results

have been very satisfactory. The best description of
fencing we have to consider is wire fencing. It makes
a good fair fence, is cheaply and easily erected, occu-
pies little space, and when well put up, keeps in cattle

or sheep well. When it is intended to be used as a
permanent fence, good strong wire and posts should be
used, otherwise cattle will soon break or injure it. It

may be erected at a cost of from 311'. to \s. per yard,
according to the strength and number of wires, and
size of posts used. Railway companies are adoptmg
wire in preference to Thorn and wood fences.

INVERNESS.
Storing Turnips.—At last meetmg of this Society,

Mr. MoLLISON, Dochfour, read a paper on this sub-
ject. The whole process of cultivating the Turnip is

very heavy, the total cost on an average being not
much under £<) per acre, exclusive of rent. Although it

would not be fair to debit the Turnip crop with the whole
of this cost, still a full crop cannot be grown at much less

money. The loss caused by a failure in the crop
spreads itself over a series of years. Not only must
fewer stock be kept, but those that are kept are
invariably stinted, and the effect of this on young
animals is only felt in after years. The manure heaps
will also be less in bulk, and greatly less in v.alue ;

and, apart from this, a good crop of Turnips is of itself

amehorating to the soil, as its broad green leaves draw
more from the manurial gases of the atmosphere than
any other of our agricultural plants. Briefly sketching
the history of the Turnip in this country, he showed
that neither pains nor expense had been spared in its

improvement and proper cultivation. No other crop
could be influenced in the same degree by good or bad
cultivation. It is nothing remarkable to find on poor
soil, if properly cultivated and bberally manured, a
crop weighing from 30 to 40 tons per acre ; while on
good soil, when cultivation and manuring are neg-
lected, we may find the crop not exceeding 2 tons per
acre, the very plants appearing as if they belonged to a
diflerent tribe. But after all this pains and expense,
our Turnip crop is shamefully and wastefully exposed
during winter.

After numerous experiments extending over a
number of years I .^m convinced that every variety of
Turnip as soon as it arrives at maturity of size, and gets
into a state of torpor, immediately commences to lose
its most valuable juices by evaporation, unless covered
from the action of the atmosphere, and if exposed to
frost this loss will certainly be greatly facilitated.

Experiments have also satisfied me, that the better the
quality the more readily will the Turnips be injured by
frost. This, however, is not so sui-prising, as the most
juicy Turnips are almost invariably the best. And while
it is known that an average specimen of the Turnip con-
tains from 80 to 90 per cent, of water, and that a freez-
ing liquid expands and will burst the strongest vessel.

we can readily imagine that the cells or vessels which are
charged with the juices of the Turnips will be ruptured
by the action of frost, and the whole natural arrange-
ments of the bulb destroyed. In any case the loss by
evaporation after the interior of the bulb has been so
damaged will be excessive. In proof of which let two
Turnips be weighed, say in the month of April, the
one having been exposed where it grew to the severity
of winter, the other having been properly stored imme-
diately after arriving at maturity, and before being
injured by frost, and of two yellows, the difference will
be from 40 to 75 per cent., and of two Swedes from
10 to 30 per cent. I need scarcely say that the juices
that do remain are greatly deprived of their pleasant
taste and nutritive qualities. Every one knows that a
Swede suffers less from the action of ordinarily severe
frost than a yellow does, this is no doubt owing to the
greater density of the Swede, the vessels or cells of
which, being small, will not, although ruptured to
some extent, facilitate the loss by evaporation to the
same extent as in the more porous bulb of the yellow.
The opinion of the meeting was all but unanimous

in favour of storing Turnips ; but as to the mode of
storing, various opinions were expressed.

Mr. Logan, Stonyfield, last season stored his
Turnips about this time, covering them up, leaves and
all, and not one went wrong.
Mr. Ca.merijn, Viewhill, let Turnips, when put in

pits, have a little air ; if they had not some air they
began to mould. He did not approve of leaving shaws
on if they were heavy.

Mr. MOLLISON said he had tried various ways for
storing Turnips. A good way was to take a dozen or
5 drills, take the shaw and the tail slightly off, throw

them into heaps, or into pits if the land was dry, put a
little earth through them, and then cover them with
five or six inches of earth. Mixing earth with them
kept them nice and fresh. Turnips would keep in this

way until June 26, and the cattle relished them
much better than if they were stored without being
mixed with earth.

Mr. Scott, Parks of Inches, stores eight weeks'
Turnips, and then as long as the weather keeps open
carts home what he requires, drilling up the rest with
a plough. Those that were drilled up were as heavy
as five of those that were not drilled, and had double
the sap. Put on the harrows in spring, and you soon
take off the earth.

Mr. Hamilton, Cantraybruiach, had lifted in the
field with the tops on when he did not require to eat
the Turnips off with sheep. When he took the
Turnips home, he lopped the root and crop, put them
in pits, and put some turf over them.
Mr. Macpherson, Drumore, never stores his Turnips

during frosty weather. If there was the least frost in
them, only the breadth of a sixpence, they were sure
to rot. Those that he cannot store he drills up. A
week or two before the new year farmers require to
have Turnips stored, or they run a great risk.

Mr. CraN', Kirkton, was in favour of storing in
heaps near the steading when Wheat had to be sown.
In Aberdeenshire, which he knew best, they had always
plenty of snow to cover their Turnips.

Mr. Eraser, Balloch, approved of drilling like Mr.
Scott, but asked when Turnips were matured ? In
light lands, and with an open winter, they grew a great
deal in November and December. By keeping them
unstored until Christmas the crop would be about a
third more.
The Ch.\irman, in summing up, said the experience

of the meeting in the way of storing was in favour of
putting three or four drills together, and ploughing
them in with a little soil. It appeared to be almost
invariably followed with success, and so far as he could
judge seemed to be the easiest way.

This concluded the discussion.

Successful Farming: Its Essentials, &=€., from
the Diary of an Amateur Farmer. By the Rev.
W. Holt Beever, M.A., Oxon. Bradbury, Evans
&Co.

There may be a good deal here on the essentials of
successful farming, but it is the "&c."in the title of
the book which most accurately describes its contents.

Beginning, as on a key-note, with the maxim, " A
pkace for everything, and everything in its place,"
there never was a performance which so belied its own
leading doctrine. The following are the two lines with
which the book begins:— "Under this heading I

conglomerate at random, as they rise, all sorts of hints

and ideas ;" and the author thus fairly describes the
jumble of incoherent fragments which he has collected

over 200 pages within the boards of a very stylish

binding.

Let us, nevertheless, admit that the gossip of an
agreeable chatterbox is often vastly pleasanter to the

ear than the heavy, though it may be wise and useful,

conversation of an experienced man. Mr. Beever's
pages will be read without labour, and he will thus
beguile his readers into the reception of many a sensible

and homely truth, which in clumsier hands might fail

ofgaining access where, nevertheless, it may be wanted.
It is impossible to take an extract which shall fairly

illustrate the contents of such a mixture of scraps or
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"odds and ends," as is here collected, and hardly

possible to take one which does not illustrate the airy

style of the collector. The following is given under

the head of

—

J^eadhrg.— " Do not confine yourself to agricultural

subjects, nor neglect reading altogether. 'Tis a capital

well to draw at. The weekly agricultural journals will

solve many doubts for you, besides keeping you up in the

knowledge of what is going in the markets—meat, wool,

tallow, &c. If in spring time your young Wheat begins

mysteriously to withdraw from existence, and your ewes
throw dead lambs, and the foals are born but to expire,

turn to the Mark Lane Express, and you will find an
echo to your sorrows with probably an antidote appended.
There is always an epidemic in such cases, unless the mis-

fortune come of some exceeding carelessness on your
part ; in which case you will probably find out your error

for yourself, though at a period too late to mend it. A
hterary drink of this sort, over a pipe, in the twisted seat

on the lawn after breakfast, will point your plans, and
put you up a good half-mile above your less studious

neighbours.

"Practice and reading together, as a sandwich, with
just the pepper and mustard of occasional discomfiture to

flavour it, that's the way to get on in the end, my young
friend. _

" And yet just to show how little the profession

generally avails itself of the advantage to be derived from
books, only ten minutes ago, meeting an old and ex-

perienced farmer, I asked him, ' Well, what about the

Wheat plant ? There are great complaints of it being thin.

'

' Eh, dear, yes ; look at that field there' (pointing to one
upon the hill in the distance), 'it's nearly all gone; it's

the grubs do it.' 'Clover lay was it?'
—

'It was."
You mean then the daddy-longlegs' grub?'— 'I don't

know, I'm sure, I never heard of that sort.' ' Is it like

this ?
' (and I drew a rough sketch of the pest on the back

of a letter).
—

' Yes, that's it ; but I should have thought
that the frost we have had would have killed them all

;

I'm sure they were ploughed down deep enough too.' As
if the Nature that had directed the parent fly to deposit

her eggs on the Clover lay, would not have provided in

some way for the protection of the offspring !

"A widely prevailing popular error is it that worms,
&c., are destroyed by hard weather. They need only
bore deeper, if not otherwise protected by the trenches.

They are not so neglected as the Crimean soldiers were.

And instinct is often superior in its ways to reason. It is

well known to the naturalist that ' even very severe cold

is not necessarily destructive of the vital properties of
organised tissues ; so that on a restoration of the proper
amomit of heat, their functions may continue as before.*

Fishes have been so completely frozen as to be brittle, and
yet have revived when thawed. ' In one of Captain
Ross's Arctic voyages, several caterpillars of the Laria
Rossii having been exposed to a temperature of 40'' below
zero, froze so completely, that when thrown into a tumbler
they chinked like lumps of ice. When thawed they
resumed their movements, took food, and underwent
their transformation into the chrysalis state. One of them,

which had been frozen and thawed four times, subse-

quently became a moth. The eggs of the slug have been
exposed to a similar degree of cold without the loss of their

fertility.'

" Nor, again, will extreme drought destroy them,
' Many instances are on record in which snails and other
terrestrial moUusks have revived after what appeared to

be complete desiccation ;
and the eggs of the slug, when

dried-up by the sun, or by artificial heat, and reduced to

minute points only visible with the microscope,

found not to have lost their fertility, when they are
moistened by a shower of rain, or by immersion in water,

which restores them to their former plumpness. Even
after being treated eight times in this manner, such eggs
have been hatched when placed in favourable circum-
stances ; and even eggs in which the embryo was
distinctly formed, survived such treatment without

damage. ' ( ' Carpenter's Physiology.
'

)

" The only way really to grapple with them, and that

is not of necessity successful, is to lime and salt the

surface well before you turn it in. It affords, so, an un-
comfortable blanket for the lodger, especially when you
have further tightened your hold upon him by the help of
Crosskill's roller. It is essential to remember this, since

ploughing a lay in for Wheat has been so stoutly advocated
on the ground that the vegetable matter so buried is

admirable feeding for the young Wheat.
" Oiu* friend, the advocate of this view, of a certainty

can never have been acquainted with the daddy-longlegs'

son and heir ; a visit from whom, we can seriously affirm,

once to have experienced is never to forget.

"There is, or used to be, a notion that 'any fool'

would do for a farmer or a parson. If a parent of means
had a dull son, he always fixed him in a farm or sent him
' into the Church.' Both ideas are expiring, I am glad
to say.

" To be a successful agriculturist, as a useful minister,

now-a-days. needs brains, heart, study, practice, energy,

and kindness. At the homestead there must be an utter

abolishment of all mouldy notions of wooden ploughs
with four horses driven by a second man

; as, in the
pulpit, of lemon-colour hereditary manuscripts of dreary
reasoning and vapid exhortation. There is more real life

needed now, or the one may be relied on soon to empty
his church, and the other to bolt at an early date before
the bailiff.

" What a farmer Lord Dundonald would have made,
if he had taken to it ! We should soon have heard of
startling, yet solid improvements. The man who could
set his pursuers on a wrong tack during the night by
hanging out a lantern on a tub set adrift ; who could, in

defence of a ruined tower, appal a gallant enemy by a
ckevaux~de-frise all hung, seaman-like, with shark-hooks on
knotted cords ; and who watered his ship, under dangerous
circumstances, by lugging through the unwilHng brine a
fotesail sewn up as a bag, and filled from boats

' By the blue rushinj^ of the arrowy Rhone,'

would have soon, if it had pleased him, gone to the fore

in the Southdown and Shorthorn line. ' The like o' he
'

had kept the market stirring, as his solitary black frigate

kept the coast of France on the qui vlve. Witness only
what the lamented Sir J. Conroy did during only four

years' absence from the camp and court ; more, in fact, by
a long score, than a whole legion of antique traditional

agriculturists had done within a century—what with their

hide-bound ridge-backed stock, their liming, their want of
method, and their inveterate prejudice.

"Since writing the above, in Dickson's 'Modern
Husbandry ' I find frequent reference to a work by an
earlier Lord Dundonald, ' On the Connection between
Chemistry and Agriculture.' It is satisfactory to have
made a so far successful hit.

" Each day tie up all the small ends of your work as
they occur, no matter how small individually ; as each
post you should tear up every letter you have answered,
and have no need to keep ; it is astonishing how rapidly

and closely they accumulate in a few years, most certainly

to be a nuisance and obstruction, just as a stout meal of

mincemeat is more likely than most meals to lead to

internal disorder, because you are apt to underrate the

unit, and so insufficiently go through your mastication.

" It is a bad thing in farming, as in any other pursuit,

to let the mind range too far. It flushes birds there is no
reason to disturb, and leads to unwise thinking, aitas

speculation. Confine yourself to the immediate—the
needful. Life progresses despite and beside your planning
and endeavours, and brings its duties all, as Francis'

pike-tackle, with its hooks attached. There is a spice

about the practical that keeps life comfortable. No
visionary thinker but has dyspepsia, or the like."

Farm Memoranda,
[The fallowing

L the Scotsman.

AucHLossAN, Aberdeenshire.
is an abridgment of a report given

Edinburgh newspaper,]

In many respects, one of the most important under-
takings in the shape of land reclamation ever efTected

by a tenant-farmer in the North has been accomplished
on the farm of Auchlossan, Aberdeenshire, by James
W. Barclay. These improvements are exceptional in

Aberdeenshire in point of extent, and involved engi-

neering difficulties of no ordinary character. Auch-
lossan is beautifully situated in the valley of Lumph-
anan. It is about 25 miles south-west of Aberdeen,
and is intersected by the Deeside Extension Railway,
and by a road which at one time was the most
frequented, leading from the Mearns and Strathmore
over the *' Cairn o' Mouth " and Mount Keen to Don-
side, Huntly, and the North.

The improvements which we propose describing

consisted chiefly of the draining of Loch Auchlossan
and the reclamation of its bed. About 180 acres

were wholly under water, and 60 acres were of a
marshy nature. From a dense mass of Equisetacene and
other aquatic plants vegetating in the loch, it was diffi-

cult to see where dry land ended and water began.
The depth of water varied from 2 to 5 feet. The loch

was long known as one of the best spots for wildfowl
shooting in the North. While some good sport was
yielded by the loch, its existence was by no means
beneficial to the district. On the contrary, it proved
detrimental to the salubrity of the climate ; and the

large mass of decaying vegetation every autumn must
have had an unwholesome effect on health. The great

mass of vegetation in the loch testified that under tlie

water there was abundance of fertile soil. This, com-
bined with the injuiy it inflicted on the neighbouring
farmers, fostered a desire on the part of the landlords

to have the loch drained and the bed reclaimed. The
loch, being the joint property of three landlords—viz.,

Mr. Farquharson of Finzean, Lord Iluntly, and Mrs.
Shaw of Auchinhove—the difficulties consequent on
the divided owTiership could not be overcome till

1S59. In that year, the proprietors requested Mr. J.
F. Beattie, land-surveyor, Aberdeen, to prepare a
plan for draining the loch ; and the means by which
the proprietors proposed to have the work accom-
plished was to give a tenant a lease for a certain

number of years, free of rent, on condition that the

tenant should drain and reclaim the loch at his own
expense. It was advertised for some time, but no
one was found possessed of sufficient capital or enter-

prise to undertake the work. Afterwards, however,
Mr. James W. Barclay happened to visit the loch, and
he forthwith submitted a plan of his own to the pro-

prietors. The result was that Mr. Barclay obtained a
lease of the arable land of Auchlossan Farm, extending
to over 180 acres, and a lease of the loch, for 25 years.

For the loch, the agreement bore that no rent should
charged during the first 20, and only ;^ioo for each

of the remaining five years. Owing to the difficult

nature of the operations, the proprietors afterwards

voluntarily extended the lease to 27 years.

At Whitsunday, i860, Mr. Barclay got possession,

and at once commenced his difficult task in accordance
with his own plan, which was to divert the two princi-

pal streams by which the loch was fed. The burn that

ran into the loch at the north-east end was, by means
of a canal or ditch, carried along the east side of the

loch, and joined the outlet at the south corner. In a
similar way, the burn entering at the west end was
taken along the south-west margin. The leading

feeders were thus led off chiefly in the old bed, but
without passing through the loch. There still remained
the stagnant water, the surface rainfall, and a small — — - 1

I streamlet entering at the north side, to dispose of. To ' one acre. The land on Deeside being naturally light

accomplish this, a large drain, with an eye of 2 feet

by 3, partly ttmneled and partly excavated from the
surface, was formed alongside, but about I4 feet below
the former outlet.

After the execution of the main drain and the two
side watercourses, the next step was to run open
ditches through the loch to cany off the surface water,

when some idea as to the after proceedings might be
obtained. In the space of two days and nights the stag-

nant water disappeared. The whole area of the loch

was then furrow-drained as speedily as possible. The
general principle adopted was to cut the ditches from
2 to 3 feet deep, and leave them open for some time to

allow the land to dry. The drains were afterwards

deepened by about 18 inches, and filled immediately
from the lower end to prevent slipping. The drains

were about ten yards apart, fully 4 feet deep, and were
all laid with coupled pipes 2 inches in diameter, the leaders

having 5-inch pipes. The ground having been conso-

lidated considerably ere the drains were finallyexcavated,

the tenant hopes to have an ordinarydrain depthafterthe
soil has been quite pulverised, and the surface vegetable
matter exhausted. The drains have given the utmost
satisfaction. The leaders discharge their contents

into the various large open canals which intersect the

bed of the loch. With one or two exceptions, how-
ever, these canals have now been covered. Owing to

the soft blue clay encountered in a part of the main
cutting towards the loch, and, indeed, through a part

of its bed, the sides of the watercourse had to be
"stayed out." Posts about 7 feet long were driven
into the soil, about 2 feet apart, at each side, supported
by numerous stretchers with longitudinal backings.

By the time the wood gets decayed it is expected the

banks will be so consolidated as to hold out sufficiently.

But we must go back a little, for we find that the

drainage was not completed before any portion of the

ground thus reclaimed was under crop. Though it

was the autumn of 1862 before the surface-water was
run ofT, upwards of 20 acres were sown with Oats, and
raised an excellent crop in 1S63. Year by year con-
siderable additions have been made to the acreage

under crop until last season, when the whole bed of the

loch and the surrounding marsh land, extending to

261 acres, formed an unbroken cultivated level, yield-

ing fine heavy crops. A great part of the ^bottom of

the lower loch was composed principally of dense
masses of fine hair-like roots, matted together not less

than 3 feet deep. These were the roots of the Equi-
setacece, and, with the roots of the various other
grasses, were found rather troublesome to deal with,

being very slow in decaying.

From the outset, the efforts of Mr. Barclay have
been directed to the decay of the surface vegetation, in

order to get down to the rich soil below. The soft

spongy nature of the ground necessitated manual
labour entirely for the first two or three years. Every
acre of the loch had to be turned over by men with
spades, not only during the first year, but the second,

and in some parts more. The cost of delving alone

was about 6oj-. per acre the first year, and 30^. per
acre each succeeding season. Harrowing was also

accomplished by manual labour, and it is needless to

add that, from the expensive means employed, the

land only received the minimum amount of this

important branch of tillage. This year, and especially

in the dry season of 1 868, the crops of grain were very

heavy, and of excellent quality. The yield of grain is

quite in proportion to the bulk of straw, and the

quality may be inferred when the weight is stated to

range from 40 lb. to 44 lb. per bush.

Some of the ground carried its sixth succeeding crop
of Oats this year without receiving manure of any kind.

Excepting a crop of Turnips occasionally, to clean the

land, there has been nothing sown but Oats, and it is

not intended to change the present system so long as

the crops continue as fine as hitherto. When the land
is under Turnips—which has only occurred to the

extent of about 30 acres during the last two or three

years—about 3^ cwt. of phosphate per acre have been
applied. This is all the manure of any description

that Mr. Barclay has found it advisable to use on
the new land, and he does not expect to require

it more extensively for some years at least. As
well as to prepare the ground for the seed the

first few years, manual labour accomplished the

gathering of the crops to the stackyard. For
several years, however, this extra trouble and expense
have been saved. This year it will be all ploughed
by teams of oxen, and this autumn horses have been
employed regularly on the new land, ploughing and
carting. Every year as the matted material, for-

merly so abundant on the surface, disappears, the

plough turns up a few inches of virgin soil, which,
when harrowed, forms a fresh mould to cover the

seed and nourish vegetation. So much consolidated

has the bed of the loch now become that ploughing

and harrowing are accomplished quite easily, and
rolling was accomplished last season by means of

oxen. This year there are about 35 acres yielding

Turnips ; and all over there is more than an aver-

age yield, while in some places the bulbs are of

immense size. The land is not put under grass, as is

common after Turnips, but sown with Oats, until its

turn comes again for gieen crop. The average yield

of grain last year was from 6 to 7 qr. per acre. In

several fields as much as 10 qr. have been reaped off
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and dry, there is often a scarcity of fodder, and

therefore the reclamation of the loch is all the more
valuable. In the first place, it is valuable to the

tenant, inasmuch as the demand for fodder is gene-

rally greater in that district than in many others ; and,

in the second place, it is an advantage to the Deeside

farmers to have a supply in the locality, by which
they can eke out their own sometimes stunted crop.

The extent to which the want of fodder prevails in

that part of the country may be judged from the fact

that Mr. Barclay received upwards of ^5cm3 for straw

alone in 1S68, sold almost entirely to farmers farther

up Deeside.

Two service roads were formed through the new land,

of a united length of 1000 yards. What was formerly

the loch is situated entirely west of the railway, while

a considerable part of the old arable land and the farm

steading are east of the line. The diying of the loch

has reclaimed 50 acres of land previously water-logged,

along the margin of the lake. The whole expanse of

about a mile from east to west, and in some parts nearly

three-quarters of a mile from north to south, is within

a few feet of being a dead level. The lowest part of

the loch is fully 7 feet above the level of the main drain

or tunnel, as it joins the new land at the southern

corner. This does not afford a great margin, but it is

sufficient to draw off the water through the. leader

drains. The former channel of the loch is about

410 feet above the level of the sea. Twenty-two acres

at the north-west end of the lock have been improved
since the water was run off, but belong to another
tenant.

Alike the most formidable and expensive part of the

operations was the tunnel and main outlet. It raised

the sum actually required for reclaiming the land very
considerably. This outlay, however, was inevitable.

The drying and trenching cost in all over ;i^5000, or

about ^^23 per acre. The outlays have been very

heavy, but there is every reason to expect that the

enterprising tenant will, before the expiry of his lease,

be amply remunerated for his enterprise and dis-

bursements.

The arable land of the farm, thanks to an abundant
supply of farmyard and artificial manure, is now in a

high state of cultivation—forming a marked contrast to

the condition in which it was \\'hen Mr. Barclay entered

the farm only 10 years ago. The new land requiring

no manure, the tenant is enabled to bestow more on
the old arable soil. Mr. Barclay has at his own
expense rebuilt and remodelled an extensive and com-
modious farm-steading. One byre, forming the north
wing of the square, designed and built by Mr. Barclay,

would compete with any of its kind in the county, both
for extent and completeness of arrangement. There
are between 30 and 40 head of pure polled cattle at

Auchlossan, with one or two exceptions bred by the

present owner. In this herd there are severalgood speci-

mens of the Scotch polled breed. The origin ofstock was
selected in the Alford, Cromar, and Deeside districts

—

the centre of the best polled cattle. In 1S69, Mr. Bar-
clay got the 1st prize at the Royal Northern Agricul-

tural Society's show at Aberdeen for a yearling polled

bull of his own breeding. Last summer, an Auchlossan
bull, still in the herd, came in 3d at Aberdeen, and a

2-year-old heifer, from the same place, stood 2d to

Lively, then at Castle Fraser, but now in the possession

of Lord Huntly. Besides these, there are other young
beasts of merit in Mr. Barclay's herd. Three pairs of

horses and four or five pairs of oxen labour the farm,

which now consists of 410 arable acres of highly culti-

vated productive soil. The shifts on the old land are

enclosed by substantial stone dykes.
It may be stated, that at the expiry of the lease Mr.

Barclay gets nothing for his improvements, costly as

they have been. Doubtless, however, the proprietors
desire that he should be fully reimbursed for his ex-

penses and rewarded for his trouble, since by Mr.
Barclay's energy they will at the end of the lease have
240 acres of good arable land handed over to them, in

lieu of what a quarter of a century ago was of no value
whatever.

of her hand, whereby a little more milk is obtained,
much richer in butter. This operation, which is

utterly harmless, causes the udders to increase in size

in course of time. The next reason assigned for the
peculiar flavour of Roquefort cheese is, that when
made into cakes it is kept in caverns hollowed out in a
calcareous kind of rock which skirts the village ; the
temperature of these recesses is kept low by various

contrivances, and seldom rises above 5* Cent. The
cheese is made with the milk of the morning and of the
evening before. The other manipulations present no
peculiarity ; but as for the veins, or persilU\ as they
are called, they are obtained by mixing crumbs of
mouldy bread with the curds. The quantity of this

cheese annually supplied to the trade is 900,000
kilogr. (of 2 lb. each). Fromage de Brie is chiefiy

manufactured in the departments of Seine-et-()ise and
Seine-et-Marne, to the amount of 2,500,000 kilogr.

per annum. Rennet is put into the milk while warm
from the udder ; the curds are made into cakes, and
laid on wicker trays, so that the whey may run off.

After 24 hours they are salted, and then turned and
shifted from time to time for the space of a fortnight or

three weeks.

Miscellaneous.
French Cheese.—The cheese manufactured in the

old province of Bresse, now the department of the Ain,
is made by boiling the milk, adding a little saffron,

taking it off the fire, and putting it in the rennet
immediately. The curd is then dried in a cloth,
pressed for a few hours, put into a cellar, and salted
five or six days after, this latter operation being con-
tinued for a month. Auvergne or Cantal cheese is

made without boiling the milk, but curdling it while
fresh from the cow ; the wdiey being then separated, a
man, with his legs bare up to the thighs, gets upon the
table on which the curds have been put in a tub pierced
with holes, and kneads the paste thoroughly with his

aims and legs ; an operation which lasts about an
hour and a lialf. The uniform mass thus obtained is

left to ferment for 48 hours, and then salted, put into

moulds, and pressed for 24 hours ; after which the
cheeses are put into a cellar, frequently looked after

and rubbed with a cloth dipped in fresh water. The
celebrated Roquefort cheese, made in the village of
that name in the Aveyron, is obtained with a mixture
of sheep's and goat's milk ; but even in the milking
there is a secret, for when the udder appears to yield

no more, the maid strikes it repeatedly with the back

November 26.

—

Stubble Land, in early seasons like

this, may get a thorough autumn fallow in the North
of Scotland as in the South of England. It is other-

wise in late seasons, ploughing the stubble being the

principal team-work during this month, a deep winter

furrow with four horses being all that the land gets.

When stubble land is clean and free from weeds, as it

always should be, and very generally now is, many
prefer laying up the ridges in a deep winter furrow,

under the conviction that teasing it afterwards with the

scarifier does more harm than good. For Peas and
Beans, farmyard manure is not unfrequently spread

upon the stubbles, and either ploughed or ribbed in.

In such cases the bottom should be subsoiled, as the

manure requires to be covered with a shallow furrow.

Manuring at this season is to be preferred to manuring
in early spring, on the twofold ground that it suits the

Bean crop better, and that any injury done the land in

carting manure is rectified by the winter frost. The
work of ridging, subsoiling, and covering the manure
is much better and more effectually done by steam
ridging and subsoil ploughs than by horse-ploughs

—

the land being left better drained, and exposed to the

weather during winter. The above, however, chiefly

applies to clean land. In all cases where the staple is

full of Twitch and other weeds, advantage should be
taken in an early season like this of giving the stubbles

a thorough cleansing autumn fallow during this and
the previous month in our northern counties, where
stubble Turnips and smothering crops cannot be profit-

ably grown.

Lea-ploughhig for spring corn follows stubble-

ploughing for root crops. During seasons like this,

when the store of winter food in many places is short,

cattle will be kept on the pastures longer than usual,

if the weather permit, but as soon as stock are re-

moved the plough, if the stubbles are finished, should

enter, as the earlier lea is ploughed the better. Where
wireworm is suspected, skim-plough the green sod into

the bottom of the open furrow, coveiing it thoroughly

with the (urrow-slice, so as effectually to rot the whole
of the vegetable and animal matter it contains, as this

will deprive any insects which survive the winter of

food in the spring ; whilst at the same time the rotten

organic matter thus reduced to the form of plant food

will start spring corn rapidly, placing it beyond harm.
On the other hand, when a green seam of grass

is gi'owing between every two furrow-slices, it

not only robs the land of manure, but the lender roots

of such grass furnish a plentiful supply of food for

insects until the roots of the com are available.

Examples of old lea, with much effete vegetable matter

on the surface, should have a light top-dressing of

guano, lime, or liquid manure—according to the re-

quirements of the land—10 days or a month before

ploughing, purposely to rot the green sod when skimmed
into and covered in the bottom of the furrow.

Sheep in the pastures should now be greatly thinned,

and they should have ample hovel-room at night.

Fields possessing suitable shelter should be reserved

for breeding ewes in stormy weather, and where shelter

does not exist naturally it should be provided arti-

ficially, not only for ewes and lambs, and in-lamb

ewes, but also for young store sheep intended for

breeding. The season, too, is one which requires

special attention to outdoor flocks, both breeding and
fattening, owing to the prevalence of disease on the

one hand, and the peculiarities of the season on the

other. Thus the long drought in some places, the

high temperature of the earth, the bare pastures, and
the refreshing rain of last month have set up a green,

but very washy, bite, which may do haim unless a

sufficiency of dry food is given along with it. If ex-

clusively fed on such grass at this season, sheep will

be liable not only to lung and bowel complaints, but
also to the contagious diseases now decimating some
flocks.

The Dairy.—Improvements in stock management
are greatly in favour of dairy farming, the supply of
milk and butter being little short of what it is in the

summer time, both as to quantity and quality. The
best mode of heating and ventilating the different

departments of the dairy is still a matter of diversified

opinion, whether by "hot-water," "flues," or
"stove," or by a combinaton of these well known
plans in horticulture. People are apt to think most of

their own plans, but without going into details of
controversy in this place, suffice it to say no little

progress is being made, comparing one season with
another, both as to improved practice and its exten-
sion. W. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
*** We have received communications from F. T. Tyn-

dall, T. Gibbon,
J. O., and H. S., which will appear

next week.

Bones and Superphosphates : Mr. Thos. Jenkins, of
Coventry, asks for information as to the use of bone
dust and coprolites, or mineral superphosphate of lime,

as practised by Mr. Prout at his farm, near Sawbridge-
worth. I have supplied all the manures used at Blount's
Farm for several years past, and have Mr. Front's per-
mission to give every information. It is his custom to
buy largely of bone dust, and to mix it in about equal
quantities with a soluble superphosphate of lime, allow-
ing the heap to remain some little time before using.

7 his mixture is applied liberally to all crops at

the time of putting in the seed, and if in the spring any
weak plots show themselves, they are top-dressed with
some ammoniacal manure, as nitrate of soda or guano,
at the same time keeping the land, where possible, well

moved with the horse-hoe. Edward Purser, 116, Fcn~
chu?rk Street.

Two-inch Bones : One in Distress asks for information
where he can procure a quantity of 2-inch bones. He
has repeatedly written to different manufacturers of
manures, but as yet without success.

[arlvefs^

MARK LANE,
Monday, Nov. 21.

There was a very short supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was sold at an improvement of

3J. per qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight ; the

attendance was good ; the business done in foreign was
not large, but Friday's rates of 25. to y. upon Russian

and American, and u. to 2.s. upon Baltic were obtained.

Malting Barley was unchanged in value, but grinding

was IS. per qr. dearer. Beans and Peas brought extreme

prices. The Oat trade was quiet, at an advance of \s. to

li. 6£/. per qr. There was no alteration in the top price

of town-made Flour, but American and country were is.

per barrel and sack dearer.

Price per imperial Quarter. |j. j.i

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White 48—56 Red
— — fine selected runs. .do. 52 -60 Red ,

— — Talavera 53—62

.

— — Norfolk — [Red
— — Foreign . .

.,
45—64

;

BARLEV,grind.&dist,305t0 34J. .Chev. 43—46 Malting .,

— Foreign . . grinding ajid distilling 25—33 Malting ,.

Oats, Essex and Suffolk \-ii>-i'?,\

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato 28—30 Feed
— Irish Potato 27—29 Feed ...,

— Foreign Poland and Brew 25— 27 Feed
Rye 32—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
|

I

Beans, Mazagan. .. . 43J. to A^s. . .Tick 49 -50 Harrow .

— Pigeon .... 51J, to sgs. . . Winds. — Longpod.
— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .

,

— Maple, 401. to 44J Grey 36—40 Foreign .

,

Maize
|

— .Foreign .,

Flour, best marks delivered. -per sack 139—47— 2d ditto ditto 33 -45 Country

.

— Foreign per barrer26—29 Per sack.

Wednesday, Nov. 23.

The grain trade to-day, influenced by the more favour-

able aspect of the Eastern question, and by the large

quantities of produce which are expected to arrive shortly,

was depressed, and although no positive reduction took

place in value, in some instancess less money was accepted.

There was a limited supply of English Wheat on offer,

which came to hand in rather good condition. The de-

mand was inactive, and prices ruled with a downward
tendency. There was a large show of foreign Wheat on
the stands, which sold slowly, at scarcely Monday's quota-

tions. The market was well supplied with Barley ; the

business in choice descriptions was restricted, and other

qualities were offered on somewhat easier terms. The
Malt trade ruled dull, but prices were unchanged. There
were extensive arrivals of Oats on sale, consequently the

trade was inactive, and some difficulty was experienced

in reaching Monday's prices. Beans and Peas were taken

off cautiously, at previous quotations. Flour met with a
limited inquiry, at drooping currencies.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.
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decline. Oats neglected ; Oatmeal unchanged ; Peas,

firm.

Averages.

36 8

36 II

36 8

HA Y.—per Loadofi^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Nov. 24.

2 Meadow Hayi3ox.toi4ar.

Inferior do.

New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw

Cumberland Ma

Clover, old . . . . 130J.

Inferior do 115
Prime 2d cut do. . .126

Inferior do 105

T, Thursday, Nov. 24.

Inferior Clover ..115J.

Prime 2d cut do. . .
—

Baker,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 21.

We have a large increase in the number of Beasts, but

Ihe average quality is very little better than last week-

Prices are rather lower for all kinds ; the reduction is,

however, small for choicest descriptions ; several inferior

lots remain unsold. There are a very few more English

Sheep, but the number of foreign has largely increased
;

prices are lower for all kinds, and a clearance cannot be

effected. Calves are more plentiful ; trade is slow, at

reduced rates. Our foreign supply consists of 890

Beasts, 9000 Sheep, 173 Calves, and 130 Pigs ; from Scot-

land there are 300 Beasts; from Ireland, 900; from

Norfolk and Suffolk, 70; and 1090 from the Midland
and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .

.

5 8to5 10

Best Shorthorns.. 5 4—5 8

ad quality Beasts 3 8—4 6

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 8-6 o

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

BeastSt 3250 ; Sheep and Lambs,

Best Long-wools 5 6105 8

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4—5 o

; Calves, 175 ; Pigs, 150.

The supply of Beasts is shorter than on Thursday last
;

the demand is good, and Monday's quotations are rather

exceeded for choicest kinds. . Although the number of

Sheep is small it is quite equal to the demand ; there are

very few buyers in attendance, and prices are not altered.

The few Calves on offer are sold dear. Our foreign

supply consists of 390 Beasts, 2450 Sheep, and 7 Calves,

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools..
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn

. d. s. d.

Beasts, 930 ; Sheep and Lambs, 4900; Calves, 33 ; Pigs, 5.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET—Nov. 24.

Best Fresh Butter '-os. per dozen lb.

Second do. do i8j.

Small Pork, 4J. 8</. to 5^. od. ; Large Pork, 3J. 4*/. to

3^. lod. per 8 lb.

COALS.—Nov, 23.

Hastings Hartley, •i6s.^d.\ Holywell Main, i-js. 3*/.
;

Walls End Gosforth. 17s. ^d. ; Walls End Haswell, igs.
;

Walls End Hetton Lyons. 17s. Sd. ; Walls End Kelloe.

1 8J.—Ships at market, 21 ; sold. 18 ; unsold, 3 ; at

SEED MARKET.
Our seed markets have during the past week exhibited

a fair amount of activity ; the tone of the trade has been
very firm, and best qualities of new home-grown red

Clover seed command a ready sale, at slightly enhanced
values. There is but little English seed left over from
last season, and the stocks on hand o?old foreign are

quite moderate compared with most seasons. New
Italian and American red seed must be noted 2J. to 3^. per

cwt. dearer. Of white Clover seed our growth this year

is small, but the quality fine ; the few parcels which are

in this market are held for higher prices. Alsike being
in short supply and good request, has advanced some 45.

to sj. per cwt. ; one lot realised ^^115 per ton. Of new
Trefoil there is plenty offering, at very low currencies.

For Italian and Perennial Rye-grass we have a brisk

demand, at advancing prices. The unusually small

quantity of foreign Italian which France has to send us

causes Scotch and Irish grasses to be held with great

firmness. White Mustard is now fully zs. per bushel

above the lowest point recently touched. English Rapie,

on account of its scarcity, is 35. to 4J. per qr. higher.

Bird seeds move off steadily at last Monday's rates.

Feeding Linseed is dearer.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants.
16, Water Lane, London, E.G.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Nov. 24.

The low prices current for useful qualities of Kent and
Sussex Hops cause the trade to continue steady. Fine
Bavarian Hops sell freely. Belgians are at advanced
prices, but their market is now somewhat flat.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &o.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.,
• Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London,

dersloi"
TH is

BLACKITH.

Ci'
S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading

Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

bo.x. :.6d.

Red
Spider.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Eatlersea. London, S.W.

GEORGE HALL, late Manager to the late Saynor's
Firm, He was for 30 years in their employ.

GEORGE HALL and SON'S celebrated PRUNING and BUD-
DING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c., may be obtained from the most
respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in the kingdom, also
America, France, Germany, Holland, Prussia, Russia, &c.
N.B.—We only make one quality, the best that can be manufac-

Icultural Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

QILVER SAND and PEAT, in any quantity.-Thi;O Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best yet obtained.
Price Lists on application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD. Builder, ag.
Clarendon Square, St. Pancras, NW Small orders executed at the
Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Westem Railway Depot.

Agricultural Land Improvementa. Drainage,
FARM iJl'II.IUNtiS, LABliUKERS- COTTAGES, &c.THE GEN'ERAL LAND DRAINAGE and

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Act of Parliament in iSjq.

John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry W. Currie, Esq.

I TRe Right Hon. Vis(

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.

Com-

pany, or the outlay thereon repaid to Lai
the work by their own Agents.
Tenants may also, by arrangement 1

""

"

1 of such improvements.
ith their Landlords, procu

T^
inClutton, Esq., 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.
derick L, Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
,_rj' Farquhar, Esq., 16, St. James Street, S.W.
" ' M.P., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway HousCiLord Garli. .

Wiptonshi
John Horano Lloyd, Esq King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.

pHEAP PAVING TILES.—A manufacturing Firm
Vy have a considerable stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

or less damaged in the process of manufacturing, that they would

led Prop
s of Cottages, Farmhouses, &c., and c

St Office, Broscley, Salop.

THE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting and the roughest work. Used in tRe Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, by the TrinUy House, the Brighton and Metropolitan
Railways, and ver>- many Decorators, House Painters, Engineers.
Architects, Contractors, Ironmasters and Shipbuilders.

3gA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

T AWES' WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN
^^ SOWING now Ready for Delivery.

Apply for prices, &c, to JOHN EENNET LAWES, 59, Mark
Lane, London, EC. Dublin, Shrcwsbur)'. and CardiR.

Autumn Sowing.
95'^MS'.S NITRq-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE.

Manufactured

ATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmorefand Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—John Clayden, Littlebury, Essex.

DepHty CAaiVman—John Collins, 255. Camden Road.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds,'Wicken House, 6randon. Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas, Crishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 21. Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Managing Director—Jitnts Odams.
Banken—Messrs. Bamelts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, EC.

j/iVifcn—Messrs. Kingsford & Dormaft, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor--}. Carter Jonas, Cambridec.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction ol
Aji^'iculiurists, circumstances that have earned for it anothertitle, viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures manu-
factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guarantee for the efficacy of the Manures.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may

«..uiville R. Ryder, Esq. (Managing Director), 2, Priii(.c» icrratc,
Hyde Park, S.W. ** * "^ « •

Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq., Q.C., 6, Park Street, Westminster.S W.
Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C., M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Welshpool.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
UTI LISATION of SEWAGE—The Company also advances money

for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

upon the land, redeeming principal and interest, over 25 years.
"'" investigation of title is required.

' '
*

apply to GRANVILLE R.
Jo. 1, Great George Street,

For Forms and further i

RYDER, Esq., Managing Dir
Storey's Gate, Wesi '

, S.W.

rriHE LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar (founded 1836),

Has taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance Contracts

from alt needless restrictions.

The " Proposal Form " is moat simple in its terms.

The Policies are " Indisputable," that is, free from future challenge.

The Invested Funds bear an unusually high proportion to the Liabi-

The Guaranteeing Share Capital of One Million (£160,000 paid up

)

is fully subscribed by 300 Members ofthe Legal Profession.

Ninetonths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Annual Accounts have always been published in full detail.

Unreserved information on all points, on application to

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.-Will destroy Thrip. Red Spider. Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. dd. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price tor large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS AND SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112. St. John Street, Clerkenwell, EC, of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

be had of the local Agents.
Chief Offices— log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.i.

C. T. MACADAM Secretary,

Stand at the Smithfield Cattle Show. No. 66.

THE FARMERS' SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
(LIMITED).

Registered August 4, i86q.

Office, 69, King William Street, London, E.C.
Directors :

The Rev. William Bayley, Cassington Vicarage, Oxford.
Thos. L. Melville Cartwright, Esq., MelvilTe, Fife, and Ncwbottle

Manor, Erackley, Northamptonshire.
Fredk. S. Champion, Esq., 5, Great Winchester Street Buildings,

t E.
nshir

Henr^' Petre, ChelmsJ
Hon. the Earl of Rosslyn,

a Easion Lodge, Dunmow, fes?

Chas. Spooner, Esq., r, Poet's Corner, Westminster.
John Trask, Esq., Northington. Hants.

Secretary, Mr. John Spencer,
Capital, i;20,ooo: Shares, £2 each, £1 paid on allotment.

Life Tickets, £3 31., Annual Tickets, 101. each, entitling the holdei
to purchase through his agency.

This Association has been formed by gentlemen engaged in Agricul-
ure for the purpose of supplying all kinds of Agricultural Implements
or other goods, and more especially pure and genuine Oilcakes and
guaranteed Manures, on the co-operative system,
Farmers' Clubs and large consumers of Oilcakes, Manures, &c., are

nvited to co-operate with this Association for the purchase of Agricul-

applicatior

The As; .. . ,

Decorticated Cotton Cakes, direct from New York.
Best New York Linseed Cakes, in bags, ^£11 25. bd. per ton ex ship.
Best Western Linseed Cakes, in bags, £.10 71. 6d. per ton ex ship
Best Decorticated Cotton Cakes, in bags, ^8 loj. per ton ex ship.
Special t

" '

importations of pure Linseed and

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, and by Permission

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
InTinsat u., 2J. 6rf., and g*.

Powder Distributors, 2J. (xt. and 31, td. each.
'• I find it exceedingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses and

other plants."-Geo. Evles, Superintendent, Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington. May 7, 1868.

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOLEY, Bonded Warehouse, SussexWbarf, Wapping, E. ^
LONDON MANURE COMPANY (Established 1840)

have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, strongly recommended for Autumn Sowing.
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands.
PREPARED or PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Corn and Roots,

and every other MANURE of known value.
Also PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE

KEES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

ready for delivery in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano ; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
Ickcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibst

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which ._

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed
long as the seats remain unbroken.
REES AND CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Li

32, King William Street, London, E.C.

ured by a leaden seal.

r> EPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,W Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland.

"Analytical Laboratory, it, Salisbury Square, FleetStreet,E.C.
" London, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak
for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artificial

The sample .of

known to agriculturists, the more, I am 'convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me, Sir, yours respectfully.

Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.

The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian
' Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street, London, E.C."

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all si-«s, wholesale of

CHARLES J,
BLACKITH AND CO..

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.
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M INTON AND CO.
Beg to inform the Public that thev keep a Stock of their

ENAMELLED and MAJOLICA TILES

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

loniT, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s., cash on ^debver^. ^ Sample Label

t of a postage ^ ,- •
<

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO. , Benthall Works, Broseley.

s HAW'S TIFFAN
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO. . 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most

durable. Price List, which gives the size of ever>' class of Mat,

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• and used for FrORmorc and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared \yooI, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where

FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS
Two yards wide "• 2''- P^'' y^rd.
Three yards wide 2r. &f. per yard.
Four yards wide 31. 6d. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 j-ards long. sJ^rf. toS'iii; p. yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 Inches wide, 6»,'<<. and 8?iii.

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER. Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street. City, EC, and of all Nurserymen.

Horticulturai and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c.
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal He

: of the Nobility, Clergy, and
oj-al Horticultural Society.
Gentlemen of the Uniiea

feet. The prices only apply to the :

20 by 12 20 by 17, 20 by 14. 20 by 15.

10 oz. to the foot.

The above prices include the boxes, which a

These prices only apply to the s

11 by 9
12 by 10

13 by II

It"^19 by 12

17 by 13
ao by 13
17 by 14
20 by 14

SMALL SHEET SQUARES (in i

6 by j 6! by jj 7 by ; 7! by si >

5 by J

3rds.
s. i.

JS 6

> feet Boxes).

8by6 8iby6| 9 by 5 tllby?'} • '"•"»•
10 by 8 10) by Si . . 13J. 6i

Boxes ns. each, returnable at full price.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sires,

BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATECROWN. SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL,
COLOURED, and every description of GLASS, of the best Manu-
facture, at the lowest terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded
on application to

IAS. PHILLIPS AMD CO., 180, Bishopsirale Street Without, E.C.

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

any other PATTIikNS are made i

Ware, Terra-Cotta, Stoneware, and Kedware, ar
of great durability. J[he _pla

ch chcai
OUNTAINS, &c., in

of great durability and superior

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks
of great durability. Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,
Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G, Rosher, at their premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE). at the above addresses—
14J. per Ton, is. zd. per Bushel; 2J. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf. Quantities
of 4 Tons, \s. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 45. per Ton more.
Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and ERfCK BURRS for Rockeries or Fcmeriea KENT

PEAT and LOAM supplied at lov/est rates
F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.
A lihe^;^l discount to the Tmde.

Cautlon to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, sec that you cet them
Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate Mark, Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one^ and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make alt of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers

S. & C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES are the best and
the cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of lag years.

B^

e
'^

BEARDS PATENT IRON-FRAMED GLASS
GARDENS,

may be had for a stamped envelope,Full particulars of the abnve
also Illubiraled Catalogue, price u., 01

CHARLES BEARD, Patentee, Horticultural Engi
Works, Bury St. Edmund's.

^^^-=?
OT-'V^ATER APPARATUS

:cted Complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular Boiler.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c
HOT-WATER PIPESatwhole-

sale prices ; Elbows, T - Pieces,

Syphons, and every other connec-
tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST-IRON

CONICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL,

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 241. each

xtra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
.... „. .. Water Bars, from 52s. 6d. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS. BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description ana size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for

Sockets require no other
and are perfectly water-ti^
Goods, of the very best

facture, delivered at Raih
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE.
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Uppei

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft by 4 ft. Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed. . £050
„ „ Primed and Glazed with 16 oz.

Sheet II o
portable Box, not

Painted
Painted
Handles

6 ft. by 8 ft, Double Lights, do.

led and Glazed with 16 oz. Sheet .. .. (

„ Delivered, and Fixed with Ironwork.. .. t

y Painted four coats, two sides, ready for use . c

Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C.

GREENS' PATENT SI LENS MESSORS,
or NOISELESS L.\WN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 187a

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant

ages of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blunt by running

^ing t

GRFENS PATENT L V\\ N MOW ERS ha\e proved to be the
best and hai.e carritd off every Prize that has been given in all cases
of Competition
Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not

approved of can be returned at once without any cost whatever to the
Purchaser.
C^ Illustrated Pri "

--

Boilers, Galvanised W
Vases, fcc, free on ap;

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Stnithfield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.£.

ion, but will carry out the design
letails, or he will apply his principle
Che satisfactory' completion of all w
T. G. M. solicits Public attcntic

vhich is exceedingly powerful and

ndLmen at their residences
lu liib. Patented mode of c

-, of Architects according to their
"" ---',. designs.

s Patented
any thousands are
:ed Catalogue for-

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best
manner, of superior Wrought Iron, by an improved method.

Works,
> CO., Iron

Stable Fittings just

10NSERVATORY A S K E T S.

Strained Wire Espalier
Trainers for all kinds of
Fru t Trees, &c. ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
"" " Wire Work, for
Gardens
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MI N T O N, H O L L I N S, AND CO.,
PATENT TILE W ORKS,

STOKE-ON-TRENT.
This is the OLD FIKM, and they continue to Manufacture every

class of ORN.AMENTAL and PLAIN TILES b>- the most improved
processes, after

Upwards of Thirty Years' Experience.
London House : 50, Conduit Street, Regent Street, W.

Manchester House : Brideewater Club Chambers, no, King Street.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
ARCHANGEL MATS, under present value;

PETERSBURG MATS at old prices. Samples and prices at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street. London, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4.4 Scrim, from id. to 5rf. per yard, advancing ]^d.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, ^d., 2%d.. 4^., ^%d. and sJ^rf.
72 „ „ „ 4J5«-, 5!^'i-.6rf.,6J^rf.,andupward5.

J- BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street. London, E.C.

QXlXFORD FIRST PRIZE
jitcd for small occupations.

BRADFORD'S PATENT COUNTER CURRENT.
5 also the facility

CHURN,
(See Report.

cxcdient work, affords for perfectly cleansing the
inside of the churn, combined

s got together, and com- with the superior quality of butter
it produced, clearly entitled it to

1 the First Prize.

ND CO., 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C. r

Second Edition, price 2S. 6rf.,

A HANDY BOOK for YOUNG FARMERS.
Comprising Operations for each Month of the Year ; Directions

for the Making, Preservation, and application of Manures ; for the
Economical Feeding of Stock; and numerous Analyses of Foods and
Manures, by Dr. Voelcker and others. By Charles Lawrknck. late
a Member of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO.

In January will be Published,

A HANDY BOOR of HARDY HERBACEOUS
PERENM \l > i;v Wii I lAM Sutherland, Gardencriothc Earl

of Minto ; forrm rl, M jr. . r . I ihe Herbaceous Department at Kew.
WILLL'VM l;l \i kWiMPli \ND SONS, Edinburgh and London.

To Seed Merchants and Nurserymen.

THE "ALLGEMEINE SAMEN und PFLANZEN
OFFERTE " is published once or twice every month (2500 copies).

It contains offers and demands of all articles of Horticulture, and is

forwarded post free and gratis, on application, to all Seed Merchants
and Nurserymen, by the Publisher,

B. THALACKER, Erfurt, Prussia.

This MEDIUM for ADVERTISING is generally recommended in
Germany, and is acknowledged to be of excellent use.

Notice.
IHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.-Full Price will be given

THE MONEYS
Value in EnglisP
'Two Penny Stamps.

. T. ROBERTS AND

Ready.

S of all NATIONS, with their Correct
h Currency-. Six copies sent free by post on

T

New Edition of Sir John Lubbock's
Primitive Man.

In One Volume, 8vo. with 2S Woodci
HE ORIGIN of CIVILISATION and the
PRIMITIVE CONDITION of MAN; Mental and Social Con-
nof Savatre'i, By Sir John Llbbock. Bart., M.P,, F.R.S., Author

Horticultural Works by B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely know
Journal of Horticulinrr.

Post 8vo, cloth, price s<., orfree by post, 5^, 51/.,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of One

Thousand Species and Varieties, accompanied by full
'

their cultivation and general management.
" A book of this kind has been sadly wanted for yea ."

—

Gardeners^
Magazh

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNA-
MENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS, forming a sequel to the above,

and profusely Illustrated with Engravings on Wood; conuining
descriptions of upwards of Eight Hundred Species and Varieties,
with full directions for their culture.

" We heartily commend the book."

—

Gardentrs' CkrmticU.

SELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH
and EXOTIC, copiously Illustrated with Engravings on Wood

;

comprising Descriptions of Nine Hundred choice Species and Varie-
ties, accompanied by Directions for the Cultivation of Ferns in Pols,
Soil and Mode of Poming. Tree Fern Culture, Filmy Fern Culture,
Management of a Fernery under glass. Construction and Management
of a Fernery in the open air, Aquatics suitable for growing in small
lakes in Ferneries, hardy Exotic Ferns, Ferns best adapted for Hang-
ing Baskets, Cultivation of Ferns in glass cases, &c.
"This is the best work which has yet appeared on the growth of

tender and hardy Ferns."

—

The Field.

Published and sold by B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise
Nursery. Upper Holloway, N.

On Wheat Sowing—Across the Drakenberg—Notes on British Birds in
Africa—Private and Public Judging at Dog Shows—Shrewsbury
Races— Full Reports on Sporting Meetings, Sh-u r
Tournaments, Racing, both on Land and on Water-W '

"

and Exhaustive Articles upon Facts of Natural Ili-f-

iiig to the Sportsman and Farmer—The State of ihr
I

f England, by Telegram—Articles upon C

ERASER'S MAGAZINE for December, being
No. XII. of the New Series. Edited by J. A. Froude, M.A.

Contents :—
On Progress. By the Editor.
Athletic Sports and University Studies.

"
-

. Article.

A. Proctor, B.A.

Rambles. By Patricius "Walker, Esq. At Liverpool.
The Federal Movement in Ireland.
Among the Fir Trees. A Poem.
The Temptation of the Reverend Stephen Holdfast. By DiONYSlU!

Diamond, M.D. In Two Parts. Part I.

Primogeniture.
Two Great Wars. An Historical Parallel. By Adam Badeau

Brevet Brigadier-General, United States' Army.
London: LONGMANS. GREEN, and Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

QSLER'S CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS,
^-^ Table Glass of ai l kindsCHANDELIERS IN BRONZE AND ORMULU

^O'Jc^fo'' Lamps, and Lamps for India.

DAMP WALLS PREVENTED by the use of the
SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, and Porous Bricks

prescr\'cd from decay.

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of Ji cwt., lo* 6d •

^ cwt., 2ir. ; and i cwt, 42s., with full directions for use. For further
: had post free on application.

ird, Garston, Liverpool.

The Noted French Cold Grafting Wax
(MA.slu: LIK.t.M.ME LEFORT),

For Grafting, Budding, Healing, &;c., may be obtained of

prOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C, Sole
XJ. Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom; also through any
London or Provincial Seedsman and Nur'^eryman.

Notice.
LL. WHISKY DEPOT.—
:0. have REMOVED to their new and

spacious Premises, No. 6a, GREAT TITCHFIELD STREET,OXFORD STREET, leading from Margaret Street, Regent Street,

famous and 1

and Market Street, Oxford Street.
KINAHAN'S LL. WHISKY.-

old mellow Spirit is the very
CREAM of IRISH WPIISKIES,

quahty unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more whc

: delic

t Cognac } •}'>y.:
Can be obtained all (

and labelled bottles, or
Wholesale Agents to Mess
and Dealers in Foreign Wii

Thirty-first Year of Publication.
Now ready, price is. sewed, or 2s. bound, and interleaved as a Diary,

JOHNSON AND SHAW'S FARMER'S ALMANAC
and CALENDAR for 1871. containin[; all the latest Improve-

ments and Inventions in Agricultural Machinery, a complete Farmer's
Calendar and Guide, a corrected List of Fairs and Markets throughout
the United Kingdom, and other articles of the greatest interest in the
Agricultural World.
WILLIAM RIDGWAY, 169, Piccadilly, W. ; and all Booksellers

and Railway Stations.

THE
and

Brandon),

THE
H<

NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacrc,
as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-

pose, in the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
Second Edition, much enlarged.

Free for 7 stamps, to the "Journal of Horticulture " Office,— Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

UNIVERSAL NURSERYMAN and
HORTICULTURAL REVIEW."-The Administration of the

Pomological Institute, Kingeiheim, Hanover, Germany, bei:_f -L- Ti_:.j^_j^
public that, in conseq^ui

'

' Universal Nun
Number will pos
delay, all persons v

ely appear (

of nu
i publish their Horticultural Journal, the

in the English Language, and th,

Messrs. R. SILHEKRAD
Tower Street, London, E.C. (the K
England), who will be happy to send

the F
In order to avoid
uested to apply at

nearly double the 1

eau
Harp Laii

Representatives of the In^
d Prospectus free on applit
as previousl>| 5tated,_ but lh<

ulture this

:ver>lhing
to every novelty that appears,

'

t appertains to the garden.
:cuted, togethei

in plants, but ir

IS Coloured Plat.
. .

highly finished and exact drawings, will illustrate articles
the best authors and other competent persons. The rapid
the number of Subscribers since its appearance is an undeniable proof
that the public appreciates its value, and of the satisfaction given by
the Numbers that have appeared up to this time.

Certificates of approbation and encouragement from the " Ministfires
Agricoles" of nearly all European countries, as well as from nearly

ery Botanical Society, proves the utility, the great importance, and
the I kvhich is doubtlessly destined t

E
Grateful—Comforting-.

fy H
Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'.WORCESTERSHIRE,'

pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improve
the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

Ask for LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perrins on al

and labels,

i-CROSSE and ELACKWELL, London; and sold by all
in Sauces throughout the World.

I^INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.-
-L/ The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartbui

for delicat
and Infants.

DINNEFORD
and of all Chem

especially adapted for Ladies, Children,

: recherch6 patterns.

£6 8s. the : of five';

/ithou

. ™, ' ;£26 the
'ith wells for gravy.

Nickel, full

T AMPS of ALL

liver-plated handles, £3 :

'- '-' - ietof four; b

> 30S. ; Brita
metal, full size, £^

SORTS and PATTERNS. -

WILLIAM S. BURTON invites inspection of this seasor
of French^loderateur Lamps, cat

The prices vary from 8i Paris, defies compctit
lamp is guaranteed perfect ; but"" ^" supplies pure Colza Oil

Chir .,6d-<

ishing In
descriptions are on show m great v

WILLIAM S. BURTON. Furn
to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sei

of 850 illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, vTnh Lists of Prices and
Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms, post free-39, Oxford Street, W.

;

I, lA. 2, 3, and 4. Newman Street; 4, 5, and t>, Perry's Place; and
I, Newman Yard, London. The cost ofdelivering goods to the most dis-

of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling. WILLIAM
S. BllRTON will always undertake del

Agriculture, Veterinary Scic , Hoi

M:aCHING the DOG to READ, from a painting by
' Ridding." Printed in Nine Colours for THORLEY'S

I.MANAC , 1871. Price One Penny.
interesting to the Country Gentleman. See I muc d a t u<-m tt r ^"T- Z^ 771^ 7"Tj".

rTiuT? triTTT r\ fi,« r-«.,«t r- *i m 'I'HE RAT HOLE, from a painting by "Armfied.
T9^x,J,l5J;S^„*^*^

Country Gentleman S Newspaper,
| ± Printed in Nine Colours expressly for THORLEY'S ILLUS

' " Ti Copy free for Six Stamps. ""
" "

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, with Additions.

Price y(. each, or 5J. for Twenty-five Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the King
Street Office, Covent Garden. W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

cry a a small fixed r

T NDIGESTION.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, iSeg.-Gentlemen,J 1 feel it a duty I owe to you to express my gratitude for the ereal

wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remetiy without
deriving any benefit at all. but after taking two bottles of your valuable
pills I wjis quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this
publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be afllicted,— I am,
gentleman, yours truly, Henrv Allpass.—To the Proprietors ot
Norton's Camomile Pills.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT,

PILLS,

On Thursday next, December 1, will be Published, Price Is., or Free by

Post for Is, Ud.,

THE GARDENKRS' YEAR BOOK,
AND ALMANAC FOE 1871.

By ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.L.S., Co-Editor of the "Journal of Horticulture."

The "Gardeners' Year Book" will contain, besides the information usually found in Almanacs, a great mass
of valuable information, and numerous useful Tables in connection with Horticulture ; a complete Garden Calendar

;

Notices of all Horticultural, Floricultural, and Pomological Novelties ; also a Directory of all the Principal Gardeners

of the Nobility and Gentry.

A limited number of suitable Advertisements will be inserted at the rate of 40J. for one page ; 25^. one half
;

and 15J. one quarter of a page. To ensure insertion, orders must be forwarded immediately.

"JOURNAL of HORTICULTURE" OFFICE, 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

These Pills (

best and mildc;

of the flowers «

efficacious re

for torpid act

tion and the 1

speedily remoi

spasms, corre{

\^d., (21. 9^., 4J. td.y

ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
list of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

dcst vegetable aperients, with the pure extract
i of the Camomile. They will be found a most
edy for derangement of the digestive organs, and
n of the liver and bowels, which produce indiges-

veral varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They
; the irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay

the morbid condition of the liver and organs subser-
vient to digestion, promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and
relieve the constitution of all gouty matter and other impuiities,

which, by circulating in the blood, must injuriously afl^ect the action

of the kidneys ; thus, by removing the causes productive of so much
discomfort, they restore the energies both of body and mind. To those

who indulge in the luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly

useful, occasioning no pain in their action, unless they meet with an
unusual quantity of acrid bile, and acid matter in the stomach and
bowels. To Europeans on their arrival in India or China they are

recommended as a preservative against the fatal disorders peculiar to

tropical climates. Their occasional use, if combined with the strictest

attention to diet, will be frequently found to remove at once, by their

influence over the secretions, that congestive and unhealthy condition

of the liver which is so often the earliest antecedent of severe febrile

and constitutional disturbance. It must be understood that these

Pills are not recommended as containing any new or dangerously
active ingredients; on the contrary, they arc characterised by a remark-

able simplicity of combination, and whatever merit they may be found

lo possess depends as much upon the selection of pure drugs, and the

unusual labour and attention bestowed upon their subsequent pre-

paration, as upon the acknowledged peculiarity of their composition.

They are not recommended as a panacea, nor are they adapted to all

complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious aperient and tonic in the

various forms of indigestion it will not, perhaps, be an exaggeration to

state that they have been resorted to under all systems of diet, changes

of climate, or atmospheric alternations, with an extraordinary degree

of success, for upwards of 70 years. This celebrated Family Aperient

may be had throughout the United Kingdom, in boxes, at is. ij^d.,

25. grf., 4s. td., and lu., as well as in India, China, New Zealand, and
the Australian Colonics.

(COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
-' THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE,

In boxes, at u, jj^rf., 2J. 9^-. 4*. ^-t and i\s.
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SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

Price Lists free. A Pamphlel, with Views of these and other

Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — IlEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, KeRcnt's Quadrant, London, W.

Smokeless Stoves.—No Hues.—Portable.
NASH ANH JOYCE'S PATENT, for

CONSERVATORIES and aU other places, from
12s. 6d. to Six Guineas. PATENT FUEL, i8i. per

120 lb. ; in bags and sacks of 30 lb. and 6oIb. at 45. W. &91.
AMERICAN CHARCOAL BOX-IRONS, always

bright for use, without cleaning. The Iron is a miniature

portable stove. Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price

5$., 65., and 7s.

Masticating. Mincing, and Sausage-Filling Machines
of the best makers, 101. 6d.

The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANERS give to

Knives a brilliant polish and keen edge with little labour.

V- 6d., -IS. 6d., iM. 6d.

PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, with Medical Testi-

monials,—Bath and large Cloak, £1 iii. 6d.

SWAN NASH, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street ; and JOYCE'S
STOVE DEPOT. 119, Newgate Street.m

Plans and Estimates on application.

3 AND SONS, 35, King Street, Chcapside, London, E.C.
Manufactorj', 6, Banksidc, Southwark, S.E.

Monro's Cannon Boiler.

JONES AND SONS deliver HOT-WATER PIPES
> and CONNECTIONS, with BOILERS, of every make free

in England, for <^5h with order j or they allow a liberal

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REFORM YOUR COAL BILLS.

^700 A YEAR SAVED
BY

ORMSON'S
I'ATICXT

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS
AM)

HOT WATER APPARATUS,

IN THE

EOYAL GAEDENS,
KEW.

GREEN'S PATENT IMPROVED TUBULAR
Hl-IT WATER BOILERS.

They are specially ad.ipted for heatine Greenhouses, Consen-a-
torics, Churches,' Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance
Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

See Official Report in Gardener^ Chronicle for

July 2, 1870.

PAIKN 1' CONVOLUTED
BOILER.

The power, safety, and economy of these Boilers has now been thoroughly established.

Many of them have been used to replace cast-iron tubular ones, and have proved in point of economy vastly superior.

Place no reliance in Cast-iron Boilers of any form or construction.

Cast-iron is a short and brittle metal.

Cast-iron Boilers of all forms are continually cracking and going to pieces.

Wrought-iron possesses a vast amount of tension, and is quite free from these sad mishaps and breakdowTis.

Winter is approaching, therefore have a safe Wrought-iron Boiler, and run no risk.

Thousands of feet of Pipe Heated from one Boiler.

List of Prices on application ; also, " Book of Designs of Horticultural Buildings."

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder TO Her Majesty,
AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER to the COMMISSIONERS of HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES

and PUBLIC BUILDINGS, and to the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

The following are the advantages these of Uoilcrs :—

J

They require no setting in brickwork,
They are complete in themselves, having perfect means of rcgu-

They take up litdc r

e great <, They are great cconomisers of fuel,

urfacc upon which the fire acts

S- Any number of flows and returns can be annexed
neans of T P'pes,

6. By means of mud-doors they can be readily cli

be put in places inaccessible to

the large amount ol

the boilers by

incd (

mney is made of cast-iron, which cnn cither be take
>f or turned into a flue, to meet the convenience of th

'. fed from the top, so that the fire can be banked up I

Trice Lists, with full particulars, free on application to

rUOMAS GKEEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds
54 and 55. Klacklriars Koad, London, S.E.

Portable and Fized Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA-
TORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES, PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, PRIVATE
RESIDENCES, &c..

T^ S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number

of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, and good workman-

ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance ; effects a saying of 23 per cent on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injury, to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up

in a day ; and perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on applicatioo to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, AGRICULTURAL HALL, STAND N°, 22.

Ransomes, Sims, & Head, Ipswich,
WILL EXHIBIT A COLLECTION UF THEIR

CELEBRATED AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES
AT THE ABOVE SHOW.

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

EXPANSION ENGINES, for ECONOMISING FUEL.

PATENT STEAM THRESHING MACHINES.

RANSOMES, SIMS, AND HEAD, would especially draw attention to their

PATENT DOUBLE FURROW, TURNWREST,
CH.^MPION PLOUGHS.

PATENT HORSE RAKES, and PATENT HAYMAKERS,
EIDDELL'S PATENT MILLS.

SUBSOIL, and

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, WITH FULL DESCRIPTION AND PRICES, FREE ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Commun s should be addressed ti

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefria'rs, City of I
Richards, at the Office, No. 4>i Wellington Street, Parish of St Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, November 26, 1870.

.ciii.3 ai.u ^U3i..^>:. Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
& Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in tho Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said WiLUAW
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Office : 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

T
• Notice.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.—Full Price will be fiiven

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—On and after this dat(
the SUBSCRIPTION to the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be £1 31. lod. tor 12 months,
including postage, instead of £t 6j., as heretofore.

May be had of all Booksellers.

Published by W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
J-\l KENSINGTON, W.
NOTICE.-MEETING of FRUIT and FLORAL Cn,\IMITTEE,

on WEDNESDAY, December 7, at 11 o'clock. GENERAL MEET
INGat3. Band of the Royal Horse Guards at 2. Admission 21. W.
*,• A Prize of £$ is offered at this' Meeting, by J. Baleman, Esq.,

F.R.S., for the best Collection of Cut Flowers of Caltleyas Mossia:,
labiata, &c., such flowers to be at the disposal of the Society.

c OLLECTIONS of BULBS and SPRING
FLOWERING PLANTS.— Full particulars are given in large

vertiseraent, p. 1596 of this week's Oardentrs' Chronicle.
BARR AMD SUGDEN, t2, Kmg Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

QPRING FLO'WER GARDENS.—Those who are
k!7 planting large quantities of Bulbs and of Spring flowering Plants,
can have special advantageous offers of such.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

C^.ALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of very choice strain;
-J nice healthy plants, pricked over out of pans, free by post,

25 for 4s., 50 for "Js. 6d., 100 for 145. Trade price on application per

H. ) R. STIRZAKER, Skcrton Nurseries, Lancastei

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,
Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low

prices ;—too plants, distinct sorts, for 50J.
; so plants for 301. ; or

25 plants, distinct sorts, for 2or., hamper and package included.

Notice to Gardeners.
WEEKS'S PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT

TUBULAR BOILER will be on view in the Concert Hall
Section of Agricultural Hall, Islington, during the forthcoming Cattle
Show, December, 1870.

rriNES, VINES, now ready for planting out.
V Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.
JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK
• of all the best and newest kinds. Priced LIST on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

EXTRA STRONG FRUITING VINES.—
Two Thousand close-jointed, thoroughly ripened Canes, can

be supplied, of the leading yanelies, for fruiting in pots, and for

Vines, from Eyes.
OHN BELL has a large stock of strong Plantit

Seed Warehousi

Vines.
/CHARLES TURNER has still FRUITING CANES
v.-* ofall the leading sorts.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

GRAPES FIRST YEAR.—Rods 10 feet long and
upwards, will carry from 12 to 18 bunches, from y. to lOJ. W.

each, prepared without heal, and acknowledged to be the finest
Canes in the kingdom.

RANSLE'y TANTON, F.R .H.S., The Nurse ries, Epsom.

SUTfONS' GUINEA COLLECTION 3f FLOWER
ROOTS, for Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, forwarded carriage

tree by rail. In ordering, please say whether for indoors or outdoors
SUTTON

,

SONS, Importers, Rending , Berks.

_ The Successful Cultivation of Hyacinths.—See
QUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1870,k^ which may be had gratis and post free on application.

SUt-TON AND SONS, Reading, Berts.

J,
, , ^^ Smlthfleld Club Show.

AMES CARTER and CO.'s Exhibition will be
found at Stand 75, North Gallery.

37 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

ivn Nur. y. Re;

STL
CH

To the Trade.
ILIUM AURATUM.— Splendid bulbs, sound and

t heavy, and at remarkably low prices. Samples may be seen.

;e on application to

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden. London, W.C.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Sprints I'lowcrs. LIST on application.—W. WEBH. Calcot, Reading.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulhs.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S importations of the
above have just arrived, and have every appearance of being

above the average quality, for which they have been noted for many
CATALOGUES post free.

Highg.ite Nurseries. London. N.

w
British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send, post free for si.t postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his PRICED DESCRIP.
TIVE CATALOGUE of^BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hili, Kent.

PLANTING SEASON. — The PRICED LIST of
Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, and EVER-

REEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS, is now ready, and to be had
a applic

WILLIAM URQUHART AMD .SONS. Dundee.

IT" O R SALE.-1000 Chinese Arbor-vita;, f

I to 5 feet ; also Laurels, Laurustinus, Laburnums, Roses,
icarlct Horse Chestnut, Acacia, Thorns, Drooping Elms (very
ind a great variety of other Shrubs and Fruit Trees.

Address GEORGE FOGWELL, New Road, Brixham, Devor

Common Laurel and Spnice Fir.

ANDREWS, 1>.\1.Y, -Ni-urv. wIllSELL, abarga
alargcqu.Aiilily.il i.uMMUN L.VIHELS, extra strong, often

transplanted. 2'. to I'j itLi. nearly s.irnc through; half a million of

The above. Sold a bargain, free in Liverpool.

T.,
O t h 1 R E .

LARCH
SC6TCH fir, qto IS inches.

Samples and Prices sent on application to
CARDNO AND DARLING, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Aberdeen.

To the Trade.
rpwO YEARS SEEDLING EVERGREEN OAK,

EXCHANGED for other stock.ao». per 1000, or K.XCHANGED for other si

R. AND G. CUTIIBERT, Soulhgale, Middh N.

To the Trade.
COMMON ASH, 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to

7 feet, stout, straight, and well rooted. Price low, and (jualily

as good as can be.

JOHN CARTER, Nursery. Kcighlcy. Yorkshire.

rnHOMAS BUNYARD AND SON'S TRADE
i- CATALOGUE m.iy now be had on app
iced offers of Fruit 'Trees, Roses, Arbutus, Junipci

Thuja Elms^ Ceanothu

To the Trade
JOHN BELL offers very fine Standard MAY DUKE

CHERRIES, tall, clean, and straight stems, 751. per too; som
extra large heads, two years worked, I2r- per dozen. Samples scr
if requested. — The Norwich Nurserj' Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11

Exchange Street, Norwi. h.

To Landowners, Nurserymen, and Seed Merchants.
FOR S.^LE, ACOkN.S of (JUERC'US COCCINEA

(the true Scariet Oak). '• - J.-r...... : 1 1

Mr. HASTIER, 6, Water Street, Blackfriars, Londo:

f^ARTER'S NEW PEAS for :

of this week's Gardencrt' Chronicle.

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

See p. 1597

Asparagus Plants.—To the Trade.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, hold
a splendid stock of i, 2, and 3-yr. old Plants Lowest price on

^TaMEs'cARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London. W.C.

O'
nd Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Pots.

I1URF, TURF.—The finest Downs Turf, trucked.
For price, &c., apply to

Mr. R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., Nurseryman, Epsom.

EflOR SALE, good fibrous PEAT, at i+r. 6(/. per ton,
cash, delivered at Edenbridge, and London, Chatham, and Dover

To Amateur Rose Growers and the Trade.
HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, CLEMENCE

RAiil'X and EDWARD MORREN.—These are decidedly
the best of ]86q. and two of the most beautiful in cultivation. Strong
plants, standards, 31. 6J., dwarfs, 21. 6d. each. Trade price, per t'

or 100. on application.—HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nurs,
Stapleford, near Wilton. Wilts.

(JT.^NDARD ROSES,—All the leading soO dozen. DWARF ROSES, all the leading sorts, 6r. per dozen
DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free on application.

HUSSEY AND SON, Mile End Nursery, Norwich.

per

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.wANTED, Plants or Seed of R H A M N U S
FRANGULA, the Common Dogwood. Address price, &c,, to

Z. A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, HEPATICAS, PRIMROSES.
HELLEBORE, or any other kind of spring-blooming Plants, in

large quantities. State price, which must be low, to
F. M., Gardtnen' CkronicU Office, W.C.wANTED, MANETTI STOCKS, for planting out

also large PLANES. State price to
E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive and Priced
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready.

It also contains full LISTS of FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
CONIFER,^, &c., and may be had post free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

E
Francis & Co.'s Catalogue of Roses.

P. FRANCIS AND CO.'S New Edition of the
published, and will be sent gratis on applic

HALF SPECIMEN TE.\-SCENTED ROSES,
established in 6-inch pots, for forcing, exhibition, or greenhouse

culture. Extra fine plants. 24J. to 30J. per dozen, in large quantities.

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Mareslield, near
Uckfield. Sussex.

Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

BS. 'WILLIAMS can supply all the best kinds, true
• to name and in good condition ; fine fruit-bearing Trees, on

French Paradise Stock, trained as Cordons. FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES of every description. Priced LIST on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

CHARD SMITH'S ROSE LIST,
.ontaining all the leading and most popular kinds of Roses,

nay be had free by post.

RICHARD S.MITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

R
RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a

sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Liftinfi, Cropping,"
ent under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
ilour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &C.

c^J?RrRICHARD SMITH. Nu 1 and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

F CHERRY and PEAR.

H
standard Fears.

LANE AND SON have a large Stock of all the
leading varieties of the above to offer, strong and tine, by the

The Nurseries, Great Herkhamstcd, Herts.

Orchard Planting.WMAULE AND SONS can supply strong
. STANDARD APPLE TREES, with straight 6 feet stems,

at ;£lo per too. All of which arc the most esteemed kinds in the cider

districts of Devon, Somerset, Gloucester, and Hereford.

The usual distance in Planting Orchard Trees in Grass Land is

30 feet apart. The Nurseries , Bristol.

P^^INES, PINES.—To be SOLD, for ^25, 80 extra
strong FRUITING Plants, several showing Fruit, and 100

SUCCESSION Plants, all in good condition.

J. KEELER, The Gardens, Riverdale, I.ewisham.

Fruit the First 'Y'ear.

SPECIAL OFFER.— Best named -varieties, strong
standard PLUM S,_ IS. each; Pyramidal APPLES, PEARS,

W. HOOPER, New Wandsworth, S.W.

w EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

es from Mr WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

A
To the Trade.

SPARAGUS ROOT.S.— 100,000 3-yT. Asparagus

GEORGE WlNFIELD.Glouci

r Cattle Cabbage Plants at 31. 6rf. per i

I SON, Wonersh Nursery, 1

E ARLY SHAW, EARLY KING, DAWE'S
MATCHLESS KIDNEY. A few Tons of each. Apply to the

'cr, A. STYLES, Stone, near Greenhithe. Kent.

E ARLY ROSE POTATO, for Seed, at £i per bush. ;

WHEELER'S MILKY WHITE, Zs. per bush. Carriage paid
London, Reading, Brighton, and Dover.
Early Rose can De supplied in smaller quantities at W. per lb. ;

rriage not paid.
JOHN COWEN. Red Hill, Sui

NEW POTATO S. —American Early Rose.
Paterson's Bovinia, Red-skinned Flourball (Sutton's).

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Sccci Merchants. Sleaford, havo
pure, true seed of the above to offer. Price on application.

Priced Lists of Seed Potatos sent post free.
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Twenty-one First and Ten Second Prizes for Roses. 1

JOHN CRANSTON obtained during the past season
the large number of 21 First and lo Second Prizes for ROSES,

exhibited at the principal Rose Shows throURhout the kincdom. It is

To tlie Trade. „
CARTER'S LIST of FLOR.\L and VEGETABLE

NOVELTIES for 1S71 is now ready, and may be had on

^TaME™ CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237 and 338, High
Hoiborn, London, W. C. _

New Catalogue of Dutcli Bulbs. Plants Suitable for

BEDDING and DECORATIVE PURPOSES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing SELECT DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED LISTS of DUTCH and other BULBS, PLANTS suitable

for Bedding and Decorative Purposes, FRUIT TREES, SWEET
VIOLETS, &c,, is now published, and will be forwarded to appi

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Choice Hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons.

JOHN WATERER and SONS have the pleasure of

announcing that their CATALOGUE of the above plants, as

exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now pub-

lished, and will be forwarded to applicants. It faithfully describes the

colours of the Rhododendrons, and also contains selections of the

most approved CONIFERS, with heights and prices, as well as the

leading EVERGREENS and ROSES.
The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey.

Planting Season.

TO BE SOLD, cheap, the ground being required for

other purposes, 6 acres of RHODODENDRONS, from I to

feet high, bushy hybrids, well set with bud, the finest lot in

England: AZALEAS, strong and bushy.
ifect; HORSE

COMMON LAUREL, :,
Shrubs, &C. Best show GOOSEBERRIES i

B. WLIITHAM, The Nun , Reddish, near Stockport.

Rhododendrons for Potting or Planting Out,
HARDY SCARLET, WHITE, and other CHOICE NAMED.

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southamptor
• offers a large and splendid assortment of the above, wit

blooming buds, at l8s. , 24J. and 3QS. per dozen.

Also KALMIA LATIFOLIA, ANDROMEDA FORMOSA, an
AZALEA AMCEN.A, atfo., 125., and i8j. per dozen.

A NOBLE AVENUE for £'20. consisting of loc
will r.'M'NlA GIGANTEA, about 4 feet hi^h. This

'

; .:i trees, a native of California^ where it attains i

; I h a trunk 40 feet throULih, is of rapid growth,
, , I rill. The bark ofa Wcllingionia at the Cr>>

-, I .u!!;. iLstroyed by fire, gave an idea of the grandeui of

"Oran'AVENUEofiooSUPERB ABIES DOUGLASIt, about 10 feet

high, for jfiaa This, the most noble of evergreen Firs, is of rapid growth,

hardy, produces valuable limbcr, close, heavy, and free from knots, of

95 feet high, and 90 feet through the branches, with a trunk 9 feet i

ind Seed Merchai

w Special Offer of laxge Evergreens, &c.
M. KNIGHT begs to call the attention of the
Nobility and Gentry to a few thousands of fine specimens ol

PORTl'CAl 7ft.
I
COMMON LAURELS.btogft.

i . , 1 lo 5 feet, thickly set with buds.
I I 11 transplanted, arc very bushy hand

I'r ii (-per dozen or nundred on application.

I Nur^L-ry, Hailsham, Sussex.

Fox or Game Covert.WMAULE AND SONS can supply, for this
• season's planting :—

BROOM, English, strong. M to 3 feet, 201. per 1000.

BOX, Evergreen, bushy, 1*4 to 2 feet, 251, per 100; jCio per 1000.

CURRANTS, black and red mixed, 61. per 100 ; 50*. periooo.
FURZE, English, two years old, loi. per 1000.

,, two years old, and one year transplanted, 20J. per 1000.

l.\i 111
, , 2-,s. perioo; jCioper looa

M . t.^^!! Barberry, i to 3 feet, 251. p. 100 ; ;£io p. 1000.
N' I

I
,
I lo 2 feel, 305. to 401. per 100.

i'i;; . : .
,

, ,,,5os. per 1000.

I'l' I: I

\'.
I \ 1.

I I
,

1 .'.id leaf, 251. per loa
SN< "WliERRY, ^ to 3 feet, strong, 30J. per 100.

BITIER OSIER, 25J. per 1000.

Collections of miscellaneous Shrubs, for undergrowth and shrubbery

The , Bri

appHc

Planting Season.
LARCH, SCOTCH FIR. ENGLISH OAK, and

all other Forest Trees.
QUICK, and ali other Hedge Plants.
COVERT PLANTS, in great variety.
FRUIT TREES, including all the best varieties of Apples, Pears.

Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, &c., in Standards, Dwarfs, trained
and untrained, Sic.

ROSES, Standards, Dwarfs, on own roots and Manelti stock, &c
VINES, all the leading varieties, in 2000 well ripened Canc», for

fruiting in pots and for planting; out.
EVERGREENS, in great variety, mcludihg large quantities of all the

choicest Hollies, &c.
CON I FERS, including Picea nobilis, Nordmanniona, &c.

JAMES DICKSON and SOtJS, " Ne
The " Newton " Nurseries are within 10 minutes' walk

road over Flookersbrook Bridge, from the Railway Static

PAUL'S NURSERIES,^ >VALTHAM CROSS, N.

ROSES.
ROSE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.—" One of the grandest Roses in

cultivation." " The best Rose of the present year." "The great

Rose of the Show." Standards and Dwarf Standards, icu. td.

each Dwarfs, 7s. 6d. each.

Standard ROSES, 15s. per dozen, and upwards.

DwartStandard ROSES, 125. per dozen, and upwards.

Dwarf ROSES, 95. per dozen, and upwards.

,, in pots of extra size, prepared for forcing, 24s. per
dozen, and upwards.

Climbing ROSES, strong plants, 91. per dozen and upwards.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

Choice named HYACINTHS, 6s. per dozen, and upwards.

Bedding HYACINTHS, iSj. per 100, and upwards.

„ TULIPS. 3s. per 100, and upwards.

Choice named TULIPS, u. per dozen, and up\vards.

CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. per 100. and upwards.

LILIUM AURATUM, English and Dutch grown roots, b

the dozen, 100, or 1000.

All other Bulbs equally moderate in price.

NEW GERANIUMS.
WALTHAM BRIDE.—A profuse blooming pure white flower, leaves

green, finely edged with pure white, yj. W. each.

AVALANCHE, do., do., 7s. 6d. each.

MARCHIONESS.—The finest Silver Variegated Zonal kind, and the

freest grower out, 15s. each.

WALTHAM BRONZE.—The deepest and richest in colour of all the

bronze section, 75, 6rf. each.

BONFIRE, the finest scarlet for bedding, 31. M. each.

AMETHYST, BOADICEA, CARACTACUS, DARIUS, and

MAGNUM BONUM, 2j. &;. each.

PICTORIAL TREES and SHRUBS.
The finest and most extensive collection in Europe, is. each and

upwards.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS. &c.

The choice sorts singly or by the dozen, the common sorts by the

100 or 1000, at the lowest remunerative prices for frequently trans

planted specimens.

FRUIT TREES,
APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, NECTARINES,

and APRICOTS, Standards and Dwarfs, trained and untrained.

Pyramids and Cordons, in the finest possible health, worked on the best

stocks, many trees in a fruiting state In addition, GRAPE VINES.
FILBERTS, FIGS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, RASP-
BERRIES and STRAWBERRIES.

PRICED CATALOGUES, free by posL

New Plants
tJow offered for the FIRST TIME byCHA.RLES NOBLE,

Bagshot, Surrey.

CLEMATIS ALBERT VICTOR.
First-class Certificate, May s, 1869.

Extra fine shape, each flower having eight petals, deep lavender

colour, with brown ribs down the centreof each petal, the ribs changing
to white, or nearly so, as the flower expands. Very frcc-flowenng,

and of a superb, thick, velvety texture.

101. dd. each, or £^ 4s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS LADY LONDESBOROUGH.
First-class Certificate, May 19, i86g.

Very fine shape, each flower having eight petals, colour a delicate

silver-grey, with white stripe down the centre of each petal ; a uink

stain at the base of the stamens gives it a pretty appearance. Good
substance, and very free-flowering ; constitution very robust.

lOJ. W. each, or £^ 4s. per dozen.

CLEM.\TIS MISS BATEMAN.
First-class Certificate, May 5, 1869; Special ditto, April 20, 1870.

Good shape, each flower composed of eight petals, colour pure
white, with distinct band of glaucous cream-colour down the centre of

each petal. Very free, and altogether a magnificent planL

155. each, or the set of three kinds for 311. td. When 12 arc taken,

four of each, they will be charged £^ 4J. per dozen.

Send for CATALOGUE.

THE HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT of
RINGELHEIM, Hanover, Germany (represented in London by

Messrs. R. Silberrad and Son), offers the following articles at the
undermentioned greatly reduced prices :

—

ORNAMENTAL FOREST TREES.
QUERCUS AMERICANA RUBRA, fine seedlings, i-yr.. 5s. per 100,

40J. per 1000: 2-yr., 8j. per 100, 72.1, per 1000.

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA, fine seedlings, i-yr., per 100,000, Z 15 :

2-yr., do.,;£24; 3-yr., do., £48.
BETULA ALBA (Birch), fine young trees, 7or 8 feet high, per 10,000,

£Z ; ner 50,000, C^2 ; per ioo_,ooo, £4,%.

N. B. The above-named Seedlings are disposable, per 100,000, up to
Three or Four Millions. For other sorts, see CATAL<")GUE, which
Messrs. R. Silberr.\d and Son will send free on application.

SEEDLING AND TRANSPLANTED CONIFERS.
riNUS, ABIES EXCELSA, strong seedlings, 2-yr., 6j. dd. per 1000,

£,2 8s. per 10,000, £30 per 100,000 ; transplanted, 3-yr,, 12s. per 1000,

£1 12s. per 10,000 ; ^^44 PC 100,000.
PINUS, ABIES PECTINATA, strong seedlings, 2 yr., 125. per 1000,

£541. per 10,000, ^£48 per 100,000; transplanted, 3-yr., 14$. 6f2. per
Tooo, £(> 8y. per 10,000 ; £%(i per 100,000 ; transplanted, 4-yr., £1 per
1000 ; £q 4s. per 10,000 ; £80 per 100,000.

LARIX EUROP.-EA, strong seedlings, 2-yr., loj. per 1000, jC4 per
10,000, £z2 per 100,000; transplanled,3-yr..i4s. 6ii. per 1000, 26 per

'Iper 100,000; transplanted, 4-yr., i8j. per ioqo,£t 12s.

£64 per 100,000.

SYL\ ESTRIS, strong seedlings, i-yr,, 3*. 3rf. per 1000, £t 41.

10,000, ;;;io per 100,000; strong seedlings, 2-yr., 51. per 1000,

'. ^18 p

INUS SY

PINUS AUSTRIACA NIGRA, strong seedlings, i-yr., 6s. 6d. per
1000, £-2 per 10,000 ; strong seedlings, z-yr., 8j. per 1000, j^3 ids. per
10,000; transplanted, 2-yr., 115. 60. per 1000, £^ 4s. per 10,000;
transplanted, 3-yr., £1 per looo, £% 16s. per 10,000.

All the above Seedlings arc well grown, healthy, and well rooted ;

and are for the greater part disposable by millions.

A reduction is made on all Seedlings when upwards of 100,000 are
ordered.
The cost of packing {which is done with the greatest care, and

Conifers (either in open ground or in pots) see our

:fercnce, if from unknown

A AN AVENUE TREE
Nothing is so grand and beautiful as

ABIES NORDMANNIANA,
and they can be obtained of any size up to 6 feet ; transplanted 1870.

RHODODENDRON THE QUEEN
(mind you get "The Queen") still remains as far superior to any
other white Rhododendron as silver is superior to lead.

RHODODENDRONS, FINEST NAMED
kinds, in greatest profusion, full of buds ; never so fine before.

DWARF ROSES,
as good as can be grown, and in any quantity.

FRUIT TREES.
.\PPLE, PEAR, CHERRY, PLUM, &c. Standard, Pyramid,

, /ith a large healthy slock of new Shrubs
and Plants second to none. The easy access (half a mile from Sunning-
dale Station, South-Westem Railway) should induce all large planters

Ing is the only way to understand tne kind of

LU C O M B E, P I N C E, and CO.
STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, AND CO.
PICEA PINSAPO,

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.
jid every other kind of Conifer ; fine plants of all sizes, fit for removal.

CUT CAMELLIA BLOOMS,
and other choice flowers.

VINES in pots, largest and strongest.

FERNS, ORCHIDS, and all kinds of

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
COLCHICAN LAURELS, from 3 to 8 feet.

COMMON LAURELS. 30,00a

Exeter Nursery, Exet*

ARCH, fine stout, 9 to 18 inches, io.t. per
i SCOTCH FIRS, strong, nr. per lOoa QUICKS, iji lo

" W. JACKSON, Blakedown Nursery, Kidderminster.

feet.

FOR PLANTATIONS, at wholesale prices, for cash,
all transplanted and healthy, <>.\K. F.I.M, BEECH, HORSE

CHESTNUT, 2 to 3 feet high, m .ui. u^ 11 r-i. J trees, 20S. per tooo;
ASH,2fcet,20J. per 1000; HOKM < 11 Ks IN r I ,4 fcet.sos.periooo ;

MAPLE, 4 to 5 feet, i6j. per 100 : lAJH KM* MS, 3 105 feet. 12s., 6
to 8 feet, zoj. per 100; SYCAMORES, 4 i._. l.:i;i. its., 7 to 9 feet, 251.

per 100; WALNUTS, 3104 feet, 20J. per 100; BOX, for edging walks,
xd. per yard: Red Grape CURRANTS, strong, Sj. per 100, 50s. per
iooo;SlLVERFIR.i^ to 2 feet, 3J. per dozen; GUELDER ROSES,
Red and Yellow RIBES, very thrifty, 3 fcet.V- '*'' per dozen; Dwarf
Perpetual ROSES on Briar, 9s, per dozen ; and other Nursery Stock.

Remittance or reference required with orders.
A. WILKIN. Tiptree, Kclvedon, Essex.

FR.-\NCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street, and

the " Upton" Nurseries. Chester.

LILY of the VALLEY, imported Clumps, i8j. to 24J. per dozen.

—These arc specially grown for early forcing, and are much superior
to Enf^lish grown ; producing very large and fragrai 1 great

urpassed,

Fruit Trees Grown for Sale by

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset.— Before ordering send
. 2S. in stamps to J. S. for a copy of his ORCHARDIST and its

COMPANION, a Catalogue of the finest Collection of Fruits in

England, in which is given the name, the quality, the country where
raised, the year they first fruited in, the raiser, tneir bearing quality,

their size, and general cultivation. The Trees have been very much
admired by all who have seen them, not being cramped, stunted, and
spoilt by repeated pinching, a system that is quite retrograde to all

the laws of physioloo". Let your trees make wood and leaves, and
manage their roots well. Regulate your branches in winter; and in

'
'

' ' jwing healthy and fruitful trees.

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Shrubs.

PETER LAWSON and SON have to intimate that

CATALOGUES for the present season may be had upon

^''Th""tock of Seedling and Transpl.^nted LARCHES, SCOTS
FIRS, and other FOREST TREES is both unusually extensive and
superior in quality. When personal inspection is not convenient,

samples and special offers will be sent if required.
Edinburgh and London (20. Budge Row, Cannon Street, E.C.)

THE PATENT ACME
GARDEN FRAME AND GROUND VINERY

Will be EXHIBITED at the Meedng of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

ON WEDNESDAY NEXT.

Full particulars .will shortly appear in the Gardeners Chronicle.
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To the Trade.—Continental Flower Seeds, &c.

GEORGE MACINTOSH. Agent to F. W. Wemlel,
Seed Grower. S:c.. Erfurt, I'riissi.i, beg5 to annouoco th.it he

can now supply CATALOGUES of the above free and post p.nid on
application.

The Nurseiy, High Road, Hammersmith, London, W,

i^

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS' GENERAL and NEW
PLANT CATALOGUE for 1870, post free on application,

contains Lists of Orchids, Palms, Tree Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse
Ferns. Hardy Ferns, Filmy Ferns, &c. ; Dracanas. Agaves, Yuccas,
Beaucarncas. Dasylirions, &c. ; Azaleas and Camellias, Cape Heaths,
New Holland Plants, and Amaryllis, &c.

B. S. Williams respcctlully invites inspection of his numerous
COLLECTION of PLANTS, which at all times well repay a visit.

Conservatories furnished, and Choice Plants supplied for Balls or
Dinner-table Decoration.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

INES and PINES.—Vines, for fruiting in pots and
planting, of all the approved sorts, very fine canes. Pines,

tine and Succession, in variety ; all in splendid condition, never

M. ROCHFORD, Markel

M^
I ' K of FOREST

ii.il 1 ientlemen in-

ii .!'. 'i''i' ! H. i in inspect the
;hi.y uill liiid well grown and verj-

_ ^ ,. __ undertake the Laying-out and Planting of

New Gardens, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds to any extent.
Their large Collection of FRUIT TREES, also Standard and

Dwarf ROSES, will be found to include all the best varieties

VEITCHS' AUTUMN GIANT CAULIFLOWER.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons
DESIRE TO CALL ATTENTION TO THIS

NEW AND EXTREMELY VALUABLE LATE CAULIFLOWER.
It is perfectly distinct from any other sort, the leaves aro long and tapering, and the habit of the plant is

robust, but very upright and compact. Tlie heads are magnificent, beautifully white, hirge, firm, and compact, and
being thoroughly protected by the foUage, remain longer fit for use than any other sort. If sown in April it will

succeed the Walcheren. and coming in between that variety and Snow's Winter Broccoli, is a great acquisition to ill

gardens. It was aw^1rded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society. November 2, 1870 when
Messrs. V. & S. were generally congratulated on having brought such a fine variety before the public. Many Utters
speaking in the highest terms of this Cauliflower, have been received, and it cannot be loo strongly recommended

The following is an Extract from the Gtjrc

of November 5, 1870 :

—

*' Messrs. Veitch & Sons exhibited their New Gi
flower, which from its gigantic size and fine appearance

Ma,

I considerable :

First-class Certificate. Five or six I

neasuring upwards of 12 inches in di

iolid and of the purest white. It w;
Vulumn, Walcheren, and several othi

md all the plants grown under exactly thi

1 Cauli-

deservedly awarded a
ids were shown, the largest
leter, and all were perfectly
stated that seed of the Giant

Mr. Henry Chilman, Somerley Gardens, wnting

in the Florist, says :

—

" This is certainly one of the best additions to the Brassica fam 1

we have had for some years past, the heads produced by this f ne s

being compact and of marble-like whiteness. From the hi(,h recon

mendation given to this variety in the Catalogue whose name t bcirs

I was induced to try it. and can fully endorse every word said there n

its favour. All who have not hitherto included this varietj n the r

Seed Lists would do well to do so; there is little doubt of those who
have once tried it neglecting: to do so again The crop we are now
cutting gives promise of a supply for five or six weeks to come."

In Sealed Packets, 2s. 6d. each.

I all the others
imports t quality.

getabie:

The following Seedsmen have obtained a supply direct from us, viz.

Messrs. Earr & Su
Garden,

„ Burgess & Kent, Penkhull.
„ Carter & Co., 237, High Holborn.
„ Jas. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgaie St

„ Dickson, Brown & Tail, Manchester.
,, Downie, Laird & Laing, Forest Hill.

,, James Garraway & Co., Bristol.

„ Ji. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wt
„ Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street.

:, King Street, Covent .. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
' " Nash & Nash, 60, Strand.

Suiton & Sons, Readini_
Wood & Ingram, Huntmgdon.

. R. Cooper, 152, Fleet Street.

, John Scott, Yeovil.
R. T. Veitch, Exeter.
B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway.

Price to the Trade on application^ or of either ofthe London Wholesale Houses named above.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.—Nov. 22, 1870.

NOVELTIES FOR 1871.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons
BEG TO DIRECT ATTENTION TO

THE FOLLOWING DISTINCT AND STRIKING NOVELTIES.

CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI.
A robust and \i< • ;.;ii .\' n,. 'i -

i
,

i

i. . 'nv ns
deeply fringed .-md un m l-.i.-

,

i.-
|. !

. , ii mt'e
Totheelef;a.K:e..ril,r I,-;,,,;., ,„ . .M„ ..(i. .1 tli. l..',Mivof
the leaves in their earliest stage being m. densely covered
as to be perfectly white, and when matured and fully deve
retaining a bright silvery appearance.
This fine plant is similar in habit to C. candidissima, bu

finer in all its proportions, and may be us«l in the same waj
masses, ribbon borders, or as single specimens on lawns.

Per packet, xs. 6d. and 2s. 6d.

COLSTON BASSET SEEDLING,
A beautiful netted yellow-skinned variety, of very handsome shape

and medium size, averaging about 3 lb. in weight ; the flesh is almost
white, of delicious flavour, exceedingly tender, and melting; the

Per packet, zs. 6d.

CUCUMBER SOOLY aUA.
NEW CHINESE VARIETY.

This remarkable vegetable, which created such a sensatio
shown at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting on June
is wonderful alike for the immense size of its fruit, its lari

frecn glossy leaves, and the beauty of its flowers. In China it

y the natives as a regular article of food, boiled with rice, or
in various ways^ and is also much enjoyed by Europeans :

there. The fruit is of rapid growth, attaining in this country ;

of 5 to 6 feet, and from 13 to 16 inches- in circumference, and
in the green state just when they attain their full size.

Per seed, 3J-. 6d.

TOMATO HEPPER'S GOLIATH.

•esiding

A
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Standard and Dwarf Roses.
/"I EORGE DAVISON'S stock is very fine, and will

VT he Snid at anv reasonable Price, as ll.ey must be cleared.

Many Thousands of TEA ROSES in pots, ^6 sorts of the best New
Hoses of last \ ear, tSs. per dozen, strong plants. The Trade supplied.

CATALOGUES on application. ^„^^„ „
Specimen CONIFERS.SHRUBS, FRUlfand FOREST TREES &c.

I'hirty Thousand, four times transplanted, PIN LIS AUSTRIACA.
White Cross Nu ,

Hereford.

Roses.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND STANDARD
ROSES.

200 ooo DW\RF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES,
eolooo TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

.

A maenificent stock to select from. CATALOGUES on application.

. WM WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresheld, near

Ucklield, Susr

To Amateurs and tlie Trade.—Roses and Fruit Trees.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE offers a very superior lot

of carefully cultivated and well-|;rown ROSES — Stand.ards

at I^s and 15s per dozen : Dwarfs at 6i. per dozen. A choice stock

of iiil FRUIT TREES, &c.
, ^ .

A Descriptive CATALOGUE of New and Choice Plants. Fruit

Trees, and Roses, sent free upon appli--'-" --'- '— -•'•

special Trade Prices free.

Trade Lists

*'l."vVOOD'THo'rPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex,

cs per 100, IS. per dozen,

—

2d. per dozen extra for postage.

Having nearly I acre of GLADIOLI, I can supply them cheaper

than any house in the Trade. Prices upon application.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

Cheap Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following beautiful

varieties, at per dozen, for cash ;

—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS.—Lady Cullum, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs. Pollock,!!, i

Sophia Dumaresque, as. 6d. SILVER TRICOLORS.—Caroline
Longfield, 6s. ; Italia Unita, 2J. 6d. GOLD and BRONZE ZON ALS.
—Black Knight, fa. ; Cleopatra, 55. ; Duke of Edinburgh, fs. ; E. G.
Henderson, 3s. 6d. ; Her Alajesty, 3s. 6d. : Luminator, 6s. ; Painted
Ladv, 3*. 6</. : Princess of Wales, 4i.: Slanstead Beauty, 6s. DOUBLE-
FLOWERED.—Capitaine L'Hermite, 3s, 6d.; Madame Lemoine,
3S. 6d. ; Madame Rose Charmeaux, 3s. 6d. ; Triomphc, 3s. 6d. A Priced
LIST of 200 varieties post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants.

FRANCIS iS: ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
a magnificent stock of the above, in fine, strong, healthy plants,

including ACACIAS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, CARNATIONS
(Tree), CYCLAMEN, CYTISUS, EPACRIS, ERICAS. LILY of
the VALLEY (imported clumps), SPIR^A JAPONICA (ditto ditto),

VIOLETS. &c. Also a splendid Collection of Plants suitable for

Table Decoration, including Palms, &c. For prices and particulars,

sec General PLANT CATALOGUE, which will be sent free per
post on application.

"Upton" Nur-series, Chester.

Notice.HLANE AN-P snx S Inscriptive CATALOGUE
. can be had li ,, ligation. It contains a List

of 500 varieties of Ri ' I ih.- new ones, all at the same
price), a choice collcLi I 1 ^ :

'
I
il NDRONS, all the new and

popular FRUITS, a lit ,
M 1 '\ I FERS, HARDY ORNA-

MENTAL TREES and SHRl lis, AZALEAS, &C.
The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstcd, Herts.

PLANTING SEASON, 1870.
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY

Anthony Waterer̂
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS THE NOTICE OF INTENDING PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND LIST OF PLANTS.
The articles referred to have ali been recently transplanted, have had ample space, and are in every particular

certain to give the highest satisfaction ; the Knap Hill Nursery is more than 200 acres in extent, and contains at the

present moment the most extensive and important stock of HARDY EVERGREENS. AMERICAN PLANTS
CONIFERS, and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, FLOWERING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c., in

Great Britain. The Nursery is readily reached by Train from Waterloo to Woking. "Through Trucks" can be

sent without the expense of package to any Railway Station in the Kingdom ; and when quantities of two tons and

upwards are sent in a truck, a considerable reduction will be made in the cost of the plants, and a special rate quoted

for the carriage.

AMERICAN PLANTS. —The Annual Exhibition of Rhododendrons, in the large Tent in the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, is supplied by ANTHONY WATERER.

AZAT.KAS.—Scleciion.'; of ihc vcr>' fines

plants, will be supplied at 301. per di

„ Good named kinds, £5 to Z? 10s. per 100.

,, Common mixed colours, £2 10s. per 100.

i fl.-pleno, stronK bushy flowering pi;

hardy kinds, nice blooming

42s. . per dozen and upwards. This 1

II u-

plants, i8f.

uty when i

o 305. per doz.

_ ion of^Rhodo-
dendron bu\ers to Uiisiiart cjI our stuck. U'c have miles of borders
in which the plants vary from 2 to S feel high. Every plant a speci-

men, and comprisifie all sorts excepting the common Ponticum.
Named RHODODENDRONS.—Low bushy sturdy plants, and

of the best hardy kinds, £5 to ;^i5 per 1 mplc of

possess the largest

all ol them supplied from Knap Hill. As no description on paper

Standard RHODODENDRONS.—Of thei

number of the finest specimens to b(

The large Standard Rhododendrons in Rotten Re
" " am Knap Hill

idea 01 these pi;

example photographed, which is given in

Eublished.
ODENpRON PONTICUM, for Cover, £7

Seedling RHODODENDRONS, raised from the I

lining a great variety of colour.—Nice bushy

„ Larger and very bushy plants, £jc
C^" We have grown for some

Rhododendrons from layers, and we
100,000 plants of named varieties,

unequalled, being without exceptic

sample
HARDY HEAtrt'S.

spring '

specimen ; 6s. per dozen, 40s. per

past a large number of

which we I

the best pli

„ The free growing of VULGARIS. &c., 301. per i

KALM^X^LATI FOLIA, from 50s. to 1

„ Nice blooming plants, £5 to ;(;io pci

All other American -Plants a

HOLLIES.—The stock of Hollies ;

and varied descriptic
this Nursery is of the 1

e shall sell has been transplanted i

COMMON' GR'EEN HOLLIES.—Stout,
100; 3to3'A feet, £5 to £7 10s. per
30S. to I2M. per dozen and upwards.

Thousands of beau ti fully grown Pyramidal plants.
We have a number of very large Green Hollies, i3 and iS feet high.

WATEKER'S HOLLY.) We have these in large numbers and of
GOLDEN 9UEEN. Jail sizes, as Pyramids, Globes, and

are undoubtedly the mo
lursery in England. O

Catalogue contains a Photograph of Waiercr's and Golden Qua
Holly, being fair examples of our stock.

PERRV^S WEEPING HOLLY STANDARDS.—A large number.NEW GOLDEN WEEPING HOLLY.—Nice Standards
The COMMON WEEPING HOLLY.—6, 7, 9, and 10 feet high,

magnificent plants.

VARIEGATED HOLLIES of the best kinds, and the following
varieties of GREEN HOLLIES—Hodgins. Scottica, launfolia,
myrtifolia, angustifolia, yellow berried. Purchasers may select
from a stock of more than 20,000 handsomely grown Pyramidal

> 14 led. These are invaluable as blinds.

IRISH YEWS, of all sizes, up to 10 feet.

VEWS, GOLDEN and ELEGANTISSIMA.—We have these by

We bclic\

„ VARiEGATED. Is feet high." An
grown bushy plants, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high.

AUCLJBA JAPONICA.—Thousandsof sturdy bushy plants, 2, 3, and
feel high

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, 3, 4, and s feet high,

'da, all removed since August^ 1869.

The following CONIFERS may be 1 lied <

> bushes and Pyra>

( being handsomely

AUIES ALBERTUS, 5 to 6 feet, 421. per dozen; 7 to 8 feet, 60J.

These are beautiful plants, transplanted 187a
ABIES ORIENTALIS, 4 to 6 feel, y. to ?* 6<i. each; 7 to 8 feet,

los. 6d. and upwards.
PINUS CEMBRA, splendid trees. 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

PINUS PINSAPO, a to 3% feet, 30J. to 42^. per dozen ; 3?^ to 4 feet,

71. 6d. to loi, 6d. each ; larger, 5 to 6 feet, 2ii, each and upwards.
PINUS NOBILIS, I J^ foot, very stout. 181. per dozen, £$ per 100;

2 to 3 feet, 601. per dozen ; 4, 5, 6, 7, to 10 feet, splendid specimens,
from 10s. 6d. to 42s. each and upwards.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, very handsome plants, from seed,

2 feet high and wide, 42*. per dozen ; 2j^ to 3 feet, 51. to 7*. M.
each ; larger specimens. 4, 5. 6, 8, and 10 feet.

PICEA MAGNIFICA or NOBILIS ROBUSTA, hundreds of plants,

ajl from seed. 3, 4, and 5 feel high, los. 6d. each and upwards.
PICEA LASIOCARPA, 3 feet, handsome plants, 15*. each, £6 Gs.

per dozen; 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, 21 j. each and upwards;
and all have been transplanted within 12 months.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet, w. per dozen ; 5 '« 7 feet, 60s. to

to 84J. per dozen ; 8, 10, and 12 feet high, movecf since September
1860. Hundreds of splendid trees, from 101. 6d. each and upwards.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIAN.\ ERECTA VIRIDIS, most perfectly

grown plants, 2, 3. 4, and 5 feet high.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONiANA GRACILIS I3 to 4 feet, 421. to

„ „ ARGENTEA/ 841. per dozen.

JUNIPER. CHINESE. 4 to 5 feet, 30J. per dozen; 6 to 7 feet, 84J.

per dozen ; beautifully furnished plants, 8 feet high, lor. 64. each
and upwards.

THUJA AUREA, 2 feet and 3 and 4 f«t round, 4«- per dozen; a

large number of very fine specimens, 4 to 5 feet high, 10 and 15 feet

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3,4.5.6, and 8 feet high; hundreds of
most beautiful plants, 301. to S4S. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet, moved in spring, 24s. per dozen
and upwards.

The following TREES for avenues can be supplied in quantities. All

are straight, handsome, well balanced trees, with stout stems and
finely rooteg :

—

ACER PLATANOIDES, NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 12 feet high.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, standards, iSi. to 301. per dozen.

it:SCULUS ROSEA, SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUT. 8 and 10

feet high.
.^SCULUS, COMMON HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

The scarlet and common Horse Chestnuts have fine heads and

BEECH, PURPIe, 6 to 8 feet

BEECH, COMMON, 8

iches 4 feet from the ground.
z feet, fim

3 feet.

ELMS, 10 to 15 feet.

LIMES, lotojz feet; splendid trees, 5 to 6 inches round the stem

4 feet from the ground.
MAPLES, NORWAY, 8 to 14 feet.

OAKS, ENGLISH, 8 to 10 feet.

SCARLET AMERICAN OAKS, 10 to 12 feel.

PLANES, ORIENTAL and OCCIDENTAL, 10, 12, and 14 feet high.

The Planes on the Thames Embankment were supplied by A. W.
POPLARS, LOMBARDY, 10 to 15 feet.

SYCAMORE, :o to 16 feet.

WALNUTS, about 10 feet.

AILANTUS, 8 to 10 feet.

CATALPAS, 6 to 8 feet.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 8 to 10 feet.

The majority of these Trees have been planted within two years.

Samples, the only guide as to their true value, will be forwarded on
..,„i.— :-„ \\r^ "-"wever. feel confident that any one engaged

our N ursery.

KNAP HILL, near WOKII^G, SURREY.

BARR & SUGDEN,
,
KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

THE GARDEN INDOORS-THE GARDEN
OUTDOORS.

INDOORS.
What is more delightful in winter than to be sur-

rounded with flowers—thereby conquering Nature, and

bringing out the blossoms of Spring in the period of

snow, and especially where the artificial appliances of

glass are either w.inting or limited? The Hyacinth, the

Narcissus, the Tulip, the Crocus, the Snowdrop, the

charming Scilla, and others, with their accommodating

habits and easy culture, may be enjoyed in their full

bloom, fragrance, and beauty, .as much in the cottage as

in the palace.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS,
SPECIALLY SUITED FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

NARCISSUS
named TULIPS
swecl scented JONQUILS

50 SCILLA SIEIRICA

£4 V- I
half the quantity, £2 2s.

; quarter the quantity,

^t IS. ; eighth the quantity, 10s. 6if.

Mil & Slilll'i
AUTUMNAL

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

BUIBS AXD PLANTS

WiNTEii, Spring. AND Summer Fiowirinc.

SEED BUlB&PtMITWilRtHOUSO

B.VKR K' SnCDlCN
12KmCSIflEEU0«tNTCARDEN,lOND0N.W,C.

OUTDOORS.
In spring how eagerly we look for the first signs of

returning life and beauty, in the wee, timid flowers that

seem born of the snow, followed by the Primrose in the

copse, the Cowslip in the mead, and the Blue Bell by the

wayside. But what of our gardens? Too frequently

empty beds, which might otherwise be clothed with

beauties, for delicacy of colour, chasteness of form,

richness and variety, not to be met with in the gaudy

flowering of a summer flower garden. Now is the time

to furnish the beds, and tlie following arc part of the

materials, to turn the wilderness of our garden in spring

into a paradise of beauty.

COLLECTIONS OF BULBS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING GARDENING.

150 HYACINTHS
>OLVAN'"'""
CISSUS

50 POLYANTHUS NAR-
500 SNOWDROPS
50 SCILLA SIBIRICA
50 TRITELEIAUNIFLORA

500 CROCUS

£4 4J. ; half the quantity, £2 2s.
;
quarter the quantity,

£1 IS. ;
eighth the quantity, loj. 6(/.

COLLECTIONS OF PLANTS,
SUITABLE FUR SPRING GARDENING,

300 PANSIES and VIOLETS I 20O FORGET-MENOTS
200 DAISIES

I
200 SILENES

and so sundry plants, including Spring-tiowerinfi PHLOXES, &c,,

£.i +1. ; half the quantity, £2 2s. ; quarter the quantity

j^l IS. ; eighth the quantity, los. 6d.

B. & S.'s CATALOGUE contains all that is necessary

in Bulbs and Plants for Winter and Spring Gardening,

and may be had free on application.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KIiNG STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W. C,
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SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, 1870,

CARTER'S
ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF

SPECIMEN ROOTS,
Produced from their seed, will be on view at STAND

No. 75 during the Show, where orders will be received for

Seed, to be supplied in Spring ;

—

CARTER'S MAMMOTH LONG RED MANGEL.
CARTER'S WARDEN ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL.
CARTER'S NEW INTERMEDI.ATE MANGEL.
CARTER'S IMPERIAL HARDY SWEDE.
CARTER'S PRIZE NURSERY SUGAR BEET.

&o., &c., &<:.

^^ The specimens are the produce of ordinary

field cultivation.

CARTER'S NEW PEAS for 1871.

LAXTON'S QUANTITY PEA.

(See Illustration in last week's Gardauri Chronicle.)

A fine flavoured v.ariety, selected from " La.\ton's

Quality" for its robust habit and extreme productiveness
;

it also differs in the shape of its pods. Exhibited before,

and Highly Commended by, the Royal Horticultural

Society of London.

Price to the Tracte on application.

LAXTON'S QTJALITY PEA.

A second early crinkled Pea, of great productiveness

and fine flavour ; it is a great improvement on all the

second early wrinkled Peas at present in cultivation.

Has been grown in the Trial Ground, and Highly

Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society of

London.

Price to the Trade on application.

EASTES' KENTISH INVICTA PEA.

J.
C. & Co. having purchased part of the stock of this

fine early Pea, will be happy to quote special prices to

the Trade for large quantities.

THE KED-SKINNED FLOXJBBALL
POTATO.

Direct from the original raiser.

We have purchased a stock of this fine Potato from the

original raiser ; too much cannot be said in its favour, as

it is the heaviest cropping and best cooking late Potato

in cultivation ; especially valuable for late use and winter

storing, and producing tubers all of uniform size, which

are very large. While most other red varieties boil

yellow, this is white, of particularly fine flavour, and is

most correctly described as " Flourball." The " Red-

skinned Flourball " is entirely free from disease.

Price 5J. per peck.

Lowest price to the Trade on application.

CARTER'S ILLUSTR.ATED GARDENER'S

AND FARMER'S

VADE MECUM FOE, 1871
Is in the Press, and will be forwarded on receipt of

stamps for is.

All Seeds and Potatos Ca.

JAMES CARTER c^ CO.,

SEED FARMERS, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

^g SUTTONS'
SELECTED STOCKS OF

FARM SEEDS.

Everlastings, Hyacinth Glasses, &c.
TAMES CARIICR, DUNNETT. and BEALE'SW Whclcsale LIST (Illuslralctl) ol EVKRI.ASTINGS, DRIED
NATURAL FLOWERS, HYACINTH GLASSES, and GARDEN
REfJUISITES is now ready, and will be forwarded post free 00
apphc

Specimens of Roots, the produce of the above,

will be found on

STAND No. 79, SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.

The Heaviest Cropping and Best Quality

GLOBE MANGEL.

SUTTONS' BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW GLOBE.
—Specimens of the .Hbovc (36 lb. each), from a crop producinc

7?'; Ions per acre, on ."Messrs. St'noris' Stand [79) at the Cattle

THE BIRMINGHAM: AWARBS (1870).

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED MANGEL
was awarded the FIRST and SECOND PRIZES in the Manuel
Class, Specimens (46 lb. each) may be seen on Messrs. SuTTONS'

Stand (No. 79).

JTTONS' IMPROVED GREEN KOHL RABI
was awarded the FIRST PRIZE,

THE ONLY TWO SILVER CUPS for the best

COLLECTION of ROOTS, with other Prizes and Ilish Com-
mendations, were awarded to the produce of SUTTON'S
SELECTED FARM SEEDS, at the above Great Show.

BEALE, S37 and 238, Hi|;h

H
To the Trade.

YACINTHS, TULIPS. POLYANTHUS,

t SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

----- . 55. &f. each.
and upwards: LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, ALBUM, RUBRUM,
and ROSEUM, and all other LILIES.

Sec DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, free on application.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, Kinff Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE NEW POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS in their
relation to the SAMPLE POST.-The attendance of Represen-

tatives of the NURSERY and SEED TRADES is respectfiilly re-

quested at a MEETING to be held at Andcrln-i\ ITmH. Fi.ci Street,
London, E.C., on WEDNESDAY, December i,. ^( 1. ..«j... k ki tt.c

Evening :—To further consider the New Arr^in,: i,- !> , 1,. -miple
Post, in so far as they ^ect the transmission nt . 1 l . h, r 1

: .m.l 10

Ealins. W., No

To ArcMtects, Landscape Gardeners, and Otliers.
CITY of ROCHESTER,

ROCHESTER CASTLE RECREATION
' GROUNDS and PUBLIC WALKS. — The Committee fnr

Layinc-out the Grounds of Rochester Castle as Ornamental R-rrr.i-
tion Grounds and Public Walks are desirous of beiny FURNISUIiD
with DESIGNS.
The work also involves the preparation of approaches and the rco;iir

of some of the walls, and the laying out of a small piece of Ian I (or
buildmg purposes.
A Copy of the Plan, showing the levels, may be obtained on applicn-

tion to me on and after November 28 instant, and on payment of 5s.,
which will be returned to each Competitor,
A General Statement of the requirements of the Committee will also

be furnished on application.
The Committee offer the following Premiums, viz., £,i,a to the Com-

petitor whose Design shall be declared first in merit; £40 to the
Competitor nest in order of merit ; and {pa to the Competitor third in

If the Design of the Competitor declared first in order of mi
rried out by the Committee, the person sending the same i<

ployed at the usual Commission, of ;(;5 per cent., to carry o

•'£":.
The Designs of the Competitors first and second in

and be the absolute property of the Committee, to be
think fit.

bind themselves to carry

merit to bccnmo
used by them aa

7hr&r'"-
decided as

All Designs to be sent to my Office no
January 4, 1871.—By Order of the Committac,

RICHARD PRALL, Town Clerk.

r any other.
; the Design

than WEDNESDAY.

Rochester, November, 1870.

S.4 TURDA V, DECEMBER 3, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
5—EntomoloKical

( Royal Ho ' '

,) Commit
' 1 Ditto (Scientific Committee)

( Ditto (General Mcelini;) .. .. 1 l-.M,

8— Edinljur^h Botanical 7 30 r

THE BEST SWEDE IN CULTIVATION.

SUTTONS' CHAMPION.—Speciinens of the above,

weighing 32 lb. each, and which GAINED the TEN GUINEA
CUP at the ROYAL BERKS ROOT SHOW, maybe seen on

Messrs. SurrONS' Stand (No. 79).

Orders received at Moderate Prices.

-SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEP GROWER.S, READING.

It was the fashion once for Londoners to

lament the absence of a Baron Hausmann,
endowed with despotic powers, to be wielded for

the Improvement of our ugly Metropolis. It

was the fashion with some to laugh at the Metro-
politan Board of Works, just as one laughs

—

that is, if one does not grieve—over the proceed-
ings of " Westries " or of Boards of Guardians.
Nobody can say that the feelings just alluded to

were wholly uncalled for. Any one who knows
the grimy house-fronts of London, its narrow,
tortuous city streets, wherein unfortunate pas-

sengers are stunned with noise, smothered in

greasy mud, or powdered with dust and smut,
obstructed in their transit in almost every pos-
sible manner, if not absolutely stopped in their

career by a knock-down blow from the pole of

an omnibus or the wheel of a " Hansom ;
" any

one who knows the condition of London squares
and specially of that square of squares hight
Leicester ; any one who knows these things,

and had the opportunity of seeing the bright,

handsome, clean, comparatively noiseless streets

of Paris, before the siege, might well have been
pardoned for wishing that an organising talent

and a despotic power, similar to those which
effected such wonderful results on the banks of

the Seine, were wielded for a few years on the

banks of the Thames. Whether, in the light of

recent disclosures and recent events, such a wish
is justifiable now, is a question we need not enter

into ; but whatever may happen to beautiful

Paris, however many of her ornamental features

may be destroyed or abolished, nothing short of

absolute demolition can impair the material

excellence of her main thoroughfares.

As to the Metropolitan Board of Works, its

nature and constitution were too much akin to

that of a gigantic vestry not to excite the face-

tiousness of the wags. Let those laugh who win.

In view of recent events, it is quite clear

that the Board in question has done its work
well ; so well, that we imagine there are few left

now who would be bold enough to express their

preference for the system d la Hausmann, over
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our Board system, with all its admitted defects,

half measures, and inconsistencies. It has carried

out for the metropolis a system of sewers com-

parable only with those of ancient Rome, and

sooner or later it must complete its beneficent

work in this direction by utilising the material

it now allows in great measure to be wasted.

It has given us the noblest river-quay in the

world ; and has effected numerous comparatively

minor but really very important improvements in

our streets. It has secured to us Hampstead

Heath, so dear to Londoners of all persuasions,

so doubly dear to artists and naturalists ; and

—

yes, it is a fact— it absolutely has had the hardi-

hood to make overtures to Parliament and the

persons most concerned, with the view of depriv-

ing us of our old laughing-stock—Leicester

.Square, and of rendering it, instead of an eye-

sore, a garden of beauty. We say that advisedly,

for we have no doubt, from what we know of

the gardening operations on the Victoria

Embankment, that should the Board obtain from

Parliament the sought-for powers, wc shall in due

time have a town square which will be a model

of what such places ought to be, and which will

show that we have no occasion to copy French

models, or to adopt any other style of landscape

gardening than our own.

On another page (1600-1) wuU be found some
illustrations, showing what is being done in the

way of Gardening on the Thames Embank-
ment (North), which bears the name of the

Victoria Embankment.
It may be well briefly to remind those of our

readers who have not seen this fine specimen of

English engineering, that the quay in question

extends from Westminster to Blackfriars

Bridges, a distance of nearly a mile and a-half,

and following the bold curve that the river

makes between the points mentioned. It con-

sists of a bounding wall of granite, massively

and handsomely constructed, and provided with

landing-places and piers for the accommodation

of the steam-boat traffic. This fine wall bounds

a roadway some hundred feet in width (including

the pathways on cither side), and is planted

with Planes. Beneath the roadway runs the

Metropolitan District Railway, and on its land-

ward side is a reclaimed space, varying in form

and dimensions according to the disposition

of the neighbouring streets, and the encroach-

ments of public buildings, and the like. Thus,

starting from Westminster Bridge and going

eastward, we first come to the comparatively

small enclosure (not shown in our sketch) nearly

opposite to the Westminster pier, and which is,

we believe, destined for the erection of a mansion

and the creation of a garden court in front of it.

Between this spot and the bottom of Whitehall

Place the greed of the owners of property in

that situation has compelled the Board to bisect

the course of the Embankment by a wall, en-

closing gardens set apart for the private

use of the occupiers of houses. The width of

the Embankment at this spot is such that

the roadway does not suffer, though a grand

opportunity for carrying out the Embankment-
garden to its full extent has thus been lost. At
the bottom of Whitehall Place, west of Charing

Cross Station, is a small enclosure, or rather two

or three small plantations, in one of which it is

proposed to erect a statue to the late Sir James
Outran. Eastward of Charing Cross Station,

and between that and Waterloo Bridge, is the

largest enclosure along the course of the quay.

It consists of a central series of beds intended to

radiate from a fountain or other central archi-

tectural object. From this centre extends a

curving walk, running pai'allel or nearly so to the

course of the Embankment, and flanked on either

side by a sloping bank of grass, which is to be
planted on the summit with belts of shrubs and
deciduous trees. The walks are broad, nearly

flat, and constructed of stones coated with

asphalte, and covered over with fine shell-gravel.

An edging of Ivy follows the course of the walks,

and flower-bedswill be here and there introduced.

The whole will be enclosed by an elegantly

designed iron railing. The old water-gate

(Buckingham Gate), erected from the designs of

INIGO Jones, would have formed an appropriate

entrance, from the portion of the Embankment
gardens we have just been alluding to, to

Buckingham Street, had it been raised to the

necessary height, but, as we leam, difficulties

were thrown in the way by the proprietors of this

fine architectural object, who have now the satis-

faction of knowing that their gateway is half-

blocked up by the mounds and shrubberies of the

garden—an object of ridicule and commiseration,

instead of being, as it ought to have been, a

fitting ornament to the situation. It is such

things as these, by the way, that leads us to ask
" Where's Haussmann ?'' To the east of

Waterloo Bridge the river-terrace of Somerset

House and the Temple Railway Station abut

immediately on the roadway, but beyond this is

ag.ain a small enclosure continuous with the

Temple Gardens, which latter thus acquire con-

siderable additional space, and in which, as we
are told, great preparations in the way of

fresh soil and the like have been made by
the authorities in charge there, to grow
Roses, so that once more White and Red
Roses may be plucked from oft' the briars m this

classic situation. Beyond the Temple no garden

intervenes to mitigate the dismal hideousness of

the adjacent structures, but these latter may have

to make way for a new Mint.

A more detailed, or lengthened description of

our grand river walk would be out of place. We
have said enough to indicate its grandiose pro-

portions, and to show that the gardening features

it presents have been well cared for by Mr.

M'Kenzie, who designed them, and by Mr. Mes-
TON, to whom the contract for planting has been

entrusted. To those who remember the old

state of the river bank, its foreshore of reeking

filth and dingy mud, in places more than 400 feet

wide at low water, the present state of the

Embankment presents the stronger contrast.

Those who do not remember what was the state

of affairs may, if they so choose, gain some idea

by an inspection of the river between Blackfriars

and London Bridges at low tide, and particularly

on the Surrey side near Southwark Bridge.

Higher up on the Surrey side at Lambeth a

similar embankment, but on a smafler scale, has

been formed. If the Board would forthwith stop

the pottery kilns in that locality from belching

forth their dense volumes of smoke, and put an

end to the noisome trades carried on there, they

would render a service to Londoners as great as

any they have yet done. One word more, and
we have done. St. Paul's Cathedral and Somer-

set House can now be seen as never they were

before, and if only for this reason, the Metro-

politan Board of Works has earned the thanks

of Englishmen.

At a meeting of a committee of gardeners held

at Stamford, on Wednesday last, for the purpose of

carrying out Mr. Gilbert's scheme for Gardeners'
Prizes for Vegetables at the Royal Horticultural

Society's forthcoming show at Nottingham, Mr.

Smith, of Exton Park, was appointed honorary secre-

tary and treasurer ; and as it is necessary that the

amount required (;f20) should be got in without delay,

in order that the prizes may be placed at the disposal

of the Society in time for the issue of the local prize

schedule, it is requested that all gardeners desiring to

subscribe, will at once send in their subscriptions to

Mr. James Smith, Exton Park Gardens, Oakham.
Post-office Orders to be pay.able at Oakham. It was

determined at the meeting that the amount should be

divided into three prizes, value ;^io, £(>, and £i„ to

be given either in watches or money, at the option of

the winner. An offer by Mr. Chapman, of Glou-

cester, of one of his patent e.xhibiting cases, as a further

prize, was accepted.

By the Resignation of Mr. J. J. Bennett,

F.R.S., a vacancy is created in the office of keeper of

the botanical department of the British Museum. Mr.

Bennett's acquirements and amiability have long

endeared him to all his fellow-workers, and ensured for

him their lasting esteem. The appointment of a suc-

cessor, we believe, rests with the trustees, a very

heterogeneous body, witli not a single botanist among

them—scarcely one that can rightly appreciate the

nature of the trust he has to fulfil. In the natural

course of things Mr. Carruthers, the senior assistant

keeper, should succeed to the vacant post, and there

will be a proper fitness of things in his so doing, inas-

much as the special department (that of fossil plants)

which Mr. Carruthers has cultivated with so much

benefit to science and repute to himself is so particu

larly well represented in the Museum. With reference

to other portions of the Botanical Museum, and in

view of the contemplated removal and consequent

rearrangement of the natural histoiy collections, we

may express a hope that the whole subject of the future

management and maintenance of the botanical collec-

tions will receive attention, so that their value may be

enhanced and some existing anomalies be removed.

In a lecture at Norwich recently, on Rain,

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., said :—Desiring to

ascertain the influence of the moon on the elements, he

discovered, after a long series of observations, that on

the 9th day of the moon there was much the most

rain, and that on the first and last week of the moon
there was the least amount. He had taken an account

from i8i5tol869 of every day on which there had

been an inch of rainfall, and he had found that

on July 26, 1S67, the rainfall amounted to 3^, inches

—the largest amount that had fallen in one day at the

Royal Observatory. From careful observations he had

made he had no doubt that the moon did exercise an

influence upon rain. Another investigation that he

made was as to the time of day that rain fell most fre-

quently, and he had found that the largest quantity of

fell at about 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

— Messrs. SuTTON & Sons have forwarded to us

the following letter, received from the Secretary of the

General Post Office, with reference to the SAMPLE
Post question :

—

' November 23, 1870.
" Gentlemen.—Referring to your further communication

of the 22d instant, I have to inform you that the question

has been submitted to the Solicitor to the Department,

and that he is of opinion that the Postmaster-General has

no power, under the new Post Office Act, to permit the

transmission of any other articles than bond fide trade

patterns or samples of merchandise at the sample rate of

postage. It is to be regretted if the rule has in any case

been evaded.—1 am, &c.,

(Signed) " G. Hardy (for the Secretary),

Messrs. Sutton & Sons."

— The Temperature of the Air at the different

stations in England and Scotland, during the week

ending November 26, was .several degrees above the

temperature recorded at those places during the pre-

ceding week. The Maximum Temperature in Eng-

land ranged from 58°. 9 at Blackheath, to 52° at New-
castle, with a mean for all stations of 55°. 4 (nearly

10° higher than the preceding week). In Scotland the

highest temperature was registered at Leith, viz., 51°. 2,

and the lowest maximum at Dundee, viz., 47° ; the

mean for the several stations was 5° above the mean
of the week ending November 19, viz., 49°.2. The
Minimum Temper.^tures in England ranged from

30° at Hull, to 36°.9 at Blackheath, with a mean for

all stations of 33°; and in Scotland, from 29°. 7 at

Aberdeen, to 36" at Greenock, with a mean for

the several stations of 3i°.9. The Mean Tempera-
tures of the air during the week in England,

ranged from 46°. 8 at Blackheath (being more than 9°

higher than the mean temperature at the same station

during the preceding week) to 40'. 8 at Hull, with a

mean for all stations of 43°. 5, being 3^ above the

mean temperature of Scotland, wdiich was 40°. The
Rainfall was distributed in a contrary manner to that

of last week, the heavy falls being confined to England

instead of to Scodand : the largest fall was at Eccles,

viz., 2 inches, and the smallest at Hull, viz., 0.65 inch,

with a mean for all stations of 1.27 inch ; and in

Scotland the heaviest fall occurred at Paisley, viz., 1.30

inch, and the lightest at Leith, viz., 0.37 inch ; the

mean for the several stations was 0.7S inch. (See

Mr. Glaisher's Tables in our present issue.)

The Commons' Preservation Society has re-

sumed its labours after the recess, and its members were

recently called together to hear a report on the present

state of the Metropolitan Commons. Arrange-

ments of a highly beneficial nature have been made in

respect of Wandsworth and Wimbledon Commons.

Earl Spencer, the lord of both manors, is to convey

his estate and interest in the commons to a body of

conservators, to represent the local and general public,

taking in lieu of his rights an annuity equal to the

profits he at present derives from the commons in their

open, unenclosed state. This annuity it is proposed

to provide by rates levied in the neighbourhood. The
arrangements are to be carried out by private Bills, the

notices for which have already appeared. Mr. Peek,

the member for Mid-Surrey, is one of the most active

in promoting these measures. The agieement of the

Metropolitan Board of Works to purchase the lord's

rights in Hampstead Heath was also reported, and the

society entered a protest against the payment of so large

a sum (^47,000, or about £,210 per acre) as tending

to raise the demands of other lords of manors, and to

prevent the general and complete preservation of

metropolitan open spaces. The subject of Epping

Forest was also under discussion, the Government Bill

of last session bemg generally and emphatically

condemned.

We leam from Dr. Regel that the botanical

collector, RoEZL, has lately traversed Galifomia, the

Rocky Mountains, and the Mormon States, in his

search for plants and seeds for introduction into our

gardens. From the countries named he went to Santa

Marta, and ascended the highest peaks of the New
Grenadian Cordilleras, where he collected a large

number of rare Orchids, which will shortly be offered

for sale in London. A large collection of seeds of

Bromeliacere has been made for the St. Peterburg

Botanic Garden, as also of Fern spores. Roezl's last

expedition in the Andes of New Grenada was made

during the rainy season (May and June). It rained inces-

santly, and for 20 days M. ROEZL was never dry. Every

day the traveller had to wade through torrent streams

of ice-cold water. No wonder that under such circum-

stances he contracted fever. It was under these con-

ditions, and at a height of 11,000 feet, that he collected

S50 plants of that extraordinary Orchid, Telipogon

Crcesus (Rchb. f.). We sympathise a great deal with

M. RoEZt., and are grateful to him for the service he

has rendered to gardens, but we must own to a feeling

of satisfaction that he did not succeed in bringing a
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single living tuber of this Orchid to Santa Marta. As
soon as the tubers came from the cold into the hot

country, says M. KoEZL, they perished as if they had

been cooked. Perhaps, had he been less greedy, he

might have been successful in transporting a smaller

number of plants, and would not have contributed to

the extermination of the plant in the localities indi-

cated, while his own profits by the transaction would
have been the greater. M. Roezl intends returning

to California, and from thence to pass to the Sandwich
Islands. We learn that collections of seeds have

already been received from M. Roezl by M. Ortgies,
of the Botanic Garden, Zurich, who acts as M. Roezl's
agent in the distribution and sale of the treasures sent

home by him.

Some of our surgeons seem to have taken a

hint fron\ the gardener's practice of grafting or budding.

Under the name of Skin Grafting, a method has

been devised by a French surgeon of transplanting

small portions of healthy skin on to the surface of large

ulcerated surfaces, which are often so long in healing

over, and which, when they do heal over, leave such

large scars. By the method now adopted, and when
due precautions are taken, it appears that large, obsti-

nate ulcers may be healed over in the course of a few

weeks. The plan has been successfully tried in some
of our London hospitals.

"We liave heard a great deal lately as to the

origin of living Germs, and the possible production of

some diseases from them. The germ theoiy of the

origin of disease is a very plausible one ; it fits in very

well with many phenomena presented by the diseases

in question ; nevertheless the majority, we believe, of

the medical profession reject the theory as insufficient.

Dr. Richardson, for example, one of the most accom-
plished physiologists of the day, objects to the germ
theory on these grounds :— I. The presence of the

assumed germs is not proved ; 2. The specific charac-

ter of each assumed germ is not traceable in the malady
supposed to be caused by its presence, but it is

assumed that, as the disease is specific, so it must have
been produced from specific causes

; 3. If the germs
were reproductive and indestnictible the universe would
become filled with germs, which as a media of disease

would destroy a people. Neither fermentation nor
putrefaction can be proved in any forms of disorder to

which the germ-theory is applied. Dr. Richardson's
belief is that the poisons which originate these diseases

are not originally derived from without but from
within, and are the results of morbid changes within

the body. These poisonous excretions conveyed dis-

ease from one body to another. The poison might be
destroyed, and then the disease caused by it died.

We learn that the magnificent COCHLIOSTEMA
Jacobianum (of which we gave an illustration, 186S,

p. 265) is now flowering splendidly with Mr. Wil-
liams, of the Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway,
who was the first in this country to flower and exhibit

it. The original plant, which commenced blooming
in April last, has since then been continually in flower,

and is at the present time in finer condition than ever.

Upon another specimen may be seen a flower-spike up-
wards of 18 inches in length, thus showing how mis-
taken were those who asserted that the flowers would
never show up from amongst the leaves. These facts are

the more worthy of notice on account of many persons
having formed a wrong estimate of the value of the

Cochliostema as a decorative plant, through seeing it

exhibited in the provinces during the past season,

where it certainly did not appear in anything like the

perfection in which we recently saw it at Holloway.

We are informed that a very extensive collec-

tion of Varieties of Maize, constituting probably the

finest collection ever shown in Europe, will be exhi-

bited at the ensuing meeting of the Fruit Committee
at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, at South
Kensington, on Wednesday " next. The Maize in

question has been grown in the island of Guernsey, by
the Rev. Th. C. BRfeHAUT.

in the work above cited. W^e may, however, add that

it differs from P. cuspidatum in its angular striated

stem, in its leaves, glaucous on the lower surface, and
with the ribs covered with slender hairs, in the

acuminate not obtuse bracts, as also in the characters

presented by the fruit. The plant is a native of the

Island of Sachalin and of the eastern partofAmoor-
land, and may therefore be expected to prove quite

hardy. For shnibberies and waste places this plant

will be well suited. M. T. M.

New Garden Plants.
Polygonum (Tiniaria) sachalinense, F. Schmidt,

in Primit. Flor. Amurens., p. 233 {anno 1853).

Perenne. Caule crecto. valido, glabro, angulo-striato, simplici?
[ramosissimoj ; fciliis brcvtlcr petiolatis, late ovaus, vel ovato-
oblongis acurnin III , ImT i i mIhis basl sub-cordatis, superioribus

ochreis elong.iti ! up nibranaceis, nervosis demum
fissis; racemis .1 .iii H 111! , .m^ulis vel fasciculatis, folio multo
brevioribus compusuis liunsiliun^ ; bracteis ovatis longe acurai-

natis, pauciflori^ i racln Lrassiuscula, ramulisque fusco-tomento-
sulis; pediceUis capillaribus infra medium articulatisperigonio
fructifero 3-alato brevioribus ; alis caryopsi triquetra, elliptica,

acuta, nitida, spadicea lalioribus ; stylis tribus brevissimis dis-

cretis incluseis ; stigmatibus brcvissime fimbriatls.

This Polygonum, for an inspection of which we are

indebted to Mr. W. Bull, has more the aspect of a

giant Dock than of a Polygonum. It is what an artist

would love to paint as a "foreground" plant, or Mr.
Robinson to put into his " Wild Garden." In truth,

Dock-like though it is, it is a really handsome plant,

and its large Ijroad pointed leaves, glaucous on their

lower surface, form an admirable contrast to the clusters

of delicate greenish flowers in their axils. In a wild
state the plant is said to exceed the height of a man.
It is hardly necessary to give a detailed description of
the plant—that may be found following the diagnosis

FLORAL CRITICISM*
This is a subject at once broad and comprehensive,

affording scope for much more copious discussion than

can be given in an essay as concise as this must of

necessity be ; for to enter into cveiy detail of the

subject—especially with regard to the standards of

perfection, set up for the different members of the

floral world,—would necessitate the writing of a good
sized volume. It is incumbent upon a writer of an
essay of this description to be brief and to the point,

and this I have studied to be ; and in so doing I have
endeavoured to discuss the matter from a natural and
not artificial point of view, commencing with the

newly introduced individual, and passing thence to the

training thereof.

Newly-introduced plants should possess in some
degree the following properties, which form the points

upon which they should be judged:— i, Novelty in

bloom or foliage ; 2, Hardiness ; 3, Vigour ; 4, Bloom-
ing capabilities.

1. Noi'clty. Diversity in shape or colour of foliage

is as essential to the production of effect as diversity in

colour or form of bloom, or in habit or mode of

growth. Novelty in either respect should, therefore,

be considered as forming a very essential point.

2. Hardiness^ or adaptability to the climate of this

country with as little protection as possible, is un-

doubtedly of the greatest importance to horticulturists

generally, in consequence of the great expense attached

to the cultivation of plants which do not bear up against

our changeable climate and low temperature. The
chief aim of collectors and introducers of plants should

be to introduce such things as will involve the smallest

possible amount of expense in their cultivation.

3. Vigour.—Hardiness and vigour of constitution are

essential properties, for while we want hardiness we
also require quick or vigorous growth and maturation,

in consequence of the short and uncertain season whereui

plants have to perform those operations.

4. Blooming Capabilities.—In addition to profusion

we want duration and persistency, and more especially

do we require persistency in conjunction with pro-

fusion. For if a plant be ever so profuse a bloomer,

and the bloom drops as soon as it expands, it is com-
paratively worthless for decorative purposes.

Having considered the essential points from which a

plant should be judged, I now pass to the considera-

tion of the principles upon which the flower should be
criticised. It is of the first importance that regard

should be had to the chief characteristics of the order,

class, or genus to which the individual may belong,

and especially is this of importance with respect to

double flowers ; for to expect duplication to be as com-
plete in a representative of the Geraniacea;, as in

Rosace^e or Compositie is unreasonable [What about

double Zonal Pelargoniums? Eds.], in consequence of

the difference existing between the number of stamens

in the two first-named, and the composite nature of the

latter. Neither can we expect it to be as complete or

full in a flower whose cestivation is valvate, as in one in

which the a-stivation is imbricate. The forms assumed
by flowers should also be considered in accordance

with these general characteristics, whether they be

regular or irregular.

The colour of the flower should in all cases be dis-

tinct from that of any previously known variety, except

where it has other qualities of superior merit to com-
mend it to notice, the resemblance of colour in many
varieties of the same species being so considerable as

to cause the greatest confusion. With colour, the

stability of the same is essentially necessary, as is also

good substance in the component parts ; and more
especially is this of importance in florists' flowers, for

what presents a worse appearance than a washy and
flimsy flower? As in plants, so with their bloom;
we want such flowers as will stand, without losing

their colour, a good drenching rain or syringing,

—

to one of which they will undoubtedly be in most cases

made subject, especially the former, if the plants be

hardy enough to be placed out-of-doors.

Odour is a property or qualification to be possessed

in order to come near to perfection. Such odour to

commend itself should be delicate and fragrant, for

where the odom^ is strong, if placed in a confined

atmosphere it becomes overpowering, and consequently

obnoxious ; strong-scented flowers are therefore com-
paratively worthless for use in the decoration of the

sitting-room, where the air is undoubtedly confined.

To set up a standard by which flowers should be
judged universally would be impossible, each species

To thispapcrwas awarded Ijieat,-Col. Scott's prize of ^5 55.

forth.-l.r^f .-s^nv ..n th.- Prinriples of Floml Criticism, May 4,

1870. I v... .til. i |-j|.. 1^ w'-.,- -.lit in. Mr, Bradley obtained a
First-i i.i ' ..

' .1. I .
. . :. and a Second-class Certificate

in Fiiiii \ '
'

' :: I', at the Royal Horticultural
Societv'^ 1 .

.inin.ti.4i m I ''' -hih.^r, i860.

' having a standard peculiar to itself. The point should
be to ascertain what would make a plant or flower

perfect, although there may be no chance of ever
reaching it ; and then the comparative merits of all

plants or flowers might be judged by the degree in which
they approached the imaginary standard of perfection.

Having thus considered the principles to be observed
in the criticism of newly introduced plants, I pass to

the most important of all with respect to a plant to be
grown as a specimen of good cultivation, \nz., its

training.

The effect produced by plants, either individually or

collectively, is regulated by the form they assume, or

are made to assume. It is evident, therefore, that such
forms only should be adopted as will produce good
effects without in any way impairing the health, and
consequently the beauty, of the individual. The modes
of training of the present day are undoubtedly too con-

ventional. Not only, in very many instances, is natural

beauty sacrificed, but shapes and fonns are adopted in

which the greatest possible amount of distortion is neces-

sary to obtain a given result, and this is detrimental

alike to health and beauty, and very often diametrically

opposed to natural disposition. Such modes of training

should be discountenanced by censors, and only those

should be admitted or encouraged that are most in har-

mony with natural disposition. Only just as much of

the conventional should be admitted or allowed as may
assist Nature in producing symmetry of form. The
forms thus produced would not only be in haraiony with
Nature, but would produce an effect altogether orna-
mental, which would be much in advance of the tight-

lacing system, of which we see so much.
There is no doubt that the loss of foliage from which

so many trained specimens suffer before their blooming
season arrives, is attributable, in a great measure, to

tight-lacing, as is so often the case with Azaleas.

The pyramid, or some modification of that form, is no
doubt the form best suited to those plants—as well as

to the majority of flowering plants, being more in

accordance with natural disposition ; but to tie in every

twig so as to present the appearance of their having
been cast in a mould, or glued to a shape made for the
purpose, is not only unnatural, but injurious. Plants

thus grown or exhibited are far from the standard of

perfection set up by Nature. A plant denuded of the

gieater portion of its foliage, if ever so well bloomed,
cannot justly be adjudged an example of perfection ;

and aplant tied so as to hide the foliage in endeavouring

to expose the gi^eatest possible amount of bloom to the

eye at a glance, is an example of bad taste, and a
direct violation of the principles daily exemplified

in Nature. To give prominence to bloom is unques-

tionably correct, but not to the exclusion of foliage.

Foliage is as essential as bloom to the production of

effect. There are exceptions, where plants naturally

produce bloom in advance of foliage. In such cases

bad training or cultivation is not the cause but natural

disposition. Plants, to show their beauty either indi-

vidually or collectively, should not be made to assume
anything like stiffness or formality. To produce the

greatest possible amount of bloom and foliage in the

smallest possible space as regards pot room, in plants

for exhibition, should be held as essential, thereby shut-

ting out from our exhibitions large and cumbrous pots.

The whole matter seems to resolve itself into the

principle of setting up an ideal standard of perfection,

consonant with the habits and general characteristics of

difierent species, and deciding the merits of the plants

by the degree in which they approach it. A. Bradley^

8, Salisbury Road, Highgate Hill, late of Sttndangtojt

Hall^ Bury St. Ednmnd's.

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
It is not our custom to insert trade notices in other

than the advertising columnsof the Gardeners' Chronicle^

but the enclosed, which has been forwarded to us by a

correspondent, seems to merit public attention. We
print it verbatim^ but suppress the name, lest our

regular advertisers should complain that we favoured

the present firm with a gratuitous announcement ; but

we may remark that the name is one that has on several

previous occasions been made the subject of comment
in these columns :

—

" Memorandum,
" From —

Rooms,

*' The Mart is situated within Two Minutes of Royal Exchange,
Market Place, Stock Exchange, Victoria Market, Cotton Waste
Dealers' Exchange, Wholesale Grocers and Foreign Butter

Market, Corn Exchange, Victoria Station, &c. Notice to

Nurserymen, we have held near 700 Sales of Choice Plants,

Coniferae, &c. And are Established Horticulturists of 60 years

standing."

We think it :s verry strainge we cannot Manage to

do some Business but ready cannot pay in full before we
receive the Goods we last Week drew ^"20 back for Goods
paid for in Advance and was compeled to Isue a Writ

before we could recover.

I want 100 Dwarf Roses on Manetti Stock to be here

on Tuesday and if you like to have them packed ready

we will Immediately on receiving your reply send you

Half the Amt 17J. bd. in Stamps and Balance when they

are to hand this may be a Breaking of Ground for

Business Answer per return as some of us will have to

go dawn to Rooms on Sunday for it have you the other

Goods left put Half Dozn Marechal Niels in you could

put amongst Dwarfs enclosed is Card for Bundle."
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PLANTING THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
The following remarks are extracted from a report

I (North), and which is further alluded to in our leading I mentioned in Mr. McKenzie's report, and that his

of Mr. McKenzie to the Metropolitan Board of Works, article. We need only note here that the ground suggestions will be acted on :

—

on the subject of planting the Thames Embankment | has been for the most part laid out in the manner I "I may state, at the outset, that I have avoided every-
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thing in the way of ex-

pensive gardening, and
where a doubt exists as
to the ultimate use of
the reclaimed ground,
I have endeavoured to

submit a plan, which,
if carried out, will be
effective at the present
time, and capable of
being cut up ultimately

without a total disfi-

gurement of the works
proposed to be exe-

cuted at this time. Of
course, if it is the wish
of your Honourable
Board, a much more
expensive system of
gardening might he
introduced, without
much alteration to the
design, by the intro-

duction of statues,

fountains, and vases.

"ist. The walks arc
so arranged as to give
facility to the public
from each of the recog-
nised entrances, with
a pleasant and diver-

sified plantation on
eitherside, at the same
time preserving enough
space for grass, which,
in all cases, ought to

be well kept.

"The plantations.

although nearly con-
tinuous, are sufficiently

broken to give glimpses

from the Kmbankment
roadway at such points

as the breadth of the

views will justify this

being done.
'

' The plantations will

be more expensive than
at either of the parks
[Finsbury or South-
wark], tor two reasons.

First, the nature of the

surroundings, so far as

the Metropolitan Board
of Works is concerned,

is so much richer than
anything surrounding
either of the parks,

that a difterent class of

trees and shrubs will

be required to dress

the ground. Secondly,

the variety of trees and
shrubs suitable is much
reduced, owing to the

growth of many varie-

ties being destroyed by
the influence of smoke,
and other causes inse-

pa.rable from the posi-

tion.
'

' The planting should

be, to a considerable

extent, of deciduous
trees and shrubs, their

beauty and brilliancy
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of foliage in spring will compensate, to a great extent, for

the absence of foliage in winter, which is seldom bright,

except after heavy rains. Thus, I should recommend the

plantations to consist of groupings of Laburnums, Acacias,

flowering Almonds, double flowering Peaches, and
other rosaceous trees—of double and single Thorns, in

groups of colours ; also groups of trees conspicuous for

their colour or variety of foliage, such as Copper Beech,

Acer Negundo, variegatum. ^;c., and filling up between
with evergreens, to give variety in winter, so as to afford

interest to the plantations at all seasons of the year.

" Generally speaking, the plantations should consist of

permanent plants, but I think it will be impossible to give

general satisfaction without a few patches of flowers,

judiciously and sparingly dotted about.
" In deahng with the ground, I have endeavoured, as

far as possible, to adapt the design to future require-

ments."

The following references to the plan require expla-

nation :

—

Fig. 272 shows a general view of the Embankment
between Whitehall Place and Waterloo Bridge. In the

former situation, at F, it is proposed to erect a statue of
the late Sir J. Outram.

Fig. 273 shows an enlarged \-iew of the garden imme-
diately to the east of Charing Cross station.

Fig. 274 indicates the hnes of section marked in the
preceding cuts by A B, B c, and D E, respectively,

additional row of Planes (P. acerifolia) is to be planted
the landward side of the roadway.

TIMBER AND CONSTRUCTION.—'NoAl.

(CoJicbidedfrotn p. 1504.)

Concurrently with this substitution of iron for

wood, and for other materials, there has been, with
very few exceptions, a wanton waste of the forest

resources, not only of our own countiy, but of the

entire world. Man has come to regard his early cradle,

the forest, as an enemy, instead of as a benefactor. In
England the prudent care of our forefathers to watch
the growth of our forest trees—to secure a perennial
supply of Oak for our ships, as well as of Yew for our
bows, is altogether forgotten. Tire forest rights of the

crown over a district that has been wooded since the
time of Julius Caesar—the forest of Epping,—have
been so purposely neglected, that it has needed tlie

vei-y unmistakable expression of public feeling to elicit

from the Solicitor-General anything more than a joke
upon wolves and bears. The 100,000 acres of forest,

under the administration of the Woods and Forests,

have been so admirably managed, as to arrive at the
result of a rental at the rate of y. 6d. (three shillings

and sixpence) per acre. The wooden walls of old
England are now so much an affair of the past, that it

may be said that we only regard timber as necessary to

ornamental landscape, or as a material for lucifer

matches.

It is in this country and its dependencies, and in

those of our American descendants, that the laws of
Nature as to the clothing of the eartli with timber have
been the most i)ersistently broken. But we are far

from being alone in our folly. To whatever part of
the world we turn we see indications that waste and
destniction bring their own vengeance in their train.

Of the effects produced upon climate by the denudation
of the soil there is no room for doubt. To a certain
extent the influence of human labour in the thinning of
forests is beneficial. But the limits between culture
and destruction are rarely maintained. In the year
1816 the forest came up close to the city of Phila-
delphia. The Delaware, a mile wide, was then often
frozen in a single night. The edge of the forest has
receded to a distance of more than 30 miles. The
thermometer is now rarely down to zero, the river is

hardly ever frozen, nor does snow he long on the
ground. In the forest it lies very long. The increased
aridity of Palestine, of Spain, and of the south of
France is well known. In the former case it has been
partly caused by the cutting down of the Olive, a
barbarous incident of warfare, merely forbidden by
ancient law. In the last-named countiy it has been
the need of fuel that has led to the denudation of so
many districts, and the double evil has ensued—first,

that the humidity of the chmate has been reduced to a
formidable extent ; and, secondly, that when rain
does fall, in any unusual proportions, the absence of
the great natural absorbing power of forest districts
allows the entire product of the rainfall to be dis-
charged at once by the natural drainage, thus causing
those floods which have proved so formidable in their
ravages within the last few years.
The deirudation of the forests of England is by no

means a new grief. More than 200 years ago Mr.
Evelyn complained of the rapid extii-pation, "root and
branch, of all those goodly forests and woods which
our more prudent ancestors left standing for the orna-
ment and service of their country." On the confisca-
tion of the Church lands, in 1536, immense forests
were cut down ; and durmg the civil war that com-
menced a centuiy later, many royal forests as well as
private woods were entirely swept away. In France
there yet exist 2,700,000 acres of State forest, eamin"
a gross revenue of ;if 1,740,000, and a nett revenue of
;£'i, 240,000 per annum. Bavaria contains nearly
2,000,000 acres of forest; Prussia, upwards of 5,000,000;
Austria, no less than 13,000,000 acres, realising an
annual export value of ;{i'3,000,000 sterling.

In France and in GeiTnany exist schools of forestry

in comrexion with the service of the State, and men of

a superior class of intelligence are carefully trained in

these establishments for the scientific management of
this important part of the national property.

In Bavaria there is a school of forestry at Aschaffen-
berg on the Maine. The candidates for admission
must have passed good examinations in the higher
public schools. The time of training extends over five

years, half of which time is devoted to acquiring a
practical acquaintance with the condition and care of
the forests of the State. The special scientific course
comprises lectures on forestry, management of forests,

planting, division of forests into blocks, valuation
siu-veys, rotation of classes of timber, and the due rota-

tion between the maximum yield of a forest and its

maintenance in an miinjured condition. Preparation,
transport, and sale of forest produce fonns another
special branch of study. Botany, chemistry, zoology,
physiology of plants, climate, and geographical distri-

bution of plants form the natural science division of the
course ; and mathematics, pure and applied, engineer-
ing, surveying, and forest legislation complete the
cttn-ictthtm. On passing the final examination, the

students are qualified for appointments in the Bavarian
forest service.

In France a similar college exists at Nancy, where
from 30 to 40 students are trained for the service of the
State. The service is directed by the " Bureau Central
de I'Administration generale des Forets," and S49 con-

sa~i'aieurs and htspecteurs^ having under their orders

3500 gardes gencraux, have charge of the public forests

of France.

Forests schools are also established at Hanover,
Neustadt, Eberswald, near Berlin, Tharandt, in Saxony,
Eisenach, and other places in countries possessing State
forests.

The threatened and very proximate exhaustion of
the enonrrous forest and timber-growing jungles under
the British rule in India has led to a tardy attention

being paid to this important subject by the Indian
Government.
From the report of Dr. Brandis, Inspector-General

of Forests in India, it appears that the normal average
of first-class Teak trees in a virgin forest is 14 per acre.

A Teak forest at Maulmain, in the hands of the
Government, extending over 550 square miles, has
been found to contain only three full-grown trees

in 2 acres, while damaged trees and stumps abound.
Forests of the Sal or Saul tree replace those of

Teak in Central India to the north of the Nerbudda
river. A belt of forest, from five to twenty miles wide,
extends for a length of 1500 miles along the foot

of the sub-Himalayan range, and up to an elevation of

3000 feet. The Saul tree grows socially, and by its

dark green foliage excludes the growth of other trees ;

being unlike the Teak in this habit of growth. In
Oude and Nepal the jungles contain as many as 70
first-class trees per acre, together with from 200 to

300 of all sizes, springing up from seed. The system
of letting these forests by contract in annual leases to

the highest bidder, while bringing in a positively

insignificant return, has had the efiect of stripping all

the accessible parts of this large district of full-grown

trees. Such is the size attained by this noble tree,

which, with a specific gravity less than that of Oak,
pos.sesses from one and a-half times to twice the strength

of that wood, that the Nepal ferry-boats, used to

contain from 10 to 15 men, with horses and cattle, are

hollowed out of single logs. The tree takes about
100 years to arrive at this size. The British S^l forests

are computed to cover more than 3500 square miles,

and a rest of 40 or 50 years will be requisite to replace

this waste of first-class trees which has been so bhndly
permitted to go on.

From the state of the Sal forests it may be concluded
what is the condition of the supply of Teak, a tree

which grows so much more sparely in its natural home.
In 1S22 the forests which the native princes had
studiously preserved were thrown open to the public.

Within eight years it was discovered that, owing to

indiscriminate cutting. Teak timber fit for Government
purposes was growing scarce, both in Madras and in

Bombay. In 1S39 Mr. Williams, the dockyard
manager, reported, that within twenty-one months
40,000 Teak trees, between 12 inches and 6 inches in

diameter, had been floated down by the contractors,

whose indiscriminate waste was thus destroying the

resources of the future. So great had been the destruc-

tion, that in 1S42 the Government actually pvrrchased

260 square miles of forest land for replanting with
young Teak, for the use of the dockyards. It was
found that the expense of thus preparing a single acre

of forest nurseiy was greater than the value of the

timber which could be grown on a square mile in

100 years ! During the thirty years preceding this

futile attempt to repair irreparable waste, the forests of

Malabar, Canara, Goojerat, Bombay, Madras, Ra-
jamunduy, Coimbatore, and Cochin, stocked with
first-class trees fit to cut, and with an ample supply of

young trees in all stages of growth, had been given
over to destruction. The contractors took no heed of

those who might come after them, and cut everything
that came to hand.

During this time the forests of the Rajah of Travan-
core, under the charge of an English conservator, had
yielded a regular revenue, while still containing a full

supply of first-class trees. For every ten trees fit to

cut, two were left for seed j and for every tree actHally

felled, ten were planted.

The Teak-growing districts of Burmah extend over
more than 7000 square miles of forest. A system of
well-devised management has been introduced into

this district in 1S60 by the conservator, Dr. Brandis.
The forests are divided into six divisions, of upwards
of 1000 square miles each, containing an estimated
number of 100,000 trees iir each district. The trees

are divided into five classes, each individual being
allowed a period of 24 years in each class, thus making
the total life of the tree, from the germination of the
seed to the felling of the timber, 120 years. The
ordmary average of the forest gave 100 trees of the
1st, 2d, and 3d classes, and 200 of the 4th class, per
niile. By cutting, therefore, only So of the 1st class

in 24 years the forest is uninjured, and in the course of
120 years its stock of timber is entirely replenished.
The specific gravity of green Teak is greater than

that of water. The dry timber, on the other hand,
will float. It is therefore the practice to mark and
girdle the tree three years before felling. The tree is

killed by the destruction of its bark, and dies in situ.

When felled it is dragged to the river by elephants,
and floated down to Rangoon, the Government paying
so much a log on its arrival. Under these aiTange-
ments the Burmese forests have kept up a good supply
of timber without exhaustion, and have ensured an
annual profit to the Govenrment of ;^60,000, besides
providing for the expenses of their own conservation,
amounting to more than;^30,ooo a-year.

No less important than the conservation of our
extensive forests, inexhaustible as they may prove
under proper management, although readily destruc-

tible by the waste which we have been accustomed to

allow, or rather to practise, is the introduction to the
knowledge of the English builder and manufacturer of
those noble and beautiful species of wood of which we
command so great a variety. It is incredible to what
an extent this part of the subject has been neglected.

At the Paris Exiiibition of 1S67 timber from no less

than 3769 distinct species of trees was collected from

45 different countries. Of this large number Europe
conti-ibuted 395 species. Africa yielded only 252,
showing that the resources of that large continent were
almost virgin. Asia produced 858 species, Oceania

966, and America no less than 129S.

Among the most notable of these materials for the

builder may be mentioned the Eucalyptus amygdalina
from Victoria, which attains in the valleys of Daude-
mony and on the Yarra river the height of 420 feet.

Dr. Mueller says that this amazing height is by no
means exceptional, and that is due rather to great

rapidity of growth than to extreme age. The White
Gum (Eucalyptus Stuartiana) and the Stringy Bark
(Eucalyptus obliqua) are said to exceed 300 feet in

height, and to cover the plains and more barren

mountains of Victoria. From the same vicinity come
beautiful ornamental woods— the Senecio Bedfordii,

a curious striped wood, and the Banksia serrata,

marked with a pattern-like network. Gipps Land
produces the Eucalyptus longifolia, said to last in the

ground for 20 years, and the Acacia supporosa, an
elastic wood, resembling Hickory, and yielding

straight spars from 50 feet to 100 feet long.

British Guiana produces the ** Greenheart " (Nec-
tandra Rodixi), called by the natives Sapicu, a timber

which is remarkable both for its great durability and
for its extraordinary strength, which is three times

that of Oak. Balks of this timber, squaring from
18 inches to 24 inches, may be had from 60 ieet to

70 feet long without a knot. In the same locality the

Mora (Mora excelsa) attains a majestic height of from
100 feet to 150 feet. It is so tough that it is sure not

to splinter when struck by cannon-shot. Its strength

is more than double that of Oak, and it is said to

be exempt from dry-rot. Of the seven species of

timber which form the first class in Lloyd's classifica-

tion for shipbuilding. Oak, which heads the list, seems

to be far inferior to the East Indian, the Australian,

and the African timber, to which we have referred.

The list includes seven species of timber ;" the ordinary

European Oak (Quercus Robur), the live Oak of North
America (Quercus virens), African Oak (Oldfieldia afri-

cana). Teak (Tectona grandis), and Siil (Shorea robusta),

from East India ; Mora (Mora excelsa), and Greenheart

(Nectandra Rodia:i), from British Guiana, and Iron-

bark (Eucalyptus, species not named) from Australia.

It is beyond the limits of our space to describe the

varied, mottled, striped and coloured woods which
offer such admirable materials for the artist, whether
for furniture, for doors, skirtings and wainscotings, or

for inlay work. The use of dyed or stained wood for

the latter is rendered unnecessary by the bounty of

Nature. From the pure white of Satinwood, and of

numerous other species, to the full lustrous black of

Ebony, we can simulate almost any that form the

resources of the vegetable world. French Guiana pro-

duces a violet wood of extreme beauty, the "Bois
violet " (Copaifera bracteata), and the Caryocarglabruro,

a splendid yellow timber. Brazil has a red wood fit

for any kind of furniture, the Erythrospermum Balka-

sarii, and the Dalbergia nigra, a beautiful Rosewood.
Venezuela has a Zebrawood (Cordia zebra) ; Natal

produces Sneezewood (Pteroxylon utile), equal in beauty

of grain to the best Bird's-eye Maple ; Canada its

White and Pencil Cedars (Thuja and Juniperus vir-

giniana).

It is needless to refer to the economic products of

the forests, apart from the actual timber : turpentine,
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resin, Burgundy pitch from the Pine forest of the

Lauder ; cork from the South of France, Corsica,

Algeria, Italy, and Spain ; gum animi from Zanzibar

;

gum copal from Angola and Sierra Leone ; gam acacia

from Senegal and Mogador ; gum arabic from different

sources ; Palm, Cocoanut, and other vegetable oils
;

coir and fibre ; bark for tSnning ; Osier and Bamboo
;

corozo, or vegetable ivory, and nuts for turners' work
(Phytelephasmacrocarpa), from Lcuador ; the vegetable

wax of the Carnauba Palm (Coiypha cerifera) from
Brazil) ; caoutchouc, the milky sap of the Siphonia
elastica, and other elastic gums, as well as log^vood

(Hcematoxylon campechianum), and other dye woods,
from the same rich vegetable district ; bark mat from
the bark of the Lime, the Russian source of supply for

ipordage, bags, mats, sandals, bassets, horse-coUars,

packing-cloths, and other purposes ; black and giey

Moss from Louisiana, used by upholsterers for stuffing

;

forest wood for the same purpose, formed from the

needle-like leaves of the Pine ; essential oil from the

same tree, balsam, and spice. Such are but a few of

what may be called the incidental products of the

forest.

Our purpose will have been accomplished if we have

rather small, closed, having the segments of the calyx

pointed, set in a very shallow basin. The stalk is

about an inch in. length, stout, obliquely inserted, with-

out depression. Tlie flesh is white, very delicate, and
buttery, melting, juicy, rich, and vinous, greatly

resembling in that respect Marie Louise.

Examples of this splendid Pear (fig. 275) were
exhibited at a meeting of the Fruit Committee on the

2 1st of September last, when it was unanimously

awarded a First-class Certificate. A drawing has been

made for the Florist and Pomologist^ to which we are

indebted for the annexed cut. B.

The Influence of Climate upon a few familiar
Plants,—We all know what is meant by a fine grow-
ing season, but few persons realise what is expressed

by sempiternal. Comparatively few pei^sons have
resided in localities possessing climates which are one
eternal spring. In the Madras Presidency, between
the nth and I2th deg. of N. lat. and the 76th and
77th deg. E. long, are an isolated group of mountains

covering the roofs of the cottages in company with
Bignonia venusta, which is also magnificent when
planted in a good, free, loamy soil, with a mean
temperature of about 58° ; the range of the thermo-
meter is as much as 60°, however, and sometimes ice is

formed during the nights of December and January.
Tea is cultivated to a small extent in the neighbour-

hood of Coonoor, and it is of very excellent quality

when well manufactured ; it is also grown at higher

elevations. At a height of 7500 feet Tea does not seed

freely, although the plant seems to grow well enough ;

the Thea viridis varieties; mould be the best if they

could be procured direct from China. All the Euro-
pean fruit trees seem to cease bearing at about

7000 feet. Peaches gi*ow even more luxuriantly

than at Coonoor, and are often evergreen, but they

seldom ripen theh fruit. Heliotropes, Aloysias, &c.,

attain magnificent proportions, being commonly met
with in hedges, or as single bushes in gardens, and of a

size vieing with our best specimens of Laurustinus.

At Ootacamund, Nedderuttum, and elsewhere, the

Government have estabhshed several plantations of

Cinchona ; the plants grow well, but the cultivation

has proved expensive to the Madrassees ;' and the length

succeeded in awakening attention, first to the fact of
I

the invaluable stimulus to art in all its branches, no 1

less than to civil and naval architecture, that must
result from the attainment of a competent knowledge
of the vegetable kingdom ; and, secondly, of the
absolute importance, as a branch of the gi'eat profession
of which the architect, the engineer, the shipwright,
and the surveyor are alike essential members, of the ,

intelligent study of forestry. The Builder.

BROCKIVORTH PARK PEAR.
In this we have a new Pear of the highest merit,

taking rank with the finest of our old establislied

varieties, and one which, extensive as our list of good
Pears already is, must yet be added to our collections.

The Erockworth Park Pear is a supposed English
seedling from Gloucestershire, for which we are
indebted to Messrs. J. C. Wheeler & Son, of Gloucester.
It comes into use towards the middle and end of
September.
The fruit is large, like that of Williams' Bon

Chretien, greatly resembling at the first glance a pale
Louise Bonne of Jersey. It is pyriform in shape, some-
what irregular in outline, being bulged in the centre
and slightly angularly moulded towards the eye, with a
flat blunt end hke Marie Louise. The skin is smooth,
pale yellow, slightly flushed and streaked with crimson
on the exposed side, and very beautiful. The eye is

called the Neilgherries or Blue Mountains. These
mountains are on the confines of Malabar and Coimba-
toor, from the plains of which provinces they rise

abruptly to heights varying from 4000 to 7000 feet or
so—the highest point of these piled-up mountains
being S760 feet. On all sides of the Big Hill (Dodabet)
is a terraced plateau extending to the verge of the
precipitous primitive rocks before named. On this

plateau, which is several miles across, are four stations

or villages, which aresituated at various altitudesvarying
from about 5500 feet to 7500 feet above the sea. The
most important stations are Ootacamund and the joint

station of Coonoor and W^ellinglon ; on the N.E. side

of the plateau is Kotergherry, at an elevation of about
6500 feel. Coonoor and Kotergherry are compara-
tively warm and dry climates, most European fruits,

with the exception of those of the nut tribe (Chestnuts,

Walnuts, Filberts, &c.), do exceedingly well, and Pears,

Apples, Plums, Peaches, Pomegranates, Oranges,
Guavas, Loquats, Granadillas, Strawberries, Plantains,

&c. , are often found growing side by side. Close by
Coonoor Church may be seen two or three very fine

specimens of Oak, always evergreen, and close beside
them a group of Musa paradisiaca var. Roses are
evergreen here, and bloom all the year through

;

the common Cluster Rose is generally used as

a hedge plant, and Tea Roses are planted frequently.

The Cloth of Gold Rose is seen in bloom here
to perfection, and may now and then be seen

of time elapsing before the trees yield a return, atid

the ultimate uncertainty of that return, is not likely tc

render the cidtivation a favourite one with commercial
men. Tea planters may, however, adopt the Dar-
jeeling system, and plant belts of Cinchona on the

margins of their estates with advantage, letting the

trees take care of themselves when big enough.

James MePherson.

Aquilegia: Columbine.—I have observed several

notices, which have appeared recently in your Journal,

regarding these names, but I do not think that their real

significance, as applied to the plant, has been given by
any of your correspondents. Cohmibine, I believe,

has reference to the resemblance which the five-spurred

petals have, when inverted, to young doves surrounding
a crown or well, and is from cohimba, a dove. One
of your contributors suggests that the ** dove-colour

*'

of the flower has given rise to the name. Although
the flowers are usually blue, they are also frequently

red, white, and pink.
" The white, the blue, the flesh-like Columbine."

The generic name Aquilegia was, I have no doubt,

given from the fancied resemblance that the petals had,

when inverted, to a nest of young eagles, or young
eagles drinking at a fountain—gathering water. John
Sadler, Royal Botanic Gcirden, Edinburgh.

Habits of Cuckoos.—A few years ago a long-

ailed tit had built its nest in my flower garden, not far
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from the house, and had deposited eight eggs. On the

day following the laying of the eighth egg, a cuckoo's

egg was laid in i(. I do not thinic it possilile that the

bird could have laid it there, but fancy she must have

introduced it with her beak. Is this often the case?

In 186S I found a cuckoo's egg in a titlark's nest, the

nest containing four eggs altogether. In 1S69 I took

an egg of a cuckoo for my collection from a hedge-

sparrow's nest built in a Furze bush ; in this nest there

ivere four eggs besides the cuckoo's. This year I

found a young cuckoo just hatched in a greenfinch's

nest. I was rather surprised at this at first, as I

thought the egg was always laid in the nest of an insect-

feeding bird, but on referring to " Yarrell " I find he

mentions a case of one being found in a green-

finch's. Underneath this nest were four young green-

finches quite cold and dead, evidently turned out by

the young cuckoo. When fledged I took him and

reared him up by hand till he could peck, intending to

try and keep him through the winter in a hothouse, but

unfortunately he one day managed to effect his escape.

IF. Broome, Elmhurst, Batheaston, near Bath.

Planting the Albert Embankment.—A public

work like this, which is a matter of interest, more or

less, to all Englishmen, should have a wide scope for

competition in carrying it out. If it was really impc-

ruivethat the tenders should be in by the 21st ult.,

surely the Metropolitan Board might, by a great effort,

have made it known earlier, so that the advertise-

ment could have appeared in your paper of the

I2th ult., and thus ensured a clear week for the nursery-

men to make their estimates. Then it would have

been competition—now it is but a mockery. No doubt

it would interest many of my fellow tradesmen, as well

a? myself, if the Board would make known through

your columns the name of the successful firm, together

with the less fortunate ones whose tenders were not

accepted. A Wholesale Nurseryman.

The Education of Gardeners. — Your corre-

spondent, Mr. Bell, states that he is well acquainted

with the counties of Aberdeen, &c.—a hotbed for

apprentice gardeners, and he finds " the business is easy

to get at, and that numbers of uneducated youths take

to it"—at ']s., Sj"., or g.r. per week, and no apprentice

fee to pay. How can Mr. Bell expect to find the sons

of labourers (who, he says, are generally the class from

which these apprentices are drawn), able to pay
apprentice fees? I cannot see how it is to be managed,
when the labourer has a large family. Mr. Bell does

not tell us how these boys have been employed up to

the age of 16 ; I imagine they have not spent 14 years

in a ploughman's bothy : but if so, why admit them into

the garden ? I have not the pleasure of being much
acquainted with Forfar or Kincardine, but I know
that many of our curators, gardeners, and estate agents,

are exceedingly particular regarding the ability of their

young men. At Kew, for instance, every young man
has to pass a preliminary examination before he is

admitted, and the only fault to be found with the

system is that the examination is too light in its

character. I would recommend every gardener to

adopt the same system, and if he is careful to exclude

every boy from his garden wdio will not pass a fair

examination in the rudiments of education, he will

confer a great benefit upon the next generation of

gardeners and their employers. The Gardeners^

Chroniele can offer suggestions, but the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle must put their "shoulders to

the wheel," if they desire to raise the status of their

class above that of a "flunky." Inter alia.

When penising your article upon the education

of young gardeners, at p. 1469, the fact stmck me that

your observations were but too true. When living in

the north of London seven or eight years ago, that

benevolent lady. Miss Burdett Coutts, caused a school

to be foi-med for her gardeners, and any others in the

neighbourhood who liked to attend, free of expense.

The instruction afforded was in botany and geometry,
by Mr. M. C. Cooke, M.A., and I need scarcely say

that with such an instnictor at its head a very valuable

school it was, especially to those who took an interest

in it ; but, alas ! there were veiy few that did, most of

them considering the instruction "too dry." Incon-
sequence there was often a very poor attendance—

I

think never more than eighteen, which eventually
dwindled down to about six, when the school was dis-

continued. Now this does not speak much for science

in gardening at the present time. I think it would be
an excellent thing if there were discussion classes

or schools instituted in all the suburbs of the metro
polls, and, indeed, wherever enough gardeners could
be got together to form a class, and I would suggest
that each member should discourse on some subject in

his turn, and each one pay a small contribution weekly,
monthly, or quarterly, the discussions to be continued
during five winter months. Although the free school

mentioned above was a failure, it was because the sub
jects were, with two or three exceptions, too dry for the
class ofgardeners that attended. In discussion classe:

schools the thing would be different, as there would
be more animation thrown into the subject. The
benefits that would accrue from such discussions must
be patent to every one. W. Sutton^ Scrivelsby Court,

Horneastle.
• As your correspondent, Mr. Bell, has been

kind enough to take part in the wages movement,
will he kindly oblige young gardeners by telling them

when they may expect the advance ; because if he

thinks the present amoimt of wages sufficient, I must

on this, as I do on many other points, beg to differ

from him. If he wishes to see a superior class of

young men, why does he not put his shoulder to the

other side of the wheel, and push them forward instead

of backward ? Many head gardeners are no better

than despots. Talk about the ploughman's bothy,

why it cannot possibly be worse than some of the dens

provided for the future head gardeners to live in. I

myself have seen places considered good enough for

them which were hardly fit for a member of the swine

family. I have compared the young men so treated with

those who had the greatest kindness shown to them, and

have found the latter to be much superior, and have

known amongst them men who had the love of a son

for their masters, and tried to please them in every

way ; while, on the other hand, those who hardly dare

to look at the head gardener's front door, much less

enter it, were always eager to get away to any place

where their company was more acceptable. I think

that if more kindness was shown to young gar-

deners by their masters, they would try in every

way to please and give them satisfaction, and were

they to receive a few hints on subjects most beneficial

to them, they would be grateful for them. D. S. C,
Algarkirk.

Mr. Bell is very general in the few and cer-

tainly not over-complimentary remarks (see p. 1541)

which he makes in reference to young gardeners. Surely

he cannot imagine for a moment that all of us, as a

class, occupy the very low- position in the social scale

that he assigns to us. Those with whom he is

acquainted may frequent the tap-room or associate with

the stablemen, but all must not be blamed for the

errors and offences of a few. I am sure that but a

small percentage of the class he names attend the

examinations at all, but I know that the candidates

who do are men with whom any head gardeners, how-

ever well educated, might associate without losing

caste. There is a class among the rising horticul-

turists who work and study hard, doing their

best to improve both their education and their

talents, and it is erroneous to infer that young

gardeners neglect these matters because they do not

attend the examinations. Quite recently we were

informed in a leading article that educated gardeners

were required in the Tea, Cotton, and Cinchona plan-

tations of India, and in the vineyards of California and

the Cape. The question naturally arises, Who has

the power of appointing gardeners to these situations?

Supposing that a young gardener has so far improved

himself, by well directed study, as to be competent to

fill a position of this description, to whom must he

state his case ? I am very much afraid that if he lacks

the advantage of having friends at court, he will be

far from successful in his endeavours, even should he

know where to apply, and that is not over clear at pre-

sent. Were examinations to be held for some of our best

places, both public and private, there would cease

to be any reason for disappointment because gardeners

did not attend. Rest assured gardeners know in which

direction their interest lies, and were there any real

and lasting good to be derived from examinations, they

would soon avail themselves of those advantages. I

am not a sceptic, but ever willing to be convinced by

reason and sound argument, and if we had a few good

situations to be contested for, examinations would then

be attended in real earnest and not be neglected as at

present. If a young gardener saw that passing the

examinations gave him a standing, higher than he occu-

pied before, then he would strive to excel. There is

no demand for certificated gardeners at present, it is

evident. Why do not some of our head gardeners set

their younger brothers an example? bearing in mind

the old proverb, "Example is better than precept."

F. W. B. [The obvious advantage of examinations is,

that they act as a stimulus to greater exertions in

acquiring the knowledge requisite for every successful

gardener. If they are unappreciated because some
young men affect to despise them, and head gardeners

look coldly on, the loss is the young gardener's. The
examinations won't—cannot—do everything for him,

but they are calculated to help him, and leisure time

spent in preparation for them can scarcely be better

employed. Eds.]

Rhamnus Frangula.—Will some of your corre-

spondents please to give me some information regard-

ing the above-named plant ? My employer thinks ol

planting a quantity of it, to be used eventually in the

manufacture of gunpowder. Can you tell me if it has

been cultivated in England for that purpose, the most

suitable soil to plant it in, the distance apart it should

be planted, and the number of years it is likely to be

before it is fit to cut, also the best way to increase it ?

I have been told that it will do well in wet boggy soil,

such as the Alder will grow in, but I have not seen it

in such a situation. As there are many thousand acres

of such land in this country, a few practical hints would
very likely be the means of a part of them being used

for a useful purpose. C. R.

The Plague of Flies, and 'Winter Spinach.^
About the middle of August I am in the habit of

sowing a good breadth of prickly Spinach, choosing a

warm, rich, and deeply-trenched border. This year,

after the rains came, it looked as promising as I ever

knew it in former years, until the plague of flies came,

when, like every other green thing, the Spinach became
literally covered with them. The flies have now gone,

and with them nearly all my Spinach ; that which is

left is so very weak and sickly-looking, that I fear but

few pickings will be obtained from it until it regains

strength by the return of spring. Immediately over

the Spinach border is a favourite wall of Peach trees—
for I am an ardent lover of systematic training, and
which I do not find inimical to the production of good
fruit, and plenty of it—upon which the flies settled

with such " prussianising " effect, that, though fre-

quently mown down by charges of tobacco-water,

until they lay on the ground underneath like a mouldy
wave, they returned again and again to the attack ;

nor did they give in until, part by their sickening

influence, and part by the autumnal ripening of the

leaf, both the flies and the leaves fell to the ground
and perished together. Wm. Miller, Combe Abbey
Gardens.

Bunyard's Invicta Marrow Pea.—A corre-

spondent asks if any one can give him information

respecting a Pea called Invicta, sent out a few years

since. We beg to say that we sent it out under the

name of Bunyard's Invicta Marrow. It is a cross

between Dickson's Favourite and Veitch's Perfection.

The pods are very green, and for cooking it is one of

the best. It has the merit of doing well on rather

poor ground, and it is worthy of cultivation even with

the best of the wrinkled kinds. The seed resembles

Matchless Marrow. Thomas Bunyard &" Sons, Maid-
stone,

Earthing-up 'Vegetables.—Potatos require to be

covered with soil to a depth sufficient to allow of the

formation of tubers from the stem for 5 or 6 inches

above the set. This is accomplished with many by
planting about 3 inches deep, and afterwards earthing-

up to the required height, whilst others plant deeper

and mould up very slightly, in some instances not at

all. Now shallow planting, entailing the after labour

of earthing-up, is a mistake ; for in the first place the

plants are quickly through the ground, and, if caught

by frost, the stems often die back to the set ; and the

earthing-up, to be of any service, must be done early

in their growth, which in rainy weather becomes a bad
job. With the ground of a sufficiently deep tilth, the

Potatos should be planted with their crowns at least

5 inches below the level of the ground ; true they will

be 10 days or a fortnight longer in coming through,

but then they will escape whatever frosts there may
have been during that time, and will push away
stronger through the shoots having rooted freely in

their progress to the surface. When the ground is very

full of weeds it must be flat hoed. In doing this some
soil will be moved away from the stems ; therefore it

is necessary to work about 2 inches of soil carefully

among the young stems, and this is best done with a

steel fork, so as to leave the ground free of footprints

as the work proceeds. But, when the ground is com-

paratively free from weeds, the Potatos may be planted

6 or 7 inches deep, and so soon as they show above the

ground, the whole surface of the soil should be well

flat hoed, and left until lifting time. Shallow planting

and earthing up, as generally practised, becomes a

necessity when the ground is of shallow tilth, but with

deep cultivation, and by planting deeper, the labour

of after earthing and the trampling of feet inseparable

therefrom is avoided. As to the Cabbage tribe, they

should be planted in 4-inch drills, and at each watering

given them in their young state a slight covering of

the mould can be drawn over it. This is a capital plan

where water is scarce. Ultimately the whole of the

soil is hoed level, when the le.aves will be close to the

ground, and act as their own protection against wind

and frost. T. C. Sage.

I for one do not adopt the earthing-up practice

in growing vegetables. From observations extending

over many years, I have come to the conclusion that it

does no good, and from various causes often produces

evil. Nor can I see anything in the lesson given to an

"Amateur" by Mr. Earley (see p. 1539), that will

induce me to try it again. We are first told that the

method of growing vegetables in a garden for home
consumption, and that for market purposes, are widely

different. This difference is on the part of the market

gardener, who knows that it won't pay to carth-up

Cabbages. Now, I believe that the market gardeners

are as shrewd about the pay question as other market

folk, and if a greater weight or bulk of Cabbages could

be got off a piece of ground by earthing them up, they

would certainly do so. But we at home must not look

at the pay question, but "must get large Cabbages."

What sort of argument is this? Getting large Cabbages

rests more with the space allotted to each individual

plant than with earthing-up. The other half of the argu-

ment your able correspondent disposed of himself. To
mould Potatos successfully we are told it must be done

at a certain time. This particular time is when " the

shoot has issued through the ground, and begins to

makealittleshowofleaf." Now, I would ask, how much

earth could any one draw "up " at this particular time

without actually burying the stem ? Is draiving up

about an inch or so of earth around the stem " earthing-

up ? " How many times must one thus go over Potatos

to get them earthed-up ? I do not think this will make

things so "felicitous" as we are .asked to believe. I

have found the roots next the " seed," which at first

were intended for tuber formation, after the operation
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of earthing-up, entirely barren, and another set was after-

wards formed nearer the surface, which did their duty.

Now, if the soil had not been deepened by this prac-

tice of drawing tlie earth over the roots the first set

would have produced tubers, and that earlier. What is

gained then by earthing-up but weakness and lateness ?

The earthing-up also often causes "green ends " to the

tuber, the soil being taken away from the spot just

where it is wanted. Mr. Earley must earth-up when
there is next to nothing to "earth," or else he must
earth-up every few days, or when it is "worse than

useless," which he tells us is an injurious practice, and,

moreover, not a natural one. When, I would ask, and
by what means, does Nature earth-up? I think that

what Mr. Earley says both for and against this prac-

tice will lead to its general abandonment. In my
opinion he said more against it than for it. Again, we
follow your correspondent into the Cabbage quarter.

Now, if I could have "frost-bound ground" all the

year round, to keep the soil snug about the stem, I

would not earth-up. I do not believe in it, and am
certain that it does harm to the roots to have the soil

drawn away from them, a proceeding which allows the

frost to act keener, and the raging wind to become a

stronger enemy. The swaying of Cabbages by the

wind when earthed-up causes a cavity round the stem
down to the root ; when rain comes it is full of water

;

when frust comes it is bound in ice, and the leaves

stick to the drawn-up frost-bound earth. This is all

prevented by not earthing-up at all, and if proper
plants are planted at the proper time, there will be
little room for earth about the stem, and they will have
no long legs to hide. Earthing-up to blanch or to pro-

tect from frost I can understand, and shall adopt ; but

I cannot see in anything Mr. Earley has said that I am
very wrong in not earthing-up my vegetables, although
I am not a "market" but a " Gentleman^s" Gardener.

Bouvardia triphylla. — When looking over the

Royal Nurseries of Messrs. Standish & Co., at Ascot,

in the month of September last, I was much pleased
with a small plantation of this fine old species then in

full bloom. Each dwarf bushy plant was densely
covered with bright scarlet flowers, and I could not
help thinking what a grand bedding plant Mr. Gibson
coiUd make of this at Battersea Park. And not only
Mr. Gibson, but other people also, as this species

must have a considerable amount of hardihood about
it, seeing that it has stood out unharmed all the

winter at Langport, in Somerset. I think a bed or
two of this would most agreeably relieve some of the
dazzling hues of the scarlet-flowering bedding Pelar-

goniums, of which many flower gardeners are getting

heartily sick. I should think it would begin to bloom
in July, and continue onwards till the end of Septem-
ber. I suppose B. triphylla is somewhat scarce, as it

is seldom met with in catalogues, and so it can be
classed with the undeservedly neglected plants, of
which there are a good number, that, were they once
more restored to our plant-houses and flower gardens,
would be welcomed with more heartiness than many of
the new plants sent out as such in the present day.
R. D.

A Plea for Vegetables. —I beg to Ihank your
numerous correspondents for tlie favourable manner in

which they have commented upon my suggestions. I

think that, upon the whole, we agree in the main, that

£20 should Idc raised, and divided into three prizes.

The offer of your correspondent, Mr. Ayres, to sub-
scribe £^ is deserving of much praise. I am of

opinion that nurserymen and seedsmen should not be
allowed to subscribe towards " The Gardeners' Prize."

If they wish to do a little in this way, let them take
action on their own account ; and if they could raise,

say ;^40, and offer prizes for the best managed gardens
in the Nottingham district, they would render a great

service to horticulture; and, moreover, show the Council
that the gardeners, nurserymen, and seedsmen meant
business, and were in earnest in the matter. R. Gilbei't.

Protecting Tea Standard Roses.—In reply to

your correspondent, "J. M. M. "
(p. 1572), I would

advise him to put some litter over the radius of the

roots, and draw the earth over the litter. This is the

way I adopt with my ground plants :
—^Thin out the

useless wood from the centre of the standard heads,
and shorten the main shoots a little. When severe

frost is about to set in—usually in January, sometimes
earlier—stuff some straw into the centre of the heads;
and if the plants are exposed to wind, as here, tie the

wedge of straw with bast. Frosts are seldom severe

enough in February to hurt the heads or roots, there-

fore remove the straw as soon as danger is over. To
protect the stem, tie long straws beneath the head, and
let them hang down : you can tie them at the base

;

but, observe, no protection to the head and stem should
be so close as altogether to exclude " air." Cranston's
cultural directions are good ; Mr. W. Paul's book on
Roses is very good ; so also is Mr. Rivers' book. Add
the three to the excellent work ofmy friend, "S. R. H.,"
and you will have a complete Rose library. If you
buy only one book, perhaps Mr. W. Paul's will best

meet yuur correspondent's wishes. W. F. Raddvffc.

Covering up Fig Trees.—At p. 1543, " W. E."
says, " cover up Fig trees by the customary method of
bundling the branches together in straw," &c. I doubt
very much if covering by the customary or any other

method is of any service at this season. The most 1

critical time is when growth commences in the spring, I

and when to have any chance of success the bundles
must be undone. My experience teaches me that all

the fruit buds that are too forward to stand the winter

without protection are too forward to be of any use.

All the fruit that will come to perfection next year

will be very near the end of the present year's growth,

and is now about the size of a Radish seed. The
principal point in outdoor Fig culture is to get

the wood ripened ; and as I have no doubt my method
of doing this differs from that of " W. E.," I will briefly

state it. As soon as the fruit is off, and while the leaves

are yet green, cut out all the wood that is not wanted
for fruiting the following season (excepting young
shoots at the base of the plants for succession); do not

shorten branches, those you cut, cut clean out, leaving

the short-jointed firm ones, and these so far apart that

all the leaves shall be exposed to the light. The time

at which I prune is about the third week in September ;

should the growth then be very soft, no great results

can be expected the following season ; the roots are

probably wrong, and if they want shortening, now is

the time to do it, viz., while the leaves are healthy and
the trees have the power to heal their wounds before

the coming winter. Figs bleed but very little if cut

while the leaves are green, and the wounds are soon
healed. When the leaves are fully developed in spring,

I use the knife again if required, but September is the

time for it, only it requires a firm hand to do enough to

it. Wm. Tavlor.

Brown Scale.—I put the methylated spirits on
with a feather. I have never yet diluted it. If the

foliage is young and tender, perhaps it would be best

to dilute it—water and spirits half and half. When
the leaves are full grown, the spirit may be applied

pure. I put it on as soon as I detect the enemy.
Scale affects chiefly, but not only, the rind of the twigs.

As soon as I see ants running about my trees, I know
that scale or aphides are upon them. W. F. Radcly^t.

Colour of Crotons.—Your correspondent, "R. M.,
asks why these plants are better coloured in some
places than in others. I consider that there are

three points which require attention to prodace
well-coloured foliage, viz., abundance of light, plenty

of heat, and a moderately poor compost to grow them
in. Our plants of C. variegatum, C. pictum, and
C angustifolium, are all well coloured, and I attribute

it mainly to those conditions. I once tried a cutting of

C. variegatum in a compost of half-rotten hotbed
manure, and half good stiff loam, with the addition of

a little white sand. This plant was placed in a very

shady position, and grew rapidly, but its leaves were
but very faintly marked with gold. I then shook it

out, and potted it afresh in a compost of turfy loam,

road-scrapings, and sand, placing it after it had become
established in a sunny position in the house. It

gradually improved in colour, every new leaf being

more golden than its predecessor. The effects of a

rich compost are very remarkable on some variegated

plants ; but perhaps on none more striking than on
Cyperus allernifolius variegatus, which I have in-

variably found loses its variegation in a rich compost.

I am aware that there are some plants that colour

better in shady situations, as Selaginella uncinata,

and Campylobotrys (Higginsia) refulgens ; but then

these plants are not " variegated," using that term

in its strict sense. I have proved over and over

again, by direct experiments, that Mrs. Pollock Pelar-

gonium will revert to a green-leaved Zonal if a

too vigorous growth be induced by planting in rotten

manure. Of course your correspondent cannot mean
to imply that Crotons will .colour better in some places

than in others, supposing all other circumstances to be

equal F. W. B.

Abies Douglasii.—It may be interesting to some
of your subscribers who delight in trees and planting,

to hear of the rapid growth of the Abies Douglasii. I

have just cut down one which was injuring a more
valuable tree. It was 30 years old, grown in very

poor soil upwards of 500 feet above sea level, and
measured near the ground 9 feet 4 inches, and at 4 feet

from the ground 5 feet 10 inches, in circumference,

and was 62 feet high. IV. F. Tighe, Woodstock^ litis-

lio^f.

Pleromas.— There were two handsome plants of

Pleroma Benthamiana a few years ago in the large

plant stove at Floors. There is a division of span-

roofed houses there, seven in number, each 60 feet

long, by 20 feet broad, standing at right angles, the

width of a house apart, to a similar sized corridor

extending along behind, and all heated from one stoke-

hole. The central house in this lot is the one in which
the Pleromas grew. There is a central bed in the

house, in which Musa Cavendishii and several other

things were planted out, and tlie Pleromas occupied
part of this centre. Nothing could exceed the beauty

of these plants in the autumn months, with their

numerous large panicles of purplish blue flowers. If

I recollect aright, they lasted fully six weeks in

beautiful flower. They were never pruned, each suc-

ceeding year's growth being tied in, as is usually done
with Chorozemas and many other like plants. Their
flowers were not considered first-rate for house decora-

tion, not lasting long enough, and not presenting such

a good colour at night as some other things ; but as a

stove plant flowering in autumn, Pleroma Benthamiana
is undoubtedly worthy of being better kno\\m. It is

easily grown, making shoots 2 and 3 feet long in a sea-

son. A compost made up of equal parts of turfy peat
and light fibry loam, mixed with some sand, will suit

it well. It is a plant that, as far as I have seen, is not
subject to the ravages of vermin. R. M.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Visit to
Nottingham.—Will the Council of the Society take

into consideration the desirability of keeping the show-
ground open on the night preceding the show ? It is

particularly annoying to exhibitors, when they arrive

late at night, to have to take a cab to their hotel, and
another from thence to the show-ground next morning,

to say nothing of the unnecessary expense incuiTcd.

Being a Nottingham man, I should like the officers of

the Society to give these little matters the attention

which they certainly deserve, but have never yet had,

as by so doing I am confident that the exhibition will

be carried through to a very successful issue, R. C,
Stamford. [A very proper suggestion. Eds.]

Eucharis amazonica.—I have had in flower during
this month four specimens of this plant in 15-inch pots ;

one had 27 stems, on each of which were from five to

seven flowers, each flower measuring from 4 to 5 inches

in diameter ; the others had 25, 22, and 1 8 stems

respectively—a grand sight. />. C, The Gardens^

Westbrooh.

The Extending System of Hothouse Build-
ing.—I have, no doubt like hundreds of others,

greatly admired Mr. Newton's beautiful sketch of

modem arrangements for greenhouses given at p. 1569.
Having built my last erections on precisely the same
principles, I can fully endorse all Mr. Newton has
said of this economical and convenient system. As to

their adaptability for sanitarium purposes, I have no
doubt they are all that can be desired ; but on this point

Ishallnot attemptto enlarge. Having, however, had two
years' experience of my seven houses, built in the same
style, I thought that both Mr. Newton and others,

who contemplate putting up similar erections, may
be glad to hear if any improvement can be suggested ;

for, no matter how well a plan or suggestion may
look on paper, or how much time and ability may have
been spent on any new subject in order to arrive at

perfection, there is sure to be discovered some little

imperfection, or some little alteration or improvement
found necessary to be made by those who have the

actual working of the same. Mr. Newton has given

some valuable hints about heating, &c. , but he has

forgotten to tell us anything about shading, which
is of vital importance in a summer like that which we
have just experienced. Now, when houses are built so

closely that one gutter answers for two adjoining

houses, it is very awkward for either shading, repaii^-

ing, or painting, to be properly carried out. My
houses are constructed with a pathway of about
18 inches wide between. When houses are so

closely packed, all side ventilation for the inner

houses is done away with entirely. Again, when
houses are built so as to join each other, the top of

each overshadows the front of the next one, which
makes a great difference to the growth of plants in

the short days, when the sun is low and its genial

influence precious. Mr. Newton will find that the

lower he can construct the middle transept, the better

it will be for plants that are kept near where the house
abuts against the transept, for they are sure to be more
or less shaded from the sun morning and evening. My
houses are built on rising ground, so that each house
has a rise of I foot, and the roof of the transept is flat

and low, thereby causing but little obstruction to light,

and I have both side and top ventilation to all, which
is a great advantage in hot weather, as some are 60 feet

in length. I find that when they are so constructed,

and the heating well arranged, with potting-bench,

soil, &c., all under cover, where any desired tempe-
rature can be kept up, that the comfort and con-

venience can hardly be estimated except by those who
have to put up with the inconvenience of continually

passing and repassing from a warm to a frozen atmo-
sphere, and exposing both the plants and themselves.

Tills system of hothouse building has many advantages

over the old plan of having greenhouses all over the

garden; and if this system is properly begun, and the

ground is favourable, it is easy to extend it to any
number, size, length, &c. , that may be required from

time to time. I call it the extending system of green-

house building, I have two boilers in case of a break-

down, and so arranged that I can work one, or even

take either away, without interfering with the other,

and each house can be heated separately or altogether,

as may be desired. My principal boiler is one so

highly recommended by Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, and
manufactured by Mr. Foster, of Beeston, at p. 662,

1869, and I consider it the best boiler I have ever

used. Henry Cannell^ F.R.II.S., Woolwich.

Goodyera discolor.—This, with its rich dark green

foliage and spikes of white and lemon-yellow flowers,

makes a pretty little table plant. It is a very easy

plant to propagate, as its creeping rhizomes break freely

in a moderate heat, 65° or 70° being quite sufficient. It

is one of those old plants which one does not often see

grown well, being generally subjected to a high tempe-

rature. The best specimen I ever saw was grown in

a temperature of 65", with an abundance of water, and
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a free circulation of air. When well grown it flowers

profusely, and as it blooms during the winter months,
it is on that account the more valuable. F. IV. B.

Keeping Late Grapes.—I think no more light can

be thrown on the subject of keeping late Grapes, or

rather on keeping Grapes late, than has already been

done by your various correspondents. Grapes are

only calculated to keep plump a certain length of time,

and that depends principally on two things, the time

of ripening and their being properly ripened, but I don't

think that so much depends upon the former as the

latter. Having now so many tough-skinned Grapes,

we are enabled to prolong the season without much
difficulty, even with only an ordinary amount of glass.

But then, what is the gardener to do who is ordered to

discard those tough-skinned Grapes ? The benefit of

hybridisation is absolutely lost to those who are obliged

to grow only the more tender and finer sorts. My first

practice in keeping Grapes after cutting was in the case

of early Grapes. In the year 1853 I cut a whole house of

Grapes, grown in pots, in the middle of May, and hung
them up in a clean cool fruit-room, and at the Royal
Botanic Society, on June S, I was awarded a small

silver medal for a dish of Black Hamburghs, and a
certificate of merit for a dish of the Kempsey Alicante,

and that after the Grapes in question had hung about

10 days in the fruit-room. At that time I was rather

an enthusiast in the pot culture of the Vine, and could

then easily have disposed of more Vines than I had
accommodation to grow. A section of the house, with
an account of the system which I adopted to fruit the

pot Vine, was given in your columns some time ago

(p. 141). The above Grapes were not cut with a little

bit of the old wood, as is usually the practice when they

are stuck in Mangel Wurzels, or hung in bottles, but,

the Vines being planted out in troughs, as represented

in the section, when the Grapes were thoroughly well

ripened tlie canes were cut over close to the soil, and
carefully carried with their crop to the fniit-room, and
hung up, as it were, by the heels, leaves and all.

There were upwards of 70 of them, and they gave
the fruit-room a novel appearance at that particular

season. The Grapes kept well in the above position

without water-bottles or any other contrivance, and at

that early season, with the dry atmosphere, I was not
troubled with any damp berries. Some may be curious

to know why I cut a whole house of Grapes in the

month of May. It was simply an urgent case. The
established Vines belonging to the house were show-
ing bunches as they lay along the front of the house
where they had been all winter, and I was somewhat
anxious to get the principal Vines under proper pro-
tection. At various times, with more or less success,

I have kept Grapes stuck in Mangels or in water-

bottles. I find the Lady Dowme's Grape the best of
all the keeping sorts. To keep them long, the bunches
require to be extra thinned, and, as X have before
mentioned, well ripened. A good plan for keeping
Grapes in small establishments, in order to prolong the
season, is to have as many Lady Downe's Vines in pots
as accommodation can be found for, and to keep them out

as long as it will be safe. I have some ripening off now
with very little trouble ; by-and-by I shall convey
them into a warm, dry room in the pots as they are.

This is the best system which I know for keeping
Grapes late. J. Miller^ Worksop Manor.

and the female flower above ; in these Docks the female
flower was below, and the male above.

Mr. Meehan said he had never placed any valu
relative position, unless relative vigour went with it.

the case of coniferous trees,—Pinus particularly,—the
male flowers were evidently partially formed "

before expansion, and at the same time that bud scales
were forming, and growth forces nearly at rest for the
season. They were still in the weaker position, although
appearing at the base.

Professor Leidy remarked that the interesting com-
munication of Mr. Meehan had recalled to his mind a
result of his experience, which he thought would accord
with that of others,—viz., that species viewed as common
to both Europe and America frequently exhibit slight

pecuharities, which are distinctive of those of the two
countries. It is what might be inferred, even if we admit
the evolution of existing species from a common remote
ancestry. A wide separation, with a considerable lapse of
time and a modification of circumstances, are sufficient to

account for the shght and acquired differences. Even
where differences are not observed in form and structure,

they may exist in the habit of the species. Thus the
common wolf of Europe and America, viewed by many
naturalists as of the same species, differs strikingly in

character in the two countries. In the former it is a more
fearless animal, not hesitating to attack man ; in the
latter it is said never to attack man. At an early period
observers saw, or thought they saw, many of the same
species of plants and animals indigenous to America that

occur in Europe, and hence the common names of
European species were applied to those of America.
Gradually the list of species common to the two countries
was much reduced, and now is comparatively small. As
might be anticipated, in descending in the scale the

species common to the two countries become more
frequent ; nevertheless, many of these common species
exhibit geographical peculiarities, which by some
naturalists would be regarded as sufficient to consider I

them distinct.
|

August 9.—Mr. Thomas Meehan said very little had
been written about the causes of those bunches of
branches often seen in trees, and called by the people
"crow's nests," and by botanists " fasciations.'

~

Masters, in his "Vegetable Teratology," briefly refers to

them, and refers to "over-nutrition" the cause of thei

existence, Mr. Meehan had watched almost daily during
the past year one of Abies balsamea on his own grounds.
The branchlets were weak, the leaves were comparatively
long and slender, not distichously arranged, pale in colour,

deciduous, and many of the branchlets died in the winter.

.L^ll these were evidences of weak nutrition. He had found
two trees of Sassafras, apparently of the same age, growing
within a few yards of each other, but one with numerous
fasciculated bunches. In addition to the characters in the
other case, here the fasciculated tree was not as large as
the other one. That weakness, not strength, was the
cause, was also proved by facts from an opposite direction,

—namely, the law of sex. He had already shown that a
low condition of vitality favoured male, at the expense of
female organs. He had found a large number of fascicu-

lations in the common Blackbenn,', and in all instances,

besides the yello\^^less and the other marks, there was a
tendency to abortion in the pistils, an increase in the
number of petals, and a development of foliaceous

points to .the usual calyx segments. So that his law
of sex, as well as the usual phenomena of weakened
vitality, indicated that it was this and not over-nutrition

which caused fasciations in trees.

[Mr. Meehan appears to us to have confounded
" fasciation " with a somewhat different phenomenon,
"polyclady," in which, from some debihtating cause,
such as the attacks of Fungus, an inordinate number of
branches are produced. Eds.]

Societies.
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia :

July%.—Mr. Thos. Meehan exhibited specimens of Rumex
oblongifolius, a naturahsed Dock, from Europe. He said
that so far as he could ascertain from European specimens,
and the descriptions of Babington, Bromfield, and other
English botanists, the plant was there hermaphrodite

;

but here, as correctly stated by Dr. Asa Gray, it was monce-
ciouslypolygamous. He thought the fact that plants her-
maphrodite in one coimtry became unisexual in another
was worthy of more attention by those engaged in the
study of the laws of sex than had been given to it. This
Rumex did not stand alone ; R. crispus and R. Patientia
exhibited the same phenomenon. Fragaria was another
instance well known to horticulturists, although the fact
scientifically had not received due weight. The average
tendency of the Strawberry in Europe was to hermaphro-
ditism,—here, to produce pistillate forms. He also called
attention to the fact that in these American specimens
unisexualitywas in proportion to axial vigour. This law he
had already explained in times past to the Academy, and
new instances were scarcely necessary. Here, however, the
moderately weak plant had more hermaphrodite flowers
than the strong one ; and in both classes of specimens
the number of male flowers gradually increased with the
weakening of the axis, until the ends of the raceme were
almost wholly of male flowers. The first flowers on the
strong verticils were usually wholly pistillate.

,

Professor Cope inquired whether the facts now noted
by Mr. Meehan did not conflict with those he had before
brough to the notice of the Academy in relation to coni-
ferous plants? He understood that in them the female
flowers were at the apex of the young shoots, and the
male flowers in lower and more exterior positions.

Mr. Meehan replied that the facts were identical in both
instances, in so far that the female flowers in coniferous
plants were borne only on the strong vigorous shoots.
These vigorous shoots would in time be crowded and
weakened by shade, when they would cease to bear
female, and produce male flowers only.

Professor Cope suggested that, without reference to the
relative vigour of the shoots, the male flower was below.

On the Geographical Relations of the Chief
Coleopterous Faunae. ]>y Andrew Munay,
F.L.S. (Journal of Linnean Society, vol. xi.,

pp. 1^-89.)

In a communication to the Linnean Society, of a
remarkable character for the boldness and originality

of the views advocated, no less than for the adroitness

with which they were upheld, and the humorous vein
in which they were expressed, Mr. Andrew Murray
discussed the Geographical Distribution of Beetles

(Coleoptera). That paper, though read nearly two
years since, has for some reason or other only
recently been published. Though referring prin-

cipally to beetles, it is a paper that is naturally of much
interest to botanists, and even to gardeners, and should
be read by all naturalists and by those who take an
interest in the inhabitants of our globe, their present

state and former history. Space will not allow us to

analyse this memoir, but we may at least indicate

the general nature of its contents.

In his preliminary remarks, Mr. Murray shows the
peculiar value of a study of the distribution of the
Coleoptera as exponents of the past geography of the
globe, and very properly calls attention to the necessity

of studying the relations of each class of beings by
itself, lest events belonging to different dates be con-
founded. By-and-by, when all shall have been sepa-
rately deciphered, the conclusions respectively drawn
from each can be brought together, and some common
general result arrived at. Mr. Murray deduces, from a
general view of the geographical distribution of Coleop

occur in the temperate and cold regions of both
hemispheres, and the explanations hazarded to accoun
for this are various, and they are ably discussed by
Mr. Murray; thus, the diffusion of plants and animals
by accidental introduction is showm by the author to be
in its nature exceptional, and to bear no important
part in the establishment of any definite fauna or flora.

" Actual continuity of soil " writes Mr. Murray, " and
non-interruption by borders, is I believe the only cause
by which any fauna, with a definite character (and no
true fauna is without one), has been produced, and sub-

sequent isolation, at least so far as regards physical

conditions, that by which it has been preserved.'* To
the explanation that facilities for migration were
afforded by the conditions present in the glacial epoch,
Mr. Murray replies that the resemblances in question

were already in existence before the glacial epoch com-
menced. Another supposed explanation of the fact

that similar forms occur at distant places, is that they
are the remains of a general fauna which in former
times existed over the greater part of the whole world;
but this is negatived by the fact, that from the very
earliest geological epoch of which we have any evi-

dence, there have been geographical regions with more
or less distinct faunas and floras. Mr. Murray then
falls back on the theory that geographical distribution

is to be accounted for on a continuity of soil at some
former period. With this idea in his mind, the author
collocates all the Coleoptera into three groups or

''stirpes:"— I, the Indo-African ; 2, the Brazilian;

and 3, the microtypal stirps.

The first includes Africa south of the Sahara, India

south of the Himalayas, China, the Malayan district,

the Indian Archipelago, and the New Guinea group,

I

The Brazilian stirps inhabits a portion of North
America as well as South and Central America east of

! the Andes, and north of the River Plate. The micro-

typal stirps includes the fauna of Europe, northern

Asia, eastern North America, North-west America,
Peru, Chili, Patagonia, New Zealand, and Australia.

To account for this tripartite distribution, Mr. Murray
does not hesitate to express his conviction that there

"has been certainly one, possibly two, great conti-

nental routes of communication between the northern

and the southern hemispheres, both lying buried in the

ocean, one at the bottom of the Atlantic, the other in the

depths of the Pacific." In this manner, from the

presence of Brazilian types in West Airica, the author

infers the former union of Brazil and that country. So
far as flowering plants go the corresponding instances

are so few and Mr. Murray's assumption is so large,

that we hesitate accepting it as true, and prefer to look

for some other explanation of the facts.

Mr. Murray then with great skill and much detail

marshals his facts and discusses the course and limits

of his three great stirpes. He deals, necessarily, mainly
with Coleoptera, but he does not confine himself to

those insects when a mammal, a plant, or a bird will

help him out.

We cannot follow him in this portion of his subject,

we may merely record a general impression that the

so-called microtypal stirps, as it stands at present, is

too miscellaneous an assemblage, and will probably
have to be partitioned out differently in the future.

But it is not fair to the author to criticise without giving

chapter and verse for our criticism, and this would
demand a-s much or more space than is filled by the

author's paper itself, and would, we doubt not, demand
a much larger stock of patience on the part of the

readers in its perusal. Again, we are pretty sure to

have opportunities from time to time of illustrating or

invalidating Mr. Murray's theories, and so we merely
commend them now to the attentive consideration of

all whom they may concern.

^ptcU'Jl.
As the concluding subject for the season, we cannot

do better than give the summary of the past statements

of bee management, and close the bee history for the

winter months (unless any points are required by our

readers to be cleared up, and should call forth further

remark), by giving the directions for feeding the

transferred bees. At p. 961 we gave a short history

of the laying and raising of the eggs of the bee, and
challenged the practical remarks of our bee-keeping

friends. With the exception of a question with regard

to "parthenogenesis" of Siebold, by "I. O. W,,"
there have been no doubts stated by any writer. As
to scientific discussion, we believe the pages of the

entomological periodicals are better reserved for this

puq:)ose, while here we require the observations of the

practical bee-master, whose facts will not only conduce

to successfiil bee management, and materially aid the

physiology and true history of the honey-bee, but satisfy

the scientific observer. Reverting to p. 997 : the life of

the bee was there stated, and in August the number
of cells and combs constnicted, with the royal cradles

and raising the queens. At p. 1 221 a woodcut

was given illustrating the mode -in which the tpieen

larva spins its cocoon. This we believe has never

before been seen, as we had failed ourselves, for years,

tera, a somewhat different arrangement of land and I by attempting to remove the larva into glass tubes ;

water in ancient times from that which is usually sup- but by the simple contrivance of making the queen
posed to have existed, and strengthens his inferences cell to open with a lid, we have been enabled to

by references to corresponding facts in other examine eveiy movement of the larva, and have thus

departments of natural history. Similar forms of life ' briefly recorded the evidence. The workers and drones
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were also afterwards submitted to some tests, and here

we were fortunate enough to realise the whole
process. At the Oxford show we selected a liive,

called the honey-trough "bar-frame hive;" of this

also we have been permitted to give a sketch,

^S- 233- At p. 1350 directions were given how to

drive the bees from cottagers' straw hives, and to

introduce them into the "bar-frame hives;" aiid at

p. 1510 we concluded om- remarks upon how to fix the

combs for the bees to cluster in and store food for the

winter. With these few last directions for feeding

we have summed up " bee management " as establish-

ing an economical method for the apiary, which, if

carried out in a good locality for honey gathering, we
unhesitatingly state will be found at least as profit-

able, if not more so, and much more satisfactory, than
the present haphazard method of bee-keeping. And
success need have the mark of no system attached to it,

or be called by the fictitious names of " storifying,"

*'collatering," "nadiring," "ventilating," as applied

to any kind of hive or box. The economy of bee life

may be best studied when they are placed in a hive or

box where evei-y comb and cell can be separately

examined when required, and the whole be free, dry,

and perfect, as the natural habitats of the bee are the

sole cause of mystery.

To feed the bees in the " honey trough " bar-frame

hive

—

z'idc' Gardener^ Chronicle, vSept. lO, p. 1222,

fife- ^Zli—open the back shutter, c D, remove the

glass slide, and place under the slanting alighting-

board tlie flat tray, with gi'ooves cut in it, with the

bee food, made according to the following prescription

(fromBevan's "Honey Bee," p. 105) ; shut up the back
shutter, and close the extremity at A B with a piece of

perforated zinc ; this will prevent any stranger bees from
robbing or attacking the feeding bees. The bees will

crawl down between the shutter and alighting-board,

and transfer all the syrup to the combs. It is best

to continue the supply until 15 or 20 lb. of syrup
is stored away ; there will be ample room in the
seven sheets of combs, and the passages cut in the

centres of the combs will give the bees the means of
reaching their winter stores at any time they are

required—tlie combs having been fixed with the inclina-

tion of the cell's mouth pointing upwards, as the syrup
would run out of all the combs not thus properly
adjusted. The food in question consists of i lb. of

good brown sugar, dd. per pound ; one pint of ale

;

J lb. of coarse honey, about %d. per pound, bought of
the cottagers {comb squeezings), and a teaspoonful of
salt, boiled to the consistence of syrup : let it stand
and cool, when it may be bottled ; each bottle "will

contain about 2 lb. of the required food for the bees.

These bottles may be packed away, to be given when
wanted in the autumn and spring. M, D.

%\\i^txi #pcratt0irs.
(for the ensuing week.)

plant houses.
Cleanliness and neatness should now be scrupu-

lously carried out in conservatories, showhouses, or

greenhouses proper. At this season the foliage under-
goes a natural decadence, and dead leaves there will

be in plenty, requiring regular and constant removal.
It is only by going over each house and through each
plant, weekly at the least, that it is possible to secure

the medley of plants now growing together that

amount of freedom from litter which is so desirable

for the admission about each plant of as much fresh

air as possible. Chrysanthaniuns, and especially those
which flowered early, will now have become so shabby
35 to necessitate an early removal, notwithstanding all

our efforts to the contrary. Those gorgeous decorative
plants, PoifisettiaSy which are so well connected by their

period of flowering with our approaching Christmas
festivities, will now be forming their scarlet bracts. As
there will be no further risk of injuring them through
the use of strong liquid manures, these should be sup-
plied freely, but not in a very crude state. Give each
plant ample room to grow in, and plunge tiie pots into

gentle bottom-heat. Poinsettias delight, especially

at this season, in having their leaves frequently damped
over. I find the best way of doing this is to

use a small watering-pot with a very fine rose. To
syringe them is not so well, on account of the
glassy nature of their leaves, which does not admit of
the water being ejected against them in any great force,

and throws off the water before any good is effected.

Pot on the later batches of Cinerarias and Pelargo-
nitwis as required. Uncover Biilhs, so as to ascertain if

they have commenced growth sufficiently to necessitate

their removal into lighter quarters, or to see whether
they want watering, as a copious supply is necessary
for them from the time they commence to giow
actively. Chinese Primroses, or Primulas, must now
be watered with great caution ; if they are made too
moist at the root at this time, there is a great risk of
their rotting off at the collar. Oranges and Lemons, or
more properly Citrous, will also require to be watered
with caution. Theyshould be allowed to enjoyas near an
approach to rest at this time as is possible without
undue injury to the peculiar functions of their leaves.
Still admit air freely to all greenlrouses during proper
intervals, and also to Heath-houses at all times when
the thermometer without does not denote too great

' a fall in the temperature, or when an unwholesome
foggy atmosphere does not exist. Choose a favourable
opportunity to look through all pits or frames contain-
ing plants into which a personal entry has not been
prepared for. Remove every symptom of green mossy
growth from the surface of the soil, as tliis, if left,

becomes the precursor of further evils. If any Aphis
is discernible upon such subjects as Cinerarias and
Pelargoniums, a thorough course of fumigation should
be undertaken at once.

FORCING HOUSES.
Proceed very slowly and cautiously, and with a tem-

perature as nearly uniforn> as possible, considering that
a steady advance is necessary in the early Vinery and
Peach-house. Use water with tolerable freedom, bearing
in mind the fact that as the heat increases so also must
the density of the atmospheric moisture be made to

increase, by repeatedly damping over all cool surfaces,

&c. At the finest time of the day, and indeed at all

times when the outer air rises to a temperature of from
50° to 55*", give air with tolerable freedom, even through
the early part of the night, as it is sure to prove very
beneficial. Of course this air must always be admitted
through a properly placed aperture. The chief

object to look to is to see that no draught be by any
means permitted to reach the tender young gi'owths

;

in view of which the air should be admitted most
generally at the top of the house. There is one other
way, however, which, with properlyarranged appliances,
will change the cold draught into acceptable, highly
stimulating, fresh, warm air. This desirable object

may be attained by placing air channels around the

sides of the structure in such a position that th.e air can
blow fully on to the heated pipes, &c., only. This, I

scarcely need add, gives it greater buoyancy ; and it

passes into the structure and amongst the plants in

the best possible condition for all the ends desired.

In regard to Pines, do not by any means allow too

much artificial heat. If the thermometer is never
allowed to fall below 50* by night, more good will be
done by keeping do\\ni the temperature as nearly as

possible to that point, than by affording a gi"eater

amount of heat. When in keeping with the above,
a mean temperature of 60° by day will suffice. A nice
growing humidity must be assured to "fruiters" by
means of slight sprinklings given to tlie walks and
other cool internal surfaces.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Turn your attention now to the staking of all young

Orchard trees. Secure each one firmly by means of

stakes, ready for the ensuing summer, when the head
may be expected to assume greater proportions and to

need greater support. It is an excellent plan at this

season of the year, in regard to all young trees planted

from five to seven years ago, to pare the surface of the

grass off, rolling the turves back in the form of a circle

some 10 or 12 feet in diameter ; and then to place a good
layer of rotten manure on the under soil, carefully dig
ging it in, so as not to injure the surface roots, or if the

trees are planted too low, to place a thin layer of loam
over the dung, and then, in either case, to replace the

turves.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
Look carefully through young plantations of Pinks,

Carnations, Picotees, &c. , to see if any are loosened by
worms, or by any other means ; if so, press them
around firmly with the hands, and draw a little loose

earth up to them. Look over Rock Plants, and place

some kind of protection over the roots of the most
delicate kinds, which are likely to receive injury

during severe frosty weather, through the fact that

from their position they are so much exposed to its

action. Give all necessary protection to the tenderer

kinds of wall Climbing Plants, such as Magnolia grandi-

flora^ Roses—especially Fortune's white variety, &c.,

by anticipation, at the approach of a frost, rather than
after it has come, and perhaps left irremediable injuries

in its train. Now that worms have become trouble-

some by depositing their "casts'' on grass swards,

more attention than ever must be given to lawns. The
quiclcest way to clear lawns is to roll them well over

with a wide wooden roller. The earth casts adhere
thereto, and are readily removed. IV. E.

into glasses, as previously directed, and should any of
the previous batch not be doing well take them out,

gently wipe them, and replace in fresh water with a
small piece of charcoal. J. D.

STATE OF TUB WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
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amongst other, exemptions :—" (4). By the occupier of

any lands using or carrying a gun for the purpose only of

scaring birds, or of killing vermin on such lands, or by

any person using or carrying a gun for the purpose only

of scaring birds, or of killing vermin on any lands by

order of the occupier thereof, who shall have in force a

license to kill game, or a license under this Act."

Names of Fruits; J. Brown, i. Lemon Pippin; 2,

Kilkenny Pearmain
; 4. Old Colmar

; 5. Passe Colmar;

6, most probably Beurr^ Diel. The scarlet-berried

fruit is Physalis Alkekengi.—J. Stephens. Your Pear

may be Easter Beurr^.—7- P, C. King of the Pippins.

Names of Plants : Subscriber. We cannot name plants

without flowers. — C. W. F. Too fragmentary, but

apparently Selaginella piHfera.

PoiNSETTFAS AND AZALEAS : Subscriber, Marlow. Poin-

settias lose their leaves through some irregularity in

their management ; what this may be, in your case, we
cannot answer without a full knowledge of the condi-

tions under which they have been growing, Too cold a

temperature, excessive bottom-heat, want of water, an
excessive use of liquid manure, or sudden changes, are

each prime causes of the loss which you deplore. Azaleas

—presuming that you allude to the Indian varieties, which
should never be permitted to produce suckers,—may
receive an occasional watering with weak liquid guano,

at the t;me they are either actively engaged in the

production of flowers, or are making their season's

growth ; never water them with it at any other season,

nor too quickly after they have been fresh potted.

Radish : W. H. P. China Winter Radish, as sold by
Messrs. Vilmorin, of Paris.

Water Lilies : K. E. C. If the common white Water
Lily is not to be found wild in your locality, apply to

your nurseryman, who will collect it for you, if he does

not keep a supply for sale. It may be planted any
time during winter or spring. They only want to be
planted in the muddy soil at the bottom of a pond, or for

a tank may be sunk in boxes or pans of heavy soil. In

either case, the thick fleshy rhizomes should be kept

down hy a heavy weight till they root into the soil,

otherwise they will be apt to float.

Communications Received:—;. C. N.—J. R.—C. R.—
C. McD.—A. B.—J. R. J.—J. McL.—R. D.—E. N.—
Constant Reader (see p. 1566).—G. H. (next week).—D. Y.—
R. R.—A. D.—Dr. B.-C. B.—D. T.-G. W.—J. T.-J. W.
_W. F.—G. C—D. J. N.—W. & Son.—Lymington.—C. S.

—H. C—B. S. W.—J. G.

[arluls.

We ha'

COVENT GARDEN.~Dci\ 2.

nothing very encouraging to report, stocks

being very heavy, and dealers generally buying short,

An unusual quantity of English Pines is in the market,

and some good examples from the Western Islands.

There have been heavy consignments of good Oranges
from the same places, and Spain and Portugal. Amongst
flowers we have Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Heaths,
Cyclamens, and a few Primulas.

s. d. s. d. '
s. d. s. d.

Apples, p. } sieve . . i o to 2 o
|
Oranges, per 100 ..60 toio o

Grapes, per lb. ..30 — 60 Pears, per doz. . . 10 — 40
Lemons, per 100 ..60 — 10 o Pine-apples, per lb. 4 o — 60
Melons, each .. i o— 3 o

|

Vegetables.

Artichokes, Jerusa-

lem, p. lb o 2 to o 4
Beet, per doz. . . 20 — 30
Bn5S.Sprouts,l sieve 30—36
Cabbages, p. doz. . . 10 — 16
Carrots, p. bunch ..04 — 08
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16 — 30
Celery, red, p. bun. i 6 — 20
— white, do. . . 10—16

Cucumbers, each ..06 — 10

Garlic, per lb. ..08 — ..

Potatos, Regents, per ton, 6oj.

Herbs, per bunch . . o 2 to o ^
HorseRadish.p.bun. 30 — 5 q
Lettuces, p. score . . 16 — 30
Mint, per bunch ..03 — o 6
Mushrooms, p. pott. 10 — 16
Onion.s,per bunch ,. 04 — o g
Parsley, p. bunch . . o ? — o ^
Salsafy, per bundle, 13 — 16
Seakale, p. pim. . . 30 — 36
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, p. bushel. . 20 — 30
Tomatos, per doz.. . i o-- i g

to 80J. ; Kidneys, Zos. to 120s.',

New Soft Wooded and Bedding Plants.
CANNELL begs to state that his AUTUMN
CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains all of the aboveH

; flower and Florist's Flower Seed Merchant, Wool-

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED MANGEL
al the BIRMINGHAM ROOT SHOW, 187a

This improved variety (introduced by Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS
four years_ since) has again been awarded the FIRST PRIZE {as also

great Show, making the third consecutivethe Second) at the
year it has beaten all other

Mei SUTTONS' Stand, No- 79,

, Reading

R
Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

ICHARD WALKER can supply the following for
cash :-Fine Forcing SEAKALE, |(S per too; second sill « •

third sije, 3S. ASPARAtillS, 3 years old. v- per too- j years 2S
cheaper per 1000. RED DUTCH PICKLItfG CABBAGE Plants,

«'

-ind EAST HAM and DWARF YORK Plants,,. M „
"=•

BUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATO.
The best cooking and hea\-ic5t cropping late variety.

Rcd-skinned Flourball I

) SONS, Seed Gr<
ice 5J, per
5, Read in;

Early Seed Potatos.

FOR SALE, a quantity of PRINX'E of WALES
EARLY RED KIDNEY POTATO.—Excellent cropper and

good flavour, grown upon old sandy pasture land, earlier by Riurteen
days than the well-known Monad's Pride Potato ; will stand early
planting, and not liable to pcnsh in the bud, like many of the early

Apply to GARDENER, Villa Marina, Douglas, Isle of Man.

The most Desirable Plant of the Season.
>ARSONS' NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.
RESEDA ODORATA EXIMEA. See previous Advertiscmcnl

AGENTS—ENGLAND.
Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton, E.

J. & C. Lee, H; tK.

Sutton & Son, Reading.
Tames Veitch & Son, King's Road, Chelsea.
S. Nairn & Sons, Ncwcaatle-on-Tyne.
Hooper & Co., Govern Garden, London.
Butler, McCulloch St Co., Covent Garden, London.
G. Gibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London.
W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries. London, N.
Osborn & Sons, Fulham Nursery, London.

Rutley & Silverlock, London.
Dick Radclyffc & Co., 129, High Holbom, London, W.C.
Fisher, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield.

Woodroffe & Son, The Westbourne Nursery, Harrow
Road, London, W.

Carter& Co., High Holborn, London, W.C.

, Market Place, Leicester.
- - „ „ . mbridge.

L. S. Woodthorpe, Sible Hedingham, Essex.
„ G. Hinxman, Fareham.
„ B. Bracher, Halifax, Yorkshire.

„ W. Knight. Hailsham, Sussex.

„ Timothy Brigden, South-Eastern Railway Station,

„ W. Paul, London.
„ E. Holmes, Whittington Nursery, near Lichfield.

„ W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea.

„ E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.

,, B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, London.
,, E. Cooling, Derby.
„ James Wood, Newport, Isle of Wight.
„ H. Watkinson, 6. Market Place, Manchester.
„ R, Cooper, 152, Fleet Street, London, E. C,

,, J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London, E.

,, P. Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.
Stuart & Mcin. Kelso.

,, W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

„ L & R- Thync. 60. Buchanan Street, Glasgow.
,, Dickson & Turnbull, 26, George Street, Perth,

Mr. James Cocker, Aberdeen.
IRELAND.

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin
Mr. J. W. Mackey, 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

BELGIUM.
Mons. Louis Van Houttc, Ghent.

PRUSSIA.
Messrs. Plalz & Son. Erfurt.

Ferdinand Juhlkc's Successors, Erfurt.
Mr. Ernst Benar>', Erfurt.

AMERICA.
Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons, New York.

parsons' superior PRIMULA,
„ „ CALCEOLARIA,
„ „ CINERARIA,

saved from the finest strains in cultivation, as. 6d. per packet.
F. P. has a first-rate stock of FRUIT TREES, both Trained and

Pyramids, of which he solicits an inspection. Warranted true to
name. Also a splendid collection of ROSES, including'all the finest
varieties. CONIFERS, &c, of every description. CATALOGUES
and prices of which may be had on application.

F. PARSONS. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 27 and 28,
:s. Hassock's Gate, Keyn

To the Trade Only.
STANDARD ROSES—STANDARD ROSES.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to offer the following,
which consist of the leading varieties:—Standards, 3 to <; feet

stems, extra fine heads. 70s. per 100; Half ditto. 2 to 3 feet stems,
extra fine heads, 555. per 100. All communications to be particularly
addressed, 52, Market Square, Northampton.

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road N
PJ begs to announce that he can now offer unusually fine healthy
Plants of TREE CARNATIONS, and many varieties of Winter-
flowering HEATHS, in large quantities. It may be remarked that
Heaths arc well adapted for the decoration of the ainncr-table.

1 applic

W
LIST of NMVELTIluS, including
Godetia Whitncyi, Collinsia htiei
nium grandiflorum, and other choit
had on application.

:-phyl

The Fairy Apple.
JOHN JENNINGS begs to inform his Friends and the

Public that he is now sending out the above beautiful APPLE.
An illustration of it, and a description by Dr. Hogg, is given in the
" Florist and Pomologist " for March, 1870. in whicn he says that it is
" Destined and worthy to t.^ke its place amongst the wortniest of its

kind." Dwarl maiden trccx. 75 6./ e.tch

Surplus Stock of
ALBERT, VICTORIA, and LINN^^US RHUBARB,

FASTOLF RASPBERRIES, strong SEAKALE, SKIM-
MIA JAPONICA, CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA, VIRGINIAN
CREEPER, and PYRACANTHUS, to be sold cheap.

ISAAC DAVIES. Nursery, Omiskirk^

Notice to the Seed Trade.
ALFRED LEGERTON. Seed Merchant,

5, Aldgale. London, E.. begs to announce that his SPECIAL
LIST of G.ARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS for the present
season is now ready, and can be had upon application. Samples and

BROCCOLI, ELLETSON'S NEW SURPRISE,
large late white protecting.—This variety is a great improvement

upon the Mammoth Cauliflower Broccoli, sent out 20 years ago by
I. & J. Elletson, of Thorngumbald. It has given universal satis-

faction, and proved itself to be the best late white Broccoli extant.
Price IS. per packet.
CUCUMBER. FOSTER'S X.L. fine long Ridge.—This new variety

is a remarkably fine, hardy, long, dark green Cucumber, and one that
can be recommended with the greatest confidence. It is very prolific,
and keeps its colour to the last. All who have seen it growing are
satisfied that it camiot be surpassed, and those who have tried its

flavour are convinced of its excellent quality. Length, 13 to 18 inches.
Price IJ. per packet.
MELON, LORD NAPIER, New.—A handsome exhibition x'ariety,

golden yellow, and beautifully netted ; green-flesh, melting, juicy, and
delicious in flavour; free setter, and hardy in constitution. Price
IS. 6d. per packet.
EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, Yorkshire Seed Establishment,

1 Street, Hull.S7-J _

BIRDS "KING of the CUCUMBERS."—The best
for exhibition. Length 24 to 30 inches. White spine, handsome

fruit, short neck or handle. Price 2J. 6d. per packet.
BIRD'S "QUEEN of MELONS."—The best grcen-fleshed Melon,

handsomely netted, fine flavour. Average weight, 5 lb. Price is. 6J.

Carnations, Picotees, and Plnka.
BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth, near
Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named

' varieties. Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now ready.

(CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, in 48-size pots, just
ifu! bloom, in a variety of colours ; 12^. per doi.

:pla. ; flowe
: duri J the \

CHINESE PRIMULAS, in splendid bloom. Fern-leaf and others,
the richest colours and finest Iringed flowers, unsurpassed by any
rain m cultivation ; qs. and iss. per dozen.
BRITISH QUEEN STRAWlJERRY.-Planls strong and true,
. 6d. per 100 ; 20J. per 1000. Terms cash.
ELCOMHE AND SON, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Rom-

TWO NEW PEAS for 1871.—E.\STES' KENTISH
INVICTA, the earliest round blue Pea. MACLEAN'S " BEST

of ALL," splendid large wrinkled Marrow.
Trade prices and descriptions on applic

SUTTON SONS, Seed Growers, Readinc;-

To the Trade.—Red-skin Flourball Potato.WAITS AND SON invite the attention of Seedsmen
to their stock of this very remarkable Potato, which is

destined to become 5he leading winter variety, and which only requires
to become known to be universally cultivated.
Purchasers can have fine specimens for Show.

Price on application.
WATTS AND SON, Florists, Seedsmen, &c., 56, Gold Street,

Northampton.

CHARLES TURNER can .strongly recommend the
following New CUCUMBER and MELON, as possessing great

CUCUMBER, BLUE GOWN, raised by Mr. Lockie, Court Gardens,
Marlow, has been most successfully exhibited during the last
two seasons, both in London and the pvovinccs. It has been
awarded Nine First Prizes, and Three First-Class Certificates,
and most favourably spoken of in the various garden periodicals.

The Gardeners' ChrxnticU, for June, i36q. says :—" Mr. Turner, of
Slough, sent a box containing three remarkably handsome fruit of
Blue Gown Cucumber, each measuring upwards of 26 inches long, of
uniform thickness throughoi

small black spine. Thi

Thi

; the
condition on a former <

. .

ur, and was awarded a First-Class Certificate."

journal, for September 3, 1870, says :—" Mr, Tun

,, and proved to be of excellent

black-tipped spine, very handsome, and has,, _,_.,
carried everything before It." Price per packet, 2s. 6d.

MELON, GREEN GEM. raised by Mr. Lawrence, Farnham Castle.
This fine-flavoured and superior variety will become, and remain,
as great a favourite as Scarlet Gem, sent out by Charles Turner.
The flesh is melting, rich, and refreshing, very pleasing to the
palate, and has a vcrv thin skin. 2s. 6rf. per packet.

The'Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Notice.
INAHAN'S LL. WHISKY DEPOT.—
ir. \ll W .WD CO. have REMOVED to their new and

i \o, 6a, GREAT TITCHFIELD STREET,
'

I
. leading from Margaret Street, Regent Street,

.. 'NlMrd Street.
. W. •:-

-•
1 I WHISKY.—This famous and most delicious

icllow Spirit is the very
CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and :

finest Cognac Brandy.
Can be obtained all over the Kingdom, in the

md Dealers Jn Foreign Wines and Spiri

'holcsome than the

E
Grateful—Comforting.

LABELS, L.\BELS.—PARCH.MENT or CLOTH
LAltELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4J. per 1000, or 10,000 for 351, , cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London
by JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

HAW'S TIFFANY.
For Samples and Prices apply to

J. SHAW AND CO.,2Q. Oxford Street, Manchester.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and most
durable. Price List, which ^ives the size of every class of Mat,

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."— Patronised
• and used for I'rogmore and Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and & perfect non-conductor of heat or cold w here

PROTECTION AGAINST FROST.

Three yards wide .

Four yards wide
:RIM CANVAS, 721

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., S4 and 72 inches wide, 6.'4.(. and 8K,i.
per yard,

ELISHA THOMAS ARCHER, Sole Maker, 7, Great Trinity Lane,
annon Street. City, EC, and of all Nursepmen.

EAND. F. CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES,
• of every description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility,

Gcntrj', Farmers, &c., at Home and Abroad,
"ve selection of Poultry Applic
5TAL PALACE d -— ^'

7th, 8th, 9th, and loth.

Amongst other Novelties will be the New Patent Machir
Cramming Poultry for the Markets, at the rate of 250 per hour.

5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.

wANTED, an active GARDENER, to take the
HALF-SHARE in a small Nursery, Florist and Jobbing

iiness, in Islington. Long Lease. jCso cash required. — G. R.,
Rothcrfield Street, Islington, N.

WANTED, arespectable young Man as IMPROVER,
in an establishment where the usual woik of a large Garden

is carried on. A Premium expected.—Direct to B., Mr. J. May, Sceds-
man. 35. Hrydgcs Street, Covent Garden. W.C-

w Northampton General Infirmarv.
ANTED, as LODGE PORTER and MANAGER
of Kitchen and Flower GARDEN, a steady respectable Man,

charge of the Garden be undertaken, £1 a week, it"^ not, i6s., with
house, coals, and gas Written applications, stating age, and accom-
panied by testimonials as t^o qualifications and character, I

'

t of the very highest

WANTED, a steady,
UNDER GARDENER,

preferred. State references, age, and wages required,
aMlTH. Pulesden Lacey, Dorking, Surrey.

TTTANTED. a good NURSERY HAND, who under-"
ng and Growing Plants for Market, and
:d apply who cannot get good testimonials

Road, Wallington,

V V stands Propagating and Gi
Planting, &c. None need apply wl
from late employer.—Apply to H. CLARK, Mai
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WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Tinder).

JAMES CARTER AND CO. having many applic.ilions

for Ihc above, rci.uest lliat those W.-\NTING SITU,\1IUNS
mil send NAME, ADDRKSS, and CUPIES of TESTIMONIALS
for ENTRY in tlieir FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS
may rely upon J, C.\RTt:R & Co. adopting the most stringent regula-

tions in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.

Gardeners.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in stating that
• he has upon his GARDENERS' REGISTER many Men of

Victoria and Paradise Nu ;s. Upper Holloway. London, N.W.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDE RSUN AND SON. Wellington Nursery.St. John's Wood,N.W .

T OSE 1>H MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston^
t/ Liverpool, begs to inform Noblemen and Gentlemen thai he
h.is sever, 1 GARllKNEKS. o! First class Certificates, requiring

Modem Horticulture.'^ ^Ic"^'hari3 ]',

late employer, vho is anxious to proc
To save trouble, a first-class place c

Managing New Garden Works, Valei

s practical Gardcnci

lith.—W. EARLEY,

GARDENER (Head), age 32; married.—Thomas
Turner, late Gardener to E. T. Simpson, Esq., of Walton, near

W'akeficid, is open to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a thorough pr.-tctic.il Man. First-class
grower ..f Fre;> ^.vl |>eei:.ie., I'iie'.. .-.f vl-ek I,, h.ns been a most
SI.....' I.I.

, ll.'i,. .11 •, le.i, .Ml r. Turner, Royal
Nm ..I 1 ,1 .1 I I

'. ,1 I
I ... .Mr. Scammeil,

Nurs

G^ ARDENER (Hkad). where two or more are kept. —
Thoroughly understands all kinds of Early and Late I'orcing, the
'ation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c., and the usual
le of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Character will bear the
est investigation.—R. BUCKINGHAM, The Rookery, Downe,

Beckenham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 30. married; fuUy
competent in every branch of the profession, including Specimen

Plant growing. Can be highly recommended, with three and a half
years' unexceptionable character—A. B., Brook Street Post Office,
Clapton, London. E.

C;;;!

ARDENER (Head).--Age 29, no incumbrance
;T fully competent: unexceptionable reference. — S. K., ftlr. S.

Randall, West of England Seed Establishment, Exeter.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married ; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing of all kinds of Fruits,

•jowers and Vegetables, Kitchen and Flower Gardening, &c. Good
rharacter.—J. RICH, Shalimar Gardens. Acton, W.

To Nobiemen and GentlemexLO ARni Xl'l'! fllr.AD), age 39. married, two children.
^ " II;- '

:
, over three years Head Gardener to Earl> |u : ,1', to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman

ct|i;i' I -I utical Gardener. Leaving on account of this
iM.ii; . . .1 M- up. — HENRY CLARK, The Gardens,
Sn- I

. II
,
V . ,,, Ilerls.

efcrt -A. B. C,

'_» ARDENER and STEWARD, or GARDENER.—
<^^ A thoroughly competent, practical, and respectable Man, who
as had urmsuiiliy f;->vtiur:iblc 'i|)portunilies of forming an extensive
cciniintnnT-- v rh t!v ni.- t -.pprnvcd methods of Gardening, the most
cl(.'t 1 '.iri.r..

, ( I,',
,

I
:.i,.'r>;, X'cgctablcs, Ornamental Planting,

ndll' I
: I

,
ill- for every purpose, and the cheapest

:eptionabIc.—I. X. L.,
. S.W.

[ -> . \ I 1 no family ; thoroughly under-
J -*

1

'
I iL:<ment of a Farm and Woods, Buying and

Stilir. \
. , (i.ins to Dairy and Poultr>'. Good references.

—.Ml. W I . I . .

I .. ^il wood Park . Su nnJnghill, Staines.

^Xi^AK.M liAlLll'E to a Nobleman or Gentleman.

—

' A- Age 25 ; a Planner's Son (Cumberland), well tinderstands the pro-
fession ; has been on own farm all his life, and wants a change.
tJndcrstands Farming in all its branches. Good references— T- T.,
Mr. Owen, Advertising Agent, 5, Bartholomew Close, London, E C.

ARM BAILIFF, or to ManageVGentleman's'Estatey
—Middle-aged, married, no family; respectable; thoroughly

manage Dairy and Poultry. Good
.-„... t__J t.-...i^gujpjl__

F
AND AGENCY.^A Gentleman of experience an

i capital is open for Rc-engagement.—R. BELL, Post Office
ng-itc, County IJurham.

To Nurserymen.
C^RAFTl'!' I'M'! I ' n ,.,s).—Is very successful with
^ Roses. I:ti

.
, > .millias, &c. ; and thoroughly under-

stan.ls thePrt.|.. ., ..shrubs&c. Fivcand three-quarter
year^*^good^li;ir..i 1

i II '
,

^1 i.s S. Ford, East Street, Warminster.

T M P R O V I
: Iv

,
1.1 ,1 Wholesale or Retail Seed

-L Warehouse. .\:y -•: t v'-.ir^' reference. Salarj- immaterial.—
ALPHA, Post oMi, f, *:|.,ii,i sui

To tlie Nursery and Seed Trade.
BOOK-KEEPER, CASHIER, &c., or in any position

where a good general knowledge of the Trade, and strict atten-
tion to busincfts is required. Several years in a firsl-class London
house. Une.xceptionable references.—M. C, 223, Girlington Road,
Bradford, Yorksliirc.

sHOPMAN.—Eight years' practical e.xperience in the
Seed Trade, Wholesale and Retail. Good reference.—A. B.,

Gardemrs' Chronicle Office. W.C.

S^

Seed Trade.
COMMISSION WANTED.—.\n energetic Man, who

travelslhe whole of Ireland, desires Seeds on Commission from a
first-class House. The Advertiser has a few Commissions from some
of the best houses in Enfjland in other trades, and is anxious to add to
those the Seed Trade, which would work well with those he has. He
is thorout:hly acquainted with the Seed Trade, and all matters inci-
dental to it. Knows every man in the trade in Ireland. Has a first,

ny years on the road for the best

Fruit Farming Company (Limited).
M.ARDENS anil L.'\ND W.\NTED.—The Managing
^T III,,, I ,, I. .|,,.,^ In a position to treat for the Rental of Gardens
>r 1 I ' :ii|i.tny. All offers to be made without delay.

II I I iliinacircuit of 50 miles of London will be pre-

Ml \. M Ml.: IMllF. RENfJlI.E, Fruit Farming Company,
W.

Landscape Gardening, Groundwork, the Making of
NEW ROADS. li.AN 1 1NI-. i ;.V1;I iKNS, PARKS and I'LEASURE

GUIiUNliS, !H;.\INl.\i; LA.\D, &c.

TS/'M. WOOD AND SON are prepared to undertake

or othi 1 the

llndRe Ro.id), undertakes HORTICUL-

Nursery and Seed Business to be Disposed of.

N .vrp'lrnt .111.1 r.'rl r-itnMi-licd NURSERYM.^N
I I! ' i." >. - I:' I \l -- 1,1 be DISPOSED OF, in

nvenpencc of the purchaser.
The Nursery Grounds are situated within an easy d
urishing and increasing Market Town, and the busi.

ect for the rcquir

irranged to suit tl

capable

SONS, Seed Ware-

WANTED, to RENT, about ONE ACRE of
GARDEN GROUND, with a few Hothouses adjoining, suit-

able for a Florist and lobbing Business.
Apply to V. S., The Gardens, Pymmc's Park, Edmonton. N.

FOR SALE, an old established NURSERY and
SEED BUSINESS, within a few miles of London, containing

about 14 Acres of General Nursery Stock, numerous Glass Structures,

SALES BY AUCTION.

]\l

Colney Hatcli, N.
IE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
I IHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
.
'in the Premises, adjoining the Clockmakcr's

AIni-li I

. II uch Middlesex. N.,on MONDAY NEXT.at
I ot 111. k ill! Ill ui.,:n, l,y order of the Proprietor, without reserve (the
land bcmg iciiuired at once for building purposes), the whole of the
valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a varied assortment of
Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, Forest and Ornamental Trees, a
choice assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, strong Climbing

jid Valuers, Leytonstone. Essex, N.E.

Rugby.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of SPECIMEN CONIFER.'E and

EVERGREENS in VARIEIY.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. W. Krvant (successor to the late Mr. G.
Batleyjto SELL hy A t:Cf Ion; without reserve, on the Premises,
The Rugby \.ii i

,
1;. 1., \X.ivi kshire, on TUESDAY,

December 6. .
,

i
; '

,
. . ly, a quantity of surplus

NURSERY SI
1 I entirely of magnificent

specimen C< iN 11 I i. i

, ittrical form and beauty
cannot be suqi r . ! i

i.,
;.i m: , in , linn 6 to 15 feet, and arc all

in excellent condition for romi.v.il, the whole of them having been
fully prepared. The stock comprises many handsome spec!

^ucs m.ry be had on the
^, Leytonstone, N.E.
r'.- particularly invited to
collection of such magni-

Seeds Direct from the Growers,
The BEST MEANS of PREVENTING DISAPPOINTMENT.
BUTTONS' SELECTED STOCKS of EARM

SEEDS.
S.MITIIFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW.

Stand 79.

Leamington.
ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK, fine CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, CHOICE
FERNS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. W. Wills & Son 10 SELL by AUCTION

' (known as the Milvei

and: (the
land being required imin. 'I .1' '1 iiijn |.,i:..

the thrivfiig NURSERY
,

.. 1 . .
1

, 1 1 i.irieti

.issortment of Evergrc.n n : 1 -Liii.., |.ii.ii,„- fine
1 hujopsis, Cunressus, 1! Mn... ..ml ilmim, i.i.i.I. n w-ws,
variegated and named Hollies, unique specimen trimmed Box,
Rhododendrons, Spruce Firs, Standard and Dwarf Roses, large
quantities of fine Standard Beech, Peaches, and Nectarines, and large
uiling P^ar Trees :_also some handsome specimen Camellias and

lay prior ti

af^the Am and A'aluers, Lcytoni

M
Periodical Sale of Poidtry and Pigeons.

R. J.
C. M I \ ]

\-. M.hi .SI. I I. In All I 1( .X, at

TUESD.^y' ii! '

I , :

'

'

1
. ii;'TY

LOTS of Flk- I
I

I \ ..
. ,1 i. li i.-, h II ,|i I .

. 1,1, using
Blacks, Duns. 1:!.., w ;,,is ., n.sluili:.,, .ii„i.. ,..,,11,. ..i.,, i,.ung
Birds ; Almonds. Riiius, llalilh.Mids, .-ind other Birds, from .Mr \Vood.
house ; the surplus stock of Pouters from Mrs. Evans, of Lamhcth

;

and a variety of other choice Poulli-y and Pigeons from the yards and
lofts of well-known breeders and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tansley Nursery Grounds, near Matlock, Derbyshire.
To GENTI.F.MEN. NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.

IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. ELSE and NEWBOLD have been

favoured with instructions, from Mr. Joseph Smith, Tun., of
Moor Edge Nurseries, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on
MONDAY. TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY.
December i?. 11, i), 15. mid following days, if necessary, until dis-

WM. ABRAHAM, Horticultural Auctioneer.
«.„i,;.J''.'."5"'

*"^' Coldworth Nurseries (late R. Donald's),

irefully and promptly conducted.

prior to the Sale;
further information 'obtainetl of Mr. JOSEPH SMITH. Jun,. fvii

:l WURZEL,
1, CARROTS,
and other pur-

All goods carnage free (except very small parcels); 5 per cent, allow,
for cash payment.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the (Jueen. Reading. Berks.

T
To the Trade.

URNIP and SWEDE SEED.—A few small lots, of
extra fine quality, to be Sold cheap, for cash.

Apply to C. L.. Oardeticrt' Chrouide Office. London. W.C.

JEED POTATOS.—PATERSONS VICTORI.\ and
7 GRYFFE CASTLE. About 6 tons fine seed of each to oiler,
ice £s per ton.

VV. JACKSON. Blakedown Nursery. Kidderminster.

To the Trade.—Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE are ncnv prepared to make
• special offer of the abm -

.
' minsing TURNIP,

CABBAGE. CARROT, MANGl I ,11::, i.ARDEN PEAS
and BEANS. Sic, grown from li 1

I stocks, and free
from adulteration of any kind I h ..sicd in splendid
condition. Seed Growing Fsl.itili nn. |.,\'. :, .li.

Smlthfleld Club Cattle Show,
Dec. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, 1870.

STAND No. 78.

JOHN K. KING will
'-' exhibit Field Specimens of his

unrivalled PrizeStocks of MANGEL
WURZEL. SWEDES. TURNIPS,
KOHL RABI, &c., Sic.

Orders received at the above Stand
for these Prize Stocks at very
reasonable prices.

rpur: I'MVM, AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
1 '1 ' ' '11 111; PRIZE PLAN will be exhibited at thi!

^iii 1 IMIES, EARFORD, AND CO.. of Peterborough,
^\!| I'll le Lithographic Working Drawings, and full
I'liiii

i -, IIS. price /z zj. : or, apply to the Exhibitor,
.Mr. lA.MES M.VKIT N. VVainlftet. Lincolnshire:

CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE,
ANNUAL MEETING.

The GENERAL BUSINESS COM.MITTEE will meet at the
Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on WEDNESDAY, December 7, at

Same day, at ! o'clock, MEETING of the COUNCIL, consisting
of the Deputed Members from Provincial Chambers, and the ^
Elected Members of the Central Chamber.
Same day at 3 o'clock, or when the business of the Council is

concluded, ANNUAL MEETING of the Subscription Members of
the Central Chamber.

AGENDA.

lii;! !

. Willson. Mr. H. Genge
Viiili'

,
^1

1
\^ I

Ii'i'li II, Ml I III I'll IS Morlcy, jun., Mr. James
lownrd, M P , ihc Earl of Lichfield, Colonel Toinline, M.P.,
Jr. James Webb.

Mr. Daniel Long will propose the following as a new Rule ;—" That
ubscription oi 1,2a shall constitute any person a perjietual honorary

second, the following i -" That the March meeting of
the Council shall extend ovei
Mr. Thomas Willson will move as a new Rule ;—" That the Busim

Member from each Provincial Chamber,

) be recommended by the Council.

The S.ilisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, EC.
JOHN ALGERNON CLARKE, Secretary.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1S70.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

.Agricultural•^•^JV,
5 ) Great Show of Smithfield Clu

Dec g) Hall, Islington.

Ii^.. B ' Lontlon Farmers' Club (Mr. Trask on Size of Fa
"'"= 5 ( at the Salisbury Hotcl-6 P.M.

!

Smithfield Club (General Meeting), at the Agi
tural Hall. Islington-Noon.

London Finn, i
.' iicral Meeting), at

Salishiiii II. I
I

r English At;i I. iM-
.

i uuncil Meeting)—

?

I Central Cli.nu i i, .h urc (General Meetin
Dec. 7-! theSalisliiii., II. i.

I j i m
I Society of Ans (Mr 11. M. Jenki
^ D.iiryCo.oi - '

"-

The annual show of the Smithfield Club, and
meetings of agricultural interest connected with
other societies, will draw many from the country
into town next week. Those of them who are
members or exhibitors at the Smithfield Show
will have access to the Agricultural Hall,

Islington, at 9 a.m. on Monday, to see the judging
of the various classes ; and the general public
will have access at 2 P.M., or sooner if the awards
have been made—the entrance fee being 55-. then,

and I J. during the rest of the week.— On Monday,
at 6 P.M., Mr. Trask reads a paper on the Size of

Farms before the London Farmers' Club, at 6 P.M.,

in the Salisbury Hotel.—On Tuesday the general

meetings of the Smithfield Club and London
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Farmers' Club are held. — On Wednesday
Council meetings of the English Agricultural

Society and of the Central Chamber of Agricul-

ture take place ; and the general meeting of the

Associated Chambers is held at 3.30, at the Salis-

bury Hotel, on the same day. At 8 p.m. on Wed-
nesday, Mr. H. M. Jenkins, Secretary and

Editor of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, will read a paper on the Principle of

Co-operation as applied to Agriculture, espe-

cially with reference to the American dairy

factory svstem.—On Thursday the EngUsh Agri-

cultural 'Society holds its general meeting, at

noon. The Smithfield Club Cattle Show remains

open till Friday evening.

a small county—would pay best in pasture,

and that the whole of it would be laid down
forthwith if it could be laid down with

a wish, and without manure. And this is only

saying, in other words, that the Wealden would
pay better with more manure, which we can
easily believe would be the case on the arable

land as well as on the pastures; for manure in that

rather poor country, with its primitive agricul-

ture and simple manures, is said to " make a

mark like a black spot on a white frock."

Under these circumstances pasturage does not

increase fast ; but in the neighbourhood of high

farming the green patch slowly follows the
" black spot," and pastures are formed with profit.

" Can't the gentlemen who undertake to

instruct us, point out the right manure for

laying down this heavy land to grass ? " So

said a landowner to us, who farms in the Weald
of Sussex, and has laid down some clay \Nith

tolerable success, after much perseverance, and

a lavish use of manure. He finds that pasture

pays best on heavy land, but it can only be

obtained de novo, that is, out of a stiff arable

field, by main force of manure. When once

obtained, the turf can be supported with com-

parative ease, because manures come into use

which would be thrown away on the cold,

unclothed soil. Bones, finely crushed, in dress-

ings of 2 tons [!] per acre, mi.^ed with 3 or 4 cwt.

per acre of superphosphate, and applied in Febru-

ary, are found to be remarkably renovating to the

old turf Wood ashes, plentiful in a wooded tract

at 36j-. per 100 bush., are an excellent spring

dressing, and when once a turf is obtained it can

be made the means of its own support and
improvement by the oilcake fed on it.

We witnessed the process of laying-down in

several stages ; the youngest grass was sown on

land fallowed for the purpose, and levelled by
ploughing it as a last operation with a turnwrest

plough. The seeds had been sown on Sep-

tember I, which is not too late in this sheltered

and mild district. This year, however, the dry

season had been trying, and the young plants

were weak, except on the south side of the field,

where a hedge had sheltered them from the

sun. Generally speaking the field was only

yellowish, not green, as it would have been if

the bare ground had been covered. It had been

made friable and perfectly clean by the bare

fallow, and was altogether as kindly for

grass as its nature would allow. A main point

in laying down any kind of land is to have it

clean, and in the case of clays of a soapy texture

they should be made friable and the surface

oxidised by fallowing. Autumn sowing, there-

fore, is preferable to sowing with corn in spring,

when the land is sometimes far from kindly after

a wet season. Sowing in July, in Rape, which

has been sometimes recommended, is not

advisable, since the bane of grasses in clays is

the absence of aeration and of a suitable tilth

for the tender roots ; and the treading of sheep,

however light the fold, will increase the evil ;

and if the Rape has to be cut and removed, the

field is robbed without adequate compensation,

the roots of the crop are left in the ground and,

ill the words of an experienced practitioner, "you
have made a mess of it."

Passing to the young grass in the next stage,

viz., at 1 5 months old, we found it had been
dunged in September ; and this black dressing,

now sinking into the layer and staining the

yellow clay, opening its stubborn pores, attracting

the delving worms, and modifying the top soil in

many ways besides enriching it, is the price of

pasture on Wealden clay. Of the future cultiva-

tion it is only necessary to say, that as much
manure should be applied, and as often, as

possible. The time of year is of little conse-

quence. The pasture will always be ready for

manure when manure can be found for it, for the

object is not merely to fertilise but to render the
ground more permeable, more attractive of the
sun's rays, and more accessible to the roots of

the grasses.

It is, to a considerable extent, the mechanical
texture of the marls of Cheshire and Staffordshire

that renders them peculiarly suitable to grasses

and capable of being converted from arable to

good turf in a few years. The best of the open
marls and deep loamy soils on the new red sand-

stone can be converted into good pasturage in

five years. By the process we have described,

even Wealden clays may be made productive

pasturage, though not so quickly.

It is said that the whole of this district—as big

We had the pleasure of listening, on Wednes-
day evening, at the rooms of the Society of Arts,

to a lecture on the Utilis.^tion of Peat, by
Mr. Allowav, an Irish gentleman, who has

made this the subject of study and experiment

for many years, and whose discourse upon it

proceeded, like the burning of his own fuel, as

certified to us by one of his correspondents,
" steadily, clearly, and slowly," for upwards of an
hour— " leaving but little ash,'' or residuum
over which any one could pick a quarrel

with him. Not, however, that we are

bound to accept to their fullest extent

all the statements of an enthusiast on
his pet subject. Peat may be, as he says, and
no doubt it is, an extremely intractable sub-

stance, but it can hardly be so obstinate as to

yield only to the influence of " blarney ''—that

sort of blarney described to us as "the soft

touch of a woman's hand ; " for this was what we
were informed. Mr. ALLOW.'iY has long since

given up all the costly artificial contrivances for

breaking up and squeezing or heating dry

—

churns and presses, rams, hot plates, and
hot-air blasts. He digs his peat by spade,

smashes it up with maUets during the

'.vinter months, moulds it by the hands of

women and girls, to which alone its obstinacy

yields, spreads the pats abroad on boards

to dry, and packs them off, an almost

wood-like substance, in bags like those of coke,

for railway transit to the town. Neither are we
bound to accept aU his statistics—his 10,000

wooden tables, for example, 36 feet long, and

4 feet wide, which are to cost 20s. each, and
which are to last " 30 or 40 years, or even a few

years longer," but which will themselves occupy

and cover 30 or 40 of those " 100 acres of deep

bog," which, with " its breezes and its sunshine,"

is all that he proposes by their aid to turn to

useful account. But we may be so certain Mr.

Alloway has adopted the right principle in

turning the costless influences of Nature to his

uses, instead of spending money, coal, or even peat,

in the task of manufacturing and drying, that

we may hope he has approached the solution of

his difficult problem more nearly than any of

his many predecessors. Anyhow, we are sure

the Society of Arts have done well to direct the

enthusiasm of so able a man as Mr. Allowav
upon the vh inertia of John Bull and his

brother Pat on this subject of the utilisation of

their enormous stores of peat.

occupied by Messrs. Carter & Co., an equally extra-

ordinary exhibition of specimen roots has been held,

and the prizes offered by this timi—awarded by Mr.
Gaklike, of Ewelme, near Wallingford, and Mr. D.
Tough, late of the Barking farm, and now of Lord
Warwick's sewage farm, near Leamington—has had
the effect ofdrawing together extraordinary specimens of

Mangels, Swedes and Turnips, and Carrots and Kohl
Rabi. These, too, will be seen at Islington, and, there-

fore, need not be further referred to. In both cases

these shows have beaten the Birmingham show in respect

of the Turnip, Carrot, and Parsnip '* departments,"

excelled it even in respect of the IVIangel Wurzel and
Kohl Rabi exhibited, and been beaten by it in respect

of the Potato show.

The supply of home-grown Wheat was short

on Monday last, the prices, nevertheless, had to fall

before sales could be eflected. On Wednesday prices

were again somewhat lower. Trade was good in

the Metropolitan Meat Market on Monday. Not-

withstanding a large supply the late prices have been

fuUy maintained.

A valuable contribution to the literature of

the sewage question has been made by Mr. Bailey
Denton, in a lecture delivered last week before the

Chamber of Agriculture, at Maidstone. We are

unable to give a report this week ; and ne.xt week too,

we fear, our columns are preoccupied, but we shall

not fail to lay the substance of Mr. Denton's state-

ment before our readers as soon as possible.

Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, have now for

21 years annually obtained from their customers all over

the kingdom specimens of the various roots gro\vn

from seed supplied by themselves, in competition for a

very liberal prize list : these they have exhibited on

a Reading market-day some time in the end of Novem-
ber ; and independently of the advantage to themselves

of thus adverrising the extent and merits of their wares,

there can be no doubt that public service has been ren-

dered by the interest thus excited in the production of

the best and largest crops. The show has now gro\vn

to very large dimensions; and this year it included very

remarkable roots of Mangel Wurzel, exceeding 40 lb. in

weight, Swedish Turnip exceeding 20 lb. , Kohl Rabi and
other crops, which will be illustrated on the stand of this

firm at Islington next week.—In Holbom, on premises

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

We have before us a copy of "Duckham's Record
of Hereford Transactions," just issued. The "Recoi-d*'

reminds us of the "Circular," with which we are

now so familiar as a record of Shorthorn transac-

tions, and a very similar aiTangement obtains in both
publications. Neither can be entirely divested of the

character of sale catalogues, albeit of private sales^

and yet both contain much valuable current informa-

tion, which renders them useful to the breeders of

either race of cattle. This is much to the credit of the

respecrive authors, since by this means they happily

combine business with instruction and amusement.
The "Record" opens with the prize list, so far as

the Hereford breed is concerned, of the Taunton,

Oxford, and other English exhibitions, as well as of the

Royal Irish .Society at Ballinasloe. Next follows the

account of Mr. Duckham's two periodical sales, in

which 3-year-old cows made from 18 to 24 gs. each,

and bulls sold at considerably more money, indicating

that more importance is attached to the bull than the

cow in breeding these animals, and tliat the art of

breeding Herefords has not yet arrived at that fastidir

ous stage which makes the Shorthorn breeder infinitely

particular as to the dam's family or tribe. A list of

23 Herefords exported in 1870 to Australia, New
Zealand, and America is next given, and this is followed

by some account of the breed in its colonial quarters.

The Sydney Morning Herald is a strong supporter of

the "reds with white faces," and we call the attention

of the admirers of the " red and white " to such passages

as the following. Speaking of the third annual show of

the Northern Agi-icultural Association, we find that "A
glance at the cattle pens could not fail to establish

incontestably one fact of great importance to the cattle

breeders of the district, viz., the marked superiority of

the Herefords as contrasted with the Durhams. Not
only were they most numerous, but they were in better

order, showed better breeding, and were in every way
superior. * * ' Though magnificent creatures when
well fed and cared for, they (the Sliorthorns) require

more pampering and richer food than the New South

Wales breeder can afford to give them. The Hereford,

on the other hand, though a lighter (?) and less im .

posing animal, is of a hardier disposition, will stand

rough usage, and fatten upon such grass as the colonial

pastures provide for him." In an account of the

normal stock of the same colony, it is interesting to

learn that the principal breeds of Great Britain

are to be there found in perfection, and that a

walk through the cattle sheds of the Agricultural

Society would induce a lover of stock to believe him-

self in England. " Not only are the principal breeds

represented, but the principal herds also. The contest

is almost as sharp about Bates and Booth, as it is at

home." Again, in contrasting the merits of three rival

breeds, we find the following remarks :

— " The Devon
is not much used. The native mountain spirit soon

breaks the crust of civihsation, and becomes visible

in wildness of eye, and a disinclination to human
society, rather troublesome to the breeder. The debate

concerning the merits of Shorthorn or Hereford is very

strong. Both breeds have many advocates. It is

generally admitted, however, that the Hereford travels

better than the Shorthorn, and better endures periods

of dearth and drought. A vast quantity of the cattle

of this colony having to travel from 500 to Soo miles

to the slaughter house, this quality is a consi-

deration of the utmost consequence." For the

encouragement of those who look forward to

a not far distant time when the colonial demand for

English pedigree stock will cease or wane, we may
mention that " deterioration of character takes place

quickly in the case of Australian imported cattle, and

that it is necessary to stop this process by continued

importation both of Hereford and Shorthorn blood."

The record concludes with a list of 23 animals for

private sale.

Our readers will remember that on July 12 last

four representatives of the famous " Cambridge Rose"

tribe were sold at Mr. D. R. Davies' sale for the

enormous sum of £1450. The sale of Moss

Rose id to Mr. Clieny for 800 gs. was the

event of the day, the more astonishing when it

was whispered that the high-priced animal was not

safe for breeding purposes. The worst feais of the

"croakers" have been realised, and we regret to say

that Moss Rose 2rfhas not produced a calf In such a

case the question arises, who has to bear the Ibss. The
query is scarce put before it is answered by IV^. Davies
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himself, who handsomely writes to a contemporaiy
that, while much regretting Mr. Cheny's disappoint-

ment he (Mr. Davies) will bear the loss of this

untoward event.

AMERICAN " gang-ploughs:'
Ploit.hs turning over two or more fuiTow-sIices, or

"gang-ploughs, " as they are technically termed, have long
been in use in the United States of America. The exact

date of their invention, or introduction from England,
where they were invented by Walter Blythe about the

middle of the l6th centuiy, we are unable to state.

Improvements appear to have been patented at a very
early date, but owing to the records of the American
Patent Office having been burnt, nothing is known of
them save the name. The first illustrated description

of a "gang-plough" in successful use, which has
come under our notice, is that of Wiard's, which
received the medal of the American Institute at the

New York Agricultural Society's Fair, 1843, and
which we find in the Albany Cultivator, vol. i., p, 345,
1844. The illustration is imperfect ; but from a letter-

press description of this prize plough in another
volume of the Albany Cultivator, four ploughs were
fixed on a diagonal beam, in the rear of two wheels
—the one wheel in the furrow and the other

on the land, not unlike the half of Fowler's

steam-plough in action, with means for steering \

and the implement turned on the heel of the

last or rear plough supported in front fby the

wheels, the principle of lifting and turning being that

of a swing-plough, with this difference, that the plough-

man applied his force to the lever in the former,

instead of to the handles, as in the latter, thus altering

the leverage and fulcrage—the team in both cases

pulling the implement out of the ground, and turning

at the headland. In other examples a friction-wheel

is substituted, in place of the heel of the last plough

—

the wheel in some cases running vertically in the last

furrow, in other cases running obliquely, as in Wilkie's,

Pirie's, Murray's, and other English examples.

Another plan was to raise the several ploughs in the

gang individually as they came up to the headlands, on
the principle adopted by MacRae for raising his steam-

ploughs, manufactured by Edingtnn & Sons, Phcenix

Iron Works, Glasgow, in 1840, and success-

fully tried at Possil, in the neighbourhood, before

it was sent out to British Guiana. But MacRae
requires a spring to assist him to lift each plough at

the headland ; and for the want of a spring the Ameri-
can plan, first patented by A. *& F. Smith, 1856, gave
place to other improvements in subsequent patents.

Another plan was, to make the horses raise the imple-

ment out of the ground by means of a chain, the weight

of the implement in falling into the ground winding up
the chain to be ready for the lifting movement at the

opposite land's end, not unlike the principle of raising

and lowering the coulters of a Suffolk drill, with thisand lifting the ploughs at the headland. Wiard
patent is dated 1S43, and since that time, up to the ' difference, that the horses do the work of raising the

close of 1867, considerably above 100 patents fur gang-
j

ploughs instead of the man at the drill. The endless

ploughs have been granted since 1856. The claims of 1 list of lever movements, combined with castor-wheel,

patentees, with drawings of their gang-ploughs, &c., crank, chain, sector, and drum mechanisms, as exem-
are published and open for examination in the reading-

1
plified in English and American scarifiers, cultivators,

room of the English Patent Office, and to show the
|

grubbers, mowing and reaping machines, is too familiar

and iS

ch a list of gang-

progression, the numbers for the respective years which
we have examined may be quoted thus :— 1S563

1857, 6; 185S, 5; 1S59, i; i86o, 4; 1S61,

1S63, 7; 1S64. 9; iS6s, 18; 1866,

24 ; total, loi gang-ploughs.
To notice the numerous claims of su

ploughs in detail, with the special

mechanisms they represent, is far be-

yond our limits, but they may be
examined under the following four
heads, viz., i, general features of an
American gang-plough ; 2, steerage ;

3, raising the ploughs at the head-
land

; 4, yoking the horses.

I . An American gang-plough is

steered either by the ploughman or

horses. It goes alone without any
"belabouring and twisting at the
handles." In point of fact, 90 per
cent, of their number have no handles.

In the vast majority of examples the

ploughman, who is generally the

farmer or his son, rides on the imple-

ment, but some clever Yankees count
this "lazy at the expense of their

teams," alias "riding about the fields in their car-

riages," and so, in a few cases, the ploughman either

walks beside his plough, or else behind, as English
ploughmen now do behind their double-furrow ploughs,
scarifiers, and cultivators.

2. Steerage is effected, either at we steer our horse-

ploughs, steam-ploughs, steam-cultivators, and a few
double-furrow ploughs, as Pine's and Murray's ; or else

as we steer our mowing and reaping machines, and
horse cultivators, scarifiers, &c. In examples of the

former class some use a steerage-wheel, as in Fowler's
steam-plough, or its equivalent ; but the vast majority
-Steer by means of a long lever from the standard of the

front wheel or wheels ; the ploughman m both
examples being seated on his implement, steering

with one hand and holding the reins in the other. In
tbc earlier examples of the second class or method of

steerage, the horses guided the implement by means of
a castor-wheel in front, running in the funow behind
the furrow-horse—or two wheels on a castor standard,

one wheel in the furrow and the other on the land.

But the more recent example of this class is to steer

by a pole as we steer our mowing and reaping machines.
This method of steering the implement has given rise

to an endless diversity of special mechanism in the
attachment of the pole to the wheel carriage and
carriage to the body of the gang-plough, but into the

multifarious details of this kind which experience has
found necessary to meet the requirements of American
practice we need not enter j suffice it to say that the

pole plan of steerage is becoming more and more
general as old patents expire. We give an illustration

of Hildreth's 3-furrow gang-plough in fig. 276,
which we shall subsequently describe, noticing at the

same time the difference between walking beside and
riding on the implement.

3. The third characteristic of mechanism^—viz., the

lifting of the ploughs at the land's-end, has given rise

to a greater amount of ingenuity than all the others.

It may be said to embrace or to be a copy of all the
plans which we have adopted in raising horse-ploughs
and steam-ploughs, horse-cultivators, grubbers, and
scarifiers, horse-rakes, mowing and reaping-machines,
and also the coulters of our seed and manure drills.

1 hus, in several of the early pole-steerage examples
the diagonal beam, &c. , was raised m front, so
that the shares were raised out of the ground,

to our readers to require a detailed notice. No doubt

some of the American patent propositions would prove

novelties ; but those which have been successfully

reduced to practice in the United States have mostly

been introduced into England,

4. When the implement is steered by a pole two

curved diagonal bar to reduce the breadth, and
farther from each other to increase the breadth. The
front of the breast is sharp, and cuts the sod
from I inch to 6 inches deep, without a coulter—being
in principle a smashing up plough The pole is

attached to a bolster, through which the axle of
the front wheels passes, and the axle is cranked
at both ends for the adjustment of the depth of the

furrow -slice ; the axle of the rear wheel is also

cranked in a similar way, to correspond with the
adjustment of the front wheels. The bolster, d, slides

along the axle to correspond with the adjustment of the

breadth of the furrow-slice—the right-hand front wheel
running in the furrow behind the furrow-horse, and the

rear wheel in the last furrow. The fore-end of the

gang frame is connected to the bolster, D, by means of

a *' king-bolt," upon which it turns, and the bolster

is fixed to the axle by a pin (not seen in the engraving),

in such a manner as to adjust both the depth of the

fuiTow and the angle of the pole to suit the horses.

When once fairly entered the implement goes alone,

and is steered by the proper driving of the team. At
the land's-end the implement is lifted out by the short

handle, and turns on the principle of a waggon, but

to expedite backing when turning narrow at the
crowns and out castings, the farmer lifts the rear wheel
off the ground, when the horses can return with ease

in their respective furrows, without stopping or delay.

The patent is dated 1857, and the claims of the

patentee refer chiefly to the mode of fixing the pole
and bolster to the axle, there being nothing novel in

the other parts. The ploughs are manufactured by the

inventor to suit different soils.

Gang-ploughs are generally made of wood, and the

bodies are either fixed to a diagonal beam or to parallel

beams. When steered by a pole, and when the plough-
man rides, the rear wheel is generally on the castor

principle, to permit of turning freely at the headlands.

When once started the standard of the castor may be
fixed. The implement, in examples of this kind,

requires to be lifted out by some lever, or lever-chain,

and drum device. In many cases the ploughman has

similar means for adjusting the depth
and breadth of the fm'row-slice with-

out leaving his seat. The design is

often rather rude, but the parts are

so contrived as to be put together for

little money, and to go rapidly over

the ground, reducing manual and
horse labour to a minimum. W. B.

IRRIGA TION.
On the 57 millions of statute acres

of Great Britain, if we take the aver-

age rainfall at 36 inches in the year,

there descend in that time 200,000
millions of metric tons of water. This
is what Nature affords us on the

average. The season must be alto-

gether unusual that does not provide

horses are yoked abreast, as they are yoked in the ! us with a third of that unimaginable quantity. What
mowing and reaping machine ; and when steered by a do we do with it ?

castor-wheel in front, or with a lever movement by the < The answer is veiy simple. We gel rid of it as fast

ploughman seated on the plough, the horses are yoked
i
as possible. In the first place, every house, with the

Fig. 276.—AMKRICAN

the common plough or scarifier. Dr. Gardner,

in his "American Fanners' Dictionary," published at

New York, 1846, in referring to the draught of Wiard's

prize plough, noticed at the commencement, says.

exception of those thatched cottages that are rapidly

disappearing from the face of the country, has a special

provision for collecting rainfall, and not for storing it

for use, but for turning it, in the shortest and most

Wiard, of Avon, Thorp, and other instrument
I
ignominious way, into the nearest river. Instead of col-

makers, have placed three or four small ploughs in a ' lecting it for the service of the farmer, or even of

frame, so as to run as many funows ; in light sandy turning it, as used to be the case in many a country

soils, and for an after ploughing these may answer, but

if we have to hitch an additional horse there is little

gain." From this it appears that in 1846 more than

two horses were yoked in gang-ploughs, but with less

' advantage than when two could do the work, a con-

clusion which accords with that recently arrived at by
Mr. Amos at the dynamometrical experiments of the

Peterborough Agricultural Society, reported in the

Agricidtural Gazette October 22. Since 1S46 gang-

ploughs are being made stronger, and are frequently

represented hauled by three horses abreast, or four

horses in two pairs, the leading pair either hauling by
a long chain or from the end of the pole, as in yoking

four horses to a caniage.

The illustration of the gang-plough (fig 276) of G.

W. Hildreth, of Lockport, N.Y., in the Scientific

Ainerican, is an advertisement, and those acquainted

with the manner our^Transatlantic friends carry out this

branch of art will be able to make the necessary

degree of allowance it requires. Thus the form

of the main frame in other drawings which we have

examined is not that of an ellipse, but an oblique

triangle, like one-half of Fowler's steam-plough frame,

with the sides and angles so rounded as to permit of a

wrought-iron band being shrunk or cooled on to it, for

strengthening it, to meet the shocks experienced when
the ploughs come in contact with tree roots, stumps,

&c. For a similar reason the three ploughs are each

fixed to the curved iron beam with a bolt, sufficiently

strong for general work, but of less strength than the

other parts, so that when a plough comes in contact

with a fast root or stone the bolt breaks, and thus saves

the implement, and the ploughman can replace the

broken bolt by a new one for a trifle. The
breadth of the furrow is adjusted up to 12 inches

by shifting the ploughs nearer each other on the

town and village, through a bright open course, where
it babbles as it runs along, and from which lead off many
a grip and sough to gladden the adjoining fields, we get

it underground as rapidly as we can, and there so deal

with it that first it dilutes our valuable sewage to an
extent which renders it both worthless and unmanage-
able, and then it goes on to poison our rivers, to kill

the fish, and to spread the germs of disease through the

country. That is what we do with our rainfall.

Every drop of water that we use in England (except

salt-water baths) comes direct from heaven. Nature
has given us certain reservoirs, of which we make use

without observing their extent, or taking any of the

steps which would so well repay the cost proper for

providing auxiliary storage. On every porous soil, of

sandy or gravelly nature, the rainfall penetrates till it is

arrested by the first impervious stratum lying below.

On this bed the water accumulates. If the clay forms
a basin, the water forms a subterranean lake. It accu-

mulates till the basin is full, then it runs off at the

lowest places on the rim. These escapes are what are

called springs. They often occur near the summit of a

hill. Climb Skiddaw, or ascend Stanmore Hill. In

each instance you will find the summit dry. In con-

sists of a light porous soil. A little way down either

highland, however, you find bog, or wet clay, or out-

soak of some nature. Why is the ground at once so

damp and so elevated? Simply because the rain col-

lected over the whole top of the hill there runs over the

edge of the clay which keeps it back. In chalk the

case is somewhat different. Water seems to pass

through chalk in a broken subterranean river, the level

of the underground stream dipping rapidly as it ap-

proaches the natural outfall. The principle is the same
as in more perfectly porous soils, but that modified

form of gravitation whicli we call capillary, or possibly
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chemical aflinities not distinctly understood, affect the

level of springs in the chalk.

To our habitual waste of the gift of heaven, that

careless stupidity which allows the rain to fall where it

will, and takes no need for the drought of to-morrow,

we have one exception. We practise, where it can be
done without expense, the most barbarous mode of

irrigation yet known in the world. We know that for

the support of vegetation we require an intermittent

supply of water. Roots may be drowned, no less

easily than fish may be drowned, by the improper

supply of that element on which their life depends.

We know by the world-old experience of Egypt that

even the intermission which takes the form of a flood,

and covers the face of the soil with a rich transported

mud, has a wonderfully fertilising power. We also

know that semi-aquatic plants—Reeds, Rushes, Bog-
beans, and Water Soldiers—that grow in permanently
wet, marshy situations, are useless to the farmer. With
this knowledge in our possession we irrigate thus.

Througli a valley, which with a little aid from the

engineer might be made a very garden of Eden, we
lead the rain, or rather let it lead itself, in parallel

channels. We bar any efficient draining by water-

mills and weirs ; we occupy from a fifth upwards of

the whole area of the valley with water cliannels. We
sometimes put down a wooden sluice or two, and we
keep the whole soil, while grass ought to be freely grow-
ing, in a perpetual sop. As we do not cover all the

ground with water we obtain abundant crops from
about half the acreage ; Flags, Reeds, coarse rushy
gi'ass, and watercourses, occupy the remainder.

Unirrigated England presents a noble field for the

beneficial activity of the engineer. What we have
already done in the way of deep draining, and of

steam ploughing, is enough to teach us how much more
may thus be effected. But to these important parts of
farm engineering should be added a comprehensive
and adequate system of dealing with our abundant
rainfall. Lakes and reservoirs, open or subterranean,

where available, fair channels for the conduct of the

surface water, and for its distribution wherever gravity

would allow, steam-power for the ser\Mcc of those dis-

tricts where it might be requisite, or, at all events, that

use ot the windmill to which, in our P'en districts, we
have recourse for getting rid of superfluous water,

should be applied to raising supplies for irrigation. If

this were combined with proper arrangements for

watering, and not drowning the land ; for the inter-

mittent supply of the precious element, and for its

reception unsullied by ill-use, into rivers abounding in

fish—we should add a money value to a large pta'tion

of our 12,000,000 acres of permanent pasture, to say
nothing of our 16,000,000 acres under cereals, green
crops, and artificial grasses, that would be equal to the
present fee simple.

The individual farmer in England may be hindered
by a thousand obstacles from either perfectly irrigating

or properly draining his land. But let us look a little

wider than individuals ; let us look at districts of
country, grouped according to watersheds and water-
courses. Considering the rainfall on which we can
with certainty calculate, it is the fault of the owners
and farmers of each such district if they suffer long
from drought. The Builder,

BREEDING AND FEEDING,
[At a recent meeting of the Winfrith Farmers' Club. Mr. Bone, of

Avon, spoke as follows on "The Relative Advantages of
Breeding and Fattening Slock, and Daii-y Practice. "J

He said he was about to speak of cattle and not
sheep, to bring before them the necessity, as he believed
tlicre was, of feeding upon their different farms more
animals in the shape of cow stock than they had hitherto
been in the habit of doing. He knew that when the
system of rearing and dairying alone was carried out
on farms it was very impoverishing ; no man could
improve the condition of his farm and his slock if he
simply went on that principle. To the ** feeding " of
animals, then, he wished to call their attention.

By a fair and proper practice of feeding animals it was
possible to manufacture a good and first-class manure,
and so gel animals to pay for it ; they would thus not
have to put their hands into iheir pockets to any
extreme extent for bone-dust, guanos, or other things
of that sort. A great loss was sustained by farmers
generally from the neglect of feeding animals in the
proper way in order to obtain a good manure.
They were aware that there were certain farms,
used almost entirely for sheep, supposed to be not
at all adapted for the rearing of cattle ; he be-
lieved that even on those farms animals might be
fed so as to get a sound and good manure. He had
seen that upon some large farms, more particularly in
North Hants, Wilts, and some parts of Dorset, straw
was thrown aside as perfectly useless

; its value was
looked upon as nominal—sheep were kept upon those
farms almost to the exclusion uf anything in the shape
of a bullock. Now he saw no reason why, with a
little exertion, a little extra expenditure, an extra piece
of roots should not be grown on such farms, in propor-
tion to their size, which with the straw might be con-
verted into a sound and good manure instead of being
disposed of in the useless manner it at present was.
He by no means meant to revolutionise the present
system carried out; he did not mean to substitute

bullocks for sheep. What he wanted was, to such an
extent as was necessary, to convert the straw grown
upon the farm into a thoroughly good sound manure.
And this could be done with profit by keeping bul-

locks, growing a sufficient amount of roots for them,
and feedmg them with cake. To those who adopted
the mixed system of farming, those who were corn
growers, sheep growers, cattle growers, and dairy
keepers, he wished to say that they ought to feed their

animals to such a point as to become fit for the butcher,
allowing them to consume a considerable amount of

artificial food so as to make good manure, the land

thereby being continually improved.

One great reason why, in some instances, the feeding

of animals had not been successful was the indifference

and inferiority of the animal set to work upon. No
animals did so well as those bred on the place, pro-

vided they were bred carefully. The greatest induce-

ment to a man to be careful in his breeding was that

he intended finishing the animal for the butcher. He
looked upon it as a sad reflection if a man who had
been farming 30 or 40 years could not say that his

stock was better than when he began business. By a

judicious outlay and care the value of animals should,

he held, be doubled. Profit arose from having a better

animal to work upon. Then, again, milking and
feeding properties might be and were profitably com-
bined. He had thus recommended to them a system
which he believed would pay ; if it did not pay he was
quite willing that the recommendation should fall to

the ground. With reference to the estimates subjoined,

his conclusion was that the system he had recommended
would raise the productive powers of the soil. In

order to keep up the fertility of the soil they should

adopt the principle of feeding as well as rearing and
dairying their animals. At the same time he could

not advise that the feeding of animals should be

adopted without the dairying. Taking the cost of

rearing and fattening, he found that a 3-year-old

bullock should be set down at £,1% 6j. i \d. For many
years past he had reared tlie whole of the calves arising

from his own herd, and the returns have been
in accordance with the estimate submitted. Therefore,

what he had just said was not mere theory. He found,

taking the average of years, that he made something
like £22. for a 3-year-old bullock. His system was an
improving and not an impoverishing one. Regarding
the question of dairying, he had never been able to get

much more than £\o S.r. 8^'. {his estimate of the cost

of keeping) from his dairy cows, and unless they made
that sum they would be losers by the transaction.

Estimated Cost of Rearing and Faticnitig a Bullock at Three
Vcars Old ; iime,/roin January 1.

Value of a calf at seven days old j^o 15 o
Skim-milk up to the end of April [16 weeks), at 2J. 4*/,

per week ^ .. • . • •• i 17 4
3 (lb. bean meal per week for the same tmic at \d.

I .icre of grass will keep four calves from end of April
to September 30, at 35^. per acre .

.

.

.

. . o S g
September 30 10 December 31 on hay, grass, and roots

(13 weeks), at \s. yi. per week o iG 3
{The animals arc now one year old, butslill in ihc yard,

smgi
I estimate from December 31 to April 30, on hay and

roots, 17 weeks
They will now be turned to grass, and from April 30 to

September 30 it will require 2 acres of grass to keep
three beasts at 35^., which will give ..

From Sepiemlwr 30 to December 31 they will still be
running in the same grass land by day. and receiving
straw .ind root trimmings in yard at night, 13 weeks
at 2J.

(The animals are now two years old. Wc are now
entering the third and last year, when the animal is

to be made fat. It will be necessary' then to increase

his provender, so that he may go to grass in thrivinj;

condition. I increase the quanlUy of roots to

2 bush, per day, and estimate the cost, with straw,

at 3J. per week.)
From December 31 to April 30 [17 weeks)
We now go to grass again, and it wilt require i acre of

grass, with the additions after mentioned, to keep the

animal in fatting state from April 30 to September 30,

cost 3SX. But as the animal will be taken entirely

from the pasture and confined to the house from
September 30, the pasturage of the land from that

time to December 31 must t>e deducted—say ^s.

September 30 to December 31, on roots and straw in

. 6rt'.

Cake expenditure ; 3 lb. of cake per day from middle
of June to end of September, when the animals arc
housed 15 weeks, 41b. of cake per day from Sep-
tember 30 to December 31 (13 weeks), after they are
housed, making together 67Qlb., at ws. td. per cwt.

Care and attention for 13 weeks in house, at 6rt'.

Care and attention before this time, estimated at \os.

per head . . . .

Esiiniaied Ccst of Kerftttg up and Managing a Dairy,
at perCoiv.

It will require i acre of land for summer pasture, which
wc estimate, as for the others, at £,\ 1^ o

It will also require I acre of aftermath, value .. .. o 10 o
Straw keep from November 1 to middle of February,

15 weeks, at u. tid. ,. .. .. .. .. 126
li ton of hay, at spending price 3 15 o
Management, including wages, rent of house, fuel,

wear and tear of dairy goods, at %d. per head . . 114 8

In order to keep up value of dairy a yearly outlay
is unavoidable; this I estimate at 15 per cent.

Valuing the cow at £,\o i&r., this expenditure will

amount to i 11 6

C^o S 8

Discussion.

Mr. Marke could not fall in with the lecturer's conclu-
sion, that dairying without feeding must impoverish the

laud ; he thought the word "must" might be substituted

by another one more appropriate. As regarded his own
farm, he knew he could not profitably keep his dairy
beasts in winter without giving them a large quantity of
cake, which he was always in the habit of doing ; the
manure was scarcely worth carrying out if the beasts were
fed on straw alone— they came on poor in spring and
were more liable to disease than they would have been if

well fed. He thought that the best way to make good
manure in the straw-yard was by feeding on cake ; he
himself gave his beasts 4 lb. of cake per day, which
carried them well through the winter, and kept them in a
healthy state. He could not exactly see how Mr. Bone
could make a 3-year-old bullock fat for ^18 ; and the
correctness of several items in the estimate be questioned.
Mr. T. H. Saunders agreed in the main with Mr,

Bone's address. He himself had adopted the plan of the
lecturer, \vho had not over-estimated tlie value of the
bullock. According to his own experience £2.6 was the
average price realised.

Mr. T. DowDEN spoke to the advantage of grazing a
fuli-grown animal. He was inclined to think that too
much stress had been laid on breedmg of stock in prefer-
ence to dairying, and that Mr. Bone had under-estimated
the produce of the dairy.

Mr. Bone explained that ^10 8^. 8(/. was not the
estimated produce of a cow, but the estimated cost of
keeping her.

The C:hairman moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Bone
for his address, the chief point of which was that they
would be gainers in the improved condition of their land,
by keeping an improved class of beasts by improved feed-

ing. He thought nothing was more distressing than to
see a lot of good valuable straw lying to rot, scattered on
land simply as straw— it was an extravagant waste of the
raw material. He decidedly approved of Mr. Bone's
address—which went to show that that course which
improved the land most was the greatest benefit to the
tenant-farmer.

Mr. Bone in acknowledgment reminded the meeting
that some sheep farms were not adapted to rearing cattle,

yet he held that good cattle should be kept on such
farms, and be made to pay in the manure produced. He
showed that the system which he had recommended was
a progressive one. He believed that the time was coming
when straw would be made greater use of than had
hitherto been the case. Mr. Marke seemed to think that

dair>ing did not impoverish the land. Mr. Marke had
stated how he conducted his own dairy, and, in doing so,

showed that he adopted the very principle which he
{Mr. Boitc) advocated— feeding the animals well. If he
went on feeding llie animals with cake dm-ing the summer
he would find a wonderful difference in the green land.

He {Mr. Bone) had adopted the systemof giving the grow-
ing beasts 31b. or 41b. of cake a-day in the meadows,
which became, in the course of time, double their original

value. No one could lay out money better than in cake,

thus improving the green land ; no land would belter

stand outlay for improvement than green land. At the

same time he believed that the excessive use of concen-
trated food, such as oilcake, would ruin the farmer—he
would never make an animal profitable if he gave it an
enormous quantity of this ; extremes in feeding as in every-

thing else must be avoided. He submitted that in the

use of roots as food for stock there was great room to

exercise economy.

%mx (iTormijanbcntc.

Wheat Drilling.—Will you be so kind as to cause

the following account of my Wheat drilling to be
inserted in your valuable journal? October n, I

drilled a few perches of land, putting in one seed of

Wheat in every square foot of ground ; and this was in.

my own land. The quantity per acre would not have
exceeded 35 quarts. Noveniber 5 I also drilled a
small quantity of land iit a neighbours field with the

same quantity of seed per square foot of land, that is,

a seed in every 144 square inches of land. November 9
I drilled a whole field of my churchwarden's, putting

in 34 pecks an acre in two-thirds of the field, and
\\ peck an acre in the other one-third. November II

I drdled a part of a 90-acre field for a gentleman in a
neighbouring parish, putting in exactly 9 quarts an

acre, or I quart over a peck per acre. I observe par-

ticularly that the seed was measured to me by the

owner of each field before it was put into my drill, and
what remained in the drill after each operation was
also measured by the owner of each field ; the land

drilled was also carefully measured by each owner of it

and others ; and the drilling was done in the presence of

each owner, and of others as witnesses. My friends,

and the readers of this paper in general, will perceive

that these would have been fair examples of what are

called thin seedings had the operations been performed

a month or six weeks earlier ; but tlie dates above are

too late in the season to give thin seedings fair

trials, for the plants ought to have been up and
vigorously growing at the times when the above
seedings were done ; but late in the Wheat
seeding season. As it was, I told the owner of each,

field that if the yield at harvest were not equal in quan-

tity and quality to any Wheat crops on the same
quantity of land he had on his farm (and I observe each

farms very extensively), I would make up the deficiency

in money. And I inform my readers, who may take

interest in what is called thin seeding, that I myself

consider these examples are not quite fair ones, on
account of the lateness of the season only, when the

seed was drilled, or otlienvise, from long experience, I

should have no doubt whatever but the crops on the

lands I drilled would be equal, if not superior, to any

in this neighbourhood ; but late as it was, I have full

faith that the yields will be good. My agricultural
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readeis will smile at this, and perhaps, I fear, do some-

thing worse ; but I call to their recollections, or if not to

theirs, to those of non-agriculturists, that as I regularly

advertised, I seeded land for 14 years in succession,

and that I never exceeded 2 pecks or 16 quarts an

acre, and sometimes used less than i peck, and yet in

each of two of those years I had 7 quarters of Wheat an

acre, and that the general average of tlie 14 crops in

14 years was 44 bushels an acre ; and observe also, my
readers, my land was drilled and the seed measured,

and the crops threshed and measured in Ihe presence

of as many men as I could induce to come and witness

them : and some of my readers will also recollect that

Mr. Piper, of Calne Engaine, Essex, was during the

same number of years, as he showed by annual adver-

tisement, also producing nearly equally as large yields

on the same land of his from only half a peck of seed

an acre ; but he always put in his seed early. This

is one of the secrets in the production of large yields

from small quantities of seed ; for should the plants be
weak and thin upon the ground before the frost sets

in, they are liable to be greatly injured and sometimes
even killed in clear, cloudless, and frosty nights by the

effects of radiation, and especially where the land is

both wet and cold ; hence thin seeders ought always
to take care that their lands are thoroughly drained,

or deep enough to raise the temperature of it, as

well as to let out the water from it. But in con-

cluding this article I hereby engage, should my life be
spared, to produce roots of Wheat from a single seed

eich, having two thousand-fold. My friends, do not

start at this ; remember that years back I advertised

that I would lie led blindfold into my Wheat field and
pull up root after root having two thousand-fold, and
some even four thousand-fold. Geo, lVilki7ts, JVix

Vu-aragL^ Noz: 20.

The Transit of Cattle by Sea.—T came from
Antwerp by the boat which reached Harwich on
Wednesday, the 2d inst., at 3 a.m. On our arrival

we found that the Rotterdam boat, which was eight

hours overdue, had not arrived. While we were
having our baggage examined, she came alongside the

pier, and I obtained the following account of lier

voyage from two passengers, one of whom was a Fal-

mouth pilot. They left Rotterdam early on the morn-
ing of Tuesday, November I, with about the usual

number of passengers and several hundred sheep and
pigs, A great many of the animals were stowed in

pens on deck, in the fore part of the vessel, where they
were, of course, exposed to the full strength of the

wind and waves. When outside the bar she encountered

very heavy weather, which crippled her machinery to

such an extent that they were obliged to proceed the

wliole distance across with only one paddle. This,

together with the heavy sea, caused her to roll so much,
and to make such little way, that, to lighten her head,

they threw overboard as many as 60 sheep and pigs
;

in fact, as my informant said, "they threw them over

by dozens." The animals remaining on deck suffered

so much from the exposure, and from the seas which
were constantly being shipped, that many more died,

or were so injured as to necessitate cutting their throats

to put them out of their misery. On hearing this I at

once went down to the pier, and found they were then
laniling the remainder of the sheep. It is no exaggera-

tion to say that quite one-third of chem could not walk
up the gangway, constructed with cross-bars for the

purpose. They were dragged to the side and forced,

by pushing, beating, and kicking, up the planks. One
man stood by with a stick, spiked at the end, with
which he stimulated the creatures' frantic efforts.

Many of them struggled up in the most extraordinary

manner by making a series of leaps on their knees, and
nearly all were lame or crippled in some way. I do
not cast any unnecessary blame on the men to whom
was entrusted the task of landing these poor animals.

They were compelled to get them out in the shortest

possible time, and they resorted to cruel measures with
e/ident reluctance. The sin of such abominable cruelty

should Ije visited on tliose who continue to permit, in

spite of repeated remonstrance, the transit of animals
under such circumstances. I happened, quite accident-

ally, to ascertain from one of the crew of the Antwerp
boat that liorses are brought over in a totally different

manner. Each has its pen, made of carefully rounded
wood, so contrived as to prevent its being knocked
about, or thrown off its legs. It is evident, therefore,

that animals can be transported without being suffocated,

bruised, maimed, and drowned, as the poor cattle are.

The question then arises whether the Legislature ought
not to enforce the transit of cattle in a similar manner.
I have no doubt that the companies will stand aghast
at the enormity of this suggestion : and as I fear it is

in vain to hope that motives of humanity will bring
about so desirable a result, we must seek for some more
urgent incentive—one more nearly affecting our pockets
and our sanitary condition. The fact is only too
patent, that at present animals are treated during transit

exactly like so many bales of goods. They are, in the

first place, driven from their pastures in the far regions

of Schlcswig-Holstein, and other Continental districts,

placed in the train, and despatched on a journey of
some hundreds of miles. Arrived at the sea coast,

after being shaken and bruised by continuous stoppages
and shuntings, they are packed, without the least

regard to number, and with the greatest possible haste,
j

on board the first steamer, there to endure the horrors '

of a rough sea-passage, resulting in damage to life and
limb, such as I have already described. On reaching
England they are again ciowded into a train, and again
bumped and shaken all the way to town, where they
at length arrive, after a course of suffering ujion which
it is sickening to dweU. Surely, however, a committee
of gentlemen might be formed todeal with this question,

either in connection with the Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals, or with- the Royal and
other agricultural societies. No doubt many might be
found who would be willing to act, and who, if

intrusted with sufficient powers, would, I believe, in a
very short time, be able to suggest and enforce such
regulations as would to a great extent mitigate these

evils. The limits of a letter will hardly admit of
suggestions in detail ; but the following would be
among the most prominent points for consideration :

—

Whether it would not be possible to restrict the transit

of cattle to ships constructed for the purpose, and re-

served exclusively for this trade? Whether it is not
possible to limit the number of animals in any one
vessel, or in a certain defined space? Whether
arrangements might not be made to slaughter animals
abroad during the most stormy periods of the year, and
bring over their carcases for the English market ?

Certain penalties might also be enforced for placing
the animals in exposed parts of the vessels during
stormy weather, and regularly appointed officers should
always be stationed to see that the regulations are

strictly earned out. I would further suggest that

penalties should be inflicted for shipping or landing
animals except in the presence of such officers. ^S". I/.

Steam Cultivation.—The only means whereby to

ascertain the real advantage of steam cultivation over
the ordinary method adopted, is by collecting and
comparing facts on the subject. In dealing with facts,

we then know what we are about, and it is with the

consciousness that the following facts may not uselessly

be thrown away that I record them for the benefit of
your readers. The field ploughed is heavy clay land, in

places inclined to be gravelly—24.V imperial acres
;

machinist agreeing to plougli 9 inches deep, finding

water-cart and the usual complement of men, while the

hirer provides coals, and finds water and its conveyance
to place of use. Time occupied in ploughing, 4^ days.

From the foregoing the following may be summed ;

—

Steam-ploughing 24I acres at 11s. ., £1^ 14 o
4 tons 5 cwt. of coal, at i6j, . . , . 380
Boy. 4^ days carting water, at is. ^d. ., 060
2 horses, 4I days, at 8j- i 16 o
Carting coals ,, ,, .... 050
Taking up gate-post , o i S

or i6j-. lid. per acre. One headland was afterwards
ploughed with four horses, the depth not being \Vithin

2 inches of that steam-ploughed ; the time occupied
in ploughing it {i acre) exceeded two days.

4 horses, 2 days, at 4J. eacii . . . . ^^r 12 o
I man, 2 days, at u. 8*/. . . .

.

..034
I boy, 2 days, a* 8if. ..014

Per acre /i 16 8

The above headland is not included in the 243 acres.

Frederick T. Tyndall^ Potton^ Beds.

Fowl Keeping.—I wish to ask Mr. Mechi, for the

benefit of my neiglibours, a few simple questions.

There happens to be in the parish I reside in a very
poor curate, and a half-pay officer equally or nearly as

poor. From Mr. Mechi's glowing description of his

profitable fowl-keepinij both these gentlemen simultane-

ously agreed to try their hands at it, but both as

simultaneously, though not in concert, have given the

business up, as they have informed me, and because
they found it to be a losing concern. Now if fowl-

keeping could be made to answer, I am satisfied the

parson and the soldier were just the men to make it do
so, for two more economical men than each is I never
in my life knew, nor men better adapted for the carry-

ing economical matters of any kind on to perfection
;

and yet they lost money by fowl-keeping, though each
charged himself for evei-y egg used in his house and for

every fowl sold ; and if one by chance was cooked at

home, that was accounted for at its full price. Now
the premises of eacli were good, for to each were
attached for them .an otherwise useless stable and
chaise-house, wlierein the fowls were kept ; but they
lost money, as they clearly exjilained to me. I want
Mr. Mechi, therefore, to be so kind as to explain Iiow

this was, and I do so on my own account, as well as

that of my fellow parishioners, I have myself between
50 and 60 fowls, and among them are four full-grown
males. At the Birmingham show I bought two of the

males, but though they are very fine they are by the

others considered as aliens, and so they do not
coalesce, but would fight until they or the others were
killed ; but as the two belong to one and the same
brood they agree pretty well together. Now all my
friends at Birmingham told me that four cocks were
necessary for 60 hens, to secure all tlie eggs being im-
pregnated. Mr. Mechi, who always writes carefully and
thoughtfully, wrote that 300 of his fowls left his home-
stead every morning after having been fed witli barley,

and that for those 300 he bought all his males, he wrote,
and paid one guinea for each ; and though he was
"not a fowl-farmer," he said, *'he had, nevertheless,

game, and Chinas, and Brahma Pootras, and other choice :

breeds." Now what I want Mr. Mechi particularly
to inform me is, how many males lie bought for his
300 females, so that the eggs of all could be safely
used for producing broods of chickens. Further,
Mr. Mechi wrote that he kept each breed separate,
though he permitted the whole to wander at large and
mix together; and further still, that he changes his
male birds about every two years, giving a guinea
a-piece for each. Now, I have a letter from one of
the largest fowl breeders in this country, and in a reply
to my question, Ire writes, he has for general breeding
purposes one male to every 18 hens, but he prefers
a male to every 14 hens ; and for his choice breeds, all

of which he keeps quite separate, he has a male for

every six or seven hens. Now, taking Mr. Mechi's
males for his 300 females to be only one male for

each 20 females, instead of one for each iS, he would
require 15 males for his flock ; and as he writes he
gives a guinea for each male, and changes them every
two years, his males cost him 15 guineas every two
years. Taking all these things into consideration, and
my own experience, and that of my neighbours, I can
only account for the profits which Mr. Mechi makes
by his flock of fowls by his breeding for their food the
myi-iads of flies, worms, and slugs which, he writes,
exist upon all his crops. I and ray neighbours have
not the means of breeding such myriads of living
fowl-food, and if I myself had, I would dispense with
my fowl breeding and fattening rather than have such
myriads of living pests in my fields ; but Mr. Mechi
states they swarm on the food that is brought into his
yards also. It is clear, therefore, to me, that fowl
breeding and fattening on Mr. Mechi's system would
not answer, unless the flies, and worms, and slugs
breeding for food for them was can'ied on at the same
time, and which, it is clear, is Mr. Meclii's secret.

But there is another thing I am anxious to ask Mr.
Mechi, namely, how he trains his flocks of fowls that
they do not greatly injure and even destroy his crops?
Last year more than an acre of my Wheat crop was
destroyed that was near my homestead, and I lost from
£\% to £zo worth of young Mangel by my own and
some neighbours' fowls ; and in a near small field of
Clover and Rye-giass the whole of the Clover was
picked out ; and a neighbouring farmer showed me a
measured acre and a-half of Wheat that was destroyed
by his poultry. Now taking this loss at £\% and my
own loss at £20^ both of which are too low, I ask
Mr. Mechi if he would give more in detail how cheaply
to breed the myriads of living food for fowls, and how
so to train fowls that they will not destroy sown and
ripening com, and also not destroy young Clover,
Cabbages, Turnips, and Mangel? A. B.

Cheese Ripening.—In your impression of Nov. 19,

p. 1546, when giving extracts from the newspapers of
the day respecting the Ayrshire Cheese Show, I read :—
"Mr. Osborne noticed the fact that Galloway makers
had carried off many of the best prizes. The circum-
stance arose, he thought, from their not having in Ayrshire
such good houses to ripen the cheese. The cheeses
were only half made in the chessats, and unless they
were properly cared for in the houses they could never
be shown as first-class cheese." Would you, or some
of your correspondents, kindly inform me the proper
requisites for a cheese-room? In 1S69 my cheese was
not of so good a quality as I could wish, and thinking
the room it was kept in after it left the chessat too
variable in temperature, being sometimes between 70"

and 80°, and then suddenly reduced to between 40'
and 50", I took two cheeses to my own dwelling, and
kept one in a veiy similar room, the other in a very
deep but dry cellar, where the temperature is very
equal all the year. In one month there was a marked
improvement in the latter, but no alteration in the
former. I afterwards asked the factor to select me tlie

worst cheese in the dairy. This I took, and cut into

two parts, and kept one in the room, the other in the
cellar. This cheese being older, the change or ripening
was more marked and perfect in less time in the part
kept in the cellar, but the other part still remained as
it was. Persons, who are esteemed judges, said they
were not the same cheese, that kept in the cellar being
worth 2.d. per lb. more than the other. To follow out
the idea, but cautiously, because it was pronounced
foolish, yea, madness, by old cheese-makers, I this year
(1S70) selected for a cheese-room the one best shaded
from the sun and most equal in temperature I could find,

and tried to keep it as cool as possible—my aim was
45". In this room I put shelves on trellises to 7 feet

high. When the heat of summer came, I could not
prevent it rising to 68" and 70^, and then the cheeses
on the upper shelves suffered much, whilst those on the
lower were comparatively free from the effects of heat.

But to carry out the idea a little further, on July 2, I

took into a cellar, having a ventilation through it from
north to south, a cheese made May 28, and laid it on a

shelf in the middle of the cellar. This I call No. i.

On July 15, another (No. 2), made July 6, as soon as
brought from the dairy was laid by the side of No. i.

Both cheeses were kept in the same place until

October 3, when they were taken to the others in the
room, lest the factor miglit give a biassed judgment.
After he had looked the cheeses through, I told him I

wished Nos. I and 2 for my own consumption. When
he had bought the cheeses, he requested that he might
have the two cheeses, and I should keep two others

from the upper shelves instead. On October 8, the
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cheese was taken to the warehouse, and thinking that

when it was there I might ask the relative value, I

did so, when he replied that No. i was decidedly the

best cheese in the dairy, and the whole daiiy was the

best he had had from the place. This has been some-

what of my experience, and the result. But now,

what really was the cause. If cause for effect is not

known, we still labour in the dark. J. O.

be used for thatching and litter, the whole of which, in

the end, will be go into manure. This manure will be

supplied to the Bean crop yearly. A pound's worth of

superphosphate will be given to the second year's crop,

Wheat, and two pound's worth of superphosphate will

be applied to the third crop. Barley. If Mr. Prout will

thus manure his land he may keep on growing corn

crops as long as he likes. William- Smith, Woolston,

BUtchlcy Station, Bucks, Ncr^: 15.

Clay Farming.—The cap.ibilities of clay land are

well shown in the Times xt^on on Mr. Proufs farm

but its last paragraph needs a little notice. 1 will

quote the first part of it :^" Of course the mere

impossibility of finding a market for the unlimited

quantity of straw must prevent such an export system

of agriculture from becoming general." This is quite

correct, but the following that I shall quote is wrong :

' But if the straw were converted into manure, and

returned to the soil in the usual order of husbandry,

the purchased fertilisers would not be required." The

question to be asked here is, what is "the usual order

of husbandry " on clay soils ? The general order stands

thus:— I. The four-course shift—fallow. Wheat, Beans,

and Wheat. In some cases Barley is planted instead

of one of the Wheat crops, and in some cases a

portion of the fallow is planted with Vetches

and fed off by sheep instead of all dead fallow.

The straw from the three corn crops is generally

browsed, with little or no cake, liy cattle and sheep,

and trod into manure. This manure with the fallow

every fourth year is the fertiliser, and keeps up a pro-

duce of about 20 bush, per acre, taking Wheat and

Beans together on an average of four years, value, say,

^5 an acre a-year. 2. The six-course shift practised

by some of our best farmers—viz., Vetches fed on by

sheep and fallowed, Wheat or Barley, Beans, Wheat,

Clover fed on by sheep till July, then broken up and

fallowed for Wheat the next year. The straw from the

four corn crops is browsed, with little or no cake, by

cattle and sheep. This manure, with the Vetch fallow

and Clover fallow, is the fertiliser, and keeps up a pro-

duce of about 24 bush, per acre, on an average of six

years' value, say, £(> an acre a-year. Lastly, my own

practice, briefly shown in my letter of November I,

published at p. 1516, growing corn crops 14 out of the

last 15 years. Here is the actual cropping on No. 3

heavy land to illustrate the whole :— 1S56, Peas ;
1S57,

Barley ; 1S58, Beans ; 1859, Wheat ;
i860, Beans

;

1S61, Wheat ; 1862, Swedes; 1863, Barley: 1864, Beans

;

1865, Wheat ; 1866, Beans : 1867, Wheat ; 1868,

Beans ; 1869, Wheat ; 1S70, Wheat. The straw from

the 14 corn crops has been browsed by cattle and

sheep without any cake or corn, excepting the last year,

in wliich I sold the wheat-straw off and bought some

manure in exchange. The crop of Swedes in 1S62 was

ed on by sheep, eating a little cake and corn as well

as hay chaff; yet the land was so dirty that the sheep

did no good, and I abandoned the practice altogether,

for tliere was no pay belonging to it. In 1868 I gave

a dressing of 24cwt. of superphosphate per acre for

Beans, and a like dressing for Wheat in 1S69, and also

a like dressing for Wheat in 1870. The preceding

shows the quantity of manure that has been used to

keep this land in fertility for the 15 years, and the pro-

duce for the last three years stands thus :— 1868, Beans,

although a blighty year, 28 bush, per acre ; 1869,

Wheat, 38.^ bush. ; 1870, Wheat, estimated at quite

40 bush, per acre. Therefore the three last years

of my practice on this land gives an average of 35^

bush.' per acre. This, at y. per bush., gives a

yearly value of /8 \%s. per acre ; and I feel cerlain

that this value may be increased permanently by the

use of a pound's worth of superphosphate a year. This

answers the question, and shows that under the four-

course shift a value of £'^ an acre may be gained

yearly ; that under the six-course shift a value of Ifi

an acre may be gained yearly ; and that under my
system, worked by steam-power, growing com crops

yearly, a value of £% iSj. may be gained, and from my
practice for the last three years of using superphos-

phate, I am quite certain that this £^ iSj. may be

increased up to £\o an acre. The produce on the

whole of my old heavy land is worth more than that this

year, and a good bit more too. Now I am come to

the point that needs especial notice :
—

" But if the

straw were converted into manure, and returned to the

soil in the usual order of husbandry, the purchased

fertilisers would not be required." Mr. Prout ha.s

departed from the "usual order of husbandly,"

and as his straw-selling plan cannot become

general, another course must be practised,—viz.,

the purchase of fertilisers in one shape or another.

My plan of browsing the straw with the purchase

of some superphosphate appears to me to be a

reasonable one. I am making arrangements to carry

it out thus :— I am now putting a new homestead in

tlie centre of my heavy clay land, and the cropping

hereafter will stand thus :—Beans, Wheat, and Barley,

a three-course shift ; and I am making yards suitable

for converting the straw produce from this cropping

into manure. The bean-straw will be browsed in a

yard by sheep, the sheep having a nin in a grass field

in the day time. Sheep do well in this way. I have

practised this plan for 30 years. The barley-straw will

be browsed in a yard by cattle in the winter ; each ox

will have an allowance of 4 lb. of cake per day. In

this way the cake will get about paid for, giving the

browse of the straw for nothing. The wheat-straw will

Ashgrove Farm, Bicester. — In common with

many of your readers, I take a gieat interest in all that

is published of the prize farm in Oxfordshire. Your

correspondent, "
T- C. M.," has let us rather more

behind the scenes than we have hitherto been admitted,

and we now have from his pen something authoritative

as regards the Dr. and Cr. part of the busmess at Mrs.

Millmgton's farm. On reflecting on the receipts and

expenditure as stated by "J. C. M.," it seemed to me

that there was not that amount of produce sold as there

ought to be on such a farm ; and when I went into the

figures more fully, and contrasted the expenditure with

the receipts, I was much astonished to find the result

that I have arrived at. I think I am stating these

pretty fairly thus :

—

Receipts.

isoacrcs Wheat ti^^o

280 acres B.irlej- "4°
Mutton, -say ^^
Wool, say 5°°

Produce of 1 5 sows =5°

20 to 25 store cattle -7°

2 to -, milch cows =5

Poultry ^
£5240

Rent, 800 acres, at 25.1
Aiooo

Rates and txxes • ' " ^"°

Linseed cake - " ^'^°^

Superphosphate *5o

Com for 18 horses 4^**

Seeds and seed corn 4=°

25 ralves—bought in ^°_
150 sheep—bought in .. "-5

Tradesmen's bills
='»

Wear and tear on horses 9°

Ditto on implements °°

Sundries ^
Interest on /;6ooo capiul 3°o

There are a few items on the expenditure side that I

am obliged to guess at, such as tradesmen's bills,

sundries, wear and tear on implements, and dead

stock ; but on referring to my own expenses I find I

am putting it at about the same sum per acre, and

therefore consider that I am not overstating the outlay.

On the receipt side I have put the returns from the

15 breeding sows at .^250 ; this, I consider, is a very

ample sum, because I have not charged a farthing fur

their keep on the other side. I shall be glad if these

figures draw out a reply from some of your coiTcspon-

dents, in order that as near an approximation as may

be to the profits or losses on this farm (which is held

up to us as a pattern) may be obtained. One of the

weak points in the returns is 4 qr- "f Wheat only per

acre ; another, in the sale of 20 to 25 store cattle

yearly. W. G. D.

" Dragett."—This word occurs in a lease which

demises property in Buckinghamshire, and is used in

connection with agricultural matters ; the statement

occurring in the lease that a certain number of bushels

per acre of " Dragett " are sown. Of course it is a local

term ; but whether it implies a mixture of grass seeds,

or refers to a crop of Peas or Tares harvested in any

particular manner, I am ([uite unable to tell. I should

feel greatly obliged if any of your correspondents could

enlighten me. Student.

Smut in Wheat.—Having seen several articles in

the As^rieultural Gazette, and some also in other jour-

nals, on this subject, I wish to inquire of correct

and scientific Wheat growers, which they have proved

to be the best plan to prevent smut, namely, to tho-

roughly cultivate their lands and put them into good

condition, or to steep their Wheat seed in their smut-

preventing embrocations, or to employ some learned

Egyptian sibyl to charm their seed for them ? I myself

have grown Wheat for upwards of 60 years, and I

never adopted any plan except the first and last of

these three to prevent smut in my crops, and I never

had smut but once, and that was when I had procured

a little seed of a neighbour to finish my sowmg with,

and which seed had previously been wetted and dried,

and the land so seeded grew smutty Wheat ;
but I am

free to confess that this was merely accidental, as the

seeding was too late in the season to secure

crop. With reference to the second of the pi;

neighbours chiefly adopt it, and they have always smut

more or less ; but some few of them do not wet and

dry, and they have a less quantity of smut tlian any of

the others, and this year they have not adopted the

wetting quackery at all. I venture to predict they will

have less smut than others who have adopted it, as they

cultivate better. There remains, then, for tlie intelli-

gent farmers to adopt the third plan, if they must adopt

quackery at all, and which I myself should do were I

to use either of them, namely, to engage some learned

sibyl, who (were I to cross her hand with silver, how-

ever small the piece might be) would not only charm

my own seed but that of the whole of my parishioners

also, and of that of the whole three kingdoms likewise,

and especially were I, as the servant maids do, to cross

it, and cross it again, and present the consulter of the

stars with one or more of my best garments. In the

latter case I have more faith in the fi-eedom of my
crops from smut than I should were the seed steeped

in solutions compounded of all the drugs in the uni-

verse, for such, Mr. Editor, is my belief, founded on

experience. Geo. Wifkins, IVi.x' Vicarage, Not.'. 22.

What has come of" G. A. H.? "—Is he asleep,

or hath he gone on a journey ? In the early part of

the year your columns were nearly half-filled by his

pen, and he was slaying here one and there another,

or blazing down a whole column at once with his

mitrailleuse. But the marvel of the whole thing is,

whether resurrectionised or how I can't say, Mr.

Smith, "West Indian," and a host of his opponents

appear alive and all right, while he alone remains

nan est. A thought strikes me : his friend Alderman

Mechi's balance-sheet for 1869, promised some months

since, is not yet forthcoming ; has he gone olf to help

him, and has the task of pulling the job ofi' satisfactorily

been too tough for the pair ? Any how, or on any

terms, I hope we shall soon hear from him. If his

effusions ever failed of solid aliment, they had the

merit of being amusing, and he seemed doing the same

part by the journal as Lea & Perrins do by the solid

joint. Speaking for myself, I miss him as much as I

should the seasoning from a pork pie. If he does not

soon show I shall feel inclined to invest a small sum

with Mr. Pulvermacher, and send him an electric band.

Looker On.

Beans at Wide Intervals.—In one of your

previous numbers is an account of some experiments

canied out by Professor Wrightson with regard

to drilling Wheat at wide intervals between the

rows, but without success. My object in troubling

you is merely to give my experience with regard to

growing Beans, drilled at wider intervals than usually

adopted, and with good success ; as by that means you

obtain a fair crop of about 4 qr. per acre, and you are

also enabled to keep the land clean, by making a very

good summer lallow between the rows. This plan

I have carried out in the Roothings of Essex, on land

which requires periodical whole summer fallowing. I

get the land on to the ridge as soon after harvest as

possible (two ridges going to a stetcli of 7 feet), and I

put about 10 loads of dung per acre between the rows,

if I have it to spare, if not, 5 cwt. of superphosphate

per acre answers very well. I drill only one row on

the middle of the ridge, and get as near 2 bush, per

acre in as possible, wdth the aid of a double funnel to

the drill, so as to receive the seed from both rows of

cups into one coulter of the drill ;
put them in deep,

and apply light roller on harrows. Early in spring,

as soon as work and weather will allow, I go a bout

with the plough between the rows, going within 6

inches of the Beans; in a month's time I plough it

back again, and before hand-hoeing I run the horse-

hoe up, so as to level the rows, and, after a good

clean hoeing and hand-pulling between the Beans, as

they ought to be thick in the rows, and therefore do

not always admit of the hoc, I run Bentall's broad

share (without the side wheels) up the rows, with

three horses, letting it in deep ; and a run over before

harvest with the hoes, and an occasional horse-hoeing,

enables you to have a clean Bean stubble after harvest,

ready to be "mended" for Wheat, if necessary. Y<)u

will find in a bean-straw season that the rows will

touch each other, and the whole field appear as if it

had been drilled in rows 18 inches apart. I was on a

farm last year, where Mr. Beadel was valuing the

crop for the incoming tenant, and he expressed his

admiration of that mode of growing Beans, and said

that he should try tlie same plan on his own farm. I

believe some portion of the field was valued at

5 qr., the other portions being farmed diflerently.

Two rows in a ridge answer very well on good and

clean land, but you cannot make so good a summer

fallow between the double rows as on the one-row

plan, because the Beans get together quicker. £>.

Gibbon, late Farm Steivanl, Forest Halt, Ongar, Essex.

Carrots.—Allow me to inform Mr. Moir that I

have this season dug many Carrots (James's Inter-

mediate), weighing from 41b. to i,h^. This morning

(November 24) I weighed a Parsnip (Student), 9* lb.

when washed, measuring 21 inches in circumference at

top. Thomas Woodford, Gr. to His Grace the Duke of

Ahreorn, K.G., Easliuell Park, .4sh/ord, Kent.

The Transport of Agricultural Productions

by Railway is exciting attention in many parts of the

country. There is a general feeling pervading the

growers of heavy root crops, that a considerable modi-

fication is requisite in the rates of carriage upon neariy

all railways. It has been tritely said, that "railways

almost annihilate time and space." This may be m
reference to time, but in one important sense, not

distance. The distant rates of carriage are great

barriers to an increase of tonnage " by rail, and it is

chiefly these rates that require material alteration, 16

fact, a serious reduction. Within the past 40 years

there has been an astonishing increase in the growth of

heavy root and esculent crops, /. c., Potatos, Carrots,
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Mangels, Turnips, Cabbage, Kohl Rabi, and also much
garden produce gro\\n in field culture. These crops are a

wonderful addition, and a most acceptable acquisition

to all large town poi)ulations. The great thing is this.

How can the large towns be most advantageously
supplied ? Farmers are willing growers of these heavy
^oot crops, provided a reasonable profit can be derived,

but the charge of transit to a distant market is so

costly, that it deters all growers except the occupiers of

the best soils. Could our large towns be abundantly
supplied, the benefit would be immense. Cow-keepers
would derive gi-eat advantage by the supply of Mangels,
Turnips, and Carrots, &c., and such businesses would
greatly increase in number, and be of unknown benefit

to poor populations. Potatos and like produce could be
imported from gi-eater distances, to the manifest benefit

of all large towns. The greater e.\tent of country
brought under this order of cropping the greater the
supply, the more moderate the price, and the far larger

transport and tonnage for railways. It is to encourage
remote districts in this growth, and to give all growers
an additional incentive to continue the production of
such supplies for the public good, that I advocate a
new tariff on all railways. It should be based upon
the principle of bringing all parts of the country into

closer competition. At present, it is chiefly from the
lands in the vicinity of large to^vns that supplies of
heavy produce are obtained, and that at an expensive
rate. Railways give eveiy facility as respects dis-

tance to enhance such supplies, the only question being
the cost of transit. Can the cost of transit be suffi-

ciently reduced to meet the requirements of growers,
and not be detrimental to railways ? I think it can.

Every railway has its rolling stock and staff. An
extension of the growth of this heavy produce is simply
more tonnage for railway carriage. A large increase

of tonnage would satisfactorily admit of a reduction in

the cost per ton, as witness our penny postage. I am
not advocating a reduction, to any extent of the tonnage
for short distances ; there are many reasons against
that. The loading and unloading from trucks, and
such costs, would tend much to make the road traffic

preferable ; but I am persuaded that, if railway tariffs

of charges were more based upon quantities, values,

bulks, \veights, and distances, it would be far more satis-

factory and beneficial to all parties. The most important
is in reference to long distances. Could not a satisfactory

reduction be made in proportion to distance?

—

i.e.,

10 miles, and under 20 ; 20, and under 50 ; 50, and
under 100 ; above 150 miles as low a fixed rate as pos-
sible. Values might easily be fixed—as, for instance,

grain, ^12 ; Potatos, £^ ; manures, ^5, &c. O. F.

Foreign Correspondence.
Transylvania : Ilcrrmanstadt.—In your paper of

October 29, your correspondent of Zschopau, in

Saxony, mentions the clearing of cesspools and drains
by the pneumatic system. Being a constant reader of
your paper, I was wondering why this system was
never mentioned, it being so simple and expedient.
Last summer I introduced here tlie machines made by
Mr. Wannieck, at Brunn, in Bohemia, but Herrman-
stadt being a town of only 20,000 inhabitants, and a
rather out-of-the-way place, I preferred accepting a
simple double-acting pump, called by the French
pampe a souffld, which has been used at Brunn for the
last ten years with success. We do our work in the day-
time, without the slightest disagreement to the passers
by ; the vessel into which the contents of the drain is

pumped being quite air-tight, and the infected air

which is driven out of it when filling being burned by a
coal fire. We fill a tub of 32 cubic feet in the short
time of eight minutes, and cart the contents on my fields,

where it is mixed with town sweepings, and makes a
capital manure. I shall be happy to procure more
precise mformation on this subject. Edgar dc Miillcr.

enjoyment which it gives to the enthusiastic spectator.
In the galleries, again, we have a show of roots and
agricultural produce which is marvellously fine. The
Mangel Wurzel and Kohl Rabi and Potatos, in par-
ticular, are wonderfully good. And below them, on
the giound floor, is a collection of the best agricultural
implements from all the leading manufacturers. And
tile leading manufacturers of manures, and seedsmen,
too, have stands, which illustrate the value of their
wares by the enormous roots grown by their customers.
The following Table will enable the reader to com-

pare the show of this year with those of previous
years, so far as mere quantity is concerned ; and he
may then gather, from our subsequent notes, some idea
of the merits of the show of 1870 as to quality ;

—

Cattle

iPigs''

Roots

Poultry
561 69

[505 1677

:45s

rS6g|iS70

5(JS| 432 4S2 441

!]3078 3280 28=3 313c

MIDLAND COUNTIES AGRICULTURAL
SHO VV.

BiiigUy Hall, Birmingham.—There is a larger and
more successful exhibition here, in, we believe, every
one of its departments, than has for many years been
seen. Probably the maxima of the exhibition are not
so extraordinary as they have been, though it would be
hard to match a Mr. Cock's 3S months old Hereford ox,
which must weigh 13 cwt. of carcase, and is bigger, we
imagine, and more profitable than so much cubic space
filled with meat has ever been ; but whole classes and
sections of the show have never been surpassed. The
Herefords, in particular, we suppose were never better.

The sheep classes, which we remember 20 years ago,
are magnificent. They are now as grand a collection
of the best breeds as one sees anywhere. Lord
Berner's Leicesters, Lord Walsingham's Downs,
antj a splendid show of Shropshires will not be beat at
Islington. The pigs, too, are as good as ever. The
poultry are a wonderful collection—swamiin" out of
their proper locality, and encroaching on pigs and
roots and sheep. 25 78 boxes of birds, varying from
the few ounces of the pigeon to the large fraction of
a cwt. which one now gets in a turkey or a goose,
constitute an exhibition in itself, really fatiguing in the

THE CATTLE CLASSES.
The Hereford Classes take precedence of all others at

Bingley Hall, and they generally fairly represent the
noble breed of the adjoining county. This year the
younger classes probably excel the older ones in merit.
Mr. P. Turner's 1st prize ox is a looser built, softer
handling beast than the larger, more even, firmer
fleshed 2d prize ox of Mr. W. Heath. In the younger
class, nine very fair specimens competed for the three
prizes, and the 38 months old steer of Mr. B. Cocks,
near Munslow, Salop, distanced all competitors.
Girthing 9 feet 3, and 5 feet 10 or 1 1 inches long, he is

probably twice the weight of a good ordinary butcher's
beast of his age. His girth is enormous, his fore-
quarters, with protuberant bosom, unequalled ; and
though he is not so perfect behind, he easily carries off
the prizes offered for the best Hereford in the yard.
There is a fair show in the cow and heifer classes, in
the latter of which Her Majesty takes the 1st prize.

The Shorthorn Classes, numerous as ever, are not so
distingtiished for special merit as those of previous
years. The 1st prize ox is exhibited by Mr. Pulver,
of Kettering. He is a remarkably even and symme-
trical well-fed roan—a well-arched body, filled up
everywhere with thick and firm flesh, with rather
defective hind-quarters, the girth 9 feet 2 inches, and
length 5 feet lo inches—hardly equal in dimensions
to the 38 months Hereford, to which we have just
referred. His more perfect symmetry gives you the
impression, however, that he is smaller than the tape
declares him to be. Mr. Pulver's ox, as our prize list

shows, accumulates in his own person a long list of
prizes, amounting in all to upwards of £120. lie was
1st at the Oakham agricultural meeting last week, and
is to be exhibited at the Agricultural Hall next week.
He takes the Gold Medal as the best ox and steer in
any of the cattle classes here.

A thick, rather short, well-bred white ox, exhibited
by Mr. Stratton, of Manningford Bruce, near Marl-
borough, takes the 2d prize in what is the largest
class in the yard.

A fine collection of younger oxen and of cows is

exhibited, neither class, however, being equal in merit
to the very excellent class of Shorthorn heifers. The
1st prize heifer is sent from Aberdeen, a very beautiful
roan, with cylindrical barrel, strong and broad back,
pretty head, and excellent quality : exhibited by Mr.
Reed, of Alford.

The Dci'ons are smaller in number than usual, but
we think of unusual merit. A good show of oxen,
four good steers, and four each in the female
classes, make up the show. The 1st prize steer,

exhibited by Mr. Lee Senior, of Aylesbury, is

about the same age as the 1st prize beast in the
corresponding class of Herefords, but girths only
8 feet as compared with 9 feet 3 inches, and is 5 feet

2 inches in place of 5 feet 10 inches long. The extreme
beauty of the breed saves it from being utterly swamped
by the more useful Herefords and Shorthorns, and judges
are constrained by it not unfrequently to place them in

the very front rank of merit. Thus Mr. McNiven's
Devon cow is not only 1st in her class, but pronounced
the best cow or heifer of any breed in the yard, carrying
offthe Gold Medal.

The Longlwrns make up better classes than they
have done for some years. Seven or eight animals in
all are exhibited by Derbyshire and Leicestershire.

The Scoteh Breeds are a very good show. Mr.
McCombie's ox, girthing more than any other beast in
the yard, and longer too, but hollow-backed and
clumsy, takes a prize for the best polled ox bred by the
exhibitor. His rival in the class is Mr. Harrison's
smaller but firmer, better beast, which takes the 1st

prize. The West Highlanders are a good class.

The Cross-bred Class is as interesting as ever, though
not of such first-rate merit as has been seen in previous
years. The Prince of Wales exhibits a well-fed Nor-
folk ox. The influence of cross is shown curiously in

Mr. Bettridge's ox by a Hereford bull out of a half-

bred polled cow : the horns are not obliterated in the
offspring, but curiously dwarfed. In all, 150 entries

compete for the Society's prizes, and the show is a very
good one as regards both quantity and quality.

THE SHEEP CLASSES,
constitute a better show than has ever before been
seen in Bingley Hall. We remember the shabby
entries of 15 or 20 years ago, and can congratulate the
Society on the very great improvement which late

years have witnessed.

The Leieesters are a fair show, in which Messrs.
Herrick, Shipman, Gunnell, Pears, and others, exhibit

a larger, longer wooUed sheep against Lord Berners
and Mr. Lister, and who stand by " quality," and are

maintained in their position by the judges.
The Cotswolds shown are a fair collection, from

only a few flocks ; hardly any of them from the
recognised Cotswold district, which possesses the
grandest sheep in the world, but is careless about
proving it by exhibition in public to those who are
not in the secret.

The Soulhdo7oiis are, as usual, beautiful. Here, as

well as in the Leicester classes, the entries of the two
leading breeders have been scattered about among the
pens, but the judges are not to be misled. Lord
Berners takes virtually all the Leicester prizes, and
Lord Walsinghara takes all the Downs. Colonel
ICingscote receives a high commendation for a very
good pen.

The Shropshires are a noble show. Here, too, it is

plain that the judges have gone all for quality. The
breed is not yet sufficiently uniform in character, but
a sheep with a head as near that of the Southdown in

form as may be, but with a much blacker face, seems
to be the sought-for type. This and a large well made
body, covered with a wool at once close and long, consti-

tutes a very desirable breed.

The Oxfordshire Doztms, more vigorous-looking,
heavier in both wool and meat, and of eqlially good
constitution, is represented by only a few entries.

The Cross-bred and other sheep include some good
Hampshire Do\vns, Cheviot-looking Ryelands, and the
produce of a second cross with long-wooUed sheep upon
West-country Downs, which looked like success.

THE PIG CLASSES,
hardly as numerous as heretofore, are perhaps
barely up to the old style as regards merit. One is

confirmed by a general inspection in the superiority of
the well-bred Berkshire over all other breeds—neither
the dumpy, short-nosed little breeds, nor the heavy,
thick, disgusting mammoth bmtes one sees among the
larger white breeds equalling them in quality of lean
meat, or seiviceableness for that best of all forms of
pig-meat, bacon. ^

Messrs. Duckering, of Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey,
Lincolnshire ; Mr. P. Eden, of Salford ; the Rev. H.
C;. Baily, of Swindon.; Mr. Fowler, of Aylesbury

;

Mr. J. Smith, of Arden ; and Her Majesty the Queen,
are among the successful exhibitors.

is the list of Judges, and theirThe following

Awards ;

—

CATTLE.
Judges.—Mr. R. J. Newton, Campsficld, Woodstock ; Mr.

Stiles Rich, The Cedars, Fearnh.ill Heath, Worcester ; Mr.
George Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter.

REKEiiF.E FOR THE AcES OF Stock. — Pfofcssor Gamgec,
, Great Winchester Street Buildings, London, E.C.
Vete

lingha
InsI'E - Mr. E. Stanley, 35, Islingtoi

Herefords.
Class I. Oxen or Steers, exceeding 3 years and 3 months old.

—

tst, /15, and Silver Medal as breeder. Exhibitor and breeder,
Mr. P. Turner, Leen, Pcmbridge, near Leominster: 2d, £10,
Mr. W. Heath, Ludham Hall, Norwich ; 3d, is, Mr. Henry
Bettridge, East Hanney, Wantage, Berks. Commended : Her
Majesty the Queen.

Class 2. Steers, not exceeding 3 years and 3 months old.

—

1st, .£t5, extra prize of i;20 as best Hereford, extra pnic oi £10
given by T. Prime, Esq., ex-mayor of Birmingham, as best
Hereford bred by the exhibitor, and Silver Medal, as breeder.
Exhibitor and breeder, Mr. B. Cocks, Tugford, Munslow, Salop ;

2d, .iio. Mr. B. Cocks
1 3d, .£5, Mr. J. Price, Court House,

Pembridge. Commended ; Mr. R. Shirley, Baucott, Munslow.
Class 3. Cows.— 1st, ;£is, and Silver Medal as breeder. Ex-

hibitor and breeder, Mr. T. Instone, Bourton, near Much Wen-
lock, Salop : 2d, ;^to, Mr. H. Ridgley, Steventon, near Lud-
low : 3d, .£5, Mr. T. Rogers. Coxall, Brampton Brian, Here-
fordshire. Commended : Mr. R. Hill, Orleton Court, Ludlow.

Class 4. Heifers.—rst, ^15, and Silver Medal as breeder.
Exhibitor and breeder, Her Majesty the Queen ; 2d, £10, Mr.
J. W, lames, Mappowder Court, Blandford, Dorset : 3d, £s, Mr.

Shorthorns.
Class 5. Oxen or Steers, exceeding 3 years and 3 months old.—

1st, £is, extra prize of ^£20, as best Shorthorn, £1$, given by the
Earl of Aylesford, as best Shorthorn bred by the exhibitor, Gold
Medal as best Ox or Steer, President's Prize of .^25, Hotel and
Innkeepers' Cup as best .animal in the Cattle classes, and Silver
Medal as breeder. Exhibitor and breeder, Mr. T. Pulver,
Broughton, Kettering : 2d, £,\o, Mr. J. Stratton, Manningford
Bruce, ne.ir Marlborough, Wilts; 3d, ii, Messrs. J. and W.
Martin, Aberdeen. Commended ; Mr. R. Wood, Clapton, near
Thrapston.

Class 6. Steers, not exceeding 3 years and 3 months old.

—

St, ;£i5, .and Silver Medal as breeder, exhibitor and breeder,

the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall. Coventry ; ad, .£10, Mr.
'" Searson, Cranmorc Lodge, Market Deepbig ; 3d, £,z, Mr.

J. Stratton, Manningford Bruce, near Marlborouijh.
Class 7. Cows.— 1st, .£15, Mr. J. A. Mumford, Chilton Park
irm, Thame, Oxon : 2d, £,\o, the Earl of Faversham, Dun-

combe Park ; 3d, £,^, the Marquis of Anglesea, Beaudesert,
Staffordshire.

Class 8. Heifers.—ist, £ts, and Silver Medal to the breeder.

Exhibitor, Mr. J. Reid, Gr.aystone, Alford, Aberdeenshire ; breeder.
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Trevelvan Bart., Wallington, Northumberland. Highly Com-
mended : Mr. R. H. Harris, EarnhUl, near Forres.

Devons.

Class 9. 0.ven or Steers, exceeding 3 years and 3 months old.

—

ist, jC^S? extra prize of ^^20 as best Devon, and Silver Medal as

breeder. Exhibitor and breeder, Mr. W. Smith, Hoopem,

Exeter; ^d, £10, Mr. W. B. Shacklady, Upton Court Farm,

Slough, Bucks : 3d, ii, C. McNiven, Esq., Pcrrysfield. Oxted,

Godstone, Surrey. Highly Commended : Mr. E. Irood, Bow-

hay, Exminster. Commended: Mr. T. L. Senior, Broughton

House, Aylesbury, and Mr. W. Farthing, Bndgewater.

Class 10. Steers, not exceeding 3 years and 3 months old.—ist,

£ii, Mr. T. L. Senior, Broughton House : 2d, ;Cio, Her
Majesty the Queen ;

3d, £5. Mr. W. Smith. Hoopem, Exeter.

Class II. Cows.—ist, £15, and Gold Medal as best cow or

heifer, C. McNiven. Esq., Perr>-sfield, Oxted, near Godstone ;

2d .£10, Mr. \V. Aldworth, Frilford, near Abingdon ; 3d, is,

Mr. W. Smith, Exeter. Highly Commended : Mr. \V. Farthing.

Class 12. Heifers.— ist, ;(;i5, Mr. T. L. Senior, Aylesbury:

2d, ;£io, Her Majesty the Queen : 3d, £s, Mr. R. Burton, Place

Barton, BroadclysL

Class 13. Oxen or Steers. —ist, ;tio. and Silver Medal as

breeder. Exhibitor and breeder. Sir J. H. Crewe, Bart., ^alke

Abbey, Derbyshire : 2d, £s, Mr. J. Godfrey, Wig:"
ickley.

, P^rva,

Medal
2d, £5,

Class "14. Cows or Heifers.— 1st, jCio, an

breeder, W. T. Cox, Esq., Spondon Hal
Mr. T. Satchwell, Knowle.

Scotch Breeds.

Class 75. Polled Oxen or Steers— ist, ^£15,

£10 as best Scot, Mr. R. H. Harris, EamhiU, near Forres : 2d,

2io, Mr. W. Drysdale, Kilrie, Kinghorn, Fifeshire. Highly
Commended and extra pri2e of 10 gs., given by Col. Ratcliff, for

best Scot bred by the exhibil

Tillyfour, Al '

W. McCombie, Esq., M.P.,

Highland Oxen or Steers.- ist, £15, Sir W. C.

Trevelyan, Bart, Wallington, Northumberland : 2d, ;£io, the

Earl of Southesk ; 3d, £s, the Duke of Sutherland, Dunrobin
Castle. Commended : Mr. R. Mowbray, Cambus. Stirling.

Class 17, Scotch Cows or Heifers.—1st, £1^. W. McCombie,
Esq., M.P., Tillyfour; 2d, £s, Mr. J. Brace, Burn^ide,

Fochabers. Highly Commended : Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart.

Commended : Mr. J. Reid, Graystone, Alford.

Welsh Breeds.

Class 18. Welsh Oxen or Steers.— 1st, .£15, Sir C. E. Isham,

Bart,, Lamport, Northamptonshire.

For other Pure Breeds and Cross-Bred Animals.

Class 19. Fat O.xen or Steers.— ist, ^15, Messrs. J. .and W.
Martin, Aberdeen : 2d. £10, Lord Dunmore. Dunmore, Stirling,

N. B. ;
3d. £s. Mr. H. Bettridge. East Hanney, Wantage,

Berks. Highly Commended: J. Stephen, Conglass, Inverurie,

Aberdeen.
Class 20. Fat Cows or Heifers.-ist, £!•:, exhibitor, Lord

Dunmore : 2d, £10, Mr. A. Cowie, Cromblv Bank, Ellon ; 3d,

£s, exhibitor, Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart. Highly Commended :

Lord Fitzhardinge, Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire.

Ewes.

Class 32. Fat Leicester Ewe, h.aving bred one or more Lambs.

—Silver Medal, Mr. W. Shipman, Eaton Lodge, Melton Mowbrtiy.

Class 33. Fat Lincoln Ewe, h.aving bred one or more Lambs,

—Silver Medal, Mr. J, Pears, Mere. IJncoln.

Class 36. Fat Shropshire Ewe. having bred one or more

Lambs.—Silver Medal, Mr. G. A. May, Elford Park, Tam-
worth. Commended : Mrs. Beach, The Hattons.

Class 37. Fat Oxfordshire Ewe, having bred

Lambs.—Silver Medal, Mr. J. Treadwell, Uppci
Aylesbury, Bucks.

PIGS.

Judges.—Mr.Samuel Druce,Eynsham,Oxon ; Mr.John Fisher,

Carhead, Yorkshire ; Mr. John Dale, Spetchley.

Class 39. Three Fat Pigs of one litter, not exceeding 10 months

old —ist.^iio. and Silver Medal as breeder. Rev. H. G. Baily,

Swindon : 2d, £s. Her Majesty the Queen ; 3d, £1, T. L.

Melville Cartwright, Esq.. Melville House. Fife.

Class 40. Three Fat Pigs of one litter, not exceeding 15 months

old.— ist, ;£io. Silver Cup, value 5 gs., and Silver Med.al as

breeders, Messrs. R. E. Duckering & Son, Northorpe, Kirton

Lindsey: 2d, ;£;, Her Majesty the Queen: 3d, £3, the Earl of

Aylesford, Packington Hall, Coventry.

Class 41. Fat Pigs, exceeding is months old.— ist, £6. Messrs.

R. E. Duckering & Son ; 2d, £^, Mr. P. Eden, Cross Lane,

Salford: 3d, £:i, Mr. P. Eden. Highly Commended. Mr. 1.

Bantock, Merridale House, Wolverhampton. Commended : Mr.

J. Spencer, Villiers Hill, Kenilworth.

Breeding Pigs.—Berkshire.

Class 42. Five pigs of one litter, exceeding 3 and not exceeding

6 months old.— ist, £to. Silver Cup, value 5 gs., and Silver

Medal as breeder, Mr, R. Fowler. Broughton Farm, near

Aylesbury : 2d. £s. Mr. J. Smith, Henley-in-Arden : 3d, i;3..Mr.

H. Humfrey, Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham, Berks : Extra, Silver

Medal Mr. J. Spencer. Commended. Mr. R. Swanwick, Royal
• - " Mr. H. Humfrey, Kingstone Farm,A.gricultural College Farm

Shrivenham.
Pigs of C

Class 43. Five Pigs of o

ing 6 months old.—ist, £
J. Wheeler. Long Compi
Robsi

Class 22. Cows or Heifers, not tmalified to cor

the preceding classes.— ist, ^5, and Silver Medal 3

Majesty the Queen, Windsor Casde.

Judges,
tvorth ; M
Uffington,

SHEEP.
F. Spencer, Alma

, Rigden, Hove, E

Leicesters.

Class 23. Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 months old.—1st, .£15,

extra prize of ;Cio, given by the Linen and Woollen Drapers of

Birmingham, and Silver Medal as breeder. Lord Bemcrs, Key-
thorpe Hall, Leicester ; 2d, £10. Lord Berners : 3d, £i, W. P.

Herrick, Esq., Be-aumanor Park, Leicestershire. Highly Com-
mended : Mr, W. Brown, Holme-on-Spalding Moor, York.

Penkridge : 3d, £2, Mi

Pics OF A Small Bki

Pigs of one litter, exceedi

rER Large Breeds.

litter, exceeding 3 and not exceed-

and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr.
Shipston-on Stour ; 2d. £f, Mr. H.

R. E. Duckering & Son.

_ 3 and not exceeding

old.— istT ;<;io. Silver Cup, value 5 gs., and Silver

Medai as breeder. Mr. P. Eden : 2d, £s, Mr. G. Turner, jun.,

Alexton Hall, Uppingham ; jd, £3, Mr. P. Eden ; Exti

Medal, "

Jpingnam ; 3a, x,3, ivir. r. cucn , i:.Aiia, .Jill

Walker, Stockley Park, Anslow, Burton-£

Class 24. Fat Wethers. not exceeding 22 months old.— ist, £1$,
extra prize of £10, given by the Linen and Woollen Drapers of

Birmingham, and Silver Medal, as breeder, Mr. T. W. D.
Harris, Wootton, Northamptonshire ; 2d, £io, Mr. C. Lister,

Coleby Lodge, near Lincoln ; 3d, £^, Mr. J. Pears, Mere, Lin-

coln. Highly Commended : Mr. J. Byron, Sleaford.

COTSWOLDS.

Class 25. Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 months old.— ist, ;Ct5i

extra prize of .£10, given by the Linen and Woollen Dmpers of
Birmingham, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. R. Hall. Great
Barford, Oxon: 2d, iio, Mr. R. Hall ; 3d, £s, Mr- J- Baldwin,
Luddington, Stratford-on-Avon.

SOUTHDOW.N-S.

Class 26. Fat Wethers, not exceeding22 months old.—ist, £ts,
extra prize of 10 gs., given by W. Bromley-Davenport, Esq.,

M.P., and Silver Medal as breeder. Lord Walsingham, Merton
Hall, Thelford, Norfolk ; 2d, ;£io. Lord Walsingham ; 3d, £5.
Lord Walsingham. Highly Commended : Col. Kingscote. C.B..
M.P., Kingscote, Wotton-under-Edge. Commended; H.R.H.
the Prince of Wales, and Lord Sondes, Elmham Hall, Thctford,
Norfolk.

Silver Medal as" breeder, Lord Chesham," Latimer. Chesham,
Bucks : 2d, £10, Mr. W. Yates, Grindle House, Shiffnal

;
3d,

£s, Ltird Wenlock, Escrick Park, near York. Highly Com-

Co The

Beach,

Hinckley.
Class 28. Fat Wethers, exceeding 22, but not

34 months old.—Prize, value 10 gs., given by Messrs
beck and Lowe, of Birmingham, Lord Chesham,
Chesham. Highly Commended: Lord Wenlock, M:
and W. O. Foster, Esq., Apley Park, Salop.

Oxfordshire Downs.
' Class 2g. Fat Weathers, not e-xceeding 22 months old.— 1st,

£15, extra prize of £10, given by the Linen and Woollen Drapers
of Birmingham, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. N. .Stilgoe,_ and Silvi

Adderbury Manor Farm, Banbury :

3d, £s, Mr. N. Stilgoe, Manor Fa
mended : Mr. G. Street, Maulden,

She QU Com

, /lo, Mr. Z. W. Sti „ .

Banbury. Highly Com-
r Ampthill, Beds.

Class 30. Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 months old.—ist, £15,
and Silver Medal as breeder, A. Morrison, Esq., Fonthill House,
Tisbury, Wilts; 2d, £$, Mr. J. B. Downing, Holme Lacy,
Hereford. Highly Commended : A. Morrison, Esq.

Cross-breds.

Class 31. Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 months old.— 1st, ;£i5,

and Silver Medal as breeder. Exhibitor and breeder, Mr. M. E.
Jones. Wellingboro' Lodge, Northamptonshire ; 2d, £5, Mr. Z.

W. Stilgoe. Highly Commended: Col. Loyd-Lindsay, MP-,
Lockinge Park, Wantage, Berks; Mr. H. Purser, Willington

Manor, Bedford.

THE POULTRY CLASSES,

are simply overwhelming. Never, we presume, have

there been more numerous or better classes, especially

in the younger ages of Dorkings ; and never better

classes of Cochins. The Brahma Pootrxs are extra-

ordinary for merit and for number. No longer the

leggy birds they used to be, we have them now as

plump as a Dorking. The Spanish breed has, we dare

say, rather waned in popularity in the competition with

the three breeds just named. The Hamburgh varieties

are extremely beautiful, and well represented here. .So

are the Guinea fowl in all their clas-ses. And the

fancy breeds, bantams and others, are charming.

There never was a better show, nor heavier, of geese

and turkeys, nor a more beautiful show of pigeons.

We extract the following particulars from the columns

of the Times:—
"In ducks, the Aylesbury, though commanding a

higher price with our poulterers, do not yet quite attain

the weight of their darker brethren, the Rouens. the

weight of the two prize winners (drake and duck) here

being 19J lb. In geese, Mrs. Seamons, of .Aylesbury

notoriety, showed a couple that weighed 62J lb., a

greater weight than we ever remember. The turkeys

were a splendid lot, and we congratulate Mr. Simpson,

of West Farms, New York, on obtaining first honours in

strong competition with a magnificent bird weighing

36J lb., being a pound more than the second of Mr. F.

Lythall."

THE ROOT SHOW
in the galleries is of very remarkable merit. The

prize list given below indicates the number and

variety of cla-sses. They are of special merit

where Mangel Wurzels and Kohl Rabi and Potatos

are shown. The Mangels and Kohl Rabi shown

by Mr. Dickenson of New Park, Sir F. Smythe, of

Shrewsbury, and Colonel North, of Wroxton, may be

named as of extraordinary merit. The Swedes and

Turnips, Carrots and Parsnips, are not so good. There

is a capital show of Peas and Beans and otlier grain,

among the exhibitors of which Mr. F. Lythall is 1st

wherever he has exhibited—easily Ist in respect of Peas

and Beans, probably fairly Ist in some sorts of Wheat,

but only equal with others in Oats and other sorts of

Wheat.
An unusually fine display of Potatos was brought

together, the exhibits being almost all good and some

of them superlatively so. A new system of classifi-

cation has been adopted at this show, which answers

admirably : it is to offer prizes for named varieties ;

the following being those included in the prize list for

the present show :—Ashleaf Kidney, Rivers' Royal

Ashleaf Kidney, Gloucestershire Kidney, Daintree's

First Early, King of Potatoes,Wheeler's Milky White,

Flukes, Dalmahoy, Red Regent, Paterson's Victoria

and Skerry Blue. The number exhibited is limited to

twelve Potatos of a sort. By this method of classifi

cation tubers of the same variety only are brought into

competition with each other—a vast improvement on

the old-fashioned plan of classes for early and late

kinds ; or the other frequently adopted of rounds and

kidneys. Each kind is by this new plan tested on its

own merits. The same variety grown in different

localities, in soils varying as much as the distances

from which the tubers are brought, being exhibited

together, opportunity for comparison is aftorded, and

much material for study is suppled to those interested,

particularly as the Cattle Show Council include the

following among their well considered regtilations :

—

" Exhibitors are requested to state whether the crop

was produced after a fallow or otherwise, the kind of

manure used, dates of sowing, and any other particulars,

which will be printed in the catalogue of the exhibi-

tion." In the catalogue, this infonnation is given in

nearly every instance. In addition to the classes for

the varieties named, there is one for any other named
variety. For all the classes there were 135 entries, and

of these only a few were absent. In the extra class

there were 37 entries. The kinds shown included the

following :
— Dunbar Regents, Nuneaton Seedling,

Edgecote Seedling, Paterson's Own President Lincoln,

Red Flukes, Climax, Lapstone Kidneys, American

Early Rose, &c. Mrs. Paterson, of Dundee, exhibited

numerous varieties of her seedling Potatos, which

attracted much attention.

The following is the Prize List :
-

CORN.
Judges.- Mr. E. Davenport. Quadrant, Birmingham; Mr.

Isaac Kempson, Lionel Street, Birmingham.

Wheat.
Class I. T.alavera Wheat.—1st, £1, Mr. F. Lythall, The

Spittal Farm, Banbury ; ad, £\, Mr. S. Robinson, Shaw House,

Melbourne. Derbyshire.
Class 2. White Wheat of any other variety.—ist. ^£2, Mr. G.

A. May, Elford Park ; 2d, £^, Mr. J. Greatorcx, Stretton, near

Burtou-on-Trcnt.
Class 3. Red Wheat— ist, £

Farm. Banbury ; 2d, £1, Mr,
Leamington.

Barley.

Class 4. ist, £1, Mr. G. J. Mitchell, Newton Mount, Burton-

on-Trent (Chevalier) ; 2d, £1, Mr. J. H. Clark, Altwood,

Maidenhead [Chevalier).

Oats.

Class 5. White Oats.—1st, £2,. Mr. F. Lythall, The Spittal

Farm, Banbury (Australian) ; 2d, £\, Mr. H. E. Raynbird,

Basingstoke 'Pedigree Canadian),
Class 6. Black Oats.—ist, /2, Mr. F. Lythall, The Spittal

Farm, Banbury (Polands).

BEANS.
Classy, ist, £2, Mr. F. Lythall, The Spittal Farm, Banbury

(French Eyes) ; 2d, £•>., Mr. J. K. Fowler, Prebcndal Farms,
Aylesbury.

PEAS.

Class 8. White Peas.-ist, £'., Mr. F. Lythall, The Spittal

Farm, Banbury (Banbury Prize-takers); 2d, £\, iMr. J. H.
Clark, Altwood, Maidenhead (Ringwood Marrow).

Class 9. Blue Peas.—;£2, Mr. V. Lythall, The Spittal Farm,
Banbury.

Class 10. Grey Peas.—£2, Mr. F. Lythall, The Spittal Farm,
Banbury (Partridge).

ROOTS.

Judges.—Mr. J. Mathews, Edgbaston, Birmingham; Mi. J.

H. Burbcry, The Chase, Kenilworth; Mr. R. H. Masfen,

Pendeford, Wolverhampton ; Mr. T. B. Wright, Quarry House,
Great Ban.

Class I. A Silver Cup, or other article of Plate, of the value of

5gs,, offered by Messrs. Proctor & Ryland, of Birmingham,

for the best collection of the three following varieties, viz..

Long Mangel Wurzel, Globe Mangel Wurzel, and Swedes—six

roots of each to be shown for this prize alone.—Mr. John
Hicken, Dunchurch, Rugby.

:. A Silver Cup, value 5 gs., offered by Messrs. Sut-

ton & Sons, Reading, for the best collection of the five following
'

, namely, six Long Mangels, six Globe, or Intermediate

Mangels, six Purple-top Swedes, sut Kohl Rabi, and six Turnips.

—The Marquis of Ailesbury, Home Farm, Savemake Forest,

Marlborough, Wilts.

Class 3. Kohl Rabi.— ist, £1, Mr. G. Fleming, Groundslow
Farm, Stone : 2d, .£1, Col. J. S. North, M.P., Wroxton Abbey,

Banbury. Highly Commended : Mr. A. Tustain, Great Barford,

near Deddington, Oxon; Col. J. S. North, M.P., Wroxton
Abbey, Banbury.

Class 4. Long Mangel Wurzel.-ist, £2, SirF. Smythe, Bart.,

Acton Bumell, near Shrewsbury; 2d, ;6i, H. Allsopp, Esq.,

Hindlip Hall, ne.ar Worcester. Highly Commended : the Mar-
quis of Ailesbury, Home Farm, Savemake Forest, Marlborough,

Wilts : J. Moore, Esq.. Warwick, and Long Itchington ; Mr.

W. Dickinson, New Park, Lymington, Hants. Commended:
Mr. W. B. Boxall, Strathfieldsaye, Winchfield, Hants ; Mr. J.

Hicken, Dunchurch, Rugby.
Class 5. Globe and Intermediate Mangel Wurzel.— 1st. j£2.

Sir F. Smythe, Bart, Acton Burnell, near Shrewsbury; 2d, £\,
Mr. J. Hicken, Dunchurch, Rugby. Highly Commended : Mi.
T. Keen, Great House, Meere. near Glastonbury ; Mr. J. Bakei,

Wilham Farm, near Somerton. Somerset. Commended: Mi.
T. Gunnell. Willow House, Milton, Cambridge ; H. Allsopp,

Esq., Hindlip Hall, near Worcester ; Mr. G. Fleming, Grounds-

low, Stone: J. Moore, Esq., Wanvick : Mr. W. Dickinson,

New Park ; Mr. C. West, Pangbourne ; Col. J. S. North, M.P.,
Wroxton Abbey, Banbury.

Class 6. Swedes of any variety.—ist, £1, Mr. W. B. Boxall,

Strathfieldsaye, Winchfield, Hants ; 2d, £\, Mr. R. Shirley,

Baucott, Munslow, Church Stretton, Salop. Commended : Mr.

T. Hinks, Halford, Shipston-on-Stour, Worcestershire.

Class 7. Common Turnips (white flesh).— 1st, £-i, Mr. H.
Woods, Clipstone Park Farm, Mansfield, Notti ; 2d. £\, Mr.

H. Woods.
Class 8. Common Turnips (yellow flesh).— ist, £2, Mr. J.

Stephen. Conglass, Inverurie. Aberdeen : 2d, £\, W. McCombie,
Esq., M.P., Tillyfour, Aberdeen.

Class 9. Carrots of any variety.— 1st, £i, Mr. H. Woods,

Clipston Park Farm ; 2d, £1, Mr. W. Dickinson. Highly Com-
mended : Mr. G. Fleming, Groundslow, Stone. Commended :

Mr. A. Tustain, Great Barford, near Deddington, Oxon.

Class 10. Ox Cabbage.— ist, £:i, Mr. R. Hall, Great Barford ;

2d, ;£i, Mr. J. Greatorex, Stretton, near Burton-on-Trent.

Potatos.

Class I. Ashleaf Kidney Potatos.— ist, 15J., Mr. F. Lythall,

The Spittal Barm, Banbury; 2d, loj., Mr. C. J. Perry, The
Cedars, Castle Bromwich.

Class 2. Rivers' Royal Ashleaf Kidney PoUtos.—ist, 15J.,

Mr. H. Woods, Clipstone Park Farm ; 2d, loi., Mr. J. Choyce,

Pinwall Grange, Atherstone.

Class 3. Gloucestershire Kidney Potatos.-1st, 15J., Mr. Z. W.
Stilgoe. Adderbury Grounds ; 2d, loi., Mr. T. Bamett, Wal-
ford. Herefordshire.

Class 4. Daintree's First Early Potatos.— 1st, IJJ., Mr. C. J.

Perry. The Cedars, Castla Bromwich ; ad, 101., Mr. J. Choyce,

Pinwall Grange.
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Class 5. King of -Potatos.— ist, 15^., Mr. C. J. Perry, The
Cedare, Castle Bromwich ; 2d, 10s., Mr. G. A. May, Elford

Park, Tamworth.
Class 6. \\Tieeler's Milky White Potatos.—1st, iss., Messrs. J.

C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester; 2d, lor., Mr. E.

Freer, The Grange, Ward End, Birmingham.
Class?. Flukes.—ist, 15s., Mr. Z. W. Stilgoe. Adderburj'

Grounds, Oxon ; 2d, 10s., Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich.
Class 8. Dalmahoys. — ist, 15^., Mr. H. Woods, Clipstone

Park Farm : 2d, ioj., Mr. J. Choyce. Pinwall Grange.

Class g. Red Regents.—ist, 15s., Mr. A. Tustam, Great Bar-

ford, near Deddington, Oxon ; 2d> 10s., Mr. Sumner, High
Street, Birmingham.

Class 10. Paterson's Victoria Potatos.—ist, 15^-., Mr. G.

Mangles, Great Givendale, Ripon, Yorkshire ; 2d, iol?., Mr. W.
Birch, Barnacle, Coventry.

Class II. Skerry Blue Potatos.— 1st, 15^., Mr. A. Tustain,

Great Harford, near Deddington, Oxon ; 2d, 10s., Mr. J. Choyce,
Pinwall Grange, Atherstone.

Class 12. Any other named variety.— ist, 15^., Mr. J. Choyce,
Pinwall Grange, Atherstone (Red Fluke) : ist, 15^., Mr. C.

Felton, Birmingham Nursery (President Lincoln); 2d, tos.,

Mr. W. Birch, Barn.icle, Coventry (Climax): 2d. loj., Sir F.

Smythe, Bart. , Acton Burnetl, near Shrewsbury (Lapstone

Kidney).

The remainder of the show, un-urged by prizes, is

nevertheless extremely interesting. Messrs. Griffin

and Messrs. Proctor & Ryland beat all the galleries in

the roots they show to illustrate the potency of their

manures. The agricultural implement makers are also

here in force, but as we shall have next week to give

an elaborate account of their share of a larger exhi-

bition, we shall postpone our reference to them.

Farmers' Clubs.
LIMERICK.

Pigs.—At a late meeting of this Club, Dr. Richard
Fitzgerald read a paper on this subject :

—

As different farmers have different methods, I think

it better to describe my own way, and leave it for

your discussion. I begin to send my sows to the boar

on October l ; the young ones are born about

February i. Great watchfulness is at this time

required, particularly with the first litter, as the

mother is sometimes inclined to eat them, and I

always have a woman or man sitting with the

sow for the first three or four days ; the best person i>

the woman or man accustomed to feed the sow. If she

is a very large pig, a good plan is to have a rail nailed

a foot from the wall and a foot from the ground ; so

that the young ones will have room to get under this in

case the mother is inclined to lie on them. While
suckling, the mother should get plenty of bran and hot

water, and, if plentiful, some milk mi.xed with it ; also

a good hot mash of Potatos, with a mixture of Indian

meal, barley meal, pollard, ground oats, and bran, put

through the mess, which will add much to her milk,

and consequently cause the slips to grow big and strong.

Mangels or Turnips may be substituted for Potatos, but

are not so nutritious. Great care should be taken not

to change the diet of the sow too suddenly, as it may
cause scour to the young pigs, which is a most trouble-

some disease. It may be checked at first ; but if allowed

to run any time it is impossible to cure it. The sow
should be left with the young ones as much as possible

for the first fortnight or three weeks, after which she

may be let out in the field for two or three hours at a

time. Vou may now begin to mix a little Indian meal
with some skim-milk, which the young ones will gra-

dually begin to partake of, and by increasing it by
degrees, and keeping the sow longer away from
them, you may wean them finally when about eight

weeks old. When they are from four to five weeks
old, the males should be castrated, which can be
easily done ; spaying the females is much more difficult.

When my pigs are about nine weeks old, and well able

to feed themselves, I generally sell them ; and this I

think the most paying time, as I get from £\ to £\ ^s.

a-piece for them, which brings in a nice sum for each
sow, without very much expense. About May i the

sow can go to the boar again, which will enable her to

have her second litter by September I, which will be
fit to sell by November I ; so that two litters are reared
by each sow in the year, which ought to bring in a

clear profit of from £\^ to £20 a-year for each sow.
Before closing this part of the paper, I would wish to

remark about the feeding of the sow when in young.
The common practice when a sow is too fat is to half-

starve her, for fear she would not carry her slips ; but

this is a very erroneous idea. Some breeds appear
always in condition, or with a quantity of flesh on
them ; and if they are not fed properly when in young
the offspring \v\\\ be small, and if it is the first litter,

the sows themselves will not grow, but will be always
stunted. They should be well fed with plenty of

vegetable diet mixed with a little meal and bran, but
particularly the latter, which will keep them in a good
state of health, and will make them good nurses when
they have the young ones to feed. I will lastly consider

what is the best mode of bringing the pig to maturity, or

in other words, fit to be converted into pork or bacon.

Havingprovidedyourself,eitherfrom your own breeding,

or having bought some when about eight or ten weeks
old, you should first see that they have been properly
weaned, as any sudden change of diet may bring on
that scour before mentioned. They should now be fed

regularly twice a day with the following mess ; Some
Potatos, Turnips, or Mangels, well boiled or steamed
(the latter is the best), should be well chopped up, and
some soup added. This soup can be well made of
some Carrageen Moss, which can be found at most sea-

bathing places, and when well boiled is converted into

a jelly kind of substance, which the pigs relish very

much. I would also add a little meal, which is com-
posed of a little mixture of equal parts of Indian meal,

pollard, palm-nut meal, ground barley, ground oats,

and bran. In this mixture you combine the flesh-

forming and fat-making substances, which are not

contained in any one of them. A small quantity of

this, mixed with the food, will suffice. On no account

allow any dirt or decayed food to remain in the

trough, after the pigs have done feeding, which,

if allowed, soon becomes fcetid and bad, and taints

the fresh food when put into the troughs. This
will prevent the pigs from eating, and conse-

quently will keep them back in condition. The hours

for feeding should be about 8 o'clock in the morning
and 4 in the afternoon. Between these hours they may
be let run about in a field, which will assist their growth
and enable them to procure other food, which they will

do by feeding on the grass greedily. When about
five months old they ought to be about I cwt., and fit

for small porkers, but should be kept in the house

altogether for a fortnight before being disposed of,

giving them an extra feed in the middle of the day.

I will close this paper by giving you the probable

cost of making bacon according to present prices, v/hich,

I think, will pay the farmer better by consuming at

home than selling at the low prices as now given in the

market. Suppose we take ten pigs, which we either

buy or rear ourselves, and which at ten weeks old are

worth £\ ds. each—the cost, then, is ;^I3. The cost

of meal—which consists of 10 stones Indian meal, io.f.
;

10 stones ground barley, los. ; 10 stones pollard, ioj, ;

10 stones palm meal, ioj-. ; 10 stones bran, \os. ; and
10 stones ground Oats, \os.—will be ;i^3. We have to

feed these pigs—say for four months—with 2 lb. of this

meal a-day, the cost of which will be about is. a-week
for each pig, or about 17-r. for four months. To this

must be added 34 stones of small Potatos, one ton and
a-half of Turnips or Mangels, and the cost of soup,

milk, and attendance, which would be as follows :—
10 pigs, at £,\ ds. each, ^^13 ; meal for 10 pigs, at \s.

a-week each, for 17 weeks, ;i^8 ioj. ; 15 tons of

Turnips or Mangels, at 14^. per ton, ^10 lo.r. ; cost of

attendance, fire, soup, and sundries, £%. Total, ;i^40,

which would give £^ as the cost of each pig, which
they ought to be well worth at this period, paying the

consumer a fine price for his own commodity, and
enabhng him to collect a fine quantity of manure,
without which no man can farm properly, and, above
all, often tempting him to treat himself and his family

to some of that favourite dish, viz., "bacon and
greens."

WIGTOS.
Turnips and Mangd TVurzc/.—'Mr. TODD, of Mire^

side, read a paper on this subject before the members
of this Farmers' Club.

It would perhaps have been better if this sub-

ject had been introduced a few weeks earlier, as by far

the most general system of growing root crops is after

a crop of Oats ; and I consider that to cultivate these

crops with the best chance of success, we ought to

commence with the preparation of the land—the Oat
stubble—immediately after harvest, as soon as ever the

Oats are out of the field, so that we are more likely to

get the land properly worked while the weather is dry.

The best way, in my opinion, is to plough the land over

first, then apply lime.

One who is considered a good authority says :

—

" Lime is found to act in a very remarkable degree on
the Turnip crop. Land that has never been limed, or

which has not been so for a great number of years,

either refuses to gi^ow Turnips, or, if they do grow,

they are always sadly injured ultimately by ihe disease

called 'fingers and toes.' We have seen so many
instances of this disease being removed by lime that we
cannot look upon it in any other light than as a

sovereign specific remedy in all cases of the same
nature. We may, no doubt, reproduce the finger-and-

toe disease by a too frequent repetition of Turnips on
the same field, even although recently limed ; but had it

not been limed the disease would have been much
more vindent. ' The Norfolk system of cropping,

where Turnips are repeated every fourth year, would
undoubtedly cause a total destruction of the crop, were
it not for the long-continued custom of marling fre-

quently, the consequence of which is, that Turnips are

not more liable to disease in Norfolk than in other

counties, where this crop does not recur oftener than
every fifth or sixth year, "

The lime might be laid down in cartloads, and
slaked ready to put on the land as soon as it is ploughed
over, then harrow it in, and with two or three times

grubbing, and as many harrowings, it gets well mixed
with the soil, to get cooled before the spring. Now clear

the land of Couch-grass and other weeds which will all

be brought to the top by the above operations, and if

rather lumpy still, the best thing to run over it then is

the chain-harrow, which will thoroughly separate all

the weeds from the soil, and leave them loose and light

on the top of the land, to be carted away, burned on
the land, or ploughed in to rot during winter.

On sandy or gravelly soils, where we are most likely

to fail during a dry summer, a covering of clay on such
soils occasionally would be the greatest improvement,
if it can be found at not too great a distance. For
light peaty soils anything heavier, sandy clay would be

best. The land should be ploughed again before
winter, if the weather will admit of it being properly
done, to have it thoroughly loose and clean, so as to

require only one ploughing in the spring. A good
deal of our success depends on the land being thus pre-

pared in the autumn. The land receives much benefit

by thus lying light and loose over the winter, and will

be ready for stetching for geeen crop after one deep
ploughing as soon as the land is diy enough in the

spring, about the first or second week in April. Then
after making the stetches or drills, putting in the

manure (which ought to be broken very fine), and
splitting the stetches to cover it in, the land is

ready for the seed, and is no worse for lying a week
in that state before the seed is sown, except on
very stiff land. Mangels ought to be sown during

the last ten days of April or first week of May.
The late Mr. Rigg, of Abbey House, who was a

very successful Turnip grower, found that May 25
was about the best time to sow Swedes in his day, but
that is three weeks too late in our time generally ; of

course there is a difference of seasons. The first week
in June is about the time to sow common Turnips.

The drill ought to follow close after the plough in dry
weather while there is moisture in the land. Get the

land ready early for the seed, and if it should happen
to be too dry, with most kinds of soil, we can wait a
few days until rain comes. Turnips often miss or fail

on account of the land not being sufficiently rolled and
pressed down, and Mangels from the same cause.

Where farmyard manure is used, particularly, the

stetches ought to be well rolled and flattened down
when the seed is sown at a dry time.

Seed drills with hollowed rollers are not the best

kind. Neither is it good to sow without rolling

at all. A light horse-roller which rolls two ridges

or stetches at a time, with a drill held by a man
attached to it behind, is the best kind. The roller

passes once over the ridge before and once after the

seed is sown. Sown in this way there is more moisture,

insects cannot work so easily in the soil, and the plants

come up stronger.

There is a field I have passed frequently this summer
in coming to Wigton, of 3 or 4 acres, with only three

or four cartloads of Turnips in the whole field. But in

going to Dumfries show this summer, I saw that

Turnips were much worse in the south of Scotland

generally than in Cumberland. In some fields a fourth

of the field was bare, and in others one-half. On
certain patches of the field there are small worms at the

root of the plant
; you see the leaves begin to wither ;

then come the farmer's friends to destroy the worms
and insects, and pull up those Turnips which had
begun to wither and die ; and thus a good deal of

ground is yearly cleared. Occasionally we see failure

from taking Turnips too frequently off the same land,

particularly if it is a light, poor soil. Land is liable to

be Turnip sick as well as Clover sick. Sometimes the

seeds do not germinate, on account of the diyness of

the season ; there is not sufficient moisture in the

ground, or they may be growing healthy and well, and
all be destroyed by the beetle or flea.

Now, in my humble opnion, it is generally our own
mismanagement in one way or another when we fail to

get a crop, or to get the land clean. I have heard
farmers say "we can never get the land clean for

Potatos or Swedes—they have to be put in so early."

But the land ought to be prepared in September and
October, and for that purpose we should keep up our
strength of men and horses after harvest, and not have
the land to clean in the spring when the seed should

be sown. We ought to grow more Mangels than we
do. With proper management and good seed, we may
grow as heavy a crop of them, or nearly, as of Turnips
of any kind. We know they are not so likely to be
destroyed by the flea. They will keep longer, and
remain juicy and palatable long after the Swedish
Turnip has become spoiled by age. Turnips should all

be used by about the middle of March ; and we ought
to have plenty of Mangel Wurzel to use with dry
fodder in the last two months of spring, before the

cattle are turned out to grass ; and Swedes are not

likely to he destroyed either by the flea, by worms, by
birds, or anything else if sown early—sown in the first

or second week of May. Why should we be sowing
them during the last ten days of May when they have
the most enemies to contend with, and there is most
risk ? But if we should have to sow a part, .then,

during that time when the flea is strongest, it will be
necessary to sow a pound more seed—at least 3 lb.

per acre ; and to dust the land over with lime just at

the time the Turnips are coming through. A small

addition in the quantity of seed at such a time has
sometimes made all the difference between a good crop

and no crop at all. Common Turnips may be sown
up to June 20, but should seldom be sown later. We
should always sow a small portion of the soft Globe
Turnip, to be used first in the autumn, to be given to

young cattle to learn them to break Turnips for them-
selves. A thing of the most importance is to get

good seed.

If we cannot pitrchase good seed, would it not be

better to raise our own ? A small portion of my Swede
crop this year is from i lb. of seed procured from a

seedsman, at is. per lb. All the rest is from a farmer

who raises his own from transplanted bulbs, and sells a

quantity ; the price paid for it was 2s. per lb. They
seem to be both of the same kind of Turnip—are tha
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same colour, and the same shape of bulb. Any one
walking across the field could not see a very per-

ccjitible difference, he could not easily tell where one

ended and the other began, yet there is a difference of

probably 4 or 5 tons per acre.

Letter to pay half-a-cro\vn per lb. to have it from

selected transplanted bulbs than is. per lb. for seed

grown from the promiscuous crop. We are told there

is little profit to the grower who sells it thus raised at

2J., but that it pays well to sell it at 2s. 6d. per lb.

We can generally procure good Swede seed so grown ;

but the Yellow Bullock, which was once a great

favourite and valuable root, is now so degenerated, that

if seed growers do not take more pains with it, or if it

cannot be improved or restored, must either be very

little gi'own, or go out of cultivation altogether.

I should like to see a few members of this Club
transplant a few bulbs in their gardens, of common
Turnips, and try to improve that kind ; this is the

time to do it. They ought to be put rather deeper in

the soil than Swedes ; and it would be well to spread

a little light manure over them to protect them from

the frost. Those who are not in the habit of raising

Swede seed could best do this. They should not be

gi'own near together, else the produce would be hybrids.

To show tlie difference there is in seed, it is right to

state that before I began to get Mangel Wurzel seed

from Mr Thomas Man, of Crockhurst, I never could

gi'ow crops of Mangel of above half the weight. At
first—a few years ago—he gave me a small quantity

which they had left after sowing their own. It was
ready steeped, and was sufficient to sow one drill or

stetcli the length of a field where I that year had about

2 acres sown, the seed of which was from two different,

but both respectable seedsmen. There was as great a

weight on that one stetch as on any two of the rest of the

2 acres, and all the same way managed. I have got

seed from Mr. Mann, and grown heavy crops of Mangels
ever since. This year I had 7 lb. from him, and paid
2^-. 6^f. per lb. for it. That quantity was sown on
nearly 2 acres of moss or bog land, with a proper

Mangel drill, on May i and 3. The stetches were
twice rolled, and being loose, light moss, was pressed

down until the land was nearly level. Other years I

have applied a little artificial manure, mixed with salt,

along with faimyard manure, but this year have used

only a rather small quantity of very rich farmyard
manure, without either salt or artificial manure of any
kind. The quantity, as near as I can tell, would be
about 10 good cartloads per acre. fZach row was set

for five stetches. The heaps were about 7 yards apart,

and about 12 heaps in a cartload. The land was
limed and well cleaned in the autumn. We had two
kinds sown—the Long Red, and the Yellow Globe. To
ascertain the weights per acre, we carefully weighed,

with the tops and tails on, but the soil clean washed
off, 6 yards on a stitch of each l^ind where tliey seemed
an average of the whole crop ; also, 6 yards off an
extraordinary crop of Swedes, grown on the same sort

of soil in the same field, and managed in the same way.
The Long Red Mangel Wurzel were S stones 2 lb.

—

number of bulbs, 2 1 ; Yellow Globe do., 7 stones 9 lb.

—number of bulbs, 19; Swedes, 8 stones 11 lb.

—

number of bulbs, 21, each from stetches 6 yards in

length by 31 inches in breadth. The weights per
statute acre weighed, on October 21 :

—

Tons. Cwt.
Red Mangel Wurzel 47 13-3217
Yellow Globe, ditto 44 14.7862
Swedes 51 8.5S60

A few days afterwai-ds, thinking it would be more
satisfactoiy, we weighed the tops cut off 21 Mangels
on a 6 yards' length, and the tops off 21 Swedes on a
6 yards' length (all the tops cut off just a little above
the point of insertion into the bulb), and found the

weights to be as under :

—

16 lb.

5 lb.

»'V4V// ^/ r<^/'s/er Acre.

Tons. Cwt.
6 8.324S

2 7-5344

'eight per Ac7'c, without Tops.

Cwt,

41

When we succeed in giowing a crop of Mangels to

weigh upwards of 40 tons per acre, a few of them (the

bulbs) will often be of this weight— 15 and l6,j lb. A
good many of them will weigh half a stone, and very
few of them will be under 3 or 41b.

What is the value of such a crop of Swedes ? To
be sure we are within the actual weight, we will call

them 40 tons, I think we may safely put them down
at \d. per stone, to use for our own stock ; \d. per
stone, hd. per cwt., \os. per ton; then, j^20 for an
acre of Swedes or Mangels weighing 40 tons.

A ^vriter, residing at Ipswich, Suffolk, in the
Royal Society's "Journal," in a prize essay, says:

—

" In connection with a farmers' club we have often

seen tliis crop weighed, and also Swedes. We found
iJeet to var)' from 14 to 44 tons per acre, and Swedes
from 10 to 25 tons." Here the best weighs 38 and
41 tons ; but the Swede, instead of being little more
than half, weighs more than the Beet, In the south

of England there is an enormous advantage on the side

o f the Beet crop. Here, as regards weight, the advan-

tage is slightly in favour of the Swede ; but the Beet is

more certain, and wiU keep longer.

We had Green-top, Yellow Bullock, and 'White
Globe Turnips in the same field, but it was easy to see
that they were not so heavy as the Swedes.

Before we get any of the better Mangel seed, the
bulbs, although onlyabout half the size, had more small
fibres at the roots, brought up more soil with them
when pulled, and were far worse to clean.

In thinning Turnips and Mangels the best way is by
hand, then to be hoed not many days afterwards, taking
care not to take too much soil from the plants, or to let

them too much do^vn. Three lads may thin or hoe an
acre in a day.

The weight of the crop greatly depends on their

being judiciously thimied. Don't mind for 2 or

3 inches either way, less or more, to leave the finest

plant. The best average distance, for wx^ight and
quality, is, for Swedes I2, and common Turnips
10 inches ; Mangels 10 to 12. The best width for the

ridges or drills, from 30 to 33 inches.

When we pull and clean them for storing—that they
may keep better—care should be taken not to cut into

the bulbs, the tops should be cut off above the point

of insertion into the bulb, so that the leaves fall sepa-

rately on the ground, and are more easily ploughed in.

It is very common to let the Tuniips to pull off. We
see the people at work with them ; one cut generally

ser\'es for the root, another for the top. They seldom
strike more than twice when the work is let, often

cut into the bulb, and often leave a gi"eat deal of soil

on it. The better way is to take the soil carefully off

with the back of the knife, and then, keeping the knife

the same side up, pull it through the top from the

underside at the exact place, without striking at it at

all in cutting off the tops.

In storing, it is better if they are carted and
covered up on the same day that they are pulled ; a
single niglit's frost may damage them very much, but
they receive little harm from two or three nights frost

as long as the roots are in the ground. Mangel Wurzel
requires to be well covered up on tlie heaps, the way
that we usually cover Potatos, with a little straw and a
good thickness of soil.

The expense of cultivating an acre of either will

often be from ;^8 to £f^ for labour, manure, and rent

of land ; part of this expense for manure is chargeable
to the next crop, particularly if the tops are ploughed
in, and for cleaning , upon all the crops ; for the real

cleaning crop in the rotation is the root crop. As it is

an expensive crop at any rate, it is better to be at a
little extra expense for manure and labour to get a heavy
crop, as the value of it varies so much. We have
seen some Turnips this summer worth not more than
five or six shillings per acre (in one case which I

mentioned to you), and a good crop may be worth
from £1^ to £20.

Tons. cwt. lb. lb.

Yfllmu Globe Mangels.

38 6
I 7 9 I 19 1 S 10

Swede.

49 I I 8 II
I

21
I 5 12

My reason for introducing this subject is on account
of the many gieat failures we see in the Turnip crop.

We cannot travel 100 miles, either north or south,

without seeing scores of acres bare, which ought lo be
growing Turnips.

Julias 0f ^0rrhs.
Notes on Fields and Cattle

; from the Diary of an
Amateur Farmer. By the Rev. W. Holt Beever,

M.A. Oxon. Bradbury, Evans & Co.

The amateur beginning an agricultural life, with a
natural love for country pursuits, and with every faculty

of his nature quickened and educated by a successful

university career, is, we may presume, in the best pos-

sible circumstances for overtaking, if it be possible, the

practical man who has been at it since his boyhood. And
as there are many things which strikea stranger, whichare
passed unnoticed by others, it may be quite a fit and
proper thing that he should wiite a book. Mr. Holt
Beever's notes on fields and cattle, unlike those in an
otherwise somewhat similar little book, to which we
refeiTcd last week, are arianged. We have successive

chapters, each full of matter, both original and ex-

tracted, and the whole is an agreeable and instructive

series of " Notes,"' in which the practical man, as well

as the mere student or beginner, may learn much that

will be serviceable to him. Cows, horses, pigs, and
sheep and fowls, are discussed in the first five chapters;

reaping, threshing, haymaking, daily management,
judging, breeding, are discussed in the last seven. An
extract cannot do justice lo what is professedly a note-

book, but the style which clings to its pages will be
illustrated by a fragment anywhere. Let us, therefore,

take a page on a subject which is just now occupying
attention—the question of judging live stock :

—

" The leading principles only I can hope Xo teach on
paper : these the most ignorant person, possessed only of
ordinary intelUgence, and having such an eye for configu-

ration as a few lessons in drawing ought to give, may
acquaint himself with readily by a few evenings' study.

He will require practice to impress them on his memory.
All that I hope is to give the tyro an idea of what should
be noticed. I just run him up handy a few plain deal
shelves, in a ready position for him to fill by his further

acquisitions of knowledge, and ticketed, as I have found
them in my own experience most convenient—such as I

consider, if I had found them placed, would have saved
me much time and trouble. There is much, of course,
tliat is ineffable ; those nameless graces which ' seen,

become a part of sight
;

' which, once appreciated, can
never be forgotten, and, unhappily, spoil the eye for any-
thing that does not come up to theic height of beauty.
The chief points, however, one mayind'icate with the pen.
Ha\ing earnestly studied them thus represented, take the
first opportunity you have of going round the stalls of the
Royal Agricultural Society's Show with an accomplished
friend, and have yourself taught the inner mysteries of
' handling :

' that is, to judge by the touch an aptitude to

fatten, or otherwise. Get aware of the changes which
skilful trimming can ring in the appearance of a sheep.
It will amuse you to watch the matutinal scientific oiling

of the negro pig, and the grateful shower-bath they give
his smoking skin through the common-place medium of a
garden watering-can. It is requisite you should learn
what value attaches even to a crease in the hide, when
competition nms high between a porcine pair ; and to the
solitary extra inch of girth that decides between the claims
of the rival Devon heifers.

" Be stirring early
; you will have the showyard pretty

much to yourself then. The active exhibitors you may
probably find there. Many a hint you may get on feeding,

by watching the servants in attendance on the stock. It

is a grand sight, moreover, to see the procession of horses
enter—of every shape and size and colour— from the
magnificent, immense, dray champion to the clever

W^elsh pony, with its hunter points, its square action, and
its indomitable spirit. It will be worth your while,

further, to take home the slightest lock from the coat of
the different prize sheep in the various classes, to be ex-

amined at leisure with a microscope, and preserved, as they
will occupy no room, and may serve to keep up the

measure of your acquirements on the important subject of
wool.

" At this early hour of the day you will see the animals
themselves in their freshness, while you are spared during
the cool morning the unpleasant odours that repel at the

crowded noon, more especially in the region of the pigs

and sheep. You may then sit by on a truss of sweet hay
in some empty stall, and chat with a friend, or take stock

of the human creature in turn, as it drifts by in varied

shades of cliaracter and colour. To enable you, however,
to gain the primary idea of a good animal, that is to

underlie the superstructure of your future more intimate

acquisitions, draw a straight line, A D, of any length you
please. Divide it into thirds at b and c."

And so he proceeds with his diagrams.

Farm Memoranda.
RoxBURGHbHlRE : Tii'trdside, Novcfubcr 25.—We

have been busy for the last two weeks storing our Turnip
crop, but the unfavourable weather has retarded opera-

tions veiy much, altliough at the same time the fresh

rains have tended to swell out the bulbs considerably.

The crop has turned out wonderfully good after all the

vicissitudes it has undergone, the attack of fly requiring

them to be resown in many cases more than once

;

the drought and mildew, and lastly, the lice, were
drawbacks, which have all been overcome ; and the

crop, though not an average, is very much better than

any one could have expected. Turnips are now to be
had on reasonable terms for eating on the ground with

sheep. We hear of l\d. being quoted for ewes, and
about ^d. per week for hoggs. The roots are very

sound, and stand more eating than last season.

Stock of all kinds has been exceedingly dear, and it

would require beef and mutton to keep at the present

high prices, in order to have a fair amount of pay off it.

The yield of the grain crops is much lighter than last

year. Barley looked a fine crop when standing in the

field, but when tested by the bushel it has not come
up to expectations, although it will still continue to be

the crop of the season ; the quality is very fine, from

56 to 60 lb. per bush., and it fetches fair prices. Oats

were short in the straw, and will not thresh out a full

crop, but the samples are finer and more equal than

last season. Potatos are not extensively grown in this

county, but they have lifted a very bulky crop, and free

from disease.

There have been several farms exposed to let here

,

this autumn, for which there has been keen competition;

they have been let an increase of from 30 to 100 per

cent, over the former rents. H.

December 3.

—

Draining Operations should aiow be
prosecuted with vigour on arable farms, so as to get

the work finished in time for the laud being ploughed.

There is still much land undrained, and large areas that

have been only half-drained—a drain between every

two being necessary" to remove heavy showers, and
thus avoid flood-water. Again, some of the drains in

the earliest drained land are beginning to give way, and
the wider the drains are placed asunder and the less

perfectly the land is drained, the sooner the drains give

way and require to be renewed by redrainage. It must

ever be borne in mind that the artificial drainage of

land is far from a permanent work. Such data further
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prove that ihe action of a drain during its existence is

not always uniform ; much, of course, depends upon
the nature of tlie land and the manner the work of

drainage has been executed, together with the

quality and durability of the draining pipes or materials

used in draining. A bad pipe near the bottom of the

field by giving way will destroy the drainage above it,

hence the care with which pipes should be selected and
put into the drain—all broken or improperly burnt

ones being thrown aside. It follows also that drained

land at this season should be carefully examined, to see

that the drains are all acting uniformly. Where they

discharge their contents into main drains, as they

always should do, it is not easy to detei'mine whether
they are discharging equal quantities of water ; but

when a drain ** bursts," /. e., becomes choked, and
ceases to act, the rising of the water and the wetness
of the land around can easily be seen. In bad cases

the drainage should be repaired immediately, and this

is perhaps the best rule generally. But in young
Wheats and seeds it may, in exceptional cases, be
advisable to mark the wet spots, and defer the opening
of drains until after the next harvest ; or a temporary
repair may be made by opening a cut between the

drain that has burst and the one nearest to it, so as to

turn the water of two drains into the latter. This,

however, is an imperfect mode, and should not be
trusted beyond the end of the ensuing harvest. In some
cases the failure is so easily seen that a cut can be dug
down to the broken pipe, or series of pipes where the

gromid has been washed away under (a very common
misliap), and the repair eftected at once. When drains

begin to give way in this manner, tlie best plan is to

open a series of cross main drains, before the Wheat is

sown or seeds, so as to relieve the others, and expedite

repairs between the mains thus opened, where the

parallel drains give way.
S/c\im CuUHrt\ under favourable circumstances,

should be finished by this time, and the exceptions

should be proceeded with as fast as the facts of the

case will permit, such as drainage and the like. This
is perhaps the best time for breaking up by steam
poor wet pasture lands that have been badly drained

;

also waste land that has never previously been sub-

ject to the plough, in order to get it exposed
to the winter frost and rain. Where the bottom is of
a suspicious character it is better to plough shallow
and subsoil deep, so as to well ventilate the bottom.
If this is thoroughly done the alternate freezing and
washing, with oxidising of the air, will have a powerful
effect in preparing the land for manure and the growth
of crops. It often happens that inattention to the

proper depth of ploughing and subsoiling is more than
a season lost in the reclaiming of wet, clayey land, or

land of any kind that has a bad bottom. Dry, calca-

reous, gi"avelly, and sandy soils form an excep-
tional class that may he cultivated by steam as

successfully just now as at the close of harvest, so far

as the mere work of ploughing is concerned, as they
do not *' squeeze" and "paste" like tenacious clays

that have by this time absorbed their maximum of
water ; clayey soils of the latter class should be
ploughed by steam when in a comparatively dry state,

when, instead of "pasting," the furrow slice is left

behind the implement broken into a thousand frag-

ments.

IJorse Plott^hing prosecute in open weather. Owing
to the early harvest, stubbles should have been finished

before this, but in wet weather it is better to turn mto
lea fields until the stubbles dry than to poach the land.

In late wet seasons in the North, stubbles liable to

poach are not unfrequently left until spring for Beans,

the Beans being sown in the stubbles and thinly covered
by "ribbing," /'. t*., stetches made by the common
plough, each with one furrow. It is, however, only
the heavier clay soils that are thus left to spring, and
the practice is becoming less frequent, as the land is

thoroughly drained.

Clay^ Chalky Marl, and Compost apply to grass land
requiring them, in order that the coming frost and rains

of winter may disintegi'ate and wash them in before
the growth of spring commences. Some marly clays

are sufficiently friable to be broken fine in the spread-

ing for working in immediately by a chain-harrow
otiicrs require frost to break them down. Composts
generally may be thus aj^plied and harrowed into _
land. But when froui 200 to 400 cartloads per acre of
clay are applied, to change the texture of poor,

sandy, gravelly and peaty soils, seed-harrows or the

common harrow may answer better than the chain-

harrow or bush-harrow—frequent harrowings being
sometimes necessary to effect the disintegration and
washing in. Chalk is also found so broken, when dug
from pits or drifted strata under clays, as to be easily

applied and harrowed in to clayey and peaty soils.

On farms ploughed by steam, the carting of such
applications forms profitable employment for the teams.

Anthills cut and spread. Frost and cold rains

both kill the ants, but when spread abroad in fine

open weather they are apt to find a lodging for the
winter. Dig out at the same time and remove
Tussack-grass, Docks, Thistles, and other weeds in

the pastures. If the land is to be top-dressed imme-
diately, it is better to cart off anthills, Tussack-grass,
&c., to a compost hill, and mix with lime or liquid

manure, so as to destroy animal and vegetable life.

Water Meadows.—Attend to the alternate floodings
;

in a season like this the process requires close watch-

ing. Where there is a limited supply of water, provi-

sion should, if possible, be made for turning it on to a
dry field, as the respective flooded ones are gone over,
so as to use the whole supply at command. In this

way a veiy small supply of water judiciously applied
may enrich a much larger area of land than is generally
imagined, and I cwt. of guano or artificial grass
manure sprinkled over the meadow by a broadcast
manure distributor, will gi-eatly reduce the quantity
needed to insure a heavy crop of hay.

Fat Stock Exhibitions are now one of the chief
attractions of the season. From the facilities which
railways afford for traveUing, the farmers of different

counties enjoy the opportunity of seeing the fattening

properties of different breeds, and of learning much
that cannot be taught at home ; and it is questionable
if our Christmas meetings are so generally attended as

they sliould be for educational purposes. No doubt the
fattening process is too much in the extreme for many,
but from an educational point of view the objection
falls to the gi'ound, for the fat ox, sheep, or pig can be
sent to the sliambles at any stage of the process. IV. B.

Notices to Correspondents.

Bone Dust and Sulphuric Acid : Mr. Hills. We
give a recipe for making superphosphate :—Plaster and
puddle a floor of clay, and let it dry. Lay thereon a
ton of bone dust—say 7 or 8 qr. ; it should not be
coarse, but need not be literally dust ; if boiled or
burned, so much the more favourable for the efficiency

of the after operations. Pour water on the heap for a
day or two, as long as any is absorbed ; tlien flatten it

down, and lay a lot of ashes round the edge. Pour on
gradually 6 or 7 cwt. o'f sulphuric acid—four or five of
the ordinary carboys. It should be poured into
jugs, and thrown from the jugs on to the bones.
The slowness of this plan, as well as its safety, is a
recommendation. It will boll, and fume, and effer-

vesce, and you had better stand to windward of it.

Before night it will be quiet, and, if still very wet, it

should have the ashes closely packed around it. They
may be mjxed with the heap in a day or two, and it will

be fit for the drill in a fortnight.

flirrhcts.

MARK LANE,
Monday, Nov. 28.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this

morning's market was very small, but to effect sales it was
necessary to submit to a reduction of xs. per qr. upon the
prices of this day se'nnight ; there was a fair attend-
ance, but little inclination was shown to purchase foreign
Wheat, and the few sales made were at a similar decline.

Prime malting and grinding Barley was unchanged in

value ; secondary sorts of malting were difficult of sale,

and cheaper. There was no change in the value of Beans
or Peas. The Oat trade was steady at last day's rates.

Country Flour was rather easier.

Price per imperial Quarter. \s. j.'

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. White'48—56 Red— — fine selected runs.. do. 152—60 Red— — Talavera ' 53—63

'

— — Norfolk
I

— Red— — Foreign 4,=;—64

'

BARLEV,grind.&disL,30J-t0 34f..Chev.!43—46 Malting .— Foreign . . grinding and distilling 25—33 Malting .

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
1
26 —2S

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato'28—30'Feed . .

.

— Irish Potatolay—29, Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew! 25—s/Feed ...

RvE 32—36 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign I

Beans, Ma2agan....43J. to 475'. . .Tick 49—50'Harrow .— Pigc9n 51J. 10591. ..Winds.
'
— |Longpod.— Foreign Small 45—47 Egyptian

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 38—40 Suffolk .— Maple, 40J. to 44i-. Grey 36—40 Foreign .

Maize
|

— Foreign .

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 39—47— ad ditto ditto 33 -^45 Country .— Forei^ per barrel|26—29 Per sack.

Wednesday, Nov. 30,

The grain trade at Mark Lane to-day was depressed,
but owing to more favourable weather values were main-
tained. There was a limited supply of English Wheat on
the stands, which sold slowly at Monday's quotations.
Foreign Wlieat was in moderate supply and similar
request, on former terms. With Barley the market was
scantily supplied. Purchases were effected cautiously, at
about previous currencies. Malt experienced a dull trade,

but prices were without quotable alteration. There were
good supplies of Oats on sale ; the inquiry was inactive,

but values were unchanged. Beans and Peas were taken
offtoafair extent, at fully late rates. The Flour trade
was depressed, but prices were supported.

as—2I

20—25
33—36

40—43
36-40
30—32

rather in buyers' favour Beans and Peas 6d. per qr,
lower. Barley unaltered. Oats \d. per bushel, and Oat-
meal 6d. lower on the week. Indian Corn in fair request,
at last Tuesday's extreme rates.

Averages.
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Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE.

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or ELQOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublm.
Directors.

C/ta Itwaw—John Claydcn, Littlebury, Essex.
Dtfuty Chairman— John Collins, 255, Camden Road.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Saville, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas, Crishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hiidersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

Managing Director—]Ames Odams.
.fffl«*^rs—Messrs. Bametts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

5'WiVitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand, W.C.
Auditor—]. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction of
Agriculturists, circumstances that have earned for it another title, viz.,

"THE TENANT-FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its members are cultivators of upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under manageinent with Manures manu-
factured by the Company; consequently, the consumer has the best
guai

Chief 1.

I
Agei \DAM. Secretary.

Stand at the Smithfield Cattle Show, No. 55.

''HE FARMERS" SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
(LIMITED).

Registered August 4, i86<).

Office, 60, King William Street, London, E.C.
D

Robert E, Oliver, Esq., Sholebrooke Lodge, Towcester, Northamp-

Hor
Right Hon. the tan ol Kosslyn,
ma Easton Lodge, Dunmow, E5S(

Chas. Spooncr, Esti., i. Poet's Corner, Westminster.
John Trask, Esq., Nnrthington, Hants.

Secretaiy, Mr. John Spencer.
Capital, /20,ooo; Shares. £2 each, £1 paid on allotment.

Life Tickets, i;3 31., Annual Tickets, i05. each, entitling the holder
to purchase through his agency.

This Association has been formed by gentlemen engaged in Agricul-
ture for the purpose of supplying all kinds of Agricultural Implements
r other goods, and more especially pure and genuine Oilcakes and

itive system.
ers ofOilcakes, Manures, &c., are
iation for the purchase of Agricul-

1 the co-operativ

ular importations of pure Linseed and
Irccl from New York.
: -. in bags. £11 25, 6d. per ton ex ship.

' i^gs, ;^io js. 6d. per ton ex shipiiio«.i
gs. /a i<

Utilization of Sewage.
UIE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
{Incorporated by Act of Parli.imcnt in 1849.)

John Chevalier Cobbold. Esq. |l
:

r.,|,i,,ii - hms, Ksq.

Principal Engineer—Mr I 1:^1. v hMU.n.
Works of Sewage Irrigation arc executed by the Company.
Arrangements will be made with Landowners, Boards of Health,

Sewer Authorities, and others, for undertaking such works, and all

works incidenlal thereto.
The outlay may be repaid by n sum in gross or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.
Applications to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place. London.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
{Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

Directors.
JohnClutton, Esq., Q.Whitehall Place, S.W.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq., Kirtlington Park, Oxford.
Henrj' Farquhar, Esq., 16. St. James Street, S.W.
Lord Garlics. MP., 85, Eaton Square, S.W., and Galloway House,

WiE , N.B,

Hyde Park, S.W.
Granville R. H. Somerset, Esq.

,
Q.C. , 6, Park Street, Westminster, S.W.

Henry W. West, Esq., Q.C, M.P., 10, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

Welshpool.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

I Improvement, including the erection of Cottages and
of settled and other Estates, and toFarm Buildings, to' the O'

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Land:..
UTILISATION of SEWAGE.-The Company also advances money

for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge

"""n the land, redeeming pp- - --' - • -

Noi

j\ 1 L'r,i\, esq., n
Storey's Gate, We:

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.-Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider. Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,
and IS entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. td. per lb., carriage
Irec. A reduction in price lor large quantities
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of
testimonials may be obtained

; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
DUTY-FREE TOBACCO

By Her Majesty's Roval Lkttefs Patent, and by Permi!

OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER, for the Prevention
and Destruction of Blight and other Diseases in Plants.

Sold by Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,
In Tins at 15., 25. 6rf., and Si.

Powder Distributors, 21. 6d. and 3s. 6rf. each.
dingly useful for killing the Aphides on Roses

S, Superintendent, Royal Horticulturalother plants.
Gardens, South Kensini

Sole Manufacturer, T. A. POOfEY, Bonded Warehouse, Susst:
Wharf, Wapping, E.

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PAINTS, &c.

Thomas Millington & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

NEW LIST of PRICES for MAY, transmitted or furnished on application.

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

POETABLE ENGINES, from 4 to 30-Horse Power.

THRESHING MACHINES, SINGLE, DOUBLE and TREBLE BLAST,
With Patent Rolled Steel Ribbed Beater Plates, and all other reeent Improvements.

PATKKTT B.OT.T,F,n RTKF.T. KTBBED BEATKH. PLATES (Gray's PntpntV

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH, Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

These Plates have been thoroughly tested, and are found to wear more than three times as long as the Malleable Iron Plates previously in use.

C. AND S. are prepared to supply Threshing Machine Owners and the Trade in any quantity ; and they would caution purchasers against
spurious imitations in Cast-steel, which, from their brittleness, are exceedingly dangerous to use. CAUTION.— Infringers of this Patent,
whether makers or users, will be immediately prosecuted. CATALOGUES sent Free by Post on application to

CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH,
STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN, or, 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 21 19.

Mk. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobilitv, Gentry, Nurscn,men, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
Acknowledg'ed by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862. fi'ge ^76.

"The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Koilers on the oval
lut the oval form given to Mr. Gbav's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more comDielelv wil
ircferablc in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact Imrning fuel; and this being 1

kith the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is no doubt an improvement."

They are made of alt sizes, wliich, with prices, may he had on applic ition.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVER'S STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, SAV.

JONES'S PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler, with the following improvements, viz. :
—

The water-space at back and over top of Saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent that a Patent

Double li Saddle Boiler will do about twice the amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of

setting is also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers are simple

in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are not liable to crack.

They are made of the following Sizes:—
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^IB ^
OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Hcatinj;

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BpiUr.
HOTHOUSE?
SERVATORI
CHURCHES.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c
HOT-WATER PIPES at whole.

le prices : Elbows, T - Pieces,

ions, and every other conncc-
kept in stock.
KOUGHT and CAST-IRON

jNICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL,

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 241. each

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS
A'ilh or without Water Bars, from 52J. 6d. each.
CAST and WROUGHT! RON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

ritho

FortMc Boiler.

t brickwork, from 601. each.
Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every descripl

INDIA-RUBBER

Goods", of the

Wharf in London.

pilE PATENT "TERMINAL SADDLE" BOILER
t work in hundreds of places in all parts of the country,

J. IRELAND, Edward Street. Broughton Lane. Manchester.

AMES BOYD and SONS. Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

r Machinery, and erected

u nd Street, London, S.E. {Sm
de lilackfriars Bridge), "

J County in England
particulars apply ti

London, E.C.
;

» CO.,71, Cornhill,

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, STAND No. 147.

HAYWARD, TYLER & CO.,
ENGINEERS, &c., 84 and 85, UPPER WHITECROSS STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

EXHIBIT THEIR WELL-KNOWN

PATENT UNIVERSAL STEAM PUMPS and UPRIGHT BOILER FEEDERS

TT
houses, Conservatories, Forcing Fits, &c

Plans and Estimate:

J. JONES AND SONS, 35, King St

OT-WATER APPARATUS of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, for Warming Green*

ivji>3, 35, jMng street, L.neapside, Lo
factory, 6, Bankside. Southwark. S.E,

application.

Cheapside, London, E.C.

GREEN'S PATENT IMPROVED
HOT WATER BOILERS.

They ;

Halls, Waxchouses, Workshops, &c.

Of which Eif^ificcrin^oi Dec. lo. I'ihg. remarks :— " It is the most simple, direct-acting Steam Pump which
has yet been introduced into this country ; and we are glad to hear that it is steadily advancing in public favour."

They will also show a collection of PUMPS. HORSE WHEELS, GARDEN and FIRE ENGINES, and
other articles important to Agriculturists, Brewers, &c.

They specially invite attention to their TWO-HORSE POWER STEAM ENGINES (Horizontal and
Vertical), which will compare favourably with those of any makers, both in Price and Quality,

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.

J. & F. HOWARD
WILL EXHIBIT at tlicir STAND, No. 16, in the AGRICULTURAL HALL,

ONE OF THE

LARGEST COLLECTIONS OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY,

The following are the advantages t

. They require no setting in brickwork.
They are complete in themselves, liaving perfect

They take up littler

INCLUDING THEIR

STE.\M PLOUGHS and CULTIVATORS,
CHAMPION PLOUGHS,
NEW CHAMPION DOUBLE PLOUGHS,
A NEW PATENT DOUBLE-FLANGED

HARROW,

The ROYAL OXFORD SELF-ACTING HORSE-
RAKE,

The BRITISH COMBINED MOWER and REAPER.
The INTERNATIONAL REAPER

; and

The HOWARD PATENT SAFETY BOILER.

STAND No. 10,

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW,
DECEMBER, 1S70.

John Fowler & Co.
WILL EXHIBIT THEIK

STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,
EIGHT-HORSE POWER TRACTION ENGINE and DOUBLE FURROW PL0U6I+.

For further informatioa apply to

JOHN FOWLER AND CO., STEAM PLOUGH WORKS, LEEDS
;

or, 71, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.

4. They are great cconomiser
heating surface upon which the

5. Any number of flows and retur
means of t pipes,

6. Ey means of mud-doors they
required,

7. The chimney is made of cast
through a roofer turned iiuo a flue.

be put in places inaccessible to

of fuel, owinfj to the large amount ot

:urns can be annexed to the boilers by

be readily cleaned out when

hich can either be taken
. the * of the

be banked up I

invented.
Trict

THOMAS (

5-1 and 55, Blackfri

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

HEATING CONSERVA"
TORIES,

.
HOTHOUSES,

CHURCHES, PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, PRIVATE

RESIDENCES, &e.,

TRUSS'S PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and LEAKLESS
PIPE-JOINTS.

rp S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number
* of APPARATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in

all parts of the Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction. Is a

guarantee for skill of design, superior materials, nnd good workman-
ship ; while the great advantage obtained by his Improved System

cannot be over-estimated, consisting of perfectly tight joints with

neatness of appearance; effects a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of

apparatus erected compared with other systems; facility for exten-

sions, alterations or removals without injury to Pipes or Joints; easily

and expeditiously erected ; an ordinary size apparatus is put up
in a day ; and perfectneas of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Ilorticultliral Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturer, and Horticultural Builder,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, AGRICULTURAL HALL, STAND N". 22.

' Ransomes, Si ms.^
^ &^^^

H^ead, Ipswich,
CELEBRATED AGRICULTURAL TmPLe'mENTS AND MACHINES

AT THE ABOVE SHOW.

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

EXPANSION ENGINES, for ECONOMISING FUEL.

PATENT STEAM THRESHING MACHINES.

RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, would especially draw attention to their

PATENT DOUBLE FURROW, TURNWREST, SUBSOIL, and
CH.\MPION PLOUGHS.

PATENT HORSERAKES, and PATENT H.VYMAKERS.
BIDDELL'S PATENT MILLS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, WITH EULL DESCRIPTION AND PRICES, FREE ON APPLICATION.
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Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
ARCHANGEL MATS, under picsent value

PETERSBURG MATS at old prices. Samples and prices at

J. KLACKBURN AND SONS. Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRT MS for COVERING
4-4 Scrim, from 2ii, to 5^. per varj, id\,iiiciii^f '*'''. ,/j
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, ,.'

,

md 5,^(i.

J. bLac'kbur'n and sons,
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwo.

c o
submit their KEUUCED PRICES as follows:—

PROPAGATING

5 inches in dian

o 5i
o Si

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob,

inches in diameter .. OS. 6d. ' g inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER __H^i-;srf^li-^a?iBi glasses.

London Agents
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL,

IAS. PIllLLII'S

for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT

\ IE GLASS, SLATES of all sizes,

; I \TE,ROLLEDPLATE,CROWN,
I . ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
^, .-f the best Manufacture, at the lowest
.Lujites forwarded on application to

r8o, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

>n to the Makers, enclosmc a stamp for
ed_PORTAllLE HOTHOUSES for the~

teed sound and f,ood

D Co , Horticulturrl Builders, Dtrlington

BASKETS
Strained Wire Esp.ilier

Trainers for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c ; Garden
Fencing. Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, for
Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,

B^

\ll 1 r fWail Trii tanl Icl t II lt 1 ulMa t ) cce of

BEARDS PATENT IRON FRAMED GLASS
)r SL\TE W A.LLS, and Gl Abb ORCHARDS or GARDENS,
itTording protection against cold uinds and frosts, ^ving

Full particulars of the above may be had for a stamped envelope,

also Illustrated Catalogue, price is., of

CHARLES BEARD, Patentee, Horticultural Engineer, Victoria

Works, Bury St. Edmund's. __„_^
r^ REENS' PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
Or or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 187a

GREENS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS combine all the advant

ages of self-sharpening, and when the cutters become blj

one way round, they
*"'

sharp edge of the cu
can be done by any int..p. , , ..

tion of the Machine, which is possessed by no other.

HAND MACHINE.

be reversed again and again, bringing the
ers against the bottom blade, which' operation

:perienced person,owins to the pcculi'

I gue

itnted Pnce Lists of Greens' Patent Rollers, Hot-wate;
inised \\ ire Netting, Garden bcatsand Chairs, Fountains

Ir e on application

s CREEN AND SON, Smithfield Iron \\ orks, Leeds
lickfnars Road, London, S E

Cottam's Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

hours, Sun:
&c. ; Wire Work '

Baskets, with stem
prongs for placing in
position, on the 1;

and opposite window
Suspending

llaskets for Co)
; Wi Wo

Stands, Baskets, Win

^OTT\MS HURDLES are made in the best
if supenor W rought Iron, bj an impro\ ed method.

SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and other
Glass Roofs, for two stamps. — HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, R egent's Quadrant, London, W.

M
/ith any other House of the s

Smokeless Stoves.—No Flues.—PortaWe.
XT.\SII AMI JOYCE'S PATENT, for
i-> <;uNSE];\ .\TORIES and all other places, from
i-s. t..;, lu s,x Cuineas. PATENT FUEL, i8r- per
i2olb ; in baKsand sacks of 30 lb. and 6olb. at 45.61/. &QS.
AMERICAN' CHARCOAL BO.X-IRONS, always

bright for use, uithout cleaning. The Iron is a miniature
portable stove. Light, cheap, clean, and durable. Price
5s., 6j., and 7s.

Masticating, Mincing, and Sausage.FlUing Machines

PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, with Medical Testi-
, -BathandlargeCloak, /i III. 6if.

SWAN NASH, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street; and JOYCE'S
STOVE DEPOT, 119, Newgate Street.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AVf AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices, Printed
*"

and Specimens sent post fi|ee on application ; also

OSLER'S CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS,
T.\BLE Glass of all kinds,

CHANDELIERS IN URONZE AND ORMULU.
Moderator Lamps, and Lamps for India.

London—Show Rooms, 45, tiXFORD STREET, W.
Birniin|:rham— Manuf.icton,' and Show Rooms, Broad Street.

LASCELLES' MACHINE-MADE
MELON LIGHTS. Each.

6 ft. by 4 ft Lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed.. ;£o 5 o
„ „ Primed and Glazed with 16 oz.

Sheet o II o
portable Box, not

Painted four coats,
Handles o

6 ft. by 8 ft., Double Lights, do.

Finsbury Stc

Chapman's Patent.
EXHIBITION and TRANSMISSION CUT

FLOWER CASES, and the MULTUM IN PARVO VEGE-
TABLE and SALAD CASES, for Exhibition Puiposcs (approved by
Mr. R- Gilbert, of Burghlcy),onquitc a newprincipfe, may be oblainea
from any of the Agents, or
W. E.A,SSIE AND CO. (Limited), High Orchard Works, Gloucester,

Sole M.inufacturers.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES. 6, High Street, and 12 and
i:^, Blosson Street, Shorediich, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Gcniihic While Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon .ipjilication,

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other I'A ITKRNS are made in

TcrraMctallic Ware, Terra-Cotia, Stoneware, and Redware, and
of great durability. The plainer sorts are

'ted for KITCHEN GARDENS, a
no Slugs and Insects, take up littl

down incur no further labou
pense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-

F &G. RoSHER.Manufacturcrs.UpperGround Street, Blackfriars,S.E.

Queen's R — " "'
'

'
" "

lllu

R. HOLLIPAY, Hi
bello Terrace, Noiting Hill Gate, Loni___.

Illustrated Catalogues of the above

ultural and Floral Wire Works, 2A, Porto-

llu.r ..IwHl-,^ s aic— I ru>ilm, 1. I. Ii tufL^, r^iit uable at

pleasure, no ^\oodu^.lrk ur lartitiunstj impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin, Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary, increased width
and depth ofFcedmg Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop Cover
to prevent over gorging Cleanly , durable, and impervious to imection,

being all of Iron Pnce of Fittings per Cow, 551

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Iron Works, a, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone

in blue, reti, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs. Likewise more elaborate designs. Pattern Sheets of Pave-
ment, with prices, forwarded for selection

WHITE GLAZED TILES for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c Grooved and other Stable Paving Bricks

of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall Copings,

Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c
To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher , at their premises as above

SILVER SAND (REIGATE), at the above addresses—
14s. per Ton, is. sd. per Bushel; 3S. per Ton extra for delivery

within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf, Quantities

of 4 Tons, IS. per Ton less. A coarser grained Sand 4s, per Ton more.

Samples of Sand by post on receipt of stamp.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockenes or Femenes. KENT

PE,\T and LOAM supplied at lowest rates.

F. & G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N B. Orders promptly executed by Railway or Vessel.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKES WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark SAYNOR, also the Corporate ftlark. Obtain
Warranted, without which none aregenuir

S. & C. regret having 1

compelled r '

Gardeners and others, but
.. __ __, n" consequence of an imit;

uality, ha\'ing been sold for the genuine one^ and
be made to tTicm of Kni

their make all of which are warranted both by Seller;

S. &C.'s PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES
the cheapest in the market.

ich has
hicU 1

sed

Paxton Works. Sheffield. Established upwards of lag ye

M I N T O N, H O L L I N S. and
PATENT TILE WORKS,

STOKE-ON-TRENT.
; is the OLD FIRM, and they continue to Manufacturt

Upwards of Thirty Years' Experience.
London House: 50, Conduit Street, Regent Street, W.

Manchester House : Bridgewater Club Chambers, no, King Stn

CHEAP PAVING TILES.—A manufacturing Firm
have a considerable stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

more or less damaged in the process of manufacturing, that they would
be willing to dispose of at prices below those of the commonest
description of P_aving Materifils. To Landed Proprietors these Tiles

are invaluable for the floors of Cottages, Farmhouses, &c., and can be
supplied at a very low rate.

E. F., Pgst Office, Brgseley, Salop.
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T AWES" WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN
-*-^ SOWING no-.v Ready for Delivcr>'.

Another MANURES and CAKES as per Price List, supplied on

the lowest terms.

Apply for prices, &c, to JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark

Lane, London, EC, Dublin. Shrewsbury, and Cardiff.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (KcgistereJ Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in quantity aiid in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
nnvMnmpnf f;uano; it contains 21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates,

.„ ^ ofAmmonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

oelcker. Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

jJelivcred in z cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The aiialysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
KEES AND CO.'S Uiphosphated Peruvian Guano Company (Limited),

32, King William Street, London, E.G.

VoelcE

P EPORT and ANALYSIS by DR. A. VOELCKER,
X^ Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

"Analytical Laboratory. ii,SalisburySquare,FIeetStreet,E.C.
" Lonaon, January 15, 1870.

" Sir,—Enclosed you will find the results of a careful analysis of a
sample of your Biphosphated Peruvian Guano. These results speak

for themselves. I need therefore hardly add anything in commen-
dation of the high fertilising character of this valuable artihcial

manure. The sample examined by me contained only 10 per cent, of

moisture, and tully the percentages of soluble and insoluble phos-

phates which I understand you guarantee to furnish, and was in a tine

state of preparation. The more generally this manure will become
known to agriculturists, the more, I am convinced, will it be appre-

ciated by them.—Believe me. Sir, yours respectfully,

Signed) "Augustus Voelcker.

The Secretary, REES and CO.'S Biphosphated Peruvian
"Guano Company, Limited, 32, King William Street. London, KG."

PREPARED PHOSPHATED GUANO, for Corn and Roots,

V- other MAN U RE of known value.

Iso PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE
\MMONIA, ex Dock or Warehnuse.

- - EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,^

1 Fly, and other Blight, in

of from
Winter Dressmg for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

Retail bv So
r. 6rf.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Magni-
CANDLE COMPANY

fied. „ '^"""'=«' ,,„
Battersea. London, S.w.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

OXFORD FIRST PRIZE CHURN,
suited for small occupations.

BRADFORD'S PATENT COUNTER CURRENT.
Mr. Bradford's Counter Cur-

rent Churn doing excellent work,
and the ease with which the

s got together, and com-

Horticultural Works by B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S.
RKCENII.V I'UliLISIIED.

" Mr. AViUiams' skill ah a pUnt cultivator is well and widely knov
-JoiiVHal of Horticullttrc.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 55., or free by post, 5s. %d.y

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWER-
ING PLANTS, comprising descriptions of upwards of One

Thousand Species and Varieties, accompanied by full instructions for

their cultivation and general management.
"A book of this kind has been sadly wanted for years, "—Gflnii«<>j'

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNA-
MENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS, forming a sequel to the above,

and profusely Illustrated with Engravings on Wood; containing
descriptions of upwards of Eight Hundred Species and Varieties,

with tull directions for their culture.
" We heartily commend the book."

—

Gardeners* Chronicle.

SELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH
and EXOTIC, copiously Illustrated with Engravings on Wood

;

comprising Descriptions of Nine Hundred choice Species and Varie-
ties, accompanied by Directions for the Cultivation of Ferns in Pots,
Soil and Mode of Pottting, Tree Fern Culture, Filmy Fern Culture,
Management of a Fernery under glass. Construction and Management
of a Fernery in the open air, Aquatics suitable for growing in small
lakes in Ferneries, hardy Exotic Ferns, Ferns best adapted for Hang-
ing Baskets, Cultivation of Ferns in glass cases, &c.

"This is the best work which has yet appeared on the growth f

tender and hardy Ferns."— r/i.; Field.

Published and sold by E. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradi
Nurserv. Upper Hollow.^v, N.

A
Mr. W. Robinson's Books on Gardening.

LPINE FLOWERS for ENGLISH GARDENS.
With 75 Illustrations of Alpine Scenery, and properly formed

: and positions suited for each given. One vol. 8vo, 121.

yournal of Horticnltti.ye (.\pril 7) :—" If there was one book more than
another wanted in horticulture that book was one on Alpine plants,
and if there was one person more than another competent to write it,

that person is the author of the work before us."

THE PARKS, PROiMENADES, and GARDENS
of PARIS. With upwards of 400 Figures, Views, and Plans.

One vol., large 8vo, handsomely bound, 181. cloth. The Times
(October 21):—For along time we have not read a more interesting

MUSHROOM CULTURE, with many Illustrations,
and an account of everj' phase of the Culture as practised in

England and France. Figures and descriptions of 17 of the most
important edible kinds are also given. 6s.

THE WILD GARDEN; or our Groves and
Shrubberies made Beautiful by the Naturalisation of Hardy

Exotic Plants. With Frontispiece, 6s.

May be obtained through all Booksellers, Nurserymien, and Seedsmen.

HE GRANITIC PAINT, the best for the finest
painting nnd th'- muLThf-st worV:. TNcd in the Crystal Palace,

-^ - ' ' - Innitv HMll^,. xW- i:r,i;Inon and Meiropolit
s. Engineers,Railways, an-I \- ^\ m , I

>
1 .1

, 1
1.

.

Architects, Ci II '[iljuilders.

39A. Km -
I

;
iii l^c, London, E.C.

DAMP \\\l.l> I 1:1 \ I \ M 1) by the use of the
SILICATE ZiiPISSA CU.\I i'l 'MTION, and Porous Bricks

and Stone, Cement and Plaster, preserved from decay.
3gA, King William Street, London Bridge, London, E.C.

Cattle Show.
THE GRAXTTK- PAINT and SILICATE

ZOPISSA I I 'MP' > I I \"\, for Damp Walls, will be exhibited

BEDSTEAUs, JoKi>DlNG, and FURNITURE.—
BEDSTEADS, IRON and BRASS, and CHILDREN'S COTS,

a very large assortment of: 150 patterns on show, from lu. to {^3,^.

BEDDING Manufactured on the Premises, and
warranted by WILLIAM S. BURTON.
- Width: 3 ft. 4 ft. 6 in. 5 iLFor Bedsteads.

Third Edition, enlarged. Just Published, dd., or seven stamps,

POTATO CULTURE.—Certain Success. Splendid
Crops, worth £,iqq an acre by the new system. Plant now.

"We most strongly recommend a trial of this system."— /^.?ti(i JoumaL
B. WILKINS. Bookseller, 177, Western Road. Brighton.

Books for Farmers.
SUCCESSFUL FARMING; its Essentials, &c.

By the Rev. W. Hoi.t Beever. M.A.
" Though written by a professedly Amateur Farmer, it betrays a

NOTES on FIELDS and CATTLE.
By the Rev. W. Holt EEEi.'tR, M.A., anthor of "Successful
Farming," &c. Elegantly half bound, price is. td. each.
BRADBURY, EVANS. AND CO.. 11, Bouverie Street, E.C,

also the facility

alTords for perfectly cleansing the
inside of the churn^ combined
with the superior quality of butter
it produced, clearly entitled it to

ND CO.. 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C, ;

A Boon for Grape Growers.
MEREDITH'S VINE, PINE, PEACH and PLANT

MANURE, to be had in sealed bags of M cwt., lor. 6<f . ;

5i cwt, lis. ; and i cwt., 421., with full directions for use. For further
particulars, see Descriptive Circulars, to be had post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH. The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

GEORGE HALL, late Manager to the late Saynor's
Firm. He was for 30 years in their employ.

GEORGE HALL and SON'S celebrated PRUNING and BUD-
DING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Sec, may be obtained from the most
respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in the kingdom, also
America, France, Germany, Holland, Prussia, Russia, &c.
N.B.—We only make one quality, the best that can be manufac-

tured, the same as the late Saynors always made during their lifetime,
with all the latest improvements.
Caution.—None arc genuine unless marked " GEO. HALL AND

SON." Other marks would cause disappointment, as these Blades
are tempered by a process known only to trie Makers.

Engravings of Pnttems, with Price Lists, gratis on application.
Horiicultural Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

k.-? Sand is acknowledged by Florists to be the best yet obtained.
Price Listson application to Mr. JOHN ARNOLD, Builder, 29,
Clarendon Square, St. Pancras. N.W. Small orders executed at the
Wharf, Maiden Lane, North-Westem Railway Depot.

Notice.
'HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE—Full PfitcE will be given

he Office for Clean Copies of No. g, January 29, 1870.
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Thirty-first Year of PubUcation.
Now ready, price is. sewed, or 2s. boun^, and interleaved as a Diary,

JOHNSON AND SHAWS FARMER'S ALMANAC

the United Kintiilom
Agricultural World.
WILLIAM RIDGWAY, 169, Piccadilly, W. ; and all Booksellers

and Railway Stations.

HE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT
and FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), as now carried out in a New House erected for the pur-" 'n_the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

A
Second Edition, price ss. (idHANDY BOOK for YOUNG FARMERS.

Comprismg Operations for each Month of the Year ; Directions
lor the Making, Presen-ation, and application of Manures ; for the
Economical Feeding of Stock : and numerous Analyses ol Foods and
Manures, by Dr. Voelckcr and others. By CHAEiLES Lawrence, late
a Member of the Council of the Royal AEncultural Society of England.

London : LONGMANS, C^EEN, and CO.
"^"^ ^ "*

'"

THE CHOICE of BOOKS.-

intrinsic merit." S. & T. GILBERT, who are now adding largely t

their extensive stock for the Christmas Season, beg to c5l attention
to the following important books for General Reading and Presentation,
which they arc offering at the low prices annexed. The Birth and
Childhood of Jesus Christ, with 12 hne Photagraphs after Da Vinci,
and others, lor. sti., pub. at 12s. 6d., postage 6d. The Gentle Life,
Queen Edition, comprising the best portions of both series in one
volume, Ss. 6d., pub. at los. 6d. Gems of Modem French Art, with
16 splendid Photographs, 175., pub. at ;Cr t*-j postage iirf. A Selection
from the Works of Thomas Hood, with 22 drawings on steel, by
Birket Forster, 17s., pub. at jQi is. The Landseer Gallerj-, with 22
Autotype reproductions ofengravings of his Celebrated Early Paintings,
^i 14s., pub. at £2 2S., postage u. Sermon on the Mount, illuminated
by W. and G. Audsley, new reduced Edition, with 26 beautifully
illuminated pages, 26^., pub. at £t us. 6d. Wonders of Engraving,
by George Duplessis, with 34 W'oodcuts and 10 Photographic repro-
ductions, lor. 5d., pub. at 125. 6rf., postage id. Wonders of Painting,
by Louis Viardot, with numerous Woodcuts and Photographs, ioj. $a.,
pub. at I2J. 6d., postage 8d. The Raffaelle Gallery, a Scries of 22
Eermanent Reproductions in Autotype of Engravings of his most celc-
rated Works. £t 14s.. pub. at ;(;2 2r.

,
postage ri. jrf. The Poems of

Wordsworth, illustrated with 8 artistic Etchings, by Edwin Edwards,
printed as India Proofs, 4to, 171., pub. at £1 11.. postage ir. THp
Poems of Longfellow, illustrated with 8 ;

' ' *' "

'

by Edwin Edwards, primed as India Pro<
postage II. Flower Emblems; or the Seasons' of Life, with 12
Coloured Illustrations, large 8vo, 10s. sd., pub. at 12s. 6d., postage 9^.
Froudc's England, new Cabinet Edition, complete, 12 vols., /i, pub.
at£:ii2s. Watcrton's Essays on Natural III 1 -i^, ',]li.<I, ^ iil, Life,
by N. Moore, B.A., with ilfustrations. 6s. 3.

/

'
'

'

, 1
stage

qd. The Recovery of Tcrusaicm, by C.ic: ,11, and
Captain Warren, R.E., with 50 illustr.iliojis.

I

II
1 1 , i.rL-dat

17J. The Heavens, by Amedee Guillemin, 1.
I ! hi,, ,,]ii,d by

Lockyer, with 200 illustrations, 8j. 6J., pub. .a lo.';, OJ. I he Marvels
of the Heavens, from the French of Ftammanon, by Mrs. Lockyer,
with 48 illustrations, 45. 2d,, pub. at 5s., postage 5./. Artemus Ward's

nplete, with Portrait and facsimile, 6t. -^d., pub.
hrmk'-i Comic Almanack, 1835—1843,

.
I I'll .

! 1./., pub. at 7s. 6d., postage
II I

.
.Ls told by C. W. Haswcll,

id the popular Caric.it nr- -, -.i yiTs,6s.-^d., pub. at 71; 6d.,
postage 9d. TheNewl^ii '

1
, lii- the Bishops and Clergy

of the Anglican Church : \ I I. in IniLiuch. (Subscribers' names
solicited to this important woik )

S & T. GILBERT, Remainder and General Booksellers, 4, Copthall
Buildings, Back of the Bank oi England, London, E.C.
Catalogues gratis and postage free.

Now Ready, Third Edition, revised,

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE,
By'JoHN Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Contents.—Part I.

Arrangement of Classes, Crossing, Hybridising, and Raising
Seedlings, Growing Roses for Exhibition, Forcing and Greenhouse
Culture, Situations, Soils, Manures, Planting, Pruning, Protecting, &c.

" "'•
i arrangements. Rose Conservatories, Labels,

Part II.
A Selection of all the finest Roses, with full descriptions ; Select

,isls of Sorts adapted to various

Best Alva under Mattresses
Good Coloured Wool
Best Brown Wool a'ls. 6d. .. 31$. 6d. .. 34s. 6d.

Good White do. 285. 6d. .. 431. od, ,. 47s. od.

Best do SOS. od. , . 731. od. . . ais. od.

Good Horse Hair 40J. od. . . 50s. od. . . 66i. od.
Best do 541. od. .. 78J. od. .. gar. od.
German Spring Hair Stuffing ,. 65s. od. .. 871. 6rf. .. 95*. orf.

Best do. Elastic Sides .. Sos. od. .. iios. od. .. 120s. od.

Feather Beds, from 31J. to i8os. ; Bolsters, 61. to 29s. 6d. ; do.
Pillows, 3s. 6d. to 13s. ; Down Pillows, los. 6d. to 17s,

"PIURNITURE for Bed-rooms and Dining-r

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Fu
mcnl, to H.R.H.thc Pr
upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, witli List of Pric

and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms, post free.—39, 0.xford Street,
W. ; I, lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place; and
I, Newman Yard. The cost of Delivering Goods to the most distant
parts ofthe United Kingdom by Railway is trilling. WILLIAM S
BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

Calendar of Operatic
Pric< . W.

3 fore
; by pogt fn

.nnlh Ihn t the

nps.

In one thick vol., the Thij,. 1 I 1 : i6j.,

MODERN DOMESTli Ml hn
1

-.
i . Descrit

the Symptoms, Causes, ami ..imM lirdnicnt of Disc:
with a large Collection of approvinl ricsLiipunri',, Acc. Formii
Comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergyj Families, Emigranis,
&c. By T. J. Graham, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College ofPhysi-
cians ofEdinburgh.
" Popular (works have been published by several medical practi

tioners, but none of thorn equal thoao by Dr, Gralmm."~'Medical
Circular.

-British Standard,

'Sol'd by all Bookseiiei'

Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'.THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," improves

the appetite and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

Ask for LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of imitations, and see the names of Lea & Perkins on

bottles and labels.

Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London ; and sold by
Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

D^
and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

WHEN a PERSON^
immediate n \\^\ \< v.

SPEN-'I ' - :!

The best remedy for Ax; 1,1

A NOTHER CURL ul LUUGH and COLD and

Price I J. ij-jif. and 2S. 9^. per box. Sold by all Druggis

D^
for Wounds of every description — Scalds, Chilblains, Scorbutic
Eruptions, Burns, Sore and Inflamed Eyes, &c. Sold in pots at
IS. I'Ul, 2s. q.i.. IIS. .ind 22s, c.ich. Dr. KORERTS'S PILUL.-E

.cdi^iii I the United

I
N Dli H:siluN.—Berkeley, Sept. 3, 1869.—Gentlemen,
— I feci it a duty I owe to you to express mygratitude for the great

benefit I have derived from taking NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS.
For a length of time I suffered excruciating pain from indigestion and
wind in the stomach, having tried nearly every remedy without
deriving any benefit at all, but after taking two bottles of your valuable
pills 1 was quite restored to my usual state of health. Please give this
publicity for the benefit of those who may thus be afflicted.— I aiD,
gentleman, yours truly, Henry Allpass.—To the Proprietors ot
Norton's Camomile Pilfs.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT,

In boxes, at is. ijjii., 2s. gd., 4s. 6d., and iis.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of 3 careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract

of the flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most
efficacious remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and
for torpid action of the liver and bowels, which produce indiges-

tion and the several varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They
speedily remove the irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay

spasms, correct the morbid condition of the liver and organs subser-

vient to digestion, promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and
relieve the constitution of all gouty matter and other impurities,

which, by circulating in the blood, must injuriously affect the action

of the kidneys; thus, by removing the causes productive of so much
discomfort, they restore the energies both of body and mind. To those
who indulge in the luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly
useful, occasioning no pain in their action, unless they meet with an
unusual quantity of acrid bile, and acid matter in the stomach and
bowels. To Europeans on their arrival in India or China they are

recommended as a preser\'ative against the fatal disorders peculiar to

tropical climates. Their occasional use, if combined with the strictest

attention to diet, will be frequently found to remove at once, by their

influence over the secretions, that congestive and unhealjhy condition

of the liver which is so often the earliest antecedent of severe febrile

and constitutional disturbance. It must be understood that these

Pills are not recommended as containing any new or dangerously
active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are characterised by a remark-
able simplicity of combination, and whatever merit they may be found
to possess depends as much upon the selection of pure drugs, and the

unusual labour and attention bestowed upon their subsequent pre-

paration, as upon the acknowledged peculiarity of their composition.

They are not recommended as a panacea, nor are they adapted to all

complaints; but as a mild and efficacious aperient and tonic in the

various form» of indigestion it will not, perhaps, be an exaggeration to

state that they have been resorted to under all systems of diet, changes

of climate, or atmospheric alternations, with an extraordinary degree

of success, for upwards of 70 years. This celebrated Family Aperient

may be had throughout the United Kingdom, in boxes, at is. I'Ad.,

2S. ()d., 4s. 64., and lu., as well as in India, China, New Zealand, and
the Australian Colonies.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE,

In boxes, at is. ilid., 2s. qi.t ^. 6d., and lu.
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PATENT PORTABLE

TRENIDLE'S
PLANT PROTECTORS AND GROUND VINERIES.

Saiircd by Her Majaly's Royal Letters Patent {Two Separate and DiUinct Patents, 1S69 and 1S70).

Under the Distinguislied Patronage of—

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES.
HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJAH DULEEP SINGH.

HIS GkACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.

THE MOST NOBLE THE MARCHIONESS OF ANGLESEA.
THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL PORTM.AN.
THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF STAMFORD AND WARRINGTON
THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF PORTSMOUTH, &c., &c.

CAUTION // be immcdiatelv commenced against any one infringing these Patents.

RENDLE'S
PATENT PORTABLE

PLANT PROTECTORS.

This Engraving represents the New Pattern.

It will be seen that the top or grooved Brick

is formed in two distinct pieces. The Glass

rests on the front piece, and the other part

can be instantly removed, so that the whole of

the Glass can be set free from one end of the

Protector to the other in a few minutes.

The under Brick is also made with an open-

in^', so that, with the finger, the Glass can be

removed or shifted at pleasure.

The Patent Grocrjed Bricks can be placed on

dinary Kiln Piricks set on the Flat. Full Directions

- for fix ' them loill be sent -villi each Ini'

PRICES OF NEW " BELVOIR CASTLE" PATTERN.
NEW T.\RIFF .\ND CARRIAGE FREE TEKMS,

The following Prices are for the Patent Grooved Bricks and the Glass :—
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Notice.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE—FULI. Price will be given

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—On and after this date
the SUBSCRIPTION lo the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

and AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be ill 31. loi. for 13 months,
including postage, instead of £1 6j.

,

October i. 1870.

Cbrlstmas Trees.—Spruce Flra from 1 to 16 feet—See
THOM.VS (RUM'S AND SON'S TRADE

CA'r.M.i 'OIK fur the present season.
TIk- NursiTirs Tunliritine Wells.

Victoria Nursery, Wisbech, CambridgesWre.
WWOOIIIXK K'S spetial offer of LAURELS,

• from fulllnt"., i', to -1 feel, SJ, to joi. i,cr too; LAURUS.
TINUS, &c. The Ir.iile supplied

LauruBtlnus.

J J.
HARPUR, Nurseryman, Wexford, begs to

. offer the above in quajitity. Free to Liverpool or Bristol.
Prices on appli

ARGE FOREST TREES (special offer).-
* Qto l6 feet. /5 per loo.

r. hooper. New Wandsworth, S.'W.

To tlie Trade.
TROP-«0LUM CANARIENSE.

Price on application.
DOtVNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING, 17, South Frederick Street,

Edinburgh.

f;
Ac

T..

Chit from

•arietvofi
TEORGE FOGVVELL, New Road, Rrixham, Devo

I LARCH,

of other Shrubs and Fi

^VVKLL

feet. 1

:se Arbor-vitas,
stinus. Laburnums.
Droopinf; Elms (very tine).

tojh
SCOTCH FIR,
nd Prices sent on application to

DARLING, Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Aberdeen.CARDNO A

PALM SEEDS.—Just arrived from Natal, a very
small quantity of the seeds of PHHNI.\ RECLINATA, of

very fine quality. Price 2go francs per 1000 ; 30 francs per 100 (cash).
Mr. ALFRED SERDOBUEL, Horliculteur, Passage Vander

Bruggen 4, (jhent, Belgium.

To tbe Trade.
FRESH CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA SEED,

just arrived from California, 45J. per lb., %s. per 02.

ROBERT NEUMANN, Seed Merchant and Importer of Seeds,
Erfurt, Prussia.

C^
, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

OPRING FLOWER GARDENS.—Those who are
V^ planting large quantities of Bulbs and of Spring flowering Plants,
can have special advantageous offers of such.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, of very choice strain;
nice healthy plants, pricked over out of pans, free by post,

ag for 41., 50 for 71. bd., 100 for 14J. Trade price on application per

H. AND R STIRZAKER, Skcrton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Pelargoniums for tbe MllUon.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled Collection of French,

Fancy, and Show varieties is now ready, at the following low
prices:— 100 plants, distinct sorts, for ^as.; e;o plants for 30J. ; or

CamatlonB, Plcotees, and Pinlcs.
BOOTH, Florist, Pole Lane, Failsworth, near
Manchester, is now offering the above, in all the best named

Trade supplied. CATALOGUES now ready.

EXTRA STRONG FRUITING VINES.—
Two Thousand close-jointed, thoroughly ripened Canes, can

be supplied, of the leading varieties, for fruiting in pots, and for
^i.,-.:..„ tA :-:— ''A-'^'LOGUE UpOn application.

i, Chester.

Vines, from Eyes.

JOHN BELL has a large stock of strong Planting
and Fruiting VINES, of all the leading kinds, 31. &f., s* . and

7J.6rf. each. Price to the Trade on application.—The Norwich Nursery
Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

V INES, VINES, now ready for planting out.

Descriptive CATALOGUES post free on application.

JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard. Garston, Liverpool.

B
Vines.

S. WILLIAMS has this season a splendid STOCK

To the Trade.
JOHN BELL offers very fine Standard MAY DUKE

CHERRIES, tall, clean, and straight stems, 751- per 100 ; some
extra large heads, two years worked, 12J. per dozen. Samples sent

if requested. — The Norwich Nursery Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11,

Exchange Street, Norwich.w EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

;5 from Mr WEBB. Caleot, Reading.

B.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, I'cars, Apples, Figs, Apricot!

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oran^s.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, ir

Pots. Descriptive Priced LIST
RICHARD SMITH. Nuts. ind Seed Merchant, Worcester.

OSS ROSES. — A few Thousands of these to be
SOLD. For sample and price appU' to

J, COOPER. Gardener & Florist, Balfour Cottage. Fulham Fields, S.W.
M
S

To Amateurs and the Trade.
TAND.\RD ROSES, splendid plants, by the dozen.
hundred, or thousand. Prices quoted (which are low),

CATALOGUES supplied free upon application.

L. WOODTHORPE. Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Esse:

c
Roses.

HARLES TURNER'S Descriptive and Priced
CATALOGUE of ROSES is now ready.

The Royal Nu . Slough.

Francis & Co.'s Catalogue of Roses.

EP. FRANCIS AND CO.'S New Edition of the
• above is published, and will be sent gratis on application.

Their stock, both of STANDARDS and DWARFS, is very superior.
The Nurseries, Hertford, Herts.

HALF SPECIMEN TE.A-SCENTED ROSES,
established in 6-inch pots, for forcing, exhibition, or greenhouse

culture. E-\tra line plants. 2as. lo 301. perdoren, in large quantities.

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near
UckfielJ. Sussex.

I I.I; s^i:W GIANT POLYANTHUS,
i 1 I, -Mid GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

III. Double PRIiMROSESof different colours:
. 1 \ . I ill >iii(ile and Ilouble : with every sort of Early

11,.. II, 1,1 1 un application.—W. WEBB, Caleot, Reading.

w
L ILIUM AURATUM (English-grown roots) can b

supplied by the doien, hundred, or thousand, at

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

To the Trade.

L ILIUM AURATUM.— Splendid bulbs, sound and
heavy, and at remarkably low prices. Samples may be seen.

Price on appliratinn to
ItoiiPKR <Nr. CO , Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Amaranthus elegantlsslmus (Lee's variety).
KX lUA I-TNE STRAIN.

QUTTON AND SONS have succeeded in savii

WANTED, 200 MORELLO CHERRY, dwarf-
trained, for walls; also 250 MURCHUR EVAL APPLE,

Standards, 4 feet high.

W
Ĝaraw

""jAS^^GAlfAWAY

I, BRUSSELS or COMMON PLUM
STOCKS, fit for working.

& Co. require the above. Send sample, price, and

I CO., Durdham Down Nun

W^
E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nur

price, and number of
W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N B.

WANTED, HEPATICAS, PRIMROSES,
HELLEBORE, or any other kind of spring.blooming Plants, in

large quantities. State price, which must be low, 10
F. M., Gardeners' Chroniete Office, W.C.

WANTED, a quantity of SNO